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Faculty contract

woes continue
fly CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff /

University Administrators are ready to sign

their first contract with the faculty union,

but union leaders say issues still remain to

be solved.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery yester

day said the administration is ready to sign

ihe contract, and said only one more
bargaining session with the union, the

Massachusetts Society of Professors, will

be needed to settle minor differences.

But union President James E. Cathey

yesterday said eight issues remain to be

negotiated.

Bromery and Cathey both agreed yester

day the major issues are distribution of

merit based salary increases and formula

tion of a system to ensure University

librarians share in the merit raises.

A contract settlement, Cathey said, will

"depend on when the administration

comes pack to the bargaining table."

Cathey said the administration has refused

to bargain with the union, and ignored an

August 9 request to resume negotiations.

The two sides have negotiated on-and-off

since the summer of 1977.

Bromery, however, said the administra-

tion twice said it would resume negotia-

tions, in letters to the union dated Aug. 18

and Aug. 31.

"The whple summer has gone by waiting

for them to answer," Bromery said. 'We
think the Qontract could be cleaned up in

one meeting."
Bromery said the two remaining issues-

merit-based raises and raises for librarians

-

could be easily resolved.

Cathey agreed, and said he was "op-

timistic" a settlement could be reached.

The merit pay distribution is expected to

be based on recommendations by faculty

members, faculty review committees, and

academic department personnel.

Cathey said the administration, in its most
recent offer, reserved solely to itself the

right to grant the increases. That, he said,

amounts to a "slush fund," where an

employer "pays off" its employees.
Bromery, however, said the administration

has proposed the raises be based on the

recornmendations.

"We did offer a position on merit," he

said. "We got no response."

Contract provisions have not yet been

made public, but a pay increase of some 20

percent is expected. Four percent of the in-

crease is expected to be merit pay.

Bromery said if faculty members were
aware of provisions in the current contract

under negotiations, they would quickly ap-

prove the pact.

"If the faculty was appraised on the con

tract, they would approve," he said. "The

contract has salary increases to begin the

catching-up process, recognizes the faculty

union, and provides for traditional gover-

narice."

Governance, an issue" of paramount con-

cern to the faculty, generally deals with the

right of faculty to review themselves for

promotion and advancement, and also

other academic matters. Faculty members

have not received a pay raise in four years.

Once administration and union bargainers

agree on a contract, the pact will be sub

mitted for approval to both the university

trustees and faculty members at large. Re-

jection by either group would send the

bargainers back to the table, and could lead

to a strike by faculty members.

Si .v»' iinps w«Mothostoiy yesterday all over campus. Many students waited in

I I rs Mv«' this ono sookiiig course changes in the Rhetoric Program in Bartlett

H.,.l Stiiff photo by Patrick Dobbs I

CAIVIP DAVID, MD. President Carter greets Egyptian

President Anwar Sadat as the Egyptian leader arrived here
for a meeting with Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin.

See related •tory. page 2. (UPI)

Food tax
dropped
By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff

Students must no longer pay the 5 per-

cent tax on food purchased in Campus
Center food service organizations as a

result of UMass officials' interpretation of a

legislative bill passed this summer, Arthur

H. Warren, director of Auxiliary Services,

said yesterday.

Warren said he did not know which

services would be affected by the tax

exemption, but he will meet this morning

with managers of the food organizations to

determine procedures.

However, students who showed their

UMass identification cards, were not

charged tax for food they purchased last

night in the Campjs Center Coffee Shop.

Campus Center food organizations, run by

Saga Food Service, Inc , office at nearby

Hampshire College, include the coffee

shop, the Blue Wall cafeteria, the cafeteria

on the tenth floor of the Campus C-nter

and the Top of the Campus Restaurar!

A bill, passed by the Ligislature dunrg the

state budget session in July, provides tax

exemptions for students who eat in the

dining commons or in fraternities and

sororities.

Warren said the decision to exempt

students at the Compus Center from the

meals tax was terpretation of the

bill." He said, i iit; imH snys that students

should not have tn pay t. » on meals they

have to take.

As director of Auxiliary Services, Warren
oversees the University Food Services,

Campus Center Food Services and Con-

ference Services.
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Wood faces
possible strike as

Boston schooltiead

WednMday, September 6, 1978,

By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

Former UMass president and current

Boston superintendent of Schools Robert

C. Wood IS facing a possible teacher's

strike as he begins his first month as head

of the Boston public schools.

Boston public school teachers voted

yesterday to strike next week if they do not

receive an acceptable contract offer from

the Boston School Committee

The strike vote from the 5,000 members of

the Boston Teachers Union came on the

eve of today's opening of Boston public

schools and clouded the hopes of city

administrators that this would be the

smoothest opening since the im

plemeniation five years ago of court-

ordered school busing to achieve racial

desegregation

Wood was unable to be reached last night

for comment He was appointed
superintendant of schools this summer
after resigning his UMass presidency m
June of 1977 because of budget disputes

with Gov Michael S. Dukakis.

The union leadership had originally called

for a strike to begin the first day of classes,

but Monday. Boston Teachers Union

President Henry Robinson recommended a

strike moratorium until September 14 to

allow the resumption of stalled contract

negotiations

Contract talks broke off last Friday and

neither the union nor the city has any idea

when further ones will be rescheduled

Contract disputes revolve around three

issues-money, class size and job security.

The teachers are seeking a 6.5 percent

salary increase this year and next The
school committee is offering them a 5

percent increase

The strike threat comes at a time when the

city s public schools have been removed

from two and a half years of federal

receivership by US District Court Judge

W Arthur Garnty Garrity had placed the

schools under receivership m December,

1975 after ruling school officials were not

cooperating in the implementation of his

desegregation plans

Under Massachusetts law a teachers

strike is illegal. Boston has 70,000 public

school students Elementary, middle

school and first year high school students

are scheduled to report to classes today.

High school sophomores, juniors and

seniors report later this week

However, Boston is not alone in its

teacher problems. Strikes in Louisiana,

Michigan, Illinois, Idaho, Indiana, Ohio,

Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont and

Washington left an estimated 419,850

students without teachers yesterday.

\qMS\S^^

Former UMass President ann current Superintendent of Boston public schools

Robert C. Wood faces a possible teachers' strike next week. Boston schools

open today. [Collegian file photo. 1

Contrrjct disputes have also threatened to

shut down schools later this week in major

cities including. Philadelphia. Cleveland,

and Seattle. Salary disputes have been the

maior issue which has sent teachers to the

pickett lines.

In New Orleans, the four day walkout by

teachers has left the schools manned by

substitute teachers and attendance well

below normal. Students who did attend

were kept busy with games and television

instead of school work.

TarRVbegin as bombs explode in Jerusalem
CAMP DAVID. MD. [Compiled from

w/re5!--Anwar Sadat and Menachem Begin
arrived here yesterday to attend a summit
conference to try to settle disputes bet-

ween their Mideast countries while back

home, Israeli officials have ordered massive

security measures after bombs planted by
Arab terrorist exploded in Jerusalem, and
seriously injured two persons.

A gasoline station attendant and an

American immigrant were injured in the

blast near a gasoline station. The second

bomb exploded under an empty tourist bus

outside the Jaffa Gate entrance to the old

city. No one was hurt, police said.

In Beirut, Lebanon, the Palestine

Lit>eration Organization claimed respon-

sibility for both blasts and vowed to step up

'military action against vital targets in areas

the enemy considers sealed off by security

forces."

The PLO communique said it would issue

no statements on the summit but would

"let our deeds speak."

It was Carter who took the political

gamble of inviting Begin and Sadat to

Camp David. They arrived in conflict over

the goals of the summit and the role to be

played by Carter.

"We come here at a crucial

crossroad, "Sadat said on his arrival at

Andrews Air Forcp Base outside

Washington. "The challenge is tremen-

dous. We have nc choice but to accept the

challenge. We cannot afford to fail."

Citing his conflict with Begin, the

Egyptian president said, "This is no time for

maneuver and for worn-out idoas. It is time

for magnanimity and reason.

"

The Israeli prime minister, a negotiator

with a reputation for time-consuming

attention to detail, viewed the talks in the

seclusion of Camp David as an opportunity

to reaffirm the peace covenant he made

nine months ago with Sadat.

Begin says he hopes a basis can be found

for continuing Egyptian-Israeli talks

-

presumably at a lower, ministerial level-

lasting months if necessary to achieve a

settlement

Sadat, impatient with details and given to

bold, history-changing moves, considers

the summit '"the last chance for peace."'

He has rejected Begins suggestion of

deliberate consideration over several

months of the innumerable issues In

conflict between Israel and its Arab netghi

bors. "I say no to long drawn-out talks,",

Sadat said before leaving home.

Begin feels any settlement must flow from

direct bargaining between Egypt and Israel

and cannot be imposed by the United

States. Carter, therefore, is seen by Begin

as a mediator but not a formulator of peace

terms.

At Sadat's urging, however. Carter has

accepted the role of "full partner" in the

talks. Sadat wants him to overcome

Begins resistance to committing Israel to

withdrawal from the west bank of the

Jordan River and to Arab sovereignty over

the area

One clear implication is that, if a

breakthrough is not achieved Sadat will

review Egypt"s options, including military

measures. Most analysts do not think

Cairo is strong enough to wage a war with

Israel now, even if Sadat's ruptured alliance

with Syria is healed.

Upon his arrival, "Sadat received a red-

carpet welcome from Vice President Walter

F. Mondale and Secretary of State Cyrus

R. Vance. Nearly 200 Egyptian well-

wishers sang a national song from behind a

security barrier.

After his arrival speech, Sadat boarded a

helicopter for the final leg of his trip to

Camp David, northwest of Washington,

where Carter was waiting.

Today'* Staff

Baby 'recipes' researched
WASHINGTON \AP\ \Nanta boy baby?

Or a qirl ? Scientists are working on baby

rMCiDfts, known as sex control, designed to

iir.provft the odds of choosing your child's

But beforfi painting the kid's bedroom

ni.i». or bine. lake note: Even if you follow

'hf' uniomantic directions the most

t. li,tt.l< involved artificial insemination - the

'esiiiTs .)fe far from foolproof.

AtuI so far, the hoy recipe has been the

n ( s! successful.
. . ,. i( ction has virtually no credibili-

•V ivs l)r Ronald Ericsson, a reproduc-

i)t V M' loqist in Sausalito, Calif., who
i,

. ruiffi one technique for influencing

... . f l»at)l(:S.

Wf rion't claim to have a method that is

,. ' It. saifl Encsson, who did post-

,- ,1 work in endocrinology at the

V f Wisconsin. "We"re dealing in

I , '"'t witr.hcraft

"

,iiv 1' rt are three techniques to

in wtiKti amniotic fluid is taken from a

wf man s uterus durinq the fourth month of

o-ecin.itu V tf) test for the sex of the fetus. If

ti,(.sf» IS wrnnq. an abortion can be per

fn.ni.Mi Most floctors oppose this method.
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Program may end

Teen arrested

on rape charge

Advocate Prpgram member Flozell Hall (left], waits with Amherst patrolman

John Connor after being arraigned yesterday at Hampshire District Court. Ha
was charged with assault with a dangerous weapon, kidnapping and rape.

[Staff photo by Patrick O. Dobbs]

By CAROL ROSENBERG
Coftegian Staff

This weekend's arrest of a teenager on
rape, kidnapping, and other charges may
prompt the complete closing or partial

phase-out of a UMass affiliated program for

juvenile delinquents of which the suspect
was a participant.

Floyzell Hall, an 11 -month participant of

the program and Amherst Regional School
Student, was arraigned yesterday morning
in a Hampshire County District court on
two sets of complaints sworn out by
UMass and Amherst Police.

Hall allegedly raped and robbed a 19-year

old man who had picked him up hitchhikino

and forced the man to take him to his home
where he robbed and threatened the man
and his wife.

Robert M. Winston, an associate
professor in the School of Education and
director of the Advocate Program,
yesterday said their may be an "immediate
phase down, which may reduce the

program by 50percent," and he will "make
a decision as to whether to phase the

program out completely."

Winston said the program "will represent

the positive things he (Hall) had done,"

while he was in the program, but said he

realizes the "severity and tragedy of what
happenned this weekend."

Winston said Hall had been "attending the

program for 1 Imonths without incident."

Doug Forsythe, an associate professor in
the School of Education, and the Division
chairperson over the Advocate program
denied plans for phasing out the program,
but said University officials discussed many
options 1

A representative of the UMass News
bureau, commenting on the Advocate
program yesterday, said "they've been in

troubleall summer. There were a number
of incidents, mostly related to cars."

Also arraigned in Hampshire County couit
yesterday was Harold R. Graham, 17, on
grounds of breaking and entering Mon-
tague House Saturday night. Montague is

adjacent to the School of Education
building.

The youth, also a participant in the

Advocate Program, was released on his

personal recognizance.

Winston said yesterday that they had
"tried to terminate him (Graham) from the

program one month ago," and they are

"still waiting."

Tenants call rent strike in protest

By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Eighty-five to 100 tenants of UMass
family-housing projects have called a rent

strike to protest a $19 increase and have

placed current rents due in an escrow ac-

count in the student credit union.

The rent will remain in the account until

the UMass administration either takes ac-

tion against the striking tenants or decides

to negotiate with them, tenant organizer

Scott Balfour said yesterday. Most of the

tenants are married or foreign students

employed as research teaching assistants.

Balfour and other tenants yesterday met

.

with Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis L. Madson to discuss the strike, in

effect since last Friday.

Madson said the tenants' protest will be

under consideration next week when the

Board of Trustees meet in Boston. Should

the trustees decide the rent increase is a

"fair and reasonable one" Madson said

eviction of the striking tenants is "a

possibility, but not an attractive one.
"

No university action will be taken against

the strikers, Madson said, until the trustees

come to a decision regarding rent in-

creases.

Balfour said the threat of eviction against

the strikers is recognized by the striking

tenants, and said they were thinking of

alternate action, such as bringing in local

health inspectors to investigate improper

living conditions which he said could close

down the apartments or legalize the

tenants' not paying rent.

Tenants are currently placing old rent fees

in their escrow account because they can-

not afford the increased fee, Balfour said.

Stipends for graduate teaching assistants

have not increased in four years, and the in-

creased rent for this year and the future

cannot be met, he said.

Madson said the question of increased

stipends for the students was one of the

"biggest issues- the buying power

students has been cut significantly."

of

Temporary Vice-chancellor for administra-

tion and finance George Beatty, Jr. yester-

day said "stipends are not high enough, but

residents must still carry their own weight

in the housing system."

Balfour said tenants may be carrying more
than their own weight to pay for

"mismanagement or faulty construction,"

of North Village apartments, one of three

family-housing units. North Village, built in

1971, is being paid for through rent in-

creases and is badly in need of repair, he

said.

Bonds for construction of University

apartments have been paid for and Lincoln

apartments are almost paid for, he said.

Tenants at all three units are effected by the

rent increases.

Madson said faulty construction was also

in question and said he would visit North

Village early next week to personally in-

spect the housing. Balfour cited improper

ventilation, ceiling tiles and floors caving in,

and sliding dnors which came off and have

since been boarded up by the university, as

some of the problems at North Village.

"They're [the administration! concerned

with balancing the budget and we're

(tenants! concerned with the welfare of our

families," Balfour said. "There's no

coherency in choosing these rent increasea-

-they could have increased it by $35.00 arMi

still not balanced their budget," he said. '

Madson said he was interested in formir>Q

a Tenants Association to work with the ad-

ministration and Balfour said the tenants

need a permanent group to represent the

students, especially foreign students who
are not eligible for financial aid or food

stamps to help defray living cost.

Everything went fine

'-" rll'jfj yd j/UiM '*>"/«^' »•»»*
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By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

New policies and sunny weather have

been cred'ted by UMass officials as the

major factors in making the school opening

this week smoother than last fall, when 150

students were left without rooms.

Approximately 18,700 undergraduates

and 5,700 graduate students returned here

last weekend for the fall semester.

This year a new housing policy enabled

the University to provide all incoming

students with rooms and to avoid the

student housing problem which marred last

years opening. Some students last year

spent the entire fall semester in the Campus
CcMiii I Hotel due to a shortage of beds.

Another new policy credited with making

the start of this year uneventful was a

staggered opening which had new students

arrive on Sunday and the rest of the

student body on Monday.

The housing policy this year placed most

of the control with the housing office rather

than with the dormitory heads of residence.

The new system is the result of a housing

study conducted last year by a task force

composed of adrrMnlstrators and students.

Gtjirilfl Quailos, associate housing

director, said he expects most of the 1 1 ,087

beds in the dormitory system to be filled

today.

Students who paid their b'lls late also lost

their housing assignments and were re-

assigned on a first-pay basis. Most housing

complaints came from these students and

others who did not get the rooms or

roomates they wanted.

The biggest housing problems were faced

by those seeking off-campus rooms and

apartments. Many Juniors and Seniors

who were exempted last spring from

University housing are unable to find

apartments in the area. Some of these

students are now requesting dorm rooms
and Queries said they will be placed if and

when rooms open up.

Local and campus police said that

although traffic was heavy on the moving-

in days, the staggered opening made things

less hectic than usual. The weather was

also cited as a favorable factor; last year it

rained on opening day.

Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia said

r).i(l.iii(j ristni.lK'ns have boon lifted from

parking lots with covered signs until Friday.

A'cn lesiderit diiectois reported no major

pxliltins although one parent requested

that ;) Mtjn leading "Lovers Welcome" be

A sion remaining from a marriage encounter conference here this summer

welcomes incoming new students at Johnson House in Northeast Residential

Aroa (Staff photo by Beth Segers)
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Women's News Briefs
f:SS«S:;:i:

Dfiniainn nh^Uenged ^"*!-^iol^"<:^ groups

IHER SA Y News Service]
Tht' fec«;nt decision by the m-tional Jaycee's organization to

ffxcUide women from full men.bership is being challenged in
Afliims, a coniniunity in the northwest corner of the state
The Adams chapter is half female If it foiiows the national

fwhcy. It will lack the numl>er of members required for a
chart. ;r Loss of a charter would put the chapter out of
iMJSinoss.

The group voted to ignore the anti women ruling and
(hallenge the national organization to try to enforce the
policy

Grants awarded
IHER SA Y News Service I

The U S Senate has voted to authorize $150 million for a
five year program designed to curb wife beating and other
domestic violence.
Tfie legislation provides for federal grants to state and local

governniffnts and sets up an office in the Department of
Health, EducatKjn and-Welfare to administrate the program,
Stfiiator Alan Cranston, (D Cal ) . the principal sponsor of

th«" hill s.iys stiidMfS have indicated that the number of wives
who h.ive sijffeied extreme violence" at the hands of their
husbands may Ixjas high as 5 million.

Abortion widely used
IHER SA Y News Service f

Abortion renr>ains the nxwt widely used nf>ethod of birth con-
trol around the wodd, despite continuing controversy the
Atlas Worid Press Review reports.
According to the magazine, the annual global total of women

w^bo have abortions is 46 million. This figure is equal to the
population of Turttey, the Phillippir>es or Thailand. Despite the
"^creased legalization of abortions m many countries, 150,000
women die each year as a result of illegal abortions.
A brief overview of abortion by the magazine shovys that six-

ty percent of the wodd population now lives in countries with
fiberal abortion laws. Anx>r>g those are China, the U.S., Japan
and nrKWt European countries. The renrwining 40 percent lives
in countries where abortions are strictly forbidden or allowed
or>ly in cases of rape or incest.
The magazine reports that at a global level, it looks like

itberalized abortion laws are here to stay.

protest Hustler parody
IHER SA Y News ServiceI

Several anti-violence groups are protesting Hustler
magazine s recent reported attempt at "setf-parody " The
groups include Woa>en Against Violence And Pornography In
Media, based in Bertteley, and Women Against Violence
Against Women, a Rochester, New York group.
The cover of the June isssue of Hustier portrayed a picture of

a naked woman being fed head-first into a meat grinder and
turned into hamburger. The caption under the picture in a
quote by Hustler owner Larry Flynt saying, "We will no longer
hang women up like pieces of meat."
Paul Krassner, who edited the June edition of Hustler says

the picture is nrwant to be a self parody of the magazine
making fun of the past history of Hustler when women were

treated like pieces of meat " Since owner Flynt's conversion
to Christianity, Hustler has professed to be changing its at-
titude toward women
Laura Lederer of the Berkeley women's group says her group

will continue to try to limit the distribution and sales of the
riiagazine, which "encourages assaults on women by showing
the most brutal violence against them."

lUD investigated
IHER SA Y News S'irvice I

The Food and Diug Administration is currently investigating
an iMti;uitering device that works by releasing the con-
ii.ice()tive boil- tone progesterone into the uterus.
The device, progestasert is believed to cause five to seven

limes the number of ectopic pregnanzies (pregnancies oc-
ctirinn oiitsifle the uterus, usually in a fallopianhtube) than
other innauierine devices.
The ri)A is r<f|uesting that the Alza Corporation analyze the

uroifls of doctors who have already presecibed 6,000 of the
devices The corporation is a principal manufacturer of
Pto(|«^taseit in the United States
Tin; British distributor of Progestasert has stopped

tiiomoiinq it .ind is contacting doctors who have prescribed it

f< I fiiitber invf^tiuation into its effects. The British
lMibl.r.;ition WOI\/IFNS REPORT says that English women are
lu.w beiny advised to replace Progestasert with another kind
of ronti.iceptive device.

BOOKT
SELL YOUR USED BOOKS

at the

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Physical Plant Building

Tuesday, Sept. 5
to

Tuesday, Sept. 10
(except Sunday)

another service of

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

Eyes Ape Poppiii*

... at our fifteen hundred colorful bedcovers from
India and Nepal! Naturals, solids, stripes & prints.

Single bed sizes

(72" X 108")

Double bed sizes

(90" X 108")

Moo. tt^ru Sat. 10-6
Fridays 'til 9

Master Chorge &
VISA occepTed

Were
$ 8.00

1000
12.00

15.00

18.00

Now
$ 5.95

7.95

9.95

12.95

15.95

* opening day o.k.
oM^m. 6

A Store-full of Ideas

fNext to the Pbst Office

Downtown Amherst

I

""^^

Om«(«KM

mi. .UMd Qm
End Tabto (FormlM) Rag. 29.00
Notv 14.00
Fin« Oak CoffM Tabta Rm.
109.00 New 44Jt
B«droom S«l (Spanish) Rag.
1250.00 Haw OOiJO.
Uaad RafilQaralor 4M0
Oaad aaa 8to«a 4M0
Sofa Bad Rag. 179.00 Near
IMJO
2 DC. LMng Room Sat Raa.
349.00 NwllMO
Badroom Chair Rag. 89.00 Nev

2 pc. Early Amartcan Sota A
Chair Rag. 1150.00 Near 47iJI
Twin Maitraaa Rag. 89.00 plaw

FuR sua IMattraaa Rag. 119.00

Braidad Rug Rag. 09.00 Haw

Baby Foam Rubbar IMattrasa

Rag. 24.00 mm 14J0
AN Baby UtUWas §•% alT

Wall Mirror Rag. 89.00 Now
8SJ8
2 Pc Sofa A Chair Rag 349 00.

Spaad Ouaan Waaftar Rag.
399.00 Now t88.08
Qibaon Oryar Rag. 289.00 Near
tiMO
Gibson f^afrigarelor Rag. 489.00

Qibaon Oiahwaahar Rag. 289.00

Hardwich Gas Ranga Rag.
295.00 Now 9MJ0_
Sofa Bed (turns into Full size b96)

Reg 395 00 Now 2M.00.
Early American Sofa & Chair.

Rag S49 00 Now 2N.00

C«i^
cm

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

rt^movftd from Jotinson Dorm in ttie Nor
ihfost .jrea The sign was left over from a
niarriaqe encounter program which had
tal<(;n place ttie previous weekend.
By Tuesday the biggest problem for most

students was bureaucratic red tape, in-

complete schedules and long lines in front
of every service office.

Spokepersons from registration, the ID
office, financial aid, housing, food services
and the campus stores said that despite the
lines things are running smoothly.
The longest line was for the parking office

in Munson Hall which at one point stret-

ched all the way to the Whitmore Building

(.-mif) Martha McLean from the parking
office said the line gets longer every year
because more and more students bring up
their cars every year. She said that

because of early parking registration this

summer she has limited spaces and expects
to run out by the weekend.
The textbook annex opened yesterday
and will follow an extended schedule until

September 16. Paul Shepard from tha
annex said they are in better shape this year
than previous years as all of their orders
have been filled.

Campus operators have had the most
dennands of any service since school
opened. A dialing instruction pamphlet
and limited directory was not delivered to
most students and the operators have been
swamped with requests for dialing in-

structions and phone numbers. The
number of operators on call has been
doi|6led to six for the duration.

UMass Chancellor Randolph Bromery said
he 'is happy with this years opening.
"Usually my office gets 10 billion com-
plaints at this tinr>e and there have been
l<;wef this year, maybe two billion."

"When dealing with this .many people
there are going to be those who are
unhappy," he said. "You try to minimize
the problems because you can never
eliminate them. I think we minimized many
problems this year."

''No student knows his subject:

the most he knows is where and how
to find out the things he does not know."

W(X>080W WUON

ATTENTION
ALL
RSO'S

Mandatory student activities
workshop for all RSO officers. RSO's
will not be able to spend funds until

workshop is attended. Spending will

be allowed until workshops begin in

September. Check your RSO mailbox
as soon as possible for your scheduled
workshop time.

Delivery begins

Sun., Sept. 17

STL)DENTS— UMASS— (on campus only)

Have the Boston Glove delivered to your dormitory at

the special half price rate to students at this college. Follow

the Red Sox in the playoffs and World Series.

A Week ^^^ ^ Week

^ 1 C\C\ For The Morning For The Morning

V I V/V/ And Sunday 40c A Week
For The Sunday

Delivery begins

Sun., Sept. M

Pleat* fill out this form artd giv«

after Sept. 17 will be pro- rated.

form artd give to Student Rep. who will be contactlrtg you If rtot contacted within a week return to either party li«ted below. All orders received

D Morning $8.25 D Sunday $5.00 DMorn. & Sun. $12.75

Name^ —

.

—
Campus Address — •

Fred Bergvr
414 Prince House

L^rry Berger

M-4 Cliffside Apts.

Sunderland, Mass.
666-3906

Rdyon your textbooks IJODSJODSJODSJODS
"SAVEMEA REFRIGERATOR!##

Wo tu job

Tuos.. Sept. 6—9 a.m. -6 p.m.
Wed.. Sept. 6-9 a.m. -9 p.m.
Thur., Sapt. 7—9 a.m. -9 p.m.
Ffi., Sapt. 8—9 a.m. -5 p.m.

Sat., Sapt. 9—10 a.m. -3 p.m.

Mon.. Sapt. 11—9 a.m. -7 p.i

Tuas., Sapt. 12—9 a.m. -7 p.

Wad.. Sapt. 13-9 a.m.-S p.i

Thur.. Sapt. 14—9 a.m. -5 p.i

Fri.. Sapt. 15—9 a.m. -5 p.m.

Ragular hours: Monday-Friday—9 a.m. -4 p.m.

the UNIVERSITY STORE

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
in the Physical Plant Building

available at the Collegian
in the news, business and

ics departments.
Come down to the Col-

:ian office for more
details.

WE'VE JUST HECIEVED AN ADDITIONAL SHIPMENT OF BRAND NEW RENTAL HEFRIQE^^
MANY ARE ALREADY RESERVED. ORDER YOURS TODAY SO THAT YOU DON T MISS OUT.

R«trl|trM*rt kave frititrt, tiiipwaMr* entrtls, tnt tall b«ni< tttratt.

Ptrttet far sMy kraak siaeks ar laying ia suppllas for a real party.

$M.OO rantal he inelatts fraa delivery in tke fall and pickup In tke Spring.

. If year unit breaks down, we rusk yau a replacement Nitftin 24 hears - no charge.

CALL 253-3666 FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERV
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Referral fair slated
UMass students for the first time can obtain direct informa-

tion concerning campus and community resource services at a
Referral fair Thursday. The fair, sponsored by the Resource
Network Office, will be held in two shifts, from 10 a m to
noon and noon until 2 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom
The fair will include over 60 campus and community service

representatives supplying information on such services as stu
dent employment, day care, financial aid, health services and
area cooperatives, according to Judy Davis, a network
spokeswoman.
The morning will be devoted to supplying heads of

residences and residence assistants with written material to be
posted in dormitories. The afternoon is designed to provide
students access to vc^rying representatives for questions and
complaints.
This IS the fourth consecutive year the Network Office has

sponsored such a fair for heads of residences and resident
assistants. This is the first year students have been invited to
attend.

MARIE STUCKEY

Wednesday, September 6, 19/b

Women's news dept to meet
All <., iim/atitmal nwieting for the Women's News Depar-

•n .III (,i ih«; Collogi.m will bu held Tuesday, September 12 at
/ II " in ii!(; (;unf(it;nct.' room adjacent to the newsroom
AH woMujn ini(ii«;siod in wnting, photography, graphics and

I'siMuh arc inviicd Xo att<;nd. No previous newspaper ex-
Dcticncfi IS MMjuiKjd.
Ufulci the Coilfiiian's current Women's News Policy ap-

n-oxiiiiauily two ihitds of a page of each edition will be
alt. catcfl t(. women's news Because of this increased space,
Mi.inv .iflditional siaffois aie needed.
St. Iff. rs wishing to wfiti; news from a feminist perspective

will l.f^ al.k; to do so under the current system. Topics will
"uliKl.- won....n's health, the Equal Rights Amendment,
viniM»ce aiininst women, career opportunities. Lesbianism
Willi.in s niliiiral events, welfare, the family and other issues
( imt ruly of ( oncern to women.

Openinq Sept. IS

ISCO
N(}wTy"ren"iodeled NY style

Ltjrgest area discp 800 sq. ft.

hrne munchies 8-1

Proper attire required
:'y\ !)?1'1 Rt 9Amh./Had. line

UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM
Upward Bound seeks qualified Academic
Year Counselors for the 1978-79 followup
Program. Prior experience with low-
income minority youth required. Interestec

candidates should forward a resume to:

Upward Bound Project
Room 205 New Africa House
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

GRADUATE
STUDENTS

3 part-time assistantships (20 25 hours/week) for

academic year available with Student Activities
Office as Residential Area Activity Advisors.
Qualifications -knowledge of and interest in stu-

dent activities, ability to work closely with
students and staff, organizational skills, must be a
matriculated graduate student in good standing
and a good imagination.

Remuneration; $3600 for academic year
Apply: In person at the Student Activities Office

wtth 3 references (at least 1 nonacademic) by
September 18, 1978.

UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM
Upward Bound seeks qualified Academic
Year Tutors for the 1978 79 followup Pro
gram. Prior experience with low
income minority youth required. Interested
candidates should forward a resume to:

Upward Bound Project
Room 205 New Africa House
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

POSmOIMS OPEN
Unjon Video Center seeks competent

staff for the following positions:

Administrative Ass't.

Technician

Operatiort Ass'ts.
Call UVC- 545- 1336 for more info about

jobs, pay scales, etc.

<3peo Pri, rtilchSHOE^
JVKa^ IS7n. pleasant st^amlicrst

y

Bamboo Shades!

Physics 116 (E) No prererequisites

Relativity

A course for anyone interested
in understanding the most
remarkable theory of twentieth-
century science.

MWF 11:15 Hasbrouck 124 3 credits
Schedule #582222 Prof. Soltysik

Roll-up type for windows, doofwoys or room di-
viders. Constructed of 550 individual bamboo
sticks, completely assembled, with hooks for
hanging.

Sizes Our Price

Z X 6' 4.95
2y2' X 6' 5.95
3' X 6' 730
3V2' X 6' 830
4' X 6' 9.95

Sizes Our Price
5' X 6' 12.95
6' X 6' 14.95
8'x6' 21.95
8' X 8' 23.95

1A(h{L Discount on purchase
of 3 or more shades!

Men thru Sat, 10-6
Fridays til 9

Master Charae & A StOPefull of IdeaS
VISA accepted

Next to the Fbst Office

Downtown Amfierst

J

The R. Catholic Church
on campus

Welcomes You

Newman Center Schedule
Center Hours:

Sunday Friday—7:00 a.m.- 10:30 p.m.
Saturday—8 a.m.-midnight

Lord's Day Masses:
Saturday 4:30 p.m.. folk music (in Chapel)

1 1 :00 p.m., folk music (in Sunken Lounee^
Sunday 8:00 a.m.. medJtative (in Chapel)

9:30 a.m.. orgiin music (in Chapel)
1 1:00 a.m.. folk niui^ic (in Chapel)
12:30 p.m., orgm-» musio (in Chapel)
7:00 p.m.. organ and chc»ir (in Chapei)

Sacrament of Reconciliation:
Saturday 3:00 p.m -4:30 p.m. 10 (X) 10:45 p.m.

(aoy time on request)

Daily Masses (in Chapel):
Monday-Friday—8 a.m.
Saturday—8 a.m.

12:15 p.m.. 5:15 p.m.

Cafeteria: 7 a.m.- 10:00 p.m. daily

Editorial / Opinion
Collegian ?

Our Perspective

Welcome Back
timpT^ . 1 ^°' " "''^^' ' ""'"^^ ^'^^^'"9- You have to give up all that

hTf ^kT^'^'
'^^ ^^^'^' y°"^ ^^'^^ ^°^"' 3"d your friends but you gain alhe fun that goes with college, like going to the Bluewall, seeing all yCfol^ge

friends, and all that wonderful learning we're supposed to be doing
UMass IS also a kind of mixed blessing, and some old and new things along thisorder should be pointed out:

^

On the plus side, many of the dorms in Southwest have been recarpeted spar-
ing us the peuk and leaky roof stains that adorned many a dorm hall They didmuch renovation for the handicapped, making this University accessible to
everyone They planted "grass" next to the library steps heading towards the
Student Union, though it will probably be gone in a few days. The Cape Cod
Lounge looks very nice. We got our grades. Some of our administrators are ac-
tuaMy getting appointed to non-acting positions, though many offices are still
leaderless.

Enough of this positive stuff. Now to the bad things.

Somebody has got to do something about the sense of aesthetics in the Cam-
pus Center. Even though one of our own art professors did those new
paintings" in the Campus Center, UMass pride will not keep one from thinking

that they are horrendous. Some of them make you feel as if you were walking
through NASA's exhibit in the Smithsonian. Others make you think a drugged
addled octopus was given a few paint pots. Granted the old paintings were not so
hot, but at least they had the virtue of being so familiar you didn't notice them.

And while we're on the Campus Center, those plastic plants hanging in the
Campus Center Coffee shop are the epitome of tacky. If you're not going to go all

the way with real plants it's not worth going at all. As if the coffee isn't bad
enough...

Other bad things; the student activities fund is So far in debt the Student Senate
and all RSO groups should be walking around clad in barrels panhandling. Paul
Hammel of the Student Activities office is leaving, after coming in this summer
and succeeding in whipping that boondoggle of an office into shape. Chancellor
Bromery has elected to stay on until next June, though he should be leaving as
soon as a successor could be named. The Dean of Students Office has picked a
nearly redundant name for their information service -"Information Data Bank." It

should be called "Dean Field and the answer people." We're also going to have
to witness another SGA Presidential election. One can only hope that Russ Swan
can legally run with the duck this time.

Other than that, this place is just about the same. Some things are rotten, some
things are good, and some things are just there. Welcome back.

Ill Sundstrom

Revolution or religion?
"Shit. Wide of the mark."
According to a somewhat informed

source, Mao Tse Tung once spoke these
words. And wherever he is today, he's no
doubt speaking them again in regard to the
Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigades
misguided efforts to deify the late Chinese
ruler.

Mao was a great revolutionary, and like all

great revolutionaries, a very controversial

figure. His Cultural Revolution of the 1960's

left millions dead--was the purge
necessary? The answer to that, of course,

depends on your political "line." One con-

clusion about Mao is unavoidable,
however. He's dead.

So it's curious, if not contradictory, that

we should find ourselves walking by a

seemingly infinite array of posters around
campus proclaiming Mao's "immortal con-

tributions" and his revolutionary "legacy."

This sort of dogmatism is designed to ap-

peal to people who don't understand the

politics of class conflict but who could be

confused and sucked in by a revolutionary

father figure.

The pos.ters inform us that "revisionists

are revisionists and must not be sup-

ported," while "revolutionaries are revolu-

tionaries and must be supported." All I can

say ii? that I support the revisionists who
can revise RCYB posters so they make
sense to workers, who generally have more
native intelligence than to fall for such
tautologies.

The revisionists, of course, are the folks

who replaced Mao's wife and the three

other members of the "Gang of Four" (not

to be considered a punk version of Frankie

Valle and the Four Seasons) as China's rul-

ing clique. Why we are supposed to believe

that Hua Kuo Feng and his cronies are any
less respective of the Chinese proletariat

than the Gang is unclear-after all, there are

no elections in China. Certainly Hua is no
dogmatic follower of Mao... are we to

assume this makes him a trgitor to the

revolutionary cause because Mao himself

was infallible?

This seems to be the RCYB's "line". But

their native idolatry holds no appeal for the

American working class. Mao was a great

revolutionary leader (whether you like him

or not) because he knew the Chinese peo-

ple and their particular problems. That the

RCYB is "wide of the mark" in its attempts

to become a viable political force is

evidenced by the Mao Memorial poster on

the dumpster in front of the Old Chapel.

Someone has inked in the word "trashcan"

below the Mao Memorial part. It was pro-

bably a disgusted Marxist.

It was early in his writing career that Marx
said religion is "the opium of the people."

Dogmatism plays the same roles as

religion -it obscures the real struggles with

rigid polemics.

So next time you pass one of the RCYB
posters, keep right on smiling. And for

Christ's (or should I say Mao's?) sake, don't

attend the foolish memorial meetings. The
spirit of Mao will thank you.

iRevolutionary Corrimunist Youth Brigadei

Revisionists and
Revolutionaries

Mao Tse-tung was the greatest
revolutionary of our time. Under his

leadership millions of Chinese workers and
peasants stood up and overthrew the rule

of foreign imperialists and feudal landlords.

Faced with the mighty U.S. war machine,
which was arming Chiang Kai Shek, Mao
understood that it is people, not weapons,
that decide a war and led the Chinese to

victor v

.

In 1966 he again mobilized the masses of
Chinese people. This time it was not
against foreign powers, but against those
'persons in positions of leadership
following the capitalist road.' Self serving,

bureaucratic leaders found themselves
being paraded through the streets in dunce
caps. Workers, peasants and students
elected representatives from among
themselves to serve on revolutionary

cornmittees which would replace one man
rule of managers and administraters. China
was in the midst of it's second revolution-

the Great Projeterian Cujtural Revolution.
Mao always stood on the side of

revolution. When Khruschev and his

U.S.S.R. cronies talked about peaceful

coexistence with the U.S., Mao declared

"people of the world unite to defeat the

U.S. agressors and all their running dogs."
When Black people in this country rose up
in rebellion Mao supported their struggle.

The 'little red book' spread as

revolutionary minded people looked to

China and Mao as a beacon light towards a

truly liberated society.

Mao Tse-tung was a leader, not a ruler,

and on his death millions worldwide
mourned him. At the same time people
wondered what would happen to China,

who would carry on Mao's revolutionary

line. Mao himself spoke of the danger of

capitalist restoration. The Cultural

Revolution had prevented power hungry
leaders within the communist party from
gaining control once, but this did not mean
the party was forever vaccinated against

such traitors.

One month after Mao's death these
traitors jumped out, staged a military coup,
and seized power. Mao's closest comrades
including his wife were arrested along with

thousands of their supporters. In a number
of provinces open warfare broke out and
the new leadership sent in troops to crush

the resistance. Leaders were replaced on
all levels and many who had been criticized

during the cultural revolution were brought

back. The most notorious of these was
Teng Hsiao-ping, labelled as a capitalist

roader right before Mao's death, who is

now the number two man in china. As has
become painfully obvious the new
leadership, under the guise of carrying on

Mao's legacy, is cutting the heart out of his
words and butchering the advances of the
cultural revolution.

Schools and universities were a major
battleground during the cultural revolution.

Mao stressed that education must help
provide China with revolutionary suc-
cessors politically motivated to use their

knowledge to serve the workers and
peasants. Instead today there is a rise in

the importance of entrance exams and
academic standards, with a tracking

system to channel students accordingly.

All of this serves to produce an intellectual

elite.

Mao recognized that all art has a class

character and fought to push off the stage
the old plays that glorified emperors and
feudal gods. In their place revolutionary

plays and operas were produced showing
workers struggling to transform society.

Today these works have been either

thrown out or rewritten as the new
leadership pushes the familiar theme of art

for the sake of the artist.

The new leadership's message to workers
is clear-work hard keep your nose down
and we'll handle the politics and decision

making. One man management is

replacing the revolutionary committees.
Study circles in the workplaces have been
eliminated because they cut into

production time. Piece-work bonuses and
cash incentives are used to increase

production just as they are in any capitalist

country.

In short just as Khruschev talked about
"goulash communism", where workers
need only aspire to a full belly, Hua Kuo-
feng speaks of China's historic goal of
modernization. The idea of socialism as a

transition period on the road to classless

society, communism, has been buried in

China today. The narrow self serving views
of the new leadership is reflected in the
international arena as well. Almost daily

we read of new compromises made with
U.S. and Japanese imperialists and new
sellouts o* people's struggles.

All these developments have sown
confusion and doubt among the ranks of

revolutionary minded people. What does
this temporary reversal in China mean for

the millions of people who have looked to

China and Mao's legacy mean to the

millions in this country looking for an end to

the exploitation and oppression they face

daily^ These questions will be addressed at

the Mao Tse tung memorial meetings to be
held Sept. 9. Just as Mao and other

revolutionaries learned from the setback in

the Soviet Union, revolutionaries today
must learn from the experiences of China.

Ellen Becker

f
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Energy minicourses

Wind
Power

Physics 197A I credit

MWF 1:25 (first '/» semester)

Hasbrouck 126 Prof Cook
Schedule #687777

No prerequisites

Energy

Alternatives

Physics 197B 2 credits

MWF 1 25 (last % semester)

Hasbrouck 126 Prof Mullin

Schedule #587955

Students wishing to take both minicourses can receive E core credit by
registering instead for Physics 119, Schedule #582400.

"DISCOUNT LIQUORS"

RUSSELL ST., HAOLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

REAL
SANGRIA
Liter (33.8 fl. oz.)

BEER
$6.29

$1.79

CASE

$7.99

^chenleu 1
NADDKA

$3.99
Quart V 39 78 LSFifth

WEDNESDAY. SEPT 6 to SATURDAY, S.EPT. 9, 1978

CASH b CARRY PRICES
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

COMMODORES

»7*^

NATURAL HIGH

UNION
RECORD
SERVICE

Grand Opening—oil this weeli

All S7** list records

our price $4**

Become a member and receive special discounts. Drop by and

get acquainted with the newest student service.

406 Student Union Building

On the balcony

miMumswHis
SomeGMs

open Mon.-Sat
10:00 a.m. -9:00 p.m.

FOREIGNER
"DOUBl£V\SlON"

HOT BLOODED

BatOufOfHmU

iOnioni wwi nii»n»»Diw>iim.

taaOut 01TIaM AlHt•«

*70d(fy P«Hd«4f4a^

OomTImOow

HOenl
Met Haw

BILLY JOEL
THE STRANGER

Only TK*OMrt OtoMmWWmm

DONTLOOKBACK
including

Faakn SWrafied AMan I U Nnw 9m
Nt Easy Pa^v tlswl To BkI f4m>«

BLUEWALL BAR

The Fools

Wed. -Sat.

Sept. 6- Sept. 9

Coming - Sat., Sept.

King of Cape Cod
Happy Hours

JOHN MORGAN

W

f 9 4 f m

.>>»<••••>•>.<•>•* ^^^^^^i^^x^^
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RHETORIC
EXEMPTION

EXAM
The Rhetoric exemption exam will be

offered to freshmen and up-

perclassmen not currently enrolled

in a rhetoric course on Friday after-

noon, Sept. 8. from 4-6 in Thompson
Hall 104.

The test consists of one essay topic

which students will choose from a

series of suggested topics. The

length of the essay is 500 words.

Bring a student ID and a number 2

pencil, along with a quarter to help

defray the costs of supplies and prin-

ting.

\nl\\i Riitl
f

Resrajrant

BA ;D^rUFF:DLC3STPt

''I*"
<i' n^;y >ivvc^ spf^r^.'

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col

legian office (CC 113) between 845 am
and 3:45 p m Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip and mail form found in

most issues of the Collegian Classified

deadline is 3;45 p rn t\A^o days in advance

of publication date

Wednesday, September 6, 1978

CQiiegian 11

y
(SefiSSSS^ takes you 'round the

world of chino's.

FREE Book Covers and Posters

with every purchase.

9b \ \ '« |i

«i 1 .

, , . 1 1 • > >
• ' '

'

. KlKlNl

II 1 , I'o o\ 1 ami).

u. I»tirk.

i

. N,,' ,,' ir . I'.' r>«

cAferis
(^ppard

$2 OFF ANY PAIR of Gatepost Chinos

with this coupon thru Sept. 20. 1978.

Mountain Farms Mall. Hadley MA

$2
off

$2
off

Collegian
ClasslEieds

Collegian classified rates are. daily, 45c

per Ime; five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day: 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR SALE
Loft, studio, dance, shop & shed space in

Florence. Bill Arnold. 584 3550

68 Jeep Commando 4wd., 6 cyl
,

rbit

eng exc cond., $1600 or 80. Call

253 9708, 8:30-430, ask for Scott, leave

message.

1967 Volvo 122s. Michelins, snows,

mechanically excellent, S700, call

1-772 0979

Office space, S Deerfield center, com

pletely new 1st floor office space Available

singly or as suites. Parking Price

negotiable. Call 584 3214.

Child care position for two pre-

schoolers in my home. 30 hours a week,

own transportation needed, minimum

wage, 256 6422.

PERSONALS

Work with children this semester, age 5-

12. Earn 4 6 credits as staff member at

Marks Meadow aft. sch. day care, 2-5

aft./wk. Prog, meets M, T, Th, F 2:45-

5:45, staff mtgs. Th 11:15-12:45. For more

info, call Nancy Ross, 549-6170.

INSTRUCTION TO SUBLET

FOR SALE

68 VW bug. new valves rings, excell.

mech. cond , 30 mpg, radial tires. $450. call

David: 545 1336/584 7984 (eves)

Tag sale -furniture, household goods,

plants, VW parts, plus more, Sept. 9 & 10,

9 4, 25 Riverglade Apts.

Basic auto mechanics workshop, 28

hours, classroom theory it shop, limited

enrollment. Call 253 7967 or write for

brochure. Auto Skills, Box 210, Amherst,

MA 01002.

F roommate, near UMass campus. All

utilities included, $90/mon. Call; 549-

5154.

WANTED

VW bus, 48,000 miles, perfect nnechanical,

body, and interior condition, $2100 firm.

Call 253 9428, before 9 pm.

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

Bus drivers wanted for Five College

buses Must have Mass. class 2 license.

Call 586 4262.

Free room/f>art board for live-in help w/ 6

yr. old son. Edge of campus Non-smoker.

For info /interview, 549-5980.

MISC. INFANT DAY CARE AVAILABLE

Good deal! Compact fng for rent -brand

new condition: freezer temp control. Plen

ty of room for snacks and party supplies

Only $50 for rental through spring I will

deliver 253 3666

People'^ Market hiring non

work study 12 hours per week. See details

on market door Applications due by

9/8 78

Join us for sorority rush register now in

the Campus Center concourse or the dining

commons. For further information contact

the Greek Affairs Office, 321 Berkshire

House. 545 2711 or 545 2712.

Infant day care center. Skinner Hall,

UMass has openings for infants 2 mos. to

6 mos. by Sept. 6, 1978. We offer half day

morning care 5 days a week. Call Marilyn

Hood. 545 3199, 253 2230.

THK B<M>K THAT KVKRY STI'DKNT AND TEACHKR NEKHS

yO% AT THE COLLEGE BCM>K STOKE

GEORGE F. STEFFANIDES

THE SCIENTIST'S

TimSAURUS

EIN
A TREASURY OF TH STOCK

WORDS OF SCIENCE
FOURTH EDITION-1978

187 n. pleasant st^amherst

tS^

'^^^r *^'^ LJQUO^ Store

HEINEKEN 12 oz. NR 3.49

six 13.75 case

All MOLSONS 2.50 six 9.75

case

RUDDLES ENGLISH ALE
1.35 four pack

MILLER 12 oz. NR 12 cans

7.19 case

PLUS OTHER IN-STORE
SPECIALS

338 College St. (Rt. 9}

Amherst
253-5384 256-8453
Open til 11 p.m. daily

Not responsible for

typograpJi[cal errors

h'^.

'%«•*>..•.'

CwlSWb

BEFBIGEBATOB

BENTALS

338 COLLEGE ST., AMHERST

253^384

256^33

-k Refrigerator truck will be

in the following areas.

WED., SEPT. 6 &
THURS., SEPT. 7

9. 1 a M«n«ki«s (ftoirtliw«st)

12.4 Coolid««

4.? JOA

«.10 Van M0t*r A Bwttvrffleld

10-11 Orchard Hill

12.1 Wk««l«r A Brooks

1.2 Knowlton A Crabtroo

2-4 Sylvan

4.S Orckard Nlll

5^ Bakor, Ckadboorno A Oroonewqk

4.7 •orman
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jhammed Ali takes time out from training yesterday to chat with some
ringside onlookers at Municipal Auditorium in New Orleans. Ali faces Leon
Spinks on Friday, September 15 in an effort to win an unprecedented third

heavyweight title. [UPll.

'New' gridmen prepare
By^ALTCHERNIAK
Collegian Staff

A n«:w coach, a new quarterback, and a

new flivi'-Kin will grab the early season
stxtioihi '( I I. ill as the UMass football

•i HI ,.(:i.s to defend the Yankee Con-
f. inii « hanipionship it gained with a

,t)iffndifl 8 2 tecord,
f«, I p k,.ft vvho served as defensive

I t(jr the; now departed Dick

M.K ' i l;ist season, is the new man at p
•(,!• < • the Minufptn.in thin year, in-

lit" : ' ti irnii ^ ; m Mac "

Ci , . : iff! All i jOb with ,

» ' . v( l.ind Bri ; winter.
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ni«;t«f| '2 of 36 passes for 164 yards last

VM.ir wttli an average of over 13 yards a

. oi!,r)i(:iuin Like Fallon, McEvilly is a left

t,,iiKlf:(l thrower, and is a two sport star

ti. •(• .jt UMass, as he has been an All New
Fnii.Hifl outfielder for two successive
.1- (sons on the Minutetnan baseball squad.

li. ,1(1(1 to Pickett's challenging task this

v< .11 UMass will be playing in Division lAA,
• St. t> u|) fiom past years, and their

I I I'Inic will include lA power Boston Col
I' IS w(;ll as Harvard, Holy Cross,

1,- n s .uid Villanova. Morgan State, a
'• mii.il Division II powerhouse, will also

. n M*. sch(;dule, as well as Yankee Con
ill . opponents Maine, New Hamp

i;< ;nnf;( ficut. .ind Rhode Island, and
M I iiM ( riv;il Boston University.

Ill, tins of this v'Mis team will be

Mil BiiKt Knnhall and linel)acker Joe
h I .miihiin, both of whom were all Yankee

!
i). ' . IH I li

, . .; 1 (,(. (:'

Ml UiHv
M.H S.ncaiiit. wlu) lushed for 519 yards

7 iiKJ fl, inker Dennis Dent, whose
.p. 1(1 inabled him to average

I. y.H'ls .) ( .III h last year Junior Cliff

w who (.iinefl the hall only 17 times

. ,i 11 ,n)pf;ars to be the likely candidate

I 111 ICC Colenirin at halfback

Hu- Mioutiii,,tn qiKJiion season will get

li iwiy (ill Saiuiflay, Septemfjer 16,

. , ,1 ti t Wii'k.iis of Villanova invade

t
, " 1 1 1 S I . I ' 1 1 1 1 n I

,

•. .ini selections last

IV,c will be heyof), along

l.y fiillhack Hank, "the

Sports notices
.*SEBALL TRVOUTS All (lew candidates are to report to an organisational

r, Fiiflay September 8, at 4 30 p m. m Boyden, Rm. 249.

. VARSITV TENNIS TRYOUTS Tryouts are being held starting today pt

'outts until ni;xt Friday from 3;(J(J to 6:00 p.m.

/.'IMMFRS AND DIVERS THpu; will be an otganizational meeting of the

nu Team Monday, , Septemt)er 1 1 , at 400
•,t d in competetive swintming are en

Sv%(iitHiiinii

Any worr

RECREATIONAL SWIM SCHEDULE FALL SEMESTER '78
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O'sruinSprowl
debut; top Sox, 4-1
By STEVE ZACK
Collegian Staff

1 1 was all going along so easily for twenty
two year old Red Sox rookie Bof) Sprowl; a

1 lead through six innings and limiting the

Onoles to iiist two hits while dueling the

VfJteran Baltimore hutler Jim Palmer. But
the sf:venth inning would prove to be the

youru|st(Ms downfall; A Lee May homer
and another error in the continuing saga of

thud basnmat) Butch Hobson led to two
Onole luns The Buds added two more in

the eii|hih for a final score of 4 1 . The loss,

combined with a Yankees victory over the

De-tioit Ti(|eis lowered the Red Sox fead to

lust four games over the siz/ling Yanks.
Aftfi a srorelf'ss opening frame, the

Bosox lumped on Jim Palmer for a second
inniiHi run to take a 1 load. Carleton Fisk

•erf off the inning with a single through the

shortstop hoU; Following a Jack Brohamer
fly In U.'ft field, Fisk came home on a Jack
Brohamer fly to left field Fisk came home
on a Dwight Evans double to right, Evans
takiiuj thud on a throw to the plate. Alas,

this would be the only Boston tally of the

mnht
Fiom the bottom of the second inning

through the sixth. Palmer and Sprowl duel

ed each other with the kid showing the old

man of the n>ound a thing or two. During
this st.f^tch there were only two hits, a Rick

Burleson single in the third and a Doug
DeCines single in the fourth.

In the bottonj of the fourth with one out,

Eddie Murray bounced a ball to Butch Hob-
son who promptly deposited the ball in the

diit in fiont of G(.'Orge Scott for the first of

Hohson's two errors. With Murray on first,

D(;Cines stepped up to the plate and hit a

shart) grounder which Brohamer prevented
fiom going into right field by dividing to his

rii|ht Unfortunately, he was unable to

mal^R any play at all. Two on, one out and
the fist jam for Bobby Sprowl. But the

(ookie was up for the occasion getting Lee

May to fly to right and striking out Andres
Mora
The Sox had a golden opportunity for a

•un in the top of the seventh inning when
Pudge Fisk was the beneficiary of a Carlos

Lope/ diopped ball putting the Boston cat

cher on second base with none out. Jack
Brohamer sacrificed Fisk to third, where he
would remain for the rest of the inning, as
Dwight Evans struck out and George Scott
bounced to first baseman Eddie Murray,
possessor of the magic glove for the even-
ing

The bottom of the seventh was the begin

ning of tfie end for Mr. Sprowl. Lee May
led off the inning with a blast over the left

field fence, despite a fine effort by Jim Rice

to deep the ball in the park The home run

was May's twenty second of the season.
Following the May homer, Andres Moro
<)rounded to Hobson who watched it go
heiween his legs and into the left field cor-

ner Result Mora on second with none
out After Mora advanced to third on a Rick

Dempsy (]round out to Burleson, pinch run-

niM Mike Dimmel scored on a Carlos Lopez
line drive single to center. Sprowl then

bucketed down and ended the inning by
striking out Garcia and getting Rick Dauer
t(j fly to left.

While the Orioles were scoring runs, Jim
Palmer was showing the Red Sox just how
a consistent twenty game winner pitches.

The Orioles put the game away for good in

the bottom of the eighth inning. Ken
Singleton led off the mning with a walk and
moved to second on a single to left by Mur-
ray

Exit Bob Sprowl, enter Dick Drago.
Diago sarted his relief appearance on the

right foot by striking out Doug DeCines.
Lee May then hit a deep fly ball to right field

which Dwight Evans caught up with on the

warning track.

Earl Weaver sent lefthanded Terry
Crowley up to pinch hit for Mike Dimmel
and the Orioles super pitch hitter lined a

two two pitch for a double, scoring both

Singleton and Murray to give the Orioles a

four to one lead, which lasted till the final

out was recorded.

Jim Palmer picked up his eighteenth vic-

tory of the season against twelve losses go-

ing eight innings and giving up only five riits

and one run. Don Stanhouse mopped up in

the ninth inning.

For Boston, Bob Sprowl suffered the loss

going seven innings plus giving up only five

hits striking out five and walking two
.

Pen
BAITIMORE (UPI) Two men suffered

h. iM ittacks at the Bahmore Orioles-

R( St. n Red Sox baseball game and died a

shi M tune Idler at Union Memorial
Hospital a memorial stadium medical at-

tondent said.

Guntfier Stor, a Fire Department cardio

lesuscitation technician, said the victims

Moiiday niijht were identified as Joseph
Wagner, 53, of Baltimore, and Mia/io

Raiaro//a, 75, of Pasadena. MD

t fever claims 2 lives
Stor said Wagner was sitting behind home

pl.ite when he collapsed. Wagner was
taken to Union Memorial Hospital where he

was pronounced dead at 8 p.m.
Shortly after 8 p.m., Bararozza was sitting

along the first base side when he collapsed

with a hear attack.

Bararoz/a also was taken to Union

Memorial where he was pronounced dead

at 8:30 p m.

Junior Mike McEvilly 1151 w
ing graduated Mike FallorC

griders will try to do the jo^

Pete Baumann.l

I

beihe ()ew UMass quarterback this yeaf, replac-

Th \ two-time letterman with the Mifcuteman

for i jjBw head coach Bob Pickett. [Staff photo by

.»-«.

'P

Saturday c/assespromptedby late opening
Bv HI- TH SI 1 (,l HS ,in(t MARIt STUCKEV
C.nl'c (11.11) Sl.iff

Not every Saturday this semester will be
sacred for students' sleeping late, working
or just relaxing, due to a change in this

year's academic schedule.

The first day of classes t'egan yesterday,

instead of before Labor Day as was done
previously, which means students have
scheduled classes October 21, the third

Saturday next month.
The extra class, which will follow a Friday

schedule, is necessary to make up for a
shortened semester caused by delaying

registration until after Labor day, according

to former secieiary of the faculty senate
Terence Burke.

I he revised calendar for the fall semester
was devised last February by the faculty
Sapce andCalendar Committee at the
request of the Undergraduate Student
Senate. Student leaders said the previous
schedule disrupted students' summer job
plans, accordkng to the chairman of the
committee.

Chairman Peter Manning last night said

this year is the only year between now and
1981 when Saturday classes are a must.
The next two years' schedules are already

done and there yre enough calendar days
then to tit a normal, garden
variety star t after Labor Day
and finish before-Christmas schedule," he
said. Manning said athe current schedule
was made to coincide with other Five

College openings and fit requests that

students be able to return to UMass after

Labor Day.

Prior to the calendar change, classes
began the Wednesday before Labor Day
and the final exam period ended the

Wednesday before Christmas. This year
classes began yesterday and finals are

scheduled for December 18-23.

Not all Urnass students are satisfied with
the new schedule and one junior said he
was not sure if he would attend the
October class. "Who wants to go to school

'

on Saturday?" he asked. "Everyone had to
be here on Labor Day or even before to
move into their dorms anyway- I don't
really think it did any good," he added.

Rick Ellis, a Hampshire College student
yesterday said he was pleased with the
schedule because it made the UMass
opening closer to that of other Five
Colleges.
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Costly buses appear on campus
Bv I'AMEl A I INDMARK
('(i/lrt/hin Stuff

Heads turned as a space-aqe aoDarition
in white glided through traffic on No.
Pleasant Street. It floated to a halt at a

UMass bus stop. Glistening doors slid open
to reveal blue and white interior, 39 seats

and Joe Corwiey, a UMass bus driver.

A new mode o f transportation has oeen

See reidted story,
page 3

brought to the area: modem UMass transit

service buses.

Some students who rode the new buses
yesterday liked the modern vehicles. Some
questioned the expense of the buses.

Others expressed apathy.

Exterior chrome is white, with black letters

reading PVTA. The left side of front door
reads "Operated by UMass Transit". New
bus capacity is the same.
For new riders, the buses seem suprisingly

luxurious.

"Pretty nice," said UMass student Karl

Hentz. "This is sharp looking, and I can
really appreciate the air conditioning."

"'They"re great! " said Mike Gardner. ""My

only complaint is that I could use a little

more leg room. For anyone over six feet,

it's tight..."

Others admired the markedly enlarged,

plexi glass windows.
Stares of wonderment can be seen as the

bus passes along campus.
"They're great,'" said UMass student

Deidre Sullivan, enroute to her Northwood
apartment in Sunderland. '"I'm suprised to

see so much funded by the federal govern-

ment. We"re finally seeing something com
ing back!"
Sullivan is just one of many off-campus

students who seem to appreciate this latest

addition to the UMass Transit Services.

Spending her first semester off campus,
she said that Northwood is far from cam-
pus. "Without the buses it just wouldn't be
possible."- For many without cars,

dependence upon the free service is great.

t.M.iss senior Joe Crowley guitles one of the new I, uses past Hasbrouck. 'Staff photo by David R.m|ii

"They're great! said UMass student Mike
Gardner. "But I don't understand . . . why
so expensive?"

'"I sometimes wonder at all the money we
spent on them," said Cece Dion. "But I

suppose we needed them," she added.
"The others were getting worn."
Bus driver Crowley, UMass senior elec-

trical engineering major said the new addi-

tions were based on need alone. With
older buses going out of service, new ones
have been purchased as an alternative to in-

vesting money in major repairs. The new
buses were purchased by the Pioneer
Valley Transit Authority with federal

grants. UMass' Student Senate funding
will cover a percentage of usage expenses.
The new buses, said Crowley, are equip-

ped with many new safety features.

Climate controlled, the buses adjust to

both hot and cold weather. Power steenng

and fire censors are new additions, as are a

dropping front end for the elderly and han-

dicapped, and front and back doors which

automatically reopen if something is caught

between them. The buses will not start

unless both doors ar firmly closed.

Inside:

Boston daily newspapers could be closed down next week by a strike.

See page 2.

A haridicapped person takes his wheelchair for a 110 mile trek to prove

his mobility. See page 2.

UMass transit of icials encounter problems in their attempt to expand

service. See page v-.

Mideast leaders'continue to meet with President Carter at Camp David,

and threats of violence continue to hang over the Mideast. See page 7.

Sports

The Boston Red Sox beat the Baltimore Orioles, 2-0, to snap a losing

streak. See page 24.

Lottery
Massachusetts Daily Lottery number: 1809 ,^ .

, ^^ . u:*« a
Massachusetts Weekly Lottery numbers: yellow, 767, blue,'30, white, ^

Weather
Watch the skies for rain and birds.

Conference service fails

to pay outstanding debt

•

By MICHAEL P. DORAN
Collegian Staff

UMass conference services has failed to

pay the campus residential dormitory
system $45,000 since 1976, because con-
ference officials claim their office lacks the

funds to pay the debt.

A UMass official for Campus Center finan-

cial matters last February suggested that

conference services, part of the Campus
Center system, pay the debt. But con-
ference officials, claiming a lack of financial

solvency, have failed to follow the sugges-
tion of the February memo, written by
Mohammed Idrees, financial manager of

the Campus Center.

University Conference Services ac-
cumulated a $45,000 liability when they us-

ed dormitory facilities for conferences held
during the summer of 1976, according to a

report from the office of Residential

Resource Management (ORRM) in the

summer is supposed to provide "additional

revenue" for the residential system, ac-

cording to a memo written by Chance
Randolph W. Bromery, These reve^

are used primarily to offset rent incrc .

for the students who occupy the oi .

juring the academic year.

"I feel that we are 'morally' obligatei'

repay them (ORRM)," said Donald \'-

cowski, former Director of Conferenc
vices in a memo dated December 7,

"We should repay this amount ($4L ^

when the Conference office has the ."

fitability and solvency to do so,' Witct.

said in the same memo.
"Fundamentally, the issue is whe-
Campus Center will remit the suit

$45,000 to ORRM accounts for liabilit"

that were incurred by the Conference Sp'
vices office during the summer of 1976,'

states the Summer Conference Housing
Report.

"That the payables transaction has not yet

materialized is particularly irksome in light

of a written agreement to meet this obliga-

tion that was signed by Mohhmaed Idrees

on February 14, 1978." the report states. 1

<^fm
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Students found many choices in

book vendors near the Text Book
Annex yesterday, ymng lines

characterized the Annex again but
many used books are available over
the campus in addition to the lawn in

front of the Annex.

or by lawn
Students will be able to shop in the
Annex until nine this week Like the
meal tax, students discovered that

they do not have to pay the sales tax

on text books. (Staff photos by Beth
Segarsand Patrick 0. Dobbs.)

Polio victim alms to prove Transbus need
United Press International

HARRISBURG, Pa. Edward Davenpon
says his lid mile ride by motorized

wheelchair over pothole-ridden state roads

from Norristown to the Capitol proves that

handicapfjed persons are versatile enough

to use mass transit.

Davenport, crippled by polio at age five,

finished his six day journey Tuesday with a

plea that Pennsylvania officials buy vehicles

called Transbuses, which are specially

equipped for handicapped persons, when
purchasing new mass transit vehicles.

"I wasn't too sure I was going to make it,

but I did, " said Davenport, who embarked

on his trek last Thursday to call public at

tention to the transit needs of handicapped

persons.

"Now there should be a clearer public

understanding of Transbuses," he said.

"We need Transbuses and we should get

them as soon as possible."

According to a federally mandated pro-

gram, new mass transit vehicles purchased

for use in Pennsylvania must be accessible

to handicapp)ed persons.

Off '"lals are considering whether to chip in

$5.7 million of state funds to help buy 190

'ransbuses at $34 million for the

-.out^eastern Pennsylvania Transportation

Authority.

i» he state refuses, the buses will not be

Ui., ::hased

Opponents of Transbuses claim the

vehicles are too expensive and will not be

utilized by handicapped persons in winter

because of snow

Transbuses cost about $150,000 each, or

$60,000 more than regular buses, according

to state transit officials.

Davenport, who stopped overnight at

motels equipped to serve handicapped per-

sons, said he did not represent any specific

interest group, although many persons

supported his endeavor and held a vigil last

week on the Capitol steps.

He was -followed along the way by a blue

station wagon filled with supporters

Davenport was welcomed on the Capitol

steps by Gov. Milton Shapp's personal

representative, Frank Coyle, who called

Davenport's effort "a remarkable achieve-

ment."

"You've shown that handicapped persons

are only as handicapped as they are

perceived by the public," said Coyle. "You
have shown guts and stamina."

There is no permanent curb ramp for

wheelchairs in front of the Capitol, so state

officials were forced to provide a wooden
makeshift ramp so Davenport could ride

over the curb and on to the sidewalk.
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Boston papers may strike;

Hi dailies remain closed

jN--Workers at two major city

oers here may soon strike, which

lake Boston the second city in the

,tern Unites States without major

NA/spapers

)om workers at the iSoston

Boston Herald American,

t since Jan

ike vo!'

authorize a strike against the newspapers.
The union represents about 800 employees
at both papers
Meanwhile, the three major newspapers

remain closed in New York City after a staff

walkout four weeks ago The editorial staff

of one intenm strike paper, the New York

Daily Metro, walked off the job yesterday.
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UMass transitawaits bus shipment
The UMass transit service is waiting

for delivery of 18 of the 26 new buses
now in De'troit, and the construction

of Its garage, delayed because of

Hadley town officials.

The remaining buses are still being

tested by the manufacturer. General
Motors, according to Operations
Manager Al Byam Byam said they

should arrive before Sept 20.

The 130 rnernber driving staff must
spend one day familiarizing
themselves with the new equipment.
"We'll be putting in long days," said

Byam.
The Pioneer Valley Transit Authori-

ty, owners of the UMass transit ser

vice, has filed suit against the Hadley
zoning board of appeals after it

denied the transit service zoning
variance in order to begin construc-

tion of a new bus garage.

Hadley officials claim the Com-
monwealth Avenue site for the

garage doew not meet their zoning

criteria, but transit officials say the

site meets the requirements for

public access. The law reads that

any new public facility must have

frontage on a "traveled way" to en-
sure public access. Commonwealth
Avenue is privately owned by the

University.

Terry Torneck, director of the PVTA
said the site meets the criteria for

puDiic access because "The lease ar-

rangement between PVTA and the
University requires the University to
maintain Commonwealth Avenue as
a travelled way and the University
has said it intends to do so"
The zoning variance, which requires

a unanimous vote by the Hadley
board, was denied by a 2 1 vote.
Two weeks ago the PVTA brought
suit against the Hadley zoning board
in Hampshire Superior court and
sought a preliminary injunction that

would have allowed the transit

authority to begin building the
garage
The injunction was denied by the

court and the transit officials, seek
ing to quicken the case, successfully
argued to move to Springfield a hear

. ing on the merits of the case. Merit
cases are not being heard this month
in the Northampton court, Torneck
said.

A hearing is scheduled for Tuesday
in Hampden Superior Court
Torneck declined to comment on

the specifics of the case or a date for

a finding. "When push comes to

shove, in court I think we will w^n,"
Torneck said.

An interview witfi

newV'CBeatty
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Holding down increases in student fees
end re organizing Campus Center
operations are the priorities of recently-

named acting Vice Chancellor for

Administration and Finance George Beatty,

Jr.

Beatty this week said some fee increases

might be necessary in the name of "fiscal

responsibility," but they should be minimal,

yvhen needed. He said the state should

assume responsibility for paying off bonds

sold to finance construction of the Campus
Center, and the center's operations should

be made more attractive to conferences

and conventions.

Beatty n-ade his remarks this week at a

briefing tor campus media. in the Whitmore
administration building.

"Student fees, in my opinion, are high

enough, Beatty said. "You can't continue

to have fees going up and up.'"

Fiscal responsibility, he said, would be to

"make sure things are fiscally sound"

versus keeping the lid on student fee in-

creases.

"Those things sometime come into

conflict," Beatty said.

Beatty said he favors taking the current

$79 Campus Center fee off student fee bills.

Without such relief, Beatty said he sees

"no way" the fee can be reduced.

"Even if you couldn't get it all off, I'd favor

having it reduced," he said.

The UMass parking fee structure, at

Beatty's direction, currently is being
reviewed, and a report should be ready by
the end of September. Parking fees are

likely to rise , he said

.

"It's my impression it's going to go up a

little," he said. "If I can get thorn all on level

funding, they're going to stay that way."

"Probably by the end of the year, all the

projects except married student housing
will be on a sound financial footing."

The married, or family housing, recently

became a sore point at UMass, where some
tenants in the housing have called for a rent
^strike to protest a $19 rent increase. The
tenants claim the housing is run-down,
rents goo high, and stipends hot high
enough.

"When I met with them (the tenants), my
position was simple: When I was budget
director, I told the married student hoflsing
people they had to balance their books. We
have to have each unit stand on its own
two feet'-'

Beatty agreed stipends are not high
enough, but said each facet of the
university housinq system must "carry its

own weight. "Solutions to the problem, he
said, are to cut expenses where possible,

but "periodically, you have to raise rents,

too."

"We've not raised rents in four years," he
said. Beatty favors funding of "ex-
traordinary maintenance" out of funds

other then student rents.

The Campus Center, he said, should be
made more attractive for conferences and
conventions. He said his office has per

sonnel working on changing the method by
which people check into the Campus
Center Hotel. He said many people arrive,

walk into the center, and are "confronted
by that mass of humanity called students."
Changes must be made for check-in

procedures, he said, to alleviate one of the
center's "big problems."

He said he favors placing a commerical
bank in the Campus Center.

Beatty said he has heard student criticism

of ways in which the Student Government
Associaiton spends student money, but it

would be "inappropriate for the ad-

ministration to try to dictate to the SGA
how to expend their funds."

Provided, he said, the SGA operates
"within trustee guidelines."

Beatty said his first week in office has
been "gratifying," and "quite frankly, I

don't know how long I'm going to be in this
position."

UMass Faculty Union will

discuss contract negotiations
The UMass faculty union today meets to

brief members on current contract
negotions and plan strategy for upcoming
contract talks.

Contrary to statements made in the local

press, the Massachusetts Society of
Professors is not scheduled to vote on the
latest administration contract offer. The
matter could arise, chief MSP negotiator
John Poladari siad, but it is not on the
agenda. The meeting is scheduled for 4
pm. Campus Center 101

.

Faculty members in recent weeks have
reportedly become increasingly unahppy
with the progress of the talks. Union
negotiatorsuhave charged the ad-
ministration with "stonewalling," while the
administration has denied the accusation.

Chancellor Randolph W Bromery this
week said the administration is now ready
to sign the contract, the first ever with the
union. Union officials, however, claim a
number of issues re&min to be resolved.

Gnn) fiiced bus passengers, perhaps thinking of their fall courses?
Stiiff photo by David Rogers)

Housing shortage cleared

By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Approximately 70 students were initially

left roomless this year because of a housing
office snarl but were placed into dormitory
rooms yesterday according to Gerald
Quarles, associate director of housing.
The students spent the last few days at

their homes or with friends in the area,

according to a housing official. The
University supplied storage space for the
possessions of the students who are

members of the freshmen, sophomore and
junior class.

Yesterday the students were assigned the
rooms of students who had not shown up
by noon.
Quarles said the housing office had in-

correct lists of available room spaces
because they had residential assistants

listed as having designated single rooms
when most were alone in a designated
double room. Quarles said there were also

additional mix-ups between the housing
office and the dorm heads of residences
concerning the an>ount of space available.

According to Quarles the mix-ups were
snarls in a new housing policy which
started this year. The new policy was
initiated because of housing problems last

fall which left hundreds of students
roomless. Many of these students were
placed in the Campus Center Hotel at

additional University expense.

This year an additional 50 students were
placed temporarily in "swing spaces" by
the° housing office. Swing spaces are

dormitory rooms originally designed as

sleeping quarters but have been changed
for other uses. Quarles said he expects to

have these students out of the swing
spaces and into regular dormitory rooms in

the next couple of weeks. These students
have been given a partial refund of their

housing fee because of the inconvenience,
Quarles said.
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Trial loca tion kept

A Hampden County Superior Court Judge
Wednesday deniecJ a motion to move the
trial of a pawnbroker, charged in a series of
homosexual kidnapping cases, from
Springfield to Boston.
Superior Court Judge Robert Moran

rejected the request for a change of trial

location He piic ihc luiunitMits by Any
Jamef Smith that "pervasive ana in-

flamatory" publicity surrounding the arrest
of his client, Kenneth Appleby, would
prevent a fair trial for him in Hampden
County.

MBM case may reopen

In an atempt to uncover evidence that
could lead to a new extortion trial for their

clients, lawyers for two former state
senators have acquired an

f pi npott wIik h
they say is at odds with testimony during
the trial

The FBI memo of an interview with Gerald
McKee, president of the New York con-
sulting firm of McKee Berger Mansueto,
yesterday was turned over to lawyers for

former senators Joseph DiCarlo and
Ronald McKenzie in federal court.

Boston schools quiet

Boston public schools opened without the
racial turmoil that has marred classes since
court ordered busing to achieve
desegregation began four years ago, but
the smooth opening was tainted by the
threat of a teachers' strike next week.
Meanwhile teachers were walking picket

lines in various school systems in at least 13
states including Vermont, Rhode Island,
Connecticut and New Jersey The strikes
affected over a half million students who
either took extended summer vacations or
sat in half empty classrooms
Boston teachpr<: hav/p v/r> tRri to strike next
Thursday if a new contract rs not reached.
tn Los Angeles a manoaiury school

desegregation program to for 30,000 public
school students was halted yesterday while
school officials awaited a decision of the
California Supreme Court.
The Court was meeting in San Francisco

yesterday afternoon, but it was not known
whether a decision would be made on the
appeal by anti-busing groups.

Flossie still at sea

Tropical storm Flossie, still far at sea, was
headed toward the mainland at a 20 mph
clip yesterday, but forecasters said the
disturbance was very disorganized and that
weather patterns ahead were not favorable
for development.
At noon EOT, Flossie's broad and poorly

defined center was located near latitude

22.0 north, longitude 56.5 west, about 700
miles east noirtheast of Puerto Rico, and
moving north forthwest.

released yesterday from Jacksonville Fla.

Children's Hospital.
A hospital .ittKi.il s.nd Bi.idfufd KtMiU-y,

admitted to the hospital two weeks ago
with a malignant tumor, was discharged
yesterday and taken by his mother to an
undisclosed destination in Jacksonville,

Crawford sentenced

In a surprise move, the prosecutor asked a
Soviet court yesterday to give American
businessman F. Jay Crawford a five year
suspended sentence for alledgedly buying
rubles on the black market -a sentence
that would set him free.

Crawford will walk out of the Moscow
court a free man almost three months after
his arrest if the judge accepts the
prosecutor's recommendation which is

considered likely.

Classes postponed

Cheers rang out from a line at the campus
bookstore at the University of Colorado at
Boulder when the announcement was
made The parties that followed went well
into the night.

The 21,464 student there were getting a
surprise two day summer vacation ex-
tension because a computer fouled up class
schedules for over half of the students. The
opening of the fall term was postponed
from Wednesday to Friday after the
computer went haywire

Witness recalls

JFK murder

Former Texas Gov. John Connally,
brushing tears from h's eyes, yesterday in

Washington relived the events "Indelibly
etch in my memory" of the day in Dallas
when he was wounded and President John
F Kennedy was killed by an assassin's
bullets.

Connally and his wife Nellie testified on
the opening day of the House
Assassination Committee's month-long
public hearing into Kennedy's slavina. and
^'^ the Committee three shots werefired

in' the shooting, and that the bullets were
fired from behind and to the right of the
presidential limosine.

Byrd argues for gas
The measure would phase out federal

nnre controls on newly produced natural

gas. Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D.-Ohio
an organizer of the coalition seeKirig a
substitute measure, said the natural gas bill

has "little public support."

Senate Majority leader Robert Byrd
argued vehemently yesterday against a
move by some Congressmen to send the
natural gas bill back to committee calling
such a move "a cooout."
Byrd argued that sending the bill back

would kill the measure for the rest of this

session and possibly for a "long, long
time."

Mass. baby released Pope appears in public

A 20 month-old Massachusetts infant
)^^iose parents refused on religious grounds

3 blood transfusion wasto allow him

Pope John Paul I prayed for peace in the
Middle East, quoted Dale Carnegie and
thoroughly delighted the 10,000 Vatican
City persons who attended his first public
audience yesterday.
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The campus pond follies' Not quite: but the
JJniversity has a strong NIAD team that needs men
and women in their water ballets. (Staff photos by"
Patrick Dobbs )

Amherst Cycle Shop
253 Triangle St.

549-3729

jiiflHi,

Northampton Bicycle
21 Pleasant St.

586-3810

Expert repair? on all models
•Sales*Service*Rentals*Used bikes

THE AMHERST
BALLET CENTRE

Therese Brady Donohue, Director
29 Strong Street

549-1555

REGISTRATION SEPT. 7-8
10 12:30 and 2-6 p.m.

Ten-Week Courses
Evening Adult Classes in

Ballet, Modern Dance, Jazz

Classes start Sept. 11th

Village
Plant Shop

OPEN AUDITIONS
Saturday, September 16

Amherst Ballet Theatre Company
a regional performing company;

an intern member of the Northeast
Regional Ballet Association.

for applications phone 549-1556

.'^i^-.

One of the Hadley
Village Shops

Russell St., Rt. 9, Hadley
Stop by and visit with Ron or Elarbara Lanzarot-
to. You will be pleasantly surprised at the
tremendous variety of foliage and exotic plants
that are yours for the choosing

The Villa^ Plant Shop offers you a complete
selection of aJl types of horticultural itemB. a
price that's right and personalized service to go
along with your purchase So, let the VlUagv
Plant Shop be6ome your one stop for all of your
horticultural purchases. ,

HHIH Open 7 days a week
•*** 584-7778

Adrienne Rich-author and poet
By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: Adrienne Ricti is tfie autfior

of several books, the most recent of whicfi

are The Dream of a Common Language:
Poems 1974 1977 \ Norton, 1978\ and Of
Woman Born: Motherhood As Experience

And Institution {Norton, 1976]. This in-

terview took place following a poetry

reading Rich gave in Mahar Auditorium last

spring, two days after the first women's oc-

cupation of the Collegian newsroom.
Collegian: You've read your poetry in the

Pioneer Valley several times before. Do you
enjoy reading in this area?

Rich: Yes, very. much. This is a wonderful
women's community. I've always felt a lot

of very good energy and strength and
struggle here. I know that a lot is going on
here that's very important. Certainly your

action at the the Collegian is a force for

the future.

Collegian: Was it your choice to open this

event only to women?
Rich: Well, I like very much reading to all

women's audiences. It wasn't something I

was imposing, but I very definitely agreed

with it. I do read to mixed audiences, but I

really would rather read to all women's
audiences. There is a difference — and there

is a difference in what I will read to an all

women's audience, too. There are some
poems I just feel I am not going to share, at

least orally, in a mixed audience.
Collegian: How do you feel about that

same material being available to men in

printed form?

Rich: I guess I that it isn't that available

to them. I don't think they can read it. I

don't think they know how to read it.

Collegian: You recently published your first

book of prose Of Women Born, and then

published another book of poetry. What
prompted your switch to writing prose?

Rich: Well, I've been writing prose in the

sense of short pieces for a few years. In

fact, my beginning to write prose and
thinking of myself as someone who could

do that seriously coincided with the

beginnings of my feminism. I think it had

something to do with thinking that yes, I

was a poet and that's very central to me,

but I had a right to write political prose — to

write prose that was exploratory and not

just fiction.

Collegian: Do you find that other people

attempt to put you in the category of

"poet" in a restrictive way?
Rich: Adverse reviewers of Of Woman
Born certainly attempted to say that ! was
a very fine poet, and I should stick to that

and shouldn't attempt things like political

theory or political analysis. The implication

of this is that it's a put-down of poetry,

because it means that in some way poetry

isn't totally serious, and isn't political or

really about crucial central issues.

Collegian: When you're actually writing,

who do you think of as your audience? For

whom do you write?

Rich: First, for myself— especially when I'm

writing poetry. It's really an attempt to

explore-dig deeper-probe into recesses of

my own feeling and thought and ex-

perience that I haven't been able to get at in

any other way.
I think this can be a real problem

sometimes, especially with feminist

writing. I used to feel, I suppose, that what
I wanted was to somehow explain and
elucidate feminism to the "world out
th^re". I think now that I, and perhaps all of

us, are at a different point.

There's certainly been a lot of analysis and

a lot of explanatory writing: "This is what
women really want"; "This is the nature of

patriarchy;" "This is what oppresses
women". . . There's certainly an enormous
reading list out there for anybody who
wants to do their homework. Those things

do not need to be recapitulated.

It seems to me now that a lot of us are

trying to explore less obvious issues, for

instance: What is the real relationship of

lesbianism and feminism? What do we
mean by "mothering"? What do we mean
by "nurturing"? If we're going to be able to

do that for each other as women, does this

simply mean to\al support? How do we feel

about criticism and judgment?
Collegian: When you sit down to write,

have you usually explored your subject

matter first or does that happen as you
write?

Rich: It comes mostly as I'm writing, very

much in the way that we dream. But it's

also a very disciplined process. I want to

clarify it. I want to make it available not just

to me. I'm doing it for mysef, but I don't

want it to be available only to me.
Collegian: What are your feelings about the

current state of the feminist movement in

this country?/

Rich: I think it is growing in power and
strength, that women are coming into

feminism who have hitherto not been heard
from: black women, Chicano women.
Native American women. That was very

visible even at the Houston convention.

But even outside of media-drenched
places, there is an enormous grassroots

growing consciousness and anger and
sense of power.
There is also, to be sure, what's being

described as a right-wing backlash. I don't

even know that I think it's simply a right-

wing backlash. I think it is a reaction to the

enormous power and effect that this

movement is having. The fear of it — the

sense that there's something here that is

not limited to a single issue like suffrage.

You can't pin it down. You can't say,

"Well, if we give them this they'll shut up."

We clearly want everything.

Collegian: Do you think there's been a

decline in feminist activism?

Rich: Well, you just had a piece of activism

on this campus. The question is: will that

be reported in any of the Establishment

papers? Would I read about it in the New
York Times or the Boston Globe or the

Washington Post or Time rjiagazine?

Other actions like yours are probably

happening, too. There's so much more
here than meets the eye.

I think the feminist movement is more
than alive, and it's being recognized as

something very, very serious.

COLLEGIAN
STAFF
MEETING

Tues. night, Sept. 12, 7:30 Campus Center 163

We will be discussing two very important items

and your attendance is crucial.

The two issues are:

A proposed new constitution and production

system and the status of women's news in the

paper.

iPlease be there.

CCEBS CONVOCATION
CCEBS Students! Let's all join together for the CCEBS Convoca-

tion Luncheon. Awards will be presented; introductions to staff

and other campus personnel who can assist you will be made;

general campus information and other pertinent CCEBS CCEBS in-

formation will also be made available to you. The luncheon, which

will be held on Saturday, September 16, 1978 at 12:00 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium, is free and open to all CCEBS
students. Signup sheets are located on the bulletin boards on the

Second Floor of the New Africa

^^^
AT MASb PIRG

ONATHAN SOUWtVNt WORKS
THE. PUBLIC mTERt^T

To END PISCRIMINATIOM

AGAINST WOMEN

AGAINST
UlslSAFE

NUCLLAR
PLANTS

w
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Accusations mar state treasurer's race
BOSTON (AP) - Shrill accusations of

treachery have drowned out the jingling of

dollar and-cents issues in the Democratic
primary race for state treasurer.

Challenger Lawrence DiCara claims that

two of the other six candidates for the
tniniin.)tu)n are "spoilers" planted in the

race by incumbent Robert 0. Crane.
Crane resorted to the "divide and con-

quer" strategy, DiCara claims, after a

meeting where he refused the treasurer's

request that he switch to the secretary of

state race

Crane's office confirmed the meeting, but
denied the spoiler charge.
DiCara, 29, claims the 'straw " candidates

are Boston attorney Lawrence E. Blacke

and Paul R. Cacchiotti, twoterm Everett

councilman. But DiCara says he can't pro-

ve his accusations^, and Blacke and Cac-
chiotti deny them.
Also running for the job Crane has held 14

years are State Rep. Thomas Lopes of New
Bedford anH Braintree attorney Dayce P.

Moore.
Winner of the primary will face Republican

candidate Lewis S. W. Crampton, former
head of the state Department of Communi
ty Affairs.

"It IS the oldest trick in the book," says
Boston City Council President DiCara, "for

a politician who realizes he has a high

negative vote to try to s^lit the field."

"He has absolutely no proof to the

charge, " said Deputy Treasurer James
Hosker of DiCara's claim. "What the hell

can we say?"
"DiCara threatened to spread the world

that I'm a spoiler if I stayed in the race,"

said Blacke, 28.

"My interest in running is Larry Blacke
and the benefit I'm going to derive from it,"

he said.

DiCara says that during the June meeting
•n the kitchen of the treasurer's Wellesley

home. Crane also offered him favorable

political columns in the Boston Globe if he
switched races, as well as campaign help

from state lottery and treasury employees.
Crane operative Hosker said no specific

support was offered at the meeting.
In denying he offered favorable political

columns to DiCara, Crane said, "I couldn't

get any help from The Globe for myself, let

Three students find a quiet

stop o(itsHl«' of Machmer Hall in the confusion of

y.'sKM.lHV s fust day of class (Staff photo b/Hatrick

Dohhs )

alone for DiCara."
State Sen. Chester G. Atkins, chairman of

the Democratic State Committee, admitted

suggesting to DiCara that he switch races

after seeing a poll reported by the Globe in

June which favored Crane over DiCara.

The poll was commissioned by Crane.

"What I did was very open and above
board," Atkins said. "Larry said he was not

interested and that was the end of it."

DiCara, in seeking the nomination, filed

with a lawsuit against the secretary of state

to prevent use of a ballot with two rows of

tare many people who just won't
get to that second column," he said. But

the suit was thrown out of Superior Court,

and that decision was upheld by the state

Court of Appeals.
DiCara and others also are campaigning

against Crane with criticism of his per

formance in office.

Lopes, a two-term legislator, and Blacke,

who ran unsuccessfully for Boston City

council last year, harp on the recent grand

jury probe of Crane for possible campaign
and tax law violations. Crane was ultimate-

ly cleared of any wrongdoing.
"We feel that the integrity and trust of the

office of treasurer has been greatly damag-
ed," says Lopes.
"He's tainted right now, " said Blacke, of

Boston's West Roxbury section.

Cacchiotti, 32, claimed better manag^"-

ment of state investments would he'p

reduce property taxes by increasing the

state's operating funds.

Candidate Moore, 26, a former Bostrn
Juvenile Court probation officer, feels pro-

perty taxes will be reduced by what he say^

IS "imminent" off-track and casino gambl-

ing in the state.

"I just see it as a certainty within the next

few years," he said. "I want to make sure

It's not only set up, but correctly."

There have been charges of cronyism in

hiring for the state lottery, which comes
unoer the treasurer's jurisdiction, but Crane

was adamant in defending the lottery staff.

"We hire the best people pof.sible," he

said.

"Are some of these people reco;"imendcd

to us by legislators?

"The answer is yes."

But he added "I haven't put anybody to

work in the Mass^husetts lottery that I

know in three years. ' Hosker termed "ab-

solutely, uhequivipcally untrue" Dicara's

charge that the lottery staff doubles as

Crane's campaign organization.

Crane defended the operating cost of the

lottery, claiming "15 percent (of gross

revenues) is a fair figure."

"My job is to make money for the cities

and towns, " he said of his lottery role.

"Each year the cities and towns make more
monev."

JS^nu^AaaofM,
Known for quality tents,

camping equipment, and backpacking gear

Now that the time to go back to school or college is upon us conr>e in and check us out

for quality daypacks and book bags. We carry many styles (over 40) of high quality

daypacks and book bags. Prices range from about $5.50 and up.

Some of the brands
of day packs carried:

Sierra Designs

North Face
Wilderness Experience

Camp Trails

Kelty

Don Gleason's

Jan Sport

Peak 1

Get a TCS RUSH! !

!

THE COMMONWEALTH STAGE
America's Newest Professional Resident Theater

'h PRICE Student Rush TICKETS
from 6:00 P.M. all performances
Rand Theater— Fine Arts Center

545-351

1

TUES SUN, 8:00 P M. Curiam

LIVE! ON STAGE! ALL NEW YORK CAST!
J NOW THRU SEPTEMBER 23

EDWARD ALBEE'S

WHO'S AFRAID OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF?

Don Gleason's offers the largest selection and display of camping and backpacking gear

available m Western Massachusetts and Connecticut If you are going camping or

backpacking come to Gleason's Also check js out for all your fall and winter outdoor

clothing needs. We have wool shirts, wool pants, Duofold long unden/vear, quality

sweaters, down and polarguard vests, down and polarguard jackets, 60/40 s, warnri

socks and mits, hats, and everything else you might need to enjoy the New England Fall

and Winter seasons
^

*^^ *X^ CAMPERS SUPPLY. INC

^EARL STREET NORTHAMPTON. MASS. Phone 584 4895

cljarlies
79 MOLSONS
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

ENTERTAINMENT
WEEKEND NIGHTS

r
LVIIl

Yl-L

HI]

IVi

one

DAILY

HAPPY HOUR
3-8 P.M.

LARGEST DRAFT
IN TOWN .50

MOST BAR DRINKSI
.85

gooti loott % tirinli

n PRAY ST:^ Amherst. Mass. 549-54031
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Sadat, Begin appeal for prayers
TUnm.. «U»»L. k.«»,.J.» _->^ ...^L. . I U..<C'>^^* a-kA^otlor^ 1 1 r\ c\r\ a Kir*U/^lo £knH irkin- Coz-^o* (^«iIIa^ 1* '* *x r<.»i*^\^\ n>rr\€^^wf\Qt4^"

CAMP DAVID, Md. [UP/]- President

Carter, Egypt's President Anwar Sadat arid

Israel's Prime Minister Menachem Begin

launched their secretive Middle East peace

summit yesterday with an appeal for the

prayers of mankind.

"As we meet here at Camp David we ask

people of all faiths to pray with us that

peace and justice result from these

deliberations," they said in their first joint

statement from the ultra-private meeting at

Carter's mount^intop retreat.

White House press secretary Jody Powell

said the plea for prayer probably was
Carter's idea.

Although secrecy largely prevailed at the

summit. White House officials said enough

to indicate the informal setting was starting

to have the effect Carter wanted.

Sadat and Begin broke the ice when they

ran into each other for the first time on a

sun-dappled walking path, and cabinet

ministers were riding bikes around the

camp.
The inspirational appeal, framed by Carter

and approved by Sadat and Begin ac-

cording to White House officials, was

issued shortly before the three were to sit

down
without advisers-for the first of the three-

way 0eace parleys that may run for a week,

10 days or even longer.

As expected, the reconciliation effort was
moving ahead in strictest privacy inside the

presidential hideaway, a heavily guarded

compound surrounded by barbed wire-

topped fences and heavy foliage.

Powell, in charge of the summit's limited

news offerings, said the initial joint meeting

was to start at 3:30 p.m. He would not say

what the subject matter might be or to

describe the atmosphere of the gathering.

"Frankly, we felt it would not be in the

best interests to engage in temperature-

taking at sporadic times," Powell said.

The opening session was the first working

meeting betwen Sadat and Begin since last

' Christmas in Egypt, when their dramatic

peace contacts started losing steam and

heading toward collapse.

Powell said Carter laid the groundwork by

holding separate two-hour meetings with

each man beforehand.

Although aides have said Carter's plan is to

shun fixed agendas and ease into the issues

in a conversational way, the three men
eventually will have to deal with the central

disputes concerning Israeli occupation of

the West Bank and Gaza Strip, and the

future of the Palestinians.

Meanwhile, the casual setting of the rustic

camp also provided just the sort of ice-

breaking touch Carter had been hoping for.

Well before the appointed hour of their

first conference table meeting, Powell said,

Sadat and Begin met each other while

strolling in shirt-sleeves along the camp's

wooded walkways.

They shook hands and exchanged
pleasantries for a few minutes before conti-

nuing their separate constitutionals under
sunny, blue skies. While they were chat-

ting, Powell said, Israeli Defense Minister
Ezer Weizmann-a man especiaMy well-liked

by Sadat-pedalled up on a bicycle and join-

ed them.
The Egyptian and Israeli leaders arrived

separately Tuesday expressing good will

but differing hopes for what the summit

can achieve.

Sadat called it "a crucial crossroads" he
hopes will lead to agreements on matters of

substance. Begin made clear he merely
wants this summit to revive the work of

Egyptian and Israeli negotiators.

Two students take a break from the first day

of rliissts yest.uilay as they soak up some sun by the
campus pond (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs.)

Bostons highest form ofentertainment

costs less than a movie.

S"^':-

It's the Hancock Tower Observa-

tory located 740 feet above the ground,

atop the tallest building in New Eng-

land. And from here you can see and

feel the total Boston experience.

With 60 miles of breathtaking

scenery, it's the most fantastic view of

Boston there is. Especially at night.

Plus you'll see multi-media exhibits

like an exciting light and sound show

about t;^e Revolution, featuring a 20-

foot scale model of Boston in 1 775.

The Observatory is open Monday

through Saturday from 9am to 11pm

and Sundays from noon till 11pm, every

day except Thanksgiving and

Christmas. Admission for students with

a college I.D. is only $1.25. You'll find

our ticket office on St. James Avenue

opposite Copley Square.

So next time you spend a night on

the town, visit Boston's highest spot. It's

not only less expensive than a movie

It's ZrVe.

John Hancock ObscTvatoTY

The Best Place to See Boston.

Work-study & non-
work study positions

available doing re-

search, organization,
lobbying, and other
related work for the
Student Senate &
SCER.
If interested, apply in

Room 420 of the
Student Union.
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Scientists Produce Insulin

Diabetics IVIay Have Aid

Thursday, Septembet 7, 1978

1

Collegian 9

DUARTE, Calif. lUPI ) In a development that could affect

millions of diabetics, a team of scientists yesterday

reported the first production of human insulin in laboratory

bacteria serving as hormone "factories."

The report was followed by the annoui.cement that Eli Lil

ly and Co. of Indianapolis plans to manufacture and market

human insulin made with the new bacterial process, but of

ficials emphasized it will be some time before the insulin is

available commercially.

Laboratory production of the hormone means that those

suffering from diabetes will have a plentiful supply of in

sulin for injections when needed The insulin now being us

ed is extracted from the pancreas of slaughtered cattle and

pigs.

Dr Keeichi Itakura, one of the City of Hope Medical

Center researchers who announced the new development,

said that while the human population is increasing rapidiv

with an associated increase in diabetics, the animal populci

tion IS decreasing.

"The insulin shortage becomes niore severe ev6ry year
i '

'" nlMirin known ri^ahetics in the

Back to School
WATERBED SPECIAL

• Classic Deluxe Mattress

• Safewav Heater

• Safety Liner

• Fiirn Dram Kit

• Frame Kit & Plans

South Hddlev Center 533-4194

FRYE
See our new fall arrivals

45 styles si7es 4 to 13

Special 16" ladfes

Reg. $72

HEARTFELT LEATHER
Do«^ntown Amherst

Open Mon.-Sal. 10-6 p.m.

Fri. till 9:00 p.m.

25 :» 5135

United States alone and about 1 million require insulin."

The development, a major genetic engineering feat, used

the recently developed techniques by which genes are

created artificially and then combined with the hereditary

material of laboratory variants of the common bacteria, E.

coll.

A gene serves as a blueprint to tell a cell how to make a

specific chemical product.

"We've managed to trick E. coli bacteria into making

human insulin," Dr. Arthur Riggs said in an interview.

"It took a year, beginning last September until the final

product That was on Aug. 9."

Only a few grams of insulin were produced in the

laboratory at the sprawling medical center near Los

Angeles, but a spokesman said it was more than adequate

to prove the point

About 300 units, or 3 cubic centimeters of insulin, are pro-

duced from a slaughtered cow or pig, the spokesman said.

Thf average diabetic insulin user needs about 40 units or

four -tenths of a cubic centimeter each day.

"It's a tremendous breakthrough, " said Joan Hoover, ex-

anc ax: sz SE ax

TENNIS FOR FUN
Saturday €» Sundtry. Sept 16 £t

at Amherst College courts

17*

Be a 9« Me Annual Tennis

lurnament tur the Hainpsnire Community
United Way' Single elimination competition

with 5 events - women's singles and doubles,

men's singles and doubles and mixed doubles

Initial rounds will be played on the Amherst

College courts Sept. 16 and 17, and th6 semi-

finals and final', will be at the Amherst Tennis

Academy in Sunderland on Saturday Sept.

23

Entry tee is $6 for singles and $10 per doubles

team (tax deductible). Make checks payable to

Hampshire Community United Way, Inc. PO
Box 123, Northampton, Mass. 01060.

Entry card and fee must be returned by Sept.

10.
ft

TENNIS FOR FUN TOURNAMENT

.Offic*.

Nam*
Address
Phone Horn*

Check one
Singles Men's Competition Recreation

Women's Competition Recreation

Women's Double* —
partner

Men's Doubles

Mixed Doubles
partner

*Rain dates Sept 23 & 24

Eyes Are Poppitf

.at our fifteen tiundred colorful bedcovers from

India and Nepal! Naturals, solids, stripes & prints.

Single bed sizes

(72"x 108")

Double bed sizes

(90" X 108")

Mon ftiru Sot 10-6

Ffidovs til 9

Were
$ 800
10.00

12.00

15.00

1800

ecutive director of the Washington, D.C. affiliate of the

American Diabetes Association. "It will help the problems

of insulin supply and be of great value to diabetics."

The pioneering research effort was supported with funds
supplied by Genetech, Inc., a research and development
firm in South San Francisco.

Robert Swanson, president of Genetech, said Eli Lilly will

make the insulin under contract to genetech.

"We have completed a joint de\/elopment effort," he said

"But it's hard to tell when it will be available. There is a ir t

of work that still has to be done."
The work on insulin began shortly after the same teani of

researchers chemically synthesized the hornone
somatostatin in the first demonstrated practical use of

recombinant DNA technology - the introduction of jn alien

or artificial gene into bacteria.

The eomatostatin molecule is made up of 14 amino acids

-the chemical building blocks of all proteins. Human in

sulin, by comparison, is formed by two individual chains of

51 amino acidc;.

Vfelcome Back Sale

Open 9 to 9 Thurt. & Fn

Swing Arm
Desk Lamp
Our rag. $22.96

$16.99
Black. r«d, white, yeUow

Personalized

Stationary

Our rag $12 00

$6.95
100 sheets plus 100 envs.

Canary Rul-

ed Pads
33c each

50 sheets, narrow -or wMe
ruled

16 Month
Academic
Calendar
77c each

Full sheet per rrwnth.

Sept. 1978- Dec. 1979

Wirebound
Notebooks
' 99c each

'100 sheets. Medium or col-

lege ruled. Ass't colors.

11x8%

2 Drawer File

Cabinet
Our reg. $48.00

$39.99
Full suspension.

White, black, orange, green,

bioe. yellow

Index Cards L^^'^^ Pic-

ture Frames
33c per 100

56c per 100

88c per 100
20% off

Sizes from 3'/.x3% to 8x10.

Pen 'n' Pencil Bargains
Bic pens, medium

Our reg. 25c ea. Now 5/66c

Pentel Rolling Riter

Our reg. 98c ea. Now 79c ea.

Flair pens
Our reg. 59c ea. Now 2/88c

Flash 30 pens
Our reg. 49c ea. Now !4 price

Write Bros, pens
Our reg. 25c ea. Now 2 for 25c

Yellow Hi-Liters

Our reg. 49c ea. Now 39c ea.

Pencils- med., med. soft

Our reg $1.45 doz. Now 79c doz.

The (^ Paper Clip) ud.

•:?.

your choice!

colorful plastic helpers
• 1 5 qt dishpan • 1 1 qt daisy wastebasket • 1

1

qt spout pail • vegetable bin • cutlery

tray • 1 bushel laundry basket.

your choice!
kitchen gadget spectacular
Potato bakers, paper towel holders, spatulas.

pizza cutters — to name just a few' At least 800
total per store — ralnchecks available.

save44%

your choice!

kettles, cookware& more!
Iqt thermal bottle — at least 144 per store — rairv

checks available. iqt stainless steel sauce pan or 8
fry pan — at least 144 ea. per store — ralncttecks

avellable. Or. 10 Teflon II' fry pan or 2V2 qt. whistling

teakettle.

2 qt stainless steel sauce pan or lO'j" fry pan; your
choice ... 2.50. At least 144 ea. per store — rain-

checks available.

•ave2.97

your
choice! oiirrea.

94c-97c

z
phut

Zayre plastic bag buys!
50 ct. food storage begs, 20 ct. 32-4|t

wsatebeaket bags, IS ct. 44-qt.

kttcften bags, 10 ct. 2ft^l. trash

bag*. Twhrt tiae mdudad . . .

ilNFECT*"'
SPRAV^-

4^.W
Eliminate*
ooons

irf"
' ^^A

99*
our reg. 1.79

Lysol" spray
12 oz. alxa. ERml-
rtates odor* —
kills houaehoid
germa. Everyone
needa a can of

thial

your
ch^cc!
household chemicals
• 22 ox. Ea»yon spray starch, our
reg. B9c; • 22oz. Formuta 409, our
reg. 1 09; 17 oz. Lysol" Baain, XtA &
Tile, ouf reg. 1.19 * 16 oz. Orease
retlef , our reg. 99c . 32 oz. Glass Plus

apray.

<rver

our reg. 9.96

Baroness
ironing board

Weided T-leg

consfructlon;
ventilated 15x54
steel top. Ad}u8t*
to height* up to

36".

'> j^
Mi^z\

ay4..^I

Kwik Kover adh«siv»
For w«Ra. ahehree— uaeyeurima^
natkml SolM*, iMMK^rama, print*.

1(^ v^d*. m Fabric Oapt.

yMsr
^olee!
burlap & decorator fabric
Cotton4)otyeet*r prkit*. aotida for

euitrina, pwowa, spreeiia; flat<<oM

remnant*. 100% Ju^ In deer eoiors;
36" wMe — on boH*. Hurryl

••nr«l«fS wam9.2M •itv«f^4 oumg.SM
Zodiac 16 oz. steins
Ptek your sign - then ftH 'em upl
Heavy qIim* in matte finiah with
'gekr MNon*. Vou'ti tweM a (ewi

25 pc. crystal party set
tncfudaa S ea: 12 ox. be^wrage^ 6%
oc higiv«8it, 11 ox. nXy-pcHya. IHua
one afcot glaaa. IMaHtmwher *<*

charge it!

savo5,oa 097
ourreg. 14.99

Sturdy woodgrain wardrot>e
Have an extra closet — in minutes! Of corrugated

board with plastic moiding; wood hanger & rod

Measures 60H : 28V2 W x 20 D Easy to as-

semble.

ourreg. 15.97

7-pc. Royal Chef Cookware Set
Even-healing aluminum with easy-to-clean Tef-

lon II* interiors. Incl.: IV2 and 2-qt. covered
saucepans, 6 qt. covered Dutch oven. 10" skillet

( uses Dutch oven cover) . Fantastic va lue

!

ourreg. 7.99

12-pc. melamlne dinnerware set

Dishwasher safe; break and stain-resistant. Ser-

vice for 4 includes four ea: dinner plates,

soup/cereal bowls, pedestal mugs Choice of 3

nrultcolor patterns Agreat dorm' special!

compare..»you can^ do better than Zayre! ^^

Sale in effect thru September 16, 1978 440 Russell St., Hadley
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Two partu i(i,ints m the Longest Walk, a political and spiritual pro
ii'st i)i(piiu/i>tl y Niitive Anu;fn ans to publici/e eleven anti Indian
l)ills pending in Congress The journey began in California in

f I'hiiiHiy and eiule<l in Washington, DC in July Native American
survivnl is curti-ntly threatened by fun od sterilization of Indian
wcinu'n iJEB LNS)

Recycle

the

Collegian

Outing Club Posi-

tion: Equipment
Locker Manager. 15

hrs./wvk., work
study, renting and
maintaining outdoor

equip. App. avail,

outside SU 428B
Due in 9/13.

The International

Student Assoc.

presents

DISCO
NIGHT
September 8, 1978

$1.00 cover charge
All welcome

Campus Center, 10th floor |

>oooooo^ocooo'»oooo^<^

ATTENTION
ALL
RSO'S

Mandatory student activities
workshop for all RSO officers. RSO's
will not be able to spend funds until

workshop is attended. Spending will

be allowed until workshops begin in

September. Check your RSO mailbox
as soon as possible for your scheduled
workshop time.

GRAND OPENING

TOP of the CAMPUS
CABARET DISCO

9:30-1

with DISCO DINO

Friday & Saturday
September 8 & 9

Candidate
says he's
innocent
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - Congres-

sional hopeful Michael McLaughlin says he
played no part in an alleged job-sales

scheme in Middlesex county government
despite his refusal to answer questions
before a grand jury probing the allegations.

McLaughlin, a county commissioner, told

a news conference Wednesday he was
confident of overcoming detrimental

publicity and winning a sixway Democratic
primary fight for the seat being vacated by
Rep. Paul Tsongas.
McLaughlin refused to comment directly

on the job-selling indictment returned

against James Bradley, the former office

manager of the county commissioners, but

acknowledged Bradley was his friend and
campaign worker.

"I was as shocked and saddened as

anyone to learn that there was even a ques-

tion of his public integrity," the commis-
sioner said. He insisted that he could not

recall ever discussing any job appointments

or promotions with the aide, emphasizing

that Bradley's job was only "clerical" and

he had no official say in the county person-

nel system.

McLaughlin said he had requested to go

before the Middlesex grand jury probing

the alleged job abuses but then refused to

answer some of the questions because

there had been numerous leaks of earlier

grand jury testimony. He said it was his first

experience with a grand jury and it left him

"disillusioned."

The candidate said none of the pro-

secutor's questions dealt with any alleged

illegality by himself or anyone else. He
characterized many of the questions as

trivial, such as his marital status, number of

children and type of car he owned.
"I have never, never in my entire public

life sold a public or private job to anyone,"

McLaughlin added.

Members of the Crew Team stand before a

skull nf?;u • lanklm Dining Commons yesterday. They

ail' sttM lookmq for interested men and women to join

the team (Stalf photo by Patriclj Dobbs.)

> THE
HATCH

CAFETERIA

ujjjjjffffrrrrrrr
!

WOODY ALLEN

jft

open 8-3 daily

DoMrnstairs in tlie

. Student Union
Building

AS

'THE FROINr'
Sat., Sept. 9: 7, 9, 11 p.m.

$1.00

Student Union Ballroom
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DRIVERS
WANTED

rOR DILIVimiS IN AMNIRST
USINO YOUR OWN CAR.

— 15 or more hours per week

-evenings and/or late nights of your choice

—decent pay & extras

MraefIc, responsible workers mny apply te perf >n

Whole Wbe^ Mks« tacMry, M S Mote M.. Aoike st

.^_Bja).auti.J II! »
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North Village rent
strike needs support

"The family Housing office is responsible for providing safe, sanitary and
economic shelter accomodations for qualified individuals."
This is an Office of the Residential Resource management statement for

fiscal year 1979. All available evidence shows that the shelter provided in

North Village, a University owned family housing complex, is anything but
safe, sanitary, or economic. The rent has gone up 19 dollars a month, condi-
tions are deteriorating, and many wonder if graduate students living on the
stipends given them for being Teaching Assistants will be able to afford living
there any more.

Thursday. September 7, 1978,

The fact that the rent went up 19 dollars after four years of no increases may
not sound like much to people who have lived through a 30-35 percent infla-

tion during that time period Another fact that must also be considered,
however, is that Teaching Assistants have not been given a raise in four years.
The bottom line is that these graduate students have 30 35 percent less buying
power than they did four years ago, with the rent increase just making things
unbearable financially.

A study done by Scott Balfour, Student Tenant organizer, reveals that some
graduate students are paying up to 53 percent of their income for rent. The
Department of Housing and' Urban Development suggests that no more than
25 percent of family income go toward housing.
Added to this is the insult of housing conditions so bad many tenants are

threatening to call the Board of Health to get the University to bring their

apartments up to minimum standards As with all university housing, in-

cluding the dormitories, conditions are deplorable. It is morally unjustifiable,

however, to ask tenants in a publicaly owned housing facility to pay for

renovations needed to bring their apartment up to health and safety stan-
dards.

The powers that be, namely the board of trustees, are going to consider the
rent increase next week. They should consider at their meeting that graduate
students provide a service to UMass by providing academic instruction and
help at prices ridiculously lower than the cost of Associate professors doing
the same amount of work. They should also consider that if more apartments
are vacated because of conditions and raised rents a vicious circle of less

tenants paying rent will make the current money problem even worse in North
Village.

We support the current rent strike going on in North Village, and urge all

University students and faculty to support the strike. Though it seems that
everyone, including the Residential Resource people and the Administration
as a whole recognize the problems, nothing short of organized action will

make them realize they must do something about it.

MSP contract delays
It has been well over a year now since the faculty union and the UMass ad-

ministration began contract negotiations. In recent months however, relations

between Whitmore and the MSP have degenerated to such a degree that the
"negotiations" appear to consist of little more than an endless stream of

threats, accusations, and denials. The latest round of faculty/administration
double talk includes statements from both sides profesing readiness to con-
clude bargaining and finalize the contract, yet each side accuses the other of

refusing to continue with negotiations.

It is time for both sides to start treating the issue more seriously.

Obviously there is a lot more politcking going on than there is bargaining, on
one if not both sides of the fence. These delays canot be doing either side

much good, and are going to become a serious problem if a settlement cannot
be reached in the near future.
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Reader protests

'The hint of scandal is scandalous"

• •

misprints

To the Editor

Back to school editor Doran may have
driven his staff merci/ess/y to produce
most of the issue, but he was anything
but merciless in checking his front cover
spelling. Anyone remotely familiar with
the classic film "The Wizard of Oz" would
realize that Dorothy's little dog was nam
ed "Toto" rather than "Todo, " which is

what appears on the cover. Todo is the
name of a Bess-Arabian variety of
coagulated bean protein, which is used in

a number of health food dishes.

Logan M. Werf

*

Reader responds

to 'Todo' misprint

To the Editor:

/ am righting with regard to the
rediculous number of tpographical errars

that have appeared in the Colligean in just

thees last two days thet the papper has
ben pulbishiqn.

I do'nt I now. Naybe yuo gyus are /ts ig-

ornant, bute it seams too me asjsut a lylol

Umivarsity fo Massetusets sudant that et

laest oyu outhg ta be aleb tO wpell
'peuk" coreccty fro al us studnets woh
gib are sA Tf munie tu pya ofr yure
tiprghter rubbnis.

LIstne yuo gyus, gte yoir ate tugedher
oir wea'l roin taht despnikclbe rgag af
yoiurs. i mena it. Dnan Guidera wil neevr
sea onahter "MGOSE" beer agnain as
logn as hee Ives.

Eilsebaht Simht

By Jon Hite

When SGA co- President Bob Dion placed

an 89 cent pen refill in his pocket a few
weeks ago and walked out of the Campus
Center Store, he wasn't thinking about
what would happen if, as happened to 325
of his constituents last year, he got caught.
For Dion the punishment would be worse
than that received by the others: he would
resign the presidency.

"Hey, it was a stupid mistake--- 1000 per-

cent stupid," Dion said later. "In a matter
of three days I got bounced out of school
for grades, broke up with my girlfriend, had
my car towed, and moved. All these things

built up and got to me. It was weird. That's

not an excuse, there is none, and I know I'll

have to take my lumps. Hell, I felt so bad- I

apologized to everyone I felt I let down.
Most importantly I let myself down. Things
were starting to change in Student Govern-
ment.... I made a mistake."

This is not a cglumn extolling the virtues
of Bob Dion or suggesting that he stay on
as President. He ought to resign. Not
necessarily for his 'crime' but for the
change in the ethics of politics in the 70's,
change that he was part of in the SGA.
Dion understands that in 1978, after
Watergate and Koreagate, "the hint of
scandal is scandalous. ' His decision to end
his presidency was not made in tears, on
his knees praying to a portrait of Abe Lin
coin. It was made the next morning over
coffee with a few friends. If nothing else.
Bob Dion has class. He is willing to pay for
his mistaj<es.

Some of the people who live in the bizarre

world of Student Government were happy
when they heard of Bob Dion's personal

tragedy. Deep in the recesses of the Stu
dent Union Building, the ventilating shafts

echoed with their snide laughter. At the

source of the laughter were the offices of

the Student Senate.

There sits a group of people who like to

refer to themselves as 'the leadership.'

Purely for your edification, the 'leadership'

of the Student Senate reflects the will of

the students of the University of
Massachusetts about as much as it does
that of the Nicaraguans. Two of these
'leaders' haven't been undergraduates for a

year and their bossman, the Speaker of the

Student Senate, himself convicted of

abuse of the taxpayer's money, hasn't fac-

ed election by the student body since Oc-
tober of 1976. At UMass, we call this 'pro-

gressive student leadership.'

The Leadership,' in all its carnivorous
glory, spent the week following Bob Dion's
"slip of the pen" acting the role of vultures,
circling for the kill. To them, this turn of
events meant one thing: the election of
Herb Tyson to Bob Dion's job. 'The leader-
ship,' you see, has a code of conduct. It is a
variation of the code of the Nixon White
House: "take care of your own and fuck-
over anyone else." No sympathy or
understanding is allowed under this code,
just the cold, hard, calculating political

rules that Bob Dion hated and campaigned
against when he ran for president. Now
those rule santioned the public embarrass-
ment of someone who was already hurt.
'The Leadership' was having a Christmas
party in August. The only things missing
were the reindeer and a few choruses of
"Deck the Halls."

Herb Tyson, the benificiary of all this holi-

day spirit, wants to be president so badly he
can taste it in his eggnog. But he didn't
have it in him, as some people did, to walk
up to Bob Dion and say, "Hey, this doesn't
look good, you ought to pack i; in." Herb
Tyson, the man who so often would be
king, decided instead to forgo the for-

malaties of a trial, and sat at his typewriter,
writing letters.

Those letters, recently released to the Col
legian, indicate th-at Tyson has taken on a
new morality, something like the 'new Nix-
on.'

Tyson's letter to Joseph Healy, Chairman
of the Board of Trustees, read like a
Keynote Address to Common Cause. Com-
ing from someone who chaired as Byzan-
tine an organization as the Campus Center
Board of Governors assures us that there
were motives other than good government.
The letter begins, "I must bring this matter
before you so the trustees understand stu-
d nt representation on the board is in a
questionable stature (sic I." Ht goes on to
say that the "controversary" [sicl merits
"proper trustee action to insure jsifij

students' interests are adequately
presented before the board." Continuing,
he states that "This new problem has caus-
ed another series of rumors that resignation
or IMPEACHMENT will occur,. ..I am sure
you have a strong interest in seating a just-

y, democratically elected trustee." (original

amphasisl.

The only things Herb Tyson forgot to

enclose in his letter were a piece of 'Herb
Tyson for President' campaign literature,

and a resume.
For a man who ran [and lost] for president

twice, this letter is pure sour grapes. It

could be forgiven if Mr. Tyson's career in

student government were as pure as he
would have us believe, but it's not. The first

time Tyson ran for president his campaign
organization spent the last few days of the
campaign feebly explaining to the student
body and the courts why his campaign
poster looked almost exactly like his op-
ponents'. Mr. Tyson's campaign manager
explained that he had seen the poster "in a
vision" while driving to school one morn-
ing. If nothing else. Herb Tyson hangs
around with imaginative people.

Last spring, Tyson ran again. This time he
got 1200 fewer votes than he had the first

time he ran. While his candidacy "led" a
crowded field, it fell far short of the 33 per-

cent that a candidacy must receive to be
elected. The election rules state that when
this happens a convention of the Senate
and Area Governments is held to elect the
president. When it became apparent that
those who knew Herb best would not give
him their endorsement, his people stayed
home. As a political pundit said at the time,

"Some people vote with their hands. His
people are voting with their feet." They did

a good job, preventing the presence of a

quorum for three weeks until ordered back
to the convention by the courts.

And now the letter. Bob Dion is going to

resign because he knows that it is the right

thing to do. He also knows that 'the

Leadership' isn't representing the students,
but the next battle of that war will have to

be fought by others. For him, the memories
of the Student Senate won't be good.
"They plot too much," he says. "Not just

about this but about everything. They plot

about lunch. They are too insulated up
there, and that's why the type of shit with
Herb's letter happens. He's got no guts or

he would havq told me what he felt. It was
just easier for him to write the letter. We
need someone who will spend 100 percent
of their time trying to pull this place
together.*! just hof»e people remember that

the next time Herb is on the ballot."

Jon Hite is a former co-president of the
Student Government Asspciation

MARK WILDING!

The new
bourgeois Marxism

has arrived

Easing off his Birger Christensen military
olive poplin raincoat, with the nutria but-
tons and epaulets. Professor Hilton Cumm-
ings, Marxist in good standing and a six-
handicapper when his game was on, picked
a stray lint off his Cardin frothy mohair
turtleneck, glanced at his 12 carat Patek-
Phillippe, stooped to flick a speck of mud
off his Dunham boots, and righting himself
in the slow and decisive manner of a man
who knows he has arrived, began-
"Now let's see if you're all in the right

class. This is The Marxian doctrines in tet-
ter half nineteenth century American
literature' and my name is Hilton Cumm-
ings. As in Cummings and goings.
Ha.hal"
[Not a single one of them cracked a smile.

Christ, it's always me who's stuck with the
half-wits.

I

'Anyway to keep things easier for me,
and so that I can better remember all your
names would you please keep the places
you're occupying now for the rest of the
semester "

[My God, this is some looker that's sitting
front and center. I swear those eyes must
glow in the dark. ]

"Now if you'll all take a piece of paper and
write down your name, year, hobbies, ma-
jor, and telephone number..."
[Hmm, I could have sworn I heard her gig-

gle slightly when I said telephone number.
Gee, I like fun women. 1

"...and then pass them to the front at the
end of class, so I can get some idea of your
interests, likes and dislikes, etc...

Meanwhile here is the reading list for this
semester. It's by no means complete,
although you can see it's already quite ex-
tensive."

[Have I or have I not got the best secretary
on this whole bejesus campus° Gripes,
look at some of the gems she's dug up for
me. Even I haven 't heard of half of them.
Must remember to take her out to lunch for
work well done. )

"Not all of these books are mandatory
reading, of course. However my two
"Marx and the California Gold Rush' and
'The Two Marx-Twain and Karl,' are. We'll
be referring to these two throughout the
semester."
[Lemme see, thirty-two students times a

dollar fifty on the first and a buck on the se-
cond, gives me. geez, hold on, multiply by
one half again, drop the zero, ninety, six
balloons! Geez, enough to buy those
whitewall Michelin studs with change left
oyer for a stringingjob on my Wilson 3000![
"I think I've just about covered

everything. Any questions* Office hours*
Ah yes, um..."
[Gripes, reasonable enough question

even if it was asked by a straggly haired
smartass who probably gunruns in the
Florida Keys to earn pocket money for his
angel dust habit, or whatever they're injec-
ting these days. Office hours, my God, I

haven't been there in so long I've forgotten
where my office is. j

"...I'll have that all arranged by the next
class. Also there will not be a final exam. I

figure you either know your stuff by then or
you don't.

[Three extra days at Kitzbuhl. L ovely. )

"By the way, classroom participation will
count fifty percent towards your grade.
Everyone's got something to say so con-
sider it an incentive."
[Nothing like a little nattering among the

troops to cover up a lecture that's only
good for twenty minutes. Max. Honestly I
did spend too much time working on that
competition tan over the summer. )

"Well class, I believe that's it for today.
See you on Tuesday and please have the
first couple of chapters read.

"

So saying Professor Hilton Cummings
slipped into his military olive poplin rain-
coat, straightened a crooked epaulet, and
strode out of the brownstone building
towards the field house.

Mark Wilding is a Collegian Columnist.

Easing off his Birger Christensen
military olive poplin raincoat, with the
nutria buttons and epaulets, professor
Hilton Cummings, Marxist in good
standing and a six-handicapper when
his game was on, picked a stray lint

from his Cardin frothy mohair
turtleneck, glanced at his12 carat
Patek-Phillipe, stooped to flick a
speck of mud off his Dunham boots,
and righting himself in the slow
manner of a man who knows he has
arrived, began ...
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Women's

studies

course

Women and folklore
This course will explore how expressive culture rein-

forces as well as challenges the condition of women.
This course will also serve as an introduction to tradi
tional folklore forms with emphasis on how folklore
operates in contemporary American society, the
niethods and materials of folklore research including
terniinology, fieldwork and the relationship of folklore
to other disiplines. The following topics will be covered:
folk narrative, folk music (Anglo and Afro American
traditions), conversational markers (jokes, riddles, pro-
verbs) and folk belief Readings will include: / ACnow
Why the Caged Bird Sings. The Study of American
Folklore. Return to Laughter. Stranger and Friend: Way
of an Anthropologist. Attendance, collecting
assignments, a term project or take home exam will be
the basis for student grades. '

GRADUATE
STUDENTS

3 part time assistantships (20-25 hours/week) for

academic year available with Student Activities

Office as Residential Area Activity Advisors.

Qualifications- knowledge of and interest in stu-

dent activities, ability to work ckMely with

students and staff, organizQtior^ skills, must be a

matriculated graduate student in good standing

and a good imagination.

Remuneration: $3600 for academic year

Apply: In person at the Student Activities Office

with 3 references (at least 1 nonacademic) by
September 18. 1978.

Thursday^, September /, 19;^

187 n. pleasant st^ amherst

CQliegiaQ 15

JOHNNY SEZ: JIMMY SEZ:

Physics 116 (E) No prererequisites

Relativity

A course for anyone interested
in understanding the most
remarkable theory of twentieth-
century science.

MWF 11:15 Hasbrouck 1 24 3 credits

Schedule #582222 Prof. Soltysik

JUST For rhE Fun oF it!

%7e on c\owfitof^

AMHERST DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS
(opEM Frl mtcs 'tH 9:00)

%7e on c^owntoi^

AMHERST DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS
(opEN FrJ. NJT^S Til 9:00)

%^n MUSIC, ^

mata!

Really t\tk%i

da

ball!

oi«o

*ONf0

MUSIC

Paii'f know

any otiier

raeor4 iko^

riiat yoall \uh

ia«aNI

In the Carriage Shops
549-2830

Specializing in:

•Used Records

•Imports

•Cut-outs

•Low prices

•A fun time

n

The Blue^vall
Cafeteria
AMrareness

Questionnaire

INTRODUCING FINE AMERICAN
• HANDtLOWN CLASS

• HAND-WROUGHT JMWiLRY
• HANDCRAPTiD ffffOWOOO

Did you know that there is a Bluewall Cafeteria

that serves at least two entrees, a choice of two
or more vegetables, an a la carte selection of

salads, fresh fruits and desserts for lunch daily?

Did you know that our prices are most
reasonable?

Did you know that the Bluewall Cafeteria, is

located adjacent to the Bluewall Bar?

Do you know now that you have an alternative

to high priced, boring, grilled, cold, or totally li-

quid lunches, and to eating alone?

This Fall We've Got If All I

Bamboo

POSITIONS OPEN
Union Video Center seeks competent

staff for the followirig positions:

Administrative Ass't.

Technician

Operatiort Ass'ts.

Call UVC- 545- 1336 for more info about
jobs, pay scales, etc.

Opening Sept. 15

'^^ISCO

POSTERS
AREA'S LARGEST SBLECTION

Many Unusual

CARDS
HAMPERS

WASTE BASKETS
PINt. IMPOKTiD

SOAPS

NiWHOUn
niNOAY 14 MM

WlBCDATf 10 AM .« MM
. nnOAT 10 AM . f MM

INDIA

PRINT

BLINDS
Mafchsfick A Tortoise

DOZENS OF AREA

RUGS
Desk

LAMPS
Tripod - Clip-on

BLOUSES - SKIRTS

Greof Variety

BEDSPREADS

r'\l'".Mv f ('(1 w /')• 'It 'f ! f\i Y sty

I .n')fst ,irtM '^ s' I) HOO S(| ft

f " '< I'liiMf t tit>s • 81
Proper attire required"

'
' 1 H' t Amh. HcKl. Iiru-

Many New EARRINGS
Sterling & 14 kt. "S" CHAINS

THIt
FREE $25.00
OIPT ClOTWICAn

]
GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

UJ

I

Try the Blueipvall Cafeteria:
H:lS a>m,-l!3Q p.m. daily

MEI^CANTILE
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

BACK TO SCHOOL SAVINGS
10% Off ANY BAMBOO BUND

$1.00 OFF ANY BiDSFRiAD
$1.00 OFF ANY PAPtR UkMPSHADt

Let aTI calculator help you make more efficient use of your time.
This semester. . . and for years to come.

FREE! This Hl^ vahie
bcM^when you buy a

TI Programinable 58or 59.

]

Eastern Mountain Sports
Spvoatittt in quality iighiwaignt oacK^acking A mouniainMf4«tg •quipmvni

t«o*wt; Won.-Frt «;30 AM-9fM.
Sal «;S0 AM S 30 PM

"•P^IW nwitt 9. AmhmiHadliy Uw
aaotell AmharM. tUaawtMaMt*

$1295

Sourcebook for

Programmable
Calculators

St*p by t1»p pfoqr •mmed kotuttont A^ il»we( fOu' l>«id

fnalhvm«ltct c«lculu» %t«li«li(s bu%in«t« una OQ«f»Uon%
ffsea'ch economicv bioioqv rnginvvinq phr»>c« sntS

Jftlronofny mu%tc jnj i*iuch mo*t

$124.95*1

TI Programmable 58

The Sourcebook for Programmable Calculators is a

new book from Texas Instruments designed to help

you explore the power of your programmable calcu-

lator. Contains over 350 pages covering step-by-step
programmed solutions to problems in a wide range
of fields. And it's yours free, if you act now.
The TI Programmable

,

58 and 59 both feature
|

TIs preprogrammed
Solid State Software^** '

plug-in modules. A Mas- I

ter Library Module of 25
|

programs m math, sta- .

tistics. and finance is

included. Optional li- I

braries are available in:
|

Applied Statistics. Real .

Estate/Investment Avia- '

tion. Marme Navigation, I

Surveying Leisure. Busi-
|

ness Decisions. Securi-

ties Analysis. And more '

to come. I

For TI-59 owners, TIs
|

Specialty Packettes l

Use this coupon to obtain your free bool(.

Texas Instruments will send you a tree copy of Sourcebook lor Programmable
Calculators, a $12 95 value when you (1) Return this completed coupon including

serial number (2) along with your completed TI-58 or TI-59 customer mtormalion

card (packed in twx) (3) a dated copy ol proof of your purchase verifying purchase

tKtween August 15 and October 31 1978 Your coufion. customer mtormalion card.

intf dfltd copy •) proof ol purthite mutt be poitmailietf on or before November 7.

197( to quality lor Itiit special ottor. Book covers step -by step programmed soiu

tions to problems in a wide range of fields mathematics calculus statistics business

and operations research economics biology engineering physics and astronomy

music and much more

Sand to Tl-M/H Fraa dooli Oltar. P 0. loi S3. Liibbock. Taut 794N

l$299.95*

TI Programmable 59

(pre-written programs) are available in major study
fields including civil, electronic and computer engi-
neering; physics, statistics, and business/finance.
And, additional ready-made programs written by
professionals in your field are available through TIs
Professional Program Exchange (PPX-59) member-

ship program.

Name.

TIs Programmable 58
and 59 calculators offer

a wide range of capa-
bility and performance.
From the student to the
advanced professional,
there's a TI Programma-
ble ideally suited to your
needs, and your price

range.
See them both at your

AUdress

Slate — .2<l).

Ti 50 01 11 i9 Sf BIAl NUMBER _

iliomMcliOfcalCullIO'i

Pifjsf jno* 30 divs 10' deiivo One' »oid oiere prohilHted ttv n* O'le' jood in u S only

retailer today
miss out on this

special, limited

time offer

' us Suggested 'eli>i puce

Dont

£ \i?t kits insiTufflfntb inco'30'MeO

Texas Instruments
INCORPORATED 4$i04
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extension Gardener

Beginning with this issue of tne i-oiiegian we will be running a weekl^ column on in-
dor gardening in conjunction with the Cooperative Extension Service and the Depart-
rrvf.t of Plant and Soil Sciences. A panel of experts is ready and waiting to handle any
and all questions concerning problems of home horticulture, and the care and main-
teirience of houseplants. If you have a question concerning your plants send it to
Kathy Carroll, Home Horticulture Coordinator, French Hall and let experts help you
with your problem.

Dear Extension Gardener,'
Why doesn't my "spider plant" produce plantlets?

w ... J.D., Sunderland
YOU are probably not giving it its proper light requirement. AIJow the plant to
receive eight hours of darkness to stimulate the production of runners This is
easily done by placing the plant in a dark closet at 4 PM and removing it in the
morning around 8 AM.

Dear Extension Gardener,
What house-plants will thrive in a hot, dry, sunny location such as my dorm room?
.. . ^ L.B., Orchard Hill
Most of the cacti and succulents will grow there. Just to name a few
Aeonium. Aloe, Crassula [Jade plant], Echeveria (Hens €r Chickens], Euphorbia
splendens [Crown of Thorns], Haworthia. Kalanchoe. Peperomia, Sanseveria
Opuntia (Prickly Pear), Zygocactus (Thanksgiving cactus), and Schlumbergera
(Christmas cactus) are all plants suited for dorm life.

Happy gardening!
Extension Gardener

LASC to sponsor film-benefit
J

On September 11, 1978, t>ie Latin
America Solidarity Comittee will present
the film. THE BATTLE OF CHILE, in Mahar
Auditorium at the University of
Massachusetts. The film will com-
memor^e the fifth anniversary of the
military coup which crushed the Popular
Unity government in Chile.

Divided into two parts, the three-hour
documentary depicts in vivid detail the final

months of the Salvador Allende govern-
ment Directed by Patricio Guzmar,, THE
BATTLE OF CHILE has been acclaimed as

a 'landmark in the presentation of living

history on film" and has won numerous in-

ternational film awards. For Americans,
the film is especially important and timely,

as it exposes the role of the U.S. govern-
ment in the military overthrow of Chilean
constitutional government.
The film will begin at 7 p.m. and a dona-

tion of $2.00 is requested. There ^ill be a
literature table at the film for those in-

terested in obtaining moro information
about the current situation in Latin America,
or in working with the Committee

By K. S TEPHEN SHAIN
While the valley's music critics are busy extolling the virtues of the lean protestant

sound of punk music and gnashing their teeth over the continuing success of pop
music, the greatest apostles of these genres met in a studio this past summer and
engaged in the kind of partying that usually follows musical money men wherever they

go According to Warner Brothers' monthly PR sheet, Bunny Droppings, the BeeGees
and the Dead Boys had simultaneous recording dates in adjacent studios and inevitably

ended up drinking togegher after their work was completed. Pictured above, from left

to right, are Jimmy Zero, Andy Gibb, Barry vibb, Stiv Bators, and Cheetah Chrome.
Wiil the boisterous band of misfits tarnish the plumumum image ofhthe world's most
popular and successful entertainment act? Will the prefab pop trio destroy the image

so painstakingly created by punkdom's fastest rising group? Only time will tell, but one
thing's for sure; both acts are riding the crests of the latest commercial trends in music,

successfully marketing their respective sounds to antagonistic but equally deluded

audiences.

The Valley after dark
by MARIO A. BARROS
Entertainment is key to a healthy mind so

you've got to go out there and find it. What
follows will hopefully be a guide to help you
find the "hot spots". Live entertainment
possibilities aren't too bad with some of the
Campus spots (The T.O.C., Bluewall,
Hatch, etc.), David's in the Mt. Farms Malf]
The City Studio Theatre in Northampton,
and The Rusty Nail out in Sunderland. The
fare for entertainment at these spots range
from local bands to some of the Boston-
based rockers. Throw in a few Gil Scot-
Herons and Taj Mahals and things aren't
too bad.
The Rusty Nail is the area's biggest spot

and the City Studio Theatre has a good
atmosphere. They're the best bets while
the others should be left to wait until they
feature a group t>iat you like. Added note
on the City Studio Theatre is a wide range
of entertainment from comdey to music to
plays.

The area's only thriving "Discotheque" at
the moment is Poor Richard's. Crowds are
Poor "Dick's" trademark as they flock to
take advantage of the nightly specials on
drink prices. This has its drawbacks,
though, as the dance floor is small. You
might say that the "bump" is still alive and
well at Poor Richard's. -. .

Area bars include The Drake in Amherst,
the Pub in Amherst and Sheehan's Pub in

Northampton. I may have missed a few,
but I don't drink. These seem to be the
most noteworthy or have the most notorie-
ty. The Pub is famous, the elite drinker
goes to Sheehan's and, well, let's just say
'ihat The Drake is notorious. Delano's on
North Pleasant St., Amherst has a nice feel

about it and I understand that the drinks
aren't bad either.

Celluloid freaks can satisfy their needs
with flair at the local movie houses. The
Amherst Cinema runs a few avante garde
films while all you Walt Disney fans can
catch Walt's latest at the Mt. Farms Foyr in

the mall by the same name. You know, it's

always amazed me how Disney keeps
turnin' out those Walt Disney Productions

even though he's dead! Anything for •
buck, I guess.

.
People with cars and a wiN to travel wiN

find even more in that den of ir>6qu«ty
better known as Springfield. There are
some pretty nice discos out there for thosa.
Wfio care. The newly remodeled V.I.P
Lounge nas to head the list at the moment.
Tastefully done, the motif, would envy
some of Boston's nitespots, The music is

spun by Paul Ziter and Bob (I can't
remenriber his last name), two of the few
real Disco DJs in the area who aim to serve
the people rather than their egos. A modest

,

cover charge is necessary but worth it. The
V.I.P. is on Boston Road.

There's also The Vanilla Tree on Lyman
St. The "Tree " isn't a bad place to go for a!
night of "freakin"' but you may find some
real freaks there. Around the corner is the
Gallery. Here, I have to admit some bias.
This was formerly The Stanchion, a club
that was small, quaint and a hell of a place
to party. It was a special place to a lot of
people. It.was simple but sufficed. The first

mistake that The Gallery people made was
letting the Stanchion's "Sippy" get away.
"Sippy" was Springield's top Disco Jock. I

guess he didn't BS or talk fast enoqghfxor
the new management. Who needs talent
anyway??

If there's another place or two thatldidn't
mention, I didn't forget, I just don't want
to. Here ort the home tront thougn, it win

'

be interesting to see how a remodeled
Quonset Hut (on Rte. 9 at the Amherst-
Hadiey line) will do.

Springfield, like any other city has the full
*

complement of movie houses, etc., but in

this dept. you're better off here in Amherst,
Northanipton and the area. I forgot to
mention them, but Northampton has the
Calvin Theatre and The Academy of Miisfc
running good films of all types.

Well, that's at least some of the area's
night life. If there's anything else, go find it

yourself, I can't do everything for you!!
Only fooling! Go out and have a good one
on me. Enjoy!

Thuriday, September 7, 1978 Coil&gian i?

Progressive film series begins
by E. PHILLIP BROWN and JOHN F.

SULLIVAN
The Commuter Collective is sponsoring a
progressive film series this fall. The series,

which is in its third year, will offer the
community a change from the usual movie
fare to be found at he Universitv. Thn
Commuter Collective. ^Aliga^Goyerxirient

Commuter Students at the Univeftity of

Massachusetts) hopes to help people
broaden their perspectives as well as
stimulate discussion by offering the films.

The first film, "The Promised Land" will be
shown on September 20 at 8:00 in

Thompson Room 104. Admission is free of
charge at all movies.
The Progressive Film Series consists of

fourteen films which deal with many
relative issues in the news. Such topics as
racism, sexism, culture, and politics will t>e

presented. The films deal with perspectives
other than those presented through the US
media and are educational in that they
depict certain realities not known to the
general public. The films are also a good
form of entertainment that stimulates
thought. The sfwies is*an excellent way for

people to broaden their horizons.

September 20 The Promised Land .

based on historical events during the 30s

which led to the first, although short-lived,

socialist republic in the Americas.

September 27 Lucia The epic Cuban film of

love and death and war. Lucia is one of

those rare films that deals with the role of

women in history.

October 4 Blow for Blow & The
Woman's Film Two informative looks at

the struggles of women.
October 1 1 It Happened In Hualfin

A three-part story of Indian life in

Argentina.

October 18 The Lament of Arthur
O'Leary
History of the Irish liberation struggle.

October 25 A Minor Altercation & Trick

Bag
These two films explore and expose racism

in the U.S.A.
November 1 Alicia Alonso
The story of the Cuban primaballerina's

triumph over blindness.

November 8 Mandabi Best Foreign Film of

the 1970 Atlanta Film Festival.

November 29 Stormy Weather ft Eddie
Palmieri at Riker's Island. Two fciassic

musical films that you'll be very sorry you

missed I

Join the Collegian!

Recruitment meeting Wednesday night, Sept. IB
in Campus Center S04-8O8, at 7:30

All students are invited to come and see where they fit into

the Collegian. Our departments include:

News
Black Affairs

Women's
Business and advertising

Graphics
Fine Arts

Sports •

Editorials
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AMHERST DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS
(opCN fRL MTES TJl QMo)

'Virginia Woolf opens
Commonwealth Stage
The Commonwealth Stage opened Iai0

night with its first production of the Fa"
1978 season, WHO'S AFRAID OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF?" featuring an all

professional cast.

Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? is

directed by Edward HBerkeley who is

currently the Artistic Director of the

Musical Theater Lab at the Kennedy
Center. The cast will hav5 Richard M.
Davidson, a resident member of The
Commonwealth bfages acting company',

as George; I. Mary Carter as martha; James
Selby as Nick; and Robin Mary Paris as

Honey.
Mr. Davidson comes to The Com-
monwealth Stage with extensive ex-

perience in theater, film, and television.

Most recently he appeared with the Direct

Theater in the new play. Beubsasis, the

new Jersey Theater Froum in THE PRICE,
Ad the r.laximus oroduction of THE
BACCHAb AT THE Cathedral of St. John
the Divine. Aniong huscggc- /of 'he

Stratford Shakespeare Festival, .
Stratford,

Canada, the Bvre Theater. St.

Fisk, Scotland, the- Red Barn Theater, and

the Bronfman Centre, Montreal, Canada

have iieen Benedict in MUCH ADO
ABOUT NOTHING. Jules in MY THREE
ANGELS, Vetasco m BAREFOOT IN THE
PARK, ANC Beniie in the World Premiere

of DISPOSSESSED. His many
television credits include Drew in THE
COIIABOHATORS and Watts in FIND
VOLOPCHI BOTH FOR CBC. Among his

numerous roles in film are Hirsch in

BREAKING POIiyTT AND Barrington in

MISS YOU HUGS AND KISSES.
' Mary Carter played Nurse Ratched

in the highly acclaimed national tour of

ONE FLEW OVER THE COCKOO'S
NEST. She has appeared with the Buffalo

Arena Stage in SURVIVAL OF ST.

JOAN, THE Syracuse Stage in BUT-
TERFINGERS ANGEL. AND THE
American Shakespeare Festival in

MURDER IN THE CATHEDRAL. Off-

liZft

Broadway she has worked tor such
theatres as the York Players, the Village

Gate, Circle in the Square, Playwright*
Horizons, and the Lincoln Center Libr

On television she was seen in OMEI
CHAINS FOR CBS and Maxine In

CHILDREN FOR ABC.
James Selby brings to The
monwealth Stage a wide range of ex-
perience in Off-Broadway, repertory,

resident, and touring theater. On tour he
has played the title role in CYRANO DE
BERGERAC AND THE Troubadour in

WAVERLY CONSORT. Among his many
roles for the Great Lakes Shakespeare
Festival are Florizel in THE WINTERS
TALE, LaFleche in THE MISER. AND
Lebeau in AS YOU LfKE IT. Western
Massachusetts theater-goers will

remember him for his work with the
Williamstown Theater Festival m HOE
THREE PENNY OPERA. WE COMBED
IN NEW HAVEN, AND THE CHERRY
ORCHARD. Off-Broadway he has ap-
peared with the Actors Studio, the Shade
Company, and the Cherry Lane. He was
seen as Dan Carlson in the television series

THE DOCTORS
Robin Mary Paris has appeared wit^' the

New York Shakespedre Festival, the QCC
Theater Company, the New York Theater
STrategy, and the Julliard School Her

roles include Tiffany in MARY, MARY.
THE Duchess in wye duchess of malfi,

regari ih KING LEAR AND Juliet in

MEASURE FOR MEASURE. She has
al.so aooeared in several films, amc^o
which are ANNIE HALL, WHO IS

HARRY KELLERMAN .... AND THE
ONE AND ONLY. On televisvon she

appeared in RYAN'S HOPE and as Ahxe
Gordvn in the series BEACON HILL.

All performances are at the Frank

Prentice Rand Theater in the U Mass Fine

Arts Center. Tickets for the production can

be obtained at the Rand Theater box-

mxffice or by calling 545-381 1

.

Mary Cartee (seated) as Martha and (standing left to right) Richard M.
Davidson as George, Robin Mary Paris as Honey, arid James Selby as Nick in

the Commonwealth Stage's production of Edward Albee's WHO'S AFRAID OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF' at the Rand Theater of the Fine Arts Center.

Commonwealth Stage opens first fall season
hv AMY KAPLAN

The Commonwealth Stage officially opened its fall 1978
season Septeniber 5 with Edward Albee's WHO'S AFRAID
OF VIRGINIA V^^OLF. The Commonwealth Stage is a
Mjsidt^nt professional theatre company based at UMass
-comprised of professional actors, UMass faculty and
students.

John H Ffit7, manager of the professional theatre, said
that the Commonwealth productions will provide at least

100 pprfr)rmances for arna audiences. "The five Com-
mf)nwt'e3lih shows will each lun an average of twenty per
'orn .inces ' he explained, "and matinees will add to that
rnKiilirr " Frit/ said that each production is scheduled for a
itifce wtenk enqagemont with nightly showings Tuesday
thfoiKjh Surul;ivs.

WHO S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOOLF"can be seen
ihroiiqh Sepi«;niljer 23 at the Frank Prentice Rand Theatre

mmmmmm

of the Fifie Arts Center. Performances are at 8 PM.
September 29 will begin preview performances for Ber-

nard Shaw's witty depiction of English domestic life,

MISALLIANCE:. This Rand Theatre production will be

iirr.cted hy UMass Theatre Department faculty member,

Edward Golden.

Shortiv attfr MISALLIANCE opens the world premiere

showcasff production of Joseph Mathewson's MAN PRO-
POSING Preview performances will begin October 3 and
will run uriiil Ottober 21 at the Curtain Theatre.

Pfter Shafler's brilliant, award winning drama, EQUUS,
will l)e()in preview performances in the Rand Theatre Oc-

ti.l,,' ,'/ and will run until November 18. These per

forn, (tices will mark the first time that EQUUS is produced

hy r) prfiffissional regional theatre company.
11). f.ill 1978 season of the Commonwealth Stage will

rif.sc out with J.M. Same's fantasy, PETER PAN. Per

fotni.Hicfs will he in the Rand Theatre throughout the.

iiiontli of December.
licKfis for individual productions as well as for subscrip-

tion series can be purchased at the Rand theater. There
are special discount ticket rates for both students and
senif)r citi/ens.

Amorig the resident company of the Commonwealth
St.iqe will he several professionals whose careers started in

he Pioneer Valley area. Robert LaCroix, a recent graduate
of UMass is returning to Amherst'to take over the duties of

resident stage manager.

In ,K)fliti(pn, [)ennis Boutsikaris, a graduate of Hampshire
Coiieqi' will arrive from New York after the season opens
t' pot' .ly t!.f charactiir of Alan Strang in EQUUS.

Also n-iufoiru) to the Amherst area will be Chris
Wfati (ilit .id who appeared in the Commonwealth
'

' ! .'ii .: in the Works series this past.July. Shewill

J
III ttir Ciiminonwealiti Stage's company this season and

and IS slated to play in both MISALLIANCE and EQUUS.

^SAVEMEAREFRIGERATOR!#f

\ wrvE JUST neciEviD an additional smipikibnt opbrand new w^ntal refrioera^
MANY ARE ALREADY RESERVED. ORDER YOURS TODAY SO THAT YOU DON'T MISS OUT.

KflMgirfttrt kaft frttztrt, ttapfritirf CMtrtIt, ni tall Nttlt tftract.

Farfaat far afaiy kraak aaaeka w layiag la tappllas far a raal parry.

Iil.li raafal faa laclaOt fraa iaiivary la Aa fall aaa plakap la tfea Sprlaf.

. If y9m iflt feraakf iawa, wa riak yaa a raplaeaaiaat vltkia 24 kaart - «a ekarga.

CALL 253-3 tlalt FOR IMMEDIATE DEUVERY
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Secretary ofState race heats up
BOSTON (AP) Candidates for state

^cretary are casting far and wide for issues

Jto enliven a race that many voters greet
with yawns.
Thus, Wednesday saw Dennocrat John
Fulham urging the state to celebrate ita

founding while Republican John Sears
presented himself as the champion of

Franklin Park Zoo.
Fulham, a Wellesley attorney, said 1980

marks the 350th anniversary of the fotin-

ding of the Massachusetts Bay Colony as
well as the bicentennial of the
Massachusetts constitution. He said as
secretary he would set up a seven person
comniission ro oversee the historical obser-
vance and l.Hinch studies of the state's cur

rent problems.
Meanwhile, Sears attended a ground

breaking at the Boston zoo and credited
himself with expediting the zoo's moder-
nization. He said that when he served as
head of the Metropolitan District Commis-
sion, he helped establish the "concept of a
zoo where animals are free and folks are
somewhat constrained. Frankly' there
wouldn't be a concept if it hadn't been for
John Sears"

Sears added that he saw to it that the zoo
remained in Boston's Roxbury section to
help l)olster neighborhood pride.

John K. Markey, hoping to win the
Democratic nod to succeed Rep. Paul

FRIDAY ELECTIVE RIDING
. will begin Fri. Sept 15, cost $5.00

students, $7.00 faculty and staff. Sign up
at Tilson Farm.

SOCCER FOR EVERYONE
The Polyglots will start the fall season this

Saturday morning, 10:00 on the UMass
fields. All soccer enthusiasts welcome.

SENATE CAMPAIGN
People interested in working with the

Committee to elect Elaine Noble for U.S.
Senator (Democrat), contact Robin-549-
5434. Weneedhelpl

N.O.W. MEETING
The Hampshire- Franklin area chapter of

the National Organization for Women
meets Wed. Sept. 13 at^7 PM in the Jones
Library of Amherst ~

FALL BABYSITTING
The Child Care Office is presently compil-

ing a list for all those people who will be liv-

ing in the Amherst area and are interested

in babysitting this fall. To get on the list,

those interested should stop by the Child

Care Office, Room 221 Berkshire House, to

siqn up.

LAB FEE
Lab fee for Equitation classes offered in

Vet and An Sci is now $60.00.

Tsongas. says a proposal offered by Ver-
n>ont's congressman could cost the Lowell
area 133 temporary federal jobs.
Markey criticized an amendment offered

by Rep. James Jeffords, R Vermont,
which would cut the annual budget of the
Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act (CETA) program by $1 billion. Markey
warned the cutback would push the na-
tional unemployment rate up by one or
two tenths of a percentage point and
cancel 133 positions financed by the Lowell
CETA Consortium.
Markey, running in the 5th Congressional

District, conceded CETA has had some ad-
ministrative lapses but said Congress
should remedy the specific abuses father

than penalize the entire program.
Edwaid J. King says the governor's new

local aid package is insufficient compensa-
tit)n for the higher taxes Massachusetts
residents have paid since 1975.
King, one of two Democrats hoping to

thwart the re election bid of Gov. Michael
S. Dukakis, pooh poohed the $200-
millionplus increase in state aid engineered
by Dukakis earlier this year. King said local

aid actually has declined as a percentage of
overall state revenues, from 49 percent in

1975 to a current 42 percent. At tfie same
time, he added, state spending has jumped
85 percent since Dukakis took office and
taxpayers were hit with their single largest

tax increase ever.

Join the Collegian!

Recruitment meeting Wednesday niglit, Sept. 13
in Campus Center 804-8O8, at 7:30

All students are Invited to come and see where they fit Into

the Collegian. Our departments Include:

News
Black Affairs

Women's
Business and advertising

Graphics
Fine Arts

Sports

Editorials
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UMASS FIRE
&

FIRST AID UNIT
First meeting Sept. 8th at 8
p.m. in the (.ampun Center
Rm. 803. All those interested

in eampus safety are urged to

attend. J

BUS DRIVERS WANTED

Five College Buses need drivers for Fall Term.

Applicant must be a Registered Student at one of

Five Colleges with at least three terms to go, and
MUST HAVE a MASS. CLASS 2 driver's Ucense.

Call Five College Transportation Office—586-4262
(Mon Fri 9:00-4:00)— for application and appoint
ments for interview and driving test.

mmt

UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM
Upward Bound seeks qualified Academic
Year Tutors for the 1978-79 tollowup Pro-

gram. Prior experience with low-
income minority youth require. Interested

candidates should forward a resume to;

Upward Bound Project
Room 205 New Africa Mouse
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

Bamboo Shades!

RollHjp type for winctows, docxways or room di-

viders. Constnjcted of 550 individual bamboo
sticks, completely assembled, witti tyxDks for

har»ging.

Sizes Our Price Sizes Our Price

2 k 6' 4.9S 5'x6' 12.95
2W X 6' 5.95 6'x6' 14.95
3'x6' 7J0 8'x6' 21.95
3W X 6' •30 8'x8' 23.95
4'x6' 9.95

1A0/| I^*coui^^ <>^ purchase
of 3 or more shodetl

Men. ttvu Sort. 10-6
FfWoys'tll 9

Master Charae &
VISA accepted

A Store-full of Ide^s

Next to the Past Office

Downtown Amherst

SENATE MEETING,
September 13, 1978 at

7:00 p.m. in Room 163

of CC. All senators are

urged to attend and to

beforehand contact the

Speaker.

Collegianig

Southern schools to study bible
By MARY HARGROVE
Pacific New Service

TULSA, Okla. In the current weeks, as
schoolchildren begin to return to
classrooms, an unprecendentednumber of

younsters will bypass their local public

schools to stream Into a swelling number of

small, consolidated classrooms where their

main textbook will be the Bible.

In the South, the Plains states, the west
and especially the North, millions of

children will enroll this fall in private, non
accredited schools featuring the fourth

R- religion.

While the rapid growth of such schools
apparently has not yet put a sizeable dent in

the already declining public school
enrollment, the trend forebodes an un-

certain future for public schools.
Nationally, private religious schools are

increasing by abut three a day and have
created a billion-dollar-a-year business,

in Tulsa, a city of 350,000, the school bell

will ring in nearly a dozen such schools;

each averages only a little more than 100
students.

Loren Notley, principal of the Grace
Fellrjwship Christian School, is typical of

the new educators. He will oversee 150

students from kindergarten through the

12th grade, with several grades clustered in

one room.
"The Lord laid it on my heart to start a

school," he said. "The children go to

Sunday school, but they don't have an
•

opportunity to practice what they've been
taught. We will stress respect for the
home, authority and themselves."
"The public schools feel they are no

longer able to teach values. It is important
to develop the character of young people.

Those are the lessons that stay with them
longer than the academic materials they
forget after they pass a test."

Fees for the schools range from nothing at

Grace Fellowship to $700 a year at the
Eastwood Baptist Schook, Tulsa's largest

private school, in which 400 students are

enrolled this fall.

"It will cost us $800 per student per year,"
Notley said, "but we are not charging
tuition because the church helps in the

ministry. It is part of our church in action,

and members designate an offering above
the reguair tithing to support the school."
Dale Carnagey and his brother Glen are

the prime movers behind the Patrian

Academy, which will open with 45
students.

Glen, pastor of the Patrian Bible Church,
said that public school systems nationwide
have been moving away from teaching
students facts, figues and ideas rooted in

knowledge and are growing towards
"affective learning," training a child how to

feel.

"Judeo Christianity is only one ethical

system, but it happens to be the one maxy
parents believe, and there should be no
attempt on the part of the schools to

change that," Dale said.

He stressed that the schools would teach
patriotism, support foir the military and the
American free enterprise economy, in

termingled with intensive reading of classic

literature, inslurction in the Romance
languages in the early grades and Latin and
Greek in junior and senior high school.

Many of the schools offer separate Bible

classes and mosfinterject religious training

into almost every subject. Not surprisingly,

teachers are carefully screened. At the

Tqqa Christian Academy, they are required

to have a "born-again" experience.

The operators of the academies claim their

students do better academically.
Administrators at Eastwood Baptist claim

thatnon standard achievement tests, their

students rank in the upper 25 percent. Al

Janey, head of the American Association
of Christian Schools, said students in the

schools natiokwidelabout 6 million-

"generally grade on to three years above
the norm for children in their area.,"

The public schools, said Gerald Carlson,

field director of the Christian school group,
"can't maintain a viable academic program
as they used to, nor can they "maintain

discipline. Also, the schools are trying to be
neutral morally and relighiouslyu. But with

all the social problems of secuair society, it

just ins't possible to be neutral anymore."
Carlson said membership in the

association has grown from 80 systems at

its founding in 1972 to 7 last year. He

expects 800 to 1,000 schools to enroll this

year.

In Whittier, Calif., the Association of
Christian Schools International represents
about 1,200 schools, mostly in Western
states. It is slightly more independent than
the fundamentalist-oriented AACS,

"I would say about 75 percent of our
schools have been founded m this
decade, " said Carlson. The most dramatic
growth in recent years, he added, has not
been in the Bible Belt or the South but in

such Northern states as Michigan, Injdiana, "J

Illinois, Wisconsin and Pennsylvania.
No AACS affiliated school receives any

state or federal aid, he said, "nor do we
seek it or want it because we don't want
the strings that are attached."

State accredidation of academic programs
is another sensitive issue. Litigation in

north Carolina and Kentucky is challenging

the right of such schools toi exist without
proper accredidation.

According to Carlson, it's a matter of
freedom of religion. "We're saying to the
courts and to the states, 'Our schools
aren't separate from our churches. We
can't be under the reguations of public
educational entities that have different

goals and different beliefs
'

"It is impossible," he said, "for Christian
schools to seek or have state approval,"
because of contradictory basic beliefs.

BLUE
WALL
BAR

Energy minicourses

Wind
Power

Physics 197A I crW»t

MWF 1 :25 (first 'a semester)

H^sbrouck 126 Prof. Cook
Schedule H^TTTt

No prerequisites

Energy

Alternatives

Physics 197B 2 credits

MWF'1:25 (last Vj semester)

H»sbrouck 126 Prof Mullin

Schedule *5h7955

Students wishing to take both minicourses can receive E core credit by

registering instead for Physics 119, Schedufe 1582400.

Happy Hour

Friday

2 FORI
POWERHOUSES

JOB
OPENING

Collegian staff assistant

Variety of clerical ancj research tasks, hours

varying from ten to twenty per week.

$25 per week, work study or non-work study.

Must be student at UMass.

Application forms available from editor-in-chief,

Collegian office (113 Campus Center). Applica-

tions due Fri., Sept. 15.

The Collegian is an equal opportunity
employer.
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Phytic* 119A (E) No prarequisitMr

Arms Policy

and
National Insecurity

What IS the meaning of SALT, MIRV, MX-mobile
missiles B 1 bombers, cruise missiles, neutrof'
bombs, ABM civil defense ^ How serious is the
threat of nuclear war^

Schedule #582476 MW 2:30 3 45
3 credits Hasbrouck 126
Prof Marvin Kalkstem (545 08441

UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM
Upward Bound seeks qualified Academic
Year Counselors for the 1978-79 followup

Program. Prior experience with low-

income minority youth required. Interestec

candidates should forward a resume to:

Upward Bound Project
Room 205 New Africa House
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

RHETORIC
EXEMPTION

EXAM
The Rhetoric exemption exam will be
offered to freshmen and up-
perclassmen not currently enrolled

in a rhetoric course on Friday after-

noon, Sept. 8, from 4-6 In Thompson
Hall 104.

The test consists of one essay topic

which students will choose from a

series of suggested topics. The
length of the essay is 500 words.

Bring a student ID and a number 2

pencil, along with a quarter to help

defray the costs of supplies and prin-

ting.

AIR
FORCE
ROTC —

=^

HERE ARE THE FACTS

When you're discussing sonnething as important as

your future, it's urgent that you get the straight facts

and that you understarKJ them Air Force ROTC
can be an important part of your future We would like

to outline some of the facts and invite you to look into

gathenng more.

its a fact the Air Force needs highly qualified, dedi

cated officers men and women It's a fact we need

people in all kinds of educational disciplines It's a fact

we re prepared to offer financial help to those who can

qualify for an Air Force ROTC scholarship

Get together vA'iih an AFROTC representative and

discuss the p»-ogram Well give you all the facts It

could be one of the most important talks you've ever

had with anyone about your educational plans

V^
CALL 52437

ROTC
Coiewoy to a great way of lifv.

WERE REAdy foR you!

I

%?eon*^"%
I
AMHERST DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS

I (opcN fpL i^TES Vil 9:00)

Drawa rii^
around the day.

19781 [Hor.^^rt;
«»iiH i WKmaat luaadair imanm tOMy ihucMa* tiidav tMuidav

I

1-2
I

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

1 I lining

A lovtrns ri'r)r«'scnt.»

tt\r' v\ill biMini ampus
'in thrdnv < in '<*

,)h()vt' to h« !p '

place \«)ur or; • r

( hoosc (roni viui

I \< lusivr ,
.•.tens options

M no xtr.i c harm' Choose whitr or

s.ilow Kold Fullnam«'«'nKravinRor tacsimile

- un,itur»' Siinh'irst '.t'>n<> or birthstoni-

Even encrusting
Nnextratharnr
Dr.nv d ring

around thf day so

vt)U wont miss out

Jostens

Ws m ^p m

•t th* ONtVtHSITY STOW C<mpu« C»m«t

tWdapowt
^VHIRI

Wilis

Rin(i mIii liein pi( tmi-il mas <lilti-r in yout m h»ol

CAMPUS
CENTER
COFFEE
SHOP

Open 7 a.m. until
midnight, Sun.-Sat.

Main Concourse—
and level

Murray D. Lincoln
Center
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

.Collegia^ 21

ACROSS
1 Fashionable

5 Choir mem
bers

10 Season
14 Mad: Slang

15 — panda
16 Septet less

four

17 Newspaper
item: 2

words '

19 Clarinet

20 Plaid

21 Semites

23 Breath: Obs.

25 Fastener

26 Small autos

30 Oily sub

stance

34 — — man:
Unified

35 English rtver

37 Breadth

38 Serial:

Abbr

39 Relatives

42 Paw Colloq

43 Historic

times

45 Lowest tide

46 Vestige

48 Warm again

50 Drew back
52 Is wrong
54 Trademark:

Inf.

, 55 Drink

mixers

59 Ceremonial

act

63 Exchange
premium

64 Evergreen

leaf

66 Show biz

garment
67 Habituate

68 Disen

cumbers
69 Chair

70 Prohibit

71 Gael

DOWN
1 Blood —
2 - -

freight: 2

words

3 Froster

4 Comprise
5 Program
6 Ignited

7 Familiar

farewell

8 Heavy
blows Slang

9 Outsider

10 Zebra fea

tures

11 Field

12 Legal hold

13 Br wool
weights

18 Cuts into

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:

_ DOONESBURY

A M 1 i sHc A V E

1
M A R C

TEN r hHa N 1 I A T A R
E N T « E Hm 1 H kIs T L E

s u e"M a|i1 E P ^^T 1 N E S

PHiN 1k V »"Ui S N E R S

PAT r E fJl N 1 T R £'
E « 1 1kilF O T 1 Ml eIf IoIr]

T °P\mI A T E sI^IaIbTeI
imIa nJc> r]< K E sHc A nIo nw1 f E oH L N C E T

S TJR p 1 oBc i A N ym
C R A V;.TH£ U B 3' TT]
RIVE "i« A T

1

A R S E

A C E Fi i

" G E L E N A
PENS

1 xl_R^ LiJ_P_ JL £ D

22 The legal

profession

24 Murder:

Slang

26 Amplifying

device

27 French river

28 Feminine

name
29 Hindu in

strument

31 Horrify

32 Gravy
33 Terminated

36 Spurn
40 Fearless

41 Cigar

44 Look for: 2

words

47 Disorderly

or>es

49 Surface

measure

51 Turn the —
53 Vertebrate

feature

55 Clubs

56 Illness

57 "Rio -"
58 Deliberate

affront

60 Caucasian

language

61 Actor —
Ray

62 For fear that

65. Tirpe period

1 3 3 4

1
5 6 7 8 9

1

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 21 22

|i^^^H23 24L ^1
26 27 28 ^ 30 31 32 33

34 35 36 37

3e MH39 40 41 ^^42
4) 44

m"
46 47

48 49 L 51

^^^52 " 54 _
55 56 57 58 ^^59 60 61 62

63

1

64 65

66 67

1
68

69 7fl 71

ANOlT HAb
ID Be SOMt

SPECIAL 50Me
TUm I CAN
iRtAum
Always..

UIUL HOU ABOUT
THE^e PIBTPIUS,

LlCA<iOf BiViS'

TlONi

: i

by Garry Trudeau

UJOW NO
POOLING^

UH-HUH ASP
fHtiHe PPjCEP
SPEClAuy 'VEYyE

BEiI< MABfii^
DOUJH roA^.lu.

MARfil? [)OUfJ' THAJ'Sm MAR}^£D piOHT

'

DOUJN ELm' miLE
^;P PERSONAL Wfy
[^ DIET PILLS' ijlsr>

BuT JHA"h AU- iOOK
fUL! HOW GOUO/ HONEY ME.
rOu CHEAPt N eCTTA MAKB
U VIS

' MEMOPy ROOM FOR. THC
Ul^ mAll f-AiL UN^i

It

•r.r

C^RtS A\l'' ^HE PERSIANS

CAPTl/REPBABVLONlA...
THEN CAME AlEVANPER
U)HO PRAI^K MIMSElF TC
DEATH IN THE RAlACE

I'M NOT SURE UJHAT
HAPPENEI? AFTER THAT

MOUJEVER I ^0?^ TO
HAVE An uppate for
^^OU \19.H SOON

B.C. by johnny h&rt

r r HAVe-mi"^ TEiaeigLB
PREAM WHB^ /VA6 mo THIS

^a?xo^ AMD I'M AT -XW^TOp.

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col
legiati office (CC 113) between 8:45 am
and 3:45 p.m. Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip-and mail form found in

most issues of the Collegian. Classified

deadline Is 3:45 p.m. two days in advance
of publication date.

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are dailv, 45c
per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day, 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day. One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR SALE

is\s\ihV«v\^l^^^^^'*\^'•A^'';v*%%;x\A.v\^\vvi»<cv<vv\v%\%>>.vv uVh*v'k'*v%v . . »v

.

. V.«%"W«'SV»Vi r.NV- »•••.•,••».•,,».* •,•.• **•'»*•«#•'# ttt*tf«t

68 Jeep Commando 4wd., 6 cyl., rblt.

eng., exc. cond., $1600 or BO. Call

253-9708, 8:30-4:30, ask for Scott, leave

message.

1967 Volvo 1228, Michelins, snows,
mechanically excellent, $700, call

1 -772-0979.

68 VW bug: new valves/rings, excell.

mech. cond., 30 mpg, radial tires. $450, call

David: 545-1336/584 7984 (eves).

VW bus, 48,000 miles, perfect mechanical,
body, and interior condition, $2100^ firm.

Call 253-9428, before 9 p.m.

1968 Mustang, 87,000 mi. Good condition,

$800, 546-6617, keep trying
.

1976 Datzun 280Z, 4 spd., ac, AM/FM,
low mileage, 2 new tires, rustproofing, exc.

cond., $6500. 549-1774, after 5:30.

1974 Fiat. 128 4-dr., 46,000 mi., $1100 or

best offer, call Ddrit, 256-0444, 9-5;

549 0661 after 5.

VW, 1968, new brakes, 'shocks, rebuilt

eng., $550, good body, #100, call Paul,

256-8207.

entertaTnment
t. — - ,..-

The Sting The Sting The Sting The Sting.

Fri., Sept. 8 Fri., Sept. 8 Fri., Sept. 8.

CCA-$1 CCA-$1 CCA-$1 CCA-$1
6:30. 9Ef 11:15 6:30, 9& 11:15 Come!

' FOR RENT

Good deal! Compact frig, for rent — brand
new condition; freezer temp, control. Plen-

ty of room for snacks and party supplies.

Only $50 for rental through spring. I will

deliver -253-3666.

Are you tired of paying good money for

tasteless dining commons food? Eat home
cooked meals every day by being a
houseperson at local sorority. Call Barbara
o r Sue at 545-0162/545-2092.

Loft, studio, dance, shop & shed space in

Florence. Bill Arnold, 584-3550.

Office space, S. Deerfield center, com-
pletely new 1st floor office space. Available
singly or as suites. Parking. Price
negotiable. Call 584-3214.

FOR SALE

Tag sale— furniture, household goods,
plants, VW parts, plus mere, Sept. 9 & 10,

9-4, 25 Riverglade Apts.

First and last tag sale. Benefit Souweine
for District Attorney campaign. 116 Mon-
tague Rd. (Rt. 63) across from Mill River

rec, Sat., Sept. 9, 9:30 a.m.

HELP WANTED
Bus drivers wanted for Five College

buses. Must have Mass. class 2 license.

Call 586-4262.

People's Market hiring non-
work study 12 hours per week. See details

on market door. Applications due by
9/8/78.

Child care position for two pre-

schoolers in my home. 30 hours a week,

own transportation needed, minimum
wage, 256 6422.

Babysitter wanted for 5 yr. old boy in

Btn., must have own trans. Call Patty at

323-6240 after 5 p.m.

Attention all University women? Did the
University kick you out of your room? Live

in homey atmosphere right on University

Dus routes. Home-cooked meals daily. Call

Barbara or Sue at 545-0162/545-2092.

Research assistant (Work-study only) for

Humanities project. Interesting work, flexi-

ble hours. Pay $3.00-plus. Phone Prof. J.

Donohue, English Dept. 545-0498,
545-2329, or 253-9802.

MMSTRUCTION

Basic auto mechanics workshop, 28
hours, classroom theory & shop, limited

enrollment. Call 253-7967 or write for

brochure. Auto Skills, Box 210, Amherst,
MA 01002.

Beginning weaving 4 harness floor

looms. 2 weeks 9/9/78. lues., 7-9 p.m.
Jones Library. $50. 253-9368. evenings.

MISC.

Join us for sorority rush — register now in

the Campus Center concourse or the dining

commons. For further information contact

the Greek Affairs Office, 321 Berkshire

House, 545-2711 or 545-2712.

PERSONALS

Work with children this semester, age 5-

12. Earn 4-6 credits as staff member at

Marks Meadow aft. sch. day care, 2-5

aft./wk. Prog, meets M, T, Th, F 2:45-

5:45, staff mtgs. Th 11:15-12:45. For more
info, call Nancy Ross, 549-6170.

Come meet Jon Souweine at Carriage

Shops on Monday the llth at 4:30— bring

your concerns, questions, comments — see
you.

Free kitten— a beautiful, beige & white, 7
wk. old male— call Joyce, 549-5943— eves.

Thank you all for making our barbeque a
success! Special thanks to Larry and to the

3 men who helped set up— whoever you
are. The sisters and associates of Lambda
Delta Phi.

Mature student seeking room or so-

meone to share room at Campus Center,

Mon.-Fri. Call or leave message at Campus
Center Hotel, 549-6000, c/o Royal Har-

tigan, or (413) 443-0750, weekends.

Senior male needs own room in apt. or

house near bus route, easy-going, non-
smoker, call Mike at 1-783-3400, after.

TO SUBLET
r —

F roommat». near UMass campus. All

utilities included, $90/mon. Call: 549-

5154.

WANTED
Free room/part board for live-in help w/ 6
yr. old son. Edge of campus. Non-smoker.
For info/interview, 549-5980.

INFANT DAY CARE AVAILABLE

Infant day care center. Skinner Hall,

UMass, has openings for infants 2 mos. to

6 mos. by Sept. 6, 1978. We offer half day
morning care 5 days a week. Call Marilyn

Hood, 545 3199, 253 2230.
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Managementthe road

for UMass sports nuts
Branch Rickey n\ight have gagged and
modern wheeler dealers like Red Auerbach
or Sam Pollock might blanch.
But here at the University of

Massachusetts, far from the frenzy of pro
sports front offices, they're trying to teach
starry eyed students how to be big league
general managers. Turning applicants
away, m fact

"Put the words 'sports and management'
together and there's magnetism," said

Prof Harold Vanderzwaag on the eve of a

new school year "Applicants must be
screened carefully. There's a lot of sports

nuts out there, but )ust because someone's
a fan doesn't make him right for manage
ment "

UMass doesn't offer instruction in front

office stealth or tips on how to make player
trades.

Instead, Vanderzwaag head of the
school's Department of Sports Studies,

oversees courses in sports law, business
administration, sociology and physical

education
Other colleges offer graduate degrees in

sports administration, but UMass is one of

the few to open it to undergrads-about 100
this year.

Students seek volunteer or paid, if they're

lucky internships with sports organizations.

Sometimes this leads to permanent em-
ployment.
Major league baseball is a holdout, but

Massachusetts graduates have found
middleechelon front office posts as ad-

ministrative aides with teams in theNational
Football League. National Basketball

Association, the National Hockey League
and minor league baseball.

Others end up running YMCAs, golf

courses or even bowling alleys as
managers, not pin setters.

Vanderzwaag insists the job placement
record is excellent. But Tom Hoffman,
business manager of the anew England
Patriots in the NFL, has a different
peispecttive.
You can't be guaranteed a job." said

Hoffman, who took several courses at
UMass. "It's a matter of connections and
luck. You've got to have contacts.
"Some kids aren't willing to start at the

bottom and work their way up. It isn't too
glamorous when you have to be the one to
pick up some game film at the airport after
midnight. That's what you do at first "

Hoffman found, for his part, that a
masters degree in business administration
was more valuable than a degree in sports
management.
With cost cutting a theme at UMass,

there's always a possibility that the sports
management course could be a future
casualty

But Vanderzwaag said the school is flood
ed with applicants for the program.

in the last couple ot years, he said,
"there's been a three-fold increase and we
only admit about 20 percent."
As for the school's job placement record,

he adds, "Our alumni so far are only in their
late twenties because the program is

relatively new. It's too early to say how
their careers will turn out."
Former head of the university's physical

education department, Vanderzwaag
defends the sports management course.

This isn't 'basket weaving We have a lot

of athletes in it and they have to work hard.

"Attendance at sports events," he adds,
"is optional

'"

AttentionSportswriters
The Collegian is looking for people interested in

writing sports and doing sports layout this fall.

We will be holding an organizational staff meeting

Tuesday, September 13 in the CoNegian office
at 6:30 p.m.'

,ri'

^^^\ ,^i^^' Liquor Store

HEINEKEN 12 oz. NR 3.49

six 13.75 case

All MOLSONS 2.50 six 9.75

case

RUDDLES ENGLISH ALE
1.35 four pack

MILLER 12 oz. NR 12 cans

7.19 case

PLUS OTHER IN-STORE
SPECIALS

338 College St. (Rt. 91

Amherst
2S3-S384 3S6-84S3
Open til 11 p.m. daily

Not responsible for
typographical errors

a.C«M»

Sports notices
WOMEN'S TENNIS Team tryouts are
being held at NOPE tennis courts from 3 to
6 pm through next Friday.

WOMEN'S GOLF Anyone interested in

playing on the women s golf team should
contact Coach McGahan at 256 6638 after

1 pm; members of last year's team are also
requested to contact Coach McGahan
FALL BASEBALL All new candidates are
to report to ar) organizational meeting on
Friday, September 8, at 4:30 pm, in Rm
249, Boyden
VOLLEYBALL Women's volleyball
tryouts are now being held at 3:00 pm in

NOPE gym. All interested women should
attend. For more info call 545-2845

MEN'S LACROSSE Meeting for fall

lacrosse candidates will be held Thursday,
September 7 at 4:15 in Boyden 251

.

CREW CLUB All interested in joining the
crew club, there is a meeting 7:30 pm
tpnight in Rm 163 in the Campus Center;
slides will be shown.
WOMEN SWIMMERS AND DIVER-
S There will be an organizational meeting
of the UMass Women's Varsity Swimming
and Diving Team Monday, S«ptember 11,
at 4:00 pm, in the NOPE pool any women
interested in competith/e swimming are
encouraged to attend. Questions should be
addressed to John Nunnely, Women's
swimming and diving Coach, 220 Boyden
545 2845.
TENNIS TOURNAMENT-The Hampshire

Community United Way is holding a tennis
tournament being held on the weekend of
September 16; see ad in this issue for an
application.

RECREATIONAL SWIM
SCHEDULE FALL SEMESTER '79
Boyden pool: 8 am 9am Lap switn M-F
1 1.30 Ipm Lap swim M F
7 30 9:30pm Open swim M,W,F
/ 30-9:30pm Family swim Fridays only
12 5:30 pm Open swim Sat-Sun
5:30 7:30 pm Open swim Sunday only
NOPE pool 8am 9am Handicapped swim
M,T,TH,F
7:30-9:30 pm Open swim T,Th
12 2pm Family swim Sat-Sun
2-5:30pm Open swim Sat-Sun
Curry Hicks: 11 30- 1pm Open swim M F

4:00 b:UOpm Open swim M-F
(•begins Sept. 21)
All participants are reminded that thev
must present a valid UMass ID to thf
lifeguard on duty. Graduate students
Faculty, and Staff must have a ckrrent
recreational sticker attached to their card
Stickers may be purchased at the Ticket
Office, Rm 255, Boyden Gym
MEN'S GOLF The UMass Mens Varsity
Golf team will hold a meeting for its ggf
candidates meeting on Thursday, Sep
tember 7 at 4:30 pm in Room 249 Boyden
The team is coached by Edward Vlach. The
golf team has been Yankeeonverence and
new England's champions in the past. Their
home course is the Hickory Ridge Country
Club in Amherst.

Bruins acquire Redmond
BOSTON UP/ -The Boston Bruins yester-

day traded veteran center Gregg Sheppard
to the Pittsburgh Penguins in a three-way
deal, acquiring defenseman Dick Redmond
from the Atlanta Flames in return.

To complete the deal, the Penguins sent

veteran Jean Pronovost to the Flames,
Bruins General Manager Harry Sinden said.

Sinden said the deal wouldn't have been
made "unless all three teams took part in

the deal."

Redmond, 29, has been in the NHL since

1969, breaking in with the Minnesota North
Stars. He was traded to the California

Golden Seals in 1971, and obtained by the

Chicago Black Hawks in 1972. Redmond
also has played for the St. Louis Blues.

Sinden said Redmond will play a large part

in shoring up the Bruins' defensive coros,
which was inadequate compared to he
depth of the Montreal Canadiens' defense
in last spring's Stanley Cup playoffs.

"Dick is a player we have coveted for a
long time, particularly for his power-play
prowess, ", said Sinden. "While he is

basically an offensive-type defenseman, he
is experienced defensively as well and will

fill a large role."

Sheppard had spent his professional

career in the Bruins' organization, joining

the team for good in 1972.

Sinden said he was sorry to lose Shep-
pard, saying, "we felt we could surrender a

center because of the rapid progress made
by Bob Miller and the return of Owight
Foster following knee surgery"

;vti^^.
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Await Yankees

Sox blank Birds behind Tiant
Carl Yastrzemski smashed a Dennis Mar

tinez pitch into the right center field

bleachers in the seventh inning last night to

break a scoreless tie and carry the Red Sox
to a 2 victory over the Orioles at Memorial

Stadium in Baltimore.

With the Yankees heading into Fenway
Park for a showdown to determine
American League East supremacy, the Red
Sox pulled themselves together and bested

the persistent Orioles.

Luis Tiant, earning his tenth win,

displayed shades of his masterful past,

limiting the Birds to two hits, walking two
and striking out five in the process. Dennis

Martinez was the hard luck loser, giving up
two runs on only two hits, while striking

out two and walking two during his stint.

The bottom of the first was a typical Red
Sox defensive inning of late; -a Butch Hob-

son error. With one out Rich Dauer bounc-

ed a ball to Hobson, who continued to have

his defensive problems by depositing a ball

in the dirt in front of George Scott, who
was unable to complete the pickup. This

was followed by a walk to Ken Singleton

and El Tiante was in immediate trouble, He
escaped unharmed, however, by getting

Eddie Murray to fly to center and Pat Kelly

to hit a ball to short left which was grabbed

on the run by Jim Rice.

From this point until the top of the

seventh inning Tiant and Martinez hooked

up in a pitcher's duel of first class calibre.

The top of the seventh contained all the

scoring for the evening. Fred Lynn led off

the inning by flying to Larry Harlow in

center This was followed by a walk to Jim

Rice and up stepped the Captain, who

drove a Martinez pitch into the right center

field bleachers for his twelfth homer of the

season and his sixty fourth and sixty-fifth

runs batted in. Carlton Fisk grounded to

short and Jack Brohamer flied to center to

end the inning.

From then on it was all Tiant, setting

down nine of the last ten men to face him

and nineteen of the last twenty. The lone

hit in this span was a Terry Crowley single

with two out in the seventh.

The win escalated Tiant's record to 10-7

while Martinez lowered his season tally to

12 11 and 1-4 against the Red Sox this

season

.

A pleasant surprise occured for the Bosox
in the bottom of the seventh inning when
Jerry Remy went in to play second base,

ending pre-game speculation that he might

be sidelined until at least Friday.

Earlier in the day, Jim Rice was named
American League Player of the Month for

August, the second time this season he has

been accorded player of the month honors.

The Red Sox now head home for a four

game series at Fenway Park against the

rival New York Yankees. This series could

well be the deciding factor in the American
League East pennant race.

Mike Torrez opens the series for Boston in

search of his sixteenth win. He will be op-

posed by Catfish Hunter. Either Jim
Wright or Andy Hassler will face Jim Beat-

tie on Friday. The other matchups are Den-
nis Eckersley vs. Ron Guidry on Saturday
and rookie Bob Sprowl will take the mound
against Ed Figueroa in the Sunday finale.

Reggie Jackson, hospitalized with back
spasms, may play Friday night.

Yanks skin Tigers, 8-2
The red hot New York Yankees continued

their winning ways last night, as they

completed a sweep of the Detroit Tigers

with an 8 2 victory at Yankee Stadium,

remaining four games beh-nd the Boston

Red Sox in the battle for the American

League Eastern Division championship.

The Red Sox defeated Baltimore 2-0

(Mfw Ydtl- \)\i)Vv. the yame open in the

f.ltli .IS ihcv iiinipcvi on loser Jack Bill

iii(|li;ini fof fiHir runs Ed Fiijueroa, 14 9,

[»i( i-cfl ut) ihf win The Yankees move into

R(,si. n i< luiiht \u open a crucial four game
1-1 With llic R<rrl Sox.

Collegiaj\
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A.L. race at a glance
(Wednesday's games not included)

EAST
W L Pet. GB

Boston 85 52 .620 -

New York 81 56 .590 4

Milwaukee 79 59 .571 ev2

Baltimore 78 61 .561 8

Detroit 75 63 .543 10%
Cleveland 60 78 .435 25 Vj

Toronto 55 85 .393 31'^

WEST
Kansas City 75 61 .551

-

California 74 63 .540 iy2

Texas 66 68 .493 8

Oakland 64 75 .460 M'/i

Minnesota 62 77 .446 14 Vj

Chicago 58 80 .420 18

Seattle 51 • 85 .375 24

Stockton leaving WSBK
BOSTON AP-D\ck Stockton, television

voice of the Boston Red Sox, will leave

after the baseball season to join CBS-TV as

host of its Sports Spectacular program and

piay-by-play announcer ofr National

Basketball Association games, WSBK-TV,

Channel 38, said yesterday.

The television station has not started sear-

ching for a successor, said a

spokeswoman. She said Ken Harrelson,

who also describes Red Sox action on

television, will remain on the job.

To whom the spoils?

Steve Zack

Lm»««sov Wt« kman. a s«n«>r frt'm ' mby. Conn..

.|.;mm.I.-s wMh an oppos i.'f»>n.l Lindsey will

hi- ii kry f..i t«»i tn the s.

• •opiil •rrofimiiun.

K VVOH'.' >ush for na-

il I .IS often been theorized that Sep-

tember is the month when one should

begin to follow major league baseball. For it

is in this month, when summer turns to fall,

that pennant fights are won and lost and
divisional champions are crowned.

"To the victor goes the spoils." Ah, but

who will be victorious?

Far across the land from here, on the lip of

the Pacific Ocean, is where the rigors of

baseball wars begin. For it is in the

California sun that the Los Angeles

Dodgers will battle the San Francisco

Giants for National League West
supremacy. And it is in the California sun

that the Giants will win out_and journey to

the playoffs for another leg of their strange

resurgence to the top.

Vida Blue has nicknamed his team the

Little Orange Skateboard for reasons I

cannot clearly fathom. Perhaps because

they have managed to roll over obstacles

that have gotten in their path all season or

even more entertaining is the thought that

this pseudonym came about because the

Giants are riding along on four slick wheels

named Blue, Knepper, Halicki, and
Montefusco. Whatever the real reason for

the nickname, the Giants are for real this

season and the Dodgers-aka Tommy
Lasorda's Day Care Center (minus dropout

Don Sutton) are not.

Still basking in the California rays are the

California Angels, fast readying the troops

for the run for the money. 1500 miles to the

east are their enemy, the Kansas City

Royals, Herzog's Heroes, and their im-

penetrable rubber fort.

This battle is one of offense and defense

versus pitching. The Ang«ls fire power is in

the hands of one Frank Tanana and one

Nolan Ryan. Jim Fregosi has gotten the

rest of the team to play as a team, and the

recent return to form by Joe i^udl may
make things interesting, but still tha Royals

are the Royals, strong through the season

and a group of el foldos in the playoffs.

Kansas City should prevail ovcr the

Amazin' Angels but not without a few

battlescars in the process.

To the northeast, in a region known as

Pennsylvania, will be waged a con-

frontation betwixt the Pirates of Pittsburgh

and the Phillies of Philly. The Pirates are

hot; the Phillies are not. While this may not

equal the poetic excellence of Robert

Frost it is nonetheless the truth.

The Bucks have absolutely nothing to

lose. They have done much more than they

had set out to do in the spring. They have

made a pennant race, a race the

Philadelphians were far from prepared for.

A case of shock warfare by the Pittsburgh

people, maybe, maybe not, but either way,

Philly is not at all ready to fight their way to

victory. In this case, the spoils of war go to

the Pirates.

The Battles of September conclude in the

great Northeast with the War of the Worlds

between the earthlings known as the

Boston Red Sox and the invaders, the New
York Yankees.
This battle will last four days and four

nights, from September seventh through

September 1 1th, the victor of which will be

handed the American League East Crown.

Victory of this series is different for each

of the clubs involved. Boston would be

happy to split the series with their arch

rivals and send the New Yorkers off still at

arm's length. The Yanks must win three

and make their move now or retire for the

year in dejection

.

But there are minor battles to be won and

lost within this series.

Who will win the Battles of September?

Who will march on to the glory of a World's

Championship? In less than one month's

time tf>« answars will ba apparent.

f
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Striking

tenants to

call health

inspector
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Striking tenants at University family-

housing projects will call in a local health
inspector next week in an attempt to verify

their claims of improF>er code violations

existing despite a recent rent increase,

tenant organizer Scott Balfour said
yesterday.

A tenant rally has been called for

Monday night at North Village Apartments,
one of the three housing units affected by a

$19 increase. At least 100 placed current
rents due in an escrow account in the
student credit union last week in protest of

the increase, which Balfour said many
ten? nts cannot meet because teaching
stipends have not increased in four years.

The decision to call in a health inspector
was agreed upon by a group of tenants and
will be discussed further with other tenants
at the rally. Balfour said he and others
would call the inspector Tuesday morning
to have an official visit the apartments and
make a report as to possible code
violations.

Violations cited by Balfour and tenants at

several North Village apartments include

leaky roofs, floors and ceiling tiles caving

in, improper ventilation in kitchens, peeling

paint and blocked entranceways due to

sliding doors which came off and have
since been boarded up.

Umass Environmental Health specialist

George H Reed Jr. said he would be
willing to make inspections of the apart-

ments although he had not yet received any
complaints from tenants as to conditions.

He said he does not know how long the

inspections will take but he will respond to

any call within a day or two, depending on
other job requirements.

Reed said he had not seen or inspected

the cited apartments because inspections

are done on a individual basis and there

have not been many tenant requests or

referrals by the Office of Residential

Resource Management.
Should an inspection of the units reveal

violationf of state sanitary codes, the

striking tenants may have legal basis for

withholding their rent from the university, a

Legal Services spokesman said yesterday

They fixed the corner once, but not the roof, " said Bill Kelso, one of many
tenants in University family-housing units upset with increasing rents. The
water damage shown here is in North Village, the subject of recent controver-
sy concerning rents and living conditions.

"There is a rent-withholding statute that

woul^ legalize non payment of rent without

threat of eviction if violations of state

sanitary codes endanger the health and
safety of tenants and if these conditions

existed prior to the rent increase when the

landlord knew or should have known of the

conditions," attorney Steven Baumohl
said.

If no violations are found, the tenants

may face possible eviction should the

administration deem the rent increase a

"fair and reasonable one" necessary to

maintain operation costs, Vice-Chancellor

for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson said

earlier this week.
Balfour said the tenants did not originally

call the health inspector because they

wanted first to work through the housing

office. "Initially we wanted friends there

(housing office), hut they have not been

good to us," he said.

Balfour said the tenants will meet at the

rally to also plan sending groups of tenants

to the Wednesday UMass Board of

Trustees meeting in Boston at which the

rent increase is scheduled for discussion,

according to Madson

Neither "4^eed nor Balfour were sure of

the specifications for legal rent-withholding

should violations be found in one of the

apartment and whether the law applies to

all or individual units. Reed said Article 2 of

the sanitary code does give tenants rights

by which "they ban withhold rent if the

landlord (the university) does not take

action on violations."

Another legal uncertainty, according to

Reed, is the proper authority to conduct

the inspection. State health laws give local

boards of health the responsibility for land

in their area, but the town of Amherst

maintains it does not have authority over

University proper owned by the state, he

said. Reed said UMass will conduct the

inspection if contacted.

The tenants, most of whom are married

or foreign students employed by UMass as

research and teaching assistants, have

protested the rent increase as due to

"mismanagement and faulty construction

of North Village." No university action will

be taken against the striking tenants until

the trusteed come, to a decision regarding

the increase.

Office to

oversee CC
operations

By MICHAEL P. DORAN
Collegian Staff

Acting Vice-Chancellor For

Administration and Finance George T.

Beatty has announced the creation of the

Office of Auxiliary Services to oversee the

operations of the Campus Center,

University Conference Services, and
University Food Services.

Beatty told the Collegian that the new
organizational structure, to be headed by

Arthur C. Warren, former director of

University Food Services, did not come
about as a result of problems in the

university departments affected.

"It came about as a result of my taking

over the office of Vice'Chancellor, Beatty

said. "This is a consolidation of auxiliary

businesses."
Conference Services books conventions

into University Facilities in order to provide

an academic as well as money making

service for the University as a whole, ac-

cording to the memo written by Chancellor

Bromery enabling Conference Services to

operate.

According to .^shoke Ganguli, Associate

Director of Residential Resource
Management, there have been no less than

four audits done for the university and

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery that

have sugges'ed .-.at Conference Services

be moved out of the Campus Center's

direct control and put under a neutral

agency.
"This is the best thing that could have

happened under the circumstances,"

Ganguli said. "Before there was kind of a

parasitic relationship between Conference

Services and the Campus Center. Now it's

more symbiotic."

Ganguli stated his reservation that this is

only a step in the right direction. "It should

really be under a neutral agency," Ganguli

said.

The creation of a new agency to handle

the auxiliary enterprises including the

controversial Conference Services follows

the recent reconvening of the Advisory

Board for Conference Services. The board

was set up to facilitate a more equal

distribution of services and money
generated by Conference Services after

charges of unfair distribution were
registered by Residential Resource
Management in the Summer Conference

Housing Report.

1 50 faculty members vote to hold sick-in
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

One-hundred-fifty faculty members
yesterday voted overwhelmingly to hold a

sick-in next week, and also voted to

withhold from the administration schedules

of courses they will teach for the spring

semester.
They also voted to demonstrate here on

campus and at the office in Boston of new
UMass President David C. Knapp.

Faculty members in recent weeks have

become increasingly angry with what they

term adnlinistration "stonewalling" in

current contract negotiations.

It was not immediately clear how many
faculty members would engage in the job

action scheduled to begin Wednesday.
Members at the meeting yesterday vowed
to solicit support among their colleagues.

The sick-in action came after ad-

journment of a nr>embership meeting of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors, the

faculty union. Under state law, state

employees cannot engage in such job

actions, and union leaders quickly ad-

journed the meeting before the sick-in vote

was taken.

Union Presid^nt James E. Cathey said

the faculty union would not endorse a

strike by faculty members, but that "our

troops are so mad, we just can't hold them
back."

-UMass President Knapp told the

Collegian he had no immediate comment

on the faculty action.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery last

riight called the action "the decision they

have to make. "But," he said, "that

doesn't help the environment we have to

have to get a contact.
"

"The major impact is on students,

Bromery said. "The studerits are the ones

who will bear the brunt of this.""

Contract negotiations began last

summer, and have twice ground to a halt in

the interim. Each side in the past has

accused the other of breaking off the talks.

The contract wilt be the facultv"s first.

The sick-in action came when the faculty

members approved motion unanimously

passed earlier this week by 25 members of
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UMass profs to get 20 percent salary increase.

See Christopher Schmitt's story on Page 3.

Keith Moon, drummer for "The Who" died

yesterday in London. See Page 12.

Mideast summit continues at Camp David, MD.
See page 3 for story.

Sports the Red Sox get bombed in the first of

four with the Yankees Read the story on Page 20

and weep
Massachusetts Uialy Lottery number; 5015

Weather
Sunny cool and in 70 s during day. In the 40's

after sundown.

the history department. Other academic

departments were also reported to be

considering similar action.

"Since the obstructionist and vindictive

actions of this administration have
destroyed all feelings of good will on the

part of the faculty," the motion stated, "we
believe the faculty to be free of any moral

obligation to work in the face of illness,

injury or discomfort, whether physical or

emotional.

"Anyone so afflicted should not feel

impelled to make the kind of self-sacrificing

efforts that we have traditionally made in

the past, and should feel no reluctance

about calling in sick."

Faculty members yesterday joked about

already feeling sick.

In a separate motion, the faculty

members voted to begin the sick-in

Wednesday. It was unclear when picketing

here and at President Knapp's office would
begin.

The other major job-action, withholding

the schedules, could cause course

scheduling problems for the spring

semester. Professors are due next Friday

to turn in a list of courses they will teach.

The demonstrations will be similar to

prf '^sts held twice last year, when faculty

members picketed the Wiiitmore ad-

ministration building, and outside a

university trusteed meeting in Memorial

Hall.
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Woo/feperformance
theateratbest
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

Theater at it's best Hypnotising, emo-
tional, intense, and throughly enjoying is

the best way to describe the outstanding

performance at UMass Commonwealth
Stage Theater.

Edward Albee's powerful drama,
"WHO'S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA
WOOLFE?" is a verbal boxing match, bet-

ween a history professor, George, and his

wife Martha. The dialogue is biting, sharp,

and well written. Yet, such a tremendous
play would lose its continuity, without the

right emotion and energy from the actors.

Martha, played by Mary Carter, perform-

ed her character with expertise. The
dialogue between the husband and wife is a

verbal battle, and George (Richard M.

Davidson), showed his true colors as an

established actor, and the chemistn/ bet

ween the two actors proved to be a hyp-

notising effect.

Martha and George invite Nick, a new
member of the college's faculty, to their

home. Nick, played by James Seiby, the

young, handsome biology professor was
imaginative in his role. His wife Honey
played by Robin Mary Paris was superb as

the giddy, mousy wife.

The two couples play extrodinary ganr>es.

Nick and Honey follow along while George

and Martha journey into a powerful attack

at one another. Tne themes of age versus

youth, and love versus hate are prevalent

throughout the play.

All of the performers have mastered a

unique quality in the play that enables them

to pass this wonderously complex work of

art to the audience.

Truth versus illusion is also one of the

paths we are taken on, as the couples drink

and entertain each other. Yet, the tongue-
thrashing is entertaining, because the emo-
tions are real, and the characters, though
complex are beautifully portrayed.

Albee uses a unique tool in his writing, as
the scipt reflects all of the dialogue and
thoughts that enter a person's mind in a

conversation, instead of just plain convers-

ing dialogue.

I was so engrossed by the astounding
performance of all of the actors that there

were few moments I did not feel as if the

emotion included myself.

There are many interpretations of this ex-

pert play. There is much action, and so
many possible themes that the audience
becomes easily involved in the flow of the
performance.
The actors made Martha and George's

love-hate relationship easy to identify with

so the viewer realizes there is much
tenderness in the verbal thrashing that

takes place.

The play is like an expert game of chess,

and the players-performers, were so
perfect, that I have to recommend this play

to all.

It is a love story, with many conflicts and
hidden meanings, and the author's use of

idiomatic expressions and hidden meaning
make the play so much more intense and
powerful.

The play is pathetic, violent, frightening,

yet wonderously poigniant, and humorous
as well.

"It is an exciting show because the ac-

tors depend on the audience as a seventh
character in the play," said (Martha), Mary
Carter. "There is an intimacy between the

audience and the performers in this play,

and the audience becomes exhilerated

along with the actors."
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Boomerangs do come back, and they are fun, according to Bob Rhodes who
sells them in the Campus Center. He learned in Australia while recovering
from Viet Nam, You can learn in Amherst while recovering from UMass. (staff
photo by K. Ann Garou)

Policy change ordered

Gambling sites proposed
PITTSFIELD, Mass. UPI A

businessman who's been pushing a pro-
posed bill to bring casino gambling to
Massachusetts says he might submit a new
bill pinpointing two 'ocations where casino
gambling would be permitted.
Joseph Dragone of Springfield yesterday

suggested to a special committee formed
by the Berkshire Hills Conference in-

vestigating casino gambling the possibility

of limiting casino gambling facilities to
Adams and Framingham

He said if casino g?;nbling were legally

confined to these locations it wouldn't

spread to other areas of the state that don't

want it.

Dragone has been interested in develop-

ing casino gambling as a way to salvage the

financially-troubled Greylock Glen resort in

Adams which he has worked on with

developer Alan Canter of Holyoke.

The Community Savings BAnk of

Holyoke has foreclosed on the resort and

plans an auction of the property Sept. 14.

RICHMOND, VA. UPI • A federal judge
yesterday found some of Eastern Airlines'

maternity leave policies discriminate
against stewardesses on the basis of sex.

U.S. District Judge Robert R. Merhige
Jr. ordered the company to revise its policy

requiring female flight attendants to take
maternity leave as soon as they become
pregnant.
HE also ordered changes in policies on

transferring pregnant stewardesses to

gkound duty and reinstating them after

their pregnancy with resultant losses in

seniority.

Merhige voided the maternity leave,

reinstatement and transfer policies, giving

attorneys for the airline andhzhe stewar-

desses ;5 days to file a mutually agreeable
substitute or separate proposals in the

event of disagreement.

But the judge upheld the airline's

challenged medical plan, which treats

pregnancy separately from illness and
excludes maternity leave from paid sick

leave provisions.

The class action consolidated suits by
Cathenne M. Burwell and Jean Proctor,

two Eastern flight attendants based at

Virginia airports, and Sharyn D. Clayton, a

veteran stewardess based in Alabama.
The suits alleged that Eastern's policies

on maternity, formerly a cause for

dismissal, violated the 1964 federal Civil

Rights Act because of sex descrimination.

Merhige said "Eastern's justifications for

its involuntary maternity leave policy were,
in the court's view, persuasively refuted by
the plaintiffs' experts.

"

Merhige found that a pregnant
stewardess can perform all her normal
duties until the 20th week and can still

serve in a limited capacity until the 28th
week.

Credit Union fias

first halfmillion
The UMass Student Federal Credit Union

announced yesterday it has reached the

one half million dollar deposits mark, a

significant milestone in credit union circles

The credit union, already the largest col

lege credit union in the country, has grown
from 800 members and deposits of

$100,000 when it began operation in

March, 1975 to its current 3500 members
and $500,000.

The credit union was also a recipient of

the 1978 Thrift Honor Award given to the

top 14 percent credit unions showing the

most significant growth in membership and

deposits.

Virginia Lacombe, assistant manager of

the Five College Credit Union, called the

Student's achievement "terrific." The Five

College Credit Union serves the full time

employees of all five colleges and after 11

years has accrued assets of $5 million.

MARKHORAN

Drop ERA deadline,

feminists argue
(HER SAY NEWS SERVICE) While the

Senate continues to debate whether the

deadline for ratification of the Equal Rights

Amendment (ERA) should be extended,

the New York based feminist group red-

stockings has come out for the total

abolation of the ERA amendment deadline.

Redstockings argues that the time limit

is anti-democratic and that it cannot be

found in the provisions for amendments in

Article Five of the Constitution. The group

says that no time limit is mentioned in the

proposed amendment itself.

Redstockings says the time limit which
Congress imposed on the ERA is i.

relatively new procedure that became
standard for amendments in the 1920's, the

years following the women's suffrage

movement.
Redstockings adds that the time limit-, if

its extension becomes necessary, will

continue to be a negative force in the
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Struggle for the ERA. The group says the

limit will continue to fuel the opposition to

the amendment with the promise of a short

battle rather than along one which will

perpetuate and maintain the crisis at-

mosphere around the ERA.
Redstockings says that its call for the

abolition of the time limit is a call for a

return to the original, far more democratic

practice of amending the Constitution

without a time limit.

Women can earn
credits at center

Everywoman's Center at UMass is look-
ing for volunteers and interns to staff the
drop-in and call-in resource and referral

portion of the center for this semester.
Interns and volunteers provide informa-

tion about health concerns, political, social
and survival resources and medical and
legal referrals. They also do occasional
crisis intervention, and update and main-
tain the resource files, referral books and
self use materials on many topics of con-
cern to women.
Credit is available to most UMass

undergraduates for this work. For a job
description and application form contact
Ruth Fessenden, Resource/ Referral Coor-
dinator, Everywoman's Center, 506 Goodell
Hall or call 545-0883.

Deadline for fall semester applications is

September 15. Interviews and orientation
will be held in late September. Front desk
staffing begins in October.

Rape Force seeks
campus trainees

The Counselor-Advocate group of the

UMass Rape Task Force is seeking campus
and community women interested in being

trained to provide support, advocacy and

crisis intervention to rape victims. The
Counselor-Advocates offer victims an alter-

native route to University and community
health and law enforcement agencies.

Women interested in working with the

counselors can obtain job descriptions at

Everywoman's Center, 506 Goodell Hall,

and should attend a meeting at the center
on Sept. 11 at 7 p.m.

Credit is available to UMass
undergraduates working with the program.

New 'Hamp suspect
in Hills South rape

AUMass graduate from Northampton
has been indicated and is awaiting trial this

fall for last Februrary 24 rape of a UMass
freshman in a bathroom in the Hills South
Building.

Gregory E. Meister, 23, of Green Street

in Northampton was arrested June 27 on
the rape charge, one month after the

charges were dropped against a previously

accused suspect.

Rape charges were dropped against Peter

A. Dionne of Wilbraham and a former
UMass student, when the victim spotted
Meister on campus, a UMAss police

spokesman said. Meister and Dionne look

alike.

Wide turn takes

cyclist to doctor
A 21 year old UMass Junior was treated
and released from Cooley Dickinson
Hospital in Northampton after suffering
minor injuries yesterday when his
motorcycle collided with a car being
operated by another student.
David Patrolia of Marshfield was released
from Cooley Dickinson Hospital after
being treated for a severe leg cut and other
bruises. Patrolia's motorcycle collided with
a car being operated by Kenneth Schoen, a
UMass graduate student from Holbrook.
A spokesperson for UMass police said

there were no violations issued since
Patrolia simply "took the corner too wide."

MARK HORAN
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Both sides agree
on salary increase
By CHfflSTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff
A salary increase of 20 percent and a

streamlined grievance procedure head the
list of agreed-upon items in the ifrst

collective \bargaining agreement between
the faculty and the administration.

Some issues remain to be resolved, but
negotiations have been completed on the
major portions of the contract. The
Collegian yesterday obtained details of the
pact.

Administration and faculty negotiators,

however, have not been able to reach

agreement on what form the two-part pay
hike will take One part grants a 2.5 per-

cent increase plus $1526 over three years.

The second part of the increase, on which
the two sides cannot agree, provides for

across-the-board salary increases, and also

grants increases based on merit.

The latest administration proposal calls

for the second portion of the increase to be

distributed in the following way:
-three percent increase, across the

board, in fiscal 1978.

three percent increase in fiscal 1979;

one percent would be across-the-board,

one percent by faculty personnel com-
mittees based .on merit, and one percent by
management.

-three percent in fiscal 1980, all of which
is to be distributed by the administration.

The latest faculty prooosal asks:

- three percent in fiscal 1978, all across

the board.
"three percent in fiscal 1979; one per-

cent across-the-board, one percent to

correct salary inequities, and one percent
by the faculty review committees.

-three percent in fiscal 1980, disthbuted
identical to fiscal 1979.

Disagreement on the salary issue and
complaints of administration
"stonewalling" have led to a variety of

faculty job actions. (See related story,

page one)
Other items agreed upon include:

--a streamlined grievance procedure.

Grievances may be filed with or without the

help of the union. Maximum time for

process of the grievance, including all

appeals, should be about 9 months.
-provision for "academic freedom,"

granting faculty members various rights

and protections while in the classroom.
-provision for faculty involvement in

personnel decisions. "The faculty shall

have primary responsibility in the areas of

personnel matters," the contract states.

"They may initiate or review faculty per-

sonnes recommendation."
-provision for the continuation of the

faculty senate. The senate will continue to

deal with academic matters, but will no
longer handle grievances. There had been
concern the role of the senate would be
greatly diminished.

--provision for job description,

enumerating a job's requirement at the

start of employment.
-defines and continues tenure. Tenured

faculty members may be dismissed only for

"just cause," and a just cause due process

iss established. The administration earlier

proposed elimination of tenure in the

ttaditionni sense.

James E. Cathay, the president of the Massachusetts Society of Professors,
makes apoint at last night's meeting at which the union voted to hold a sick-in

and withhold schedules of courses over a contract dispute. (Staff photo by Pat
Dobbs)

Carterbrings SadatandBegin together
CAMP DAVID, Md. (AP) - President

Carter stepped up the pace at the

Mideast summit Thursday, bringing

Egypt's Anwa- Sadat and Israel's

Menachem Begin together for two
face to face sessions within six hours.

Under Carter's guidance. Begin and

Sadat discussed the thorniest issues of

the 30 yearold Arab Israeli conflict dur-

ing the secrecy shrouded talks at this

presidential retreat in Maryland's

Catoctin mountains.

Carter's negotiating strategy is to

avoid the easier course of beginning

with peripheral and less controversial

Items An Egyptians official, asking to

remain anonymous, said Carter, Begin

and Sadat were discussing central

issues

But Jody Powell, White House press

serret;irv and summit spokesman,

dismissed the notion of U.S. troops in

the Mideast as "one of the great non-

existent stories of all time." He
described as "hogwash" reports that

the administration was considering an

American air base in territories won by
Israel inthe 1967 war.

At nightfall, Carter planned to take a

break with the Egyptian president and
Israeli prime minister at a display of

precision drilling by U.S. Marines
brought to Camp David from
Washington.
Then, with Mrs. Carter, the president

was hosting a reception for '^summit

delegations.

The US president is trying to per-

suade Sadat and Begin to compromise
their differences over borders, Jewish

settlements, a Palestinian homeland
cind peace terms.

There was no word from the Egyp-

tians, the Israelis or the Americans
about whether Carter was making pro-

gress.

Adding to the tension in the Mideast,

Beirut unleashed a fierce artillery at-

tack on a Palestinian stronghold in

south Lebanon yesterday and a rightist

leader charged the United States and

Syria were plotting against the militias.

Israel added to the tension during the

second day of the Camp David Middle

East summit meeting by sending jet

fighters cracking sonic booms over the

border area and deploying gunboats

off the Lebanese coast.

In Beirut's southeast Christian

suburl)s - where Israel's militia allies

have battled Syrian peace keeping

troops since February-residents

reported sniper fire but no immediate

resumption of full-scale fighting. ^^^^^^,

Christian National Liberal Party

leader Dory Chamoun, heading the se-

cond largest militia faction, charged

the Syrians were acting as "a tool of

Washington's implementation of

former Secretary of State Henry Kiss-

inger's plot in Lebanon" to subdue first

the Christians and then the Palesti-

nians.

"There is no better proof of the

Syrian-American collaboration than

the relative calm artificially imposed by

the Syrians in Beirut last week,
preceding Camp David, meant to

prevail until the meeting ends, " Cha-

moun said in Beirut.

Christian militiamen near the

southeast frontier early yesterday rain-

ed heavy shellfire on the Palistinian-

dominated town of Nabatiyeh and
resumed bombardment around
nightfall. Residents said three persons

were wnyr^tjed.

Inspector explains closing ofZeta Nu

The Zeta Nu fraternity on North Pleasant Street was closed by

Amherst inspection otficidls last spring due to violation of sUXe

s.inii.i'v < odes. iPnt Dobbs photo)

By LAURA KENNEY and BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

An Amherst building inspector yesterday

said the Zeta Nu fraternity house on No.

Pleasant St. was closed down at the end of

classes last spring because it "does not

meet standards for human habitation."

Amherst Inspection bervices Director

Chester Penza stated that broken windows
and faulty plumbing in the building violated

the state sanitary code. He said, "When
the boys left last spring, they raised hell in

there."
University Dean of Students William F.

Field said the fraternity had disbanded
before the house was closed because of

financial difficulties,

UMass Health specialist George H. Reed,
Jr. yesterday said he had just found out
about the condemnation, but he said he
knew the building had been inspected and
that the fraternity house has had sanitary

problems in the past.

"The town has legal jurisdiction over

fraternities because they are taxable

properties, ' Reed said All rooming houses

in the state must have an annual building

inspection to obtain a certificate of oc-

cupancy to satisfy the sanitary codes.

Reed said there had been little main-

tenance of the house and the inhabitants

"had let the building run down." He said

the organization, which had about 30

members, had financial difficulties, and

was about $16,000 in debt.

Zeta Nu was a local fraternity, unlike

most others which are part of national

organizations and have national funding to

back them. Reed said Zeta Nu was "just

not able to pay for repairs " for the house.
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Black Affairs
From The Editors
The staff of Black Affairs welcomes all

members of the Third World community
back to the Pioneer Valley. In the past,
Black Affairs has tried to consistently in-

form the community of news events of all

types occuring at the five colleges in this

area

This attempt has not always been
successful because Black Affairs has a very
limited staff There are no regular reporters
and most of the information is contributed
by people who have cared enough to
volunteer their time and energy toward
getting important matters into the paper.
We would like to thank those people most
dearly

But the University of Massachusetts and
the other colleges have enough students

that Black Affairs and other news media
should have a continuous flow of in

formation coming into its office. Black

Affairs should have at least three or four

regular reporters Black Affairs should

have more than one or two people that

work on the pages at the necessary time.

Many complaints and helpful

suggestions have been voiced to the staff

and we are sure more will be coming this

year We do not mind the suggestions or

the complaints What we do mind is the

fact that not very many people have come
forth on a regular basis to help Black Affairs

survive.

We need people to write when a speaker
appears at the Campus Center Auditorium
and we need people to write when a

seminar is held on the various problems
that affect oppressed people in the world.

A statement of fact is that Black Affairs

would flQW smoothly if it had a staff of

three reporters turning in only one story a

week. And of course, the much ap-

preciated information we get from various

people and organizations on campus
We need reporters desparately, but

Black Affairs will survive without them.
Two, perhaps three, students will lose a lot

of sleep at night Two perhaps three

students will not be able to study for an
exam or not get their homework in on time

Two, perhaps three people, those people
of the Black Affairs staff will suffer terribly.

But how many people out there will read

Black Affairs? 1500? 2000? That's about
002 percent of the population providing

information for the whole.
Once again we would like to thank those

who have contributed in the past. Now we
are appealing to those who have something
to contribute but have not. We need your
help'

f :a\
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assist -pirm every po66ibte
way in cbtao]

^^-per\jfe;rt- aid
pro- God:;family,

Welcome Back to UMass
The home of housing problems,

DC foods, Whitmore, no classes,

few classes, and friends old and new!
fitjf cur€/iUf

uee«ftTiON hve.v^6 se«Vica

This summer: The Longest Walk

jCiO.V ,<

Morp th.in 5.000 Native Amencans and supporters protesting repressive anti Native

Arii.iH ,iti leqislatinn introduced into Congress walked "The Longest Walk" this

siMuniei .n Washington DC On July 15, 1978 the demonstrators rallied at Malcolm X

Park for speeches from leaders of the American Indian Movement.

(Photo hyLNS)

Attention luther

The Sam Rivers Group
with Vishnu Wood will be
featured in a "Tribute to

Malcolm X" to be held this

Sunday at 7 PM in the

Robert Crown Center of

Amherst LCollege,
Rounding out the bill will be
poets Andrew Salkey, Bob
Marquez and Robert Ruff

who will read their poetry in

memory of the great leader.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

Black Affairs
Your Organizations - help them to survive!
The organizations below are just a ^^ _ ^ ^^ ^ mi

jartial list of the numerous black groups ThO £1 frrk - /l fYl^ tTtf^^ #1 ^/l f^fO ^\i XAhOT^
in carnous that need sunnnrt frnm th(> i i t €7 ^^ I i U ^^ M I i C^i I %^C§ i i %^IJ l^tG I V r^tiXJtO
The organizations below are Just a

partial list of the numerous black groups
on campus that need support from the
students to survive. It is hoped that

students old and new, will be able to

find time to join at least one of the
organizations. Groups not appearing
this week will appear in Black Affairs

next week.

Asian American
StudentAssn.

The Afro American Society at UMass-
Amherst is a student organization whose
purpose is to reflect the many aspects of

Afro-American culture.

The Afro-American Society initiates

programs both stimulating and eductional

dealing specifically with the intricacies of

Afro American culture. The group
sponsors concerts, film and lecture series.

and other activities. In sponsoring these

programs the Afro-American Society seeks

to give all students an vpvgrtunity to

become aware of the richness of the Afro-

American experience.

The Afro-American Society

$14,829 in 1976-77 fronn the

Senate to support its programs.

recieved

Student

During the early 70's the Asian American
students at the University of

Massachusetts gathered strong forces in

the formation of the Asian American
Student Association. Asian Americans are

not just one people but several: Chinese,

Japanese, Koreans, Filipinos and
Samoans, We have been forced to deny
our cultural heritage (asian and American)
and hixtgcckal background which has

resulted in loss of our identity. In addition

we are sufferings from all forms of racial

barriers: prejudice, discrimlnatton,

segregation and exclusion, just to name a

few. It is our hope and goal to bring

awareness and understanding of one of the

least recognized and understood
minorities, 'the Asian American.'
We have been involved in political and

educational areas on campus and in the

community. Projects in the past were the

participation in a tutorial program for Asian

school children in Amherst, co-sponsoring

of the Indo-China mobile Educational

Project, prublication of the Asian American
Review, a lecture-dinner by noted author-

playwright Frank Chin, among many other

activities.

We hope to use the money allocated

from the SATF, $940, to publish the AASA
Review for our members as well as the

student body and the Amherst community:

Alpha Phi Alpha

Do you understand
yourselves7Do you
understand your people?
Many think they know
their direction and find

out, when it'stoo late,

thatthey do not. Alpha

Phi Alpha will be here

soon. For more
information contact

Jesse Parks (413) 785-5371

ext.217 orhomephone
736-8491 Bo Clemens

665-4898

WEBD Drum
The SGA has authorized the con-

struction of an alternative student radio

station. A group of black engineering

students have been using a $17,000

Student Senate appropriation to buy
equipment and make renovations in New
Africa House for studio space.

One of that group, Raoul Roach, said
they had received technical help and some
equipment from WMUA.

The radio station will serve the needs of

the University and surrounding com-
munities by exposing a variety of issues

from a Third World perspective.

The 10-watt FM station will go on the air

as soon as the FCC approves its license.

DRUM, the Black literary magazine at

UMass, is a student-run publication
catering to the Third World struggle in the
Amherst area and world wide. •

DRUM provides an outlet for the literary

and artistic talents of the Third World
community. In Africa the drum is used as a
communication device, delivering happy
tidings, important news, and alarming the
community. The UMass DRUM beats forth

news on African liberation struggles, the
incarceration of innocent brothers and
sisters, genocidal attacks on the Third
World community, and exposes racist

attitudes in ur public education systems.
The Student Senate allocated $18,095 to

DRUM for 1976-77, which will be used to
maintain the quality of the magazine that

has been acclainned as the best of its kind in

the North

Ahora is the organized and united voict^

of the UMass Spanish-speaking coni
munity.

Ahora is composed of cultural group-:

united by a common language. Ahor;
strives to create a flexibilitv of structure, •

respect for diverse opinion and freedom of

expression within the organization

Specific purposes of Ahora include
recruiting Spanish speaking students fc
the University, promoting education^',

programs directed toward careers and job
advancement, and supporting efforts f^

counter language barriers and cultura'

isolation.

Ahora is dedicated to eliminating
discrimination in student admissions,
improving student-school -community
relations and promoting any other
organizations which work for any of the
above purposes.

Membership is open to any un-
dergraduate of the University as well as any
Soanish-soeaking faculty graduate
student, special student, and Spanish
speaking member or local communities.

Ahora received $1,339 in 1976-77 from
the Sutdent Senate.

Shakur attorney postpones FBI suit
Jonathan Lubetl, the attorney for black

activist Assata Shakur, says he has
voluntarily withdrawn a $15 million damage
suit filed against the FBI last April on
Shakur's behalf, pending the release of

additional Freedom of Information
docurrients on her case.

Shakur, otherwise known as Joanne
Chesimard is currently serving a life term at

the maximum security prison for women in

Alderson, West Virginia, for a murder
conviction resulting from a shootout on the

New Jersey turnpike in which a state

LUTHER

trooper was killed.

The damage suit had charged that the
shootout was the inevitable result of

massive Cointel-pro operations on the part

of the Fbi against Shakur and other black

activists in efforts to weaken the black

power movement in the United States.

Lubell said that documents he has
received and others he expects to obtain

specifically about the FBI Cointel-pro

operations should sway the case in

Shakur's favor. Lubell said "We will be in a

much better posture to reinstate the suit"

once all documents are received and
reviewed. He said he expects the suit wilt

be refiled probably sometime in the fall.

Meanwhile, Lubell reports he is also

actively working on an appeal of Shakur's
conviction. Lubell says in early August he
received more than 1000 pages of tran-

scripts and records on Shakur's trial.

Normally a conviction appeal is filed

within 30 to 45 days of receipt of trial

transcripts.

By Brumsic Brondon, Jr.

/
D̂ON'T LET
MONEY
DICTATE
YOUR FUTURE

Whether you go to college no longer has to be Dasea on

how much money you con earn during the summer

Air Force ROTC offers a tour, three or two-year scholorship

to pay you SlOO a month ond oil tuition,1extbook and lob fees

With money problems reduced, the decision to go to college Is

your own
The Air Force needs dedicoted officers In a voriety of differ-

ent jobs, and one of these jobs is bound to fit into your picture

After graduation ond commissioning, you ll find chollenging

work along with the chance to grow through experience

Find out about the Air Force ROTC scholorship program fo-

doy It s great woy to help yourself through those tough col-

lege yeors and o great way to get reody for on exciting future.

OS a commissioned officer m the United States Air Force

CALL 52437

noTC
Gotewoy to ogreo* woy of M«.

R.T. Productions Presents
f)i! S.'Jtuiiliiv, Snpt. 16 at 3 p.m.

Picnic, singalong with

PETESEEGER,
ARLOGUTHRIE
a 8- Shenandoah

Tickets $5.50 in advance
'?^'?^$6 50(layof show
By mail
Send certified check or money order and

SASEto:
kkRx 183 Productions

^^Box554 Lenox, MA 01240

Ti(.k(!ts tivailahle at all Ticketron outlets. For

ticket info in your iirt.'a dial (413)637 2970.

Picnic coolers OK, no pets, no camping

$1 Babysitting Service by licensed Mass.

babysitter

M.iss Pike Exit 2 from Lenox rt . 1 83 South first

left past Tanglewood on to West Hawthorne

St ,
then 1 mile on left.

MUSIC INN

RHETORIC
EXEMPTION

EXAM
The Rhetoric exemption exam will be

offered to freshmen and up-

perclassmen not currently enrolled

in a rhetoric course on Friday after-

noon, Sept. 8, from 4-6 in Thompson
Hall 104.

The test consists of one essay topic

which students will choose from a

series of suggested topics. The
length of the essay is 500 words.

Bring a student ID and a number 2

pencil, along with a quarter to help

defray the costs of supplies and prin-
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STADIUM
UNIVERSITY DR.
AMHERST
SHOPPING CENTER
(Next to the
Steak Out)

FREE
DELIVERY

(FORMERLY PETE'S PACKAGE)

253-9341
OR

253-9342Nos.

GRAND OPENING

TOP of the CAMPUS
CABARET DISCO

9:30-1

with DISCO DING

Friday & Saturday
September 8 & 9

Regal
poly perk
Brews 4-8 cups
of coffee auto-
maticaliyi

Holds coffee at

serving temp.
#K7506. M Proctor Silex steam iron

Dry iron too with a fiicK of a switch! Sole

plate has 29 scientifically placed steam
vents. #1-117.

Westclox
alarm clock

Compact size, super-low price' Easy to

read numerals, trim modern design case.

#20255.

save 2.19

SO
ea.

our reg. 4.69

parsons
tables
High-impact
plastic; easy to

clean. Assem-
bla without
tools. Assorted
coiort; lexISx
ie size.

«2
photo
collage
Syn«i«tic sheir

•tee. Holds 8 pic-

tures. Eaeel tMck.
Super buy.

150
our reg. 1.99

8" X 10" framed pictures
Undeoapee, florals, stiH-IHee and moret (Sood

assortment! Wood framed. Eoonomleai way to

brightm your room.

save $2

t97

your ^1
choice!

^^'

Northern hair styler

2 speeds, 2 heat-settings You get styling

brush & wide tooth comb attachments, too.

#1861

our reg. 4.97

full length
door mirror
14 X 50 size —
ready for hanging!

Pittsburgh Float

plate glass Wood
frame. Buy!

1250 watt Turbo blower

Lightweight; for quicit dryina and styling 2

speeds. 4 positions. Has 6 5 11 cord for mobil-

ity #E2080 At least 48 per store - no
rair>checks

Munsey broiler ... It even bakes!

Continuous cleaning: large cool^ing area with

variable temperature to 500 degrees. Broils,

toasts in 1 position — turn it over for bal<ing!

Super! #7602-8.

coiim»are...you can^ do better than Zayre! -

Sale in effect thru September 16, 1978.

440 Russell St., Hadley

»»•»*%'»1.%^w**^^***
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6,000 women attend
annual music festival

Local favorites featured
~^ Feminist poet to read

By CHRIS DECKER

Collegian Staff

Six thousand women from across the

United States and Canada attended the

hpird annual Michigan Women's Music

Festival held August 17-20 in Hesperia,

Michigan.
Performers at the festival included Sweei

Honey in the Rock, Sirani Avedis, Linda

Tillery, Teresa Trull, Linda Shear, Meg
Christian, and "Alive." Feminist comic

Robin Tyler hosted the performances.

The group of 40 women who comprise

the Michigan Women's Music Festival

Collective completely and independently

enqineered the event, which was held on a

sequested two hundred acres in rural

Michigan Women in attendance pitched

tents in five campsites, ate vegetarian

meals, and bathed on hot days in the icy

water of communal showers.

Women artisans sold records, books,

clothing, posters, and jewelry in the

merchants tent near the soundstage, and

women musicians practiced in jam-tents

scattered thrughout the grounds.

Health care for women, including

traditional herbal medicine, was provided in

a large tent designed "The Womb." zhe

facility was staffed entirely by women who
had merely come to Michigan to hear

women's music, but in whose number were
included medical professionals.

Veterinarians treated the dogs, cats, and
Guinea pigs who accompanied their

owners.
Security duty, parking detail, and food

preparation, as with all tasks connected
with the festival, were executed by women
in attendance on a solely voluntarily basis.

Work hours were structured in scheduled

fxifts of a few hours each.

Highlights of the musical performances

included the tumultuous ovation received

by Sweet Honey in the Rock, a group of

four black women who sing a capella.

Sweet honey, who appeared at UMass
earlier this year during International

women's Week, will soon release their

second album, "Believe I'll Run On... See
what the End's Gonna Be." Sirani Avedis

sang "Rainbow Woman,"
leshian feminist music reflective of her

Armenian cultural heritage and culminated

her performance with music especially

intended for disabled women in the

audience. Avedis's final number also

resulted in a standing ovation. Linda Shear,

a Northampton resident, performed a

"native-born-lesbian only" concert.

UPCannounces concerts

for fallsemester

V

By PERRYADLER
Collegian Staff

The Union Program Council has an-

nounced its first two concertsofthefall '78

season. The Pousette-Dart Band and Liv-

ingston Taylor will beappearingatthe Fine

Arts Center on Wednesday September

20that8PM, and David Johansenwillper-

form in the Student Union Ballroomon Fri-

day September 29th at 9 PM.

Country-rockers PousetteDartandfoik

artist Livingston (brotherofJames)Taylor

areljoth local favorites. Tickets for their

concert are $5, $5.50 and $6 for students,

and $1 more for non-students.

David Johansen, a rock'n'roller, was a

memberoftheNewYork Dolls,alegendary
band that was one of the most important

forerunners of the New Wave rock scene

.

Tickets will be $3.

The UPC is a Recognized Student

Organization funded by the Student

Senate
and the Board ofGovernors. Itwasformed

by the organizers of the 1977 Spring Con
cert in an attempt to providequality enter

tainmenttothe UMass campus. They are

located in room 406 of the Student Union
BuildingbehindtheUnionRecordService.

Persons wishing to help with the con-
certsinthecapacitiesofpublicity, security,

stage crew, etc. are urged to attend a

meeting inCampusCenter804onTuesday
September 12th at 6:30 PM.

So far, the Union Program Council has

presentedatotalof 17 concerts, including

such famous artists as the .J. Geils Band,

George Benson, Elvis Costello, the

Ramones.TowerofPowerandWillieAlex-
ander. Many more nationally-known acts

are being negotiatedwith forthissemester

andwillbeanouncedinthecoming weeks.

COLLEGE DRUG STORE
TAMPAX,

tampond

ECONOMY PACK
40 COUNT

UsuaMy$1.99 Now$1.69

Plus Free Purse Holder

153-1513Amherst

OVER £00 OlPFERENr

POSTERS
hREK^ LARGEST SELECTION

HEW hours:

SUNDAYS 1-5

DAILY 10-

b

FRIDAYS TIL 9p^^

MOBILES
wastebaskets

•^'^ BEDSPREADS

"^"^EARRINGS

jREGlSTERTHIS
/ WEPK FOR A

V?5^ GIFT ^^^»-^ CERTIPICATtV

AREA^

RUGS
BAMBOO

lUNOS
MAMY UNOSUi

CARDS
DECORATOR

LAA\PS
SKIRTS - BLOUSES - SWEATERS

^^^^—^,,^^M^—^^^^——^^P^l^IM

I

*i^etdantile
I

m THE AA^HERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

WELCOME BACK

'

SPECIALS
^^n^ rrfF Al I

^^^^^^^ BLINDS
lUtoCXT nit p^pER LAMPSHADES

^ |fi» off rNDIAM BEDSPREADS \ BEAD CURTAINS

By MAUREEN
DECKER
Collegian Staff

CARNEY and CHRIS

Janet Aalfs, Valley feminist poet, will

read her poetry at the Comnnon Womon*
Club in Northampton this Sunday evening
at 8:30. Aalfs transferred to UMass from
Hampshire College and is a Women's
Studies major with an emphasis on
women's writing and lesbian research.

Aalfs originally became interested in

writing poetry in junior high school.
"I've been writing steadily since I was

thirteen," she said. When I started, there
was no other outlet to talk about what I

was feeling. Much was spiritual at first, but
I didn't really know that then. I did know
that I wasn't doing what I was 'supposed'
to be doing - dating and parties. I

remember seeing a" woman snuggled close
to a man in a hot rod and knowing that I

never wanted to do that."

Poetry, for Aalfs, was a way to express
that positive difference, and her work is

about herself as "a woman alone relating to

other women."
When asked, "Why poetry?" Aalfs

responded, "Poetry seemed to be the form
via which I could use words to get out feel-

ings and use images to talk about my inner

and outer environments and how those
ideas are connected."

In 1975 Aalfs participated in a poetry
workshop through * Project Self at the
Everywoman's Center. She said the
workshop proved to be an important turn-

ing point for her, allowing her to share her

work with other womer\. When the eight-

week workshop ended, she continued her

involvement with those women for three

years. The women still meet and share their

work.
When asked how her woman-

identification influences her poetry and vice

versa, Aalfs replied, "Poetry is the way I

can best communicate my ideas and feel-

ings about what it means to be a lesbian.

Even before I 'came out' I was writing

about women, as if I knew there was
something in my poetry telling me about
myself. My personal experiences have in-

fluenced my poetry and my poetry
becomes part of that experience and carries
me further."

Asked for whom she writes,Aalfs said, "I

write for all other women and especially
other lesbians. A friend's mother saw a
poem I had written and really identified
with it. It made me feel good that a woman
from such different life experiences could
identify with what I had written. Women
unconsciously know things that tie us
together. Because we don't have a com-
mon language as women, these things lend
themselves to poetic expression."

While involved in the poetry workshop,
the "County Voice" wanted to publish a
selection of her poems. Aalfs was doubtful
at first.

"Men would be reading my poetry," she
said. "It's not meant for them, but then
they're not going to know what's going on
in it anyway. So it's worth it. Those women
who might not attend a poetry reading at
the Common Womon might read it from
this source."

Aalfs spoke about the importance of an
all-women's audience at her readings. "The
reading is an experience in itself, and men's
energy would disrupt that," she said. "Its a
mutual interchange with the women for

whom I read."

When Janet sits down to write a poem,
she said it's "like something brewing in

there, as though the poem has a life of its

own. Sometimes, though, the difficulty lies

in reaching that - and that's where the
work comes in."

Aalfs emphasized the degree to which
other women's poetry affects what she
writes, especially the connection she feels

ben/veen tier work and other lesbian poetry
and the mutual sharing that occurs.

Recently, Aalfs published her poetry in

"Sojourner," a Boston-based women's
newspaper.
The Common Womon Club, where Aalfs

will read Sunday, is a non-profit member-
ship club owned and operated by women
for women. The club's purpose is to pro-
vide women with an opportunity to enjoy
the company of other women in a feminist
atmosphere.

BOOZE

BEER
& C LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst 25 3091

FREE DELIVERY

COLLEGIAN
STAFF
MEETING

lues, night, Sept. 12, 7:30 Campus Center 163

We will be discussing two very important items

and your attendance is crucial.

The two issues are:

'A proposed new constitution and production

system and the status of women's news in the

paper.

Please be there.

Janet Aalfs, feminist poet and Women's Studies major at UMass, will read her

poetry this Sunday at the Common Womon Club in Northampton.

Work-Study & non-
work study positions

available doing re-

search, organization,
lobbying, and other
related work for the

Student Senate &
SCER.
If interested, apply m
Boom 420 of the
Student Union.

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

10% OFF
DINNER
NOT DINNER SPECIALS'

SEPT 15 25

^ js ai 4b ^
Mandiirin S/.crhuen

(uisine

M.,n w.mI n :w 10 00

Ihn-s Siir> 11 30 12 (DO

B COFFEF
SAT BSUN 11 30 3 30

BFGINSSEPT 16

10BELCHEBTO/A/N RD
RT 9 AMHERST

?56 0251 '^^f ^^

DINNER SPECIALS
LUNCHEON SPECIALS
BANQUET FACILITIES

f
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urperspectiv
TiConditional support

for faculty sick-in
The vote of 150 faculty n.smbers last night to hold a sick in next week and

withold course schedules raises once again the sticky issue of where students
should stand on administration faculty disputes.

In this case, students should recognize the merits of the faculty's case and
support its action, which will have only a limited, if somewhat bothersome,
effect on students.

The faculty is presently working without a contract and has not received a
raise m four years This problem has a two fold effect From the faculty per
spective, this means constantly decreasing real wages due to the effects of
inflation From the student perspective, this means the university is becoming
ever less competitive in the maket for competent and respected professors.
The administration must seriously consider how long it is willing to risk the
loss of important intellectuals and the subsequent decline of the entire
academic community.

Supporting the job action, however, requires more than simple support of the
basic demands It also means judging the effects of the action itself relative to
Its goals In the case of last spring's withholding of grades, students felt a
limited adverse effect, as faculty members waived the action for those
students who needed their grades right away
The present action is more severe It means students in those courses wnere

professors support the action will end up a week behind schedule Some
(material will have to be eliminated from those courses.OBut after all. there are

fifteen weeks in a semester The defense of quality education through
reasonable faculty wages should make up for the unfortunate skimping.

The withholding of schedules might mess up next spring's registration. But
there is time to compensate for a week's delay. It's hard to believe that OSCAR
couldn t put in a little overtime between now and preregist. ation time.

It remains crucial
,
however, that students view faculty demands critically

By no means are student and faqplty interests identical. While we might
support reasonable wages, we cannot tolerate outrageous demands that will
apply pressure for unreasonable tuition increases.
We must be particularly wary of faculty demands regarding working con

ditions, since professors might request reduced office hours and other con
ditions detrimental to our learning We must stress a healthy balance between
research and instruction.

But at this point, our interests seems to coincide more with the faculty's.

While administrative costs spiral the most important expenditures, those on
the people who teach us, stagnate

No job action the faculty could devise would be without a noticeable effect
on students That would be like supposing sanitation workers in New York
could come up with an action that wouldn't affect garbage. Students are the
faculty s work We must be tolerant of job actions when it appears no
reasonable alternatives exist

Presently, it remains to be seen how many faculty will take this "wildcat
"

action seriously It is illegal, and the faculty union, the Massachusetts Society
of Professors refuse to officially sanction it. Until you know which of your
professors are sick in supporters, you had better show up at class (unless you
were planning to cut anyway) When your professors come back on the job
(or if they decide to show up at class anyway)

, demand that they discuss the
action with the class Perhaps you can mke it clear that students will support
faculty all the more if they honor students' interests Those interests might
well include a seat at thut thusfar turbulent bargaining table.
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LETTERS
NORTH VILLAGE
"notalone"
To the Editor:

We as tenants of Married Student
Housing wish to express our thanks for
the favo.able coverage that the Collegian
has given us so far. However, a couple of
corrections should be noted:

First, North Village is not alone in its

protest with the University. The rent
strike which began on Sept. 1 is a unified
effort of the three Family Housing
Complexes-University Apts. [50 units],
Lincoln Apts. [105 units] and North
Village [240 units]. All Family Housing
tenants are urged to Join the strike for our
mutual benefit.

Second, Family housing is made up of
graduate and undergraduate students
who are either married and/or have
families, and contains a high proportion
of Third World students. We are
especially concerned with the welfare of
the evergrowing population of non-
traditional students on campus; and for
many of our number, the projected rent
increases will damage our chances of
getting through our educational
programs.

An informational rally will be held at 5:30
p.m. on Monday, Sept. 1 J th in the North
Village complex. All tenants of Family
Housing are urged to attend. For further
information, tenants m<,y contact:

UMASS TENANTS ASSOCIATION
Univ. Apts. Jerry Reed-Mundell 549-
0242

Scott Balfour 549-59S2

Lincoln Apts. Dian Fields 549-5127

Jane Taylor 549-3857

North Village Apts. Gil Carnathan 549-
6958

Will FranM 549-0891

Editorialquestioned
To the Editor:

Mr. Hite's "tear-jerker" on Bob Dion's
trying times leaves much to be desired.

Mr. Hite's lack of candor and complete
honesty with the student body serves on-
ly to intensify an already complicated
issue. Let me just clarify some of Mr.
Hite's hazy statements as well as raise

questions as to Mr. Hite's intentions in his

editorial

First, what is Mr. Hite's rationale for
writing his editorial; was his sole purpose
to instigate an anti-Herb Tyson campaign
or a pro-Bob Dion campaign/'

The turn of events, i.e Bob Dion's ar-

rest etc. meant only one thing to me. It

meant a popular campus wide election
which I might add Bob Dion and his co
President Don Bishop so vehemently op
posed.

to spend 100 percent of their time pulling
this place together. Well, my friend, your
letter isn't going to help or should I say
Bryan Harvey's letter?

Herb Tyson
Former Co-Chair Campus Center

Board of Governors

Mr. Hite states some moralistic at-

titudes Mr. Dion supposedly expoused
during his candicacy. I say what can-
didacy.'! Mr Dion never allowed the stu-
dent body the opportunity to express LscIC OfSUOerX/i^Inn
their desire for his leadership. Yes, Mr.

*»w^«y# ^i^iUii
Hite what ever happened to tnat popular
UMass quote "Let the student's decide.

"

Apparently, you no longer use it now that
you've got your nice administrative job
which I'm sure students paid dearly for.

About your statement about Herb
Tyson and his lack of guts, let me ask
you, did you forget the undergraduate
student

. senate vote demanding Mr.
Dion's resignation in the Spring
semester? Did you forget Mr. Dion
screaming his adamant refusals and
threats? And better yet, [only this sum-
mer] did you forget when Mr. Dion was
approached in private by a member of the
"Student Leadership" about his resigna-
tion, his reply was and I quote "None of
your f. . king business.

"

This doesn't sound like the same
moralist you speak of.

Why did Mr. Dion sit on the committee
that actually counted SGA Presidential
ballots in a race where he later became a
candidate?

Why did Mr. Dion participate in the
scam 6th and last electoral convention,
where he, in conjunction with other elec-
toral officials, yourself included, threw
the election by allowing non-delegates to
receive and turn in invalid ballots?

Last semester's non-election was so
shameful, your attempt to lend it

creditability makes you look like either a
total idiot or a G.Gordon Liddy clone.
You, Mr. Hite, would be more at home in

Iran, your politics would only compliment
the skills of the Shah. My letter to Chair-
man Healy was forthright and open, it is

based on several facts which I know are
true, (/] Mr. Dion's non-election was
controversial; [2] the convention was set-

up; [3] state law mandates a popularly
elected trustee. Why did I not become
more vocal on these three facts? The
ballots from some delegates were
destroyed immediately, after the vote as
well as delegate registration forms. Since
you chaired the fiasco you couldprobably
address this better than I. What's your
explanation? There is even evidence to
suspect the former student Attorney
General was a ring leader like yourself

'Mr. Hite, if you want to talk about
"stolen" posters let's also talk about en-
dorsements by the press on the day of the
election. Let's talk about the stuffed
Southwest ballot boxes, that even your
own workers admit to.

You allege I have no guts because of
my letter; where are your guts in your
commentary? And, last but not least,

your remark about the need for someone

To The Editor-

Wednesday's story about the troubled
University of Massachusetts Advocate
delinquent program was welcome news.
After being a victim of one of their

unrehabilitated youngsters, I think it's

about time local and University officials

took a close look at this program.
Some will argue these helpless and

neglected teenagers need guidance and
training. That may well be the case, but
at whoe expense? Evidence of the blatant
lack of supervision is the recent crime
wave, one of the worst ever in the Town
ofAmherst.
I fell prey to one of the adorable par-

ticipants in the Advocate program this

summer. Although my losses were
relatively minor when my car was stolen

[$45 new ignition collar, $15 towing, $50
personal property, $ 100 damage to front

end and a full tank of gas-all uninsured]. I

feel I got off easy compared to some of
the Advocate program's victims who
were either assaulted, robbed or even
raped.

Granted some good may have come to a
few of the kids in the program, but in light

of the gross lack of supervision and
rampant criminal actwity I can't help but
feel both the Town of Amherst and the

University of Massachusetts would be
better offby dumping the program.
Better still, save the taxpayers some
money, reduce the court load and bypass
UMass altogether. Send these kids

directly to detention centers where they
can work out their frustrations and
agressions on each other, rather than on
the people ofAmherst.

Charles J. Pellett

LETTERS POLICY

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages long. They should be sent to

the Executive Editor care of the
Collegian, or may be dropped off at the
Collegian office.

All letters may be subject to editing for
either space or content according to the
judgement of the editor. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed.

When "self help" hurts
ULIE MELROSE

This summer, upon hearing that I write
about women, a neighbor told me about a
newly established magazine that claims to
cater to the "new woman." "The
magazine," she said enthusiastically "is
feminist tike MS., but less intellectual' and
more fun to read."
Not having heard of the magazine and

hopeful that it really was as she described,
which would mean greater mass com-
munication of feminist ideas and more
work for feminist writers, I asked to borrow
a copy.

VA/ »°)^. ^° ^^®^^® ^ ^®^ You That You
r^L^'i®' J""^P®«^ out at me from the
COSMO-slick cover, "Energy Isn't That

"»A^?
^^' °"^® Y°" "^"ow How."

What To Do About Depression, Besides
Just Waiting It Out." "How To Combat
Painful Shyness." "Why Sex Isn't
Everything It's Supposed To Be.": "Lose
Twenty Pounds By Thinking Thin!"
Well, I thought, these people certainly
know how to sell magazines. At least the
cover acknowledges the unhappy state of
most American women. They don't like
themselves, they lack energy, they're
depressed and self-conscious.dissatisfied
with their sexual relationships and un-
comfortable with their bodies.

Once again, the solution was "personal."
The articles corresponding to the above
mentioned "cover blurbs" told women that
if they would only dress a little more
femininely, c^Bnfle their hairstyles, use
cosmetics, diet, speak pleasantly, radiate
vitality and sunshine, and leave plenty of
time for husbands, kids and household
chores (although they might be working
full-time as corporate executives), eternal
bliss would be theirs.

Only one problem: IT DOESN'T WORKWomen have been getting essentially the
same message for hundreds of years and
It s never worked. If it had, there wou'ld be
no market for magazines which, month
after month, claim to have instant "cures"
for women's unhappiness.

But acknowledgement of the problem
alone, does not earn a women"s magazine
the right ot be called '"feminist." The
feminism lies in the magazine's analysis ofhow the problem came about and in the
proposed solution. And this magazine's

proposed solution, like that of most ot its
counterparts, in no way passed the test.

When the editors of traditional women's
magazines select cover material that will
appeal to the most women, they almost
invariably come up with "blurbs" similar to
those listed above. The tremendous appeal
and selling power of such "blurbs" and the
promise they represent is testimony to the
fact that the majority of American women
are highly dissatisfied with their lives and
the way they feel.

This confirms the feminist analysis that
although such dissatisfaction manifests
nself in the lives of individual women, it is a
mass, societally-produced political problem
rather than a "personal" problem.

But after acknowledging, in this way, that
the problem is not "personal,"" most
women's magazines continue to suggest
individual solutions rather than mass
political solutions. (This is comparable to
telling hungry people who can't find work
that their hunger is their own fault and will
disappear if they'll only pad their clothing
so they don't look so thin.)Women who
don't yet comprehend that their
dissatisfaction is due not to their own
shortcomings but to the unreasonable
expectations placed upon them by this
society are further victimized by traditional
women's magazines. Such women try the
"miracle cures," discover they don't work
for THEM and are left, once again, feeling
that something is terribly wrong with them-
- that they are "beyond help." For these
women, that '"little something nice"' they
buy to cheer themselves up once a month
may just leave them feeling worse than
ever.

The publishers and promoters of
traditional women's magazines control one
of the main channels for mass com-
munication among women in this country-
a channel that could promote real and
lasting solutions to women's unhappiness.
Instead, they give women exactly what
they don't need; yet another little voice
saying, "If you're unhappy, you have no
one but yourself to blame."'

What is the alternative? What do feminist
publications offer women that traditional
women's magazines do not?

The "Jewish Problem"
By YITZHAK SANTIS
The so-called "Jewish Problem," a

Judeophobic reaction from certain corners
of the Gentile world, has been
psychologically transferred to certain Jews
as a problem to the point where a Jewish
Identity gets in the way of living a com-
fortable life. To the ""socialist Jew," denial
of his-her Jewish identity will end this
Jewish Problem" through the Utopian

hopes of Internationalism or
Cosmopolitanism. They have, however
missed the point completely.

The religio-philosophical beliefs of
Judaism, as expressed by the Hebrew
prophets, are those of a future "univer-
salistic"' world where ""no nation shall lift

sword against nation and they won"t learn
war anymore" (Isaiah). This is basically the
same dream of the modern day secular
prophets such as Marx, Trotrosky (alias
Leon Bronstein) and Lassalle, all of whom
are major ideologues in socialist circles and
all of whom are Jews (and all come from
comfortable bourgeois family background,
it should be pointed out) but the in-

terpreters of these "p- >phets," especially
those of Jewish i. ickgrounds, see
universalism as the disappearance of
different languages, cultures, borders and
states (depending, of course, on which
ideologue they are students of). It is rather
interesting, though, that at various plat-
forms is the right for national groups to
national self-determination

.

What determines a national group?
Commonality in varioi: areas, such as
languages, religion, culture, heritage and
history. The "socialist Jew" has, at some
point in his-her life, concluded that the
Jewish People are unable to fit any of these
criteria, except that of religion, and
therefore have no right to national self-

determination.

The "Jewish socialist,"' however, like the

Polish socialist or French socialist, has not

denied his-her nationality nor will he-she
preach assimilation to the dominant
nationality. This is the fundamental dif-

ference between a "socialist Jew'" and a

"Jewish socialist." The "Jewish socialist
"

recognizes his-her national traits in

language (Hebrew), in religion (Judaism),

in his-her common heritage and common
history and he-she also recognizes the vital
role of the Jews in the future socialist
world. The "socialist Jew", on the other
hand, does not recognize any of these and
rernainsconsciously ignorant of them.
This is not only a tragedy for the Jewish
People, but for the assimilationists as well,
for they rob themselves of an inner beauty
and a sense of belonging to a greater
whole. They throw away the cultural
garment that makes them a little different
than the next person and they gain in return
the hollow Utopian hopes of dogmatic
socialist ideals.

For the "socialist Jew," the total
assimilation of all world Jewry and the
destruction of the State of Israel is a goal
worth attaining to end the so-called
'"Jewish Problem."" Those who accept the
concept of living as a Jew and not really

caring if the rest of the world accepts them
or not apparently have never considered
having to fight and die for the right to be a
Jew. They would seemingly rahter take the
easy way out and deny any connection
with their brethren. This is a cop out on a
grand scale.

It is not enough, however, for the
"'socialist Jew"" to content his or herself
with mere asismilation. They feel and
obligation to launch themselves on a
crusade of what may be called slef-hatred
or a more apt phrase, self-flagellation. Their
accusations, attachks and diatribes against
the Jewish People reach the point of
fanatical obsession. They must demand the
death of the State of Israel to satiate their
suicidal hunger.

Many reasons are stated for their leaving
the bosom of their people. Some say that
Judaism is too exclusive, but then they
rush headlong into exclusive liberation

movements of other oppressed peoples
and ignore the oppression of their own.
Some say that Judaism is sexist, but they
ignore the progressive characteristic
present within Judaism that allows for
change with the times.

Whatever the given reason, there is

always an underlying explanation. One
answer is given by Dr. Mortimer Ostow,
Professor of Psycholoy at the Jewish

First of all, the reassurance that their
unhappiness is NOT all of their own doing.
Feminist publications help women un-
derstand that under conditions of female
oppression, it is a rare woman who finds
real happiness through psychological self-
help.

Secondly, having established that the
problems of American womer are mass
political problems, such publications reflect
the "personal"" solution in favor of those
which challenge the institutiont through
which women's oppression is enforced.

Publications which claim to be for women
should be just that: FOR WOMEN. Untilwomen call traditional magazines' bluff the
eternal themes of figure and fashion' will
continue to rule the publishing houses and
women will continue to sit, in homes all
over the country, wondering why they
don't feel much better WITH frosted hair
than they did without it.

So this month, when you get that urge tobuy yourself a '"little something nice"' and
head for the newsstand, do yourself a
favor. Buyacopyof Off Our Bakes.

Julie Melrose is the Women's Editor of the
Collegian.

ICOMMEIMTARYH

The religio-phiiosopical

beliefsof Judaism, as
expressed bythe
Hebrew Prophets, are
those of a future

"universalistic" world

Theological Seminary of America. He
belives that the alienation these people feel
from Jewry is a reaction to their parents, a
way of ""getting back" at them through
their enemies, (one extreme example is
Frank Collins, the leader of the American
Nazi Party whose Jewish father is a sur-
vivor of one of the Nazi death camps durino
World War II).

Dr. Ostow writes, "the universalist
support for other groups, such as blacks
the Morth Vietnamese or the Arabs, serves
the needs of the troubled youth. It ex-
presses a repudiation of their parents, their
families and their community. The formula
IS, 'I don't love you, I love him, whom you
hate and neglect.' Put it this way, it says
that the young persons himself feels hated
and neglected by his parents. The (Jewish)
adolescent supports the Arab cause not
because the Arabs need him, but because
he needs them. In essence, the young
person joins his parent's enemies and
therby rejects his parents." To say that this
explanation fits all cases of self-flagellators
would be absurd, but to say that it fits
many, if not most, would not be too far off
base.

J^,X
^°'"^'°" °1 ^^^ "Jewish Problem "

which IS a problem only to those that
percue It as such, will not come through
the national self-desctruction of the Jewish
People, an unthinkable tragedy not only for
the Jews themselve but for all of humanity
but through the acceptance of Jews as a
people with the right to national self-
determination. This acceptance must come
not only from the Gentile world, but most
importantly, it must come from the Jews
themselves.
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British drummer
Keith Moon
found dead
LONDON (DPI) Keith Moon, 31, flamboyant ammmer for

the British rock group "The Who" whose volatile manner and
uninhibited lifestyle earned him the nickname the "wild man
of pop, ' died Thursday at his London apartment, police said.

A police spokesman said Moon was found dead in bed at his

apartment in the exclusive Mayfair district. He said Moon's
fiancee found the body and summoned his personal physician

who pronounced Moon dead.

Both police and officials at Middlesex Hospital, where the

l)odv was taken, said no information on the cause of death
would be released pending the outcome of a coroner's report.

Moon, who has been described as a "one-man lunatic fr-

inge, ' had appeared Wednesday night at a lavish party in Lon-

don celebrating the birthday of late rock star Buddy Holly.

A native of Wembley, London, he rose to fame with "The
Who' in the early 1960s. The group, regarded as one of the

world s top rock bands, is best known for its album of the rock

opera "Tommy."
In Its early years, the group emphasized destructive antics,

including the breaking up of their instruments, on stage but

later concentrated on musical innovation.

Moon was known for a driving, rolling playing style on which
the group built its powerful, rhythmic melodies.

He delighted in a wild lifestyle that kept him constantly in the

public eye - both in Britain and in California, where he lived

for three years.

He reportedly once drove a limousine into a swimming pool

and frequently smashed furniture in hotel rooms, dropping the

pieces out the windows
A British rock producer once said of Moon: "This country

could save itself billions of dollars by just scrapping all its

defenses and employing Keith Moon on a full-time basis. He's

far more dangerous than anything science has invented."

Moon divorced his wife Kim in 1975. They had one daughter.

The Who " have just released their first album in three years,

called "Who Are You?" and it is already climbing international

pop charts

Leg
clai

ionnaires

imstwo
NEW YORK (AP) - Interviews and calls

to a telephone hotline turned up 34 new

suspected cases of Legionnaires' disease in

Manhattans garment district Thursday as

health inspectors checked air conditioners

and water supplies for the malady's source.

Mayor Edward Koch, meanwhile, said a

second death from the disease had been

confirmed. The victim was a 44- year-old

man who died Monday in Bellevue

Hospital.

Traffic on the streets Thursday seemed

lighter than usual, but most firms said

publicity about the outbreak had not raised

absenteeism among garment workers.

Marvin Bogner, a city Health Department

spokesman, said posters warning that

Legionnaires' disease may have been found

in the area were torn down by employers

who feared that they would encourage

workers to stay home
There have been two confirmed deaths

from Legionnaires' disease in the recerit

outbreak and one other may be linked. Six

other persons have been hospitalized.

All the victims worked in the sprawling

garment district, which is home of the

fashion industry and New York's largest

business with about 75,000 employees.

In the shadow of the Empire State

Building, "rack boys" moved cloth and

finished clothing from company to com-

pany Thursday, sometimes stopping to

discuss the danger.

"It's something to be concerned about,

but there's nothing we can do," said Eddie

Wright a supervisor at Interstate Dress

Carriers on West 35th Street, where Carlyle

Legett, 31 , the first confirmed victim, work-

ed
"People are worried, but they have to feed

their families, they've got to go to work.

The Health Department was here and they

checked everything. So what can you do?

he said.
. , j-

Two suspected victims, including a

policeman who walked a beat through the

garment center, remained in hospitals

Thursday. All of the cases reported thus far

occurred in mid-August.

Outing Club Posi-

tion: Equipment
Locker Manager. 15

hfs./wk., work-
study, rentirfg and

maintaining outdoor

equip. App. avail,

outside SU 428B.

Due in 9/13.

SENATE MEETING,
September 13, 1978

Room
senators are

urged to attend and to

beforehand contact the

Speaker.

SIX OF AMERICANS
TOP-SELLINGRECORDALBUMS

...featuring some of America's leading entertainers I

7.98 series only $4*99

S^mCiris

liii

I

- BOB SEGER
Strangf In Town

m
•« • MSSrOURESPECTABie

SOMEGIRLS
The Rolling Stones

Cotillion

STRANGER IN TOWN POUBLE VISION

I,
n

OCTARE
Moody Blues

Bob Seger

• I c • • • •

Plus!
These
t"WO

specials

from

^^
HBCOfMJSSWES

Foreigner

Atlantic

n«i

SOT. PEPPER LONELY
HEARTS CLUB BAND
Fromp ton Bee Gees (RSO)

only $10.99

at your record ttore
i

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst
^

GREASE
Travolta Nevy/ton-John (RSO)

only $7.99

News Briefs

Collegtan "

Anthony coin
changes face

[HER SAY News Service] Susan B.
Anthony the third, the grand-niece of the
famed suffregette oy the same name, has
charged that the Treasury Department has
"prettified" the image of her aunt, for the
proposed new mini-dollar coin.
Anthony said she had seen a photo of

the medal design, engraved by Treasury
Department engravers and thought htat the
elder Anthony looked "more like that Miss
Liberty those tricky mint people want than
Aunt Susan."
The Treasury Department, which

originally had lobbied for the Miss Liberty
likeness, later buckled under pressure from
women's groups, who had demanded that

a real woman's likeness be put on the face
of the coin.

Anthony said of her aunt's likeness as
sketched by Treasury engraver Frank
Gasparro: "They've taken out all her
unique facial characteristics, her strong jaw
line and her aquiline nose. What the artist

did was make her the mother of us all, the
Lady Liberty, but she isn't Aunt Susan."

Anthony complained that the^easury
Department did not "prettify" Roosevelt or
Kennedy. The new Anthony one-dollar
coins are expected to be minted in January,
and released sometime in July.

Panel suspends
conviction
(HER SAY News Service) A three judge

panel of one woman and two men, in

Prince George's County, Maryland, has
suspended the original sentence of Barbara
Jean Gilbert.

Gilbert last month was sentenced to
serve eight ypars in prison for the April 14,

1976, manslaughter of her husband.
Gilbert shot and killed her husband after

17 years of marriage which was reportedly
marked by violent fights and alleged in-

fidelity by her husband.
Last May, after four hours of delibera-

tion, jurors found her guilty of involuntary
manslaughter.
A probation report then recommended

that Gilbert be placed on probation because
of mitigating circumstances leading to the
murder and her exemplary behavior since.

In spite of this report Judge Samuel
Meloy pronounced the maximum sentence

for her crime.

IVIan barricades
police out
NASHVILLE, Tenn. UP! - A man armed

with machine guns, rifles, pistols and
tomahawks yesterday barricaded himself in

a house with a Nazi flag flying from the
mailbox and held police at bay as he talked
with his lawyer.

Police identified the man as Don Davis,
about 40. Police said Davis grabbed a rifle

and pointed it at police officers when they
came to serve a warrant from Kansas
charging him with making terroristic
threats.

Davis said he would surrender if his at-
torney was brought to the scene and police
agreed. Atorney James R. Everett Jr. was
brought near the house and spoke to Davis
over the telephone.

Police refused to say how negdtiations
were going and Davis remained in the
house.

Police Officer Tommy Murphy said Davis
vowed "not to be taken alive" after bar-
ricading himself in the house.

Crawford
to return
MOSCOW AP - Trial of American
businessman Francis J. Crawford, which
strained U.S. -Soviet relations, ended
yesterday with a suspended five year
sentence on charges of black market
currency dealings. The tractor salesman
immediately applied for an exit visa and
started packing his bags for home.

IT was learned the 37-year-old Inter-

national Harvester executive has a
reservation for a Friday night flight to

Frankfurt, West Germany.
A statement yesterday by International

Harvester's Chicago headquarters said:

"We expect he will soon return home for a

long vacation."

Crawford could have received eight years

in a labor camp. His sentence and those of

his three Russian co-defendints followed
the recommendations of the rprosecutor.

Crawford's light sentence was seen here

as an attempt to ease U.S.- Soviet ten-

sions. Crawford was dragged from his car

and arrested on June 12 in apparent
retaliation for spying charges brought
against two Soviet United Natins em-
ployees in New Jersey.

Join the Collegian!

Recruitment meeting Wednesday night, Sept. 13
in Campus Center 804-8O8, at 7:30

All students are invited to come and see where they fit into

the Collegian. Our departments include:

News
Black Affairs

Women's
Business and advertising

Graphics
Fine Arts

Sports

Editorials

^«^POD/^

Back to School
WATERBED SPECIAL

• Classic Deluxe Mattress

• Safewav Heaier

• Safety Liner

• Fall> Drain Kit

• Frame iiit & Plans

T!tr

Illg9)»s)i

South Hadlev Center 533^194

"SAVEMEAR

WW*, w^ JUST RECIEVED AN ADDITIONAL SHIPMENT OF BRAND NEW RENTAL Rl

MANY ARE ALREADY RESERVED. pRDER YOURS TODAY SO THAT YOU DON T Ml

Rtfrigtrattrs liavt frttztrs, ttnptratirt CMtrtls, ni tall Itttia ttarace.

Ptrftct far atatfy krtak aiaeks ar layiag la tapplits far a raal party.

SN.ff raatal faa iaclaias fraa tfalivary la tlia fail aai pickap la tka Spriac.

If yaar aait breaks tfawa, wt risk yaa a raplaeemcat witfein 24 kaars - na ckarga.

CALL 253-3 a^aia FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
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Notices
AFRO-AM
New Course, "Media for the People," a

new Medi.i Course will meet Tues & Thurs
430 to6;rn., Rm 114 N.A.H. Openings a.-*

still availat<ie

ASIAN-AMERICAN STUDENTS ASS.
Meetii Sunday in room 901 Campus

Center <i pm. (For further information,
contact w It, Lauren Lee or 6-5418)

tJOWLINHCLUB
First Ming Weds, 4:00 pm outside

front er ce to Bowling Alley in Boyden
Gym \ Tient. Fundraising Program
schedule I 'or near future, new members

COMMUTERS
All Commuter Assembly Reps are asked

to stop by Commuter Office to leave ad-
dress and obtain information about elec-
tions.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM
DVP meeting, Monday, 6:30 pm in room

808 of the Campus Center. All old and new
members please attend.

HILLEL
Israel Dancing, every Wednesday. Now

in the Commonwealth Room, Student
Union Building, 7:30 8:30. Beginners 8:30-

end, advanced & requests. Come join us.

All welcome.

Openinq Sept. IS

ISCO
>^ Newly remodeled NY style

^rgest area disco -800 sq. ft.

Ffoo tnunchies 8-1

j^oper attire required
^3 '.)214 Rt 9 Amh./Had. line

UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM
Upward Bound seeks qualified Academic
Year Counselors for the 1978 79 followup

Program. Prior experience with low
income minority youth required. Interestec

cancfidates should forward a resume to:

Upward Bound Project
Room 205 New Africa House
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

See You at

Time

Vi Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90

A'ways H.n : Hour Prices

Si.jf)er SaDdwirhos

3/ N. Pleasara Si

OpEN FrL nItES Til 9:00

AMHERST DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS

STRATEGY GAMES CLUB
War is Hell! At the UMass Strategy

Games Club, Enact Historical, fantasy and
Science fiction battles Sunday Sept 10 in

the Cannpus Center.
SKICI.UB

Meeting, Monday 9/11 at 5A Bran-
dywine, 8:00, all people interested in work-
ing on the club should attend. For more in-

fo c.til Brad 549 3602.
HILLEL PICNIC

Hillel is sponsoring its first picnic of the
year promising great fun for all. The date is

set f'ir this Sunday, September 10, from
12 4 pm, in the Orchard Hill Orchard. Ad-
mission is free to Hillel members, $1 for all

others Come and enjoy!

Kennedy talks

with Soviets
MOSCOW UPI - Sen. Edward Kennedy,
D-Mass., left an international health
conference in the Soviet Central Asian city

of Alma Ata and flew to Moscow late

yesterday.

Kennedy is expected to taalk in the
Soviet capital with various Soviet officials

and American diplomatic sources have
spoken of a possible meeting with Soviet
President Leonid Brezhnev.
He is also expected to meet U.S. arms

negotiator Paul Warnke, director of the

U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, who is in Moscow for two days of

talks aimed at reaching a new agreement
on stragegic arms limitation.

-NOW OPEN-

Q OF CAMBRIDGE . . . now in Amiierst Shopping Ctr^J^

for all your DORMITORY NEEDS:
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HOUSEWARES: A n u. line of famous na.mp: housewares
aiHJ .•.mall appliaiiro. Hou l>. 0\tMi l)i.-.ln>. (^a.'^stTolfs, Mi\iii«; Bowls,

Srrxrrs. T<»a>l<"r>. Ir<Mi>. Ir<>iiin<: Boanls. (^lo<ks. Coffee Makers. (](»rn

Pnp|Mr>. T<»a>ter 0\eii>. Hainl>iir<; .Makers, Potato PVyers, Hot L)o«i

Cookers. .Xiarin (Joeks . . . everylhiiifi you need to set up your (iorin.

WIIIKKST SIIOlMMN(, CENTER 175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST

Rijiht behind The Steak Out

OPEN M<»ii.-Fri. 9::^()-9:()() Sal. 'til 6:00 253-5041

September 8, 1978^^
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WOODY ALLENm
I

AS

"THE FRONT"
Sat., Sept. 9: 7, 9, 11 p.m.

$1.00
Student Union Ballroom
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GRADUATE
STUDENTS

3 part-time assistantships (20-25 hours/week) for
academic year available with Student ActivitiM
Office as Residential Area Activity Advisors
Qualifications -knowledge of and interest in stu-
dent activities, ability to work closely with
students and staH, organizational skills, must be a
matriculated graduate student in good standing
and a good imagination.

Remuneration: $3600 for academic year
Apply. In person at the Student Activities Office
with 3. references (at least 1 nonacademic) by
September 18. 1978.

3 GREAT
TIRE BUYS!

888888888888888888S8!

oooomAR
See Us Now ForLow Prices On Famous Quality Tires

Goodyear
Retreads

6.95-14
C78-14
D78-14

,|( IlK 1\ .11 ll.H IliMl <il lll'\\

$18 «20
\\\r 111 \i f>.

fl78 13 7 75 14

S 2S 14
e7S 14 F78 14 C7a 14

H78 14 C78 IS H78 tb

• I .OIU'll

nil II1^.|"

iiiiii.il ni> -^ i\|c Ire Is .i|>l'"" ''

., led i..i^in'.i^ .(/.
B.dLK/,jiis plus 39C tc 56c ( t f pe' life

deppndirif on si/e and old tifr

WHITfWAllS ONLY $2 50 MORE PtR T'R!

Double Belted

Best Sellerl

custom Power CushK>n Polyglas

Goodyears Best-Sellmg

Double Fiberglass Bell Tire!

A/B 1 J whitfrtan-,

plus $1 73 1 E T

and old tirr

$3375^^^^V^^^^V B;8-13 Ahitewai

^^^^ ^^^^ plus $1^^^^ and old tire.

Steel Belted

Hew Car Radiols

Custom Tread laiaib *-

I The Smooth

r'_ Plus Gas-
jnstruction

$4375^^^^^^^^^V BR78 13 whitew.^!

^B ^^^^ plus i2 06 F Z T

I and old tire

$5375^^^V ^^B^^V I.R7a Im whitcwal'^^^^ ^^^^^ plusJ7 47ff.T
,jnd old lire

GOODYEARAUTO SERVICE. . .FORMOREGOOD YEARS IN YOURCAR

LUBE & OIL CHANGE

•Up to 5 qts Quaker St.itc oil'Helps
protfH:! niovinq parts ft ensiiros

smooth quiet perforiiianct'»Com
pUitc chassis luhncation and oil

chang(.'»Check fluid li.'vels'ini ludes
li<(ht trucks»Call for an appoint
ment

Just Say 'Charge It'

Use any of inese 7 othei ways to buy: Our 0*n Customer Credit

Plan • Mister Charge • BankAmencard • American Express
Card • Carte Bianctie • Umers Club • Cash

Goodyear Revolving Charge Account

FRONT-END ALIGNMENT
AND 4-TIRE ROTATION

Pails extra if

required, txrludes
front wheel drive

• Protect tires nnd imDrove vehiclo
performance • Inspect iind rotate 4
tires, check suspension and steerinq
system • Set camber caster and toe
in to manufacturers specifications

Most U.S. made — some import cars

BRAKE OVERHAUL

$6488 Additional parts

and servite extra
il needed

YOUR CHOICE DISC
OR DRUM-TYPE BRAKES

2-WI<eel rront Disc:

Install new liont disc
pads • Resurface and
true rotors • Inspect
calipers and hydraulic
system

On either service we repack Iront wheel bearings,
install new grease seals add fluid

4 Wheel Drum:
Install new linings <

Relacc brake drums
• Cheik hydraulic
system

GOODjfYEAR

* I I I ttrtummmtmrnn

i(:olleuiani5

SHOE
BIN 187 n. pleasant st^amhent

UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM
Upward Bound seeks qualified Academic
Year Tutors for the 1978 79 followup Pro-
gram. Prior experience with low-
income minority youth required. Interested
candidates should forward a resume to!

Upward Bound Project
Room 205 New Africa House
University of IVIassachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

The International

Student Assoc.

presents

DISCO
NIGHT
September 8, J 978

$1.00 cover charge
All welcome

Campus Center, 10th floor

ACADEMY AWARDS
BEST PICTURE

BFST DIRECTOR
BEST STOPv ANDSCREENPLAr

UEST PILM EDITING • BEST ART DIRECTION
BEST SCORING -RES' COSTuMf OEbi .N

P4IJL ROBERT
NEWMAN REDEORD

ROBERTSHAW
. .-. IS.; L,-^H,, , >rs '»oi A }C' <:'•

. U'^

A GEORGE ROY HILL FILM

THESiING
CCA-Tenight

6:30, 9:00 A 11:15

Price-$1.00

J
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Friday It's Face
End your week on the up-beat with our every- f^nday
Specials This week^ for example

Were
Telescoping Floor Lamps *iaqc

Draftsman Lamps
Wooden Folding Chairs

6 Portable Pine Shelving
Systems Basic LJnit .'.

':'

Quality Straw Hampers

While They Last

$1195
17 95

12.95

Bamboo Shades
or Tool' Ji^iOeib

A---- -;. Annual Be'J :

T'fogress I

JOv ^f~iro Satura>:, ' • "

f^fidavs ti' ^

Master C*^arge ano viSA occeO'ea

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

; x)n^avs

A M(;rt' luilof lUi'ds

Get a TCS RUSH! !

!

THE COMMONWEALTH STAGE
Americas Newest Professional Resident Theater

Vi PRICE Student Rush TICKETS
from 6:0p P.M. all performances
Rand Theater - Fine Arts Center

^ 545 3511
- rues suf\/. aoo p. m. Cunam

MVE! ON STAGE! ALL NEW YORK (ASP
NOW THRU SEPTEMBER 23

EDWARD ALBEE'S

WHO'S AFRAID OF
VTRGINLA WOOLF?

tiQA QICO MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL»'*'»*-aiJO ROUTt 9 -MAOLtV MASS

ADULTS aa »0 STUOFNTS & SR CITIZENS WITH AMC CARD tS GO TWI-LITE SHOW •^ BO
CHILDREN tl 2 B SPECIAL E NQAGEMENTS EXCLUDED

<Tl.S) INDICATES TWI-LITE SHOW-TICKETS ON SALE 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO TLS

JIACK NICHOUON

.^^
ONEniW

'

V C^^ 1

Fri andSat at(TLS4 46) 7 30 9 56
Sun thru Thur at <TLS 5 15) 9 00
Matinees (Sat and Sun ) at 2 00

^G|

HEAVEN
AN WAIT

WARREN JULIE
BEATTY CHRISTIE

Fn and Sat at <TLS 5 15) 7 45 10 17
Sun thru Thur at (TLS5 00) 7 15 9 »
Matinees (Sat and Sun ) at 2 00

FAYE DUNAWAY
TOMMY LEE

JOAIES

.1EYES
OF LAURA MARS

Fri and Sat at (TLS 5 15) 7 « 10 IS

Sun thru Thur at (TLS 5 00) 7:15-9:30

MatineeslSat andSun)at2 i5

John Travolta

Olivia
fiewtfnt-John

is the word ^

.e»-

.<>
v̂O^

^
r^

<^:^.J
A^'V xC

^<>'
.<<^~

Ss-

A°..o^\^ r'?'-.

Ffi andSat at ITLS 5 00) 7 30 9 55
Sun thru Thur at (TLS 4:45) 700 9:15
Matinees (Sat. and Sun.) at2:00

REDUCED ADULT & STUDENT PRICES FOR TLS TICKETS LIMITED TO SEATING

LEARN THE

FIDDLE
And experience traditional American music. It's just one of our 89

fascinating Credit- Free Workshops scheduled for Fall 1978.

Our Workshops let you learn vyjiat you want and meet at times con

venient for working people. If academic credit is not your concern,

our Workshops are for you! Join us this Fall.

Workshops in these 15 categories l>€qin September 25:

BLUE
WALL
BAR

ARTS AND CRAFTS
COMMUNITIES IN ACTION
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
DANCE
EAST/WEST FOUNDATION
FOOD
LANGUAGE AND WRITING,

MATH SKILLS
MOVEMENT
MUSIC
PERSONAL GROWTH
PHOTOGRAPHY
S'<'ILLS/CAREER

TEST PREPARATION

Happy Hour

AND MORE.

Here .ire some of our specifr: Workshops:

FOLK GUITAR, DREAMS AND DREAM INTERPRETATION: A JUNG1AN
PERSPECTIVE, POINTERS FOR PARENTS, SHORTHAND, PREPARATION
FOR LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS TEST, PHOTOGRAPHY

For morp information, a catalog and registration, call:

(413-) 545 3653

Or stop by room 1 13 Hasbrouck on the UMass/Amherst campus.

Thf Univfrsity of Massadnisetts is available to you throuqh the

CREDIT-FREE WORKSHOP PROGRAM
Division of Continuing Education

UMASS/AMHERST Lcef

Friday

2 FORI
POWERHOUSES

iMSflStJJA tAW^VX^ b:iMa.v*:«!Mr.:£a>')e'»VAM«VrttVM^vvwusa^

17 Collegian.
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ACROSS
1 DreMed
5 Sitsr Expert

9 Shroud
14 Vatican City

site

15 Encom-
passed

16 Garden dor-

mouse
17 Fragrance

18 Prudent

19 Turn out

wards

20 Toy dog
22 Give rise to

23 Soaks: Scot

24 Comely
25 Carrying on,

as war
28 Song and —

32 — branch

33 Cheeses
34 Grand —

Opry

35 Prevalent

36 N. Africans

37 Believe Af

chaic

38 Explosive

39 Not re

strained

40 Wading bird

41 Mercenary

soldiers

43 Anger
44 Taverns

45 Chicken —
46 Songs
49 Put to-

gether

53 Depend
54 Affection

55 Remedy
56 Change
57 In a rage

58 Allied

59 Accomplish
ers

60 Weird
61 Penod of

fasting

DOWN
1 Harvest

2 Rich source

3 Ran -
4 Mocking
6 Nog ingred

lent: 2

words

6 Awry
7 Clamping ^
device

8 Cyprinoid

fish

9 Churchmen
10 Worship
11 Region

12 Harbor

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Thuraday'8 Puzzle Solved

C!M

L Oj

J 'CHA|L|T SHS A L T

C olio 1 A N t"Bt R I O
P E N L e T T F "" * t n

m^
R r A nWa n' a B I A N IS

T N 1 C ^R SpiO RJE A !> E

A S

S E "sTl sTt E "fsiiTu D
E R A Sp|N EJA pUt race
n E H E A TIBr E jC I LEO
mi He r rFsIIlIo g oBHHB
bTaI R •* me P ^4" '

T " * i-

Xta 1 oHp I N E nIe f n I F

TjU T UH 1 N U R E Ur I S

s|e A tHd e Ib |a rHs cot

DOONESBURY

13 Diminutive

suffix

21 Nobody

22 Fixes chairs

24 Laissez —
25 Value

26 Straighten

Var

27 Presents

28 Impurities

29 Ethical

30 Solus

31 More recent

33 Benefits

36 Complains
37 Sultry

39 Fuzz remo-

vers

40 Meat cut

42 Anka or

Sinatra

43 Hope's forte

45 Overlay

46 Afr lake

47 Hawaiian

city

48 Feed the

kitty

49 Gist

50 NT book
51 Verdant isle

52 Depression

54 Falsehood

..ANQI OBT
IN AT 2:301 YSAH, I
YOU'LL MBET 6^4ES6. HOW

^ , 1^, wosr ms OKAca

by Garry Trudeau

OH. rr U/AS ^ BLAtfTiHX BD '

I UJISH YOU COULD HAVt Sf[/J
tV. THE OMVB IS UNDER A

- BUNCH OF 6R£U<iC0LUM^JS AND
" ITSCOV&^P UJITH fuxue/f^
»•*'•

.. EROM FANS'

n/

AND THC MANSION YOU
CANTm lEVe THE MANSKlh
ESPECIALLY AlNldHT' IT

UJAS ALL SO M0VIN6 I
NEAHlY C/i/EP.

r'^:-{\'yt%

^/ ^. '\:

^^t. fe',

UH HUH. Pip

yOUPiC/^UP ne'^nMf^

'^Zi—.^i

1 2 3 4

21

b 6 7 8

1

9 10 11 12 13

14 15 14

17 18

24

19

20

28

•

27

23

33

pHI
25 '26

36

'29 n—

'

31

32

39

~

3b

43

37

38

42

40

4l

44 45 HI
46 . 47 48

1

M~ 50 51 52

53

1

55

5* 57
k

58

5V 60
41

_^ ,

.

-

PEANUTS® bv Charles M. Schuiz

Or ASS-C.A CONQiJEREC
.lAAN^ \ATiON5 AN?
CAv^- ""^-=;.?:B00T'1

I

ni5 MEANT THA'\ONiE
ov thEw':uE8,A9c-

if (T MAP HAP-'^ENEi?

^0 n'Ot' ,V\A^?f ^.Q\i

UJOULpNiT 0c LA Ji^HlNe'

i : \
tf--iL

by johnny

^^^ ^?x.
f«

CLAfA*^ ^M FLAY

.-^-

CALVeti IN PALLET^ ^ox.

-^.
4«^

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col
legian office (CC 113) between 8:45 a.m.
and 3:45 p.m. Monday through Friday, or
use our handy clip-and mail form found in

most issues of the Collegian. Classified
deadline is 3:45 p m two days in advance
of publication date.

AUTO FOR SALE

Collegian classified rates are i ,, 45c
per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per
line per day, 30 consecutive issuer. 30c per
line per day One line is roughly equivalent
to 38 characters

FOR SALE

1967 Volvo 122s, Michelins, snows,
mechanically excellent, $700, call
1 -772-0979.

VW bus, 48,000 miles, perfect mechanical,
body, and interior condition, $2100 firm.

C all 253-9428, before 9 p.m.

1968 Mustang, 87,000 mi. Good condition,
$800 , 546-6617, keep trying.

1976 Datzun 280Z, 4 spd., ac, AM/FM,
low mileage, 2 new tires, rustproofing, exc.
cond., $6500. 549-1774, after 5:30.

1974 Fiat, 128 4-dr., 46,000 mi., $1100 or
best offer, call Dorit, 256-0444, 9-5;

549-0861 after 5.

VW, 1968, new brakes, shocks, rebuilt

eng., $550, good body, #100, call Paul,
256-8207.

1973 Ford Galaxie 500. Hi miles but well
maintained and runs perfectly. Factory air

cond. Power steering and brake New alter

nator and gauges. Stereo. Asking $1000 or

BO. Steve at 546-5502.

67 Volvo 1228, parts car $300 or BO. Call

Steve. 253 3100 days. 549-0048 after 9.

69 Chevy wagon: 1971 350 engine $500
orbest offer Call Paul at 256 6837.

ENTERTAINMENT
~

The Sting The Sting The Sting The Sting.
Fri., Sept. 8 Fri., Sept. 8 Fri., Sept. 8.

CCA-$1 CCA-$1 CCA-$1 CCA-$1
6:30, 9& 11:15 6:30, 9& 11:15 Come!

FOR RENT

Attention all University women? Did the
University kiqk you out of your room? Live

^ -in homey'WrfHj^iOrd' rf^^ht 'dn University

bus routee. Home-cooked meals daily. Call

Barbara or Sue at 545-0162/545-2092.

, Loft, studio, dance, shop Er shed space in

Florence. Bill Arnold, 584-3660.

Office space, S. Oeerfieid center, com-
pletely new 1st floor office space. Available
singly or as suites. Parking. Price
negotiable. Call 584-3214.

Tag sale — furniture, household goods,
plants, VW parts, plus more, Sept. 9 & 10,
9-4, 25 Riverglade Apts.

First and last tag sale. Benefit Souweine
for District Attorney campaign. 116 Mon-
tague Rd. (Rt. 63) across from Mill River
rec. Sat., Sept. 9, 9:30 a.m.

For sale. 5 cu ft. refrig.. exc. cond., $95,
ajso twin bed & headboa rd, $25. 586 5498.

Tag sale, 67 Spaulding St. Amh. (off Main
St , on BR t)usline) Sat. b Sun. Furn , kit-

chenjiufM)Ooks^et£^a m. to dark .

Lot 50 sticker 4 sale or trade 4: lot 32, 34,
62. call fast 4 7 p.m. Best 253 2216.

Queen sized waterbed. Pedestal frame,
liner, and mattress. Only $45. 586 3724.

Bunk beds- 2 sets, 30x81 . 253 3149.

HELP WANTED

Houseboys wanted; free meals 7
(Itiys wk. in exch. for duties, call Paul,

549J^29L
Person to handle paper work for Univ.
Without Walls program. Work study
3 fjO hr

, 9 13 hours wk., opportunity to
le.irn al)out nontraditional ed Ability to

^work with minirnal supervision in a friendly

hut fast paced office. Call Gail Hall at

545 3518.

INSTRUCTION

Basic auto mechanics workshop, 28
hours, classroom theory & shop, limited
enrollment. Call 253-7967 or write for

brochure. Auto Skills, Box 210, Amherst,
MA 01002.

Beginning weaving 4 harness floor

looms. 2 weeks 9/9/78. Tues., 7-9 p.m.
Jones Library. $50. 253-9368, evenings.

Free kitten — a beautiful, beige & white, 7
wk. old male -call Joyce, 549-5943 eves.

Mature student seeking room or so-
meone to share room at Campus Center,
Mon.-Fri. Call or leave message at Campus
Center Hotel, 549-6000, c/o Royal Har-
tigan, or (413) 443-0750, weekends.

Senior male needs own room in apt. or
house near bus route, easy-going, non-
smoker, call Mike at 1-783-3400, after.

Strat O Matic football, new league form-
iiu). For more info, call Randy at 546 7940
or try 546 8041

Disco dance lessons, group or private.
All aspects of (lancing w ' or w out a part
ner, call Brian at 546 5052

RIDERS WANTED

People's Market hiring non
work study 12 hours per week. See details

on market door. Applications due by
9/8/78.

Child care position for two pre-
schoolers in my home. 30 hours a week,
own transportation needed, minimum
wage, 256-6422.

Babysitter wanted for 5 yr. old boy in

Btn., must have own trans. Call Patty at

323-6240 after 5 p.m.

MISC.

Join us for sorority rush — register now in

the Campus Center concourse or the dining
commons. For further information contact
the Greek Affairs Office, 321 Berkshire
House, 545-2711 or 545-2712.

Commuting daily from
Dudley Webter. I have a car. looking for
others in same situation for carpool
Walter. 545 1924.

WANTED

Fender Bassman' amp Microfret bass
()uitar. sell both $300, 562 6198. Bill.

Free room /part board for live-in help w/ 6
yr. old son. Edge of campus. Non-smoker.
For info/interview, 549-5980.

MOTORCYCLES

Are you tired of paying good money for
tasteless dining commons food? Eat home
cooked meals every day by being a
houseperson at local sorority. Call Barbara
or Sue at 545-0162/545-2092.

Research assistant (Work-study only) for

Humanities project. Interesting work, flexi-

ble hours. Pay $3.00-plus. Phone Prof. J.

Donohue, English Dept. 545-0498,
545-2329, or 253 9802.

Waiters or waitresses wanted for

Japanese restaurant. Apply Tokoyo
Restaurant. 70 Lyman Street, Holyoke,
Mass. Tel. 533 2322.

Honda
549 1359.

CB360, flawless condition.

Room within 5 miles from Univ. veteran
call Tony, (413) 583 2533, will discuss
terms

PERSONALS

Work with children this semester, age 5-

12. Earn 4-6 credits as staff member at

Marks Meadow aft. sch. day care, 2-5

aft./wk. Prog, meets M, T, Th, F 2:45-

3:45, staff mtgs. Th 11:15-12:45. For more
info, call Nancy Ross, 549-6170.

Come meet Jon Souweine at Carriage

Shops on Monday the 11th at 4:30— bring

your concerns, questions, comnr>ents — see
you.

Small sorority seeks boarders. Com-
fortable surroundings, 21 meals, other
benefits Call 256 6887.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis ft self- hypnosis introductory
free class On the spot improvement of all

reading skills, including speed, comprehen-
sion, memory, etc. plus relaxation, exam
taking 6 self-improvement. Wed., Sept.
13, 7:00 or 9.00 p m, 809 Campus Center,
KR Morse, med. prof, hypnotist, 532 5703.
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Sports notices
WOMEN'S TENNIS -Anyone interested in
playing for the women s tennis team,-
should try out at NOPE courts any time dur-
ing the hours of three to six pm through
next Friday.

VyOMEN'S GOLF -Anyone interested in
playing on the women's golf team should
contact Coach McGahan at 256-6638 after
1 pm, members of last year's team are also
requested to contact Coach McGahan.

FALL BASEBALL - All new candidates are
to report to an orgnizational meeting on Fri-
day, September 8, at 4:30 pm. in Rm 249
Boyden.

VOLLEYBALL- -Women's volleyball
tryouts are now being held at 3 pm in NOPE
Gym. Al interested women should attend
for more info call 545 2845.

WOMEN SWIMMERS AND DIVERS -

There will be an organizational meeting of
the UMass women's varsity swimming and
diving team Monday Sept. 11, at 4:00 pm
in the NOPE pool-any women interested in
competitive swimming are encouraged to
attend.

M NOTICE-Football officials meeting
Monday. Sept. 11 at 7:15 pm in rm 253
Boyden^ Alternate meeting Thursday
Sept. 14 at 7 15 in Boyden 253. All officials
must attend one of these meetings.

EAST

N.L. Standings
w

Philadelphia 75
Pittsburgh 74
Chicago 69
"Montreal 87
St Louis SO
New York 55

WEST

Los Angeles' 83
San Frdocisco 80
Cincinnati 75
San Diego 72

i-louston 64
Atl.int;) 60

®
64
71

73
79

m

m
59
63

68
74
79

Pet.

543
.536

493
.479

432
393

.597

.576

543
.514

.464

432

GB

1

7
9
15 V,

21

3
7'/.

11'/?

18'/.

23

IM MOTICE-Men's, women's and co-rec
Field Goal Kicking. Sept 11 Sept. 15
behind Boyden Football Fields #7, #8, ffS

from 4-6pm.

The Collegian is looking for people interested in

writing sports and doing sports layout this fall.

Ne will be holding an organizational staff meeting
Tuesday, September 13 in the Collegian office

at 6:30 p.m.

SHOE
BIN

^pgti fn ^^^^

Tremendous Selection of Quality IMPORTS...

SPREADS from BROWNS

*'>«^^«» ^F-ai

1

i

187 n. pleasant St., amherst i

.Jidian Madras As Low As $4.95

RUGS...PILLOWS...DRAPES

A 'Room DecoToting" CENTER
\A/h.itever \/our needs d new wall hanging a window shade a new shiwer
curtain towels bed linens or maybe place mats> Plan Now to StOD at
BROWNS'

, aLow Prices.

BROWNS
IN THE Center Of Town
178 IN. Pleasant St., Amherst

Tel. 253-5862

Ega Rya and Other Contemporary Rugs

Student Union Building

Thurs., Fri., Sat.

Sept. 7, 8, 9

ZONKARAZ

M

Coming next week
Thurs. -Sat.

IMAGE
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Boyden schedule

UMivnsm or HAssACHusrrrs. amherst

KICKtATIOWL ACTIVITY PKOCIUM

tntCtVIl: S.pt. U to D«c. 10. 197g

FaclUtle. .re primarily fgt thu xitr of
SSISIEU. FACULTY & STAFF Ll.lt.d uic
ti gr.ntcd to Spouie/Depcndenti fcCucita.
AU. participant* MUST PRESENT VALIDATED
IDENTIFICATION when inttfrlnii r»ereatlon
•'"•• THERE ARE WO EXCKPTIONS !

A Friday ichrdulr will be fullowed on
sATimnrY, octobeh 21. tk* foiiowin?
facllltl.a will be CLOSED

r

BOYDKN BLDR.; Novenbtr 2 3

BOYDEN BSKTBL. CTS; October 21
NOFEBLOC.: Oct . 7-9, Nov. 10- 12, Nov. 21-26
NOPE POOL: Ocfi.hi-r U & |i

BOVDEN

NOPt-

ECREATIONA L r t Es

POOLS (Effective- Sept. 6)

M-F 8:00 AM <;:00 AH UP SWIM
M F 11:10 AM-1:00 It) LAP ONLY
H,W 2:10 PM C:JO PM OPEi WIM
Frl.7:10 PM SIO PM FAMILY SWIM
Sat. 12-5:10 PM OPEH SWIM
On. 12 -7: 10 PM OPE'* SWIM

M,T,Th,F 8 AM 9 AM Handicapped-
T,Thu 7:10 PM-»:10 PM OPEN SWIM
S/Sun. 2-5:30 PH OfT-i SWIM
5/Sun. 12 2:00 PM FAMILY SWIM

HICKS: • M-F, 11:10 1:00 PM OPEN SWU#
H-F, 4:10 6:00 PM OPEW SWIM

*aegln.; 9/21

GYWIA SIUHS
**SEPT. 11- OCT . 10 (CLOSED- Oct. 21)

Graduate tr Cont . Edr . Students, Faculty t.

Staff aay purchaic llecr«atlo.nal Stickers
tt the Boyden TICKET OFFICE

,
Room 255,

Mr, 8:00 AM - 4:10 PM.

GUEST PAS S rURCHASE
Host, nay purcha.e (UKST PASSES froai the
TICKtr OFFtCE. Rooa 255, M F 8 AM-410 PM
FroB BOYIEN/MOPE tldg. SuptrvUor.: Friday.
4 10 PM. Sat/Sun, during recreational
activity hour.. HOST MUST SHOW CURRENT
RECREATIONAL STICKER BEFOIIE purcha.e of
Cuc.t Pa., can be ^de.

BOYDEN:

••OCT.

M,W,F 12:05
T,Th, 2:15
10-DEC. 10 :

JO PM
10 PM

HANDBALL/SQUSH COt'RTS

eOYDEH
M F 11:00 AM •, : 10 PM
Sat.. 10:00 ,-,M-5:10 FM
Sun., 12:00 PM- 7:10 (M

NOTEI

Re.ervatloni nay be nade
during the week, one day In
advance. In Room 215, tht
IntraoKiral Office, Hr» :

M-Th, 8:30 AM-8:00 fM, Frl.:
8:10 AM 4:10 IM. Court, are
HOT RESERVED ON WEEKENDS.
PlayinK. time la 45 mln; a
court ihould open up every
15 mln. A weekend court
schedule 1. posted outside
the courts. PHONE RESERVATIONS
ARE NOT ACCEPTEr,

M,W,F, 12:05 5:10 PM
T,Th, 2 15 5:10 PM
Sat., 10:00 AM i:10 (N
Sun. , 12:00 IM 7 : 30 PM

BOYDEN
AUX. GYM : T.Th, 2:00 S:10 PM

NOFE:

BOYDEN BOULlir. AI.IJV<
EFFECTIVE: Sept. 6

M Sat. 4:00 m 10:J0 PM

M-F. 7:10
S/Sun, 10 AH

9:10 PM
5 10 PM
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TENNIS COl'RTi

(Northwest of Boyden)
M F, 3:00 PM 7:00 PM
S/Sun. 10 AM 5:10 PM
RESERVATIONS may be made In
Room 215, Boyden for one day
In advance.' THIJ MUST BE DOME
IN PERSON. NO PHONE CALLS
WILL BE ACCEPTED.
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Patriots sign Schaum
FOXBORO, Mass. (UPI) - The New

England Patriots, in desperate need of help
on the defensive line, Thursday signed
defensive end Greg Schaum, who was
waived earlier this year by the Dallas
Cowboys,
The signing of the 6-foot-4, 255-pound
Scnaum was forced by injuries to Greg
3oyd and Julius Adams, which left the Pats
only four-deep along the defensive front.
Adams will miss at least three weeks wit a

hairline fracture of his left shoulder blade
and Boyd has not recovered from a broken
bone in his foot suffered in training camp.

Schaum was placed on the Cowboys' in-

jured reserve list year after coming up with
a knee injury which required surgery. As a
rookie in 1976 out of Michigan State, he
backed up Harvey Martin and Ed "Too
Tall " Jones.

Coach Chuck Fairbanks said minor knee
surgery on Prentice McCray was successful
and acJded he hoped to have the strong
safety back in at least three aeeks.
McNray's spot is being filled by Doug
Beaudoin while Clyde Powers and veteran
Ken Reaves battle for Beaduoin's backup
slot.

Fairbanks also continued to look at
punters Jerrel Wilson, Greg Coleman and
Mike Burke, who are competing for the job
once held by Mike Patrick. Patrick punted
in Sunday's game against Washington, but
was placed on injured reserve Wednesday
due to a groin injury.

Burke punted in one exhibition game for
New England before being waived, Wilson,
a 16-year veteran, holds most NFL career
punting records and Coleman punted for

Cleveland in the exhibition season before
being waived.

^ I '^'^ Liquor Store

HEINEKEN 12 oz. NR 3.49

six 13.75 case
All MOLSONS 2.50. six 9.75

case
RUDDLES ENGLISH ALE

1.35 four pack
MILLER 12 oz. NR 12 cans

7.19 case

PLUS OTHER IN-STORE
SPECIALS

338 College St. (Rf. 9)
Amherst

253-5384 2S6-84S3
Open til 11 p.m. daily

Not responsible for
typographical errors

'««»

New York or California;

Giants-Dodgers still tops
[AP] - Each morning, when he turns to the

sports pages and studies the standings,
Monte Irvin's adrenaline starts flowing.
The Giants and the Dodgers are at it

again.

They are 3,000 miles away from New
York, where, almost three decades ago,
they captured the imagination of the city
and all of baseball with one of history's
most exciting pennant races. Now they
wear San Francisco and Los Angeles on
their uniform shirts, but that hardly mat-
ters. They are still the Giants and Dodgers
and Irvin remembers when that meant New
York and Brooklyn and one of baseball's
fiercest rivalries.

In 1951, these two teams staged a
pulsating dash to the pennant with the Leo
Durocherled Giants erasing a 13 Vi -game
lead in the final six weeks of the season to
force a playoff. The New York left-fielder
was Irvin, who drove in 121 runs that
season on the way to a spot in the Hall of
fame.
Now Irvin is an aide to Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn and he watches as'San Fran-
cisco and Los Angeles stage a replay of
that memorable 1951 pennant race.
"You know, nobody mentioned winning

the pennant in '51," Irvin said. "Leo just
said, 'Let's see how close we can come.'
Then, when we got to the last two games
of the season, we knew if we won them
both we would be tied. That's when the ex-
citement really began."
The thing that sticks in Irvin's mind about

the summer of '51 and the Giant drive of 37
victohes in 44 games was the way every
player seemed to have a piece of the ac-
tion. "Leo would come in the clubhouse
and say, 'I wonder who the hero will be to-
day.' And every day, it seemed to be
somebody else. We just kept winning,
usually in the late innings. We came from
behind so many times. Leo would say, 'All

right, you humpty dumpties, it's the
seventh inning. Let's get going.' And we
did."

He added: "We were chasing a Brooklyn
team that had an All Star at every position
... Campanella, Hodges, Robinson, Reese,
Cox, Pafko, Snider, Furillo, Newcombe."
Time seemed to have run out on the

Giants, at last, in the third playoff game
when they reached the last of the ninth inn-
ing, trailing Brooklyn 4 1. But New York

had one more piece of magic left.

With Alvin Dark on third and Don Mueller
on first, after both had singled, Irvin pop-
ped up. But Whitey Lockman doubled,
making it 4-2 and bringing Ralph Branca
out of the bullpen to face Bobby Thomson.
"On the bench, we were pulling for a

single," said Irvin.

Thompson ripped Branca's second pitch
for the home run that won the pennant for
the Giants. "It stunned us," said Irvin.
Although there have been comparable

pennant races, none is remembered better
than the struggle of '51, especially in the
minds of those who watched it close up.
And now Irvin pays attention to another

race 3,000 miles away for those very same
reasons. You can guess who he's rootina
for.

**

^A^Bing
con't. from p. 20

injured and Charlie Scott was traded
blossomed into one of the few brpght spots
during last year's 32-50 season.
"Dave performed above and beyond any

expectations under unusually difficult
circumstances last year," Auerbach said.
"We were very sorry to hear he wishes to
retire but understand his deisre not to
disrupt his family for another year. He
played for us in the true Celtic mold and it

was a pleasure to have him on the squad."
Bing told the Celtics from his Southfield,

Mich., home that he would like to stay iri

basketball in some capacity

.

The Washington, D.C. native was the
first round pick of Detrvpt in 1966 and
played nine seasons with the Pistons and
two with the Washington Bullets before
coming to Boston.

"Bing represents the true professional "

said coach Tom Sanders. "H was an
example for the younger players, shoqcvg
them when and how to play no matter what
his physical condition."

Bing's retirement bhngs the Celtic roster
down to 17, with White, Nate Archbald and
Earl Tatum as the top three guards.

ATTENTION
ALL
RSO'S

Mandatory student activities
workshop for all RSO officers. RSO's
will not be able to spend funds until

workshop is attended. Spending will

be allowed until workshops begin in

September. Check your RSO mailbox
as soon as possible for your scheduled
workshop time.

univercity
foodOervices

Check out some new times for
these familiar places

DINING COMMONS
WEEKEND BRUNCH HO'JRS* 10:30AM- 1:30PM
IN BERKSHIRE AND FRANKLIN COMMONS
*1/2 HOUR EARLIER

ALSO FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

MUNCHYS STORES
WORCESTER 9:00AM
FRANKLIN 8.00AM
HAMPDEN 8:00AM

10:00 PM
8:00PM
8:00PM
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Yankees blast Sox;

cut lead to 3 games
BOSTON lAP) Willie Randolph drove

in five funs, three with a bases-loaded dou-

ble, and the New York Yankees exploded

tor 21 hits Thursday night in a 15-3 victory

over the Boston Red Sox.

Winning for the 13th time in their last 15

games, New York moved within three

games of the first-place Red Sox in the

American Leauge East.

Randolph, Thurman Munson and Roy

White had three hits apiece as the Yankees

went on their biggest hitting and scoring

binge of the season.

The Yankees made short work of Boston

starter Mike Torrez and continued their

assault on Andy Hassler, Dick Drago and

Bill Campbell Every New York batter ex-

cept reserve outfielders Paul Blair and Gary

Thomasson had at least one hit in helping

hand the Red Sox their seventh defeat in

the last nine games. However, New York

had to withstand two scares.

Veteran pitcher Catfish Hunter retired

with a 12-0 lead after suffering a pulled

groin muscle in serving up a triple to Carl

Yastrzemski at the start of the fourth.

'Then, with New York in front 13-2 in the

sixth, catcher Thurman Munson was hit in

he head by a pitch thrown by Drago.

Hunter s iniury was not serious. Munson
lid not lose consciousness and walked

•rem the field under his own power. The
Yankees reported he probably will be able

to return to the lineup »-nday night.

The Yankees scored two runs in the first,

three in the second, two in the third, five in

the fourth, one in the sixth and two in the

eighth in the romp. Reliever Ken Clay earn-

ed his third victory in seven decisions. Clay

was greeted by Carlton Fisk's 20th homer

after Yastrzemski's triple m the fourth but

allowed just one unearned run the rest of

the way.
New York Yankee's outfielder Reggie

Jackson was a surprise starter at the

designated hitter position in last night's

game.
Jackson, hospitalized earlier in the week

with lower back spasms, was not expected

into the lineup until Friday evening.

Red Sox second baseman Jerry Remy,

who was installed at the Sox-Orioles game
Wednesday, did not play in the Yankee-

Bosox opener. The speedster froip

Somerset, Mass. is still nursing a chipped

bone in his left wrist.

Round two of the Sox-Yankees series

will be played tonight with Jim Wright fac-

ing Jim Beattie in a battle of rookie pit-

chers. Saturday afternoon Dennis

Eckersley puts his unbeaten streak at home
(8 at Fenway) on the line against the ma-

jors only twenty-game winner this season,

Ron Guidry. The two teams wrap up the

series on Sunday with Ed Figueroa facing

young Sox lefthander Bob Sprowl, seeking

his first win in a Red Sox uniform.

A.L. race at a glance

s

EAST W L Pet. GB WEST

1 Boston 86 52 623
- Kansas City 76 61 555

1 New York ' 82 56 594 3 California 74 65 .532

J Milwaukee 80 59 .576 7Vj Texas 68 68 .500

\ Baltimore 78 62 .557 13V2 Oakland 64 76 .457

.443
Detroit 75 64 .540 15 V, Minnesota 62 78

Cleveland 60 78 .435 18 Chicago 59 ao .424

Toronto 55 86 .390 24 V, Seattle 51 85 .375

4
6V,

9
nv,
26
32 Vj

College scene heats up
NEW YORK (AP) - Well, we're about

to find out what Notre Dame can do for

an encore.

Obviously, anything less than a na

tional championship will be a disap-

pointment after 1977's incredible finish

a 38 10 Cotton Bowl romp over No.

1 ranked Texas and a leap from fifth

place all the way to the top of The

Associated Press ratings.

The Fighting Irish, ranked fifth in this

year s pre season poll, on Saturday

takes on Missouri, a well-known giant

killer

And, of course, top ranked Alabama,

the Tige s' next opponent, was a 20-7

Missouri victim in the 1975 opener. This

time, though, form should prevail ...~-

Notre Dame 24-10.

The opening weekend of the

forecasting season produced a

lackluster 5 5 record.

Oklahoma at Stanford: Oklahoma
27 17; Texas Tech at Southern Califor-

nia Southern Cal 49 7, California at

Nebraska; Nebraska .21 14; UCLA at

Washington UCLA 24 17; Florida State

at Syracuse: Syracuse 19-17.

And in other games:
East Penn State 35, Rutgers 0; Holy

Cross 20, New Hampshire 10; Bowling

Green 24, Villanova 14; West Virginia

33, Richmond 13.

South Appalachian State 26, Wof-

forri 13; The Citadel 27, Presbyterian 7;

Georgia Tech 20, Duke 15; East Ten-

Bing retires
BOSTON UPI - Dave Bing, the mainstay

of an innured and ineffective Boston Celtic

backcourt last season, and in his prime one

of basketball's top guards, retired

yesterday.

Bing, 34, was talked into playing for

Boston last season by Red Auerbach, who
had always coveted the former Syracuse!

All American, who was the seond player

picked in the 1966 National Basketball

Association draft.

Binv, a severn-time All Star, averaged

20 3 points per game in his 12-year career

He IS 13th on the NBA scoring list with

18 327 points, last year, he averaged 13.6

points for Boston, fourth on the team

Ibehind Dave Cowens, John Havlicek and

IWhite.

Bing, who took over the Celtic backcourt

leadership last year when Jo Jo White was j

Turn top. 19 I

Priscilla Wilson, seen here in last year's New England Women s

Country Championship, will be an important cog in the Minutewomen

to improve on their second place finish in N.E (Staff photo by Pete Bau

'Cross-

's quest
mann)

nessee State 13, Mississippi College 6;

Maryland 28, Tulane 14; McNeese State

16, Fresno State 14; Mississippi 31,

Memphis Stale 14; Northeast Louisiana

21, Nicholls State 7; North Carolina

State 21, East Carolina 10; Nor-

thwestern Louisiana 14, Lamar 7; South

Carolina 38, Furman 0; Southwestern

Louisiana 27. Long Beach State 21;

Western Carolina 20, Tennessee Tech

14; Tennessee Chattanooga 21,

Western Kentucky 14; Virginia Tech 14,

Tulsa 13; Wake Forest 21. Virginia 20;

William h Mary 20. VMI 13.

Midwest Texas AEtM 33, Kansas 14;

Miami, O. 17, Ball State 10; Central

Michigan 21, Kent State 7; Colorado 35,

Oregon 7; Drake 24, Southern Illinois

17; Illinois 21, Northwestern 14; New
Mexico State 19, Indiana State 16; Ohio

U 10, Eastern Michigan 7; Louisville 28,

South Dakota State 7; Marshall 17,

Toledo 10; Western Michigan 27, II

iinois State 8; Oklahoma State 23,

Wichita State 13.

Southwest Iowa State 30, Rice 6;

Arkansas State 21, Southern Mississip

pi 20; Mississippi State 24, North Texas

State 21; Texas Christian 27, Southern

Methodist 22; West Texas State 18,

Texas Arlington 12.

Far West Arizona 30, Kansas State

21; Arizona State 34, Pacific 7; Boise

State 15, Fullerton State 10; New Mex-

ico 22, Hawaii 15; Brigham Young 32,

Oregon State 22-

Sox' Bailey

to be sued
CINCINNATI UPI - Atorney Robert A.

Pitcairn has filed suit in Hamilton County

Common Pleas Court to collect $10,000

from Bob Bailey of the Boston Red Sox.

Pitcairn alleged Bailey, formerly with the

Cincinnati Reds, owes the amount to Reds

catcher Johnny Bench.
Pitcairn says Bench loaned Bailey the

money in 1976 and Bailey signed a note

that he would repay the loan within a year.

Pitcairn ^ays BslTJey has failed to repay the

loan.

Benr ansferred the note to Pitcairn,

who ing repayment of the $10,000

CoUegiam

Sports
\Nalt Cherniak

A guaranteedloss
It's probably unfair to a month as harmless

as September that we can associate it with

nothing better than returning to school and

college football, but unfortunately it is once

again that time of year, when the leaves on

the trees and the faces on the

coaches change colors. The beginning of a

football season isn't all that bad a time

though - at least from the point of view that

everybody is in first place and can look

forward to the coming campaign with

optimistic anticipation and hopes for a

winning season.

In the case of the UMass Minutemen,

though, there is a dark spot I can't help but

be distressed about when I gaze at the

schedule. We here in Amherst are unique

in that we follow a football team which,

although entering each season with the

same above mentioned optimism, also

kicks off a new year with a guaranteed loss

imbedded like a tumor on its schedule.

The last weekend of the season has been

traditionally reserved for the UMass- Boston

College battle, and I'm sure this was all well

and good in the years in which these two

regional rivals were relatively even in play.

In recent years, however, Boston College

has done something that UMass has not - it

has become a first rate Division I football

power.

To provide an example of just how

ludicrous this scheduling gem is, we need

only look at last year. The BC Eagles began

their season against the Longhorns of

Texas, who, until being trounced by Notre

Dame in the Cotton Bowl, had been ranked

first in the country all season long. This

same BC team, who, incidentally, played

Texas even-up most of the way, FINISHED

their season with UMass. Texas and

UMass. It' like UCLA playing basketball

against Kentucky and Framingham State.

Last year's game can be used as an ac-

curate peice of evidence as well. BC came

into the game in a state of general dissent

and disarray. Quarterback Ken Smith had

just been suspended for attending practice

in a somewhat less than sober state, and

speculations abounded that the Eagles' star

might not play. UMass took advantage of

this, and made a Mike Fallon touchdown

stand up for a 7-0 halftime lead, but when

the game was over and the dust had

cleared, BC had once again trounced the

Minutemen, 34-7, scoring all 34 points in

ONE HALF.
But let's look at more than just last

season. Checking the record, UMass and

Boston College have locked horns 16 times,

BC has won 12 of them, including 11 of the

last 12. Sprinkled among the losses, one

finds such tidbits as: 1973 - BC 59, UMass

14; 1974 - BC 70, UMass 8; 1976 - BC 35,

UMass 0. Since 1970, UMass is 1-7 with

the Eagles and the Minutemen have been

outscored, 285-81

.

Even with alt of these inescapable facts

staring them right in the face, and whether

because of stubbornness or a desire to

keep what used to be a great regional

rivalry intact, schedulers still pencil in the

name "Boston College" at the bottom of

the UMass schedule. A guaranteed loss.

Amid all this preseason optimism, maybe

it's not a good idea to open on such a

pessimistic note. Certainly we shouln't

overlook the rest of the schedule, but the

time to complain about an unfair match-up

is NOW- not when the team is 4-6. Too

many people have worked too hard and too

long already to have to struggle through

what appears to be a tough schedule even

without BC, and then be tossed as though

a piece of meat to a lion into the grasp of a

team far superior to them.

Rutgers, Villanova and Harvard should

also prove challenging to the Minutemen

this year, who along with having a new

coach, must replace quarterback Fallon

and halfback Billy Coleman, who provided

virtually ail of '77' s offense. Those games

will be tough, but unlike the BC game,

UMass will at least stand, as they say, a

'sporting " chance.

Faculty expected to picket Whitmore today
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Several hundred faculty members today
at noon are expected to picket the Whit-
more administration building in a protest

over what they call administration stalling

in contract negotiations.

Meanwhile, a sick-in by faculty members
scheduled for Wednesday appears to be
gathering support, as a faculty leader last

night said he expects a minimum of "a
couple hundred" faculty members to call in

sick.

Some members last night held a "picket

party" in Herter Hall. They snacked on
wine and cheese as they prepared signs

and banners to be used in today's
demo.nstration.

The faculty last demonstrated in April,

when approximately 250 members marched
in a picket line snaking around Whitmore.

Massachusetts Society of Professors

President James E. Cathey last night said

he didn't know how many people to expect

at today's demonstration, but at least as

many as the April demonstration.

Faculty merribers in recent weeks have

been reported" to be increasingly unhappy
with what they term administration
"stonewalling" in the contract talks. The
talks recently broke off, after the ad-

ministration said it considers details of the

contract settled. Union leaders say eight
issues- among them distribution of merit
salary increases-remain to be resolved.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery this

week said the administration is ready to
sign a contract.

Negotiations could re-open soon. Union
leaders in the next few days expect to
receive an administration reply to a union
request to resume the talks.

One-hundred-fifty faculty members last

week approved a sick-in to protest the
stalled negotiations. The action came after

adjournment of a union membership
meeting. The union cannot legally endorse
the sick-in, and leaders quickly adjourned

the meeting before the vote was taken.

History professor Robert Jones, one of
the sick-in supporters, last night said he
expected a minimum of 200 faculty
members to report sick, and that support
appears to be growing.

"I haven't heard anyone disapprove it,"

he said. "I know of a lot of people who
aren't feeling well

"

"I'm not feeling well myself," Jones
said.

Faculty members today will be receiving

in their mailboxes a union "truth sheet,"

which union leaders say is designed to

correct administration "half-truths " about
the contract negotiations.
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Torture
billboard
protested
By l\AAUREEN CARNEY
Collegian Staff

GREENFIELD-Jvjenty area residents,
including students from UMass and
Hampshire College yesterday demon-
strated in front of a billboard that depicts
naked women to advertise a torture show
at the Franklin County Fair here.

The billboard, which serves as wall to the
exhibit tent, showed women, tied by ropes
and chains and flogged and run through
chain saws with hooded men overseeing
the torture. Inside the tent decapitated
women maniquins hung from meat hooks.

The graphic billboard and exhibit are part
of the county fair that is being held here
through today.

Debbie Kates, a Millers Falls resident,
issued the first complaint to the head of the
fairgrounds Tom Beam Friday night. She
also presented a ten page signature
petition asking that the horror show be
removed. Kates met with Bean and Bob
Coleman, owner of the show yesterday.
Coleman, under a legally binding contract
with the fair, refused to close the show
down.

Kates said, "The protest won't get the

exhibit out by Monday, but the media
coverage will make people aware of the

community concern around issues like this.

A woman was raped last week in

Greenfield."

Kathy Buffee, a student at Greenfield

Community College, said that the graphic

brutality "is terrible for children. It makes a

terrible impression on their minds. This is

supposed to be a fair, an extension of the

community, and good, clean fun. This

billboard does not express fun," Buffee

said. "Whether kids consciously realize or

not, this makes a very sexist statement.

The women are nude, while the men are,

clothed and hooded."

"The women being tortured have smiles

on their faces," said John Beam, a local

resident "and I don't think it's fun. I had to

come out here as a man protesting violence

against women."

Gary Seldon, John Beam, and Kathy Buffee help protest d
torture exhibit at the Franklin County Fair in Greenfield

yesterday, claiming that the show was offensive.
(Staff photo by Geof Cohler).

Carrie Pekor, a Hampshire College
student said she saw the billboard
yesterday and "burst into tears. I felt

personally violated by the brutality of the
exhibit. I had to protest as a woman."
The owners claim that the show is a

historical exhibit. They said they could find
nothing offensive with the sensationalized
billboard. A sign attached to the exhibit
read: "History is not offensive. Hippies,
drugs, and communes are."

Screams emerged from the torture

exhibit yesterday as a male voice

bellowed, '"before your very eyes you will

see the decapitation of a girl, also a girl

being burned at the stake, and one on a

meathook. Hear their moans and groans.

This is a show you'll never forget."

Bob Kadar, a UMass student said,

""Whether serious or a joke, it legitimizes

this kind of violence."

Kadar said he and Jeff Weiss are

organizing a radical men's group in the

UMass area.

Weiss also said the violence of the

billboard gave tacit approval for violent

behavior. "This reinforces misogynist

attitudes. We feel it's important to respond

to these things when they occur so that

some changes can be made."

The UMass Everywoman's Center is

coordinating a protest of the billboard

today, demonstrators said.

One sign carried by a protester read:

This is not history. Violence against

women is still (and always) disgusting

Strike against Boston
newspapers possible

Good day!
President Carter, Menachem Begin and Anwar Sadat

reviewd American Civil War history at Gettysburg, Pa., as part

of a rest from their conference about problems in the Mideast.

See page 2.

A Vietnamese woman fights for custody of her child, who
was adopted by a Connecticut executive a few years a^o. See

page 2.

Violence rages in Nicaragua, Iran and Lebanon. See pages 2,

4 and 6.

A woman pope? Back in the 1800's Pope Joan reigned over

the Catholic Church. See page 12.

The Red Sox did it again. They lost to the Yankees, 7-4, and

now share first place in the East with the Bronx Bombers. See

page 20.

Weather. About as bad as the Red Sox. but it may get hotter

tomorow.

United Press International

(BOSTON) Members of the Boston
Typographical Union yesterday voted

overwhelmingly to authorize a strike

against the city"s two major daily

newspapers, the Globe and the Herald

American, a union official said.

Union president Henry Vitale said the

vote was 576 19 to give the union

negotiating committee the authority to call

a strike without going back to the mem-
bership. Vitale said no strike date has been

set.

The estimated 800 employees of the local

union, who have been without a contract

since Dec. 31, are composing room
workers at the two papers.

Vitale said he ':ouldn"t predict the

outcome of the upcoming negotiations.

"It"s hard to determine right now but we
have meetings scheduled Tuesday and

Wednesday,"" he said. "Tm optimistic an

agreement could be reached if the

publishers will do some hard nosed

barqaininq with the local union
'"

The two sides have been bargaining for

14 months.
All three major daily newspapers in New

York have been closed since Aug. 9 by a

pressmen's strike.

Vitale said part of the dispute in Boston
centers on the "complex problem" of

transferring jobs covered by the union to

other employees.

There are six members of the union's

negotiating committee, and one
representative from the International

Typographers Union.
Vitale said the publishers' bargaining

team consisted of two representatives from

the Globe and Herald and the papers'

principal representatives.

Vitale said he would request the other

unions at the two newspapers to honor the

strike.

"We plan to ask to have a meeting with

all of the other unions. We've sent a notice

but haven"t set a date or time yet," he said.

The last newspaper strike in Boston was
111 1966 and lasted for 31 days Vitale said

his union joined mailroom workers in that

strike.
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Carter, Begirt, Sadat tour Gettysburg
Associated Press

GETTYSBURG, Pa President Carter

toured this Civil War battlefield yesterday

with Israel's Menachem Begin and Egypt's

Anwar Sadat during a recess in their

summit discussions aimed at securing

peace m the Mideast.

The three heads of state drove 12 miles

from the summit site at Camp David, Md.,

to visit the battlefield where. Carter noted,

his native South took a terrible drubbing

during the Civil War.
The Georgian, showing his guests a

monument to the southern troops who
were overwhelmed, said they could have

won, "with tanks."

Carter, wearing a gray sports jacket,

showed Begin and Sadat several of the

high spots of the 1863 campaign in which
Southern forces led by Gen. Robert E. Lee

were repulsed with heavy casualties in their

secord and last effort to invade the North.

"They could have used President Sadat,

Moshe Dayan and Ezer Weizman," the

president quipped to reporters trailing

behing. Dayan, the Israeli foreign minister.

Jimmy Carter

and Weizman, the defense minister, are

both former generals and heroes of Israeli

wars with Arab neighbors.

The sightseeing, which White House
press secretary Jody Powell said was

Menachem Begin Anwar Sadat

Gun battles increase

in Nicaraguan conflict
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) - Gun bat-

tles raged between national guardsmen and

leftist guerrillas here and in several other

Nicaraguan cities Sunday as the rebels

stepped up their fight to overthrow Presi-

dent Anastasio Somoza.
Government sources, who asked not to be

identified, said it appeared the fighting,

which broke out Saturday night, was a

coordinated offensive launched by guer-

rillas of the Sandinista National Liberation

Front.

Unconfirmed reports said three square

blocks were ablaze in Leon, a city of about

40,000 residents 60 miles northwest of

Managua The guerrillas also reportedly

beseiqed the local outpost of the guard,

w'hich IS Nicaragua's army.

The Red Cross office here said it had

reports from Leon that fire and rescue units

were unable to enter the area to evacuate

wounded and dead or to fight the fires.

Heavy gunfire was reported Sunday mor-

ning in Leon, Masaya, Chinandega,
Grenada and Esteli. Sporadic shooting was
heard in the capital, which took on the ap-

pearance of an armed camp.

A Red Cross spokesman said at least six

persons were killed and 25 wounded in

fighting in Managua He said communica-
tion with outlying Cities was sketchy and it

was impossible to determine the number of

casualties there.

National guard troops erected steel bar-

rif ides near their training center in

downtown Managua, where Gen.

Anastasio Somoza lives and works in a
well guarded compound called "the
bunker "

Convoys of heavily armed guardsmen
patrolled city streets and troops carrying
Israeli-made Galil automatic rifles guarded
roadblocks, searching all passing vehicles

and their passengers.
The violence and a nationwide strike a'e

aimed at pressuring Somoza, whose fp.nily

has ruled this Central American nation
since the 1930s, to region.

The current outbreak was triggered last

month when Sandinist guerrillas took over
the National Palace and held hoagages
there They demanded and got a $500,000
ransom and safe passage to Panama for

themselves and political prisoners.

The national guard said guerrillas
assaulted five police stations and ambush-
ed buses in the capital Saturday night.

Unofficial reports said more than a dozen
police stations were attacked. The reports

said guerrillas captured some stations then
withdrew after setting them afire.

The attackers were masked and used
automatic weapons and pistols, the guard

said, "Assassinating innocent persons and
causing many injuries, among them women
and children "

Government radio and television broad-

casts denounced the guerrilla attacks and
s.iifl the quard had the situation in hand.

prompted by Prime Minister Begin's in-

terest in the Civil War, extended tne
weekend slowdown in Mideast summitry.
The only session of note was held

Saturday, between Weizman and President
Sadat. The two are reported to have
established a personal rapport anc('

Weizman was often at Sadat's side as tb^y
examined the monuments and cannoffs on
the battlefield.

Reporters were kept far enough away
from the summit principals »o*maintain the

Carter-imposed secrecy t^t has marked
the five-day-old confidence at the
presidential retreat.

"We're going smarlfV, don't you thing?"
Weizman said, sidestepping questions from
a straining press porps.

Vietnamese mother
seeks custody of children

"How are \fi\i doing," a reporter per-

sisted.

"We are doing," the defense minister

responded cryptically.

Sadat wore a camel-colored sport jacket

and black turtleneck sweater and Begin a

somber gray business suit as Carter led

them to historic sites, including the point

where President Abraham Lincoln in 1863

delivered the Gettysburg Address. Begin

slowly read the speech inscribed at the

cemetery where thousands of Union dead
were buried.

The three leaders traveled here together

in Carter's bulletproof black limousine as

part of a motorcade of some two dozen

cars, buses, and station wagons packed

with Secret Service agents.

United Press Internationa/

[BRIDGEPORT, ConnA A sept. 20 court
hearing has been set for a Vietnamese
mother's latest effort to seek custody of her

sons from a Connecticut executive who
wants to adopt them.

The hearing is the latest in a lengthy and

sometimes emotional court battle being

waged between Mrs. William Popp, now of

Newbury Park, Califl, and Richard Lucas of

Fairfield.

Mrs. Popp, formerly Vo Thi Hao,
relinquished her children in Saigon in 1975

to an American adoption agency, Friends

For All Children, based in Boi Ider, Colo.

Mrs. Popp later said she lOok her two
sons to the agency because she feared for

their safety in the final days as communist
troops apporached Saigon. The agency
placed the boys with Lucas, an oil company
employee working in Saigon at the time.

After Saigon fell, the mother fled South
Vietnam and the next year, she married

William Popp, an American pilot for Flying

Tiger Airlines, in California.

In a dramatic effort to recover the

children, the couple picked up the children

as they waited for a school bus in Fairfield

and returned to California.

Connecticut officia[s threatened to file

kidnap charges against them. However,
the couple eventually agreed to return the

children to Lucas "and try to gain their

custody through Connecticut courts.

After a seven-month trial in Bridgeport

Superior Court, permanent custody of the

boys, Mark and Paul, was granted to

Lucas, an oil company executive. That
decision is being appealed to the Con-
necticut Supretne Court.

Pending the outcome of the appeal, Mrs.
Popp has filed a motion in Bridgeport

Superior Court seeking custody of her

children. She has also requested visitation

rights.

"Nihe Sept. 20 hearing on the motion was
set By Judge Robert J. Testo.

ii

Three UMprofessors Bromery says

getresearch gran, "»" »«"-<=""

The National Science Foundation has
given three UMass professors a $50,000
grant to fund another year of research here

that uses a laser beam to study biological

molecules.
Given the grant were Dr. Norman Ford

and Dr. Kenneth H. Langley of the Physics
Department and Dr. Frank E. Karasz of the

Polymer Science and Engineering CJiepart-

ment.

ELLEN DAVIS

UMstuden tspresen t

town with its history

Four UMass students have presented the

town of Athol, Mass., with a history of its

development on 125 colored slides with

taped narration and background music.

Lee Ann Beauchamp, Pat Condon,

Robert Drozd and Stacy Moriarty, all

residents of the Amherst Area, did the

project as part of a master's degree

program. It was done over several weeks

between February and May. .

It is the first such comprehensive and

pictorial narration offered to the com-

munity since 1935. r.A.,,C-
ELLEN DAVIS

In an open letter to the University,

Amherst campus chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery has said that he will remain active

final term with "a strong sense of

assurance of a continuation of fine and
cooperative support," from the com-
munity. In closing he wrote, "Working
cooperatively together we can continue or

mandate to build an efficiently functioning

and high-quality University here at

Amherst."

Venman named
as assistantprovost

A new assistant provost. Dr. William

Venman, has been named by UMass
Provost and Acting Vice Chancellor for

Academic Affairs Jeremiah M. Allen.

Venman has been at UMass for 16 years

as assistant to the provost and director of

the Summer Session, assistant dean of

administration, and director of continuing

education. He is known in the Amherst
area as the founder of the Valley Light

Opera.
A new assistant director of public affairs

for the University has also been appointed.

Cheryl Lee Walsh, former director of public

relations at Newbury Junior College in

Boston, will work in the Public Affairs

Office on University relations, the news

bureau and the FM radio station WFCR.
Walsh is a 1975 graduate of UMass and

majored in journalism and English.

GAYLE YOUNG

Randolph W Bromery

during his last year in ottice and not be an

inactive, lame-duck, official.

Bromery last semester announced he

would resign his position effective June<

1979 so he would have a "clear shot" at the

University presidency. Ariother candidate,

Cornell University Provost David C. Knapp,

was chosen as president by the University

Board of Trustees.

!n his letter Bromery said he was aware

that his status is "unusual" but begins his
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UMass staffers
to vote on union
B'^ MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

Professional staff at UMass-Boston and
UMssAmherst will be holding a
representational election this Fridav.

choosing between forming a union af-

filiated with the Massachusetts Teachers
Association or no union representation.

The union would represent 95
professionals on the UMass-Boston
campus and 471 professional on the
UMass-Amherst campus, and would not
include faculty, who have a separate union.
A group called the "union of professional

employees" has been working toward
representation status for about a year,

according to its president, Leone Stein,

who is director of the University of

Massachusetts Press, a campus publishing
office.

Right now, she said, the group is a
"union with a small "u"; a group of

p>eople," and not an officially recognized
collective bargaining unit.

Professional employees on this campus
who would be represented by the union are
Heads of Residence, lab technicians,

designers, editors, engineers and non-
faculty people with professional skills. The
University classifies these workers in the
"01" category, a budget subdivision whose
employees are permanent and receive

benefits.

Amherst campus Director of Personnel
John L. Denyse had not comment on the
vote. "We've got labor unrest on this

campus now and I just don't care to
comment," he said last night.

UPE President Stein said last night. The
main imperatives of the union are salary,

job security, fair greivence procedure and
job opportunity. In terms of the present
time, the professional staff are the only
large group of workers without a union and
we are decidely lost in the shuffle."

Other unions o_n this campus which are
affiliated with the Massachusetts Teachers
Association are the Massachusetts Society
of Professors, which represents about 1200
faculty members and librarians, and the
University Staff Association, which also
represents about 1200emplopyees.

The vote will be supervised by the
Massachusetts Labor Relations Com-
mission, who set up the ballot after they
received a certain number of "signature
cards," from University professional staff
calling for the representational election.
This is standard procedure in such a vote,
and it is also standard procedure that the
number of signatures submitted is not
made public.

The only professional staff not voting will

be "a large number of upper-management"
employees, according to Richard B.

Shanpr, a member of the UPE executive
board. According to Shanor, these em-
ployees will not vote by agreement bet-

ween the administration and the union
committee .

Balloting on the Amherst campus will be
held on Friday, September 15, in the
Campus Center Auditorium,, from 8:30
a.m. to 3 p.m.

Nancy Stearns and friends sit on the Campus Center concourse Friday after-
noon looking for anyone interested in free kittens.
(Staff photo by Patick Dobbs).

Maximum sex'promotes religious lectures

Josh McDowell, an international traveling representative for Campus
Crusade for Christ, will lecture here tomorrow night, emphasizing his

messages on "Maximum Sex," Biblical Phrophecy" and the Resurrection of

Christ." McDowell spoke to more than 500,000 students and faculty last year.

ByMARKHORAN
Collegian Staff

Hundreds of flashy posters across campus
are heralding arrival tonight of Josh
McDowell, whose lectures are sponsored
hy the Campus Crusade for Christ, and are
l)illf'(J as discussions of "maximum sex"
and fundamental Christianity.

According to Jean Roach, Crusade media
coordinator, the crusade hopes to stir some
controversy on campus by bringing
McDowell and his posters to campus.
The poster for the lecture tomorrow night

IS entitled "Maximum Sex." It portrays a

man making a pass at a woman dressed in

white. The scene on the poster takes place
in the middle of a dump. The poster is sub
titled "love is still possible in a junky
world."

Crusade officials hope to make Christian!

ty the number one issue and topic of con
versation on campus via McDowell and his

somewhat flashy style, according to
Roach.
In his ressurection lecture tonight
McDowell will attempt to show evidence
that verfies Christ's ressurection. In the
maximum sex lecture McDowell will pro-
mote marriage and "real love" as a way of
attaining "maximum sex," Roach said.

McDowell, 35, is author of the book
"Evidence That Demands an Answer," and

is "an international traveling representative
of Campus Crusade," according to Roach.
His lectures have won him numerous

speaking awards, including the Lyman
Strauss Speaker of the Year Award in 1965.

Campus Crusade for Christ is described in

Its literature as "an interdenominatinal
n\ovement of students and laymen who
have united to help change the world in this

c)eneration through sharing with others the
rl.iims of Jesus Christ." Since its founding
in 1951 the Crusade has grown to include a

staff of 4,000 members on 450 campuses in

60 countries.

On this campus Roach said the crusade
lias a director and four staff workers who
depend on friends and others to support
them. The crusade usually has one or two
l)i(| events a year, such as the McDowell
lecture and the mutii media presentation
"If I should Die" which was presented last

year.

Roach also said students associated with
the crusade hold weekly bible studies and
cjenerally work to "spread their message to

frifMHis .infl classmates."'

Roach said the philosophies of the move
nient are fundamental and "based com
pletelv on the bible." Critics have called the

Campus Crusade and other similar groups
on campus, such as the Navigators as too
traditional. At least "one local clergymen Fr.

Joseph Quigley of the Newman Center,

called the Crusade '"too harsh. They regard

things as too black and white for me- sin is

sin and there is no compromising."
Quiqiey did say that he respected
McDowell's approach to spreading his

message. "Religion is a hard thing to sell-

it's intangible. I think his approach is

good."
McDowell's ressurection lecture is tonight

at 8 in the Student Union Ba<!fOom.

Woman dies; UM student

hospitalized after crash

Pill linked to birth defects

By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

A UMass freshman remained in poor
condition last night in the intensive care

unit of Providence Hospital in Holyoke
following an accident Saturday nigfit in

Belchertown that killed a Southbridge
teenager.
Raymond Leboeuf, also of Southbridge,

whose local address is Field Dormitory iri

Orchard Hill, was hospitalized with severe

head injuries after the accident. Police said

the car he was driving collided head on with

a truck at Rte. 9 and Amherst Road.

His passenger, Linda M. Pelletier, 17, was

killed in the accident.

Belchertown Police Chief Ernest M. Gay

said the car was traveling west on Rt. 9, at

about 6 p.m. when it rounded a curve and
struck a flatbed truck driven by William F.

Bertarelli, 46, of Brockton.

Bertarelli and another passenger in the

truck, Paul H. Bertarelli, were not injured,

police said.

Laboeuf was first taken from the accident

to Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northamp-

ton, and then transferred to Bay State

Medical in Springfield for tests. He was
later admitted to Providence Hospital.

Pelletier was pronounced dead at the scene

by County Medical Examiner Donald 8.

Rogers.
Police are investigating the accident, and

have made no arrests.'

A funeral Mass for Pellitier will be held at

10:00 a.m. today at Notre Dame Church in

Southbridge.

Compiled from wire services

Children conceived less than a month
before their mothers gave up birth control

pills may suffer a slightly increased risk of

minor birth defects. Harvard University

researchers say.

The doctors said their study showed a

malformation rate of 38 percent among
babies born to 5,535 women who had used

some form of oral birth control in the last

three years. Among the 2,188 women who
difl not use oral contraceptives, the malfor-

mation rate was 3.3 percent, the resear-

chers said.

The researchers at the Harvard School of

Public Health say their study is the largest

survey of the children of former pill users

ever undertaken. The authors based their

study on birth records of 7,723 babies born

in 20 greater Boston hospitals.

The defects of the pill users' children were

generally minor. The rate of major defor-

mities, such as heart defects and cleft

palate, were the same for both groups --

about one half of one percent of all babies.
When only major defects were considered,
both birth control and the non-birth control
groups had neady the same rate - .55 per-

cent, according to research findings.

Several published studies have shown
previously a small positive association bet-

ween the use of hormones included in oral

contraceptives and heart defects and bet-

ween hormone use and congenital limb
reduction, the report said. However, the
relationship seems limited to those infants

born to mothers who took hormones dur
ing the early stages of pregnancy, the
researchers said.

Data in the study are for those birth

defects recorded on the hospital chart or

birth certificates - those serious enough to

affect the health of the newborn.
Doctors Kenneth Rothman and Carol

Louik, members of the Epidemology
Department at Harvard, reported their fin-

dings in an article in this week's New
England Journal of Medicine.
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Author lectures on rape

at Hampshire orientation
B\^ JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

A ithor John Stoltenberg lectured on
R,i Msi f thi. s Fnd.iy aftemoon as part of

the treshpefsuii orientation program at

Hampshire College

Among Stoltenberg's previously

published works are three essays in an

anthology entitled For Men Against
Sexism! Times Change Press, 1977) The

essays are Refusing To Be A Man",
"Toward Gender Justice" and "Eroticism

And Violence in the Father Son
Relationship'

Stoltenberg began the lecture by ex

plaining that the polarisation of the sexes as

we know it is an idea rather than a reality.

He remarked on the tremendous amount of

effort p} st people expend in making sure

^.,, '^^^*'»^. in either appearance or

•Behavior"; resemf)le the 'opposit^' " sex^

"*Acc )rding to SloftehBer^', people's fear

of befiaving in a way "inappropriate" to

their assigned sex is so great that anxiety

al)out this IS a maior component of the

feeling we generally term sexual ex

citement
"Men, ' said Stoltenberg, "organize their

lives so that they have specific women
available to them Men often accuse

women of "forcing' them to rape by not

heiiKj there when he men need them
"

Mf ^.11(1 tfidt men often rlescribe "feeling

lore they' ' feeling better

afterwards. Stoltenberg attributed this to

the fact tlidt their sense of "masculinity,
"

shakv l)ef()re tlie act had been restored.

According to Stoltenberg, our society

not only excuses but encourages men to

rape as a way of restoring their sense of

masculinity" The line of thought, he said,

goes something like this:

"It IS right to rape: it is wrong not to

rape. Therefore, it is right to be man; it is

wrong to be woman"
Stoltenberg said that men are often

contrite and regretful after they rape or

abuse women.
They fear, and rightfully so, that they

will lose womens availability to them, " said

Stoltenberg "Behaving in an apologetic

manner is a way of seducing women back

to them
In a question and answer session

following the lecture, a woman asked other

audience memliers, wfio had received

Stoltenberg's ideas enthusiastically,

whether they would have been as receptive

had the ideas come from a female lecturer

Among other topics brought up at this

time was that of the colonization of non
white peoples by whites

"I fjelieve sexual oppression serves as the

model for other forms of oppression, " said

Sioltenljerg "Suggesting that mens
,ii)use of women is something patterned

ifi.'f tfieir dealings with other groups of

• • I IS puttiru) the cart before the horse"

Carter supports Iran Shah
TEHRAN hao (DPI) Troops opened

»ir. 1(1 .inti shah demonstrators for the third

stf iM|tit flay Suriday and President Carter

tii.'Siluintd the roy.il palace tO express .1(1

pnrt for tfie shah, who fa( "il t'l.' worst

, ' ,is of his 37 year reign

memt ers of parliament walked out

on J s()ee:h by Iran's new premier,

shouting that his tiands were "stoined with

bkod" in the crackdown on conservative

Moslems and otfier anti shah protesters

Radio Ir.in said troops opened fire on pro

testers defying a martial law ban on public

demonstrations in the holy cty of Qom
Sunday killing at least one person. The

radio said the troops fired point blank into

the ( rowd after tfie demonstrators became
violent f)ut gave no other details

Tehran was reported quiet after two days

of demonstrations since the imposition of

martial law on Tehran and 1 1 other cities

Friday f)y Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi.

Soldiers in battle gear patrolled the streets.

I he protests against ttie government were
lietjun by conservative Moslems who op
posed to tfie shah's lif)erali/ation program
,)nd demanded a return to rule by Islamic

l,)W

Otfter elements of society opposed to the

sfiah have since joined the protests, making
the strongest challenge to the monarchy
sinre Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi came
to power in 1941

.

The White House said Carter telephoned

ilie shah Sunday to express his hope that

tlie violence would end soon and to reaf

fiim the importance of Iran's "continued

.illiance with tfie West"
In a statement designed to bolster the

shah's position in the face of the bloody

protests, tfie White House said Carter "ex-

pressed his deep regret over the loss of life

and his hope that the violence would soon
he ended
"He further expressed the hope that the

movement toward political liberalization

would continue
""

Many students crowded buses this past weekend to return home after the
first day of classes.

(Staff photo by Patick Dobbs)

Chapel open house
airs notable sounds

King running after Dukakis
United P -ess Interpational

flOS7"Q/y. fine -ot-Pdward J. King's early

television campaign spots shows the

Democratic gubernatorial condidate
decked out in a blue sweat suit, running

doggedly through last winter's moun
tainous snow drifts.

Since then the one time Massachusetts

Port Authority director has raced around

the state trying to convince voters Gov.

Michael S Dukakis' tenure has hurt not

only their pocketbooks but the quality of

their liv< s

The question 's Does the big, lanky

former pro football player have political legs

strrin() enoucjh to catch a man who has

heen riinniru) for off ice several years longer

than he fias''

Tfiaf and other questions will be an

swercri wfieti voters go to the polls in Sept.

19 primaries

House Minority Leader Francis W.
Hatch, R Beverly Farms, was the first

candiflate to declare against Dukakis. He
has l)ased his campaign largely upon
criticism of the administration's problems

collecting back taxes. But he lacks the

endorsement of his party.

That endorsement went to Edward F.

King, a Republican businessman, who
helped draft a tax and spending limitation

amendment to the state constitution.

Barbara Ackermann, a Democrat and
former Cambridge mayor who charac
ten/es herself as a "city liberal," is the fifth

<)iil)ernatorial candidate. Her campaign,
pra( tically invisif)le until Thursday night's

televised debate between Democratic
()ut)ernatorial candidates, is suffering from
a liick of money.

By I^ARIA /\i1ESS/TT

Collegian Staff

Harpsichords played, trumpets blew, and
sopranos and baritones sang as UMass's
Performing Arts Division stuients and
faculty performed classical and con-

temporary music yesterday at the

program's open house in the Old Chapel.

The six-year-old Performing Arts Division

is co-sponsored by the Music and Dance
Department and the Fine Arts Center. The
program draws its faculty from a wide
variety of musical levels including Umass
undergraduate and graduate students,

Music Department faculty and area
professionals.

"We attract students from all walks of

life-college students, professors, and
community members," said program
coordinator Susan Huetteman. "We have
students who for one reason or another
didn't pass the Music Department audition,

or wish to take a course not offered by the

Music Department, such as instrument

repair," she said.

The program offers private and group

instruction in piano, recorder, guitar,

harpsichord, organ, dance, sight reading,

basics of music theory, instrumental repair,

and traditional band and orchestral in-

struments. Courses are open to students

of all ages, and levels of ability.

Registration for group instruction

continues until September 22, 1 1 a.m. to 4

p.m., two days after the university's drop-

add period ends. "We like to give students

an extra chance to add a course after the

official deadline," said Huettemen.
Registration for private instruction con-

tinues throughout the semester.

"We give recitals at the end of every

semester, from the beginning to advanced
levels, " said Huetteman. "Drop-in recitals,

advertised just a few days beforehand, give

students a chance to perform in a relaxed,

unpressured atmosphere," she said.

"They're really informal-the audience eats

popcorn while watching the performance,"
she said. "It makes students realize per-

forming can be fun," she said.

Classes in the program are non-credit.

Rates are based on twelve lessons a

semester, and range from three dollars a

half-hour for UMass undergraduate, to six

dollars for faculty. A $20 non-refundable
registration fee is charged.
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Nation joins local anti-spending tax 'revolt'
Associated Hress

From the New England town meetings to Midwest budget
hearings, local officials are feeling the sting of Proposition 13,

as protesters take aim at what they consider unnecessay spen
ding and unfair tax bills.

A survey by The Associate Press and. its member newspapers
found that the casualties and potential casualties of anti-

spending sentiment range from high school football to shopp-

ing centers. Tax assessments are under appeal; tax assessors

are under fire.

Most of the efforts are far smaller in scope than the well

organized drive that led Californians to approve Proposition

13, providing a 57 percent cut in property taxes. The California

vote touched off similar statewide drives in about a dozen
areas. It also helped crystalize public discontent over

pocektbook issues.

In Kingston, a small community south of Boston, tax bills

soared last year because of a property re-evaluation. This

year, 1,350 people turned out for the July 15 town meeting

and rejected every increase in spending that was proposed.

In Council Bluffs, Iowa, 300 persons appeared at a June 19

hearing on the Pottawattamie County budget, protesting a

proposed 60 percent boost in property taxes. The state ap-

peals board subsequently cut the increase to 20 percent and

two taxpayer groups have been formed to monitor spending

and push for change.

There are numerous other examples of officials backing

down from planned spending or tax boosts because of public

opposition or the threat of it. Among them:

A group called Concerned Citizens successfully lobbied the

county commission in Williamson County, Tenn., to reject a

school budget that would have required a tax increase.

The West Hartford, Conn., town council rescinded a pro-

posed budget increase after two retired businessman gathered

more than 3,000 signatures demanding a pubic referendum on

the issue

.

-Cumberland County, N.J., freeholders cited Proposition 13

cs the reason for their decision to abandon plans to acquire a

golf course for the county recreation department.

BEN unn.

PIZZA-RAMA
frep: delivery with large orders

Our Specialties Are

B«li«f«M
Flmaas S^Hp¥i

H«tOirMi
.Crin««r* '^W
•9a«li«ttl

Wv fast ««llv«ry call

SS»-SM« asft^iif

MSC«U.K«EST. AMHKBIrr,MAM.

Hundereds of Gorham, Maine, residents turned up at town
meetings, chanting "Cut the budget, cut the budget." In a Ju-
ly 25 referendum, voters rescinded a $3.9 million budget
which had been approved by the town council and school
committee, based on a tax rate of $16.90 per $1,000 of assess-
ed valuation. Now, officials are working on a new budget,
based on a tax rate of $15 per $1,000 of assessed valuation.
Tax increases are being rejected by the voters, even when a

rise in one levy would be off-set by a drop in another.

Nineteen Kansas cities and counties proposed sales tax in-

creases to the voters in Aug. 1 elections. "In most of these in-

stances, it was a clear choice, with a commitment on the part
of the city for substantial property tax reductions," said Ernie
Mosher, executive director of the League of Kansas
Municipalites. Despite the commitment, 14 of the proposals
were turned down.

In Houghton County, Mich., the defeat of a proposed pro-
perty tax increase led to the layoff of 80 county highway
workers. Nearby, in the towns of Manistique and Stephenson,
high school football was eliminated after voters rejected two
separate tax proposals.
A high school remodeling project in Columbus, Neb., was

the victim of voter rejection of a proposed $1.3 million bond
issues.

The fate of a proposed income tax in Jackson, Ohio, is still in
doubt. On July 17, the city council voted to impose a one per
cent tax, starting Oct. 1. Less than a month later, faced with
petitions calling for a referendum on the issue, the council
repealed the tax Now, however, it has decided to risk the
referendum Nov. 7.

new or increased taxes. A judge ruled, however, that the pro-

posal could not appear on the ballot because it would un-

constitutionally limit the municipality's ability to levy taxes to

guarantee bond debts.

Another unsuccessful drive was in Richmond, Va., where
the Independent Taxpayers' Association failed in its efforts to

force a referendum on a plan by the city council to sell bonds

to finance a shopping mall complex.

Turn to page 14

Strong voter turnout
hopeful for primary

Associated Press
Boston-Wwh bitter statewide contests in both parties,

election officials are looking for the strongest turnout of voters'
at next week's primary since the record was set 16 years ago.

While close to 3 million are eligible to vote, less than half

may exercise their franchise, based on past performance.
Only one-third voted in the last four primaries involving

stateside constitutional offices. At non-stateside primaries,

barely one fourth have voted.

Officials believe that there are additional incentives to at-

tract voters Sept. 19. Such as: a cut in the size of the House,
forcing many incumbents to go head-to-head, three

Congressional seats suddenly up for grabs, and unusual

challenges for prosecutor in the two largest counties.

Tops for both parties was 1962 when, according to data at

the state Elections Division, 48.7 percent of the eligible voters
went to the polls.

A Nov. 7 vote also is expected in Wausau, Wis., where a
campaign is under way to forbid the city council from spen-
ding any tax money to acquire land for a proposed downtown
shopping mall.

The tightfisted mood of the public is evident even when
taxes are not immediately involved. In Porter County, Ind., for

example, strong opposition has developed to the formation of

a county park system. Protesters claim the system would cost

hundreds of thousands of dollars to develop and maintain.

Not all the efforts have been successful. In Anchorage,

Alaska, a group called the Libertarian Party submitted a peti-

tion to amend the city charter to require voter approval of any

FREE HAIR
COUNSELING

College Town Barber Shop offers the latest

ill hdirstyles and duplication of your favorite

style On your way downtown stop in for the

best in hair rebuilding products for summer
damaged hair. Wet cut dry. $3.50. No ap-

prxntnients nor disappointments.

183 No. Pleasant Street, customer parking

in rear.

gtfWQD/,

Back to School

WATERBED SPECIAL

• Classic DcluxeJ^tet^rcss
».

•

• Safeu/av IteAlejr ..^ -TT' (•»"« v>v ^tjffi!-. f'n'

• Safety liner

Fra^M ?mm

m%<Di

SoMtk Hadlev Center $33^1*«

Women's Center

needs staff
Amherst, MA--Everywomen's Center (EWC) at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts/ Amherst is looking for volunteers and in-

terns to staff the drop in and call-in resource and referral por-

tion of EWC for fall semester. Interns and volunteers provide

information about health concerns; political, social and sur-

vival resources; medical and legal referrals; do occasional

crisis intervention; and update and maintain the resource files,

referral books, and self-use materials on many topics of con-

cern to women. Credit is available for this work.

For a job description and application form, contact Ruth

Fessenden, Resource/ Referral Coordinator, Everywomen's
Center, 506 Goodell, UMass, Amherst, MA 01003 or call (413)

5450883.
Deadline for applications for fall semester staffing is

September 15.

WHYSX4IIVE
TO LOSE

WHEN YOUCAN
EATTOLOSEWEKaiT?

For a diet thats not (rem hunger )Oin a convenient

Weight Watchers meeting today

Losing weight neverlHffcKlli I

tasted so good VVATCHERS
The Authority.

EASTHAMPTON Wednesdays 7 PM
American Legion. Pleasant Street

AIMHERST - Tuesdays 7 PM
UMass Campus Center Building

„ ,^ ^.. , , , dm
AMHERST-HADLEY - Wednesdays 9:30 AM. 5 & / f'M

Howard Johnson's. 401 Russell Street (Rt. 9)

NORTHAMPTON - World War II Vets. Assn.

50 Conz Street

Tuesdays 7 PM
Wednesdays 9:30 AM
Yiy«CA, Prospect Stre«t

Thursdays 7 PM
WILLIMANSETT - Tu«<*ays 9:30 AM 4 7 PM
AiT»«rican Legion, 938 Chicope* Street

For '.niormttion C»«: (413) 786-6*1

1

or write 622 No. Main St..

EMt Lon«mMdow, Mh». 0102S

f7jM fWI iiiwll«|. t»— M-M
Lowar fUtas for SMtar Ctttewn

Authcrity
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New White House aide
hiopes to have impact

WASHINGTON (UPlI Sarah Wed
fJif\y(on, the White House's new special

assistant for women's affairs, says she

hopes to have an impact on a wide range of

issues, including tax reform and presiden

till! .tppointments.

In an interview with UPi, Mrs Wed
(lington said her first priority would be to

work for an extension of time for ratifying

the Equal Rights Amendment.
But Mrs Weddington, who now is

general counsel at the Agriculture Depart

ment, and once argued successfully the

key abortion case before the Supreme
Court, laid out an ambitious roster of other

tasks she wants to tackle.

She said she hopes to coordinate with

doiTieslic affairs adviser Stuart Ei2enstat on
other issues, such as tax reform in regard to

child Ldre deductions and how a second in

conie IS treated in a family

She said she also hopes to work, for in

strince. on getting women into more jobs in

ihe second round ot presidential appoint-

ments The latest figures show 19 percent
out of 1.261 presidential appointees were
women a large increase over previous
administrations.

As a policy I feel it is far better to have
women included in what others are doing
than It IS to have separate women's
meetings," said Mrs Weddington, noting
women make up one of five departmental
general counsels.
She also said she did not have a firm

strategy on how to work for extending the
time for ratifying the ERA beyond meeting
with White House congressional liaison

Fr.mk Moore "in the next few days" as well

as with women's groups and some
senators.

"We certainly don't anticipate taking the
lead role, " she said "Blit my role would be
to come up with a strategy of what the ad
ministraion efforts should be in the next six

months on the ERA"

Prime minister imposes
martial law in Rhodesia

United Press International

SALISBURY, Rhodesia-Prtme Minister
Ian Smith yesterday announced martial law
will be imposed in parts of Rhodesia, but
apparently ruled out any immediate
retaliatory strike against black guerrillas

based in Zambia.
Smith, in a 28-minute speech on radio

and television, said complete martial taw
would hamper the country's already
teetering economy and that his govern-
ment will clamp on a "modification of

martial law" instead.

"It will be introduced to particular areas
as and when required, and not on a nation-
wide basis," he said. "It will lead to
tougher, stronger measures against our
enemies-this is the precise intention."

But Smith indicated he could not bend to
white demands for a retaliatory strike into

Zambia against guerrillas who shot down a
Rhodesian airliner last week and allegedly

massacred 10 survivors. Altogether, 48

Syrian gunners attack Lebanon
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Syrian gunners

rained more than 2,000 rockets on Christian

neighborhoods in Beirut overnight, killing

th'oe persons ,ind blasting yapifiy holes in

300 apartments. Christian miiitia sources
JJ id Sunday.
Sinty persons vNurc woi.naeiJ as rOoKt ;.-.

and tank fire set 22 buildmgs ablaze, the

sources said

The Christians' Voice of Lebanon radio

said Syrian gunners opened fire again Sun
day afternoon using heavy artiUfry and
rocket piopelled grenades in an hour long
barrage that damaged scores of apartment
houses

"Local residents scrambled anew for

shelter in basements, to avoid this in

discriminate shelling, " the radio said

It also broadcast "an urgent appeal " for

blood donors at a number of hospitals in

east Beirut, saying, "Every drop of blood
you donate can save the life of an injured
citi/en

Syrian smpers tireil throuohout the dav ,if

; - .. i J .i\ J- ,

'.' jt':,^ t' .^ i jGiij sd.U-

Rightist Christian leaders claimed the
Syrian offensive was an attempt to
s.^t^^-' '^' *^--' Mideast peace talks at Camp
D.I MS derlared its opposition to
the U S s(ii.;Mt;of- ' meeting of Egyptun
President Anwu Sadat and Israeli Premier
Menachem Begin
The Syrians have not said what prompted

the latest fighting.

"There is no justification for this e«v:ata

tion of hostilities by the Syrians, " former
President Camille Chamoun said in a state-

UPC Productions

presents

Dou<;€TTG-

Livingston
Taylor

8:00 p.m., FAC Concert Hall, Wed., Sept. 20

Tickets: UMass students 6, 5.50, 5

Others 7, 6.50, 6

On sale at the FAC Box Office and all Ticketron outlets

No bottles or cans allowed

UPCOMING
UPC meeting-Tues., Sept. 12, 6:30 in CC 804

Trent Arterberry-MIMfe-Sept. 16, SUB, 8 p.m.

David Johansen-Sept. 29. SUB, 8 p..n.

ment broadcast by Voice of Lebanon radio.

"The Syrians are trying to undermine the
Camp David summit."
Phalanciist P.i'ty leader Pierre Gemayel,
who commands the stron'jost Christian

niilitia b.ii ' . I. .. inted the r.-tn>;i

D:uiJ tt'i" '., .; tfio Lolij^vjst

crisis HS part ot any M")rite East settlement.

Sunday was the foufth day of the latest

round of fiqhtinq between Christian
militiamen an-i the Sv'i.in forces, who form
the bulk of .1 30,OfK.) man Arab League
peacekeeping army.

The Syrians came to Lebanon at the re-

quest of the Christiandominated govern-

ment nearly two years ago to quell the

1975 76 civil war between the rightists and
an alliance of leftist Moslems and Palesti

nun querrill.is

people died

.

White Rhodesians have been clamoring
for a strike into Zambia to reek revenge

against Patriotic Front guerrillas who
claimed responsibility for downing the
plane but not the subsequent massacre.

Smith said he shared the anger of white
Rhodesians but that he must keep a "cool
head" and "cannot afford the iuxury of
giving way to my emotions."

U.S. and British officials who met in

London last week issued a statement
warning Smith against sending his troops
into Zambia. The Western powers feared
such action could bring Cuban troops into

the conflict.

Smith placed "the major share of the

blame" for the airline disaster and other

acts of terrorism on the United States and

Britain.

"In the name of justice, decency,

righteousness, how can the leaders of the

free world continue to support a gang of

Marxist terrorists who have an unending

record of perpetrating the most sadistic and

horrifying acts of bestiality," Smith said.

He said the introduction of martial law

has been repeatedly considered but that it

was decided putting all manpower under

military authority "could create as many
problems, if not more, than it solved."

"And so. with typical Rhodesian
(iKjciiuity, wve have adapttiiJ to ouf peculiar

1 - .,'n--t iri '
• ;': t h.-ivo now r':">d'|f'^d 3

, ' .idv I

minimize tut j saclvjntages, he saio.

Smith also vo\A(ed to "liquidate" the

Rhodesian-hased branches of the Patriotic

Front, CO ciunred by Joshua Nkomo in

Zamliia and Robert Muyabe m Mozam-
bique.

.Josiah Chirtamano, Nkomo's chief

lieuttMiant in Rhodesia, said this warning

had already been put into operation with

the arrest Saturday night of 20 members of

the local wing of Nkomo's party, including

four national central executive members.
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TechHifi "Lowers the
Price ofStudyBreaks.

^69.
Tech Hifi presents three stereo

systems to help your nervous system

survive college.

Our $169 system (shown above) is

perfect tor dorm rooms and small apart-

ments. It includes a pair of wide-range

Studio Design 16 loudspeakers, a versatile

ERC 1405 AM/FM stereo receiver (with

provisions for tape, headphones, and an

extra set of loudspeakers), and a Collar©

1253 automatic turntable (by Philips).

The turntable has an extra-heavy platter

that insures steady rotation and comes

complete with magnetic cartridge, base,

and dustcover.

If your budget allows you to think

about a slightly more expensive system,

consider our $229 package. It features a

fine-performing Nikko NR315 AM./FM
stereo receiver, two smooth-sounding

TDC 2 loudspeakers, and a completely-

equipped Collaro 125 3.automatic turn-

$229. «i»!^Qn?RS

table. This

system has the power for

medium-sized rooms and improved long-

distance FM reception as well.

Tech Hifi's $399 (shown at the right)

system has very exciting components. In-

cluded in this back-to-school system is an

ultrawideband Harman Kardon 330C

stereo receiver. It's perfect for driving

brand-new EPI 1 10 loudspeakers (latest

version of the legendary EPI 100). And

the featured automatic turntable is a belt-

driven B*I*C 920, which comes complete

with a base, dustcover, and a high-quality

Pickering cartridge.

All of these systems come with Tech

Hifi's 7-day moneyback guarantee. If

there's anything you don't like about how

our equipment sounds (or looks) in your

home, we'll give your money back.

In addition, you'll also receive our

60-day defective exchange guarantee, 90-

day 100%
trade-in, 1 -year loudspeaker

trial, and 30-day price protection guarantee.

No other stereo store can beat Tech

Hifi's combination of low prices and great

guarantees.

$399. OOG PICKERING

techhifi
Come play.

15 East Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100
stores also throughout Massachusetts. Connecticut. Rhode Island. New Hampshire. Vermont.

New York. New Jersey, Pennsylvania. Michigan and Ohio.
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Top of theCampus
Restaurant

offers

September 11, 1978

A free glass of wine

with each dinner entre

every Tuesday!

Dinner is served from
5pni-9pni

at the

IStudentUnionBuilding

r/ic/rs., FrL St Sat

Sept 14, 15a 16

Developing leocJership in you Building

your selt-confidence Challenging your

abilities Giving you on edge on your

classmates Teact^mg you son)ett-)ing you
rTX3v never ttX)ugtit you could learn on a
college campus
Learn niore olDOut you Learn more

about Army f?OTC

'^o" mJOR JERR/ BOISSEAU

545-2322

®Army I?OTC
Learn what it takes to lead

B.B.KING
»>Boss of the Bluesn

IN CONCERT

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Monday, September 25, 1978.

at 8p.m.

Tickets on sole at thie Fine Arts

Center Oox Office and all

Ticketron locations

UMass/Amt>erst students: $3. $4. $5

General Public, $5. $6. $7

Bex office open from 9 to 4,

Monday throush Friday

(Telephone 545-2511)

This event is being sponsored by

the University of f^assachusetts

Arts Council.

September 11, 1978, Collegian ^
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I Stop t Shop Coupdn

I coupon wl S7 SO purchase

Two 400 Sheet 1 ply rolls

'Mjffi^mE'

[Bathfooni
Tissue

Qood M«»> Sipl ' ' SI S«p« '6 UiTMi one coupon^p«« cuWomw

Slop & Shop Coupon

Witti this coupon arx) a S7 SO purchBM

Grocery »

r^op ft Shop Coupon

\Mlh tw coupon and S7 SO purchMe

Betty Crocker 23y20z.^kg

Brawnie AB^kc
VEbi

Supraiie ^ ^^212!
OoodMon. Sapl nSt S«pl 16 Unil on» coioon py curtotnar

FREE
ChickenNiwdle
SoitD Campbelfs^ 10%oz. can 2oe
Good Mot S«p> H Sat Sapt 16 urn* ant coupon pt cmlomw

Grocery

\i^\ Stop * Shop Coupon] Stop & Shop Coupon

WW) this coupon and a $7 SO pufchaa*
'^WL

FREE
Stop& Shop 14oz. bottle

Ketchup
,

QoodMon Sapt n Sal Sapl 16 Ural on« coupon pf cualonw

With itM coupon and a S7 SO ourchaaa

FREE
Stop & Shop

SlbBagSugar

Stop ft Shop Coupon

Grocery

Stop ft Shop Coupon

m
GocxJMon Sapl 1 1 Sal S«pt 16 Umii on« cotoor pa» cuHomjr

Grocery

With this coupon «td a S7 SO purchase

Nabisco 16 ounce pkg.

/<ji)iiiiiiiiitiiiiiii
Grocery

self servrce deli a wide
choce of qualtty brands

Extra »01d
RanksOQ^
stop ft Shop 1 to pkg ^^^%^r
Kielbasi

Port* Sausage
Chicken Hot Dogs
Canned Ham ."

Vsologna s«?ru

•1.69
PBtriLMlLll* QQ*

""-•
" »6.99

M.19_^ BM<SUd
SNP>IXU«I»«

corner deli Tempting deh roods'

AvaUWa ri stores leatunng a senace deti

Fenwa^rand ^^'^
Alpsberg Cheese "°:r.Sr"2.29

Stop & Shop- Cooked

OmeilBecl
3Flat Cut

Only

Glazed Ham
Potato Salad
Chicken Salad

S9
•3.79

oOalMna^ ^Q«

*••*- '1.99

our kitchen
Foods from our chets^

FreshCheese

PIi«a-/lJ»
Fresh Cheese Pizza "5? '1.79

Potato Salad .JSl^TZSU 49*

Fresh Turkey Pie iSS: 85'

seafood lasN deep sea treats

Fresh Cod

Steak
Fresh Cod Fillets

\Cod Fillets 'TJ:

M89.,
•1 49

frozen meat super savings'

Countryfine

BeefPatties
SIbbox
TwwHy 4-Ounce PatHes s*

bakeryspecial buys from our bakery

Plain or Assorted

DaisyDonate
stop & Shop ^^pkSB

1 iy20z. pkg. of 12^b ^
Premium BreadaTl^S .TLM

Butterlop Bread ^,^ 2 ^'1
Coconut Cake li^f^iJrs. 99*

English Muffins i?5'^6 2,mp'1
'

Junior Fruit Pies stop » shop 4 «i • i

health & beauty aids

Final Net Hair Spray 89*

•1.19
r K^mmma c* \Jm hdIiM <xn» A«n? Car

Intensive Care 'i'^'^

FreeDoienLarge
Iggtwitlieach roll

•immdeveloped.
gyour exposed role* color print f»m to

aiopi Shop Ms week onfy and recoiv*

one docenStapA Shop Isrds eosft free of

chsfge Noooumn required OftarexptTM

8epL 16. 1V7&

Ritz
Cratkers "^200

Ooodkaon 'iapi it Sal, Sapl 16 una one coupon par cu^omar

Grocery

Slop & Shop Coupon

with Iha coupon and a S7 SO purchase

Pillsbury - "The Idea Flour"

5Ih.1iag£Q<
noiir 99i_ 210}

Good Morv SaptJ 1 Sat Sapl 16 uma or^a couoor par cuatomar

With this coupon arvl a $7 SO purchase

Stop & Shop 64oz. tx)ttle

Jidce V9f
QooOMon Sapt II Sal Sapt 16 Lml ona cai«an par ouaKnar

'lIllAllI
Grocery

Come getyour
hopsworth

^ pound jar Rkinnv 1 R(

Grame
Jelly
7

•••

BeefBottom
RomklRoast

29Naturally tender and
lean Makes a delicious,

wasteless pot roast

Sirrxner in onion or

tomato soup for

a great meal lb

Beef Rump Roast Beet Round '1 .59*

Beef Bottom Round Steakl:.^S^*1 .69.

Beef Round Cube Steak tS'c^ *1 .89.

Beef Eye Round Roast Js?c^ M.79,

BeefRoundKabobs '^'^^ '1 .89j

s^
139
LibPdiliSpare Ribs<

Colonial Master-Smoked 4-5 lbs^_^^^^

PofkSliotdder99.
Perdue-Whole or Split ^^29
Chicken BreastlT^

8S

iStop&
Shop

Spaghetti-Qs Fn«»*™™. 4'^ *1

Lite Lunch Soups l»». 2«S'1

Veryfine

Skippy 1 8oz jar

~'eanut
sasslButt^

Creamy
' or Chunk

Styie

StapAShop
Reoori^MAedSaltines

stop & Shop Raisins
SB Pk* o> 1 ^ oinx paaugn

2;:Si89'
59'

kppUr
sauce
59fi35 ounce

jar

50 count

Lunch
Sno-
Man
Brand

Penn Dutch Noodles
tkcMd. MH>k«n or Few

Instant Potatoes

lb

ib

Countryfine-Point Cut

Corned Beef^'''^*
Fresh -Turkey ^ KSiDL
Drumsticks 9V.

Skinned &Deveined ^^llDi
BeefLiver '"'"^ 09f.

Countryfine Fresh or Frozen $^^27
rround BeeS

49oz
pkg

Wtiite or Blue

Stop & Shop

iundry
ten;eiit

89

59' Sandwich Bags X'S 99'

QTf Snack Pack Puddings «.*. 89*

hock full tf Nuts

Ubcan
CoSee

All

Method
Grind

frozen All kinds of special values for quick-to-fix meals

5 pound bag

French
Fries

99Sun
Glory

Minute Maid

Orange
Juice
9916 ourx;e

can

Ih.

1Cut Com F««oiG«»«» 5
Cooked Squash s-aptsh«,4;S'1

Birds Eye Vegetables 'S.X^'""
°"^69'

Buitoni Pasta .S£^l\^ 59*

Sandwich Steaks .'^rSl *1 79
Veal Parmegian ^fof^ '1.99

Macaroni & Cheese I'SfSl 69*

Birds Eye

Cool

Sold only in

3 pound packages

9 ounce tx>wl
'Pint Pkg.

Assorted Ravors

Stop & Shop

Ice
am
39

produce
Quality & Freshness

Golden Yellow^

...janas
3 Pound Bag us. no. -^ /_... .^^^^

Sara Lee Pound Cake
'^°'*

1 .09 Vz Gal. Shert)et

Turnovers -S^Kiir^'iKiSS, 69* Fudge & Pop ^i
Eggo Waffles na™p«-, 59* Haddock Fillets -io.*.

Deluxe Pizza n'^o^ '2.29 Fish Sticks

snctswc QQ*

SM»;4c(w« •I 1Q
(WKtiacxagi 1.19

TamaSHSaMrOniK) OQ<

2y4in. min.

to

.c

dairy Money-savmg values trofn our daify cases.

10 count Assorted Ravors

Pillsbury
Biscuits

utter- ^^ ^^m
i;^S^ Yogun
V-ilC/sJ^^^ cups^y^V

Fresh Green

S«l

Fresti Calif.

Broccoli
59bunch

llWII»IIIIIIH

Sweet Potatoes

orYatns

Butter- ^^ c^a
milk or m^7y,o£m
|Country-^J p^gs

R̂Q. Rain Yogurt ^-^'^ST 79*

^ Cottage Cheese 'S 69"0» ban**

Style

Margarine
Cream Cheese
Deluxe Cheese Slices '1.19 Sour Cream
taKTi^M—1 0*1 or TOUT 1 ? <mo» c»» Krr^ Soj I 11*11'

Gal. Orange Juice cJi::-. M .79 Whole Milk Ricotta

Sl^m Sfl<* o Lvg> c>««

5St

•1.99

M «ia«MaMii

HADLEY-MilHERST RouteS at the Hadley-Amheist Une.la*.10p.m.,Mon.-Sat: We redeem your Federal Food Stampk
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our perspective

Fair billboard

promotes violence
A group of Pioneer Valley residents are protesting a billboard advertisement

for a chamber of horrors" show at the Franklin County Fair which depicts

naked women being tortured by buzzsaws and hung on meathooks.

Dnbbie Katf>s. who began the public protest against the billboard, was told

by local and state police that the advertisement contained nothing illegal.

Thomas Bean, president of the Franklin County Fair Agricultural Society, says

he tried to close the show but was told that a legal contract with the owner

prevented the closing

What does it mean when pronography depicting violence against women
can be used, successfully, to draw crowde and sell products? What does it

mean when the law protects those who use violence against women in this

way

'

It has been pointed out at previous protests against such pornography that

portrayals of blacks being lynched or Jews being sent to the ovens are

generally reacted to with horror.

When the victims in such scenes are women, however, "that's en-

tertainment '

While racial violence is not ovenly condoned in American society at this

point in history, violence against women is condoned in many ways.

Most violence against women takes place in private homes, in the forms of

wife beating and rape More often than r'^t, the law will term this violence a

domestic issue' rather than a legal one and will refuse to intervene. In effect,

this constitutes a legal condonement of violence against women.

The refusal of local and state police to order removal of the billboard, and

the laws that give them the right to do this, also represent condonements of

violence against women.
Some important questions about sadistic pornography have boen raised

r»'<pntly

What is It about male sexuality that demands the abuse and humiliation of

woniei. tor its ijratification' Does pornography, with its elements of sado

masochism , serve as our model for male female rel-it ionships? What part does

the mediH play in the promotion of such abusive images?

The hillbocird at the Franklin County Fair claims to be advertising a show. In

f.M 1 It IS advertising" violence against women. Robert Coleman, president

of the company presenting the "chamber of horrors" show, said the company

t).«s been using the billboard for a year and this is the first time anyone has

I finiplained This is a sad commentary on our society's acceptance of violence

.icj.imst women

for f.ir too long, conscientious people have simply averted their eyes from

•M oHs like the one on the billboard Until a few years ago, pornography was
titici/ed on the basis of its sexual content But since the so called Sexual

Revolution, the protestors against pornography have grown quiet for fear of

bn fig railed prudes '

Feminist protests of pornography are becoming increasingly common.
Many women are realizing that there are alternatives to the sadomasochism

that has been mistaken for eroticism in this culture Eroticism based on

tjenuine affection and mutual respect does not demand the humiliation of

.inyoiH' for sexual gratification

We support the actions of the Pioneer Valley residents who are challengino

the populai ricceptiince of violence against women. As long as our society

rpn>.ims toU»f.iiit fif portrayak of such violence, it will remain tolerant of^the

V ( ' ) I
>

' I K t 1 1 ^, ( ' I f

Damn Yankees
Boy are the New York Yankees spoilsports.

Wi- here in New England had a tough winter The summer was fairly

pl«;asHMt, though, and quite a few of us had a perfect end in mind the Red Sox

winning the pennant, and, we hoped against hope, the World Series That

would surely help us forget all that snow.

And then those Damn Yankees had to come along. We thought we had

them back in July They were fourteen games out, and fighting with each

other over everything from who should be in the starting lineup to the soap in

the showers.

But yesterday was the last straw Not only did they join us in first place,

which now feels a little crowded, but they ruined what could have been a

wonderful story

The Red Sox. clutch a wafer thin lead and reeling from three consecutive

drubbings from the Yankees, their pitching staff weakened by injuries and

ineffectiveness, start a rookie pitcher, fresh from the minors, in the Big Game
aqainst the awesome Yankees.

If only he had won' Wouldn't that have been something! A twenty two year

nirl kid with a name that sounds like a songbird. Bob Sprowl, holding the

Yankees of Jackson and Mimson and Chambliss at bay, and keeping our

beloved Sox on top That, as they say, is the stuff of which dreams are made.

•

lnst»'a<l. he only lasted two thirds of an inninij before the Yanks chased him

to the showers and ignominy Boy. they're no fun at all.

CWc3 Iten?.- (jOvt iSTJU'Vey' 5ay5 peojie a;'e ix-oi^e cjvicQl fpSjtaX:

« i
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"Co-Popes" Jon and Paul I

Unhappy endofZeta Nu
To the Editor:

The article that appeared m the

Collegian of September eighth concern-

ing the closing of the Zeta Nu fraternity

does an adequate job explaining the

reasons for the closing, but it neglects to

explain the financial situation that led to

this unhappy end.

Being students and attending this in-

stitution for an education, we did not

have the time or the knowledge to take

care of our finances ourselves. Conse-

quently, we came to an arrangement with

a professional ager,cy called the Fraterni-

ty Managers Association, where we en-

trusted our funds to the F!\AA and for a

percentage, the association would pay
our bills. This arrangement worked well

for both parties until this last year, when
the FMA ran into trouble and was forced

to close. When the FMA went under, it

did so with all our money for the re

mainder of the year.

Without any money and not having the

backing of a national, as other fraternities

on campus difl, we def^iulted on our mor

tgage, and Zeta Nu became a memory.

As far as the maintenance of the house

was concerned, we had in the past

always complied with the regulations set

down by the town and the University. But

without even the money to feed the

brothers, the house had to suffer. As you

can imagiane, 25 hunegy young men who
paid their bills and yet couldn't eat, could

get pretty frustrated and angiy.

Immaturely, the brothers vented their

anger on the only thing we had left; our

house and ourselvQi.
**"

. ^ .. ^
David E. McGrath
President, Zeta Nu

'Jesus would

puke''

Exemption facilitatedby PIRG

To the Editor:

Laura Kenney's September 6 ^HiP
"Food tax dropped, " failed to point out

that the meals tax exemption cleared the

Legislature largely due to the dedicated

work of the Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group \Mas5 PIRG\.

The exemption, which will mean an

average savings of $40 for each student

who boards at a Massachusetts college,

came as a result of lobbying by Mass

PIRG. Last year students were assessed a

6 percent sales tax on contract meal

plans. Mass PIRG monitored nteals tax

legislation, met with representatives on a

one-to-one basis to inform them of the

merits of the legislation, and pushed to

get the bill signed into law during the

closing days of the last sesion.

The bill, sponsored by Representative

Frank Hatch, was attached to the state

budget and passed.

Steven Dreeszen
Mass PIRG

To the Editor:

Your Sept. 7 article "Southern schools
to study bible" managed to fill one half

page of the Collegian without mention-
ing that the basic purpose of these

"Christian" schools is to uphold racial

segregation. For one who finds a radical

divine Word in the Bible, it is puzzling and
disheartening to hear of supposedly
Christian schools that "teach patriotism,

support for the military and the American
free enterprise economy..." Are they

reading the same Bible I do? As Holden
Caulfield might have said, "Jesus would
puke!"

F. Peter Sabey

UCF Campus Ministry

Men forgroup
needed

To the Editor:

We are looking for anti-sexist men who
are interested in forming a group that

would concern itself actively with radical

social change in the valley area. We want

to focus our energies on confronting

patriarchy, sexism, heterosexism,

mysogyny-woman hating, and
homophobia. These institutions of male

priviledge are internalized in us and need

to be confronted simultaneously on

personal and political levels. In addition to

these major focuses we want to be

constantly aware of the direct in-

terelationships with exploitative economic

structures, racism, classism, and ageism.

We would like to gather to get to know
each other and develop a common
analysis and strategy. We want to im-

plement our ideas in a highly supportive

atmosphere. We have a commitment to

taking direct action against sexism.

Possible projects include men's com-

munity nights, men's childcare collective,

organizing workshops and discussions,

men's caucuses within existing political

organizations, working against violence

against women, networking, initiating

support groups, etc. .

.

We would like to work in a collectively

run group of 5- 12 men, who are able to

consider a long term committment. If you

are interested and-or have any further

ideas you'd like to share with us please

call or write:

Gary Seldon
137 Farview Way

Amherst, MA 01002

549 1685

Alan Surprenant
P.O. Box 387

Easthampton, MA01027
527 7220<1)

Bob Kadar
5490639

A few years ago, a brilliant innovation
was unleashed upon the stagnant world of

Student Government--co-candidates. Co-
Presidents became the byword in each
successive election, and soon it was as
shiek to run with someone as to wear Izod

shirts, chinos, penny loafers and claim to

come from Amherst College (just taking

one course, you understand-Amherst
doesn't teach Macrobiotic limitations on
Bessel functions across an Infinite

Domain).

There were, of course, a few 'con-

servatives' who doubted the wisdom
behind this iconoclastic convention. The
concept of a single office holder seemed
almost logical to this archaic group, and
after all, it had weathered 200 years of

trying practical experience. However, a

few short years later, this faction of

doubting fascists was forced to admit that

co-presidents had not brought on the

plague of ills predicted, nor the presaged
fall of an orderly student governance
structure. In fact, this idea of co-presidents

is so infectious that it has spread to corners

of the world that the original co-
conspirators never dreamed. As proof, two
weeks ago, the world was rocked by the

announcement of the newest in the long

line of cohorts: the Roman Catholic

Church is now headed by Co-Popes, Jon-
Payll.

Pope Jon- Paul I, the office being

composed of Mr. Jon Hite and (ourseif-

that's me in non papal talk), plans to herald

a new and vibrant age in religion-one might
say a Reformation. One may question our

qualifications to assume such a powerful
office, for after all, neither one of us wears
the traditional red of a Cardinal, although
Jon sounds like one in the shower. The
Pope, as you know, is the legacy of Peter,

who changed his name from the somewhat
unappealing Simon the Fisherman. (Would
you like to meet a fisherman at Heaven's
door?). While neither of us have our roots

in fish, we do drink like one, and aside from
a few nips of sacrificial wine and a cool

brew, we promise to abstain.

Our sterling qualifications aside, we
should inform you how we intend to divide

up the office: Mr. Hite shall deal with

Trustee matters (the Board being com-
posed of one or three beings), while we (I)

shall preside over the Curia and pastoral

affairs (the idea of flocks of sheep excites

us (niel) And so what follows are the first

of our proposed changes in the Roman
Catholic religion; remember that our

concern is to bring the church up to date.

Many of its practices are 2000 years old.

We think that if we followed customs and
practices that dated in other areas of our

lives we would find progress a welcome
neighbor. These minor revisions should

not beconstruedas a Vatican III (it costs too

much already to heat the first two
Vaticans); they are simple changes
designed to attract converts to the church

by bringing the church up to date with the

converts.

1

.

We will hold discos on Friday nights in

St. Peter's square; Father F.X. 'Curial Cat'

Murphy and the newly ordained Deacon of

Blues, Tom Lehrer, will be the D.J.'s. Look

for the November issue of Lighthouse for

coming attractions.

2. It appears that we are oblivious to the

ecological and environmental problems

that beset the world. Therefore, from here

on;

a. No rosary beads shall be made of

endangered woods, or of a p>etroleum

based substance.

b. No sacred shrouds, bibles or holy

vestments may be bought from Japan,

West Germany, Switzerland or any country

that maintains a balance of payments
surplus with the U.S.

3. The Swiss guard shall purchase two
cruise missiles, 4 Sherman Tanks, and 56 F-

15's from the Shah. It appears that the

Italians have let Communists into the

Cabinet, and we must therefore be
prepared. We are appointing Melvin Laird

the Secretary of Curia Defense.

"Ai^iAU. Qfiw ck\urches shall be built with

drive-in windows toT'^igk consultations

prayers.

5. Every Sunday after Mass, we shall

have an informal 'rap' session with the

cheering throngs in the Sistene Chapel.

Bagels, lox and cream cheese will be

served.

6. The Litury will now be done in English

and sign language. We have been

neglecting the thousands of handicapped

parishoners and we intend to bring the

Church up to the standards of section 504.

All new chu.ches shall be accessible to the

handicapped and will offer services to the

deaf. This may cause an interruption in the

daily affairs of most priests, and may leave

time for only 9 holes on Sunday afternoon.

so we are giving all priests Wednesday off.

In addition to the normal complement of

sick leave and vacation time. This shall not

apply to 03 personnel.

7. All cardinals will now dress in pinstripe

and eat Reqqie' candy bars The Polyglots

are hereby appointed the entry to the

World Cup from the Holy Roman Empire,

and it shall be a mortal sin to score against

thdm in regulation play.

8. Humberto Cardinal Medeiros is hereby

assigned to investigate new and
challenging problems facing the Church.

(Nick Phillips and Boston Magazine have

been damned to New Jersey for maligning

The Loved Cardinal Medeiros. The
Scholarly Cardinal is now working on the

following problems;

a. what is the origin of the custom
which requires a Cardinal's first name to be
placed before the title, and his last after the

title. After all, it is not Jimmy President

Carter, or Michael Governor; Savior;

Traffic Controller; Friend of Education

Dukakis.

b. Mr. Phillips intimated that the

Charismatic Cardinal is attempting to solve

the problem of the number of angels that

can fit on the head of a pin. Unfortunately,

that was quite some time ago. The
Cunning Cardinal is now attempting to

determine how many angels fit in a black

hole.

We must go now, if you don't mind. It is

getting awful chilly up on this balcony, and
our arms are a bit weary.

-Paul the I Yanowitch is a Collegian

Columnist, and the first Jewish Co-Pope.

Car consumers need caution
Car Deposits

If you are about to buy a new or used car

from a dealer, you should know a few
things about a dealer's obligations and your
fights as a buyer. The added knowledge
will spare you unnecessary frustrations,

stimulate your bargaining powers, and
inayhe even save you a few dollars.

You shoulc^ be very cautious about

putting down a large sum of money
deposit fpr'a car. In some cases, you might

never see it again if you later decide to

cancel the contract.

A dealer may ask for a deposit at the time

you enter into the sales contract. Thir is

legal, but the following written conditions

in your contract must be met before the

dealer can keep your deposit or trade-in

should you decide to cancel:

a. the contract clause contains a specific

dollar amount;

b the contract clause is clearly and

conspicuously disclosed on the written

agreement (m 10 point type or its

equivalent)... and;

c you agree to the clause by initialling it

after the dealer has pointed it out to you for

your understanding.

A full refund or return of your trade-in; is

yours if you cancel the contract before thef'

dealer accepts it (e.g., the sale was rfiade

by a sales representative subject to dealer

approval).

You also have a full refund coming in the

following cases:

a. the contract is to take effect only if*"

you are able to obtain financing, and yo»it.

are unable to do so;

b. if the dealer did not accept the con-

tract;

c. if the car delivered was not the same

as the one ordered; . .or

d. If the car is not delivered within the

time stated in the contract. (Where not

specified, 8 weeks... unless the delay is

beyond the dealer's control, e.g., a dock

strike preventing arrival of an import).

Even when a dealer has complied with

all the foregoing in keeping a deposit, the

law permits such forfeitures only when they

bear a "reasonable" relationship to the

damages caused the dealer by your can-

cellation.

Always get an exact copy of the sales

contract.

Used Car Refunds

A used car must carry on the left front

window an explanation of "Refund Rights,

which are::

1

.

you have 7 days from date of purchase

to get the car inspected;

2. if within 7 days of purchase, the car is

inspected at an authorized station and the

estimated cost of repair exceeds the

purchase price by more than 10 percent,

you can cancel the contract and return the

car for full refund;

3. you must obtain a signed, written

statement from the inspector explaining

why the car failed and the estimate of cost

to bring it up to a passable standard;

4. you must return the car to the dealer

within 10 days of purchase date and give

the dealer a copy of the statement and

estimate prepared by the inspector.

The 7 and 10 day periods are crucial-

Don't delay.

If the dealer fails to comply with any of

the foregoing, you have been a victim of an

unfair or deceptive act or practice under

Massachusetts law, and the dealer may be

subject to civil and-or criminal liability.

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS. Don't forget-

Get it in writirig.

This column is a service of Mass PIRG's
Consumer Action Center.
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Female historian tells
aboutwoman pope

September 11, 1978,
.Collegian i3

fly CHRIS DECKER
Collegian Staff

The recent election of Pope John Paul
raises the question of whether there was
ever a woman pope According to

Eli/abeth Gould Davis, a feminist historian

in her book The First Sex, "So successful
indeed has the church been in i^s endeavor
to wipe Pope Joan out of history that the

vast majority of people living today have
never even heard of a female pope. And to

those few who have heatd of hershe is an
established myth, |ust as the Catholic

Church claims her to be."
Joan, according to Davis and the

Catholic Encyclopedia, was a "handsome"
young English girl who, disguised as a

monk, traveled to Athens where she ob
tamed a degree in philosophy. Sub-
sequently, she journeyed to Rome where
the pope, Leo IV, made her a cardinal.

Following Leo's death in 853, Joan was
elected pope by the College of Cardinals

and served according to the Catholic
Encyclopedia, "two years, four months,
and eight days, when she was discovered
to be a woman and was stoned to death

"

Legend has it that Joan's sex was
unearthed when, during a papal procession,

she gave birth to a child Her public death
by stoning occurred as she cradled her

infant in her arms, and, until the year 1601,

the route of papal processions was altered

to avoid a statue erected to mark the site of

Joan's execution.

Although for centuries the legitimacy of

Joan's papacy was never challenged, the
invectives of the German Reformation at

the "absurdity" of a woman pope caused
the Catholic Church in 1601 to officially

declare Joan mythical In a typical

masculist eradiction of female history.

Pope Clement VIII "ordered all effigies,

busts, statues, shrines and records of Joan
utterly demolished and her name erased
from the papal rolls, " according to Davis.

Interestingly, this change in the official

position of the church 800 years after

Joan s death forced a rather embarrassing
numerical backdating of successive popes
(there are two Johns XXIII and no John
XX) in order to obscure Joan's existence.

And when Benedict III succeeded Joan in

855, he was coincidentally the first papal
candidate to be required to submit to a

thorough physical examination,
presumably, according to the church, to

avoid the possible pitfall of consecrating a

eunuch.
The resurrection of Joan's memory and

the memories of other great women is the
result of the work of feminist historians

who must counteract the destructive

impact on women wrought by male history.
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Tampons may be replaced
By CHRIS DECKER
Collegian Staff

This year, the simple fact that women
menstruate will send billions of dollars in

cold cash into the pockets of the men who
run the corporate tampon industries. To
make matters worse, reports in feminist

publications indicate that some of these

tampon manufacturers have introduced a

chemical into their product that causes
women to bleed longer. The longer a
woman menstruates, the more tampons
she uses Previously there were few alter-

natives

But not many women, refusing to support
industries which profit from their

psychological processes, are using inex

pensive menstrual sponges, instead of tam-

pons A woman who would once spend a

few dollars each month for tampons now
cm purchase sponges for only a few cents.

Menstrual sponges are the natural

sponges sold in any art supply store and in

some food co ops in the Amherpi
Northampton area. They can be purchased
in any si^e, then custom tailored. Sponges
require changing only slightly more often

than tampons. Provided they are rinsed out

in ordinary tap water, sponges can be reus

ed, and hence last far longer than tampons.

Between menstrual periods, sponges can

be sterilized and aoaked in a solution of

vinegar and water.

=^
ATTENTION
SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING
MAJORS!

I hv Air ^ofc»• Iws openings tor youny men and women majonng in

selected •>cience and engineenng fields I ike Aerunautiral Aerospac*"

General jnd KUh tnta' tnyineennq Matherrvalics. Physic* and Com
puter Technologv

To help [wepare (of one o( these Air Fo.ce ROTC oHers two and

lour vear programs o( study which will defray some of your collt'9e

costs s

After completion of the AFROTC requirement and upon your (jrad

uation youll he commissioned an j>fficer in tfw Air Force Then tomes
responsibility eKpenence in your specialty with some of tfie best peo

pie and taiilities in \\\e world and a mission with a purpose Youll gel

excellent startinq salary medKal and dental care 30 days of paid va

cation beginning your first year and more
L.uok into the Air Fixce ROTC program nght away See what's in it

for you See how you can serve your country in return Youll be glad

you put your ma)or to work on a |<)b that really counts

^
CALL 52437

noTC
Gateway to o greoi way of lif*.

BUS DRIVERS WANTED

^ Fiv»' College Buses need drivers for Fall Term. Qreeti &^ West
App'KaiU must bf ii H«3K»8t<Med Student at one of ?

Five COlligtis with at least thn-e t«'rnis to go. and
|MIST HAVK a MASS CLASS L' diivers license S

Call Fi\c Colleii:!' Transpottat loii Offit-e- 58«! I2»il.' {

(\li.i.I-ii !M)(i J(K)) i.'i applii aliuii and apixiuil J
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Yle0
1.29 Student
Dinner Special
This coupon entitles bearer to d '4 lb

single hamburger with your choice of m.iyonnaisc,

catsup pickle, onion, tomato, lettuce, mustard, relish

(cheese extra) one order of french fnes and

a small drink for only $^ 29
OHer Expires Scpf 24. 1978 ^^

frestr-nt coupon pnor to ordvrimj
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"Streets
Northampton's most unique array of fine shops!

r T^. teqpr

MiM^---^^ I'-^Mki'ik

The Green and West Street shops . where fine merchandise and
personal service are found every day ... where shop owners care

about their goods and customers ... where shopping becomes a

pleasure again!

• BACK TO SCHOOL
• SPECIAL ORDERS
• OUT OF PRINT
SEARCH

A FULL SERVICE BOOKSTORE

B0M6EB8 ,^

20 J King Street ^
Northampton, MA.
(Across from Kingsgate Plaza)

Also good af

1420 Allen Street Springfield. MA

138 Federal Street Greenfield, MA

288 Park Street. We«t Springfield. MA

786M€monal Dnve Chlcopee. MA

727 Boston Road. Springfield, MA

J'

PECK(&PECK
FOR THE

MISS, MS . MRS

DISTINCTIVE
WOMENS
WEAR

d^co CLASSIC CLOTHING.
FABRICS. GIFTS

9 30-5 30 MONDAY-SATURDAY

INTIMATE APPAREL
jt /: ^ Cd. J.

SPORTSWEAR.^Wm (fdftMnd >«tf^ EQUIPMENT

lUPe^"?^ LOOK YOUR
BEST

CONTEMPORARY WOMENS FASHIONS-
NEW YORK. LONDON. PARIS. BELGIUM

SIZES 5-13

TEL. 584-1018

Openinq Sept. 15

ISCO
N(.'wly remodeled NY style

Ldryest area disco 800 sq. ft.

Fr(M^ (iiuncfiies 8-1

Proper attire required
J'^\\V?\^ Ri 9 Amh./Had. line

UNIVERSITY SUPPLIES:

Notebooks, Pens, Etc.

at

A.J.Hastings

neM^sdcaler and stationer

4fS. Pleasant Amlierst

Welcome, Back Sale

Open 9 to 9 Than. & Fri

Swing Arm
Desk Lamp
Our reg. $22.95

$16.99
Black, red, wt>ite, yellow

Personalized
Stationary

Our reg. $12.00

$6.95
100 sheets plus 100 envs.

Canary Rul-

ed Pads
33c each

so sheets, r>arrow or wide
ruled

16 Month
Academic
Calendar
77c each

Full sheet per month.

Sept 1978- Dec 1979

Wirebound
Notebooks
99c each

100 sheets Medium or col-

lege ruled Ass't colors.

11x8%

Index Cards
3x5
4x6

5x8

33c per 100

56c per 100

88c pp' 100

2 Drawer File

Cabinet
Our reg $48 00

$39.99

Full suspension.

White, black, orange, green,

blue, yellow

Lucite Pic-

ture Frames
20% off

Sizes from 3 "6x3'? to 8x10

Pen 'n' Pencil Bargains
Bic pens, medium

Our reg. 25c ea. Now 5/66c

Pentel Rolling Riter

Our reg. 98c ea. Now 79c ea.

Flair pens
Our reg. 59c ea. Now 2/88c

Flash 30 pens
Our reg. 49c ea. Now Vi price

Write Bros, pens
Our reg. 25c ea. Now 2 for 25c

Yellow Hi- Liters

Our reg. 49c ea. Now 39c ea.

Pencils— med., med. soft

Our reg. $1.45 doz. Now 79c doz.

Tht^ Paper Clipytd.

25!S.>Preas513StWAMerst
i mm vro^

r256'8598

News Briefs

Probe shows women's pay Study shows pornography

advanced slower than men's "^^y cause aggressive acts

At last count, women were earning 62 percent less than
men, despite enactment of the Federal Equal Pay Act of 1964
Most sociologists have attributed this disparity to the fact

thdt women were allegedly less seriously committed tcwork
and career than their male counterparts, and that they tended
to work only part time more than men.
The Christian Science Monitor reports, however, that

this explanation is not supported by recent statistical work
done by Allan King of the University of Texas.

King, the newspaper reports, used 1970 census data and
examined a sample of men and women professionals who had
never been married.

He found that although single professional women started

their careers with almost the sam income as their male
counterparts, their earnings began to differ very early in their

(.jireers.

While males were rewarded with a three percent gain in

inconie for each additional year they worked.
King found that women professionals thus were earning

almost a third less than male professionals by their 14th year

on the job

Kiiuj reports that of 34 specific professions, there were only
four II) which women's earnings advanced significantly more
rapidly than men.

These, he says, were systems and operations research,

(jersonnel and labor relations, recreation, and vocational and
educational counseling.

Effects of medicaid cutbacks

for abortions studied
The National Abortion Rights Action League is out v^ith a

partial wrap-up of the effects of medicaid cutbacks for

abortions in states around the country.

Researcher Jill Kschinka says that under the category of

nuKlically necessary," the following states are funding

aboritons: Maryland, New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, New
Jersey and Idaho, with the consent of two physicians.

Kschinka reports that all abortions are being funded in the

Slates of West Virginia, North Carolina, Colorado,
Washington, Alaska, Hawaii and the District of Columbia.

St'iies which are adhering to recently released federal

gunU'lines, the researcher reports, are Alabama, Arkansas,

M.nne, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada, Oklahoma, South
Carolina anrl Texas. These guidelines forbid federally funded
abortions except in the case of rape or incest reported within

&) (l.iys, or if there is serious physical damage to the mother or

ilv (iioiher's life is in danger.

S^'ven years ago a special presidential commission con-
( liified that pornography did not cause aggressive or criminal
behavior.

Now, recent studies by an Iowa State University professor
suggest that the commission may have been wrong.

The studies were carried out by Ed Donnerstein, an
associate professor of psychology at Iowa State University.
They involved a group of Iowa State students who wrote
essays, then watched stag films and subjected each other to
electric shocks

Each student was asked to write an essay, the topics
ranging from decriminalization of marijuana to Richard
Nixon's presidency. The essays were then cirticized by other
volunteers, who interlaced their reviews with insults or
compliments.

The writers were then encouraged to act out their

aggression toward their reviewers through an electric shock
machine.

Before doing so, some of the would-be aggressors were
exposed to erotic and aggressive material, which included
stag films and scenes from a violent movie.

Donnerstein reports that subjects who had been angered by
bad evaluations of their writings became more aggressive

after being exposed to stag films. Those angered by bad
evaluations, but not exposed to the more pornographic films,

were less aggressive, he said.

The professor reports that men tended to be more
aggressive toward women than women toward men.

New Miss America likes

'the girl next door look'
The new Miss America, Kyleme Barker, 22, of Virginia, is a

former college cheerleader who wants to open up a dress
shop one day.

"I fell that I am a typical American citizen," said Barker.

"I think Miss America should look like an all American
()erson, like the girl next door. " she added.

Barker won $20 000 in scpogarships on Saturday night and
more than $50,000 in personal appearances that go with
Oeinq Miss America.

The 51st Miss Averica offered her views on some issues
including Mari|uana:'P feel that if you start with marijuana you
could eventually go to harder drugs. So I would not vote for
the leqali/ation of marijuana. " She said she has not tired it

TWO CALCULA TOR VALUESH

Texos Instruments

Slimline25
scientific colculotor

Texas Instruments
electronic slide -rule colculotor

SR-40

^^^^

POWFRFUL NEW SCIENTIFIC
f.AICULATOR WITH 52 FUNCTIONS,
SIAII^iTICAL CAPABILITY MEMORY AND
I CD DISPLAY.

h-.i VM) no our
low
price

$24.95
48 POWERFUL FUNCTIONS WITH
HI CHARGEABLE BATTERIES AND CHARGER
INCLUDED

list $?4 95 °::. 19.95
price

at the calculator store

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

w ». also have all the calculator accessories you need
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News Briefs

Guards quell

Georgia prison riot
Savannah, Ga. police quelled a prison revolt early yesterday

when they stormed the Chathan County jail and saved a 23-
year old rookie prison guard.

Police fired five blasts of bird shot through a doorway and
snatched guard Mike Daniels to safety. Six of the Chatham
County )ail inmates were slightly injured when police fired.

Two other prisoners were more seriously hurt earlier when
they were attacked by fellow inmates during the uprising.

Trouble began Saturday when an inmate pulled a gun at a
corrections officer and began to free other inmates.

i^ Local taxes
Cunt, from page 5

Tax collectors and assessors have come under new pressure.

The Benton County, Wash ,
Board of Equalization, for ex-

ample, has. received 385 appeals of its 1978 appraisals; there

were only about 120 last year, in Sherman and Palestine,

Texas, suits by taxpayers have temporarily blocked the cer-

tification of 1978 tax rolls which reflect increased valuations.

Several hundred residents of Carrollwood, Fla ,
near Tampa,

have vowed to sue the county property appraiser over his

practK e of reassessing only part of the county each year

Winnehaqo County, ill , taxpayers filed suit against the board
()t n viiw challenging the way property taxes were com
puietl A circuit court |udye agreed with the plaintiffs and
orfU-rHd refunds totdlling $77,000 You can fight city hall,"

s.ihI 1,11 ». Ttioipe of the Winnebago County Taxpayers
Pftlfl.llK rll

OPEN BOWLING
Boyden Ten Pin Lanes

4,00- lO 30 fvion - Sat

(located in bosement of Boyden) 60^ perstring

(^ TIappThoJr
MON SAT 300600

DISCOUNTS ON ALL
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

BEERS

only at

mm I

57 N Pleasant St.

2535141
Across from the fire station

The
Very Feminine
Question of

Life Insurance
In these liberated limes no womiin need

settle for weak, ineffective tinancial

pSanninK- I>evek)pin}( tinancial

independence and estate security for the

future is as important for women as it is

for men. Your Fidelity Inion Life Field

Associate knows that and can help you

achieve a (ollejseMaster " or other

program which will meet your needs now

and in the future.

Call the Fidelity Union Field

Associate in your area:

747 Main Street

Amherst, Mass.

2S6-S351

220S Valley Bank Tower

Springneld, Mass.

73^3146

Fklclity

Union Life

Soviet- American relations

difficult, says Kennedy
Describing Soviet American relations as "difficult",

Senator Edward Kennedy left Moscow yesterday ending a six-

day tour m the Soviet Union.

The Senator's visit included a two hour meeting with Soviet

President Leonid Brezhnev. Kennedy, declining to speak with

American correspondents, told the Tass news agency, "I have
been able to talk in a frank way with Soviet leaders.

"

Kennedy also told Tass that, "the relationship between the

United States and the Soviet Union is difficult now."

Septembem, 1978
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^Notices
Cent, from page 16

MORTAR BOARD
National Exchange Students, info nite is coming Wed , Sept.

13th at Hampden Student Center, Southwest 8-10 pm. Dona-
tions welcome!

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
There will be a regular meeting in the Campus Center at 7:00.

A short exec, board meeting will follow. Everyone is welcome.
VACS
Attention Veterans. To enroll for G.I. benefits, education or

loans and to visit the veteran rep on campus drop in the VACS
office 239 Whitmore. Drop by soon to visit the employee from
the Veterans Administiation. Phone: 545 1348

FOUND
Books in Lot 65. To claim call 253 7489, late evenings.

OUTINGCLUB
Meetinq, featuring general slide show, come find out about

ovi'r iiips, meet f'verynne involved.

•

•

i

''I eat ice cream
fora livings

Early every morning, the Baskin Robbins fussy

quality control experts start testing and tasting

ice cream They carefully test each batch for

creaminess. balance of ingredients and. ol

course, delicious taste To outdo our high stan-

dards of quality other ice cream makers will

have to get up pretty early

BASISK-ROBBINS Otk
ICE CmM STO&EW

,28 Main St. Amherst, MA 253-9774
Town Hall Bus Stop Belchertown Rt.

,79 MOLSONS
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

ENTERTAINMENT
WEEKEND NIGHTS

Join the Collegian!

Recruitment meeting Wednesday night, Sept. 13

in Campus Center 804-8O8, at 730

All students are invited to come and see v^iiere the/ fit into

the Collegian. Our departments include:

News
Black Affairs

Women's
Business and advertising

Graphics

Fine Arts

Sports

Editorials

oboVitumfS

till one

DAILY.

HAPPY HOUR
3-8 P.M.

LARGEST DRAFT
IN TOWN .50

MOST BAR DRINKSl
.85

11 PRAY ST Amhurat Mass. Sd9-

LEARN

COLLEGIAN
STAFF

MEETING
lues, night, Sept. 12, 7:30 Campus Center 163

We will be discussing two very important items
and your attendance is crucial.

The two issues are:

A proposed new constitution and production
system and the status of women's news in the

paper.

Please be there.

Credit Free Workstiops Scheduled for Fall 1978.

Our Workshops let you learn what you want and meet at times con-

venient for working people. If academic credit is not your concern,

our Workshops are for you! Join us this Fall.

Workshops in these 15 ca^gories begin September 25:

JODSJODSJODSJODS
ARTS AND CRAFTS
COMMUNITIES IN ACTION
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
DANCE
EAST/WEST FOUNDATION
FOOD
LANGUAGE AND WRITING

MATH SKILLS
MOVEMENT
MUSIC
PERSONAL GROWTH
PHOTOGRAPHY
SKILLS/CAREER
TEST PREPARATION

Work-stu jobs are

AND MORE.. .

Here are some of our specific Workshops:
'

CREATIVE GLASSBLOWING, MACRAME, INFORMATION-GATHERING
TECHNIQUES FOR CITIZEN GROUPS, TAP DANCING, TRADITIONAL
FOOD FOR THE NEW AGE, HATHA YOGA

For more information, a catalog and registration, call:

(413) 545-3653

Or stop by room 113 Hasbrouck on the UMass/Amherst campus.

The University of Massachusetts is available to you through the

CREDIT FREE WORKSHOP PROGRAM
Division of Continuing Education O

UMASS/AMHERST L

available at the Collegian
in the news, business and
graphics departments.
Come down to the Col-

ian office for more
details.

PP^

SENATE MEETING,
September 13, 1978 at

7:00 p.m. in Room 163

of CC. All senators are

urged to attend and to

beforehand contact the

Speaker.

Byes Ape PoppW
... at our fifteen hundred colorful bedcovers from

Irxjia ar>d Nepal! Naturals, solids, stripes & prints.

Were Now
Sirtgle bed sizes

(72" X 108")

Double bed sizes

(W X 108")

S 8.00

1000
12.00

15.00

$ 5.95

7.95

9.95

12.95
18.00 15.95

Mon. thru Sot 1CW> • ><-
Fridays til 9 JmfkSf#Master Choroe & V^/l

\A<;A nr«*nT«r1 ha^i|BIs&UE;!I'M

V'UM ^feJII
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Notices

«uting Club Posi-

tion: Equipment
Locker Manager. 15
hrs./wk., work-
study, renting and
maintaining outdoor
equip. App. avail,

outside SU 428B.
Due in 9/13.

BELLE AMI7 30

LOOKING GLASS
8 50

Miijestic: CinHHUJ
H'\ CiiM.i.ir St

UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL
Recruitment meeting Tues. Sept. 12 in rm 8C» in Campus

Center Security tor Pousette Dart concert.

TSONGAS FOR SENATE
Senate Campaign People vwho would like to work on the

campaign to elect Paul Tsongas to the US Senate please

contact John 546 9676

NEW LOCATION FOR VACS
The Veterans Assistance and Counseling Services has a new

address Mobile Unit #4, located in back of Thompson Hall.

VACS offers expanded Outreach Programs, housing and job

placement, discharge updates, tutorial assistance, student

loans and work study Call 545 1346 for info.

HYPNOSIS READING CLINIC
Free info to speed reading through Hypnosis and Self

Hypnosis plus relaxation and exam taking etc. Wed. Sept. 13,

at 700 or 900 pm Campus Center room 809.

BRIDGE CLUB
Lunchtime bridge games in the Bluewall at tables near

jukebox. All welcome.
UMASS KARATE CLUB
UMass Karate Club (Shotokan style) will start Tues in room

24 NOPE at 6 for beginners and 7 for advanced. Instructor by

Prof Sara Gimes, 2nd degree black belt (JFK) 5 1376

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
All University women come be a housegirl/gouse person at

one of the finest Fraternities on Campus, Sigma Alpha Ep-

stlon. Good food, good pay and great guys. Inquire at 118

Sunset Ave. or call 256 6815.

LATIN AMERICA SOLIDARITY COMM.
• The Battle of Chile" Film. The award winning documentary

about the last 10 months in Chile before the coop will be

shown at 7:00 pm in Mahar Aud. on Monday, Sept. 11. Ad

mission $2 donation.

SKI CLUB
Monday at 15 A Brandywine, 8 00 all people interested m

working on the club should attend. For more info call Brad

549 3602.
EARTHFOODS
Employment. Now accepting applications until Tuesday,

Sept 12, 600 pm Available on Earthfoods, Student Union

Building 303 non work study, degree students only please.

PRISONER OF THE GRATE SOCIETY
We will meet to discuss this semesters activities. Members

rail 665 7195 for more information.

Turn to Page 14

To place a classified ad. drop by the Col

legian office (CC 113) between 845 a.m.

and 3:45 p.m. Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip and mail form found in

most issues of the Collegian Classified

deadline is 3:45 p m two days in advance
of publication date

• V

Sale!
Sale Sept. 11-16.

values up to $10.00

baskets...all shapes, all sizes to fit

any decor. ..the perfect setting

for all your potted plants.. .a very

Special Purchase just for you!

2.99
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL.
Route 9, Had ley, Mass. 586-3309

Mon.&Tues.

Hot Calypso

Key

Wed.&Thurs.

Loot*
Caboose

Friday
and

Saturday

Aztec
Two Step

Sunday

Vulturai

t^

Sunderland. MA. \

Rte. 47/ Tel.6694937

24 hr taped li!.lings

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daih^, 4&:

per line; five consecutive issues, Wc per

line per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30^ P®'

line per day. One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR SALE

1i87 Volvo 122s, Michdins, snows,

mechanically excellent. $700. call

1 772^»79

VW bus, 48,000 miles, perfect mechanical,

body, and interior condition, $2100 firm.

Call 253-9428, before 9 p.m.

1988 Mustang. 87,000 mi. Good condition,

$800, 546-6617, keep trying.

ISTS^Datiun 280Z, 4 spd . ac, AM/FM,
low mileage, 2 new tires, rustproofing. exc.

cond., $6600. 549-1774, after 5^0
1973 Ford Galaxie 500. Hi miles but well

maintained and runs perfectly Factory air

cond Power steering and brake New alter

nator and gauges Stereo Asking $1000 or

BO Steve at 546 5602

67 Volvo 122S. parts car $300 or 80 Call

Steve, 253 310 days, 549_0048aftef 9^

69 Chewy wagon: 1971 350 engine $500

or best offer Call Paul at 256 6837

1974 Capri V6 b|)«!ert AM FM Michelms

4NifH) iDi'is txct'lli.iit condition $2200 Call

iti, I h ()(j:^t,,l f,136

66 Chevy van qrcit *nq poor body

65 VVV rebuilt » nyme excellent

• nci hinii .\\ I ijiul 2 now snows, body poor,

.isf lof t,Mi()iiif switch, parts $150,
f>49 1397

65 Plymouth Valiant running condition

•ilF)() To|j h windshield for MGB.
2b3')8/4

71 Toyota Corolla 4 spd, exc cond
Michtjiins. steirr^ askmg $750 Call 6 1068.

Rugs Tibetan and Peruvian alpaca

(loin $100 ,ilso Ituluin h.iminocks. Call

W9 14/9 __ _„
5 cubir. ft rtfruierator $85 Call 545 2149
M f 9 f)

2 5 cu ft brown fny , 1 yr., excellent

' MiKJ M9 0906 fves, yours for $75^

68 VW Sqiiarehack needs fer^cier and fuel

in, I , i( II ' tuis lu'W fn()ii\('. $100, (Jill's 26 in.

I'll... iis 253 3572

For sale. 5 cu ft refrig , exc cond $95,

a]so twin bed b headboard.j25^586 5498^

B'u"nK beds 2 suts, 30x81 253 3149 _
HELP WANTED

lHiiis((|itll<oiisf;pf!fson at one of the finest

li.iit iiiitK s on campus, Siqma Alpha Ep

lion Hfj; food, short hours, yood times.

Gill T*^ <)816, ask for Mark or John

Free food, if you can spare 10 12 hrs. per

wf'i'k (.It yoiif ( onvenic'iice) We will feed

you Git off tlie meal plan and save $' For

nu.i.Ml«;l.iilsc.ill: 549 6131.

tigan, or (413) 443-0750, weefcenas.

Senior male needs own room in apt. or

ftouse near bus route, easy-going, non-

smoker, call MiVe at 1 783 3400, after.

AUDIO

Dynaco SCA80Q amp 30 watt ch vyood

,,,n.l list $280 :.cll at $125 call Jeff

'>4b8/91

Strat OMatic football, new league form-

ing For more info, call Randy at '546 7940
oMrv^46 804r

Disco dance lessons, group or private.

All ds(>ecis of dancing w/ or w/out a part-

ner call Brian at 546 5052

RIDERS WANTED
INSTRUCTION

People's Market hiring non
work study 12 hours per week See details

on market door Applications due by

9/8/78.

Babysitter wanted for 5 yr. old boy in

Btn , must have own trans. Call Patty at

323^40 after 5 p.m.

Basic auto mechanics workshop. 28

hours, classroom theory & shop, limited

enrollment Call 253-7967 or write for

brochure Auto Skills, Box 210, Amherst,

MA 01002.

Beginning weaving 4 harness floor

looms 2 weeks 9/9/78. Tues., 7 9 p m.

Jones Library $50 253 9368. evenings

Are you tired of paying good money for

tasteless dining commons food? Eat home
cooked meals every day by being a

houseperson at local sorority. Call Barbara

or Sue at 545 0162/545 2092.

MISC.

Research assistant (Work-study only) for

Humanities project. Interesting work, flexi-

ble hours. Pay $3.00 plus. Phone Prof. J.

Donohue, English Dept. 545-0498,

545 2329, or 253-9802.

Join us for sorority rush — register rK)w in

the Campus Center concourse or the dining

commons. For further information contact

the Greek Affairs Office, 321 Berkshire

>iouse. 545 2711 or 545-2712.

Fender Bassman amp Microfret bass

Muitar, sell both $300. 562 6198. Bill

FOR RENT

Attention all University women? Did the

University kick you out of your room? Live

in homey atnK>sphere right on University

bus routes. Home-cooked meals daily. Call

B»rbfa or Sue at 546-0162/546-2092.

L»ft. stM«*. 4MIM, she» Cr^ sfMce in

Ftofenc». BW AmoM. 51>>36Bft.

OMlc« iltBf. S. Deerfiald center, com-

Maly nMv Iflt flow ofllee spece. AvaiMHe

•inglY or m switee. Parking. Price

nagotiiblt. Cdl 584-3214.

draduatestudent wanted to share Nor

than»pton townhouse. $110/mo. Must be

neat fVIo i>ets 584 8258 evenings. _

FOMSALf

Re1ri«er«tor good condhion for sale 9

ciil>»c feet asking $110 00 Call Mirth at

25o-6^B/ . —

Waiters or waitresses wanted for

Japanese restaurant Apply Tokoyo
Restaurant, 70 Lyman Street, Holyoke,

Mass Tel 533 2322^ .

Houseboys wanted: free meals 7

flays wk in exch for duties, call Paul,

549 1 19V -^

Person to handle paper work for Umv
Wiihoiii Walls program Work study

3 fSO hr . 9 13 hours wk, opportunity to

l«.i»rn about nontraditionaf ed Ability to

work with nMimnal supervision in a fnendly

Inii fast paced office CaM Gail Hall at

545 3518
;

Bus drivers wanted for Five CoHege

l.us.s Musi havt- Mass class 2 license.

Call 586 4262

Waiters or Waitresses wanted for

J.ipanese restaurant Apply Toyoko

R.-itaiiraiU, 70 Lyman Street. Holyoke,

Mass Tel 533 2322 _;
Earthfoods student/coop run vegie

resianrani hiring for fait Details on EF kit

i:hin fkmr in SUB. Deadtw ie Sept_12;

To all university women be a

MOTORCYCLES

Commuting daily from
Dudley Webter I have a v.ar. lookii.g for

others in same situation (or carpool

Waller. 54?) 1924
«

RIDE WANTED
Need ride to Conway Mon or Wed.
. VI luiuisl.. I 8 9 Call r, 2708, ask (or Bill.

SERVICES

Improve your grades' Send $1 00 for

,.,!ii ?')<i |i,((|t m.iil Older ( .il.ilog of col

I ,|i.,|. n s<%iM h 10, 2b() tuples listed Pro

III,. I dilivi ly Box 25907 B, Los Angeler

(.ihl 9(K)2b (2131477 8226

\NANTED
Advanced tennis partner for evfinng,

A. , k. i.dsiiKilcs Bill. r>49 1397

Instructor for private lessons in rdcnuet

Mil C.ll Kim 253 7685 a(i»;r 5 pm %

III i|i iii.ilil"

Honda CB360. flawless condition.

549 J359 WANTED
Fast smooth, and 75 mpg 77 Su/uki400.

N<\A/ idiulition. 40(X) miles with access.

$')2'> < ..II Kin 586 5724 or 584 7315

For sale 1976 Honda 250 Endour ex cond.

Lilly IMK) miles lii.lmi;t and lain cover $750
(.1 HO 98 Mor.ian

4<>7 /268

Free room /part board for live-in help w/ 6

yr. oW son. Edge of canH>u* Non smoker.

For info/ interview. 549-5980.

St Granhy MA. tel.

Room within S milea^rom Univ. veteran

caM Tony, (4131 583 2533, wiH discuss

terms.

Come »«••< ieft SowwelA* at Carriage

Shops on Mor>day the 11th at 4:X-bring
your concerns, questiorM, comments— see

you.

•ororitv
sur

Cal

Com-
t1

HYPNOSIS

rfse kittwi—
wk. oWmale

abeautifut,

-caK Joyce,
baioa fir white, 7
54i5f>^5943

student asafcifM room or so-
meone to tftare room at Campus Center
Mon. Fri. Cai or Iwve manage at Can^

c/o Royal Har-

Hypnosis & self-hypnosis introductory

free class On the spot improvement of aM

reading skills, including speed, comprehen-

sion, memory, etc. plus relaxation, exam
taking b self improvement. Wed., Sept.

13, 7 00 or 9:00 pm , 809 Campus Center,

KR Morse, med. prof, hypnotist. 532 5703.
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DOONESBURY

TODAY'S CBOSSWOED PUZZLE
ACROSS 43 Auto acces

t Buggy sory

5 Building 45 Lamptey

wrecker 46 Gtating

Var 48 Meat cuts

10 Weight di 50 Contended
lowvance 51 Ticket half

14 Rock cleft 52 Future offi

Scot cers

15 — nous Ft 55 Gave pronii

16 Artifice nence to

17 God of art 59 Obesity

18 Banks ? cause

words 61 Auction

20 Wanting 62 Belgian i ity

22 Beverage 63 European

server 2 shrub

words 64 Alaskan

23 Relative governor

24 Assemble 65 Poket stake

25 Took a 66 Comfofts

breather 67 Asian coins

28 Social in DOWN
sects 1 Rouse to ac

32 Baseball tion

official Inf 2 Be borne

33 Where Ex 3 Rata

eter is 4 Cta/es

35 Fabric 5 Memory
36 Plant dis logger

ease 6 Concerning

38 Tear to piec 7 Male deer

es 2 words 8 Sea eagle

40 Beget 9 Relaxed one
41 Rivet to the '0 Agreements

Rhone 11 U S S R

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Saturday's Puzzle Solved
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12 This Sp 39 Certain

13 Sample transfers

19 Margosa 42 Type
trees 44 Defeat

21 Repented 47 Fr novelist

24 Bills of fare 49 Mistreats

25 Jewish festi 51 Meaning
val 52 Stupor

26 Divert

27 Not happy
53 Bristol s

river
28 Subject

29 Attempts

30 Heron

31 Blinds Af

chaic

34 Brilliant

54 Notch

55 Evergreens

56 Spread un

checked

. 57 Flair

37 Travel 58 La.rs

across 60 Beefwood
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STELLA WILDhK

YOUR BIRTHDAY

MONDAY, SEPT. t1

Born today, you are a

highly emotional individu-

al. Vou do not enter into

anything half-heartedly
Whether you detest or de-

light in a project, you will

let your feelings be known -

- certainly, and without
hesitation. Never shy, you
may at times be too much
the opposite.

Vou stick to your princi-

ples regardless of the in-

centive to foresake them.
There is nothing of a mate-
rial nature that could in-

duce you to go against your
better judgment
Also born on this date

are: 0. Henry, American
author: Robert Kerr, sena-
tor from Oklahoma.
To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
L,et your birthday star be
your daily guide.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 12

VIRQO(Aug.23-Sapt.22)-
• Seek out those who can
comfort you in a mild
grief Don't try to hide
your emotions from loved
ones.

LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)-
Exercise is essential to

your physical and emo-
tional well-being. Take
care that boredom doesn't

add .stress.

SC0RPI0(0ct. 23-Nov.

21) - Pay more attention to

your own health and less to

another's if you would gam
in the long run.

SAQITTAI)IUS(No* 22-

Dec. 21) " Close friends

make this a day to remem-
ber. Share memories; be a
willing listener at evening.
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) - Tact is necessary
to the furtherance of your
career. Vou can increase
chances for promotion
now.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb.

ia) " Banish all thought of

failure; otherwise, you
may unconsciously influ-

ence yourself in that direc-

tion.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March
20) - Family members
make it easy for yoii to

change your mind about
basic issues. Seek - and
find - help.

ARIES<March 21-April 19)

" Vou have another's re-

sources at your beck and
call now. Take advantage
of the situation.

TAURUSfAprll 20-May 20)

- Absence, you will find,

has made the heart grow
fonder. A reunion at eve-
ning proves all you hoped.
GEMINI(May 21-June20)-

• Don't allow worries over
money to spoil your plea-

sure today. Enjoy your
fellows; taice part in activi-

ties.

CANCER(June21July 22)

•- Allow family members
an opportunity to direct the

family project. Co-werkers
clash on the employment
scene.

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) -
Postpone consideration of

a change on the home
front Take your time; al-

loy present situation a

chance.
Cav|rrl(M. I(7I.
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Join the Collegian!

Recruitment meeting Wednesday night, Sept. 13
In Campus Center 804-8O8, at 7:30

All students are invited to come and see where they fit into
the Collegian. Our departments include:

News
Black Affairs

Women's
Business and advertising

Graphics
Fine Arts

Sports

Editorials
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INTRAMURAL SPORTS PROORAM CALENDAR

HENS AND WOMENS INTRWIURAI, APTIV] Tirs

CO-RiA •RIATIONAl, ACTiviTirr.
.

— '--TT vno"^^hL* 9/13/78 9/20/7R

Trtnis •) n '7R ->«

VOLLrvnAI,',** 10/2V78 10/30/7a

FOUL SHOOTING 11/03/78 H/30/7*

SWIMHIMn Jl/i/7« 11 'l/7fl

L

* HEALTH CLF3VRANCF FORflf? ARE REOUIRED

** Rn="UT)DAnLF TFN DOLAR '^ORFFIT FEE irS REOUIRED.
•''POR"' ENTRY DATE STAR-^-INr. DATE

9/20/78

9/20/78

9/27/78

10/4/78

10/25/7B

10/10/78

10/30/7«

11/30/78

TOUCH FOOTBALL* 9/13/78

BADMT'ITON SINGLES 9/13/78

HANDBALL SINGLES* 9/20/78

TRAC" 9/25/78

CROSS COUNTRY* 10/18/78

RACOUfTRALL* 10/23/7B

VOT.T.rYBALL** 10/23/78

FOIIT, SHOOTING 11/30/78

Sports notices
WOMEN'S TENNIS- Anyone interested in

playing for the women's tennis team should

try out at NOPE courts during the hours of

three to six pm through Friday.

WOMEN'S GOLF-Anyone interested in

playing on the women's golf team should

contact Coach McGahan at 256 6638 after

1 pm; member's of last year's team are also

requested to contact Coach McGahan.

VOLLEYBALL-Women's volleyball tryouts

are now being held at 3 pm in NOPE Gym.
All interested women should attend; for

more info call 545-2845.

WOMEN SWIMMERS AND DIVERS-
There will be an organizational meeting of

the UMass varsity women's swimming and
diving team Monday, Sept. 11, at 4.00 pm
in the NOPE pool. Any women interested

in competitive swimming are encouraged
to attend.

INTRAMURALS -BADMINTON SINGLES
entries are DUE Sept. 13.

INTRAMURALS -COREC TENNIS entries
are DUE SEPT. 13.

WRESTLING Varsity wrestling meeting
for all candidates. Varsity, JV, and Fresh-
men, Tuesday, Sept. 12 in Boyden
Wrestlinq Room.

IM NOTICE-Football officials meeting
Monday, Sept. 11 at 7:15 pm im Rm 253
Boyden. Alternate meeting Thursday,
Sept. 14 at 7:15 pm in Boyden 253. All

officials must attend one of these
meetings.

INTRAMURALS -FOOTBALL ENTRIES
(Men, Women, Co-Rec) ARE DUE SEPT.
13 at the Intramurals Office, Rm 215;
Boyden. Each roster submitted must be
accompanied by 14 Health Clearance
Forms.

INTRAMURALS -FIELD GOAL KICKING
BEGINS Monday, Sept. 11. Come to the
fields (7,8,9) behind Boyden football fields.

SIGN UP AND KICK. Sept. 11-14, 4:00-
6:00 pm.

Work-study & non-
work study positions
available doing re-
search, organization,
lobbying, and other
related work for the
Student Senate. &
SCER.
If interested, apply in
Room 420 of the
Student Union.

BLUE
WALL

BAR
Campus Center Proudly Presents

The Undisputed King Of Cape Cod
Happy Hours

JOHN MORGAN
Saf.f Sept. 16, 3:30-7:30

FRESHMEN

Add more *o your

college education with

ArmyROTC.

Call:

Major

Jerry P. Boisseau

545-2321

September Ij, 1978 ^

Connors drops Borg
In three straight sets

Collegian 19

NEW YORK (AP) Jimmy Connors,
beginning his retribution against Bjorn
Borg, beat the top seeded Swede 6 4, 6 2,

6 2 Sunday and regained the U.S. Open
tennis championship, while Chris Evert
won her fourth consecutive women's title

with a 7 5, 6-4 victory over 16-year-old Pam
Shriver.

Connors, who lost the title to Guillermo
Vilas last year, jumped in the air, his arms
raised, walked to the net and affectionately
rubbed Borg's head after the decisive vic-

tory.

The 26 year old American's triumph spoil-
ed the 22 year old Borg's bid for the Grand
Slam.

NFL
Roundup

American Conference
East

N.Y. Jets
Miami
New England
Baltimore
Buffalo

w L T Pet. PF PA
2 1.000 54 40
1 1 500 64 33
1 1 .500 30 22

2 000 00 80
2 .000 37 ^9

Saturday's Game
Detroit 15, Tampa Bay 7

Sunday's Games
Green Bay 28, New Orleans 17
Dal as 34, New York Giants 24
Washington 35, Philadelphia 30
Pittsburgh 21, Seattlw 10
New England 16, St. Louis 6
Cleveland 13, Cincinnati 10, OT
Houston 20, Kansas City 17
Los Angeles 10, Atlanta
Oakland 21 , San Diego 20
Chicago 16, SanFrancisco 13
Miami 42, Baltimore
New York Jets 21, Buffalo 20

Monday's Game
Denver at Minnesota, 9p.m.

Borg, his thumb bandaged to protect a
swollen, infected blister, lost his racquet
twice while serving. It was not immediately
known whether he had played with the aid
of painkillers. He did not ask the trainer's
assistance during the match.

Evert, 23, became the first woman since
1935 to capture the U.S. crown for four
straight years. The last woman to do it was
Helen Jacobs.

But it wasn't easy. Shriver, the youngest
person ever to play in the final of the
American championship, used a strong, at
tacking game to make the final Evert's
toughest test in the tournament.

Towne Classic
Road Race
AMHERST. MA. SEPTEMBER 7th--

Busch beer gives you the chance to prove
your running ability on September 24th
when the first Annual College Towne
Classic, a 5 mile road race, gets under way
at 1:00 pm. on the University of
Massachusetts campus in Amherst. Pro-
ceeds from the race, sponsored by Busch
beer with the volunteer support of the
Amherst Police Department, will benefit
the Jimmy Fund and the Sugarioaf
Mt. Athletic Club.
The race, which is expected to attract

close to 1000 runners, begins near Alumni
Stadium on the UMass campus, loops
through Amherst Center, then back to the
campus starting Doint.

Runners who wish to particpdte must sub-
mit a registration form accompanied by a
$2.00 entry fee. Registration forms can be
obtained at retail and sporting goods stores
throughout the Amherst area, around the
UMass campus or in Sugarioaf Running
fSlagazine. Post entries will be accepted
from 10:30 am. to 12:30 pm., accompanied
with a $2.50 fee, at the starting line the day
of the race.
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Evert topples Shriver;

grabs U.S. Open title
NEW YORK (AP) Chris Evert won her

fourth consecutive U.S. Open tennis cham
pionship Sunday with a 7 5, 6 4 victory
over 16 year old Pam Shriver, the youngest
finalist ever in the tournament.

Evert, 23, became the first woman since
1935 to keep the Open crown for four
years. The last woman was Helen Jacobs.

In the men's final, defending champ Bjorn
Borg was mdtched against two time U.S.
open winner Jimmy Connors.

Evert didn't win easily. Shriver, from
Lutherville, Md., used a strong, attacking
game in making the final Evert's toughest
test in the tournament.

Baseline prowess triumphed over serve

and volley eagerness. In the first 10 games,
the 6 foot Shriver's long reach and swift
reflexes saved her continually as she at-
tacked Evert's usually penetrating ground
strokes

But the even tempered champion, who
had been stunned by losses at Wimbledon
the last two years, was patient. Shriver led
40 in the ninth game of the second set,
but Evert hit back for deuce twice and
Shriver hit a backhand into the net, giving
Evert the last break she needed.

The last game of the match was at deuce
for the fourt time when Evert hit wide. But
Shriver then hit a backhand long and
volleyed wide on the next two points, giv-
ing Evert the match.

Accused Puopolo killers
await court appeal
BOSTON (AP) The three men con-

victed of the first degree murder of Harvard
football player Andrew Puopolo go before
the state Supreme Court today to appeal
their life sentences.

Attorneys for Leon Easterling, Joseph
Soares and Richard Allen plan to ask the
court to overturn the May-1977 convictions
or grant the trio a new trial.

The three are serving life sentences at

Walpole state prison for the death of
Puopolo, a 22-year-old Harvard cornerback
who was stabbed in the heart Nov. 16,

1976. He died a month later without regain-
ing consciousness.

He and two other Harvard players were
stabbed during a fight in Boston's Combat
Zone a collection of strip joints and X-
rated movies.

Police said Puopolo was one of six Har-
vard teammates who were celebrating the
end of the season when they got into an
argument with several women over a wallet
allegedly taken from one of the players.

A group calling itself the Citywide Coali
tion for Justice and Equality held a news
conference Saturday to call on the state

court to overturn the convictions or order a
new trial, charging that the three black
defendants did not receive a fair trial

because of racial overtones in the case.

"We seriously doubt whether a black can
get a fair trial in Massachusetts," said

Frank Neisser, a spokesman for the coali-

tion.

Neisser said a statement calling tor action
in the case had been signed by 26 civic and
political leaders and groups, including a
caucus of black state legislators.

* Patriots
Cont. from page 20

Jim Hart's 31 -yard pass to Pat Tilley car-
ried St. Louis to the New England 39, and
he later hit rookie Jim Childs for a
touchdown on the Patriots' 8.

Afforded excellent protection, Grogan
completed 13 of 21 passes for gains totaling
173 yards and suffered two interceptions.
The Card's Hart, meanwhile, came off a 3-

for-11 first half to finish 12 of 28 for 150
yards and one interception.
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Complete weekend sweep

Yanks triumph-earn 1st place tie
BOSTON (AP) - Graig Nettlefe, Roy

White, Thurman Munson and Bucky Dent
had three hits apiece as the New York
Yankees went on an 18-single binge Sun-
day in completing a four game series

sweep with a 7 4 victory over Boston, mov
ing into a tie with the Red Sox for the
American League East lead.

Ed Figueroa and Rich Gossage combined
on a five hitter as the Yankees streaked to

their sixth consecutive victory and their

16th in the last 18 games. With 20 games
remaining, New York's defending World
Champions and Boston have 86 56 records.

The staggering Red Sox, who led the

Yankees by 14 games on July 19, have won
only two of their last 1 1 games.
Boston's gamble in starting rookie

southpaw Bobby Sprowl failed quickly as
ihS Yankees jumped to a 3-0 lead in the first

inning, Reggie Jackson singled in one run

and Nettles drove in two runs before Bob
Stanley, the second of five Boston pit

chers, got out of the inning.

New York added two runs in the second
on singles by Bucky Dent, Willie Randolph,
Thurman Munson, a groundout by Jackson
and a single by Lou Piniella.

Figueroa, 16 9, allowed three runs and
three hits, including Fred Lynn's 21st

homer in the first six innings. Gossage, ear-

ning his 23rd save, was nicked for an
unearned run in the seventh

The four game sweep was New York's
first in Boston since the 1943 Yankees took
five in a row in Fenway Park
Sprowl, making only his second major

league start since being called up from
Pawtucket of the International League last

week, allowed only one hit but walked four
before being replaced by Stanley.
Stanley was tagged for ten hits and three

rims before giving way to Andy Hassler in

the fourth Hassler surrendered one run
and tour hits in 2 23 innings before Dick
Orago and Bill Lee finished up.
The Yankees, who were hurt hy three

double pldys and two runners thrown out at

the plate, left 13 on base.
In the four games, the Yankees scored 42

runs with 67 hits, including two homers,
seven doubles and one triple The Red Sox
used a total of 14 pitchers, wfto walked 19
The Red Sox also committed 12 errors.

The Line1

r

NEW YORK ab r h bi

Rivers cf 4 1

Blair cf 1

Rndlph2b 4 2 2
Munson c 5 3
RJcksndh 5 1 2 2
Piniella rf ^ 2 2 2
Chmblsib 4
Nettles 3b 4 3 2
RWhite If 4 3

Dent ss 5 1 3 1

Total 38 -
7 18 7

BOSTON ab r h bi

Burlesn ss 3
Lynn cf 3 2 1 1

Rice dh 4
Ysticms If 3 1

Fisk c 4 1 1

Hancck rf ."S^ 1

GScott lb > 1 <J

Hobson 3b 4 2
Remy2b 2
Brohmr2b 2 1

Total 30 4 5 3

The Race
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST w I Pet. GB
Boston a6 56 .606 -

New York 86 56 .606 -

Milwaukee 82 61 .573 4.5
Baltimore 80 62 563 6
Detroit 77 65 .542 9
Cleveland 61 80 .433 245
Toronto 56 88 389 31

CoU^iaov

orts
N.E. champ batmen return
fly BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

While all of New England reawakens
from the most nightmarish weekend in

recent memory for our Back Bay Red Sox,

UMass's own baseball team will resume its

fall session today.

A few months ago when the Sox were
cozily in first place, UMass was concluding

a successful spring '78 season. For the

Minutemen their major accomplishments
went virtually unnoticed though, due to the

length of the season. Most students had
packed their bags and headed homeward
with the anticipation of summer, when
UMass captured the New England
Championship, beating Fairfield,

Providence and Ronnie Perry's Holy Cross

Crusaders in the ECAC Tournament.
UMass proceeded to the NCAA Nor-

theast Regional with the next stop being

the College World Series, but Temple and

Delaware halted the dream in the double

elimination contest, winning 5-0 and 4-3.

There was certainly no need for

disappointment. What had begun as a

dismal season for the Minutemen ended

exceeding every expectation with great

style and promise for the future.

Seventeen members of last years varsity

will be returning, with the departure of only

five due to graduation.

Torn tjigro, who was 19 10 during his

three yea^s on the Varsity will be missed, as

will former starting first baseman Dale

Stone. Yet the nucleus of the team will all

be back including pitcher Doug Welenc.

Welenc was named 1st team All New
England, Yankee Conference Player of the

Year, as well as sharing the E. Joseph
Thompson MVP award with Co Captain
centerfielder Mike McEvilly. McEvilly, also

the starting quarterback for the football

team joined rightfielder Doug Aylward as

members of the 2nd team All New England.

As winners of the Yankee Conference
tnt: Minutemen dominated the lists for the

1st and 2nd All Yan Con selections.

Welenc, McEvilly, Aylward, and outfielder

Mark Sullivan scooped 1st team honors,

while Co-Captain and shortstop Ed
Skribiski, second baseman Mike Stockley

and third baseman Leo Kalinowski were
named to the 2nd squad.

Attention sports writers
The Collegian is looking for people interested in

writing sports and doing sports layout this fall.

Wewillbeholdingan organizational staff meeting

Tuesday, September 12 in the the Collegian office

at6:30p.m.

Grogan Keys Pats
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (AP) - Steve Grogan
whipped a touchdown pass, swept left end
for another and dispatched Don Calhoun
on runs totaling 139 yards in leading the
New England Patriots to a 16-6 National
Football League triumph over the St. Louis
Cardinals Saturday.

The Patriots, while squaring their record

at 1-1, also threw up a stiff defense which
shackled St. Louis, 0-2, until the final

minutes of the third quarter.

Calhoun atoned for an early fumble with
dashes through the line which helped set

up John Smith's 24 yard field goal in the
opening quarter.

Grogan then capped a 41 -yard New
England march with a five-yard touchdown
run in the second quarter and zeroed in on
Russ Francis for a 24-yard scoring aerial to

send the Patriots ahead 16-0 at halftime.

Held without a first down until early in the

second quarter, the Cardinals assembeled
their longest drive, 70 yards, a period later.

Turn to page 19

Thompson to coach at Ohio St.

after great UMass career
By STEVEZACK
Collegian Staff

If you had planned to look for Dianne
Thompson this week you might as well

forget it The coach of UMass' varsity soft

hall and women's volleyball teams has

packed her bags and headed westward to

Ohio State University and the Big Ten.

The jump from li^assachusetts to the

home of Woody Hayes is a big one to

make, but Coach Thompson is anxiously

awaiting t he challenge that lies before her.

The pressure of coaching at a big school

such as Ohio State and always being

presented with a perennial championship
team is a tough load to pull, but the coach
IS well aware of the rigors she will face,

along with a few advantages.
I realize that there is a great pressure on

winning there. (Ohio State), there is a big

challenge there and I always wanted to be

on top "

Coach Thompson loaves h<ir positions

here with some fond memories of what she

has accomplished in her two year stay.

"I have no hard feelings about my stay at

UMass It was a good experience for me
and proved to be a major stepping stone for

me
"It was a tough decision (her leaving) to

make at such a late date"
The depHrting coach is proud of things

both \m] and small that she has accomplish

ed as head of the softball and volleyball

sf|uads

Last season she led the voHeyball team to

its best record (11 13) ever in the short five

year history of the team. She is also

responsible for getting the team new
uniforms and a metrically measured court.

Quite possible her crowning achievement
here at UMass was the fine job Coach
Thompson did with the varsity softball

team. She molded a group of freshman and
sophmprqa^to a well respected winning
organization. The team finished fifteenth jn

the nation last year,

©"Ke of the few toubTTng thoughts she has
about UMass is the apparent lack of effort

by the UMass Athletic Department to

upgrade the softball schedule. Although
the team will be visited by Temple Universi-

ty's softball team this season, one of the

finest teams around, the UMass team will

probably be unable to return the invitation

next :>eason due to a lack of funds.

She will face no financial problems at Ohio
State, where the football team grosses

eight million dollars a year to feed the

althetic money pool.

Asked if she felt Title IX would help
alleviate the financial problems here at

UMass she simply replied, "I don't know, I

really don't know."

In summing up her coaching stint at

UMass, Coach Thompson concluded by
s.iying "I've done all I can do."
The new UMass volleyball coach is Mike

Rhodes.

«i^
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Rent increases
OKsaysKnapp
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

UMass President David C. Knapp has sent
a memo to all university trustees stating he
is satisfied the rent increase at university

family housing units "is based on sound
rationale and I also feel that the campus
made every attempt to notify the tenants of

the proposed and approved fee."

The tenants' strike, involving over 100
tenants who have withheld current rents
and placed them in an escrow account in

the student credit union, is not on the
agenda for tomorrow's trustee meeting in

Boston, although any member may bring
the Item up for discussion. The withheld
rent is based on the old rates.

Tenants last night held a rally at North
Village apartments, one of three housing
units affected by a $19 rent increase.

Tenant organizer Scott Balfour could not
be reached last night after the rally for

comment on the Knapp memo.
The tenant strike was initially believed to

be on the agenda by both Baxour and Vice
Chancellor for Student ffairs Dennis L.

Madson. Madson yesterday said he learned
the Item was not slated for discussion, but
said he hoped to have an indication from
the president's office by Friday as to

university policy on the matter.
Madson said no university action against

the striking tenants would be taken until he
heard from officials hwo had reviewed the
tenant situation. Eviction remains a
possibility should the trustees decide not to
reconsider their decision of last May which
granted the rent increase, he added.
Tenants in the three university family

housing units have protested the increase,

saying the increase cannot be met because
their teaching stipends have not increased

in four years. Most of the tenants are

married or foreign students employed by

UMass as research and teaching assistants.

A petition from the tenants to the trustees

was received last Friday, along with other
material which the board will review.

Director of University Relations Howard
White confirmed yesterday. White said

Knapp's cover memo about the tenant
issue accompanied a memo from chan-
cellor Randolph W. Bromery. Bromery's
memo concerned a report made for

Madson by Residential Resource
Management directgr Robert Campbell.
Balfour, contacted prior to the rally, said

the rally would be used by tenants to

discuss future action in the rent strike,

calling in local health inspectors in an at-

tempt to verify their claims of improper
code violations existing in the units, for-

mation of the UMass Tenants Association
(a Recognized Student Organization) and
election of its members, and possible

demands and proposals for future
negotiations with the administration.

Balfour said not being included on the

agenda may be "beneficial to us in the long
run because the university will not initiate

any decision until the next ri.v,.ting in

October " Madson later sakf action will not
be delayed until next month's trustees

meeting, but rather will be taken as early as
next week or as soon as he receives word
on a policy decision from the board or from
the president's office.

Any action against the tenants, who
Balfour said now have over $7,(X)0 in the

escrow account, will first be discussed with
the Housing Office staff and tenant leaders,

Madson said. Madson also said the

university would make every effort to take
care of any code violations endangering the
health of tenants, but did not say whether it

Turn to pg. 15

Tenant organizers Jerry Reed-Mundell, left, and Scott Balfour lead a rally at North
Village last night, briefing tenants on current rent withholding and possible future
action in protest of rent increases at the university family-housing units. (Staff photo by
Jim Mahoney)

GRC report released
By f^ARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

Workers in the Graduate Research Center

towers last spring showed a higher in-

cidence of menstrual and other health pro-

blems than other workers on campus, ac-

cording to a survey released yesterday.

The survey, which contacted 210 GRC
workers and 50 non-GRC University

employees, was undertaken last spring

after a series of health related complaints

were brought to UMass officials.

The towers were closed May 19 by College

of Arts and Sciences Dean Seymour
Shapiro, after a group of workers who had

complained of general discomfort and
menstrual problems were found in a test by

a private laboratory to have in their systems
a high level of toluene, a common lab sol-

vent.

Conclusions drawn from the survey,
however, discounted that toluene may
have been the cause of the health problems
in the GRC.
A report on the survey was prepared by

Barry Levy, M.D., an assistant professor of

occupational and environmental health at

the UMass Medical School in Worcester.
According to the report, "tiredness,

drowsiness, and sore throat occured
significantly more frequently among GRC
than non-GRC employees. More than 20
percent of GRC employees reported
tiredness, drowsiness, headache, malaise

Good day!
New evidence presented at Kennedy probe

New evidence was presented in Congress
yesterday that there might have been a
conspiracy in the slaying of President John
F Kennedy Page 4.

Governor's race heats up

The governor's race in Massachusetts is

heating up as the Sept. 19 primary election

edges closer. See page two for a profile of

the candidates.

Sports

Christian Author
speaks at FAC

Christian crusader and book author Josh
McDowell spoke on religion and Christ's

resurrection last night before a crowd of

500 in the Fine Arts Center. Page 3.

They finally did it. The Boston Red Sox

got back on the winning side of things as

they beat .Baltimore, 5-4. The Sox bats

came alive, too, with four home runs, two

by Jim Rice. Page 20.

Weather
Mostly cloudy, windy and cool today,

with the highs in the mid to upper 60's.

Clearing Tuesday night, and sunny

Wednesday.

and dizziness. A syndrome, consisting of

three or more of these symptoms, was
significantly associated with work in the

GRC and with perceptions (by those

surveyed) of fumes or odors and air flow

problems at work."
Shapiro said last night that extensive

checks and repairs of systems in the GRC
had occured during the spring and the sum-

mer. All exhaust hoods were checked, all

floor drains are now operative, and a pro-

gram of greater monitoring in the labs was
initiated.

Shapiro said after the GRC was closed last

spring, each lab underwent a health and

safety certification procedure before being

reopened.

A telephone survey is now being con-

ducted of people who complained of pro-

blems last spring, to see if the problems are

continuing, Shapiro said. Results of this

survey are expected within a week to ten

days.

The report pinpointed the health dif-

ficulties at the bottom floors of the towers.

"GRC women who worked on floors

ground through eight had a significantly

higher rate of excess menstrual bleeding

than those who worked on floors nine

through sixteen (59 percent vs. 41

percent]," it stated. "Excessive menstrual

bleeding and abnormal bleeding between
periods were statistically associated with

work in the GRC."
The report warned, however, that "results

must be interpreted with caution." It stated

the number of non-GRC employees was
relatively small [501, the sample surveyed

may not have been representative, and
''Jhose employees who more frequently

noted environmental problems, such as

fumes or odors, at work had various symp-

toms just as often as those who did not

note such problems, but were more likely to

report them because they attributed these

symptoms to the environmental problems."

Faculty
pickets
Whitmore
By MARIA MESSITTand CHRISTOPHER
H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

One hundred-fifty faculty members
yesterday at noon picketed the Whtimore
administration building and later gathered
in the outer portion of Chancellor Randolph
Wf Bromery's office.

They met to protest progress in current

contract negotiations with the ad-
ministration. The talks currently are stalled,

and the two sides have not sat down at the

bargaining table since early August.
The administration says it is now ready to

sign a contract, but the Massachusetts
Society of Professors, the faculty union,

says eight issues chief among them
distribution of merit pay -remain to be
resolved.

The demonstration was one of many job

actions undertaken this week by
disgruntled faculty memberis. One-
hundred fifty of the members voted late

last week to hold a sick-in beginning
tomorrow, and also to withhold from the

administration schedules of courses they

will teach next semester.
Faculty members will meet today to

consider further job action when the MSP
holds a meeting in the Campus Center
Auditorium at noon.
Carrying signs reading "UMass ^Tallest

Library Lowest Administration " and
"UMass Burns While Bromery Knapps",
the faculty marched into Whitmore, once
around the second floor and twice around
the third floor, congregating in Bromery's
outer office, omery did not meet with the

protestors.

MSP Vice President John Bracey then read

a mailgram Bromery sent to MSP President

James E. Cathey, earlier this week.

Turn to pg. 4
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New security head

plans image changes
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

As Acting Director of Security, Gerald T.

O'Neil plans to work on improving the im

age of his department by making it more

visible, but he intends to make no major

procedural changes.

"I want more men walking a more visible

sign of patrol on campus," but "you can't

require the men to do something you

wouldn't do yourself, " explains the 20-year

veteran of the UMass force who said he

plans to spend many hours outside his

Dickinson Hall office.

O'Neil was promoted from associate direc

tor of the department this summer when

former Director Saul L. Chafin left UMass

to take charge of the Harvard Radcliffe

University security force. He said his old

position of associate director will not be fill

ed until a UMass search committee selects

a permanent director. If no one is selected,

O'Neil will return to the associate post.

Meanwhile, other people within the

department are taking over the respon-

sibilities of the associate director. Trn

utilizing the people in the department,"

O'Neil said.

His philosophy of "get to meet people and

they get to know you " is not new, says

O'Neil, who t>egan in the department as a

patrolman.
"People are gonna see me all around," he

said last week after a lunchtime tour of the

Campus Center.

Currently O'Neil is working on a proposal

for the security force to take a more active

role in dormitory security. A recent survey

showed that students are not satisfied with

the current security system, he said. His

plan calls for the department to work direct-

ly with students hired for security.

O'Neil said dormitory security was once a

part of the department's responsibilities,

but was eliminated when the security force

was keeping a much lower profile.

"The students are getting to the point

where they aren't going to put up with van-

dalism," O'Neil said, notirig a change in the

attitudes on campus. He also said hR is will-

ing to work on a plan which surfaced last

year calling for a student escort service, "if

this is the desire of the community."

O'Neil is not new to the area. He is a long-

time member of the Amherst community, a

graduate of Amherst High School, and a

member of the Stockbridge class of '54.

"My roots are here," said the father of five.

As an established member of the araa,

O'Neil feels he has an advantage bcch at

UMass and in town, he knows the people

he has to work with, in some cases dating

back to the 17 years he wcie a uniform.

O'Neil and Amherst police chief Donald

Maia were high schoo' classmates.

Forecasting that a decision on directorship

of the department will not be made until

next year, O'Neil concluded, "I think it's

going to be a good year."

Selectmen to consider

new Federal building
By PA TRICIA KEEPE andJOHNMORAN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen last

night postponed consideration on a bid to

construct a new federal office building in

South Amherst.

The federal General Service

Administration wants to move the U.S.

Department of Agriculture office from its

present location off Triangle Street in

Amherst Center to a future location in

South Amherst.

Don LaVerdiere, bidder elect or cun-

sturction and leasing, urged the selectmen

to accept the GSA's choice of building

plans and site. He said that the new
building would generate an increase of

S20,000 in added tax revenue, as well as 40

additional )obs in the Amherst area.

LaVerdiere had been chosen by the GSA
as the pronosed developer of the office

building, dependent on the approval by the

selectmen of the South Amherst site

Bill McKeenhan, president of the

Downtown Central Business uistr-ct

Promotional Committee, spoke in op-

position to the proposed site. McKeenhan
stressed the importance of a vital

marketplace at the core of a community

and reminded the board of its earlier

commitment to the revitalization of the

downtown area.

MrKeenhan said that it was "the policy or
state government to discourage movement
of stat^ and federal offices out of central
areas to the suburbs " He added that the
proposed site was in direct conflict with
state policy and asked the board to con-
sider the possible economic repercussions
within the downtown area.

McKeenhan supported his claims of

business losses with the results of a survey

received from USD employees.

The President of the Amherst Chamber of
Commerce also spoke in opposition to the
proposed site, saying that the rental of the
old USD offices could not possibly replace
the loss of 60 or so potential customers to
the downtown area

In other business, the Selectmen gave a

unanimous vote of support to the Regional
Resource Recovery Project. The board is

considering signing a letter of interest

asking "to participate in the planning for

the construction of a regional facility for the

disposal of solid wastes."

A meeting of those interested in con-

struction of the project will be held

tomorrow in Springfield. The recovery

proiect IS still in the planning stages. A
representative from the Board of Select-

men wiii be at tomorrows meeting. If the

i«cuvery project is proposed to oe con-

structed in the area, the town of Amherst
will have the opportunity to review the

proposal for approval.

Residents of the Pelham Road area at

tended the meeting to follow up a petition

they sent to the selectment on July 16
asking the town to crack down on speeders
on the road

Pelham Road is used by many students

and commuters to reach Rte. 202, Rte. 2,

and the eastern part of the state. Signers of

he petition suggested a speed limit

reduction from 45 mph to 35 mph begin-
ning at Heatherstone Road, and a
prohibition of passing.

Fred Luddy of 3b Kelham u. reao a

statement to the Board in which he said the

road has become a "de facto state high

way ' He said that increased traffic on the

road is caused primarily by people going to

UMass and Echo Hill. He said a fatal ac-

cident, such as the one this summer in

volving a motorcyclist which prompted the

petition, was "predictable.

"

Amherst Police Chief RobertMaia told the

board he believes Pelham Road is safe for

passing and that 45 m'ph is a safe speed

limit He gromised stricter enforcement.

The selectmen also voted to ask the state

to review Pelham Road speed limits and

passing areas and also voted to ask the

town planner to review the sidewalk areas.

%

mil
The Graduate Research Center, where last spring workers complained of discomfort,

and women of prolonged menstrual bleeding. The building was later closed at the end
ot the spring semester. A report on the cause of the illnesses was released yesterday,

and a story appears on page one.

Four test the Duke in
'78 Governor's race
By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

As the Sept. 19 primary date approaches

and the November general election looms

on the horizon for two party winners, the

field of gubenatorial candidates has

remained constant at five.

On the Democratic side are the in-

rumbent, Gov. Michael S. Dukakis former

Massachusetts Port Authority Director

Edward J. King, and former Lamonuyc
Mayor Barbara Ackermann
For the Republicans, the challenge will

come from conservatives Edward F. King,

head of Citizens for Limited Taxation, and

state Rep. Francis W. Hatch, the House
minority leader.

The five candidates can be easily spotted

along the political specturm, from left to

right. At the far left is Ackermann, 53, who
has centered her campaign attacks against

Dukakis around the issues of human
services. She hus charged Dukakis with

mismanagement in almost every phase of

state human services, terming him
"inefficient and heartless."

Dukakis, 44, himself would hold the

position of moderate liberal, but many state

liberals would be hard pressed to include

him within their ranks. Many of his

decisions, especially budget cuts dealing

with education and other human services,

have come under strong attack from the

state's liberal faction. And his 1974

campaign promise of new taxes has never

been forgotten.

But Dukakis has strengths, some that may
be too powerful for any of the challengers

to overcome. His biggest strength is the

nffirp itself Dukakis can, and has. used the

office to keep himself and his actions within

tne public limelight. Good examples of this

were be the governors visits to various

Town Meetings across the Commonwealth
and his performance during the Blizzard of

78.
Democrat King, 52, can be placed

politically |ust to the right of the governor.

King has come out in favor of capital

punishment. Proposition 13, and a 21-year-

old firmkiiif) age He is against abortion. For

the past three yeais he has been the
director the New England Council, a
reoional economic group, and for 11 years

he was J the directoi of MassPort.

As the polls wouio snow, MCKermann is

havin^q trouble collecting enough money to

finance her campaign. Both Dukakis ana
King are outspending her approximately 10-

1, but there is a fear within the Dukakis
organization that whatever votes she
receives will come from liberals dissatisied

with Dukakis.

The nolLs also show that he is w*»ll back in

the race. King is within reach of Dukakis. It

is a race tnat nas oecome closer tnan many
would have thought.

The most liberal of* the two Republican

candidates is Hatch, the 53-year-old

legislator from Beverly. Hatch comes
complete with a wealthy, good-guy image,

but unfortunately the state's Republican

electorate, comprising about 16 percent of

the total vote, are not looking for a nice

guy. One veteran North Shore Republican

this summer, when asked of Hatch's

chances, responded, "The only way Frank

Hatfh can win this rare i<: if we ran send

him into Roxbury and he can say mother

without a Harvard accent.

The recent publishing of delinquent

tax lists, initiated by Hatch, have

lent him some creaioiiiiy db a canaroate. It

has given him good opportunity to snipe at

the Dukakis organization.

The last candidate, and the one farthest to

the political right is Edward F. King.

Republican King, 37, also supports capital

punishment and opposes abortion, busing,

gun control and graduated income taxes.

He is the head of the group that suc-

cessfully opposed the graduated income

tax m 1972 and 1976. He won the non-

binding nomination from the state

K epublicans during the May convention in

Springfield.
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Christian crusaderspealcs on Resurrection
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Josh McDowell last night.

By CLAUDE TETREAULT
Collegian Staff

Christian crusader and book author Josh
McDowell spoke on religion and Christ's

resurrection last night before a crowd
estimated at 500. The presentation was
sponsored by the Campus Crusade for

Christ.

Was the resurrection of Christ a great
farce or the greatest fact that exists?, ques-
tioned McDowell. Using personal evidence,
factual information from the Bible, and oc-
casional humor, McDowell told the au
dience that Christ's resurrection was not a
vicious heartless hoax.
Next, McDowell introduced Christianity

and its implications for the followers of

Christ.

"I tried for two years," he said, "to write a

book to refute Christianity. Instead, I

became a firm believer of Christianity and
for 13 years I have written why I am a Chris-

tian.
"

McDowell inter-related Christianity with
the average college student. "Have you
ever noticed how the topic of Christianity

forever appears in historical and
philosophical readings?" he asked.
'Maybe, just maybe, religion affects our

lives," added McDowell. Then, following a

brief pause he exclaimed, "Jesus Christ

changes Lives!"

He believes in the faith," said UMass
graduate student Joe Weber, "and
presented himself accordingly.

"McDowell was really good," said Lisa

Meeks of Mount Holyoke. "I've read some
of his readings. Now that I was him live, I

can understand how he touches so many
audience members."

"Basically, he had a special way of com-
municating Christianity," said John Minter

of UMass. "That's all."

Last year, McDowell toured 40 countries

and reached over one-half million listeners.

In addition, he spoke at more than 500
universities throughout the world.
McDowell's bestseller book for 36 mon-

ths. Evidence That Demands Verdicts has
sold over
a million copies.

Tomorrow evening at 8 p.m. in the Fine

Arts Center, McDowell will make a presen-

tation called Maximum Sex, or. Is Cove Still

Possible in a Junky World? The public is in-

vited free of charge. as he spoke in the Student Union Ballroom.

Women's aptitude for priesthood studied
By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

Recent months have seen several new
developments in the controversy over the
role of women in the Roman Catholic
Church.

An in-depth study of Catholic women who
wish to become priests has found that they
may be more suited psychologically to that
vocation than are most men currently in the
priesthood. The "Women's Ordination
Study " was modeled after a 1974 study
conducted on priests for the National Con-
ference of Catholic Bishops.

One hundred women were tested, in-

cluding nuns and single and married
women who expressed the desire to be
priests. Each woman took a series of

psychological tests and underwent a two-
hour in depth clinical interview with ten
psychologists who evaluated the data.

The women's scores in personality and
emotional health were then compared to
those from the 1974 study of priests. The
new study found that 91 percent of the

women tested had "healthy personalities,"

as compared to 24 percent of the priests

studied.

Eight percent of the women had what was
called "'underdeveloped personalities,"

compared to 68 percent of the priests

studied. The study defined an
"underdevloped" person as one who has
not matured as much as she or he ought to

have, given age and training.

The study found one percent of the
women had "maldeveloped" personalities,

and showed symptoms of psychological il-

lness, as compared to eight percent of the
priests.

The prestigious Catholic Theological
Society of America has released a study
report which maintains that women should
be admrtted to the priesthood. The report
goes against the official view of the Roman
Catholic hierarchy, which strongly opposes
the ordination of women.
The society, whose membership includes
some of the leading thinkers in the church
of the United States, commissioned the
study three years ago.
In a 51 page report, the society rejects the

main contention of Pope Paul the Sixth and
the College of Cardinals: That if Christ had
intended women to be priests, he would

have included a woman among fiis

desciples.

The report states, "gospels do not bear
out the assertion regarding Jesus' exclu-
sion of women from apostleship." It adds
that women were "among the original

disciples of Jesus and were primary
witnesses of his ministry." The report con-
cludes, according to society Secretary
Reverend Edward Konerman, that "there is

no good reason not to ordain women."
A little more than a year ago, the Vatican

declared that women may not be priests

because they do not physically resemble
Christ.

The chairperson of the National Assembly
of Women Religious is warning that the
failure of the Roman Catholic hierarchy to

ordain women priests is weakening the
voice of the church.
Sister Kathleen Keating, a member of a

small group of nuns seeking ordination,

said the current practice of the Roman
Catholic hierarchy of neglecting "half the
talent pool in the Church" is a major in-

justice.

"A virtue of Christianity ought to be
justice, " Keating said, "but we do not see it

within our own church."
Keating said the group of nuns was not

seeking "power tor ourselves." She said
the nuns believe "that women, with men,
will help to develop a new church-more
open, more responsive, and more compas-
sionate."

The second Conference on the Ordination
of Catholic Women is scheduled to be held
in Baltimore on November 10-12. The con-
ference is sponsored by the national
Assembly of Women Religious, the Na-
tional Coalition of American Nuns, an inter-

national group called Roman Catholic
Feminists, and the national Federation of
Priests Councils.
Conference coordinator Dolores
Pomerleau reports that more than 35 na-
tional and international organizations and
more than 100 other individuals and
religious congregations from New England
to California will attend the conference to
examine the question of ordaining women.
The relationship of ordination to social

justice, the Women's Movement, and tha
Christian tradition of ministry will also be
explored.

Conference activities will include ad-
dresses by leading feminist theologians,
discussion groups, regional caucuses,
special interest meetings and a "rebirtfi

event".

First party will test
new alcohol policy

r

By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

The new alcohol policy now in effect on
campus this week received words of en-

couragement from the first fraternity

scheduled to sponsor a large party this

semester.

Dan Smith, president of Beta Kappa Phi,

sponsors of a party to benefit muscular

dystrophy scheduled for this weekend, said

he thinks the policy is "going to be fine, not

as difficult as it first sounded. " Beta Kappa

Phi has been working for more than a

month planning the party, and about 6,000

people are expected..

"It means more responsibility on our

part," Smith said. "The policy spells out

more our liability. We are planning this one
much more carefully."

Joanne Gravelle from the alcohol educa-

tion task force said the new alcohol policy is

intended to encourage more detailed stu-

dent party planning and alcohol education,

while bringing large parties under tighter

control.

"We're hoping that people will spot peo-

ple drinking a lot and tell them to slow

down. If security monitors keep an eye on

things, then they can spot trouble before it

happens." '

Phi Sigma Kappa, sponsors of last years

Schlitzarama that drew over 10,000 people,

is not planning another such festival this

year.

"We just don't have enough people to

comply," said Vice-president Joseph Fer-

raro. "I think it is a good idea that you have

to serve food, a recuperation center, and

people attending others who have passed

out, but we don't have enough people. Last

year got pretty large scale. I agree with the

rules."

New alcohol guidelines limit the amount of

alcohol that can be purchased for an event.

Alcohol bought for a party cannot exceed

one keg of beer for every 40 people ex-

pected. At least 20 percent of the refresh-

ment budget for a party must be spent on

food, and at least three non-alcoholic

beverages must be served.

While all parties require clearance under

the new regulations, large parties drawing

more than 400 people have even stricter

guidelines.

"We are encouraging small parties in com-

parison to the large ones," Gravelle said.

Non-compliance with the regualtions can

result in the cancellation of future events.

"Enforcement is difficult," she said. "VVe

want to be common sense about it. It will

depend on immediate staff people in the

area, and if there is police security they can

act as feedback, ^nd if they don't clean up

after themselves than janitors may inform

us."

Gamma Sigma Sigma
to hold annual book sale

ByDEBISHEINandJ KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Every semester.besides finding a place

to live, tigurmg out how to eat for four

months and signing into classes,

students are also trying to locate new
books and get rid of old ones.

For years Gamma Sigma Sigma has
run a book exchange where students

can sell their books and also find the

ones they need. The Alpha Theta
Chapter of Gamma bigma Sigma, the

national service sorority, again is

holding the exchange in room 165 of

the Campus Center. Today is the last

day the non-profit program will accept

books to be sold. However, books will

be on sale until September 15.

The Book exchange system works
this way: students set their own prices
when putting a bonk up for sale. A list

is posted for students to keep track of
their books. If the book is sold, the
seller presents a receipt to get the
money. Unsold books may be picked
up at the exchange from September 18-

20. Titles tend to sell for much less
than at the Text Book Annex, since
students set their own prices. For each
book sold, a small service charge is

added to cOver operating expenses

Last semester, the exchange sold ov^r
$800 worth of books

Presidential papers transfer

angers UMass history prof
By BRYANT M. JORDAN
Collegirin Staff
A UMass professor is angry over the

relOLdlion of the Hampshire Interlibrary

Center (HILCl collection of presidential

papers from liieii ncieiofore temporary
location in the Robert Frost library at
Amherst College to permanent housing in

the Mt. I iolyoke College library.

Professor Stephen Gates of the history
dept yesterday criticized the move, saying
there is no way it can be justified to me

H.n:
,
r ..(!l I. her.iidiib school committed to

undergraduate education should take
priority over a university with a flourishing
graduate program."

The microfilm copies of the presuu,,,

papers contain public and private
d( iiments anJ corres^jondences of nearly

all U.S. presidents.

Gates, who teaches graduate courses in

hiogiaphy and the Civil War era, believe*

tiie presidential papers should be housed in

the UMass library

"It IS the philosophy of the university to

promote maior historical research f;;.

publication"' he sairi. "Those papvs
should be herr wh*.'^ '.tudents needing
them can get to Xi^vntv^ty."
According to :>u';'."ed Feller, chief

bibliographer for !<•<) Un«versity library, the
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Acoustics tests suggest Kennedy conspiracy
Coltegian ^

WASHINGTON (AP) New acoustics tests

indicate that a second gunman may have

fired on President John F. Kenned,' a fin

ding that would support theories of .i con-

spiracy in the assassination, a House com-
mittee was told yesterday.

Dr. James Barger, chief scientist for a

Massachusetts acoustics firm, told the

House Assassinations Committee that the

tests he conducted for the panel discloced

the possibility that four shots could have

been fired.

Barger said the test results showed the

fourth shot theory to be "a possible conslu

sion " Testimony that four shots were

possible contradicts the Warren Commis
sion, which concluded there were only

three shots. Conspiracy theorists have

contended a fourth shot was tired and that

a second gunman was involved.

The Warren Commission concluded that

Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone in

assassinating Kennedy on Nov. 22, 1963,

as the president rode in a motorcade in

Dallas

Three shell casings were found in the

Texas School Book Depository window
from which Oswald was said to have fired

at Kennedys motorcade But some
eyewitnesses contended they heard shots
from a grassy knoll to Kennedy's right, and
conspiracy theorists have contended that a

second gunman fired from there.

Rep. Louis Stokes(D Ohio), chairman of

the assassinations committee, opened the

hearing by urgir^g that no one "too quickly

draw sensational conclusions from this

evidence."
In his testimony, Barger said he and his

staff analyied a Dallas police tape recor-

dinym^e vMtgrt a motorcycle officer ac-

cufentalV feJ> nts radio transmitter on for

about 5 V? minutes. During those minutes,

Kennedy was killed.

Barger spent nearly two hours leading the

committee through a coml^ explanation of

how he got his results from analysis of the

police radio recording and comparison with

tests made in Dallas' Dealey Plaza last

month. During those tests, acoustical ex-

perts recorded 2,600 rifle and pistol shots

fired at sandbags.
The tests indicated that, during the

seconds in which Kennedy was slain, four

shots were fired and that one was fired too

soon after the others to have been fired by
the same gunman, Barger tetified. He said

the tests indicate the police motorcycle was
about 120 feet behind Kennedy's
limousine.

Barge is chief scientist with the acoustics

firm of Bolt, Beranek and News, which also

analyzed recordings of Ohio National Guard
gunfire at Kent State University and the in-

famous 18'/? -minute gap on Richard M.
Nixon's Watergate tapes.

In other testimony, a photoanalyst, Dr.

William Hartmann, said tests indicate

Abraham Zapruder reacted viibly to two
shots while taking his famous motion pic-

tures of the Kennedy assassination.

I
Faculty members, above, as they picketed yesterday outside the Whitmore ad-

ministration building One-hundred fifty members joined the picket line which snaked
around the bottom of the Whitmore ramp. The pickets later marched through the

building and through the center of campus to the Campus Center. Below, one marcher
holds his sign aloft while outside Whitmore. Story this page and page one. (Staff photo
by Patrjck O. Dobbs)

* Facultypickets

I

Com. from pg. 1

It said the university condiers the MSP
JOB ACTION TO BE AN "unlawful work
stoppage," and threatened to "take ap-

propriate action." Bromery also asked

Cathey to tell the MSP membership not to

engage in the job actions. UMass Director

of Public Affairs Daniel Melley said the

"appropriate action" would be decided by
the university's legal staff. Melley dkj not

know where, or when the decision would
take place. •

Bracey said the MSP does not condone

any unlawful activity by faculty members.

The sick in was approved by faculty

members at large, and is not union-

su ppor ted

.

"The faculty basically, to use a polite

word, are pissed," said Bracey. "I think the

turnout today is good," he said.

Bracey said the administration must be

"uninformed." He said the purpose of the

demonstration was to provide the ad-

ministration with information on the

contract dispute.

Bracey said he hopes "someone will get

the message back to the chancellor,

wherever he is. We don't want to meet him
in an adversary manner."

After the fifteen-minute gathering, the

faculty members marched to the Campus
Center, and the rally broke up on the CC
steps.

/

'Snuff nets man probation

Her Say News Service

A Southern California man who was
charged with plotting to make "snuff films

"

in which women would be tortured to

death has been placed on three years

probation.

Fred Barre Douglas was scheduled to

stand trial a second time on charges of

solicitation to commit murder. He was,
however, allowed to plead no contest

instead, to a charge of conspiracy to

commit assault with a deadly weapon.

Douglas was arrested last year by two

undercover policewomen after he alleedly
'

DROVE WITH THEM AND AN IN

FORMANT TO A SHACK IN THE DESERT
NEAR Yucca Valley. The informant siad the

plan called for her, after the women were

chained and tied, to torture the women to

death while Douglas filmed the killings.

Carter meetings may

encourage peace talk

CAMP DAVID, Md. (AP) President Carter
has begun an "even more intense effort" to
bridge differences between Egypt and
Israel, but "neither optimism nor pessimism
is justified at this point," spokesman Jody
Powell said yesterday.

The president is trying to refine areas of
apparent progress and trying to find com-
promise approaches in areas where Egyp-
tian President Anwar Sadat and Israeli

Prime Minister Menachem Begin are apart,
Powell said.

The process began Sunday at a 65-minute
meeting between Carter and Begin. It con-
tinued yesterday when Carter met for two
hours with Sadat.

Powell, briefing reporters for the first time
in more than 48 hours, said Carter had no
immediate plans for a three-way meeting
with the Egyptian and Israel leaders.

Earlier, Israeli sources had said such a ses-

sion would be held by the end of the day.

.-'owell said it would be inappropriate "to
draw the conclusion of a stalemate"" from
the fact that there has been no triangular
summit session since last Thursday. "'You
are barking up the wrong tree," the
spokesman said.

/

Powell said the summit had grown "even
m jre intense" and the discussions were be-

ing conducted in a more "detailed
fashion."

"It is certainly a more intense effort by the
president," he said.

The Israeli sources, asking not to be iden-

tified, said the talks had moved from the

exploratory to the operative stage. The

president was understood to have made
"suggestions" to Begin at their meeting
and presumably was doing the same with

Sadat. There was ho public word about
what the suggestions were.

Carter is seeking compromises from both
sides to break the Mideast impasse. Sadat
is said to be looking for far more than a
framework for negotiations at a lower level

after the summit.

The Egyptian leader is known to want
hard results from the conference. But
there was no way of knowing whether
Begin was yielding to his demand for full

withdrawal from lands taken by Israel in the

1967 Six-Day war and for recognition of

Palestinian "rights."

"We need another two or three days to

crystallize things," Israeli defense minister

Ezer Weizman told an Egyptian reporter

Sunday as Carter guided Begin and Sadat
through a tour of the Civil War battlefield in

Gettysburg, Pa.

So far. Carter, Begin and Sadat have met
together for a total of seven hours. In

separate meetings. Carter has spent more
than 13 hours with Begin and about one-
third less time with Sadat.

The first due that the summit has reached

a decisive stage would be a three-way
meeting of the foreign ministers-Secretary

of State Cyrus R. Vance, Israeli Foreign

Minister Moshe Dayan and Egyptian
Foreign Minister Mohammed Kamel.

That would indicate drafting of

documents had begun. But so far no such

meeting has been announced.

An unidentified male student examines "Great Resurrection Hoax" literature

yesterday, given to him by the unidentified white robed figure at the right. Evangelist
Josh McDowell spoke last night in the Student Union Ballroom. Story on page three.

(Staff photo by Patrick 0. Dobbs)

Third world cites need for controversial contraceptive
Editor's Note: The following is an update of

women's fiealth news.
Her say News Service

The House Select Committee on
Population reports it is being bombarded
with requests from Third World countries

for the controversial drug, Depo Provera.

The Food and Drug Administration

recently announced that it would not

approve Depo Provera as a dontraceptive

for women. The FDA said extensive studies

on the drug had shown that it caused
irregular bleeding among women, possible

birth defects, and that it could cause

cancer.

Under a rigid policy of the Agency for

International Development, which coor-

dinates family planning assistance abroad,

contraceptives which are not considered

safe enough for american women may not

be sent overseas for use by women in other

nations.

The UpJohn Company, which makes
Depo Provera, has appealed the FDA
decision not to approve the drug. Now,
testimony given by health officials before

the House may give UpJohn's case a

boost.

One Ghanian official with the International

Planned Parenthood Federation tstified

that his nation needed Depo Provera

because "66 percent of the population live

under one roof -father, mother, daughter-

in-law, son-in-law, and grandchildren-there

is hardly any privacy for using pills or con-

doms or any other methods of that type."

"There", he added, "they want simple,

quick, cheap and reliable family planning

methods like injectibles-Depo Provera."

The Select Committee on Population says
it will hold hearings in the near future on
whether the posible cancer-causing drug
should be allowed for use in other counries,

even though it is banned for contraceptive
use in the U.S.

Help For Anorexia Victims

Women and girls who suffer from
anorexia nervosa— the starvation

disease — may now be able to seek help

through a recently founded national self-

help group.
The organization, called the national

Anorexic Aid Society, was founded by
former anorexic Patricia Howe last October
in Columbus, Ohio. It serves as a medical

referral agency and support group to

anorexics throughout the US.
Anorexia Nervosa is an emotional and

physiolovical disorder in which victims feel

compelled to avoid food and consequently

suffer severe loss in body weight. Anorexia

victims can literally starve themselves

through not eating, self-induced vomiting,

laxatives and enemas in efforts to be thin.

They often continue to see themselves as

fat, no matter how much weight they have

lost.

Howe reports that society has a lot to do
with the disorder by '"an overemphasis on
slimness."" She says that teen-aged girls

can become anorexic due to societal

pressures on appearance and "'the great

emphasis on women to succeed" today. By
being anorexic, Howe says, girls can avoil

adulthood and sexual identity by keeping

themselves small. Howe adds that "Twiggy

was perhaps the first" to start the star-

vation syndrome.
Howe told Her bay tnat currerft statistics

show that at least one student in every high

school in the U.S. is anorexic. She said

that although anorexia strikes females more
frequently, one out of every 10 anorexics is

male.

Unnecessary Mastectomies
The Congressional Women's Caucus—

A

bipartisan group monitoring legislation and

federal policies affecting women -has
asked the House oversight and in-

vestigation subcommittee to look into

recent allegations that women in a federally

financed cancer detection project un-

derwent unnecessary breast surgery.

A panel of pathologists is charging that

women in the Breast Cancer Demon-

stration Project had mastectomies without

being diagnosed as having breast cancer.

Representatives Elizabeth Holtzman and

Margaret Heckler, leaders of the Caucus,

have expressed "deep concern" that

women might have been subjected to

unnecessary mastectomies. They are

calling for an immediate investigation,

charging that '"the operation is an ex-

tremely serious surgical procedure that in

many cases requires women to
^

face

psychological as well as physical pain."

Pregnancy Effects Diseases
Science Digest magazine reports that the

production of certain hormones during

pregnancy can trigger or retard diseases

like arthritis, diabetes, high blood pressure

and cancer.

Arthritis, the, magazine says, often

disappears during pregnancy only to flare

up again four to six weeks after a pregnant

arthritic has had her baby. The magazine

says that although the actual cause of the

temporary cure of arthritis in pregnant

women is unknown, transfusions of blood

from pregnant donors to other arthritic

patients improved their conditions in 85

percent of the patients who received it.

Diabetes and high blood pressure, on the

other hand, says Science Digest, can lie

dormant for a number of years until a

woman becomes pregnant. The magazine

says, however, that the sudden growth of

the placenta, which is a source of certain

hormones that inhibit the production of

insulin in some pregnant women, can

contribute to the onset of diabetes.

Cancer, like arthritis, however, according

to Science Digest, can improve during

pregnancy. The magazine reports that

studies of pregnant women with breast

cancer showed that those who aborted had

much lower survival rates than those who
carried the pregnancy to term.

Abortion Chronicle Published

While the pros and cons of abortion are

being argued throughout the country, a

Long Island feminist has compiled a book

titled Women Speak Out About
Abortion, a chronicle of actual abortion

experiences.
rnmniled and edited by Rose Soma, the

executive director of Americans United to

Save Legal Abortion in Suffolk, new York,

the book is a collection of more than 80

women's responses to a nationwide

abortion questionnaire.
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Philip Morris Incorporated

Announces Its

Marketing/Communications Competition

Let aTl calculator Kelp you make man efficaeirt use of your time.
This . and for years to come.

Nofw, mcHie affordable
than ever!

TheTI Programma-
ble 57 is a powerful
slide rule calculator
with statistics and de-
cision making capabil-

ities to help solve repeti-

tive problems . . . quickly and
accurately.

Powerful program memory stores 50 fully-merged

steps for up to 150 keystrokes Computer-like func-

tions include editing, branchmg, subroutines, and
'"ore. Slide rule capabilities include functions of x.

as well as log, trig and statistical functions. Comes
complete with an ea y-to-follow learning guide.

With its new. low price and limited time $5.00 re-

bate, the Tl Proy rammable 57 offers an unsurpassed

value. Act now to take advantage of this outstand-

ing offer.

Use this coupon to obtain your $5.00 rebate.

Texas Instruments *ili rebate $5 00 o1 your original TI-57 purchase price when you

(1) Return this completed coupon including serial number (2) along with your

completed TI-57 customer mtormation card (packed m box) and (3) a dated copy

o( proof ot your purchase ventymg purchase between August 15 and October 31

1978 Vwir coufon. cut'omer intormillen cirti ind dated copy of prool ol pur-

cMm mutt IM postmarked on or betore November 7 197S to qualltv lor tlilt

tpeclal ofltf.

%wt\a
TI-57 Rttota Ottor. P Box 59 tabbock, Tent 79401

Name —

Address

City _
Sttte Zip

TI-57 SERIAL NUMBER
(from back ol calculator)

Please allow 30 days lor delivery Otter votd where prohibited by law Offer good m

US only

of the co\cu\o^or s^ore

campus center /univ. of mass./amherst

The Competition: Philip Morris Incorporated is sponsoring its

Tenth Annual Markctinti/Communications Competition, offering win-

ners cash awards for ihc development of a marketing/communications

proposal related lo (he company's non-tobacco products or operations.

It is designed lo provide students with realistic and practical business

experience to supplement their classrtMim learning.

The Topic: Students may propose a program in corporate respon-

sibility, marketing, promoliftn. advertising, college relations, communi-

cations, community relations, urban aflairs. government affairs, etc.

The Jud]^: Members of the selection committee are: Eugene H.

Kummel. Chairman, Mc<'ann F.rickson; Mary Wells Lawrence, Chair-

man, Wells. Rich, Cireene; Arjay Miller. Dean. Stanford Business School;

William Ruder. President, Ruder & Finn; and James C. Bowling, Senior

Vice President. Philip Morris Incorporated.

The .Students: The Competition is open to students currently en-

rolled in any accredited ctillegc or university. Undergraduate students

must work in groups of live or more, and graduate students in groups of

two or more, both under the counsel of a full-time faculty member.

The Prize: A first place award of $1 ,000 and a second place award

of $5(X) will be presented to the winning entries in the undergraduate and

graduate categories.

The Deadline: The deadline for proposals is December 15, 1978.

Write its and we will supply back-
ground inlormation on the program
and on the corporation and its

products
Philip Morns Marketing/
Communications Competition
Philip Morns Inccrporaled
100 Park Avenue
New York. NY 10017

Please send me additional inlormation
on the Competition

Name.

Address.

School

IphILIP morris USA PHILIP MORRIS INTERNATIONAL. MILLER BREWING COMPANY.
SEVEN UP COMPANY, PHILIP MORRIS INDUSTRIAL. MISSION VIEJO COMPANY..

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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A whole new area in the store

just devoted to the display of these

panels that odd instant excitement

to any rOOfn! (student special til sept 16)

naimal tfcMtilcs
"omhcm'itobrk c*nt*<'

otictwrlzvd <l*o)*( of Swiu 5«fnino Mwing moctMocf

>*:>• '•or 1S9 n. pleasant street, omherst
4i^ hoorsr 10-6 moo.-sat. 256-6427

open fri. until 9

Top of theCampus
Restaurant

offers

Jazz player Bobby Short
to kick off FAC series

Jazz pianist and vocalist Bobby Short,

often referred to as the "last of the great

troubadours," will perform in concert at the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall on Sept. 24
at 8 p .m

.

The Bobby Short concert is the premiere

event of the 1978 79 Concert Season and is

part of the Concert Hall subscription series.

Short, who describes himself as a "saloon
pianist and singer" will be acconpanied by
Beverly Peer on bass and Gene Gammage
on drums.
*^hnrf records for Atlantic Records. His

idouble album, Bobby Short Loves Colt

Porter, reached the best selling list in i972

and received the Record Of The Year
Award from Stereo Review magazine.

Tickets for the Bobby Short concert are
now on sale at the Fine Arts Center box of-
fice, Monday through Friday, 9a.m-4 p.m.,
and one hour before the performance, and
at all New England Ticketron locations.
Ticket prices are: General public-$7,6 5
UMass students $6,5,4. Senior citizens
and other students $6,5,4.
—J'he Bobby Short concert is part of the
Concert Tiall series which also features
Chuck Mangione on October 8, Peter Allen
on October 28, and Jose Feliciano on Aoril
4, 1979.

^

For more information on the Bobby Short
concert, or other events of the Fine Arts
Center Concert Series, call (413) 545-2511.

A free glass of wine

with each dinner entre

every Tuesday!

Dinner is servedSrom
Spm - 9pm

1 TheCollegian islooking
j

for people to deliver the
1 newspaper totheFive
j College area.

j
Thisisasalaried position!

{
If interested , call Jeff

1 Weisberg, Circulation
j Manager S46-9S63

JOB
OPENING

Collegian staff assistant

Variety of clerical and research tasks, hours
varying fronn ten to twenty per week.

$25 per week, work study or non-work study.

Must be student at UMass.

Application fornns available from editor-in-chief,

Collegian office (113 Campus Center). Applica-

tions due Fri., Sept. 15.

The Collegian is an equal opportunity
employer.

'

JOIN
CAMPUS-WIDE
COMMITTEES

Such as:

Legal Services Exemption Board

Housir^ Exemptions Board

Mass State Students Association

Rebate Committee
•Many other positions also available

For more information and/or applica-

tions come in anytime to Room 4^, Stu-

dent Union.

aPinball
Machine!

«i^.

X

4 First Prizes: Full-size Bally' Pinball Machines.

200 Second Prizes: Regulation leather soccer balls.

Guess how many Swingline Tot Staples

are in the jar!

NOMINATIONS
FOR

STUDENT
SENATE,

including Presidential positions,

are available in Rm. 420, Stu-

dent Union Deadline for ap-

plications is. September 25.

Elections are to be held the 3rd

& 4th of October.

Win a fabulous, commercial-size

BALLY* Galaxy Ranger'" Pinbail Machine
— an action-packed game that four can

play! It's all solid-state, with an electronic

LED scoreboard right out of the future —
and a dozen tunes n' tones to add to the

excitement!

If you don't flip, you can still get your

kicits Because we're giving away hand-

sewn leather soccer balls too!

All you have to do is figure out how
many Tot staples are in the jar — it's 3W
high and 4H" in diameter.

But you'll have no trouble figuring out

ways to use a Tot 50« stapler. Staples,

tacks, mends and goes wherever you go—
it's no bigger than a pack of gum And only

$1 49*, with 1,000 Tot staples included.

Check out the Cub* Desk and Hand
staplers too just $2 98*

Enter today! Who'll win is anybody's
guess!

SWINGLINE TOT M PC Bon 2154 Westbory NY 11591

There are staples in »»>e lar

Impoftanl: Write yourgums outaMe nwelope. lo«»*r

letl-hand conwf.

Name

Stale

r-hone No

-2«P

ICIue: Staples >n |ar

1 could be loaded mio
laOO to 1,000 Tot Staplers — J

"Mfg s suggested retail price

Of^FICIAL RULES NO PURCHASE REQUIRED Hand
pfini inlormalion on ollicial enlfy blank o' postcard

W'llp your gu««s outside lie eoypiopp o' poslcafd m
lo*pi leli rofne' Enities musi tw 'eceived by Dec 3'

I9'f) PRIZES AtWAROEO TO ENTRIES WITH ACTUAL
COUNT OR NEAREST TO ACTUAL COUNT IN CASE
OF TIE A DRAWING DETERMINES WINNERS » >n,ii

ilerision by an mdependenl judging O'gani/alion All

(inres *iil be awarded and wmnerj noMied by mail

tnler »<• otien as you wi»b Eacfi entry must be mailed

separately L imil one pnie to a household Winners may

r)e requirfd lo e«ecute allidavit ot release and eligibility

Contest isopentoresidenlsolU S encept employees <>'

S«»ir>giine iis parent and alliliated companies advert'S

inq and ludqing agencies and their lamiiies Void m MO
MD and Wl and wherever prohibited restricted or ta«ef1

FOR WINNERS LIST SEND STAMPED SELF
ADDRESSED ENVELOPE TO SWINOLINE WINNERS
P O aOK 1472. WESTBURY. NEW VORR 11»»1

•CotumDiar ^ are trademarks of CBS Irx:. C 1978 CBS IrK.

Around the nation

N.J. ex-employee

kills for revenge
Associated Press —
EDISON, N.J. A disgruntled former

employee walked into a perfume factory
yesterday and, without a word, shot to
death the company president and two plant

foremen before killing himself with a
sawea oft shotgun, authorities said.

Two of the victims-the company president
and one foreman- had testified against the
man, identified as Robert Mayer of
PlHinfield, in a federal court suit he brought
against the company alleging safety
violations. The suit was thrown out of court
in June, authorities said.

Delaware busing

quiet on first day
WILMINGTON, Del. (UPI)-School busing

of 21,000 students, ordered by a federal

court as a result of a desegregation suit fil-

ed 21 years ago, began in a "remarkably
smooth" fashion Monday at schools in this

city and the suburbs.

Only two pickets showed up and a total of

1,100 school buses transported black and
white students to their new schools in the

city and the suburbs without incident.

Philip Toman, a spokesman for the newly
created New Castle County school district

which encompass the 92 schools that had
been in the old Wilmington districts, said,

"there were no police calls at all."

Toronto women
protest violent ad
Her Say News Service

Women Against Violence Against Women
in Toronto called on an advertising agency
in that city to halt distribution of a

provocative ad which the group charged
symbolized the murder of a woman.

The ad in question was designed by Reid
Bell Associates advertising and was
displayed in the window as an exclusive

men's shop. It portrayed a blond woman in

scanty lingerie, lying on a bathroom floor

with three men behind her. One man
tightened a bolt on a radiator with a large
wrench, another held an umbrella and had
dropped his gloves onto the woman's legs,

while the third stood above her peeling a
carrot with a knife.

L

The women's group picketed Harry
Rosen's Men's Wear where the ad was on
display, charging it symbolized the murder
of a woman. The group said the wrench,
umbrella, and knife in the ad were meant to
be weapons.

Meanwhile, the men's store owner called

the objection to the ad "ridiculous." Said
Harry Rosen, "I thought it was an in-

teresting, abstract, and hopefully attention-

getting ad. I never thought it would put
people down." Rosen added that he would
not take the "creative liberty of the ad
agency away by ordering it to discontinue

designing provocative ads for his store.

Increased risk

asbestos cancer
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Twenty percent of

all cancer cases in the United States - at
least four times the amount previously
estimated - may be caused by asbestos and
other chemical agents contacted in the
workplace, government scientists said
yesterday.

fhey estimated that 67,000 Americans a
year are currently contracting lung, in-

testinal and other types of cancer from
asbestos exposure alone, accounting for 17
percent of the annual cancer rate in this

country.

Health, Education and Welfare Secretary
Joseph Califano announced the study,
which will be turned over to the
Occupational Health and Safety
Administration later this week. He said

previous estimates of cancer attributable to
the workplace ranged from 1 percent to 5
percent.

UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS

VETERANS
ARE DOING IT.

Earn your Lieutenant's bars

and a United States Army
connnnission while you earn

$2500 (in addition to your Gl

Bill allowances) and your col-

lege degree, thru US Army
ROTC.

INTERESTED??
CALL MAJOR

JERRY P. BOISSEAU
545-2321/2322
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Our Perspective

Alcohol policy: is there

any other choice?

This titll the umvefsiiy ddmimstuUion is putting a comprehensive alcohol use policy
mtt» efffct The new policy, recommended by an task force comprised of both students
Hfu) .idininistrators, sets up a system of regulations designed to place the full burden of
t.s()<)nsil)U,' alcohol use on students themselves. Although the specifics of the policy
•Mipf-'ar to exhit)it rather heavy handed paternalism on the part of the administration,
with spe( ifi( rules with regard to party si/e, planning, duration and budgeting

jt cannot
he (l»Miied thai past experience with dormitory and other student parties amply
illustrates the need for more regulation, as almost anyone who has been responsible for
onf will attest.

In past years, thousand of dollars in daiTiages have resulted from situations in which a
so( i.il evffit' degenerated into an innebriation rnarathon where the socializing gave
way to destruction And students are the ones who suffer the consequences when,
s.iy. SkI Shmcrf decides th.it some of the lounge furniture ought to be put outside for
the s(|uitffls and the maintenance staff to enjoy Dormitory lounges have never been
noted for reproducing tfie comforts of home, but they do not have to look like indoor
dumpsters

Collegian
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A rule that prohibits serving alcoholic beverages after 1:00 am
Hi, IV wt!' ( i.tmj) some highly developed partying styles, but the intfent of the new
'ti|nl,i!iotis IS t(i prevent destruciton, not socializing. The policy requires that students
sii i[) ttiuiliU tx'fore It starts, and provisions for alternative beverages and munchies are
«1(su)n<'(l to allow individuals to be more responsible about their own consumption and
bfh.iviof

The new policy may be strict, but it is practical, and unlike its predecessors, it is

enfr)rceabl(' It sets forth concrete guidelines for responsible party planning and
control It may not be the most appealing proposal for cutting down on the bad effects
of student partying, but it may well be the only really practical alternative to outside
sii|)<'rvision sucfi as mandatory police checks. In 'dct, the worst thing about this policy
IS that the current situation warrants its existence in the first place.
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LETTERS
North Village: a Sticky situation

To the Editor:

Some residents of North Village family
student housing complex are worried
about getting the sticky side of the pop-
side stick as a result of the current rent
strike.

Since North Village's expenses are the

main cause for the rent increase,

residents fear they will end up paying
the additional $ 19 or maybe more while

the other two complexes are exempt.

From the beginning of the strike the
other two complexes have made it clear

they think it's unfair for them to

shoulder North Village's expenses.

But even if North Village tenants
dolose out, the main point remains.

The point is, why should we be forced-

to pay for administrative misspending?

Any moron can see that North Village

was slapped together as cheaply as

possible. The roofs/eak, the floors cave
in and many materials can 't be replaced

since they are (K)t standard.

In the mis/i-mash of the rent strike

[former fears of eviction and calling in

the Board of Health], the main point

seems sometimes to have been muffled

or missed.

Isn't it time staie administrators stop-

ped being the lazy pig and built more
than straw houses?

Joyce Munroe

The quiet is wearing off
To the Editor:

/ would like to invite all interested

students to an introductory meeting

entitled "The Quiet is VJearing

Off-There's Got To Be A Change".

The meeting is being conducted by the

Revolutionary Student Brigade,

Wednesday night, 7:30, in room 905 of

the campus Center.

Thousands said "Move the gym:" at

Kent State, tens of thousands
demonstrated against the Bakke
decision, a hundred thousand marched
on V/ashington to demand equal rights

for women, and hundreds of campuses
are demanding an end to university

complicity in South African apartheid. A
presentation will be given of the RSB'i

politics and stand on these crucial

issues.

Ths issues' relationships to capitalism

and each other, what students have

been doing and can do to fight back also

will be discussed. Questions, answeit

and discussion of the presentation ana
issues people think the RSB [a national

Marxist-Leninist student organization]

should organize around will follow.

So if your tired of the way things are on

the campus and in the country, and

want to discuss it and do something

about it, drop by the RSB's introductory

meeting.

Joel weissman
Ravolutionary Student Brigade

COMMENTARYI

Song and dance
By MICHAEL SIMMONS

To get a good job today you have to be a
song and dance man-literally. Take my
friend Barry for example. Last Thursday, he
went for an interview with the J.B. Glitch

CO. at their home office down town, and. . .

.

"Mr. Sherwood will see you now," the
receptionist said as she glided from her
desk over to Sherwood's office.

"So she doesn't think I'll get the job.
She's teasing me," Barry thought.
"Barry Green."

"Come in, sit down. I'm Gerald Sher-
wood, head of production here at J.B.

Glitch. I see by your application that you're

applying for the position of Assistant

Vebolfletzer?"

"Yes Sir."

"Your resume says you have been vebling

and kranking during college."

"Yes sir."

"So you think you can vebolfletz for us?"

At this point while explaining his qualifica-

tions, Barry got up and did a quick Buck
and Wing to show his sincerity. Sherwood
listened to and watched the performarice

with a jaded eye. [All applicants try to show
off during interviews).

"Fine. Let me explain the position we have
ofjen at the present. You'd be an Assistant

Vebolfletzer and would be kranking,

wallowing and vebolfletzing. The salary

starts at ten thousand and after the first

three months, we evaluate you and give

you a thousand dollar raise, or we let you
go. Does that sound all right?"

"Yes sir. Could you tell me about the com-
pany benefits?"

"Of course. The J.B. Glitch co. gives its

employees..." Here Sherwood jumped to

the floor and executed a brilliant Mexican
Hat Dance while expounding the Glitch

co's generous benefits. Barry was
fascinated, but at thedince's completion

was still confused.
"Would you tbil me more about the

hospitalization?"

"Certainly," said Sherwood, letting loose

with an effortless Polio that all Poland

would have been proud of. Barry g^ye it hjs

undivided attention, trying to fathom its

hidden meanings, as Sherwood ended with

a fast Shuffle and slided back into his chair.

Barry understood, and questioned Sher-

wood about advancement within the com-
pany.

"Well naturally we give all openings to

our..." In a twinkling Sherwood was per-

forming a graceful Waltz around Barry's

chair. Barry, no slouch himself, bounced in-

to a Hustle while asking Sherwood what
he'd be doing five years hence if he joined

the firm. Sherwood ceased his Waltz and
began a lively Hora, completely circling the
issue.

Slightly dissatisfied with both the answer
and the dance, Barry decided it was time to

ask one of the "big" questions. He leapt up
and started the Twist, asking, "What
educational benefits does the c6mpany of-

fer? Do they encourage their employees to

continue their education, and do they help

out in any way?"

"We certainly encourage our employees
to continue with their education if it's job

related." Sherwood didn't particularly like

this question. Either he didn't know the

answer and didn't wish to appear ignorant,

or the company had been burned before by
employees who have used company money
to further their own ends and then left. He
was a good company man, and is up for a

raise himself, so he hemmed and hawed
while doing an angry Jig, all the while try-

ing to seem nonchalant.

Barry tried to get in one more shot with an
ambitious Russian Khazatski while asking

about the pension and sick leave.

Sherwood, it seemed, took this the wrong
way, but tried not to let on and proceeded
with a showy Cha-Cha that quickly turned

into a Jitterbug and climaxed with a Two-
Step once again pointing out the hour for

lunch and the great company cafeteria.

The interview now over, Sherwood and
Barry Tango to the door on his office. Barry

senses things haven't gone as well as they
should have. He really wanted that posi-

tion. With promises of being contacted by
Sherwood in a few days, Barry goes out of

the building and Busstops to where
else?-the bus stop to await the number 33
local back home to pfactice up for next

time.. .....

The Alphabet

Soup Brigade
The Revolutionary Communist Youth

Brigade, formerly the Revolutionary Stu-
dent Brigade, formerly the Attica Brigade
(identity crisis?) was thrown out of the May
4th Coalition, according to Yipster Times,
the newspaper of the Youth International
Party.

The RSB became the RCYB at their much
publicized convention (remember "come to
the founding of a young communist
organization"), when they joined with
another youth group of the Revolutionary
Communist Party, Youth in Action, the
RCP's urban organization.

The Revolutionary Student Communist
Youth Alphabet Soup Brigade has lost
favor with UMass students due to their at-
tempts to force the students who traveled
to Kent State with the then RSB to con-
form to their repressive intolerance of pot
smoking. Their "vanguardist messiah com-
plex leaders of the people" self image
didn't help them a whole lot either.

The Revolutionary Communist Party calls
Itself the true party of the American work-
ing class, but the truth is they aren't. They
just think they are. They are a reactionary
group. I learned that at their much hyped
convention. They took posi'tions against
the Equal Rights Amendment, gay rights
marijuana, and busing.

I know those jerks very well. I had to put

Ken7state ''"''"^ ^^'^^ '^""^ ^"^^ ^°

They don't like to see people getting high
because they don't like people being relax-
ed. But they don't mind drinking. If you've
ever sat in on a session of district court,
you have probably observed that people are
constantly there for things they did while
under the influence of alcohol, but rarely
for things they did while under tne in-
fluence of grass. But people do appear
before the law for having the^good stuff
due to stupid laws that the R.C.Y.B.
evidently supports.

They think that pot prevents "militancy."
That s the same reason they didn't like
Julius Lester's poem "The Kent State
Massacre that was printed on the front
page of Below the Salt-it showed that after
the four students were killed in 1970 a lot
of people didn't feel very militant but
rather bummed out, and felt like taking off
their marching shoes.

Listening to them vehemently denounce
gay people,' you would have thought they
were trying to recruit Anita Bryant.
Their position against the ERA aligns them
with the John Birch Society, Ronald
Reagan and the Sovietphile Communist
Party U.S.A., whom they consider
themselves so much better than.

The main difference between the two
Marxist Leninist lovers is that R.C.P. hates
Russia and loves China (or at least Maoist
China, but Mao's dead and they're all

confused over what to do-you know how
hard it can be to accept the death of a loved
one). There is a revolution occurring in

China now; The Industrial Revolution, as I

remember reading what the chairman, Hua
Kuo Feng was quoted as saying
somewhere

Un the other hand, C.P.U.S.A. detests
China but is absolutely crazy about Russi*
regardless of how oppressive atid
totalitarian the U.S. S.R. is.

As far as I'm concerned, you can take the
R.C.P. and all its marionettes ^d put them
on a slow boat to China. Too bad for them
though, that they don't have China's
permission to act as their representative
here, as does the Marxist Leninist Party
U.S.A., formerly the October League.

So when China tells them to fuck off and
turn around and go back home, they can
come back and have the same rignt in this
Ideally free society to say what the hell they
want, even if it includes them sawing off
the branch they're sitting on when they go
around trying to deny freedom of speech to
fascist groups like the American Nazi Party
and the Ku Klux Klan and announcing their
intentions to kick the shit out of them.

United" Wn?k^^n ^^PP"^' ^^« '^^''""al

bv he R r P ', °^9^"'"t'°n. assembled

iLnr n^ V ^^'^on^ention in ChicagoLabor Day weekend, lionized the man whorose to prominence for drunkenly driving
his car into a Klan demonstration in Plains
Georgia. This is the classic theory ofexemplary violence-violence as a aoodexample. a^uu

NUWO would come to the demon-
strations wearing hardhats with stickers on
the front of the helmets telling the Nazis
and Klan to beware because NUWO
planned to run them out of town

What R.C.P. is trying to do is form a
private army. Another one of their front
groups, the Vietnam Veterans Against the
War. would alwavs show ud at Kent State
demonstrations wearing full battle gear,
carrying everything but guns.

This is not the same VVAW that was
active during the Vietnam War. R.C.P.
gained control by establishing paper
chapters to gain voting rights. The present
version of the VVAW is a counterfeit copy.
But this is typical of the R'C.P.: infiltration

is one of their favorite tactics

They tried to do the same thing with theMay 4th Coalition, the opposition to the
siting of the gym on the site of the 1970
travesty.

What happened at Kent State in 1970 was
not really a class issue, but if you listened to
the RCP speakers it was. After a while, you
could tell it was the same collective front
talking because they all said the same
thing; basically ...that capitalism was the
reason Troop G of the Ohio National Guard
turned and fired and killed the four-
students. It seemed obvious that their

R.C.P. public relations was running the
show, since the then R.S.P. used the same'
lines in their newspaper Fightback, and in

the press release from their national office,

published in the Collegian by R.S B.

member Peter Kracht under the heaidline

"Better than punk rock."
Jim Paulin is a Collegian Columnist.
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NoricES
UCF "SEASON TICKET"
The only nickel cup of coffee In town is a

gimmick (but real!). We hop« it will en-
courage you to learn mote about UCF's
pluralistic campus ministry. Tickets and
more info in 428 Student Union, above
People's Market, or call 545^2661 or 545-
2789.

PARE COUNSELOR ADVOCATES
WANTED

All women interested in becoming rape
counselor advocates may pick up ap
plications at Everywoman's Center.
Applications due Wed . 9- 1 3 at noon

.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
Meeting. Are you interested in Health

Care and being able to have input into the

University Health Servicesi* riease join us
at our first meeting, Tuesday, Sept. 12 in

the 2nd floor lounge at the Infirmary, at
6;00pm.

C.E.Q.OPENHOUSE
On Tuesday, Sept. 12, the Coalition for

Environmental Quality will hold an
openhouse all dav in Student Union room
306, our office. We urge anyone with
environmental interests to drop in.

SYLVAN RESIDENTS
General meeting for all prospective DJ's

tomorrow night at 8;00 pm in Brown Main

Lounqe.

KOUND
Set of keys outside Goessman, Amherst

dog tag on ring at Campus Assistance

Desk.
HAM RADIO

First meeting of UMass will be held this
evening at 7:30 in ELAB 109. Interested
newcomers are welcome.
ATTENTION ALL RSO'S
Mandatory Student Activities workshop

for all RSO Offices. Check your RSO
mailbox as soon as possible for your
scheduled workshop tiem.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
Our first meeting of the year, tonight §l

6:30 in the Campus Center room 801^
Everyone is welcome to share and recei'.'e

spiritual thoughts.

SIMS
Transcendental Meditation '.tiroductory

lecture will be held on Wed*, Sept. 13, 7:30
pm in rm 301 GRE low ris^.' Admission free.
Will include an explanati^on and discussion
of the benefits of TM

WANTED
MEN'S CENTER
DIRECTOR
(PART-TIME)
CALL 546-4579

545-0392

Wed., Sept. 13«CCA 7, 9, II p.m.<admiuioii Si.OO

Burt ReynoMs
"Sinokey.».M Bandit"

Sally Flem Jerry Reed .

A RASTAR Production A UNIVERSAL Picture Technicolor*

» < • ^ « 9 * «^r;

.^^Mim.

WcdiKsdoy Evening Concerts

at

TIk Pine 5 Thcotcr

Look Park

Route ^. Nortliornpton

FRYE
See our new fall arrivals

45 styles, sizes 4 to 13

Special 16" ladies

Reg $72 $44
HEARTFELT LEATHER

Downtown AmhenI
Open Mon.-Sdit. 10-6 p.m.

Fri. till 9:00 p.m.

253-5135

T.TJ.TJ.T J.IAI.i.T..TJ.IJ^IJ.IJ»IJ.I^l.TJ!.T.T.^^T^^^T,^.T.^^T/^

New Student's

Orientation Reunion

Tonight FREE SUB 9-1

FEATURING
Mama Milton's Jug Band

Wayne Burns
John Shibley
Vin Mitchell

Come on down and see

some of the people

you met this summer

"

KING OF HEARTS

^See why it is UMass'
all-time favorite film.

^Acclaimed as one of
the greatest cult films
ever.

$1.00

I'TTiv ivrrrrrr

Thursday, September 14
7:00, 9:00, 11:00 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

A cultural presentation of Washington Upper

Let a TI calculator help you make more efficient use of your time.
This semester. . . and for years to come.

Now, more affordable
than ever!

TheTI Programma-
ble 57 is a powerful
slide rule calculator
with statistics and de-
cision making capabil
ities to help solve repeti
tive problems . . . quickly and
accurately.
Powerful program memory stores 50 fully-merged

steps for up to 150 keystrokes. Computer-like func-
tions include editing, branching, subroutines, and
more. Slide rule capabilities include functions of x,

as well as log, trig, and statistical functions. Comes
complete with an easy-to-follow learning guide.
With its new, low price and limited time $5 00 re-

bate, the TI Programmable 57 offers an unsurpassed
value Act now to take advantage of this outstand-
ing offer.

Use this coupon to obtain your $5.00 rebate.

Texas instfuments will tetiale $5 00 ot your ongr-' TI 57 purchase puce when you
ti Return this completed coupon including senal number (?» along y»ith yout

completed TI-57 customer miormalion card (packed in bo») and (3) a dated copy
ol proot of your purchase verifying purciiase between August 15 and October 31

1978 Vour coupon, cuttomer intarmillon card an4 dated copy ol proot ol pur-

chase mufi be poslmarted on or before NovemSer 7 1978 to quality for (hit

special oiler

Send to

TI-57 Rcbele Otter. P Boi S3. Lubbock. Teiat 71401

Name

Address .

Cily -

Slate lJL 2«

TI 57 SERIAL NUMBER
(from back of calculator)

Please allow 30 days lor delivery Offer voto where protiibited by law Offer good in

U S only

Do business and financial classwork quickly
with this powerful calculator.

For business administration, financial analy-
sis and planning, real estate management,
investment analysis, and more. The MBA's fi-

nancial functions include net present value
and internal rate of return for variable cash
flows Payment, present and future value,
number of periods for annuities. Also, days
between dates, and direct solution of yield for

bonds and mortgages.

^^^^^ Statistical functions

5^[JVwc(» *<5^^ include mean, variance,
^tr^*'^^>' ^ and standard deviation

at the touch of a key.

Built-in linear regression.
Simple programmabil-

ity lets the MBA remem-
ber a sequence of up to

32 keystrokes.
The MBA comes with a

valuable book, Calcula-
tor Analysis for Busir)ess

arid Finance. Shows you how to apply the
power of your MBA to business and financial
decision making.

At its new, low price, the MBA
presents an exceptional value to

the business student. See it today.

'U S suggested rtuii price

Texas Instruments
INCORPORATED

IC 1971 kut intlrutneflts <r)coipo«ilM 4S603
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Dukakis VOWS to act
if troopers strike

Collegian 13

SPRINGFIELD.Mass. \AP\-Gov. Michael
S. Dukakis ha vowed to take immediate
court action against Massachusetts state
troopers if they vote tonight to stage an il

it'ijal strike.

The troopers, without a pay raise since
1973, are scheduled to meet in Framingham
tor a discussion that union president Fred
Guerriero acknowledges could end with a
walkout.

"I believe this might not be the right time
for a strike But if my membership calls for
a strike, I'll certainly provide the leadership.
They certainly have more than enough
roason," Guerriero said yesterday in a
telephone interview from the Middleboro

state police barracks.

Dukakis, in bpnngiield on Sunday for re-

election campaign appearances, declared,

"I will not tolerate a strike. We will have to

take immediate action."

Sicite troopers now make top base pay of
about $12,700 per year. The union, the
Stale Police Association of Massachusetts,
has about 900 members. Guerriero said, in

eluding all but a handful of the troopers,
corporals and sergeants on the force.

The union meeting tonight at Framingham
Town Hall was called last week after labor

negotiation fact finder Robert Howlett of

Detroit requested an extension into Oc-
tober of the deadline for submission of his

recommendations. They had been due this

month

Thf! only reason we are in fact finding to
begin with is that the governor's office
refused to bargain with us in any kind of
good faith," Guerriero said. "This is just
another in a series of delays. We have
waited five years."

He inferred that the fact-finder's delay
may be linked to Dukakis' re-election bid 'in

this political year."
But the governor said, "We are all anx-

' ious to resolve this case. It won't be an
asset to me it the report comes in after the
primary " on Sent. 19.

We certainly are aware that a strike is il-

legal. We're experts on Massachusetts
law. But you have to think of yourself after
awhile. You start to think you're being
treated as a fool, " Guerriero said

Asked about the prospects for an illegal

strike, Guerriero said, "I would hope that
after a careful discussion of the facts it is

decided this might not be the right time for
a strike. The governor certainly would
capitali^e on a srike, convert it to his own
political use.

"All we are asking for is parity. We should
be making at least as much money as the
local police departments we work with
around the state, and we do not. Our stan
dards are extremely high, our productivity
is high. We handle everything from
speeding to murders, but our pay does not
measure up."

The photo says it ail. This scene was captured at a booth at the Franklin County Fair in

Greenfield.

OPENBOWLING
Boyden Ten Pin Lanes

4,00-10.30 Men. -Sat.

(located in bosement of Boyden) 60'perstrino

^0000000»»0»»90»»»«00«*»*00«»»***»*»»»»m00»»»0**»*»0**********»»»0*****»»**»»

WHYST4RVE
TO LOSE
WilGHT.

WHENTOUCAN
EATTOLOSEWEiQIT!

For a diet thats not from hunger, (Oin a convenient

Weight Watchers meeting today

Losing weight never^^rBKHi I

tasted so good WATCHERS
The Authority

EASTHAMPTON Wednesdays 7 PM
American Legion, Pleasant Street

AMHERST - Tuesdays 7 PM
UMasi Campus Center Building ,,,„.. c. ^ n^»
A-MHERST-HADLEY ~ Wednesdays 9:30 AM, 5 & 7 PM

Howard Johnson's, 401 Russell Street (Rt. 9)

NORTHAMPTON World War II Vets. Assn.

50 Conz Street

Tuesdays 7 PM
Wednesdays 9; 30 AM
YMCA, Prospect Street

Thursdays 7 PM
WILLIMANSETT - Tuesdays 9 30 AM & 7 PM
American Legion, 938 Chicopee Street

For Information Call: (413) 786-661

1

or write 622 No. Main St.,

East Loogmeadow, Mass. 01028

WBGHT
WKICHBIS
The Authority

, $7.00 fifrt m<i«t)ng,th«n $3.00 w««kly

Lower Rates for Senior Citizens

MiOHT »«TC-«<<» «0*««>€ MO.lVfOeO IH.O«»«»"» 0» «tiO"t
"•""•"J

HEALTH, POPULATION AND
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT POLICY

IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Review of population planning and fertility control programs in selected developing

countries. Evolving population policies considered as determinants and/ or conse

quents of national economic, health and social development strategies.

Social issues to be covered in context of the population and social development

policy interrelationship include: cultural barriers to technological adaptation, ethnocen

tricity, distribution of health and social services, international agency coordination

equitable distribution of income, land reform, literacy, urban slums, changing roles of

women, genocidal claims, warfare and violence, malnutrition and hunger, influence of

multinational corporations and popular participation in decision-making. Selected com

munity development and communication models as well as case studies explored to

identify political, institutional and cultural barriers to social change.

PH590P
(3 credits)

Prof. Cernada

P0009000000000000000 000»*»»**

Tu.ThI 2:15

120 Arnold

POSITIOIM
AVAILABLE

Student Manager,
Student Auto
Pool ft Auto
Workshop. Apply
Room 420, Stu
dent Union.

<0000000 00000»0000»00*»00»»»»»»»»*»**

>1 VERY SPECML SILE

9SWEDTLERH ^LE PRICE

mai^79o ^1 14.95
He pen S0t ^H LIST PRICE - 30^

AMILABLE AT

THE ART STORE WITHIN A STORE

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

Monday

HOT CALYPSO
KEY

Wed. & Thurs.

LOOSE
CABOOSE

Fri. & Sat.

AZTEC
TWO STEP

Sunday

VULTURES

Mon. 6f Tues.

SOUTHWORTH

f Sunderland. MA. \

Rte.47 Tei. 665 4937

24 hr toped listings
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Around
Ne'w England

Dr. Spocktoback
Seabrook protestors
United Press International

SEABROOK, N.H Dr Benjamin Spock is

expected to join about 10 other anti nuclear
demonstrators today m an attempt to enter
the Seabrook nuclear power plant site to
discuss radiation hazards vA/ith construction
workers
This IS the latest in a series of small

demonstrations sponsored by the Clam-
shell Alliance since the Nuclear Regulatory
Agency ruled Aug. 14 that construction on
the $2 3 billion plant could continue after a
three week hiatus.

Other small groups trying to enter the site

in recent weeks have been arrested and
charged with criminal trespass.
Asked what the group would do if police

intervened, a Clamshell spokesman said
"well probably be notified we're guilty of
criminal trespass and be arrested."

Lawyers dispute
combat zone murder
BOSTON lUPII - Lawyers for three black

men convicted of killing a white Harvard

footbdil player in Boston's Combat Zone
asked the Massachusetts Supreme Court
yesterday to throw out the verdict, claiming

the state's case relied on "racial prejudice."

Attorneys for Leon Easterling, 42, and
Joseph Soares, 34, said their clients should
get new trials on reduced charges of se-

cond degree murder or manslaughter in the

stabbing death of Andrew Puopolo. The at-

torney for the third defendant, Richard

Allen, 37, argued that the high court should
find his client innocent in connection with

the murder.

Anti-smokers file

suit against MBTA
United Press International

DEDHAM Suit was filed yesterday in

norfolk Superior Court against the
Ma'^.*arhnsf>tts Bav Transnnrtation
Authority for alledgedly refusing to enforce
no smoKing rules at Mb I A buses, subways
and stations.

MBTA complacency has allegedly
resulted in "widespread" smoking
throughout the system, according to the
suit filed by a non profit Massachusetts
organization called Group Against Smokers
Pollution or "GASP "

Citing 42 instances they said were wit-

nessed between December, 1977, and
July, 1973, five GASP members seek a
total of $1,071 in civil damages. GASP
claims MBTA bus drivers are among the
chief violators of the 1968 vintage no
smoking rule.

Around
the ^world

British lab worl^er

dies of smallpox

BIRMINGHAM, England [UP!) - A
laboratory worker who contracted the first

known case of smallpox in Britain in five
years died yesterday, a hospital spokesman
said.

Janet Parker, 40, a medical photographer,
was diagnosed as having contracted the
disease two weeks ago while working near
a labortory that stockpiled live virus. Doc-
tors said Mrs. Parker's condition worsened
over the weekend.

Mrs. Parker worked near a microbiology

lab at Birmingham University that is now
the center of an investigation into her case.

Police arrest 11

Biko followers

KING WILLIAM'S TOWN, South Africa

(API - Police arrested 11 friends and
relatives of the black leader Steven Biko
yesterday, the eve of the first anniversary of

his death while in police detention, Biko
family members said.

They said 10 persons were arrested here
and one in Johannesburg.

Biko, 30, died Sept. 12, 1977, of brain
damage after three weeks in police
custody. Testimony at an inquest revealed
there had been a "scuffle" between Biko
and his interrogators. It was not determined
if the scuffle caused the injuries that killed

him and the inquest absolved police of
responsibility in the death.

J^V h. I
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if Transfer angers prof

* Tenants

SCOTCH
MCOMOMOTAH

3W ASJtG]

C-45
only

$2.49

$2.99

SCOTCH ReCOKDING TAPl
THe TRUTH COMfS OUT

.It

campus earner

univ of maaf amhant

Bamboo Shades!

Roll-up type for windows, doorways or room di-

viders. Constructed of 550 individual bamboo
sticks, completely assembled, with hooks for

txjnging

Sizes

7% 6'

2'h' X 6'

3'x6'
3/?' X 6'

4'x6'

Our Price

4.95 .

5.95
730
t.50
9.95

Sizes

5'x6'
6'x6'
8'x6'
8'x8'

Our Price

12.95
14.95
21.95
23.95

MO/k ^'^o^'^^ o" purchase

/O of 3 or more shades!

POSITION
AVAILABLE

Editor for Course
Description
Guide. Apply
Room 420, Stu
dent Union.

SFPl 6 12

BELLE AMI7 30

LOOKING GLASS
850

Majestic Cinema
84Cottciye St..

E.isthfinnifon

Mon thru Sat 10-6

Fridays til 9

Master Charge &
VISA accepted

A Store-full of Ideas

Next tofhePbst OttKf
Downtown AnnhtTst

Cont. from pg. 1

would be done before or after an eviction,

should the uniersity decide the tenants
must pay the current rent which went into

effect Sept. 1.

Tenants leaders have vowed to call in

health inspectors this week to verify their
claims and give them legal basis for
withholding their rent from the University.

Balfour said the tenants would discuss
demands from the University whichinclude
a moratorum on rent until university action,

a promise of no retaliation against the
striking tenants, a no-retroactive policy for

payment of the $19 increase, and a request
that the university conform with a Housing
and Urban Devlopment recommendation
that tenants pay no more than 25 percent
of their income towards rent.

papers went to Mt. Holyoke, Hampshire,
and UMass.

«

Feller, who represented the University
library, said the representatives each
originally voted to keep the papers in their
own libraries. However, the decision finally
came down to either UMass or Mt.
Holyoke, and UMass, under the terms of
agreement with HILC, yielded to Mt
Holyoke.

In the end. Feller said, the vote
automatically became four to one.
Gregory Wilson, HILC librarian, said the

policy of giving preference to Amherst.
Hampshire, Mr. Holyoke and Smith came
about by "mutual agreement" of the
member libraries' bibliographers and
librarians. The reason, he said, is because
of the more "stringent" loan policy at
UMass As an example, Wijson pointed
out that UMass does not loan out current
issues of periodicals, while the other
libraries do.

However, according to Feller, UMass will

be receiving from this redistribution the
"lion's share" of the HILC collection; a col-

lection which was described by Wilson as a
"library of little used periodicals" of about
600 titles.

"It doesn't make sense," said Gates, that
UMass should receive that which it does
not loan out and yet not receive that which
according to thP Piv/o College Library
Guide, it would.

Another reason for the preference given
to the private colleges, is that UMass joined
HILC late and contributed little to the
center's back files, Wilson suggested.
Also, he said, subscriptions and collections
acquired before UMass entered HILC were
purchased by the original members.

But, Feller said, even subscriptions and
collections purchased after UMass became
a member, which include the presidential
papers, are subject to the agreement.

HILC was formed in 1952 by Amherst,
Smith, and Mt. Holyoke colleges. The pre-
sent redistribution, according to Wilsqn,
resulted from a study begun in 1976 by
bibliographers and librarians from around
the nation.

t

"We're not destroying HILC or radically
changing any of the original concepts,"
said Wilson, adding thai HILC would con-
tinue to run the interlibrary loan service.

JUST LIKE

MONEY
IN YOUR
POCKET .

.

Sorority Rush '78

Rush starts Sept. 18 at

7 p.m. in room 101 of

the Campus Center

Complex. Register by

Sept. 15. For further in-

formation call Greek Af-

fairs Office -321
Berkshire, 545-'2711.

UMass
concert producers ^

U.P.C. ^
Productions

presents

GENERAL
MEETING

Featurfrrg

opportunities in concert productions

— publicity

— stoO© crew

— security

— hospitality

Attendance is mandatory for anyone serious

about stage crew and security opportunities

Sept. 13-6:30 ptn
CampusCenter 804

SENATE MEETING,
September 13, 1978 at

7:00 p.m. in Room 163

of CC. All senators are

urged to attend and to

beforehand contact the

Speaker.

Join the Collegian!

Recruitment meeting Wednesday night, Sept. 13
in Campus Center 804-8O8, at 7:30

All students are invited to come and see where they fit into

the Collegian. Our departments include:

News
Black Affairs

Women's
Business and advertising

Graphics
Fine Arts

Sports

Editorials

CLASSfFiEDS
GETRESULTS/

It's no gamble.

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

SELL

GRADUATE
STUDENTS

3 part-time assistantships (20-25 hours/week) for

academic year available with Student Activities

Office as Residential Area Activity Advisors.

Qualifications — knowledge of and interest in stu-

dent activities, ability to work closely with

students and staff, organizational skills, must be a

matriculated graduate student in good standing

and a good imagination.

Remuneration: $3600 for academic year

Apply: In person at the Student Activities Office

with 3 references (at least 1 nonacademic) by
September 18, 1978.

/^ ATTENTION
COLLEGE STUDENTS

You may be eligible for a two year Air Force ROTC
scholarship. The scholarship includes full tuition, lab

expenses, incidental fees, a reimbursement for text

books, and $100 a month tax free. How do you qua!

ify'' You must have at least two years of graduate ur

undergraduate work remaining, and be willing to sen f

your nation at least four years as an Air Force officer

Scholarships are available to students who can qualitv

for pilot, navigator, or missile training, and to tho^t'

who are majoring in selected technical and nontechm
cal academic disciplines, in certain scientific areas, m
undergraduate nursing, or selected premedical degrte

areas Non scholarship students enrolled in the Air

Force ROTC two year program afsb receive the $10()

monthly tax free allowance )ust like the scholarship

students Find out today about a two year Air Force

ROTC scholarship and about the Air Force way of life

Your Air Force ROTC counselor has the details.

V^
CALL 52437

ROTC
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Get a TCS RUSH! !

!

THE COMMONWEALTH STAGE
America's Newest Professional Resident Theater

V7 PRICE Student Rush TICKETS
from 6:00 P.M. all performances
Rand Theater -Fine Arts Center

545-351

1

W£S. SUN. 8:00 P.M Curtain

LIVE! ON STAGE! ALL NEW YORK CAST!
NOW THRU SEPTEMBER 23

EDWARD ALBEE'S

WHO'S AFRAID OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF?

TUESDAYS

8:30 til 1

— Free Food til 11 —
{ While it Lasts |

•Special Drinks
• Promotions

•T^hirts •

^* Oldies •

To place a classified ad. drop by the Col

legian office (CC 1131 between 8 45 am
tind 3 45 |) m Mondi^y through Friday, or

use oil' hdndy clip aiM\ mail form found m
most issues of the Collegian Classified

<leadline is 3 45 p iti two days in advance
of piifjiH iition date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified tates are: daily, 45c

per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One lin& is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR SALE FOR SALE

Volvo 122s, Michelins, snows,
cnechanically excellent, $700, call

1-772 0979.

VW bus, 48,000 miles, perfect nrtechanical,

body, and interior condition, $2100 firm.

Gail 253 9428, before 9 p.m.

Cozy handcrafts from Faraway. Tradi-

tional Tibetan rugs 3'x6' $250, 2x4' $125, 2

Venezuelan Indian hammocks @ $60, 2

Peruvian Alpaca rugs @ $100. 549-1479,

863 8016.

Office desk, exc. cor>d.

545 2306, ask for Gary.

$85 or BO.

\ Mustang, 87,000 rT>i. Good condition,

$800. 546-6617, keep trying.

1f73 Ford Galaxie 500. Hi miles but well

maintained and runs perfectly. Factory air

COTHJ. Power steering and brake. New alter

nator and gauges Stereo Asking $1000 or

BO. Steve at 546 5602.

•7 Volvo 122S, parts car $300 or BO. Call

Steve. 253-3100 days. 549 0048 after 9.

M Chevy wagon: 1971 350 engine. $500 or

best offer Call Paul at 256-6837.

1974 Capri V6 speed AM/FM Michelins,

46,000 miles, excellent conditiom, $2200.

Call after 6:00. 253-5136.

•B Chevy van. great eng., poor body.

253-3113.

Small refrigerator— 2 cu. ft., $40. Call

Brad or Dana. 665 4849. Sunderland.

Refrigerator, good condition for sale. 9
cubic feet, asking $110. Call Mirth at

256-6887.

•6 VW — rebuilt engine, excellent

mechanical cond., 2 new snows, body
poor, use for engine switch, parts $150;

549-1397.

66 Plymouth Valiant, running condition,

$150. Top & windshield for MGB.
253-5874.

71 Toyota Corolla 4-spd., exc. cond.,

Michelins, stereo, asking $750. Call 6-1068.

ENTERTAINMENT

King Of Hearts. Thursday: 7, 9, 11. CCA.
1.

FOR RENT

Rugs— Tibetan and Peruvian alpaca from

$100, also Indian hammocks. Call 549-1479.

5 cubic ft. refrigerator, $85. Call 545-2149,

M-F 9-5.

68 VW Squareback needs fender and fuel

injectors, has new engine, $100, gid's 26 in.

bike, $15. 253-3572.

For sale. 5 cu. ft. refrig., exc. cond., $95,

also twin bed & headboard, $25, 586-5498.

Bunk beds -2 sets, 30x81. 253 3149. .

HELP WANTED

Secretary needed by Distinguished

Visitors Program, for up to ten hours per

week. Typing and note taking skills needed.

Work-study preferred. Contact Irene

Richard in RSO office.

People's Market hiring non-
work study 12 hours per week. See details

on market door. Applications due by

9/8/78. _^_
Babysitter wanted for 5 yr old boy in

Btn., must have own trans. Call Patty at

323-6240 after 5 p.m.

Person to handle paper work for Univ.

Without Walls program. Work study,

$3.50/hr., 9-13 hours/wk., opportunity to

learn about nontraditional ed. Ability to

work with minimal supervision in a friendly

but fast-paced office. Call Gail Hall at

545-3518.

Earthfoods student/coop run vegie

restaurant hiring for fall. Details on EF kit-

chen door in SUB. Deadline Sept. 12.

To all university women: be a

housegid/houseperson at one of the finest

fraternities on campus, Sigma Alpha Ep-

silon. Free food, short hours, good times.

Call 256-6815, ask for Mark or John.

Free food, if you can spare 10-12 hrs. per

week (at your convenience). We will feed

you. Get off the meal plan and save $! For

more tletalls; call 549-6131.

AUDIO

Dynaco SCA80Q amp. 30 watt/ch., v.

good cond.. list $280, sell at $125, call Jeff,

546-8791.

PERSONALS

INSTRUCTION

Mandatory student activities workshop
for all RSO officers. RSO's will not be able

to spend funds until workshop is attended.

Spending will be allowed until workshops
begin in Sept. Check your mailbox as soon

as possible for your scheduled workshop
time.

King Of Hearts. Thursday: 7,9, 11. CCA.

$1^

Disco dance lessons, group or private. All

aspects of dancing w/ or w/out a partner.

Call Brian at 546-5052.

Free kitten— a beautiful, beige & white, 7

wk. old male -call Joyce, 549-5943- eves.

Mature student seeking room or so-

meone to share room at Campus Center.

Mon.-Fri. Call or leave message at Campus
Center Hotel, 549-6000, c/o Royal Har-

tigan, or (413) 443-0750, weekends.

Senior male needs own room in apt. or

house near bus route, easy going, non-

smoker, call Mike at 1-783-3400. after.

RIDERS WANTED

Studio for rent, separate building.

Formedy for ceramics, kiln available for

sale. Tel. 253-7450, Amherst, after 5 p.m.

please.

Attention all University women: Did the

University kick you out of your room? Live

in homey atmosphere right on University

bus routes. Home cooked meals daily. Call

Barbara or Sue at 545-0162/545 2092.

Loft, studio, dance, shop & shed space in

Florence. Bill Arnold, 584-3550.

Office space, S. Deerfield center, com-

pletely new 1st floor office space. Available

singly or as suites Parking. Price

negotiable. Call 584 3214 ^
Graduate student wanted to share Nor-

thampton townhouse $110/mo. Must be

neat. No pets. 584-8258 evetiings.

Are you tired of paying good money for

tasteless dining commons food? Eat home-

cooked meals every day by being a

houseperson at local sorority. Call Barbara

or Sue at 545 0162/545^2092.

Research assistant (Work study only) for

Humanities project. Interesting work, flexi-

ble hours Pay $3.00 plus. Phone Prof. J.

Donohue, English Dept. 545 0498,

545 2329, or 253-9802.

Waiters of waitresses wanted for

Japanese restaurant. Apply Tokoyo
Restaurant, "70 Lyman Street, Holyoke,

Mass Tel. 533 2322.

Houseboys wanted; free meals 7

days/wk. in exch for duties, call Paul,

5491t91:

Basic auto mechanics workshop, 28

hours, classroom theory & shop, limited

enrollment. Call 253-7967 or write for

brochure. Auto Skills, Box 210, Amherst,

MA 01002.

Beginning weaving 4 harness floor

looms. 2 weeks 9/9/78. Tues., 7-9 p.m.

Jones Library. $50. 253-9368, evenings.

MISC.

Join us for sorority rush — register now in

the Campus Center concourse or the dining

commons. For further information contact

the Greek Affairs Office, 321 Berkshire

House, 545-2711 or 545-2712
.

Fender Bassman amp. Microfret bass
guitar, sell both $300, 562-6198, Bill.

MOTORCYCLES
~

My Honda 360 needs engine work. I have
tools. UM location, odd hours. $3/hr. Ex

perience necessary. Robert, 253-7374.

Honda CB-360. flawless condition,

549 1359.

Fast, smmoth and 75 mpg 77 Suzuki 400.

New condition, 4000 miles with access.

$925, call Ken, 586-5724 or 584 7315.

For sale- 1976 Honda 250 Endour, exc.

cond., only 1500 miles, helmet and rain

cover. $750 or BO, 98 Morgan St., Granby
• f\^A,-te1, 487- 7268'. • •"

Commuting daily from Dudley-Webter.
I have a car, looking for others in same
situation for carpool. Walter, 545-1924.

SERVICES

Tuesday, September 12, 1978,

Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for

your 256-page, mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10. 250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 25907B, Los Angeles.

Calif. 90025. (213) 477-8226.

WANTED

Space needed for my tent. I will pay
$15/wk. for kitchen and bath priveleges.

Contact: Herb Miller, General Delivery,

Amherst MA 01002.

Room within 5 miles from Univ. veteran

call Tony. (413) 583-2533, will discuss

term^^

Free room/part board for live-in help w/ 6

yr. old son. Edge of campus. Non-smoker.

For info/ interview, 549-5980.

Small sorority seeks boarders. Comfor-

table surroundings. 21 meals, other

benefits. Call 256 6887.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis fr self-hypnosis, introductory

free class. On the spot improvement of all

reading skills, including speed, comprehen

sion, memory, etc. plus relaxation, exam
taking & self-improvement. Wed., Sept.

13, 7:00 or 9:00 p.m , 809 Campus Center,

KR Morse, med, p»of. hyprwtist, 532-5703

'CQllegian ^^

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD

PUZZLE
ACROSS

' Greek por

tico

5 Pointed

10 — and tush

14 Stag

15 Overly

modest one

16 — weed
17 — surgeon

19 Absent Gl

20 Ascetic

21 Having left

a will

23 Eur nation:

Comb form

26 Adherent

of: Suffix

27 Soother

30 Scenes
34 Fire escape

35 Frei-'d's rival

37 Smite

38 Cacophony
39 Sows anew
41 Baseball

Stat

42 Summer
rlrink

43 Inside of

Prefix

44 Let It stand

45 Take urn

brage at

47 Lark

50 Self image

51 River de

posit

52 Ski races

56 Stop

60 Kind of shoe

.61 Parents em
ployee

64 Mountain:

Comb form

65 N Amer In

dians

66 Jason s ship

67 Examination

68 Simple song

69 Gaseous el

ement

DOWN
1 Foot cover

ing

2 Sailors

3 Food frag

ments

4 Non be

liever

5 Sex —
6 Wrath
7 Mire

8 Blue pencil

9 Duped
10 Coats with

metal

11 State

12 Macbeth
for one

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Monday's Puzzle Solved

P R A mBJr a S E "H T

R 1 V aBe H \ a EpV** USE
D ( nVm EANSNESTS

D E s 1 n 1 N gIIt e a S E Ta u n tIIm e e TlBBi
P A oTs E oMt E R M I T E S

u M pIIo e V nHs E R G E

R u s rpiR 1 p u ?PVs ' »« f

1 S E R E^lv 1 S RBIe E L

M E T A L L 1 ^PV" *ls ^ S

C A DIE T sHf E a tJu RED
V E R E A T 1 N oMs A L E

monIsIIgors ("He can
A N tIeSe a S E sVs E N .S

13 Cavity

18 Preposition

22 Moves
about

24 Smallest

25 Commanded
27 Tree

28 Chemical

compound
29 Expos and

Mets

31 Greek letter

32 Ventilated

33 Aver

36 Legal paper

39 - Starr A
Beatle

40 Buried

44 Austere

46 Fish trap

48 Stylish

Slang

49 Italian town

52 Location

53 Decoy
54 Souls Fr

55 Pakistan

garment

57 Fr being

58 Utah s state

flower

59 Weighing
machine

Scot

62 lota

63 Thus far

Stella Wilder

YOUR BIRTHDAY
TUESDAY. S*pl. 12

Born today, you are a
highly creative individual

who instinctively leaves

his mark on his work. Co-
workers are often
furprised at the speed with
which you grasp essentials

and the accuracy with

which you apply learned
knowledge to unexpected
developments.
You are an active, eager

participant in whatever
life brings you. Whether
good or ill, events always
have for you the fascina-

tion that forces your
involvement. Vou should
seldom be bored.

Also born on this data
re: Alfred A. Knopf. Amarl-

can publisher; Maurice
Chsvaliar. French actor,

singer.

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be
your daily guide.

WEDNESDAY. Sept 13

VIRGO<Aug 23-Sept. 22)-

• Make every effort to keep
from thinking about pres-

ent emotional involve-

ments. Work tends to be a

healer
LIBRA(Sapl 23-Oct. 22)--

Spend time with children

today. It is important that

you promote good relations

among siblings.

SCORPIOfOct 23-Nov
21) - focus on problems

> you knotv you can solve,

given enough time Allow
children to take part in

planning
SAQITTARIUS(No« 22-

Oac. 21) - Dependenta
make it impossible for you
to strike out in new direc-

tions today. Make your
plans later.

CAPRICONN<Oac. 22-

Jan. It) - Eierciae your
right to lead your own life.

Make sure, however,
another's rights are also
honored.
AQUARIUSgan. 20-Fab.

II) - Attention must be
paid to small children

today. Otherwise, they
may involve themselves
and you in new troubles.

PISCES(Fab. 11-March
20) - Take a good, hard
look at what appears to t>e

your financial future.
Changes may have to be
made.
ARIES(Msrch 21-Aprll 19)

" Keep from passing on
news which may or may
not have a basis in fact.

Involve yourself in old

activities.

rAURUS(Aprll 20-May 20)

" A little diplomacy now
will go a long way toward
smoothing the way to suc-

cess later in the week.
GEMINI(May 21-Juna30)-

• Take care not to become
over-tired early in the day.
With much to do at eve-

ning, conserve energy.
CANCER(Jun«21-July 22)

•- Choose your company
wisely You can be easily

misled today into activities

against your best interests.

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) •-

Take fair warning from
another's failure Leave
out of your repetoire those

parts of the "act" which
don't go over well.

loptriflhf 1971.

Unitrrl Kraturr .Svndirtte In.-

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
RIL£YSAIP

iBAH.OJK^,

BPPtBh^RB
JUST 60T HIM

-

SElFSPUVtSD
INTHtRJB

CAse.

SURB.DOeS
HBHA\/B1D
BeUPfiJ6HT?^\ IPeAUY.

B.C. by Johnny Hart

OH LOOK. ^E ^FOr
CHASE PUFF

SEE PirFFKUN UP . 1 SEE SFtT RUN UP HEAR "mE FIRE

THE TREE

'in

THE TREE rCB^RTMEI^ TELL
DfCKWHERETOGO.

^*r-

WallyDorf byRobRanney
NAiallj! Uoo'fe \^

Peanuts by Charles Schuiz

TuJC \

NOTCHeS

I'D GIVE ANhTHINJiS

TO KNOti' WHAT t'OU'RE

KEEPING TRACK OF

;

ONE .NOTCH 4'65TEl?n:W'.

TUONOTCWeSTOCAV...

U/H6RE DO ^0^ SO

PR>^M .SOTCHrf

P 10 .MOaitE Ji

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

t Y ' .':
.
mA j Kb t.N !K\ A
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Evert, Connors Were Redskins sure bet
the big winners in Pats season Opener?

at us open
NEW YORK (AP) Outside the stadium of

the new National Tennis Center, almost un-
noticeable between two entrances, there is

a pot with ivy growing from it. A sign tack

ed to ttie trellis reads;

"Watch Tradition Grow."
Like everything else, tradition has to start

somewhere. It began at the $10 million

dollar facility in Flushing Meadow last

weekend, with two proven champions,
Jimmy Connors and Chris Evert, planting

the seeds.
Connors, now 26 and the winner of three

US open titles 1974, 76 and '78 downed
Bjorn Borg, the 22 year old Swede who has

kept the Wimbledon title from him the past

three years.

Evert, 23, won her fourth consecutive

US Open crown, beating the ebullient,

16 year old Pam Shriver 7 5, 6 4.

Biliie Jean King and Martina Navratilova

won the women's doubles title from Kerry

Reid and Wendy Turnbull 7 6, 6 4. Stan
Smith and Bob Lute won the mens 16,
7 5, 6 3 from Marty Riessen and Sherwood
Stewart. And defending champions Betty

Stove and Frew McMillan won the mixed
from King and Ray Ruffels 6 3,7 6.

Connors, who hadn't won a major title

since the '76 Open, was on, was at his best,

and he won convincingly, 6-4, 6-2, 6-2.

'I was playing with such force, such ag-

gressiveness I had to remind myself at

times to keep playing like that . . smacking
my leg. moving, jumping around," Con
nors said. It was vindication for this year's

Wimbledon fmal, in which Borg beat a

listless Connors 6 2, 6 2, 6 2. "I watched
about two games of it on television replay

and got sick, " Connors said two months
later "At Wimbledon, I didn't take ad
vantage of anything at any time"

On Sunday, it was Borg who lacked in

spiration. He played with a swollen thumb
on his racket hand, and while he claimed it

had not bothered him significantly, it was
obvious he had trouble gripping the racket.

Everts feat gave her a place in history.

Only two women before her have won four
in a row Helen Jacobs. 1932 1935, and
Molla Biurstedt 1915 1918

BOSTON (UP!) New England Patriots

owner Billy Sullivan said yesterday he
wanted the National Football League to

investigate reports the Washington
Redskins had a Pats playbook before the

Sept 3 meeting between the two clubs.

Washington upset New England 16 14 in

the seasons opener for both clubs and
several New England players said they were
suspicious during the game
The report was mentioned Sunday by

broadcaster Paul Hornung, who said some
Washington players found the playbook in

the REDSKINS LOCKER ROOM SHORTLY
BEFORE THE GAME
A report in Mondays Washington Star

said the playbook was found by Pete
Wysocki, who gave it to Chris Hanburger
who in turn handed it over to Washington
coach Jack Pardee.

"I want to find out more, I want to know
the whole story, " said Sullivan of the
report The NFL was to look into the matter
Monday

Pardee at first denied the report, but later

offered, "What the hell, if someone gets a
palybook if they get ours, what are they
going to do with it? It has nothing to do
with winning or losing the game."

"When we were on offense, the
Washington defense was calling out our
plays as soon as we lined up." said one
Patriot who requested anonymity." "We
are either very predictable or someone on
the offense is tipping off the plays. It didn't

matter who was on the Washington
defense. They were right too many times to

be guessing."

"That explains a lot of things that hap-
pened that day," added offensive tackle

Leon Gray. "It's a nice deal for a defensive

end when he knows you're going to pass
the ball before it's snapped."
Coach Chuck Fairbanks said the RED-
SHINS SHOULD BE FINED IF THE
REPORTS ARE ACCURATE.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
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Washington
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WOLFIE'S
PIZZA

Not Just Another Pizza Place"

Ne'w Big Screen TV
Across from Southivest

Watch for our pinball machine contests

every Wed. night

Work-study non-¥rork study

positions available doing research,

organizing, lobbying, and otber

related work for tbe Student Senate

ie SCERA.

Auto racing's

Ron Peterson

dies in crash
MILAN, Italy (AP) Swedish racing star

Ronnie Peterson died here yesterday of

kidney and lung failure following multiple

fractures suffered in a 10 car crash at the

start of the ill fated Grand Prix of Italy

world formula one race at nearby Monza.
The 34 year old Swede died after an
emergency operation at the Niguarda

hospital in Milan where he was rushed by

helicopter after the crash in Sunday's race.

The Grand Prix was first halted and then

restarted hours later in a shortened version

because of the collision. Niki Lauda won
the race.

Peterson suffered extensive fractures of

both legs, his right foot and right arm and

minor burns in the collision at an artificial

narrowing of the track shortly after the

start, which was introduced to slow down
racers in front of the main stand.

The Swede's Lotus and the McLaren of

James Hunt of Britain collided, then Peter-

son's car ran into the guard rail, caught fire

and was hit from behind by the Su'tees of

Italian veteran Vittorio Brambilla.

Racing officials and the Milan prosecutor

have opened two separate inquiries into the

accident following the chaotic start of the

race. Some drivers have already called for

the closure of the Monza track.

Peterson and Brambilla, who suffered a

fractured skull, were the most seriously in-

jured imhe crash.

Peterson's Lotus smashed into the guard

rail and the driver apparently fainted as he

tried to get out. Hunt jumped out of his

racer, grabbed the Swede and started pull-

ing him out of the flaming Lotus as track

servicemen sprayed the fire with '.heir ex-

tinguishers. The cars were full of gasoline

as the crash took place seconds after the

start, and there was danger of an explo-

sion. Hunt, however, was unhurt and he

helped Peterson into the ambulance.

U.S. driver Mario Andretti, who was vir-

tually assured of the world Formula One ti-

tle after the Monzg race, agreed that the

narrowing part of the track after the star-

ting straight was dangerous and should be

modified.

BEFBICEBWOB
BENWLS

339 COLLEGE ST., AMHERST

256-8433

253-5384

Call Spirit Haus for

location of trucks

to arrange for your
refrigerator now!!!

3 cubic feet—
largest on campus

Yearly and
semester rentals!!!
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Minutemen soccer team
prepares for new season
DAVE BRADLEY
Collegian Staff

UMass It's time' That's right, folks, it's

soccer season, and things are slowly falling

into place for the UMass Minutemen as

they prepare for the start of tifie 1978 soccer

season which gets underway on Sept. 20
with a home game against Bridgeport.

With last year's inspiring 10-4 record to

serve as a model, the team is working itself

into playing condition by putting in

countless hours of practice time as well as

taking on some tough opponents in pre

season competition.

UMass' latest rival in pre season play was
last year's Division II New England
champion. New Haven. The two teams
played to a 11 tie last Saturday with New
Haven scoring in the first half and UMass
making its mark in the second on a goal by
Ed Eschmann. The Minutemen played

exceptionally well in this game and would
have scored more if it weren't for the

Spiderman type acrobatics displayed by
the New Haven goalie.

Commenting on the game, Coach Russ
Kicld, who, along with his assistants, has

the unenviable task of picking a 50 man JV
Varsity combined roster from a list of 118

candidates, said he was happy with his

team's performance.

"I was very pleased with the balance,"

said the coach "Everybody that was in

there did the job."

If this year's team hopes to achieve the

level of success that last year's team
reached, the veterans of the squad will

have to form a strong foundation on which
the newer players can build. At the cor-

nerstones of this foundation are two
outstanding leaders, Tasso Koutsoukos
and Joel Mascolo.
As a freshman out of Montreal last year,

Koutsoukos led the team in scoring with 13
goals and 3 assists. If he isn't the best
player to ever play for UMass, he certainly

has the potential to be.

And UMass is fortunate to have him.
Koutsoukos had the option of returning to

UMass this year or accepting a pro contract
in Greece. Today, he decided to stay at

UMass which takes a big question mark out
of Coach Kidd's mind.
"He's the key to our ballclub, " states the

coach.
Koutsoukos will start practicing this week.
The other cornerstone of this foundation

IS Joel Mascolo. Last year Joel had a total

of 14 points, scoring 7 goals and assisting

on a UMass record 7 others. Joel is a

s()eedst(;r and can control the ball very well

as the forward position.

Last season saw UMass make the

ECAC Northern Regional Tournament
wher(! they lost to Adelphi by a score of 1

Also last year UMass sc-ored a school
record 36 goals on its way to winning the
most games its ever won in a single season,
ten.

At this point in the season, it is still too
early to predict lust how well the team will

do But Coach Kidd does expect to have a

bettfjr idea of what the roster looks like by
Wednesday of this week after some cuts

have been made.

Attention sports writers
The Collegian is looking for people interested in

writing sports and doing sports layout this fall.

We will be holding an organizational staff meeting

Tuesday, September 12 in the the Collegian office

at6:30p.m.

Women's cross country coach Jane Welzel seen here as a member of last year s UMass
team (Staff photo by Peter Baumann).

Sports notices \

VOLLEYBALL -Anyone interested in play-

ing for the UMVBC Men's team please con-

tact Arnie at 549-5129. We play a spring in-

tercollegiate schedule. Practices start this

fall.

WMUA -All persons interested in working

for the WMUA sports staff are asked to at-

tend an important meeting Wednesday
night at 7 pm in room 915 CC. If you can't

make it leave a message for Fred Winer at

t^«S-?R7fi

SKI PATROL -Anyone interested in joining

the UMass Ski Patrol, there will be a short

meeting Sept. 12 at 8:00 pm in room 908

CC, information and first aid requirements.

IM NOTICE -Football officials meeting

Thursday, Boyden 253 at 7:15 pm. All those

that did not attend the meeting on Monday,

it is mandatory that you attend this one.

INTRAMURALS -Football entries are DUE
SEPT. 13. at the Intramurals office, Boyden

215. Each roster must be accompanied by

14 Health Clearance Forms.

INTRAMURALS -BADMINTON SINGLES

,
entries are due Sept. 13.

INTRAMURALS-Co-Rec Tennis entries

are due Sept. 13.

WRESTLING-Varsity wrestling meeting

for all candidates. Varsity, JV, and

Freshmen, Tuesday, Sept. 12 in Boyden

Wrestling Room at 4 pm.
WATER POLO CLUB-Anyone interested

in playing intercollegiate water polo, male

or female, please come to Boyden Pool at 6

pm Monday through Friday. No experience

necessary. Any questions may be directed

to Bill Tharion with a message left at the In-

tramural Office.

WOMEN'S TENNIS -Anyone interested in

playing for the women's tennis team should

try out at NOPE courts during the hours of

three to six pm through Friday.

WOMEN'S GOLF -Anyone interested in

playing on the women's golf team should

contact Coach McGahan at 256-6638 after 1

pm. Members of last year's team are also

requested to contact Coach McGahan.
VOLLEYBALL-Women's volleyball tryouts

are now being held at 3 pm in NOPE gym.

For more info call 545-2845. All women in-

terested should attend.

Free Admission tonight at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall at 8:00 p.m.

Love is still possible in a junky wofld.

Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ

wmmmmm

ATTENTION
ALL
RSO'S

Mandatory student activities

workshop for all RSO officers. RSO's
will not be able to spend funds until

workshop is attended. Spending will

be allowed until workshops begin in

Septennber. Check your RSO mailbox

as soon as possible for your scheduled

workshop time.
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Rice homer beats Orioles

Sox bacl< in first place
BOSTON (API Jim Rice clouted his 39th

ana 40th home runs of the season, the lat

ter breaking a fie in the eighth inning last

night, leading Boston to a 5 4 victory over
the Baltimore Orioles and aivina the Red
Sox a one half game lead over the idle New
York Yankees in the American League's
East Division

Baltimore starter Jim Palmer had allowed
solo home runs by Carl Yastrzemski, Butch
Hobson and Rice Then Kerrigan gave up
the fourth Boston run when Dwight Evans
executed a squeeze bunt that scored
Carlton Fisk in {he sixth inning.

Boh Stanley. 14 2, won in relief of Luis
Tiant. who lost a 4 1 lead in the Baltimore
eicihtf..

Bosox5-4

Rice smashed the first pitch of the eighth

inning off Baltimore reliever Joe Kerrigan,

3 1, into the center field bleachers That
snapped a 4 4 tie and halted a skid that in

eluded a four game humiliation by the

Yankees last weekend.

It was, however, only Boston's third vic-

tory in 12 games.

The Orioles scored a run in the fifth on
two hits and Mark Belanger's sacrifice fly.

They tied it m the eighth on four con
secutive hits.

M.irk Belanger singled, Rich Dauer and
Rick Dempsey hit doubles and Ken
Singleton tied the game at 4 4 with a base
hit off Stanley.

AP top twenty
1 Alabama (51) 1 00 l.^^t?

2. Arkansas (11) 000 1,128

3 Oklahoma 1 00 1,044

4 Michigan 000 933

5. Penn State (1) 200 922

6 Ohio State 000 891

7 Texas 000 S33

8. Southern Cal 1 780

9 UCLA 100 777

10 Texas A&fVI 1 544

1 1 Missouri 1 516

12 Nebrska 110 469

13 Louisiana State 000 460

14 Pittsburgh 00 394

15 Notre Dame 10 379
16 Florida State 10-0 353
17 Kentucky 00 299
18 Washington 10 235
19 Iowa Stat 100 142
20 Maryland 1 132

Retrial in Puopolo case?
BOSTON (AP) Charging that th . jury

that convicted them was racially

prejudiced, lawyers for three men serving

life sentences m the 1976 slaying of Harvard

football player Andrew Puopolo asked the

Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court

Monday for a new trial.

The prosecution's strategy was to fan

the flames of racial prejudice as much as

possible, " said Wallace W. Sherman,
lawyer for defendant Leon Easterling, 42.

Sherwood told ttie court that repeated
references during the trial to the fact that all

defendants are black "poisoned the minds
of the lurors."
Easterling, Edward S. Soares, 34, and

Richard S. Allen, 37, are serving life

sentences in Walpole State Prison for the
Nov 1976 stabbing death of Puopolo.
Puopolo died of stab wounds after he and

a group of other Harvard students were
involved in a fight in Boston's honky tonk
section, known as the Combat Zone.
The hearing resumes Tuesday. Folk

Assistant District Attorney Thomas J.

Mundy, the prosecutor.

Mike McEvilly will be the starting quarterback this Saturday when the UMass
Minutemen open the season against the Villanova Wildcats at Alumni Stadium.

Bill Tarter

Anew season begins

By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

While all of New England reawakened

from the most nightmarish weekend in re-

cent memory for our Back Bay Red Sox,

UMass' own baseball team quietly resumed

Its fall session yesterday.

To most fans tamiliar with the professional

ranks, these approaching autumn days

symbolize the climax of the season, the

conclusion of the various pennant races,

the playoffs, and eventually the World

Series.

The college scheme of things is quite dif-

ferent though. The weeks of September

and October are devoted to identifying new
players, evaluating the progress of the

veterans and coming up with a combina
tion for the official roster in spring.

These are the weeks when the futures of

many hopeful college players will be deter-

mined
For those cut this will probably be the end

of the line in organized baseball. For those

that make it, it could be the stepping stone

to the minors and even the major leagues.

September is the beginning of a long road

for the UMass baseball team, hopefully it

will even surpass the success of their recent

spring season.

Just a few months ago when the Red Sox
were cozily in first place, U Mass was
concluding their '78 campaign. It was un-

fortunate for the Minutemen that their ma-

jor accomplishments went virtually un-

noticed due to the length of their season.

Most students had packed their bags and

headed homeward with the anticipation of

summer when UMass captured the New
England Championship beating Fairfield,

Providence, and Ronnie Perry's Holy Cross

Crusaders in the ECAC tournament.

UMass proceeded to the NCAA NorthEast

Regional with the next stop being the col-

lege World Series, but Temple and
Delaware ended their hopes in the double

elimination contest, winning 5-0 ^nd 4-3.

There was certainly no need for disap-

pointment though. What had begun as a

dismal season for the Minutemen ended

beyond expectation in great style and pro-

mise for the future.

Seventeen members of last year's varsity

will be returning, with the loss of only five

due to graduation. Among those who will

be missed is pitcher Tom Nigro who com-

piled a 19 10 record over the course of

three years. The only other departing

regular is first baseman Dale Stone. Yet,

the nucleus of the team will all be back in-

cluding pitcher Doug Welenc. Welenc was
named 1st team All New England, Yankee

Conference Player of the Year, as well a

sharing the -6. Joseph Thompson M.V.P.

award with centerfielder and co captain

Mike McEvilly. McEvilly, also the starting

quarterback for the football team, joined

n()htfielder Doug Aylward as members of

the second team All N.E. squad.

A further indication of the Minutemen's

strength was displayed in their domination

of the All Yankee Conference selections.

Welenc, Aylward, McEvilly and outfielder

Mark Sullivan scooped 1st team honors

while CO captain shortstop Ed Skribiski, se-

cond baseman Mike Stockley, and third

baseman Leo Kalinowski all were named to

the second team.

Each player mentioned will be returning

much to the delight of coach Dick Berg-

quist. Not to be overlooked, Bergquist was
voted by his peers N.E. college baseball

coach of the year for the second time.

If one is a baseball addict and needs a

respite from the day to day anxiety of

following the Old Towne Team, it's nice to

know we don't have to look any farther

than our own backyard.

NOTES; Jeff Reardon, a member of the

'77 baseball squad, might soon become the

next UMass alumnus to make the major

leagues Reardon is currently 17-4 in th AA
Texas League within the NY. Mets chain.

It's expected the Mets, who are mired in

last place, will give him a chance before the

season is finished.
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Picketing Planned

Faculty union
threatens action
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHI^ITT
Collegian Staff

The faculty union yesterday threatened

unspecified "substantive" action unless it

reaches a contract settlement with the ad
ministration within two weeks.
Union president James E. Cathey also an-

nounced contract negotiations will resume
Friday in Worcester. Talks have been stall-

ed since they broke off in late summer.
The 1 10 faculty members attending also

voted to picket once again the Whitmore
administration building on Friday, and to

send representatives to a university

trustees meeting today in Boston.

The union left open what the "further,

substantive" job action would be, but

established an "action committee" to for-

^mulate tentative plans. Some faculty

memlserei^-^ivately said such action could

include a StrrK*. Massachusetts law pro-

hibits state employeesTrom striking.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bro'itwrv, also

UMass senior vice-president for labor rela-

tions, said the union action would have to

be specific, but "it's illegal to threaten job

action."

Meanwhile, the status of a sick-in

scheduled for today remained unknown.
One-hundred-fifty faculty members vowed
last week to be sick.

A handful of faculty members at yester-

day's meeting said they intended not to

report to work, but news of the resumption

of talks appeared to defuse some sick-in

sentiment.
The sick -in is not endorsed by the union,

the Massachusetts Society of Professors.

The union claims eight items remain to be

settled before a contract can be presented

to the faculty for approval. Chiei among
them are distribution of merit-based salary

increases, and^he status of librarians in tlie

iinirin

The administration, however, contends
only two issues remain. Despite that,

Bromery recently said the administration is

now prepared to sign a contract, the first

ever
Union leaders said all eight issues will re-

main open for discussion Friday. Bromery
said the issues would be "mutually deter-

mined," and the administration will not let

the union determine the bargaining agen-

da.
"Bargaining takes place at the table, not

in the media," he said. "It's time to stop

the rhetoric."

The union's threat is the latest in a two-

year saga of contract negotiations at

UMass. The talks have repeatedly stalled

and twice broke off.

Faculty unrest last spring led some 225

faculty members to withold grades from

the administration. More recently the

unrest bad led to a sick in threat and

another threat to withhold their schedules

of spring courses

"I'm reading the Valley Advocate," said Terry Miskell as she sat underneath the

fountain yesterday next to the Campus Center Coffee Shop. What she was actually

doing, she admitted later, was preparing a project for her Introduction to Cultural

Anthropology class. The assignment was to see how people reacted to other people

in strange situations. Meanwhile Miskell. 17. a freshman from Southbridge, con-

tinued to sit under the splashing water and read the Advocate. "Right now, I'm just

finding out what concerts are coming up, " she said.

Tenant leader Balfour raps Knapp, rent hike
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Tenant organizer Scott Balfour last night

said the memo regarding rent increases

from UMass President David C. Knapp was
a "condescending attitude based on
superficial knowledge " of the current

tenant strike.

Knapp's memo, released last Friday said

in part that the rent increase at University

family housing units is "based on sound
rationale" Knapp also said he felt the

campus "made every effort possible to

notify the tenants of the proposed and
cipproved fee."

Balfour disagreed with Knapp s memo
and said the $19 increase which was voted

on last May by university trustees was not

made clear to the tenants until the end of

July.

Over 100 tenants at three University

family housing units have withheld current

rents and placed over $7,000 in an escrow
account in the student credit union, Balfour

said. The tenants have protested the in

crease and requested the university

trustees to reconsider their decision to raise

rents.

The tenant issue is not on the agenda
today for trustee consideration in Boston
but any member may bring the subject up
for discussion and possible action, a

University official said Monday. Balfour

last ni()ht said he had contacted Fran
Mr.Niilty. a local trustee member, and
received a promise from her that she would
proK'st action on the tenant issue without
the~pr('sence of the affected tenants.

Peace talks continue;

Israel slow to move
CAMP DAVID, Md (API Despite a

gigantic effort," President Carter has been

unable to gain major concessions from Israel

;it the Mideast summit, diplomatic sources

s.iifl yesti.'rday

"Getting Israel to move was the problern

all ainng. even before the suminit began,"

s.iid a;i officuil who asked not to lie iden

ii!„ <i fit s.ikI II was "too early to make a

luriijnH'm either w.)v ' about the summit's

outcome
Carter met lor a second conseriitive '.lay

with Egyptiiin Pn sident Aiiwai Sadat aftrir a

scheduled meeting Monday night between

Fgvptian and U.S. ministers was called off,

without explanation. , v j , »,-. ,

Tlie ministerial rrifjctiog subsequently -wfls

held Tuesday afternoon.

As the siimmil founded out a week, Sadat

cinrl Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin

remained apart. They have not met face to

face at the negotiating table since last

ThursflaV

Jody Powell, White House press secretary

and summit spokesman, cautioned reporters

not to draw ronclusions from the suspension

o1 thri'e way meetings. "There hasn't been

.iny need lor one," he said.

Powell sriid "there has been flexibility

si,own on both sides" But he did not claim

till' pr.sident had gained ma)or concessions.

Powell piovidrnl little detail of the summit,

hut It IS known the discussions have centered

on limdamental issues, including Arab

d<iM,in(ls that Israel give up the land it

. ,ii:iiied (luriiH) the 1967 war and recognize

P.il.stiiii.in Arabs' legitimate tights" to a

luirni'land on the Israeli occupied West Bank

III the Jr»r(lan Rivei

Powell disclosed that Sadat telephoned

jrt>iriT<ivs K*ivy Hussein on Monday, but thert

was n« <leta»ls disclosed abttut their con-

vers<Mion

Hussein, who lost the West Bank to Israel

all. I in years of control by Jordan, has ruled

hmisell out of Mideast peace talks until Israel

commits Itself to withdrawals.

"There .ire no plans for King Hussein to

come to Camp David, " Powell said.

Powell also refused to speculate on how
the summit would conclude.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis L. Madson last night said he in-

terpreted the memo from Knapp as

"support for the May decision to raise the

rent " but did not know when to expect a

decision on University policy on the matter.

He had previously said he hioped to have a

policy decision by Friday as to what action

would be taken.

No university action against the striking

ttMiants will be taken until Madson receives

instruction from officials who have
reviewed the tenant situation. Eviction

remains a possibility should the trustees

decide not to reconsider their decision to

raise rents, he said.

"The administration cannot afford to

throw 100 families out of their homes,
especially in the cold winter months,"

Balfour said. Madson said he had no in

terest in throwing families out of their

homes and said he hoped a resolution

between tenants and administration would

be made before the situation got to the

point of eviction.

The tenants will be calling in local health

inspectors by the end of this week, Balfour

said, in an effort to gain legal grounds for

rent withholding. Tenants at all three

housing units have claimed code violations

exist which endanger their health and

safety.

The tenants, most of whom are married

or foreign students employed by UMass as

research and teaching assistants, have

protested the rent increase because
teaching stipends have not increased in

four years, and because they said the in-

crease is due to "faulty construction of the

housing units."

Balfour said a state consumer law exists

which would find a landlord at fault if

apartments with code violations were

leased to tenants. Tenants will meet with

representatives from the legal services

organization this morning to discuss their

rights in the rent situation.

Balfour said a rally for tenants is

scheduled for Sunday night in the campus
center to finalize plans to form a permanent

tenants association. A newsletter and

phone chain to keep tenants informed of

developments in the matter was agreed

upon by tenants attending a rally last night

in North Village.

A checklist for tenants to fill out with

possible code violations prior to a visit from

local health inspectors will also be

distributed among tenants, Balfour said.

"Things could happen real quickly or not

for a couple of months," Balfour said of the

university decision on the rent increase.

Good Day

!

News Sports

The Chancellor's Lecture series kicked off

the semester with poet-professor Joseph

Langland. Seepages.

For a preview of the third congressional

district seat candida.es, see page 2.

Mike Simons makes an attempt to explain

the new wall murals in the Campus Center.

See page 3.

Both the Red Sox and the Yankees lost last

night, keeping the Sox one half game and
just a few percentage points up on the

Yankees. See page 20.

Weather
It's up in the air.
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Profiling state rep candidates
By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

Tfiis week tfte Collegian is previewing the

state and local prinnarv elections being held

next Tuesday. Third Hampshire District

Rep James G Collins of Amherst, the in-

cumbent, IS unopposed in his primary, as is

his likely Republican challenger. Chandler

W Atkins, also of Amherst. Following are

brief profiles of each candidate Before the

November general election, the Collegian

will feature a more in-depth interview with

Collins and Atkins.

It has been six years since Jim Collins first

fought his way to Beacon Hill, but he said

that time has not dimmed his enthusiasm

for the )ob of state representative.

"I am more excited than ever about the

future of Massachusetts and about my job

as 3 representative of the people of the

Third Hampshire District," he said

Although he faces no internal pressure dur

ing the upcoming party primaries, Collins

may face a formidable foe in Republican

challenger Chandler Atkins.

Atkins. 31, IS a young businessman with

an old Amherst name. His father, William

C Atkins IS a town selectman, and his un-

cle, Howar W Atkins is the owner of the

venerable Atkins Farm. After growing up in

Amherst and graduating in 1967 from

Stockbridge School of Agriculture with an

associate's degree in fruit and Vegetable

science, Atkins gained his bachelor's and

master's degrees from Babson College in

Wellesley. Then, after an 11 year absence

from Amherst, Atkins returned and im-

mediately thrust himself into the local

political scene
Atkins IS currently a town meeting

member and it is his target based

budgeting that the town finance committee

IS considering as a new budgeting method

for the town budget. According to Atkins,

target budgeting is the method currently

used in Dallas, Texas and other com
munities across the nation. Atkins said he

conducted extensive research on the

budgeting method while a student at Bab
son.

According to Atkins, target budgeting is

one step better than zero based budgeting

oecause it gives prioity to items while mak
ing them more accountable within the

budget review.

If elected to the Legislature, Atkins said he

would like to see state government im-

plemented closer on the state level in order

to cut down waste he said presently exists.

Atkins yesterday charged his opponent as being

a ''big spender. ''Co //ins, meanwhi/e, said that many

po/iticiansare "big on rhetoric these days when it

comes to taxes, but they won 't ta//< speicifics.

"

>

Chand/er W. A t/<ins

Trustees to vote on budget
ByGAYl^rOUNG
Collegian Staff

Inside the UMass Boston Campus
Library today the University Board of

Trustees will vote on the 1980 fiscal year

budget request.

Outside the library, in the courtyard, over

a hundred faculty members will picket for a

1978 contract.

The budget, which is expected to exceed

120 million, is being reported by the Budget

and finance committee with recom
mendations. The board will vote on the

request and it will be sent to the state

legislature for approval.

Several members of the UMass-Amherst
faculty are expected to be involved irv-the

faculty picket. According to a spokesman
from the Boston faculty the demonstrators

are demandmg that the Uriive'rsity return to

the bargaining table to discuss other issues

including |0b secunty for part-time em-

ployees
A spokesman for the trustees said none

of the demonstrators will be invited to

address the ooard.

The board will be addressed bv UMass
president David C. Knapp. The spokesman

said Knapp will speak for about 20 minutes,

not addressing any "specific issues."

Before the meeting the trustees will tour

the newly renovated presidential

headquarters, 100 Arlington Street,

Boston. The official address for the

complex housing student services also is

125 Stuart Street. The president's office

was previously on the UMass-Boston

Harpr- :amous

Student dies in crash
by CAROL ROSENBERG
Colleqian Staff

A UMdss senior was killed yesterday mnr

ning in a two car accideni ana police ar

rested three Worchesier area residents oo

charges of larcenv and motor vehicle viola

tions

Steven R. C Stockbridge senror

was killed when nus car was struck bv

another vehicle at the intersection of Arnitv

St. and University Dr m front of the Che

quers restaurant bv two men and a luvenile

from the Worcnester area who were driving

a stolen 77 Chrysler early Tuesday morn

ing Amherst Police said yesterday

Cook 79 Eas; Lincoln Street

Marlborough, was pronounced dead by Dr

Donald B Rogers, police said Also m
Cook's car was Noel B Monahan, 30, ot

284 Puffton Village, who was moved out of

the intensive '^i^te unii at Cooley Dickinson

Hospital yesterday afternoon

The driver of the Chrysler, a 16-year old

Worcheste' juvenile will oe arraigned on

charges ot vehicular homicide, and other

motor vehicle charget. after his release from

the Northampton Hospital, the Amherst

police spokesman said

The |uven'lf» and Ponald J Draleaus, 1

'

Peidmont St both from Worchester have

not yet been arraigned, but arp unoer police

guard at the Cooley Dickinson Hospital

Draleaus will be arraigned on larceny ot a

motor vehicle after release from the

hospital, Amherst police said

Cook, was a Marlborough High School

graduate wno oreviouslv studied at Wor
Chef "jr Junior College and Holliston Junior

College. His major was agricultural

business management Cook was also a

member of Beta Chi, a veterans social

group

.iit
i^--^'^ '^^^vjT^'^j^r.j
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Frosh book cancelled Women plan march
The Freshman Registar, a yearly

publication containing pictures and in

formation on incoming Freshmen, was not

published this year as requested by Dean of

Student Affairs William Field.

Field told Alpha Phi Omega, a student

service group which has sponsored the

registar for the past five years, that it was
illegal for the University to release the

names of freshmen to the company which

publishes the book because the company

makps a monetary profit off of it.

A spokesnn.jn of the group, said the

orqani/ation hopes to put out a registar

next year using a different pr'.x;ess where

mnv' of thp pijO.ishing aspect . ''f the book

are done withm the University.

GAVLE YOUNG

A women s march called "Take Back the

Niqht" will be held in Northampton on

Saturday, Novemlier 18th The march is

being spoi.sored in protest of sexual

harassment, rape, battering and general

violence against women.
On Monday night a group of twenty-four

women met at Threshold, a teen center on

Market St. in Northampton, to 'discuss

plans for the march.
The group of women attending

discussed various topics, such-as outreach,

publicity, security, and child care com
mittees, and rhe^iappinq of the route

Further information about the march will

be printed in the CoHegian at a later date

JANICE FGi.l ESTON

James G. Co//ins

"It's about time businessmen got involved

with government and educated the politi-

cians, " he said. "We need better manage
ment in government."
Collins is running for his fourth term since

graduating from UMass in 1968 with a

bachelor's degree in Political science, and

then working for four years as an asst.

director of the School of Education's Up-

ward Bound program.

Collins has built a reputation as a hard

working legialator, and an especially strong

defender of public higher education. He is

vice-chairman of the Joint Committee on

Education and vice-chairman of the Special

Commission on the Reorganization of

Public Higher Education.

He has cited this year's enlarged Universi-

ty budget as a major accomplishment for

legislators and students, especially in keep-

ing with the state's economy.
Yesterday, both candidates announced

that they would debate each other follow-

ing the primary. It is likely they will differ on

many of the issues, most notably property

taxes.

Atkins yesterday charged his opponent as

being a "big spender." Collins, meanwhile,

said that many politicians are 'big on

rhetoric these days when it comes to taxes,

but they won't talk specifics."

Atkins is in favor of Proposition 13-style

property tax cuts, although he termed Pro-

position 13 Itself 'too dnmatic." Atkins

said similar but more moderate legislation in

Massachusetts could put money back into

the' private sector to stimulate growth and

stop inflation.

Collins, on the other hand, said legislation

such as Proposition 13 would be

disasterous to the state and local economy,

and to public higher education

CoirBsad he kxal scfxjol aid bi wtTch was pass-

ed this year has "stabilized or cut property

taxes" throughout the state while working

to equalize educational opportunity in low

income areas.

Josh McDowell "beared" the facts

on 'maximum sex" last night in the

Fine Arts Center.

Tetreault's story on page :3. (Staff

photo by Donna Piatt)

See Claude
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Prof. Langland reads
poetry during lecture
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

Professor Joseph Langland, UMass
English professor, editor, educator and
well-known poet, addressed over 500
faculty members and students last night in

the first of the Chancellor's Lecture Series,

Campus Center auditorium.

Langland took his audience on an ex-

planatory journey of poetry, entitled,

"Poetry -what in the world do you mean?"
'"The lecture began with the mention of

Amherst's two renowned poets Emily

Dickinsen, and Robert Frost. "Both poets

knew how to place the poems in us, so that

we know them by heart, " Langland said.

Langland recited some of his own work,

and explained his perception of poetry as a

language tool, an art, and a mirror of social

and moral positions.

"Poetry is one of the great laboratories of

our language. It persues to bias a particular

subject with fervor," said Langland. He
ssid the duty of poetry is "to experiment

with possibility." Langland said poetry is

meaningless if it is not based on passion,

and went on to recite his own poetry with

ardor. To Langland, poetry is a multi-

faceted means of expression. He addressed

one of his experiences and emotions, but

also expressed sentiments about the many
cities he has traveled.

He said poetry itself contains, and each

poem relfects a certain moral quality.

Langland stressed poetry as an art. "'Art

is not an accident, nor is it fate, or faith-

fullness to change." He said, ""Words can

be as strong, solid, and common as a tree,

stone or a flower,""

Langland read from an introduction he

wrote for a book of poems written by a

member of the Palestine Liberation

Organization. Langland said "'I was weary,

my sympathies were otherwise. Yet,

politics deals with grievance, and poetry

with grief. These poems were more toward

mercy than justice."

In explaining the intent of the poet,

Langland said, "Poetry wants to ravisfi

you . The words want to make love to you

.

It is essential to most of us to verbalize

what we feel."

Langland used many metaphors to

announce his craft. "Riddles, charms,

hexes, dreams, and the world of prophets.

He added ""Poets are the dreamers of the

race; their prophets are many"
"One is drawn into poetry not as much

because he thinks he has something to say,

but because he thinks he can say it well,""

Langland concluded.
Chancellor Bromery closed the lecture by

saying he hopes Langland's lecture will set

the precedent for the rest of the series.

"This lecture series helps to broaden our

own horizon, and also brings together a

cross section of our community in order to

gain intellectual growth."

Dorm hassle cleared up
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

The residents of MacKimmie House, vic-

tims of a housing office mistake, are now
trying to capitalize on that mistake.

The mistake, programming the whole

dorm to be co-ed, resulted in an influx of

about 20 women onto three previously all-

male corridors this semester. Problems

developed when Southwest Area Director

James Matlack, aware that MacKimmie
had not formally gone through the process

to become co-ed and that the new floors

did not meet the guidelines for a balanced

mix of men and women, tried to correct the

situation.

Jean Kim from the Southwest area staff

said, "We were aware of the imbalance in

MacKimmie because they went through no

clear process. At some point we have to do

something - either go co-ed or go back to

the way it was.""

MacKimmie interpreted the Southwest

Area Staff move as hostile, calling a

meeting Monday night at which over 100

people attended and voted to '"adamantly

oppose" any attempt by Matlack to move
people.

MacKimmie resident John McDonald

said, "They (southwest area staff) have to

be understanding of the bad situation we
put up with and make everyone happy."

Subsequently, on Tuesday morning a

meeting was held between representatives

of MacKimmie and the Southwest area

staff at which an agreement was made to

set up a committee to facilitate the transi-

tion either to a co-ed dorm or back to the

former make-up. Matlack said, "At this

point we have no clear plan to move
anyone. I want all the views of MacKimmie
to be taken into account, and there are

policy considerations to be taken into ac-

count to whatever seems appropriate. We
have a clear obligation if the women on
those floors want to move. From my indica-

tions at least some of the women, though
outnumbered don"t want to move."'

"'In order for MacKimmie to go co-ed, the

floors involved have to agree. Ninety per-

cent have to decide yes, then the whole
house has to be consulted,'" said Kim. ""If

that"s agreeable then we do it by voluntary

moves. It is much more of a problem with a

single sex dorm than if the dorm is already

co-ed. The groundwork is already done
""

The meeting also resulted in a commit-

ment by all parties to settle their differences

by room selection time scheduled for early

December.
When asked how he thought the process

would proceed, McDonald said, ""I think if

they act in good faith and adapt to the

situation as well as MacKimmie has, then

fine. They're going to have to bend certain

processes mandated by Southwest."
These processes included the requirement

to "petition to find another dorm to swap
men or women, and find people willing to

move from the dorm if it can't be settled in-

ternally," he said.

McDonald added, "We're afraid over in-

tercession they're going to pull the 'ol swit-

cheroo, you know, hold up our registration

unless we go along with the switch."

Kim said, "I don't think anything like that

will happen."

?' .•««

Postal decision in process
WASHINGTONIUPD-A special mediator

announced Tuesday he was preparing a

"'final and binding decision" on a new
contract for 500,000 postal workers, in a

move to settle five months of labor turmoil

while averting an illegal mail strike.

Mediator James Healy, a Harvard
University professor overseeing a 15-day

mediation process, said the two sides still

will have until the deadline of 10 a.m. EOT
Saturday to reach a negotiated settlement.

But Healy said the Postal Service and

three unions are deadlocked with ""serious

differences" and "it is almost certain now
that it will be necessary for me to resolve

the issues."

Under an Aug. 28 agreement setting up

the 15-day process and preventing a strike,

Healy was instructed to turn arbitrator if he

could not bring about a negotiated accord.

Postmaster General William Bolger, who
has urged arbitration for weeks, greeted

the announcement Tuesday by warning

postal workers he was prepared to ""do

what is necessary and required by law" in

the event they reject the arbitration

decision and strike.

The law provides that postal workers
who strike be fired and barred from
working for the federal government again.

But one union official argued that if there

was a solidified national walkout, '"they're

not going to fire us all."

Although some locals of the 280,000-

member American Postal Workers Union
have threatened to urge a strike in the

event of arbitration, most union leaders

were prediction there would be no wild-

cats.

Bolger said in a speech to a National

Postal Forum if there was a walkout, he
would use "every available resource to

move the mail," including assigning federal

troops to the task and relaxing statutes

prohibiting private firms from delivering

first class mail.

If private firms got a foot-hold in the
market, Bolger said, it would "'be an open
invitation for our competitors to walk away
with our business."
"And once this business is lost, much of

it would never return...with this loss of

business, would go a loss of postal jobs."

Moon paintings appear

A new selection of murals met ?«"*«'
^"«*".!J? n^^KiJ**"^*'

'*"*'

students this semester on the Campus (Staff photo b^ Pet Dobbs)

By MIKE SIMONS
Collegian Staff

If those round blue green paintings

across from the bookstore appear to be

pictures of the moon, congratulations!

You've Hist passed Campus Center Art 101

,if:( ordinq to Jamfjs Hendricks, the artist

whose canvases are on loan to UMass this

fall.

The three round moon paintings called

"Tonclos, " along with the seven 12x24'

rcct.inqular canvases and two additional

works to he unvailed later this week, are an

miii.il effort by Campus Center student

(|()vcrnors and staff managers to visually

i\\M\ evnironinentally enhance the walls of

the bufwlnOT-a QO-chairman of Board of

(lovcmors and exhibit arranger John
Fnihish s.Tid.

Hendricks, a nationally recognized artist

and a member of the UMass art faculty is

experienced with large scale art. His

piintinqs hang in banks, malls and the

Boston office of UMass President David C.

Kivipp
Furbish said most of the 12 paintings are

iihsiract i\i^6 concrete "field paintings,"

(lone by Hendricks between 1967 1971.

Diiiinq this period, one of the orund moon-
scapes was a Time magazine cover-

l);irk(|round, and several of the works were
shown beside the first lunar lander at the-

N.iiinnal Aeronautics and Space Museum
in W.ishincjton DC, Furbish said.

Fiiibish claims the over size paintings

provide a peaceful, relaxing back drop for

the frantic activity that sometimes
surn)unds them. "They calm us from afar.

T h(!y fire us up at closer distances. We can

look at the paintings and feel re-created,"

Furbish said.

Furbish said the idea for the show came

1,1st May when the Board lediiiv CC Cirector

Williitm Harris, authorized a goal for his

rulministration to sponsor visual displays on
the CC main concourse They also

developed mechanisms to allow students

anri st.iff to work together on a continuing

process of display activity.

"For the first year, the coucourse will be
pioqramnied like a gallery with its shows
selected to harmonize with the exhibitions

of the three permanent galleries on
c.impus Floodlights have been added and
some couches will be moved or re arranged

to enhance the display of all the paintings,

lour of which Hendricks prepared
espfirially for the UMass show," Furbish

s.nd.

Furbish said cards bearing the titles and a

htief explanation by the artist will be affixed

to each canvas this week alono with an

eight-page brochure entitled 'James
Hendricks available at the CC information

desk in the Concourse. In the brochure,

Hendricks will attempt to explain his artistic

cireer, including his use of the moon as a

siib|ect.

Subsequent^ shows will be organized by

Fiiibish and Ins Goldfarb along with an ad

ho( group to develop a long range display

pi, in suitable for state universities. During

I he year the concourse committee will

solicit advice from UMass design students

.iboiit apt)ropriate "hardware and soft

wart; " fr)r a modular display system for the

second level. Furbish said.

Hendricks' paintings are not strangers to

the CC; in 1971 several of his color tondos
were suspended in the loft near escalator.

Furbish said this show is a conceptual

extension of the previous one and was
(li!vi;lo|)ed specifically for the CC by
Heiulrit ks, and represent several periods in

the artistslife.
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Lecture, course on S. African struggle

Dt Wt) Nsiinga Mukendi, native of Zaire and professor of
(}f'ol(H)y rind yeography will be teaching in the WED.
Dubois Department of Afro Americ.in Studies Dr
Mukfddi will teach a cogrse titled "Political Economy of
Sf iillliern Aim -i

"

Course offerings
The courses listed below are some of those being offered
by the Afro American Studies Department at UMass for
fh<' Fall '78

INTRODUCTION TO BLACK STUDIES II ID) AIro Am
102
TUTH J 00 2 15 109 NAM Allen
TUTH 9:30 10:45 114 NAH Eugene Terry

An introduction to basic research methods, including
library use, project development, notes and bibliographies
and writing research papers ISTRONGLY RECOMMEND
ED FOR ENTERING FRESHMEN.)

Continued on page 5

BLACKS IN SOUTHERN POLITICS Afro Am 391D
TUTh 11:15 1230 109 NAH Pun/ear

A general survey of the role of Blacks in the political

systems of the Southern region of the United States

Special attention will be placed on the legal, institutional,

and socio psychological factors affecting the political par

ticipation of Blacks m the South.

POLITICAL BEHAVIOR AND PUBLIC POLICY IN THE
BLACK COMMUNITY Afro Am 491A Th 2 30 5 30
HONAH Puryear

Seminar for the upper level undergraduate and graduate
students. Emphasis will be on the examination of socio
psychological and structural aspects of Black political
behavior and the resultant impact on the formulation of
public policy for the Black Community Each student will
develop a research paper for presentation m the seminar.

ROO TS: A LITERAR Y PERSPEC TlVE
TUTh 1:00 2:15 114 NAH Austin

Afro Am 297

A study, first, of the popularity of Alex Haley's ROOTS
through considerations of its style, structure and tone; its

major themes, characterizations of Blacks and Whites, ex

otic settings and selected historicaf references. Second, a

comparison between ROOTS and other modern works on
Afncan-Americans or generations of Blacks (Harold

Courlander's "The African", Margaret Walker's "Jubilee ,

Frank Yerby's "The Dahomean ", and Lucille Clifton's

"Generations") Third, on ROOTS' admirers, critics and
ttie teleplay's variations on the novel.

Professor Mukendi Wa Nsanga, a noted
geologist and geographer has been made a
recent addition to the Department of Afro-
American Studies offenng a course "Political
Economy of Southern Africa." He will be
giving a major lecture this Thursday Sep-
tember 14 on the "Political and Economical
Significance of Revolutionary Struggle in
Southern Africa."

The political situation of Southern Africa
derives from a concern with the con
temporary situation m Africa; specifically it

denves from the post Soweto situation.

Until the June 1976 Soweto uprising, the
situation was mainly characterized by two
separate polarizing forces: on one hand, the
multi national corporations and their atjility

to openly secure and accumulate m

vestment capital tor South African
development while defying a world con-
sciousness which has been opposing
Apartheid policy for a long time. On the
other hand the difficulty for Afncans to

logistically break through the fences of
Apartheid and support the political struggle
of Blacks against what President Kaunda of
Zambia terms" ...The root of African
miseries all over the continent."

As forces of domination multi national
corporations have been not only
strengthening the economic basis of the
Apartheid regime in Pretoria, but they have
been using their financial power to "South
Americanize" all of the countries south of
Kenya and the Congo. For this purpose
sophisticated mechanisms are being used to
exploit and impose in the South Africa's
hinterland a chronic pattern of un-
(l<T()Hv»n(i|)rn«'nt which il is expected, will

forever cripple down the fire of the Soweto
youths and that of the liberation fighters.

These issues will be addressed during

Prof Wa Nsanga's lecture on Thursday at

7 00 P M. in The New Africa House
Basement. All members of the university

community are invited to attend and par-

ticipate in the discussion This is the first of a

series of lectures offered by the Office of

Third World Affairs.

Convocation
forCCEBS
Saturday

CCEBS Studentsi Let's
.ill loin together for the
CCEBS Convocation
Lmii heon Awards will

lie pK'sciited intorjni:

liiiiis to .,|,itt ,ini| ,)|!,,.r

( .imjjus peiboniicl wIkj
(..»n assist you will be
in.iflf, (jpntTiil 1 ,im(i(i'.

"'"• -'ton <iii() othi.'i

i
it CCtBS in

toon,,Hon will dibo be
ni.ide rivaildble to you.
Hi.' iniicheon, which
will be held on Satuiddy,
Sepleniljet 16, 1978 .Jt

12 ()0 p in in the Cam
pus Ct-nter Auditorium,
IS free and open to all

CCFBS sturJents Sign
u() shofcts .ue located on
the bulletin boards on
the Ser oiid Floor of the
New Afrii.H House

Vishnu Wood (left), Sam Rivers (center), and Bobby Battle (right) perform as the "Trio "

in the "Tribute to MalcolmX on Sunday at the Robert Crown Center at Hampshire College. The group played several improvisations in between
poetry readings and taped speeches of Malcolm X. Vishnu Wood and Sam Rivers also played solos
(Photo by Ed Cohen)

Malcolm X tribute at Hampshire

^

fiy TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

"A Tril)ute lo Malcolm X" was given in the Robert Crown
Center at Hampshire College on Sunday. Sponsored by the

Afio Anil tl, ,111 program the Tribute combined Black

Classical music, poetry and taped speeches of Malcolm X,

as the niusirians and poets relived events of Malcolm's life.

The 280 people on hand heard Malcolm's voice open the

Tribute, speaking on life in Harlem. Dr. Bill Hasson follow-

ed wiih Ted Joans' "Tribute to Lanqston Hughes." Has&on
Hdfled M.ilrolni's name alongside .Hughes in the poem, at-

iiihutiiu) It to him also.

Vishnu Wood on bass cello, Sam Rivers on soprano and
bass saxot)hone and piano and Bobby Battle on drums.

The "Trio " provided musical improvisations.

Rol)ert Ruff, a poet from Boston recited two original

pieces Dirty Shoes" and "Playing from the Music," dur-

in<) the Life in Harlem" and "Memorial" sections of the

eveniiK)

Prof Andrew Salkey of Hampshire College read a letter

fiom Solodad Brother George Jackson's book and poems,
Rays of Hope," "Dangerous Singer" and "Southern

African Hunter"
Vishnu Wood played a solo on the oud, a stringed instru-

ment, and after the Tribute he said he had written the piece

for the occasion and that he would name it "Malcolm."
Bobby Battle also did a solo on drums, accompanied by
Wood's vocal improvisations.

Gloria I. Joseph of Hampshire College read a poem by
Man Evans, "Speak the Truth to the People."
Malcolm's voice was heard several times through the

Trilmte. speaking on his involvement with Black Muslims,
his travels to Mecca, prison and political action in the

United Stales.

Rol>ert Marquez, a professor at Hampshire College,

recited Larry Neat's "Malcolm • An Autobiography" and
Nicholas Guillen's 'It Is All Very WeH *

The evening closed with a taped song by Bernice Reagon,
We Gonna Rumble Through the Streets of Sovveto." The

"Trio" played a song dedicated to tf>e merrxKy of Meicolm
and Ins voice was heard at the end.

I

Black Affairs
CoUegj^n 5

Puryear, Terry teaching courses in Afro-Am

oirs .s .ui^^ ?,
"'' ^^"' *- ^^'''^^' """ ^^ »«^^^'"9 '^° Afro American Studies

.

u s s ,, UM.iss tins semester One course will be "Blacks in Southern Politics" andHO I.,., seminar in Polii.cl Befiavior Public Policy in the Black Community " (Photo

^Courses con 't
Afro Am 151

CUL TUREAND LITERA TURE I CI
MWF 11: 15 12:05 I HONAH I Ttielwell

Afro Am492B
POLITICAL ECONOMY OF SOUTHERN
AFRICA
TU TH 2:303:45 /315NAH / Wa Nsanga

Looking at the relationship of South
Africa as a subimperialist center
dominating the entire region; the role of
transnational corporations, liberation
movements, and the possibility for social
transformation and economic develop-
ment Course will use United Nations,
government, and liberation movement
documents as well as background reading.
Students are encouraged to conduct
research projects as individuals or in small
groups on topics of their special interest.

Afro Am 161

INTRODUCTION TO AFRO AMERICAN
POLITICAL
SCIENCES \D\

MV\/F 1:25 2: 15 I 1 10 NAH I Strickland

MWF 2:30 3:20 I 110NAH i Strickland

The role of Black Americans in political

theory and movements in the United

States. Traces the development of Black

political thought and organization up
through the twentieth century, beginning

with DuBois and including such
movements as the Niagra and Garvey
movements and Islamic Nationalism. Also

the development of political- institutions

within the Black community.

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

A year ago Tuesday, Steve Biko died riak

ed on a prison floor and became martvr :n

South Africa and throughout the world.

Police arrested 11 friends and relatives of

Biko Monday and the English-language

press was warned to be careful in its an-

niversary comments.

Dr. Eugene Terry, visiting professor to the Afro-American Studies Department will be
teaching two courses "Introduction to Black Studies II" and "Black Rhetoric" at
UMass this semester. Dr. Terry received his B.A. and M.A. at Howard University and
his PHD from UMass. [Photo by Steve Van Meter)

Announcements
Jobs available

The Malcolm X Center wishes to an-

nounce the availability of six staff positions.

They are open to all people concerned with

the pressures unique to the Third World
Community here at UMass.
The positions are both work and non-work

study.
Applications will be available on Thurs-

day, September 14, at 8:00 p.m.
For more information call Sherry at 6-8380

All interested parties should be prompt, as

this is the same night as the Malcolm X
Center's weekly GAIN^E NIGHT.
This event begins at 8:00 p.m., and you are

encouraged to bring your own, games or

playing cards. This is a great way to meet
all the Third World residents at UMass.
Refreshments will be served.

The Malcolm X Center is located in the

lower lobby of the Berkshire Dining Com-
mon in Southwest.

S. W. courses
The Malcolm X Center has several course

offerings this semester. One course is

"Understanding Black American Culture"
taught by Stan Kinard. Students in-

terested should register so for S.W. 190S in

the John Adams Lobby. The class meets
on Monday nights from 7-9:30 and is a
three credit course. Students are urged to
sign up for this and other Malcolm X Center
course offerings.

Senate elections
The Student Senate elections are to take

place on October 4th and 5th. Elections for
SGA President and seats on the Board of
Governors will also take place at this time.
Those wishing to vote for the 15 Third
World seats on the Senate must register to
vote Third World. Registration will begin
September 12 and close October 3, at
noon. Third World students wishing to run
for Third World seats can pick up nominar-
tion papers on September 18th at the
Senate Office. Nominations close on
September 25th. Registration will take
place in New Africa House and B.C. P. Ten-
tatively.all voting for Third World seats
will
take place in N.A.H. and at B.C. P. A com-
mittee of about 4 will be formed to coor-
dinate the elections and to assure that
things run smoothly avoiding the problems
of last year

New Record Co-op

Kenny Folgham is the Service Manager of

the New Record Coop in the Student Union.

He is attempting to get the involvement of

the Black and Third World Community in this

proejct. There are jobs available and in-

terested people should contact him im-

mediately.

(xfiA QIC; '3 MOUN'A-N (AHMS M* i^O"* ?(90 ptOuK 1 «*Ollv MASS

kOULISI2IIO «TUOINTS *S« CITI7fN9tfViTMAMrcAnn».;(>0 lA-lllTf SHOM il ftO

..»...^.lI»..m-̂ iflw«iSk-fe».AV,^:?Y.l^»-f-W*^^^ll^ln^^^iiJ.l^.^.»^.»J^

NICNOUON

ONKniW

StiowMU) thru Ttwrsdfiv

HEAVEN
AN WAIT

va
WARREN
BEATfV CHRISTIE

JULIE

HtlTlSSOOl t 1S930

«fOI)C AOUIT SSTUOfN

FAYE DUNAM/AY
TOMMY LEE

OF LAURA MAPSI

SlinwMMl lltfit Thiirsdnv

iitlTlS&OOi 7 IB 9 30

John Travolta

Olivia
Hmivton-John^

istheword ^V^ '

ShdMnmi itif II f hiKiiclMv

.iiiT(S4 4>»l 7 00 9 1%

Vision
ShouicQse

(fOfmarly Houwef VhionI

K«ntWh«lan - LiMMMtf 0»««i*n

We are Specialists In:

• Fashion Eytwear
•Contact Ltnsas
• Emergency Replacements
•Free Adjustments Anytime

•We Clean & Polish contact

lansas on the premised.

Mt. Farms Mall, Nadlay St4-t334

GRADUATE
STUDENTS

3 part-time assistantships (20-25 hours/week) for

academic year available with Student Activities

Office as Residential Area Activity Advisors.

Qualifications -knowledge of and interest in stu-

dent activities, ability to work closely with

students and staff, organizational skills, must be a

matriculated graduate student in good standing

and a good imagination.

Remuneration: $3600 for academic year

Apply: In person at the Student Activities Office

with 3 references <at least 1 nonacademic) by
September 18, 1978.

^!ssessss@ses9s@s@@s@see@@s9e@egss@s@8s@».^
FOKTlSTICKfTS iimnfo UsUQiOd
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Women can give birth

without conception
by CHRIS DECKER
Co//egian Staff

Editor's note: This is the first in a two-part
sertes on parthenogenesis. The second part
wtll deal with the political implications of
the following information.

In women, there occurs a little known
phenomenon by which they can conceive
and give birth to female offspring without
having had any prior contact with either

men or their sperm. Popularly referred to as
"virgin birth," its scientific name is par-

thenogenesis.
Although parthenogenesis occurs in

women fairly frequently, it is often unnotic
ed. Women who engage in heterosexual in-

tercourse may believe their pregnancy has
resulted from intercourse, when it may ac-

tually have resulted from parthenogenesis.
Parthenogenesis is a spontaneous,

naturally-occurring process. It can occur,
although not necessarily so, in women who
have never experienced heterosexual inter-

course before in their lives. It happens like

this

In humans, there exists two typ>€s of

chromosomes, X and Y. The combination
of two X chromosomes (XX) produces a
female offspring, whereas the combination
of an X chromosome and a Y chromosome
IXY) results in a male.

The usual number of chromosomes is 46.

This is called the "diploid" number. Half

that numt>er is 23, called the "haploid"
number.
In the type of sex cell division that occurs

in the ovary after impregnation by inter-

course, there typically exists an egg cell

which contains 23 - or the "haploid"
number - of chromosomes. Attached to

the egg cell are two bodies known as "polar
bodies." Polar bodies I and II each also con-
tain a haploid number of chromosomes.
Cell division occurs in two stages. In stage

dne, polar body I is merely dissolved. This
happens whether or not conception will

eventually be parthenogenetic.

In stage two, usually, polar body II also
dissolves. After the elimination of polar

body II -- and the 23 chromosomes it con-
tains - the haploid egg cell may then ac-

cept 23 NEW chromosomes from an in-

truding sperm. Since the egg cell contains
only X ("female") chromosomes, the pro-

geny that results from the fusion of egg and
.'perm will be either female (XX) or male
(XV) depending on which type of

chromosome the sperm cell carries. A
female or male fetus subsequently
develops.

With parthenogenesis, the process is

somewhat different.

At the beginning of division stage two,
polar body II, with its haploid number of

chromosomes, is still attached to the larger

egg cell, with its haploid number. It is at

this point that parthenogenetic conception
can begin to take place.

This time, instead of extruding polar body
II, the egg cell retains it, purely and simply.

Although the explanation for this is still

unclear, the retention of polar body II does
furnish an additional 23 chromosomes.
These, when fused with the egg's
chromosomes, provide the 46
chromosomes necessary to produce a

viable, diploid offspring Since all

chromosomes in parthenogenetic concep-
tion derive from a female, and since human
females only carry X chromosomes, the on-
ly possible chromosomal combination in a

parthenogenetically-conceived offspring is

XX, Therefore all parthenogenetic babies
are female.

Parthenogenetically-conceived offspring

are NOT identical genetic duplicates of their

mothers.
Parthenogenesis occurs naturally in a host

of animal species. It can also be artificially

induced by fairly simple means. In rabbits,

application of an ice pack to the rabbit's

flank above her ovary is sufficient to get

parthenogenetic development underway.
The concept of parthenogenesis iniplies

that women can reproduce independently
of men. As such, it renders men genetically

superfluous. Since science is presently

male-controlled and male-financed,
knowledge of parthenogenesis is not
widespread. The subject of politics and par-

thenogenesis as it relates to women will

comprise Part II of this series.

ATTENTION
ALL
RSO'S

Mandatory student activities
workshop for all RSO officers. RSO's
will not be able to spend funds until

workshop is attended. Spending will

be allowed until workshops begin in

September. Check your RSO mailbox
as soon as possible for your scheduled
workshop time.

Charlies
MICH NIGHT

.69 MICHS-EVERY WED.

TUESPAYS-SHOT
AND BEER NIGHT

IIX

lYin
III]

Work-study is noxL-work study

positions available doing researck.

organizing, lobbying, and other

related work for tke Student Senate

DAILY

HAPPY HOUR
3-8 P.M.

LARGEST DRAFT
IN TOWN .50

MOST BAR DRINKSI
.85

one

gootiiooaXlihnh
n PRAY ST.. Amharat. Ma»». 549-S«Ql

FASHION STYLES

AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

Z for $25
Imported Name Brands

St. Lycien Jeans French Star

Disco Jeans Velour Tops

^
^Next toTHEPUBAmherst

student Union Building

Thurs., FrL & Sat
Sept 14, 15a 16

Cover Thurs- $1.50

Only UMa^s appearance
for the semester

coiregian ^

The UMass Marching Band is sponsoring the first annual Sight and Sound Extravaganza tomorrow in front of Old Chapel Featured throughout the day will be ex
hibitions performed by the band. Special events will include demonstrations of flag^°

u ^.!«r
Ul^ass Silks, baton routines by the UMass Twirlers and mace techni^ques by UMass drum majors. Concluding the days activities will be a special sneakpreview of the upcoming halftime show for the Villanova vs Massachusetts game

_l^he band invites everyone to participate in this experience

Grasso, others win
in primary elections
(UPD-Connecticut's Democratic Gov.

Ella Grasso crushed a challenge by Lt. Gov.
Robert Killian yesterday while in New
Hampshire Democratic Sen. Thomas
Mclntyre and conservative Republican
Gov Meldrim Thomson easily won
renomination.

Fourteen states and the District of
Columbia held elections in the biggest
primary day of the 1978 campaign. At
stake were a dozen governorships, six

Senate seats and more than 100 House
seats.

While most incumbent governors and
senators were considered safe in the
primaries there were strong challenges to
five Democratic governors. The biggest
battles were over nominations for open
governorships in Florida and Nevada, and
vacant Senate seats in Minnesota and
Wyoming.

Grasso pulled 70 percent of the vote in a
surprisingly easy win over her running mate
of four years ago. It was a particularly
bitter race and the first statewide primary in

Connecticut in years.

In neighboring New York, Democratic
Gov. Hugh Carey was also challenged by
his lieutenant governor, Mary Ann
Krupsak. Carey was also favored.

Perry Duryea, the New York Assembly
GOP leader, had the Republican
nomination sewed up, while Rep. Ronald
Sarasin will be the GOP candidate in

Connecticut.
In New Hampshire Thomson crushed

former Gov. Wesley Powell, and Mclntyre
also won easily.

In Vermont, two-term Democratic state
Rep. Edwin Granai defeated newspaper
publisher Bernard O'Shea for the
Democratic noitiination for governor.

iFtiur ^rasnns
Puchagi' Store

"DISCOUNT LIQUORS

RUSSELL ST.. HAOLEY at the Mt Fatms Mall

Schmidts
BEER

DONELLI
LAM-
BRUSCO

12 oz.

cans $4.99
CASE $1.49 Fifth

iGORDONSl
GINKB

\

$9.99
1.75 Liter

(59.2 ozs.)

COLONIAL
CLUB

AMARETTO

$2.99
Quart

TUESDAY SEPT 12 to SATURDAY, SEPT 16, 1978
CASH ft CA*^R\ PRICES

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
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Around
New England

McCarthy upholds
Land tax decrease

BOSTON (DPI) Congressional Candidate Pat McCarthy
v*"-tHfdav announced a proposal to provide federal aid to
f»"()ure local ptoperty taxes across the nation.
M(Ciithy IS one of seven candidates seeking the

Df;n\ocratR nomination for the U.S. House seat for
Mriss.H husetts' 11th District

An unsuccessful candidate in the 1976 race for the
HdusH seat, he said the federal government could help
lo( ,«l communities reduce their property taxes by as much
as 50 tiercent under a program that would reimburse cities
and towns whu fi demonstrate the ability to cut taxes.
.Unfler the proposal, federal aid would be provided each

munir ipality tfiat reduced its property tax collections. The
maximum amount of aid would be 50 percent of the total
l)r<t|)eiiv tdxes in a communitv
McCarthy said the plan would provide taxpayers relief

f'l.ni iliptr most burdensome tax" and would stimulate
»h»' M. ofiomies of the nation's cities where property taxes
and unemployment are high.

SpockArrested

AtSeabrookplant

SEABROOK, N H (UP!)

B»n|amin Spock, the baby doctor who told millions how
to raise their children, was among 11 protesters arrested
yesierday for civtl disobedience against the $2.3 billion

S^ahrook nuclear power plant
Si.ne police anested the demonstrators on criminal

tr'spass charges only minutes after they attempted to walk
down the mam access road leading to the plant.
The plant has been the focus of the nationwide anti-

nuclear movement and yesterday's demonstation was the
fourth itiiqal protest in a month Spock's second wife,
Mary Morgan, was among three demonstrators who refus
»'f| to walk to a waiting police van and were dragged part of
the way.
The demonstrators, taken to the Hampton town jail, all

|)iea<ied innocent at their Hampton District Court ar
r,ii()nments Their tnalswere scheduled for Nov. 14.
The Spocks. who live near Rogers, Ark., were among

nine out of state demonstrators who posted $100 bail and
were freed The two New Hampshire protesters were
f ii',)st<l on personal recognizance.

TheCollegian is looking
for people to deliver the
ne^vspaper to the Five
College area.

This is a salaried position!

If interested , call Jeff

Weisberg , Circulation
Manager S46-9S63

I

I..

^^gtSWWJO/,

Back to School
WATERBED SPECIAL

• Classic Deluxe Mattress

• Safe%vav Heater ^

• Safety Liner

• Fiirn Drabi Kit

• Frame Kit & l^lntts

'm^3\

South Hadlev Center 533-4194

• Wednesday, September 13, 1978 Wednesday, September 13. 1978
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This fantastic record promotion
features all major artists and all major
labels, such as:

Fleetwood Mac
Rumors- WB

4.49 4.49 3.99

Rod Stewjrt Grateful Dead Jefferson Airplane

Footloose b Steal Your Face 2 LP Flight Log
Fancy Free WB U A RCA
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Batteredwomen
case dismissed
A suit brought by 12 battered women

against New York City's Family Court and
Probation Department has been dismissed
by the New York State Appellate Court.
The suit charged that the Family Coua

denied the 12 women, who claimed their

husbands beat them regularly, access to
judges who could have issued restraining
orders against the husbands
The Appellate Division ruled, however,

that the women did not have a case against
the Family Court and over-turned a
previous decision which had granted them
)ermission to sue the Family Court and
'robation Department.
An earlier suit, filed by the same 12
vomen, had charged that New York City
)olice refused to arrest their husbands,
lespite evidence of beatings. Police had
ilaimed that they couldn't interfere in

'family disputes."
,

That suit ended in an out-of-court agree-
ment by police to arrest wife-beaters.
Attorneys for the twelve women say they

will appeal the latest ruling to the New York
Court of Appeals.

State troopers

mullstrike

FRAMINGHAM, Mass (AP)
About 500 disgruntled state troopers
crowded Framingham Town Hall Tuesday
night to decide whether they would strike
to protest the state's pay hike offers.

Just prior to the 7:30 p.m. meeting,
trooper union President Frederick Guer-
rierro said he would recommend against a
walk out, but added that this was one of
the opttons open to the state police.

"It would be considered an illegal strike,"
he said and added, "I have no doubt the
governor would seize this chance to
enhance his political image" with a "get
tough" stance against the troopers.
Earlier in the day. Governor Micheal S.

Dukakis said contingency plans have been
drawn up to cope with the threatened
strike, but he appealed to state police not
to become "law breakers."

r~ ^*°— Ifc- M

3.99 3.49 3.49

Charlie Daniels NRBQ
Fira On Mt. 2 LP Scraps/

KSBS Workshop

James Taylor

In The Pocket

V3tl>tg>

3.49 3.49 3.49

Marlev & Waiters

Live

~w 3.49

3.49 2.99 2.99

A/tec Two Stf^p

Two's Company
Charlie Daniels

Marshall Tucker
Volt Jam

Sea Level

Over 300 fantastic titles at unbeatable prices-all titles

are by major recording artists on all major labels, such

as: Commander Cody*James Cotton
Band*Genesis*Yes*James Montgomery*Graham
Parker And Rumour*Fleetwood Mac^Thin Liz-

zy*Kinks*Allman Brothers Band*Andy Pratt.

DOIMT MISS OUT-DONT GET LEFT OUT
WHY PAY MORE?

The greatest selection of cut outs, budget and manufacturers' surplus overstock we

have ever had. Don't get left out!!!!

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

A Luney Tunes Record And Tape Promotion
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Seizure ofpot

spurs crackdown
TRENTON, N.J. (UPI)-A vintage DC-6

seized at a small airport with 18,000 pounds
of Colombian marijuana has led to the
cracking of a massive smuggling operation
and the indictment of 24 suspects state
officials said Tuesday.
The suspects included airplane pilots

business executives, a law school in-
structor and a retired policeman.

Officials said a "highly organized and
efficient smuggling group" engaged in a
conspiracy to smuggle the drug from South
America to small airports near various cities
in the eastern United States.
"The magnitude of the smuggling

scheme was extraordinary," said Attorney
General John J. Degnan. He said the
marijuana was destined for various points
on the Eastern Seaboard.

Correction
Presidential papers in the Hampshire

Interhbrary collection were transferred to
Mt. Holyoke College, not Mt. Holyoke
Hampshire College, and UMass, as the
Collegian reported yesterday.

r"IiappThour
MOIM SAT 3:006:00

DISCOUNTS ON ALL
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

BEERS

only at

57 N. Pleasant St.
2535141

Across from the fire station

hr<»m a connlry a.s clean and uiv

.•spoiled a.s Caiiitda. soiid o.xpecl a vrry

special laste. Kresh from North America's

most experienced brewery. Molson has

been makini{ friends on both sides of the

border since 1786.

Our ihrie import brands are ready to

sliou you just bow i<real Canada can lasU".

Make it the heartiness of Molson

Ale. spirited Can.idian Beer,

or smooth Golden.

Or ail three.

KING OF HEARTS

This Thursday
Septennber 14

Showings at 7, 9, 11

fampus Center Aud
$1.00

A cultural presentation

of George Washington
Upper
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Will yourprofessors
be in class today?

Only theyknow
for sure...

(Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)
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LETTERS
'Popes 'column hits "newlow''

To the Editor:

/ had the unfortunate dilemma to read
Mr. Yanowitch's column the other day.
The Collegian seems to have hit new
lows when the vestige of the Pope can be
made into a joke. Should anyone have
written such a derogator/ column on the
Jewish faith] P] the outcry would have
been heard from Wellesley to Wall Street.

Only someone with a demented
character could possibly consider the
sacrificial wine "a coolbres. " Maybe two
thousand years ago a few power hungry
high pruits and scribes might have, but I

thought we were more civilized than that
now.

Mr. Yanowitch has obviously never
been to one of the masses for the deaf in

Boston. If interested he may call the
Chancellory for more information.

I We 're

in the Yellow Pages toof\.

I can think of almost no other in-

stitution on the face of the earth which
has lasted two thousand years. His

remarks on updating the Church definitely

came from an outsider. Over the last five

years there has been a very marked in-

crease in the number of people under
twenty-five attending attending Mass.
Although the church is still short on
clergy more and more young people are

becoming teachers of Christian Doctrine.

I know. I was a teacher of catachism for

four years.

The other eight points of his article are

just sheer nonsense. Mr. Yanowitch, I

suggest that you research your topic

more fully in the future.

David M. Leary

Parking meters Illicit disgust

To the Editor:

/ would like to express my extreme
disgust concerning the parking meters on
the UMass campus. Being one of the
many UMass students that do not own a
lot sticker, I find it very difficult finding a
space on campus, not to mention one
near my class!!

But to have the maximum alotted time
he one hour is too much to take, especial
ly when one has a Tuesday/ Thursday
class which lasts one hour and fifteen

minutes. Yesterday I had a repeated ex-

perience of getting a parking ticket [the

fine of which has increased from $2. 00 to

$5.00, incidentally] less than f.^e minutes
after my time had un out! •*

Let me say that it is ridiculous \as well as

almost impossible] to leave a class and go
running halfway across campus Just to

feed another dime into your parking

meter. !.'

I prop jse that the University make all

the parking meters on campus last for a

two hour period or do away with them all

together. I more than welcome feedback
and suggestions from others involved

concerning this matter.

David R. McDonough

ICOMMEIMTARY

Where did that

famous fence go
Hv EIIho Plauskv

Did ,^Mv<>ne walk by the library yet? Let's
b.iv»' H show of hands good, good.
Mow. flow many of vou saw the fence

that surrounded it last semester when you
vv,ill«"(ll)V'' (You must remember it. It was
v\"i' Willi a wooden frame, about four feet
hi'ih ,111(1 placed about six feet away from
lilt' l)inl(liiu). I

L"i s scH those hands now
Th.ii's riqht kids, the fence is gone

"xiciii for Ml the front. The fact that it's

ion.' (lom the sides doesn't really bother
"I" I mean, it wasn't that great to look at
anyway.

Assuming that it wasn't :olen, and that
t'l.i Univfisiiy look it down, brings to mind
the (|u»'sti()ii 'why-'"
Does the increase " the student

l»oiiiil.itioii morn the iwvc- 'or those few
.ifl'lHioii.il feet of walking sp.ce? The fence
w.is siiiiposedlyetfjcted to p itect students
•'om lalliru) bticks Why i . it that those
Willi the power don't s<!e .i need for us to
I)" jiKiiic ii.'d aiiymof*;? (I am assuming
MOW til, It the library was not "fixed" to stop
'hf iiiK ks f(om foiling. Those who have
t.'-eii ht-rr for,.my length of time know how
lomi It t.ikes to ()et anythini) .xed.)

M.iybe the fence c moval was
n,.isi..imiiulf:(l by the Housing Office, in

hop*' that falliiK) bricks would lessen the
ovi'M lowflinc) in the dorms Could they
(diisi Kiiisly rtfsort to that^ Did they have
iny r.oMscit'nce to begin with?
Mow, f r.an't answer these (|uestions. but

nniil someofie does, I wouldn't walk too
' liiS" t" ilie hhiary, just in case. ...

ICOMMENTARYI

The defense of animals

By BILL RIORDAN

There are political groups
of every shade and style imaginable in this
country, but an unusual one attracted my
attention last week. This one isn't Marxist or
Maoist, socialist or capitalist, left or right or
up or down. It is the Animal Liberation Front
and it has struck at university laboratories
and biological institutes in various parts of
the Midwest.

Their aim is statecf in their name: the
release from captivity of animals, mainly the
type used for biological experiments, which
the A.L.F. considers inhumane and an of-

fense to the rights of living things. It's the
innocent simplicity of this mission of the
A.L.F. that amuses and intrigues me. At the
least, it's a refreshing brand of radicalism, it

seems, especially today when the more
radical a political group strives to be the more
commonplace and unimaginative it

becomes.

Though I sympathize with the A.L.F. in all

its reverence for living things, I must attribute
to the proup a bit of childlike naivete.

Though laboratory experiments are carried
out in the most humane way pfcssible,

suffering, if you believe animals experience
suffering, and it is quite apparent they do, is

an inevitable aspect of operations and tests

performed on rats, chickens, monkeys, etc.

However, the knowledge gained through
biological experimentation on non-humar
animals is regularly applied towards im-

proving the quality of life of people in the
form of new medicines and operative
techniques. The zeal of the A.L.F. is noble, if

not a little misplaced. And there is one
undeniably negative consequence: illegally

releasing laboratory animals results in the
destruction of costfy, time-consuming, and
beneficial experiments.

In the psychology and zoology depart-

ments of UMass, thousands of animals are

sacrificed yearly. I am a zoology major and I

have literally lost count of the number of

frogs and rats and chickens I have done in in

the name of science, yet it still bothers me to

do it. I was on the receiving end of a funny

sort of unintentional revenge a couple of

weeks ago while working with some
chickens. In a lab, I had to inject a drug into

the bird's heart to kill it. First, though, blood

had to be withdrawn, just for practice and as

a way of determining that the needle was
penetrating the heart. There was a lot of

fumbling and struggling and wing-flapping

and teeth-gritrifl,g. I finally got the blood out

and the druf; in, and seconds after the

chicken went )ut, I went out. It was dead; I

had only fainteii. I felt pretty embarrassed, of

course, until n y "colleague" Wendy told me
she wished s^e could have fainted, that she

should have given the circumstances. She
too feels a little of twinge of conscience

even' t'fTie i^e kills something. There is a

general forn of irony that zoology students

have to endure: while a fascination for living

things supposedly led us into our field, a lot

of animals md up getting killed in the

process.

The really heart-rending episodes occur in

the psychology department, though. They

use monkeys in Tobin for behavioral studies.

Rhesus monkeys are used because they are
social animals and their responses to stimuli

and deprivation quite closely resemble our

own. Even the most unfelling person tends to
turn away from the sight of one of these
monkeys that was separated from its mother
at birth. It's pretty pathetic. Still, these
experiments sre easily justifiable on the
grounds that they enhance our un-
derstanding of ourselves.

Rhesus monkeys are going to be harder to
come by soon. India supplies the vast
majority of rhesus monkeys used throughout
the world. India's, agreement to supply
monkeys to U.S. labs was made with the
stipulation that experiments of a military
nature not be performed. Well, the Army
broke that promise and there are a lot of
radioactive monkeys running around,
although they don't run for long. They also
make ideal subjects for germ warfare
research. India is a Hindu country, and
Hinduism preaches a deep-seated reverence
for all living things. Thus, the government
there is making plans to end the export of the
monkeys.

Though I sympathize with the needs of
biologists, I can't help but admire India's

concern for the primates. Not all religions

have such an all-encompassing perspective
on living things. It was a type of species-

based chauvinism that inhibited the ac-

ceptance of evolutionary theory for nearly a
century. It's revolting to a true Christian to

consider that he or she is related by ancestry

to things that crawl on the ground and swing
in the trees. But I am fond of the notion.

Sometimes I think we could all do with a

reminder that we are as much a part of the

ecosystem as the plants and animals are. It is

forgetfulness of that fact that has allowed us
to push into extinction hundreds of species

of living things, and pollute our air and water.

I feel a special sens3 of urgency over the

plight of dolphins and whales. In a very real

respect, they are the marine courcerparts of

human beings, having achieved their

evolutionary success through th*

development of superior intelligence and a

complex communications system. To wipe
them out to the very last one before fully

appreciating their uniqueness would simply

be a moral crime.

The way in which we treat ot'ier living

things reflects our general attitude about life

— and ourselves. A disregard for the things

that walk and crawl .ind fly and swim about

on Earth can only lead to further and further

alienation from the natural world — and the

spiritual one. The destruction of our physical

and organic environment reflects a contempt
for lifp and is incompatible with our very

survival. Before we realize it, we may upset

irreversibly the balance of living and non-

living things, a system whose intricacy and
complexity is beyond our comprehension.

That achieved, all our advances in science,

including biology, would become useless;

and all those millions of frogs and rats and
monkeys would have died for nothing. But

then again, they may have the last laugh.

Bill Riordan is a Collegian commentator.
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appearing

Saturday, Sept. 16, 8:00 p.m.
Tickets $2.00, available at TIX
and the Union Record Service
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Majestic Cinema
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including Presidential positions,

are available in Rm. 420, Stu-
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plications is September 25.
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BAR
Campus Confer Proudly Presents

The Undisputed King Of Cape Cod
Happy Hours

JOHN MORGAN
Sat., Sept. 16,3:30-7:30

V2 Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90

Always Happy Hour Prices

Super Sandwiches
37 N. Pleasant St.

SEPT. 15 6t 16

AZTEC
TWO STEP

SEPT. 17

VULTURES
(no cover)

Crusaderpreaches
sexas unity factor

SEPT. 18 & 19

SOUTHWORTH

SEPT. 21

JONATHAN
EDWARDS

^ i^ «

Sunderland, MA
Rte. 47/Tel. 666 4937

24 hr. taped listing

By CLAUDE TElHtAUL I

Collegian Staff

Christian crusader Josh McDowell spoke
on marriage and sex last night by in-

vestigating how to attain "maximum sex".
"Do not marry someone you can live

with," said McDowell to a crowd of 550.
"Marry someone you can't live without. It

is an ultimate pleasure to be married or
have a great relationship with someone
who is also your best friend. I know, I didi"
exclaimed McDowell.

Maturity, mind growth, and un-
derstanding must develop between you
and your partner, added McDowell.
"A sexual relationship develops aS/er a

lifetime," said speaker MfcDowell. "That's
right, over a lifetime-not in a night, week
or year. Why, sex shouldn't end until
you're 84. Unfortunately, for some it ends
at 16."

Sex is a unity factor. Basically, the
partners become one flesh, according to
McDowell.
"When the two individuals reach and

strive for that maximum oneness," said
McDowell, "that's a real climax I"

McDowell also talked on men and
women making sexual adjustments.
Through trust, patience and control.
Christians can reach true happiness and a
loving relationship.

"Basically, the three factors of trust,
patience, and control are the prerequisites
to a lifetime plan," said McDowell.
"Show me someone who has demon-

strated control toward sex in his or her

lifetime, and I will guarantee a person who
has controlled many other factors in his or
her lifetime."

"Do you consider sex the main
mgredient in a relationship?" asked
McDowell. "If youresponded yes, you are
in pathetic trouble!" he exclaimed.

McDowell later introduced a pantomine
entitled "The Law of Diminishing Return."
McDowell reminisced with the audience on
the First Date Experience and cleverly tied
the notions of love and sex by using his
personal experiences.

McDowell's pantomine received ex-
cellent response from the audience and
was a helpful tool in illustration one of his
popular mottos: "You can't give God a
snowjob."

All of McDowell's presentations use
Biblical excerpts, research and personal
investigative work.

Josh McDowell's speeches have won
him numerous awards, including the
Lyman Strauss Speaker of the Year Award
in 1965. In addition, McDowell is the
author of The Evidence That Demands
Verdicts, a million-copy seller.

Last year, McDowell spoke to more than
560,000 students, toured 40 countries, and
travelled to over 500 universities across the
world.

McDowell's presentation was made
possible by the Campus Crusade for Christ.
Since its founding in 1951 , the Crusade has
grown to include a staff of 4,000 members
"o«^^9^campuses in sixty countries.
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it was the Deltas
against the rules...
the rules lost!

Q.R. DISCO
Lorgest N.Y. style in oreo

Free Munchies

Roast Beef Sandwich $1.00

HEWLETT-PACKARD
INmODUCES

PROFESSIONAL SCIENTinCCALCULATORS
FORASTUDENrS DUD6ET.

THE PRICE OF EXCELLENCE
NOW STARTS AT $60.*

N'ou \ou c;in ^'ci the s.imi. mmlits. tlurabilitv and
man\ of iht linturcs (ound in HeulctiP.ick.nrd s

profission.Tl c.ijcul.itors — al a price \uu can allurd
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Easy-lo-rcad displays. I arjjii bri!.'htt.r I Kl) display
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AMMAL IWUtV
A comedy from Univervjl PicTur»s

THE MATTY SIMMONS IVAN atlT/VWN PfXOOUOION
"'

ViVCm'IC^^"'^ T^'^^^^ '^""^ '^'-^^^' ^'^ WTHESON JOHN VEI^NON VFONA OlOOM'HOMAS HUl CE or^d DONALD SOTHEIM^ND
. . . , Pro<3.xed by MATTY SlAAMONS ond IVAN flEITMANJ

Specii

75c drinks
75c bottled beer

-" --^ij[:

Starts FRIDAY!
584 9151

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

Sat., Soi)t. H; 8-f^ j,.m. 50c drinks

W( d Si pt :2() Special Drink On
The Hour Night -

Thur.s
. Sept. :Z\ Busch Night

Fri., Sept. ;i2 Top .shelf Vk\uov 90c
8 10 p.m.

< ..VI r «h.irKi' *>W<-

perlornied an incorrect operation; 2) u hy it uas incor-
rect, y) it the calculator isn't uorkm^: properK
Accuracy. Improved al^iorithms j-ive \ou confidence
that Miur .insuers are more precise and complete.

FROM BASIC SCIENCE
TO ADVANCED PROGRAMMABLE.
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University &
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I
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PT
hnology- Orientati

uember 18 Morni"
n meeting
tour north

Current majors di if students
nter medical te, i program

if

i FOR ENVIROMMENTAL

eting Wednesday 7 30 pm CC
f concerned students invite all

ill 545 0618
GOODS CO OP
>nal meeting Thursday 7:00 pm
the Campus Center All are

MICRO
Medir

Mondci
room .

wishini

should
COALI
QUALIT
Gener.:

162, grf

More in

SPORT I

Organi.

room 1

welcomt
SGA CO t^ESS.
Positioi ivailable Assistants to the CO
PRESlDf \ r are needed More information
contact \inb or Don rm 430 SU 5 2129,
some wo'^ study positions are available
SGA CO ^ES OFFICE
Commit • Openings, large number of

undergraii.ate openings on campus wide
committers More info contact SGA CO
PRES OFFICE rm 430 S U. or STUDENT
SENATE OFFICE rm 430 S U.
WASHIN(iTON UPPER
Cult Film Freaks, "King of Hearts" Thurs-

day 7, 9, 11 pm Campus Center
Auditorium $1 00
FSEN CLUB
Andy Moore will speak on "The Food Pro

fessional and Food Advertising " Wed
Sept. 13 rm 227 Chenoweth 7 pm All FSEN
majors urged to attend
ANYONE INTERESTED
in working on Barbara Ackerman's cam

paign for governor call ELLEN at 546 8131
ASTRONOMY
first meeting of the Semester tonight at
7pm in Has 44, old and new members are
welcome.
MARKETING CLUB
Herter coffee shop Last semesters

employee's IF you want to work call

253 9683
ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS ASSOC.
Important meeting tonight in Campus

Center rm 162 for new members. All in

terested are urged to attend

ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION
Annual membership drive barbeque

Farley Lodge Friday SHpt. 15 from 4 9 pm
$1.00 members, $2.()0 non members. All
accounting majors w"iromr'
STUDENT NURSES JRGANlZATION
Meeting tonight at ,' f)0pm m Arnold 105.

For all interested persons
ORCHARD HILL CENTRAL ARTS COUN

looking for OH C residents to help in plan
ning and preparation of this years residen-
tial area arts series For more info, call Jan
at 6 6622
MARKS MEADOW AFTER SCHOOL
CHILD CARE
Work for Credits in Day Care program

needs volunteers Psych and Education ma
jors can earn fieldwork credits. Hours Mon
Fri 2:45 5:30 For details call Nancy Ross at
549 6170
UMASS DIET ASSOCIATION
Film Night of the Living Dead" starring

Sidney Poitier This Friday Sept 15 at 7 9
11 pm in Thomp. 104
SOUTHWEST ASSEMBLY
SWA Presidents Election 9 26 78

Presidents Ed Childs and June Byington
have resigned as Pres. of SWA. Nomina-
tion papers open 9 13 thru 9 20 If in
terested go to SWA office Hampton St
Center, SWA.
SIMS
Transendental Meditation introductory

lecture held Wed. Sept 13 7:30 pm in rm
301 GRE lowrise Admission Free. Will in
elude explanation and discussion of
benefits of TM
NELCWIT
Women and interns volunteers needed,
new members meeting on Thursday Sept
14 at 7:00 pm rm 905 909 Campus Center
WYSYL FM
DJ's meeting general for all prospective
DJs tonrght at 8:00 pm in BROWN Mam
Lounge
SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTER'S
Free Sex and Forester's Now that we have

your attention, you are cordially invited to
our first meeting of the semester tonight

I

OPEN RUSH
at

Phi Mu Delta Fraternity

Thursday, Sept. 14 at 8:00 p.m.

FREE PIZZA and BEER

All University men welcome.

Located in Frat/Sor Park on OH bus route.

For rides and/or info call 5-2163 or 253-9034

^'

'VJ!^. iHIBlIC

iiHrfKisr

J|,_^|-c P-

t?
SOlMEINE

Looking for
alternative living?

Phi Mu Delta rriii«i-iiiM lin« i ii»

n\ iiilitbit' foi° rint.

We offer:
'llnillf r«M»k«Ml IIM'Jllo

•'^tM-iiil riiMciioiio

•< iil.li l\

•OH liii- »• r\ \*v

• ^^ riiilil ntiiiii

• I .<t\» 4 1 rii»l

^

• I rrf iNM'kill;:

Wed. Sept 13 7:00pm in Holdsworth 202
Topics will include Fall picnic [great timel
and Marc Tremblay's lovelife IBonngI
Freshman and Sophomores invited. Free
refreshments served
GREENOUGH HOUSE
Whist Tourney a campus wide whist

tourney is being set to run in the month of
October. To sign up see or call Rich 5 2642
ext 417 or Joe 6 5768
STRATEGY GAME CLUB
Thinking games. Whist, Diplomacy and

Kingsmaker, miniture battles and Fantastic
wargames. No dues or hassels. Just come
"^l

P'^y^ Everyone welcome. Shattuck
BOLTWOOD BELCHERTOWN PROJECT
holding information meeting in CC rm 803

at 7pm. Persons interested in volunteering
in evening recreational programs should
attend Also see us at our table in the CC
concourse today
'The Quiet Is Beginning To Wear Off-

There's Got To Be A Change" is the theme
of the Revolutionary Student Brigade's in
troductory meeting Wednesday evening
Sept. 13. 7:30. in room 905 of the Campus
Center. ^

The Revolutionary Student Brigade is a
national Marxist-Leninist student organi^a
tion that has been involved m student
issues as well as Bakke, African liberation
support, Kent State and opposition to the
oppression of minorities. It hopes to con

,

tinue active involvement in issues affecting
students and other people and do Marxist
study groups and forums on socialism
At Wednesdays meeting there will be a

lively presentation by the Brigade concern-
ing the developing movement in this coun
try Seabrook. and African Liberation as
well as the RSB's views of socialism and
revolution. This will be followed by ques-
tions, answers and discussion. All are in-
vited.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON SEPTEMBER
lb 4 to 6 pni
Appalachian dance workshop with Apple

jack at the Munson Library m South
Amherst. No experience is necessary
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 16
Contra dance with Applejack at the Mun-

son Library in South Amherst. The dance
starts at 8:30, and all are welcome, no ex
perience is necessary.

Known for quality tents,
camping equipment, and backpacking gear

dayp-cks an. b„„. bag, P-.ceV.'ang^L^^'rZ, '« STaVrup
*'' °' "«" """"^

Some of the brands
of day packs carried:
Sierra Designs
North Face
Wilderness Experience
Camp Trails

Kelty

Don Gleason's
Jan Sport
Pfeak 1

a^v^J^la^bre'rwl'!;' 'm '"'^^l'
'^"'"°" ""^ ^'^^'^^ of^ampmg and backpacking gear

bac Dackl^nmp rn r i"''^"''"' aV' ^T^
Connecticut If you are going camping orbackpacking come to Gkason s Also check us out for all your fall and vv.nter outdoor

2^?^,.""^T "^h'T "°°' ^'^^' "«'" P^"'^- Duofold long undersea °qLa°?y

ocksand^trhats ."?''"'! ^'''^ ^°"^ ^"^ ^°'^^^^'^ '^'•^«»^- «>/ 40s.'warm

nd w'nter easons
""""'"" "^ '°" "'9^' "«^^ ^° ^"'°V the New England Fall

PEARL STREET

CAMPERS SUPPLY. INC.

NORTHAMPTON. MASS. P.one 584 4895

LEARN

VADSTENAKNYPPLING
That's the art of making Swedish bobbin lace, just one of our
89 fascinating Credit Free Workshops scheduled for Fall 1978.

Our Workshops let you learn what you want and meet at times con
venient for working people. If academic credit is no^ your concern,
our Workshops are for you! Join us this Fall.

Workshops in these 15 categories begin September 25:

ARTS AND CRAFTS
COMMUNITIES IN ACFiON
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
DANCE
EAST/WEST FOUNDATION
FOOD
LANGUAGE AND WRITING

MATH SKILLS
MOVEMENT
MUSIC
PERSONAL GROWTH
PHOTOGRAPHY
SKILLS/CAREER
TEST PREPARATION

ANDMOWE.
Here .ire some of our specific Workshops:

ART AS SELF DISCOVERY, STUDIO PAINTING, METHODS IN COLLECTIVE
MANAGEMENT, SWEDISH, BALLROOM DANCING, FICTION WRITING

For more inf. mation, a catalog and registration, call:

(413) 545 3653
Or stop by room 113 Hasbrouck on the UMass/Amherst campus.

JOB
OPENING

Collegian staff assistant

Variety of clerical and research tasks, hours
varying from ten to twenty per week.

$25 per week, work study or non-work study.

Must be student at UMass.

Application forms available from editor-in-chief.
Collegian office (113 Campus Center). Applica-
tions due Fri., Sept. 15.

The Collegian is an equal opportunity
employer.

Course
listings

An additional English course, English
281 G, focusing on Richard Wright, is now
being offered. This course, taught by Prof.
B.W. Bell, seeks to examine the reasons for
the neglect of this major writer, who was
also a poet and a journalist as well as the
author of Native Son and B/ack Boy. Some
of the objectives of this course are to
reassess the work of Wright with contem-
porary writers, introduce students to black
literature, and explore the relationship of
Afro-American culture to Western culture.
Course may be added in the English Dept.,
BartlettHall.

The Feminist Writing Workshop being of-
fered at Southwest Area is still open for
enrollment. It meets Tuesday and Thursday
mornings from 9:30 to 10:45 in John Q.
Adams, 5th floor lounge.
The class offers a supportive environment

for women interested in writing or those
who want to get over their anxiety about
writing. A skills-oriented will be im-
pienf>ented so students may apply what
they've learned to other courses.
The goals of the course are to develop an

individual voice and writing style; to experi-
ment with the forms of the journal, the
autobiographical story, and short fiction, to
explore the relationship between womens'
personal lives and the social and political

world; and to develop an awareness of the
unique ways in which women use
language.
This is a 3-credit course. Registration is in

John Adams lobby.

LAMP
SPECIAL

R0LrrE9HADLEY,MA.
2 MILES FROM NORTHAMPTON OR AMHERST

TIRES
CASH & CARRY

Wholesale to the public
WE CAN ARRANGE TO HAVE
YOUR TIRES MOUNTED.

LUXO Lumaglo Crownlite

Lamps

White*Yellow«Orange
Red»Black»Brown

^

campus center/univ. of mass./amhert

:/^*'
'-•.• .•-•-•

MICHELIN - FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEAR - LEE - SEIBERLING - B.F.
GOODRICH - ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL - DUNLOP PLUS - OTHER
MAJOR BRANDS. supercedes all other ads

• • « • •-• •' •"•"•-•m»-^w•»•»: •:•:•. -•». "•:•:•. ••:•

•:•:•• -•:•:•• .•:•• « • • • a

VETERANS!
FALL

INSPECTION

COMPARE OUR
PRICES BEFORE YOU

PURCHASE ELSEWHERE\

BIAS PLY
4-PLY POLYESTER

Size Type SMiPWGE

600x12 B.F.G. Whit* 22.9S

17.95

21.95

22.95

24.95

24.95

25.95

26.95

2S.95

19.95

26.95

2S.95

34.95,

BIAS PLY-
FIBERGLASS BELTED

Size Typ« SAIiPnCE

A78xl3 CaravtlleWht 25.95

Army
ROTC
hos

Q
lot

A78xl3 Zenith Bk.

178x13 B.F.G. Bk.

C78xl4 LMBk.

078x14 Fire. Die. Bl-.

E78xl4 Lm Pt. Bk.

F78xl4 Lm P«. Bk.

678x14 Zenith Pe. Bk.

H78xl4 Fire. Pe. Bk.

560x15 Goodyear Bk.

678x15 LMBk.

H78xl5 Zenith Bk.

L78xl5 Zanith P: White

C78xl4 Caravan* Wht 29.95

31.95

32 95

33.95

35.95

33.95

34.95

36.95

40.95

39.95

E78xl4 B.F.G. Bk.

F78xl4 B.F G BK

678x14 < B.F.G. Bk.

H78xl4 B.F.G. Bk.

F78xl5 Fira. SRB Bk.

678x15 B.F.G. Bk.

H78xl5 B.F.G. Bk.

J78xl5 Fira. SRB Wht.

L78xl5 B.F.G. 6-piy Bk.

All prices plus F.L Tax and Sales Tax.

CR^DIT-PREE WORKSHOP PROGRAM
Division of Conlinuing Education

UMASS/AMHERST rpf

CASH AND CARRY
VISA
OR

MASTER CHARGE

OPEN:
MON.-FRI.

9:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.

I8AT. 0:30 A.M. TO 3 P.M.
586-2544

going

for

it.

For

o
VETERAN

it

hos
even
more!

INTERESTED?

Coll:

LTC

Jomes C. Poison

545-2321/2322

MMM.M:
.::• .::• ..v.* .••:•" .•:•:•* ••:•:•* .•:' .:•• .•:* .•:•:•' •••••'

.•.»• -•-•-• .•.•*•

• » • • «
^^^ <i^^.
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GRADUATE
STUDENT
SENATE

Election Sept. 25, 1978
Nominations are open for the
officer position of

SECRETARY
For information on duties,
salaries, and elegibility contact
the Graduate Student Senate in

Rm. 919, Campus Center.
Minority and Women
graduate students are urged
to run for office; we take af-
firmative action seriously.

s

openbSWTing"
Boyden Ten Pin Lanes

4,CO- 10,30 Mon -Sat

^(locotedin basement of Boyden) 60' pe r string

BUS DRIVERS WANTED
I'ive Cullt>j»e Bust^B ii»<<i .Invfis for P^ill 'r.im.

ApplK Hill inust bf u H.-Kisu-n>d Student at one of
I u. CoHcyrt's wiUi at U'iiHt thn-e terniH to go and
\t I ^- r nAVK a MASS CLASS 2 driver's license.

Call Kiv«' College TrunsfxHtnlion Offiee 5K<v42(>U.'
(Mom Fri iroo 4 (H)) i\„- applu alion and ap|»oint j
iiKiits lor intervitvv and duving t«sr

(
• •

WednRsc'»^v. September 13. 1978

Wednesday, September 13. 1978

JOIN
CAMPUS-WIDE
COMMITTEES

Such as:

Legal Services Exemption Board
Housing Exemptions Board
Mass State Students Association
Rebate Committee

•Many other positions also available

For more information and/or applica-
tions come in anytime to Room 420, Stu-
dent Union.

YOUR
EDUCATION
DOESN'T
STOP
HERE

1 '>ii' .(tn jtion dm,!! ! ^loj) mtti J hatcalaurvafe de^w It begins
:her»- Onct- vou entfr the wotW ol *ork you will gam ialuabip ^x
yvnencv fliid reMy discover what it •. all atxnil to us.? what you Icamfd

Takf thv Air Force fr^ px.imple A. a commissioned olhctr youll h*.

glided fxKcutivv responsibilitC .jri your very first joh Youll mana^
•H'opk' and complex system' Youll he t-xpected to perform well, aod
.tHjII he iviid well too It s vorth working (or

You can get iher*- through the Air Force H07C program In (act vw
have a scholarship plan that will net you %\(X) a month tax tree and
pay (or all tuition hooks and lab tees And that will free you to corKen
trate on your studies so you v.an get well prepared for where you're
^lead«d

Check It out Find out how you can get into a '^aduate' proyam
like the Air Forcf It 5 a ^eat way to serve your country and possibly
find your forma! education extended at Air Forw expense as well

CALL 52437

SENATE MEETING,
September 13, 1978 at

7:00 p.m. in Room 163
of CC. All senators are
urged to attend and to

beforehand contact the
Speaker.

ROTC
Gotcwoy !o o great woy of li<«.

To place a classified ad. flroo hy ih»> Col
\>•^>.|n ottii,. iCC 113i hi.'twffM 8 45 d m
.iiul 3 4b (1 in (Vloruluy through Frirfjy, or
iiw oiii hdiHly r:li|) jiid nidil form foufu) iii

iTWisI .ssiH's of th». ColtcguiM CI,issifi«Hl
ifiMdliMi- I-, 3 46 II m lyvo (l.iys in utly.iiK,!'
Ill lllllil I .llKJIl l|,|l<'

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are daily, 46c
per Imc (ivi; (onsi'c utive issueb. 40c per
Itiii? ))(M (Idy 30 I onsfcutiwe issues, 30c per
lini? (H-r ildy One line is 'oiighly equivalent
to 38 chdfaclers

AUDIO

Dynaco SCA80Q amp, 30 wvatich v
good cond

.
list $280, sell at $125 can Jeff

5468791

AUTO FOR SALE

Mercedes 220S6. good condition
549 3934

VW bus. 48 000 miles perfect mechanical,
body, dnrt interior condition. $2100 firm
Call 253 9428 before 9pm
1968 Wustang. 87.000 mi Good rondu on
S800 546 6617. keep trying

69 Cf>evy wagon 1971 350 engmp S500 or
t)est offer Call Paul at 256 6837

1974 Capri V6 speed AM FfWI Michelins.
46 000 miles, excellent conditiom S2200
Call aftet 6 00 253 5136

66 Chevy van. great eng
. poor body

253 3113

65 VW - rebuilt engine, excellent
mechanical cond

. 2 new snows, body
poor use (or engine switch, parts $150
549 1397

71 Toyota Corolla 4 spd , exc con'<
Wichelins stereo, asking S750 Call 6 1068

ENTERTAINIVIENT

King Of Hearts Thursday 7 9 11 cCA
$1

FOR RENT

Studio for rent, separate building
Formerly tor ceramics, kiln available for
sale '.^^i 253 7450. Amherst, after 5pm
pieaae.

Attention all University women Did the
University kick you out of your room' Live
in homey atmosphere right on University
bus routes Home cooked meals daily Call
Barbara or Sue at 545 0162 545 2092

Loft, studio, dance, shop it shed space in

Florence Bill Arnold, 584 3560.

Graduate student wanted to share Nor
thampton lownhouse SllO'mo Musi be
neat. No pets 584 8258 evenings

^]~^3~ '"O" SALE

Coty handcrafts from Faraway. Tradi
honal Tibetan rugs 3 »6 $260, 2 xA' $125, 2
Venezuelan Indian hammocks @ $60. 2
Peruvian Alpaca rugs @ $100 549 1479
863 8016

Plant Mia- Sun.. 12 4. rain or shine. 25
Riverglade Apt«

Attractive (tosh 7 drawers, curved loo
stair>ed tinnh. $45 549 1686. after 5

Tag sale. Sat , Sept 10, St Bngid s Parish
Center, W Prospect St , Amherst, 10 a m
to 3 p m to benefit the Religious Education
Program

Cojy handcrafts from Faraway Tradi
tional Tibetan rugs 3 i<6 S250, 2 x4 S125, 2
Venezuelan Indian hammocks (S $60. 2
Peruvian Alpaca rugs @ SlOO 549 1479
863 8016

Office deslt. exc cond $85 or BO
545 2306, dsk for Gary

Small refrigerator 2 cu ft . $40 Call
Brad or Dana 665 4849 Sunderland

Refrigerator, good condition for sale 9
cubic feet, asking S1 10 Call Mirth at
256 6887

Rugs Tibetan and Peruvian alpaca from
$100. also Indian hammocks Call 549 1479

5 cubic ft refrigerator $85 Call 545 2149
M F 9 5

68 VW Squareback needs fender and fuel
iniectors. has new engine $100 girls 26 m
bike, $15 253 3572

For sale. 5 cu fl refrig exc cond , $95.
.iKo twiii oed b headboard. S25. 586 6498

Bunk beds -2 sets, Xx81 253 3149

HELP WANTED
Applications for the fall UMass bus driver
training program will be given to the first

100 qualified people on Sept 14 in Campus
Center Room 101 at 7 30 p m Quaiifica
tions you must t>e over 18. have held a car
license for at least 1 year b be a UMass
degree student with at least 3 semester re

maining Plan to obtain Class Two learners
permit now Bring proof of class year ft

license UMass is E E A A employer

Bus drivers wanted for Five College
buses Must have Mass Class 2 license
Call 586 4262

Bub drivers wanted for Five College
txjses Must have Mass Class 2 license
Call 586 4262

Do you like to try new experiences' try
farming I need help picking butternut
squash Call 549 5197 after 8 p m
Are you tired of paying good money for

tasteless dining commons food' Eat home
cooked meals every day by being a
houseperson at local sorority. Call BartMra
or Sue at 545 0165/545 2092. _
Research aatiatant (Work study only) for

humanities projecl Interesting work, flexi

ble hours Pay $3 00 plus Phone Prof J

Donohue. English Dept 54i> 0498
545 2329. or 253 9802

Waiters of waitratscs wanted for
Japanese restaurant Apply Tokoyo
Restaurant, 70 Lyman Street, Holyoke
Mass Tel 533 2322

Houseboys wanted; free meals 7
days wk in exch for duties, call Paul
549 1191

To all university women be a
housegirl houseperson at one of the finest
fraternities on campus, Sigma Alpha Ep
silon Free food, short hours good times
Call 256 6815. ask for Mark or John
Free food, if you can spare 10 12 hrs per
week (at your convenience! We will feed
you Get off. the meal plan and save %' For
more details call 549 6131

INSTRUCTION

Racism training RA s SW190E
Dynamics Of Racism a workshop in white
awareness Initial workshop 9 23 9 24 next
class 10/4 Training alternate Weds 7 9,
open to all UMass students Sign up in JA
Basic auto mechanics workshop 28
hours classroom theory h shop Limited
enrollment Call 253 7967 or write for
brochure Auto Skills, Box 210, Amherst
MA 01002

Beginning weaving 4 harness floor
looms 2 weeks 9 9 78 Tues , 7 9 pm
Jones Library $50 253 9368 evenings

PERSONALS

Mandatory student activities workshop
for all RSO officers RSOs will not be able
to spend funds until workshop is attended
Spending will be allowed until workshops
begin in Sept Check your mailbox as soon
as possible for your scheduled workshop
time

King Of Hearts Thursday 7, 9 11 CCA
$1

Disco danca lessons, group or private All

aspects of dancing w or w out a partner
Call Brian at 546 5052

Free kitten -a beautiful, beige h white, 7
wk old male call Joyce, 549 5943 eves

feature student seeking room or so
meone to share room at Campus Center,
Mon Fri Call or leave message at Campus
Center Hotel, 549 6000. r o Royal Har
tigan, or (413) 443 0750, weekends.

LOST

Black cat in Lantern Ct . Sunderland
Named Sabrina Please call 665 7946

MISC

The Boltwood Belchertown Proiect is

seeking students to volunteer in any one of
14 social and recreational programs offered
at Belchertown State School Gam prac
tical field experience through this valuable
and worthwhile organization Call 323 631

1

ext 449 for more information

Join us for sorority rush register now in

the Campus Center concourse or the dining
commons For further information contact
the Greek Affairs Office. 321 Berkshire
House. 545 2711 or 545 2712

Honda
549 1359

MOTORCYCLES

CB 360. flawless condition.

For sale- 1976 Honda 250 Endour, exc.
cond

. only 1500 miles, helmet and ram
cover $750 or BO 98 Morgan St Granby
MA lel 467 7268

RIDERS WANTED
Commuting daily from Dudley Webter.
1 have a car. looking for others m sanrie

situation for carpool Walter, 545 1924

~^
SERVICES

Light trucking service Will haul wanted
or unwanted furniture, appliances, etc
Phone 549 4730 after 5pm Mon Fri . all

day Sat and Sun Reasonable rates

Improve your grades! Send $1 00 for
you' 256 page, mail order catalog of col
legi.ite research 10. 260 topics listed Pro
mpl delivery Box 25907B, Los Angeles
Calif 90025 (213) 477 8226

WANTED
Black Ct white portable TV. 549-6235

Room in house wanted, call Dennis
Panu, 253 9627

Space needed for my tent I will pay
$15 wk for kitchen and bath priveleges
Contact Herl) Miller, General Delivery.
Amfierst MA 01002

Room within 5 miles from Univ. veteran
call Tony (413( 583 2533. will discuss
terms

"
^' HYPNOSIS ^""^

Hypnosis ft self hypnosis, introductory
free class On the spot improvement of all

'

reading skills, including s(>eed, comprehen
sion, rrwmory. etc plus retexatidn. exam
taking b self improvement Wed . Sept
13. 7 00 or 9 00 p m , 809 Campus Center,
KR Morse, med prof hypnotist. 532 5^03

ACROSS
1 T Men etc

5 Pub game
10 Judge's

bench
M Depart

15 Dialect

16 Lamb pseu
donym

17 Raise in

value

19 Sand ndge
20 Bright

21 Crew mem
bers

23 Fury

25 Sp river

26 Most shabby
29 Various

34 "That's not
- — idea'

35 French de

partment
37 cotta Ce

ramie clay

38 French com
39 Road ma

chines

41 Paddle

42 Lazy one
44 Other

45 Test ground
Arched.

46 Free: 2

words
48 Felt one's

way
50 Put on

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD

51 Celtic priest

53 Civic em
ployee

57 Geometric

fortn

61 Maple genus
62 Mail item 2

words
64 Farina

65 Arab prince

66 Italian town
67 Swill

68 Dances
69 Olhe s part

ner

DOWN
1 Terror

2 1967 Mont
real event

• 3 Plunges

4 Spread

around

5 Tito, eg
6 Go on

- Eat

sparirtgly

7 Nariow in

iHt

8 111

Wholly

9 Blots

10 Tissue ul

ceraiion

11 Asiiingent

12 Blue Jays or

Dodgers
13 Freirr.fi city

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Tuesday s Puzzle Solved

Coljc^ifjn' 17

Doonesbury by.GarryTrudeau
umr/s
THIS STUFF

MAN?

JUSTAOOUPIS
HUNDHWMes
OFOeX. ITLL

MASKimmiN
IN1WRRJB5.

18 Head parts

22 Ouil)reaks

24 Controlled

26 Herb

27 Habitat

28 Ste

Mane
30 Understands
31 Group of

soldiers

32 Delete

33 Ventured

36 Arctic ex

plorcr and
family

39 Wedding
membt-r

40 Steady cus

tomers

43 Aged

45 Garments
47 - - -

vith

Equal to

49 Rivulet

52 Wire again

Abbr

53 Repute
54 Refn

gerated

55 Made a

study of

56 Alaska city

58 Gone by

59 Sp girl

Abbr

60 Paradise

63 Bishop's
• sfeat

ANY OH. A FEU.
SIDE NOmm ID
EFFBCIB? GElBKCrrW

j
ABOUT

awoKAtso
UJHATARBWU ^OU MAY £/.-

TALKIN'ABOUT PetUBNCE THB

^^ MAN' ODOVKUmHT
^^,>:-\ \ ^ PSKHono
-^^ t^'iPViAamTi.

BUI WUKB A

I MAy' i-I^^B3ACKtR'.

ujHO me HBuis
^

,

60NNA KNOU)

1 ThtDiFf&&ce?

B.C, by Johnny Hart
LOOK, SEE DICK AAAKE A
CASUAL REZ/lARX

SEE JaME take IMBRAGE
AT DICKS REMARK.

. . 3 . -. . : '^ ~|H| 10 n 12 ti

^l5 it'7 IB -fr

28 IB'' Fl M'n'n35 36

^41
44

IF' ~
*- 47

HHr H"
53 54 55 ^1

HH48 49

—HHHH
57 M ^^P

^68

SEE THE rmiERN ASK JA/JE
HOW TO SPELL IMBRAGE

WallyDorf byRobRanney

S-ionj, a4fta*j. Ofc-tcH

Oft -for "fedcrtj br/clfS

Stella Wilder
lYOUR BIRTHDAY

WEDNESDAY. Sept. 13

Born today, you possess
obvious psychic powers.
You are able to discern
aspects of any given situa-

tion which are hidden from
others - and able to act
accordingly. For this rea-

son, you can usually turn
another's failure into your
own personal success,
though you never brag or

gloat about your victory.

You are determined to

succeed, and you are just

as determined not to step
on anyone's toes in the

process. Such concern for

others gains you a place of

honor and admiration in

the hearts of friends and
loved ones.

Also born on this date
are: Gen. John J. Pershing,
hero of World War 1; Leiand
Hayward, producer.
To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be
your daily guide.
THURSDAY. Sept. 14

ViRQO(Aufl. 23-Sept. 22) •

• Keep your artistic tem-
perament under control -
unless you wish to spoil

things for yoorself !

UtlU<S«^. 23^cl. tt) -

An accumulation of goods
is not worth nearly as
much a.s the design in

which ycu arrange them.
Seek new goals.

SCORPIO{Oct. ^3-Nov.
21) " You have excellent
reasons for your present
puzzling behavior. Explain
them to those who doubt
you.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) " Those who would
not stand in the way of

your success may appear
stand-offish today. Don't
be alarmed.
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) " Though you
carry certain ideals in

your heart, you are not
foolish enough to expect
them in reality.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb.

18) " Keep your own coun-
sel, especially during p.m.
hours when neighbors may
prove meddlesome and
over-eager.
PISCES(Feb. IMMarch

20) - Your attraction for

people below your stand-
ards may land you in diffi-

culties today. Have a care.
ARiES(March 21-Aprif 19)

- To judge is not necessar-
ily to Judge correctly.

Refuse to speak on anoth-
er's qnalifications at this

time.

Pea luts by Charles Schul

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

WtNT :>e.NlLE AND I

i,KA-jMf_D INTO M IM '
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Veeck's uniform protest
rejected by Al prez
CHICAGO (UPI) Bill Veecks protest of a

uniform rules violation by the Minnesota'
Twins was turned down by American
League President Lee MacPhail yesterday,
prompting Veeck to ask what rules should
be observed and which could be violated.

iv/lacPhail. in agreeing with Veeck's con-
tention, said Minnesota "technically failed

to adhere to the official playing rule."
- But he added, "A failure to strictly adhere
to each and every section of the playing
rules or league regulations does not
necessarily comprise grounds for awarding
a protest. In this instance, the infractir.i
was not of sufficient importance to set
aside the result determined on the piayina
field "

^

UPC Productions

presents

)oiiETTe-

Livingston
Taylor

8:00 p.m., FAC Concert Hall, Wed., Sept. 20
Tickets: UMass students 6, 5.50, 5

Others 7, 6.50, 6
On sale at the FAC Box Office and all Ticketron outlets

No bottles or cans allowed

UPCOMING
UPC meeting-Tues., Sept. 12, 6:30 in CC 804

Trent Arterberry-MIME-Sept. 16, SUB, 8 p.m

David johansen-Sept. 29, SUB, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, September 13^ 197fi

Raiders sign Plunkett;
trade Rae in QB shuffle
OAK LAND! UPI) To no one's surprise,

iIh> i^iKi.MM) R;ii()ers traded reserve
qu.Ht.'ibdck Mike R,ie to the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers Tuesday and signed Jim
Pliinkt'tl

The R.iidufs will receive an unspecified
future draft choice for Rae, a former
University of Southern California quar-
terback who IS being re united with his old
I oach John McKay. Rae played three
seasons with the Toronto Argonauts of the
Canadian Football League before signing
with the Raiders two years ago.

Plunkett, a former Heisman trophy
winner who started his pro career with the
New England Patriots, was released by the
San Francisco 49ers two weeks ago.

He had talked with five clubs, including
the Raiders, since being discarded by San
Francisco. Details of his contract with
Oakland were not divulged but the club
said he will be activated in time for Sun-
day's game with the Green Bay Packers.
Plunkett reporte(ily received $200,000 aye^ from San Francisco, which is
obligated for his 1978 salary.

Plunkett worked out with the Raiders last
week and received good marks from the
coaching staff Hu had said after being
released by the 49ers, for whom he played
two seasons, that if he stayed in football it

would be with a team that had a good
offensive line.

Finley ready to sell A's
OAKLAND (UPI) The Oakland Tribune

reported Tuesday Charlie Finley is
agreeable to selling his Oakland A's to a
local group if they can pay his price.
"The pnce of the team is $12 million

"

Finley told the newspaper. "I don't know
how many times I've heard people say they
want to buy the team but I have yet to see a
single dollar of earnest money .

"

Sam Bercovich, an Oakland businessman,
heads a group of local people who want to
buy the team. The Tribune quoted Ber
covich as saying he has $9 million in cash
and will meet with Finley next week to see
if a deal can be worked out.
The Tribune had suggested in an editorial

on Monday that if all Bercovich can raise is

$9 inillion then the Oakland Coliseum

should lend the group $1 million and the re-
maining $2 million should come from all the
other teams in the American League.
"They have a moral obligation (American

League Clubs) to get him (Finley) out (of
baseball) and to let the Eastbay have a
chance at supporting a baseball team under
fair and normal conditions," the newspaper
said.

One report, unsubstantiated, said Ber-
covich, the man who took the A's off a
Univp.sity of California radio station no one
coi ;d hear and put together a radio

Tv^Kir^pM
"^'^^ ^ ""^'"^ ^^V a-ea station

(KNEW), and his group have offered Finley
$10 million in cash immediately and the re-
maining $2 million to be worked out over an
unspecified period of time.

All University Men
Pi Lambda Phi fraternity presents:

"Round The World"
Cocktail Rush Party.

Fr»» drinks 8:30 p.m.- 12 midnight
Thurs.. Sept. 14
14 Elm St.. between Lincoln &
Sunset. For rides & info, call Don.
256-6837.

POSITION
AVAILABLE

Student Manager,
Student Auto-
Pool ft Auto
Workshop Apply
RnofTi 420. Stu
((nt Union.

DICTIONARY
SPECIAL

CLOTHBOUND
THUMB-INDEXED
DICTIONARY

only $9.95

$2.00 OFF THE COVER PRICE
on our two most popular editions
•WEBSTER'S NF.W COLLEGIATE

•AMERICAN HERITAGE

at "the bookstore"

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

J
DRS. GERALD HOAG, THOMAS V. TROY,

and DAVID B. CORN /

of

PODIATRY ASSOCIATES, INC.
313 Maple St.

E. Longmeado^v, Mass.
announce the opening of

THE RUNNER'S CLINIC
for the treatment of »

running-relatcjd injuries.
Tues. 6:30-8:30 p.m.

Call 525-4311 for appointm'jnt
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Get a TCS RUSH! !

!

THE COMMONWEALTH STA(;E
America's Newest Professional Resident Theater

.' Vi PRICE Student Rush TICKETS
from 6:00 P.M. all performances
Rand Theater -Fine Arts Center

545-351

1

TUeS SUN: aoO PM Curtam

UpA ON STAGE! ALL NEW YORK CAST»
NOW THRU SEPTEMBER 23

EDWARD ALBEE'S

WHO'S AFRAID OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF?

^
INTRAMURAL SPORTS PROGRAM CALENUAiK

MENS A.ND NOMENS IMTRA/IURAL ACTIVXTIHS

CO-RECREATIONAL ACTiVITITS

UAYPACKS &
BOOKBAGSS

MANY DIFFERENT
STYLES. SHAPES
AND COLORS

ALL ATGREATPRICES

PROTECT yoUR BOOKS
AH0SO??UESFROra
THE WEftTHER.,.
And 6iMe yooR

(\m A KesT J

in the sportswear Hkg ^Mm^lM^ §Q©(?S
ared at camt>us center umv ot ma^s atVierst

TOUCH FOOrnALL* 9/11/78 . 9/20/78

TrM'iiP ^/13/78 9/19/7R

VOLLrvTiAL',*'

FOUL SUOOTIMG

10/21/78

11/03/78

10/30/78

11/30/78

r.wiMMTMr. 11/1/78 11 /1/78

HEALTH CLEARANCE FORMS ARE RiyjUIRED.

* RrrUTJDAnLF tem oolar

SPOR""

"ORFFIT FEE I.T RFOUIRTD.

ENTRY DATE STARTING DATE

TOUCH Pr)OTnALL* 9/13/78 9/20/78

BADMTTi'ON SINr^LES 9/13/78 9/20/78

HAriDBALL SINGLES* 9/20/78 9/27/78

TRAC 9/25/78
•

10/4/78

CROSS COUNTRY* 10/18/78 10/25/78

RACOUFTBALL* 10/2 3/78 10/30/78

VOTJ.rYBALL** 10/23/78 10/30/78

FoiiT, SHOOT rric; 11/30/78 11/30/7H

Sports notices
INJ IHAMUHALS- ^ootball entries are DUE
S^ P ' l.-i HI the Intramurals office. Boyden
'

! E.jcn roster must be arcompanied by
11 •^-'callh ClHHfance Forms
INTRAMURALS- BADMINTON SINGLES
eiutifs <ire due Sept. 13
INTRAMURALS CoRec Tennis entries
.HH 'die Sept 13.

WATER POLO CLUB Anyone interested
ifi playinc) intercolleyiate water polo, male
or ff'male, please come to Boyden Pool at 6
p rii Monday through Friday Any
(juestions, piease call Bill Tharion at the IM
oftlCf

VOLLEYBALL Anyone interested in

pl.iying for the UMVBC Men's team please
coniart Arnie ,it 549 5129 We play a
spriiK) intercollegiate schedule. Practices
start ihis fall

IM NOTICF Football officials meeting
Thursday Boyden 253 at 7 15 pm. All
thos*' Miai fiifl not attend the meeting on
Monilay n is mandatory that you attend
this oiif, or you will NOT be scheduled to
oflK.iaH' We are in desperatf need of
nffifjiilsl'

'

;v^^^^.

BENWLS
338 COLLEGE ST., AMHERST

256-8433

253-5384

Call Spirit Haus for

location of trucks
to arrange for your
refrigerator now!!!

3 cubic feet—
largest on campus

Yearly and
semester rentals!!!
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Lead Still V2 game

Sox give Birds win, 3-2
BO"

Man

I or re/

"ON AP> Riyht hander Dennis
ii -! three hits and the

. bcoreU the winnino run off Mike
on a groun'l out as Baltimore beat
stun Red Sox 3 2 last night.

Maiiioe/, 13 11, handed Boston its 10th
loss in 13 games, allowing only a single run

' ' first inning and Butch Hobson s solo

B i I

:

,' U'<| lun off

Torn, !b 10, 111 the fiftti when George
Sroi? inf) Hot'son bobbled consecutive
grounder r, and Torrii^ threw Andres Mora's
sacnfire hunt into left field.

Ti' '/ walked Ken Singleton leading off

the smffi, \fter Doug DeCinces singled,

SiniiliUHi scored on Eddie Murray's base
hit to I ,' the game 2 2 Lee May knocked in

the i|.inie vvinnei with a force out at

secoi d scoring DeCmces
M.iftine^ struck mil seven and walked

two He allowed onfy a doubk> by Rick
Buriisoii leading off the game, a single to

center "by Jim Rice in the fourth that just

missed hitting Martinet' teg, and Hobson's
"lomei

M.i nez had lost four consecutive
^unu 1 the Red Sox this season, in-

cluding d two hitter in Baltimore last week.
For Boston, a was the fifth loss in six

garTies including the four game mauling by
the New York Yankees last weekend.

Boston took a 10 lead in the first when
Burleson doubled, moved to third on Jerry
Reniy s sacrifice bunt, and scored on Jim
Rice's ground ball to second base.
Rue sinqled in the fourth, but Hobson's

stidi (iv<r iiif ctt field screen in the futh
was the last hit <:llowed by Martine2

Torre/, who pitc hed a five hitter, allowed
.nl\ one hit through the first four innings
H.it Siott bobbled Murray's grounder
; iiiiiK) off the fifth, and Hobson then
hooted Mays ground ball for his 40th error
of the season.

After Torre.' ihiew Mora's bunt past
Hol)son at third base Baltimore had two
runners in scoring position with none out,
but the big right hander got out of the
inning without further damage. He struck
out Rich Dauer and Kiko Garcia on a
shallow fly ball to right field.

But in the sixth, Torrez walked Singleton
and gave up the consecutive hits to

DeCinces and Murray before May's
grounder scored the game winner.

Tiger homers stall Yanks
DETROIT (UPI) - Steve Kemp hit a three-

run homer and Ron LeFlore and Rusty
Staub added solo shots Tuesday night to
lead the Detroit Tigers to a 7-4 triumph over
New York which snapped the Yankees
six-game winning streak and left them a

half game behind first place Boston in the
American League East.

Rookie right-hander Kip Young, 6-5, had
New York tamed on seven hits until the
eighth inning when he hit Bucky Dent,
gave up a two out single to Thurman Mun-
son and yielded an upper deck home run to
Reggie Jackson, his 22nd. John Hiller

came on to record the last four outs for his

13th save.

LeFtore chopped a double over third

baseman Graig Nettles
head in the Tiger first, Staub drew a one-
out walk and Kemp ripped his 13th homer

with two out to put Detroit ahead 3 off

Dick Tidrow, 7 10. LeFlore belted his 11th
homer, an opposite field shot )ust over the
right field fence leading off the third, and
one out later, Staub drilled his 21st in

almost the same spot Jackson reached five

innings later.

The Tigers scored again in the fifth when
Rookie Lou Whitaker walked, moved to se-

cond on a wild pitch and scored when
Jason Thompson drilled a single to left for

only his 11th RBI since July 28. Alan Tram
mel tripled with one out in the eighth, and
after a walk to LPrlore, Lou Whitaker
delivered an infield hit to drive home the
final Detroit Run.
The Yankees scored their first run in the

sixth when Munson hit into a double play,

scoring Mickey Rivers, who had doubled
and moved to third on Willie Randolph's
single.

/ Collegiami'

Detroit Tiger shortstop Alan Trammell eludes a
sliding Thurman Munson (15) to turn overadouble
play in the fourth inning last night. The Tigers

beat the Yankees7-4. (UPI)

Chiefs back on warpath
with 'Wing T' offense
KANSASCITY, MO. (UPI) Maybe Marv
Levy brought it with him from Montreal. Or
maybe it had been hiding in the dark
recesses of a vacant Kansas City locker for

the last four years. Or maybe it seeped into

Baltimore 's Doug DeCinces slides home safely on a hit byLee May during

6th inning action at Fenway Park last night. May grounded to Sox' third

baseman Butch Hobson, who threwto Jerry Remy for an outatsecond.

Remy's throw home wff'^ ^oc ite toCarlton Fisk (27). Soxlost3-2. (UPI)

Arrowhead Stadium one night last winter
when the Chiefs were mulling over the first

last place finish in the 18-year history of

franchise.

Somehow, somewhere, some way, the

Kansas City Chiefs have come up with a

punishing running attack that suddenly
ranks with the best in the National Football

League.

Kansas City has rushed for 528 yards in

Levy's newly installed Wing T offense over
the first two weeks of the season against

two good 3-4 defenses, Cincinnati and
Houston. The Chiefs rusfied for 267 yards

against the Bengals, who ranked 13th

overall against the rush last season, and
261 yards last Sunday against the Oilers,

who ranked 10th against the rush.

The Chiefs, who posted only two in-

dividual 100-yard rushing days last season,
already have two this year with a 106-yard
performance by fullback Mark Bailey

against Cincinnati and a 141 yard showing
by halfback Tony Reed against Houston.

"The name of the game is to run the foot-

ball and Kansas City puts up a very good
fight, ' said Houston noseguard Curley

Gulp, who was limited to just one tackle by
Chiefs center Jack Rudnay. "Any offense
( .jn be good as long as you execute. They
believe in what they're doing. They are a

very good football team and nre gnim- to

",ici the l},i(l (jn ,1 !()' fjf people '

Kansas City the sudden ground
'

:.uccess with five of the six running backs
who carried the ball for an average of just

131 yards per game for the Chiefs last

seasob: Re^d, Bailey, MacArthur Lane,

Ted McKnight and Arnold Morgado The
only runner who did not return this season
IS the retired Ed Podolak, who ironically led

the Chiefs in rushing in 1977 with 550
yards.

Kansas City is averaging 264 yards per

game this season 63 more than what the

Chicago Bears averaged in leading the

League last season.
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Campus projects
need more funds
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Campus wide road improvements
already scheduled to be underway will be

delayed at least one year because of a lack

of funding, UMass landscape architect

William A. Lambert said yesterday.

"The money for the roads is waiting for

an additional allocation from the state," he

said.

Work on three portions of the original

project will be handled separately because

of the immediacy of the need, he said.

The original project includes plans for

widening roads, providing access for the

handicapped, construction of sidewalks,

reconstruction of parking lots, fence

building, new lighting, and landscaping of

area throughout the campus.
Lambert, who designed the project, said

only one response was received to the

original bid which had gone out to con-

tractors over the summer.
"We are going to bid with portions of the

original contract," he said, because the

only responding bid was "far in excess of

the money that was allocated."

H. Jackson Littlefield, UMass director of

planning, is representing the University in

it's appeal to the State for additional

funding.
Littlefield said the university expects to

receive $1.5 million from the state Capital

Outlay Fund in '"about a year."

At that time, the University will put the

contract out for rebidding.

Lambert said the original response this

summer was poor because the area

contractors were "too busy working for

Pyramid," the company building the new
Hampshire Mall on Route 9.

"Hopefully when we go to re-bid we will

get more active Lidding," Lambert said,

anticipating a better "economic climate."

The portions of the original contract set

to be worked on first are the projects to

improve parking lots 65 and 40, and making
Brett House dorm in Central residential area

accessible to the handicapped.
The improvements for the handicapped

will be made under a two phase plan, he

said. Phase one is a short-termed, three

year plan to meet federal standards which
require all programs of the University to be

made accessible by June 2, 1980.

The second phase, a long-term, six year

plan, was referred to by Lambert as a

"moral compliance, " beyond the letter of

the law and aimed at total access.

The federal standards state all buildings

need not be accessible, only that all

programs be accessible.

Also in the contract is a plan to shift

pedestrian traffic from Southwest
residential area from across Massachusetts

Avenue by Hampshire House to the tunnel

by the Boyden and ROTC buildings.

Included is a plan to move UMass transit

bus stops, and erection of a ten-foot fence

down the median strip from Com-
monwealth Avenue to Lincoln Avenue.

Stuart Calle sits by his creation-the world's largest scrabble board,

constructed in the Curry Hicks Cage. See related story, page three.

(Staff photo by Peter Lee)

Officials don't forsee falling bricks

The library is finally safe
By CHERYL A. SILVER
Collegian Staff

Have you noticed since you

returned to UMass that you can walk

as close to the library as you please -

right next to it if you want? That's

because the protective fences

surrounding it have been taken

away.

Physical Plant, together with the

state Bureau of Building Con-
struction, doesn"t plan on any more
bricks falling from the library, ac-

cording to Supt. Edmund Ryan. He
said brick work done on the 26-story

structure is now complete, and

falling bricks no longer pose a safety

hazard . Wire mesh fences
surrounding the building were
removed at the end of August.

The fencing was originally erected

two years ago, according to Leo

Liberman, Physical Plant"s chief

design engineer. The barrier.he said,

kept people from walking close

enough to the building to be hit by

bricks, which at the time were falling

from the upper part of the structure.

George Wright, deputy associate

director of public services at the

library, last February said that

although nobody was ever injured

when brick pieces were falling two

years ago, there had been two cases

reported where the pieces had hit the

ground within ten feet of people

walking past the library.

So when next you stroll past the

library, rest assured that neither the-

gky nor the library are falling.

Postal

threat over
WASHINGTON (AP) - Threats of

wildcat mail strikes fizzled yesterday as a

special arbitrator prepared to impose a bin-

ding settlement in the 5- month-old postal

contract dispute.

After holding a final meeting with the

Postal Service and three unions represen-^

ting 516,000 workers. Harvard professor

James J. Healy went into seclusion

Wednesday to draft the ruling that is is due

by 10 a.m. EOT Saturday.

Healy will decide two disputed issues:

whether to grant union pleas for a bigger

pay raise than the Postal Service is offering

and whether the current contract ban

against worker layoffs should be weakened

as management wants.

. Meanwhile, dissident local leaders of the

largest pbstal unkJn, angry Jhat Healy's rul-

ing will deny members a contract ratifica-^

tion vote, said they have all but given up

earlier plans to stage illegal walkouts that

were to begin Wednesday night in large

cities across the country.

"It does not appear at this time that there

will be any strike action," said William Bur-

rus, president of the Cleveland local of the

American Postal Workers Union and leader

of the dissident group.

Burrus said hopes to spark a nationwide

walkout, which is illegal ur.der federal law,

have been dampened by a lack of support

within the 299,000-member union.

Union President Emmet Andrews, who
has sought since the start of negotiations in

April to avoid calling a nationwide walkout,

said reports of overwhelming opposition to

a strike among his rank-and-file members
have been pouring in to union headquarters

here.

Andrews also warned in the latest issue of

his union's magazine that scattered wildcat

strikes could result in "disaster.
"

The Postal Service has vowed to fire any

striking workers, who also could be fined

and sent to jail under the law. Additionally,

a federal judge has issued a restraining

order against a strike to serve as one more

deterrent against a walkout.
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Profiling t/ieDA's race
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

There would be no race for the Ham-
pshire and Franklin counties District

Atlorney had incumbent John M. Callahan
decided no to seek re election as the top
law enforcement man of both counties.

But Callahan opted for the sidelines on
this turn around and because of his choice
not to run, seven candidates have been
campaigning heavily across the two
counties and local political insiders are
saying the race is "too close to call."

Of the seven candidates, five are
democrats and two arc republicans. Next
Tuesday's state primary will weed out all

but two of the candidates, and those two
candidates will face each other in the
general election this Noverpber

Following are brief profiles of the seven
candidates:

Salvatore Polito
Salvatore Polito, from Easthampton is

the elder candidate in the race. He has
been a lawyer for 28 years, but has not tried

a case for 14 years because of his position

as clerk in the Superior Court in Greenfield
Talking about his experiences, Polito said,

in "some minor way I have had a hand in

every case that has come through Superior
Court I submit to you that even the most
stupid person would learn something after

14 years by osmosis." "A district attorney
15 not a social worker or probation officer,"

Polito said "They don't have the authority
or money to do these kinds of things. I will

do something so people can stay home and
be secure

"

Polito said he favors a mandatory jail

sentence for all first offenders. "I don't
know if jail is a deterrent but at least they're

not out on the street," he said

Jonathan Souweine
As District Attorney, Democrat Jonathan

Souweine, 30, said he would emphasl^e

the prosecution of white collar crime and
those criminals that violate the en
vironmental protection statutes, in addition
u^ traditionally prosecuted "street crime"

Counteriny charges that the problem
with white collar crime is finding it and not
prosecuting it, Souweine said, "The in

vostigation and prosecution of a case are
intimately related." He said white collar

i;iin)e is "particularly responsive to
prosecution because it is intentional

wrongdoing It's different from getting
drunk one night and bopping someone,
that is not responsible because the conduct
IS unplanned.
Souweine would seek to hire qualified

women in the D.A.'s office, "not because
incumbent Callahan's office doesn't have
an excellent record (80 90 percent con-
victions as opposed to a national average of

about 20 percent) but to encourage more
worTien to report rape "

Souweine has never prosecuted a case
before a jury

Bernard J. Whalen
Bernard J Whalen, Jr like Republican

candidate John M. Finn has been an
assistant district attorney for incumbent
Callahan, but unlike Finn he has never led

the prosecution in any cases. Whalen has
been involved with about 85 cases. He said
the D.A s office "is no place for on the job
training."

Whalen has spoken out on what he
considers red herring issues in the race.

"It IS false to say the open meeting law is

not enforced. To say consumer protection
IS ignored is false; we mediated over
$400.00 in claims last year. To say white
collar crime is not prosecuted is fallacious,"

he said.

Whalen favors "real-time" sentencing.
"An 11 year sentence, that means only a
short spell in jail, creates confusion and
contempt for the system," he said. "Most

MidEastpeace ideas
begin to talce shiape
CAMP DAVID, Md. (UPI) - Agreement
on a comprehensive bluepnnt for Middle

East peace is shaping up at the Camp David

summit but a bit more compromise is need-

ed to cap It off, conference sources said

yesterday.

Amid clear signs the nine day summit
would come to an end within 24 hours, the

sources said US, Israeli and Egyptian

negotiators have committed to paper a

detailed and comprehensive outline for

direct, followup negotiations between the

Israeli and Egyptian foreign ministers

They said the tentative negotiating

blueprint goes beyond a mere statement of

peace principles and includes specific

references to such key issues as the Israeli-

occupied West Bank area and the Palesti-

nian question.

While the sources said agreement seemed
close, however, they noted that last

December's summit between Egypt's Presi-

dent Anwar Sadat and Israel's Prime

Minister Menachem Begin in Egypt had col-

lapsed without agreement in its last few
hours.

They said the same thing could happen at

Camp David.
"If a final agreement is to be reached, still

more flexibility has to be shown by both
^

sides," one source said.

If success IS achieved, the sources said,

announcement of the agreement might not

come until Friday to allow time for finishing

touches, even though it appeared the sum-
mit work itself might well conclude Thurs-

day.
Signs the secretive, iongrunning con-

ference was near an end included a state-

ment by White House press secretary Jody
Powell, who told reporters Wednesday it

was approaching "the fina' stages" amid a

flurry of intensive, three-way bargaining.

In additi(y!. President Carter postponed
for a wf?Hk the plans he had for political

travel to four states this weekend because
of what White House spokesmen called

"uncertainty about the conclusion of the

summit."
Carter also "reluctantly concluded" he

could not attend a Wednesday night White
House concert by country singer Willie

Nelson, honoring the transAtlantic
ballonists and US. race car drivers,

"because of the demands of the negotia-

tions at Camp David."
The prospective agreement described by

the sources would restore the momentum
of the once promising Egyptian-Israeli

peace negotiations begun last November
when Sadat visited Jerusalem.
Those talks had been losing steam since

January and appeared near collapse when
the Egyptians broke off contacts after a

US. -mediated foreign ministers' meeting
at England's Leeds Castle in July.

If the Camp David agreement is finally

signed, it is expected both Sadat and Begin
will spend two to three days in

Washington, talking with members of Con-
gress

Several congressional sources said those

meetings had been tentatively scheduled
for Wednesday, but the summit ran longer

than scheduled.
It also was expected the foreign ministers

of Egypt and Israel would resume their

negotiations within two weeks, possibly

while both are attending the U.N. General
Assembly session.

The United States probably would be
represented at the meeting by its special

Middle East envoy, Ambassador Alfred

Atherton Jr.
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effective deterrent to crime is certain
minimum sentences "

Donald Dunphy
Democrat Donald Dunphy, 30, from

Northampton has raised the most money,
$30,000 compared to about $10 15,00 for

other candidates. On paper Dunphy also

has the most experience; over 2000 criminal
cases including six murder cases. But most
of his work was in district court, not
superior court, which means those cases
were not pr(;sented before a jury and
mostly involved automobile cases and small
property theft

Dunphy favors vertical prosecution;
keeping the same D.A. with a case from
arraignment to completion for the sake of

continuity

Tfie local political machine that sup-
posedly includes himself and Edward
McColgan among others may be non-
existant. As one political observer said,

"Why did Conte beat him so badly in '76?

If there's a machine it's pretty rusty."

Thomas G. Simons
Republican Thomas G. Simons, 32, from

Montague was the first candidate to
disclose his personal finances. "It is an
insult to voters not to release," he said. He
has been House minority whip in the
Massachusetts Legislature and feels his

leadership abilities and integrity will be of
prime importance to a voter.

"If experience were the sole criteria for
the )ob as my opponent says, " he said,

"then that person with the most experience
would be DA. and there would be no need
for an election. John (Simmons) is a part-

time reserve outfielder and the team needs
a manager.""

John M. Finn
Republican John M. Finn, 38, from

Greenfield is running on his experience.
"

"85 to 90 percent of this job is solving
and prosecuting crime," he said. As

assistant district attorney for six years
under outgoing Callahan, he has
prosecuted about 85 criminal jury trials,

including the complex and controversial
Rev Leo Roy case involving sex charges.
He successfully prosecuted Roy.

His opponent in the primary, Simons,
has accused him of being a one issue

candidate, to which he has replied, "I agree
the major issue is my background"

Finn's particular emphasis will be the
estatilishment of a better police liason, "to

improve the prospects for solving crimes."
He said he will split up the district and
assign his assistant DA 's to work closely

with the police to "keep them up to date on
changes in the law, investigating
techniques and sharing surveillance in-

formation. I will also be looking for them to

rate the performance of our office."

Finn opposes decriminalization of
marijuana, "It is not our most urgent
problem now." He added, "It is an
irrational, half hearted compromise. I'm

not favoring legalization.

W. Michael Ryan
Democrat W. Michael Ryan, 32, of

Northampton is a probation officer and the
only candidate to refuse campaign con
tributions over $100. "Large contributions
from individual backers can only give the
appearance and, possibly, have the effect

of cronyism, favoritism, or special in-

terest," says Ryan. He also has not
disclosed his personal finances.

Ryan feels the district attorney, in ad-
dition te obtaining convictions and training

assistants to successfully prosecute, can
have the most influence in recommending
sentences. He has worked the past four
years as probation officer. "I have a pretty

good knowledge of the people who run the
programs," he said. "I know which
programs will work for particular in-

dividuals. That knowledge will help when it

comes to recommending sentences."

Elkhart, Ind. -This is the remains of a 1973 Ford Pinto in which three teen-age
girls were killed on Aug. 10, 1978. A grand jury here yesterday handed down an
indictment against the Ford Motor Co. (UPI)

GrandJury indicts Ford
D/lotorsin Pinto disaster
ELKHART, Ind. (AP>-An Indiana grand jury

indicted Ford Motor Co. on criminal

charges yesterday in connection with a Pin-

to automobile crash in which three teen-

age girls were killed.

The jury said Ford knew the Pinto fuel

tanks were unsafe but did nothing about it.

The panel said the tanks were "recklessly

designed and manufactured in such a man-
ner as would likely cause the Pinto to flame

and burn upon rear-end impact, and that

the Ford Motor Co. had a legal duty to

warn the general public."

Ford, which is involved in multi-million

dollar civil suits concerning the Pinto, an-

nounced in June that it was recalling 1.5

million 1971 76 Pintos and 30,000 Mercury

Bobcats to improve the safety of the fuel

tanks, but the recall is just getting under

way.
The grand jury, impaneled by Elkhart

County Superior Court, indicted Ford on

three counts of reckless homicide and one

count of criminal recklessness. Maximum
penalties would total $35,000 in fines

Ford called the action unprecedented and

"unawarranted" and said it had not broken

any Indiana laws. H.R. Nolte, Jr., Ford

vice president and general counsel, said in

a statement released in Detroit that the

company would study the indictment and

"take appropriate action." *

Elkhart Coui'ty Prosecutor Michael A.
Cosentino said he expected Ford to

challenge the indictment.

The charges stemmed from the August 10

deaths of Judy Ulrich, 18, of Osceola, Ind.,

her sister, Lynn, 16, and their cousin. Don-
na Ulrich, 18, of Roanoke, III. The three

girls burned to death when their 1973 Pinto

sedan exploded after being hit from behind
by a van on a northern Indiana highway.
The driver of the van, Robert Duggar, 21,

of Goshen, was not indicted because, the

grand jury said, "although he may have
been negligent, we do not believe it con-

stituted a criminal act."

Cosentino said, "The thrust of the state's

case will be to show that the design,

engineering and manufacturing of the Ford
Pinto wiis inappropriate and recklessly

done, that Ford came to know of the car's

defects and did nothing about it."

Ford denies the tanks on the Pintos and
Bobcats are any more susceptible to expio

sion than those of other small cars from

early model years, when no federal rear-

end collision standards existed.

The recall could cost Ford $40 million or

more. The compHnv ilso has b een hurt by

declining sales of 1978 Pintos, even though

these models contain a redesigned fuel

system, introduced in 1977, which Ford

says eliminates the fire danger.
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Trustees plan
strike review

coltegiaQ 3

By MARK HORAh/
Collegian Staff
The UMass Board of Trustees yesterday

approved a motion to place the UMass
family housing tenant strike issue on the
September agenda of the trustee Budget
and Finance Committee and the Student
Affairs Committee. The committees will

report their findings to the full board at their
October meeting.
The trustees added, however, that the

striking tenants "should play by the rules
until the rules are changed," said board
member Frances McNulty.

Tenant leader Scott Balfour said the
decision to reconsider the rent hike was
good, but the rent strike will continue. It's

our only alternative. We've played by the
rules. We went through their channels like

good polite students should. The strike
was the only way."
Tenants in University Apartments,

Lincoln Apartments, and North Village
Apartments currently are withholding rents
and holding them in an escrow account to
protest a $19 rent increase, despite what
Balfour termed "sub-standard conditions in

all three buildings."

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
Dennis L. Madson last night said he would
not comment on possible eviction action by
the University until he had an official report
of yesterday's trustee meeting.

Student trustee Robert Dion said the
decision to reconsider could mean
"nothing." "I think if we go into those
meetings and give a good presentation
then we might get results," he said.

In other business, the board approved a
motion to begin forming search com-
mittees for chancellors for both the
Amherst and Boston campus. Amherst
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery's
resignation will take effect next June.
Former Boston Chancellor Carlo L.

Golino already has been replaced by acting
acting Chancellor Claire Van Umerson.
The search committee member

recommendations will be reviewed at the
next Board meeting on October 4.

The board also formally approved Vice
Chancellor Madson's appointment, and
accepted former President Robert C.
Wood's resignation as Commonwealth
Professor. Wood was removed from
payroll on September 1

.

Recordservice dosed
forrenovatioiJS
by JEFF BAGLEY
Collegian Staff

The newly-formed Union Record Service
yesterday was forced to temporarily close
its doors so Physical Plant could complete
renovations. Store manager Michael Doyle
said the store will re-open by Monday, in

temporary space if necessary.

The Union Record Service, off to a suc-
cessful start, located on the balcony of the
Student Union Building, has been open on-
ly four days. Doyle said over 300 albums
have been sold, and more than 300 people
have joined the record union.

Students may become members by pay-
ing $1, entitling them to monthly
membership-only sales, he said.

Students need not be a member to buy
records, which on the average sell for one
dollar less than at area stores, Doyle said.

Doyle began work on the record store in

July. He said he visited the University of

Maryland, State University of New York,

Boston University, the Harvard Coop, and

other places in search of information on
operating a student oriented record store.

He also said he contacted manufacturers
and distributors for information.

He said when he felt "secure " about star-

ting the store, he borrowed $8,000 from the
Campus Center Board of Governors. The
store currently has an inventory in excess of

$5,000 while three thousand dollars was
spent on operating and starting expenses.

Not only will tne record store serve
students by offering lower prices on
records, but eventually the Union Record
Service will pay money into the Board of

Governors' treasury for other student
organizations to borrow.

The payment will amount to two percent
of all sales after the loan is paid in full. The
store also creates jobs for students.

In spite of the present difficulties caused
by the temporary closirig of the store,

Doyle said he is confident of the store's

success.

A lone student heads home to a southwest dorm through the
chamber." (btaff photo by David Rodgers)

'echo

Giant Scrabblegame
assembledin Cage

Collins talks contract
with faculty members
By CAROL CONRAGAN
Collegian Staff

State Representative James G. Collins (D-
Amherst) yesterday met with UMass

faculty members and outlined the
legislature's Commission on the
Reorganization of Higher Eductation, but
the faculty members seemed more in-

terested in their pending union contract.
Highlights of Collins' report included:
-to insure that the overall direction of the

commission would take a "positive ap-
proach " with a practical application to
higher education;
-to staff the commission with people who

are oreintated with public higher education
and who will fairly regard private educa-
tion;

-to include an opportunity for citizens to
participate in commission business.
Collins personally stressed the importance

of state residents to have the opportunity
to pursue higher education at reasonable
costs throughout their lives.

Questions asked by the faculty concerned

staffing procedures, current problems and
possible solutions by the commission. But
their major concern was the union contract

and they appeared frustrated.

"Can you testify to President Knapp's ex-

istence?" one member asked. David C.

Knapp recently took over as president of

the three campus UMass system. One
faculty member said Knapp must be
"severely misinformed," because of a letter

the member received from Knapp Monday
regarding "successful" conclusion of con-
tract bargaining. But, the member asked,
"what bargaining?," since contract talks

have been broken off since summer. They
are scheduled to resume Friday.

The faculty appeared concerned with
legislative knowledge of the contract pro-

blem. They questioned whether legislators

ar<? aware of the situation, and if so, what
are their legislative opinions?
Collins reassured faculty members that

results are imminent. He said he will meet
Friday to discuss the issue with
UMassAmherst Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery.

by MARIE STUCKEY
Collegian Staff

If you're a scrabble lover, the Curry Hicks

Cage is the place for you.

A scrabble game the size of the
haskethall court was constructed this

summer by Sophomore Stuart Calle to

raise money for a new Raquet Club.

On display last night in the cage, the 45-

foot square foam ruber board complete
with two foot cardboard letter pieces,
recently has been publicized in the Boston
Globe. People magazine, the Collegian,
and other local newspapers.
An estimated $1000 is expected to be

raised through local advertising when the
game opens to the public on September 22,
Calle SHid.

Anyone wishing to play the world's
largest Scrabble game must purchase
tickets at the Fine Arts Center a week
beforehand. Playing time, 5 p.m. to 1

am, is divided into one hour, four people
session, with $500 in cash and prizes

provided by participating merchants to be
awarded to the winners. Students from all

the five colleges are invited to play or

simply watch.

Ciille formed the Raquet club last year

with $100 of his own money. Only five

s(|uash courts, all in poor condition, are
currently available at UMass with little or no
equipment provided, Calle said.

When the club demanded renovation the
Pfiysical Education department volunteered
to match, up to $1000, any money the club,
could raise.

Calle, an economics major, first got his

ntoneymaking idea at home in Greenwich,
Conn., when his high school made the
world's largest monopoly game to raise

money for the football team.
"Being the treasurer, " he said, "I saw

how profitable the whole affair was "

Calle made the scrab^'^oard out of

nine five-foot sheets of foam-rubber. Calle

said he will probably,>»H' the board tCL^jf
game's spoi;^gO(e,-'Scrchow Righter.

Besides raising money, the event is also

intended to popularize tfie Raquet Club and
to attract five college students.

The first Raquet Club meeting will be
held tonight at 7:30, in room 917 of the

Campus Center. Election of officers and
orientation of new members are on the

agenda.

Senate holds first meeting

Sick-in threat fizzles
A threatened sick-in by faculty
members who are upset at progress
in ,contract negotiations failed to
materialize yesterday, apparently
defused by a faculty union vote Tues-
day giving the administration two
weeks to sign a tentative agreement.
A Collegian survey of 12 academic

departnlents with more than 300
faculty members showed only two
people had reported sick yesterday.
One-hundred-fifty faculty members

voted last week to stage the sick-in.

But in a meeting Tuesday, the

Massachusetts Society of Professors

announced the two sides would
return to the bargaining table Friday,

the first time since summer, and set

the two week deadline.

Dissident faculty members yester-

day vowed once again to begin the

sick-in in two weeks time if an agree-

ment is not reached.

By MARIE STUCKEY
andJON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate, in its

first meeting of the semester, last night

passed a $1.3 million budget and made
plans to eliminate a $134,750 budget deficit

left over from last year. .

The budget calls for $13.75 percent cut in

funding for all groups, except those which
the Senate specifically exempted.
"The critical services are protected," said

Paul Hamel, director of the Recognized
Student Organizations office. The re-

mainder of the deficit not covered by the

cut possibly will be paid for with a loan
frorfi the administration, "pr in any other
possible way," said speaker Brian DeLima.
Another 13.75 percent cut could come in

the spring if the deficit is not erased.

Student Government Association co-
President Robert Dion delivered his speech

of resignation last night. Dion recently was
accused of shoplifting

"No single reason caused me to make this

decision," he said He did not specify what
other reasons figured in the resignation
decision.

The senate also passed a resolution in

support of a rent strike by the UMass
Tenants Associations. The senate ap-
propriated $400 to the association, which
currently is withholding rents in a dispute
centering on university-owned family hous-
ing.

The UMass administration has proposed a
$19 rent increase for the housing units, but
tenants contend the housing in in a "run-
down" condition.

The resolution said the housing was
"created for the purpose of reducing bar-
riers to family students' education and to
farilitate families gaining access to higher
education."
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Here comes the sun

Photos by Patrick Dobbs
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GREEK COUNCIL
PLANT SALE
Sept. 19,20,21,88

BV Ballroom
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PROTECT YOURSELF
GAIN PRACTICAL FIELD EXPERIENCE

Informational Meeting Tonight!
Campus Center rm.803 at 7 p.m.

Be a Volunteer
in the

BOLTWOOD BELCHERTOWN PROJECT

for more info call 323-6311 , ext. 449
ax az acz sz az 2Z

10a.m. -8 p.m. daily

. popular plants at reduced prices
*fc . ^

hciir cutting
hennas

permanentwaving

the /atest in hair styling

formen and women!

REGENCY THE CELLAR
189 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.
253 9526 253 7341
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runions
may make news
ir\CTC\K\ /IIDIl A < 1 I i:_._BOSTON (UPI) A federal mediator yester
day was meeting with negoiators from The
Boston Typographical Union and the city's
major newspapers in hopes of keeping the
presses rolling at The Boston Globe and
The Boston Herald American.
The two sides met all day with two com-

missioners from the Federal Mediation
BohHi "But those involved with the negotia
tK)ns remained tight lipped about any
developments v>^ile rurfior^ circulated that
some type of job ^ction could be early to
day

It was reported yesterday that the union's
11 member strike committee had already
made up picket signs.

Composing room workers voted over-
whelmingly Sunday to authorize a strike

and the union hds asked other newspaper
unions to to honor the picket lines.

High ranking editors and management at
both newspapers would not comment
about a strike. However, one source said
his newspaper has not made any strike

plans.

Negotiations between the union and
papers have been going on for 14 months,
and press workers have been working
without a contract since January At stake
for the 800 typographers are between 200
and 300 jobs which could be eliminated due

lo automation.
Other bones of contention include inade

quate pensions, no sick leave, no health in-

r.( trance and a lack of paid holidays, a union
official said.

Local union president Henry Vitale and in

ternational representative Robert Morrissy
have said automation isn't an issue, but
new machinery purchased by The Globe
could phase out composing room jobs.
"The primary issues are jursidiction and

job security," said Vitale.

Viiale said last weekend part of the pro-
blem in Boston centers around the transfer
of jobs covered under the typographical
contract to other employees.
"I want some protection against that," he

said. Union treasurer John McManus
echoed Vitale's statement last weekend,
saying, "What we are seeking is to main
tain our jurisdiction over our jobs." "The
publishers are introducing new equipment
which IS taking some of our jobs away," he
said

Vitale has asked other unions at the two
newspapers to honor the strike if it is call

ed.

The last newspaper strike in Boston was in

1966 and lasted 31 days. Vitale said his
union joined with mailroom workers in that
walkout

Boston classrooms
may close today
BOSTON (API-Boston prepared for a
possible strike by its 5,500 public school
teachers following a late ballot last night on
the last contract offer of the city's school
committee.
Results of the balloting was not expected

to be known until at least 10 p.m., said
Henry Robinson, president of Boston
Teachers Union.
In another contract dispute, attorneys

argued yesterday against an injunction
ordering 850 striking Fall River teachers
back to work

.

Superior Court Judge August C. Taveira
handed down a restraining order in Taun-
ton against the Fall River teachers.
Attorneys for the teachers and for the

•8««te Labor Relations Commission sought
immediately to delay the order pending a
meeting today between the Fall River
School Comgiittee andthe strij<ers at com-
mission headquarterern Boston.
Boston School Superintendent and

former UMass president, Robert Wood said
contract talks between the teachers and
school committee broke down at 5:30 a.m.
yesterday.

"We have been meeting all day to institute
contingency plans," he said.

Wood said arrangements were being
made to use administrative personnel and
substitute teachers in case Boston's 5,500
teachers voted late yesterday to reject the
final contract offer.

In Chelmsford, however, a tentative,
strike-ending agreement was reached, and
Fall River negotiators tried to arrange a
bargaining session.
Wood said that under previous

agreements, picketing would be allowed
100 yards from the school.
"We will undertake to maintain open

schools to the best of our ability," he said,
but added that kindergartens would be
closed until next Monday in the event of a
strike.

Basing estimates on a 1975 teachers strike
when 18 percent of the school children
reported for classes. Wood said 200 to 500
substitutes and administrators would be
needed to keep the schools open.
Wood said there was "no evidence to

date" that other unions would be involved
in the strike.

Rejection of the last contract offer would
mean an automatic strike today.
A similar offer was rejected last week, and
members of the union, which represents
the city's 5,500 teachers, voted to strike if

there was no contract agreement by last

night.

Negotiations broke off at 4 a.m. yesterday
without agreement on two of the three
issues. There are 69,000 students in the
public schools. ,

Q.R. DISCO
Largest N.Y. style in oreo

Free Munchies

Roast Beef Sandwich $1.00

Fri., Sept. 15

Specials

75c drinks
75c bottled beer

Sat., Sept. 16 8-9 p.m. 50c drinks

Wod., Sept. 20 Special Drink On
The Hour Night

Thurs., Sc^pt. 21 Busch Night

Fri., Sept. 22 Top shelf li(iuor 90c
8-l() p.m.

,' Cover < h-iii-f !»!»<

^^ring or^ the b^er,
thestudentsarehere
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Ninety-nine bottles of beer on the wall,

99 bottles of beer. Comes the fall, and
students call, alot less bottles of beer on
the wall.

Fact: Since their debut in October 1975,
14,000 pub mugs have been sold; 13,750
since November, 1976 alone.

Fact: During the average Happy Hour,
The Pub in Amherst and The Blue Wall on
campus pack in anywhere from 700 to
1,000 people each.

Fact: Business at The Blue Wall can be
so brisk that as many as 12 tap systems,
each capable of holding 3 kegs apiece, are
kept at the ready throughout the day.

Beer is big business in Amherst when the
students are in town. So big, in fact, that
they account for 60 percent of the total
annual sales of the Pub in Amherst and as
much as 40 percent of sa'tis at C & C
Package Stores Inc. on Main Street m
Amherst. •

Jerry Jolly, manager of The Pub for the
last 8 and a half years, does all he can to
encourage UMass students to quench their
thirst. With beer only a quarter during the
Wednesday night and Friday afternoon
Happy Hours, Jolly never has any trouble
filling his establishment literally to the
rafters.

Jolly claims he isn't suprised The Pub
does so well in beer sales. "Beer is in-

creasing in sales every year in this country,
but I don't think I serve any more than
anybody else. I think I serve a good draft
beer and draft is a better beer than a bottled
beer. Draft has less gas in it and that
doesn't bloat people up as much and lets
them drink more beer."
The Blue Wall, which reportedly has one

of the longest bars in the country area-
wise, uses daily Happy Hours, no cover
charges, large-screen television and live

entertainment to draw in the thirsty.

Happy hour beer is 35 cents for Tuborg.
Tom Flaherty, day supervisor at the

'Wall', claims sales amount between 50-60
kegs a week with up to 20 going during a
Friday Happy Hour. A keg contains 15 and
a half gaflons of beer and an average bottle
holds 12 ounces.

Bill Russell of Russells Liquors on Main
Street in Amherst said student beer
consumption depends alot upon the
weather. "In warm weather, it's beer, but
consumption switches to harder stuff when
the weather gets colder. The first week of
school is always a good week here. The
new 18-year-olds, the first time away from
home, come here and stock up."
The area preference seems to be

overwhelmingly for "light" beer in general,
and for Miller Lite in particular. At Russels,
Miller outsells the other three top name
brands put together. Jerry Jolly said the
most asked for beer at The Pub was once
Bud, but Miller has taken over at his place
too.

A recent Associated Press wire story
reported a beer shortage in the Valley area,
but it wasn't true in Amherst. "Towards
the end of the summer. Bud cut short their

shipment, but we never ran out and we
never run out during the school year,"
Russell said.

"The wholesalerr in Springfield wouldn't
dare cut this area short because if they lose
sales here of one kind of beer, they may
never get it back " Russell said.

Jolly tells his patrons not to worry about
any shortages of beer.

"There's always a shortage in the
summer time of bottles and cans, but
there's never a shortage of draft," he said.

Draft is the main beer sold at the Pub. Jolly
also promises to keep happy hour prices at
a quarter until at least January 1979 to
make sure the beer at UMass never stops'
flowing.

WHERE DOES YOUR SHIT CO?
Everyone contributes to the waste in this world.

Generol Meeting

COALITIONFOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Some of us are looking for a better way

Tonile 7:30 pm C.C. 162

CEQ:o group of concerned students. Info coll 5-0618

Get a TCS RUSH! !

!

THE COMMONWEALTH STAGE
America's Newest Professional Resident Theater

% PRICE Student Rush TICKETS
from 6:00 P.M. all performances
Rand Theater -Fine Arts Center

545-351

1

WES. SUN; 8:00 P.M. Curtain

LIVE! ON STAGE! ALL NEW YORK CAST!
/ NOW THRU SEPTEMBER 23
EDWARD ALBEE'S

WHO'S |VFRAID OF
^

'

VffiGINIA WOOLF?
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^Bus Service
ScheduleChange

The UMass Transit Service will begin operation of the
new expanded routes on Monday, September 18th
This expanded service will include upgrading the
Orchard Hill and Campus Shuttle routes with the
Stadium becoming part of the Shuttle. The route
I ornbiii.itions have been altered to encompass the
increase in service to South Amtierst, from 19 to 54 runs
per day These combinations will now have Sunderland
coupled with South Amherst and North Amherst
combined with Belchertown Road

Included m this expanded service will be the addi^on
of two new routes. Orchard Valley and Echo Hill There
has been a change in the OV, EH schedules printed in

the Welcome Back' edition of the Collegian (dated 9-5
78) This revision will eliminate the last evening bus and
instead will add an earlier run an approximately 4 45
p m The revised OV, EH schedule is listed below

325 0V
GRC

outbound

7 06
7 55
11 51

12 35
444
525
6:10
655
830

Jeffrey Manor
inbound

720
809
12 05
1249
4 58
539
624
7 09
8:44

315 EH

GRC
outbound

708
8:00
11:53

12:40

4:45
5:30
6:15
6:56

920

Thayer Street

inbound

722
8 14

1207
12:54

4:59
5:44

6:29
7:10
9:34

r ^

\

Sept 13 thru Sept. 20

Fn. & Sat

CLEAN LIVING

Sunday

HOT CALYPSO KEY

Tues , Wed .
Thurs

DISCO

STREET
^MniEBOWO. VT M2-254-<2S7,

Women 's careernews
IHer Say News Service)
There are more and more women in the

operating room, and they aren't )ust pass
ing equipment to male doctors

. The American College of Surgeons
reports that as of 1970, there were only
2129 fertiale surgeons m the US By 1976,
that percentage rose to ,) me.jger 3 4 per
cent.

But, according to James Haug, Director
of the Department of Practice, it's just been
in the last two or three years that the
number of women in medical schools has
really taken off.

This year's graduating class of 165 at Har
vard Medical School, for example, contains
54 women, five of whom are entering
surgical specialties, compared with 15
women out of 139 a decade ago.
Women, the college reports, are also

diversifying in their choice of specialty.
In 1970, 63 percent of women surgeons

were in obstetrics and gynecology and only
15 percent were general surgeons Six
years later. 23 percent were general
surgeons with 56 percent in Ob Gyn.
Women surgeons report that although
men today rarely display the overt hostility
once encountered, the male mystique sur
rounding surgery remains a potent force
Observes Doctor Ogal Jonasson, Chu?f of
Surgery at Chicago's Cook County Hospital
and one of the most prominent female
surgeons in the US "The decisions of the
surgeon team leader are final, and men
have simply been unwilling to accept
women in that role of the all powerful deci-
sion maker."

Women's Wages Lower
A study of the wages of men and women

in several different countries has found that
women in English speaking countries earn
on the average, only slightly more than half

the paychecks of men.
The study > «/as conducted by Doctor John
Moroney. Chairperson of the Department
of Ecoriomics at Tulane University.

Doctor Moroney found that women in

Scandinavian countries, on the other hand,
earn almost three fourths the salary of
men, and in the socialist nations of Eastern
Europe, they earn approximately two thirds

of the male earnings.

Employee Education
A bill which could be a boon to womenj

trying to work themselves out of the tytjuig.

pool and into the corporate hierarchy is

novy malypg. itfcv^y through the Senate.
"Sponsored by Senators Robert Packwood
of Oregon and Jacob Javits of New York,
the bill would make all educational
assistance provided by businesses for their

employees tax exempt

Currently, employers can only deduct the
cost of education of their workers if the
education or job training is related to an
employee's immediate position in the firm.
For instance, a market analyst can now

take advantage of an employer's tuition aid
program, and at the same time earn a
degree in business administration, because
his or her college courses are allegedly job
related. Business administration with the
goal of moving to a better paying, more
demanding )ob at the same company,
because, according to the I R S, the degree
IS not related to his or her current work at
the company.

The bill, S 2388, has the support so far of
at least 30 senators It is expected to go to
the floor of the Senate for a vote within the
next two weeks

Women-Owned Businesses
Women can and do succeed as business

owners.
At least this is according to a survey con-

ducted for the White House t)y an organiza-
tion called the American Management
Associations (A M A).

The AM A says if is a common belief that
women run their own businesses because
they are divorced, widowed, have inherited
a family business, or because they start

businesses on an impulse The survey
reveals, however, that most women
business owners start and succeed in

business for the same reason that men do
because they genuinely want to

The survey found that over half of 264
successful women business owners inter

viewed were married or remarried. Most of
the women, however, started their

businesses on their own or with someone
other than a spouse or family member.
Only seven percent of the women inter-

viewed inherited their businesses from a
parent or husband, and less than one per-
cent started them on impulse.

The most common reason for being in

business, says the report, is that the
women had an idea, product or service they
thouaht would sell.

Most of the women interviewed, accor
ding to the survey, were successful
because they showed no overt hostility

towards the world, despite the barriers of
discrimination they faced Instead, the
survey reports, the women used hostility,

impediment, prejudice and stereotypes
"very much as a judo expert uses his oppo
nent's weight to his or her advantage."

8
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OPEN BOWLING
Boyden Ten Pin Lanes

4 00- 10:30 Mon - Sat

(located in basement ofBoyden) 60' perstring

ALL REGISTERED VOTERS IN
AND AROUNU AMHERST:
VOTE IN THE PRIMARIES
ON SEPTEMBER 19TH

the polls will

^
'BREAKAWAY FUNNY, Paul Mazurskv's film is a

comic reminiscence about the tough lessons and

small victories that mark the end of growing up!'

jllll ( in i, S / I

PAUL MAZURSKYS

Friday, Sept. 15

FILMS INCOWPORATED

7,9,&11 CCA $1.00

FRYE
See our new fall arrivals

45 styles, sizes 4 to 13

Special 16" ladies

Reg. $72 $44
HEARTFELT LEATHER

Downtown Amherst
Open Mon. -Sat. 10-6 p.m.

Fri. till 9:00 p.m.

2535135

fag °Pe" from 10a.m. tillSp m

WITH^MISi'AO!!'

Si.OO
ANY DAY PACK!

Fred Penton, the driver of this truck, got some bad directions at a corner gas load of Alpha Cement never arrived at its destination. Wreckers were brought
station last night and attempted to squeeze a thirteen foot truck through a ten in from Northampton to remove the truck as about forty people and five police

foot bridge on Southeast St. in Amherst. Luckily no one was hurt but Fred's officers looked on (Staff photo by Geoffrey L. Cohler)

1 TheCollegian is looking
j

for people to deliver the
1 ne^vspaper to the Five

1
Collegearea.

j
This is a salaried position!

j
IS interested , call Jeff

1 Weisberg, Circulation
1

ManagerS46-9S63

Eastern Mountain Sports
MQufMyl kMf t mountaMMnng aquipmcrH

Hhm: Hm.'f^L f 30 AMWM

Get it on your chest.

CARBUR'S RESTAURAiVT & LOUNGE

One of Forte Printings custom T-shirts.

T-snirts are the best way to advertise, p/omote
and raise 'unds for clubs, dorms, teams or any
groups Forte Printing offers a complete selection

of t-shirfs. totes, aprons, scarves & other prin-

tables to suit your needs Let Forte Printing help

you to Get it on your cnest
'

Fashionable Advertising

FORTE
PRINTING

Call 584-2124 • Campus Rep Steve Milligan 253-5214

21FAMC)15 SINCE 1978LX

''
il* i..n

*"

nwir .MASsi:i) i-or it

(VOC COT IT)

Roast Beef, sliced turkey
breast, lettuce, tomato
and horseradish mayo

(2<»me in and enjoy our 23 p^l^^c menu

with over ICC selections as above.

SUNDAY BR(l\eH HAI'PV MOTK
featuring

Quiche
Crepes
Eggs Benedict

Finally a fine restaurant where you can go out to dinner

and stilll afford the movies afterwards.

WKKKDAVS

NOW OPEN RT. 9 IN HADLEY
Sandwiched Between Amherst & Morthanipton 586-1^78
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Around the Nation
Ark. floods
strands loo's

LITTLE ROCK, Ark (AP) Torrential rains
unleashed floodwaters inLittleRock yester
day stranding hundreds of persons,
sweeping a school but into a creek and for-
cinq the closing of all roads into the capital
city

No one aboard the bus was injured
Arkansas National Guard troops were

dispatched to Little Rock and nearby Ben
ton where some residents were stranded on
rooftops, houses were washed from their
foundations and cars were floating in park
ing lots

This IS a critical emergency situation,"
said Lt Ed Ethndge of the Little Rock
Police Department

Its getting worse, and we're calling out
more and more men, " said a National
Guard spokesman He said between 80 and
100 troops had been called into action.

Busing boycott
busts in Calif.

LOS ANGELES (UP1» Attendance
'»se in lacially integrated schools
-VHdnesiJay despite a boycott by some
wh,..> ,,.,u-nf.; ,,s thousands of children

rown buses in a second
'I the nation

. tnm

hcalod Anglo
• buses to schools in black

. .inAmerican disiiicts and
moiiiv chilflipn rode fhem to

' S.ui f !-in,i'
' illey

fdf'flv blijft uf : .. , ,)uit

on program Tuesday.

Govt, urges
second opinion
WASHINGTON (UPH In a move to cut
sorffing medical costs, the government urg
ed all Americans yesterday to get a second
opinion when doctors recommend non
pmerqf'ncy surgery

Ku' Dt^pafiment of Health, Education and
Welfdfe announced the new program
following recent changes in Congress that
surgeons perform millions of unnecessary
operations in the United States at a cost of
billions of dollars

Surgery has both benefits and risks
"

HEW Secretary Joseph Califano said, "in
many cases, other non surgical medical
procedures may be a better and a safer
course of action "

The American f\/ledical Association
responded by saying it has long supported
the idea of second opinions. But it

challenged HEW claims the program would
cut medical costs.

Researcher calls

fornitrate ban
WASHINGTON tUPI) The researcher
who linked nitrite food preservatives with
cancer in test animals, said Wednesday nis
studies justify a phase of a ban qp adding
nitrite to meat products.
Paul Newberne, a fVlassachusetts Institute

of T»'rhnolt)gy nutritional pathology pro
fessor, testified at the Senate Agriculture
sut)committne hearings on nitrites called by
Sen Patrick Leahy, D Vt.
We should consider reducing the popula

tion s exposure to nitrite where le can do it

without endangering the pul)lic health, and
this IS piim.irily in tlie area of botulism," he
t(il>l the sub committee.

The gradual phase in of the ban is the
only ^,iy we couUI go '

Carter wins
his reformbill

WASHINGTON (UPi ,.>strr
flay h.i. ,1.-.! ,. .i.-l.glu, ., . ,,.^„).;m'Cdrter

^ "''"^l' . d|)proving legislation to
fulfill his Nu 1 * nmpdign pledge reform of
th«» nviKfrvnp

^!
,

"11 , 1 385 10 vote sent ihe
legislation to a joint conference committee,
which will work out differences botwoen it

and the version approved 8/ 1 by the
Snnale on August 24.

The bill calls for streamlining and making
more efficient the 2 1 million employee
f'^deral bureaucracy

Thursday, Septemfier 14, 1978

^

Former New York Knicks basketball star Bill Bradley was all smiles after winn-
ing the New Jersey senatorial primary last June in his first try af politics. To-
day, he IS campaigning 18 hours a day in his attempt to defeat Republican Jef-
fery Bell. lUPI)

university of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE >«TS CENTER PRESENTS

BOBBY
SHORT
with

Beverly Peer, bass

and

Gene Gammage,
drums

"Bobby Short is past- and last-master of
the art of elegant expression ... he is the
last and best of the singer-pianists. " —
Chicago Today

Qreeri ^ West
'Streets

Northampton's most unique array of fine shops!

.!' M
T^

P^

Sunday, September 24 8pm

Ballet
fblklorico
Mexicano

"Colorful panorama — company of 35
dancers, singers and musicians"

Wednesday, September 27 8pm
FINE >4?TS CENTER CNCERT hUL

Tickets now on sale for both performances.
General public — $7, 6, 5. UMass students — $5,

4, 3. Senior citizens and other students — $6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-251

1

& New England Ticketrtfn Locations.

The Green and West Street shops .. where fine merchandise and
personal service are found every day ... where shop owners care
about their goods and customers ... where shopping becomes a
pleasure again!

/

• BACK TO SCHOOL
• SPECIAL ORDERS

BOOKSHOP •OUT OF PRINT
SEARCH

A FULL SERVICE BOOKSTORE

PARKING NOWl

South
to

Easthampton

PKK&pirK
FOR THE

MISS, MS . MRS

DISTINCTIVE
WOMEN'S
WEAR

^^^^^ CLASSIC CLOTHING,
FABRICS, GIFTS

9 30-5 30 MONDAY-SATURDAY
t^«

INTIMATE APPAREL
SPORTSWEAR
EQUIPMENT

IWPca'PwU LOOK YOUR
BEST

CONTEMPORARY WOMEN'S FASHIONS-
NEW YORK, LONDON. PARIS. BELGIUM

SIZES 5-13

TEL. 584-1018
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Tomorrow Professionals Have A Choice
UPE ELECTION SEPTEMBER 15

Polls open: 8:30 a.m. lo 3 p.m.
Amherst: Hrst floor. Campus Center Auditorium
Boston: Room 308, Administration Building

No Employee Organization Union of Professional
Employees — Massachusetts
Teachers Association

A Vote for UPE is a Vote for a Fair Deal

a fair deal

on salaries

For years professional staff have not had

a fair deal on salaries and cost-of-living

increases. The recent announcement by

"the administration that those who are

NOT in collective bargaining units or NOT
eligible to vote in tomorrow's UPE
election will receive a 3% salary increase

is further evidence that we aren't going to

get a fair deal from the administration.

How can we place our confidence in an

administration that plays such games!

THE FiEMEDV: UPE has filed with the

Massachusetts Labor Relations
Commission an unfair labor practice

charge-charging that the University is

violating the law in discriminating against

and entire class of employees. As a

remedy, UPE is demanding that the

University must pay all professional

employees the 3% increase. A 3%
increase isn't much, but a fair deal

demands that all share in what funds are

available for salary increases.

a fair deal on a fair deal on
grievance procedures job opportunities

Under present practices, professional

staff members of this University who have

a grievance about their employment

situation do NOT get a fair deal from the

administration. As anyone who has filed a

grievance or has served on a grievance

committee can testify, the current

appeals system does not work. Even after

endless reviewing, testifying, and
evaluating, there is NO way to assure the

grievant that the recommendation of the

review committee will be honored by the

administration. Often the administration

simply ignores the recommendation. How
can professionals trust an administration

that plays such games!

THE REMEDY: UPE will negotiate for a

grievance procedure which ends in

binding arbitration by a neutral third

party, under the rules and regulations of

the American Arbitration Association.

Only this procedure will guarantee

professional staff members a fair deal

when the are in trouble.

Recently, in violation of a past practice

which has involved searches for key

professional staff positions at the

University, the administration has been

making a number of appointments

without any search or posting of the

positions. At the same time, it may insist

that exhaustive searches must be

conducted for temporary or junior

positions. How can we have confidence

in an administration that plays suCh

games!

THE REMEDY: In our contract, UPE will

insist that there be well defined,

consistent search procedures for

professional staff positions, procedures

which will give everyone a fair chance at

job opportunities at the University. The

contract will outline the procedures that

administrators, whether in permanent or

acting positions, MUST follow. No more
excuses. No more "informal"
arrangements! No more double
standards!

omorrow Is the day to send Whitmore the message

NO MORE GAMES!

PROFESSIONALS STAND UP FORTHEIR RIGHTS
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Around
Neiv England

Legionaire disease
outb^ak false
CHILMARK, Mass. (UPI) - A mysterious

disease which struck seven people in this

Martha's Vineyard resort in August and led

many vacationers to cancel Labor Day
visits is not Legionnaire's Diseasn.

Or. Nicholas Fiumara, director ot com-
rrujnicable diseases for the Massachusetts
Public Health Department, said laboratory

studies showed the illness which struck the
Howard Coe family was "a rare, rare case"
of tularmec pneumonia.
When It was first learned the group had
been struck by the "strange" pneumonia-
like illness, Legionnaire's Disease was
feared to be responsible. The only time the
Coe family group was together at their cot-

tage, ovrlooking Chilmark Pond, was Aug.
24
The disease got its name from an outbreak

of the illness at an American Legion con-

vention in Philadelphia resulted in 29
deaths.

But epidemiologists from the State Health

Department and the Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta Tuesday said that the

mysterious illness was actually a rare form
of animal disease called tularemia. The
disease detectives said it's usually caused

in humans by direct contact with rabbits,

rodents or ticks.

However, health officials believe the six

members of the group, along with one
friend, contracted the disease by inhaling
the infection.

Dr Fiumara said he thought infected
rodents came into the closed up cottage
during the winter, probably in the fireplace.

"While the Coes were here, It is known
they used the fireplace at least once,"
Fiumara said. "In the process of burning,
the infectious organism (a bacterium) was
released and converted into an aerosol, air-

borne in the room where they all con-
gregated "

Massachusetts Health Department
records indicate there has never been an
air borne case of the disease in the state.

Foreign piclcers

mal<e bumper crop
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - Sen. John A.

Durkin, D N H., said yesterday the federal

Labor Department has certified enough
foreign apple pickers, which may make it

possibe for New England's orchards to pro-
duce a bumper crop.

Durkin said New England was certified for

1 607 foreign pickers, although domestic
pickers will get preference.
The region undergoes an annual crisis of

finding enough laborers for the specialized

work because the Labor Department,
Durkin said, has "refused, until it was too
late, to certify sufficient numbers of foreign

pickers.
"

Strilcing firemen
gain support

MANCHESTER, N.H. (UPI) - Gov.
Meldrim Thomson yesterday said he will

begin phasing out fSlational Guard troops
manning Manchester fire houses, while
striking firemen garnered more union sup-
port for their 12-day walkout.
Thomson wrote Manchester Mayor

Charles Stanton that begining Saturday he
will pull out 55 National Guardsmen at the
rate of five per day. They were ordered in

Sept. 6 when firemen began a full-scale

sickout.

Thomson said guardsmen "have their

own private careers to pursue" and noted a
Superior Court judge has ordered
firefighters to return to work by Friday mid-
night or be jailed.

He said it is up to city officials to arrange
"a reasonably early resumption of fire pro-

tection.
"

"The public employer has a greater duty
than usual to try to achieve a reasonable
settlement of a dispute with its public
employees," Thomson said.

Meanwhile, the State Employees Associa-
tion yesterday urged its 8,000 members to

honor firemen's picket lines. The SEA said
the action was the first ever in its 30-year
history.

State gets funds
for welfare lieat

BOSTON (AP)-After a protracted legal

fight,' Massachusetts has won nearly $2
million in federal funds to help low-income
elderly people pay up last winter's fuel bills.

A settlement of the state's five-month-
old tawsuit against the U.S. Community
Services Administration was announced
yesterday by state Attorney General
Francis X. Bellotti.

Bellotti said Congress had appropriated
funds for an emergency energy assistance,
program in early March, stipulating that the
money was to be available through Sep-
tember 30.

However, Community Services issued a
regulation cutting off funds after May 1, an
action prompting the Massachusetts suit.

Bellotti said the suit was settled out of

court when federal officials agreed to

provide an additional $1 .9 million for fuel

aid for Massachusetts' elderly poor. The
money is to be distributed through local

community action agencies.
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THURSDAYS

Zfott Night
(most drinks & beers)

WITH
8:30 to 1

1

Gordie
Milne

• Sing-a-Long

• Contests •

• Guitar •

Jon Souweine/No Nukes

1^ t ,r u

AGAINST

NOCLLAR
PLANTS

To ENP PlSCRiM.NMiON

AGAINST WOKLN

u ^ t ^ n r' «- .'

: <•

Democrats 8< Independents:
Vote Tuesday, September 1 9, for

Your Lawyer in the Public Interest
' -.•

<t s.

yEUOlUfSUN

NATURAL FOODS
CO-OPERATIVE

17 Kellog Ave., Amherst
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Theories must be applied, not quoted

To the Editor;

Those reading (he Collegian this

semester, after working through the usual
pablum, may have been quite shocked to

read two editorials viciously attacking the

Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigade.

The RCYB is accused of worshipping
Mao Tse Tung as a "revolutionary father

figure. " of being fanatically dogmatic,
and. most importantly, of isolating itself

from the struggles of the US working
class by its actions. Is this true? In a
word, no.

The RCYB. as the youth group of the

Revolutionary Communist Party, USA,
has taken up the campaign to uphold Mao
Tse Tung as the greatest revolutionary of

our time. This means more than just

understanding Mao's great contributions

in leading the Chinese people in throwing
off the triple oppression of colonialism,

feudalism, and capitalism, and in building

a socialist society that trueh/ was a

beacon light to all mankind. It means
more than recognizing that traitors, led by
Hua Kuofeng and Teng Hsiao-ping, have

seized power away from the Chinese

people by a right-wing military coup, and
are now in the process of dragging China

down into the swamp of capitalism. It

means, most importantly, that we must
understand and use the science of

revolution-Marxism-Leninism, and Mao's
contributions to it, Mao Tse Tung
Thought. Without revolutionary theory,

the working class cannot make
revolution.

It is not a matter of simply building a

few strikes here, a few struggles there,

but of using a comprehensive battle plan

to move society forward. Furthermore,

without a deep grasp of this science, it is

impossible to distinguish Marxism from
distorted, twisted Marxism revisionism-

which is not a tool of the working class

but a weapon of the reactionary ruling

class.

All this talk about "Marxism,"
"revolutionaries. " and "revisionists" is

not some rhetorical dogma, nor is it

abstract nonsense. It is vital for us to be
able to concretely use theory, not Just to

pay some lip-service to it, as some so-

called "revolutionaries" on this campus
do.

What the RCYB is being attacked for is

that we are bringing revolutionary theory

out to the people, and we are using it to

build the struggle of the American
working class. The Collegian, acting in

Its usual reactionary character [remember
last year's occupation of its office by
women justly demanding their right to

access to the paper\ contends that the US
working class doesn't need and can't use
this science! It's nonsense and dogmatic
to talk about it' It's absurd and foolish to

actually fry to apply it' Well, maybe Bill

Jundstrom thinks tha! revolutionary

theory is just for him to fondle in his

editorial office, and not something for the

"ignorant" masses, but revolutionaries

fundamentally disagree.

It is quite interesting to note that

Paulin's hysterical ravings were onginally

printed last year in the Collegian. The

Collegian "just happened" to be all out

of fresh editorials I what a shame!] so they

had to dig up an old one. What a strange

coincidence that it attacked the RCYB.
just a few days after Sundstrom's

diatrabe, wasn 't it'*!

The struggles of the working class

cannot advance without an overall view

of the laws and development of society

Marxism Leninism. Mao Tse Tung
Thought. To truely grasp this science, it

must be vigorously applied, not just

quoted from. The RCYB was attacked

precisely because that is exactly what we
do.

RobGoetz
Revolutionary Communist

Youth Brigade

^lottttrputt

Select your favorite from the Valley's

most complete album, cassette and 8
track assortment. Coupon expires
'I ih />'

Hours: 10am 9pm Mon Sat 586-5882

$

TAPES
l\4USIC BOOKS
ACCESSORIES
(^Ticifsrrj\aN

69,
series 7"^

album4
*4.99

Hamp PI
TAPE

• NortHKIno Str««t • No^tHannpton

The PLATTERPUS
AUCTION now
thru Sept. 30th.

Come in and bid

on albums,

T-Shirts, Giant

Posters and more!

All proceeds

donated to World

Hunger Year.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

?K*^ UMASS
for

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
Sit., S»f\. 16

J-9P.M.

Batt Kt^^a Phi Parbin) lot

Live Music, Food,

Refreshments
Let's Help Jerry's Kids

FOOTBALL BRUNCH

before every liome football game

i©l*feo ]ii ^to folcc(•c- ^^Wo4ko l%o^^

irir^^^it

at tbe <<TOP OF THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT"
Campus Center

Sa^o 1^ ©dfl^o IWf^

A h
hours 9-6IVIon./Tues.,Wed.,Sat.

9-8Thurs.,Fri..

a-n in n n w n n n n t^-a-p-if-n w a « n in w » <> <i'^»-o»Oi.q»o»«y-<^-<y»<y*4ii<t«4'i!

Bloody Mary's --- Villanova Villains

trmmh, eliilled fruit sttctioiis

0mal«tt«s

fwmM€iL tMi0t wttk^ sttrnMiia

Tlia ftama * Happy Hour witJi J'olun Morga:
•«Wl&M (I way to sp«ad a Saturday"

J
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UMass Topics

SGA Elections

It's not even that time of year, but there are going to be Student Government

elections. The senate approved them last night. Whoopie. Happy Days are

here again. Get out the poster board and magic markers. Seriously, though,

the SGA elections can be worthwhile if two things happen. 1. If candidates

willing to face the issue of fiscal and political responsibility, who possess some

modicum of intelligence and integrity, run. 2. If we get some new faces.

Let's face it, last year's election was just horrible. We saw either the same old

people or the jokers spend student money to try to get votes from people who
couldn't be bothered to go to the polis.

So, if you've got nothing to do, find your classes boring, and really like to

have your face displayed on posters and in the newspapers, and you have the

above qualifications, run for president or senator. Nomination papers can be

picked up in Student Union 420, starting Monday.

Collegian "Photos"
If you have been reading the Collegian lately, and nothing would surprise us

less if we found you weren't, then you must have noticed that sometimes the

photos don't really look like anything remotely resembling what the little

blurbs under them try to assure you is there. This problem is caused by our

printer putting too much ink on our pages. We don't know why he does it. It's

just one of those extras Blankety Blank Publications provides us with.

Since those blotches of ink don't really make it as photographs, we have

decided to come up with some uses you may find helpful to put those inky

squares to so that your student dollars will not go to waste:

Dept. Of Public Safety you guys could use Collegian photos for fingerprint

blotters. Just follow the normal procedures when booking the suspect, only

this time have the alleged lightly touch a photo in the Collegian instead of an

ink pad. It works like a charm. We can't tell you how many thumbprints we
have all over the place down here.

Secretaries - if your xerox bill is beginning to exceed your budget, you

should consider a new twist on the old carbon paper idea. Take a Collegian

photo and insert it between the page being typed and another clear white

page. Type out your assingment. Presto., like magic you have an exact

reproduction of what you just typed, and it's cheaper tiian carbon paper

because the Collegian is free.

Administrators Is there some figure in an audit, a compromising memo, or

just some written material you don't want to have anything to do with? Well,

have we got the solution. Take a Collegian with a lot of photos in it, place it on

top of the offending piece of literature, and then sit on them. Just like magic

what was once a bothersome bit of business is now a dark spot of your past.

Student Government people - the deficit getting you down? Can't figure out

which group to cut and which to leave at the same funding level? We've got

the answer. Throw a copy of the proposed budget on the floor of the senate

office. Just inside the door should be a copy of the Collegian with some over-

inked photos in it. When people file in and out, they should pick up some ink

on their shoes and tread it on the proposed budget. Those groups that are

totally obliterated... well, you'll know what to do.

Library
The old fence is no longer surrounding the library. The fence was there to

give you some sense of security about the bricks that were libale to fall on your

head any second.

The story is that the bricks are no longer falling. That is what Physical Plant

will have you believe. How can you really trust a group of people who feed

pigeons stuff that makes them throw up? Given the benefit of the doubt,

though, I think.

We don't mean to be cynical. It's very possible that all the bricks on a

building that must be covered with thousands are not going to come loose and

fall on your head. It is also very possible that evil does not exist in the world.

We are all college students. I guess we'll just have to confront these questions

ourselves with no guidance from Physical Plant.
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LETTERS
Saturday classes insult campus Jews

To the Editor:

"And on the seventh day, God
rested. ". Is that 'seventh day' Sunday
or Saturday? For the majority of the

Christian world, the answer is obviously

Sunday However, for the Jewish
population, our Sabbath is from sundown
on Friday until sundown on Saturday.

This IS the point which causes my wrath

to overflow' How dare the administration

at UMass. the student government and
the UMass faculty allow there to be

scheduled classes on a Saturday?

It is bad enough that classes are held on

Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur \ the two
most important holidays on the Jewish
calendar\, never mind causing the Jewish

community more problems and
disrespect by holding classes on our Sab-

bath, Saturday, October 27. for example.

Why didn't the "great" problem of

needing one whole day more, be resolv-

ed by scheduling classes on a Sunday?
Simple. I cannot see the dire need for one
single day more in our school calendar,

for I am certain that with proper notice

and forethought in the planning of

classes, our professors could have ad-

justed accordingly.

The small group who decided to allow

this scheduling to occur is bad enough.

What disgusts me even more is that

within this small group are some Jewish

student senators, ^Jewish faculty, etc.,

who allowed this process to be carried

through, without causing much noise or

attention to the issue. Afterall, who are

our representatives representing??? After

all. "...If I am not for myself, who shall be

for me...?"

Besides being a religious issue, the pro-

blem is also evident in a practical sense.

People make long term plans for

weekends, be it mini vacations, studying

or just plain old-fashioned rest. The issue

therefore is of great concern to all

students and faculty.

The idea of having classes on a Saturday

IS impractical, insulting and simply., ab
surd I I now call for all students, Jew and
non Jew, and all faculty to finally cause
some noise, show some protest and
resolve this ignorant error in judgement at

once. Cause the cancellation of Saturday

classes

'

I art} now telling MY professors, "...And

God rested from his work...." "and so
will Joel Brava.

"

Joel Brava

Balancing the budget is not realistic

To the Editor

We would like to clarify a point made in

the letters column by Joyce Munroe.

Although it is true that a portion of the

revenue received from University and Lin-

coln Apartments afe used to pay costs in-

curred at North Village, in our meetings

with University officials and in our written

statements, we have never suggested

that North Village tenants carry the finan-

cial burden of those apartments alone.

Due to the condition of the apartments

and the high costs of utilities and the

marginal maintenance performed, this

would be impossible.

Instead, our contention all along has

been that North Village is such a drain on
the total system that the administration

has no chance of balancing the housing

budget regardless of any size increase.

Annually, the minimum amount of

maintenance so badly needed escalates

fantastically.

Ashoke Ganguli of the ORRM office has

said that some of the much needed
maintenance suggested in the WFEM
report on physical condition of property

will not be performed for as long as eigh-

teen years because ofpresent funding.

Thus, the administration expects its

students to pay ever increasing rents for

housing which is falling apart and which

they will not maintain. The situation is

ludirous.

Once again, we are not proposing that

North Village tenants bear the full finan-

cial burden of their apartment complex.

This would be impossible as well as un-

fair. Rather, we petition the University to

admit to their mistake and take the

responsibility for their gross error.

Three hundred fifty families cannot be

expected to balance a budget that has_

never before been balanced.

Family Housing Tenants Association

Is it necessary to put down the political left?

To the Editor:

I've never before questioned your

sincerity in publishing articles in this

"news" paper, but after reading the arti

cle by Jim Paulin on Tuesday. 91 12. on

campus communist groups, I was very

much puzzled.

Could the reason for publishing this arti-

cle be that you thought it necessary to

put down all political left groups by

demonstrating through the false facts

and juvenile standers I
"I know those jerks

very well"] of Paulin's just how "reac-

tionary " these groups are?

Or did you want to put back on the

"right" track the students who read the

letter of invitation to an introductory lec-

ture of another communist group, just on

the preceeding page?

Or is this another attempt by the

Collegian to impose its own reactionary,

pig headed opinions on to students by of

fenng a follow up story to the story

printed a few issues earlier?

I think the answer to these questions is

an emphatic "yes.

"

And one more question: when are we
students going to have a newspaper
representative of our views, not the views

of the minority of students who feed us

this shit?

Dan Shanahan

Learning from history
Twenty area residents. . yesterday

demonstrated in front of a billboard that

depicts naked women to advertise a torture

show at the Franklin County Fair.

The billboard, which serves as a wall to

the exhibit tent, showed women tied by
ropes and chains and run through by chain

saws with hooded men overseeing the

torture.

The owners claim the show is an
histoncal exhibit. A sign attached to the
exhibit read "History is not offensive.

Hippies, drugs, and communes are.
"

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

The pumpkin seeds of a brilliant orange

dawn floated gently onto the sleepy

hori/on Just beyond a Virginian hillock an
early morning mist floated like some
suspended shroud, and from it a young
boy, who had not yet reached his tenth

year on this cosmic vale of indifference,

emerged, a small shadow stepping from

darkness. Bedecked in a waistcoat and

breeches, he clambered up the hillock and

came to a halt before a quivering sapling.

Darting twitching glances into the morning

gray, he reached down and with all the

might that suth d tender frame can muster,

lifted the monstrous Black bt Decker, with

Its jagged teeth of death, to the thin barked

tree and pulled the cord. It was 1741.

Green walled by the hills of Maryland.

Up the street came the rebel tread

Stonewall Jackson riding ahead.

Under his slouched hat left and right

He glanced; the old flag met his sight.

'Shoot, if you must, this old gray head,

But spare your country's flag, she said.

A shade of sadness, a blush of shame
Over the face of the leader came.
Who touches a hair of yon gray head..."

Bloody rubbish he thought. "Who's got

a branding iron? Sergeant, see if you can't

get to the general store for a block of ice.

Not about to be pus.hed aroung by a frigid

old hatchet face."

And turning to the eager young bucks
under his command, his eyes glowing like

the coals of a charcoal brazier, he bellowed
"Prepare to mount!"

Returning through the damp gloam> of

Boston's Back Bay streets, of a crisp fall

evening, her cheeks red as fingernails cut

too short and her hair the streaming color

of mustard gas, Susan B. Anthony

reflected on the evening's activities at the

town hall and was very pleased indeed.

The long struggle was nearly over. So
involved in thought was she that her step

brought her two houses past the flaxen

c]r;^V n^nsion where she was to spend the

night. Turning on her heels she looked to

the reading light in the upstairs bedroom
and a slight tingle creased her feminine

backbone.

She let down the bun in her hair. By now
she had reached the kitchen. Suddenly she
espied the instructions on the refrigerator

and the tingle gave way to waves of mild

frenzy. And in less time than it takes to tie

a sheep shank she had shed all her clothes

(save the jackboots) and proceeded to

fumble madly in the kitchen drawer for the

saran wrap and dog leash.

These items gathered together she
reached for the rugbeater hanging over the

doorway and dashed up the cherry
mahogany staircase. It's no wonder, she
thought, that we're called suffragettes.

Mark Wilding is a Collegian Columnist.

wants to talk to"George, your father

you He's on the porch."

"Yes mother."

"George..."

"Yes father."

"George, your mother tells me that we
won't be able to have any cherry pie this

evening. Whyisthat'*"

"I cannot tell a lie father. I cut down the

cherry tree."

"George, I want you to bring the chain

saw to me, along with the kitchen meat
hook, arKl^en see if you can't rummage
about in the attic for any spare electrodes.

You're going to be punished..* " * •

"Up from the meadows rich with corn

Clear in the cool September morn
The clustered spires of Frederick stand

An odd sort of folk

pirT^

LSi\/&

iCOMMENTARY

Graduate students on this campus are in

many ways an odd sort of folk, a virtual

microcosm of American social relations and

forces, minus the articulated identity of

interests among students within a par-

ticular program or similar programs. The

professionalism which outside the

university promotes interprofessional

cooperation and which is increasingly

becoming the basis for the formation of

professional trade unions serves to isolate

aspiring graduate students into their

specialized cubby-holes called "areas of

special study."

Unfamiliar to graduate school in-

tellectualism, last fall when a professor

asked me, "wherein lies your area of

special study, "I thought he wanted to

know on which floor of the library my
carrell was. Like many other grad students

I spent a lot of time in my carrell, puzzling

over important questions of the day. Two
returned time and again: Why is the

longest dimension in carrels from the floor

to the ceiling? And, Where can I find a

decent place to study?

Tormented by these and other equally

plaguing academic problems, I oftqn

sought solace from my comrades down in

the Campus Center coffee shop. Just as

you will find penniless undergrads sucking

the rug in the Bluewall weekday evenings,

you will find pauper grad students (there

are no other kind) sucking down coffee and

sneaking brownies past the cashier in their

book bags in the coffee shop. There, in

respite from the dull isolation of academic

study, grad students broach the questions

which are on the minds of the world and

unrelentingly probe towards truth,

knowledge, and the latest theory on how to

finish incompletes left over from last Spring

without going into hibernation.

Once last winter, after engaging in

debates over the effect of urban renewal on

Northampton bars and the resulting

demographic shift, and how to effectively

reduce the rate of sexual abstinence during

finals while concomitantly increasing the

average pages written per hour, I plodded

back towards the microfilm room and 1857

editions of the "Kalamazoo Kazoo," and

the "Dailv Tribulations Recorder."

Looking up at the world's tallest wind

tunnel I had visions of a frightening new
movie: "The Infernal Tower." In the film

J. Edgar Hoover inspired leprechaun

terrorists calling themselves "Deceivers of

(Vlasters ' hide by daylight in the all but

abandoned Government Documents
section on Presidential Investigation

Commission Reports. By night they roam

the library, fouling up the elevators to

discourage studying, stealing theses

bibliographies, and changing crucial

phrases in final drafts of doctoral disser-

tioiib Oi course there would have to be the

usual disclaimors: "No one admitted after

tfie first week of classes," and "any

resemblance between the leprechauns and

actual university professors is unintended,

hut you get the picture."

It seemed like a workable plot and a

surefire hit on campuses across the nation.

I was thinking over a possible Mickey

Rooney cameo and a Randy Newman
soundtrack when I entered the bustling

bibliotheque. As the elevators are slow, an

unusual number of people were waiting at

the doors. Suddenly, the doors on

elevators 3 and 4 began opening and

closing, opening and closing. Students

screamed and pushed back to avoid being

swallowed up. When the doors were open,

you could hear strange laughter coming
from the shafts, and something that

sounded like "catch me lucky stars and

asterisks."

I panicked. My heart pounded as I raced

up the stairwell toward my carrell. I had to

get there before my term paper "Worker

Militancy and Revolution" became "Great

Sellouts I have witnessed." I got to the

door on the 19th floor when suddenly it

opened and smacked me in the face. I lie

on the floor, unconscious but muttering,

"Faith and begorrah!" The student who
smacked me with the door slapped me and

said, "Snap out of it buddy. '"
I came to,

dazed and confused by the graffiti on the

walls I thought I had been mugged in the

parking garage. As delirium subsided, I

slowly got up and made my way to my
carrell. I realized I had let my imagination

run away with me, but to this day I won't

ride elevators 3 and five, and I don't trust

my rough drafts to short Irish typists.

Gordon Pavy
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Center for Racia/Studies Courses
Thest > iitses are still open For more info call 545 0472.

SWI 9E Topics in Racial Awareness:
Sect I South Africa: Racist Ideology in Power
M Nko Mon. 2:00 5:00 Kennedy Lower

This • . tion will focus on the South African brand of
Racism ' ne course will provide a historical background to
present li-'ology; the pervasive impact of apartheid on all

institutK lis (social, economic, political) as well as personal
lives ano its effects on the victims and the perpetrators
Parallels vvill be drawn with other states whose authority
derives ",in racial dominance and the role the latter plays
on the orernational political economy. South Africas
massive efforts to gain international legitimacy and the
moral as vvell as material support she enjoys from western
qovernnu-nts and multi national corparations will be
examini^f! The course will feature discussions, film and
slide pn riitations, and speakers on the relevant aspects
of apartheid Students will be required to undertake
proiects Ahich will impact on institutions that support the

South African regime.

SWI90 E Dynamics of Racism: Institutional Racism in

the U.S. The Elimination of Racism in Cuba I.

M Wexler Wed. 7:00-10:00
This two semester course is designed around the

premise that racism, inherent to capitalism cannot be
erndicated in this country without fundamental changes in

the US economic order. The first semester we will ex-

plore the relationships between racism, capitalism and
imperialism: our aim being a concrete understanding of the
systematic reproduction of racism and inequality in the
Unite(i Stiites, and those countries that the U.S. "sup-
ports ' We will deal with issues that exist here, at UMass,
such as arqumenis over divestment in corporations
dealing with South Africa, the still incarcerated and in-

nocent Craeman Gethers (UMass student), etc , paying
close attention to University officials responses and
community efforts. The second semester will be a close
look at Cuba, a country where racism has been attacked at

Its roots. We will examine this process and compare the
US reality to hers.

Format will include speakers, films, slide presentations
and class projects and papers

SW29IC-Topics in Racial Awareness II:

Section l-Perspectives on Institutional Racism
K All Tues. 7:00-9:30

Melville

The objectives of this course will be to 1) provide
students with a learning experience that sensitizes them to
the seriousness, the pervasiveness of racism in American
society; 2) provide brief historical background of racism
and its manifestations within organized structures, 3)

describe selected theoretical frameworks that have been
developed for analyzing and understanding racial,

plij.'nomena. The course will offer field experience-an
opportunity to personally evaluate local institutions
iifili/irK) criteria established by class consensus.
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On the lawn at

MUSIC INN

Saturday. Sept. 16 (a) 3 P.M.

A sing-a-iong picnic with..

PETE SEEGER,
ARLO GUTHRIE

& Shenandoah
Tickets $5 50 m advance

$6 50 day of show

By Mail

Send certified check or monev order and

SASE to

Rt 183 Productions

Box 554 Lenox. MA 01240

Tickets available at all Ticketron outlets

Also at Faces of Earth. Record Town, b

Country Comforts Northampton For ticket

info in your area -dial (413)637-2970

Picnic coolers OK, no pets, no camping $1

Babysitmg Service by licensed Mass

babysitter

Mass Pike Exit 2 from Lenox n 183 South

first left past Tanglewood on to West

Hawthorne St ,
then 1 mile on left

MUSIC INN

^VoO'^

CHEESE eiFTSHOP
BEER WINE
CHEESE
GODIVA

CHOCOLATES
103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

opm hL wns Vi 9000

/III0CBST DOimioim MBiCHArars

All University Men
Pi Lambda Phi fraternity presents:

"Round The World"
Cocktail Rush Party.

Ff»» drinks 8:30 p.m.- 12 midnight
Thurs.. Sept. 14
14 Elm St., between Lincoln &
Sunset. For rides & info, call Don.
256-6837.

HELD OVER
Sept 13 19

BELLE AMI 7 30
LOOKING GLASS

850
U'Kier 21 not .ulmitted

Majestic Cinema
84 Cottage St

,

Easthampton

It's September. Again. And,

while you re busy settling in for an-

other year of study, The Boston

Globe is busy making sure yOL

don't miss out on any fun.

That's why on Thursday, Sep-

tember 14. you'll find a special

back -to- college issue of Calendar,

The Globe's weekly leisure- time

magazine. It's filled with all the in-

formation you neeci to have a

good time.

You !l find out where to get the

best hamburgers, ice cr^am, beer

and more. You'll learn how to save

rnriney and Still have a good tisne

ana get a preview of the fall con-

ce'" lineup.

• Pius, you'll find all the regular

.ai'-'Mda'' features: movie . and*

record reviews; columns on night-

life, restaurants and sound; bright,

informative features and the choice

events for the week ahead.

But, best of all, every week Cal-

endar brings you the most complete

listings of things to do in and

around hfub.

Calendar Magazine. Watch for

it September 14 — and every

Thursday after that — only in The

Boston Globe. Have you seen The

Globe today?

(Tlic itiO^toii cRIolic

»*?^!W^?W'^i.'
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Notices
Collc tJian 15

BAHAI'f CLUB OF UMASS
Important meeting- Elections of officers. Wednesday,

Sept 20, 8 p.m
, Campus Center. Check by elevators fro

room numbers.

LOST WATCH
If you find a Timex watch with a broken band around the

bus stop near the Fine Arts building please call 546 1074
and ask for Fred. If I can't be reached please leave a
message

.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
"The Siberian Meteorite " George Greenstein of the

Amherst College will describe this astronomical mystery,
Wednesday, Sept 27 at 7:30 p.m. in the Unitarian Church,
220 Mam Street, Northampton; and Thursday, Sept. 28 at

7 30 p m. in the Lecture Room I of the Merrill Science
Center on the Amherst College campus. Donations will be
accepted at the door.

UNIVERSITY RECEPTION
The University Women will begin its year with a Fall

reception at the Herter Hall Art Gallery on Monday, Sept.
18 at 8 p m. Women who are members of or wives of the
professional staff and faculty at UMass are eligible for
membership in the group Present and inactive members
are encouraged to attend to sign up for the various groups
and activities.

Help Wanted

Administrative Assistant

for

Graduate Student Senate

job requires general office

skills esp. typing, notetaking,

keeping office hours

20hrs.week $5.05hr.

for information c all 545 2896

an
Affirmation Action Employer

The Five College B'Nai B'nth Hillel Foundations will
begin their annual film series with the showmo of th*.

amusing French comedy "The Mad Adventures of Rabbi
Jacob ' The film may be seen at UMass Thurs., Sept. 14
111 Thompson 104 at 8 00 p.m

There is no admission charge.

Beginning this week, Hillel is offering several courses for
one credit each To register, bring an add drop form to the
Hillel office, S U. 302. Registrations are now being ac-
ce|)ted for the following courses:

Basics of Judaism:Meets Mondays from 7 8pm in

Intermediate Hebrew: Judaic Studies 192B,
458538 Meets Tuesdays from 7 8 p.m. in Herter 111.
Instructor Shirn Aror^son, UMass student.
Hebrew for Beginners: Judaic Studies 192A, 458350.

Meets Wednesdays from 7 8 p.m. in Herter 111.
Instructor: Avi Gusman, UMass student.
Hebres for Beginners Plus; Judaic Studies 192C,

458716 Meets Tuesdays from 7:30 8:30 p.m., in Herter
118 Instructor: David Day, UMass Student.
The Bible and Modern Science: An Examination of

the Biblical Account of Creation: Judaic Studies 191 B,
457451 Meets Mondays at 4:30 5:30 in GRC 308
Instructor: Dr. Ira Schwartz, ass't prof, of biochemistry
The American Jew: In Search of a Sense of

Balance Judaic Studies 191E, 457998 Meets Mondays
from 8 9 p m. in Herter 217. Instructor: Rabbi Saul
Perlmiitter

The Hebrew Bible: A Modern Approach Judaic
Su.di^'s 19IC, 457639. Meets Thursdays from 4 5 p.m. in
Hert.r 201 Instructor: Marian Greenberg, educator and
•rliiorMi memt>er for several American Jewish periodicals.

COOLIDGE LOWER
R A positions open, 2 coed, 1 all women in Coolidge

Lower Applications available Sept. 12 at the H R's Apt 1

r)th floor Applications due no later than Sept. 18 at 5 pm.

GREENOUGH HOUSE
M.trathon Man showing Saturday Sept. 16 in the C C A

.il 6 -^O. 9:00, b 11:15 Stars Dustin Hoffman, Lawrence
Olivi.r

SKICLUB
Meeting Monday at 15A Brandywine, 8:00, all people in-

terested in working on the club should attend. For more in-
fo cill Brad 549 3602

WOMEN'S SOCCER CLUB
All University women interested in forming soccer club

are invited to an organizational meeting, Friday, Sept. 15,
at 4 00 pnv in Boyden Lobby. For information call Chris at
6 5187.

FENCING CLUB
Meeting on Thursday Sept 14, at 2:30 at room 8 inNOPE. If you can t make it call Sean 549 0303

TURN TO PAGE 18

After the Game

•I hippy i Ioi(r

with

Jim Plunkett
• 25^ Pub Mugs •

Saturday 3 til 7

^%
^.s v/^ 1.*^ Kast IMeanant Si. X^^

JleflDeMgarpiasie
Northampton, Mass.

ssss
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HELD OVER -2ND WEEK- It Ends Tuesday!
evenings at 7:00 and 9:15

RANDLE PATRICK McMURPHY
AND THE BOYS ARE BACK

It's time to see them again!

OACKWICHOtfOH
OMEFUW

i/^ . CIICKC9:iNEST
mil

\w A TUnite<l Artists

• • AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE • • • •

X:^'-

RECORDTOWN WELCOMES STUDENTS BACK
with our

STORE WIDE LP & TAPE
Friday MIDNIGHT SALE
Sept 12 HOURS
15 of NOON TO

SUPER DISCOUNTS MIDNIGHT

every LP, cassette,

and tape on sale

NfcTor

Timmsbertrrr '

***** "^SiSK*^*^*

every label

on sale

f IIGHTWATCH

$469
•r

X

$7** Shifts LP'

I
7

8«lfockkoss«ll«

c^inporoble tovingt

-rt^-.l C. U"

^ all ^

^ yoMr
^ayorrit^

;J^Si;*WOw2"*^

Sept. 15 ^,^'i

..•Mt-V

ECORD TOWN
Records A Tapes o\ Super Discount Prices

otwday
MouriTain Farm IVIaJi. .•»•«..•

Hadlev Exit 19 off 1-91 584-1653
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B.B. KING
'^Boss of the Blues"

in concert

FINE ARTS CENTER
CONCERT HALL

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

at 8 p.m.

Tickets on sale at the

Fine Arts Center box office

and all Ticketron locations.

UMass/Amherst Students: $3. $4 ft $5

General Public: SS. $6 & $7
Box office open from 9 to 4 each day, Monday through Friday (545-251 1)

Sponsored by the University of fvlassachusetts Arts Courcll.

It was the Deltas
against the ru
the rules lost!

cljarlies
"Drink of

theNite"
Happy Hour
Special Drink
All Night

sandwiches
served
nightly till one

Lviii

VYL

Fill

till one

DAILY

HAPPY HOUR
3-8 P.M.

LARGEST DRAFT
IN TOWN .50

MOST BAR DRINKSI
.85

Colle gigji 17

NATI^NAI,
LAMP««NV

ANmAL umnm
A comedy from Univervil Pictures

THE W^ITY blAAMONS IVAN RtlTMAN PftODUOlQN
NATIONAL UVA/\POON S ANIAAAl HOUbt . iOHN QELUSHI TIM AAATHESON JOHN Vlf\NON VE^NA DLOOMTHOMAS HUICE ond DONALD SUTHErU>VND •... Produced by AAATTY SIMMONS and IVAN fXEITMAN

I ..M> H 'I'J'II •

• ^''-ne'-t-yMAftCXDIXAMIi CXDUGlAiKENNrrOCHfySMMiflX D.-eOed Ov KJHN cANDii

^ET
LRlKSTIHCnMi-l

"UMASS' FAVORITE FILM"

KING OF HEARTS
TOINICHT THURSDAY

showingsat7,9,&11

Campus Center AtdirioRiuivf

$1.00
S « cultural presentation of

g Washington Upper 3

LOOKWHAT*S HAPPENING AT
"THETOP OFTHE CAMPUS**

LOUNGE

Happy Hours Monday -Friday 4»pin-6»pm
Double Bubble ... 2 fori drinks

Starts FRIDAY!
384 91 J3

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
noun 9MA0lf»

gootifooii&tihnh
n PRAY ST^JVmherst. Mass. 549-54031

INTRODUCING

r^Z--^/^

DOUBLE BUBBLE
HAPPY HOUR

TOC LOUNGE
Campus Center

43° p.m. -6^° p.m.

MON.-FRI.

2 In 1 drinks
draft beer .40

feoluring

copecodders
lec|uilQ sufiffisers

pfixes - enlerloinmenl

UPC Productions

presents

Mrith
Livingston
Taylor

8:00 p.m., FAC Concert Hall, Wed., Sept. 20
Tickets: UMass students 6, 5.50, 5

Others 7, 6.50, 6

On sale at the FAC Box Office and all Ticketron outlets

No bottles or cans allowed

Resrourant
Klc.M_HadU>-5X4-276<>

BAKED STUFFED LOBSTER
'Mr\i'<l Niyliilv m ^ -

Main Dininu Kooiiiv OiiK

hm.'w.uul l'i»'.i!io

SUNDAY DINNER SPECIAL
\oon-5 |).ii>x

N (Mil ( iioiir ol:

H;iki'(t Hum, Halt Koasi
( hickt'ii. K(Kis| \ v\i ol I ainh,

KoasI l*ork.
, llUk - ( >M- J'l I';, I

|-, Ii:- N.i.ul U.I! I'.'

UPCOMING
UPC meeting-Tues., Sept. 12, 6:30 in CC 804 -

Trent Arterberry-MIME - Sept. 16, SUB, 8 p.m.

David lohansen-Sept. 29, SUB, 8 p.m.

Today s fashion

in one word. Boots.

Today s designer. Dexter.

And it's not just good
looks. It s rich leather built on a solid

leather sole,' it's a stacked

heel it's distinctive styling. Any way
you look at it, Dexter

makes the right shoe for both feet.

^(sM^u/^
SHOE STORE

39 So. Pleasant St

/xmberst

Menu

RESTAURANT

new decor

sandwiches, chips 'n dips
specials, cheeses

nciv menu new ideas

complimentary glass of wine with dinner
spaghetti night $2.99

Thurt*Fri*Sat prime rib nights$6.2S

Fri Lobster nite **call in to reserve your lobster**

S49*6000 ext.639

Entflrfiinin«(it

Disco
at the Top

Fri. Sat. Night io*>« pm - 1«« ant

Let aTI calculator help you make more efficient use of your time.
This semester. . . and for years to come.

FREE! This $12."' value
bookwhen you buy a

TI Programmable 58 or 59.
$12 95

Sourcebook for
Programmable
Calculators

St^p b|i (Irp p'09(.>mfTira io'nlion* »»halp*fr joui '*eid

mAin«maltLft rjiculut «l«litl>CS bu»>nrtt AAtf opcf^hons

^«»r<.>"otT*|F mt,s t .inj much mo**

$124.95

TI ProjJ^rammable 58

The Sourcebook for Programmable Calculators is a
new book from Texas Instruments designed to help
you explore the power of your programmable calcu-
lator Contains over 350 pages covering step-by-step
programmed solutions to problems in a wide range
of fields And it s yours free, if you act now.
The TI Programmable _________

58 and 59 both feature T

'W

TIs preprogrammed
Solid State Software'^
plug-in modules. A Mas-
ter Library Module of 25
programs in math, sta-

tistics, and finance is

included Optional li-

braries are available in:

Applied Statistics Real
Estate/Investment Avia-

tion Marine Navigation
Surveying Leisure. Busi-

ness Decisions. Securi-

ties Analysis And more
to come

For TI-59 owners. TIs
Specialty Packettes

c '9'9 TfM-:

Use this coupon to obtain your free book.

Te«as Instruments will send you a tree copy ol Sourcebook lor Programmable
Calculators aSt295 value when you iD Return this completed coupon including

serial numDer i?i along with your completed II 58 or II 59 customer miormalion

card ipacked m bo«i i3i a dated copy ol prooi ot your purchase wentymq purchase

neiween August 15 and October 31 1978 Your coupon, customer miormalion card.

and dated copy ol prool ol purchase must be postmarked on or belore November 7.

1978 lo quality for this special oiler Book covers step by step programmed soiu

tions to pnoblems in a wide range ol fields mathematics calculus statistics business

and operations research economics biology engineering physics and astronomy

music and n>uch more

Send to TI 5859 Free dock OHer P Boi S3 Lubbock Teias 79408

l$299.95

TI Projframmable 59

(pre-written programs) are available m major study,
fields including civil, electronic and computer engi-
neering; physics, statistics, and business/finance
And, additional ready-made programs written by
professionals in your field are available through TIs
Professional Program Exchange (PPX-59) member-^______ _, ship program.

TI s Programmable 58
and 59 calculators offer

a wide range of capa-

.(iD

:^ o^iy

bility and performance
From the student to the
advanced professional,
there s a TI Programma-
ble ideally suited to your
needs, and your price
range
See them both at your

retailer today Don t

miss out on this

special, limited
time offer , ,

Texas Instruments
INCORPORATED 15604
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Notices
CONT, FROM PAGE 15

BABYSITTERS NEEDED
The Child Care Offici;, 221 Berkshire, is putting its fall

listmy f'f people who wish to h»ibysit duruuj the fall

semesiti
• iLh c vmr rum.' 1)11 the list, please stop by

thfT off;, , jiji! up

COMMH itt FOR THE LIBERATION OF SOUTH AFRICA
X(),, f,,. . ,,,....1,,, , ., fi,,> st^mestcr will be huld in Buttm

heldLc |)t 1'. .1 / 30 All are welcome

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Orientation meeting .Monday, Sept 18, Morrill IV room

201 Current majors and students wishing to enter the
Med Tech prograrTi should attend this meeting.

WANTED VOLUNTEERS
Siiend free time with an Amherst child about 23

h.iiiis wet'k tor two semesters Why: To provide ad'jit
cfjinpanionship to a young person, explore the community,
Kitii iiHw things, share a friendship Call Campanion Pro
gram .u Amherst Commtinity Resource Center 253 2591

.

RE ELECT BROOKE
Students who want to work for re election of this effe

tive legislator, please contact Doug Payson 546 7736 Bn
Brooker 546 9791 or Karen Kullgren 253 5028.

INTRAMURALS
There will be an important meeting for all Lifeguard
Monday Sept. 18 at 7:30 pm at 253 Boydent.

INJDLX

JOHN ^n I AK )i I ATE
/>n abo

ii II ij Ml 1 i/i ( 1 1 u.i ui IP '(• i_.v.. ,ii / pm
.t '.mything Goes" wiH be discussed

WOMEN VOLUNTEERS AND INTERNS NEEDED
Nelrwit 'New England Learning Center for Women in

Transition) will hold a new members meeting on Thursday,
Sept Mat /00 pm in room 905 909 CC

MENS CENTER WORK STUDY
The Sinithwest Mens Center is looking for work study

stiidettts to till statt positions call b4b 4b/9 for more in-

formation.

SWA PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 9 26/78
Presidents Ed Childs and Jane Byington have resigned as

Pres of SWA Nomination papers open 9 13 9 20. If in

terested in running go to SWA office, Hampton St.

Center. SW

WORK FOR CREDITS
Mark's Meadow Day Care Program needs volunteers-

Psychology and Education ma|ors can earn fieldwork

credits Hours Mon Fri 2 45 5:30 For details call: Nancy
Ross at 549 6 170

ORCHARD HILL CENTRAL ARTS COUNCIL
Looking for OH/C fesidents to help in the planning and

preparation of this years residential area arts series. For in-

formation call Jon at 6 6622.

ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION
Annual Membership Drive Barbeque at Farley Lodge,

Sept 15 from 4 9 pm. $1 for members, $2 for non
members All accounting majors welcome.

SPORTING GOODS CO OP
An organizational meeting will be held on Thursday at 7

pm in Room 107 of the Car'ipus Center

COALITION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Gf^neral meting tonight at 730 pm. CC 162. Group of con-

cerned students invite all. For more info call 545 0618

• 'king qucilitied persons to staff tiie MOth
ititjok Great experience for those into art

. 'iting and reporting and or photography
i" lOf '.if \ *' !' '^ :'.

ALL AND bu^ '

w members c
luj ih (:an»pus center, bupt I4 m Huum ai/ ji /:JU
LItction of new officers, purchase of equipment for

I liiband scrabble 78.

BETA CHI
Beta Chi, a non political, non Greek veterans social

onjani/.ition invites all veteran's on campus to a social CC
1 10, Sept 27, 8 12, refreshments served.

UMASS SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB
SKYDIVING DEMONSTRATION at 12 noon, Whitmor

Thursday, Sept. 14 In case of bad weather, to be held F'

day, Sept 15 Join club and attend first jump course <

Sept 14 ,ti 7 |)m, 175 Campus Center $55 included du.
mil t (St

1
1

: n i 1

1

('(-( l)i hj i []

111 portant mt-etioy to plan activities for this semester (

niiirsrjav Si.ni 14tli ..t R urn ,,,oni 91 1 i" ,„,,„, ^ p,,„,p,

Thufsday. Septambef 14, 1978
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Seven dance troupes to perform
by SHERRI FEDERBUSH . # ^^ g^ ^^ ' ^^ m M M m

bAILINCj L,LUL
Mf'^'tinq tonuitn X 802 ! iv

I

umbers welconn

MASS STUDENTS FOR BROOKE
U S St n Ed Brooke will speak

1 10
in SUB this Frida

APPLEJACK
September 16, 4 6 pm there will be an Appalachia

d.ince workshop with Applejack at he Munson library i

South Amherst No experience is necessary.

FOR

BOOZE

BEER
C&C LIQUORS

61 Main St., Ajnherst 253-5091

FREE DELIVERY

^ DELTA CHI INVITES AIL UNIVERSITY MEN TO HELP US KICK OFF ^
M Z
^ the UMass football season ^
4c "^T with a Bloody Mary brunch .|t

X 314 Lincoln Ave, ^
^ followeHy the UMatt -Villtnovt football game -^C

I *
r. for rides or informfltion call 2S3-9230 and ask for Joel or Bob ^
^••••••••••••••••••••••lE

Campus Center

Program Council

presents

***

MEET U.S. SENATOR
ED BROOKE

find out where he stands

on issues important

to YOU!

FRIDAY, SEPT. 15 1:10p.M.

Student^Union Ballroom
sponsored by Black Cultural Center

appearing

Saturday, Sept. 16, 8:00 p.m.
Tickets $2.00, available at TIX
and the Union Record Service

RUSSELUS LIQUORS

VODKA AND
GIN

QUARTS
SPECIAL

ICE COLD
KEG BEER!!

$21°°

and up

FALL BEER

SPECIALS!!

$4.95
and up

-unlimited quantities on sales items

- no extra for delivery

Amherst'sclosestliqourstoretoUMass
-inAmherstCenteracrossfromthegreen

COMESEE FOR YOURSELF!! 253-5441

The University of Massachusetts leaps into this years fall

dance season with performances by seven different profes-
sional dance troupes and the University Dancers, the
UMass-Amherst dance company.
Because some returning students have become profes-

sional dancers and former company members have joined
the teaching staff, the University's dance program is close-
ly connected with the professional world. While the Dance
department is not directly responsible for selecting which
dance companies appear on campus, they do make sug-
gestions to the Arts Council and the Fine Arts Center Con-

i cert Hall who do decide.

!
The University Arts Council, which is made up of a cross

;
section of students and teachers and headed by student
David Kanter, allocates funds for visiting artists to perform
and-or lecture on campus. The funds available to the coun
cil come from an arts fee of three dollars payed by students
each semester.
For this year's dance concerts, the Arts Council has

chosen the Joyce Trisler Danscompany, which bills itself as
"The Spirit of Denishaw", and the Lar Lubovitch Dance
Company, to appear at the Fine Arts Center this fall

The Joyce Trisler Danscompany will perform works that
incorporate the innovations of choreographers Ruth St.
Denis and Ted Shawn. Just as the company has merged
the ideas of these two pioneers of modern dance, so have
they merged the names to form the billing; 'The Spirit of
Denishaw"
The Company was written up on May 1, 1978, by Alan M.

Kriegsman of the Washington Post, who said, "This deft,
strong, polished and expressive company ranks with the
best Modern Dance Ensembles seen in recent years,"
Of special interest to students from the five colleges is the

arrival of the company with two members who have recent
ly graduated from the area. William Soleau, a 1977
graduate of Amherst College and Joyce McGowan, a 1976
graduate of U. Mass. at Amherst, will be performing with
the rest of the company at the Fine Arts Center on
September 30 at 8 p.m.
The Lar Lubovitch Dance Company, which is made up of

ten dancers plus Mr Lubovitch, will be performing October
31 at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center. The choreography m
dudes elements of classical, jazz, modern and pop
forms. ''he Philadelphia Inquirer wrote of the company, "A
wealth of invention, disciplined dancing and clarity of
vocabulary stunning."
The Fine Arts Center Concert Hall wril be hosting five
dance companies. The National Endowments for the Arts
will be paying one third of the fees for three of the
companies. The rest will have to be made up in ticket sales.
Unlike the Arts Council, the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall
is a profit organization.

"Alan Light, makes the decisions. He tries to achieve a
balance," said Barbra Aldrich, assistant manager of the
Concert Hall Series. The concert hall thes to bring in some

modern and some classical companies, h is also partial to
companies that have not performed on campus before. The
Royal Winnipeg Ballet, due to the ovenA/helming numbers
of students who attended the last performance, is booked
for a return engagement.
The following companies are more familiar to the the non

dancing audience than the two sponsored by the Arts
Council, and do not need an introduction. They will be per-
forming at the Fine Arts Center at these times
BALLET FOLDLORICO MEXICANO Sept. 27 at 8 p m
MARTHA GRAHAM DANCE COMPANY-Oct. 14, 15, at 8
p.m.
PAUL TAYLOR DANCE COMPANY-Nov. 7 8, at 8 p m
ROYAL WINNIPEG BALLET-Nov. 16, 17 at 8 p m
THE HARTFORD BALLET "NUTCRACKER "Dec. 2 at 3
p.m., 8 p.m.; Dec. 3 at 3 p.m.
This information can also be obtained from the concert hall
senes pamphlet.
Both Martha Graham's and Paul Taylor's dance com

panies will be giving master classes during their residencies
here. The classes give students a chance to learn techni-
ques unique to the particular choreographers. These

classes are limited by size and are for the dance maiors on-
ly-

Every year master classes are given. This year the
students will be in the process of learning the Graham
technique before they enter the master class Diana Hart
who is a former member of Ms. Graham's company and
has taught at the Martha Graham school, will be teaching
on campus this semester. Diana Hart is a new member of
the UMass. dance faculty.

The first concert of the semester for the University's
dance department will be the faculty concert. The seven
pieces that are to be performed were choreographed by the
faculty, and will be danced by them along with the Univer-
sity Dancers.

In Marylin Pattons absence, Richard Jones and Andrea
WatkJQS_are together assuming the responsibility of acting
department head. Jones will have two works in the con-
cert, Tears of Joy and Vortex. Watkins will be performing
her. Encounters. These three works have been performed
on campus before. Vortex has been reworked since last
semester.

Student Union Building

Thurs., Fri. St Sat
Sept 14, 15a 16

Cover Thurs. $1.50

Only UMass appearance
for the semester

^ •V-..'.'. V



ARi YOU QUALIFIED

To be a member of the C.P.A. Athletic Club?
Regardless of your abilities, YOU can own a
C.P.A. T-shirt provided that you meet some of
the requirements listed below:

REQUIREMENTS
I BOirrWEKHT MUST APPROACH

200 POUNDS (ONE-TENTN TON).

2. DRMK AT LEAST FOUR NKNTS

A WEEK

1 DRINK AT LEAST mn SIX-PACKS

0R0NEFIFTHDURM6ASITTM6.

4 GET LESS THAN SIX HOURS Of

SLEEP EACH M6HT.

front of shirt

These quality Hanes^ T-shirts feature white
lettering on a bright red shirt. They are
available in Men's sizes S(34-36), M(38-40),
L(42-44) and XL(46-48). To get yours, send a
check or money order for $4.50 plus $.50 for

postage and handling to:

Ask about

our group

discounts

C.P.A. Athletic Corporation

P.O. Box 12

Needham, Massachusetts 02192

ORDER YOURS TODAY

Thursday, September 14, 1978

t^'

$ "^^-^
Liquor store

Just arrived—new load of

3 cubic feet

refrigerators—call

256-8433 for delivery!!

HEINEKEN 12 oz. NR $3.49 six

MILLER 12 oz. NR & cans $6.99 case

FALSTAFF 12 oz. cans $4.99 case

338 COLLEGE ST.
RT. 9 AMHERST

OPEN TILL 11 P.M
NOT RfSPOMSIBlf fOR TVPOGHAPHICAl fRRORS

253 5384
256 8453

To place a classified ad. drop t)v ihi.- Coi
Icqidn r)ffi(c (CC 113l hetwfM-n 8 45 .1 rr»

.1(1(1 3 4b |) IK M.xul.tv i>"ou()h Fnd.iv 01

iisi' DIM tuiruly (lip ,in(J Mi,)il »()fri) foufxt m
most issiifs of the Coll<Mji,ni Cl.issilii'd

()• .ulliiif IS 3 4b p in two ((.lys m .idv.ini c

• ll |llll)lii .itlOII (I, ill'

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are daily. 45c
per linr'. five consecutive issues, 40c per
liiu,' pi'i djy, 30 Lonseculive issues, 30c per
liiH.' per (Idy One line is roughly equivalent
to 38 rfidrdcters

AUDIO

Oynaco SCA80Q amp, 30 wattch v
good cond list $280. sell at $125. call Jeff
5468791

AUTO FOR SALE

220S6, good conditionMercedes
549 3934

VW bus. 48 000 miles perfect mech,4nicai
body, and interior c.-jncjition $21C.<0 firm

Call 253 9428 before 9pm
For Sale 1969 Rambler runs well Std
Trans $200 256-0478

1971 Ford Torino V8 302 engine 18 mpg 4
new radial tires, new shocks £t spring re

cent brake job & rebuilt trans, call Garret at

549 0236 after 5 PM.
69 Chevy waqon 19/1 35(J engine %bCJ()i>!

best f.ffer Call Paul at 256 6837

1974 Capri V6 bpeed AM FM Michehns
46 000 miles, excellent conditiom. $2200
Call after 6 00 253 5136

66 Chevy van, great eny poof body
253 3113

65 VW rfhiji ! engine, excellent
mec'-iinicai ( ucrj 2 new snows body
poor, jse for f-nqiru- s/^iK.h parts $150
549 1397

FOR SALE

Plant sale Sun 12 4. ram or shine. 25
Riverglade Apts

Attractive desk. 7 drawers, curved lop,

stained finish. $45 549 1698, after 5

Loft, studio, dance, shop b shed space m
Florence Bill Arnold, 584 3550

Small refrigerator -2 cu ft $40 Call
Brad or Dana 665 4849 Sunderland
Refrigerator, good condition fof sale 9
cubic feet, asking $110 Call Mirth at
256 6887

68 VW Squareback needs fender and fuel

injectors, has new engine, $100, girls 26 m
bike, S15 253 3572

AKC Harlequin Greaf Dane puppies bred
for temperment and conformation call after
6 or vyeekends 1 773-5825 150 and up

Bunk beds -2 sets, 30x81 253 3149.

Tag sale. Sat , Sept 1G, St Bngid's Parish
Center, W Prospect St Amherst, 10 a m
to 3 p m to benefit the Religious Education
Program

Rugs - Tibetan and Peruvian alpaca from
$100, also Indian hammocks Call 549 1479

Tag Sale Sat. Sept
Longmeadow Dr. Amherst
household items.

LOST

16th, 86
numerous

Black cat in Lantern Ct , Sunderland
Named Sabnna Please call 665 7946

FOR RENT

Studio for rent, separate budding
Formerly for ce'dmics, kiln av-)il.jt)lc for
sale Tel 253 7450, Amherst after b p m
please

Attention all University women Did the
Univeroity kick you out of your roorn^ Live
m homey atmosphere right on University
bu^ 'outes Home cooked meals daily Call
Barbara or Sue .^t 545 0162 545 2092

Graduate student wanted to share Nor
thampton lownhouse $110 mo Must be
neat No 'pets 584 8258 evenmqs

IVIOTORCYCLES

Honda CB 360,
549 1359

fl;twlebs condition,

HELP WANTED

Intern Program for seniors. Openings exist

at local Amherst Insurance Co. for a few
aggresive seniors who are interested in ear-

ning money and setting own hours while
completing education. This could lead to a
permanent position after graduation. Send
name, address, phone and major to

POBOX 854 Amherst.

Shoe Sales Person Experienced family
shoes for part time Tues. Thurs Sat Apply
in person only Matthews Shoes 39 So Plea
sant

To aU University students be a house
person at the finest eating establishment in

Amherst. To start your bright and exciting

career in dishes call 253 9230 ask for Bum-
bolini or Joel.

Waiters of waitresses wanted for

Japanese restaurant Apply Tokoyo
Restaurant, 70 Lyman Street, Holyoke,
Mass Tel 533 2322

Night Staff needed to work in cottage
housing with 6 mentally retarded adults.
Light housework required. Contact Albert
Diaz, Belchertown State School 323 6311
EXT. 392

Do you like to try new experiences? Try
farming I need help picking butternut
squash Call 549 5197 after 8pm
Applications for the fall UMass bus driver
trdiiiing proyran- will be given to the first

100 qualified people on Sept 14 m Campus
Center Room 101 at 7 30 p m Quahfica
tions you rnust be over 18. tiav*' held a car
license for a* '-''st 1 year h be a UMass
degree student with at least 3 semester re
maining Plan to obtain Class Two learners'
permit now Bring proof of class year ft
license UMass is E E A A employer

INSTRUCTION

Racism training RA s SW190E
Dynamics Of Racism a workshop in wfiite
awareness Initial workshop 9 23 9 24 next
class 10 4 Training alternate W'tIs 7 9
open to all UMass students Sign up in JA
Basic auto mechanics workshop 28
hours classroom theory h shop Limitfjd
enrollment Call 253 7967 or write for
brochure Auto Skills. Box 210 Amherst
MA 01002

Beginning weaving 4 harness floor
lor)ms 2 weeks 9 9/78 Tues .79pm
Jones Library $50 253 9368. evenings

MISC.

The Boltwood Belchertown Project is
seeking students to volunteer m any one of
14 social and recreational programs offered
at Belchertown State School Gam prac
f.cal field experience through this valuableand worthwhile organization Call 323 631

1

ext 449 for more information

Join us for sorority rush register now in
the Campus Center concourse or the dinmq
comiTions For further information contact

L« ^^Sc^V.V'^ °"'<=«- 321 Berkshire
House. 545 2711 or 545 2712

PERSONALS

King Of Hearts. Thursday: 7, 9, 11 CCA
$1

Disco dance lessons, group or private All

aspects of dancing w/ or w/out a partner.

Call Brian at 546 5052

To all university women be a

housegirl houseperson at one of the finest

fraternitier^ on campus, Sigma Alpha Ep
silon Free food, short hours, good times
Call 256 6815, ask for Mark or John
Pinocchio Pizza of Harvard Sq is here!

Visit us at 1177 N Pleasant St Amherst
(Next to Rooster's)

The Valley Symphonic Band, open to
students and faculty of the 5 college area,
will begin rehearsal at the Amherst C
Music building on Sun. Sep. 17. Those in

terested should report to rm. 7 at 2:00 pm
with instruments. Questions-contact
-isrold Bvrd: 542-3036.

WANTED
Black B white portable TV, 549 6235
Room in house wanted, cal' Dennis
Panu, 253 9627

Space needed for my tent I will pay
$15 wk for kitchen and bath pnveleyes
Contact Herb Miller. General Delivery,
Amherst MA 01002

Room within 5 miles from Univ veteran
call Tony (4131 583 2533, will discuss
terms
4 students seeKing fifth to share 5
bedroom house in SouthAmherst 253-7978.
Female roommate to share 2 bdrm
Riverglade Apt. $77 ^ util 253-7478

SERViCES
""^

Light trucking service Will haul wanted
or unwanted furniture, appliances etc
Phone 549 4730 after 5pm Mon Fri., all -

day Sat and Sun Reasonable rates

Improve your grades! Send $1 00 for
.

your 256 page, mail order catalog of coT
legiate research 10, 250 topics listed Pro
mpt delivery Box 25907B, Los Angeles
Calif 90025 (2131 477 8226

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD
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Stella Wilder
YOUR BIRTHDAY

THURSDAY Sepi 14

Born tnda.\ . vou havo
t.tlcnt aloiiK lilcrarv lines
Vou should bi- able tn talk
T Willi- \oursflf through
an> Mlualioii. ntjariilfs.s
iif Ihi' .^lf(uullll•^ invi'lvcil

Kriiiiils and fainilv iift<>n

ilfpoiul upon your lalcnl.s

!o ixlrualf them front
unpU'a.saiilno.s.sc's

lnli'ri'-,U',l 1.1 thi' |).s>

cholon.v of human Ijehav
lor >ou lakf ^rval plra-
^iin Iriiiii .simply oli.sfri-

i:ir M'Ur fi'llou> Man or
Koiii.in. ihiliJ 111 .idull. an-
other human bt-in^ is for
sou the mo.st interi-.stint; of
rfll objei Is of sliidy

Also born on this dale
aie William Bradford At-

torney Qeneral under
George Washington. John
Charles Campbell, educa-
tor

To .see what i.*. in store
tor you tomorrow, find
your birthday and read the
lorrespondinK paraKraph
Let \our birthday star be
vour daih yuide
FRIDAY. Sept 15

VIRGOlAug ;3Sepl 22)-

• Vour romplele attrnlioii
IS required by those who
*ouul be of help to you in

your present predicament
lISRAlSepI 23-Oct 22)--

Happiness is yours toda.x

for the price of a few
smiles Share your Kood
(eelin(,'s with loved ones
. SCORPIOtOcI 23-Nov
21) lo workers mas
iiiaki' It difficult for > ou to

take the lead on the em-
plinment scene Direct a
nc» -., I r,c

SAGITTARIUSfNoy 22-

Dec 21) - Kccrealional
events ma\ interfere with
>our attention lo duty Try
lo complete present proj
ects

CAPRICORNlDec 22-

June 20) - Use your intui-
tion to nam an understand-
ing of another's reaction to
.M'u and M)ur work
AOUARlUSlJan 20-Feb

18) " This IS a day when
nothini; escapes your
notice Vse this advantaKe
wisely and profits are
vours

PISCES(Feb 19-March
20) - Take more tunc than
usual to come to terms
with things as they are
Deternmie \our place
ARIESlMarch 21-AprM 19)

Take care that your
IhouMhts are not limited to

what you already know
Expand your Kra.sp of
essentials

TAURUS(Aprll 20-May 20)
- Act according; to \our
own best knowledge To
trust another completely
may be to fail bv evening
GEMINIlMay 21-June 20)-

• Don t overdo physical
activity Take time to loaf
.Seek underslandinK in

nature
CANCER(June21-July 22)

" Successful underlakinHs
brinK you deep pleasure
toda> Creatures from the
animal world enter your
life

LEOlJuly 23-Aug 22) -

Vou are shrewd even .is

you are dependent This
strange combination
makes you an enigma to

many at this time
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
DUKB.UHBIB
n€HEUI5
£DPlB?iUE

\ GOT KJCK-

\

Gee. I WOUUPNTT
KNow.caacH. I

HIS0UNRea)6NI
ZANCE Rt6HTAFm.
TKEATt^&rr. /

fWfta umoo psioac
AMKTHS WCAU KASCUSB
UXKOti Ttm? nUBBU.

B.C. by Johnny Hart

LOOK, LOOK", SEE
SRDT BARE HIS
TEETH AT PUFF

OH LOOK.SEE PUFF
BA.RP HER CLAWS/

SEE SFOr BARK
AT PUFF fSEE

PLFF REMOl^
SPOT'S SPOT.

^^

WallyDorf byRobRanney
Hello, Iin Uz /.oihc«uo.

/
Pleased to m<et

eKcitfffl(to beat
coKe^c.

S»wt a*d -fk€ radio OH <<t Ai^kt, I wiU
SMoife coke^ I u*vtt, and fi,efc o/Hl

€)«^lBti?M*vj) ^-ii

Peanuts by Charles Schuiz

UiELu IMi\OT; UJHC
C.A(?E5 a'^V -rOU S5
CARviiVe \CTC^cS IKTO
^.OVS. 5Tl/'Pi? OOGhCU^E

I 5URE DOK'T::

I COULPN'T
CAf^E LESS.'

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler
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Thursday, September 14, 1978

Sept. 14

LOOSE CABOOSE

Sept. 15&16

AZTEC
TWO STEP

Sept. 17

UULTURES
Sept.18& 19

SOUTHWORTH

Sept. 21

JONATHAN
EDWARDS

Sunderland, MA.
Rte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

All UMass Men Invited To An

OPEN RUSH
AT

BETA KAPPA PHI
MondaySept 18 ^

Tuesday Sepi 1 "v V Qib _ pm

Thursday Sept 2 1 J

Sunday Sepi24 af6 30 pm

BKO 38 8 f Pleason ( St larqo whitr br icI- n u ild > t;

JOGGING SHOE
SPECIAL

for

only

A special purchase
of Bala jogging shoes

in blue and rust

while they last!

in the sportswear area at

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

Synchronized Raiders' Davis
Swimming
Are you into synchronized swimming? If

not, would you like to be? If your answer to
one of the above questions is yes then the
NAIADS synchronized swimming club is

for you.

The NAIADS combine water ballet with
water gymnastics and it's a student run
group!
The NAIADS do all their own

choreography, lighting, and costuming.
New members are desperately wanted

and no experience is necessary except for
basic swimming techniques.
The club will perform two shows during

the current academic year, a small show for
friends of the club will be held in December
and a four night extravaganza will be held
in April.

Tryouts for the club will be held next
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept.
18 20 from 6 7 p.m. in the NOPE Pool. In
order to be considered for the club you
must attend all three tryouts.
The club erriphasizes that men as well as

women are eligible to join

RALIjILCd

-ii. UMfc'jS RACQLlTWli. t SOuHSW Pi*-- S

COMC TO Ol/B riHST MIEI'MQ

tibtHDt,:
? 30 •

•WW Cil .ct r>S

SCRAWO. i^imi"

out with injury
OAKLAND (UPD- The Oakland Raiders apparently will be

without veteran running back Clarence Davis, hurt last
Sunday against San Diego.

David flew to Los Angeles this week for an examination of
an injured knee.
Nobody would comment on the extent of the injury, but it

reportedly is a serious one that might even require surgery.
Terry Robiski, the second year 210 pound man from

Louisiana State, is expected to replace Davis in the starting
lineup when Oakland calls on Green Bay Sunday. In addition
the Raiders are taking a look at free agent Harold Hart, who
could join the squad if Davis is shelved by injury. Ageless Pete
Banaszak, who plays behind Mark Van Eeghen at fullback
also could fill in at halfback.

Meanwhile, newly acquired quarterback Jim Plunkett,
waived by cross-bay San Francisco, has started working out
with Oakland. He has been studying the team's playbook for
nearly a week, but will probably need considerable practice
time before he could play.

Plunkett's contracts for 1979 and 1980 are dependent on his
ability to make the team, it was reported by Ron Wolf, director
of player operations for the Raiders.

"There were several reasons I picked the Raiders," said
Plunkett, who reportedly was sought by at least five teams
"One was I just bought a new home in Palo Alto.
"The fact that they are a contender was also intriguing...!

gave consideration to Oakland's offensive line. They do have
a good line here."
To make room for Plunkett, Oakland sent Mike Rae to

Tampa Bay for a future draft choice . The Raiders also have
veteran star Kenny Stabler and reserve David Humm, who
quarterbacks and holds for place-kicks.

GPE lacrosse
ISThe GPE course jii-.-Men's lacrosse .^

OPEN!!!^ Jx-\s^6 in Boyden Monday,
Wedngisclay, and Friday at 1 :25. Yankees' third baseman Graig Nettles dives and

comes up with a ground ball in action last night
against Detroit. (UPD

WZTVEQOT:

I « «tii
» M J^':-:THIS STORE HAS EAfiRT

TO OVERONE MnJJDNr BOOKS.
civmTMBBAjcnvtxrumooMMjrr

THE UNIVERSITY STORE-campus center.

IVIcKay returns
FOXBORO, MASS. (UPI) -The New

England Patriots yesterday placed rookie
offensive lineman Dwight Wheeler on the
injured reserve list and picked up tackle
Bob McKay on Waivers from the Detroit
Loins.

Wheeler, the team's fourth round draft

choice out of Tennessee State, broke his

leg in Sunday's 16-6 win over St. Louis.

McKay returns to New England, which
last month traded him to Detroit for

Defensive Lineman Jim Mitchell. McKay
shared the right Offensive Tackle slot with
Tom Neville for the last three seasons.
Neville was traded to Denver before the
season began.
McKay was the first pick of the Cleveland

Browns in the 1970 draft. The Pats
acquired him in 1976 in a trade for Cor-
nerback Ron Bolton.

^Yankees
Cont. from p. 24

A sacrifice fly by Nettles in the fifth hiked
New York's lead to 5-1 and the Yankees
scored two more runs in the fifth on singles
by. Randolph and rookie catcher Mike
Heath, who entered the game in the first

inning when Thurman Munson left with
dizzy spells.

Beattie won his third straight game
following seven losses to raise his record to
5-7. Jason Thompson tripled in the second

Grand old men
of baseball

NEW YORK (UPD-Leading 35-and-over
Major League Baseball players, by
positions:

IB-Willie McCovey (40), San Francisco
Giants; 2B -Joe Morgan (35), Cincinnati
Reds; SS--Don Kessinger (35), Chicago
White Sox;

3B- Pete Rose (37), Cincinnati Reds.
OF- Willie Stargell (37), Pittsburgh

Pirates; Carl Yastrzemski (39), Boston Red
Sox; Ron Fairly (40), California Angels.

C--Tim McCarver (36), Philadelphia
Phillies.

DH -Rico Carty (39), Oakland A's.
RHP-Gaylord Perry (40), San Diego

Padres; Phil Niekro (39, Atlanta Braves;
Luis Tiant )37), Boston Red Sox.
LHP -John Hiller (35), Detroit Tigers;

Jim Kaat (39), Philadelphia Phillies; Darold
Knowles (36), Montreal Expos.

and scored when Steve Kemp grounded
out unassisted to Beattie, who tied a Major
League record held by only three other
pitchers when he made all three putouts in
the inning. He later tied the Major League
record for putouts in a game with his fifth.

Detroit scored its second run in the fifth
without a hit when Whitaker grounded out
after Beattie had a batter and walked two
others.

VETERANS

SOPHOMORES
FRESHMEN

UMASS ARMY ROTC

Veterans earn a US Army
commission and $2400 while

you earn your degree.

Sophomores try something

completely different with

adventure, travel, and leadership

experience that will be an asset

in lany career.

Freshmen increase your options

from the beginning.
«

545-2J22

.Collegian ^

Sports Notices
N^nc^c^'A,?

CLUB -There will be a meeting on Thursday Sept 14 at 2:30 at Room 8 in

Miu^AccV.r^^®..^5^S°"^
"^®" ^"^ women. If you can't make it call Sean at 549 0303UMAbb HOCKEY CLUB Attention all those interested in joining the administrative

staff of the hockey club. There will be a meeting m Herter 106 at 8:00 on Thursday the

UMASS FOOTBALL A valid UMass undergraduate ID must be shown at the student
gate by all students who wish to enter Alumni Stadium for this Saturday's UMass-
Vilfcnova football game.
W^TER POLO CLUB Anyone interested in playing intercollegiate water polo male or

te»5;»nle, please come to Boyden Pool at 6 pm Monday through Friday Any Questions
pleg^e call Bill Tharion at the IM office '

r h

you will not be scheduled to officiate. We are in desperate need of officialslMii
VOLLEYBALL Anyone interested in playing for the UMVBC Men's team please
contact Amie at 549 5129 We play a spring intercollegiate schedule. Practices start
this tall.

Scoring champion Gervin
absent from Spurs cam(>
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS (UPI) - Lanky
George Gervin, a converted guard who led
the National Basketball Association in*scor-
ng, was the only San Antonio spurs
veteran not to show up for his phsycial
yesterday in preparation for pre season
training camp.
However, team officials discounted the

significance of Gervin's absence despite
the fact he has been embroiled in a re
negotiation with the team all sumer.
A team source said Gervin was not re-

quired to appear until Friday when practice
sessions begin and could miss the phsycial
day and media day Thursday without reper-
cusions. "He really didn"t have to come un-
til Friday," the source said.

Gervin's agent, Pat Healy of Tacoma,

Wash., has said Gervin was hurt that he
made less money than some other San An
tonio players although iie led the league
with a 27-point average last year and made
considerable less imoney
than most other all-pro selections, who

average $500,000 to $600,000
tThe Spurs reportedly offered to more
than double Gervin's current salary of more
than $150,000, but the Detroit native was

not satisfied with the long-term-pact.
Healy has maintained Gervin, a 6-foot 7,

185 pounder from Eastern Michigan, wou'd
report to preseason camp \ whether or not
terms were reached on anew contact, but
also said Gervin would accept being traded
if the team wished to deal him to another
NBA team.

OPEN RUSH
at

Phi Mu Delta Fraternity

Thursday, Sept. 14 at 8:00 p.m.

FREE PIZZA and BEER

All University men welcome.

Located in Frat/Sor Park on OH bus route.

For rides and/or info call 5-2163 or 253-9034.
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Yanks win, Sox fall;

now in second place
DETROIT (UPI) Triples by Lou Piniella

and Mickey Rivers keyed a four-run fourth

inning last night that carried the New York
Yankees to a 7 3 victory over the Detroit

Tigers and into sole possession of first

place in the American League East for the

first time this season.

The Boston Red Sox, 2 1 victims of the

Cleveland Indians, had led since May 24.

New York tied Boston last Sunday but
trailed by one half game when Boston won
the following day.

Rookie right hander Jim Beattie checked
Detroit on three hits thorugh 6 and one
third innings and Rich Gossage finished up
to help New York cap a remarkable rise in

which they have come back from as many
as 14 games behind on July 19.

Jack Billingham, 15-8, stranded five

runners through the first three innings but
was knocked out in the fourth when Graig
ItfattlQs singled and Piniella tripled off the
wall in right center. Roy White then
singled off Lou Whitaker's gloye at^second
and scored one out later on Rivers' triple to
right center. Willie Randolph capped the
inning with a sacrifice fly.

turn top. 22

CLEVELAND (UPI) Tom Veryzer's suc-
cessful squeeze bunt scored Dan Briggs
from third base with the deciding run in the
fifth inning, while David Clyde and Jim
Kern combined on a seven-hitter last night <

to spark the Cleveland Indians to a 2-1 vic-

tory over the Boston Red Sox.
The loss was the 11th in the last 14 games

for the slump ridden Red Sox.
Briggs, who joined the Indians Monday '

from their Portland Farm Club, opened the
fifth with his third major league triple in the
right field corner of Boston starter and loser
Dennis Eckersley, 17 8. After Duane Kuiper
grounded out, Veryzer bunted a high inside
fast ball down the first base line to score
Briggs and snap a 1-1 tie.

The Red Sox broke on top in the second
inning when Carl Yastrzemski signled and
took second on a sacrifice by Carlton Fisk

with Fisk reaching first when Clyde bobbled
the bunt. Butch Hobson singled home
Yastrzemski and Briggs ended a possible
big Boston inning with a fine running catch
of Rick Burleson's pop up down the right

field line with two out and the bases load-
ed.

Women bootersoptimistic
by PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's soccer team,
entering into their third year of team play,

next week will open their fall season in an
away game against a strong, experienced
Yale team.

Last year prospects miqht have looked

grim-this year there's a difference. The
team nas moveo up trom ciud to inter-

collegiate play.

The team looks better than ever before,

according to Coach LOuis Macedo.
"We're very strong this year," said

Macedo. With everyone back from last

year, and plenty of new freshmen talent,

things look really good."
Senior team member Andy Godin

agreed, citing last year's winning record,

112 1. "Yes, we definitely hope to do
well. Last year as a club we beat regular

varsity teams."
As a collegiate team, the women this

year hope to do as well, if not better.

The team's climb has been both legal and
technical. It was organized as a club three

years ago by students Sandy Doo and
JenniTer uawten. hirst season action was
limited, ending with one win and three

losses.

Interest built up throughout the fall and
winter, said Macedo, and the following

year 70 women came out the first day.

A team must be a club for two years to

try as an inter-collegiate team. Student
interest must warrant the change. After

last year's turn out, Macedo said the
university gave no argument whatsoever.
They have since provided the women with
uniforms, equipment and traveling
finances.

"Soccer, as a sport, has come a long

way," said Macedo, reminiscing to past
years when women soccer teams did not
exist.

Macedo said the addition to the UMass
women's sports agenda was not due to any
university effort to comply with ffxieral

regulations in support of female sprits.

Action and level of intensity this year
should be high. Other teams, too, have
been growing, raising competition stan-

dards.

"Technically, our whole team is pretty

even, " Macedo said. "We're stronger than
others in that many of them play high
school style-kick and run. We play

conservatively, with more ball control. This
way, they must come to us for the ball.

Play strategy works from there."

Team line-up is young, leaving a good
year or two for further development. On
offense are Kelly Tuller, Elaine Contant (last

year's highest scorer with 18 goals),

Marjorie Anderson, Angle Caobette, Co-
captain Sandy Doo, and Karen Keough.
Vying for half-back positions are Maddie
Mondini, Sally Hay, and Andy Godin.
On defense are Co-captain Elaine Howie,

Laura Senatore, Eileen Sammut, Jackie
Duby, and in goal, Co-captain Diane
Buckhout. Backup goalies include Toddie
Ellis, a returning senior from last year, and
Mary Sullivan.

Coach Macedo, a UMass senior un-
dergraduate, sees the job not so much in

terms of job opportunities, but as a

rewarding experience. He coached last

year with no salary. The job this year has
become a paid position.

"He knows what he's doing," said Godin
of Macedo. "He loves the sport, and
played two years on the men's team,
himself."

Fans? In past they've been limited. The
women this year hope to see an increase in

attraction.

They open season play against Yale one
week from Friday, Sept. 22, at 3:30. The
game is away but should be vv'orth the trip.

Were Sox psyched out?
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (UPI) - The Boston

Red Sox lost four straight to the New York

Yankees and are now battling neck-in-neck

for the top spot in the American League
East, because they think too much, ac-

cording to a sports psychologist.

"If you ask a lot of pro athletes what they

think about, most of them will say they

don't think, they just play," said Dr.

Michael Mahoney, a member of the Sport

Psychology Committee of the U.S. Olym-

pic Committee.
Mahoney, in an interview published in

yesterday's Providence Journal- Bulletin,

said the Red Sox must be thinking con-

statnty about their two-month slump,

which has seen them relinquish all butjon^-'

half game of t^»eif^e«lier-10-gahle lead in

' the,«/rJ«'fi^. '

"We studied several Olympians, and we
found thinking takes its toll. Thinking may
be very helpful when you first start playing.

But later on, it just interferes," said

MahOfjey, also a psychology professor at

Penn State

He said the 15 3 drubbing at the hands of

the Yankees last Thursday did almost ir

reparable harm. A loss like that "presents a

trenr>€ndous challenge to the self-

confidence of each player," he said.

From his study of Olympic gymnasts and

weight-lifters, Mahoney added a surprising

number of athletes who look self-confident

really are not.

He said the Red Sox must have a lot of in-

secure players even though they had won
70 percent of their games for three months.

"It's very possible at least some of them
had what we call a 'Gambler's philosophy.'

They did so well early they figured their

luck was bound to even out. They at-

tributed their success not to physical skills

but to personal good fortune," he said.

Mahoney said slumps are 60 percent

psychological. When things are going well,

players do not think about bad things hap-
pening. When things start to deteriorate,

they start thinking about how bad things

can get.

Mahoney said the Red Sox can still win
their division if they can turn things around
through some "some psychological
change."
Manager Don Zimmer could try a new ap-

proach t8 take the pressure off and get the

self confidence of his players back "or it

could happen spontaneously, if they have a

good game, " Mahoney said.

Then, they could really start to focus on
'Okay, we're not going down the tube.

We're going to be all right.
"

Muhammed Ali's daughter Rana keeps her father

company during a break in training. Ali will meet Leon
Spinks Friday in an attempt to win the heavyweight
crown. (UPI)

Steve Zack

The greatestshow on earth

For those of you who are starting their

UMass careers this semester, this column
may have little meaning to you. But for the

many ireturnees of semesters past,
especially.UMass basketball fans, this is for

you.
He bounced around the court with a

wide grin on his face, smiling constantly at

courtside fans and opponents alike, his

number twenty four jersey pulled up
around his stomach revealing his brown
abdomen I am of course referring to the

man they called "Boob", Alex Eldridge.

Throughout the history of UMass
basketball have come such notables as
Julius Erving, Al Skinner, and Jim Town.
Perhaps none of these had the
showmanship and charisma of Alex
Eldridge.

There was to Eldridge a certain mystique;
the feeling that no matter what the score
may be, Massachusetts advantage or not,

that Eldridge would wave his magic wand
and the show would begin.

Breaking a five man trap, spinning

towards the hoop for a reverse lay-up, and
a sudden steal of the ball from an opposing
player were just parts of the Alex Eldridge

basketball show.
To say that Eldridge had character and

leave it at that is all to simple a thing to do.

Some say that Eldridge was a trouble

maker, a loafer, a pain in the ass to say the

least. Some idolized him with a higher

regard than music fans had for Elvis. Yet
few knew off the court Alex Eldridge; a
man with his own thoughts and the guts to

say them He may not have said them loud

hut he s;*id them well.

It has been theorized that Eldridge aged
his coach. Jack Leaman, ten years; maybe,
maybe not. but you can bet that Jack
l.oaman is a better man for having known a

man the likes of Alex.
j^

I first saw Alex Eldridge play during my
freshman year, 1976. At first look he

seemed to be a showboat type of player,

.one in it for the glamor he coutd achieve for

himself along the way. But as each game
passed and I saw him more and more, I

began to realize that what he did on the

court wasn't showboating, it was a display

y3^talf?nt, damn good talent at that.

jjCTx^Qper analogy that would describe the

't^^v^correctly would be to picture Eldridge

asThe main actor in a play arv(l<^,the pt^hers

in the arena, the press, players, coaches,
and officials, as his supporting cast. He
was a one man carnival with a never ending
ride.

When the NBA held its draft this past
summer, no team selected Alex Eldridge. It

will be the NBA's loss for not having
selected this talented man. It has been said

that Eldridge had an attitude problem, the

problem might possible have been that he
had the right attitude, his own.

I feel privileged to be a friend of Alex. I

have found him to be a warm, witty person,
with a keen insight; a side of him not to

many people knew unfortunately.

The memories I have of Alex Eldridge

whirling around the court like the Taz-

manian Devil and the Alex Eldridge who
finished his UMass career at the senior

night game against Pittsburgh at the Cage
sitting on the bench with an injured knee
will alw jys remain with me.
Few will ever hope to achieve the

charisma and following that Alex Eldridge

had at Umass. When Curry Hicks Cage is

filled to capacity for the upcoming home
opener against Harvard in November and
tfie fans cheer loud and strong for the 1978-

1979 Minutemen, it still won't be the same
as the last few years because there will be
no Alex Eldridge in the starting lineup, no
cries of "Boob " from t!ie crowd.

There will always be a place in this

campus" history for Alex Eldridge, the

greatest show in UMass history, maybe the

greatest show on earth.
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Third trustee resigns;
dissatisfied with Dul<e

^
ajnous o.,oo.e^ cane .^^K';^'^!^^ T^TJ^VA 'H^Jfla^^^^r^^S!^

By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

For the third time in 18 months a member
of the University Board of Trustees has
resigned, claiming that Governor Michael
S. Dukakis and his appointed trustees are
endangenng the quality of the University.
Robert J. Spiller, president of the Boston

Five Cents Savings Bank, sent on Sep-
tember 6 a letter to the governor an-
nouncing his resignation "effective im-
mediately.'"

Last October Trustee Carolyn Rowlands
of Boston resigned in protest over what she
called Dukakis" "increasing
politicalization" of the board and the
summer before. Trustee Bruce Carlton,
who had chaired the Budget and Finance
committee, resigned for similar reasons.
Former President Robert C. Wood was

also vocal in his criticism of Dukakis and his
control of the trustees when he announced
his resignation last year. According to
some reports the trustee issue was one of
the major reasons Wood resigned.
In his resignation letter to Dukakis, Spiller

said there has been an '"erosion"" of the
trustee structure during the past 20
months.

"'I am very frank in saying to you," the
letter read, "that several of the ap-
pointments made to the board in the past
several years have created a great deal of
dissension in the trustee body.
"These people are functioning from a

viewpoint of political motivation or a desire
to reduce the University to a level of
mediocrity, Spiller said in the letter.

Spiller said the new trustees have
"dabbled in operational activities which is

beyond the scope of their appointments""

and '"totally frustrated all rational trustee
activities."

Dukakis has appointed 11 and re-
appointed three trustees to the 25 member
board since 1975.
Alan Raymond, the governor's press

secretary, defended Dukakis and the
board, saying the governor appoints
trustees who raise questions and take an
active interest in the University. Raymond
said the governor does not try to control
the actions of the trustees. "There is not a
grand scheme that this (resignation) is a
part of," he said.

Chairman of the Board, Joseph Healey
also defended the board saying, that every
trustee has their own view as to what goes
on in the board's structure. "Still, in my
view, it is a hard working, admirable
board," he said.

UMass president David C. Knapp had no
comment on the resignation.

Spiller, who was chairman of the
Buildings and Grounds Committee, was
appoifted Lp 1974 by then Governor Francis
"Sargant fdf'^fSl!^e^f-y€?a^ term.
According to one trustee most of the

board was expecting Spiller's resignation
because he had increasingly voiced his

dissatisfaction with the board. The trustee
said Spiller has not called a committee
meeting since April and has missed the last

two full board meetings.
Dukakis has had difficulties with the
UMass Board of Trustees concerning the
University budget since he entered office.

Wednesday the board approved a $,132
million budget request for the 1980 fiscal

year, 13.8 percent above the amount
allocated last year. Spiller's resignation was
not announced at that meeting which took
place in the UMass Boston harbor campus.

More students must take a foreign language
By MEGAN O'REILL Y
Collegian Staff

Foreign language enrollments are up this
semester as the number of exemptions
from the lanyudge requirement has gone
donw- way down, according to University
enrollment figures.

^ Only 226 freshmen out of 2700 in the Col
lege of Arts and Sciences were exempted
by the language placement test offered
during orientation this summer, which is
now the only acceptable exemption under
the new language requirement which went
into effect this fall.

Last year 626 freshmen were exempted
under the old requirement. The now re-
quirement, adopted in the spring of 1977

Inside
News
White House Press Secretary Jody~
Powell denies summit meeting leak
reports that Israel may withdraw
troops from the West Bank and Gaza
Strip. See page 10.

The UMass Board of Trustees has
decided to discuss the tenants' strike

issue at its next meeting. See page 3.

The Amherst Tenants' Association is

developing a campaign to push for

rent control on the warrant of the Oc-
tober Town Meeting. See page 6.

For a visual account of this
weekend's event, see the Collegian's
photo essay on page 8.

Sports
UMass football gets underway this

Saturday. See back page for full

details.

Weather

Chance of showers with highs in the
mid 70's. Tomorrow clearing and
cloudy, highs 75-80.

states that ail CAS students must either
pass a 140 level foreign language course or
score above 500 on a proficiency test ad-
ministered by the University
Previously, students could be exempt if

they had four years of one language in high
school or three^ears of one language and
two years of another.
According to Dean of the College of Arts

and Sciences James W. Shaw, the require-
ment was changed due to a lack of faith on
the part of the foreign language faculty in
granting credit for work done in high
school. "They feel it's a phony exemp-
tion, " he said, "and that some of these
students really don't have any kind of
language profieciency.

Moreover, the passing score on the profi-
ciency exam was lowered from 600 in the
previous year to 500 this year, Shaw said,
because this was the lowest passing score
by students taking the test at the 140 level.

Meanwhile, enrollments in French,
Spanish and German below the 140 level
have increased by approximately 529
students over last fall, according to Dean of
the School of Humanities and Fine Arts
Richard Nolan. However, very little, if any
money was given to the departments to
cope with the extra load. "From what I hear
from the department chairmen," he said,
"class size has increased to a staggering
amound."
"This is undesirable but unavoidable,"

said Provost Jeremiah Allen. "The foreign
language enrollment has increased because
fewer students are being exempted," he
said, "and due to the exceptionally large
size of this year's freshman class.

"

Allen said the 10-15 percent increase in

freshmen was "probably because of a drop
in the number of acceptable transfer
students, so consequently they accepted
more freshman.""

Spanish professor Saber McCloud said
optional labs have been made available at
the 130 level and above so as not to
penalize students for overcrowded classes.
But otherwise class structure has not
changed, she said.

Only approximately 570 freshmen took the
proficiency test this summer which costs
$2.00. said McCloud who helped ad-
minister the tests. "We were surprised and
dissappointed in the lack of interest by
students in taking the exam," she said.

"They had everything to gain and nothing
to lose from taking the exam."

Boston papers to publish

at least one more day
BOSTON (UPI) - Negotiations to avert a

threatened strike by Boston typographers
-t»ok a new turn yesterday, guaranteeing
the city's two major daily newspapers will

continue to publish for at least one more
day.

Henry Vitale, presid'iht of the Interna-

tional Typographers Union Local 13, said

the Boston Herafd American has proposed
to withdraw from joint negotiations involv-

ing it, the Boston Globe and the union.

Vitale, who said he personally didn't like

the proposed split negotiations, said he
would meet with lawyers Friday and
discuss the matter with the ITU head-
quarters in Colorado.

The Herald, a morning daily with a 1977
weekday circulation of 312,000 and a Sun-
day circulation of 438,000, is the smaller of

the two papers. The Globe's 1977 combin-
ed morning and evening circulation was
462,000. Its Sunday circulation wa 606,000.

The Herald is known to be in the lesser

financial condition of the tzo papers and
there has been speculation a strike might
threaten its economic future.

Vitale said the 8(X) typographers at the
two newspapers have been asked to stay

on the job, which guarantee Boston would
newspapers Friday.

Negotiations aimed at averting a strike

recessed indefinitely Thursday to give
union officials a chance to discuss the pro-

gress of the talks with the workers.

During the recess, the officials personally
delivered written reports to workers at both
newspapers. Federal and state mediators
who have been heplping with tne negotia-
tions for the past three days daid earlier

yesterday the talks have been recessed in-

definitely.

They said they would be in contact with
representatives of the union and both
newspapers regarding scheduling of the
next meeting.

>
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Seven seek Secretary ofState office
Collegian 2

By PA TRICtA KEtFE
Collegian StafI
With polls showing over 50 percent of the

voters undecided, no incumbent, and a
democratic field of seven contenders,
many political insiders are calling next
Tuesday s Secretary of State primary im
possible to predict
The incumtjent, Paul Guzzi, ts running tor

state senator
Many campaign managers, while desc.ih

ing the contest a "a horse race' and stress
ing the importance of last minute cam
paigning, seem to put Lois Pines, James
Hennigan and Anthony Vigliotti in the
forefront of the field

Pines IS a Democratic state representative
from Newton She is constantly mentioned
as the candidate to beat with her strength
being a strong television campaign and the
fact tfiat she is the only woman in the race.
Pines IS running on an activist platform.

According to her press secretary, Norman
Stem. Pines is trying to make the
Secretary of State office an advocate for
the common person

'

Pines has 10 years experience as a
corporate tax lawyer and six years ex
peience as a legislator She sponso/ed the
bottle bill, Masachusetts ERA and the
"Easy to Read" insurance bill. According
to her she is the front runner by a slim
margin, although Stem said he "was not
atliberty to divulge the name of his
pollsters

"

James Hennigan is a former state senator
of 10 years, state representative from
Jamaica Plain, and Boston School Com
mittee member. He has been the Registrar
of Probate m Suffolk County since 1972.
Hennigan's campaign is based on a need

for total competence", according to his
^campaign manager and son. James Hen-
nigan Jr. Hennigan Jr said, "We want to
reform what's in the secrtarys office to
meet changing needs ahd changing
government, to buld a system that will

adapt to these changes.
"

Hennigan feels this is more important than
piopt)sing new programs or services which
will only mean an increase in taxes and
costs to fund these prograriis He said he
would creat an inter governmental advisory
council to coordinate state, city and town
resources (to cut down on duplication of

effort', and program current state govern
merit into educaiiof He said this

wouldkeep the state government aware o'

prot)lems in education and vice versa Hen
nigan would have the secretary serve a e>

officio member of the Board of Higher
Education.
Anthony Vigliotti has been the Worcester

Registrar of Deeds since 1970 He also has
Poena lawyer for Massachusetts Public

Defenders Vigliotti said he would expand
the information services, miprove the com
puter system at the Secretary of State of

fices, open more registrar offices across the
state and supports postcard and election
day registration He said he would like to
make it illegal to accept campaign contribu
tions from lobbyists and is stressing ad
mmistrative experience and qualifications.

William Galvin, brother in law to Boston
Mayor Kevin H. White has been the Assis
tant District Attorney for Suffolk County
for tfie past 5 years. He is a director of the
Greater Boston Legal Services for the
Elderly Commission and the J.F.K. Family
Service Center. He said his cdmaign is bas
ed on three issues.

Proposing a $5i^tate income tax deduction
for registered voters, he said he feels "peo-
ple understand the value of a dollar and this

will get more people into the mainstream of

government. He would also call for

referendum reform by reducing the number
of required signatues on voter sponsored
bills from 65.444 to 10,000. He said he
would also eliminate geographic re

quirements for signatures to be more fair to

citi/ens

Michael J. Connolly is finishing his third

term as a state representative from Boston.
He is a former board member of Citizens for

Ptirticipation m Political Action, a top
LiberdI group, and has received a 100 per
cent ethics rating from them. He is also a
member of the Coalition for Legislative
Reform and the Democratic Study Group
Connolly's two main isues are public

financing of campaigns and control of lob
byists. Connolly wants a dossier compiled
on each lobbyist and to reduce the current
limit of daily expenditures that must bp
registered from $35 to one dollar, and
wants similar financing of campaigns to the
federal income tax version. He was a
former candidate for Edward Brooke's U.S.
Senate seat.

David Crosf)y is a third term mayor of
Brockton. He is another candidate runiimg
on his "truly significant administrative
t)ackgraound " Peter MacDonald,
Crost)y's press secrtary, described the cam
paign as one "that doesn't lend itself to
issues, as the secretary's duties are set
forth by law "

However, Crosby would call for any tax

delinquent companies within 90 days of

assessment to be legally dissolved, to have
homes of historical value to be assessed by
room number and plot size only, and to
change the campaign contribution on state
inf-ome ta.yes to an automatic contribution
unlfcos the person checks "no" Crosby is

the crybtor of the Brockton Transit Authori
ty which has become a model tor other
systems and has a MA in Library Science
trom Simmons College.
Efforts to reach the Campaign to Elect

John Fulham, his residence, or to obtain
any information about him was unsuc
cessful.

The remaining candidate, and the only
re.^uhlican running, is John Sears.
Sears has a long record of public service.
He has been rj Rhodes Sc'ioiar, 'r..(/vf

state represetitativf: ^ < '^ -.r^ ..r ' ..il

sheriff of Suffolk county. ..,d"'.iaii of the
Business and Finance Committee, head of
the Metropolitan District Commission,
head of the Republican State committee
and a two time delegate to the National
Republican Convention twice.

Police continueprobe of
Amhierst woman 's death
By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

DEERFIELD State and local police today
are continuing the investigation into the
circumstances surrounding the death of an
Amherst woman found dead in her room
Wednesday at a South Deerfield motel.
The body of Seta T. Rompersad, 20, of

Chapin Manor Apartments in the Echo Hill
section of Amherst, was found Wednesday
afternoon at 1 by chambermaids at the
Motel 6*on State Road in South Deerfield.

Assessmentlaw to be enforced
By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff ^

NORTHAMPTON A law requTrin'g^'HX)

percent property assessment is now being
put into effect here after several years of
non enforcement, according to City
Assessor Raymoltd J. Kochin.

Kochin said ^ the Massachusetts
Legislature decideid to enforce the 100
percent assessmer\t law in 1974, and the

state courts have recently made 100
percent assessmei^t jnand^tory in ill

Massachusetts cities
""

'This year every city had to come up with
a plan for re evaluation,' Kochin said

"The cities deVng this order are being
brought to court."

Previously, Kochin said. Northampton
assessors had signed a statement each year
attesting to the 100* pt.'rcent property
evalq^tion .even though^~^opert>' xwis
actually assessed at about 58 percent. s»

The new law, however, opens city and
town assessors to criminal prosecution if

<hey fail to assess property at 100 percent.
The city was last re evaluated 10 years

ago, and the 1968 schedule of construction
prices had been used to determine
assessment rates until .this year's re

evaluation, Kochin said. \^ -

The firm of Cole Layer and T rumble!*
Dayton O hio , has been performing re

m

evaluation for about one and a half years
and IS now in the final stages, according to

Kochin He said individual hearings are
being held for those who question their

assessment.

"There are about 8.000 parcels of property

in Northampton and less than 10 percent

are having hearings," he said.

Kochin said the new tax rate will be set ii

three or four weeks after "he re-evaki.Hior

process is complete in town. '-"' »

"Since there was an overall increase in the
city budget, there has to be an increase in

the tax rate," he said.

The current tax rate here is $62 per $1000
of property

A police spokesman said the woman was a
part-time student at UMass and registered
at the motel the previous night.

Police yesterday were terming the
woman's death "suspicious." The
spokesman said there were no signs of
violence on the body or in the moter room,
and no determination has been made
whether the death was a suicide or murder.
Police said they do not know how or why

the woman came to be at the motel and
that other people had been seen with the
woman either Tuesday or Wednesday at
the motel. The police spokesman said the
investigation was centering on finding out
who these people are.

State Pathologist Ambrose Keeley per-
formed an autopsy on the body Wed-
nesday night at Tranklin County Public
Hospital in Greenfield. Results of the
autopsy were not. available.

The woman's parents, living in Milton,
were notified late Wednesday night of their
daughter's death. Funeral arrangements
will be handled by the Wrisley Funeral
Home in South Deerfield.

According to the Deerfield Police
spokesman, the body was found at 1 p.m.
by chambermaids, who called an am-
bulance, and then the ambulance notified
police. When police arrived at the motel,
the woman was already dead.
C.A. Coleman, the manager of the motel,
had no comment

Beta Kappa Phi

to hold n/ID benefit
The Brothers of Beta Kappa Phi are

sponsoring an open party tomorrow after

the football game, from 3-9 p.m. to benefit

the Muscular Dystrophy Association.

The event will be held at the Beta Kappa
Phi house on the corner of N. Pleasant and
Phillips streets. Live entertainment will be

by "The Jewels," and beer, hot dogs and
hamburgers will be served. Security will be

provided by the brothers and the Amherst
police will be keeping things under cpntrol

Gary Goldstein of Beta Phj, together with

the Muscular Dystrophy Afsoc. has been
planning the affair for seven weeks and is

hoping for a successful day Goldstein

obtained a liquor license from the town of

Amherst and all plans have been approved
by the UMass administration, as well as the

Greek Affairs Office.

CHERYL A. SILVER

Feministnewsstand
seelcsnew members

The Catalyst Newsstand, a women's
collective with feminist politics, is currently

seeking new members.
The newsstand is located in the Student
Union across from the candy counter. The
stand will be opening today for the first

time this semester. The Newsstand plans to

be open on Wednesdays and Fridays

between 11 am. and 3 p.m.
The Catalyst Newsstand provides the

University community with alternative

Today s Staff

issue editor

slot editor

copy editor

head darkroom tech

editorial layout

ad layout

sports layout
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iterature and small press publications.

These include, women's publications,

poetry, lesbian, gay. Third World, Radical

Left, Socialist and health information.

The stand, also carries women's music
distributed by Olivia and Redwood record

companies. The newsstand currently has
the new Sweet Honey in the Rock and
Chris Williamson albums.

The newsstand also has a special rack of

literature with prices reduced to less than a

dollar.

Any women interested in joining the

Catalyst Newsstand collective can stop by
the newsstand for more information.

Membership would include staffing the

newsstand and participating in the
collective.

BETH KAPLOWITT
and JANICE EGGLESTON

Bus subsidy

depends on town

The upcoming town meeting on Oct. 23
will decide whether or not to subsidize th e

Western Mass Bus Line^that'runs from
Northampton to Amherst.
Chairman of the Amherst Board of

Selectmen. Diana Romer, says the Board
have not yet decided if they will back the

proposed subsidy Northampton has agreed
to participate while Hadley, the third town
involved, has so far refused.

The bus line, which is subsidized by the

Pioneer Valley Transit Authority, now has
stops in Hadley but will run with closed

doors through that town after Oct 23 if

Amherst agrees to participate* along with

Nogtbampton. , .
*

According to Romer, one of the major

factors concerning Amherst's decision is

the fact that the Western Mass., bus Linw

would be in direct competition with the

area's Five College bus system.

The Western Mass. Bus Lines has

asked eaci . town for a $4000 subsidy.

-michele mcNAMARA

LaLeche League
holdsplantsale
The Geentieid La Leche League wm hold

a tropical and perennial plant and "Atti^

Treasure" sale tomorrow 9 a.m. — 4 p.m.

at the home of Joyce Young, 36 Birch St.,

Greenfield.

The Greenfield La Leche League is a

newly established (3 months old) division of

the La Leche League International, that

was founded 20 years ago in Illinois. The
league is comprised of some 4,000 groups
located in 44 countries all over the world.

This non profit organization provide*^

bieastfeeding information to mothers. The
group stresses the great need of support to

breastfeed, tjetermining the success or

failure of it. The support for breastfeeding'

is provided in mother — to — mother con-

versations.

The Greenfield La Leche League hol<4s

monthly meetings on the first Thursday of

every month, offering breastfeeding help at

any time. The group has a lending library

that provides books and pamphlets on
childbirth, breastfeeding, nutrition (natural

whole foods), and childrearing.

The sale sponsored by co leaders Nelia

Bixby and Joyce Young, is to support these

free services and to expand the existing

library. The rain date of the sale is Sun-

day, September 17. -JANICE
EGGLESTON

v'-^ -'•• '-
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UM tenants "elated"
by trustees decision

Koko Taylor, t)erhaps one of the best of the living female blues singers, will appear in
concert at Buckley Recita Hall at Amherst College on Sunday, September 17th, at 8:00
pm. Appearing with her will be her current band, the Blues Machine.

Tickets are on sale at$1 .50 each at the Buckley box office, and will also be available
at the door from 4 pm on the day of the show. The concert is the second in a series of
blues greats presented by WAMH FM.

ByBETHSEGERS
Collegian Staff

Tenants at University -owned family
housing units said they were in an "elated
state" yesterday due to the decision
Wednesday by the UMass Board Of
Trustees to place the curremt tenant strike
on the agenda for trustee subcommittees
later this month.
The delayed action by trustees gives

tenants at least two more weeks before a
policy decision will be made as to whether
tenants must pay the $19 rent increase
passed by the trustees last May.

Tenants in the three University — owned
units have protested the rent increase, in
effect since Sept. 1, by withholding current
rents and placing them in an escrow ac-
count in the Student Federal Credit Union.
Nearly $10,000 is now deposited, tenant
organizer Scott Balfour said yesterday, the
largest account in the credit union.

Although the tenant issue was not on the
trustees' agenda, both administration and
tenants had not ruled out the possibility of
a decision this week, and the trustees were
equipped with memos and reports at
Wednesday's meeting.
A motion placing the issue on the agenda

of two subcomittees Budget and
Finance committee and Student Affairs
committee was approved, with both
groups directed to report their findings at
the October trustee meeting.
A tenant rally is scheduled for Sunday at

4 p.m. in the student Union Ballroom,
Balfour said, for tenants to discuss the
formation of a permanent tenants
association, the legal implications of the
rent strike for tenants, especially foreign
students, and to listen to a statement by a
representative from the Massachusetts
Society of Professors. Balfour said the
tenants and the MSP "have a common
cause in our deaqings with the the ad-
ministration."

Health insepctors, originally planned to

be called in to verify claims by tenants that
code violations exist in the housing units,

may not now be contacted, Balfour said.

"I'm not sure we are in a position now
where we need the. " Balfour said, it wasn't
an idle threat but something we wanted to
hang over the heads of the administration.
Personally, I'm not sure if that's a real good
tactic right now," he added.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis L. Madson last night said he hoped
"any tenant who feels they have a violation
in the apartment which is seriously
jeopardqqng their health will call the
Residential Resource Management Office
and they will do whatever they can to
correct the situation.

Madson also said he will call Vice
Chancellor for Budget and Finance George
Beatty Jr. this morning to receive an up-
date on what happened at the trustee
meeting concerning the tenants. He said

both he and Beatty would have input on
the subcommittees and said he expected a
decision on policy to be made by the
trustees at their October meeting.
The immediate goal of the tenants,

which Balfour said would be made clear to
the trustees this month, is a moratorium on
the rent increase. He said tenants will also
discuss why they can not afford the in-

crease (teaching stipends have not in-

creased for four years, decreasing financial

aid and increasing inflation, and alleged
mismanagement and deterioration of North
Village apartments.
The tenants Wednesday night received a

written letter of wupport from the
Undergraduate Student Senate and $400 to-

spend on phone calls and transportation
costs during the strike, Balfour said. He
said he expects a similar written message of

support from the Graduate Senate Monday
nigfit.

Balfour said he thought the trustees were
"not set in their ways" and probably upset
because "they passed this increase May 3
and now it"s blown back in their faces.

"

skipatrolensures safetyofhundreds
By JUL/E EAGLE
Collegian Staff

The melodious swoosh of powder, the
endless stretch of sparkling white
mountains, the challenge and thrill of
tackling steep trails and vicious moguls-it
won't be long, folks, until the ski season is

underway.

But with every new season, skiers must
also fact the reality of accidents and injuries

and must prepare themselves for a safe and
well-planned experience.

A group of UMass men and women are
involved in ensuring the safety of hundreds
of skiers every season.

The UMass Ski Patrol, about 10 years
old, is responsible for offering a Free
Binding Check Program at mountains in the
western Massachusetts region.

"Public awareness of safety is what
we're trying to achieve," Dave Ferguson,
UMass graduate student, ski patroller, and
newly-appointed regional safety advisor,
said.

The patrol offers suggestions to skiers to
ensure that equipment is not "visually
defective" or that skiers do not have "out-
dated, obsolete bindings-mismatched on
their boot to their binding."
The UMass Ski Patrol, whether they are

patrolling or doing binding checks at

area mountains, is a' non-profit

organization, and patrollers work on a

voluntary basis.

Ferguson said the patrol's reputation has
improved considerably in the two years it

has been involved in binding checks.
The patrol is a member of the Western

Massachusetts Ski Patrol, which is a sub-
group of the eastern division of the
National Ski Patrol-a 40,000-member
organization celebrating its 40th an-
niversary this year.

The requirements for those interested in

becoming members of the patrol are

parallel skiing or better, a course in

""Advanced First Aid and Emergency
Care," a course in "Cardio-pulminary

Respiration," and an informal interview.

Ferguson said the first aid and CRR
courses are not offered on the UMass-
Amherst campus, but the Northampton
Red Cross chapter will provide students
with information on where and when these
courses are held.

This season the patrol plans to cover 12

ski areas in 15 days, and^hey have
recruited the Moiujt HotTtJITe College and
Springfield College ski patrols in order to

help increase "manpower efforts,"
Ferguson said.

The patrol is not a recognized student
organization group because the
requirements for joining are not open to the
general public. Last year the patrol had a

raffle to raise funds.

Parthenogenesis: Virgin births are frequent
By CHRIS DECKER
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the last in a two-
part series on parthenogenesis. Part I of

this series described the biological

mechanism by wf^ch parthenogenesis
operates. Part II deals with the political im-

plications of this information for women.
Parthenogenesis is a spontaneous,

naturally-occurring phenomenon by which
women can give birth to female children

without necessarily having indulged in

heterosexual intercourse.

A function of a particular kind of egg cell

division that occurs within the female

ovary, parthenogenesis differs from
ordinary conception in that it requires no
contribution from sperm cells.

All parthenogenetic offspring are female
since their chromosomal make - ups derive

entirely from their mother's chromosones,
but they are not identical genetic duplicates

of their mothers. Parthenogenesis is

regularly responsible for pregnancy in

women, whether or not these women
engage in heterosexual intercourse.

"The frequency of naturally -occurring
parthenogenetic eggs,"' that is, eggs that

will eventually result in a parthenogenetic

pregnancy, ""has been estimated to be
about three-quarters of one per cent of

maturing human eggs," according to

feminist researcher Laurel Galana. T^is

medns that women give birth to children in-

dependently of men with a frequency about
that of the occurence of fraternal twins, or

about twice as often as identical twins, ac-

cording to Galana.

Besides being a naturally -occurring
phenomenon, parthenogenesis can also be
artificially induced by fairly simple means.
In rabbits, who also conceive par-

thenogenetically, application of an ice pack

to the flank |ust above the ovary is suffi-

cient to get parthenogenetic development
underway.

The legitimacy of parthenogenesis was
recognized as early as 1750. -In that year

French biologist Jean Rostand exclaimed:

"'May slandered women bid gossiping

tongues be silent! A widowed lady has
chi'dren and gossip names their fathers.

But there is no need for any such assump-
tion; she merely breathed the air!"

In 1911, the experiments of Jacques
Loeb established the existence of par-

thenogenesis within the modern scientific

community. Working with sea urchins,

Loeb found that he could induce par-

thenogenetic development by placing the

sea urchings in a salt solution and then ad-

ministering a mild electric shock.

Since Loeb's time, parthenogenesis has

been found to occur naturally in a host of

animal species. According to Robert Fran-

coeur in Utopian Motherhood, some
species of invertebrates reproduce solely in

this manner, and in these species the male
animal is unknown. Notable, according to

Francoeur, this is the case with "some of

the stick insects, some of the bees, wasps,

and their cousins as well as certain

millipeds and centipeds."

A lecture by Dr. Helen Spurway of Lon-

don's University College in 1955 established

the occurrence of parthenogenesis in

human females. According to feminist

researcher Elizabeth Gould Davis, par-

thenogenesis '"is not only possible, but still

occurs in the modern world, perhaps as an

atavistic survival of the once only means of

reproduction irt an all female world."" In

any case, according to Davis, '"the male is

not necessary for reproduction."

Given that the existence of par-

thenogenesis in women has long been

recognized, we may wonder why it has not

received greater publicity. In fact, very few
women knoyv about it. Women who
become pregnant after engaging in

heterosexual intercourse may believe that

this has caused their pregnancy, when in

»1

reality their pregnancy may have been par-

thenogenetic.
Women who have never had sexual rela-

tions with a man may be plainly baffled.

Recently, feminists have begun to question

why, given the body of scientific data

which confirm the existence of par-

thenogenesis, knowledge of the

phenomenon is not widespread.

Perhaps this dearth of information can

best be understood by analogy.

In observing how the first feminist in-

surgents of the nineteenth century got

sidetracked into the cul-de-sac of

women's suffrage, Shulamith Firestone in

The Dialectic of Sex wrote: "The first stirr-

ings were met by a disproportionate

violence, a resistance difficult to unders-

tand today. For as often happens, the

revolutionary potential of the first awaken-
ing was recognized more clearly by those in

power than it was by the crusaders

themselves."
The concept of parthenogenesis, as it

implies that women can and do reproduce

self sufficiently, renders men genetica-

essary. Since science is presently
male controlled and male -financed,

researchers are not overly - anxious to pro-

mulgat experimental findings. Ac
CQiding to Fiiestcne, such researchers

would fully grasp the political importance
of parthenogenesis, but, realizing the

threat to male supremacy implicifin their

findings, consequently keep their research

to themselves.
With a touch of good humor. Laurel

Galkku in "Radical Reproduction: X
without Y" lampoons the "anxiety and
defensiveness men exhibit when faced with
the prospect of induced parthenogenesis."
Galan quotes from The Human Agenda by
Dr Roderic Gorney:

""While off hand it may not seem likely to

appeal to many women, this technique has

a prefabricated clinetele waiting for it to

reach The Reader's Digest. Such a woman
sofnehow avoides getting into that kind of

proximity to a man which might lead to or-

dinary pregnancy, either because she
doesn't like or is afraid of males, or both.

Think what it could mean if women could

decide to have children on their own,
witfiout fathers even of the anonymous
donor variety, and be certain that the off-

spring would be all girls!

"The emotional consequences alone are
cause enough for concern. What happens
to the already flagging self — esteem of men
when they are further deflated by also be-
ing made genetically superfluous?"
Gorney continues: "Then there is the

question of whether women so born and
raised would establish relationships with
men when they grew up. In the past, it

didn't much affect the community if some
women elected to avoid men. Traditional

reproductive arrangements saw to it that

each generation of women (and men) who
didn't relate to the opposite sex ai least

long enough to bring a viable sperm and
egg together were left without pr '^eny.

But through parthenogenesis women
would be quite able to reproduce and pass
on to their daughters an ever mounting
disdain for men that in several geno'i^iions

• to pa< :• 19
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Student found dead
By RENEEMOBLEY
Black Affairs Staff
The body of 20 year - old

Seta Rampersad, a Uf^ass
undergraduate, vvas found
at' about 1 p.m. on Wed
nesday in a room at ttie

Motel 6 in Deerfield.
Rampersad was in tier

senior year at ttie

University.

According to the Daily
Hampshire Gazzette, police
termed the death of the
woman "suspicious", but
could not conclude whether
her death was a murder.
Police did say there were no
signs of violence in the
room or on the body.

Detective Lt. Powers, of
the Massachusetts State
Police, spoke with Attorney
Ozell Hdson of the UMass
Student Legal Services
Office. Powers said that no
official police rftpori would

be made
autopsy
formed.

until a

could
complete
be per

A state pathologist did
perform an autopsy on
Rampersad's body
Wednesday night at the
Franklin County Public
Hospital in Greenfield. A
spokeswoman for the
hospital would not discuss
the results of that autopsy,
nor whether it had been
completed

Miss Rampersad was
born in November of 1957.
She came to the University
of Massachusetts from
Dorchester, Mass. and
began her studies as a
political science major.

Funeral arrangements are
being handled by the
Wrisley Funeral Home, 207
Sugar Loaf St. in South
Deerfield

Senate votes to cutbudget

Leader of Muslim
Nation Resigns

By TERREL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

Emam Wallace D Muham
mad leader of the World
Community of Al Islam in

the West resigned his posi
tion on this past Sunday in

Atlanta, Georgia Emam
Muhammad announced his

resignation via close
telephone hook up to the
Imams of the various cities.

Imams are the local
representatives for the Mas
jids located in the cities

across the country.

Brother Abdullah Kariem
of" Masjid Muhammad
Number Four in

Washington, DC. said
that, "The reason for his

supposedly resignation is

that there is no priesthood
in Islam. People had begun
to look upon him (Emam
Wallace Muhammad) as
something other than what
he was representing."
Brother Kariem explained

that Wallace Muhammad
did not want to become like

his father, the Honorable

Elijah Muhammad in that
the followers of the nation
began to immortalize his

father, some thought that

he would never die.
Muhammad did not want
that type of image
"His resignation had

nothing to do with internal

conflict Within the nation. I

do not know if he will con-
tinue to live in Chicago, but
I do know that he will con
tinue to live the life of a

Muslim He will continue to

spread the teachings of the
religion to anyone who will

Lis4g.n." said Brother
Kariem.
In a telephone interview

fi/otf^pr .tCatiem said that

the major feelat^-tii^imids.

Washington was one of

"Speculation, bewilder
ment, and confusion."
"I say that we must be pa

tient and should continue to

live our lives as Muslims
and continue to study the
Holy Quran and accept
whatever happens, be it the
will of Allah." Brother
Kariem said.

Students discuss Craton's
(phototiy Murlee Clemens)

proposal

Bishop admits racial slurs

I have

By TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

Yes, I will admit I "have made racial

statements," said Co president Donald
Bishop, "but I have not referred to you
(Renee Mobley or Julie Hall) as chimps."
Bishop made this statement on the Senate

floor, in response to questioning by Renee
Mobley at the first Student Senate meeting
last Wednesday night.

"Over the summer I had certain people
come to me and tell me about certain racial

statements Donald Bishop had made.

Those people were Lucy Montes, John
Hensley, and Al Drews," said Mobley.
Mobley explained that after Dion resigned

on Wednesday "I felt that it was important

that we find out if the statements he
allegedly made were true.

'

Mobley asked Bishop, "Did you at any
time refer to myself or to Julie Hall as
chimps? And did you at any time refer to

the New Africa House as the Hut?"
Bishop denied the first statement but did

not deny the one about referring to the

New Africa House as the 'Hut'.

Poetry and short pieces
needed for book
Dear Writers and Folks:

Because of the escalating events in southern Africa and the
response in this country, there is a need for educational
materials and literature that addresses this situation.

I am compiling an anthology of poetry and short works
written by women from wherever in the world that speaks
in particular to the resistance against and the conditions
within the apartheid regions of southern Africa Namibia
(Southwest Africa), Azania (South Africa) and Zimbabwe
(Rhodesia) In addition, the final section of the book will

be dedicated to peoples that suffer oppression from racist-

apartheid practices in other societies, including the United
States.

Would you relay word of this prospective book to womyn
writers concerned with the overall theme of the anthology
or who may have works ready to submit. Any names and
addresses will be appreciated. Works by children and
prisoners are welcome as well.

If you send a manuscript or poems, please include a brief

biographical sektch that identifies your nationality and
present work or condition.

Please forward all materials to
Zoe Best
PO Box 948
Amherst, MASS. 01002

Shifting balance in Africa

The Undergraduate Stu-
dent Seriate, in its first

meeting of the semester,
attempted to clear up some
of the messy issues left

from the proceeding
semester and summer.
The .ne.'if'j vas I"-jt'; ' .

WedneSv". • ' ji->\ ,r room
163 of the Campus Center.
One of the main issues

confronting the Senate was
the budget deficit of
139,000 and some odd
dollars.

After the last meeting of
spring semester 1978 the
fiscal budget for 1979 was
vetoed by former co-
presidents Robert Dion and
Donald Bishop. The
budget was then frozen for

the remainder of fiscal year
'78 until a time when the
senate could meet again to

resolv^ the problem of the
budget deficit.

It was determined that

the deficit could only be
rectified by an across the
board percentage cut from
the 1979 budgets of RSO
groups. Certain groups
were exempted from the
cuts because of salaried

positions or otVier opera-
tional costs that could not
be reduced. A mot.on was
made and passed to add
CCEBS to the exempt list.

With a number of groups
exempt from the percen-
tage cuts the remaining
RSO budgets would be cut
by 27 49 percent. With this

in mind. Third World
Senator Tony Craton ijnade

a motion to have the
budgets cut by 13.75 per

cent fur the ifrst semester
while the senate would at

tempt to secure a loan from
one or several of the univer

sity trust funds.
Another senator sug-

gested that the senate peti

tion the board of Trustees
for control of the interest on
all SATF funds, to help

clear up the deficit. If

money cannot be obtained
from any of these sources,
all non-exempt RSO groups
will receive another 13.75
percent budget cut in the
spring semester.

UITHER

By JUNE GOODWIN
From Christian Science Monitor
A series of fresh developments are under way in this

southern end of the African continent.
In Rhodesia, where a mixed black white interim

government finds itself increasingly embattled because of
persistent black guerrilla attacks. Prime Minister Ian Smith
has imposed a modified form of martial law in an effort to
contain the fighting He also warned that Rhodesia may
strike back at insurgents in neighboring Mozambique and
Zambia.
White Rhodesians reaction to Mr. Smith's action,

however, seems less than enthusiastic. Many apparently
expected the Prime Minister to take more drastic an-
tiguerilla measures especially in the wake of the downing
of an Air Rhodesia plane with heavy losses and the sub-
sequent killing of 10 of its passengers by guerrilla fighters
on the ground.
Some voices in Rhodesia consequently now are calling

for Mr Smith's resignation.

In Lusaka, Zambia, guerrilla leader Joshua Nkomo
described Mr Smith as a "broken " man and said that his
announcement of martial law signified that the white leader
had gone on the warpath.

At a press conference, he warned air travelers to avoid
Air Rhodesia flights since their planes now are regarded by
the guerrillas as military aircraft.

He also described the proposed Anglo - American
all party conference to discuss Rhodesia's future- a
conference bsficufsto include the externally based guerilla
leaders as "dead and buried."

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

HEHHEP OR NOT
RACE RELATIONS
ARE GETTING

Against this background, prospects for a settlement in

South African — controlled Namimia (South West Africa)

appear comparatively bright - although even there,

serious difficulties have arisen.

Both sides. South Africa and the South — West Africa

People's organization(SWAPO), have said 'yes" to a

Western devised plan for Nambia. But modification by
the United Nations appear to have put the plan back in

jeopardy The South African Cabinet now must decide if it

can accept the revised plan, which contains provision for

more UN troops and police than South Africa wants, plus a

delay in the date for an election.

As in Rhodesia, South African leaders have had to

contend with right wing anger and the emotions of their

white electorate toward any further concessions that might
be construed as weakness.

Meanwhile, in his speech to the nation Sept. 10,

Rhodesian Prime Minister Smith was unexpectedly mild

about instituting modified martial law. His was a muted
move, given the emotional white right wing backlash that

had built up over the shooting down of the Rhodesian
plane by guerrillas.

Smith said martial law would not apply to all-of Rhodesia
and in many cases civil administration would remain intact.

The details would come out later, he said.

He also said Rhodesia must "liquidate the internal

workings of those organizations associated with
terrorism." Apparently this step already has begun with
hys arrest of 19 leading members of Joshua Nkomo's
organization, the Zimbabwe African People's Union
(ZAPU), in Rhodesia.

Alpha Phi Alpha

Do you understand yourself?

Do you understand your people?

Alpha Phi Alpha is coming soon!!

For information call

Jesse Parks (413) 785-5371 ext. 217

Bo Clemmens 665-4898
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Third World Groups
Nummo News BMCP

103 New Africa House 545 0061
NUMMO NrWS is the Third World com-
munity :if;>,vspaper at UMass, supplying
news coverage by and about Third World
•forle.

As a weekly supplement to the DAILY
COLLEGIAN, NUMMO NEWS serves not
only the University community, but the Five
College ar^a.

The traditional media systematically ex

elude oppressed persons, particularly Third

World persons. Therefore, NUMMO NEWS
seeks to represent the local, national, and
international int_erests of Third World peo-

ple.

NUMMO NtWS also acts as a student
training and placement organization for

reporters, photographers, artists, and lay

out personnel. All students are welcome to

join.

With an appropriation of $17,237 in

1976-77 from the Student Senate, NUMMO
NEWS will continue to investigate and
report current events, history, culture, and
injustice pertaining to the Third World com-
munity.

BCP
The Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCP)
was formed to meet the special needs of

the state's Spanish-speaking residents who
want a postsecondary education.

The program's staff recruits Spanish-
speaking students for UMass, then serves
to enhance their academic and social needs
while they are here through counseling,
tutoring, and various support services. The
BCP has fostered development of bilingual

courses. Their efforts have made the entire

University community more responsive to

the needs of Spanish-speaking students by
promoting and publicizing the interests and
issues shared by bilingual students on this

campus.

The BCP was established in the fall of

1974. The University Provost's office con-

tributes money for special courses,

counseling, and administrative salaries.

The Black Mass Communications Project
is currently responsible for programming
over 20 hours a week of Black and Third
World oriented radio programming on the
campus radio station, WMUA.

Through BMCP presentations, including

Concepto Latino, Progressive Black Music,
Latin and Jazz Show, and a rhythm and
blues top-40 show, the entire community
can hear news, information, music, inter-

views, recorded lectures and other special

features from a Third World perspective.

In addition, BMCP has afforded Black and
Third Wo'id UMass students a chance to

develop skills in editing, newscast training,

production work, remote tape recordings,

training to obtain a third class radio license

with endorsement, and other related skills

in mass communications as an academic
major.

A tape library has been developed and
continues to grow. It is used by students
and others looking for information other-

wise unavailable in this area. Some of their

tapes include recordings of Angela Davis,

Malcolm X, Sonia Sanchez, W.E.B.
DuBois, and Imamu Varaka.
In 1976-77, BMCP received $10,043 from

the Student Senate to finance its opera-
tions.

BLACK SCIENTISTS SOCIETY
425 New Africa House 545-0794

The Black Scientist Society, BSS offers

resources that are pertinent to the educa-
tional experience of Third World students
and particularly pertinent to science majors.

BSS students form study groups to

become acquainted with each other and
help each other in their studies.

The Student Senate has funded $4,841 to

this group, $2,000 of which is used to bring

speakers to campus. Another $1,000 is us-

ed for films. The rest of the money is spent
on office supplies and operating expenses
including advertising, transportation and
books.
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los Angeles UPI: Entertainer Richard Pryor leaves Van Nuys Superior Court
Sept. 14 after he was fined $500 and told to choose one of three options to
complete his sentence for ramming his car into another vehicle driven by two
of his wife's friends last New Years Day. Pryor was given the options of going
to jail, giving benefit performances, or donating 480 hours to community
service. Pryor. 36, who pleaded no contest to a misdemeanor charge of
malicious mischief, told reporters after the court session that he did not like

the sentence.

Announcements

Course offering

mfife^'d ^^'' ^^^ People Afro—Am T91A
JosffTahoh ^ .«„ ,,.^ - ^

This coursed will hefp 'stut^ts to pass
the Third Class license test in Boston as
well as examine the political nature of the
media, particularly radio production.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

.TMAT DOESNJ".

.V<ORK ANff MORE

Senate elections

All Third World students interested in join-

ing the Undergraduate Student Senate
should contact

Van Jackson
Cultural Center

545-0794
or

Stan Kinard

Office of Third World Affairs

545-2517

First meeting

The Committee for the Liberation of
South Africa is holding its first meeting of
the semester on Sunday September 17th,
at 7:30 in the Butterfield Dorm Lounge. All
are welcome. There will be planning,
education and review. For more in-

formation call 549 -5663.

HUNAN
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10% OFF
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Student found dead
ByRENEEMOBLEY
Black Affairs Staff

The body of 20 year - old
Seta Rarvpersad, a UMass
undergraduate, was found
at' about 1 p.m. on Wed
nesday in a room at ttie

Motel 6 m Deerfield
Rampersad was in her
senior year at the
University.

According to the Daily
Hampshire Ga/zette, police
termed the death of the
woman "suspicious", biit

could not conclude whether
her death was a murder.
Police did say there were no
signs of violence in the
room or on the body.

Detective Lt Powers, of
the Massachusetts State
Police, spoke with Attorney
Ozell Hdson of the UMass
Student Legal Services
Office Powers said that no
official police report would

be made
autopsy
formed.

until a

could
complete
be per

A state pathologist did
perform an autopsy on
Rampersad's body
Wednesday night at the
Franklin County Public
Hospital in Greenfield. A
spokeswoman for the
hospital would not discuss
the results of that autopsy,
nor whether it had been
completed

Miss Rampersad was
born in November of 1957.
She came to the University
of Massachusetts from
Dorchester, Mass. and
began her studies as a
political science major.

Funeral arrangements are
being handled by the
Wrisley Funeral Home, 207
Sugar Loaf St. in South
Deerfield.

Senate votes to cutbudget

Leader of Muslim
Nation Resigns

By TERREL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

Emam Wallace D Muham-
nrwd leader of the World
Community of Al Islam in

the West resigned his posi

tion on this past Sunday in

Atlanta, Georgia. Emam
Muhammad announced his

resignation via close
telephone hook up to the
Imams of the various t:ities.

Imams are the local
representatives for the Mas
jids located in the cities

across the country

Brother Abdullah Kariem
of Masjid Muhammad
Number Four m
Washington, DC said
that, "The reason for his

supposedly resignation is

that there is no priesthood
in Islam People had begun
to look upon him (Emam
Wallace Muhammad) as
something other than what
he was representing."
Brother Kariem explained

that Wallace Muhammad
did not want to become like

his father, the Honorable

Elijah Muhammad in that

the followers of the nation
began to immortalize his

father, some thought that

he would never die.
Muhammad did not want
that type of image
"His resignation had

nothing to do with internal

conflict within the nation. I

do not know if he will con
tinue to live in Chicago, but
I do know that he will con
tinue to live the life of a

Muslim. He will continue to

spread the teachings of the
religion to anyone who will

IJS^S." " said Brother
Kariem.
In a telephone interview

B/otfjet .JCaciem said that

the major feelrrl^'tn^j^ipds.

Washington was one of

"Speculation, bewilder-
ment, and confusion."
"I say that we must be pa-

tient and should continue to

live our lives as Muslims
and continue to study the
Holy Quran and accept
whatever happens, be it the
will of Allah." Brother
Kariem said

Students discuss Craton's
(photolay Murlee Clemens)

proposal

Bishop admits racial slurs

I have

By TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

"Yes. I will admit I "have made racial

statements," said Co president Donald
Bishop, 'but I have not referred to you
(Renee Mobley or Julie Hall) as chimps."
Bishop made this statement on the Senate

floor, in response to questioning by Renee
Mobley at the first Student Senate meeting
last Wednesday night.

"Over the summer I had certain people
come to me and tell me about certain racial

statements Donald Bishop had made.

Those people were Lucy Monies, John
Hensley, and Al Drews," said Mobley.
Mobley explained that after Dion resigned

on Wednesday "I felt that it was important

that we find out if the statements he
allegedly made were true."

Mobley asked Bishop, "Did you at any
time r'efer to myself or to Julie Hall as
chimps^ And did you at any time refer to

the New Africa House as the Hut?"
Bishop denied the first statement but did

not deny the one about referring to the

New Africa House as the 'Hut'.

Poetry and short pieces
needed for book
Dear Writers and Folks:

Because of the escalating events in southern Africa and the
response in this country, there is a need for educational
materials and literature that addresses this situation.

I am compiling an anthology of poetry and short works
written by women from wherever in the world that speaks
in particular to the resistance against and the conditions
within the apartheid regions of southern Africa- Namibia
(Southwest Africa), Azania (South Africa) and Zimbabwe
(Rhodesia) In addition, the final section of the book will

be dedicated to peoples that suffer oppression from racist-

apartheid practices in other societies, including the United
States.

Would you relay word of this prospective book to womyn
writers concerned with the overall theme of the anthology
or who may have works ready to submit. Any names and
addresses will be appreciated. Works by children and
prisoners are welcome as well.

If you send a manuscript or poems, please include a brief

biographical sektch that identifies your nationality and
present work or condition.

Shifting balance in Africa

The Undergraduate Stu-
dent Senate, in its first

meeting of the semester,
attempted to clear up some
of the messy issues left

from the preceeding
semester and summer.
The .ne.'i''"'} vas !^ji'; ' .

Wednes.'. •
< jr'i ,n room

163 of the Campus Center.
One of the main issues

confronting the Senate was
the budget deficit of
139,000 and some odd
dollars.

After the last meeting of
spring semester 1978 the
fiscal budget for 1979 was
vetoed by former co-
presidents Robert Dion and
Donald Bishop. The
budget was then frozen for

the remainder of fiscal year
'78 until a time when the
senate could meet again to
resolvQ the problem of the
budget deficit.

It was determined that

the deficit could only be
rectified by an across the
board percentage cut from
the 1979 budgets of RSO
groups. Certain groups
were exempted from the
cuts because of salaried

positions or otVier opera-
tional costs that could not
be reduced. A moton was
made and passed to add
CCEBS to the exempt list.

With a number of groups
exempt from the perce.-n

tage cuts the remaining
RSO budgets would be cut

by 27. 49 percent. With this

in mind, Third World
Senaior Tony Craton ipade
a motion to have the
budgets cut by 13.75 per

cent for the ifrst semester
while the senate would at

tempt to secure a loan from
one or several of the univer-

sity trust funds.
Another senator sug-

gested that the senate peti

tion the board of Trustees
for control of the interest on
all SATF funds, to help

clear up the deficit. If

money cannot be obtained
from any of these sources,
all non exempt RSO groups
will receive another 13.75
percent budget cut in the

spring semester.

Please forward all

Zoe Best
PO Box 948
Amherst, MASS.

materials to

01002

By JUNE GOODWIN
From Christian Science Monitor
A series of fresh developments are under way in this

southern end of the African continent.
In Rhodesia, where a mixed black - white interim

government finds itself increasingly embattled because of
persistent black guerrilla attacks, Pnme Minister Ian Smith
has imposed a modified form of martial law in an effort to
contain the fighting He also warned that Rhodesia may
strike back at insurgents in neighbonng Mozambique and
Zambia.
White Rhodesians reaction to Mr. Smith's action,

however, seems less than enthusiastic. Many apparently
expected the Prime Minister to take more drastic an-
tiquerilla measures especially in the wake of the downing
of an Air Rhodesia plane with heavy losses and the sub-
sequent killing of 10 of its passengers by guerrilla fighters
on the ground.
Some voices in Rhodesia consequently now are calling

for Mr Smith's resignation.

-In Lusaka, Zambia, guerrilla leader Joshua Nkomo
described Mr. Smith as a "broken" man and said that his
announcement of martial law signified that the white leader
had gone on the warpath.

At a press conference, he warned air travelers to avoid
Air Rhodesia flights since their planes now are regarded by
the guerrillas as military aircraft.

He also described the proposed Anglo-American
all party conference to discuss Rhodesia's future- a
conference bsficufsto include the externally based guerilla
leaders as "dead and buried."
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Against this backgrouno, prospects for a settlement in

South African -controlled Namimia (South -West Afhca)
appear comparatively bright- although even there,

serious difficulties have arisen. s

Both sides. South Africa and the South - West Africa

People's organization(SWAPO), have said 'yes" to a

Western devised plan for Nambia. But modification by
the United Nations appear to have put the plan back in

jeopardy. The South African Cabinet now must decide if it

can accept the revised plan, which contains provision for

more UN troops and police than South Africa wants, plus a

delay in the date for an election.

As in Rhodesia, South African leaders have had to

contend with right — wing anger and the emotions of their

white electorate toward any further concessions that might
be construed as weakness.

Meanwhile, in his speech to the nation Sept. 10,

Rhodesian Prime Minister Smith was unexpectedly mild

about instituting modified martial law. His was a muted
move, given the emotional white right wing backlash that

had built up over the shooting down of the Rhodesian
plane by guerrillas.

Smith said martial law would not apply to all- of Rhodesia
and in many cases civil administration would remain intact.

The details would come out later, he said.

He also said Rhodesia must "liquidate the internal

workings of those organizations associated with
terrorism." Apparently this step already has begun with
hys arrest of 19 leading members of Joshua Nkomo's
organization, the Zimbabwe African People's Union
(ZAPU), in Rhodesia.

Alpha Phi Alpha

Do you understand yourself?

Do you understand your people?

Alpha Phi Alpha is coming soon!!

For information call

Jesse Parks (413) 785-5371 ext. 217

Bo Clemmens 665-4898
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Third World Groups
Nummo News BMCP

103 New Africa House 545-0061
NUMMO NcWS is the Third World com-
munity newspaper at UMass, supplying
news coverage by and about Third World
•r-ople.

As a weekly supplement to the DAILY
COLLEGIAN, NUMMO NEWS serves not
only the University community, but the Five
College ar^a.

The traditional media sys|ematicaily ex

elude oppressed persons, particularly Third

World persons. Therefore, NUMMO NEWS
seeks to represent the local, national, and
international interests of Third World peo-

ple.

NUMMO NtWS also acts as a student
training and placement organization for

reporters, photographers, artists, and lay-

out personnel. All students are welcome to

join.

With an appropriation of $17,237 in

1976-77 from the Student Senate, NUMMO
NEWS will continue to investigate and
report current events, history, culture, and
injustice pertaining to the Third World com-
munity.

BCP
The Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCP)
was formed to meet the special needs of

the state's Spanish-speaking residents who
want a postsecondary education.

The program's staff recruits Spanish-
speaking students for UMass, then serves

1 to enhance their academic and social needs

I
while they are here through counseling,

I tutoring, and various support services. The
I BCP has fostered development of bilingual

courses. Their efforts have made the entire

University community more responsive to

^ the needs of Spanish-speaking students by
promoting and publicizing the interests and
issues shared by bilingual students on this

campus.

The BCP was established in the fall of

1974. The University Provost's office con-

tributes money for special courses,

counseling, and administrative salaries.

The Black Mass Communications Project
is currently responsible for programming
over 20 hours a week of Black and Third
World oriented radio programming on the
campus radio station, WMUA.

Through BMCP presentations, including

Concepto Latino, Progressive Black Music,
Latin and Jazz Show, and a rhythm and
blues top-40 show, the entire community
can hear news, information, music, inter-

views, recorded lectures and other special

features from a Third World perspective.

In addition, BMCP has afforded Black and
Third World UMass students a chance to

develop skills in editing, newscast training,

production work, remote tape recordings,

training to obtain a third class radio license

with endorsement, and other related skills

in mass communications as an academic
major.

A tape library has been developed and
continues to grow. It is used by students
and others looking for information other-

wise unavailable in this area. Some of their

tapes include recordings of Angela Davis,

Malcolm X, Sonia Sanchez, W.E.B.
DuBois, and Imamu Varaka.
In 1976-77, BMCP received $10,043 from

the Student Senate to finance its opera-
tions.

BLACK SCIENTISTS SOCIETY
425 New Africa House 545-0794

The Black Scientist Society, BSS offers

resources that are pertinent to the educa-
tional experience of Third World students
and particularly pertinent to science rr^ajors.

BSS students form study groups to

become acquainted with each other and
help each other in their studies.

The Student Senate has funded $4,841 to

this group, $2,000 of which is used to bring

speakers to campus. Another $1,000 is us-

ed for films. The rest of the money is spent
on office supplies and operating expenses
including advertising, transportation and
books.
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Ids Angeles UPI: Entertainer Richard Pryor leaves Van Nuys Superior Court
Sept. 14 after he was fined $500 and told to choose one of three options to
complete his sentence for ramming his car into another vehicle driven by two
of his wife's friends last New Years Day. Pryor was given the options of going
to jail, giving benefit performances, or donating 480 hours to community
service. Pryor, 36, who pleaded no contest to a misdemeanor charge of
malicious mischief, told reporters after the court session that he did not like
the sentence.

Announcements

Course offering

JoswTohoh > ,

the People Afro-Am 79 1

A

This coursed will hefp 'stui^ts to pass
the Third Class license test in Boston as
well as examine the political nature of the
media, particularly radio production.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.
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Senate elections

All Third World students interested in join-

ing the Undergraduate Student Senate
should contact

Van Jackson
Cultural Center

54&-0794
or

Stan Kinard

Office of Third World Affairs

545-2517

First meeting

The Committee for the Liberation of
South Africa is holding its first meeting of
the semester on Sunday September 17th,
at 7:30 in the Butterfield Dorm Lounge. All
are welcome. There will be planning,
education and review. For more in-

formation call 549 — 5663.

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

10% OFF

^msi^m
Mandarin Szcrhuen

( uiNine

(NOTDIIMNERSPECIALS)
SEPT 15 25

CHINESE PASTRIES
£t COFFEE

SAT h SUN 11 30 3 30

BEGINSSEPT 16

10BELCHERTOWN RD
RT 9 AMHERST

256 0251 2560252

Mom VV.-(I 1 1 30 10 00
Thu's Sun 11 30 12 00

DINNER SPECIALS
LUNCHEON SPECIALS
BANQUET FACILITIES
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Taxpayer association wants public disclosure
I IKirtMAOV ^By PAMELA LINDMARK

Collegian Staff

Amherst town officials last night denied the validity of
Amherst Taxpayer Association (ATA) allegations concerning
the disclosure of town employment, salary and procedural
details.

Taxpayer Association President Harold J. Gordon had charg-
ed that such information concerning employment and salary
figures was not available to the general public.
"We feel that since there is a by law covering public

disclosure in Massachusetts, this si otild include Amherst's
discioiiure of the number of people employed in various town
positions as well as salary," Gordon sais in a telephone inter
view.

"Amherst has been, shall we say, coy...
"

Amherst officials, according to Gordon, "essentially forgot"
to bring matters of spending money and making appointments

before town meeting for approval.
"The Amherst citizen needs and has a right to a good deal
more information in a more meaningful form," he said "In-
formation needs to' be more open."
Amherst Town Manager A. Louis Haywood, said that ATA
members had the specific employment information directly
available to them in a detailed budget presented to the finance
committee in January.
"They have several copies which list all details, position by

position, wage by wage," he said. "I will be glad to provide
them with the information."
Chairperson of the Finance Committee John H. Peterson

said that the number of town employees, positions, wages
and salaries "are and always have been available for public
scrutiny."

The Taxpayers Association has a crusade on to get not only
the number of employees and wages, but names as well," he
sais. "I'm not quite sure what they want."

OPENBOWLING
Boyden Ten Pin Lane*

4:00-10.30 Mon - Sat.

(located in basement of Boyden) 60'pers

Peterson also said the information was released last winter
vvhen the finance committee nr>et with the manager.
"There's been no change since this issue came up last," he

said. ""What is not available is who is living at what address,
earning how much-why would they want to know that?
"The information will be put forth in a more meaningful

form," Peterson concluded.
Diana H. Romer, chairperson of the Amherst Board of
Selectmen said the legal ramifications of particular areas of
town proceedings may have resulted in some confusion for
ATA members. A great deal of information is available ac-
cording to Romer.

"It's always possible to make improvements," she said.
"Every effort will be made to improve the situation."

Amherst tenants
campaign

By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff
A group of Amherst tenants is developing a campaign to get

an article providing for rent control in Amherst on the warrant
for the upcoming Oct. 23 town meeting.
These tenants, made up of members of the Amherst Tenants

Association and other individual town tenants, will announce
at a Monday press conference their plans to circulate a peti-
tion needed to get an article placed on the warrant.
According to Mary Wentworh, a rent control supporter,

these tenants have been meeting through the summer,
discussing the possibility of making rent control a reality iri

Amherst.
"At this point It hab become a national issue," Wentworth

sjid, other communities across the country have moved on
this issue while we haven t

"

Wentworth said rent control laws have beer adopted in Los
AiKjeles and New Jersey, and she said she thii.ko the time is

right for the same type of law to be instituted in Amherst,
even though a similar method was defeated by a referendum
vote in 1976.

•| think the times have changed, " she said, '"Even though
there haven't been a lot of communities in the state that have
adopted rent control, there have been numerous communities
across the country that have gone for rent control "

Town Meeting member Ken Mosakowski agrees that times
may be different.

"It's hard to say what the sentiment is around town," he
said. "There is a different climate now and different conditions
from the last try in 1976, such as the juniors from UMass clog-
ging up the already crowded housing conditions. It's ab-
solutely jampacked around here, and with across the board
rent increases around town, the time may be right.'
According to Mosakowski, the ^ent control proposal was

defeated by town meeting in 1976; and then by a 51 49 per
cent vote in the subsequeiit referendum.
According to Wentworth and Mosakowski, those gaining the
most advantage from rent control would be students, the
elderly and persons on fixed income.
"Working people are being forced tb move back into

Amherst." Wentworth said, "because they can't afford to live
in the larger suburbs any more. They're caught between a
rock and a hard place."
Wentworth was reluctant to give out details of the rent con

trol proposal until Monday's press conference at the Amherst
Tenants Association office. She did say it would be similar to
methods already in practice in Cambridge and Somerville.

Jiefloeragspinsie
Northampton, Mass.
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HELD OVER -2ND WEEK- It Ends Tuesday!

evenings at 7:00 and 9:15

HANDLE PATRICK McMURPHY
AND THE BOYS ARE BACK

It's time to see them again!

OACKNICHOUON

CUCKCSkNEST
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Moiuitaineering *1.

FUNDAMENTALSOF
MOUNTAINEEraNG
WMt is mountaineering all about? Funnyyou should ask.

Becausewejust happen to have an answer. (Ah-h, life's little

coincidences.) Mountaineering is a sldll, a science and "an art.

Yet anyone ^^with a thirst for excellence andnorm£
developed J^^motor skUls can master it. Simply stuc^]

ktheseJ^^'limjndainentals and followthem faithMl^

J'.'-
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Step one,
lappropri-'

Sr-ately enough,
jZ'staj:ts by select-

Cing the correct site

To do so, pick up
a bottle of Busch".

This is commonly
called heading for the
mountains.

'.*>i

^^

3Now for the
• tricky part'

Neophytes, listen
up: the proper pour
is straight down
thecenter of the
glass. Only in
this way will

the cold, invigo-
rating taste of
the mountain
come to a head

WS^---- ;••• ••:". ;'V•^i'!3?^^^§«^p
%'•'•; • .. • •• .. •.•..••. ..•.'•V'Jj' tvSii-'Cj

r-r-
..•••

• ' .

"
' .••^^•^v^^V•>Vf^-r^••;?•

8 Okay here's
•where the fun be-

gins. Hold the mountain
Jirmly in your left hand,

grasp the mountain
top with your right
hand and twist
the little fella off.

There you go.

w

Once poured, pacing becomes paramount. As any seasoned
'• mountaineer will tell you, the only way to down a mountain

is slowly, smoothly and steadily - savoring every swallow of the
brew that is Busch. Ifyou're a bit awkward at first, don't be ^
discouraged. Perfection takes practice. Soon enough, having
emptied your glags and filledyour soul,you too will be a
mountaineer

JBj^*0 Mountaineering

Don't just reax3h for a beer.BUSCHHead for the moiuitams.
« 1978 Anheuser-Busch. I nc St Louis Mo
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PIZZA-RAMA
I- Hl.i; DELIVERY WITH LARGE ORDERS

Oiir SpcLialtit'S Are

Delicious
Pizzas

Hot Oven
Grinders

Spaghetti

For fast delivery call

253 .1808 . 256 1 1 5
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All UMass Men Invited To An

OPEN RUSH
AT

BETA KAPPA PHI
Monday Si'p I " b ~^
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WHYSTARVE
TO LOSE
WEiGilT

WHENYOUCAN
EATTOLOSEWEIQIT?

For a diet thats not from hunger, join a convenient

Weighi Watchers meeting today

Losing weight never vwfcKwiT
tasted so good. VU^IICMERS

The Authority
EASTHAMPTON Wednesdays 7 PM
American Legion, Pleasant Street

AMHERST - Tuesdays 7 PM
UMass Campus Center Building

AMHERST-HAOLEY - Wednesdays 930 AM. 5 * 7 PM
Howard Johnson's, 401 Russell Street (Rt. 9)

NORTHAMPTON World War II Vets. Assn.

50 Conz Street

Tuesdays 7 PM
Wednesdays 9;30 AM
YMCA, Prospect Street

Thursdays 7 PM
WtULIMANSETT Tuesdays 9.30 AM & 7 PM
American Legion, 938 Chicopee Street

For Information Call: (413) 786-6611

or write 622 No. Main, St.,

East Lon^meadow, Mass. 01028

WBGKT
WKICHBIS
The Authority.

$7.00 first mMtin«, tttm $3.00 wMkly
Lower Rates for Senior Citizens

•Niax' IMtCNtH* >MI>9«l<t Kiait'lMO T«»o»u«««5 0» otittHl w«TCHtM
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TechHifi is movedby the
nse ofAmherst

music lovers.

To bigger quarters at
15 East Pleasant St.

Lots of people in the

Amherst area have taken

us up on our invitation to

come play in our sound-

rooms. So many, in fact,

we've often felt cramped for space.

So Tech Hifi has moved to a bigger and better store.

WeVe got larger soundrooms in our new store. There's

more on display and in stock. And more room
where you can play and compare the leading names

in stereo components.

To celebrate our move,

we're having a Grand
Opening Sale - right when

you need it most! Below, you'll find just a few

examples of the big savings you can expect. And
even during this Grand Opening Sale, you'll get all

of Tech Hifi's famous guarantees. Including our

7-Day Moneyback Guarantee.

tGrand Opening Specials
(withthis coupon)

RECEIVERS
Pioneer 1250 $399
Pioneer 650 $185
Pioneer 450 $115
OnkyoTX-8500 $399
Advent 300 $189
Nikko 315 $129
Kenwood 2600 $139

ELECTRONICS
Phase Linear 400 amp $399
Phase Linear 200 amp $269
Phase Linear 4000 pre-amp $399
Phase Linear 2000 pre-amp $ 1 99
Phase Linear 5000 tuner.... $299
Harman KardonT403 tuner $ 1 29

Harman Kardon 401

integrated amp $ 89

Harman Kardon 402
integrated amp ....$219

Superscope A-260
integrated amp $ 69

TURNTABLES
Dual 502 $ 98

MicroSeikiMB-10 $ 69

MicroSeikiMB-15 $ 89

B*I*C 940 (complete) $ 85

B*I*C 920 (complete) $ 59

SPEAKERS
JBL 100 (each). $249

EPIlOOV(each) $ 58
Advent New Utility (each)$ 99
KLH 101 (each) $ 75

Kenwood LSK200 (each).$ 64

HEADPHONES
Koss Pro 4aa $ 35

Marantz SE-IS electro-

statics $ 29

CASSETTE DECKS
Advent 201A $270
Harman Kardon 2000 $199
Pioneer 6262 $166
TEAC480 $284
TEAC303 $269

tech hifi
Come play.

15 East Pleasant St., Amherst 253-31 (X)
stores also throughout Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont,

New Yorl<, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan and Ohio.
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Sources leakedatsummit

Israel denies agreement to withdraw troops
CAMP DAVID, Md. (UPI) - Israel may

agree in principle to withdraw eventually
from the West Bank and Gaza Strip as part

of an overall peace plan under discussion at

the waning Camp David summit, con
ference sources said yesterday.
Their comments provoked immediate

denia'-j from the Israeli delegation at the
sec.edve, 10 day old summit, which askec'

'.Vhite House press secretary Jody Powell
<-j squelch the report at his daily news brief-

ing.

"They have asked me to deny it, which I

now do," Powell said.

He took pains to caution reporters against
"over optimistic reports" without throwing
cold water over the optimistic, upbeat
mood that seems to have come over the
mountaintop meeting among President
Carter, Egypt's President Anwar Sadat and
IsraelVBr^me Minister Menachem Begin.
He said the three delegations are indeed

striving to work out "a framework for

peace" but have not yet achieved it — a
point that did not, in itself, contradict what
the summit sources were saying.

"There has been some progress and some
flexibility," Powell said. "We don't yet

have such a framework. More progress and
more flexibility are essential if that goal is to

be achieved.

"The intense efforts of the past few days
are continuing It is simply not possible to
say what the results of those efforts will be

I'm trying to strike a balance between
pessimism and optimism."
Powell also declined to say whether, as

expected, the summit might conclude
within the next 24 hours. Conference
sources said it would most likly wind up to-

day.

Despite the denials, the sources said the
general, inprinciple concept of eventual
Israeli withdrawal from the occupied Arab
lands was at the heart of the comphrensive
peace blueprint negotiators were discuss-
ing.

They stressed the withdrawl accord was
not final. Begin, according to one, had "ap-
parently agreed to withdrawals" in principle

as just one element in an overal blueprint
that must be approved as a whole.
And the sources said there were these fur-

ther caveats:
- The Israelis, they said, have been ada-

mant about their right to retain settlements
in occupied Arab areas after they
withdraw. Egypt apparently will not accept
this.

Regarding the principle of withdrawals,
there remain "stipulations, qualifications
and reservations," Israel wants satisfied

1^ GREEK COUNCIL
PLANT SALE
Sept. 19,20,81,88

^

8U Ballroom

10a.m. -8 p.m. daily

^ popular plants at reduced prices

CIN1
INTRODUCING FIN€ AMERICAN

HANDBLOWN GLASS
• HAND-WROUGHT JEWELRY

• HANDCRAFTED REDWOOD

This Fall We've Got If All I

POSTERS
AREA'S LARGEST SELECTION

Many Unusual

CARDS
HAMPERS

WASTE BASKETS
FINE. IMPORTED

SOAPS

NIW HOURS
SUNDAY 1*5 Wm

WIIKOAYS 10 AM 6 PM
nilDAY 10 AM • • PM

Bamboo

BLINDS
Matchstick <S Tortoise

DOZENS OF AREA

RUGS
Desk

LAMPS
Tripod Clip-on

BLOUSES - SKIRTS

INDIA

PRINT

Great Variety

BEDSPREADS
Many New EARRINGS

Sterling & 14 kt. "S" CHAINS

tiOiSTER FRE£ $25.00
THIS
WEIK OIFT CfKTIFICATE

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

MERCANTILE
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

BACK TO SCHOOL SAVINGS
10 % OFF AMY BAMBOO BUND

$ 7.00 OFF ANY BEDSPRSAD
$1.00 OFF ANY PAPER LAMPSHADE

They did not elaborate on what these
safeguards might be.

- The Israeli cabinet would have to ap-
prove even the principle of withdrawal,
making the issue subject to potentially ex-

plosive political debate.
The inprinciple agreement could

evaporate, the sources said, if Sadat did
not agree to Begin's return compromise re-

quests or if the Israeli government balks.

Contract negotiations

should resume today
Contract negotiations between the faculty

union, the Massachusetts Society of

Professors and the UMass administration

are e.xpected to resume today for the first

time since the talks broke off in mid-
summer.

Union President James E. Cathey said the
two sides would meet in Worcester in an
attempt to resolve outstanding issues.

The union earlier this week gave the
administration until Sept. 26 to reach a
tentative agreement or risk "further
substanative MSP action."

The union did not specify what action, but
established an'action committee" to
formulate tentative plans, which some
members privately said could include
sick-inorastfike.

A sick-in was scheduled earlier this week
but cancelled when ttie Sept. 26 deadline
was imposed.

Officials from both sides in recent weeks
have expressed hope the contract can be

resolved soon.

Local man faces

murder charges
LONGMEADOW, Mass. (AP) - A

murder warrant was issued yesterday for a
34-year-old Springfield man, charging him
in the shotgun killing of freelance writer Ed-
ward Fitzsimmons.
Police were searching for Edward Guest

Jr., who had been in a Springfield court
Wednesday on an unrelated charge but
was released when that case was con-
tinued. A District Court murder warrant
naming him was issued Thursday morning.
Detectives in this wealthy Springfield

suburb said robbery was not an apparent
motive in the slaying of Fitzsimmons
because several hundred dollars in cash re-

mained untouched in the bedroom of the
Fitzsimmons family home were the body
was found.

At!pinic plant closes

for planned refueling
VERNON, Vt. (UPI) - Vermont's only

atomic power ptant will shut down Friday
night, but this time it is a planned shut-
down, not an emergency.
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. of-

ficials said the plant will shut down at mid-
night for regularly scheduled maintenence
and refueling.

The shutdown is expected to last about
four weeks, they said.

Vermont Yankee was forced out of opera-
tion for six weeks this summer when cracks

Around
Neiv England

appeared in a safety system.
It still has not been determined who will

pay the cost of buying replacement power
during that shutdown; customers, the

utilities who own the plant, or cthe General
Electric Corp., which Vermont Yankee has
blamed for the cracks.

Nuclear power bans
may not be binding

Vt. (UPI)

powgj^ bawl" passed by
•'fSwns may not be

binding, according to a

Chittenden County Su-
Court decision revealed

BURLINGTON
Nuclear
Vermom
legally
recent
perior

yesterday.

Judge .Ernest Gibson dis-

missed a suit against the city of

Burlington, saying the com
munity has no power to ban the

construction and operation
nuclear power plants within

borders.

The decision applied only
Burlington but indicated

nuclear plant bans passed
nearly 30 Vermont towns in

last two years may not

legally binding.
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governor a^^points

executive director
MONTPELIER, Vt. (UPI) - Anne Sarcka

of Cuttingsville, a former mental health
worker, yesterday was named executive
director of the Governor's Commission on
the Status of Women.
From 1972-77 she worked for Rutl-.iid

Mental Health Service. She assisted in

establishing the Southern Vermont
Women's Health Center in Rutland and has
served on task forces of the Governor's
Commission.
She replaces Constance Kite, forced to

resign this summer after policy
disagreements with the commission.
Gov. Richard Snelling made the appoint-

ment, which was recommended by the
commission.

Policy vet pleads

innocent to charges
GREENFIELD, Mass. (AP) - A 16-year

state police veteran has pleaded innocent
to a charge of raping a Greenfield woman
on Aug. 10.

State police Sgt. David D. Baker, 37, was
arraigned Wednesday shortly after his in-

dictnient by a Franklin County grand jury.

He immediately was suspended from the
state police without piy until thf case is

decided.

Authorities declined comment on the
alleged attack except to say it took place in

Grsenfield during Baker's off-duty hours.
The victim was described as 19- years old
and just entering college.

Superior Court Judge John M. Greaney
set bail at $300 and Baker was freed pen-
ding trial.

Explosion injures

six plant workers
SIMSBURY, Conn. (UPI) - A bl{.»t

yesterday ripped through ar ex:^' .•• -•

,

device plant, iMU'sr- -i. '••uf". '^I* .Sv.-.'

.

The explosion m' ?.• industries Inc.

plant, which packages pyrotechnical equip-

ment, including fuses and fuse caps, oc-
curred at about 1 p.m. in the blasting pro-

ducts area of the one-story plant.

There were 14 people in the room at the
time, a company spokesman said. The in-

jured were taken by ambulance to Hartford

Hospital where a spokesman said they had
shrapnel cwounds and were awaiting
surgery.

A witness said apparently there was no
fire.

The plant, formerly known as Ensign-

Bickford, Inc., is situated on Hopmeadow
Road in Simsbury, a suburb north of Hart-

ford. There are 474 emplbyees at the
Simsbury plant.

"We have a team of experts trying to find

out what happened," said Charles Moore,
a company spokesman.

^••••••••••••••••••••••^
¥ DELTA CHI INVITES All UNIVERSITY MEN TO HEIP US KICK OFF C

the UMass football season

with a Bloody Mary brunch

314 lineoln Am,
'

{•lUwtd by till UMiss • Villtnovt f*«tb«ll j«n«

IMjgHTOTTHe
£jx>jrsigz>^eA2>

7.9 and n

i[ for ridts or information eall tSl-mO and ask for Jool or Bob ^
.^•••••••••••••*********^

Thompson 104

il.OO

FOOTBALL BRUNCH

before every home football game

J Wo it

at tbe **TOP OP THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT"
Campus Center

©gil^o 3L(i^(iIpl^o iwfm
HILgiiO) EoSmo ° II§©©]PoSmo

©
Bloody Mary's — Villanova Villains

tossed salad

fresh chilled fruit sections

chicken ala king

omelettes

french toast with sausage

Brunch • The Game Happy Hour with John Morgan
<iWhat a way to spend a Saturday**
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Our Perspective

Vote for Souweine
It's rare that a truly progressive candidate for public office is so well-qualified

that he draws support from some of the least expected sources. Such a can
didate is Jonathan Souweine, who is seeking the Democratic nomination for
District Attorney in Hampshire-Franklin Counties. The primary election is be-
ing held next Tuesday (the 19th), and if you are registered locally as a
Democrat or independent, you should give-Squweine your vote.

Souweine began his campaign the decided underdog in a field of five

Democrats. Since then he has made a considerable effort to make known his

thorough going and significant stands on the issues and his ample qualifica

tions. While other candidates seem to be relying primarily on political connec-
tions or the usual rhetori^ on issues, Souweine has proliferated a massive set
of clear positions and concrete plans for office.

Souweine's qualifications include a Harvard law degree. Assistant State At

torney General in charge of prosecuting on white collar crime and consumer
fraud, and before that being executive director of the active locally-based con-
sumer group. Mass PIRG
A district attorney is in charge of coordinating criminal prosecution in her or

his district. Consequently, ^^^ny of the major issues are matters of emphasis.
Will the candidate concentration crimes committed by poor people or so-
called "white-collar" crime? What significance does the candidate give to the
problem of rape and rape victims? What of environmental and consumer con-
cerns?

In all these areas, Souweine has pledged to take the often rare progressive
stance. Among the concrete proposals he has offered are hiring a female
Assistant to deal primarily with the difficult problem of rape. His record in con-
sumer affairs indicates a strong willingness to investigate consumer fraud and
educate the public to its rights in this area (this includes expanding the Con-
sumer Office established by retiring D.A. Callahan).
As this is an off-year election, students might feel rather unmotivated to
make an appearance at the polls. But the importance of the District Attorney's
job for U Mass Amherst students cannot be underplayed. For students living in

local towns, the DA. will have jurisdiction over a broad spectrum of their
lives. On-campus, criminal investigation is the "concurrent" task of the local
DA. and the State Attorney General. There are indications that the state of-
fice is leaving many of the local cases to the District Attorney. Any investiga-
tions into UMass buildings or administration fraud will probably be done by the
DA.
Which means it would be nice to have someone in that office concerned with

the lives and problems of students. That person is Jonathan Souweine. If you
aren't registered foMbe primary, make sure you get registered in time for the
November election. Soiiweine has been gaining popularity throughout his

campaign, but if the votes aren't there, he won't be either.
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LETTERS
'Animals 'article

uninformed
To the Editor;

/ was very disturbed by Mr. Bill Rior-

dan's commentary of September 13th en-
titled "The defense of animals" in which
he refers to the "pathetic rhesus
monkeys" in Tobin Hall. The reference
has to be to my animals since I am the on
ly psychology professor working with
rhesus monkeys.

The implication of Mr. Riordan's
statements is that we separate infant

monkeys from their mo 'hers in order to

learn sonwthing about human behavior.
In fact, such studies are done, but not in

my laboratory. During my five years at

UMass, I have never separated any of the
seven infants born to mothers in my col-

ony groups. In one instance, a rhesus
monkey mother rejected her infant at

birth and we are currently hand rearing

this infant until it can be reintroduced into

the group. Most of our animals are hous-
ed in large social groups in large pens,
thus providing a more natural and
stimulating environment than that provid-

ed in many other laboratories where
monkeys are maintained individually in

small cages.

Four young monkeys, currently housed
in our lab, were separated from their

mothers, -but this was performed at

another primate laboratory in another
university as part of a research project in

which we were not involved. Our pur-
pose in subsequently obtaining these
animals was to reverse the adverse con-
sequences of their early rearing ex-

periences by means of new therapy
techniques which I,am currently develop-
ing. The results so far have been very en-
couraging. Thus our focus is on the
an,elioration rather than the production
of abnormal behavior in rhesus monkeys.

The care and attention lavished on all

my monkeys, not only by me but also by

my undergraduate and graduate students

further attests to our concern for the

animals I as thus personally, as well as

professionally, offended by Mr. Rordan's

inaccuracies. The Collegian was
likewise irresponsible for publishing

potentially damaging statements without

pnor verification I accordingly demand a

comploto retr.iCtion nf thesp statements

hy the Collegian. If at any time Mr. Rior

(l,in or another representative of the

Collegian would like to speak to me
.ibuut my research .something which was

not done prior to the publication of the

rommentaryl I'll be happy to oblige One
last point no scientist would characteme

my monkeys as pathetic. They display

typical interaction patterns which include

social grooming, sexual activity, maternal
care, and play.

Melinda A. Novak
Assistant Professor of

Psychology and Zoology

Correction

The Column which is objected to in the
above letter, appears to have
misrepresented the nature of the ex-
periments done on Rhesus monkeys in
the psychology department at UMass.
We apologize for the inaccuracies in the
column.

We do not feel, however that the
general drift of the column was inac-
curate, and the factual basis for the other
instances of animal cruelty are substan-
tiated and are current practice at UMass.

The Editor

Help the city

kids
To the Editor:

/ am writing this letter in order to adver-
tise N. E. S. and recruit UMass students to
go weekly to one of six community
centers in Springfield, Holyoke and So.
Amherst to tutor school-age children.

Northern Educational Services is a fund-
ed RSO group at UMAss. The purpose of
the organization is to coordinate UMass
students to work with and aid under-
priveledged inner city children. The
organization provides materials and
transportation for the volunteer students
and helps them prepare to work with the
children on a one to one basis qr in a
group situation. Many of the children
come from broken homes and the UMass
students also provide them with their

companionship. Building a mutual trust,

they are able to make a relationship thus
furthering their learning experiences.
Their learning experiences do not
necessarily have to be academic, they can
be arts and crafts, ecology, foreign
languages, or anything else that the stu-
dent and tutor are willing to do together.
We welcome the help of any student, no

matter what major, to become involved
with our program. N.E.S. also offers a
Monday night seminar to our tutors. Pro-
fessors and qualified personnel speak at
these seminars on such subjects as
teaching skills, concepts of open-
classroom, racial and economical issues.
Tutors are thus well prepared for their

teaching expenences at the community
centers. Tutors who attend this seminar
in addition to tutoring a minimum of
twice a week are eligible to receive three
creaits pass. tail. Credit is also available
for simply tutoring N.E.S. sincerely
urges anyone who is interested in helping
children and broadening their own ex
periences to stop by our office, 428 SUB
or call Shelley at 546 9367, Jean at
253 5941 or Denise at 256 8297.

Northern Educational Services Staff

Tenants
give thanks

To the Editor
We the tenants or Family Housing at
UMass Amherst wish to publicly express
our sincere gratitude for the support
given us by the Student Senate at their
meeting Sept. 13th.

We appreciate and support as a concept
long overdue the resolution passed by the
Senate defining the purpose of university
family housing. Family students on this

and other campuses are a growing
population, in need of recognition.

We consider the action of SGA a land-

mark statement on the changing
demography of campus life, as well as a
reflection of the inconsideration our
cause has heretofore received from
University officials,

officials.

We look forward to a similar supportive
action from the Graduate Student Senate
next week.

Family Housing Tenants Assn.

A helping hand
To the Editor:

On August 19, 1978, a young lady came
to our office at Bradley Intl. Airport in

Windsor Locks, Conn, with a problem.

She IS starting at UMass this year and is

from Austria, living in Amherst with some
friends. She had nothing but Swiss

money on her and came here to exchange
it at our bank, which does exchange
money as she was told by someone in

Amherst.

The problem, however, was that it was
Saturday and the bank was closed for

business. She was quite disappointed to

say the least. She told me that she had
hitchiked here from Amherst and would
have to hitchike back. I advised against it

in this area even though she stated it was
common practice in Europe. I told her

that seeing she would be back here next

week when the bank is open. I would lend
her the money for transportation back to

Amherst and she could return it to me
when she got back. I even gave her an
envelope with my name on it. She was
very hrippy and thanked me for helping

her.

The money has not been returned to

me ami nt this point I do not expect to get

it. I would just like you to know that there

are a few people around that help out the

youths that need a hand here at the

Airport I probably would do the same
again if the same situation arose.

Edmund Kozlowski

A Woman's Education
Four years ago, paging wildly through

the Barron's Guide to American
Colleges and Universities, I never even
stopped to consider all women's schools.
While I was after a real education, not a
husband, I definitely thought of college as a
place where I would meet men.

This semester finds me enrolled entirely
in all women's courses-by choice. As I

said, I was after a real education. Three
years of co ed classes have been more than
enough to convince me that for myself and
most other women, the co-educational
classroom is no place to learn anything
other than that the co-educational
classroom is no place to learn.

There are many reasons why I and other
women are finding Women's Studies
classes more conducive to learning than
other classes. The first reason, simple
enough, is that such classes give us a
chance to be alone with other women.
(Under our current "nuclear family"
system, women rarely find themselves in
the presence of more than a couple of other
women unless they are in a setting where
men are also present.)

In an all-women's setting,women
become the subject rather than the object
of our studies. In other words, in Women-s
Studies classes we study "our" lives rather
than "their" lives. Since feminist politics
are based on the personal experiences of
individual women, this is a vital part of any
feminist learning.experience.
Women's Studies students know that

our subject matter is directly relevant to our
lives. Classroom ideas translate quickly
into real-life experiences; everyday oc-
currences provide material to be analyzed
from a feminist perspective. The kind of
classroom -real world split often found in

other classes is virtually non-existent in

Women's Studies classes.

The sexist language and ideas that
constantly assault those with feminist
conscoiusness in many classrooms are
absent from Women's Studies classrooms,
except when being discussed as the
atrocities they are. For this reason alone, a
tot of the tension many feminists ex-
perience in the classroom while steeling
themselves against the next insult is also
eliminated.

Many women have found that they are
more likely to take themselves and their
work more seriously in an all-women's
class. While female college students are
often accused of "husband-hunting" in a
way that trivializes their educational efforts

and career ambition, I think it is true that
many women still hold attitudes like the
one I started school with: "It's not why I'm
here, but I sure wouldn't mind if..."

This cannot help but have an effect on
their learning experiences in co-educational
classrooms. In fact, it tends to turn every
class into a kind of mini-Dating Game.
Many women have described a kind of

perpetual self consciousness in co-
educational classrooms. They worry about
how they look. They think they don't have

In a Women's Studies classroom
women have the freedom to "think out
loud." We can present ideas for our
classmates' consideration without feeling
like we have to be authorities (although, in
a way, every female Women's Studies
student is an authority). We can risk
speaking, knowing our ideas are likely to be
judged on their content rather than our sex.
We can even afford to make mistakes,

with no male presence waiting, poised, to
drag us back to the cave.

anything worthwhile to say, so they say
nothing. This can hardly be conducive to
learning.

In a recent conversation with a member
of the Women's Studies faculty, she
pointed out to me that men often "think
aloud " in classrooms. They toss out "ideas
in progress" for the class's consideration,
not waiting to totally formulate them before
they present them.
Women, according to this faculty

member, know from experience that when
they say something in a co-educational
classroom, they's damn well be able to

back it up. There will always be at least one
man ready to pounce, just waiting to say,
"You see, women just aren't made for

academia. Back to the kitchen you go."

Most importantly, we are discovering in

Women's Studies classes that a white,
male, upper-class perspective is not "the
way things are," only the way we've
always been told things are. We are
discovering that when left to design our
own educations we do, indeed, choose
things other than those which men have
chosen for their courses of study and
subsequently imposed upon us.
We are inventing our own language,

reintegrating subject matter that men have
torn into strictly defined disciplines,
discovering what it feels like to study in a
non-competitive atmosphere in which one
person-s good idea need not mean another
person's disgrace We are learning how to
learn.

LCOMMENTARYIH

Avoiding the Sting
What does "auto repair" mean to you?

Does it mean getting out the screw driver

and wrenches and going to work? Does it

mean taking your car to a trusted, com-
petent, reasonable mechanic and getting

full satisfaction? Or something else?

According to the Massachusetts Con-
sumer Affairs Office, close to $300 million is

spent in the Commonwealth every year for

auto repair, and an estimated $120 million

of that is wasted on incompetent or

fraudulent service.

By knowing the law and your rights you
can protect yourself from the auto repair

"sting.'. Demand good work and good
parts.

The following are basic obligations of

repair shops under current Muusachusetts
law:

1. Shop must give you a written

estimate of repair and cost before work is

started, unless you sign a statement
waiving that requirement. Estimate must
include parts and labor unless such are

clearly posted. Your car's odometer
reading must also appear.

2. If it is impossible to supply a written

estimate, deraler must receive oral ap-

proval, e.g., over the telephone. Dealer

must list date, time, name of employee

making the call, name of the person called

and number called. Also record of exact

work approved.

_ 3. Repair shop must tell you if repairs will

exceed the original estimate by $10 or

more. You must give additional approval

before further work can be done. •

4. Work must be done "same day as

delivery unless you are informed and agree

to further delay.

5. Final bill must include odometer
reading, date the car was received at the

shop, breakdown of parts and labor, and a

description of those parts which are used,

rebuilt or reconditioned.

6. Flat rate charges must be broken

down unless clearly posted.

7. Repair shop cannot ask for storage

charges unless you previously agreed or

unless a sign clearly posted such charges.

8. Repair shop must allow you to see

replaced parts. They are yours to keep

unless they must be returned to a

manufacturer under warranty agreement,

in which case you may still see them. If you
don't know a king pin from a distributor

cap, you can take them to someone wl.o

does and verify the repair.

You should demand that all shoddy and
improper repair work be corrected free of

charge. >

These rights are backed by law. If you
feel the sting, call the Consumer Action

Center, 545-0199 or 545-0781, on or after

September 25th, when the CAC opens.

This column sponsored by Mass PIRG
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BUS DRIVERS WANTED

Ml

n.-^t. Ruses nvvci dux, is for Fall Term
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lligtb wjtl» at luast tdri'f terms to go and
HAVE u MASS CLASS 2 drivers license

Call
1

iv«- College Transpoii at ion Office- 58<) 42()2
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1 i»(K)4:(H)) f<»r uppluution and apptiini
men !ui inlcr^icw and driving test.

WORSHIP THIS SUNDAY
at

WESLEY METHODIST CHURCH
365 North Pleasant

10:30 Worship
11:30 Coffee & Fellowship

Two blocks from UMass where Fear-
ing, N. Pleasant and Triangle meet.

WELCOME STUDENTS

NOW OPEN

JlefloeMi|2sp2a§ie
Northampton, Mass.

HELnCVEn 2ND WEEK It Ends Tuesday'
eveninijE at 7 00 and 9 15

HANDLE PATRICK McMURPHY
AND THE BOYS ARE BACK

Its time to see them again!

JACKNKHOUON
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HOUSEWARES: \ \\ ll link oi i \mois n\mk iioisew \kes

and >mall appliam »<.. Bow l>. ()\rn l)i>lu'*. Ca>H'roh'>. Mixing Bowls.

S«'r\«'r>. roa>l«'r>. Iroii.s. Ironing: B«»anl>. Clo(lv>. CollV*' Mak('r>. (.orii

Po|>|MTs. roa>lrr 0^^•ll^. llaiiihiir^ Mak«'r>. P(»lalo Er\(T>. Hoi Do«i

Cookrrs. Mann Clorks . . . r\<'r\ thinj; \on nrcd to s<'t np your tlorni.

t.

AMHERST SHOPPLNC; CENTER 175 I NIVERSn\ DRIVE. AMHERST

Ri;r|u lu'hind Tlu' Sleak On!

OPEN Mon.-Eri. 9:3()-9:(M) Sal. lil 6:00 25:^50 4^

On the lawn at

MUSIC INN
Saturday, Sept. 16 (g) 3 P.M.
A sing-a-long picnic with..

PETE SEEGER,
ARLO GUTHRIE

& Shenandoah
Tickets $5 50 in advance

$6 50 day of show

By Mail

Send certified chieck or money order and

SASE to

Rt 183 Productions

Box 554 Lenox, MA 01240

Tickets available at all Ticketron outlets

Also at Faces of Eartfi, Record Town, &
Country Comforts Nortfiampton For iicket

info in your area dial (413)637-2970
•

Picnic coolers OK, no pets, no camping $1

Babysiting Service-, by licensed Mass
babysitter

Mass Pike Exit 2 from Lenox rt. 183 South

first left past Tanglewood on to West
Hawthorne St , then 1 mile on left.

MUSIC INN

.Collegian 15

Around
the nation

House grants Widow believes
money to probe Oswald guilty
WASHINGTON (UP!) - The House voted

yesterday to grant an additional $790,000 to
the House Assassinations Committee to
j'low it to wind up its investigation of the
killings of John F. Kennedy and Martin
Luther King Jr. by the end of the year.

Several members including House Ad-
ministration Committee chairman Frank
Thompson, D-N.J., warned they would not
again vote additional funds for the panel.
Despite opposition, particularly fom Rep.

Robert Bauman, RMd., no one called for a
roll call and the funds were approved by
voice vote.

The committee, which already has spent
$2.5 million this year, would have been
forced to close out its investigation im-
mediately if it had not received the extra
funds.

Several ,members who originally opposed
the committee said during debate that they
had become impressed with the work of
the panel and its chairman Louis Stokes, D-
Ohio, and would support the supplemental
funding resolution.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Lee Hatvey
Oswald, acting alone, killed John F. Ken-
nedy because he was "sick" mentally; his

widow testified yesterday.
Near the end of 7 % hours testimony over

two days before the House Assassinations
Committee, Marina Oswald Porter conced-
ed she now believes her husband
assassinated the president on Nov. 22,
1963 in Dallas and acted alone because "I

do not believe he would confide in -so-
meone."
The Russian-born witness, who has

remarried and currently lives in Texas, said
that Oswald was probably mentally ill.

On Wednesday, she had pleaded she was
incompetent to conclude whether Oswald
had shot the president.

But yesterday, "under persistent pressing
by Rep. Christopher Dodd, D-Conn., as to
whether she thinks Oswald was guilty, she
replied:

"Yes, I do. I believe the man was capable
of doing such a thing."

Mexican ballet to perform
"FIESTA FOLKLORICO" AT FINE ARTS
CENTER CONCERT HALL

The internationally acclaimed BALLET
FOLKLORICO MEXICANO • presentihg
"FIESTA FOLKLORICO" will perforrr+at the
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall on Wed-
nesday, September 27 at 8 p.m. when the
spectacular company comes to Amherst on
Its current coast -to -coast tour of the
United States.

Fiesta Folklorico, a major entertainment
event, presents a colorful panorama of
Mexican folk dances for Pioneer Valley
audiences. The company of 35 dancers,
singers and musicians will be under the
direction of their founder— director,
Graciela Tapia.

The 1978-79 edition of the remarkable
Ballet includes a number of new dances in
its eight— part show and 250 new costumes
representing eighteen contrasting regions
of Mexico.

Native songs, dances and costuxes from
throughout Mexico, backed by Mariachi,
marimba, and Jarocho bands, are
choreographed by Miss Tapis into a
spectacle with solid probuction values.
The performance is a revelation of Mexican

• culture of the past and present.
The company also creates for Mexico

and the world an opportunity for better
understanding as it presents a vivid view of
authentic folklore of Mexico through the
beauty of songs, music and dances of the
Mexican people.

Tickets for Ballet Folklorico Mexicano are
now on sale at the Fine Arts Center box
office, open Monday through Friday 9 a.m.
- 4 p.m. and one hour before each per-

formance, and all New England Ticketron
locations.

Ticket prices are: General public— $7, 6,

5. UMass students- $51 4, 3. Senior
citizens and other students- $6, 5, 4. For
more information, call the Fine Arts Center
box office at (41 3) 545 - 2511

.

Theatre presents benefit

HELD OVER
Sept. 13 19

BELLE AMI 7:30

LOOKING GLASS
850

Untier 21 not .Klm,nt.'(

Majestic Cinema
84 Cottage St.,

Ejsthiinipton

TheCollegian is looking
for people to deliver the
neinrspaper to the Five
College area.
This is a salaried position!
If interested , call Jeff
Weisberg , Circulation
Manager S46-9S63

The City Studio Theatre will present a
benefit "Fall Disco Ball" tomorrcw at 9:30
p.m. The City Studio Theatre is the
resident theatre of Hampshire County,
located in Northampton.
Actors, directors, set designers and others

varying capacities from among the
students and faculty of the five colleges
have lent their skills and expertise to most
of the productions at The City Studio
Theatre, and the theatre has reciprocated
by loaning members of its resident com-
pany, and costumes and equipment to
productions being done at the five schools.
One ex;]'nple of this collaboration is the
American premier of Brian Fried's
"Volunteers," performed at the theatre
with involvement of students from
Hampshire and Smith colleges, and two
drama classes from UMass. This play, a
tense drama about the IRA, was a huge
success and is scheduled to open off-
Broadway in New York this fall.

The theatre is a non-profit organization
which operates as a community resource
and does productions of interest and
concern to the Hampshire County Com-
munity focusing on such issues as racism,
sexism, and alienation. It is funded soley
through the active fundraising efforts of the
theatre, such as this benefit.

The purpose of the "Fall D' .^o Ball"
benefit is twofold: to raise niu , deeded
for the u(iroming fall season; bi;i (Miallyas
important CST hopes to acquairit more of
the five college community with this
community resource and to q. i jdents
and faculty to venture beyond ti .ampus
to see what's going on in the munity
around them.

The theatre is located at 49 P.-arf St.
Northampton Mass. right acrot.i; ;he street
from Gleasons Camping Supply Refresh-
ments will be available, and a $^' lonation
will be requested.

NOMINATIONS
FOR

STUDENT
SENATE,

Including Presidential positions,

are available in Rm. 420, Stu-

dent Union. Deadline for ap-

plications Is September 25.

Position Available:

Affirnnative Action Officer for

the Senate

— will be responsible for ad-

ministering the affirmative action

policy of the Student Senate £t

the University.

For applications and/or info,

come by room 420, Student
Union.

I

EGGS BENEDICT-BELGIAN WAFFLES
LOX & BAGELS

12:00-3:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH

only at

57 IM. Pleasant St

2535141
Across from the fire * don

I

LOOKWHAT'S HAPPENINGAT
**THETOPOF THE CAMPUS'*

LOUNee

Happy Hours Monday • Friday 4><>pm . 6>*pm
Double Bubble ... 2 fori drinks

Menu

RESTAURANT

ne^pir decor

sandMriches, chips *n dips
specials, cheeses

ne^MT menu n^-w ideas

complimentary glass of ^v in e IV ith dinner

spaghetti night $2.99

Thurs*Fri*8at primerib nights$6.2S

FrI Lobster nlte "call irt to reserve your lobster*'

f49-bOOO ext.639

Entarttinnaiit

Disco
attheTop

FrI. Sat. Night lO** pill - I** aitt

felt§ick

apen?
Is it crazy to love marker pens that give you the smoothest, thinnest line in

town . .and feel so right in your hand' Is it mad to worship pens with clever

little metal "coUars" to keep their plastic points from getting squishy'

Not if the pen is a Pilot marker pen

Our Razor Point, at only 69c, gives

the kind of extra-fine delicate line you'll flip

over And for those limes you want a little less
|

line, have a fling with our fine pKxnt

59c Fineliner It has the will and fortitude to

actually write through carbons.

So. don't settle for a casual relationship.

Get yourself a lasting one, or two, to have

and to hold at your college book store

Pilot Corp. of America. 30 Midland Ave.,

Port Chester, New Ybrk 10573.

fineine marker pens
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extension Gardener
Around the ivorld

Dear Extension Gardener

haVet^n o^s^l'er,, su'Zl",^'
'" '"""""'"^ "•'^" '" """^ '" -V house plan.s «hich

B P Belchertown

t^^"!
^°y?^eplants shoufd be brought in several weeks before the frost date(about m.d September) so they will be accustomed to their home' before t^^^

pfantrhaTtn^r '^'T '^o".
^°"''* ^'^^ ^»^'^^ *» °"« '"^'^ harTh va 'aS e theplants have to deal w.th Plants which are diseased, infested with oests

a-eiptv..,nerr4 i%i,-:L^-o:;:r.tr.
"'"- ""-• p-- -'-

When IS my butternut squash ripe and how should I store it ,
B M Family Housing Community Garden
The squash should be well matured, completely beige in color or it will notkeep well m storage Another indication of maturity is if the hnd is h^rd andmperv.ous to a l.ght fingernail press. There is no hurry in harvestina but

Ihn IH h^r^ ^^°^'! ^""^^^^ '^^ ^''"^^h ^^^^ the vine has dies however tshould be harvested before hard frosts and covered during light frosts Tut thesquash off the vme with 1 -2" of stem left on. If it is pulled off disease mav
sCch^^ ; K

"' "'"" ^'r ^'" *'"*» '" ^ ^'V. well ventilated. M 60 degree a^easuch as a basement, or heated garage. Happy Gardening^
Extension Gardener

r^f=jf=jf=i;s3f^
lj

;red voters in
md amherst:
^primaries

Mourners call off
graveside protest
TEHRAN. Iran (UPI) - An army officer

with a gun in one hand and a flower in the
other yesterday persuaded several thou-
sand mourners to call off a planned
graveside demonstration honoring anti
shah protestors killed by government
troops.

But a business strike spread from the
religious stronghold around the sprawling
bazaar to the elegant carpet shops and
lewelry stores of the city center, despite
orders to shopkeepers from martial law
authorities to stay open.
The goverment, which has declared mar-

tial law in the capital and 1 1 other cities an-
nounced the arrests of the former minioA
of commerce and agriculture as part oTa
campaign against corruption, which was
seen as a major factor in in the unrest.
The official death toll from the demonstra

tions stands at 97, but there has been no
denial of estimates into the thousands
made in the Majlis debate on endorsing
Jaafar Sharif Emami as prime minister.
The strike was called by Sayed Abdollah

Shirazi. a leader of Moslem clergymen pro
minent in the recent demonstrations.
He called on the mou-ners to stay at home

and risk no clashes with troops stationed
irouc Jt tl

The success of Thursday's strike was dif
ficult to gauge, since some stores generally
close early on the eve of the Moslem sab
bath.

Authorities close to
cracking Moro case
MILAN. Italy (AP) - Antiterroi

specialists, feeling closer than ever to-
cracking the Aldo Moro case, are analyzing
documents and other material fou':i< ir
apartment of a ca;jti'.- r' '..[.-, -j,^.,. ^,.,. ^(.^r-.'
of being the mat.u- ..

,

.^i jf theRed
Brigades, police sources said yesterday.
Authorities considered the arrest of 30-

year old Corrado Alunni a major
breakthrough after months of groping by
investigators trying to track down the Red
Brigade terrorists who kidnapped and
murdered the former Italian premier last
spring.

The police sources here said experts were
digging into "relevant" documents found
in Alunm's apartment, looking for clues to
the ultimate strategy of the Red Brigades
and possible past and future plans for ter
rorist attacks.
A master at disguise, Alunni had been

sought by authorities since 1976 He was
wanted in connection with 12 murders, in-
cluding the killings of Moro and his five
bodyguards.

m L^fWUQD/^

A thriller
screcnpliiy by

WILLIAM GOLDMAN from nis novel
ProdMcedby and

ROBERT EVANS SIDNEYBECKERMAN
directed by JOHN SCHLESINCER I ?

m color a paramourtt picture

CCA-$1
Sat., Sept. 16
6:30, 9, 11:15

Back to School
WATERBED SPECIAL

• Classic Deluxe Mattress

• Safeway H^aiier ^'

• Safety Liner

• FtlFn Drata Kit

• Frame Kit & Plans

liIlilBc584 9153 ?°'""»" ''""s uku

^"-i.riw.i iyi i,iB^ii»1i|.i,»<MIUi<.1,TlllAi.iiiiu|t|ij.|
r:TTr,|^

It was the Deltas against
the rules... the rules lost!

(O
*\

»«^

.;-> Wl
r""^-

m£.

m<S)3l

South Hadiev Center 533-4194
NATI^NAI,

^T

AMiMAL umnm
fi< b Sm at (TLS 5 001 7 30 9 55 12 00
Sun thru Thuts at ITLS 4 451 ; 00 9 15
Ma«inee (Sat & Sun I at 2 15

(.

The best antidote tothe11o'clock news
since 77ieDoonesburyChronk/es,

•t,

So far. nearly a half-million Americans
'^ have found rollicking relief with The

Doonesbury Chronicles—the first retrospective

treasury of comic strips by Pulitzer Prize- , i

winning cartoonist Garry Trudeau. .. "^ x^
And now comes fast, fast, faster relief: '.^

the brand-new Doonesbury's Greatest Hits, an N
(

uproarious colleaion of more than 500 comic \ \

strips, 80 in full cobr. Available without j^ ^

^»i, RBVBNC£
OfTHi

m FiHKfnHTHtli
Fn b Sat at (TLS 5 15) 7 46 10 15
Sun Ih.ij Thurs at (TLS 5 OOl 7 15 9 30
Malinpp (Sdt t» Sun I at 2 00

^^^' HEAVEN,
CAN WAIT

A Literary
CuiW All-Club EncloMr*

A Playttoy •eoh Club
Alternate

A MID SfVtNTlfS W\Aj€ '

$12 9S hardcover

$7 9S paperback

BY CB.TRUDEAU
with an Overture by William F Buckle/. Jr.

Holt, Rinchart & WinstonJ^

Fii b Sat ,11 ITIS 5 301 10 15
Sijr) th<u Thur«i at ITLS 5 001 7 15 9 30
Mrftinee (Srti ft Sun i at 2 15

RYAN O'NEAL BRUCE OERN

79 THE m
t^DRIVER

Fii f> Sat at ITLS 5 15i 7 45 10 15

Sun thru Thufs at iTLS 5 001 7 15 9 30
W.itM.H.- S.it h S.Mi I .11 2 00

REDUCfO AOUIT I STUOE»T PRICES FOR US TKKfTS UNITED TO SEAHUfi

!Coiiggijani7

'«--,iJ^

Mass

LIQUORS
University Drive, Amherst, Ma.

(Amherst Shopping Center)

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

SAVE 30% -50%
Book now for Christmas

and spring break

PAY LATER
No payment until 30 days

before departure

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER
CONCOURSE LEVEL
UMASS 545-0500

It's the old Pete's Paeky
We're not new,
Just called Stadium Liquors
Moved closer to you.
Within Walking distance
Of UMass,
Save a bundle on your gas.
500 parking places for your car,
The coldest beer in town by far.
We're past the UMass stadium on
the right.

With a red liquor sign to guide you
at night.

Our delivery service is still intact,
So come on students get into the

act!

JS^noff^eaa&nfk
Known for quality tents,

cannping equipment, and backpacking gear

li? n/^.> ^^A
"""^

If
^° ^^""^ *° ^''^°^' °' ^°"^« *s "PO" "s come in and check us out

daypac^s an^boo: lH^T '"«"
""f

''''' -any styles (over 40) of high qua^^aaypacKs and book bags Prices range from about $5.50 and up

X

Some of the brands
of day packs carried;

Sierra Designs
North Face
Wilderness Experience
Camp Trails

Kelty

Don Gleason's

Jan Sport

Peak 1

Don Gleason's offers the largest selection and display of camping and backpacking gear
available in Western Massachusetts and Connecticut. If you are going camping or
backpacking come to Gleason's. Also check us out for all your fall and winter outdoor
clothing needs. We have wool shirts, wool pants, Duofold long underwear, quality
sweaters, down and polarguard vests, down and polarguard jackets, 60/40's, warm
socks and mits, hats, and everything else you might need to enjoy the New England Fall
and Winter seasons.

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON. MASS^—

CAMPERS SUPPLY. INC.

Phone 584-4895

Kegs • Beer o Wine • Cheeses

Soda #106

(Store specials unadvertised)

Falstaff— 12 oz. cans

St. PauliGirl-12oz. NR
Schaefer 12 oz. cans

Donelli Lambrusco— 50 oz.

Blue Nun Liebfraumilch— 23 oz.

Tuborg 12 oz. NR or cans-
Canadian LTD-59.2oz.
Schlitz 12 oz. cans

Popov Vodka -59.2 oz.

case

case

$5.50

$11.85

$5.49

$2.89

$3.39

$6.49

$9.90

$6.49

$8.79

2-

^% g))C

^A ?r
^ii. f^tl

whciiyew want to talk about cokuloton - w* wnd«raton

HEWLETT-PACKARD
DEMONSTRATION DAY

Open: 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.

253-9341 - Free Delivery -253-9342
($7.00 min.): Men. Thurs. 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Fri.-Sat. 5 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

our low' prices

HP»31E 54 00
HP»32E 7200
HP»33E 89.00

HP»29C 157.00

HP»19C 24500
HP»67 389 00
HP»97 67500
HP»10 159.00

HP«37E 67.00

HP»38E 108.00

HP»92 445.00

Mon., Sept. 18
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Come in to talk with a sales engineer from
Hewlett-Packard about all the HP calculators in-

cluding the new Series E machines.

SPECIAL DEMO DAY OFFER
Monday only—with coupon

DC J^^f^LETT PACKARD DEMO DAY

$10 0q^OFF HP»67-_HP»92

J25.00_OFF_HP«97 I_II
IValid for Mon . Sept. 18, 1978 only)

campus center/univ. of mass, 'amherst
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Notices

SATURDAY SHABBAT: Shabbat Services
will be held Saliifday 9 16 78 at 10:30 am in

the Suffolk Room

PUBLICATION EXPERIENCE: UMass' oldest
oiyanization, the INDEX, is seeking qualified
persons to staff the 1 10 issue of the yearbook.
Great experience for those into ait .and
tiraphics, writing and reporting and or
photoguiphy Located m C C 102 laccross
fom thf {^.IU.^)lan} Phone 546 0848,

fM3SlTI0N AVAILABLE, Any work study
student, knowledgeble m some Arts and
Crafts skills and interested in working a few
hours a week, please contact Cindy 104
Greenougf), 546 2642.

CO LOOS Anyone interested in teaching a

coMoq in any Arts and Crafts skill

(photography, leather, ceramics, silver) please

contact Cindy 104 Greenough 546 2642 You
can earn 2 credits!

BRUNCH: Campus Experiences of the

Jewish Kind" with slides and discussion, is

being presented by Hillel, Sunday 9 24 at 11

am in the Commonwealth Room, Free to

members. $ 1 ,25 for all others.

BIKE RIDE TO OUABBIN: The UFVlass Bicycle

Club is sponsoring a ride to Quabbin Reservoir

this Sunday We will leave from the front of

the Student Union at 10:00 Bring a friend and
a lunch All are invited!

FILM SERIES: B'nai B'brith Hillel will show the
uproarious film, "The Mad Adventures of

Rabbi Jacob", this evening at 8:00 in

Thompson 104 FREE'

FOUND: Saturday on Fearing Street, ladies

l)racelet You describe it Call Wes at 546 8633,

NATIVE AMERICAN INDIANb: "Native
liutidiis and Other Americans: A Conflict of
Ivle.ils" a 3 credit course dealing with
tidditional Indian values and problems.
Available through Southwest Academic Office

lb 2803* Class meets Wed. 2 4:30 in JQA
Upper.

FOOTBALL COVERAGE WMUA will be
providing coverage of the first UMASS
football game against Villanova live from
Alumni Stadium this Saturday afternoon,
September 16, at 1 30 p,m, WMUA is located
at 91 1 on the F.M. dial.

OFFICE OF INTERNSHIPS: Internships are

immediately available for students who would
like to work with handicapped adults or

children These are full or part time in Western
Massachusetts, Come to the Office of

Internships for details before the end of the

add drop period.

INTERNSHIP AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: If

you are interested in working to help adults
with disabilities who are living independently,
contact Prof. D'Errico in Legal Studies about
the Stavros Foundation,

X^ p
^^r

UIVIass For MuscuIar
DisTRophy

Sat., Sept. 16

3-9 p.m.

Beta Kappa Phi Parking Lot

Live Music, Food,

Refreshments

Let's Help Jerry's Kids

V

S> ^£?

INTRODUCING

DOUBLE BUBBLE
HAPPY HOUR

V
. /

TOC LOUNGE
Campus Center

43° p.m. -6^° p.m.
MON.-FRI.

2 in 1 drinks
draft beer .40

feoluring

copecoddefs
le<|uilo svnrisers

prizes - enlerlolnmenl

FRESHMEN

ADD MORE TO YOUR
I

COLLEGE EDUCATION

WITH ARMY ROTC.

CALL:

MAJOR

JERRY P. BOISSEAU

545-2321

V-- ji.^i^.rw^rmmmmy'r^rj-^m
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Saccharin issue alive;
r

ban delayed, not lifted
WASHINGTON (AP) - Although
Amencans don't hear nnuch about banning

, saccharin anymore, the controversy has
not ended with the warning signs in super-
markets and new labels on diet food.
The proposeo ban on the artificial

sweetener has only beeri delayed, not
lifted.

And scientists throughout the country are
busy trying to resolve the dilemma of what
to do about the popular food additive,
which may cause cancer and for which
there is no substitute.

In recent weeks, more studies have been
thrown into the controversy but none
resolve the issue.

In an exhaustive 700 page review of

every major saccharin study. Dr. Morris F.

Cranmer of the Food and Drug Administra
tion concluded that better tests must be
done before anyone realistically can deter
mine human cancer risk from the
sweetener. Because of the uncertainties,
he urged the government to move
cautiously on a ban

A Johns Hopkins University study com
panni) the lives of bladder cancer patients
with a similar group without the disease
found no cancer link with moderate use of

artificial sweeteners. A similai Canadian
study earlier said it found a positive
associdtioii between artificial sweeteners
and bladder cancer in males

A survey of doctors and other health
professionals found that up to 70 percent
oppose a saccharin ban because they feel

that benefits may outweigh known risks

ai;id that the data on saccharin is in

conclusive.

The National Academy of Sciences, con
ducting a federally funded study of the na-

tion's food safety policy in general and sac
charm in particular, is reviewing these
results and much other data. The
academy's saccharin findings will be sent
to the FDA in November and the complete
study IS to be finished by February 1979.

The FDA tried to ban saccharin last year,

mostly because of a Canadian study linking

large doses of it to bladder cancer in male
rats and indications of a possible human
cancer link. The ban was called for under
the Delaney clause, a law requiring a ban

on food additives linked to cancer regarless

of other benefits they may have.

A loud public outcry followed because
saccharin is the only general-use artificial

sweetener approved for use in this country.

A debate ensued over the wisdom of the

Delaney clause in light of the need for an
artificial sweetener, not just by casual

dieters but by diabetics or others for whom
obesity is a health problem.

Congress last November delayed the ban
until June 1979, required warning labels on
saccharin products and authorized further

study.

Of the new reports, most attention focus-
ed on the one by Cranmer, former head of

FDA's National Center for Toxicological
Research.
The Cranmer report, a survey prepared at

the request of FDA Commissioner Donald
Kennedy, says the benefits of saccharin
may t)e found to outweigh potential harm

something not covered by the Delaney
clause.

The agency has not endorsed the report
and considers it a working paper. "The
Cranmer report at the present time has no
status, " said FDA spokesman Wayne
Pines "It was compiled by an FDA official

aiui ri.'presents an individual's view on sac-
( t\;irin It is in circulation among other
ftwleral agencies for comnieni."
The report said a review of previous data

indicates saccharin is a weak carcinogen,
oi cancer causing substance, itself.

However, it said, saccharin may be more
hazardous as a cancer "promoter," a

siil)stance that boosts the cancercausing
effect of another carcinogen.
Cranmer said better tests should be con

ducted to see if there are "safe" intake

levels below which some carcinogens
would not cause cancer. He added that he
thouglit it "likely to be possible" to set a

safe limit on saccharin.

But Cranmer mostly eriiphasized how
much was not known about testing

chemicals and applying these results to

determine human risks. He noted that it

"isn t er^ough to identify a chemical which
has the potential to produce cancer."
He said the Delaney clause was inade

quale because it didn't allow for assigning a

^VUE yiTAl,

BAK
2 for 1

powerhouse

3-6 Happy Hour

Don't forget

John Morgan
tomorrow 3:30-7:30

relative risk to carcinogens and balancing
these risks against possible benefits from
using these substances.
Cranmer said in an interview that he for-

mulated several examples to show hov.-
much isn't known about interpreting data
from animals overdosed with potential car
cinogens.

Tests conducted in England found that
high doses of the natural sweetener xylitol
caused tumors in male rats. But interesting-
ly, Cranmer said, control rats in the test
given 20 parcent regular sugar - called
sucrose - had a 10 percent incidence of
kidney tuiiiors.

Crime down two percent.

Rape reports increase
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Crime in the
United States decreased 2 percent during
the first half of 1978, but there was a
substantial increase in reported rapes and a
slight rise in other violent acts, Attorney
General Griffin Bell announced yesterday.
Most of the increase in violent crime came

in the West and in middle sized cities, ac-
cording to the FBI's Uniform Crime Report.
Rapes reported to police rose in cities of all

sizes and in most parts of the country.
The report is based on a composite index

of total crimes reported to police in more
than 150 cities.

The total of reported crimes, according to
the index, fell 2 percent during the first six

months of 1978 compared with Mie first six

months of 1977. The overall drop, resulting
mairily from fnwer property crimes and
thefts, continued a trend that started in the
first quarter of 1977.

Bell citHci the report as "evidence that pro-
gress is being made in the fight against

crime.

"However," he said, "the volume of
• lolent crimes rose by a small margin, em-
()hasizing the need for persistence in on;
crime preventicni otfcrts

'

The index showed <? •
. .• w . .r:^ ^e in

violent crimes of all type;>, cdused mainly
by a 5 percent increase in rapes and a 3 per-
cent rise in aggravated assaults.
Murder showed no change, while robbery

offenses dropped 2 percent.
Studies have shown rape victims are often

reluctant to go to police, aftd it was not
ciear whether the increase in rapes resulted
from additional reporting or a rise in the ac-
tual number of offenses.
riie West, with a 2 percent increase, was

tl e only region reporting a rise in crime
overall, and the report showed -it had a 7
pfjrcent increase in violent crimeb
Overall crime decreased 6 perct.-nt in the

Northeabt, 5 percent in north c("~A' d states
arid 1 percent in the South.

t parthenogenesis
page

could lead to establishment of matriarchy,
with, eventual demand for separate
blat' hoo(|i" (Galana, incidentally, follows
Go'neys remarks with her own comment:
Who can top that recipe for a women's

M'vokition' ")

Admittedly, there are prohl(;ms with par-
tht.'nogenesis. We don't know how to sup-
press extrusion of the second polar body in

cell division stage two, how to prevent the
harmful effects of the conibination of
recftssive genes. Or how to provide for ade
(juate genetic variation.

But then again, according to feminists
who research parthenogenesis, we haven't
tried According to these researchers, a
through understanding of parthenogenesis
would directly benefit women instead of
men, it merits little consideration in a
patiiachcal world.

To emphasize this point, teiniin,! lawyer
Florence Kennedy onr^e said; "If nun could
get pregnant, abortion would I- i sacra-
ment " the principle is the same

The degree of technological sopistica-
tion neccessary to induce parthenogenesis
is lelatively minimal. AcLorrimg to
feminists, if the same amount ol energy
that male science channels :nto astrophsics
or the development of the neutron bomb or
into those aspects of genetic engineering
that further entrench women's oppression
were redirected, techniques fro inducing
parthenogenesis would have already been
perfected.

Such techniques are already within our
grasp, according to feminists, and the pro-
blem is not one of insufficient technological
know-how, but one of political malignance,
or sexism in the raw.

Fridqy It's Foce
Get your weekend off to a flying start with our every-Friday
Specials. This week .

Introducing our new Lamp Deportnnenf! A coHecfion ofcontemporary
lighting including soft iighits, ptiarmacy lamps, drafting lamps, desk
lamps and accent lighiting Take 10% off any lamp from $12 95 to S49 95.

Vintage Vests, from thie thirties and forties Were S4 95 to S6 95 Now $3.50.

From our Print Department! Fine art reproductions were S3 00, Friday

they're $2.50.

Accessories! A collection of fashion lanats bead and shell necklaces
and wooden bead necklaces at '

. their original price

Reed Wosteboskets Were $2 95 Friday $2.25.

Plus! Many more unadvertised specials

Monday thru Saturday 10 to 6

Friday Its Faces til 9

Master Charge arid VISA accepted

A Store full ot Idcds
N > ' '» I'' ,> I nil.

.

i ' A AU Nl 111 HI si

cljarlirs
SUNDAY-

BLOOpy MARY
BRUNCH-

.99 Bloody Mary's

Bluegrass Music
Sept. 22, 23

by Rainiret

DAILY

HAPPY HOUR
3-8 P.M.

LARGEST DRAFT
IN TOWN .50

MOST BAR DRINKS!
.85
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UMass golfers hope
for repeat performance

* Giidders

By BOB MITCHELL .

Collegian Stuff

The UMcibs ijDit team, under coach Ed
Vlach, strojigly feel that they are ready fqr a
r«;pc?'i jjerforditince of last year's ire
s(»ow.ng, in wliich they captured the
i nkee Confernnce Championship
Hccofding to Vlach. the team will be led

by retiirning captain, Jim McDermott, and
freshman Kevin Lynch, who was last year's

st.itf srhuolhoy champion.
In addition to McDermott there are four

uthi'i rt'turning lettermen who will also
fiquit niyhly m the team's perfoiinonce
Vic Ldhteii.e, Mark Duggan. John
Cibrowski. and Mark Powers.
Roumling qut the squad are: Bob Rarrick

Maik {-instein, Marty Hunt, Bob Glad
( qui l< Si>'v>-' Auerliach, tind Jerry Fox

However, the road to the championship
will l)e a hit rockier this season with Boston
University joining the Yankee Conference,
making it sex opposing clubs for the
Minutemen to defeat.

The team will open their season on Friday,
Sept. 15, when they piay in the Eastern
Atheletic Assoociation Tournament at
Fenn State.

Ci)<H.h Vlach wishes to recognise the
following accomplishments by two of his

players.

J!m McDermott ptwyed in the Boston
Globe Tournament for an»aclub championb
and finished second, just one stroke behind
tfie leader.

Vic Lahteine placed sec^pd in th
country in the National Long Driving
Contest, after winning two qualifying
rounds

Sports Notices
NOPE Gym will be closed Wed. September 20 from 7:30 10:30.

UMASS FOOTBALL A valid UMass undergraduate ID must be shown at the student
gate by all students who wish to ente Alumni Stadium for this Saturday's UMass-
Villanova football qame.

WATER POLO CLUB Anyone interested in playing intercollegiate water polo, male or

female, please come to Boyden Pool at 6 p.m. Monday through Friday. Any questions,

please call Bill Thanon at the IM office.

VOLLEYBALL Anyone interested in playing for the UMVBC Men's ream please

contact Arnie at 549 5129. We play a spring intercollegiate schedule. Practices start

this fall

Cont. from page 24

yards rushing last season and scored eight
touchdowns.
"Vince is one of the most outstanding run-

ners in the country," touted Bedsern.- "If he
were at another school, say Penn State,
he'd have gained a lot of national recogni
tion.

Celts' Red
smiling again

BOSTUN (AP) A couple of months ago
Red Auerbach was set to pack in a 28 year
career as the Boston Celtics' braintrust. He
WHS unhappy with a change in ownership,
and his pride was wounded by a player deal
made without his knoledge. '

Now everything is back to normal. Red is

smiling again, lighting up his familiar cigars
and eagerly looking forard to the National
Basketball Association season.
He's even thinking in terms of a 14th NBA

championship banner being hung from the
rafttjis of Boston Garden next spring.

'I really think this ball club, with one or

two more little moves, is a definite con
tender. "I have a better feeling now than I

had last year by far.
"

Auerl)ach didn't think the same way in Ju
ly when owners Irv Levin of the Celtics and
John Y. Brown of the Buffalo Braves swap
ped franchises in a sports shocker. Red
was even unhappier when he learned the
two owners also made a seven-player
swap
Brown acquired guard Tiny Archibald and

forwards Billy Knight and Marvin Barnes
for the Celtics, while Levin, who moved the
Buffalo franchise to San Diego, got center
Kevin Kunnert, rookie guard Freeman
Williams and forwards Sidney Wicks and
Kermit Washington. Auerbach was unhap-
py, so unhappy that he just about made up
his mind to accept a whopping offer to join

the New York Knicks.

However, he and Brown got together.
Auerbach agreed to remain as president
and general manager of the Celtics.

Teachers
taken to jail
United Press International
Striking Bridgeport, Conn., teachers were

carted off to jail by the busload yesterday
for refusing to obey a judge's backto-work
order, and Dayton, Ohio, teachers ignored
a judge's order to halt picketing at schools.
Cleveland schools were closed while

school officials juggled the budget in a
court-ordered effort to find money to fund
raises for striking teachers : id non-
teachiny personnel. The city's 101,000
public school pupils were among more than
400,000 students idled or otherwise af-

fected by school walkouts in nine states.
A judge in Bridgeport ordered 62 more

teachers jailed for defying an order to end
their eight day walkout.
The teachers were loaded on buses for the

54mile trip to the Connecticut National
Guard barracks at Camp Hartell, where 76
other teachers already were confined.
Those jailed include the teachers' 13-

momber negotiating team.
Dayton teachers ignored a court order to

stop picketing schools. The judge who
issued the order said he would take no ac
tion until school officials seek contempt
citations.

Yesterday's threatened walkout by
Boston s 5,000 publicschool teachers was
averted by the teachers' surprise ratifica-

tion of a contract their union had urged
them to reject.

Fighting broke out at the ratification

meeting following announcement of the
vote. Police quelled the disorder. There
were no arrests and no injuries.

Classes resumed for 26,000 public school
pupils in Elgin, ill. - the state's third largest
school district. Elgin teachers ratified a new
contract late Wednesday, ending a five-day
walkout.
Burlington, Vt., teachers also returned to

classes, ending a six-day walkout that had
affected 4,500 students.
But the City Colleges of Chicago remained

closed to 110,000 students and contract
talks remained stalemated.

To place a classified ad. drop by the Col
l«>gian office (CC ll3i h»'tw»;en 8 45 am
and 3 45 f) m Monday through Friday, or

use (jur handy clij) and mail form fouiuj m
mrjst issues of the Colli'ijian Cliissitu'd

f|«Mdliiie IS 3 4b |) i'> two <l,ivs m iidv.ini.i'

of oubliCiition licit''

^^M Collegian
^^1 Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c
per line, five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

1 . —

AUDIO

Dynaco SCA80Q amp, 30 wattch , v

good cond , list $280, sell at $125, call Jeff,

546 8791

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Mustang conv. V% AT, runs excellent

ly. body has some rust. $500 or BO,
247 9296. evenings

1971 Ford Torino - VB 302 engine, 18

mpg. 4 new radial tires, new shocks b spr

ing recent brake job b rebuilt trans Call

Garret at 549 0236 after 5 p m.

For sale- 1969 Rambler runs well, std

trans $200. 256 0478

Mercedes 220S6, good rendition,

549 3934

VW bus, 48,000 miles, perfect mechanical.

body, and interior condition, $2100 firm

Call 253 9428, before 9pm
1974 Capri V6 speed AM FM Michelms,

46.000 rnilei, excellent conditiom, $2200

Call after 6 00. 253 5136.

66 Chevy van, great eng
,
poor t)ody

253 3113

65 VW rctiuilt engine, excellent

mechanical cond . 2 new snows, body
poor use for engine switch, parts $150,

549 1397

FOR RENT

Moving? We're the best price in town for

thf l)f'Sl moving help around FriemHv, 'ofj'

Hoiiriy h distance rates Driodelioo Truck

in() b8A 793?

University men uori.ippv with liviricj .x

comodations' Or do you rieerj a place to

stay tor the fall'' We have a few spaces left

Call Brian Axon at Sigma Phi Epsilon at

549 1309 for info Rooms available im

meflititely

Quite responsible roommate wanted in

Sunderland Call 665 3303

Studio for rent, separate building

Formerly tor ceramics, kiln available for

sale Tel 253 7450. Amherst, after 5pm
please

Loft, studio, dance, shop h shed space m
Florence Bill Arnold, 584 3550

Graduate student wanted to share Nr)r

thampfon townhousf: $110 rno. Must be

neat No oets 584 8258 evenings

FOR SALE

1969 Camaro for sale, needs some work,
call 253 5081 _
Tag sale — household camping, childrens

adults Items b clothing, Leverett, opposite

Craft Center, Sat., 9' 16, 10 3:00

Refrigerator -5 cu ft., exc cond , $75,

call John, 665 7906

Typewriter, Olympia manual; very good
cond. Portable $50, neg Alan, 256 6137.

Tagsale — Sat , Sept 16, 86 Longmeadow
Dr , Amherst Numerous household items.

AKC Harlequin Great Dane puppies
tjred for temperment and conformation.

Call after 6 or weekend, 1 773 5825, $150
and up

Plant sale - Sun . 12 4, ram or shine, 25
Riverglade Apts

Attractive desk. 7 drawers, curved top,

stained finish, $45 549 1698, after 5.

Tagsale, Sat , Sept 16, St Bngid's Parish

Center, W Prospect St , Amherst, 10 a m.

to 3 p m to benefit the Religious Education

Program.

Refrigerator, good condition for sale. 9
ruljif. ffft, .jsking $110 Call Mirth at

'^•"r, bH87

Rugs Titietan and Peruvian alpaca from

$1'K) also Indian hammocks. Call 549 1479.

68 VW Squareback needs fender and fuel

injectors, h.js new engine, $100, girl's 26 in

bike, $15 263 3572

HELP WANTED

To all university students — be a house
persfjn at the finest eating establishment in

Amherst Tf) start your bright and exciting

career in disties call 253 9230. ask for Bum
bolini or Joel

Night staff needed to work in cottage

housing, with 6 mentally retarded adults

Light housework required Contact Albert

Dia^. Belchertown State School, 323 6311,

ext 392

Intern program for seniors. Openings ex

ist at local Amfierst insurance co. for a few
aggressive seniors vyho are interested m
earning money and setting own hours while

completing education. This could lead to a

permanent position after graduation Send
name, address, phone * anrl major to PO
Box 854. Amherst

Shoe sales person experienced family

shoes for part time Tues., Thurs., Sat. Ap-
ply in person only, Matthews Shoes, 39 So.

Pleasant.

Do you like to try new experiences? Try

farming. I need help picking butternut

squash. Call 549-5197 after Bpm.
To all university »women: be a

housegirl/houseperson at one of the finest

fraternities on campus, Sigma Alpha Ep
silon. Free food, short hours, good times.

Call 256 6815, ask for Mark or John.

PERSONALS

Happy 21st birthday Kent. Congrats on
finally reaching the prime of you r life.

Happy anniversary, Nancy. Love ya,

Kenny

Pance — good - luck

Amherst and the Zoo.

good.

with cheering at

Drive show and be

INSTRUCTION

Ball room dance classes in progress.

Register now For more information call

Ray at 5 0345 any time after 4 p.m.

Racism training - RAs SW190E
Dynamics Of Racism a workshop in white

awareness Initial workshop 9/23 9/24 next

class 10' 4 Training alternate Weds 7 9,

open to all UMass students Sign-up in JA.

Basic auto mechanics workshop. 28
hours classroom theory b shop. Limited

enrollment. Call 253 7967 or write for

brochure. Auto Skills, Box 210, Amherst
MA 01002.

Beginning weaving 4 harness floor

looms. 2 weeks 9 9 78. Tues., 79 pm.
Jones Library. $50 253 9368, evenings.

Pinocchio Piiza of Harvard Sq. is here!

Visit us at 1177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
(next to Rooster's).

Disco dance lessons, group or private All

aspects of dancing w/ or w/out a partner.

Call Brian at 546-5052^

Senior male needs own room in apt. or

house near bus route, easy going, non-

smoker, call Mike at 1 783 3400

RIDERS WANTED

Commuting daily from Dudley-Webter.
I have a car, looking for others in same
situation for carpool. Waiter, 545 1924.

SERVICES

LOST

Black cat in Lantern Ct , Sunderland.

Named Sabrina. Please call 665 7946.

MISCELLANEOUS _ ~ ^
For trade: lot 65 parking sticker for lot 62
and $ Please call Bob, 549 1680.

The Boltwood-Belchertown Project is

seeking students to volunteer in any one of

14 social and recreational programs offered

at Belchertown State School Gam prac

tical field experience through this valuable

and worthwhile organization. Call 323 631J
ext 449 for more information

Join us for sorority rush register now in

the Campus Center concourse or the dining

commons For further information contact

the Greek Affairs Office, 321 Berkshire

House, 545 2711 or 545 2712.

MOTORCYCLES

75 Yamaha RD350, perfect, 1000 mi since

rebuild, good total $600 or BO, includes

storage this winter 665 2253, eves

Light trucking service. Will haul wanted
or unwanted furniture, appliances, etc.

Phone 549 4730 after 5 p m. Mon.-Fri ,
all

day Sat. and Sun. Reasonable rates.

Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for

your 256 page, mail order catalog of col

legiate research. 10, 250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 25907B, Los Angeles,

Calif 90025 (213) 477 8226.

WANTED

Instructor for private lessons in racquet

ball. Call Kim, 253 7685, aft 5 p.m. $

negot.

4 students seeking fifth to share 5

bedroom house in South Amherst.

253 7978

Female roommate to share 2 bdrm.

Riverglade apt, $77 util, 253 7478.

Black ff white portable TV, 549 6235.

Room in house wanted, call Dennis

Panu, 253 9627. .
, _

Space needed for my tent I will pay

$15/wk for kitchen and bath pnveleges.

Contact: Herb Miller, Qeneral Delivery,

Amherst MA 01002
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GERALD IS TOO SENILE To REAL
IZE THAT ITS BEMB ON HIS WAY
TO A TOGA PARTY.''

YOUR BIRTHDAY
FRIDAY, Sept. 15

Born today, you are one
of those easy-going, re-

laxed individuals who take
things as they come. You
refuse to worry over what
you cannot control, but you
make every effort to stay

on top of what you can.

Your concern for your fel-

low man is manifested in a

great deal of charity work,
particularly in the service

of the artistic.

You have great self-con-

ficence. You do not hesi-

tate to go ahead with any
project that interests you,

for you feel that whatever
you cannot yourself
accomplish, others will

volunteer to do for you. In

this you are usually right.

Also born on this date
are: William Howard Taft,

U.S. President; Jackie Coo-
per, child and adult actor.

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be
your daily guide.
SATURDAY, Sept. 16 .

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22)-

- Go ahead with plans to

join others in a new
project. Opposition fades

as you become more
involved.

LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -

An intense push toward an
old goal could be success-
ful. Take the time to study
your assets.

SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov.

Z1)> - Study the prominent
traits of one who has been
successful in your field.

Emulate!

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) " If you consider
yourself equal to a position

of leadership ot> the em-
ployment scene, ask for

one.

CAPRICORN(Dec. 21-

June 20) - Errands of little

consequence by them-
selves but important to

your overall success take
your time now.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-

Feb.18) " Though you are
not given to complaining,
you may air more than one
resentment this morning.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March
20) - Don't get excited
when the unexpected
occurs. Take your time;
consider the situation; act

on facts.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)

-- When you feel your tem-
per rising, count to 10. If

you fail to cool off, you
may be in for trouble.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

•- You are a good talker;

take advantage of that fact

to talk yourself out of a bad
situation.

GEMINI(May 21-June20)-
- Home and family affairs

take your time today.

Don't hold a grudge.
CANCER(June21-July22)

•• Seek pleasing company.
Otherwise, you may find

that ill moods rub off on
you and relationships are
strained.

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) -

Because you are an enemy
to pretense, you may feel

very much the warrior
today. Try to keep calm in

p.m.
CopjrrtcM, il7>,

UniUd FealMrc Syndicate. Inc

SATURDAY, Sept. 16

Born today, you are not
without a normal l^ear of

failure, but you never al-

low fear to stand in the way
of trying something new or
exciting. You take great
pride in your courage, but
you are wise enough not to

expect courageous behav-
ior from everyone. Nor do
you hold lack of courage
against another.
You enjoy any and all

contacts with the "myste-
rious." You do not expect
or even try to solve the
world's puzzles, but you
take the greatest pleasure
from an intellectual and
emotional involvement
with them.
Also born on this date

are: Alfred Noyes, poet;
Earl Carroll, theatrical pro-

ducer.

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be
your daily guide.

SUNDAY, Sept. 17

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22)-

• Any doubt of your own
abilities could cause you to

fall short of your goal for

the day. Trust yourself.

LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22) ~
Changes are in order, espe-
cially on the home front.

SCORPIO(Ocl. 23-Nov.

21) - Seek a higher author-
ity for guidance. Morning
worship aids you in mak-
ing decisions regarding the

future.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) ~ Though some of

your baser qualities are
charming in their way, you
are in danger of going too
far.

CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) - Go about your
own business in vour own
way. If you wait for anoth-
er, you may over wait the
opportune moment.
AQUARiUS(Jan. 20-Feb.

18) " Mix with neighbors in

a community project about
to begin. You can bring
logic to a chaotic situation.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March
20) - Spend as much time
as possible with the young.
Those dependent upon you
need your guidance now.
AR!ES(March 21-April 19)

" You may not be equal to

an unexpected event this

morning. Evening hours
bring steadiness and a new
certainty.

TAURUS(Aprll 20-May 20)

" Continue in your present
direction. Loved ones
serve to bolster your ego
today; accept praise
gracefully.

GEMINI(May21-June20)-
- If you take the time to

socialize, you may have
little time left for work -
which may be a very good
thing today!
CANCER(June21-July22)

- You will be rewarded
well for any time spent
with offspring today. Chil-

dren need your support.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) -

Have a care for your own
health. Symptoms may
have only abated, not dis-

appeared. Seek profes-
sional aid.

CopyrtgM. 1»7I.

LiMUd FMtarc SjrMHcaU, Inc.
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The tale of
the tape

AGE
SPINKS

25
ALI
36

WEIGHT 201 22i

HEIGHT 6-2 6-3

REACH 76 80

CHEST NORMAL 40 1 /2 kk

CHEST Expanded 42 k6

BICEPS 15 1 /2 15

forearm 12 13 1 /2

WAIST 32 1 A 34

THIGH

CALF

NECK

WRIST

FIST

ANKLE

2H

15 1 /2

1 7

12 1 /2

9 1 /2

26

1 7

171/2

8

13

9 1 /2
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Muhammad Ali stares at the scale as he is weighed in

prior to his heavy weight championship fight against Leon
Spinks. Ali, seeking to win the title for an unprecedented
third time, weighed in at 222 lbs. (UPI photo).

Cleveland's Andre Thornton slides in safely under the tag of Red
Sox second baseman Jerry Remy in action last night. Sox lost

4-3, to fall 1 % games behind New York. (UPI).

Sox fall again
CLEVELAND |6//'/|-Rookie Wayne Cage

helted it two run homer and right handers
Mike Paxton and Jim Kern combined on a

sevefi flitter last night to pace the
Cleveland Indians to a 4 3 victory over the
slumping Boston Red Sox

The loss was the 12th in 15 ycunes toi the
Red Sox who have hit a lowly .190 i.i 14

September games
The Indians broke loose against Bostor.

starter Jim Wright when Rick Manning
on«ned the first inning with a single and
look second on Buddy Bell's sacritice

Andre Thornton doubled up the alley in

right field scoring Manning, and Cage lined

an 1 ()itch over the light field fence for his

second Major League homer.
Paxton. traded by Boston to the Indians

this spring, notched his 11th victory--a

career higfi against nine losses. He struck
out seven and retired the first 14 batters in

order before Fred Lynn singled sharply to

right witti two out in the fifth. An RBI
double tiy Lynn spoiled Paxton's shutout
bid in the seventh and the Red Sox chased
their former teammate in the eighth.

Jack Brohamer opened with a single and
took third on Rick Burleson's double to left.

Kern took over and Brohamer scored as
Jerry Remy bounced out. Jim Rice then
singled home Burleson.

A double by Manning and a run scoring
single by Bell off reliever Dick Drago in the
seventh proved to be the winning run for

the Indians who clinched the season series

against Boston 8-7.

Boutonwinsno.1 UMsss harriers preparing

for Boston College relaySAN FRANCISCO (UPI) Jim Bouton won his first major

league game in eight years yesterday, pitching the first s'x inn-

ings in the Atlanta Braves' 4 1 victory over the rapidly fading

San Francisco Giants.

Bouton (11), out of baseball from 1971-1976, was called up

from Atlanta's Savannah Farm Club a week ago. He held the

sluming giants to just three hits and did not allow an earned

run in his six innings.

Craig Skok and Gene Garber relieved "and" saved Bouton's

first win since July 11, 197U, when he pitched one inning of

relief for Houston. The team he beat then was, ironically, the

Giants.

It was Bouton's throwing error in the third inning that allow

ed the giants their only run. Bill Madlock walked and Terry

Whitfield followed with a bouncer back to Bouton, who threw

the ball into centefield. Madlock wound up at third base and

scored on Mike Ivie's sacrifice fly.

By KEVIN McOAFFREY
Collegian Staff »

UMass will be joined by approxim . ily 25
other teams representing colleges "arpund
New England, when it competes tomorrow
in the final, and main leg of the Boston Col-

lege Relays The track and field festivities

began yesterday with contestants in the
decathalon, a ten event competitioi split

evenly over two days.
The simlarity between the UMass relays,

staged this past weekend, and tlie BC
Relays is in name only. At Boston the em
phasis will ride on team performances, as

the top three scoring scfuads will receive

trophies. At Amherst last weekend, no
team scores were tabulated, as the basic

concern was to spotlight individual or

formances.
In last year's competition, Noitheai ,i

captured the top pri^e, while 'he
Minutemen snared the runne o tro[ v

UConn finished third.

Unlike the UMass Relays, which feanJ'ed

non relay as well as relay events in every

distance category, the BC program con-

tains ony four races apart from the relay

format.

FINE ARTS
STAFF MEETING

Monday night, Sept. 18, 1978

7:30 p.m. Collegian offices

Rm. 113 Campus Center

Literate people sought with
interest in creative and per-

forming arts. ^^^^^__^__

«»;VV'

Fridqy It's Face
Get your weekend off to a flying start with our every-Friday

Specials. This week . . .

Introducing our new Lamp Department! A collection ofcontempofary
ligl^ting including soft iigtnts. pfiarmocy lamps, drafting lamps, desk
lamps and accent ligf^tmg Toke 10% off any lamp from $12 95 to $49 95.

Vintage Vests, from the thirties and forties Were $4 95 to $6 95 Now $3.50.

From our Print Department! Fine art reproductions were $3 00, Friday

they re $2.50.

Accessories' A collection of fashion lariats, bead and shell necklaces,

and wooden bead necklaces at '
. their original price.

Reed Wastebaskets Were S2 95 Friday $225.

Plus! Mariy niore unadvertised specidls

N/tonday thru Soturdov 10 to 6

Friday It's Faces til 9

Master Charge and VISA accepted

A Stort' tullot Idcds
Nm |i, If. h.sl ( )tl|>t

I
>< 'WUlMWIi .'\Mlt«'lM

^^ ^ '^^ »^ Liquor Store

Jusf arrived—new load of

3 cubic feet

refrigerators—call

256-8433 for delivery!!

HEINEKEN 12 oz. NR $3.49 six

MILLER 12 oz. NR & cans $6.99 case

FALSTAFF 12 oz. cans $4.99 case

GOOD THRU MON., 9/18

338 COLLEGE ST. 253-5384

RT. 9 AMHERST 256-8453

OPEN TILL 11 P.M.
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS^

1^ .-

^ in

Yanks widen 1st place gfip Depth key to net-women
DETROIT (UPI) - Craig Nettles hit a pair

of home runs oft Jim Slaton last night to

spark the New York Yankees to a 4-2 vic-

tory over the Detroit Tigers and increase

their American league east lead over

Booton to 1 V2 games.
Ed Figueroa raised his record to 17-9 with

his fifth straight win by pitching four hit ball

for seven innings. Rick Gossage relieved

following a 43-minute rain delay between

the seventh and eighth innings and was
tagged for two runs before Sparky Lyie

finished up for his ninth save.
Slaton, 15-11 in what is till his best

season, gave up a leadoff double to Mickey
Rivers in the first and the swift center
fielder came around on a fly out and Lou
Piniella's groundout.
Chris Chambliss singled to start the se-

cond and Nettles followed with his 24th
home run of the season. Slaton retired the
next 13 batters in a row, hit Randolph and
retired three more batters before Nettles hit

a 3-0 pitch for his 25th homer.

jSljgHTOT'CHe

^fidaq ScpL 15

7.9andll

Thompson 104

il.OO

By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff
An emphatic "whole lot of depth" is used

to describe the UMass womens' tennis
team. They started practicing on
September 6, playing a series of challenge
matches to determine who plays where on
the squad. Four girls who have fared well
from the challenge matches are Lee Robb,
Barbara Mills, Elizabeth Maher, and Sally
Fryberger.

Mills, an extremely steady player, and
Robb and Maher, both very skilled, are ex-
pected to occupy the first, second, and
third singles positions.

Fryberger, a strong doubles player and ex
cellent at vollying, is expected to be one
member of the first doubles team. All of
the girls who have been practicing for over

a week display large amounts of skill and
power

.

Coach Bill Yu is in his second year of

coaching and feels that this year's tennis

team has much more depth thaii that of last

year. Though many senior rl tyers have
graduated. Coach Yu feels no I iss. There's

enough overall talent to mni"
quite confident that last ye/
will he greatly improved on.

The season begins with t

against Boston University i

UMass in its history has nev
female tennis players against ;'

This fact shakes no one thou ji

players are enthusiastic and c <

Talented, skilled women mil^ >

team with a "whole lot of dep' •

tory IS imminent.

Coach Yu
6-4 record

ime game
Monday,
latched its

)se of BU.
coach and
ident.

up a tennis
' thus, vic-
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|on Souweine/ Bottle Bin

IN IS76 JONATHAN SOUWEiNt ^
. 0R.GAh4IZLD THE. BOTTLE. BILL

the: BILL' _....„. -

WAS DtFtATLP BY 04LK 'l.OOO.oc

OF /AA5S MtDlA ADVLRTIZlNG w ^jwrkjmn^
FPONv out-of-state: bottlers ,

r ^VClWWWt'
JL

foil SoMweiiie

Democrats &^ Independents:
Vote Tuesday, September 19, for

Souweine/^DISTRICT
ATTORNEY

Your Lawyer in the Public Interest
People VMui Wajii lo I kvi Jimalhan Souwcinc D.A

Get a TCS RUSH! !

!

THE COMMONWEALTH SI \GE

America's Newest Professional Resi<'> ^t Theater

'/? PRICE Student Rush TIC^ FS
from 6:00 P.M. all performai; es

Rand Theater— Fine Arts Certtr

545-351

1

TUBS. SUN; 8:00 P. M. Curtain

LIVE! ON STAGE! ALL NEW YORK CAST!

/ NOW THRU SEPTEMBER 23

EDWARD ALBEE'S

WHO'S AFRAID OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF?



Minutemen host Cats

in grid season opener

r Sports Calen

B^ RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

Back on January 22nd of this year, as the
snow began reaching disturbing heights
and the campus remained eerily quiet while
students enjoyed their final week of vaca
tion, September 16th must have seemed a
long way off to Bob Pickett.
On January 22nd Bob Pickett was named

the 20th head football coach at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts. White smoke didn't
rise from the chimney of the Newman
Center to mark the occasion; there was no
press conference at the Parker house, with
television lights beaming and sports
reporters scribbling, in fact there was very
little fanfare.

Well, tomorrow afternoon (1:30 at Alumni
Stadium) the indoctrination begins. Bob
Pickett will lead the 1978 UMass football
team onto the Alumni Stadium turf to face
the Wildcats of Villanova University
And thus will begin the Bob Pickett era
Pickett, who succeeds Dick MacPherson,
who opted to join old friend Sam Rutigliano
as linebacker coach of the Cleveland
Browns, inherits a squad with 11 returning
starters from last year's (8 3) Division 2
quarterfif\alists. The Minutemen lost to
Lehigh University, the Division 2 national
champions, 30 23, in last season's quarter
final playoff game

But this IS a new season with a large tur-
nover at what football insiders like to call
the "skill positions.

'

The most important position, of course, is

quarterback and junior"'^44k£ McEvilly has
earned the starting nod. Mcbvilly, a three
letter athlete at Clinton H.S., will be looking
to steer the Minutemen towards their se-
cond straight Yankee Conference title.

"Mike's a great competitor and leader
who has gained a great deal of respect from
his teammates," said Pickett yesterday
after watching his team go through a
spirited practice session.
Joining McEvilh/ in the backfield will

returning fullbacf Har?k Sareault (519
on 116 carries last season). Cliff Pedrov
junior from Whi»Plains, N.Y., Dennis

'

Dent, the tJB's game breaker ''
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Bonfire!!
With the opening of the UMass football
season |ust a day away, get into the
Mmuteman spirit by attending the UMass
Minuteman bonfire being sponsored by the
UMass Marching Band tonight at 7:30
down by the Campus Pond.
Head coach Bob Pickett and team co-
captams Bruce Kimball and Joe
McLaughlin will be on hand to give spark to
the fire.

The Minutemen open the season Satur
day afternoon at 130 over at Alumni
Stadium against the tough Villanova
Wildcats, winners of then season ope*
against Bowling Green, 35 28.

A reminder to those of you planning to at
j

tend the game you will need a validated
undergraduate ID to gain admission to the
game and you must enter through th^«tu
dent gate ^
Your support is needed to make this

'

team a winner So show up at the'
tonight and have a good time cheef
on the Miniitemeq.
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By BONAL D DUFAUL T
Collegian Staff

We' re ready, we've got a good team ,

we're gonna win/

"

These confident words ,conr«e fr<

mouth of UMass quarterback Mike
ly. "Mac" will be )ust oneof themartVj
faces we 11 be seeing on the gridiroo '

the Minutemen take the field Saturds
this season's opener against a .£tronQ

Villanova club.

According to McEvilly, tf>is year*s'

will be more balanced tharvtn the pff&t, -?

ys/e've been working with the t«lm CS0^
cept, no one will stand out like (CWly) !^^|
eman did last year." ^""^ ^

When pressed to name any
leaders, McEvilly made it cfamr'

everyone will play an impcMlant rote.

He went on to site a "super offer»li\|k.8ne"

as perhaps the team's strong«rt ilset.

"We've got three new starters;" Alec

Westerlind, Karl Nyholm and Rich Bouley,

These guys have been worklTIQ hard all year

round and they're elf tough."And of

course Mike Mclaughlin and Bruce Kimball

have already proven themselves."

As a matter of fact, Kimball was an All-

American last year.

McEvilly readily admits that the, stories of

his arm being a bit weaker than" last year's

quarterback Mike Fallon are true.

However, this may be a blessing in disguise

as It will allow McEvilly, a strong runner, to

carry the ball more often

"We'll be doing alot of roll outs and op-

I II be throwing the ball enough, but it I've

tiOft jilays/.

.bi
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idered al
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McEvilly was vt
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Peaceplansannounced

Israel to withdraw
WASHINGTON \AP\-

President Carter announced to

the world last night that a

"fiamework for peace" in the
Middle East had been reached
at his summit meeting with
Egypt's Anwar Sadat and
Israel's Menachem Begin.

Flanked by Presidem Sadat
and Prime Minister Begin, he
said documents to be signed
t)y the two leaders "will pro
vide that Israel may live in

pc^acewithii t)orders."

Carter S,-l. .le! would
withdraw its forces from the
West Bank of the Juidan River

and turn-ii! !h»' Paltstinian

Arat nviu) under Israeli

occupation to determine the'ir

own future.

On the Sinai front, Carter
said, Israel would withdraw us
forces quickly, with the result

being establishment of

diplomatic relations between
the two old foes in a 30 year
conflict.

Carter's appearance with
Sadat and Begin at the White
House was nationally televis-

ed.

The U.S. president, looking
back on 13 days of "long
negotiation, " acknowledged
that at times the talks faltered

and it seemed that the pa-

tience of Sadat and Begin
would run out.

But Carter said the results ex-

ceeded all expectations.
Sadat, speaking next at a

ceremony in the White House
East Room, thanked Carter for

fulfilling his commitment to

serving as a ""full partner" in

the talks.

Sadat expressed gratitude to

Carter for his "spirit and
dedication" and concluded
with a prayer that the "spirit of

Camp "David" would mark a

new chapter in Middle East
history.

Begin, in a tribute to Carter,

said "he worked harder than
our forefathers did in building

the pyramids of Egypt."
But before there is peace.

Begin noted, Israel and Egypt
have three months of negotia-
tions ahead to conclude a

peace treaty.

Turning to Sadat, the Israeli

prime minister said there was

no point in recounting the
"saga " of their differences

during the negotiations.

Carter said the framework
can be used later by Israel to

negotiate peace treaties with
her other Arab neighbors,

Syria, Jordan and Lebanon.
All three smiled and waved as
they boarded the aircraft at

Camp David. Carter climbed in

first. Begin deferred to Sadat
and urqed tl:e Egyptian leader

t( ond/ The three
mci 1 11, uit- helicopter were lit

by a glare of floodlights.

When the helicopter touched
down on the White house
south lawn, the three leaders

were greeted by some 50
dignitaries and members of the

White House staff. Each of

the three got a kiss from the

oresident's wife, Rosalynn.
Senate Majority Leader
Robert C. Byrd said Carter ask-

ed to explain the agreements
to a joint session of Congress
at 8 p m. EDT today. The ad
ministration official who
declined to be identified, said

the documents "provide a

framework for continuing
negotiations" and not a com-
pleted agreement.
Forty issues remain unresolv-

ed after the 12-day summit, in-

cluding the ultimate fate of

Israeli settlements in the Sinai

and the nature of the final ar-

rangement for the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip.

The agreement on the Sinai

comes closer to being a final

settlement, the officials said, it

provides that Israel eventually

restore Egyptian sovereignty

"throughout the Sinai" and
that Egypt will make peace and
establish normal relations with
Israel.

The Sinai agreement calls for

phased withdrawal of Israeli

troops, starting as soon as six

months from last night and the
return of Sinai airfields to

Egyptian civilian control.

It commits both Israel and
Egypt to agreeing to a treaty

within three months, with a
major Israeli withdrawal three
to nine months after the treaty

is signed.

After the first Israeli

withdrawal, the two countries

Good day!

have begun. Yes, football is

Nicaraguan strife continues;
Guerrilla warfare and a hurricane threaten

Nicaragua. See page 2.

Lease on the way
UMass dormitory residents may soon sign a lease to

live in the system. Story and analysis, page 3.

Democratic primary nears
Several politicians tomorrow vie for the Democratic

primary nomination to challenge U.S. Sen. Edward
Brooke, R Mass., who is facing his first in-party
challenge since 1962. Story on page 2

SportS:
Villanova spoiled the head coaching debut of Bob
Pickett on Saturday, as they defeated the Minutemen
25-21 in the home football opener. See Rich Eckel's

story on pagd 20.

Weather
Today, partly sunny, 70s, but rain possibly tomorrow

agreed to establish normal
diplomatic relations, the ad-

ministration officials said.

The final Israeli withdrawal is

to take place two to three

years after the signing of the
peace treaty. The treaty also

IS designed to provide security

zones for Israel in the Sinai as
well as a program of arms
reduction in the area.

The n;a|or disagreement on

the Sinai is trie iate ot Israeli

settlements in captured ter

ritory The officials said Egypt
demands tijat Israel remove
the settlements.

The agreement on the West
Bank and Gaza Strip is much
less specific, reflecting the dif-

ficulties in that area
In that agraeement, the of

fii;ials said, Egypt and Israel

agree to a five year transition

period during which "the in

habitants will attain full

autonomy," but Israel will be
able to station troops in

specified bases in both the
West Bank and Gaza areas.
The framework leaves unset

tied the issues of the final

borders between Israel and the
new Palestinian entity and
whether that entity will be a
state, an affiliate of Jordan or
something else.

President Carter and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin wave as they board
helicopter with Egyptian President Anwar Sadat after plans for peace in the Mideast
were announced last night. (UPI)

Earthquake jolts Iran;

more than 1 5,000 killed
United Press International

TABAS, Iran The most
powerful earthquake this year
smashed a major town and 40
nearby mud hut villages into

rubble, killing' at least 15,000
people in remote eastern Iran,

health officials said yesterday.
Hardly a wall remained

standing in what was once the
busy town of Babas, where
11,000 of its 13,000 residents
were killed by the tremor that
shook the town's concrete and
mud buildings into dust, the
official Iranian news agency
Pars said yesterday.
Troops, firemen and civilians

worked by the harsh light of
electric lanterns to pull one
body after another out of the
weckage, sending them to the
cemetery for quick burial.

The m'nute long quake struck
the area on the Iran
Afghanistan border at the
dinner hour Saturday, when
most residents were at home
The US. Geological Survey

in Washington said the quake,
which registered 7.7 on the
open ended Richter scale, was
the strongest tremor recorded

this year.

Health officials on the scene
confirmed the death toll in

Tabas, formerly a picturesque
farming town that produced
wheat, barley, oranges and
dates.

They said at least another
4,000 people were killed in

nearby mud hut villages,
raising the death toll to at least

15,000. At least 60 more
villages suffered serious
damage, the news agency
said.

All local doctors were killed in

the quake and the injured had
to be taken by ambulance to
the nearby town of ows
for treatment. The more
seriously injured were airlifted

to Tehran.
Working with the Iraniari air

force and army, relief

authorities sent 20 giant
hospital tents, 23,000 ordinary
tents and 7,000 blankets for

the tens of thousands left

homeless.
The air force flew over the

area and dropped lanterns,
food, medicine and cooking
utensils.

All water, power and
telephone connections were
cut to the stricken region,

which IS linked to the outside
world by le narrow road.

Shah vluhammad Reza
Pahlavi nd Prime Minister

Jaafer Sharif-Emani declared
three days of national
mourning for the victims and
radio stniions switched to

classical music as a sign of

grief.

Twenty ; usand people died
when an irthquake hit the
same region almost exactly 10
years ago in September 1968.

Tabas construction worker
Barat Jaaferi, 46, said he was
eating dinner when the quake
hit.

"I ran out of the house to look

for cover, " he said. "It felt like

huge mountains moving. Dust
was flying and there was a

strange light in the air and I

collapsed from fright and hurt
my head."
Women in black veils sat on

ti.e streets and wept for ther
lost families. Passersi^^
stopped to ;)ive them monev.
food and water.
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Five challenge Brooke inprimary
By MARK HORAN AND SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

With the Massachusetts pnmarv but a day
away, the contest tor Edward W. Brooke's
U.S. Senate seat has had all the subtleties

of a roller derby.

The novelty of this year's race is not the

fact that there are five Dennocratic can
didates vying for the Democratic
nomination. The news this year is that for

the first time since he was elected to the

Senate in 1962, Brooke is to be challenged

from within his party.

The challenge comes from Avi Nelson, a

Boston media personality who has grabbed
hold of the conservative banner and has
been waving it across the state for the past

year He has campaigned in support of

such emotional issues such as right to life,

anti busing, capital punishment and
against such issues as federally mandated
hiring quotas and the Panama Canal

Treaty.

What began as a shot in the dark

challenge has turned into a real race for

Nelson he has silenced many of the critics

with his success in building an
organi/ation, and especially in raising

money
Brooke has done his best to ignore

Nelson, at least in public. But, according to

an unidentified campaign worker in the

Brooke camp, Brooke is still looking over

his shoulder as the primary date ap-

proaches.
Both the Nelson and Brooke organizations

agree the key to this election will be the

voter turn out and the number of in-

dependents and Democrats who will

register as independents just to be allowed

to vote in this primary contest.

As expected, Brooke, who spoke Friday at

the S U 3., has campaigned hard on his

record as a US. Senator, especially using

issues such as saving Fort Devens, sup-

porting a strong defense budget, increased

federal funds for Massachusetts cities and
his position as ranking Republican onthe
Senate Banking Committee.
But this has been a strange year for Ed

Brooke Within a year what appeared to be

a cake walk through a field of weka
Democratic hopefuls has turned into a

wrestlina match with Nelson, and if he then

Debris lies in the streets of the Nicaraguan city of Leon, which was destroyed in

fighting between the National Guard and Sandinista guerrillas this weekend. Leon,
the second largest city in Nicaragua, was held by the guerrillas until Saturday when
the national forces attacked. (UPI photo)

Pro fw rites boo/<

on his granddad — FDR
Hampshire College Professor John

Roosevelt Boettiger, grandson of Franklin

Delano Roosevelt, has authored a book

about his family and life in the White House

to be published today.

The book, "A Love in Shadow, ' contrasts

his mother Ann Roosevelt's family with his

father's middle class German background.

M includes early memories of his famous

i' 3ndparents and life in the White House

Boettiger, a psychologist living in Nor

thampton, said the book began with his

efforts to learn more about his father, a

crack Chicago reporter who committed

suicide when Boettiger was 11. It was
originally a private piece to present to his

four children.

Published by WW. Norton and Co ,
the

book should officially be available

tomorrow Area book store copies have

oeen sold out in past weeks, according to

Boettiger.

Civic Center explosion
effects Dylan concert
An electrical explosion at the Springfield

C /I' Center Friday atternoon caused more
11,. ^ 100,000 in damage a'nd ten.poranly

)ubt plans for a Bob Dylan concert

f ulosion, which k' jcked out power
ijt the downtov,ii area, occurred

pair crews worked to energi/e ri

/stem A swi'.ch malfunctior^ed,

(1 and caused or in the ttdnstormer

to explode, according to officials

Things looked confident Saturday that the

Dylan concert will go on as planned, after

the Western Mass. Electric Co. installed a

temporary generator and restored power to

the center's banquet hall for the annual

Springfield Firemen's Ball to go on as

scheduled Saturday night

Faneuil Hall chosen
for inauguration site

Newly chosen UMass President David

Kn ijip will hold his Oct. 29 inauguartion at

F.ti iiil Hall in Boston.
Kii.ipp sjid he preferred to have the

pft'iiiony held on campus, but did not

want to choose between the three cam
f.iists (11 Amherst, Boston and Worcester.

K i j
,c)id he chose Faneuil Hall because

ot tne historic importance of the

niHikHtplace and its symbolism of the new
VI! ,ii., Ill Massachusetts.

College prez is named
to hunger commission
Hampshire College President Adele Smith

Simmons has been named a membui to the

new presidential comrpission on world

hun()e' The commission is to develop a

sf-ries of recommendations on how the

UniK'd States can help with the problem

Sinm«>ns, a former dean of student affairs

dl Princetnn University and dean of

J.ickson CollH()e at Tufts, earned r. doc

tor.i!.' in AfiH ,in History from Oxford

Univiirsiiy She v.- is inaugurated a year ago

as Hampshire's third president

wins that, he will face the winner of the

Democratic primary. And then there was
the business of Brooke's divorce settlement

with former wife Remigia, and subsequent

financial questions which arose from the

divorce proceedings.

On the Democratic side, things are a bit

more complicated. Of the, five candidates

(Kathleen Sullivan Alioto, Paul Guzzi,

Elaine Noble, Howard Phillips and Paul

Tsongas) Guzzi and Tsongas have slipped

ahead of the rest of the field and appear to

be running neck and neck into tomorrow's

primary.

Guzzi, the Secretary of State, was the

early front runner. He terms himself as a

progressive New Dealer and is looking to

the traditional Democratic coalition of

urban Democrats and liberals for his power

base He was elected Secretary of State in

1974
Tsongas. a congressman from Lowell has

been moving well since entering the race

late, centering his campaign around urban

revitalization. Tsongas is a former Lowell

city councilor and Middlesex County

commissioner.
State Rep. tiaine Nobel, D Boston, has

been termed as the old line party candidate
in this election due to her strong ties with

the Massachusetts House leadership, but it

has not been a position she has been able

to capitalize on. A self avowed lesbian and
state legislator for four years, Nobel has
been badly hurt by a lack of money. She
has campaigned on the same liberal themes
which took her to Beacon Hill, but without
the money she is trailing both Tsongas and
Guzzi,

One candidate without money problems is

Kathleen Sullivan Alioto. Sullivan Alioto

has been ranked third in most of the polls

and has been relying on heavy use of

television advertising to overcome her

problem with a state-wide recognition. She
has campaigned hard against what she
terms as waste in federal spending.

The last Democratic candidate is also the

most unlikely Howard Phillips, a converted
Democrat from-Republican is as con-

servative a Democratic candidate as you
will find on any bailor He is against forced'

busing, federal funding for abortions whild

favoring capital punishment and cutbacks

in federal spending.

Guerrillas Step-up

Nicaraguan civil war
United Press International

MANAGUA, Nicaragua Heavily armed
Sandinista guerrillas opened a new battle

front in the southern border area with

Costa Rica yesterday threatening to widen

the Nicaraguan civil war into a regional

conflict.

The Nicaraguan foreign ministry charged

that a Venezuelan warplane was assisting

the guerrillas and called in the ambassadors
of Venezuela, Costa Rica and Panama for

"clarifications

Venezuela has dispatched five warplanes
and Panama has sent four helicopters to

Costa Rica, ostensibly to defend that

unarmed nation against Nicaraguan at

tacks

Costa Rican radio reports, quoting four
Sandinistas who returned to Costa Rica
wounded, said the border attack was
coordinated by Agent Zero, the notorious
Eden Pastora

Pastora reportedly led the daring Aug. 22
raid on the National Palace in Managua that

forced President Anastasio Somoza
Debayle to release and fly almost 60
political prisoners to Panama.

In most of Nicaragua's major cities,

however, the eight day old Sandinista

guerrilla offensive appeared to be on the

warie.

The nation's second largest city, Leon,

was reported totally in the hands of

National Guard troops late Saturday after a

two day land and air attack that left much
of the city m shambles and bodies lying in

the streets

Meanwhile Hurricane Greta was reported

40 miles northeast of Cape Gracias on the

Honduras Nicaraguan border and was
moving west at 12 to 15 miles an hour. The
100 mph winds, abnormally high tides and
torrential ram had not yet affected military

operations in the area

The government of Belize, whose country

borders on the Honduras, issued a

huriicane watch yesterday afternoon for its

entire coastline and the hurricane center

said Belize officials were ordering

evacuations as necessary

The National Guard also claimed control

of Chinandega, 80 miles northwest of

Managua, but its announcement left it clear

that most of Esteli, 80 miles north of

Managua, was still in rebel hands.

Word of the t)order attack came when the
Nicaraguan foreign ministry announced
"with profound concern that a military

force coming from Costa Rica has again
cowardly attacked the border area."

It said Nicaraguan Ambassador to Costa
Rica Juan B. Lacayo had filed a formal

protest with the Costa Rican foreign

ministry "against this new agression which
already has obtained the military support of

the Venezuelan government, which made a

Venezuelan combat'plane participate in this

latest aggression."

An official Nicaraguan source said a

Venezuelan war plane chased a small

Nicaraguan air force plane in the border

area early yesterday

The fighting in the border region started

around 4 a.m. and hours later a govern-

ment military source said the action was
still "very hot but we hold our positions."

Reports from Radio Reloj in San Jose,

monitored in Nicaragua, could not im-

mediately be confirmed

But the radio said the Sanoimsta att.i...x

consisted of three columns of about 60
soldiers each, including three women, and
that the guerrillas were armed with
bazookas, mortars and antiaircraft guns -

the heaviest armor yet displayed by the
Sandinistas.

The radio also said the guerrillas had
blown up tow bridges at La Virgen and
Sapoa, and were trying to set up a safe

area to form a rebel government and invite

recognition from foreign nations.

It said they had advanced 4.5 miles into

Nicaragua, but a resident who lives 5 miles

inside the border said the fighting had not

reached that far. The resident said in a

telephone interview from Managua that he

had seen several Nicarguan warplanes head

for the border.

Even before Nicaragua charged that a

Venezuelan plane had intervened on behalf

of the guerrillas, the foreign minister had
warned that the attitudes of Venezuela,

Panama and Costa Rica could have "grave
repercussions."

Somoza and Venezuelan President Carlos

Andres Perez have been involved in a

personal feud ever since Perez tried to have
the Nicaraguan troubles discussed at the

United Nations and the Organization of

American States.
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Who is that mad tuba player? About three hundred students attended last Fri-

day night's football rally where a bonfire was lit to stir excitement for

Saturday's game against Villanova.

(Staff photo by Wendy Carlson).

Unionization vote
ballots impounded
By DENISE MINOR
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Labor Relations

Commission last Friday impounded the

ballots cast in the representational election

held by the UMass Union of Professional

Employee, pending the result of an unfair

labor practices charge brought against the

University by the union.

The election offered 566 non-faculty,

professional employees on the UMass
campuses in Boston and Amherst two
choices; making the union an officially

recognized collective bargaining unit and

member of the Massachusetts Teachers

Association or no unionized representation.

The charge, filed with the Massachusetts

Labor Relations Commission last Tuesday,

says a memo distributed by the University

offering a "three percent merit salary in-

crease" to non-union professional em-

ployees was discrimatory, according to

Leone Stein, president of the UMass-
AmherstUPE.
The memo, issued August 15, stated that

a retroactive three percent salary increase

would be granted to professional university

employees not covered by collective

bargaining agreements and those not

eligible to vote in last Friday's election,

according to Ralph Flynn, a spokesman for

the union.

"What we're alleging is the memo
discriminates against an entire class of

employees because they are eligible to vote

in the election. We feel the University is

dangling a carrot to employees to vote for

no union," Flynn said.

However, on Sept. 11, the day before the

charges were filed. University President

David C. Knapp issued a memo promising

all professional employees a three percent

increase.

Stein said this memo "added to the

problem," because the wording of "merit

increase" in the original memo was still not

clarified, and the date the increase was due

to go into effect was Oct. 1, two weeks

after the election.
Turn to page 9

Tenants receive notices
enforcing trustee vote
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Tenants currently withholding rent at

Universitv-owned family housing units

received notices from Residential Resource

Managemept Friday that rents are overdue,

the first of three notices to be sent to

tenants prior to possible eviction pro-

ceedings.

The UMass Board of Trustees last week

voted to direct the campus administration

to enforce the fees established for family

housing by an earlier board vote and to

refer the petitions of tenants against the \n-

crease to two subcommittees, which will

meet with the terwnts and report their fin

dings to the full board at the October

meeting.
One hundred tenants at the three family-

housing units have withheld this month's

Turn to page 9

Lease policy
released for OK
by committee
By MARK LtVCbSt

Collegian Staff

A final draft of a residential lease for

students living in UMass owned housing

was released Friday by the committee of

students and administrators who have bedn
working on it since last September.

The lease, if approved by the University

Board of Trustees, would be a contractual

agreement between students and the ad-

ministration, much like a lease between a

tenant and a landlord.

According to a staff assistant to the Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs Bryan C.

Harvey, who was on the committee that

wrote the lease, the document must go
through several administrative channels

before it is implemented. ,

First, it goes to the Vice-Chancellor for

Student Affairs, Dennis L. Madson, then to

the Chancellor, Randolph W. Bromery,
then to the University President, David C.

Knapp, and finally it must be approved by
the trustees.

The lease would be for the academic year,

September to May, excluding vacations

and.intersession, and would be terminated
by the University for purposes of discipline.

Students would be exempted from the

lease if they withdrew from the University,

had health problems, married, could show
severe financial hardship, or were exemp-
ted by the housing office.

The draft of the lease will also be shown to

dormitory governance councils, area

governments, the student senate, resident

assistants and heads of residents, accor-

ding to David Barenberg, a student

member of the lease committee.

"We're probably also going to take it door

to door, and find out what student's pro-

blems were, and what parts of the thing

they'd like to see re-drafted, '" Barenberg

said.

The lease may be ready to be implemented

by next semester, according to Barenberg.

"I think it's a very workable thing," Harvey
said. "It"s not a perfect document by any
means, but I don't see any reason why it

can't go."
The eight-page, single spaced document

includes the establishing of a Residential

Committee, made up of seven students and
six administrators, and a Residential Ap-
peals Committee, made up of four students

and three administrators.

The Residential Committee would recom-
mend on-campus residential policy to the

Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, and
would review the lease each year and make
changes to keep it up to date.

The committee would be corriprised of

student and administrators with one stu-

dent elected from each of the residential

areas except Southwest, two elected from
Southwest, and one elected by the

Undergraudate Student Senate.

Administrators on the committee would
be the Director of the Offfice of Residential

Resource Management, the Director of the

Community Development Center, and four

administrators appointed by the Vice-
Chancellor for Student Affairs.

The Residential Appeals Committee
would serve as an appeals board for

students who might file grievances arising

under the lease, and would be authorized

to give out rent rebates and refunds.

The committee that drew up the lease was
made up of five students, five ad-

ministrators, and attorneys from the Stu-

dent Legal Services Office and the universi-

ty-

New lease policy:

What itmeans for you
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

The residential lease has been the focus of

the organizing activities of the now defunct

Student Organizing Project for the past

year. When 150 students occupied the

Whitmore administration building to

protest housing conditions last April, they

rnc^uded a lease as one of their demands,
bui xneie are indications that it is a limited

gain for students.

Some questions arise when reviewing the

facts: How significant can a document be

in forwarding student rights if it has to be

adopted by the Board of Trustees? Why
was the whole process for drafting a lease

initiated not by students but by the Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs? What does
it mean when an administrator tells you
that the university hopes to save money as

a result of this lease? Just what is in this

tease for students?

For the first time, the university would be

News analysis
bound by legal obligation to students.

Many of the residential leases around the

country do not spell out the obligations of

the particular university only the obligations

of the student.

The UMass lease does spell out the

University's obligations: The University is

legally responsible for the maintenance and

repair of the dorms. Any damage or har-

dship attributable to University negligence

can be compensated for through refunds

and rebates. And, ultimately, students can

redress their grievances in a residential

appeals committee made up of a majority

of students.

Another example of how this lease makes

the University accountable to students

would be if the University oversubscribes

the dorms. The lease, as finally detailed, »f

would prevent the University from tripling-

up rooms or turning the lounges into living

Quarters.

These provisions represent not so much
steps forward for students as they

represent a defence against University

intransigence.

Established in the tease proposal is the

Residential Committee, whose function it is

to interpret the lease and recommend
policy to the Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs. This committee can ensure that

student interests are protected because
students hold majority representation on
this committee 7 to 6. Never before have
students held majority representation on a

committee that recommends policy at the

level of Vice Chancellor. The Residentila

Committee is probably the greatest gain for

students.

But the housing contract and residential

committee will change day-to-day life in the

dorms very little. From the student's point

of view there is nothing new in the'way of

obligations that isn't already in the booklet

of Regualtions and Policies.

Rebates and refunds for hardship or

damage which have never been widely

known in the past have never amounted to

mush -less than $200 total last year.

Rebates and refunds probably won't
amount to much in the future, even though
all students would be aware of them, for

the simple reason that there just isn't that

much damage directly attributable to

University negligence.

All this aside, how dies the University gain

from such a lease? Bureaucratically, it helps

them administer the residency hall system.

UMass has the sixth largest residwn—ii>nH
system in the country but it is almost alone

in not having a housing contract. From an

administrator's point of view, it makes
sense to have all parties aware of their

responsibilities.

One area in particular where the University

hopes to gain is in recovering money for

student damages. Last summer about

$200,000 was spent to paint dorms. This

represents less than half the cost to paint all

the dorms that needed painting, according

to Ashoke Ganguli, Associate director of

Residential Resource Management. The
University is clearly behind in dorm
maintenance. One of the details yet to be

worked out would be a damage deposit to

finance damages such as grafitti on
corridor walls. The damage deposit would
also nnake it hard for individual offenders to

skip out on damage to their own room.

The lease was the major issue taken up by

the old Student Organizing Project in its

dying days. It nnarked the SOP's retreat

from the days of tackling issues like access

to public higher education and budget cuts

to organizing around the dorm issue. One
former SOP organizer likened the retreat to

"craft unionisn"--an acknowledgement of

one's relative powerlessness and an at-

tempt to make things better for only m
members.
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Town asks UM delay road plans
By MICHAEL SUSSAMAN

Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen has sent

a letter to UMass requesting that decisions

based on a recent North Pleasant Street

traffic be delayed until the town can further

study the effects of the planned im
provements.
The report was prepared for the University

by Curran Associates of Northampton after

the major points of a proposed northwest
bypass were defeated last May by the

Amherst town meeting. The bypass plan

,was one of several proposals made since

the 1960's to alleviate the traffic problems
on North Pleasant Street.

The letter from the board, dated
September 12, stated, "...some of the con
cepts and proposals, particularly those

which have a direct bearing on North Plea

sant Street, would have important effects

on travel patterns and traffic volume m
town. At this time, these proposals appear

to have been neither sufficiently developed
nor adequately evaluated for us to give

them careful consideration. We suggest
that decisions regading the Curran Report's

proposals await a more complete evalua-

tion of improvements to be made..."
The changes mentioned in the letter are

designed to widen Commonwealth Avenue
and Governor's Drive to provide greater ac

cess to the north part of campus. Since the

board se.it the letter to the University, the

improvements have been delayed because
all bids received on the job were deemed
too high.

The improvements were to come under a

federal and state funded program for im
provements m the vicinity of Triangle

Street, East Pleasant Street and North

Pleasant Street According to Selectmen
Nancy B. Eddy, the work on the projects is

scheduled to start next spring

UMass Coordinator of Community Rela-

tions Gerald Grady said "We've been
delaying too long with piecemeal ap-

proaches." He also said it was time to have
professionals look into the situation.

GSAhead
orders major
overhaul
WASHINGTON (UPD The head o* the

General Services Admmisfration has

ordered a ma)or overhaul of the GSA's
abused purchasing practices in advance of

a new congressional look, at the scandal

ridden agency, it was learned yesterday

GSA sources said Administrator Jay

Solomon outlined the purchase tightening

reorganization plan in an internal directive

to agency heads last Tuesday less than a

week betore he testifies before Congress.

A Senate Goverment Affairs subcommit
tee t>egins hearings today on what the ad

ministration has done to determine the ex

tent of the huge thefts by civil servants and

private contractors

A House Government Operations sub
committee takes up the scandal a week
later, the second half of a double barreled

congressional probe into the theft of tens

of millions of dollars from the GSA

A copy of Solomon's directive obtained by
United Press International orders the

merger of existing purchasing offices into a

new Office of Acquisition Policy that would
report directly to him.

According to Grady, the report had been
sent to the board for their initial reaction,

and not as a formal proposal.

Diane Romer, the board Chairman said the

situation requires more study and she said

there is also a question of how much the

proposed changes will cost and just who
would pay for them.
The Curran report contained several pro

posals, including a straightening of Clark

Street and an extension of Stockbridge

Road to North Pleasant Street. There was
also a new version of the previously propos-

ed northeast bypass from North Pleasant

Street to East Pleasant Street

In a memo attached to the letter sent to

the University, the Amherst Planning Board

gave some preliminary-and negative, reac-

tions to the Curran report. They expressed
concern over the danger they say created

by the improvements at the intersection of

Clark Street and East Pleasant Streets.

They also had a negative reaction to both
the Stockbridge Road extension and the

Northeast Bypass proposals. In both cases

they cited lack of town support for either

proposal.

UMass Director of Planning H.J. Lit-

tlefield, Jr. could not be reached for com
ment.
The traffic problem on North Pleasant

Street were once again brought to the at

tention of the University and town officials

when Scott C. Burgess, a UMass

sophomore, was struck and killed last Feb.

4 on the campus portion of the road.

The proposal to alleviate the problems, the

Northwest Bypass, would have extended
Commonwealth Ave. out to North Pleasant

Street. It was rejected by Town Meeting.

Other proposals on the North Pleasant

Street traffic problems have included, since

1962, the closing of the half-mile stretch of

the road which is on campus, a bypass
from North Pleasant Street to East Pleasant

Street, and a "northeast bypass" running
from Rt. 1 16 past Marks Meadow School to

College Street.

The northeast bypass was defeated by the

town meeting in 1976.

UMass prof, graduate killed

in separate weekend accidents
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

,

A UMass professor and a May graduate

were killed this weekend in separate ac

cidents, according to balton and Amherst
police

Physics professor H Mark Goldenberg, of

96 Blue Hills Road, Amherst was crushed

by a car he was repairing on Saturday
afternoon when a bumper jack failed,

Amherst police said

Goldenberg was pronounced dead of a

crushed chest by Medical Examiner Henry

E Donais shortly after Goldenberg was
brought to Cooley Dickenson Hospital in

Northampton by an Amherst r^ire

Department ambulance, police said

UMass graduate Stephen T. Hoyle, 22, of

Granby Heights died Saturday night when
his car crashed into a tree in Dalton, a

Berkshire County town riear Pittsfield

Hnyit; who graduate in May, was

returning from the Amherst area when his

1971 Volkswagen Karman Ghia "slid

through the corner of South Street and hit

a tree, ' Dalton police said.

Hoyle was pronounced dead at the scene,
police said.

A former resident of James House, Hoyle
gradi'dted with a bachelor's degree in

busi;iess. He was working as an insurance

salesman.
Hoyle's funeral was this morning at St

Francis Church, Pittsfield, followed by
burial in Pittsfield Cemetary.
Hoyle leaves his parents. Edward and

Barbarii Hoyle and three brothers, Keith of

Amherst, Kevin P and Michael J., all of

Pittsfield, and a grandmother, Clair Reidy

of Hackens'Jck, N.J.
Goldenberg leaves his wife Evelyn; three

children, Laura, 16, Karen, 13, and
Michael, 12 his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. A.

Goldenbeiq of Los Anqeles; and two

sisters, Esther Carlin of Los Angeles and
Toby Scheel of Storrs, Conn.

Goldenberg came to UMass from Prin-

ceton University in September, 1967, and
conducted " a lot of work in relativity

theory, " a UMass News Bureau spokesman
said He received his doctorate at Harvard

University.

Goldenberg's funeral was scheduled for

this morning at the Jewish Community
Center, Amherst, followed by burial in

B Nai Israel Cemetery, Northampton

Condition unchanged
UMass freshman Raymond Leboeuf last

night was listed in poor condition at

Providence Hospital in Holyoke after he
was seriously injured in an auto acc.dent
Sept 9

GRINELL, Iowa lUPI) Rescue workers view wreckage of a car in

which three members of a New Hampshire family were killed when a

tornado ripped through town, along I 80 Saturday. At least three

other persons were killed and another 50 injured Rosemary I. Rau,

26, and her two children, Belindd, B, and Alex^;,J. ., ., .jf Alstead

Center, N.H., were killed in the car. Officials said they believe

Rosemary Rau's husband was accompanying the family at the time,

but his body was not found

B.B. KING
''Boss of the Blues"

in concert

FINE ARTS CENTER
CONCERT HALL

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

at 8 p.m.

Tickets on sale at the

Fine Arts Center box office

and all Ticketron locations

UMass/Amherst Students: $^. $4 & $5

General Public: $5. $6 & $7
H o< office open from 9 to 4 each day, Morxjay through Friday (545-251 1)

Sponsored by the University of Massachusetts Arts Courx:il

NORTHERN
EDUCATIONAL

SERVICES

TUTOR WITH

You'll help kids who want it while you
get experience. Stop by room 428 SUB
(5-0910) or call Shelley -546-9367 or

Jean -253-5941.

Available - 3 cr. Free transportation

IT'S NEVER TOO LATE

Elaine Noble
(Staff photo by Janice Eggleston).

Noble for US senate:
she supports the ERA
By CHRIS DECKER
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: Elaine Noble, candidate for

ttie Massacfiusetts Democratic nomination
to the U.S. Senate, spoke last Friday in

East Longmeadow. Tfie following is a
partial transcript of a question-and-answer
period in which Noble participated.

On the ERA:

I think it's important when you draw up

laws that you spell out what you mean
because when you have vague laws, they

can be used politically in very dangerous

ways. Since women nnake up half the

population, it seems to me that we have a

right to be named in the Constitution in

terms of who we are and what we are.

"Men" does not mean "including women"
to me because whenever I hear my
colleagues use the word "men" it usually

excludes me. I know as a law maker that if I

don't write a law very narrowly and
specifically spell out what I rftean in terms

of a class or a group or an economic

structure, people are left out. You can't

assume anything when you write laws, or

people are left out, and women have been'

left out.

On nuclear power plants:

First of all, nuclear power plants have a lite

expectancy of about 40 years, and we
should run out of plutonium in about 60

years. The problems that exist with nuclear

waste are problems even the industry

admits. I am not sayino that somewhere

down the line we won't be able to use

nuclear power in very constructive ways,

but I do know that when your government

spends nine times more on nuclear power

and three times as much on alternatives,

that you're not going to have sophisticated

alternatives. The only way to bring about

the kind of healthy pressure that solves

those problems is to create a crisis. During

World War II we always needed a synthetic

for rubber, but it wasn't until it looked like

we might lose a war that the research and
development contracts went out and came
back and created a synthetic so fine that

we've never gone back to original rubber.

So it is with nuclear power. I realistically

know that we could find safe alternatives.

But the only way to do that is to call for a

moratorium on the construction of nuclear

power plants. When you look at the

alternatives in terms of re-insulating homes
- you see that the number of jobs that are

actually created are more long-range and
are actually greater in number and these

jobs are located in high unemployment
areas. I think we have to think creatively in

our policy decisions.

On facing an incumbent:
The joy of being an incumbent is that it's

very hard to defeat you. You get in, and the

accoutrements of the office are very dif-

ficult to move. Now is the time, however,

because the sentiment of people out there

is so great that professional politicians have

no idea of what's going on in people's

minds."

On her lesbianism

It I had kept it hidden, I would probably be
the front runner in this race right now.
Probably it would have been easier, but I

think in the long run I did what was right for

me and for a lot of other people. I didn't

want to live with that anxiety, anymore, of

changing the Monday morning pronouns.

Basically, I was able to deal with my family,

and I felt once I could deal with my family, I

could deal with anything.

On the Massachusetts Senate race:

Along with Anita Bryant and along with

having party people endorse me and then

want to push me out of the race, along with

Turn to page?
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SKIING IN SEPTEMBER?
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not yet...

MEMBERSHIP
DRIVE

UMASS SKI CLUB
Wed., Thurs , Mon , Tues., Wed.

Sept 20. 21, 25, 26, 27

9 a.m 5 p.m

Campus Center Concourse

infornnation, movies...

IT'S ALL "DOWiyHILL" FROM
HERE!
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NOWconference
set for October

ByJULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

The 1978 national conference of the

National Organization for Women is

scheduled for Oct. 6-9 at the Washington
Hilton hotel in Washington, D.C.

The conference next month will be
devoted entirely to specific issues of

• concern to women, due tc^ a change last

year in the organization's national by-laws,

which now state that election of officers

.vill take place only at conferences in odd-

numbered years.
Conference workshop topics will include

those currently being addressed by the

organization's national committees:
minority women, lesbian right?, oloer

women's rights, women and health,

education, labor, media, women and
religion, women and poverty, violence

against women, economic rights, em-
ployment, legal defense fund,

homemakers's rights, reproductive rights,

consciousness-raising, societal equality,

and the Equal Rights Amendment
According to the NOW Times, the group's

official journal, the purpose of the "issues

only" conference is to make time for in-

tensive workshops on issues, in-depth

discussion and debate on resolutions to be

adopted, amendments to national by-laws,

and development of the group's strategies

for the upcoming year.

A key area of discussion, review and

assessment, and strategizing at the con-

ference will be the ratification of the ERA.
Earlier this year, the organization declared a

national state of emergency on the ERA
and began devoting its work almost entirely

to the ratification effort.

The NOW Times reports that by the date

of--the- conference, Congress will have

decided the time extension issue, several

unratified, states will have had crucial

primary elections and others will be looking

towards such elections in November.
Organization members in already-ratified

states will be deciding at the conference

how bef.t to assist members in neighboring

as-yet-unratified states.

Non-workshop activities at the conference

will include a women's film festival, a dance

teaturing the women's band Lilith, a

Boston based group, and an exhibit hall.

'Displayed in the hall will be information

and materials from several federal agen-

cies, corporations and women's
businesses. NOW chapter fund-raising

booths will also be set up in the exhibit hall,

many of them featuring non-sexist holiday

gifts.

Although all organization members are

encouraged to attend the conference, only
' delegates elected through local chapters or

those chosen as state delegates-at large

will be allowed to vote. Conference

workshops will be chaired by the

organization's national committee chairs

and activists.

All participants in the conference must

register to be admitted to workships or

plenary sessions. The registration fee is $35

or whatever a participant can afford. In

order to register, proof of membership in

the organizatiorK must be shown. This may
take the form of: a current membership
card, the mailing label from a current issue

of the NOW Times, a cancelled check or

photocopy of a cancelled check used to

pay the membership fee, or a formal letter

verifying membership and signed by a

chapter treasurer or president.

To pre-register for the conference, those

wishing to participate should send name,

address, phone number and registration fee

to: 1978 NOW National Conference, P.O.

Box 7813, Washington, DC, 20044. Free,

non-sexist child-care is available, but

children must be pre-registered. This may
be done by sending children's ages, ex-

pected arrival time and date, your name,

address and phone number to Beverly Orr

at the NOW National Action Center at the

same address.

[Allin the Family'scores \

Associated Press
.. „ ^

HOLLYWOOD-"AII in the Family, the

eight-year-old comedy series about

America's favorite bigot, scored a near-

sweep of the comedy Emmys at the 30th

Television Academy awards Sunday night.

For the fifth tirT>e, the saga of Archie

Bunker and family was named outstanding

comedy series by the academy and stars

Carroll O'Connor and Jean Stapleton were

hailed outstanding lead performers in a

comedy series for a third time.

Rob Reiner, the liberal-minded

"meathead" of the show, won his second

Emmy for supporting actor, and awards

also went to director Paul Bogart and

writers Bob Weiskopf, Bob Schiller, Barry

Harman and Harve Brosten.

The only winner to break the "All in the

Family" sweep was Julie Kavner, Brenda

Morganstern of "Rhoda." who was

selected best supporting actress in a com-

edy series.

With 16 nominations, "Holocaust was

the favorite. NBC's miniseries about Ger-

man families caught in the Nazi horror had

the biggest impact among programs in the

1977-78 season, approaching the hit of

'Roots" a season ago. The saga of a black

family in slave-holding America won nine

Emmys.
The mulitple awards evoked an outpour-

ing of thanks to everyone connected with

"All in the Family," and Miss Stapleton

cited the gift of "artistic freedom from the

day one" which the show's creators were

accorded.
The sweep was a triumph for Norman

Lear, who helped change the face of TV
comedy with "All in the Family." Lear

opened the show with a blast at NBC and

ABC for mounting its heaviest programm-
ing against CBS' Emmy telecast.

Such competition "cannot be in the best

interests of the industry, and it certainly

isn't in the public's interest," Lear said.

To oppose the CBS program the networks

rotate in presenting the Emmys, NB^
counter-programmed with "Dumbo" and

"King Kong" and ABC debuted its space

epic ."'Bettldstar Galactica."

WOLFIE'S PIZZA
"Not Just Another Pizzo Ploce''

New Big Screen TV

—Watch for our special Free Quart of

Coke with every large Pizza!

Pinball contests every Mon. and
Thurs. nights

Across from Southwest
Open 5 p.m.-l a.m. Mon. -Thurs.

5 p.m. -2 a.m. Fri.

12-12 on Sat.
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Touring frisbeeshow glides intoAmherst
Collegian Staff

A full schedule of Frisbee demonstrations
at Hampshire College this week will feature

Hampshire freshman John Dwork and his

touring partner Jeff Felberbaum, recent
third place finishers in the World Cham
(Monship Freestyle Fnsbee Competition at

the Rose Bowl in Pasadena, Calif.

Dwork has four freestyle championship
trophies the Eastern, Southern, Atlanta

and Santa Cruz titles and 30.000 miles of

promotional travel under his belt but he still

wants the World Championship that just

tiarely eluded him this year

Dwork, 18. said he regards his sport as

cnoft-' than just something to do between
clauses

'

It s an esoteric form of mind, body, and
disc control," Dwork said.

Five foot ten inch strawberry blond
Dwork practices four to six hours a day,

and last winter used ballet studios near his

New York City home with Felberbaum and
other frisbee friends.

As coordinator of Greenwich Village's

freestyle club, the Washington Square
Wizards, Dwork prefers freestyle to

ullimate, <jol}, or distance frisbee.

I play ultimate frisbee for fun," he said,

"but I'm more serious about freestyle.

"The strongest freestylers in the country
are from New York." he continued, but the
best overall fnsbee competitors are from
California Freestyle is played by teams of
one, two or three, and accompanied by
music
All Good People by Yes is my favorite

music to play to," he said, "I really like Hot
Tuna and old Grateful Dead songs too."
Dwork said he and Felberbaum could have
won the World Championship, but weren't

Vs.

Hampshire College Freshman John Dwork, recent third

place finisher in the World Championship Freestyle

Fnsbee Competition at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena

Calitoinia,

moves.
demonstrates one of his more unusual

nervous enougn. Tne pair played first, and

were too relaxed, he said. "I plan to work
with biofeedback machines to find out

what level of tension is best for playing,"

he said.

Although frisbee is not yet part of the

Olympic Games, Dwork said an exhibition

game would be played at the 1980 Olym-
pics. Dwork said he is against frisbee

becoming an official Olympic sport.

"The closer it gets to organized sports the

worse it gets," he said. "It should be
removed from anything involving politics or

large corporations."

Dwork said the Washington Square
Wizards is not a member of the Interna

tional Frisbee Association which is sub-

sidized by the Wham O Company, maker
of frisbees.

Dwork gives private lessons and
demonstrations to finance his travels to

various frisbee tournaments. Watching,
asking and doing must be stressed, Dwork
tells his students
"The only way to get anywhere is by prac

tice and thought," he said. .

Dwork said there are three parts to the

"art" of frisbee; propulsion, continuance,

and termination.

"Propulsion is the manner m which spin is

put on the disc.

Continuance is comprised of

maintenance, moves that don't add spin

su(,h as tapping with the fingers, elbow,

feet, head, knee and shoulder. A second
part of continuance is acceleration; moves
that add spin to the disc such as air

hnishint). ii qlancing blow to the side of tne

dist

Tp'^ ' IS I'lutifuj !iie move by cat

cliiiKj th> <\'^i.
, or otherwise stopping the

spin along the frisbees own axis."

Dwork said frisbee is already a career for

him, and could make $10 20,000 a year at it

full time. He said he plans to leave Hamp
shire next semester to tour the United

States, Canada, and possibly Europe, do
ing demonstrations.
Dwork studies natural science, yoga, Tai

Chi, drawing and topics in human biology

and medicine at Hampshire College.

WE'VE EXPANDED!
STOP IN AND TRY
SOMETHING NEWI

The
Hungry

U

55 University Dr.,

Amherst, Mass.
549-5713
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h»A j|<Hi wont to tolk obowt cokwlotoit —w lindftowj.

HEWLETT-PACKARD
DEMONSTRATION DAY

Mon.. Sept. 18
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Come in to talk with a sales engineer from

Hewlett-Packard about all the HP calculators in-

cluding the new Series E machines.

our low prices

HP*31E 54 00

HP«32E
HP»33E
HP»29C
HP«19C
HP»67
HP«97
HP'10
HP»37E
HP»38E
HP»92

7200
89 00
157 00
245 00

389 00
675 00
159 00
67 00
108 00
445 00

SPECIAL DEMO DAY OFFER
^

Monday only—vwUi coupon \ \

It DC HEWLPVt PA'CKARDJJEMO pWfj

^J0 00OEF^bPr§Z14f-i2j"Jl
^25.00_OFF_HP»97

(Valid for Men , Sept. 18, 1978 only)

* campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

* Elaine Noble
iColie^ian 7

Cont. from page 5
having people who were not going to be
candidates jump into the race, this has
become probably one of the most unusual
races in the history of Massachusetts. I

oftentimes call it "Looneytunes Presents"
because it's full of so many whacky people
that it amuses me in a way. But one thing
people admire is guts and fight. Careers will

be destroyed in this campaign. Mine will

not be one of them.
On Representation:

I carry burdens of issues and iden-
tifications that create difficulties for me that
other candidates do not fiave to face.
When the proverbial shit hits the fan, I

sometimes find myself standing up for a lot

of people who don't necessarily want to
speak out.

On issues concerning opponent
Brooke's personal finances:
Even though I would like to have the

gentleman's job, I don't think his personal
life - any more than yours or mine - has
anything to do with how he does his job.

What has happened in this case is that I'm
finding myself as a civil libertarian
defending the gentleman.
On campaign finances:
While Bob Healy's column in the Boston
Globe Friday gave me a tacit endorsement
by saying that I was the most qualified

candidate in the race and that I was the
only one who understood and who
comprehended and who was articulate on
the issues - they said I simply did not have
the money to win. But I still don't think that

money can buy a certain kind of loyalty and
affection and a belief in someone.
On lack of awareness:

I have opponents who think Chile is

something they eat as opposed to a

country that needs subsidizing.

On the quality of life:

Dignity is being stolen from all of our lives

and our control over our lives is being taken
away. It's very frightening. There's a lot of
work to be done. One of the sad things
about this race is that I'm the only one
talking about human rights and a sense of
dignity.

On Economics:
I'm concerned with the little people from

whose backs we raise sixty per cent of our
state and our local and our federal revenue.
Basically, it's people who make thirty

thousand dollars and under - people who
get up every morning and go to work, such
as you and I - who have very little to show
for it from our government. I am not an
expert on economy, but N do know that
there is something very strange going on
and we must do someting very quickly. I

have been talking in depth about taxes and
what we can do on a federal as well as on a
state level.

It interests me when I hear a Congressman
talk about what he has done. As a person
who brought 165 million dollars back to
cities and towns in terms of property tax
relief and a person who got one-and-a-half
million dollars in federal monies in just the
first six months I was in office, I find it very
interesting that we have two people
considered front runners financially who
really can't point to their records and show
that.

On political alternatives:
If you look at past elections, such as
George McGovern's election in this state, it

was not that we loved George McGovern
so much, it was that we hated Nixon more.
People were given an alternative, and if you
give people an alternative, they'll usually
take it.

On her background:
I'm a product of my environment. I'm a

34-year-old former school teacher and my
father was a union man. I don't escape that

culture. There are certain things within it

that are a part of me
On financial support from women's
groups:

I was one of the former founders of the

Women's Political Caucus and served as a

chair for the Women's Political Caucus
here in the state. Unfortunatley, it's

traditional that women's groups don't have
the kind of money that it takes to back a

Senate candidacy.
On the resuKs of Tuesday's primary:
If I win the primary, I'll win the election.

After September 19th, I'll be doing one of

two things: either I'll be serving in the

United States Senate, or I'll be looking for a

waitressing job.

State senatorstarts
2-yearjail term

The Standard Times
BARNSTABLE, Mass. \AP\ - The

"waiter's " livery was light green and
keys on a heavy chain hung from his

belt. The patron wore a blue t-shirt and
jeans.

"Here's your lunch, Mr. Rogers," the
jail guard said courteously.

State Sen. George Rogers is serving a
two year term in the Barnstable House
of Corrections after being convicted of

conspiracy last month in the state's

multi million dollar vocational education
scandal.

Time is dragging, Rogers said in his

first prison interview.

"It's been three weeks I've been
removed from the public. It feels like

three months," he said. "Time is a
measure of motion, and there's no mo-
tion at all in surroundings you don't feel

you belong in, surroundings you know
you don't belong in "

Rogers put down his lunch - pasta and
meat sauce, sliced tomafoes, cheese,
mayonnaise and chocolate milk.

He sent back the bread.

"I'm allergic to gluten," he told the

guard.
He said he receives no special

privileges, bunking in the prison's west
wing dormitory, usually eating in the
dining hall, using the telephone for no
more than 30 minutes a week and
receiving visitors for no more than three

hours a week: Wednesday, Saturday
and Sunday.

"I'm in a difficult position," said Barn-

stable County Sheriff John J. Bowes.
"Any state senator or representative

may come in any time they want."
Rogers, 45, is the only state senator

ever convicted of a felony in the state

courts. State Sens. Joseph DiCarlo and
. Ronakj C". fVlackenzie were convicted on
federal extortion charges in February,

1977. .

Rogers retains his seat on Beacon Hill

and is allowed to see his aides on
legislative matters, Bowes said.

Bowes, who sat with Rogers in the

state House of Representatives for four

years, allows him "a few extra phone
calls, a few extra visits," he said, "as a
courtesy."
Rogers said he pays for any calls he

makes, using his telephone credit card.

He gave its numbers and offered to

show The Standard-Times his bills.

As he spoke, he picked at a blue,
plastic splint immobilizing his left

thumb. He fell reaching for a light last

weekend and damaged some cartilage,

he said. His hospital visits for the injury

have been his only two excursions from
the red bricked jail overlooking Barn-
stable Harbor.
The prison looks like a large manor
house on a hill except for the barbed
wire.

Rogers is running his re-election
campaign from the jail. "I'm looking
forward to a good turnout in Tuesday's
primary election," he said.

All reports are that my support is

strong, and continuous and un-
waivering. I have given no con-
sideration to not winning," he said.

Rogers is listed on the Democratic
ballot and is also running a write in cam
paign on the Republican ballot, a legal

manuever apparently aimed at several
Republicans who initiated write-in cam-
paigns after he was convicted.

If re-elected, Rogers says he will set a
high priority on opening a special pro-

secutor's office for a "Watergate style"
probe of the vocational education affair

that sent him to jail.

Now there's alampax tampon
designed to meet every need

.:>•*'

\

SUPER PLUS
Super PlusTampax tampons are ideal for

heavy flow days because there is no
tampon that's more absorbent or more
comfortable. With the extra protection

Super Plus tampons provide, you may
never again need the help of a pad.

When your flow is not as heavy, taper ofl*

to Super or Regular Tampax tampons.

SUPER
Super Tampax tampons are the #1 choice of more women
than any other tampon in the world. Like all Tampax
tampons, they're designed to conform naturally to your
inner contours. You can depend on them to help you
avoid menstrual bypass and embarrassing accidents like

leakage and staining. .^^*''""i«^. knm.(u.th.>AMi iu..dsr.n>«c..

REGULAR
Regular Tampax tampons are perfect

for a lighter now. They're easy to insert.

Like Super and Super Plus, tne smooth
container-applicator places the tampon
correctly anci hygienically.

Your fingers never touch the tampon. Unlike tampons
with plastic applicators, both the tampon and applicator

are flushable and biodegradable.

Tampax tampons now give you even more
freedom of choice.

The feminine protection more women trust TAMPAX

University of Massachusetts/ Arnherst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

BOBBY
SHORT
with

Beverly Peer, bass

and

Gene Gammage,
drums

"Bobby Short is past- and last-master of
the art of elegant expression . . . he is the

last and best of the singer-pianists." —
Chicago Today

Sunday, September 24 8pm

Ballet
Folkloiico
Mexicano

"Colorful panorama — company of 35

dancers, singers and musicians"

Wednesday, September 27 8pm

FINE /RTS CE^¥ER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale for both performances.
General public — $7, 6, 5. UMass students — $5,

4, 3. Senior citizens and other students — $6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M- F 9-4, 545-25 1

1

& New England Ticketron locations.

WieC ONkT VV IftMFAl <IICO«'0»*TCD, PM.MBB. MM*. tampons
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DCMenu
luiH'Ji BLT syndwu.ti,

qarden chili
'

whec'it bread

Anvncan Cim

l»'!tiJ( H ,ind tt

v; basics,

(jii whole

"Private Lightning

'

zaps Blue Wall Crowd

dinnei St)list)urv steak with trench frit?s and onion rings,

loast lamb .-with gravy, mint jelly, eggs sharp with
cheese plate; basics, roman rice and tieans, baked fish

with crumi) sauce.
Tomorrow

Lunch deli beef sandwich, egg foo young with duck
sauce; Basics: soybean croquettes

. Dinner: chicken cutlet with supreme sauce, meatball

I
grinder; Basics: spinach casserole. —

^

By ED MALACHOWSKI
Collegian Staff

Years ago Ben Franklin had an electrifying experience with

lightning. This past weekend, UMass students had a glimpse

of what he found when Private Lightning was at the Blue

Wall, In a tightly arranged three sets they showed why they

are considered one of the hottest bands out of Boston.

The group consists of an extremely competent drummer
Scott Woodman, bassist Steve Keith, songwriter and guitarist

Paul VanNess, keyboard player Fric Kaufman, Patty VanNess
(Paul's twin sister) on electric violin, and headed by Alan
Sherman, the lead vocalist

Their music is unique since most of their numbers are

original. The band's sound varies from the melodic yet for-

ceful "Bright City" to the hard driving rockers like "Run

Horses Run" and 'You Gotta Be Quick ' (interestingly enough

the band's original name was Quick.)

Throughout all the material, the band displays a capacity for

catchy hooks and well placed solos for all. Especially excellent

were Patty VanNess' violin solos. It is these that give the band

its characteristic sound. The rest of the band fill in the gaps to

produce a full warm sound.
Most of their material is written by the guitarist Paul

VanNess. The band, characteristic of most newer groups,
plays some cover versions. Friday night's show included a fine
version of Van Morrison's "Wild Night" and a rather new-
wavish version of Del Shannon's "Runaway". In general.
Private Lightning does not rely on these cover versions. Their
origianis are far more convincing. "Song of a Kite", receiving
much airplay in Boston, and "Geneva", the group's first

single, are examples of where Private Lightning shows their
contribution to this year's music scene.
Their songs appear to be commercial enough to have suc-

cess yet remain respectable. Hopefully they have an idea of
their musical direction, I think they do. They know they do
Their tough serious yet confident approach makes me believe
they're gonna make it. They're an exciting band in an exciting
part of their career. As their opening number "Bright City"
pleads:

'See the light tonight, come on, see the light tonight'. See
Private Lightning soon. Private Lightning THIS good is sure to
go public.

Help Wanted

Administrative Assistant

for

Graduate Student Senate

job requires general office

skills esp. typing, notetaking,

keeping office hours

20hrs.week $5.05hr.

for information c all 545-2896

an

Affirmation Action Employer

NOW, Ends TUES.

@ 7:00 and 9:15

RANDU PAimCN McMlfflfHY

AND THE BOYS ARE BACK

Hi timt to see them igain!

QNKFUW
A 0VER1HC

Anbt

INDEPENDENTS
Because Ed Brooke's been our

Senator since 1967, he has clout

in Washington for us in

Massachusetts.

In spite of good intentions, no
freshman Democratic Senator
could have that clout.

ED BROOKE
NEEDS YOUR

Nose tickling Ice creom
sodos in 31 flavors.

We make the tizziest, zingiest ice cream sodas
in town.

And with 31 different flavors to choose from, come
in and sip your way througf: flavor possibilities

unavailable anywhere else on earth.

BASm-HOBBINS

ICE CmM STORE

6l978 BASKfN-ROBBINS ICF CHEAM COMP*N<

^C

GREEK COUNCIL
PLANT SALE
Sept. 19,20,21,22

SU Ballroom

10 a.m. - 8 p.m. daily

popular plants at reduced prices

?h

Take a

tomorrow.
Brooke.

VOTE
Republican ballot

Vote for Senator

Paid for by Loraine Campbell
Not authorized by any candidate

CYRAMcFADDEN'S BESTSFLLING SATIRE
ON AMERICAN SUBURBIA IS BACK -IN A

$1.95 SIGNET PAPERBACK

A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF MARIN COUNTY
Cyra McFadden

Complete with Ongmal Illustrations

If there's life beyond death, it's in Marin County.
California, where the game is to Get Out in Front

of It, Stay Mellow At All Costs, and evolve in a

mind-boggling mosaic of chessboard alliances and
hip-cultural mind -sets.

THE SERIAL, it's a rollicking 52-gush soap opera
of pseudo-soiAlstication, mountaintop weddings,

and creative divorce groups, where you'll meet
Kate and Harvey Hdroyd, your average laid-back

Marin County coujple.

'B«ad 11 at your oiw^lskT --;M$

F R E S H M E ;n i ! 1

U-vuiopinu ic-cidC'ir-hip in you iH;i.t.ji( ly

your sellconficJonre Che i!ier lainu your

oDiiitics Gtving you on odcje on your
classfnotes leoching you something you
may never thought you ccxjIcJ leorn on a
college campus
leorn more atx)ut ycxj loom iriure

obout Army P01C

<-^" mJOR JERW BOISSEAU

545-2322

^Army (?OTC
Leorn wfx3t it fakes to leod
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Cont. from page 3

UMass Amherst Director of Personnel
John L. Denyse said last night, "October
first was chosen because that's the same
date as the faculty. " The faculty is due to

receive a salary increase on that date, if

they reach a contract agreement with the
Universitv by then.

* Tenants
Cent, from page 3

rent in protest of the $19 rent increase and
have placed the old rent, approximately

$10,000, in the Student Federal Credit

Union, tenant organizer Scott Balfour said.

Tenants and memtjers of the administra-

tion are expected to meet with the Budget
and Finance committee and Student Affairs

committee within the next two weeks to

discuss the rent increase, while the Office

of Residential Resource Management con
tinues to notify striking tenants of overdue
rents

Resource Management Director Rot}ert L.

Campbell said three tenant organizers were
called Friday regarding the notices, as part

of a promise from Vice Chancellor for Stu-

dent Affairs Dennis L. Madson that he

would contact the tenants before any
universitv action was taken. ,

Balfour yesterday said he thought it was
the responsibility of the Housing Office to

have notified tenants of the rent increase

and that no notice was given until the end
of June, two months after the trustee vote.

Professional employees on both cam-
puses cast 312 votes in last Friday's
election, according to Stein.

The Massachusetts Labor Relations
Commission has not yet set a date for the
unfair labor practices hearing, although it is

expected sometime this week, said Flynn.

Campt>ell said his office contacted resi-

dent managers in the hiousing units upon
confirmation of the increase by the Office

of Budget and Institutional Studies. He also

had the managers notify tenants in their

complexes and obtain tenant signatures

verifying they were aware of the increase.

Tenants who weren't notified by resident

managers were sent written notice of the

increase, Campbell said. He added that one
of the tenant organizers, Jerry Reed-
Mundell, was an employee of the housirtg

office at the \\n\e and was responsible for

telling other tenants of the situation. Reed-
Mundell could not be reached for comment
last night.

A rally for the striking tenants was held
yesterday to discuss further action, in-

cluding establishing a permanent tenants
association, legal rights of tenants
withholding rent, and the possibility of call-

ing in local health inspectors to verify

claims that improper code violations exist in

the housing units.

FINE ARTS
STAFF MEETING

Monday night, Sept. 18, 1978

7:30 p.m. Collegian offices

Rm. 113 Campus Center

Literate people sought with
interest in creative and per-

forming arts.

Open Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Fri. nights till 9 p.m

This Fall We've Got It All I

Bamboo
POSTERS

AREA'S LARGEST SELECTION

Many Unusual

CARDS
HAMPERS

WASTE BASKETS
FINS. IMPOmiD

SOAPS

tnWHOUM
SUNDAY 14 MM

WOKDATS 10 AM •• MA
. nnOAY 10 AM • f MM

BLINDS
Mafchstick d Tortoise

DOZENS OF AREA

RUGS
Desk

LAMPS
Tripod - Clip-on

BLOUSES - SKIRTS

INDIA

PRINT

Great Variety

BEDSPREADS
Many New EARRINGS

Stertlng & 14 kt. "S" CHAINS

1
GREAT Gins • GREAT PRICES

UJMERCANTILE
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

BACK TO SCHOOL SAVINGS
10% OFF ANY BAMBOO BLIND
$1.00 OFF ANY BEDSPREAD
10% OFF ALL HAMPERS
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• » •

»
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Our Perspective

Dorm Lease

deserves support
Since last October, a team of students and administrators have been working
on a proposal for a dorm lease" to present to the students and trustees. The
idea behind the formation of this proposal was simple: try to come up with an
agreement which will make it easier for the University to manage the dorms
while holding the University to providing basic maintenance and repair ser

vices.

An integral part of this agreement is the creation of a Residential Committee,
which will combine representatives of the University and the students living in

the dorms for the purpose of recommending policies for the whole residence
hall system. The creation of student committees of this type is the most
rational and productive way for management of student related services and
facilities.

Taken as a whole, the lease proposal deserves the support of the area
governments who must approve it before it goes to the trustees.

If the proposal contains parts which are not quite what students want now or

might want in the future, that objection should be balanced against the
progressive step towards meaningful student representation provided by the
Residentail Committee, which will have the power to recommend changes in

the lease on a yearly basis.

We also urge every student living in the dormitory system to read the lease

carefully and make your opinions known to your area government
representative. Once this is approved, all dorm residents will be required to
sign it Now is your chance to get your opinion herad.

All Policy Editorials are the opinion of a majority of the Collegian Bojrd of
Directors
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To the Editor
Parthenogenesis claim

not substantial

To the Editor:

Chris Decker of your staff writes in the

September 13, 1978 issue that "par-

thenogenesis occurs in .vomen fairly fre-

quently. " Even though I am male, may I

suggest that such an astounding claim

should be backed up by evidenam -^er
example, blood tests and skin grafts

could be used to strengthen or repudiate

a claim of having no father. Can the

writer point out reliable evidence of this

type^

Readers may be interested in the

chapter on parthenogenesis in "Genetic
Engineenng: Threat or Promise?" by
Laurence Karp \NelsonHall, Chicago.

196. Mornil Library QH 442K37\. While
he suggests that no supposed case of
parthenogenesis has ever been authen-

ticated, Karp IS also male and may be part

of a conspiracy against females.

Arthur Mange
Associate Professor

Theater series

dissappointing

To the Editors:

/ wonder whose best interests were
really in the minds of the administrators of

the Fine Arts Center when they planned
the theater series for the year... certainly

not those of the students of this campus.
The Passion of Dracula, California

Suite, The Wiz, Chicago, no doubt
entertaining, but nothing in that bill could

even hope to approach a competent
production of Richard III, or Volpone,
or Doctor Faustus in virtuosity of

language, intensity of drama, or in value

of entertainment

I suppose The Passion of Dracula will

have at least the same drawing power as

would a production of Hamlet, but can it

promise students of psychology, students

of philosophy, and students of English

every real student is a student of some
language, and either directly or indirectly

a student of English the same
thoroughgoing entertainment wrule

'ncusing with such power on issues

directly relevant to their fields of study

^

I am a graduate English student and
therefrjre perhaps morf biased in thi.'i

matter than say a suphomurn in the

College of Arts and Scionom>. But i have

had the opportunity to appreciate the

tremendous potential resource this

university has^ at its finger tips in the
English Department Lurking about
Bartlett Hall are some eminent authorities

on the greatest land when I say
"greatest" that includes most en-
tertaining

I dramatic art in the language.
I have heard that a production of
Richard III is to be presented at Mount
Hnlyoke College. I guess that our
Broadwayminded theater is beyond that

stage.

It would probably seem presumptuous
to call tor a petition demanding that the
great drama of our language be
represented along with the other en-
tertainment appearing on the Fine Arts
Center stage. But then maybe the ad
ministrators of the Fine Arts Center
theater did have the students and faculty

of this campus in mind after all

Phillip Stambovsky

Library papers

story challenged

To the Editor:

Some of the assertions made by Bryant
Jordan <n t^e Massachusetts Dailv
Collegian were at least partially correct^

I "Presidential papers- transfer angers
UMass history prof, " pages 3 Ft 15\. He
did neglect to mention his own anger,

caused because he had requested
something from one set of presidential

papers at a moment when the microfilm

reels had been packaged for transfer to

Mount Holyoke College Library. In prac-

tical terms, they remain just as accessible

to UMass profs Ft students \ angry or

otherwise] on interlibrary loan as they

have been from the Hampshire Inter-

Library Center in its present location.

Much additional information that I gave
Mr. Jordan on the telephone was either

ignored, omitted, or misunderstood. For

example, the total number of HIL C titles

under consideration by the five represen-

tatives exceeds 2400 \rather than "about
600. . . "I . A very substantial portion of the

HILC collection was formed from deposit

donations of the three founding colleges,

even after we joined, we were not able to

participate fn the deposit program
because of regulations governing tlie

disposition of state propertv.

From tfie time that UMass /orned, dues
and fees for HILC membership were
shared equally by all four members, with

further shares paid by Forbes Library Ft

Hampshire College when they joined.

When the groundrules for redistribution

were established, the colleges were
awarded preference over UMass except
when UMass was maintaining the only
active subscription or standing order
within the group. The principal reason
was that each of the college libraries is

willing to lend current issues of
periodicals, while UMass Library cannot.
It IS also believed by the colleges that -

except for two or three departmental
libraries at Smith-materials are generally
more readily accessible to all users from
the college libraries than from UMass
Library {because of the size of our user
population, materials are often charged
out at the time requested]. It is

reasonable to assume that- -with our
much larger student faculty population,
and our graduate programs -virtually

every title in HIL C is likely to receive more
frequent use at UMass than at any of the
colleges. There is general agreement on
this point, and on this basis I have re-

quested every HILC item of interest to our
programs for UMass.
But we must recognize that each of the

five full members of HILC has an equal
legal nght to the materials, and that the
three founding colleges have greater
moral right of ownership than the rest of
us to much of the collection. I do not see
how we can expect them to give up these
rights, ignoring legitimate requests of
their own faculty. If the situation were
reversed, very few of us would act other-

wise.

Siegfried Fefler

LETTERS POLICY

The Massachusetts Daily Coll«gl«n
me/comes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed end include the euthor's
mddress and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
Ihey must include a name end p/wne
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-speced,
at sixty speces per lirte, and no more than
two pages long They should be sent to

the Executive Editor cere of the
' Collegian, or may be dropped off et the

Collegian office.

All letters maybe subject to editing for

either space or content according to the

judgement of the editor. Due To space
/imitations, there is no guarantee thet all

iette'-s received will be pnnted

.(:<>)llej^i^n.ii

Paul Yanowitch

At the races
Tomorrow, Septenilit-'r 19th, is Primary

Dav in the State of Mdss'^chusf tts, and you
liavf no douht been buried under ttie t)ar

liuje of literature, pamphlets, commercials
;ind liannersexhortinc} you Xo vote for some
outstanding non poitical politician. So
ineone who has earned your trust. So
meone who wil not cater to the special in

terests but will instead carefully examine
every bill, every cut and do what is best for

the people of ths State.

The campaigns are not very interesting

this year: every candidate, regardless of the*

fact that he she will not have any power to

influence such, has promised to cut proper

•v taxf^s vet maintain the same level of ser

vices Well, services may have to be cut

temporarily, but you can rest assured that

the cuts will come in those programs which

waste the taxpayers money like reducing

welfare costs, so tfiose chiselers will find

jobs, or something equally innocuous, like

higher education However, those reduced

property taxes will spur investment, and

spending, and we will soon have an in-

crease in the number of jobs, which means
more tax revenues, and more services, so it

all works out in the end. Or at least that

was what my economic advisor told me.
anrtt>« is a Professor of Economics.

This campaign, like all others, is

remarkably lackluster; incumbents running

on their record, hopefuls digging up scan-

dals which titillate the voters sense of

justice and truth; and Gerald Rogers, runn

ing on his prison record. (Of course, he

was framed by an international conspiracy,

due to his wealth of power in the Mass.

Senate).

The average voter will remain remarkably

uninformed in any election. Instead, they

will visit with some person whom he-she

considers astute and politically aware, hav-

ing attended the Amherst Town
Democratic Meeting 2 years in a row. And,

so. the neighborhood Buddha will declare

the choice with great solemnity, and that

choice will be firmly entrenched in the

sycophants mind, so firmly entrenched that

nothing short of an A bomb or a criminal

lonviclion, and somctimi , n .i < ,. i thi'

c.in shake it loose.
t

Sooner or later, our voter will talk to

another frifjod who shall. Iiy chance. l)e

suppottiog someone else. Panic will set in;

tlic vot(;r will scurry back to the Workplace
Pundit and present the rjuery to the Great
Favah: is it true that so and so and so and
so The Oracle will calm the lost soliI with
some facts, figures and disparaging
remarks about the opposing candidate, and
the friend of the friend who support him
her. And so, even more convinced, our
informed votef returns to life, but now
armed with tidbits of information which can
he hurled at opposing suporters, and yet

serve only to reinforce a belief planted not

so long ago.

Our Founding Fathers realized that in the

late 170O's, there were not that many radio

or TV stations in the colonies. Information

traveled very slowly, and the Times and
Globe only published once a week. So,
instead of allowing a throng of uninformed
patriots to elect a President, they
.established the Electoral College. On paper.

It was reasoned, the electorate would elect

a number of electors, who due to their

st-iture in the community, and their

reknown intelligence, would carefully cull

the best candidate from among the many
that chose to run, and then return home.
The system, as envisioried, would allow

each elector to vote his conscience; this

was quickly obviated by the rise of the unit

rule, whereby each state cast all their

electoral votes for one candidate, in an
attempt to exercise the greatest influence

over an election. However, due to the rise

in technology, there seems to be no reason
for an electoral college Of course, on the

local level, the Founding Fathers reasoned
that the electorate would be suitably in-

formed.

The candidates have been attempting to

inform the electorate mind you. The post-

Watergate debate is the finest example.
The debate between the Democratic
candidates for Governor was one of the

finest tragic comedies ever presented. Ms.

Security Deposit Law
Did you get back the security deposit paid

to your last landlord? Were the deductions

made lawful? Did you receive interest? If

you just paid a security deposit do you
know your rights under the new law?

In the past, the LSO has received com-
plaints that tenants rights are frequently

violated by landlords who: 1. fail to return

the deposit or the balance due after lawful

deduction within 30 days after termination

of the tenancy; 2. fail to give tenants a writ-

ten list of deductions within the 30 day

period; 3. make unlawful deductions for

damages not done by the tenants. (A

landlord cannot deduct for reasonable wear
and tear. Landlords often unlawfully make
deductions for "cleaning" or "painting"

apartments which are not needed as a

result of tenant damage;) 4. fail to pay five

percent interest for deposits held one year

or longer.

For the benefit of all a summary of the

new security deposit law is reprinted. We
suggest you to clip it and save it for future

reference. The money you save may be

your own.

New Information On Security Deposits
From M.G.L. Chapt. 186 Sec. 15B

1 A landlord may now ask for your last

month's rent at the start of your tenancy,

as well as the first month's rent and one
rr.onth's security deposit. You may also be
required to give a key deposit.

2 The landlord should inspect the house
or apartment when given the deposit, and
'should fill out a statement of the present

condition, which you both must agree

upon and sign. Go through the place room
hv room and write n detailed list of

Ionditions-yoii can be held responsible

I Uf r for anvlhtTuj not written down now. If

V')U don t agree witfi youi landlords ac

Hint of The conOitiori, you car»

. oiinterf:lHim l)v attii^hing your own list of

ifiMi.iocs tn til'- li.st !lir I.TrirjIord qives you

A'
.

' 1 1 , n I

'

'

teen days, with a signed agreement with

the content, or a clear statement of

disagreement.

3. The landlord must put the security

deposit in a bank account-an interest bear

ing escrow account. Within thirty days you
should be given a receipt showing the loca

tion of the money and the account number.
If the landlord goes bankrupt, the money
will still be there, and if the property is sold,

the money is transferred to the new
owners.

4. Unless arrangements were made with

the landlord, you can't use your security

deposit as any month's rent. If you do, you
run the risk of being sued in court by the

landlord for eviction, for the money, and
possibly for attorney's fees.

5. Any security deposit received and held

for a period of at least a year earns interest

at the rate of five percent per year. This

must be paid to you at the end of each

year If you leave in the middle of a year

(after your first) it must be paid within 30

days of termination of the tenancy

6. The landlord must return the security

deposit and any interest due within 30 days

after you leave the apartment or house. If it

is not returned in full, the landlord must
notify you in writing of the reasons money
has been withheld, and give an intmized list

of the estimated or actual costs to make the

necessary repairs.

7. There are only three reasons your

landlord may keep a part or all of your

security deposit If your lease states

something different, it is invalid and cannot

he enforced. These reasons are (a) to pay

foi repairs of any damages you have ciius

ed; (b) to make up for any unpaiH rent: ic

to pay for fH* PSr;U;iti'n i> I'lH* w.-reo't COi

lected

S If you don t neat frotr, your landlord

within 30 days, or you aren ! happy with

wh;it von have been sent, you should \nt\\<^

,1 I'" 'he l,in(llo'fl .'\;-il i-"

A( kerin.Ki faiW'd to answei one question,

.(imI insttHU (hose to t.ilk of her vast ex
p«»ri(!nc*' .IS mayor o( Cambridge and
.mswer those questions she felt interested

h«-i She looked as if she was an excapee
from the Cambridge Home for the
liK.it'flilily Bt.'wildered

When asked a question, Mr King's eyes
would glaze over, and he would list the

litany of sins that he was against and
Dukakis was for. "Abortion, I'm against

abortion Dukakis isn't Crime, I'm against

that too We can be assured, I think, that

if Mr King becomes Governor, the trains

will run on time (If you crossed Frank

Riz/o with Mussolini, King would be the

clone .

)

Governor Dukakis was very cool. He put
his hand in his jacket pocket alot, and he
talked of the hard times we had. But he
assured us that Prosperity was Just Around
the Corner, and wasn't he just magnificent
in the snowstorm? (That Cardigan Sweater
lias been put in the Political Hall of Fame
next to Chequers and a republican Cloth

Coat.)

Whoever wins this race should insist upon
an inauguration like the Pope receives.

After all, David Knapp, our new leader, is

holding his coronation at Fanueil Hall on
October 28, 1978. He wants a 'fairly

simple " yet dignified ceremony, and he has
chosen Fanueil Hall because of its historic

importance and the marketplace's sym-
t)olism of the new vitality that exists in

Mass. You probably didn't know that the
first class ever held at UMass was held here
in Fanueil Ha.., and that the marketplace
symbolizes the variety open to an un-

dergraduate; the search for a major is akin

to the search for some fresh fruit. Squeeze
a few, look them over, smell them. Of
course he would prefer to hold the majestic

coronation on one of the campuses, but he
cn't choose between Amherst and
Boston. (What? Leave Boston for Western
Mass. I thought you could fall off the world
if you went past Worcester? Do they have
toilets out there?)

Legal Services

situation, and firmly requesting a response

by a certain date, or you'll "be forced to

take legal action," Keep a copy of this let

ter.

9 If you get no response, or if you
disagree with the amount of money
deducted, you may take the landlord to

court. If the amount is under $750 you may
use small claims court. If you do not get

your deposit back you have the legal right

to sue for three times the amount of the

deposit. However, courts often fail to

award more than the original amount. The
court may also ask your landlord to pay for

your attorney's fees. If your deposit is more
than $750 it may be advisable to file a civil

suit in District Court. In addition, failure to

return a security deposit in accordance with

the law is a violation of the consumer pro-

tection act, for which you may want to sue
in Superior Court.

10. The landlord forfeits his-her right to re-

tain any portion of the security deposit or

sue you for unpaid rent if she-he (a) failed

to deposit the money in an escrow ac-

count; (b) failed to contact you within 30
days after the termination of your occupan
cy about the damages, or return the money
that remained; (c) used a lease with terms

that conflicted with the procedures describ

ed in this sheet.

11 If you have any questions or want fur-

ttier information, you're encouraged to

contact Student Legal Services for an ap-

noinfment at 545 1995, or come to 922
Campus Center. We can provide advice

and representation on these problems.

The LSO IS available to advise and repre-

SMfit University of Massachusetts graduates

I'ideigraduate fee payinc)" students
n; a[)i)Ointment ral! 545 1995 or visit

922 C.-jmpus Center, The Off Campus
Hiiusinfi Office in Munsoi^ Hall (545 0865*

I'.- available to any member of the commum
tv who has question*^ or wan* -r in

ff- • -
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JOIN
CAMPUS-WIDE
COMMITTEES

Such as:

Legal Services Exemption Board
Housing Exemptions Board
Mass State Students Association
Rebate Committee

*Many other positions also available

For more information and/or applica-
tions coma in anytime to Room 420, Stu-
dent Union.

All UMass Men Invited To An

OPEN RUSH
AT

BETA KAPPA PHI

Bf i

NOMINATIONS
FOR

STUDENT
SENATE,

including Presidential positions,

are available in Rm. 420, Stu-

dent Union. Deadline for ap-

plications is September 25.

^dS^JBQD/;

Back to School
WATERBED SPECIAL

• Classic Deluxe Mattress

• Safewav Hfeaiter ^

• Safety Liner

• Flirn DraHi kit

• Frame Kit MPlmn^

^m)3\

Monday, September 18. 197B
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THE ART OF
CASE ANALYSIS

• student guide to the

diagnoMts of hutineu

situations.

Availjibie at the

UMass Campus
Center Store

PROVEN OPPORTUNITY
BE YOUR OWN BOSS

^ -WORK YOUR OWN HOURS ^
WE ARE SEEKING AN EAGER

SELF STARTER TO BECOME OUR
REPRESENTATIVE IN THE CAMPUS AREA

CALL TOLL FREE FOR DETAILS
1-800-327-3665

|r;aS7YM/ -/'A'/ZV //•:/; 7>S7///^/ /Acm/ivl

faction

If \ou want a c«>llc^c rinj« that's different from
traditional rings, come see .\rt( Carved 's outstanding

c<»llcction for men and women. Kver since Art(>arved
introduced these distinctive st\ les. ttioiisands of

college students have chosen to wear them in college

and long after, ("ome see the whole collection.

^CCXJ-EGE RINGS

THE /IRJQ1RVED REPRESENTATIVE
has a large collection of traditional as well as fashion rings. Ask to see them Deposit required AsK atxjut Master Charge or Visa.

/IRKTIRVED
^COLLEGE RINGS

September 18, 19, 20
at the University Store
in the Campus Center
$10 deposit
10 a.m. -2:30 p.m.

Ihc rnivcrsih Store
MURRAY D LirgCOLN CAIWPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF fvlASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01003

Mountadneeririg *2.
tm ---A^

The Buscli label is where it

all begins. Note
the snowy,
j3raggy peate

affixed
thereto.
They
SLre

the
'moun-
tains.

^oiiare tiie moun-
taineer. And this is

an ad The subject of
which is selecting the
proper gear for
mountaineering.
(It all fits to-

gether so nicely,

doesn't it?)
First and

foremost, you'll

need to pop the
mountain top. For
this task, faithful moun-
taineers use a church
key. Secular moun-
taineers use a bottle
opener. Don't be con-
fused by these antics
with semantics. Just
remember, the opener is

your primaiy tool. Be
true to it and it will be
true to you.

Second, choose a
glass. Here the options
become immense.
German steins, hand-

jDlown pilseners,
oldjellyjars,

that cute
little

iuix;h key used by
'faithful mountaineers.)

:». Boffo mug you've

^had since third grade.
ni. Ikb

Be adventurous.
Experiment. Most

mountaineers have a
personal preference. You'll

develop one too.

Food is next. Proper
mountaineering, not
to mention proper nutri-

tion, requires a smorgas-
bord selection of snacks.
Some mountaineers
have suffered from a
potato chip deficiency,

a pretzel imbalance or
other serious dietaiy de-

fects. Plan ahead-

Comfort is crucial. Kyou
mountaineer in

public, pick
a padded
bar stool,

preferably
one that
spins
(to facili-

tate admir-
ing the
sceneiy).At

home, a com-
fortable chair or sofa will
do. Rule of thumb: if it

feels good, and the police
don't seemto mind, do it.

Then turn on the
tiibe or spin a tune or
crack a good book. The
choice is strictly

between you and the
dominant hemisphere
ofyourbrain. Ofcourse,
some mountaineers
say the smooth, re-

freshing taste ofBusch
is entertainment enough.

^And thank goodness
^hey do , because
it's an excellent
conclusion

( Comfort IS crucial

)

ii,.itr>i.

Don't just reach for a beer.BUSCH Head for the mountams.
Anheuser-Busch Inc Stx^ Louts. Mo
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members on

HAM RADIO CLUB
Want to be ham? Ham Radio Club

free novice radio classes tonight (M(
pm in ELAB 109 Please come.
SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEER
Get acquainted spaghetti suppc

Hall, 6 pm, Tues Sept 19 Introductu
officers and advisors Program •

supper
TEACH FOR CREDIT"
Volunteers needed to teach Algebra

10:00), Art (TuTh 830 9:15), Spanish (fufh
8:30 9:15), History (MWF 10 11, Outdoor Ed
(Th 12 2:30), in a small alternative high school
on campus Credit available through
Education seminar "Teaching in the Alte'
native School" taking place
Tuesday evening. If interested.
If) Cottage B, or call 545 2584
ASIAN AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION
Meeting for all new and old

Thursday Sept. 21st. 7 pm in room 168 For
those who interest please come
MASSPIRG
Consumer Action Center . sponsored by
Mass Pirg, will open Monday Sept 25 Hours:
Noon 5, Monday, thru Friday 549 0199 or 545
0781

TSONGAS FOR SENATE
Anyone who would like to help out in the
campaign to elect Paul Tsongas to the U.S.
Senate please call John at 546 9676
ROOM TO MOVE
Meeting for all of last years Room to Move

staff Thursday Sept 21st at 9:00 at the drop in
center to discuss plans of action
POLITICAL SCIENCE HONOR SOCIETY

Pi Sigma Alpha Honor Students. All
members are urged to attend general meeting
to be held Tuesday Sept 19 at 7:00 pm, room
412 Thompson Hall Officer elections will be
held and fall scheduale discussed. For info call
Matthew 253 9491
UCF
New Office Hours at UCF Beginning
Monday Sept 18, UCF, 428 SU (above
Peoples Mkt) will be open 9 am 1pm and 3 5
pm Mon Fri, One of the two campus
ministers, Gil Caldwell and Pete Sabey, will

usually be present from 10 12 and 3-5. In
addition Rev. Caldwell will soon be posting
hours at his office in 314 New Africa House.
UCF IS United Christian Foundation, in-

terdenomination ministry at UMass. of 9
Protestant denominations cooperating in
United Ministries in Higher Education
OUTING CLHJB
Meeting Mon. Sept. 18 at 7:00 pm in the
Campus Center. Find out about upcoming
trips, the club Cabin and meet new people.
See you there.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting tonight in the Campus Center at

7 00. All sisters please attend.
HILLEL
Coffeehouse on 9-23, will be held in SU 302Mon .918 throughout the afternoon For more
info call Roger 546 4046, or the Hillel office
545 2526

UCF "Season Ticket" ($3 'or Students, S5
Staff, $10 Faculty), you are entitU ci t-^ a nickel
cup of coffee all year. (Also tea. s.mkd. cocoa,
herb teas, Pero) Much more. Subscription to
MUSTARD SEED, and opportunity to learn
quickly about core membership in an in-

tergeneration, interracial, inter-class com-
munity of search, faith, action for justice Info-
428 SU (5 2661).
SNO
Meeting, Tues, Sept 19th, 5:30 pm, room 120

Arnold. Nominations for SNO officers and
student-faculty committees being taken.

NIAOS
All nun ,iru) womrii iiUi'rested in joining the

UM.1SS sv 'u hfoni/tMi svyiiTiming club are urged
to .(tiemi ihf tivouts dt Nope Pool, Sept 18 20
frniv, 6 7 pin No previous experience is

necessary Come leddy to swim
GREFNOUGH CRAFT SHOP
Position jvcjilable Any work study student,

knowledgable in some arts and crafts skills and
interested m working a few hours weekly,
please coht.u t Cindy 104 Greenouqh 546-
264? ^

GREENOUGH CRAFT SHOP
Anyone interested in teaching a collog in any

Arts and Crafts skills (Photography, leather,
ceramics, silver) please contact Cindy 104
Greenough 546 2642. You can earn two
credits'

N.E S.

Tutor with N E.S Need credit? Like to help
children and gam experience for yourself? Call
the office or come to 428 SUB 5 0910 or
Shelley 546 9367, Denise 256 8297
CHESS CLUB
Meeting, Wednesday, Sept 20, at 7:30 pm
rooms 905 909 Campus Center. All chess
players are welcome
TAGSALE
There will be a tag sale on Saturday, Sep

tember 23 from 9 am until dusk on the front
lawn of the Unitarian Church, located next to
City Hall in downtown Northampton Articles
for sale will include furniture, clothing,
bedding, tools, televisions, toys, books, and
more The sale is a fund raising benefit for the
Common Womon Club in Northampton.

Several student positions remain to be filled

at Everywoman's Center this semester.
The Career Counseling program is now

accepting applications for interns. The
program offers groups designed for women
on: skills assessment, values clarification, job
search techniques, resume writing and in

terviewing skills.

Individual conuseling around career life

planning issues is also offered The program's
other tocus is advocacy for campus and
community women's career and employment
needs.

Career Counseling interns will attend weekly
training sessions and workgroup meetings,
facilitate workshops, see individual clients and
work on advocacy piojects. Quali^fications
include: counseling experience of^ related
course work, will'.igness to learn and assume
responsibility, ability to work with Third World
women, poor women, lesbians, single parents
and older women, and sensitivity to the needs
of these groups
Interested women should contact Marguerite

Cookson at Everywoman's Center by Sep
tember 19.

The Educational Alternatives program is

looking for a work study student to help with
administration and record keeping aspects of
the Project Self workshop series tor women.
Responsibilities include: student registration,
keeping track of fees, publicity work, and
typing and mailing notices.
Applicants should have: an interest and

commitment to working with women, some
experience in women's or alternative
organizations or educational programming,
some secretarial skills and knowledge of the
UMass accounting system. The position is for
approximately 15 hours per week (schedule
negotiable). To apply, contact Holly Bishop at
Everywoman's Center.
Interns in media related fields are also

needed. Internship areas are: women's video
programming, women's media skill sharing,
and researching and organizing a women's
media skill sharing conference.
Positions are for 12 hours per week, and

credit is available for UMass undergraduates.
Interested women should contact Cindy
Leerer at Everywoman's Center by September
18.
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SALES
OPPORTUNITY

Collc tiiHn '5

WOODEN BOOK
& RECORD CASES
24 '/.x 13-3/8x1 2 '/4 ^^ -._
Long High Deep $0.90

at

AJ. Hastings
n«wsd*Ql*r & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

OPEN BOWLING
Boyden Ten Pin Lanes

4.00-10,30 Mon - Sat.

^^locotedjnbaserT^ent of Boyden) 60^ per string

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 684 QlS'l "'•"'*• '*"•' •'•

•OKITS.J »0 IIUOIMIS* 5« I HI/IS* W.T.I AMr C»»l. IJ 00 IWI IHI S., .VVH 40
"

ALL REGISTERED VOTERS IN
AND AROUND AMHERST:
VOTE IN THE PRIMARIES
ON SEPTEMBER 19TH

It M>«s th« D*ltau

I

mgmimt th* rui«s

lunmuu,

AMMAi,!

&hOMin9
Thru Thursday at ITLS 4 461 7 W 9 15

IHVVTICKITS ON SALf JO MiMUTFTpB

thepolls will beopen from 10a. m '

ti 1 1 8 p.m

Leading manufacturer of college rings
seeks student representative (Commis-
sion basis program plus incentive bonus).

Innovative student who has
time to sell college rings on a
bi-weekly basis. . .self-
starter— well-organized.

If interested in a three-year program,
please write for further details:

Josten's College Marketing
5501 Norman Center Drive
Minneapolis, MN 55437

lira

HEAVEN
lANWAIT

WARREN JUUE
BEATTV CHRISTIE

custom-made rings

save *25

1
UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS

VETERANS
ARE DOING IT

Earn your Lieutenant's bars
and a United States Army com-
mission while you earn $2500
(in addition to your Gl Bill

allowances) and your college
degree, thru US Army ROTC

'

INTERESTED??
CALL MAJOR

JERRY P. BOISSEAU
545-2321/2322

L

ShOMing
Thru Thufld.y •< (TLS S 001 7 H S »

l.lUJM.MiUi.wm.TnajTi

^^ PeiERKlUftS

mnnwrntfc//W
ro

Showing
Thru Thu'td.y •> ITLS S 001 7 IS t 30 I

RTAN O'NEAL
MtUaOCRN

ISASEUiAOtiAMl

,y^ THE
,

Shuwwtng
Thru Thufidev •» (TLS S OOl 7 1& 9 »|

moncnmiiiiEDiizQ

Get it on your chest...

One of Forte Printings custom T-shirts.

T-shirts are the best way to advertise, prcmote
and raise funds for clubs, dorms, teams c- any
groups. Forte Printing offers a complete selection
of t-shirts, totes, aprons, scarves & other prin-
tables to suit your needs. Let Forte Printing help
you to "Get it on your chest."

Fashionable Advertising

FORTE
PRINTING

Call 584-2124 • Campus Rep. Steve Milligan 253-5214

"BRILLIANT.
BOSTON'S BEST
ENTERTAIN-

BARGAIN!" Arthur
Friedman, REAL PAPER

J

On sale are our men's
traditional Siladium® rings and

selected women's 10-karat

gold rings. These rings are custom-
made individually for you. They are an

exceptional buy at the price of $59.95. You get your
choice of many custom features. Come see them today.

THE /IrxlyllxVLL/ REPRESENTATIVE has a large ooltection of ccMlege rings Ask to see them.

ffPHENOME-
NAL!ff

Carolyn Clay,

PHOENIX

Tues -Wed
Thurs. 8 p.m
Fri and Sat

at 7 30 and 9 30

Sunday 7:30

Thru Oct 29

Deposit required. Ask atxxit Master unarge or Visa. 'Savings vary sightly from style to style.

3 days only!

/IRRTlRyED
\COLLEGE RMGS

.*v

September 18, 19^20
at tNf University Store
in theCampus Center
$10 deposit
10a.m. -2:30 p.m.

'l-*
'h\- the ^n^^:rs^h Sttttc

MURRAY D LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS 01003

Sexual Perversity
in Chicago &
The Ducic Variations

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT
OFF EA. TICKET
(With this ad)

CHARLES PLAYHOUSE
76 Warrenton St., Boston

426*6912
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VETERANS

SOPHOMORES
FRESHMEN

UMASSARMYROTC

Veterans earn a US Army
commission and $2400 while

you earn your degree.

Sophomores try something

completely different with

adventure, travel, and leadershipl

experience that will be an asset

in any career.

Freshmen increase your options

from the beginning.

545-2J22

r CUT AND SAVE ^
PIZZA

Small

Pepperoni $2.60

Anchovies 2.60

Hamburg 2.60

Ham 2.60

Sausage 2.60

Plain 2.00

Onions 2.10

Peppers 2.20

Onions-Peppers 2.35

Mushrooms 2.60

Salami 2.60

Two-way Comb. 2.90

Three-way Comb. 3.20

Super Special 4.00

Extra Meat
Extra Cheese

Large

70^

SOfT

Large

$4.60

4.60

4.60

4.60

4.60

3.70

4.00

4.20

4.30

4.60

4.60

5.10

5.50

6.00

Small

50<i

50^

GRINDERS
' Whole Half

Salami $1.95 $1.20
Meatless 1.85 1.10
Genova 2.10 1.35
Meatball 2.10 1.35
Sausage 2.10 1.35
Tuna Fish 2.40 1.45
Ham 2.10 1.3b
Italian 2.10 1.35
Roast Beef 2.60 1.60
Ham & Egg 2.30 1.40
Pepper & Egg 2.30 1.40
Pastrami 2.60 1.60
Turkey 2.40 1.35

SPAGHETTI
with Sauce
with Meat Balis

with Sausage

$2.00

2.30

2.30

\^

SUPERIOR PIZZA
"UMass' Favorite Pizza"

We deliver everyday from 5 p.m.
Sundays from 2:00 p.m.

17 Montague Rd. *

(next to North Amherst Post Office)

549-0626 J
To place a classified ad, drop by the Col
legian office (CC 113) between 8 45 a.m.
and 3:45 p.m. Monday through Friday, or
use our handy clip and mail form found in

most issues of the Collegian Classified
deadline is 345 p.m two days in advance
of publication date.

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c
per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per
line per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per
line per day. One line is roughly equivalent
to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR SALE FOR SALE
66 Chevy wagon, great condition, $400 or
BO. Call Peter. 256 6863.

65 Plym. wagon, sticker, $175, 665-4240,
eve.

71 Datsun 1200, call 253 5182 btwn.
p.m.

6-10

66 VW , runs, needs some work, 586 6863.

67" Dodge Coronet, good engine and
body, new brakes, runs perfect, $450 or
BO, call Joe, 546-8715.

68 Mustang conv. V8 AT, runs excellent-

ly, body has some rust, $500 or BO,
247-9296, evenings.

197T Ford Torino -VB 302 engine, 18
mpg, 4 new radial tires, new shocks B spr

ing recent brake job & rebuilt trans. Call

Garret at 549-0236 after 5 p.m.

For sale- 1969 Rambler,
trans. $200, 256-0478.

runs well, std.

Olympus camera equipment— used
OM-1, chrome body $100, used OM 2
auto camera -$300, used OM motor drive

w/ up to 5 fps!-$290. Call Dave at

549 1033.

Full mattress firm, new, $75, large chair,

$10, stereo, $50, case of shelves, $5, sm.
table. $5, ca ll Amy. 256-6652.

Moped for sale— 1 new Batavus, full war-
ranty, $425, 1 low mileage Batavus. $350.
584-6854, evenings.

Used World Of Furniture -321 Oeerfield
St., Greenfield, good used furniture, open
10 to 5 daily.

Refrigerator, gas dryer. Huffy boy's bike.
All excellent condition. 256-8463.

Spaulding 166cm skis w/ Salomon bin-

ding, $35, aquarium w/ purple light, $8,

584 4328._

19o9 Camaro for sale,

call 253 5081.

needs some work,

Mercedes
549 3934.

220S6, good condition. Refrigerator— 5 cu.

call John, 665 7906.

ft., exc. cond., $75.

VW bus, 48,000 miles, F>erfect mechanical,
body, and interior condition, $2100 firm.

Call 253 9428, before 9 p.m.

FOR RENT

Moving? We're the best price in town for

the best moving he*p around. Friendly, too!

Hourly & distance rates. Dandelion Truck-
ing^ 584 7932.

University men — unhappy with living ac-
comodations? Or do you need a place to
stay for the fall? We have a few sr aces left.

Call Brian Axon at Sigma Phi psilon at

549-1309 for info. Rooms avf lable im-
rriediately.

Studio for rant, separate
Formerly for ceramics, kiln a*

sale. Tel. 253-7450, Amhetst, i

please.

Loft, studio, d«nc«, shop & s'

Florence. Bill Arnold. 584-3560

building,

liable for

5 p.m.er

d space in

Typewriter, Olympia manual: very good
cond. Portab le $50, neg. Alan, 256-6137.

AKC Harlequin Great Dane puppies
bred for temperment and conformation.
Call after 6 or weekend, 1 773 5825, $150
and up.

HELP WANTED
Jewisli community of Amherst needs
teacher for intermediate Hebrew class.

Also, teacher's aide for 1st and 2nd grade
Jewish studies class. Call 549-0223.

To all university students — be a house
person at the finest eating establishment in

Amherst. To start your bright and exciting

career in dishes call 253-925d, ask for Bum-
bolini or Joel.

Night staff needed to work in cottage
housing ^h 6 mentally retarded adults.
Light housework required. Contact Albert
Diaz. Belchertown State School, 323 6311.
ext. 392.

Speech pathologist, full-time for direct

service and teacher consult with severely
developmentally disabled adol. Exp. with
total communication using beh. objectives
in planning. Prefer MA registered physical
therapist, part-time with flexible schedule.
Instructional aides for alternative HS pro-
gram and state hospital program.
Demonstrated exp. with adol., secondary
curricula, voc, language arts and/or out-

door skills. Aides also needed for
Developmental Programs serving severly
disabled adol. $3.51 /hr; 35 hours/wk.
Substitute teachers needed for ail low in-

cidence special ed. classrooms in Hamp-
shire County. Send resumes to HEC, 127
Russell St., Hadley, Mass. 586 4590, Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Intern program for seniors. Openings ex-

ist at local Amherst insurance co. for a few
aggressive seniors who are interested in

earning money and setting own hours while
completing education. This could lead to a
permanent position after graduation. Send
name, address, phone (t and major to PO
Box 854, Amherst.

Do you like to try new experiences? Try
farming. I need help picking butternut
squash. Call 549-5197 after 8 p.m.

INSTRUCTION

Basic auto mechanics workshop. 28
hours classroom theory & shop. Limited

enrollment. Call 253-7967 or write for

brochure. Auto Skills. Box 210, Amherst
MA 01002.

Beginning weaving 4 harness floor

looms. 2 weeks 9/9/78. Tues.. 7-9 p.m.
Jones Library. $50. 253-9368, evenings.

For trade: lot 65 parking sticker for lot 62
and $. Please call Bob, 549-1680.

MOTORCYCLES

75 Yamaha RD350. perfect. 1000 mi. since
rebuild, 6000 total $600 or BO, includes

storage this winter. 665-2253, eves.

PERSONALS

Fema[e wanted to share apt., 549-6688.

Stuck in a corner? Unhappy in ' your
dorm? Roommates seek to switch room for

other room on co-ed floor in SW. Call

Cance, 6-5051

.

Pinocchio Pizza of Harvard Sq. is here!
Visit us at 1177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
(next to Rooster's).

Senior male needs own room in apt. or
house near bus route, easy-going, non-
smoker, call Mike at 1-783-3400.

SERVICES

MISCELLANEOUS

The Boitwood-Belchertown Project is

seeking students to volunteer in any one of

14 social and recreational programs offered

at Belchertown State School. Gain prac-

tical field experience through this valuable

and worthwhile organization. Call 323-6311
ext. 449 for more information.

Light trucking service. Will haul wanted
or unwanted furniture, appliances, etc.

Phone 549 4730 after 5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.. all

day Sat, and Sun. Reasonable rates.

Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for

your 256-page, mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10. 250 topics listed. Pro-
mpt delivery. Box 25907B, Los Angeles,
C alif. 90025. (213) 477-8226.

WANTED
Instructor for private lessons in racquet-
ball. Call Kim, 253-7685, aft. 5 p.m. $

negot.

4 students seeking fifth to share 5
bedroom house in South Amherst.
253 7978.

Black & white portable TV, 549-6235.

Room in house
Panu. 253-9627.

wanted, call Dennis

Space needed for my tent. I will pay
$15/wk. for kitchen and bath priveleges.

Contact: Herb Miller, General Delivery.

Amherst MA 01002.
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YOUR BIRTHDAY
.MO.NDAV, .Sept 18 1978

MONDAY, Sept 18

Born today, you are one
of those highly sympathet-
ic, often sentimental, indi-

viduals for whom service
IS the highest j<ood. Teach-
ing;, medicine, social work
- these appeal to your
ima({ination and suit your
capabilities. Although you
always act from both rea-
son and emotion, you never
allow the latter to domi-
nate

Able to relax even under
the most dire or confused
of circumstances, you are
able to briny to your work
your very best in fresh-
ness, energy, and unen-
cumbered ability

Also born on this date
are: Or Samuel Johnson,
English essayist; Greta
Garbo. actress
To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be
your daily guide.

TUESDAY. Sept. 19

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sepl.22)-
- Unless you can change
the economics of the home
front, financial troubles
are in store.

LIBRA(Sept 23-Oct. 22)--

A costly morning ushers in

a fruitful afternoon. Eve-
ning hours bring new joy to

the home front

SCORPIO(Ocl 23-Nov.
21) " Di.scussion is essen-
tial to the solving of prob-
lems on the employment
scene Invite suggestions
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-

Dec 21) -- A quiet morning

enables you to cope with
more precision when the
unexpected occurs in p m
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) " An impulsive
move early in the day
could spoil planned imple-
mentation of a new idea
AOUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb.

18) " Interviews with high-
er-ups go well, if you are
wise enough to remain
quiet on a few minor
issues.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March
20) " Take care not to

commit a tactless error of
speech Children make it

difficult to change evening
plans

ARIES(March 21-Aprll 19)
•- Awards are in order for
the Aries who has handled
himself and his work care-
fully, successfully in the
past

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
•• Necessary expenditures
may make it essential that
you deny a request foe
material aid. Explain
yourself.

GEMINKMay 21-June 20) -

• Plan a quiet time for you
and loved ones late in the
day. Keep records careful-
ly, even if openly.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)

" Good news from afar
makes this a very special
day - though it hardly
seems so early in the
morning.
LEO(July 23-Aug 22) -

The cooperation of family
members makes possible
change without upheaval,
a setback without disap-
pointment
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Soccer team ready
forsta tf of season

SoxtopN.Y.
cut Yanks lead

Cotlfgutn 5(aU
Bty, fast and having great depth, this

year s UMass soccer team hopes to surpass
Its ore season rank as sixth best team in

New England as it strives for success in

1978

With many new players joining the
veterans from last year, this years roster
has plenty of potential.

At forward are three 77 returnees, Joel
Mascolo, Tasso Koutsoukos, and Mark Ab-
bott All three are exceptionally skilled

ballplayers with roadrunner speed and good
size. Coach Huss Kidd says he is very happy
with this line and that it's "the fastest front
line I've seen since I've taken over."
At midfield we have junior halfback Mark

Vasington and two players new to the
team, Doug White and Tony G. Dias. Dias,
a 1st team All American in high school, is

backed up on the right side by two ex
perience players, Bret Simon and John
Thomas
Mark Vassalotti and Pat Veale are the

wings at the fullback position, with Mike
St. Martin playing the crucial stopper back
position. Stopper back is the toughest posi
tion on the field because it's always in the
center of the action and St Martin plays it

with dominating style.

Junior transfer Tom Draudt will be backed
up by freshman Chris New at sweeper
back. Draudt is a big plus to the
Minutemen, and New is a fine freshman
ballplayer.

The Minutemen are three deep in goal
with Will Temby, Mark Miralli, and Matt
Esteves. Sophomores Temby and Marilla
are equally skilled goalies with quick hands
and good agility Esteves has also shown
that he can play when needed.
It's a well known fact in sports that a team

is only as good as it's bench, and UMass is

at least two stiomj m every position. Coach
Kidd IS confident he can substitute freely

without losiiui any strength on the grid.

Backing up the forwards afe Tony M
Dias, Wayne Moran. Bill Leary, and Mike
O'Neal. All talented speedsters, these four
will be ablp to maintain a fast pace in a
game when a starter needs a rest

Bruno Lograsso, considered the best high
school player in Eastern Mass. last year,
loins Simon and Thornas as halfback alter

nates Greg Omasta and Scott Cooper will

substitute at the fullback wing positions,
and Ed Eschmann will be used at either for
ward or halfback slots

Commenting on the roster. Coach Kidd
said, "I don'i see any weaknesses in any
specific position."

The coach did not mention, however, that
there was a noticeable lack of leadership on
the field. "We do miss Larry Aronson at
sweeper from last year because he was a
real leader back there, " explains the coach.
"'Were a little quiet out there. Some of the
new guys are a little reluctant to open and
direct Theyve got to take over more,
assert themselves.'"

Another player that can't help but be miss-
ed from last years team is goalie Mark
Hodgdon. Hodgdon had an impressive list

of statistics including a UMass record six

shutouts.

UMass has improved steadily in pre-
season play, beating Tufts 5-2 and playing a
strong New Haven team to a 11 tie. Even
in their 3 loss to Brown, "'The premier
team in New England"', UMass played their

opponents evenly for the last fifty minutes
of play

Now the team looks forward to their
opener against Bridgeport.

Nf- lA VOHK

Sports Notice
NOPE Gym will be closed Wednesday,

September 20 from
7:30-10:30 pm

;
'" S.-ny Ht'riiy k-ux Ke.i in ,i p^nr of runs wiU.

'
'

tly ,111(1 Butch Hobson ddubled in two
V iti spiiK J 7-3 Boston victory over the New

'
.vriK h kept tho Red Sdx' flickering pennant

Mli(U'S ah\.(;

In sn,i()ping a tour yame Yankee winning streak and their
oo.n tive game losing skein, the Red Sox moved back to
within 2'.' games of the division-leading Yankees in the AL
East

Ahead 3 1, the Red Sox scored their three decisive runs off
rt'htiver Sparky Lyie in the eighth inning Carlton Fisk led off
with a walk, Fr.mk Duffy singltMl and Geoicje Scott broke an
for 36 slump by doubling home Fisk. That knocked out Lyie
.ind brought on Ken Clay, who was greeted by Hobson's two
run double down the third base line.

The Y.inki'fs, who drove out winning pitcher Dennis
EckiM-slny, 17 8, in the seventh on a single by Chris Chambliss,
.1 walk to Roy White and another single by Gary Thomasson
t)()t hark two runs in their half of the eighth thanks to errors by
Hot)son and Reiny
The Red Sox, hitting )ust 185 as a team for the month of

Septembtfr. scored their first run in the third wfien Rick
Burleson led off with a single, stole second and came home on
a bloop single to left by Carl Yastr.'emski, whose 14th homer
gave Boston its final run in the ninth.
Boston made it 2 in the fifth on a single by Dwight Evans,

Burleson's sacrifice and Remys single A walk to Evans,
Builesons ground rule double into the right field seats and
Remys sacrifice fly made it 3 in the seventh.
Jim Beattie, 5 8, went seven innings and gave up the first

three Boston runs in taking tfie loss.' Bob Stanley hurled the
last 2 '

I innings to notch his ninth save.

Golf team second
Despite the windy conditions of an unfamiliar course, the
UMass gojf teamcaptured the runner up trophy at the Eastern
Athletic Association Tournament held at Penn. State Sept. 15
and 16

Finishing eight shots ahead of the Minutemen was Rutgers,
with host team Penn State capturing third place.
Pat Weaver cf the fourth place team West Virginia was a

medalist with a 145, followed by Jim Bender of Rutgers, Ray
Grabowski of Duquesne, and UMass captain Jim McDermott
who shot a 149
Coach Ed Vlach was pleased with both the consistent play of

his team and the individual performances of the players.
Returning letterman Vic Lahteine, noted for his long hitting

power, finished ninth while teammate Mark Powers also
played well despite illness.

John Cibrowski, Mark Duggan, and Kevin Lynch were also
important factors in the team's strong showing.
Today the Minutemen travel to Stowe, Mass. to play in the

'^

Yankee Conference Championships.

Monday, September 'l 8, 1978

SEPT 18 ft 19

SOUTHWORTH

SfPT 20

TO BE
ANNOUNCED

SEPT. 9^
.

JONATHAN
EDWARDS

SEPT. 22

ROOMFUL OF
BLUES

SEPT. 23
KINGFISH

and
CLEAN LIVING

/ S^ Sunderland. MA
Rte. 47 Tel 666 4937

24 hr. taped listing

GET INVOLVED-DONT RUN AWAY

RUN FOR PUBLIC OFFICE

Nominations for Student Senate & SGA President
open on Sept. 18. Nonninations will close at 5:00
p.m., Sept. 25. Elections will be held October 5 & 6.

r

There are many important issues, including:

•Lease Task Force
•Senate Budgets
•Board Of Governors
•Presidentia

For more info, come by 420 SUB
or call 5-0341

r-a.'

Collegian 19

Jon Souwelne/Fighting Consumer Fraud

AS AS^\bTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL

FOR WESTERN MASSACrtUSEHS

Jon Souweine/

Jon Souweine/

i

Democrats &v Independents:
Vote Tiiesda)^ September 19, for

Souweine/DISTRICT
ATrORNEY

Your Lawyer in the Public Interest
People Who Warn 10 Elect Jonathan Souweine D.A. Reggie Jackson is tagged out by Rick Burleson in the bottom of the eighth in-

ning during yesterday's 7-3 Sox win (UPi).

RAIN TIRE

Tlempo
*38

Steel Belted Radials
Eliminate Winter
1 ire Changeover

PlSS'80Rn
blackball
plus $1 61
F t T and
old tire

YdmII ni'vcr h.ui- lo put on snow tires .iRain

HiMf s .ill till' Brip \'i>ii need for iilmosi any
rii.ni iiny wcilhiT lO.IKHl hardworking tread
idol's for trdollon. A weli-Rroovfd trend for

.idhesion in the rain A smooth. (|iiiet ride
Plus S''s-savinfi radial (onstruction. Gel
Tieinpo the tini" lire that does it all.

RAIN CNCCK - If we sell out o( your siie we will issue you a

rain ctieck. assuring future delivery at the advertised price.

Double Belted Polyglas

FightsTread Squirm!

WHYSIARVE
TOLOSE
WEIGHT.

I

Plus
wrhttawall OUR r.i.T

Sii* PRICE and old
lire

(7814 S36 00 K19
f7«.I4 H7 00 $2 34

G7g.l4 $}9.00 J2 47

H7«-I4 t41.(W $2 70

G781b (40.00 $2 5S

H78 lb 142.00 $277

L78 li M6.00 $3 05

Cuihion Belt Polysia*

has two fiberglass cord

belts to help fight the

tread squirm that short-

ens fire life.

WHIIKWAUIS

Just Say 'Charge It'

187 Kiai Si.. N'liamploii*58M020

6-RIB POLYESTER
Power Streak 78 - Good
year's best-selling bias-

ply tire. Thun»p-free
polyester cord. 6-rib

tread. Fits most U.S cars

S'^^
•iKkwall

Sii*

OUR
PRICE

i>lut

F.E.T.

and aid
tire^ w W B78-13 (24.00 $1.72^^ E78-14 $28.00 $203M^mm F78-14 $31 .00 $2.26

A78-13 blackwall G78-14 $32.SO $2.65

plus $1.64 F.E.T H78-14 $34.S0 $2.42

and old tire G78-15 «33.S0 $245

H78-15 $3S.00 $2.65

(•OOd>rtfr |i,p ,„^ „( ,h,5, 7 olher ways lo buy Our Own Ciislnmrr Credil Plan
Krtoltini' • Matif r Charx'' • BanliAmpncard • Amcriran Exprpii Card
( WtTZy \(l(>unl • Tarlp Blanrhc • Dinprt Club • Cash

Confidence Starts Here OOODWYEAR
Sri' Viiiir Indipcnilrnl DimIit tvir Mis I .iml Cm ilil Irrnis I'ncrs .\s Shown .\l (iimhKiii Sctmc r Shins In ,MI Ciiinniuniin s SiTwd H\ This Nrwspapnr

Auto
Rustproofing

9988
limited warranty

5 years new cart

2 yean used cars

INSULATES AND HELPS
PROTECT AUTO BODIES

• JO ni.ipij .irr.is I ii.iif.l Willi fiooilyrar
•.r.iIiT • llrl|i\ |i!.iliM I mrl.1l Irdm s.tll,

miMslurr, anti ro.ul * hrmu .\is • tfrlps
"fvrnl ru«l on new • hcln* krep ru»l

t.ir

All-Winter

Auto Protection

$

15
88 Additional

parts
eitra if

needed

INCLUDES UP TO 2 GALS.^
PERMANENT ANTIFREEZE

• ( Ml. I. . iiiirr imilinv; sysli'ni iinii win
Irrir III *il pri>tiM tiiin • I'rrssiirr Icsl

svslrni • Chrt k unit li^tilfn all ho«pi
e Ins^x't I \a\\ ttrllA.

mmxy »k'T'.K rrpl «virnt n ai

A\ (If Miliil Irm r . .1 i

Ti* n< I 111

Mac Pherson Strut

Replacement

%9988
per pair

installed ((rants)

Additional parts and
services eitra

if required

RESTORE SMOOTH RIDE AND
HANDLING TO FOREIGN CARS

• Ml lij". imprm r slain 1

1

<uti.;i c onlrol

• 1*ri>l**t t^ «iisprnsion s^ trm • lirlps

jt'-olri I lirr mtli-flfi'' • T '<Hl quatity

M«iu.il *o (ir hrttiT ih.in oriftiniil f*quipment

WHENYOUCAN
EATTOLOSEWEraiT?

For a diet thats not from hunger, join a convenient
Weight Watchers meeting today

Losing weight never vwENjll I
.asleasooood WATCHERS

The Authority.
EASTHAMPTON Wednesdays 7 PtVI

American Legion, Pleasant Street

AMHERST - Tuesdays 7 PM
UMass Campus Center Building

AMHERST-HADLEY Wednesdays 9:30 AM. 5 4 7 PM
Howard Johnson's, 401 Russell Street (Rt. 9)

NORTHAMPTON World War II Vets. Assn.

50 Conz Street

Tuesdays 7 PM
Wednesdays 9 30 AM
YMCA, Prospect Street

Thursdays / PM
WILLIMANSETT Tuesdays 9:30 AM & 7 PM
American Legion. 938 Chicopee Street

For Information Call: (413) 786-6611
or write 622 No. Main St.,

East Longmeadow. Mass. 01028

WEIGHT
WKICHERS
The Authcx'ity

$7.00 first iTiMting. than $3.00 weakly
Lower Rates for Senior Citizens

WIISHT h«TCmIM AMO^ADt MailTtWO TIIAOCUAint 0' MiOM' «*TCM(M
IMTf amATlOMAL IMC MAMNAM(T NV awtiOMT MATCHCaS IMTfiniATiOWAL i|^



Villanova downs UM, 25-21

'

I

Wildcats stun Minutemen
By RfCH ECKEL
Co/legian Staff

Bob Pickett propped himself on top of the
desk in the room adjacent to his coaching
quarters, wiped the sweat from his brow,
wrestled a can of Coke between his hands
and began to shake his head.
What can I say, we should have won it,

we should have. ." he said after watching
Villanova University score two late fourth
quarter touchdowns to steal a 25 21 deci-

sion over UMass, spoiling his debut and a
brilliant performance by flanker Dennis
Dent
For Villanova, it marked the second week

in succession that it had been outplayed in

two weeks the Wildcats have been outgain
ed, 930 to 537 total yards yet managed to
win the ballqame
Trailing 21 10, and having been outplayed

for most of the ballgame, Villanova fought
Its way back into the game when quarter
back Pat O brien tossed a 20 ySrd TD pass
fo Greg Bedesem, the coaches son, with
'ive minutes U'ft

OBiien then found Bedesem alone in the
"nd/one for the two point conversion, leav
'ng the Wildcats within striking distance at,

21 18

Followmy dn unsuccessful onside kick.

UMass was unable to sustain a drive and
"- v**' ''icats found themselves 80 yards

qnal lirip with just undf»r fnijr

npletion to
ui CoiuriUiiu. i luvtMl the ball to
.rfl linr i<nwr>vfr Thrpr t^t,iv«;

/vi'ff ttM .Ml A'tn d 'in;'!f1 dPO SIX h;lUJl!Un
,ind a dei sion as to whethe' to qn kir •hp
'IP Chuck Bushbeck earlier
'•^1 vard field goal- or thf^ „*."!

'pre was no decisii • ,Viidcat

:oiJCh Dick Bedesem, We hadn t comeall
this way for i uo '

We caller: ,lot right spnnq right

pecial " Bedt-bem said something we put
in especially tor UMass
That play found the coach's son wide open
for a nice divmg catcli at UMass' one foot
line. Two plays later Shawn Passman
popped 'over the goal line and the Wildcats
ound themselves undefeated on the year.

All of those heroics served to overshadow
the magnificent showing by Dent. The
senior flanker managed to account for all

three UMass touchdowns, while amassing
222 total yards on the day. Dent, who
rushed for 178 yards on lust seven carries.

bad provided the Minutemen with what
seemed a comfortable 14 halftime lead,
with two long touchdown jaunts.
The first one came just 2: 19 into the ^ame
when he rushed over the right side and
scooted 53 yards down the right sideline
for the first points of the season Sandro
Vitiello added tfie extra point giving UMass
an early 7 lead.

Dent struck again in the second quarter,
this time off the left side, for 58 yards, let

ting the 8,800 fans in attendance at Alumni
Staflmm know that his pre season press
buld up wasn't just idle hype,

Right from the start coach Pickett told us
we weie going to have to get the ball to
Dennis more this season,' UMass quarter
back Mike McEvilly said afterwards in the
lockerroom " He's great when he has the
football "

So after Villanova s Dave Martin had
blocked Tigi Fontaine's punt and raced 35
yards for the score early in the third period
•wid Bushbeck had added his field goal to
pull Villanova close at 14 10, naturally
McEvilly looked once again to Dent for the
big play

This time, instead of handing the ball off

to Dent. McEvilly chose to throw him the
hall a flanker screen and Dent, who ad
rnits to being just 147 lbs . deposited the
hM m ?hp end /one after n 20 vard sprint in

inaged • u tacklers
' 'I'ly I'll <u,j It mOtK '

I Den? afterwards

ught
s«'rt- their

'it-'is :or '.nt vvuy

: outride
•retjt afid

.me, Bot
Pi< t* top the desk, shaking hi;

heao, wondering how his teom had let this
one get away
MIMUTEMEN MUMBLINGS UMass
managed to outgain the Wildcats (409
yards to 2411, while executing six less
pl.jys Sandro Vitiello, UMass' place
dicker, hit on all three extra points, but
missed two short field goal attempts in the
first half McEvilly completed just seven-
of 23 passing attempts, whie O'Brien was
seven for 19 McEvilly also had a first half
TD called back because of a penalty on the
play The UMass band still insists on play
ing the theme from "Rocky." It might have
been more appropriate to play Evelyr
"Champagne " King's hit, "Shame."

WOW! - A sideline official looks on in amazement as UMass' Dennis Dent
breaks off another of his exciting runs.
(Staff photo by Dave Rodman),

Ko^? S'll^'?-'^' !P"?«.^
^^^ '®^*' ^'°^** °' ^""'^ Nyholm (75) as UMass quarter-back Mike McEvilly <15) looks on.

(Staff photo by Dave .lodman).

Dennis "Dents'^^Cats
irushes for 1 78 yards
By MARK l\/lARCHAND
Collegian Staff
A maroon and white blur with a number

nine on it was all the Villanova Wildcat
defense could remember from Saturday's
25 21 win over the UMass Minutemen at
Alumni Stadium. That streak swept past
the Wildcat defenders for throe
touchdowns and a total of 222 yards to ac-
count for 18 of the 21 points that the
Minutemen scored Saturday,

The person (hat belongs to the blurred
uniform is hone other than Minuteman
tailback Dennis Dent who had the Villanova
defenders shaking their heads on his three
scoring plays.

"Hey, that number nine is one hell of a
football player", echoed Villanova coach
Dick Bedesem after the game. "We
thought we came in here prepared for him
but he just embarassed our defense in the
first half."

Embarass the defense is what Dent did as
he wasted no time getting his amazing per-
formance off the ground when he swept
around the right side of Villanova's defense
on UMass' second offensive play and dash-
ed 53 yards to score his first touchdown.
That play, with Pat Vitiello's extra point
kick, made the score 7-0 after only 2: 19 into
the contest where it remained until early in
the second quarter.

Then, at 5:41 of the second frame. Dent
took a handoff from Minuteman quarter-
back Mike McEvilly, swept around the left
side of the Wildcat line, and scampered 58
yards to notch his second TD of the after
noon. By now, the 8,800 fans in atten
dance were buzing about the East Boston
native's performance that had the score at
14-0 for the Minutemen at the half.

The third Dent touchdown was the most
fantastic of them all. It came early in the
fourth quarter when the 155 pound senior
took a McEvilly screen pass on the left side
and eluded at least four would be Wildcat
tacklers while he slithered the 20 yards to
the goal line.

"Hell, there's no way he should have
scored on that play", said Bedesem. "He's
got great ability, good moves, and ex-
cellent speed "

When Dent was asked if the new Wing-T
formation brought in by Minuteman coach
Bob Pickett made the difference he was
quick to give most of the credit to his
blockers.

"The Wing-T did not really make that
much difference," said Dent after the
game. "The blockers up front were the
ones that did the job and got me open."
"The swoep is one of the plays that's

geared to get our offense going," explained
Dpnt

"On that last play (screen pass) I didn't
see anyone around me; all I saw was the
goal line and " ran for it," said Dent about
his last scoring play: "There wasn't
anything special; I got the ball and ran."

"We got out of Dennis what we thought
we could," said a dejected Bob Pickett in

the locker room after the contest, 'if we
used him for the rest of the season like we
did today , he will be very effective.

"

The reason for the concern over the use of

Dent is the wing back's small size. A 22
year old senior. Dent is only 5'7" and tips

the scales at 155 pounds on his heavier
days. He was used sparingly last year and
it remains to be seen if he can keep healthy
when used on a regular basis.

"If we get Dennis in the open in a one on
one confrontation, there's no way that
anyone can get him," continued Pickett.

"Villanova was stopping his (Dent's)
sweeps in the second half, so we went to
the other backs and to the pass."

When speaking of the game in particular.
Dent was extremely optimistic about the
rest of the season. "I don't think there's
anyone on our schedule for the rest of the
year that can beat us Today's game open-
ed ouf eyes, we "II definitely learn from it.

"

Mid-East peace plan is fragile
WASHINGTON - president Carter told

Congress on Monday night he is sending
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance to the
Middle East to try to rally support from Jor-

dan and Saudi Arabia for the Camp David
peace accord.

Administration officials, eager to prevent

Arab divisions from tearing the summit
agreement apart, said Palestinians on the

West Bank of the Jordan River probably

would be running their own affairs within

three months, and that members of the

Palestine Liberation Organization can par-

ticipate in shaping the disputed area's

future.

But even before Carter addressed a na-

tionally televised joint session of Congress,

with Israel's Menachem Begin and Egypt's

Anwar Sadat in attendance, there was

mounting evidence of how fragile the
"framework for peace" really was.
Apparently in disagreement with conces-

sions that Sadat made at Camp David,
Egyptian Foreign Minister Mohammed I.

Kamel resigned, just as his predecessor,
Ismail Fahmy, had done last year to protest

the Egyptian president's historic peace
overture to Israel.

The Camp David agreement showed fur-

ther signs of strain when Begin told Israeli

reporters that Israel did not consider itself

bound to forego establishing further set-

tlements on the West Bank.
A senior American official, briefing

reporters on terms of the agreement, said
Israel was prohibited from setting up new
settlements for at least five years. Beyond
that period, the agreement is silent.

The official, who asked not to be named,
said that after all the terms of the agree-
ment are examined, other Arab countries
will recognize that Sadat achieved "many
of the long-desired objectives of the Arab
world."
To bolster support for the accord, Carter

telephoned Jordan's King Hussein "in the
hope and expectation" - as the U.S. of-

ficial put it — that Hussein would lend his

crucial active support to the peace process.
At a briefing for 75 members of Congress

in the East Room of the White House, the
president said the 13-day summit meeting
which ended with signing of the peace
framework Sunday night was "one of the
most historic events I have experienced
since I have been in political office."

Carter said the talks had produced "far

more substance than anyone dreamed,"
and he added:
"It's not just an outline of general prin-

ciples. It gels to the heart of every single
issue that has divided Israel and Egypt."
Carter's triumph drew plaudits from
Democrats and Republicans alike. "My
congratulations ... to President Carter for
the courage and determination he has
shown," said House GOP Leader John J.
Rhodes of Arizona. "It's been absolutely
tremendous ... a tremendous achieve-
ment, " said Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill.

For his part. Begin announced he had won
a U.S. promise to build Israel two new air

bases in the Negev Desert to replace those
in the Sinai being returned to Egyptian con-
trol.
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Stadium dome
understudy
By CAROL CONRAGAN
Collegian Staff

University officials are studying the

feasibility of constructing an all-weather

dome over Alumni Stadium, according to

School of Physical Education Dean David

C. Bischoff.

The dome would be constructed of im-

pregnated fiberglass and would cost an
estimated seven to eight million dollars,

Bischoff said. He said such a study on the

dome has already been conducted by
Geiger Burger Consulting Engineers of

New York City, and a model of the propos-

ed dome has been built. The model now
sits in Bischoff's Boyden office, but he
yesterday said he would not allow
photographs to be published.

"It is impossible for me to impose my
priorities on the institution, but it is an ex-

citing proposal to consider; taking an ex-

isting structure, modifyirT^ ft, and maki/ig it

mor»useful," Bischoff said.

A d({med stadium could be used for

hockey, public skating, basketball, indoor

tennis and handball, concerts, and team
practices, Bischoff said.

According to Bischoff, artificial turf would
be put down in the stadium for football,

soccer, and lacrosse, and rolled up for

winter events.

The stadium is currently used only for

home football games, commencement ex-

ercises, and the spring concert.

Bischoff said air-conditioning the domed
stadium would be impossible, as would full-

time -heating. The stadium would be tem-

porarily heated for events, he said.

Bischoff said funding for the dome-
especially from the state-would be the pro-

ject's major problem. A more favorable

possibility, according to Bischoff, would be
a capital fund drive which would raise the

money through UMass alumni and other

contributions. The last capital fund drive

was conducted by the School of Physical

Education in 1931, to build the Curry Hicks

Cage.
Building a dome over the existing stadium

would be less expensive than building a

dome^ stadium from scratch, which would
cost an estimated $15 million, Bischoff

said. Alumni Stadium was built in 1965 and
cost $1.5 million.

Final architectural plans for the dome have
not yet been released.

"One of the more exciting, aspects of the

dome proposal is that, to my knowledge, it

would be the first time an existing stadium
has 'been modified for indoor use,"
Bischoff said.

The company that conducted the feasibili-

ty study has also built the Silverdome in

Pontiac. Michigan, where the National

Football League's Detroit Lions play.

because there is no track at Alumni
Stadium, the stadium is smaller than other

collegiate stadiums, and would be less ex-

pensive to dome, Bischoff said. The dome
would take approximately 18 months to

construct, and construction could begin
after one football season and continue into

the next, Bischoff said. Games would need
to be scheduled away, or a field at nearby

Amherst College could be rented, Bischofif

said.

jpf3c(-ndk/^ciA4QA^

Theprofliable side ofpinballat UMass
By JAMES CARTER
Collegian Staff

What rings, whirs, buzzes, clicks and
makes nearly $100,000 a year for the

University?
' Why, it s the 82 amusement machines on
campus. Last year UMies enthusiastically

poured $196,584 into noisily throbbing

pinball, car racing, and other assorted

machines. Slightly over 50 percent of that

total comes back to the university, with the

rest going to two local amusement machine
companies. Assistant Director of the

Campus Center Bernard Wilkes said.

Reasons vary
"I used to spend five or ten bucks a week

^i^n piriball, but now I spend just two or

three," said Jim Moran, a senior secondary
education major. "I do it to occupy time

between classes. It's also competitive and
takes reflexes and timing."

"When you get pissed, it's easy to take

out your aggressions with pinball," said

^ 'Woodsie', a»sophomore history major. "It

doesn't matter if you win or not.''

"I play pinball to get my anxieties out,"

agreed another student, JimSonnett.. "I
Staff Photo By:

Liza Watts

usually play during study breaks.

"The enjoyment is in beating the
"machine," said Moran. "It can be an ego
^trip when you keep winning and people

start to gather to watch you.'"

Lucrative market
The lucrative business of amusement

I machines is highly competitive, said

Wilkes. When a contract with a company
expires, a number of companies bid for the

rights to install their amusement machines,
he said.

', "You have to be damn careful choosing
who gets the contract," said Wilkes. "You
have to take the reputation of the company
into consideration and their maintainance
program. There has to be a person on duty
the equivalent of 40 hours a week and
'someone on call 24 hours a day. There are

some companies that will give you a big

.percentage, and they don't have the good
machines." he said.

The amusement machines cost between
$1800 and $2500 each - about the same as a

good used car. At UMass, they are divided

into two areas. Forty-two machines from
4he Trico Company of East Hampton are

used in the Campus Center, and 40

machines from the Russell-Hall Vending
Company of Holyoke are located at various

areas on campus.
"The money is used to keep the student

fees down," said Winthrop Cummings,
manager of the University Store, and
coordinator of the Campus Center
rhachines. "It goes back into the Campus
Center and helps to defray expenses."'

After Trico got its 44 percent share from

the Campus Center amusement machines
last year, $82,303 remained, Cummings
said.

After Russell-Hall got its 50 percent share

from the other amusement machines on
campus (they get a higher percentage

because their machines are in higher risk

vandalism areas), $15,989 remained.

According to Wilkes, 90 percent of that

money is transferred to R.S.O. trust funds

for the dorms. The other 10 percent is used
for the administrative expenses of Student

Automatic Services, which service all

vending machines on campus.
Student pinball fever shows no signs of

abating. For fiscal 1976, UMass' share

came to some $67,000, or about 30 percent

less than is spent today.
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Decline of a porno theater
By MARK WILDING

Collegian Staff

Easthampton's Majestic Theatre is a far

and lonely cry from Chicago's Wells Street,

Los Angeles' Santa Monica Boulevard or

Boston's Combat Zone. Comparison would
have it ranked with the kiwi and capable
university administrators as a breed net far

from extinction.

You see, the Majestic Theatre is a porn
house on the downslide. And while the
demise of that entertainment is hardly

something a lot of people would lament,

one can't help but feel a slight wave of

nostalgia as another old theatre becomes a

vaudvillian relic.

The jaded beauty still remains-the beige
rococo ceiling with its sundial vents gazing
whistfully on the 500 empty armchairs, the

red satin curtains held back with gold
tassles, and the phoroscent lanterns, s Oq^
dim as time itself.

Nine years ago the Majestic was taken
over by new owners. It had fallen on hard
times and the new owners tried desperately

to transform the tramp into a lady, yet,

unlike Pygmalion, she swallowed the

marbles.

They opened with Dr. Zhivago. They clos-

ed with Dr. Zhivago. They turned to porn
flicks. And sure enough, Easthampton, a

town where the volunteer firemen are con-
sidered the intellectual elite, loved them.
But now, nine years later, even Easthamp-

ton has become bored. And rather than

spend an evening watching Harry Reems
plunging himself into many things, in-

cluding an early grave, the Easthamptonites
would just as soon pass a profitable even-

Low turnout expected
for today's primaries
BOSTON I >4f I Despite the battles being

waged in both parties to oust U.S. Sen. Ed
ward W. Brooke and clear liberal versus

conservative races for governor, political

experts have predicted a modest turnout

for today's Massachusetts primary.

Ram was forecast, and the conventional

wisdom holds that could cut into what was
already expected to be a light turnout.

But the conventional wisdom also says

that rain and light turnouts favor the incum-
bent, and in two major contests that's just

not true.

Both Brooke and Democratic Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis are hoping for good
turnouts to beat back their conservative

and well organi/ed opponents.

Brooke faces radio and television talk

show host Avi Nelson for the Republican
Senate nomination in a contest in which
both sides have tried to bring more sup-
porters into the Republican fold.

Nelson's forces claim they have 15,000
people registered so they can vote in the
usually quiet Republican primary. Brooke's
staff claim about 12.000 crossovers.

Nelson's staff has been using a computer
to target those Republicans who actually

have come out to vote in the past two
primary elections and to make sure those
favorable to their candidate get election

day phone calls.

Five Democrats are vying for the right to

wrest that seat from the Republicans. U.S.
Rep. Paul E. Tsongas of Lowell and
Secretary of State Paul Guzzi are con-
sidered the front runners for the nomina-
tion in a race that has focused largely on
personalities and experience, rather than
suDstantive issues.

Boston School Committeewoman
Kathleen Sullivan Alioto, Conservative
Caucus founder Howard Phillips and state

Rep. Elaine Noble, one of the nation's few
avowed homosexuals holding public office,

are given little chance of upsetting the two
leaders.

Dukakis IS being challenged from within

his party by conservative Edward J. King,

former Massachusetts Port Authority direc-

tor, and liberal Barbara Ackermann, former

Cambridge mayor. King has attracted sup-

port from some state police still awaiting

their pay raise, anti-abortion forces, and
those favoring a raising of th*" drinking age
in the state.

"

On the Republican side, conservative Ed-

ward F. King, founder of Citizens for

Limited Taxation, is squared off against

House Minority Leader Francis W. Hatch, a

liberal opposed to most of the stands King

has taken.

Vacancies in three congressional seats are

responsible for virtual free-for alls in the

5th, 6th and 11th districts. In the 11th

district where there will be no Republican
candidate, the winner of the Democratic
primary will take it all.

Considered frontrunners in that race are

Patrick McCarthy, who lost to incumbent
James Burke two \'ears ago, state Rep.

Brian J. Donnellv and Boston City Coun-

cilor Patrick MrDonough.
In the 6th district, Lynn Mayor Nicholas

Mavroules is given the edge in the
Democratic primary overstate Rep. James
Smith and Essex County Commissioner
John McKean, who won the endorsement
of U.S. Rep. Michael Harrington, who is

leaving office.

Vying for Tsongas' congressional seat are

six Democrats and two Republicans with
Middlesex County Sheriff John J. Buckley,
the frontrunner for the Republican nomina-
tion, and Lowell Mayor Raymond Rourke
and Lawrence attorney James M. Shan-
non, the leaders on the Democratic side.

Statewide races for several lower con-

stitutional offices are attracting con-

siderable attention this year. The
Democratic race for state treasurer bet-

ween incumbent Robert Q. Crane and
Boston City Councilor Lawrence DiCara is

the most bitterly contested in years.

State Auditor Thaddeus Buczko, fighting

to keep the job he has held for 14 years, is

getting a serious challenge from former
Boston Parks and Recreation Commis-
sioner Peter Meade.

Guzzi's decision to opt for the Senate race

brought out seven candidates in the

Democratic primary for the job of state

secretary, including state Rep. Lois Pines,

who wants to be the first woman elected to

statewide office in Massachusetts.

This is also the year that a cut in the size of

the Masachusetts House will find 66 in-

cumbents pitted against each other in 34

contests, most of those in the primary.

However, most party leaders in the House
and Senate at least 28 of the top names -

will face no opposition.
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ing with a hot water bottle, or at the Elks

Club, or at the Bingo parlour.

The old theatre has become a local joke.

For example, how does one ever ask direc-

tions to the place without bringing a smile
of knowledgeable lust to the attendent at

the gas station? He tells one, and as one
beats a hasty and embarrassed retreat,

shouts for all to hear "They have great car-

toons!". And the crimson embarrassment
wells up like Perrier.

One thing to avoid is going alone.

Somehow going with a companion halves
the guilt and doubles the speculation. My
companion and I, theater-goers, wondered
gleefully what sort of twisted and sad-eyed

Portnoys would come to see sucn rubbish.
They sit there a little uneasily, made all the
more uneasy by questions brought up by
friends what if half the people there were
doing articles? That would hardly provide a
convincing cross section of the porno
crowd. Would statistical inference be a
downfall?

Hardly. They were a timid mass for the

most part, forty in all, comprised of young
and middle-aged couples, bored Smithies,

high-school juniors looking for sure-fire

ways to get beyond second base. All pretty

dull stuff. No deviants among this lot. Just
the Firday night crowd hoping for

something better come Saturday night.

Many wish that they might be as graceful as the swans that swim the Campus
Center Pond.
(Staff photo by Lynn Grebenstein).

Loca/ drinking water
shows high turbidity

According to a report issued by the

town, 25 percent of Amherst's drinking

water had excessive turbidity during

August, and public health officials say the

condition is likely to continue.

Turbidity is a measurement of suspended
particles in water. The particles alone are

not harmful, but may create conditions

which permit growth of coliform bacteria.

The town has attempted to combat the

turbidity through increased chlorine in the

water.

Alfalfa insect threatens

next year's harvest
f^A spotted alfalfa insect (Therioaphi;

Maculata), estimated to cause over $4C

million in damages annually in the West
and Midwest, has bbeen seen in this area

by UMass researchers. The insect is new
' to Massachusetts, and currently its

population is small.

The insect is being monitored, and
although no threat to 1978 harvests,

problems could arise next year.

The insect is being monitored, and
although no threat to 1978 harvests exists,

problems could . arise next year.

Control measures may need to be taken to

prevent economic setbacks for local

dairymen should their alfalfa crpos be

damaged. Without the alfalfa, the

dairymen would be forced to import protein

supplements to feed their cows.
Jeff Bagley

Campus Center
garage set to be repaired
UMass Campus Center garage patrons

may experience some inconvenience this

week.
Sections of the garage will be closed for a

"few weeks" so repairs can be made to

concrete surfaces below ground.

The garage will, however, remain open
while the repairs are in progress.

JEFF BAGLEY

Holyoke company

faces 34 violations

The Federal Occupational Safety and
Health Administration has charged Nor-
theast Wire Company in Holyoke with 34
health and safety violations.

Last month the firm was hit by a wildcat
work stoppage prompted by complaints of

hazardous conditions. At the time, 75
members of the United Electrical Workers
union refused to work for more than two
weeks, saying the company had delayed a
year in repairing safety problems. The
co.Tipany denied the charges.

There was no immediate word as to

whether fines would be imposed against
the company.

Correction

The Collegian yesterday reported UMas!
physics professor M. N. Mark Goldenberj
was killed Saturday. He was killed Friday.

coiiegiQn3

Library

funding
upped

Police remove Steven C. Grycel, 20, of Chicopee, from his

wrecked Mustang Sunday night after he was involved in a
three-car collision on Route 116 at the Notch. He is un-
conscious in guarded condition in the intensive care unit of
Northampton's Cooley Dickinson Hospital, according to

Amherst police. Also in the unit in fair condition are Steven
Wolf and Lisa C. LaFlamme of Chicopee who were in the '69

Chevy at the right. The Mustang lost control going south
shortly before midnight.
(Staff photo by Patrick O. Dobbs).

Biohazardcommittee monitors
DNA research techniques

By AMY STEIN
Collegian Staff

Area scientists involved in recombinant
DNA research are using "general
prudence" in their research techniques,
according to the UMass physics professor
who heads the town's Biohazard Com-
mittee.

Prof. Arthur Quinton, chairman of the
town committee overseeing all DNA
projects in Amherst to ensure they comply
with National Institute of Health (NIH)

Guidelines, said two area researchers
urrentiv are working with DNA
Recombinant DNA research is a process

.where genes of organisms that do not
combine together in nature are combined
under laboratory conditions. While some
say the research promises enormous
benefits, including new and faster ways of

proi^ucing antibiotics and advancements in

canc»>r research, the research has been
slo\^ed by moral questions.

The research technique involved cutting

the thread-like DNA molecule segments
with DNA of another molecule. New

material is then inserted into an appropriate
host cell. Fiesearchers hope the recombi-
nant DNA will function and propagate
within the host cell.

The two local researchers involved with

DNA are UMass Biochemistry Prof.
Maurille Fournier and Amherst College

Bioloqy Prof. Patrick Williamson. Fournier
is presently on a leave of absence in

California, and cording to Graduate School
Dean Eugene Piedmont, he should be
beyond the late planning stages and
starting actual work.

Williamson's research project has been
ctelayed by lack of a fire extinguishing

system. "Once the fire extinguishing

system is installed, " "Williamson said,

i'we plan to begin immediately.

Bruce Levin of the UMass Zoology Dept.
Mid jthe research will produce more ef-

xectiv^ and cheaper pharmacuticals
through better understanding of chemical

%
production methods. He said a larger food
Ap is another possible goal, but that he

would be satisfied with a basic, broader
understanding of genetic material.

"I also would expect that there will be
llprmone production in the next three or

^ur yeArs," he said.

But there are others who are not so
cornfortable with thejdea of DNA research.

Opponents of the research say people
should not have the power to alter life.

There is also a question of safety, they say,
which lead to the creation of the
Biohfazards Committee to monitor the
safety of projects in accordance with strict

NIH guidelines.

• The NIH guidelines require that a
geneti(rally-weak strain of molecule be used
in research so the resultant mutant gene
cannot survive outside the laboratory

environment. Other NIH regulations

require that research labs be equipped with

sterilization processes and that use is

prohibited of organisms known to cause
cancer in animals.

Women's martial arts school opens
By MAUREEN CARNEY
Collegian Staff

The Valley Women's Martial Arts school,

run by and for women, provides all women
with the opportunity to learn self defense

and karate in a supportive atmosphere.
Wendy Dragonfly, a Northampton resi-

dent, teaches most of the classes at the

school, which is located at the Springfield

YWCA on Howard Street. "I teach women
how to teach." she said in a telephone in-

terview last night. "Some of my advanced
students also teach the class."

The former name of the school, the

Women's Karate and Self Defense DoJo,

was changed because it was too long. The

school was formerly located on Masonic

Street in Northampton, next to the Com
mon Womon Club. It moved to Springfield

last month.
"The mam reason for the move was to

reach more women and to have a bigger

space, " said Dragonfire. "The school in

Northampton was too small, and we
couldn't afford another place in town. I

was teaching in Springfield as well, so I just

moved the location.

"I figured that the 40 minute commute
would be worth, it for the school to con-

tinue. Right now the students are .mostly

from the Northampton and Springfield

area. We hope to do outreach to Hartford

anfxvjtxgkck Hispanic, and low income
communities in Springfield," Dragonfire

'

continued . . .
.

'

The school is committed to learning and
teaching karate and self-defense to as
many women as possible, and to working
toward eliminating violence against women

^^1<<,^.

and other oppressed peoples.
"We struggle against racism, sexism,

classism, heterosexism, and ageism in

ourselves and institutionally," Dragonfire
said. "We support other struggles and
work cooperatively to acheive our goals
and enhance training."

According to Dragonfire, the goals of the
school are:

"To create a "comfortable space" for all

women.
To develop an attitude of hard training.

To create a supportive atmosphere

" To create a "comfortable space" for

all women,
- To develop an attitude of hard

training.

To create a supportive atmosphere to

work through our blocks,
- To eliminate competetiveness from

our ways of learning.

To operate out of mutual respevt and
trust."

According to Dragonfire, all-women
classes are a safe atmosphere where
women are not put on the spot. "The
sexual innuendo is eliminated from training.

In most men's schools there is an un
spoken put down. In some, it's even
spoken. The quality of training for women
in mixed schools is often less than that for

men, " she said.

The women work technically for defense
as well as meditiative purposes. They start

ahd end each clas^ VOith an 'enfei'cfy dii'cle, a

group 6)/eV(iiS6.'
'

By WENDY CARLSON
Collegian Staff

Although the UMass library received a 20
percent increase in the fiscal 1979 budget.
It will still not be able to purchase as many
books as it wants to order, according to the
library's chief bibliographer, Siegfried
Feller.

Inflation, increased costs of periodicals,
subscriptions and books, and a backlog of
orders from last year will chew up most of
the budget. Feller said.

Tfie budget increase has merely helped
to "moderate" the library acquisition
problem, not to alleviate it. Feller said.
"The only thing we can do is try to make
the money last as long as it can," he said.

"Last year was a disaster year. We were
badly cut," Feller said. Because of the cut,
he said, only about 10 percent of the items
selected were actually bought.

Choices for library acquisitions are made
by sutjjeoi specialists and a representative
committee from different academic
departments.

"Although every department gets
something, greater attention is given to the
larger departments," Feller said. Last year
all denartments suffered, he said.

According to Feller, last year's choices
will take priority in this year's buying. He
estimates that after paying for periodicals

and other renewals, one-third of the budget
will go first to purchase some of last year's
book orders, and then to this vpar'*;

Feller said the library has tried to cut
costs of periodicals by cancelling over
2,000 subscriptions since 1974. Still, from
the $1 million the library received this year,
about $650,000 will go into buying
periodicals.

Feller believes that the situation will he as
bad next year as it was last year.
"Predictions for next year look dismal, " he
said.

The library has been advised to carry
over money from this year's budget for
next year. Feller said.

Iran quake
deaths climb

Associated Press

TABAS, Iran - After shocks rolled yester-

day across the parched countryside of nor
theastern Iran where an estimated 15,000
persons are reported dead from a giant

quake that demolished 40 villages and badly
damaged 60 others.

In this oasis city, hit by the quake's
epicenter, the dead were stretched out
under the palm trees, their bodies frozen in

grotesque postures of sudden death and
wrapped in white sheets or colorful hand-
woven cloth.

The town's minarets, mosques and mud-
brick houses crumbled under the force of
the Saturday evening tremors, giving this

ancient city about 400 miles southeast of
the capital the appearance of a flattened

sand castle. Only a few buildings escaped
major damage.
The quake, Iran's worst this year, kille<t »»•

estimated three fourths of Tabas' 13 000
residents. Most of the survivors wurt
seriously injured and the most severely h'.ift

were flown to Tehran for treatment.

The official Pars news agency said resr^t
workers at the scene feared the death (ov
from the 7.7 Richter scale quake woi:i'^

swell above the 15,000 mark as rep<. •

-

were received from remote areas. Ir •/•'>.. ' ;'

surrounding Tabas, thousands were u>-

ed buried in the rubble.

The quake, which was felt through 'C.

two-thirds of the country and even shook
buildings in the capital, struck as people
were sitting down for their evening meal or
lounging in front of their houses in the
90-degree heat.

As soon as rescue workers found a bodv
in the wreckage, grieving relatives ar.^

friends went about the grim task of iden-

tification, slappinq and striking themselves
in their ritual of gi-jf. The workers spirited

the bodies off for a hurried burial.

The Iranian army v.<>.. TOO m 'diers, four

medical tearr.c •
, , ous re;- i»e

workers to help u- ;it 1,000 •<

-

vivors in tentr >U>« ; . »»: tiirt nnfiKjiH.run- .

way. '< <rr«««(
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Feminists work to pass ERA extension
Editor's Note: The following is an up-date
of ttie Equal Rights Amendment time
extension issue, as reported in the Sep-
tember issue of the greater Springfield

NOW Times

The Senate should be voting on the ERA
Extension Resolution within a few weeks.
Feminists are working to get the extension
passed before the October recess, as the
returning post election Senate is expected
to be somewhat of a "lame duck". If the
Senate vote is postponed until January, the
extension must be passed in the House of
Representatives all over again.

While there were a number of strong,

influential women in the House who helped
to get the measure passed, the two women
currently holding Senate seats are not
politically powerful.

Feminists are encouraging all con-
stituents to contact Senators and ask them
to support the extension resolution.

Senators are reportedly receiving heavy

mail from opponents of the extension.
Major issues being addressed by both

proponents and opponents of the ERA
include the following

Cloture:

A filibuster is the procedure by which
members of the Senate attempt to block or

delay action through extended debate and
parliamentary tactics. The extension vote
is threatened with a filibuster. If the
filibuster is used, the first (and maybe the
only) critical vote will be a vote for cloture.

Cloture is a procedure for limitation of
debate, requiring a "yes" vote from 60 out
of the hundred Senators to end the
filibuster. Feminists are urging even those
Senators who do not support the extension
to vote for cloture so the fundamental issue
of extension can be voted in the Senate.

Extension:

The basic argument is that there can be
no time limit set on equality. Pursuant to

Article V of the Constitution, Congress has
the authority to set and thereby to extend

Fa/se a/armsplague dorms
By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff
False fire alarms now are beginning to

plague two of the three UMass dormitories
which this summer became fully equipped
for fire safety.

Van Meter dormitory, housing about 400
students in the Central Residential Area,
and John Adams dormitory, a highrise
housing about 600 students in the
Southwest Residential Area, have each had
four false alarms within the past few days.

The alarm systems are being set off due to

faulty wiring and cooking in student rooms
and dorm kitchenettes, according to John
Adams Upper Head of Residence Ann
Bolger.

"All the staff people leave the building
every time there's an alarm, but many
students don't," she said, "if there was
ever a real fire, there'd be a real bad scene
here. The system is just too sensitive.

"

The new fire safety systems, manufac-
tured by Simplex Time Recorder Co. of
Gardner, cost $300,000 and were installed

following a university study which last

January recommended $4 6 million in safe-
ty renovations.

The systems consist of smoke detectors in

each room, heat detectors in rooms and
hallways, magnetic door holders which
shut fire doors when an alarm is sounded,
ond alarm horns equipped with lights to

the period of ratification of an amendment.
The sole issues before Congress with

respect to extension are whether the
political, economic, and social issues which
gave rise to the proposed amendment
remain vital and whether states have had
adequate time for debate. Clearly, the
issues remain vital today.

The U.S. House of Representatives, the
U.S. Department of Justice and the bulk of

constitutional authorities who testified

before the subcommittees of the House
and Senate Judiciary Committees con-
curred that Congress has the authority to
extend the time period for ratification of
proposed amendments.

, Rescission:
Opponents of the ERA argue that it is

only "fair " to allow states to reconsider
changing their "yes" votes to "no" if the
extension is passed. Feminists argue that
what is fair is to allow debate to continue,
with the issues of extension and recission
being kept separate and distinct. Where
extension has sound Constitutional basis,
proper under any circumstances. There is

no mention of rescission in the Con-
stitution, which only grants states the
oower to ratify amendments.

warn deaf persons.
The other 38 dorms on campus which are

not yet fully equipped all have smoke
detectors in each room.
University Electrical Engineer Eugene D.

Robinson last night said when the systems
were completely installed in the three

dorms, they were demonstrated for several

members of the university staff.

"Everything was working properly then,"
he said.

"But the devices could still possibly be
turning up as defective, since they're only a

few weeks old," Robinson said. 'We just

have to get the bugs out of the new, com-
plicated wiring system. The problems
should lessen as time goes by."
The fire safety equipment has a one year

guarantee.

The eighteen dormitories in the Northeast
and Central areas are connected to a cen-
tral monitor system on campus. Alarms in

23 other dormitories alert residents of the
building and University police, who have a
direct line to the Amherst Fire Dept. The
alarms also alert Physical Plant personnel,
who also have a direct line to the town fire

department.
Robinson said the Office of Residential

Resource Management has budgeted
money for 10 more dormitories to be fully

equipped with the fire safety systems next
summer, including Washington and Ken-
nedy towers in Southwest and eight dorms
in the Central-Northeast area.
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SALE

X 25 % o"
New and Used

Typewyriters-Calculators-

Dust Covers Ribbons
Ring Binders-Note

Books-Typewriter Tables
b Access Indexes
Liquid Paper Pens ft

Pencils

AUTHORIZED DEALERS
Smith Corona
OHvctti-UiMlcrwood
Adier

SMm - Swtet - RmMi
Open 8 30 to 5:30, Mon

?74No Pleasant St

Amherst „
Phofw I»-5tl7

-Sat

\VI5A

HELP WANTED
— Behind counter and delivery

— Delivery person must have car

PIZZA-RAMA
KKKi; DELIVERY WITH LARGE ORDERS

Oiir Sp(xi«IU«.>a Arv

Delicious
Pizzas

Hot Oven
Grinders

Spaghetti

For fast delivery call

253 3808 256 0115
355 COLLEGE ST. AMHERST. MA.

NOMII
for election to the

COMMUTER COLLECTIVE
COUNCIL

(commuter area government)

n#»n today, Tues., Sept. 19.

P /ers in Commuter office, 404 SU.
se Tues., Sept. 26, 3:00 p.m.

The authorization of rescission would
require a separate Constitutional amen-
dment tmhhq\A/h effect. The argument that
legislation authorizing states to rescind
their earlier ratification of the ERA would be
unconstitutional is based upon; the textual

framework of Article V of the Constitution,

interpretation of Article V as expressed by
James Madison (a principal architect of the

Constitution), the determination of
previous Congresses that rescissions were
without effect (Congress did not recognize
attempted rescissions of the 14th and 15th

Amendments), repeated Congressional
The U.S. Department of Justice and the

bulk of constitutional authorities who
testified before the Judiciary sub-
committees concurred that recission is

unconstitutional. The House voted (227-
196) against a rescission amendment ot the
ERA extension.

Majority versus two-thirds vote:
A two-thirds vote is required to pass a

proposed amendment and send it to the
states for ratification. The extension issue
is a procedural rather than a textual matter,
so it requires only a majority vote. This
position is concurred in by the House, the
Department of Justice and the bulk of
authorities testifying before the sub-
committees.

US promises to replace

Israeli's Sinai air bases
JERUSALEM (UPI) - Prime Minister

Menachem Begin said yesterday the United
States pledged to build two air bases inside

Israel to replace two Sinai air fields Israel is

to return to Egypt as part of the Camp
David accords.
Begin's statement came as Israel's leaders

asked their 3 million people to make a

"crucial decision" on whether peace is

more important than Jewish settlements in

Arab lands captured by Israel in the 1967
Middle East war.
First word of the accords reached Israelis

at their breakfast tables and newspaper
headlines bannered: "Peace with Egypt in

Three Months."
"A lot of people are still unsure," Mrs. D.

Farkas said in her Jerusalem pharmacy.
"People want to be certain it's a good
deal"
Begin faces a tough fiiiht in the Knesset,

Israel's parliament, over the accords
because of doubts that Israel is getting "a
good deal.

"

"Everything the Knesset decides will be
carried out," Begin said. "We are in the
hands of the Knesset. Ve must accept the

verdict of the Knesset as is. This is the very
soul of democracy."
The 120-seat parliament, in which Begin's

Likud bloc controls a majority of 71
members, is to convene Sept. 25 to start

debate on the two accords signed by Begin
and Egyptian President Anwar Sadat ir

Washington Sunday.
Begin, in remarks to Israeli f^eporters

broadcast live in Israel, said the two
multimillion dollar air bases will be built by
the Americans but manned by Israelis.

"The United States will build two alter-

native airfields in the Negev desert , not
far from those' in Sinai," Begin said. "We
will not leave the Sinai airfields as long as
the new ones are not fully operational."

He said the first Israeli troop withdrawal
from Sinai will begin three to six months
after the accord is signed. He said it couid
be signed in less than three months.
In the first stage, troops will withdraw to a

north-south line running from El Arish on
the Mediterranean coast to Ras Muhamm-
ed at the tip of the Sinai peninsula. Begin
said

GREEK COUNCIL
PLANT SALE
Sept. 19,80,81,88

Ih

SU Ballroom

10a.m. -8 p.m. daily

popular plants at reduced pricest — '

*^ '^ ag- "^g ag J xc agL :i c Tt

SKIING IN SEPTEMBER?

•" •*'• -• --

not yet...

MEMBERSHIP
DRIVE

UMASS SKI CLUB
Wed., Thurs., Mon., Tues., Wed.

Sept. 20, 21, 25, 26, 27

9 am. -5 p m
Campus Center Concourse

information, mov;.s...

IT'S ALL "DOWNHILL" FROM
HERE!

xs zs zs zs

On the Amherst front
Selectmenapprovesite
for Federal building
By PATRICIA KEEFE
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen voted
last night four to one to accept, after ex-

tended debate, the proposed site in South
Amherst for the new U.S. Dept. of

Agriculture building.

While passing the motion, Selectman

Nancy B. Eddy emphasized that although

the motion was passed, it was more a case

of the selectmen not wanting to reject the

site rather than a preference for any par-

ticular site.

Rejection of the bid site would have closed

the most recent round of bid negotiations

and forced the General Services Agency to

start from scratch. In that event, realty

specialist Jody Antinarelli stressed that he

could not guarantee the new bid specifica-

tions to be confined only to Amherst. By re-

jection of the bid, he said, there was a
chance that Amherst could lose out as the
site for the new building and resulting

revenue to the town.

Antinarelli spoke of the importance of

locating the new office bulding within five

miles of the UMass campus.

The board passed a motion to go on
record in favor of the CETA extension bill

and to authorize the Chairman Diana

Romer, to write to U.S. Congressman
Silvio Conte concerning the board's posi-

tion.

In other business, the selectmen voted to

accept a proposed reduction by Fire Chief

John T. Doherty in the number of full time

employees from 30 to 26. With the use of

civilian dispatchers instead of firefighters

filling those positions, the fire department

By DEBRA SANTA
Collegian Staff

Joe Battista, area director for student

affairs, discussed the new area re-

configuration or cluster arrangement at the

Central Area Council meeting last night.

Effective this semester, area-

reconfiguration eliminates the heads of

residences and replaces them with cluster

coordinators. Three clusters are provided:

Wheeler, Brett, and Brooks; Van Meter

North and South and Greenough; and

Chadbourne and Baker. The clusters cover

the Orchard Hill and Central areas, except

for Butterfield and Gorman.
Co-President Cindi Thomas said heads

of residences are not necessary, because

most dorm students are legally adults and
no longer need the "surrogate parent

figure".

David Leary of the Governmental Affairs

Committee discussed elections scheduled
for Oct. '5and6 at Franklin Dining Com-
mons. Positions to be filled are dorm
senators, Campus Center Board of

Governors, and Student Government
Association president. Nominations are

still open for these positions, and can be
presented to the Senate Office in 420 S.U.B
until Friday Sept. 22.

The council is also holding its election for

new representatives this week and will be
appointing a student for the Judicial Board.

Interested students may contact Thomas.

Mass. labor commission to probe

UIVI unfair practices complaint

By DENISE MINOR
Collegian Staff

An informal investigation will be held

before the Massachusetts Labor Relations

Commission can act on an unfair labor

practices charge brought against the

university by the Massachusetts Teachers

Association, a commission spokesman said

yesterday.

"No hearing is scheduled as of yet," said

commission scheduling Director Priscilla A.

Lyons. According to Lyons, an informal in-

vestigation must be conducted by commis-

sion attorneys, who then report their fin-

dings to three commissioners.

The commissioners will decide whether

the commission should issue its own com-
plaint, and if they do, when a hearing date

will be set.

"We cannot go right into a hearing

because we have so many complaints

against UMass and other agencies that we
have to make sure there is enough evidence

to hold a hearing," Lyons said.

The MTA filed the complaint on behalf of

the Union of Professional Employees, who
last Friday held an election to determine

whether the 566 professional staff

members will be represented by a union af-

filiated with the MTA.
The MTA charged that an Aug. 15 memo

distributed by the University Personnel Of-

fice was an attempt to block unionization of

the professional employees.

The memo stated a retroactive three per-

cent salary increase would be granted to

professional employees not covered by col-

lective bargaining agreements, and also to

those not eligible to vote in last Friday's

election.

The 312 ballots cast in Friday's election

have been inpounded by the commission,

pending a decision on the unfair labor prac-

tices charge.

UMass President David C. Knapp issued a

memo on September 11 stating that the

memo "supplements and clarifies recent

Personnel Office memoranda relative to

salary increases for professionals."

In the memo Knapp stated that all profes-

sional employees, whether included in a

bargaining unit or not, "are subject to the

same considerations for salary increases."

UPE President Leone Stein said yesterday

that "the charge was already in process

when Knapp's memo was issued, and was

addressed to the issue of the first

memorandum."
When asked yesterday if the Personnel

Office memo and the Knapp memo were

contradictory, a spokesman for the univer

sity said "Whatever President Knapp stated

is the position of the University."

was able to save $32,000 in salary differen-

tial, according to Doherty. Also cited was a
ten percent decrease in fire responses, and
a general tightening of fire policy at UMass.

After hearing a Health Dept. Reorganiza-
tion Report, the selectmen decided to con-
sider the report next week.

In response to a Western Mass. Bus Lines

Proposal for extended service, the select-

men cited a need for exact financial figures

before discussing the issue.

Tenants campaign
for rent article

Central Area Council

evaluates "cluster" system

By HANS SCHULZ'
Collegian Staff

Representatives of a local tenants' group
Monday announced a campaign to

establish rent control in Amherst by placing

a rent control article on the warrant for the

upcoming town meeting.
The plans tor the campaign also include

putting the rent control issue before

Amherst voters in a referendum, should the

rent control article be defeated at the town
meeting.

According to Mary Wentworth,
spokesperson for the association, said the

group is confident the article "will pass a

town-wide referendum, but not the town
meeting."

The decision of a town meeting can be
over-ridden in a referendum.

Wentworth said the kind of control

proposed by the Association does not

include a rent-freeze, but instead

establishes a maximum rent which could be
raised or lowered subject to an appeal by a

landlord or tenat.

Under the plan, rents would initially be
rolled back to their May, 1978 levels, with a

rent control board being estanlished to

review requests for rent adjustments.

Wentworth said she feels that

Association's plan supplies a built-in in-

centive for landlords to maintain their

property, since "the more they spend for

maintenance, the more rent they will get."

The group anticipates strong lobbying

against rent control from local landlords

and realtors.

"People making the most money will

scream the loudest," Wentworth said.

A similar plan for rent control was
defeated in a 1976 referendum by a vote of

2,565 to 1,847.

Wentworth cited increased tenant ac-

tivity since 1976, increasing dissatisfaction

among tenants, and better organization as

reasons for optimism on achieving rent

control in Amherst.
More and more people are being forced

to be tenants," she said.

If the rent control referendum is ap-

proved by the voters, approval would then

be requried by tJ3«-«tmcT§gislature, which,

Wentworth said, "could be a problem."

I FARMINGTON, Conn.-Jim Johnston, playing the part of Elisha Graves Otis,

orders the line cut yesterday, recreating the original public demonstration of

the first safety hoist during the Otis Elevator Co.'s 125th anniversary

celebration. (UPI)

All UMass Men Invited To An

OPEN RUSH
AT

BETAKAPPA PHI
Mo nday Sepi I 8 ^

Tuesday Sept iv S a'H v p-

Thursday Sep' 2 1 J

Sunday Sepi 2-1 ot6'30pn>

iBK0 388N PleasaniS.f loiqo yvhife bnc k nu Jci

pleasant stMamherst

JOIN
CAMPUS-WIDE
COMMITTEES

Such as:

Legal Services Exemption Board

Housing Exemptions Board

Mass State Students Association

Rebate Committee

•Many other positions also available

For more Information and/or applica-

tions come in anytime to Room 420. Stu-

dent Union.

« • f
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"Plaything ofthe Wind"lacks unity I Look Park
"Plaything of the Wind"

Hava Kohav Theater/ Dance
Reviewed by SHARON TRUE

Collegian Staff

Ah, romance, little qirl dreams of lacy

long ruffled gowns and parasols, of gather-

ing springtime flowers in a lush garden, of

running along a windswept beach at

sunset, of dancing, straw hat in hanc' in a

secluded meadow, swept up in your lover's

arms, delighting in his tender caresses, of --

the cliches could go on and on.

The sad thing is they did go on and on and
on in the filmed portion of Hava Kohav's
poetry /film/dance concert entitled

"Plaything of the Wind, ' presented at

Smith College last Saturday night. The str-

ing of all too familiar romantic cliches

rendered the visually attractive film artistic

deadwood, providing no new insights and I

even trivializing her highly personal theme:
the lonely suffering of a woman whose
lover has died

Grad senate
supports
tenants
By MARIE STUCKEY
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate last night

voted to support tenants currently

withholding their rent in protest of a recent

rent increase.

"We feel the proposed rent increases for

those corrfplexes are not justified by the

reasons cited by the University and support

a review of the increase prior to any legal

action by the University against the

tenants, ' the resolution stated.

The tenant organizers have protested the

increase saying they can not afford the

extra $19, because student teaching

stipends h^ve not increased in four years.

Tenant organizer Scott Balfour said the

tenants are expecting to receive eviction

notices around the 27th of this month. The
senate delayed for a week any other action

in support of the tenants against eviction,

pending further information.

The Senate also went on record in

support of the Graduate Student
Employees Union in their attempts to

secure raises for teaching assistants, citing

larger classes which increase teaching

difficulty.

Union leader Brad Klein charged the

university with hiring outside teachers, on a

short term basis, to avoid employing

graduate students.

The union, formed in 1975, strongly

urges graduate students to join and fight

against the "unfair labor practice."

But the film was not the only problem in

this ambitious multimedia project. The lack

of in egration ')etween the film and Ms.

Kohav's dancing was another flaw.

She danced throughout the projection of

the filo), sometimes accompanied by the
taped readings of 'great words " poets
such as T.S. Eliot, D.H. Lawrence, Virginia

Woolf and F.G. Lorca, sometimes by the
taped recordings of "great works" com-
posers such as J.S. Bach, Vivaldi, and
Mozart

Her dancing, or rather, her gestures,

might be best characterized as heroic in the

Doris Humphrey manner: uplifted, open
chest, curved and sweeping arms, a

gracefully inclined head and rapturous ex-

pression . Her actual steps were generally a

very cautious and careful series of simple

weight shifts. Rotating slowly, (no doubt
symbolizing the passage of time) while

making pretty shapes with her arms and
torso, was a frequent movement pattern.

The dancing, taken separately, might

have been pleasant to watch, but occurring
as it did simultaneously with the film and
poetry, became distracting and inconse-
quential, especially since the narrative

nature of the film and poetry demanded our
constant attention. (What did she mean by
that? Who are those people? What's going
.on?)

There's nothing artistically wrong with
multimedia performances that bombard our
senses and yet leave us with an un-
mistakable impression or apprehended
meaning that lingers on after the event has
passed. But it appears that Ms. Kohav
wants us both to comprehend her theme
by absorbing her film and the poetry, and
to believe it by seeing her physical dancing
presence on stage.

Although the performance had some nice,

quiet and contemplative moments, when
all the elements began to occur
simultaneously and without focus, the sen-
sory overload was too great, and the result

was unconvincing, rather dull, or at best
b*>wildering.

hosts
outdoor
music

Notices

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
National Service Fraternity. Important

meeting tonight in Campus Center. All

brothers must attend. Anyone interested in

pledging may also attend.

UMASbB CYCLE COOP
Mandatory meeting for all volunteer

workers 9 19, 7 pm rm 162, Campus
Center. Both new and old workers are

urged to attend.

U P r

Meetinq t^ disru«;«; Pousette Dart - Liv

Taylor concert. Future concerts to be
di?\nussed

.

NOR"rHAMPTONNORNS Northampton

Norns looking tor women to dance.

Practice Tuesday nights 7:30 prompt!

Cape Cod Lounge.
ROWI INGCI UB
Meeting Tues. Sept 19, 4:30 pm in the

Boyden Lanes. Please attend-fundraising

in progress. Roll offs in two weeks! For *

info call 253 9683.
UCF

Bread and wine at UCF. Candlelight,
common cup, common loaf, celebration of
losukff joy and peace and liberation of the
body and the spirit all in about 20 or 25
minutes at UCF's ecumenical mid week
communion for anyone looking for renewal

and depth in their life. Chaplain Pete Sabey
ceienrant 8:30 pm Tonight, 428 Student
Union.

SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEER
Get acquainted spagetti supper.

Skinner Hall, 6 pm Tues, Sept. 19.

POLITICAL SCIENCE HONOR SOCIETY
All members are urged to attend

general meeting to be held Tuesday Sept
19 at 7:00 pm in room 412 Thompson Hall.

Officer elections will be held and fall

schedule discussed. For info call Matthew
253 9491.

Summer is over, but with the warm
autumn afternoons and eveninos ahead

there's still time to enjoy outdoor en-
tertainment at the Pines Theater, Look
Park, Northampton.

The Pines Theater Festival is presenting
a wide variety of musical performances
tbrough October, ranging from jazz to
highland jigs.

The Wednesday night series will con-
clude Sept. 27 with reggae band. Loose
Caboose, in concert at 7:30 p.m. The
"September Under the Stars" series is

produced by New England Musicians and
Technicians.

Sunday, Sept. 24, a bit of Scotland will

come to the Pines when thp Berkshire

Highlanders Bagpipe Band and the Bra

Mar Dancers appear at 3 p.m.
October 1 is an Irish folk-rock afternoon,

with Turner and Kirwan of Wexford taking

the stage at the Pines. The show begins at

3p.m.

On Oct. 15, acoustic duo Rosenshontz
will appear at the theater at 2 p.m.,
wrapping up the season until next summer.
» All performances are $2 for adults, $1 for

children and senior citizens. Seating is on
the lawn.

In addition to its schedule of professional
performances, the Pines Theater Festival is

looking for local talent to perform in its

"gala evening of entertainment" srheduled
in October. Last years performers in-

cluded Mayor "Buzz " Chapman and State
Senator John Olver.

For further information on any of these

shows, call the theater at 584 2223.

(^ HAPPY HOUR
I
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MON SAT 3:006:00

DISCOUNTS ON ALL
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

BEERS

only at

57 N Pleasant St.

2535141
Across from the fire station

I

I

I

NOMINATIONS
FOR

STUDENT
SENATE,

including Presidential positions,

are available in Rm. 420, Stu-

dent Union. Deadline for ap-

plications is September 25.

with

this ad10% DISCOUNT

/>J^DENIMS
Next toTHE PUB

Amherst

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

BOBBY
SHORT
with

Beverly Peer, bass

and

Gene Gammage,
drums

"Bobby Short is past- and last-master of

the art of elegant expression . . . he is the

last and best of the singer-pianists." —
Chicago Today

Sunday, September 24 8pm

Ballet
fMklorico
Mexicano

"Colorful panorama — company of
dancers, singers and musicians"

35

3»^

Wednesday, September 27 8pm

Flh£ /RTS CENFER CNCERT hM.L

Tickets rx)w on sale for both performances.
General public — $7, 6, 5. UMass students — $5,

4, 3. Senior citizens and other students — $6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

With itvs coupoo and a S7 50 pufchase

Stop & Shop 20 oz. bottle

Tomato^A
'm9Ketchup,

Good Mtxi S«>l 18 Sal Sept 23 Lmil one pef cuslome' 239S
Gfocery

[
y^jjt^jnyyy^i

Stop A Shop Coupon^^y^jy

Wim tNs coupon and a S7 50 purchase

Stop & Shop
Witt) this coupon and

I Coupon
I^

a S7 50 purchase

Stop & Shop Coupon

With this coupon and a $7 50 pufchase

100 count 2ply roll

Bounty 2tt
TowelsJ7
Good Mon Sept ta Sal Sepl ?3 Limil onr tx" ; .,>,l.<rit^ 243^

FREE
^ Hunts 8 ounce can

fibmatoSauce
CioodMon Sept i8S»t Sapt 23 Umil one Ckw cuWonw 238

With this coupon arxl a $7 50 purchase

Nabisco 1 6 ounce pkg

fig ^^ei^
Newtons

FREE
Sun Glory-Reg or Diet

ince pKg

S9

280Z. hJo Return Btl-Assfd*^ Flavors
Good Mot Segi 18 Sdi 'jeoi :J Ijmit one of cuslome. 23 T

^ I

Stop h. Shop Coupon ^JfJA
J3_i~«' With (his coupon arxl d S7 SO purcftase

^^ Pillsbury Plus 18%ounce pkg

WMm

With iNa coKXsn and a S7 SO puchM*

FREE
Sun Glofy-Vz, Gallon Ctn.

IceCream
Assorted Ravors

Good Mon Sapt in ShI Seot .') Lmi't une pw outlofnw

Grocery

Stop & Shop Coupon I

Good Mt»i S«pi 18 Sal Sept ^ umrt one p«< customw 242

self service deli specai
savings on quality txands

^top & Stiop sliced pkg

lb
Bacon'fs;
Reg. Maple or Thick J^
Child Mild Franks

Herrud Party Pack
Morrison & Schiff ..<.„.»», M .49

"^ *1.79

49
With this coupon and a S7 50 purchaae

Chunk Light SVi ounce can

Star-Kist

Assorted Flavors
,

Good Mon Sept 18Sat S^pl ?:j L#iin tme pe< ousiomei 24 \r

mKK^ in oil or water

Tiiha
rail^S^ffllilTSlOJisOEMiSa!

Good Mon Sepl 1 8 Sill Sept 2 J Lmni 'Xie pe« cxisiomei 2401

Grocery

«f f r»r*S or f(nocliwur«t

comer dellTasty deli foods
for delicious lunches & suppers

Available m stores leatunng a service deli

CookedHam
Domestic *

Sectioned & Formed

Hard Salami
Carando Pepperoni
Provolone Ctieese

lb
•2.79

1.99
OMcng t

BakedHam
^y lb

Stop & Shop
Sliced tc order

Roast Beef
Cole Slaw
Tapioca Pudding

sncismopxfc »Q QQUoBmOuaMv 0.v7C7
SUCiShop f>C«
peipound VJO

Dl!» [XltfVl

our kitchen count on our
chets for great tasting foods

Roasted or B-B-Q Style

Cooked Chicken
'Whiite Gem"$409
Tasty served hot

or cold f
Cole Slaw
Rice Pudding
crMKarcnSlMd?a> (»«

lb

l^c^»lc•p•cl^Jlg^ OO
?(>txMDKiKgr I \Ji3

V

frozen meat Delicious

ideas for "no fuss" meals

Weaver-28oz. pkg

Cooked Chicken
Thighs & Drum- $0^^£aXk
sticks Dutch Frye ^\9 W
or Batter Dipped

Chicken Au Gratin jpSJJS« M .99

2!

V

seafood For change-of-pace meals

FreshSchrod
HaddodcX^

Fillets ^^ *'

Dressed Smelts "^-°^ 89'

Cooked Haddock'r,;o'5r.' M .49

Cooked Flounder 'riJo'sT." M .49

bakery see how much you save'

BtttteitoDBread
Stop&
Shop

ogiircaa
^^P 2202 ^1
^^^^ loaves^^^

too4 Shop*''*' i»nCupho<»(1 89'
2 1../ i-j

1. ivi.v I

Donuts
Variety Breads
l*,/vi<«« 0«»i»*i"'«»»yVWi«>l

English Muffins . :X"^2 ,.a.
'1

Pound Cake M^.nx„ 69'
CaA' 'Mvrar

Pineapple Pie
stop & Shop AO(
22 ounce pkg ^9^9

healty & beauty aids

Colgate Toothpaste T^ '1 .09

Etferdent Bonus Pack '1.19
J«rti»» r »jrw«i I « -In •^.xmmi^s

!»»«»"•• I-.'"*" ^Wl I' S«' "^O" .'I "

YourStop&ShopsworCh:
It^s getting the best possiblefo€>d

for yourmoney. ».every timeyou shop.
Slops Shop-Great Beef

orRoiindTip
Roast

WW JTop Round Steak "^eKuJri .89.

ICube Steak Beetpound '1.89i.

Beef Top Round Steak or Round Tip $ H QQ
for London Broil I ,\J\J«

GROUND BEEF

Slb.package
'^roundBe^

^95SOLD IN 5LB.PKGS.0NLY
Fresh ground beet m plastic sleeve* not over

(at So convenient to use— just slice into

txjrgers, make a meatloat or freeze and
use when you wish

20%* Lean Ground Beef "°s

1 4%'Ex. Lean Ground Beef

notmofe
than 20^= tat

contans not more
irwii4%tat

51b.

pkg.

1.39.

1 .oyib.

^1
"Big Eye" Pork. Ifs tender, young porK carefully^ trimmed so there's plenty of good meat to every pound

nterCutPork
^HOpS Thin Cut M

Countrystyle Pork Ribs

Pork Sirloin Cutlets

Assorted Pork Chops
Pork Loin Roast

)rk Roast *1.39ii

'1.29.

*1.79.Boneless

, Blade Chops jCentef SH QQ
Chops 'jSirloin Chops I.W^H

Rib Half

(ornmuffi{
mi

JiffyCorn

[limn

68''?oz^1
pkgs ^H

Assorted Flavors

eU-0
la^
530Z.V

pkgs.^B

Whole Kernel Corn \'s;f 5'

Medium Peas •^..»»s^cp
5'

O & C Potato sticks 5 ciSi M
Lawn MLeaf Bags .oa2?*9 *1 .49

stop & Shop

Salad
<M1
79240Z.

tx>ttle

Uncle Ben's Rice a.^S, M .09
lOcxmnl

Broad or

Wide

Spaghetti Sauce
Prince Dinners 'r.'S^'e'^4
or Sheib A Cftffddw f- > oifxe o»iOaq»

Ono24oux«Jar QQ<
MBa' or Mirthroom ^75?

Viva Jumbo Napkins '^p^TSS*

Juice i^SoEtDritdi

"•MHlJllttO**
Cocktail

1964 ounce
bottle 1

Pancake Synjp
Pancake & Waffle Mix
Aunt Jtmim* Oitfinai 32 ounu paeug*

>4 <vxx boRle 1.19
75'

Asstd.
Flavors

Makes
8Qts.

Breakfast Drink
Snc • Shoe raiam Ormoi

High Yield Coffee .3

ftoguUrorElaclncPoii

frozen foods ah kmds of money-saving buys to fill your freezer.

Birds E>

Chicken, Turkey
Salistxiry Steak,

Meat Loaf or

Veal Pamnegian

SlOB»S<»» OQ«
lOourcftpaciiage 0\7

cnoeoMmuwi *T[*9» I

OwOaniOnarui Jwwme

Pork Loin - Sirloin

Half

1.29.

produce
Fresh fruits & vegetables'

Diced Peppers
Spinach ciS?

Vegetables °T^fSSS.SSS'°'59'

100% Natural

_ .aLIce
^^ Cream

pstop& $449

Fish Kabobs B-*^^?Ji ^, *1 .39

Scallop Dinner 'T^°^ M.09
Macaroni& CtTeese'*T^*Sr'79'

tShop
Assorted Flavors

Certnly Citrus
Frozen Yogurt sicct»«2

Whipped Cream Cake
0i*^B9*% Ccoort* Chocdale futfoe or Sn .<wt»«T>

sue > Shoe8m \A 4Q
;«cl.42oi oks I . I \7

ifioj ti

99'

Coffee Rich o^o„r»

Gravy ^ Turkey ^^-Si-T* '1 .99
SiDpiShop %A QQ
OL#w{*o I .C7v7
Ptoj QQ€

Cheese Lasagna i
Cheese Pizza

Calif . President I Large Slicing I Breakstone Salad

nuitis Tomatoes Dressings
Juicy. A(Oi ^'"^ ^ XlOf ^"^ ^''^%W ]S^°'-MSBk
Flavorful 'SvPib I

F'avorful ^P^^ito |
Dr^^smg 79 btl. ^^^^

dairy ah the brands you know & trust in our dairy cases

1 2oz. pkg. ji.jmJHood -1 00% Pure^^ Oranges/fteus

AMIM&I

Ind Wrapped Cheese
Food Slices - White
or Yellow • Past Process

Juice
|V2 Gal. Ctn

from
Concentrate99

Swiss Cheese t:,S"pk^' M.99
Cinnannon Rolls ""^'.ViT, 59'

Colombo Yogurt .^m.Sr4 ^'1

Margarine
Cottage Cheese
Sour Cream

Bk«Banrw(

1 e <A#w cup Ox7

i6oi«.«cic 69'

'vnwia toatotf cuiio«»«* •• '9*^*^ t** ^gf* •«? fc***-* **•* »o »*•• panui^^ <^ tr, i^-^^iippt •^»r#.**i«rw**' -o'l-^c* M^t il^f*- ^i'»0' athmt ii(*i«rw*^ -«>l^ '^-^. '"•'Wl '.» %«'* •- '•"•'^ """^ '- ^^_^___^_^^_^^

HADLEY-AMHERSTRoute9at the HadleyrAmherst Line.8a.m.-10p.m.,Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.

1 1 • » •
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Editorial
Communication
between Tenants and
Administrators needed

It has been two and a half weeks since the $19 per month rent increase for

University-owned family housing units was put into effect and tenants com-
menced a rent strike. Last week, striking tenants took their case to the. Board"
of Trustees, who had voted in the rent hike last May, andprot^«t6d the $19 in

crease as unfair to tenants who, for the most pajtere employed by the Univer
sity as teaching assistants and have not had pay increases in four years.
Tenantsjateccited health and building code violations as a possible legal basis

for the rent withholding action. University Residential Resource Management
officials do not deny that such violations exist, and in fact admit that they pro-
bably do, but claim that they cannot do anything about specific problems until

they have been notified of them. ORRM has received no official complaints
from any of the family housing unit tenants to date.

Much of the problem here, as in most disputes, is a lack of communication.
/Although the increase was decided on at a May 3 trustees meeting, tenants
were not notified until late June. Although most of the conflict centers around
problems between tenants and the University housing systeni, there have
been no meetings between tenant representatives and ORRM since the start

of the strike. Despite the trustees' agreement to reassess the fairness of the
rent hike, they expect tenants to come up with money they plea that they can-
not afford until a decision has been made. In the meantime, ORRM has issued
the first of a series of notices to striking tenants which could eventually lead to
eviction actions.

It is becoming apparent that what is needed more than anything else is a
tenants association with full participation from its members and full recogni-
tion from the University. A tenants' association set up with the prope*- provi-

sions for open and meaningful communication with ORRM and other Universi-
ty agencies would prevent the kind of accusations and misunderstandings that
characterise the present situation, and would go a long way toward preventing
drastic measures, such as rent strikes and eviction threats, from being taken.
We do not withdraw our support from the currp;it rent strike. We do
however, urge both the University and the striking tenants to open the lines of
communication We trust that when the issue has been aired fully, the
trustees will realize the inequity of expecting those students who can least af-

ford it to assume financial responsibility for rejuvenating an architectural

disaster like the North Village Apartments complex. A fair and speedy resolu-

tion is in everyone's best interest.

All policy editorials are the opinion of a majority of the Collegian Board of
Directors.
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To the Editor:
Parthenogenesis article ''well' thought out

To the Editor:

/ would like to congratulate Chris Decker

for her well thought cut, non-political,

and-Hjrrhla'sed series ot articles on par-

thenogenisis {"virgin birth"\ in humans.

Not only has Ms. Decker revealed to the

readers of this authoritative journal the

possibility and value of parthenogenic

conception in women, and outlined the

basic biological details of this process,

she has also uncovered the reasons

behind the repression of information

about human parthenogenesis. Yes, it is

yet one other example of supression of in-

formation by a scientific establishment

dominated by insecure and sexually

preoccupied men whose primary concern

IS the maintenance of the myth of their

biologicnl and social utility to this species.

I am only sorry that Ms. Decker, in this

extraordinarily insightful article on alter

native methods of human reproduction,

did not go further and consider the pro-

cesses of binary fission and budding.

Yes, these mechanisms where an
organism divides to form two identical

copies of itself or where a new individual

emerges from the body of an existing one
might, with appropriate development, be
able to be used for human reproduction.

Not ony do the mechanisms of binary fis-

sion and budding give the woman in-

dependence from men and pregnancy,
they also give the word "sister" the true

meaning it deserves. It is my fef'.'"i>: that

the \ clearly false] information th'i' • '/y

fission and budding are mechanisnt of

reproduction that are necessarily

restricted to lower forms, is not only a
consequence of a male dominated scien-

tific establishment, but has also been
fostered by profeminine groups concern-
ed with maintaining the myth of the utility

of motherhood.
I must say, however, that I do have one
major reservation about the free

dissemination of information about binary

fission and budding. These are processes
that could be used by males as well as

females for reproducing their kind. In

view of the aggressive and chauvenistic

nature of men, it is not at all unlikely that
tney would use these procedures to pro-
duce a society free of women. I certainly

wouldn't want that.

Bruce Levin

Department of Zoology

Students should unite and fight

To the Ed/tor

Throughout the last week or so at

noon, a number of the UMass professors

have been participating in a picket line.

They are marching, as most of you no
doubt know, because of the ad
ministration's aversion to recognizing the

faculty union's contract stipulations At
the time of this wnting there remain eight

unresolved issues before any contract

agreement can be made between the

administration and MSP FSU.

Upon reviewing this situation, I hope all

the students who read this realize that

there is also much at stake for us We
must not become shrouded by the ad
ministration's cunning wiles suggesting
the faculty could be damaging us For it

IS the administration who is posing a
glaring threat to our education.
Presuming that the students of UMass are

interested in obtaining a quality education
and in retaining the many talented and
valuable professors that we may lose if

the administration succeeds, it is ab
solutely essential that the student body
involve itself in the faculty struggle.

The students must unite with the

faculty and demand what we are rightfully

entitled to a quality education through

high quality faculty.

.tfmy Young

MICHAEL P. DORAN

Money as Cowshit
estimates on the part of the senate. Instead
of looking to putting on a good show,
those who voted it in were looking for a few
votes. This happens when you have a lot of
money.
Or think you have a lot of money. There

just ain't ,3S much money in the senate till

this semester because many RSO groups,
including this fine publication, over spent
their budgets. This is another inevitable
result of too much money to spread
around You really want to make money, or
at leaot oreak even, but if you don't, thank
god we have 1 . 1 million dollars to shore you
up with.

The inevitable result of this deficit,

discovered over the summer, was some
belt tightening. Instead of doing an across
the board cut, though, the senate exemp-
ted certain groups from such cuts. Reasons
fpr these exemptions probably have more
to do with political expediency than they do
with fiscal responsibility. Ask your senator*
to explain the current budget to you, and

TvAdE:. O^^- ii p\EU-X^ Mess y

Money is like cowshit; spread it around
and it will help things grow.
A nice sentiment, if a bit reckless, that

characterizes the way in which the Student
Senate has chosen to spend the 1.1 million

dollars it receives yearly from the student
activities fee. The problem is that what
usually grows out of this type of spending
is political power for those doing the

spreading and political dependency for

those getting the money.
Exempla grata; the Area Governments.

For many years the amount of money they

receive from the people living in their areas

has been determined by the Student
Senate. This makes for a yearly hassle

about which representative body has the

right to determine the amount of money
spent on various activities that are paid for

by students who are the constituents of

both area governments and the Student
Senate. The situation is comparable to the
U.S. government telling the state govern-

ments how much they can tax and
therefore spend in their respective states. It

is especially ridiculous when you consider

that the separate bodies here are supposed
to serve a funding function on different

levels; one for campus wide activities and
the other for area activities.

The political dependency is easy to ex-

plain. When your rnoney is controlled to

any degree, that degree will determine your
lack of independence.
Another example of the money malaise in

student government should be apparent to

anyone looking at the current budget. Most
of the groups funded do things which most
of us should find nothing wrong with, such
as provide cultural centers, various and
sundry services, and administrative or

political functions. It is only when we con-

sider what is missing that something seems
wrong. We are missing a well funded stu-

dent advocacy group that would research,

publicize, and lobby for student concerns. I

may sound like an S.O.P. (god rest its soul)

leaflet, but even they could be right at

times. EXXON lobbies, teachers lobby,

trustees lobby, but students fatalistically

receive the decrees of a governor and a

legislature in Boston. It doesn't seem very

political to me.

But instead, the cowshit goes to other ac-

tivities. We authorize incompetents like

former Senate Treasurer Priscilla West to

lose $40,000 on a concert, when, if the con-

cert was handled correctly, it could have
been a good cultural event along with a

money making proposition. The politics of

spreading the money around prevented

adequate preparation and realistic

The agony of waiting

then make up your own mind.
In a year marked by taxpayer revolts, the
senate should be very conscious of the
way it spends student money. It needs to
take a look at its function in relation to the
University governance groups as well as the
state bureaucracy that controls this Univer-
sity. The senate and all RSO groups should
realize that if something is not done, not
only will students become intolerant of
mismanagement, but the trustees and
UMass administrators will start taking a se-
cond look at the "understanding" that
students should determine the fate and fun-
ding of those activities specifically affecting
students.

We're getting a new senate in the upcom-
ing elections, a new president, and are
presently blessed with a well managed RSO
office. Let's hope we get some new
government.

Michael P Doran is the Collegian's Ex-
ecutive Editor.

COMMENTARY

by Jon Hite

Waiting. The most agonizing part of a

candidates life is waiting. Tonight they'll

wait for the votes to be counted. It's not

fun, it's painful. At 8 o'clock pm hundreds
of men and women in Massachusetts will

find an unoccupied chair in the corner of a

room, sit down and with a glazed look in

their eyes and sore feet they will share one
common thought: what more could I have
done?

It is an intense feeling that wells up in the

stomach. Some will have a few stiff -ones,

most will just sit and watch a wall. Fleeting

thoughts, not transferable to paper will race

through their minds; If only I had....With a

little more time....Geez, I wish I could have
just....And as the clock ticks off one more
minute of their future, they wait.

The candidates have spent the last ten

months sharing with us their dreams. A
shrink gets 50 bucks an hour for such

therapy. We get to pick the dream we like

best for free and after Tuesday night there

will only be a few dreams left to choose
from. And in November we get the chance

to put the dream we like best in public of-

fice. The trick is to pick the dream we
believe is most like our own, and is the

most real.

Dreams, however, don't elect politicians,

people do. When a politician looks at a

district map, he does so like we look at a

vegetable counter-some carrots, a few
potatoes, a couple of onions. The goal is to

secure the onions, get thern into the pot

and eat stew, delicious stew, on election

day. But if you can't get the onions into the

pot, the stew will taste bland.

The elderly, the workers, the farmers, the

students: the vegetables of political stew.

You can't make them vote, but you hope
they care enough about good stew to bring

themselves to the polls. And when it's over,

you wait.

For the last ten months the five guys runn-

ing for District Attorney in this county have
been scrambling around in search of that

one final ingredient. This is their dream,
plain and simple: to be the best damn DA in

Massachusetts. There are no frauds in this

campaign. Just five different people with

five different recipes.

Sal Polito, of the Judge Crater school of

politics, has been searching for the "law
and order" vote. Spitting on the sidewalk

will be vigorously prosecuted if Sal Polito

gets elected. He believes in that, it's his

dream. Bernie Whalen, an assistant DA,
believes that justice as practiced in America
is blind to color, age and financial condi-

tion. He believes it, it's his dream. These
are the conservative candidates for the job.

From here the choice gets much tougher.

Michael Ryan comes from a great Nor-

thampton political family. That family,

which by itself is large enough to get him 10

percent of the vote, is proud of Mike Ryan.

He went to UMass, Western New England

Law School and then came back home. His

father, a former judge, had a reputation for

being tough. Mike Ryan, who grew up
knowing of this reputation, is more com-
passionate than his farther. From there on.

Mike Ryan's dream gets fuzzy. Drearhs are

tougH to quantify. Donald Dunphy, from

another great Northampton political family,

is the showman of th field. His liberal

credentials are impeccable-right down to

his Gucci shoes. His dream is more
pragmatic: 'there's a job to do, I want it and
to get I've got to get elected.' As a public

defender, he understands the court system,

and win or lose he will stay on in this role.

But to Ryan and Dunphy, the student vote
is like the girl next door: a good prospect,

but already taken. The student vote has
been given up to Jon Souweine.

Jon Souweine had his dream molded dur-

ing the Vietnam War. He is, loosly put. a

child of the 60's. The memories of the

blood spilled at his alma mater, Columbia,

and the wasted blood sp<lled in Asia are

clear in his mind. He was out ahead of the

times on that issue as he has been on
others. Souweine, like the others, is a nice

guy. The difference is a warmth toward the

underdog and a ruthlessness forged from
losing his Bottle Bill proposal by 20,000
votes to 4 million corporate dollars.

Students are his natural constituency and
he knows that to win they have got to come
to the polls.

These five guys have spent the summer
months waging the cleanest, and closest

campaign for county office in recent
memory. Tonight, as they all sit down and
stare at the wall thinking thoughts that ere

meaningless at that point, the fleeting

question, 'did the student vote?' will pass in

front of their eyes. Just one cendidete
hopes that they did.

John Hite is a Collegian Commentator
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Population committee seeks

contraceptive study funding

(Her Say News Service)

The House Population Committee is reportedly seeking $4.5
million to fund a World Health Organisation study to deter
mine whether a Food and Drug Administration ban on
marketing the contraceptive Depo Provera in the United
States should be reversed.

Depo Provera, marketed by the Upiohn Company, was
banned By the f-CA last Maich after a lengthy investigation
revealed ths drug could cause unhealthy side effects.

The drug is kriown to cause indefinite sterility, depression,
heavy and irregular bleeding, breast tumors, and increased
chances of cancer in women who use it.

Before the FDA. ban, Depo Provera was being exported
to countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America. However, the
Agency for International Development, the primary source of

U.S. family planning assistance abroad, has refused to
continue to export the contraceptive.

Despite the FDA ban, there is reportedly still a high
demand for the drug from the foreign countries. However,
the population committee wants funds to conduct studies on
the foreign women to determine whether the ban should be
reversed.

Its a better movie than'Blazing Saddles'
or 'Young Frankenstein'. -RoM.n« stone

WED., SEPT. 20

CCA 7, 9, 11

$1

•CO IPC
FROM CINEMA &

WHYS1AIIVE
TOLOSE
WEiGHX

WHEN YOUCAN
EATTOLOSEWEIOIT?

For a diet Ihats not from hunger )oin a convenient

Weight Watchers meeting today

Losing weight never vwKNJbi I

tasted so good Vy^flCHERS
The Authority

EASTHAMPTON Wednesdays ; PM
Amencjn Legion. Pleasant Street

AMHERST - Tuesdays 7 PM
'JMa-.s Carnpus Center Building

A-MHERST-HADLEY Wednesdays 9 30 AM. 5 & ? PM
Howard Johnson's, 401 Russell Street (Rt. 9)

NORTHAMPTON World War II Vets Assn

SO Con/ Street

Tuesdays 7 PM
Wednesdays 9 30 AM
VMCA. Prospect Street

Thursdays 7 PM
WfLLIMANSETT Tuesdays 9 30 AM 4 7 PM
American Legion. 938 Chicopee Street

For Information Call: (413) 786-6611

or write 622 No. Main St..

Eatt Lon^meadow. Mass. 01028

WBGHT
\MftICHBIS
The AutlvDrity

$ 7 .00 f Irft m««tln«, th«n $3 XK) wMkly
Low«r Rates for S*ntor Citizens
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Around
the

nation
N.H. police exempt from
right-to-know regulation
By JOHN McAllister
Associated Press

CONCORD, N.H. The New Hampshire Supreme Court
Monday rejected the state's argument that State Police
records always are exempt from the Right To Know Law, and
adopted guidelines for determining whether specific records
may be released to the public.

The court ruled in a case brought by a Wakefield resident
seeking the State Police records of an automobile accident in-

volving Wakefield Police Chief Michael Senecal.
The Supreme Court asked the Superior Court to use federal

guidelines established under the Freedom of Information Act
to determine whether any of the State Police records of the
accident should be made public. The high court suggested the
federal guidelines be adopted because the state legislature had
not provided any guide for deciding which police records are
public records under the state Right To Know Law.
The court rejected the state's argument that the Division of

State Police does not come under the law. The court said the
law exempts only the Department of Employment Security.

Associated Press presents

annual journalism awards
WORCESTER, Associated Press-

week'endlMhe'sir':''' !°/
,.^^*ting were presented this

Associated PrpLi T""^'
'^" ""^^^'"9 °^ ^^^ New England

D?v^s^inl
^^ ^^'^"^'^^^'^^^°^'^*'°"-

urban renewal.'
^"'""' ^^^'"^^'^'^ Sunday Republican,

rulfng.^""'
^*"*'"''' ^^'^ ^""^" "«9*«»e^ effects of court

Brfdgep^'po^trcs'^
^"' '°"^ ^°"^-' ^^^^^^ ^ouran.

Best Reporting

1 Tie: Spotlight Team, Boston Globe, delinquency bv
public employees; Joseph A. O'Brien, Hartford Courantyrand jury proceedings.

2 CashLockhartClay, Springfield Union, gay liberation
i. Jack White and Randall Richard, Providence Evenina

Bulletin, armed robbery. **

Best Feature

Rosenthal, Boston Globe, Hampshire College
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Get a TCS RUSH! !

!

THE COMMONWEALTH STAGE
Americas Newest Professional Resident Theater

'/i PRICE Student Rush TICKETS
from 6:00 P.M. all performances
Rand Theater -Fine Arts Center

545-351

1

TUES. SUN. 8:00 PM Curtain

LrVE! ON STAGE! ALL NEW YORK CAST!
/ NOW THRU SEPTEMBER 23
EDWARD ALBEE'S

WHO'S AFRAID OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF?

1 Robert J.

bank robbery.

ma^r.iuana.^'""^
Goldstein, Providence Evening Bulletin,

^ l^^Sharen M. Abbott, Worcester Evening Gazette, mid-

Goldstein, Providence

FRESHMEN!

r
I
I

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

SAVE 30%-50%
Book now for Christmas and spring break

PAY LATER
No payment until 30 days before departure

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER
CONCOURSE LEVEL
UMASS 545-0500

B.B. KING
**Boss of the Blues"

in concert

FINE ARTS CENTKK
CONCERT HALL

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

at 8 p.m.

Tickets on sale at tt\e

Fine Arts Center box office

and all Ticketron locations.

UMass/Amt>erst Students: $3, $4 fle $5

General Public: $S, $6 ft $7
Box offk:e open from 9 to 4 each day. Monday through Friday (545-251 1)

Sponsored by tfte University of Massachusetts Arts Council.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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UPC Productions Presents

Developing leadership in you. Building
your self-confidence. Challenging your
abilities. Giving you on edge on your
classmofes. Teaching you something you
may never thought you could learn on a
college campus.
Learn more about you. Learn more

about Army ROTC.

Call:

MAJOR JERRY BOISSEAU

545-2322

TUESDAYS

8:30 til 1

— Free Food 'tan —
( While it Lasts |

Special Drinks

Promotions

T-Shirts •

Oldies •

MYPACKS &
KOOKBAGwS

The
David
Johansen

Group

Friday, September 29
Student Union Ballroom

9 p.m. Tickets $3.00

at TIX & Union
Record Service

NO CANS OR BOTTLES!

Coming soon: Patti Smith

(ffi)ArrTi, 'C
Learn wnaf it takes to lead

• /

MANY DIFFCflENT
STYLES, SHAPES
AND COLORS

ALL ATCREA T PRICES

PROTtCTVIWRMOKS
AM0SU??UESFftOfa
mEv>IE^THCR,,.
AMD 6Ne YOOR

in the sportswear BfoS
QngSlSt campus center/uotv of mass amherst

Jon Souwelne/Fighting Consumer Fraud

AS AS5\bTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL

FOR WESTERN rU5SACHU5ETT5

/ ! "» V!Jon Soiiwelne/^'o ^

Jon Souweine/

Democrats 8v Independents:

Vote Tuesdayv September 19, for

Souweine/^DISTRICT
ATTORNEY

Your Lawyer in the Public interest
People Who Want to Elect Jonathan Souweine D.A.

cr
y5
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HELD OVFH
Sept 13 19

BELLE AMI 7 30
LOOKING GLASS

850
(KJcr 21 not <)(lniitte(

Majestic.Cinema
84 Cottage St

Ecisthamptuii

OPENBOWLING
Boydcn Ten Pin Lanes

4,00- 10,30 Mon - Sat.

(located in bosement of Boyden) 60' per string HATCHBAR
ALL REGISTERED VOTERS IN
AND AROUND AMHERST:
VOTE IN THE PRIMARIES
ON SEPTEMBER 19TH

thepolls win beopen from 10a.m. tlllB p . m

SEPT. 19

SOUTHWORTH

SEPT. 20

TO BE
ANNOUNCED

SEPT. 21

JONATHAN
EDWARDS

$4.00 advance
$4.50 door

SEPT, 22

ROOMFUL OF
BLUES

SEPT. 23

KINGFISH
and

CLEAN LIVING

/ Sunderland. MA

Rte. 47 Tel 666 4937

24 hr. taped liatings

\

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 .JO*< JIJJ WQ.tl't H*P^t» M*^^

' AOUl Tft »2 to ^TuDf NTS ft S» CtltlffNS VS« > 1 m AMC CAMP »? OO Twi iiTf 4HOW t1 SO

It was Che Deltas

I

against tha rules

ANMAr

W I'CKtrS ON SAiC lO MiNUI»« PftlOft TC

^ pmRmuM

HEAVEN
[CAN WATT
WARREN jyUE

l^-o^ BEATTY CHRISTIE

Thtu rhu>i<U« <i ITIS toe* 7 IS « 30

ShoiMtnQ
Th.u ThufSdav al ITIS » 001 > 16 « » I

RYANOYCAL
SRuaoetN

iSABaLEADHAMl

THE
^'iJRfVER\

Showrtn^
rh>u Thunday at iTlS i 001 7 IS « 30|

Tuesday, September 19, 1978
iCoIleglan is

JI(3UC(0 AOUIT & STUDENT PRICfS FOR TIS TICKETS LIMITED TD SEATING

UMASS
SKI PATROL
Anyone interested in joining

the UMass Ski Patrol should
come to our last recruiting

meeting. Requirements and
information on first aid

courses, Thurs., 9/21, 8:00

p.m., CC 911.

THE
ELLIS HALL
GROUP

Coming attractions: Oak, Septa 28-30

The Great Pretenders, Oct. 12-14

To place a classified ad. drop by the Col

legian office (CC 1131 between 8:45 am
and 3:45 p.m. Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip and mail form found in

most issues of the Collegian. Classified

deadline is 3:45 p.m two days in advance
of publication date.

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c

per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day. One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR SALE FOR SALE

70 Pontiac. 34,000 mi., AM/FM, air,

549 4879.

1972 MGB. poor conditiorr, $250 or best of-

fer, 253 3010.

i6 Renault, engine great, body good,

good transportation, call Jim, 549-6691,

eve.

Buick Century 73. 4 dr., vinyl top, AC,

PS, PB, AM/FM, except, clean. $1800.

1-283-9404, eves.

66 Chevy wagon, great condition, $400 or

BO. Call Peter. 256-6863.

66 Plym. wagon, sticker, $175, 665-4240,

eve.

71 Datsun 1200. call 253-5182 btwn. 6-10

p.m.

06 VW. runs, needs some work, 586-^63.

67" Dodge Coronet, good engine and

body, new brakes, runs perfect, $450 or

BO, call Joe, 546-8715.

Antique piano,
$195-549-4849.

Ivers & Pond,

Couch — good
549-5317.

condition, $30, cat

Tires for sports cars— set (4) of radials,

1.85-14/70, brand new, $150, call Phil,

6-7514.

For sale, bureau B desk

BO.
Bev- 549-5855,

60 Mustang conv. V8 AT. runs excellent-

ly, body has sonr>e rust, $500 or BO,

247-9296, evenings.

1971 Ford Torino-VB 302 engine, 18

mpg, 4 new radial tires, new shocks & spr-

\t\q recent brake job & rebuilt trans Call

Garret at 549 0236 after 5 p.m.

Olympus canrtera equipment — used
OM-1, chrome body -$100, used OM-2
auto camera -$300, used OM motor drive

w/ up to 5 fps!-$290. Call Dave at

549-1033
.

Full mattress firm, new, $75, large chair,

$10, stereo, $50, case of shelves, $5, sm.

table. $5, call Amy, 256 6652

Mopad for sale — 1 new Batavus, full war-

ranty, $425, 1 low mileage Batavus, $350,

584-QB64, evenings.

Used World Of Furniture -321 Deerfield

St., Greenfield, good used furniture, open
10 to 5 daily.

Refrigerator, gas dryer, Huffy boy's bike.

A ll excellent condition, 256-8463.

Spaulding 166cm skis w/ Salorr>on bin-

ding, $35, aquarium w/ purple light, $8,

5844328.

Mercedes 220S6. good condition,

5493934

1969 Camaro for sale,

ca' 253-5081.

Refrigerator — 5 cu

call John, 665 7906.

needs some work.

ft., exc. cond., $75,

VW bus, 48,000 miles, perfect mechanical,

body, and interior condition, $2100 firm.

Call 253-9428, before 9 p.m.

FOR RENT

3 badroom houaa in Northampton. $325

per month plus utilities. Call Skibiski

Realtors, 4-6 p.m., 584 3428.

Moving? We're the best price in town for

the best moving help around. Friendly, too!

Hourly & distance rates. Dandelion Truck-

ing, 584-7932.

Typewriter. Olympia manual: very good

cond. Portable $50, neg. Alan, 2566137.

AKC Hariequin Great Dane puppies

bred for temp>erment and conformation.

Call after 6 or weekend, 1 773 5825, $150

and up.

Speech pathologist, full-time for direct

service and teacher consult with severely

developmentally disabled adol. Exp. with

total communication using beh. objectives

in planning. Prefer MA registered physical

therapist, part-time with flexible schedule.

Instructional aides for alternative HS pro-

gram and state hospital program.
Demonstrated exp. with adol., secondary
curricula, voc, language arts and/or out-

door skills. Aides also needed for

Developmental Programs serving severly

disabled adol. $3.51 /hr.; 35 hours/wk.

Substitute teachers needed for all low in-

cidence special ed. classrooms in Hamp-
shire County. Send resumes to HEC, 127

Russell St., Hadley, Mass. 586-4590, Equal

Opportunity Employer.

To all university students— be a house

person at the finest eating establishment in

Amherst. To start your bright and exciting

career in dishes call 253-9230, ask for Bum-
bolini or Joel.

Night staff needed to work in cottage

housing with 6 mentally retarded adults.

Light housework required. Contact Albert

Diaz, Belchertovvn State School, 323-6311,

ext. 392.

Do you Ilka to try new experiences? Try

farming. I need help picking butternut

squash. Call 549-5197 after 8 p.m.

INSTRUCTION
~

Basic auto mechanics workshop. 28
hours classroom theory bt shop. Limited

enrollment. Call 253-7967 or write for

brochure. Auto Skills, Box 210, Amherst
MA 01002.

Beginning weaving 4 harness floor

looms. 2 weeks 9/9/78. lues., 7-9 p.m.

Jones Library. $50. 253-9368, evenings.

MOTORCYCLES

75 Yamaha RD3S0. perfect, 1000 mi. since

rebuild, 6000 total $600 or BO, includes

storage this winter. 665-2253, eves.

PERSONALS

Interested in becoming a member of the

Hgnah Club? If so. call Paula at 6-7252 bet-

ween 2-4 p.m. before 9-21-78 and say.

"Hgnah!" If suitable, you will be contacted

for an audition. Membership limited. Only
chance this semester.

Female wanted to share apt., 549-6688.

Stuck in a corner? Unhappy in your

dorm? Roommates seek to switch room for

other room on co-ed floor in SW. Call

Cance, 6-5051

.

Pinocchio Pizza of Harvard Sq. is here!

Visit us at 1177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

( next to Rooster's). __^
Senior male needs own room in apt. or

house near bus route, easy-going, non-

smoker, call Mike at 1-783-3400.

RIDERS WANTED

NYC. 3 p.m.
549 4879.

ev. Thurs., share exp..

SERVICES

MISCELLANEOUS

HELP WANTED

Jewish community of Amherst needs

teacher for intermediate Hebrew class.

Also, teacher's aide for 1st and 2nd grade

Jewis+T studies class Call 549-0223

The Boltwood-Belchartown Project is

seeking students to volunteer in any one of

14 social and recreational programs offered

at Belchertown State School. Gain prac

tical field experience through this valuable

and worthwhile organization. Call 323-6311

ext. 449 for more information.

Light trucking service. Will haul wanted
or unwanted furniture, appliances, etc.

Phone 549-4730 after 5 p.m. Mon.-Fri., all

day Sat, and Sun. Reasonable rates.

Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for

your 256-page, mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10, 250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 25907B, Los Angeles,

Calif. 90025. (213) 477-8226.

WANTED
Black & white portable TV, 549-6235"^

Room in house wanted, call Dennis

Panu. 253-9627.

E.-*

YOUR BIRTHDAY
TUESDAY, Sept 19. 1978

TUESDAY, Sept. 19

Born today, you are an
industrious, energetic,
highly motivated person
with exceptional business
sense, and almost as keen
appreciation of the arts.

Your life is destined to be
full, interesting, and excit-

ing. Periods of great physi-

cal or mental stress only
serve to increase your ap-

preciation of life, for they

point up your deep involve-

ment in the world around
you.

Basically a relaxed indi-

vidual, you do not allow
difficulties to distress you
or disappointments to turn
you away from a goal. You
thrive on involvements and
are bored by inactivity.

Also born on this date
are: Joe Pasternak, Holly-

wood producer; Bergen
Evans, author, lecturer..

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be

your daily guide.

WEDNESDAY. Sept. 20

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22)-

• Avoid investing newly
gained money. Take direct

action against one who
would stop your progress.
LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22) »

A difference of opinion on
basic issues could split the

family wide open. Try to be
diplomatic in p.m.
SCORPIO(Ocl. 23-Nov.

21) " Avoid arguments with

those who have won cases
before. Try to involve

yourself only in "sure
things."
SAQITTARIUS(Nov. 22-

Oec. 21) - You may have to

spend more time than you
hoped on matters essential

to your professional
advancement.
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) " A contract un-

signed might as well be
nonexistent. Do your
homework; study all an-

gles before eve.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb.

18) " If you are sensitive to

the economics of the pres-

ent at-home situation, you
can help considerably.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March

20) » Include new friends in

your invitation to weekend
pleasure. Broaden your so-

cial horizons - now!
ARIES(March 21-April 19)

- An exciting morning
may cause you to forget

promises made yesterday
and due today. Think!
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

" Discretion is the key to

success in dealings with
others today. Say nothing
you don't want repeated.
GEMINI(May21-June20)-

• Keep another's secrets to

yourself. If you betray a

confidence, you will not be
forgiven easily.

CANCER(June21-July22)
" Slow down. Failing to do
this could result in serious

physical illness or mental
distress.

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) --

Cooperate with authorities

in their search for informa-
tion. This is a good time to

prove yourself helpful.
CopyriRht. 1971.

United Feature Syndicate, Inc

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
t Moro chief

5 Can prov

9 Namely 2

words
14 South Amef

ican

15 Siraighi

Prefix

16 Enraged

17 Endure

18 W German
state

19 Horse fea

tures

20 Supple

22 Complainers

24 Ha.ls

26 Despots

27 Store

29 Hasten

30 Swamp
33 Reprobate

37 Poi source

38 Distinction

39 Eish disease

40 Sea water

41 New) Ar

chaic

42 Shooting

stars

44 Morning —
46 Cattle genus
46 Small con

tamer

47 Indolence

49 Sang

53 Not marked

57 Daily record

58 Estimated

59 Loner

61 Algerian

city

62 Expiate

63 Lone

64 Aircraft

part

65 Runs easily

66 Mr Carne

gie

67 Holy ones
Fr Abbr

DOWN

1 Playthings

2 "For want of

3 Sense
4 Johnny —

5 Distress sig

nal

6 - -a
bone,

7 Commence
8 Former Russ

leader

9 Musical tone

color

10 College ex

ams
11 Ebb

12 Roman road

13 Hardy girl

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Monday s Puzzle Solved

I * a r

I.A.SL6.
a M u

lili
1 s u

* c U P

w^1 V t aj

a a M

It $ € E

P t $ T

sHt a a pM

&Mi.^ i " 1

Q a a lHw ^

N 1 T eJB I C

• I T T £ «

a N E iJH
I a WiT a a T

N 0PV£ WEE
E s tMIm e ah I L 0^1^
II D I.B0

a E T E^

DOPE
.I-iLAJL
V ii T

XA.J.1-

till
aja N r

|a A

a a N

^111
TENS
u a E E

a 1 E L

ENDS

21 Organic

compound
23 Bread pan

Fr

25 Boggy
ground

Scot

28 The clergy

30 Lure

31 Trieste

measure

32 Proceeds

33 Leanto

34 Shoreline

recess

35 Over again

36 Emote

37 Large quan

lilies

40 Plait

42 Debatable

43 Lubricant

45 Rapiers

47 View

48 Asian shrub

50 Old card

51 Delete

52 Force units

53 Russian

river

54 Treaty

group

Abbr

55 Cease

56 Glen

60 Gram

4

1

5- ""

1

15- w^^ TJ-

14 li 1^

17 '• 19

To- 21 22 2J

24 " 24 I^HI
2; 2S 29 30 Jl J2
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55- » 40

41 1"
44 " 46 ^^^H
^^|H4; 4t 1" 50 51 52
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51

1

59 40

1

41

42 6J 44
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
^

tW PONT. SIR. IS UXK,Kg>,l
Tmum wet 5mwHiz£,
peopu HOSPnAL- mumcm
\[z£P»i(mmi€, rpo?iMouy

XDON^i f

Uff.WUCOUU)
SVWUPTOMM.
SIR! YOU COULD
PUBUCLiOOm
an iNfwa^OF
IKNE

UUNBTBSTB?
0H,CM0N,RILBY,

WUKNOItiHOU)

DteMPimim
ISTDTHB PLAY-

OLYMPIC THATS BBCAUSe WfHB
Alums AMmta.Blff'.THaft'S
SEEklTO ABtGDlFfettHCt'.fm-
mHAOa, TWRSAREmMnUK

sift.. EN0U6HTDUSe:pHU6S!

uxKm MATumy
IS THAT QOUHKimi DO YOU
TH£ B£sr mm 7>« aifl omly
you CAN PRAfTsaii^e
DO, SIR? enAorndsr

Alumir^urr^ Foil by Steve Lafler

&oP' benB Runs o^ek
A POODLE...

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

^^^^^B imw;

1HI^B hKuyj^Wl^

l^^p^» [3

^m6(^^Uu^erf'?-n%

by Marky Freen

—
leHsioN.

iHRveTRRvnEbariiiiraiiiiiiiii
TUEEN TIOE RNHnHSS y^ A

or HkTl-nflntR RN5
SKlRTeD TMC VRN61MRD
Of iNFlMITt TOfl«Rive

Hf«C SOTHWI nPY
LtWRNRWHT TOSRV^

MOD IH 6ftme vHw

MO ^

WHRT'i
you^

n^^^trnixi

Nothing Special byJoe Casey

I HAD TO BA«/-

KR SUJ££UV OUT OF

JAIL LAST K/I6MT..

^. FiftST H£ STUFF£D^

Goldfish, awd th£:«u

.H^lA^.

•- H£ SAID HC HAD
A LOT or CATCH (a/6

up TO DO OfsJ COLLi(,i

FADS. Rl

Spam Slade, People 's Eye

^9h\ £V(N^^PE0PLE*5yMEV, HIPPIE?

DETECTIVE, IS ABOUT TO (\ J^^^^FrD9ld
FACE ANOTHER SUSPENSE J VbEEN SPAM
F'LLED LUNCH, WHEN,,, \^

byJoe Carroll
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Peanuts by Charles Schuiz

KtALK 10 ME
PON T ANsO\E 70

5AV ANi^THiNa'

I Jus: uAN-TO '

Lie iN M- BEA\
BAG A\? 3i'LK

:

\

_^

B.C. byJohnny Hart

Keer Ft>AjT7r4e AT yt?uR WiFec,
MAV A PUPE iVALKru^ OPEaJ
Y&uK LA^T BeeR w<rH hi^

Sports notices
NOPE Gym will be closed Wednesday, September 20 from
7 30 10:30p.m.
WRESTLING There will be a mandatory meeting for ALL
wrestling candidates (Varsity, JV and freshman) on Wed-
nesday, September 20 at 4:00 p.m. in the Boyden wrestling
room
WOMEN'S HOCKEY CLUB Any women interested in playing
on or organizing women's ice hockey teams, call Karen Read
at F)4f; 4747.
CHANGES AND ADDtTIONS to Recreation Activity
SchediilR
BOYDEN GYM: Sat., from 10:00 A.M. -5:30 P.M and nn
Sun. from 12:00 P.M 7 30 P.M.
BOYDEN GYM: (Oct. 30 Dec. 10) Friday, from 1200 p M -

HICKS POOL: M F, from 4 00 6 00 P M
NOP.E WEIGHT ROOM: Sat. and Sun. from 10 A M.-B-30 P

Officials. CHECK LIST on your officials' board outside the
Intramural Office to find out your assignments.

M.

Ruggers romp to first win r
By ART SIMAS
Coffegian Staff

The 1978 UMass rugby football club A
side romped to a 22-3 victory over the
Berlin Strollers of Berlin, N.H. in the first

match of the fall season.
Although the B and C sides of UMass lost

6-4 and 7-4 respectively, it was a reassuring
sign of better things to come. UMass won
only 6 games all of last year.

"There were many new players who
helped a lot" Mike Moses, the interim cap-
tain, said "especially Ted Shaw" Shaw
scored 18 of the 22 points with 2 tries and 5
field goals from varying distances.

Other newcomers contributing to the

romp were James D'Amico, a fullback,

who rambled 30 yards for a try after coming
back from an injury, Joe Lambert, a center

and Dave Wilkie at scrum half.

The B side game was a defensive battle all

the way. Belin jumped in front with 2 field

goals and held on for the win.
Playing a "good agressive ruqbv aame '

were Dennis Eichin and Eric Schaffer,Mike/
Moses said. "Both chipped in with some
good runs and fine tackling."

The C game was more of controlled scrim-
mage with Doctor Richard Laurence, the
UMass club faculty advisor, refereeing the
match. Frequent stops interrupted play as
Doc Laurence explained basic rules and
penalty situations. For many of the players
it was their first taste of rugby competition.

This Saturday the club travels to Concord,
N.H. to play one of the best clubs in New
England. Sunday finds the Minutemen
back home against Old North Bridge, a club

from Concord, Mass.

* Netwomen
cont. from p. 16

The coach of the BU women's tennis team carries only ten
players, the same as most of the schools BU plays. She claims
that to play six singles and three doubles, as UMass generally
does, she must play two of her girls twice.

The Boston University women make up a strong team, pro-
ven by their ability to beat all of the UMass women in two sets.

The UMass women played hard and battled rain and slippery

tennis courts, but to no avail. Tomorrow they will go for a win
as they take on Smith College.

Sports calendar

Tuesday, September 19, 1978

Rivers hit lifts Yanks
NEW YORK I (yP/1 -Mickey Rivers' single

off the glove of shortstop Robin Yount
scored Chris Chambliss with the tie-

breaking run in the eighth inning last night
and gave the New York Yankees a 4 3 vic-
tory over the Milwaukee Brewers.

It was the fourth loss in a row for the
Brewers and dropped them into fourth
place in the American League East, seven
games behind the first-place Yankees.
Chambliss was hit by a pitch by loser Bill

Travers, 10-10, to start the eighth and mov-
ed to second on Graig Nettles' infield out.
Roy White was walked intentionally and
Travers also walked pinch-hitter Cliff

Johnson to load the bases before Rivers
lashed a hard grounder that kicked off

Yount's glove into left field.

Ed Figueroa went the distance for the
Yankees to gain his 18th victory against
nine losses. Figueroa allowed seven hits,

including a pair of homers by Cecil Cooper
and a solo shot by Sixto Lezcano to post
his sixth consecutive triumph.

Consecutive home runs by Reggie
Jackson and Lou Piniella staked the
Yankees to a 2-0 lead in the second, but
Cooper homered in the third and Lezcano
in the fourth to tie the score.

New York went ahead 3-2 in the sixth on
Roy White's sacrifice fly, but Milwaukee
tied it in the eighth on Cooper's second
homer of the game.

Yesterday

Women's tennis 1 BU 8

Men's golf at Yankee Conference
Championships (late score)

Today

Nothing scheduled

Tomorrow

Women's tennis vs Smith. Home 4:00

Men's soccer vs Bridgeport. Home 3:30

Thursday

Men's tennis at URI 3:00

Field Hockey at Springfield 8:00

JV Field Hockey at Springfield 6:15

LAMP
SPECIAL

LUXO Lumaglo Crownlite

Lamps

s

White*Ye<low»Orange
Red*Black*Brown

only $16.95

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS

VETERANS
ARE DOING IT.

Earn your Lieutenant's bars

and a United States Arnny

commission while you earn

$2500 (in addition to your Gl

Bill allowances) and your col-

lege degree, thru US Army
ROTC.

INTERESTED??
CALL MAJOR

JERRY P. BOISSEAU
545-2321/2322

«'M../'.V*iri« »•//.'.•//•« i^j^ it •

"Our brotherhood is not composed of a group of men

who all Ihare the same interest or talent.

We are (X)mposed of men with very different talents

and interests who have combined their efforts

and abilities to help create what we feel to

be the best fraternity on this campus."

Pi Kappa Alpha

open Rush

Wednesday, September 20

Thursday, September 21

Tuesday, September 26

Thursday, September 28

8:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

Come and Meet the Brothers

at our New House 545-2150

418 No. Pleasant St.

Refreshments will be served

Collegian is

Green, Heyl capture firsts

in EAA net tournament
By JON HAMILTON
Collegian Staff
The Men's varsity tennis teann's first

match of the season ended successfully, as
they placed third out of eight teams at the
Eastern Athletic Association tournament
held at Penn State last weekend. Penn
State, which dominated the entire tourna-
ment, winning 32 out of 33 matches, won
easily.

In singles, UMass' Al Green, playing at
number one, finished fourth, as did Captain
Steve Heyl playing at number two. Mark
Huetterman at number three and Steve
Barnhart at four finished seventh and sixth,
respectively. Mark Hovlend at five placed
fifth. Sergio Strepman, the number six

man, had a most impressive showing, cap-
turing serond place while losing in a very

close three set match.
In doubles. Green and Barnhart placed

third, playing in the number one position.

Heyl and Huetterman finished seventh
playing at number two, and Hovlend and
Nowak captured third place playing in the
number three slot.

Overall, the coaches were pleased with
UMass'strong showing. In fact, the two
teams that placed higher than UMass,
Penn State and George Washington
University, heavily recruit players for their
tennis programs while UMass does not.
The coaches were also pleased with in-

dividual performances from the squad.
Heyl, Hovlend and Strepman were lauded
for great performances. The team's next
match is against Rhode Island, Sept. 21st.

Spil<ers expect challenge
By l\/IARUEEN SULLIVAN and STEVE
ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

"We expect to win." said Mike Rhodes,
new head coach (replacing Diane Thomp-
son) of the UMass volleyball team.
Rhodes, a grad student here at UMass, ar-

rived from Marietta College in Ohio, where
he spent the last two years coaching a fairly

successful women's volleyball team.

With one week remaining before the
season opener (at Vermont Sept. 23), the
twenty or so members of UMass' women's
volleyball team practiced with all the
physical and mental diligence required of

such a team-oriented sport

Belly whopping on a hard gym floor

practicing saves, arms and legs outstretch-
ed to achieve the vital sense of bumping
and spiking at the right place and moment,
these girls strive to refine skills necessary to

play-and win-volleyball.

Captained by Kathy Shinnick, Joyce
GresI, Pat McGrath, and Donna Sasso, the
team boasts fourteen returning up-
perclassmen, with eight freshman players
completing the roster.

If they are to improve upon last year's
sub. 500 record and possibly challenge
defending champion University of Rhode
Island, UMass must consider these pro-
blems:

I.) Together, UMass volleyball is compris-
ed of ony 22 people (varsity and junior var-
sity); if injury plagues this smili team,
especially within the varsity, don't consider
this team a contender.

2.) Rhodes has been coach for only two
weeks; though experienced, both team
and coach have had very little time with
which to familiarize themselves with
whatever changes the transition rnay have
brought.

3.) Though playing mostly at hcTie
(N.O.P.E. Gym), the schedule features four
road games in a row (Vermont,
Bridgewater, Southern Conn Sacred
Heart, and Boston College). The members
of UMass' women's volleyball team,
needless to say, face a formidable
challenge ahead.

Physically f(t to hong in

there with Army (^OTC?
Experience the physical

and mental challenge

ot an adventurous
curriculum

If you walk on wolls

with Army f?OTC. we'll

get you fit to be tied

C^" I^ Jerry Boisseau

5^5-2322

POTC
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Still 2 V2 back

Sox tame Tigers in 11th
DETROIT It//'/! Jerry Remy's two out

single in the 11th inning scored pinch-

runner Gary Hancock with the winning run

last night to give the Boston Red Sox a 5 4
victory over the Detroit Tigers.

The victory enabled the Red Sox toremain
2Vz games behind the division leading New
York Yankees in the American League
East.

Loser Steve Baker, 1-3, walked Butch
Hobson to start the 11th and pinch runner
Frank Duffy, running on a 2 pitch, went
to third when pinch hitter Jack Brohamer
singled over the second baseman Lou
Whitaker's head John Hitler relieved

Baker and got Dwight Evans to ground out
for the first out. Rick Burleson grounded to

first baseman Jason Thompson, who threw
to catcher Lance Parrish to nail Duffy for

the second out. Remy then lined a clean

single up the middle which center fielder

Ron Leflore hobbled as Hancock scored.

Andy Hassler, who relieved Bob Stanley

with one out in the 10th, pitched out of a

first and third situation and went on to post
his third win in seven decisions.

Steve Kemp hammered his 14th home run
into the upper deck in right center on
Stanley's first pitch to him with two out irf

the eighth inning to tie the game 4 4. Fred
Lynn's two run homer gave Boston a 4 3
lead in the sixth.

The Red Sox overcame an early 2
Detroit lead on a sacrifice fly by Carlton
Fisk in the fourth inning and a solo home
run in the fifth by Dwight Evans, his first

since he was beaned on August 28th
against Seattle. John Wockenfuss hit his

sixth home run with a man on in the second
off rookie Bob Sprowl and Rusty Staub
i>roke a 2 2 tie with his 22nd with two out in

the fifth.

Lynn's siifth inning home run, his twenty-
se<5ond of the seasori, set a single season
high for him. Lynn's previous season high
of twenty one was set in his rookie year of

1975.

Dwight Evans, who hit his twenty fourth
home run in the ball game, and Jim Rice
with forty one round trippers have also

established personal highs for home runs in

a single year.

Terriersslam netwomen
By donna SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Joanne Vennochi was one bright spot on

a gloomy Monday afternoon as the sole vic-

tor for the UMass Womens' Tennis team.

She outplayed Boston University's Jill

Johnson to a score of 7 5, 6-0, but it was
the only victory, as the Terriers won, 8 1

UMass' number one player, Lee Robb, was
defeated by Diedre O'Halleran 6 2, 6 4,

O'Halleran, an exceptionally talented

player, went to the New England Finals last

year. Barbara Mills, the second singles

player for UMass was defeated by Lisa

Darland, 6-3, 6-1 Barbara commented
later, "she has really good ground strokes

and she's just a better player." BU's Laurie

Jacobsen defeated Elizabeth Maher 6-3, 6-3

in the third singles match Chris and Jane

Carson were defeated by Diane Connell and

Susan Rosenthal, 6 4, 6-0, and 7 5, 6-2 in

the fourth and fifth spots. Vennochi, the

only triumphant UMass player, played sixth

singles.

In doubles action, Sally Fryberger and

Cathy Sullivan were defeated by Sally

Lamb and Diane Connell 6 0, 6 2 Diane,

who also played singles for BU, was a

member of the All- Star State Team when
she attended school in Rhode Island.

Fryberger and Sullivan felt that they just

never got into the match.

Liz Martel and Susan Rosenthal were the

victors by a score of 6-1, 6-1 in the last

match with Liz Case and Carolyn Tarbell.

The duo felt they weren't ready for, nor

could they adjust to, the very different type

of style possessed by Martel and Rosenthal

of BU.

In the third singles match, Karen »-!all and
Tara McCarthy fought hard, bi't it wasn't

enough as Joan Morgan and Bonnie Irwin

defeated the UMass players 6-4, 6-3.

A severe mix-up in yesterday's match
resulted in repeat playing by two of BU's
team members. Susan Rosenthal and
Diane Connell played singles as well as

doubles. The contract between the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and Boston Universi-

ty states that the two teams play under

NAGWS rules, which, according to Coach
Bill Yu, state that there are to be no
repeats.
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UMass fullback Hank "the Tank" Sareault rambles for yardage against

Vlllanova in last Saturday's home openers. Sareault, a senior from Grafton,

MA. saw his efforts go to waste, though, as the Minutemen were beaten,

25^21

(Staff photo by Dave Rodman).

Rick Burleson congratulates Dwight Evans after his 24th home run tied last nignt's

game with the Tigers at 2 2 (UPI).
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Rich Eckel

Bischoff's brainchild

The proposal, admittedly, is just in its

beginning stage, but should it ever become
a reality, it could have a tremendous impact

on the University's athletic program.

The proposal, in its most simple form,

would call for the doming of Alumni
Stadium so as to accomodate not only the

UMass football team, but also to allow

basketball, hockey and handball to be

played inside the facility.

This undertaking is the brainstorm of

David C. Bischoff, Dean of the UMass
School of Physical Education, who yester

day talked about the project.

Bischoff made it clear that the proposal

has not been approved by anyone who has

the authority to okay such an ambitious

endeavor, and therefore enthusiasm about

the idea should be tempered.
The School of Physical Education, with

the approval of the chancellor, hired

Geiger Berger consulting Engineers of

NY., the constructors of the Silverdome in

Pontiac, Michigan, and home of the Detroit

Lions of the NFL, to conduct a feasibility

study.

The results of that study were favorable

and concluded that UMass could have its

domed stadium for an estimated cost of

between seven and eight million dollars.

Naturally Bischoff is excited about the

possibilities the proposal presents.

"This would be the first time, to my
knowledge, that anyone ever took an ex-

isting stadium and modified it for indoor

use," ha said.

Thf; stadium would be covered by a vinyl

impregnated fiberglass, according to the

contractor's proposal. Of course this

would mean that Astroturf would be install

ed on the stadium's floor for use by the

football, soccer and lacrosse tems. Then,

following their seasons, the turf would be

rolled up and the stadium would be con-

verted into a combined hockey, basketball,

tennis and handball facility.

The proposed facility would eliminate

many of the building space problems that

currently plague both the physical educa
fion and athletic departments. •* It would
also make more practical use of a facility

that is currently used only six or seven

times a year.

"This is a fairly exciting possibility for a

year-round facility to meet some tremen-

dous needs that we have," Bischoff said.

That is a grave understatement. The pro-

posed plan would mean:

DThe University would no longer have to

pay Amherst college to rent its hockey rink.

It would also allow many students on cam
pus to use the nnk for "free time" skating.

2)The basketball team would have a facili-

ty capable of seating approximately 10,000

fans, thereby eliminating its current space
problem at Curry Hicks Cage. The Cage,
says Bischoff, "borders on being a

disgrace, " because of its inadequate
facilities for women. The Cage was built in

1931.

3)With indoor tennis courts, handball

courts and use of the hockey rink, UMass
students would benefit from some of the
finest facilities in the area.

4)ln order th help pay for itself the facility

could be rented to outside interests.

But at this point any talk about the plan is

conjecture, since the UMass Board of

Trustees have yet to review it. There are

the usual problems, such as where are you
going to get the money to fund the prop
ject; will the state approve of such a project

following the recent MBM fiasco that sur-

rounded the building of UMass/ Boston;
and can the trustees justify the proposal
while educational prpograms face continual

cutbacks?

The model of the proposed plan sits on a

desk to the right of Bischoff. Whether it re-

mains in model form or actually becomes a

reality will be determined in future months.

Let's hope the University doesn't take as

long as it's taken the Boston City Council to

decide on whether to build a new arena.

Summary results
Governor
24 percent of precincts re|x>rted

U.S. Senate
21 percent of precincts reported

Dem. Dom.
Dukakis 79,782 Tsongas

King 90.513 Guzzi

Ackerman 11,892 Alioto

Phillips

Noble

Rep.
Hatch 29,389 Rep.

King 23,384 Brooke
Nelson

50,750
48,427
29,003
10,622
9,645

26,853
23,818

State Treasurer

16 percent of precincts reported

Crane
DiCara

D.A. - Hampshire /

Frarfklin

4,826
4,296

Dem.
Souweine
Whalen
Dunphy
Polito

Ryan
Rap.
Finn conceeded to Simons

5,586

5,176
3,331

2,959
2,946
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King upsets Dukakis
BOSTONICompiled from wire services)--

bdward J. King, former professional

football player, took the Democratic
nomination from Governor Michael S.

Dukakis in a spectacular upset yesterday.

Republican Senator Edward W. Brooke
held a slim lead over challenger and former

talk show host Avi Nelson, with 16 percent

of the vote tabulated. Brooke led Nelson by

52 percent to 48 percent.

Dukakis conceded defeat at about 11:30

p.m., with 16 percent of the results in.

Dukakis was trailing King by 50 percent to

44 percent. Former Cambridge mayor
Barbara Ackerman was a distant third with

6 percent.

King, who engineered one of the most
stunning upsets in Massachusetts political

history, told a madly cheering crowd at his

headquarters: "The voters have made a

clear choice. When you make a choice, you
send a message loud and clear for all to

hear."

Dukakis, in his concession speech, said,

"Obviously, a majority of the voters in this

primary wanted something else. They have

a right to have that something else if they

so desire.
"

The 58 year-old Senator Brooke, the

nation's only black senator, was besting

the 36-year-old Nelson in such unexpected
places as Waltham, Lynn, and Everett in

eastern Massachusetts early returns.

In the Democratic primary race for the

Senate, Secretary of State Paul Guzzi and
two term Lowell 'Congressman Paul E.

Tsongas were neck and neck with 33

percent each. Guzzi had 43,028 votes and
Tsongas had 42,456, with 16 percent of the

precincts reporting.

In DA. race

Farther back in the Democratic pack was
Boston School Committee woman
Kathleen Sullivan Alioto conceded defeat

at 11:20 p.m., with 20 percent of the vote.

Conservative Howard Phillips had seven

percent and State Rep. Elaine Noble also

had seven percent.

On the Republican side of the guber-

natorial race, Francis W. Hatch, the State

House Republican leader, defeated
challenger F. King -no relation to the

democratic candidate.

Hatch led with 55 percent to King's 45

percent, with 18 percent of the vote in.

State Treasurer Robert Crane and State

Auditor Thaddeus Buczko, both long-time

office holders, held substantial early leads

early in the night.

With 66 of 2,201 precincts reporting,

Boston City Council President Lawrence
DiCara trailed Crane 4,826 to 4,296.

Buczko, who has held the auditor's office

since 1964, lead challenger Peter G. Meade
6,423-4,725. Brockton Mayor David Crosby

was locked in a tight struggle with State

Rep. Lois G. Pines in the seven-way
primary for Secretary of State. With 191

precincts reporting, f^ines held a slim lead

of less than a thousand votes over Crosby

and State Rep. Michale J. Connolly.

Yesterday's above average turnout at the

polls was spurred by other heated races in

the state, and was thought to have favored

the incumbent Dukakis before the polls

closed, but early returns showed King

ahead in virtually every key city and town.

Lieutenant Governor Thomas P. O'Neill

III, son of U.S. House Speaker Thomas P.

O'Neill, Jr. wept as Dukakis conceded
defeat.

Souweine, Whalen
in dogfight

Governor Michael Dukakis wears a concerned look as he listens to returns

with his wife Kitty and his father-in-law Harry Ellis Dickenson, Director of

the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Dukakis was defeated last night in the

primary election by Edward J. King. (UPI)

By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

Progressive candidate Jonathan Sou-
weine appeared on his way to a victory last

night in the race for the Democratic
nomination for Hampshire and Franklin

County District Attorney. South Hadley's

Bernard J. Whalen was a close second with

the important towns of Montague and
Ware still to report.

Returns were slow in some towns where
paper ballots were used. Only in towns
where votes were tabulated by rr^chine

were there any clear indications of a leader.

In Amherst, Souweine swept to an inv'

pressive but expected victory taking at least

75 percent of the vote, while Whalen took

six percent.

Whalen kept in the race by swinging some
2,000 vote$ in South Hadley to Souweine's
200 with all votes counted there

Souweine nuintained a strong edge in

Franklin County, taking a projected 41 per-

cent to Whelan's 22.

The three veteran Northampton political

names, 56 year old Salvatore Polito,

Donald Dunphy, 35,and Michael Ryan, 32,

both sons of prominent Northampton
politicians, trailed the field taking only

15-25 percent of the vote in most areas.

Dunphy was seen as a favorite by many
local experts.

In Northampton, where Souweine ex-

pected to do poorly, late results indicated

all five candidates had split the vote evenly.

Two pivotal towns. Ware and Montague,
remained unreported. Either of the leaders

could do well in those towns but Souweine
appeared to be a favorite in the anit-nuke

town of Montague. He is the former direc-

tor of the public research group MassPIRG.
The Republican primary was much more

difficult to predict with Greenfield attorney

John M. Finn and former Massachusetts

House minority whip Thomas G. Simons
running very close. Finn took the Green-

field vote but Simons won by slim margins

in Northampton and Montague.

New spieedlimitposted
By PATTI GALVIN

Collegian Staff

Car drivyrs accustomed to driving

above the posted speed limit should

take cai.tion when travelling through

Amherst.
The Amherst Police Department has

established a new policy against

speeding violators that has ac-

counted for 1,173 citations in a two-
month period, a substantial increase

over p>ast years.

"The idea of enforcing this new
policy is to knock down ttie number
of traffic accidents, especially those

which result in injury," said Police

Chief Donald A. Maia. "We don't like

people getting hurt," he added.
The majority of the citations issued

since the new policy was established

have been written by Amherst's

highway safety officer, a new posi-

tion fornf>ed under Governor Michael

S. Dukakis' Highway Safety Pro-

gram.
Chief Maia said the highway safety

officer is a full-time position responsi-

ble for issuing speeding violations

through radar and other detective

devices.

Between July and August the

highway safety officer stopped 1,345

motorists and issued 956 citations.

During the same period last year, 267
citations were issued.

Maia stressed the public should be
aware of the town's increased

vigilance against speedir>g vk>lators,

ar>d that the department is serious

about enforcing the speed limit. He
said he hopes rr>otorists will eventual-

ly comply with the speed limits, so
the number of accidents will

decrease as a result.

"If motorists pay attention to the

regulations," Maia said, "chances
are we'll have less accidents."
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Alumni upset over appointment
Wednesday, September 20, 1978i

By PATRICIA KEEFE
Collegian Staff

The Associate Alumni Officers are upset

with way in which Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery appointed Dallas L. Darland to the

new t>osition of Director of Development.

Darland will be meeting with the Alumni

Officers tonight at an executive board

meeting to discuss both the alumni's reac

tion'to his appointment and to work out the

specifits of a new position; Special Assis

tant to the Chancellor for Alumni affairs

The position of Director of Development

opened up with the resignation of John P.

O'Connell as Director of Alumni and An
nual fund. After O'Connel's resignation,

the )otf description was expanded and the

title changed.
Chancellor Bromery told the Collegian

that the alumni have reason to be

dissatisfied with the way in which the ap

pointment was handled. He added he had

hadj^evftral board members to his house to

discuss his feelings of regret over his lack of

personal consultation with the board in this

incident. Bromery said it was not University

policy to conduct a search committee for

thesis positions.

The! critical reaction of the Alumni Officers

has led Bromery to create a new position:

Special Assistant to the Chancellor for

Alumni Affairs. Alumni President Stanley

P. Chiz said, "Hopefully, the alumni will re-

main with a direct line to the chancellor's

office." Chiz attributes the creation of the

job to "ease the fears" of alumni officers,

but prefers to talk about it "in a positive

light." He 'said, "I feel the job will be
meanJnful; they are not just throwing us a

bone."
While stressing that the specifics of the

new position have yet to be worked out

between himself, the Board and Bromery,
Darland said, "If the position will calm the

concerns and fears the Board has, then I

think it's great." Darland described these

fears as "the possible result of past history

and a misconception. ' He said "you have
to go back to past history when Alumni Af
fairs was autonomous, the concept that

"Suddenly, I'm not half the man I over me.

used to be. There's a ceiling hangin Gear)
(Staff photo by Jennifer

Car pool policy underway
By CHRIS TOPHER CA S TIGL I

A

Collegian Staff

The UMass Parking and Transportation

Council will meet next Tuesday to discuss

the possibility of allowing registered car

owners to claim motorcycles as a second
car under the car pool policy.

The subject of allowing motorcycles to

park as a second car was discussed at

yesterday's council meeting, but no
decision was reached.

Several of the 128 registered campus
motorcycle owners told the council they

felt they should be allowed to register their

motorcycles as a second car. These owners
would then be able to park their bikes in the

auto parking lo around the center of

campus.
Currently, motorcyclists must pay a $5

parking fee for one of the six designated
motorcycle parking lots located on the

Gryceh Wolflisted
assatisfacory
Stephen Grycel and Steven Wolf, injured

Sunday night in a three car collision in

Amherst, are lisied in satisfactory con
dition, according to a spokesperson at the

Cooley Dickinson Hospital, Northampton
Grycel 20, Chicopee, suffered internal

in|ijn«;s He and Wolf were both dnvinq
when the accident occured on West Street

at Route 1 16, south. The driver of the third

car, Miriarn Barnes, 21. High»Point Drive,

was ininiured

Police sdirl Grycel lost control o- his c?ir

driving north on West Street Wolf's car,

traveling southbound, hit Grycel's car and
was then sfrui k from behind by Barnes'

vehicle

perimeter of campus. Those open to

motorcyclists are lots 25, 31, 34, 44, 49,

and 50
Motorcyclists told the council they

thought parking away from the center of

campus IS inconvenient, and since the

bikes must be left on the edge of campus
for long periods of time, they are more
likely to be vandalized.

Dorothy G. Thayer, chairwoman of the

council, said she felt the cyclists had a

legitimate complaint and added the council

would discuss the matter further at

Tuesday's meeting.
Martha McClain, operations manager of

campus parking, said the enforcement
problem must be handled before any new
policy IS adopted
McClain said she will submit a proposed

solution to the problem at Tuesday's
meeting

.- . '... -.-r^'. ;;f^„ -^-^.'J -r V^.t.. r» „,»./,

None injured

in fire

An oil leakage on a UMass Transit bus
yesterday afternoon was the cause of a

small fire in the Rolling Green Apt. complex
yesterday.

The driver of the bus, UMass '

William Torrens, was unaware of tin.' nn-

until H bystander yelled out The witness.

Bruin Wilkinson, said he saw smoke, and
then fire, and when he yelled to the bus
forrens stopf1%d immediately.
Approximately 10 passengers left the bus.

Torrens emptied a fire extinguisher and
dowsed the flames. One fire engine was
called, hut it was not needed. There were
no injuries.

they have access to the chancellor through
me or O'Connell is a misconception. They
have direct access to Bromery, quite ir-

respective of me."
Darland does not think Alumni Affairs

needs another staff member as they have
15 full time staff now, but acknowledges
the position was promised by Bromery.
Alumni Officers, while expressing reluc-

tance to discuss the incident until after

Wednesday's Executive Board meeting in

Worcester, had similar reactions. Alumni
Secretary Ellen Martello said, "The feeling I

got from the board was not so much op-
posed to Dallas as the thought of the new
role of Director of Development. The title is

very nebulous. What is his role with the of-

fice?"

Internal Vice President Marilyn Gross Cur
ran was upset over a lack of communica-
tions concerning the appointment. "This
thing happened before anyone knew about
it," she said. "He was appointed without a

search committe." Shiz described this ac-

tion as "very irregular."

Alumni Treasurer Marylee Boyle Pelosky
said, "The feeling I've received from the

group is that this (appointment without a

search), should not happen again.

Anything that has to do with the board of

directors should come up before them."
While Chiz describes the alumni officer's

reactions "as a matter of principle,"

Dariand gave another possible reason for

their reactions. He said it was possible the

alumni officers, still smarting from their lack

of input into the selection process for the

new president, may feel they were left out
again when it came time to fill the new posi-

tion opened by O'Connell's resignation.

Bromery said the alumni reaction was
"understandable" after they were not con-
sulted in the presidential search, a decision

by the Board of Trustees which "was not

accidental." he said. "In retrospect," he
added, "I realize that I should have spoke
with the alumni myself. I didn't realize how
important it was to the alumni, it wasn't in-

tended to be a snub."
While the alumni officers do not fire or hire

per se, Chiz said "there is supposed to be
affirmative action taken and a search made

for such a job." Chiz cites three factors

given to him by Bromery as reasons for the

appointment: time^ experience, and
previous exposure on campus.
Darland was named special assistant to

the vice chancellor for student affairs in

1970 and was executive assistant to the

chancellor from 1971-73. He was appointed
to these positions by Bromery.
Addressing the issue of favoritism, Chiz

said "In defense of Chancellor Bromery, I

don't believe it was made for any personal

preferences, especially where he may not

be chancellor a year from now."
He added, "I think he took an expedient

solution. This is not to say it was proper
and shouldn't be questioned."
Darland said, "On the one side I am sym-

pathetic to the concern that they weren't
involved in the process. On the other side, I

am grateful to Bill (Bromery) for offering

me the job." Darland denies any favoritism.

"Make no bones about it, he hired me
because he thought I could do it," he said.

Both Bromery and Darland pointed out
once the alumni realizes how important
they are to external fund development, they

may begin to feel less unsure about their

relationship with both Darland and the

University. Darland stressed the alumni
would be working "intimately" with him as
an advisory board and with personal fund-

rasing.

Bromery said he "was not required to do a
search committee for this kind of a job, and
that it wasn't done the last time."
"Normally, as a courtesy to the alumni,"

he said, "they are consulted." In this case,

Bromery explained that he was so tied up
with the tail end of the presidential search,
that he asked O'Connell to talk to the Alum-
ni Board.

Describing himself as "very supportive" of

the alumni program, Bromery said it "was
very important to satisfy the alumni."
The new position of special assistant came

about as a result of the board and Bromery
trying to address alumni concerns to tfieir

"mutual satisfaction." However, Bromery
did say the alumni have free and direct ac-

cess to his office, agreeing with Darland
that there is a "perceptual problem."

Arab heads denounce
summit peace efforts

BEIRUT. Lebanon \UPI] - Saudi Arabia

and Jordan, the two moderate Arab states

whose support IS considered crucial to Mid
die East peace efforts, both sharply criticiz-

ed the Camp David accords between Egypt

and Israel yesterday for failing to recognize

Palestinian rights

Both criticisms, contained in communi-
ques issued after cabinet sessions called in

Amman and Riyadh, came as Secretary of

State Cyrus Vance prepared to Itiave for the

two Middle Eastern capitals in an effort to

win Jordanian and Saudi support for the

Camp David accords.

The sharper and more significant criticism

came from Saudi Arabia, the oilrich

bankroller of the Arab "confrontation"

states whose petrodollars give it con-

siderable influence over the policies of

Egypt, Jordan and Syria.

"We do not consider that the results of

Camp David guarantee a framework for

peace," said the Saudi communique issued

in Riyadh after a cabinet meeting chaired

by King Khaled.

"They do not include a firm decision by
Israel to withdraw from the occupied
(Arab) lands, nor (mention of) the right of

the Palestinian people to self-determination

in their owp homeland"
The Saudis also reaffirmed support of the

Palestine Liberation Organization as the

"sole legitimate representative" of the

Palestinians, and said that the Camp David

conferees had "ignored the role of the

PLO '

Alludinq to Egypt, the Saudi statement

said each Arab country had "right to regain

its lost territories. . as long as (these ef

forts) do not contradict overall Arab in-

terests."

The Saudi statement followed a similar

though more cautious communique by Jor

dan's King Hussein, who said in Amman
that he was not committed to abide by the

"framework" for peace agreement reached

at Camp David between Egyptian President

Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister

Menachem Begin.

But Hussein, in a statement drafted at an
emergency cabinet meeting on the eve of

Vance's arrival in Amman, also did not rule

out the possibility that Jordan might even-
tually join the negotiations.

"Jordan has no legal or ethical commit-
ment to the Camp David agreement, in

which it took no part," the statement said.

Jordan "condemns separate peace
agreements and also declares that the
Palestinidii people are the first and most im-

portant party in a peace settlement," it

said.

Unlike the Saudi statement, it did not
mention the PLO by name.
Khaled and Hussein conferred by

telephone bt fore issuing their statements
and both unde. ned their dissatisfaction

with the Camp David accords as they per-

tained to the Palestinians and their future

on the occupied West Bank.
In Beirut, PLO leader Yasser Arafat was

even less pleased. He vowed in a fiery

speech that President Carter will "pay for. .

.

the dirty deal" reached at Camp David.
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Faculty may cancel

classes Sept. 26
By CHRISTOPHER M. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

A determined faculty union yesterday

voted to cancel classes and hold an all-day

"state of the university" conference if a

tentative contract with the administration is

not reached by Sept. 26.

In other action, the Massachusetts

Society of Professors decided to move to

mediation on the contract impasse,
established a five week timetable for un-

specified job actions if the deadline is not

met, and voted to send representatives to

meet with UMass President David C.

Knapp when he speaks before the faculty

senate Thursday.
Meanwhile, it was disclosed that contract

negotiations which resumed Friday after

a mid-summer break-off - made little

progress toward a contract settlement.

The two sides have been attempting to

neg.otiate a contract since last summer.
Thf\o3nference vote by theapproximately

100 faculty merjibers .^aj^ it .h?§*,3b2^?Jil
been the "traditi-dn&l^lro^^tivfe' OT tnfr

faculty to call conferences on "pressing"

academic matters. The resolution called the

current contract situation the "most

press'ing " academic issue on campus.
The conference is set for Sept. 27, one

day after the deadline. Faculty members
said they would solicit student support for

the event. Plans for the job action could be
decided then also.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, also

UMass senior vice president for labor

relations, could not be reached for com
ment. However, Jack Polidori, the union's

chief negotiator, said the administration

could not in good faith turn down the

mediation request. He said ht; would file

the necessary papers early next week.

The mediation decision was a recom-
mendation of the Union's Joint Co-

ordinating Committee which met Tuesday
in Worcester. The committee is comprised

of representatives from the MSP, and the

Faculty Staff Union on the UMass Boston

campus. Together, the two units represent

some 1900 faculty members.
The mediation process calls appointment

of a mediator by the state Board of

Arbitration and Concilliation within 10 days
if the board determines an impasse exists.

The mediator then has 20 days to arrange a

contract or say the impasse is

unresolvable.

The decisions are non binding.

The timetable for the job actions is:

- a one day action in the second week
after the deadline passes.

a two-day action during the third week.
-- a three-day action during the fourth

week

.

consideration of "further" action five

weeks after the deadline passes.

One union official said the "further"

action would be designed to somehow
"impair " the university.

The deadline was established in a meeting
last week, to protest administration
"stonewalling" in the contract talks.

Union President James E. Cathey said the

talks Friday produced no progress, and

Polidori said the session was a "classic

example of surface bargaining."

However, a Monday memo to Bromery

provosts, deans, department heads, and

department chairmen on both the Amherst

and Boston campuses called Friday's

session a "long and productive one."

Cen ter offers help
By MARTHA L. CASKEY
Collegian Staff

There will be an open house from 4-6 p.m.

today at the Everywoman's Center, Goodell

Hall.

The cente' offers counseling, support

groups, task forces, resources and referrals

on a wide range of topics concerning all

women.
"Most programs and services are geared

Toward the traditional student," said Cincy

Leeter, Publicity and Public Outreach

Director, "but many women don't fall into

. that category.
"

Non traditional students who have
benefited from the center's programs

include; single mothers, women on
welfare. Third World women, lesbians, and

rape or assault victims.

A Poor Women's Task Force assists

women on welfare and low-income women
in obtaining financial aid so these women
can enroll in school and continue their

educations.

Job listings are posted on center bulletin

boards, and resource files and tables there

contain pamphlets, articles, bibliographies,

magazines and newsletters on topics

ranging from women in the arts, the

feminist movement, children,

discrimination, health, history, education

and lesbianism to Third World oppression,

sports, events, news and work
Third World campus organizations work

with the center to provide services to the

Third World women's community. The

center hopes to have more Third World
women become involved in their activities.

Support groups for women sexually

abused as children or adults will begin

October 4 and 5. Educational Alternatives

workshops will begin October 23. Several

career counseling groups will also start in

October. The center will also provide

counselor advocate training in the legal and

medical aspects of rape. More information

about these services can be obtained by

calling 545-0883.

The center has 12 part-time staff mem-
bers, 12 15 counselor- advocates, one

work-study task force worker, five media

interns and one intern in career counseling.

A work-study position in -the alternative

education program is still open, as are

several other internships. Several women
volunteer at the center on a regular basis.

The center is open from 9-4, Monday
through Friday, for services and as a drop-

in center. A social hour is held every

Thursday from 3-4 p.m. The staff hopes to

arrange for the center to remain open until

9 p.m. for women who would like a

comfortable place \o have coffee, talk to

friends or study.

A coalition newsletter with other Valley

groups is under consideration. Staff

members said they would appreciate any

compliments or criticisms area women
have to offer.

"We're hoping more women will come in

and use the center," said Leerer, stressing

again that the center is for all women.

John Harrison finds a moment to rest during a busy day's sales at the Campus

Center. (Staff photo by Scott Simon)

Student vendors face

five dollarren t fee
By JOYCE C. MUNROE
Collegian Staff

Students selling their handicrafts in the

concourse of the Campus Center this

semester, must now pay a fee of $5 a

day to rent space, the first time such a

payment has been collected.

According to Vice chairman of the

Board of Governors David Kantor,

(student staffed decision making body

for the Campus Center and Student

Union complex), the decision was made
jointly by the BOG and the Campus
Center administration.

Kantor said they felt the fee would

"increase responsibility and validity" of

the vending operation.

Chris Wise, Campus Assistance Center

supervisor, in charge of vending agreed

with Kantor and said that he hoped the

vendors would consider it part of a

professional business expense.

Student vendors have expressed

dissatisfaction with the fee and are

concerned with where their money is

going.

"We already pay a campus center tee

to use this place. I don't know where

that fee goes and I don't know where

this fee goes, " commented one vendor.

According to Kantor the money
collected is going into an escrow ac-

count set up by the B.O.G. and will be

used for what he termed "little extras"

including art work, tapes for the music

library and new tables.

"We want to improve the atmosphere

of the building, to make it more at-

tractive to more people," Kantor said

Vendors are questioning the necessity

of these extras and fear their money will

go towards general building repairs or

the unpaid building bond for the

Campus Center. Kantor said the

collected fees are "definitely not going

toward maintenance of the campus

center"".

Kantor said a panel will be formed to

decide where the money will be

allocated with one vendor represen-

tative participating in panel discussions.

One vendor complained the B.O.G. did

not have enough "insight as to what

was going on," and said they had not

indicated to vendors how the money
would be spent.

"Although vendors are complaining

about the fee, "' said Wise, who con-

siders herself a liason between the

vendors and the administration, "they

must be doing p. k. becauie they keep

coming back."
Jewelry vendor John Harrison said the

fee is more destructive to beginning

vendors than established ones. "There

are some good things about it, like it

institutes a system of control," Harrison

"but it hurts the little guy just starting

out. "Harrison also objected to the

B.O.G.'s "absolute authority." "Instead

of seeing what the story is, they're

telling us what the story is going to be,"

Harrison said. Harrison said the B.O.G.
Turn to page 6

Dead woman's family requests information
(HER SAY News Service)

Attorneys for the family of Karen Silk-

wood have asked a federal judge in

Oklahoma City to order the National Labor

Relations Board to turn over its files on

safety investigations at the Kerr McGee
plant where Silkwood worked.

Silkwood was an atomic fuel worker who
died in a mysterious car accident in

November of 1974. At the time of her

death, she had been working on exposing

safety violations at the Kerr McGee plant in

Crescent City, Oklahoma.
Lawyer Dan Sheehan reports that he was

sent a letter in January of 1978 by former

F B.I director Clarence Kelley indicating

Correction

Graduate .Student Employee Union leader

Michael Federow Monday night addressed

the Graduate Student Senate and charged

the administration with hiring outside

teachers, not Brad Klein as was reported

yesterday.

that the N.L.R.B. office in Fort Worth,

Texas, in 1974, had conducted an in-

vestigation of harassment of union workers

at the Kerr McGee plant before Silkwoods

death.
Investigators for the Silkwood family who

attempted to see the file Kelley cited,

however, were told they must first obtain a

court order.

Sheehan says he also asked the court to

compel the heads of six intelligence

gathering firms and the Oklahoma City

police to answer questions regarding their

alleged surveillance of Silkwood prior to her

death.
One of those companies. Research West,

was reportedly paid $90,000 recently to

gather infornriation on anti-nuclear activists

who might pose a potential threat to a

California atomic plant.

Sheehan says he expects the Silkwood

$160,000 civil suit to go to trial before the

end of November.

State May Be Sued In Murder Case

A California state court of appeals has

ruled that the' state may be sued for

wrongful death in the case of a San Diego

btate University student who was raped

and murdered.
The woman was assaulted in her dor-

mitory room. The three justices of the 4th

District Court of Appeals ruled that

university officials were aware of numerous

rapes on the campus area and should have

taken steps to protect student residents.

The Appelate Court's decision reversed a

San Diego State Superior Court judge's

dismissal of a wrongful death suit filed by

Yvonne Duarte. Duarte's 18-year-old

daughter Tanya Gardini was raped and

killed in her dormitory room in December of

1974.

French Women's Movement Grows

Seven Days magazine reports that in the

lasi two years, the French Women's

Movement has grown from a small core of

highly politicized, predominantly far-left

activists to a mass movement.

The magazine says that by far some of the

most striking changes for women have

surfaced in the French Socialist Party.

The party has traditionally been

dominated by a balance of both right and

left factions. FoUowing the stunning defeat

of the socialists in the last election,

however, a third group reared its head
' when three women announced they were

forming a feminist caucus within the party.

Seven Days reports that the feminist

caucus has had such an impact that the

party, in response to pressure from its

women, now requires 15 percent of of-

ficials at all party levels to be women.

In addition, the feminist caucus has

received nearly 2000 offers of adherence

from party members and 1000 from people

who are not in the socialist party, but who
have pledged to join as members of the

feminist caucus.

If the feminist caucus receives more than

five percent of the vote at the party

congress scheduled for May of 1979, the

caucus will officially be recognized and

guaranteed a place in party deliberations.

As a result of the abrupt break away of

women socialists, some old-line party

members. Seven Days says, are charging

that the women are being manipulated to

further divide the party.
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Koko Taylor packs
Buckley Etecital Hall
By BILL HASSON
Black Affairs Staff

Sunday Night, September 17th at Buckley

Recital Hall at Amherst College was indeed

a night of Blues magic. Koko Taylor and
the Blues Machine were featured to a pack

ed house. She had her mojo working and

the strength of her juju casted a spell over

the audience coming from Chicago, this

performance was a homecoming for me
having been weaned on the likes of Jimmie
Reed, IVIagic Sam, Little Milton, and Mud
dy Waters For all practical purposes a

sound system was not needed in that Ms
Taylor comes from a school of boss

shouters She is of the genre of Bessie

Smith and all of the other female

troubadors who travelled throughout the
South on the chitlin circuit and played in

the camp towns and levees where there
was no electricity at all.

The strength of her voice has the ability to
possess the very marrow of one's soul. Her
performance was indeed politically correct
in that she paid homage to many of the
great names of Blues without diminishing
her own creative element. It was a real
pleasure to see this strong, fine Black
woman standing in front of four equally
powerful musicians and belt out her historic
message. She pleased the crowd by doing
three encours with the same ferocity as if

she had just come on the stage to start a
new show.

It was truly a night of Blues Magic' when KokoTaylor and the Blues f^achine
performed at Buckley Recital Hall in Amherst College, (photo by Ed Cohen)

A Corner of Poetry

A Poet's Dream

A POET'S DREAM
Someday I will run beside the wind
And feel an infinite amount of freedom
On that day I will say hallelujah"

And I will rush with the oceans
And let them cleanse my soul

I will become invincible to hate

And fill my gut with ripe fruit

On that day I will grow tall as the trees

And become as ageless as the dawn
My seeds I will spread from here to there

And mother them with such perfection

That only divinity will give way
Yes, I will beckon my proud warrior

To my thighs and together we will watch
Our creations grow and dance and sway
To the calling of the drums

Juana Etta Davenport
<im«ifi*j«>.'jw* 'iw< '

Last Grave
atDimbaza

By STAN KINARD
Black.Affairs Staff

Last Grave at Dimbaza, an
important documentary on the
situation in Southern Africa,

will be shown at New Afrifca

House today at 7 pm. Beghi
Langa, s Soth African and
Director of the Center for

Racial Studies, is expected to

lead the discussion im-
mediately following the film.

For the past two years the
Committee for the Liberation
of Southern Africa has been
very effective in educating the
university community about
the bppressive system of
apartheid used by the South
African regime to reap large
profits.

"Apartheid in South Africa is

based on the domination and
exploitation of nearly 22 million

Africans, Indians, and other
non whites by a white
population of only 4.3 million

Although Blacks provide the
bulk of the labor, whites owrj
virtually the entire wealth of

the couritry, which has a
highly industrialized economy.

About 8/ percent of South
Africa's land area is officially

allocated for whites, while
blacks live on the remaining 13
percent Blacks in South
Africa have virtually no rights.

Letters to the Editor
Letters to the Editor are provided for our readers to express their opinions on issues
concerning the Third World community. The letters do not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the Black Affairs staff.

"Offed li^^e country"
Last week a very brutal act was committed

against a young Black woman in a country
motel. To this date no information has been
issued as to the cause of her death or what
the details of the investigation are. A similar

incident happened last year when a young
Black female co-ed was struck by an
automobile and the law enforcement in-

vestigation proved useless. As a matter of

fact, you can't even call up the police
department in So. Deerfield. If you think

I'm joking, try it. The police department is

on answering service. When you call, the
operator asks you for your number and tells

you that the police will return your call.

(Probably when he finishes milking the
cows). Can you imagine living in So. Deer-
field as a single woman or just someone
who may be in a threatened situation and
need police protection immediately. I do
not think the community should allow this

horrible death to go unnoticed. The real

danger lies in having these brutal acts hap-
pen and there is no response from the com-
munity. This is an extremely dangeroub
position for any community to put itself in.

I call upon all concerned people to contact
the So. Deerfield police office, the District

Attorney's Office in Northampton, the
Dean of Students Office, and search yo^r
own conscience because you could be
next.

Iwish Ahad

A letterto the community

I'm addressing this letter to the entire

University community because I feel that the

matter Addresses is of interest to all of us.

A young womarj- Ms. SetaRompersadwas
fojnd dead early last week in a room at the

Motel 6 in Deerfield. To this date everyone

who knew • Seta is bewildered as to the

events surrounding her death. She was a

senior who struggled all summer trying to

pull through Intensive Latin 1 10 and 140 and
if I must add, she succeeded where I

dropped out a long time before.

Seta wasn't a tall woman; on the contrary

she was quite short but you would always

find her sporting a smile. She had problems

just like any other student here at the

university; like when midterms or finals come
around and one hadn't adequately prepared

for them and the sudden rush to get one's

thing together.

At the beginning of the summer Seta

couldn't find a job near campus so she had
taken a job at the Captain's Table a

restaurant in Northampton. She didn't own a

car but^still she pushed hours like 4 p.m. to

early rrforning. You know, I for one found it

hard to believe that she is dead.

She was an average sfjdent just like many
of you Many of you kne/v her and probably

came in contact with her everyday as she

scurried around in her rush to catch up with

some last minute booking.

I know this letter sounds strange but let's

kfiep in mind that this year there are many
juniorsi; female as well as male that are

exempt from the University housing Their

lives, hassies and problems are preiiy mjcn
like Seta's were. One can never tell. M; ybe
one of you has some information or a

contribution that you feel should go to her

family If so you should forward it to:

Mr. Sonny Rumpersad
95Am6rRd. «

Milton, Mass.
Seta's wake was held last Friday betv/^en

the hours of 7 p.m. -9 p.m. at the John D.

Molloy funeral home in Dorchester. The
funeral was held Saturday morning at 10

a.m.
Many of you will just read this tetter artd

throw the newspaper awJy. You may ie<A

nothing I have said pertains to you, but !

want to caution a lot of young ladiP'j

Including those newly exempt juniors wliu

have sought off campus housing. Read this

and keep it in your'minds for the duration of

the time you're here at the University of

Massachusetts. -.

For those of you who really know Seta, for

those *of you who couldn't understano the

life of a Trinidadian Indian, for those of you
who may have vibed with her at the

restaurant, I want to say she will be missed
will miss our monthly disagreements over

Political Science theories, her smiles and her
warmth as a numan being.

As I stated earlier, you may not understand
the reason for this writing, but for someone
who does understand and has something to

contribute, please forward it to her father.

I'm quite sure he'd be more than glad to hear

from you.

Thanks, Bo
Alternative news on WMUA
Dear Friends:

We are beginning work on a new public

affairs program on WMUA that would pro-

vide an alternative source of news from a

radical perspective. This one-hour weekly
program (most likely Sundays, 6-7 pm) will

present an in-depth examination of relevant

issues in a news magazine type format. The
program will feature major sections

devoted specifically to news of Third

World, women, labor, and anti-nuclear

struggles. These reports will take the form
of written copy read live (with actualities

when possible) and pre-produced features,

including background reports, interviews,

analysis and commentary- -with musical in-

terludes. We are excited about the prospect

of a radio show that would keep people in

the area well-informed and stimulated to

work for social change. However, to make
this program a success, we need your help

and support.

We'll need several people to be involved in

the production of the program on a conti-

nuing basis. We need an individual or a

group to take responsibility for each topical

section (5 to 15 minutes a week). Decisions

on content and approach would be made
autonomously by the producers of each
section. In addition to these weekly sec-

tions, there will be shorter reports on
related issues and struggles. We are also

looking for people/groups who could con-

tribute occasional reports.

This hour of news would be the first part

of a four-hour public affairs &• music pro-

gram; the second part will be a two-hour
taped concert, which will feature musicians
whose work is directed toward social

change. The third part will be an hour long

feature examining one issue in-depth.

We welcome your ideas and active par-

ticipation in this project. You can get in

touch with us by calling:

Robbie Leppzer Myra Levy
2S6-8843 or 549-4701

All of the above information will be
covered during the film and discussion.
Students at UMass and students across the
country have raised important questions
concerning their universities and the U.S.
involvement in Southern Africa. These
inquiries have led to some very startling

firjdings regarding U.S. involvement and
support of the racist South African regime.
Roughly 350 U.S. corporations control

$17 billion worth of holdings in South
Africa, American big Business owns 43
percent of the oil market, 23 percent of the
automobile market and 70 percent of the

computer market in South Africa.

American banks own nearly one third of all

South African bank loand, totaling nearly

$2 2 billion. What attracts these businesses
to South Africa is Super-profits. ,

It IS important that students -hre properly

educated about this situation. Of partictrtsr—

coficern is the lack of involvement of the
Black community at UMass around this

issue. An appeal is being made to Black
stiidents, staff, and faculty to become
involved with the Committee for the
Liberation of Southern Africa here on
campus.
Their struggle greatly parallels the Black

Liberation struggle here in the United
States. We must offer our support to our
brothers and sisters on that continent. Let
us not forget the struggles that opened the
doors of ifhese institutions and that have
afforded us the opportunity to become
students.

This event is part of a series sponsored by
the Office of Third World Affairs and all

members of the university community are
urged to attend.
(All quoted material is from Young
SodaHsts nev^^spiaper.

B/ackAffairs
_ Announcements

Marion Brown at

MountHolyoke <

South Hadley - Marion Brown, world
reknowned jazz artist and lecturer, will be
the featured guest at the Mt. Holyoke Afro-
American Association's first lecture of the
season, to be held on:

Saturday. September 23
at 3:00 pm in the Black

Cultural Center
Dunlap Place

Mount Holyoke College
South Hadley, Mass.

The topic of his lecture will be "The Role

Of Worr>en In The Development of Afro-

American Music."

Mr. Brown comes to us after a successful
concert appearance in Japan. He also
recently released an album on his own
Sweet Earth Record label, entitled "Marion
Brown: Solo Saxophone." The album has
met with rave reviews across the country.

Mr. Brown, recognized in his field as a
"professor" of the Afro-American music
tradition, has served on the faculty of Bow-
doin, Brandeis, Colby, Wesleyan, and
Amherst Colleges. Brown, noted for his
ability as a speaker (well able to captivate
his audiences) will speak on a subject about
which little is known and has not before
tieen successfully defined. The Afro-
American Association looks forward to his

coming with great enthusiasm.

Third World Groups

I am requesting that all Third World
R.S.O.'s have an organizational meeting
and select officers for the new term. An an-
nouncement of these meetings should be
well publicized, being placed in the Col-
legian and put on the air. We will be having
an organizational fair before the month is

over to assist you in recruiting new
memberships to your groups. It appears
that our first year students are a very good
group of students, wanting to become in-

volved in the affairs of the community. It is

incumbent upon you as the leadership of
our community to make every effort to get
them involved.

The elections for student senate are to
take place on Oct. 5th and 6th. Every Third
World student should vote in this election.
If you choose to vote for a member of the

Third World caucus you must register to

vote Third World. Further election informa-

tion will be forthcoming.

I urge all organizations to begin planning
your programs for this semester. If you are
in need of assistance please contact me at

545-2517.

Stanley Kinard

Job oper^tngs

Malcom X staff

-The Malcom X Center wishes to an-
nounce six staff position openings.

They are open to all. people concerned
with the pressures unique to the Third
World community, here at UMass.
Salaries are both work -study and non-

work-study.

The deadline for all applications is Friday
September 22, 1978.

The Malcom X Center is located in the
lower lobby of Berkshire Dining Commons
in Southwest residential area. For more
information contact Sherry Williams 546-
8380.

We hope to hear from you
Malcom X Staff

LUTHER

Teaching Assistant

Southwest Residential College, Malcom
X Center is in the process of hiring a
teaching assistant. The position pays $3600
per year.

Teaching assistant duties include serving
as an advisor to the Malcom X Student
Center and teaching one (1) 3 credit course
per semester.

Applications and resumes will be accepted
through September 20, 1978 (deadline date
may be extended)
Those interested should send or deliver a

letter of application and a resume to:

Southwest Malcom X Center
Washington Tower Lobby, rm. 1

Southwest Residential College

Dr. Floyd H. Martin Jr.

Associate Director

Southwest Residential College

545-0702

or

545-0703

Senate elections

Third World Students are urged to run for

Student Senate. Those interested should
pick up nomination papers in the Office of

Third World Affairs. Third World Senators
has formed a Caucus that has established

itself as an influential and dynamic force

within the Student Senate. The Student

Senate is the legislative group responsible
for allocations SATF funds and for making
political decisions affecting the entire

undergVaduate student body. It is important
v..ui all titteen seats on tne c^eiidie aic
filled. Students are urged to contact the
Office of Third World Affairs in room 308 of
the Student Union or the Student Senate
Office in room 420 of the Student Union.

Third World Christians

Rev. Gil Caldwell, Third World Campus
minister is inviting Third World Christians
to meet in order to explore program
possibilities for the year. The meeting will

be Thursday September 21 at 7:30 in The
New Africa House Lounge.

NikklGlovani
•

I

NIkki Giovanni, reknowed poet and author
will speak in Bowker Auditorium on Thurs-
day, Sept. 21 at 8 pm. The program is

sponsored by the UMass Arts Council. Ad-
mission is free.

Black Affairs Staff

Anyone interested in working on the Black
Affairs Staff for the Fall, 1978. should con-
tact Renee at 323-4721 or Terrell 546-6006.
If anyone has any material for publication
contact the numbers above or leave the
nr>aterials in the Black Affairs Editor's
mailbox at the Collegian Offices.

DID YOUR
OIJCLE etT THAT JOB
we NWAS so EXCITEO
^ABOUT, HAROCDRE?^

^A^^J, UJTMER.THEY SAlD"

THEY COULONT READ MiS
APPHCAIIOI^.'

)R UNCLE CAKY WR\Tl
OMEIL EfOUGrt FOR PeOPLE,

TD READ?

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

f^T \NrTH mS
FIN6ERS CROSSED,

^ OREO.'

Special Topics Seminar, Fall, 1978
(HOM EC 592B)

INTIMACY, AGGRESSION AND
VIOLENCE IN MARRIAGE

AND THE FAMILY ,

The purpose of the seminar is to explore the
dynamics and social scripting of marital and
family violence. Relevant research and theory
will serve as a basis for class discussions. Com-
peting definitions of sex roles, intimacy, con-
flict, aggression and violence will be utilized to
study the Interface between Intimacy and ag-
gression. Course requirements and reading will

be finalized after the initial seminar.

Tues., 3:30-6:00, Skinner Hall 205;
Roger Libly. 545-2393 or 253-2174.

call

STUDENTS

Start your own flying club with brand new 1978-79

aircraft.

Initial fee of $75.00 pays for a lifetime membership.

$8.00 a month dues (only the month actively flying).

$17.00/ hourly rental fee, normally $22.00.

Make the right approach
Call FRANKLIN AIRWAYS, INC.

Turners Falls Airport
(413) 863-8110 (students)

FAA APPROVED SCHOOL

Student Senate Auto
JjWorkshop/Auto

Pool. Non-ivorkg
study position S
available for student B
w/ mechanical ex-
perience. Only
qualified students Sj

need apply.«
GRADUATE
STUDENT
SEMATE

Election Sept. 25, 1978
Nominations are open for the

officer position of

SECRETARY
For information on duties,

salaries, and eleglbillty contact
the Graduate Student Senate in

Rm. 919, Campus Center.

Minority and Women
graduate students are urged
to run for office; we take af-

firmative action seriously.

It's a better movie than'Blazing Saddles'
or 'Young Frankenstein'. -Romng stone

WED., SEPT. 20

CCA 7, 9, 11

^J'hLfri^jaij

See You at

Time

J

Vi Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90

Always Happy Hour Prices

Super Sandwiches

37 N. Pleasant St.

r»,
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* Vendors chargedrent
Continued from page 3

acts as a "jury of your craft." Craft

vendors must be accepted by the board
before they may rent a spot
According to Kantor, the acceptance

proceedure is designed to insure the sale

Items are actually hand-crafted. He said

he considered the board "fairly lenient"

in its judgement.
The B.O.G. imposes a limit of two days

(or possible three days on a first-come

basis) once they have accepted a

craftsperson.

"I don't have time for more than two
days anyway." one craftsperson whd
creates oiz\ drums and bamboo flutes,

said "But," he added "this is my only
source of income."
A vendor who sells baby clothes said

vending is her only income also. "If I

don't sell anything," she said, "I lose

five dollars. That's why I don't think it's

fair we have to pay. After all, we are just

students who need the money."

iFnur ^i^asons
Pacliuge Store

"DISCOUNT LIQUORS"

RUSSELL ST.. HADLEY at the Mt Farms Mall

LEARN

ROCK CLIMBING
Introduction to technical climbing, just one of our 89 fascinating

Credit-Free Workshops scheduled for Fall 1978.

Our Workshops let you learn what you want and meet at time«; con

venient for working people. If academic credit is not your concern,

our Workshops are for you! Join us this Fall.

Workshops m these 15 categories begin September 25:

9;m
'«?,< i.ffi

BEER
12 OZ.
CANS $6.29

KARN VON
STETTEN

LIEB-

FRAUMILCH

$1.99

CASE
LITER

(33.8 OZS.

I

ARTS AND CfRAFTS MATH SKILLS

COMMUNITIES IN ACTION MOVEMENT
FOREIGN LANGUAGES MUSIC
DANCE PERSONAL GROWTH
EAST WEST FOUNDATION PHOTOGRAPHY
FOOD SKILLS/CAREER
LANGUA(3E AND WRITING TEST PREPARATION

AND MORE

Hit ir> s line nf nur sprCific Wofk^hop"

BATIK. POTTERY, FOOD ADDITIVES A CONSUME R'S GUIDE, KOREAN
KARATE. DESIGNING YOUR OWN SOLAR GREENHOUSE, TROPICAL
PLANT FAMILIES AMD THEIR CULTURE -^

For I ore in*of tnntion, ii ciitrtUi'i .mtl iiT)i5ita1ion. call

(41-31 545 3653

Or stcjp hy room 1 13 Hdsbrouck on tttf UMaisV nih- rst cdrnpws

Th. Uniy rMtv cf M.issarhusctts is dv.iii.ihlf to you througt' Ihf l^

CHEDIT FREE WORKSHOP PROGRAIVI ,«^^S"iT.

CASTILLO
RUM

$4.39
QUART

(59.2 OZS.)

PAY ONLY $7.89 FOR

CROWN RUSSE
VODKA

1.75 LITER
(59.2 OZS.)

Div on of Continuiiv) Education
UMASS AMHERST C£S

TUESDAY, SEPT. 19 to SATURDAY, SEPT. 23: 1978

CASH & CAPRY PRICES
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

The Student Government Bitch-Column ^mil appear here
every week. If there is nothing on this half page, it*s your oivn
fault.

Why? Because the Bitch-Coliuxui is what the name implies—

a

vehicle for your complaints.

What? You have no complaints concerning the University or
the Student Grovernment? Then this colunui will be discon-
tinued.

But, if you do have complaints, or conunents of any kind,
regarding anything political or administrative that you would
like voiced, then here is where you ^mU be heard—and
answered. After all, as your elected representatives, we in the
Student Grovernment are directly answerable to you.

Complaints/comments/correspondence shoidd be brought,
mailed, or phoned to the Student Senate office. Room 420, or

the Communications Office, Room 407, both in the Student
Union Building.

. .We humbly solicit your opuuons.

I

TechHifi is movedby the
nse ofAmherst

music lovers.

To higger quarters at
15 East Pleasant St.

Lots of people in the

Amherst area have taken

us up on our invitation to

come play in our sound-

rooms. So many, in fact,

we've often felt cramped for space.

So Tech Hifi has moved to a bigger and better store.

We've got larger soundrooms in our new store. There's

more on display and in stock. And more room
where you can play and compare the leading names

m stereo components.

To celebrate our move,

we're having a Grand
Opening Sale - right when

you need it most! Below, you'll find just a few

examples of the big savings you can expect. And
even during this Grand Opening Sale, you'll get all

of Tech Hifi's famous guarantees. Including our

7-Day Moneyback Guarantee.

Crrand Opening Specials
(withthis coupon)

RECEIVERS
Pioneer 1250 $399
Pioneer 650 $185
Pioneer 450 $115
OnkyoTX-8500 $399
Advent 300 $189
Nikko 315 $129
Kenwood 2600 $139

ELECTRONICS
Phase Linear 400 amp $399
Phase Linear 200 amp $269
Phase Linear 4000 pre-amp$399
Phase Linear 2000 pre-amp $ 1 99

Phase Linear 5000 tuner.... $299
Harman KardonT403 tuner $ 1 29

Harman Kardon 401

integrated amp $ 89

Harman Kardon 402
integrated amp $219

Superscope A-260
integrated amp $ 69

TURNTABLES
Dual 502 $ 98

MicroSeikiMB-10 $ 69

MicroSeikiMB-15 $ 89

B*I*C 940 (complete) $ 85

B*I*C 920 (complete) $ 59

SPEAKERS
JBL 100 (each). $249

EPIlOOV(each) $ 58
Advent New Utility (each)$ 99
KLH 101 (each) $ 75

Kenwood LSK200 (each).$ 64

HEADPHONES
Koss Pro 4aa $ 35

Marantz SE-IS electro-

statics $ 29

CASSETTE DECKS
Advent 201

A

$270
Harman Kardon 2000 $199
Pioneer 6262 $166

TEAC480 $284

TEAC303 $269

tech hifi
Come play.

15 East Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100
stores also throughout Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire. Vermont.

New York. New Jert. , Pe<! i.-^yV.'ania, Micnia-"" v.- «: .
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Notices
MARKETING CLUB
First general meeting at

4 00 pm in SBA for anyone
wishing to join Watch
signs in SBA for room No.

Come on down!
CUSP
Council of Undergraduate

Students of psychology will

be having its second
meeting Thurs., Sept. 21,

at 7 00 in Tobin 204, All

psych major welcome
STRAT O MATIC FOOT-
BALL PLAYERS
New league forming for

1978 teams. New players

welcome, also. For more
info call Randy, 6 7940 or

6 8041.

UMASS AIKIKAI
Classes taught Wed. and

Fri. 700 9:00 pm and Sun.
4 00 6:00 pm Beginners

welcome.
ASTRONOMY CLUB

Meeting at 7 pm tonite in

HAS 44
UMASS FIRE & FIRST AID
UNIT
Monthly meeting to be

held on Wed Sept. 27 in rm
903 Campus Center at 10

pm. All new people should
arrive at 9:30 pm for an

.

Turn to page 9

A VERY SPECML STILE

teAJirituiL

9 SWEDTLER
mars 700

f pen set

5/?LE PRICE

14.95
LIST PRICE -30^

f\m\\.IKB\Jc /IT

THE mj STORE WITHIN /» STORE

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

SPIRITS AND STUFF

WE'VE EXPANDED!
STOP INAND TRY
SOMETHING NEWI

55 University Dr..

Amherst, Mass.
549-5713

WOODEN BOOK
& RECORD CASES

$8.95
24^
Long

X 13-3/8

High
xl2'/4

Deep
at

AJ. Hastings
n«wsd*Ql*r G stationer

45 S. PI^Qsont St. Amh«rst

Notices
Continued from page 8
orientation session. If

unable to attend call Bob
256 8040.

LOST & FOUND
You lost your wallet and I

found it. Call 665 7957.
THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY
The Student Chapter of

the Wildlife Society will

7:30 pm in 202 Holdsworth.
It will be an organizational

meeting and activities for

the semester will be
discussed. All welcome.
Come and meet your fellow

wildlifers. Refreshments.
GENERAL PHYS ED
Co-Ed Rugby class Tu.Th

2:30-3:45 (1 credit). Sign
up in General Phys Ed office

(Boyden).
ENGLISH EDUCATION
Secondary school english

certification. All students
interested in secondary

hold its first meeting of the
semester, Wed. Sept. 20 at imeresitsu m seuunuary

school english certification

should come to the Eng.
Ed. Office, 474 Bartlett Hall,

before Friday, Sept 22. Tel

5 0533. Hours MW 10-12.

HILLEL
Israeli Dancing. Come

join the fun' Israeli dancing
tonight in the Com-
monwealth rm 7:30 Begin-
ners, 8:30 Advanced.
FOUND

Dog, Irish Setter about 8
months old. Found at

Fraternity Park. Please
contact Alpha Delta Phi

Fraternity which is located

at Frat Sorority Park.

SKIING IN SEPTEMBER?

.S ..VN^

e»-

not yet...

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

UMASS SKI CLUB

9 a.m. -5 p.m.

Wed , Thurs , Mon , Tues., Wed.
Sept 20, 21, 25, 26, 27

Campus Center Concourse
(next to University Store)

information, movies.,

IT'S ALL "DOWIMHILL " FROM HERE!

t

t

*
*
*

%i^^it:ii:it:ili:ill^ili:^:ili:it:ili:it:ili:it:ili:il^^

FILM!
"Controlling Interests:

The Role of Multinational

Corporations in Chile, Brazil

and Greenfield ,

Massachusetts." Tonight
at 7:30 in Butterfield
Lounge.
U.M. MENS VOLLEYBALL
CLUB
Anyone interested in

playing Power Volleyball

call Arnie Roberts at

546 5129 or show Sunday
NOPE 10:00 am for UMass'
Men's Volleyball Club
Pracice.

ffurn to page 12

Back to School
WATERBED SPECIAL

• Classic Deluxe-Mifttress

• Safeway iCuiier *

• Safety Liner

• FlirnDralfti&
*

• Frame Kit tk f\MnM

n

n^s),

South Hadlev Center 533-4194

CARBUR'S RESTAURANT
& LOUNGE

-.'::; \

\ ^^'/\
Vt\ -Sat \

\
i»»«**

\0

FAMOUS SINCE 1978

AFFORDABLE DINING

Open 7 days Rt 9, Hadley

Sandwiched Between Amherst & Northampton

586-1978

y

UPC Productions'
Fall 78 Concert Schedule

Pousette-Dart Band/Livir^gston Taylor

Tonight -Sept. 20, Fine Arts Ctr. Concert Hall

Tickets: Fine Arts Center & Ticketron outlets

David Johansen Group
Friday- Sept. 29, Student Union Ballroom

Tickets: TIX, Union Record Service and

local record stores

Patti Smith Group
Friday-Oct. 6, Curry Hicks Cage

Tickets: TIX, Union Record Service and

local record stores

Talking Heads
Monday- Nov. 6, Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: TIX 8- Union Record Service

Hall and Gates
Tuesday- Dec. 5, Fine Arts Ctr. Concert Hall

Tickets: Fine Arts Center &• Ticketron outlets

^- 1

UPC Productions
Student Union BIdg.

545-2892
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To the Editor
Parthenogenesis articte

contained falseiioods

To the Editor:

As a student returning to UMass after
two years away, I would like to express
my dissapointment with the decline in the
quality of CoWegian journalism.

The article which alerted me to this was
entitled. "Women can give birth without
conception, " written by Chris Decker, a
member of the Collegian staff. The first

objection I have to the article is that it is

not true. It is a scientifically unproven
theory which apparently happens to fit in-

to the way Ms. Decker would like to

perceive the real world Unfortunately for

Chns, parthenogenesis \ virgin birth] has
absolutely no foundation in fact, meaning
that there are no scientific experiments or
studies which validate it. I seriously

doubt, that were Ms. Decker given an in-

finite amount of both ice and female rab-

bits, that she would be able to induce a
single parthenogenetic birth. At no point
in the article did Ms. Decker give any
references or sources for her "informa-

tion.
"

The second objection I have deals with

the social statement the article attempts
to make. That is. that men are
"genetically superfluous, " and therefore

unnecessary for the perpetuation of the

human race. Why is it, that women
would have to prove men unnecessary to

demonstrate their own worth? There is

no question that women have traditional-

ly been considered a second sex, but, in

the struggle for equality, I hope that

women will try to avoid making the same
mistakes that originally created a society

with damaging sexual stereotypes.

Finally. I would like to ask all women and
men involved in changing sexual roles to

be reasonable, to compromise, and most
of all, to listen to what the other side is

saying. Because even if parthenogenesis
did miraculously prove to work, I think

the human race would find it a very lonely

method of procreation.

Kathleen Zaffino

Parthenogenesis artide

*'psuedo -scien tific
"

To the Editor:

This letter concerns Chris Decker's two-
part article on parthenogenesis. I feel this

pseudo scientific article presents dubious
information and draws conclusions which
might make good sscience ficfioin, but
fall far from the present understanding of

genetics and evolution. First of all. I

would be very interested in knowing how
the 3 percent figure for parthenogenic
human births was arrived at Dr Ursula

Mittwnch, writing in New Scientist

,

\June 15th issue. 1978 p 750\ states that

there are no authentic reports of virgin

hirth in t)umans or in anv other mammal
If Ms Decher can refute this confe"*'" '

woultl tif fiannv tn he enfightenei

(^> '<•.! vbiection wif/i tmj- article

thenogenesis" to which Ms. Decker off-

handedly admits. One of these problems
IS the expression of deleterious genes,
which occurs when an organism has
identical homologous chromosomes. In-

cest is another pattern of reproduction
which produces offspring with identical

homologous chromosomes, and the high
incidence of deficiencies among these of-

fspnng is well known. The idea of "solv-

ing" this problem makes curing cancer
seem like child's play. This is because the
expression of deleterious recessive genes
IS simply a consequence of the
mechanism of reproduction and genetic
variation which mammals have developed
after millions of years of evolution. Any
attempt to circumvent these "rules of the
game', so to speak, would require
genetic engineenng as ethically ques-
tionable as cloning. A similar argument
could be made against the suggestioin
that parthenogenic offspring could
somehow be provided with adequate
genetic variation. In short, the idea that
these difficulties of parthenogenesis
could somehow be overcome "if we
tried" IS quite naive.

In my opinion, this article is another in a
series of misleading articles purportedly
based on scientific fact, which have been
printed in the Collegian. An article on
nutrition, printed in the summer
Collegian, implied, among other things,

that laetrile was a B vitamin. Errors such
as these certainly detract from any
credibility the Collegian might have.

How can important issues, sjch as
recombinant DNA or nuclear ^ower, be
reliably reported if other articles on scien-

tific topics are so carelasly written and
edited?

Chris Link

What are we to do, first of all, with

the doomed race of obsolete, superflous,

dispinted men> They could repay that

which they have gained through the

exploitation of women with unpaid
manual labor for the rest of their useless

lives under guard in special camps. They
might make useful subjects for medical
experiments. Or perhaps we could finda
quicker final solution to the male problem
by first testing various methods on
mentally defective or physically han-
dicapped men

The next step must be the breeding of a
master race of women who have par-

thenogenetic capabilities, to guarantee

the perpetuation of that race destined to

conquer and sub/ugate not only the

racially degenerate males, but racially

inferior sisters incapable of par-

thenogenesis.

Women must begin to join together in a

movement which struggles politically

toward a society in which a master virgin

race can take its rightful place Perhaps in

the classrooms of women 's colleges we
can build the new organisation under the

symhol of a circle over a hooked cross -

Sister.s Awake'
Name withheld by request

/i.

Parthenogenesis "got

to be kidding"

To the Editor

I'm writing in response to Chris Deckers'
two part series on parthenogenesis.

You've got to be kidding! It would seem
to me that the major problem with virgin

birth is the very fact that it can't produce
males. I find It annoying that after all the

aggravation we had to go through with
the implementation of womens' pages in

the Collegian, that we must now put up
with such sexist views as those presented
by Chris Decker.

As it was so casually mentioned in the

conclusion of the article, there is a very

real problem in the combination of harm-
ful recessive genes, and especially in the

abscence of genetic variation - something
which parthenogenesis cannot provide

for. These problems were rrwntioned as if

they were mere bugs to be worked out of
already feasible process. The truth is that

virgin birth is never going to be a desirable

alternative to hetersexual reproduction.

Assuming the technique were perfected,

we would have on our hands the same
problem encountered when brothers

marry sisters, etc. Indeed, the '

chromosomal makeup of a par-

Parthenog^esis - A
Master Race ?

To the Editor

Reading Chris Decker's article on
parthenogenesis was a revelation- -it

opened up whole new vistas of feminist

politics. Imagine -an entire realm of
scientific knowledge suppressed by a

patriarchal research establishment to

guarantee the continued subjugation of

women. But now that we know virgin

birth to be a fact, women can begin to
move in hitherto undreamed of directions
for a society of the future.

.1

V/zr'M,

thenogenetic infant would be different

from her mothers', but her genes would
still merely be a subset of her mothers'

genes and would therefore have missed
out on the essential recombination that

takes place in a normal heterosexual con-

ception.

If a parthenogenetic woman were to

give birth parthenogenetically herself, the

chances of her daughter being healthy

would be nill indeed. It is for this reason

that some males would still be essential.

Then again perhaps a sperm bank of

suitable virility (perhaps even an XX
sperm bank) could be maintained. This

would allow you to have your "utopian"

female society - if that's what you want,

(and by ybu I mean some insane feminist

out there in your readership.

)

I find it difficult to accept the idea that

parthenogenesis is as frequent as Chris

would have us believe. Virgin births are

harder to prove that virginity, and
documented cases are far and few bet-

ween, that is, if there ever were any at all.

If you find it undesirable to print this let-

ter, then you had best print a better one;

an article as unprofessionaland uninform-

ed as the one aforementioned deserves

considerable comment.
Paul J. Amoroso

LETTEftS POLICY

The MMMChus«ttt Daily Collegian
mmfcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include tfte euthor's

mddress and phone number.
Organizations mey submit letters, but
they must include a name end phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-tpeced,

mt sixty spaces per fine, end no more than

t»ro pages long They st*ould be sent to

the Executive Editor cere of the

Collegian, or mey be dropped off et the

Collegian office

All letters may be suh/ect to editing for

erther space or content according to the

lodgement of the editoi Due to space

limitations, there is no auarantee thet el'

Suffers re'^ivfd w't' bt pnnxe-j

<J. EOMUHO SNEEZE
VARTHeHOQBitSiS BUFF

SSSDC r£NeUIN. /^5 m expert o^j ^Akoi^
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"T/at Parts Shop F^

by Eric Janszen

Of the various modes of transportation
available to get you around the Amherst
area (the UMASS area) the automobile is,

for several bad reasons, the worst. There is

nothing particularly inconvenient about the
actual mechanism; as a vehicle it is far

sufjerior to busses, bicycles, and feet in its

statistical ability to get you where you want
to go when you want to be there without
making allowances for gross expenditures
of time and effort. A car that is reasonably
well sealed, which mine is not, will help to

release you from your dependence on the
National Weather Bureau.

There is nothing really wrong, en-
vironmental and financial considerations
asside, with deciding to go to Northampton
at 9:00, leaving at 9:05 and getting there at

9:25. Nor is there anything particularly bad
about returning to UMass with the same
expedience. Unfortunately, in ordei for car
transportation to be truely useful and effec-

tive you will need to get back out of your
car at some time contiguous to your arrival

which necessitates parking and leaving it

somewhere, preferably within walking
distance of your destination. On a return
trip to UMass, unless you are of con-
siderable patience or financial means, this

final step in car use makes car ownership at

UMass as practicable as surviving on Din-
ing Commons food.

As you all know, to use any of the parking
lots on campus you need a parking sticker.

To park in even the the most distant lots

without one is to park at Amherst Towing
and at a cost of about eighteen dollars

which is enough to eliminate beer or a few
books for a semester, depending on your
priorities. Competition for a parking space
is stiff even where you do have a sticker
owing, in greater part, to the Parking Of-
fice's peculiar practice of selling stickers for

non-existant spaces.

T

v€M\cLes WILL Be row&p
fROM RMVWMll^fe «T J^tsiVTIHE

fOK NO RCf^SOW «T O04M6RS*

f*Q(|0

The price of the stickers ranges from
about sixty dollars for a residential lot to
five dollars for a 'P' lot of which there are
three, each one being a considerable
distance from the main campus and, more
importantly, well immune to casual obser-
vation. If you are going to one of the three
from Sylvan, especially the one by the
stadium, you are well advised to take a bus
or if you prefer walking, to pack a lunch.
Now 'P' does not stand for periferal or
preferable or paternal, at least not in prac-
tice. 'P' stands for 'parts' and leaving your
car in one of the parts lots unused for more
than a few days is to invite those who are
even poorer and less scrupulous than you
to peruse your car in hope of finding

something in it or on it which would im-
prove their own.

There are, of course, those among us
(and, at times, within us) that forget or
neglect the inherent consequence of their

actions against their fellow humans, the
other Bozos on this bus against
themselves. A good friend of mine was
recently victim to a fellow car owner in

need who had turned down the twenty
three dollar special on batteries at Zayre for

a five finger discount on her three month
old Diehard.

(By the way, anyone reading this as an
advertisement for fall clearance should
understand that the Campus Police take an
extremely dim view of shopping at the parts

lots and that on the occasion that a large,

bad tempered owner of a car being made
use of makes a timely return, the offender

may be given reason to consider alternative

forms of car maintenence in the future.)

Avoiding all of these problems is as simple

as the reasons for having to do so are in-

sipid and, in a philisophical view dt man's
nobility and intelligence, even less

justifiable. But irregardless of the existance
of God", you can't change lead to gold and
the world isn't governed by honesty. So
unless you think there is something to be
gained by wasting yoir money, trying your
patience, fouling the air and keeping somp
idiots car on the road, give it away, or sell it

and buy something more practical iike'c set

of rubber bath towels or a glass lock strap

Voi. niHv t"irt ' H '"lit'' riardpr to tjet n. The
Nell hut thf* incfjfivf;ni»»ncf; Qf Uf^ftiruj therf-

\>.\- !"! '

ICHRIS DECKER!

Hirsuteness, an idea
whose time has come

By CHRIS DECKER
Collegian Staff
Feminist author Andrea Dworkin asked

herself: "Why haven't women made great
works of art?" and then answered her own
question: "Because they are great works of
art."

In one way or another, women have for
centuries subjected ourselves to
cosmeticization rituals which can only be
described as bizarre. Sometimes, this
festooning of the female figure can be
downright painful, as we recall the trendy
Victorian "wasp waist" wherein corseted
women suffered dislocation of their visceral
organs. The "joys" of Chinese footbinding
sometimes had lethal consequences and
further entrenched the notion of female
masochism.
Although perhaps less debilitating, a

current day extension of this kind of
cosmeticization is the common practice o(
depilitation, or hair removal.
According to feminist Germaine Greer,
"The rationale of depilitation is crude." In
her book The Female Eunuch, Greer
observes: "Sexuality is quite falsely

thought to be an animal characteristic,
despite the obvious fact that humans are
the most sexually active of the animals, and
the only ones who have sex independently
of the instinctual reproductive drive. In the
popular imagination hairiness is like
furriness, an index of bestiality, and as such
an indication of aggressive sexuality. Men
cultivate it, just as they are encouraged to
develop competitive and aggressive in-

stincts, women suppress it, just as they
suppress all aspects of their vigor and
libido."

According to feminists Harriet Lyons and
Rebecca W. Rosenblatt, "Anthropological
evidence linking shaving customs to
celibacy and ceremonial mutilation rites

(such as cutting off of finger joints) sup-
ports this symbology."
The ideal of hairlessness is further in-

timately linked witK notions of infantilism
and sexual ineffectiveness. Little girls and
eunuchs are hairless, and in psychoanalytic
parlance, extremes of depilitation "sym-
bolize castration or the repudiation of the
very existence of sex," according to Lyons
and Rosenblatt.
In the past, women have sought medical

assistance on order to permanently remove
hair. Electrolysis, which employs a short-
wave electric current, can cause permanent

scarring if not properly executed. Cream
depilatories used for temporary hair
removal can result in skin irritation, allergic
reactions, and eye injuries. According to
Lyons and Rosenblatt, "Waxing, one of the
oldest methods of hair removal, can be a
masochistic trip. After the wax preparation
is applied and allowed to harden, it is pulled
off, taking both a woman's hair and her
breath away."
Even the application of deodorant after

shaving one's armpits can produce a strong
desire for Excedrin, and as for razors, the
inquisitive have wondered how Venus de
Milo acquired her armless torso.
"The implication that a woman's un-

derarm and leg hair are superfluous, and
therefore unwanted," say Lyons and
Rosenblatt, "is but one embodiment of
male culture's preoccupation with keeping

"^^/omen in a kind of state of innocence, and
denying their visceral selves. Some women
will even shave pubic hair," they continue,
"thereby emulating the intantiie
sexlessness of a little girl. Only since 1970
has the men's magazine Playboy con-
ceded that adult women have pubic hair at
all."

Efforts to suppress an imagined animality
are also manifest in the male notion that
female sterility - or extremes of
"cleanliness" -- is desirable.

"Nowadays," remarks Greer, "it is not
enough to neutralize perspiration and
breath odors; women are warned in every
magazine of the horror of vaginal odor,
which is assumed to be utterly repellent."
Studife* »a. vaaina4 xJeodaranu. -ha.ve

shown, incidentflHyr^tiiw.swTw-atallorrtrilvl

capable of killing the cockroaches on the
kitchen floor, but can also wreak brain
damage in monkeys.
"While cosmetics imply the real woman is

not enough," observe Lyons and
Rosenblatt, "shaving says the real woman
is too much. An emerging feminist con-
sciousness tells us that all this punishing
depilitation reflects the depth of our
socialized distaste for our bodies."
Increasingly, women are rejecting ex-
ternally-imposed standards of what it

means to be female in favor of self-

determination. And as women take steps to
assume control over our own bodies, we
proclaim, incidentally, that hirsuteness is

an idea whose time has come.

Chris Decker is a Collegian Columnist
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Continued fiom paqe 9

LEGAL SERVICES
AVAILABLt
Problems with your

landlord? car mechanic?
Need a divorce? Have other
legal problems? FREE legal
advice and representation
available to UMass, grad
and underyrad fee paying
students. For appoint-
ments call 545 1995 or visit

922 Campus Center.
THIRD WORLD CHRIS-
TIANS

Meeting, Thursday Sept.
21st 7:30 pm New Africa
House.
SIGMA ALPHA MU
Open Rush. Sigma

Alpha Mu, co-ed, free
refreshments, 8 pm until

midnight, Sept 20 and 21,
395 North Pleasant St!
545 0845 for rides and/or
into

UMASS SPORT
PARACHUTE CLUB
You can skydive' Join

UMass Sport Parachute
Club $55 covers first Jump
instruction and member-
ship, bring fees and valid
ID to first jump course
Thurs Sept 21, 7.00 pm.
Campus Center 172.
BOLTWOOD BELCHER
TOWN PROJECT

Volunteer opportunities
available. The Boltwood
Bolchertown Project is
holding its Programs Op
tions night tomorrow night
in Campus Center 917 at
7:30 pm. Persons in
terested in volunteering in
evening recreation pro-
grams at Belchertown State
School should attend.

:Tiirn to page 13

I

Wednesday, September 20, 19"^8|
' «*:.*«»:*>• *»»».»,

PAID POSITION
The Collegian is looking
for a layout technician.
Some experience needed.
See Dorothy Clark at the
Collegian office, 113 Cam-
pus Center.

I

9i'f**#r#

The/ladeleine .,

JL 79 8. Ple««uit St.. Amhemt Mh '/^'

a53.J4»4

iCollegjan 13

UPC Productions

presents

I
Heartfelt
Leather

lOV^I»r«ini?tAmhr^
10 6Mon Sal 2S3-S13i

P op«n Fh until 9 J
''hi I I I

^
Heartfelt.
Leather

103 N Plraaant St Amhcrvt
IO-6Mon Sal 253-5135
i open Fri until 9 ^g

GET INVOLVED-
DONT RUN AWAY

RUN FOR PUBLIC OFFICE

Nominations for Student Senate & Student Government
President Board Of Governors and Trustee open on
»L u

."^on^'oat'ons will close on Sept. 25. Elections
will be held October 5 & 6.

There are many important issues, including:
•Lease Task Force
•Senate Budgets
•Presidential

For more info, come by 420 SUB
or call 50341

Notices
Continued from page 12

Wed. Sept. 20, 1978
The Promised Land, a

film based on historical

events during , the '30;s

which led to the first,

although short-lived,
socialist republec in the
Americas.
The film will be shown in

Thompson Hall, rm. 104, at
H D^m. FREE as part of the

Progressive film series,
sponsored by the Com-
muter Collective of U Mass.
•Check listings for weekly
FREE progressive films
throughout the semester.

UMASS SKI PATROL
Anyone interested in join-

ing the UMass Ski Patrol

should attend a short
recruiting meeting, Thurs,
9/21, 8:00 pm Campus
Center 911

. Next patrollers

meeting Oct 5, 8;00 pm.

1
UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS

VETERANS
ARE DOING IT

GET INVOLVED
DONT RUN AWAY

RUN FOR PUBLIC OFFICE

Nominations for Student Senate & Student Government
President, Board Of Governors and Trustee open on
Sept. 18. Nominations will close on Sept. 25. Elections
will be held October 5 & 6.

There are many important issues, including:
•Lease Task Force
•Senate Budgets
•Presidential

For more info, come by 420 SUB
or call 5-0341

^rith
Livingston
Taylor

8:00 p.m., FAC Concert Hall, Wed., Sept. 20
Tickets: UMass students 6, 5.50, 5

Others 7, 6.50, 6

On sale at the FAG Box Office and all Ticketron outlets

No bottles or cans allowed

S Earn your Lieutenant's bars

S and a United States Army com-
S nnission while you earn $2500
(in addition to your Gl Bill

allowances) and your college
degree, thru US Army ROTC."

UPCOMING
David Johansen-Fri., Sept. 29, 9 p.m., SUB

Patti Smith-Fri., Oct. 6, 8 p.m., Cage

Talking Heads-Mon., Nov. 6, 8 p.m., Bowker

INTERESTED??
CALL MAJOR

JERRY P. BOISSEAU
545-2321/2322

J
OPEN RUSH at SIGMA PHI EPSILON fraternity

All University men invited

ReFresIiments

•Cable TV
•Olympic weights
• Great homecooked food
• Social events

Thursday
Sept. 21, 1978

8:00 p.m.

We are located at 9 Chestnut St., on the corner of Chestnut and E. Pleasant St.

Call 549- 1 309 for rides and/or info

r--^
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Writers, Artists &
Photographers

are welcome to participate in

1st Index Planning Session
Thursday, Sept. 21 at 6:30 p.m.

Rm. 102, CO
(For details call 545-0848 or stop in)

Byes Ap€ PoppW
. . at our fifteen hundred colorful bedcovers from

Irjdia and Nepal! Naturals, solids, stripes & prints.

Sir»gle bed sizes

(72" X 108")

Double bed sizes

(9(y X 108")

Mon thru Sot 106
Fridays 'til 9

Were
S 8.00

1000
12.00

15.00

18.00

Now
$ 5.9S

7.9S

12.9S

1S.96

Master Charge &
vlSAoccepTed

<&

y-.^-.y
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All UMass Men Invited To An
OPEN RUSH

AT

BETA KAPPA PHI
Mondoy Sepi ! 8 "^

'uesdaySept '^ N aty , (.un

T horsdoy Sept 2 1^

SundovSept2J af6 Jn p.n

BKO 388N Ploason-S' lo..^ .^h,.. | ,. u ,.. ,;,.

f" HAPPYHOUR
I

I

I

I

I

MON SAT
3:00 6 00

DISCOUNTS ON ALL
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

BEERS

only at

57 N Pleasant St
253 5141

Across from the fire Station

I

I

I

cifarelli

jewelers

hPrn^TJ''
^"" " *^^^^ ^^""^ 5^^ you how toDecome the winner you were meant to be. When first

£as ?.^'lf
'"'*P* ^"^ °^^^ ^ '^""«" P^P'^ fe'! -twas a small price to pay

costsS2 50.^'^"^^ paperback edition Of "Born To Win"

"Born To Win" will fielp you develop self-confidence
Take charge of your life Even improve your sex life

Born ToWinlfyoudon'tread It, you've gotalottolose

09 A SIGNE T PAPERBACK BESTSELLER $2 'lOQB

VVDUIMBHirS

. nnuiEio
CH/WGEyDURlK.
^nOSBOMWIl
aUNBEVDUR

Entertainment

«t fO% iitucCtHt cU^CAUttt.

7H<x*ihUUh 'pa^m^ THcUt *^<xcU€ef

Get a TCS RUSH! !

!

THE COMMONWEALTH STAGE
America's Newest Professional Resident Theater

Vi PRICE Student Rush TICKETS
from 6:00 P.M. all performances
Rand Theater -Fine Arts Center

545-351

1

TUES SUN.aOOP.M. Curiam

LIVE! ON STAGE! ALL NEW YORK CAST'
/ NOW THRU SEPTEMBER 23
EDWARD ALBEES

WHO'S AFRAID OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF?

The University Of Massachusetts
Arts Council Presents

NIKKI GIOVANNI
PRINCESS OF BLACK POETRY

IN
"NIKKI-THE WAY SHE FEELS"

THURSDAY, SEPT. 21, 1978 @ 8 p.m.
OWKER AUDITORIUM-STOCKBRIDGE HALL*

AND
ALSO IN A WORKSHOP THAT AFTERNOON (5) 4 p m

BOWKER AUDITORIUM-STOCKBRIDGE HALL

'Tickets for the evening performance are free of charge and may be
obtained at the UMass Arts Council Office, 125 Herter Hall,

telephone: 5-0202.

The workshop is also free of charge and is open to the University
community.

1 E. PUsMiat St.. hm^mrmtPfcL«T«ll
ilKht< SKATIbl^AIM ZC SKIS

BACK TOSCHOOL $ALE
It Stoic SC. Mort^aapto*

••4-l«l«

To moke room for XC SKIS

10%
IncfwrfMi

Viata

Vbta "CHtsHum"
Vbta "Marii »"

ALL
A OH BIKES

(Except Motob*canM and Univ»ga$)

Pu<h "Cav«tf«"

AzukI "C*ntury"
Pudi "Mh"

Pvd\ '^Cflvallw"

BICYCLE
ACCESSORIES

St«*l Kick Stand*

Verm« "Reflective

All purpose Wrench
Water Bottle

Vista «' Coil Cable

Elite Metal Lanter

Campagno CJ0''

Slimsonite/lefle'

IS lb Gumiall
Wonderlitei

Plefscher Car

Handlebar Bags

Bell Weatlier Panniers

.2$

.4*

Jf

.»
I.W

!.»

1.49

l.M

J.W

4.50

4.W

7.M
II.M

SKATEBOARDS

Bones Wtiecis -

From f/i#

LOCKEI

"KiBfl Stripe" Tube
"Pony" T shirts

Racing Tank Tops

Nylon Athletic Shorts

Orange Day Pacjis

Blue "Tear
Rain Slickers

Leg Training Weights

Sweatshirts fgrcy or navy)

Sweat Pants (greyer navy)

Women'i Wattle Trainer

Men'* WaHle Traliwr

Bropti't "Victprs"

SALI

1 7J

3.50

3 SO

4 50

5 f»

ft

1.50

f.5«

5.50

«.»»

I9.M

tt.M

II.M

Atlantic Complete
Santa Crui Ply
F lite Ply

Laier Trucks
Tracker 'i

American

Norcon Helmets
Oukc Knee or Elbow Pads
Rector Gtoves

- 40 mm
65 mm

Sims White Pure Juice
Powerflei Wheels
Kryptonics — 40 mm

45 mm
70 mm

1t.t5

n.n
*.»

lO.M

lo.n

3.W
12.00

7.50

7.75

2— 15 SO

2—15.50

4.t»

4.»4

; J9

>

XC SKIIS

20.40
Bor^&l

%o"
Bo
Asneg
Fishi^

"Joffa*

Skis, PoleOi.

fioots BindiM

104^ AU Ml
Accrssoffifs

Indudlrtg wfpirr^ork*, torch** Sat>, gtov«t and lockt

THE
ELLIS HALL
GROUP

Coming attractions: Oak, Sept. 28-30

The Great Pretenders, Oct. 12-14

.< •

'

Sept. 20 & 21«8 p.m.-l a.m.

Wed., Sept. 20- Different special drink on the hour
75c

Thurs., Sept. 21-Busch Night
"Come down and get Into a Busch"

Route 9, Amherst/Hadley line 253-9214

r

B.B. KING
"Boss of the Blues"

In concert

FINE ARTS CENTER
CONCERT HALL

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
crt 8 p.m.

Tickets on sale at ttie

Fine Arts Center box office

and all TIcketron locations.

UMass/Amherst Students: $3. $4 ft $5
General Public: $5, $6 & $7

Box office open from 9 to 4 each day, Monday througti Friday (545-251
1)Sponsored by the University of Massachusetts Arts Council.

1

ToMrnhouse Disco
23 Suffolk St.
Holyoke MA

Thursdays— College ID Night
Free admission— free drink ticket

Fridays— Dance Contest Night
weekly prize— $25.00

Grand prize (10th week) — New York disco weekend
or cash

— Cash second prize—

Saturdays— Look for future special nights

Nightly giveaways
$1.00 admission

ample free parking
proper attire required

THE BEST SOUND AND LIGHT SHOW
IN THE VALLEY

How to get to the Townhouse Disco

Rte 9 —

-

N
fo Holyoke
^--^ =^-

Rte. 141

nter Suffolk CO

-^
LFK

Memorial

Free
Parking

Townho
I Disco —
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University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE AilS CENTERPRESENTS

BOBBY
SHORT
with

Beverly Peer, bass

and

Gene Gammage,
drums

"Bobby Short is past- and last-master of
the art of elegant expression . . . he is the
last and best of the singer-pianists." —
Chicago Today

OPEN BOWLING
. Boydcn Ten Pin Lance

4.00- 10.30 Mon. -Sat.

^(locoted In bosement of Boyden) 60« per string

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
,

J"^ gia -» noun, HtoTi, M»n
|-AOUlfl..2«o »TUO.Nt»»,« OT.ZIN, WITH *MC C*«l. w OO rv», i,„ ,„ow ,. .o"^

Sunday, September 24 8pm

Ballet
Folklorico
Mexicano

"Colorful panorama — company of 35
dancers, singers and musicians"

Wednesday, September 27 8pm
Flhf /4?TS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale for both performances.
General public - - $7, 6, 5. UMass students — $5,

4, 3. Senior citizens and other students — $6. 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511
& New England Ticketron Locations.

It was th» Daltaa
|a«ainstth« rul*B j

AMMAI
ShOMriAQ

Thru Thureday at (TLS 4 461 7 (l»t 16

»

HEAVEN
;anwait

thotwinu
Thru Jhuntmy al ITIS 6(01 7 W-t V

ra

pmamicM
RBMBNCE

Thru ThurMtoy at (TLS 6 Ml 7 16^1 30 I

RYANOlffiU.
BRUaOERN

SAMLIiAOMMl

Sh€>w4rt«
Thni Thwaday at (TLS 6:0^-7 I6-»1

DISCOUNT CALCULATORS ^
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

TI-51 Adv programmabit . . •4.N
Tl S9 Card programmabit . . . 21I.M
PC100APrintarfor5«,59. . . 14IJS
PROGRMR Htxadacima) . . 47J6
DataCkraN Calc/alarm/timar. . 3IJS
Bin. Anaiyit Finaruial .... . 24.16

MBA Advancadfmancial. . . . . B7.H
Tl 2S Slim Scitfltific . 24.IS

TI-30 Sciantifjc . 1SJS
SR-40 Sciantific . 21.IS
TI-SS Statittici/Scitntific . . MJi
51/59 Modults . .2IJf

HEWLETT PACKARD

SS.00R<b«t*i>nTI-57
Coupon Mfii with Calculator

HP1SC
HP29C
HP 67 .

HP92.
HP97
67/97 Paa

$219.95

13995
359.95

399.95

599.95

2995

HP31E.
HP32E,
HP33E
HP37E
HP38E.

$49.95

65.95

. 82.95

. 61.95

. 98.9S

(40 days for 32,

37,38)
FAST DELiyEKY CVARASTEED. Um ctrt.f.td chacK or mooay ordar
and w« will ship within 24 hours. Add S3 75 ihippirtg charg*. Calif. r«6i-

danti add 6% tax. (Viu and MC accaptad on all ordari. 3% lurcharga on
HP). All units brand naw in factory cartons, complata with standard i

sorias and full yaar warranty.

Cradit Card Ordari

ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-421-8819

loutsidaCA. AK, HI)
For tachnical info.

\JUII(213) 7441444

tanfs
•McanvonATao
Serving Sntdtmu Netdt

SIntt 1947

TAM-S DEPT36
3303 S. HoovirSt

Lot AfifotM

CA 90007

(213) 744 1444 J

To place a classified ad. drop by the Co)

legian office (CC 113) between 8:45 am
and 3 46 p m. Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip and mail form found in

rrost issues of tfie Collegian Classified

deadline is 3:45 f; m two days in advance
of publication date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c

per line; live consecutive issues. 40c per

line p>er day, 30 consecutive issues. 30c per

line per day One, line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters

i

AUTO FOR SALE FOR SALE

19G9 RamMw. runs weR. std. trarw.. good
twes, new battery^ SMO firm, 256^)478

G5 Peugeot wagon, runs weH, will need

body wodt. 256-6019.

1970 Chrysler Newport custom. 4 door,

2 snows, radw. $350. 25^6191 .

70 Pontiac. 34,000 mi., AM/FM, air,

54^4879
^

1972 RRGB. poor condition, $250 or best of-

fer. 253 3010

86 Renault, engine groat, body good,

good transportation, call Jim. 54&6591,

eve

Buick Century fi. 4 dr., vinyl top, AC,

PS. PB. AM/FM except clean $1800.

1 283 9404. eves

G6 Chevy wagon, great corxlition, $400 or

BO Call Peter, 256 6863

66 Plym. wagon, sticker, $175, e6&4240,

eve

71 Datsun 1200. call 253 5182 btwn 6^10

p.m.

67" bodge Coronet, good ef>gine and

body, new brakes, runs perfect, $450 or

BO. call Joe, 546^16^

68 Mustang conv. V8 AT. runs excdtent

ly. iKxly has sofT>e rust, $500 or BO,

247 9296, evenings

1971 Ford Torino-VB 302 engine, 18

mpg, 4 new radial tires, new shocks & spr

ing recent txake |ob & rebuilt trans Call

Garret at 549 0236 after 5^p m
Mercedes 220S6. good condition,

549^3934

VW bus. 48,000 mites, perfect mecfiar>ical,

body, and interior corxJrtion, $2100 firm

CaN 253^9428. before 9 p.m.

chair for sale, cheap, call

GloTia, 545-0525 days, 549 4889 nights^

For sale: Pioneer TP 252, &track player Er

Mecca cassette adaptor, urKler-dash unit,

fits any car. Brand new virith factory

guarantees, price r>eg., call 54&4742.

19S4 Gibson ES-346TD stereo guitar.

Walnut with gold plating. Flawless cond.

$490. FerKJer twin reverb amp - 1975

model, 10(Kv rms., exc. cond. $325. Must
seH Call Jin>, 546 7128^

3 cu. ft. refrig., exc. corxi.. 549-5621.

Baby grand Kohler E» Campbell piano,

exc. cond., $650, 256 6191

Antique piano.
$195 549^4849

Ivers & Pond,

Tires for sports cars -set (4) of radials,

1.85 14/70, brarKl new, 4150, call Phil,

&7514^

For sale' bureau Et desk Bev - 549-5856,

BO
Olympus camera equipment — used
OM 1, chrome body $100, used OM-2
auto camera - $300, used OM rrwtor drive

w/ up to 5 fps! $290 Call Dave at

549^1Cro^

Moped for sale - 1 new Batavus, full war-

ranty. $425, 1 low miteage Batavus, $350,

584-6854, evenings ^__

Speech pathologist, full-time for direct

service and teacher consult with severely

developmentally disabled adol. Exp. with

total communication using beh. objectives

in planning Prefer MA registered physical

therapist, part-time with flexible scf>edule.

Instructional aides for alternative HS pro-

gram and state hospital program.
Demonstrated exp. with adol., secorKlary

curricula, voc, language arts and/or out-

door skills. Aides also needed for

Developmental Programs serving severly

disabled adol. $3.51/hr; 35 hours/wk.
Substitute teachers needed for all low in-

cidence special ed. classrooms in Hamp-
shire County. Send resumes to HEC, 127

Russell S\.. Hadley, Mass. 586-4590, Equal

Opportunity Employer.

Night staff needed to work in cottage

housing with 6 mentally retarded adults.

Light housework required. Contact Albert

Diaz, Belchertown State School, 323-6311,

ext. 392.

LOST

Reward — $10.00. Man's ring, sentimental

value, lost in CC, men's room downstairs,

Sept. 18, a.m. Please call Paul, 6-9101.

Kays— very imp. set lost by stadium on

Sat.; please call 665 7586 (Brad).

FOR RENT

Terr.porary apt., 2 5 weeks. Own room,

253 5e4«_^^

Tvwo br. apt.. $246 ind. heat, h-water.

253^7834

3 bedroom houaa in Northampton $325

per month plus utilities CaR Skibiski

ReaMors, 4-6 pm. 584^3428

Moving? We're the best price in town for

the best movir^g help aiourKJ Friervdiy, too'

Hourty b distance rates. Dandelion Truck

Used Wodd Of Furniture -321 Deerfiek)

St., GreenfieW, good used furniture, open

10 to 5 daily^

Refrigerator, gas dryer. Huffy boy's bike.

AH exceNent condition, 256-840^

196S Camaro for sate, needs some work,

caH 253 5081

Refrigerator -5 cu. ft

call John, e6&7906.

AKC Harlequin Great Darte puppies

bred for temperment and conformation.

Call after 6 or weekend. 1773^5825, $150

arxl up. ^^_____

MISCELLANEOUS

exc. corKl., $75,

The Boltwood-Belchertown Project is

seeking students to volunteer in any one of

14 social and recreational programs offered

at Belchertown State School. Gain prac-

tical field experience through this valuable

and worthwhile organization. Call 323-6311

ext. 449 for more information.

MOTORCYCLES

72 Suz
$375

186 Enduro, rebuilt, exc. cond.

HELP WARfTED

Jewish coivimunitv of Amherst needs

teacher for intermediate Hebrew dass.

Also teacher's anie for 1st and 2nd grade

J^gish studies class CaM 549^0^_
To aN university students -be a house

person at the finest eating establishment in

Amherst To start your bright and exciting

career m dishes call 263 9230, ask for Bum
bphni or Joel,

1974 Honda CB380/6 speed/custom
paint/tuned/helmet/mint
cond./$700/6^36/Mike.

7eYamaha RD3E0, perfect, 1000 mi. since

rebuHd, 6000 total $600 or BO, includes

storage this winter. 666-2253, eves.

PERSONALS

To Bob H., the "biggest" man on campus.

Thanks for last nite. And the night before.

From your favorite custometa.

Debi Spailman-I am sorry. Cai 6-9176.

Interested in becoming a member of ttie

Hgnah Ckjb? If so. caR Paula at 6-7252 bet-

ween 2-4 p.m. before 9-21-78 and say,

"Hgnah!" If suitabte, you wiH be contacted
for an audition. Membership limited. Only
cfiance this semester.

Female wanted to share apt.. 649^000.

Stuck in a corner? Unhappy in your
dorm? Roommates seek to switch room for

other room on co^ed floor in SW. CaR
Cance, 6-5061.

Pinocchio Pizza of Harvard Sq. is here!

Visit us at 1177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
(next to Rooster's).

Senior male needs o«wn room in apt. or

house near bus route, easy going, noiv

smoker, call Mike at 1-783-3400.

RIDERS WANTED
NYC, 3 p.m. ev. Thurs.. share exp..

54»'4879.

ROOM WARITED

Mature student seeking room or so-

meone to share room at (Campus Center.

Mon.-Fri. CaH or leave message at Campus
Center Hotel, 549-6000, c/o Royal Har-

tigan, or (413) 443O750.

Female roommate wanted to share w/ 2
others, a 3 bdrm. fnd. apt. in Ectm HiH.

$140 mo. inclusive. caH 253^3497.

SERVICES

Light trucking service. WiH haul wanted
or unwanted furniture, appliances, etc.

Phone 549-4730 after 5 p.m. Mon. Fri., aR

day Sat. and Sun. Reasonabte rates.

Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for

your 256-page, mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10, 250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 2S907B, Los Angeles.
Calif. 90025. (213) 477^226.

WANTED
~

Partner-»quaredarK:e leMOiia. 253-7186.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Institute starts

tonight stHI a few seats left, r>ewcomers

welcome, learn h read faster, with better

comprehension, K.R. Morse, 532-5703,

groups.
-

.
-
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YourBirthday
WEDNESDAY. Sept. 20
Born today, you are a

pleasant mixture of the
idealist and the pragma-
tist. Sensitive, sympathet-
ic, self-confident, and
unselfish, you make a mar-
velous friend, though a not
very formidable enemy.
Even those who disagree
with you completely can-
not deny the attraction in-

herent in your personality.
You make friends easily,

are loyal to all whom you
have allowed into your cir-

cle of intimates, and are
basically fair in the distri-

bution of your favors, ma-
terial or otherwise.
Also born on this date

are: Upton Sinclair. Ameri-
can author: Elliot Nugent,
playwright, director.

To see w'hat is in store
for you tomorrow, find
your birthday and read the
corresponidng paragraph.
Let your birthday star be
vour daily guide
THURSDAY, Sept. 21

VIRG0(Au8 23-Sept. 22)-
• High expenditures may"
have been unnecessary.
When the truth dawns, you
may be in for a rude
awakening
LIBRA(Sept 23-Oct. 22)-

A fruitless argument at
mid-day causes general
unhappiness later on
Brighten the scene with
wit

SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Now
21) - A trip for health
improvement may have to

be postponed. Take your
cue from children; follow
their lead.

SAGITTARIUS(Now. 22-

Dec. 21) " It is the outdoor
scene that brings the
greatest pleasure today.
Involve yourself in sports
if you can.

CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-
Jan. 19) " The health of
loved ones may be in jeop-
ardy today. Direct your
attentions toward solving
problems.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb.

18) " Personal relation-
ships thrive in a relaxed
atmosphere. Approach
p.m. disappointment philo-
sophically.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March
20) " The importance of

making contact with loved
ones at a distance cannot
be overemphasized. Don't
delay!

ARIESfMarch 21-April 19)
- Take care that in your
haste you don't jeopardize
yout; future. Take the ad-
vice of the experienced.
TAURUS(Aprii 20-May 20)

" Do things on a small
scale today. This is no time
to overdo, whether in the
line of work or play
GEMINKMay 21-June 20)-

• Extra income comes as
something of a surprise
late in the day. Plan care-
fully for Its dispersal.

CANCER(June21-July 22)
" Demonstrate your appre-
ciation of another's loyal-
ty. Determine how best
you can help resolve differ-

ences.

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) -

More attention must be
focused on new aspects of

your career Otherwise,
you will fall behind the
competition.

I opyriKht 1971)

Unilrd Kraturr Syndiralr. Inf

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Thomas -

Edison

5 Secrete

9 Abscond
14 NatiQw in

lets

15 Sale condi

lion 2

words
16 Nobleman
17 German

• river

18 Kind of pay
ment

20 Cheka s sue

cessof

21 Fate

22 Holy books
23 Uncanny
25 Wearies

27 Study

29 Seme
30 God of love

34 Honest —
36 Gentle push
38 Omit

39 Oil

secreters 2

words
42 Mad
43 Claims on

property

44 Fanatic Suf
In

45 Stake

46 Mans nick

name
47 fasteners

49 Turkish title

51 Eroded

54 Engine pan
58 Vestment

60 Far Prefn

61 Put ones
cards -

63 Dies

64 Ermine

65 Blacklhorn

66 Sell

67 Communi
lies

68 Shaped with

an ax

69 Current

DOWN

1 Bow and —
2 Feudal vas

sal

3 Flying mam
mal 2 words

4 Guarantee

5 Welcome
6 Negative

phrase 2

words

7 Identifiable

8 Approa cost

9 Islamic devil

to Young ani

mal

11 USSR city

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Tuesday s Puzzle Solved
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^

o_ _p_ I Tbbo"

T
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12 Cornbread
13 Noun end

ings

19 Assist

24 Ballet

26 Formei

Dodger
great

28 Owing
30 — mode
31 Gave aid

32 - or evens

33 Balance

34 Continent

35 City on the

Aare

37 Handouts
38 Ms

Dinsmore
40 Dined

41 Econ Stat

46 Have need
48 Endemic
49 Bards

50 Let

52 African an

lelope

53 Pool

54 Military

t>ase

55 Preposition

56 Slash

57 Compara
live word

59 Has -
62 Tree

' 2 3 4 i 4 7 •

1
« " 10 II 12 11

14 • 5 '^

i; la 19

70 71 "
?J 24

P
74 76 M

BI^H" 79 _'" 31 3? 33

34 a ^36 37

41

3t

J9 40

46 P
47 43 44

i7

*i

P
*7

I
M SJ

•>* bS i6 S7 w 49

1

60

61 67 63

64 «

1
6i 66

6/ 64 69

<» ->

Collegian ^^

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

Hmo, isms RICK
HELIO? KDFmt, A(£ INVES-

«K v€ 'posrr

f

MJTMXXJW- IH/f^SOM£-
miOMY mmfonwu,
EQIWR.. SIR. USTBN

CAR£fUU.y..

Tl€ INJURES IN LAST SlWM'S
RBPS^NS 6AMe.r TH£YMBR&rr
JUSTBM>UJCK. mePlAYER
RBSPO^BLE UfiS SIONEP
OLfT OF HIS 600RP ATThe
VMB! INTERtSJWf

NOT REALLY. TLL BB
HOUCWARE IN TOUCH.
tou.soN? 'Click:!-

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

fcENfe IS Re.TlR.iNG
FOR THE NiaHT...

MURRIDLY, RENR. TuRKJS
ON THE UGHT AND BEGINS
READING OLD S.P\DtR.l^AW
COMICS '

Nothing Special byJoe Casey

ReaU^? FootbaU
or basketball ?

Spam Slade, People 's Eye byJoe Carroll

hC. A GUN.' IT'S

A PHOTO OF rr
DOG, wcone.'

/ WE Live AT
BlTHO/VV MANOR.
W(X)FIE IS ALL I

HAVE. VESTIRPA>
HE DISAPPEARED.

'Please./ hnd mv\
WOOFiE, MR. 5LA0E.'
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NOMINATIONS
FOR

STUDENT
SENATE,

including Presidential positions,

are available in Rm. 420, Stu-

dent Union. Deadline for ap-

plications is September 25.

Vision
ShoujCQse

ifttnm*) He««M»tVlMOAt

We are Specialists In:

• Fashion Eyewear
• Contact Lenses
• Emergency Replacements
• Free Adiu$tn>ent8 Anytime

•We Clean & Polish contact

lenses on the premised.

Mt. Farms Mail, Hadley St4-tn4

Wall to Wall Anniversary Sale

Sept. I8th - 23rd
rprr . Tyrolia Binding Cover to first 15

rKLt' ^/350.350 R-Purchases Purchasers

[boots]
Munari • Dolomite

Kastinger • Raichle

from ^40" - 440"

I
SKIS
K-2 - 1978

222

233

244 429

Kastle • 1979

Free Style Pro 457

New Style

Champion 450

K-ll '78

BINDING
SPECIALS

Dynajtar - 1979

LOOK GT »49"

Tyrolia -150 '48"

Americana

Pieformer »29»

Marker M35 '55*

FPS

Pulsar

488

'188

Fritzmeier • 1979

SC160 '145

SC 260. '155

SC460 '185

SC560 '199

JR. SKIS
K-2 Team '75

Hart '55

SKI
FASHIONS
SAVE

up to

7S%
Sweaters 45"

Gloves
'7"

Down Mitts 43*

Turtleneck »4*

l.»5«

iAmancana)

Poles

Tomic Poles - '9« • KZ Poles - '12«

TENNIS SALE
,of>^

"" '""^ MtFarmiMill
m SKI & RACKET

PRO SHOP •

Sports calendar

Yesterday

No games scheduled
Today

Women's tennis vs Smith. Home 4:00

Men's soccer vs Bridgeport. Home 3:30

Tomorrow
Men't tennis at URI 3:00

Field Hockey at Springfield 8:00
JV Field Hockey at Springfield 6:15

(Custom features for men Custom features for women

face I ml sthoiil mononram

This IS the last dav <.f our sale of men's traditional Siladium "^ rings and selected Nvomen's

lO-karat j^old rings. The rinfi you choose is custom-made for you. You can select many custom

features. This is an unusu.il opporiunitv to get a custom-made ring for just $59.%. See our

rmgs today.

THE /IRTdRVED REPRESENTATIVE ;.as a large collection ^f college nngs Ask to see them

/IKIUIRVH)
^COLLEGE RWGS

September 18, 19, 20

at the University Store
in the Campus Center
S10 deposit
10 a.m. 2:30 p.m.

(he rnivcrsitv Store
MURRAY D LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS 01tX)3

Wednesday, September 20, 1978,

Sports notices
NOF% Gym.will be closed Wed., Sept. 20 from 7:30-10:30 pm
WRESTLING-There will be a mandatory meeting for ALL wrestling candidates (Varsi-

^wnMffw'c: u^TfJ r'; T/i^A
^^P^ 20 at 4:00 pm. in the Boyden wrestling room.WOMEN S HOCKEY CLUB-Any women interested in playing on or organizaingwomen's ice hockey»teams, call Karen Read at 546-4747

yi'n^ding

CHANGES AND ADDITIONS to Recreation Activity Schedule-
BOYQEN GViy/f: Sat. from 10:00 am to 5:30 pm and on Sun. from 12:00 pm to 7:30

' SBX^^o^?^^'^- '°^' ^ °®^- 10' ''^'day *^om 12:00 pm-9:30 pm.
HICKSI POOL: M-F from 4:00-6:00 pm.

. n« ^ WEIGHT ROOM: Sat. and Sun. from 10:00 am to 5:30 pm.
' OFFICIALS: CHECK LIST on your officials' board outside the IM Office to find out
^ygpr assignments. .

1^ GREEK COUNCIL
PLANT SALE
Sept. 19,20,21,82

8U Ballroom

10 a.m. -8 p.m. daily

popular plants at reduced prices

%

TIRES
CASH & CARRY

Wholesale to the public

MICHELIN - FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEAR - LEE • SEIBERLING - B.F.
GOODI^ICH - ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL - DUNLOP PLUS - OTHER
MAJOR BRANDS. sun»»ceocs*LLOTMi(»*Di

FALL
INSPECTION

COMPARE OUR
PRICES BEFORE YOU

PURCHASE ELSEWHEREl

BIAS PLY
4-PLY POLYESTER

Size T]fpe SAIEPIOCE

600x12 B.F.G. White 21H
17.95

2L9S

21.96

24.95

24.95

25.95

26.95

2S.95

19.95

26.95

A7Sxl3 Zenith Bk.

178x13 B.F.G. Bk.

C7Sxl4 Zenith Bk

078x14 Fire. Die. Bk.

E78xl4 Lee Pf . Bk.

F78xl4 Lee Pe. Bk.

678x14 Zenith Pe. Bk.

H78xl4 Fii'e. Pe. Bk.

560x15 Goodyear Bk.

678x15 LeeBk.

N78xl5 Zenith Bk.

178x15 Zenith Pe. White

X78xl4 Carevelle Wht.

E78xl4 B.F.G. Bk.

8 F G. BK

BIAS PLY-
FIBERGLASS BELTED

Size Type SmiPWCE

A78xl3 Carevelle Wht. 23.95

29.95

31.95

32 95

33.95

35.95

33.95

34.95

36.95

40.95

39.95

F78xl4

678x14 B.F.G. Bk.

H78xl4 B.F.G. Bk.

F78xl5 Fire. 8RB Bk.

678x15 B.F.G. Bk.

H78xl5 fl.F.G. Bk.

J78xl5 Fire. 8RB Wht.

L78xl5 B.F.G. 6-plyBk.

All prices phis F.L Tax and Salei Tax.

ROUTE 9 HADLEY, MA.
2 MILES FROM NORTHAMPTON OR AMHERST

CASH AND CARRY
VISA
OR

MASTER CHARGE

OPEN:
MON.-FRI.

9:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.

I8AT. 9:30 A.M. TO 3 P M.
586-2544

Collegian

JV field hockey team
opens against Springfield
By M/KE ESTRADA

Collegian Staff

This Thursday the UMass junior varsity
field hockey team brings its 21-2 3
cumulative record under coach Mary Ann
OZdarski to Springfield to open the new
season.

Ozdarski, known to her players and staff

as "Ozzie" cites that this year's team will

again be quick but concedes that she hasn't
seen the women enough to make any
predictions. Fifty to sixty women tried out
ifor the JV and varsity teams and final cuts
were not made until last Tuesday.
Despite being a junior varsity team, Ozdar-

ski says that in the past her team has been
competitive and not just a funnel to the var-
sity. Owing to this reason is that there is lit-

tle chance for field hockey players after col-

lege. There is the chance to make the Olym-
pic team but only "about forty women are
taken from the whole country," says Oz-
darski.

The field hockey coach of two years ^^n-

phasizes that playing the sport in college is

a lot different than playing in high school.
Ozdarski says that "for freshmen particular
ly, a new school, new eating habits and a

different social lite" call for a change in the
outlook of the game.
Ozdarski says that women new to the

university have to learn the different ter-

minology used in field hockey at the college
level before they can completely unders
tand the game.
"We try to expand their vision from tunnel

vision to three dimensional vision" says Oz-
darski.

This year, as in the past, the girls are
always "eager to learn" says Ozdarski.
As in many of the junior varsity programs

at the university, JV field hockey is not toal-

ly freshmen.
"The experienced kids help the new ones

out" says Ozdarski.

Ozdarski also says she will have several ex-
perienced players on this year's team.
Gotland State, UConn, Yale and the

season opener opponent Springfield are on
coach Ozdarski's mental list of this year's
tough opponents. The home opener is on
Saturday against Westfield State at 2:15. A
team that has only lost three games in the
last two years under a single coach pro-
mises to be competetive and exciting.

cJjarlies
Country Rock

and

Bluegrass Music

FrI. & Sat.,

Sept. 22, 23

by Raintree

[IX

lYIII

III]

IVi

goobTtjymes

onf

DAILY

HAPPY H( JR
3-8 p.r.

LARGEST DRAFT
IN TOWN 50

MOST BAR D iNKSl
.85

goolifooti$l:limli
1 PRAY ST., AMHERST, MASS. 549-540
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Booters op^en d^ason
against Bridgeport
3y DAVE BRADLEY
Zollegian Staff

After twenty days of serious preparation,
he UMass soccer team begins its season
oday at 3:30 with a home game against the
'Jniversity of Bridgeport. Like boxers on
he day of a fight, the UMass soccer team
s through sparring and training and nov
hey're ready to demonstrate their talents

all who will watch.
Bridgeport, like all UMass opponents this

/ear, will not prove an easy rival for the
^4inutemen.

"Bridgeport,' says coach Russ Kidd, "is a
jood opener for us because they're tough,
jnd if we beat them we know we've done
something.

"

Bridgeport had a rocky season last year
inishing with a 7 11 record, but from
71 '76 they were tournament contenders
md this year are vastly improved. They
wve good s\ie and an impressive defense
which they displayed in their 10 loss to

JConn and their 11 tie with U.R.I. Both
Connecticut and Rhode Island are top rank

KJ teams in New England, and it's a major
Khievement to hold them to only 1 goal in

1 game.
UMass blanked Braidgeport last year, 5 0.

"We shocked them, " Coach Kidd reports.

"We played a perfect game and we shock
»d them '

UMass would love to repeat last year's

opening pettormance but no one is predic-
ting a final score. "We have to hustle, play
hard, and beat them to the ball, " said the
coach. "If we let them get going, they'll be
tough "

Tasso Koutsoukos, UMass' sophomore
wonder, was a little apprehensive about to-

days game. "We beat them 5-0 last year,"
Koutsoukos said, "this year they'll be out
for revenge."
Asked for his views on todays game, co-

captain Joel Mascolo said confidently,
"We'll kill 'em " Then he thought a mo-
ment and said. We'll beat them, we'll

definitely beat them."
Two players UMass will have to keep a

special eye on today are Marty Rackman
and Egien Scotland. Rackman, "...an op-
portunistic player who has a knack of being
around the ball in scoring range, " gave
UMass fits last year. Scotland is a key
member of the Bridgeport ballclub who is

"very quick with outstanding ability to con-
trol the loose ball in a scramble."
This year UMass is bigger, faster, and has

greater depth thar it has had in recent
years The freshmen ballplayers display
new facets of their talents each time they
take the field and the whole team has really

come together as a unit.

The training season is over now. The
Miruitemen have worked hard and not it's

time to play soccer.

Solfers disappointing fifth

in Yan Con tournament
By BOB MITCHELL
Collegian Staff

Thke UMass golf team went into Stowe,
Mass , Monday with their heads up, look-

ing for their second straight Yankee Con
ference Championship. However, it wasn't
to be as they finished ten strokes behind
the leader, Rhode Island, for a disappoin

ting fifth place finish.

Also beating out the Minutemen were
Connecticut, Vermont, and New Hamp
shire Maine and Boston University finish-

ed sixth, and seventh, respectfully.

Coach Ed Vlach, expecting five of his

players to score in the 70's, found that only
his captain, Jim McDermrtt had done so

With a 78, as the rest of his squad score'j in

theSO's.

Vlach, speaking of the tournament, said,

Tm disappointed, but the guys were
physically tired from the long trip to Penn
State over the weeke.id " He also added
that the average score for this tournament
was much higher than normal.

The team next journeys to Portsmouth,
N H on Sept 25. when they will par-

ticipate in the New England Golf Associa-
tion. Intercollegiate Tournament. The
competition will be much stronger with fifty

eligible teams to compete against, but

Vlach hopes to be a strong contender.

u
UMass' Lee Robb. the women's tennis team's number one singles player, prepares to

serve in action against BU on Monday. Robb lost her match, and so did UMass, as the

Terriers won 8-1. < Staff photo by Carolyn Brzezmski.)
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Jason Thompson is greeted at home plate by Tiger teammates after hitting a grand
slam home run in the first inning. Thompson's homer was not enough, however, as the

Red Sox went on to beat the Tigers 8 6. Meanwhile. Milwaukee's Mike Caldwell made
the New York Yankees his twentieth victim of the season to cut the New Yorkers lead

to only one and a half games over the Sox. (UPI).

Bill Tarter

Axhream come true

By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

For many people the concept of sport

simply means recreation and amusement.
Yet on various occasions sport goes
beyond the realm of just a game, a

meaningless diversion or a harmless
pastime. Certain events can provide in-

spirational examples and indeed valuable

lessons to all.

Jim Bouton's recent return as a pitcher to

the major leagues is such an event. It's not

just a story of a man's love for a sport, but a

tribute to his persistence and deter-

mination. His unwillingness to give in

against all odds was finally rewarded with

the answer to his dreams.
Jim Bouton is 40 years old and had not

thrown a pitch in the big leagues since

1970 (Think back to where you were eight

years ago. and you realize that's a long time

ago. ) He was considered washed up.

His career had been a steady decline from
his former glory days with the New York
Yankees. His once proud moments were
long forgotten.

In 1963, his finest year. Bouton was 21-7.

He followed that with another solid season
at 18-11 plus two wins in the World Series,

but a sudden arm injury diminished his

fastball to a mere remnant of its former
power. His "out" pitch was becoming an
out of the park pitch. The Yankees
relegated him back to the minors in '66.

Bouton struggled on, hoping to regain the

old touch. The heart was willing but the

arm just wasn't. While everyone was giving

him the pink slip, he refused to call it quits.

As a last resort Bouton turned to the

knuckleball for salvation. Theknuckler,
which he had experimented with earlier in

his career, was ideally suited for Bouton's
depleted arm. He had nothing to lose.

A year was spent in the minors perfecting

his new creation. Eventually it was floating

around enough to earn him a job with the

expansicr: Seattle Pilots. Seattle soon
traded him to the Houston Astros where he

recorded hie lost win on July 1 1 , 1970.

Toward the end of the season Houston
released him the minor leagues beckoned
again. For the sake of his family he had to

think cf security for the future.

He accepted a lucrative sportscasting job

for ABC in New York. Later he even tried to

do a TV series of his best seller Bail Four.

Both jobs were short lived.

Bouton haii one rrtajor weakness, he

couldn't get baseball out of his system. He
longed to be back on the field playing

again. As Bouton himself put it. "You
spend a good piece of your life gripping a

baseball and in the end it turns out it was
the other way around all the time."

So once more he pursued his quest of

making it back to the major leagues. Willing

to suffer the arduous travel from one small

town to the next. For $300 a month he was
not doing it for the money.
People continually asked him why?
Bouton expressed it best in Bali Four. "I

dream my knuckler is jumping around like a

ping pong ball and I pitch a two hit shutodt

against my old team the NY. Yankees. I

dream I have pitched four consecutive

shutouts and a contender decides to buy
me in August for their stretch drive. I go
over and help them win the pennant. I see
myself in the back of a shiny new con-
vertible with tickertape and confetti

covering me like snow. I see myself waving
to the crowd and I can see the people
waving back, smiling and shouting my
name. I dream my picture is on the cover of

Sports illustrated and they do a special

"Comeback of the Year " feature on me.
"'I dream all these things, I really do. So

there is no use asking me why I'm here,

why a reasonably intelligent man is still

struggling to play baseball holding on
literally by, his iflngertips. The dreams are

the answer."'

For the past few years Bouton has moved
from such teams as the Portland Mavericks

to the double AA Savannah Braves.

Pouton refused to relinquish his dreams,
even though everyone else regarded his

hopes as futile. Bouton confessed on the

Johnny Carson show that even his own son
had bet $5 he wouldn't make it.

But then in the midst of a fine season for

Savannah, he got the call. In honor of his

returr> he was given the starting nod
against the N.L. Champs-The Dodgers. He
was quickly awakened to the cold realities,

getting hit for six runs in five innings. Yet
he didn't allow himself to t>e discouraged,
he had survived years of disappointments,
one game was not going to effect him. In

his second start he felt the sweet taste of

success, allowing three hits in six innings

and getting credit for the win. At long last

he knew he was back and proved he
beloi^eti.

Welcome back Jim Bouton! When you
wish upon a star... your dreams come true.
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Broolts dormitory resident, Tim Griffin sorts through pile of clothes caused by
laclt of bureaus m his dorm. Delays in delivery of the furniture have caused the
problem. (Staff photo by David Rodgers)

Brooks 'residents
live out ofsuitcases
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Residents of Brooks House in the Central
residence area are "living out of boxes,
trunks and suitcases" due to a month delay
in delivery of new bureaus.
Both students and administrators are

awaiting the arrival of the bureaus- from
Modern Contract Furniture, a Gardner
nrtanufacturer which has supplied UMass
^with furniture for at least eight years, direc-

tor of Residential Resource Management
Robert L. Campbell said last night.

The dorm houses 168 students.
Residents yesterday sent an open letter to

Donald J. Pelkey, area management coor-
dinator for Orchard Hill-Central, asking an
explanation of the delay, and a rebate for

the time they have been without furniture.

Pelkey will meet with dorm residents

tonight to discuss the delay.

Campbell said the possibility of a rebate

will be negotiated with representatives from
Brooks, and should a rebate be necessary,
UMass would hold the manufacturer's
distributor, ENI Cooperative Services, Inc.,

responsible for payment. Rebates would be
in t*ie form of checks to students or a credit

to their bill for next semester, he said.

The bureaus will replace old furniture that

was ir^ poor conditon and was removed
from the dorm this summer. Pelkey said the

old bureaus were removed before the new
ones arrived because some replaced fur-

niture in other dorms, while the rest was in

too poor condition to be used again this

semester.

Both Pelkey and Campbell said there has
never been a problem before with Modern
Contract Furniture, but did not know when
to expect delivery of the bureaus. Campbell

said the manufacturer also was granted the

bid this year for all lounge furniture in

Southwest Residential area, which has
been delivered.

"The bureaus were promised to us by-

August 15 but it seems the lounge furniture

was built at the expense of the bureaus,"
he said.

Students living in Brooks told Pelkey
yesterday "it is extremely unsettling not to

be able to establish a stable, comfortable
living situation in which to pursue our
academic interests."

"I can see their anger and I agree
wholeheartedly with them," Pelkey said

yesterday. "But it's not as if we planned it

that way-our intention was a positive ap-
proach to replace worn out furniture."

Brooks was not the only dorm in Central

to receive new furniture this semester,
Pelkey said. Gorman, Wheeler, Brett and
Van Meter dorms also had shipments which
were delivered, but on time, he said.

Residential Resource Management con-
tacted UMass Director of Procurement
Jake Bishop to assist in the collection of the

promised furniture. Bishop said he would
help residents put pressure on the vendor,

and also said the delay was a pereiSnial pro-

blem. /

Modern Contract is "one of the few
manufacturers of wooden dorrrvfurniture in

New England" and the demand is great.

Bishop said. Because the dorms are vacant
for a short period each summer, the coor-

dination of deliveries and replacements is a

"tricky business," he added. UMass sent'

the order for the bureaus to Modern Con-
tract last April, and "we thought we had
plenty of lead time for them to produce,"
he said.

UMass trustees insist

'nothing will change'
By GALE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Despite criticism from many quarters*'

that they are the governor's political

puppets, members of the university Board
of Trustees are insisting that nothing will

change now that Gov. Michael S. Dukakis
will not be around for a seCor>d*term.

Dukakis suffe^6 a surprise defeat by
Edward J. King in the democratic
gubernatorial primary held Tuesday.

Chairman of the Board Joseph Healey
said last night that the board members act
on their own initiatives and not at the
governors whim.

But while the current trustees are
proclaiming their autonomy from the State
House, some outsiders are saying there are
bound to be changes because of what they
daim as the boards' dependence on
Dukakis. The governor has appointed or

re-appointed, during his four-year tenure,

the majority of the 25 member board.
"There are bound to be changes, there

should be. God knows the University

deserves it," said Robert D. Gordon, a

UMass trustee for 1 5 years who was not re-

appointed by Dukakis last year. "The
board has been Dukakis' puppet. He called
the shots... I've never seen a boanj- so
politicized 4hi air my experience," he said.

The accusation that the board acts in

Dukakis' political interests has been voiced
by three other ex-trustees who resigned on
those grounds. They are: Bruce Carlson,
who resigned during the summer of 1977;
Carolyn Rowlands, who left the Unviersity

last fall; and Robert J. Spiller who sent his

resignation to Dukakis earlier this month.
It also has been speculated that forrrier

UMass presdient Robert C. Wood resigned
because he felt Dukakis had too much
influence with the board..

The trustees, however, have been
consistent in their denial of those claims.

Chairman Healey said last night that the

board "fights for the Univeristy no matter
who is in office."

"Nobody's on that board who doesn't
have a committment to the university." he
said. 'I don't see how a new governor will
have any affect on the way the board
operates."

Healey conceded that some trustees may
v^have a "closer relationship with the
governor than they will have. with a new
govefnor."

Former'trv^^tee Rowlands also feels there
will be no imtplHat^hanges on the board.

"As long as they (the truSTlHytfi there,
they will be representing him (Dukakis) in
that sense... I don t see how peopie are
going to change."

Trustee Paul Marks, who was appointed
by Dukakis two years ago, said last night
that Dukakis has no particular affect on the
board decisions.

"I haven't had any political pressure at
all, he said.

All of the trustees contacted by the
Collegian last night made similar •

statements. Trustee Sylvia Burak, one of
Dukakis' first appointees, said the board
"does not get any directions from the
governor, and theyithe members)would beV
highly insulted if he tried. They have a
commitment to the University."

Several of the trustees also questioned
the timing of Robert Spillers resignation
four days before the democratic primary.
"He didn't even give us a chance to

respond," said trustee Frances McNulty, of
Spiller's accusations in his letter of
resignation.

The trustees did not know of the
resignation at their last board meeting on
Sept. 13.

All those questioned last night by th'fe

Collegian said the new governor-^—
whoever it is — will affect the University b^
his appointments to educational po§
treatment of the UMass bu<iQig^j§
general philosophy on highgfidudl^dn.

Primary results cloud
future of parties
By JON HITE
Collegian Staff

The unexpected primary results of yester-

day raise more questions about the future

of the Democratic and Republican parties

than they answer.
Democrat Edward J. King combined a

strong conservative 'regular' democratic
vote with a quiet but equally strong anti-

Dukakis 'protest vote' to defeat incumbant
Governor Michael S. Dukakis. The death-
knell for the Dukakis candidacy was the
eight percent of the vote picked up by
former Carnbridge mayor and liberal purist

Barbara T. Ackerman. It was Ackerman's
vote and the protest votes that put -the

former MassPort director over the top.

News analysis
f

-

Starting months ago, and up until two
weeks ago, the feeling at Dukakis head-
quarters was one of confident optimism.
Then things started to change. Poll results

showed that the governor's support was
slipping. The governof was unable to con-
vince his supporters that thirigs were get-

ting close and his campaign never got go-
ing. As last nights results confirmed, the
slippage was grSat, too great for Dukakis.
Confirmation of Dukakis' inability to cap-

ture his natural constituancy can be found
by adding the totals of Paul Tsongas and
Paul Guzzi in the U.S. senatorial contest.

Guzzi and Tsongas, who stand for the same
political ideals as the governor, ac-

cumulated 545,107 votes.

Dukakis, who should have received those
same votes, fell short of the combined
totals with 358,193 votes. This
phenomenon attributed to many things,

not the least of which was the perception

that Dukakis' promise four years ago of "no
new taxes" was a boldfacedjie. Add to this

the liberal democrat and independent
crossover to the Republican Senate race,

and the Dukakis loss can be mapped.
Political analists will dissect this race in the

coming months, but the finality of the

Dukakis administration and the ensuing

loss of a home for the liberal Democrats are

the immediate problems that plague the

new Democratic gubinatorial nominee.
King's followers have a long road to the

"Corner Office," and if they expect to win
in November they will have to find a way to

bring liberals into the conservative cam-
paign. This will be difficult in light of King's

strong positions on capital punishment and
abortion. Little help is expected from
Hampshire County liberals. Sensing this

obvious intra-party rift. Republican guber-

natorial nominee Frank Hatch made a

strong appeal to these liberals in his victory

speech.
Hatch said those "Democrats who voted

for the course of moderation and found
that their party did not choose that course,

can find a home with Frank Hatch."
Hatch will need these votes if he expects

to win.

The new standard-bearer for the
Democrats will have to be U.S. senatorial

nominee Paul Tsongas.
Coming from 25 points behind in the polls

just a month ago, Tsongas caught
Secretary of State Paul Guzzi with a heavy
plurality in Middlesex County, where
Tsongas served as a county commissioner
before being elected to Congress in 1974.

In what boiled down to a race with Guzzi,

who differed little on the issues with the

winner, Tsongas' theme of "he's already

done the job" convinced the electorate.

Boston School Committeewoman Kathleen

Sullivan Alioto, whose campaign for the

Senate was perceived as an oraanizational

TURN TO PAGE 2
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King may be lonely
fiy JOSEPH QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

Democratic gubernatorial nominee
Edward J. King may not find too many
state-wide Democratic office holders in the
Amherst area willing to accompany him in

any campaign appearances here.

And the GOP gubinatoriai primary
election of liberal Rep. Frank Hatch o\

Beverly could aid the campaign of fellow
liberal Republican Thomas G. Simons.
Simons is running for the Hampshire and
Franklin counties district attorney's offi^
against progressive Democrat JonathajrZ.
Souweine.

King shocked the political e)(^*irTS in the
state when he succeeded J^'aODealina to
the conservative and dissatisfied democrats
and toppled incgffMim Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis froro^tfb position as Democratic
gubernatorial nominee. Dukakis, a liberal

badly hua<bV^a lack of ^ard camp>aigning,
and by his image as an efficient but in-

sensitive administrator.

King will now face Hatch in the up-
coming November general eleciton. Hatch,
the minority leader in the state House of
Representatives, defeated Edward F. King
in Tuesday's primary, even though King
won the GOP nomination at the Sep-
member convention.

Both King and Hatch had promised
during their campaigns to institute
property-tax cutting measeures similar to
California's Proposition 13.

Hatch and Simons will probably cam
paign together in Hampshire and Franklin
counties for reasons other than their

common party affiliation (Simons was the
house minority whip under Hatch), but
Souweine may not have the same luxury.

Souweine, a democrat with progressive
views on law enforcement, will probably
avoid any area campaign appearances with
King. Many of King's stances, such as
support of tighter law enforcement and
capital punishment, are incompatably to
the right of Souweine's stands on similar

issues.

News analysis
It IS also doubtful that the two other

Amherst Democrats with state-wide
positions will go on the stump with King.
Sen. John W. Olver and Rep. James G.
Collins both expressed hesitation about
being Associated with King during the fall

camoaian.
Olver said yesterday that while he has
ndt thought much about King, he said he
holds "exc««diQflly different" views from
King on many isuu*.

Olver was unopposed in the ^SWiriBi^.jace
and will be unopposed in the Novernber
general election.

Collins, a UMass graduate and 1968
student government association president,
said he will have to study both King and
Hatch's views about UMass before he
endorses either. Collins also admitted he
and King differ in their political views.
Collins faces a challengs from Amherst

Republican Chandler Atkins in the general
election.

While Souweine would not be hurt by
avoiding any association with King, Simons
stands only to gain from campaigning in

the area with Hatch because Hatch holds
many of the liberal views shared by sup-
porters ot both Souweine and Simons.

Liberal and progressive democrats who
will likely cross party lines to vote for
Hatch, and possible for Sen. Edward W.
Brooke, could easily continue down the line

and vote for Simons.
Brooke will be opposed in the general

election by Paul Tsongas, a liberal
congressman from Lowell.
Simons will probably be supported by

Republican John Finn, an asst. district

attorney defeated by Simons in the
primary. It is expected that Souweine will

also receive some support from !iis former
opponents, which include one other asst.
district attorney and three well-known
names form the Northamptort-

Easthampton political and counti*<a|ur(
circles.

Both Simons and SoUWeine are
progressive candidates w^lfh similar views
and similar grass-roo^><ampaigning styles.

bimons filed eailfHegislation supporting
the bottle .bW. Souweine, a former
executive director of the Massachusetts
Public Interest Research group, two years
ago coordinated a referendum campaign
for the bottle bill that failed only because of
the lobbying efforts of the private bottling
industry.

Political observers have said that the only
thing "Republican" about Simons is the
party label. And Souweine has had other
problems. Many Harvard -Law School
classmates of Souweine's refused to
donate money to his campaign because of
his maverick image which went against the
conservative atmosphere of Harvard Law
School.

Both Simons and Souweine received
endorsements form local newspapers.

But while Souweine may not have, or
want, the support from King, he does have
one suoDorter who could prove the dif-

ference between winning and losing in
November.

Incumbent District Attorney John M.
Callahan, who did not sipot repl*»rtion
yesterday said he would suppbftlftHiwwiw
as a fellow democrat. Callahan, who said
hp trips to avoid Dolitics. also said he will
not decide how much support to offer
Souweine until they discuss the race and
Souweine's plutform.

Callahan, a respected law enforcement
official with progressive views, could
ensure Souweine a victory with his active

support.

* Primary
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'
test run for the Boston Mayor's race in

1979, finished a distant third.

In the Republican senatorial primary, in-

cumbent Edward W. Brooke was a five

percentage point victor over Boston talk-

show host Avi Nelson.
Brooke's victory margin can be attributed

to a heavy independent vote in the
Republican primary. Hatch clearly rode to
his victory margin on Brooke's coattails,

and both he and Brooke were the
benificiaries of the independent votes.
Dukakis suffered from it.

In the U.S. Senate race in November,
Tsongas will have to pull these in-

dependents back into his column if he ex-
pects to beat the powerful, highly-financed
Brooke. This campaign should be the most
active statewide contest, as both men are
hard working campaigners and are ex-
pected to pull out all stops.
Other than Dukakis, the most devastated

candidate last night was Lt. Thomas P.

O'Neill, Jr. O'Neill and Dukakis had worked
closely over the last four years and O'Neill
looked visably shaken as his boss conceded
defeat to King. These men grew to admire
each other during their term of office and
TNeill's loyalty to the governor was never
mc.e apparent than it was when he stood
at Dukakis' side in defeat. If O'Neill's

political career is to continue, then King
must win in November.
In other races. State Treasurer Robert

Crane handily defeated Boston City Council
President Larry DiCara in one of the dirtiest

campaigns of an otherwise clean primary
season. Crane's success can be attributed
to the backlash caused by DiCara's attacks
on the 14-year incumbant.
State Auditor Thaddeus Buczko

withstood a hardfought campaign against
him from former Boston Parks Commis-
sioner Peter Meade. While Meade could
not muster the money or votes to oeat Buc-
zko, he impressed political observers with
his campaign style. If any of the losers are
expected to have made their mark on the
electorate, it is Meade: a bright young face
on the political horizon.

Five-College observatory listens to stars
By DAVID SEIDENFELD
Collegian Staff

It may not sound very romantic, but out at

the Five-College Radio Astronomy obser-
vatory they don't gaze at the stars, they
listen to them.
The observatory, located on Quabbin

Reservoir, operates the country's largest

millimeter wave-length telescope. The
observatory also operates four 120-foot
spherical dish antennas, which, in effect,

form one meter wave-length telescope.

None of this equipment, which was con-
structed almost entirely by students from
the five colleges, is actually an optical in-

strument.
The research being done is radio

astronomy, which studies radio waves
received from space, rather than the light

waves that optical (reflecting or refracting)
telescopes do.

The radio waves, once collected, are pro-

jected on cathode-ray display screens. "We
don't listen with headsets," said Dr. Ken-
neth Bechis, Lecturer and Research
Associate at the observatory. "It would

sound like the static you get between FM
radio stations and wouldn't tell us much."
The research being conducted includes

the study of both interstellar dust clouds

and pulsars, according to Dr. Bechis.

Pulsars result from stars that have gone
supernova, or exploded, and are particular-

ly challenging to researchers because of the

resulting high concentration of energy, Dr.

Bechis said.

"This implies that a tremendous amount
of energy was required to form them." he
said. "It also seems that pulsars are a step

on the way to becoming black holes,

another subject of a great deal of

research."

"We have the only facilities in the world
that regularly monitor pulsars," said Dr.

Bechis.

Dust clouds, which are studied using the

observatory's millimeter wave-length
telescope, are essentially the birth-places of

stars.

"There are all the necessary ingredients

for life floating around in these interstellar

TURN TO PAGE 7

Souweine:
How he won

The astronomy observatory atop Orchard Hill.
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By MARK HORAf^
Collegian Staff
As local political experts searched for

answers yesterday, progressive Democrat
Jonathan Souweine offered a simple ex-
planation for his upset win Tuesday night in

the Democratic primary for Hampshire and
Franklin County District Attorney: "I think
people stereotype towns too much. I think
the people were looking for a candidate
with integrity, character and leadership."
As the rest of the state seemed to take a

turn to the right Tuesday night with the
nomination of Edward J. Kirg for governor
and the near miss of Republicyn Avi Nelson
for U.S. Senate, Souweine swept to an im-

pressive victory over three area veteran
political names: 56 year old Salvatore A.
Polito, Dona! T. Dunphy, 35, and W.
Michael Ryan, 32, all of Northampton.
Souweine took 27 percent of the vote,

while South Hadley's Bernard J. Whelan
finished a close second with a surprising 24
percent.

The so called 'regular' deomcrats, Polito

and Dunphy, took about 17 percent each,

and Ryan finished with 14.

Souweine, the former director of the
public interest group MassPIRG, and
former assistant attorney general, ^expected

to take the liberal Amherst vote easily- -and

it was easy. Bett-. than 75 percent voted
for Souweine, while the others split the re-

mainder evenly.

The Amherst turnout was a very high 30
percent, as Souweine successfully dragged
the UMass vote-students, faculty, staff-

out of its traditional primary lethargy and
got it to the polls.

Souweine maintained an impressive edge
in Franklin County, where he took 33 per-

cent of the vote, as, the rest of the crowd
again split evenly.

But it was less liberal towns like Ware,
Easthampton, Granby and the city of Nor-
thampton where traditional Democratic
politicians Polito, Dunphy, and Ryan
types -usually fare well. That the liberal

Souweine held his own, and stayed within
a few percentage points of the big three as
they split their strength evenly.

Whelan, meanwhile, was staying close to

Souweine virtually everywhere, except
Amherst, and burying everyone in South
Hadley where he took over 70 percent of

the vote and drew 2024 votes, the largest

town total of the night.

Souweine attributed his success in the
conservative areas to "integrity" and "hard
work." As Souweine workers say, "We
went to a barbecue in Ware every weekend
this summer."

•I

TABAS, Iran - Rescue worlcers wearing white masks dig
into debris yesterday, in search of victims of the

devastating earthquake that shook the area last Saturday.
The quake took an estimated 15,000 lives. (UPI)

Committee finishes DNA warrant;

will regulate disputed research
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

The Amherst recombinant DNA commit-
tee Tuesday night finalized for presentation

to the board of selectmen on Sept. 25 a

DNA warrant to be considered at town
meeting.
The committee, appointed by the select-

men in October, 1977 at a special town
meeting, is composed of nine persons with
no direct involvement in the research itself.

The committee is charged with examining
social and ethical issues of recombinant
DNA and reporting the pertinent informa-

tion to the town.
"Recombinant DNA technology, the war-

rant states, "poses potential risk to the
public health and safety, and because there

is an absence of specific state or federal

legislation regulating the technology, all in-

stitutions must conform to the current

guidelines by the National Institute of

Health."
DNA, the master hereditary chemical in

living cells, can be recombined or
reassembled to produce new entities, call-

ed recombinant DNA.
Paul Newlin, a member of the committee

and a member for the Coalition for Respon-
sible Genetic Research, said the "primary
danger is that the deliberate production of

desirable changes in certain organisms
might result in the disruption of the com-
plex and delicate balance among living

things. Although there is no clear evidence
against this research, there is substantial

argument for potential danger.

"This could result in an intervening of
evolution, and it is possible that corpora-
tions such as the drug industry will profit

from using a technique scientists do not
know much about," he said.

The warrant article also states each in-

stitution or establishment, either academic
or commercial, must have a biohazards
committee with a membership of at least 50
percent town residents, and all comittee
meetings must be open to the public.

The committee included recommenda-
tions with the warrant stating that training

programs in safety procedures be instituted

for all persons involved in the recombinant
DNA research.

Manufacture of humarr'-insulin for
diabetics is a form of DNA researot\^^ The
process takes insulin from animals, and
could be less allergenic than current syn-
thetic insulin, said committee member
Diana Stein.

Yet, Newlin said, "the reasons for

guidelines is that there is a significant

possibility that this research poses a risk."

"Amherst is an academic community, and
the schools feel it is their fredom to do
research, and we will be infringing on this

freedom," Newlin said. "We do not want
to hinder experiments, but we do want to
inform the public on the possible risks in-

volved in this research."

Workers join convention
By NINAMARYBUBA
J^ollegian Staff

The 12 to 1 organization, a group of

wornert-^<Sffice workers seeking to educate
clerical employees of their rights on the job,

announced lalst; night that it will in

November join the &t)ston-based First Con-
vention for Working Wcmrte^.

The conventioin will featcffiaue/orkshops on
legal rights for working womeni^nd other
topics. Senator Edward M. Kenr*«riy is

scheduled to be the keynote speaker.

12 to 1 was formed a year-and-a-half ago
at UMass when a handful of women band-
ed together hoping to imorove their work-
ing conditions, according to Penny

Schwartz, a member of the organization.

The group held a meeting last night at the
Bangs Community Center to recruit new
members.
"We need more support," said Paula
Heckman, a secretary for the Continuing
Education Department. "To be effective,

we need to be a strong group."

"We are aiming to fulfill our goals, which
are: to establish an effective com-
municatioins network among clerical

workers, to gain the respect we deserve, to

achieve equal employment oportunities,

and to provide strategies to effect change
on the job," Heckman said.

The group will begin holding workshops
for clerical employees at the end of this

month .

Interns learn andgain credit
Editor's Note: This is the first ofa two-part
series on the Internship program on cam-
pus.

By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Are you a student looking to gain profes-

sional work experience and receive

academic credit at the same time? Then the

Internship Office, room 408 Goodell, might

be the place to start.

Kathy Douglas, assistant program coor-

dinator, said full time internship students

spend a semester working for an agency of

his-her choice. In return, the student can
receive up to 15 academic credits in the ma-
jor most closely related to the field.

"We have over 750 listed agencies actively

looking for interns," she said. "Students
have the opportunity to look through the

agencies' files or send out an internship ap-

plication with an office coverletter to any
place theV choose."
After a firm or group accepts an intern,

the student must finalize a contract with a

faculty advisor-sponsor, who is usually

from their major department. Any student

or faculty member may set up an intern-

ship, Douglas said. The contract usually

specifies the number of credits the student
will receive. Interns are hardly ever paid
salaries, she said.

What the Internship Office does, Douglas
said, is help the intern in placement during
the internship and in returning to the
university.

After a student is sent out on an intern-

ship, a counselor or staff member from the
Internship office is sent out on a field visit

to the hiring agency. The intern's progress
is discussed with the intern and agency
supervisor. The staff member then comes
back and writes a field visit report for the
student faculty sponsor, Douglas said.

Before they return the following semester,
the Internship Office receives a final evalua-

tion of the intern, which is then forwarded
to the sponsor. The intern writes a sum-
mary of her-his experiences which are plac-

ed on file in the Internship Office and are

available to other prospective interns.

"A student gets the credits for

demonstrating the knowledge they have
gained more than for the work experience
itself," Douglas said.

"To do a full-time internship, you must
have at least a 2.0 average, a declared ma-
jor and at least 45 credits towards gradua-
tion," she said. "Part time internships can
be done for less than 15 credits and are

usually in the Amherst-Springfield area.

These students can also attend classes

while on internship."

Douglas said the Internship Office can ar-

range for students to work in any area of

the state or the country. "Right now," she
said, "we are trying to build up the New
York City area."

Douglas encourages students to plan now
for spring Internships. To aid planning, a

general recruitment rrieeting is scheduled
for October 4th and 5th at 7:00 p.m' in

Campus Center room 101.

Douglas now boasts students working at

the Woodshole Oceanographic Institute, a

woman working in the New England
Patriots public relations office, a student as
a member of the production staff of the
Good Day show on Channel 5 in Boston,
and a business major working for one of the

largest advertising agencies in New York
City.

Amherst
water
too low
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff
Water users in Amherst may be in for a

surprise soon if efforts by the Board of
Selectmen and the town engineer fail to
provide a new reserve water supply.
Town Engineer James Smith said the
town currently is running water supply
facilities at full capacity, and has no
emergency reserve.

Board of Selectmen Chairwoman Diana
H. Romer called the problem serious.

"We have not had a below average rainfall

for six or seven years," she said. "If we
did, we'd have a real problem."
Romer said the town initially would have-

to ask for voluntary restraints. If the situd
tion worsened, she said, the town wouid
then need to begin mandatory rationing.
She said the largest problems would arif

'

from a large fire, or depletion of watt;*

reserves to a point where water would b«
unfit to drink.

The water problem was highlighted laM
fall when an engineering report by the
engineering consulting firm of Tighe and
Bond was released on the situation. The
report cited the reserve deficiency and sug-
gested several possible solutions.

The town, meanwhile currently is study
ing three possible solutions: construction
of a new facility in South Amherst'^
Lawrence Swamp; a link-up with the
Hadley supply; and a link-up with tht
Quabbin Reservoir.

According to Smith, testing of Lawrence
Swamp approved by town meeting las?

November, currently is proceeding, with
the drilling of small test wells. Well borings
will be evaluated for type of material?,

found, and quality and quantity of water
that could be expected at each site. When
the preliminary testing is completed, 3
single site will be chosen, and a larger well

v?iHrbe drilled and run for seven to ten days
to detefhiine whether the well can suppon
a desired rate^Of flow of water.
Smith said he is nopingjor a 1,000,000-

gallon per day source, and'th9t>4ti« well be
drilled within four to six weeks.
The proposed link-up with the Hadlfey

water supply has run into opposition from
Hadley town residents.

A proposal to provide an emergency link

betwen the two towns was turned down by
the Hadley town meeting last year.

However, a commision was appointed by
Hadley selectmen to study the situation.

Commision Chariman Joseph Fitzgibbons
yesterday refused comment, citing a pro-

mise to the selectmen not to discuss th$.

commision's work. Fitzgibbons did sayfhe
report of the commision is vfrtually com-
plete, and will be givB»*tO the selectman as
soon as further information is received from
the fedefsff Farmer's Home Administration.

According to Romer, Amherst is seeking a
"small supplementary source of supply."

Romer also said Amherst has applied for a
link-up with the Quabbin Reservoir.
However, all such requests have been tabl-
ed by Executive Secretary of the State En-
vironmental Affairs, Evelyn Murphy, pen-
ding an Army Corps of Engineers review of
the proposed diversion of a portion of the
Connecticut River into the reservoir, and a
report on a proposed special office on
water conservation.

Smith, however, said Quabbin is the most
expensive option, and "six to ten years is a
ballpark figure" for completion of the pro-

ject. He also said Quabbin would be the
most reliable of the current options.
Amherst has been looking for new water

supplies since the early 1940's, but ac-
cording to Romer the town is situated in a
geologically bad area for water.

'Dracula'

didn't

maiceit
It seems the word didn't get out.

"The Passion of Dracula," originally

scheduled to be presented tonight at the
Fine Arts Center, recently was cancelled,

but it appears many prospective show-
goers didn't get the word.
Fine Arts Center Publicity Director David

Letters yesterday said "a lot" of people
have come to the box office, requesting
tickets, only to be turned away. The event
originally was listed in the center's 90,000
descriptive brochures sent out, but an ac-
companying memo warned of the show's
cancellation.

The event has been replaced in the
center's subscription series with "Side-by-
Side by Sondheim," to be presented next
February.
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'Animal House must be seen'
Reviewed by BRIAN O'CONNELL

Toe-Gahl Toe-Gahl Toe-Gah
"Seven years of college down the drain!"
moans John Bluto' Blutarski, epitomizing
in one less-than-dramatic line "Animal
House," National Lampoon's first endeavor
into the cinematic eye. "Animal House" is a
IJniversal release starring John Belushi and
•Donald Sutherland. The film currently is

showing at 'he Mountain Farms Mall
theatre in Hadley.

Yes, fans, Bluto Blutarski is coming to
your dorm, frat, or apartment, and his visit
is one that will not soon be forgonen. John
Beiushi's initial entrance onto the big
screen is an astounding success, for the
movie is currently smashing box office
records all over the country, and attracting
an enormous number of viewers in the
18-25 category.

The plot is a simple one, to say the least.
It's rush week, fall 1962, and every naive

freshman on campus of Faber College
eagerly awaits the traditional selection of
fraternity pledgee's, especially young Larry
Kroger and Kent Doflman, played to
perfection by Tom Hulce and Steven Furst
respectively. Furst's portrayal of Oorfman
the fat, miserable pile of blubbery bacon
fat leaves a lasting impression, but will no
doubt be overlooked by the aristocratic
Academy of l-ine Arts Judges when the
next Oscar cermonies roll around.

The contrast between the Omegas, the
well to-do frat on campus, and the sloven-
ly, keg guzzling Deltas predictalby leads to
all-oijt fraternity war. The^A/ar begins when
Faber College's somewhat less than
honorable Dean Vernon, played menacing-
ly by veteran actor John Vernon, declares
the Deltas unfit to carry on in the tradition
of Faber College He orders their charter
revoked, as well as their academic standing
at Faber. Consequently, the events leading
up to and after their expulsion is one
riotous gag after another. One of which is

extension Gardener®
Dear Extension Gardener.
I have a poinsetta I received last year. How do I get it to bloom for Christmas??

_ ., N.A. Field House
To flower a poinsena, it must have daily 14-15 hours of uninterrupted

darkness for 4 6 weeks No sunlight or artificial light should strike the plant
such as head lights, lamps, etc Starting this process about October 1 should
bring the plant into bloom for the holidays During the day the poinsettia
should be placed in bright light, kept out of drafts, soil moist, and in tem-
peratures about 60 - 70 degrees F.

Dear Extension Gardener,
Potted Hyacinths are so fragrant and pretty,; can I start them at home?

Yes Now is the time to buy hyacinth, for starting indoorl'^BuX^ir^^^^^^^^

Vi\'^^T^T'''^''^
'°' *°'"'"9 ^° *'^^«^ <^««« bSlbs need a prlcoolini t^mSof about 15 weeks at constant temperatures around 40 degrees F Plant t^e

e*'a"u'Srna?tsVr?tt?«!?««.i"5'' P°* °' several in a larger pot. Use a soil mixture of

K««^ th- k.Sk ^
.

**"° °' '*®""® '•"° P«»* «°od drainage is important.

^ a arl^at oiLc/m ",'L'"°''!
"' ^" *''"*'' ^ "°°' 9«'^9«- ^«''«' °' refrigeratorIS a great place for the cooling process The bulbs are ready when roots arevisible through the drainage holes and shoots are 1-3 "

tall Put bulbl in alocation receivmg indirect light until the shoots are 5-6 "

tall then put in o asunny window^ Enjoy the fragrance !!! Bulbs can be planted outs de the

the sam7vlay ""^' ''"°^"' '^^"^"^ ""** "«^*='»^"'' '^^^ be forced f^mucS

Top

the
Campus
Cabaret Disco

with
Disco Dino

Every Friday and Saturday

the infamous and soon-to-be legendary
toga party, probably the wildest, most rip-

roaring drunken, staggering time of a party
ever recorded on screen. It simply cannot
be missed.

Among the movie's numerous memorable
characterizations, individual performances
stand out. Obviously, Beiushi's portrayal of
the frat slob, constantly staggering around,
reeling off one-liner after another will be
remembered, as will his giving the term
"eye contact " a new meaning. He too pro-
bably will be overlooked come Oscar time.

James Doughton's portrayal of Gregg
Marmallard, Omega's obnoxious president
and resident pain, and Mark Metcalf's por-
trayal of Doug Neidermeyer, the despicable
and even bigger pain ROTC leader, are ac
curate and essential characters to the
movie. And let us not forget "The Stork":
six feet, three inches of brain-damaged,
horn rimmed madness, whose one and

only line in the movie, a reaction to Bluto's
desperate plea for help, will undoubtedly
leave you rolling in the aisles. Stork main-
tains a visual character throughout the film,
and is probably the funniest non-speaking
character in recent memory.
The negative points? Well, if one deives

into reality, then "Animal House" isn't for
you. It's mindless humor, but it's meant to
be that way. Screenwriter Harold Ramis
satirically depcited his own experiences at
Dartmouth College, Class of '64, and with
the help of writers Douglass Kenney and
Chris Miller, created the fictitious Faber
College. Some of the movie is a bit far-

fetched, most notable Bluto's ^and exit,

where he is clad only in his custom made
pirate outfit, clutching his dependable
samuri sword in one hand and a pretty
cheerleader in another, but this criticism is

just nit-picking. The movie is funny, and if

you haven't seen it by now, then see it. It's

gonna be just great!

Lobbyist resigns when
group backs ERA
The chief lobbyist for the National Right

to Life Committee has resigned because of
the organization's new aggressive stance
against 'he Equal Rights Amendment.

Attorney Thea Rossi Barron says she
fears the group's drive against abortion,
which has had a fair degree of success ori
Federal and State levels, will be diluted by
its new concern with an unrelated issue.

barren said, "As an attorney, I don't see
that the ERA. has anything to do with
abortion."

Barron has represented the committee
before Congress for more than two years.
She has helped mobilize its 11 million
members behind bills to limit the scope of
the 1973 Supreme Court decision legalizing
abortion.

Herbicide Spray May Cause
Miscarriages:

Investigators for the Environmental
Protection Agency say that at least five
more miscarriages occurring in women in
Alsea, Oregon, may be linked to the
spraying of powerful herbacides in that
area. The EPA began an inquiry this month
into claims by eight women living in Alsea,
who reported they have suffered a total of
11 miscarriages since 1973. At least four
other women in Alsea have had five
miscarriages since various federal agencies
began spraying the chemical defoliant
2 — 4— 5— T on forests in Oregon

.

In the meantime, one of the original

TURN TO PAGE 7

Go Beyond
the
Classrooiii«#

To the Residential
|

Resource Management
internship Program!

Residential Resource Manage-
ment, the Administrative branch of
the campus' Residential Operation,
is now offering an internship pro-
gram. This is a two semester pro-
gram which offers both pay and an
opportunity for the student to apply
his or her previous academic
preparation.

Application forms are available at

Residential Resource Management,
First Floor Berkshire House.

For more information contact

<andace Bancroft
Coordinator

RRM Internship Program'

Field House
545 1333

Ri-SIOENTIAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Women 'ssymphony
seeksnewmembers
By MAUREEN CARNEY
Collegian Staff

The New England Women's Symphony,
a new organization dedicated to promotion

of women's music, currently is seeking

members.
The symphony will promote women's

music by performing music composed by

women, offering a podium for women con-

ducters, researching music of women com-
posers, providing composers with a forum,

and providing opportunities for improvisa-

tional forums.
According to Leslie Judd, symphony ad-

ministrative assistant-research director, the

orchestra wants its structure to be "unlike

any other elitist organization already in ex-

istence."
"Usually, she said, an orchestra will per-

form under the "dictatorial" baton of a

highly paid conductor, who creates the im-

age of the orchestra that the public ac-

cepts. We want this orchestra to be its own
image.
"Even though we have a music director,

we will not have just one conductor," she

said. "We plan to schedule at least three

women conductors for each performance."

"With the orchestra creating its own im-

age, we will not have what Dr. Brico term

ed a gimic when she established her "All

Girls' Orchestra" in the early thirties," said

Judd. "She just wanted to prove that

women could play, but the public accepted

it as a phenomenon; a gimic orchestra."

The symphony officers work together

sharing responsibilites and duties with

equal compensation. They include Presi-

dent Gail Perry, Manager Nancy Barrett

Thomas, Music Director Kay Gardner, who
studied under Maestra Antonia Brico. Five

other key positions include Publicity Direc-

tor, Lisa Schwartz, Administrative Assis-

tant, Leslie Judd, and two others to be
elected by the performers at the next

organizational meeting.

The symphony also has a growing Na-

tional Advisory Board, headed by monorary
Chairperson Dr. Antonia Brico.

The symphony has chamber ensembles
and soloists, as well as the main orchestra.

Orchestra concert dates have been set for

Dec. 3 and Feb. 11 at Sanders Theater,

Cambridge, and Apr. 29 at Jordan Hall,

Boston. The chamber ensembles will play

at the Boston Women's K/lusic Festival on
Oct. 28, which will run Oct. 27-29 at

Boston University.

The symphony's research department is

seeking compositions of women com-
posers of the 18th and 19th centuries,

whose works include keyboards, wind
quintets, and orchestra. They are also

seeking works of contemporary com-
posers. Any information, especially

bibliographies or name resources, can be

sent to PO box 508, Allston, 02134.

Instrumental orchestra positions are

open to women and men performers, but

ail works must be composed by women,
and the podium will be open only to women
conductors. Auditions will be held Sept.

23- 24 from 2-6pm and Oct. 25-26 from
6 - 10 pm at the Joy of Movement Center,

23 Main St., third floor, Watertown Sq.

Anyorte who wishes to audition should call

the center.

If you have experience in public relations,

non-profit management, fund raising, silk

screening, and ticket-subscription sales,

the symphony needs you. The public is in-

vited to an evening of wine, cheese, and
music at an organizational meeting on Oct.

24 at 8 pm at the Joy of Movement Center.

THE DOG DAYS OF AUTUMN are what this dog seems to be enjoying as he
takes a rest on one of the couches in the Campus Center. (Staff photo by
Patrick O. Dobbs.)

Inflation cuts into
national income gains

Sept. 20 & 21«8 p.m.-1 a.m.

disco
Wed., Sept. 20— Different special drink on the hour

75c

Thurs., Sept. 21-Busch Night

"Come down and get into a Busch"

Route 9, Amherst/Hadley line 253-9214

United Press International

WASHINGTON - The nation's

economy grew at a more robust pace

between April and Jline than originally

estimated, the government reported

yesterday, but inflation turned in its worst

quarterly performance since 1974.

The Commerce Department's mixed bag

of economic news showed that the ad-

ministration was on target in its growth

projections.

But it also demonstrated clearly that

inflation, called the nation's No. 1 domestic

ill by the administration, was cutting deeply

into income gains made by Americans this

year.

As President Carter was speaking about

inflation to a steelworkers convention in

Atlantic City, N.J., the department an-

nounced that the Gross National Product

index that measures price changes in-

creased at an 11 percent annual rate,

compared with the 10.7 percent rate

estimated last month and the 10 percent

level reported in July.

On the brighter side, the report also said

the economy grew at an 8.7 percent annual

rate during the second quarter, con-

siderably above the 8 percent rate reported

last month before all economic data were

assembled.
The jump in inflation was the largest

during any single quarter since a 12.6

percent increase in the fourth quarter of

1974, the department said.

The administration has projected that

inflation, as measured by the GNP price

index, would increase only 6.5 percent for

the full year. This forecast is now
in serious jeopardy.

Carter told the steelworkers his new
inflation — fighting weapons will be un-

veiled soon.
"What we do will be fair," Carter said.

"It will not penalize labor or any other

group in our'society."

"At the same time, it will be tough," he

said.
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GIANT BOOK SALE
990

QUALITY PAPERBACKS

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS

DOZENS OF SUBJECTS
HUNDREDS OF TITLES

anthropology
art

biology

business
chemistry
computers

economics
education
health sciences

history

literature .

mathematics

music
philosophy

physics

psychology

religion

sociology

.

at "(hf /xioksforr" on uur s.tirs {.ih/cs

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

NOMINATIONS
FOR

STUDENT
SENATE,

including Presidential positions,

are available in Rm. 420, Stu-

dent Union. Deadline for ap-

plications is September 25.
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visit the new

YELLOW SUN
NATURAL FOODS
CO-OPERATIVE

17 Kellog Ave., Amherst

hours 9 - 6 Mon.,Tues., Wed.,Sat.
9-8Thurs.,Frl.,

Hi

B

Student Senate Auto
Workshop/Auto

SPooI. Non-work
Jstudy position
available for student

J|
w/ mechanical ex-

Sperience. Onlya
2 qualified students B

it

SHOE
^

JEMA^ 187 n. pleasant st^ antherst

Cf^"^ Fri oiirdc

REOUIRED
READmO

FORSCIENCEr

AND BUSINESS.

r ^
Fri. Sat Sun

DANCING ROCK

This weekend

EIGHT TO
THE BAR

Tues Wed Thurs

DISCO

Happy Houf Daily

4 10 p m

THERE S MORE OF
EVERYTHING

AT FLAT STREET

rLAT
STREET

gf

1 !> it'i'i' V *

It may almost be fall, but many students
sale continuing today at the Student U
Sanford.)

have found the right green at the plant
nion Ballroom. (Staff photo by Nancy

^ Stars
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
dust clouds, so studying them can perhaps
help us answer questions about the origins
of life," said Dr. Bechis.
Here on campus there are some far less

sophisticated pieces of astronomical equip-
ment at the observatory located on Orchard
Hill.

The equipment there includes a 20-inch
diameter reflecting telescope and a small

^Herbicide
CONTINUED FROM PAGE4
women ro tile a complaint with the EPA
says she has been in contact with other
women in the nearby coastal communities
who say they have had miscarriages under
similar circumstances.
The EPA says it may investigate other

areas of Oregon if its studies indicate the
miscarriage incidents are widespread.
The spraying has been carried out by the

U.S. Forest Service, the Federal Bureau of
Land Management and private timber
companies.

CIA Exploited Women Employees

Documenys released by the Central
Intelligence Agency reveal that most of the
Agency's experiments in mind control were
carried out on "young," "very
suggestible," and "very photogenic"
women employees.
INQUIRY magazine reports that the

radio telescope, currently being used to
follow Jupiter.

This small observatory is run by students
in the Physics and Astronomy Department
including the Astronomy Club, and operi
houses are held periodically to encourage
UMass students to take advantage of the
equipment.

CHEESEGIFTSHOP
BEER WINE
CHEESE
GODIVA

CHOCOLATES
103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

Student Union Art Gallery

presents

''The Goodbye
Girr*

Fri., Sept. 22

7, 9:15, 11:30

Admission $1— CCA

latest documents are part of the CIA's
mind -control programs of the 1950's and
1960's.

According to the documetns, the CIA
used in the experiments mostly
19— year— old agency secretaries.

INQUIRY says these "girls," as the
documents call them, were apparently
hypnotized to respond to code words, and
that when those words were spoken, the
women would fall into a deep trance The
magazine says the women would then be
secretly filmed by agents under the guise of
research.

INQUIRY says that the stilted language
of the official reports reveals 'A great deal
of the research seemed to involve the
hiding of documents in bodices, young
women lying down on sofas to go into
trances, and peepholes and two — way
mirrors through which the proceedings
were observed."
What the magazine calls "the

slightly -leering tone" of the research
reports is illistrated, for example, by an
account of two women placed in a deep
sleep in an operations room and then
photographed by another volunteer who
took pictures.

The report describes "one picture with
one woman reclining on the sofa and the
second sitting upright."

People's Gay Alliance
welcomes all to a

GAY DISCO
Fri., Sept. 22, 1978 $1.00
9:00-12:30 10th floor CC

All UMass Men Invited To An

OPEN RUSH
AT

BETA KAPPA PHI
Monday Se pi 18 ^

Tuesday Sept 19 'V at B • r"i

Thurbday Sept 2 1 J

Siindoy Sept 24 at 6 30 pm

BK0 388N PIcasantSt lor qo w hilc h nr k ru ilc) ' (^

opEN Fm. nItes Til 9:00

AMHERST DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS

Roll-up type for windows, doorways or room di-

viders. Constructed of 550 Individual bamboo
sticks, completely assembled, withi hooks for

hanging.

Sizes Our Price Sizes Our Price
2'x6' 4.95 5'x6' 12.95 '

2y2' X 6' 5.95 6'x6' 14.95
3'x6' 730 8'x6' 21.95
m' X 6' 8.50 8'x8' 23.95
4'x6' 9.95

10% Discount on purchase
of 3 or more shades!

Mon. thru Sat. 10-6
Fridays til 9

Master Charge &
VISA accepted

A Store-full of Ideas

Mext to the Fbst Office

Downtown Amherst

HANDHELD CALCULATORS:
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW

BEFORE YOU BUY
Your collcjic work hiibits vmII

surely influence \<)ur professional

work h.'ibns II you re in science,

endinecring or business, a hand-
hem calculator will be an
essential element in molding
those habits That s whv it's

so important to make the correct

choice of a calculator now

Which IS wh\ we prepared a

br<Khure entitled. "The Student s

C hoice The Professional s

Choice The l.oj.'ical Choice in

it. \()u II read about every-

thiny you should consider before

bu\ ing your college calculator

7 hinps like calculator construc-

tion ease-of-use, lojiic s\ stems
and more Pick up a free cop\ at

\our btx)ksl()re or nearest

fk'wIctt-Packard dealer lor the

address. CALL TOLl^FREE
800-648-4711 except from Hawaii
or Alaska In Nevada call

800-992-5710 And do it soon.

Because we think buying a

calculator should be one of your
most carefullv calculated decisions.

^^HEWLETT Jlp, PACKARD

IVp< lOm limiis I (KilrlUvd ('>rv.ill>« OR4TIN

Prefect
Yeurself^

Gain Practical
Field Experience

Be a volunteer In the

Beltweec^Belchertewn Prefect
Program Options Meeting Tonight

CC 917 7:30

for more info call 323-6311 ext. 449

1^ GREEK COUNCIL
PLANT SALE
Sept. 19,80,81,88

SV Ballroom

-10 a.m. -8 p.m. daily

%

?

u^ popular plants at reduced prices ^j
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1 1 DRY
You foi^^ot to pack most ofyourclothes.
But you remembered the essentials.
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Nowcomes Miller

c 1978 Miller Brewing Co , Milwaukee Wis

Collegfan 9

Mark WildingM
True confessions...

I. for one, and frankly this is going to be a
rather difficult confession, have never (bear
on, musn't lose my nerve) come to terms
(they'll laugh at me) with, (oh, what the
hell) my sexuality.

Have you?
Think about it, hard.
But not too hard.

That is to say, have you ever stood ab-
solutely, bloody tantalizingly stark naked in
front of a silverrimmed full-length mirror
looking down on your gift from nature and
wondered if Jacqueline Suzanne would
have consecrated one syllable to the little

monument?

I have. And I'm worried.

I mean, how do you go about it? And once
you do will it help you with your ongoing
personal relationships? Inter-face wise? I

mean, don't get me wrong. I've read dating
manuals. And stuff. I snip my nostril hairs
and only put on my glasses when I have to
drive or watch the movie or something.
And if my date's got a popcorn kernel lodg-
ed between her two front teeth I don't em-
barass her by telling her so in front of a
whole bunch of people, you know?

So how do your Hollywood role models
do it? The Newmans, the Eastwoods, the
Bronsons? I don't know, Bronson says to
count the hairs on your chest. Ten seconds
later I start on my legs.

All of which is the basis of my discomfort
factor. Desire-spectrum wise. Dig?

I mean when I type should my legs be
crossed? Or do I sit with them akimbo? Like
Hemingway. With a machete in my mouth.
Drinking ethyl alcohol and cursing in

Spanish. So what do I do? Take a shot at
the masculine two-finger slashing of a
Morley Safer or Tom Brokaw? Or hang
tough with the ten-finger touch type, with
its secretarial implications?

It's an agonizing conundrum for those of
us who remain in neutral, idling on the
celebrated path of sexual awareness.
Frustrated, berated, unsatiated.

Mind you, I do wear a size "medium" jock
strap.

I do get an 8:00 shadow.
I don't wear PJ's anymore.
I like Johnny Mathis.

So the bells have tolled, the pews have fill-

ed, and I'm ready to actualize my potential.
Not that I haven't done "it", though. Know
what I mean? I mean, like I've done it. And
stuff. Well that is to say, at least I think I've
done it. I don't know, I was drunk and it

was kind of dark and there were all sorts of
snaps. And stuff.

Actually I think I got an 1.0. U.

Mark Wilding is a Collegian Columnist

To the Editor:
"Life Without Father" substantiated

To the Editor:

It seems that Chris Decker's par-
thenogenesis series has aroused the ire of
^P least one scientist on this campus.
Even ttwugi^ram female, may I suggest
that 'Tifh " vyithout Father" has more
scientific substBttQe ^hap Arthur Mange
seems to be aware of.

In 1955, the British medical journal.

Lancet.published Dr. Helen Spurway's
findings that, based on experiments with
animals, spontaneous parthenogenesis
might occur in women on rare occasions-
-once in 1.6 million pregnancies. As a
result of this, a London newspaper, the
Sunday Pictorial, called for any women
who thought they had conceived par-

thenogenetically to present themselves
for tests. Nineteen women answered the
invitation, and were examined with their

daughters by Dr. Stanley Balfour-Lynn et
al ar Queen Charlotte Hospital. Eighteen
of the pairs were disqualified. The re-

maining one mother and daughter passed
a series of blood and skin graft tests that

even Arthur Mange would have recogniz-

ed as reliable. Balfour-L ynn reported that

his team of researchers had "been unable
to disprove" the mother's claim. He later

added: "In such a case as this, rigorous

proof is impossible, but it remains that all

the evidence obtained from serological

and special tests is consistent with what
would be expected in a case of par-

thenogenesis.
"

The most surprising thing about all this

is that one parthenogenetic birth could
have been found in so small a sample.

Seemingly then, such births could occur
more frequently than anyone supposed.
In 1957, additional evidence gave
credence to this supposition. Dr. Lan-

drum Shettles reported in an article entitl-

ed "Parthenogenetic Cleavage of the

Human Ovum" published in the Bulletin

of the Sloane Hospital for Women
that he had examined human eggs just

after removal from the ovarian follicles.

He found that three out of 400 eggs had
"undergone cleavage in vivo within the
intact follicle, without any possible con-
tact with spermatozoa. " Shettles conclu-
sion was that "parthenogenesis happens
with considerably greater grequency than
even Dr. Spurway guessed.

"

"Life Without Father, " however, has
not been a fertile [pun intended] research
area for male \pardon the emphasis]
scientists. Instead we have the wonder
of test-tube fertilization ac-
complishments, and continuing research
in sex selection technology and cloning,

all of which emphasize the role of the

scientific father as the technological pro- -

genitor. \And women are worried about
male control of gynecology and
obstetrics!]

Readers might be interested in June
Goodfield's Playing God: Genetic
Engineering and the Manipulation of
Life. The Sciences journal^ has balled

this book^a "civilized and scholarly"
discussion of genetic technology. But
Goodfield is also female, and may be part
of a conspiracy against males.
I have also just had the added
"pleasure" of reading Bruce Levin 's satire

on Chris Decker's articles. His article im-
mediately conjured up my own spirit of
satire and thus in this spirit, may I

respectfully ask: Is this the same Bruce
Levin whose "well thought-out" view-
points on test-tube fertilizatioin were
quoted in the Hampshire Gazette this

summer? To quote: "No, I don't see any
problem with the procedure itself,

although the fact that it is conceived out-

side the body means it's not as much
fun. " So profound and well thought-out
as to make us ethicists wish we could do
zoology as well as this particular zoologist

does ethics.

Janice Raymond
Asst. Prof, of Women's

Studies/ Med. Ethics

Hampshire/UMass

Second, while Karp may "suggest that

fH}-SuJ>pog§d case ofparthenogenesis has
ever heen authenticated, " what he ac-
tually saysi^^fyt "the authors concluded
that they coukfftQt definitely disprove the
mother's claim to- <t^ parthenogenetic
birth of her daughter. " Isinjilarly, Janis
Kelly in an article in off our bib4s [Feb.

1977] quotes S. Balfour L ynn on a case
of a suspected parthenogenetic birth,

after a series of tests had been conducted
upon both women, including skin grafts
and blood tests: "In a case such as this,

rigorous proof is impossible, but it re-

mains that all the evidence obtained from

seriological and special tests is consistent
with what would be expected in a case of
parthenogenesis. . . . Thus, this mother's
claim must not only be considered
seriously, but it must also be admitted
that we have been unable to disprove it.

"

The apparent need of Mange and others
to ridicule the concept of par-
thenogenesis by use of derisive sarc^gf^
serves impressively to illustrjat^^Jj^

Decker's assertions about the '^Qctlons
of the patriarchal world toH^ topic, and
the consqeuent p^city of information

about the subjeot, -

Beth Kaplowitt

"Feminist" perspective not held by all

Example of anxiety and defensiveness

To the Editor:

In reply to Arthur Mange's criticism of

Chris Decker's articles on par-

thenogenesis, there are two points which
I would like to raise. First, Mange has fur-

nished us with an excellent example of

what Ms. Decker refers to as the "anxiety

and defensiveness men exhibit when fac-

ed with the prospect of induced par-

thenogenesis. " He positively oozes con-

, descension and defensiveness.

To the Editor:

There are many women on this campus
who do not agree with the feminist

perspective that was revealed in Julie

Melrose's editorial of Friday September
15. While we are glad to see more
women's news, and information on abor-
tion and contraception, some of the

women's news seems only to fill space in

the newspaper.

I resent some of the assumptions made
in the editorial. I, and many of the women
I know, enjoy being with men. The friend-

ship we have with men is important to us,

but that does not undermine the female
friendships we have. We do not spend
time with other women only in the com-
pany of men, as the editorial inferred.

I truly believe the editorial excluded the

"real world. " The world in which I live has
both sexes, and I do not feel excluding a
race of people, or a sex, is a good way to

promote harmony between all people.

I am not a brain-washed specimen of a
male-dominated society, as I and other
women who hold my viewpoint have
been called. I am a woman wh6 realizes if

men and women are ever to understand
each other, they will have to spend time

together, and I definitely believe this /tir

eludes discussing major issues, irP college

'

classes. I do not feel that alienating one's

self from another group, helps to pro-

mote understanding between the two
parties involved.

I will fight for equality for women, as I

know that women are capable and equal
to men, and should be treated as such.

But often I feel that the feminist outlook,

has stepped over this way of thinking,

and is trying to get "even with" men for

the past, or is trying to exclude men from
their lives.

Sexist language should be stopped, I

agree, but excluding yourself from the

cause of a problem is not a very effective

means of stopping the problem. I am
referring to Melrose's insistence that if

women are no longer with men they do
not have to hear sexist language.

I also resent being told that 'I am being
dragged back to the cave " or that I am liv-

ing my life for a man, and will be a slave

to the kitchen. My career is very impor-
tant to me, but I do not feel I have to give

up men in order to successfully maintain a
career. I also would like to know what
Melrose has against dating. It really

doesn't have to lead to a life ofhomemak-
ing. There are many women who would
like to right the wrongs of women's op-

pression but do not feel they have to give

up men. It would be nice if the women's
staff of the Collegian would have more ar-

ticles representing the rest of the women
on campus.
The non-competitive atmosphere that

Melrose speaks of, is very secluded from'

the real world in which she will have to

deal with, and work with men. I feel that

Melrose disregards an entire perspective

of women who revere their special friend-

ships and love relationships with men,
but who also feel competent in their own
right, and have their own individuality and
are not totally dependent on men. I feel

this makes up a large percentage of

women on this campus as well as women
at other universities.

So next time Melrose wishes to include

my friends, acquaintances, and female
workers in her concept of "most women"
I hope she realizes she is being very short-

sighted.

Therese Ryan
Karen Henry
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COLLEGE TOWNE CL\SSIC
FIVE MILE ROAD RACE

.4, 1978 AMHERST. MASS.

BK: ANMHISIK-BU;.CH INC. IN CONJUNCTION WITH WILLIAMS
DISTRIBUTING OF SPRINGFIELD FOR THE BENEFIT OF
THE JIMMY FUND

ORGANIZED BY: SUGARLOAF MOUNTAIN ATHLETIC tLUB

MINIMUM BY 9/17 - $2.00--- After 9/17 - $?.50
DONATION: (Make checks payable to: Sugarloaf Mt. A.C.)

IKLl I-SHIRTS TU FIRST 400 PRE-REGISTERED RUNNERS

TRAILWAYS and PETER PAN offer frequent service to Boston, New York

and many other great Get-A-Way places.

TRAIIWATS PETER RAN DUS UNES

MAKE UFE SIMPLER FORYOU.

For Information, Schedules and Prices, Contact:

Campus Center Bus Office - 545-2006, or 549-6000

fREE BEER & SODA
ACCURATE COURSE

MERCHANDISE PRIZES
AAU SANCTIONED

WATER STATIONS
SHOWERS

POST RACE CLINIC BY SPORTS PODIATRIST DR. BOB FLEISCHNER

DIVISIONS

* of MEN # of WOMEN
M.rs Prizes

i - FIRST OVER ALL FINISHER 1 - FIRST OVER ALL FINISHER
3 - OPEN (17-39)
2 - MASTERS (over 40)
2 - SORORITY
1 - DORMITORY
1

- JUNIOR (16 and under)
1 - BAR/RESTAURANT EMPLOYEE

1 PRIZE TO TEAM WITH GREATEST NUMBER OF FINISHERS

5
- OPEN (17-39)

2 - MASTERS (over 40)
2 - FRATERNITY
1 - JUNIOR (16 and under)
1 - DORMITORY
I - BAR/RESTAURANT EMPLOYEE

RUNNERS REPORT TO: Open Grass Field at North End of UMASS Stadium Rd.
at corner of Massachusetts Ave. & University Drive.

POST REGISTRATION AVAILABLE: 10:00 AM-12:30 PM AT STARTING LINE

****** tl: ****************** t1,»-i1,1,******»1,1,*i,t1H,ti,1,ti,tlt**ttt1,1l**1,****************

ENTRY FORM

Name

:

__Age: Sex:

Street

School/Club

Division

City

AAU#

_State/Zip_

Team

T-Shirt Size (Circle One): S M L XL

In consideration of this entry being accepted, I, for myself, my heirs,
executors, administrators, waive and release any and all rights and claims
for personal damages I may have against the sponors of this run or AAU Officials.

Signature
(Parent if under 18 years of age)

Mail with entry fee to: Ed Sandifer, P. 0. Box 659. Amherst, Mass. 01002

WHYST4IIVE
TO LOSE
WEIGHT.

COLLEGE
M>/^ _. . . C>^fe

-

rp

WHENTOUCAN
EATTOLOSEWEIHIT?

For a diet thais not from hunger lOin a convenient

Weight Watchers meeting today

Losing weight neverlHftRilTI
tasted so good CATCHERS

The Authority.
EASTHAMPTON Wednesdays 7 PM
American Legion, Pleasant Street

AMHERST Tuesdays 7 PM
UMass Campus Center BuHdmg „,-... ^ . 7 pm
A-MHERST-HADLEY Wednesdays 30 AM, i & 7 PM

Howard Johnsons, 401 Russell Street (Rt 9)

NORTHAMPTON World War II Vets. Assn.

50 Conz Street

Tuesdays 7 PM
Wednesdays 9 30 AM
VMCA. Prospect Street

Thursdays 7 PM
WfLLIMANSETT Tuesdays 9 30 AM & / pnt

American Legion, 938 Chicopee Street

The cosmetic center off Amherst

This week's specials

s)\

^

COUPON

DON'T MISS THESE TERRIFIC SAVINGS!

For Information Call: (413) 786-6611

or wriXt 622 No Main St.,

East Lor>qmMdow. Mass. 01028

WBGHT
WRICHBtt
The Authority

f 7i)0 flfft m««tlnf. th«n $3i)0 w»«kly

Low«r Rates for S«nior Citi/tns

•(.•«' ».»c-t«. *mo9*- "ta't'i-o '•«>•»•"• ^VrjWMt 0» «••»" "»»CI««« THK PRESCRIPTION STORE
OPEN MON-FRI 9-9 SAT 9-6

4 MAIN St. AMHERST
CLIP & SAVE CLIP & SAVE CLIP&SAVE CLIP & SAVE CLIP&SWE

B.B. KING
"Boss of the Blues"

in concert

nNE ARTS CENTER
CONCERT HALL

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
at 8 p.m.

Tickets on sale at tt^
Fine Arts Center box'offlce

and all TIcketron locations.

UMass/Amherst Students. $3, $4 ft $S
General Public: $5, 16 ft $7

Box offtee open from 9 to 4 each day. Monday through Frkjay (545-251 1)Sponsored by the University of Massachusetts Arts Council

THURSDAYS

Mbtt Night
!3^^^ (most drinks A hPPrQ\ '•^

J.

(most drinks & beers)

8:30 to 1

1

ii

DISCO
and

OLDIES
l.> Fia^l l>l«-asant St.

\

SIG-MA
ALPHA
MU

JHe Onlv Coed

395 NORTH PLEASANT 5T.^

^FfA/ ^U$f{- f^ff /?£F/?£SHAieMTS.

SPM UNT/L MIDNIC-HT.

VODKA AND
GIN

QUARTS
SPECIAL

ICE COLD
KEG BEER!

and up

FALL BEER
SPECIALS!!

$4.95
:^ r^ cf u p

FO/^ RlD£S

AN1>M If^f^o-, CAIL SVS'OSVS'

-unlimited quantities on sales items
- no extra for delivery

- Amherst's closest liq our store to UMass
- in Amherst Center across from the green

HATCH BAR
Thursda y-Satarday
Sept. 21 22 and 23

THE ELLIS HALL GROUP

Thurs. cover $1.00
Coming Attractions:

Next week — OAK
Oct. 12-14-The Great Pretenders

zs zc ax xz zx XB zz zs zz zz zz zz
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If you're looking for
books. . . come see us because in
addition to the valley's largest
book inventory.

WirVBGOT:
/

^•11
THIS SIOEUBS HAS lASTACCESS
TO OVTBRONE MnjJDkV BOOKS

THE UMVERSITY STORE
campus center

OPEN RUSH at SIGMA PHI EPSILON fraternity

All University men invited

ReFrcsIiivicnts

•Cable TV
•Olympic weights
•Great homecooked food
•Social events

Thursday
Sept. 21. 1978

8:00 p.m.

We are located at 9 Chestnut St. . on the corner of Chestnut and E. Pleasant St.

Call 549 1 309 for rides and/or info

Sip into soiiiethiiKj

" able k

Sosiiinntli i;as\ l«» sip. Delicious! f JT
{ DMirori s unlilvc uiiy otlu r Ii(juoi. i\. fl
It (iisu-s (food just |M)uio<l over ice. ^^?"
I luits wliv it iiKiUos iuixo«l (IritiUs

i;isii- much IhmUm. too.

\.

Southern 0^'^%

Comfort
~—- ' ~< .^ ^ M. •mt

ft

r

vat with:

Cola • Bitter Lemon
Tonic • orange juice

Squirt, even milk

and mitre

All Purpose/Soccer Shoes

$12.95 and up

FENTON'S ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
377 Main St. Amherst • 253-3973, • 9-5:30 M-F, Sot 9-4

SOU'M6Ri|rOM»;i(frO<t»'OR»IION 'TOPSOOmnUfUR ^TiOUIS VO lis;.).'

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col
legian office (CC 1131 between 8 45 am
and 3 45 p m Monday through Friday, or
use our handy clip and mail form found in

most issues of the Collegian Classified
df.'adline is 3 45 p m two days in advance
of publication date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c
per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per
line per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per
line per day One line is roughly equivalent
to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR SALE

72 Saab 99E, 4 dr., new clutch, brakes,
valves, trans., cylinder head. Deck.
AM/FM, radials, rustproof, exc. mpg, front
dry., $2150. 665-7993.

73 Pinto. 47,000 miles. $725. 527 4963.

71 Ford Galx. 500, good cond., new eng.
and trans., $700, call 253-5296. aft. 6 p.m.

1969 VW. $300, call 549-5851, rebuilt eng.,
body fair.

1969 Rambler, runs well, std. trans., good
tires, new battery, $200 firni, 256-0478.

66 Peugeot wagon, runs well, will need
body work, 256-6019.

1970 Chrysler Newport custom. 4 door,
2 snows, radio, $350, 256-6191.

70 Pontiac, 34,000 mi., Af^/FM, ^
5^4879
1972 MGB. poor condition, $^0 or bwt of-

fer, 253-3010.

66 Renault, engine great, body good,
good transportation, call Jim, 549-6591,
eve.

Buick Century 73, 4 dr., vinyl top, AC,
PS, PB. AM/FM, except, clean. $1800.
1 283-9404. eves.

66 Chevy wagon, great condition, $400 or
80. Call Peter, 256-6863.

66 Plym. wagon, sticker, $175, 665-4240,
eve.

3 bedroom house in Northampton. $325
per month plus utilities. Call Skibiski
R ealtors, 4-6 p.m., 584 3428.

Moving? We're the best price in town for
the best moving help around. Friendly, too!
Hourly & distance rates. Dandelion Truck-
ing, 584-7932.

FOR SALE

Tag sale: furniture, plants, 69 BMW 2002.
electronic misc., clothing, more. Thurs.,
21, Amherst Motel, Rt. 9 (opp. Stop &
Shop).

Darkroom outfit, complete, call 665-4181.

For sale: Pioneer TP 252, 8-track player &
Mecca cassette adaptor, under-dash unit,

fits any car. Brand new with factory

guarantees, price neg., call 546-4742.

1964 Gibson ES-346TD stereo guitar.

Walnut with gold plating. Flawless cond.
$490. Fender twin reverb amp— 1975
model, lOOw rms., exc. cond. $325. Must
se ll. Call Jim, 546-7128.

3 cu. ft. refrig.. exc. cond., 549-5621

.

Baby grand Kohler & Campbell piano,
exc. cond., $650, 256-6191.

HELP WANTED
Help wanted: part time kitchen help need-
ed (weekends)- Steakout- Rt. 9,
Amherst, 256-8558.

Jewish community of Amherst needs
teacher for intermediate Hebrew class.

Also, teacher's aide for 1st and 2nd grade
Jewish studies class. Call 549-0223.

INSTRUCTION

Learn to fly w/ Collegiate Flying
lowest rates, call for info, 549-3800.

Club,

LOST

Antique piano.
$195-549-4849.

Ivers & Pond,

For sale, bureau & desk
BO.

Bev- 549-5855,

71 Datsun 1200.

p.m.
call 253-5182 btwn. 6-10

68 Mustang conv. V8 AT, runs excellent-

ly, body has some rust, $500 or BO,
247-9296, evenings.

1971 Ford Torino-VB 302 engine, 18
mpg, 4 new radial tires, new shocks & spr-

ing recent brake job & rebuilt trans. Ca'l

Garret at 549-0236 after 5 p.m.

Mercedes
549 3934

220S6, good condition.

Olympus camera equipment— used
OM-1, chrome body -$100, used OM-2
auto camera -$300, used OM motor drive
w/ up to 5 fps!-$290. Call Dave at

549 103a
Moped for sale— 1 new Batavus, full war-
ranty, $425, 1 low mileage Batavus, $350,
584-6854, evenings.

Used World Of Furniture -321 Deerfield

St., Greenfield, good used furniture, open
1 to 5 daily.

Refrigerator, gas dryer. Huffy boy's bike.

A ll excellent condition, 256-8463.

1969 Camaro for sale, needs some work,
call 253 5081.

FOR RENT

Temporary apt., 2 5 weeks. Own room,
253 5849

Refrigerator— 5 cu.

call John. 665 7906.

ft., exc. cond., $75,

Two br. apt.

253 7834.

$245 incl. heat, h-water.

AKC Harlequin Great Dane puppies
bred for temperment and conformation.
Call after 6 or weekend. 1-773-5825, $150
and up.

Have lost an orange and black and coral
bracelet. If found pleeze call Stacey,
6 9364. Very sentimental value. Reward

.

Silver watch, blue oval face, lost 9/16/78,
between Blue Wall & SW. Reward,
546^8952^_^
Reward -$10.00. Man's ring, sentimental
value, lost in CC, men's room downstairs,
Sept. 18, a.m. Please ca ll Paul, 6-9101.

Keys— very imp. set lost by stadium on
Sat.; please call 665-7586 (Brad).

MISCELLANEOUS

The Boltwood-Belchertown Project is

seeking students to volunteer in any one of
14 social and recreational programs offered
at Belchertown State School. Gain prac-
tical field experience through this valuable
and worthwhile organization. Call 323-6311
ext. 449 for more information.

MOTORCYCLES

72 Suz. 186 Enduro, rebuilt, exc. cond.,
5000 mi., $375, 253-7922.

1974 Honda CB360/6 speed/custom
paint/tuned/helmet/mint
cond./ $700/6-8836 / Mike.

75 Yamaha RD35b, perfect, 1000 mi. since
rebuild, 6000 total $600 or BO, includes
storage this winter. 665-2253, eves.

PERSONALS

Students interested in starting a
Wednesday morning Alcoholics
Anonymous discussion group, contact
Kevin, 549-2782.

VIC— thanks for everything. Luv, MIC.

M.A.S. -you're the best. I.L.Y. C.W.,
UMass awaits your arrival, I miss you!!

L.K.S. — I'm going to miss youl Love, CA.

Debi Speilman — I am sorry. Call 6-9176.

Female wanted to share apt., 549-6688.

Stuck in a corner? Unhappy in your
dorm? Roommates seek to switch room for

other room on co-ed floor in SW. Call

Cance, 6-5051.

Pinocchio Pizza of Harvard Sq. is here!
Visit us at 1177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
( next to Rooster's).

Senior male needs own room in apt. or
house near bus route, easy-going, non-
srnoker, call Mike at 1 -783-3400.

RIDERS WANTED
Ticket for James Taylor & Carly Simon,
need a ride to Boston or Martha's Vineyard,
Sept. 22, call 6-4335, 4332, 4329.

NYC, 3
549-4879.

p.m. ev. Thurs., share exp.,

ROOM WANTED
Woman student seeks room in

apt. /house w/ feminists near bus route.

Call Pat at 546-7159.

Mature student seeking room or so-
meone to share room at Campus Center,
Mon.-Fri. Call or leave message at Campus
Center Hotel, 549-6000, c/o Royal Har-
tigan, or (413) 443-0750.

F^emale roommate wanted to share w/ 2
others, a 3 bdrm. fnd. apt. in Echo Hill,

$ 140 mo. inclusive, call 253-3497.

SERVICES

Light trucking service. Will haul wanted
or unwanted furniture, appliances, etc.

Phone 549-4730 after 5 p.m. Mon.-Fri., all

day Sat. and Sun. Reasonable rates.

Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for

your 256 page, mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10, 250 topics listed. Pro-
mpt delivery. Box 25907B, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90025. (213) 477-8226.

WANTED
Space for artwork, crafts, tagsale items
at Fall Fest. 9/30, S. Deerfd.. $5. 665 3317.

Partner—squaredance lessons, 253-7185.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PVZZIE
ACROSS 62 Letter

1 Tourists 64 - - Is

aids Bom
5 Fat 6S Metal alloy

9 Subsequent 67 Great skill

U Came to rest 70 Tarn s rela

IS T M live

16 Coat 71 W German
17 Printing ma City

chines 72 Iowa City

19 Tin alloy 73 Unkempt
20 Body pan 74 StaHi
21 Andiion 7S Minus
23 Rafly

24 Feels angry DOWr>J

toward 1 Of the

27 Insect cheekbone
29 Incan 2 Straighten

31 E.pel 3 N Pacific

35 Entire tish 2 words
37 Toast 4 Purloined

39 Mugwump S House pest

40 Illumination 6 Cut off

source 7 Elderly

41' — of Honor 8 Chest
44 - - avail 9 Dwelling

Useless unit Abbi
46 Lifeless Ar 10 Meal

cfiaic vessel

47 Colombian 1 1 Common
money shrub

49 Oath 12 Lab heater

SO Spanish title 13 Rod and
S2 Struggle 18 Serves

S4 Two 22 Supreme
56 Enlisted being

59 Reverberate 25 Canucks or

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Wednesday's Puzzle Solved

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler
I'm FIKALLY GoMNAVI uNKNoVajM TOGeRALO.] ^"^'^ f^P- IGLOO, WHO

INSTEAD) A SHORT, fAYST^RlOUS I ALWAVS PUTS STUDYING

Red Wings
26 Drug from

oichids

28 - Aviv

30 Art subiecis

32 Working e>

tra hours 2

words
33 Italian rivei

34 Think Ar

chaic

35 Sorrowful

word
36 Fabric

38 Try

41 Suggested
43 Bereft of

46 la la

48 Asian in

strument

51 Foreign -

53 Chaste

55 Smells

57 Makes less

difficult

58 Gaimeni
59 Declines

60 Canadian in

dian

61 Hounds
quarry

63 Building

sign

66 Eyelid prob
lem

68 Letter

69 Wood

T— 5 1 4

1
4 6 y •

1

? w II 12 W
u li 16

T? T| \i

To IB }i tT »

}4 75 7« 2> 28 I
Pl

M w 31 32 3) U

U

41

V 3t J9

40 42 *i 44

*i 46 4/ 41 49

M> V bj iJ 1
u ii S4 i7 bS

5» 40 61 t1 6J |H 64

4S 6A

1

6' 61 69

70 71

1
72

7J 74 75

Wa//y Dorf

^iM- ^iA pi/IV ^<'H p*^

by Rob Ranney

cKojyf<j

J\lothing Special

^Arc pir\ba\lScV>olar^,^Y^ ^ort CeaWy.
/a.rferent from other ]

^^^^ *'^'^. board
I QtKictic ones ? A^'^^ "button

byJoe Casey
P^^S $ 50 ex

u)€eu in s I U35

fl /^

Spam Slade, People 's Eye byJoe Carroll
IF I SET

RATES FORm Vvt)RK>

OWLVRICH
PEOPLE
COULO
ArroRO TO
GET MY
HELP,
6UTTVI

POOR
ARE THE MCTinS
OF (IMJlSTiCE

llV/5TE/\0, I «l/l\|

A CO-OP AGEN/CY.
MY CLlE^f^5 AND i

£XCH/\NGE GOODS
AND 5ERVICE5, ON
AN ABILITY TO PAY
SASIS. IF I CAN
GET ENOUGH OF 1-^
AMHEf^ST TO JOIN,ii

*N A FEW YEAft5
WG COULD

[SOCIALIZE THE
LOCAL ECONOMY.I

Get a TCS RUSH! !

!

THE COMMONWEALTH STAGE
America's Newest Professional Resident Theater

'h PRICE Student Rush TICKETS
from 6:00 P.M. all performances
Rand Theater— Fine Arts Center

545-351

1

TUES. SUN: 8:00 P M. Curtain

LIVE! ON STAGE! ALL NEW YORK CAST!
NOW THRU SEPTEMBER 23

.JSDWARD ALBEE'S

WHO'S AFRAID OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF?
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EQR

BOOZE
&

BEER
C&C LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FREE DELIVERY ANYTIME!

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

SAVE 30%-50%
Book now for Christmas and spring break

PAY LATER
No payment until 30 days before departure

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS 545-0500

OPEN BOWLING
Boyden Ten Pin Lanes

4.00- 10 :30 Mon - Sat

(located in basement of Boyden) 60' per string

PIZZA-RAMA
I \i} 1. DELIVERY WITH l-ARGE ORDERS

Our Sp«-i luilifs flii'v

Delicious
Pizzas

Hot Oven
Grinders

Spaghetti

For fast delivery call

253 3808 256 0115
355 COLLEGE ST. AMHERST. MA.

University of Massachusetts / Amtierst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

BOBBY
SHORT
with

Beverly Peer, bass

and

Gene Gammage,
drums

"Bobby Short is past- and last-master of
the art of elegant expression . . . he is the

last and best of the singer-pianists." —
Chicago Today

Sunday, September 24 8pm

Ballet
Folklorico
Mexicano

"Colorful panorama — comf)any of 35

dancers, singers and musicians"

Wednesday, September 27 8pm

FINE /RTS CENfER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets r>ow on sale for bofh performances.

General public — $7, 6,. 5. UMass students — $5,

4, 3. Senior citizens and other students — $6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

SKIING IN SEPTEMBER?•N-

*
•N-

•N-

not yet...

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

UMASS SKI CLUB

9 a.m. -5 p..m.

Wed
, Thurs

, Men., Tues , Wed
Sept 20, 21, 25. 26, 27

Campus Center Concourse
(next to University Store)
information, movies...

IT'S ALL "DOWNHILL " FROM HERE!

t
t

N-

t
*
*
•N-

i:|c:|c:|e:|c:(c9|c4nic:|(:|e:|c:|c:|c:|c:|C9|c:|c:|(:|(9|c*9|c9|c:|e:|e4c:|e:ic:ic9|c:|c^:|c4c:|(4e9|c#

GET INVOLVED-
DONT RUN AWAY

RUN FOR PUBLIC OFFICE

Nominations for Student Senate & Student Government
President, Board Of Governors and Trustee open on
Sept. 18. Nominations will close on Sept. 25. Elections
will be held October 5 €r 6.

There are many important issues, including:
•Lease Task Force
•Senate Budgets
•Presidential

For more info, come by 420 SUB
or call 5-0341

iv«%:«^ninnckAii.<«-

"^-inrrijii 15

The University Of Massachusetts
Arts Council Presents

NIKKI GIOVANNI
PRINCESS OF BLACK POETRY

IN
"NIKKI-THE WAY SHE FEELS"

THURSDAY, SEPT. 21, 1978 (g) 8 p.m.
BOWKER AUDITORIUM-STOCKBRIDGE HALL*

AND
ALSO IN A WORKSHOP THAT AFTERNOON ^ 4 p.m.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM-STOCKBRIDGE HALL

•Tickets for the evening performance are free of charge and may be
obtained at the UMass Arts Council Office, 125 Herter Hall,

telephone: 5-0202.

The workshop is also free of charge and is open to the University
community.

ctolies
Country Rock

and

Bluegrass Musle

FrI. & Sat.,
Sept. 22, 23

by Raintree

rx
Vviii

yfcL

ooobltymfSi

onr

DAILY

HAPPY HOUR
3-8 P.M.

LARGEST DRAFT
IN TOWN .50

MOST BAR DRINKSl
.85

gooii looSX^rinfe
1 PRAY ST., AMHERST.MASS. 549-5403

THEARK
835BEACON STREET - BOSTON

YOU HOLICAYS&WEEKENDS!
>
x^%XX%%^XX%%X%X%XXXXXXVXX%XXX\^%%V%.V%%X'VV'%V%.'^%'^VV'VX%VXX%%,XX%%V'V%'V^XXVXXX.%\^

SATURIlVy
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
FEATiRiNG: ^^Nlckelodeoii*^

CURRENT MOVIES
^\^<U1.^^v^uu^vv^^vv^va^^^L^^^^^^^:<:v^:^^^v^^^:^^^^^^vv^^^:^^^:v<:^^^^vv^^v^^vv^^t^c

MONDAY
LIMBO&

TWIST
CONTESTS

PRIZESOLDIES
BUT
GOODIES

fcxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX^X^^XXXXXXWXXXXX^XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX^

TUESDAY COLLEGE
75<2 DRINKS
5W DOMESTIC BEER NITE

.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

WEDNESDAY
83.00 CO\ ER

9:30pmia:30am

25^
DRINKS

.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX^

SDAY
lOpm • 1am

NO COVER BEFORE 9

2
2
2

iX^XXXX%\^^^XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX^^XXXXXXXXX^

FRimY DISCO
Dance

to the music

roj% ^< V

V?J^

IN CONCERT

Thursday, October 19—8:00 p.m.

Springfield Civic Center

Reserved seats $7.50-$7.00-$6.50

Going on sale

this Monday-September 25,
Campus Travel-Campus Center
Platterpus-Northampton
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Tasso Koutsoukos puts a move on a Bridgeport Purple Knight during yester-
day's 3-0 UM win in their season opener. (Staff photo by Steve Robinson).

Netwomen edge Smith
By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Close matches and exciting games were
the highlights, as UMass edged by Smith
College 5-4 in Women's Tennis action

yesterday. Prior to the match. Coach Bill

Yu told his netwomen, "play well," and
they did just that as they served, lobbed,

and backhanded their way to victory.

Leading off in the win column for UMass
was second singles player Elizabeth Maher,
who defeated Faith Wilcox 7 6, 6-3. Maher,
who is extremely consistent, battled to.>^
a tiebreaker in the first set, then ea^ly took
the second set to win the match.
Barbara Mills, looking very determined,

defeated Hillary Holmes, 7 5, 6-4. Mills,

another consistent player, occupies the

third singles spot for UMass.
Chris Carson, fourth singles player for

UMass. employed a pow srful forehand and
a strong serve to becom ; the victor, as she
defeated Georgia Bruch 6-1, 6-0. Bruch
also had quite a strong st>rve, but it did her

no good in one of the quickest matches of

the afternoon.

Jane Carson, with excellent hustle and a

strong forehand, dominated the match, as

she defeated Ellen Weiss 6-1, 6-0. Carson,
sixth singles player for UMass, runs for

everything, and gets it ^oo.

Winning for UMass in doubles action were
Cathy Sullivan and Sally Fryberger, who
won easily over Suzy Brewster and Tracy
Director, 6-4, 6-3. Sullivan and Fryberqer

combined good serving with effective net*

playing to take the first doubles spot.

Fryberger was especially effective wlien
charging the net after serving, making it dif-

ficult for her opponents to put the ball past
her and her partner.

In the loss column for UMass was first

singles player Lee Robb. She exerted ex-

cellent effort in the second set, but was
defeated by Brendo Banta 6-3, 7-6.

Joanne Vennochi, after losing the first set

6-3, unleashed an incredible lob that won
her the second set, 6-0. She was defeated
though, in the third set, 6-3, by Mary
Dickinson. Vennochi, fifth singles player in

today's contest, played in one of only two
matches to go to three sets.

Probably the most exciting match of the
afternoon saw Liz Case and Carolyn Tarbell

go against Steph Hodal and Vicki Phillips.

After losing a close first set, 7-5, Case and
Tarbell, second doubles players for UMass,
came back with great serving, net playing,

and backhand vo'lies to take the second
set, 6-4. In tl e third set, fatigue struck, as it

does in mos: three set matches, and Case
and Tarbell were defeated, the final score
being 7-5, 4-6, 6-2.

In third doubles action, Tara McCarthy
and Karen Hall exerted strong forehands,
but to no avail, as they were defeated by
Unyong Kim and Susie Gifford, 6 2, 6-3.

After today s win the UMass netwomen
are 1-1

. Tomorrow they (compete in a scrim-
mage at Amherst College.

Stickers in opener today
By MIKEESTRADA
Collegian Staff

Three-foot long curled sticks and a hard,

round ball will be the weapons tonight
when eleven UMass women hit the
Astroturf at Springfield College for the
season opener of varsity field hockey.
This year's team will not only include only
two seniors but a rookie coach as well.

Pamela Hixon, new to the University, will

make her debut as a college varsity head
coach.
Hixon brings to UMass four years

coaching experience, including two years

at Newton South High School, and two
years as the assistant coach at Springfield.

For the past ten years she has also been in-

volved as a player on the national field

hockey team which may make its debut as
an Olympic team sport in Moscow in 1980.

"I think we're going to have a successful
season," said Hixon. "The team is confi-

dent in their ability to play, which makes all

the difference in the world."
Field hockey has eight players returning

from last years varsity including the two
senior co-captains Lindsay Wickman and
Gayle Hutchinson.
.The rest of the team are underclassmen
according to Hixon and many of the players

are "new and inexperienced on the varsity

level" She adds however that the squad is

very coachable as a unit."

Hixon has a nucleus of junior forwards in-

cluding Julie Hall, Laurel Walsh, Laura
O'Neif and Julie McHugh. Hixon hopes
that by playing together their junior year

they -j^^ll return next year with a better

senstf'of how they interact with each other.

Pushing the junior forwards is high-

scoring freshman Judy Strong who Hixon
calls "one of the best forwards to come out
of Westerrn Massachusetts" who "will

become a starter after more game ex-

perience."

At halfback Hixon has Jody Wickman
(Lindsay's sister), CaroJ-Quffy and Sue
Krider, who this year has made the^ipove
from link player to ha^fb^ck and will Be
"very strong outside" according to her
coach.

At the fullback position are co-captain

Gayle Hutchinson Karen Laverdere, a
freshman from Amherst who Hixon says
will be "outstanding if she keeps inr>prov-

ing.

Hixon's starting goalie Karen Stifter, out
for a time with a pulled thigh muscle, will

be temporarily replaced by platooning
Robin Jennings with Nancy Freeman.
Rounding out the squad are Teresa Ryan,

a freshman up from J.V. with "a lot of

potential to become a varsity player" along
with sophomore forward Patricia Bossio
and Kate Shank, a halfback transfer from
UMaine.

Overall, Hix§n says scoring goals may be
the team's biggest problem. "Defensively,

I think we're strong. The blending of our
forward line to pressure the defense and
take advantage of their mistakes is our big-

gest challenge right now."

Booters grab opener;
blank Bridgeport, 3-0
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff
The UMass soccer team unveiled their

1978 editon yesterday with a convincing 3
win over the Purple Kinghts of Bridgeport.,

The Minutemen lived up to their strong
preseason expectations, winning with ap-
parent ease over a perennially solid

Bridgeport squad.
UMass carried the play to the Knights in

the early going and were quickly rewarded
with a goal by Wayne Moran nearly 12
minutes into the half.

The score came on a feed from in front of
the goal by co-captain Joel Mascolo.

^. Moran let fly with a shot from about 10
yards out that cut underneath the cross bar
and beyorwi the desperate grasp of keeper
Kostos Koronidis. fi^oran put it simply, "I

was in the right place at the right time."
Following the opening tally the momen-
tum belonged to Caps "Red Raiders (alias

UMass booters). A few notable op-
portunities went to waste before forward
Billy Leary delivered the 2nd goal of the
game.
John Thomas provided a screen as he fed
back to Leary, who then unleashed a rocket
to the upper right hand corner of the cage.
The Bridgeport goalie had only time to ad-
mire its flight.

As the end of the half approached both
teams swapped scoring bids, but when the
whistle blew, UMass had maintained their

2-0 lead into the half.

The second half was relatively uneventful,
with UMass employing a cautious defen-
sive shell. UMass coach Russ "Cap " Kidd
kept his troops fresh with a steady proces-
sion of substitutes.

The half's only score came late in the
game when Mark Abbott pumped in a shot
folowing a feed from Greg Omasta. Abbott
dribbled into the penalty area and let go a

hard shot that tipped a Bridgeport defender
and eluded the bewildered goalie.

The shots on goal which favored UMass
13-11 were not indicative of the run of the
play. The Minuteman defense had
everything well in control throughout the
contest.

Coach Kidd applauded the work of his
youthful defensive corps including Brett
Simon (who was filling in for the injured
Tom Draudt) Mark Vassalotti, Scott
Cooper, and goalie 'Mark Marilla. Marilla,
playing in his first varsity game, displayed
an excellent pair of hands, catching balls on
various occasions in the midst of a crowd.
Kidd commented he played "a sound,
perfect game."

Bridge^jort coach Fran Bacon, who has
seen his team outscored 8-0 in their last
two encounters with UMass, was predic-
tably impressed with this years version of
the Minutemen. Though his team had
played a hard matuh two days earlier, tying
#2 ranked Rhode island, he failed to use
that as an excuse.

"They were more composed out there,
and they' displayed a solid depth from the
bench. They will have to be reckoned with
this year. At this stage in the season I

would rank them ahead of both U.R.I. (HI
in N.E.)and UConn (#5 in NE pre season
poll)." UMass currently holds on to the
sixth spot in the poll.

For UMass it was a good opener but
openers don't make a season. Only time
and hard work will tell whether Bacon's
words will be prophetic.

Sports notices
WANTED: Dedicated man to be assistant football
manager. Must be very dedicated and willing.to work.
Contact Coach Conatser at Boyden between 9 a.m. and
1 p.m. in the football office.

IM NOTICE -HANDBALL entries were due Sept. 20 but
WE ARE EXTENDING THE DUE DATE UNTIL FRI. SEPT.
22.

IM NOTICE-TRACK ENTRIES are DUE SEPT. 25.

w
18y\

Steve Zack

The otherguy
On Thursday evening, Sept. 14, 1978,

the Kansas City Kings announced the cuts
they had nriade from rookie camp and the
players that they would take with them to
regular season camp on Sunday, Sept. 17.

The five survivors of the camp were
rookie guards Mike Evans, Mike Russell,
adn Jeff Cook. The two free agent for-

wards, Marlon Redmond and Will
McKinney also survived the tryout.

One of the remaining ten who did not was
Massachusetts guard Derick Claiborne.

At the end of the last season people
around campus who v./ere fans of the ball

club often thought of where the four
seniors, Mike Pyatt, Alex Eldridge, Chuck
Stevesky, and Derick Claiborne, would
become the fall of 1978.

When pro ball was mentioned, the draft
in particular, many said that Eldridge and
Pyatt would be sure picks and that
Claiborne and Stevesky had little or no
chance of being drafted at all.

Ironically, when all ten rounds of the
NBA draft had been completed the only
member of the four to be drafted was
Claiborne, in the fifth round by the Kings.
By being selected in the fifth round,
Claiborne became the highest draft pick

ever out of the University of
Massachusetts; John Murphy was an
eighth round pick and Al Skinner went in

the ninth round. Julius Erving signed as a
hardship case free agent after his

junior year. (Note: Julius Erj^ing was)
drafted in the first round by the Milwaukee

Bucks but it was one year after he had been
playing with the ABA Virginia
Squfres therefore it was a dran aJter the
fact.) ^

In his four years here, Claiborne's career
statistics along yvith his heads up play on-
the court earnedT him the reputation as
being one of the steadiest guards in New
England.

His stats were as follows:

Games FG-FGA PCT FT-FTA
PCT REB Asists PTS AVG

107 430-890 .483 173-220 .788
233 278 1.33 9.65
UMass head basketball coach Jack

Leaman echoed the sentiments of
Claiborne's steadiness on the court and
was somewhat astonished at the draft

results...

"I was happy that Derick was drafted.

Realistically, I was surprised," stated
Leaman.

"I'm glad to see that the pros are looking
beyond raw talent for people who can play
in team situations. It's a tremendous
tribute to him (Claiborne) and his desire to
play well" that got him drafted remarked
the coach.

It is hard to describe Derick Claiborne in

an analogy. He wasn't flashy or a

possessor of indescribable moves. What
he was and probably will always be is

simply a steady all — around ball player.

"I was praying for him to make it," said a
disappointed Jack Leaman.
And &o were a lot of us.

f
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Knapp tells faculty to

settle conjtractquickly
By MEGAN O'REILL Y and CHRISTOPHER
H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

UMass President David C. Knapp yester-

day told 350 disgruntled faculty members
he wants a contract with faculty settled,

quickly, but he (personally will not interfere'

with the bargaining process.

He also said faculty merit-based salary in-

creases should be granted by faculty

"peers," rather than solely afihe discretion

of the administra>«ion

.

Knapp- -"\A/h6 took over the presidency on-
ly 21 days ago-made his remarks before

the Faculty Senate in the Campus Center
Auditorium.
'"We cannot focus our attentions on other

UMass president David Knapp ad-

dressing the Faculty Senate meeting

yesterday afternoon.

(Staff photo by Joseph Paul)

things until we achieve (a contract),"

Knapp said. The ensuing ovation was the
loudest he received during the speech.
Two members of the faculty union, the
Massachusetts Society of Professors,

stood in front of Knapp for the duration of

his speech, one carrying a sign reading,

"We can't eat rhetoric, bargain now."
Knapp ignored them.
Although Knapp's address was directed

toward the Faculty Senate, the meeting
was dominated by questions and com-
ments from union members.
Some faculty members said they were of-

fended that Knapp delivered the same
speech he made to the university board of

trustees at a meeting last Wednesday.
"Your speech was a canned speech and a

used speech," said professor Peter P. Der-

rico. Derrico said bargaining cannot suc-

ceed without Knapp's direct intervention.

Knapp said he would not step in because
the talks began long before he took over as
UMass president.

""It would be foolhardy for me to move
in," he said, ""because it is important to

have continuity in bargaining. I want to see

intense face-to-face bargaining, with both
teams working in good faith."

He gave Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery, also UMass senior vice-president

for labor relations, a vote of confidence,

when he said Bromery would continue to

head the administration negotiating effort.

At one point, when Knapp mentioned
Bromery's name, many faculty members
booed and hissed.

The merit increases in recent days have
become the subject of intense debate.
Under terms of a salary agreement worked
out this summer, faculty are slated to

receive portions of an across-the-board 20
pejcent pay hikes with additional portions

to be based on merit. How the merit pay

Faculty members, still without a contract (Staff photo by Joseph Paul)
the proposal would create a "slush fund."
In another portion of his address, Knapp

said UMass is currently known as a "bat

will be distributed has stalled the bargain
ing, and in July caused the talks to break
off.

The administration wants to reserve to
itself how a portion of the " meht pool" will

be distributed. Faculty members, mean-
while, have said the increase should be
distributed in the traditional manner, by
faculty-comprised personnel review com-
mittees.

Some faculty have said administratioin
control of the merit funds would lead to
"pav-offs" for loyalty. The union has said

tered" institution, and now "is a time for in-

ner renewal, quiet, and reflection on the
things that matter most to the University."
Those things, he said, include filling cur-

rently \7&cant leadership positions, such as
chancellors for all three UMass campuses
and a vice president for management in the
central university office; maintaining
academic quality; and working to improve
the university's "external" image.

Playboy promotion draws protestors
By MAUREEN CARNEY
and CHRIS DECKER

Collegian Staff

Twenty UMass women and Valley

residents protested yesterday the newly
opened Newstand's use of Gail Stanton, a

(dayboy bunny, as a publicity stunt to

promote the sale of Playboy Magazine, a

publication feminists consider por-
nographic.

Cat calls and wolf whistles from a largely

male crowd met Stanton as she arrived at

the bookstore on University Drive. Cries

of, "Oh baby!" followed her into the store.

Ronald Bisi, manager of the Newstand,
explainedj^hy he asked Gail Stanton to. the <

store.

"Every year our chain has a large exhibit

at the Big E in W. Springfield. She was
visiting some of our stores in the area to

promote Playboy Magazine. Originally we
were going to have October's bunny, but

she's on national T.V. today, so Gail

Stanton, March or April's bunny, is here

instead."

Bisi said the Newstand was spraypainted

with the slogan "Porno Pigs' the night

before the orotest.
Inside the store, men waited in line to

have their Playboy magazines and glossies
of Stanton autographed. Women
protestors c hanged , "Women 's

bodies- Men's money— Oppression of
women, isn't funny!" and "Out of
Playhoy -\'r\xo the streets — The power of

women can't be beat!" Men ' booed,
jeered, and laughed. In a corner of the
store, a group of men chanted, "We
are going to rape you."

Playboy Playmate Gail Stanton arrives at the Newstand in

Amherst yesterday to find a crowd of about 100 eager onlookers

and 20 protesters. (Staff photos by Salty and Cheryl

Silver)

"We are nrntestino the selling of
women's bodies," explained demonstrator

Joan Scovill, a UMass student.

Women protestors circulated literature

excerpted from Sisterhood Is Powerful.

"We protest,"' read the pamphlet, "the

degrading, mindless-girlie symbol. Women
in our society are forced daily to compete
for male approval, enslaved by ludicrous

beauty standards we ourselves are con-
ditioned to take seriously. We protest

"racism with roses." Playboy peddles a

white male conception of the way women
should look."

Placards carried by women protestors

proclaimed: "Smash Patriarchy," "Our

Bodies, Our Selves," ""This Store Sells

Sexism, " and "Sexist Men Beware! We
Are Watching You."

Another placard, carried by Barbara

Stack, quoting feminist Shulamith
Firestone, read, "Because the class op-

pression of women and children is couched
in the phraseology of 'cute', it is much
harder to fight than open oppression."

Stack further quoted Firestone.

"Oppressed groups must alos appear to like

their oppression," Stack oxsjrved.

Dorothy Howard, a representative of the

UMass women's community on the

Chancellor's Commission on Women's
News in the Collegian observed:

"The turnout here of women and men
from many diverse parts of the University

and community again proves, as in the

Collegian struggle, that awareness and
concern about the oppression of women
and the commitment to act against it are

widespread. Our numbers here today are

small, due to such short notice. I think this

is a clear indication that we need greater

some form of formal networking- such as a

women's union, that yvould allow faster

communication and' mobilization of

energies and support in cases like this

one."

Gail Stanton, asked for her reaction to

women protesting her appearance as a .

"selling of women's bodies, ' responded, ""I

iust don't think about it "
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UPCconcerton target with Pousette-Dart
Liv Taylor-PousetteOart Concert

Reviewed by L/SA CAPONE
The Fine Arts Center came magically to

life Wednesday night, as two high quality
Boston based musical acts, Livingston
Taylor and The Pousette-Dart Band rocked
their way into the hearts and souls of a
highly charged UMass audience.
The concert, sponsored by the Union Pro-

Music Review
gram Council got under way at 8:15 p.m.,
and the excitement didn't let up until close to
11:30p.m.

Taylor opened the show with "Gonna Have
a Good Good Time ", a tune off his latest
album, 3-Way Mirror. Starting out slowly,
Taylor soon worked the song up into a fast
paced country-rock beat, easily convincing
his audience they were indeed in for a good
time.

Taylor is not an insecure musician. He's
good, and he knows it. His easy-going stage
presence and dramatization of his music
made it obvious to the crowd he was really
enjoying himself on stage.

Other tunes off 3-Way mirror included
"L.A. Serenade", "Going Round One More
Time ", "Train Off the Track", and, his per-
sonal favorite, "I Will Be in Love With You".
"I'll probably be in acting someday, no pro-

blem," he said in his distinctive Carolinian
drawl in an interview after the show. "I love
showing off and being on stage. I've always
had this stage presence; I've never been in-
secure about my music."

If Taylor's audience was enthusiastic.

^ousette Dart's effect on the crowd could
^««^led nothing short of ecstatic. The four
meTflh^t^band, headed by guitarist Jon
Pousette TJeairnmediately captured the au-
dience with "C?>tiai^li,)e", a country-rock
hit oft their Amnesia dH>aq>. Pousette-Dart
kept up the momentum oith^^r^^u^ going
directly into "Stay Away Too Long"' a cut
from their new album, Pousette-Dart Band

"I'm a Bum ", also off the latest album
displayed Pousette- Dart's unique style of
punctuating music with spoken phrases -a
practice now expected and loved .by his au-
diences.
The other members of the band take se-
cond place to Pousette-Dart in name only
Each IS highly talented and displayed this
throughout the show.

John Curtis spurred on an already rowdy
crowd, leading the band in "Fox on The
Run ", a lively bluegrass number.
"Amnesia ", the group's biggest hit, was a
highlight of the show. It was introduced by
bassist John Troy and drummer Michael
Dawe, and garnished by Curtis smashing a
fake beer bottle over Pousette-Dart's head.
Pousette-Dart's off-stage personality is

disappointing compared to his captivating
stage performance. A quiet, introverted
man, he spoke somewhat hesitantly with
reporters after the concert.

"We (the band) are at the point we'd like to
stay at now-nationally known, but not so
popular that we've gone the A.M. (radio)
route."

When asked how he liked playing to a col-
lege audience, Pousette-Dart replied, "All
audiences are different, but college studenjjjh
are definitely more responsive to our musWv
An evening of such exciting dimensiflrJlTis

John Pousette-Dart excited the crowd with his music at the first Union Pro-
gram Council at the Fine Arts Center Wednesday night.
(Staff photo by Ed Constantine.)

surely a rarity for the UMass and f»ioneer
Valley community. Wednesday night's
dynamic performance by Taylor and The
Pousette-Dart Band w^ the first of many

quality paroductions ^fanned by the U.P.C.
this year. If this c<<ncen is any indication of
the fruits of U.P^t.'s efforts, the view of up-
coming copeerts is a bright one.^_ - ' - -,^^ ' — ......7 v^uiiiiiiy i^uj^eris IS d origni

Abortion controversy: rights vs. life
derived from statutorv rhannoc aUai^t^rt ;^ rv^^:., t/^ k« -.0 i« 1 ^?!^ . , i

By JANICE EGGL ES TON
Collegian Staff

In an era plagued with controversy over
the issue of abortion, it seems appropriate
to assess the history and origin of our
current abortion legislation.

For the purpose of this analysis, the
opinion delivered by the Sumpreme Court
of the United States, in the case of Roe v
Wade (1973), shall be cited.

This case is concerned primarily with
Articles 1191-1194 and 1196 of the Texas'
State Penal Code, which makes it a crime
to "procure an abortion", except "an
abortion procured or attempted by medical
advice for the purpose of saving the life of
the mother."
Jane Roe argued that she was unable to

get a "'legal " abortion because her life did
not appear to be threatened by the con-
tinuation of her pregnancy. She claimed
the Texas statutes were unconstitutionally
vague and that they abndged her right to
personal privacy, protected by the First,

Fourth, Fifth, Ninth, and Fourteenth
Amendments.
The abortion laws of our country were

derived from statutory changes effected in
the later half of the 19th century, a time
when an anti-abortion mood was prevalent
in this country. This attitude, shared by the
medical profession, played 3 significant role
in the enactment of stringent criminal
abortion legislation.

Historically, three reasons have been
given to explain the enactment of criminal
abortion laws and the justification of their
continued existence.

Occasionally, it is argued that these laws
were the product of a Victorian social
concern ot discourage illicit sexual con-
duct. However, neither the State of Texas
or any court appear to have taken this
argument seriously.

A second reasons is concerned with
abortion as a medical procedure. Here the
State's real concern in the enactment of
criminal abortion laws was to protect
pregnant woman by restraining her from
submitting to a procedure that placed her
life in jeopardy.

However, since the development of
modern medical techniques, mortality rates
for women undergoing early abortions (i.e.,
prior to the end of the first trimester) ap-

Housingpricesmaysoar

pear to be as low or lower than the rates for
normal childbirth.

The prevalence of high mortality rates at
illegal "abortion mills" strengthens, rather
than weakens, the State's interest in

regulating the conditions under which
abortions are performed.
The third reason is the State's interest

and duty in protecting prenatal life. This is
the basis of most "Pro-Life ", arguments,
resting on the theory that human life is

present from the moment of conception.
However, when those trained in the
respective disciplines of medicine,
philosophy, and theology are unable to
arnve at a consensus of thii issue, the
judic iary is.aouw-the position to jnswer.

AnTT^ortionists argue .th^ the^^tu9i^^^^
"person" wittvin the ISngiiageand mieanirig
of the Fourteenth Amendment. However,
no case can be cited to substantiate such a
claim. In fact, in nearly all instances the
word "person" applies only post natally,
excluding the unborn.
The court held that the right to privacy

founded in the 14th Amendment and the
9th Amendment's reservation of rights to
people was broad enough to encompass a

women's decision whether or not to ter-

minate her pregnancy.
Prior to this decision, abortions were

only permitted if:

a. It was necessary for the preservation of
the mother's health, b) the fetus was
likely to be born with serious birth defects,
and c. if the pregnancy resulted from rape.
However, other considerations for the
termination of pregnancy were en-
compassed in this decision.
Maternity, or additional offspring, may

force a distressful lite and tuture upon
women. Psychological harm may be
imminent. The woman's mental and
physical health may be taxed by child care.
The distress associated with an unwanted
child and the problem of bringing up a child
mto a family already unable,
psychologically or otherwise, to care for it,

IS another factor to consider. The ad-
ditional difficulties and continuing stigma
of unwed motherhood may be involved in
the consideration for termination of
pregnancy also.

Therefore, the court held the criminal
abortion laws of the State of Texas and
other states to be unconstitutional.

WASHINGTON iAPh
Housing prices will soar at least 10 percent

next year and families looking for homes
will continue to see high interest rates,
economists said Thursday.
The average American home buyer paid

at>out $55,600 and got a mortgage interest
rate of about 9 ¥4 percent last month for
both new and used houses.
But Michael Sumichrast, economist for

the National Association of Home Builders,
predicted the cost of new and used houses
should continue to rise at a rate of 12 per-
cent to 14 percent over the next year.
Government economists, less pessimistic,

predicted that the average house will go up
10 percent in price in the next year.
"If anything is certain it is that the interest

rates will keep going up," said Sumichrast.
He predicted that interest rates will not

decline substantially for the next three to
five years.

However, one government economist said
he thinks interest rates will reach their peak
at the end of the year and possibly decline
slightly.

"There should be some softening. It is

unlikely, however, that they will get down
to the 5 percent to 7 percent or 8 percent
rates we experienced before 1968," said
economist Dick Marcis. He is deputy direc-
tf"^ of economics for the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board.
Marcis was asked whether people should

buy a house now or wait in hopes the
outlook for buyers will improve.
"If they have the financing arranged and

have found the house they want, it does
not make a lot of sense to wait for rates to
get lower," he said.
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The Distinguished
Visitors Program

wants some
Input

from you!!!

If you have an idea for a lecture
subject or for a specific
speaker, please let us know.

Stop by the DVP office In

Room 415 SU
or

come with your proposal to
our meeting, Sept. 25, 1978

at 6:00 p.m., CC 804-808

jj^

GradStudents cpii^^jain

about iacic ofJob security
By JULIE EAGLE

Collegian Staff
Groiduate students yesterday complained

about the lack of job security of UMass
teaching assistant positions and other mat-
ters at thetirst organizational meeting this
semester of the Graduate Student Employ-
ment's Union (GSEU). ,»

Headed by Union'- Executive Board
Chairpersen Bradley Klein, the meeting was
designed to organize a guarantee "that

Steve Rosow of the Graduate Student.
Employees Union
Staff Photo by Jim Mahoney

graduate employees have a clear voice in

determining the terms and conditions of
our employment rights which will require
the University to negotiate with us," accor-
ding to a statement of the group.

Steve Rossow, head of the union's unof
ficia! Grievance Committee, said there has
been an increase from 20 to as many as 40
students in TA classrooms, while the

assistants' salaries "iiave remained the

same for the past five years. " He added the

TA's 1974 salary of $3,600 is now worth on-

ly $2,400 because of inflation.

The group also criticized the University's
hiring of part-time lecturers instead of
graduate student TAs, which limits student
job openings. Rossow said the University
saves money by hiring such lecturers
because they receive less money and
benefits than the TAs, all of whom are
under contract. The University's assigning
of undergraduates to jobs normally held by
graduate students, also hinders the number
of graduate job possibilities, Rossow said.

The union also discussed the possibility of
forming Steward's Workships, which
would be designed to "get information on
TAs and generate that information so we
could figure out a basic direction in which
to get moving," a union member said.
Union member and tenant organizer Scott

Balfour asked and received "moral and
physical support" from the union regarding
the area tenant rent strike. One hundred
tenants in University-owned family housing
units are currently withholding rent in pro-
test of a $19 rent increase effective Sept. 1

Faculty profile . / ^
dedicated teadt^t

By WENDY CARLSON
Collegian Staff
When professor David R. Evans leaves his
Amherst home in the morning ana heads
for campus on his motorcycle, he is

prepared for more than lecturing.
The 41 year old School of Education pro

fessor teaches seminars in non-formal
education, international education, works
with doctoral students at the Center for In

tyrnational Education, which Is in the
UMass School of Education.
Evans is presently the Center's co

principle investigator for a $2.7 million con
tract, sponsored by the World Bank, to
leach skills and educate the citizens of In-

donesia

David R. Evans

Evans' involvement in internatioinal and
non-formal education began over seven-
teen years ago when he attended Stanford
University graduate school. It was there he
decided to combine his physics major with

overseas travel and began teaching in

Africa.

Before Evans completed his doctorate he
\hpent three years in Uganda studying

teachers and their methods.
Evans came to UMass ten years ago

when, he says, some "radical changef in
the school of education" wer>: just beginn-
ing. In September 19f)b, Evans anc a hand
ful of faculty and yiaduate studenis began
the Center, which now has 150 memljors
around the world
'We laid out our plans fur cieaiiny a doc-

toral and undergraduate program in the
Center, and our goals were to mix
academic theory with practical expuriencn.
We've done much better than our onyir^al
hopes, " Evans said.

The project now underway at the Ceniwr
sent a UMass field staff of professionals
.md interns to Indonesia to appioach the
problems of illiteracy, education, and job
training. The major thrust ot the Indor^e-
sian project, as well as the other Center
projects, 46 to conduct "nonformal educa-
tion in one form or another," according to
Evans.

Although Evans has been constantly in-

volved with the Center since its beginning,
he says he is more of a "team leader" thari
a director, and the Center's success has
been a group effort of students and highly
trained professionals.

Last June, the Center celebrated their
10th anniversary with a seminar of 85
world wide professional educators.
Evans says he has little spare time. Most

of his vacations and summers are spent
working with students or at the Center.
Evans says he tries to travel as much as
possible, visiting both Center projects and
various countries.

When he does have some free time, Evans
plays the trombone in the faculty "Oom-
pah Band, " which performs at picnics and
on the town common.
"I'm very lucky because my work is in-

tegrated. Mos.t of my professional col-
leagues are also my friends, so my profes
sionai !iff; IS my social \<^h" he said. j

IVIideast reacts to peace accords
PLO tfireatens US /\^idEast oi/ interests Illegalsettlers on West Banl< evicted
DAMASCUS, Syria (UPI)

Radicial Palestinians Thursday threatened
military strikes against American oil in

terests in the Middle East in retaliation tor

President Carter's role in the Camp David
summit agreement.
Syrii^ told a meeting of the Arab Confron-

tation and Steadfastness Front, there was
no hope of reconciliation between hardline

opponents of the agreement and Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat.

"I can assure you thai the Popular Front
for the Liberation of Palestine will definitely

take military action against American in-

terests in the Middle East, " PFLP
spokesman Abu bherif said.

"Oil is a major interest of the united
States" he said. "The U.S. is conspiring in

the Middle East to get a continued flow of
oil.

"

Asked if that meant the PFLP was plann-

ing such operations as blowing up the drill-

ing platforms of US. oil companies or oil

pipelines, he nodded his head affirmatively.

Before Syria, Libya, Algeria, South
Yemen and the Palestine Liberation
Organization gathered in Damascus
Wednesday to plot strategy, PLO chief
Yasser Arafat told a rally in Lebanon,
"Carter will pay for Camp David through
U.S. interests in the Middle East.

Syrian Foreign Minister Abdel Halim
Khaddam said the hardline group will try to
topple Sadat, exerting "every possible ef-

fort to overcome the present order, which
resulted in President Sadat falling into the
hands of the Israelis." .

He dismissed the possibility of a recon-
ciliation with the Egyptian president by say-
ing, "One must not speak of things that are

unreasonable. President Sadat has follow-

ed a path which has no end except that he
has reached."

TEL AVIV (UPI) Troops fought kicking,

punching religious Jewish radicals
V-^sterday on top of a rockv mountain in the
West Bank and evicted hundreds of them
from an unauthorized settlem.ent set up to
protest the Camp David peace accords.

Seven soldiers emd seven squatters
suffered injuries in fistfights and scuffling

that broke out when the modern zealots

kept their vow and resisted the first eviction
ot its kind carried out by the gove)frynent of

Prime Minister Menachem Qegin.
Disturbances erupted among Arab

studetns throughout the West Bank for the
second successive day and troops enforced
a curfew on the town of Kalkhul where
youths tried to barricade a main road. No
arrests or injuries were reported.

Pupils stayed away from schools in

Jenin, Ramallah and Nablus, the biggest
town on the West Bank and the center ot

opposition to the 11 -year Israeli oc-
cupation. Youths in Nablus hurled stones

at passing vehicles and burned tires f the

streets.

The battle between Jew and Jew oc-
curred little more than a mile from Nahlus,
on Mount Hawara, where more the' 200
members nf the ultranationalist ;ush
Emunim Bloc of the Faithful movement
staked out an illegal claim Monday niyht.

More than 200 soldiers carried the

protesters down the barren, rocky hillside

from the 2,070-foot bald summit and took
them to coastal Netanya where police

questioned them. One report said the
squatters were charged with trespassing.

Women soldiers were called in to evict

women and children.

All of the squatters were ousted by dusk.
Defense Minsiter Ezer Weizman

overruled his chief of staff, Lt. Gen.
Raphael Eitan, and ordered the soldiers to

oust the squatters after they ignored his

ultimatum to l^ve the area peacefully or be
evicted by tt^e.

Dorm nowhofhe for SchoolofHealth Scielnces
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

With the housing situation at UMass as
tight as it has been in recent years, some
people may wonder why Arnold House in

the Northeast Residential Area is riot being
used as a dorm . , Located between
Knowlton and Hamlin across from the
Graduate Research Center, Arnold would
seem like a perfect location for students to
live. But Arnold has not been used as a

dorm since 1966 when it was an all-femala

dorm, as were all dorms in the qua^.^
At that time, the Univers^ was ex-

panding by 1500 students „*• year. "One
hundred new faculty were also being added
each year, and there were no offices to give

them," said Paul W. Meade, staff associate

of the planning«($ffice. At the same time,

the housinajoffice was having trouble filling

dorms ip«^'ortheast due to openings in

other^ampus residential areas, Meade
safaT

The dorm was then converted to office

space at a cost of about $15,000, mostly for

lighting, said Ed Simpson of the Planning

.Office.

The math department was the first

occupant of the converted dorm, while the

^history department and some smaller

'^organizations such as University without

Walls also were in Arnold briefly.

The history department moved out when
>-<*rtqr and Thompson were completed in

' 1968, adtl1b<math department moved into

the GraduateTowl*»ijLjl^r completion,

Simpson said. ^^^Wb^n-^
Duping 1976 and 1977, ArnT5»*«*i(as

converted to what it is now. The School oT
Health Sciences, according to Budd Cobb
of the Scheduling and Space Office.

The School of Health Sciences includes
Nursing, Public Health, and Com-
munication Disorders. Before moving into

Arnold, these departments had been
spread across campus in buildings like

Draper, Morrill, Goessman, and Goodell,
according to Dean of the School of Health
Sciences, William Darity. Now we are able

to provide more quality education," Uarity Communication DisordeiMbCjMf^'tment
said.

A total of $150,00 was spent between the

three departments to prepare Arnold to

meet their needs, $50,000 of which carrig

from state funds. Computers were movM»
into the basement and two way mirrors put
between room on the second jisp^t^^^f^he

Louise,^?Tillis, staff assistant to the dean
of H«^th Sciences said it is hoped Arnold

will soon be renovated and made accesible

to the handicapped, although no date has

yet been scheduled.

Arnold House In Northeast, a dorm which is now being used by the School of H—Ith Sciences. (Staff photo by Peter Le^)
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BlackAffairs

Castro denies role

In Kennedy's death
WASHINGTON WP) Fidel Castro, in an in-

terview made public Tuesday, told House in-

vestigators it would have been "insane" for
him to have conspired in John F. Kennedy's
assassination.

Castro said his involvement in any murder
plot would have given the U.S. government
"the most perfect pretext" for an invasion of
the nation. The cuban president also
repeated his belief that an effort was made
by someone in the United States to implicate
him in Kennedy's Nov. 22, 1963 assassina-
tion.

Portions of Castro's interview were played
by the House assassinations committee,
which is seeking to tie up the loose ends to
Kennedy's assassination so that a report can
be issued in December.
In his interview \rt<4th House investigators
and committee members last April, Castro
contended it would have been insane for him
to play a role in Kennedy's murder.

"That would have been the most perfect
pretext for the United States to invade our
country, which is what I have tried to pre
vent for all these years, in every possible
sense," he said.

Castro also said he suspects that accused
assasin Lee Harvey Oswald's effort to yet in-

to Cuba two months before the assassina
fion "was a deliberate attempt to link Cuba
to Kennedy s death.

'I said to myself. What would have hap
pened had by any chance that marrcome to

Cuba, visited Cuba, gone back to the United
^States and then appeared involved in Ken-
nedy's death?'" Castro said.

' "That would have really been a
provocatioin-a gigantic provocation," the
Cuban leader added.
Castro was asked about a comment he had
made in a Sept. 7, 1963, interview with The
Associated Press. Ir^that interview, Castro
had warned that death plots against him
could backfire.

The Cuban leader maintained that the
statement was not given "as a threat. . . .My
intention in saying what I said...was to warn
the governrrient that we know about the
plots against our lives.

"But I did not mean to threaten by that,"
Castro continued. ".

. .1 did not mean by that
that we were going to take measures, similar

measures, like a retaliation for that."
Castro issued the warning in an interview

with AP reporter Daniel Harker about 10
weeks before Kennedy's assassination.
A Senate investigation had found that the

CIA conspired with mobsters between 1960
and 1963 to plot assassination efforts against
the Cuban leader.

The committee's chief counsel, G Robert
Blakey said the Cuban government con-
tends the CIA might have been responsible
for circulation of a mysterious intelligence
report suggesting that Oswald hinted to of
ficials at the Cuban consulate m Mexico City
that he might kill Kennedy and 'hat Castro
learned of this before the assassination.

Freshperson 1978

Leftfield is a column established in the
Black Affairs section of the Daily Collegian.

The columnist, Terrell Evans will present his

views and not the views of the Black Affairs

Staff. Comments and criticisms can be sent
to Terrell Evans. Black Affairs, The Daily
Collegian 113 Campus Center, Amherst
Mass, 01003

The freshpersons and transfer students
have brought a new spirit on campus that

has been absent for a long time. Last year's

class didn't have it nor did the one before.

But this class has brought a new attitude and
9 feeling of activism that will quite possibly
bring even sorr>e of the upperclassmen out of
the clutches of apathy.

I have found that new students are
ioinino organization and have already
be^an to give their support at Student
Senate Meetings,and manv of them don't
know half the controversy and the problems
that Third World Community has had with
the Student Senate in the past. The
students are looking for organizations to join

and if there isn't at least one or two fresh-

persons on most organizations it is because
the groups have not made themselves
available to the new studetns.

It is important that groups try to attract as
many freshpersons as possible. People
come and go and those students running
orgdnizations now may not be here next year
or the year after. Some one will have to take
over.

The new students need to get involved

with just about all the mechanisms of'the
Third World groups because they provide a

place to learn about things having to do
with their majors. They are provided with

experience that cannot be gained in the

Leftfield
classroom and a lot of this experience will

help them to attack the world outside.

I want to thank all the new people for the
"shot of life " they have given UMass. It was
badly needed and it is deeply appreciated.

Sorry. ..our mistake
To the Editor:

Regarding the letter in Black affairs con-

cerning an alternative news show on
WMUA. This letter was written only as a

proposal in an attempt to get people to

work with us. We would like to stress that

*his program is still in the planning stages

LUTHER

and the decision on whether or not it will be
aired has not been made yet.

We aplogiie to the staff of WMUA for any
n..sunderstandings this letter may have
caused.

Myra Levy
Rob Leppzer

Nikki Giovanni. "Princess of Black Poetry " performed at Bowker Auditorium
last night to a corwd of approximately two-hundred and fifty people. (Photo
by Wendy Carlson) •

CORE director urKd^r attack
LYNORA WILLIAMS
Roy Innis, a national director of the Con-

gress for Racial Equality (CORb», is under
attack from two former members of the
^organization as well as a sizable number of
CORE staff members.
Two former heads of the 37-year-old civil

rights organization, Floyd McKissick and
James Farmer, have charged that Innis has
seriously mishandled CORE funds and
engaged in illegal activities as CORE leader.

Vyhile such criticism^ of Innis' leadership
of .the organization are not new, they reach-
ed new heights in mid-August when Farmer
'and McKissick, a former Nixon supporter,
held a New York City press conference to

put forth their views. Farmer said they had
been asked by CORE staffers to help them
oust Innis.

Since last year, CORE has been under in-

vestigation IJy at least hA/o states-New
Jersey and Alaska-for its fundraising prac-
tices, and has reportedly attracted the at-

tention of Better Business Bureaus nation-
wide. The group's fundraising arm Consists
of an extensive telephone solicitation pro-
^gram selling ads for a supplement to CORE
magazine. CORE pays $35 to $125 a week
to teenagers, former prisoners and so-
caUed unempioyables to run the program.
The organization has been wracked with

financial difficulties for years. In 1968, ac-
cording to the Washington Post, the agen-
cy was $400,000 in debt. Early this summer,
Innis announced that CORE had contracted
with a Lebanese business Prudential Inter-

national Commodities (PlC)-for a
moltimillion dollar project ' in the South
Bronx and Harlem areas of New York City
to send 10,000 to 12,000 workers to the
Mideast. Ostensibly, they are to work in

food processing and in cement and con-
struction materials manufacturing.
CORE'S most infamous move in recent

years, however, was its pfoject to recruit
Black Vietnam era veterans for mercenary
service with the U.S. -backed neocolonial
force Unita in 1976. This project, in par-
ticular, brought charges of CIA ties to the
organization. Innis claimed that he had
recruited 300 people to serve as medics
with "anticommunist forces" there. In

another venture, CORE said it planned to
send 50 Blacks to work in Uganda after
Ugandan dictator Idi Amin explled Asians In

1973.

Earner, now head of the Coalition of
American Public Employees, is also reputed
to have ties to the CIA. He has been accus-
ed of "sour grapes" about the organization,
which he has not supported since Innis
took over in 1966.

Alex Haley

A federal judge ruled

yesterday that Roots
author Alex Haley
neither copied nor In-

advertantly reproduced
any part of an earlier

book. Jubilee when he
wrote his best seller.

(UPI)

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

^.
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BlackAffairs
Johnny Griffin

returns to U.S.
Johnny Griffin, one of BIck Classical music's most

significant tenor saxophonists, will return to the US from
Holland for an 11 -city tour that will mark his first US ap-
pearance in 15 yeaife.

Griffin, accompanied by the Walter Davis Trio, will kick

off his tour at the Monterey Jazz Festival on September 17.

A Chicago native. Griffin is best remembered for his

appearances and recordings with tenor saxophonist Eddie
Lockjaw Davis in the early '60's. Prior to that. Griffin

gained wide recognition for his brilliant work with Art

Blakely's Jazz Messengers, including the collectors item
album teaming Blakely's band with Theionius Monk.
Griffin succeeded John Coltrane as tenor saxophonist with
Monk's band during the historic Monk engagement at New
York's Five Spot Cafe. Griffin has recorded numerous
albums under his own name for Riverside and Blue Note.
Milestone records has recently released Johnny Griffin: Big
Soul, a compendium including cuts from several of

Griffin's earlier Riverside albums.
Walter Davis, notable jazz pianist-composer will not be

performing wilh Griffin; however the trio's other members,
drummer Kenney Washington and bassist Tom Barney,
described by Wilson as "remarkably adept young
musicians, will be present.

Johnny Griffin will be performing at Amherst College at

the Buckley Recital Hall on Saturday Septembjr 30, 1978
from8:15to 10:15p.m.

For all you Black Classical music fans this is one you
won't want to miss.

Announcements
Film

The Progressiv^-'^nim

Series is fMjffftng the

follow irvg>^fttms for the
morilh^ftSeptember:

September 27
LUCIA

"The epic Cuban film of

love, death and war Lucia is

one of those rare films that

deals with the role of

wome^n in history. All films

will be shown in Thompson
Hall, UMass rm. 104 on
Wednesday evenings at

8:00 p.m. sponsored by the

Commutor Collective.

Johnny Griffin

Johnny Griffin will be
appearing at Amherst
College in the Buckley
Recital Hall on Saturday,

September 30. 1978 bet-

ween 8:15 and 10:15. Ap-

pearing with htm will be

two members of the

Walter Davis Trio.

Choir

The Voices of New Africa

House Choir is now

auditioning for tenors and
basses. Anyone interested

in singing with ths choir

should go to the W.E.B.
Dubois Department of

Afro American studies on

the 3rd floor of New Africa

House to apply. The New
Africa House Choir meets in

the Che Lumumba Hut in

New Africa House on
Wednesday evenings.

Senate

The Undergraduate
Student Senate will be

holding elections for the

senate of the 1978-79

school year on October 4th

and 5th. Each year 15 seats

are allotted to the Third

World Community.
Students who have picked

up nomination papers

should return them as soon

as possible. If you are

interested in becoming a

Third World senator, or if

you would just like more
information, drop by the

Office of Third World
ji^lrs in 308 S.U.B. or

stop at the special election

table in the Campus Center.

Tenor saxophonist Johnny Griffin will play at Amherst College as part of an
11 -city tour.

News from the Guardian
Chicago victory
Black police brutality victim Wallace Davis
won the right to press his suit against the
Chicago police department Aug. ^.
A 3-judge panel of the Seventh Circuit

Court of Appeals ruled that Davis should be
entitled to seek dannages for the 1976
shooting that left him with a critical spinal in-

jury. This rulir>g overturned the decision of

Judge Julius Hoffman, known for his tyran-

nical handling of the Chicago Seven case,

who claimed that Davis' constitutional rights

had not been violated in the shooting and
that he did not have grounds to sue.

Davis, 29, was shot March 8, 1976, after he
notified police of a holdup attempt at his fast

food store in Chicago. Hours after x\\e

holdup, in which Davis and a companion

thwarted the robbers, investigating officer

John Freels shot Davis in the back while he
was allegedly questioning and searching
him. He has since been forced to undergo a

series of operations and has been given a
limited amount of time to live due to the per-

manent injury to his spinal cord.

Aside from pressing the $15 million civil suit

against the cops, the Chicago Committee for

Wallace Davis is also demanding an indict-

n>ent of Freels. The 12-year Chicago police

force veteran continues to patrol the streets

of the Black community.
The committee has charged that State's At-

torney Bernard Carey's office has consistent-

ly stalled on the indictment. At that time,

Carey told the Davis comm.ittee to expect an
indictment in three days. TTiat prediction has
since been revised to October.

Muhamad
makes
apologies
CHICAGO [UP!]-
Muhammad Ali apologized
Thursday to. a pair of New
Orleans fight promoters
who filed a $10 million

lawsuit against the three-

time heavyweight cham-
pion for calling tf>em "white
dagos."
"Last Monday at a press-

conference in New Orieans,

I nnade certain unfortunate
remarks," Ali said in

reference to his diatribe

unleashed at Jake DiMag-
gio and Philip Ciaccio, both
Italian-Americans.

"Certain people whom I

regarded as my friends gave
me a distorted version of

events which so enraged
me that I made unthinking,

angry remarks."
DiMaggio and Ciaccio,

promoters of Ali's vic-

torious "Battle of New
Orieans" fight against Leon
Spinks last Friday night, fil-

ed the lawsuit Tuesday
against Ali.

All's comments were
made in reference to a $1

million suit filed by DiMag-
gio and Ciaccio last

Saturday-and since
dropped-charging their two
black co-promoters with

siphoning off gate receipts

to the fight at the New
Orleans Superdome.
Calling DiMDaggio and

Ciaccio "white dagos," Ali

had said in the Monday
news conference the
lawsuit "was racially

motivated because white

men cannot stand to see

black men counting $6
million."

Ali said in his apology

Thursday, "I never met Mr.

Ciaccio or Mr. DiMag-
gio...and hold no personal

animosity against tftem.

But even If they are wrong,

I should 'not have called

them a name which offends

a whole nationality of peo-

ple.

"It is my true feeling that

all people are equal before

God," he added. "My
close Italian friends such as
Angelo and Chris Dundee
and my close Jewish
friends such as Bob Arum
and Harold Conrad will at-

test to my lack of pre-

judice."

Heartfelt
Leather
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Notices
POSITION AVAILABLE:
Any work study student,
knowledgeble in some Arts
and Crafts skills and in-

terested in working a fa^
hours .^u^^
contact Cindy 104
Greenough, 545-2642
•HEBREW CON-
SERVATION GROUP: The
/irst meeting of the Hebrew
'Conservation Group will be
feeting Sun 24 at 7:00

m. in the Hillel office.

Anyone interested in

practicing their Hebrew
Wito oj^r Hebrew speakers
IS heartily invited

PEACE CORPS; Students
studying for a degree in the
College of Food and Natural
Resources and Stockbridge
School of Agriculture in-

erested in opporturiities

' ct rht- p-

tative, Bryce A.
jpr

UMASS OUTi
Qui '^

Equ

v^ai I i^'jR

Loiit' r -i
, 1 equipment

display 6:30 pm 2 canoes, 3

kayaks, 6 backpacking
tents, and much more!
Private equipment
welcome.

MASS. STUDENTS F^H;(.
BROOKE: U.S. Sen. Ed'
Brooke will speak in the
SUB. this Friday, 1:10.

Bring your Questional
STRATEGY GAMES: Plot

a Revolution-st the
Strategy Games Club,
meeting in the Campus
Center (check bulletin for

room number) every
Wednesday and Sunday.
Board games and
Miniatures.

CASIAC TUTORIAL
SERVICES: Tutors
Wanted-good students,
graduates
dergraduates,
tutor other
especially in

Science areas.
All interested please
contact Caryn Maikson c o
ASIAC, Machrrier Hall.

45 2191 or 2192,
AlP: Teach for Credit-.

Volunteers needeo to teach
* t iFu. TH 8 30 9 15)

\ianish (TuTh a<^ 9 15),
-

. '^'^I'^^AW ,n a
.^^ native H-qfi

si.hooU<jf campus
dvd^ble by taknij an
Educational seminar,
'Teaching in the Alter-

native School' taking place
every other Tuesday
evening. If interested, visit

program in Cottage B, or

call 545-2584.

or un-
needed to

students
Math and

I
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Amherst Carriage Shops J
open M-F 10-iO, Sat. & Sun. 12-10 I

Coupon expires Oct. 8 I

^^^SPMT

Quarts—99c
on Sunday-

Sundaes 2 for 99c

OF

^REENOUGH CRAFT
^HOP: Position Available-

work -study student,
knowTgttgwhIa iQ_some Arts

jan<J Crafts skills _

terestecf *n -working « few
hours a week, please
contact Cindy ^04
Greenough, 546-2642

PloKtER VALLEY
JUGGLING
ASSOCIATION: Jugglers
Wanted-The Pioneer Valley

Jugglers Association is

forming again.
Organizational meeting
Monday Sept. 5, 7:00 pm
first floor Campus Center
(under escalator).

DVP: Open Proposal i

Meeting for the
Distinguished Visitors
Program-come with your
proposal for a lecture
subject or for a specific

speaker. Pick up a proposal
form in room 415 S.U.
Meeting it. at 6.00, Mon.
'S^t. 25, Campus Center

W^AVAILABLE: ~
f*?

with you' landlord' car

mechanic^ Need a divorce'

Have other legal problems?
hRh£ lecial advisu and

representation available to

UMass, yrad anc. uiHergrad
'ee paying siuct^nts For

uoifitments call 545-1995
ui visit 922 Campus Centet

COLOQS Anyone in-

terested in teaching a cu^itxf

in Arts and Crailtf'^kill

(photograph>-,-''^leather,
cerarnitsf^'silver) please
CQfiifStt Cindy 104
<jreenough 545-2642.

AUblTIONS for Peter
Tolan's production of A
Funny Thing Happened On
The Way Tothe Forum will

be held in the com-
monwealth room of the
student union on this Friday
and Saturday from 7 pm -

10 and on Sunday night
from 6 - 9 (to be perfornned
in Bowker Aud. Nov. 2-5).

HILLEL: Coffeehouse-
entertainment, refresh-
ments and good con-
versation. Sponsored by
UMass Hillel. Sat. 9-23 at

8:00 pm in Hampden DC in

Southwest.
HILLEL: Shabbat Ser-
vices'Hillel will hold
Shabbat Services this

evening at 7:00 in the
Dukes Room. S.U. 310.
THIRD WORLD SCIEN-
TIST SOCIETY: The Third
World Scientist Society is

holding an important
meeting on Sunday Sept.
24, ly/b at 7:0U pm at the
New frica House in the 3rd
floor lounge.

HILLEL: Grad Biunch-Hillel
is supporting a Grad Brunch
for grad students, older

undergrads and working
folks. Conie •^;at and
di'jcus? future events at

11:00 3m Sept. 24 \t) the
Suffolk Roi ' the
Students Unior

LOST AND FOUND, that
hitchhiker picked up Wed.
evening 9-21-78 going to
Rolling Green left 'glasses
in car. Claim them at JS
office, 108 Bartlett Hall 5-

1376.

now in stock/

J'^^4r Letraset Transfer Lettering

Letraset Typefaces

Panatone Color Markers

Plus— a fast special-order service for

other Letraset products.

All at our discount prices

at "the art store within a store"

i;ampus center/univ. of mass. /amherst

CHABAD HOUSE:
Midnight Selichot Service
Sat. night 12:30 am
Selichot Service will be
continued at Chabad
House, 30 N. Hadly Road.
253-9040.

CHABAD HOUSE: Shabat
Services- Fri. evening at
7:00 pm. Sat. morning at
10:30 free communal
Shabat meals at Chabad
House. 253-9040.

AMHERST IN-
TERNATIONAL FOLK
DANCING: Meets Fridays
7:30-10:30 p.m. at Bangs
Community Center,
Amherst. Teaching for all

levels. Everyone welcome,
ontact S.Jensen 256-0595
or J. Wilkens 549-0768 for
mroe information.

HELP WANTED: Work
study students needed for

predominately third world
infant center. Call 549-1410
8 a.m.
SENIOR CLASSICAL
LEAGUE; There will be a
meeting Sept. 23, 11:00 in

Herter 301 ; at this meeting
tfifc formation oi a Senior
Classical League vmII be
di.srussed. Alt those m
terested please attend Any
questions pleas-.-! call Mary
546 6555
CONSltMF-R ACTION
uLNFER, The onsumer
Action Center, sponsored
by Mass PIRG, will open
Monday, Deptember 25
Hours: noon to five,

Monday through Friday.

549 0199 or 545-0781.

B Friday, September 22,^iwy

WMUA will be providing
live coverage of the UMass
football game against
Maine this Saturday af-
ternoon. WMUA's Charles
Holmes will be moMiKjKJna
the game, along wiln'
analysis from Andy Harris
beginnign at 1:15 p.m.
WMUA will be airing
coverage of all the UMass
football games this season
onSIF.A.

.coiiegraQ 7

c
Heartfelt
Leather

to^^puTrri^trwimt
I0-6Mon Sal 2S3.St3S

open Fri. unlll 9 ^

Mountaineering, as all but the chronically misinformed know, Is the sMll, the
science and the art of drinking Busch Beer It begins by heading for the mountains
( i.e., a quickjaunt to your favorite package emporium or
wateringhole ) and ends by downing the mountains ( i.e.,

slow slaking swallows of the brew that is Busch ).

41 However, between those two points lies a vast area
of personal peccadilloes sometimes called technique
and sometimes called methodology ( depending on
your major). Hence, this ad. SI Sipping vs. chugging.
Both have their merits, of course. But generally speak-
ing, except for cases of extreme thirst or a leaking
glass, sipping is the more prudent practice for serious.
sustained mountaineering. 41 Next.

uncompromised

cz:
Itmm

ri^.3

compromised

ZZ3'.
^tmti

the proper posi-

tion. Some
swear by sit-

ting; others by
standing. Suffice it to say that the most successful
mountaineers are flexible, so you'll find
both sitters and standers.
( Except on New Year's Eve,
when it's almost impossible

I to find a sitter ) 41 Which
brings us to additives. Occa-
sionally a neophyte will

sprinkle salt in his Busch; •

others mix in tomato juice;

and a few on the radical

fringe will even add egg.

While these manipulations
can't be prohibited (this is, after all, a free country), they are
frowned upon. Please be advised that purity is a virtue, and the
natural refreshment of Busch is best uncompromiised
41 Finally, there's the issue of containers. Good taste dictates a

glass be used But bad planning sometimes prevents that. Ifyou
find yourself forced to drink from the can, you should minimize
this breach of etiquette. Be formal. Simply let your little finger

stick out stiffly (see Yig. 4 ). Happy Mountaineering!

Dorit just reach for a beer.BUSCH Hiead for the mountains.

c Anheuser-Busch Inc St Louis Mo

.V
« f
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D & M SUNOCO
has moved & is now

AMHERST GULF
a full service station on all
foreign and domestic cars

'''Volvo specialists & disc brake repairs

Open 7 days a week, 7 a,m.-ll p.m.

Located in the center of Amherst
48 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

next to the fire station
Call 256-8936 or 256-6860

CoMfrtry Roek

and

Btttafrats Masie

Fri. & Sat.,

Sept. 22, 23

by Rainfree

People's Gay Alliance
welcomes all to a

GAY DISCO
Fri., Sept. 22, 1978 $1.00
9:00-12:30 10th floor CC

IX

IVIIl

Hi]

IVi

CooVitynfS

till one

DAILY

HAPPY HOUR
3-8 P.M.

LARGEST DRAFT
IN TOWN 50

MOST BAR DRINKSl
.85

Fridqy It's Foe
Save dollars with our every-Friday specials. This Friday
we feature ...

Regularly Friday
Vintage tM^eed Jackets $11 95 $795
Whistling Stainless Steel Tea
Kettle with coppor-clad bottom . . $8 95 i7 50
Milliskin body wear
Special Introductory offer Save $2.00 on any ot our

styles.

Reed Baskets - a wide collection. . 25% to 50% Off!
•^•es 25% Off on All!

Plus! Many more unadvertised specials.

1 PRAY ST., AMHERST, MASS. 549-5403

Monday thru Saturday - 10 to 6

Friday It's Faces til 9

Master Ct^arge and VISA accepted

A Store-full of Ideas.

University Drive, Amherst, Ma.
(Amherst Shopping Center)

Kegs«Beer«Wine«Cheeses
Soda^lce

(Store specials unadvertised)

Bacardi Runn— 1.75 liters (59.2 02.) 10.79

Don Emilio Tequila —white or gold quart 5.49

fifth 4.45

Lucky Lager- 12 oz. NR 4.95 case 6/1.25

Michelob-12oz. NR 7.90 case 6/2.00

Open: 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.

253-9341 - Free Delivery -253-9342
($7.00 min.): Mon.-Thurs. 6 p.m. to lT) p.m.

Fri. -Sat. ,5 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

Top

the
Campus
Cabaret Disco

with
Disco Dino

Every Friday and Saturday

jCoiisgian

Editorial / Opinion
Julie Melrose

Seduction

by apology
If you called to say you're sorry, call

someone else. I don't use them any more.
"Ntoiake Shange
In a recent lecture at Hampshire College,

author John Stoltent>erg pointed out what
he has observed as a pattern in men's
behavior. Stoltenberg said nnany men
habitually abuse women, then seduce the
women back to them with apologies when
they threaten to leave.

"The men fear they will lose the women's
availability to them, and for good reason,"
said Stoltenberg. he cited some examples
of this seduction-by-apology: rapists who
apologize to their victims after completing
the violent act, men who brutally assault

the women they live with, then wipe their

tears away and make love to them.
A look at contemporary male female rela-

tionships reveals that this same pattern

plays itself out, in subtle and not-so-subtle

ways, in many of them. In my five semester
stint as a counselor in Butterfield dorm, I

saw examples of this over and over again.

Common scenes of abuse include: man
sleeps with woman, pretends he doesn't
know her the next day; man repeatedly pro-

mises to call woman, never does; man
speaks to woman only at night, when they
can "conveniently" end up in bed together;

man ignores woman in the company of his

male friends; man seduces other women in

the presence of current lover; man behaves

obnoxiously, excuses it on the basis of be-
ing drunk or stoned. Familiar?

Women on the receiving end of such
abuses generally report that it doesn't feel

very good. As a matter of fact, it feels like

shit. If the image of a woman crying
because she's been mistreated by a man
has become something of a cliche, it's

because it happens so often and hurts
women so badly that if we didn't joke about
it, we might have to do something about it.

Like demand a change in men's behavior.
Or leave men who refuse to change.
If women really thought about what they

let men get away with, they would have to
examine their own masochistic behavior
and the corresponding abusiveness on the
part of men who claim to care about them.
But many women are afraid to do this

-

abuse may hurt, but at least it's familiar. If

we eliminated abusive behavior from male-
female relationships, life as we know it

would no longer exist. This makes an end
to the abuse of women by men a frighten-

ing, revolutionary concept.
If love means never having to say you're

sorry, then women had better question just

exactly what it is their male lovers feel for

them -because they sure say "I'm sorry" a
lot!

Why are women so quick to accept men's
apologies and take them back after they
have behaved abusively? In the first place.

since we're taught we are not worth very
much unless men are attracted to us, our
sense of self-worth often depends upon the
presence of men in our lives.

The fact that our society is set up to en-
courage male-female coupling often makes
us feel left out if we are missing that
mythical "other half." We develop a
tendency to just shut up, take whatever
male creature comes along (no matter what
his individual qualities) and harg on for

dear life. "Any man is better than no man,"
becomes the sad philosophy. And, by im-
plication, "the worst of men is still better
than the besx of women."
It is no accident that "sympathy" and

"forgiveness" have long been touted as
two qualities desirable in women. These are
exactly the qualities that allow abusive men
to woo women back to them by ihe use of

those two little words, "I'm sorry." It is im-

' ' 'I

plied that a woman who will not forgive a
man, no matter how badly he's abused her,

is unfeminine- not a "real woman."
It is a classic case of damned-if-you-do,

damned-if-you-don't. The choice for a
woman is between tolerating abuse and be-
ing thought unfeminine, and therefore

undesireable to men. For many women this

is the ultimate in threatening thoughts since
life without male companionship, abusive
or otherwise, is unimaginable.

Only in a society in which the abuse of
women by men is a "constant" would an
apology become the deciding factor in

whether or not a woman remained in a rela-

tionship. Women must refuse to accept
men's apologies without demanding that

the behavior which must be apologized for

cease. Only then can the real change begin.

Julie Melrose is the Collegian's Women's
Editor

To the Editors
Residents face

grave injustice

To the Editor:

This letter is concerned with the grave
injustices that have been inflicted upon
the residents of Brooks House, who have
been living out of boxes, trunks, and
suitcases up to this day, and according to

the Central Orchard Hill office, will be for

at least another two weeks. We paid our
bills on time-when can we moverWIt is

extremely unsettling not to be able to

establish a stable, comfortable living

situation in which to pursue our academic
interests. Many residents of this dorm
have contacted the C— OH office by
telephone about this situation and have
been treated without respect and, more
importantly, without results.

The principle concept of the recon-

figuration, as we understand it, was to

levy more responsibility on the student, to

allow him or her more autonomy without

the constraints of bureaucratic red tape.

We have, as a group, started and have^

implimented activities and special events!'

House Councils and judiciaries are for-

ming - interested people, concerned with

maintaining a homeostasis wthtin the

dorjih-^^^e are ((pingf»Jr part; we are

making this reconfiguration work. We
demand that you follow our example!

We fail to understand how Don Pelkey,

the Area Management coordinator
cannot achieve results in such a simple

task as purchasing and distributing

bureaus, which have already been paid

for by the students. We are thankful for

beds and desks which are basic

necessities for University students and
hope that we can be afforded the luxury

ofbureaus in thf very near future.

In closing, we feel that we deserve a
refund. If this monetary matter is not
within C—OH jurisdiction, we expect that

Mr. Pelkey should immediately supply us
with accurate information as to with

whom this matter rests. We want t>is all

to work as much as the C—OH office

does - play your part - we're playing ours.

JohnCardillo, C.R.A.

Jack Phillips

Katharine A. McGilvray
Liz Shapiro, C.R.A

and the residents of Brooks

Dome proposal

frivolous

To the Editi^r
As a'h^w student here at UMass, one of
the first situations I encountered was that

of the faculty and their plight towards
reaching some kind of salary agreement
with the administration. I find it then,

particularly disturbing that the same ad-

ministration could seriously be consider-

ing the construction of an $8 million

dome for the Alumni Stadium. \l shall

not take into consideration at this time
the fact that $7-8 million will undoubtedly
become $10-11 million if the project is

pursued. I

Unfortunately, there seems to be a
prevailing attitude at this and other
universities that investment in amenities

[such as this dome] will improve the
campus in such a way as to attract

greater numbers of more capable
students. This is not to to say that a
\rqnovated stadium would not serve the

interests of anyone on this campus. I find

'it at this time though, particularly galling

that someone seems to feel that the

school can afford something so frivolous

in light of the fact tffltt^Ui^^ 'ne school is

unable to give the faculty a^i^m^^uif

We are at a particular point in tirhe

where we must decide whether we want
an impressive collection of buildings, or

to maintain some semblance of academic

excellence. Otherwise, this unnecessary
allocation of such a vast amount of
money will only serve to further the cause
of mediocrity on this campus.

Jeffrey P. Bianchi

Self-determination

is the real issue

To the Editor:

Why is it that those letters to the editor
from Wednesday, September 20, criticiz-

ing Chris Decker's article On par-
thenogenesis, impatient to indict her
ideas on unscientific grounds, are
Themselves generously guilty of non-
scientific sttements? Paul Amoroso
declares, "If a parthenogenetic woman
were to give birth parthenogenetically
herself, the chances of her daughter be-
ing healthy would be nil indeed. " No
source is cited. As for one letter's sar-

donic suggestion of a master race of
women from parthenogenesis, let us
separate fact from fiction. The attempt
to create a superior race, its corollaries of
war, enslavement, genocide have all been
jnasterminded by men, not women. Par-

thenogene^ is hardly of that genre of
sadistic ritual. —i^atiileen Zaffino states,
"...parihenogenesis. . . has'^'^ttsQlutely no
founeknionffTtfacf„ meaning that there^re.
no scientific statements or studies which
validate it. " No sources for her opinion
are given. Chris Link feels that Chris

Decker "presents dubious information
and draws conclusions which might make
good science fiction, but fall far from the
present understanding of genetics and
evolution. " See Dr. Janice Raymond's
letter to the editor ( Thursday, September
21] for evidence to the contrary.

It is interesting to note that the issue of
parthenogenesis has sparked more con-
troversy and response in the Collegian
than any other bio-ethical issues, in-

cluding sex selection technology, clon-

ing, and recombinant DNA. Since the re-

cent concern.about the purity of scientific

statements is so anomalous, one
wonders if the criticism on "scientific

grounds" is only a smokescreen for the
real upset. One suspects that the effort

towards total self-determination on the
part of women, symbolized in the
reproductive freedom of par-
thenogenesis, is the real issue.

H. Patricia Hynes
School of Engineerin^g

Typical sexist

stereotypes

To the Editor:

777/5 letter is concerning the recent

posting of recruitement advertisements

on campus for the Pi Kappa Alpha frater-

nity, or the "Pikes, " as they are common-
ly referred to.

The advertisement is typical of the sexist

stereotypes portrayed in advertising that

so many people on this campus are trying

to do away with. The ad depicts a

brawny, virile-looking male, eyes averted

in the distance, wearing a shirt bearing

the fraternity insignia. (A typical Pike?}

This male is cooly avoiding the affections

of a female resting on his shoulder in the

background.

This ad reaffirms the convictions many
university women have about fraternity

men as exploiters of women. It is an
often-voiced opinion that when attending

a fraterntity party on campus, women feel

similar to "cattle being shipped in for in-

spection. " Perhaps this is somewhat of

an exaggeration, but it is true a feeling of

this nature prevails for a majority of

women.
We, as women, don't want to be por-

trayed in such a manner in advertising,

just as much as we don't want to have to

think about fraternity men in this light.

We, instead, would like to see fraternity

men depicted as the diversified in-

dividuals they really are. But do posters

such as these give us any choice?

A Universtey Woman
HBm9 withhaki by raquvst

j
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Student Union Art Gallery

presents

^'The Goodbye
Girr'

Fri., Sept. 22
1. 9:15, 11:30

Admission $1— CCA
b

r<EGGS BENEDICT»BELGIAN WAFFLES
LOX & BAGELS

12:00-3:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH

only at

a?m

57 N Pleasant St.

2535141
Across from the fire station

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

PAID POSITION
The Collegian is looking

for a layout technician.

Some experience needed.
See Dorothy Clark at the

Collegian office, 113 Cam-
pus Center.

I

I

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

BOBBY
SHORT
with

Beverly Peer, bass

and

Gene Gammage,
drums

"Bobby Short '\9 past- and last-master of
the art of elegant expression . . . he is the

last and best of the singer-pianists." —
Chicago Today

Sunday, September 24 8pm

Ballet
fblklorico
Mexicano

"Colorful panorama — company of 35

dancers, singers and musicians"

Wednesday, September 27 8pm

FINE /4?TS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets rww on sale- for both performances.
^

General public — $7, 6, 5. UMass students — $5,

4, 3. Senior citizens and ottier students — $6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

MFrir<37:SeptembeL22.1978 Friday, September 22, 1978.

ATfENTION
College Students & Staff

WiflaSi

(JUNIOR FASHIONS FOR TODAY'S WOMAN)
Is Now Featuring A

20% DISCOUNT
on all reg. price merchandise with your valid student or staff ID card.

ALSO ON SALE THIS WEEK:
Acrylic Cowls reg i2™jmpw5.99

Bobbie Brooks Pants reg%3ooNow12.99

Coats Reduced upio1/3 off

Dresses upto1/3off
20% discount does not apply to sale merchandise.

COME SEE US SOON — WE'RE A GREAT PLACE TO BE!!!

Mountain Farms Mall
Hadley, Mass.

Open M-S 10-9:30
W* accept - M/C. Vla«. AM./Ei. - L/A Plan.

DON'T FORGET - Bring your I.D. card for a 20% discount on all reg. pr. mdse.

NOW..SAVE UPTO $11.50

ON RACE WEEKEND TICKETS!
A prix-packaged offer from yourToyota dealer.

Save up to $11.50.
The Toyota Grand Prix of the US. is coming to Watkins Glen. NY.
Sept 29 -Oct. 1, and participating Toyota dealers have a linr.ited

^^ supply of race weekend discount ticket

TOYOTA packages that can save you up to $11.50

per person on general admission

tickets, reserved grandstand

seating and more.

No vehicle purchase
necessary.

Fast, faster, fastest.
See racing at its best A fast track, some of the worlds fastest

movers, driving the- world's fastest Formula One cars.

The Official Pace Car -

leading the pack:

our sleek Gelica

GT Uftback

V

YOU GOT IT:

TOYOTA

Toyota sets the pace.
When you visit your Toyota dealer,

see all his 1978 Celicas. and you II

see why Toyotas the pace-setter.

At The Glen, and on the street.

NOMINATIONS
FOR

STUDENT
SENATE,

including Presidential positions,

are available in Rm. 420, Stu-

dent Union. Deadline for ap-

plications is September 25.

STUDENTS

Start your own flying club with brand new 1978-79
aircraft.

Initial fee of $75.00 pays for a lifetime membership.

$8.00 a month dues (only the nr>onth actively flying).

$17.00/hourly rental fee, normally $22.00.

Make the right approach
Call FRANKLIN AIRWAYS, INC.

Turners Falls Airport
(413) 863-8110 (students)

FAA APPROVED SCHOOL

THIS ISWHERE
THE VALUES ARE!

For Superb Handling,

Smooth Ride, Plus

Gas-Saving Steel

Belted Radial Construction...

Whitewall
Siie PRICE

Plus
F.E.T and
old tire

ER7g.l4

fR78.14

$59.95 $240
$65.95 $2 58

GR78 14 $70.95

$6595
$70.95

"

t? 76

$2 75

FR78 15

GR78 IS

HR7S IS J79 00 J3 03
JR78 15 $82 95 f3.1S
LR78IS $82 95

'
$3 34

Custom Tread
Radials

• Factory-

installnd

equipment
on rpdny (if

tnclH\ s new
Lars

6-Rib PolyesCer,

I tuinip-Free Ride |

$22 u

BR78-I3 whitewall
plus $1.99 F t T.

and old tire

Blackwaii
I

Siie

Whitewails $3 00 more.

FB^8~P~pJ2e.50_"

. 4 1 $38.00

536^00

$39.00

Doiibjo Class-Bilted

lo I i;;ht .Squirri) And
Resist Bruises!

$

31
Cushion Bp"
Polygiss

87J-13 «»hite«-:)l , ..

J1 82 F,£ r jnrt oiu tm

Whitewal
l^^ri PRICE I^^T and
' "

' I old lire

1 14

~.15

J36 00

$37.00

$39J)U
$41.00

$4o;oo

$4^00
$46 00

Lube i& Oil
Change

$588 I
Includes up to 5 quarts >. ^
major btanU 10 jQ cii

PROTECTS MOVING PARTS
ENSURES QUIET OPERATION

Front-Fnd
Alignment and
4 lire Rotation

$15

• Complcti-
tirn alum .

-. >;!'

.ind I I.

sm'Mii h

Just Say 'Charge It'

\87 Kiae Si . N'h»mril,.o»58(l-4020

Kngiiie liine-L'p

$3988

Additional parts 3ni1

services e«tra it needed

front wtieei I'ri^e eiduded

HELPS IMPROVE TIRE WEAR ANO
VEHICLE PERFORMANCE

• In-.i'i I
' iiiil rut. Ill- lij 4 lirfs • Set

• I .' nhrr in;) liic in to l.ic lnr\

!-; I.

4.cyl. 8cyl.

includes parts and tatoi --

no eitra cliarge for air

conditioned tars ElPctroni i^M
Ignition cars (4 less

HELPS ENSURE BETTER GAS
MILEAGE ANO PERFORMANCE

• I- 1 I irnriH I'lniin.

.ill! ^> ^ I- it; I!

(ilu>;s i 'I III.

iimiiiK • ,\d|

• Ini liiil.'S i,

li(;ht iiiii ks.

tiirt^in^; .111(1 sl.iri

1
!

rU'U ()(iints.

• '-' .iui-II ,in,l

wi;\

-: , '-', -illil

i ""
<><M>d)rdr HctuhiriK ( h<irgc.\ccMM For more good years in your car

**'*'**ffr.f_tf'<f> » '*.'.».'.'.\V.V.V.'.*.V.*.'.V.V»Va'.V»'.'»V»V»ViV.>-»"»V»-t I ».,.,.,,>, , . > I , ,».

.Collegian 11

student Senate Auto
Workshop/AutoB

SPooI. Non-work S
gstudy position!
available for student |
w/ mechanical ex-
perience. Only
qualified students S

ji

^ ^ ^
need apply.

niiiiiiini

^a^990bf

Back to School
WATERBED SPECIAL

• Classic Deluxe Mattress

• Safeway Heater ^

• Safety Liner

• FlirnBraMTl^
'

::_i»^.
i^^zjt ^

• Frame Kil Ik IPI#lir
r^'TTrr

m^.<s)i

SoMth Hadlev Center 533-4194

mtt)

this ,id

• ' < ^ • • • • •,•.•,•.• • • ..••.• •

* * # . •

._• < * « . f

10« DISCOUNT

VnHllP
Next toTHEPUB
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BAK
HAPPY HOUR SUNDA Y

1 p.m. -midnight
35c BUSCH

25c HOT DOGS

Color wide screen
Patriots vs. Oakland

9 p.m.

Also: Monday night football

Chicago Bears vs. Minnesota Vikings

To place a classified ad. drop by the Col
leqian office (CC 113) between 8 45 am
<tnd 3 45 () m Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip and mail form found in

most issues of the Colleyian Classifiec)

dea(JlinH is 3 45 p m two days m advance
of publication date

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c
per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per
line per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day. One line is roughly equivalent
to 38 characters.

AUDIO

Eight track — Panasonic tape/play deck.
Used very little. Asking $56, 586-6175.

AUTO FOR SALE

Muat s«il 70 Pontiac Bonneville conv..
power everything, small V8, AM/FM,
worth $1200, $600 or best offer. 666-3062.

n VW bug. mech. excellent, BO,
256-8690

72 Saab 99E, 4 dr., new clutch, brakes,
valves, trans., cylinder head. Deck.
AM/FM, radiais, rustproof, exc. mpg, front

dry., $2150, 665-7993.

73 Pinto, 47,000 miles, $725, 527-4963.

71 Ford Calx. SOO, good cond., new eng.
and trans.. $700, call 253-5296, aft. 6 p.m.

ISM VW. $300, call 549-5851, rebuilt eng.,

body fair.

W Peugeot wagon, runs well, will need
body work, 256-6019.

ItTO Chrysler Newport custom. 4 door,
2 snows, radio. $350. 256-6191.

70 Pontiac, 34,000 mi.. AM/FM, air.

549-4879.

1972 MGB. poor condition, $250 or best of-

fer, 253-3010.

Two br. apt.. $245 incl. heat, h-water,
253 7834.

3 bedroom house in Northampton. $325
per month plus utilities. Call Skibiski

Realtors, 4-6 p.m., 584-3428.

FOR SALE

Four tiras for sale, b'wall. G78x14, good
gjndition, $70 or BO. call Neal, 549-4737.

Darkroom outfit, complete, call 665-4181.

For sale: Pioneer TP 252. 8-track player &
Mecca cassette adaptor, underdash unit,

fits any car. Brand new with factory

guarantees, price r>eg., call 546-4742.

1964 Gibson ES-346TD stereo guitar.

Walnut with gold plating. Flawless cond.
$490. Fender twin reverb amp— 1975
nxxlei, lOOw rms.. exc. cond. $325. Must
sell. Call Jim. 546-7128.

Baby grand Kohlar €r Campbell piano.
exc. cond., $650, 256-6191.

Jewish community of Amherst needs
teacher for intermediate Hebrew class.

Also, teacher's aide for 1st and 2nd grade
Jewish studies class. Call 549-0223.

INSTRUCTION

Laarn to fly w/ Collegiate Flying Ckib,
lowest rates, call for info. 549-3800.

LOST

Antique piano.
$195-549 4849.

Ivers & Pond,

Lost— one beige Maidenform bra. Please

return to Brett laundryroom. needed
desparatelyll! Contact Willy.

Have lost an orange and black and coral

bracelet. If found pleeze call Stacey,
6-9364. Very sentimental value. Reward.

Silver watch, blue oval face, lost 9/16/78.
between Blue Wall 8 SW. Reward.
546-8952.

Reward— $10.00. Man's ring, sentimental
value, lost in CC, men's room downstairs,

Sept. 18. a.m. Please call Paul. 6-9101.

MISCELLANEOUS

66 Renault, engine
good transportation,

eve.

great, body good,
call Jim, 549-6591,

Bciick Century 73, 4 dr.,

PS, PB, AM/FM, except.
1-283 9404, eves

vinyl top. AC,
clean. $1800.

66 Chevy wagon, great condition, $400 or

BO Call Peter, 256 6863.

Plym. wagon, sticker, $175, 665-4240,

eve.

71 Datsun 1200. call 253 5182 btwn. 6 10
p.m.

1971 Ford Torino-VB 302 engine, 18

mpg, 4 new radial tires, new shocks & spr-

ing recent brake job & rebuilt trans. Call

Garret at 549-0236 after 5 p.m.

FOR REHT

Temporary apt.

253 5849
2-5 weeks. Own room,

Olympus camera equipment— used
OM 1, chrome body -$100. used OM-2
auto camera — $300, used CM motor drive

w/ up to 5 fps!-$290. Call Dave at

549-1033.

Moped for sale— 1 new Batavus. full war-
ranty, $425. 1 low mileage Batavus. $350,
584 6854, evenings.

Used World Of Furniture -321 Deerfield

St.. Greenfield, good used furniture, open
10 to 5 daily.

Refrigerator, gas dryer. Huffy boy's bike.

All excellent condition. 256-8463.

AKC Harlequin Great Dane puppies
bred for temperment and conformation.
Call after 6 or weekend, 1-773-5825, $150
and up.

HELP WANTED
Help wanted: part time kitchen help need-

ed (weekends) — Steakout — Rt. 9,

Amherst, 256-8668.

The Boltwood-Belchertown Project is

seeking students to volunteer in any one of

14 social and recreational programs offered

at Belchertown State School. Gain prac-

tical field experience through this valuable

and worthwhile organization. Call 323-6311

ext. 449 for more information.

MOTORCYCLES

72 Suz. 186 Enduro, rebuilt, exc. cond.,

5000 mi., $375, 253 7922.

PERSONALS

Students interested in starting a
Wednesday morning Alcoholics
Anonymous discussion group, contact
Kevin. 549-2782.

Debi Speilman-I am sorry. Call 6-9176.

Female wanted to share apt., 549-6688.

Stuck in a corner? Unhappy in your
dorm? Roommates seek to switch room for

other room on co-ed floor in SW. CaH
Cance, 6-5051.

Pinocchio Piz/a of Harvard Sq. is here!

Visit us at 1177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
(next to Rooster's).

Senior mala naads own room in apt. or
house near bus route, easy-going, non-
smoker. call Mike at 1-783-3400.

RIDERS WANTED
Ticket for James Taylor & Cariy Simon.
r>eed a ride to Boston or Martha's Vineyard,
Sept. 22. call 6-4335, 4332. 4329.

NYC. 3 p.m. ev. Thurs., share exp.,

549^4879.

ROOM WANTED
Woman student seeks room in

apt. /house w/ feminists near bus route.

Can Pat at 546-7159.

Mature student seeking room or so-

meone to share room at CanrH>us Center,
Mon.-Fri. Call or leave message at Campus
Center Hotel. 549-6000, c/o Royal Har-
tigan, or (413) 443-0750.

Female roommate wanted to share w/ 2
others, a 3 bdrm. fnd. apt. in Echo Hill,

$ 140 mo. inclusive, call 253-3497.

SERVICES

Light trucking service. Will haul wanted
or unwanted furniture, appliances, etc.

Phone 549-4730 after 5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.. all

day Sat. and Sun. Reasonable rates.

Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for

your 256-page, mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10, 250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 25907B. Los Angeles,
Calif. 90025. (213) 477-8226.

TRAVEL

Travel free and earn cash too. S.

America. Africa, Europe. Asia. Enroll your
colleagues in our adventure tours. We are

overseas adventure tours, 1430 Mass.
Ave., Harv. Sq., Cambridge, MA. (617)

876-0533. We need a rep on your campus.

WANTED
Space for artwork, crafts, tagsale items

a t Fall Pest. 9/30, S. Deerfd., $5, 665 3317.

Partner— squaredance lessons, 253-7185.

<«y. Saptag^artg^ 1978,
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
I Spud
6 Glass ves

sets

10 Isolated

lock

14 Meiican

agave
15 Pass ovei

16 Paih

, 17 Building up
19 Pl^ad with

20 Swappei
21 Went
23 Pulls apaii

25 Equip a ship

26 Noun suftiK

27 A»let Thurs

29 Capital

31 Marble

33 Alberta re

source

34 Prevent

36 Totters

40 U S piesi

deni

42 - Bulba

44 Test

46 Condestti.a

47 More pipds

ant

<9 - bits

Quart »)

aO Anil atr

craft rnissiitf

52 8eak part

53 Common
ending

54 Communion
cup

57 British air

arm

59 Obieci

61 Contuss
64 - in

the bud
67 - and

crafts

68 Be equiva

lent to

70 Plumlike

fruit

71 Melody
72 Remove vis

cid products
73 Birds

74 Strokes

lightly

75 Inscribed

stone

DOWN

' finesic

2 Asian river

3 Me«i(:an

ground
chpr,

.

« Baffle

5 let .,

6 Titiie

7 Among
8 Large

sireaii

9

aster'

to Elide

UfiMTEO Feature Syndicate

Thursday s Pu«le Solved
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n Menu
12 Provoke

13 Cane like

18 Stop

22 Stabilizing

agent

^4 Tr.c Jevil

27 Vail men
26 Mob vio

iioiclings

32 Miniscule

l'^ Stepped oft

37 Wipe out

38 tine.'i fabric

39 Urban com
plaint

41 Ring deci

Sions Abbr

43 Tranquil

46 Chum Slang

48 Recalls

51 Unpredicta
_

Die one

M Crnbariass.

55 Blackbird

56 Scottish

'iver

Sfi Plan., col

lettiveiy

50 Topple

62 Operates

63 Issue

65 Will words
66 Mable

Sireeter

title

69 Dance step
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HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

£2li£giaa ^

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

GERALD IS UNPEATME
CONTROL Of MR. IGUOO^
WHO ALWAYS POTS
SToDYlKtG ON \CE '

(you WIL.L PO AS> SAY ' ^

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

(3r\ S£Q3fv:i -fi\o(ght (ei'5

i-c<3 -Hve 'bceco'n'ckeco.

11

Nothing Special

p^Vou sexisi- l\^
Doril- -thmk X dooV
see you leermq at

byJoe Casey

iirve as a sex d̂^•'''^' foh ?
c

iWwm
Spam Slade, People 's Eye

Old ^^e|\

over?

by Joe Carroll

SIGN THIS CO-OP
AGREEMENT, I CAN
TAKE THE CASE.>

Doonesbury
WQOFTF. f[

i\

Amam mm a
omimfBAOs STony.KiD.
AK.NOU0UT jXlHfNEV
Pot-THEFEsr oecKiratT.
OFTHBSeASON! OFOOURSe..

I /

by Garry Trudeau
TAKB^fORTm,
MH.REDFeRN.
WePROBimBNT OH.ITS
G0lN6AumTD- ABOm
t'OUKM.Mm ONE.
TJMBHAVB YOU I

I 60T? '

(MY, leOTTAeO. HO&UJHAn
(OANTtCUVPO. ORPEK. THE
APfUCOT FLAl>m. UHENim
UMITBR STAfiJSTD U6HT rr,

KNOCK US AOi^ SO THAT 7»E
BRANCTY SPIUS AU oy£R

\ THE TABLE..

ASTHBFLAkes
SPHEADTOTHE
TABLEOOm, tU
SUPOOTINTfe
oomjson.

/

moo
WCOMB
HBiB
OFTEN?

I

10% OFF

f^ ^« ® * :?*!

Maiidjirin ^zorhuen
r.uiHine

t ( 'pen 7 iicya a ,«• v^« *

N\^:\ WttI n 30 10 00
lh»fh S.in n 30 1? 00

:^'^

(NOT DINNER SPECIALS)
SEPT 15 25

CHINESE PASTRIES
£t COFFEE

SAT h SUN 11 30 3 30

BEGINSSEPT 16

10BELCHERTOWN RD
RT 9, AMHERST

2b6 0251

DINNER SPECIALS
LUNCHEON SPECIALS
BANQUET FACILITIES

m w 9 9 W W 9 9* 9 9*
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Get a TCS RUSH! !

!

THE COMMONWEALTH STAGE
America's Newest Professional Resident Theater

'h PRICE Studeni Rush TICKETS
from 6:00 P M. dll performances
Hand Theater Fine Arts Center

545-3511

TUBS SUN: 8:00 P.M. Cunmn

LIVE! ON STAGE! A LI NKW YORK CAST!
NOW TIHil SEPTKMHI H 23

EDWARD ALBEES

WHO'S AFRAID OF
VlRfilMA WOOLF?

dis!i«o
Largest NY style in area

Free munchies

Specials
Fri., Sept. 22 -Top shelf liquor 90c

8-10 p.m.
75c bottled beer

Sat., Sept. 23-8-9 p.m. 50c drinks
"Dress to impress"— 99c cover

Route 9, Amherst/Hadley line 253-9214

GREEK COUNCIL
PLANT SALE
Sept. 19,20,21,22

SU Ballroom

''C a.m. -8 p.m. daily

popular plants at reduced prices

NOMINATIONS
for election to the

COMMUTER COLLECTIVE
COUNCIL

(commuter area government)

Will open today, Tues., Sept. 19.

Pick up papers in Commuter office, 404 SU.
Nominations close Tues., Sept. 26, 3:00 p.m.

•k Woods»oek-Ten Years After^
Saturday,
September 23

Campus
Center
Auditorium

Admission only $1

Shows
4.

7.

.> I*

10

Sponsored by Grayson Dorm

COLLEGE TOWNE CL\SSIC
FIVE MILE ROAD RACE

1:00 f'M SDNDAY, SEPTEMBER 24. 197

ELD FOR

i\MHEkrT, MASS.

'.ft. ..:,•
IHL BtNtM! (IF

SPUNSURID bi

;

[R-BUSCH INI .

•,

HUTING OF SPRINGE 1

•'MY ri'in

•!S

ORbA'.: .A,.': .'AIM ATHLETIC CLUB

MiNiMi;M BY 9/'

')ONATION: (Make
/ - S2.00--- After
(.hecks payable tn:

9/17 -

Suyar
Sr; . 50

loaf >•'
• '

.
i

FkEE T-SHIRTS T FIRST 400 PI" •'•' .f.TFPfD tt' .

1
'- L i

ALCL
,.-L.( i SODA

RATI COURSE
MERCHANDISE r^.L
AAU SANCTIONED

^ ^>'U H 1, TAT IONS
SHOWERS

POST RACE CLINIC BY SPORTS PODIATRIST DH BOB FLi. :- mNI r

On/JIIONS

# C

PrU
f MEN
es

- FIRST OVER ALL FINISHER
- OPEN 07-39)
- MASTERS (over 40)
- FRATERNITY
- JUNIOR (16 and under)
- DORMITORY
- BAR/RESTAURANT EMPLOYEE

» of
Prizes

WOMEN

FIRST OVER ALL
OPEN (17-39)
MASTERS (over
SORORITY
DORMITORY
JUNIOR (16 and
BAR/RESTAURANT

1

3

2

2

1

1

1

-

FINISHER

»0)

under)
EMPLOYEE

1 PRIZE TO TEAM WITH GREATEST NUMBER OF FINISHERS

RUNNERS REPORT TO: Open Grass Field at North End of UMASS Stadium Rd.

at corner of Massachusetts Ave. & University Drive.

POST REGISTRATION AVAILABLE: 10:00 AM-12:30 PM AT STARTING LINE

ENTRY FORM

Name

:

_Age: Sex:

Street

School /Club

Division

City

AAU«

State/Zip

_Team

L XLT-Shirt Size (Circle One): S M

In consideration of this entry being accepted, i. for myself, my heirs.
executors, administrators, waive and release any and all rights and claims
for personal damages I may have against the spohors of this run or AAU Officials.

S i gna ture ,

(Parent if under 18 years of age)

Mail with entry fee to: Ed Sandifer, P. 0. Box 659, Amherst. Mass. 01002

'^^<XvX*>x«*>^^^^A^o^>xc^
*.*»'#Va'»'« ••t«.«»»«««i»««»««it»««»««»t'«»« ••••*»'•*'»"»'»'".VNSV%\"WV%W\\VV*.VV<kV*
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Women's goH
starts season

By PHIL ROBINSON
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's golf team, in only
their fourth year of existence, is looking to
improve considerably over their loss-filled
season of a year ago. This year's team is

bolstered by the addition of Karen Henry
an exchange student from th^ University of
Oregon, who has an 8 handicap.

The women returning fr<)|^ last year are
led by Jane McCarthy, .^/^O handicap
golfer, and include Joan^fllosen, Lianne
Sullivan, Margot Kauffman, and Maureen
Ryan. Lost to graduagioQ are Elisa
Romano, who helped start^ihe team three
years ago and is now at Harvard Medical
^hool, and Jane Keyes.

N^*»^ places on the roster have been
takeh>Qkt Judy Simons and Siie McHugh.
The tearfhftawbeen practicing daily wt the
Hickory Rid^a^ Country Club in South
Amherst, under "Ttl4 eye of

McGahan.
^e

ID in

^cch Jane

In the first match of the">seasor), UMass
lost to Mount Holyoke College by|f^ore of
401 -416. While recogni^ing >-|he im-
provemeifl over last year's 50 shoiloss to
MHC, Coach McGahan felt the telm still

could have done better She pointed out
that her top two golfers together were 15
strokes over their normal scoref, the
margin of defeat. The bright spots of the
match were Joan Rosen adn Lianne
Sullivan. Said the coach, "Joan has
lowered her scores by 20 shots, and Lianne
is shooting 105 and still improving."

The women travel to Mount Holyoke
today for a two day tournament, with 34
golfers competing. Topping the field is

Penn State, an extremely talented team
who attracts the top golfers with
scholarships.

Also in the tournament are Mount
Holyoke College and Providence College,
plus some women competing individually.

..^.-».

/Uilianl CklMM HU
62 Main St. 253 7836
•Fra«h Chinos*
vegetables from our
own farm

•Fully air-conditioned
•Closed Wednesday
•Luncheon specials

•1.1B and up

"High quality food at a
reasonable price"

Sept 20 26

Little Me, Maria
Strangelove 7:30

Majestic Cinema
84 Cottage St. (Rt. 141)

Easthampton, MA 01027
527-2346

Lollipop Palace
8:50

Under 21 not admitted

"Recommended by the
New York Times"

OPENBOWLING
Boyden Ten Pin Lanes

4,00-10.30 Mon. - Sat.

(locate.d in basement of Boyden) 60'= per string

Open Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Fri. nights till 9 p.m.

This Fall We've Cot It All!

POSTERS
Bamboo

BLINDS
A*£A S LARGEST SELECTION Matchstick & Tortoise

Many Unutual

CARDS
HAMPERS

WASTE BASKETS

SOAPS

niNAAT 1-9 Ml
WHKDATl W AM . I

. PWBAT 10 AM . f I

INDIA

PRINT

DOZENS OF AREA

RUGS
Desk

LAMPS
Tripod - Qlp-on

BLOUSES - SKIRTS

Greof Variety

BEDSPREADS
Many New EARRINGS

Sterlio & 14 kt. "S" CHAINS

ISWEATERSi
GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

MEI^CANTILE
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

BACK TO SCHOOL SAVINGS
W% OFF ANY BAMBOO BLIND
$1.00 OFF ANY BEDSPREAD .

10% OFF ALL HAMPERS

iCollegiaJi

Harriers to race In Boston
By KEVIN McCaffrey

Collegian Staff
Over hill, over dale, the UMass men's

cross country team keeps rolling along.
The two harriers who constituted '^^

cream of last year's crop are back.^AT^
Americans Mike Quinn and Stets<»;^nold
will pick up where they left off in^okane,
Washington Ipst fall as they finished 16th
and 23rd respectively in the^CAA's. The
two Massachusetts natiyeS will be suiting
up for their last year,cjt«1igibility.

A pleasant ad/^fion to this season's
squad will be juffrtbr Bob Martin, back once
again to th^U3Mass campus after a year of
students-exchange at the University of
Hawaii. Martin's most promising
Minutemen performance occured in his
freshman track season when he registered
a 4:10 clocking in the mile. "Bob is a key
person if we compare this year's team to
last year's team," said head coach Ken
O'Brien. "The only question is if he can
apply himself over a long season after a
year away from college competition. He
certainly has the potential to do so."

Sharing the captain's duties with
will be senior Lou Panaccione. Par
has been the most consistent .,

performer over the last two years, and
should construct the nucleus of a team
O'Brien cites as being "much deeper
lastyeai."

Apart ^rom the four mentioned ate _,
more who will glue the team together.
Seniors, Kevin McCusker and Matt Wolff,
junior Mike Morris and sophomore Mike
Deiron are a formidable boost to O'Brien's
optimism. They represent the strength in

the fifth man area which is the key to all

successful cross country campaigns.
The campaign gets underway today, as

the squad will board a van iournevifiQ jj^
Franklin Park in Boston at ''2JttBrn5ie^
contest begins at 4:00 agaiM^fJoston
College and Brown. '

)."

rith^H

It nMB
>, and
team

Mi

By JIM GOMES
Collegian Staff

They've been "taking it to the streets"
from Leverett to Hadley, from Pelham to
Montague, and from Arnherst to
Shutesbury, but that was only for practice.
Now, the UMass women's cross-country
team is ready to begin its quest for the New
England championship.
A young, veteran team will run the trails

under the leadership of new coach Jane
Welzel, last year's team captain who
replaces Charlotte Lettis. Welzel takes over
a team which possesses great depth and
experience.

"We have a solid group of runners," said
Welzel. "If the top five runners can run
within thirty seconds of each other, we will
be awfully tough."
The sophomore connection of Tina

Francano, Linda Welzel, and Pricsilla "Dill"
Wilson anchor this year's edition. Fran-
cano, who came on strong at the end of
alst season to finish 8th in NE and the East,
\ast'<s strong after a consistent summer of
training.

Co captains Debbie Farmer and Barb
Callanan along with veteran Monica Scott
have also looked impressive in practice
Farmer, who set the school record last
spnng in the 1500 meter run, has shown
great improvement, according to coach
Welzel, while Callanan seems to have
recovered from a series of injuries which
plagued her last season. Welzel said of
Monica Scott, "She's in the best shape I've
ever seen her in."

Freshmen, Julie Burke (Brookline) and
Tricia Moores (Natick) are two runners
Welzel believes could break into the too
five.

The female harrier's season begins today
at 4 p.m. as they take on Williaxs College in
the only home meet to be staged on the
challenging apple orchard course.

Sports Notices
VOLLEYBALL- -The UM Volleyball Club sponsors a men's team that plays a sorino

oaThlS Rolerfs ^9 '.^?5i''" h^*^^^
^''^ ''' ^"^^^ -terestld lh3d coS

C??ANGeTand Ann^?rTMQ , q
^^"""^^^ ^' P'^^^"^^' ^""^^^s at 10 am in NOPE,

wrr^c dT?/^. ?. r-^'J'^*^^ ^° Recreation Activity Schedule:HICKS POO^: M-F 4:00-6:00pm
BOYDEN GYM: Sat. 10am -5:30pm

Sun. 12 pm -7:30 pm
BOYDEN GYM: Fri. 12:pm - 9:30pm
(Oct. 30- Dec. 10)
NOPE WEIGHT ROOM Sat. 10am -5:30pm

Sun. 10 am - 5:30pm

HATCH BAR
Friday & Saturday

tt

THE ELLIS
HALL GROUP

Sept. 22 & 23

Coming Attractions:

Next week—OAK
Oct. 12-14-The Great

Pretenders
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Take on Maine at Orono

Gridders seek first triumph
By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

By the time you read this, be it in the
Hatch or wherever else you do your serious
reading, the UMass football team will be
rolling up Rte. 95 to Portland, Me. and the
land of paper mills, moose and the Univer-
sity of Maine Bears at Orono.
For this is the weekend it all begins anew

for Coach Bob Pickett and his Minutemen
when his team meets UMaine (0-2).

First there is the business about avenging
last week's Villanova game, when the

team s succeeded in wrestling defeat from
the grasp of victory as three quarters of ex
cellent football turned into a seven minute
nightmare and a 25-21 defeat
Second, this weekend's game with
UMaine is also the start of UMass' trail to

the defense of the Yankee Conference title,

and though the season is but two weeks
old for the Minutemen, Coach Pickett is

placing a great deal of importance on this

one.
"It is extremely important for us to win to

get off to a good start with a win in order to
retain the championship, " Pickett said.

"The starter (Tony Trafton) is a big kid,

about 6'3" and about 205 lbs, and he can
throw the ball," Pickett said. "I don't think
their players are that quick when compared
to our players so I think you'll see him
throw to his backs and tight end."
For UMass, it will be a ball control day if

all goes ai^cording to plan. Pickett was not
pleased last week with the duration of time
his offense held on to the ball

'We have to have better ball control," he
•iaid. "I'd like to see some 10,12 or 14-play

drives, and if we have the ball 12 14 times
in the game we'll be in good shape-

"

In order to hold on to the ball, Pickett

plans on using Fullback Hank Sareault and
Tailback Cliff Pedrow more times than last

week.
"And if we get as much out of Dent..."
Indeed Bupi^iere is room for improve-

meritpj»-<Jttense. Pickett said he expects
.iitrt^fterback Mike McEvilly to have a better

day tharohis 7 23 debut a week ago.
'Actually, he handled himself well,"

.Pickett said. "They dropped a few on
him. He's an excellent leader that all the
players respect.

Catch all the action on 91.1 FM. Pre -game show

at 1:1 5, game at 1:30. Charlie Holmes and

Andy Harris will be your commentators

According to Pickett, Maine plays a 5-2

defense with what Pickett described as
good size up front, good active linebackers

and an experienced secondary UMaine
may have a problem, though, with the

quicknesf. of the UMass offense, and if

Dennis Dent gets many cracks, it could be
over early As it is at this point, UMass is a

rough 8 10 point favorite.

On offfjnse, UMaine, like every other col-

lege football team in the world these days,

runs out of the I formation, including a lot

of option stuff. Although they are two
games down in the loss column after losing

to Dayton and Boston University, Pickett

thinks they will bo much improved now that

the two top quarttrbacks are back from in-

juries.

Pickett said he would also like to sPd im
provement in the special teams against
Maine. He was less than pleased with their

performance last week, with two missed
field goals and on the blocked punt which
let Villanova back in ;ne game when it

seemed like the r;uestion was already
resolved.

"After a loss like last week, you have to be

a little concerned about what your prac-

tices are going to be like," Pickett said,

"but as the week went on I felt a lot better

about our practices."

It mLSt be like flunking your first Organic

Chemistry test, you just go down to the

Wall and forget about it. Well, for UMass
they have to go to Maine and forget all

about Villanova.

UMass running back Asa Hilliard (43), will be sidelined for the next few weeks with a

dfStocated shoulder. (Staff photo by Dave Rodman.)

Sox keep pace with win;

Yanlcees top Jays, 7-1

Walt Cherniak

Who loves ya, Sox?

DETROIT (t/^1 -Dennis Eckersley pitched

a six-hitter to win his 18th game and the

Boston Red Sox eruptt d for three runs

after two were out in the first inning last

night to keep their flickering pennant hopes
alive with a 5-1 triumph over the Detroit

Tigers.

The triumph kept Boston two games
behind first-place New York in the AL East,

but the Yankees'victory over Toronto

reduced their nr»agic number for clinching

their third straight division title to eight.

TORONTO ICfVl-Reggie Jackson and
Thurman Munson drove in two runs apiece

to support the combined five-hit pitching of

Jim "Catfish" Hunter and Rich Gossage
last night and l<}ad the New York Yankees
to a 7-1 victory over the Toronto Blue Jays.

New York scored three runs in the fifth in-

ning after Bucky Dent drew a walk off loser

Balor Moore, 6-8. Mickey Rivers doubled
and Willie Randolph walked to load the

bases before Munson scored Dent with a

sacrifice fly. Jackson then doubled to left

field to make it 3-1.

UMass booters optimistic

after Bridgeport victory
By DAVE BRADLEY
CoMegian Staff

Varied as sport nf>ay be, with its different

garY>es, matches, and contests, each sport

has one basic and sometimes unnoticed

common deonminator, the team or in-

dividual that becomes a winner is the one

that gives the extra effort.

Such was the case last Wednesday when
the UMass soccer team defeated the highly,

acclaimed Bidgeport Purple Knights. Both
teams are tough competitors manned with

skilled players who are both quick and ag-

gressive. The victor in this contest was the

team that gave that extra effort.

"We're two strong teamr,"' co-captain

Pat Veale said before the game, "it's going

to be whoever gives tfj,e extra push."

Extra push is wh^ UMass soccer is all

about. That's why it's not uncommon to

see Tony G. Dia^./ly through the air like an

enraged comic-i>ook hero to block a bullet

shot from pr5int blank range with his

stomach. Or why it's no surprise that

goalie Mark Marilla takes his life in his

hands by lumping into a mob of opposing

players to grab a ball served across the

front of his net. That's why it's an every-

day occurence to see Joel Mascolo chase

down a ball which appears to be hopelessly

out of play, or Mike O'Neal tenaciously

shadow an opponent until he finally gets

control of the ball.

None of these examples, all of which oc-

cured last Wednesday, have a great deal to

do with practiced skills. What's involved

here is extra effort.

Not all the extra effort exerted by

Minutemen Booters is easily recognized by

the casual spectator. You couldn't see the

pain in Wayne Moran's knee, injured the

previous day, after he scored UMass' first

goal.

"When I woke up (this morning) I didn't

think I was going to play," Moran explained

while pressing ice to his knee during a

breather.

No one could see the extra effort Mark

Abbott displayed while coming back frorri a

broken leg injury to score a goal in the fiwt

game he's played in two years. The fact

that Brett Simon, who played ninety

minutes of superb soccer, Mark Marilla and

Scott Cooper all had to work hard last year

in the JV ranks before finally being brought

up to the varsity goes unnoticed too.

Junior halfback Mark Vasington made a

good point during the game when he said,

"...it doesn't matter who goes in."

That's because extra effort is what makes

the difference.

Even if you don't care at all about
baseball, even if you don't know the dif-

ference between Abner Doubleday and
Bowie Kuhn, even if you think Yogi Berri is

a cartoon character and that Babe Ruth

was named after a candy bar, stop by Fen-

way Park some summer evening. I^ound

about 6:15 or so, about fifteen minutes

before the gates to this quaint Jersey Street

(now Yawkey Way) structure are opened,

stop and look at the people. Look at their

faces, listen to their conversations as they

await entrance to that night's Red Sox
game.
In observing such a scene, even the impar-

tial onlooker, if there be any way where the

Red Sox are concerned, can sense the uni-

ty of purpose, of hope. These people love

the Boston Red Sox. These people, who
come in all ages, shapes and sizes, have

come from all over to root on their Sox.

They have trekked down the Pike from the

Berkshire area, made the long haul on 1-95

from the farthest reaches of Maine and
New Hampshire, have come from spots all

over Vermont, Connecticut and Rhode
Island. These poeple love the Red Sox.

You see, unlike any other baseball fi^rj*.

chise, the Boston Red ^x are a regional

team. Their fans come from all over New
England, and each year more than a million

of them go through Fenway's turnstiles.

The best fans in the world, they say, and as

one of them, my bias leads to me to agree

with that. But why doesn't sonr>eone tell the

Red Sox?
Throughout this season, we Red Sox fans

have pledged ourselves religiously to the

Red Sox' pennant cause. We have watched
them mow down opposition, we have wat-

ched them be mowed down. For those of

us, like myself, who hail from heavily

Yankee-populated areas, this month has

been sheer hell. Most of us still maintain a

ray of hope for this year, though, and are

encouraged by the Bostonians' recent up-

surge Red Sox fans, as implied in the term,

die hard.

Yes, we love our Red Sox, but why do I

get the sinking feeling that our love is unre-

quited? Let me throw out an example,

which is the crux of this already J^ar too wor

dy sermon.
Approximately one week before the tragic

four-game series with the Yankees at Fen-

way, the Red Sox announced their plans

for selling World Series tickets. It left me
hurt, angered and depressed. Season ticket

holders would be offered one ticket apiece,

as usual, even though Boston would not

guarantee them their familiar seat. The Red
Sox have over 4,(XX) season ticket holders.

This was all well and good in my estima-

tion, until I discovered the bottom line: On-
ly 5,000 tickets would be made available to

the general public. The rest of Fenway's

ticket supply, which I estimate to be in ex-

cess of 10,000, would be going to "other

considerations."

It was almost enough to make this Bosox
leopard change his spots. Five thousand
tickets for over a million people? The mere
idea is repulsive! And what of these

"special" few who get the tickets? Ap-

parently, the Red Sox belong to the New
England fans only so long as they're not in

the World Series, and not at ail^vhen they

are.

When Haywood Sullivan and Co. gained

control of the Sox ownership last winter,

speculation abounded that they didn't have

enough cash backing. Are these "other

considerations" the people who may have

been responsible for the nrraney suddenly

appearing?
The Red Sox appear to be willing to play

the political game this year. Maybe they

won't ever get to the World Series, maybe
not even the playoffs, but the fact remains

that this team, called "the darlings of New
England," has, like so many other sports

franchises, lost respect for and the due ap-

preciation of their fans.

We, who live and die with their every

game, can rest assure that they don't give a

tinker's cuss how many times we've

cheered them on from the bleachers. Pro-

bably a good number of our tickets, and

yes, they should be ours, is going to people

who may have never even seen Fenway
Park, much less a Red Sox game.
Thanks to us, the Red Sox and Haywood

Sullivan have plenty of dollars. Why don't

they also have sense? Who loves ya, Sox?
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Boston papers

publishing
Although negotiations are still touch
and go, both the Boston Globe and the

Boston Herald American continue to

publish. In New York however, where a

pressmen's strike has kept three dailies

off the streets for 48 days, the
publishers of the New York Times, Daily

News and Post agreed to attend talks in

Washington beginning today. Federal

mediator Kenneth Moffett sent
telegrams to both sides Wednesday call-

ing them to Washington today for

"intense negotiations."

Teenagers to attend

Celtics gam e free

Four Cambridge teenagers will see the

next two Celtics games for free after

District Court Judge Arthur Sherman
ordered a Cambridge man to pay for the

tickets. Joseph P. Sullivan, 41, of Cam-
bridge was ordered to buy the tickets

and was sentenced to one year of pro-

bation after he was found guilty oif an
assault charge involving the four
teenagers during a street game near

Harvard square.

Few restrictions placed
on youngsters' viewing

Parents who claim their children view

too much "sex and violence" on televi

sion, don't practice what they preach,

according to a study conducted by the

Unviersity of Connecticut. According to

the survey, almost half of the children

under 18 had no time restrictions on
viewing and almost two thirds had

no content restriction. Although
sexually oriented programming ap
parently is increasing, audience accep
tance of sexual material is also apparent

ly increasing, the study said.

Minutemen down
Maine 40-6
UMass head football coach Bob Pickett

returned to his old stomping grounds,

the University of Maine, and lead his

Minutemen to a 40 6 triumph over the

Bears of Orono. Cliff Perdrow and Hank
Sareault were the big ground gainers for

UMass. The Minutemen are. now 11 for

the season.

Weather
A cold front moving rapidly eastward

from the central Great Lakes will move
off the Southern New England coast

early today. Michael Simons

Vance meets with Assad
before returning to US
United Press International

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance met
Syrian President Hafez Assad yesterday
and flew back to the United States, his mis-

sion boosted by an Israeli Cabinet decision
to endorse the Camp David accords.
Vance, ending a five day Middle East

shuttle, met Assad for five hours in the
Presidential Palace in Damascus but as ex-

pected failed to soften the Syrian leader's

bitter opposition to the Israeli-Egyptian

peace effort.

Assad had hosted a meeting of hard-line

Arab leaders that forced Vance to delay his

arrival in Damascus for 24 hours.

The leaders of Syria, Algeria, South
Yemen, Libya and the Palestine Liberation

Organization voted to sever relations with

Egypt and seek closer political and military

ties with the Soviet Union.
In Cairo, Egypt announced plans for a

diplomatic offensive to soften Arab opposi-

tion to the Camp David accords and
dismissed as "childish" the hard line Arab
.decision to break off relations.

Despite radical Arab efforts to disrupt the

peace effort, the Israeli Cabinet in

Jerusaleriji Sunday approved the Camp
David accords and authorized the govern
ment to withdraw Israeli settlers from the
Sinai Peninsula.

While the Cabinet met, demonstrators op-

posed to giving up Jewish settlements
stood outside with bullhorns shouting "sell-

out." •

Prime Minister MenacheVn Begin emerged
form the eight-hour session and said he will

ask the Knesset, Israel's parliament, to ap
prove a statement authorizing the
withdrawal.
"If in the course of negotiations it

becomes clear that Egypt and Israel are
able to reach a peace agreement, the
Knesset authorizes the government of
Israel to inform the government of Egypt it

is ready to evacuate the settlers from Sinai
in order to sign a peace accord," the state
ment said.

Political sources said the vote will come.
Wednesday or Thursday and passage by a
large margin is expected.
President Carter, Sadat and Begin signed

the Camp David accords a week ago
yesterday in a burst of euphoria, but since
then disagreements have cropped up and
both Jordan and Saudi Arabia have kept an
arms-length distance from the peace effort.

Vance started in Saudi Arabia, where he
was politely received, but the Saudi
government issued a statement making it

clear Vance failed to overcome their basic
objections to the Camp David accords.
The Saudis said the Camp David accords

failed to resolve the problem of Jerusalem

and did not recognize the PLO's role as the
legitimate representative of the Palestinian

people.

'The Kindgom of Saudi Arabia," said the
statement, "reiterated the necessity of total

Israeli withdrawal from Jerusalem and its

return of Arab sovereignty."
The statement also said the Saudis raised

the "need to recognize the Palestinian peo-
ple and their right to self-

determination... without which no peace
will prevail in the area

.

"

From Riyadh, Vance flew to Damascus for

a diplomatic "mission impossible"-
convincing Assad to moderate his opposi-
tion to the accords.

"Nobody is realistically expecting either

one of them to change the other's mind,"
one Western diplomat said before the
meeting. "Assad will listen very politely to

what Vance has to say and then very polite-

ly explain that he is completely opposed to

the accords."

Another question mark hanging over the

Middle East peace effort was Jordan's King
Hussein. The Hashemite monarch said

Saturday he did not rule out eventually join-

ing the negotiations, but warned that a

separate Egyptian-Israeli peace would have
"very serious repercussions."

September 22 marked the end of Summer while Robin
Burland took advantage of beautiful weekend weather to

catch the last rays.

(Staff photo by Amira Rahman).

Angel's Bostock shot ; suspect arrested
GARY, Ind. WPl -California Angels lut

fiejder Lyman Bostock, one of major league

baseball's highest-paid players, died yester

day of a shotgun blast fired into a car in

which he was riding with the wife of the

man arrested for the shooting, police said.

Bostock, 27, who was visiting relatives in

Gary, died about three hours after he was
shot late Saturday night while riding in a

car with his uncle and at least two other

"^fe»Bons.

One"" of the passengers was identified by

police as Barbara Smith, 26, whose hus

band, Leonard, 31, was arrested in the

shooting.

Police said Smith, who Wu, identified by
his wife, was arrested at his hon..- Sunday
about six blocks from where the shocking

occurred. Charges were not immediately

filed, police said.

Gary police Sgt. Charles Highsmith said

Smith and his wife apparently were getting

a divorce and had quarreled earlier in the

day.

Police said Bostock, Mrs. Smith and her

sister were all passengers in a car driven by

the ballplayer's uncle, Thomas Turner.

Highsmith said it was not known why Mrs.

Smith was in the car.

Highsmith quoted witnesses as saying

that a car pulled alongside Turner's and
that Bostock's uncle went through two red

lights before stopping at a third light.

Police said Smith stopped his car, got out

and approached the Turner vehicle. One
shot was fired into the car, striking Bostock
in the left side of the head and also injuring

Mrs. Smith. The gunman then fled in a car,

police said.

Bostock, who collected two hits in four at-

bats in his final major league game Satur-

day against the Chicago White Sox, often

stayed with his uncle when his team was
playing in Chicago, about 35 miles west of
Gary.

Angels manager Jim Fregosi, reached
Sunday prior to the Angels-White Sox
game in Chicago, said, 'I didn't have much
to say to the players. I told them all I knew
about it. There's not really too much you
can say. Everybody on the club knew what
a good guy he was.

"

Gene Mauch, Bostock's manager when
he played for the Minnesota Twins, said,

"I'm shocked. I'm sorry. I'm angry. I'm
sick."
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By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

PITTSFIELD -The national president of

the Jaycees announced yesterday that he
would not extend the December first

deadline the organization's executive board
set down as the last date women can
remain members.
President Barry Kennedy, speaking at a

press conference here during a meeting of

the Northeast Jaycees, said he would
support the organization's bylaws against

women members and move to revoke the

charter of any chapter that still has women
members by next January.
Although a pilot program admitting
women members has been in effect for

three years in Massachusetts, Alaska, and
Washington, D.C., a motion to change the
organization's bylaws to admit women
failed at the Jaycees' national convention
in June by more than three to one.
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Barry Kennedy

The Massachusetts chapter of the
Jaycees is seeking to file a court injunction

preventing the expulsion of its 800 women
members, according to Massachusetts
Jaycees President Michael Lynch.

Lynch said that the action would not be
taken immediately, however, because of

the chapter's shortage of funds.

President Kennedy set up a commission
on women membership in August to "keep
the channels of communication open," he
^said. The Commission has yet to meet, and
Chuck Sukala , chairman of the com-
misiM^I^ yesterday accused Kennedy of

trying ' to"^ '-'white-wash" the issue of

women's membership-

Kennedy said that the executive com-

women
mittee's decision was "not a mate-temale

issue, but a bylaws issue."

"The course of action was decided by the
will of the majority, and I hope we're living

in a society where that still matters," he
said.

Frederick Bornstein, a past president of
the Massachusetts Jaycees and a member
of the Alliance for Women s Membership
that was formed recently, said, "If he
(Kennedy) says it's just a bylaws issue, then
he's a weak leader. Wd will change the
bylaws."

Kennedy said women are not allowed in

the Jaycees because, "primarily, it's a
traditional thing. Many of our members
consider the Jaycees a fraternal
organization."

Kissinger may run

if Sen. Javits retires
WASHINGTON (UPI)--Former
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger

said yesterday he's thinking about
running for Sen. Jacob Javit'sseat if

the New York Republican retires.

"Obviously a lot of people have
mentioned it to me," Kissinger said.

"It'd be silly to say that one doesn't

think about it."

But Kissinger, who molded
America's foreign policy under the

past two Republican presidents, said

he's done "absolutely nothing"

about trying to get the GOP nomina-
tion.

He made his remarks on NBC's
"Meet the Press " interview program.
The ex-diplomat, secretary of state

to Presidents Richard Nixon and
Gerald Ford, said he's "acting on the

assumption that Javits is going to

run."

"My view is that as long as Javits is

playing tennis he's going to run for

the Senate," Kissinger said. "And
he's still playing tennis."

Fight to oust Somoza
'only tha beginning'

Henry Kissinger, the secretary of

state during the Nixon ad-
ministration, may campaign for

the U.S. Senate seat held by
Jacob Javitts, D-N.Y., if Javitts

does not seek re-alection.

(AP file photo)

MANAGUA, Nicaragua \AP\ -

President Anastssio Somoza used
troops, tanks and warplanes to quell

the latest and bloodiest uprising

against his rule, but the fight to oust
him appears far from over.

"This is only the beginning. I'm

leaving for Costa Rica just as fast as I

can;" said one rebellious resident of

Esteli, a city whose heart was pound-
ed to dust during a week-long assault

by the national guard, Nicaragua's
7.500-man army.
Somoza said he unleashed his

H

Terrorists captured
United Press Internatienal

DORTMUND, West Germany
- Police here surprised three

7 survive quake
TEHRAN, Iran [APh-Seven per- buried with them beneath the rubble

sons, two of them babies, were of their home.
found buried alive beneath the rubble An 8-year-old girl was found Thurs-

of Tabas almost a week after a day, reported in good condition and
devastating earthquake leveled that expected to sur^'ive.

eastern Iranian city, rescue officials Rescue officials .said at least 25,000
reported yesterday . persons perished in the Sept. 16
The two infants, a 5-montholdboy quake, which registered 7.7 on the

and a one-year-old girl, were found pichter scale, the strongest recorded
Friday, officials said. The boy was this year,

uncovered by a rescue worker who
said the baby was lying in his dead The deadly tremor s virtually

mother's arms and appeared as destroyed Tabas, leaving only 1,800

though he had been trying to get milk survivors from the 17,000 residents in

from his mother's breast. the oasis city 350 miles southeast of

The baby girl was found with four the capital. Some 100 surrounding
other members of a family that lived villages and towns also were
on food and water from a refrigerator destroyed.

suspected Baader-Meinhof ter-

rorists at target practice in the

woods outside Dortmund
yesterday wounding and cap-

turing two of them in a gunbat-
tlethat killed one officer.

The third terrorist, a man, fled

with the dead policeman's sub-

machine gun, police said.

The bloody encounter came
just two and a half weeks after

police killed terrorist Willy

Peter Stoll in a Chinese
restaurant in Duesseldorf

.

Residents of a wooded
suburb of Dortmund phoned
police Sunday afternoon to say

they heard gunshots nearby
and four officers in two patrol

cars were sent to check out the

reports.

When they reached the

woods, they left their cars and
walked in tow pairs toward the

shooting, police said.

The three terrorists saw the

first two policemen ao-

proaching and opened fire, kill-

ing one of them and wounding
the second, police said.

The second two officers rush-

ed up from th "> other side into a
second fusillade of bullets that

wounded both. But as one of
them fell, he got off a burst

from his submachine that cut
down one man and onw
woman.
The third attacker, a man,

picked up the submachine gun
of the dead policeman and fl-

ed, police said.

The trio had set up what ap-

peared to be a target range,

police said. Officers found
several large caliber pistols and
some hand grenades there.

The office of the Federal Pro-

secutor General said the
woman may be Angelika
Speitel, 26, wanted for

suspected participation in the

1977 murders of banker
Juerqen Ponto,

military forces on Esteli and three

other major cities to save the nation

from communism, which he claims is

being imported by Cuban-trained
Sandinista guerrillas.

But anyone who visited Esteli,

Leon, Masaya or Chinandega while

they were in rebel hands foMad the

challenge to the strongm^orS rule

coming mostly from townspeople
armed with guns made to kill rabbits

rather than men.
One Red Cross spokesman

estimated 2,000 people may have
died in Esteli alone, although firm

figures have been impossible io ob-

tain. Red Cross spokesmen estimate
more than 1,000 di^ in earlier

fighting in Leon, Chinandenga and
Masaya, and that 10,000 people may
have fled the country during the

violence.

The nationwide rebellion was
spearheaded by.. the Sandinista Na-
tional Liberation Front, a group nam-
ed after a Nicaraguan rebel of the

1930s. The group was formed by a

Cubantrained Marxist, Carlos
Fonseca Amador, who was killed by
Somoza troops in a mountain battle

about two years ago.

"There are still Marxists involved,

but there is no doubt they can no
longer control the movement," said a

foreign diplomat who agreed to give

his views on the condition he not be
identified.

The Sandinista movement has been
flooded with people from all walks of

life who support the guerrillas in their

attack on the hold Somoza and his

family has had on this nation for 40
years.

Somoza has kept the guard loyal

through liberal fringe benefits, hous-
ing, medical care, and offering of-

ficers incentives that include
lucrative business deals.

Businessmen accuse Somoza of be-

ing insatiably greedy, of mismanag-
ing the economy and of fomenting a

communist opposition
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Little Me, Maria
Strangelove 7:30

kollipop Palace
8:50

Under 21 not admitted

Amktrit CliiiMM Foo4

62 Main St 253 7835
•Fresh Chinese
vegetables from our
own farm

•Fully air conditioned
•Closed Wednesday
•Luncheon specials

$1.15 and up

"High quality food at a

reasonable price"

'Recommended by fhe

Nf!w York Times
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Nearly 700 runners break from the starting line on University Drive for a five
rriile road race yesterday, sponsored by Busch beer. Jack Mahuirn crossed the
finish line first at 24:34.3. Former UMass women's cross country coach

Charlotte Lettis, was the first women to finish and 70th overall, at 30:45.4.
(Staff photo by Oarrel Roby).

Town sewage plant to begin semi-operation
ByMARYFRAIN
Collegian Staff

Partial operation will begin in November of

the new $11.1 million wastewater treat

ment plant located at the edge of the
Boyden intramural fields, according to

head of the new plant.

Plant Chief David Sloan said the new
facility is scheduled to be completed in

January, 1979. The old plant, located next

to the new facility on Plainville Road, will

be used to chlorinate the wastewater until

all equipment is moved into the new
building, Sloan said.

The new facility is designed to treat an
average of eight million gallons of

wastewater per day from Amherst, in-

cluding the water used at the University.

The new plant was built due to the growth

Participants recommend,
praise, excliangeprogram

BySUEBOISSEVAIN
Collegian Staff

"It's one of the best things I've ever done
in college," said a student who participated

in the National Student Exchange Program.

The National Student Exchange Program,

which started in 1968, allows students to

spend a semester or a full schoolyear at

their choice of one of the participating 31

schools while still paying UMass in-state

tuition.

Debbie Dearden a UMass senior who
went on exchange to Oregon State

University last fall, recommended the

exchange program saying "It's a really

good experience. They coordinate the

program well...UMass keeps in touch with

you... It's good to see how they treat you in

another part of the country.
"

"About 100 students from UMass par

ticipate in the program," said Kathy Ryan,

the new Exchange program coordinator.

"It IS done on a one-to-one basis where the

number that come here is equal to the

number we sent out," she said.

UMass, one of the first school' to par

ticipate in the program, is one of th j largest

participating institutions and takes the

highest number of students, Ryan added.

Bill Loder, former program coordinator for

eight years, said exchange students go to

UMass for academic variety, the Five

College program, cultural and athletic

events. "We're not in a city, but we have

the advantaqes of a city," Loder said

"Oregon, Hawaii, and Massachusetts are
the three areas that most people exchange
to," said Lodei.
"I wanted to see the east coast again and I

may not have had another chance to get
out here," said Liz Andrew, an exchange
student from Oregon State, "There is an
opportunity to go to a lot of places... I can

•take what I want at school and exchange
students oo not need prerequisites."
Loder and Ryan agreed that a major factor

behind exchange is that students from the
east coast want to see the west coast and
vice versa.

"Students that exchange usually rave

about the exchange and get other people
excited about it," said Loder.

"I am impressed with how friendly the
people at UMass are," said Terry Tatko, a
junior here on exchange from the
University of Idaho. "The exchange
program is a fantastic program. It's a good
chance for me to see the Northeast... I wish
people knew how easy the exchange is to

participate in."

According to Ryan, applications, grades,
two recommendations, and $10, have to be
submitted no later than February 24 and
priority will be given to students who will be
juniors the following fall.

The exchange program is in the Transfer
Affairs Office in 208 Whitmore.

of the University and the stricter standards

of water pollution control now required by

the Environmental Protection Agency, the

assistant superintendent of the plant,

Robert Pariseau said.

The old plant had an average daily water

flow of five million gallons per day during

the school year and three million during

vacations, Pariseau said.

"The school (UMass) gives us around half

our flow," Pariseau said, "so it's a large

aspect to the building of the plant."

Kariseau also said that although the plant

will only service Amherst now, Pelham and

Leverett have options to tie into the plant in

the future.

According to Amherst Town Engineer

James Smith, the most important ad-

vantage of the new plant besides a large

water flow will be it will make the Con-

necticut River a place to fish again.

Currently, the effluent, or waste, from the

old plant is dumped into the Connecticut

River.

Smith said the new plant is a secondary

treatment plant, as opposed to the old

plant which was a primary treatment plant.

In primary treatment, 40 percent of the

waste is removed from the water. The

sewage is screened and gross solids

removed. The water goes through more

cleansing processes, is chlorinated, and

then dumped into the Connecticut. ,

"i wouldn't swim in that water "xi my life

depended on it," Pariseau said.

In secondary treatment, 90 percent of the

waste is removed, the water then goes

through several other processes before

being put in a final clarifying tank where the

sludge settles out. The water is then

chlorinated and pumped back into the river.
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It's no animalhouse.
Lampoon intern says

Editor's note: This is the second of a two-
part series on the Internship program on
campus.

By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Not all fun and games, the National

Lampoon is run, "just like any other

business," according to Patty Doyle, a

UMass senior who recently completed a

summer internship there.

Doyle, a Communications Study major
doing her "practical" work on the Index,

decided to take an internship after talking

with other students who had had in-

teresting experiences.

"I decided I would like to work on a

magazine, so I wrote up a letter with the

Internship Office to send to the National

Lampoon. I never sent it out, instead, I

called up the Lampoon and got the position

over the phone."
The National Lampoon is a monthly
humor magazine published by the 21st

Century Communications Inc. They also

publish a monthly art-science fiction

magazine "Heavy Metal" and are the

producers of the current film "Animal
House."
Doyle said the Lampoon was familiar

the UMass Internship program having had
the editor fo the 1978 UMass yearbook an

intern the year before. "They liked the idea

of having free excess energy, " she said.

Doyle, who did some of the editing of the

True Facts " section of the magazine, had

some true facts of her own to tell.

The letters to the editors are made up by

the editors themselves, all males in their

30's. The art assistant, editorial assistant,

and copy editors all are women "

Doyle feels although it is a small tightly-

knit company, about 50 people, there is a

lot of patronage at the Lampoon.
Chairman of the Board, Matty Simmons'

daughter is managing editor of ""Heavy

Metal", and the Vice President's son is

production manager."
Decisions on issue themes are thought up

months in advance, Doyle said. "The
editors decide what they want done, they

contact the art department who buys or

rents the props which are then set up to

shoot simulated photos. I worked in the

studio and was in some of the photos for

the upcoming October issue, having to do
with a TV movie.
There is a glamourous side to working for

a national magazine, and Doyle said she
also was in contact with movie stars,

professional models, people from Rhona
Barrett's office, and one of the cameramen
from Saturday Night Live. "I worked on the

World Premiere of '"Animal House", sent

out invitations to celebrities and attended
the premiere in New York."
"I picked a really exciting time to work

there. They were getting lots of outside

publicity due to "Animal House" and the

Sunday Newspaper Parody. It was also the

beginning of a new regime. National

Lampoon has changed recently, they now
have an editor'in-chief, P.J. O'Rourke who
was responsible for the newspaper parody
which took 3 years to produce," Doyle
said.

Doyle said she worked at least 40 houis a

week for her 12 credits. "I was kept busy
every minute, but it was my own doing,

'

she said. She received no salary

Doyle, who was pleased with her ex-

periences as an intern advises every

student to take advantage of the Internship

program, "because you can take the ab-

stract theories learned in the classroom and
put them to use. Anyone that wants to get

into publications especially should take an
internship and business courses because all

publications like the Lampoon are a

business, " she said.
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Bo yco tt c/asses ;
The memo said a state car was seen

parked at an Amherst home. However,

attend faculty conference UMass officials have deternjjned that the

car mentioned is not a UMass vehicle butThe Massachusetts Society of Professors,
the campus faculty union, yesterday an-
nounced that Philosophy Professor Robert
Paul Wolff will deliver the keynote address
at its Conference on the State of the
University this Wednesday.
Union officials are asking professors and

students tO'boycott their classes and attend
the conference.
The Union still has not reached a set-

tlement with the University administration
on a faculty contract. Union officials said
the conference would be called off if a
contract settlement is reached by
tomorrow.
The conference will be held in the Campus

Center Auditorium from 9:30 a.m. until

3:30 p.m. Wolff will deliver his speech at

10:10a.m.

UM officials investigate

fake Bromery menii
UMass officials are attempting to track
down the author of a fake memo sup
posedly issued by UMass Chancellor
Randolph Bromery, that requested the
physical plant director to inVfestigete
unauthorized use of state vehicles.
Bromery denies that he sent the three

paragraph memo, dated last Monday, to
plant director George Norton. There were
several mispellings in the unsigned memo,
which was written on regular memo paper
with from Chancellor Bromery' hand-typed
on the top.

Notices
DANCE STUDIO
Do you like to party,

dance, have a good time? If

you do, come join us,

Dance Studio #1, for our

first meeting on Thursday,

Sept. 28 at 8 p.m. in room
168-172 in the Campus
Center.

O.H. WOMEN'S CENTER
First organizational
meeting on Tuesday, Sept.

26 in 112 Field dorm at 7:30

p.m. Credit is available. All

interested students are

welcome.
SOCIETY OF WOMEN
ENGINEERS
All engineering students

meet and talk with deans

and dept. heads, Sept. 25,

4 p.m.. Campus Center,

room 917. Wine and cheese

served.

AMERICAN NATIONAL
RED CROSS
Blood!! C'mon down to

Hampden Dining Commons
in Southwest and give a lit

tie to those that need it

(through the Red Cross

Bloodmobile). Tuesdays,

Wednesdays, and
Thursdays, Sept. 12 Oct.

12, 2-8 p.m. Thanks!

PEACE CORPS COOR-
DINATOR
Anention RPCVs-lf you

are a RPCV (faculty and

staff) in the valley area or

know of RPCV's, please

contact Bruce Perkins or

Mike Marzolla, Peace Corps

Office, 117 Draper Hall,

UMass, 545-2105.

one belonging to the state Department of

Environmental Management. A department
worker was allowed to take the car home.
University spokesman Arthur Clifford said

the University has not had any recent

complaints of unauthorized state vehicle

use since controls were tightened several

years ago in an effort to cut costs.

Clifford said the memo "is nothing to take

lightly but on the other hand we're not

going to lose sleep over it."

-GAYLE YOUNG

Local state rep. charges

illegal use of Collins 'name
State representative James G. Collins'

name has been used illegally in a local

primary campaign advertisement, ac-

cording to defeated state Rep. William A.

Carwy, D-Easthampton.
Carey announced Saturday he was
running a sticker campaign in the

November general election for state

representative in the Second Hampshire
District., after losinq the primary election

by only 23 votes to South Hadley Select-

man George R. Hahn,

Carey said he would not endorse nominee
Hahn because of Hahn's campaign tactics,

specifically the use of Collins' name in an

endorsement in two area papers. Carey

said neither paper had the proper
authorization forms on file as required by

law for the printing of Collins' name.

UMass ROTC students are shown during Saturday's drilling which dealt with
tatical movemerrts (in combat environment), drill and ceremonies, battalion
formation, and awards presentation, as well as a picnic which followed.
(Staff photo by Amira Rahman).

NOW
NOW. Meeting-Franklin

Chapter of the National

Organization for Women
meets Wed. 9/27 at 7:00

p.m. in the Jones Library.

New members meeting;
ERA discussion and letter

writing.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION
The Christian Science

Organization will meet
tonight from 6 to 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center, 804.

Everyone is welcome.

NEW STUDENT'S PRO-
GRAM
Any new student who lost

an article during summer
orientation, please contact

New Student's Program.
225 Berkshire House or call

545-0333. Before Oct. 6.

SPORTS NOTICE UMASS
HOCKEY CLUB
Attention all those in-

terected in working in the

dub administration. Tfiere

will be a meeting on
Wednesday the 27th in

Herter 106 at 8 p.m.
ROISTER DOISTERS
Meeting-There will be an
important meeting of
Roister Doisters at 4 p.m. in

the Campus Center 901.

Monday, Sept. 25 to

develop plans for the
semester. New members
welcome. We'll be there til

6 p.m.

PGA
PGA general meeting 8-10

p.m. Campus Center 802.

NEAR EASTERN STUDIES
CLUB
First meeting of the New

Near Eastern Studies Club,

Monday Sept. 25, 8 p.m.
room 171-173 Campus
Center. All interested as
well as NEAST students
urged to attend.

MASSPIRG
Consumer Action Center,

sponsored by MASSPIRG,
will open Monday Sept. 25.
Hours are noon-5 p.m.
Monday thru Friday.
549-0199 or 545-0781.

FOUND
Red address book. Call

256-6601.

CAMPUS SCOUTS
Campus Scouts important

meeting Tuesday Sept. 26

at 8 p.m.. Campus Center
^09. Please come.
EARTHFOODS OPENING
Earthfoods is alive and

well and serving vegetarian

meals in the Com
monwealth room SUB. 11

a.m. -• 3 p.m. Mon-Fri.

meals Coffee, tea and muf-
fins starting at 9 a.m.

I

I

I

EGGS BENEDICT»BELGIAN WAFFLES
LOX & BAGELS

12:00-3:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH

C'.tV i«t

57 N Pleasant St.

2535141
Across from the fire station

University of Massachusetts/ Amh\erst

FINE /1?TS CENTER PRESENTS

Ballet
Folklorico
Mexicano

"Colorful panorama — company of 35

dancers, singers and musicians"

Wednesdoy, September 27 8pm

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale for both performances.

General public — $7, 6, 5. UMass students — $5,

4, 3. Senior citizens and other students — $6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9 4, 545 2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

The Browvn Bioethics

Association announces
an undergraduate
biomedical ethics con-

ference on

LIFE. DEATH,
HUMAN RIGHTS

AND
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^aitAUt Ice Cream

Quarts—99c
on Sunday-

Sundaes 2 for 99c

Amherst Carriage Shops

open MF 10-10, Sat. & Sun. 12-10

Coupon expires Oct. 8
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FALL INTO SHAPE
6weeks for$25^^

Unlimited Visits/

Fun Exercise Plan No Contracts to Sign

Diets Corr.piled Exclusively by Our Dietitian

No Disrobing ^ Individual Programming

$5 off the regular $25

price with this coupon

at Brown University. Pro-

vidence, Rhode Island,

on November 18-19. 1978

All faculty and students are

Invited to join in a weekend
of discussion on the moral

and legal aspects of abot

tion, euthanasia, test-tube

babies, rights of defective

newborns, etc. Guest
speal(ers include
philosopher Samuel
Gorovitz, and Dr. Raymond
^^\ of Yale Medical

School Undergraduates
are invited to deliver short

papers on relevant topics.

To spealt, students must

submit a rough draft of the

tall( by Oct 27 Please

register by Nov 1. To sub-

mit drafts, Of get informa

tion or registration forms,

write to: Brown Bioethics

Association. Box 1930.

Brown University, Pro

vidence, Rl 02912. or call

(401) 863 5866 (or 5391).

only at

Mt Farms Mall, Hadley
Northampton
Holyoke

FIGURE SALONS
U»H hnq\an6'% Largest Franchised Weight Control System

Hours Mon. thru Fri. 9 fo 9 Sat. 9 to3«i"^^"

call now
5840105
586 1533
532 1446

VIonday, September 25, 1978 »coii^giaQ 5

32oz. No-Retum
Bottle

t Good Mon Sept ?f>S.il Sept 30 Limit one per

With ttiis coupon and a $7 50 purchase

/X( Stop & Shop Coupon^ ^
With thi', ^txii* I. .i .1 $/ 50 puicfiase

ip-AHoos

Cream i!

79

SUNSHINE
Chocolate Chip

Cookies
1 2 ounce pkg _

'Good Moil Sffjt ys Sat Sept 30 Limit one c)ei customet"~'~'""^"^
^ Grocery |pyy

^P—.t^S^ ^''^ *** coupon and a $7 50 purchase

alada~

V

Half

Gallon
Sun Glory

issorted Flavors _
Mon , Sect 25 Sat . Sept. 30 Limit one per customef

corner deli Try our delicious deli foods

Available in stores teatunng a service deli

BakedMeat
LoaS l°hSp* *?
Turkey Breast o»o*«i«. *3.79».

Morrison & Schiff SS^TS '1
. 59.

Rice Pudding a—sv. 69i,

Carando Brand-Genoa

Salami'2^
Artificial Casing

V

self service deliMoney saving

buys on quality brarnJs.

Oscar Mayer - Sliced

Bacon z. 'f
'1.59Oscar Mayer Weiners

BmI Ffirks w Jl>nl» FranM

Ik
r*9

our kitchen Tasty foods from our chefs

2IbsPotato
Salad p^99

Vpouble Cheese Pizza is'^. M.39

seafood Fresh & frozen fillets & shelllisfi

FreshCod_
Fmets 'I^

\ Turbot Fillets ^^^ '1.39

frozen Over 700 items to choose from!

i Glory f^^'ans^
OKlkllSI

m.1
m

John's Pizza "^T^t^SI 89'

Stouffer's Cup Cakes ^::^'!^^ 99*

Ice Milk Sandwiches ^?^'^<^^ 89'

dairy cases fun of good values.

Hood-Firm N' Frultv^

Yogii]t4c^s89
stop& Shop Biscuits

*"*"*

Cottage Cheese
Cracker Barrel Cheese
Kri»S(wi><»Ej"lnSlwl)

2iOclO<y
Diigitl?

SMMat-Snalor
UrgtCun^lBox CKi

10<»

69*

•1.29

bakery special savings on our fresh pies

Pie-O'Rama
Stop& Shop- Apple, Lemon, SK^^k
Pineapple or Chocolate IVi^V
Eclair-22 ounce pkg •••^|^t^F
Countrystyle Donuts f^^^'^'S^lV. 59'

Cinnamon Coffee Cake^.'<2;2?2r69'

Buttercrest Bread ^°5

14 ounce Ortt

4S^op ^^27^l^*

health & beauty aids

Gillette reliateoffer—
Buy any 5 GMtene items as listed on coupon available at

our store. Then mall coupon with pfoof ot purchase to

Gillette They'll send you a check tor $4 Pick up

coupons at our m-store display and pick up these

money saving Gillette items on sale all week at

Stop&Shop

Trac II Blades .««-<*, '1.49

Foamy Shave Cream »;'=:s^ 89'

Right Guard Deodorant v.. »«-,=^ yy

Daisy Ladies Shaver i^ 69

Cricket Ughters o— 2 .n,««

f Stop & Shop Coupon
j

p^^^jjjjgjg^jl

With this coupon and a $7 60 purchase

l>oz.Eg|S

Stop & Shop Coupon

^H6waffles

Stop&Shop
Grade A

Sept ?5-Sal , Sept 30 Limit or>e per customer _ ^

With this coupon and a S7 50 purchase

FREE!
Stop & Shop
5oz. pkciFrozen

MlkSles
Good Mon . Sept 25 -Sat. Sept 30 Limit one per customef

Slop & Shop Coupon ^
With this coupon arvl a $7 50 purchase

ifflfE^^^
A Stop & Shop Coupon

100 count
box ,^

) Mon Sept 25Sat . Sept 30 bmrt or>e per customer V*-^l

Grocery*

Imperial

49
MARGARINE
lib. package
Qtr. lb. sticks

Mimite
'•'

M.ud •

Good Mon , Sepl 25Sat
,
Sept 30 Limit one pef customer

)RANGE JUICE
100% Pure

Half Gal. Carton
From concentrate

Good Mon . Sept 25Sat , Sept 30 Urmt one per cjntomer

With this coupon and a $7 SO purchase

^^..tTTb^

Saveofver6^
SU»lBM"^"' "> in

Fytraordinarv coupon values plus specials to help
Extraoroinary uu m^^^

^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^j ^^^ ^ill.

The best chickens in New England are here!

MWhiteGem**
^^^^ 9 Ifl US Grade "A';

Chickens
/^Vhole2y2-3lbs. jM
White Enjoy our all natural, plump

chickens from Maine. Be sure

to get a couple. extra's at this

moneysaving price

Cut or Split

Breast

2%-
3lbs. 491

"White Gem"
Whole or Split 1.1a Legs

White Gem Chicken Wings

^

Perdue^b,
diickens

Cut or Split

^FRDU^l Chicken Breasts

Chicken Legs

"White Gem"

2-2% lb ptm. 69J

OliAlltr CLABUnTllO

PercJue

2y2-3iba

Perdue

Perdue 89t

^^^a g^ m%t^ ^or oven roasting (i

Shoulder Roast BeeJ^Chuck
Shoulder Steak London eroir

20%*Lean Ground Beef

lb

•contains not more
than 20% fat

•1.49.

•1.79.

'1.39.

US. Grade A
10-13lbs,

Fresh
mam^ ^ 10-lCjibs.

Turkeys ht»

Turkey Dnjmsticks
Fresh 59

Fresh Kadota

Figs cat

xtra Fancy"^^^ Golden
Western Red^ or Delicious

5 pound bag

RussetPotatoes
^ 2 Pound Bag «J|r Yellow

1 CarrotsJSf Tiir
»ilirtllMTMIS»0IMICTiy|JN';ONN^*N0J»J<««» MOTf »'>'«i'

_

produce
The freshest fruits & vegetables

on our produce stands.

with this ooi^xm

Save 15'
12oz. package
General Mills

I stop I Srwp Coupon

Save15
24oz. bottle

Mrs. Butterworth'si

The Original

p Buttered
Syrup

Total

Cereal
^GoodMon S«pt 25 Sal Sapt 30»-,go§^
KU'nrt one par CUtlOWr ^<:DJci ^ ^jjmn (Mm ym f^umumm ~^~ "

WfH Groc»ry»|ytB^|^roWr Grocery• "ffH
[

Stop I Shop Coupon
[

3 Mon Sox ;rS-Sat Sac* Xr
A on* par zuttomm

ttm ocxoon

Save 15'
19oz. package

Sunshine

Vienna
Finger

Cookies
iQoodMoo S»' 25. Sal. Sad 30

I Stop t Shop Coupon
With tmooi^Kfi

IL'mrt ona paf cuslomar 254g-|

lyjjGrocery• JlJB
I

stop 1; Shop Coupon I

32 ounce jar

Stop & Shop
Imitation

Mayonnaise
iGood Mon Sapi ?5 SJt. Sapt 30-__
.t-imri ona paf cusiomar 2lt>0

lyOl Grocery ff

Stop t Shop Coupon 11^1
With ItiB ci3upcin

Save20'
stop & Shop

Vennont
Cheddar
Cheese

Varied Weights
Good Mon Sapl TSSal Saol Xnc-
OmA ona paf cualomaf ^^

'

M
^!f̂ -P—!i—Jii

WHh Ihs oo<4)on

Save20'
9oz. package

Taste aSea
Rllet of Sole
or Rounder

Dinner
ioaoa Mon Sam TS'Sat. Sapt 30^^>j^' |
jL>m ona par cuatomar ZiMOT-'m

Frozen*

[
stop t Shop Coupon

WKhiNs coupon

Save20'
36 count pkg.

Cling Free

Fabric
Softener
Sheets

Good Mon Saol 2S'Sal Saol X
,UitM cna par cuKwnar '2583-1

H
stop * Shop Coupofi]

Wtth IhK coi«ian

Save40*
1 lb. package

Sun Glory
Bacon

Sliced
Oood Mon, Sap) 29-Sat. Sam 3q,_„
Urmi ona par cuawwr £3a

Rffl—^arj?j

Stop « Shop Couponjjjfl^j
~

Wltf> this coioon

Save40'
20 count pkg.

Glad
Trash
Bags

I Mon. Sapl IJSal Sapl X gp.^ I

I ona par cualomar tpi<s_l

Stop > Shop Coupon
|

With Ml ooi«)an

Johnson's
Disposable
Diapers

Daytime 24ct Over-
night 16ct Toddler 12cL
or Extra Absorbent 18ct

KOood Mon SacI 7%. Sat. Sapt
"2eoiM

^ [
stop * Shop Coupon]

Wlin Ihisooivon

Save ID*
320Z. bottle

Wisk
Heavy Duty

Laundry
Detergent

Grocery*

3 Mon Saol 25 Sal Saol 30 ,j

* ona par cualomar

[stop « Shop Coupon

8ve2i
700Z. package
Arm & Hammer
Laundry
Detergent

262aF^|
3oooi) Mon Sact »'Sat Sapt 30

KUmltcna par aM0oirm 26^9|i^|

Grocery*

I Stop « Shop Coupon
wtthMtoouxm

ive2i
30 count pkg.

Glad
Garbage
Bags

Soood Mo« Saol ^5S»t SacX 30

Grocery*

Grocery*

j [
stop t Shop Coupwi]

'2658^1

Save 15'
22 ounce btl.

Dove
Liquid

Dish
Detergent

Good Mon, Sect ?5Se' *«« »
umrt ar>a par tuthyny

Grocery*

I n^» tmtr^mi Noi -p^cw***** *» mkV***** •"w*

JJSE Line. 8a.in.-10p.m., Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal ma Mamps.
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Notices
CAREERS
If you're interested in a

career in Human Services or

Social Science, the Career
Library, at 119 Berkshire
House, has what you need.
DISPLAY
On Sept. 25th, at 3 p.m.
and continuing until Oct. 13
the library will feature a

display of books and tapes
on psychology, social work.

»jiJLJ<iJLJ«JL>I<JLJisX<J»

history, and related sub
jects. Also available, are

materials on state and
federal employment,
graduate schools, and
financial aid. For more in-

formation, call 545-0333, or

visit the Career Librarv.

UMASS OUTING CLUB
Outing Club Meeting'
Equipment Auction' Used
equipment being auctioned

at 7 p m. Campus Center
Auditorium. Equipment
display 6:30 p.m.; 2 canoes,
3 kayaks, 6 backpacking
tents, and much more.
Private equipment
welcome.

STUDENT NURSING
ORGANIZATION
Meeting Sept 27 at 6:30

p.m. in Arnold 120

UPC Productions Presents

The
David
Johansen

Group

Friday, September 29
Student Union Ballroom

9 p.m. Tickets $3.00

at TIX & Union
Record Service

NO CANS OR BOTTLES!

Potti Smith Group tickets on sol* Wed. ot TIX

diirao
.Collegian 7

MM MA A/l MlMl Ml

Wednesday Night

ALL BOTTLE BEER 5c
(except Molson & Michelob)

From 8 to 9

Tequila Sunrise 50c from 9 to 10

Thursday Night

10 GALLON NIGHT
30 gallons of gas in prizes

from Quonset Exxon given away
3 prizes of 10 gallons each

8-9:30 Gin & Tonic 50c
9:30 10 Rum Cr Coke 50c
(99c cover Thurs. only)

Free munchies all night

2S3-92I4
Proper attire required

Route 99 Amiierst/Hadley line

D & M SUNOCO
has moved & is now

AMHERST GULF
a full service station on all

foreign and domestic cars

*Volvo specialists & disc brake repairs

Open 7 days a week, 7 a.m.-l 1 p.m.

Located in the center of Amherst
48 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

next to the fire station
Call 256-8936 or 256-6860

TONIGHT

B.B. KING
"Boss of the Blues"

in concert

HNE ARTS CENTER
CONCERT HALL

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

at 8 p.m.

Tickets on sale at the

Fine Arts Center box office

and all Ticketron locations.

UMass/Amherst Students: $3. $4 & $5
General Public: $5, $6 & $7

Box office open from 9 to 4 eacti day, Monday througti Friday (545-25 11).

|

Sponsored by the University of Massachusetts Arts Council.

Editorial / Opinion
Political time moves very quickly
By Brian Harvey

Elective politics in America has undergone
many changes since Franklin Roosevelt
was first elected. Through the refinement
of the various electronic media the process
of electing representatives has become
more distant from the daily lives of the peo-
ple, while at the same time invading their

"personal space" to a remarkable and in-

creasing degree.

Yet as with many other aspects of our
lives, the effects of technology on the elec-
tion process have also been subtle and slow
to emerge. We have only just begun to
understand, for example, the very stringent
requirements which television has placed
on the physical appearance of candidates
(it is helpful, at least, to have all of one's
teeth in place). It is also becoming ap-
parent that candidates for the presidency
must be immune to jet lag, bright lights,

and other aspects of high speed travel in

the public eye.

But perhaps the most far-reaching effect

of technology on politics is the
phenomenon of "candidate lag". It is no
longer sufficient for a candidate to say the
right things to the right people in the right

olaces. High speed technology layered

over our relatively low-speed lives has add
ed a new dimension: the successful can-
didate must also do all these things at the
right time.

Now, timing has always been as important
in politics as it is in comedy (and perhaps
for the same reasons). But the new re-

quirements of timing go beyond the tradi-

tional hazard of being caught "ahead of (or

behind) one's time". The modern political

error in timing involves synchronization
rather than the sweep of time.

There is quite a difference between the

two. Adiai Stevenson, for example, is

often cited as a candidate who was "ahead
of his time". While Stevenson did not

match the national mood in the post-war

era, he would have been (they say) a very

fitting candidate for the sixties.

But differences of this kind are becoming
rare. Since we really aren't sure as a people
where we are or where we're going, our

political time-frame has become radically

compressed. We are moving so fast that a

decade's difference between the appeal of

a candidate and the desires of the voters

might just as well be a century. In the

modern age, timing is a matter of months,
weeks, or even days.

The recent state primary election offers

spv^al clear examples of this change in the

politicaTWir»»snterval. At about 10:30 p.m.
on election night, as the partial returns

made it very clear that Mike Dukakis had
missed the boat, someone turned to Frank

Sargent (who was doing political "color"

on WCVB in Boston) and -suggested that

he might do well to consider a write-in cam-
paign given the turn of events. Sargent
laughed, but then his eyes glazed over a lit-

tle and he said, only half-jokingly, "You
know, maybe I should."

In mid-August, just four weeks before the

primary, Mike Dukakis had reliable polls

showing him to be 22 percentage points

ahead of King. Over the next four weeks,
he lost 30 points. While Dukakis was
discovering that time had passed him by,

however, Sargent was realizing that the

SSftf*e plectorate which had so ungraciously

deposed" him four years earlier would now
probably elect him handily.

It all boils dowp to a question of stability.

In years gone by, when the national mind
(if you will excuse the use of the phrase)
was more predictable, candidates could
make plans one or even two terms ahead
with relative safety. If one didn't like the
odds of a senate contest, it was usually

safe to wait two years until it became possi-

ble to run for Mayor, and so forth. But to-

day, with the body politic caught in tem-
poral gyrations of magnificent proportions,

it is not possible even to guarantee election

with a 25 point lead a month before the

primary.

It isn't fair, really. Politicians generally

work very hard or their votes, and it is

especially frustrating to see an apparently

insurmountable lead dwindle to nothing in

a few short weeks. The cruelest irony of all

is that Dukakis had blundered upon the

political opportunity of a lifetime during the

winter, when he had (apparently) single-

handedly rescued the people of the Com-
monwealth from the biggest blizzard ever

seen in these parts. In an earlier, more
stable time, he could have counted on that

blizzard to carry him through at least one
election, and possibly more. But the times
have changed, the people are confueectr

and even a blizzard won 't, make .U:»0?n vote
the way they are supposedP.t&.

Is nothing sacred?

Bryan Harvey is a ona-tfrrie has-been, filling

in for Paul Yanov^itch who is vacationing
on the Gaza ^trip.

To the Editor:
Weight room

use problematic

To the Editor:

/ have often heard that the best aspect
of UMass is that the various activities that

a person can become involved in here is

almost endless. Everything from Judo to

basket weaving. I am a junior transfer

from Marietta, a small school in Ohio, and
have been very impressed by this. But
this morning I took the bus to Boyden to

use the weight room, and one of the two
men there told me that he could not open
the weight room until 2:30 that afternoon.

Then I noticed a sign that said NOPE had
a weight room and that it opened at 8:30
am. Great. I walked across campus and
down to room JO, only to find that this to

was locked I was told to talk to the ladies

at the desk in the women's locker room. I

asked them if they would open the weight
room, because it was now 9:15. They
asked me if I had anyone with me. No. I

didn 't. Sorry, they told me. they couldn 't

open the room to just one person, I would
have to find another person to lift with

me. So I left, quite pissed off.

Being a transfer I do not know too many
people on campus, and I have certainly

not met anyone who enjoys lifting

weights at 9:00 am on a Thursday morn-
ing. So am I to give up weight lifting until

I dO'' This is ridiculous. All facilities at this

school should be available at the times

specified on a "use at your own risk"

basis. It is generally assumed that persons
attending college are mature enough to

take care of themselves. This is not
reflected in any way in the weight room
policy here at UMass. Because of classes

the only time that I am able to lift is in the

morning, and I do not feel that it is prac-

tical or fair to refuse me the use of that

room because I have not yet found a

"buddy" to lift with.

Carl E. Hedberg
Alpha Delta Phi

Escaping disco

getting tiarder

To the Editor:

Once upon a tim6. there was a place to

go on the UMass campus to match your

mood. If you felt like dancing and disco,

you went to the Blue Wall; if you felt like

being rowdy, you went to the Hatch to

hear a band.

But if you felt like relaxing, you went to

the TOC to hear a mellower band or just

sit and drink and talk. It was the last form
of escapism for those of us Umies who
occasionally didn't feel like being Umies,

yet didn't have a car to get away.

Now on weekend nights - the only

nights many of us have the time to go
"out" - there's no place to go anymore to

escape disco. The Blue Wall is often

disco, especially during the week I guess;

on weekends people can now boogie on
up to the TOC or to any number of other

places on and off campus to get rid of

their Saturday night fever.

Meanwhile those of us who used to en
joy TOC's variety and the last stronghold

that hadn't fallen to disco are left to sit in

the coffee shop, pretend our coffees are

sombreros and listen to the lovely strains

of whatever they play from those

overhead speakers.

The TOC used to offer an excellent

variety of bands. Why shouldn't it still do
so? Sure, have disco some weekends, but
not e'very weekend.

I wish I knew exactly who runs things up
there. Whoever you are, I know I'm not
the only patron you 've lost'

Jill Clay

Read This
On Tuesday's Editorial- Opinion pages

we will be running commentary on the

issue of faculty contract problems.

Anyone in the UMass community wishing

to write a letter about any aspect of this

issue should submit a letter to the Editor

of the Collegian so that we may print a

comprehensive sampling of opinion on

the issue.

If you wish to get the letter on Tuesday's

pages, you must get it to the Collegian

offices by 3:00 this afternoon. We will

print as many as space permits. Letters

must be double spaced, typed at 60

charajters a line, and signed with a

telephone number and address included

for verification purposes.
Collegian
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STUDENTS

Start your own flying club with brand new 1978 79

aircraft.

Initial fee of $75.00 pays for a lifetime membership

$8.00 a month dues (only the month actively flying)

$17.00/hourly rental fee, normally $22.00.

Make the right approach

Call FRANKLIN AIRWAYS, INC.

Turners Falls Airport

(413) 863 8110 (students)

FAA APPROVED SCHOOL

Student Senate Auto g
Workshop/Auto

SPooI. Non-work
study position 8
available for student Q
w/ mechanical ex-

Sperience. Only
qualified students B
need apply. B

SInnHfiniiaiBBiB'n

now in stock

f

J'^^%^ Letraset Transfer Lettering

Letraset Typefaces

Panatone Color Markers

Plus— a fast special-order ser\/ice for

otfier Letraset products.

All at our discount prices

at "the art store within a store"

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

mm"
Saturday September 30 1978 @ 8 00 p m

Fine Arts Center Concert H.1II

Tickets on sale at the

Fine Arts Center Box Office

and all Tir.ketron outlets

Prices UMass Amherst students $2 and $3

General Public $3 and S4

To place a r lassifipfl .id t 1 v m

.1111 j < m'j p '

ijSC f.tif h.f

i„.l.

AUDIO

NIkko NR 615 receiver. 3 weeks old 30

watts per channel. $190 545 0182 Kathy

Airwaves TV b Audio Service, 12

Dickinson Si Amherst 256 6713

OnkyTX 4600 receiver, 55 w ch $290 or

BO 549 3732

Eigf»t track Panasonic tape play deck

Used very little Askma $55 586 6175

AUTO FOR SALE

72 Pinto, 1600CC std 54.800 miles rail

back repairs complete. $850 253 7778

76 Fiat 128 sedan, great condition S1200

call Anne aMer 5 00 665 3932

69 Firebird, runs fine $300 or BO, 6 5489

71 Volks van qood conrt SI 295

549 2613

68 Chevy van, .307 enq auto bod. b
engine very good $750 call Jmi 253 5095

Must sell 70 PontidL Bonni .ille (
onv

power everything, small V8 AM FM
wonh $1200 S606 or best oHf 665 30H?

68 VW bug. merh oicHi'ni BO

266 8690

72 Saab 99E. 4 dr 'k-w . iuk h br.ik.'s

valvs trans cylinder hcid Of *

AM TM radials rustproof <•« ")|»l '"" '

drv $2150 665 7993

73 p.nto 47 000 miles S725 527 4963

71 Ford GaU 500. qood tonri new .mi

and trans $700 call 253 5296 aft 6 p 'i<

ISeS VW ^"ilK" ' .<" 549 5851 rptnnlt i-nii

lindy fair

66 Peugeot wagon, runs we" wii '• •

li.Klv wnrli ?5<-, 6ni9

1970 Chrysler Newport custom 4 d. -

J MKiw^ radio $350 2t*' *''''

1972 MGB, prjor conditi

fr. ,".>J 3(110

66 Renault, engmr ,)-. i'

:„„;,,.,,
good transportation call J"" 549 6...).

PVH

GIANT BOOK SALE
$1 - S3.98
TEXT, TECHNICAL, BUSINESS

cs: GENERAL BOOKS

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS

DOZENS OF SUBJECTS

HUNDREDS OF TITLES

anthropology
art

biology

business

chemistry
computers

economics
education

health sciences

history

literature

mathematics

music
philosophy
physics

psychology

religion

sociology

»r "th» bookslon" or our ssles r»ft/es

campus csnttr/univ of mas* amriartt

Collegian
Classifieds

Buick Century 73. 4 dr vinyl top AC.

PS PB AM TM except clean $1800

1 283 9404 eves

FOR RENT

Two br apt . $245 mcl heat, h water.

253 7834

3 bedroom house m Northampton S325

per month plus util.ties Call Skibiski

Realtors 4 6 o m 584 3428

FOR SALE

Collector s item vintage Gretch Country

Gentleman style semi hollow body electric

guitar dual pickups, good condition,

owner broke, will sell for $76. call Kent at

549 6659

Mayan Indian textiles, hand woven shirts

iunise» L M Si $18 long wrap skirts (fits

all si/esi $18 purses (11 x 11 with shoulder

strap! S9 50 Guatemalan imports R*l Bo«

77 Hutsonville II 62433

Four tires for sale, t> wall G78x14 qood

condition $70 or BO tall Neai 549 4737

Darkroom outfit, complete call 665 4181

For sale Pioneer TP 252 8 track player b
Mecca cassette adaptor under dash unit

tits any car Brand new with factory

.liKirantees pru •• nei) i all 546 4742

1964 Gibson ES 345TD stereo guitar

Walnut with qn.d plating Fiawlpss cond

$490 Fender twin revert) amp 1975

model lOOw rms rm o'ld S325 Must

s.'il Call Jim 546 7128

Baby grand Kohler ft C.tmpheil i>i.tn>

,.„ Mind $650 256 6191

Moped for sale 1 new Batavus '"» '^''

',("tv $425 1 low mileage Batavus $J5C

'rf« »rf^54 .>veninqs

Used World Of Furniture 3?1 Oeerfield

M Gieenfi.'lil q'""' """•'' 'u'-i''""' oi"""

• '0 to 5 daily

AKC Harlequin Great Dane puppies

t„r,l t,,f tnnp.-rin.'nl ,in.1 .
onforrTi.lt.on

, ,,M .die. b <" w.-k-.,d 1 7/3 5825 $150

and up

HELP WANTED

Non work study jobs' Walk sandwich

boards on campus starts S3 00'hr Call

Michael at 586 2555 for more info.

Help wanted pan time kitchen help n.:!ed

ed (weekends) Steakout Rt 9,

Amherst. 256 8558

INSTRUCTION

Ball room dance classes in progress

Register now. for more information call Ray

at 5 0345 any time after 4 p m
Beginning mime classes -6 week

course Tues ,
5 7 p m , at City An Guild,

(all 586 2555 ask for Michael for more info

LOST

A pair of glasses; lost Wed between Col

onial Village and Rolling Green Please call

Jim 266 8746

Lost -female cat, 9 18. tortoiseshell Vk

Pelham Rd reward 256 8328 after 5

Poncho, brown and tan wool, return to

Ed BIdq Special Ed Rm 109 Barbara

Have lost an orange and black and coral

bracelet If found plee/e call Slacey.

6 9364 Very sentimental value Reward

Silver watch, blue'oval face lost 9 16 78

bi'tween Blue Wai: ft SW Reward

546 8962

MISCELLANEOUS

The Boltwood Belchertown Project is

MV'KiiKI Students to volunteer in any one of

14 bocial and recreatirjnai programs offered

at Belchertown State School Gam prac

tical field experience through this valuable

and worthwhile organization Call 323 631

1

,.,. 449 for more information

MOTORCYCLES

72 Sut 186 Enduro. iti'inU •-«. '
'

<;<y«; ,->, il/S ?S3 7922

PERSONALS

Debi you were right I n, so'ty Rm >

Colleqi.in

! , .iH li.l'

classified rates
,„,..' i.tiV '

; Mt ' 1 M l-,l < III' v*

, ( )l!.- il '"11

|, ll'l ,

are i.ii;.. 45i

, 4(J. (i-'i

.•, Mh p. 1

• '. lUIV.lll'Ilt

Tushie - it would take all of

celebrate the love and (Oys

have given me
anniversary'" Ketzella.

my
our

life time to

18 months
Happy

Students interested in starting a

Wednesday morning Alcoholics

Anonymous discussion group, contact

Kevin. 549 2782

Debi Speilman-l am sorry Call 6 9176

Senior male needs own room in apt or

house near bus route, easy going, non

smoker, call Mike at 1 783 3400

ROOMWANTED^

Mature student seeking room or so

meone to share room at Campus Center,

Mon Fri Call or leave message at Campus
Center Hotel, 549 6000, c/o Royal Har

tigan, or (413) 443 0750.

ROOMMATE WANTED"

Large private room in Northampton for

neat, responsible, non smoking female

grad student or worker 584 5685_

SERVICES

Light trucking service Will haul wanted

or unwanted furniture, appliances, etc.

Phone 549 4730 aHer 5pm Mon Fn .
all

day Sat and Sun Reasonable rates

Improve your grades! Send SI 00 for

your 256 page mail order catalog of col

legiate research 10, 260 topics listed Pro

mpt delivery Box 25907B, Los Angeles.

Calif 90025 (213) 4/7 8226. ________
TRAVEL

Travel free and earn cash too. S.

America Africa, Europe Asia Enroll your

colleagues m our adventure tours We are

overseas adventure tours, " 1430 Mass

Ave Harv Sq Cambridge. MA (617)

876 0533 We need a rep on your campus.

WANTED

Space for artwork, crafts

at Fall Fest 9 30 S Oeerfd

Partner squaredance lessons 253 7185

tagsale items

$5.665 3317

YourBirthday
MONDAY, Sept. 25

Born today, you are a
sympathetic, Kraciou.s in-

dividual who knows how to

get hi.s own way without
denigrating the value of

others' opinions, work or
talent. Always one to go
that extra niile in order to

help oihers attain their

goals, you expect - often
naively - that others will

do the same
You are filled with good

intentions You hold no
grudges, are bent on no
revenge Your days pass
swiftly and, for the most
part, happily, because you
are involved totally in

what you are doing
Also born on this date

are Oimiiri Shostakovich.
Russian composer; Arthur
Koesller, Hungarian novel-

ist

o .see what is in store
for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
I<et your birthday star he
your dailv guide.
TUESDAY, Sept 26

LIBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)-
Tiikv a chance on .some-

thing new Knter enthusi-
astically into activities in

which you are inexperi-

enced
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov.

21) " Investigate new |>ossi-

bilities for gam on the
employment scene
Coworkers may provide a
laugh or two
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) " Your annoyance
with youngsters may make
it difficult for a good rela-

tionship to emerge at

home.

CAPRICORN(0«C. 22-

Jan. 19) •- The perfect gift

for a loved ones makes
itself known to you today.

Take the hint, employ it.

AOUARIUSgan. 20-Feb.

18) " Take care not to

discard clothing, furniture,

etc., simply t)ecause it's

out of .style. Styles change.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March

20) " Damange to your
home or work area may
cause a delay in your prog-
ress. Repairs are first on
the agenda
ARIES(March 21-April 19)

~ A discovery that amazes
both you and your cowork-
ers eases things for all on
the employment scene.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

- Make an effort to clear
away the debris of a recent
.setback. Failure is not to

be repeated now
GEMINKMay 21-June20)-

• Ask an expert's advice on
matters pertaining to new
aspects of your career.
Children leave clues in

p m
CANCER(June21-July22)

- The necessities of daily

life may stand m the way
of exceptional progress
today. Morning hours
bring joy

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) -
Contemporary manners
make you seem old fash-

ioned. Keep principles
high, however, and you'll

have no regrets,

VIRGO(Aug 23-Sepl.22)-
• The ideal situation exists

at the moment on the home
front Protect it, do your
best to avoid argument.

I iip>riKM 1978.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Bounders

5 .
poor

yorick'

9 Western

U S cilv

14 Awr\

15 Stab

16 Gossip

17 Of .1 kind of

leader

19 IVIr Zo\n

20 Accustom
?1 Calculates

23 Fiddle part

26 Gerin.iii cilv

26 Acloi

Harrison

28 Newspaper
VIP

32 Cocktail

37 NCO Inlor

' mal

38 Macaw
39 Some

colleges:

Informal

41 Caucho
tree

42 Scheduled

45 Foot shaped

forms

48 Worked
hard

50 Ready
51 Force out

54 Off color

58 Wrong des

iqnations

62 Less vivid

63 Apportion

64 Reticent

66 Climbing

vine

67 Sign of soi

row

68 Celehraliiiq

times

69 Cripplet)

70 Tacks on
71 Ascertains

DOWN

1 Turkish

ludges

2 Representa

live

3 Take obiec

lion

4 Burning

5 Gone by

6 Theater box

7 Emerge
8 Religious

groups

9 Hopeful

MDs
10 Bulgaria's

neighbor

11 leave out

12 Meadow
mouse

13 Minerals

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Saturday s Puitie Solved

"tTo1" .'sWs » t i n ^fH U T
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A ** " c
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18 Italian port

22 Verb suffix

Var

24 Ms Ederif

27 Distorts the

truth

29 Factual

30 Gladeye

31 Female

ruffs

32 Place

33 Seed cover

ing

34 Thailand

king

36 Exclamation

36 Nautical

cry

40 Guri lock

catch

43 Not

None
44 Consecrated

46 Rubbish

47 Kick backs

49 Obscure

62 Jai .ilai gear

53 Cornered

56 one

Con s mark

56 Formal re

ception

57 Garmeni

68 Pla/a

59 Pelvic bones

60 Bang
61 Marine fish

66 Fit movers

1 2 J 4

1
5 & 7 8

1

9 10 11 12 '3

u li !6

17 8 ; 'J

20 ^H2; ( 1

2J 24 ^H?^ ^^^HBH 26 a ^^^^H^i^ 29 30 31

J2

J8

jj J4 JS 36 ^H^-'

^jv ij ^^^^^H'"

42 i\ 4 i ^^H 4 J 4S 4/
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6J 6 4

66

1
6'

1
68

69
%

'0

I .,.

'I

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

"ji -j! i^"^f>^

5XWA! INSIPeR. IS.

RfiPS 'SKINS IN

SPe£P5CANC^Lf

^ '/.'-/

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranr^ey

-shMd (oak

/«"to a -frrft-

so tKink. ?

I (v^JitC-^ yet

near A vi^^%e<iU

Collegiate o(^af\-

isecfi'ocv "Hidit

oni^f^Xse^ Kike.

cvJ-tKjpiniM

afftft "to

mui\ 9irlf?

by l^arky Freen

THUtk
Porric
JUSTICE

\

AND HEvi
CHASCD ftuKi

FRESMMr^'
S*«-Wilir)(=^

Nothing Special byJoe Casey

Spam Slade, People 's Eye byJoe Carroll

spm SETS oFFi IBITHONY
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PIZZA-RAMA
I UJ I. HKl.lVKHY WITH l^ARGE OIIDFJRS

t)ui sp< I laiiit.'K All-

Del: us
Pizzas

Hot Oven
Grinders

Spaghetti

For fast delivery call

253 3808 256 0115
355COLLEGEST AMHEKST. MA

TABLE TENNIS-
BALLS. PADDLES

&NETS
at

A.J. Hastings
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleosant St. Amherst

f /jK^^
iiiM.

umfHSS

BcxKpftcKs

"Tents Voop pettc>4>

5.00

a.50

3 50
it .00

.75

M50

5.a5
iOO

^u^^o^

AS .00

>0.0D

lO>CD
^6.00

ID.00

5-06

^•s^J

The last thing a college

senior needs is another
pat on the back.

As a college scniDr, credit card offers,

promises and tongralulalions tome pouring in

Fnjoy It v^hile you can Because it won t l^st

Out in the woild. you II have to wi^-k things out

li)r yourself And one of those ihinps is

life insurance

I idelity L'nion I ite has .1 plan designed tor >ou

the CollegeMaster* the msur

ancc plan chosen by mure col

lege senmrs than an\ other

( all the ( oHegeMaster
I leld As^oclate m
your area

RONALD J. NATHAN

rklcliiy

Union Lire
U.ENCV

7 J7 Main St.. Amherst .'M.-H:!')!

••-**fi^^

THELOWPRICE
OFHIGH QUALITY:

$29con^plete
. f • vOi t't puv fwL«* t've'^ '^'fe ' TTT* 'ho p'^ce fij'

» .^wv^e'e Sngi^-is.o" a "e c p'os' ^ '''j.r\e'. Ho
ettiQ chpfq* to' ptoi'K iinifdo' phcxoch'omofic

$19complete
' n '!» ^*o f «ffo chQ' jg 'Of pJQ^nc rinffcj pr
phofoc ^rornQrif U-n%^ '.^' ' ' *

^

$44 complete

nni>d o> pftotothtomorit i>nt«> ''
'—

r-r-.

IS^I^

Coming
Tues., Sept. 26

BOSTON,
HERE'SA SIGHT
FOR SORE EYES.

ro:^rh%^.o!l. o.,,,!4T-e been poy.ng Lee even ,h,ee „mes rhe

The greatest volues m sight

;• .A "0 *. Mri'i 'hrg Sol

•
J So' 10 6 on Thuii

JONATHAN EDWARDS
advance $4.00 door $4.50

Sept. 25 I Sept. 27 £f 28

FOREST
(no cover)

Sept. 26

SEE ABOVE

NIGHT-
SHADE

Sept. 29 & 30

NRBQ

Sunderland, MA.
Rte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

Coliegran ii

REPORTER/EDITOR WANTED
Local weekly newspaper seeks part-time
help in news reporting and preparation.

Adjacent to Amherst, easily accessible
from UMass. An excellent opportunity to
make money while gaining practical ex-
perience. Some writing experience
necessary but more important than ex-
perience.

If you are interested please call

Keith Sikes, 1-283-8393.

Turley Publications

24 Water St.

Palmer, Massachusetts

Cross country wins
first season meet

r

The Distinguished
Visitors Program

wants some
input

from you!!!

If you have an idea for a lecture

subject or for a specific

speaker, please let us know.

Stop by the DVP office in

Room 415 SU
or

come with your proposal to
our meeting, Sept. 25, 1978

at 6:00 p.m., CC 804-808

Sk KEVIN McCaffrey
Coll6gian Staff

Before the race Saturday on a wet and
soggy Franklin Park course, UMass cross

country coach; Ken O'Brien stated to

several runners that the time to shoot for

would be around 25 minutes. The course

conditions were not excellent, but certainly

the performances registered by the UMass
harriers Saturday were, as five Minutemen
eclipsed the coaches expectations en route

to a lopsided victory over Boston College

and Brown. UMass finished with the low
score of 18 in its first meet of the year as BC
tallied 59 and Brown 64.

The team ran through the first two miles

like a wolfpack, as only one brown jersey

interrupted the flow of red. The final three

miles scattered the tight group as only two
in the end claimed the top spot, Minutemen
Lou Panaccione and Bob Martin. Their tinie

of 24:36 was nine seconds better than the

third place finisher Tom Radcliffe of Brown.
Matt Wolff and Kevin McCusker of UMass
slid into the top five and under the 25
minute mark with efforts of 24:55 and 24:56

respectively. Concluding the UMass owner-
ship of fhe first seven positions were Mike
Quinn and Mike Doiron in a tie at 25:01

.

"I'm happy to run this meet as a starter to

our season," said O'Brien. "It gives us a

chance to shake the kinks out."

Senior Ail-Americans Mike Quinn and
i^tetson Arnold did not play an important
part in the first contest of the fall campaign.
Quinn shared the lead in the latter stages of

the race but fell back in the final mile and
half. Arnold did not make the trip to

Boston.
"Quinnie decided,. to take the first meet

easy in preparation for Tuesday's meet
against Providence," explained O'Brien.

"Stetson has had only three weeks training

under his belt. Any time we can give him
three or four days rest from comF>etition

this early we will."

A preliminary to the main event Saturday
was the show staged by the UMass JV
squad which was worthy of four stars.

^Sandwiched between eight Minutemen
performers at the end of the three mile

course was one BC survivor who salvaged
the fifth place slot. Freshman Dan Ander-
son, Paul Beaulieu, Chris Omeltchenko and
Kevin Corcoran shared the first four places

with a time of 15:37.

"Those four rank in the top ten ever for

freshman on this course," said coach Arnie

Morse. ''This is the strongest team we've
ever had at this level, this early."

Ah, th^ futOre is bright.

Owls edge Minutewomen
spoil home opener 2-1
By MIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

When you don't know what to expect you
have to expect the best. So it went last

Saturday for the UMass women's field

hockey team as a late game surge was not

enough to nip Westfield State as the

visiting Owls spoiled the home opener 2-1

.

UMass was the better team from the

beginning showing good ball control while

making several rushes on goal, the closest

being a Julie McHugh shot off a rebound

that just missed the right post. Yet it was
Westfield and Susie Lehto who scored

first, the Owl senior sliding in a rebound off

a Nancy Johanen shot, the only goal in the

first half.

The second half started as the first half

ended, with UMass coming close to

scoring time after time. A pile-up in front of

the Westfield goal nearly tied the game in

the opening moments but a fine stop by

Owl goalie Karen Lindsay with help from

fullback Peg Toomey got the ball out of

bounds.
Westfield scored what seemed to be the

clincher on a pretty goal by forward Teri

Padula at 11:00 of the second half. Susie

Lehto took a shot that was deflected off the

pads of UMass goalie Robin Jennings' right

to the waiting Padula who rifled a shot to

the upper left hand corner.
Two goals down, UMass started its

surge, controlling the ball for most of the

remainder of the game, picking up
numerous long and short corner op-

portunities. The only UMass score came at

18:00 of the second half following a series

of short corners.

Junior Julie McHugh pushed a through
pass to Laurel Walsh who promptly turned

and burned Owl goalie Lindsay to the left

side.

The loss was a disappointment for Hixon,

who has yet to win in regular season.

"We created opportunities but just

couldn't capitalize."

"It takes us at least half the game to get

fired up," said senior co-captain Lynsie

Wickman. "We must have had a hundred
shots on goal, we just didn't get the breaks

today."

The UMass loss gives them a 0-2 overall

record following the losses to Westfiled
Saturday and Springfield last Thursday in

another close affair 3-2. The UMass field

hockey team will try to put it all together for

that first victory against Keene State on
Wednesday.

* SKIING IN SEPTEMBER?

*

•N-

*

BAHAMA

not yet...

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

UMASS SKI CLUB

9 a.m. -5 p.m.

Wed ,
Ttnjrs,, Mon

, Tues , Wed
Sept ?0, 21, 25. 26, 27

Campus Center Concourse
(next to University Store)

inforinnt'on, movies .

First club meeting-Wed.. Sept. 27, 8:00 p.m., Mahar Aud.

IT'S ALL "DOWNHILL ' FROM HERE!

*

3

Banana Splits are more flavorful fun at

Baskln-Robbins . . . because you choose

three flavors from our delicious selection of

Thirty-One. Three scoops of ice cream,

sliced banana, chocolate, pineapple and

marshmallow topping, and of course, chopped

toasted almonds and maraschino cherries.

BASm-ROBBIKS

ICE CREAM STORE

;***********************************•

28 Main St., Amherst MA 253-9774

Town Hall Bus Stop Belchertown
Ol*7» BASKrN BOBBINS ICE CHE»M COMPANY
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Pedrow gains 1 90 yards

Minutemen tame Bears 40-6
By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff
This one was over early. Really early. By the three minute mark in the third quarter
Sandro Vitiello's second field goal had made it UMass 26 UMaine and the field had
become dotted with second stringers. Most reporters in the pressbox were watching
the game with disinterest.ABC Sports in New York had stopped calling and the crowd
began to cheer the Red Sox updates coming over the P.A system. By then the only
question remaining was whether a UMaine football team would ever score a
touchdown again against UMass.
But, while ABC stopped calling, the Minutemen kept scoring and when it was over all
UMaine could do was wipe the blood from their eyes and read the bad news. Umass 40
and UMaine 6. And it wasn't as close as the score.
Because, when it was finally and mercifully over. Fullback Hank Sareault had done the

rumble over people for 91 yds. and two touchdowns. Tailback Cliff Pedrow had done
the Sprint around people for 190 yds and two touchdowns and the offense had racked
up an impressive 351 yds. on the ground

Add that to the .(ob the defense did and you
get some idea why the score was 40 6 The
defense held Maine to 44 yds. rushing, but
more importantly, they kicked hell out of
Maine all along the line of scrimmage.
Case in point. Maine entered UMass

territory the first time they touched the ball in
the first quarter, getting down to the UMass
48 and a first down. However, they never
got beyond their own 36 again until with less
than a minute left in the half they recovered a
Mike McEvilly fumble at the UMass 33 For
most of the day Maine was huddling inside
Its own 10.

The UMaine interior line, both on offense
and defense were no match for their much
larger counterparts from UMass and because
of It, the game was a contest only until the
coin toss.

UMass took the opening kickoff at its own
31, and after three plays out to their 38,
punted down to the Maine 30. Maine took
the ball down to the UMass 48 with two first

downs. Then with a third and 17, Maine's
quarterback Tony Trafton was intercepted
by Steve LeMay at the UMass 44 and he
returned it 29 yds to the Maine 27.
On the next play McEvilly rolled left, hit

Sareault in the flat and after one evaded

ichdo^W

tackle it was 6-0 for UMass. Vitiello's
version was good and UMass led 7-0.
The Minutemen made it 13-0 at 11._

first quarter when Tailback Pedrow
over left tackle for a 4-yd tou(
Vitiello's kick was blocked and the teams
went into the second period with the score
UMass 13 UMaine 0.

Vitiel'o continued the scoring at 12:12 of the
second quarter with a 38-yd field goal. That
made it 16 and then minutes later Cliff

Pedrow pretty much settled the issue with
his 66 yard burst to make it 23 at the half.

A Steve LeMay fumble recovery set up the
next UMss score and Vitiello hit a 25 yard
field goal at 5:50 of the third quarter.
Sareault got his second touchdown of the
day when he went over from the two yard
line to make it 32-0. Vitiello's point was good
and It was 33 0.

UMass finished their scoring early in the
fourth quarter when reserve quarterback
John Kraham threaded the needle peitectly
to Kevin O'Connor at the goal line. UMass 40
UMaine after the Vitiello conversion.
UMaine finally got on the board late in the

final quarter when they scored their first

touchdown against UM^ss since 1969. The
euDhoria was shortlivea.

Sox win in fourteenth;
remain one game bacl<
TORONTO It/P/I Jim Rice scored from

third base on Roy Howell's throwing error

in the 14th inning yesterday and Dick Drago
pitched 4 2 3 innings of shutout relief to lift

the Boston Red Sox to a vital 7-6 victory

over the Toronto Blue Jays.
The win, which took four hours and 56

minutes longes* in Toronto history left the
Red Sox one t ime behind the New York
Yankees in the American League East

Both teams have six games remaining.

Rice opened the 14th with a single to left

and moved to second on Carl Yastrzemskis
groundout An infield hit by Carlton Fisk

moved Rice to third Fred Lynn then struck

out, but when third baseman Howell threw
wildly following Butch Hobsons hard
grounder. Rice scored the winning run and
made Tom Buskey, 1 , the loser

Drago, 4 4, worked the final 4 2 3 innings

and pitched out of two bases loaded jams
to pick up the win
The Red Sox tied the game 4 4 with a pair

of runs in the ninth without the benefit of a

hit Relievers Victor Cruz and Balor Moore
walked the bases loaded and with two out,

first baseman Willie Upshaw misplayed

Rick Burleson's ground ball, allowing Fred
Lynn and Sam Bowen to score.
The Blue Jays scored three runs in the

eighth to take a 6 4 lead when Bob Bailor
led off with a single and moved up on a

passed ball. Howell then walked, bringing
on Bill Campbell in relief of starter Mike
Torres. John Maybeny greeted Campbell
with an RBI single to tie the game. After
Bob Stanley relieved Campbell, Rick
Cerone doubled for two more runs.

Yastrzemski belted the 382nd homer of his

career a solo shot which broke a 3 3 tie in

the sixth inning. The homer moved into a
19th place tie with Frank Howard on the all

time list. Yastrzemski also slashed a run
bcoring single in the third in his 9,900th
plate appearance, the 15th Ma|or League
player to achieve that plateau.

Toronto scored two runs In the first on
RBI singles by Howell and Willie Upshaw
tind made it 3 in the second on an RBI
double by Luis Gomez. Boston tied the
game with three in the third on RBI singles
by Jerry Remy and Yastrzemski's RBI
single to right and Remy scored the third

run on a double steal.

Women Spikers triumph
^ By MA UREEN SULLIVAN

\

Collegian Staff

Last Saturday, the UMass women's
volleyball team began their season on a
high note, defeating New Hampshire and
Vermont at the University of Vermont.
Playing a two out of three games system

per match, UMass swept New Hampshire
15-9, 15-9; playing Vermont, UMass came
from behind ((11 13) to win the first game
15-13, then completed their sweep, 15-7.

Coach Mike Rhodes praised his team's
total efforts.

"We played very well; it was a good team
effort Everybody contributed Last year,

UMass played the same two teams for the
season opener and lost both matches. They
(New Hampshire and Vermont) were quite

surprised "

"We played fairly mistake free volleyball.
The only problem we had was during the
first game with Vermont Their team had
mostly freshmen, and they used a softer
spike and generally played at a slower pace
Well, we have experience, and we adjusted
to their level, came from behind, and won,
15 13. That's a good sign, when we can
come from behind and win "

Contributing to Coach Rhodes' successfui-
debut as UMass' women'-s volleyball coach
were sophomores Brenda Simmohs and
Peggy Barfter, freshm— . fcllen Braun, and
two of UMass' f^ur captains, Joyce GresI
and Pat McGrath.
Now 2-0, UMass seeks to extend this

unbeaten streak when they meet
Bridgewater at Bridgewater Sept. 29.

Backup quarterback John Kraham (16) and reserve fullback Brian Heyworth
137) see action during the Minutemen's triumph over Maine.
(Staff photo by Ram Lindmark).

Booters top S.Conn 3-1

late surge clinches win
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

For eighty minutes UMass and Southern
Conn, had played to a standstill. The score
was 11. To that point it had been a well
played, evenly matched affair between two
of New England's finest soccer teams.

One inescapable fact proved to be S. Con
necticut's down fall though a collegiate
soccer match is ninety minutes long. For
S.C. those last ten minutes must have
seemed interminable because they all

belonged to UMass.

The Minutmen finished with a flourish,

connecting with two goals in the closing
minutes to pull out a dramatic 3-1 win, over
a slightly stunned S. Conn squad.

Eadier in the second half S.C. had tied the
game and their hopes were alive. The
momentunci had definitely shifted in their
favor. But the UMass defense backboned
by Mike St. Martin, Mark Vassalotti and
Brett Simon resisted all further attacks.
They made life so easy for goalie Mark
Marilla he only had to make one save in the
entire second half.

As the game wound to a finish the
defenses from both sides stood tall. But
with under ten minutes to go to UMass'
two top scoring weapons ended all

thoughts of overtime.

Tasso Koutsoukos and Joel Mascolo, who
last year accounted for twenty of the teams
thirty-six goals and assisted on ten others,
combined for the winning goal. Kout-
soukos earlier had seen a couple of his
perfect feeds wasted, but not this one.
From the left corner Koutsoukos planted a
pass on the foot of Mascolo, who reacted
instantly drilling it past the helpless SC
goalie.

It was the second goal of the day for
Mascolo. The first came as a result of an
embarrasing play by S.C.'s All-American
fullback Adolphus Lawson. Lawson in-

advertently kicked a shot by Mascolo
(which was going wide) into the net.

M nents later, while SC was collecting
thf thoughts from the go ahead goal
UMass struck again. Mascolo, completing
a fine day assisted on the final tally. He
lofted a direct kick which fell behind the SC
defense and was gathered in by winger
Wayne Moran. Moran was left one on one
with the goalie. He elected to chip the ball
up and over the outstretched reach the SC
keeper quickly putting to rest any hope that
remained in the SC squad.

BOOTER BANTER: Interesting
developments should result in this weeks
NE Poll with #1 Brown's recent loss to BU,
and with #2 Vermont also losing. UMass
was ranked #6 prior to their wins over
Bridgeport and S.C.

Women's cross country
runs over competition
By JIM GOMES
Collegian Staff
The UMass women's cross country team

handily defeated Williams College, 23-53,
and Springfield College, 23 62, Friday iri

their first meet of the season by placing
nine runners in the top eleven finishers.

UMass' Tina Francario captured the in-

dividual honors by outdueling diminutive
Mary Hakala of Williams and Mary
Naumchik of Springfield on the hills of the
treacherous apple orchard course here at

UMass. Fraiicario's times of 17:34 was only
six seconds off her personal best for the
course which she set last year at the New
England Championsiiips.
Following coach Jane Welzel's advice "to

go out slow at the start, ' the^ UMass
women were content to allow Naumetj^k
and Hakal set the early pace* At the on§*
mile mark, Hakala wrested the lead away

from Naumchik, but sne was closely

followed by a wave of red jerseys led by
Francario, Linda Welzel, and senior co-
captain Debbie Farmer.
After climbing the famous "Heart Attack"

hill, Francario passed Hakala and Naumchik
as the lead runners glided by the Orchard
Hill dormitories. Farmer passed Naumchik,
but was later picked off by the Springfield

harrier in the last quarter-mile of the race.

Linda Welzel, freshman Tricia Moores,
and Priscilla Wilson followed the two
UMass front-runners across in fifth, sixth

and seventh positions respectively lo
complete the UMass scoring.

Jane Welzel who- celebrated her initial

coaching victofVwas quite pleased with the
team's -pefformance. "I'm really happy that

they ran so close and so fast at the
beginning of the season."



SALE ENDS TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3rd

ENOVESE
THE PHARMACY STORE b A WHOLE LOT MORE!!

SUPER
DRUGS
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ENING SAVINGS AT GENOVESE DRUGS!

"WE'RE NOT
NEWCOMERS
"54 YEARS"
OF SATISFIED

CUSTOMERS"

ijffsachu

University
of Mass.

OUR 50th STORE
AMHERST, MASS.

setts Ave.-

Amherst^4^
Shopping'^
Plaza

MONDAY SEPT. 25

FREE
DIP

DISPOSABLE
RAZOR

TO THE FIRST

500 ADULTS

TUESDAY SEPT. 26

FREE
COLGATE

TOOTHPASTE
TRIAL SIZE

COKE
2 LITER SIZE

TO THE FIRST
.075 oz. 500 ADULTS

BAYER
ASPIRIN

100's

fASr p*m niLiif

BAYER
ASPIRIN -~

LIMIT 4

OPEN? DAYS A WEEK!
STORE HOURS:
MONDAY 9A!VI-10PM
TUESDAY 9 AM- 9 PM
WEDNESDAY 9 AM- 9 PM
THURSDAY 9AM-10PM
FRIDAY 9AM-10PM
SATURDAY 9 AM- 7 PM
SUNDAY 9 AM- 6 PM
PHONE 256-0422

AMHERST SHOPPING PLAZA (Adj. New AfrP)

UNIVERSITY DRIVE AT RTE 9

AMHERST, MASS. CHARGE YOUR
PURCHASES

master charge

>)

GRAND OPENING SAVINGS AT GENOVESE SALE VAUD IN AMHERST STORE GNLYI (3RAND OPENING SAVINGS AT GENOVES

Due to state requlations. this advertising does not apply to the prescription or professional services. Not resposible for typographical errors.

yye reserve the right to limit sales to 2 packages ot any item.



OALENPAR OF SPECIAL EVENTS
APPEARING:

MAKE UP ARTISTS FROM
REVLON AND COTYI!

REVLON
COME IN AND

MEET MISS KATHY
FROM

THE HOUSE OF
REVLON

WHO WILL
DEMONSTRATE THE

NEWEST
MAKE UP

TECHNIQUES
THIS FALL

APPEARING:

OCT. 4 104MON.

Itues.

WED.

OCT. 5 104

OCT. 6 104

COTY
LET MISS NICOLE

OF COTY
TRANSFORM YOUR
FACE WITH THE
LATEST COLORS

THIS FALL

COME IN FOR YOUR
FREE GIFT
AND

CONSULTATION.

APPEARING:

WED. OCT. 6 104

THURS.OCT.7104

FRl. OCT. 8 104

WIN A
PANASONIC 19

COLOR
T.V.

NO PURCHASE
NECESSARY.

^^^^^

UtiNUVtSt

GRAND OPENING
SWEEPSTAKES

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

NAME
PLEASE PRINT

COME IN FOP vouR FREE GIFTS!

ADDRESS

CITY

PHONE

STATE

Sweepstakes ends Oct. 31, 1978. You need not be

present to win. Winners will be notified by

Nov. 15. 1978. Grand Prize winners must be age 18 or

over. Employees of Genovese Drug Store, their advertis-

ing agency and families are not eligible. Only 1 Grand

I
Prize winner per family.

AVAILABLE AT OUR AMHERST STORE ONLV.

DID YOU KNOW
AT GENOVESE YOU CAN...

• Rely on us—
over 54 years in business

ANTACIDS MOUTHWASH MENS NEEDS APPLIANCES CLOCK/RAD IO PHOTO NEEDS CIGARETTES CIGV\RS/TOBACCO

HvaYcheS/calculat^t^J cigars I

AISLE#8

OINTMENTS FOOT CARE FIRST AID
BABY FORMULAS BABY NEEDS BABY TOYS

GIFT ITEMS

AISLE4<7

DISPOS DIAPERS SANITARY
SOAP CHEMICALS

BATTERIES OFFICE NEEDS RADIOS
AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS ELECTRICAL BULBS

• Select from over

25,000 different

items

• Fill your
prescription 7

days a week

• Receive FREE
literature con-

cerning your
health.

• Develop all your film.

• Refill your prescription &£
by phone. ^^

5

• Charge your purchases

• Check our prescription

prices. Our prices are no
secret.

• Shop our complete
patient-9id Dept.

AISLEi/6

GLASSWARE COOKWARE MOPS
SURGICAL NEEDS PERSONA

iPS/BROOMS 1

L HYGIENE |

PLASTIC WARE
PAPER BACK BOOKS

HARDWARE
MAGAZINES

AISLE-ilA

PARTY PAPER PRODUCTS PARTY NEEDS
GREETING CARDS

SEASONAL/PROMOTIONAL
SEASONAL/PROMOTIONAL

3 E
1 E w

3g
AISLED

GREETING CARDS
CHIPS/SNACKS SODAu SEASONAL/PROMOTIONAL

STATIONERY

a
o
ai

3 ^

o
V)

AISLE//3

COOKIES FOOD
TOYS ]

NUTS
PANTYHOSE

CANDY
HAIR NEEDS

AISLE#2

SEWING SHOtCARE SOFT GOODS I

HAIR CARE HAIR DYES I
BATH NEEDS

I
ImENS NEEDS ]

FRAGRANCES^

AISLE#1

DEODORANTS CREAMS/LOTIONS EYE MAKEUP COSMETICS

Due to state regulstloni, thii sdwertliinB do«» not appiv to tha pratcriptlon or profattional »ervlca». Not respontibia for typoflraphical
i^u» lu 'm

error*. Wa reterva tha right to limit Mia* to 2 package* of any Item.

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

NICE N' EASY
HAIR COLOR
ASSORTED SHADES

COLGATE
TOOTHPASTE

5 OZ. SIZE

CONTAC
COLD CAPS

10'

S

1.39
SAVE
60'

Reg. 1.99 69
OSAVE

24*

Reg. 93'

II OSAVE
30'

Reg. 1.29

Leaves your hair natural-

looking, soft and beautiful

Great tasting toothpaste
helps your family fight

cavities

The 12-hour timed-
release cold remedy

SALLY HANSEN
NAIL

TREATMENT

Reg. 1.39

Protein formula nail

treatment strengthens
nails

SALLY HANSEN

HARD-AS-

NAILS

Reg. 1.29

Brush on formula
strengthens nails,

prevents breakage

SALLY HANSEN

MEND-A-

NAIL

Reg. 1.79

Quickly repairs cracked
or broken nails

KRAZY NAILS

^^^^^
II

Reg. 5.00

Create longer beautiful
nails instantly I Easy
to apply

JOHNSON'S
BABY
SHAMPO0 16 OZ.

1.mi Reg. 2.29

Gently cleans your hair

to leave it soft and shining

SCOPE
MOUTHWASH
24 OZ.

Cleans your mouth, leaves

your breath with a great
PfYinty taste!

SCRIPTO
DISPOSABLE
LIGHTERS

33«Reg. 49'

Get dependable light after

light with these disposable

lighters

ONE STEP AT
A TIME

K' ^Mlter Pik

I I

Reg. 9.99

Quit smoking with this

week-by-week program

CLAIROL
SKIN MACHINE

leg.

Soft-bristled battery powered
facial brush scrubs your skin

clean. With batteries and
Fostex Soap#SM-1

CHARGE YOUR PURCHASES

INIltMtRlC

//t/rvtm fif >,

mastet cnarge^

Due to state regulations, this advertising does not apply to the prescription or professional services. Not responsible for typographical errors.

We reserve the right to limit sales to 2 packages of any item.
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15X24%xl9H
B«wJtiful cabinet with doors it iturdily

constructad to hold racordt. Easy to

aaaambta, in simulatad wlanut finish

m02B

REFRIGERATOR

OPEN
BOOKCASE

19.99
9Vix24Hx27)iH
Two ihelf bookcasa is

> a handsoma addition to
your room's dacor.

Solid construction, in simulated
walnut finish. tiZ021

Reg. 119.95. Full-featured refrigerator

has adjustable thermostat, freezer, ice

tray, egg shelf, bottle rack. 5-yr. guar-

antee on compressor. 48 lbs.

21"W X 18%"H X 21%"D. #ERS-240

ARISTON
5 CU. FT.

REFRIGERATOR

149.95
Reg. 159.95 Large refrigerator has top

freezer, bottom crisper, space saver door
shelf, interior light, 5-yr. compressor
guarantee. 65 lbs.

20"W X 34"H X 23!4"D. #TRM0525

WROUGHT IRON

DESKCr
CHAIR SET

29.99

1

2 DRAWER
STEEL

FILE CABINET

2 a oo
I I

2-drawar upright cabinet files and organizes your docu-
ments. Has locking drawer for safety, in desert sand
color. 18"Dx30"Hx14"W.
:^28CL

30" High X 343/4" x 16"
Attractive set it easy to assemble-desfc has
walnut textured plastic top, chair has
walnut grain upholstered seat

ENTERPREX

DESK TOP
CALCULATOR

19.99
lOdisit dt4>lav hM 4 k»v nMmorv. rvcall. p«rc«ntBg«
k«v. UsM 2"D" batlOTiM. BATT. NOT INCLUDED

Reg. 159.99

SMITH CORONA
AUTOMATIC 12

ELECTRIC
TYPEWRITER

149.99
Kv^

^Has all the quality automatic features you'll ever need!
"Light and compact, has power return'and repeating
keys.#3LRC

SMITH-CORONA
CONSAIR DELUXE

PORTABLE
TYPEWRITER

OO
Reg. 69.95 59. I •

Lightweight, full-featured portable is a great buy!
Ideal for home or dorm. -^Y-C

Due to state regulations, this advertising doe* not apply to the prescription or professional services. Not responsible for typographical errors.

We reserve the right to limit sales to 2 packages of any item.
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WINDSOR

AM/FM STEREO
& 8 TRACK

59.99
Reg. 79.99. FM stereo receiver gives you
beautiful music, has built-in 8-track player,

twin speeders and jacks to accept a phono-
graph. ^2066

BENTWOOD
ROCKER

69.
Walnut Bentwood Rocker with cane seat

and back. Classic styling. Approx. size

41" X 21" X 18%". #W-6007

WINDSOR
CASSEHE

TAPE
RECORDER

17.99
Reg. 19.99. Plays and records with batteries or AC
cord, has built-in condenser mike. ^2220

WINDSOR

DIGITAL
CLOCK RADIO

17.
Reg. 19.95. Wake up to music or alarm. High impact
plastic cabinet in simulated walnut finish. #2064

WINDSOR

AM/FM
POCKET RADIO

7PPUU
Reg. 9.96. Plays beautiful music, goManywheral
Has earphone, battery, attractive sHvar metal front

#2024S

WINDSOR
5 BAND

PORTABLE
RADIO

17.99
Reg. 19.95 Listen to AM/FM/Air/PB/Weather and on
either battery or AC cord. Slide volume controls,
AFC, map and time zone cover flap. With batteries
and earphone. 4lt2109

DAZEY

BEAUTY
CURLER

3.99
Reg. 4.99. Great for quick touch-ups or resett
curls. Take it anywhere! ^1025

ing

I

NORELCO RECHARGABLE
TRIPLEHEADER

RAZOR

Reg. 49.95

Uil
II

For smooth, close shaving
cord or cordless. Has 36 self-

sharpening blades. 9 closeness
settings, comes in handsome
travel case. ^HP1312 c

HOT POT

4.99
Reg. 6.99. Heats up water or beverages
in minutes. UL approved, with AC cord. #146

DAZEY

HOT PLATE

13.
Single burner hot plate heats up food, water,
UL approved. -#TR10

YOU CAN CHARGE

YOUR PURCHASES
AT GENOVESE!

'iv-'Siei chfi'Qe
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ENOVESE
SUPER
DRUGS

THE PHARMACY STORE AND SO MUCH MOREI

Here are some of
the reasons why
Genovese will fill over

3 million prescriptions

in 1978
1. Open 7 days a week.

2. Provide prescription receipts for tax

and insurance purposes.

3. Fill aM prescriptions that require com-
pounding.

4. Accept major credit cards.

5. PRE-PAID PRESCRIPTION PLANS.
Genovese participates in all public
and private prescription payment pro-

grams. We realize the importance of

these programs and process all the
paperwork involved.

6. PRESCRIPTION PRICES ARE NO
SECRET AT GENOVESE. Please call

our Pharmacist for your free price

quote.

7. Rx TRANSFER SERVICE: If your orig-

inal Rx is on file elsewhere, just tell

your Genovese Pharmacist. He (or she)
will call your physician so you can
obtain your medication at Genovese
Drugs. We are proud to provide this

service & there is nothing you need
do. . .WE DO IT ALL FOR YOU AT
GENOVESE.

8. CALL-IN REFILL SERVICE: Just phone
our Pharmacist ahead so ttiat your pre-

scription can be prepared in advance
...this eliminates any waiting for you.

9. Patient consultation on the proper
usage of prescriptkMi and non-Rx drugs.

It is the desire of every Genovese Drug Store's Phar-

macist to provide the same caliber of pharmaceuti-
cal health care for your family as we would for our

own.

Because We Care!

"^^"m BE UNOtRSOLO"
Dear Prescription Customer: In addition to our commitment to professional service, we know you are

concerned about prescription prices. Today, with prescription price advertising, you may become confused

as to which pharmacy has the right prices.

Genovese Drug Stores is also concerned and wishes to inform you of our policy.

Our company policy is "WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD"

Genovese Drug Stores will honor the current advertised prices of all local pharmacies. Just present a copy

of their current ad showing the prescription price to your Genovese Pharmacist and he will honor the price.

Thank you for shopping Genovese for your prescription needs. Sincerely, Joseph Genovese Sr.

Registered Pharmacist

. . . Because We Care! chairman of the Board

Compare frescription Prices
NAME OF DRUG Generic Drug Quantity PRICE NAME OF DRUG Generic Name Quantity PRICE

ALDACTAZIDE TAB

ALDOIVIET TAB
250MG

DYAZIDE CAP

DIMETAPP ELIXIR 120 ML.

LANOXIN TAB 0.25 MG

INDERAL TAB 10 MG

LO-OVRAL 21

LASIX TAB 40 MG

METHYLDOPA

OIGOXIN

PROPRANOLOL
HCL

FUROSEMIDE

100

100

100

100

100

21

100

12.49

7.99

9.49

2.64

1.19

4.29

3.39

8.69

OVRAL 21

MOTRIN TAB 400 MG

POLY-VI-FLOR 50 ML

POLY-VI-FLOR TAB

MYCOLOG CREAM

LURIDE LOZITABS

TRI-VI-FLOR DROPS

TAGAMET TAB 300 MG.

IBUPROFEN

SODIUM
FLUORIDE

CIMETIOINE

21

100

100

15 GM

1 MG
100

50 ML.

100

3.39

11.99

3.49

3.79

3.99

3.49

3.09

23.99

Transfer Your Prescriptions

to Genovese Pharmacy....

It's Easy
If you need to refill a prescription that Is on file elsewhere, just see your
Genovese pharmacist. He or she will call your doctor on th« transfer of

this |;>rescription

Have your prescriptions transferred to Genovese Pharmacy today.

...BECAUSE WE CARE!

r^innnnfgM l
Genovese Phafmacy CoufwiTlroPinnnng

r^oo

INSULIN
U-100NPH ILETIN10CC

Coupon Redeemable
at our

Amherst Store Only

Expires 10/3/78

3

tjlMMMMilitl Two per customer

Discover
our new
Senior Citizens

prescription

plan:

NOW SAVE 10% OFF
THE PRESCRIPTION
PRICES LISTED
ON THIS PAGE!

(^:^.

^-^j7%rj-^

How to join our
Genovese Senior
Citizens Plan:

H you are 60 years ot age or over, you are invited

become a member ot the Genovese Senior Citizens

Program. For complete details, stop into your near-

est Genovese Drug Store.

SENIOR CITIZEN PLAN

please present tnis cornpietea application

to your Genovese pharmacist

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
(Abbr.ti.l* Whan Nectary)

NAMElLail) (Fir.tl

Your Genovese
Pharmacist will

immediately issue

a Senior Citizens

membership card
to you upon

completion of the

application form.

ADDRESS (SIraal)

'

i : i I I : ; I 1 . I I I I I I

CITY (Tomm)

i 1 I [ iTi

I

STATE

[ i 1 I 1 I

ZtP CODE

I 1 1 I

tMwiMH (1—1)

ULIDATE OF BIRTH
,

SOCIAL SfCURITf NO.

SIGNATURE,
(I sttMl lh« Mm** Inlofmation w trtM)

. . .Because we care!

YOUR SENIOR CITIZENS
PROGRAM IS A MEANINGFUL
WAY TO INCREASE YOUR
BUYING POWER AT ALL
GENOVESE DRUG STORES.

...Because We Care !

Not responsible for typographical errors. We reserve the right to limit sales to 2 packages of any item.

Not responsible for typographical errors. We reserve the right to limit Sdles tr) 2 packages of any item.
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Hurry in for

bargains...

we have what

you want!

M

TAMPAX 40's

REG. OR SUPER,

Absorbent and comfortable |

for effective feminine

protection.

scon PAPER
NAPKINS

300 CT.

PLANTERS
PEANUTS

DRY R0ASTEJ2
16 OZ.

GILLEnE
TRAC 11 BLADES

5's

FIRELOGS

Bums 3 hours

II
A great value on
kitchen napkins

1.09
iW

Reg.

1.39 99 69t

A naturally delicious treat

for anytime snackin'

Get the smooth close shaves

of these twin blades

Non-toxic, safe for cooking

PAPER
PLATES
9"-100 CT^B

69 Reg. 89^

Quality white plates are

great for parties. •1

G.E. HOUSEHOLD
BULBS

4 PACK SOFT WHITE

1.299
60, 75 or 100 Watt Reg. 1.89

BESSER
TRASH BAGS

40's

1.97
Reg. 2.97

^W

FOAM
CUPS

6 3/4 OZ. 50 CL

Large capacity foam cups

are made for hot or cold

beverages

PLASTIC

DRIP DRY
HANGERS

10-

n

^^ R«g. 254 M.

Plastic coated hangers won't
rust or snag clothes. Excellent

for all hangables

PLASTIC
SHOE BOX

2 *1
£iFOR I R*fl. SM

Stores shoes, anything, away
from dust and dirt.

By Gotham

julations this advertising does not apply 'O the prescription, or professional services.

for tvpooraphical errors. We reserve the right to lim.t sales to 2 packages of any itenn
. _^^^^
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AUTOMOTIVE SPECIALS

^̂i
1

,Pi "i^
>^§sS ^W)

^

Now
Only

HYDRAULIC
JACK

49.
reg. 59.95

Heavy-duty Vh ton capacity jack
makes home car maintenance
easy! Has quick action release
valve, lifts from 5-15" high.

t<:^:^
/
CZDl\

PRESTONE 11 OR ZEREX

ANTI-FREEZE/COOLANT

2.99 •8
reg 3.89

For year-round radiator pro-

tection in your car.

ADJUSTABLE
JACK STANDS

5.49Now
Only m.

or 2.99 each

Heavy duty Vk" diameter tubirtg

holds up to 3,000 lbs. Fully adj-

ustable - 4 positk>ns. ^^172

?C_-.

•0W-. 10W-30

MOBIL OIL

10W30

2KS$1
Stock up now I Multi-viscosity

oil for your car's engine.

Now
Only

21^ TON
CAR RAMPS

URR
reg. 18.88 pr.

Steel car ramps make home auto

repairs easy. Holds up to 5,000
lbs. "Z" beam construction

STP GAS TREATMENT 1 2 OZ.

OR OIL TREATMENT 15 OZ.

99
YOUR
CHOICE
Add with every tank of gas or

with each oil change. Lubricates

and cleans.

ea.

STACKING
DESK TRAY

II

reg. 2.50

Plastic tray for desk top

sorting and filing.

#282

DESKMATE
ORGANIZER

2.89
reg. 3.95

Decorative plastic organizer

for office, den, kitchen or

workshop. #288

I uESK SUP»'Lit:5

MESSAGE
RACK

DESK DRAWER
ORGANIZER

"'l=>i1'<H<U

15% OFF
MFG. SUG. PRICE

KAYWOODIE
YELLOW BOLE

MEDICO

PIPES!

BORKUM RIFF

<^-^i.x 12 OZ. TIN

TOBACCO

3.33
Quality blended tobaccos for great smoking
pleasure.

ROBERT BURNS

TIPARILLOS

50'S

2.77
The sexy little cigars with

the big tobacco taste.

BLANKETS!

BLANKETS
by ESSEX

\# 1000-2

72" X 84" double woven blanket fits

double bed . Is warm and washable.

AUTOMATIC
ELECTRIC

BLANKET

24.99
72" X 86" Single control, solid color, c

#80931 double bed blanket. j



COSMETIC SPECIALS

Cover

NAIL SLICKS
Trial Size

44 REG. 59c

Glossy nail polish gives your
nails that sexy wet look.

Cover Girl

PROFESSIONAL
MASCARA

Trial Size

77lula prevent

Reg. 89c

Special formula prevents dumpirtg,
keeps lashes long all day.

BONNE BELL

TEN-0-SIX

LOTION

3.9a
16 OZ.

eg. 6.00

^>

J"

JEAN NATE
MOISTURIZING
BODY LOTION

^
2.33 19 OZ.

Moisturizes your skin, makes
it soft and loveiy.

JONTUE
COLOGNE

2% OZ.

4,44nnocent but iniriiThei
fragrance you'll love.

igumg

LOVE'S CHARLIE
BABYSOFT COLOGNE

TOTE SPRAY

2.99
Reg. 3.50

Contains:

1.5 OZ. Body Mist

2.5 OZ. Body Lotion
2.5 oz. Foaming Bath

REVLON
ETERNA 27
CREAM

6 0Z.

FAMOUS
MAKER

LIPSTICKS

9. I I

The young, sexy
scent from Revlon.

Unique moisturizing skin

creme with progenitin keeps

skin healthy and soft.

69^
Beautiful lipsticks in

assorted colors and shades

GREAT LASH
MASCARA

1.59
Makes your. lashes thick,

full and gorgeous.

Maybelline

BLOOMING
nni nRS
EYES

SHADOW

Highlights your eyes

with soft, glowing shades
of color. Easy to brush on.1. I I

MaybeKne

BRUSH
BLUSH

II
Brush-on blush that beautifies

your face.

Maybelline

EYE b LIP

STYLER/PENCIL

1.47
Enhances the beauty

of your eyes and lips.

Reg. 3.50

CAMERA & WATCH SPECIALS

20% Off
MFG. SUG. PRICES

ALL TIMEX
WATCHES

Choose from a large selection of ladles and
men's fine watches. Values from 12.95 and
and up.

SAVE ON
KODAK FILM
WITH PROCESSING

BY UVING COU)R LABS
Clio C126
12 exposures

C110C126
20 exposures

CI 35
24 exposures

2.99 3.99 4.99
Save time and money. Return film with prepaid

envelope to Genovese Drugs. We carry Kodak,
Polaroid, and Vivitar Cameras.

POLAROID SX-70 INSTANT FILM
POLAROID S« ?0 LAND MlM

QUALITY INSTANT FILM FOR

POLAROID INSTANT CAMERAS

LIMIT 2

POLAROID
ONE STEP
INSTANT
CAMERA

29.99
Simple, easy to use instant camera takes beautiful

pictures automatically.

KODAK
TELE-EKTRA

1 CAMERA

24.88
Reg. 28.88 Just aim and shoot, no settings to make.

Has 22-mm lens for normal, 44-mm for telephoto

shots.

KODAK X-15
INSTAMATIC

CAMERA

15.99
Reg. 16.99 Easy to use camera take sharp, clear

pictures or slides, accepts drop-in film (126 size)

cartridge.

mJt

KODAK
'THE HANDLE"

INSTANT
CAMERA
OO4.W

Reg. 26.88. Grab onto a great value! Kodak's

lowest priced instant camera takes great-looking

pictures. ::^K-2

KODAK
COLORBURST
100 INSTANT

CAMERA

32.^°II
Reg. 35.88. Automatically takes beautiful instant

pictures; has auto exposure and motorized print

K̂odak ^
Ektral

I"ar

KODAK
EKTRA-1
CAMERA

OO
18. II

Reg. 21.88. Just aim and shoot this great little

camera! Takes flipflash pictures up to 16 feet away.

CHARGE YOUR PURCHASES! I

ItoKMnmcM s

Due to state regulations this advertising does not apply to the prescription or professional services. Not responsible for typographical errors.

We reserve the right to limit sales to 2 packages of any item.
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GRAND OPENING SAVINGS AT GEN(
>

-niMMidwgti

GRAND OPENING
COUPONS

tVESE DRUG3! GRAND OPENING SA'

REDEEMABLE AT
OUR AMHERST
STORE ONLY

ENOVE^ ' WEDNESDAY COUPON
trir(nn^(nniw^

C(ENOIIES!

FREE
WITH THIS COUPON

GENOVESE BRAND
BOOK MATCHES

r TO THE

JS\FWST 500 )

e ^OULTS

»^* j_»

BOX OF 50 I
VALID SEPT. 27 ONLY g

mMMsmMpm awtomef

jg^y^sYff^lTHORSDAY COUPON iTQinnnnnnM^

FREE
WITH THIS COUPON

GENOVESE

p i

s

m3MMM:^ One

BRAND FILiy»r^^

VALID SEPT. 2S ONLY ^^ULTs

per curtoiwy 1

£

z

lOVt^
4Y COUPON )m^'~^^':(^'^

FREE
«=»,

c=«^

WITH THIS COUPON

GENOVESE
BRAND 16 oz

ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL ^
VALID SEPT. 29 ONLY g

ENOVESt
SATURDAY COUPON MO^Mi

FREE gj

WITH THIS COUPON

GENOVESE BRAND
MULTIPLE VITAM'*»^

100 TABLETS / To rucX
VALID SEPT. 30 ONLY

WMMM^m 0«w Pw cwtower

SUNDAY COUPON t OiTS'lfOTgBii

FREE
WITH THIS COUPON

^, OGILVIEHAIR

fSU'^o ) REPAIR LOTION
ADULTS/ % OZ. $1.50 RETAIL

VALID OCT. 1 ONLY

u?JMuMMkja| ftw pir

ENOVESE

MONDAY COUPON nnnjwff

FREE
<=^

S^

S
txl

WITH THIS COUPON

GENOVESE BRAND
FEVER THERMOMETEfi

ORAL or RECTAL
^OlTSyvALID OCT. 2 ONLY

jMilMJlMilli 0^ ptr cmlewir [MMMIlilB

J

1

I

fSKKKmricmX TUESDAY COUPON ifwywwjnRS

FREE

I

WITH THIS COUPON

29^ TUSSY TRIAL

SIZE DEODORANT
ADULTS

VALM> OCT. 3 ONLY

§MMgMftMi| Ow pm cwtwiif \\

S

WEDNESDAY COUPON InnB

FREE
WITH THIS COUPON

GENOVESE BRAND
MOUTHWASH 16 OZ.

^K

ADULTS
VALID OCT. 4 ONLY

SMMMMJUl Owe per cmtoniif 1

I

5

i

Not responsible lor typographical errors. We reserve the right to limit sales »o 2 packages of any item.
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Faculty plans 'illegarconference
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Plans yesterday continued to move ahead
for a "state of the university" conference
scheduled for Wednesday, despite an
administrative threat of legal action to stop
the "unlawful" event.

Today marks the expiration of a union-
imposed two-week deadline for a tentative

contract settlement. When the union
imposed the deadline to protest stalled

contract talks it vowed to take unspecified
job action should it not be met.
"Because of the crises at the university

brought about by the contract stalemate in

the collective bargaining process," a union
-statement said, "the Massachusetts
Society of Professors has invited all

members of the university community... to
a day-long conference on the state of the
university."

The two sides have been negotiating since

last summer on what will be the faculty's

first collective bargaining agreement.
Meanwhile, it was unknown yesterday
how many faculty members would cancel
classes and attend the conference as the
union requested them to. A number of

faculty yesterday were reported to have
already cancelled classes. Support was
allegedly strongest in the economics and
history departments, and weakest in

business and science departments.

A number of students yesterday called the
Collegian offices inquiring if classes were
cancelled for Wednesday.

A September 21 memo from Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery to provosts, deans,

and department heads and chairmen said it

"has widely been reported that at a

meeting, sponsored by the Massachusetts
Society of Professors,... faculty members
voted to cancel classes on Wed-

nesday...and hold a conference to discuss
contract negotiations.

"We have been advised," the memo
continued, "that the concerted can-
cellation of classes... is an unlawful
vvithholding of services."

The memo said the union has been ad-

vised to cancel the conference, and that

"appropriate legal action" would be taken
to prevent the "work stoppage." .

However, union President Jarnes E.

Cathey said the memo was incorrect.

"The motion read to convene classes in

the auditorium," he said. "If we did vote to

cancel, it would have been illegal."

The Campus Center auditorium is the

conference site .

It is believed Wednesday's conference
may attract more people than would
another job action, such as a sick-in, due to

what many people call the "unique" nature
of the event Cathev said many faculty

members see the conference as being
different from a typical job action.

Major portions of the conference include:

-a keynote address at 10:10 a.m. by
philosophy professor Robert Paul Wolff,
entitled "What is to be Done- -Reflections

on the State of the University and Possible
Futures."

an address at 11 a.m. by history

professor Leonard Richards on "The Status
of the Contract.

"

-an address at 1:55 p.m. by Brad Klein of
the Graduate Student Employees Union on
"Student Views and Student Roles."
Numerous other workshops and

presentations are also scheduled.

The MSP is the Amherst unit of th«
faculty union, and together with the
Faculty Staff Association at the U Mass-
Boston campus, represents some 1900
faculty members.

Anti-union movementgains faeuttysupport
By OENISE MINOR
Collegian Staff

A letter calling for the decertification of
the faculty union has been mailed this week
to all faculty members of the UMass-
Amherst and Boston campuses.
The letter is being circulated by Joseph S.

Larson, a professor in the forestry depart-
ment, who has been collectina anti-union
signature cards since last spring. Larson
says he has 330 cards so far, and claims this

is about as many faculty members as there
are in the union. Six-hundred cards are

needed to begin de-certification pro-

ceedings.

Massachusetts Society of Professor*
President James B'. Cathey, however,
estimetes that there are now about 450
members in the union.

Decertification begins under
Massachusetts law when 30 percent of

people in the bargaining unit sign cards
against the union, according to William
Blanning of the Massachusetts Labor Rela-

tions CorVimission. The commission then
holds investigative hearings, and a recall

electioin is set up if one is found to be war-
ranted, he said.

Second alleged rape ends
rehabilitation program
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

The UMass Advocate program will be
shut down this week as a result of an arrest

and arraignment yesterday of a program
member on charges of rape, assault and
battery, and burglary of a 70-year-old
woman, the program director said yester-

day.

Kenneth L. Maclntyre, 17, of 11 University
Park Apartments, pleaded innocent to the
charges; he is the second member of the
program to be arraigned on rape charges in

Hampshire County District Court this

month.
Maclntyre is accused of raping a 70-year-

old woman yesterday morning in her
Belchertown Road apartment, and charged
with illegally entering the apartment and
assaulting the woman with a knife.

The woman was reported in "satisfac-

tory" condition in Northampton's Cooley
Dickinson Hospital, a hospital spokesman
said yesterday.

Unemployed, Maclntyre was a participant

in the state program geared toward the
^kabilitatioin of juvenile delinquents.

>Qfre*»3llv from Boston, he also faces three
OtFh5I charges there

.

RobefrH^ ' Winston, an associate pro-

fessor in the School of Education and direc-

tor of the Advocate, jvogram, yesterday
said he and Bailey iteckson, chief ad-
ministrator of the prograWk4«iotly decided
that "the program will be pha'seTfc4own by

Oct. 1

Winston said due to the -two rapes this

month and other automobile-related in-

cidents this summer, he had no choice but

to close the 6-year-old program.
The 29-member program was phased
down to 21 members during the week
following the first arrest of a program
member for rape.

Floyzell Hall, an 18-year-old program
member, was charged with the Sept. 2 kid-

napping and rape of a 19-year old male
Amherst resident.

Winston is now working on "finding

suitable replacements for each youth."
Some will be placed in other programs^^jaftd**

some will be put in foster care.

Winston and Jackson are scheduled" to

meet today, with the central office of the

'

Department of Youth Services to make a

statement about the decision to shut down
the program, Winston said.

Winston, whose job terminates with the

program said, "Right now I'm going to

work to insure an orderly phase-out for the

youths in my oroaram and the staff."
" It's the hardest thing I've ever had to do,"

he said. "I've never closeo down one
before."

Judge Alvertus J. Morse set bail at

$50,000 cash or surity. A member of the

magistrate's office yesterday said the bail

was not made. Maclntyre is being held in

the Union St. Jail in Northampton pending
his case, which is continued to October 4.

Good day!
Cafif. plane crash

kills over 140

A PSA jetliner yesterday collided in mid-

air with a small private plane, plunged to

the ground, and killed all 136 passengers

aboard. Story, photo on page 3.

Food fight
nets arrest

An "Animal House ' type^ food fight at

UMass lead to the arrest of one of the

students involved. Page 3.

Sports
The women's tennis team yesterday

defeated Central Connecticut, 7-0, P^e
12.

Weather
Sunny today, highs in the^jwtr bO's. Fair

tonight with a low neaL-4C. Chance of rain

near ?eJO.

The letter circulated by Larson states,

"Should the union prevail it will have a
dear mandate to represent us. If a majority
of the faculty have no confidence in the
union we will have freed ourselves of

misrepresentation."

'The thing that interests me is that the
media have been giving a lot of attention to
a group of 200 out of 2000," said Larson.
The vast majority of the faculty are not
aligned either with the union or the decer-
tification effort, according to Larson.
Union officials say most faculty are

waiting to examine the first contract before

joining the union.
Jack Polidori, the MSP's chief negotiator,

said the decertification effort has weakened
the union's position at the bargaining table.

The MSP is the Amherst unit of the union,
and is affiliated with the Mass. Teachers
Association and the National Education
Association, and represents about 1200
faculty members, including librarians.

The Faculty Staff Union is the MSP's
associate union on the UMass- Boston cam-
pus, and represents about 700 faculty and
staff members.

".<'^@ "\

Perhaps a last glimpse of the sun rays as cool fall breezes move in.

(Staff photo by Dan Vullemier).
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Begin wants peace, Arabs protest

Arab leaders todisotiss

Mid-Eastpeace plan
United Press International

AMNAN, Jordan Hard line Syrian

President Hafez Assad arrives in Jordan

today for talks with King Hussein, opening

a flurry of Arab diplomatic activity crucial to

the fate of the Camp David accords

Assad's visit to Amman, announced
yesterday by the official Jordan News
Agency, will be his first in about a year and

stressed wide Arab concern over the U.S.

sponsored peace accords.

Diplomatic sources said President Carter's

rovin(j Middle East envoy, Alfred Atherton,

also planned a visit to Amman to continue a

dialogue Washington hoped will persuade

Hussein to )Oin the current peace moves
But with the Hussein Assad talks set for

today, the sources said Atherton was likely

to wait until tomorrow to visit Amman and

that the trip might be delayed even further

l)v an expected tour of key Arab states by

Hussein
The Jordanian Agency said \he talks

l)etween the king and the Syrian president

would aim at strengthening the Arab

position " Palace officials said the talks

were expected to center on the Camp
David agreements
The government controlled newspaper.

Ad Dustour said both Hussein and Assad

also were planning to visit other Arab

capitals for talks on the Camp David

agreements tJotn countries nave criticized

the accords, while keeping lines of com-
munication with Washington open.

Diplomats said the crucial stop on the

Itineraries of both Hussein and Assad
would be oil rich Saudi Arabia. The Saudis

liave Peen bankrolling Jordan, Syria and a

numt)er of other fwab states and have thus

emerged as the region's power broker.

TIk; official Jord.m news Agency said

Hussein would leave on a tour of "several

Arab states" within a few days, and palace

sources said his first stop would be Saudi

Arabia.

The Arab rjiplomatic activity follows

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance's visit to

Jordan, Saudi Arabia and Syria in a bid to

win key Arab support and convert the

Camp David accords from a separate

Egyptian Israeli pact to the basis for overall

n,iiddle East peace.

The reported Assad visit was seen as

underscoring the seriousness with which

even the Syrians were considering the

Camp David agreements. Assad has not

visited Amman since relations with Jordan

began to chill over Egypt's peace initiative

with Israel last November.
Hussein stayed neutral in the Arab war of

words over Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat's visit to Jerusalem, wh.le Syria

sharply attacked it

A wine and cheese party for engineering students to meet the deans and

facuTty of the engineering department was held yesterday m the Campus

C«nt«r. Above, some of the faculty members present.

(Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)
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Begin pleads forsurrender

ofJewish settlements
United Press Internationa/

JERUSALEM Israeli Prime Minister

Menachem Begin appealed to the people of

Israel "with an aching and grieving heart"
yesterday to surrender Jewish settlement:^

in the Sinai because "this is the road
leading to peace."
He later told coalition partners he would
resign if Parliament does not endorse the

"trameworks tor peace' reached at Camp
David, but a massive "yes" vote was
expected by mid week.
Begin opened the most crucial legislative

debate in Israel's 30 year history by urging
the 120member Knesset "in tfie supreme
national inierest" to approve the Camp
David accords, which call for Israel's with
drawal from the Sinai.

Protesters yelling "Begin traitor' massed
outsiae ms otticiai residence and about 500
Israelis from farming settlements in the
occupied West Bank of Jordan and nor-

thern Sinai rallied near parliment chanting
'Yamit is not My Lai ' Yamit is the biggest
Jewish settlement in Sinai.

A flurry of diplomatic activity that could
be crucial to the peace accords got un
derway in the Arab world.
Hard line President Hafez Assad of Syria

planned to visit King Hussein of Jordan
Tuesday and diplomatic sources said

Hussein also planned a visit to the United

States later this year. US. envoy Alfred

Atherton traveled to Iran to seek the shah's

support for the pacts.

Israeli political sources said the Knesset

was expected to approve the Camp David

agreements in a vote tomorrow, but the

session began stormily.

Begin promised Israel would never

surrender East Jerusalem to the Arabs, but

provoked opposition anger by saying he

would permit representatives of the

Palestine Liberation Organization to be

members of a council governing the oc

cupied West Bank of Jordan "if they

behave properly. " He described them as

PLO sympathizers, not members.
Opposition Labor Party leader Shimon

Peres charged Begin with fostering the

creation of a Palestinian state.

Begin's 30 minute opening address was
interrupted so many times it took him an

hour to finish it.

"With an aching and grieving heart but a

quiet conscience, I recommend that the

Knesset accept the proposal that the

government approved yesterday," Begin

said. "This is the road leading to peace."

The Cabinet endorsed the accords by an

1 1 2 vote with four abstentions Sunday.

Begin said, "The thing that hurts most is

leaving the Sinai settlements."

Tenants to argue Hahn denies illegal

family housing case campaign charges

Representatives from UMass family units

are expected to meet with subcommittees

of the UMass Board of Trustees tomorrow

to present their case in the current rent

strike by over 100 tenants at three family-

ho'ising umts.

Six of the tenants are expected to discuss

economic problems of graduate and

foreign students living in ti'e units with

members of the Budget and Finance and

Student Affairs committees. The tenants

will also list reasons why they feel the

increase passed by the trustees last May is

unfair, according to Scott Balfour, a tenant

organizer.

Balfour said photographs of possible code

violations in the apartments will be given to

the trustees, who have been asked to

review the tenant situation and report the

findings to the full board.

Robert L. Campbell, director of

Residential Resource Management, last

week said members of the Housing Office

and Environmental Health staff will also

attend the meeting of the subcommittees

Wednesday.
BETHSEGERS

George R. Hahn, . who received the

Democratic nomination for state
representative in the second Hampshire
district, yesterday denied charges that he
illegally used the name of another area

politician in his campaign advertisements.
State Rep. William A. Carey (D-

Easthampton), last week charged Hahn
with "fraud and deceit" in his political

advertising, saying he used the name of

State Rep. James G. Collins (D-Amherst)
in an advertisement in the Holyoke
Transcript-Telegram the day before last

week's primary.

Carey lost the nomination by 23 votes.

Carey said Collins had not authorized the

use of his name in the advertisement, and
that Collins' name may have cost Carey
many votes in the primary election.

Hahn at a press conference yesterday
produced a document which he said proves
Collins' authorization of the use of his

name.
Collins was unable to be reached for

comment.

Ldt^l water supply low;

use may be restricted
By PATRICIA KEEFE
Collegian Staff

The Ar^herst Board of Selectmen was
told last night that unless there is an in-

crease in rainfall, restrictive measures on

water consumption may have to be taken in

the near future.

The measures would include curtailment

of water use for lawns, farm irrigation and

washing cars. .

Town water use is at its heaviest during

ij^R v».'m months after UMass re opens in

^t^NjiO lOwti manager Lou Hayward said

"universifV*ol[^ial%ii-i:."; indicated they will

"-o operate with any "vottwja'v actions in

the near future. " Hiyward adUWh "V'^lun-

ijry watei conservation is very important

from evsry individ.-al hort'eowner, apart-

ment dweller and institution. It could be

very serious if there is no substantial rainfall

by October."
UMass uses large amounts of Amherst

water.

An added problem is that of water quality.

Hayward said an improvement m water

quality would lead to an increase in water

quantity. A new water line from the Atkins

water suoply, by cutting down on friction

less cj'-l yie. I an •"xtra 100 200,000

gallons of water per day.

P'ai s wore discussed for the development

ot a Peiham Waier Treatment P'ant and on

the status of the Lawrence Swamp Study.
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These ^liernatives, along with several

oth^^js will be brought up at the February

town meetinc,.

In other business, the board in a response

to a petition on the Walnut Woodside In-

tersection, said they wouid: request the

state to put a stop sign on North Woodside

Ave, write Amherst College and ask them

to set up a meeting with the town planner

reguarding ihe sidewalk and the trimmipg

*of shrubbery, enlarge the "Gqk^.Sfpw-

Children " sign, and consult wijh thaaCtiool

l.oird on changing the scho.oV»ous stop.

Neigtiborhood residerits ;^J#essed the need

for the sign, sayif]ig.,<»fotorists, in trying to

avoid the stqplic^s, often speed into the

intersection from a blind corner.

The Gun Study Committee presented the

results of their study entitled "Gun Usage

and Saftey in Amherst". The report, divid-

ed into a majority and a minority section,

focused on a conflict between the Norwot-

tock fish and G?>'^e Club and a resident,

whose land adjoins the club and who was

the sponsor of an article which created the

committee.
The resident has complained in the past of

shell fallout on his property. Other con-

cerns stated were that a day of "peace and

quiet
" be established to give landowners

near the club a rest from the seven-day-a-

week shooting that currently takes place at

the practice fields, as well as a concern for

the saftey <' " ' " powerline trail.

Worst US
air crash

leaves

142 dead
SAN DIEGO (UPI) - A light plane flown by

a student pilot collided with a commercial
jetliner 3,000 feet above San Diego's Lind-

bergh Field yesterday, sending both crafts

crashing into a residential area. It was
America's worst air disaster.

At least 142 people were killed, including

all 136 people aboard the Pacific Southwest
Airlines jet, the student pilot of the Cessna
172, his instructor, and at least four people
on the ground.
The planes collided about 9 a.m. PDT and

plunged to the ground, smashing through a

dozen homes in a quiet residential

neighborhood five miles from the airport.

The Boeing 727 scattered bodies on roof-

tops and backyards in its fiery path. Several

homes were completely demolished and
rescue workers could not immediately tell if

anyone was inside.

San Diego Police Chief Bill Kolender said,

"We don't know how many were killed for

sure. The intense heat of the fires didn't

leave much of anything."
The PSA jet, a morning commuter flight

from Sacramento and Los Angeles, was
approaching the San Diego airport at the
time of the crash.

The Cessna, owned by Gibbs Flying Ser-

vice, was being flown by student pilot

Marine Gunnery Sgt. David Lee Boswell,

3b, of Oceanside, Calif., accompanied by
an unidentified instructor, according to Bill

Gibbs, owner of the flying service.

A Marine spokesman said Boswell already

held several pilot's licenses, including a

commercial mutli-engine license, and was
taking instrument flight lessons.

The Cessna had left another San Diego
airport, Montgomery Field, about a half

hour before the crash and was on an instru-

ment approach to Lindbergh Field. It hit the

ground eight blocks away from the jet.

PSA said the 727 left Sacramento at 7:20

a.m. and made a stop in Los Angeles. It

carried at least 129 passengers, including 19

PSA employees, and a crew of seven. The
airline said it was possible there were more
passengers, because there were still 11

"Space-available" seats after all scheduled
passengers boarded in Los Angeles.
The death toll exceeded the fatalities in

the worst previous U.S. air accident, a colli-

sion of two commercial planes over New
York City in December, 1960, which took
134 lives. The worst air disaster ever was
the collision of two jumbo jets in Tenerife,

Canary Islands, on March 27, 1977, whicfi

took 582 lives.

The Rev. James Clifford, a teacher at St.

Augustine's High School several blocks

from the crash site, said he saw the two
planes before they collided. "The small

plane looked like it was ascending slightly

at the same time the 727 was descending
for its approach," he said. "Right then I

said, they look too close. The next thing

they hit and exploded into a ball of fire."

After the collision, Phil Hopkins, another
witness, said he saw the 727 "smoking on
the right side.

"The right engine was burning and it ex-

ploded into a fireball ... and spiraled to the

ground.

Grad student senate

to pay credit union debt

SAN DIEGO " A PSA jet with 136 passengers aboard, its

right wing afire, plunges toward a San Diego residential

neighborhood yesterday only fiv9 miles short of the airport.

The jet collided with a Cessna-172 at 3,000 feet, and the col-
lision was the worst air disaster in U.S. history. (UPI)

The 727 smashed into a row of homes,
destroying about 10 in the initial impact and
fire and damaging half a dozen more. Some
were completely demolished, and the plane
disintegrated on impact.

"There were bodies lying everywhere,"
said Barry Fitzsimmons, a photographer for

the San Diego Evening Tribune. "A block
of homes was on fire. It was horrible. The
only thing you could see of the plane was a

PSA engine. All the other wreckage ap-

peared to level the whole block."

Bill Robinson, of the San Diego Police

Department, said some looting incidents

were reported and several persons were ar-

rested.

"They're coming to steal the watches,
wallets and anything that might be of value

from the passengers of the crash," Robin-

son said.

Residents of the neighborhood were said

to be mostly elderly persons.

Food fight arrest made
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

A UMass student involved in a food fight

Friday night pleaded innocent yesterday

morning in Hampshire County District

Court to charges of disturbing the peace.

Kevin P. McShane, 20, of 424 McKimmie
Dorm, was arrested by UMass police in

Berkshire Dining Commons Friday evening.

McShane was throwing food, plates, and

broken glasses, according to Victor A.

Keedy, director of Berkshire Dining

Commons.
Keedy, who called the police Friday night,

said he will report fights "if I determine

that it endangers the students and help

eating here.

"People had come back from happy hour

and were drunk," he said. ''This kid was an
instigator.

Keedy said about six students were in

volved, but McShane was the only one the

^

police caught. "Everyone took off in

separate directions," he said.

Director Of Security Gerald T. O'Neil said

the police will arrest students involved in

the fights when things "get out of hand."
"I don't like tne idea ot them throwing

food around," he said. "There are people

even in Amherst who are starving," he
said.

Dean of Students William F. Field said

"we are considering whether or not it's

appropriate to enter on-campus judiciary

proceedings."
The proceedings could result in the

student's suspension, probation, being

placed in jeopardy, begin assigned to a

work penalty, or given a warning. Field

said.

"We've had cycles of these things," Field

said, "People get so sick of them that they

stop."
I guess "Animal House" was

irresistable," he said.

By SHERI SCULL Y
Collegian Staff
The Graduate Student Senate last night
passed a motion to pay the computer costs
of the Student Federal Credit Union, a
figure estimated at $5,400 over six months.
The Finance Committee will report back to

the senate next week after consideration of
the motion before payment can begin,
scheduled for Oct. 1.

Ann Smith, representing the credit union,
said the union would be in danger of
closing should the aid not be given. She
also said the senate would not be expected
to grant another substantial loan to the
credit union.

Monte Pearson, vice president of the

senate proposed a resolution to hire

Dorothy Howard to study the problems
facina older students on campus.
"This campus is designed for a person who

is 18 and living in a dormitory," he said."

Pearson said UMass needs a student run
organization for the older students, sinc^'

the demise of the Counseling Assistance-
for Older Students program. He also listed

possible functions of the organization,
including: counseling services, an older

students lounge, a resource-referral file,

and a family-planning unit. The senate
would allocate approximatly $2,000 for the
project should it be enacted.

The senate currently is negotiating with

the student Government Association to

hold a campus wide election to include

graduate students for the student
representative to the Board of Trustees.

The trustees include one student
representative.

Elections for the senate Finance Com-
mittee were also scheduled for the

meeting, but results were not available at

press time.

Central area allocates funds;

will pay snack bar debt
By DEBRA RETH SANTA
Collegian Staff

Allocation of the Central Area Council's

$14,996 budget was made last night when
the new representatives met for the first

time.

Most of Greenough Snack Bar's $5,300
debt vtfjil be assumed by the counciL The
snack bar will pay back $4,500 'its 'net

profits for the firsr two semesters and 40
percent each semester following until the-

debt is recovered.

Forty percent of all pinbaH receipts will

also be paid to the council.

The council also appropriated $500 to its

Woa.'^n's and Third World Centers, Funds

will not be appropriated for the Men's
Center until representatives from the center

present a budget proposal.

Central area's craft shop requested $2300
but was appropriated only $2100. A
representative for the shop, Cynthia

Cavanaugh, expressed concern about
ordering craft supplies for the Christmas
season. The council said the shop will be
able to expend some of next semester's
funds in order to cover high Christmas
supply costs.

The council is still looking for a Central

Area resident to serve as a judge on the
Judiciary Board Those interested should
contact the council president.
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1000-year-oldritual
Editor's note: This is the first in a three-part
series on Chinese footbindmg Part I is a
description of the footbindmg process.

By CHRIS DECKER
Collegian Staff

In 10th century China, under the reign of

Emperor Li Yu, there began a

cosmeticieation ritual called "footbindmg.

"

Generally first performed on women
children during their fifth year, footbindmg
became a widely practiced custom that

lasted ten centuries until 1939, when it

was outlawed
In her book Woman Hating, feminist

authoi Andrea Dworkm (inscribes tlie

s
'^

Reprinted from Woman Hating by An
drea Dworkin

I

'• •,! hv WtiH h )t

vAitis reduced tu j iLiiyin d' v\\vi- ci 'our

inches bv ticjhtiv lundincj it with a long

^loth. OstfiMlily (jt'itutf-nt'd on women for

(cosmetic rt:ai.onb. bound feet were

^ipnled and excruciatingly painful,' ac

1 ornirrq^o Dworkm
All (•i<i'^r*v rtimese woman." Dworkin

vvrt^^ 1 rt as 1934, remembered
vividly tHT i hildtiood experience

Born into an old fasfiiOned family as

P mg hsi, I was inflicted with tKe' pain of

footbindmg when I was seven years old I

was an active child who liked to )ump

about, but fiom then on my free and op

timistic nature vanished.
Bmdirjp started in the second lunar

month. I wept and hid in a neighbor's
home, but Mother found me, scolded me,
and dragged me home. She shut the
bedroom door, boiled water, and from a
box withdrew binding, shoes, knife,
needle, and thread. She then bent my toes
toward the t'lantar with a binding cloth ton
feet long and two inches wide, doing the
right foot first and then the left. She
finisfied binding anr) ordered m(! to walk,
but when I did the pain proved unbearable.

My feet felt on fire and I couldn't aleep
Whenever I ate fish or freshly killed meat,
my feet would swell and the pus would
drip Mother wiped them She told me that

only with the removal of the flesh coulrl my
feet become slender

It took two years to achieve the three

ii>ch model Four of my toes became curled

in like so many dead caterpillars: no out

sider would have ever believed that they

belonged to a human being My shanks
weie thin, my feet became humped, ugly,

and odifr;rouh How I envied the natural

footed'"

Til. f'Kjtliiinlmg process, needless to say,

lir I ,!i( .illy impaired a woman's ability to

walk Dworkin writes: 'The footbound
womdn hobbled along, leaning on a cane,

aciamsi a wall, against a servant She was
actually falling with every step and alching

herself witti the next "

The minds of footbound women were as

1 oiiti.H It <i as their feet," according to

Dwoikin
Part II will examine some implications of

footbindmg.

The Playboy conflict

ByELLENLAFLECHE
Collegian Staff

Last Thursday, Gail Stanton, a Playboy
magazine playmate, appeared at the
Newsstand, a bookstore on University

Drive, to promote sales of magazines some
call pornographic.

Stanton was greeted by about 20 women
who said they were protesting the "selling

of women's flesh, " but she was also

greeted by five times as many men who
were there to see her or the new newsstand
or to get autographed copies of f^ayboy

Notices
CHESS CLUB
Meeting tonite at 7:30 p m
Campus Center 802 all players

are welcome, please bring sets

and clocks as only a limited

number are availafjie

NEW STUDENTS PROGRAM
Sunitncr Onefit.ilion Lost

(tiii f iiiifiii Any riew Stud»'nt

Jtl drt.i'i i' I li ir ' 'I
I

Sijnimer (jnent.itiDii. pli^ast;

I onta<:t New Student's Pro
qram ?25 Bfjrkshire' M .r

call 545 0333 before 0( I o

UPC PRODUCTIONS
mI meeting ti i 'I'm usn
iiq David Joti.Hisen uiui

imth shfjws tonight at

Check UPf: office or

, iS Center scliedulmq
sh'''t t t' tortm nurnl)er

Sept 20 26

Little Me, Maria
Strangelove 7:30

Lollipop Palace
8:50

ijnder 21 not admitted

UMASS HANG GLIDING
CLUB

First meeting All members
or interested pedijlc show up

We have Two kites <.ind |)liin to

!)uymor' Wed b 27, Campus
Center \Cii 7 30 p m

ULF
Bre.td ,1'wl vM(... ,ii UCF All

dr^Wc' ' t iMtt ( ( ii'i

miiniiHi ; . ,i ..;.i ...jht lonin .*'

8 30 |) m .11 UCF , 428Stu'|. [•

Uiiuii C.impus Minister P.'te

S.ili'v wi!l In' the Ci'lf'tjr.uif

To all foreign students and

friends: the International

Students Assoc, will hold a

general meeting on this Wed.,
Sept. 27 in Campus Center

Rm. 165 at 7:30 p.m. See you
there.

Analysis

The efforts of the protestors were met with

giggles from the men, some of which
shouted, "We're going to rape you "

The debate over whether publications

such as Playboy. Uui,an(i Hustler are of any

"redeeming social value," or merely

represents re-enforcements of sexual

violence against- women, has been along
and bitter one. There are liberals who
conceed that the content of Larry Flynt's

Hustler is indeed severe enough to warrant

the label obscene, but the same liberals will

academically refer to Playboy as 'tasteful

art." or "serious attempts to portray the

beauty of the human body."

Businessmen can proudly carry f^ayboy in

their attache case, and so respectable^

indeed, is Playboy that our most m^al
president, Jimmy Carter, granted an in-

terview to Playboy, as have other figures

such as California Governor Ed Brown and
black militant Eldridge Cleaver.

Liberal middle ^tess males will excuse a

purchase of Playboy by citing its "good
articles " or "concise political analyses

"

Feminists and others say a closer

examination, however, reveals that

Playboy and Hustler do the same: Exploit

women's lives and bodies.

For the feminists, a long road lies ahead in

combatting what they call exploitation.

They will need to convince people that

publications such as Playboy and torture

Analysis

chamber displays at local fairs are linked

witfi violence and oppression against

women. They will need to show that, at the

very least, pornography re enforces sex

lole stereotypes, and contributes to an

environment where exploitation and rape of

women is condoned. But most of ill, they

will have to work

INTERNAFIONAL STUDENT
ASSOCIATION

Invites all foreign students
anfl friends to >i , eneral
nu'fMmg to be held on Wed.
Sept 27 111 Campus Center
165 169 at 7 30p n^

NOW
Tlu' Himpstiiri Franklin

Ch.ipter of 1 1 i> N.ition.il

Or (j.in i/<n lori fur Wrjmen
'I ts I. iiMiitii av ,ii 7 1 1 IT :n

'
' ''''.

i w I 'Z.

ERA
JiM iissioii ,H1'! It'tter vvritinr)

Final
Extension!

Must Close
October 22.
Tickets On Sale

Today

Richard Kilev

(Tbr laipoMiM* Otcam')

^WHO'S WHO^
in American Colleges

and Universities

JR'S & SR'S

VSN I MHlDlJIl luM

n ; (11 1'V

l

Pick up applications

in Room 420, Student Union

Must be returned by
October 10

Student Government
Association

=/

Saturday MalineeiOnlir lohnReiidon

rar oi the Metropolitan Opera will pla»

the role ol Don Quiiote Richard Hiley

niays all Sunday Matinees

[ml AIKI ( HAK
617)426 HIKl

Tickets aKo at TICKETRON

Group Sales 482 0406

MUSIC HALL
TMTramonlSl Boaton

#

4

* n

LOOSE ^^

CABOOSE
Sept. 27 7:30

Pines Theatre

Look Park

Rt. 9, Northampton

Seating on the lawn

Admission $2

For info, call 584-2223

^V/tLVr

MELBRook5
'i'^..- ''*"'^t^*"

^^

Don DiLutsc

Saturday. September 30 1978 @ 8 00 p m

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Tickets on sale at the

Fine Arts Center Box Office

and all Ticketron outlets

Prices UMass Amherst students S2 and $3

General Public $3 and $4

CCA
n"-'

Q^"-'
to"
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Evidence lacking in

Kennedy conspiracy
WASHINGTON (DPI) - Tapping giant charts with wooden

pointers, three teams of investigators yesterday painstakingly
presented evidence aimed at demolishing conspiracy theories
about the assassination of John F. Kennedy.

But in testimony likely to encourage assassination buffs, one
of the teams conceded it failed to reach an agreerQpnt on a
photo of v\/hat appears to be a man with a rifle ato^lh^r^Jly
knoll at the scene of the assassination.

The panels of photographic, anthropological and ,^a^CLj
writing experts lectured the House Assassinations' Cominitte«
classroom style in the final week c'f ^ month-long sefeS ql
public hearings on the 15-year-old assassination.
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Collegian rejects

women's page
The Collegian staff last night rejected a recommenda-

tion from a chancellor St commission to devote 3 Vz

pages per week in the paper exclusively to women's
news.

The vote was 64-6.

The staff also voted to leave standing the current
policy of devoting 40 column inches, or about three-
quarters of a page, per day to women's news.

The Chancellor's Commission on Women's News was
set up last spring, after 75 women occupied the Col-

legian offices for 12 days.

The occupiers said they were protesting the lack of
women's news in the Collegian.

The commission was made up of two Collegian staf-

fers, two members of the group of women who oc-
cupied the offices, and three faculty members.

The Commission's report was non binding, according
to the agreement reached between the Collegian and
the protesters last spring.

Notices

^aisico

ASIAN AMERICAN STU-
DENT ASSOCIATION
Meetings will be held every

Thursday, 7 p.m. in the Cam-
pus Center. Next meeting will

be Sept. 28 Thursday, 7 p.m.
Campus Center 174-176.
Everyone is invited.

SKI CLUB
Ski Club meeting tomorrow,

8 p.m. Mahar Aud. Member
ships, films and general info.

Everyone welcome.
The Alternative Learning Pro

gram on campus at UMass is

looking for volunteers to teach
classes for the fall semester.
Volunteers can earn credit for
teaching in the program, and
are needed in all subject areas.

The program operates
Monday Friday from
8:30-2:30 UMass students
wishing to participate in this

experience should drop by any
time during the week between
these hours. Those wishing to

have a head start when they
come should write a brief

description of their ideas for

the course they wish to teach.
For information call 545 2584.

UMASS AIKIKAI #459
Classes in Japanese Martial

Art -Beautiful, flowing
movements are used as
defense; discipline and better

yourself Wed. and Fri. 7-9

p.m. Sun. 46 p.m. Boyden
Wrestling Room. Beginners
welcome.
FOUND
Man's Swiss wrist watch on

ground near Goessman 9/21.

Call 665 2462 to claim.

JUGGLERS!
Come juggle with us! Wed.

Sept. 27 8 p.m., downstairs
Campus Center (next to
escalators).

UCF
Biblical Exploration at UCF.

"Liberation in Paul" will focus
on Paul's anti-female
statements and challenge their

authority, based on Paul's
other writings. Tonite,
7:30 8:30 p.m. in 428 Student
Union. All are welcome.
UMASS HOCKEY CLUB
Attention all those interested,

in working in the club ad-
ministration. There will be a
meeting on Wednesday Sept.
27 in Herter 106at 8D.m.

Wednesday Night

ALL BOTTLE BEER 5c
Busch, Miller, Bud, Schlitz, Miller Lite, Pabst

From 8 to 9

Tequila Sunrise 50c from 9 to 10

- Thursday Night

lO GALLON NIGHT
30 gallons of gas in prizes

from Quonset Exxon given away
3 prizes of 10 gallons each

8 9:30 Gin & Tonic 50c
9:30 10 Rum & Coke 50c
(99c cover Thurs. only)

Free munchies all night •

253-9214
Proper attire required

Route 9, Amherst/Hadley line

Universitv of MossachuSv-tts/ An^ht-rst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Ballet
Folklorico
M^xicano

"Colorful panorama — company of 35

dancers, singers and musicians"

Wednesday, September 27 8pm
FINE /RTS CENfER ONCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale

General public — S7, 6, 5. U/V\ass students — $5,

4, 3. Senior citizens and other students — S6, 5, 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545 251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.

I

t
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SKIING IN SEPTEMBER?

not yet...

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

UMASS SKI CLUB

9 a.m. -5 p.m.

Wed , Thurs , Mon , Tuos , Wed
Sept 20, 21. 25, 26, 27

CampiLs Center Concourse
(next 10 Univifiiitv Store)

inforrnat!On, nnovies. .

First club meeting-Wed., Sept. 27. 8.00 p.m., Mahar Aud.

ITS ALL "DOWNHILL " FROM HERE!

jl9|C)|c:|C^iC«:MC)|C9|C:|C)MC*:|C)|C)|C9|C3|e9|ep|C)|c4C)|C*4^^

i
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MonQtaineering *4.

Mountaineering^ is a skill

of timing as well as tech.

nique. The wrong
moment, like the
wrong method,
marks the gap
between
amateur ajid

aficionado. So the
key to successful mountaineer-
ing is to choose the occasions
wisely ajid well. When, then, is

it appropriate to slowly quaJEf^

the smooth, refreshing
mountains of Busch Beer?

Celebrations, ofcourse,
are both expected and ex-

cellent opportunities to

test your mountaineering
mettle. Indeed, on major
holidays it is vutually

mandatory
to do so.

Imagine
,ushering
in the
fiscal new
year or
com-
memo-
rating

Calvin C.

Coolidge's

birthday
or throw-

ing caution to the wind during
Take-A-Sorghum-To-Lunch
Week without the
benefit ofBusch.A
disturbing pros-

pect at best.

On the
other hand, not
every event need
be as signifi-

cant as those
outlinedabove.

Tj*.

*# -TT

Small
victories like exams passed,

papers completed or classes

attended are equally
acceptable.
Remember the
mountain-
eer's motto:
matricula-
tion is

celebration
Interper-

sonal relation
ships are aJso

meaning-
ful times. There are
few things finer than
taking yoiir compan*
ion in hand and head
ing for the mountains,
transcending the ho-

hum and hum-drum
in favor of a romantic
R^R Naturally,

couples who share the

pleasures of mountaineering
run the risk ofbeing labeled
social climbers. But such
cheap shots are to be ignored.
They are the work of cynics,
nay-sayers and chronic
malcontents.

Similarly, the ambience
of an athletic afternoon (e.g.

The Big Game) is another
ideal moment. Downing
the mountains elevates
the morale of the fan and,
hence, the team. There-
fore, ifyou care at ail about

the outcome, it is your duty to
mountaineer.

When should one not
enjoy the invlgoration of the
mountains? Here, you'U be
happy to learn, the list is

much briefer.

Mountaineering is

considered
declasse
with

dessert,

improper
during judi-

cial proceed-
ings andjust

plain foolish while
crop dusting around

power lines. Ottierwise,

as the hot-heads of the
sixties used to say, "Seize

the time!"

%"

*y#:j.'

MoimtAinetii-in^, is the sciericr arut art, of di-inkin^ Bii.s«;h The Lerni (n!^iiiat-t3S due to the snowy, icy peaks sported

by the lalx^l oiitsidp and |H'i'[>*'tuaU'S duf t< > the ci >ld. naturally refreshing taste inside. ( cf. lessons 1.2 aind 3. )

Don t just reach for a beer. i Head for the mountains.

Editorial / Opinion
More ads, but still a bargain

Perhaps you are among the many
people on campus who have noticed

that the Collegian seems to have
more space devoted to advertisements
this year than last. That's a correct

observation, and we would like to ex-

plain what's behind it.

The Collegian is a student
newspaper, but it's also a business of

some $300,000 per year. Like all

businesses, we are required to stick to

our annual budget, or go bankrupt.

Well, it seems that up until last

semester, when a new business
manager took over here, no one had
kept an account of how much money
the Collegian was spending on

anything but the actual printing of the

paper. The Student Activities office,

which keeps a computer record of

spending by student groups, was three

months behind on its printouts until

this summer. Sud^ieijlv it wa%
discovered that thiff'Xollegian was
$70,000 ii^dSbt, excluding a large

chunk of money that delinquent adver-

tisers hadn't paid.

The consequences of such a debt
were rather simple: either the Col-

legian would have to make up the loss

of the past two years, or students

would have to pay for the deficit. Since
the entire Student Activities system is

in shaky financial shape, and because

Student Activities fees rose sharply not

very long ago, there wasn't much
choice. The Collegian will have to get

out of the red by increasing advertising

revenue.

The way ad revenue is increased is to

make advertising a larger portion of the

space in each issue. That lowers the

relative printing cost. And hence
papers feel a little lighter and have
more ads.

Making back the money will require

"tighter" papers for two years. But

while the paper may suffer some for

the higher concentration of adver-

tisements, we hope to make up 'for it

with more comprehensive local

coverage and a greater commitment to

all sectors of the University population.

Please rest assured that a deficit

won't happen again -regu*«r accoun-
ting procedures have been instituted in

order to prevent future overspending.

The Collegian costs students
somewhere around two doNars a year

(a bit more than a penny an issue).

Whether you think that's a bargain is,

of course, up to you. We just want to

stress the fact that it won't be any less

a bargain because of a few more ads
every day.

All unsigned editorials represent
the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Directors.

To the Editor:
Stereotyped keep

social order

To th^>tWtor:
/ \^as Impressed by the perception and

•natunty nf Jithe Melrose's argument iil Fri

day's paper ahnur how men mistreat
women She timught up some very valid

points but in one wav I believe, it was
misleading One could inter Irom it, as well
as from the fight for women's pages, the

protest in Amherst at the Newstand, and

similar women's nghts happenings, that

this movement or consciousness is basical

ly one of men against women.
In reality many women are in opposition to

this movement and many men are for it.

• What the conflict, as I see it, really is. is one
against stereotyped, traditional behavior,

and for more spontaneous, natural and
above all, human caring behavior. I must
concede that women are in the forefront of
this inovervent. probably because m the

'**fv^itvpecl mode': o' hehavtor they have
ff**'Vt>^{Cr iusf^ and they have the most to

gain ti^^H^siilfilishitig now modes
Since tiuman Hffrf^raiihQ -tchavior is fairly

obviously a desirable cause.' \^o^V5to t'^ere so

much opposition? Do some merr tth,d

women actually enjoy exploiting and being

exploited^ I would tend to believe that they

do not, but why do they fight for the old

modes nf befiaviori* Simply because they

represent security. They are tried and pro-

ven methods that will in many or most
cases succeed in some kind of interaction.

The alternative to many people is confu-
sion Now i<nowing what to do in any
given situation, expecially when one's pride

IS on t.'ie line, is much more terrifying to

some people than many people might

suspect. Ho the security of proven
methods are worth fighting for the many
who are frankly too scared to be able to

function in any other way.
Old stereotyped modes also keep social

order. Even the protestors are following

stereotyped modes of behavior. Only they

are a little bit more human, a little bit less

inflexible, a little bit revolutionary. Yet by
making themselves seem more different-^

more threatening-than they really^BfV'^they

help to defeat their purfioa€: n their pur-

pose is, indeed, a»i perceive it to be: that

of trying fO'become more human.
Walter Zagieboylo, Jr.
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r TUESDAYS

8:30 till

— Free Food 'til 11 —
(V^hilr it Lasts I

Special Drinks

Promotions

T-Shirts •

Oldies •

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

SAVE 30%-50%
Book

PAY LATER

CAMPUS TRAVIL CINTER
CAIRPUt CINTIR
UMASS S45-0500

TOP OF
THE

CAMPUS
LOUNGE

HAPPY
HOUR

Mon.-Fri., 4:30-6:30 p.m.

BLE BUBBLE-

King Size Bar Drinks at

Regular Prices

'Discount Bottled Beer

'Pretzels«Chips«Prizes

1
Tuesday, September 26, 1978

iColieaian

HATCH
BAR

Thursday— Saturday

Sept. 28, 29 and 30

No cover charge on Thursday

Coming attractions: The Great

Pretenders, Oct. 12 14

Why has PIKE become the se-

cond largest fraternity at UMass

in only two years of existence?

>

•' ^'

"f.

i /^.

COME FIND OUT.

Pi Kappa Alpha
"We're biiiMins."

loin us at our new home, Tuesday, Sept. 26, and Thurs-

day, Sept. 28 at 8:30 p.m. Find us at 418 N. Pleasant

Street, 545-21 50.

Nowcomes Millertime.

c 1978 Miller Brewing Co . Milwaukee, Wis
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To place a classified ad. drop by the Col
Ifjgian rittice (CC 1131 between 8 45 a m
and 3 4b p m Monday through Friday, or

use our hiiiuiy clip and mail form found in

mosl issui.'S of the CoMctjian Cl.issified

(liMdIiiie IS 3 45 p m two <l<iys in lUlvancf
of piihlK.jtion (latf

Collegian
Classifieds

AUDIO

Nikko NR 615 receiver, 3 vi/eeks old, 30
watts per channel, $190, 545 0182, Kathy

Airwaves TV €r Audio Service, 12

Dickinson St . Amherst, 256 6713

Onkyo TX 4500 receiver, 55 w/ch , $290

or BO. 549 3732

Two br. apt.

253 7834.

$245 inci heat, h-water. INSTRUCTION

FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE

71 Dodge Tradesman 300 1 ton work van,

low mi , runs fine, welded roof rack, heads

rubber. $1500. call after 6 p m , 367 9560

72 Pinto, 1600CC, std . 54,800 miles, call

back repairs complete, $850, 253 7778.

76 Fiat 128 sedan, great condition, $1200,

call Anne after 5 00, 665 3932

69 Firebird, runs fine, $300 or BO, 6 5489

71 Volks van, good cond , $1295,

549 2613

68 Chevy van, 307 eng., auto body h
engine very good, $750, call Jim, 253 5095

Must sell 70 Pontiac Bonneville conv .

power everything, small V8, AM, FM,
worth $1200, $600 or best offer, 665 3082

68 VW bug. mech excellent, BO,
256 869f)

72 Saab 99E, 4 dr , new clutch, brakes,

valves, trans , cvlmder head Deck
AM/FM, radials. rustproof, exc mpa, front

drv , $2150. 665 7993 _
73 Pinto, 47,000 miles, $725. 527 4963.

71 Ford Galx 500, good cond , new eng

and trans . $/00. call 253 5296 aft 6 p m
1969 VW, $300, call 549 5851, rebuilt eng .

body fair

1970 Chrysler Newport custom. 4 door.

2 snows, radio, $350. 256 6191

Roommate

FOR RENT

in Sunderland. $70

Collector's item — vintage Gretch Country
Gentleman style semi hollow body electric

guitar, dual pickups, good condition,

owner broke will sell for $75, call Kent at

549 6659

Mayan Indian textiles, hand-woven shirts

lunisex L, M, S) $18, long wrap skirts (fits

all sizes) $18, purses (11 x 11 with shoulder

strap) $9.50, Guatemalan imports, R#1 Box
77, Hutsonville, IL, 62433

Four tires for sale, b'wall. G78x14, good
condition, $70 or BO, call Neal, 549 4737.

For sale: Pioneer TP 252, 8 track player &
Mecca cassette adaptor, under dash unit,

fits any car Brand new with factory

guarantees, price neg ,
call 546 4742

1964 Gibson ES 345TD stereo guitar.

Walnut with gold plating Flawless cond
$490 Fender twin reverb amp 1975

model, 1(X)w rms , exc cond. $325. Must
sell Call Jim. 546 7128

Baby grand K ohier & Campbell piano,

exc cond . $650. 256 6191

Moped for sale— 1 new Batavus, full war
ranty. $425, 1 low mileage Batavus, $350.

584 6854, evenings

Used World Of Furniture -321 Deerfield

St., Greenfield, good used furniture, open
10 to 5 daily

AKC Harlequin Great Dane puppies
bred for temperment and conformation

Cal' after 6 or weekend, 1 773 5825. $150

and up

HELP WANTED

Non-work study jobs! Walk- sandwich
boards on campus sta;t.s $3 00/hr. Call

Mirhael at 586 29S5 for more info

Help wanted: part time kitchen help need
ed (weekends) Steakout Rt. 9,

Am>»e»9t 256 8558 -

Baginning mime clas8«s— 6 week
course, lues., 5 7 p.m., at City Art Guild,

call 586-2555, ask for Michael for more info.

LOST

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c
per liiK- live consecutive issues. 40c per

lini." pel (l.iy 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

liiK! pt'r (l.iy One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

Debi, you were right, I'm sorry. Rick.

Tushie — it would take all of my life-time to

celebrate the love and joys our 18 months
have given me. Happy
anniversary!!! — Ketzella.

Debi Speilman — I am sorry. Call 6-9176.

Reward — you name it! Please help me get

my ring back, priceless, sentimental value.

Lost in CC men's room Sept 18 a.m.

Please call Paul, 6-9101, will go as high as

$100^

call

Senior male needs own room in apt. or

house near bus route, easy-going, - -tn-

smoker, call Mike at 1 783 3400.

ROOM WANTED
pen, PBK, reward, pleaseCross

6 6252.

Lost — female cat, 9/18. tortoiseshell, Vic,

Pelham Rd., reward, 256 8328, after 5^

Poncho, brown and tan wool, return to

Ed. BIdg., Special Ed. Rm. 109, Barbara.

Mature student seeking room or so-

meone to share room at Campus Center,

Mon. Fri. Call or leave message at Campus
Center Hotel, 549 6000, c/o Royal Har
tigan, or (413) 443-0750.

ROOMMATE WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

The Boltwood Belchertown Project is

seeking students to volunteer in any one of

14 social and recreational programs offered

at Belchertown State School Gain prac

ticai field experience through this valuable

and worthwhile organization Call 323 6311

ext 449 for more information.

Large private room in Northampton for

neat, responsible, non smoking female
grad student or worker. 584 5685.

SERVICES

MOTORCYCLES

75 Yamaha RD350- perfect 1000 mi

since rebuild leaving USA, must sell any

reas offer free winter storage 665 2253,

eves

72 Su/. 185 Enduro, rebuilt, exc. cond.,

5000 mi , $375, 253 7922

Tennis raquet supplies and stringing.

Super super low prices, all work is

guaranteed 24 hour service — on campus,
call 6 7895 and ask for Jon

Light trucking service. Wilt haul wanted
or unwanted furniture, appliances, etc.

Phone 549 4730 after 5 p.m Mon. Fri , all

day Sat and Sun Reasonable rates.

WANTED

PERSONALS

All self-respecting UMies, are you tired

of DC food' Does your stomach keep
reminding you what you had for dinner

yesterday' If this is you look into the fine

cuzine at Amherst's finest eating establish

ment For information, call Joel or Bum
bolini at 253 9230

School bus drivers wanted in N'hampton,
DPU or Class 2 lie required, 584 6481

Space for artwork, crafts, tagsale items
at Fall Fest 9/30, S. Deerfd., $5. 665 3317

Partner — squaredance lessons, 253 7185.

WANTED TO RENT

Mature undergrad (male) seeks room in

focal household, please call 773 3481

^^; Tuesday, September 28. 1»78

cdftfigiaQ 11

NOT JUST TYPING!
fWord Processing

•Copying

•Typing

Special
&-1 nn OI^F ALL OUR REGULAR
? I .UU OANSKIN PRICES

INCLUDES LEOTARDS, TANK SUITS
& TIGHTS

OFfCR fA/OS THIS SA T SO HURRY
at

Springfield

profWrns

road race
More than 600 runners and

joggers took off at the gun
of the first College Towne
Classic five mile road race.

The race was sponsored by
Williams Distributors of
Springfield who supplied
free Busch beer and
Chelsea soft drink to the
finishers. Sugarloaf Moun-
tain Athletic Cl4^- of-
Amherst^. o^^«m-i?ed' the
event a'nd it seemed^to have
gone off without a hitch.

The results of this huge ef-

fort will go to the l)enefit of
the Jimmy Fund Jack
Mahurin, Professor of
Physiology at Springfield
College set a record time of
24.32.3.

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS
ARE TERRIFIC!'

I

•••••••••

0( ^CfUMHt

In the Carriage Shops
Next to Sun IVIusic

Carrot Cake
Banana Nut Cake
Frosted Brownies
German Chocolate Cake
Cheesecake

Old-fashioned Natural Goodness— No preservatives

THE OLDEST CHAPTER OF THE NATON'S

SECOND LARGEST FRATERNITY

AXA
INVITES ALL UNIVERSITY MEN TO

CHECK OUT OUR ALTERNATIVE TO ON-

CAMPUS HOUSING

TUC->i"J(V>» ,
^tPT 2t - CH.MKV.-.I4 ptv-.ri

37-^ N P\.t^bK^lT STRcrT

GAMMA CHAPTtM

M niWMT y
1

l«M

1

LAMP
SPECIAL

§ t tIf^^ Lumagk) Crownlite

White*Yellow»Orange
Red*Black*Brown

on/y $16.95

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

. *..
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Netwomen victorious
over Central Conn.
By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff
The UMass women's tennis team chalked
up an impressive clean-sweep as they
defeated Central Connecticut 7-0. The net
women used mastery in matches that, with
the exception of one, were completed in

less than ninety minutes. None of the mat-
ches went past two sets and UMass breez-
ed past and shut out Central. A slight

change in yesterday's match saw five

singles players and two doubles teams
compete, contrary to the usual six and
three set up.

Lee Robb, first singles player for UMass,
met with success for the first time this

season, defeating Mary Ann Colandro.
Robb possesses one of the stronger
forehands on the team and used it well, as
she easily defeated Colandro 6- 1 , 6-3.

UMass' second singles player Barbara
Mills faced Joyce Qfiero in what started out
as a close match. Ofiero managed to get
four games from Mills in the first set but
that was all. Mills dominated the rest of the
match and defeated Ofiero 6-4, 6-0.

The score most likely to raise eyebrows
though, was that of Elizabeth Maher. She
defeated Rose Rindeiro of Central, 6-0,6-0.

Consistency and a dynamic backhand
enabled Maher to defeat Rindeiro in the
quickest nrwtch of the afternoon.
Chris Carson, fourth singles player for

UMass faced Donna Fiedorowitz in one of

the closer matches. Carson took the first

set with considerable ease but Fiedorowitz
seemed to fight back in the second set. It

was to no avail, though, as Carson won the
match 6 3, 7-5.

UMass' fifth singles spot was taken by
Jane Carson, who defeated Jean Lam 6-1,

6-1. Carson used her incredible hustle to

play in one of the shortest matches of the
afternoon.

In doubles action, Sally Fryberger and
Cathy Sullivan pooled their consistency
and skill to breeze by Betty Schwanda and
Kim Gull of Central Conn 6-3, 6-3.

UMass' Lynn O'Sullivan saw action for
the first time this year as she and Tare Mc
Carthy defeated Kaylin Gifford and Linda
Chruciel 7-5, 7-5. The match nearly went
to three sets as Gifford and Chruciel were,
at one point, ahead 4-2 in the second set
tie-breaker. O'Sullivan and McCarthy
calmly and impressively won the next three
points to win the set and match.

Coach Bill Yu felt confident but never ex-

pected to win so quickly or by so much.
Coach Yu commented after the nr»atch,

"Central Conn is a small school. They
haven't got quite the tennis program that

we have here"
Wednesday, UMass plays a scrimage at

Amherst College.

On the road to Orono
By SEANMORGAN
Collegian Staff

Springsteen may be right and the dogs on
Main Street do howl because they underg^
tand. So, if they understand so blooiij)^

much, I wish they would explain jfune flow
five adults, obviously po§>f*^o be reliable

members of the.J^'Jtirefsity press, and one
baffled \)af^U6^(^\\ manager could turn a
sirry^trip to Maine into a cosmic journey
on the Bill Lee Life Cycle Space Ride.

On paper, it looked easy enough. But off

paper it was 32 hours of craziness and in

retrospect, it's a good thing we were
situated away from all metropolitan areas.

The damage could have btfen awesome.
The plans were simple. Meet at WMUA at

4 p.m. and then into the two cars and on
the road for a six-hour ride into Maine, ar-

riving at roughly 10 p.m. Then the plans
were explicit. Off into the Orono nightlife

to prepare for the Saturday contest we
were to cover. It was, as they say, a nice

try.

Because we never got close. Something
happened somewhere around noontime to

open up the skies and pour out a good dose
of evil luck. Maybe two planets collided,

maybe Bananas the Black Bear mascot for

Maine has a voodoo collection. Who
knows? All I know is nothing went as
scheduled fromthat point on.

hirst tne prooienis were with tne members

of the Collegian, who were unable to locate
the keys for the car. We ended up spen-
ding two hours attempting to break into ou'
own car, aided skillfully by a fellow staffer
from a misspent childhood.

•Sw^ eoce at WMUA we ran into problems
of a aifl«n[fttsort. as station staffers were
scurrying arotTrwUfipkinq^for the telephone
needed to broadcasr tHe.. qame back to
Amherst. Finally Charlie Holrtres, n^yvs
director, football announcer, fearless
leader, et al, figured out the phone was
locked in a room with entrance allowed on-
ly through a transom. Undaunted, Charlie
risked life and limb, climbing into the room
and then cleverly found out that he was
locked inside, from where he continued to
run the station. This was real drama.
We finally got Charlie out, found the
phone and after pizzas and beer (ordered in

our obvious panic) we were on the road.
Unfortunately it was 8 p.m., four hours
past our onginal departure.

There were other things too, like piling

two too many people in a hotel room, like

sneaking beers into the pressbox, getting

lost, and well, other thinqs. And
somewhere in between, WMUA found
the time to broadcast the game and I found
time to write about it. Amazing, when's
the next road trio, boss?

Ruggers drop 2 matches
In only the second week of the season,

injuries have already plagued the UMass
rugby team, which lost two A side matches
against Concord, N.H. and Old North

Bridge over the weekend.
The Saturday game at Concord, N.H. was

a 26-7 loss for UMass but more im-

portantly, many of the team members
came away with various injuries.

About the only bright spot for UMass was
the play of Ted Shaw, ex-captain of the

Oregon State team.

In Sunday's game at the Boyden pitch.

Old North Bridge, in a 15-3 win, displayed

some fine running on the weak side

coupled with a stingy defense that allowed
UMass only to roam the midfield area.

Injurt^ stall golfwomen;
finish 5thin tournament
By PHIL ROBINSON

Collegian Staff

Injuries, illness, and poor weather condi-

tions plagued the women's golf team this

past weekend, as they competed in the

fourth annual Mount Holyoke Golf Tourna-

nrient. Five full teams competed in the two-

day tournament, with individuals represen-

ting another six schools. Thirty-two women
teed off on Friday, despite the wet course

and cool temperature, and resumed the ac-

tion on Saturday When the last putt was
sunk, Penn State was the winner followed

by Cortland State, Rutgers, Mount Holyoke

C'llo* tj and UMass.
'"•J ti.,rnament winner was Renie

K •''•' «er of Penn State, with a score of

78-80, 158. Finishing next was Harvard's

Leslie Greis with 161, her second round 75

being a tournament record. Third place

went to Monique Romano, as she shot an

83 82, 165

For UMass, Lianne Sullivan was sidelined

wit a hairline fracture in her hand, and

Karen Henry was bothered by a bad cold.

Combined with the poor course conditions,

UMass as a whole understandably did not

do well.

Henry finished tenth all-around with a

score of 90-88, 179. Between the two days,

the players were divided into different divi-

sions so that women with similar scores

were golfing with each other. Jane McCar-
thy finished third in the B division with a

194.

Judy Simons, subbing for the injured

Sullivan, was given the coaches' award for

the tournament The award is presented to

the golfer who has improved her game thp

most. In her first tournament ever, Simons'
scores were 15 strokes lower than her

average.

After the two-day affair was over. Coach
Jane McGahan wanted to forget about it

and concentrate on the next match. "With

the injuries, illness, and rainy weather, we
didn't have a chance to score as well as we
can."

UMass' number one singles player. Lee Robb, shown here in action yesterday
against Central Connecticut. The netwomen, sparked on by Robb's decisive
victory, annihilated Central for their first win.
(Staff photo by Carolyn Brzezinski).

Rich Eckel

A 'Snake 'in the grass
It was just a passing comment uttered by
Howard Cosell Sunday night during a lapse

in action during the game between the Pats
and Oakland. But it disturbed me.
Now don't get me wrong, I'm not upset

with Howard, but rather with the attitude

of one All-Pro quarterback named Ken
"The Snake" Stabler.

You see, Howard mentioned that Stabler

has refused to meet the press, so to sp>eak,

for the past two weeks. It seems Stabler

has retreated to the trainer's room (a

quarter off limits, to overly inquisitive in-

dividuals, otherwise known as the press)

following games rather than submit himself

to such abusing questions as:

"Ken, what was that play you called on
third and long?"
Or, "Who were you throwing to when
Haynes intercepted that pass late in the
game?"

It appears "The Snake" - and what an ap-

propriate nickname - has extracted a case
of that overly abused disease called "Thur-
man Munsonitis." The symptoms include

telling members of the media where to stick

their pens, answering questions with in-

audible grunts and leaving the locker room
before the press arrives.

While Stabler's on-field performance has
declined this year, so, it appears, has his

off -field behavior. The relationship between
athlete and press is tenuous. Write
something the athlete doesn't like or in-

sinuate that his performance has declined

and the relationship terminates.

Politics serves as the best comparison.
You serve my interest and I'll take care of

you, says the politician. Criticize my perfor-

mance and you will be entered on my 'hate

list
" Or better yet, I won't hold any press

conferences. Sound familiar?

When the Raiders were on their way to

winning the Super Bowl Stabler made
himself available to the media. When Sport
magazine presented him with a car for be-

ing the Most Valuable Player in the Super
Bowl Stabler didn't decline the award
because he dispised the press. When
Sports Illustrated decided a cover story was
appropriate, so too did "The Snake."

The issue at hand here is what exactly is

an athletes responsibility to the press?

The franchise supports cooperation with
the media, but nowhere is cooperation with
the press written into an athletes contract.

So there is no legal obligation. But, I

believe, there are obligations to the press

and the fans that an athlete should be sen-
sitive to.

The reporter, after all, is just performing
his job. He must communicate with
athletes in order to present a factual ac-

count of the event. The reporter also serves

as the conduit between the athlete and fan.

To report that Jim Rice hit a pitch over the

left centerfield wall is not descriptive

enough for a reporter. What type of pitch

was it? Was Rice looking for the pitch?

That's all the reporter and fan want to

know.

The way Thurman Munson and Ken
Stabler act you would think the reporter

was asking for a succinct appraisal of the
infield fly rule. > .'»

--'

There's no doubt- that rl(potters can ofteri

ask inane questions. There's no doubt
reporters can be repetitive. There's no
doubt reporters can be a pain in the ass.

But that is a hazard of the occupation.

Athletes are public figures and the public

wants to read and relate to them. To hide

behind a door is foolish because increased

exposure can only be beneficial to the
athlete.

Where would Bill Lee be without the

Boston media? One suspects he might be
pitching for the Tokyo Giants. It was Lee's

popularity with the fans, nurtured by the

press, that enabled him to survive the Don
Zimmer purge.

I'm sure Ken Stabler continued his self im-

posed exile from the press following Sun-
day's game. He probably wasn't around to

offer an explanation why his interception

total has reached double digits just four

weeks into the season.

But that's all right. Personally, I hope
"The Snake" crawls into an antiseptic bot-

tle in the trainers room never to emerge
again.
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Dry spe//serious

Water shortage
threatens Univ.
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

UMass could be forced to shut down
within two or three weeks unless rainfall

replenishes depleted water supply
reservoirs, Amherst Director of Public

Works Stanley Ziomek yesterday said.

He said a current dry spell is seriously

depleting reservoirs in Pelham and
Shutesbury that supply UMass. The Hills

reservoir in Pelham is 16 feet below normal,
the Holley reservoir, also in Pelham, is nine

feet below normal, and the Atkins resevoir

in Shutesbury is also below normal, he
said.

"If we don't get any rainfall in the next
two or three weeks, these will be depleted
in the near future," Ziomek said. "We're
going to need a substantial amount of rain,

say an inch, to do any good."
Amherst currently uses about 4 million

gallons of water a day. UMass uses half

that total, Ziomek said.

He said the depleted supply could
"possibly" lead to a shut down at UMass.
"What we're asking of the students and

faculty is to conserve water wherever
possible," he said.

Such conservation, Ziomek said, would
include curtailment of car-washing and
field irrigation.

Town officials this week will send a letter

to UMass officials requesting voluntary

conservation measures.

UMass Physical Plant Director George
Norton yesterday said the University would
follow conservation measures the town
requested.

"I'm sure if there were no water, it would
mean closing down the campus, "Norton
said. "We've had water shortages over the

years, but usually that's all that happens."
UMass Director of Public Affairs Daniel

Melley last night said town officials told him
all water cutbacks would be made across-

the-board.

UMass Coordinator of Community
Relations Gerald J. Grady yesterday said if

conservation measures fail, "more
stringent" measures may need to be
taken."

I certainly hope and don't anticipate the

university or any other part of town will be
closed down," Grady said.

Meanwhile, turbidity -suspended particles

in water- continues to plague the water
system. Ziomek said as water levels

continue to fall, debris and organic matter
on the sides of the reservoirs falls in the
water. A solution, he said, would be
construction of a filtration plant, estimated
to cost $650,000. Ziomek said half of that

total would be available in the form of state

aid.

"Hopefully," he said, "the town meeting
will take some action."

Old problem
The water supply problem is not a new

one, Ziomek said. Problems have plagued
the system over the past several years. The
most recent, Ziomek said, was 1976, when
"minor" supply problems were reported.
By contrast, he said, there were no
problems last year, when rains fell on nine
consecutive weekends.
"Weve been talking about additional

water for several years," Ziomek said.

The town currently is studying new water
supply options. Included among them are
link-ups with either the Town of Hadley's
water supply or with the Quabbin Reservoir
located north of Belchertown.

John Noble of John Adams dorm yesterday finds a unique way of getting to
class. (Staff photo by Bill Greene)

Collins denies supporting Hahn
ByMARKHORAN
Collegian Staff

State Rep. James G. Collins, D-
Amherst, yesterday said he did not
authorize the use of his name in the political

advertisemets of Third Hampshire District

state representative candidate George
Hahn, adding that an "error was made in

placing these ads, and at yesterday's press
conference (called by Hahn), the candidate
should have indicated that."

Collins yesterday called a Campus Center
press conference to refute Hahn's claim
that Collins authorized the use of his name
in advertisements which appeared in the
Daily Hampshire Gazette, Holyoke
Transcript- Telegram, and the TV- Viewer.
Hahn defeated incumbent state Rep.

William A. Carey, D-Easthampton, by only

Good day!

B.B. King dazzled the audience Monday night in the Fine Arts Center.

See page three for the review.
A former aide to President Jimmy Carter speaks on campus tonight
about the Mideast situation. See page two.
The investigation continues into the crash Monday of a Bowing 727 with
a small plane. A second smaller plane may have also been involved. See
page two.
The SGA elections dates have been set. See page three for details.

Sports
The song remained the same yesterday in the American League East as

both the Red Sox and Yankees won. See page 24.

Weather
Mostly sunny, highs in the upper 60s.

23 votes in last Tuesday's Third Hampshire
District democratic primary. Carey's
district was changed this year and now
includes Easthampton as well as Hadley
and South Hadley. Second Hampshire
District Rep. Collins has represented most
of South Hadley for the past six years and
represented Hadley in 1973 and 1974.

On Saturday Carey announced he would
not support democratic nominee Hahn
because the advertisements had made him
a ""victim of fraud and deceit". Carey said

he will run a "vigorous sticker campaign"
to win the November election.

Collins said he did not authorize the ads
and never would have if asked.

""I respect both men very much and I

would npt have used my office to influence

the outcoVneof that race."

At a Monday press conference Hahn
displayed a list of names on a nomination
sheet with a disclaimer form attached that

authorized the use of the names in political

advertisements. Collins said he signed the

list at a Hahn fundraiser he attended as "a
tamily friend. ' He said he was not led to
believe the list would be used in any ad-
vertisement.

Hahn yesterday said the whole issue

"had been blown way out of proportion. If

there was a mistake made it was not of

deceitful nature. I know Jim Collins to be
a very honorable man. I have no reason to

doubt his word. If he says he didn't know
he was signing a release form then he
didn't."

Massachusetts general law states that an

individual should sign a form in the

presence of a witness stating "I hereby

authorize the affixing of my name to tne

attacneo poimcai aovenisement on behalf

or in opposition to ..."

Collins said "Massachusetts law,

common sense and common courtesy

require that before any person's name is

used in a political advertisement, the

person be shown the content of the ad and
where it is to be placed."

When asked about this statement by
Collins, Hahn replied that "the whole issue

had been blown out of proportion" and "I

don't care to comment any further. I never

intended any fraud."

Holyoke Transcript and Telegram

publisher William Uwight said his paper had
"goofed" because it did not have the

proper release form in accordance with its

own policy.

Legal threat dies out

^

By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Threatened legal action by the

administration to stop a faculty "state of

the university" conference failed to

materialize yesterday, a university

spokesman said.

The administration, in a Sept. 21 memo
from Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery,

had threatened to take "appropriate legal

action" to prevent what it called a violation

of state Statute 150.

The law bans strikes or withholding of

services by public employees.

"I don't think the administration wants to

feed any fuel to the fire," said Arthur

Clifford, director of the UMass News
Bureau. "We would rather not have to

consider what legal action is."

Clifford said the action, should it be taken,

would probably be in the form of a

complaint to the state labor commission.

Following the complaint, the commission

would conduct its own investigation and

decide whether to begin court proceedings.

A resolution passed by the faculty union,

the Massachusetts Society of Professors,

asked that faculty members move classes

to the Campus Center Auditorium, the

conference site, and attend "because of

the crises at the university brought about

by the contract stalemate in the collective

bargaining process.'

The administration and faculty have been

negotiating since last year on what will be

their first contract.
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Cause ofSan Diegoplane
crash discussedby expert
SAN DIEGO (AP) A second
small plane may have confused

the pilot of a Pacific Southwest
Airlines letliner that collided with a

single engine Cessna, killing at

least 150 person, a federal safety

expert said yesterday.

Phillip Hogue, overseeing the

National Transportation Safety

Boaid investigation of the worst

air crash in U.S. history, said the

letliner and a twin engine Cessna
had been cleared for landing on
the same runway at Lindbergh

Field.

Hogue said the PSA pilot had
acknowledged an air traffic

control warning of another plane

near the 727, but may not have

noticed the single engine Cessna
172 that collided with the

crowded letliner.

"Listening to the tower tape

recording, it's apparent that the

twin engine plane was making its

approach," Hogue said.

"They had made their approach

before the single engine one. The
pilot said, 'They passed, but

we're unsure what plane he was
referring to The PSA pilot

probably was confused."

Hogue said cockpit and traffic

control tower tape recordings

may mean the PSA pilot, a 17

year aviation veteran, was aware
of the twin engine Cessna, but

did not see the single engine

plane

He said investigators are trying

to find out wmmqwas the pilot of

the twin engine plane, which
apparently landed safely.

He added that investigators

could not determine if the pilot of

the single engine Cessna that

crashed had talked with traffic

controllers at Lindbergh shortly

before the collision.

"There was no transmission

from the single-engine Cessna
that I'm aware of," Hogue said.

"But I could be wrong."
Also on Tuesday, it was

disclosed that the PSA flight was
being directed by the Lindbergh

tower, while the Cessna 172 was
under the control of the tower at

Miramar Naval Air Station. Such
procedures are common here.

With Federal Aviation

Administration controllers at

Miramar handing over planes to

Lindbergh as the craft nears the

commercial field.

Investigators said they were still

unsure where the Cessna 172 had
struck the jetliner. There had
been some reports from witnesses

Monday that the planes struck

head on. But accounts from

other witnesses and photographs

appear to show that the smaller

plane strugk the jetliner's right

wing.

The pilot of the Cessna 172,

David Boswell, had an advanced
pilot's rating but was practicing

instrument approaches with an
instructor at the time of the crash,

authorities said.

Arab protests not significant
[PACIFIC NEWS S£RVfCE]-\Nh\\e the

historic Camp David agreement has so far

been received only with hostility among
Egypt's Arab neighbors, it is doubtful tfiat

any of the principal Arab states will join

with the strict rejectionist front to scuttle

the accords.

Although the Syrians issued a pro forma
denunciation, it is by no means certain that

opposition from Damascus will amount to

much more than bluster. The Syrians are

more than occupied at present with a take-

over of Lebanon and Beirut is in many ways
a more tempting prize than the Golan
Heights.

Cynics suggested that in return for some
minimal territorial concession by Israel,

Syria might drop its protection of the PLO.

Israel would respond by dropping its

protection of the Lebanese Christians and

these two parties would slaughter each

other, thus solving the problem in

Lebanon. More to the point, compliance in

Damascus would be helped by a hands-off

attitude by Israel on Syrian designs in

Lebanon.

In Jordan, the dilemma of King Hussein is

more conspicuous. Despite his initial

hostile reaction, it may be impossible for

him to stay aloof from the agreements at

Camp David and embrace outright

rejectionism in the manner of Iraq or Libya.

His own physical security and that of his

regime would be more menaced than e^er

,

But to enter the role alloted for him on the

West Bank presents equal danger^.

Is Hussein, as one Palestiniari put it, going

to take over the West Bank with the help of

Wonder what 3 six goes for? This 12-foot-high motorized
beer can entertains UMass students yesterday around

iStaff photo by Hich Newman)campus.

Ex-Mideast aide to tall<

News analysis

Israeli troops? Is he going to run the risk of

inevitable confrontation with Yasir Arafat in

any determination of the West Bank's

future? In the long term, a Palestinian

province under his shelter could constitute

a threat to his kingdom as great as that

feared from such a Palestinian entity by the

Israelis. Even so, it is hard to believe that

Hussein, dependent as he is on American
military aid, would, after playing for time,

wish to scuttle the agreements single-

Jianded.

m.

By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Former Carter aide to the Middle East, Dr.

Mark Siegel will speak tonight in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom at 8 p.m., a presenta-

tion of the Distinguished Visitors Program

Series.

Before resigning his position due to

disagreements with Carter's Mid-East

policy. Dr. Siegal was deputy assistant to

the president as well as political deputy to

Hamilton Jordan, while also concentrating

on Middle Eastern affairs.

An assistant professor of Political Science

at Loyola University in Chicago, Siegal

became the legislative assistant to former

Vice President Hubert Humphrey.
Assuming the duties of executive officer

of the Democratic National Committee in

1973, Siegal became the advisor for in-

traparty affairs vyhich included the coor-

dinating of the 1974 Democratic Party

Charter Conference.

In 1975 Dr. Siegal had moved up to the

position of executive director of the

Democratic National Committee where he

oversaw 10 committee divisions within the

party. During the 1976 Democratic Conven-

tion he acted as special counsel to the plat-

form committee as well as being the prin-

cipal drafter of the call there.

During the Carter-Mondale transition

period, Dr. Siegal was responsible for

preparing detailed candidate review books

for cabinet positions for the President's

review. Of the 41 books produced by the

Personal Advisory Group, Siegal personally

completed 23.

Because of his extensive Mid-East creden-

tials, Siegal was selected to be a part of the

Presidential Fact Finding Mission to Egypt

and Israel during November 11-26, 1977.

Dorm lease a topic

The Student Senate tonight will discuss

the recently completed lease for students

living in dorms. The lease, compiled over

the summer by students and faculty after

the occupation of the Chancellor's office

last semester, is being distributed to all

Heads of Residence and R.A.'s and will be

given to the senate for approval and vote

tonight.

The lease was made by a negotiating team

of students and administrators following

the takeover last April involving 150

students demanding rights for tenants in

dormitories who broke through a locked

door in Whitmore to occupy a part of

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery's office.

A representative from the Massachusetts

Society of Professors is expected to attend

the senate meeting and will discuss the

position of those faculty members who

cancelled today's classes to participate in a

day long conference on the state of the

University.

The conference, open to all University

community members, was called by the

MSP to discuss the incomplete contract

settlement between faculty and

administration, possible future of the

University, and various opinions

concerning student views and roles.

Discussioi? of the Faculty Union, the

results of last night's meeting of the

jSfesidential candic'iJtes and the money

alloted to their campaign is also on the

agenda
Klarie Stuckey

Women to march
There will be a meeting tonight for women

interested in planning a rally for the "T3ke

Back the Night" march scheduled to take

place in Northampton, November 18. Call

586-5294 for information on the rally

workgroup meeting, or 586 5079

(Hampshire County Rape Information and

Prevention Project) for information on the

outreach, publicity, and fund-raising

workgroups.

"Take Back The Night" is an event which

has been successfully organized in severaf

cities throughout the country. It is a night

when women of diverse ages, raaes,

lifestyles and political beliefs join to pro*st

all forms of violence against women, and to

celebrate the strength that women have in

uniting against forces which oppress them

as women.
In the past, the marches have addressed

themselves to such issues as rape

prevention, the need for shelters for abused

women, and the right of women to walk

alone at night without fear.

JudyHersh

Smokipg curtailed

A memo reminding faculty members to

jarohibit smoking in classrooms was issued

yesterday by Acting Chancellor for

Academic Affairs and Provost Jeremiah M.

Allen.

Reasons for the smoking ban are

Commonwealth fire laws (prohibiting

smoking in University Buildings, except in

designated areas), and the discomfort and

health hazard to which non-smokers are

exposed when others smoke in confined

areas such as classrooms, the memo
stated.

The memo referred to a recommendation

made in November of 1964 by the Faculty

Senate to the Administration to prohibit

smoking in classrooms. Since then similar

recommendations have been made by a

variety of campus groups.

Maureen Wh«»e

Industrypromoted
UMass has received a $100,000 federal

grant to continue the University's En-

vironmental Institute program which assists

off-campus business development.

Under the program, financial management
and technical assistance is provided to en-

courage job and business growth. Among
local regional and industrial groups.

UMass will contribute $78,243 to the total

cost of the $178,243 program.
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B,B, King enthralls

FACaudience
B. B. King: A Leader. No Boss

Reviewed by KEN SHAIN
B. B. King pulled out all the stops Mon-

day night as he delivered a highly charg-
ed 90 minute set of inspirational blues
before a capacity crowd in UMass Fine
Arts Center Concert Hall.

Branded "Boss of the Blues" by an
over-enthusiastic media, the legendary
guitar player was clearly a leader here as
he inspired by example rather than by
mandate, provoking audience participa-
tion with his mirlitonic vocals and the
sustained voice of his guitar, "Lucille."
Ululating enthusiastically, the crowd en-
couraged each feat after another,
creating a dialectic of performance and
participation unfound by this critic in

many a concert.
This was extremely evident during the

song, "When I'm Wrong, I'm Wrong
and When I'm Right, I'm Wrong, Right
On!" when B. B.'s majestic personality
stepped aside for a history lesson
demonstrating the "call and response"
characteristic of most African and
African-American music.
Here the band became a Gospel con-

gregation with each instrument func-
tioning as participants. "Lucille," B. B.'s
guitar, was the preacher, leading the
service, with Calvin Owens, Walter King
and Cato Walker on horns, Caleb Em-
prey on drums, Joe Turner on bass and
Milton Hopkins on guitar portraying the
members of the congregation.

James Toney skillfully transformed the
identity of his piano, affecting the sound
of the spirit-possessed "Sister of the
Church." As Lucille commenced with
the service, the musical congregation
responded, simulating ululations as the

"Sister of the Church" sand and wailed
as the spirit possessed her.
"When you hear when the Gospel ends

.
and the blues begin," interjected B. B
mimitably admidst this incredible
display, "just clap!"

After a few false starts, the
predominantly white audience felt the
spirit and applauded at precisely the mo-
ment the two forms diverged.

After a rousing encoure where B. B.
feigned collapse (a la James Brown or
the other way around?) and a
tumultuous standing ovation, the legen-
dary star retreated to the sanctity of his
dressing room, enroute to which he was
approached by an entourage of fans,
predominantely women, bearing gifts!
"Come back soon," they pleaded as the
presented him with the joys of their kit-
chens, "come back REAL soon!"
The blues are alive and well in

Amherst, manifesting within it all the
traditional values that still, to this day.
provide meaning and substance to peo-
ple's lives. B. B. testified to that.
Hats off to the UMass Arts Council for

a thoughtful and timely concert!
nfoht" i!^'".?

"^el'scts on his musical career as the King of the Blues. Mondaynight he dazzled a receptive crowd at the Fine Arts Concert Hall.
(Staff photo by Bill Greene).

University Directions '

'Student to Student'

Student books published to inform campus
\s^l AURA KFNNFV .^

"
By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff

Informative booklets are popping up all

over campus, and at first glance they seem
not to differ much.

However, the staffs of both "University
Directions" and "Student to Student" say
their publications differ in that the former is

published by the administration and is

primarily informative while the latter is put
out by the student government and deals
more with issues rather than being merely
factual.

In Its eighth year of publication,
"University Directions" is published by the
Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs. "Directions" talks about on and
off campus living, learning, special
programs, leisure and has a section on
student groups which is very similar to that

section in 'Student to Student'," said

'Directions' editor Bryan Harvey, 1977
UMass graduate and former student
senator now employed by the UMass
administration.

"Directions' is a directory, whereas
'Student to Student' focuses on news,"
Harvey said. "It seems to be more
advocacy than descriptive."

The printing cost for "University
Directions " was about $6,800, and 17,000

came from administrative soruces, Harvey
said.

The idea for "Student to Student" came
about during the middle of the summer,
according to staff member Jay Milender.'
"We wanted to focus on information and
accuracy; it (thpbooklet) served a purpose
in that it showed the students where their
money is going," Milender said.
"Individual people who were involved in
issues and groups wrote articles for us."
"People saw 'University Direcitons' as an

administrative effort, a public service, a

factual, objective pamphlet with no
politics; it didn't get into the nitty gritty

issues," Milender said.

"Student to Student," according to

Milender, is a compilation of several other

pamphlets produced by the student senate

in the past, including "Where Your Buck
Stops,;' a booklet describing exactly where
student monies were being spent.

Milender said he hopes this booklet will

become an annual or semi-annual

publication, and that plans are being
proposed to update the current issue
during interession. The printing cost for

"Student to Student" was about $3,200,
and over 15,000 copies were printed.

"We've sold over $1,200 in advertising, so
that the final cost for the SGA will be
between $2,000 and $2,500," Milender
said.

The Collegian also published a similar

issue which appeared the day before
classes began. That issue cost just under
$6,000, and about 20,000 issues were
printed.

Warmay erup t over Chile,

Argent/na Iand dispute

SGA elections set
,By CINDY REGET

SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) - A c6ntury-old

dispute between Argentina and Chile over
ownership of three tiny islands off the tip of

South America has heated up to the point
that many on both sides fear war.
Negotiators for the two South American

neighbors hald a round of talks recently in

Santiago, working against a backdrop of

rumored troop clashes, an accidentia! in-

cursion by Argentine soldiers two weeks
ago, a sharp decline in bilateral trade and
expulsion of many Chileans working in

Argentina.

The islands of Picton, Lennox and Nueva,
south of Tierra del Fuego, have been held

by Chile since the last century. Argentina
has claimed them almost as long.

The nations are more concerned about the
surrounding ocean than the islands

because there are unconfirmed reports of

petroleum resources nearby.

An arbitration commission to resolve the
dispute was appointed by the British

government in 1971. It ruled last year that

under the 1881 limits treaty between Chile

and Argentina the islands belonged to

Chile.

Argentina-argues that while the 1881 trea-

ty does concede all Pacific islands south of

the Beagle Canal to Cape Horn are Chile's,

the disputed islands are in the Atlantic and
therefore belong to Argentina. But it is not

clear if the islanfis are in the Atlantic or the

Pacific.

Argentina rejected the island arbitration

decision early this year and sent its entire

navy falling thrdugh the area. It WdS doubly

irritated when Chile said it planned to claim
a 200 mile territorial limit extending east of
the islands, well into the Atlantic.

The Roman Catholic bishops of Chile and
Argentina met for two days recently in

Mendoza, Argentina, then issued a joint

plea "to avoid whatever confrontation,
yvhich besides being absurd, would be
suicide."

Brazil was brought into the dispute recent-

ly when Argentina prohibited for several

weeks the passage across its territory of

Brazilian-made trucks sold to Chilean
dealers. Brazil reacted by blocking a
reported 200 Argentina cargo trucks from
entering Brazil with fruit and other goods
for sale.

Presidents Rafael Videla of Argentina and
Augusto Pinochet of Chile, both army
generals, held a summit meeting last

February in the southern Chilean lake

region and agreed to appoint negotiating

commissions to discuss territorial sea limits

near the islands.

But Pinochet said the discussions would
not include the islands, which he said were
not negotiable. Videla said Argentina was
not changing its position.

So it is not clear what high level

negotiating groups have been talking about
in their frequent sessions here and in

Buenos Aires. After each round they issue

brief statements which say little.

Argentine military officers have been mak-
ing strong off-the-record remarks to Argen-
tine newspapers calling for seizure of the.

iddrids.

(Collegian Staff

•tactions for Student Government
Asseigiation President, senators and
memDB(^s of the Board of Governors are
schedul^i for October 5 and 6.

Five candidates submitted presidential

nominations iy the Monday deadline

and include H^ptor Vega and Kevin

Jones; Dick J^i^en; Herb Tyson,
member of BOG aiK( senator, and Jon
Hensleigh, Attorney oeneral for the

senate; Patrick O'Doonell, former
senator, and Mark Vafi^ides, former
senator; Cindi Thomas, co-pregident of

Central Area Council and Peter (yaham,
former senator.

Marcie Levington, chairman of the

election sub-committee last nigfit gave

the presidential candidates the funds for

their campaign, explained election rute.s

and answered the candidates' ques-
tions.

Each candidacy was alloted $250 by the
senate, the largest possible sum given to

candidates for their campaign in accor-
dance with constitution laws, DeLima
said. The money is usuaDy distributed by

dividing the $1,500 set aside for cam-
paign purposes among all candidates,

he said.

"There will be a large turnover of new
Senators in the Senate this semester,"

said DeLima. "I have seen many new
faces of people who have taken out

papers for senate seat nominations."

There have been 100 petitions for senate

seats out of the 105 available positions,

he said.

In order for one candidacy to win in the

presidential election, they must receive

33 percent of the popular vote. If one
candidacy does net receive 33 percent,

the top two candidacies will engage in a

run-off. The electorial convention used

in the previous years has been
eliminated by this new procedure.

DeLima said.

Elections are scheduled to be held at

the Dining Commons on campus, com-
muters and the Greek community will

vote at the Cape Cod Lounge, Third

World members at the New Africa

House, Sylvan Area residents at

McNamara dorm lobby, and Orchard Hill

Area residents in Dickinson dorm lobby,

senate speaker Brian DeLima said.

SALT talks open today
UNITED NATIONS \AP\- The United

States and the Soviet Union open a new
round of strategic arms limitation

negotiations today-nearly a full year since

President Carter, in a burst of optimism,

said a new treaty was just around the

corner.

Prospects for an accord are uncertain,

although U.S. officials claim differences

between the two superpowers have been

narrowing steadily.

And a recent improvement in relations

between Washington and Moscow could

brighten th6 atrtiosphere for a treaty, which

is intended to limit strategic bombers and
long range missies.

Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance and
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko
are scheduled to begin their talks at the

Soviet Mission Wednesday afternoon. The
two men met in July for SALT talks in

Geneva.

Gromyko, who became ill during a speech

to the UN. General Assembly Tuesday

afternoon but later returned to finish his

talk, was reported to be planning on taking

part in the negotiations.
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Ahora Speaks!
ByRENEEMOBLEY
Collegian Staff

Tuesday night Ahora held it's first general

assembly of the semester in the Student
Union Ballroom. The main purpose of the

assembly was to "present the new Ahora to

the community."
The president of the organization, Jose

Perez, cited several structural changes that

Ahora would undergo in an attempt to

increase and strengthen it's effect on the

university community. Perez outlined these

changes in a speech he entitled "Ahora

Projections."

A board of four people elected from the

general membership will replace the mass
assemblies in decidinq issues of importance

to the Spanish speaking
icommunlty.

university

"T*erez went on to explain how the new
structure will allow for incoming officers to

get aquainted with their job requirements

before they actually take office. "There will

be a general election in December but

officers won't take office until July of 1979.

There will be two boards operating at the

same time," said Perez. That way the old

officers can orientate the new officers.

Perez said that the last general assembly set

up working committees to plan activities

such as intramural sports and also activities

and programs for Latin American Week to

bf> hoifi in April of 1979.

Conyers walks out of

meeting with Carter
WASHINGTON (UPI) John Conyers,

(D-Mich.) a member of the Congressional

Black Caucus walked out on President

Carter Tuesday during a tense meeting at

the White House on full employment
legislation.

Carter invited the black lawmakers in for a

discussion of the Humphrey-Hawkins bill,

which has passed the House and awaits

Senate action. Some congressmen who at

tended said they secured a pledge from

Carter that he will push hard to get the

measure through before adjournment
scheduled Oct. 14.

But they reported that Rep. Conyers
became so angry during an exchange with

the president and Vice President Walter

Mondale that he spun on his heels and
stalked out.

"All of us were tense," said Rep. Parren

Mitchell, D-Md., the caucus chairman.
At that point, Conyers accused Carter and

Mondale of questioning his loyalty and in-

tegrity, and walked out, Mitchell and
Dellums reported.
"We know the clock is ticking. We have a

gut feeling that if we do not get full employ-
ment approved this session, we will not get

it in the foreseeable future."

Mitchell and Rep. Ronald Dellums,
D-Calif., told reporters the loudest argu-
ment came after Conyers told Carter he
would be blamed should the bill fail.

Dellums and Mitchell said Mondale and
Carter "got very defensive ' and seemed to
think Conyers was saying congressmen
would blame the president.

"What he Conyers was saying was (hat it

would be perceived by the counti^ as the
president's fault, " Mitchell said.

"The vice president started showing his

anger. He said, "You sav you are going to

blame the president for the failure of the
legislation. I started shouting back at the
vice president that people would perceive it

that way."

Congo accuses NATO
of conspiracy

UN AUliUb I 14 the president of the Peo-
ple's Republic of Congo, Joachim Yhombi
Opango, announced that an enormous in

ternational conspiracy directed against his

country naa t>een uncovered which includ
ed plans for an invasion from abroad using
mercenaries.
Now, Congolese Prime Minister Louis Syl

vain Ngoma has revealed that investiga
tions so far confirm the accusations made
in 1977 by Angolan President Agostinho
Neto about the existence of a conspiracy
known as the Cobra Plan, which aimed to
destabilize Angola, the Congo, Guinea
Bissau and Benin.
The conspiracy recently uncovered in the
PR of Congo was planned in Paris, said
Ngoma, and was "financed by NATO and

other capitalist organizations in Western
Europe."
Memt>ers of the reactionary Democratic

Party of the Congo had met together in

Paris. They had got the support of "certain

neighboring African countries" in order to

infiltrate Congolese territory, Ngoma said.

A few days ago, Ngoma and other Con-
golese leaders traveled around the country
explaining that, because of the size of the

conspiracy, the Congolese Party of Labor
had decided on a thorough review of the

members of the state apparatus.

Atomic weapons in S.A.
poses threat

MOZAMBIQUE'S PRESIDENT Samora
Machel warned that the manufacture of

atomic weapons by the South African

racist regime represented a grave threat for

the African peoples. President Machel was
speaking at a reception given to Prime

Minister Lebua Jonathan of Lesotho, who
was on a visit to the Mozambican capital,

Maputo.
The occupation of the Indian Ocean, the

turning it into a nuclear zone, and the

fostering of divisions among the African na

tions were maneuvers being used by the

continent's enemies, he added.

There was an ever greater need for

economic independence if the Africans

were to control the exploitation of their

natural resources for the benefit of the peo-

ple.

President Machel also condemned
P/etoria's policy of creating bantustans,
and declared his support for the struggle
for the complete independence of Namibia
and Zimbabwe
Speaking at a mass rally in Maputo, Prime

Minister Jonathan accused South Africa
and Rhodesia of trying to perpetuate
systems based on racial segregation.
The imperialists were trying to divide the
African Liberation movements by pointing
to alleged "communist" interference,
which, in fact, they were using as a pretext
to "justify their repression of all the peoples
of the continent," he said.

His country would exercise its right to
maintain friendly relations with whom
soever it wished, he said, and if its security
were threatened it would ask for the help it

deemed fit.

LUTHER

By MARIO A. BARROS
Collegian Staff

To whom it may concern: I'm back! And,
I must admit, it's great to be back. Without
wasting any more time, I'll pick right up
where I left off in tryin' to deliver the good
word on what's happening live, on wax, on
film and on whatever else.

At the moment, the big word is that the

Funkadelic LP, "One Nation Under A
Groove" is finally available commercially.

Pre-release copies of the title cut and the

single has created alot of action that's well

deserved for this fine piece. The funk is all

there with Clinton and Co. (Worrel, Shider

and Collins) jammin' it up once again.

Setting this effort apart from Funkadelic's

past jams is that this is the most vocally

diverse and accomplished of all. They go
from the hair raisengest chants (Think, It

Ain't Illegal Yet) to some of the sweetest
soul ha'monizing this side of The Five

Satins. With some of the leads and smooth
rhythm tracks, tittle Anthony and the

Imperials may come to mind also.

Yes, this LP is straight R&B (that's

Rhythm & Business), but what's a

Funkadelic LP without Mike Hampton
going off at least once!? Witness "Who
Says A Funk Band Can't Play Rock and
roll?" and tell me if he and Ernie Isley aren't

two of the rockinest guitarists out there

today! The cover promises more of what
you're funkin' for and inskie is a bonus 7"

High Notes...
33 1/3 EP that has "Lunchmeataphobia"
on it!

On the muscle -ijiusic scene is Macho's
"I'm a Man". The LP features a cover of

Steve Winiwood's "I'm A Man" that's just

too hot too handle! To say it smokes would

be an understatement! Loaded with

percussion, attack-force guitars and
punkish vocals this mutha will definitely

light you up. The remaining music is a little

more low-key but is a cut above filler. It's

on Prelude Records.

Also on Fire is "Burnin"' by Carol Douglas

on MCA. Another John "The Monster"

Davis production, we have a lush but gritty

sound with plenty of percussion. The
arrangements are roomy so that Carol can

stretch out and show us a much more
diverse and mature vocalist than she was
on "Doctor's Orders" and Midnight Love

Affair ". The title cut is preceded by by a

break that's pure heat. Side one is blended

around it and the key word is dance. Side

two gives us a more sultry lady rounding

out Carol's best yet.

The Afro Cuban Band (borne from Love

Child's Afro Cuban Blues Band who did the

legendary "Black-skinned, Blue-eyed

Boys") comes under the production of

Michael Zager with a thick latin/soul drive

that's poured all over "Rhythm of Life" and

"The Moon Is The Daughter of the Devil".

Busy arrangements add to the latin flavor

and percussion mixed up front makes the

sound hot. Zager strikes again and strikes

nicely. It's on Arista Records.

Nemperor Records (dist. by CBS) has put

out (for DJs) a 12" disc of Stanley Clarke's

"More Hot Fun". All I can say is LOOK
OUT!! This side is nothing but two long

breaks loaded with nasty elastic bass, all

kinds of percussion and special effects

galore. Jam on Stanley!

Letter to the Editor
Committee for tite Liberation of S.A.

The UMass Committee for the Liberation

of Southern Africa would like to invite all

interested people to our introductory

meeting, Thursday 8:00 in the Campus
Center room 101. There will be a

presentation of what is currently going on
both in Rhodesia where armed struggle is

taking place, and the continuing mass
upsurge in Southern Africa. "There is no
Crisis here," which is a short film shot

illegally in South Africa will be shown.
Afterwards there will be a discussion on
how, we can best continue to support the

struggles of the people of Southern Africa.

Apartheid is the legal separation of race

and the setting up of a system where one
race dominates. Half of the non-white

children die before the age of five in South
Afnca, (Azania) due to malnutrition and 65

per cent of those children hat are left

suffer mental retardation again due to

malnutrition. You have to het a special

permit to have a racially mixed party or

event. The government of South Africa

was until recently headed by a man who
was imprisoned for pro Nazi activities

during WW 2.

The United States through such in-

stitutions as the export-import bank directly

supports the government of South Africa.

U.S. corporations number about 350 in

South Africa with a total investment of

around 1.7 billion. In their continuing
search for cheap labor they xave a huge
stake in keeping the present regime in

power.

Announcements
Johnny Griffin

World reknowned tenor saxophonist,
Johnny Griffen will be appearing in concert
at the Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst
College on Saturday September 30 at 8:15
p.m. Griffin will be backed by two members
of the Walter David Trio.

A fro-Am mee ting

All Black students should attend a meeting

of the Afro Am Society to be held on

Thursday September 29, 1978 in New Africa

House.

Many important issues concerning the

Black community will be discussed.

film

The Commutor Collective, as part of it's

Progressive Film Series, will be showing
Lucia "The epic Cuban film of love, death
and war, Lucia is one of those rare films that
deals with the role of women in history."

'High Notes' is a column established in the
Black Affairs section of the Daily Collegian.
Mario Barros is Black Affairs' literary critic.

The column will appear every Wednesday
in Black Affairs.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.
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Although this looks like a leftover from May, the photographer promises

that it is a current scene on Baker lawn.

(Staff photo by Jennifer Gear)

IVIusic you can dance to
By MARIO A. BARROS
Collegian Staff

Here, dance fans, is the

music you've been waiting

for!

Ariola sends us

"Chanson", featuring

David Williams, Jr. and
James Jamerson on bass,

lead guitar and vocals. Side

one opens with Jim
Burgess, "Don't Hold
Back" and "I Can Tell".

Both songs, especially the

former, will lead to many
crowded dance floors The
slick funk of "Don't Hold

Back" and the explosive

energy of "I Can Tell" will

move and groove you.

The rest of this Arista

Records LP casts them as

classy soul stylists with a

flair for mood music (no

matter what the mood).
Simply entitled Chanson-
is well worth picking up.

The Afro-Cuban band,

under the production of

Michael Zager offers a fiery.

percussive set with a

distinct Latin flavor that is

nice and thick. The female

vocals at times may be

undistinguished, but the

rhythm tracks are solid.

This is not quite the same
band that did the

memorable "'Black
Skinned, Blue eyed Boys"'

(they were then Love

Child's Afro Cuban Blues

Band), but the music still

carries that same sweeping,

Latin beat. Zager teams

with Alvin Fields once again

and together, they have

added another winner to

their repetoire.

The big cuts are "Rhythm
of Life", '"The Moon Is The

Daughter Of The Devil" and

a left field pick of sorts,

"Baila". The cover

promises hot percussion

and rhythms (pfcturing a

very foxy lady with a conga

drum) and these cuts do

not let us down.
Jumping out of left field

and right onto the dance
floor is the 12" disco mix of

Stanley Clarke's "More Hot

Fun" on Nemperor
Records. Loaded with

strong percussion and
special effects, this cut

consists of two long breaks

with amazing drive.

Abstractand concrete
painting on CC display

By LISA WATERMAN
Collegian Staff

An exhibition of large scale paintings

by the Abstract Expressionist painter

James Hendricks,, professor here in the
Art Dept., is currently being shown
along the walls of the Campus Center
Concourse. The exhibition will continue
through mid-November,
The 12 abstract and concrete "field

with the heat lamps and bombarding
them with debris and pieces of acrylic.

This created the effect of meteor
showers and other natural phenomena.

Hendricks also used wood blocks and
air brushes to create the effect of wind
erosion. In the end, the effect is of a

possible moonscapes rather than

utilizing an actual photo-realist effect.

This was accomplished by stimulating

the creation of natural patterns by

represent a

work from
selection of

1967 to the

paintings

Hendricks'

present.

Appearing along the walls of the

building are three round moon studies,

called "Tondos", and seven rectangular

paintings.

Two monumental soft canvases were

added yesterday to the exhibit.

The "Space Walk,,' which hangs to

the left of the escalator, represents

Hendricks' transition, which began in

1968 with the realist paintings of the

moon's surface based on the NASA
photographs. Hendricks began by

creating a photo-realist effect.

The next step was to realize the

moonscapes could be created as

circular canvases with think layers of

paint, drying these layers differentially

building up the surface of the large,

tapestry of surfaces, craters, mountain
ranges, and cracks which create ab-

stract moonscapes.
The end of Hendricks' moonscape

period culminated with his transition

into pure abstraction with the blue

"'Tomdos." In 1971, Hendricks evolved

from "field" to " gestural" painting.

The subjects became the marks,

textures, and planes resulting from the

intensely involving process of creating

painting by every way possible.

No longer derived from the

rememberence of natural forms,
Hendricks draws and scrapes paint on
the canvas through a physical "im-

provisation" of nearly sel't' conscious
activity that allows experience and
intuition to direct the painting.
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DISCOUNTS ON ALL
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

BEERS

only at
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57 N Pleasant St.

2535141
Across from the fire station

I

I
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I
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Showing thru
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WARREN JUUE
BEATTY CHRISTIE

Showing thru
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Showing thru

Thursday at ITLS 5:00) 7 15-9:30 I
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Showing thru
Thursday at (TLS 5 00) 7 15 9 30

RFOUCEO AOUIT & STUDENT PRICES FOR TIS TICKETS UMITEO TO SEATINa

David Berman's

«DENIMSFASHIONABLE STYLES

AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

• Ste. Lvcicn Jeans
• French Star

• STW Gear
• La Disco
• Velour Tops

• Denim Shirts

• Western Shirts

Casual Dress Shirts

Next toTHEPUB Amherst

Soups^Salads^
Sandwiches—Quiches—Bagels

and Spreads—Baked

Goods— Yogurt

Smoothies—Fresh Ground

Coffee

at Faces next to the Amherst Post Office

COMPLETE TAKEOUT
SERVICE

M-Th 8-6:00 Fri 8-9:00 Sat 8 5:00

256-8955—

—

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL

MBA PROGRAM

.\n Admissions Representative from

Harvdid (iraduatc School of' Business Administration

will be un campus

Wednc^dav , Oi t ,'hc 1978

t!i iiicc! \v itii suivlciMs interested in

tlie iwovear MBA Program

,
(

' o n I a 1 the

Career Plannmg and Placement Center

for more details and to sign up lor

an information session.

Harvard Business School is committed to

the principle uf equal educational opportunity

and evaluates candidates without regard to

race, sex. creed, ndtional origin or handicap
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Guthrie innocent
ofslander
MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) A U.S. District

Court jury yesterday found folksinger Ark)
Guthrie innocent of slander.

The jury of three men and three women
deliberated for about an hour before han-
ding down the innocent verdict.

Guthrie said he felt "pretty good" about
the decision. "Next tinr»e we're back in Burl

ir^ton, we won't be singing in court we'll

be doir>g what we do best," he said.

The suit was brought by Clayton Fuller,

who claimed Guthrie ruined his reputation

as a concert promoter by telling a 1976
Burlington audience that "everybody here
is being ripped off."

Guthrie walked out during intermission in

a dispute over payment. The following day
he gave two free concerts in Burlington.

Spencer Knapp, Guthrie's lawyer, argued
in court that the singer's statements could
not have destroyed Fuller's reputation.

"Fuller's reputation is beyond repair.

Anything Guthrie said could not damage it

further," Knapp said.

Fuller told reporters Tuesday that he plan-

ned to return to Oregon and his family, and
to "try to pick up the pieces."

Fuller testified during the five-day trial that

because the turnout at the concert was
lower than expected, he did not have the

$2,500 cash he promised to give Guthrie

during intermission.

He said he offered to f>ay the rest by per

sonai check, but that Guthrie refused to ac

cept a check. A security agent, a lighting

technician and a boxing promoter testified

Fuller cancelled earlier concerts and that

they had trouble obtaining payment from
him in the past.

John Maley, Fuller's lawyer, argued all

had been paid, and were merely attempting
to damage Fuller's reputation.

Transit stril<e to

be negotiated
WORCESTER lUPI) - Negotiations are

scheduled to resume tomorrow in an effort
to resolve a mass transit strike which has
left some 26,000 commuters without rides
for eight weeks.
Federal mediator Thomas McNally Tues

day said the negotiating session was
scheduled bv federal mediators.
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Negotiators from Local 22, Amalgamated
Transit Workers Union and the Worcester
Regional Transit Authority have not met in

two weeks, McNally said.

On August 3, 165 union drivers and
mechanics walked off their jobs to protest a
dispute centering around cost-of-living and
pension clauses in a proposed three year
contract!

Commuters in the state's second largest
city and 14 surrounding communities have
been walking, taking taxies, and carpooling
sipce the strike began.
The union is fighting management at-

tempts to place a 20-cent-an-hour "cap" on
cost of -living increases Management is

balking at a oush by the union to get an im-
mediate hike in the pension benefits.

King meets with

Governor Dukakis
BOSTON 1/4P1- Edward J. King,

Democratic nominee for governor, met for

70 minutes^with vanquished Gov. Michael

S. Dukakis. He emerged with the view that

whatever support he gets from the lame

duck governor will be on the quiet side.

King was 10 minutes late for the

scheduled meeting in the governor's office

but remained 40 minutes overtime.

Dukakis, who received him the minute he

arrived, would not allow photographers to

take pictures of the conference and

indicated in advance he would have

nothing to say at its conclusion.

King gave his version of the meeting to a

small army of newsmen at an impromptu

news conference in the corridor outside tha

governor's suite.

The candidate indicated he and the

governor talked about issues on which they

agree, soft-pedaling most of their

differences that were spelled out in the

primary campaign such as the governor's

opposition to capital punishrr>ent and

support for state-funded abortions.

"There are things that the governor and I

do agree on," King said and went on to

volunteer he would continue facets of the-

loovemor's urban revitalization programs

that prove successful.

To maintain good programs and the

personnel that make them work would be a

"head-start, " King said,*%
''All
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Nominations Extension

for Election to the

Commuter Collective

Council
(Commuter Area Government)

Extended because of printing error-

Nominations will close today, Wednesday, 27

1978. 3:00Sept .m.

FAMOUS MAKER SUITS
FOR

$45!
A wide ossortment of This

Season's Mens suits

If perfect, valued to

S20000

Slightly flowed, our
price

While Th«y Last • $45.00!

A Store-full of Ideas
•IT. t^S' ( )"

DISCOUNT CALCULATORS
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

Tl'57 Programmable S49.IS

Tl SI Adv programmable 94.9S

Tl 59 Card programmable 21195
PC 100A Printer for 58.59 149.95

PROGRMR Hexadecimal . 47.95

DataChron Calc/alarm/timir . 39.95

But. Analyit Financial 24.95

MBA Advanced financial 57.95

Tl 25 Slim Scientific 24.95

Tl 30 Scientific 15.95

SR 40 Scientific 21.95

Tl 55 Statistics/Scientific . 39.95

51/59 Modules 29.95

HEWLETT
HP ISC $219 96

PACKARD
HP31E S49.95

MP29C
HP 67

HP92
HP97

139 95

359 95

399.95

59995

HP32E
HP 33E

HP37E
HP38E

6595
8295
61 35

9895

>.OORabM*on Tl 57
Coupon •»« Miih Calculator

67/97 Pact 29 95 (40 days for 32.

37.38)

FAST DtllVtnV GVARA\T£FD U%» ctrtititd chtck or rrtonev ofd»r

and •«• will (hip withm 24 houri Add $2 75 thipcirtg cbargt Calif ran

danti add 6\ tan (Vi»a and MC accaptad on all ordart, 3% (urcharga on

HP) All unitt brand oaw m factory cartons, complate with ttandard accaj-

(orirn and tuH yaar Marranty

Crtdit Card Ordtrt

ORDER TOLL FREE

1 800-421 8819
louiKda CA, AK. HI)

For tKhnical info

VjDall (213) 744 1444

tarn's
iMcanPOMATao
Serving Siudenli l^eedt

Since 1947

TAM'S DEin^36

3303 S Hoovaf St

Lot Angdtt

CA 90007

(213) 744 1444y

See You at

Time

Vi Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90

Always Hgppy Hour Prices

SiJf)r,'r San(dwiches

,./ N Plonsant St.

^a£cAUt Ice Cream
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Quarts -99c
on Sunday-

Sundaes 2 for 99c

Amherst Carriage Shops
open M-F 10-10, Sat. & Sun. 12-10

Coupon expires Oct. 8

^ r» rt- -- ^<i re T" -^^ f* r^ '."< »^ i"^ f* >< I ^^>.<— I Mil
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Women's News Briefs
(WiFWIT^WIWrService) Public Defender
Joe Attschule says he expects the third

murder trial of Idaiia Mejia, a Chicana
woman charged with murdering her

husband will go to jury by the end of this

week, and that the outlook seems
promising for Mejia.

Idalie Mejia was charged with killing

Rafael Majia last December 18, in Southern
California, after allegedly being the victim
of years os savage beatings by her late

husband. Two previous trials had failed to

reach verdicts for Mejia, who is the mother
of four children,

Altschule told Her Say that crucial

testimony in Mejia's favor has been
presented in this third trial. He reports that
the testimony of two doctors has revealed
that Mejia's husband, who was found dead
lying in bed with Mejia standing at the foot
of the bed with a gun, was shot while he
was upright, not lying down The doctors
told the court that a bullet wound in the
agricultural worker's hand indicated that he
was striking out at his wife when she shot i

him, and was not defenseless. '

Mejia has repeatedly maintained that her
husband had threatened to kill her "with his

bare hands" and had slammed her head
against the wall and bit her before she
finally picked up a gun and told him she
was leaving and taking her children with
her.

Altschule reports that psychologists who
are testifying in the trial descnbed Idaiia

Mejia as being a battered wife at the end of
her rope. One next-door neighbor who
reportedly witnessed many of Rafael
Mejia's violent outbursts, told the court
that the late husband was a "Jeckyll and
Hyde type of character " who often became
brutal when he drank, beating both Idaiia

Mejia and her children.

Altschule says the case should go to jury,
possibly as early as this Thursday (Sep-
tember 28th)

Prosecution attorneys have claimed that
Mejia intended to kill her husband and that

there was no struggle or argument going
says, however, that Mejia acted in self

defense.

Waitress and Sexism

(Her Say News Serviced

and well and living in

beverage industry.

Sexism is alive

the food and

business knows we are merchandising a lot

more than food."

Abortion Censorship in Congress

(Her Say News Service) The National
Abortion Rights Action League has ac-
cused the U.S. House of Representatives
of advocating censorship by prohibiting the
Civil Rights Commission from studying or
collecting any information on abortion.

The magazine Dollars and Sense reports

that the more? "sex appeal" a waitress uses
and the more sexist her uniform, the more
money she will make.

The magazine quotes Al Specht,
president of Local 69 of the Hotel
Restaurant and Bartenders Union in New
York City, as commenting, "We may have
a lot of new fangled laws about
discrimination and hiring and sexism, but a

waitress's tips are still directly related to her
hemline.'

Local waitresses apparently confirrn
Specht's opinion. DoJIars and Sense sayi
that one woman, for example, worked al
LaGuardia Airport's Terrace Restaurant
when It opened four years ago, and
averaged $500 (dollars) a week in tips. Her
uniform then consisted of a ruffled dance
leotard, stockings and high heeled shoes,
and she was advised "to wear a pushed up
bra for extra cleavage."

The magazine adds, however, that when
Host International, the California based
company that runs the Terrace and 24
other airport facilities, lost their uniform
supplier, and a woman manager was hired,

the costume changed to a peasant style

knee length dress

The result , Dollars and Sense quotes the
woman as saying, was a drastic drop in

tips. She added, "so now I have to look for

another )ob, because anyone in this

The House voted 234 to 131 earlier

month to prohibit the Commi88i(
studying or collecting any inf

about "laws and poNcies of the
government or any other governmental
authority in the United States with respect
to abortion."

lartia^lj^

lioMJj^H

le^^lp

Naral charges that congress has man
dated the Commission on Civil Rights to
evaluate the laws and policies of the
government as they relate to ^he denial of
equal protection under the law based on
sex, race or national origin.

Karen Mulhauser, executive director of
NARAL charged that the House was
"set(ing a dangerous precedent by in-

terfering with the Commission's duty to
investigate the impact of federal laws and
policies as they relate to the denial of equal
protection."

In the commission's 21 years, Mulhauser
says, only one of tye 250 published reports
involved abortion.

Mulhauser, in a letter to President Carter,
asked the President to veto a bill extending
the life of the U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights, if the bill contained an anti-abortion
amendment.

Reporter

wins reprieve
WACMINGTON (AP) - New York Timesreporter Myron A. Farber won a lasV-minT^S

reveal his confidential files
Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart

?«*^^^1 ^«^ .Jersey authorities to XwFarber to remain free until they hear fuSfrom him or the full court.

Farber alreai^y has spent 27 days in jail and
the Times has paid $130,000 in fines for
refusing to surrender confidential informa-
tion to a New Jersey judge presiding over a
murder case.

Farber was to have b
Hackensack, N.J., jail o
Stewart's order was a
p.m.

irmo

returned to a
at 4 p.m. EDT.

lounced at 3:20

N-sub funds deleted

WASHINGTON (UPI) The Senate
passed a $.35.2 billion military authorization
bill yesterday, deleting funds for a $2 billion
nuclear supercarrier that prompted a veto
by President Carter.

Defense soul-ces said the ad-
miniyfjjwpvmn now plans to push Congress
to put the money saved into a missile

system that can be fired from land or sea.

The Senate bill, approved by an 89 3
vote, is similar to a measure expected to be
voted on by the house later this week.

The defense sources said the Pentagon
now plans to campaign for a bill providing
between $200 million and $300 million to
speed up work next year on a multi-

purpose missle program expected to
eventually cost $35 billion

The new missle would replace separate
weapons now being developed by the Navy
and Air Force. It would be launched from
submarines or mobile land bases, the
sources uukl.

Ski Club Meeting Tonight
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UMass Ski Club
Sugarbush &

Glen Ellen Ski &
Party Week
Jan. 21-26 Sun.-Fri.

Interchangeable lift ticket bVi

days
Lo(dging

$* Meals
** Shuttle bus between areas

*Beer &
#

wine party

*

!$115

Call Jennifer Cohen 256-8066

Ken Silverstein 546 9616
Club Office CC 106 545 3437

TOTAL

*
*

¥:

To ail foreign students and
friends: the International
Students Assoc, will hold a

general meeting on this Wed.,
Sept. 27 in Campus Center
Rm. 165 at 7:30 p.m. See you
there.

%

UMass Fire &
First Aid Unit

Monthly meeting to be held on Wed.,
Sept. 27 in Rm. 903 CC at 10 p'.m. All

new people should arrive at 9:30 p.m.
for orientation session. If unable to at-

tend call Bob, 256-8040.

**I really enjoy my life as an Army
Nurse. And the salary is super."

—CAPTAIN JOANNE HOPKINS

« RAFFLE! -K-

J Free Sugarbush Ski Week If

^ Value $115.00 (one person) ^
*Mail in coupon or deposit at CC 106 or*
^at Ski Club meetings ^
*NAME *
||:address %
* ¥:

*PHONE *
*
*^ Drawing -Dec 6 Ski Club Meeting - Mahar

*J^^ 3|C 3|C •jt Jf* *ft ^^ ^p rf^ ^^ ^f^ ^^ "T** ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^* ^^ ^^

"I think I have a lot more

opportunity to take a leader-

ship position here I feel

special being in the military."

If you'd

like to join

Joanne Hop-

kins in the

Army Nurse

Corps, here

are a few

facts you

should know.

Army nurs-

ing IS open

to men and women under the

age of 33. with BSN degrees.

Every Army Nurse is an

officer. Your pay is excellent.

and you

get 30 days

paid vacation

each year.

And your

initial tour is

three years

—

just enough

to try the

job on for

size.

For more infurnidlion ahoul opportunities for Regi.stered Nurses in the

Army Nurse Corps write Army Nurse Opportunities. HQ NKRRC. Fort

Me^de. MD 2075< Or phone tollett lo Kll 67-'-48<»l

The Army Nurse Corps

PIZZA-RAMA
FREE DELIVERY WITH LARGE ORDERS

Our Specialties Are " ^

Delicious
Pizzas 1^W

Hot Oven
Grinders

•
^^'--

Spaghetti

For fast dielivery call

253-3808 _ 256:0115
355 COLLEGE ST. AMHERST. MA

Vlston
ShoujCQse

Itofnwly HouM of VMonI

We are Spsclallsts In:

• Fashion Eyewear
•Contact Lenses
• E'lergency Replacements
• F « Adjustments Anytime
•W Clean & Polish contact
le «s on the premised.

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley St4-«n4

RAND OPENING SAVINGS

SALE ENDS TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3rd

ENOVESE
THE PMMMACY STORE fl A WHOLE LOT MOREII

SUPER
DRUGS

ENOVESE DRU<

"WE'RE NOT
NEWCOMERS
"54 YEARS"
OFSATISnO)
CUSTOMERS"

OUR 50th STORE
AMHERST, MASS.

Over 25,000 Kerns. Pick up fabulous

12 page circular in store.

^jRniWTOCTMMl THUBSO»Y coupon preWWWWMgWTOM
I.OVESE n%Z:r WTHTHB

rncc •»""

GENOVESE

University \
\

of Mass. )A
^^^H^^|Wdssa

^ilfetts Ave. U

1 \
1 fo nlw
f # >, f-'Ly
t M 4^ M W

II Is II
1 f -^ f f

lie f 1

ll J
'/

iSenovese , / .-s-X<^P^^^^^^^^^^^^:^^
Amherst ^Jf /

Shopping'^ I
U-^S^^/i f Amherst

^^*****

College

Plaza ^^^^
II

BRAND H

VALID SEPT. 21 OW.Y

Ow par

WMMm
WITH THIS

COUPON

^n»»nnWrSATUBDAY COUPON

FREE
GENOVESE BRAND

MULTIPLE VITAI\(i!*»^

msT SOU

MOULTS

100 TABirS

VALID SEPT. 30 ONLY

Ona per custom^ |j

fMMMi^nnnn^ friday coupon mMMinnnnnnnyp'gr
ENOVESE

WITH THIS

COUPON

H

i

9

~! I
I L

ll
I

ataMMMMMil Omf

tsoz.

SOPROPYL ALCOHOL
VAUD SEPT. 21 ONLY

f>?nnnffiMifinnnnn)l sundaycoupw yginnnnRHMMMg^

WITH THIS

COUPONFREE
OGILVIE HAIR

REPAIR LOTION
yi OZ. $1.50 RETAIL

VALID OCT. 1 ONLY

SALE VALID

IN AMHERST
STORE ONLY!

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK'
STORE HOURS
MONDAY 9 AM 10 PM
TUESDAY 9 AM 9 PM
WEDNESDAY 9 AM 9 PM
THURSDAY 9AM-10PM
FRIDAY 9 AM- 10 PM
SATURDAY 9 AM 7 PM
SUNDAY 9 AM- 6 PM

AMHERST SHOPPING PLAZA (Adj. New AfrP)

UNIVERSITY DRIVE AT RTE 9

AMHERST. MASS.
PHONE 256-0422

Out to tun rifutoMnt. thH rfvtrtwni docf not apply to tht prvicription of prof»«iontl itmets. Not rttpontiklt for typogrtphicil trrorv

RAND OPENING SAVINGS AT GENOVESE DRU GRAND OPENIN

CHARGE YOUR
PURCHASES

We rtmvi thi ri|l)t to limit tolti to 2 pwk^^s o< tny itttn
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Child abuse reports on the rise
BOSTON (AP) Social workers have pleaded with

state lawmakers for more help to handle a growing

deluge of child abuse reports, warning that some cases

wait months to be investigated.

The Subcommittee on Children in Need of Services at

a Statehouse hearing Tuesday night, asked Welfare

Department employees to describe changes that have

occurred since the widespread publicity about several

recent child-t>eating deaths.

The witnesses agreed the pubticity has led to a doubl-

ing or tripling of suspected abuse cases being reported

to regional welfare offices. As a result, there is a grow-

ing backlog of cases awaiting Ixjth initial evaluation and

long-term counseling and supervision, they said.

Rep. Philip W. Johnston, D Marshfield, the subcom-
mittee's chairman, reminded them the legislature

recently approved an extra $1 million for the Welfare

Department to hire an additiorul 100 people to handle

child -abuse cases. The social workers said the increase

in cases was outstripping the increase in staff.

Gail Edwards, who evaluates abuse cases reported in

the Boston area, said, "Cases are sitting around on

desks, in some cases up to two months...We've got to

do more than play catch-up."

"^ LOOSE ^^

CABOOSE
Sept. 27 7:30

Pines Theatre

Look Park

Rt. 9, Northampton

Seating on the lawn

Admission $2
For info, call 584-2223

N.E.M.T. Production

Robert Jennis, a child-abuse investigator in Medford,

complained of Welfare Department procedures that

shift a case from one social worker to another.

"Not only have the kids lost their parents, they've lost

their social worker as well. We have kids asking for us,"

he said Margaret Monnie, a welfare supervisor in

Waltham, said the growing number of new cases means
older cases tend to get neglected. It is in just such long-

term problem families that tragedies often occur, she

said.

David Chamberlain, a Marshfield welfare supervisor,

said turnover on his staff has been nearly 150 percent in

the last two years. He blanned it on mounting workloads

being placed on social workers and inadequate help

from the Department of Mental Health.

The witnesses said specially trained protective service

workers are averaging about 15 abuse cases each.

However, "generalist" workers, who handle a variety of

child welfare problems, including abuse, often have up

to 35 cases at a time.

Johnston said the Dukakis administration had sought

inadequate funds for child abuse over the past years,

but to bemoan that was "beating a dead horse." He said

his panel, instead, would try to get the current guber

natorial candidates to commit themselves to an expand

ed program.

He said the subcommittee hoped to hear from Rep.

Francis W. Hatch, the Republican candidate, and Ed-

ward J. King, the Democrat, either Tuesday or Wednes-

day of next wopW

STUDENTS

Start your own flying club with brand new 1978-79

aircraft.

Initial fee of $75.00 pays for a lifetime membership.

$8.00 a month dues (only the month actively flying).

$17.00/hourlv rental fee, normally $22.00.

Make the right approach

Call FRANKLIN AIRWAYS, INC.

Turners Falls Airport

(413) 863-8110 (students)

FAA APPROVED SCHOOL

Thomson gimmick backfires

CONCORD, N.H. \UPI\-\/\lhen Republican Gov.

Meldrim Thomson put out a $3 record featuring his re-

eiectioin campaign jingle, he figured it was a catchy

tune that would sell. Now, even his Democratic

opponent is using it.

The 30 second ads for auto dealer Hugh Gallen began
running this week. They open with excerpts from
Thomson's colonial style marching song, "Live Free or

Die," and feature the three-term governor urging voters

to "keep New Hampshire No. 1
."

An announcer chimes in: "That's right, Mel, you made
New Hampshire No. 1 all right-with the highest property

taxes, the highest percentage of wives forced to

work...you personally and you alone have made our

electric bills No. 1.

"No, Mel, singing cute jingles and happy talk aren't

enough," he adds.

"We think the ads are commenting on an obviously

political statement the governor made," Galtsn

campaign manager Peter Goelz said Tuesday. "If

you're going to make public political statements, you
should be prepared to have them challenged and
criticized."

"We're going to do something," replied Thomson's
son and campaign manager, Peter Thomson. He
refused to say just what, because he didn't want to "tip

my hand."

Thomson is favored to win an unprecedented fourth

term over Gallen, who lost the Democratic nomination

twice before, and former GOP Gov. Wesley Powell.

Garn plans to delay

decision on ERA
WASHINGTON \AP\Sen. Jake Garn, R-Utah, said

yesterday he is standing fast, at least for the present, on his

plan to lead a filibuster against a time extension for

ratification of the proposed Equal Rights Amendment.
Garn spoke at a news conference shortly after an

estimated 2, OCX) ERA supporters rallied in a park near the

Capitol and heard Sen. Edward Brooke, R Mass., demand
that the extension be called up for immediate Senate

action.

Brooke and Sen. Birch Bayh, D-lnd., chief Senate

sponsor of the extension, said they would seek a post-

(jlection session of Congress to consider the extensioin if it

is not passed by Oct. 14 when legislators are scheduled to

adjourn.

Unless the extension is approved by the Senate, the ERA
has until next March 22 to gain the approval of 38 state

logislatures. The House has voted to extend the deadline

until June 30, 1982.

SGA GRIPE COLUMN

I FEEL TPAT THE TERM "BITCH-COLUMN^ IS A SEXUALLY CONNOTA- -WHY DOES FINANOAL AID ALWAYS SCREW UP?

TIvPnaIiE^AN^D TpIaT SHOU LD be CHANGED TO "GRIPE-COLUMN". ^^^^^ .^,^ ^^^
$

We agree and it has and we're sorry.

-WHO'S SGA PRESIDENT?

Right now. Bob Dion and Donald Bishop are Co-Presidents How-

ever they have i^signed. Tnus they are acting as Presic'ents until new

Sidates are sworn in-which will be after the elections on the 5th and

6tli of Octo'jer.

-WHAT DOES THE UNIVERSITY DO WITH THE MONEY IT MAKES
AT THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX?

»

According to Mr. Cummings, Manager of the University Store

the Annex is a llanch of tlie University Store, and like the profits of the

Univ1iS?y Store the Annex's profits go to tlie ninnmg of the Campus

Center.

-WHY IS THE BUS SERVICE TO BELCHERTOWN CENTER SO

SCREWED UP?

A snokesman from the UMass Transit Service explained the lack

of servi^ is mt n?reement renclie^i between^Belcherto.wn and the Transit

SeiviS-so traffic wouldn't l« heavy in the Center during the day.
.

However, this agreetiient doesn't see.n to agree with the students

who must use the service daily.

-WHY DO 1 HAVE TO PAY $2.50 FOR EACH TR.ANSCRIPTOF MY
RECORDS AFTER THE FIRST TWO?

According to tlie Transcript Office, the Boardpf Governors made

tite Transcript oTnce self-sufficiefit a few years ago. .Therefore^ accordhg

to tilat Office in order to pay for the use of copying equipment and in

ordVr to pa^t'or sol^ sib Uiat Office, the students must make up

the difference.

-WHY ARENT BOTH DOORS OPEN AT THE BOTTOM OF THE
ST^i^lRWAY% THE STUDE^^ UNION NEARTHE CRAFT SHOP?

One door is open because it's broken.The other remains closed

because no one opens it.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE YOUR GPvIPE, SUBMIT IT TO
ROOM 407 or 420 OF THE STUDENT UNION.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR FEED-BACK. WE LOVE COMPLAINTS

Office of Communications

If you would like to share your gripe, submit it to

room 407 or 420 of the Student Union.

UPC Productions
presents

An evening with

I

Patti Smith
Group

^ ^\.

/

Friday,

Oct. 6, 1978
Curry Hicks Cage

University
of Mass.

General Admission

UMass Students $5.00

General Public $6.00

Tickets are available at:

Tix, Union Record

Service, Sun Music,

For The Record, Record

Town, Goodbodies,

Platterpus, Main Street

and Belmont Records

No cans or

Bottles,

Please!

«ife

Tickets are now on sale

UPCOMING
Southside Johnny & The Asbury Jukes

Oct. 22, FAC, Tickets on sale Oct. 9

Fine Arts Center Box Office

and all Ticketron outlets

^jiaar aaa i
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FACULTY CONTRACT DISPUTE FORUM
An Appeal to Students

The MSP conference on the future of the university will offer a unique oppor-
tunity for students to talk with faculty and librarians (and, perhaps, ad-

ministrators) about the crisis our University now faces. What is at stake for us
all today is the quality of students' educations and the meaning of their UMass
degrees, and quite possibly also the entire future of quality public higher

education in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
So far, only MSP and certain student groups have sought to defend public

higher education before the legislature and people, and it is time we built a

larger and better-informed constituency In particular, MSP wants to show
why a good collective bargaining contract is essential to achieving our mutual
goals in higher education. As many people know, about two thirds of such a

contract has been negotiated. But the administration has assumed a "take it

or leave it" position with regard to the remaining eight important issues. It is

insisting upon terms that are totally inconsistent with quality higher education

and deliberately or unwittingly misinforming students, faculty, and the public

about the status of negotiations.

The issue is not salary raises for faculty and librarians. The salary increment,

is modest and was negotiated by the union with the Governor's represen-

tatives. Rather, the issue is who will play what part in managing the

University's present and future: will it be administrators, arbitrarily and with

the unlimited discretion they seek, or will it be educators and established con-

sultative procedures? It should be a lesson to all that the present impasse pits

the faculty and librarians and, we hope, most students - on the side of

^defending the educat4onal standards and practices of the traditional university

against an administrative power grab that would convert the university into a

coldly bureaucratic control system.

The conference will analyze and make proposals about the major factors that

have created this crisis, such as:

(1) The second class status of public higher education in Mass3chusetts,

despite the obvious need for quality education for students o! middle and
lower income families in sharp contrast to the Midwest and Western states'

strong financial support for public higher education.

(2) The fiscal crisis in Massachusetts and the way that choices have been
made to cut back further on vital public services such as higher education.

(3) The inept administrative leadership that has, in this context, added greatly

to its own ranks while leaving teaching positions empty, repeatedly refused to

abide by either its own rules or recommendations from established faculty

representatives, and centralized control over budgets and planning so that

faculty are excluded -while failing completely to represent the needs of the

University before the legislature or people of the state.

(4) Why, given this situation, a vigorous faculty union with a sound collective

bargaining contract is essential to preserving this University as a place where
quality higher education is available to those who cannot afford private col-

leges.

(5) How the administration has proceeded with collective bargaining - first

refusing to negotiate seriously at all, then yielding breifly when hundreds of

faculty withheld Spring grades, and then utterly stonewalling again as soon as

the grades were turned in - with their chief negotiator regularly teasing the

faculty bargaining team that "you have no chips to play in this game" and
"you are children with your noses pressed to the candy store window, but I'm

not going to give you any goodies."

(6) The apparent refusal of either President Knapp or the Board of Trustees to

take direct responsibility for collective bargaining away from the punitive ad-

ministration bargaining team and the no-longer-credible, lame-duck
Chancellor Bromery. With good will and reasonableness, we could finish the

contract in a matter of hours; instead, we are headed into mediation and pro-

bably the necessity for further faculty job actions and perhaps even a strike.

(7) The retention of good faculty, the morale of all faculty, and the quality

and character of the educational process at UMass are all dependent on com-
pleting the contract promptly --- come and help to show your support for

these shared goals!
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inappropriate 'to comment on the

Faculty Contract dispute
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Students United for Public Education feel
the faculty struggle Is a symptom ofa
general educational crisis.

Ed Note:
The following is an address to be given

'oday by Students United for Public
Education at the MSP Conference on the
State of the University. -'

If the state of this university were a good
one, there would be no need for us to be
gathered here today. The reality, however,
IS that this University, and all of public

higher education in Massachusetts, is in a

state of crisis of which the struggle of the

faculty is one important symptom. As
students, we recognize that s strong

faculty is critical for quality education. But
our position demands that we view the

situation in its overall context of the

political and economic forces at work in

this state, and, indeed, the nation at large.

The state government and adminsitration

are trying to tell us that the party is over;

that we must all tighten our belts and cut

costs in the name of efficiency. The
policies being formulated in Boston, as well

as the intransigence of the administration in

the bargaining process, represent direct

attacks on the quality of our university

education. Public education as we know it

is not a gift bestowed upon us by
enlightened rulers, but has been fought for

and defended by the people of

Massachusetts. What we are experiencing

now is an attempt to roll back these hard

won gains, not only in education, but in all

social services.

Is it too much to ask for this state to
maintain a firm commitment to quality
public higher education? We think not! Is

it too much for faculty to expect decent
wages and working conditions? Your

presence here today says no! Still, these
question ate difficult ones to raise,

especially when "tax revolt" is the cat
chword of cut rent .political debate. The
apparent common sense of fiscal con
servatism leaves nagging doubts in our
minds as we struggle with these issues.

But we have come to reject the assump-
tions lying behind popular and journalistic

opinion and the so-called "political
realities" which politicians and ad-
ministrators throw in our face.

The first thing they tell us, and the

defense upon which they always fall back,

is that there is xio money. But we ask: No
money for whom? Our esteemed governor
recently received a raise. More im-

portantly, look at all the tax write-offs and
direct subsidies going to private, profit-

making eterprises. And, finally, the most
glaring contradiction of all: As public

education bears the burden of cut-backs,

millions of our tax dollars are being fun-

nelled into private colleges and universities.

This leads us to another problem; the two-

tracked educational system in

Massachuszyts.

Anyone who went through high school

in this state is aware of the stigma often

attached to UMass as a "safety" school; a

last resort in case one wasn't accepted to a

better (read: private) school, or couldn't

afford to go elsewhere. In other words we
all took for granted the notion that a good

education and the public university are

mutually exclusive. But pushhis inevitable

or necessary? Of course not. We need

only look at the examples of public

universities in states where they have not

been stunted by a competing and politically

dominant private sector.

M.S.P.
The Massachusetts Society of
Professors thinks It Is time fora
constituency better Informedabout
higher education

We must reject the assumption of a two
track system, in which the private schools

serve the role of training intellectual,

political, and economic leaders, while the'

public schools churn out masses of semi

educated workers to carry out the schemes
and policies handed down from that same
educated elite. That is the logic which says

that we, the children of working class and
middle class families, must lower our

expectations, while the rich are educated
increasingly at our expense.

We believe that in our complex society,

education is a necessity, and just as we
recognize that we have a social role to fulfill

when we leave school, likewise our society

has an obligation to educate its members,
regardless of their ability to pay. We must
demand a set of priorities which will ensure
that quality higher education is not a class

privelege or for a token few "bright"

students.

In fact, howver, educational poRcy in

Massachusetts is moving in the opposite

direction, towards deepening the division

between private and public education.

While Harvard and MIT go about business

as usual, the public system of colleges and
universities is being sabotaged in the name
of efficiency and cost-cutting.

This is the unifying theme in the ad-

ministration's position on the faculty

contract. Take as an example the attack on

tenure. We are told it is in everyones in-

terest, especially the students, to clean

up"dead wood;" that is, tenured faculty

who are not doing their jobs. But what
does this really mean? First, it is obviously

an attempt to hold salaries down. Second,

the argument is clearly designed to play off

students against faculty, and many
misguided advocates of student power ac-

cept this uncritically. Tenure,

howver, IS not mimical to student interests.

On the contrary, /vithout tenure professors

will have to wmry about job security, which
will detract irom their teaching, especially

when dealing with controversial issues. In

short, ;icademic freedom and excellence

!ii e to be sacrificed in order to cut costs.

Cost cutting, however, goes further than
holding down professors' salaries. It is

being systematized at the state level in the

current proposal for reorganization of

higher education. Based on the assum-
ption of dual roles for private and public

education, the Parks plan for

reorganization advocates turning the entire

system of public higher education into a set

of vocational schools, in harmony with the

employment priorities of business in

Massachusetts.

Under reorganization, public schools
would become increasingly specialized,

and duplication of departments at defferent

schools would be eliminated. The em-
phasis is on separation rather than in-

tegration of knowledge. Meanwhile, at the
private schools the emphasis is increasingly

on a broad, integrative education,
recognizing the need to understand a broad
range of social issues.

Students United for Public Education

says no to budget cuts; no to public

uubsidies for private schools; no to the

reorganization plan. While we support the

faculty in their demand for a decent

contract, we realize that the faculty's

struggle is only one aspect of the attack on
public higher education in Massachusetts.

The solutions to the crisis will not be found
in the bargaining process. Only through

organization, only if students and faculty

unite, can we move forward, based on a

firm and principled commitment to quality

public higher education.
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LETTERS
''Seduction'' column
objectionable

To the Editor:

This letter is m response to the Friday.

September 22 issue of Collegian.

Specifically. I object to the articles regar-

ding sexism at UMass More specifically, I

object to the article by Julie Melrose en

titled Seduction by Apology.
"

I find two ma/or problems with Ms.

Melrose s opinion. First, she insists upon

presenting only the women's point of

view While most of the issues Ms.

Melrose presents seem to be true on oc

casion. she feels that similar reactions

aren't felt by men. Ms Melrose doesn't

seem to realize that men also "feel like

shit" after they have been the object of

the same abuses that she cites Women
also seem to feel that "those two little

words 'I'm sorry"' will mend all injuries.

My second objection to Ms. Melrose's

opinion IS that she makes her case at the

expense of the dignity of the UMass men
While this verbal abuse that Ms Melrose

IS passing out may be deserved m certain

instances, this is a misrepresentation of

the bulk of the male population at UMass.

We aren't all the rotten, sexist, domineer

ing assholes the CollegianporfAays

Over all, Ms Melrose's article is very in

formative, but not equally representative.

It also borders on slander. I do however

vehemently agree with her last

paragraph. We should take the time to be

non sexist about stating it. It should read:

We (not just women! must refuse to ac

Cept the opposite sex's (not just men's)

apologies without demanding that the

behavior which must be apologized fo,

cease Only then can the real change

begin.
Bob Svensson

Iftanney's cartoon

Applauded

t^t> the Editor.

fCudos and congrats to Rob Ranney for

t^ 9/25 installment of his "Wally Dorf"

siiip He cleverly demonstrates how use

of, the term "girls" in referring to women
iSi demeaning to men, as well as women.
It is an excellent example of how men are

victims of their own sexist attitudes. That

is: as long as men regard their female ac-

cft^intances as "girls, " they can never

ktlQw the richer and more fulfilling ex

pertence of relating to the total humanity

of a woman.
Ron Fradkin

"Gentlemen do

protest too much //

To the Editor

As a follow researcher of Par

thenngenesis and birth alternatives for

women, methinks the gentlemen do

p/htest loo much I'd like to pose a

Qitpstion to the male dominated sciecne

stllucture in general really now. what's

tlif fuss ^

ijhe estimated $ 147. 000. 000 spent each

vSkr in America on research on mem
hfane fusion, binary fission the whole

study of mitotic and cleavage process' in

vitrn i.e those steps integral to ths full

rem/uatinn of cloning men move towards

wh,i! I believe could he ! gynocidul

future.

Now honestly, who has the money and
the /lower in this country^ I would expect
such big boys as Marige. Levin Et al to

exhibit a little noblesse oblige and let us
liidies have our "puerile. " absurd fun

without becoming so threatened. Unless,

per/uifis, our research is not so absurd

Rifliif on, Chris Decker'

% Elizabeth Dworan

Parthenogenesis

article ''interesting
f r

To the Editor

Having read the Collegian for 4 years. I

huve learned to read everything with a
gram of salt 1/ am a Journalism Major
and we all know that unbiased news info

IS a myth I Having been on the

Colloqian staff. I might even say I'm

down right skeptical.

However, I did find C Decker's articles

on Parthenogenesis interesting and
informative May I stress the

interesting''' / also found the Letters to

the Editor that addressed ttie issue\s\ that

Ms Decker brought up interesting and
enlightening. May I stress the

enliqhtening''' \Having been a student

at UMass for 4 years I also take what
students say with a grain of salt and then

some I Sometimes these ivory towers
th.it surround us go to our heads and we
helievc that we are reacting out of

intellectual brilliance More often thm
not It's a Blue Wall Bu^^.

Now. I admit that I don't know a damn
about Parthenogenesis and I was
ama/ed . AMAZED at p.'! the UMass
Parthenogenetic Experts I have taken

bio courses, but car anyone tell me who
teaches Partho 101 and will it fit between
my 11:15 a.m. and my 1:25p.m.?
Nr>w, I don't agree with all of Ms.

Decker's political analysis. \At home I'm

sometimes referred to by my parents as a
Humanist Liberal Definitely a cut to the

"Radical" in me. I Some people call me a
Feminist. Some folks just sneer.

Anyway, it is Ms Decker's own political

analysis and it is biased Just like all the

letters to the editor, including my own.
Now What exactly IS "Scientific Fact?"

If It hasn't been proven by the 'Gods' of

the research teams, does it become
unscientific? Wasn't it "Scientific Fact"
that hiack (leople were inferior to white

f)POf>lp^ Or was it white people trying to

create a "Scientific Fact" just for their

own protection^ A little Sociological and
researched "Fact" I

In res/mnse to all the Letters to the

Editor atacking Ms Decker's "Scientific

fart" where is all your "Scientific Fact"?
Remember we're all writing Biology

texts" Did anyone bother to call Ms.
Decker^ Ask her for her sources and
perhaps even get into a raging discussion

on Parthenogenesis^ We are here to

learn, kids. Not everything is found in

traditional texts and by traditional Profs.

So. lets get the hooks out and do a little

untraditinnal research ' While you 're at it.

try and find nut what happened to

"Hysterical Women. " Where the word
Hysteria came from Not only that...

Look up what doctors did to women who
could not mask their sexual needs and
desires There is a beginning all you
biological "exf)erts" Lets all s()end a day
finding out.

Lisa Heiqh

I

RajTE9HADLEY.AV\.
2 MILES FROM NORTHAMPTON OR AMHERST

TIRES
CASH SCARRY

Wholesale to the public

WE CAN ARRANGE TO HAVE
YOUR TIRES MOUNTED.

MICHELIN - FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEAR - LEE - SEIBERLING - B.F.

GOODRICH • ARMSTRONG • CONTINENTAL - DUNLOP PLUS - OTHER
MAJOR BRANDS. supehceois all other *ds

FALL

INSPECTIONSALE
COMPARE OUR

PRICES BEFORE YOU
PURCHASE ELSEWHERE.

A NOTE ABOUT COMPARING PRICES. ALL OF OUR TIRES ARE MAJOR
BRAND TUBELESS PREMIUM. FIRST LIME, AND GUARANTEED. THEY ARE
NOT BLEMS WHICH CARRY NO GUARANTEE FOR RIDE OR APPEARANCE
SECONDS WHICH ARE NOT GUARANTEED. OR STAMPED N/A (NOT
ADJUSTABLE). SO WHEN YOU COMPARE PRICES ASK WHAT YOU ARE
GETTING AFTER ALL IT S YOUR MONEY

BIAS PLY
PLY POLYESTER

I
Size Type SALE PRICE

600x12 B.F.G.Whit*

A78xl3 Zenith Bk.

B78xl3 B.F.G. Bk.

C78xl4 Zenith Bk.

D78xl4 Fir*. Die. Bk.

E78xl4 L«« P«. Bk.

F78xl4 L*« P*. Bk.

G78xl4 Zenith P«. Bk.

H78xl4 Fire. Pe. Bk.

560x15 Goodyear Bk.

G78xl5 LeeBk.

H78xl5 Zenith Bk.

L78xl5 Zenith Pe. White

2I9S

17.50

21.95

21.95

24.95

24.95

25.95

26.95

2S.95

19.95

26.95

2S.95

34.95

Size

A78xl3

BIAS PLY-
FIBERGLASS BELTED

Type SALE PRICE

CaravelleWht

C78xl4 Caravelle Wht.

E78xl4 B.F.G. Bk.

F78xl4 B.F.G. Bk.

G78xl4 B.F.G. Bk.

H78xl4 B.F.G. Bk.

F78xl5 Fire. SRB Bk.

G78xl5 B.F.G. Bk.

H78xlS B.F.G. Bk.

J78xl5 Fire. SRB Wht.

33.95

tHRT'

36.95

40.95

39.95L78xl5 B.F.G. 6-plyBk

All prices plus F.E. Tax and Sales Tax.

R0UTE9HADLEY,/v\A.
2 MILES FROM NORTHAMPTON OR AMHERST

CASH AND CARRY
VISA

MASTER CHARGE

OPEN;
MON -FRI.

9:30 A.M. TO 530 P M
ISAT 9;30 A.M. TO 3 P M

586-2544
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Studentdorm lease considered forJan.
Editor's Note: A student dorm lease is

presently going through the University

channels of approval. It would be the first

time the University and the students have
been contractually bound into a tenancy
agreement, and could go into effect this

January.

There will be a meeting tonight to answer
questions and take suggestions about the

lease from students. All students are

welcome to attend. The meeting will be at

7 p.m. in the Hampden Student Center in

Southwest.

What follows is the entire content of the

proposed lease.

Parties

The parties to this contract are the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and the undersigned
student.

Assignment of Space
Space in the University's residence halls

will be assigned on the basis of student
preference, subject to the availability of

space and the reasonable ability of the

University to match the request with

available space. Space will be assigned
without regard to race, creed, or national

origin, except in the case of assignment of

space to designated "special interest" cor

ridors, floors, or houses.
Each semester, a student living in an

assigned space will be given the opF)ortuni-

ty to state housing preferences for the next

semester. The student living in an assigned

space will have the first option in returning

to that space, so long as the space is

available for occupancy during the ensuing
semester. Residents of a house may, with

the Housing Office, establish exceptions to

this "first option" rule.

Each student may change space
assignments whenever necessary and prac-

ticable. Procedures concerning changes in

space assignment will include the designa-

tion of at least one week early in each
semester, widely announced, in which each
siudent may change assignments.

Assigned space is not transferable.

Duration of Occupancy
This contract authorizes occupancy from
September , 197 , to May , 197 , exclusive
of int^rsession and other designated vaca-
tion periods. This contract will remain in

force until May , 197 , regardless of the
date upon which it is entered into.

During intersession and other designated
vacation periods students may store per-
sonal property in the room to which they
are assigned, unless the University in-

dicates at least four weeks in advance a
need to have the room emptied.

Housing Fees
Housing fees will be charged according to

the following schedules: (to be determined
by the UMass Board of Trustees). The
housing fee must be paid in full by the date
established by the Bursar prior to the begin-
ning of each semester. In cases of severe
financial hardship, the Bursar may defer
payment of the housing fee. Pro-rated
refunds may be made upon the departure
of the student from the residence halls in

accordance with the Termination of Con-
tract clause, following schedules establish-

ed by the University.

Termination of Contract
This contract may be terminated by the

University for purposes of discipline and/or
public safety. Termination of contract in

such cases will afford rights of hearing and
appeal.

This contract may be terminated by the
student if one or more of the following
criteria are met:
A. Withdtawl from on non-attendance of

the University

B. Participation in an approved off-campus
academic program;
C. The existance of documented health

problems making continued dormitory
residence unsafe or impractical;

D. Marriage after entering the contract;

E. Communting from the home of

parents(s) or guardianis) within forty miles
of campus;
F. Approval of an exemption to the man-
datory housing policy after entering into the
contract;

G. If, between semesters, the class status
of the student is such that he/she is not re-

quired to live in the residence halls.;

H. The existance of severe financial hard-
ship which cannot be alleviated by the
Financial Aid Office.

Obligations of the University
The university will furnish utilities to each

residence hall, including room telephone
service at student expense where available.
The University shall also provide prompt
maintenance service in the event of
mechanical difficulties or interruptions to
any utility service which is under control
and /or ownership of the University; and
promptly seek such service in the event
such difficulties or interruptions arise in

facilities or equipment serving the Universi-
ty but not under University control. There
will be no adjustment of housing fees
*)ecause of the University's inability to
"estore service for a reasonable period of
time.

The University shall, within a reasonable
time following receipt of a written notice
from the student of an unsafe condition,
exercise reasonable care to correct the un-
safe condition described in the notice. This
notice requirement may be satisified by
notice from the Division of Environmental
Health and Safety.

A student who has requested repairs to
his/her room may, if repairs are not made
within a reasonable period of time, com-
plete the repair him/herself within
guidelines available at the Area Manage-
ment Coordinator's Office.

The University and the student share the
responsibility for ensuring the quiet enjoy-
ment of dormitory space, and the inability

of the University to ensure quite enjoyment
despite a good faith attempt shall not affect

this contractual relationship

Rent Rebates an^Refunds _

The Student may apply tor a rent rebate or
termination of contract as a result of har-

dhip in living conditions, and /or for a rent

refund due to damage or loss of personal
property caused by University negligence
or wrongdoing. Rebate and rfund applica-

tions may be made through the Area
Management Coordinator's Office.

Obligations of the Student
The student agrees to pay all housing fees

by designated due dates unless deferment

is authorized by the Bursar in advance. The
student agrees to adhere to all applicable

rules and regulations of the University,

which will be published and distributed an-

nually with this document.
Security

The University will work with students to

ensure adequate security of person and
property in the residence halls. The Univer-

sity is not, however, responsible for proper-

ty which is lost, stolen, or damaged in any
way, unless caused by negligence or

wrongdoing on the part of the University.

Students are encouraged to arrange

privately for insurance of their property.

Damage to University Property
The student is responsible for damage,

other than normal wear and tear, to the

room to which he/she is assigned and the

furnishings therein. Billing for such damage
will be made within a damage billing pro-

cedure which will include provisions for

determining the appropriate responsibility

for damage to rooms, furnishings, and
common areas.

Check-In, Check-Out
The University and the student will,

prior to the occupation of assigned
• space, complete a checklist of the

number and condition of furnishings,

and the condition of the premises
assigned to the student. This checklist

will be completed again at the end of

the student's occupancy, and will serve

as the basis for determining billable

damages to the room and furnishings.

The University may require an interim

checklist to be completed prior to the

end of the student'occupancy if the

University has reason to believe that

substantial damage to the premises or

property has occurred

Turn to page 17

An invitation from IBIVI

to discuss yourcareer.

Thursdayand Friday October5&6.
at the U Mass. Placement Office.

If you are thinking about a career in engineering, computer

science or sales/marl<eting, IBM is certainly one company you

should consider

IBM provides a uniquely creative environment in which talented

people are encouraged to accept the challenge and responsibility

offered by one of the prime growth industries: information

technology.

We can offer you a remarkable variety of career opportunities

in many areas. Come and talk with us. Well be at U. Mass.

all day October 5 and 6. The Placement Office will be happy

to set up an appointment.

In the meantime, if you would like to know more about us and

the many opportunities we offer, our career brochures are

available at the Placement Office.

MiniSt^

Jki^

£OIAOcik

linTiJitfgl*^

iJDC

.15

a.50
350
^00

>AlK\teuooXcr CAnoeA
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FRENCH CURVES,

SCALES,

& RULERS
ot

AJ. Hastings
newsdealer G stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

A:^aA
Wayne Dickert

Corporate College Relations Manager
IBM Corporation

One BarkerAvenue
White Plains, NY 10601

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Final
Extension!

Must Close
October 22.

Ticlcets On Sale
Today

RichaidKile
(TlwOriaifMl)

X^nof

(-n«i )

PERfORMANCt SCHEDULE lues Wed

Ihutb & ffi Exgs at 8 PM Sat at ? & 8

PM Sunal?& / 30 PM

Saturday Kjtinees Only JohnReardon.

star ol the Metropolitan Opera, will play

the role ot Don Quuole Richard Riley

plays all Sunday Matinees

iTHrATRrCHAKGll
[_ (617)426-8181 _J

Tickets ah* at TICKCTMNI

6ra«9 Sales: 412 M«
MUSIC HALL

WANTED
College Students to

Coordinate

BUDWEISER
SKI SPECTACULAR, 79

Killington

Mount Snow

Sugorbush

Smugglers' Notch

Featuring

The Bud Cup Racinq Series

For more information concernir>g

our Campus Marketing Program

and opportunities to earn Free

trips ana/or Commission.

Contact:

United InterCollngiateSki

Association

4040 S. 28tti Street

Artington, VA 22206

(7031 578 3322
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Notices
BOWLING TEAM
Men and women tryouts will

be 9/27, 9/28 at Boyden Lanes

4-6 p.m. Fof more info call

253 9683.

SPRING INTERNSHIPS-Right

now i& the time to think about

and plan your Spring

Internship. Come to a

recruitment meeting for details

either Wednesday, Oct. 5 or

Thursday October 6. Students

from all discipiines welcome.

Place: CarTH>us Center 101,

Time; 700 p.m to 9.00 p.m. -

Office of Internships, 409

Goodeil 545-0777

COMMUTERS Commuters
lockers, anyone who did not

renew their locker for this year

can reclaim their belongings,

which were left in the locker,

in room 404 SUB.

UMASS SKI PATROL-Ski
Patrol all the candidates

registered for the Monday
night course must come to a

short meeting Thurs. Sept. 28

8 p.m. Campus Center 905, or

else call P.J. at 549-2874

before the meeting. Next

patroHers meeting October 5 at

8:30 p.m.

JUGGLERS: Come juggle with

us! 8:00 p.m., tonight. Wed.,

Sept. 27. down stairs Campus
Center (next to escalators).

SKI CLUB; Meeting Wed.,

Sept. 27, 8:00 p.m. in Mahar

Aud. Memberships, films and

general tnfo. Everyone

welcome.

DANCE STUDIO II Do you

like to party, dance, have a

good time? If you do, come
join us. Dance Studio 11, for

our first meeting on Thurs.

Sept. 28 at 800 p.m. in room

168 172 in the Campus Center.

UMASS HANGLIDING CLUB-
UMass Hangliding Club, 1st

meeting to be held tonight rm
168-170 Campus Center at 7:30

p.m. All past and future

members please show up,we
need you. We own a kite and
plan to buy more. Come arnJ

help us to get this show off the

ground.

BICYCLE CLUB Bicycle club

meeting, meet tonight at 7

p.m. in Campus Center room
804. Find out about upcoming

trips including this weekends
Vermont trip tour. All invited

to attend.

ALPHA ZETH Attention

ALPHA ZETH MEMBERS,-
Mandatory meeting of all

members October 3. 1978 at

6:30 p.m. 201 Stockbridge.

John Denison, Dean of

Stockbridge wil speak.

Refreshments will be served.

MMOOS MAKER SUITS

$45!
A wide OMOftment o* This

Seoson's Mens su»ts

If perfect valued to

S20000

Slightlv flowed, our

price

While IhiV toil -MS.OOI

MelBrooks

Don D.IUISC

A Store full of Ideas
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Collegian

Wfeo.V^
rX Y' W^

HAPpymm daily

3-6 IN OUR NEW LOUNGE

The
Hungry

U

55 Univeirity Dr..

AmlMfvt. Mass.
549-5713

"THE CARTER
ADMINISTRATION
AND
THE MIDDLE EAST

PIZZA
and
SUBS
1177 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
549-3669

Open 11 a.m. till mid-

night, Sunday 4

p.m. -11 p.m.

GRAND
OPENING
SPECIAL

10% discount
on everything

a lecture by

MARK A. SIEGEL
Former Deputy Assistant to

President Carter

question and answer period

will follow the lecture

Wednesday. September 27. 1373
D:Oa p.m.
Student Union Ballroom
University of Massachusetts

Sponsored by:

The Distinguished Visitors Program
and

B'nai B'rith Hillel

Admission is free and open to the public

THE OLDEST CHAPTER OF THE NATION'S

SECOND LARGEST FRATERNITY

AXA
INVITES ALL UNIVERSITY MEN TO

CHECK OUT OUR ALTERNATIVE TO ON-

CAMPUS HOUSING

M3NCM
, OCT 2. - Ci'CM i-«O06C

OAMMA CMA^TCn

-fWWW /Z

AXA

1

* Dorm tease underconsiderationforJan
Continued from page 16

A student withdrawing or withdrawn
from the University must vacate
his/her room within forty-eight hours
of the date of withdrawal.

The student must leave the room
broom-clean, and may be charged for

extraordinary costs of cleaning re-

quired by failure to meet this standard.

Personal property remaining in the
residence hall after the term of this

contract has expired shall become the

property of the University, unless the

property has been left in a designated
area for which storage has been
authorized in advance.

Furnishings
The student will be assigned furnishings

for his/her use during the period of oc-

cupancy. These furnishings may vary from
house to house, but a complete list of the

furnishings available in any dormitory will

be a part of the residence checklist, and will

be avilable in advance of the room-
choosing period.

Residents of a house may, in consultation

with Area Directors or Area Management
Coordinators, work towards establishing

characteristics, programs, and facilities uni-

que to that house.
Entry of Student Rooms

Casual inspections of student rooms will

not be made. Room inspections may be
made if the University has reason to believe

unauthorized property or threats to the

public health and safety are present.

Routine maintenance inspections will be
made only after a good faith attempt on the

part of the University to notify the student
iforty-eight hours in advance. The Universi-

ty will not search a room nor intrude into

the student's personal effects except with

permission of the student, or by ap-

propriate legal authorities with a search

warrant.

During intersession and other designated
vacation periods the University may enter

student rooms for maintenance, or inspect

student rooms for possible environmental
health and safety hazards. These inspec-

tions will not involve intrusion into the stu-

dent's personal effects.

APPENDIX I. The Residential
Committee
Authority

The authority of the Residential Commit-
tee shall be to recommend on-campus
residential policy to the Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs, and to formulate internal

committee procedures. Policies and pro-
posals recommended by the committee
shall be communicated in writing to the
Vice Chancellor. If the Vice Chancellor has
significant objection to the recommenda-
tion(s), he/she shall, within five working
days, schedule a meeting with the Residen
tial Committee or its designees, and shall

identify the areas of disagreement in writing
prior to the meeting. The Vice Chancellor
and the Residential Committee may also
meet as part of the routine operation of the
committee. The Residential Committee
reserves the right to seek to meet with the
Chancellor if disagreement persists.

If unforeseen circumstances arise which
require temporary changes in established
system-wide policies, the Residential Com-
mittee may recommend such changes
unless quick action is required, in which
case the Residential Committee shall review
the changes and may make further recom-
mendations.

Heview of Housing Contract
Each year, the Residential Committee will

review the housing contract, and formulate
a draft proposal for the next year. After the
Residential Committee has voted on a draft

contract, the draft shall be forwarded to the
on-campus Area Governments. There shall

be adequate opportunity for Area Govern-
ment feedback over a four-week period,

during which time any Area Government
may request reconsideration of the contract
and meet with the Residential Committee.
In addition, the draft shall be distributed to

each house, inviting House Council and
resident response.

Membership
The Residential Committee shall be com-
posed of thirteen members, as follows:

A. One (1) student elected at large from
each of the following residential areas: Nor-
theast, Sylvan, Central, and Orchard Hill;

B. Two (2) students elected at large from
the Southwest Residential College;

C. One (1) student elected at large by the
Student Senate;
D. The Director of the Office of Residential

Resource Management and the Director of

the Community development Center, or
their desginees;
E. Four (4) members appointed by the Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs.

All student members must be enrolled,

full-time undergraduates at the time of their

election and for the duration of their terms,
and must be residents of the area from
which they are elected for the duration of

L-L

sound

This fantastic record promo-
tion features many major ar-

tists and many major labels.

It's still going on — but
hurry, the selection will be
getting limited.

at your record store

* campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

y
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their terms, fhe student elected by the Stu-
dent Senate must be a dormitory resident
for the duration of his/her term. The
member elected by the Student Senate
may be recalled by the Student Senate in

the manner doscrbied under Recall of Stu-
dent Members, substituting the words
"Student Senate" for the words "Area
Government."

Election of Student Members
Members of the Residential Committee

from the residential areas shall be poularly
elected within each house. Each resident of

the area shall be eligible to vote, and will be
authorized to vote for a maximum of two
candidates, except in the case of
Southwest, in which residents shall be
authorized to vote for a maximum of four
candidates. The candidate receiving the
greatest number of votes shall be elected,

and the candiate receving the next highest
number of votes, provided the number of

votes received is at least two-thirds the
number received by the winning candidate,
shall be designated "alternate", to serve if

the Residential Commitee member leaves
office for any reason. In Southwest, the
two candidates receiving the greatest
number of votes shall be elected to serve,

and the two candidates re(;piving the next
highest number of votes shall be
designated alternates. "»

Recall of Student Members

Student members may be popularly

recalled for any reasons and at any time in

the following manner;

1. A petition, stating the reasons for

recall, and signed by residents of the area

equal in number to ten per cent of those

who voted in the original election, will be

presented to the President of the Area

Government.
2. Upon receipt of the petition, the Area

Government will schedule a recall election

not less than one week nor more than three

weeks after receipt of the petition.

3. The student member will be recalled if

a majority of those casting ballots vote

"yes" on the recall question.

4. If the recall election results in the

removal of the student member, the seat

shall be filled under the provisions detailed

below.

Student members may be recalled by

their respective Area Governments for non-

performance of duty in the follwoin-

manner:

1. Formal charges of failure to attend
significant number of meetings of th

Residential Committee and-or the Are.

Government, OR documentary evidenc
indicating that the student member m
longer resdies in the residential area frop

which he-she was elected, are filed with thi

President of thj Area Government tw«

weeks prior to consideration of removal.

2. The student member receives forma

notice of the charges and evidence at leas

one week prior to consideration of removal

and is given the opportunity to presen

evidence and testimony in his-her behalf.

3. The Area Government votes to reca

the member by a two-thirds vote of thos'

members present.

Student members may be ecalled b«

their respective Area Governments fo

failure to act in the best interests of th«

residents of their area in tl^e following

manner:

1. During the regular rei ort of the

member, a member of the' A' a Govern

ment proposes that the Area r.overnment

go on record with respect t. an issue

before the Residential Committn and the

proposal passesT

2. At the next meeting of the Area

Government following a regular meeting o1

the Residential Committee, the member of

the Residential Committee will, upon

request, state and defend his-hei stance on

the issue for which the Area Government

has gone on record.

3. No sooner than the next regular

meeting of the Area Government, the Area
Government may, by majority vote of those

present, establish a list of reasons for which
it feels the member of the Residential

Committee should be recalled. The
President of the Area Government shall

communicate these reasons to the member
of the Residential Committee within forty-

eight hours of their passage.

Turn to Page 19

Corbur's Restaurant
and Lounge

2 FAMOUS SNCE

«"9«
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EXTENSIVE VEGETARIAN SECTION

"Cuz the elite don't meat when they eat"

RT. 9, HADLEY
586-1978

•'».

t ( Sandwiched between Amherst
& Northampton
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You, a faithful follower of this

space, have been a moun-
taineer' for some time now;

You've studied the funda-

mentals, selected your
^^.^^^

gear and experimented ^t
*^

with methodology. In short,

you are noboc^s fool. None-
theless, you also know a little

knowledge is a dangerous thing.

So you want to learn more.
Smart thinking.

Fii^t,you must realize that

Dnce the basics of mountaineering
are mastered, it is only nuance
which distinguishes the true

artists from the merely adequate.

Therefore, attention to detail,

especially in matters ofclothing,

is vital.

Always protect the head
according to seasonal fluctua-

tions. In winter, a warm hat

is mandatory. (The head, aftei'

all, is the chimney of the

body. Avoid cerebral heat loss -

it diminishes your psycho-
physio abilities.

)

In summertime,
a sun visor or a
billed cap will

guarajitee crucial

visibility among
the craggy peaks. ^^s/^r^ *

Pay particular A
_ J ^ r'^,^ Instructions

regard to your foot- insen contents of t^. a

gear. Shoes should "^^o m/Q. riex pig c i2oro^^
, J . i_-i transferring contents to

be Sturdy and stable, fi^ d. swauow

A secure footing is

of utmost importance. Without it,

you're asking for trouble. Point

of order: while mountaineering is

pursued for fun, it is neverthe-

Footpads
Insure'
secure
footing

lOi.^

A fan
foraU
seasons '-I D All wdatlier

hbadgear

BUSCH

Expedition
nag

Footnote
/

less serious business. Ifyou are
going to down the mountains,
rather than vice versa,you must

be confident ofyour standing. \

Between the head and the feet

lies the area known to pros as "the
;

body!' Mountaineering
bocferwear is usuallybased
on personal preference.

However, keep a keen
eye out for one common
criterion- Your clothes

should be comfortable ajid

flexible, allowing for open
movement, specifically in the
vicinity of the arms.A free

and responsive anii is a
mountaineer's best friend.

i Certain accessories, of

% course, complement and
complete the regulation
garb. Expedition flags

to mark your territory

in public places, con-

necting ropes for those
who prefer the security

of mountaineering in
tandem and back-
packs filled with

beer nuts, mugs,
bottle openers
and other para-
phanalia. Beyond

these standards,
wardrobe styles

range from tJie rustic

to the refined And
weU they might, for

mountaineers are a
rugged and individual

lot,joined only by a
common taste for

excellence.

The 1
-refined
look

flexible I

karm i

Footloose f>-.\

Footigear

rMountaan
eenng is the

y science axid art

of dnnXin^ Busoh The
term onguiates due t>o the

snowy, icy peaks sported by Uie

label outside and peiT»tuates due

to the cold, naturally refreshing
taste inside (of

lessons 1.2,3 and 4 )

Toehold-
Toe rope

Occupied
terrltoiy

rrr^'

r I

Dorit just reach for a "beer.Busar.HBad for the mountains.

C Anheuser-Busch IOC St Loois. Mo

•v»-» r?|i^mmwtmm^mmmmapjxxr'VKx^m^mmm
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4. Not less than two weeks later, the

Area Government may, at its regular

meeting, discuss and vote upon recall. The

member of the Residential Committee shall

be given the opportunity to present

evidence and testimony in his-her behalf,

and will be accorded full rights of debate

with members of the Area Government.

6. The Area Government may then vote

to recall the member. Thecal! shall require a

two-thirds vote of those present, as long as

the vote represents an absolute majority of

apportioned seats.

6, Should the recall process be ter-

minated at any point, additional attempts at

recall must start at the beginning of the

process.

7. In the event of recall, the vacant seat
will be filled under the provisions detailed
below.

In the event of a vacancy in any seat

elected within a residential area, the seat

will be filled by the alternate, provided the

alternate received two-thirds the number of

votes received by the winner. If there is no

alternate, the Area Government may
appoint, by majority vote, a resident of the

area to serve until the next area-wide

election.

APPENDIX II. The Residential Appeals
Committee

Authority

The Residential Appeals Committee is

responsible for hearing and acting upon
student grievances arising under the
housing contract in the following cir-

cumstances:

1. Allegations are made by a student

that the University has failed in

as enumerated in this contract- and

2. A student appeals a University
determination that the student has failed in

his-her lobligations as enumerated in this

contract. Specifically excluded from this

provision are appeals concerning alleged
violations of University regulations and
policies.

The Residential Appeals Committee shall

be empowered to authorize rent refunds

and rebates, and authorize termination of

contract in compliance with the Rent
Rebates and Refunds provision of the

housing contract. The Residential Appeals

Committee shall also be empowered to

recommend to the Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs modifications of ad-

minsitrative actions taken under the

provisions of the housing contract.

UPC Productions Presents

»U
The

David
johansen

Group

Friday, Septennber 29

Student Union Ballroom

9 p.m. Tickets $3.00

at TIX & Union
Record Service

NO CANS OR BOTTLES!

Potti Smith Group tickets on sole Wed. at TIX

*mimw^^«^^ disco
Wednesday Night

ALL BOTTLE BEER 5c
Busch, Miller, Bud, Schiitz, Miller Lite, Pabst

From 8 to 9

Tequila Sunrise 50c from 9 to 10

Thursday Night

lO GALLON NIGHT
30 gallons of gas in prizes

from Quonset Exxon given away
3 prizes of 10 gallons each

8-9:30 Gin & Tonic Wc
9:30-10 Rum & Coke 50c

(99c cover Thurs. or\ly)

Free munchies all night

2S3-9214
Proper attire required
**No sneakers and ieans**

Route 9, Amherst/Hadley line

,
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J'V- spikers 'readY'
By SUZETTE COURTMANCHE
Collegian Staff

Under the direction of Paul Bauer, newly

appointed assistant volleyball coach, the

junior varsity volleyball squad is preparing for

a sucessful season as they approach their

first game. (Bridgewater Sept. 29)

"Attitudes of players matter a lot,"

commented Bauer. Consequently, he has

stresssed maintaining good attitudes among

the feeder crew of eleven players. In

addition, both team and coach expect to

simply enjoy playing, improve skills and, of

course, win games.

Such expectations are close at hand when
one considers the experience of the coach

setting the team up. An avid volleyball

player, Bauer has played in the USVBA, as

well as many very successful teams in New
England. Bauer has also sponsored

women's volleyball clinics at both the high

school and college levels, where

demonstrations were held on refining serves,

bumos. sets, spikes and manv other skills

The J.V. team also attend* daily clinics',

otherwise known as practices, where
emphasis is placed on serve reception in

order to sharpen their game. This year,

mobility exists between J.V. and varsity.

"Varsity players can be replaced by J.V.

This keeps both varsity and J.V. on their

toes," Bauer explained.
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Feeling Alive
at the new

Townhouse Disco

Thursday:

Friday:

Saturday:

College ID Night

Free Admission and Ticket

for 1 tree drink given tor

college ID showr> at door

Dance Contest Night

S25 weekly prize tof 10 weeks
End of 10 weeks, finalists vie

for Cash Prize or New York

Weekend Disco Trip

2nd pfcjce S 1 00 Cash Prize

Ladies Night -

Ladies admitted free

I

I

The BEST Sound & Light Show
in the Valley will have you

DANCING IN YOUR PANTS!
Mightly Cover $ 1 Proper Dress Required

Townhouse Disco
23 Suffolk St , Holyoke. 536-3240

Plenty of Free Parking

r-iOfC'iONS loke'/ie ?02 Moiyoiie e.'omvt
'o»ow We ?02 ot-ou' ? W'i« 'oke •o"' o"'o

vjHfA '.1 ''jWOo 'o una

We 91

Townhouse
Disco

SuWoik St

r
^VUEWAi;^

BAK
Wed. -Sat.

FOX PASS
Sept. 27-30

Next week: SKINNY KID J
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FEtLINGS 7 30
VIRGIN LOVER 8 50
t t)iits fcr f-fi mdtiriHf'

1 30 uodef 21 tiot

Maiestic Cinema
84 Cottaqe St
F.isth.impton

ir^ivvTsit, ^t Vassal r-.uSv'^tG/ A'Thv'fs'

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Ballet
Fblklorico
Mexicano

"Colorful pdnorama — company of 35

dancers, singers and musicians"

Wednesday, September 27 8pm
FINE /RJS CENFER CNCERT hUL

Tickets now on sale

General public — $7, 6, 5. UMass students — $5,

4, 3. Senior citizens and other students — $6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4, 545 251 1

& New England Ticketron Locations.

WEDNESDAY
and

THURSDAY
SEPT. 27 & 28

NIGHT-
SHADE

COVER $2.00

Charlies
MICH NIGHT

.69 MICNS-EVERy WED.

TUESDAYS-SHOT
ANP BEER NIGHT

DAILY

HAPPY HOUR
3-8 P.M.

LARGEST DRAFT
IN TOWN .50

MOST BAR DRINKS

gooli loolX^rinfe
1 PRAY ST.. Amharst. Mass. 549-5^

Wednesday, September 27, 1978

Jlenoeragsjpirisie
Northampton, Mass.

NOW- Exclusive Showing at 7:00 and 9:00|

••IT IS A OliM'INE Pi KASIKK TOSIJ- ,\ Kll M AHOIT
HV.M PKOIM F TOM) WITH S<) Mr( 11 AKTISTHV
\\l) M.N'SIin ITYI" -K.iKx'l s,n,li.,i,,l( .,l„ninls(

« ACVDE>n' Simone
AWARD SigMorct
WTWFR *"

BEST >LVDA>IE
FOKIIG.X FRM ROSA i

Vil.iiiiii K< U .i-.iiil; I <.r|>>r.iM

• • AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

FRIDAY and
SATURDAY
SEPT. 29 £f 30

NRBQ

COVER $3.50

Sunderland. MA

Rte. 47 Tel. 665 4937

24 hr. taped listing

>S

The brotherhood of Pi

Kappa Alpha congrat-

ulates and welcomes
their new brothers.

Initiated September 15, 1978

1

RICK CARTER
ELLIOT FEINBERG
BILL FITZGERALD
MIKE GENDRON
RICK HANDSCHUCH
DUANE HUBBARD
MATT KONTOFF

POKEY MEDEIROS
BOB ROLE
PETER SHELDON
BILL SILVA
TIM VARTANIAN
AARON WATTMAN

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col

logian ottice (CC 113) between 8 45 a m
<ind 3 45 |) m Monday through Friday, or

use our hdndy clip and mail form found m
most issues of the Collegian Cl.issified

de.idliiif IS 3 45 p m two fidys m advance
of puhlif .ilion (ititc

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c

per line, five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

AUDIO

Nikko NR-615 receiver, 3 weeks old, 30

watts per channel. $190, 545-0182, Kathy.

Airwaves TV Er Audio Service, 12

Dickinson St , Amherst, 256-6713.

1969 VW, $300, call 549-5851, rebuilt eng.

body fair.

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

Onkyo TX-4S00 receiver, 55 w/ch.

or BO, 549 3732.

$290

Roommate
665 3303.

in Sunderland, $70+,

FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE

fl9 Firebird^ runs fine, $400 or BO, 6-5489.

68 Volkswagen Sqbk., good condition,

many new parts, asking $650, 546-4760.

1970 VW bug, brake job, new clutch,

needs some work. $500 or best offer,

549-1128.

71 Dodge Tradesman 300 1 ton work van,

low mi., runs fine, welded roof rack, heads

rubber, $1500, call after 6 p.m ., 367J560.
"72 PintoT leOOcc, std., 54,800 miles, call

back repairs complete, $850,j53 7778_^

76^iaMa sedan, great condition, $1200,

call Anne after 5:00. 665 3932.

1975 Kawasaki KZ400. good condition,

$600, call Paul a t 253-9034.

Olympia portable typewriter; manual,

very good cond., $50, call Alan, 256 6137.

Must sell, queen size bed, excellent condi-

tion, 584-0656.

Guitar -Gibson SG-200, excellent condi-

tion, $275 or BO, call Phill, 546 6124.

Work study jobs avail, in Student Act. Of-

fice, apply Rm. 416 Student Union.

Non-work study jobs! Walk sandwich

boards on campus — starts $3.00/hr. Call

Michael at 586 2556 for more info
.

Help wanted: part time kitchen help need-

ed (weekends)-Steakout-Rt. 9,

Amherst, 256-8558.

All self-respecting UMies, are you tired

of DC food? Does your stomach keep

reminding you what you had for dinner

yesterday? If this is you look into the fine

cuzine at Amherst's finest eating establish-

ment. For information, call Joel or Bum-
bolini at 253-9230.

RIDE WANTED

INSTRUCTION

Beginning mime classes — 6 week
course, lues., 5-7 p.m., at City Art Guild,

call 586 2555, ask for Michael for more info.

Ride needed MWF 9:46 a.m., UMass to

MHC, will share costs, Sheri, 538-2190.

Pittsfield commuter looking for car

pool. Call Dave at 499-1419. evenings.

ROOWTWANTED

LOST

Female student seeks same to share apt.

in Amherst, walk to campus, $110 plus

electric, heat incl., 253-3794.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79 S.

Pleasant, Amherst, open daily, 11-5.

van. good cond., $1295,71 Volks.
549 261

3^

68 Chevy van, 307 eng , auto body &
engine very good, $750, call Jirr. 253-5095^

Must sell 70 Pontiac Bomeville conv ,

power everything, small V8, AM FM,

worth $1200, $600or best oHer, 665 3082

68 VW bug, mech. excellent, BO,

256 8690

72 Saab 99E, 4 dr., new clutch, brakes,

valves, trans., cylinder head Deck.

AM/FM, radials, rustproof, exc. mpg, front

drv., $2150. 665 7993

73'Pinto, 47^aM7milesr$725, 527 49W.

71 Ford Galx. 500, good condr, new eng.

and trans., $700, call 253 5296, aft 6 p.m

Collector's item — vintage Gretch Country

Gentleman style semi hollow body electric

guitar, dual pickups, good condition,

owner broke, will sell for $75, call Kent at

549 6659

MayanTndian textiles, hand-woven shirts

(unisex - L, M, S) $18, long wrap skirts (fits

all sizes) $18, purses (11 x 11 with shoulder

strap) $9.50, Guatemalan imports. R#1 Box

77, Hutsonville, IL, 624^.

Four tires for sale, b'wall, G78x14, good

condition, $70 or BO, call Neal, 549 4737

Moped for sale- 1 new Batavus, full war-

ranty, $425, 1 low mileage Batavus, $350,

584-6)854, evenings.

Big white dog with Glouster plates, if

found or seen please call Lori, 6-5381.

Reward -you name it! Please help me get

my ring back, priceless, sentimental value.

Lost in CC men's room Sept. 18 a.m.

Please call Paul, 6 9101, will go as high as

$100.

Cross pen, PBK, reward, please call

6 6252.

Poncho, brown and tan wool, return to

Ed. BIdg., Special Ed Rm. 109, Barbara.

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 rm. In 2 b'rm. apt., N'hampton, $98.50

+ util. See Roseman in Campus Center!!!

Student seeks room in Amherst, close to

campus or on busline^ 253-3794.

Large private room in Northampton for

neat, responsible, non-smoking female

grad student or worker. 584 5685

SERVICES

MOTORCYCLES
stringing.

work is

75 Yamaha RD360- perfect -1000 mi.

since rebuild - leaving USA, must sell any

reas offer free winter storage 665 2253,

eves

Tennis raquet supplies and

Super super-low prices, all

guaranteed -24 hour service -on campus
call 6-7895 and ask for Jon.

WANTED

Used World Of Furniture -321 Deerfield

St., Greenfield, good used furniture, open

10 to 5 daily.

AKC Harlequin Great Dane puppies

bred for temperment and conformation.

Call after 6 c^eekend, 1 773 5825, $150

and up.

PERSONALS

Work study jobs available in Student Ac-

tivities Office, apply Rfri. 416, Student

Union.

School bus drivers wanted in N'hampton,

DPU or Class 2 lie. reqmred, 584-6481^

Space for artwork, crafts, tagsale items

at Fall Fest. 9/30, S. Deerfd., $5, 665 3317.

WANTED TO RENT

Debi, you were right, I'm sorry. Rick.

Mature undergrad (male) seeks room in

local household, please call 773 3481.

tw-mmm*^^*
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TUESDAY. Sept 26, 1978

TUESDAY, Sept. 26

Born today, you are al-

ways open to suggestions

regarding career, hobbies,

personal life. What you will

not make, however, is a

promise to follow any
given suggestion. In the

end, you will make your

own decisions, dictate your

own behavior, and take

unto yourself the blame or

praise that results.

It is possible you will

either earn or come into

considerable wealth rela-

tively early in your adult-

hood. You will be wise; you

will invest rather than

spend.
Also born on this date:

George Gershwin, compos-
er.

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

LorrespondinK paragraph.

I.«t your birthday star be

your daily ^juide

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 27

LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)--

Con.sider eventualities

rather than the immediate
situation. What you don't

like fades; what you like,

emerges
SC0RPIO(Oct. 23-Nov.

21) " W. the moment, your

tendency is to look on the

dark .side of things. It s

linu- to change your per-

spective
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-

Oec 21) - Cultivate the

habit of courtesy It can

save you a ^reat deal of

pa'n later in the week
CAPRlCORN(Dec. 22-

Jan 19) " A question of

YOUR BIRTHDAY

business and financial loss

makes this a difficult day
for you. Rest at evening.

AQUARIUSgan. 20-Feb.

U) - Your economic sur-

vival may depend upoin

decisions you make at this

time. Seek advice from a

friend.

PISCES(F«b. 19-March

20) - Your deepest likes

and dislikes come in for

judging today on the part

of others. Remain cairn.

ARIES(March 21-APril 19)

" Worry over insignificant

things will gain you no

more than a headache.

Keep your priorities clear.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

- Confused directions keep
you from gaining your goal

before day's end. Be
patient, your turn is com-
ing.

GEMINKMay 21-June20)-
- Unless you can put into

practice your knowledge of

money, you may find your-

self deep in debt by day's

end.
CANCER(June21-July 22)

" Seek the advice of one

who has successfully
guided your efforts before.

Refuse to act blindly.

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) -

Unexpected gain of a ma-
terial nature makes things

easier for you U arrom-
plish than you'd hoped. Be
thankful!
VIRGO(Aug 23-Sept. 22)-

- Your career may be at

stake today. Be sure to be

m the right place at the

right time - all day.
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Women harriers

second to Crimson
Boston Amidst the ivy covered walls of Harvard, the rich

have gotten richer.

Defending New England women's cross-country channpion
Harvard, registered a narrow victory over UMass. 26-31
yesterday afternoon in Franklin Park. Brandeia University was
a distant third with 78 points.

Anne Sulliv<in, who holds the course recorf h«r»«t UMaas,
was the individual winner for the Crimson in a tima of 17:26.

Sullivan took the lead at the one-mile mark of tha 3.1 mile
course and was never seriously challenged.

UMass' Tina Francario passed two thoroughly surprised

Harvard runners at the two-mile mark to seize second place in

18:03.

The key to the race, in which the UMass women suffered
their first loss ever in dual or tri-meeg competition was a
decisive move by Harvard in the first mile. Sullivan and three
of her Harvard teammates took a 15-second lead over the
UMass lead pack of Francario, Tricia Moores, Linda Welzel,
and Debbie Farmer. 'We shouldn't have let them get so far

ahead," coach Jane Welzel said. Farmer and Welzel, who ran
strong races, finished 5th and 6th respectively with times of

18 21 and 18 26.

Freshman Tricia Moores and Julie Burke made a significant

contribution in their second varsity meet by capturing places
eight and ten for the Minutewomen. Moores, having
mounted a challenge against the front running Crimson earlier

in the race, came in at 18:43, while Burke came on strong at

the finish to record 19:11.

Sports notices
POOL TOURNAMENT-Registration for the annual

pocket and 3-cushion billiards are being taken at the
Games Area in the Student Union. Contestants must be
students. Entry fee of $1.00 will be charged. Registra
tion ends Sept. 30.

VOLLEYBALL -The UM Volleyball Club sponsors a

men's team that plays a spring intercollegiate schedule.
Practices start this fall. Anyone interested should con-
tact coach Arnie Roberts, 549-5129 or show up at prac-

tice Sundays at 10 a.m. in NOPE.

Collegian

PMToP

Minutewomen Tina Francario is all smiles in competition

against Williams B^d Springfield College last Friday.

(Staff photo by Dave RodrrianK

Cross-countrv finishes third
flOS TOA/- Providence College proved

once again that they're the team to beat in

New England, as it held off the challenge of

the leading contenders to the throne.

Harvard and UMass yesterday at Franklin

Park.

UMass was on the short end of the double

dual meet run over the sunny and cool

10,000 meter course, as they bowed to PC
22 to 33, and Harvard, 24 to 31. PC

defeated the Crimson to clinch the meet 23

to 33.

Inidvidually Ail-American Friar Dan Dillon

and 25-vear old freshman import from

Ireland Ray Treacy ran stnde for stride en

route to a four-second victory over

teammate Brendan Quinn and the

competition. Their time over the hilly

course was 29:08. First Minuteman finisher

was Mike Quinn who did everything he

could over the last quarter mile to break up
the Providence trio. Quinn's time in fourth

place was 29: 14.

UMass was never seriously in contention
to win their most important meet of the

early season, as they were well behind in

the scoring at the two, three, and four mile

check points.

"As far as Harvard is concerned tiiey've

got as much talent as anybody," said

UMass coach Ken O'Brien. "They're back
from a frustrating season with injuries."

Junior Bob Martin coiitinued to impress
after a year on the University of Hawaii
campus, as he was the second Minuteman
performer across the board in 6th place
with a time of 29:44. Seniors Lou
Panaccione, Matt Wolff and Peter
Descamps concluded the UMass scoring

with 12, 13, and 14 respectively.

FAMOUS MAKER SUITS

$45!
A wide assorfment of This

Season's Men's suits

If perfect, valued to

S200 00

Slightly flawed, our

prtee

Whil* Thay loaf • $4S.00I

A Store-full of Ideas
Next to the FtoM Oltin'

Downto\vn Amhpfsl

Saturday. September 30. 1978 @ 8 00 p m

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Tickets on sale at the

Fine Arts Center Box Office

and all Ticketron outlets

Prices: UMass/ Amherst students $2 and $3

General Public $3 and $4

If you're looking for
books. . . come see us because In

addition to the valley's largest

book inventory,

WZTVEGOT:

^•11

I

THIS STORE HAS EAJ3T jyCXSaSS

TO 0V1!RONE MILLION BOOKS.

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

TOP OF
THE

CAMPUS
RESTAURANT

iFnur'^t^asons
Package Siorr

DISCOUNT LIQUORS"

RUSSELL ST.. HADLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

SPECIALS

WED Spaghetti Night $2.99

—a// you can eat—

THURS.
FR I -Prime Rib
SAT,

FR I -Lobster Nite $6.25

call in to reserve your
lobster

SUN. -Buffet 5.95 *

Steamship Round of Beef

PREMIUM
BEER

JACK
DANIELS

$5.89
12 OZ. NR

WHY PAY
MORE?

r^.

High-scoring Mascolo on binge
By KEVIN CULLEN

Collegian Staff

Joel Mascolo seemed relieved as he peeled off the tape that

held up his game socks. "Yop know, I didn't think I \A/as going

to score all year, " Mascolo said. He would appear to be less

than prophetic, considering he scored two of his team's goals

and assisted on the other as the UMass soccer team defeated

Southern Connecticut last Saturday, 3-1.

Mascolo scored his first goal of the 1978 season early in the

game. Tasso Koutsoukos hit a through ball from midfield

which bounced about five feet inside the penalty area.

Mascolo came up with the ball in the confusion and saw

before him an empty net. He fired a shot which appeared to be

going wide, but a SCSC fullback kicked out a leg and, in the

process, put the ball into his own net. It wasn't what one

would call a textbook goal, but Mascolo didn't mind.

"Hey, if you have that opportunity, you've got to hit it. I

needed that one for my confidence. I just tried to get the ball

out in front and hoped it would get in," Mascolo said after

UMass had improved its record to 2-0.

Southern tied the game midway through the second half, but

Mascolo and Koutsoukos teamed up again for the eventual

winner with about ten minutes to play. Koutsoukos took the

ball to the baseline and fed a perfect on-the ground pass to

Mascolo, who was waiting at about the six-yard mark.

"Tasso and I have worked on that at practice," Mascolo said,

referring to the baseline feed Koutsoukos gave him.

Mascolo took the pass and rippled the net with a hard shot to

the short side.

Minutes later, Mascolo drew an assist on Wayne Moran's

goal. Mascolo, a wing, got the assist on a ball that is usually

kicked by midfielder or fullback. "It was a quick whistle,"

Mascolo explained. "It was a direct kick so rather than waste

time, when I saw Wayne break, I gave it to him."

Mascolo's three-point effort was especially pleasing con-

sidering he hopes to play professional soccer after graduating

from UMass.

"Ever since I was a little kid, I've had this dream," Mascolo

said. "I'd like to get drafted and play pro."

And after two games, with two goals and two assists, and a

good shot for Yankee Conference Player of the Week, one

would have to say, no pun intended, that Joel Mascolo's

dream is off on the right foot.

$8.99
QUART

^»^-

ALMADEN
WINES

Mtn Red Burgundy Mtn Rhine

Mtn Red Claret Mtn Chablis

Mtn Nectar Rose

$2.69
MAGNUM
<50 7 o/s )

DUMONT
COFFEE
AND

BRANDY

$5.29

.MOV RE

.MOVRECORDS

UNION RECORD SERVICE

presents its first members only sale!

Sept. 29 and 30. Every album in the store

is on sale.

7.98 list albums only 4.70

8.98 list albums only 5.65

9.98 list albums only 6.16

11.98 list albums only 7.50

12.98 list albums only 8.00

13.98 list albums only 9.10

1 1

Sp.ifU <!

11 1 WIS
1 ..N.

1 75 LITER

(59 2 OZS I

TUESDAY SEPT 19 to SATURDAY SEPT 23 1978

STOP IN E» COMPARE OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES ON LIQUOR BEERS WINES

SALE ITEMS CASH h CARRY PRICES

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Saturday Night Fever

only 5.65

UnUCOKJI KECOUIS

Grease

only 6.16

Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday and 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday
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Eckersley notches /9th

Sox blank Tigers - still 1 out
BOSTON It/fVl Jim Rice~ cracked his

44 th homer and Dennis Eckersley tossed a

seven hitter for his 19th victory last night

t;nablinq the Boston Red Sox to defeat the

Detroit Tigers 6-0 and remain one game
hehind first place New York in the

American League East.

Eckersely, who has lost eight, struck out

four in notching his third shutou^ and

raising his record at Fenway Park to 10 1.

Rice connected for a two run homer in the

fifth off Dave Rozema, 9 11, following a

leadoff single by Jerry Remy- one of his

three hits in the game.

The Red Sox scored three runs in the first

inning, two coming home on Fred Lynn's

opposite field double and another coming

in on a fielder's choice by Carl Yastriemski.

Rick Burleson drove in the sixth run with a

sixth inning single.

In the third inning of the ballgame, Carlton

Fisk was shaken up while foiling a Detroit

double play attempt (see photo) but

remained in the game.
In the stats department, Jim Rice's 44th

home run gives him the highest total by a

Red Sox righthanded hitter since Jimmy
Foxx set the club record of 50 round

trippers in a season. It is also the highest

total since Carl Yastrzemski's forty four in

1967. Rice upped his season RBI total to

135, with two ribbies in the ballgame.

Dennis Eckdrsley's 19th victory gives him

a career high and a victory in his next start

will make him the first Red Sox twenty

game winner since Luis Tiant won 21

games back in 1976.

Yankees stay on top;
beat Blue Jays, 4-1

NEW YORK lL/P/l--Back-to-back doubles

by Bucky Dent and Mickey Rivers keyed e

three-run second inning and staked Ec

Figueroa to his 19th victory last night in a

4-1 triumph by the New York Yankees over

the Toronto Blue Jays.

The victory enabled the Yankees to

maintain their one-game lead over Boston

in the American League East and reduced

their magic number for clinching the

division title to five.

With one out, Graig Nettles started the

Yankee second with a single to center.

One out later, Roy White singled and Dent
followed by dumping a double into the left

fieid corner, scoring Nettles. Then, on the

very next pitch from loser Tom
Underwood, 6-14, Rivers blooped his

double in almost the identical spot as both

White and Rivers Scored.

The Yankees made it 4-0 in the sixth when
Lou Piniella singled with one out and

Nettles tripled into the right field corner.

Figueroa, 19-9, struck out four, walked

two and yielded six hits before giving way
to Rich Gossage with none out and two on

in the nintf^. Gossage retired the side for

his 25th save, getting Roy Howdl on :, fly

out and John Mayberry to line into the

Yankees' fourth double play of the game.

Ex-Minuteman Flanagan
loses no-hitter in ninth

BALTIMORE IC/P/1-Mike Flanagan lost a

no-hitter with two out in the ninth inning

last night when Gary Alexander hit a 320-

foot opposite field homer but the Baltimore

Orioles left-hander gained his 19th victory

in a 3-1 triumph over the Cleveland Indians.

Flanagan retired the first two batters in the

ninth in his bid for the first no-hitter in the

American League this season and the first

by a Baltimore pitcher since 1969.

Alexander, a free-swinging right-handed

hitter, then caught an outside pitch and

drilled it two rows deep into the right field

seats.

Shaken by the homer, Flanagan allowed

two more singles and was relieved by Don

Stanhouse, who got the final out for his

23rd save. Flanagan, who had winced in

pain en almost every pitch because of

tendinitis in his left ankle, tipped his hat to

the small, cheering crowd of 3,662.

Baltimore's Larry Harlow singled leading

off the two-run first against loser Paul

Reuschel, 2-4. Ken Singleton walked and
Murray singled for one run. Decinces,

hitting safely in his 16th straight game, then

drove in Singleton.

In the eighth, Decinces added his 26th
home run of the sea.<;nn

Carlton Fisk breaks up a double play attempt by sliding into Detroit's Steva
Dillard in the third inning of last night's 6-0 Red Sox Win. (UPI).
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Mark Marchand

New division, new chailenge

This year's edition of the UMass football

team not only sports a new head coach in

Bob Pickett but, it also marks the maiden

campaign for the Minutemen in the newly

formed Division 1-AA of the NCAA.
Foremerly of Division 2, the Minutemen

have moved up to the new division, which

is located between the superpowers of

Division 1 and the smaller, low-key schools

of Division 2.

Along with UMass, the entire Yankee

Conference has made the move up to 1-AA

in addition to the Mid-Western, Ohio

Valley, and Big Sky Conferences. Also,

several independents have made the move

including last year's National Division 2

champion, Lehigh. UMass fans will

remember Lehigh from last year as the

Engineers defethe^ the Minutemen here in

the quarterfinals of the Division 2 playoffs.

All told, the ranks of teh new division have

swelled to a total of 37 schools, all vying for

the championship playoffs at the end of the

season which culminates in the Pioneer

Bowl to be held at Wichita Falls in Texas.

So what exactly does this move up mean

for UMass football?

To begin with, it certainly means more

prestige and recogniton for Minutemen

football. This should come in handy when

Bob Pickett does his recruiting in the off-

season.

"It will definitely differentiate us from

some other schools, " commented Pickett

yesterday. A potential recruit will ob-

viously look twice at the school in 1 AA
rather than a Division 2 school where he

stands little, if any chance of being spotted

by pro scouts.

Secondly, one fo the big pluses has to be

the national TV coverage that has been

promised to the new division. A recent

NCAA publication says that a minimum of

11 appearances on the national football

television series has been allocated to

Division 1 AA. Although it is not a 100 qer

cent guarantee, it is certainly very

promising. The UMass athletic department

has not received any word yet as to what

qames, if any, wiM be carried on TV, but the

Minutemen stand a t)etter chance for more

national recognition now than when they

were a member of Division 2. This is not to

mention the financial rewards that the

athletic department would stand to gain

through TV packages.

It won't be all peaches anx cream for the

Minutemen though, as they'll be facing a

tougher schedule in seasons to come,

although this year's schedule doesn't

contain too many schools new to UMass.

The only school on this year's ledger that

the Minutemen haven't faced before is the

Golden Bears of Morgan State, a member

of Division 2.

In addition, UMass plays Villanova,

Boston College, Harvard, Holy Cross, and

Rutgers of Division 1. The rest of the

schedule consists of 1-AA members and

Yankee Conference teams.

Playoff berths for the new division are

determined by a committee at the end or

near the end of the season. According to

Pickett, individual conference winners will

not be assured of a berth, as the committee

will be looking at overall records and op-

ponents in addition to conference winners

to assign the playoff berths.

This, I think, is one of the drawbacks of

the new system. The NCAA should have

taken advantage of the realignment to

devise a playoff system to remove the

vagueness that has plagued Division 1

Champions in the past. The 1-AA division

should have been aligned into new con-

ferences with the winners of the individual

conferences being assured of a playoff

berth with room for one, possiolytwo wild-

card spots as is the case in the NFL. The 1-

AA could only serve to gain by such a move

and it should be looked into for possible

use.

All in all, the move up to 1-AA is a good

one for UMass. It does a lot not only for

the athlectic department, but serves to

elevate our school's reputation as a whole.

In years to come, more benefits and

drawbacks will probably become apparent

as the jury is still out on if the move will hurt

or help the football program in the long run.
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Nummo News
QUR VOICE IN THE COMMUNITY

Black Women And
Feminists

by

Lynora Willams

reprint from the Guardian

Black women s oppression,

as measured by virtually any
social indicator is

worsening.

It was civil rights activist Fannie
Lou Hamer who put it into a sharp
and simple focu."^

Black women, she said, suffer a
"special plight: " being poor.
Black and a woman.

On Women's Day 1978, what is

the status of Black women in the

U.S.? And what is the status of

the Slack women's movement?

While there are few definitive

answers to these questions, some
things are clear. Black women's
oppression, as measured by
virtually any social indicator, is

worsening. And while there are

few organizationally consolidated
efforts, the fightback against

Black women's triple oppression
is a part of many of today's mass
movements; and Black, woijien
themselves play leading roles in

many of these movements.
Perpetually at the bottom of the

statistical heap. Black women
have especidliy hard hu Uy the
continuing wave of cutbacks in

employment, affirmative action,
welfare and abortion funding to
name a few.

The nearly 12 million U.S. Black
women make up at least 52 per
cent of the Black population (by
the governments acknowledged
undercountinq).

The National Urban League
(NUL), in its latest annual report,

noted that "among adult workers
in America, Black women in

neneral and Black female fiimily

heads in particular are receiving

the brunt of continuing
recession /depression." It found,

for example, that the number of

Black unemployed women rose

from 521,000 in 1976 to

567;000 in 1977. The official

jobless rate rose from 11.3 per

cnet to 11.8 per cent. This was up
from 7. 1 per cent in 1967.

continued on page 4

A Critique Of Feminism

B Y Carmen Cadiz

DURING THE LATE SIXTIES

and the early seventies, the issues of

the oppression of women surfaced in

the United States.

During the late 1960's and the

early 1970's '

the issue of the

oppression of women surfaced in

trie United States. Originally, it

was conscious effort by the more
advanced sectors of, society tb

* Mrrtct' worfien, a revolutionary

force, to the liberation struggles

of workers and nations.

Progressive working class women
were beginning to identify 'with

African and Vietnamese^ womer.
^^ho were actively participating in

>iationaf and individual liberation

struggles. The dominant class of

the United States recognized this

movement as a potential menace

\o\e of misrepresenting the
original struggle by distorting the

revolutionary issues and goals of

working class women's
organizations: the total liberation

of all oppressed. A division is

pleated -r Protecting its own in

terests, the American bourgeosie
backed the new liberal women's
movement. Opportunist and
reactionary elements were drawn
into these types of organizations.

Feminists, as they are called

today, claim that the oppreasioh

of wgnneB* arises from the in-

^t'erper^onal relationships with

males. They state that men, as

whims of his sex. The mem-
bership of these separatist and
liberal orgariizations is mainly

composed of middle and upper
middle class women. They ignore

distinctions between poor and
rich women. For example,
Jacqueline Onassis, as a woman,
is supposed to be just as op- •

pressed as any working class

woman. Generally, they fail lo

comprehend the situation of Third

World women. Serving the in-

terests of the dominant class,

they do not recognize the
existence of the oppressor class

and the oppressed where women
as well as men exploit both sexes

l^ra burning. ..has

sexual preference
nowmovedonto ""radical" issues of

(Lesbianism), word games Iherstory)....

to thie economic and political

structures of this country. The
press, as the voice of this

^dominant class, then played its'

the repressive force of world
societies, have caused women to

take on inferior roles, to be
submissive and subordinate to the

of the lower classes. They simply
claim that it is the nature of all

men to want to reign over
women. Statements from these

continued on page 4
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Nikki Giovanni at ffowker Aud pKbtO by Barron Roland
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At the present, the destiny and future of the NUMMO
newspaper and the Black News Service rests on the shoulders
of every concerned Black person here in Amherst and
surrounding areas. The present situtation demands that
Black people step forward and assume the responsibilities of
operating and controlling the voice of the Black community

• NUMMO newfin;*npr

The Black newspaper has always been in the march for

justice for the Black race. It corrects the wrongs and interprets

the direction of the movement. Although, because Black

people fail to assume full responsibility for making it work, the

Black press suffers the plague of lack of staff workers and lack

of community financial support It's that same old blues, we
kill our own creations by failing to support them.

The systematic exclusion of oppressed people, particularly

Black people, from the media is well documented. All one has
to do IS just turn on the radio or television, or read the various

newspapers and magazines to further substantiate this point.

It IS also a fact that media is one one of the founding pillars of

modern civilization and if a people are to assert themselves in

this civilzation, then it is imperative that alt Black people fully

(participate in every aspect of the media.

THE REALIZATION IS THAT WE CAN'T CONTINUE TO
LOOK UP TO OTHERS FOR OUR VITAL SOURCE OF IN-

FORMATION. If we do. we will certainly t>e mis-informed and
highly mis educated. We must maintain a newGKK FOR
COMMUNICATING OUR IDEAS AND RECORDING
DAILY'WEEKLY NEWS AND INFORMATION, THAT AF
FECTS OUR LIVES. A p>erson who doesn't know, lives in

darkness and a person who has been told lies lives life of

make bedeve.

NUMMO Newspaper, in order to survive must recai'^ the

entire Black community s support in the form of staff workers
and community financial support. By taking an involved at-

titude about Nummo, we can work energetically towards
building a more cohesive Black Community.

NUMMO serves to stimulate education and promote self-

determination to the entire Black community. One person

can't be h€Hd responsible for the work that the entire com-
munity must do. It IS going to take an involved majority,

dedicated and serious minded for us to bring about a con-

sistant and productive Black newspaper.

Let's pull our resources together, combine efforts and work
hand in hand for our own survival and elevation. The Black

Press isn't something to be toying around with. Today,

communications is vital and most important for our continous

existance as a nation Think seriously about the future and
don't allow the past to hold back what must be done now!

The NUMMO Newspaper must go straight ahead, this is why
it is going to take your help and support in order to continue
publishing.

For those who turn their backs and refuse to cooperate and
help, it's like a foolish man who drinks poison in order to cure

his sickness Support YOUR black newspaper!!!

I Th» following was writtmn /oinHy
by members of the Commkree to
End Apsrthetd. 3 Lanwofthf Rd.,

Northampton. Members are Nagir
Ahmad. Amherst CoMege: Akta
Borrud and Frances Crow.
Northampton; Paul Klemperer.
Amherst Codege; Brenda Lopez.
Sprmgfie/d. Nana Seshibe.
University of Massachusetts.;
Arthur Serota, Spnngfiefd; and
Bheki Langa. University of Mass. I

Africans cannot vote but or
sell land, own factories, or
moblize their strength as
workers in recognized trade
unions. They have been
stripped of all power. They
have no control over their lives

or their future.
Thus, the issue of power is at
the core of the black demand
for change, in South Africa.
Africans are not struggling
and dying to reform or im-
prove apartheid. They want
nothing less than the total
abolition of the system and the
establishment of a new state
based on full papular par-
ticipation. To propose change
in any lesser terms is trivial

and irrelevant. Jennifer Davis.
The American Committee on
Africa.

We are deeply disappointed in

Chancellor Randolph Bromery's
published statement about
divestiture of stocks by com-
panies doing business in South
Africa which appeared In tfte Daily

Hampshire Gazette and in the

Springfield Union following his

visit to South Afnca. He has only

obscured the issues by helping to

perpetuate the mistaken im-
pression that the most urgent

problems caused by the apartheid

system are in the workplace. Even
if this were true. American
corporations have not taken
responsibility to act for real

changes there. Their only gesture

has been to adopt the Sullivan

Principles, a list of desegration

guidelines designed by a member
of the Board of Directors of

General Motors, including fair

employment practices and
training programs for non-whites.

While corporations would do well

to follow these principles at home
in the United States, the racial

problem in South Africa is fun-

damentally different. Separation

and inequality between the races

are wntten into the law and
underlie every aspect of South
African society.

They want nothing less

than the total abolition of the system...

The effect of the Sullivan
Principles is truly negligible. Only
two percent of black South
Africans are employed by
American corporations. as
compared to a 40 percent
unemployment rate. Of these
Blacks who have /obs. 80 percent
suffer from malnutntion, their

wages below the goverment
determined minimum survival

level. Substantive changes will

not come through training
programs. The changes com-
panies will make are, as you said
for their own "economic benefii

not moral reasons". The cor-

porations need to desegrate job
access because of the shortage of
white labor. Military duty for

whites is mandatory and active

duty has recently been extended.
This creates a temporary work
often requires little training, as
skilled work is increasingly broken
down into fragmented, lower
paying /obs. Finally, job op-
portunites for Blacks are shrinking

as South Afnca continues to

suffer from a long-term economic
^crisis.

• The Sullivan Principles are

defunct because they ignore the

only force in the workplace which
can make changes: the unions.

But even if companies begin a

policy of recognizing black
unions, black workers will not

have any control over their lives

until their unions are recognized

by law. That is why the

responsibility of corporations is to

influence changes in the legal

basis of apartheid.

But 20 years of corporate

presence in South Africa has

shown only that the system of

apartheid is growing stronger and
more resistant to efforts for real

change. As long as nine years ago
corporations began to talk of

improving working conditions for

Blacks in South Africa. Not only

has the situation for Black.'i grown
worse, but by focusing attention

.
nn work place conditions,

American companies have

Black Women, she said, suffer a special plight

being poor, Black, and a woman.

These unemployment rates have
a staggering impact on Black

children as well as their mothers.
Some 52 per cent of Black
families headed by women were
poor in 1976, the NUL found, and
this rate was increasing faster for

female headed than male headed
households. While 31 per cent of

the families headed by Black

unemployed men were below the

federal government's poverty

level in 1976, 71 per cent of the

female headed households where
the mother was unemployed fell

into this category.

This meant that 3.8 million Black

children lived in poor families in

1977 Welfare cutbacks brought

untold suffering to these families;

the NUL reported that the

proportion of Black families on
welfare dropped from 27 per cent

in 1974 to 22 per cent in 1975.

Federal daycare policies also

work against poor Black women.
The NUL found that "52 per cent
of all Black children between 3 13
whose mothers are in the work
force are cared for by relatives,

while oi;!y 16 per ceht are cared
for hy nonrelatives and only 3 per

cent attend a formal daycare
center.' In addition, two thirds of

the children of unemployed
mothers are cared for by other
relatives.

The ranks of the organizations

formed to fight these and other

problems are swollen with Black

women Particular areas, ,for

instance, are almost unique to

Black and other third world
women It was the outcry of the

National Council of Negro
Women, for instance, that

brought national attention in 1971

to the inhuman sterilization of the

Relf sisters, two Alabama girls in

their early teens. Since then,

Black women have joined forces

With other third world women and
with white women to fight

sterilization abuse.

Black women are also forced to

bear the burden of another form
of sexual terrorism in the Black
community the persustent
commission of rape by white
men. Joan Little and Dessie
Woods, both of whom killed to

defend themselves from attack,

and their hundreds of supporters
demonstrate the commitment of

RIack women to end this iniustice.

Black women are in jail for other
reasons, too some of them
explicitly political, such as the
militant Assata Shakur, whose

detense effort was spearheaded
by Black women. Others are in

prison for a variety of reasons
directly traceable to their poverty,

and prison support work is a

particular interest of Black
women.

Most activists are drawn into

progressive struggles not
necessarily because of what they

see as sexist oppression but
direcltly in response to racial

oppression. Belinda Lightfoot, a

leader in the National Committee
to Overturn the Bakke Decision,

told the Guardian that while the

controversial ''reverse
discrimination' case represents a

clear danger to women, she was
drawn to the issue because she
saw Its implications for Black

people.

diverted attention from the real

issue: United States aid to the
South African government.
American companies have
ehlped South Africa to grown,
not in terms of jobs, but in its

military capability. Where are
U.S. investments the heaviest? In

the basic industries such as steel,

automobiles, oil refining, com-
puters, electronics, what the
South African government calls

its "strategic sectors". Under a
national security act, the South
African government can force all

foreign subsidiaries in South
Africa to produce military
eqipment. The ultimate
irresponsiblity is that the United
States has even provided South
Africa with the technology and
equipment to make it a self-

sufficient nuclear power.

One of the current arguments for

U.S. business staying in South
Africa is that economic grwoth
and urganization "might some
day make apartheid unworkable.

"

There is no evidence to support
this claim. On the contrary, in the

last to years, when U.S. in-

vestments were the heaviest. 96
new apartheid laws have sprung
up. As you noted, Blacks can be
arrested and "disappear" without

a stated cause, and black groups
are s ibject to arrest for

"chtrcizi'fg the government".
It IS the computers, telecom-

munications systems,
photogi aphic equipment,
provided ty IBM. GM. IT&T and
others, which allows he massive
repression to continue. Those
groups V. hich recognize this ar«i

yet still claim U.S. business can
change apartheid "from the in-

side" are working against the
future and do not have the Somth
African people's interests at

heart.

Mr. Bromery. a man with
growing influence in both the

academic arni business com-
munities on the issue of South
Africa, has a duty to remain open
to the opinions and information of

those groups genuinely con-

cerned about the future of South
Africa; and finally, he has the

choice to represent these
legitimate interests, or else to

reiterate the claims of those

groups whose involvement in

South Africa is simply for their

JJWlm "economic benefit.

There is still Hope

U.S. Afrikan students this

semester seem to be more
concerned about each other. I

was pleased to see sisters praising

sister "Nikki" because this sister

has been around for some time
and has not stopped trying to aide
oppressed people. I was sorry tfiat

tftere was not rrwre males present
to see her. Afrikan males still have
alot of growing to do if we even
d«sire to equal our women's
strength and s6lf-n>otivation. If

males do not agree with me they
should k>ok at basic facts like who
has graduated from University of

Massachusetts, or from Black

Colleges; tfiey wouM find it is our

sisters who are ttie achievers. I do
not desire to blame the victim, I

only desire to make people of

cok>r think about their conditions

and then act in a direct positive

manrter.

Welcome back oldheads, and
welcome first year students.

University of Massachusetts is an

institution that one could learn

and grow from because of diverse

elements on campus and in the

five college area. I do hope we
remain conscious of the primary

reason that we came to the

Universitv of Massachusetts. We

Children's Workshop
Beginning September 23, 1978,

the Smith College Children's

Creative Workshop will be held

every Saturday morning from 10
a.m. until 2 p.m. at the Mwangi
Cultural Center on the Smith
College campus. The purpose of

the workshop is to allow Black

children from this area to become
acquainted with: 1) each other; 2)

sisters and brothers from the

surrounding colleges; and 3) use
of the skills, talents and resources

which exist in this valley.

The children come from the

Northampton-Amherst area and
are all between the ages of 2 and
12, both male and female. We
have been attempting to im-

plement programs which are in

the form of half an hour
workshops involving creative arts,

recreation and cultural education.

We the coordinators of the

program invite participation from

the sisters and brothers from all

five colleges. Our hope is that you

would become a part of our

program and serve as leaders of

our various workshops. If you are

interested but cannot attend

please contact one of the

coordinators.

Demetta Randle. Smith College,
584-2700, ext. 402

Kimball Smith, Amherst College,
2566857

are living in difficult times but if

we unite we will endure.

Nkrumah Lumurhba Olinga

Third World
Christians

1 hursday September 21., 1978
was the first meeting of the

Unversity of Massac husette Third

World Christians. Various
suggestions and ideas were
discussed including weekly Bible

studies, weekly worship services,

and a possible trip to Boston. The
intention of making this

organization relevant to all U
Mass Third students, Christians

as well as non-Christians, was
stressed by the group nr>embers

and our leader. Rev. Gil Caldwell.

We feel that we can address
ourselves to the basic problems
and frustrations of University life

and provide much needed
guidance and support. We. invite

any and all students to join us and
also to share their ideas and
concerns. We will be meeting
every Thursday evening at 7:30 in

the second study lounge of the
New Africa House.

Read
Nummo
News

I'm addressing this letter to the
entire University community
because I personally feel that it is

of interest to us all.

A young Lady, Ms. Seta
Rampersad was found dead early

last week at Motel 6 in So. Deer-
field, and so far at the time of this

writing everyone who knew Seta
is bewildered as to the events sOr-

rounding her death. She was a

senior who struggled all summer
long trying to pull through Inten-

sive Latin 110 and 140 and if I

must add, She succeeded where I

dropped out a long time before.

Seta wasn't a tall woman;on the
contrary, she was quite short but
you would hardly find her sporting

a smile or on the air of intense
seriousness Don't get me wrong,
she had her problems just like any
other female or for that matter
any o^hef student here at the
University, like when midterms or

finals came around and one hasn't

adequately prepared for them arid

the sudden rush to get one's thing

together, but the fact remains,
that she was a senior.

At the oeginning of the summer
she couldn't find a job near cam-
pus so she had to take a job at the
Captain's Table a restaurant in

Northampton. She didn't own a

car so she'd have to get to work
^around 4 and she wouldn't get off

until eariy the next rrrorning. You
know, I for one fournl it hard to

believe that she was dead.
She was an average student just

like many of you. To be quite

honest with you many of you who
kneyv her, probably came in con-
tact with her every day as she
scurried around in. her rush to

catch up with some last minute
booking.

Seta Rampersad

I know this letter sounds strange
but_[ets keep in mind that this year

there are many juniors; females as

well as males that are exempt
from University housing this year,

whose lives, hassles and problems

would be pretty much like Seta's.

One can never tell. May be one of

you has some information or a

contribution that you feel should

go to her family. If so you should

forward it to:

Mr. Sonny Rampersad
9S Amor Rd.
Milton, Mass.

Many of you will just read this

letter and just throw the
newspaper away tiecause you will

feel that none of what I said per-

tains to you but I might caution
alot of the young ladies especially

those newly exempt juniors who

have just sought off campus
housing to read this and keep if in

your minds for the duration of the
time that you're here at the
University of Massachusetts.
For those of you who really knew

Seta, for those of you who
couldn't understand the life of a
Trinidadian Indian, for those of

you who may have vibed with her
at the restaurant I will say that she
Mill be missed. I for one will miss

' her naiviness, our lisual monthly
disag.eements over Political

Science theories, her smile and
her warmth as a human being.

As I stated eariier, you may not
understand the reason for this

writing but for someone who does
understand and has something to

contribute please forward it to her
father. I'm quite sure he'd be
more than glad to hear from you.
Let me re-iterare that I'm address-
ing this letter to the entire com-
munity.

Thank you,

BO

FIVE COLLEGEBLACK STUDIES
FACULTY SEMINAR SERIES

HERBERTAPTHEKER
Director, American Institute for Marxist Studies

on

WEB DuBOIS:

A Zest For Life A For Life

Tues. Oct. 3 Mahar Aud.

The Five College Community is welcome

Co-sponsored by UMass Press

A Reception will follow

in The New Africa House Art Gallery
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Black women continued

North Carolina tobacco wprkers preparing tobacco to hang 1977

critique

CradB O^Bokl/LNS

linioni/iilion efforts .110 similar

While v\,onu;n more tfiun mnii die

torc.Hcl into nonunion |obs wtiere

iIh'v must siifti 1 hii/ardous and
unfit nil ( AJiiditions, low
Hal,!' ) other injustices

u K women join

..I.. ,. .1,, iJrivob hecause they

scf themselves beiny
cliscnminated against more as

Blacks than as women. Black

women are especiallv numerous
among unorganised hospital,

household, garment and textile

workers and many are among the

toughest workers in the J. P.

Stevens drive.

Issues of wife battery and child

abuse are widely taken up by
Black women, who are routinely

victimized The case of Roxanne
Gay, a Black New Jersey residebt

who killed her professional
football player husband last year.

Originally

it was a concious effort to attract women ,

a revolutionary force to the liberation struggles of workers and nations.

liberal women's organizations are

mere reactionary idea' While
oriented toward the superficial

needs of petty bourgeosie and
bourgeosie women, feminists

tend to ignore the plight of

working class women. The bra

burning era has now moved on th

"radical" issues of sexual
preference (lp..bianism), word
games (herstory), demands for

women to be integrated into high

corporate and government
positions, women reigning over

men, etc. (Although I do not

condemn lesbianism, presently

there are higher priority issues

such as the elimination of ex-

ploitation of the many by the few,

national liberation struggles,

issues of racism, etc.) Liberal

issues, when seen from the point

of view of leading to true change,
are trivial and insignificant It is

settling for the crumbs when we
could have the whole cake.

The goal of women's
movements should be to direct

the energy and anger of women
against the real enemy. Those of

us who are more advanced should
expose the root of this evil: the

capitalist system. Men in their

relations with women are merely
reflecting into family life the

example of the larger society. As
the labor of the workers becomes
the private property of the factory

owners (bourgeosie) and the

fruits of the labor are reaped by
that same class, so men follow

this pattern at home. Men are

conditioned to view women as
private property. As such, they

appropriate women's labor and
person. The profits of "womenly
duties" are confiscated by the

dominant class Women fulfill an

important function for the

dominant class in meeting the

needs within the home (washing,

ironing, caring for the children,

etc.) In effect, they release men
from these duties in order for

them to fulfill their function in the

workplace. There are also women
who fulfill both roles by working

outside of the home, then coming
home to work on domestic tasks.

As workers sacrifice goes un-

noticed by the dominant class,

tasks traditionally done by women
(invisible work) are also devalued

and often unappreciated.

Men and women must both take

on the respo'isibility of destroying

the sourcii of all forms of op
pression. An objective analysis of

the condition of women and men
sliould point to the fact that it is a

workers' struggle. It is not women
against men but all working

shoulder to shoulder to

gain political, social, economic
and democratic rights. Issues that

lead to true emancipation must be

dealt with. These should include

community struggles, workers

struggles, issues of national

liberation, etc. Also, both men
and women must be educated in

terms of understanding that

women must be freed from only

performing invisible work. If both

sexes are to develop, women
must be freed to participate in

other areas outsideof domestic

tasks.

We must not let liberal struggles

cloud the real issues.

If v'lii '!"' new in ttie area and
h.ivc not yet checked out

Yvonne s kitchen, you got a treat

coming. Now we all know what it

means to be in an alien environ

nu'nt and having to adjust to a dif

fi-rcnt situation. But, we don't

have to give up hope on a good
serious grub!! Fried chicken... fish

and rice, need I say more!
Yvonne's place is, also, a favorite

gathering place for the whole
Third World Community, so go on
over and eat and meet Yvonne.
You vvon't regret it.

Yvonne's

is currently a focal point for this

struggle.

But there are not the only areas

in which Black women become
involved. Hours of effort are put

into the welfare fightback and
working on organizing farm
cooperatives, antipolice abuse
fights, community based an-
ticnme projects, the abortion

struggle, eguai education battles,

thel^ousing issue and the Africa

support movement. This vast

range attests to the clear con-
nections between the aspirations

of Black women and work against

class oppression, racism and
sexism.

But while there are a number of

small Black women's collectives

in many cities, progressive Black

women's gioups are notably

absent from the roster of third

world organizations.

The National Council of Negro
Women a social services

oriented group is the oldest

national Black women's
organization.

Another group, the Chicago
based National Alliance of Black

Peniimsts (NABF), has taken a

number of progressive stands but

many activists say that the group

has not had a high level of

practical activity

"Black women have feminist

views and interests down the line

in the areas of daycare, abortion

rights, the need for better child

support (poMcies) and against

demeaning media represen

tation, " KlABF head Brenda
Eichleberger said at the group's

national conference last October.

Yet, at the same meeting, ad-

mission was set at $15. A
workshop on public assistance

had to be cnaceled due to in-

sufficient attendance and
discussion of labor concerns was

*' ?•

II 11 ( iii'iH.itcd with ihi' stock
in.iikfi in the pioijuim's
.-, uiujinit s workshop,

A number of lai tois have
contributed to the dearth of

orgnniZiith II ii activity Not the

least has \» > n the effect of the

ongoini) t.ii.ism and limited

concerns of many feminist

groups. This has led to, a feeling

among many in the Black
community that the women's
movfmcnt is 'for white women
only

Participants at a women's
conference sponsored by the

Atlanta based Institute of Black

World (IBW) in November
generally agreed that the efforts

of "white women struggling

against the patriarchal structure"

were concerned about matters

that "do not speak to issues of

survival," commented IBW
member Pat Daley to the

Guardian. She noted that "an

assumption that Black women
are behind white women in

consciousness" is a manifestation

of that racism

But others do not reject the

viability of raising women's issues

because of that racism but instead

work hard to combat it. "I really

feel part of the women's
movement," one Boston activist

told the Guardian. She noted that

the Black women have added "a
socialist, antiracist, antiimperialist

analysis. One of the roles we have
played in that context is to point

out to women in the movement
tfieir elitism around race and
around class."

Another obstacle is that to many
in the Black community, the

notions of women's rights ard
lesbianism are taboo. The Boston
Black newspaper, the Bay State

Banner, for example, last year

condemned the ERA. Black poet
June Jordan summed up the

problem two years ago when she
asked, "Why does it continue to

be the case, when our ostensible

leadership talks about the

'liberation of the Black man' that

the Black man, his manhood, is

precisely and mnly what is meant,
i.e.. Black women (are) not in-

cluded in such plans?"

But many more, particularly

women, have moved away from
the incorrect view - at its height

during the Black nationalist

movement that to raise issues of

sexism was a stab in the side of

Black men. Increasingly, informal

women's groups are being formed
and ideas are freely discussed.

In a time when rising unem-
ployment and an upswing in racist

organizing are plaguing Black

communities nationwide, the

rising consciousness of Black

women is a welcome step, for as

Hamer said, "We're still in this

bag together. Not to fight to try to

liberate ourselves from the men -

this is another trick to get us

fighting among ourselves - but to

work together with the Black

man, then we vyill have a better

chance to just act as human
beings and to be treated as

human beings in our sick

society."
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MSP will ask state to mediate

A portion oi the crowd applauds at

yesterday's faculty conference...

Faculty
gains
support
By LEE BURNETT

Collegian Staff

A small sample of opinion taken by the
Collegian indicates that there is student
support for the faculty position concerning
current contract negotiations.

"If they don't get their contract then alot
of good teachers will leave and we'll lose,"
said sophomore psychology major Gale
Sinatre. "Teachers can always find another
university, not all students can."
Woody Meade, a sophomore hotel and

restaurant and travel administration major
said "Teachers are getting rooked."
He said the hotel and restaurant depart-

ment is suffering because "we have 531
majors and only nine faculty. All our classes
are overfull, there is no individual educa-
tion, and you can't get to know your pro
fessor."

"The administration has no conception of
what an academic community is," said
Maureen Geraghty, a freshman College of
Arts and Sciences major. "Our whole
rhetoric departnr>ent has deteriorated, " she
said. "It's all part-timers. They won't pay
qualified full time people.

.T^v^is'nakes it a very transient place and we
juiier directly."

While many of the students polled sup-
ported a strike, they questioned its effec-
tiveness. Gale Sinatre said "it doesn't hurt
the administration, it doesn't bother them it

would only hurt students."
Maureen Geraghty said, the strike would

be effective "if students would unite with
them." She said she had "no fears that the
faculty are only out for themselves."
When asked if a contract that satisfied the

faculty would benefit students, senior
economics major Dan Huse said, "the solu
tion is not in the faculty bargaining process.
Even if they get their contract it won't solve
the basic problems of this institution

'The contract is not getting at the ovcall
University budget which is the core pro-
blem with the decline of this University," he
said.

By l\/IARK LECCESE
Colllegian Staff

The'lVlassachusetts Society of Professors
announced yesterday they will ask the state
to mediate a settlement in their 15 month-
old series of contract negotiations with the
UMass administration.

"We're not going back to the bargaining
table without a mediator unless
management is willing to move," chief
negotiator Jack Polidori said.

The announcement came at the MSF's
day long "Conference on the State of the
University," a meeting called to protest and
discuss the stalled contract talks. Over
1,000 students and faculty attended the
conference throughout the day.

After the MSP asked professors to cancel
classes to attend the conference,
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery stated in

a memo that the university considered the
action "illegal" and would take
"appropriate legal action," but the action
failed to materialize yesterday.

A spokesman tor the university yesterday
said, "There'll be no action taken until

there's been a complete examination of
today's events and consultation with legal

council."

The spokesman, Arthur Clifford, said that
"apparently the great majority" of teachers
held class, and "there doesn't appear that
anything was done today that would
warrant any immediate action."

Clifford "also said the administration is

willing to have the contract talks mediated
by the state. "We're eager to get on with

it. If they feel that mediation is the way,
we'll pursue that course, too," he said.

Negotiations between the union and the
administration, which have been on-again,
off-again since this summer, broke down
again on September 15.

On the UMass Boston campus, the
Faculty Staff Union, the MSP's
counterpart, said they would stage a "sick
out" nejjt Wednesday in protest of the talks
situation.

MSP officials still have not specified
whether they will hold a similar job action
here next week.

The MSP and the FSU are affiliates of the
Massachusetts Teachers Association, and
together represent 1900 faculty and
librarians on both campuses.

Workshops and open forums were held
here at the conference yesterday, with
keynote speaker Robert Paul Wolff saying,
"In the past several years, I have seen a
steady decline in faculty.morale."

Wolff charged the UMass administration
with "a failure to provide academic
leadership" and said "if this union is

broken, the university will rapidly decline to
the state of a large but not very good junior
college." '

The MTA is expected to file papers today
with the Massachusetts Board of
Arbitration and Conciliation to obtain a
moderator, according to Polidori. Polidori
said that mediation could take up to 30
days.

The MSP will meet tomorrow to discuss
further job action, acording to union
President James E. Cathey.

...while keynote speaker Robert Paul
Wolff makes his address.
(Staff photo by Lee J. Fredette).

Israeli parliment overwhelmingly
approves Camp David accords

•nv;-
.» A«

JERUSALEM (UPI) - The Israeli parliment
overwhelmingly approved the Camp David
accords last night in a momentous vote
that opened the way for a peace treaty with
Egypt by Christmas.
Prime Minister Menachem Begin summed

up more than 16 hours of soul-searching,
often bitter debate by declaring that the
Knesset, which approved the accords by
vote of 85-to-19 with 16 abstentions, had
turned an "historic" corner for peace,
breaking the "vicious circle" of 30 years of
war in the Middle East.

"Happy are we that we reached such a
night after the establishment of the state,"
Begin said.

"Great hope for a fundamental turning
point is before us. This is an historical

turning point of great importance."
The 120 - member Knesset voted almost

exactly as polls taken before the marathon
16-hour session predicted it would.
Begin took the floor before the vote to
defend the accords under which Israel will

surrender the Sinai Desert to Egypt in

return for a formal treaty of peace to break
what he termed the "vicious circle" of 30
years of war.
"If Egypt leaves the cycle of wars, Syria

cannot attack us because it means suicide
and Jordan cannot start up because King
Hussein will lose his crown," Begin said.

"The vicious circle of wars will be
broken."
Begin held his arms out in frorit of the

podium, mimicking the weighing ot a treaty
in one hand and the Jewish settlements in

the Sinai in the other. He let the hand with
the treaty drop, giving it more importance
than the 20 settlements Israel will have to
surrender to get the pact.
. But despite the predicted outcome, the
long debate was not without its bitterness,
its doubters, its soul searching.

Mrs. Geula Cohen, a member of Begin's
Herut party, accused the prime minister of
betrayal. She wns nearly in tears as she
recalled how Begin, as leader of the Jewish
undei ground "r.ent people to the
gallows... to sacrifice ourselves for the land

ot Israel.

"Zionism is our readiness to give up peace
now in exchange for the land of Israel, not
to give up the land of Israel for peace," she
said.

Agriculture Minister Ariel Sharon, Israel's

hero of the 1973 October war, said
surrendering Israeli settlements in the Sinai

"is a result of no alternative. I ache and
hurt...There is a long way in front of us.

We're only at the beginning of it."

But Deputy Prime Minister Yigael Yadin
said this was not "a day of sadness but one
of the great days for the people of Israel.

"For the first time," Yadin said, "there is a
chance for full peace with the greatest of

our enemies. No peace can be achieved
without concessions. We need great

strength to withstand the shock of peace
that hit us."

The vote before the Knesset Wednesday
was on the following resolution presented
by the cabinet:

"The Knesset approves the Camp David
agreements signed by the prime minister at
the White House on Sept. 17, 1978. "If

during the negotiations for the conclusion
of a peace treaty between Egypt and Israel

all outstanding issues are completely
agreed upon, and the agreement is ex-
pressed in a written document, the Knesset
authorizes the government, within the
framework of the peace treaty, during a
period to be agreed by the parties, to with-
draw the Israeli settlers from Sinai and to
resettle them."

Good day!

Both sides won
in Camp David accords

A former Middle East adviser to President
Carter last night in a Distinguished Visitors

Program appearance said all sides were
winners in the recent Camp David accords.
Page 2.

Hampshire Mail
set to open Oct. 25

Sports
The Boston Red Sox last night defeated

the Detroit Tigers 5-2 to remain just one
game back of the New York Yankees, who
defeated the Toronto Blue Jays 5-1. Page
12.

Weather

The sprawling, new Hampshire Mall is set Partly cloudy today, with a chance of a
to open Oct. 2r>, and shopi- eepers hope morning shower. Thirty percent chance of
area students will be in a spending mood rain. Mostly sunny tomorrow high in the
Page 3. lowGO's,
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Few campus crimes
reported to UM police
By CAROL CONRAGAN
Collegian Staff
A recently released administration report

estimates that only 17 percent of the lar

cenies, 6 percent of the illegal entries and 5
percent of the threats and assaults that
occur on campus are reported to campus
police

The report, UMass Victimization Project
1977 78. was requested by the UMass
Department of Public Safety and con
ducted by the Student Affairs Research
and Evaluation Office.

The report states its purpose was to
estimate the discrepancy between the
number of actual and reported crimes on
campus, and to elicit perceptions from the
university community on the effectiveness
and capability of the campus police.

Crimes assessed in the report were lar-

ceny, breaking and entering, and threat or

physical assault

According to the survey:
larceny was the most prevalent crime It

IS estimated that between 192 and 235
larcenies occured per 1,000 individuals in

the campus population. The majority of
victims were undergraduates and males.

For every I.OOOindividuals m the campus
population, there were between 79 anrl 109

incidents of illegal entry on campus last

year

Threat and assault was calculated at 50
to 74 incidents per every 1,000 individuals
Undergraduates and males were the
predominant victims, with the majority of
the incidents occuring between 3 p.m. and
7a.m.

Thirty to forty-three percent of survey
respondents said they reported incidents to
officials other than the campus police,
suggesting that victims may seek help from
other sources before or instead of going to
the police.

The survey found that faculty and staff are
more likely than graduate students and far
more likely than undergraduate students to
report incidents to the campus police
Overall results showed that one third to
two thirds of survey respondents have had
little or no experience with which to assess
the effectiveness of the police but, for
those who felt they could evaluate the
Department's effectiveness, the majority
viewed police efforts positively.

The UMass Victimization Report is the
first attempt to determine the extent of
crime on campus.
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Speaker:Egypt Israelwon
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

"When we look at the two
frameworks for peace, it

would be silly to ask who
won or who lost...! think all

sides were winners," Mark
Siegal, former Carter
Middle Eastern aide, said in

a speech last night in the
Student Union Ballroon.

In a speech entitled, "The
Carter Administration and
the Middle East," the
Distinguished Visitors
Program speaker said he
thought there may in five

years be peace between
Israel and its Arab neigh-
bors, because of the Camp
David Summit.
Carter attempted to put

the far more complex
problems of the West Bank,
Palestinians, and the city of

Jerusalem into a context
that could be subject to

apprAval of both parties, he
said Carter did not exert

pressure on either of the
two parties as feared, he
said. The issues that
divided Israel and Egypt
were issues that could be

IVIark Siegal

negotiated.

Carter rolled the dice and
won, Siegal said. Polls

conducted after the
decision to sell planes to
Israel, Egypt and Jordan in

a package deal, showed
Carter's popularity with
Jewish-American voters
had dropped from over 70
percent to 16 percent or

less in some cities, Siegal
said.

It was the proposed sale of

arms to the three countries
that caused Siegal to resign

his post with the ad
ministration. "I disagreed
strongly against it as a

dangerous precedent.
Packaging the sale changed
the special relationships

between the United States
and Israel."

Siegal said that he argued
against the sale of any
planes to any nation while
the delicate peace
negotiations were going on.

| made these points to the
president and obviously
failed," he said. "The
external role I had had as an
advisor to Carter had
become a uni-demensional
role. I no longer had any
effective way to influence
policy, so I resigned."

Although no longer with
the administration, Siegal
had words of praise for the
president. "I think it's

important for the people
like myself who criticize the
president, and it intensly

needs criticism, to praise

the president for his ac-

complishments at the Camp
David summit.'
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Hampshire Mall
to open Oct. 25
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The new Hampshire Mall on Route 9 in

Hadley will throw open its doors on Oc-
tober 25 to what shopkeepers hope is a
buying public, including those who
welcome the mall and others disappointed
by its construction.

Seventy stores are scheduled to open in

the complex including. Friendly Ice Cream,
K Mart, J.C. Penney, Steigers, Amherst
Audio, Thorn McAnn Shoes, and the
Weathervane. The Wearhouse Clothing
store will open a branch in the new mall,

and also maintain its Amherst location, ac-
cording to Bruce Kenan of Pyramid com-
pany, builders of the mall.

The stores will sign leases with Pyramid to
rent space in the $5 million complex. Kenan
estimated the mall stores would be open
from 10 a.m. to 9:30 p.m., six days a week.
The complex will include a "four screen
cinema and what Pyramid officials call a
"turn of the century square" to be used as
a gathering place and a location for a varie-

ty of events, including weekly concerts.
Joesph F. Zgrodnik, Hadlev Pianning
Board chairman, cited a variety of affects
the new mall may have. He predicted an in-

crease in traffic, lower taxes, and more
jobs.

There will be a greater demand on town
services, such as the police," he said.
Zgrodnik also predicted the new mall will

attract a wealthier dientel than other malls
in the area.

Construction of the mall began May 1, but
a court suit filed by the Citizens for the
Preservation of Hadley halted construction
on June 19. Construction resumed later in

the summer, after votes repealed the bylaw
on which the case was based.
Much of the opposition grew from the ef-

fect a new mall would have on businesses
in the area. Paul Bacon of the Mountain
Farm Mall Association yesterday said
"there will be two marginal malls." He
doubts one mall will overwhelm the other.
He also said, however, that he does not feel

there is "enough for everyone to survive.
Zgrodnik said there were restraints on
what action the town could have taken dur-
ing the mall controversy. Since the area
was zoned for business in 1961, '*we could
only regulate not prohibit, he said. He also
said the Board could act only in areas such
as pedestrian safety, architectual design,
and drainage.

One opponent to the mall, Patricia Kicza.
says she will boycott the stores. She said

she considered an organized boycott in the
summer but, "we didn't have the energy to
put together a boycott."

University tenants
present demands
ByBETHSEGERS
Collegian Staff

Boston-Tenants from university
apartments yesterday presented a list of

seven demands regarding the current rent

strike at three family-housing units to

UMass trustee subcommittees on Student
Affairs and Budget and Finance.

The subcommittees agreed to hear the
tenants' case before deciding whether to

reconsider a $19 rent increase voted by the
trustees in May.
A decision by the full board is expected at

the monthly meeting next Wednesday.
The tenant demands were: a moratorium

through Dec. 31 on the rent increase while

interim negotiations take place, immediate
establishment of a tenants association, an
increase in communications between the

Housing Office and tenants, a definition of

family housing, a comparative cost analysis

of family-housing units at other
universities, an updated financial audit of

the units, and a surrender of list of names
of those withholding rent with the
stipulation that eviction proceedings be
halted.

Trustees this month instructed the
Housing Office to continue collecting rent

from tenants while the subcommittee
meetings were held. Several tenants have
received second and final overdue rent

notices, prior to legal action which may
result in eviction, tenant organizer Scott

Balfour said yesterday.

Tenants withholding rent have placed

$1 1,000 in an escrow account as an "act of

good faith" to show they are willing to pay
the old rent amount, Balfour said.

Trustee Haskell Kassler yesterday said

although 53 percent of rent has been paid

at the units, the remaining 47 percent
unpaid may not represent the total amount
in the escrow account. Tenant leaders

were unsure of exact representation of

escrow funds.
Chairman of the budget and finance

subcommittee James Crane yesterday said

the tenant demands should be formalized

and given to the trustees togaether with

"an indication of what the money in the

escrow account represents."

UMass President David C. Knapp said if

the $19 increase is reconsidered by the

trustees, the rent projectioins for the next

four years must also be revised. The $19
increase was scheduled to be followed by
increases of $29, $11, $12 and $12 in the

next four years, according to a proposed
budget for fiscal years 1979 through 1983.

"We are not 18-year-olds seeking a cause
or a thrill," tenant representative Charlene
Reed-Mundell said. "We are families who
cannot afford the increase and it's our last

chance to get an education."
Director of Residential Resource
Management Robert L. Campbell said the

objective of the increase was to ensure rent

revenOes "break even" with operating

costs and to eliminate current financing of

family-housing from surplus funds of the

Residence Hall Trust Fund.

Trains may roll today
WASHINGTON [APh-The Carter

administration vowed yesterday to step in

and "start the trains running again" by
noon today as a clerks' union expanded its

crippling two-day rail strike to virtually all of

the nation's major railroads.

Labor Secetary Ray Marshall ordered
officials from the striking Brotherhood of

Railway and Airline Clerks and the Norfolk

8- Western Railway to begin a non-stop,
24-hour bargaining session with the help of

a federal mediator at the Labor
Department.
Marshall said the union and N&W would

negotiate around the clock in an effort to

reach a settlement of their contract
dispute. Failing agreement, he said, "we'll

take action at noon tomorrow to start the
trains running again."
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Rape counseling

available at center
By JANICE EGGLESTON
Collegian Women 's Staff

The Rape Counselor-Advocacy Program,
sponsored by the Everywoman's Center in

Goodell Hall, offers supportive counseling
for victims of sexual assault. The program
works with women of 'the UMass com-
munity and the Northampton-Amherst
area.

The program also sponsors colloquia and
.informational discussions in dorms when
requested. The all-volunteer program
generates its funding by doing community
workshops in conjunction with police and
health education.

The progran has two groups: one for rape
victims and one for women who were
sexually assaulted as children. According
to coordinator Serena Lurie, "most sexual
assaults of children happen in the home."
"We work with women no matter when

they were raped. Some women think they
have to be in a crisis situation, but they
don't. The assault may have taken place 10
years ago, but the woman may only be able

to talk about it openly now," said Lurie.

The counselor acts as a liaison and ad-

vocate for the victim and her family. They
provide information on the medical and
legal aspects of sexual assault. "The
counselor will stay with the woman as long

as necessary, even through the court

process if the woman so desires," Lurie

said.

However, as Lurie points out, "only half

of the women who are sexually assaulted

go through the court." She sites various

reasons for this that "60 percent of the time
the woman knows her assailant and

doesn't want to turn him in, or she fears the

court systen."

Rape often happens in dating situations,

when alcohol or drugs are involved.

Women often don't realize they've been
raped or feel that they had a part in it by
somehow encouraging the assault.

"We try to point out that the woman is

not to blame for the sexual assault. There is

no reason for anyone to rape them. It is the
rapist's fault, for he's the one who did it,"

Lurie said.

Lurie said, "If a woman is raped she
should not shower or douche, but should
go to the hospital or health service first so
that she can receive some medical at-

tention and collect evidence of the assault.

She should call the Rape Counselor-
Advocate on campus at 545-0800, also."

"While we encourage the woman to

report the sexual assault to the police, the
decision to do so is entirely up to her," said

Lurie. There are three kinds of reporting

available to women who have been sexually

assaulted. One is anonymously-where the
woman gives a description of the rapist but

not her name; third-party reporting-when a

member of the program would report the

assault and regular-reporting, when the

woman both identifies her assailant and
herself.

Rape is the fastest rising violent crime in

the United States. Nationally, there is a

rape every nine minutes. Lurie estimates

that there are "seven rapes that occur each
month in this area."

Lurie said that, "The best way to prevent
being raped is to be aware and be assertive

by not being afraid to say NO!!"
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Dylan changes with times
Thursday, September 28, 1978

Bob Dylan Concert
Springfield Civic Centsr

September 26
Reviewed by CHRIS LAMBERT

After all, it was Bob Dylan himself who said, "The Times
They Are A Changing." And indeed, they have. If you went
to see Dylan on his recent tour with the notion that he'd be

the same as ever, you were in for a suprise. Dylan has

. changed along with the times.

First, he is no longer the one-man show he once was. Dylan

appeared on stage only after his ten member band played a

fast moving rock 'n roll lead. The band (not to be confused
• with The Band) included David Mansfield on flute, violin and
mandolin, Alan Pasqua on keyboards, Billy Cross on lead, a

bassist, a saxophonist, a percussionist and three background
vocalists.

From the out-set, I knew that things just weren't the same.

When Dylan appeared on stage, he went straight for an

electric guitar, ignoring for the entire set the traditional

accoustic guitars which sat nearby. All of the songs, with the

exception of "It Ain't Me Babe " and "Tangled Up In Blue",

were highly orchestrated and intricately arranged. Many of

the songs contained violin, flute, saxophone and lead solos.

The omnipresent backup vocals were excellent, if not over-

used Most of the musicians played during every song, which

resulted in what amounted to a Dylan-gone rock.

Songs that have been going through my head since I was ten

(Maggie's Farm ", "Tonight I'll Be Stayng Here With You")

were half over before I could identify them. Even his most
traditional songs, such as "Blowing In The Wind", were done

m ruck fashion. Only Jhe songs off his new album. Street

Legal, which was cut v\^th his present band, could readily be
identified. "Senhor";and "Changing of The Guards"
demonstrates that Dylarj can still write.

Has Dylan gone Hoi jywood? No. What he has done,
however, is to venture into new forms of music, while
maintaining the basic elements of his traditional works. Dylan
even played a reggae is^ version of "Don't Think Twice, It's

Alright "

The important thing is that everything was done in good
taste. Dylan has not burned-out nor has he sold-out. His

voice is not what it once was, and neither is Dylan. What can
you expect?
The times they are a-changing.
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In Major US Oltles & Abroad

Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE: MO-223-1712

WHO'S WHO
in American Colleges
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Pick up applications

in Room 420, Student Union

Must be returned by
October 10

Student Government
Association

P
re The cosmetic center ef Amherst

This week's specials ^

CCXJPON,

DON'T MISS THESE TERRIFIC SAVINGS!

\, BRAND NEW SIZE-9 OZ. •-- ^%
Good till Oct. 5

COUPON

Si/ W^ REG. SALE 1.95 VS;

THE PRESCRIPTION STORE
OPEN MON-FRI 9*9 SAT 9-6

4 MAIN ST. AMHERST
CLIP&SAVE CLIP & SAVE CUP & SAVE CLIP&SAVE CLIP&SWE

Collegian

^ Correction ^

A meeting on the student

dorm lease will be held

tonight, at 7 p.m. in

Dickinson House lounge in

Orchard Hill. All students

are invited to attend

Don't Miss

THE
CONCERT
DANCE

COMPANY
of

Boston

Friday night

8:00 p.m.
Amherst

Regional High
School

Triangle St.

Tickets $2

at the door
New England

Touring
Program

Posf leaves talks
NEW YORK (UPI) The
New York Post yesterday

walked out of contract talks

with the 1,600-member
striking pressmen's union in

a protest over labor lawyer

Theodore Kheel's role in the

negotiations.

Post publisher Rupert
Murdoch sard his

newspaper had not
resigned from the
Publishers Association,
which also represents the

New York Times and the
Daily News, but said he had
withdrawn from the talks.

"We have left the
negotiations," Murdoch
said.

t::<r<r*r<>'''t*-'*'"<*'<»"'>'<'"'*"<'"''^^

4 H Collegiate Club

UMass 4-H
Conference Connmittee:

Those people interested in

assisting with the 1979 Con-

ference should meet at the State

4-H Office, 219 Stockbridge Hall,

Sunday, October 1, at 7:00 p.m.-

Letter To
The
UMass

Community
We have heard of too many misunderstandings regarding

your on campus restaurant and lounge.

iFlrst, the TOC is open seven days a week, five days for lunch

and dinner (M-F), two days for just dinner (Sat. &*.Sun.), and

seven days for beer, wines and spirits. *
]

^Second, the TOC Is comparatively low' priced^ with \tpur

pocket book in mind. We know that people in a university com-

munity, in general, cannot afford to eat out. You- can eat or

drink out here without having to worry about the terribly high

price of doing so. , . .

• • •

iThIrd, the quality of fhe food, drink and service here is ex-

cellent. Please, do not judge us on the history of those who
ruined your restaurant 3 or 4 years ago. ;

IFourth, this Is your restaurant and lounge. To protect It as

your place we have a sticker requirement. It is not hard to get

and It costs you only 50c per year. Obtain one at the

Assistance desk in the Campus Center. Any TOC, Inc. member

may entertain guests in the restaurant or lounge.

IFifth, we have no dress code.

W^ ^iratit you to come and enjoy yourselves.

Sincerely,

From the Manager, Staff & Students of the TOC
Restaurant & Lounge

Student Senate votes
to suppport faculty
By CINDY REGET

Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night unanimously voted to conditionally

support the faculty in its negotiations for a
"fair and equitable contract."

The first contract negotiations between
faculty and administration began in

June, 1977 and the pact is still unresolved.
The senate's support was conditional on

the faculty's support of various students
concerns, such as residential issues, stu-

dent participation in collective bargaining,

and the extension of pass/fail period.

Alvin Winder, member of the
Massachusetts Society of Professors, last

night answered questions and explained to

the senate the faculty's position in its

negotiations with the administration.

Winder said the faculty-student con-
ference held yesterday was to "inform the

students and faculty on the progress of

negotiations between faculty and the ad-

ministration."

Winder also said the conference "will pro-

bably lead to further job action on the part

of the faculty."

"We are not really arguing money, the
governor has given us our small pay
raises," said Winder. "We are basically

arguing over who should distribute money;
the faculty or the administration."

Senators last night said their basic con-
cern was that "if the faculty gets the
students' support now, will the faculty sup-
port the student on their issues in the future

or will the student be deserted?"

"We are not unaware or insensitive to the
needs of the student, more should be done,
I know," responded Winder. "This is a joint

situation in terms of the students' benefit

and ours
"

There's no place like home, and we make it easy to get there.

TRAILWAYS and PETER PAN offer convenient express

service to Boston, New York,and many other points.

TMllUMywrS fr PETER MNDUSUNES

MAKE UFESIMPURFORYOU.

For Information, Schedules and Prices, contact:

Campus Center Bus Office • 545-2006, or 549-6000

*titff.
LIQUOR STORE

OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

SCHLITZ12 0Z. &NR

SCHMIDT'S 12 oz. cans

$6.99 six
t

>5.49 case

ST. PAULI GIRL (German) C3ns & NR
$3.49 six

$13.75 case

SELECT CALIFORNIA
VARIETAL WINES

338 COLLEGE ST.

RT. 9 AMHERST

15% OFF
REG. PRICE

253-5384
256-8453

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
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Thursday, Sept.28 11:00 a.m. -Midnig:ht
Once in a while, Tech Hifi goes mad. This Thursday, we're pricing new components

(and complete systems) so low that we'd be crazy to do this sort of thing too often. Here's
some proof of our temporary insanity:

SPEAKERS
Advent New Utilities (ea.)$ 99
EPI100V(ea.) $ 58

TDC4(ea.) $ 99

Kenwood LSK 100 (ea.)...$ 45

ELECTRONICS
Technics SA200 receiver. $149
Technics SA400 receiver. $2 15

Pioneer SX780 receiver... $2 19
Pioneer 450 receiver $115
HarmanKardon230Ercvr$ 89

Technics SU7300 amp $119
HarmanKardon401int.amp$89
Harman Kardon 403 tuner $ 1 29
Pioneer T6700 tuner $199

TURNTABLES
E)uall246 $179
Thorens i45Mk.II $249
Technics SL220 $ 99
Sony PST-1 $ 99

TAPE DECKS
Sankyol650 $ 72

Technics 631 $199
TEACA103 $149
Advent 201A $269
Hitachi HD220 $169

ACCESSORIES
Koss K500 headphones ... $ 29
Discwasher system $ 10

SYSTEMS
Pioneer 450 receiver

KLH 300 speakers

Collaro 1253 turntable. ...$249

Onkyo 1 500 receiver

Kenwood LSK300 speakers

BSR 2260 turntable $349

Pioneef 780 receiver

EPI lOOV speakers

Philips 437 turntable

ADC 105QE cartridge $499

Plus all discontinued Pioneer,

Marantz, Sansui and Sherwood
in stock at dealer cost or below.

Quantities limited. Not all

items available in all stores.

techhifi
15 East Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100

sleet hdtu.

CoUegj^Q

Quality of our education at stake
Whether or not you like Professor X as a person - he can be arrogant and

abrasive at times- you have to agree that he is one of the great minds in his
field, and a fantastic lecturer. Professor X's reputation extends beyond na-
tional boundaries; he is one of the many people who keep UMassAmherst a
vital intellectual and educational community.
Last semester Professor X was offered a position at a small state univers-ty in

California. The pay and the .working conditions would have been superior, and
the college is located in an attractive area. Professor X's colleagues and
students played no small part in convincing him to stay at UMass, where he
hasn't received a raise in pay for four years.

Neither Professor X nor his story is fictional. What makes the story a little

unusual is that Professor X decided to stay. Other departments are having less
and less success keeping their best faculty members.
Why? For the simple reasons that the faculty have indeed not received a

significant pay raise in four years, that job security is severely threatened by
the administration's desire to limit or eliminate tenure as we know it, that the
University has used a position of superior strength to stifle faculty contract
negotiations.

Yesterday's "State of the University " conference, held by the Massachusetts
Society of Professors in lieu of classes, was a meaningful if imperfect attempt
to identify and discu.'is the major issues surrounding the present contract
negotiations in particular and the University's future in general.
Perhaps the most important conclusion to be drawn from the conference is

that the conflicting interests of faculty, staff and students undoubtedly exist
but are not so severe as the administration makes them out to be. The claim
that students stand to lose if the faculty gets its contract is based on a desire
to divide and conquer those who are most affected by the deadline m the
University as an institution for quality higher education-the students and
faculty.

As has been pointed out on these pages and at the conference, tenure is just
one item of negotiation that has been falsely turned into a point of disagree-
ryient. Tenure is a crucial means of protecting academic freedom. Some
"deadwood" teachers are able to hide behind tenure and hang on forever (or
so it seems). But that sort of sacrifice must be made in the interest of faculty
who might wish to pursue controversial topics in class or research.
The major hesitation students might have regarding the union's efforts are

whether its major interests appear to lie with "professional prerogative" or
with the actual qua'ity of education. That is, to what extent does the MSP
really desire what's best for the University, and to what extent is it merely
representing the self-motivated wishes of its membership?
Given the present climate in higher education in this state and on this cam-

pus, there is diminishing cause to believe that the efforts for a decent faculty
contract will have anything but a positive effect on the quality of education
here. While the modern university can no longer be looked at in the same light

as the smaller organic colleges of the past, there are commmon concerns in

any educational community that cannot be denied. These include academic
freedom and quality professors.

It is the duty of students and faculty to identify common goals and jointly

determine how to attain them. That process must take place both as part of
and outside of any job actions the facult, union decides to pursue. Those ac-
tions deserve student support as long as the MSP is sincere in its efforts to in-

iSSKWS S!!!&«»*js\>.v.:»<s'*<*sN\ 4l(|^liji5S:^^^^'^'&;$jS*S^ x«Sl\<^^:^;$.' ;.>^
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volve students -the participation in the conference of Students United for
Public Education and the Graduate Student Employees Union (among others)
was encouraging in that regard.

Whether in the State House or on campus, the administration has been reluc-
tant to look out for our interests. The survival of quality education at UMass
thus depends directly on the involvement of students and faculty.
Yesterday's conference and the faculty contract struggle are but a portion of

the overall picture
. We hope, however, that some students found it a good

opportunity to hop into the fray. If you don't fight for the quality of your own
education, don't assume someone else will.

All unsigned editorials represent the opinion of a majority of the Col-
legian Board of Directors.

Apology
The Collegian apologizes for the mix up
on yesterday's Editorial-Opinion pages.

As it happened, an article written by the
Massachusetts Society of Professors ran
under the Editorial heading reserved for
editorials signed by the Board of Directors
of the Collegian, and the article written by
the students United for Public Education

appeared under both the S.U.P.E. heading
and the M.S. P. heading.
These mistakes were caused by a com-
munications problem between the graphics
department of the Collegian and the
editorial department. We have taken steps
to make sure such mistakes don't happen
again.

-The Editor

GUINNESS
WORLD
RECORD
BEING
SET

The world's largest SCRABBLE board
ever-2000 square feet (45' x 45')

Friday, Sept. 29. Board will be set up
ail night!!!

»

,^-^' iv^

Jj^f

Games for one hour start 5:00 p.m. -1:00 a.m.

Curry Hicks Cage, UMass (home of the UMass basketball team)
(Free to see)

Covered by the media nationally!!! Band, music, light show.
Some player tickets will be available at door

or call 546-8872 before Friday.

$SOO in prizes
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RUSSELL'S LIQUORS

VODKAAND
GIN

QUARTS
SPECIAL

ICE COLD
KEG BEER!!

and up

FALL BEER
SPECIALS!!

$4.95
:^nd up

- unlimited quantities on sales items
- no extra for delivery

Amherst's clos est liqour store to UMass
-in Amherst Center across from the green

OMESEE FOR YOURSELF!! 253-5441

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

SAVE 30%-50%
Book now for Christmas and spring break

PAY LATER
No payment until 30 days before departure

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER

545-0500

TOP OF
THE

CAMPUS
LOUNGE

HAPPY
HOUR

Mon.-Fri., 4:30-6:30 p.m.

-DOUBLE BUBBLE-

King Size Bar Drinks at

Regular Prices

Discount Bottled Beer

«

Pretzels»Chips»Prizes

To place a classified ad, rtrop hy the Col
legtdM office (CC 113) hetwecn 8 45 .i m
.iml 3 45 p m Monday throiiqh Friday, or

use our hdofly clip and mail form found in

most issues of the CoHeqian Cl.tssified

diMrflin*' IS 3 45 p 111 two days m arlvanr.
of put)liration dati' 1 Collegian

Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c
per line, five consecutive issues, 40c per

line pel day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day. One line is roucjhiy equivalent

to 38 cfiaracters.

AUTO FOR SALE

70 Firebird 360, auto, PS, PB, new shocks,

tires, hi miles, still quick, 665-3883.

69 Firebird, runs fine, $400 or BO. 6-5489.

68 Volkswagen Sqbk., good condition,

many new parts, asking $650, 546-4760.

1970 VW bug, brake job, new clutch,

needs some work. $500 or best offer,

549-1128.

71 Dodge Tradesman 300 1 ton work van,

low mi., runs fine, welded roof rack, heads
rubber, $1500, call after 6 p.m., 367-9660.

72 Pinto. leOOcc, std., 54,800 <niles, caM

back repairs complete, $850, 253-7778. >

76 Fiat 128 sedan, great condition, $1200,

caM Anne after 5:00, 666-3932. •

71 Volks.
54^2613 .

68 Ch«vy van. 307 eng.. auto body ^
engtfw very good. $750. call Jim, 253-5095.

Muat tan 70 Pontiac BonneviHe conv.,

povwar everythir>g. small V8. AM/FM.
worth 11200. »eOO or bast offer, '666-3082;

VW bug. mach. exceMtnt. BO,

1975 Kawasaki KZ400, good condition,

S600, call Paul at 253-9034.
INSTRUCTION

van. good con^, $1295,

71 Ford Galx. GOO. good cond.. new eng.

and trans., $700. call 25^5296, aft. 6 p.m.
»

FOR RENT

Roommate
866^3303.

in Sunderland. $70 -«-

,

Fum. apts., 2 and 2Vi rms., utils incl.,

AC, pool, pkg. $200 and $215 mo., lease to

Jur>e. Amherst Motel And Apts., Rt. 9,

opp. Zayre.

Olympia portable typewriter; manual,
very good cond., $50, call Alan, 256-6137.

Must sell, queen size bed, excellent condi-

tion, 584-0656.

Guitar -Gibson SG-200, excellent condi-

tion, $275 or BO, call Phill, 546-6124.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79 S.
Pleasant, Amherst, open daily, 11-5.

Collector's item — vintage Gretch Country
Gentleman style semi-hollow body electric

guitar, dual pickups, good condition,

owner broke, will sell for $75, call Kent at

549-6659.

Mayan Indian textiles, hand-woven shirts

(unisex — L, M. S) $18. k>ng wrap skirts (fits

aU sizes) $18. purses (11 x 11 with shouMer
strap) $9.50. Guatemalan imports, Rf 1 Box
77, HutsorwtWe, IL, 62433.

Four tiras for aala. b'viMI, 078x14. good
conditk>n. $70 or BO, call Neal, 549-4737.

Mopad for aala— 1 nevi^Batavus. full war-

ranty, $425, 1 low milei^e Batavtss, $360,

584-0BS4. evenings. '_

Uaad World Of Furniture-321 Deerfield

St.. Greenfield, good used furniture, open
10 to 5 daily.

FOUND
~

. 1

Found: very affectionate young male tiger

cat. Bushy tail. White flea collar. CaM
549 4871.

Found: gray tiger cat. Young, male, bushy
tail. 545-0731 - Steve Lord.

Beginning mime classes— 6 week
course, lues., 5-7 p.m., at City Art Guild,

call 586-2555, ask for Michael for more info.

LOST

FOR SALE

Big wMttf dog with Glouster plates. If

found or seen please call Lori, 6-5381

.

Reward— you name iti Please help me get

my ring back, priceless, sentimental value.

Lost in CC men's room Sept. 18 a.m.

Please call Paul, 6-910.1, will go as high as

$ 100. > .

Croaa pan*, PBK. reward, please caH
6-6252. ; I

Poncho, bivwn and*tan wool, return to

Ed. Bklg.. Special Ed.*Rm. 109, Barbara.

MtSCELLANEOUS
~

Fraa— one 'year old female kitten.

black/whita»very affectionate, needs lov-

ing home, please call 549-2782.

MOTORCyCLES
~

75 ^maha RD360- perfect -1000 mi.

since rebuild— leaving USA, must sell— any
reas. offer — free winter storage— 665-2253.
eves.

PERSONALS

Michele, happy birthday to you, a fellow

cynic who makes me think! From Kurt, with

lots of love!

All self-respecting UMies, are you tired

of DC food? Does your stomach keep
reminding you what you had for dinner

yesterday? If this is you look into the fine

cuzine at Amherst's finest eating establish-

ment. For infornnation, call Joel or Bum-
bolini at 253-9230.

Debi, you were right. I'm sorry. Rick.

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed MWF 9:45 a.m.. UMass to

MHC, will share costs, Sheri, 538-2190.

Pittsfield commuter looking for car

pool. Call Dave at 499-1419, evenings.

ROOM WANTED

Famala atudant saaks same to share apt.

in Amherst, walk to campus, $110 plus

eiectrk:, heat iru:l., 253-3794.

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 rm. In 2 b'rm. apt., N'hampton. $96.50

+ util. See Rosertwn in Campus CentertI!

Studant aaaka room in Amherst, close to

campus or on touslme. 253-3794.

Large private room in Northampton for

rteat. respor>sibte, non-smoking female

grad student or worker. 564-5686.

SERVICES

Tennis raqudt supplies and stringirig.

Super-super-low prices, all work is

guaranteed— 24 hour service— on campus,
call 6-7895 and ask for Jon.

WANTED

Heavy duty washer, $50, Pentax 135mm
lens, $70, screen house tent, $25, elec.

broom 286 8483, after 2 p.m..

2 tennis rackets- 1 wood, new strings,

$18, 1 aluminum, $22, medium grips, good
shape, 549 4794, ask for Pat

HELP WANTED

Work study jobs avail, in Student Act. Of-

fice, apply Rm. 416 Student Union.

Non-work suidy jobs! Walk sandwich
boards on campus starts $3.00/hr Call

Michael at 586 2555 for more info

Sheila Flynn — Chris needs you, 586-2079!

My cutie: when do I get to meet you ?

Jerry -happy 21st birthday, love Debbie.

Work study jobs available in Student Ac
tivities Office, apply Rm. 416, StudeVit

Union

School bus drivers wanted in N'hampton,
DPU or Class 2 lie, required, 584-6481.

Space for artwork, crafts, tagsale items

at Fall Fest. 9/30, S. Deerfd.. $5, 665-3317.

WANTED TO RENT
~~

Mature undergrad (mala) seeks room in

local household, please call 773 3481

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Separate

6 Curse

10 Boiiiuiers

14 Pigment

lb Oivd s solo

16 Big name in

hdSHt)cjll

1

7

Coliseum

18 Colurdrlo s

state (lower

?0 Thidsh

21 Banff's river

22 Br com
poser

23 Destroy

25 Inventors

proieclnMis

27 ilown

Siil>rluing

30 Traditional

ism

31 Ms Ekberg

32 Slants

33 Nice sum
mer

36 Small sled

37 Boston Tea

38 Pan of BTU
39 Tr«-

40 Pierces

41 Preface

Informal

42 Rit)l)erf

44 Jail

45 Appeti/ers

47 Fat

48 Mistreat

49 Place

50 KinrI of mu
SIC

54 Up
Silt) order

57 Canadian In

dian

58 In addition

59 Dry

60 Bowie K last

stand

61 Clairvovani

62 Racehorse

63 Under

DOWN

1 Plant dis

ease

2 Study

3 Athena title

4 Penitent

5 AD or BC
6 Canarlian

7 In a lirte

8 Nothing

9 Water F>

10 Electrical

criruluctors

1

1

Whef'l |0»)s

12 Actor Peter

13 Litigants

19 Louis Riel

UNITED Feature Syr^dicata
W*dn««dair ( f>\jti>t Solved

follower

21 Magnar)i

mous
24 Spenser

heroine

25 Boats

26 Overly con
inved

27 Argentine

timber tree

28 Blame
29 Hospital

worker 2

words

30 Skinned

32 Worries

34 Beginner

Var

35 Walpole s

alma mater
37 Sit

38 Convention

regulation:

2 words
40 States

41 Indignation

43 Less hard

44 Attribute

45 Land bodies

46 Aspen
47 Squalid

49 Revolve

51 Spoken
52 Italian lake

53 Recogni/e

55 Overlie

56 Gold Sp
57 Bible book

Abbr

1 2 ] 4 5 6 7 a 9

I
10 .1 17 IJ

14 IS 14

17

I
'8 19
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YOUR BIRTHDAY
THURSDAY. Sept. 28

Bom today, you are a

bold, highly motivated,
fearless worker toward
your goals. You are ambi-
tious. You know the dan-
gers involved in whatever
you undertake. Sometimes
you heed that knowledge
and, just as often, you
don't. You may jeopardize

your own success at times,

but your life, even then, is

both interesting and excit-

ing.

Intuitive, instinctively

accurate in your assess-

ment of other people and
their work," you would
make an excellent "gut-

level" critic Yoa coQld

not, however, always give

acceptable reasons for

your viewpoints or thfe way
in which you arrived at

them.
Also tiorn on this date

are: Ed Sullivan, early TV
variety host; Harold Taylor,

educator, one-time presi-

dent ol Sarah Lawrence
College.

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
I<et your birthday star be
your daily guide.

FRIDAY, Sept. 29

LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oc1. 22) -

A fondness for society may
cause you to leave employ-
ment scene behind - be-

fore vou should
SCbRPIO(Oct. 23-Nov.

21) - Seek the capable
assistance of a good friend.

Don't even try to get by on
your own.
SAQITTARIUSfNov. 22-

Dec. 21) - Love of home
and family does much to

lessen the disappointment
of the early morning.
CAPRlCORN(Dac. 22-

Jan. 19) - A talented

stranger brings you the

kind of comfort you need
today. Confide in one who
listens.

AOUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb.

18) ~ Exceptionally keen
intuitions make it easy for

you to make the right deci-

sion today. Time is on your
side.

PISCES(F«b. 19-March

20) - You can win over
everyone today if you ex-

ercise a talent for out-

guessing the competition.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)

- Seek the center of the

day's social activity and
you will find the kind of

excitement you thrive on.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

-- Administrative talent is

essential to the day's suc-

cess. Delegate as much
authority as is possible.

CANCER(June21-July22)
~ Excitement early in the

day rubs off even on the

most mundane of after-

noon activities. Rest at

eve.

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) -

Plans for the weekend may
be upset Make an effort to

rearrange the schedules of

those involved. Save the

day.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)-

- Finances improve tre-

mendously late in the day.

Don't be discouraged by

early setbacks. Be patient.

< ii(<\rit!lit I'l'l

Inilitt Kvnturr S\rn1iriili- Im
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

iOUR POOWALL iEAH. THAT

Be. CAUHNO QUITB SURf- POeSN'T

\ A 5VR, mCHAfiD TAt^ TMN66

He/ia£Ai£PA 2,000

AND TODAY He's H0LPIN6
A PI^SS COHFBR£NC£ IN

"7T
H£ CLAIMS He's even
Q0IN6 TO PKXXJCe THB
INJUfi£P PLAiER 10
TBSTIFYONHlSBeHALFl

1
n SIR, HE J*^^^-

DoUtfT On 7W/5

60OD..\

Alummum Foil by Steve Laf/er

MR IGLOO CMAS£S6£RALDM SUDDENLY...

I

THROUGH THE STEAM\| fc .yiyr
——;: , ^,.

TUNNELi^B0^^al W ^^^- ^^^ STEAM
IS MELTING ME.!

^*K>^! THERE'S riOTHlNG^
LEFT Of HIM BUT HIS
RUBBER. BOOTS! NOW
HE CANT ST04> ME
FROM STODVING.'

1 GUE.SS I'LL HAVE
TO CELeBRATE MV
v^cToR^r ovep^ the:
Forces OF partying/,

Wal/y Dorf by Rob Ranney

T.\ seem: T'M

goi*i^ to \t¥xve^

Nothing Special byJoe Casey

uxxs a uxxNf

"Mi*

Spam Slade, People "s Eye byJoe Carroll

SORRY \^E.

SCARED YA.
HE'S REALL'

HARMLESS-

-AROUND ME. YOU
nuST S£ ^;EW

AROUND HERE, m
riARLA CORRY.

'M SPAM.
AND (THINK
WE BCTTER

TALK»nAftLA.

SOON, ATPIARLA'S APARTTIENr
(N SITHONY riANOR—

OK, WOOFIE LIVES WITH
YOU. SO—WHO 15 MR.
TONE^.^WHV DOES ^Z

^ WANT WOOTIE^

I BET
JONES IS MY PUKE

LANDLORD. HE'S BEEN OUT
TO GET ME, CAUSE I RUN

THE TENANT'S miON
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ENTER-

TAINMENT

EVERY

WEDNESDAY

NI6HT

DAILY

HAPPY HOUR
3-8P.M.

LARGEST DRAFT
IN TOWN .50

MOST BAR DRINKS
.85

gooli fcoil & tirtnti
1 PRAY ST.. Amherst. Matft^319^54031

THURSDAYS

21brt Night

r CUT AND SAVE

(most drinks & beers)

8:30 to 1

1

DISCO
and

OLDIES

PIZZA GRINDERS
Small Large

Pepperonj $2.60 $4.60

Anchovies 2.60 4.60

Hamburg 2.60 4.60

Ham 2.60 4.60

Sausage 2.60 4.60

Plain 2.00 3.70

Onions 2.10 4.00

Peppers 2.20 4.20

Onions-Peppers 2.35 4.30

Mushrooms 2.60 4.60

Salami 2.60 4.60

Two-way Comb. 2.90 5.10

Three-way Comb .3.20 5.50

Super Special 4.00 6.00

Whole Half
Salami $1.95 $1.20
Meatless 1.85 1.10
Genova 2.10 i.a5
Meatball 2.10 1.35
Sausage 2.10 1.35
Tuna Fish 2.40 1.45
Ham 2.10 1.35
Italian 2.10 1.35
Roast Beef 2.60 1.60
Ham & Egg 2.30 1.40
Pepper & Egg 2.30 1.40
Pastrami 2.60 1.60
Turl<ey 2.40 1.35 i

s

SPAGHETTI

Extra Meat
Extra Cheese

Ljirg« Small

70< 50<

80^ 50<

with Sauce
with Meat Balls

with Sausage

$2.00

2.30

2.30

SUPERIOR PIZZA
"UMass' Favorite Pizza"
We deliver everyday from 5 p.m.

Sundays from 2:00 p.m.

17 Montague Rd.
(next to North Amherst Post Office)

549-0626

Delivery people needed — car reiiuireJ

HATCH
Thursday— Saturday

Sept. 28-30

No cover on Thursday

Coming Oct. 12-14—The
Great Pretenders

Jlenoeiagsspinsie
Norlhampton. Mass.

I

NOW— Exclusive Showing at 7:00 and 9:00|

••n IS A(ii:\n\i; riKAsrwi: i()si;i. .\ ni m aihu't
HI;AI f'lOI'l.l-TOI.U WITH SOMI ( il AKIIS1HV
AX I) SLNSITIVlr^!" -H.nK.r.l.s^i.ili. I.U.K ..luniiiisi

fc ACVDE\n' Simone
AW.VRD SiiJnorct
WTWFR *"

BEST MADiVME
FOREIGN EIL.M ROSA §

\ll.»MlU KtU.lSMlL't I ir) I* II .11 loll

• . . . AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

I inc fl- VV iV ,ll;l KJUl- J. •Will V
( lISlUlll (|.-:if»M Ai H pans

m1c< t yjit It. -MIS
OiiH.'f^H wal( Iks

I^lo^anetf at afforclabh- price's

;*l S<«ii}i ncasiuii Si, .\iiihcivt 2S'U19m

BEEN THINKING ABOUT LEARNING TO FLY?

Wall, come to Jo-Air. Inc. at Orange AirpoTT, Orange, Mats,
on Saturday, September 30 and Sunday, October 1, 1978

Anyone Interested in airplanes or learning to fly Is invited.

There will be free coffee and donuts. brand new Cessna air-

craft on exhibit, films on flying, and instructors to take you
for a $10.00 mini-flight lesson /

The Joyce Trisler

Danscompany in

Presented by the University of

Massachusetts Arts Council

WE RE REAdy For you

!

opEN Frl nites Vil 9:00

AMHERST DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS
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Carlton Fisk appears to be doing the Hustle with umpire Ed Merrill but he is ac
tually arguing an out call at second base. The Sox finished the evening with a
victory song by defeating the Tigers 5-2 to remain one game back of the
Yankees who also won. (UPI).

Poloists splash to win
The water polo team opened its season on

the road Tuesday night with an uproaring
17-0 victory over a hapless Westfield State
College team before a standing room only
crowd
In the past, the team was loaded with

superstars who could dominate the game.
They're gone now, and the consensus was
that this year's team just might fold. But
this hasp t been the case, as the bench and
"B" players of past years have formed a
solid nucleus. Add to this some of the
women players from the spring and an
abundance of rookie players and this team
just might be one of the top five teams in

New England
Thus, as goalie Bill Thanon recorded his

first career shutout, the poloists gained the
needed confidence to be a competitive ball

club.

The poloists shot out of the box with a 5
lead after the first quarter, and continued to

add 3, 5, and 4 goals respectively in the last

three quarters of play.

POP SHOTS The water polo team travels
to Bucknell University this weekend, taking
on the best teams in the East... "It will be a
good experience," says coach Miller... Last
Saturday the team scrimmaged with
Amherst college... Becca Reggio, one of
the two top women players in the spring,
played a good game, scoring two goals and
playing solid defense... Becca will be lost

for the rest of tahe season, as she will

undergo knee surgery... Chris Lomas, a
veteran, couldn't make Tuesday's game,
dedicating himself to his schoolwork.

.

Golfers finish 6th in NE's
By BETTY GWlAZDA
Collegian Staff

"Some days you have it and some days
you don't "

These were the sentiments of Coach Ed
Vlach concerning the performance of the
UMass golf team at the New England
Championships held Monday and Tuesday
in Portsmouth N.H.

Though the sixth place finish of the
Minutemen was commendable out of the
field of 36 schools, it was the individual

performances of the players rather than the
team as a whole that concerned Coach
Vlach.

Sophomore Marty Hunt, new to the

starting line-up, showed great promise with

his very impressive score of 76-76, 152.

Consequently, he captured sixth place in

the individual standings, the best showing
of any of the team members in this par-

ticular tournament. Coach Vlach feels that

Hunt has a promising future on the team.

Capt. Jim McDermott, in second place at

the end of the first round of play, fell far

behind in round two. This was both un-

fortunate and unusual for the highly

consistent McDermott.

Victor Lahteine, another veteran of the
team, also didn't play up to par. His scores
in no way reflected his strong showings of

past performances.

Teammates John Cibrowski and Mark
Powers suffered similar setbacks to finish

well behind first place finisher Tom Breen
of Southern Connecticut who shot a 146.

Breen managed to edge out both John
McCann of B.C. who shot a 147 to capture
second and teammate Bill Day, always a

strong contender, who finished third at

148

Team wise, Southern Connecticut again
came out on top followed by Salem State,

U R.I., Central Connecticut, Providence
and Merrimac who tied for fifth spot, and
UMass and UConn sharing sixth place.

Coach Vlach is hopeful that the team will

be well prepared for their next outing, the
Toski Intercollegiate Invitational Tour-
nament which takes place on Oct. 1 and 2.

Sports notices
CPR COURSE A REVIEW course in cardipulmonary resuscitation (Basic Life

Support) will b« given on Wed. and Thurs., October 4 and 5 in North P.E. from 4:15-

6 15 p m. There is no charge. Pre requisite tor tne course is current BLS certificate,

which must be shown at the first session. After completion of the four hours, a three-

year-certification will be issued. Registration forms can be obtained from the secretary

in NOPE and must be completed by Tues. Oct. 3, 4:30 p.m.

HELP NEEDED Anyone interested in helping the UMass men's gymnastics team raise

money, contact either Roy Johnson, 219 Boyden, 545 0615 or Carol Gillan, 546 7962

HAVE IDEAS'
FOOTBALL Dedicated person wanted to fill position as assistant football manager.

Must l)e dedicated and h^rd working. Please contact Coach Ken Conatser in the

Boyd<^n football office, from 9 1

.

VOLLEYBALL CLUB Anyone interested in playing "Power Volleyball," call Arnie

Hf)l)Hrisdt 546 5129orshQw up for practice Sunday at 10:00 a.m. at NOPE.
WOMFN'S SOCCER COACH Thf? Wosoccs (formerly UMass Women's Soccer Club)

tor a coach. Anyone with an interest and knowledge of soccer, please call

.187

iRNJEY Pi is for the annual pocket and 3 cushion billiards are being

* Student Unioi; Games Area All contestant* must be students. An entry

,iii 1)6 coll*'' Iff) RriqistrHtion ends Sat, Sept. 30

Scott Keys Sox win.,
but Yanks hold first

BOSTON (UPI) - George Scott homered and singled for two RBI and Carlton Fisk
tripled home two other runs last night to help the Boston Red Sox remain one game
back in the American League East with their fourth straight win, a 5-2 decision over the
Detroit Tigers.

The Red Sox scored three runs in the first inning when Fisk tripled after Jerry Remy
and Carl Yastrzemski drew walks from loser Milt Wilcox, 13-12. Fred Lynn then singledhome Fisk for what proved to be the game's deciding run.
Scott led off the second win with his first homer since Aug. 29 and his 12th of the

season into the left center field screen. Scott accounted for the Red Sox' final run in the
eighth when he singled home Fisk, who reached on an infield hit and stole second
Homers by Rusty Staub in the first, his 24th, and Ron LeFlore in the sixth were the on-

ly runs off winner Luis Tiant, 12-8,

The Boston win, coupled with New York's 5-1 victory over Toronto at Yankee
Stadium, leaves the Red Sox one game behind with four games left to play.

Stickers shutout Owls;
Hixon wins first game
By MIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

With an assurance from co-captain Gayle
Hutchinson that they were indeed "ready
for this one" the UMass women's field

hockey team blew away the Owls at Keene
State 5 0.

Following the orders of coach Pamela
Hixon to go immediately to the goal, Laura
O'Neil and the Minutewomen got the only
goal they would need at the 3:45 mark of
the first period. Continued offensive
pressure netted the stickers their second
tally at the 5:00 mark by the combination of
Jody Wickman passing to sister and co-
captain Lynsie Wickman who beat the
Keene St. goalie on a well executed penalty
corner play.

Laura O'Neil chipped in her second goal of
the contest doing the unassisted number
on the Owl defense at the 1 1 :00 mark.
Till the end of the first period it was total

UMass domination of field play including
passing, offensive pressure and defense
when it was needed.
The Wickman sister act did it again at the

27:(X) mark as Lynsie netted her second
goal, again following a corner. Forward
Laurel Walsh added the icing with a goal
following a scramble in front of the Keene
State net at the 28:00 mark to close out all

UMasi and game scoring which happened
all in the first half.

Keene State could at best manage a
stalemate with their stronger counterparts
in the second half but might have ruined
the shutout if not for sonne brilliant defense
by senior co-captains Lynsie Wickman and
Gayle Hutchinson who helped allow only 4
shots on goal.

"We scored the first goal early and that
helps," said coach Hixon. "I asked them to

go out there and go right to the goal and
they did it

"

As for Keene State, Hixon said "They are

a team that is young and inexperienced and
it showed."
The win gives the Minutewomen a record

of 1 -2 on the year as they head into Friday's
home game against Colgate at 3:00 p m.
STICK STUFF: To show how complete
UMass' domination was over Keene State
check the respective penetration times of

the first half. The amount of tima one team
spends within 25 yards of the other team's
goal; UMass- 14 minutes, 18 seconds,
Keene StatB-51 .2 seconds.
The Keene State game marked the return

of regular goalie Karen Stifter to the line-

up. Stifter had beea out for two weeks with
a pulled thigh muscle She was tested for 4
shots and had one save as she got the
shutout.

Steve Zack

Having a ball

SPORTS HAS BALLS! Baseballs,
footballs, basketballs, and more. These
poor creatures are thrown up, blown up,

kicked, sticked, and punted without even a

mere thought by the athlete as to how the

object feels.

Take the football for instance. It's oblong,

pointed, shape immediately sets it apart

form the others, it's sort of the Baldaar

Conehead of the sporting world.

Have you ever thought how a football feels

when it is gang-tackled by a ton of human
flesh every thirty seconds. Just think what it

feels like to have a place kicker drive the

point of his shoe into you, sending you
hurling through space without a prayer of a

safe landing, the worst being when you land

on a gravel parking lot, gettiny scratched

beyond recognition and then having a stray

puppy waltz over and fertilize you're outer

skin.

Being a football in a pro game is like being
in prison; every time the kicker trots on to

the field, the nets at the end of the end zone
are raised to prevent the football from
escaping.
Perhaps the toughest part of being a

football is when it is on the back end of a

spike. The Philadelphia Eagles Dice Throw
isn't much more than a roll in the grass but

when the Chicago Bears toss it from man to

man until one of them decides to slam it into

the ground is down right cruel.

Getting thrown out of a playground, under

a car, and being dragged for half a mile is no
thrill either.

A golf ball doesn't have such a hot life

either. It spends most of its time getting

beaten with a stick, aptly called a club, and
then when the golfer is done "playing" with

it, he shoves it in a musty old golf bag. It's

bad enough that the golf ball has terminal

zitsall over it, isn't it?

The baseball is a seamy character, isn't it?

Which I suppose is justifiable enough to

throw it around, whack it with a bat and
throw some leather at it (sounds erotic).

I wonder what it feels like to be on the end
of a Jim Rice blast over the centerfield wall

at Fenway Park?
Being a baseball does have sonie glamor

and pride to it. It must be a pleasant feeling

to know that when a baseball gets hit into

the stands there is a multitude of people
^witling to fight for the possession of it,

makes the little feller feel wanted, although I

suppose being called a foul ball is a little

indignant.

The fact that a baseball is rubbed with
Mississippi clay prior to a big league ball

game leads me to believe that baseballs
attain some kind of rash when they are about
to enter into the limelight, probably due to
nervousness.

Basketballs are the life of any sports party;
they're very bouncy and love to be handled
in a tricky manner, although one should be
cautioned not to spin a basketball too
quickly or too long upon one's finger

because it tends to get dizzy with very little

exertion.

The basketball is also the most patriotic of

the group, witness the defunct ABA's red,

white and blue basketball

It is also considered impolite to refer to a

basketball as a "B" ball since it appears to

have the same connotation as a "B" movie
which is what they show at the Majestic
Theater, I know, I've been there.

CarterSteps in to endnationwide raiistrilce
...._ ^. « . . ^_ .__• -.£ -i_:i.. ._:i . nnainct tho Mrtrfnilr anri \A/octorn tr> mnct the federal BOenCV that mediates raifroaWASHINGTON -President Carter

stepped in yesterday to end a crippling

nationwide rail strike by ordering rail clerks

back to their jobs for 60 days.

But the head of the striking union

refused to commit himself immediately to

obeying the order.

The president said he was using his

emergency powers to halt the three-day

walkout because "we have almost a

complete shutdown of rail service in our

country."
The 42-state strike has tied up shipments

of autos, food, coal and other vital freight

shipments, forced some worker layoffs due

to parts shortages, and stranded tfiousands

of daily rail commuters
"This will take the railroad workers back

to the job," Carter said. "If there is op-

position to this action then I would not

hesitate to go to federal court to enforce

it."

Fred Kroll, president of the striking clerks

union, said in a statement following the

president's announcement that the union

"will determine its course of future action

on the basis of the nature of the govern-

ment's guarantees of a variety of protection

for all railroad workers on the Norfolk &
Western."
The nationwide strike began Tuesday

when the union extended its 80-dav strike

against the Norfolk and Western to most
other major carriers.

Carter ordered an end to the walkout
under emergency powers provided by the

National Railway Labor Act.

Labor Secretary Ray Marshall an-
nounced earlier that government in-

tervention was expected, telling reporters

that his efforts to have the parties negotiate

an agreement had failed.

The Norfolk and Western Railway and
the Brotherhood of Railway and Airline

Clerks "have been unable to reach an
agreement during the past 26 hours," said

Marshall.

The secretary said that earlier in the day

the federal agency that mediates raifroad

disputes had recommended that the

president move to halt the strike under the

labor act.

Marshall had ordered the two sides to

negotiate around the clock for 24 hours in

hopes of reaching an agreement before a

noon deadline for another 90 minutes to

make a final personal effort to mediate a"

settlement.

As an alternative. Carter could have

asked Congress for emergency legislation

to enc' the crippling strike.

Under the law, the president would first

declare that the strike has created a

national emergency.
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State files suit against
area real estate firms
By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

The state yesterday filed a civil action

suit against two major Amherst real estate

firms for alleged violations of sale com-

mission policies under a new state anti-

trust law.

Denison H. Jones, doing business as

D.H. Jones Real Estate Agency, and

Hampshire Town and Country Realtors,

were named as defendants in the suit filed

yesterday in Hampshire Superior Court,

according to Attorney General Francis X.

Bellotti.

The action, initiated under a law which

became effective in August, seeks $25,000

in civil damages plus other penalties from

each defendant, Bellotti said. The anorney

general also said the conspirators

(defendants) agreed on commissions and

splits and sought to interfere with other

area brokers who refused to comply with

those decisions.

Spokesmen for both defendants last

night denied the charges.

Jones, reached by phone at his home,

expressed surprise over the suit.

"I didn't know a thing about it," he said.

"It appears the Commonwealth is

challenging my method of charging

commissions. The charges are positively

untrue. Town and Country is our chief

competitor."
James Lumley, general manager of

Town and Country, termed the charges

"ridiculous." He said he had no idea of the

charges until the suit was filed and he vyas

contacted by members of the press

"The charge that we colluded with Jones

is an absolutely untrue statement," Lumley

said, "i didn't know anything about it. It

comes as a complete surprise."

The new law states that all monopolies in

restraintive trade and all sales in leases

which fix a price in order to substantially

lessen competition or create a monopoly

are illegal.

"It is alleged, " Bellotti aid, "that these

activities caused commission rates charged

by real estate brokers in the Amherst area

to be raised to artificially high levels,

deprived purchasers and sellers of real

estate to free and open competition on real

estate commission rates and restrained

competition among the defendants."

Both Jones and Lumley said they had no

idea of where the charges stem from.

Jones said it appeared to come from

competitive brokers, but said he didn't

know for sure.

Several area real estate agencies can-

vassed last night said they knew nothing of

the charges.

"I hope it's all a bad mistake... like a bad

dream," Jones said.

Lumley also said he was not sure if

bitterness of competitors played a part in

the filing of the suit.

"We're two agencies who do a fair

amount of business in this area," he said,

"If people don't like the rates we charge,

they can go somewhere else. There are

other people around here who charge

less

UMass Physical Plant worker Bud Fay is building his family a real log cabin In

Nort^imK vyith the help of his son. Glen, and vyife Jean, and log cabm

specialist, Barr Ashcraft.

(Staff photo by Salty).

BS until ine sun waa ino« mivi i.»< »•->. ,www.

Hadley provides Amherst with emergency water
^..^...i^ ...'•or iieiiana timoc 7inmAk <u

By PATRICIA KEEFE
Collegian Staff

The Hadley Board of Selectmen voted

unanimously last night to provide Amherst

with an emergency water supply to help the

town cope with the rapidly depleting

reserves. -^

No remaining
obstacles to
peace treaty
WASHINGTON -President Carter

said yesterday that Prime Minister

Menachem Begin of Israel and President

Anwar Sadat of Egypt have told him

there are "no remaining obstacles" to

conclusion of a peace treaty between

their two countries. Carter said the

assurances by the two Middle East

leaders came in the aftermath of the

Israeli parliament's vote to dismantle

settlements in the Sinai.

As for the difference in interpretation

of the Camp David accords by Begin

and himself. Carter said he can do

nothing to force Begin to accept the

U.S. view that Israel had agreed to build

no new settlements for five years.

Begin insists the commitment was for

only a three-month moratorium.

Asked if he would go to the Middle

East for tfie signing of an Egyptian-

Israeli peace treaty. Carter said:

"Nothing would please me more than to

participate in the signing of a peace

treaty at an early date " But he said no

such decision has been made

.

The Hadley vote came in response to pleas

from Amherst selectmen who declared a

water supply emergency and a ban on cer-

tain water usage in a meeting earlier last

night.

Despite the Hadley water grant, Amherst

Director of Public Works Stanley Ziomek

cautioned that Amherst's water problems

are far from resolved.

"Rain remains the key," Ziomek said.

- "We need a substantial downpour to refill

our reservoirs." A continued dry spell could

force the dosing of the UMass campus

from a period of a week to a month. He also

said the possible closure of UMass would

save the town five million gallons of water.

Discussion about the closure of UMass
was mixed. Selectman Nathaniel Reed in-

sisted students were Amherst residents and

could not be separated from the town. He
said "to close UMass should be a last

resort, it (the closure) could hurt a lot of

people."
Selectman William Atkins said town

residents should be the board's first con-

cern while Selectman Rodger Jaque called

for closing UMass only if the "health, safe-

ty and welfare" of the townspeople were

threatened.

The board also voted to call upon all

Amherst residents including the campuses

to immediately reduce water consumption

in every way possible to meet a reduction

goal of 25 percent in daily water usage.

Another problem related to the water

shortage is the fear of a major fire during

peak water usuajge times. Ziomek said "if

we had a major fire in the late afternoon. It

could create a dangerous situation."

Ziomek met earlier with representatives of

UMass, Amherst, and Hampshire Colleges

to advise them of the water emergency.

UMass officials, he said, would notify

students of the problem, cut back on air

conditioning a month and a half early, and

make whatever reductions were possible

within the physical plant system.

Ziomek hopes the emergency water grant

is in operation by Monday morning. The

water will be provided to Amherst from the

Meadow Street hydrant via a pumping

system. The pump will produc» about 300

gallons per minute during 24-hour opera-

tions. The town hopes to achieve a flow of

300,000 gallons per day.

%

Committee votes $250 tuition credit
WASHINGTONIAPV-Senate and House

conferees agreed yesterday on a bill that

would allow a tax credit of up to $250 per

student each year to help offset college

tuition costs.

The provision was approved only after the

House conferees reluctantly dropped their

insistence that the gredit also be made
available to parents of pupils in private

elementary and secondary schools.

If the college credit wins final approval of

the House and Senate, it will go to

President Carter, who on several occasions

has emphasized he opposed the tax-credit

approach to education. He views the plan

as wasteful because the credit would go to

rich and poor alike without regard to need.

The compromise approved by the

conference would be retroactive to Aug. 1

.

1978, with a maximum credit of $100, and

rise to $150 next year and to $250 in 1980.

The credit would be for 35 percent of

expenditures for tuition, fees and certain

other costs of vocational and college

education. Half-time students would

become eligible for the credit starting in

1980.

When fully effective, the credit would cost

the government about $1 billion a year in

lost tax revenues. The bill would end the

credit Dec. 31. 1981.

Sen. William V. Roth, R-Del.. chief

sponsor of the college credit, said after the

conference committee acted: "We may not

have gotten all we wanted but we are well

on our way to having a law."

The House bill had included a credit for

parents of pupils in private elemeniary and

secondary schools, most of which are

church-oriented. That approach was
rejected by the Senate on grounds such aid

would run afoul of the constitution's

requirement for separation of church and

state.

Sen. Russell B. Long, D-La., chief of the

Senate conferees, and even Senate

backers of the elementary-secondary said

there was no way the Senate, in the closing

days of the 1978 session, would accept a

compromise that carried such aid.

Earlier, Long told the conference that

some items will be trimmed from a big tax-

cut bill if necessary tc allow the college

tuition credit.

.r^*
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Don't Miss

THE
CONCERT
DANCE

COMPANY
of

Boston

Friday night
8:00 p.m.
Amherst

Regional High
School

Triangle St.

Tickets $2

at the door
New England

Touring
Program

jieflDerag^piiisie
Northampton, Mass.

|N0W- Exclusive Showing at 7:00 and 9:00|

••mSAtihMIM; IM.HASl KK TO SI I A HIM AIM Hi
KT VI Ptorii: lOl.l) WITH SO MIX II AKIISIKY
\M> SENSITIVITY!" - Kr« K»cil. Sm.lii.ic.K ,ii„miilM

AWARD Sign€>rct

FOREIGN FILM ROSA
AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

The largest selection

of hard aluminum

MEASURING TOOLS

in the country!

STRAIGHT EDGES/T-SQUARES

METRIC RULES/ L-SQUARES

CENTERING RULES

TRIANGLES/CURVE STICKS

INKING RULES

and many others . .

.

1S7 n. pleasant St., amherst

See them

at vo""^

BoaKstore'.

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT
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SPECIALS
$3.95

MON WED. 5 00 8:00 P.M

SPECIALS
$1.25 & UP
MON. FRI. 11302 30

CHINESE PASTRIES
h COFFEE

SAT. a SUN. 11:30 3:30

BEGINS SEPT 16

10 BELCHERTOWN RD
RT. 9, AMHERST

2560251 2560252

PIZZA
and
SUBS
1177 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
549-3669

Open 11 a.m. till mid-

night, Sunday 4

p.m. -11 p.m.

GRAND
OPENING
SPECIAL

10% discount
on everything

ONE FLEW OVER
THE CUCKOO'S NEST

starring Jack Nicholson

I^Sept. 29, CCA
an^|0:00

iTi^fesion $1 .00
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Faculty union meeting set;
job action to be considered

iCollegj^Qa

By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Qollegian Staff

The faculty union will meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. to decide
what, if any, further job action they will take to protest stalled
contract negotiations with the administration.

Year 5739 begins
Sunday for Jews
By MICHAEL SIMONS

Collegian Staff

Rosh HaShannah, the Jewish New Year, begins Sunday
night at sundown and continues through Tuesday Evening
marking the year 5739 since the beginning of creation.

"The time from Rosh HaShannah to Yom Kippur is a time to
reflect all that has happened over the past year. Not just for
the sake of looking back and examining the past, but also for
starting new directions," Saul Perlmuner Hillel campus Rabbi
said.

Rosh HaShannah means the head of the year or the new
year. "It is on this day that the bib'ical commandment of the
shofar or rams horn is sounded. On Rosh HaShannah, Jews
evaluate their lives of the past year and begin the
Teshuvah/repentence process of turning away from one
mode of living to another," Perlmuiter said.

According to tradition, Perlmutter said, this is the time of the

year when the Book of Life is opened and God begins the pro-

cess of determining who will be enscribed. "Apples are dipped

In honey and eaten as a symbolic desire of our fiopes for a

sweet year," he said.

Perlmutter said it is also customary to send out New Years
cards to friends and family. "Traditionally one is supposed to

beg forgiveness from people one has wronged in some way in

the past year. I would not be surprised if the sending of New
Years cards is a modern adaption of that practice."

Perlmutter said he takes heart in the recent Mid-east happen-
ings as a positive sign for this new year. "We've seen that

even the stubborn and bitter Egyptian and Israeli struggle has
changed radically. Leaders who in years past had called each
other enemies now embrace as friends. I think they are an ex-

cellent example for us at this High Holiday season," he said

On campus, in the Student Union Ballroom Rosh HaShan
nah services will be held Sunday evening, October 1 at 7 p.m.,
followed by the traditional apples and honey. Services will also

be held Monday and Tuesday morning at 10 a.m. and Monday
at 7 p.m. More traditional services can be found at the Chabad
house, 30 North Hadley Read, at 7 p.m. Sunday and Monday
and 9:30 a.m. Monday and Tuesday.

THE ARK
758 N. Pleasant

549-5929
study. Prayer and Eucharist

Sundays at 6.00 p.m.
followed by supper.

The Rev. Ian Montgomery,
Chaplain

The Episcopal Church at UMass

BIN
open fri. nights

197 n.]

STUDENTS

Start your own flying club with brand new 1978-79

aircraft.

Initial fee of $75.00 pays for a lifetime membership.

$8.00 a month dues (only the month actively flying).

$17.00/hourly rental fee, normally $22.00.

Make the right approach

Call FRANKLIN AIRWAYS. INC.
Turners Falls Airport

(413) 863-8110 (students)

FAA APPROVED SCHOOL

Lynn Seymour, secretary for the Massachusetts Society of
Professors, said the tinion's action committee will present a
report to the membership, recommending possible job ac-
tions.

esSatmn°roIr'^ T^^^ ^^° ^"^^P^^*^ ^ four-week timetable ofescalating job actions to protest the
June, 1977. The timetable calls for a
week.

talks, ongoing since
one day job action next

r2!l2
faculty Wednesday held a "State of the University"

f°::^T.^"."l'r[^«^? °"« speaker said the school was a ''r^esl
"

a "steady destruction of faculty
and that

morale."
he had noted

In a related matter, the union's executive board yesterday
sent a telegram to the administration's chief bargainer Gary
Wulf, saying the union will not return to negotiations -broken
off since Sept. 15- unless the administration was willina to
bargain in qood faith "on all of the outstanding issues "

The union contends that eight issues -primarily distribution
of merit salary increases and status of librarians -remain to be
settled, but the administration recently said it considers the
contract settled

It was also learned yesterday that the union will now be
billed for use of rooms in the Campus Center. They formerly
had used the rooms free of charge to hold membership
meetings, and Seymour yesterday said the billing was a form
of "harrassment."

The union was billed $150 for Wednesday's conference.
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Johansen group

rocks at SUB
By Perry Adier
Collegian Staff

Rock 'n' rollers are in for a night they'll never forget tonight
when the David Johansen Group plays at the Student Union
Ballroom.

Johansen was the leader of the New York Dolls, who
along with Lou Reed and Iggy Pop, were among the most
important forerunners of the New Wave. Only a couple of
Dolls songs remain in Johansen's repertoire, and gone are the
glitter costumes that were a cause of much misunderstanding
among the mass audience.

But the new material, from the superb DavidJohansen LP
while lacking some of the Dolls' violent edge, is every bit as
good: overpowering rockers balanced with touching ballads,
all with fascinating lyrics. The new band, also featuring ex-
Doll Sylvain Sylvain, is much more consistent on stage, and
even the oldies they cover are knockouts.
Whatever your preconceived notions are about punk rock,

if you appreciate real rock n' roll at all you mt/srsee the David
Johansen Group. As good as they were at the Rusty Nail last
spring, they improved so much in several months of touring
especially in showmanship, that their concerts in Boston a
couple of, months ago may have been the most fun shows
this jaded observer has ever seen.

Tickets for Union Program Council sponsored production
are still available for $3.00 at TIX and the Union Record
Service.
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New bureaus for Broolcs

expected to arrive today

Management and may take the form of direct checks tr

director Robert

Deliveries of new bureaus are expected today for residents of
Brooks House in Central residence area who have been living
out of suitcases for a month while bureaus were delayed in
production.
Modern Contract Furniture, the company supplying bureaus

to the dorm, had promised an August 15 delivery of the goods
although the first shipment just arrived Wednesday, with
more bureaus to be distributed today. Donald J. Peley, area
rnanagement coordinator for Orchard Hill/ Central, had
expected delivery last month and removed old bureaus from
the dorm this summer, leaving rsidents without adequate
storage facilities, students said.
Pelkey said the furniture company, a Gardner manufacturer,

sold some of their products to foreign countries this year]
causing delays in delivery to Boston College and the
University of Vermont as well as here.

Rebates for Brooks residents are currently under
consideration by the Office of Residential Resource

Midnite show Fri A Sat

a different
set ofjaws.

R RiSTRICTED C^
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ROUTE SRIVERDALE RD WEST SPRINGFIELD

students or a credit to next semester's fee bill

L. Campbell said last week.
Assistant director Armand H. Demers, Jr. yesterday said

"the possibility of rebates is good, it's the amount which i-

currently up in the air." Campbell could not be reacheci
yesterday for comment. MAUREEN WHITc

Selectman baci<s off

defense ofcontroversialad
SOUTH HADLEY, IAPV-/K South Hadley selectman who

upset State Rep. William Carey, D-Easthampton, in a primary
race has backed off his defense of a controversial newspaper
advertisement that appeared on the eve of the election.

George Hahn admitted Wednesday that State Rep. James
Collins, D-Amherst, probably never meant to endorse hi?

candidacy, as the advertisement implied.

Carey claims the ad meant the difference in the electioi

which he lost by 23 votes. He is waging a sticker campaign in

the general election and charging Hahn with stealing the
primary.

Hahn called the ad's appearance "an honest mistake. I

believe that when the ads were being put together there was a
misinterpretation as to what Jimmy actually intended to have
happen."
Collins, whose district borders on Carey's, admitted that he

attended and signed a guest book at a Hahn fundraiser. But
he said he never meant that as an endorsement.

MedSchoolplans to attract

health careprofessionals
WORCESTER, lUPD-The UMass Medical School will

begin plans next week for a $13.5 million program to attract
more health care professionals into selected areas of the state.
Under the program, center for continuing additional health
and medical education will be set up in areas where there are
too few health professionals to adequately serve the
population.

Sites for the center, which a medical school official says
were chosen because they already have some sophisticated
medical activity, but are accessible to underserved areas,
include Springfield and Pittsfield.

Pocketpooland billiards

tourney getting underway
The annual pocket pool and three-cushion billiards tour-

nament will be getting underway shortly according to Mary
Margola, Student Union Games Room coordinator.

The deadline for registration is Tuesday, October 3, at 10

p.m. There is a $1 registration fee. So far there are only 15
players registered.

Winners of the UMass open will move onto the Regionals in

either Boston or New York City. Last year's Nationals were in

Miami Beach according to Ms. Margola.
For more information contact Ms. Margola at the Games

Room in the basement of the Student Union building, across
from the Hatch, or call 545-2527.
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BlackAffairs

Ghana suffers from effects of colonialism
hyRENEEMOBLEY
Black Affairs Staff

In the modern cities it was not unusual to

see civil servants driving Mercedes Benzs',
but on the other hand m the rural village,

"one was struck by the poverty."
This was one observation Charisse

Williams made of Ghana, West Africa after

an 11 month stay as an exchange student.

Charisse arrived in Ghana in October of

1977 and returned to the United States in

August of 1978
In Ghana there are the very rich and the

very poor. Charisse explained how even
though the country has gained in

dependence, the Europeans still control the
capital.

"The civil servants who are running the
country were educated by the colonial

powers," said Charisse Even though the
colonial powers have been ousted you still

have a colonialist education bourgeois class

who are "securing their own interests '

"The Ghanian economy is eroding while

a few people are making money," she said.

Charisse sees the problem as two fold On
the one hand the colonialist regime created

a demand for manufactured goods and
other goods not previously found in Africa

and on the other hand the colonialists did

not leave the technology with the Africans

when they left. Ghana is a primary
producer with its principal products as
cocoa They have to import new type
goods that the upper classes in Ghana have

come to regard as necessities.

Acheampong was the head of State at

the time of Charisse s visit and her opinion

of him was not very high She said that he
was priniarily "a military man who knew
little about economics

"

"Acheampong wanted to appease the

civil servants so he gave them a raise. The
Ghanian government could not afford a

raise but Acheampong printed money
anyway," said Charisse.

The form of currency in Ghana is cedis.

A high level civil servant will make an
average of 500 cedis in a month. The in

tiation rate in Ghana is so high that a

month's supply of rice on the black market

will cost approximately 300 cedis.

Though the majority of the Ghanian
people live in deep poverty, the most
openly dissatisfied group of people are the

professionals and the students. Jobs are

scarce and pay is low for those who
graduate with a four year university degree.

It is for this reason that Ghanian
professionals are leaving the country.

People who receive education in European
countries, become accustomed to the

westernized way of life. They don't want to

return to the villages and the poor con
ditions.

Charisse found that the students of

Ghana were more aware than American
students They have a much broader base
in world history, philosophy and politics

because "education there is a treasure."

When asked if she found the student

population to be radical, Charisse said,

"The majority of students aren't that

radical They didn't really have any
revolutionary politics, they were used by
disgruntled politicians to get at the existing

Head of State.
'

During her stay Charisse said students

held a mock burial of Acheampong on the

sixth anniversary of his revolution. It didn't

take long for the police to arrive (there is a

police station across the street from every

university in Ghana). Some of the students

took a policeman as hostage and Charisse

said the police retaliated by coming on
campus with tanks and tear gas and
proceeded to beat "everyone in sight." As
a result of this demonstration, the

university was closed for the better part of

the school year.

Charisse's experiences in Ghana weren't

all negative. Aside from the political at-

mosphere, Charisse was quick to cite the

differences between life in Ghana and life in

America. "The gaps between us and them
are large: You can't just fit yourself into

African culture. It's idealistic to think so,"

she said.

There is class conflict in Ghana but there

is an absence of racism. "This is their land

and nobody is gonna treat them bad

because of their color," she said.

Perhaps this is why most Ghanians don't

think of America in terms of Black

Americans and White Americans. They are

all the same
Charisse said that she found that most

Ghanians had a distorted view of the

Black American. Most of what they learn

about Black people is from propaganda
films Shows like Sfiaft and Truck Tumor
are shown there and this is how Ghanians

invision African-Americans to be.

The view that Ghanians who have visited

the United State have is not much dif-

ferent. "When Africans come here we
(Black Americans) don't absorb them.

Their interaction is mostly with whites, they

deal with and perceive things through the

eyes of White people," she said.

When asked what was the hardest thing

she had to adjust to, Charisse said without
hesitation "the food," it was very spicey.

Another problem she had was getting

people to understand her. She still doesn't
know the language.

Most Americans come to Ghana as
tourists, looking for quick entertainment
and "in the villages there is nothing to do."
In the cities there are discos, restaurants,

race tracks and polo clubs but they are

expensive and transportation is very hard.

Public transportation in Ghana is more
crowded than the New York subway," she
said.

Wherever she went Charisse was nnade

to feel welcome . The people there were not
materialistic at all. If you admired

' CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

A startling contrast is represented by this photograph of two different forms

of transportation. Those fortunate to get a ticket will be able to ride on the

bus. if not you can ride in a lorry.

Charisse sits in front of Dix Cove, a village on the coast of Ghana. This scene is

directly in front of one of the many slave castles in Ghana. (Photo by Edwin
Kwakye)

Che's battle
Next month marks the 20th anniversary

of an offensive launched by Cuban rebels

led by Major Ernesto Che Guevara, against

soldiers of President Fulgencio Batista

I felt it necessary to recount this historic

•vent because most of us already know
about Yorktown, Lexington, and Concord.

We already know of the exploits of John

Paul Jones, Paul Revere, and Ethan Allen.

Che Guevara s battle was no less im-

portant or different from what any of these

fVM| did In commemoration of the exploits

OT%^|ior Guevara, the following is a brief

history of a campaign led by Major Guevara

in 1968 against Batista's soldiers m the

province of Las Villas in Cuba •

The campaign began when commander
in chief of the Rebel Army, Fidel Castro

ordered Maior Guevara to move against the

enemy located 554 miles west of their

present camp.
Guevara and 150 troops made the

journey throuah enormously adverse
weather and after a while many men were
without adequate shoes or clothing.

From Major Guevara's notes, "We

Left field
marched across difficult, flooded terrain,

attacked by swarms of mosquitos that

made our rest periods unbearable, eating

little and badly and drinking water from
muddy rivers, if not swamps. ...A week
later, leaving the camp, we crossed the

Jobabo River, which marks the border

between the provinces of Oriente and
Camguey. This river, like all the ones before

and all the ones to follow, was also

swollen, and our forces were now quite

weak The shoe shortage was also making

itself felt, and many of the men had tcwalk

barefoot through the swamps of Southern

Camaguey"
Che and his men, setback by the weather

pushed westward to the place where they

would encounter the enemy.
Things were not to go as planned The

rebels ran into an enemy sentry outpost at a

place called Cuatro Companeros and an

exhuasting battle ensued. Fighting for

hours in the largely wooded area hurt the

spirits of Che and his men, then the planes

came The troops were located by B-26's,

C 47's, C 3 re!*onnaisance planes and light

aircraft. Finally getting most of the men out

of the area the planes were bombing, Che

continued westward with his men.

After many days of traveling through the

swamps, Che wrote that eventually it was
one important thing that kept the men
moving forward.

"The troops grew increasingly tired and
disoriented, and yet, when the situation

had become very tense, when only by

raining insults on them, pleading with

them, did I succeed in making the

exhausted men inch their way forward,

something thev saw on the horizon made

their faces cheer up and imbued them with

renewed spirit.

"That vision was a blue shadow to the

west, the blue shadow of the mountain
range in Las Villas ..."

On October 15th, 47 days after leaving

camp. Che and his men reached their

destination "and then our wearying
political work began." Che and his men
along with troops from under another

officer, Major Camilo Cienfuegos defeated

Batista's men who were in much better

physical shape than the Rebels.

Southwest Assembly
Presidential Elections

Oct. 12, 1978

Any Southwest resident interested in running may
pick up applications in the Assembly Office located in

the Hampden Commons.

Deadline for applications is Oct. 6, 1978

BlackAffairs
New report on sickle cell
BOSTON (AP) Black children who carry

one of the genes that produce sickle cell

anemia are healthy and normal, despite
earlier reports that found them mentally
and physically deficient, Yale researchers
say.

The new study disputes earlier findings
and concludes: "The evidence does not
sustain the notion of impaired growth and
development in persons with sickle cell

trait."

Yale Medical School doctors said they
undertook the study "because of the enor-
mous public health and policy implications
of the reported deficits."

Their findings were published Thursday in

the New England Journal of Medicine.
The researchers examined 50 pairs of

black youngsters betwen ages 3 and 5. One
child in each pair had sickle cell trait, while
the other had normal genes. Otherwise,
each pair was identical in age, birth weight
and sex.

Drum magazine

You are invited to express yourself
Contribute your poems, short stories
and works ot art to:

DRUM magazine. Room 425
New Africa House
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Mass. 01003
Deadline for submissions: November 17th
"SHARE YOUR MIND WITH THE
WORLD "

After measuring the two groups' size and
testing their intelligence, the researchers
found no significant differences. People
with sickle cell trait may produce childrenwho have sickle cell anemia. Officials
estimate that 25,000 Americans have this
disease, and only half of them live beyond
age 20.

-A^ Ghana cont.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

something they owned they would give it

to you. "Whatever was theirs they
shared " If you visited someone at meal
time it would be insulting if they did not
offer you food.
"When you came into a room you

recognized everyone "
It is a long process

but you must speak to everyone.
When asked what she will miss most

about Ghana, Charisse said she will miss
the slow pace. "There is no tension, racism
is not there" and there is a "warmth and
humanness of the people" that you won't
find anywhere in America.

Alpha meeting

A meeting will be held

on Monday, October 2nd

to help organize the

Alpha Phi Alpha branch

at UMass. It will be held

in the Shirley Graham
Dubois Lounge at 7 p.m.

Everyone is encouraged

to attend.

picture of the week:
Marion Brown, seen performing here, gave a lecture this past Saturday at Mt.

Holyoke College on many roles of women in the development of Afro-

American music. He will be performing at the Brightwood branch library, 200

Birnie Ave., in Springfield at 7 p.m. tonight.

(Photo by Ed Cohen)

UPC Productions

# Presents

The David Johansen Group

With special guest:

. ,The,

ri. Sept 29

9 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

Univ. of Mass.

$3.00 Gen. Adm.

Tickets on sale at

Tix & Local record stores

No cans or bottles!

UPCOMING
Southside Johnny & the

Asbury Jukes, Oct. 22,

FAG, tickets on sale Oct. 10
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Get it on your chest...

One of Forts Printings custom T-shirts

T-sh)rts are the best way to adverttsa. promote
and raise funds for clubs, dorms, teems or any
groups Forte Printing offers a complete selection

of t-shirts. totes, aprons, scarves & other prin-

tables to suit your needs Let Forte Printing help
you to Get it on your chest

'

Fashionable Adverlising

FORTE
PRINTING

Call 564-2124 • Camous Rep Steve Milligan 253-5214

He's back once again!

Jack Nicholson in

ONE FLEW
OVER THE
CUCKOO

NEST
Friday, September 29, CCA

7:30 and likOO

Admission $1.00

1

,i,DENIMS
FASHIONABLE STYLES

AFFOROABLE PRICES

• Ste. Lvcien Jeans
• French Star

• STW Gear
• La Disco
• Velour Tops

• Denim Shirts

• Western Shirts

• Casual Dress Shirts

Next toTHEPUBAmhertt

The Joyce Trisler

Danscompany in

iCsJisgiaa?

Editorial / Opinion
MARK WILDING

Drought time in the valley
"Amherst is suffering from a water

sf}ortage wh/cfi. if it worsens, could force
the closing of the University of
Massachusetts, the towns largest water
user, Supt. of Public Works S.^nhy
Zioneck said today.

"The superintendent said the university-
which uses about 50 percent of the water
consumed here-has already agreed to take
voluntary conservation measures. "

Daily Hampshire Gazette
Sept. 26, 1978

"Now" and the near-sighted gentleman in
the bleach labcoat peered hard at the
expectant faces, "this," and he drew
himself up for a suitable dramatic pause,
"is," and still not satisfied, proceeded to
circle very slowly around the demonstration
table, and then suddenly, with all the raw
brusqueness of an So2Fe3 reaction, turned
on his heels and thrust to the heavens, like

some great trophy, a glass container.
"This is," and the eyes bulged and mouth
sagged into foamy twitching, "a 250
milliliter beaker which contains water!"
There was a general salivation.

The last twang form the Old Chapel clock
pealed into the crisp autumnal air and
buoyed by the perfect weather floated past
the crumbling library, carried up to the
Student Union, wavered a moment on the
inside stairwell, and then descended lightly

into the Hatch. One hundred ninety-nine of
the two hundred plastic laminated chairs
uat empty, neatly placed next to the plastic
laminated tables, all but one unoccupied.
The creamy tiles bore no scuff marks. A
stooped bus-boy eyed the lone customer

Letter

Presented by the University of

Massachusetts Arts Council

Residents want
'rent control now'

To the Editor:

The Rent Control Now Committee
announced September 25 that the
Amherst Rent and Eviction Control Act
petition with the required number of
signatures has been turned into the
Selectpeople 's office. The petition insures
that a Rent Control Warrant Article will be
placed before the October 23 Amherst
Town Meeting. Over 150 signatures were
collected by 15 people circulating the
petition throughout Amherst. This
completes the firstphase of our campaign
to achieve rent control in Amherst.

"Rent Control Now" wishes to draw
attention to the decrease in the tax rate

that has Just been announced by Town
Manager Lou Hayward on Friday, Sept.

22. Landlords have traditionally explained

away rent increases as due, in part, to

increased taxes. One landlord informed
his tenants last January that their rent

would be increased in March from $400 to

$550. "This increase, " he wrote, "is

caused by an increase in Real Estate

taxes, debt service, and operating costs.

"

It is logical to assume, then, that

tenants will be granted an immediate rent
decrease as a result of the tax cut. In the
past, tenants have had to accept the
landlords' assertions concerning the

costs. With rent control all costs will be
available for tenants as well as the public

to see for themselves. A further
statement and analysis about landlords'

costs will be issued in the near future.

Chris Clark

Mary Wantworth
Rant Control Now Commlttaa

eagerly. He would have to wait. The man
was in no hurry to finish his buttermilk. It

was 11:00 o'clock in the morning in the
middleof the week.
"Boys, look at me." And the great hulk of

a man with shoulders the width of
Machmer and a stomach as lean as a
Ghandi snack, stared hard at the group of
morose young men.

"This doesn't necessarily mean the end of
the season. Out of despair must come
strength. We must, like everyone else,
adapt. I've given the problem some
thought and believe that I finally have a
solution. You are all to go on a strictly
liquid diet starting today. Drink any liquid
you can get your hands on and, if everyone
does this conscientiously, within a week
we'll have our problem licked. Are you
with me?"

"Yes," came the meek response.
"Cmon, it can be done. Now, ARE YOU
WITH ME!"
"Yes," they screanr>ed and the booming

voices rose as one.
"SO, YOU'RE WITH ME. HEH? WELL
EVERYONE PULL OFF THEIR TRUNKS
AND DO AS I DO!"

And the twenty young men gathered on
either side of their coach and looked down
into the aqua-blue Qlympic-sized concrete
basin, as dry as Prohibition, and their
watery efforts rose as one, for all of twenty
seconds.

The low-slung peach BMW careened out
of the Whitmore lot onto University Drive
and bore westward. Sitting stationed in the
median strip the rookie campus cop
stopped wetting his cowlick and went to

switch on his siren when he noticed the
license plate and jerked back. He satisfied
himself with a low whistle of admiration.
Ten minutes later the exhausted vehicle

pulled into a tarmac driveway. Seizing his
attache the large gentleman bounded up to
the front door of his home and ran inside.

"Dear," he cried in a pulsating, tremulous
bass.

"Here, I'm in the kitchen, love," came the
gladdened reply.

And the great bear of a man clambered
into that vicinity and cried out breathlessly
'Pack your bags. We're going to Bermuda
tor a month. And slumping onto a kitchen
chair, as if he had just relieved himself of a
great and tremendous burden, Mr
Randolph Bromery asked very teriderly,
'Dear, would you make me a scotch, no
sorry, make it a scotch and water."

Mark Wilding is a Collegian Columnist

\COMMENTARY\

Violence against women
By JEANNE McGOWAN

Violence against women. Men use
violence to maintain, advance, or protest a

setback in their power relations with

women. And because men can often get

away with it, they sometimes act out

frustrations they feel towards others, or

themselves, or life in general, in violence

against women. All women everywhere live

with the fear and the reality of violence

perpetrated by men.

According to Medea and Thompson,
authors of "Against Rape," there is also

what might be called a universal curfew on
women in this country. Whenever a woman
walks alone at night, whenever she hit-

chhikes, whenever she enters a bar or

theater alone, she is aware that she is

violating well-established rules of conduct
<also known as etiquette) and, as a result,

that she faces the possiblity of physical

violence - most commonly rape. For a
woman, the luxury of going out for a walk
alone at night, of just getting away for a
few minutes, is almost impossible. Every
day of their lives, women learn to accept
the fact that their freedom is limited in a
way that a nruin's is not. There is a curfew
for women, there is no doubt on that, and it

is enforced well by violence against

women, by men.

It is not only rape that women have to

fear, but also lesser harassments, either

physical or verbal, which all women go
through. These harassments, contrary to

male opinion, are not "enjoyed" or taken as

compliments by most women. These
harassments, whether verbal or physical,

are an erosion of the privacy and self-

respect of a woman. They are disgusting,

repellent, and intolerable, and should no
longer be endured by women. For too long

women have accepted these harassments,

,
i.e. whistles, obscene comments, pinches

or pats as "normal." Most women accept

them as part of their everyday lives which
cannot t>e changed, and so either ignore

them or "play" along with them, for

reasons which are many and complex.

One of these reasons is the fear of actual

physical attack, ar>d also a subtle desire in-

stiUad aariy in th« fanrtaia's life to plaasa or

at least not to offend. And so when women
fear the strange man who approaches them
in the street, or in the subway because of

possible physical attack, they also are afraid

of being "rude." Women have been brain-

washed for so long not to displease anyone
that this feeling even takes priority over
fear.

Women should not have to be intimidated

by men. They should not have to ignore or

"play" along with any verbal or physical

harassment. And the only way for women
to deal with violence or harassment is to de-

mand, right from the very beginning, the
right to their own time, their own privacy,

to their own lives. Women have to niake

very clear right from the beginning how
they feel. If a woman is being harassed,

whether it be in a bar or on the street, she
must be assertive right from the beginning

and not afraid of being "rude." Remember,
after all, it's her privacy that is being invad-

ed.

As women stop being subservient and
start asserting themselves in situations, the

question of how to handle any physical

violence comes up. When a man tries to

pick a woman up, most assume that a

woman's "role" requires her to cooperate,

and so there is always the potential for

hositility, whether verbal or physical, when
the man meets with rejection. How can this

violence against women be stopped? There

is only one answer - by women.

Mere awareness of the problem is not

enough. There is not one woman on this

campus who is unaware of violence against

women, not one woman who does not fear

the word "rape." To be female is to know
and live fear. But women can do something

atx)ut the violence against them, and they

must.

Women must learn to help themselves,

they must learn to help each other, and
they must learn how to deal with the sub-

ject of violence, t>oth mentally and
physically. All women should take a good
self-defense course and work at becoming
stror>g and healthy, and skilled at handling

onaaelf. This takas tmia, anargy, dedica-

tion, and a decision: the decision of

whether or not a woman will assert herself

and not be intimitated by men. These are

things which a woman may or may not con-

sider to be worth the amount of confidence

and freedom she can gain.

One of the prejudices that women face is

the idea that a woman is incapable of effec-

tive violence. It is said that women only get

hurt when they struggle with men - and
that is true. But women must not struggle,

they must instead fight. The object of a

good self-defense course is not to be able

to take on a man in a fight and win. It is in-

stead to prepare you psychologically and
physically for violence, to teach you good
street tecniques (how to break ho'ris,

grabs, etc.), and to make you more confi-

dent and able to handle yourself in a violent

situation.

One t>ig problem is that many women are

afraid to fight. They don't get involved with

any kind of self-defense courses because

they believe themselves too "weak" and
"helpless" to be able to do anything if so-

meone attacked them. And many women
think that even if they had the ability and
techniques to defend themselves and if in

reality it happened, they would be too

scared to do anything. Most women have

had no experience dealing with violence

t)ecause of their social position. Not only

are they afraid to hit, but it is the fear of be-

ing struck that is even more paralyzing than

the reality. Most women also fear their own
anger because since they have never

seriously struck anyone in anger, they have

never learned what happens when they do.

A good self-defense course can help you
deal with and overcome all this.

Each and every woman has an obligation

to herself to learn how to deal with violence

if necessary. You don't have to t>e a super

athlete, or super coordinated to learn self-

d^ense - anyone can. Women must stop

being intimidated by violence. It is time, in

fact long past the time, when every woman
must stand up for hersalf and t>er sisters -

that is the only way to stop violence against
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55 University Dr..

Amherst, Mass.
549-5713

Friday It's Fac
Our every-Friday specials make the week worthwhile. This

Regularly FridayFriday . . .

For Wotnen! Fashion Hopsacicing
Pants in Rust and Bro¥vn $2295

Fashion Net Scarves to 5.95

Fine Aft Prints 3 00

Bamboo Wastebaslcets 2 95

Scissor Wortc ixsmps 20 95

Clay & Glass Wind Chimes 1000

Plus! Many more unadvertised specials.

$18.95!

3.95!

&4.95!
2.50!

1.95!

17.95!

5.00!

Monday thru Saturday - 10 to 6

Friday It's Faces til 9

Master Chiarge and VISA accepted.

A Store-full of Ideas
rit'xt totU- R>st (Jtlni'

Downtown AintnTst

LIQUOR STORE

OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

SCHLITZ12 0Z. &NR

SCHMIDT'S 12 oz. cans

DISCO!.
Beginner

Intermediate

(I and 11)

Advanced
(Basic Disco

Choreography
and Dance
Notation)

Registration:

Bangs Community Center
Monday, Oct. 6, 7-9 p.m.

Information:

256-8073 & 256-8758

$6.99 six

$5.49 case

ST. PAULI GIRL (German) cans & NR
$3.49 six

$13.75 case

SELECT CALIFORNIA
VARIETAL WINES

338 COLLEGE ST.

RT. 9 AMHERST

15% OFF
REG. PRICE

253-5384
256-8453

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOB TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

',••1 t .'/ Of 1

FEFIINGS7 30 '

VIRCiUNJ IOVER8 50

M.ljf'.'M (JllllMI

84 C<iit,it|i' St

E .ist I i.imnt oi)

Imn^fli QIC') HOUIIAII lUMS HUl

I i illK^
noun I HAOttT MW

ADUllS W SO STUDfNIS & SK CITI/(NS WIIM AMC CARD J? 00
I*Vl [.\\l SHOW Jl 50 CHIlDRfNJl 2b SPICIAL tNGAGtMlNTSJXClUDtD

iILi)INDlCAUS IWI Lilt SHOW IlCKlIl> ON SALE JO MiNUltS HRIOH Id TIS

tAWLTrr

.lErr

[^.^

^MEBtDY
KILLEDAERd
flUSBAND

|PG)

Friday and Saturday at (TLS 5:00) 730 9 55

Sunday through Thursday at (TLS 445) 7:00 9 15

Matinees (Sat and Sun J at 2:15

Friday and Saturday at (TLS 515) 7:45 10 15

Sunday through Thursday at (TLS 5 00) 7 15 9 30

Matir aes (Sat and Sun.) at 200

BURT REYNOLDS

Friday and Saturday at (TLS 5 15^745^10 15

Sunday through Thursday at (TLS 5 00) 7 15 9 30

Matine«s (Sat and Sun ) at 2 00

NATIONAL LAMP««N's

AMIMAL
Friday and Saturday at (TLS 5 00) 7 30 9 55

Sunday through Thursday at (TLS 4 45) 7 00 9 15

Matinees (Sat and Sun i at 2:15

CHEESEeiFTSHOP
BEER WINE
CHEESE

CHOCOLATES
GODIVA

103 N.Pleasant

Final
Extension!

Must Close
October 22.
Ticicets On Sale

Today

RiduudKiley
(TWOngiMal)

<-Tlk«li >

PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE lues Wed

Thufs & F(i Evgs at 8 PM Sal at 2 ^ 8

PV Suiial?« 7 30PM

SaturdaTMitineesOnly lohnReardon.

Stat o) the Metropolitan Opera, will play

me rdle ol Don Quiiote RichanI Kilcy

plays all Sunday Matinees

iTHf ATRrCriAKCil
(617)426 8181

Tickets also at TICRCTRON

Group Sales 4B2 0406

MUSIC HALL
2M Tr«fnonl SI . Boston

SEPT. 29-30

NRBQ

OCT. 3

COBBLE
MOUNTAIN
BAND

OCT. 6-7

JAMES
COTTON

OCT. 8

LES McCANNI

OCT. 11, 12, 13

POUSSETTE
DART BAND

/ SunderIsuid. MA

Rte. 47 Tel. 665-4937 I

24 hr. taped llatinga ^

_ -A

THIS FALL WE'VE GOT IT ALL!

GREAT PRICES-GREAT VARIETY

^ O^^ SAVE 25% on 14 Kt. gold chains

Bamboo hannpers

Rugs (4 X 6' picnic ciurry)

OPEN SUNDAYS 15 P M
FRIDAY NITES TIL 9 P.M.

Great cards

Posters Gifts Room Decor

LUHEI^CANTILEAMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

.S 'w^

<z>-

Letter To
The
UMass

Community
We have heard of too many misunderstandings regarding

your on campus restaurant and lounge.

iFirst, the TOC is open seven days a week, five days for lunch

and dinner (M-F), two days for just dinner (Sat. & Sun.), and

seven days for beer, wines and spirits.

ISecond, the TOC is comparatively low priced with your

pocket book in mind. We know that people in a university com-

munity, in general, cannot afford to eat out. You can eat or

drink out here without having to worry about the terribly high

price of doing so.

IThIrd the quality of the food, drink and service here is ex-

cellent'. Please, do not judge us on the history of those who

ruined your restaurant 3 or 4 years ago.

^Fourth this is your restaurant and lounge. To protect it as

your place we have a sticker requirement. It is not hard to get

and it costs you only 50c per year. Obtain one at the

Assistance desk in the Campus Center. Any TOC, Inc. member

may entertain guests in the restaurant or lounge.

IFifth, we have no dress code.

'

We want you to come and en|oy yourselves.

Sincerely,

From the Manager, Staff & Students of the TOC
Restaurant cf Lounge

.ColJegian9

AfRktrtl CkiMM HU
62 Mam St 253 7836

•fresh Chines*
vegetebles from oui

o^n fsrm
•Fully eir-conditionec
•Closed Wednesday
•Luncheon specials

t1 16 and up

"High quality food s' a

reasonable price

"Recommended by the

New York Times
'

BERNIEE'S
PACKAGE
STORE

FORIFS,
ANDS

ORBimSu

Bud Millor or

Schuti '25.50
a Kog.

our cosh & carry

policy on Jregs,

keeps prices

their lowest!

Mon.-Thura. 9-10

Fri.-Sat. 9-10:30

Call 584-5443

Caldor Shopping
Ctr. Northampton

Mora c4 today's styks

and stzas than anyone. With

Gap Label Bnttania and
Levi's* jeans and tops, the

choice s easy

1he,

NOW OPEN AT
THE MOUNTAIN
FARMS MALL.

HAOLEY

University Drive, Amherst, Ma.
(Amherst Shopping Center)

Kegs*Beer«Wine
Soda«lce

(Store specials unadvertised)

Michelob-12oz.NR l^""^^^
Budweiser - 12 oz. NR 6.90 case

Lucky Lager- 12 oz.NR ^^Jk^^
Bacardi Rum-1.75liters (59.2 oz.) 10.79

Open: 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.

253-9341 —Free Delivery— 253-9342

($7 00 min): Mon.-Thurs. 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Fri. Sat 5 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
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THE BEST TEST PREP
in Boston Is also the

best test prep
in Amherst

Consult us for:

eRE*eMAT*LSAT

Test Prep Services Amherst
256-6462

tmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmtlmmmmmmmitfimmmmttmtmmtm

UT
Get a TCS RUSH! !

!

THE COMMONWEALTH STAGE
America's Newest Professional Resident Theater

'/4 PRICE Student Rush TICKETS
from 6:00 P.M. all performances
Rand Theater - Fine Arts Center

545-3511
rVfS SUN; a 00 P M Cunam

Now through Oct. 21

George Bernard Shaw's

MISALLIANCE

Charlies

IIAYrACKS &
BOOKIIAfiS

.79 MOLSONS
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

ENTERTAINMENT
WEEKEND NIGHTS

Lviii

Yl-V

WJ

occbltumfs

till one

DAILY

HAPPY HOUR
3-8 P.M.

LARGEST DRAFT
IN TOWN .50

MOST BAR DRINKSl
.85

gootr fool! % ^xinK
1 PRAY ST„ Amherst. Mass. 549-54Q3B

HATCH
BAR

Thursday— Saturday

MANY OIFFPRENT
STYLES. SHAPES
AND COLORS

ALL ATCBEA T PRICES

PROTECT YOUR BOOKS
AM0SU??l\ESFftOfa

THE WEAiTHCR.,.
And 6Ne yoor
i\m A ReST

;

in the sportswear 6fe(g QD(ji]8w(^Z78&5 §Q®(?@
area at campus center /umv of mass amherst

r

Sept. 28-30

No cover on Thursday

a

Coming Oct. 12-14—

The
Great. Pretenders

^V^EWAt^
^

BAK
HAPPY HOUR-

2 for I
POWERHOUSE

3-6

Friday, Sept. 29

^^^^^. «•••.« ••''••»"•%'.v«r«r»'»Vf'«'»'»'•'•'»'»!'»*•'•'•'»'•'»'»%!»'•!»."L
Coming Saturday, Oct. 7

Happy Hour—
JOHN MORGAN

.J
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UMass 4-H
Conference Committee:

Those people interested in

assisting with the 1979 Con-
ference should meet at the State
4-H Office, 219 Stockbridge Hall,

Sunday, October 1, at 7:00 p.m.

Pifemr

Saturday, September 30, 1978 @ 8 00 p m

Fine Arts Center Concert Mall

Tickets on sale at the
Fine Arts Center Box Office
and all Ticketron outlets

Prices: UMass/ Amherst students $2 and $3
General Public $3 and $4

'i\mmrrmmlMm^mmm sm

Origirtal soundtrack album available on \Mamer Bros. Records and Tapes
Undvc ih« *>«ctien of 0«t Soun«* « Vnuat* 5 1®:RlKSmiCTUo

SHOWCASE CINE/HAS ll-23-4-(Tr6?-§
R0UTE5.RIVERDALERD. WEST SPRINGFIELD TEL 733-5131

BARGAIN MATINEES $2.00 HL 2:30RM. WE HONOR MASTERCHARGE

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col
legian office (CC 113) between 8:45 a.m.
and 3:45 p.m. Monday through Friday, or
use our handy clip-and-mail form found in

most issues of the Collegian. Classified

deadline is 3:45 p.m. two days in advance
of publication date.

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c
per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day. One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR SALE FOR SALE
1 Ford wagon, Galax. 500, good condi-
ion, new engine, $700, call 253-5296, aft. 6
).m.

1970 Buick. runs great, #101, must sell,

J650. call Paul, 256-8207.

70 Firebird 360, auto, PS, PB, new shocks,
tires, hi miles, still quick, 666-3883.

69 Rrebird, runs fine, $400 or BO, 6-5489.

Volkswagen Sqbk., good condition,
T>any new parts, asking $650, 546-4760.

1970 VW bug, brake job, new clutch,

leeds some work. $5(X) or best offer,

J49-1128.

^1 Dodge Tradesman 300 1 ton work van,
ow mi., runs fine^ welded roof rack, heads
ubber, $1500, call after 6 p.m., 367-9560.

f2 Pinto, 1600cc, std., 54,800 miles, call

}ack repairs complete, $860, 253-7778.

^ Flat 128 sedan, great condition, $1200,
:all Anne after 5:00, 666-3932.

'1 Volks. van, good cond., $1295,
49-2613.

(8 Chevy van, 307 eng., auto body Er

fngine very qood, $750, call Jim, 253-5095.

FOR RENT

ioommate In ^«tnderland, $70 + ,

(65-3303.

um. apt*., 2 and 2Vi rcns., utils. incl.,

^C, pool, pkg. $200 and $215 rno., lease to

'une. Amherst Motel And Apts., Rt. 9,

Jpp. Zayre,.^,^.^^^.

2 tennis rackets— 1 wood, new strings,

$18, 1 aluminum, $22, medium grips, gcK>d
shape, 549-4794, ask for Pat.

1975 Kawasaki KZ400, good condition,

$600, call Paul at 253-9034.

Must sell, queen size bed, excellent condi-
tion, 584-0656.

Guitar— Gibson SG-200, excellent condi-

tion, $275 or BO, call Phill, 546-6124.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79 S.

Pleasant, Amherst, open daily, 1 1 -5.

Mayan Indian textiles, hand-woven shirts

(unisex— L, M, S) $18, long wrap skirts (fits

all sizes) $18, purses (11 x 11 with shoulder

strap) $9.50, Guatemalan imports, R#1 Box
77, Hutsonville, IL, 62433.

Four tires for sale, b'wall. G78x14, good
condition, $70 or BO, call Neal, 549-4737.

Moped for sale— 1 new Batavus, full war-

ranty, $425, 1 low mileage Batavus, $350,

584-0354, evenings.

Used World Of Furniture -321 Deerfield

St., Greenfield, good used furniture,_open

10 to 5 daily. i'^r

FOUND

Found: very affectionate young male tK^er

cat. Bushy tail. White flea coUar.-^ CaM
549-4871.

Found: gray tiMt^.pat. Young,
tail. 545-0731 -Srtve Lord. ^^fi^'

Non-work study jobs! Walk sandwich
boards on campus— starts $3.00/hr. Call

Michael at 586-2555 for more info.

INSTRUCTION

Beginning mime classes—6 week
course, Tues., 5-7 p.m., at City Art Guild,

call 586-2555, ask for Michael for more info.

LOST

Big white dog with Glouster plates, if

found or seen please call Lori, 6-^81

.

Cross pen, PBK, reward, please call

6-6252.

Poncho, brown and tan wool, return to

Ed. BIdg., Special Ed. Rm. 109, Barbara.

MISCELLANEOUS

Magicians— interested in starting a club to

meet other magicians and improve skills?

Call Joseph at 546-8736.

Free — one year old female kitten,

black /white, very affectionate, needs lov-

ing home, please call 549-2782.

MOTORCYCLES

75 Yamaha RD350— perfect— 1000 mi.

since rebuild— leaving USA, must sell — any
reas. offer— free winter storage—(665-2253,
eves. -"'

r.t?l PERSONALS

Lost -^Ofiftto pen, silver int. T.P.S., rew.,

6-76^.- V.

Sheila Flynn— Chris needs you, 586-20791

Work study jobs available in Student Ac-
tivities Office, apply Rm. 416, Student
Union.

All self-respecting UMies, are you tired

of DC food? Does your stomach keep
reminding you what you had for dinner
yesterday? If this is you look into the fine

cuzine at Amherst's finest eating establish-

ment. For information, call Joel or Bum-
bolini at 253-9230.

Debi, you were right, I'm sorry. Rick.

RIDE WANTED
Pittsfield commuter looking for car

pool. Call Dave at 499-1419, evenings.

ROOM WANTED
Female student seeks same to share apt.

in Amherst, walk to campus, $110 plus

electric, heat incl., 253-3794.

ROOMMATE WANTED
1 rm. In 2 b'rm. apt., N'hampton, $98.50
+ util. See Roseman in Campus Center!!!

Student seeks room in Amherst, close to

campus or on busline, 253-3794.

Large private room in Northampton for

neat, r*ponsible, non-smoking female
grad student or worker. 584-5685.

.''' WANTED

Don't
Volume

HELP WANTED
=::;

Register for Webster's 3
ary at CC Store, Oot. "2-5.

Work study jobs avail, in StuderAAct.Cf-
fice, apply Rm. 416 Student Union.

Nappy fiirtlmay, Greg Sweeney. I'll see

you et Swte Village Sat. Maura. '

Steve JO#nrad Caron, thanx for Saturday
night. Loner t.ynn and Dench.

Hoi»>4ijldf tiger kitten, free. 549-0611.

SchoM^lMiMiMyers wanted in Ni'hampton,

Oeq or^Ctt^ 2 lie. required, B84-6481. "

^^
WANTID TOn^

Matur».undergrad (ma|e) Meks room in

k>c:al housejhold, please cat) 773-3481.

»."%» *. ^ ^ . * • * 4. ». • A « « « « • 4 " • • • « « 4 « • «_•
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Soxkeeppace
BOSTON I UP/\- Jtm Rice cracked his 45th
homer of the year and Mike Torrez fired a
three hitter for his first win in more than a
month last night, leading the Boston Red
Sox to their fifth straight victory, a 10
tnumph over the Detroit Tigers.
Torre/, 16 12. struck out four and walked

seven en route to his second shutout and
15th complete game. The strapping right
hander last won on August 18 against
Oakland, and his previous eight starts
resulted in six losses ar.d two no decisions

Four times Torrez walked the leadoff
batter, but on each occasion the Red Sox
pulled off a double play.

Rice led off the fourth with a towering
blast into the center field bleachers off
hard luck loser Kip Young, 6-7, who
yielded only three hits. Of his 45 home

runs, 30 have either tied the game or put
the Red Sox ahead and 28 have come with
men on base
Detroit, which finished the year 0-7 in

Fenway Park, posed its biggest threat in

the fourth inning With two out, Jason
Thompson singled for the first hit off Torrez
and Steve Kemp drew a walk. Milt May
then l.ned a single to center but Fred Lynn
hrew a strike to catcher Carlton Fisk,

nailing Thompson easily.

The only other Tiger hit was a sixth-inning

single by Rusty Staub.
Unfortijnately for the Red Sox, though,

the Yankees maintained their one-game
advantage by defeating the Toronto Blue
Jays, 3 1

. Ron Guidry, who concluded his

brilliant season at 24-3, was the winning
pitcher for New York, setting a team record
for career strikeouts in the process.

Gridders face Crimson
By STEVEZACK
Collegian Staff

This weekend the University of Massachusetts Minutemen invade Ivy League territory

to take on the Crimson of Harvard at Harvard Stadium on Saturday afternoon.
The last time these two teams clashed was in 1977 and the Minutemen emerged

victorious, shutting out the Crimson by the score of 1 7-0.

This season, UMass brings a 1-1 record to Cambridge, including a 40-6 slaughter of

Maine last week in Orono The Crimson are 1 on the year, losing their season opener
to Columbia 21 29.

Harvard uses what is called a Multiflex offense which the Harvard football guide
describes as an offense of unlimited offensive set ups which can change during the
quarterback's call on the line of scrimmage
UMass head football coach Bob Pickett has his own interpretation of the Multiflex and
how it could affect the Minutemen defense.
"The type of offense they (Harvard) run gives us problems, as it limits what we can do

defensively, and the Multiflex is used to confuse the defense. Once you get through
the motions and formations. Harvard is a basic football team. If we get confused, we
can get hurt by it

"

The Minuteman offense operates almost exclusively on the run, with a big gainer in

each of the first two games. Game one against Villanova saw Dennis Dent scramble for

178 yards, and last week against Maine. Cliff Pedrow plowed his way for 190 yards.
If Harvard plans to key its defense on one oithe UMass rur*ners.the Crimson could hd

in for a tough time.L

Bootersface Maine
By DAVE BRADLEY
Collegian Staff

There is a well-known song with a line,

"Everything's goin' my way," and the

UMass soccer team can sing it loud as they

go into this Saturday's game against the

University of Maine with an unsmudged 3-0

record.

It can't be denied, UMass, ranked 15th in

the nation, is good — real good. First they

smoked Bridgeport University, 3-0. Then
Southern Connecticut was stunned, 3-1.

UMass' latest victim was Williams, 5-2.

"Next!"
UMaine is not a soccer powerhouse.

They have a 3-2 record with victories

against Thomas, Bates and the University

of Maine at Presque Isle. They lost to B.U.,

3-0, and Bowdoin, 2-1 in overtime. UMaine
looked good igainst both Bates and

Bowdoin, two strong teams, but UMass
should win nurr oer four this week-end.

That's not to ^y it will be easy.

'Nobody's easy, ' Coach Kidd said. "It's

a Yankee Conference game and we'll have

our hands full."

"They can play with you," added co-

captain Joel Mascolo. "They'll just keep

running with you if they're up for the game,

and I expect they'll be up for this one "

UMaine coach, Doug Biggs, is looking

for good games from his top players.

Ronny Chieffo and Dave Razkowski. Coach
Biggs is new to the team this year and says

the team has been working on fun-

damentals.
"We're not particularly fast," said the

coach, "but we handle the ball all right."

UMass has received strong per-

formances from several people in the first

games of the year. In Wednesday's contest

against Williams, Mark Wasington had two
goals and an assist, Tasso Koutsoukos
scored two, and Ed Eschmann booted one
home. Both UMass goalies, Mark and Will

Temby were called upon to keep the

Minutemen in the game.
Bret Simon injured his leg in the first

minute of last game and it's not known
how long he'll be out. Tom Draudt, who
had been out with an injury of hiw own, will

be ready to play sweeper on Saturday.

Will Temby will start in goal for the

Minutemen.
UMass lost to Maine two years ago 1-0,

and beat them 7-0 last year.

"They shouldn't score a goal on us,"

Mascolo said. "'We should defeat them
soundly."

""We're explosive," says Coach Kidd.

"We're not very pretty but we are explosive

and we do work hard.

If UMass wins Saturday it could explode

into the number 1 ranking in New England.

Gametime is 1:00 p.m.

Netmen throttle Wildcats
ByJON HAMILTON
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's tennis team was once
again impressive in its third outing,

defeating the University of New Hamoshire
6-3 Wednesday afternoon at the lower

courts. UMass won 4 out of 6 singles

matches and 2 of the 3 doubles matches
played.

Al Green, first singles player for UMass,

had a scare in the early going, dropping the

first set 6-4 to Bill Morrell. Green then

settled down winning the next 1 1 out of 12

games and the match, 4-6, 6-1, 6-0.

In second singles. Captain Steve Heyl had

a rdatively easy time with Jeff Lynch, 6-1,

6-4 Heyl found himself down 4-2 in the

second set only to reel off the next four

games for the match.

Mark Huetteman, playing in the third

spot, wasted no time in polishing off Sam
Richards, 6-3, 6-3. It was the quickest

singles match of the day.

In contrast, Keith Hovland's exciting three

set victory over Mike Lyness' took quite

some time to complete. It was well worth

it, for the numt>er four player from UMass

as he battled from a set down to take the

match, 4-6, 7-5, 6-4.

Number five singles found UMass Sergio

Strepman drop a tough decision to Fred

Bailey in three sets, 6-2, 6-7, 6-4. Tied at

4-4 in the third set, Bailey broke
Strepman"s service and held his own for

the match.

Dave Nowak, playing number six singles

for UMass lost in straight sets, 6-4, 6-4 to

Ed Kolnaski.

In doubles action. Green and Heyl had an
easy time with UNH's Morrell and Lynch,
6-0, 6-3. There was some super volleying

on Green and Heyl's part.

Huetteman and Strepman dropp>ed their

match to New Hampshire's second doubles
team of Bailey and Richards, 6-4, 6-2.

In the final doubles match of the day,

UMass' Hovland and Nowak were
victorious in a tfiree-set match over
Kolnaski and Lyness, 6-1 , 5-7, 6-3.

Overall, Coach Steve Williams was
pleased with the win. He remarked after

the match, "The top four .singles played

real well, especially Green and Heyl.

They're playing good tennis."

Last Thursday, UMass easily defeated URI

6-2 lone match was suspended because of

darkness).
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The placekicking of Sandro Vitiello (above) will be a major factor this

weekend, as the UMass football team tees it off against the Crimson Harvard
in Crambridge. UMass is 1-1, while Harvard stands at 0-1.

(Staff photo by Dave Rodman).

Kidd's kickers roll on
By BILL TARTER
Collegiin Staff

Hidden within the picturesque landscape

of Williams College an old rivalry was
renewed.
Not since 1964 had Williams and UMass

clashed in a regular season soccer game.
The schools had parted ways when the

series, which began in 1935, had become a

continually one sided affair. Williams held

an overwhelming 19-3 advantage over the

years.

But times have changed. Wednesday
afternoon the Minutemen journeyed into

the mountains and won their third straight,

dismantling Williams 5-2.

The game, as UMass coach Russ Kidd put

it, was not an "artistic success."' But it was
another win nevertheless.

UMass wasted no time in asserting

themselves. Only 70 seconds after the

opening whistle halfback Mark Vassington
scored his first of two qoals for the day, on
a beautiful looping drive into the corner

from nearly 20 yards out.

At the 30-minute mark Williams tied the

game. Ironically it came only moments

after Joel Mascolo was again sent in alone

on the Williams goal. The Williams keeper

made the save and kicked it past midfield.

Ephmen captain Perry Nelson stripp>ed a

UMass defender of the ball and sent

himself on a breakaway. UMass goalie

Mark Morilla came out but Perry put a well-

placed shot into the corner.

The tie only lasted four minutes, when
Tasso Koutsoukos, on a feed from Mark
Abbott, scored his first goal of the year.

Midway through the half the two stars for

the day combined for the game winner
From the left wing Mark Vassington fed a

perfect pass to Koutsoukos, who calmly

beat the helpless Williams goalie for his

second goal of the game.

In the closing minutes of the game the

two teams swappecf tallies. UMass' Ed
Eschmann scored from a scramble in front,

while Williams' Greg Hartmann retaliated

with a penalty kick.

The finest goal of the day was saved for

the last. Some fancy maneuvering by
Antonio Dias set up Mark Vassington, who
rammed home his second goal of the day.

For Vassington it was an appropriate

ending to a fine afternoon's performance.

Walt Cherniak

UMASS'unsung heroes
It's an interesting thing about sports. On

the surface they constitute little more than

a bunch of men and women who have

basically never grown up spending a good
part of their adult lives clinging to their

childhood by playing games. But sports

goes much, much deepter than that. It is a

microcosm, a miniature reflection of the

society we live in and, especially in this

country, is viewed by many as being

socially very important.

Why, you may already be wondering, do
I use this observation to begin a sports

column instead of a term paper in the

Psychology of Sport or some other off-beat

egghead thing? The reason is simply that

sports, like everyday life, has its share of

heroes, villains and, the subject of this

journalistic attempt, unsung, hard-working

"groundlings."

Quick, picture in your mind an athletic

hero. What do you see? Let me guess, he's

tall, strong, probably a football, baseball or

basketball player. This hopefully clarifies

my point. All athletic stars and heroes, at

least as our society has chosen to view
them, are competitors in these three and
maybe a couple of other "traditional"

sports. Don't thing these factors don't help

these "stars." I'm certainly not the first

reporter to relate the economic possibilities

of a professional career in any of these

sports. But what of the other athletic

performers?

Take, just as an arbitrary example, a

cross-country runner, performing, just to

throw out the name of any school, at

UMass. (Some coincidence, huh?) This
man, or woman, has probably been run-

ning since high school. The level of

recognition he or she has attained, even if

outstanding in the sport, has been minimal
at best. And yet, I would venture to say
that no athlete on this campus has ever
worked or tried harder to ^xcel ihan this

runner. Even if this runner should make All-

American, you can bet no pro team will be

knocking on the door waving a fat contract

in their hands come graduation.

What I guess it all comes down to is this.

Some people simply compete in sports for

the sheer enjoyment of competing — there

are no pots of gold at the end of their

collegiate athletic rainbow. And I don't

mean only runners. No, golfers, tennis

players, soccer players, rugby players,

water polo players, swimmers, crew

members, and essentially every woman
athlete on this campus has little to look

forward to in the way of competitive

athletics once their term at UMass has run

its four-year course.

So I think it's time all of us start to

recognize and appreciate their

achievements. Money allocated from the

athletic department to them hardly

compares to the dollars floated in the

direction of the "big sports," but they

sweat just the same, try as hard, and do
just as well as anyone else.

When they scream with the joy of vic-

tory, no one is around to hear. When they

compete in regional, or evon nationally

important contests, no one show up to root

them on. When they're out there practicing

and sweating afternoon after sunny af-

ternoon, no one notices. And when they

need money to travel, no one contributes.

Last year's field hockey team nearly had to

beg for money enough to compete in a

playoff game in Denver. The recognition

just isn't there.

And so, I guess I've said my piece.

Unsung UMass heroes, if I used a hat to

cover this screwed-up head of mine, it

would be off to you. You are the backbone
of UMass sports, and best represent

through your thankless determination wfiat

sports Itself IS ail about.

«
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Ageless Luis Tiant enroute to a two-hit shutout of the Toronto Blue Jays
yesterday that pushed the Red Sox into a showdown with the Yankees today.
(UPI)

Tiant wins, Yanks lose;

Fenwayshootout today

Town to begin

pumping water
By CAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff
The Town of Amherst, in an effort to pull

itself through a month long drought, was
expected to begin pumping water from the
Hadley town water supply into the depletsd
Pelham reservoir this mornig via .two fire

hydrants on Meadow Street.
A water ban has also been called to cut

water comsumption by 25 percent.
The one-tenth of an inch of rain estimated

to have fallen over the weekend is several
inches short of replenishing the water
supplies in Amherst, which dropped by
900,000 gallons shortly after UMass,
Amherst, and Hampshire colleges re-

opened early last month. More rain is

expected Friday although town officials

have been notified by weather authorities
that no significant rain fall is expected this
month.

Amherst Town Manager A. Louis
Hayward said a rented pump will be set up
around 7:30 a.m. and begin pumping the

approximately 300,000 gallons daily. He
said the pumping will continue for an
indefinite period of time.

Meanwhile the University, which
consumes almost half of ail Amherst water,
has taken measures to cut back in

consumption. UMass officials met with
Haywad last week to discuss possible ways
the University can reduce water usage.

Already UMass has stopped air

conditioning 10 buildings and has begun a
water saving campaign aimed at dormitory
students. Signs have been posted in all

dormitories alerting residents of the
shortage and suggesting ways to cut water
use. Measures include shorter showers,
hand washing clothes, and turning off
running water while brushing .teeth or
shaving.

Amherst and Hampshire colleges have
taken similar measures.
A spokesman for Amherst public schools

said cafeteria workers have been asked to
cut down on water use and are considering
using paper plates if necessary.

Hayward said that despite earlier reports,
he doesn't expect the situation to become
drastic enough to warrant closing the
University or any of the other colleges. "'I

can"t really conceive of it (the water
shortage) becoming that bad,"" he said.

Amherst town residents have also been
asked to voluntarily cut their water
consumption and the selectmen have
banned lawn watering and ca' washing.

The C and F Carwasn on College btreet

was ordered closed by the selectmen but
the owner S. Fellers, is appealing the
decision. Since the directive, he has been
using water from a stream in the back of his

property to operate his business.

BOSTON [APh-Jhe Boston Red Sox
forced the New York Yankees into a one-

game playoff for the American League's

east division championship Sunday when
they won their last game of the regular

season, just after the Yankees lost theirs.

The title will be decided Monday
afternoon, when the Yanks play the Red
Sox in Boston. Both teams finished the

regular season with 99 wins and 63 losses-

the best records in major league baseball.

Veteran Luis Tiant hurled a two-hitter as

the Red Sox blanked the Toronto Blue Jays

5-0. New York lost a chance to wrap up the

crown when Catfish Hunter gave up home
runs in the first two innings and lost to the

Cleveland Indians, 9-2.

In the playoff game, which will start at

2:30 p.m. EDT and be nationally televised

by ABC, Ron Guidry will pitch for the

Yanks against Boston's Mike Torrez.

The only other playoff in American
League history was played in 1948 when
Cleveland defeated Boston 8-3. The
Indians then went on to win the World
Series.

The winner of Monday's game will play

the Kansas City Royals in a best-of-five

series for the American League pennant

and a spot in the World Series. The
Philadelphia Phillies will play the Los

Angeles Dodgers in, another best-of-five

series for the National League pennant.

Unionized teachers:
powerful combination
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

When teachers get together in unions the

result can be a high-powered combination.

One reason why the Massachusetts
Society of Professors' "state affiliate, the

Massachusetts Teacher's Association has
such clout in the State House is because
teachers generally are so well informed,

according to Ralph Whitehead of the

Journalism department.
"Teachers are articulate, they know how

to work the telephones and mimeograph
machines, and can step in front of a TV
camera and make an effective 90 second
spot," he said. "Teachers are registered at

a much higher rate, they vote heavily in the

primaries, they read the paper and follow

the issues. They are what is known as
'high information voters'."

"If you polled the press corp or members
of the State House, the MTA is probably in

the top five lobbies' in terms of

effectiveness and political clout," he said.

IN BRIEF:
U Mass Student Killed

A funeral Mass was scheduled this

morning in Lenox for UMass sophomore
Michael J. Flood, 19, who was killed in a

head-on motorcycle accident in South
Amherst at 12:30 a.m. Saturday.

Police said Flood lost control of the

motorcycle he was riding when he
attempted to pass a car and collided with

an oncoming car on East Hadley Road,

near his home at South Meadow
Apartments. Police said they have not

pressed any charges against the driver of

the car, Gregory S. Smith, of Amherst.
Flood leaves his parents, Bernard H. and

Joan Flood of Lenox; four brothers,

Bernard Jr., Jerrad, Thomas and Vincent;

and a sister, Joan Ashwell of Amherst.
Ashwell is the wife of WTTT radio

announcer Thonnas Ashwell.

Auto accident injures seven
Four other UMass students were injured in

a head-on collision on Rte. 9 near Dana

I"

Street, also early Saturday morning. The
four, and three other passenoers w«r«

treated for facial injuries and released from

Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northampton.
The driver of one of the cars, Sheldon W.

Tuttle, of South East Street, Amherst, was
arrested on charges of driving under the

influence of alcohol.

Bedroom fire in Sylvan
A fire apparently started by an "open

flame device" Friday night caused $2,000

damage to a suite bedroom in Cashin

Dormitory in the Sylvan Residential Area.

Residents of the suite, William McNeil and
Scott Coleman, are expected to live in

another bedroom in the suite for two weeks
until repairs are completed.
The Amherst Fire Department also

responded to three false alarms on campus
at about, the time the fire was reported,

9:30 p.m.
Investigators await autopsy
State and local police are still awaiting the

results of an autopsy report in their

investigation intg the death of UMass
student Seti Rompersad, according to

State Police Lt. George Powers.
Rompersad was found dead in a room at

the Motel 6 in Deerfield last month.

Center to hold Memorial Mass
Priests at The Newman Center, the

campus Catholic Church, have scheduled a

Mass Thursday night at 7:30 in memory of

Pope John Paul I, who died last week after
">

only a 33 day reign.

Tsongas leads Brooke
Challenger Paul E. Tsongas, Democratic
congressman from Lowell, is leading

incumbant Senator Edward W. Brooke,

47-43, in their campaign fight, according to

a poll conducted by the Boston Herald

American. The four point percentage edge
for Tsongas is less than the margin of error,

however, so the race should be considered

tied, the pollsters said.

Concert tip for tonight
The Massachusetts council of the Arts

and Humanities presents a free concert of

early classical and Baroque period music
played by Aston Magna tonight at 8 in the

Bezanson Recital Hall in the^ Fine Arts

Center.

Riggs to play tennia here
Ancient tennis hustler Bobby Riggs is

scheduled to play challengers when the

new Hampshire Mall on Rte. 9 opens its

doors later this month. Riggs lost to Billy

Jean King in a tennis match several years

ago.
Weather
No substantial rain until Friday, folks, so
no showers.

"To thir* a professor making a meager
$14,000 a year can have a voice as tough as

the banks and utilities."

"Having an informed union, one member
of the MSP lays the foundation for a

participatory one."
History professor Bruce Larie commented
on what happens when the wide
divergences in outlook characteristic of the

faculty comes together in a union.

"Traditional political categories of liberal,

conservative, and radical, kind of get

erased in the process," he said, "People
seem to agree on what has to be done."
Peter D'Errico of the Legal Studies

department said that due to "the fantastic

turnover in the administration in the past

few years, it is the communication of the

union that has really held this place

together."
Perhaps it is because the faculty like to see

themselves as their own bosses, that many
faculty members are reluctant to join a

union. As Kenneth Dolbeare said, "With
an individualistic ethos, it takes repeated
provocations to build membership."
The reluctance of the faculty to join the

MSP is significant. With membership less

than 50 percent and a petition drive to

decertify the union now in progress, the

administration has been able to stall the

current contract negotiations with the

MSP. Presumably, if membership in the

union were greater then negotiations would
be swifter.

Their willingness to fight for a voice In

decision making is what distinguished

faculty unions from at least the hierarchy of

blue collar unions. As the current contract

negotiations attest, the issue is not money,
but who will have the authority to divide up
the raises.

While '•^.ne faculty members revell in the

high powered combination of teachers and
unions, others are uncomfortable with

being a teacher involved in the delivery of a

service, and a union member. As one said,

"We impact on people's lives in a much
nrKjre intimate way."
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Five College students a>«de world history Friday night as they played the
Scrabble Crossword game for eight consecutive hours on a 2000 square foot,
foam rubber replica of the famous word game Sophomore Stuart Calle and
his friends constructed the board and organized the event as part of a fun
draising drive for the intramural raquet dub he founded last year (Staff photo
by Peter Lee)

SGA president

Candidates profiled
Editor's note: This is the first of a two-

part series profiling the candidates for

Student Government President. Elections

will be held Wednesday and Thursday to

select one of the five candidates. The other
profiles of candidates will appear
tomorrow.

By CINDY REGET
Collegian Staff

Graham/Thomas

Peter Graham, 21, of Woburn is a second

semester junior economics major living at

Cliffside Apartments in Sunderland. He is a

former senator, former chairperson for the

Rents and Fees Committee and former

state wide coordinator for the de-

criminalization of marijuana.

Cindi Thomas, 18, of Amherst, is a junior

political economics law major, living in

Baker dormitory in Central Residential

Area. She is the co-president of the

Central Area Council, co-senator of the

Central Area and Coordinator of the Central

Area Women's Center.

The first priority in office for Graham
would be to restructure the student senate.

Their platform calls for development of a

reorganization plan with ser^tors and
members of the area governments. The
plan would have to be passed by a student

referendum. The Graham/Thomas
platform would have the senate tied back

into the area governments because the co-

candidates do not feel the senate is

accountable, effective or representative of

its constituency."

Tyson/ Hensleigh

Herb Tyson, 20, of Potomac Md., is a

commuter, living in Northampton. Tyson,

a junior majoring in economics, is a former
chairperson of the Board of Governors,
former finance chairperson of the B.O.G.,
member of the Arts Council, Student
Senate Budget Committee member and
student senator.

Jon Hensleigh, 19, of Concord is a

sophomore honors history major living in

Lewis in Northeast Residential Area. He is

Student Attorney General.

The major goal of the Tyson-Hensleigh
platform is to open up communications
between the senate and student body by
involving students in major issues. They
said these issues would include the search
for major administrative positions,
enforcement of the lease contract, the
proposed rent increase for married student
housing, student access to the Course and
Teacher evaluations and the refinancing of

university bond issues.

The Tyson /Hensleigh platform proposes a

reorganizatioin of the student judiciary

system to make it "more personal to the

student body." Included in the platform is

a proposal for student senate members to

receive credit for their work in the senate,

thus giving them more incentive."

Papal search

set to begin
VATICAN CITY \UPI] -Pope John Paul I

had such an impact in 33 days, the next
pontiff probably will be compared with him
rather than to Pope Paul VI, who reigned
for 15 years before him.

Vatican observers said cardinals have no
reason to question their choice of a man
who was primarily a pastor rather than a
diplomat, politician, theologian or
dogmatist.

Most observers said the electoral
conclave, due to start Wednesday probably
will be searching for the same pastoral
qualities in the next candidate.

Cardinal Timothy Manning of Los Angeles
said that "everyone wants a pastoral pope
like the one that has just passed, a pope
speaking a language that everyone will

understand."

The long lines of people waiting hours in

the cold and rain to pay their last respects
to John Paul was ample proof of the
affection he aroused. Paul VI was
respected, but in the end he was not so
well -loved by ordinary people.

In 33 days John Paul probably said what
he nad to say, that this world has need for

humility and simplicity," Manning said.

"He gave mankind that joy and warmth
that it needed so much."

Vatican sources agreed that the cardinals
before the last conclave identified a world-
wide trend toward deeper spiritual values in

the face of increasing materialism.

In John Paul, they sought someone who
could fulfill those spiritual needs without
altering existing church doctrines

If John Paul's success is any guide, they
again will be seeking someone who can talk

about basic Christian values with clarity

and simplicity, while proceeding with
Vatican Ecumenical Council reforms in a
measured fashion.

Again, it seems unlikely that the next pope
will be a liberal in the secular sense of the
word. Vatican sources said John Paul's
brief reign confirmed the need for a
moderate, reasonable and well-liked man
who could heal the traditionalist-reformist

split in the church.

"The essential objective of the next
papacy must be continuity," said Cardinal

Giovanni Benelli of Florence, one of the
most influential prelates in the last

conclave.

Carter admits spying
to enforce arms pact
CAPE CANAVERAL, F!a. (UPI) - Prosi

dent Carter apparently setting the stage for

public discussion of a strategic arms pact
with the Soviet Union, yesterday
acknowledged publicly for the first time the
United States is using satellites to spy on
other countries.

Carter's calculated move presumably
would allow the administration to discuss
satellite verification methods that would be
used in enforcing a new strategic arms
limitations treaty.

The president's statement, m,ade during a
ceremony honoring six American space
pioneers at the Kennedy Space Center,
came amid reports of progress in the SALT
talks.

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, who met
with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko earlier Sunday in Washington,
said he hoped a pact could be completed

within three months. Gromyko met with
Carter for nearly five hours Saturday
"Photo reconnaissance satellites have
become an important stabilizing factor in

world affairs," Carter said.

"In the monitoring of arms control

agreements, they make an immense con
tnbution to the security of all nations.

"We will continue to develop them,' the
president said.

White House press Secretary Jody Powell
said Carter's decision to acknowledge the

spy satellites was "part of an overall review
of classifications" at the Defense Depart-
ment.
Powell said the decision has "been under

consideration for some time" and that it

was "felt that this was something that

could be safely made available to the public
- without damaging national security."

Trislercaptures^
Dents Shawn
By LISA WATERMAN
Collegian Staff

The spirit of Denis Shawn, was presented by the Joyce
Trisler Danscompany Saturday evening at the Fine Arts

Center.

It was an interesting look into the history of Ruth St.

Denis and Ted Shawn, both of whom were pioneers of

serious concert dance in the United States.

Heavily influenced by Eastern Dance, Ruth St. Denis
spent her career in the evolution of form based on
Eastern movement. St. Denis' particular interest in

dance was the expression of religious and mystical

themes. Ted Shawn, her partner throughout their

careers, was interested in ethnic dance and of the open-
ing of dance to men as well as women.
For 20 years, Denis Shawn was one of the major dance

forces in the world. With its innovating lighting techni-

ques, use of exotic costumes and props and its diverse

movement styles, Denis Shawn was one of the greatest

influences on the evolution of modem dance.
The Joyce Trisler Danscompany presented an example

of some of the ecclectic movement styles. Presented
cleanly, with energy and a good distribution of the
lyricism that exemplified the work of Ruth St. Denis and
Ted Shawn, it was a fine retrospective, look Into the

^ origins of modern dance.

Applications now available for the posi-

tion of Attorney General in the

Undergraduate Student Government
Association. Duties include pro-

secuting cases through the student

judicial system, giving general student

assistance, and counseling on the

judicial process. Applications due by

4:00 p.m., Oct. 9 in the Presidents' Of-

fice, SU 430.

SGA is an
equal opportunity employer

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

OCT. 2

CASH

OCT. 3

COBBLE
MOUNTAIN
BAND

OCT. 6-7

JAMES
COTTON

OCT. 8

LES McCANN

OCT. 11, 12, 13

POUSSETTE
DART BAND

/ Sunderland. MA

Ht« 47 Tel 666 49;i7

24 hr lAped liatinifa

The early autumr ajn sets over the UfS^ass campus.

(Staff photo by Rich Newman)

Campus greenhouses
closed to classes
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Four of the thirteen campus greenhouses
have been closed to classroom work due to

falling panes of giass and other health and
safety dangers, caused by deterioratioin of

the 60-year-old structures.

The greenhouses comprise .3,800 of the

13,000 square feet of space used by the

Food and Natural Resources department

for instruction, research and independent

projects by students. Dr. Allen v. Barker, 3

professor in the Plant and Soil Science

department, said the greenhouses should

!ast 70 to 1(X) yearf but nr maintenance has

been done to the buildings in the 14 years

-he has been at UMasf despite annual work
order requests.

Physical Plant director George A. Norton

said annual maintenance is done to the

greenhouses, but major work will have to

compete wnh other projects for funding.

Of the $17 million requested to the state

legislature for deferred maintenance, only

$3 million was appropriated and must now
be assigned priority to the various campus
projects in need of repair said Norton

Barker said the greenhouses can no longer

be usd by students for their weekly two-
hour labs because access nas been
restricted and head protection must be
worn to pass through the area. Classes

held in- the affected areas have been moved
to hallways and other greenhouse space
but Barker said the thirty percent cut in

available space has hurt his department and
the students.

"It s absolutely necessary to give practical

experience m the greenhouses-otherwise

they learn only the theoretical material m
the classrooms, ' Barker said. "Most of our

students come from the cities and it's like

trying to teach art students without

studios you can't sit at a desk and talk

about sculpture and expect to give the

actual experv .ice that employers look for in

graduates, " he added.
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Saturday October 14, 1978

8:00 pm at the Rupert C. Thompson Arena

Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.

Reserved seats $9.50

on sale from October 3.

at the Hopkins Center Box Office

603-646-2422 .o^'^
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State uses new law
to sue local realtors
By LAURA KENNEv
^ i'lleqain Stdt*

'ht civil suit Med last Thursday by the

state attornev vjenerai s otfice against two
maior Amherst 'Haliurb was prompted Dv a

SIX Tionth, stele wde nvebtigation, jccor
ding to an ass ?,>tijnf jftctnev general n the

anti-trust div ?• > < * ^^e office

Atty. Thomds n ity adio the suit rttiiymtj

[} M or^es "eai Fsiare Agfncv dnd Hamp
•ihtre ""own it^c Courtry Realtr:)rs wif"
violating the state's new antitrust 'aw was
the result or ar offshoot of an mvestigarion

'.\ ' t ' I ( r nan

'^hp r-.dividurii prot.ght ri private lawsuit

agairsT -^u'; nlr- listing services* n the

Lawrt nd .rformed our otfice of

similar 'juuducns nisewhere m the state,

Kiley said Tins AmnHrst case developed
from that

Kiiey said. 'It is alleged that the defen-

dants conspired to move their commission
rates up from 6 to 7 percent, and to change
the split between listing and selling

brokers"

Neither Denison H Jones, president of

D H. Jones Real Estate Aqency, nor James
Lumley, president v1 "^own and Country

Realtors, could be reached last night for

comment. When contacted last Thursday,

both expressed surprise over the suit and

both denied the charges brought against

them

Kiley said, "A number of people from the
Amherst area have contacted our office to

complain about the charged realtors' prac
tices, both buyers and sellers of property
But the main impetus came from the in-

dividual in Lawrence '

Several area realtors polled by the Col-
legian said they knew nothing of the in-

vestigation or of the suit

"The state anti-trust law, which became ef-

'fctive at the end of August, makes illegal

my restramtive trade and sales m leases
A(hich fix a price n order to substantially

;essen competition or to create a monopo-
ly

The anti trust division of the attorney
general's office was created about 22 mon-
ths ago We have found many federal

anti-trust cases, but this one m Amherst is

rhe first one under the new law. " Kiley said

The suit filed in Hampshire Superior Court
in Northampton, seeks a $25 000 civil

penalty against each of the defendants,
damages on behalf of all oersons who paid

fees for real estate brokerage to the defen
dants and a court order ending alleged

practices

The attorney general's office has asked
for a iury tnal on the suit, and no hearing

date has been scheduled yet.

The defendants have 22 days to answer
to the charges Kiley said.

Improvements to <he greenhouses are

currently on a ust of priorities to be

assigned this week by Budget Officer in the

Provost's Office Rosmarie F. Strother,

Last night Strother said her office is aware

of the problem and will try to give the

greenhouses a high priority but some
negotiation will have to be done between

the Physical Plant, herself and the

Provost.
"

"The University has not received
sufficient funding to maintain the buldings

and many of them are suffering from wear
and tear, ' Strother said. She also said thfe

85 percent of the $160,000 set aside for

academic renovations in the Provosts
office has already been committed to other

contracts, or have had specifications drawn
up for contract bids.

Farrah-Fawcett flops
in butchiereddebut
By STEVE LESSER
Colleqian Staff

The name of the movie was "Somebody
Killed Her Husband" but the question that

kept popping up was "Who bi.tchered the

Plot? Advance interest in the film centered

on America's favorite angel,

Farrah-Fawcett Major m her film debut.

Farrah left Charlie's Angel's hoping to get

away from ridiculous storylines.

Unfortunately, this script would not even
be considered good Charlie's Angels
material

Farrah plays Jennv Moore, a frustrated

artist, whose marriage to a power hungry
business executive is slowly disintegrating.

Jenny meets Gerry Greene (Jeff Bridges) in

Macy's toy department and it's love at first

sight Gerry is a writer of children's books
who has 29 unpublished stories. Within 15

minutes of the start of the film, frustrated

artist and frustrated writer realize \f\ey were

made for each other.

When the couple attempt to teil Jenny's

^^usband of their love they find him dead in

the kitchen Realizing that they are the

orirre 'Suspects, they hide the body and
it-c ifir c catch the murderer themselves to

prove ""eir innocence
It turns out that Preston, (Jenny's

husband), was involved in an insurance

fraud scheme and was killed when he

became a little too greedy As Gerry and

Jenny s investigation ieads further, dead

bodies turn up everywhere until our heroes

meet up with the murderer m Macy's after

hours Bi.t not even a clever chase can

save the movie.

The limited acting ability that Farrah

showed on television is glaringly evident on
the large screen where she comes across as

a pretty doll. Jeff Bridges tries valiantly to

infect a little warmth into the movie but

ends up coming across more hvstertcal

than anything. You feel sorry for their

characters because the story doesn't give

you much of a chance to think any other

way.
What could have been a clever romantic

comedy a la "A Touch of Class" is

misguided from the start. The Bridges-

Fawcett-Majors chemistry pa es -v.

comparison to George Segal's and Genda
Jack.'ion's deiightful liason in "A TcL:r.h of

Class"
"Someone Killed Her Husband" nakes

you wonder why you even bothered leaving

your television set.

"Somebody Killed Her Husband" is now
playing at the Mountain Farms Theatres.
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THIS FALL WE'VE GOT IT ALL!

GREAT PRICES-^GREAT VARIETY

^ SAVE 25% on 14 Kt. gold chains

Bamboo hampers
Rugs (4 X 6' picnic clurry)

OPEN SUNDAYS 15 P.M
FRIDAY NITES TIL 9 P.M^

Great cards

Posters Gifts Room Decor

UJHCCCANTILCAMHERST C A R R I A G E S H O ° S

p.-iv i vi '
. 'i' .-ivr. i'.lil '

.-iv i'.i '

.
'

l ! V.T.r.riT

ERASE WITHOUT
A TRACE!

EATON'S
CORRASABLE®

BONDu

Typewritten errors disappeai like magic with the flick

of an ordinary pencil eraser when you use Eaton's

Corrasable Bond. Result neat work the first time,

every time.

Think of what a help such a paper would be m get-

ting out your work. Saves time, temper and money.

too.

In Packets; Reams,

Tablets. In Bond weights

and Onion Skin.

at

A.J. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

MmMmMMMfUiMMM^MMMMMMMM

\hnys

w^-

.'

STORK NAME
MAIK I OHK( AST: SI nSv

RINSl

,,
^ $0.00

^olIr hair v, ill sluii. v,ilh In-troii- r<.lor.

lo li^l.l ii|. xMir I. ;.lwr.-. voiir liair^Nl. -

xoiir lif.. n-on. of IIh ra-N linl«

Ihinfi' Nou ran <ln lo makr lif. I.ripht. r.

K%. n oil a raiiiN .lii> : ( om. in for >our

Kmsiihation. I.I oiir liair . x|). rl-

rr.al. a ii« >* look for \.mi.

res or curls

Req 530 00 Tues Wnd Thurs 519 96 (includes

shanipOQ rut & set or blow dry

Month (it O' tohpr only

- -
, Tel 586 5773

WOLFIE'S PIZZA
"Mot Just Another Pizzo Ploce''

NEW BIG SCREEN TV

Tuesday's-STEAK NIGHT
$1.50 for a steak sub

Wednesday's-SPAGHETTI NIGHT
$1.25 for spaghetti and

sauce with hot bread and butter

(Specials good from 5-8 p.m.)

Across from Southwest
Open 5 p.m.-1 a.m. Mon.-Thurs.

5 p.m. -2 a.m. Fri. 8- Sat.

12 p.m. -12 a.m. on Sun. iM

sound
economy

|;~.| v\|> I \-l
THEWHO

WHO ARE YOU

"FM"
MOVIE SOUNDTRACK

$8.79

13.98 series

LYNYRD WHO
SKYNYRD WHO ARE YOU

FIRST AND. ..LAST $4.59
$4.59 7.98 series

7.98 series

ANIMAL HOUSE
SOUNDTRACK

$4.59

7.98 series

fromCEXUHSIIIiS

PLAYER
DANGER ZONE

$4.59

7.98 series

mnoiimsims
^9f^W V9&99

COC 39106

ROLLING STONES
SOME GJRLS

$4.59

7.98 series

\19Ai \Ul
OwVllWI Jahn(

DOUKfVSOf^
4! '!<"

nimmttrnjH »»«

v5/f »?.' ^r"

FOREIGNER
DOUBLE VISION

$4.59

7.98 series

Atlantic

HALL Cr DATES
ALONG THE
RED LEDGE

$4.59

7.98 series

RC/I

LINDA RDNSTADT
LIVING IN THE USA

$4.59

7.98 series

RS-2-4100 (JHeCORD SET)

FRAMPTDN
BEE GEES

SGT. PEPPER'S
$9.49

15.98 series

RECORDSSTAPES
TM

at your record store

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst
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(.

extension Gardener

Dear Extension Gardener,
, ,

*
,. u j i

I bought a large plant which has leaves like a corn plant at a plant sale last week. How Qo i

take care of it? o r, „ ^P.B. Kennedy

What you probably purchased Is a Dracaena fragrans massangoana, or commonly

called Corn plant. It is not a fussy plant. It requires bright indirect sunlight and

temperatures above 60°F. Water thoroughly when the soil is dry half down the pot.

One problem with Dracaenas is that their leaves tend to turn brown and shrivel. To

avoid, this, keep the plant watered properly, away from heat sources, and add

humidity if the house is dry. Fill a pot saucer with stones and water and set the plant

on the stones. This will raise the humidity. Do not allow the plant to sit in the water.

Also wash the leaves when they become dusty.

Dear Extension Gardener,

What do I do with all my green tomatoes I brought in to avoid frost?

CD. Northampton

If the tomatoes have a whitish color, they have a good chance of becoming ripe. To

ripen, put the fruit in a box and set it in darkness at a temperature of 45" 50 F. Throw

out any blemished or cut tomatoes, as one rotten one may rum the rest. To hasten

ripening put a ripe apple or tomato in with the green tomatoes. Ethylene is given off

by the ripe fruits and will stimulate ripening. It the tomatoes are completely green,

the are best used in mincemeat, relishes, conserves, pickles, or fried in batter.

Workstudy students needed to do

graphicSf layoutt videot and other com-

munications work.

Go to rm. 420 SU or call 5-0341 for

more information.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION

AniMftI eiiiMM fni

62 Main St 263 7835

•Fresh Chinese
vegetables from our

own farm
•Fully air-conditioned

•Closed Wednesday
•Luncheon specials

11.16 and up

"High quality food at a

reasonable price"

Recommended by the

New Yorli Times
'

Theyv\adeleine
79 S. PleaMuit St.

DaUy 115
Amherat Ma.
263 34A4

^ HAPPY HOUR
I

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 584 g-.say^:,-.',"

s %3 bO STVJtJtNTS fc SM
L.DHE

r i/i nS with AMf-

• AOMS M4ll
MM>tt> WAS!

CARD »? OO TWI LiTf SHOW ' '

JDf 13

IND.C»Tf6 TWi tlte SHOW-TICKCTS ON SALC 30 MINOTES <

I

I

I

I

I

MON SAT 3;006;00

DISCOUNTS ON ALL
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

BEERS

only at

57 N Pleasant St.

253 5141

Across from the fire station

I

I

I

It was the Deltas

I
against the rules

tuaimukt

IMUW
Showtrtq

Hm, Th.ir»d.)y «l (TIS 4 «5I 7 00 9 lb

FARRAH FAWCCn-MAJONS
JEFF BRIDGES

^ pertftKuwJ

HiVBNCE
/ 'u

Showing > i

Thru Thur.day at ITLSSOOI 7 iVtSOl

pd

KILLED-HKP

'

Is this any way - I

to beqin a iov€ affar''

Showing
Thru Thursday •! ITLS 4 461 7 00* 16

TKegreatrmt
mtuntntan alivr!

BURT
REYNOLDS

(Kl

Showing _
Thru Thursday at ITLS & 00) / 15^9 30l

rTOnnfiiJ:lMili.l:HI.-HH:UH

WHATSAH KSACAREER?

tedifeent thingsodifeentpeople

Of course, most of iho employees at the National

Security Agency have t:iertain things in common:

they are civilians employed by the Department of

Defense; they are enKa^ed in projects vital to our

country's communications security and intellij-ence

production, and they all enjoy the benefits that

accompany Federal (nnployment. However, the

differences betwtuMi our career opportunities are just

as interesting as their similarities. For example. .
.

TO THE ELECTRONIC ENGINEER (BS/MS): An NBA
career means delvinR into unique projects which can

span every phase of the R&D cycle. An ensineer may

desJKn. develop, test and manage contracts on

communications. recordin«. and information s'oraRe

devices and systems whose capacities and speeds

are still considered futuristic in most quarters.

TO THE COMPUTER SCIENTIST (BS/MS): It means

applying his or her knowledge in a wide range of

sub-disciplines such as systems design, systems pro-

gramming, operating systems, computer applications

analysis, and n;lri(!val systems.

TO THE MATHEMAriClAN (MS): A career means

defining, formulating, and solving compleji communi-

cations-related problems. Statistical mathematics,

matrix algebra and combinatorial analysis are just a

few of the tools applied by the NSA mathematician.

TO THE LIN(;inST (BA MA D): A career consists of

transcribing, translating, and perhaps conducting

analysis and documentation projects. Slavic. Mid-

Eastern, and Asian language majors can expect chal-

lenging assignments and continuing self-development.

Interested in learning more about the difference in

an NSA career? Schedule an interview with us through

your Student Placement Office today.

U.S. Citizenship is required.

Fine used

clothing

Unique.. .allordable

2(5

MERRIAM WEBSTER

7 LANGUAGE DICTIONARY

Free drawing Oct. 2-5

Register outside

the Campus

Center Store.

A Brittanica

representative

mW be there to

answer ques-

tions about the

ALL NEW
BRriTANlCA 3.

when aGGompanicd v/ith

CONSUMER
COMPLAINT?

...Call

Consumer
Action

545-0199

545-0781

M-F noon-5

i The Diviiion of Continuing Education at the

J Univenity of Massachusetts at Amherst

J presents *-

ELEMENTARY AR,MENI.\.\

q>o) V

' Starting TuMday evening, Octol _
V For further information, contact Charles HcUer at {413)545-3410

Q^ |

a For registration, contact Mtlena Bonnello at [413)545-3653 \-_

—1 r—N The deadline for registration IS October 6. C~'. -

Si \^ {Armenian 120 will be offered duHng the Spring semester ) ( V

of \m\\

Nothing's so delicious as Southern Comfort on-therocks

S\\\\\\\VA\\\\\\\VV.\\\\\%*«

NAllONAl.Sli.l i<ll> \».iN' V
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, .^^,._
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Notices
HIGH HOLIDAY SERVICES
The B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation at

UMass will hold services fQr Rosh
Hashonah and Yom Kippur as follows:

Rosh Hashonah Men , Oct. 2 at 10 am.
and at 7 p.m.; Tues., Oct. 3 at 10 a.m.

Yom Kippur Tues.. Oct. 10 at 7 p.m and

Wed , Oct 11 at 10 a.m. and again at 5;30

p.m. All services will be held in the Student

Union Ballroom
UVC
The Union Video Center will be offering

two video production workshops this

semester, beginning Saturday, Oct. 7. The
course offers students and members of the

community the opportunity to get "hands

on" experience in the basic production

techniques involved in portable video

recording and in video tape editing

"Introduction to the Porta Pak" is a six

hour workshop designed to acquaint

individuals with the portable production

equipment available at UVC and with basic

portable production technique. The
workshop is offered four times a month, on
the first and third Saturday and Sunday.
"Introduction to '/? inch Electronic

Editing '

is an eight hour course where
students will be able to gain a basic

working knowledge of editing systems and

of basic editing techniques. The editing

workshoD is offered twice each month,

Monday and
each night, and
session on the

once on the second
Wednesday from 6-10 p.m.

once in a full eight-hour

fourth Saturday.
The Union Video Center is a non-profit

professionally and student staffed video

training, production and distribution group

and video center located on the UMass
campus. You may register for the video

workshops by stopping by the Video

Center located in the basement of the

Student Union Building near the Hatch

Cafeteria

BUTTERFIELD ARTS GROUP
A'tists in residence, coordinate art

facilities in Butterfield. Room and Board
for minimal rent. Must have degree or

equivalent experience. Applications

required. Send with non-returnable photo

of worWto House of Residence Butterfield,

UMass , Amherst. For more information

call 6 9276 o. 6 9271.

COLLIATE FLYING CLUB
Meeting for anyone interested in joining

the club is at 7 p.m. Campus Center 917.

All members urged to attend. Oct 4., Wed.
FOUND
Timex Electronic watch in Student Union

Lounge. Found on Sept 27. Call evenings

967 5034
FREE

Tioer kitten needs home. Call 549 061 1

.

Mugs

^ Visit

O
o

Mobiles

3

I Straw

at the

Mountain Farms Mall

Rt. 9 Hadley

Lucite Frames — Mirrors

In
o
o.

1n
o
D
a.

I

Homemade
soups,

salads, chili,

quiche, lunch

specials,

desserts...

Beer and
wine

1 59 Main St.

Northampton

j. cifarelli jewelers

a. fO% 4t^dMi cU4CMMt.

TH^MMtaut ^^ivtHiA THatt "?^<uaMMf

SUNOAV

1

B

MDNnAV

2

9

15
Couain Cousin* CCA
UMdus 7 00 9 00 i> II OU

zz

IB

TUESOAV/

3
Conwrionwealtti Stag* Pro

(luction Bernard Shaw't
Miaalllanc* 8 PM Rartd

Thaalei

Commonwealth Siage Pro

duction Man Propoaing
' Curtain Thaaler

Lini* Wom*n Gamble
Aud MHC 9PM

Th* Gay Divorc**
Hooker Aud MMC 9 00
PM

17
Call o« Ih* Wild Gamblp
Auil MMC 9 00 PM

zs

UUE0NE50AV

Z4
Mandragola Gamble

Aud MHC 7 00 PM

Anaataaia Camt>i>- Aud

Mm irnxj PM

5UNDAV

Kibbuti Lar^gdon. USA
Thc>fnpst.»fi UMass. 8 00

PM

31
Wait U^til Dark Gamble
Aud

. MHC. 9 00 PM

Lar Lubovitch Dane*
Company m the Fine Arts

CentO' Concert Hall

MDNDAV I TUESOAV/

^^#»^y.^tt^»ttt^»*»

Beautiful Boots—
Beautifully Priced!

Soft leathers put you in

step for fall $39.99

4
Hl«h Noon Wright Hall.

Smith ; 30 & 9 30 PM

CUIa Fia»HK and Ant*
Tr**li« Si Regia, Nof-

tharnpton

WiHia AlanandM f» Th*
Boom Boom Band Rusty

Nail Suivl«rlari<t

n
Prog Film Senes. It Hap
p*n*d in Hualfin Thomp
son 104 IJMas-, 8 OO PM

Proy l^iini bft.. s. The La
mant of Art O'Laary
Thompson 'O'l UMass
8 0OPM

Slagacoach vVr{<jht Hall.

Smith 7 30J^9 30PM

ZS
Young Frankenatein
SUB UMass '00,9 00 b
n 00 PM

THI«RSDA\/

5
Dane* Concan by Unlver

any Dancers Bowkei
Auditorium (runs through

October 7 at Bowkerl

John Hammon. Andy
May Red Pantry, Belcher

town

1Z
Shoeahin* - Hooker Aud.

MHC, 9 00 PM

Dance Workshop
Ranalsaance Dance
Workahop ii Chaii n

Auditorium Md ii^l Hulyok.

College

And Now lor Something
Completely OiHerant
SUB, UMasa, 7 00, 9 00 b
n 00 PM

A Pi*c* of the Action

Mahar Aud uMdss, 8 OU

PM

ta Strada Cia.Titite Aud
MHC, 9 00 PM

FRIDAV

B
Patti Smith Group - Currv

Hicks Cage, UMa&a

Jama* Cotton
Nail, Sunderland

Ship of Foola

Aud 10 00 PM

13

Rusty

Gamble

Little Foii*a - Gamble
Aud . MHC 7 30 PM

Clockwork Orange
CCA, UMass, 6 00, 8:30 b
11 00 PM

Hot Calypso Kay - Ml
farms Mall Hadley

Th* Taiiaa Chainaaw
Maaaacra Mahar,
UMass 7 00 9 00 fa 11 00
PM

Of Human Bondage
Gamble Aud MHC 7 30

PM

Z7
Diary of Anne Frank
liambw Aud MHC 7 30

PM
Puppet Theater Thr.

Macn Weil Sicilian Puppii

Theater Im Englishi at Pritf

Auditorium Mount Holvok-

College

Theatei Production A
Dolls House at Theater 14

Smith College

SATURDAV

7
A Night at lh« Opara
Gamble Aud , MHC, 7 30 b
930 PM

RustyJamas Cotton
Nail, Sunderiand

14
The King and I - Gamble
Aud MHC. 7 30 PM

Heart of Glaaa Sage Hall,

Smith 7 30 b 9 30 PM
Martha Graham Dance
Company in the Concert

Hall Fine Arts Center (also

will run on October 161

Z1
Julia Gamble Aud . MHC,
7 30 b 10TX) PM

Flaah Gordon Mahar
Aud

, UMass, 7 00, 9:00 b
11 00 PM

OCTOBER
CALENDAR
OFEVENTS

To Kill A Mockingbird
Wright Hail, Sinilti 7 1b b
9 30 PM

Th* Riw»r Nagar • Hooker

Aud MHC. 7 30 b 10 00

PM
Theater Production
California Suite by Neil

Simon T-ne Arts Center

Concert Hall 8PM

"i*/' _ yHVi_

are t3^^™^.-ti

[ Ball's \

] FISM \ iiof

created

equar

65 Uaivertitj Dr. Tel.S49-13U J

A

cSX <gt

Mon.-Sat.

10 a.m.-9:30 p.m.

Located on Route 9 in Hadley

^^g^^mtmmmmmtmMmtimtmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmfmmmmm

THE BEST TEST PREP
in Boston is also the

best test prep

in Amherst

Consult us for:

GRE«eMAT«LSAT

Test Prep Services Amherst
256-6462

wmtmtm mtimmmtifititmmmmmmmmtimmtimmm

Notices
UMASS AIKIKAII469
Aikido., Learn a self-defense, an art form,

a discipline, an exercise, a philosophy-a
way of life. Come to Aikido and develop
your inner powers, Boyden Wrestling
Room Wed/Fri. 7-9 p.m. Sun., 4-6 p.m.
Beginners are welcome.

.PRE-MED SOCIETY
* There will be a general meeting of the

Pre-Med society on Thursday, Oct 12.

That's still a way off and we will need help

to get some activities going before then. If

i
interested or want to help, contact David
Robinson at 253-7126 or leave a note in

RSO mailbox #399,

PEACE CORPS COORDINATOR
Interested • in Peace Corps?-seniors

graduating in December from the college of

Food and Natural Resources interested in

opportunities in Peace Corps, contact

Bryce Perkins, 117 Draper Hall or call

5452105.
FOUND

Student identification card in PHB,
Diane Buckhout call 459-6854 ask for Fred

or leave number to call.

PRE-DENTCLUB
Dr. Sweeney of Harvard Dental School

will speak Oct. 4 at 6;30 room 815 Campus
Center. All are invited to attend. For info.

call 6-9441.

NEAR EASTERN STUDIES CLUB
Interested in the Near and Middle East?

Come to a meeting, Mon. Oct. 2 at 8:00
p.m. in room 165 C.C. All concerned,
curious and interested urged to attend.

SPRING INTERNSHIPS
Right now is the time to think about and

plan your SPRING INTERNSHIP. Come to

a recruitment meeting for details either

Wednesday, Oct 5 or Thursday, Oct 6.

Students from all disciplines welcome.
Place: Campus Center 101, 7-9 p.m.
OFFICE of INTERNSHIPS, 409 Goodell,
545-0727.

GREENOUGH CRAFT SHOP
Central Area Students-the Greenough

Craft Shop is now open. Hours are Sunday
1-5 a.m. Mon.-Thurs. 6-10 p.m. There are

facilities for silverworking, leather, pottery,

photograpy and limited woodworking.

AMHERST COMMUNITY RESOURCE
CENTER

Volunteers wanted to spend free time

with an Amherst child approx. 2-3 hours a

week for two semesters, to provide adult

•companionship to a young person, explore

the community, learn new things, share a

friendship, learn more about yourself. Call

companion Program at Amherst
Community Resource Center 253-2591

.

NOT JUST TTPIN6!

•Word Processing

•Copying

•Typing

29 S. Pleasant St, ArriJierst

256^736 M-F 104 S tO^
.*fhi • • >: t

FASHION STYLES

AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

2 for $25
Imported Name Brands

St. Lycien Jeans French Star

Disco Jeans Vclour Tops

^^^
Next toTHEPUBAmherst^

Diamonds

Colored Gemstones

Watches

Silver

Pewter

Fine

China and Crystal

by Lenox

65 N. Pleasanr St.

Amherst, Mass.

233-7615
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Ourgreatestcanned

Pork Festival
Artfiwir Vefi Best Pofk Lom
& Stop* Shop Biq Eve Pork

Assorted

SorkChops
f*?S Center Cut >^^Q

w pST) '
' R'b End m^^

\J^f. Loin End *••»

Sirloin Cutlets *:"" '179.

Pork Ribs «^v^ '129.

Center Cut Chops "t M 59-

Pork Loin Roast r '139.

Port' Loin Roast :.. '1.29.

Fresh Pork Spareribs ' 1 39.

FreshPoik
Shoulder 70

ARM Picnic • •^i*

Italian Sausage 1 49
Colonial Cooked Ham .1 29

Colonial Cooked Ham:.. '1 29-

Breaktast Sausage * 1 49-

Smoked Pork Shoulder *1 09.

Smok«d Pork Shoulder 89

Smoked Poi Butt '

1 59-

_ goods sale
^-"^^ Shopourbigcolorinsert!20 sagesotspeoials!

BeefQottom
Roimd^ilSO
Roast

fe USD*

Iff

Beef Rump Roast 1 .69.

Bottom Round Steak ^1 .79.

feye Round Roast 1 .89

V!
self service deli p.ck up

,'H t;wo'.te Jell meats arid save"

Stop & Shop Extra MM
Franks 80'
Sold onty in 31b pkg $2 67 ^^^ ^^^n

Cold Cuts JSrs-ni^X 49
Colonial Bacon"'". :'.

Bologna & Salami
1 39
1 29

corner deli ^^sty dei. tooos

at money-saving pfices

AvaitaWe n stores teaturmg a service deii

Deli Style-Cooked ^

stop & Shop »*#99
Sliced to order

Potato Salad
Chicken Roll

Cello Franks

^ „_^oRoast
Chuck Stewing Beef 1.49

Short Ribs Beef Chuck usoa chc,.. 1.39

Beef Round Cube Steak . .a ...ce *1.99.

Beef Shoulder
Londoui^^^fflTd
^fjQf |Beef Chuck

silk package ^rCroutidK^

Stop & Shop Cut

Green
Beans
4l5'.o;^

cms ^^H

Green Beans rT.X:^. 3't:."89

Cut Wax Beans ....v.,,3 U' 89

p Sun Glory

Sweet
Peas
4160/ ^1

Sweet Peas ^'ii'i 3-1
Sliced Carrots .c- 4'V/1

Stop & Shop

Sliced
Beets
4160/ H

cans^
Mixed Vegetables V..' 3'«89'

Del Monte Spinach ''^' 39*

^^ Stop & Shop

Chicken
Soup

cans ^^^

k

„Niblet»
I !St»r< C0.0

Green Giant

Niblets
Com
4.o»||

cans ^^L

Green Beans .-r^ir^' 3,'i^*1

Cut Green Beans .*S: 3'.':^'*1

^StQP

V-'*-,

& Shop Whole

Kernel
Com
4 1

Chicken Noodle
or ChicKen
with Rice

Progresso Soup c"r:-

Campbells rV^ t B^MP:*

2-^89'

4'r'1

0^ tr*^*S

Gem Polish Loaf M 39

Sold in 51b. pkg. only

ji_^
GROUND BEEf

=resh Ground Beef sealed in plastic

sleeve Slice into burgers or use

tor a luicy meatloaf * Not more
than 26% tat

51b
pkg.

frozen meat ah ween puys

Dutch Frye or Batter Dip

v'VeaverXCIlickeil

2(fLeancround Beel£?

Thighs & Drums"
28 ounce pkg

•26°o Beet Burgers contain not more than 20°4i fat

l^f&KtraLeanGround
Beef .^M"

Stop & Shop

Calif,
atoes

160/ ^1
cans ^^H

y
()f Creant Style

Sauerkraut v.»'.v 5 ''1

Stop & Shop Potatoes 5 ',.
*1

Hi-C or Welch's

Fruit
Drinks

(\iris .^^H
.

i^^

Potato Chips '^r"' 2 ?.^ *1

Shasta Beverages 6 '. 99'

Stop & Shop

Fruit
ktsul
3U0Z V

cans ^^^

Yellow Cling Peaches 3 ^"M

Pineapple In Juice 2 Si 1

Crushed Tomatoes
Peeled Tomatoes 2's;*i
SK» ( y«; i"*"" sv»

^
Shaved Steak ^.19

Cooked Sausage ..'^/..^ 99'

• 1 4% Extra Lean Beef Burgers contain

not more than 14% tat

seafood For change-ol-pace meals

FreshTrout
«89From tf>e clear. co<d

waters of Idaho. lb

V
Stuffed Clams
Fish-nics

'1.79

M 59

dairy specials on fresh dairy foods

Stop& Shop-64oz. ctn.

OrangeJuice
89

Mcintosh

produce
"Good savings on fresh fruits

and vegetables

Alpo Beef Chunks

Fooa
1 4y20z ^1
cans ^^L

^___ _ Stop & Shop

is^omato
Sauce
it «4
fl^B cans ^^L

Tomato Puree sw>»sha, 2 S^*^

Mushrooms s-^t^ 20^89'

Friskies-Buffet

All

Varieties

6V}0Z. H
cans ^^^

From concentrate
100% pure from Ftooda

Yogurt
Sour Cream
Cream Cheese

3'S.89'
StooftWo CQ«

59'

Ipound pkg Sun Glory-^^'
!aiine

39Quarter
Pound
Sticks

Cinnamon Rolls J-'.^ 2 ;.., 89'

Crescent Rolls ^-.r, 2 *i *1

Chef'se Food Slices '1 49

New England Grown ^kJ^9^
scVears9ZK

The Pick of New England Fresh Grown Vegetables

Green Peppers 39: Green Cabbage 10^

Onions ^^. 59* Egg Plant 39^ Carrots ^^.39*

Butternut Acorn or Buttercup Squash 1 0^

health & beauty aidSCome get your stop* Shopswonh on these fme products

Regular or Mint 9oz^ube

vAr<'^=Crest99
*' T.jothpas!e ^^ ^^
Listermint Mouthwash
Tampax Tampons
Baby Shampoo
Cotton Swabs

Purina Cat Food iSS'^4'2^MMighty Dog *-Sl^ 3^" 89' ^ ^ ^ .^.3^
Recipe Dog Food 3;:^" 79* Cat Food M-.'^rt-'SS-

AMfd nK<n*T cm

5'cSS'l

AMono) Floore

frozen foods save on plenty of the quick-to-fix meals.

Stop & Shop

Beet, Chicken
or Turkey

Fish IsrChips

Fried Chicken

99'iMtaOSm B«Mr ObPKS Coffee Lightener ..T^^SSX 39'

Waffles SMctSnoo
31O01. »•<

1 00 count package

uHerinf^
onm I .^iJ

'139
99'

99'

Contac Cold Tablets

Vitamins
Agree Shampoo
Rose Milk Skin Lotion

99'

99'

99'

72 Gallon Stop & Shop

Ice
iain
^K ctnAssorted

Flavors

Stop & Shop

w-
mes
5916oz

pkg.

Sara Lee Rings .^r:'.:;^.^'r;'. sg*

Combo Bars .'o'iT M.I 9
Whipped Topping
Apple Pie

ilopft Q 9ot t-^

^ c»nr* [j»i«-#mg^

r»*..'yK^C.jwt* ij«c*rtg« T* ."0

HADLEY-AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst Line.8a.m.l0p.m.,Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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Editorial / Opinion
SCERA

Register to vote — for your sake
Does it bother you that even after your

tuition was raised, your classes are still

getting larger? Do you know of anyone

who hasn't been refused admittance to a

class (often required for their major)

because it was oversubscribed? Did it

upset you that our library almost lost

accredidation because it could not afford

new aquisitions nor the continuation of

many periodicals and magazines? Does it

bother you that we have and will continue

to lose some of the best members of our

faculty (often without replacement)

because the state has refused to give them

a decent wages and working conditions? In

sum, doesn't it worry you that the quality

of your education has been delcining?

It should. For if this trend continues, it

won't be long before your degree becomes
worthless. Also, as the cost of private

education is out of most people's range,

where are our younger sisters and brothers,

and children going to go to get a quality

educationi?

The reason behind the decrease in the

quality of public higher education in

Massachusetts has been budget cuts. Over

the past five years the U Mass /Amherst
budget has been cut, in real terms, by

approximately 30 percern. Massachusetts

ranks 48th in the nation for money spent,

per student, on public higher education.

Our governor proposes this budget and our

legislators vote on it. And we vote for

them.
Another issue we should be concerned

about as students and citizens is the

current 'tax revolt'. In the last state

budget, a property tax cut bill known as

Proposition 2'/? (in the spirit of California's

Proposition 13) was nearly adopted. In the

gubernatorial race, Pioposition 2'/? has and

will be a major issue. For students and the

average working person, the passage of

Proposition i'i, or anything like, it, will in

the long run prove to be very harmful for

the following reasons:

1) Essential Services will be cut.

Property taxes mostly go to local town and

city governments. The majority of these

taxes go to necessary services such as

police and fire protection, public schools,

water and sewer provision and

maintenance, public hospitals, and

housing. Will a homeowner be better off

by saving one hundred dollars in taxes if

he/she can't walk the streets at night? If

the fire department doesn't have the

manpower or equipment to respond quickly

to emergencies? or if he/she is forced to

finance the education of his or her children

at private schools because the public

schools can't afford to provide a good

education?
2) It is a threat to public higher

education. To make up for the massive

loss of local revenues, the state will have to

subsidize, somewhat, the town and city

governments. Massachusetts has only a $2

million surplus (California had a $5 billion

surplus). According to Rep. James Collins

(Amherst), one of the first areas to be cut

will be public higher education. (In

California, a massive cut has already

occurred.)

Again, though incurring a minimal short-

run gain, the average working person will,

in the long-run, suffer. We will lose the

long-fought-fight of quality education at a

low price. We will end up receiving a

substandard public education for iriore

money, or paying much more for a private

education, or for some of us, no education,

at all, since it will all be out of our price

range.

3) Proposition 2Vi does not address

the basic problem. The primary problem

is not what to do to alleviate taxes within

the existing tax structure; it is the structure

itself. What students and the average

working person should be fighting for is a

progressive tax system.

A third issue students should be

concerned about is the reorganization of

higher education in Massachusetts. A
committee has been set up to put together

a comprehensive proposal for the

legislature on the higher education system

in Massachusetts. The committee deals

with all aspects of public higher education:

Students rights, the future of the different

institutions of public higher education

statewide (i.e. whether some should be

closed, or have programs cut, or l>e

orientated to specific regional goals-this

aspect directly challenges the notions of

academic freedom and the provision of a

broad higher education equivalent to one at

a private school), the need of institutions of

public higher, education in comparison to

private, scholarships, thefunding of private

schools, and legislative bills pro-and anti-

public higher education, among other

things.

What the reorganization committee
decides will determine the legislative

position towards public higher education;

and thus cur and our children's futures.

Students must have input into this

committee and ensure a pro-public higher

education position.

By participation in the political process,

students can exert pressure on and

influence the positions of candidates. Stop

budget cuts and propositions like 2%.
Show your force to the Reorganization

committee. WHAT CAN YOU DO?
1. Register to vote in Amherst or your

home community; but register

2. Get others to register.

3. Vote in town, local and state elections

4. Pressure town, local, and state

candidates and position holders to be pro-

public higher education and to

acknowledge student concerns.

You may register x6 vote October 3, 4, 5,

and 10, from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. in the

Campus Center.

Maryanne Cataldo is a member of the

Student Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy's "Legislative Advocate
Team.

SGA elections

are too rushed

To the Editor:

It has just been brought to our attention

that in less than a week the Presidential

elections for the SGA will be held.

It is well known that Presidential funds

were Just released about 12:00 noon this

past Wednesday. It is our opinion that

this election is a bit too quick for the

students to learn the names of the

candidates much less understand their

individual platforms. This election seems

even more quick when we realize that

what is involved is the electioin of the

representative of all our students

collectively.

We ask that the Senate Election

Committee convene at the earliest

possible moment and delay the

Presidential campaign one additional

week. This would return the election to

the hands of all the students rather than

the student politicians.

J.E. Dimitrlou

S.J. Wexler
and others.

Students campaign

for rent control

To the Editor:

One of the gravest problems facing

students today is that of housing. At the

moment the percentage of empty apart-

ments IS just about zero. The federal

governments designates five percent as a

minimum vacancy rate to c reate a com-

petitive atmosphere for holding prices to

a just, market rate.

What is the solution? The long range

answer would be for the town to Bn-

courage more housing construction, but

to alleviate the current crisis - high rents,

unfair leases, and poorly maintainted and

unsafe housing - the Rent Control Now
Committee has launched a campaign to

achieve rent control in Amherst.

Ihe rent control proposal will come

before the Amherst Town Meeting on Oc-

tober 23, 1978. It is anticipated that the

elected town meeting members will vote

down the proposal, and preparations are

now being made for a town-wide referen-

dum on rent control to be held at a special

election in mid-November.

Many Umass students are living off cam-

pus now or plan to in the near future. It is

to our interest as students to join the

campaign and help protect our rights as

tenants. Your vote in the special referen-

dum on rent control is crucial. If you are

an Amherst resident, on or off campus,

who has not registered to vote, we en-

courage you to register before October

31. No identification is needed. Previous

registration in another town will be

cancelled automatically if you register

now in Amherst. •

We from the Off-Campus Housing office

and SCERA offices are working in con-

junction with this campaign. What all

students can do is register to vote and

participate In the Rent Control referen-

dum. There will be special registration

sessions on the Campus Center Con-

course October 3,4,5 and 10 between 10

a.m. and 2 p.m.

Jonathan Stack Off Campus Housing

Karia Leibowitz SCERA
Dave Edwards SCERA

Collegian debt

questioned

To the Editor:

The integrity of a newspaper becomes

highly questionable when the majority of

Editors consents to an obvious untruth in

it's (unsigned) name. I refer to the Col-

legian Editorial of 9/26/78 where it is

stated: "The consequences of such a

debt were rather simple: either the Col-

legian would have to make up the loss of

the past two years, or students would

have to pay for the deficit. " This "simple"

and creative dichotomy gives no hint of

alternatives such as the collection of

those advertising debts, about which the

Collegian has, in fact, consulted the Stu-

dent Legal Services Office.

Thus, having created a false scarcity,

the Collegian provides itself with a con-

venient rationale for reduced coverage of

any sector it might choose. I only hope

that the voice of the community does not

become the first "economy.
"

Barbara Stack

Ediorial Note: The Collegian, as was

stated in the Editorial cited by Ms. Stack,

is 70,000 dollars in the red. This figure is

exclusive of the advertising money owed

to us from area advertisers. In other

words, if all the money owed to us from

advertisers were paid, the deficit figure of

70 000 dollars would remain the same. If

we are not able to collect the money ow-

ed to us, and if LSO is unable to legally

force debtors to pay, then the amount of

bad debts will be added to the already

high 70.000 dollar figure.

As was stated in the editorial, we must

increase the ad ratio for the next two

years, but at the same time we are striv-

ing to increase coverage of all sectors of

the University community.
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TOIAY'S CROSSWOUI PUZZLE

YOUR BIRTHDAY
SB s"t

Salut !.i. . <'i5

1UESDA> Oci 3

L^BRAiSept 23-Oct. 22) -

Don t allow the in»pulse of

iht 'niiin»'fit t"' M'lKlt' ><>ur

acliuns. Stiidv the situation

as It de\ rlops

SCOBPlOtOci 23-Now

21) - ( iiiliVHto another s

ijiioil will I'ven as you vxt-il

Ihf povKT of your rhanns
I)<»n I (iisalUm anothtrs
favor
SAG'TTAR"US(Nov 22-

'tt,.

.'Hi*

( asn
sih'i

•

Kf ' ar»> soiit

L an- not ri

I in s ^ur voirt' Sar-

Uii , ill I > . .< i.'-o .mil

ORNlDec 2'-

. an 1^ . iiur tondnt'ss

,ji , uu.ts. •Wi'lry. ^;»)«m1

iHfii anii dunk lUby « .tase

\ou ' throw ( aution !>• ttc

w mils

Aluminum Foil

AQUARlUS(Jan 20-Feb.

18) You will surely reap

what you sow today, fc^arly

nornin^ hoLlr^ <an b» imi;

ployed to > our
advantaj^e

PISCESvFeb 19-March
20) -- Undesirable traits

can be hidden. I ry to ap-

pear to another as >ou
would be peneived Kak»
It'

ABlES(March 21-Apnl '9)

.. (>is<ar«l altituiles that

are doinM you no ^^ood -

and may 'le doin^ you

harm. Aim to please

TAURUS(April 20 May 20)

- Taki' 'are >i«!i 'l.»n t

(iainatje >our owri reputa

tion n an etfcrt ti ''!'

.mothei salvane his

GEMINMMay 21-June20)-
• Intuition and the opti-

mism that comes of being
well prepared !iould en-

ibio you to perfoi m well at

-M-ning.
CAI)4CERiJuno 2lJuly 22i

Vour quiet nature tuin-

ines witK a frieiii;^ -pin!

if adventure to pr< . • <

ijood dav for voti buif.

LEO(July 23-Aug.22)
' hoose vour compam
»'arly .ii 'he day f^o rv t

leviate Iro:: plans for the

ia>. rvgaitiess of inren

tnes to maKe i hanges
\/IRGO<AuQ 23-Sepi 22)

Keep >' \ir >wn counsel

This IS .1 i.M>o<i day u*r

coming to terms with your-

self - t)\ \nurself

by Steve Lafler

i\tthK\ X A/E *EAl-
Air-' TH6t.f. .v.Y

>40WJ DO VUE KrOOW TrtAT TMEt

, -—...-.
I

' —— ' "' «

Spam Slade, People 's Eye by Joe Carroll

VOU SFNT n
TC KIDNAP (^ARLA
COf^ftVS OOG

To place a classified rid

•((JlfHi I it

.,nr1 ' :

tnost

() (11

Iifvs m

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c
'. >; issues, 40r pertivi- i:onsi-

iii'.> pr.. ii,iv 30 co'r.", ,jfiv» 'ssues, 30c per

line ti*Jf day. One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

AUDIO FOR RENT HELP WANTED

Realistic turntable, receiver, 2 spkrs
,

good cond.. good sound. $125, Jon,

546 6558

Furn apts., 2 and 2"'? rms., utils incl.,

AC pool. pkg. $200 and $215 mo., lease to

June. Amherst Motel A'^d Apts., Rt. 9,

opp Zayre.

AUTO FOR SALE

1969 Mustang. %:XX) or BO, caii Nei

253 3b8»^

FOR SALE

70 Dodge Coronet, good engine, 200, cal

Patti. 546 ^.j69.

71 Ford wagon, Galax 500, good condi

tion, new en jme, $700, call 253 5296, aft 6

p.m.

1970 Buick, runs great, /IflOl, must sell,

$650, call Pn ul, 256-8207.

70 Firebird 350, auto, PS, PB, new shocks,

tires, hi milps, still quick. 665-3883

Capezio — for dance, gymnastics
skating leos, t'qhts shoes. acr»»ssories,

/>549^962

2 man backpack tent, Sierra Starflight

AV* lbs. complete Like new. $85 firm. Call

Roland , 545-0600, ext. 29. 8 4 on ly.

Refrigerator -2 cu. ft., good condition,

$45, 665-3554. 9 11 p.m., campus delivery

if nee.

Overseas jobs - summer full time

Europe, S America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500-$1200 monthly, expenses

paid, sightseeing Free info - write interna

tional Job Center, Box 4490 MC, Berkeley

CA 94704 _
Work study jobs avail in Student Act. Ot

fice, apply Rm. 416 Student Union.

LOST

Gold chain bracelet, pise, call 253-5237.

Cross pen, PBK, reward, please call

6-6252

Lost— Cross pen, silver int. T.P.S., rew.,

6-7602.

Don t forget! Register for Webster's 3
Volume Dictionary at CC Store, Oct. 2 5._

Sheila Flynn- Chris needs you_^J2079!
Work study jobs available m Student Ac-

tivities Office, apply Rm 416, Student
Union

All self-respecting UMies. are you tired

of DC food? Does your stomach keep
reminding you what yon ^ad for dinner

yesterday? if this is you look into the fine

uzine at Amherst's finest eating establish-

ment. For information, call Joel or Bum-
bolini at 253-9230.

MISCELLANEOUS RIDE WANTED

68 Volkswagen Sqbk., good condition,

nnany new parts, asking $^, 546-4760.

1970 VW bug, brake job, new clutch,

needs some work. $500 or best offer,

549-1128.

2 tennis rackets- 1 wood, new strings,

$18, 1 aluminum, $22, medium grips, good
shape, 549 4794, ask for Par

1975 Kawasaki KZ46o, good condition,

$600, call Paul at 253-9034.

Magicians — interested in starting a club to

meet other magicians and improve skills?

Call Joseoh at 546 8736

Pittsfield commuter looking for car

pool. Call Dave at 499-1419, evenings.

ROOMMATE WANTED

MOTORCYCLES

71 Dodge Tradesman 300 1 ton work van,

low mi., runs fine, welded roof rack, heads

rubber, $1500, call after 6 p.m., 367 9560.

72 Pinto. leOOcc, std., 54,800 miles, call

back repairs complete, $860, 253- //m .

71 Volks. van, good cond., $1295,

549-2613

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79 S.

Pleasant, Amherst , open daily, 11-5.

Four tires for sale, b'wal!, G78x14, good
condition, $70 or BO, call Neal. 549 4737.

75 Yamaha RD360- perfect -1000 mi.

since rebuild - leaving USA, must sell -any

reas. offer— free winter storage — 665 2253,

eves.

One room in a 3 bedroom house on bus rt.

in Belchertown, $150 per mo., cooperative

household, call eve., 323-4782.

WANTED

PERSONALS

FOUND

Found: very affectionate young male tiger

cat. Bushy tail. White flea collar. Call

Ross Amico- happy birthday! Carol, Col-

in and the Leominster Gang.

549-4871.

To S. How can I be without my NOLE.

Let's see if it can work. Your ex-wiverer.

Home for tiger kitten, free. 549-0611.

School bus drivers wanted in N'hampton,
DPU or Class 2 lie, required, 584-6481.

WANTED TO RENT

Mature undergrad (male) seeks room in

local household, please call 773-3481

.
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Spikers continue
unbeaten skein
By STEVE ROSENBERG AND MAUREEN SULLfVAN
Collegian Staff

Last Friday, the UMass volleyball team defeated
Bridgewater in a three out-of five game sweep by
scores of 15-8, 15-12 and 15-9. It was the first UMass
victory over bridgewater in four years.

All three matches were highlighted by fine defensive
efforts on the part of both teams, as well as some inten-

sive strategic positioning by the head coaches. Despite
a stubborn Bridgewater squad (who foiled many a

UMass scoring opportunity) UMass held on to gain its

third victory in as many starts.

"We played well and it was a good team effort" said

Paul Bauer, the UMass assistant coach. Head coach
Mike Rhodes agreed with Bauer's observation, adding
the fact that "we served very well and generally

outplayed them. I had a lot of help from Paul Bauer."
Brenda Simmons and Peggy Barh>er led UMass with

nine spikes a piece, while Captain Joyce GresI chipped
\r\ with eight spikes. Kathy Shinnick, another of

UMass's four captains, and Sally Anderson maintained
the tempo with a fine display of setting up, both on the

offense and the defense.

Now 3-0, UMass next faces Southern Connecticut-
Sacred Heart on October 3.

Read the

Collegian Classifiedsi

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney
TIM'S /U\k\€fst uxrte

<brciri« s-fr,'ct'

^--^^~

DISCO!
LIVE

Elections are coming up Wednesday
and Thursday this week for the office of

President, The Senate, and the interim

Board of Governors.

We can't make voting mandatory,

we're a free society, we will, however,

urge you to vote.

Have some life as a represented body
in our student government.

So live a little. Vote Oct. 4 and 5. The
polling places and times are:

Cope Cod Lounge—for commuters
ond Greeks 12-7

McNomoro-Sylvan Wed. 4-6, Thurs. 3*7

Dickinson-OH Wed. 4-6, Thurs. 3-7

Dutterfield during dining hours

Kew Africa House-3rd World i 2-5

Derkshire-SW 11:30-1:30 4i30-6:30

Hompshire-SW 11:30-1:30 4:30-6:30

Fronklin-Centrol 11:30-1:30 4:30-6:30

Worcester-NE 1 1 :30- 1 :30 4:30-6:30

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

Beginner

Intermediate

(I and II)

Advanced
(Basic Disco ^
Choreography
and Dance
Notation)

J Registration:

Z Bangs Community Center

% Monday, Oct. 6, 7-9 p.m.

e Information:

e 256-8073 & 256-8758

''I eat ice cream
fora livings

Early every morning, the Baskm-Robbms lussy

I

quality control experts start testing and tasting

ice cream They carefully test each batch for

creaminess. balance o\ ingredients and ot

course, delicious taste To outdo our high stan-

I dards ot quality, other ice cream makers wiH

have to net up pretty early

,

BASKIN-HOBBIIIS

ICE CREAM STOfiE

i28 Main St. Amherst, MA 253-977

Town Hall Bus Stop Belcnertown R

#

•
•

t.

*

« * •
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Stage set for Sox-Yanks playoff
'Biggest game ever'
says Tiant of shutout

BOSTON (AP) "This has to be the biggest game I've ever pitched,' said Luis Tiant.
"If I don't win, we wouldn't be here tomorrow."
Tiant, often suspected of being older than his listed age, which will make him 38 in
November, was Mr Clutch once again yesterday, firing a brilliant two hitter as the Red
Sox beat the Toronto Blue Jays 5-0,

Tiant, supported by a two-run homer by Rick Burleson and a solo shot by Jim Rice,
hurled the Red Sox into a tie breaking playoff game with the New York Yankees here
Monday for the American League East flag.

The victory enabled the Red Sox to catch the Yankees on the final day of the regular
season New York dropped a 9 2 decision to Rick Waits and the Cleveland Indians at
home.
Right hander Mike Torres, who pitched the Yankees to the World Series champion-

ship last fall while playing out his option, was named by the Red Sox to face his old
teammates in the sudden death playoff, which will start at 2:30 p.m. EDT and be na
tionally televised by ABC.
Torree, yvho snapped the long slump with a 1-0 shutout against Detroit last Thursday,

will go against southpaw Ron Guidry, a runaway choice for the league's Cy Young
Award. Torrez has a 16 12 record despite eight consecutive losses from Aug. 19 until his
victory over the Tigers. Guidry, who has shut out the Red Sox the last two times he has
faced them, is 24 3.

"You bet there's a tomorrow," said Boston Manager Don Zimmer after the Red Sox
finished the regular season with a 99 63 record following eight consecutive victories
and 12 wins in their last 14 starts.

"We played 162 games and now we play for the division title in just one game," Zim
mer said. "I'm just tickled to death to be in it."

Tiant allowed only singles by Roy Howell in the fourth inning and John Mayberry in

the seventh.

Harvard fells gridders

Luis Tiant escapes the grasp of an ovcrzealous fan following his 2 hit shutout
over the Toronto Blue Jays yesterday at Fenway Park. lUPI)

Booters maul Bears
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

It was unnecessary to look at the scoreboard to know the outcome. As the University

of Maine's soccer team staggered off the field it was obvious they were a thoroughly

beaten and bartered squad.
The game was predicted to be a mismatch and it proved to b. exactly that, as UMass

outclassed their Northern opponents from the opening whistle. When it all mercifully

ended the score read 5-0 in UMass' favor.

UMass began their relentless assault on the Maine goal immediately, scoring just two
minutes into the contest

Mark Vassalotti lofted a long throw in from the sidelines which Tasso Koutsoukos
headed into the corner of the net. It was the beginning of the end. It was the beginning

of a superb offensive demonstration by Tasso Koutsoukos, who went on to score three

goals in all, and it was definitely the end of any slim hopes for UMaine.
Co-captain Joel Mascolo contributed the next score on a fine pass from Mark Vas-

ington From inside midfield Vasington passed around a Maine defender and onto the

onrushing feet of Mascolo Mascolo went in free and cleanly beat UMaine goalie, Mike
Davee.
As the game progressed Davee had saved more shots than Billy Graham has saved

souls. Yet before the half Koutsoukos unloaded a shot no one could have saved. Dribbl-

ing to his left, he angled a blast to the right corner of the cage, a patented move only

Koutsoukos could have made.
By halftime the only questions that remained were 1) would Tasso get his hat trick?

and 2) would Will Temby get his shutout? The answers were yes and yes.

The matter of Koutsoukos' hat trick came first Once again Mark Vassaloti assisted.

Vassalotti, moving in from his fullback position, took a feed from Antonio G. Dias, drib-

bled around one Maine iac and got off a hard shot to the lower left corner. Davee dove

to block the shot but Koutsoukos was there to ram in the rebound.

Late in the game Bill Leary capped the day's scoring with a drive from near the

baseline that eluded the fatigued Maine keeper

Despite a few close calls UMass' goalie Will Temby maintained his shutout in his first

start of the year. Temby made 1 1 saves in the game, as compared to 23 for Davee.

Late goals lift Stickers

to sweep of weekend tilts

By fi^ARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

What was supposed to be a battle of h
igh powered offenses turned, instead, into
a defensive struggle on Saturday afternoon
as the Harvard Crimson blanked the
favored Minutemen gridders of UMass by a
10-0 score before 12,000 onlookers at

Harvard Stadium. A 33 yard field goal by
Harvard placekicker Gary Bosnic in the first

quarter was all the Crimson needed as both
offenses never really got untracked.
"If someone had told me before the game

that there would only be ten points scored
betweeen both offenses I'd have told him
he was craxy"', said Crimson mentor Joe
Restic. "We knew that we had to contain
Dennis Dent (UMass) so we doubled up on
him and forced UMass to change its

attack.
"

Contain Dent is exactly what Harvard did
as the speedy tailback was held to 64 yards
in 10 carries on the grouno UMass
quarterback Mike McEvilly did go to his
other backs more and had some success
with fullback Hank Sareault. The 5'11",

230 pound South Grafton native carried the
ball 18 times for 88 yards, most of it

through the middle. The Minutemen
couldn't get much more in the air though as
they only mustered a total of 79 yards
passing with one interception thrown by
Tim Fontaine on a surprise play from punt
formation.

"(Mike) McEvilly's passing ability kept us
in the first half", related UMass coach Bob
Pickett. "We controlled the ball pretty well
and just missed some opportunities."
One of those opportunities came early in

the second quarter when the Minutemen
drove from their own two-yard line to the
Harvard 31. where the drive stalled and they

tried the field goal on fourth down. UMass
kicker Sandro Vitiello booted the 48-yard
attempt only to see the ball narrowly miss
the upright on the left of the goal posts. It

was the only chance in the first half for the
Minutemen to tie the game and it went by
the boards.
The third quarter was much of the same

as it looked like neither team wanted to

score with long drives for both offenses
ending on fourth-down and short yardage
plays. In the final quarter, Harvard got the
touchdown that would eventually put the
game on ice as far •as UMass was
concerned. On that play. Crimson
quarterback Larry Brown faked a handoff
and passed to tight end'Paul Sablock at the
20-yard line who scampered into the end-
zone for the only touchdown of the day.
The kick by Bosnic was good and the score
stood at 10-0, where it would remain for the
rest of the game.
The Minutemen tried to mount some kind

of offense in the final ten minutes but the
Crimson defenders stood tough and UMass
had it's second loss against one win in the
young season. It was Harvard's first win
which brings it's ledger to 1-1 on the
season.
"Hey; we denied ourselves (UMass) the

opportunity to win," lamented Dent after

the contest. "There was nothing that they
(Harvard) did to win the game: we just

didn't want it as bad as they did."
Well known for its use of a multi-flex

defense. Harvard didn't even employ it

during Saturday's game and went, instead
to a conventional offensive set-up. The
Crimson did go to a shotgun formation
several times late in the first quarter but it

really didn't amount to much

.

Harriers 4th in Eastern 8...

By MIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

A pair of duo tallies on Friday and
Saturday was enough for the UMass field

hockey team, as they swept a weekend
homestand with Colgate and Brown
bringing their record to 3-2.

The Colgate affair was everything you
could want in a hockey ganr>e, and then
some, as fierce defense on both the UMass
and Red Raider squads produced a 1-1 tie

at the end of the first period.

UMass penetrated the Colgate defense
effectively following the first Colgate goal

and it paid off, as Laurel Walsh took a chip

from Lynsie Wickman and beat Colgate
Qoalie Martha Kurtz to tie the garrte.

UMass got the game winner at 6:30 of the

second period on a goal by co-captain

Lynsie Wickrr>an. Following a UMass rush

that almost produced a goal in its own
right, UMass was awarded a short porner,

Karen Laversier pushed it out where it was

stopped, and Wickman fired a shot that

somehow left the ground on the way to the

goal and landed in the upper left corner for

the score.

Perhaps the best played game on the part

of UMass was their 2-0 victory over Brown
on Saturday.

A defensive struggle was again evident in

the first period, as it ended 0-0, but UMass
came out passing with unequaled precision

in the second half, as they scored the two
prettiest goals of the season.

At 5:00 of the second period Judy Strong
pushed a short corner to forward Laura
O'Neil who took her time and beat the

Brown goalie cleanly to the left side.

At 24:00 of the second period Sue Kreider

stole the ball and led forward Julie McHugh
with a pass down the sideline. McHugh
deked arourd a defender and passed into

the middle where Lynsie .Wickman,
charging aH ihe way from midfield, slapped
the bail ori the«run to give UMass their

se'cond yoal, icing the victory.

By KEVIN l\/lcCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

It was a fatigued men's cross-country
team that stepped up to the starting line at

Fairmont Park in Philadelphia Saturday, to

compete in the First Annual Eastern Eight

Championships. For coach Ken O'Brien's
squad it was the third appointment on a
cross-country course in a span of eight

days. After the inaugural contest was over
the team placed fourth fiddle to Penn State
(28 points), Villanova (38) and Rutgers (85).

The Minutemen's final tally of 109 was

provided by Mike Quinn in eighth place,

Lou Panaccione in 16th, Kevin McCusker in

26th, and Mike Doiron and Bob Martin in

29th and 30th respectively. Quinn's time of

26:09 on the five-mile course was 50
seconds back of the pace set by race win-

ner Sydney Marce of Villanova.

Flaunting their inexperience amongst the
top twenty-five harriers across the line were
11 underclassmen. If this meet becomes a
second and third annual event the quality of
competition appears to be assured.

..women place 3rd at UConn
By JIM GOMES
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's cross country team finished a solid third Saturday in the first an-
nual Husky Challenge Cross Country Invitational held at the UConn campus in Storrs.

Thirteen schools, representing five New England states, New York, and New Jersey,

came to compete.
Beth Clark of UNH, last year's New Hampshire small high school champion, was the

individual winner, shattering the course record by a half-minute in a time of 18:37.3.

Rutgers University won the team championship by placing its top five runners in the
first twenty. Rutgers finished with a team score of 62, while the Univ. of Vermont edg-
ed UMass for the second spot, 73-75.

Following coach Jane Welzel's instructions to go out fast, Tina Francario, Linda

Welzel, and Tricia Moores were right on pact at the mile mark, but Francario was led

astray by the arrows marking the 3.2 UConn course, and lost a great chance to become
the individual winner, finishing 10th in 19:13
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RandStudyOn Black
Progress Called Misleading

The conclusion of a widely

published RAND report that

blacks in recent decades have
taked large strides toward wage
equality with whites has corT>e

under fire from some of the

nation's top economists and
social scientists.

The RAND Corp. study, funded
by the National Academy of

Sciences and released earlier this

month, concludes that "between
1968 and 1975. black male wages
have risen at a more rapid rate

than those of whites, continuing a

process that occurred during the

1960s."

However, other economists and
government studies contend that

while the relative economic
position of blacks and other

minorities improved substantially

between 1963 and 1969- under
pressure from the equal rights

movement- the economic
progress of these groups since

1970 has slowed and, in some
cases, stopped.

In addition, experts consulted by
Pacific News Service rebutted the

RAND study's conclusion that:

Affirmative action programs
tiave not been an important factor

in tfie economic progress of

blacks and otfier minorities.

Tfiere is not a secondary labor

market in the United States in

which blacks have been relegated

to dead-end jobs with little career

wage growth potential.

"The RAND researchers did not

even faithfully interpret their own
data, "said Robert Hill, research

director of the National Urban
League, which is working on a

detailed critique of the report.

"In three out of four of the

nation's regions," Hill said,

"black-to white earnings have
actually fallen since 1970. I don't

deny that there have been gains

since 1947. but it's misleading to

characterize the entire period as

one of continuous gains for blacks

when there has been a
retrogression since 1970."

Bernard Anderson, an
economist at the Wharton School
at the University of Pennsylvania,
also criticized the RAND study
conclusions. "I don't disagree
with the idea that the relative

wages of blacks have been im-

proving.. . But it doesn't prove that

the economic status of blacks has
been improving generally since

1970.

"In the 1960s many blacks got
good jobs for the first time,

especially during periods of
economic expansion. Those
blacks who managed to keep their

jobs through the recession of 1969
to '70 have continued to benefit

through the continued im-
provement in the relative wage
riUio But in the recovery of 1972,

and the current recovery, fewer
blacks recovered their jobs, and in

the recession of 1973 to '74 more
blacks lost jobs. So that since

1970 the relative unemployment
situation for blacks has grown
worse, in contrast to the 1960s
when it got better."

Anderson said that black
unemploment is higher today than
at the last peak of business cycle,

while white unemployment is the

same. He believes that the latest

recovery has produced fewer jobs

for blacks than foi whites.

Employers have been hiring white

women instead of black women
and men.
"Employers see white women as

substitutes for black labor, and,

especially in periods of slow

economic growth, this results in

decreased labor market op
portunities for blacks."

The RAND study used data on

only wages and salaries to

support its conclusion of in-

creases in income equality.

However, using government data

for total income, a picture is

revealed that shows no significant

improvement in the black-to-

By Martin Brown
Pacific News Service

white income ratio since 1970. A
similar pattern is found for

nonwhite-to-white income.

Government statistics on total

income as opposed to wages and
salaries only, show that from 1948

to 1963, nonwhite male income
averaged about 50 percent that of

white income. Between 1964 and

1970, the nonwhite income im-

proved, reaching 60 percent of

that of whites by 1970. This

improvement continued through

-1975, the last year government
statistics are available- -but tne

rate of improvement was only half

as fast as the earlier period.

A similar pattern was revealed

when statistics for family income
were used in a recent study on
income disparities between black

and white Americans conducted
l)y the Congressional Budget
Office. According to that study,

the ratio of nonwhite to white

family income improved from 55

percent in 1960 to 63 percent in

1969. But from 1970 to 1974, the

ratio decreased from 64 percent to

62 percent.

James P. Smith, who with Finis

Welch wrote the RAND report,

said that the statistics using wage
and salary earning might give a

more optimistic picture of black

economic progress than using

income statistics. "There has

been a decreased participation

rate of black males in the labor

force,"' he acknowledged. "This

would give an upward bias to

wage and earnings-data because
the lowest income black males

would be the first to drop out of

the labor market."

Smith said it was '"puzzling " that

""our study finds the labor marker

position of blacks improving in

terms of relative wages, but the

unemployment situation of blacks

relative to whites has been getting

worse "" The relative deterioration

continued on page 2

Hispanics Vow To
Wage Battle Over

Bakke
Decision

San Antonio, Texas
Hispanic leaders, angered by the

U.S. Supreme Court's Bakke
decision and Carter administration

"insensitivity," have vowed to

take their fight for affirmative

action programs to the cour-

trooms and the streets, if

necessary.

"The gains made by Chicanos in

recent years are minuscule," said

Armando Gutierrez, a professor of

government at the University of

Texas at Austin. "You virtually

need a magnifying glass to find

them."

Gutierrez was one of a dozen
educators who addressed a

national conference on the impact

of the Bakke case on Hispanics.

The conference, held July 22 in

this predominantly Mexican
American city of 654,000, was
sponsored by the League of

United Latin American Citizens

(LULAC) and the Incorporation of

Mexican American Government
Employees (IMAGE). It paralleled

a similar symposium for Blacks

sponsored by the National

Association for the Advancement
of Colored People (NAACP) in

Detroit the same weekend.

Like NAACP Director Benjamin

Hooks, sho declared "war on all

attempts to weaken or destroy

affirmative action," speakers at

the Hispanic conference told

delegates not to concede
anything in the public or private

sectors.

"It was only through the active,

in some cases violerit, con-
frontation politics of Blacks and
Chicanos that affirmative action

programs were implemented,"
Guitierrez said. "The most ef-

fective action would be public

demonstrations of anger toward
the Supreme Court."

Ruben Bonilla Jr., the Texas
director of LULAC, denounced
the Bakke decision as "a menace
to the development of an orderly

society."

"The Hispanic community must
apply maximum political and legal

pressures to prevent further

erosion of our educational
system," he said.

Spanish speaking Americans
represent about 10 per cent of the

U.S. population. But according to

statistics on Hispanics gathered

by the national LULAC office:

continued on page 2

This Saturday October T^UMass will host

Morgan State College from Baltimore,

Maryland in their first season game

in it^s history against a

Black college

• * . I »
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Rand Study On Black Progress Called Misleading
cont. from pg. 1

South African Draft Evaders
Seek Asylum

Qi black family income
1970 miyht be due to the iulm jse
in the number of black faniilies

that are headed by females .

This question of incomu needs,
fn b^ st(idif»d more bu' thf >n

' ,
' 'Man

lilt- well)' i< '.] stiidfv jtitd :31111th

said

Smith and Welch attributed

most of the gams m black
economic status lound in their

study to human capital

variables such as mipruved
education for blacks Affirmat'V"

action programs have done Itttie

for blacks, they contend To
support this they cit«- ddt.i

showing that the least im
provement in |ob opportunities

has occured m government and
government regulated industries,

while most improvement occurred
in (jrivate industries which hjve
been least affected by affirmative

action programs
But Hill of The Urban League

sai<! The RAND study presents
no systematic documentation for

th3! Thev sav i* but the data
doesr t show i'

And Wnarton s Anderson said

"It 1^ ansoiute nonsense to sav
t'li labo? rnarke'

nation 1 mat can*. be
• '. bv affifniativn action E\
orily lofikitii.! a* vs. < :• r

.•

higniy aggf-

industries .

miss thf trees

look at the kinu o' uccupjuonai
categories fof which blacks were
hired Employers dia not sudaemy
start hiring blacks for better

occupational categories m the

1960s t.i' rif) reason it was
t)»'C'Juse the'f' was poii'n j|

pressure \n do si;

Add a studv ' tjcial wjyf
discnmirttiun h ifidustries by
William H )nrif>sofi of thfl

Uruyersity of Virginia .^n^i

published i!i iht current Bell

Journal of Economics found that
iiov'M Ml- , Mil A (s the least
iliscrim i.i'tjf ^ t-nipjoyer and
private indubtrv i'i»' -nost

The RAND report disagrees wtn
the tneorv that Ixai ks tend to be
!-apn»»'i < ,4 sei ')nddrv iibor
ni.i'1-..'i \A.;t n,. upward mooility
wnilf whites tend to get preferred
accesti to pnm.fv :<hor m^rK ts

with upward r'lobii tv Sm.»r\ and
Welcti •»»i)o':e<i olack wh.i" Aage
'itios ft' population yioups with
different education and job
experience trorn 1967 to 1974.
The Dat* mclu.fes worke-s .wih
college degree's higti sch.jol

education and eighth grade
eOucation. ana one , five. 10 and
15 years job experience.

But a coniputer ana'vsis of the
RAND (l;^ta h\ Pacfic News
Sfjrvi • vcais !hd; t'i> only
t)opuiatio' group m which
siatibticallv siijnitii /mi .ifuv^ni
'I MfKls t( ,r i)iark 'A 1

:

exists IS in the colJi yi eoucat^d
aroun

srhoo jruup the

not Significantly
• IT. 7h'" A'irt fnr the

I
' .

'
, I d e

t.;i!u.,at.o tht fends tui the
!>lack white wage ratios are very
:>iL;nifii .int and downward over
time

bniit*' :,di(t he SI .^oi'siclers the

Time Is
T/me to rearrange my fmelings for you brother

Time to rearrange the shortrtess of the summer

Time to rearrange and understand all people

Time to rearrange the presence ofall evil

Time to rearrange our energies forpeace

Time to rearrange our power and be free

Time to rearrange our government's intentions

Time to rearrange all salaries and pensions

Time to realize bigotry hurts all children

Time to understand, it can also kill them

Don t you know that it's time to rearrangm

Are you afraid of a change

Do you want everything to be the same

Lord, are we that insane.

Time to look at love and realize there 's no limit

Time to look at fear. Just to forget it

Time to pass the plate and give it to the needy

Time to realize some clergymen are greedy

Time to look at life and learn it's true meaning

Time to never stop the spirit of breast feeding

Time to realize we're wasting our resources

Time to organize and unite freedom 's voices

Time to realize bigotry hurts all children

Time to understand, it can also kill them

Don Y you know that Is 's time to rearrange

Are you afraid ofa change

Do you want everything to be th9 »am»

Lord, an we that insane

by Paul Zimmerman

"(I • t • ". i.j valid because it

I inri.t ts the view tfiat people have
in ,1 .,,,..(. oiiege educated blacks

H) wages M»(,)tive to

1 1 " • Vy- C) I k

\\t . o'llil iit'vtii say thai

iM.r,. ij, nothing to the se ondarv
K^l>0' market idea hjt niayhe it

f ould be refined In !i»' 'iiore

consistent \A/itlt the data

Afro Am. Society

The Afro- 4me/'/ca'> SocioTy /le'

>rs first meeting last Thursday,
Sept 28 in the New Africa House
libra'-v The Afro Am Societv is

probabh the oldest Black Student
organi/ation on campus It was
born in a time o* Black Sijdenf
act'V'sm Tuny Creighton. who
haa an active voice during the

meefnq related those oast
happenings to the 'mportance of
active student involvemen' here
and now

The 1960s started changes and
we are stili going through
changes Its not enough to sit

back and be satisfied cause black
students are on campus "there
iS a suable amount of money to

be consciously spent it is not ^
matt*"" o* being expe^'enred but
one ''* ivolvemen* leading tu
experience

'

This vear some $13,000 was
allocated to the society These
funds will be used to help create
an awareness of the Black Culture
in America through films, guest
speakers and other activities The
society also serves as a forum for

Third World peoples to come
together to exchange ideas and
opinions concerning their

community.

San Francisc.i A growing
nuniber of white South African

youths who allegedly oppose the
government s aparth<?id policies

of strict racial segregation ap
parently are leaving the country to

evadp «'^- j.ui' .jr desert from the
military But they are having
difficulty finding asylum in other
countries The supposed reason
for leaving is that if called to

serve, they might be forced to fire

at Blacks in a civil confrontation.

The exact number of alleged

Jraft dodgers and deserters is

uncertain In 1976, the last year

official statistics relating to the

subject were released, 4,000
men failed to report for military

duty The South Afr an
government, however, cf^iges
that resisters and deserters ire

not numerous and that SuCh
reports are rumo's spread by a
few who have left.

According to )Ournalists in

Botswana however. draft
resisters the'e estimate the
number leavi'^g :he country in the

hundreds And the South African

I I '^ in''>"ir* Co'^"^itt^»
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<"vs niind" oo-ir 30
Ml tilt- iJmt'-'i rji-il'-s i'lij H t.-A !•

other tu'onean couttnes jnd
officiate preoic* the p^^eruinionoi-
will grovv

South African law requires all

white males and all white itiale

non citizens who have been in the
qountry five yea's to register for

compulsory military service at age
16, they are liable for callup at 17
ind can be notified to serve for

•wo years until age 65 Even
) tscientious objectors must

a^"v-^ although at the discretion
>• the commanding officer they
may be assigned to non-
comt)UH luties

The government monitors -hose
who fece've academu 'defer-

ments jnn if a -nree vear course
IS no.t c imp eted i five year-, the
dele'ni- ;.ids

The wMtes vno are flee ^q-
most ri :'ie 1 »"HK' of furtrier

study a" tinci i^ difficult to
convince nirt e^ lo take them,
despiif a 197b resolution by the
United Nations World Conference
for Action Against Apartheid
urging member states to grant
•nmedia:- poMicai asylum to

uonafidt wa- resisters, and
-iPSHrtors from the aparthe-d

I \
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The Afro-Am
meeting again
Oct. at 4:00
house. Those
discussed are

society will be
this Monday,
in New Africa

topics to be

[J] up to date information on the
death of Seta Rampershap

'2! election of Afro-Am officers-

President Vice President,
Treasury and Secretary

\3\Black Homecoming

{4\Activitits for the Semester

Hispanics battle Bakke
Decision cont.trompg 1

T"h^;v como'ise 2 8 percent ol

the total enrr.iiment in un
dergrnduate schools in the
Cfivjntfy

They comprise less than 2
percent of ii» ' - c enrollemnt in

medical schuc-^ the Uniteo .

States

Thev 'yceive less than 2

percent of the engineering
oegrpes awarded in 1977.

Less than 40 percent have a
high school diploma

Even after Chicanos have
achieved educational parity they

won t achieve economic parity

GuitfHrrez said, noting that a

Chicano with a PhD can expect

to nmke $900 less than an Anglo

Most people in this room won t

f'-ei the effects of Bakkt; iikp the

OHople m the ghettos and
hnrriris said Isaac Henderson a

l( ()f'>ssor at Houston s Thurgood
Marsha!! School of Law 'We wiu
havf a couple of years of the

status quo. then there will be
abrupt changes people will be
without )obs.'

Although he opposeo violent

demonstrations Henderson
predicted that reaction among
minorities to- the Bakke case

inevitably will be "more violent

, than in the '60 s. It will be like

controlling a hurricane
"

"The possibility for great social

unrest m the months to come is

very real." she said.

Vilma Martinez, president of the
Mexican American Legal Defense

and F ducat ion Fund ami a

memt)e' •>< thp University of

California Board ol -Regents, has

aited thM Bakke decision an

aooa"^nt lecognit'on if rM« vast

tispar tieb in Our

society Admissions officers ran

stiii desigi atlnusjions prog ams
to serve those traditionally ex-

cluded ' She further states,
"

Magda Hinojosa, an
aeministrator for the University of

Texas medical schooi at San
Antonio, noted that 95 percent of

all undergraduate Mexican
Aaiencah students in the
university drop out after their

suphomorp year. But most of

nose who make it to medical or

denta; scno^ usually graduate,
she said h id "a verv large per-

centage are going back to the
community to provide services '

One Chicano delegate di«) not
agree, however

"Some of us have waited for a

Mexican American dentist in

Libbock so long we're afraid our
teeth are going to rot before they
get there," he said "Sometimes
there's a language problem, the

right hand hurts, so the left hand
IS cut off because the patient

can't describe the symptoms in

English "

The conference concluded with

the adoption of resolutions by the

Texas LULAC chapter that cir

tici^ed the Bakke decision and

optiosed the use of standardized

tests as a primary factor for

graduate adrnissions. Similar

conferences are planned by

MALOEF and other Hispanic

organizations throughout the

United States.

A spec ai appeal is made to

underclassme/i to attend this

assembly and take active pa-
ticipation As each year passes
there is a change in the student
body with the graduation of

seniors and the incoming of new
freshpersons. Your involvement
now is vital for the successful

continuance of the society, as
well as other worthwile Third

World Organizations.

New Jersey Says
Yes To D. C. Home

Rule

Nev. Jersey nas become the first

jiate to ratify a constitutional

amendment calling fo'

'ep-esenta* on fo-^ Washington
'^ C. fi Co in— ss

Thirty seven more states must
ratify "he proposed amendment
be'ore it can go into effect. The
measure approved by the Senate
m late August, would enable the
heavily Black District of Columbia
io elect four members of

Congress. It passed the House of

Representatives by a wide ma-gin
last March.
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the struggles a ' interests of the
woiking Class p-o'etai -.. These
iKoletanan intellectuals develop
as their understondn'i of con
1'3d'~'iO'1S Jf iWS "^hoso loT-> to

intelligently analyze actions within
society and history and convert
these concepts into v.oncrete

actions that oenefit the working
class In effect tney effectively

combine theory and practice:
where theory guides the practice

and the practice modifies and
corrects the theory and vice

versa

.

On the other hand, intellectuals

from the ruling class (bourgeosie
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t-»(iocfuais are limited by then
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.• h; 'neir narrow class in
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v» oro. aimed leaders. "'"hey

o'ten take charge of the situai.uT

tind assure that any beief 's

gamed from student struggles
serve their own needs ii/

bourgeosie intellectuals that
impose themselves .-t-i /e/yr/p's

within the university community,
are deftmed to become pov^''^
pimps and fue entrnies of the
working clasi. ,
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student levei. that can retu .c

thei communities with a' >

tellectuai tool at th» disposal of

the working class, h 'S impo'tint
that students be neveloped 'o

understand, embrac" and assure

that their mto'ests jnd tit;

terests of the und^rprivileoged

majority are one and the same
Any student that hopes to effec.

radical change and return to leaiiv

benefit his community njsi
maintain a proletarian con
sciousness as he becomes an
intellectual.

Eliseo Garcia

NUMMO NEWS. the voice of the Afro Ariierican
community of the University of Massacusetts at
Amherst welcomes letters, comments and criticisms.
If you Wish to contribute any material in accordance
with the best interests of the community, please submit
it to.

NUMMO NEWS

room 103 New Africa House

University of Massachusetts

Amherst. Massachusetts 01003

Or contact us at; telephone number 545-0061

Inquiring Photographer

If the Professors were to go on
strike, would you be sup
portive of tnis action even
though it would mean in

terrupting your studies?
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Read
Nummo News

V
ANNOUNCEMENT

All CCEBS seniors should
note that on Wednesday,
October 4 a representative of

the Harvard Business School
will be at the New Africa
House at 3.00 p.m. Any senior
iterested in pursing graduate
study in business should sign-

up for this visit immediately
with Brian Maher in room 209
New Africa House.

Raymond Young: No, because
I would like to go to my classes
and, if I don t I would get behind
in my work and 't would th'ow off

my whole semester

IMPORTANT

Skip Walsh: I would be sup-
portive because it would give me
a chance to catch up on all my
other classes. I also agree that
they should be paid more.

AIIThird World students must registerto

vote for your Representative in the Student Senate by Tues.
at 5:00 pm. You can register at room 308 in the Student Union,
Malcolm X Center or at New Africa House.
The elections will be held this Wed. and Thur. and all voting
takes place at New Afriaca Africa House.

r \ /-

You are invited to express yourself.

Contribute your poems, short stories

and works of art to:

DRUM Magazine

Room 425

New Africa House

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, Mass 01003

Deadline for submissions: Nov. 17. 1978

SHARE YOUR MIND WITH THE
WORLD

\^

BLACK COMMUNITY
MEETING

NEW AFRICA HOUSE
SHIRLEYG- DUBOIS STUDY LOUNGE

Monday
Oct. 2 1978 4:00 pm
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B. B. King a t Fine A rts Center

AMHERST B.B King, boss of the blues
performed before a capacity crowd last

Monday at the Fine Arts Center. According
to B.B. the bliiCs is when you're walking
down the street with no money and you see
something that you really want but you
know you don't have the money to get it,

that's the blues. "The blues is life as we live

it in the past, present and future."

B.B King started singing the blues 30
years ago. He began by singing gospel in

churches in Mississippi. "The blues is a

type of music you don't have to be
sophisticated to play'says B.B. According
to B.B. the main reason that the blues has
not become prominent in the U.S. is that it

is "Black Music." The blues is a kind of

music that hasn't been explored. Whites
generally haven't allowed it to be played

and middle class blacks generally don't care

for it. The industry is beginning to see that

there is money in it."

Contrary to what most people think, the
blues is not strictly a black man's type of

music. "It was just invented by Blacks says

B.B. When B.B King plays the blues he is

dramatizing life "I make the audience
search themselves. My songs are telling a

story of Some kind. I also try to make it a

form of art as any type of music." he said.

B.B.King sees himself as a mixture of

such people as Lemon Jefferson, Charles
Christian and Lonny Johnson. "I couldn't

play like them so I developed my own
style"hesaid.

B.B King sees himself as the Muhammed
Ali of the blues. He has never considered
switching over to the money making
market of the industry. "I know my
limitations he said. I'm one of the leadeg^io.
my type of music. The blues is like the/oot

of a tree and may branches of music have
sprouted from it.'

BLACK COLLEGEFOOTBALL
COMESTOAMHERST

Morgan State Outlook

Morgan State suffered a

disappointing football season last

year, compiling a 4-6 1 record

after winning the MEAC
championship the previous year.

This year. Morgan will carry a

new youthful look, starting with

first year head coach Clarence

Thomas. Thomas, an ex Morgan
interior lineman, returns to

Morgan from Williams (Mass.,)

College where he served as an
assistant football coach.
Offensively, the Golden Bears

will run from a veer offense with a

split backfield, "We will use a ball

control offense focused to a

attack the defense's
weaknesses, ' commented coach
Thomas. "We're losing some
valuable people in key positions

this year, but we had an excellent

recruiting-year and a good group

of returing veterans to look at,"

added Thomas. All MEAC guard
Marvin Hicks (6-3, 222 lbs) will

lead the interior line with help
from returning letterman center

Todd Flemings (6-2, 212 lbs) and
tackle Joe Taylor (6-2, 234 lbs).

Leading candidate for remaining
positions are sophomore David
Powell (6 5, 249 lbs), Alvin Brown
(5-11. 245 lbs) and Wesley Alford

(5 11, 206 lbs). The biggest
question in Bear camp is who will

be the quarterback? Sophcinores
Billy Burgess and Stephen Turpin
(6 3, 216 lbs) to fill in if things

don't work out. Coach Thomas
also has two blue chip freshman
in Bruce Hudley (6 2, 195 lbs)

from Dallas, Texas and Greg
Grayson (5-11, 185 lbs) from
Brooklyn, New York fighting for

the quarterback position.

Whoever the quarterback is he'll

have last years top three receivers

returning in All-MEAC flanker
Nathan Munford; sophmore wide
receiver Curtis Henderson and
senior tight end Ron Williams,
between these three were 58
reception? for 1046 yards and 7
touchdowns.
All American candidate Lloyd

McCleave will return for his final

campaign. McCleave gained 789

yards and scored 10 touchdowns;
he als^o caught 13 passes for 185

yards. McCleave should be
Morgan's second 1,000 yard
runner in Gold Bear history

bearing injury. Coach Thomas will

have a super group of freshmen to

look at in the other running back
spot.

On defense, the Bears will run

from a basic 52. "We plan on

putting our best athletes at key

positions on defense, "says

Thomas. "I was very impressed

with the outstanding speed and
quickness we'll have on defense
and plan to use this to our ad-
vantage. "The big news on
defense is the return of big

defensive tackle Elvis Franks (6-5,

245 lbs) and linebacker Maurice
Brooks (6-0,205 lbs). These two
ranked one-two in total tackles on
the MEAC championship squad in

'76. Other returnees include DT
Walter Vann(6-2,231 lbs), DT
Monte Hand (6-0,2Ford = (, DE
Mile Lyons (6-1, 213 lbs) and DE
Robert Lurz (6-3 260 lbs). Big
freshman Roosevelt Cooper, a 5-

11, 251 lb nose guard from Dallas,

Texas, is dubbed as the "Willie

Lanier type ballplayer" by athletic

director Earl Banks.

Linebacking will be a strong suit

for the Bears with Brooks, Andre
Wickham (6-3, 221 lbs(, Gerald

Huggins (6-2, 217 lbs) and Wade
Forf)6-0, 191 lbs) all returning and
in good health for the 1978
season.

The secondary will be boosted
by the return of Ail-American
candidate Joe Fowlkes at cor-

nerback. Fowlkes grabbed 5
interceptions last season and
needs only 4 more to break
Morgan's career recird. Other
returnees include sophomores
Eric Drummond and Seth
Chisolm.

The Morgan kicking game will be
back on target with big Steve
Turpin, averaging his 40-yard per
punt and Rarnon Wright will

handle place kicking duties.

t • 4^ •«••• • % k««t*lk« «*«•»»
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UMphone system: you can 'tbeat theprice
By CLAUDE TETREAUL T
Collegian Staff

Dorm dwellers at UMass/Amherst are

provided with a special on-campus com-
munication system: the telephone. Many
people don't know it, but UMass' system is

pretty unique. Together with the New
England Telephone, UMass developed the

"Centnx" system in 1964, which supplies

students with phones in each dormitory
room.
"The university worked out a system,"

said New England Telephone state

representative Robert Moriarte, "basically

for the convenience of the students. In-

creasing population growth on campus and
emergency needs were criteria for the Cen-
trix set-up." he said.

The university was expanding tremen-

dously during the 1960's," said Moriarte.
"Especially with the additional plans for Or-
chard Hill and Southwest, students
demands for phones and more advanced
telecommunication systems made the Cen-
trix idea possible for UMass." he said.

Other colleges in Massachusetts have
devised plans to meet their phone needs,
due mostly to increased population, but
UMass has the most intricate system in the
state, according to Moriarte.

Special student options include discount
semester rates, free local and on-campus
calls, and free information-operator service.

Handicapped students, housed in Patter-

son dorm in Southwest are provided with
extra-long extension cords for convenient
shuffling of the phone, especially during
bedtime hours.

"Other equipment is designed and
available for the disabled," said Staff Assis-
tant for Student Affairs Jim Durant. "Un-
fortunately, such equipment is not com-
patible with the present Centrix system. Ex-
tra monthly fees are demanded for such
devices." said Durant.
Touch-tone telephones, designed for per-

sons with limited hand usage, are avaliable,

where users simply press a button to con-
tact an operator... no dialing is necessary.
Also, speaker-phone and amplifier systems
are available for individuals with hearing im-

paired, according to Durant.
Currently, more than 9,000 boarders pay

$25 per semester for individual dorm room
telephones.

Only Greenough dorm in Central plans to
continue the "old"system of lobbv and cor-

ridor phones. Greenough's house counsel
has refused to enter the Centrix system in

the past; many students in the dorm believe
the cost is far less for lobby phones, said a
Greenough representative.

Wheeler dorm, also in Central, voted last

spring to join the telephone system.
Telephone officials told Wheeler that
phones will not be completely installed until

Spring semester.

"Students were expecting the phones this

fall," said Business Manager of the Lower
Central Cluster Denis Fenton. "Understan-
dably, students are uptight but we can only
wait since the dorm has little control over
the company's doings."
A little more fortunate, Johnson dorm in

Northeast had individual phones installed

TURN TO PAGE THREE
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Sox saga of '78

comes to an end

A dejected Red Sox manager Don Zimmer. (UPi)

BOSTON (UPI) - Having seen their pen-

nant hopes shattered for the second year in

a row by the New York Yankees,, the

Boston Red Sox still maintained an air of

accomplishment in an otherwise silent

lockerroom.
Manager Don Zimmer met with his players

after the game and told them how proud he
was of their final two week stretch run

when they took eight straight and 11 -of- 14

to force Monday's playoff.

"I can't be angry. I'm hurtin' a little, but

I'm hurtin' for the players more," Zimmer
said. "But I told them that no one should

walk out of here hanging their heads - not

the way they bounced back."

A surprise visitor to the lockerroom was
Reggie Jackson, whose eighth-inning

homer was the deciding run. "I honestly

don't know who the best team is," Jackson
told a number of Red Sox.
To Jim Rice, the major league leader in

homers and RBI, Jackson expressed
amazement. "You had the strongest offen-

sive year I've ever seen," Jackson said.

"Not enough," Rice replied.

"With the year you had. you should get a

chance in the playoffs," Jackson
responded.
The dressing room had visible signs set up

for the celebration that never occurred. A
camera stand was placed in the middle of

the room and on Zimmer's desk was the

Older students' services in debt;

senates to discuss funding
By JAMES CARTER
Collegian Staff

Officers from the graduate and
undergraduate student senates will meet
within two weeks to determine if the

graduate senate should assume financial

responsibility for the deficit-ridden CAOS
organization, according to undergraduate

assistant treasurer James O'Connell.

CAOS (Counseling Assistance for Older

Students), a service funded through

Recognized Student Organizations and us-

ed primarily by graduate students, has

overspent it's budget by $14,372.83 over

the last two years, according to RSO Direc-

tor Paul Hamel. If the graduate senate

does not contribute to recovering the

deficit, then undergraduate funded RSO
will be forced to pay it off, Hamel said.

"We hope to get it next week or the week
after, " said O'Connell. CAOS is a.

graduate organization which has been
funded by the graduate senate. We'll just

sit down with their officers and discuss

their point of view and if they are liable or

not.
«

From a moral point of view, I think they

have some responsibility," he said.

Undergraduate-funded RSO is financially

responsible for deficits of the organizations

it funds, according to Hamel.

"Technically, the undergraduates will

have to eat the deficit, " said Hamel. "The
meeting will be to see if they (the graduate

senate) are willing to pick up part of the

deficit"

CAOS was organized in 1975 to acclimate

older students to a university which is

geared toward younger students. Ac-
cording to graduate senate President Gor-

don Pavy, the organization lost about
$4,000 in 1976 and about $10,000 in 1977.

After the deficit incurred in 1977, the staff

of CAOS quit and the director, whose
salary was $9500 a year, left, Pavy said.

Hamel said CAOS was not monitored by

RSO and that CAOS made a series of ex-

penditures without required purchase

orders.

CAOS came in here and took us to the

cleaners," Hamel said

Monte Pearson, vice president of the

graduate senate, and the only current

graduate officer who was in office while

CAOS was operating, said that RSO is to

blame.

"It is not the graduate student senate's
fault that CAOS spent over their budget,

"

said Pearson. "The only purpose of RSO is

to make sure that their organizations don't
overspend. "RSO was inefficient and let

them (CAOS) spend $14,000 over their

budget," he said. "This is bureaucratic

bungling at its worst. We have no legal

obligation to pay, but what moral obliga-

tion we have, I'm not sure."

"We're not responsible for that deficit,"

said graduate President Pavy. "RSO is

responsible. Last year many of their

organizations overspent. They have no
alternative to eating the deficits.

"

"Now RSO has a temporary director

who's trying to pull things together," said

Paw.

Hamel, the interim director of RSO who
replaced last year's director David Bailey,

said that all accounts are now being
monitored and RSO is "heavily enforcing"

purchase orders.

i

starting pitching rotation for the AL
Playoffs against Kansas City.

Carl Yastrzemski, who knocked in two
runs but popp>ed to third to end the game,
praised the Yankees and said he would root

for them in the Playoffs.

"My insides are all knots. I don't have
words to express how I feel. I know we're a

hell of a ballclub and there's nothing any
player has to be ashamed about.
Sometimes, you wonder if it was meant to

be or not. It's been a funny season but
when you have the kind of talent we have,
you look forward to next year."
Loser Mike Torrez, who came to the Red
Sox as a free agent after pitching the
Yankees to the World Series title last year,

said he was satisfied with his perforrr>ance.

"I did the best I could and as long as I

know that in my heart, that's all I can ask
for. We all bustCKi our butts and we have as
good a ballclub as they do. t>ut. damn,
there's only or>e winner."

Outfielder Fred Lynn, who drova in the
final Boston run wrth an ekihth-inning

single, said he felt disappointed and that
the Red Sox had a successful season.

"We'd like to think of ourselves as win-

ners. We won 97 last year and 99 this*

season and no team can say that except the

Yankees. But we went to the last out and

you really can't get much closer."

Good day!
SGA candidates

still draw funds

Student Government Association
presidential candidates continue to draw
SGA funds to use in their campaigns,
despite the large SGA budget deficit.

Page 2.

False alarms

a problem

False fire alarms are plaguing UMass, a

situation that could peril dorm residents,

the fire marshal says. Page 3.

Sports
For the blow-by-blow account of yester-

day s disappointing Red Sox loss to the

New York Yankees, see page 12.

Weather
Mostly sunny today, with the highs in

the mid to upper 60's. Fair tonight, with

the low's in the 40's. Mostly sunny
Wednesday. Chance of rain is near zero

through Wednesday.
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Sadat praises US 'perseverance'
CAIRO. Egypt MPI-- Egyptian President

Anwar Sadat said yesterday President

Carter has accepted an invitation to conr>e

to Egypt for the signing of an Egyptian-

Israeli peace treaty resulting from the

historic Camp David accords.
Addressing his parliament on the summit

accords, Sadat said they could not have
been successful without Carter's
"perseverence."
The White House said Carter wants to at-

tend the signing, but press secretary Jody
Powell said he did not know if it will be held

in Egypt
Authorities said any Carter visit to Egypt
depends on how quickly Egypt and Israel

can forge a treaty to end X years of war in

the Mideast. The talks are to open at the

ministerial level in Washington Oct. 12 with

a projected settlement by Dec. 17. The
United States will be a full participant,

Powell said.

"President Carter will go down in history

as or>e of the great leaders who char>ged

the face of history from bitterness to lovs

and from wars to peace." Sadat told parlia-

ment.
"I tell our people tfiat our history and the

history of civilization wilt place Carter

among those who changed history..."

Sadat said to thunderous applause.

"I have no doubt that every Egyptian man
and woman will await this visit to express

to a great man their admiration and great

appreciation," he said.

Sadat's comments suggested Carter

Merchants and farmers display their wares on The Commons in downtown
Amherst. (Staff photo by Carolyn Brzezinski)

V.

Teachers accuse colleges

of bad faith bargaining
BOSTON (CP/l- Complaints accusing the

governing board of the Massachusetts

community college system of failure to

bargain in good faith were filed yesterday

by the Massachusetts Community college

Council.

The council, representing 1,500 teachers,

filed the complaints after the

Massachusetts Regional Board of Com-
munity College's board of trustees refused

to approve a tentative contract agreement
worked out between the union and a state

negotiating team.

"The MRBCC negotiating led us to believe

that the board of trustees was behind them
100 percent," said union President Carolyn

Tetrault. "Apparently the board of trustees

lacked the fortitude to ratify the negotiated

agreement by selecting one section of the

contract to be renegotiated."

"We feel we have maintained our respon-

sibilities under the law and the board of

trustees has broken faith and mutual trust

by not living up to the commitments agreed

upon at the bargaining table," she said.

The two complaints, alleging "bad faith

bargaining" and "interference in the facul-

ty's right to a collective bargaining agree-

ment" were filed with the state labor rela-

tions board.
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would receive a welcome surpassing that

given former President Nixon in 1974 wtian

f>e was cheered by millions of Egyptians.

Sadat had harsh words for Arab leaders

critical of the Camp David accords and who
call him a traitor for signing tf>e agreement
with Israel.

He called Col. Moammar Khadafy of Libya

"a crazy child."

He invited King Hussein of Jordan "

assume his responsibilities. I invite Syrian

officials to take part in the talks so as to

deal with the Israeli withdrawal from the

Golan (Heights), "he said.

He also called on leaders of the Palestine

Liberation Organization to end their "far-

cical" differences.

'This is what Egypt was able to do at this

stage... we do not claim to hav« reached a

comprehensive settlement, but we have

prepared the oad toward a comprehensive

settlement, " Sadat said.

"If any Arab leadership can do better, we
say to it 'yes' in all sincerity," Sadat con-
tinued .

On domestic issues, Sadat said peace will

be followed by formation of a new cabinet

and a new prosperity.

"I know there are now demands that I

devote as much energy to the internal front

as I devoted to the search for peace,"

Sadat said. "I know there is criticism of

me."

Senate allocates

SGA campaign funds
By BETH SEGEfiS
Collegian Staff

Each of the five presidential candidates or

teams of candidates for the student govern

ment elections Wednesday and Thursday

have been alloted $250 tor their campaigns,

although the student senate currently is

heavily in debt.

The senate policy of allocating $1,500 for

elections is to guarantee all candidates have

an equal opportunity in the race, chair of

the elections subcommittee Marcie Lev

ington said. Candidates are not allowed to

spend personal furuls in the elections, and

all money spent must be written on a pur

chase order and processed by the senate

office, she said. Levington said the deficit

formerly was $100,000, but the current total

is not known.

"No one will spend it all," Levington said

of the $250 figure. "Two candidates

haven t taken out any money yet and it is

unlikely they will spend $250 in two days,"

she said.

Money given to candidates is usually

spent on paper, printing, tape and adver-

tisements, and any unspent money will be

returned to the senate, Levington said.

This week's election is an interim election

brouaht about by the resignation of co-

Presidents Robert Dion and Donald Bishop
Because the election was an additional ex-

pense, Levington said the funds to pay the

cost of candidates' campaigns will come
out of next year's budget.

"Instead of an issues campaign, it is a

media campaign," Levington said of the

abbreviated election procedures. "The can
didates only have a week in which to get

their message out and there s not enough
time for debates," which are usually part of

normalelections held each spring semester,

she said.

SGA presidents to be
voted upon this week

[Editor's note: this is the second in a two-

part series of profiles of the candidates in

the Student Government Association

presidential elections on Oct. 4 and 5]

By CINDY REGET and
ARNOLD WARSHAW
Collegian Staff

Kevin Jones
Hector Vega

Kevin Jones, 21 , of Amherst, is a senior

legal studies major, living in Puffton

Village.

Hector Vega, 26, of New York City, is a

senior public health major, also living in

Puffton Village. He is a former district

senator from the New Africa House district.

Vega and Jones said they plan to "bridge

the gap between the student body and the

senate; to get rid of student apathy."

They said they "want to put ballot boxes

back into the dormitories and fraternities in

order to increase voter participation."

They said they plan to "enforce existing

senate laws such as requiring senators to

issue communiques to their constituents."

"We will push tor more communication

between the senate and the student body

because that is the only way we will be able

to effectively bridge the gap that now ex-

ists," Vega said.

"'We believe that there should be a more

equal representation of each senate group,

such as in the Greek area," Jones said.

The two candidates also said they felt it

was important to understand they do not

mean to change the entire structure of the

senate.

"We will not try to do the impossible in a

short term in office," Vega said. "We are

starting out with small vital objectives in

order to achieve an improved whole."

Pat O'Donnell/Mark Vafiades

If Pat O'Donnell and Mark Vafiades have

things their way, the current system of stu-

dent government at UMass will be abolish-

ed.

And by doing this, they said students will

have more control over how their money is

spent.

Once in office, they say they will hold a

campus-wide referendum on whether to

dismantle the Recognized Student

organizations system-which most student
groups are members of--and also to abolish

the student senate.

"It's a million dollar playground for stu-

dent politicians," O'Donnell said. "It's not
representative of the students."

A 19-year old business major and first-

semester sophomore, O'Donnell said he
would serve as president if elected. He
formerly has served as president of the

Non-union of Students.
Vafiades. 20, is a first-semester junior

business major. He ran unsuccessfully for

president last year.

Under their plan, the SATF would fund

only a small number of groups-such as the

senate transit service, student radio station

WMUA, and the Collegian-which "a lot of

people use," O'Donnell said. Other groups

would have to get money from students on

an individual basis, the candidates said.

Dick Janssen
Dick Janssen says he's tired Of a ""Small,

tight-knit group of people" running The stu-

dent Government Association. Janssen,

24, is a communication studies major and

expects to graduate at the end of next sum-

mer.

Janssen has worked for student radio sta-

tion WMUA and the Collegian, but has

had no experience in campus politics. He
says he's running for president because it is

the only position where anything can be

done.

"I have no priorities," Janssen said, the

only single presidential candidate. "I'm

making no promises, no committments.

."But I'm really pissed off about the apathy
on this campus."

He said the SGA is to blame for the

apathy, because it does not make itself

known to students.

"It's not visible. The only time you really

hear about it is during the elections," he
said.

He blames SGA leaders who he says

aren't aware of student opinion.

Janssen says he's "not sure" what the

president's job will entail, but he said he's

positive he "'can do it as good as anyone

else." He said if he is elected, he will at-

tempt to bring about an administration-

faculty summit.

"Right now," he said, ""the students are

basically getting screwed."

False alarms
peril residents

Collegian 3 , .

By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

False fire alarms on campus this month
have accounted for neariy one-fourth of all

alarms registered wiih UMass fire marshall

Keith E. Hoyle, who yesterday said the in-

creasing occurrence now threatens dorm
residents.

Six of ten alarms pulled last weekend pro-

ved false, causing the Amherst Fire Depart-

ment to call Northampton for assistance in

responding to alarms Friday night. Hoyle
said of five alarms pulled between 9:41 and
10:23 p.m., only one was for an actual fire,

but nevertheless, trucks were sent to each
site.

Northampton firefighters had to respond

to a false alarm in the Campus Center Fri-

day night because Amherst squads were
extinguishing a dorm fire in Cashin in the

Sylvan residential area. Hoyle said the fire

department had to haul 200 pounds of

equipment up eight floors in Cashin

because elevators had been vandalized and
did not work.
"The false alarms are way beyond

anything we have experienced before,"

Hoyle said. "What people don', realize is

that they are responsible for everything that

happens from the time they pull the alarm

until fire fighters have returned to the sta-

tion.

"If a man dies on a truck sent to a false

alarm, the person who pulled it is liable for

murder in the first degree," Hoyle said.

UMass police conduct routine investiga-

tions after each false alarm, but do not

generally find the person who pulled the

alarm, Hoyle said. Seven people were

caught by police last year, out of the 34

false alarms registered, he said, and each

person faced a maximum penalty of $500

fine and one year in jail.

Alarms in September totaled 50, twelve of

which were false, Hoyle said. In com-
parison, the figures for fire alarms last year

were 29 fires, 34 false alarms, 5 malfunc-

tions, 12 needless calls and 5 hazardous

conditions, he said. Hoyle said the

Amherst Fire Department responded to 145

campus residences and academic buildings

last year.

Alarma are generally pulled between 9 and
11 p.m. on weekend nights, and although

someone usually sees boxes being pulled,

"most residents don't want to be involv-

ed," Hoyle said. The fire marshall said

UMass may consider fining dorm's
residents if false alarms continue.

NY pressmen unite;

ratification vote set
NEW YORK (UPI) - The striking

pressmen's union and the New York Times

and Daily News met briefly yesterday

before recessing contract talks for two days

to await the outcome of a ratification vote

on a tentative pact with the New York Post.

During talks at Federal Mediation and

Conciliation Service offices, negotiators

disclosed that the settlement between the

pressmen and the Post was a "me-too" ac-

cord.

Thedore Kheel, adviser to a coalition of

craft unions, said the pressmen's union did

not reveal the specific terms of the settle-

ment but had informed the parties that it

was an agreement under which Post

pressmen would accept the terms of

whatever settlement reached with the

Times and News.
"We were told generally by counsel for

the pressmen that the agreement is essen-

tially a me-too agreement dependent on the

outcome of negotiations with the Times

and News, " he said.

It was unclear whether the agreement set

any new work rules for Post pressmen pen-

ding the outcome of talks with the Times

and News.
They struck when management of the

three papers posted new rules, reducing

manpower requirements on the presses.

The talks between the pressmen and
Times and News, which have been shut-

tered for 55 days, will resume at 10 a.m.

tomorrow.
In the meantime, the Post set talks for this

afternoon with the striking Newspaper
Guild in hopes of eliminating the other chief

obstacle to resuming publication of the

afternoon tabloid.

Post officials, who withdrew last week
from joint talks with the Times and Daily

News, have said they hope to have the

paper publishing by tomorrow.
Earlier, the indications were that a quick

settlement with the News and Times was
not likely.

William Kennedy, head of the Printing

Pressman's Union Local 2, said he did not

see "any tremendous move today" and

Kheel said, ""There are still issues that

haven't been discussed in sufficient depth

to reach a settlement."

Kennedy said the direction of the talks

now "depends on the Times" and blamed

the Times for "encouraging" the strike.

I
The faithful watch of Red Sox fans in Campus Center yesterday. (Staff photo

by Dan Vullemier)

^
Illustrating a lack of water in the Amherst area, this stream In the Quabbin
woods barely trickles. (Staff photo by David Rodgars)

Grad senate wants voice

in picking new chancellor
By MARIE STUCKEY
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate last night

voiced its intent to be represented on the

search committee seeking a replacement

for Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery.

Bromery earlier this year said he intends to

resign by June, 1979.

UMass President David C. Knapp has said

he favors participation of one student in

the selection process, and senate leaders

last night said they will insist that a

-graduate student be included on the com-

mittee.

The senate also passed a resolution "urg-

ing a national search for the selectionof the

new vice chancellor for Administration and

Finance, "and that the search not be limited

solely to university nominees. Current

Vice-Chancellor for Administration and

Finance George Beatty is sen/ing in an ac-

ting capacity.

The senate approved a finance committee

resolution to grant the Federal Student

Credit Union $900 per month in computer

operating costs for up to 6 months.

Another finance committee resolution

was approved, granting payment of $100

per week in salary to Peter Sabey for five

weeks, for counseling for older students

The Committee stipulated that his services

be incorporated into a proposed center for

older student advising.

The Chinese Students Club's request for a

$482 grant to fund a club deficit was also

approved.

Stockbridge senate
elects new officers
By WHITNEY BUTTRICK
Collegian Staff

The Stockbridge Student Senate last

night held Executive Board elections for the

current year. The Senate elected Lindsay

McMurtry as president, Ronald Bishop as

vice president, Beth Ann Jacobs as ex-

ecutive secretary, and Fred Thompson as

treasurer.

In other business, the senate expressed its

desire to 3liocate $500 for Professional

Development Day if the Executive Board

found the funding available. But since the

Executive only took office last night, a mo-

tion to allocate the funds will not be passed

until the newly-elected board meets with

POD personnel this week. PDD is schedul-

ed for October 24th. The event will consist

of agricultural seminars, industrial shows,

and displays. The guest speaker is schedul-

ed to be Harold Newton, president of the

Massachusetts Farm Bureau.

The Hockey Club will meet Thursday in

room 114 Stockbridge Hall. All interested

must attend so ice time can be scheduled.

* UMass telephones
CON'T FROM PAGE ONE
this Fall. "Students voted for the phones

last spring. " said Johnson Head of

Residence Cheryl Shain. "It is convenient

for the students; yet, many older students

enjoyed the lobby phone system.

"Many older students believed the lobby

phone was one way to meet new persons,

especially at the beginning of the term,"

she said. "Apparently, privacy was the big-

gest factor for the transaction, ' said Shain.

Meanwhile, Amherst residents pay more.

In comparison, the average town resident

pays $8 11 per month for the same service,

$32-44 for the same time span. And, ex-

cluded is an installation charge of abotit

$25.

"Although I enjoy the apartment life."

said Joe Williams a former dorm survivor,

"I do not look forward to the monthly

phone tab. Even if you do not use the

phone for any local calls, my $7.23 monthly

bill must be paid." he said.
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GENEVA. Switzerland- An unidentified young woman immolates herself

yesterday outside the Palace of Nations in a protest against the United Nations
organization. She complained the UN is "not doing its job, " and turned herself

into a human torch outside the UN's European headquarters. She died a half-

hour later. The woman had caHed the local office of United Press International

prior to the protest, saying "there will be a spectacular demonstration at the

main entrance gate in half an hour. It's not going to be a mass demonstration.

It's going to be action."
Dusk had already fallen when the young woman burned herself, and traffic

was beginning to thin out at the UN square. She stepped onto the grassy

island in the center of the square, placed several posters on the ground, and
took off her boots, arrangir>g them neatly before she doused herself with
gasoline from an orange juice bottle and struck a match. (UPI).

who the hell
is Dick
Janssen?

Q. Why should I

register to vote?
/\ BeCMuse Ihnrtf ate msny

issues that affect you as a student.

Q. Who Can Register to Vote?
A. Anyone over 18 wtfo lives in Amfierst.

wfiether in a house, an apartment, of a dorm,

can register

Register to Vote
On The

Campus Center Concourse

Oct. 3.4,5&10
10:00 am to 2:00 pm

October 10 is the last day you can register

for the November 7 election.

Sponsored by:

SCERA
MSSA
CITP

Student Senate
MassPIRG •

Hetier'snew addition:

An interpreters bootii

A

By LEO FREDETTE
Collegian Staff

An interpreter's booti) used by students
for classroom exp>enence in the French and
Italian Departments, is a new addition to

UMdss and is one ot the first of its kind in

the United States.

Located in Herter Hall, the booth was con-
structed last summer by Professor Hans
Freich and two technical assistants with

surplus material at a cost of $420. A French
class using the booth is taught by Professor

Daniel Martin and is limited to 28 students.

Operation of the booth is done by a stu-

dent who stands in front of the room dic-

tating a text of a foreign language while

another student is m the booth translating

the matprial into Enqiish

The remainder of the students in the
classroom listen to a translated version of

the text through wireless headphones
Students sit on the left side of the booth
and a projection booth is to the nght.

For the first time, there is now an ex
change program between UMass and the
Interpreters School in Zurich, Switzerland.
The first student to come here was The^ese
Anker, who Freich said was a valuable

asset to the program.

Although new to UMass, the program has
been widely used in Europe for several

years. The first semester of this year will be
devoted to simultaneous interpretation,

and the spring semester will be devoted to

consecutive interpretation, Freich said.

A student tries out the new interpreter's booth for the first time yesterday. It

is used by the French-Italian Dept. and was developed by Prol. Hans Freich.

(Staff photo by Leo J. Fredette).

WOMEN'S
STAFF

RECRUITMENT

Tuesday, October 3

7:30 p.m., Collegian office

SEARCH COMMITTEE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

The following is a list of search commit-

tees with openings for undergraduate par-

ticipants:

— Provost search— 1 position, on-going
— Dean of the Faculty of Social &
Behavioral Sciences—2 positions,

on-going
— Director of Financial Aid— 3 posi-

tions, starting soon
— Director of Security/Amherst cam-
pus— 3 positions, starting soon

—Vice Chancellor for Administra-

tion/Finance— please apply prior to

Oct. 4—420 Student Union.

ISTUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION!

Water savings already

total 1 .7 million gallons
By PA TRICIA KEEFE
Collegian Staff

The Aniherst Roard of

Selectmen last night heard

a report on the continuing

saga of Amherst's dwindl

ing water supply, and
listened to sharp disagree

menl over a possible five

percent tax increase for

fiscal year 1980.

Town Manager Louis

Haywarri temitd the status

of the town's water supply

as "unchanged ' He said

"despite the 2 inches of

rainfall received over the

weekend, the Pelharn in

take is down The rainfall

constituted not much more
than a trickle into the (Hills

and Holly) reservoirs."

OCT. 3

COBBLE
MOUNTAIN
BAND

Hayward thanked "town
residents wherever they

resided" for the positive ef

feet of water conservation

efforts. However, he cau-

tioned that the 25 percent

consumption reduction was
a real need and must be

met. "We must make every

effort to achieve that reduc

tion," he said

A report by Amherst
Director of Public Works
Stanley Ziomek showed last

Friday that consumption

was down by approximately

700,000 gallons, as com-
pared to the proceeding Fri

day. This past Saturday,

consumption was down by

a million gallons compared
to the week before he said.

Sunday was comparable to

last Saturday's consump-
tion, Ziomek reported.

Hayward will meet next

Wednesday or Thursday

with local college personnel

from UMass, Amherst and

Hampshire to evaluate con

se.vation efforts of the past

week. George A. Norton,

director of UMass' Physical

Plant, said UMass saved

100,000 gallons by shutting

down air conditioning in 14

buildings Friday.

The 'Hadley Connection"

was in operation as of noon
Monday. Amherst currently

IS using rented equipment

to pump water from the

nearby town while the

question of payment to

Hadley remains up ir> the

air. Hayward said any ex-

penditures "were well

worth the water gain." The
operation currently is pum-
ping 325-350,000 gallons

per minute The town
hopes to build a schedule

where the water supply in

the storage tanks can be

built up before afternoon

and evening peak demands.

No substantial rainfall is

expected for at least the

rest of the month, Hayward
said Currently, Amherst's

water consumption is both

lower than the national

average and the town's
consumption last year at

this time. Selectwoman
Nancy Eddy feared

Amherst's water consump
tion could not go much
lower if the dry spell con-

tinues.

OCT. 4

WILLIE
ALEXANDER

and the
BOOM BOOM

BAND

Transcripts show
pilot knew of crash

OCT. 5
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OCT. 6-7

JAMES
COTTON
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LES McCANN
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SAN DIEGO \AP\-^
doomed pilot's calm ad-

visory that his jet was go

ing down was the only in-

terruption in routine pilot-

controller conversations

before the nation's worst air

crash, taperecordings
released yesterday showed.

"Tower, we're going

down. This is PSA," the

pilot of Pacific Southwest

Airlines Flight 182 told Lind-

bergh Field controllers just

before the crash last Mon-

day in which at least 144

persons died.

The transcripts, released

by the Federal Aviation Ad-

ministration, show no

evidence of joking or inat-

tention on the part of the

PSA crew, as had been

claimed in s ;ine news
reports, but

transmissions

and ground.

The PSA jet

engine Ces^

three miles

bergh Field

debris and bodn^s on the ci-

ty's North Pan residential

area. All 135 pes sons on the

PSA jet died, both persons

in the Cessna - ere killed,

ly routine

.etween air

nd a single

i collided

east of Lind

raining flaming

and at least seven persons

on the ground were killed.

The transcripts cover
transmissions between con-

trollers at Miramar Naval Air

Station, Lindbergh Field

and several planes, both on

the ground and aloft. There

is no hint of any trouble un-

til controllers at Miramar,

which handled the PSA jet

until it was handed off to

Lindbergh controllers for

the final approach, noticed

a low altitude alert sounded

as the jetliner fell below a

minimum safe height.

Other pilots radiod con-

trollers immediately after

the accident, their voices

showing concern.

'Cleared to land ... Boy,

what blew up out there?"

radioed an unidentified

Wesfern Airlines pilot,

whose plane was cleared

for landing about five

minutes after the collision.

"Seven-twenty-seven
went in," Lindbergh con-

trollers answered.
"Oh, God Whose?"

another unidentified pilot

asked
"PSA," the Lindbergh

controllers answered.
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secison is here once again as Rick Woden of John Quincy Adams

•in on th^a<vest. <Staff photo by Bill Greene).

Pope's funeral will be simple;

thousands pay last respects
\/A TICAN CITY \AP]-l\\e cardinals of the

Roman Catholic Church will jointly

celebrate Pope John Paul I's outdoor

funeral Mass with the same solemn

simplicity that marked the funeral of Pope

Paul VI less than two months ago, the

Vatican announced yesterday.

Forty of the 127 cardinals, those who have

arrived ir» Rome, met in the Apostolic

Palace to complete arrangements for

Wednesday's funeral.

In a drenching 'ain outside, meanwhile,

tens of thbusands under umbrellas and

huddled beneath Bernini's tall colonnade

on St. Peter's Square streamed into the

basilica to view the pope's body, lying in

state on a catafalque before the main altar.

The cardinals set the time of the funeral

Mass, atop the broad marble steps of St.

Peter's, at 4 p.m. Wednesday - 11 a.m.

EOT. It is expected to be televised

worldwide. The concelebrated Mass will be

presided over by 85-year-old Italian Car-

dinal Carlo Confalonieri, the dean of the

College of Cardinals, who also led the

funeral service for Pope Paul.

The Congregation of Cardinals, ad-

ministering the 700-million-member church

CO A Q'CO MC ,i*«r* S FAAMS M*H.
30** Jl~«5 »0UTt9-HA0tt> MASS

in the period between popes, also issued

statement expressing "worry, apprehe

sion and sorrow" over the renewed hea»

fighting in Lebanon. John Paul, who di«

last Thursday of a heart attack after just '.

days as pope, was reported to have be«

considering a trip to that war-torn count

in an attempt to act as a peacemaker.

The outdoor concelebration of a papal r

quiem Mass was new with Pope Pau

funeral. He had specified repeatedly I

wanted a simple service and burij

Previous papal funerals were indoors ai

involved elaborate services over days.

After Wednesday's Mass, the body

Pope John Paul will be buried opposite tl

tomb of his immediate predecessor, in tl

grotto of the basilica.

Because it was the start of a work wee
the line of mourners waiting in t

downpour for a last glimpse of the poi

was smaller than the crowds Sunday, wh
an estimated 300,000 braved a steady /8

to view the body.

Longtime Vatican observers called it t

greatest outpouring of affection for a de

pontiff in recent times. Well over a ha

million had viewed the body in four days.

The Division of Continuing Education at the

Univemty of Massachusetts at Amherst I

presents

ELEMENTARY ARMENI.\N

("0).
. ,

Starting Tuesday evening, <

for regutratton. contact Melena Bonnello at (413)545-3653

\ The deadline for registration is October 6.

(Armenian 1 20 will be offered dunng the Spnng semester )
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To the Editor:
Join protest against apartheid system

To the Editor:

On Thursday, Oct. 5, from 11:00 to 1:00

there will be a picketlirye at Berkshire

House on campus to protest the cor-

porate recruiting of three of the greatest

supporters of the apartheid system of
South Africa. This brutal system has
meant denial of all political and economic
rights of the Black majonty in South
Africa. When Black people challenged
this system, as in Soweto in 1976, they
were fiercely repressed, with hundreds of
young people being shot and imprisoned.

All Black organizations and leaders op-
posed to the apartheid system have been
banned or jailed.

Companies like IBM, Texaco, and Union
Carbide were drawn to South Africa

because of high rates of profit to be made
from the slave-labor system of apartheid.

In 1973, before it became popular to con-

demn apartheid in words, while sup-

porting It in deeds. Union Carbide told

Newsweek, "Black majority rule would
be bad for South Africa and bad for

business. " Nowadays, the corporations

try to cover up their support for the apar-

theid system by claiming, "We treat our
Black workers right. " Even if this was

true, it is the capital, technology and raw
materials provided by these corporations

which constitute their central contribu-

tion to developing and maintaining the

military might of the terroristic white

regime.

IBM, despite its relatively small invest-

ment of $8 million in S. Africa, provided

the technology to computerize the brutal

pass-book system of labor control. This

pass system controls every aspect of

Black people's lives: where they can live,

work, and play, who they can marry,

where they can own land, etc. IBM's
computer technology is used extensively

by the S. African military to plan and
carry out aggression against neighboring

states, such as Angola, Zambia, and oc-

cupied Namibia.

UNION CARBIDE mines ferrachrome in

Rhodesia, Namibia, and South Africa, a

mineral important for building Jet aircarft

and other military hardware. U.C has

lobbied for Congress to break with UN
sanctions against Rhodesia, claiming the

phony "internal settlement" of Prime

Minister Ian Smith and his Black lackeys

constitutes a genuine transition to Black

majority rule.

TEXACO, as Caltex [Standard of Ca.

and Texaco], is the second largest US in-

vestor in S. Africa and provides over 40
percent of South Africa's oil. This oil is

essential for S. Africa's oil dependent
economy, as well as its aggressive

military machine. It has been
documented that US companies have
provided oil to Rhodesia via S. Africa,

against US law and UN sanctions against

Rhodesia.

The students of UMass can be proud of
the fact that they pushed the University

to become one of the first in the country
to divest itself of stock in corporations

which do business in South Africa. This

move helped to spark a movement for

divestment in hundreds of colleges, chur-

ches and unions. We hope that students
and faculty at UMass will continue to take

a strong stand on University ties with

banks and corporations that support
apartheid with their investments. Con-
tinue this tradition at UMass and join us
on the Picketline from 11:00 to 1:00 on
Thursday.

Kelley Brown
UMass Committee for the Liberation

of Southern Africa

Sick of "The Women's Cause"

To the Editor:

As a student and reader of the
Collegian, / am sick and tired of all the
pseudo woman's lib propaganda cir-

culating these days.

By propaganda I am referring to the

extra-ordinary, and overblown attention

to "The Women's Cause". To see
evidence of this all one has to do is pick

up a copy of the Collegian, where one
will read such timely articles as. "The on-

ly woman Pope, " "Parthenogenesis,
"

"Foot binding, " and the like. Of course

these were all written by the same person
but I feel that it reflects an irrational at-

titude at this University.

It appears to me that these women are

extremely paranoid concerning their roles

in society. I hope that they will someday
come to understand that not every man
wishes tc exploit them, and neither are
there sinister anti-female conspiracies

lurking in the shadows of society.

Chris Decker's articles depicting gross

injustices to women lend them to two
motives: either she is dumping the blame

for all the injustices of the centuries on
the male population or else she is trying

to make martyrs of all the poor women
depicted in her articles.

I am under the impression that woman 's

lib stands for a greater participation by
women over their own destiny and that of

the world. To call this militant, blind, and
foolish propaganda, woman's lib only

helps to deflate a worthwhile cause which
occupies the energy of so many rational

and enlightened women.
Dan Cout

Greentiouses desperately need repairs

To the Editor:

This letter is being written to bring to
your attention, as well as the rest of the
students and faculty, the conditions of
the French Hall Greenhouses.

These greenhouses are in a terrible state

of disrepair. Thirty percent of the

It has come to our attention that the
Department of Plant and Soil Science is

now seriously considenng closing down
this range altogether. This came about
this week when they were forced to con-
demn yet another greenhouse due to fall-

ing glass and other unsafe conditions.

This house happens to be a connecting
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greenhouses are in such bad condition
that they have been condemned and are

off limits to all but the area workers.

These workers risk their lives every time
they go into the greenhouses. The struc-

ture is so weak a good windstorm would
put It to rest.

As students in the Stockbndge School
of Agriculture we feel something should
be done about these conditions. It is not
fair that workers be forced to wear har-

hats and students be deprived of enter-

ing the area. For about 996 students
those greenhouses are classrooms.
Several hours each week are spent there

attending various classes. Because of the

restricted area a considerable amount of
instructional and growing space has been
lost end is affeCting a great many
students.

house, which means one must pass
through it in order to reach the other

areas which are still considered "safe" (at

hast until we have another strong gust

of wind!)

This closing would mean cancellation of

all labs that are held in the greenhouses.
This would deprive the students from us-

ing any of the plant materials which are

essential to the courses of this depart-

ment. We too pay our share of lab fees,

but what do we get in return^ We get

delapidated conditions and face the

possible cancellation of the labs.

Somehow this doesn't seem fair!!'

Please don't get us wrong, these condi-

tions don't exist because of an uncaring

staff. Several years ago a study was done
on the possiblity of repainng the unsafe

greenhouses At the time the findings

were submitted to the Physical Plant and

the estimated cost of repair was $10,000.

No action was taken, however, and
once again in the spring of 1976 a pro-

posal for repairs was sent in again, this

time due to deteriorated conditions and
using costs it would take $40. 000. Now in

order to bring the range up to functioning

standards it will cost up to $150,000. (It

would cost about $850,000 to completely

rebuild the greenhouse from scratch}.

All the proposals for renovation of the

greenhouses in the past have been re-

jected because of lack of funds. We find it

ironic however that the same year that

they turned down the $40,000 proposal

they found $40,000 to purchase a so-

called "art object" to adorn the front of

the Fine Arts Center. You may be familiar

with this piece of metal. If not perhaps
you should take a walk down there and
try to find some beauty in it.

Then continue your walk and visit the

French Hall Greenhouses located next to

the Franklin DC. Walk around the out-

side, but not too close, and look at the

sagging roof and the missing glass. If it is

too windy stand way back because the

glass may fall either inside or fly out and
possibly injure anyone who is just walking

by. When you're looking at these pathetic

buildings think about the enormous piece

of metal and think about where our

school's priorities lie.

Is it really better to risk a few peoples'

lives daily so that everyone can view a

piece of metal sculpture? Is it easier to

deprive students in the Plant and Soil

Department of classroom space so that

visitors to the campus can see we are

dedicated to the Arts? Maybe it would be
better to spend $7 million for a new dome
for the stadium than it would be to spend
$250,000 to renovate these facilities.

Perhaps many of you think that be
dedicating yourselves to the Arts and
other courses on this campus you are

showing signs of your advanced culture.

If that is the case you must remember
there would be no culture without

agriculture!

Once again we ask you to think about it-

where do our priorities lie?

Students of the Floriculture Class
and Horiculture Club

Stockbridge School of Agriculture
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I won't stand for second best"
By ERIC H. JANSZEN

Hot damn! Another SGA Presidential elec-

tion is upon us, and with it another chance
to express our strong, constituent desire

for fair and competent defense of our
representative interests against the increas-

ingly ruthless, exacting bureaucratic in-

solence of the University administration. A
democratic opportunity, not to be tal<en for

granted, to choose the fine, dedicated men
and women who have in the past, at great

personal expanse, effected momentous
changes to our benefit too...umm...
numerous to recall.

in the words of our great student leader,

whose name escapes me at the moment,
regarding his worth and that of his col-

legues. "Our worth is greater to those

whose worth is thought by them to be less

than that of those who thinic themselves
worthless, is, while having more or less half

the worth of most is still more than twice as
worthless as nobody combined."

With this in mind, a serious student voter,
like myself, must now engage in a zealous
pursuit of the one man or woman, or pair of
both or either, worthy of my precious vote
in their behalf. Knowing full well that my
life at UMass could be so much better if on-
ly the right people were representing me,
(that is, the present ones are replaced) I

look for the promise of new names among
the perenials on the election ballot.

But alas, to my great distain, the calm,

productive continuity of the SGA social

club is barely threatened. Failing to find

substantive new blood on the list of runners

with last year's runners-up predominating,
am as heart broken as when I turn over my
morning Salada tea bag label only to find

the same damn "Success is getting what
you want, happiness is wanting what you
get" saying again.

"I won't stand for second best!" I declair

with voter pride, "No more any-port-in-a-
storm election incentives. By golly! I'll

nominate my own candidate, while there's
still time!"

With heart in hand I set about to deter-
mine exactly what rare personal qualities

are needed for the position so that I may
then match them precisely with those of
one of my present stock of acquaintances
to produce the perfect candidate. I pull out
a fresh sheet from my Marxian economics
notebook, and rolling a newly sharpened
"no. 2" between my thumb and forefinger,

ponder the countless number of required
qualifications. I begin;

SGA Presidents should:

1) Know what they should be doing.
2) Know how to do what they should be

doing.

3) Care about what they should be doing,
even after several weeks in office.

4) Be informed on the issues they should
be working on.

5) Know how to work on those issues and
care about them.
6) Care about the issues they should be in-

formed on and effectively working on.
7) Not work to faithfully emulate any of

the conscienceless, political glue-huffing,

sell-out, administrative port-a-bureaucrat
lackies who proceeded them. At least not
to the exclusion of their purpose in office,

or to the point of disqualifying any claim
they might have to human morality, as
others have. In this light, I consider my ac-

quaintances.

I exclude my friends, for I am no friend to
anyone I wish this task upon. I exclude my
enemies for I cannot trust them to do the
task well. And I exclude all those in bet-

ween since if I do not know them well

enough to know them friend or foe, I can-
not judge their intentions.

Well, that leaves my dog who, motivated
solely by Kennel Ration and table scraps,
can be neither my friend nor my enemy.
Who, while tending to be lazy, is one of the
most sincere intentions. She knows neither
corruption nor deceit nor has she ever mut-
tered a single word against me or anyone I

like. All in all, she is a competent dog. As
an added bonus she is female and it is high
time we had a woman as SGA President.

The following idea may not be original but
it is far more promising than the continua-

tion of the present system. There is a way
to end SGA personnel stagnation and
remove many of the sources of discourage-

ment to students who wish to engage in a

productive student government, and that

process goes as follows:

Select SGA officers at random from the
list of enrolled students. Inform those
selected at some time before the beginning

of their prospective terms, allowing them to

digest the responsiblities giving their alter-

nates time to do the same. For their work
they will receive academic credit, not stu-

dent monies.

Arbitrary? Undemocratic? Perhaps that is

so with respect to a working democratic
model. But in comparison with the existing

SGA structure and composition, this pro-

cess could only bring about an improve-
ment, something my SGA vote has little

chance of doing.

Eric H. Janszen is a Collegian commentator

Editorial
False alarms are, to put it as simply as possible, going to be the death of
some UMass residents one day. It would seem that day is coming closer if one
looks at the increased rate of false aiarms - one fourth of all alarms pulled ac-
cording to UMass fire Marshall Keith Hoyle.

It is hard to believe that anyone who was aware of the dangers involved in
pulling a fire alarm would do so. So we'll spell them out for anyone who is

thinking of pulling one in the future:

1

.

Fire Engines, according to basic laws of physics, cannot be in two places
at one time. We're all in college, that should be easy enough to fathom. A fire

station is set up and located in a central area so firemen and the fire engines
can get to the point of a fire in the quickest way possible. When a fire alarm is

pulled for no reason other than idiocy, it means that in the case of a real fire,

the engine is possibly far away from the real fire. Reaction time is also cut]
sometimes to the point of not being able to answer a real fire alarm in time to
save lives.

2. Buildings used as dorms in UMass are probably some of the best prepared
to warn the residents and the fire officials of a possible fire of any dorm system
in the United States. This summer many of the dorms were equipped with
sophisticated fire alarms, and all now contain hard wired smoke detectors.
This does not obviate the fact, .though, that a fire in one of the highrises of
Sylvan, Southwest, or Orchard Hill could prove disasterous in terms of lives
lost simply because highrises are hard to get out of quickly, many of the fire

doors are left open by dorms residents and dorm vandalism (especially to the
elevators) is a tremendous hinderance to fighting fires quickly and without loss
of life. Pulling false alarms only increases the already good chances that these
problems will one day lead to needless loss of life due to fires.

3. You are liable for any false alarms you have pulled. That means a max-
imum of 1 year in jailand a 500 dollar fine.

As our teachers and principals have told us since grade school, most of us
don't do stupid things, like pull alarms, but there is always a small percentage
of antisocials willing to do such things for the thrill of it. This is a University.
We should have all absorbed that by now. It is not surprising, taken this, that
the UMass Fire Marshall is proposing a punishment not unlike those meted out
to grade schoolers: punishing all for the bad deeds of the few. While the idea
of fining the dorm in which a false alarm is pulled seems to be a regreniQn^M
his part, the question is whether the Fire Marshall be blamed for treating us
like delinquent children when we act like them.
If you're thinking of pulling a false alarm, think again. If you find someone

pulling an alarm for no reason, turn that person in.' It is that simple if one cares
about the lives of his or her fellow students.

All Editorials are the opinion of a majority of the Board of Directors of
the Collegian.
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(JUNIOR FASHIONS FOR TODAY'S WOMAN)

Is Now Featuring A

DISCOUNT

Thf magnificent /i/ntinq macnin«b Both giv»- you

• Canndge obbon syslor^ • CarD<jn film anO Fabric r.bbon

• Qjick clean corrections • E;<tVa-wde carnage

• Work-saving featuros • DOot.iewalled c arrymq casr

V.K14.1 ?;'rx, -la.. ,i.iu» » iiao«-'« •"I'-'**" *""'^*'""' '"•'•'
'

'
''

T>d,.r>..i.-t<.">»-.a"'l'yp< v'flfS AkHo. 4rr,mol«e

.t..rrv>r.v.d««*. Ash .irx.ii'x'i' «'»')'• '^ •.,!*• viP r>'il"

Coronomatic models from $2l9.90
all discount priced

at

§Qc°x?(S

campus c<.nter/univ. of mass./amherst

on all reg. price merchandise with vour valid student or staff ID card.

Valid through December 31.

October Red Tag Sale

in Process Features
Cowl Necks re« $12 99 NOW $5.99

Solid Nylon Shirts re, $6 99 NOW $15

Bobbie Brooks Poly Slacks re« $23 now $12.99

Most Winter Coats up to '
i off

Blazers re, up to $7h now $39.99 & up

2(1 ' diicounl doe? not apply to sale merchandise.

COME SEt US SOON-WE RE A GREAT PLACE TO BE'!!

Mountain Farms Mall
Hadley. Mass.

Open MS 10 9:30

We accept-M C. Visa. AM. Ex.-L A Plan.

DON'T FORGET-Bring you r ID card lor a 20" q discou nt on all reR. p^ ipd»e.

Notices
FOUND
Student ID in PHB Diane
Buckhout Call 549-6854, ask
for Fred or leave number to
call

FOUND
Timex electronic watch in Stu
dent Union lounge on 9/27.
Call evenings, 967-5034,

CONSUMER COMPLAINT
Call consumer Action tor help
545 0199 or 545-0781.

SPRING INTERNSHIPS
Right now is the time to think
about and plan your spnng in

'ternship. come to a recruit

ment meeting for details either

Oct, 4 or Oct. 5 Students from
all disciplines welcome.
Meetings will be held in Cam-
pus Center 101 from 7 9pm
Office of Internships, 409
Goodell,

CHESS CLUB
Meeting tonight at 730

Campus Center 805 809 All

players are welcome Please
bring sets and clocks as only a
limited number are available.

HEYMAKERS
Learn to square dance. The

Heymakerf wil be holding a

free fun night on Oct 3 at 8
p.m. in the Commonwealth
Room. Come and see what
square dancing is about No
partner needed.
SPANISH CLUB MEETING
Today at 3 p.m in the 4th

floor lobby. All are welcome to

come

.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meotmg a* 7 p.m in

Hasbrouck 134

CHRISTIAN SCIE-NCE
ORGANIZATION
The Christian Science

Organization will meet tonight
at 5:30 Campus Center' 177.
The main topic will be
organization and our church.
Later there will be a business
meetinq All are welcome

UMASS HANGLIDING CLUB
Meeting on Thursday, Oct 5

at 7;30 p.m Campus Center
804-808 All members and in

terested people please attend

'wVSVV'.>.*.V^w*.».V.V*..''*V%\V *\\V *

"At least they're honest about it."

"Yeah, too bad we can't change

things."

"We can."
"How?"
"We can participate in the elections

tomorrow and Thursday."

"What elections?"

"The Student Government elections

for the Office of President, the Senate,

and the interim Board of Governors.

These are the people who can make
changes for us students."

"I'm going to vote."

The polling places and times are:

Cape Cod Lounge— for Commuters and Greeks:

12-7

McNamara— Sylvan: Wed. 4-8, Thurs. 3-7

Dickinson-OH: Wed. 8:30-10:30, Thurs. 4-6

Butterfieid— during dining hours

New Africa House—Third World: 12-5

Berkshire-SW: 11:30-1:30, 4:30-6:30

Hampshire-SW: 11:30-1:30, 4:30-6:30

Franklin-Central: 11:30-1:30,4:30-6:30

Worcester- NE: 11:30-1:30, 4:30-6:30

STUDENT GOVCHNMENT ASSOCIATION

MUNCHYS
HAS A SPECIAL

ESPECIALLY FOR YOU

!

Fig Newtons COOKIES

83^ A BOX

(REG. PRICE $.99)

SPECIAL STARTS
OCT. 3.1978

in all three

MUNCHYS STORES

Unique
Management Intern
MBAProgram

This outstanding educational plan involves six months

of classes; followed by a six- month internship of

paid professional work experience: then mne more
months o( classwork

The internship concept, which Northeastern pioneered,

gives you practical, real-wortd experience m your own
field of interest. It helps you pay for your education

And It often leads to important contacts for the future.

Classes begin m June and January

For further information, send to:

Susan V Lawier

Coordinator. Management Intern ProgratD

Graduate School of Business Administration

Northeastern University

360 Huntington Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02115

B

Name

SctTOOl Class

Address

City State ZIP

>foitheasternIJtiiversiiy
Renresentative on Campus on October 10.

'"^
^HHPtOTBAUUNEMMAGMHCBIT

*^ ^ ST9 BACKIMMD IN WRITING 89^
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r Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Turns over

6 Afncd 'e

10 Dried

14 Moses
Brother

tS Cipher
16 Easy as fall-

ing uM —

17 Trap

18 Calm
19 Healthy

20 Samples
22 Apes
24 Barren

2% Mount —
27 Pestered
31 Greek letter

32 Sinned
33 Trips

35 Topple
38 Ancient

39 Bombards
40 French river

41 Tier

42 Cap
43 Leftward
44 Sty

45 Conceals
47 A sodium

carbonate 2

words

51 Bellow
52 — Islands

54 Nebraskan
58 Prejudice

59 Bide —
lime

61 Repent
6? Stare

63 Face part

64 Aegean re-

gion

65 Throw
66 Location

67 Hilltop

DOWN

1 Switt

2 Flannel

3 Gershwin
and Sanhey

4 Went over

land

5 Jeered
6 New Deal

gp

7 Hula —
8 Idolize

9 Rescues
in Desert
11 Gladden
12 Parts

13 Discharge
21 Title

UNITED Fea

Monday s

'u'P Syndicate

ui/ie Solved

Wally Dorf

?3 New York

learn

25 Dissuade
27 Carry

28 Toronto
footballe-

29 Sketched
30 Metes
34 Say
35 Run
36 Anent 2

words
37 Pampers
39 Annuities

40 Big-time

one

4? Throb
43 Semitic lan-

guage

44 Hesitates

46 Cote sound
47 Kind of shoe
48 Few Prefix

ij Trades
5C Asian capi-

tal

53 — egg
55 Sharpen
56 Fennel
57 Tidy

60 Espy

IfeUPlSA^^
I

excuse -"«' I haic to pay

by Rob Ranney

Nothing Special byJoe Casey

\ 2 3 4 5
6~ >

"

« 9

1

10 II

..-.
'J

14 5 16

17 IS 19

?0 22

h^HH^H^' 25 26

P
^r ?8 29 30 31 ^^^H
32 a

• " 36 37

J8 m-
'°

4> " "
H^^^^^^^l'^ 46

*7 «8 49 so 51 ^^^H
^2 53

60

54 $5 56 57

i8

1

S9

1

61

6? 6J 64

6b 66 67 _

Correr>tly or\ S+r.Ut CMtr v

be\n5 •'^f^^rred to

^ passing students

as '•+Kc bi^ dwc Us

UAA.
,tif\

Spam Slade, People 's Eye

77'

SCM NOT LEAVING
WITHOUT A RGHT
SPAM/r-TTiTT^E

THINk
FOR A-.

veah;

nA«LA, PHOMe*
SO^^ or THE
OTHER TENANTS.

THAT NIGHT, 7
AN UftGENT /
HEETING--/

I NEEO ONE
OF THESE fO((r\S

FAOM eVEftVOWE
IN BITHONV.'

ms)
KIP /
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To place a classified ad, drop by the Col

legian office (CC 113) between 8:45 am
and 3:45 p m. Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip-and-mail form found in

most issues of the Collegian Classified

deadline is 3:45 p m two days in advance
of publication date

Collegian
Classifieds

AUTO FOR SALE FOR SALE

1969 Mustang, $300 or BO, call Neil,

253-3586.

70 Dodge Coronet, good engine, 200, call

Patti, 546-8069.

71 Ford wagon. Galax. 500, good condi-

tion, new engine, $700, call 253-5296, aft. 6
p.m.

70 Firebird 360, auto, PS, PB, new shocks,

tires, hi miles, still quick, 665-3883.

68 Volkswagen Sqbk., good condition,

many new parts, asking $660, 546-4760.

72 Pinto, leOOcc, std., 54,800 miles, call

back repairs complete, $850, 253-7778.

71 Volks. van, good cond., $1295,

549-2613.

FOR RENT

Fum. apt*.. 2 and 2Vi rms., utils. incl..

AC, pool, pkg. $200 and $215 mo., lease to

June. Amherst Motel And Apts., Rt. 9,

opp. Zayre.

Capezio — for dance, gymnastics,
skating leos, tights, shoes, accessories,

^049-3962.

2 man backpack tent. Sierra Starflight

4y4 lbs. complete. Like new. $85 firm. Call

Roland, 545-0600, ext. 29, 8-4 only.

Refrigerator— 2 cu. ft., good condition,

$45, 665-3554, 9-11 p.m., campus delivery

if nee.

1975 Kawasaki KZ400, good condition,

$600, call Paul at 253-9034.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79 S.

Pleasant, Amherst, open daily, 11-5.

FOUND

Found: very affectionate young male tiger

cat. Bushy tail. White flea collar. Call

549-4871.

HELP WANTED

Overseas jobs — summer/full time.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500- $1200 monthly, expenses
paid, sightseeing. Free info — write: Interna-

tional Job Center, Box 4490 MC, Berkeley,

CA 94704.

Work study Jobs avail, in Student Act. Of-

fice, apply Rm. 416 Student Union.

LOST

Lost— gold bracelet— from library to Or-
chard Hill via infirmary, call 546 6596.

Lost: woman's silver wedding ring with in-

itials SLP. Reward, call 527-7448.

Round
6-5950.

silver pendant, lost, reward,

Lost— cord, jacket in Bl. Wall Thurs. nite,

keys in pocket, please ca ll Meg, 546-5948.

Lost— brown-yellow sweatshirt, 546-8987.

MISCELLAtlEOUS

Magicians— interested in starting a club to

meet other magicians and Improve skills?

Call Joseph at 546-8736.

PERSONALS

MenI—WomenI Jobs on ships! American.
Foreign. No experience required. Excellent

pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job or

career. Send $3.00 for information.

SEAFAX, Dept. G-11, Box 2049, Port

Angeles, Washington 98362.

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c
per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day, 30 consecutive issues. 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

Don't forgetl Register for Webster's 3
Volume Dictionary at CC Store, Oct. 2-5 .

Sheila Flynn— Chris needs you, 586-20791

Work study jobs available in Student Ac-
tivities Office, apply Rm. 416, Student
Union.

RIDE WANTED
Pittsffeld commuter looking for car
pool. Call Dave at 499-1419, evenings.

ROOMMATE WANTED
One room in a 3 bedroom house on bus rt.

in Belchertown, $150 per mo., cooperative
household, call eve., 323-4782.

WANTED
Aggressive parson to earn excellent
nrxjney ($6-$10/hr.) selling paraphernalia on
campus. Must put in 6-10 hours/week.
Contact: Blown-Away Enterprises, Inc..

272 Kings Ave., N. Massapequa, NY 11758.

Noma for tiger kittan. free. 549-0611.

School bus drivers wanted in N'hampton,
DPU or Class 2 lie. required, 584-6481.

Golfers grab fourth place
in Tosky Invitational
By BETTY GWIAZDA
Collegian Staff

The UMass golf team tied with Amherst College, to finish a respectable fourth in the
Toski Invitational Tournan^ent held Sunday and Monday.
Capt. Jim McDermott led the Minutemen sharing third place in the individual scores

with Jim Collins of Amherst. Both finished at 152.

Though pleased with the performance of McDermott, Coach Ed Vlach had hopes of

medalist honors for the team captain, due to his strung play in the early rounds of the
tournament. However, a series of tough shots later in the match left him behind John
Collich of UConn who shot a 149 and second place finishers Ted Olson of UVt. and
Rich Wilczewski of Central Conn, who each shot 151.

Brian Kelly of Quinnipiac and Bill Day of Southern Conn, finsihed fourth behind
McDermott and Collins with scores of 153.

As for the remaining team members, sophomore Marty Hunt, making his second ap-
pearance of the season, finished beh'nd McDermott with a 159.

Both John Ciborowski and Victor Lahteine had their share of problems with the

course with neither playing as well as expected.
Mark Powers proved to be a disappointment by failing to complete the tournament

after playing poorly in the first round.

Over-all, UConn came out on top followed by Vermont and Southern Conn, tying for

second place. Close behind was Central Conn, in third, Umass and Amherst sharing

fourth, and Yale and Salem State finishing in fifth spot.

The Minutemen will compete again Thursday when they travel to Yale to compete in

the ECAC Qualifying Tournament.

welcomes

all men who are interested in

fraternity life. We invite you to

come up and see our house
tonight:

Tuesday, Oct. 3, 8:00 p.m.
Located in Frat/Sor Park
For rides and/or info call

5-2163 or 253-9034

The king of Cape Cod
Happy Hours!

Co'tegiag II

Netwomen win 2 of 3
By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The women's tennis team had a busy but
fairly successful weekend, as they defeated
two out of the three teams they faced.
Thursday, UMass defeated Mt. Holyoke for

the first time ever in women's tennis com-
petition. It was a close match until the very
last set, but UMass was the team to come
out victorious by the close score of 5-4.

Leading off in the win column for UMass
was Chris Carson, who easily took the first

set 6-1. Liz Mondesano came back though,
and easily took the second set 6-1 . Carson,
fourth singles player fought back in the
third set and without much difficulty, won
the set and match 6-1, 1-6, 6-3.

Jane Carson, fifth singles player for

UMass had an easy time defeatng Lisa

Mecks 6 3, 6-2.

Joanne Vennochi had no trouble
defeating Temmy McNerney 6-2, 6-3. Ven-
nochi played in the sixth singles spot for

UMass.
UMass' Sally Fryberger >and Cathy

Sullivan won 6-3, 7-5 in the first doubles
match.
In third doubles action, Tara McCarthy

and Jodie Skiest played together for the
first time this season and played well as
they defeated Therien and Crouse 6-4, 4-6,

6-3.

Losing for UMass were Elizabeth Maher,
first singles player, who was defeated by
Jean Osachuk 6-0, 6-3. UMass' second
singles player Barbara Mills lost an extreme-
ly hard fought match to Kim Colson 3 6,

6-3, 7-5. Lee Robb played third singles for

UMass on Thursday and lost to Cynthia
Gianakos 6-2, 6-2. Helen Najarian and
Carolyn Tarbell, second doubles players for

UMass were defeated by M. Cummings
and C. Munger 6-3, 6-3.

On Friday, the Jumbos from Tufts out-
matched the netwomen defeatir>g them
7-2. Barbara Mills, third singles player for
UMass, got all the attention as the only
sir>gie$ player to bring her match to three
sets. Mills, according to her opponent
Wendy Shahon, was putting them away at
the baseline. Mills outplayed Shahon 6-3,

4-6, 6-3, in a long match, and chalked up
one of just two wins for UMass.
The other win came from first singles

players Sally Fryberger and Cathy Sullivan
who fought a tough two-setter and
defeated Lisa Gross and Wendy Miller 7-5,
f>-4

Saturday, the netwomen were up with the
'

sun then off to Boston where they defeated
the Eagles of BC 6-3 in a tough match.

Lee Robb, first singles player for UMass
was defeated by Kathy Lynch 6-4, 1-6, 6-3.
Elizabeth Maher, playing second singles for
UMass, lost to Dede Krieger 6 3, 3-6, 6-2.

Barbara Mills, third singles player for

UMass, played a long hard match against
Kristien Fullam of Boston College. Mills us-

ed her tremendous forehand and strong
backhand to defeat Fullan 6-3, 4-6. 6-3.

In fourth singles action, Chris Carson lost

to Mary Anne McCarthy in an extremely
close match. Carson won the first set 6-4,
but dropped the second and third sets 6-4.
6-4.

UMass' fifth singles sp>ot was taken by
Jane Carson who breezed by Duncan
Dnscoll6-0, 6-1.

Joanne Vennochi had a tough time

against BC's Betty Quigley in the first set

but was still triumphant 7-5, 6-2, to give

UMass a win in the sixth singles spot.

VfhaVs happenings Sue?

Going to the QR Disco.

Wednesday
8-8:30 Social Half Hour/OPEN BAR/

All bottom shelf drinks free

9:30-10:30 White Hour/Gin, Vodka, Rum
50c/(cover 99c)

Free munchies every night/ Bottle beer 75c/

Proper attire required/**No jeans and sneakers*

Route 9f Amherst'Hadley line

»»

Monday Night Dtaco Party

m)mm»

B-^ 9-10 10 "11

50< 75< *hOO

?*^4<

FiooKi &SMruttDJ<y
NO C30VeR~ OOMCKAmy

TUESDAYS

8:30 til 1

_ Free Food til 11

I
While it Lasts |

Special Drinks

Promotions

T-Shirts*

» Oldies •

.•<
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Yanks top Sox for division title
BOSTON (UPI) The New York Yankees incredible 1978 comeback saga continued

yesterday when a surpnse three run honner by light hitting Bucky Dent and a Howitzer-
like solo shot by Reggie Jackson thrust them into the American League Championship
series with a 5 4 playoff victory over Boston that ruined the Red Sox' dreams of
redemption
The Yankee victory, which snapped a relentless eigfit game Boston winning streak,

capped a comeback that began on July 19 when an injury- riddled New York club trailed
the Red Sox by 14 games. The Yankees, making their third straight appearance in the
AL Playoffs, will thus continue in their defense of their world championship against the
Western Division champion Kansas City Royals Tuesday night.
Dent, the Yankees' No. 9 batter off his 243 average this season, shocked Boston loser

Mike Torrez, 16 13, by connecting with two out and Chris Chambliss and Roy White
aboard in the seventh inning to wipe out a 2 Boston lead. While the homer was only
the fifth of the year tor Dent, the real surprise was that he hit it with a borrowed bat
after fouling a pitch off his ankle
"After I fouled the pitch off my ankle and the trainer came out to look at it, Mickey

Rivers hollered to me that I had a cracked bat and to take his," said Dent. "It was a
M-44 model that he had stuck in the bottom of the bat bag. When I hit the homer, I

wasn't sure it was going out and I didn't even look at it until after I had gotten to first

base
The Yankees added a fourth run in the inning after Rivers followed Dent's homer with

a walk to drive Torrez from the game Bob Stanley relieved but allowed Rivers to steal
second and Thurman Munson followed with an RBI double to left center for a 4 2 lead.
But It was still up to Jackson, who has often billed himself as "Mr October, " to pro-

vide the Yankees with a run that would assure them the champ.onship. Jackson led off
the eighth and drilled a vicious liner into the center field bleachers to knock out Stanley.
Upon circling the bases, the flamboyant Yankee slugger rushed over to the box oc-
cupied by Yankee owner George Steinbrenner and gave his boss a triumphant slap on
the palms.
"That s for you,' Jackson said Later, however. Jackson tried to downplay the impor-

tance of his homer
"I feel good about this victory because it was achieved collectively,' said Jackson,
'but I didn't want it to end 5-4 That put too much pressure on us '

Indeed, that pressure came when the Red Sox rallied to 5 4 with a pair of runs in the
eighth off reliever Rich Gossage Ron Guidry, the Yankees meal-ticket left hander all

season long, was the beneficiary of Dent's homer and improved his record to 25-3, a
modern major league winning percentage mark but was unable to finish.
Yankee manager Bob Lemon, who was fired by the Chicago White Sox earlier this

season, and thus becomes the first pilot m history to win a championship after swit-
ching lObs in mid season, pulled his ace in favor of Gossage after George Scott singled
With one out in the seventh. Although Gossage, the Yanks $2.5 milliori reliever, finish-
ed up to earn his 27th save, it wasn't his easiest by any means. The Red Sox scored
twice in the eighth when Jerry Remy led off with a double and Carl Yastrzemski,
Carlton Fisk, and Fred Lynn hit successive singles
Then m the ninth, Rick Burleson walked and Remy singled with one out, leaving the
Red Sox' fate up to their two best hitters Jim Rice and Yastrzemski.
Gossage got Rice on a fly out while Yastrzemski, who homered for the first Boston run

in the second inning, popped out to Craig Nettles in foul territory )ust beyond third base
to end the game
"I made up my mind if I was gonna' get beat by Yastrzemski, I would get beat with my
best pitch," said Gossage.
The loss was especially biner for the Red Sox, who charged into a huge lead in the

division by mid season, lost it all by September, and scrambled to regain a tie with eight
straight wins at the finish of the season.

Yankee third baseman Graig Nettles jumps with joy after grabbing the final out
of the Yankees' championship season. (UPI)

Bill Tarter

What's in a name?

Boston's Carl Yastrzemski smiles prematurely yesterday,

the Sox an aarly 1-0 l«ad. but h provad to ba in vain. (UPI).

homer gave

For some strange reason elaborate
nicknames have always been a prerequisite

for various sports teams. To call them by
the name of their town and area, or by the

name of their coach or leader just wasn't

enough.
Some teams adopted nicknames for the

simple sake of identification, (Cinn. Red
Stockings, Chicago White Sox, for exam-
ple) but others quickly broke that barrier so
that today we have things Kke-the Horned
Frogs of Texas Christian University.

Someone hoped that with their nicknanr>e

the team and its supporters would
somehow take on the positive qualities and
characteristics of their namesake. (It

escapes me what could be a worthwhile
quality in Horned Frog, though)
Just suppose with the magical powers of

osmosis, the Amazing Kreskin or whatever,

teams and their fans did indeed capture

those instincts and traits of their particular

nickname. Rivalries and conferences could
be arranged on the basis of names.
Perhaps some Saturday in the future we

would see these matchups, with the in-

evitable pregame analysis and predictions.

1) UMass MINUTEMEN plus 14 vs Virg.

Polytech. Inst. GOBBLERS.
The MINUTEMEN are hungry for this one.

The GOBBLERS will have to be alert to

stop the MINUTEMEN firepower. Once the

game begins, the MINUTEMEN should be
able to blast them off the field

2) N. Carolina State-WOLFPACK plus 18

vsB U TERRIERS.
Terriers only hope will be dissension in

PACK squad. WOLFPACK should eat 'em
up.

3) N. Carolina TARHEELS plus 6 vs Mar-

shall THUNDERING HERD.
If TARHEELS can slow down the

THUNDERING HERD ground game they

can take it.

4) Rutgers PURPLE KNIGHTS plus 7 vs

Moorehead State DRAGONS.
The KNIGHTS are razor sharp for this

game Their attack has a distinct edge over

the DRAGONS
5) Northern Arizona LUMBERJACKS

plus 11 vs Indiana Stats SYCAMORES.
The SYCAMORE deftfiM wiN crack

under the LUMBERJACK attack. Last year
the LUMBERJACKS opened up gaping
holes on offense, they should be able to cut
through again this year.

6) Arkansas State INDIANS plus 6 vs Okl.

State COWBOYS
Upset pick. Indian coach, Wahoo Smith

is determined to redeem his team's honor
after many previous defeats.

7) Ohio Wesleyan BATTLING BISHOPS
even vs Wake Forest DEMON DEACONS.
Two of the most unpredictable teams in

the nation. Capable of being ferocious one
week and tame as a lamb the next. One
moment they'll apologize for a foul and the
next they will step on your face.

8) S.W. Louisiana RAGIN' CAJUNS
plus 35 vs Swarthmore LITTLE
QUAKERS.
The LITTLE QUAKERS are hindered by

their religious beliefs. Tackling and block-

ing constitute war-like behavior. The only
thing their religion allows is huddles. They
don't even do that well.

9) Iowa State CYCLONES plus 3 vs
Miami (Florida) HURRICANES.
Two dangerous teams. Both teams have

highly explosive offensive power, you
never know where or when they will strike

next. The HURRICANES claim they are

much weaker away from home, where the
ocean atmosphere gives them strength.

The CYCLONES say the HURRICANES'
statements are "a lotta hot air."

10) S. Dakota State JACKRABBITS plus

4 vs Southern Illinois SALUKIS
If the JACKRABBITS get the lead they

will be hard to catch.

11) Holy Cross CRUSADERS plus 1 vs

Washington & Jeff . PRESIDENTS
After listening to the pre game promises

from both coaches it's hard to know who to

believe less. Give a slight edge to the

CRUSADERS, their coach claims he has a

secret weapon.
12) South Carolina GAMECOCKS plus 1

vs Oregon State BEAVERS
Always a close match. Both sides score

freely. In recent performances the

GAMECOCKS have ended up on top.

Could this be the ytar the BEAVERS will

revertatharoiaa?
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Faculty plans occupation
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

One hundred disgruntled faculty members
yesterday vowed to march on the Whit-

more Administration Building today and
occupy the office of Chancellor Randolph
W Bromery.
The faculty also sharply differed with the

administration on whether a contract was
close to settlement following weekend
meetings by both sides.

The actions came at a meetfng of the

faculty union, the Massachusetts Society

of Professors. The occupation is the first

action planned in a three week series of

escalating )ob actions against the ad

ministration.

The union ahd the administration have

been negotiating since last summer on
what will be the faculty's first collective

bargaining agreement.
"They'll know we are coming, " said union

President James E. Cathey. "If there are

state troopers around though, I doubt
anyone will try to bust in "

Bromery, who is also UMass senior vice

president tor -labor relations, said the oc
cupatlon "won't be the first, and probably
won't be the last"
One hundred-fifty students last spririg

occupied Bromery's outer office in a

protest over campus housing conditions.

Bromery said he will be in Boston today at a

meeting of university trustees.

"I can understand the anxiety and
frustration of the faculty members who
don't understand the issues, " he said. "But
because of the adversary relationship, you
get the faculty to do things which under
normal circumstances they wouldn't do."
The occupation vote followed a

presentation by the union's action com-
mittee, set up three weeks ago to plan the
timetable for job actions. The timetable

calls for a one-day action this week, a two
day action next week, a three-day action

the next week, and a vote on other action
in the following week, if a contract is not
settled.

The two sides did not agree on events of

the past weekend, which union members
said nearly resolved the entire contract.

Cathey said the union last Friday received

U ofBridgeportstops
classesamidprotest
BRIDGEPORT, Conn. (AP) - The Univer-

sity of Bridgeport suspended classes in-

definitely yesterday and students pro-

testing a nearly two-week-long faculty

strike dug a grave in front of the administra-

tion building for their "strangled" educa-

tion.

University President Leiand Miles said he

was asking any of the school's 8,000

students who live within a day's drive of the

campus to go home until classes resume.

He said when that happens courses would

be consolidated so that students could

complete their first semester work. If the

university cannot meet its obligations,

students will get refunds, he said.

The decision to shut down classes in the

face of a strike that began Sept. 25 came
after the faculty ovenwhelmingly rejected a

contract offer Monday night. Talks bet-

ween the two sides broke off Sunday and
no negotiating sessions were scheduled.

'Although 60 percent of the classes have

remained in session, the strike disruption is

causing student programs to get out of

synchronization. To allow this situation to

continue would only complicate the ability

of the students to make up the time loss

within the current semester," Miles said.

"It is now obvious that the AAUP
(American Association of University Pro-

fessors) is more interested in preserving the

union than it is preserving the university,"

Miles said.

After Miles' announcement, about 350

students marched on the administration

building carrying a coffin stuffed with

course schedules in a mock funeral.

Students have called on the administration

to submit the dispute to binding arbitration

to bring about a settlement, but the univer-

sity says that would be unacceptable. The
students have threatened to sue UB for tui-

tion refunds for classes that weren't held.

We have watched our education slowly
strangled, " senior Gene Gold said in a

"eulogy."
Another senior, Dave Snadbeck, called

the protest "a shining tribute to what blind

stubbornness and politics can bring to an
institution of higher learning."

Student council president Gary Moroni
said he would urge students to remain on
campus. Miles said that food service

facilities and the campus center would be
kept open while classes were suspended.
Athletic events and cultural programs will

also be continued, Miles said.

UB officials have said replacing the
strikers is one among several options open
to the school. But AAUP president Nor-
man Douglas said following Monday's vote
that union demands now include rehiring of

all striking teachers.

Douglas said other conditions include

deletion of a contract clause giving the

university final authority over course offer-

ings and faculty assignments. He also said

the AAUP wants eight and a half percent

wage increases over the first two years of

the contract and eight percent in third year.

AmherstRecord so\d
BySEANHORGAN
and MIKE SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

Effective today the Amherst Record and

its Area Dollar Saver are the property of the

Westfield Evening News and its parent

company, the Allbritton communications

Co. of Washington DC.
Former Record owners Michael and Polly

de Sherbinin yesterday sold the paper and

shopper for an undisclosed sum to the

Washington-based company in a deal that

"has been brewing for some time," ac-

cording to Michael de Sherbinin.

The sale announcement was made last

night by William Dean Singleton, president

of Allbritton. Allbritton also has other

newspaper holdings in Massachusetts and

New Jersey, as well as owning three televi-

sion stations iri Washington D.C., Virginia

and South Carolina.

Singleton said many of the Record staff

members have been rehired as staff

members of the Westfield Evening
News, but recused comment on whether

all Record employees will be rehired. He
also said some employees from the

Westfield paper may be transferred to

Amherst.
Although both the Westfield Evening
News and the Record are unionized, both
have different unions. The Westfield paper
is part of the Retail Clerks Union while the

Record had the Distributive Workers of

America as their union. Singleton said last

night that only the Retail Clerks Union
would be recognized by management,
which could set up a labor fight between
management and employees of the Record
and their union.

Union Steward at the Record, Nancy
Newcombe last night said they will file

charges with the National Labor Relations

Board today claiming the sale violates an
existing contract clause stating the union

must be notified 30 days in advance of any
sale

Newcombe also said Singleton has agreed

to immediate arbitration once the charges

are filed in an attempt to settle the union

issue.

Members of the Record staff went on
strike from April to June of last year in an
effort to obtain their current union.

an "initiative " from the '"highest levels of

the administration,"" containing "points
which could lead to a settlement."

"We thought agreement was in very close

sight. " he said.

But, Cathey said, "middle management"

out a stop to the initiative. One source toW
the Collegian the middle management was
Bromery.
Bromery, however, offered a different

view. He said "absolutely " no ad-
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Micheal P. Gibbons, 20, of the BDIC program enjoys lunch on the Campus
Center green yesterday afternoon. Gibbons is resident assistant in Field House.

(Staff photo by Jennifer Gear)

Student elections today
set to fill resignations
By DAN GUIDERA
Collegian Staff

Elections for student government presi-

dent are scheduled for today and tomorrow
after an abbreviated one-week campaign.

The election, normally held each spring,

was caused by the resignation of former

co-presidents Robert Dion and Donald

Bishop last month.
Chair of the elections subcommitted Mar-

cie Levington said the shortened election

process is caused by the need to choose
new officers in the beginning of the

semester. Student senators will also be

elected, she said, and added the senate is

more efficient the sooner senators are

chosen.
As the campaign drew to a close last

night, most of the candidates said they

planned to simply wait for the results, after

having spent the past week rallying votes.

"It's out of my hands," said Janssen, who
was busy yesterday hanging posters and
doing laundry. "I haven't gone to class

since last Wednesday but I'll go to all of

them tomorrow," he said.

Vega said he and Jones spoke to various

classes yesterday as part of their campaign
while Tyson said he and running mate
Hensleigh would keep campaigning at a

constant pace to try to meet as many peo-

ple as possible, ^oth the campaigns of

O'Donnell/Vafiadet and Thomas/Graham
could not be reached for comment last

night as they were out campaigning.

Today's campaign is the earliest date a

new president could be chosen, Levington

said, without moving the elections to the

middle of this month which would not com-
ply with the senate constitutio.T regarding

the date by which a new president must be

elected. Normal election procedures of a

one-week nomination deadline and a two-

week campaign are shortened in this in-

terim process to a one-week nomination

and a one-week campaign.
The five candidacies on today's ballot for

president are Hector Vega and Kevin

Jones, Herb Tyson and Jon Hensleigh,

Cindi Thomas and Peter Graham, Patrick

O'Donnell and Mark Vafiades, and Dick

Janssen.

Whereto vote
Voting today and tomorrow will be held in dining commons from 11:30 to

1 30 and 4:30 to 6:30 for on campus residents of Southwest, Central and Nor-

theast. Commuters and Greeks can vote in the Cape Cod Lounge from

noon to 7 p.m.. Sylvan area residents in McNamara dormitory 4 8 p.m. to-

day and 3-7 p.m. tomorrow. Orchard Hill residents in Dickinson dormitory

8 30 10:30 p.m today and 4-6 p.m. tomorrow, Butterfield dormitory

residents during dining hours, and Third World community in the New
Africa House and Malcolm X Center from noon to 5 p.m. today.
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Ne^ws at a glance

Local...
Curren tattorneys

support Souweine
The current Hampshire and Franklin

County district attorney has joined state

Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti in

endorsing Democratic nominee Jonathan

Z. Souweine for Hampshire Franklin district

attorney
Incumbent District Attorney John M.

Callahan, a South Hadley Democrat who is

not seeking reelection, said he plans to vote

for Souweine Callahan would not discuss

any differences he and Souweine might

have, such as nuclear power.

Souweine opposes nuclear power and has

talked about using the prosecuting power

of the district attorney's office against

nuclear power plants polluting the en-

vironment. Callahan has represented

Northeast Utilities in his private practice.

Northeast Utilities is the company wishing

to build a power plant m Montague.

Area homes suffer

power shortage
Approxinnately 2,000 homes in northern

sections of Amherst and Hadley as well as

Hatfield and Leverett were without electric

power yesterday morning for approximately

an hour due to an overloaded p>ower line,

according to officials at Western Mass.

Electric Co
The outage was reported at 7:47 a.m. The

initial report to police was that a car struck

a pole in North Hadley A police check of

the area discovered no such accident.

Western Mass. Electric crews said they

found primary wire on the ground on

Roosevelt Street in Hadley, and determined

that repair crews h^d overloaded the

primary line, causing it to burn through and

fall to the ground
Power was returned to approximately

1200 homes by 8:19 a.m. and all but 65

homes had power by 8:30 a.m.

PoliticalStickers

violate contract
Stickers for the Tyson Hensleigh

campaign placed on posters advertising the

Patti Smith concert Friday night will be
removed this morning by Union Program
Council because the stickers violate a

signed contract.

Herb Tyson and Jon Hensleigh are one of

ive candidacies running for student

government president in the elections

today and tomorrow.
Patti Smith's contract ot the Union
Program Council stipulates her name or

image is not to be used by anyone to

promote the personal gain of others,

council co-chair Bob Humphries yesterday.
The stickers, seen on a few of the posters,

are in violation of the contract and were not

requested by Tyson /Hensleigh to be put on
the Smith posters, he added.
Humphries said Tyson has many friends in

the program council who support his

candidacy but the council tries to remain

apolitical in its organization. Both Hum-
phries and Hensleigh said they were
unaware the stickers had been put on the

posters and Hensleigh said it would have
been done by one of about 20 F>eople

working on his campaign.

BETH SEGERS

National...
Harrises sentenced
to 10 for kidnapping
OAKLAND. Calif. \AP\-- WiHidm and Emi-

ly Harris, who a month age said they were
proud they kidnapped Psiricia Hearst, were
sentenced Tuesday to 10 years to life in

prison for the crime
"The Harrises consider this the end of an

era," their attorney Susan Jordan said

moments after the sentencing, which
marked the last litigation against survivors

of the terrorist Symbionese Liberation Ar-

my.
Harris, 33, and his 31 year-old wife smiled

Trustees not fearful of

faculty office occupation

By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

The head of a University

trustee labor committee
yesterday said trustees will

not be "intimidated or

threatened" by a faculty

occupation of Chancellor

Randolph Bromerys office

scheduled today.

The Board of Trustees will

discuss collective
bargaining at their monthly
meeting today at Howard
Johnson's Motor Lodge in

Boston

Members of the

Massachusetts Society of

Professors voted yesterday

to occupy Bromerys office

to protest stalled contract

negotiations.

James B. Krumsiek,

chairman of the Labor

Relations ad hoc com-
mittee, called the proposed

occupation a pressure

tactic and said it would not

work. "In terms of a

resolution it is not a

productive exercise," he

•aid.

Krumsiek said his com-
mittee will recommend no
specific proposals con-
cerning the faculty contract

when the full board meets
to discuss the matter in

closed executive session.

"We will discuss the

University's status," he

said.

The board will also vote a

Budget and Finance

committee recom
mendation for a capital

outlay request This request

is for money from the fiscal

year 1980 budget which is

needed now.
UMass Amherst is slated

to receive $6,660,000 for

deferred maintenance
campus safety im-

provements, landscape and

housing renovation.

Vision
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broadly as the sentences were read. They

had plea-bargained Aug. 31, and officials

said they could probably be released from

prison in five years.

Deputy District Attorney Alex Selvin, who
prosecuted the kidnapping case and
negotiated the plea bargain, said he believ

ed justice had been served, the county sav-
ed $500,000 in trial costs, and Miss Hearst
saved the ordeal of testifying against her
captors.

'"There was emotional harm to Miss
Hearst," he said in explaining why the
qualification of kidnapping with bodily

harm was dropped in exchange for guilty

pleas to kidnapping. "'But we're dealing

with a lavy involving actual physical harm.
There's no question there was very little of

that."

The Harrises were sentenced on four

counts of kidnapping, false imprisonment
and armed robbery in connection with the

Hearst abduction.

Denver blasts kill

3 oil CO. workers
DENVER \AP\-fK series of fiery explosions

fe't for 30 miles killed at least three workers

a' an oil refinery yesterday authorities said.

Plant officials said a malfunctioning valve

may have leaked gases into the air, trigger-

ing the blasts.

The explosions at the Continental Oil Co.
facility created brilliant orange fireballs and
sent thick black smoke thousands of feet

into the air. Pieces of twisted and charred

metal were found up to two miles from the

plant

Hospitals in the area reported that eight

plant employees and three other persons

were injured, several of them critically

burned.

Plant manager Robert Alexander said

damage might run to between $5 million

and $10 million unless the equipment within

the fire area could be salvaged
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World...
Futurepope need
notbe Italian
VATICAN CITY |ty/'/| -Humberto

Medeiros of the Roman Catholic Ar-
chdiocese of Boston Monday said the man
he votes for to be the next pope need not
be an Italian-or even a cardinal.

Medeiros said he intends to use the
criteria used by Christ in selecting Peter as
the first pope. He said he has been resear-

ching the gospels to help him in that task.

"There are no cloak-and-dagger games in

this selection process," he said. "It is all

very holy.

He said the American bishops, in their

meetings before the conclave that elected

John Paul I, had not discussed per-

sonalities and did not talk about the job
description of a pope. Rather, the meetings
were devoted to procedure and a better

understanding of the church constitution,

he said.

"The new pope obviously must be a man
of faith, of hope, of great Christian love,"

Medeiros said.

"I will look for what the Lord looked for in

Peter - profound faith and profound love

for him,"' the cardinal said.

Nicaraguan youths

imitate guerillas
MANAGUA, Nicaragua, \AP\- Gun

toting Sandinista guerrillas - not the tradi

tional cowboy or cop - are the new heroes
of Nicaraguan youths.

The rebels, wearing the black and re6

masks of the Sandinista National Liberation

Front and waging a bloody struggle to

overthrow President Anastasio Somoza,
have captured the imagination of many
young people iruthis Central American na-

tion.

Many more are caught in an emotional
tug-of war, to'rn by polarization between
supporters of the 41 year old Somoza fami

• ly regime and its foes.
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No shelter for

new buses
Bi\NENDY CARLSON
Collegian Staff

Twelve of the 26 new buses provided to UMass by the

f.deral government have arrived, and the UMass Transit

Authority has no place to put them.

riadley Building Inspector Frank Baj last month turned down

the Transit Authority's request for a permit to build a $14

million garage )ust over the Hadley line.

"So far nothing has changed as far as my decision goes,'

Paj said last night.

The proposed garaije would be located north of the existing

one off Governors Drive.

Baj turned down the request for the building permit and the

eoning board of Hadley recused a variance on the grounds that

the site does not have the required "frontage" on a travelled

road.

Baj explained that frontage is required on a "travelled yvay"

to insure public access. Governors Drive is privately owned by

the University.

The Pioneer Valley Transit Authority, who would build the

garage in conjunction with the UMass Transit Authority, is

f.eeking an injunction to force the town of Hadley to issue a

building permit for the garage, according to Al Byam, the

operations manager for the Transit Service.

Byam said that the hearing on the injunction is scheduled ftir

romtMime this month
Meanwhile, the new buses are being stored outside the ex

isting bus yard. Heating systems will be installed in the buses,

Byam said, because he expects them to be stored outside for

much of the winter.

"We'll get a garage, alright. Meaanwhile, it's costing the

taxpaversmoney," Byam said.
•

Transit Service Director William Barrett says because of the

delay the garage, if approved, would not be ready for use until

February

Rising costs of steel and concrete could boost the garage's

'nal pi ice tag to at least $2 million by then, Barrett said

Incl'ided in the proposal for the new garage is a bus washing

facility that would recycle seventy five percent of the water it

uses according to Barrett.

Th«.«ll-vegtotarian menu of Earthfoods offers an alter-

native to the DC menu as Bruce Aristide discovered

yesterday.

(Staff photo by Jennifer Gear.)

Massport bills reportedly high

under Edward King's direction
BOSTON It/P/I- The Massachusetts Port Authority paid

nearly $75,000 in restaurant and hotel bills in a seven-month

period whiJL' Democratic gubernatorial nominee Edward J.

King was Massport director, it was reported yesterday.

Massport paid an additional $24,277 to the American Express

( Attention sci-fi fans:new video

game arrives at Campus Center
By SHEPHERD OGDEN
Collegian Staff

The spacecraft faced each other in a brutal showdown

around a shrinking whirlpool of the sun with fourth-order

attack missiles and dwindling fuel. The delta wing fired, but

his adversary disappeared into hyperspace and the

warhead crashed harmlessly into the exploding edge of the

galaxy. The hunted ship reappeared behind the delta wing

and fired.

Battlestar Galactica? No. Space Wars, the newest video

game in the Campus Center games area. Video games first

burst upon the American scene at Stanford University in

1971, when the computer print-out game Space Wars,

developed at MIT, was hooked up to a TV display unr. in

the campus coffee shop. The brains for the game were lialf

a mile away, in the Stanford Research Institute computer.

For the first few years the machine, named the Galaxy

Game, was the only coin-operated video game in ex-

istence. Then Atari, Inc. of Los Gatos, Cal. (a neighboring

town) started to market Pong, the first mass-produced

"vid." ^ . ,

Until last year most video games on the market had only

one set of rules and effects. They were only slightly smarter

than your average digital watch.

But Space Wars, like the Galaxy Game before it, can be

programmed.
At the start of each game, the player can choose from a

number of different playfields and conditions: positive or

negative solar systems, a black hole for a sun, and screen

edges that the ships and missiles bounce off or (with due

respect to Dr. Einstein) bend the galaxy and send them

back onto the screen from the opposite side.

The spacecraft are controlled by a set of buttons on the

machine console. One button fires a left nose rocket,

another the right nose rocket, a third applies fonward

thrust. There are two other buttons, one to fire attack

missiles, and the second to enter hyperspace.

Hyperspace is used as a last resort to escape destruction.

It is dangerous -the ship disappears from the screen, and

there is no way to tell where it will reappear; in (act, it

might not!

With all this variety, you might expect Space Wars to be a

big success. It is. On its first morning here at UMass, a

crowd had already gathered by 9:30, and they were not just

pinball freaks.

Infant said to be healthy
SAUGUS (AP) - Two-year-old Bradford Kearley, whose

parents pulled him from a hospital and left the state because

their regligious beliefs prohibited blood transfusions for his

leukemia, is reported in fine health now and living with his

family there.
. .i. c .

Bradford became the object of a massive search on the East

Coast when he disappeared after a doctor had warned that he

would die imminently without blood transfusions for treat-

ment of cancer of the bone marrow.

His parents, Thomas and Leah Kearley, refused to allow the

transfusions because, as practicing Jehovah's Witnesses, the

scriptures prohibit "the eating of blood.

The family reappeared several weeks later in a Jacksonville,

Fla. hospital with Bradford on the verge of death. It wasn't

cancer he was suffering from but merely a staph infection he

had picked up at the North Shore Children's Hospital, Mrs.

KearleVsaid.

"The week after he was admitted to the hospital in Florida,

he began responding to treatment. The next day he sat up,

she said in a telephone interview last night.

Brad had been taken to the North Shore hospital on Aug. n
because he had been running a fever. The tests showed that

he had cancer in his bone marrow, she said.

Co. during the sanio period, when 54 Massport officials car-

ried the authority's American Express credit cards, a report in

the Boston Globe said.

Thf^ Globe, which received recoids for the period bet

ween December 1972 and June 1973 under a freedom of

infoimation request, quoted former Massport officials

as saying spending patterns dunng that period were

similar to- those throughout King's 11 years as head of

the authority.

Massport records show $29,000 was spent during those

seven months at two Boston restaurants - Anthony's

Pier 4 and Jimmy's Harborside, the paper said.

Records indicated Massport also had spent $14,358 on

tickets for theater and sporting events.

King's gubernatorial campaign, which has portrayed

him as an efficient manager at Massport, has focused

on his promises to cut government spending.

Since King left Massport. the number of officials carry-

inq the authority's American Express credit cards has

been reduced from 54 to 17. and credit cards at An-

thony's and Jimmy's have been eliminated, the paper

said.

King was not available for comment on the Globe

story but campaign manager Paul May, former director

of development at Massport, said officials at the

authority had been reasonable in using their credit

cards The authority's entertainment expenses were

normal for a business of its size, May said.

"Like any other business, we had a policy at Massport

of entetta^ing people who did business with us. May

addeS 'Andlt was Ed King's philosophy that we should

pick up the tab.

"We didn't want people we were

to pay our way. We were always

that we were spending Massport

said.

James A Fay, chairman of the Massport Board of

Directors when King was fired in 1974, said the expenses

listed in Massport records were "excessive in terms of

what would be considered normal entertainment for a

business organization "

doing business with

cautious of the fact

public money," he

Correction
Hans Fritsch is Director of the Language Labs, not a

professor here, as incorrectly reported in yesterday's story

on the labs. The program is a course for a interpretors

rather than a French course, as reported yesterday.
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ministration bargaining team member put a

stop to any so-called "framework for a

contract settlement.

He said the administration- team met

Saturday with UMass President David C.

Knapp, but only to discuss the talks in

general and also a choice of mediator to

mediate the stalled contract talks.

"After the meeting...! stated that I

believed while both sides were moving

closer, that we should proceed to

mediation for further negotiations." Knapp

said in a statement yesterday.

Meanwhile, the two sides continued to

move closer to bringing the contract

dispute to mediation.

Jack Polidori. the union's chief

negotiator, said a mediator from the state

Board of Arbitration and Concilliation will

probably be selected tomorrow. Both sides

recently agreed to move to mediation after

negotiations bogged down and once broke-

off in mid-summer.

The Massachusetts Society of Professors

is the Amherst unit of the faculty union.

Together with the Faculty-Staff Union at

the UMass Boston campus, the union

represents some 1900 faculty members.

A representative from the Boston campus

yesterday said faculty there are "continuing

full steam ahead " for today's scheduled

sick -out.
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BlackAffairs

V.

Dr Herbert Aptheker. a widely acclaimed
authority on Afro-American history spoke on the

life of WEB DuRois at Mahar Auditorium last

night.

(Photo by Piatt)

Letter to the Editor
To the Campus CommunitY'
On Thursday, Oct. 5, from
11:00 to 1:00, there will be a

picketline at Berkshire Houseon
campus to protest the cor-

porate recruiting of three of

the greatest supporters of the

apartheid system of South
Africa. This brutal system has

meant denial of all political and
economic rights of the Black

majority in South Africa.

When Black people challenged

this system, as in Soweto in

1976, they were fiercely

repressed, with hundreds of

young people being shot and
imprisoned. All Black organiza-

tions and leaders opposed to

the apartheid system have
been banned or jailed.

Companies like IBM, Texaco,

and Union Carbide were drawn
to South Africa because of

high rates of profit to be made
from the slave-labor system of

apartheid. In 1973, before it

became popular to condemn
apartheid in words, while sup-

porting it in deeds. Union Car-

bide told Newsweek, "Black

majority rule would be bad for

South Africa and bad for

business." Nowadays, the cor-

porations try to cover up their

support for the aparthied

system by claiming, "We treat

our Black workers right." Even

LUTHER

if this was true, it is the capital,

technology and raw materials

provided by these corporations

which constitute their central

contribution to developing and

maintaining the military might

of the terroristic white regime.

IBM, despite its relatively

small investment of $8 million

in S. Africa, provided the

technology to computerize the

brutal pass-book system of

labor control. This pass system

controls every aspect of Black

people's lives: where they can

live, work, and play, who they

can marry, where they can

own land, etc. IBM's computer
technology is used extensively

by the S. African military to

plan and carry out aggression

against neighboring states,

such as Angola, Zambia, and

occupied Namibia.

UNION CARBIDE, mines fer-

rachrome in Rhodesia,
Namibia, and South Africa, a

mineral important for building

jet aircraft and other military

hardware. U.C. has lobbied for

Congress to break with UN
sanctions against Rhodesia,

claiming the phony "internal

settlement" of Prime Minister

Ian Smith and his Black

lackeys constitutes a genuine

transition of Black majority

rule.

Apthekeron DuBois'life
By TERRELL EVANS
Bkick Affairs Staff

Dr. Herbert Aptheker, Director of the
AfroAmerican Institute for Marxist Studies
spoke on the life of W.t.B. DuBois, one of

the foremost scholars and thinkers of the

twentieth century, at Mahar Auditorium
last night.

Aptheker, a close friend of DuBois said,

"...That he retained this zest, this

eagerness through ninety-five years of tur

moil would be remarkable itself; but that

this Black man, this poetic Black man, re

tained this balanced joyfulness while living

and battling in the United States from the

1880's through the 1960's is perhaps the

single most incredible reality in the ac
complishment of this altogether incredible

person."

Introduced by Prof. John Bracey of the

Afro-American Studies department at

UMass, Aptheker said that one could

discuss DuBois the teacher, editor,

organizer, poet, novelist, or historian. One
could discuss the confrontations with

Booker T. Washington or Marcus Garvey.

Instead Aptheker chose to speak on
DuBois' "Zest for Life," how he was able to

make his life an epic poem.

'DuBois believed in work," said Ap
theker. Work in terms of making a life,

work thai one cherished, work not for selt

gratification but work for service.

From DuBois he quoted, "Be prepared for

personal sacrifice. The majority of mankind
are colored, the fairest portion of the earth

are under their feet, and the marvelous

spectacle before the world today is the fear

of the darker races- not fear ot retrogres

sion but fear of their advance."
DuBois' work and sacrifice were

stimulated by a love for his people and a

passionate hatred for their oppressors. He
had an intense hato for those who attemp
ted the 'damnation of women,' Aptheker

said.

From DuBois' Souls of Black Folk, Ap-
theker read, "Doth not this justice of hell

stink in Thy nostrils, O God? How long shall

the mounting flood of innocent blood roar

in Thine ears and pound in our hearts for

vengeance? Pile the pale frenzy of blood-

crazed brutes, who do such deeds, high on
Thine Alter, Jehovah Jireh, and burn it in

hell forever and forever.

The lecture was sponsored by the Five

College Black Studies Executive Committee
and the University of Massachusetts Press.

One-hundred and seventy five people

were on hand as Aptheker read quotes

from DuBois' writings and the writings of

other authors to express the style and
character of DuBois' life.

From Alice Walker he read, "To
acknowledge our ancestors means we are

aware that we did not make ourselves, that

the line stretches all the way back .. We
remember them because it is an easy th'ng

to forget that we are not the first to outfe;,

rebel, fight, love and die The grace vith

which we embrace life in spite of the poin,

the sorrows, is always a measure of what
has gone before."

Other people he read from were Claude
Mckay and Virginia Woolf.

Cop shoots unarmed Black

TEXACO, as Caltex (Stan-

dard jf Ca. and Texaco), is the

second largest US investor in

S. Africa and provides over

40% of South Africa's oil. This

oil is essential for S. Africa's oil

dependent economy, as well

as its aggressive military

machine. It has been
documented that US com-
panies have provided oil to

Rhodesia via S. Africa, against

US law and UN sanctions

against Rhodesia.

The students of UMass can

be proud of the fact that they

pushed the University to

become one of the first in the

country to divest itself of stock

in corporations which do
business in South Africa. This

move helped to spark a move-
ment for divestment in hun-

dreds of colleges, churches

and unions. We hope that

students and faculty at UMass
will continue to take a strong

stand on University ties with

banks and corporations that

support apartheid with their in-

vestments. Continue this tradi-

tion at Umass and join us on

the Picketline from 11:00 to

1:00 on Thursday.

Sincerely,
UMass Committee for the
Liberation of South Africa

"Seattle Police Depart-
ment: Armed Wing of the

John Birch Society."

This slogan, painted
frequently on Seattle walls

took on new meaning last

month when an unarmed
Black man was shot and
killed by a Seattle police

officer who is a long-time

Birch member. The killing

has heightened local

controversy over police use
of guns.

John Rodney, 26, who
spent five years in an in-

stitution for the mentally

retarded, was killed the

night of Aug. 19. He was
shot in a South-end back
yard while fleeing police,

who had responded to a call

reporting a prowler in the

area.

The killer was officer

Dennis Falk, a 14-year
member of the John Birch

Society. Falk is also

cochairman of SOME (Save

Our Moral Ethics), a group
which has sponsored an
initiative to repeal Seattle's

gay rights ordinance. Falk

won fame in the 1960s for

wearing lead-lined gloves

around the University of

Washington to win

"respect" and "clean it

up."
Rodney was one of

capitalism's special victims.

After leaving the Rainier

School for the Retarded, he

was convicted of second
degree burglary, and while

in prison became a heroin

addict. When killed, his

only address was listed as a

drug treatment center.

Following the killing, some
200 demonstrators marched
on the Seattle Police

Department demanding
that Falk be jailed. At a

coroner's inquest, polrce

conceded that Rodney was
not armed or suspected of

being armed. Although Falk

claimed to have warned
Rodney before twice
shooting him from behind,

four officers who were
nearby testified they heard

no warning.
However, the inquest

ruled Falk's action
"reasonable under the

circumstances.
Washington state law,

accordirig to King Co.jnty

Prosecutor Christophei
Bailey,, "allows a police

officer to use deadly force

when he has probable
cause to arrest a suspect for

any felony offense and
where the use of deadly

force is necessary to ac-

complish the arrest."
GUARDIAN

Elections
All Third World

students are urged to

vote in the Student

Senate elections. Voting

can be done today and

tomorrow at the New
Africa House and at the

Malcolm X Center from

12-5 p.m.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr

(Wash.) A man wearing a karate uniform, identified

by police as Anthony Henry of Dayton, Ohio was
wrestled to the ground after he scaled the VVhite

House fence with a knife \x\ his hand President

Carter and his wife were having lunch at the time.

(UP!)
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BlackAffairs
High Notes...
BylVfARIOA. BARROS
Hello again! Alot of folks must be just

coming down from the B.B. King per-

formance at the F.A.C last week. As usual,

B.B. gave the people a performance to be

remembered. I'd like to echo the sen-

timents of my fine arts colleague Ken Shain

in applauding the sponsors for such a fine

production.

On the recorded scene, Charles Earland

deserves quite an ear towards his latest on
the Mercury label, "Perceptions." Produc-

ed by Randy Muller, this one has much
more bottom and drive than his previous

"Odyssey." This drive is feft most on
"Over & Over," a relentless piece of hi-hat

energy woven with Earland's synthesizer

and opposed with a pleading vocal line.

The funk rolls out with "I Like It" and its

sassy guitar and synthesizer work. Still

another side is represented with the

Soul /Disco smoothness of "Let The Music
Play." Earland further establishes himself

as one of the premier contemporary
keyboardists and gives a sensitive vocal

performance also.

With her latest, "Live and More," Donna
Summer proves two things. One, she has a

' powerful live performance, and two, she
can go on recording high quality material.

A double record set, she has all her hits live

and one studio side with her doing the

classic MacArthur Park. Everything from
"Love To Love Ya' Baby" to "I Feel Love

"

is there done in her campy live mode while

the sultry but responsive and excitable lady

of the studio moans and wails through
MacArthur Park Suite. In three parts, Don-
na lets it all out and gives us the measure of

her emotioins again. My pick is the

beautiful duet "Heaven Knows" done with

Brooklyn Dreams' Joe "Bean" Esposito.

Donna takes yet another step toward the
front of the entertainment world.

The disco mix of Bob McGilpin's

"Superstar" has caused quite a stir in the

clubs. Ther's yet a remixed version of that

one that's even hotter. Unfurtunately, it's

not available to the public, but McGilpin's

LP is out there and deserves attention. One
side is hard-edged while the other is soft.

The soft side has some mean slow pieces
on it and ranks up at the top of total slow
sides this year. The material, all written by
McGilpin, is loaded with substance and the
broad range of feelings he covers will find

some way into our heart no matter where
you're coming from. Dee Joseph, the
wonderful lady directing Butterfly records'

national promotion tells me that the new
remix of "Superstar" will be pressed on a

special edition of that LP very soon making
a crucial addition to the record collectioin

an absolute necessity!!

Singles that are available commercially in

the 12" configuration include Alicia

Bridges, "I Love The Nightlife (Disco

Rounds)." This one's been out for a while

in a shorter version, disco DJ pressure

made the extended mix a must and the

magic was done by Jim Burgess (The spin-

ner at Naw York's Infinity). Applause goes
to polydor records for hearing our voices

once again! This once good record is now
a tour de force. RCA records had David

Todd remix the classic "Stubborn Kind of

Fella" and the result here is real nice. A
new intro also makes the cut easy to mix in-

to the program as it's compatible with alot

of other cuts. It's been floating around
awhile but don't let if float by you!

coming around the bend: Sandy Mercer
has an LP in the finishing stages that

reports to be more of her last groove. But-

terfly records is also going to give us a real

hot product in the form of Denise McCann
(remember "Tattoo Man"?) and the THP
Orchestra that has Boston's own John
"TC" Luongo serving as a mixing consul-

tant.

Announcements

Third World Christians

There will be a meeting of Third World

Christians at the New Africa House this

Thursday at 7:30 p.m. Topics will include

Bible study, discussion and Fellowship.

Rebellion in Iran

Margo White, a member of the America

lawyers delegation that visited Iran as an

'official' observer last May will speak at

Herter Hall in Room 231 tonight. She will

present a slide show on the massive

uprisings she witnessed.

Also speakers from the Iranian Students

Association and the Revolutionary
Communist Youth Brigade will also talk.

Hearing for Mclntire

Seventeen year-old Kenny Mclntire will

receive a hearing, today in Northampton
District court. Mclntire is a young Black

man who was arraigned last week on

charges of rape and robbery of an elderly

Amherst woman.

Brothers and sisters and all concerned

people should attend the hearing as a

demonstration of support.

District Court begins at 9 a.m. but

Mclntire's hearing will begin between 10:30

and 11:00 a.m.
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-a more accountable Senate structure
-referenda on allSATF increases
- a strong voice on the Board of Trustees
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SGA Presidents
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ERASE WITHOUT
A TRACE!

EATON'S
CORRASABLE®

BOND
Typewritten errors disappear like magic with the flick

of an ordinary pencil eraser when you use Eaton's

Corrasable Bond. Result neat work the first time,

every time.

Think of what a help such a paper would be in get-

ting out your work. Saves time, temper and money,

too.

In Packets; Reams,

Tablets. In Bond weights

and Onion Skin.

at

A.j. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
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LAST RIGHTS:

1. voting.

2. going to the bathroom.

[don't throw away half yott' rights]

VOTE TODAY

DICK_JANSSEN
;.g.a.pr£sident
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Jane Fonda
Donald Sutherland in

KLUTE
I Friday & Saturday—
5 October 6 a- 7— SUB
I Times: 6:30, 8:45, 11:00

Admission $1.00

«

Author Feminist

Marge Piercy
Reading &- discussing her poetry

Thurs., Oct. S, 7 p.m.
SUB, FREE

Sponsored by: Student Activities Office

UMass Women's Studies Dept.

Southwest Women's Center

Hampshire College Women's Center

Commuter Assembly
Graduate Student Senate

In conjunction with
world premier of

"The Last White Class"
by Marge Piercy Et David Ira Wood

at City Studio Theatre, Northampton, 584-3994

Thurs., Fri., Sat.. Oct. 5, 6. 7/12, 13, 14, 8 p.m.

SGA GRIPE COLUMN-SGA GRIPE COLUMN

- Miy Jt> I hmc i" pay a ientesterly I D charge when I already have my J D.
'

According lo the ID. Office, the initial payment of $2.00 doesn't pay the full cost

of the II). They also said the cost of the "valid" stickers is included jn the the fee.

Ironically, the remaining money from the fee goes to the upkeep of the I. D. Office,
as they put it. as a student service.

Ha, ha.

-/ paid extra for a renovated dorm, vet I. ve been in an unrenovaled one. When wiU I get my money
hack •

The Housing Office says that in case's such as yours you will be receiving a refund
sometime during the semester-probably towards the end of it.

If payment is not received you should go to either the Housing Office or, if you
run into trouble there, the Office of Residential Resource Management in Berk-
shire House.

Miy was the South Amhersi-Orchard Hill 10 30 PM hus cmcelled'' I'm a Continuing Ed student

and most ofmy classes get over at 10 PM. so why should I have to hitch home all the time?

Of course, you should never have to hitch home at night and, as a matte of fact,

you don't have to.

According to the Transit Senice, although there isn't a I0;30 bus, there are two
others-one at 10: 16 and the other at 10:46

- What can I do about my BA 2 1 lecture' There are way too many students enrolled in it.

One thing you can do is not go to it andbuy the lecture notes. However, if ycu
really want to do sonielhiiin about it. you can register to vote and vote against those

who wisli to cut Staic expenditures on public higher education

(> you can complain to the Dean of SBA. Harry Allen. ^

-Wi 1 ijn 't I lUSt walk into anv st< >n' nn campus and cash a check?

Be(.,niv ,i. ;i >tudcnt >ou ire a bad risk Odds are pretty good tliat your check will

Ihiuikc.

1 itli'.-t get a job and become a lull fledged consumer nr w;nt in line wilh all the

(•tiier iiuasi-iiti/ens better known as students.

Mtat d' 1 1! ' wh> n a rcqinrcd aturst' tilt nn niai-'r is. liillx iiirolled^

The first thing ti do is check wth llie teacher ol the .'urso ami 'ce if ihey won't

enroll y<ui or they ni;i\ put you on a waiting list.

Nest. gv> to tile DeiijitiiKiit Otim.' ami tell them you'rt Ji-sperate. Iliey may give

you a sedative Or. join the Student ( ento lor t liucational Resi-.irch ,ind Advocacy
:iiui work with other student volunteers to change your dep.ii tiiii.;it.

Hiiw tmich docs the SUA ci/sl I'cr vcar
'

\\\'- S(,\ IS allocated 14 million doll.ir- .i \ear ll;i>tnonc\ omies from the Student

•\t.liviiics I rust l-unil which costs cucii student S3fi pei semestei

SfiA seiwies ineliute over 400 RSO groupstsueh as ihe Outing ( liib. Legal Services,

N'.iinmo NevNS. Spectrum. Transit Serviee. etc.): sponserinu of the Residential Gov-

emnienls.lull time employees that oversee these expenuiturcs. and, bookkeeping
of all these accounts.

11k I 'ndergraJuate Student Senate itself spends approximateh 5'- of the total

S.\I 1 expenditure.

For more intornwfion. see Student to StiuJcnt. an SCiA publication.

WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR COMMENTS
AN15 URGE YOU CONTINUE YOUR
SI.mPORT OF OUR, AND YOUR OWN,
GRI PE COLUMN

COMPLAINTS /COMMENTS/CORRESPONDENCE SHOULD BE MAILED/BROUGHT/PHONED
TO THE STUDENT SENATE OFFICE, ROOM 420, OP THE COMMUNICATIONS
OFFICE, ROOM 407, BOTH IN TH'=: STUDEIW UNION BUILDING

BAK
Saturday, Oct. 7

Happy Hour—

with

JOHN
Mi
The king of Cape Cod

Happy Hours!

Corbur's Restaurant

and Lounge

FAMOtS SINCE

Luncheon

Specials

Under $3.00

Unique New
Restaurant

OPEN 7 DAYS
Serving 11:30

a.m.-ll:00 p.m.

EXTENSIVE VEGETARIAN SECTION

"Cuz the elite don't meal when they eat"

RT. 9, HADLEY
586-1978

'Sandwiched between Amherst

& Northampton"

Package Ston*
'.'DISCOUNT LIQUORS

"

RUSSELL ST, HADLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

BUSCH
BEER

12 oz. cans

$6.29
case

t!^^

YAGO
SANT-
GRIA

$1.69
24 oz.

II a]

i.|GOR DON'S
$t-

Wilpi'At^ll

f^ G'N
GORDONS

Distilled

London Drr
I

Gin I

i

/fh-^

$5.49
quart

$11.99
12 02. NR case

Tuesday, October 3 to Saturday October 7, 1978

Sale items -cash & carry prices

We reserve the right to limit quantities

The best selections and prices of everyday table wines and fine vintage v^ines

in the vaHey.
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To the Editor:
Credit Union

problems solved

To the Editor:

On behalf of tfie entire staff of tfie Credit
Union I would like to take this opportunity
to apologize for the recent closings and
delayed openings of the Student Credit
Union We have recognized our problem
and It is now resolved.

As we have done in the past and will

hopefully continue to do in the future, we
will try to accommodate any member that
finds himself in a financial bind due to any
unforseen problems with our computer
system.
Thank you for your cooperation.

Michael Ognibene. Manager
UMass Student Federal Credit Union

Another side to

Faculty debate

To the Editor:

After reading the fullpage of editorials in

Wednesday's Collegian people should be
aware that there are different views on
higher education.
This one is heid by economist Milton

Friedman

It seems that citizens throughout the
country are calling for a reduction in
taxes As this movement pertains to
higher education, most people will still

agree that an educated society is a worthy
goal and that every qualified person
should be able to attend college if they so
wish. The tax revolt is not against higher
education but rather the government's
inability to deliver on this, and other social
programs, efficiently and effectively.
People don't think the government
bureaucracy is giving them the best
results for their tax dollar. There is a
simple solution to this dilemma in the
sphere of higher education

If, as our Constitution says, all people
are equal, why then should students who
choose to attend a public institution
receive a greater government subsidy
than students who go to a private college
If we want all qualified students to get a
college education then everyone should
get a subsidy.

Suppose we eliminate all public colleges
and give everyone who wants to go to
college an equal government subsidy
good at any private school. There will still

be outstanding and unimpressive colleges
and the better ones will be able to attract
more students, pick the most qualified,

and charge a higher price. Colleges that
are not skilled at educating students will
flounder because they won't be able to
convince students to enroll. Because the
subsidy will not be enough to cover the
full cost of college, families can sup-
plement this as much or as little as they
see fit. A promising student from a low
income family, if accepted to a
prestigious school, will still be offered a
discount by the school if they feel the
student can add something extra to the
campus community. The government
could further help students whose family
financial resources are not sufficient to
attend college through grants and loans.
If any school is put in financial reach for
any student then the best students no
matter what the family income will get
into a more capable institution and the
dull student regardless of wealth will not
be accepted at the top notch schools.

There are only so many good educators
and administrators, you wouldn't want
them to waste time and effort teaching an
unenthusiastic student. This is both fair

and efficient from society's view.

All of this is essentially the same as what
we see now except that we have
eliminated the large public education
bureaucarcy. The effect would be to

contract higher education to the private

colleges. Public education resources and
students would be moved to this more
efficient system. Taxpayers, teachers,

and students would be happier for not
having to deal with the bureaucracy. Only
the fat cat bureaucrat would be mad.

Robert Williamson
Central Area

"l4/e want
Room Phones"
To the Editor;

Last fall semester we voted to have
room phones. We were promised that the
phones would be installed in our rooms
by the spring and definitely by the fall

semester. No phones were put in.

Excuses were given by the physcialplant
such as they were too busy. Though they
were too busy this summer to put phones
in, they found time to remote and plant
trees near our dorm.
We continue to wait in line to make

phone calls that are never private, to hear
the echos of people being paged at all

hours to get their phone calls, to search
the dorm fci people who get calls, and to
experienje frustration after running all the
way down to the lobby to find out that
the person that called you couldn't wait
any longer and hung up.

Why are we one of the only dorms on
campus that don't have room phones?
We want room phones put in. There is

no reason or excuse good enough for not
putting them in. The sooner they get
around to installing them the better for
us.

Some residents of Wheeler Dorm

Motorcycle Parking

problems explained

To the Editor:

Recently many students on campus
received parking tickets on their
motorcycles for keeping them outside of
their dormitories. The violation was stated
as "parking on land not intended for

vehicular traffic. " Now these motor-
cyclists are faced with the decision of
whether to risk getting more tickets or
park in the specified lots. The university's

policy for motorcycle parking is:

1) register the motorcycle wfth the
university by paying a five dollar fee
for the register sticker, and

2) park only in areas desigrtated for
motorcycle parking.

We fail to see any logical reasoning
behind this procedure. We do not ob/ect
to registering the motorcycles with the
university and paying the proper fee.

However parking in the specified lots is

practically an invitation to any potential
vandals and thieves. This is due to the
fact that there is nothing to prevent
'hoodlums' from taking the bike and
putting it into a truck, a process which
takes two or three people a matter of
seconds. But if we were allowed to park
the bikes at our dorms there would be
much less chance of theft due to
onlooking residents.

We have confronted tf>e campus police

with this problem whose response was
simply to state that it is a rule and they
intend to enforce it. No reason was given
for this rule and it appears that there isn't

a valid one. '

Uur point is that motorcyclists have
parked outside dorms for years without
complaints from fellow residents {they

take up very little space). So whv should

we be forced to park in the high risk lots,

when parking at the dorm causes no
hasslesPP?

John Christopher
John Sabatino
Central Area

Student to Town -

"Dry up"

To the Editor:

With the papers full of talk about the
Amherst water shortage, UMass students
better take a look at the solution to the
problem being suggested by the town
establishment.
With alarming unanimity, the town

fathers have decided that if the water
crisis becomes more serious, then UMass
will have to close. This means, of course,
that 23,000 students may have to wipe an
entire semester away. Students who
work their way through school will be
unable to earn a living.

Of all the Amherst town officials quoted
in the papers, only Selectman Nathaniel
Reed dared to suggest that students at
UMass are indeed part of Amherst [the
other sensitive, progressive town leaders
only figure this out when they want to sell

their goods and services to the student
population which keeps them alive\.

But here is the real question: even
assuming the water crisis is sufficiently

severe to cause the closing of UMass,
what will be the fat of the other two
schools in town? Closing UMass would
save 5 million gallons a day, but that is

more than the town currently needs to

save. The closing of Amherst and
Hampshire colleges would yield water
savings much closer the the actual
requirements of the town. Yet, the first

suggestion heard in the hallowed halls of
Amherst government is to dose the
University.

There is no reason for UMass to be
singled out while the more elite [and
expensive] schools flush us down the
tubes with our own water. If UMass
closes, all the schools should close.

And to the generous, compassionate
town officials who are so concerned
about the Univer.vty [and the town's
future]: dri up.

Hector Ames

Maybe you should
move to New York

To the Editor:

A great finale to an unforgettable
baseball season was played Monday, as
the defending world champion New York
Yankees defeated their bitter rivals from
Boston to win the American League
Eastern Division.

While bartending in the Blue Wall Mon-
day and watching the game with 800 Red
Sox footers, I found myself hoping that

they were all true fans. If you had
deserted the Yankees in July or abandon-
ed the Sox in mid-September [and started
taking exclusive about the Patriots],

then you had no right jumping on the

bandwagon for the deciding game. I

have found Boston to be a good sports

town with a large nurrtber of good, loyal

knowledgeable fans whom I respect. To
the rest, "the classic frontrunners" I have
no sympathy because you were never a
real fan anyway. I can only suggest that

the Boston Strangler must have been on
the loose in Beantown, the scene of the
Great Choke. And after tt>e 1975 season,
which was followed by predictions of a
Boston dynasty, I have seen and
thoroughly enjoyed the Yankees winning
the Eastern Division three consecutive
years.

Along with all the other Yankee fans on
this campus, I have taken an amazing
amount of verbal abuse and harassment
during the season. I'm sure I speak for all

of them when I say that coming from a 14
game deficit and clinching in Fenway
Park made it very sweet indeed. As for

the suffering Boston fans, there aren't

too many left alive who can remember a
world championship [Boston defeated
Chicago 4 games to 2 in 1918]

Maybe you should move to New York.

Rich Donovan
36 Riverglade Apts.
Amherst, MA 01002

253-5068
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A woman must choose
COMMENTARY

ByJANE M. DEVIRGILIO
I am sitting in the dining commons eating

a typical dining Commons dinner. My
friends, all seniors, and I are discussing
boyfriends, sex, marriage, and children-
popular subjects among women nowadays.
But they are popular for different reasons
today.

Formerly, women fell into this concatena-
tion of events as a matter of course and the
decision tQ follow this path was made
either unwillingly or unknowingly in most
circumstances.

Today, however, there are obvious
choices. After all, isn't that what the
Women's Movment is all about? We now
possess the ability to choose. But are we?
While discussing the "visiting boyfriend
syndrome," which usually denotes our ra-
tioned sexual activity, a friend of mine
questions me about the prospect of "a bun
in the oven. " "I sure as hell hope not,"
was my somewhat blunt reply.

My friends told me how many children
they wanted. 'One or two." 'Three or
four or five or six." "As many as I can af-

ford." My roommate even went as far as to
raise five fingers and give me an exact
count.

I moaned and slid down in my seat.
'I don't want any," I said. "Especially

right now."

It was frightening to me that all my friends
were so definitive about their futures as
mothers. I find it difficult to be in my house
for longer than an hour with my ten-year-
old brother, a perpetual whirlwind of mo-
tion. I am also only five feet, two inches,
and imagine if I ever became pregnant I

would have to be rolled around aher the
fourth month. That prospect frightens me
even more.

So, I asked myseK, if they are all so sure of
the fact that they would enjoy the
endeavors of motherhood, what are they
doing here? Well, obviously, they were go-
ing to school. So to phrase my last ques-
tion more exactly, why are they here?
Each of these women, articulate in other

subjects besides the current topic of con-
versation, will receive diplomas in the spr-

ing; one a degree in chemistry, another in

marketing, and two will receive degrees in

history. How would their four years of hard
work and accumulated knowledge fit in

with these plans for children?

My roommate, who is receiving the
degree in marketing, talks to me of plans
concerning banking and brokerage firms,
resumes and interviews. For her, "kids are
an option and if one (a career) does not
work out another (the children) is always
there." Yet she emphasizes that neither
option will be chosen lightly. She realizes

all too well the vast responsibilities and
energies that are tied up in both. Put plain-

ly, she will not have to choose having
children just because it is something to do.

Another friend tells me that this education
is hers; in other words, the knowledge she
has gained has benefitted her in a way no
other experience could. And when she has
children she tells me, she will be an
educated woman and not just an educated
mother. Her children will benefit from her
education just as much as any future

employer.

But what about all of those options, I ask
myself? Have they forgotten the choices? I

know all of those women will acknowledge
the fact that the Women's Movement has
given them the opportunities to compete
and gain the experiences and recognition

they enjoy now. Still, I wonder if many of

us take the Movement's accomplishments
for granted since we are not the women
who fought for them, but rather the ones
who are profitting from them. We may
also, I'm afraid, be apathetic about future

progress.

I don't believe that apathy is the case
here. I think these women know about the

choices and, to be even more exact, I think

they know how to make the choices. Their

behavior is not coy, passive or submissive
and neither are their decisions. They are

saying, "Yes, I know about business lun-

ches and board meetings and yearly
reports. I also know about the positions
open to women now because of the efforts

of feminists, but I am not choosing that."
"Copping out," some women may call it. I

am not inclined to think so.

These women are going one step beyond
what the Movement represents and what it

asks of us. They are transcending that
obsession some women have that being a
"career girl" is the popular thing to do, ir-

regardless of their personal wishes for

fulfillment. They are choosing for

themselves how they will expand their lives

energies.

The Womens' Movement has paved many
new and different paths for us and pointed
us in the direction of them. As individuals,

we should choose which path to take, just

as I believe my friends have and I will. We
should then follow that chosen path and
strive to fulfill our expectations of ourselves
while we also remain conscious, of our self-

confidence and independence to travel any
other path as well. I suppose the most im-

portant thing is to keep reminding yourself
that you can do anything, or that you can
do it all.

Eleanor Holmes Norton, a black woman
who is New York City Commissioner of

Human Rights and an outspoken feminist

said it well in this quote from her address to

the 1972 graduating class of Wellesley Col-

lege. "The question has been asked," she
said, "What is a woman? A woman is a per-

son who makes choices. A woman is a
dreamer. A woman is a planner. A woman
is a maker and a molder. A woman is a per-

son who makes choices. A woman builds

bridges. A woman makes children and
makes cars. A woman writes poetry and
songs. A woman is a person who makes
choices. You cannot even simply become
a mother anymore. You must choose
motherhood. Will you choose change?
Can you become its vanguard?"

You know, maybe I just might try a kid or

two one of these days.
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BILL SUNDSTR0M1

Time for a strike?
Yesterday my English professor let it be
known that the union supporting faculty,
himself among them, would be par-
ticipating in some sort of job-action today,
although he couldn't say what it would be.
At yesterday's meeting of the
Massachusetts Society of Professors
(MSP) the union finally decided that it

would stage a protest at Chancellor
Biomery's office this afternoon.

I don't mean to blame my English prof in

particular (I refuse to jeopardize my grades
for journalistic integrity), but the faculty
cannot expect to maintain student support
if it keeps leaving us hanging as to what it

plans to do in pursuit of a contract agree-
ment.

The present union plan calls for job ac-
tions on a graduating basis - one day this

week, two days next week, three the next,
etc. What the plan doesn t say is what the
job actions will consist of. Can we expect
more "state of the university" conferpnces
that cause cancellation of classes? Or will

the union stick to strictly 'legal' actions as it

yesterday indicated it would, at least for the
time being?

The MSP must realize now that it is being
played with by an adversary of superior
strength, at least in the legal sense, and
that the present wishy-washy job actions
betray an ambivalence or lack of confidence
on the union's part. In a war of attrition,

which is what the administration would like

to see the contract negotiations become,
the advantage invariably lies with the party
holding the more traditional position. Peo-
ple aren't accustomed to viewing the
university as the site of labor disputes in the
usual fashion, and the faculty would com-
mit a grave error if it let the issue slide from
the public's attention.

The time is coming, though perhaps none
of us really want to admit it, for a faculty

strike. Union members may think it wise to
wait for more support as non-union pro-
fessors come to realize the administration's
intransigence, but procrastination may also

allow anti-union forces to rally. And
students are sick of wondering what the
next action will be.

The significance of attaining an accep-

table faculty contract increases daily within
the larger context of Massachusetts
politics. The race for governor is between
two fiscal conservatives who make *he
memory of Dukakis appear as Sauit
Michael, Patron of Higher Education. "Pro
position 2.5," before the legislature this

year and a non-binding referendum ques-
tion in most of the state, threatens to place
new financial pressures on the state
government if passed. The bill would limit

property taxes to 2.5 percent valuation, at
the very least a 40 percent reduction in

revenue for localities. The state would
begin to face the task of financial crucial

programs that could no longer be sup-
ported locally.

If fiscal crunches beconrte reality at this
campus, a faculty contract will be an impor-
tant, although far from sufficient, hedge
against cuts that would affect negatively
the quality of education

Yesterday the administration of the
University of Bridgeport closed down the
school because of a crippling faculty strike.

Students there are putting together a class
action suit against the university, because
they are being deprived the education they
paid for.

It's unlikely such things will come to pass
here. First, the disagreements between
faculty and administration are supposedly
over how salary increases will be
distributed, rather than the amount of the
increases. And if faculty members are really

conscientious about preserving student
support, a unified front may become possi-
ble.

At any rate, two conclustions are rather
clear: the defense of UMass as a quality
university depends in part on the ability of
the faculty to negotiate a contract that will

attract and keep decent professors, and the
present job actions being employed by the
MSP are proving fruitless. Whether today's
occupation of the Chancellor's office will be
at all effective is a matter for speculation. I

speculate it won't be.

Neither the faculty nor the students can
afford to wait much longer for the real
thing.

Bill Sundstrom is editor-in-chit )f the
Collegian.
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SALE ENDS TUES., OCT. 10 AT GlHOViSii

ENOVESE SUPER
__ _ _ DRUGS
THE PHARMACY STORE AND A WHOLE LOT MORE

>-<

\

ELECTRIC
NEATER
)320 Worn

SUNBEAM
GAS SNOW
BLOmR

18.99J 199.99

JOHNSON'S
BABY
POWDER

ALKA
SELTZER

MOZ.

Portable dim line heat

er hai instant heat ele

ments, forced circulation.

Has automatic thermo
Stat, carrying handle.

Decorative finish IB'/,'

xlO Hxl' •324022

3 HP, 2cYcleiMmter
i{ed engine has primer

& choke for Quck
easy starts. Has 2^0°

SMivel chute steel

scraperblade 18"

wide. «2427

1.19 99
The soft, gentle touch

for the vvhole family.

FatI fresh all day!

For fist rtlitf of upstt

stomach and indigtstion.

SCOTT
2-Ply paper towels

JUMBO

59c

§ WE HAVE WHAT YOU
I WANT AT BIG SAVINGS

EUCTRIC HEATER •

1500 Watfs
Keepsyou warm all winter

• 324624 '89 2* 99

23.99

HOT POT
$4.44

COTTON DENIM LAUNDRY BAGS
$1.69

NOMAD BACK PAK
$6.29

HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
$26.99

SCOTT ECONOMY PAK NAPKINS
300 two-ply

88c

3 PAK SWEETHEART BEAUTY
SOAP
39c

SAVE ON NATIONAL BRAND VITAMINS

^2
StrwsigjpirPOiYViSni

w TtMf Ckan-drnprnl POtlT ¥001^ iro. iflcr. 3^49^ ri*. im ^^ZS9m-lM

«-««« T .5-4. 6.49 ssRiSrtrr,'7^
/Nf-CEBRM m Q|«
PMn loo's ji»,«ji."»»OTr

BECOTMI C IWs 5.99
TNBMtAN
nMUMAHiN

|«a««.«*a*B««* 4%

«coiw T w.
,^ 5.99 ySmmS^

Un TAB 2t4r»

MOM 1W$ m^m.

amwm rnnn- . ^^vnMUMS «M»M.>«.Mt..9»W

PtO HAM 21-^.^ 4^9 GrnmuKWB^

KSmSS TABS Wt^ 00 MMBfC ri*t tr
iH.*M.^f»MW Opt lJvS..<i*<.N|.<M,

FEM-noN fdbs iS't 1 ^o siBBSMKioo^rt ^.M;
«M I AiA^V iMikbMi ZfewarilMiitfir .llP#X WH

1

SALE VALID

IN AMHERST
STORE ONLY!

OPEN 7 OAVS A WEEK
STORE MOU«S
MONDAY 9 AV
TuESDAv 9 AM
WEONE''UAv 9 AM
THURSDAV 9AM
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
PHONE

c> AM
9 AM
9 AM

10 PM
9 P^/

9 PM
'0 PM
10 PM
? PM
6 f**^

AMHERST SHOPPING PLAZA (Adj. New AirP)

UNIVERSITY DRIVE AT RTE 9

?56-0422

>l« you

AMHERST. MASS. CHARGE YOUR
PURCHASES

'iHim§mm\ DISCOVER SAVINGS AT ^ NO "E! DISCOVER

"'^^GS! ^Ofnt

Ofej

COCA-
COLA/
COKE

Patio
Brooms I SCOPE

2 Liter

$1.69

24 oz.

99c

SAV^f fVEN/VIOREON
CENOVESE BRAND VITAMINS

«^«^ in-rf viTAmiN 1-400 I.II.

BUY ONE Bottl« of 100.
Get Second Bottle of 100 FREEl

2 for 4.99
Whib wpplin l«. THItSAU will. NOT SE DEKATEO.

200 f.tf. 2S0's

5.31

fffB^OMMfX

iMItTI-VIIAMIliS

C«mm9 m Oiif>AOty.

2e30
VfTAMiMC

Ciimtli

5J9

asiiMi. {#117)

wjtii flNMf

3<5's
€oi^«t ts OM-A-Oay
wiiitiftft. (#104)

2 AA

yiTAMWC

900 mi. (#f1i|

s«^

SAVE ON SLIDES!
KODACHROME plus EKTACHROME

^^«.-.
^'"'

Film dtvBlopina offw. Slidts and movies
only. 110-126-l35mm-20 exposures or 8mm,
Super 8 (Processng by Living Color Labs)

NOW ONL Y1.69
Color naaativefim not included in this offer. WHY WAIT! Genovese Drugs
is open / deys a wMak for your convenience. We cvry Kodak. Polvoid and
Viviter cameras.

DISCOVER SAVINGS AT GENOVESEl DISCOVER SAVINGS AT GENOVESE!

?•%
'•^30

?/ STO«t ANO Ic

^ LOT /

IHSULIK USERS

Now! The Most
Comfortable Syringe
Needle Ever Made...

E^

Hd] plastipak
micko-fine " needle

Available on
B-D PLASTIPAK" Ice U-100 - # 8410
and B-D LODOSE" ''2cc U-100 - # 8461

11.99
LILLY INSULIN:
Leirte, NPH, or Protamine Zinc

U-40

U-80

U-lOO

1 .69
3.09
3.89

Due to state regulations you must have a new written prescription or a
refillable prescription on file or syringes and needles to take advantage
of this offer. Quantities will reflect your physician's prescription order.

Sale valid until October 10, 1978.

ENOVESE
SUPER DRUGS

THE PHARMACY STORE I A WHOLE LOT MORE!
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Ski Club Meeting Tonight t IMOtlCGS
^p^p^p^^^p^^

*

** Shuttle bus between areas

**Beer & wine party

UMass Ski Club
Sugarbush &

Glen Ellen Ski &
Party Week
Jan. 21-26 Sun.-Frl.

Interchangeable lift ticket 6/2

days
Lodging

Meals

•X-

$115

C»H Jennifef Cohen 2b6 8065
Ken Silverstein W6 9616
Club Office CC 106 S4S 3437

TOTAL

X-

The Health Education
Department at the Universi-

ty Health Services is offer
ing weekly contraception
education sessions for

couples. The sessions are
co-facilitated by a woman
and man and begin at 7
p.m. sharp on Wednesdays
in room 302 of the Universi

ty Health Services building.

PRE-MED SOCIETY., Pre
Meds., There will be a
meeting of the Pre Med
Society on Thursday, Oc-
tober 12, in Campus Center
rm. 164. Come to the
meeting or contact Dave at

253 7126 if interesetd. We
need help to get rolling this

semester. So Please Come.
LEGAL SERVICES
AVAILABLE ., Problems
with your landlord? Car
mechanic? Need a divorce?
Have other legal problems?
FREE legal services and
representation available to
UMass, grad and undergrad
fee paying students. For
appointments call 545-1995
or visit 922 Campus Center.
HUMAN SERVICES or
SOCIAL SCIENCES-., If

you are Interested in a

)ctober 4, 1978i

* RAFFLE! ^
* Free Sugarbush Ski Week J
^ Value $115.00 (one person) ^

Mail in coupon or deposit at CC 106 or J
^at Ski Club meetings. J
NAME

Jaddress J

phone
•if Drawing -Dec. 6 Ski Club Meeting -Mahar #
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< lOUBTSTIGWOOO^^ s

»... -.r.s.- DEE ANTHONY
... M„ MICHAEL SCHUtTZ

PETER FRAMPTON
THE BEE GEES

"SGT. PEPPERS
LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAND"

FSANKIE HOWERD PAUL NICHOLAS
DONALD PLEASENCE
.. STEVE MAfiTIN.

career in a Human Services
or Social Science, the
Career Library, at 119
Berkshire House, has what
you need. From September
25th thru October 13th, the
library will feature a display
of books and tapes on
psychology, social work,
history and related sub-
jects.

STUDENT SENATE RECY-
CLE PROJECT, Southwest
dorm coordinators needed
to organize recycling in

Southwest dorms. Earn one
credit Call Pat 549-5054 or
Russat 5-0618.

iCollegiani3
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AESOSKOTH ALICE COOPES
EAfiTH, WIND & riKE BILLY PRESTON

' GEORGE BURNS * <«» in

/V'

PATBtaABiaCH SEOIGEMAyTIN HENBT EDWASDS

DEE ANTHONY »OBEtT STIGWOOD MICHAEL SCHULTZ

IKlOOCBV STCRCO

Starts FRIDAY! r^^ MOUNTAIN FARMS4

cJjarlii^

RAINTREE

TONIGHT

LVII!

YYL

one

goolifootiS.tJrinli
n PRAY ST., Amheral. Mass. 54334031

Whafs happenings John?
Going to the QR DlSCO.

Wednesday
8-8:30 Social Half Hour/OPEN BAR/

All bottom shelf drinks FREE
9:30-10:30 White Hour/Gin, Vodka, Rum

50c /(cover 99c)

Thursday

8-8:30 Social Half Hour/OPEN BAR/
All bottom shelf drinks FREE

9:30-10:30 Scotch Hour 75c/30 gallons of gas given
away/Quonset Exxon (3 prizes) /(cover 99c)

Free munchies every night/Bottle beer 75c/

"No jeans and sneakers''/Route 9, Amherst-Hadley line

Collegian
Classifieds

Collpiji.ii) i

AUDIO

Fisher 504 receiver. 90 a cH ,
S200.

Bijfhoe Gr speakers S130 pr
, 253 7961

Astrocom '/»" reel to reel tdpe (Jerk w
SOS autoreverse, echo, etc Must sell to

meet educ exp cost, S470, will sell iot

$165, firm Call Eric early morn or late nites

at 665 7997

AUTO FOR SALE

FOR SALE

1978 Oatsun zioz 2*2, air, AM'FM
stereo, rustproofed, under warranty, and

more New, only 5000 miles, must sell, call

after 6pm, 256 0454

1909 Mustang. $300 or BO, call Neil,

253 3586

70 Dodge Coron«t. good engine, 200, call

Patti, 546 8069

For sale- 1960 Chevy Impala. $50, tnsp.,

needs generator, 253 7573.

Nishiki comp 10 sp bicycle sew ups.

Kryptonite lock, suritour derailleurs, rebuilt,

5200 634 2115, see it on campus.

Capezio - for dance, gymnastics,
skating leos, tights, shoes, accessories,

#549 3962

2 man backpack tent. Sierra Starflight

4% lbs complete Like new $85 firm. Call

Roland, 545 0600, ext 29, 8 4 only

Refrigerator -2 cu ft
,
good condition,

$45 665 3554, 9 11 pm , campus delivery

if nee

Fins u>«d clothing. The Madeleine, 79 S.

PleMant , Atwhertt. op«n daily. 1 1 -5.

FOUND
~~

Overseas jobs — summer 'full lime
Europe, S America, Australia, Asia, etc

All fields, $500 SI 200 monthly, expenses
paid, sightseeing Free info write: Interna-

tional Job Center, Box 4490 MC, Berkeley.

CA 94704

LOST

Magicians — interested in starting a club to

meet othei magicians and improve skills?

Call Joseph at 546-8736.

PERSONALS

Lost -male black lab., vicinity of Colonial

Vill., tan collar, please call 253 2193,

reward

71 Ford wagon, Galax 500, good condi

tion. new engine, $700, call 253-5296, aft 6

p.m.

Found: very affectionate young male tiger

cat Bushy tail White flea collar Call

549 4871

Ring lost in ladios room of library, 19th or

22nd fl It's of great sentimental value. If

you have found it or know of its

whereabouts call Donna, 6-8961. Reward,
no questions asked. Please help

Gold and brown billfold containing stu-

dent ID, drivers license, etc Return to CC
information desk or call 323-5579.

Lost: woman's silver wedding ring with in-

itials SLP Reward, call 527 7448.

HELP WANTED

70 Firabird 3H0. auto. PS, PB, naw shoclcs,

tires, hi milas. Still quick^_666 3883

72^into. leOOcc.Ttd . 54,800 milas, call

back repairs complete, $860, 253 7778

FOWmWT ~
Fum. apta.. 2 and 2W rma., utils. incl..

AC, podi, pkg. $200 and $215 mo , laaae to

Jurw Amharsi Motet And Apts , Rt 9.

opp Zayr^

Houaofitan or woman wantad—good
food for sjmple kitchen work Lurnih and/or

dinner: info - please call

Amy -545 0321 /032a

Part tinr>a position available to reprasant

travel corT>pany on campus ExcaMsnt op
poftunity to earr\ commtssion, free travel

and work experience. Contact:
•Beachcomber Tours, IrK , 5225 Transit

Rd Williamsville. NY 14221. 1716)

632 3723

Round silver pandant. lost, reward,

65950

Lost — cord, lacket in Bl. Wall Thurs nite,

keys in pocket, please caN Meg. 546 5948.

Loat— brown yalkyw swaatshirt, 546-8887.

MISClLLANiOUS

Sam! SmI Tha "Smooth Sailing Band " is

avatlsbic for piayir>g at frat parties, dorm
partw* - anywharet Cad 546-4646.

Rich: do it with your eyes closed. Love, the

Boom-Boom Chicks.

Sandy -happy birthday, I wish I knew you
all 22 years. Love, Rich.

ManI —Woman! Jobs on ships! American.
Foreign No experience required. Excellent

pay. Worldwide travel Summer job or

career Send $3 00 for information.

SEAFAX, Dept G 11, Box 2049, Port

Angeles, Washington 96362.

Don't forgati Register for Webster's 3
Volume Dictionary at CC Store, Oct, 2 5.

Shaila Flynn- Chris needs you. 586-2079!

ROOM WANTED

Two creative tt intaraating womyn plus

intelligent three-year old need apt, or co-op
Situation w/ other free-spirited folks. Call

256 6225 eves . 549 2830 days, 8 leave

massage.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking for non-smokar to share

2 bedroom apt. -bus route, $125/n>onth.

866^4404

Ona room In a 3 bedroom house on bus rt.

in Betchartown. $150 per mo , cooparativa

household, can eve , 323 4782.

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Af.MOSS
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Spam Slade, People 's Eye by Joe Carroll
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In the Carriage Shops
Next to Sun Music

Choc, chip

Oatmeal Raisin

Whole Wheat
Peanut Butter

Chocolate Choc. Chip

Molasses

Sinful Sweets

Carrot Cake
Banana Nut Cake
Frosted Brownies
German Chocolate Cake
Cheesecake

Old-fashioned Natural Goodness-No preservatives

FASHION STYLES

AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

2 for $25
Imported Name Brands*

St. Lycien Jeans French Star

Disco Jeans Velour Tops

^^^
Next toTHEPUB Amherst^
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/ prntntj

ELEMENTARY ARMENIA.S
(110)

A courir fur bcginnm. cmphatuing the tour Ungiuge ikillt

Surfing Tuesday fveninn. October 10,1978

For further information, contact Charles Hrller at f4JJ)54iJ410
For registratton. contact Strlrna BonntUo at (413)545 3653

Th* deadltne for regutration is October 6. f ..

(ArmeniaH 120 will be offered during the Upring semester. ] ''

Budutitui people serv*

Time

'/? Gal. Miller or Bud 2 90

• / 'VTihtprst

HNE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Martha
Graham
Dance

Company
Saturdny, October 14 8 pm
The pr( iram will consist of Seraphic

Dialogue The Ovcl and The Pussycat.

Ecuatorial and Diveraion of Angels. All

numbers choref)graphed by Martha Graham.

Sunday. October 15 8 pm
The program will consist of El Penitente,

Phaedra and Appalachian Spring. All num-

bers choreographed by Martha Graham.

Tickets now on sale. General public $7, 6, 5.

UMass students S5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and

other students $6, 5, 4.

PITTSBURGH
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

ANDR6 PREVIN
Conducting

Wednesday, October 18 8 pm
The program will consist of Overture to

"Lltaliana in Algeri" by Rossini. Iberia'

from •Images pour Orchestra" by Debussy

and -Don Quixote. " Fantastic Variations on a

Theme of Knightly Character, Opus 35 by

Strauss.

Tickets now on sale. General public $8, 7. 6.

UMass students and senior citizens $7, 6, 5

Flt«£ /RTS CENFER CNCERT K4.L
*

t

OCT. 4

WILLIE
ALEXANDER

and the
BOOM BOOM

BAND

OCT. 5

ZONKARAZ

OCT. 6-7

JAMES
COTTON

OCT. 8

LES McCANN

OCT. 11, 12, 13

POUSETTE
DART
BAND

Sunderland MA

Rte 47 I el «66 4«:J7

^'4 hr tnfHMl liBtirk4(«

\

Served daily

at the TOC Restaurant

Your choice-
Baked Stuffed Clams Casino

.65/each (3.25/half dozen)

or

uncooked with cocktail sauce,

tabasco or just lemon
.50 (2.50/half dozen)

Dinner served 5 p.m.-9 p.m. daily

.....Call 549-6000 for reservations • ••••

Head for the Elections 1

Vote today & tomorrow for the Office of Presi-

dent, the Senate, and the interim Board of Gover-

nors.

Fine Arts Center Box Off

i

& New England Tick
ic«/A-F 9 4,545 2511

Locations.
J

The poMing places €r times are:

Worcester- 11:30-1:30, 4:30-6:30

Franklin -11:30-1:30, 4:30-6:30

Hampshire-11:30-1:30, 4:30-6:30

Berkshire-11:30-1:30, 4:30-6:30

Butterfield- 11:30-1:30, 5-6:30

McNamara-4-8 (Wed.), 3-7 (Thurs.)

Dickinson-8:30-10:30 (Wed.). 4-6 (Thurs.)

CC Lounge-12-8 (Wed), 10-6 (Thurs.)

New Africa — 12-4

STUDENT GOVERNjy/IENT ASSOCIATION

October 4, 1978i

TIRES
CASh &CARR

Wholesale to the pub

WE CAN ARRANGE TO'r
YOUR TIRES MOUNTF

MICHELIN - FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEAR - ; EE - SEtBCRLINO E r

GOODRICH - ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL - DUNLOP PLUS - OiHfcR
JMAJOR BRANDS. supsxcedes .n •t" *L.S

FALL

INSPECTIONSALE
COMPARE OUR

PRICES BEFORE YOU
PURCHASE ELSEWHERE.

A NOTE ABOUT COMPARING PRICES. ALL OF
BRAND TUBtLESS. PREMIUM FIRST LINE, AND
NOT BLEMS WHICH CARRY NO GUARANTEE F^.

SECONDS WHICH ARE NOT GUARANTEED
ADJUSTABLE) SO WHEN YOU COMPARE PRIL;
GETTING AFTER ALL IT S YOUR MONEY

!R TIRES AC-

ARANTE^
"iDEOR A -

STAMPED
ASK WHAt

E
PI

Size

JIASPLY
LY POLYESTER

Type SALE

B.F.G. White

PRICE

BIAS PLY-
FIBERGLASS BELTEC

Size Type SALE

A78xl3 CaravelleWht.

C78xl4 CaravelleWht.

E78xl4 B.F.G.Bk.

F78X14 B.F.G.Bk.

G78xl4 B.F.G.Bk.

H78xl4 BF.G. Bk.

F78xl5 Fire. SRB Bk.

G78xl5 B.F.G.Bk.

H78xl5 B.F.G.Bk

J78xl5 Fire. SRB Wht.

L78xl5 B.F.G.e-plyBk.

All prices plus F.E. Tax and Sal

)

PRICE

600x12 2I9S

17.S0

21.9S

21.9S

24.9S

24.9S

25.95

26.95

28.95

19.95

26.95

28.95

34.95

2395
A78xl3

B78xl3

C78xl4

078x14

E78xl4

Zenith Bk.

B.F.G.Bk.

Zenith Bk.

Fire. Die. Bk.

LeePe. Bk.

Lee Pe. Bk.

Zenith Pe. Bk.

Fire. Pe. Bk.

Goodyear Bk.

Lee Bk.

Zenith Bk.

Zenith Pe. White

29.95

31.9S

32.95

33.95

35.95

F78xl4

G78xl4

33.95

i 11'

H78xl4

560x15

G78xl5

H78xl5

L78xl5

36.95

40.95

39.95

BS Tax.

R0UTE9HADLEY,MA.
2 MILES FROM NORTHAMPTON OR AMHERST

CASH AND CARRY
VISA
OR

MASTER CHARGE

OPEN:
MON.-FRI.

9:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.

ISAT. 9:30 A.M. TO 3 P.M.
586-2544

Coiie^i^n is

CofviiviuTER AssEMbly EUctIons
I

TODAY ANd
TOMORROW

WecI.^ 4 ANcI ThuRs.^ 9

12-4 p.ivi.^ Cape Cod Lounqe

Vote For youR CoMivftXER AssEMbly Representative i

SPIRITS AND STUFF

HOT STUFF:
Try our dynomlte 'ts*y Italian . ip

our atomic chili

or our blazing tabouli salad saii vich

55 University Dr.

Amlierst, Mass.
549-5713

ATTENTION!!
OLDER UNDERGRADUATE

STUDENTS
Paul Vasconcellos is available for

academic counseling in CASIAC, E-27

Machmer Hall on the following days:

Monday 1-4:30 p.m.
Tuesday 1-3 p.m.
Wednesday 10 a.m. -12 p.m.
Friday! -3p.m.

GmrwORKSHOP
Thursday, Oct. 5

7-10 p.m.
Thompson Hall Lounge—

6th Floor
Free, 3-hour workshop to include information and tips for tak-

ing the Graduate Record Examination.

It is designed to alleviate stress and to help students test to

their full capacities.

For further information call

Beth Schneider. Pre-Grad Advisor
5-2191
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Yankees down Royals I

win first game of series
KAf\/SAS CITY \UPi Reggie Jackson, as

feiuble tn dutumn as tli- changing color of

the leaves, picked up voere he left off last

vith three hits, in

to lead the New
out of the Kansas
St game of the

October Tuesday nigf

eluding a three run ho»

York Yankees to a 7 1

Cny Royals in the t

American League playo'

The Yankees took a 1 .ad in the second
inning when Roy White aced a one out

double to rK)ht field aru! scored when
Bulky Dent grounded a sharp single to

center fielcj with two out

New York misse<1 a chance to score in the

first when Graig Nettles flied out with run-
ners on second and third Thurrnan Mun
son singled with one out and was forced at
second by Lou Piniella Reggie Jackson
singled to center, then moved to second
when Amos Otis bobbled the ball for an er-

ror Nettles drove Otis to the fence 400 feet
from home to haul in his long drive.

The Yankees added another run in the
third inning to take a 2 lead. With two
out, Jackson lined his second hit of the
game, a double off the right center field

wall, and scored when Graig Nettles tripled
off the right field fence.

Stickers tame Lyons
By MIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

Mount Holyoke had no idea they were
sitting on a powderkeg yesterday when the

UMass stickers exploded for four goals in

the second period to down the Lyons 4 1

.

The South Hadley hosts had no reason to

believe that UMass was a better team. The
Lyons played aggressive, smart hockey in

the first period by meeting every offensive
challenge by UMass Though the
Minutewomen controlled the ball for the
majority of time it was Holyoke who came
the closest to scoring on several occasions
following some talented moves by the
forwards inside.

At 2 30 Laurel Walsh took a pass from
Julie McHiigh following a penalty corner

and pushed in UMass's first tally. Shortly

thereafter at 945 the Lyons had what was
to be their happiest moment of the af

ternoon when Lyon forward Natalie Baxter

took a penalty corner from Brenda Denslow
and blasted it past the outstretched leg of

UMass goalie Karen Siifter for their only

score of the day.

What followed was total UMass
domination:

Judy Strong scored the game winner at

13 25 following a free hit and alt out hustle
by co-captain Lynsie Wickman. Wickman
took the initial hit and positioned herself

across field to take a pass and dump it into

the circle, where Strong lunged and
pushed the ball into the twines.

Lynsie received her own goal on a super
penalty corner play in which she took sister

Jody Wickman's pass and sliced it into the
net on a bang-bang play.

UMass scored its final goal when Julie

McHugh chipped to Laura O'Neil inside the
circle, who scored on a deflection at 23:30.

Women booters roll, 5-0
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

"Score, UMass'" Though ail Minutemen
teams cry this cheer, women's soccer
makes it come true. Of the five games
played, UMass scored 18 goals, while
allowing only one UMass defeated Yale, 7-

1, in the opener Sept. 23, and at tourney
action at Plymouth State .Sept. 30, they
shit out Springfield, 4 0. UNH, 2 and
Pl-v mouth State. 2
Ir Tuesdays game against Dartmouth,

UKiass posted its fifth straight victory and
fourth shutout in a low, 5-0. UMass

dominated the field during both 40-minute
halves, though Dartmouth threatened late

in the game. However, goalie Diane
Buckhout and the Minutemen defense
prevailed.

Scoring in the first half was Elaine Contant
with two goals at 14:26 and 35:00. In the
second half, Kelly Tuller beat the goalie to

score at 3:15; Lil Williams fired a shot from
midfield at 32:50 to complete the damage
to a tired Dartmouth goalie and squad.
"We kept the ball on the ground," Coach

Lou Macedo said of the win.

UMass next faces Vermont Saturday, at

the NOPE g ound,.

Controversial call mars
ruggers-UConn contest
ByARTSIMAS
CollcQian Staff

Two errors of judgment by the referee in

the first 10 minutes of the UMass UConn
rugby match last Saturday allowed UConn
a 26-10 victory over the Minutemen at

Storrs. The B Side, now 3-0, posted a 15-4

win over the UConn seconds.

The first "bad call" occurred near the

Minutemen goal lir>€ The ball bounced
loose out of a scrum and one of the UConn
players fell on it in goal, but a definite

penalty was m order calling for the play to

be blown dead
Minutes later another UConn player

knocked oo m goal (illegally advancing the

ball forward- and was awarded a try The
M»nutemen were stunned because it was
such an obvious violation of the rules

Granted, rugby is a very difficult game to

referee One man has to watch X players

at onot. txit Doctor Robert Laurence, the

UMasa faculty advisor ar>d very astute

referee of t'le game said, "they were two
very poor calls, but our forwards were
awful, they didn't go at it with any vigor

while our back line played well."

'We didn't have good possessions all

game," he said. Although UMass did score

tries by Paul Whitney and John Mulrey,

they were in control of the forwards.

Laurence cited Dave Wilkie as the
outstanding player for UMass adding that

Sean Powers, a strong inside center, ripped

away some fine runs.

Jimmy Toohey, playing scrum-half for tfie

B side, dominated the action in the second
game
Supported by 2 penalty kicks by Tom Grif-

fin and tries by Jim Nagle and George
Economu, UMass didn't let UConn form
any consistency in its offense.

The UConn score came late in the first half

with the scrum-half beating the UMass
wing forward on the weak side.

Next match is scheduled for this Saturday
against Mystic River at home.

J.V.spikers take opener
By SUZfTTE COURTMANCHE
CoMegfn Staff

Through a riKJCiy combined team effort,

Tbe UMaw junior varsrty vo<leyt>aH team
esv^ crowed over Bridgewater State

PrKjay »v«r»»ng to op«ri thetr season on a

pprrxrvfing r»ote

"The key to T^« team's succaaa waa thair

oonwaianTty i^ood serves." coach Paul

B«i>eraiipU) '^'e^

By aarv»r>g w«N, the team iwas able to

vMeap Bridgewater three consecutive

-n^tohea 'It*. 15 2. 1&^9) to set their

vi^Aon's r»joo'd at 1 -0

V/od »e'*« »K>ne ^or\'\ vwn three

vuai(^ trx^f.f^Vk M<jc^ of Ttte success Mras

'%im to "•* rytayt'* eegamaas to play

irrr'XVM* f-^ ^**: arit»cipat<on to play was

quite noticeable, as players hustled and
encouraged each other to continue playing
well

Captain Lisa Lee felt, 'Everyone was
really (>syched and ready to play at all

times "

In addition to Lisa, fine performances by
veterans Joanne Emes and Julie Men-
(Jetshon added to the victory Kathy
DeSantis was also noted for her good
contributions

However, all was not the p>erfect bump,
'>*?• sp'ke game of volleyball, for "no great

\Ani% were marJe.^ was just an overall fair

garr>e, " Bauer noted
But, seeing it was the season's opener

there « time yet to move beyond the call of

Yankee shortstop Bucky Dent, whose three-run home run against the Red Sox
on Monday was the key hit of that ballgame, sits with his wife Stormie prior to
last night's game against the KG Royals. (UPI)

Mark Marchand

Soccer-the worldsport

Soccer; around the world it's the most
played and watched sport. Hundreds of

millions of people follow the game on both
the amateur and professional levels. Half

that number participate or have participated

in a soccer game at one time in their lives.

Professional and national teams create in-

tense rivalries between cities and nations. In

Germany, for instance, the inter-city soccer

league creates rivalries that far surpass the

much talked-about baseball rivalry between
Boston and New York in our own country.

Riots, beatings, and sometimes deaths have
been known to result from the outcome of

some soccer contests. Entire economies of

countries have been known to change as a

result of failure or success in the World Cup
soccer tournament

.

In short, soccer is the world sport. What's
that you say? Soccer is not popular in the
United States?

Well, look again. The game of soccer is just

beginning to come into its own here in

America and some soccer buffs say that the

established sports had better watch out for

its increasing popularity for drawing spec-

tators and participating athletes. Supporting

this observation is the fact that the fledgling

North American Soccer League has proved

that it can stand on its own feet. This was
even accomplished after Pele, the NASL's
biggest drawing card, retired after the 1977

season. During 1978, overall average atten-

dance at League games was up.

Closer to home, the soccer boom has
become very apparent even on our own
campus. The UMass varsity soccer team has
recently been catapulted to the top of the

New England Division One rankings by virtue

of Its 4 record thus far. In addition, for the
first time ever, the Minutemen booters have
broken into the national Division One rank-

ings.

As of last Wednesady, the pollsters had
listed UMass as number 15 among the top 20
schools in the country. At the top of these 20
schools are such powerhouses as Indiana,

San Francisco, and St. Louis. That's pretty

good company to be in.

"It's a heck of an honor to be ranked up
here," commented UMass coach Russ Kidd

yesterday. "It's very difficult to maintain it,

though. One loss and you're out."

The remarkable thing about the UMass
team is that it has become a soccer

powerhouse without the aid of scholarships

that are used in recruiting among most of the

top 20 teams. Whether this is a coincidence

or whether it's a reflection on the coaching
skills of Kidd has not yet become obvious.

The facts speak for themselves; since Kidd

took over two short years ago, it's been
nothing but up hill for UMass soccer.

The major portion of players on the team
(two-thirds) come from within our state with

'

an even representation of Eastern and
Western Mass. The remaining one-third

have been recruited from out-of-state. The
reason for the increase of soccer players

within the country has been the swelling

ranks of youth soccer progranw. The trend

seems to be shifting away from football and
other established sports as more parents en-

courage their kids to play soccer.

"Hey, why not; it's less expensive for a kid

to play soccer, it's less injury prone, and it's

just a heck of a lot of fun." said Kidd.

The result has been an increase in the

number of American born players who can
cut it on the professional level. This is what
has led to success in the soccer program
here. A few years ago, soccer was looked on
as an alternative when someone couldn't cut

it in another sport. Who knows, we may be
hearing Howard Cosell broadcasting pro soc-

cer in the very near future if present trends

continue.

Senate extends ERA ratification deadline
WASHINGTON [APV-lhe Senate signal-

ed yesterday it will extend the ratification

deadline for the Equal Rights Amendment
and decided that states cannot use the ad-
ditional time to take back their approval of

the ERA.
By a 54-44 margin, the Senate rejected a

proposal by Sen. Jake Garn, R-Utah, to
couple an additional 39-month ratification

period with an opportunity for ratifying

states to rescind their actions.

The vote cleared a major congressional
obstacle facing ERA advocates while deal-
ing a severe blow to its opponents.
Sen. Birch Bayh, D-lnd., principal Senate

sponsor of the extension, predicted the
Senate would approve the ERA extension
by a healthy margin when the issue comes

to a final vote set for tomorrow.
Garn conceded that the vote was a major

setback for those fighting addition to the
U.S. Constitution of the ERA, which would
specifically bar discrimination on the basis
of sex.

In August, the House passed a measure
moving the ERA ratification deadline from
March 1979 to June 30, 1982.

The measure does not require the
signature of President Carter, who has
been a staunch supporter of the ERA.
Sarah Weddington, special assistant to

the president for women's issues, said

Carter was "gratified" by the Senate's ac-
tion.

She said the president personally had call-

ed five senators yesterday morninq to lobby

them, and that Vice President Walter Mon-
dale had called three.

The ERA was initially approved by Con-
gress in 1972. It needs ratification by 38
states to become part of the Constitution.
Thirty-five legislatures have ratified the
ERA, but those of Idaho, Kentucky,
Nebraska and Tennessee have voted to
reverse their stands. The Kentucky recision
vote was subsequently vetoed by the that
state's acting governor.
Garn's amendment would have applied

only to reversal votes taken after the exten-
sion period begins on March 23, 1979. It

would not have validated the ones already
taken, although those stales would have
been free to vote again.
Bayh told the Senate it is up to Congress^

to determine, after all states have voted to
ratify, whether to permit the reversal votes.
In a statement after the vote, Bayh said

passage of Garn's proposal "would have
effectively killed any chance for final

ratification of the Equal Rights Amend-
ment.

"

Rep Elizabeth Holtzman, DN.Y., who
sponsored the extension in the House,
commented, "I believe that the Senate ac-
tion today means the ERA, a declaration of
fundamental human rights for American
woman, will soon become part of our Con-
stitution."

Not once since Congress began set a
seven-year ratification deadline foi- con-
stitutional amendments in 1917 has it ex-
tended the deadline.
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Trustees won't
V stop rent hike

Elaine Kooning, a member of the winning 20th floor team, helps devour VA
gallons' of ice cream sundae during the second annual Washington Upper ice
cream eating contest held Tuesday.
(Staff photo by Jim Mahoney)

SGA elections
could be invalidated
By SEANMORGAN
Collegian Staff

Elections for student government presi-

dent and commuter senators could be in-

validated if the elections subcommittee

acts favorably on two complaints filed last

night charging voting irregularities.

Voting began yesterday and will continue

today at polling places around campus.
Yesterday's turnout, according to elections

subcommittee co-chairwoman Marcie Lev-

ington, was good in Southwest, Central

and Cape Cod Lounge, and low in Sylvan,

Orchard Hill and Northeast.

The first complaint was filed by a UMass
student following an incident at a- polling

place outside the Cape Cod Lounge in the

Student Union.
Rose Deggendorf , a junior economics ma-

jor, filed the complaint objecting to the fact

that a candidate for commuter senator,

Shelly Gordon, was working at the polling

place where her name was on the ballot.

Deggendorf said last night that when she

questioned Gordon about the ethics of a

candidate working the polls, Gordon
became indignant and swore at her.

Deggendorf charged that Gordon told her

to "get the fuck out of here" and called her

a "fucking bitch."

Gordon was unable to be reached for

comment, but Levington, who received the

complaint, said that Gordon had denied the

charges.
Levington also said there is a chance the

commuter senator election will be in-

validated because of tfie charges filed

against Gordon.
"It was my committee's messup, not

Shelly's," Lavinaton said. "It is very hard

to get people to work the polls and we
made a mistake by putting Shelly at a poll

where her name was on the ballot. In my
opinion an apology will be written about

her working at the poll and the commuter
election will probably be invalidated."

Levington said the complaint would be

reviewed by the elections subcommittee.
The second complaint was filed last night

by student government presidential can-

didate Richard J. Janssen, who charged

the elections subcommittee misrepresented

the order of names as they were to appear

on the ballots. He also charged
misrepresentation of campaign fund alloca-

tions.

Janssen charged he had been told his

name would appear first on the ballots after

it was selected at random by drawing slips

of paper from a hat. The complaint stated,

"Upon voting this evening, I noted that my
name was at the bottom of the particular

ballot I had... I therefore protest... not the

fact that my name does not appear at the

top of the ballot, but that I was not told

there would be random ordering after being

informed, and confirmed personally by the

chairman of the elections subcommittee
that it would be at the top of the ballot."

Janssen also charged the elections sub-

committee allowed candidates to spend

money without informing them the money
would be deficit spending.

Levington denied both charges, saying

there may have been a neqiigent mistake in

making sure all candirlater, knew there were

to be five ballots with different orders. She
also said the student government is forced

by its constitution to allocate campaign

funds to camdidates.

By BETH SEGERS and
GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

BOSTON -The UMass board of trustees
yesterday decided not to reconsider a con-
troversial family housing rent increase and
to actively collect overdue rent from strik-

ing tenants.

The board, in its regular monthly meeting,
accepted a recommendation from the Stu-
dent Affairs Committee that the $19 rent in-

crease be maintained despite a tenant rent
strike which began Sept. 1.

About 100 tenants in UMass' three family
housing units-Lincoln, University, and
North Village apartments -have withheld
rent in protest of the increase and placed
$13,000 in an escrow account in the Stu-
dent Federal Credit Union.

Committee Chairman James Crain said
committee members agreed with many of
the strikers' complaints, but said the in-

crease is needed and the rent must be col-

lected.

"As the $19 increase," Crain said, "is

needed to improve conditions and pay ac-

tual costs, tenants must pay due rent.

"The university will increase its general ef-

forts to obtain payment of the rent so that

increases in housing costs will not be at-

tributable to bad debts," he said.

"We appealed to the subcommittees on
moral grounds of not being able to afford

the rent increase-now we'll have to check
with Legal Services Organization for status

on legal rent withholding," he said.

Balfour said more militant action on the
part must now be considered by the
tenants.

"We may vote to call in local health in-

spectors (to verify charges that health and

safety code violations exist), join in support

of the Massachusetts Society of Pro-

fessors, or form picket lines in front of the
Whitmore administration building," ha
said.

The tenant leader said most tenants have
now received a second notice from the
Housing Office requesting that overdue
rent be paid.

A final notice is now in the offing, after

which tenants have 14 days to rent or
vacate the housing before the university

can file a court complaint and send eviction

notices to tenants.

Crain said the university will work closely

with the tenants association to ensure tfiat

future increases are carefully examined.

Newly appointed Vice-Chancellor For Stu-
dent Affairs Dennis L. Madson said he
hopes for good relations in the future bet-

ween tenants and his office, through com-
mittees and meetings.

In other business, the trustees voted to in-

clude a graduate student, two or three
undergraduates, faculty, and ad-
ministrators on a search committee for

chancellor at the UMass-Amherst campus.
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery last

spring said he will leave office by June,
1979.

The board also voted to establish a Five

College Department of Dance at the

Amherst campus, and approved capital

outlay requests of $16.6 million for fiscal

1980. The Amherst campus is expected to

receive $6.6 millioin, which consists of

money that is needed now, but budgeted
for fiscal 1980.

The board directed UMass President

David C. Knapp to study graduate student
stipends and a graduate student collective

bargaining group. Madson said increased
stipends will attract better quality graduate
students to the university.

Good day
Labor unrest hits UMass
Labor unrest hit UMass yesterday, botljb

here in Amherst and also on the Bo8ton|

campus. Faculty here occupied Chancellor

Randolph W. Bromery's office, while facul-

ty in Boston didn't report to classes in the

first day of a two-day strike. Page 3.

Southwestparty
without a/cohoi

It appears a party scheduled for later this

month in Southwest won't be able to offer

alcoholic beverages. Page 5.

C/asses in the streets
University of Bridgeport faculty membef*^

yesterday held classes in the streets, one
day after the president closed the university

down. Faculty there have been on strike

since last month. Paae2.

Sports
The Kansas City Royals, in a turn around

from the night before, demolished the New
York Yankees in a game played in Kansas

City. Page 20.

Weather
Partly cloudy today and tonight. After-

noon highs in the mid to upper 60's. Low
tonight in the low to mid 50's,
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UBridgeport holds street classes
BRIDGEPORT, Conn \UPf] Dozens of

students, rejecting school President Leiand
Miles suggestion they return home, and
striking University of Bridgeport faculty
yesterday held classes in the street
A student spokesnnan said the interim

"university of the streets" was symbolic
but showed a desire on the part of students
to continue their education.
'We just want to show that we are anx-

ious to get back to class and continue our
education," said UB freshman Tom
Dillickrath, a spokesman for the Student
Action Committee.
"We're here to learn. The teachers are

Checkups
urged for

DES users
WASHINGTON [/^Pl- Federal health of-

ficials urged four million to six million

American mothers and their children
Wednesday to get prompt medical
checkups because of cancer risks they may
face from exposure to the synthetic
estrogen DES during pregnancy.
DES was widely prescribed from the 1940s

until as late as 1970 for pregnant women to
prevent miscarriages That has been stop-
ped, although DES is still prescribed to
women for such other purposes as replac-
ing estrogens during menopause and as an
emergency "morning after" contraceptive
pill in rape or incest cases.
Health, Education and Welfare Secretary

Joseph A. Califano Jr. said an HEW task
force has concluded that "an overwhelm-
ing majority" of the several million persons
exposed to DES during pregnancy will not
suffer any long-term ill effects, but "some
will have serious health problems."
U.S. Surgeon General Julius B. Rich-
mond sent a six-page letter to the nation's
400,000 physicians alerting them to the
DES problems Califano urged the doctors
to search their medical records back to the
1940s and notify women who were given
DES during pregnancy.
He suggested they do so without charging

the patients.

Califano said his task force concluded that
the risk of DES daughters developing a rare
vaginal cancer was less than previously
feared. The task force estimated that no
more than 1 .4 daughters per 1 ,000 exposed
in the womb to the drug will suffer cancer
of the vagina or cervix between ages 14 to
22, and the risk may be as low as 1 .4 per
10,000.

The risk of breast or gynecologic cancer
from DES in the mothers themselves "is

unproved,"' the task force said, but it ex-
pressed "serious concern" about this

possibility and called for more research.
Recent studies have found an excess of

genital abnormalities in DES sons, the task
force said, but there is no firm evidence
that they run a higher risk of cancer of the
testes.

In addition to regular medical examina-
tions, the task force said it would be pru-
dent for DES mothers and daughters to
avoid any further use of DES or other
estrogens.

That would mean avoiding most birth con-
trol pills, in which estrogen is a key ingre-

dient.

The Food and Drug Administration Is con-
sidering whether to -keep allowing DES to
be used as a "morning after" contraceptive
and to suppress lactation in new mothers
who do not breast-feed their infants.

DES (diethytstilbestrol) was first produced
in 1938, and a study that year found that
animals exposed to DES got cancer.

here to teach and that's what we want
them to do"
Classes for more than 8,000 full and part

time students were suspended indefinitely

Tuesday after the 250 member American
Association of University Professors' cam-
pus chapter rejected what school officials

called their final offer.

See photo, page 5

Classes at the university's law school were
uninterrupted.

Although Miles said classes would resume

under a new schedule, he did not say when
and told students to return home. His office
yesterday was expecteo to issue a detailed
statement outlining what steps would be
taken to end the walkout

.

School officials said yesterday no new
talks were scheduled with the union and
said they had not wavered from their
refusal to submit contract differences to
binding arbitration.

Following the university shutdown, stu-
dent activists pitched tents outside UB's
administration bui'ding and promised to
continue round-the-clock vigils until tfie
strike ended.

Efforts were also being made by the Stu-
dent Action Committee to keep as many
students on campus as possible in hopes of
pressuring the school into ending the
walkout that began Sept. 22.

Strikers are seeking pay hikes and some
authority in personnel and curriculum mat-
ters.

Students have threatened to file a class
action suit in federal court against the ad-
ministration alleging they're not getting the
education they were promised when t^ey
paid their tuition.

Tuition at Bridgeport is $1,830 per
semester.

VATICAN CITY - The cardinals of the Catholic Church line St. Peter's Sauare yesterday during the late Pope John

Paul's funeral. (UPI)

Inflation cuts buying power
while salaries rise sharply
WASHINGTON (y4 PI -Inflation stripped

2Vi cents from the buying power of the
American worker's dollar during the 12
months ending in August, even though
salaries rose sharply, the government said
yesterday.

In a special report, the government also
confirmed what most people already know
— that the underiying rate of inflation

worsened considerably in the past year, ris-

ing above 7 percent, and that the outlook
for the near future is not good.
The 2.5 percent decline in purchasing-
power came despite a 9.2 percent increase
in hourly compensation, and illustrated the
problem workers are having in keeping
ahead of inflation, since wage increases
tend to drive up prices.

"The large increases in money wages
have not resulted in substantial real income
gains; they have been eroded by the even
greater escalation of consumer price infla-
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tion, " said the special inflation report by
the Carter administration's Council on
Wage and Price Stability.

The council said the underlying rate of in-

flation — meaning after discounting for
volatile changes in food and energy prices
— increased to over 7 percent at an annual
rate in calendar 1978, up from 6 percent last

year.

Consumer prices, counting food and
energy prices, increased at an annual rate

of 9.5 percent during the first eight months
of the year, but the administration expects
the overall increase to ease to 8 percent for
the entire year, up from 6.8 percent in all of
1977.

However, the council pointed to un-
favorable trends in wholesale prices at the
pre-processing and mid-processing levels

that will push up non-food prices to con-
sumers later this year. It said both in-

termediate and crude materials have in-

creased one percentage point faster this

year than the previous two years.
The council also said there is a evidence of

widespread price acceleration for most in-

dustrial commodities, with particulaHy
large increases for leather products, metal
products, capital equipment and lumber
and other building materials.

In a section of the report dealing with pro-
ductivity, the council said that contrary to
what many people think, productivity in the
manufacturing sector has not declined, and
that most of the slowdown in productivity
is due to declines in the construction and
mining industries.

Manufacturing productivity for durable
goods increased by 2.2 percent annually in

the decade ending in 1977, unchanged
from the previous decade. Productivity of
non-durable goods increased 3.3 percent
annually in the past decade from 3 percent
previously.

However, productivity in construction
declined by 1 .8 percent annually in the past
decade, compared with increases of 3.2
percent previously, while mining was off
1.9 percent annually, compared with
previous annual gains of 4.4 percent.

Sub theftaverted

Bulletin

ST, LOUIS (UPI) - The FBI last night an-
nounced the arrest of two men on charges
of conspiring to steal a nuclear submarine
from the Navy in a plot that included the
possibility of firing missiles at New London,
Conn., during the getaway,
Roy Klager, special agent in charge of the

St. Louis FBI office, identified the arrested
men as Edward J. Mendenhall, 24, a life in-

surance company employee from
Rochester, N.Y., and Kurtis J. Schmitt, a

22-year-old carpet cleaner formeriy from
St. Louis and living in Kansas City.
Klager said a fugitive warrant was issued

for a third suspect in the case, James W
Cosgrove, 26, of Ovid. N.Y.
The three men, the FBI said, were accus-

ed of conspiring to steal the Navy sub-
marine, the USS Trepang, based at New
London.
Klager said Mendenhall, Schmitt and

Cosgrove met with an undercover FBI
agent last month in New York.
The FBI said Cosgrove gave the under-

cover agent a written plan, which described
an attempt to board the submarine from
another vessel.
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UM faculty hold protests
Compiled from reports

Labor insurgency erupted yesterday at

UMass, when faculty members from both
the Amherst and Boston campuses staged

demonstrations protesting the status of

faculty collective bargaining.

Here in Amherst, some 150 faculty

members picketed the Whitmore ad-

ministration building at 12:30 and then oc
cupied Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery's
outer offices unt'l late afternoon.

In Boston, most classes scheduled for

yesterday were cancelled as faculty

members began an illegal two-day job ac-

tion, which some called a strike and others

called a sick in.

UMass Amherst were
20 members of the

Employees Union and

The picketers at

joined by about
Graduate Student

about 20 members of the Students United
for Public Education organization.

What we're demonstrating here is that

they've not busted this union," said

Massachusetts Society of Professors

spokesman Leonard Rapping, "This group
has been a bio success

'

The MSP, and their counterpart in

Boston, the Faculty Staff Union, have been
negotiating with the administration since

last summer on what will be the faculty's

first collective bargaining agreement.
I he demonstrators encircled Whitmore,

carrying playcards reading "This campus
needs a chancellor," and "Exxon State

University." Bromery serves on the board
of directors of Exxon Corporation.

The marchers then entered the building,

asking the students to remain behind.

Watershortage
can 'the forgotten
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

"We can't go on using water the way we
have been. It will be the same as what
happened when the price of gas jum-

ped... If we get a good rainfall, everyone

will forget the problem."

So says Florence Carver, chairman of the

Amherst Subcommittee on Water Con-

servation.

Mrs. Carver was appointed to the sub-

committee last week when the town
banned non-essential water use. Carver has

worked in water conservation for the town
and state since 1954.

In an interview Tuesday, Mrs. Carver had

some words for UMass students. "You
might ask them to be a little more cautious

in their use of water for the duration of tf>e

crisis." she said. Her committee has listed

measures people can take to conserve

water.

The town is seeking an immediate 25
percent reduction in total water use.

Although Mrs. Carver holds no academic

degrees, she has worked on numerous
water studies, beginning with a study done

by the League of Women Voters in 19S4.

She has also worked on the Regional

Connecticut River Planning Study and.

moat recently, on the 1977 Massachusetts

Water Supply Study for th^^tata Office of

Environmental Affairs. '
,

Carver said although the water problem in

Amharat hae been apparent for some time,

the town finds itself in its current situation

primarily because area water supply is

poor.
Mrs. Carver expressed little optimism over

the possibility of a tie-in with Quabbin

Reservoir, located east of Amherst. She
said the reservoir already is being heavily

used, and that some eastern

Massachusetts towns have priority.

According to Mrs. Carver, UMass uses

less water per person than Amherst

College. She said a study she worked on

five years ago also showed the wealthier

sections of town tended to use more water

than the poorer.

Carver said she thinks that northeastern

United States residents have been for-

tunate. She cited the example of

California's Marin County, where people

there were allowed only 25 gallons of water

per day last year.

"When you think that one shower is at

least 40 gallons. ..." she said

.

Carver offered several ideas for future

corwervation. The most important, she

said, is making the residents aware of the

problem. She also suggested the state

install water saving devices, such as low-

flow shower heads and toilets which use

only two and one- half to three gallons per

flush. Mrs. Carver proposed that such

devices be made mandatory in the state

building code. She said she advocates

recycling of "gray" water— water from

showers, sinks, and other such sour-

ces—for irrigation and other uses where

drinking quality is not necessary.

Mrs. Carver said she favors educating

school children in conservation measure, to

help avoid future water crises.

UMass Director of Security Gerald O'Neill

said no special security precautions were
taken, and no trouble was expected.
Once inside, the numbers of faculty

members gradually dwindled until a small
group left around 5 p.m. The members
read, chatted, and drank coffee provided
by Bromery. •

Bromery was not in his office at any time
during the occupation, and instead was at a

meeting of university trustees in Boston.
In Boston, he said he was not upset about

the action.

"I've been on the campus for 11 years,"
he said. "I'm more sensitive to the faculty

than most."
Eight of ten students interviewed said they

approved of the faculty occupation.
"They did the right thing," said Maura
Young, an employee at the student union
candy counter. "Students working here get

a pay raise after two years, (and) they
deserve one after waiting four."

Boston Strike

About 100 Boston campus faculty

members picketed at the main campus gate
and outside a classroom building' during a

strike planned for both yesterday and to-

day.

UMass spokesman Howard White, at the

school's central administrative offices in

Boston, said, "We don't know yet" what if

any action would be taken against the

teachers.

Of 73 classes scheduled during the morn-

ing, 55 were shut down by the strike, accor

ding to Joanne Preston a sociology teacher

and spokeswoman for the union.

Kent Worcester of the Student Strike

Committee, formed to support the job ac-

tions, asserted that about 75 percent of all

classes were cancelled by the walkout,

which he said appeared to involve 1(X)-150

teachers.

Approximately 8,000 students attend

UMass-Boston.
The Amherst union, the MSP, claims to

have about 475 members from a faculty of

1,2(X), and the Boston union, the FSU
claims 300 of the 500 eligible faculty

members and librarians are members.
The two unions, both affiliated with the

Massachusetts Teachers Association, re

quested last month that state mediators

join the negotiations. They say UMass has

failed to bargain in good faith.

About 150 faculty members yesterday picketed the Whitmore administration

building, and then later occupied the offices of Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery for four hours. Left, faculty members march up the ramp into Whit-

more, and above is what it looked like inside the offices of Bromery's staff.

(Staff photos by David Rodgers)

Florence Carver

New York Post to hit

newsstands once again
United Press International

NEW YORK - Members of the Newspaper
Guild yesterday night ovenwhelmingly

ratified a contract with the New York Post.

clearing the way for the afternoon tabloid

to hit the streets for the first time in 57

days.

The Guild approval of the contract could

put the Post back on the streets today --a

little more than eight weeks after the Post,

New York Times and Daily News were shut

down by the Aug. 9 pressman's union

strike.

The Post had eariier reached agreements
with the pressmen and two other striking

craft unk)ns.

While the paperhandlers' union stHI had

not ratified its accord— a nr^eeting was
scheduled for yesterday evening— the Post

management said it expected to have all

the striking unions back on the job during

the evening.

Roger Wood, editor of the Post, sakj the

paper woukl resume publicatkjn today.

"We'll be there tomorrow nK)mir>g. We're

hoping to be pretty well everywhere by

eight o'ctock," he sakJ.

"We are very please to get back into

business. No newspaper likes to be out."

Meanwhile, the drivers' union, which had

not\ been on strike, earlier yesterday

cornpleted agreement on a tentative pact.
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Faculty Senate to
vote for new officers

I
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By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate today votes to fill

various officer and committee positions at
their first regular meeting of the semester.

A new policy regarding the provost's
conflict of interest in grievance cases and
the annual report of the Foreign and
International Studies Council also among
the items to be presented at the meeting
which begins at 3.30 p.m. in room 120 of

the School of Business Administration.

Elections will be held for presiding officer,

three at-large rules committee members, a

rules committee chairperson,* and two
associate delegates to the university board
of trustees.

According to the annual report of the
grievance committee, an agreement was
reached by Chancellor Randolph W
Bromery, senate representatives, and the
chairman of the grievance committee,
which grants the UMass president and
trustees final juri'sdiction in grievance cases
where the provost faces a potential conflict

of interest.

The provost is the chief academic ad-

ministrator who normally takes final action
on grievance panel recommendations.
However, the provost is frequently named
as a party in a grievance.

Former Provost Paul L. Puryear dealt with
potential conflicts by refusing to appear at

grievance hearings, the report saii but the
committee has since said the practice

hinders fair presentation of both sic js.

A njw faculty and professional staff

exchange with the Universidade Estadual

de Campinas in Campinas, Sao Paolo,

Brazil is also under consideration by the

Foreign ard International Studies Council,

their annual report states.

The exchange will center on the fields of

physics, geology, solar energy, computer
science and library science

The senate is also scheduled to consider a

motion recommending the cootinuation of

five low-enrollment linguistic majors,

provided the faculty seeks to encourage
higher student enrollment.

The five programs — Chinese, Japanese,
Russian, German and Philosophy- have
served a total of only 15 students over the

past five years.

Warrant articles await
special town meeting
By SEAN MORGAN
CoMegian Staff

Amherst town meeting members will face

a 15-article warrant when the October 23
special Amherst town meeting convenes at

7:30 p.m. at the Amherst Regional Junior
High School.
The warrant, which closed Oct. 2, is

highlighted by articles dealing with rent

control and property tax limitations.

The Rent Control Now Committee,
comprised of members of the Amherst
Tenants Association and other Amherst
tenants, has sponsored an article seeking

establishment of a rent control system here

in Amherst.
The article states, "To see if the Town will

approve the filing of a petition by the Board
of Selectpeople, in the General Court, for

an act relating to the adoption of rent

control for the Town of Amherst."
The article also proposes that a five-

member rent control board be appointed by
the Board of Selectmen to administer the

law.

The last attempt to get the town to adopt
a rent control act was defeated in 1976 by

Town Meeting, and then by a 51-49 percent

voet in a subsequent referendum.
The Amherst Taxpayers Association has

sponsored two articles on the warrant,

including an article calling for tax limits on
each taxable property in the town.
The tax limit article states, "To see if the

Town will vote to limit the tax on each
taxable property in the Town of Amherst to

two and one-half percent of its assessed

value as of Fiscal Year 1979 and chat no
property may have its valuation rise more
than one-half the rate of inflation in the

previous fiscal year, or two and one-half

percent, whichever is less."

The taxpayers association also sponsored
an article calling for area state represen-

tatives and senators to support any
legislation in the Massachusetts Legislature

repealing fiscal autonomy for school

committees.
The taxpayers association is the same

group which threw last year's regular town
meeting into a panic when they attempted
massive, across-the-board budget cuts by
sending the entire proposed budget back to

committee.
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Students work with clay in the newly opened craft cantar in tha Hampdan
Student Cantar in the Southwest Rasidantial araa.
(Staff photo by Joyce Khadarian)

Tentative date set

for labor hearing
By DENISEMINOR
Collegian Staff

An investigative hearing on unfair labor

practices charges brought again;.-t the
university by the Massachusetts Teachers
Association has tentatively been scheduled
for October 18 in Boston.

"The date is only tentative because both
UMass attorneys and MTA attorneys have
filed for postponement," Massachusetts
Labor Relations Commissibn Scheduling
Director Priscilla A. Lyons said yesterday.

The commission impounded ballots cast

in a Sept. 18 union representational

election, and continues to hold the 312

ballots pending the result of the hearing.

The election offered 566 non-faculty,

professional employees on the UMass
campuses in Boston and Amherst the

choice of organizing into an officially

recognized collective bargaining unit— the

Union of Professional Employees— or no
formal representation.'

The MTA filed the complaint on behalf of

the professionals after the university

Personnel Office circulated a memo before

the election stating that a retroactive three

percent salary increase would t>e granted to

professional employees not covered by
collective bargaining agreements, ac-

cording to MTA spokesman Ralph Flynn.

State labor law prohibits discrimination

against portions of a labor union, and says

all employees must be treated equal. The
UPE announced it would affiliate with the

MTA should the employees vote for union

representation.

Both UMass and MTA attorneys have
filed for postponement of the October 18

date claiming schedule conflicts, according

to Lyons. Commission attorneys will make
the final decision on whether the in-

vestigation date stands, she said.

UPE President Leone Stein said the union

had not heard any confirmation of the

hearing date, and said UPE executives

would probably not meet for another ten

days.

At that tin p" we are going to send out an
informative memo to the professional staff,

and also send a copy to the chancellor in

order to clarify our position, ' Stein said.

Marge Piercy, a noted author, playwright, and poet. Is scheduled to speak

tonight in the Student Union BaHroom at 8 p.m. One of Piercy's origmal plays.

"Tha Last White Class," Is playing this month at tha City Studio Thaatra in Nor-

thanf>pton.

Author Feminist

Marge Piercy
Reading & discussing her poetry

Thurs., Oct. S, 7 p.m.
SUB, FREE

Sponsored by: Student Activities Office

UMass Women's Studies Dept.

Southwest Women's Center

Hampshire College Women's Center

Comrriuter Assembly
Graduate Student Senate

In conjunction with
world premier of

"The Last White Class"

by Marge Piercy Cr David Ira Wood
at City Studio Theatre, Northampton, 584-3994

Thurs., Fri.. Sat.. Oct. 6, 8. 7/12. 13, 14, 8 p.m.

BOSTON -- Some of the faculty members who yesterday protested at a univer-
sity trustees meet'ng.
(Staff photo by Carol Rosanbarg).

UM faculty protest

trustee meeting
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

BOSTON -The UMass faculty wanted a

contract, and wanted the university board
of trustees to know it.

Representatives from the UMass- Boston
campus yesterday protested stalled

contract negotiations with the ad-
ministration at the monthly board of

trustees meeting, held in the Stuart Street

Howard Johnson's here.

Preceeding a statement of staff sentiment

by Robert Swartz, faculty members made
their presence be known by marching into

the trustee meeting bearing placards and
chanting "We want a contract; we want it

now."
About 30 staff members presented

themselves to the trustees, media, and
other observers at the meeting, bearing

statements such as "President Knapp:
Don't Get Caught Knapping " and "Why
are the Trustees opposed to academic
excellence?"
The staff members said they represented

the 75 percent of the UMass- Boston staff

who participated in yesterday's sick out.

Swartz said. The faculty is also expected to
sick out today.
"I am here to convey to the board the

deep concern that the union and the faculty

have," Swartz told the trustees in his three
minute address.

Swartz, a philosophy professor from the
UMass Boston campus, said he
represented both the Faculty Staff Union
from Boston and Massachusetts Society of

Professors from the UMass-Amherst
campus.
He asked the board "to take a more active

role in order to bring this dispute to

resolution," adding that "the atmosphere is

tense, one which can easily escalate."

"Faculty and librarians have a basic desire

to return to a normally functioning
university in which they can instruct

students and conduct their research in a

collegial atmosphere," Swartz said.

Following Swartz's address, the faculty

marched in a circle around the seated
trustees shouting "'We want a contract,"
until Chairman Joseph P. Healy requested
the spectators to leave and called the
meeting into executive session.
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Party won 't sellbeer
By BARBARA HOWE
Collegian Staff

Beer apparently cannot be sold at a

Southwest party scheduled for Thursday,

October 19 because a university official said

he will not sanction alcoholic beverages at

parties held on school nights.

Southwest Area Master- Director James
H. Matlack yesterday said the residential

area "simply can't sell booze on
Thursdays." Although current alcohol

regulations do not specify nights on which
parties may be held, Matlack said he would
not approve school-night liquor licenses

because of what he called destructive

behavior his staff members find difficult to

handle.

Southwest Assembly co-President John
Reuben yesterday said he and other

representatives met with Matlack to discuss

the party, but Matlack refused to sign the

necessary liquor license. Reuben said the

party, featuring the "Real Kids," will be
held regardless of the absence of beer and
will be open to 300 persons at the HamfxJen
Dining Commons in Southwest.
"Chance for success of the party greatly

increases if there's a little alcohol around,"
Reuben said. "We only wanted five kegs
for 300 people--not enough to cause trou-

ble but just for people to sweat off while

they're dancing," he added.
Matlack said he did not want to see the

weekend "extended" to Thursday, and
would seek to preserve Thursday for

"educational purposes of the university."

He said past problems with parties offering

alcoholic beverages include dorm damage,
assaults on security staff, and a head of

residence being punched unconscious.

NOW OPEN
TILL

II P.M.
(MON.-SAT.)

C&C LIQUORS
61 Main St., Amherst^ 253-3091

FREE DELIVERY ANYTIME!!

Snack barsmust
follownewpolicy
By CHERYL A. SILVER
Collegian Staff

UMass student-run snack bars now must
follow a new Recognized Student
Organization policy concerning finances
and operations, said Paul Hamel, acting
director of student activities.

Because of outstanding debts from past
operation, snack bars cannot open unless
they have representatives "willing to
commit themselfs to the snack bar's past
deficits and to stand behind any current
and future deficits, should they happen,"
said Hamel.
John Adams Snack Bar, on the 12th floor

of John Adams dormitory, has yet to open
this semester because the Southwest
Assembly voted to endorse them but failed

to discuss any financial backing for possible
future debts, snack bar manager Rick Davis
said.

iDavis said the snack bar employs 10

students and serves 600 students. Over ten
years of operation, the snack bar has
accrued a debt of $500, a figure he said was
substantially lower than other student-run
snack bars on campus.
"Our goal is to provide the best service to

the students and to make them ac-

countable to a student organization,"
Hamel said.

Student-run snack bars on campus now
compete with Munchy stores managed by
full-time professionals who employ
students, but the professionals are turning

more of a nightly profit.

On an average day, Hampden, Franklin
and Worcester Munchys do about $600-
$700 each in sales, said Miles Seaver,
Munchy store director. Each Munchy store
has one manager who works an eight-hour
day and has full responsibility for the
management and hiring in the store.

Students John Matthews, a senior ac-
counting major, and Walter Martin, a junior

Hotel, Restaurant & Travel Administration
major, are co-managers of Greenough
Snack Bar where they say sales average
$200 a night on weeknights and $300 $;^
on weekend nights.

Dawn Dentali, manager of Sylvan Area
"Subway" and a senior hotel, restaurant
and travel administration major, said her
store averages $325 a night and $500 on
weekend nights.

A "key factor" in business at Greenough
Snack Bar 'depends on what the dining

commons are serving," said Martin. "If

they serve ice cream, we don't sell much
ice cream," he said. "Concerts hurt us,"
said Matthews, "because the kids are gone
most of the night and we are closed by the
time they get back. "Besides that," said

Martin, "after they spend money on tickets

they don't have any left to eat with."
A controversial part of the operation and

finances of Sylvan and Greenough student
snack bars is their indebtedness. Dentali
said, "Sylvan Subway' is $6,000 in debt."
This deficit, according to Dentali, is a result

of previous years of operation and is now
being corrected.

BRIDGEPORT, Conn. - University of Bridgeport students march on the main
administration Tuesday to bury a coffin, which they said contained tha body of
their education. Story on page 2.

(UPI)

Whafs happenings Linda?

Going to theQR DisCO.

Thursday

8-8:30 Social Half Hour/OPEN BAR/
All bottom shelf drinks FREE

9:30-10:30 Scotch Hour 75c/30 gallons of gas given

away/Quonset Exxon (3 prizes) /(cover 99c)

Friday

8-9 Southern Comfort 75c/ (cover 99c)

Saturday

Disco closed for Policemen Ball

Free munchies every night/Bottled beer 75c/25^9214

"No jeans and sneakers* /Route 9, Amherst-Hadley line
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h^' After The Game • • •

IN CONCERT

Thursday, October 19-8:00 p.m.

Springfield Civic Center

Reserved seats $7.50-$7.00-$6.50

Tickets now on sale!!

Campus Travel-Campus Center
Platterpus-Northampton
Civic Center Box Office

CONWAY, N.H. " Two occupants of a four wheel drive station wagon, foreground, were killed when
ttMir vehicle collided nearly head on with a bus carrying 44 occupants. mostly senior citizens, on the
K»ncamagus Highway. The group was on a fall foliage excursion. (UPI)

extension Gardener®

V

Dear E^»ension Gardener,
What ki'.d of herbs can I grow indoors and how do I take care of them??

D.T. Hasbrouck
The best herbs to try would include rosemary, basil, mint, parsley, thyme and
chives. Herbs can be brought in from the garden t>y taking cuttings or digging
them up. Many can be started from seed. At least a half day of sunlight or
growlight but preferably all day, cool temperatures, and humidity are
necessary to grow heaKhy herb indoors. Ideal locations would be a sparsely
heated room or porch with temperatures of 56-70 degrees Fahrenheit. Use a
potting mixture of 2 parts soil, 1 part peat moss, and 1 part perlite, vermiculite
or course sand. Fertilize the plants every 6-8 weeks.
Dear Extensioin Gardener,
How do I get my Christmas cactus to flo^r??

E.D. Brittany Manor
Christmas castus flowering is dependent on light and/or temperature. About

three months before the wanted flowering time, you can try either one of
these two methods: Keep the plant in partial sunlight. Provide it with
temperatures about 70 degrees Fahrenheit during the day and 50 55 degrees at

night. Coot fall nights will initiate flower bud formation, do not keep outside
if there is a frost. The second method includes giving your cactus 11 hours of
partial sun a day. Do not give more than 11 hours of sun a day! The plant
needs a long night to flower. Keep the soil on the dry side. To avoid bud drop,
don't move the plant from one new environment to another and keep
temperatures below 70 degrees

Tenants hit violations
By HANS SCHULZ
Collegian Staff

A spokesman for the Amherst Tenants

Association yesterday al'-vapl th;- some
area landlords havi new
Massachuii- 'a - - •

tenants' se

Vince O'C
estimates trid. • j

Amherst area ha-

the new law wfi

must receive vvithit. ^jys

the bank where the security nepos t

being held an* the number of the larii-

account.
The legislation effec : enants who have

rented apartments on or a Her September 1

1978.

According to the new law, a tenant is

antitled to an immediate return of the

security deposit should his landlord violate

the law.

O'Connor, however, would not specify

which area landlords have been violating

the law.

M.anagers in Colonial Village, Brittany

Manor, Towne House. Presidential, and
^

R- .•rtraiarle aoartmenr comolexes in

Ar- ,' are all complying with
••-

, i-juc -'-—•'Ts when a deposit

The nect ink mtormdtion is

iu.dtrtci on the receisjts, they said.
.

. ., ,knQm-,r f.-,r t 'ncoln Realty, which
'anor irt Ecno Hill,

U he dicJn t know what the

i jbits law was, but said that

ci comply with whatever the law

The Association will confront the lan-

dlords as a group, O'Connor said, although

no landlords have yet received notice from

tlie tenants.

A security deposit task force fronn the

UMass Off Campus Housing Office has

been formed to assist student tenants with

their problems concerning the new law.

Anti-nuke protestors

plan demonstrations
CONCORD, N.H. [AP]- About 200 anti-

nuclear protesters planned to stage another

in a series of demonstrations Saturday at

the Seabrook nuclear power plant, an

organizer said yesterday.

The protest is organized by the Boston
Oamshell, a splinter of the Clamshell

Alliance, a coalition of anti-nuclear groups

from New England.

A Boston Clamshell spokesman said the

demonstration would include nonviolent

civil disobedience and some of the 2(X)

demonstrators anticipate being arrested

Public Service Co. of New Hampshire,

Guilder of the $2.3 billion plant, has ar^ n

junction that bars trespassing on its proper-

ty.

Attorney General Thomas Rath said,

however, his department planned "to let

local and state police handle the

demonstration."

"We are taking no extraordinary steps,"

he said. During three past demonstrations,

the National Guard and state police rein-

forcements from the other New England
states were used.

In addition to those who plan the civil

disobedience, several hundred other per-

sons were anticioated at a legal noon rally

near thr: construction sit<i, thp boston
Clamsh*»'i said

ATTENTION!!
OLDER UNDERGRADUATE

STUDENTS
Paul Vasconcellos is available for

academic counseling in CASIAC, E-27
Machmer Hall on the following days:

Monday 1-4:30 p.m.
Tuesday 1-3 p.m.
Wednesday 10 a.m. -12 p.m. .

Friday 1-3 p.m.

Tired of the
Dining Commons?

Try our All You Con Eot specials

Qt The TOC Restaurant

Wednesdays— Spaghetti & Homemade
Meat Sauce -$2.99

and

Sundays— Buffet-$5.95
including

1) Roast Steamship Round of Beef

2) Baked Stuffed Acorn Squash
3) Haddock Facon du Chef

4) Chicken Caccitore

(Roq au vin alternate Sundays)

5) Zucchini & Tomato Provencale

(Ratatouille alternate Sundays)

6) Risi Bisi

(Wild rice alternate Sundays)

7) Ham Jambalaia with fresh bananas and
pineapples

(Lasagne is an alternate for this entree)

Call 549-6000 for reservations

(PUB MUGS)
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IN CONCERT

Thursday, October 19—8:00 p.m.

Springfield Civic Center

Reserved seats $7.50-$7.00-$6.50

Tickets now on sale!!

Campus Travel-Campus Center
Platterpus-Northampton
Civic Center Box Office

CONWAY, N.H. - Two occupants of a four wheel drive station wagon, foreground, were killed when
tfMir vehicle collided nearly head on with a bus carrying 44 occupants. mostly senior citizens, on the
Kancamagus Highway The group was on a fall foliage excursion. (UPI)

extension Gardener®

I

Dear E''»«*nsion Gardener,

What ki' ,d of herbs can I grow indoors ar»d how do I take care of them??
D.T. Hasbrouck

The best herbs to try would include rosemary, basil, mint, parsley, thyme and
chives. Herbs can be brought in from the garden by taking cuttings or digging
them up. Many can be started from seed. At least a half day of sunlight or
growlight but preferably all day. cool temperatures, and humidity are
necessary to grow healthy herb indoors. Ideal locations would be a sparsely
heated room or porch with temperatures of 55-70 degrees Fahrenheit. Use a
porting mixture of 2 parts soil, 1 part peat moss, and 1 part parlite, vermicuIKe
or course sand. Fertilize the plants every 6-8 weeks.
Dear Extensioin Gardener,
How do I get my Christmas cactus to flower??

E.D. Brittany Manor
Christmas castus flowering is dependent on light and/or temperature. About

three months before the wanted flowering time, you can iry either one of
these two methods: Keep the plant in partial sunlight. Provide it with
temperatures about 70 degrees Fahrenheit during the day and 50-55 degrees at

night. Cool fall nights will initiate flower bud formation, do not keep outside
if there is a frost. The second method includes giving your cactus 11 hours of
partial sun a day. Do not give more than 11 hours of sun a day! The plant
needs a long night to flower. Keep the soil on the dry side. To avoid bud drop,
don't move the plant from one new environment to another and keep
temperatures below 70 degrees

Tenants hit violations
Sy HANS SCHULZ
Cohegian Staff

A spokesman for the Amherst

IAssoctation yesterday alleged tt

area landlords have violat

Massachusetts law ^^ -"^^c

tenants' securny df

;

Vince O'Cc"^'

estimates that •

Amherst area '

the new law, wnici; s;j;i.s t ij:

must receive within 30 days
the bank where the secunts

being held ant the number
account.
The legislation effects tenants who rave

rented apartments on or after September 1

1978.

According to the new law, a tenant is

entitled to an immediate return of the

security deposit should his landlord violate

the law.

'"ntial, and
'exes in

iiei)os ts ."f-

of th^ hiank

Connor, however, would not specify

which area landlords have been violating

the law.

Managers in Coionial Village, Brittany

""-•nor, Tovv.ne House ^'^'=\

erglade apartmr
Amherst said they are dii cuniplying with

the \a^- , by iss<"''' i-p, Pints when a deposit

IS made The n- ^iK mtormation is

in the recBiytb, thev
-man for L nco'n -•? .vhich

'.jiireatl HilL

^:\h\ '»" uiui. I M uAi vvridt the

. k ;. V. law was, but said that

w« would comply with whatever the law

states/

The Association will confront the lan-

dlords as a group, O'Connor said, although

no landlords have yet received notice from

the tenants
A security deposit task force from the

UMass Off Campus Housing Office has

been formed to assist student tenants with

their problems concerning the new law.

Anti-nuke protestors

plan demonstrations
CONCORD, N.H. [AP]- About 200 anti-

nuclear protesters planned to stage another

in a series of demonstrations Saturday at

tf>e Seabrook nuclear power plant, an

prganlzer said yesterday.

The protest is organized by the Boston
Ctomshell, a splinter of the Clamshell

Alliance, a coalition of anti-nuclear groups

from New England.

A Boston Clamshell spokesman said the

rtemonstration would include nonviolent

cSnl disobedience and some of the 200

demonstrators anticipate being arrested.

Public Service Co. of New Hampshire,

huilder of the $2.3 billion plant, has an ih-

junction that bars tr^passing on its proper-

tv

Attorney General Thomas Rath said,

however, his department planned "to let

local and state police handle the

demonstration."

"We are taking no extraordinary steps,"

he said. During three past demonstrations,

the National Guard and state police rein-

forcements from the other New England

states were used

In addition to those who plan the civil

disobedience, several hundred other per-

sons were anticipated at a legal noon rally

near the consiruction site thp Bo'ito'-.

ClamsheM said

ATTENTION!!
OLDER UNDERGRADUATE

STUDENTS
Paul Vasconcellos is available for

academic counseling in CASIAC, E-27
Machmer Hall on the following days:

Monday 1-4:30 p.m.
Tuesday 1-3 p.m.
Wednesday 10 a.m. -12 p.m. .

Friday 1-3 p.m.

Tired of the
Dining Commons?

Try our All You Con Eot specials

Qt The TOC RestQuront

Wednesdays— Spaghetti & Homemade
Meat Sauce -$2.99

and

Sundays— Buffet— $5.95

including

1) Roast Steamship Round of Beef

2) Baked Stuffed Acorn Squash
3) Haddock Facon du Chef

4) Chicken Caccitore

(Roq au vin alternate Sundays)
5) Zucchini & Tomato Provencale

(Ratatouille alternate Sundays)
6) Risi Bisi

(Wild rice alternate Sundays)

7) Ham Jambalaia with fresh bananas and
pineapples

(Lasagne is an alternate for this entree)

Call 549-6000 for reservations

^f
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Notices
iCollegian 9

PATTERSON
Weekend Movies., Jane
Fonda and Donald
Sutherland m KLUTE,
October 6th and 7th in the
SUB at 6 30, 8:45, 11:00pm
admission: $1.00.

COMMUTER
Commuter Elections.,

Today, Thursday, is the last

day to VOTE for your
Commuter Assembly
Representative Cape Cod
Lounge, 12:00-4:00pm.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
OFFICE
Marge Piercy., Poet,

Author, Feminist to read
and discuss her poetry
tonight at 7:00pm in SUB.
FREE!

ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
OF EDUCATION
Cottage B. University.,

Guitar wanted Under
privlidged high school
student is looking for guitar
to be donated or bought by
the Alternative High School
Program. Call Simon 545
2584

BUTTERFIELD ARTS
GROUP
Wanted Artist- In-
Residence to coordinate
artrooms in Butterfield in

Central Area Must have a
degree in Art or equivalent
experience. Send ap-
plication and non-
returnable photo of work to
Head of Residence But-
terfield UMass. Three (3)

room apt. available with
meals for minimal fee. For
more information call 546-

9276 or 9271

SPORTING GOODS CO-
OP
Sporting Goods Co-Op

has opened in the Student
Union next to the Post
Office, to service your
sporting goods needs. Drop
in for a good bargain.

Showcase
Cinemas

ROUTES.RtVEROALERO.
WEST SPRINGFIELD

TEL. 733-5131

tUUtQAIN i 7.00 "I 7-20
MATtMKea EVERYDAY

LATE SNOWS- FII.4 SAT

WE HONOR MASTER CHARGE

•IMKhlOliS-

PG
2:00-7:40-9:50

Pu lark aHo aBni

2:00-7:25-9:46

THE BOYS
FROM BRAZIL
iftheyMir»««r...%»«w«->

2:00-7:15-9:40

flvWT?WCnRl5Tmli

liEffmSItNILE

1:45-7:15-9:56

kffi6ffSlop7he1iiiti

NECOLLOQ
Chinese Gung-Fu., A one-

credit colloq of Gung-Fu,
Tiger-Crane style is being
offered in NE on Tuesday
and Thursday., 8-9pm
NOPE room 24. Come find
out about this unique
martial art!

HONORS PROGRAM
University Honors
Students and Coor-
dinators., There will be a
social hour for University
Honors Students and
Honors Coordinators on
October 5th between 4:30
and 6:30 in Memorial Hall.

Food and drinks will be
served. Plan to attend.

VOTER REGISTRATION
Students wishing to

register to vote can do so
today. Campus Center
Concourse between 10:00
and 2:00pm.

UMASS STUDENTS FOR
TSONGAS
Tsongas for Senate.,
Anyone interested in

working on the campaign to

elect Paul Tsongas to the
United States Senate
please call John at 546-

9676

FOUND
Bike pack by Campus

Pond. Call 253-7680.

LOST
I lost an 8V4 XII envelope
from the University Photo
Center with three (3)

contact sheets and
negatives. Very important
to me. Name is on en-

velop>e. Call Steve Polansky
at 253 5081.

HILLEL
Israel Dancing., Hillel

sponsors Israeli folk-
dancing, every Wednesday
evening in the Com-
monwealth Room of the
S.U., Beginners may come
at 7:30., Advanced
8:30pm., Free and everyone
IS welcome at all times.

UMASS STUDENTS FOR
BROOKE
Re elect Senator Brooke,

students who want to work
with Mass Students for

Brooke, call immediately
Karen 253-5028, Brad 546-

9791, or Doug 546 7736.

DANCE STUDIO NO. 1

Club would like to thank all

those who came to the first

meeting. We also hope to
see everyone at our firft

Disco October 27, 1978.

BOXING CLUB
Anyone interested in

reviving the Boxing Club
call 665-3928 after 7, ask for
Steve.

Get a TCS RUSH! !

!

THE COMMONWEALTH STAGE
America t Newett Pro/et$ional Resident Theater

'/> PRICE Student Rush TICKETS
from 6:00 P.M. all performances
Rand Theater - Fine Arts Center

545-3511
rues SUN. 8:00 PM Curtain

Now through Oct. 21
George Bernard Shaw's

MISALLIANCE

INDEX '79
is accepting applica-
tions for two Editorial
Positions (News,
Academics). Js., Eng. or
ComStu background
essential. Third World
students encouraged to
apply. For appt., call
545-0848 or come to CC
Rm. 102.

&FMCHIEIffr

TRAILWAYS and PETER PAN offer service to Boston,
New york and many other destinations.

TRAIUMWrS PETER PMkN DUS UNES

MAKE UFE SIMPLER FORYOU.

For Information, Schedules and Prices, Contact:

Campus Center Bus Office - 545-2006, or 549-6000

ORCHARD
HILL

RESIDENTS
OHAG is now accepting
applications for the non-
work study position of:

BUSINESS MANAGER
for the

Snack Bar
Applications available at

103 Dickinson or

Gary MarshaW, 6-7028
Due by October 10, 1978

Bostons highest form ofentertainment
costs less than a movie.

It's the Hancock Tower Observa-
tory located 740 feet above the ground,
atop the taUest building in New Eng-
land. And from here you can see and
feel the total Boston experience.

With 60 miles of breathtaking

scenery, it's the most fantastic view of

Boston there is. Elspecially at night.

Plus you'U see muki-media exhibits

like an exciting light and sound show
about the Revolution, featuring a 20-

foot scale model of Boston in 1775.

The Observatory is open Monday

through Saturday from 9am to 11pm
and Sundays from noon till 11pm, eivery

day except Thanksgiving and
Christmas. Admission for students with
a college I.D. is only $1.25. You'll find

our ticket office on St. James Avenue
Of^xjsite Copley Square.

So next time you spend a night on
the town, visit Boston's highest spot. It's

not only less expensive than a movie.
It's tive.

John Hancock Observatory

The Best Place toSee Bostcxi

Get it on your chest...

One of Forte Printings cuttom T-thirts.

T-shirts are the best way to advertise, promote
and raise funds for clubs, dorms, teams or any
groups Forte Printing offers a complete selection
of t-shirts. totes, aprons, scarves & other prin-

tables to suit your needs. Let Forte Printirig help
you to "Get it on your chest."

Fashionable Advertising

FORTE
PRINTING

Call 584-2124 • Campus Rep Steve Mllligan 253-5214

Northampton

Exclusive Showing
NOW, ENDS TUES

at 7:00 and 9 00

AcvDrNn
WARD

BEST

FILM

4n -^

Simone

ROSA
-• lOl Lf I jL

for
A FABULOUS DEAL NO
ONE SHOULD MISS

And Today's the Last Day!
To vote for:

1

)

The Office of President

2) The interim Board of

Governors
3) Senators

That's right, all three in one
election. And we want
everyone (yes, YOU) to vote.

The polling places Er tihies are:

Worcester- 11:30-1:30, 4:30-6:30

Franklin -11:30-1:30, 4:30-6:30

Hampshire-11:30-1:30, 4:30-6:30

Berkshire-11:30-1:30, 4:30-6:30

Butterfield -11:30-1:30, 5-6:30

McNamara-4-8 (Wed.), 3-7 (Thurs.)

Dickinson-8:30-10:30 (Wed.), 4-6 (Thurs.)

CC Lounge-12-8 (Wed.), 10-6 (Thurs.)

New Africa— 12-4

DISTINGUISHED TEACHER
AWARD 1979

Students, staff, faculty, and alumni

can now nominate faculty and teaching

assistants/associates for the Teaching
Award which will be awarded in

September 1979. All teachers on this

campus, full-and part-time, are eligible.

The purpose of the award is to Identify

and honour distinguished classroom

teaching, primarily on the
undergraduate level, but not excluding

graduate teaching.

If you know of a person whom you
feel is an excellent teacher, send a letter

of nomination to Ms. Mary Ann
Digiammo, Provost's Office, Whit-

more.
The deadline to submit nominations

is Wednesday, November 1, 1978.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

1 DAY ONLY!
-Piercing
Clinic

Sat., 11 a.m. -5 p.m,
Oct. 7

If you*v« been wanting to have your ears

pierced now*s the time! A registered

nurse will use a painless, medicallvrapproved

procedure that takes less than 30 seconds!

The price Includes non-allcrgenic 24 karat

gold over surgical-grade stainless steel

studs and clasps. Under 18 years of age

must have written parental consent.

Almy's Jewelry Dept.
Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, Ma.
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To the Editor:
SGA election incident 'an outrage'

To the Editor:
There have been many times during my

three years at this University that in
cidents in the operation of the Student

bovernrryent Association have outraged
me, but none so completely as the inci-

dent that occurred yesterday afternoon at
2:45 when I went to the Cape Cod
Lounge to vote in the Presidential Elec-
tions.

After class, my roommate, Patti, and I

decided to cast our ballots for a close
friend of ours from Freshman year who
was running for President When we ap-
proached the voting table and received
our ballots, there were three people
behind it, overseeing the protection of the
ballot box; two women and one man.

First, I looked at the Presidential ballot

and directed a few instructional questions
to the woman standing directly in front of
me at the table. I marked my ballot and

said, to no one special, "They're going to
win, too, provided there is no ballot box
stuffing, " and laughing. I put my ballot in

the box.

The woman in the middle, who I learned
later was Shelley Gordon, replied to the
effect that any ballot stuffing that goes on
will be by "that party" (referring to the
party I voted for by looking at my ballot),

and she further commented about the
well known ballot box stuffing that had
gone on in past elections.

"Wait a second, " I said, "aren't you
supposed to be impartial in order to work
behind the ballot box?"
Ms. Gordon replied, "I didn't say

anything partial. I was talking about the
past. " But Ms. Gordon did in fact refer to

candidates in the present election.

I proceeded to vote on the ballot for the
Board of Governors and the Commuter
Senate seats. At this time, the man on
Ms. Gordon 's left asked if she was sup-
posed to be working on the box since her
name was on the ballot. She replied that
she didn't know but that she had
volunteered her help to the Governmental
Affairs Committee (the committee
responsible for running elections in the
SGA).
In disbelief, I said, "Do you mean to tell

me you are working behind the ballot

boxes when your name is on the ballot.^"

Ms. Gordon ignored my question and
continued speaking to her co-worker
about how they told her it was alright to

be there. They then decided that each
would not say anything provided that the
other did not either.

Incredulously, I repeateu my question. I

looked at my roomrr\ite in disgust, put
my ballot in the box, and turning away. I

gave Ms. Gordon a last disgusted glance.

Then in a char, audible voice, she said
from behind the table. "Get the fuck out
of here.

"

/ chose to ignore the remark and kept

walking. Then my roommate and I both
heard her say, "You fucking bitch!" but I

didn t turn around.
My roommate, after looking at Ms. Gor
don again, who was now out from behind
the table, said. "Rose, did you here what
she said to yju?" I replied that I had. and
that I was going to file a complaint
against her in the Student Senate Office.
In the office. I described the woman to

the people there, still not knowing her
identity. Someone told me she was
Shelley Gordon, an incumbent Student
Senator. Ms. Gordon then appeared and
initiated a shouting match with me.
demanding to know who the hell was I to
question her integrity when all she
wanted to do was "help with the Elec-
tions.

"

Well Ms. Gordon. I'll tell you. and peo-
ple in Student Government like you. who
I am. I am the student you claim to repre-
sent. I am the student who pays tuition
and fees at UMass so that you and others
like you can play politics with students'
money, as if the whole thiig was nothing
but a damn parlor game. I am the student
who asks "why" every time a sleazy
maneuver is made "in the students in-

terest" by the powers that be.
Finally. Ms. Gordon, I am the student
who is tired, angry, and bitter towards
people like you who are so wrapped up in

the personal benefits they accrue from
the offices they hold in Student Govern
ment that they can no longer discern bet-
ween what is right and what is wrong,
not only did you violate election laws and
slander one of the parties presently runn-
ing in the election, but you verbally
assaulted and slandered, in a most un-
dignified manner, one of the very
students who you claim to represent. If

you are an example of student represen-
tation then the students on this campus
are grossly misrepresented.

Rose Deggendorf

iCoilegian n

'Ma Bell' story propaganda, not news

To the Editor:

There are several things I found
disturbing about the October 3rd
Collegian front-page story entitled "UM
phone system: you can't beat the price.

"

What is this propaganda doing in the
news section? If this piece was written
under the editorial department, the
content would be annoying enough,
although technically within its rights.

However, placing it in the news pages is

positively insulting.

Tetreault's story leads the reader to the
conclusion that Ma Bell has graciously

bestowed her services "basically for the
convenience of the students. " Assuming
this is true {?). perhaps we should also
assume that such basic motivations are
sometimes quite rapidly entangled in the
bureaucratic brambles of politics and
profit. Please note the sources on whom
Tetreault bases his story. If a reporter is

going to base his stories on highly partial

assumptions, perhaps he should consider
switching to the position of commentator
and leave objective reporting attempts to

someone else.

The headline is midleading and

predisposes the reader to the encouraged
conclusion. Although it is quite true that

one cannot "beat the price" of Ma
Bell— because there is no alternative—

I

doubt this is the perspective intended.

The reporter begins by explaining the
current system and why it was instituted,

according to New England Telephone
representative Robert Moriarte, and
emphasizes the "special student options"
including available provisions for the
handicapped. This is all very nice, kind,

andpersuasive.

What I find most unsettling is the
paragraph which tells us how even more
lucky we are. since "Amherst residents
pay more. The average town resident
pays $8-11 per month for the same
service. $32-44 for the same time span.

"

If "same service" means one phone per
customer bill, we as readers and con-
sumers are being deceived by this logic. If

a private home or rented apartment in-

cludes more than one bill-paying
inhabitant, or more than one person using
the service, then costs and/or benefits
are divided proportionally. However, in a
dorm room with more than one

inhabitant, the cost is multiplied: for two
roommates, the price-tage is $50. for
three, $75.

Also I must mention the increased
tendency to make long-distance phone
calls when your convenient telephone is

one of the primary ingredients of your
semi-private cubbyhole.

Concerning the last paragraph of the
story, which is based on the opinion of
one current apartment-dweller, whose bill

is "$7.23 monthly"-well. I don't know
how many people he lives with, or how
many phones he has, which are both
pertinent variables. I do know that in my
apartment there are three people and one
phone [roughly comparable to service in a
dorm room], and we each pay ap-
proximately $3.75 a month, excluding
long-distance calls.

About the closest Tetreault came to

presenting another perspective on the
UM phone system was to include the
quote, "the dorm has little control over
the company's doing.

"

Please don 't abuse the news pages.

Rosemary Conway
Amherst

"Women's Lib?' - thanks for nothing

To the Editor;

There are very few women composers,
highly paid professional artists, ex
ecutives. business people, politinans; this

to name only a few professions in which
women play an insignificant role We
guess the men who rape and men who
joke about it (as in the Gail Stanton ap
pearance at a local bookstore), and the
men who physically threatened the
women involved in last year's Collegian
occpuation; well, we guess nobody
meant any harm Guess it was/usi kind of
a joke

Dan Ccut, in his inspinng article, proved
himself to be our manly hero in his attack

on that subversive, insidious, hideous,

and e vil woman Chris Decker. She wrote
all those Timely articles about how
women are impressed; Footbinding, etc.

After all, a giri doesn't want to think
about that stuff ALL the time; it's

depressing! We think the news should be
more, well, you know; upbeat: Fashion
news, marriage announcements, ads for

those real nice perfumes and laundry
detergents that make a girl's mouth
water Besides, we don't want to give
those boys any nasty ideas'"

We were slightly puzzled by his use of
the expression "Wonwn's Lib " Thn last

time we used that expression in argu
ment, (with a fat, ugly radical FEMINIS T,

but aren't they all. . . t she wrinkled her un
powdered nose and said, "Women 's Lib^
I don't use that antiquated expression It

implies that men GIVE us power, that

they liberate us by permitting certain

rights. We don't just want rights. We
want to set up an autonomous culture.

"

Well, we just don 't know. I mean. Just cuz
women aren't integrated into the above
named professions and get harrassed sex
ually doesn't mean that we need all this

radical STUFF. Besides, what about the
Children^

So thanks for opening our doors, Dan.
and thanks for lighting our diggies, and
most of all, thank you for your
gentlemanly defense of us girls. You sure

set us straight.

ED. Schickling
A.L. Hanson

J M. Neff
WOMEN INCORPORATED

Pierpont dorm
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COMMENTARY

State Elections surveyed
ByJon Hhe
As Michael Dukakis was going down to

defeat. Republican checkbooks across the
state began opening. Their owners, who
until that moment were suffering with the
thought of four more years of a Democratic
administration, completed the phrase 'PAY
TO THE ORDER.OF' with the words The
Committee to Elect Frank Hatch'.
In political circles this is known as the
phenomenon ot increased optimism. And
this optimism is well founded. For the first

time in years the Republican party has a

good shot at capturing the Governor's of-

fice, the Treasurers office, the Secretary of

State's office and of keeping hold on their

one link to Washington, Ed Brooke's
Senate seat. This is before thoughts even
formed of the election of a substantial

Republican minority to the state legislature.

All this hop>e for a party which up until last

month could have held a convention of all

its registered members in a men's room at

Fenway Park.

Now, due to the efforts last year of state

Republican Chairman Gordon Nelson (no
relation to Avi of talkshow fame) and their

good fortune in having Dukakis beaten by a
man whose political philosophy seemingly
was formed by Attilla the Hun, the
Republicans are on the move again.

Ooh-Ah.
Nelson, a Grafton stockbroker, criss-

crossed the state last year lining up can-

didates for a large number of legislative

seats and completed a lineup of
Republicans to run for the Constitutional

offices. This is the first time in eight years

that the Republicans were able to fill their

state-wide slate.

King's nomination pits him against
moderate Republican Hatch in the
November final. King, who isolated his

strength on the right and did little to pick up
support from the left may find himself in

serious trouble when he needs those liberal

votes in the November election. If Hatch is

able to capitalize on this, and take a step to
the left himself, he will gain the liberal sup-
port and win the election.

King's troubles surfaced Thursday when

he attended what was billed as a 'unity

breakfast' for the Democratic candidates.

It was arything but that. Attorney General
Francis X. Bellotti volunteered that he
would not run with 'a neanderthol'. Lieute-
nant Governor Tom O'Neill said that he
would vote for King but the word endorse-
ment' was never used, and defeated guber-
natorial candidate Barbara Ackerman
remarked that after King "gets through
chopping off people's heads and raising the
drinking age, I wonder how he is going to
run the state."

It is a long shot for the

Republicans. Massach

use tts is, a fter all, a

Democratic state. But

then King was a

longshot himself

among the Democrats.

These comments from a group of people
who in the past have supported the
nominee of the party regardless, give rise to

the Republican optimism and to Hatch's
chances of victory.

Assuming that Hatch wins, and Senator
Brooke is able to beat Paul Tsongas (which
at this point seems likely), the electorate is

liable to keep pulling Republican levers as
they continue down the ballot.

In the race for Treasurer, incumbent
Robert Crane faces professional ad-

ministrator Lewis Crampton. Crane was in-

volved in a bitter and dirty primary cam-

paign against Boston City Council Presi-

dent Larray OiCara, and the DiCara people
are more than likely to cast their vote for

Crampton. Unless Crane can do better in

Suffolk and Middlesex Counties he could
lose the job he has held for most of the last

two decades. It is a longshot for Cramp-
ton, but he is a capable administrator and
justification can be found for his claims that
the Treasury has been mismanaged,
especially in the areas of the lottery and
cash investment.

The question of the Republicans putting
together a strong coattail -or utilizing the
strength of the top candidates to carry the
election of lower candidates -hasn't been
addressed by the GOP since the late 1950's.
If Republican John Sears is to defeat
Michael Connolly for Secretary of State the
coattail will have to be long, but it is possi-
ble.

Sears, a proven administrator, is an aging
but attractive candidate. He hasn't b^un
his campaign yet but when he does he can
expect the Republican money to flow
heavily to his side. Connolly, a former state

representative, has no administrative ex-
perience and this could hurt him with the
liberals in the Route 128 belt. Lois Pines,

who lost narrowly to Connolly in the
primary, hasn't endorsed Connolly yet, and
if she doesn't the Sears candidacy could be
helped.

Finally, and most remotely, consider the

effect that the King-Hatch race will have on
the legislative races. Liberal or moderate
Republican candidates for the legislature

could benefit from Hatch's help and from
King's frightening conservatism. If these
candidates are running against King-type

Democrats, the carryover effect may be
helpful to the Republicans.

It is a longshot for the Republicans.

Massachusetts is, after all, a Democratic
state. But then King was a longshot

himself among the Democrats. It coukl be
an interesting campaign.

Jon Hits is a Collegian Commentator
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\MARK WILDING

The Stranger II

"Off the.^ir, Robert Keeshan, the man
who plays Captain Kangaroo, is a CBS pit-
chman for sugar ads and toy commercials,
a defender of cigarette advertising and of
dirty jokes on the Johnny Carson show.
Keeshan says the commercial networks
have no special responsibility to entertain
children, educate them, or teach them
morals.

"He has become, to put it politely, blase.
Asked about high points, memorable
moments of creativity, he says. A seal got
loose once, and an elephant once pushed
the set over!"

The Boston Globe, Oct. 3, 1978

Today, Mr. Greenjeans died. Or maybe
yesterday, I don't know. The telegram said,
"Mr. Greenjeans dead. Third helping of
semolina pudding. Choked. In death
ressembles a haddock." He had a super
Rolex digital. I hope he left it to me.

I have come back from Greenjean's
funeral. I would have been content to let

him lie there on the set. Would have been
good for a five-minute segn>ent on tom-
morow's show. Kids, Greenjeans is dead.
You can tell cause he's all rigid and I'm
wearing his Rolex. The health inspector
said his presence would destroy the am-
biance of the show. Said it was like break-
ing wind in an air-conditioned car. Try as I

might I couldn't stomach his burial asser-
tion. Really, he was just a man, who like

me, changed his underwear every four days
and slurped from a soup spoon. Yet he had
the final say. If you can have a final say in

these matters.

The funeral lasted an hour. The mortician
forgot to clean the wax out of Greenjean's
ears. The sun reflected red hot off the metal
rim of the coffin, making me slightly ill and
melting Greenjean's ear wax so that it drip-

ped onto his collar. It looked like the
senK>lina pudding he had choked on. I

laughed aloud at the thought. A hasty mur-
mur went through the crowd. They had ex-
pected tears.

This evening I was in my office making a
pinata out of old Bunny Rabbit puppets and
wondering if I should tell the kids what a
seminal emission is when that four-eyed
sap Mr. Rogers called to say how sorry he
was about Greenjeans. He asked me if I

wanted to join him and Mr. Moose for a
funeral shake at Schwabs. I explained that
it had no importance for me really, but if it

would give him pleasure I would go.
Anyway they were always good about gi
ving morphine over the counter. Grand-
father Clock did a little moonlighting at the
store and made up the bogus prescriptions
for me in return for the occasional oil job.
Also, he told good nun jokes.

I walked down to Schwabs and old four-
eyes was there with his hand on Mr.
Moose's knee.

"You don't have a cigarette, I suppose," I

asked him. He gave me a frown that made
his bottom lip curl over his teeth and draw
up his chin muscles so that he looked like a
perch. Better here than hereafter, I

'

thought.

I was sweating. I didn't understand why
till I realized that in all the turmoil after
Greenjean's death I hadn't had a fix in
thirty-six hours. I reeled up the counter.
Grandfather Clock was there. I placed my
clammy hands on the formica and stam-
mered "The usual."

Little orange clouds were forming over my
eyes. He laughed, a shining shriek, and said
now that Greenjeans was gone he was next
in line for my job and considering the state I

was in, he'd have it inside of a week while I

was drying out in Alexander.

His words sounded far away and crackly. I

was conscious of him reaching for a mor-
tar. Fumbling maniacally I wrenched the
niortar from his second hand and smashed
it into his face. Shaking off my dizziness I

perceived the inert body lying on the fkior. I

smashed it four more tinoes. four knocks on
the door of oblivion.

And so I laid myself before the begnine In-

difference of The Neilson ratings, and the
malevolent jeers of do-gooders the worid
over.

Mark Wilding is a Collegian Columnist
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AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION
WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS DIVISION

The Dwuion of Continuing Education at thr
t'nii'iTtify of Masiai husftti at Arnhf-st

f'Tfit-nts

EI.EMFATARV ARMENIAN

A loursc for bcjcinncri. cmphasi/m^ ihf lour |jnmi4>;i- ikilU
Sljrtinjj luodas r\ctimn. Oi i.)hcr 10,19:>*

hor further information, (ontact CharUi HilUrat i -IJ J):>4^J41,i
h'or regiitration. lontact .M,l,na Bonntlln at (41 h5-" '-'' '

Thf diadtinf for registration ii October t, f

,. {Armenuin 120 unll be offered during .'It, Sfr,ni Hmcu.r , 11 1

Thursday, October b, ia/H,

"Mountain Farms Mall
Run For Your Life"

a;

Unique
Management Intern
MBA. Program

This outstanding educational plan involves six months
of classes, followed by a six month internship of

paid professional work experience then nine more
months of classwork

The internship concept, which Northeastern pioneered.
gives you practcal. real-world experience m your own
field of interest It helps you pay for your education.
And It often leads to important contacts for the future

Classes begin m June and January

For further Information, send to:

Susan V Lawler
Coordinator Management Intern Program
Graduate Sc^ool of Business Adminislralton
Northeastern University

360 Huntington Avenue
Boston. Massacriusetts 02115

B '

Saturday, October 21
10:30 a.m., rain or shine^

Donation $3. Make checks payable to:
Mountain Farms Mall -American Heart Assoc.

Mail to: Leah Porcello Bailey
Mountain Farms Mall
Rt. 9, Hadley, Ma. 01035

Entries must be
received with fee

before Oct. 18

GRAND PRIZES & FREE T-SHIRT

Please enter nfie in the Mountain Farnns Mall-Run For Your Life Road Race

Name.

School Class

A<MfM

City Suie ZIP

NortheasternLWversity
Renresentat ive on Ca-npus on October 10.

NAME
AGE_
ADDRESS _
CITY STATE
PHONE

#

_SIZE (circle one) S M XL

ZIP
-CLUB_

DIVISION (circle one) 3.9 miles 7.1 miles
~

GROUP (circJe one) MEN WOMEN SENIOR JUNIOR

In consideration of this entry being accepted, I, for myself, my heirs, executor, administrator,
waive and release any and all rights and claims for personal damages I may have against the
sponsors of this run and AAU.

SIGNED

not too late

Tax

Vote
O'DOHNELL/
YAFIADES

lowered Student Activity

and reformed stu-

dent government

Collegian n

Big 'Y' Wine & Liquors OPEN ALL DAY COLUMBUS DAY, MON., OCT. 9

/̂

Order your keg beer from Big 'Y'...you'll find really

low prices...save on wines and liquors, too!

V-.,

^:f^S!*<

Wt ntfrvt lite n(M lo hmii quinimct Noi rttpoonbit lor

typOfriplHC*! encfl M*I1 galloni m«y Oc (ubiMutCd lor 1 75 liUrt
•I cempjrativt Mvingi

PRICES EFFECTIVE OCT. 2 TO OCT. 7

HDIAM
WALKER
Imperial Whiskey

80 PROOF
1.75 Lit.

59.20Z

WHY
PAY

M1.99? SAVE!

FLEISCHMAim

VODKA
1.75 LIT...59.2 ounces

80 PROOF

WHY
PAY
8.99? m. SAVE!

SCHMIDTS
"OCTOBER
FEST"

BEER 24-1 2oz

N.R.

WHY PAY
$6.99?

ST. PAUU eiRL

10"24-12 ounce
N R

WHY PAY '14.49

SCHAEFER
24-12 ounce

loose cans

WHY PAY »6.99?

RIUNITE
Lambrusco ^ mq

FIFTH

WHY PAY »2.69?

NORTHAMPTON •SPRINGFIELD •CHICOPEE
KING ST ROUTE 5

HAMP PLAZA
BRECKWOOD BLVD. A
WILBRAHAM RO.

ROUTE 33. MEMORIAL OR.

FAIRVCW

Come to Big 'Y' Liquors...

the largest liquor supermarket

in the area with low, low prices

on quality liquors, wines and beerl

MkOitt

; uoriMU.

AMNtRSr

WMTHtMrTON
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Jane Fonda

Donald Sutherland in

KLUTE
Friday & Saturday-
October 6 &7-SUB

Times: 6:30, 8:45, 11:00

Admission $1.00

GmTwORKShfoP
Thursday, Oct. 5

7-10 p.m.
Thompson Hall Lounge—

6th Floor
Free, 3-hour workshop to include information and tips for tak-
ing the Graduate Record Examination.
It is designed to alleviate stress and to help students tost to
their full capacities.

For further information call

Beth Schneider, Pre-Grad Advisor
5-2191

Maiaslic Cinama
84 Cottage St

Easthampton. MA
Oct 4 10

ERUPTION 7 30
BREAKER

BEAL?TIES BSO

Thufs b Fn matinaa 1 30
Under 21 not admitted

J. mi^TL\
.)i;\vi;i.i;i<

I'viitnK

IWm^Wlitit

1
1 iiif ii»-v% Ac uiiti(|iic j.'Wi'lry
ciisloi?) (l»')i^ii & ii|ja,is

WClfCt gift llflllH

Oiiu'({u wuU hrii

Klfguiu (> ^t affordable pricfs
'J

M S«Hii)i nciLsjuii Si.

.Colle ^iHj2

ArnhcTst «.»;«#**

I

'HAHJEE^S 'PLACE
The areas only gourmet Persian Restaurant featuring:
lamb, vegetarian dishes, crepes and special cocktails.

Located midway between Northampton and Amhertt on Rt 9. 413-584

Smi.Thurt. 4:30-10:30; Fri.-Sal. 4:30-11:30 »

THE HATCH
BAR
will be
CLOSED
this week.

MJinr
203 Triangle St.

Open 7 days

Grand
Reopening—

Oct. 12

with

THE
GREAT

PRETENDERS
for 3 nights.

HOT CUP
OF

COFFEE

FOOT-LONG
HOT DOGS

49c

HOT
POPCORN

Cigarettes

60c PK.
ALL SIZES

TWO-LITER
PEPSI COLA

89c

SOFT SERVE
CONES

30c-45c-70c

We accept m»»ief cnjrge VISA

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Martha
Graham
Dance

Company
Saturday, October 14 8 pm
The program
Dialogue. The

will consist of Seraphic
Owl and The Pussycat.

Ecuatorial and Diversion of Angels. All
numbers choreographed by Martha Graham

Sunday, October 15 8 pm
The program will consist of El Penttente.
Phaedra and Appalachian Spring. All num-
fiers dioreographed by .Martha Graham
Tickets now on sale General public S7, 6, 5
UMd'.s students $5, 4, 3 Senior citizens and
other students S6, 5, 4

FINE /4?TS CENrER CNCERT K4-L
Fine Arts Center Box Oftice M F 9 4, 545 2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

• BOtMTSriGWOOD.. j,.

• ... . s* DEE ANTHONY
« " MICHAEL SCHtRTI

PETER FRAMPTON
THE BEE GEES
"SGT. PEPPERS

LONEiy HEARTS CLUB BAND"
FSANKIE HOWERD PAUL NICHOLAS

DONALD PLEASENCE
STEVE MAfiTIN « • MA>inu.niisoii

;*'

AEROSMITH ALICE COOFEB
EAfiTH

,
WIND & FKE BILLY PRESTON

"GEORGE BURNS. «.

PATMOAUBCH GEOBGE MABTlii ' HENBIT EDWABDS

OEEANTHOKT ifbiErf STIGWOOD MBCHAEL SCHXn,TZ

-"... •'."!.
.

.

*. .1.1 *L

UCIOOLBV'STERCO
.PC.MIIlii (MM MBilll-O

Starts FRIDAY!

BACH FESTIVAL:
Friday. October 6, 8.00 pm, Buckley Hall, Amherst
Saturday October 7, 8:00 pm, Marlboro. Vermon?
Sunday, October 8, 3:00 pm, Marlboro. Vermont

Works will include Cantata No. 21 ; Cantata No. 53; Motet

8^'Ma'ss m A. ' '^ ^"''' ^° ^ *" ^ '"^^ '-^"" ^"'^- ^'^'''^ ^o.

BLANCHE HONEGGER MOYSE conducting The FestivalOrchestra & Chorus, with Qiarlene Peterson, soprano

Arnold' ^'"f'^^'" i"^^^
.J?" Humphrey, teno'r; iSividArnold, baritone; Henri Honegger, cello soloist.

Tickets range in price from $7.50 to $4.50, with a one-third discount for

7nZ',T:l7.''"f
''"^!"''- ^^ ^'^^' '''''''' ''" Brattleboro Music Center

<^w^/..-*54-66J»j. for .Amherst concert, call 413/256-S722 i

PIZZA-RAMA
FREE DELIVERY WITH LARGE ORDERS

Our Specialties Are

Delicious
Pizzas

Hot Oven
Grinders

Spaghetti

For fast delivery call

253-3808
355 COLLEGE ST.

256-0115

AMHERST. MA.

THURSDAYS

BAK
Saturday, Oct. 7
Happy Hour—

4-8

with

JOHN
MORGAN
The king of Cape Cod

Happy Hours!

2jfort nfiqhf
W'l

(^^^* drinks & beers)

8:30 to 1

1

"Drink of
thelVlite"

Happy Hour
Special Drink
All Night

sandwiches
served
nightly till one

cljHrlies

Lviii

III]

OOOqJtymfS

one

DAILY

HAPPY HOUR
3-8 P.M.

LARGEST DRAFT
IN TOWN .50

MOST BAR DRINKSl
.85

11 ..AY ST^^AmhersL i«s. 549-54031
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The following divisions of

UNITED TECHNOLOGES
CORPORATION

• Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft Group

• Hamilton Standard

• Norden Systems

will be

CAMPUS
OCTOBER 18

to interview candidates

for attractive opportunities

in HIGH TECHNOLOGY

Consult your Placemen* Office for

sign-up information and degree/field

of study requirements

An EquM Oppo'lunity Employ*'

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col-

legian office (CC 113) between 8:45 am.
and 345 p.m. Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip and-mail form found in

rrwst issues of the Collegian Classified

deadline is 3:45 p.m two days in advance

of publication date.

AUDIO

I
Thursday., Octobers, 1978,

.^ . COLLEGE
, ^.

^^" ^G^ The cosmetic center off Amherst ^ ^

This week's specials
f:

(lit,

Reg. 1.69 * ^-^

'^

Good till

COUPON
Oct. 12

DON'T MISS THESE TERRFIC SAVINGS!

THK PRESCRIPTION STORK
OPEN MON-FRI 9-9 SAT 9-6

4 MAIN ST. AMHERST
cup&syJVE CLIP & SAVE CLIP&SAVE CUP & SAVE CLIP&S/VE

Collegian
Classifiieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c

per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day: 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day. One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

FOR SALE

Rsher S04 receiver, 90 w/ch.> $200,

Burhoe Gr. speakers, $130/pr., 253-7961.

Astrocom %" reel to reel tape deck w/

SOS, autoreverse, echo, etc. Must sell to

meet educ. exp. cost, $470, will sell for

$166, firm. Call Eric early mom. or late nrtes

at 665-7997.

AUTO FOR SALE

1972 Torino wagon, good running condi-

tion. $600 or best offer, call 586-4057,

before 2 p.m. or after 4 p.m.

1970 Datsun 510 sedan, $360, 584-7960.

Metal office desk, 60 x 30-exc. cond.,

call Gary, 545-2306.

Honda CB380.
253-7732.

excellent cond., BO,

1978 VW RabbK, red basic mod L30K,

AM/FM 8-track, MIchelins, 4-speed, clean

and fast, asking $3400, call Andy, 546-5973,

aft. & eves.

1978 Datsun 280Z 2 --2, air, AM/FM
stereo, rustproofed, under warranty, and

more. New, only 5000 miles, must sell, call

after 6 p.m., 256-0454.

For sale- 1960 Chevy Impala, $50, insp.,

.teeds generator, 253-7573.

Nishiki comp 10 sp. bicycle sew ups,

Kryptonite lock, suntour derailleurs, rebuilt,

$200, 634-2115. see it on campus.

Part time position available to represent

travel company on campus. Excellent op-

portunity to earn commission, free travel

and work experience. Contact:
Beachcomber Tours, Inc., 5225 Transit

Rd., Williamsville, NY 14221, (716)

632-3723. _^_^
Overseas jobs — summer/full time.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fiekis, $500$ 1200 monthly, expenses

paid, sightseeing. Free info— write: Interna-

tional Job Center, Box 4490 MC, Berkeley,

CA 94704.

PERSONALS

MenI —WomenI Jobs on shipsi American.

Foreign. No experience required. Excellent

pay. Woridwide travel. Summer job or

career. Send $3.00 for information.

SEAFAX, Dept. G-11, Box 2049, Port

Angeles, Washington 98362.

Don't forgetl Register for Webster's 3

Volume Dictionary at CC Store, Oct. 2-5.

ROOM WANTED

LOST

Gold ID bracelet, initials M.E.K.

timental value, please call 6-7326.

sen-

Two creative & interesting womyn plus

intelligent three-year old need apt. or co-op

situation w/ other free-spirited folks. Call

256-6225 eves., 549-2830 days, & leave

message
.

1969 Mustang, $300 or BO, call Neil,

253-3686.

70 Dodge Coronet, good engine, 200, call

Patti. 546-8069.

Capezio — for dance, gymnastics,

skating -leos, tights, shoes, accessories,

#549-3962.

2 man backpack tent. Sierra Starflight

4% lbs. complete. Like new. $86 firm. Call

Roland, 546-0600. ext. 29, 8-4 only.

1 silver-plated dog tag ID, no chain, has

name, etc., engraved, reward offered, if

found contact 546-74M.

ROOMMATE WANTED

lost by ent. n>ajor,

71 Ford wagon, Galax. 500, good condi-

tion, new engine, $700, call 253-5296, aft. 6

p.m.

72 Pinto. leOOcc. std.. 54,800 miles, call

back repairs complete, $860, 253-7778.

Refrigerator-2 cu. ft., good condition,

$45, 665-3554, 9-11 p.m., campus delivery

it nee.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79 S.

Pleasant, Amherst, open daily, 11-5.

Gold bee charm.
reward, call 6-1194.

Lost: woman's silver wedding ring with in-

itials SLP. Reward, call 527-7448.

Lost-cord, jacket In Bl. Wall Thurs. nite,

keys in pocket, please call Meg. 546-5948.

Two female Christians needed to share

large on bus route. Own route. $135 incl.

heat, hot water. Laurie, 253-5698.

Looking for non-smoker to share

2-bedroom apt. — bus route, $125/month,

666-4404.

One room in a 3 bedroom house on bus rt.

in Belchertown, $150 per mo., cooperative

household, call eve., 323-4782.

MISCELLANEOUS

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Woman wanted to share coed apt

$81.25/mo., util. ind., 584-3806.

Housemen or women wanted— good
food for simple kitchen woric. Lunch and/or

dinner: info-'please call

Amy- 546^)321/0320.

Sexl Sexl The "SrTKX)th Sailing Band" is

available for playing at frat parties, dorm

parties— anywfiere I Call 546-4646.

Magicians— interested in starting a club to

meet other magicians and improve skills?

Call Joseph at 546-8736.

WANTED

Home for great 6 mo. old pup-Pas-
qualino Is % lab.— full of energy—Jean,
253-7619.

Photographer to take personal pictures at

Bowker Auditorium, October 6 at 8 p.m.,

call 253-2193 after 6 p.m. for info.
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STELLA WILDER

YOUR BIRTHDAY

THURSDAY. Oct 5

Born today, you arc an
intuitive individual who
never learned to trust your
in.stincts. Vou often re-

trace your steps in an
effort to cover all the

bases. Energetic, you are
able to work harder and
longer than most
although, lamentably, re

suits are not always bigger
and better.

You have very definite

l>eliefs. Beyond that, you
articulate the logical, rea-
sons for your beliefs. This
latter quality gams you
followers, bringing into

your camp even those who
di.sagree with you - but
who can't say why.

Also born on this date
are: John Erskine, educa-
tor, author; Joshua Logan,
American theatrical direc-

tor.

To see what is in store
for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
Ijsi your birthday star t>e

your daily guide.

FRIDAY, Oct. 6

LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)~
Be soft of answer and firm
of nnind. This will guaran-
tee your success in per-
sonal relationships.

SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov.
21) - Resentment may turn
to indignation, in which
case, you may be able to

make gains in spite of

yourse If.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-

Oec. 21) - The SagitUrius
who is thorough, rather
than clever, in his prepara-

tions stands a better
chance of succeeding.
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) - Demand only
what you will use; other-
wise, you may do another
out of materials he nc^-ds

Don't be .selfish

AOUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb.
18) " {'onservative action is

best today, especially dur-
ing a.m. hours when r.sks

are high
PISCES(Feb 19-March

20) - Debts mu.st Ix- paid,
both those of a material
nature and those of an
emoitonal or spiritual
nature. Show gratitude.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)

- Method is the first order
of business. It isn't what
you do but how you do it

that counts most today.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

- You are not limited to

previously set goals today.
Try to attain whatever
strikes your fancy. You
may win!
GEMINI(May21-June20)-

- Take advantage of a fund
of general information.
You can appear more
clever than you really are.

CANCER(June21-July22)
- An opinionated answer
does nothing to build up
your reputation for being
either intelligent or fair.

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) ~
Recognize another's abil-

ity to work in harness with
you. It could be the begin-
ning of a fine relationship.
VIRQO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22) •

• Artistic approaches to

problems serve less well
than practical ones today.
Try to foresee difficulties.

Copyright. 197(.

UniUd Fralurr SyiKllcate. Inc

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Old
Babylonian
tiingdom

5 Vagrant

10 Vend
M China

Comt) form
15 Norrad
16 Air

17 Ccw'
19 Swear wi 'd

20 Tartt

21 I'.

?3 C

25 SkPllur ai.(l

G' I ;.

26 Ltl!. • -

30 Warning
34 Atill

35 Ivy clumps
37 6ang
38 Child

39 GoadPd
•12 Mi<!webl St

43 Shades
45 John —

Enq paintPf

46 Doridiin

48 Putflii- was
50 Visitfid 2

words
5? GnllPt

55 Furniiure

style

59 Close
63 Employ
64 Produce too

much
o6 Came to

eaith

57 Spooky
68 Bath 5 Mver
6Q Potion

7D Fillet

71 Bound

' 'i

...ob s

brother

.qs
•

. 'ah

' 11.'

5 E»changpd
6 Legfjndary

bird

7 Eagei

8 Rhythm
9 Affectation

10 Cruel ones
11 Of an epoch
12 Fruit

13 Disembari'

18 Fasteners
?2 Turmoil

?4 — — and
laKP ndtii.f

r6 Frirmjl

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Wednesday s Puzzle Solved

proniises

27 Treat with

scorn

28 QuotP'
29 Of some

moldings
'••: Gi'''-!- ppic

J2 pijMin ilivi

sion

33 German city

36 Fantasy
40 Tubers
41 f^^onetary

unit

44 Conceal
47 Withdraw
49 Epoch

51 Piercp'l

53 Made on a

lOOITl

55 Food <ish

56 Hawaiian
City

bJ Goddes.'i ot

disced
58 Famous fid-

:Jler

60 Riyei of in

dia

61 Siouaii Ian

quage

62 Proreed Ar-

chaic

65 Walt-
COii'si Si

1 7 3 4

1
5 6 7 8 9

1

to 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 !8 19

20 w 22

^^^^^^3 24 ^^25 ^^^1
26 7! 28 29 ^^30 31 J2 33

34 " 36 ^37
38 ^3? 41 ^H 42

4) 44 ^H ''^ -' 47

48 49

r'
51

H^^^H^' 53 ^^^4

55 be, 57 58 ^^'' 60 61 62

«I

1

64 65

M 67

1
68

«9 •5
71

DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau

LACat havbw
CHOSBN Apav
VeT FOR iOUR
PfiBSS CONf€R^
BKCt" ?

WANNOUNa
fOuRi^ewam

UJHAJ DO PLANS. HA\^ YOUm MtAN, PICKWADAi

CJDFV Atj/^NSr Perns 60IN6
A PRtbS CON- JO KNOW WRB

AUJMiS 50 UXJP '

ANU[)R£M.i

Weii. I TH0U6HT m I

MAiBe A SMALL M£AN 7H£
ANWUNC£M£NT mBFS.
IN 'ma NOtJ

yORK£R'/. ."^

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

cibM

[
FVt>c«S5 <JC ©liad^a-tion

Nothing Special byJoe Casey

two

by Marky Frten

IT IS MDT GENCRRiir mxm ]

TMRT IF ONE URLKSTHRU ,

THCSHRpaui OF THr f
LIBRRRY iNnoONLlGHT
HE ENTERS INTP TMC
iNTRfl-DitnENSiarsi

Spam Slade, People 's Eye

vou REMEMBER THAT
COOP QONimci "ioyj

SIGNED, ABOUT SHARKMG,
,W(TH OTHER
MEMSeRS?

A?AH,SO
\WHAT? ST (n/ight;

ALL VOUR
V T£(VJAIVTS

} JOINEO
THE COOP.

THE/Vi THEV
VOTED TT3

PUT MAA^IA
CORRY IN

CHARGE OF

^ BlThiONYy

by Joe Carroll

THEV CAIVJ'T DO THAT/
ITS ILLEGAL/

'"^i

SORRY,
^BUT IT'S IN

^THE COIVTRACT
UNJDER 5ECT22,
niSMAA/AGMervT.

YOU
SHOULD
have:

,

READ [Tfl£AfmuJS
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Netmen blank
soggy UConn
By JON HAMILTON
Collegian Staff

The UMass meiVs tennis team exploded for five singles

victories while blankng the University of Connecticut,

5 in 3 ram shorte -• * contest yesterday at the Lower
Courts Dave Now, straight set victory completed
just before the rains jme ensured UMass' third con-

secutive win over Yar t^e Conference opponents
Once again, Al Gre' playing number one foi UMass
was impressive, soum y beating UConn's Roy Bahr, 6-

1, 6 2 Green s big serv > and solid groundstrokes were

too much tor Bahr to hai die.

Steve Heyl, UMass' Captain and second player,

struggled at first by d opping the opening set to

UConn s Steve Blomquis 6 4 Heyl was determined

though, as he breezed throi. gh the next two sets, 6 3, 6-

2
Playing number three for UMass, Mark Huetteman

handed Chris ISIeary of UConn to a 6 4, 7 5 setback

Trailing 5 2 in the second Huetteman caught fire,

fighting off three set points and reeling off five straight

games tor the match.
Keith Hovland, number four man for UMass and Bill

Sybert also number four for UConn, were deadlocked at

one set apiece when ram forced them to stop play.

Sybert captured the first set 7 5, while Hovland evened it

at 6 4

UMass Sergio Strepman, playing at number five,

easily defeated UConn's Carl Reiser, 6 2, 6 4 Strep-

man's consistent groundstrokes proved decisive in the

match s outcome.
As mentioned earlier, the number six man from

UMass. Dave Nowak. clinched UMass victory

yesterday with a 6 4, 7 6 (5 3 m the tiebreaker) defeat of

John Miller from UConn. Nowak played tough in the

tiebreaker winning some big points on a very slippery

Collegian

4|^ _
_!•*«»

UMass tight end Marty Paglioni (861 heads out into the Crinr.son secondary in

last Saturday's game at Harvard. Unfortunately for Paglioni and UMass, the

Crimson shut them out, 10-0. (Staff photo by Cheryl Silver.]

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

Men's Tennis
Men's Soccer
Men's JV Soccer
Women's Tennis

TODAY'S GAMES
Volleyball at BC 6:30 PM
Women's Tennis vs Keene State 3:00 PM
Men's Golf ECAC Qualifiymg at Yale 2:30 PM

5UCo'inO
2H?:vardO

Harvard
UNH

TOMORROW'S GAMES
No games scheduled

-k Royals even series
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

with a lined single to center and Al Cowens bounced a single to left. Patek then hit a

slow bouncer to Dent and the usually reliable shortstop, trying for a forceout at third,

threw the ball into the runner, allowing Hurdle to score.

With men on second and third, Frank White hit a hard grounder past the pitcher's

mound and the ball skidded into center field past the outstretched glove of Dent to

score two more runs and finish Figueroa.

Tidrow took over and retired Brett, but Hal McRae hit another hard grounder toward

shortstop on a hit and-run play and the ball shot past Dent, who fell down trying to

backtrack, as White raced to third. With two out. Porter hit a high bouncer to the hole

at short arid beat Dent's throw to first as White scored the final'run of the inning.

Dodger first baseman Steve Garvery connects for a three-run homer in the
third inning of the L.A. -Phillies playoff opener last night. (UPI)

The Area's
Widest Selection
in Quality Down
& Synthetic Filled

Parkas 8i Vests

Brand Names:

Sierra Design

Northface

EMS
Woolrich

•••••••••••••••*•••••*****

J

THE SCHLITZ LIGHT
HOLYOKE CU\SSIC
7 MILES

SCHLITZ

UebiTBl Phlsner deer

Host Club: Holyoke YMCA

Race Director: Joe Woods

Divisions Open
Men + Women
All age group categories

•
•
•
•
•
•
* Entry Form
{ Sunday, October 15

if Under the supervision of the Holyoke YMCA
•
•
•
•

•
t
•
•

•
•

Race Time:

Place:

Pre-Registration:

Registration Fee

Late Entry Fee

Race Day
Registration

Dressing
Facilities

I 00 PM promptly

Holyoke YMCA
Pme Street/Chase Avenue

Postmarked before October 8

Holyoke YMCA
171 Pme Street

Holyoke. Mass. 01040
413-534 5631

$3 00

A PORTION OF ALL
SCHLITZ LIGHT
NATIONAL
MARATHON SERIES
ENTRY FEES
DONATED TO U.S.

OLYMPIC TEAM.
$6 00

II 00AM 1 00PM

Awards: A $1000 scholarship will be
awarded to the top college

student finisher.

All runners awarded Schlitz

Light National Marathon
Series tshirts and race

certificates

Top male and female winner

awarded expense paid trip

to 1978 Schlitz Light

National Marathon Series

Finals, Tampa. Florida,

December 16, 1978.

Top 50 men & top 50 women
eligible for Schlitz Light

Finals.

Top four male & top tour

female winners to be
awarded Schlitz Light

trophies and Adidas prizes.

Additional prizes awarded
in each age group division

AAU sanctioned race.

Holyoke YMCA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
t
t
•
•
•
•
•
•
i
•
•
•
•
•
•
*
•

Sports Notices
WRESTLING- There will be an important and mandatory meeting for all varsity and
freshmen wrestlers today, October 5 at 4:00 p.m. in the Boyden wrestling room.
HOCKEY CLUB- Attention ice hockey teams, all club ice hockey entries are due
Monday, October 16 in the Boyden IM office. There will also be a meeting for all in-

terested in joining the club's administration on Wed., October 11th in Herter 102 at 8
p.m.
MEN'S GYMNASTICS TEAM - Anyone interested in helping the UMass men's
Gymastics team raise money, contact either Roy Johnson, 219 Boyden, 5-0815 or Carol
Gillan, 6-7962. HAVE IDEAS!
VOLLEYBALL CLUB- The UMass volleyball club sponsors a men's team that plays

a spring intercollegiate schedule. Anyone interested should contact coach Arnie
Roberts, 549 5129, or show up at practice, Sundays, 10 a.m. at NOPE.

-^f Distance 7 miles W
» lOTi Jo> SchttM Pfiwiwf Compmnw .

M»«>»i«»— . <|P«,,.,»" . • ...» ,.r> t , t ..

Served daily

at the TOC Restaurant^

Your choice—
Baked Stuffed Clams Casino

.65/each (3.25/half dozen)

or

uncooked with cocktail sauce,

tabasco or just lemon
.50 (2.50/half dozen)

*

Dinner served 5 p.m.-9 p.m. daily

€aU 549-6000 for reservations-*•••w

Wosocc's seek coach
WOSOCC needs you! The 30-strong women's soccer squad is in desperate need of a
coach After three years of successful soccer Wosocc's existence is threatened unless
they can find a coach willing to tram them for two hours a day, Monday through Friday.
Since the formation of the UMass women's soccer team which drew away Wosocc's

coach and some of its players, they have had to restart their program from scratch.
Chris Moynihan informs me that her players are enthusiastic and willing to work hard to
get a team together again.
Chris stressed that the coach could be faculty or a student. The only qualifications

necessary being an interest and knowledge of the game and the dedication to mould a
team out of 30 soccer hungry women.
If you fill these requirements, give Chris a call on 6-5187 and she will give you more

details Come on people, don't let Wosoccs down. The need you now. Go to it"

Royals' victory sweet
for ex-Yankee Gura
KANSAS CITY (UPI) -Larry Gura got his

revenge on the New York Yankees
yesterday and couldn't wait to rub it in.

Once scorned and ridiculed by former
Yankee manager Billy Martin who called

him nothing more than a "batting practice
pitcher," the Kansas City Royals' southpaw
had been harboring a grudge against the
Yankees ever since they traded him away
after the 1975 season without giving him
much of a chance to pitch.

After failing miserably in four previous
post season appearances against them,
Gura finally beat the Yankees Wednesday
by pitching 6 1-3 strong innings and
sparking the Royals to a 10-4 victory that

evened their best-of-five American League
playoffs at one game apiece.

"If Billy Martin was still managing the
Yankees, we'd be playing the Red Sox,"
said Gura. "I wouldn't have been surprised

if Martin had been brought here to heckle
me. Once in Texas I though the Rangers
were trying to do the same thing. They had
on the message board that Martin was in

the stands.

Sixteen hours after their most em-
barrassing defeat at home this season, the
Royals rebounded behind a 16-hit attack

that featured a rare two-run homer by Fred
Patek and a pair of RBI's apiece by Darrell

Porter and Frank White.
It was a marked contrast from Tuesday

night's game when the Royals were
stopped 7-1 by Jim Battie and Ken Clay on
only two hits.

"I've watched this ballclub for 3 1-2 years
and I never know what to expect," said

Royals' Manager Whitey Herzog. "Con-
sistency seems to be a hard thing for us.

We can get 10 runs one game and get shut
out the next.

A managerial maneuver by Herzog, in

which he sat down Steve Braun and in-

serted rookie Clink Hurdle in left, turned
out to be a big reason for the Royals' one-
sided victory. Hurdle had two hits, in-

cluding an RBI triple during a three-run

seventh inning.

But it was the gutsy performance of Gura
that was the keynote of the victory. Staked
to an early 5-0 lead, Gura held the Yankees
scoreless for six innings before tiring in the
seventh. Marty Pattin bailed Gura out of an
eighth inning jam and Al Hrabosky came to

Pattin's rescue in the ninth to preserve the
triumph.

"I though he (Gura) did an outstanding
job until the time they got the runs in the
seventh," said Herzog. "And, you know he
had pitched three innings on Sunday. But
under the circumstances I was pleased."
Patek, of course, was the other hero in the

Royals' triumph. The bearded little shor-

tstop bailed Gura out of trouble with a

brilliant defensive play in the third inning

when he turned Thurman Munson's hard
smash over second base into a double play.

And it was Patek's home run in the seventh
inning that capped a three-run inninp and
offset a pair of runs by the Yankees in the
top of the inning.

"That home run was the number one
home run in my career," said Patek, who
hit only two homers during the regular

season. "It was the most gratifying hit I

ever had. It was a high fastball and I hit it

extremely well. There was no doubt in my
mind that it was fair. I watched it and loved
every minute of it.

LIQUOR STORE

OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

3 cubic foot refrigerators

available— Ul\/lass delivery on
request

FALSTAFF12cans

SCHIITZ12 0Z. cans

$4.99

$6.59

TUBORG 12oz. cans $6.59

PEPE LOPEZ TEQUILA
(white or gold)

$4.99 fifth

338 COLLEGE ST. 253-5384
Rt. 9 AMHERST 256-8453

NOT RESPONS'"* E FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
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PatekHRkeys 10-4 win

Royals belt Yanks; even series
KANSAS CITY IC/P/I Larry Gura, once scorned and ridiculed by former Yankee

manager Billy Martin, finally had his revenge yesterday with 616 innings of strong pit

ching and got the Kansas City Royals even in the American League playoffs by spark

ing a 10 4 rout of the New York Yankees.

Sixteen hours after their most embarassing performance of the season at home, the

Royals bounced back with a 16 hit attack that featured a rare two-run homer by Fred

Patek and two RBI apiece by Frank White and Darrell Porter to send the best of-five

series back to New York tied at one game apiece.

While the Royals bats came to life after being silenced on two hits in a 7-1 loss Tues-

day ntght, it wa« the stellar pitching of the left handed Gura that kept the Yankees in

check for most of the game.
Gura, a former Yankee once called a "batting practice" pitcher by Martin, had been

roughed up by the Yankees in four previous playoff appearances, but this time he came
prepared to get even and mesmerized the Yankees with off-speed pitches before tiring

in the seventh.

By the time the Yankee bats got going, the Royals had built a 5 lead against Ed

Figueroa and Dick Tidrow. That cushion proved to be enough as Marty Pattin and Al

Hrabosky protected the lead over the last 2 and two thirds innings.

Not that the Yankees didn't scare the Royals. The Yanks had 12 hits of their own, in

eluding a perfect 4-for 4 by Chris Chambliss, but this time the Royals didn't fold when

the pressure was put on them.

After the Yankees scored twice in the seventh to close the gap to &2, the Royals ap-

plied the crusher with a three-run outburst in their half of the inning to take command
of the game.

It was Patek, the bearded little man who plays so well in post season play, who came

up with the big hit Facing Tidrow in the seventh inning, the Royals went away from

their singles attack with a long ball barrage that began when Pete LaCock laced a dou-

ble off the right field fence.

Clint Hurdle, a rookie appearing in his first playoff, followed with a triple and, after

pinch runner Willie Wilson was thrown out at the plate, Patek drilled a home run into

the left field seats. It was only Patek's third home run of the season, but he raised his

batting average in post season play to 389.

Earlier in the day, Patek criticized the Royals' fans for giving up on the team, but as he

circled the bases, they rose in unison and saluted him with loud applause. As he cross-

ed the plate, Patek raised his hands high over his head to acknowledge their cheers.

It appeared the Yankees might make another of their patented comebacks when the

first two batters in the eighth singled off Panin. But Hrabosky came in and, though he

was touched for run scoring singles by Chambliss and Bucky Dent, he protected the

lead by stopping the Yankees the rest of the way.

Kansas City scored its final two runs in the eighth on RBI singles by Amos Otis and

LaCock off reliever Sparky Lyie.

Embarrassed by their performance Tuesday night, the Royals wasted no time in mak-

ing amends to their fans by taking it to Figueroa from the opening batter.

Although he won 20 games for the Yankees, including 13 of 15 decisions down the

stretch. Figueroa never pitched particularly well against the Royals. Once again, he

was not on top of his game.
George Brett began the Puerto Rican right-hander's downfall with a shsip single to

right to lead off the first inning and, one out later, Otis sent Brett to thi'd with another

hard single to right After Otis stole second base. Porter delivered Brett with a sacrifice

fly to left.

The Royals ended Figueroa's afternoon early by pounding him for four runs in the se-

cond inning. Taking advantage of the hard artificial surface which is beneficial to Kan-

sas City s batting style, the Royals laced five singles in the inning and also got a break

when shortstop Bucky Dent threw away an easy grounder while trying for a forceout at

Four of the Royals' hits in the inning were aided by the artificial surface. Hurdle led off

CONT. 0NPAGE18

Correction
In the game against Dartmouth, the

UMass women's soccer team scored five

times. The goals were scored by Elaine

Content (14:26, 35:00 in the first half),

Margie Ar lerson (3:15 in the second half),

Keiiy I uii' (4:14 in the second half), and Lil

Williams (32:50).

Also, UMass has scored 20 times, not 18

as previously reported.

Bulletin
CAMBRIDGE-The UMass soccer team,

sparked by two goals by Joel Mascoio,'

shut out the Crimson of Harvard, 2-0 In a

game played at Harvard yesterday.

The victory gives coach Russ Kidd's

undefeated troops a 5-0 record. UMass
entered the game ranked 13th in the coun-

try.

For further details and results, read Bill

Tarter's story in tomorow's Collegian.

'
OOOFI -Willie Wilson of the Kansas City Royals greets Yankee catcher Thur^

man Munson with a thud at home plate as he triad to score on a g'"""^*;^ «>

third Munson held on to the ball for the out but the Royals still went on to win.

(UPII. _^

The Mad Hungarian, Kansas City Royals' Al Hrabosky. goes wild after

finishing off the Yankees in the ninth. KC won the game 10-4. lUPI)

Steve Zack

FinalFenway frenzy
No sooner had I stepped off the Green

Line car from Government Center to Ken-

more Square when I heard the call of the

day, "Anyone selling a ticket for today's

game?"
One pair of youths were running up and

down the Kenmore platform yelling,

"Twenty dollars for a ticket, twenty bucks

for a ticket to today's game."
As I came to the top of the stairs that lead

out of Boston's underground railway, the

entire stairwell and stairs were lined on

both sides with people begging for so-

meone to sell them a ticket for the tiebreak-

ing game.

With all these baseball-hungry people

around I tightly clutched the tickets I had

purchased so easily at the ticket office the

day before, and started making my way
through the throngs of people that filled

Kenmore Square on this sunny Monday
afternoon.

As I made my way toward Fenway Park,

the crowds became thicker and thicker until

I reached Yawkey Way, where the horse

manure and multitudes of people made my
short walk to the ball park, five or eight

minutes according to the sign at

Wonderland station, a half-hour affair, aid-

ed by my uncle clutching the back of my
jacket to avoid getting lost in the shuffle.

All along the way people kept asking for

tickets to be sold to them; I yelled out that I

would sell mine for a hundred dollars apiece

but there were no takers. Obviously no one

is that diehard a fan of either Boston or

New York.

Once inside the park, I felt that things

would be a little less hectic than they were

outside but I was dead wrong. Never have

I seen the inside of Fenway Park more

crowded than it was.

Once in my seat, eve-ything returned to a

somewhat calmer stdis until game time.

Then the frenzy began to reach peak pitch.

If you had read the Globe on Tuesday

morning, there was a story entitled "the

Ugly Side of Fenway".... it was about a fan

that started the crowd into making obscene
"cheers" towards Reggie Jackson. The
fan was a section over from me and believe

it or not, a staunch Yankee supporter, with

a definite dislike for the Candy Bar Man.
Anyway, I don't consider "Reggie sucks!

Reggie sucks!", obscene, just slightly on
the rude side.

We know how the game turned out so

there's no sense to harping on that, but

what made the day a little more acceptable

was the way people reacted after the game,

Sox fans and Yankee fans alike. All admit-

ted that what they had seen was baseball at

its finest and that neither team deserved to

lose.

As I walked back down to Kenmore
Square to once again board the Green Line

home, it was nice to see Red Sox fans still

cheering for their team and shouting with

pride, "We're number one! The Sox are #
1!"

In epitaph to the Red sox, what we as fans

saw this year was not a bunch of choke ar-

tists. Instead, we saw a team that had

fallen from the grace of its fans, and on the

verge of disgrace, battle its way back to the

top, if only for a moment.
Boston fans should be proud of the team

that represented them. And while waiting

for next year isn't all that much fun, it's a

little easier to wait, knowing that this year's

team is one that battled its hearts out to be

number one.

The Yankees are playing the Royals for

the American League pennant and the

Phillies are battling the Dodgers for the Na-

tional League crown. But what we should

all realize is what they are playing for is all

for naught The real World Series was
playeo on October 2, 1978, at Fenway Park

in Boston. (But I still don't think the better

team won. Wait until next year.)

Israelintervenes to save Lebanese Christians
Beirut

(UP/)

Israeli gunboats shelled the coast of West
Beirut Thursday but Beirut Radio said

Syrian shore batteries drove them off in the

first direct confrontation between Israel and
Arab state since the end of the 1973 Middle
East War.

Israel's intervention came as the Syrians

bombarded Christian held areas of the

capital with heaviest barrage of shellfire to

date.

Syrian gunners pounded the eastern half

of Beirut with virtual shower of artillery and

mortar shells that cast a thick black pall of

smoke over the entire city, which was still

without electricity, communications or

water
"It's an erupting volcano," screamed an

announcer on the Voice of Lebanon, a

radio station in east Beirut run by the Chris-

tian militia Phalangist Party.

Beirut Radio, the official Lebanese
government radio on the western side of

the city, said three "warships" appeared off

the western coast Thursday evening and

engaged Syrian shore batteries in a

9 minute artillery duel.

Several shells overshot the shore and
landed in Moslem residential quarters, the

radio said.

In Tel Aviv, the Israeli Military Command
confimed that the gunboats were Israeli but

said they had been sent to shell a Palesti

nian guerilla naval base near Beirut Airport.

The Command denied that the gunboats
had engaged Syrian batteries but military

sources confirmed that the action was
taken in an effort to make the Syrians end
their escalating artillery offensive against

Israel's Christian allies.

The Israeli intervention followed an

emergency cabinet meeting in which Prime

Minister Menachem Begins governrTient

decided to take several "steps" still secret

then to save the Christian militias.

It was not immediately known what effect

these steps - classified as top secret - would
have on the Camp David peace accords if

they led to a wider confrontation with

Syria.

Israeli officials said earlier that Syria laun-
ched its current offensive in Lebanon in the
belief that Israel would not make good its

threat to intervene on the Christian side if it

meant wrecking the Camp David
agreements with Egypt.
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Low voter turnout

Tyson - Hensleigh
lead SGA elections
By JAMES CARTER
and RENEE MOBLEY
Collegian Staff

Herb Tyson and John Hensleigh were
leading Peter Graham and Cindy Thomas
by 91 votes late last night, in the Student

Government Presidential Election.

With five of eleven districts reporting, 509

of approximately 18,000 eligible voters had
gone to the polls. Officials estimated an 11

percent voter turnout.

Despite a formal complaint filed with the

election subcommittee of Governmental
Affairs, the presidential race will not be in-

validated because there is not a "valid com-
plaint," elections subcommittee co
chairwoman Marcie Levington said yester-

day.
Levington said several senate elections

were invalidated. The commuter senator

election was invalidated because Bob
Bolandrina, co-chairman of the election

committee, accidently appointed Shelly

Gordon to work at a polling place where her

name was on the ballot.

"We made a mistake and we're sorry,"

Levington said. 'In my opinion, the election

should be invalidated for constitutional

reasons." A new election will be held within

two weeks because of the invalidation, she

said.

Senate elections will be rescheduled in

three dormitories: Brett, Gormon and
Wheeler. The Greek Senator elections will

also be repeated since there were no ballots

for Greek candidates. Ballot discrepencies

caused the dormitory invalidations.

Two presidential candidacies have pro-

tested the order of names on ballots after a

random drawing of candidates was held

last week. Dick Janssen said he had been

told his name would appear first on the

ballot after the drawing but later found

each candidate would have his name in the

first slot in one of the five separate ballots

used at" the elections.

Kevin Jones and Hector Vega last night

said they would file a formal complaint with

the elections committee today on similar

grounds as Janssen. "We were told our

names would appear third on the ballot so

our campaign material told people to vote

for the number three spot, " Jones said.

Levington said the five separate ballots

were used to make sure every candiate had

an equal chance in the election and the ran-

dom drawing of names was needed to get

an initial order of candidates. Jones last

night said he did not understand why can

didates were selected in a particular order if

the committee had planned to make
separate ballots, an why the candidates

were not told of the procedure.
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"I'm sorry, I can't sell single flowers a.nymore. " says Terry "the roseman.

because of a new policy set by the Campus Center Board of Governors.

(Staff photo by Bill Greene)

Spring Buyington and Wendy FInley joined other students in voting for Stu-

dent Senate president in Berkshire Dining Commons yesterday.

(Staff photo by Bill Greene)

CC vendorsprotest
newBOGpolicies
By CAROL L. CONRAGAN
Collegian Staff

"\'m sorry, I can't sell single flowers

because the Board of Governors says that a

single flower is not an arrangement," Terry

"the-Roseman'" tells his customers these

days.
Terry-the-Roseman is Terry Opperman,
and he has been selling single long-stem

roses and other flowers on the Campus
Center Concourse for three years.

The Campus Center Board of Governors
are telling Opperman that his rose-selling

doesn't constitute a craft, and that only

craft people can use the space on the

concourse to sell their wares.

The BOG also began a policy this year of

charging five dollars a day to the vendors.

Last year, they were charged only two
dollars per year.

According to the Campus Center Vendors
Table Policy, craft vendors must have their

craft approved by a panel of 10 people,

composed of members of the BOG and
Campus Center administrators.

Opperman said he went before a craft

panel of two people, David Kantor and
John Furbish, both of the BOG. According

to Opperman, they decided that selling

flowers did not constitute a craft, but that

bunches of two or more flowers would be
considered floral arranging and would be

acceptable. Since then, Kantor and Furbish

have been by his table accusing him of

selling single flowers.

Bernard F. Wilkes Jr., Assistant Director

of the Campus Center said the BOG has no
authority to police the craft vendor's tables.

""Their genera! authority is becoming
somewhat of a question," he said.

At a meeting of craft vendors Wednesday
night the table-vending fee increase and
other revisions in the Campus Center Table
Policy were discussed.

"What bothers me is the five dollar a day
fee. I put a lot of work into the things I

make and sometimes I barely make a

profit," said Maonei Bwerinofa, a vendor of

crocheted baby clothes.

'"Someone has the mistaken idea that the

crafts people are making a lot of money. In

reality the majority of us don't," said

another vendor.
Richard Harris, another vendor said. ""The

BOG doesn't have enough courtesy in

letting us know what's going on. As far as
they're concerned we can be dispensed
with."

At Wednesday's meeting, the craft

vendors decided to elect a representative to

act as a liaison between the BOG and
themselves.
Members of the BOG could not be

reached for comment.
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Foodpricesjumped 1.7% in September
WASHINGTON

I l/P/1- President Carter's
anti-mflation efforts suffered a big setback
Thursday when the government reported
the cost of food ready for sale to grocery
stores jumped 1.7 percent in September
after two straight months of decline
The abrupt and unexpected food price

increase-particularly for meat was mainly
responsible for 0.9 percent advance in
overall wholesale costs last month, the
largest gam since April.

Wholesale prices had declined in August
for the first time in two years.
White House press secretary Jody Powell

said the rise- 11.4 percent on a compound-
ed annual rate basis was "obviously disap-
pointing."

"It is particularly disheartening to see
meat prices increase sharply because that is

an important element of the consumer's
budget," he said.

For the past few months, the administra-

tion has repeatedly assured Americans that

prices would taper off during the second
half of the year after rising at a torrid pace
in the first half.

Officials had based their optimism on
declining food prices. Food costs actually

dropped 0.3 percent in July and 1 .5 percent
in August, which gave officials hope their

projections were on target.

But the Labor Department report Thurs-

day said food prices soared by 1 .7 percent,

the largest rise since April. Beef and veal

prices were the major culprits, soaring 5.4

percent last month after dropping 3.6 per-

cent in August.
Other wholesale prices rose 0.6 p>ercent

last month compared with an 0.4 percent
increase in August.
"It was a somewhat unpleasant surprise,"

said William Cox, a Commerce Department
economist. "We had not expected the big

jump in food prices."

Cox said the higher food prices will show
up quickly at the grocery because "ob-
viously meat has to be consumed quickly."
Another government economist, John

Early of the Labor Department, said the

latest report "doesn't indicate things are
getting worse, but cancels out hope that
things are getting better."

There also were wholesale price increases
at the intermediate and crude stages-
products not yet ready for shipment to
retailers.

Overall, tf»« wholesale price index for

September stood at 196.9, meaning goods
and services that cost $100 in base-year
1967went for $196.90.

Sign language depicts

men superior to women

Po5f printing again
NEW YORK (UPI) The New York Post

appeared on newsstands Thursday, the

first of the city's three major dailies to

resume publication since a pressman's
strike 57 days earlier closed the
newspapers.
While about 1 million copies of the Post

were being distributed throughout the

metropolitan area, the New York Times and
Daily News resumed negotiations with the

pressman's union. Both sides indicated it

would be at least two weeks before a settle-

ment can be reached.

Theodore Kheel, adviser to the Allied Prin-

ting Trades Council, a coalition of 10

newspaper unions, said negotiations would
be held 6V^ hours each day in an effort to

break the deadlock on the issue of

pressroom manning which precipitated the

strike on Aug. 9.

"We'll be at it the same as yesterday, mak
ing progress of a sort, which is to say, clari

fying the issues." Khell said before the talks

resumed at Federal Mediation and Concilia-

tion Services offices.

William Kennedy, head of Printing

Pressmen's Union Local No. 2, predicted it

would take about two weeks to resolve the

dispute.

Kheel said the Post settlement put no par

ticular pressure on him, and Times and
News officials said the same.
The Post, which had a circulation of about

Hub agrees to mediator

600,000 before the strike, put out 1 million

copies of a 128 page paper ihursday. The
front page headline read: "Welcome
Back!"
The paper was distributed several hours

earlier than usual to fill the vacuum left by

the still-absent Times and News.
"There is a demand in the morning, and

we might as well fill it," said Roger Wood,
editor of the Post.

Sources said the Post, an afternoon

paper, may start coming out even earlier

-about 6 a.m.
The Post, which in the past has published

Monday through Saturday, also announced
it will publish a sp>ecial Sunday edition.

The Post was able to resume publication

after it withdrew from joint negotiations

with the Times and News and negotiated

settlements by itself with the pressmen,

paper handlers and machinists, who had

been on strike at alt three papers.

The pressmen ratified a so-cilled

"me-too" contract that resolves the critical

issue of pressroom manning - the issue that

precipitated the strike - dependent on the

contract the pressmen negotiate with the

Times and News.
It also wrapped up settlements with the

Newspaper Guild, which had struck only

the Post, and the delivery drivers and

stereotypers, who had been without a con-

tract.

KINGSTON, R.I. UPI-
Eric Jolly says deaf people may not be

able to hear sexist rerrurks in everyday
speech, but they learn that men are

superior to women through sign language.

The University of Rhode Island senior says
American Sign Language — Ameslan for

short— depicts "males as strong, intelligent

workers superior to the weaker, more
tender, patient, but sometimes shrewish
females."
Jolly's theories are soon to be published in

"Sex Roles; a Journal of Research" and
were presented last month to the Annerican

Sociological Association meeting in San
Francisco.

Jolly, 21, of Hope Valley, began to study

the rapidfire hand motions of Ameslan four

years ago when he wanted to compliment a

deaf woman in her own language.

He ound that the sign for 'man"—

a

motion near the forehead — is made in the

same area as signs for "wise," "clever"

and "smart."
The sign for "woman," however, is made

on the lower half of the face, as are those

for "vain, ' "sad," "lonely," "gossip" and
"pi," Jolly said.

Worse, he said, is the sign meant to

compliment a woman. It consists of a

movement from the lower portion of the

face to the upper part of the head. His

translation. "SHE THINKS LIKE A MAN."
Jolly fears that users of Ameslan associate

masculinity with the area near the brain,

suggesting that intellect and decision-

making are masculine in nature.

Naturally, some disagree — like Linda

Buffardi, coordinator for the proqram for

Faculty contract disputes continue
Compiled from wire services

Faculty members here said yesterday their

union — the Massachusetts Society of

Professors — would provide buses to take
faculty and students to Boston for the Oct.
29 inauguration of David Knapp as
University president.

The action was described as an attempt to
demonstrate concern over the failure of

contract talks.

The two sides have been unable to agree
on several major points, including whether
the contract will include part-time faculty

members and librarians, how salary in-

creases will be distributed and what
procedures the adminstration should use to

reduce the size of the faculty.

They also have not reached agreement on
the date the contract should take effect.

,
Faculty members at the UMass Boston
bampus yesterday continued their work
stoppage, with both sides agreeing to

select an independent mediator to help

resolve the contract dispute.

A' spokeswoman for the Faculty Staff

Union said only about 25 percent of the

faculty members who normally teach at the

Boston campus held class yesterday.

About 100 faculty members, students and
staff members picketed the campus' two
main classroom buildings, the
spokeswoman said. She said the two-day
job action was "enormously successful."

Protests Wednesday kept a similar

m

number of faculty members out of their

classrooms and on the picket line, she said.

The demonstrations were called to protest

the Sept. 15 breakdown in contract talks.

Both sides agreed after demonstrations

Wednesday to choose one of four

mediators to supervise the contract talks in

an effort to end the 16-month dispute.

James Krumsiek, chairman of the Board

of Trustees' subcommittee on labor

relations, said the board thought mediation

would settle the dispute.

He blamed the faculty for failure to reach a

contract agreement, complaining that

MSP, the bargaining unit for the 1,700

faculty members at both campuses, was
asking the school for too murh

the hearing impaired at Rhode Island Junior
College.

"I think he's looking for something that
really isn't there," she said. "Because it

was really created by deaf people, you
really can't translate Anwrican Sign
Language."

UBridgeport
students
march on
City Haii
BRIDGEPORT, Conn. UPI
About 50 University of Bridgeport

students, chanting "end the strike,"

marched on City Hall Thursday to urge
Mayor John Mandanici to help resolve a
faculty walkout that has forced suspension
of classes.

A Student Activity Committee spokesman
said the group dispersed shortly before 1

p.m. when Mandanici, an honorary
university trustee, failed to appear.
The march was the latest in a series of

demonstrations by students since the
professors went on strjke Sept. 22. Classes
were suspended as of Wednesday and the
more than 8,000 full and part-time students
were urged to returntiome.
The 250 striking professors, all members

of the campus chapter of the American
Association of University Professors, want
a say in hiring and firing procedures and
curriculum.

Although no new negotiations were
scheduled, union President Norman
Douglas said "we are not at an impasse in

the legal sense. . .we are still coming up with
proposals."
Negotiatons between str king professors

and the university broke down Sunday
after AAUP members rejected what the
school termed its final offer.

The three-year proposed contarct in-

cluded a 6.5 percent salary increase each
year and 12-months notice before any
faculty layoffs. The union overwhelming
rejected the contract proposal Monday.
The university's 175-member maintenance
and food handling staff said they would not
cross the picket lines if the administration
hired new professors. Their contracts
prohibit them from striking

Collegian rack

atnew location

Have you been frantically wandering
around the Campus Center concourse the

past few days in desperate search for the
Collegiani' Well, have no fear, the
Collegian has been found.
The Collegian dispenser, traditionally

located outside the University Store, has
been moved to a new location near the top
of the escalators and replaced outside the
store by blue book lockers.
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The move was requested by the University

store manager Winn L. Cummings, who
said he felt the book lockers would facilitate

customers who do not want to leave their

loose belongings on the open book shelves

inside the store, according to Campus
Center Building Operations Director Dudley
J. Bridges.

Bridges added he was "not sure where the

best place for the Collegian is" and in-

dicated yet another change could be for-

thcoming.
Stay tuned.

MARKHORAN

Search Committee
goes national
The search for a new vice-chancellor for

administration and finance has gone
national according to search committee
chairman Thomas Schneewies, a professor

in the School of Business Administration.

A search is underway to replace former

vice chancellor James L. McBee, who
resigned this summer to take a job at

Potomac State College in West Virginia.

Schneewies said yesterday that the

committee has only met twice in three

weeks since it was established, and ad-

vertising the opening nation wide "is just

part of the process."

George Beatty, the former UMass Budget

Director, is now acting as vice-chancellor

for administration and finance.

-MARKLECCESSE

Committee gets
dome proposal
A proposal to construct a dome over

Alumni Stadium will be sent to the UMass
Trustee Building and Grounds Committee
as soon as that committee elects a new
chairman, according to Physical Education

Dean David C. Bischoff.

Former committee chairman Robert J.

Spiller resigned <rom the Board of Trustees

last month.

According to Bischoff, a consulting firm

study has estimated the dome's cost
between seven and eight million dollars.

Bischoff said funding for the study came
from a physical education department
fund.

The dome plan must meet final approval
from the trustees.

By GAYLE YOUNG

Water low despite rain and conservation
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Amherst's water supply problems con-

tinued yesterday, despite an overnight rain

and increased calls for water conservation.

Director of Public Works Stanley Ziomek
said the rainfall - only about two-tenths of

an inch - was not enough to replenish

depleted reservoirs, and that town water
usage is as high as it was a year ago.

At UMass, officials said conservation

measures were at a maximum, and the

university would resist any move to shut

down.
However, prospects for improvements in

the future appear slim. The National

Weather Service long-range forecast

through the beginning of next week calls

for fair skies with only a chance of showers.
Well over an inch of rain would be needed
to help fill the four nearly-empty town
reservoirs.

Ziomek said water consumption Tuesday
was 3.7 million gallons, the same as a year
ago. Town officials have said a 25 percent
reduction in usage is needed.

If conditions don't get improved in the
next four or five days," he said, "we'll

consider the avenues available to us."
Ziomek said he will meet Tuesday with
town officials and Wednesday with officials

from UMass, Amherst, and Hampshire
colleges to discuss the water problem.
"We don't think people are making any

sacrifices," he said.

UMass Physical Plant Director George A.
Norton said not much more can be ex-
pected from campus conservation.
"There s not way we could save much

more," Norton said. "We've taken all the
major action we can on the short term."
Despite conservation efforts, it isn't

known how much water is being saved,
said Gerald Grady, coordinator of com-
munity relations.

Students marched in protest of U.S. corporations holding stocks in South
Africa yesterday outside Hampshire House while some of the major companies
conducted interviews inside the building.
(Staff photo by Bill Greene)

Faculty supports Knapp
in Chancellor's search
By MARIA MESSITT and
MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

UMass Faculty Senate members voted

yesterday to support UMass President

David C. Knapp by following his guidelines

for faculty representation in the search for a

new chancellor.

Senator Donald Scott accused the
Physical Plant of a "deteriorated level of

service." He said the Engineering
Department submitted a request to the

plant to move "an old-wall-Iiung sink," and
received an estimate of $811 . This included

50 hours of labor, and 10 hours of masonry.

George Beatty, director of the office of

budget and institutional studies, said he

was investigating several other charges

against the plant, and had recently made
several personnel changes.
The Senate also held elections for the

Rules Committee and other various
positions at the meeting in room 120 at the

School of Business Administration.
Knapp recommended that eight faculty

names be submitted to him by the Senate

for the Chancellorship Search Committee,
which the trustees decided will include two
trustees, two students, one alumnus, one
campus administrator, and one central

office admirwstrator.

Senator Stevenson Fletcher said, "This

is a very serious issue, and we should have
a strong say on who goes on that com-
mittee."

Chairman of the Committee on Com-
mittees Stanley Moss said the eight faculty

were chosen on the basis of excellence.

Affirmative Action guidelines, and balance

between the departments. He refused to

reveal their names because it would not be

proper."
In election results, Anwar Syed, former-

chairman of the Foreign and International

Studies Council was chosen as presiding

officer; Roland Chilton (chairman), Robert

Jones, Ann Sheridan as at large Rules

Committee members; and Rudine Sims and
John Hewitt as associate delegates to the

board of trustees.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery an-

nounced that UMass was selected by

White House Science Advisor Dr. Frank

Press, as one of 12 U.S. universities to

participate in an exchange program with

the People's Republic of China.

As the largest campus chosen for the

exchange, Bromery said it would be a

tremendous boost for UMass' national

reputation.

In his last words as chairman of the Rules

Committee, Senator David Yaukey said the

September 21st meeting addressed by
President Knapp was a sharp statement of

the faculty's frustrated mood, and was a

turning point in the bargaining process.

Yaukey said the senate should continue to

sponsor larger faculty forums when critical

situations arise.

He said recently-installed water meters
have not been calibrated, so university

officials cannot be sure how much water is

being saved.

Meanwhile, air-conditioners remain shut-

down, fields are not being watered, and
dorm residents are being asked to conserve
water.

Grady said the water situation should
improve this weekend, when thousands of

students go home for the three day holiday

weekend.
He said UMass is determined not to shut

down. He said many options remain before
a shutdown looms as a reality, and "we'll

do everything we can before we close."
Should current conservation methods fail,

he said using paper plates in dining
commons could be possible. Food Services
Director Arthur Warren yesterday said he
didn't like the idea, but was prepared to use
them if necessary.

Tipson saving water
By now it is certainly no secret that Amherst and the University are in the midst

of a serious water supply problem. So while the flow may still seem never-ending
there remains a very real need for water conservation measures on the part of
both Amherst residents and University students. Here are some of the ways you
can help:

-turn off the water while you are brushing your teeth or use a water pik.

-turn off water while shampooing and re-use drying towels.
-flush only solid wastes or just don't go to the bathroom.
-keep drinking water in refrigerator and use only as much water in tea and coffee

as is necessary.
-in machine or hand washing clothes, pre-soak items, fill each load, and adjust

water level depending on amount of clothes.

-in washing cars, don't bother. Your car can wait awhile.
-don't water lawns,
-take shorter showers and if you find a leaking faucet, report it. A pin hole. drip

wastes up to 170 gallons of water per day or as much as two long showers.

Tenants will receive

notices to quit
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Tenants of family-housing units
withholding rent in protest of a $19 monthly
increase will receive "notices to quit" next
week from the University Housing office,

which was instructed to increase efforts to
collect payment by the Board of Trustees
Wednesday.

Notices to quit are the third and final

communication by the Housing office to
tenants that overdue rent must be paid.
Residential Resource Management director
Robert L. Campbell yesterday said the
notices, once sent to tenants, are turned
over to University attorney Sidney Myers,
who will forward the information to the

Singer wins
Nobel Prize

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) - Issac

Bashevis Singer, the master Yiddish story-

teller whose lively tales of Jewish life are

miniatures of a world of human feeling, was
awarded the Nobel Prize for literature

Thursday.

The 74-year-old Polish-born novelist and
short-story writer, a naturalized American
citizen, was cited by the Swedish Academy
of Letters for his "impassioned narrative art

which, with roots in a Polish-Jewish tradi-

tion, brings universal human conditions to

life."

In awarding the $165,000 prize, the

18-member academy likened Singer's
works of "apparently inexhaustible
psychological fantasy" to those of the great

Russian novelist Leo Tolstoy.

Singer, reached in Miami, where he was
spending the Jewish holy days, was more
modest, telling a reporter, "I'm grateful but

at the same time I am sorry that writers

greater than I did not get it."
j

court and establish summons procedures.

Eviction of tenants could result if rent is

not paid within 14 days after the notices are

sent to tenants. Both Campbell and Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L.

Madson said yesterday they hoped eviction

would not result but the administration will

follow normal rent collection procedures.

Campbell said the eviction procedures

would take from two to six weeks.

Tenant leader Scott Balfour said the

trustees' decision to bolster university

efforts to collect rent would be used as a

threat by the Housing Office and would not

result in eviction. Campbell disagreed and

said the action would not be a threat but

would be turned over to the legal attorney

with the intent of collection.

Between 80 and 100 tenants have placed

$13,000 in an escrow account in the

Student Federal Credit Union rather than

pay rent to the University. Madson said 119
family units of the 391 total units had not

paid their rent as of last week and said he
did not know if all 119 tenants were par-

ticipating in the strike.

"All along the University has maintained
the escrow account is an illegal

procedure," Campbell said. "It's irrelevant

whether one or 119 people are paying into

the account because that money is not
being paid into the University."

Tenants yesterday distributed statements

claiming the rent increase was due to "the

financial mismanagement of the Housing

Office and the University's administration."

Campbell responded to the charge saying

"for us not to proceed with rent collection

would be mismanagement."

Campbell said his office has tried to get

tenant input into a five year budget plan

due October 19 but did not get response
from tenants. A similar proposal released

last year was based on a five percent in-

flation rate, which Campbell said would be
increased to eight percent to meet current

estimates.

Patti Smith Group
comes to Cage tonight
By PERRYADLER
Collegian Staff

Tonight at 8 p.m. the Union Program

Council presents one of the beSt rock'n'roll

concerts possible when the Patti Smith

Group plays at the Curry Hicks Cage.

Patti is a poet and a rock'n'roll fanatic who
has combined her two passions in an un-

precedented OMinner. Her three LP's

(Horses, Radio Ethiopia and Easter) all

have their overly pretentious moments, but

she often moves you in a way few others

can by setting her unique imagery to primal

rock'n'roll.

You probably know Patti's recent single,

"Because the Night," co-written with

Bruce Springsteen and certainly the rr\osx

powerful rock to hit the Top 30 in ages.

She has a wealth of diverse original

material which she intersperses with

(sometimes radical) reinterpretations of

rock classics such as Van Morrison's

"Gloria."

Over the years Smith has gained better

voice control. Her band (featuring

reknowned rock critic Lenny Kaye on
guitar) has grown more powerful and her

act as a whole has become more accessi-

ble. Onstage Patti is the most charismatic

female rock star since Janis Joplin.

Tickets are still available at TI.X (across

from the Student Union post office, at the

union Record Service and other local

record stores. Prices are $5 for UMass
students and $6 for the general public.
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BlackAffairs
Amherst College lectured

by banned S.A. journalist
By PAUL KLEMPERER
Black Affairs Staff

Donald Woods, the banned South African
journ?ilist who recently escaped from South
Africa and is now living in the United
States, spoke at Amherst College last

night, as part of a lecture tour on college
campuses across the country.

Speaking to an audience of students and
faculty including Amherst College
President Ward, Mr. Woods said the
situation in South Africa is growing in-

creasingly tragic, and the only means left

for Western nations to effect peaceful
change is economic disengagement from
tbe South African economy.
Woods said that the benefits foreign

corporations provide through employnnent
are far outweighed by benefits for the
South African government. "There is no
way in which paragon like behavior by U.S.
corporations in South Africa is going to

alter the fact that every dollar invested
there is yielding more tax money to the
Vorster government to buy guns and
planes and tanks than it's yielding even to

the Black workers, " Woods said. He added
that the salary bill for foreign corporations
in South Africa was $76,000,000 a year,

while the tax bill was $200,000,000 a year.

Woods said it is difficult for Americans to

understand the situation in South Africa.

For most of his life, as a conservative who
believed in policies for gradual change in

South Africa, Woods said he has finally

come to believe that moderate solutions

proposed in Western nations, such as the
Sullivan Principles, were inapplicable to

South Africa because "the kind of nor-

rr»ality you're used to here is certainly not
the kind of normality we're used to in

South Africa."

He said the the minority Nationalist

governn^nt is based upon policies of

extreme prejudice which "cannot be
battered down by rational argument."
Woods said that representatives of U.S.

foreign p>olicy have done more harm than
good in South Africa by not entering into

talks with the leaders of the Black majority.

"If you want to know what the Black

South Africans want then don't ask me or
any other spokesmen but the Black South
African spokesmen," he said.

Mr. Woods emphasized that "all of these
men, in the name of the Black majority,
have been pleading for Western
disengagement economically from the
South African structure. They have been
pleading for a removal of the Western veto
of the United Nations security coun-
cil... they have been pleading for in-

stitutional neutrality... The Black people of
South Africa have for 20 years appealed to
the West for help and... have not received
that help... Black consciousness leaders in

South Africa say.. 'We're not even asking
the West to send guns or money, we're
asking them to stop helping our enemy, to
stop propping up the economy of the
oppressor.'

"

Mr. Woods said he was not swayed by
arguments that if the West withdraws its

investments, other countries will take their

place. He likened this to saying, "If I don't
kill people, someone else will." Referring in

particular to arguments by college trustees
that it was their job to maximize in-

vestments. Woods said, "I can tell the
trustees how to make a lot of money. You
get in touch with the mafia and you run a
lot of houses of prostitution, and sell a lot

of heroin... you'll maximize for the good of
your universities much better profits."

Commenting on statements by Americans
who have gone to South Africa on fact-

finding missions, Mr. Woods said these
missions were unreliable both because "all

the valid, acknowledged leaders of Black
South Africans are in jail, or are banned,
detained or in banishment," and also

because "urging things like divestiture is

now a capital offense in South Africa."

Mr. Woods concluded that the withdrawal
of U.S. investments from South Africa

would have a great psychological effect. It

would dissuade the leaders of the white
minority government of the belief that the
U.S. ultimately supports them in their

current policies. Until that happens. Woods
said. Whites in South Africa will continue
to strengthen the system of apartheid.

Poetry reading at SUB
On October 13, next Friday, the

Distinguished Visitors Program and the

Committee for the Liberation Of Southern
Africa will present "Poets Against Apar-

theid' an evening of poetry and music.

Poets Andrew Salkey, Dennis Brutus,

Sonia Sanchez, Zoe Best, Steve Cannon
and Jayne Cortez will present their work
beginning at 8:00 in the Student Union

Ballroom at UMass. Music will be provided

by Avery Sharpe and Terry Jenoure.

"Poets Against Apartheid" will be a pro-

gram of poetry and music dedicated to

those who live under the apartheid regimes

of southern Africa.

Dennis Brutus has lived in various coun-

tries since his release from a South African

prison in 1968. His recent books of poetry

continue to outline the life under apartheid

as did his first. Sirens Knuckles Boots,
which contributed to his imprisonment.

His latest collection Stubborn Hope in-

cludes work done from I960 to 1975. Even

though he himself cannot return to his

homeland without suffering reprisals, his

books circulate there clandestinely under

pseudonymns. Presently he is Professor of

English at Northwestern University.

Jayne Cortez was born in Arizona, grew

up in Watts, in California, and presently

lives in New York City. She is author of

four books of poetry and is included in

various anthologies, including Giant Talk.

Her most recent book. Mouth on Paper
includes the poem, "'For The Brave Young
Students In Soweto."

Sonia Sanchez was born in Birmingham,

Alabama, and raised in Harlem, in New
York. She has published four volumes of

poetry, anthologies and has just completed
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a novel and another book of poetry. San-
chez's play Sister Sonji was produced by
Joseph Papp for the Public Theatre in New
York. She teaches at the University of Pen-
nsylvania.

Steve Cannon, novelist, publisher, critic

and radio producer is from New Orieans.

Since the publishing of the popular novel,

Groove Bang and Jive Around, he has
completed several other novels, a film

script and various reviews. As co-publisher

with Ishmael Reed, Reed and Cannon, Inc.

has published Tropicalization by Victor

Hernandez Cruz and most recently Love
Story Black by William Demby. Cannon's
"Anna Meets the Devil at Emma's" appears
in the new literary magazine, American
Rag, edited by Quincy Troupe. Cannon
teaches at Medgar Evers College In

Brooklyn.

Jamaican poet, Andrew Salkey has writ-

ten and edited more than 25 volumes that

include novels, pKjetry, children's books
and anthologies. Salkey produced pro-

grams for the British Broadcasting Com-
pany in London for over twenty years.

Zoe Best originally from Oregon has lived

in Amherst since 1969. She is completing
her fourth volume of poetry and an an-
thology. From Every Continent: Womyn
Voices Against Apartheid. She is in-

cluded in For Neruda, For Chile and par-

ticipated in the national Portland Poetry
Festival of 1976.

Terry Jenoure, vocal and violin artist,

along with A\ery Sharpe, bassist will per-

form during the reading.

Also sponsored by the Arts Council and
Butterfield Arts.

Letter to the Editor
"I tried everything to get someone to segregate against me...

Recently Chancellor
Bromery returned from a

tour of South Africa.

Shortly thereafter he
granted interviews to the

Daily Hampshire Gazette

and the Amherst Record on
the impressions he gained
from his trip. On the whole.
Dr. Bromery indicated that

he had been positively

impressed by what he saw
in South Africa.

Bromery found no
evidence of segregation, "I

tried everything to get
someone to segregate
against me but they didn't

do it." We can thus draw a

conclusion from this in-

sightful observation that in

spite of South Africa's own
public admission — in fact

apartheid is enshrined in the

legal statutes — of the
existence of segregation, all

the public outrage against

apartheid is the figment of

the victims' imagination.

Furthermore, Dr. Bromery
regretted that the
University had voted to

divest its stock from
companies doing business

in South Africa.

As concerned South
Africans, we .arranged an
audience with Dr. Bromery
to discuss his findings.

After a lengthy discussion,

he assured us, among other

things, that the statements
which appeared in the two
above mentioned
newspapers would be
retracted. Nothing of the

sort has happened. Since

the retraction did not occur,

we hereby take this op-

portunity to set the record

straight.

To say or to imply that

there is no discrimination in

South Africa by virtue of

not having experienced it,

and that Africans in South

Africa enjoy a decent
standard of living compared
to Africans in other in-

dependent African
countries, in the face of

overwhelming evidence to

the contrary, is, at best, to

be dismally naive — not to

mention the irrelevancy

inherent in the latter claim,

assuming that it is true.

Who does Dr. Bromery
speak for? It is clear,

whether he knows it or not,

that he represents a

combine of U.S.
multinational corporations

(he is on the Board of

Directors for Exxon and
Singer Sewing Machine,
two companies with
sizeable holdings in South
Africa), the covert side of

U.S. foreign policy vis-a-vis

South Africa (option 2 of

National Security Study
Memorandum 39, 1969)

and the South African
government. In effect,

perhaps unwittingly. Dr.

Bromery has become a

propaganda agent of the

South African government.
What a splendid
spokesperson!
South Africa

in excess of

annually on
propaganda campaign in

the U.S. In recent years this

propaganda blitz ef-

fectuated what South
Africa has regarded as a

coup in successfully
eliciting an auxiliary flank

from prominent Black
Americans. The foremost
being, Robert Taylor, a

prominent businessman
and member of the
Democratic Party; Andrew
Hatcher of the Sydney
Baron Consulting Firm and
various others such as

Kenneth Clark, Vernon
Jordan, Roy Wilkins, Leon

Bheki Langa

Jerry Seshibe

is spending
$2 million

a massive

Sullivan, and now Ran-
dolph Bromery.
These individuals in their

"infinite wisdom" have
seen fit to arrogate
themselves the role of
leading the struggling
masses in South Africa.

Not to be outstripped in this

expanding global
'philanthropic' outreach in

defense of American capital

and human rights sup-
pression, there has been a

swelling in the numbers of

white academicians
(University Presidents:
Robben Fleming, University

of Michigan; Elias Blake,

Clark University in Atlanta;

Robert Good, Denison
University in Granville;

Theordore Hesburgh, Notre
Dame; Adele Simmons,
Hampshire College; and
many others) who have
been visitng South Africa

under the auspices of the
United States- South Africa

Leadership Exchange
Program.

In conclusion, we would
like to say that we will spare

no opportunity to expose
and minimize the effects of

individuals like Chancellor

Bromery. Our appreciation

goes to the various in-

dividuals and groups on the

University of
Massachusetts campus and
outside, who sacrificed

many hours to organize

around the issue of

divestiture.

Their

noble
South
and in

efforts have been
and cherished by
Africans at home
exile. Such critical

support is essential in the

long struggle for the

establishment of a free and
democratic South Africa.

Nana Seshibe

Mokubung Nkonno

By Brumsic Brandon,
H.ARD0ORE

Jr. Drum notice

DRUM: Black Literary experience a\

the University of Massachusetts is

seeking staff members, writers,

photographers, editors and artists. For

more information come to Room 425

New Africa House, Tuesdays and

Thursdays at 5 p.m.

BlackAffairs
CCEBS' new director

By KAREN THOMAS
Black Affairs Staff

Carol Carter, the new
director of the Collegiate

Committee for the Educa-

tion of Black Students
(CCEBS), expressed her

opinions Tuesday in terms

of the program's progress,

problems and goals. She
became the director this

past August after the

resignation of Michael
Jackson.
In an attempt to adjust to

the new quality of students

coming into the program,

Carter said, we try to offer a

"more realistic view of be-

ing a student at a large

university. We try to iden-

tify the kinds of ad-

justments they will have to

make." This initial contact

gives the students a feeling

that there are other
minorities on campus that

are interested in them.
CCEBS also offers to all its

members a tutorial service,

resources to do well

academically, counselors to

help them select the ap-

propriate courses for their

career goals and perhaps

enough knowledge so that

one can learn about
himself.

In short. CCEBS is trying

to do away with the aliena-

tion a big university gives

and instead provide a family

type of situation for its

students.

'"I don't see any problems
in terms of competence,"
said Carter referring to be-

ing a black woman directing

CCEBS. "I know who I

am," she said, "it is

perhaps other people's
perceptions of who or what
I am that will cause pro-

Carol Carter, the new director of CCEBS sees in

creased recruitment as a major goal for the future.
Ms. Brooks talked about the reason for low
minority enrollment in an interview with a Black
Affairs reporter.

At a reception following Dr. Herbert Aptheker's speech. Prof. John Bracey,
head of the DuBois Dept. of Afro-American Studies, presents Aptheker with
three bound volumes of the writings of W.E.B. DuBois. The editing and
publishing of the volumes by the UMass press represents the culmination of a

seven-year project.

(Photo by Ed Cohen)

blems."
Carter received her B.A.
from Central State in Ohio,
her Masters degree from In-

diana State in Ohio and in

1971 her Doctorate from
the University of

Massachusetts.
Carter hopes to carry the

CCEBS program "onward
and upward!" as she so em-
phatically stated. She
would like to see an in-

crease in the number of

students, particularly
graduate students.

Presently there are about
500 students enrolled in the

program. Part of the cause
of the small enrollment of

minorities at UMass is the

fact that the universities

and colleges of

Massachusetts are develop-

ing similar programs for

minority students. The
students available for such
programs are a small

reserve and the colleges

and universities drain it,

spreading the students
throughout the state.

Carter said that she is very

glad these students are able

to get an education at any
of these schools. However,
she does wish to start a bet-

ter recruitment system for

minority students.

LUTHER By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

yOUR SCMOOLlf^G VSILL^

BE IMPORTAI4T TO YOO
LMEC IN LIFE'

COOLD &E A FATAL
tA\STA\<E ,'

k^Heartfelt^M
i Leather ^

ORCHARD
HILL

RESIDENTS
OHAG is now accepting

applications for the non-

work study position of:

BUSINESS MANAGER
for the

Snack Bar
Applications available at

103 Dickinson or

Gary Marshall, 6-7028

Due by October 10, 1978

Welcome Morgan State

Bill's SHOE REPAIR
LOCATED IN THE CENTER OF AMHERST

We repair — Clogs, Earth Shoes, Birkenstocks, Frye Boots,

Hiking Boots, Leather Jackets, Purses, Dr. Scholl's and

Carry-alls.

HOT STUFF:
Try our dynomite zesty Italian soup

our atomic chili

or our blazing tabouli salad sandwich

The
Hungry

U

55 University Dr..

Amherst, Mass.
549-5713

Get a TCS RUSH! !

!

THE COMMONWEALTH STAGE
America's Newest Professional Resident Theater

^/i PRICE Student Rush TICKETS
from 6:00 P.M. alt performances

Rand Theater— Fine Arts Center

545^3511

TUBS. SUN: 8:00 P.M Curtain

Now through Oct. 21

George Bernard Shaw's

MISALLIANCE
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News in Brief

Second test tube
baby delivered
NEW DELHI, India UPI-

Three Indian scientists said Thursday
they had delivered the world's second test
tube baby the Press Trust of India news
agency reported
The baby was born at 1114 am. Tuesday

in a Calcutta nursing home, the official

agency said.

The infant weighed seven pounds, six

ounces at birth, the report said
The announcement was made m a

television interview Thursday on the
Calcutta station of Indian Radio
Dr Saioj Kanti Bhattacharya, a

gynecologist. Prof. Sunit Mukherjee, a
physiologist, and Dr Subash Mukherjee, a
physician, jointly claimed to have
engineered the project and delivered the
child, whose sex was not mentioned by the
agency
The report said the baby s parents had

been married 19 years and had no other
children They were not identified

The government news agency said the
child was delivered by a unique process"
but gave no further details.

Health ministry officials in Calcutta made
no comment on the three doctors' claim,
which surprised the medical community in

Calcutta, the home of some of India's finest

doctors and surgeons.
The Calcutta television station refused to
name the nursing home in which the baby
was reported to have been born.
The world's first test tube baby was born

earlier this year in England.

Partial recall for

Firestone tires
WASHINGTON I cyp/l Government safe

ty experts have settled on a partial recall

plan for the Firestone 500 steel belted radial

tire, but Firestone is still considering the

proposal, sources knowledgeable about the

case said Thursday.
Under the plan, they said, only those tires

made before a certain date July 1976 have

been mentioned would be recalled.

Firestone made the tire from 1972 until

early this year, with several design changes
along the way The earlier tires have run up
higher problem rates than the later ones.
Federal safety regulators and a congres-

sional committee claim Firestone 500s are

blowout prone. They allege death and in-

jury have resulted from accidents involving

failure of these tires.

Firestone maintains that none of the tires

has been proven to have safety -related

defects

Public interest groups want a recall of all

13 million of the tires still on the road. They
stepped up pressure on the company on

two fronts Thursday
Campaign Firestone, " a coalition of

consumer groups, sent letters to the heads

of the four major automobile companies

asking them to lean on Firestone to recall

the tires, and to cut back their orders for

Firestone tires as original equpiment on '79

model cars

The Center for Auto Safety told the Na
tional Highway Traffic Safety Administra-

tion that nothing less than a total recall is

justified. It said tires made in later years are

still in wide use and have shown problems

with blowouts. It cited two fatalities in ac

cidents involving recently bought tires.

Ghanditorun
on party request
NEW DELHI, India Former Prime

Minister Indira Gandhi announced Thurs-

day she will run for parliament next month,
representing a small district in southern In

dia.

She told reporters at Bombay airport that

she had agreed to her party's wish to run in

a Nov. 5 by election from Chigmaglur in

Karanakata state.

The Chikmaglur seat became vacant early

this year when its elected member resigned

to become a member of the state

legislature

The ruling Janata Party had no immediate

comment, but Prime Minister Morarji Desai

last week welcomed the move by Mrs. Gan-
dhi's Congress Party to draft her for the

election.

Asked by reporters what made ner change
her earlier decision not to run in any special

elections, the 61 year-oU former premier

said, "I am still reluctant to stand, but my
party wants me to contest."

M.D./D.V.M. In European
Medical & Veterinary Schools
The Institute of International Medical Education offers total

medical education leading to practice m the U S

1 Direct admission into accredited medical schools m Italy

and Spam
2 Master of Science Degree m cooperation with recognized

colleges and universities m the U S leading to advanced
placement m Spanish. Italian or other foreign medical

schools or veterinary medical schools

3 While in attendance at the medical school, the Institute will

provide a supplemental Basic Medical Sciences Cur-

riculum which prepares students for transfer into an

Amencan medical school (COTRANS)
4 For those students who do not transfer the Institute pro-

vides accredited supervised clmicai clerkships at

cooperating US hospitals

5 Dunng the final year of foreign medical school the Institute

provides a supplemental and comprehensive clmical

medicine curriculum which prepares the student to take

the ECFMG examination

6 IF YOU ARE NOW-OR WILL BE-THE POSSESSOR
OF AN M.S. OR Ph.D. DEGREE IN THE SCIENCES.
WE CAN OFFERYOUADVANCED PLACEMENT
IN A EUROPEAN MEDICAL SCHOOL.

The Institute has been responsible tor processing more
American students to foreign medical schools than any

other organization

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
Chartered by trie Regents of the Urwersrty C3» the Stale of New YorV

3 East 54 Street. New York 10022 (212) 832 2089

Heartfelt
Leather

\«n1 St AmhFf^l
S«« 253 5135

Krt until •>

Jane Fonda
mmnil

Donald Sutherland in

KLUTE
Friday & Saturday-
October 6 &7-SUB

Times: 6:30, 8:45, 11:00

Admission $1.0D

Data Bank offers
reliefto students

By DA VID SIEDENFELD
Collegian Staff

There is a new service on campus that

might provide welcome relief to

students contending with the countless
agencies and offices here at UMass.
The Information Data Bank, located in

the Dean of Students Office, has
become available to baffled students for

the first time this semester
The purpose of the Data Bank is to

assist students who have questions
about University services, offices, or

procedures, either by providing the in-

formation the student needs or by refer-

ring the student to an office that can
provide the information.

To compile the information necessary
to its operation, the Data Bank sends
out questionnaires to each office on
campus, and will continue to send out

the forms twice a year.

One of the biggest problems in locating

information is all the outdated informa-

tion one encounters along the way, says
Data Bank employee Mary Lynch.
Lynch says she hopes the entire Data
Bank operation can be computerized,
and says that it is still in its developmen-
tal stages.

The Data Bank also provides informa
tion about such events as campus
movies. Student questions that cannot
be answered immediately are research-

ed by the staff, who will call back the

student requesting the information after

it is located.

Anyone wanting to use this service can
stop by the Dean of Students office in

Whitmore or call 545-1555. Its hours are

8:30 a.m. to 8;00 p.m. Monday thru

Thursday, and 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 pm. on
Friday.

UPC Productions
presents

An evening with
-^:

cljnrlie's

IT^
i Smitl
rniin

Breakfast
served before
the UMass vs.

Morgan State
game

Happy Hour
after the game

Lyiii

ml

onf

DAILY

HAPPY HOUR
3-8 P.M.

LARGEST DRAFT
IN TOWN .50

MOST BAR DRINKSI
.85

'^^' ^

gooti too6 Xr tirinh
RAY. ST^Amherst. Mass. 548-54031

Tired of the
Dining Commons?

Try our All You Con Eot specials

Qt The TOC KestQuront

Wednesdays— Spaghetti & Homemade
Meat Sauce-$2.99

and

Sundays- Buffet-$5.95
including

1) Roast Steamship Round of Beef

2) Baked Stuffed Acorn Squash

3) Haddock Facon du CheJ

4) Chicken Caccitore

(Roq au vin alternate Sundays)

5) Zucchini & Tomato Provencale

(Ratatouille alternate Sundays)

6) Risi Bisi

(Wild rice alternate Sundays)

7) Ham Jambalaia with fresh bananas and

pineapples

(Lasagna is an alternate for this entree)

Call 549-6000 for reservations

Friday,

Oct. 6, 1978
Curry Hicks Cage

University

of Mass.

General Admission

UMass Students $5.00

General Public $6.00

Tickets are available at:

Tix, Union Record

Service, Sun Music,

For The Record, Record

Town, Goodbodies,

Platterpus, Main Street

and Belmont Records

No cans or

Bottles,

Please!

i'i

""".
'-'miiaM-: :

Tickets are now on sale

UPCOMING
Southside Johnny & The Asbu^y Jukes

Oct. 22, FAC, Tickets on sale Oct. 9

Fine Arts Center Box Office

and all Ticketron outlets
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To the Editor:
Shame on shirt

thieves

To the Thief of Parking Lot 21;

You nasty bum' I am the irate owner of
all those warm winter shirts you stole
from my car. Those shirts meant more to

me than mere warmth there were
memories, favorite memories tied up in

those bits of cloth. The black and blue
wool shirt was given to me by a best
friend The red plaid shirt jack was a gift

from my brother The red corduory one
was handed down from my grandmother
I hope you feel guilty.

They sny "Do Unto Others 4s They

Would Do Unto You. " I hope you freeze
your ass off
If you feel terribly guilty

Reward offered.

Sandy Sasur
Southwest

Disco poses
subversive threat

To the Editor:

These pages are usually filled with
commentaries concerning such subjects
as why women don't need men {at least
on weekdays)^ who should run the
Student Senate, and the evils of

capitalism. Yet, few people have nwn-
tioned the really important issues of our

day: the rising cost of beer, the sub-

versive threat of disco, and the com-
munist plot the defeat the Red Sox. I'd

like to state the following facts:

1. A six of Miller now sells for $2. 10.

2. People who really don't like disco are

starting to give in due to intense peer
pressure.

3. Russia back the Yankees with money
and the use of their spy satellites.

It is important that we do not allow

ourselves to be fooled by the multitude of

articles concerned with other subjects.

We must rally round these problems and
defeat them. Luckily, there are solutions:

buy cheap beer, go see David Bromberg
and get psyched for hockey and
basketball. When it comes down to hard

decisions, which would you rather have

for company on a cold winter night— a six

of Miller or a Collegian commentator? I

think that beer is the unanimous choice.

Bruce E. Kasanoff
Amherst

Tenants denounce
trustees

To the Editor:

We, as tenants of Family Housing,
would like to publicly denounce and
criticize the Board of Trustees and the
Administration for the recent rejection of
our seven proposals regarding netotia-

tions. As usual, they have displayed a
callous and insensitive attitude towards
family students. We find it difficult to

place any faith whatsoever in an ad-
ministration that is not willing to in-

vestigate unwarranted financial burdens
to both students and the state. We speak

specifically of North Village. This ar-

chitectural disaster has already robbed
dormitory trust funds of well over
$600,000.00 Add to this nearly
$1,000,000.00 for proposed new roofs at

this same complex and we begin to un-

cover yet another "Campus Center"
situation. We will not let this decision

deter us, by any means, in our efforts to

reach our goal. We feel this rejection

does not reflect a decision that would be
made by those truly concerned with

public higher education.

Scott Balfour and Phil Martin
Members-F. H.T.A.

Time to ta/<e

responsibility

To the Editor:

/ am writing in reference to the commen-
tary in September 29th's Collegian by
Joanne McGowan. "Violence Against
Women." While Ms. McGowan's article

gave important facts about rape, that is

that over 60 percent of the time rape vic-

tims know their assailants, at least slightly

\as stated in the article "Rape Counseling
Available at Center," Collegiaa Sept.
281
What this means is that women must

not only be wary of strangers and men
they meet in bars, but also men like the
one they see in the elevator once a week,
their boyfriends' friends, their girlfriends'

boyfriends, their professors. Just
because we know someone or have seen
someone before does not mean he will

not rape us. I am very aware that it also
does not mean that he will rape us, but
one never knows.

I also appreciate Ms. McGowan's
thought that women must take the
responsibility for stopping violence
against women. Unfortunately I tnink
this is basically true, and her points about
women fighting back are important. In

addition I would like to point out that
there are a handful of men working to

stop violence against women by re-

educating themselves, namely the
Southwest Men's Center, MACAW
[Males Against Crimes Against Women],
and MARV [Men Against Rape and
Violence].

Education, awareness, and self-defense
are only a beginning in fighting violence

against women. What is essential is a
cultural change, a restructuring of
ourselves and our children. We all must
learn to deal with violence more effective-
ly. Parents must teach daughters and
sons how to express anger constructive-
ly-

Arm in arm with this must come the
restructuring of our sexist, racist society
where currently men, most importantly
white men, grow to believe via the exam
pie of their elders, that they own and
have every right to other people, their

bodies, minds, and freedom. It is time for
women to fight back. It is also time for

men to take responsibility for their actions
and the consequences of those actions.

Serena Lurie
Co-ordinatorto Work Against

Sexual Violence
Everywoman's Center

Students need
greenhouses

To the Editor:

/ am concerned about the closing of

some of the campus greenhouses. Ther^
must be some other alternative to shut
ting them down. Where are these
students going to get practical ex
perience? It won't be found at UMass

I imagine the Pfant and Soil Science
Department will suffer as well as its

students. It could lose some accredita
tion. This department is unique to the
area. Soon it may be extinct

No, my major has nothing to do with
plants or greenhouse management, yet
my department might get hit next. Who
decides what's important enough to war
rant attention and money? It couldn 't be
anyone that has an interest in the educa
tional needs of the students because they
don't seem to be considered in many
decisions at UMass.

It IS aggravating to think that my money
isn't being spent on something wor
thwhile like restoring the greenhouses. In-

stead it is helping to pay somebody's
salary who is making decisions without
thinking about students and their needs.

Janis Epstein

Friday It's pQW
Bomber Jackets! Waist length, blue nylcx^ with heavy quilted lining .

.

Regularly $24 95 Friday $19.95! Save $5.00!

leafher HarKlbags! Hobos. Blazers. Portfolios & Clutches in a wide
selectKXi of this season's colors, textures & shades

Regularly to $38 95 Friday save up to 30%!

Desk A Table Lamps! Varied collection of swing<3rm, fluorescent &
three-way in rrony colors

Regularly to $2995 Friday save up to 1/3% off!

Bedspreods! Twin & full sizes in a great variety of colors & patterns

Mexican Hampers! . .
. ^^^^ ^2 00 off your choice!

Regularty S4 96 to $8 95 Friday $1 .00 off regular price*!

Indian C<Aton Scarves! Colortui 21 -inch squares
Regularty SI 96 Friday two for ttie price of one!

P!us! Many rrxxe surprise specials

Mondoy thru Soturctoy 10 to 6

Frkkiy ITs Rx»s til 9

Master 0>ar^ cxxd VISA accepted

A Store full of Ideas
rii-oi i<iit»' t^r.i ' Mill.

I VNhiiti.)wii AmIiiT-.'

AffAJIfT
203 Triangle St.

Open 7 days

HOT CUP
OF

COFFEE

FOOT-LONG
HOT DOGS

49c

Cigarettes

60c PK.
ALL SIZES

HOT
POPCORN

TWO-LITER
PEPSI COLA

89c

SOFT SERVE
CONES

30c-45c-70c

We accept mtttf CA«

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

^«ai*i^
Mandarin Szcchuen

(.uinine

» f'pt'i 7 .tc>« a Mf\:U. *

Mom Weo 11 30 10 00
TtMj.s Sun 11 30 12 00

SPECIALS
$3.95

MON. WED. 5:00 8;00 P M.

SPECIALS
$1.25 & UP
MON. FRI. 11 30230

CHINESE PASTRIES
it COFFEE

SAT. a SUN. 11:30 3:30

BEGINS SEPT. 16

10 BELGHERTOWN RD.
RT. 9, AMHERST

256-0251 2560252

LIQUOR STORE

OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

3 cubic foot refrigerators

available— UlVlass delivery on
request

FALSTAFF12cans $4.99

SCHLITZ 12 oz. cans $6.59

TUBORG 12 oz. cans $6.59

PEPE LOPEZ TEQUILA
(white or gold)

$4.99 fifth

338 COLLEGE ST. 253-5384

RT. 9 AMHERST
NOT RESPONS"** ^ FOP TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
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Accountability is the key
I realize it's a bit late to write a report

entitled, "How I Spent My Summer-
Vacation." If the truth be known, I've spent
the past four weeks attempting to forget 40
hour work weeks and 90 degree days spent
inside a semi-air-conditioned office. But the

State of the University Conference last

week and recent job action on the part of

the faculty has sent a flood of memories
rushing back.

For a number of faculty this summer, mine
was the nameless voice that politely (but

firmly) asked them to sign releases for their

Spring '78 course evaluations to the

Student Senate's Course and Teacher
Evaluation Guide. Most the taculty I spoke
with were equally polite and generally

igreeabie to the release of their students'
opinions of their teaching and courses, on
ihe condition they be allowed to review and
question the summaries of the evaluations

written bvthe C.A.T,E. staff.

Unfortunately, we on the staff also have

lorror stories of confrontations with faculty

and department heads that are laughable

now but were highly aggravating at the

time. Remember, it was 90 degrees most
every day, and when it wasn't hot it was
raining.

One department head promised to release

his evaluations as soon as they were
processed, as well as the evaluations of

three of the faculty in his department who
had already released them. That was in

June. As the weeks wore on, it became an
office event to call him and ask when we
could expect his department's evaluations.

By the end of August, it had gotten old.

Rumor had it that the department head in

question had such bad evaluations he

wouldn't have dared to release them. The
excuse we received was the lack of

discretion ana experience that students had
in evaluating instructors or some such

nonsense

This wasn't an isolated case and the

excuses ran along similar lines The printing

of evaluations was considered by many to

be- an intrusion of individual faculty

members privacy. 1 nis was tne answer we
received when two members of the

C.A.T.E. staff, Joe Connolly and Steve
Kropp, filed suit against all departments for

the release of all evaluations.

That lawsuit, like most issues that wind up
in the judicial system, is now in limbo and is

expected to remain there for some time.

With the Massachusetts Society of

Professors calling for student support in

their contract dispute with the ad-

ministration, perhaps it is time the union

made it known exactly what their position

is concerning release of evaluations. Brian

DeLima, Speaker 'of the Undergraduate
Student Senate addressed this question to

a panel discussion during the State of the

University Conference. Besides some very

uncomfortable looks on the faces of the

panelists, DeLima's statements were
virtually ignored.

The "quality of education" is the current

banner the faculty is marching under and

unless I'm mistaken students do have the

largest stake in education. Wasn't that the

point of the MSP asking the student body
to join "the struggle?"

The fact is that teacher evaluations are

written by students. It is ironic that the

public release of these evaluations should
be left up to the professors and dep>art-

ments, the very individuals these
evaluations are designed to criticize.

My point is that students have the most to

loose when they are not allowed access to

information which can aid them in

academic planning. In the same light, MSP
has its integrity to loose, when its platform

is based on quality education and it does
not support the release of reviews on
classes and instructors to students.

Although the MSP may be highly justified

in Its pursuit of a better contract, it sf-,.>uld

state its position on the release of

evaluations before asking the students of

this University for support, I wouldn't like

to think I wasted my summer getting over-

heated while the faculty remains unac-

countable to students, at least until the

next time they want our suppcn
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M«|«atic Cinema
84 Cottag* St

tasthampton. MA
Oct 4^10

ERUPTION -7:30
BREAKER

BEAUTIES -8 BO

Thura. Ir Fri. matioM 1:30

Und*r 21 not admtttad

Showcase
Cinemas

R0UTE5 RIVEROALERO
WEST SPRINGFIELD

TEL 733 5131

aAfKiAM i7 OQii 330
mATlMtcn EVERYDAY

LATE SHOWS FRI.& SAT

WE HONOR MASTER CHARGE

•|\TKI{|()|{S"

PG
2:007:40-9.50

I'l. Wr^ MM a^L "I

2:007:259:45

THEBOrS
FROM BRAZIL
Ntf»ry M«r«k«...

2:007:159:40

^wTTMcmisTmli

DEflTMSftNILE

1:45 7:15 9:55

ttffio^ShpVmWn
K •

2:00-7:15 9:40

_BiafbL
2:007:259:45

jiS
^Ui'p Ul J

mo/jo ^

2:00-7:30 9:30

WroiNE
2:00 7:15 9:45

THE ARK
758 N. Pleasant

549-5929
[^iidy. Prayer and Eucharist

Sundays at 6:00 p.m.
followed by supper

The Rev. Ian Montgomery,
Chaplain

The Episcopal Church at UMass

EGGS BENEDICT»BELGIAN WAFFLES
LOX & BAGELS

12:00 3:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH

(I'llv <«t

£)€Lano§

57 N Pleasant St
253 5141

Across from the lire station

^^M.

rusty nail Q/^t^

THURS., OCT 5

ZONKARAZ

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Martha
Graham
Dance

Company
Saturday. October 14 8 pm
The program will consist of Seraphxc
Dialogue. The Owl and The Pussycat,

F.cuatonal and Di^'crsion of Angels. All

(iances choreographed by Martha Graham

Sunday, October 15 8 pm
The program will consist of El Penitente.

Phaedra and Appalachian Spring. All dances
choreograplu'ij h\ Martha Graham.

Tickets now on sale General public $7, 6, 5

UM-r.s students S5, 4, 3 Senior citizens and
other students $6, 5, 4

FINE /4?TS CENFER CNCERT HA.I

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4, 545 25

n

& New England T(cketron Locations

cover $2 00

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8
LES McCANNm

FRI and SAT . OCTOBER 6 and 7

JAMES COTTON

cover $3 50

corviiNG
OCT. 11, 12, 13

POUSETTE DART

Jtaii ^^. jKL
cover 11, 12 $^.50; 13 -$5.00

Sunderland, MA.
Rte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 584-9153 Sfo^u^'TVa*-'?
'^"""^ '^^''

-MADLEY MASS

'"tau's »; sg s'l.oevt$ t sh cTinss a th awc caps i

»£«->
[twas the Deltas

jagainst the rules
^^

NATIONAL
LAMp^^iri

AMIMAt
Fri . Sat . Sun at (TLS 6 001 7 30-> SB
Mon through Thura at ITLS 4 461 7 00 9

fj^ Matlnaa* (Sat Swn Momi at 2 15

f9lUCi

16

TE SHCv^ I' 50 CHliDSEN •' ?b - SPKAL eNC*GfMfNTS fXClUOfOi

i--».i.»a-m«.iia..iniiiJjJuni.i«MT—

PETER. SElLEftJ

Fr< Sat Sun at ITLS S 1SI 7 4&10 15

Mon through Thun at (TLS 5 001 7 1S-9 30

f^

THE BEE GEES

i9]

BURT
REYNOLDS

PO

Fri Sat Sun at ITLS S 001 7 » 9 S6

Mon through Thura at (TLS 4 461 7 00 9 IS

Matinaat I Sat Sun . KXonI at 2 IS

ip^

Fn Sat Sun at ITLS S 161 7 4S- 10 18

Mon through Thura at ITLS 6 001-7 16-t 30
Matinaat (Sat . Sun . MonI at 2 00

MIDNIT^ SHOWINGS
ON

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
ALL SEATS 92 00 ""^^Bm

l:»illHM 1 .1 IH*:M< lhH.'HJ:IMi.'H.I:Hmi»l'»t^'l'""'"i»l»nrT

MoimtaJneermg^.

"^

ountaineering' is an
oral tradition. Over
the years, it has
been passed down
__^from teacher to

pupil, father to son, package
store owner to customer. As a
result, a folklore - a mythol-
ogy ifyou will - has formed
around the mountains of
Busch. You, being a student
of mountaineering, no doubt
wish to acquaint yourself with
these truths and half-truths,

these stories both accurate
and apocryphal.A wise deci-

sion. And, as luck would have
it, this aid is just the ticket.

One of mountaineering's
earliest legends is Bennington
Baxter-Bennington Adventurer,
international bon vivant and
inventor of the phrase ''your

check is in the mail',' it was he
who perfected the finer points
of expedition financing. While
other mountaineers resorted
to such bizarre extremes as
gainful employment, Benning-
ton subsidized assaults on the
Busch moimtaintop with cre-

ative economics. An amalgam
of paper schemes, franchised
dreams, dummy corporations
and corporate dummies kept
him in clover for nigh on 20

^

fiscal years. Asked at thg

culmination of his

Jiff "^JH IT""^ »» > !. V ' W»^ I HMmi^ipav m"

career to reflect upon the se-

cret of success, Bennington
revealed his first rule: "Keep
all your assets liquid!'

Another frequent subject
of moimtaineering lore is

the wildlife. Numerous
tales abound, but perhaps
the most fajnous stoiy is

that of the 1973 Muncie
Mathematics Convention. All

75 prodigies, whiz kids and
befuddled geniuses initiated

an aiter hours expedition.
Itbegan harmlesslyenough.
But soon, the Busch moun-
taineers reached the Mobius

Strip, a racy nightspot catering
to highbrow hijihks. Before the
evening was over, several of
them were bending the slide

rules. Others were smoking big
cigars and telling every woman
in sight they were agents with
an eye for figures, claiming,

"I can make you a mathe-
matical model, baby!' Talk
about your wildlife!

But when looking for
sheer courage, W. Dexter
Poole must rank in lore
among the top mountain-
eers. Fond of saying "The

road to truth goes through
bad neighborhoods',' Poole
enjoyed skirting with
danger and approached

mountaineering as a test of
survival skills. In his most
famous challenge, Poole,
equipped only with 30 water-

proof matches and a mayor credit
card, parachuted into a remote
area known as Cleveland He
was up to the task. Within 24
hours, Poole was bask-
ing under the hot sun of
Antibes, downing the
smooth, cold, refreshing
mountains of Busch Beer.
A credit to his
colleagues
and a col-

lea^e on
credit.

What
becomes
a legend
most?
That

is (one) a matter of subjective
judgment and (two) in a con-
stant state of flux. Keep in mind
legends are created every day. So
when you flex your mountain-
eering muscles, be
truetothetradi-;
tion. At best,

you'll be part
of history
At least,

youllbea
near-myth.

KM. ^MUidLirffti^to&tfk&i

1 Mountaineering is the acience and art of drinking Busch. The term originates due to the snowy, iqy peaks sported by the

label outside and perpetuates due to the cold, naturally reflreshlng taste inside. The above mountaineers and these scenes

of their exploits are legendary, aryr similarity to actual people, living or dead Is purely coincidental.

Don't Just reach for a beer.BUSCHHead for the mountains.

c Anheuser-Busch, Inc St Louis, Mo
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Notices
SHABBAT SERVICES
UMass. Hillel will hold

Shabbat services this

evening at 7:00 in the Hillel

office in Rm 302of S.U.
JEWISH SUPPORT
GROUP:
The Jewish Support

Group will meet Mon., Oct.

9, 1978 at 7:30 pm. in CC.
903. Anyone wishing to

explore feelings, doubts or

questions about their

Jewish identity is welconne
to attend.

YOM KIPPUR SERVICES:
UMass Hillel will hold

Yom Kippur Services
beginning Tues., 10/10 at

7:00 p.m. On Wed., 10/11
services will be held at

10:00 am. and 5:30 p.m.
All services will be held in

the Student Union
Ballroom.

MIND GAMES:
This Sunday in the

Campus Center. Alien

confrontations, nuclear
war, board games, and.
dungeons. All are welcome.
Come down and get into a
game anytime between 12
and 12.

FOLIAGE FREAKOUT
TOUR:

Bike trip to Brattleboro,

Vt. A two day trip, Oct. 7 Ef

8 or 8 & 9, weather per

mitting. An easy ride, even
for beginners. Everyone
welcome, questions? Call

584 8164. Ask for Edge.

82 Main St 2&3 7836
•Frash Chinese
vogetablaa from our
own (arm
•Fully air-conditionad
•Closed Wednesday
•Luncheon specials

•1.16 and up

High quality food at a

reasonable price"

"Recommended by the

New York Times"

The
Ball!

Choose
and change
typefaces
in seconds.

hriday, uctooer b, 1 978

,

Now...the great idea you've seen before in

big. expensive office typewriters is yours. For

your little office, for your professional writing.,

for your homework.

BACH FESTIVAL:
Friday. October 6. S:{)() pm, Buckley Hall, Amherst

Saturday. October 7, S:00 pm, Marlboro. Vcimoiii

Sunday. OctolxT S, 3:00 pm. Mailboio, Vermont

Wt)rks will include Camaia No. 21 , Cantaia No. 5.^; Motel,

"JeNU, meine freude:"" Suite No. b in D lot cello solo; Cantata No.

8: Mass in A.

BLANCHt HONIGGLR MOYSF conducimj- The Festival

Orchestra & Chorus, with Cliarlene Peterson, sopiano;

liiirbara Windham, alto Jon Humphrey, tenor. David

Arnold, hantone. Henri Honegger, cello soloist

Tickets range in price from $ 7.50 to $4. 50, with a ont-thirJ discount for

senior citi:cns anJ students To order tickets call Hraltlehoro Music Center,

so:^ 25-if)h52: tor Amherst concert, call 41 .i'256S722 .

The
Ball!
Now. ..yours in the

Smith-Corona' VANTAGE
Poflable Typewriter.
It s electric, it s relatively light. It has a lot of

features including quick-change ribbon

cassettes and full-range tabulation.

The Ball!
See it Try it Own it for your very own

See all of Smith-Corona s famous electric

typewriters at:

campus center/univ. of mass amherst

Applications for

the collegiate version

of "Who's Who?"
can be picked up in

Room420of the'Stu-

dent Union Building.

They must be returr\-

ed no later than

V10/10.

lexQS Instruments
Stmlhe TI-1030

econorncd pocket-portable electronic

cdculotor - ujith merrxxy.

FOR
ONLY $15.75

SCHUTZ MALT LIQUOR. NOW IN A CLASSIC NEW BOTTLE,

Basic four functions*percent key*

memory square root*long-life batteries

included*slimline style and case* LED
display

now at the calculator store

I campus center/univ. of mass. /amherst

I OPEN THIS SAT. 11-4
J

iColleuian 13

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

I Full ol yodi'j

% Air village

9 Rare violin

Inlormal

14 Eiotnal city

15 Group ut

Ihreo

b Persian
'

' Opposed to

Dial

1H Hacassert

19 Slow Mus
?0 Dnad ?

ifcords

?? Sofp
?.l Ri(. tj q
?4 Judge s

bench
?5 Clair

?R Meal
V,' Divided

3.] Lament
M Imiiate

35 Haul
36 Abounding
m fish

il Fret

38 Ending (or

all or e«
39 Saturates
40 Boutique
41 American',

neighbors
43 Biblical land
44 Designjtion
45 Cole
46 Boxes
49 Roved
53 Send money
54 Speech pari

55 Scrull

56 Ammonia
compound

57 Irish-Gaelif.

58 Leak
59 Middle

distance
runner

60 Vegetable
61 Faction

DOWN
1 — Islands

Ireland

? girl

3 Give oH
4 Mal^e until

5 Long step
6 Treasure —
7 — de-camp
8 Female am
mal

9 Repress
10 Ditch

11 McNally s

partner

UNITED Fea

Thursday s

lure Syndicate

Pu2zie Solved
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau

1? Stake
13 Couturier

?1 Bits o» fiufl

72 Pungent

?4 Chars
?5 Given lad
26 Lyric poem
77 Paint

ingredient

28 Connects
29 Indi'slnalist

Cyrus —
30 Thais e g
31 Fresher
33 Woman s

name

36 Fi/^es

V Salaries

39 Strew
40 Not bare-

looted

42 Interior

43 Poetic term
45 Reason
46 Compress
V Half Prefix

48 Man s name
49 Had on
50 Uncommon
51 Heroic

52 Police —
Abbr

54 Bird beak

TEI£VI5I0N

SPOTS^ Be
SmOUS PICK!

\ youmxu
H0UJIF€£L

- ABO/r..

t ^ \

BUT YOU

imjumAc-
JUAUy HAVB
TDAPPeARIN

m NO, TH^Re. AR£
UJB OF OTHBfi. UAiS

I OF D0IN3 IT. FOR IN-

IMUUNT? STAHCB.mCOKDFlLM
rypiCAL uJ0fij(iN6 Pea
Pit. JUSJSAiiNOUHflJ

M-Y THINK OF THE JOB

'. IT
r/picAL SURE, irs
MmjNb A ST^CARD
PeOPlS? TECHNIQUE

^ (^

COULD UE IPOU&TTHEYV
USE THE 00 (T. iOUKNOW
SERVANTS ? HOI/U OSCREE T

\ THEV/V^.

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler
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1
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24
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37

31
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34
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38
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Wally Dorf byRob Ranney

STELLA WILDER

YOUR BIRTHDAY

FRIDAY. Oct. 6

Born today, you are
quick to get to the heart of

any situation or problem.
You are not shaken by
surprise success or failure,

nor are you over-confident

or immodest regarding
your own abilities. You
take what comes in the

best of spirits, knowing
that you will enjoy the good
and learn to live with the

ill

You make your own deri-

sions, but you are perfectly

willing to listen to advice -

even unsolicited advice -
from those with experience
in the field. Open-minded-
ness is one of your trade-

marks.
Also born on this dale

are: Jenny Lind, Swedish
operatic star of the late

19th century: Thor Heyer-
dahl, ethnologist, author.

To see what is in store

for j'ou tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
I-et your birthday star be
your daily guide.

'

SATURDAY. Oct. 7

LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)--

You should be recognized
as a valuable aid to a joint

project. Family enterprise

is well favored.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov

21) ~ Your desire to better

yourself intellectually is

partially satisfied today
through contact with
another.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov 22-

Dec. 21) - Business affairs

brighten the morning;
family matters fill the

afternoon. A happy day!
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) ~ Divide your
assets evenly among fam-
ily members. Make this a

memorable occasion for

all involved.

AOUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb.

18) " The wise will run for

cover when arguments be-

gin on the home front. You
can only lose today.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March

20) " Your love of nature
stands you in excellent

stead today. Get away
from it all; relax!

ARIES(March 21-Aprll 19)

" Your desire for a full

complement of comfort
leads you to accept more
work. Don't overload your-
self.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

- Your judgment should be
excellent today as you at-

tempt to assess another's
ability and productivity.

GEMtNI(May 21-June20)-
The. verbose get no far-

ther than the surface
today. Make your points

succinctly.

CANCER(June21-July 22)

" Circumstances may
work against progress at

this time. Cope with events
as they happen, not later.

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) -

This is an excellent time
for exploiting your own
literary ability. Seek an
outlet for creative talent.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)-

- The good things of life

seem to elude you now. Do
what you can to smooth the
way for another's confi-

dence.
I'opyriKhl I97t.

Umtrd Kraturr Svmlit-alr. Im-

Nothing Special byJoe Casey

e<c

e-.T«>

Spam Slade, People 's Eye byJoe Carroll

^'f^Ain THE S/^ST7^R0S;'

LjirrrP^^ /HE'LL probably

Inn^ M r SE EflSieA TO DEAL
L-ULLJiUJ WITH,IV0W. '(MOTHER

TOKE?
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WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
If you have had any experience as a <^

NoMhampion

ENciusive Showing
NOW, ENDS TUES

at 7 00 and 9 00

.\( ADrMV
VUVKI)

WiWl K

BEST
K)KII(.\

"I * i
Simone

>LV1>AME
ROSA
A' THE GATLS
SMiTH COLLEGh

v>
4/y

v>

v» ,___-_ , _.., ^
jft commissioned salesperson, i.e where ^
^ you were paid a percentage of your ^
^ sales. Contact the Collegian Business JJ

Dept. at 545 3500, or come in with a list t
of your credentials and references. This j*

IS a unique opportunity to make money X
J^ as well as gaining sales experience.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$<i$$$$$$$$$$$$$$5$

MIDNITE SHOW FRI. S SAT.

</>

v>
VI
v>

w

Th< people'/ Ceij AHioncc Invllc/ «v«ijonc to thcis /ccond

Saturday, October 1, 1978

9:00-1:00

M.OO donation

10th floor Campus Center

Equipment provided by

Art Steele

a different

set ofjaws.

X^|^.».
RESTRICTED ^^S^

'-* »»•"! W i i,iw«>ar
I

SM^VCASf C INtHAS
ti\4M JH

ROUTE S.RIVERDALE RD WEST SPRINGFIELD

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col

legian office (CC 113) between 8:45 am
and 3:45 p m Monday through Friday, or

use our handv clip and-mail form found in

most issues of the Collegian Classified

deadline is 3:45 p m two days m advance
of publication date.

AUDIO

Rshar 504 receiver, 90 w/ch., $200,

Burhoe Gr. speakers, $130/pr., 253-7961.

Astrocom %" reel to ree< tape deck w/
SOS, autoreverse, echo, etc. Must sell to

rT>eet educ. exp. cost, $470, will sell for

$165, firm. Call Eric early morn, or late nites

at 665-7997.

AUTO FOR SALE

87 Impala, stkiker, runs great, AM/FM,
8-track, best offer, 586-0421, after 7 p.m.

1976 VW Rabbit, red basic mod L30K,

AM/FM 8-track, Michelins, 4-speed, clean

ar>d fast, asking $3400, call Andy, 546-5973,

aft. & eves.

1978 Datsun 280Z 2-»-2, air, AM/FM
stereo, rustproofed, under warranty, and

rrK>re. New, only 5000 miles, must sell, call

after 6 p.m., 256-0464.

1989 Mustang. $300 or 80, call Neil,

253-3586.

70 Dodge Coronet, good er>gine, 200, call

Patti, 546^089.

72 Pinto. leOOcc, std., 54,800 miles, call

back repairs complete, $850. 253-7778.

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave is back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ. Reasonable

rates, call D.L. Disco at (413) 567-1250 (col-

lect) and ask for Dave or Bryan.

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are daiiv, 45c
per line; five consecutive ibsuos 40c per

line [)or day, 30 consecutive issues, 30(: per

line per (Jay One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 ch.iMi tiTs,

BSA 3 spd., used 80 bicycle. Col. B&W,
call collect, (617) 282 7030.

1972 Torino wagon, good running condi-

tion, $600 or best offer, call 58&^«)57,

before 2 p.m. or after 4 p.m.

1970 Datsun 610 sadan, $350, 584-7960.

Metal office desk. 60 x 30-exc. cond.,

call Gary, 545-2306.

Honda CB360. excellent cond., BO,
253-7732.

For sale— 1960 Chevy Impala, $50, insp.,

needs generator, 253-7573.

Nishiki comp 10 sp. bicycle sew ups,

Kryptonite lock, suntour derailleurs, rebuilt,

$200, 634-2115, see it on campus.

Capezio — for dance, gymnastics,
skating -leos, tights, shoes, accessories,

#549-3962.

2 man backpack tent. Sierra Starflight

4% lbs. complete. Like new. $85 firm. Call

Roland, 545-0600, ext. 29, 8-4 only.

Refrigerator— 2 cu. ft., good condition,

$46, 665-3554, 9-11 p.m., campus delivery

K nee.

Rne used clothing. The Madeleine, 79 S.

Pleasant, Amherst, open daily, 11-5.

HELP WANTED

Overseas jobs — summer/full time.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500$ 1200 monthly, expenses
paid, sightseeing. Free info — write: Interna-

tional Job Center, Box 4490 MC, Berkeley,

CA 94704.

LOST

MenI—WomenI Jobs on shipsi American.
Foreign. No experience required. Excellent

pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job or

career. Send $3.00 for information.

SEAFAX. Dept. G-11, Box 2049, Port

Angeles, Washington 98362.

Don't forgetl Register for Webster's 3
Volume Dictionary at CC Store, Oct. 2-5.

Gold wired octagon glassas, 546-6920.

Lost: Mon., 10/2, keys on chain -2
UMass, 1 sm silver, 2 others, need
desperately! Call Ellen, 549-4910 (near IGU
or Southwood).

Grey plaid cap, lost near FAC, sentimental

value of highest degree, call 6-9306.

Gold ID bracelet, initials M.E.K., sen-

timental value, please call 6-7326.

ROOM WANTED

Gold bee charm,
reward, call 8-1194.

lost by ent. rriajor.

Lost: woman's silver wedding ring with in-

itials SLP. Reward, call 527-7448.

MISCELLANEOUS

Sexl Sexl The "Smooth Sailing Band" is

available for playing at frat parties, dorm
parties— anywhere! Call 546-4646.

PERSONALS

FOR RENT

Woman wanted to share coed apt.,

$81.25/rT>o., util. incl., 584-3806.

FOR SALE

Uidwig guitar synth—<«ar for any instru-

ment. $150/BO or trade. 266:7336.

Housemen or woman wanted— good
food for sinnple kitchen work. Lunch and /or

dinner: info— please call

Amy -545-0321/0320.

Part time position available to represent

travel company on campus. Excellent op-

portunity to earn commission, free travel

and work experience. Contact:
Beachcomber Tours, Inc., 5225 Transit

Rd., Williamsville, NY 14221, (716)

632 3723.

Dear Zap— Je t'aime, je t'ainf)e. Why must

you be so paranoid?

Happy birthday. Signal, on Sunday.
Love from the eight floor, Washington.

Congratulations to the new Hgnaht club

nr>embers. At the first meeting. Dr. Yunit

Schuhschel will lecture on tf>e vocal

capabilities of swans.
Remember- 10/10/78 in Courtney Ferris

Hall, 8:00.

UMMMB-nifties are therell

Karen P., thank you for nrtaking that Yucca
party a real bar>g. The boys.

Two creative Cr interesting womyn plus

intelligent three-year old need apt. or co-op
situation w/ other free-spirited folks. Call

256-6225 eves., 549-2830 days, & leave

message.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Two female Christians needed to share

large on bus route. Own route. $135 incl.

heat, hot water. Laurie, 253-5698.

Looking for non-smoker to share
2-bedroom apt.— bus route, $125/month,
666-4404.

One room in a 3 bedroom house on bus rt.

in Belchertown, $150 per mo., cooperative

household, call eve., 3^-4782.

WANTED

Actors and actresses wanted to perform

in play adapted for television. Auditions to

be arranged. Call Paul, 256-6681.

Home for great 6 too. old pup— Pas-

qualino is Vt lab.— full of energy—Jean,
253-7619.

Photographer to take personal pictures at

Bowker Auditorium, October 6 at 8 p.m.,

call 253-2193 after 6 p.m. for info.

FRISBEE FRISBEE FRISBEE

I'm a collector interested in old frisbees

(flying saucers mars platters pluto platters

sailing satellites). Will trade newer model
discs for old ones or buy them for up to

$15. Check at home in the toy box, call

Dan, 253-5674.
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JV soccer nets two;
victory at Harvard
By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

The UMass junior varsity soccer team
scored single goals in each half Wednesday
and held on for a 2-1 victory over Harvard
at Cambridge.
The game started under overcast skies

and ended in a steady drizzle which caused
a sloppy field for most of the second half.

UMass controlled play throughout the first

half but could only manage one goal. Chip
Kelly scored at 7:45 to give the Minutemen
a 10 lead. Mike Cioffi passed off to Alan
Swiercz who took a shot from about 15
yards out. Swiercz' shot was going wide
but Kelly, who was following the play from
his right wing position, was there to bang it

home to the far si.ie.

Joe Stirlacci scored the winner 19:19 into
the second half. Stirlai :i, who minutes
before was denied when »ne Harvard goalie
stopped his point blank blast, took the ball

down the right side avoiding sliding
defenders before he scored on a hard
ground shot to the short side.

Harvard made things interesting when

they capitalized on a UMass defensive
lapse with six minutes left to play. After a
"here-you-take-it, no-you-take-it" routine
by UMass goalie Kenny Marks and his
fullbacks. Harvard's Tom Barber picked up
the loose ball and put it in the empty net.
The field conditions, which were poor at
this point of the game, had something to
do with Harvard's score but moreso did a
lack of communication.
UMass coach Ed Niemiec was, for the

most part, pleased with his team's per-
formance. "The whole defense was
tough," Niemiec said. "We couldn't
control the ball that well. The weather
conditions had something to do with it, but
we were lacking concentration."

Niemiec said that the Harvard game was
the first cold weather his team had played
in, and that they seemed to be forcing the
ball up the middle, not utilizing the wings
enough.

"Everyone got to play," Niemiec said.
"Our communication and concentration
could be a little better, but we won.

"

Dodgers blank Phillies
fMlLADELPHIA (UPI) - One more victory will wrap up a second straight NationalLeague pennant for the sky high Los Angeles Dodgers and now they've got the ideal

place to do - at home.
Continuing their crusade to win this pennant for stricken coach Jim Gilliam theDodgers, behind another power hitting display from Davey Lopes and the four-hit pit-

ching of Tommy John, made it two straight over the frustrated Philadelphia Phillies
with a 4-0 victory yesterday.
Lopes, gave John the only run he really needed with a leadoff home run in the fourth

inning.

Lopes took charge again when he singled home another run in the fifth and tripled toknock in the final Dodger run in the seventh.
Prior to Lopes' homer, Phillies starter Dick Ruthven had retired the first nine Dodger

batters in order. But, taking the cue from their captain, the Dodgers roughed upRuthven in the fifth inning in much the same manner they battered Larry Christenson
the night before.

Dusty Baker led off with a line double into the right field corner and after Rick Mondavwent out on a tapper to first Steve Veager singled to center for a 2-0 lead Yeager's
steal of second set the stage for Lopes' sharp single to center that made it 3-0. Another
base flit by Bill Russell kayoed Ruthven and brought pn Warren Brusstar who claimed
the rally by getting Reggie Smith on a fly out.

Du . ^!?®.
1®^®"^^' f^'ck Monday led off with a single against Ron Reed the third

Philadelphia pitcher, and after John sacrificed Lopes ripped his triple to the wall in rioht
center, making it 4-0. **

Served daily

at the TOC Restaurant''

Your choice-
Baked Stuffed Clams Casino

.65/each (3.25/half dozen)

or

uncool<ed with cocl<tail sauce,

tabasco or just lemon
.50 (2.50/half dozen)

Dinner served 5 p.m.-9 p.m. daily

wAWf.Cit[l,549r6OOili0g^;eMi;¥atiions

C^ollc' ^icin 15

Sports Notices
HOCKEY CLUB Attention ice hockey teams, all club ice entries are due Monday, Oc

tober 16 in the Boyden IM office. There will also be a meeting for ill interested in joining
the club's administration on Wed., October 11th in Herter 102 at 8 p.m.

MEN'S GYMNASTIC TEAM Anyone interested in helping the UMass men's Gym-
nastic team raise money, contact either Roy Johnson, 219 Boyden, 5 0815 or Carol
Gillan, 6-7962. HAVE IDEAS!

VOLLEYBALL CLUB- The UMass volleyball club sponsors a men's team that plays a
spring intercollegiate schedule. Anyone interested should contact coach Arnie Roberts,
549-5129, or show up at practice, Sunday, 10 a.m. at NOPE.

NOPE BUILDING WILL BE CLOSED OCT. 7 9

BOYDEN BUILDING OPEN OCT. 7, 8, 9; Sat. 10-5:30 Sun. 12-7:30 Mon. 10-5:30

BOWLING ALLEYS IN BOYDEN CLOSED OCT. 7, 8, 9

CROSS COUNTRY ENTRIES DUE OCTOBER 23 -- $10.00 forfeit fee

RAQUETBALL ENTRIES DUE OCTOBER 23

THIS FALL WE'VE GOT IT ALL!
GREAT PRICES-GREAT VARIETY

^ ^ SAVE 25% on 14 Kt. gold chains
Bamboo hampers

Rugs (4 X 6' picnic clurry)

OPEN SUNDAYS 15 P.M.
FRIDAY NITES TIL 9 P.M.

Great cards
Posters Gifts Room Decor

LLiMERCANTILEAMHERST CARRIAGE S H 0^"S

0"*?^*^

University Drive, Amherst, Ma.
(Amherst Shopping Center)

Kegs*Beer*Wine
Soda«lce

(Store specials unadvertised)

Molson G . Ale 6/2.50, 9.90 case
Michelob-12oz. cans 6/2.00, 7.90 case
Schlit2-12oz. cans 6/1.70, 6.59 case
Seagram 7-1.75 liters (59.2 oz.) 10.95

Effective Fri., Oct. 6 thru Sat., Oct. 7

Open: 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.

253-9341 -Free Delivery -253-9342
($7.00 rni-i ( Mon.-Thurs. 6 p.m. to 10 p.m

Fri. Sat, 5 p.m. to 10 30 p.m.

i

|i|PJ"WWJJJJMPJJA»MllM.MM»AMiA^MMU*.UAUw
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UMass vs Morgan St.

teams meet first time
By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff
It s somewhat like meeting your third cousin, the one from Peoria, for the first time.
You have a photograph or in this case a very spotty game film but you really have no
idea what he's actually like.

So It will be Saturday afternoon when the University of Masachusetts football team
hosts Morgan State for a first time meeting between the two schools.
We have some idea what kind of team they have," UMass coach Bob Pickett said.

• But Its not the same as preparing for a UConn or UNH. Even if those schools change
coaches you have a basic idea of their capabilities and a better knowledge of their per-
sonnel. Whereas with Morgan State there's really no continuity in our thinking. Our
prepara'iioin for this week has been basic.

"

After an initial introduction, the relative strangers are expected to settle into their
usual pattern Both schools are renowned for their defensive play, while the offenses
rely on ball control.

Morgan State, an all black school in Baltimore, Maryland, that boasts one of the na-
tion s best overall winning percentages (315 125 28), enters Alumni Stadium with a 2 2
mark under first year head coach Clarence Thomas.
The Golden Bears, a Division II opponent, are in a mild si jmp, however. They have

not scored a point in their last two games, neither has their defense allowed a point.
Still, they dropped their last two games by an aggregate score of 35 0. How's that?
According to Sports Information Director Joseph Mclver, Morgan State has had two

interceptions returned for touchdowns, along with two blocked punts and a fumble of
a punt leading to scores. "No team has mounted a substantial drive against us,"
Mclver said.

Alumni Stadium has not been known as a cure for slumping offenses, either.
Although the Minutemen dropped a 10 decision to Harvard last week, Pickett was
still pleased by his defense's play

Anytime you hold a team like Harvard to 10 points you've played a good football
game. ' he said

Pickett, too, IS concerned about the play of his special teams. Last week UMass never
established good field position. Only twice did they begin drives beyond their own 30-
yard line "They punted four times and we never returned one." said Pickett.
Meanwhile, Thomas sees his teams offensive slump as a natural occurence,

eminatinq from his first year philosophy. Thomas, an assistant at Williams College last

year, is trying to rebuild the program and he's beginning with the defense.
"Our offense is sputtering right now, but we hope to do a few things to turn it

around," he said

Thomas, like all opposing coaches, is most impressed with UMass' speed and
quickness."
The Golden Bears starting quarterback is listed as a doubtful starter for tomorrow.

Steve Turpin, a senior, has thrown one TD pass, but has been intercepted six times, if

he's unable to play, freshman Greg Grayson is expected to start. The backfield of
Nathan Munsford and Lloyd McCleave, which has gained a total of 468 yards, will han-
dle the rushing chores.

On defense. Morgan State will be led by safety Joe Fowlkes, a 6 3, 195 lb. senior, who
is also an All American lacrosse player "Joe is an exceptional athlete, ' says Thomas,
"hes the glue that holds our defense together

""

Mascolo scorestwo goals;

Booters record hits 5-0

By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

It was still drizzling as our bus pulled away
from Harvard Square Two hours had

passed since the UMass Soccer team

walked off the field with a 2-0 victory over

Harvard to keep their record perfect at 5-0.

Joel Mascolo scored both goals in the

rain-soaked victory, and as everyone

settled in the bus after dining in Harvard

Square, relaxation was sought in every

berth. Tony M. Dias and Greg Omasta were

playing cards near the back. Tasso
Koutsoukos, Bill Leary, and Mascolo, all

fon/vards, sat quietly playing backgammon
while an array of players looked on trying to

learn the rules of the game.
Doug White and Mike St. Martin stood in

the aisles restlessly, moving around and

talking. There was talk of baseball and the

New Yorkers on the team were bragging of

the Yankees and being razzed by Red Sox
fans.

Amidst the relaxation and general

looseness of the long ride back to Amherst

sat three fixtures of concern. Co-captain

Pat Veale, and halfbacks Mark Vasington

and John Thomas sat there with an air of

seriousness and caution about them.

"'I sit here and tell myself, 'We're ranked

13th in the nation and 5-0, Wow.' I didn't

expect this. It hasn't hit me yet," Vasington

said after UMass beat Harvard in regular

season for the first time ever. "We played

pretty bad the first half, but we came out

and took it to them in the second half."

Veale, nursing a fairly heavy cold, spoke

cautiously. "Hey, we've played well, real

well, but we've also had the breaks so far.

We've just got to keep playing with the

same intensity."

Vasington reminded the others that this

Saturday's game at Vermont would be a

hard one. Indeed, it will be. UMass has not

beaten Vermont in soccer since 1973. Most

veterans from last year's team agree that

last year's loss to Vermont (4-2, in over-

time) was the turning point in regards to an

NCAA berth and national recognition. In

addition, Saturday's game will be played in

Vermont on a field that Vasington
described as "narrow, with the huge

Vermont crowd breathing down your

neck." UMass will leave for Vermont on

Friday afternoon and spend the night over

for the 1:00 game.
"I want to beat Vermont so bad," Veale

began to say.

"Don't worry," Vasington assured him.

"We'll smoke 'em."
"I hope so," Thomas said, and then the

three fell silent for some time.

And in the back and front of the bus,

again one could hear the laughter and
conversation of the best team UMass has

ever put on a soccer field at this point of a

season.

Mascolo won again in backgammon.
White and St. Martin were still walking the

aisles. Smiles were seen in almost every

seat. And, at 5-0, all is well.

UMass Hocl<ey Club
By TIM O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

With the recent demise of the JV Hockey program and the absence of a formal in-

tramural system, where can non-varsity hockey players turn to stay in shape or just

have fun? To the UMass Hockey Club, that's where.

Despite nr»6mbership of over 400, the club is still :iot well known on campus. Founded

in the fall of '77 by Dustin Burke, the club provides high-quality organized hockey to vir-

tually anyone.
Teams may be independent, or pooled from players in a dorm or fraternity house. Last

year, 20 teams competed through a 6 week, 12 game schedule, with the Sigma Epsilon

entry emerging as champion.
Entries are currently being accepted for competition which will begin 10/30. Roster

forms can be picked up at Boyden 215, along with health forms. Rosters and entry fee

($300 'team) must be received no later than 10/16 at the IM office. This year's schedule

will consist of 10 games, played from Sunday to Thursday nights. Time slots will be

8 12 p.m. on game nights. Sites of competition include Amherst College, Holyoke,

Greenfield and Williston Academy rinks. A minimum of 12 players per team is required,

but may include more.
The program is RSO recognized, and Burke anticipates growing membership This

means more teams, so, with limited ice time available, entries will be accepted on a

first-come first serve basis. Team wishing to enter should pick up forms immediately

UMass running back Dennis Dent, seen above against Harvard, will attempt to
solve the Morgan State defense when the Minutemen take on the Golden
Bears this Saturday at Alumni Stadium. Game time is 1:30. (Staff photo by
Cheryl Silver).

WaltCherniak

Food for thought

And the complaints continue. Every

organization on this campus, every sport,

every interest group funded even only in p>art

by the university has the same basic kick

-we're not getting enough money. And, at

least to a certain degree, most of them are

correct.

Let's look at the sports situation. We might

as well, this is the sports section, after all. All

women's sports, and what amounts in the

long run to a majority of the men's sports,

are insufficiently funded.

This is not to say that we should make
haste to condemn the big, bread-winning

sports such as football and basketball as be
ing the culprits, though. Unfortunately,

there can be made a case which states that

they too are being deprived of some of those

much-cherished administration dollars.

UMass has reached an athletic crossroads,,

and this is the bottom line of the entire argu-

ment. We're getting too big. Our teanris

have excelled in recent years, and it is

reasonable to question how this is possible if

they are indeed "insufficiently funded."

Let's take a look at just exactly who these

successful teams are, though.

To begin with, last year blessed us with an

overflow of successful women's teams. The
women's lacrosse, Softball, basketball, soft-

ball and field hockey teams were among the

best in the country. And this says nothing of

the women's gymnastics team, which is a

perennial power.
Let's face it folks, the teams which excel,

and I mean on more than just an ECAC or

Yankee Conference level, have been the

teams which receive little funding and vir-

tually no scholarships from the university.

There are a couple of major reasons for this.

First of all, the majority of our big winners

are women's teams. This doesn't mean that

some thinly-funded men's teams haven't ex-

celled as well, but record wise, the women's
sports hold a distinct advantage on this cam
pus.

Women's teams receive little fj^nding, but

their competition is in essentially the same

boat. They receive even less. Thus, at least

from an economic standpoint, our women's
teams can compete on equal ground.

Another factor is UMass' increasingly good
reputation among standout women athletes

in high school. UMass women's teams
know how to win. But what of the other

sports, the ones who get most of our

money? Why don't they perform as suc-

cessfully?

Even though our football and basketball

teams are lavishly funded, at least

fjercentage-wise, they are still below par for

most universities our size. Schools such as

Boston College, for example, can send our

football teams into the ground. They don't

really have it that rosy after all.

So here's the bottom line. What kind of uni

versity do we want to be? I can't help but

wonder where all the money is qoinq.

Now, I'm not suggesting that we become
an "all-jock" school such as Alabama or

Oklahoma, where it is rumored that the first

question on one's application form is, "What
sport are you gonna major in, boy?" But I

can't help feeling something is wrong when
our athletic funding is so screwed up, and
yet we spend so little on academic pursuits

that our professors have to fight to attain pay

scales which even approach the national

average for people of their intellectual

caliber.

Is there an answer to these questions I've

posed? Probably not. But this university has

got to re-assign its prioritips. Somewhere,
somehow, there is a lot of money being

wasted out there. And if we take even half as

much pride in our athletic denartment as I

am led to believe that we do, someone has

go to do something about making us

economically competitive. The direct result

of this, of course, is better UMass teams and

more money in the Athletic Department kit-

ty. It's a thought.
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Patti Smith performs during her appearance in the Cage and the concert failed to sell out. (^taff photo by Bill

Friday night. Many students went home for the weekend. Greene)

UM may host Chinese
BY MARIA MESSITT
Collegian Staff

UMass may participate in an academic
exchange with the People's Republic of
China, a senior White House Policy Analyst
said last Friday.

Ann Keatley of the White House Science
and Technology Department said UMass
was one of 25 colleges and universities
across the United States to discuss the
exchange program at a meeting held last

August in Washington.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery said at

last week's Faculty Senfite meeting that

UMass had been chosen by White House
Science Advisor Dr. Frank Press as one of

10 or 12 U.S. universities to participate in

the exchange program.

Ernest V. Lynton, Umass senior vice-

president for academic affairs, said Sunday
^here would be "nothing definite for a few

months." Lynton and Barbara B. Burn,
International Programs director, said they
have been instrumental in planning for the
exchange program. Burn recently was
appointed executive director of the
Presidential Commission on Foreign
Language and International Studies. The
appointment was made by U.S. Com-
missioner of Education Ernest Boyer.

Keatley said the exchange program would
be a two-way exchange, with students
from the U.S. going to China. Chinese
students from undergraduate to
professorial levels would be involved in the
exchange, she said. Initially, only graduate
students from the U.S. would go on ex-

change to China, she said.

Keatley said about 40 U.S. and 140
Chinese students would participate in the
first exchange. She said a Chinese
delegation was due to arrive in Washington

last Saturday to discuss the exchange
program.

Bromery said the exchange program "may
or may not call for an expansion of UMass'
Chinese language department." Asian
Studies Chairman Shou-hsing Teng said he
was excited about UMass becoming one of
the reception centers for Chinese students.

"Some people don't think UMass has
much of a chance, as we don't have an
"English as a second language program,"
said Teng.

He said in this exchange program, science
departments would receive Chinese
students before the departments of
language and humanities.

Bromery said most of the Chinese ex-
change students would be science majors.
"Since Mao's revolution, the biggest gap in

China's educational system has been in

science and technology," he said.

Tyson —
Hensleigh

SGA victors
By ARNOL D WARSHAW
Collegian Staff

After a campaign lasting only one week,
Herb Tyson and Jon Hensleigh were
elected Student Government Association
CO presidents in voting held last Wednes-
day and Thursday.
Final vote tabulations will not be available

until sometime tomorrow, though, said
Marcie Levington, cfiairwoman of the SGA
elections subcommittee which supervised
the election. But, she said, the late returns
will not change the results.

"Only about 100 votes tops have not been
counted," Levington said last night. ""They
won't change the outcome anyway."'
Of votes counted so far, Tyson-Hensleigh

received 1,405, twice as many as their

nearest challenger, the team of Cindi
Thomas and Peter Graham, who received
465 votes.

The elections subcommittee today will

meet in a closed-door session to "listen to
gripes," Levington said, because of com-
plaints concerning both the presidential

and student senate elections.

The only solo candidate, Dick Janssen,
finished third with 205 votes, followed by
Kevin Jones and Hector Vega with 60
votes. Pat O'Donnell and Mark Vafiades
finished last with 52 votes.

Though over 18,000 undergraduates were
eligible to vote in the election, only 1,952
students did, according to election figures.

The final elections results were not known
last night, Levington said, because some
people responsible for counting ballots

went away for the holiday weekend.
Levington blamed the low voter turnout

on student apathy and the short campaign.

"There just wasn't enough time to

publicize it," Levington said.

Presidential elections usually are held the
second week in March, but elections were
held last week due to the resignation last

month of co-Presidents Robert Dion and
Donald Bishop.
Levington said she will also go before the

Undergraduate Student Senate at its

meeting Wednesday night to ask that .

several elections, including those for

commuters, Greeks, and three dorms in

Central, be invalidated because of reported
polling irregularities. Those elections will be
rescheduled, Levington said, but no date
has yet been set.

Complaints have also been made con-
cerning placement of names on the ballot

and also of ballot box stuffing in the
presidential election, but the election will

not be invalidated, Levington said.

Faculty union contract dispute drags on
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

The mediator for stalled contract talks bet-

ween administration and the faculty union

last night said he is "optimistic" a contract

can be resolved, but he said he didn't know
when the settlement might be reached.

Abraham Siegel, dean of the Sloan
School of Management at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in

Cambridge, said that "with good faith,

we'll get a fair settlement." He was ap-

pointed late last week and will conduct the

first mediated bargaining session next Mon-
day.
Both the administration and the faculty

union, the Massachusetts Society of Pro-

fessors, recently agreed to submit their

16-month- old contract dispute to non-

binding state mediation.

"I haven't met with the parties yet,'.'

Siegel' told the Collegian "but as every

mediator must be, you must be optimistic."

Union President James E. Cathey said he

it hopeful progress can be made.
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, who is

also UMass senior vice-president for labor

relations, last week said the administration

^ould be pleased with any mediator

Mediatornamed to move talks
selected from a list of four candidates it

gave the union. Siegel was on the list.

The history of the faculty contract dispute

has been long. Below appears a com-
prehensive review.

FEBRUARY 1977 - The Massachusetts
Teachers Association, with its local af-

filiate, the Massachusetts Society of Pro-

fessors, is elected by faculty members to

represent them. Controversy begins almost
immediately, as librarians, part-timers and
department chairmen are included in the

bargaining unit.

MARCH 1977 - The University board of

trustees decides to ignore the fledgling

union, and appeals to the Massachusetts
Labor Relations Commission to determine if

the disputed personnel should be included.

Chancellor Bromery says the union makeup
is too complex to represent all faculty

needs. Union President Larry S. Roberts
disagrees, and says he is "dismayed" by
the snub. The union files a complaint with

the labor commission.
JUNE 1977 " "Housekeeping talks"

begin, to lay ground rules for the formal

contract negotiations that will begin in

November.
OCTOBER 1977 - UMass is cited for an

unfair labor practice in its dealings with the

union. The citation is not unexpected,
though, because both sides agree upon the

citation as a way of clearing up the matter.

With the issuance of the citation, the com-
mission is formally involved in the dispute.

Both sides agree to poll the chairmen to see

if they want to be included and then to ask

the commission to change the union along

the lines of the poll results.

NOVEMBER 1977 -- Formal negotiations

begin toward the faculty's first contract.

President Roberts says a "large part of the

package" of union proposals are presented.

When the package is leaked to the press, it

is learned the faculty members initially are

asking for a reduction of in-classroom time

from nine to four-and-one half hours per

week, and a salary increase averaging 36
percent. The leak violates the "housekeep-
ing agreement," which prohibits releases to

the media without mutual agreement.

TURN TO PAGE 6 James E. Cathey
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Push begins for Mideast peace treaty
Israeland Egypt Syria holds back support Syrians, Christians

prepare forpeace for Camp Davidaccords seek Beirut truce

iUPI) The chief negotiators for Israel and Egypt, guarded

but optimistic that a peace treaty can be initialed withirv

weeks, received their final instructions yesterday for the

start of the Washington peace conference this week.

"We're really going this time not )ust to blah blah," Israeli

Defense Minister Ezer Wei/man told reporters at Ben

Gurion Airport "We're going to sit down and perhaps in a

few weeks time announce to the world that at last after 30

years Egypt and Israel are going to sign a peace treaty.

"This IS a phenomenal feeling "

Under the Camp David framework, the blue and white

United Nations flag will fly over Blair House while delegates

from the two nations, with US. officials acting as "full

partners,' work out the details of the historic treaty

Weinman, with his negotiating instructions in hand, was
headed for New York to join Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan, who addressed the UN General Assembly yester

day
In a low key address, Dayan praised President Carter as

"a great pjeacemaker," and declared "the road to peace lies

open' because of the Camp David accords and suggested

Jordan, Syria and Lebanon join the peace process.

United Press International

UNITED NATIONS Hard line Syria yesterday flatly

rejected the Camp David accords as "null and void" under

international law and blamed Israel for the new crisis in

I i't),ini)n

The tough statement by Syrian Deputy Foreign Minister

Nasser Kaddam followed only by hours an optimistic view

of the chances for Middle East peace as a result to the

Camp David talks by Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan.

Svria, which agreed three days ago to a cease fire in

Lebanon at the urging of the United States and the Soviet

Union, blamed Israel for starting the latest outbreak of

fighting in Beirut.

Kaddam said the Israelis had precipitated the latest

outbreak of fighting in Lebanon by supporting "certain

outlawed elements" Lebanese Christian militiamen who
were fighting Syrian peacekeeping forces in the country.

Kaddam said Israel has "tried to exploit" the situation in

Lebanon to spread its domination in the Middle East. He
left no doubt about its firm opposition to the Israeli-

Egyptian peace effort.

BEIRUT, Lebanon |>^P|-President Elias Sarkis headed
yesterday for a meeting with Saudi Arabian leaders to win

backing of a Syrian Christian cease fire in Lebanon that

was generally holding in its second full day, keeping more
blood from spilling into tahe streets of Beirut.

While he was away, the 150,000 civilians still living in the

beleaguered Christian quarter of Beirut used the negotiated

lull to clear their damaged homes, search for food and

water, look for lost relatives or just bask in the bright sun-

shine after 10 days and nights in basement shelters.

Authorities said Sarkis decided to drum up Saudi support

for a permanent truce after three days of intensive talks in

Damascus with Syrian President Hafez Assad that led to

the temporary cease-fire Saturday. He planned trips to

Sudan and the United Arab Emirates before returning to

Damascus.

Assad told reporters that Sarkis will seek Arab endorse-

ment of. the "ideas we have agreed upon, and then return

to Damascus so that we can put them into final shape."
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Harvard's elite clubs:

women need not apply

i^^i:^

This strange looking piece of machinery is the rental pump being used in

Hadley to pump water into the Amherst system, in an attempt to alleviate the

town s water shortage (Staff photo by Lynn Marion)

CAMBRIDGE (AP) - Eight crusading
coeds, including two in black tie and tux-

edos, have tailed to crack the sex barrier at

one of Harvard's exclusive, men-only
undergraduate clubs.

"They'll have to deal with women in

business and other walks of life, and we
have to start somewhere," one of the re-

jected feminists, Janice Pelletier, 21, of

Winslow, Maine, said Monday.
"If you can't do it at Harvard, then there's

little hofje for the rest of the country."
Ms. Pelletier, a senior pre-medical student

at Harvard's sister school, Radcliffe, show-
ed up in her tie and tuxedo Sunday after-

noon with seven other women for a "pun-
ching" cocktail party at Delta Upsilon, one
of eight male-only undergraduate clubs that

count some of the country's nnost glittering

names among their alumni.

The club president, John Krasznekewicz,
immediately asked them to leave. They
refused.

"When we came in, the club steward
turned seven shades of red," said Ms.
Pelletier. 'Who invited tfwse women?,' he
said. He refused to serve food."
Kras?r>ekewicz, who is known as Kraz but

who refused at first to identify himself by
name in a telephone interview, said, "I

don't know why there is such a big fuss

about the whole thing. All it was was a

cocktail, we had very nice ladies who
attended. It could possibly happen again."

He said the club will vote on new members
next month.
"I can't really say if any of the women will

be elected," he said.

This is the "punching" season at Harvard

when "punchees," candidates for club

membership, make a round of cocktail par-

ties designed to introduce them to old

members.

The women showed up after having been

punched in under male pseudonyms by a

rebellious Qlub officer. Steward Shofner of

Shelbyville, Tenn., said Ms. Pelletier, who
masqueraded under the ncfme John. She
said Shofner hid a student register so other

DU members could xyoX check the

newcomers' identities beforehand.

She said she and the other women re-

mained at the cocktail trying to find out

why the men opposed female members.

"I was there to rxxake a point," said Ms.

Pelletier, "to show how ridiculous these

clubs are. Women are not all<wved to be

members."

Right Now
Its All New in Amherst

NEW BUSES
Now you can ride in style in beautiful new blue & white PVTA buses. Good iooking,

comfortable - and much morei These new buses have been engineered to reduce
_

mechanical problems and cut down on maintenance time. So they re nor only gocxl-

looking, but rhey re more reliable too'

NEW SERVICE
Two New Routesi Orchard Valley -West Street & Echo Hill -Gatehouse Road. Ex-

panded Service' 55 txis trips a day to South Amherst and increased frequency on the

Campus Shuttle Orchard Hill More Effective & Efficient Routingi New route combina-

tions Sunderland/South Amherst, North Amherst/Belchertown and now. every Campus

Shuttle stops at the Stadium

NEW SCHEDULES
New schedules have been printed by U Mass Transit to help you figure out h6w to get

where you want to go Ask your bus operator for one o( stop at the Campus Center

InformaDon Desk

U Kfi^v. T,,,n..,t .s ^ p<»rT of the P.oneer V.,ilry rr,,rTs,t Authority jo.ning S other bus comp^r.,es ,n serv.nq 19 c.t.es and ^°'^'';;
^^'l^^^^lnl^nn'^Unm

s/M\eM Me^ wsterT> WKle transit maps will t>e available from any PVTA bus company beginmnq October I 5 These maps will show you how to get f om

A^mno weuw'e.r i ai^st anywhere ,n the Pioneer Valley on a PVTA bus Call U Mass Transit at 54 5-0056 foe futher .nforrr«t,on Ak>w

Th,4f •, The sx/Ay To Go'

TheV^ayToGo.m
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New vendors policy

seeks higher standard
ByMARKLECCESE
Collegian Staff

Vendors on the Campus Center concourse
should not just be "silk screening tee-shias
with 'Z-^oMass' on them and selling them
off," says John Furbish, co-chairman of
the Campus Center Board of Governors'
Operations Committee.
"The things sold on the tables should be a

notch above that, and most of them are,"
Furbish said yesterday.

The BOG, a student organization that
oversees student activities in the Campus
Center and the Student Union, this fall in-

stituted a policy where anyone wishing to
use space on the concourse to sell their

wares must go before a panel of BOG
members and Campus Center ad-
ministrators to have their craft certified.

Furbish said the purpose of the new policy

is to make sure space on the concourse is

not being used for simply commercial sales.

The policy recently became a point of con-
troversy when a vendor was denied permis-

sion to sell flowers on the concourse.

"The whole craft policy is meant to be sort

of an alternative to the University Store,"
Furbish said. The vendors' tables on the
concourse "make a series of specialties

shops," he said.

The BOG also has begun charging student
vendors a fee of five dollars per day to use a
table on the concourse. The fee for non-
students is $75 per day.
According to Furbish, the money cok

lected from the fee will go into a "bulldirt||''

improvement fund" controlled by the BOG.

Furbish said that there are no specific

plans for the money, which he said at pre-

sent could total "a couple of thousand."
The purpose of the review board is for the
vendors to "demonstrate skill," said Fur-

bish. "It's a matter of quality merchan-
dise," he said.

"It's a very prime area for sales, where
you can reach about 10,000 people a day,"
Furbish said.

Furbish said many of the vendors sign up
for one course through Continuing Educa-
tion here, to take advantage of the reduced
table fee offered to students. "Some peo-
ple use it as a dodge."

Project Self offers classes
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1
Bob HurwJtz, a Southwest resident, snares a frisbee against the backdrop of

the setting sun. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier).

BYJONI-SUE BLINDERMAN
Collegian Staff

The Project Self Workshops are back.

The alternative women's workshop
program had been discontinued last fall

because of work overloads for program
coordinators and other financial problems.

"Last year Project Self was evaluated in

order to determine solutions to the
program's financial difficulties," said co-

ordinator Holly Bishop, "as well as to

develop workshops which would meet the

needs of women who are dissatisfied with

the traditional services offered by the

University."

The Project Self Workshops - sponsored
by the Everywoman's Center - are

scheduled to begin Oct. 23 and continue

through Dec. 11. The workshops have
been tailored for needs of students, older

women, lesbians, clerical staff, and single

mothers.

The 24 'workshops being offered this

semester include three self defense
courses. Bishop said the center has
received instruction. Only one such
women's defense course is currently of-

fered at UMass.
Another workshop entitled "Women Over

Forty Exploring and Growing" is being
taught by women who belong to a
women's support group started two years
ago as a result of a similar Project Self

Workshop
Other workshops include:

the Politics of Women's
Carpentry, Peer Counseling,
Training, Surviving as a Lesbian at the
University of Massachusetts, and a Per-

forming Arts Workshop.
Four workshops are also scheduled from
12 to 1 p.m., for an organization of UMass
women clerical workers known as 12 to 1

.

Yom Kippurbegins

Self- Help and
Health, Basic

Assertiveness

BY MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

At sundown tonight, Jews the world over
will begin observing Yom Kippur-the day
of atonement, and the holiest day in the
Hebrew calendar.

"Yom Kippur,' said Rabbi Israel Deren of
the Chabad House in Amherst, "is marked
by refraining from material comforts such
as eating, drinking and washing from
sundown to sundown to bring out the
essential goodness that is in man through
abstinance and prayer."

An evening service to be observed
tonight, called Kol Nidre, refers to vows
made between man and God, and asks for

annulment of the vows.

"Kol Nidre is only for transgressions

between man and God," Deren said. "For
those between man and man, Yom Kippur
will bring no attonement unless the injured

party is appeased and forgives the tran-

sgressor."

During the following day, prayers of regret

and repentance are offered for the pa?t

year's actions. However, a person can
always turn back to the "true goodness
that is in one," Deren said.

"The concept of the day of atonement is

characterized not as much through
repentance but rather return," he said.

On-campus services are scheduled in the
Student Union Ballroom tonight at 7 p.m.,

and tomorrow at 10 a.m., with Ne'ila at

5:30 p.m. More traditional services will be
held at Chabad House today at 6:30 p.m.
and tomorrow at 9:30 a.m.

UPC Productions
presents

Southside Johnny
and the

Asbury Jukes
with special guest

Carillo

Sunday, October 22, 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

University of Massachusetts

Tickets are available at:

Fine Arts Center Box Office and

Ticketron outlets

UMass students— $5, $5.50, $6

General public- $6, $6.50, $7
I

\

no cans or bottles please

UPCOMING
Talking Heads-Nov. 6, Bowker Aud., 8 p.m
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The Last White Class
is a synthetic failure

#/

BV CANDYCE CARLON
CoUegian Staff

The current production of 'The Last White
Oaw" at the City Studio Theater m
Northampton has very little class.

The play, set in the Dorchester section of

Boston during the spring of the city's first

year of court ordered busing, is billed as
representing the neighborhood terror that
occured there and defies all concepts of

good theater, let alone political theater.

The play does not entertain, nor does it

enlighten

Playwrites Marge Piercy and Davtd Ira

Woods have set up a soap opera of the
wvorking class, with synthetic bigots,

synthetic victims and synthetic apathetics.

The completely expository first act over-

simplifies Boston's racial problem as a class

struggle for jobs and money. While this

nay be a valid interpretation of the violence
that occurred in that city, inhindsiqhi, there
iS no sign of the immediar*» inner struggle of

characters which might compel such
violence.

In the first act {which was all this reviewer
could stand) there is no direct con-
frontation of th© issue of violence. Tension,
if it may be called that, builds through the
marital and childrearing problems of three
families, and through the planning of a

political rally for a woman named Iris

Teague, who is supposed to be an anti-

busing candidate. Glancing down the cast

list, she never appears.

It is far too embarrassing to watch the
actors of this production stumble through
trite lines and characterizations. Nothing,
either a character of depth, or a theme of
unifying significance, could be found in an
hour of viewing. Perhaps writers Piercy and
Woods should review their dramatic
training

The play, like Iris Teague-wherever she
was-is not likely to appear again.

Mai**tic Cin«ma
M Cottage St

Easthampton. MA
Oct ^lO

EflUPTION-7 30

BREAKER
BEAUTIES 8 SO

Thura h Fn matinaa 1 X
Ur>da' 21 not admittad

MM#ftf Cniiimc reod

62 Mam St 2S3 7B3S
•Frash Chinese
vegetable* from our
own tariTi

•Fully air conditioned
•Cloted Wedneaday
•Luncheon specials

S1 IS and up

High quality food at a

reasonable pnce'

Recomn>en<Jed by the

New York Time-

Brandeis University KV|

JACOB HIATT BB
INSTITUTE IN ISRAEL
\A^X3f does it offer you'^

• a se^^^sTer o' study m Isroet in the f^ci ^errr

• cousework n English on the political economc end
socidl developrnent of isro^ ctkI tn its JongM^ge
historv <ytd archoeotogv

• a stf "snq progrdm of Hetvew language sfudv

• mporfont mternshc oocxDrtLmties m social sefvic*^'

agencies m Jerusalem

• ^eid trps study 'fips interviews with cxon.' •- '

isfciefcs o ktobut; viSit

• fkyv-iQi OKi IS 'TvoM<*)te

Appbcolion deadline March 15

for tLTfher mfof^'Otori see ytxf ^txlv

Abroad octvtsor or wnte

Office of mte^vitiorKji f^ogrcms

ftorviets Umvefsrty

\A/(ithcm MossocxBetts 0?!S4
,'617") 647 2422

Tired of the
Dining Commons?

Try our All You Con Eot speciols

ot The TOC Restouront

Wednesdays — Spaghetti
Homemade Meat Sauce— $2.99

and

Sundays- Buffet - $5.95

including

1) Roast Steamship Round of Beef

2) Baked Stuffed Acorn Squash

3) Haddock Facon du Chef

4) Chicken Caccitore

(Coqau vin alternate Sundays)

5) Zucchini & Tomato Provencale

(Ratatouille alternate Sundays)

6) Risi Bisi

(Wild rice alternate Sundays;

7) Ham Jambalaia with

fresh bananas and oineapples

(Lasagna is an alternate

for this entree)

Call 549-6000 for reservations

Fbragood
nights sleep,

Super Plus
Tampax tampons

Nigh^ovyn by Cfinstian Dor

If you"ve ever needed
extra protection over-

night . . .or on days when
your flow is heavy, youll

think Super Plus Tampax
tampons were designed just

for you. And they were.

Super Plus Tampax
tampons give you li>nger-

lasting protection because

they're far mt>re absorbent

than the average super. Yet

theyre still surprisingly

slim and comfonable. A
rounded tip and smcxUh.

highly polished applicator

make them extra easy to

insert, iix).

Now. when vou need
st>melhing more, or when
you cant change tiimp«>ns

asreailiiv as vou like, switch

lt> Super Plus lampax
lamp<ins. You'll feci more
secure ilurmg the da>. And
overnighi. too

Th« %fmnin« pnMBCI'Or mnr* Mromtn lru«t

Concert dancers are
abstractbutinnovative
Reviewed by Sherri Federbush
The UMass dance faculty and the Univer-

sity Dancers last week performed a pro
gram as part of a three-day booking in

Bowker Auditorium.
The concert opened with "Vortex,"

choreographed by Richard Jones, music by
Weatherman/Brown/Ellington, which was
performed last semester and has been
reworked. The dance and the dancers ap
pealed to something physical and base,

touching me where my intellect never
reaches The duet sequence with Richard
Jones and Karen Scanlon was particularly

eye iaieasing. The dance ended with a

haunting stare from the tightly bunched
performers.

The second dance, "Custom Made," was
choreographed by Andrea Watkins and
Kimberley Bennett, and performed by Ben
nett. The work was totally delightful and
stu'-k out in my mind as being the most
clever. This playful dance was truly made
for Bennett's five-foot eleven inch body

The next three dances were modern
pieces. "Tossed As It is Untroubled" was
choreographed by Diana Hart (new to the

dance faculty) and danced to music by

Cage. "Encounters ' perform»jd on cam-

pus before, was choreographed by Andrea

Watkins and danced to music by Brit-

ten /Ginestra. "A Metaphysical Burlesque"
was choreographed by Gary Schaaf, also a
new faculty member, and danced to the
music of Nellybel.

These dances along with "Vortex" all

seemed to stress facial expressions and in-

.

teractions between dance and dancer and
dancer and audience. The dances all had
some interesting movement phrases which
are not mentioned in full due to column
space, not lack of merit.

The concert ended with "Tears of Joy," a
jazz number choreographed by Richard
Jones to the music of Ellington /Basie
which sent me out into the night revitalized.

At times a few pieces became a little long
when the choreography was redundant or
the movement phrases did not require fur-

ther exploration. The interpretation was left

up to the audience, allowing each viewer to
derive a unique understanding from each
piece. If you are interested in meanings and
themes thev could be found in most of the
pieces, but if you would rather sit back and
be entertained, the movement and special

designs were interesting on their own

Get a TCS RUSH! !

!

THE COMMONWEALTH STAGE
America's Newest Professional Resident Theater

V4 PRICE Student Rush TICKETS
from 6:00 P.M. all performances
Rand Theater - Fine Arts Center

545-3511

W£S SUN, 8:00 P M Cunmn

Now through Oct. 21
George Bernard Shaw's

MISALLIANCE

^Tuesday, October 10, 1978,

Spotliqhte

with the purchase
of 'Today s Special"

or

Get a Spotlighter with the

purchase of a medium or

arge serving of Coca-Cola for 49^.

Available at

Coffee Shop or

Hatch

.Collegian

"

Chuck Mangione
jazz at its best
Reviewed by Martha Price

Chuck Mangione and the Chuck
Mangione Quartet appeared on stage and
began the concert with a mellow song call

ed "Chase the Clouds Away". The au-

dience applauded as Mangione stood up
after playing the electric piano and played

his flugeihorn, backed up by Chris Vadala
on flute, Grant Geissman on guitar, Charles

Meeks on bass and James Bradley, Jr. on
drums.

The group played songs from previous

albums, including "Land of Make-Believe"
and "Main Squeeze", as well as songs
from his new album, a soundtrack for a

movie, entitled "Children of Sanchez."

The first half of the concert concluded
with a five piece version of the twenty-six

piece composition 'Children of Sanchez,"
which included vocals by Charles Meeks,
the bass player, a guitar solo by Grant
Geissman, and an impressive performance
by Chris Vadala, who was versatile with an

assortment of saxophones, flutes, and per-

\cussion instruments.

After intermission, the band focused on
cuts from "Feels So Good", the album that
made Chuck Mangione a well known name
in popular music. "Hide and Seek ' was an
outstanding tune which featured solos by
Meeks on bass and Mangione on
flugeihorn. "Maui Waui", written in

Hawaii, was one of their best and most
original songs, and included a duet of
Geissman on guitar and Vadala on flute.

Geissman handled his guitars with more ex
pertise than I've seen in many bands, and'
really added to the Spanish flavor The
Quartet ended the second set with "Feels
So Good," and received a standing ovation
as they walked off stage.
The band reappeared for one encore, the

title cut from "Mam Squeeze", which was
their best song of the night. Mangione tip

ped his infamous hat, the band took their

bows, and they left to another standing
ovation. After some autographs, the
crowd thinned. Near the exit, "Papa

"

Mangione was running a concession, sell-

ing records, posters, and t shirts of his

famous son. The Chuck Mangione Quartet
gave an excellent performance. It was one
of the best concerts I've ever seen, an ex
ample of tasteful )azz at its best

Chuck Mangione at the Fine Arts Center Sunday night. (Staff photo by Rich

Newman).

Fall into shape at
Gloria Stevens

INIROOUCIORY OfHH

6weeks for$25
One mlroductory oMei per perion

Fun Exercise Plan

Diett Compiled EiclDtively by Our Dietitian ' ^^L^
No Disrobing • Individual Programming

Physician Inquiries Iniviled About Our MED Method ^ •

No Contracts To Sign

America s fastest growing system of franchised figure

salons exclusively for women

Mountain Farms Mall'

Hadley S84 0106

"West Holyoke Mall

Holyoke 532 1447

"Potpourri"
King St , Northampton

586 1S33

CALL NOW
Hours Mon thru Fri. 9 to 9 - Sal 9 lo 3

roin .1 i(Hmtr\ as rliMii aiul un-

spoiled as Canada, ynii d expect a ver\

»F>ecial la.ite. Fresh Ironi North America's

most experienced brewery. Molson has

been making friends on both sides of the

border since 1786.

Oni three import brands are re.idy to
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, or smooth Golden.

Or all three.
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• Faculty union contractdispute drags onJUEDFR0MPAGE1 MAY l 1<»7P .. .„ ,.
' ifW 1^ # #

Collegian.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Union leaders claim the administration leak
ed the pact proposal, Bromery denies the
charge

INTERSESSION - Contract talks con
tinue.

FEBRUARY 1978 - Negotiatio s are not
going well, union spokesman say Faculty
members picket outside a university
trustees meeting in Memorial Hall The Co/
fegtan also obtains details of the administra
tion's initial contract proposal It proposes
elimination of tenure and of faculty review
committees. Union members are shocked .

Former Chancellor Oswald Tippo says the
proposal would make UMass "the laughing
stock" of the academic world. It was Tippo
who several years earlier had appointed
Bromery as a vice-chancellor when Tippo
was serving as chancellor
FEBRUARY 14, 1978 In a major an

nouncemenf, the labor commission an
nounces the poll of the department
chairmen reveals they do not wish to be in
eluded in the union The administration im
mediately gives the chairnr>en a two-and-
one half percent salary increase, which was
granted by the Legislature to all state
employees The administration had said the
raise must be negotiated as part of a final

contract. But, they say, the chairmen no
longer want to be in the union. Faculty
members are irate.

MARCH 1978 -- The union's rival group,
the American Association of University
Professors, releases a statement that effec
tively says "we could've done it better."
APRIL 1978 • Both sides are said to be

close to agreement on one important con
tract item and on a somewhat less impor
tant item Grievance procedures an impor
tant issue and early retirement regulations
are said to be nearly complete
APRIL 26, 1978 - New union President
James E. Cathey gets his baptism under fire

when contract negotiations break off
Cathey says the administration team said it

would bargain no more, and then left the
room Bromery says "administration per
sonnel leaving the session didn't mean any
more than any other thing " Contract talks
have come to a dead stop.
MAY 1978 - Frustrated faculty memt)ers

consider various job actions to prod the ad-
ministration and get the talks going again.
Withholding grades from the administra-
tion, and giving every student all As are
discussed

.

f^TTappThour

MAY 3 1978 - In the strongest display
of faculty force to date, 250 union members
picket the Whitmore administration
building Spokesman Alvin Winder said the
action represents "an angry faculty mobiliz
•ng quickly."

"^'^^_*' ^^^ " In a union sponsored
move, College of Arts and Sciences faculty
informally express their lack of confidence
in Chancellor Bromery Bromery calls it a
union vote," and has nothing to say It's

not the first time the chancellor has been
under the gun.

MAY 16. 1978 - Contract negotiations
finally resume, but they go nowhere, facul
ty members say. "In spite of our high
hopes, positions are relatively
unchanged, " says former union President
Larry S Roberts, who is now the union's
chief negotiator.

MAY 16, 1978 - Forestry Professor
Joseph Larson continues with his move to
oust the union, saying the union has had a
"miserable record."
MAY 24, 1978 -- The spring semester

ends. A threat to withhold the grades has
not yet materialized.

SUMMER 1978 -- Contract negotiations
drag into their second year, and 250
disgruntled faculty members finally decide
to withhold the grades. The tactic appears
to have worked. Union personnel say they
sense administration movement on some
issues.

JUNE 30, 1978 - In a last minute effort
before the fiscal year ends, both sides ham-
mer out an agreement granting the faculty
an average 20 percent wage hike over three
years. If the new fiscal year had begun
without a settlement, a two-and-one- half
percent raise for the faculty would have
been lost. All that remains is to determine
how the money will be distributed.
JULY 10. 1978 -- The distribution issue

stalls negotiations. The administration
wants to reserve the right to distribute part
of the "nr>erit pool " nine percent of the
total 20 percent increase. Faculty members
say the proposal amounts to an administra
tion "slush fund. " Talks again break-off.

JULY 1978 - The administration offers to
take the dispute to state mediation- the
union doesn't agree.
SEPTEMBER 5. 1978 -- Classes begin

and the faculty dispute again greets
students.

SEPTEMBER 6. 1978 - Chancellor
Bromery reports the administration is now
prepared to sign a contract, and predicts
most faculty members would approve it if
only they could see it. President Cathey
says a settlement depends on "when the
administration comes back to the bargain-
ing table." Both agree, however, that
distribution of the merit pay is the major re
maining snag.
SEPTEMBER 7. 1978 One hundred

titty angry faculty members vote to hold a
sick in to protest the stalled talks.

SEPTEMBER 11, 1978 Some 150 facul
ty members again picket Whitmore
SEPTEMBER 12. 1978 - The union

threatens unspecified ""substanative" ac-
tion if a contract is not reached by Sept 26
SEPTEMBER 15. 1978 -- Amid great ex

pectations, the contract talks resume. No
progress is reported. Union members say
the administration literally kicked union pro-
posals across the bargaining table. The
sick out fails to materialize
SEPTEMBER 19. 1978 The union

decides to move to mediation, and also
establishes a five-week timetable of
escalating job actions should the Sept. 26
deadline not be met
SEPTEMBER 22. 1978 New UMass

President David C. Knapp tells the faculty
senate he wants a contract settled quickly
but that he personally will not become in-
volved in the talks. He said the merit pay
should be distributed by faculty "peers"
- the position taken by the union
SEPTEMBER 26, 1978 The union's

deadline passes
SEPTEMBER 27. 1978 - Faculty
members hold a 'State of the University
Conference" to publicize their plight in the
contract talks. More than 1,500 people jam
the Campus Center Auditorium to listen to
a report on negotiations, a speech on what
IS in store for the University in future years
and presentations of student opinions iri

the conflict. The administration calls the
conference "illegal" and threatens
unspecified legal action. The threat later
dies out and no action is taken.

OCTOBER 4. 1978 -- In another protest
150 faculty members occupy the outer of-
fice of Chancellor Bromery. Bromery is in
Boston at a University trustees meeting
but leaves coffee and tea for the protestors
"It isn't the first," he says of the occupa-
tion, "and probably won't be the last."

OCTOBER 5. 1978 Abraham Siegel
dean of the Sloan School of Management
at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in Cambridge, is appointed to
mediate the stalled contract talks
OCTOBER 9. 1978 - Siegel says he is op

timistic heading for the first mediated ses-
sion scheduled for Oct. 16.
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WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
If you have had any experience as a
commissioned salesperson, i.e. where
you were paid a percentage of your
sales. Contact the Collegian Business
Dept. at 545 3500. or come in with a list

of your credentials and references. This
is a unique opportunity to make money
as well as gaining sales experience.
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Amherst Carriage Shops
Limited Special

Hand-Packed Quarts— 99c
with coupon

Expires Oct. 15

More area restaurants serve Calvin Ice
Cream than any other kind

I
Op»n Mon.-Fri. 10-10; Sot. ond Sun. 12-10

IIAHJEE^ TL^Cr
The area's oniv fiiiurmet Persian Hestaurant featuring:

lamb, vegetarian dishes, creffes ami special cocktails.

Lccattd midway between Northampton and Amhertt on Rt. 9. 4t3-i

SaB.-Tliiirt. 4:30-10:30: Fri.-S*t. 4:30-11:30 »

Hustle down to MUNCHYS
and hustle up some pop tarts!

Kellogg's Pop Tarts in 5
delicious flavors

Now 74c a box (reg. .85)

Special starts Tues., Oct. 10, 1978
in all 3 MUNCHYS stores

Pent runs kickoff back forTD
Juesday, October 10, 1978

Gridders cage Golden Bears
ff ^* -^ S (^Jin^ «^r«^ .m^^^m .1 ^-m^^^^^^m^m^ .>_ ^.

By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

;,?LTff.mTVi;^ H °'^T
^^^^^ ''^"'^

^f"^
^^'""®*^ ^°^^^d ^^« '"*ddle of Alumni Stadium

at ha ftime Saturday, the outcome of the football game already had been decided mfact It only took 13 seconds to decide that matter-so when they began their routme theonly matter left to decide was the ba.tle between school bands
When, mercifully the game ended, and the first time evsr meeting between Morgan

?n! n/r^^i T^"" ^""^ '^'"^^^ '" " methodical 38-6 waltz for the Minutemen the bi"any partial observer could award the home school was a draw
Football, of course, was the main concern and UMass scored an impressiveunanimous decision in that event. However Morgan State salvaged a split for the after^noon by capturing halftime entertainment honors.
In fact, It took about as long for Morgan States' band to capture the battle of thebands as It had taken UMass to win the football game. With a disco medley that ineluded Boogie Oogie Oogie, " and five accompanying dancers that most assuredlyhadnt learned their steps at the Arthur Murray School of Dance, the Golden Bearsband earned a standing ovation from 6,700 delighted fans
To dwell on the halftime performance of the band gives you a fair indication of whattype of football game It was.

^.auuM ui wrw

hLVkTh
1"^""*^°®"' ^ ^°\t?^ ^^ ^^''^"^^ ^^^°'® ^« ^3d taken the opening kickoff anddashed 100-yards to give UMass an early lead, that proved to be all the points it would

v/>^ u^"J"^t
Dent had raced 41 -yards around right end for another score, Sandro

Vitiello had boomed a 45 yard field goal and Hank Sareault had rumbled over from two-yards out to provide the Minutemen with a comfortable 24-0 lead
Sareault and Cliff Pedrow added second half scores for the Minutemen while EverettErving ended a ten quarter scoring drought for the Golden Bears with a one-vard

reception, to provide the final, 38-6, score.
Aftenrt/ards Morgan State's first-year head coach, Clarence Thomas, was apologetic

I m sorry that we didn't play to our capabilities today, " he said. "I apologize to thefans arid the University of Massachusetts football team, because I don't feel they sawthe real Morgan State football team."
What Thomas witnessed from the sidelines was:
-His team gain just 89 yards total offense.
-His team rack up 80 yards in penalties.
"His team forced to punt 1 1 times.
"His team gain nine yards rushing.
Of course those statistics probably had more to do with the superiority of the UMass

defense, than the inieptitude of his teams offense. The Minutemen held the Golden
Bears to an average of little more than one-yard per play
Following the 10-0 loss to Han/ard the previous week, UMass coach Bob Pickett was

looking for improvement in two areas: control of the line of scrimmage and special

P ckett didn't have to wait long to witness the improvement. Dent, who ended theday with 199 total yards, including 88 yards rushing, saw the wedge open a huge holeup the middle on the opening kickoff, broke into the open around his own 35-yard lineand then sped to the endzone.
"When I broke through the line I saw the center covering the kicker. I knew I was all

set then, said Dent, who was awarded the game ball.
That play set the tone for the afternoon. From then on it was relatively easy for theMinutemei 1 who evened their record at 2-2. Morgan State dropped to 2-3
By the third quarter the second stringers had entered amdmost everyones attention

had returned to the bands. While the UMass band performed a ragtime medley

"Sh^m" •'
^^®^ ^^^ ^"^^^ '"^° ^ rendition of Evelyn "Champagne" King's hit,'

That prompted colleague Steve Zack to put the afternoon into perspective "If bands
could win football games," he said, "Morgan State would be undefeated."

The Pied Piper of the Minutemen, Dennis Dent leads his followers downfield
last Saturday against Morgan State. (Staff photo by Jim Mahoney).

Terriers down Netmen

Golfers end season

The UMass men's tennis team was
crushed yesterday by Boston University 7-

2, at the lower courts. The Terriers were
impressive, winning 4 of the 6 singles
matches and sweeping all the doubles from
the Netmen. Both teams were previously
undefeated going into yesterday's contest
with UMass' 5-4 triumph over Vermont on
Saturday. But it was BU that carried the
matches with six straight-set victories in

both singles and doubles.
UMass' Al Green dropped his first match

of the season to Bob Green, 7-6,(5-1), 6-3.
Al, hobbled by sore feet, jumped on his
namesake early, going up 5-2. But then his
opponent came on strong, winning in the

tiebreaker 5-1 and then taking tne seconu
set.

Steve Heyl, second man for UMass, never
really got into his match, dropping it, 6-1,
6-3 to Tom Losponoso. Neither did Jim
Barnhart at number three for UMass, losing
his 6- 1 , 6-2 to Vince Mouer.
Mark Huetteman at number four for

UMass, struggled in a three set loss 3-6, 6-

3, 6-2 to John Quinn.
The only bright spots of the day were
UMass' Keith Hovland's three set win over
Mike Ralby, 6-3, 3-6, 6-4 and Sergio
Strepman's straight set triumph over Jack
Schecter 6-3, 7-5 at five and six men
respectively.

The UMass golfers ended their season
Thursday at Yale finishing tied for fourth in
a field of 17, in the ECAC Qualifying
Tournament.
The Minutemen, without the services of

three starters, made a fine showing of
depth as they started two freshmen Kevin
Lynch and Bob Gladchuck.
The squad was led by Jerry Fox, playing in

only his second match of the season
shooting a fine 78. Regulars Marty Hunt
and Mark Duggan shot 80 and 81
respectively.

Yale and Central Connecticut tied for first
place and will go to the finals along with
second place Providence. The University of
Rhode Island finished third»and Southern

Connecticut tied UMass for fourth, just six
strokes behind the leader.
Coach Ed Vlach felt comfortable with the

way they finished, considering the absence
of Captain Jim McDermott, Vic Lahteine,
and John Cibrowski.

"I feel it is a fitting climax to the season,"
said the coach.

He also commented that although the
season has ended, the golfers have not put
the clubs away. They will be playing the
Hickory Ridge Course until the greens are
rolled up.

Vlach and his troops are now looking
forward to the spring season which will get
underway in early April.

Minutewomen win again
Inspired by the exceptional play of their

goalie Diane Buckhout, the UMass
women's soccer team rallied for three se-
cond half goals to defeat an experienced
Vermont team 4-2. The victory raised their
record to 6-0.

The lone first half goal for UMass was
scored at the 14:55 minute mark by Kelly
Puller. At just 2:56 into the second half
Angle Caovette scored to give UMass a 2-1
lead. The third UMass score came just 2:04
later with Margie Anderson taking a pass
from Angle Caovette and booting it by the
Vermont goalie. Sandie Doo added the
fourth and final Minutewomen tallie at
26:52 of the second half.

In the six regular season games this year
UMass has racked up some very impressive
statistics. They have scored twenty-four
goals this year while limiting the opposition
to just three goals.

Coach Lou Macedo credited the team's
overall play when he said, "We have alot of
talent on this team. The key to our game is

that we do alot of hustling up and down the
field. We also do alot of passing and we
beat the opposition to the ball. Our goalie,
Diane Buckhout has played super for us all

year. She played an excellent game in
Saturday's win over Vermont, stopping 25
of the 27 shots she faced."

Ten years ago he came to The Globe as a
summer intern from the University of North
Carolina, with an interest in politics and
news reporting. Ten years later he is one of
the country's premiere sports writers who
has obtained a cult following.

The association between Peter Gammons
and the Globe sports department has been
one of mutual benefit, but an association
that grew by accident.

"I was a summer intern covering nevys
when Roger Burtwell of the sports
department became ill, so they asked me if

I'd be interested in writing sports," said
Gammons. "My first day was the day
Robert Kennedy was shot and they sent me
and Bob Ryan (also a summer intern) to
gather reactions from baseball people. My
first day I had a front page double byline
story with Ryan

"

Since then. Gammons has emerged as
one of Boston's and indeed, one of the
country's finest sports writers. The 33-year
-old Groton, Mass., native is The Golbes's
Red Sox beat reporter and also is the
author of the popular Sunday "Baseball
Beat" column.-

Gammon's success, in a region that

craves for anything baseball related, stems
from his writing style and his feel for the
game.

"Peter has a lot of soul," says- colleague
Clarke Booth, a reporter for WCVB,
Channel 5 in Boston "He has an eerie feel
for the essential lunacy and the traditional

elements of the game '

Rich Ecl<el

The baseballbeat

Gammon's style wasn't taught in Jour-
nalism 101

. Rarely will he include the score
in his lead, and Gammons, who confesses
to having taken just one journalism course
at college, and being more interested in
politics, history and english, defends his
unique style.

"I try to make my story readable and
different," he said. "After it's done you like

to think that it's something of a remem-
brance."

"I look at it this way. When I come down
to the breakfast table in the morning and
rhy wife asks me what happened last night,
I'm not going to say; "The Red Sox scored
three runs in the fifth inning last night on
home runs by Fred Lynn and George Scott,
for' a come from behind 5 3 win over the
Cleveland Indians last night."

"I try to write it (the game story) in the
form of a letter. As if I was writing a daily
correspondence to a friend overseas " he
said

After his summer internship, Gammons
returned to UNC. But in February of 1969
an opening arose at thq Globe and Gam-
mons was hired He has been associated
with the Globe since then, except for one

year, 1977, when he followed hockey for

Sports Illustrated.

When he joined Sports Illustrated,

Gammons was reunited with four college

classmates who had worked for North
Carolina's student newspaper. In 51 weeks
he had 39 stories published, he said,

however, he missed the newspaper
business. So, beginning this year he
returned to The Globe and his Red Sox
beat, though he still occasionally writes for

Sports Illustrated.

"I guess I'm more geared to the everyday
business," says Gammons. "I learned a

great deal at Sports Illustrated. It helped
me tremendously. Sports Illustrated has a

way of knocking things out of your ego."
Reporters who follow teams can lose their

objectivity and become spokesmen and
rooters for the team. Gammons, though he
enjoys a good relationship with most Red
Sox players, has not lost his critical eye.
This season he criticized Mike Torrez,

Fred Lynn, and towards the end of the year

knocked Red Sox management for not

acquiring some needed utility players.

His telephone bills are legendary at The
Globe Gammons says he racks up bills of

between $7(X) and $1,000 a month staying

in touch with his sources and developing
his weekly 'Baseball Beat " column.

Since covering the Red Sox, he says his
most memorable event was the sixth game
of the 1975 World Series, in which he wrote

" a seven take story in just 22 minutes,
though he ranks the fourth game of the
series a close second.

_ "In my opinion that was Luis Tiant's
ultimate game," said Gammons, who says
Tiant has given him more to write about
than any other individual.

Gammons looks back at the 1978 season
as a study in human nature. He says he will

never understand how, or why, the Red
Sox slumped in late August and early
September.
"Everyone went bad," said Gammons.

"Here's Fred Lynn, probably considered
the most sound fundamental player in

baseball, who rarely misses a cut-offman,
who hardly ever throws to the wrong base,
and he makes ten mistakes in six games.
HoNA can you explain it?"

This season Gammons may have reached
his pinnacle as a writer. Two stories, a
profile of Carl Yastrzemski, ("I was sur-
prised he opened up and talked as much as
he did") and a piece on Rogelio Moret, a
former Sox player who suffered a nervous
breakdown during the season, earned him
the greatest public response he has ever
had.

At the age of 33, Peter Gammons ranks
near the top of his profession Without
formal lournalism training, he has reached
the top with a certain inate sensitivity for

who and to whom he is writing.

In a region where baseball is considered
next to religion, Peter Gammons has arisen

as its most respected disciple.
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! Slop 4 Shop Coupon
vV>tf' t'lis ( <i.ji«>'i rftii a$7 ^ pwc^ttw

"""'fsiop A Shop Coupon |'"!*p^*"*1 Stop & Shop Coupon""^^
VjnDli^Vp _Sunshine_Krispy Stop & Shop 1 pound can

Stop & Shop 10y4OZ. can

Tomato
Soup
,J

Grocery |bhJ^^

:j Krispy stop & bhop Tpounci

kefs i^iiCofSee
160Z
box

i Reg or Unsalted

2/2! 271

Regular $i

Elec. Perk
Drip or

Auto Dripr9

,,«)Mi«i OiilSai '^' '> .""•' -<• c»-~' -.1 Tie) rgr SI Good Mfin Pel 9 Sal Pel M Unii one ijgt customif

Grocery Ijju
Go<«) M<ir Oct 9Sat Oct 14 Lnwlone per cuilonw

Grocery •

270

OverSOcanned specialsatone!St€H:kup!
self service deli save on sausage

meat. franKs and our best quality bacon'

Colonial

Extra Mid

stop & Shop Bacon -^ir;^ ,:*1.39

Sausage Meat r^'^ *1 .59

Cold Cuts r^Xt^- '1.19
BoK)94% f%f- a Sece<!Lim:»w.

corner deli ah good tr^tngs to eat All

minimum time to serve All delicious'

Avsutabte n sliTfs *nl^ on>v rtplis

Stop & Shop

tromi

stop & StK)p Baked Ham'3.79t

Cole Slaw

From our '
Kilchofis We

sitcr. It to order

Stop & Shop
With all natural mayonnaise.ss

stop & Shop Tuna Salad *1 .99ifc

Cheddar Cheese ^•;^;: M.99t,

Rice Pudding o.^^^. 69*

Liverwurst
MotrwOooae
percwuno n.89

our kitchen Let us cook your dinner!

Roasted or B-&Q Style

Copked Chicken
/'White Gem" ^^09
Tasty served hot ^^ --

or cold ^^ "'

V stop & Shop Gelatinsr^,2 'Z 89*

frozen meat Pme buys on entrees!

Batter Dipor Dutch Frye

W'^ji Chicken
Breast 2^«

22 ounce pkg ^^^
Jennie-O Turkey Roast ^* »3.99
All ««hiie mnai Boneiess

seafood Fresh or frozen, count on qualifW

FreshHaddock
raiets *f^.?
Shrimp Cocktail '^^. 3 I;. ^ .59

Hard Shell Crabs .*.^ '1 .89
Lornbardo Brand- 1 PourvJ Package

Stop & Shop "Great Beef" ^ Bon6

B^fChuck
Roast

fi

Beef
Chuck

Beef Chuck
USDA Choice

;*3*3*

Center Cut

Underblade Chuck Roast =r.

Boneless Chuck Roast

Chuck Stewing Beef
Boneless Blade Steak

Beef Cube Steak
Short Ribs of Beef

Boneless Rib Eye Steak

Beef .
Chuck

Beef Chuck
USDAChoce

Beef Chuck
USDA Choice

lt»

1.29«

1.49.

1.8a
1.8a
1.39.
•3.49.

StOD&Shop Shank Portion Vacuum Packed
*^ .^m *^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ water adde

,^1^ I III Water add)

Cooked Ham

water added

"•*'"*-i^139. Corned Beef

lb

Vacuum Packed

Bfskel
C(Xjntry<ine

Point Cut \i/V^O99.

Fresh American Grown Lamb Sale!

Moulder $<J99
LaiiibChops M"*
RibLambChops^2.79^ LoinLambChops'3.29

Lamb Legso^VI .69.>

luddsf

Half Legs M.79i,
produce

Nutntious and delicious...

and on sale all this week, too!

Lunch Box Size #138

Long Island Fancy MI^%P
iiliflower79

Fresh Green

Cabbage
Great tor tx)iled

dinner or cole slaw

Calif. Emperor

w

Something New & Different!

SpaghettiSquash Gra^s
^^ *^ ^K.^^^ I

Save on these ^^j^OT^K^9 I
'"J'^y red grapes^^^^^j^When cooked, it looks like strands of

spaghetti Recipe tags raght on the squash

HADLEY-AMHERSTRoute9at the Hadley-fcnheret Une. 8a.in..l0p.m., Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.

I

"} Stop * Shop Coupon~f
c

Chicken of the Sea
Chunk
Ught

^
Tuna

;^f\

%OoodMon Oct »-S«t, Oct M lot) ona pf oj«lom«r 269

ij Grocery ^,

This week's Feature Piece COFFEE CUP

BY CROWN VICTORIA

Magnlficant Rrst quality, fine imported

PorcelainChina IMnnerware

ea
incredible low pnce!
One piece wrtti each
$3 food purchase

thirgreatest
cannedgoods
sane ever

frozen foods stock up now!

ni{ Green Giant

ifesetables
210OZ.

Stop & Shop

Sauer-
kraut
516oz.^|

cans^^

fuiWixb*^'

a&aui»
stop & Shop Cut^' ^^-^ ^ ^

Wax

All Varieties

in Butter Sauce

Broccoli Spears
Ore-Ida Crispers
Round Ravioli

Stop & Shop Cut

Green
Beans
415V;OZ.^|

cans ^H^

stout SM»

20otfio*

Skip4 9vo
13(Mtot0ka

39*
69*

89*

Stop&Shop

kSles
3100Z.V

Calif. Tomatoes IS.* 3 c

Tomatoes SunOkvy

6oi i-i

2^89*
Green Beans "iz^A 3''^ 89* Mixed Vegetables iSp*3 12^89'

Green Giant ^oSS^ 59* Green Giant gsSnS 3'^*1

Orange Juice
Egg Beaters
Sara Lee Rings
nupMny BkaMny. MUM a Amend

Pound Cake
RaauUraMatw

SKpAStlGO

iBaMne*«l«

CtnckMffNuO
ItounotpKiiMli

59'
•89*

89*

99*

Sun Glory

Sliced
jCanots

Whole Kemel

or Cut,
Green Beans

Green Giant

Sweet
Peas
3170?^

cans^^l

StoB& Shop 100% Natural

[ce Cream
Half Gallon Tub ^^49
Assorted Flavors

|4t

Stewed Tomatoes i?^i^39*

Crushed Tomatoes 2?Si*1

VMwIaGrwnBMns QQ*
ISounoecan

StoptatupPMr

Del Monte

Progresso Beans 2
CmwaniRM Kindnay or CNck Pms

20OZ. M
Kidney Beans
Sweet Peas

Stpwwta
ISouncecan

CWMonta Q
EjrtyOinlin O 1701

39*

1

Penn. Dutch, or Stop & Shop

:^nl,

:

'^'itisqluanic

•"SM'ioo'i'j

stems
& Pieces

Mush'

cans^y^^

Stop&Shop

Sliced

416of^
cans ^M

Whipped Topping S* 2,^»1

Glazed Donuts -S^TST' 59*

Coffee Ughtener 5St?SR 39*

Lenders Bagels »a^^ 39*
Oman. PWn Of Egg

dairy Everything dated for freshness!

New Country
i^c«rtyj Yogurt

'3'
Asstd

' Flavors

'

8oz.

Icups

Tomato Sauce
Tomato Paste

6SSiM

4ISi'1

Stop* Shop QQ*
12ounc«cin Ow

Fruit Drinks

Ifi'C or

Welchs
246oz.^|

cans^^^

Tomato Paste

Tomato Puree s»p*shcp 2 « *1

20 ounce can

Dole

Small Whole Beets^3 '<S»1

Sour Cream
Cream Cheese
Cottage Cheese
CaMimliUrgaCirt TBigyorLn»Fii

snpisiao
16ouno«ci«

ICouiotav

59*

59*

69*

PlnMPCi«mnkQn«M»u* CQt
46 ounce can Ow

Asstd Ravers

Dole Juice

Nestle Hot Cocoa Mix *1 .99
RigUHr orMn • Mmhntataw 240Z. c«rM«r

Franco American

in

Juice

ChunK sliced or crushed

Del Monte Spinach '*sr39*

Stop&Shop

lie'

iuce

89

Individualty Wrapped

Kraft

Cling Peaches
Fruit Cocktail wMon*

CMMontaSIOMl CQ*
orHil«m29az.ov

2'.2S89*

Thy* You
Brand 2^*1

Cheese Food Slices m^
White or Yeilow 16oz. pkg. ^^
Cinnamon Rolls ^SX 2 '3Si 89*

Sun Glory Drinks oSSS, 69*

•1.99
Fhil RaMTidM VanMlM

2,SS'1

Stop&Shop

cken

Purple Plums

Del Monte Pears
Sloed or Halms

,Chef Boy-ar-dee

iiacaroni
Shells

Swiss Cheese Slices
SunOkryMiMioap

bakery Ouallty fitjm our own ovensi

Stop &Shop

•lePfe
89

315oz.^l
cans^^^

22 ounce
package

B&M Baked Beans
Hormel Meats

BnckOMnPMCQtf
2loz.can \JyJ

TaodwClx** QQ«
6^ ounce can Uw

Turkey CI»cheo or Ham

Dinty Moore
Underwood
or Ctxrtiy CNckan Soread

Beef Slew QQ*
24 ounce can v70
Deviled Ham RQ'

4' J ounce can \J^

In time for Holiday S Chnstmas Gittmg

Isesame Street
1^ ^ Libraryl

This «^99IWeek ^m w.meac^
V / I r\ .^^K. ^3 '°°°

vol. ^ ^^^vu'cnasrl

og Food Chunks

Alpo
Beef

314 :0Z
cans^B

Recipe Dog Foodv:..3't,^'79^

Pitted Olives "•'•.^sr- 69*

Beef or Cheese Ravioli 49*
CHelBoy-ArOee tSoz. can

Cat Food

Nhie
9 Lived Uves

Buttercrest Bread

Daisy Donuts
Chocolate Brownies
Walnut Coffee Cake

Cracked Wheat,
Swedish Rye
or Italian

SkvtSMp O 2^°^ *1
YtfvYtfi ^ toext I

SKplSnocPHinaSupii CQ*
ntlauioepkB°"2 ^^

Siactsnoo QQ*
suoisnoo eycy
20oMltis i7v7

Stop&Shop

Bread
2160Z ^M

loaves ^^l

CJATFOOV

volume N0.1 99s.J p^^^j^^ Qg^ pQ^^
6 ;M $.Si

& I

,Ali Varieties

Cat Food

Tabby Cat Food

S!co S Si-'OC

^ .^.«— health & beauty aids

- Ban Roll On 79
Reg or Unscented Deodorant 1 .5oz. btl

4*i;89'

. HADLEY-AMHERSTRoute9at the Hadley-Amherst Une. Sa.m.-lOp.m., Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.

*'%:
.. *;,"i;«
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What 8 forecatt for your da/' Dial New York direct

i(ll4rch22Apnl20)

i(AprsJ21May21)

k( May 22 June 21)
' ( ilunc 22 July 23

1

LH(July24Au< 23)

i^Aul 24S«pl 23)

Mon rri

Sun Frs

Sun Pri

Sun
Sat

1212 936 S050

1212 936 5151

1212 936 52S2

1212 936 5353

1212 936 5454

1212 936 565f

Ukn^Sepi 24 0(123)

SMTito ( Oct 24 Nov 22

)

^nutm«(Nov 23Dk 21)

OayrtMra ( Dm 22t)«n 20

Murta* (Jail 21 Peb 19)

rtMM iKcd 20Mirch^l'

1 212 936 6757

1 212 936 saee

1 212 896 5068

1212 9366060

1212 9066161

1212 936 6262

pmi fcaiiiwti ta « laaU.
Sam Spin 44?

5pm 11pm iH
Up m Sam 17(

Bam 5pm 17*

All day I'^C

l^x not included

P'
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I

I

I
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I

I

I
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TO: COLLEGE STORE MANAGER

iger

We've needed a SHOWCASE for creativity In thie communications arts for a long time.

A magazine by and for college students is an Idea vy^tiose time has come. I'm looking
forward to the January issue!

Name

Address (Dorm. Room. P.O. Box)

©New England Telephone
• A MrviM muk ol Hiir.>sc. jks By Wiuin Inc

Ljf.ivw'fS't-. of Mc^$soc^us»'^'s / A"-h^'fsf

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

Martha
Graham
Dance

Company
Saturday. October 14 8 pm
The program will consist of Seraphic

Dialogue. The Owl and The Pussycat.

Ecuatorial and Diversion of Angels. All

dances choreographed by Martha Graham

Sunday, October 15 8 pm
The program will consist of El Penitente,

Phaedra and Appalachian Spring. All dances

choreograp^icd by Martha Graham.

Tickets now on sale General public $7, 6, 5.

UMj'.s students IS. 4, 3 Senior citizens and

ottiei students $6, 5, 4

FINE >RTS CENfER CNCERT K4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4, 545 2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

Thereis one gcxxi reason'
to take this coupon down
to ycxjr college store...

. . . One name will be drawn at random,
at your school, to determine wtio will

win a tree, room size, compact
retrigerator. It migtit be you!

Our motive?

We want to introduce you-and your college

store manager-to a totally new magazine
written by and for college/ university students.

Ifs called SHOWCASE.

A sample issue Is In your library; the premiere

Issue will be available in January 1979.

T
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I
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I
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SHGMOSE
To place a classified ad. drop by the Col

legian office (CC 113) between 8:45 am
and 3 45 p m Monday through Friday, or

use (jur handy clip and mail form found in

most issues of the Collpcjian Classified

d«;a()linH is 3 45 p m two flays m advancf

of put)lM:.ition (late

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c

per liii" live consecutive issues, 40c per

line p»M (lay: 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per rl.iy One line ik roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

AUDIO FOR SALE

Astrocom %" reel to reel tape deck w/

SOS, autoreverse. echo, etc. Must sell to

meet educ. exp. cost, $470, will sell for

$166, firm. Call Eric early morn, or late nites

31666-7997.

Antique piano,

549-4879.

2 GR-70-15 sum.
call 546-4086.

Ivers & Pond, $195.

tires, good tread, $25,

Grey plaid cap, lost near FAG, sentimental

value of highest degree, call 6-9308.

Gold bee charm, lost by ent. major,

reward, call 6-1194.

Lost: woman's silver wedding ring with in-

itials SLP. Reward, call 527-7448.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Two Christian females needed to share

large home on bus route. Own room. $135

incl. heat, hot water. Laurie, 253-5698.

SERVICES

AUTO FOR SALE

Ford LTD 150. runs, call. 549-4778.

1970 Buick Skylark 350, V8 engine, runs

very well, call up to 11 p.m., 253-5347.

1976 ChevyTan, C-10, long body, power

steering, AM/FM stereo, heavy duty

suspension and shocks, radial tires, ex-

cellent condition, call Marc, 545 2591 days,

665-4542 niglns and_weekends^

67^mpala. sticker, runs great, AM/FM,
8-track, best offer. 586 0421. after 7 p.m.

Ludwig guitar synthesizer for any instru-

ment $150/ BO or trade. 268-7335.

BSA3 spd.. used 80 bicycle. Col. B&W,
ca ll collect, (617) 282-7030.

1970 Datsun 610 sedan. $350, 584-7960.

MISCELLANEOUS

exc. cond.Metal office desk, 60 x 30

call Gary, 545 2306.

Hon^a CB360, excellent cond., BO,

253 7732

Eckankar. the ancient teachings of self-

revelation, free 2-hour program Thurs.,

Oct. 12, 7:30, 9:30 p.m., Rm. 805 Campus

Center.

Sexl Sex! The "Smooth Sailing Band" is

available for playing at frat parties, dorm

parties -anywhere! Call 546-4646.

Campus men & women, take my course

in auto mechanics simplified, get one credit

and learn about your car, call Alex for more

info, 323-4782
.

Resume preparation, $35, personal ser-

vice, Success Motivation Institute, 25 Main

Street (Fitzwilly's Square, Rm. 30), Nor-

thampton^_tel_586;^4^^

WANTED ^^

23 or 25 inch bike. I have $100, 549-0319.

1976 VW Rabbit, red basic mod L30K,

AM/FM 8 track, Michelins, 4-speed, clean

and fast, asking $3400, call Andy, 546 5973,

aft. & eves

1#78 Datsun 280Z 2-t-2. air, AM/FM
stereo rustproofed, under warranty, and

more. New, only 5000 miles, must sell, cali

after 6 p m.. 256 0454.

For 5816-1960 Chevy Impala, $50, insp.,

needs generator, 253 7573.

N]8hiki compHo sp. bicycle sew ups,

Kryptonite lock, suntour derailleurs, rebuilt,

$200, 634 2115, see^t onj:ampus.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79 S.

Pleasant, Amherst, open daily. 115.

MOTORCYCLES

73 Honda 500,

$700, call Tom,
4 cyl., 12.000 mi., asking

7742552.

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

1969 Mustang, $300 or BO, call Neil,

253 3586

ENTERTAINMENT

Are you sincere about getting ahead?

Willing to work to reach your goals? It

positive-minded, organized and honest,

this could be for you. Let's find out. Call

Norm Paquette at 1-736 3446.

Dear Zap- Je t'aime, je t'aime. Why must

you be so paranoid?

Congratulations to the new Hgnah! club

members. At the first meeting, Dr. Yunit

Schuhschein will lecture on the vocal

capabilities of swans.
Remember -10/ 10/78 in Courtney Ferris

Hall, 8:00.

Stained glass instructor needed by

UMass craft shop, 4 to 6 hours a week,

$3.00 an hour, come to craft s'lop or call

545-2096 for more information. J_

Actors and actresses wanted to perform

in play adapted for television. Auditions to

be an^anged_Call^Paul, 256-6^1^

Horrie for great 6 mo. old pup-Pas-

qualino is Vi lab. -full of energy-Jean,

253-7619.

INFANT CARE OPENINGS

Disco Dave is back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ. Reasonable

rates, call D.L. Disco at 1413) 567-1250 (col-

lect) and ask for Dave or Bryan.

LOST
UMMMB-nifties are there!!

FOR RENT

Woman wanted to share coed apt

$81 25/ mo., util. incl., 584 3606

Gold cross w/ diamond chip, extreme

sent, value, reward, call Martha at

546 4505. .

Lost: Mon., 10/2, keys on chain -2
UMass* 1 sm silver, 2 others, need

desparatelyt Call Ellen, 549 4910 (near IGU

or Southwood).

Infant day care center. Skinner Hall,

UMass, has 2 openings. We offer half day

morning care for infants 2 mos. to 12 mos.,

5 days per week. Call Marily Hood,

545-2403, 545-3199, 253-2230.

FRISBEE FRISBEE FRISBEE

ROOM WANTED

Two creative & interesting womyn plus

intelligent three year old need apt. or co_op

situation w/ other free-spirited folks. Call

256-6225 eves., 549 2830 days, & leave

message.

I'm a collector interested in old frisbees

(flying saucers mars platters pluto platters

sailing satellites). Will trade newer model

discs for old ones or buy them for up to

$15. Check at home in the toy box, call

Dan, 253-5674.

Tuesday, October 10, 1978
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Men's cross country team
finish second in meet
BY KEVIN MCCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

Depth, which has been the keynote of
success for the men's cross country team
in recent years, failed in its most recent test

at Van Cortland Park in New York City

Saturday, in a contest involving five

squads. Northeastern cracked its shell of

early season difficulties with a winning tally

of 39 points of the 5 mile course. UMass
was second with 45, as host St. John's
finished third with 49.

"We were real weak in our fourth and fifth

spots today," remarked senior co-captain
Lou Panaccione. "We've never had our
fourth man that far back."
The fourth man for the Minutemen
Saturday was Bob Martin who crossed the
finish line in 15th. Martin just recently tied

with Panaccione for an early season victory
against Brown and Boston College.

"I just didn't have it today," said Martin.

%

The fifth position was snared by freshman
Paul Beaulieu, who in his first college
varsity performance figured in the scoring
for the Minutemen in 16th position, a
second behind Martin with a time of 26: 1 1

.

Individuall/, NU's talented Bruce Bickford
never looked back after the gun sounded
en route to a meet victory and meet record
of 24:33.5. The previous mark was set in

1976 by Mike Quinn.
Minuteman Quinn finished second

Saturday with a time of 24:46. Ross
Donahue of St. John's, running on familiar

ground, crossed the line in third with a
clocking of 24:50. Panaccione finished next
in 25:11, his career best time on the
strenuous park course.
A bright spot at the finish line for coach
Ken O'Brien was the effort of sophomore
Mike Dorion. Dorion returned to the form
that earned him Yankee Conference laurels

in the 3 mile last Spring with an eighth
place showing Saturday.

Sports notices
BOXING Anyone interested in reviving the boxing club call 665-3928 after 7:00 and ask
for Steve.

ATTENTION ALL ICE HOCKEY TEAMS Remember, all ice hockey entries are due on
Monday the 16th in the Intramural Office in Boyden 215. There will also be a meeting
for those interested in joining the club's administration on Wed., Oct 1 1 in Herter 102
at 8 pm.

MEN'S GYMNASTIC TEAM Anyone interested in helping the UMass men's gym-
nastic team raise money, contact wither Roy Johnson, 219 Boyden, 5-0815 or Carol
Gillian, 6 7962. HAVE IDEAS!'!!!

VOLLEYBALL CLUB The UMass volleyball club sponsors a men's team that plays a
spring intercollegiate schedule. Anyone interested should contact coach Arnie
Roberts, 549 5129, or show up at practice, Sunday 10 am at NOPE.

VOLLEYBALL ENTRIES DUE OCTOBER 23 $10.00 forfeit fee.
CROSS COUNTRY ENTIRES DUE OCTOBER 18.

RACQUETBALL ENTRIES DUE OCTOBER 23.
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PIZZA-RAMA
fkf:ij delivery with large orders

Our Sp< I. laities Are

Delicious
Pizzas

Hot Oven
Grinders

Spaghetti

For fast delivery call

253 3808 ' _ 256.0115
355 COLLEGE ST. AMHE RST. Ma!

TWIN SONS OF A
DIFFERENT MOTHER

FOGELBERG &
WEISBERG

$4.59

PIECES OF EIGHT
STYX

$4.59

HOT STREETS
CHICAGO

$4.59

WHO ARE YOU?
WHO

$4.59 Keepshakes.

ERIC CLAPTON
SLOWHAND
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DOGS & BUTTERFLIES
HEART

at your record store

CHILDREN OF
SANCHEZ

CHUCK MANGIONE

$4.59 _^ $7 99

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

Baskin-Robbins

Crazy Collectable Cups.
Collect our famous Collectable C ips like

heavyweight champion "Rocky Hoad,"

or teeny-bopper "Pinky Bubblegiiin," now
available with the purchase of Oijr 16 oz.

shakes, malts, sodas, freezes o^ 'loats.

While supplies last at participati-
j

Baskin-Robbins ice cream store

BASm-ROBBIVS

ICE CREAM STORE

Free with this ad
C<*'( BASKIN. DOBBINS ICC CRE »M COMPANY

\iHttit\
<JH

28 Main St., Amherst MA 253-9774
Town Hall Bus Stop, Belchertown Rt.
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Editorial / Opinion
Flowers, Housing and Foliage

Rents
The Board of Trustees has voted to stand firm with a rent increase of 19

dollars per month lor the residents of University owned Family Housing.
Following this vote the UMass Housing Office has announced its intention to

send tenants who ha ye withheld rents "notices to quit" - to pay up or get out.
While it is understandable that the housing office needs to collect rents in
order to provide services and pay off bond debts, the action of the trustees
does not alter the fact that many of the graduate students who work for the
University have not received any increases in pay for four years. The trustees
asked President Knapp to look into the salaries of the graduate students. Un-
fortunately they did not take the logical step of putting off a rent increase until
the investigations and possible proposals for pay increases came out.
The UMass community should continue to support the rent strike until the

University gives some indication that it has intentions to pay the graduate
students of this University enough money to live while aJso paying rent.

Roses

Representation
The Student Center for Educational Research and Advocacy is trying to set
up a "users council" of students, similar to the Health Services Advisory
Board, to take an advisory role in the Placement and Financial Aid offices. The
idea is, with student representation, both offices will be able to function with a
greater knowledge of UMass students' needs and interests. Anyone who has
dealt with Financial Aid in the last year should recognize the need for student
participation.

What is needed now is students who are willing to spend some time on these
matters, to sit on an advisory board and take an interest in their own educa-
tion. If you are interested, the organizational meeting for these groups will be
held Wednesday at 4 p.m. in room 426 of the Student Union Building.

One of the things that makes UMass just a little more interesting and human
are the people who sell their wares on the Campus Center concourse. One of
the things that makes UMass just a little more unlivable are nit picking restric-
tions.

Recently the Campus Center Board oi Governors has enacted a set of restric-
tions for the vendors on the things they can sell. The only justification for any
such restrictions would be to insure that those things sold in the University
Store are not sold by the vendors on the concourse. This typo of restriction
would insure that the UMass community is provided the widest variety of
things to buy. In characteristic slipshod fashion, the BOG has gone beyond
the rational bounds for such restrictions snd told a man who wishes to sell
flowers that he must sell them in bunches in order for them to be sold on the
concourse.

The University Store does not sell flowers. Many students like to buy one
flower to wear or give to somebody. Why is it necessary to make this par-
ticular vendor sell bunches of flowers? Maybe we should ask our represen-
tatives on the BOG to explain such things to us.

Perfect Fall Weekend
Ending on a sweeter note, wasn't that a "perfect three day weekend? The

weather was perfect for fall. The sun was out most of the time, the air was nip-
py and the wind was blowing. It was peak foliage time also. When the colors
of the leaves contrasted with the cerulian sky you got the strange feeling you
were in a calendar page. Every once in a while you have to get away from the
incongruous city atmosphere of UMass and take a look at the beautiful coun-
try that surrounds us. If you did not get a chance to do so this weekend, you
should pray that some weekend in the near future will be just as perfect.
A/f policy Editorials are the opinion of a majority of ttie Collegian Board of

Directors.

To the Editor:
'Bumbling ineptitude' mars lecture

To the Editor:

/ was indeed priviltdged to be present
last Tuesday night at a lecture en Dr.
W.E.B. DuBois given by the the eminent
Marx/St Historian, Fr. Herbert Aptheker. I

became, to put it mildly, superbly pisr^ad,

when I learned that there was no
microphone available in Mahar
Auditorium for Dr. Aptheker to use. This
"minor" inconvenience forced Dr.
Aptheker to speak louder than should
have been necessary, and I am sure
caused some problems for the attentive
audience who must have had to strain

occasionally to hear what Dr. Aptheker

was saying.

There may be many reasons for this
happening Two immediate reactions
come to my mind however. First, this

occurence may well have been an
example of subtle harassment with which
Dr. Aptheker is well familiar The second
could be another living example of the
bumbling ineptitude which has made
UMass famous.
Whatever the reason, despite the an-

noyance, the nwssage of Dr. Aptheker,
and through him the message of Dr.
DuBois, came through loud and clear.

Mark Alper

reputation enocurages people to make it

a second or third cho'ce. Then offer to
him or her the position presented above.
I think he or she will see them as practical
and fair not only on their face value but
also because they are so clearly unself-

interested.

Even more importantly, I think a
legislator, regardless of where he's been
educated, will be impressed in the same
way.

Michael Hart

Voters to consider Rent Control

SUPE is politically self-defeating

To the Editor:
With state budget time rolling around

again, UMass students, faculty and
hopefully administration [although we
seldom know, since they seldom bother
to tell us vvhat's on their minds], are re
quired to argue the case of public higher
liberal arts education.
One organized representative of

students, SUPE. is unfortunately sup-
porting two particular goats which,
because they are so clearly not in the in

terests of the bulk of the state's people,
are apt to undermine politically the above
stated primary purpose. These are: "No
Tuition" and "No Public Money to
Private Schools".
Let me condense my argument into the

suggestion of and reasons for three
specific goals, which, barring the public
absorption of Harvard et al, are more
likely to please the majority.

1. 1 Because all people of Massachusetts
deserve the opportunity to attend a liberal

arts university of the highest quality and
because the state can accomplish this

end rhore cheaply through a publicly
owned institution than through sup-
porting individual residents at private
universities, it is in the best interests of
the state's people to give UMass finan-

cially the opportunity to become the best
university that it can in the market of
potential faculty and students land ad
ministrators].

2. 1 Because it is physically impossible for

UMass to educate all qualified state
residents in the liberal arts and in other
university -level professions, especially

that it ought to have a balance of non-
state students, and because state
residents should have the opportunity to
attend the state's private universities,

given that they are among the best in the
country, and because the state's reputa-
tion as an academic center does much to
attract business, a vigorous state scholar-
ship program etc. that does not make any
sacrifice of the first principle should be
maintained.
3. 1 Because the family income distnbu-

tion of UMass students has been shown
to be not much different from that at non-
elite schools like B. C. and B. U. or simply
because those that can without difficulty

pay more ought to, a graduated tuition
program which again does not sacrifice

opportunity but which counteracts the
false reputation of UMass by also main-
taining a strong economic incentive to

come here I should fairly be considered.
I think the above program would more

successfully appeal to the interests of
most state residents and would not be in-

terpreted as simple boosterism or as im-
practical, thus closing people's minds
from the start, as I think the SUPE posi-
tion will.

Consider this situation: If a neighbor of
yours who went to a private university

and who has no more money than you
do. possibly relying on a state scholar
ship, defends the fairness of such pro-
grams \the bulk of state money to

private^, first, say, unless he or she went
to an elite university, that the only reason
UMass might be less preferable than
other non elite universities is that a false

To th« Editor:

A housing crisis is presently at hand
within the town of Amherst. The prob
lem has been compounded by the newly
adapted University policy of exempting
juniors from living on campus. Coupled
with the influx of tenants within the
town's rental housing is the low vacancy
rate and the uncontrollable increase of
the rents.

The landlords have trie power to
establish rent levels with no limitations
placed upon them. A cartel of eight
landlords within the Pioneer Valley Hous-
ing Association owns over 70% of the
private rental housing available in the
area. With this vast monopoly and no
limitations on their actions, the landlords
f)ave a grip on the tenants' housing op-
tions.

The government has determined that a
vacancy rate of 5% is considered to be
very low and creates a severe housing
shortage. But according to town and
University census figures, the vacancy
rate of the town of Amherst is 1.1%.

One solution to this problem is the
enactment of the Rent Control law which
is being proposed by the Rent Control
Now Committee. This law, called the
Amherst Rent and Eviction Control Act,
would create a Rent Control Board. This
board would have the powers to set max-
imum rents, make rent adjustments (ac-

cording to increases in taxes and costs in-

curred by the landlords to assure a fair

rate of return on their investments), and
conduct rent adjustment hearings to han-
dle disputes over adjustments or devalua-
tions.

The Act provides for control over evic-
tions, judicial review of board decisions,
and civil remedies for misconduct on the
landlord's part. This proposal will be
presented to the Amherst Town Meeting
on October 23. However, proponents of
the measure are skeptical that the Town
Meeting will pass rent control and are
therefore organizing a town-wide referen-
dum on the issue - to be held in mid-
November-which will allow all citizens of
the town the opportunity to express their
views on rent control.

In order for students to aid in the
passage of rent control, they must be
registered to vote in the town of Amherst.

Dave Edwards
SCERA
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Certificates needed

Buildings under
state violations
ByNINAMARYBUBA
Collegian Staff

Several buildings and elevators on
campus are in violation of the state building

code for failing to post inspection cer-

tificates or to post updated certificates in

accordance with Massachusetts General
Laws.

The buildings include the Graduate
Research Towers, closed for two weeks
last spring due to health problems, and the

Morrill Science Center.

University officials report, however, the
buildings in question have been inspected,
and the inspection stickers have not yet
been posted.

"tf any of the buildings have not been
certified, I'm sure there's a very good
reason for it," said Building Inspector

Dominic J. DiBaro. "A couple of cer-

tificates have been held back because of

housekeeping problems, but structurally,

the buildings are O.K."

The building code states that a building

inspector must periodically inspect and
certify public buildings. The law further

states a cerrtificate of inspection will be
issued to all buildings complying with the

regulations of the state building code and
these certificates must be posted in a

"conspicuous place" and be of a "per-

manent design."

Chapter 121, Section Three of the State
Building code reads, "...they shall not be
removed, or defaced, and, if lost, removed
or defaced, shall be immediately replaced."

The Grad Research certificate expired

May 16, 1978 arjcd the Morrill Science
'Center certificate expired June 5, 1978.

Both buildings are regarded by the
University's Environmental Health and
Safety Department as "high-risk" buildings

because of the nature of experimentation in

which they engage, according to UMass
Fire Safety Officer Kevin Hoyle.

The Grad Research Center and Morrill labs
work with radioactive and other volatile

materials. .

"Most of the certificates have already
been issued. "They've been sent out. They
give them to the Physical Plant and they
post them, " DiBaro said.

"There's a lag time for the physical plant
posting the new certificates," Hoyle said.

"There may be a problem with getting
them up in time."
Hoyle said that elevator inspection cer-

tificates disappear as fast as they are put
up.

Paul Lawlor, who is responsible for

elevator maintenance on campus, said it

would be impossible to "run around" and
check each elevator for a certificate.

"We keep the certificates here (at the
phsycial plant)," he said. "They (the
students) pull them down within two weeks
after they've been posted."
Edmund Ryan, the physical plant's chief

projects engineer, yesterday said in an
interview on campus radio station WMUA
that he considers the posting of the cer-

tificates a "low priority."

Lawlor said the physical plant could not
keep up with posting the elevator in-

spection certificates when they are torn

down.

"We post them, but I don't think the

students want a man hired to run around
putting up certificates. It would cost six to

eight thousand dollars."

"In the past three days we've spent 22
hours alone in the dormitory elevators. As
long as students cause vandalism to fire

alarms and elevators, it's difficult to keep
up," he said.

Carter wants tax cut bill

to meet his requirements
WASHINGTON (AP) President Carter

yesterday said he will not hesitate to veto a

tax bill that fails to meet his requiremjpnts

that it be non-inflationary, simple, equitable

and progressive.

The president told a news conference that

the $30 billion tax cut bill before the Senate
would not meet those guidelines.

However, Carter told the nationally broad-

cast session that the $16.3 billion tax bill

passed by the House would be acceptable.

Noting the House and Senate bills will go
to a conference committee to resolve the

differences between them, Carter said, "If

the conferences will take the best elements
of the House and Senate bills, we can have
an acceptable tax bill which I will sign."

But he said he would insist on a bill that

means "a substantial reduction in the tax

burden of our people."

"I would not hesitate to veto it if it does
not meet those criteria," he said.

TURN TO PAGE 6

Good day!

New^s
-Democrats endorse Republican gubernatorial candidate Francis Hatch.

See page 2. _
-Janie Portnoy reviews the Commonwealth Stage production of George

Bernartl Shaw's, Misalliance", showing at the Fine Arts Centers Rand

Theater through Oct. 21. See page 6. ^ o -j

-More fighting in Lebanon threatens 3-day cease fire. See page J.
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Some Southwest students discovered the Southwest Bagel stand. Here
John Leone samples its wares from vendor Peter Lange. (Staff photo by Leo
Fredette).

DeLima Still owes
money on phone calls
By ARNOLD WARSHAW
Collegian Staff

Student Senate Speaker Brian DeLima,
who last spring was found guilty by the

Student Judiciary of using Senate phones
to make personal toll calls, has made
payment for some of those calls, but the

former student attorney general says

DeLima still owes money.

An investigation last spring by then

Student Attorney General Jeffrey Lutsky,

revealed that $313 in toll calls were made to

DeLima's home state of Hawaii on Senate

phones between Oct. 1976 and Feb. 1978.

DeLima was found guilty of making calls

to Hawaii, put on probation until the end of

the semester and ordered to pay for the

calls.

But because of a dispute between DeLima
and Lutzky, who prosecuted the case, the

judiciary ordered that an exact deter-

mination be made of what DeLima owed.

To date, DeLima has paid only $82 48.

According to Lutsky this amount was
agreed to by DeLima, then Recognized

Student Organizations Business Manager
Armand Demers, former Senate Treasurer,

Michael Doyle, and himself. Lutsky said the

only calls DeLima was charged for at that

time were those that could be directly

linked to DeLima.

But Lutsky said he believes DeLima made
most of the $313 in calls.

"That's what he claimed prior to the trial

and during it. Now he s changing his

story, ' Lutsky said.

"The story has never changed, ' DeLima

said "' was aware I had made a number of

calls. I don't know now many I rnaae.

During the trial and at his sentencing,
DeLima claimed only "some" of the 73 calls

totalling $313 weren't his.

Lutsky, whose term as attorney general

ended last semester, said he instructed his

successor, Jon Hensleigh, (recently elected

SGA CO president) to follow up on the case
and determine if DeLima owed any more
money.

But since taking over as attorney general

last spring, Hensleigh has not followed up
on the DeLima case, claiming it is Lutsky's

responsibility since he handled the case.

"I say that Lutsky should have come up
done it," Hensleigh said. "I guess we're
both just passing the buck"
Within the next week, Hensleigh said, a
new Attorney General will be appointed,

and the DeLima case "will be a top
priority."

"If there's another bill, DeLima will get it

within the next two weeks," Hensleigh
said.

DeLima admitted that he may owe more
than the $82.48 he has paid so far, but the

attorney general's office has not said

anything to him.

"There's always a chance... a possibility,
"

DeLima said when asked if more of the calls

in question could be his own. He also said

that there were five other Hawaiian

students working for the Senate during the

time the calls were made, so he shouldn't

be held responsible for all the calls.

'I don't think I'm trying to screw anybody
over or take advantage of a situation,

"

DeLima said.

"Don t hold me accountable tor their

iattornev general's office) inactions. It's

not my responsibility."
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Souweine
refutes claims
by Simons
By MARK HORAN
Coilegian Staff

Hampshire-Franklin County district attorney candidate
Jonathan 2. Souweine yesterday said criticism of his earn
paign funding made by Republican opponent Thomas G.
Simons, is a "smoke screen" attempt "to hide the devasting
weaknesses of his own candidacy

"

State Rep Simons issued a statement to area press on Mon-
day night which said about half of the $15,400 Souweine rais
ed so far came from state sources.
Simons predicted voters would be "disturbed and troubled"

by such a large amount of outside contributions and added "it

was obvious if Souweine lived in the Amherst area long
Vnough and if he was better known, then more of his cam
paign funds would be from the area ."

Souweine yesterday said about $4,000 of the contributions
c^me from his parents and his wife's parents and the rest was
from "family, neighbors, former classmates and people I have
wcifked with

"

"The contributions were perfectly legal and ethical, "said
Souweine, adding his opponent was using a "non issue" to
divert attention from the real issues. "You would expect it

from a pK)litician."

Simons, who has been a state representative for the past
eight years and is now the house minority whip, was
unavailable for comment.
Souweine said he came to Amherst in 1965 and spent one

year at UMass before transferring to Columbia. He returned to
Amherst in 1973 to become director of the Massachusetts
Public Interest Group, and has lived in Amherst and Pelham
for the past five years.
Souweine said he is more qualified than Simons because of

his experience as Assistant Anorney General prosecuting con-
sumer fraud in Western Massachusetts. Simons, he said has
no prosecuting exF>erience.

Souweine also said he "would not feel right ' in collecting a
state salary as Simons now does, adding he resigned his
Assistant Anorney General position to avoid "any conflicts In
interest."

Souweine said many of his local contributions came from
students and faculty and were under $25. They totaled over
$3,000.

Court^o consider
job battle case
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Hiring preferences given to veterans

clash head-on with women's rights to equal employment in a
Massachusetts case the Supreme Court yesterday agreed to
consider.

The Court announced it will hear arguments this term on the
constitutionality of a Bay State law placing veterans ahead of
all other applicants for state civil service jobs.

A three-judge U.S. district court panel has struck down the
statute twice on grounds it wrongly denies women an equal
chance for employment by the state.

Virtually all states have some form of veterans' preference.

But the Massachusetts law, unlike any other, puts qualified

veterans ahead of everyone else on an "eligible list" for many
job openings.

Most states and the federal government award extra

qualification points to veterans seeking public employment,
rather than affording them absolute preference.

President Carter wanted to limit the federal veterans'

preference to improve tf>e chances of women and minorities

without military service to get government jobs. But Congress
rejected his prop>osed changes when it completed action last

week on civil service reform legislation.
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Join the

Semester at Sea. affiliated

with the University of Colorado,

an unparalleled international

educational experience. Sail from

Los Angeles February 15. by way of the

Orient. South Asia, and the Mediterranean.

Applications now being accepted.
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State reps, endorse GOP's Hatch
BOSTON/ [AP]-E\ght
Demoo ratic state
legislators, including Reps.
Barney Frank, James Segel
and four members of the
Black Caucus, yesterday
jumped and endorsed GOP
Rep. Francis W. Hatch for

governor.

The group followed the
lead of Jerome Grossman,
liberal member of the
Democratic National Com-
mittee, and Barbara Acker-
mann of Cambridge, a loser

in a bid for the guber-
natorial nomination.
Other prominent liberals

either have, or reportedly
soon will, endorse Edward
J. King, the Democratic
nominee for governor.
They include U.S. Rep.
Michael J. Harrington, D-
Beverly.

In a joint statement read
by Segel at a Statehouse
news conference, the
group criticized King's fiscal

policies.

"The Democratic can-
didate has demonstrated
either an incredible ig-

norance of government or a
reluctance to face the hard
choices needed to cut
government spending,"
they said.

In the recent legislative

session, all had voted
against two of King's prime
positions-in opposition to a

bill providing mandatory

prison terms for major drug
violators and in support of

public funding for elective

abortions.

Flanking Hatch at the en-

dorsement session, in addi-

tion to Frank of Boston and
Segel of Brookline, were
Reps. Mel King, Doris
Bunte and Robert Fortes of

Boston and Saundra
Graham of Cambridge. Not
present but recorded as
part of the contingent were
Reps. Robert L. Nardone,
Watertown, and Karen
Swanson, Brockton.
Following the redistricting

that reduced the House by

80 seats. Fortes, Segel and
Swanson did not seek new
terms and Nardene was
defeated in the Democratic
primary.

The Democrats-for-Hatch
said they had voted for Mrs.
Ackermann in the primary.

She received 7 percent of

the vote, trailing far behind
King, 51 percent, and Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis, 42 per-

cent.

Mrs. Bunte said this was
not to be construed as a

Black Caucus endorsement
of Hatch. "The caucus
does not endorse," she

said. Most of the par-

ticipants also endorsed the
e-electlon bid of
Republican Sen. Edward
W. Brooke.
Frank said news accounts

had painted candidate King
as being quite different

from Dukakis. "What
bothers me," Frank said,

"is the similarities."

Participants were warm in

their praise of Hatch, who
won the Republican
nomination for governor in

a close fight with conser-
vative Edward F. King of
Boston.
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Don't Get
Pregnant Get

BirthControl... at a
Woman-to-Woman Clinic

Complete Gynecological Care
• Pap Test • VD Screening • Contract-ption

• Individual Counseling • Free Pregnancy Testing
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(^aCcAUt Ice Cream

Amherst Carriage Shops
Limited Special

Hand-Packed Quarts—99c
with coupon

Expires Oct. 15

More area restaurants serve Calvin Ice

Cream than any other kind
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Complaints to be heard

at senate meeting
ByJAl\/1ESCARTER
Collegian Staff
Complaints and allegations concerning

the student government presidential elec-

tions were heard and discussed by the elec-

tions sub-committee last night. The com-
plaints will be presented at the senate
meeting tonight by the subcommittee for a
decision on what actions will be taken, ac-
cording to elections committee co-
chairperson Marcy Levington.
Presidential candidate Dick Janssen, third

place finisher with 205 votes, appeared
before the committee to list his grievances
and fourth place finishers Kevin Jones and
Hector Vega submitted a formal written

complaint.

Both Janssen and Jones-Vega complain-
ed that their names were rotated on the
ballot after the order had been established

by the drawing of lots prior to the election.

"The election committee violated a sec-

tion of the constitution that states that the
order of the ballot shall be selected by
drawing lots," said Janssen. "Nothing in

the constitution says anything about
rotating names on the ballot."

Vega-Jones also charged that there were
unmanned ballot boxes, late opening of

polls, and misconduct by Shelley Gordon, a

MM

candidate who was accidently placed at a
ballot box where she was listed as a can-
didate.

Janssen alleged that the committee
violated the constitution by "failing to
secure unmarked ballots."

He also said that according to two people
who witnessed the counting of the ballots

"numerous ballots were marked in identical

fashion."

Janssen said he had not been informed
about the grievance meeting and "had to
find out from reading the Collegian."
Vega Jones and Janssen also charged

that there were more ballots than IBM
cards collected from Orchard Hill.

Co-chairperson Levington said that she
didn't think these charges would result in

an invalidation of the presidential elections.
"I don't think any of these allegations if

brought to court will win a court case,"
said co-chairperson Levington. "I think
that every election has irregularities. I don't
think this one was that bad but it's been
getting blown out of proportion."
"The problems from the election arose

due to the rush," said co-chairman Bob
Bolandrina. "In the future, problems can
be alleviated by better planning by the
senate."

Neglected''women
lack marketable skills
WASHINGTON (API -An estimated 26

Tiillion American women -nearly one of

every three — lack the basic educational and
job skills needed to survive in today's
society, a presidential advisory council
reported yesterday.

The report says the worst off are
"displaced homemakers," women who
have lost their spouses because of death,
desertion or divorce and are forced into the

job market.
They are so numerous and their problems

so urgent that they constitute a "hidden
subculture" in American society, the
council said.

Many single mothers, women over 60 and
displaced homemakers lack marketable job
skills, concludes the report, entitled

"Neglected Women."
Many of these women may be good

mothers and housekeepers, but they are

ignorant of such economic realities as
money management, credit, insurance and
banking, the report says.

"The common denominator for all 26
million of these women is that they are

caught, because they are women, in

stereotypes," the report says. They are the

products of past educational and social

patterns which do not apply to today's
reality."

The report, written by the National
Advisory Council on Women's Educational
Programs, says these disadvantaged
women need training for well-paying jobs
that offer advancement opportunities.

"They also need access to financial aid for
tuition, child care, transportation, clothing
and, frequently, living expenses," the
report concludes.

The council recommended legislation that
would provide these women with financial
assistance for education programs, tax
incentives for career advancement
education and anti-poverty programs
aimed at counseling and training.

"Of the three groups, displaced
homemakers have the most urgent
educational needs," the repdrtsays. "They
constitute almost a hidden subculture
whose existence and problems are just
becoming known... The homemaker who is

forced back into the labor market faces an
array of educational, economic, social and
psychological problems."

Stephen Baird, a Boston street singer, entertains students in front of the
Student Union yesterday. He plays his guitar two or three times yearty here.
(Staff photo by Leo Fredette).

Beirut calm amid figliting
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)- An hour-long

shootout between Syrian troops and
Christian militiamen and outbreaks of

snippr fire yesterday failed to undermine
the three-day-old cease-fire in east Beirut.

Machine guns and rocket-propelled
grenades blazed away at the main

Rhodesia plans action against segregation

blacks is about
to $9,240 for

Op«A MoA.-Frt. 10-10} Sot. ofid Sun. 12-10
|

SALISBURY, Rfiodesia (/4/'I-Rhodesia's

interim government yesterday announced
plans to strike down segregation laws,

clearing the way for blacks to live in white
neighborhoods, attend white schools and
use white hospitals-if they can afford it.

The proposed changed must still be acted
upon by Parliament, and there were reports

it might be called into special session.

The proposals were lauded by the biracial

government as a significant breakthrough
despite the fact that only the wealthiest of

the nation's 6.7 million blacks will be able to

afford the integration.

The average earnings of

$830 a year compared
Rhodesia's 260,000 whites.

The announcement was made as white
Prime Minister Ian Smith and black leader

the Rev. Ndabaningi Sithole were in the

United States seeking backing for their in-

ternal government, set up to pave the way
to black majority rule with elections. Smith

SW elections
Elections for Southwest Assembly

President will take place tomorrow at

polls set up at both Hampshire and
Berkshire Dining Commons in the
Southv^est Residential Area.
The polls will be open during the

regular dining commons hours.
The candidates for president are: Irwin

Schwartz, Rithard LaVoice/ David Clair-

mont and Stephen McGoldrickV Frank
Letizia.

Southwest residents are encouraged to

vote

reported no headway in the quest.

Tiny right-wing white political parties were
furious about the proposals. "This means
the surrender and destruction of the white
man and his institutions in Rhodesia and a
victory for the terrorists," said Rhodesia
National Party president Len Idenson.
Spokesmen for the black parties in the

transition government hailed the an-
nouncement as a "tremendous
breakthrough" and a "giant step."
White Health and Education Minister

The target date for black rule is made
more uncertain by the escalating six-year
war against Rhodesia by black nationalist

guerrillas, who vow to disrupt any attempt
to get blacks to the polls.

Tuesday's announcement said land laws
in white areas-the suburbs of the seven ma-
jor cities- will be scrapped. Blacks will be
able to buy homes in any suburb, said

Cronje. But new laws tightening up on
health and building regulations will be ef-

fected simultaneously.

''But the solutionsshow our willingness to

work together...they 're basedon
pragmatism andreality.

"

\ •"•§ •' V« r'l >• !'» i"*

Rowan Cronje said schools would remain

free on black reservations, while the $72

annual cost of white state schools will pro-

bably be hiked. But it was likely integration

of white schools would be slowed not just

by lack of money, but also because black

children seeking to enroll would have to live

in the school area, must speak English, the

minority language, and be in the proper age

group.

"Our conclusions will not satisfy the ultra-

liberals, nor will the extreme right like

them," said Cronje. "Blacks did not get it

all their own way. We did not get it all our

own way. But the solutions show our will

ingness to work together... they're based

on pragmatism and reality."

Cronje would not estimate when the new
laws will be passefl, but agreed it could

take until December or January.

'^'V .»> W "v> »X

"This is so the character and standard of

these areas, will be maintained. In terms

of the customs of our black people, with

the extended family system there may be

difficulties in respect of housing standards

and health standards," the minister said.

Free medical clinics for blacks will be re-

tained, but Cronje said anyone would be
eligible for treatment at the white hospitals,

provided they can pay.

Cronje told reporters the land Tenure Act-

the heart of Rhodesia's race discrimination-

will be repealed. But he said black reserva-

tions known as tribal trust lands across half

the country are to be retained.

crossroad between the Moslem and
Christian sectors of the city in the worst
violation of the truce since Saturday. But
there were no apparent casualties and there

was no general breakdown in the truce.

Witnesses said other crossing points
between the two sections of the city came
under heavy sniper fire. All roads con-
necting east and west Beirut were closed
temporarily as bullets whizzed in all

directions and vehicles and pedestrians ^'ed

in panic.

The Christian radio station Voice of
Lebanon said snipers also fired in the
northeast side of the city in the area of the
Qarantina Bridge. The bridge is on the nriain

supply route from the Christian port of
Jounieh, 15 miles north of Beirut.

The Qarantina bridge was closed to traffic

and the radio said the Syrians were
maintaining a tight "food blockade" on
Christian east Beirut. The radio said all

major relief and supply convoys, including

Red Cross vehicles, were being turned back
by the Syrians and only cars containing
limited amounts of food were being
allowed through.

The cease-fire, worked out in Damascus
by President Elias Sarkis and Syrian
President Hafez Assad, took effect Satur-
day after 10 days of savage fighting that
Lebanese police said left 1,300 dead and
2,000 wounded. The toll does not include
Syrians, who have not reported casualties.
Isiaeii gunboats opened up on Palestinian

guerrilla camps in southern Lebanon
Tuesday, the Christian radio said, and the
guerrillas returned fire. The Israeli military

command in Tel Aviv refused to confirm or
deny the report. Israeli gunboats shelled
Palestinian camps in west Beirut Thursday
to warn the Syrians against pushing their

fight against the Christians, who have
forged an alliance with Israel in the south.

Beirut state radio said Sarkis consulted by
telephone with his Moslem prime minister,

Selim el Hoss, after Hoss complained
publicly he had not been consulted on the
president's peace initiative. Hoss said
assured angry Moslem leaders that Sarkis
would not be able to make any major
decisions on the Lebanese crisis "without
consulting u?"
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B/ackAffairs
Administration at

odds with record service
On October 10, 1978, a letter was sent to

the Campus Center management charging
that the management along with the
University Store had made a "direct and
coordinated attempt" to force the new
Union Record Service out of business.
Though sales for the service have not
been bad, Kenneth Fulgham, co-manager
of the Service says it has encountered nrtore

than it's share of problems. He sites the
administration as one of the biggest pro
biems.

They (the administration) don't like the
record service because they feel it takes
business away from the University Store

"

Fulgham said.

In the letter addressed to William Harris
and Dudley Bridges record service ad
vocates stated that Campus Center
building operations stiarted the construc-
tion of a wall to separate the record service
from another student office The letter fur
ther stated that on three major occasiorts
the University Store has run sales, and at
the same time the building operations peo-
ple have conr>e to complete major work on
the wall."

According to Fulgham construction of the
wall has caused the record service to close
for the entire day on two separate occa-
sions He views the slow construction of
the wall and the University record sales as
pressure tactics to take business away from
the record service.

University Store Manager Winthrop Cum-
mings said that he did not think the record
service was taking business away from the
university store but "it's too early to tell " he
said.

When asked if the store's advertised
record sales were planned to coincide with
the building of the wall in the student
record sen. ice, Cummings said "we didn't
have a damn thing to do with It. Those
sales were scheduled in July." Campus
Center Director William Harris claims the
only reason the wall has not been com-
pleted to this date is that "the paint has not
come in yet." He denies any plot to
destroy the record service. "We don't have
the skill to plot against students" he said.

Harris said that he had not talked with the
managers of the record service since he
read the letter but that he would reply in

writing.

As far as the service is concerned he says
he 'hopes it's a success. ' He said "they
have rjot to succeed because they have to
pay back the Board of Governors.

'

The record service borrowed approx-
imately $8000 to begin the service.
Representatives of the service claim that
t>eing forced to close for even one day,
jeapordizes their ability to pay their

creditors.

The Union Record Service originated as
an idea of undergraduate student Kenneth
Fulgham. His idea became a reality on
September 6 of 1978 when the service
opened for business.

Fulgham would like the service to con
tinue because as a business major irtanag-

ing the store is good experience for him.
He also sees it as a benefit to the students
who he feels need a cheaper alternative to

the University Store.

Charlotte Three
asl< for pardon

RALEIGH, N.C. I C/P/)-- Supporters of the
Charlotte Three, black activists convicted
of a 1968 stable burning, urged Gov. James
B. Hunt Jr. Tuesday to pardon the men or
commute their arson sentences.

"We're asking for a pardon of in-
nocence, " said James Grant, 37, one of the
three. "We're innocent.

"Of course I'm not going to say I'm going
to sit in jail if <we don't get a pardon of in-
nocence. I would accept a commutation."

Grant, T.J. Reddy, now 33, and Charles
Parker, 26, were convicted in 1972. Each
served about three years of their sentence
and the U.S. Supren^ Court last week
refused to hear their appeal, filed on the
grounds the government did not disclose it

was paying its witnesses. Grant got a 25-,
year term, Reddy a 20 year term and Parker
a 10-year term.

Speaking to reporters at an afternoon
news conference. Grant called the
Supreme Court's refusal to hear his group's
appeal "just another in the long list of pig-

gish decisions that that court has become
famous for."

Hunt, who last January reduced the
sentences of the Wilmington 10, is con-
sidering the group's petition for a pardon,
his press secretary said.

On Sunday, Hunt was asked by Connec-
ticut Gov. Ella Grasso to pardon Grant or
commute his sentence. Grant is from Hart-
ford. Conn.

The Charlotte Three are listed as polttical
prisoners by Amnesty International, and at
the news conference Grant read a state-
ment of support from Soviet dissident
Valentin F. Turchin, now living in the
United States.

A series of newspaper articles in 1974
revealed government payments to the two
prosecution witnesses, David Washington
and Alfred Hood, both with extensive
police records and one discharged from the
Marines, Charlotte Three supporters claim-
ed, as a schizophrenic.

Unity IsA Must
THERE WILL BE A MEETING FOR ALL
THIRD WORLD WOMEN THURSDAY,
OCTOBER 12, 1978 AT 7:30 PM IN THE

NEW AFRICA HOUSE. ALL INTERESTED,
PLEASE COME. ANY QUESTIONS, CALL
Anika 546-4538.

Drum Notice

DRUM: Black Literary experience at the
University of Massachusetts is seeking staff

members— writers, photographers, editors

and artists. For more information come to

Room 425 New Africa House, Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 5 p.m.

Human Rights for all not a priority of the University
At the beginning of the 1978 academic

year the student and professional staff of
the Office of Third World Affairs initiated a
project on the effects of racism at the
University of Massachusetts We have
observed the neglect with which the ad-
ministration, the faculty and the student
body has dealt with racist issues.
Collectively we gathered data on the areas
we felt most urgently needed attention.
In drawing our conclusions we relied on our
own observations and experiences as well
as researching Affirmative Action, Black
student enrollment, curnculum and the
physical environment.
Part of our purpose in composing this

report was for the formulation of a
Manifesto: a statement from Third World
students addressing the entire community.
Such a document requires however, a
more comprehensive input thant solely our
staff and affiliated researchers. The next
phase of our project will be to organize
discussion among Third World students
around the establishment of a relevant
Educational Ideology i.e. the political

perspective of our education and ultimately
that of our careers The quality of
education for Black youth from pre school
to high school is deteriorating. By the time
we reach college the damage of a decade
of miseducation has already been done.
The University gf Massachusetts is an
American institution. As such it develops
training programs and maintains
educational activities for the citizens of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the

United States of America In this,

ideologically, politically and culturally the
University of Massachusetts is a direct

emanation of this society, and one of the

institution's primary functions is the per-

petuation of American values. Historically

discrimination against non white
populations has been among the highest of

these values. Racism is institutionalized

nto every aspect of American life The
University of Massachusetts m its structure

and substance expresses these values to a

yreater or lesser degree.
Perhaps this report is particularly ap

propriate during the year of the
Bakkelash " The cries of "reverse

discrimination" coming from white
reactionary forces have been echoed with

the UMass Student Senate At a time when
students and working class people were
mobilizing nationwide to defend Affir

mative Action, Student Senate factions

sought to obliterate the Third World Senate
Caucus on the basis of "reverse
discrim matron " The debate to retain the

Caucus was a long and bittel^ one, lasting

most of the Fall '77 semester During the
r>roceedir>gs thp blatant racism of certain

-onservative white students was exposed
.ilong with the general sense of apathy in

the student legislature regarding racism.
Too often precious time and energy is

wasted when Third World students are
forced into a defensive position against
racist attacks.

Recently the University's Affirmative
Action policy came under scrutiny with an
investigation by the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare. The HEW report

dated February 6, 1978 is on file at the
UMass library and describes in lengthy
detail where implementation of Affirmative

Action has been inadequate. Employment
statistics for the academic working force

are a striking example of Affirmative

Action's ineffectiveness. Indeed, out of

2,221 academic employees 93% arq white,
in comparison to the 2.4% black, 1.7%
Hispanic and 2.9% Asian
Affirmative Action has not yet reached its

full impact and now with the Supreme
Court ruling essentially in favor of Bakke,
the future prospects for increasing equal
opportunity in housing, employment,
education i e. human rights looks dismal.
The already minimal Third World per-
centage of the academic working force
may in fact dwindle further in coming
years

Historically discrinnination against non-

white populations has been among the

highest of these values.

Nationally the college enrollment of Black-
students has been on the decline. UMass is

no exception. Prior to the inception of the
Collegiate Committee for the Education of
Black Students (CCEBS) in 1967 a total of
42 Black students attended the University
of Massachusetts. In 1968 when CCEBS
was established 129 students enrolled and
in 1969 the figures rose to 188 incoming
freshmen and five transfer students. These
figures remain more or less constant until

1975 when enrollment dropped to 156, then
to 139 in 1976 and finally in 1977, 98
students, the lowest figure in ten years.
The total enrollment of non white

students is classified information and
unavailable for publication. However, we
can assume that the decline in CCEBS
enrollment is not a unique situation. We
can also propose a number of answers to
the question, why? One reason may be the
lack of active commitment on the part of
the University to the recuitment of Black,
Hispanic and Asian students. Another
deterrent in attracting Third World students
are the cutbacks in financial aid and the
rising cost of tuition and expenses. A third

possible reason is the fact that the
University lias made no conscientious
attempt to integrate a multi cultural per
spective into its curriculum, and so the
quality of education has no particular

appeal

An obvious but often ignored aspect of
institutionalized racism is our physical
environment, in this specifically the UMass
campus. Of over five hundred buildings
owned by the University not one is

dedicated to a Third World figure. Certainly
there exists a great nur;iber of Black,
Hispanic and Asian indiviouals, some of
American citizenry whose contributions to
the arts, sciences and humanities are of
international significance. Appropriately
several buildings and areas on campus
should commemorate these Third World
personalities, not only as a positive
reminder to Third World students of our
cultural heritage but also as an education to
students of European descent.
The incidence of racial conflict between

black and white students on UMass
campus is alarming. The great majority of
these incidents go unreported, thus un-
checked as the attitude among non-white
students is regrettably "nothing is going to
be done anyway, so why bother?" This
attitude is not totally an expression of
apathy but rather a realistic view of how
racist harrassment and abuse is viewed in

American society. The psychological ef-

fects are tragic and as a result there are
unofficial lines of demarkation as to where
Third World students can safely frequent.
There continues to be a tense, antagonistic
relationship between certain of the white
fraternities and the black population.
Following a 1975 incident of physical
violence at the Bluewall in the Campus
Center, the club has been considered
dangerous to non white students. This past
year a cross was burned outside the
establishment during the rare occasion of a
black sponsored social event. Does anyone
need to be reminded that such cross
burnings are the traditional terrorist tactics
of America's white supremacy organization
the Ku Klux Klan? (a cross burning incident
was reported at Hampshire College prior to
the one at UMass.) In February of 1978,
while walking through the Southwest
residential area at night, a black male
UMass student was shot at from a car and
threatened with the racist calls of "nigger"
and other obscene insults. The man's life

was threatened yet the UMass Daily
Collegian made no mention of the attack.
Are we to assume that such attacks are
insignificant or doesn't the University
community want to recognize its serious
situation with regard to racism.
Victims of double jeopardy; sexual assault

and racist abuse, non-white women find

themselves in an extremely vulnerable
position Many Black, Latin and Asian
women can recount humiliating insults and
threats that occur even within the dor
mitory whnre she resides.

Uiie btiategy for combatting racism in an
academic environment is to offer^courses in

multi-cultural awareness. The area colleges
Southwest, Orchard /Central and Nor-
theast/Sylvan all have colloquia and full

credit courses on race relations. In most
cases the classes are taught by white in-

structors who have rightly assumed the
responsibility for educating their own
communities about racism. These efforts
are extremely worthwhile although in-

sufficient. Nor do the course offerings in

any way compensate for the glaring lack of
multi-cultural expression in the required
University curriculum. It is characteristic of
institutionalized racist education to distort
the history of non-white, non-European
peoples and to categorically omit the
history, arts, culture and literature of the
non-western world. Every departmental
major has required courses for graduation
not to mention the University's general
humanities, social science and rhetoric
requirements. Certainly these academic
requirements could and should include a
study of some facet of Black American,
Latin American, Carribbean, Asian or
Native American history and culture.
Without such an educational program a
UMass student could graduate from the
school of liberal arts (and undoubtedly
many have) without any knowledge of
African, Black American, Asian and
Hispanic writers, artists, political analysts,
philosophers or historians. We can be
assured however that no Third World
student has emerged from the university

without being indoctrinated to appreciate
the achievements of western civilization.

This blatant Eurocentric perspective is

possibly the most dangerous weapon of
institutionalized racism.

Clearly the task of eliminating racism will

not be assumed by the university. As an
educational institution it is fulfilling its

function by maintaining the status quo;
reproducing the various strata of a classist,

sexist and racist society. In a culture so
totally obsessed with private property and
the acquisition of material wealth no
university or college is exempt from these
divisions.

We have examined only a few of the most
pronounced effects of racism at the
University of Massachusetts, under-
standing that in the final analysis we can be
responsible for our psychological, in-

tellectual and physical environment if we
are courageous enough to strive for and to
demand change.
One of the purposes of the university

should be to serve as a repository for the
development of human values. We call

upon all those who share our concern to
join us in our campaign to combat racism
and to make human rights for all a priority

of the University of Massachusetts.

The Office of

Third World Affairs

»CQl]e-gffim .

BlackAffairs
iaTheWiz"

9
h
The soundtrack of the

movie version of "The Wiz"
IS out on MCA records and
its truly an epic. Quincy
Jones uses his genius to

create a feeling of joy,

hopes, longings and fears

that can only complement
the actual movie itself

(slated for November
release). In addition to the

material from Charlie

Smalls and the Broadway
original, Jones gives us four

more songs rounding out

an effort that's nothing

.short of a triumph.

Jones not only uses his

own genius but he reaches

out to Ashford & Simpson
and Lutfier Vandross and
collaborates with them on a

couple of the show's new
tunes. Vandross con-
tributes on his own with the

resounding "Brand New
Day," a number that builds

and peaks with intensity.

Jones has always proven
to be a marvelous director

of talent and contributions

from different sources
taking the best of each.

Here, he has such notables

as Ralph MacDonald, Steve
Gadd, Harvey Mason, Bob

James to go along with a

full orchestra and a chorus
of over 100 voices. He also

contracts the voices of such
people as Cissy Houston,
Patti Austin, Lena Home
(featured in the film as
Glinda the Good) to
mention a few more. Jones
pulls all these talents
together in a way that they
all contribute richly to the

texture of the end product.

A nice kicker to the whole
deal is that for the most
part, this is an all Black
production that provides a

nice contrast to the
"Shafts," "Superflys" and
"Slaughters" of the past.

This soundtrack is

something that, while it

aspires to dreams it has
roots firmly planted in the

soil of human emotions.
Richard Pryor makes a

soul-searing appearance as

"The Wizard " that can
make you reall think about
yourself. When he does the

monologue after Dorothy
discovers he's a phoney, he
really reveals the fears, that

you can feel when you hand
someone one of those lines.

By the way, Michael

'W^W-*'
*"

Picture-of-the-Week: Morgan State's excellent mar-
ching band, shown above will be long reniembered by
those who attended the UMass vs. Morgan State foot-
ball game on Saturday. The Amherst area profited in

more ways than it will probably ever realize from the
performance of the band and the presence of the
Morgan State football team.

Jackson and Diana Ross
are thrown in with the rest

of those stellar types and
Diana definitely shows that
she can still be that little

girl.

Hot as hell is the new
Barry White release on 20th
Century, "The Man"
featuring his latest groover,
"Your Sweetness Is My
Weakness. " This cut is

more than smoke and
should do just as well in the

clubs as "It's Exstacy When
You Lay Down Next To
Me." Faster than
"Ecstacy...," "Sweetness"
should prove to have a
wider appeal and dan-
ceability. Lyrically sensual,
the cut could also swoon
that certain someone as
you pull up and get into a

serious "rock." The rest of

the LP has those "BW
Panty Wetters" that are

groove insurance anytime if

you know what I mean.

Notices
Poets Against Apartheid
An evening of poetry and
music in "Poets Against
Apartheid" will be held at

the Student Union
Ballroom on Friday,
October 13th at 8:00 p.m.

Featured artists are: Sonia
Sanchez, Zoe Best,
Andrew Salkey, Steve
Cannon, Dennis Brutus,

Jayne Cortez, Terry
Jenoure and Avery Sharpe.

Meeting
There will be an important
meeting of the NAH
Steering Committee and
the Third World Caucus,
today at 6:00 sharp. It will

be at the Office of Third
World Affairs, Room 308 in

the Student Union
Ballroom.

"DISCOUNT LIQUORS"

RUSSELL ST, HADLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

DONELLI
LAM-

BRUSCO

$2.69
magnum
(50.7 ozs.)

./?* ~"r\

Attention Commuters!!
Due to present circumstances, the Commuter

Study Lounge resembles more of the Union Video
Center than our lounge. This ad is just to let you know
that the Lounge is still available for a quiet, comfor-
table place to relax and study.

Please come by sometime
and see for yourself.
Location: SU 216— adjacent to rear entrance of the

Hatch. Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. -12 p.m.

$7.09
case— 12 oz. NR

GILBEYS
fis^/ ;

\ GIN

:^j^

i^) Ifm
Join

$5.39
\'/ quart

NUYENS
VODKA

$7.79
1.75 liter

(59.2 ozs.)

Tuesday, October 9 to Saturday, October 14, 1978

Sale items- cash & carry prices

We preserve the right to limit quantities

Having a party? Ask about our prices on keg beer. /
-/
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Misailiance"honors Shaw's wit
Reviewed by JANIE PORTNOY

"Misalliance" is utter nonsense. It is

about an upperclass, bourgeois,
aristocratic family It is about people who
build idiotic reasoning out of superficial
problems, only to reach the utmost plateau
of foolishness. They are rich, educated
morons These people are emotionally
poverty stricken, portrayed by a fabulous
array of actors and actresses who give
honor to George Bernard Shaw's wit. In
short, "Misalliance" is one of the finest
plays I've seen on the Fine Art Center's
Commonwealth Stage

Picture if you will, a twirp (i.e., nerdi of a
character named Bentley Summerhays
(John Shuman). This five fott tall, well-
dressed peon of a person (suitably
nicknamed Bunny) with an over ripe brain,
IS engaged to marry Hypatia Tarleton (Chris
Weatherhead>. Hypatia loves Bentley's
mind, but his ten year old body does not
quite meet her standards. She even refers
to him as "a little squit of a thing." Clearly,
she isn't "getting enough."

Hypatia is the daughter of John Tarleton
(Paul C. Thomas), a prominent shopkeeper
in the underwear business John Tarleton
is a by product of all the literature he was
weaned on. He quotes from Dickens,
Shakespeare and the like. He has also got
ten somewhat paunchy in his old age and
questions his masculine appeal. He, too,
isn't "getting enough.

"

Mrs. Tarleton (Bonnie Bishoff), mother
and wife of Hypatia and John, is too con
cerned with darning socks and being of
fended by talk about sewer systems to even
miss getting enough." She is an Edith
Bunker type who accidently refers to the

maid as "the girl," and strikes her head in
mindless reprimand as if to exclaim, "I
shouldve had a V 8!

Bentley's father, Lord Summerhays
(Ronald Durling) is old and widowed,
resigning himseltto the fact that he has had
quite "enough."

John Tarleton, Jr. (WiJIiam Pullman) is a
victimized, rich )ock, with the misfortune of
being in the limelight of ridicule. If he had
half a brain, perhaps he would know exact-
ly what "getting enough" meant.

Well, what is all this talk about "getting
enough," anyway? Essentially, it is the
crux of the play. When the facades are
taken down, dignity and moral propneties
are wiped away to reveal that even the
wealthy lust for sex. Shaw is so clever as
to allude to sex without actually sayinq
what we all are thinking. The dialogue is
tast paced and quick witted, with gads of
double entendres.

"Misalliance" accelerates when an
airplane containing a handsome pilot
(Richard Fagan) and a Polish woman
acrobat (Mary Carter) crashes on the
Tarleton property. This overtly liberated
woman gives everyone the impression that
she IS extremely skilled under the net as
well John Tarleton exclaims, "All my life
rve wanted to fly!" In lieu of the true
English hospitality, the crashers are invited
to stay for dinner.

What follows is a hilarious chain of
events The Polish lady is propositioned to
make sure that everyone "gets enojgh, "

and the pilot satisfies Hypatia 's de«:ire to be
an "active verb " Bentley plans ;o flee with
the Polish lady in the damaged plane.

The end of the play presents the audience
with the notion that there is nothing more
to discuss among the characters, because
they have seen themselves for what /who
they really are, and are willing to divest a
part of their pompous lifestyles in return for
some risk and excitement.

For those who are looking for a iollv
culture-filled evening, "Misalliance" fs asure bet. The skillful performance of the
cast of characters in conjunction with the
meticulous scenery, superb script, and fine
direction make for a lovely evening
"Misalliance" runs thru October 21

New pope search begins
VATICAN CITY (UPI) Cardinal Giuseppe

Siri of Genoa, a veteran of three conclaves
and a noted conservative, seems likely to
be among the front-runners when voting
starts for the next pope Sunday, Vatican
sources yesterday said.

Siri offers a combination of vast ex-
perience and doctrinal conservatism which
many cardinals appear to be seeking.
The likelihood of Siri for pop>e becomes
more apparent when it is considered that
Pope John Paul I was chosen not for his
smile but for his guarantee of doctrinal con
servatism and his ability as a Christian
teacher and leader.

According to various accounts of the last
conclave, Siri had broad support at the
beginning and may even have started out
with more votes than Cardinal Albino Lu-
ciani, the man eventually elected pope.
The question is whether the 72 year -old

cardinal can move beyond his electoral

base of conservatives and traditionalists
and capture a sufficient number of votes
from moderate and Third World cardina's.
Vatican observers said Siri could only

stand to benefit if there is again a move-
ment to elect a pope as quickly as possible
in order to demonstrate the unity of the
church.

Without the same kind of consensus the
cardinals found in voting for Pope John
Paul, the conclave could be much more dif
ficult and wide open than the last, experts
said.

One point in Sin's favor is that conser
vatives in the papacy often have had more
impact than progressives - to mention only
Pope John XXIII and Pope John Paul.
The influence of Pope Paul VI, who was

chosen as a progressive, is strangely muted
as the cardinals prepare to choose the
264th pontiff.

* Taxrequirements

iv*-

THE
COMMONWEALTH
STAGE

CONT FROM PAGE 1

In an opening statement on the status of
his legislative program in the closing days
of the congressional session. Carter said
the Senate will take up the Humphrey-
Hawkins full employment bill, which calls
for a reduction in the unemployment rate to
4 percent by 1983, after it finishes the tax
bill.

He also made a new appeal for support of
his energy legislation which is scheduled for
House action later this week.
He said the upcoming House vote on

natural gas price controls would be "the
most important vote that will be cast by the
members of Congress this year "

America s nentsl rttideni professional theater
at the I Mass Hne Arts C enter

1/2 price

student

rush tickets
.1%'

U LAMPS

^

Available al 6:00 pm each evrninK of pcrformaiice
for

C;eor((c Bernard Shaw's witty farcf

MISALLIANCE
VoH through the 21st of October.

Tuesday-Sunday evenings at 8:00 pm
Box office 545-3511

Frank Prentice Rand Theater

in a variety of colors
will take up to a 100 watt bulb

only $29.95
Qt

AJ. Hastings
n«wsd*Ql*r 6 stationer

45 S. Pleosont St. Amherst

STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSEHAS LOWEST STEREO
PRICE"

Pion«,f SXno RKV.V., t^^
T«hn.c. 513100 rurnr.bl. »1J0Ak.i CS702O C»i...i, tm

Our FrM C«l.lo» has m«n» mat OmIs on

Za^^^*^ •*•" ""-^ •>"«« O" ""
-^JWKh- »|»«.«I. ,»«« S««l now .nd t,nd
out how ro bur curt.f,i (7 98 i.ti Ipt to<
•3 89 Slofeo CI««rioc« Houio 0«p« CM90
1029 J»co«>y Si Jof.n«o»w> fm 1 5902
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Beautiful people serve you at

Vision
ShouiCQse

I «o"narly Houaa of VMonI

We are Specialists in:

• FasMon Eyewear
•Contact Lenses
• Emergency Replacements
•Free Ad|ustn>ents Anytime
•We Clean & Polish contact
lenses on the premised.

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley stM324

Time

V2 Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90

Always Happy Hour Prices

Super Sar^dwiches

37 N Pleasant St.

BACH FESTIVAL:
HENRI HONEGGER. cellist

The Bach Suites for solo cello

No.'s 2, 4, & 6
Thursday, October 12, 8:15 p.m

Buckley Recital Hall
Amherst College, Amherst, Mass.

General Admission—$3.00; Students
and Senior Citizens—$1.50

To order tickets in Euivance. call the
Brattleboro Music Center

(802) 254-6652

•X-
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Ski Club Meeting Tonight

UMass Ski Club
Sugarbush &

Glen Ellen Ski &
Party Week
Jan. 21-26 Sun.-Fri.

Interchangeable lift ticket bVz
days
Lodging
Meals
Shuttle bus between areas
Beer &- wine party

$115
Call Jennifer Cohen - 256 8065
Ken Silverstein - 546-9616
Cliib Office CC 106 545 3437

TOTAL
RAFFLE!

Free Sugarbush Ski Week
Value $115.00 (one person)

J

jMail in coupon or deposit
^^at Ski Club nneetinqs
JIVIAME __
I^ADDRESS
^e-

JPHONE
* Drawing - Dec 6 Ski Club Meeting - Mahar ^

t
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To the Editor:
Students should

support rent control

To the Editor:
While attempting to get people to

register to vote at the Campus Center last
week. I was dismayed to find out that
many students, particularly dorm
residents, do not believe that they live in
the town of Amherst. I think they must
believe that either living somewhere is a
state of mind or that the UMass campus
is a town all its own. How fallacious

f

When taxes go up in Amherst, who
pays? The students. When utilities go up
in Amherst, who pays? The students.
When rents go up, who pays? The
students. Yet students believe that
because they are not part of the in-
diginous Amherst community, they are
not part of the town. Well, if that is really
the case, go home and check your bills
for the last couple of years. The town
makes you pay whether you believe you
live here or not.

I hope that students will realize their
residency misperceptions and link where
they live to their pocket books. Support
rent control now.

AnneShlay

What was good about the play. I thought,
was that both white and black parents
stoodup for what is right in the end. In the
end scene a group of white teenagers tried
to run the black family out of the
neighborhood. But, some white adults
from that same neighborhood came to
ttieir rescue.

Ifany of you now reading this care to see
a good play, I recommend you go see The
Last White Class.

"

' W.J. Wheeler

A woman
must choose

Play review

unobjective

To the Editor:

The reviewer of the play 'The Last White
Class" is very unobjective. At no time was
the play synthetic, whatever that means. In
my opinion, the play did exactly what it in-
tended to do. The play was about real peo-
ple, with real problems and concerns.
It's because of reviewers of this sort, who

fail to live up to their full responsibility,
who snuff out legitimate attempts to ex-
amine social and racial problems and
cause things to remain as they are. In my
opinion, the writers of the play had these
goals in mind. Any journalist, who cannot
use restraint, who is bias, should reex-
amine their career goal. There is a need for
a /ournalist who can act as a public ad-
vocate in this area, but any such person
should have integrity.

The play was very funny at times, and
very serious at other times. The play did
not take sides on the Busing Issue. The Bus-
ing Issue was presented as one of the pro-
blems which increased the animosity bet-
ween whites and blacks. They did a good
job ofpresenting it. The play presented the
attitudes of the parents towards busing.
Both white and black. And as I said before,
the play was an attempt to examine social
and racial problems.

To the Editor:
Upon reading Jane DeVergilio's com-

mentary. "A Woman Must Choose"
several points were brought to mind. The
author describes a conversation with her
friends, dicussing their future plans to
raise a family. She then poses the
question: "Then why are they in school?"
I'm sure that this is a question that goes

through the heads of many women these
days. And not without reason, for if a
woman anticipates that it will be her {and
not her husband) who will be responsible
for raising the children, five four or even
three kids will take up quite a bit of time
and may very well prevent her from
pursuing a career and holding ajob {which
,may or may not be the reason why she
went to school in the first place).
This brings me to the original reason
why I am writing this letter. Ms.
DeVergilio states that these days a
woman "must CHOOSE motherhood.

"

and I'm sure she would agree that in the
past the phrase would have read a woman
"MUS T choose motherhood. " But I think
that these days the motivating factors and
the ramifications of this choice are being
subverted.

"Liberated women," bearing
philosophies such as those reflected by
the National Organization of Women
(NOW) are adamant about a career, the
career symbolizing the fact that women
CAN make it in our society. But WHO are
they trying to prove their achievements
to— to men. to other women, to them-
selves? And more importantly, WHERE
are they trying to make it?

My fear is that many of these "liberated"
women, who [justifiably) feel that they
have been screwed by our "patriarchal
society" for long enough, are now ready
to gain some of that power for them-
selves. And once they gain the positions
of power, men will become the oppressed
group -a kind of "see how YOU like it"
attitude.

There is something really bizarre in this

type of logic. Women's Liberation

shouldn't mean making it big in the
capitalist world. It shouln't mean gaining
the power in a formerly male dominated
society. And it shouldn't have to mean
pursuing a career. What it shouldmean is
having the freedom to be independent
and to be allowed to grow in the direction
in which one wants. Raising a family and
devoting all of one's energies towards
one's children may be the most fulfilling
experience imaginable for many women.
And sitting behind a desk, shovelling
papers, owning a brokerage firm, or
managing a bank may prove to be the
most alienating and dehumanizing ex-
periences imaginable for many men.
However, by no means am I saying that
women should not pursue these
traditionally male occupations. My point
is that it should just be clear in the
woman's mind why she is doing it. If it's
merely to be competitive or to gain
power, so as to satisfy her own ego. then
she has missed the philosophy behind
liberation, and she is no better than the
man who has been oppressing her.
And so. the next time the term
"liberated woman" is being tossed
around, perhaps it should be examined a
little closer because it may just mean "a
woman who has been aggressive enough
to be able to achieve the oppressive
statusofa man.

"

RuthZeidner
Pierpont

Lesbian Union

alive and kicking

To the Editor:

We would like to announce to the
UMass Women's community at large the
alive-&'kicking-ness this year, of the Les
bian Union! Located in 920 Campus
Center, we are a social and educational
resource center dedicated to furthering
lesbian solidarity at UMass. and towards
eradicating all women's oppression.

The Lesbian Union is now in her third
year since gaining autonomy from the
People's Gay Alliance in 1975, offering a
drop-in-center. library, counselling and
referrals, speaker's bureau: and sponsor-
ing dances, concerts, and cultural events.
There will be a meeting on Thursday, Oc-
tober 12 at 7 p.m. in the CC901-and we
welcome input from all interested
women.

Elizabeth Dworan
Kathy San Antonio

The Lesbian Union Collecive

Consgian

billsundstromi

Issues

for SGA
Herb Tyson and Jon Hensleigh slogged to

a mudslide victory in last week's Student
Government Association presidential elec-
tions. Good luck, fellas.

About 2,000 students voted in the poorly
publicized election, which was preceded by
acampaignperiodof onlya week. Still the
Tyson-Hensleigh victory was a convincing
one, leaving no question about the proper
victors as there was last semester.
The issues facing student government this

year are some of the toughest and most
pressing m recent memory, and they come
at a time when student apathy is as
prevalent as ever. Problems exist on every
front -from those internal to student
government to those affecting the general
well being of students on campus in their
relations with faculty, administration and
state government.
Internally, the student budgeting process

needs an overhaul. The deficit that
threatened to sink the entire student ac-
tivities system for its fiscal irresponsibility
has been resolved for now with massive
budget cuts for most student organizations
and perhaps an intra-university loan to
make up the debt. But those cuts come at
the nsk of cut-backs in student-run services
and programs.
There is also the question that must be on

the minds of those university trustees who
dislike the idea that students should have
charge over their own monies -can
students handle their money responsibly?
Whether or not professional administrators
can do the job any better out of Whitmore
IS not really the issue... it's whether
students can be denied the autonomy they
now enjoy on some politically acceptable
grounds. The present budget mismanage-
ment would constitute rather qood ones.
In the campus community, student

government must decide what role to take
in the ongoing faculty contract struggle.
First, it should ascertain how students feel
about the situation. Assuming most
students would side with the faculty (7),
SGA should act like any good political body
and see what it can get out of the faculty
for its support. If the union is going to rely
on student support only to screw us after
the fact, whch doesn't seem likely at this
point, students might as well have stayed
out of the fray from the beginning.

Nothing that happens within the universi-
ty community will make much of a dif-
ference if the larger context of state politics
and the state budget are ignored. Public
higher education faces an uphill battle no
matter who wins the November guber-
natorial election. Both Republican Frank
Hatch and Democrat Edward King have
identified higher education as one place
where lots of fat can be cut out of the state
budget. Hatch seems a bit less extreme
here, but at the very least students can ex-
pect him to support tuition increases in
conjunction with continued state funding
of private institutions rather than public.

The election of King, a politician in the no-
tax tradition of Meldrim Thomson and Pro-
position 13, would mean potential disaster
for the university. Regardless of who
becomes governor, the efforts of Students
United for Public Education (SUPE) to ad-
dress the issues of legislative lobbying and.
unity of interests within the university to
protect its funding must be supported and
expanded. The political atmosphere is for-
cing education out of its ivory tower and in-
to the thick of the political process.
And the list goes on and on. Whether one

likes Tyson's and Hensleigh's politics, one
has to welcome the end to the drifting that
kept SGA in limbo for almost half a year.
Ultimately, the issues are pretty clear cut.
Now comes the time for action on them.
Bill Sundstrom is Editor-in-Chief of the

Collegian.

LETTERS POLICY

The MasMchuaatts Daily Coll««kin
mm/comes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
mddress and phone number.
Organizations mmy submit letters, but
Ihey must include a name artd phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, doubie-spacad,
m Sixty spaces per fine, end no mora than
titro pages long. They should be sent to

the Executive Editor cere of the
Coliegian, or mey be dropped off at tfye

/Coltagian office.

AM letters may be subject to editing for

either space or content eccorxting to the
judgement of tfte editor. Due to space
limitations, there is rto guarantee that ail

Otters received wMfbe panted.
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Student Senate to talk

about pres. results
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By MARIE STUCKEY
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate will

discuss tonight the results of the
presidential and student senate elections

held last week. A report from the elections

subcommittee of the governmental affairs

as to possible campaign irregularities and
t^lection ballot procedures will be given

prior to action taken by the senate

Herb Tyson and Jon Hensleigh were
elected CO presidents of the Student
Government Association following the

resignation of former presidents Robert

Dion and Donald Bishop last month.

The proposed dorm lease, submitted to

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery last

month following April's Whitmore oc
cupation by 150 students demanding rights

for student tenants in dormitories, will also

be discussed at the senate meeting.

The lease deals specifically with criteria for

satisfactory maintenance of the dorms,

damage policies and students' roles in

further negotiations.

Also on the agenda will be the planning of

agendas for the rest of the year, following

general discussion and update of current

affairs. Senate Speaker Brian DeLima said

yesterday.

Bilingual office to move
|

V

By SYLVIA ROBELLO
Collegian Staff

The Bilingual Collegiate Program will

be moving its offices to Wilder Hall by
January due to the remodeling of their

present offices in Goodell Hall.

Remgdeling of the hall, which served

as the University Library until 1972, has

been in process for five years, but due to

a lack of funds it was only recently ap
proval was given to go ahead with

remodeling plans.

Approximately 300 students and 11

staff members are involved in the bil-

ingual program designed to help
members of the Hispanic and Asian

communities on campus with problems
ranging from language difficulties to

housing. The program has been in ex-

istence five years

The offices in Goodell, once remodel-

ed, will include additional rooms for

tutoring, study discussions and personal

counseling, and a special study area

equipped with specific books, according
to proqram Director Benjamin

Rodriguez.

The new offices were designed by the

program's staff , Rodriguez said.

Although the move to Wilder will only

be temporary, many people in the pro

gram are unhappy with the move, ac-

cording to Rodriguez.

"It is only for the best and those

students who are really involved with

the program will go wherever we are,"

he said.

Rodriguez said he is not entirely

satisfied with the move, and is trying to

get the program an office space closer

to the center of campus.

According to Rodriguez, Wilder Hall

was selected as the BCP's temporary
headquarters because of the large

amount of space the program requires,

and other locations offered the program
were too small.

Rodriguez says he hopes the BCP will

be back in Goodell in a year and a half,

which IS what the remodeling of its of

fices is expected to take.

^ HAPPY HOUR
)

I MOM SAT 3006:00 I

I

I

I

DISCOUNTS ON ALL
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

BEERS

only at

DCtl
57 N Pleasant St

2535141
Across from the fire sta'ion

I

I

Univer-^ •, ' JssachuS(.'^s / A^^h^^rsf

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Martha
Graham
Dance

Company
Saturday, October 14 8 pm
The program will consist of Seraphic

Dialogue. The Owl and The Pussycat,

Ecuatorial and Diversion of Angels. All

dances choreographed by Martha Graham.

Sunday, October 15 8 pm
The program will consist of El Penitente.

Phaedra and Appalachian Spring. All dances

choreographed b> Martha Graham.

Tickets now on sale. General public $7, 6, 5

UMii'.s students $5, 4, 3 Senior citizens and
other students $6, 5, 4.

Flhf >RTS CENfER CNCERT hUL
Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4, 545 2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY
OCTOBER 11, 12, 13

POUSETTE
DART
BAND

MK
COVER -OCT. 11, 12 $4.50

OCT. 13- $5.00

Sunderland, MA.
Rte.47/Tel.665-4937

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col

legian office (CC 113> between 8 45 am.
,tnd 3 45 p.m Monday through Friday, or

use r>ur handy clip and mail form found in

most issues of the CoHeqtan Classified

doddline is 3:45 p m two riays m advance
of putjiiccition date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are; daily, 45c

per liiiM live consecutive issues, 40c per

me pti (l.iy 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

iiPf |,i.r (i,iv One line is roughly equivalent

to JH • haracters.

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Ford LTD 150. runs, call, 549-4778.

1970 Buick Skylark 360, V8 engine, runs

very well, call up to 11 p.m., 253-5347.

67 Impala, sticker, runs great, AM/FM,
8-track, best offer, 586-0421, after 7 p.m.

1978 Datsun 280Z 2 + 2, air, AM/FM
stereo, rustproofed, under warranty, and

more. New, only 5000 miles, must sell, call

after 6 p.m., 256-0454.

ENTERTAINMENT

1970 Datsun 510 sedan, $350, 584-7960.

Honda CB360, excellent cond., BO,
253-7732.

For sale -1960 Chevy Impala, $50, insp.,

needs generator, 253-7573. '

Nishiki comp 10 sp. bicycle sew ups,

Kryptonite lock, suntour derailleurs, rebuilt,

$200, 634-2115, see it on campus.

PERSONALS SERVICES

LOST

Disco Dave is back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ. Reasonable

rates, call D.L. Disco at (413) 567-1250 (col-

lect) and ask for Dave or Bryan.

FOR RENT

Lost Thurs. p.m.. gray dog with black

spot on right hip, name Kukur, 498-2171.

Gold cross w/ diamond chip, extreme

sent, value, reward, call Martha at

546-4505.

Gold bee charm, lost by ent. major,

reward, call 6-1194.

Ed, I love you. These past 8 mo. have
been the greatest. Love, Debbie.

Happy birthday, Joanel From Sandie.

F.O.T.P. — kiss a cushie today! The Boom
Boom Chics.

Dear Mario, what?, me paranoid? I'll

spend the night in your massage parlor

anytime. Senator Zap, XXX (Molest) XXX.

Shaun, happy 25th. Love, Terry.

Denise, happy 21st birthday.

Happy
Carolyn.

Resume preparation, $35, personal ser-

vice. Success Motivation Institute, 25 Main
Street (Fitzwilly's Square, Rm. 30), Nor-

thampton, tel. 586-6433.

WANTED

happy birthday, DanI Love,

Woman wanted to share coed apt.,

$81.25/mo., util. incl., 584-3606.

MISCELLANEOUS

Dear Zap— Je t'aime, je t'aime. Why must

you be so paranoid?

ROOM WANTED

FOR SALE

Antique
549 4879

piano. Ivers 6r Pond, $195,

2 GR-70-15 sum. tires, good tread, $25,

cal[ 546-4086^

Ludwig guitar synthesiser for any instru

ment. $150/ BO or trade. 268-7335.

Eckankar. the ancient teachings of self-

revelation, free 2-hour program Thurs.,

Oct. 12, 7:30, 9:30 p.m., Rm. 805 Campus
Center.

SexTSex! The "Smooth Sailing Band" is

available for playing at frat parties, dorm
parties anywhere! Call 546-4646.

I MOTORCYCLES

BSA 3 spd., used BO bicycle, Col. B&W,
call collect, (617) 282 7030.

73 Honda 500, 4 cyl., 12,000 mi., asking

$700, call Tom, 774-2552. \

Two creative Er interesting womyn plus

intelligent three-year old need apt. or co op
situation w/ other free spirited folks. Call

256 6225 eves., 549-2830 days, & leave

message.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Two Christian females needed to share

large home on bus route. Own room. $135

incl. heat, hot water. Laurie, 253-5698.

Used ice skates, size 5. Call 546-7204.

Home for an adorable white and gray tab-

by male kitten who desparately needs so-

meone to love, very affectionate and

playful, for more info call 256-0575.

23 or 25 inch bike. I have $100, 549 0319.

Stained glass instructor needed by

UMass craft shop, 4 to 6 hours a week,

$3.00 an hour, come to craft shop or call

545-2096 for more information.

PANAMANIAN RAINBOW

Boa constrictor. Interesting pet— low
food cost, little care. $200/ BO, 625 2970.

FRISBEE FRISBEE FRISBEE

I'm a collector interested in old frisbees

(flying saucers mars platters pluto platters

sailing satellites). Will trade newer model
discs for old ones or buy them for up to

$15. Check at home in the toy box, call

Dan, 253 5674.

Mary, where are you going tonight?^

Dance to ^

Collegian 9

I
disco

Wednetday, Oct 11

Social Hour/OPEN BAR/8:30-9 p.m.
Free munchies/75c bottled beer

800 square foot dance floor/largest NY Disco
in the area/(cover 99c)

Special grand prize drawing— 19 piece culinary set

ttProper attire required/"Ho jeans and sneakers
Route 9, Hadley MassJ253-9214

^"^^^^ll

Try our dynomite zesty Italian loup
our atomic chili

or our blazing tabouli talad sandwich

The
Hungry

U

55 University Dr.,

Amherst, Mass.
549-5713

I

J

BAK
Wed. — Sat,
Oct. 11-14

CLEAN
LIVING

Coming— Oct. 28
John Morgan

for Sat. Happy Hour

Get a TCS RUSH! !

!

THE COMMONWEALTH STAGE
America'B Neioett Profe»$ional Retident Theater

V4 PRICE Student Rush TICKETS
from 6:00 P.M. ail pefformances
Rand Theater -Fine Arts Center

546-3611

TVeS SUN; BOO P.M Curtmn

Now through Oct. 21

George Bernard Shaw's

MISALLIANCE

THURSDAYS

21brt Night
830 'til IO;30
Most Drinks and Beer

J
HATCH BAR
Oct. 12-14, Thurs.-Sat.

THE GREAT
PRETENDERS

V la
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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;^ Dust
16 Declare
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N Not ar>^

Frowns r
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.'3 U K natives
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7 Depression
8 Pam
9 Metric units

10 Cra.'v Slang
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UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday & Pu^jie Solved

13 Female ani

Tiais

18 Early South
American

?2 Send a

check
24 Impressed
26 Big tops
?7 Lifeless Ar

chaic
28 Less civil

30 Souls Fr

31 Later

32 Angry
33 Mosquito

genus
36 fune 'n

39 SnaKe
40 No-men
43 Chinese port
45 Dempseys

Oirihpiace

4/ Plays

49 Flower
52 Ransacked
53 Maioritv

54 Piece
55 Portico

56 Volume
56 Ravage
59 Gratuity

60 Diminutive
su'dx

63 Formerly
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STELLA WILDER

YOUR BIRTHDAY
WEDNESDAY. Ort. 11. 1978

WEDNESDAY. Oct. 11

Bom today, you are one
of thos« expectant, opti-

mistic people who cannot
Lake no for an answer - no
matter what the question.
You believe in your ability

to attain your goals be-

cause you never set these
too high. Goals others set

for you may require more
than you wish to give, for

they give you more credit
than you give yourself.

You have a touch of

wanderlust in you, particu-
larly in the spring when,^he
call of strange places is

strongest.

Also born on this data
are Anna Eleanor Roosa-
vail. American author: John
Hanry Bridges, philoso-

phar. editor, physician.

To see what is in store
for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
l>et your birthday star he
your daily guide
THURSDAY. Oct. 12

LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)-
Make an effort to be a joy
to be with. Others can help
you in the future - if

they re favorably disposed
now
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov.

21) - Do not fear failure.

You can spoil things for

yourself if you persist in

unfounded worry
SAGITTARtUS(Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) - Your reputation
for patience is at stake
today Don't overload
yourself with chores late in

the dav
CAPRICORN(Dec 22-

Jan. 19) - High ideals may
be the cause of a tempo-
rary setback along career
lines. Don't be misguided
AOUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb.

18) - Don't be satisfied
with adequate results I^-
bor on until the signs point
to perfect output
PISCES<F«b 19-M«rch

70) - It is the sporting
person who makes strides
today - if not materially,
then certainly m terms of

admiration from others.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)

- You have enough
strength to carry on in

spite of setbacks and wor-
ry. Be thankful for inner
resources.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

- Your nature-loving soul

demands that you take
part in outdoor activities

today. Much else may have
to wait.

GEMINKMay 21-Jiine20)-
- I^t it be known you kept a
bargain in spite of the
difficulties involved. Be
generous with praise.

CANCER(June21-July22)
- Settle down to family
concerns today If you con-
tinue to seek new action in

new places, you forfeit

much.
LEOUuly 23-Aug. 22) -•

Make plans far enouKh
ahead of time so that you
will still be able to take
part in activities at eve
VIRGO(Aug 23-Sepl 22)-

- Luxuries are not for you
today. You may, however,
do a bit of dreaming-out-
ioud this evening.

i np\ nKhl I'lTR
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by Garry Trudeau
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Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

APTEP. (SOING Home
POR THE vyEEKEND,
GERALD IS TAKING THE
BUS BACK TO UIV1AS5 .'

Wally Dorf
T^< 6»r/3 of Cnalatftf^

by Rob Ranney
^^t^ k/Ko arc -rtte rcflf
cKa*t^Ions d( U/Jy^

Nothing Special byJoe Casey

Spam Slade, People 's Eye
,HELP STAMP OUT

CAPITALIST
^opp«Ess/o^/^m

TtO/W THC
(REVOLUT/0/V./

^ MO <^

JO/1

SLADE SOCIALIST
SOCieTY/

-|fCV9a(4^.

byJoe Carroll
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ROUTE 9 HADLEy MA.

2 MILES FROM NORTHAMPTON OR AMHERST

TIRES
CASH 8i CARRY

Wholesale to the public

WE CAN ARRANGE TO HA VE
YOUR TIRES MOUNTED.

MICHELIN - FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEAR - LEE - SEIBERLiNG - B.F.

GOODRICH - ARMSTRONG
MAJOR BRANDS.

CONTINENTAL - DUNLOP PLUS - OTHER
SUPERCEDES ALL OTHER ADS

SNOW
TIRE SALE

COMPARE OUR
PRICES BEFORE YOU

PURCHASE ELSEWHERE.

A NOTE ABOUT COMPARING PRICES. ALL OF OUR TIRES ARE MAJOR
BRAND. TUBELESS, PREMIUM, FIRST LINE. AND GUARANTEED THEY ARE
NOT BLEMS WHICH CARRY NO GUARANTEE FOR RIDE OR APPEARANCE
SECONDS WHICH ARE NOT GUARANTEED. OR STAMPED N/A (NOT
ADJUSTABLE) SO WHEN YOU COMPARE PRICES ASK WHAT YOU ARE
GETTING AFTER ALL ITS YOUR MONEY

Sports notices
BOXING Anyone interested in reviving the boxing club call 665 3928 after 7:00 and ask
for Steve

ATTENTION ALL ICE HOCKEY TEAMS Remember, all ice hockey entries are due on
Monday the 16th in the Intramural Office in Boyden 215. There will also be a tneeting
for those interested in joining the club's administration on Wed., Oct. 1 1 in Herter 102
.It 8 pm

MEN'S GYMNASTIC TEAM Anyone interested m helping the UMass men's gym
nastic team raise money, contact wither Roy Johnson, 219 Boyden, 5 0815 or Carol
Gillidn, 6 7962 HAVE IDEAS"""

VOLLEYBALL CLUB The UMass volleyball club sponsors a men's team that plays a
sprinq intercollegiate schedule Anyone interested should contact coach Arnie
Roberts. 549 5129, or show up at practice, Sunday 10 am at NOPE.

VOLLEYBALL ENTRIES DUE OCTOBER 23 $10. 00 forfeit fee
CROSS COUNTRY ENTIRES DUE OCTOBER 18
RACQUETBALL ENTRIES DUE OCTOBER 23.

BIAS PLY
SNOW TIRES

SIZE

A78xl3

B78xl3

TYPE

LeeBk

B.F.G. Bk

C78xn

C78xl4

C78xl4

E78xl4

TAG Wht.

B.F.G. Bk

E78xl4 B.F.G. Bk

F78xl4

F78xH

G78xl4

B.F.G. Bk

078x14

H78xl4

B.F.G. Bk

H78xl4

560x15

B.F.G. Bk

Gulf Wht.

600x15 Armst. Bk

678x15

G78xl5^

H78xl5

B.F.G. Bk

B.F.G. Bk

L78xl5 L— Wht.

SMiPMCf

19.95

23.95

26.95

23.95

25.95

25.95

27.95

26.95

29.95

28.95

30.95

29.95

32.95

20.95

24.95

28.95

31.95

32.95

36.95

RADIAL
SNOW TIRES

SIZE TYPE

BR78xl3 LeeHi-Trac

BR78xl3 B.F.G. XTP 42.95

DR78xl4 Lee Hi-Trac 42.95

DR78xl4 B.F.G. XTP 46.95

ER78xl4 Lee Hi-Trac 43.95

ER78xl4 B.F.G. XTP 47.95

FR78xl4 Lee Hi-Trac 45.95

FR78xl4 B.F.G. XTP

GR78xl4 T&C steel

HR78xl4 Lee Hi»Trac

FR78xl5 LeeHi-Trac

GR78xl5 Lee Hl-Trac

GR78xl5 B.F.G. XTP

HR78xl5 LeeHi-Trac

HR78xl5 B.F.G. XTP

LR78xl5 LeeHi-Trac

LR78xl5 B.F.G. XTP

SlUPflGE

38.95

42.95

42.95

46.95

43.95

45.95

49.95

57.95

4^95

46.95

48.95

53.95

50.95

55:95

54.95

60.95

FLYPOR
Aif farm ar« oomphcMad Advaniuat prafewnnal itaH wiM takg ttia

lim> (o Imd (h* bast foutmg and lowval poaaMa prm ttn you
without %m>ncm chaiga il you aMov. us to wrMa you Icliat Wc aacn
(xjc comcTKMion from aiflmat c* rantat ooinparaa* and hotats not trom
you Even it you m^ raaarvatons dvact lal us laaua your ticliat

Vbull avOKl avporl lick« counlaf datayt Iha poasitMMy al otniti^nQ
or a nvssad llight As auttwriiad bondad agani for al avlmas m*
hava tickats right n ouc ofhca If youra m a hury waH dalivar tctiats

to your dooi Credit cartte accaptad Lomssi fares guarai itaad

QdventUfQ trove!
233 N. Pleasant St549-1256 „^

m the AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

L78xl5 B.F.G. Wht.

XTP and Ht-TRAC are the most modern!
rubber compounds for radial snow tires.

JThey give stud grip action without the|
danger of studs.

METRIC RADIAL SNOWS

Charlies
MICH NIGHT
M MICNS-EVERy im.

TUESDWS-SHOT
MP BEER NWHT

DAILY

HAPPY HOUR
3-8 P.M.

LARGEST DRAFT
IN TOWN .50

MOST BAR DRINKS
.85

Fulda Stud Grip

Conti-contact

Conti>contact

Fulda-Stud Grip

Conti-contact

Fulda Stud Grip

Conti-contact

Michalin XM/S

175/70x13 Conti-contact

185/70x13 Conti-contact

165x14 Conti-contact

SALEPfttCE

31.95

37.95

37.95

32^
38.95

35^9J

44.95

45.95

45.95

47.95

46ir5

SIZE

175x14

175x14

175x14

TYPE^

Fulda stud Grip

Conti-contact

Michalin XM/S

1

8

5x14 Fulda stud Grip

Conti-contact

1 85x14 Michalin XM/S

185/70x14 Conti-contact

155x15 Pirelli Snow

165x15 Fulda stud Grip

165x15 Conti-contact

165x15 Michelin XM/S

All prices plus F.E. Tax and Sales Tax.

WHITE WALLS WHERE AVAIL.
ADD $2.00 PER TIRE.

CR7 8j(^1^5_

G

ood Yr . Snow

175x15 Fulda Stud Grip

SALEPRICC

44.95

53.95

54.95

46.95

57.95

54.95

56.95

26.95

38.95

47.95

49.95

36.95

40.95

1I PRAY ST.. Amharst. iajUAa_54S-6^i

LIQUOR STORE

OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

REFRIGERATOR RENTALS

*3 cubic feet 'UMass delivery

R0LrrE9HADLEyMA.
2 MILES FROM NORTHAMPTON OR AMHERST

ALSO
Large selection of draught beer

on hand at all times!!
CASH AND CARRY

VISA
OR

MASTER CHARGE

OPEN:
MON.-FRI.

9:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.
ISAT. 9:30 A.M. TO 3 P.M.

586-2544 338 COLLEGE ST.
RT. AMHERST

253-5384
256-8433

Not responsible for typographical errors
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Lopes smacks2HRs

Dodgers take Series opener
LOS ANGELES (UPI) Wearing black patches on their uniforms in tribute to Jinn

Gilliam, the Los Angeles Dodgers wrote the first line of an epitaph for their late coach
last night by burying the New York Yankees 1 1 5 in the first game of the World Series

on a pair of home runs by Captain Davey Lopes.

The Dodgers had dedicated themselves to winning the world championship for

Gilliam, who died Sunday night after several weeks in a coma - and it was perhaps fit-

ting that Lopes should emerge as the hero of the opener just as he had been in the first

game of the National League Playoffs

Perhaps the closest friend of Gilliam's on the Dodgers, Lopes delivered a two-run

homer in the second inning and added a three run shot in the fourth to spark a 15-hit at

tack against four Yankee pitchers. Lopes also homered twice against Philadelphia in the

Dodgers' opening game victory in the N L Playoffs.

'We feel we're the best team in baseball and we want to prove that," Lopes said

before the game. "There's never any loud screaming or hollering in our clubhouse but

emotion plays a pivotal part in World Series Games We're psyched up but we can con-

trol our emotions"
Another of Gilliam's pals, Dusty Baker, chipped in with a solo homer and left hander

Tommy John pitched superbly over six innings before some shoddy devense cost him

two unearned runs and an eighth inning departure.

John stretched his post season scoreless innings streak to 15 before Reggie Jackson
did his usual World Series thing by hitting h long home run to lead off the seventh. It

was Jackson's sixth homer in his last four World Series Games A record

Booters' streak ended
By bill tarter
Collegian Staff

After swallowing up their first five op-

ponents, the UMass soccer team swept in-

to Burlington to meet the University of Vef-

mont with every intention of chalking up
another victim.

UMass brought with them a suitcase of

impressive credentials. They were ranked

II in New England, #13 in the nation and
had outscored their foes by a whopping
18-3 margin. Vermont's credentials were
weak in comparison. The Catamounts
entered the game 2-1-1, with a loss to Piatt

sburg State and a tie to Boston University.

They had lost 10 regulars from last years

squad and the difference was evident.

Another UMass victory seemed preordain-

ed. But, alas, credentials and statistics do
not decide outcomes. When the game was
completed the Minutemen had tasted

defeat for the first time th»s season. The
final score read 2 1, Vermont's favor.

One of the harsh realities of soccer was
evident in this game - the better team does
rwt always win. UMass had outplayed Ver

mont in every phase of the game but the

scoreboard.

One man stood in the way of UMass'
undefeated season, Vermont's goalie Bart

Farley. Farley collected 22 saves in every

way imaginable and earned a lot of ad-

Tiirers in the process.

Six minutes into the game when Antonio

Dias finished off what Coach Kidd called

the prettiest goal of the season, it seem
ed as though UMass was on its way to

another route. The goal had come on a

2 on 1 break Wayne Moran fed Dias, who
faked a return pass and pocketed a

16 yarder into the corner.

Only three- and one- half minutes later

UMass received an omen of things to

come. Vermont's Brian Fleming took a

direct kick that floated with the wind
towards the UMass goal. Goalie Mark
Marilla came out to the ball uncontested by
any Vermont attackers, but teammate Mike
St. Martin, unaware of Marillai's presence,

went up to head the ball. The ball skimmjd
off his head past Manila and into the jpen
net. The half ended 1-1.

In the second half UMass took full advan-

tage of the wind, maintaining continual

pressure in the Vermont end. While UMass
built up a 14-3 advantage in shots for the

half, Vermont could only get into

Minutemen territory three times. Yet with

only five minutes to go in the game one of

those three times proved fatal.

Vermont's Jeff Merrill dribbled on a long

rush and fed Fleming a perfect cross that he

drilled from 20 feet out to the left of Marilla.

UMass went nght back to the attack

though and with just two minutes to go it

appeared they had finally beaten Farley for

the tying goal. But a late whistle put a halt

to the UMass celebration. The score was
disallowed., UMass was called offside.

"It was one of those days," concluded
Coach Kidd.

Spikers lose home debut
By S TEVE ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Mike Rhodes i d Paul Bauer were not

smiling after thei home opening game loss

to Springfield o Saturday. But perhaps

he two women'^ volleyball coaches should

t»e. The Springfield game was the last of

four games UMass played this week, and it

was only their second loss of the year.

The four game stretch began last Tuesday

when the UMass squad traveled to New
Haven where they played both Southern

Connecticut and Sacred Heart. After

soundly defeating Sacred Heart, UMass los

!he next match to a heavily favored SCSC
team, whose appearance seemed to in-

'imidate the UMass players.

Head Coach Mike Rhodes said the

'SCSC's reputation got our players

rhinking a little too much, and because of

this factor, we just didn't play up to our

potential "

After an inspirational victory on the road

against Boston College on Thursday, the

ipikers returned home to prepare for their

home opener against Springfield.

The Springfield game was simply a

disappointment for the team. "We just

couldn't get started in the first game of the

match, and when we finally started to play

well It was loo late," explained Rhodes.

UMass los the first game by the score of 15

0, and the other two games, 15-11, and 15-

8,

Peggy Barber played an excellent

defensive game against Springfield,

hustling and diving across the gym floor to

prevent the Springfield team from scoring.

Kathy Shinnick, one of the four captains,

and Maria Minicucci, were praised by their

coaches for their fine backcourt work and
their set ups.

After the Springfield game, many of the

players seemed disappointed with their

play. But, wifh roughly % of the season

gone, the team's 5 2 record is a clear in

dication of the rapid turnabout in the

women's volleyball program At this point

of the season last year, the team was
floundering in last place in their division,

with a 16 record.

Wosoccs blank Chiefs;

continue unbeaten string
By MAUREE/^ SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's soccer team proved once again that they are the team to beat,

by defeating Springfield, 4-0. It was their seventh win in a row, and their fifth shutout

UMass struck first at 11:14 in the first half, when Elaine Contant chipped in a corner

shot. She scored again at 33: 10 of the first half, four minutes and ten seconds after Kel-

ly Fuller booted a shot over the goalie's head for a goal With three seconds left m the

hnif (39.57) Angie Cadvette squeeired one past for UMass' final score.

the second half, both teams persisted and oursued Jfcross the field; however.

Mass, with 34 shots and 12 saves, prevailed

'Ve started going to the ball more (in the second hal*).That s what did it tor us, said

3' ' roach Rick Zanini Adde^l coach Lou MaceOo. "We played great."

i^M oiavs iNew Hampshire on Saturday at the NOPE grounds.

Los Angeles' Dusty Baker (12) is greeted at home plate after homering last

night. (UPI).

James Carter

The masterplan

Scene: Winter Haven, Fla., before the
start of Boston's ill-fated 1978 baseball
season. Don Zimmer and Haywood
Sullivan are huddled in the Red Sox
dugout at a deserted field.

ZIMMbH: I think we're going to have a
tough time losing this year, Haywood. I

mean, the two times we went to the
seventh game of the World Series before
blowing it was classic. And remember
when Luis Aparicio fell down rounding
third at Detroit to cost us the pennant? It

seems like the Red Sox have lost every
possible way. What can we do this year?

SULLIVAN: Don't worry, Don. This time

we've planned the most brutally agonizing

and torturous season in Red sox history.

The fans will pat it up. I can see the atten-

dance records falling now.
ZIMMER: Yeh, but this team is loaded with

talent. It will be almost impossible to lose.

SULLIVAN: Look, Don, didn't I get you the

Boomer for Cecil Cooper last year? Trust

me.
ZIMMER: I know, but Scott can
singlehandedly lose just so many games a

year. What about the other guys?
SULLIVAN: Use your head, Don, there's

lots of things we can do. Hobson's arm is

real sore, right?

ZIMMER: Right. He can barely throw.

SULLIVAN: Well, just play him every

game. In a few weeks he won't even be

able to reach first base. But you gotta keep
him in there anyway. He's a tough kid. If

we play our cards right he'll make 40 or 50

errors before he'll take himself out of the

lineup.

ZIMMER: That's a great idea! What else

can I doi*

SULLIVAN: It looks like the rookie

righthander Jim Wright could win 15-20

games this year. So, never put him in the

regular rotation. And if it still looks like he's

going good, just bench him. After all, he's

a rookie, right?

ZIMMER: Yeh, that's terrific. And instead

of replacing him with proven pitchers like

Lee or Drago I'll just throw some raw rookie

into the pennant race. Like a Bobby
Sprowl.
SULLIVAN: Now you're catching on.

ZIMMER: But we still may be too strong. A
guy like Fisk is a great battler. And the

hackup catcher Fred Kendall could start for

halt the teams in this league ^

SUL'LIVAN: That's easy. Play Fisk in every

game this year. By the end of the season

he'll only be half the ballplayer he's capable

of being. And just ignore Kendall. The
fans will forget him. Another thing you can
do is put the players back into the lineup

before they've recovered from their in-

juries. That ought to take the wind out of

their sails.

ZIMMER: Sounds great. What else can you

do for me?
SULLIVAN: In a few weeks I think I'll trade

Bernie Carbo. We just have too much
depth in the outfield. That will leave Bob
Bailey as our best pinch hitter and. besides,

the trade will probably tick Lee off and

cause some dissension.

ZIMMER: It still may not be enough. What
about that million dollar free agent pitcher

you got me. Torrez won a lot of big games
down the stretch for the Yankees last year.

SULLIVAN: Don't worry about a thing,

Don. Remember how great Juan Marichal,

Ferguson Jenkins, and Rick Wise pitched

before they came to Boston?
ZIMMER: Yeh, and they stunk when they

pitched for us.

SULLIVAN: Exactly. I can picture Torrez

losing some big games down the stretch for

us this year. Now, to make the season as

agonizing as possible, we have to lose to

the team the fans hate the most.

ZIMMER: The Yankees.

SULLIVAN: Right. I can see it now. We'll

make it look like we're running away with

the pennant at the All-Star break. We'll

lead the Yanks by about 14 games before

the team simply crumbles.

ZIMMER: I love it.

SULLIVAN: To make it even more painful

for the fans I think we should make a late

surge and tie the Yankees on the last day of

the season.
ZIMMER: A playoff loss to the Yankees!
What a heartbreaker! You're a genius. How
about if we lose by one run with the tying

run left stranded on third in the ninth inn-

ing?

SULLIVAN: That ouoht to crush the fans.

ZIMMER: But, Haywood. Don't you think

this whole scenerio is a litle far-fetched? Do
you think the Boston fans are really going

to swallow thi*;'

SULLIVAN: Sure they love it. It's worked
for the last 60 years, hasn't it?
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Senate OK's
SGA election

winners
By CINDY REGET
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last
night without debate certified the election
of Herb Tyson and Jon " Hensleigh as
Student Government Association co
presidents.

"I expected there to be controversy about
the election procedure due to the fact that
Dick Janssen filed a formal complaint with
me, " said Marcy Levington, co-chairperson
of the senate Governmental Affairs
Committee. "I was surprised when there
was none."

Presidential candidate Dick Janssen said
he had planned "to address the senate on
election irregularities last night but I was a
few minutes late and the new co-presidents
were already approved."

Janssen had complained the order of

candidates' names on the ballot were
rotated after the order had been established

by drawing lots prior to the election.

Janssen, together with the teams of Cindi
Thomas- Peter Graham, Hector Vega-Kevin
Jones and Pat O'Donnell Mark Viafedes
finished far behind Tyson- Hensleigh in the
election held Oct. 4 and 5.

"Marcy Levington asked me if I wanted to
be introduced to the senate floor in order to
air my complaints," Janssen said. " But I

decided against it because no other can-
didacies showed up at the meeting."

Levington said last night she will introduce
a motion to reconsider election results to

the senate next week if Janssen wants "to
continue with his complaints."

Janssen said he doubted he will ask to
have the senate reconsider the election
results.

"I expected more support from the other
candidacies, but no one showed up at the
senate meeting or the meeting with Mar^y
Tuesday night."jesday night.

Presidential candidate Cindi Tho
night said she was upset about
procedures, "but I doubt that it would
effected the election results

"
uidlHI

« at

Sunderiand center shimmers in a crisp Autumn afternoon
from high atop IVIt. Sugarloaf . IMany foliage viewers treic to

Sugarloaf each year to take in the brightly colored leaves.
(Staff photo by Patricic O'Dobbs.)

In other business the senate certified the
election of new senators, and Michael
Doyle resigned as acting treasurer of the
senate, giving no reason. Discussion of
election procedures for a new treasurer was
postponed until next week.

She went topay her bill, butshe couldn 't
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff
A university family housing tenant who
went to the Bursar's office yesterday to pay
her overdue rent found herseH in an
unusual situation -^the University wouldn't
take her money.

Diane Fields, a Lincoln apartment tertant

who two weeks ago received a notice from
the Housing office that her rent for

September was overdue, said she waited
35 nrnnutes in line in the Whitmore Ad-
ministration building to pay her $157 rent

only to be told it could not be accepted.

"When I got to the front of the line, the
teller refused to take my check because
there was a note from the Housing Office

on my t))" which said 'Do not accept pay-
ment for September or October," Fields

said.

Residential Resource management Direc-

tor Robert L. Campbell last night said Fields

could not pay her rent because she had
been classified as a "tenant in suffrance," a
legal term describing tenants who either

had not signed a lease or for some reason
were not formally recognized by the
University due to specific problerris.

Fields said she tried to get a receipt from
the Bursar's office of her intention to pay
her rent so she would have proof of the at-

tempted payment, but was not given one.
She was allowed to p>ay her rent after call-

ing the Housing Office to find why her rent

would not be accepted.

"I called the Housing Office and was put

on hold three times and never got an ex-

plar>ation of the situation," Fields said.

She said she was told her rent would be ac-

cepted and then returned to the Bursars of-

fice to hand in her check.

Campbell said Fields was one of a "dozen
or two" tenants at university housing units

without legal status as tenants because

they had not signed leases, falsified

records, or had other problems with the
Housing Office. Rent cannot be paid by
non-status tenants because the University
cannot collect paynr>ent while attempting to
evict the tenants based on their non-status,
Campbell said.

Campbell said the non-payment of rent

had nothirtg to do with a current rent strike

at family housing units, but with Fields'

status as a tenant. "There wa$ absolutely

no intention to give her a problem and it

was indeperKfent of the rent strike issue."

Fields is an organizer of the rent strike in

which some 100 tenants have placed nearly

$15,000 in an escrow account in Student
Federal Credit Union in protest of a $19 rent

increase.

Campbell did not say why Fields had no
status, and said her rent should have been
collected, but a message from his office to

the Bursars office was not cleared before

she went to pay her check.

Fields said she has never had any prior

problem with the Housing Office, and that
she signed her lease in August. She said
she was not satisfied with Camptwll's ex-
planation because she was never notified of
any discrepancy and "I thought my status
was excellent."

Fields said she decided to pay her rent

because she felt she had no longer legal

basis for withholding the payment.

Both non-status tenants and those
tenants participating in the rent strike have
been given notice by the Housing Office

that rent is overdue. A final notice for strik-

ing tenants is expected by next week, at

which time the University attorney, Sidney
Myers, will forward information to the

courts and establish summons procedures.
Should rents not be paid within 14 days
after notices are sent to tenants, eviction

could result, Campbell said early last week.
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WASHINGTON - Rhodosian Prime Minister Ian Smith speaVs at the National

Press Club here yesterday, in an energetic campaign to take his country's case

directly to US voters Smith is accusing the U.S. of reneging on an agreement

to drop economic sanctions against his country, a charge the State Depart-

ment denies. (UPI)

Executives walk out

of papers' negotiations
NEW YORK (United Press Internationan

Executives of the New York Times and
Daily News walked out of negotiations with

the striking pressmen's union yesterday

because of a report that union adviser

Theodore Kheel disclosed a proposal the

publishers were considering.

Talks continued yesterday afternoon

without Walter Mattson, executive vice

president of the Times, and Joseph Barlet

ta, vice-president and general manager of

the News.

The two - apparently upset by reports that

Kheel had revealed to a union subcommit

tee a proposal on pressroom manning the

publishers were considering left during a

lunch recess and said they would not return

for the rest of yesterday's session.

Kheel later recessed the talks about 3:45

p.m. to clear up the confusion arising from

his alleged remarks. He scheduled a "sum-

mit meeting" between the publishers and

the pressmen for 10:30 a.m. today at an un

disclosed location.

Regular negotiations were set to resume

at 12:30 p.m. today at the Federal Media-

tion and Conciliation Service.

Kheel, advisor to the coalition of printing

trade unions, reportedly said there could be

no settlement to the two month old strike

until the publishers guaranteed the jobs of

all pressmen on the union seniority list.

Just how many of the 1 ,600 pressmen that

would include is a point of disagreement

between the pressmen and publishers, but

a News spokesman said it would be more
than the roughly 1,200 who would be re-

tained under management's most recent

proposal.

"Barletta said they were upset about leaks

they felt had gone a little too far," said

News spokesman Jonathan Thompson.
"Essentially, they were learning from the

press about what their position should be.

They're upset about Kheel discussing the

proposal without consulting them."
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KKK may recruit

members in N.Ha
CONCORD, N.H. - The leader of one of

the largest chapters of the Ku Klux Klan

says that he's starting a nwjor recruiting

drive in New Hampshire because "the

Seabrook nuclear plant is the kind of issue

that will draw people to t*»e Klan."

"We're going to Seabrook to support the

construction workers because nobody else

is looking out for their interests," said

William Wilkinson, the imperial wizard of

the Invisible Empire of the Knights of the

Ku Klux Klan.

In a telephone interview Tuesday from his

headquarters in Denham Springs, La.,

Wilkinson said he will hold a nr^rch or a

rally near the Seabrook construction site

Saturday afternoon.

Wilkinson said he had not completed
plans for the event but said, "I expect quite

a turnout."

The Klan leader said his trip to New
Hampshire should generate many new
members and promised to "return as often

as necessary until the Kl^ has a strong

foothold in the state "

"New Hampshire is ripe for a Klan

memt)ership drive," Wilkinson said, "and I

won't leave the state without forming a

Klavern chapter."
Wilkinson said confusion over the exact

plans was due to a lack of information on
what type of officials permits or permission

is required to hold a rally in Seabrook.

"If I tiave to go in barehanded I will hold

the rally," Wilkinson said. "I don't intend to

. be kept out by any ordinances."

Seabrook police said a permit is needed

for any rally or parade in the town.

Division of Sinai

last major obstacle

Marshall Cobleigh, top aide to Gov.

Meldrim Thomson, an outspoken supporter

of the plant, said he hoped any demon-
stration by the Klan would be lawful.

Cobleigh said the governor's office is "not

out seeking the Klan's support, but anyone
has a right to express their opinion as long

as they do it in a lawful manner."
Wilkinson said he was asked to come to

the state by several construction workers at

the controversial atomic plant.

The $2.3 billion power facility is being built

on New Hampshire's 17 mile long coastline

and has been the focus of dozens of anti-

nuclear protests and more than 2,000

arrests.

"It may seem unusual for the Klan to be

concerned over a nuclear plant but

everyone is listening to the people opposed

,

to ihe plant and the workers are being

forgotten," Wilkinson said.

"Federal law calls for 10 percent blacks on

any major construction job, but I don't

think that even 10 percent of the pnsople in

New Hampshire are black," he said. "It's

time for the silliness to stop and we're

going to try."

Other Klan leaders have called Wilkinson,

a 35-year-old electrical contractor, a

"traditional country-style Klansman who
lacks the smoothness of the Klans modern
image."

David Duke, leader of the country's

largest Klan faction said Wilkinson talks

violence.

WASHINGTON (Associated Press) Three

lines to be drawn in the sands of the Sinai

represent the major obstacles as Egypt and

Israel move their peace talks to American
soil today.

President Carter plans to welcome the

foreign and defense ministers of both coun-

tries in a brief, ceremonial optning session

of the continuing negotiations that were

begun at the Camp David summit.

Following the ceremony, the talks are

scheduled to move across the street to Blair

House, the government's guest residence,

where Secretary of State Cyrus Vance
plans to represent the United States. A
United Nations flag will fly over the building

while the talks continue.

American optimism about the outcome Of

the talks is grounded in the belief that the

difficult issues between the two countries

were resolved at Camp David and in the

Israeli Knesset.

The issues remaining involve largely draw-

ing lines on a map of the Sinai, the desert

territory which Israel captured from Egypt

in 1967, and has now agreed to return.

One line, to pe drawn roughly 30 miles

east of the Suez Canal, will mark the

closest point that Egyptian troops are to be

allowed to approach the Israeli border.

Another, ranging from 12-25 miles west of

the Israeli border, will delineate a

demilitarized zone open only to United Na-

tions troops and civilian police.

The third, drawn roughly down the middle

of the Sinai region, will mark the point to

which Israel must withdraw its troops on an

interim basis within- nine months of the

signing of a final agreement. Full Israeli

withdrawl must take place between two
and three years after the signing of the trea-

ty.

The Camp David summit produced solu-

tions to problems that American officials

felt were much more difficult, such as

Israeli's willingness to remove, its set-

tlements from the territory.

The Knesset agreed to th.e proposal after

Prime Minister Menachem Begin returned

from Camp David.

If the Washington talks go as planned,

and the interim withdrawal takes place,

Israel and Egypt are committed to

establishing normal economic and
diplomatic relations, opening a new era in

the Middle East.

But there are external problems wnich
could arise, American officials said yester-

" dy, beginning with the still simmering

disputes over the second portion of the

Camp David agreements, which covered

the West Bank and Gaza Strip issues.

In theory, the two agreements could pro-

ceed on separate tracks. There is nothing in

their lantjuage which links progress on one
to progress on another.

But, as Carter told his news conference

Tuesday, in the minds of him. Begin, and
President Anwar Sadat of Egypt, the two
agreements are linked, and there will likely

be some discussion of the West Bank and

Gaza issues duting the talks.

UBridgeport profs

demand resignations
BRIDGEPORT, Conn. (United Press Inter

national) Disgruntled professors at the

University of Bridgeport yesterday demand-

ed the resignations of the private school's

top two administrators.

The 250-member American Association of

University Professors chapter said universi-

ty president Leiand Miles and vice

president Hefty Rnwell should resign

because each has failed to bargain in good

faith

AAUP President Norman Douglas, who
was on religious holiday yesterday, con

firmed the union demand, but declined to

el.'itiorfit*^

Pf'ft-.sors agreed test weekend to end

wjo wHfik walkout thai began Sept 22 ami

to <;iihmit unresolved contract differences

Mree member mediation bojjrd

I H'j strike had forced susp**nsion of

classes for one week for the more than

8,000 full and part-time students.

There have been strike rumblings since

then because the panel's recommendations

are not binding and the union has accused

university administrators of dragging their

feet.

The school announced yesterday it ap-

pointed Dr. David Newton, vice-chancellor

and acting provost of Long Island Universi-

ty, as its representative on the mediation

panel

Clyde Summers, a law professor at the

University of Pennsylvania, will represent

ihe faculty on the panel chaired by federal

mediator Hezekiah Brown.
Among issues still unresolved are salaries,

faculty rights, control over academic mat

ters and hiring and firing procedures.
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Emergencywork
begins on garage
By DA V/D SEIDENFELD
Collegian Staff

Emergency repairs have begun on the

Campus Center Garage to correct cracks in

structural concrete, a UMass Building

Authority official said yesterday.

"Consultants have indicated there is some
danger in the garage," said Evan V.

Johnston, a member of the authority's

Policy and Procedure Committee.
Meanwhile, the committee in the near

future will recommend to the authority that

two task forces be established to study

repairs needed on various UMass buildings,

Johnston said.

A study conducted this summer by the

Connecticut engineering firm of Loomis &
Loomis showed that cracks have occurred

in concrete garage supports. A University

spokesman, Arthur Clifford, yesterday said

the study determined "that the University

would have to do rep>airs in two stages to

prevent water damage from doing serious

harm in the garage "

He said the first stage, due to be com-
pleted before winter at a cost of ap-

proximately $100,000 would involve

squirting epoxy into the cracks to prevent

water seepage.
The second stage, which would be started

next spring, would involve water-proofing

of the roof, Clifford said. Clifford said cost

of the projects is unknown.
According to Clifford, the engineering

firm told UMass that if the repairs were not

done now, they could be "tremendously
expensive" in the future, when more
damage would have occurred.

"The engineers were assuming the

worst, " Clifford said. "Water can flood

power boxes and cause short circuits."

Clifford denied reports, however, that the

garage might be condemmed as unsafe.

'"We're currently going under the
assumption that the garage will remain

open, it's not likely," he said.

The Campus Center and Alumni Stadium
also are in need of repairs, Johnston said.

Structural damage similar to that in the

garage must be repaired in the stadium, he
said, and water leaks are present on the

roof and terrace of the Campus Center.

Funds currently being used to repair the

garage are coming from accounts ear-

marked for repairs to the Campus Center.

The recommended task forces are intended

to deal with such funding problems,
Johnston said.

Johnston said one task force would report

on what university structures need repair,

and would also draw a work schedule for

the repairs. The second task force would
examine how the work would be funded.

The building authority was formed in 1960

to receive monies collected by the Board of

Trustees for building projects authorized by
the authority. The money is placed in

accounts where it is held until it is used to

pay off bonds on various buildings.

Water works work
turns off Southwest
ByCHmSTOPHERH. SCHMITT
COMegian Staff

All of the Southwest residential area was
without water for a time yesterday when
work on a water main cut off supply to the

area.

Henry Scarborough, head of the prOfacts

divisior> of the UMaaa Physical Ptam, said

Amherst town workers were adjusting a

water flow meter ^\^ar the intersection of

Sunset Avenue and Fearing Street, where
they shut down the nnain feed line imo
Southwest.

But. he said, a "back-feed" Bne r>ear*

Boyden gymnasium was also shut down at

tha time. ar>d alt water into the area was cut

o«.

Scarborough said he did not know how
long water supply was interrupted.

"The minute we heard about it." f>e said,

"we turned it back on. It won't happen
again."

He said it riormally is not necessary to

have open the back-feed line, and the ser-

vice cut-off came because Amherst of-

ficials failed to notify the university that the

main near Southwest would be shut off.

The meter near Southwest is one of four

recently installed to more accurately

measure UMass water usage. Theuniversi-

tv currently uses approximately 1.75
million gallons per day.

Amherst currently is experiencing a water
shortage, as dry weather has seriously

depleted area reservoirs. Town officials

have banned all non-essential use of water,

and UMass has shut down some air-

conditioning and asked dormitory residents

to curtail water use.

Qunnipac doaan't do much for many atudenta, but K doaa offar a «turdy

ahaltar whara the wandering student can study. (Staff photo by Lao Fradatta.)

Western Mass. site may
be nuke plant alternative
Unit»d Press /nternanona/

BOSTON The federal Nuclear
Regulatory Commission has requested

studies of several New England sites as
alternative locations for a nuclear power
plant for Rhode Island, an NRC spokesman
said yeaterday.

NRC Environmental Project Manager
Phillip Cota said the NRC has asked state

agencies in Massachusetts, New Hamp-
shire, and Rhode Island to provide
preliminary assessments of locations

suggested by the New England Power Co.

as Alternative sites for a nuclear power
plant now slated for Charlestown, R.I.

Cota said the NRC has no problems with

the Charlestown location. "We're just

doing a thorough review of alternatives.

Recent board decisions have found
problems with us relying too much on
information provided by the applicant," he

said.

The utility company suggested Rowe, Gill,

and Erving, Massachusetts; Westerly and
Rome Point, Rhode Island; and Moore
Resevoir, Comerford and Errol, New

Hampshire as alternative sites for tha two
unit. 2,400 megawatt nuclear power plam.
Cota said the NRC's primary corKem is

the environmental impact of a nuciaar

plant. However, he added. "Wa can r>ot

issue a construction permit until or unless

the applicant owns the land."

The Charlestown location, an abandoned
naval auxiliary landing field, is still owned
by the federal government.
The plant to begin operation in the late

1980's, would probably use a once througK
cooling system if located in Charlestown,
Cota said. Water would be drawn and
returned to Block Island Sound.
If the plant were constructed on an

alternative site on a river. Cota said, it

would most likely have a closed cycle

evaporated cooling system, probably in-

volving cooling towers.
Miss Mary Beth Gentleman, regional

planner for the Massachusetts Energy
Facilities Siting Council, yesterday said the

NRC had asked for information on the

environmental impact and land use plans

for the propowed alternative sites in

Massachusetts to be submitted by the end
of October.

Stage is set for faculty contract settlement
By CHRISTOPHER SCHMfTT •

Collegian Staff

Chances for settlement of the faculty's

first collective bargaining agreement now
appear better than they have at any time in

the past six months.

A state mediator was appointed last week
to move the stalled talks, which have drag-

ged on since June, 1977. The talks have
dragged on for so long, in fact, that the

faculty and administration are now 16 mon-
ths into the life of an unsigned contract, for

the agreement is retroactive to July, 1977.

For students, administration, and faculty

alike, a settlement would mean the end to a

period of campus strife.

The mefliator, Abraham Siegel, dean of

the Sloan School of Management at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology in

Cambridge, said he is optimistic a settle-

ment can be reached. With good faith

bargaining by both sides, he says, the

dispute can be resolved soon.

For negotiators on both sides, news of the

move to mediation comes as a welcome
relief to those among them that said the

talks had become increasingly bitter and

frustrating, when they were held at all.

The talks have broken off twice since last

April with each side saying the other was to

blame.

Mediator will face a tough task
Settlement of the faculty's first con-

tract now revolves primarily around

issues of distribution of merit-based

salary increases, and status of librarians

and part-time faculty in the union.

Mediator Abraham Siegel will face a

difficult task when he attempts to settle

differences on the distribution issue.

A total salary hike agreement of some
20 percent over three years was reached

this summer with the state, but how
nine percent of the increase--a so-called

"merit pool" -will be distributed has

been left for the two sides to negotiate.

The administration has said it wants to

reserve to itself the right to distribute

four percent of the increase, but the

union has said it wants to grant all nine

percent of the raises through peer

evaluations.

Faculty have said the administration

proposal amounts to a ^'slush fund"

which could be used to "pay off" pro-

administration faculty members. The
administration, however, has said it

must be able to exercise some "discre-

tion" in awarding the salary increases.

The frustration became apparent when
Jack Polidori, the union's chief negotiator,

said he would no longer return to the

bargaining table to be met with the ad-

ministration's "two bit... rhetoric."

Mediation also appears to have taken the

edge off the threat of faculty job action to

protest the stalled talks.

Massachusetts Society of Professors resi-

dent James E. Cathey this week said the

possibility of faculty job actions has

decreased since the move to mediation.

The union three weeks ago approved a

timetable of unspecified but escalating job

actions if a tentative contract settlement

was not reached by Sept. 26. Th^deadllne

has come and gone with no settlement.

The timetable called for a two-day action

this week.

The union's "action committee" met Sun-

day, and will have no recommendation for

action when the MSP holds a membership

meeting today, Cathey said.
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^UMmarching b&nd:-
^ practice maizesperfect

Thuraday, Octobar 12, 1878.

By BARBARA HOys/E
Collegian Staff
The next time the marching band takes to

the field to perform one of the three
routines it presents at a football game, look
again. Consider that each of the routines
represents some 300-400 hours of work and
practice.

The band, led by .Field Director George
Parks, practices six to seven hours a week
jfter classes to bring what Parks calls "the
finest marching band in New England" to
Alumni Stadium.
Parks develops, choreographs and directs

the pre game, half-time, and post game
shows performed at each football game.
He is assisted by section captains Melodie
Essex on field Flags, and twirler co captains
Judy McGuire and Joan Pariseau.
Each half time show at home games is an

? original presentation,, while the post game
hows are repeats of former half-time

-Shows.

Consisting of 144 playing members, eight
alternates, 32 flags and eight twirlers, the
band members receive one credit for the
hours spent not only practicing, but also for
Saturdays they devote to preforming at
games.

On the Saturday of a home gamr
members must arrive at the stadium at nif

AM to go through the half time routine. For
away games, members must leave t>-

campus by 7 am.
Non music majors make up the majority r-f

the band. Parks said. Parks is the currenf
National Champion Drum Major for thf-

senior drum and bugle corps Reading,
Penn Buccaneers.

Although Parks began choosing music t.«.

this season last year, he must choreograph
the routines as the season progresser
because of an uncertain number of r,^. v
members.

Freshmen band members this year arrivei
on campus August 28 to learn marching
and drill maneuvers.

Parks said he sees the band as not only a
music organization for those who wouldn't
have contact with music otherwise, but
also as an educational center for future
band directors.

The band, he said, because of its com Jex

drills and varied music, is not only a "su jr-

excellent half-time show" but is also a le
art form.

Senate compromises
on Carter energy bill

Peter Sparling of the Martha Graham Dance Company performs a routine
from the company's production of "The Owl and the Pussycat." The group is
scheduled to appear at the Fine Arts Center on Oct. 14 and 15 at 8 p.m.

Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Senate
negotiators compromised
on the tax portion of
President Carter's long-
stalled energy program
yesterday, agreeing to tax
fuel-inefficient cars and
provide tax credits to
homeowners who insulate

their houses.
The agreement resolved
the last remaining dif-

ference between chambers
on the energy plan the
president submitted to
Congress in April 1977.
House conferees had

previously approved the
measure, sen. Russell
Long, D-LA., the top
Senate negotiator, said he
would take the plan directly

to the Senate floor for

prompt consideration.

He predicted it would pass
and be sent to the House.
House leaders hope to get

the bill by this morning so it

can be combined with four

other parts of the energy
program that previously

passed the Senate. The
House Rules Committee
meets at 11 a.m. today to

consider the one-package
proposal.

Yesterday's agreement,
signed by 10 of the 13
Senate negotiators, for-

mally buries two other taxes
proposed by Carter - the
crude oil tax he once called

ihe centerpiece of his

DISTINGUISHED TEACHER
AWARD 1979

Students, staff, faculty, and alumni
can now nominate faculty and teaching
assistants/associates for the Teaching
Award which will be awarded in

September 1979. All teachers on this

campus, full-and part-time, are eligible.

The purpose of the award is to identify

and honour distinguished classroom
teaching, primarily on the
undergraduate level, but not excluding
graduate teaching.

If you know of a person whom you
feel is an excellent teacher, send a letter

of nomination to Ms. Mary Ann
Digiammo, Provost's Office, Whit-
more.
The deadline to submit nominations

is Wednesday, November 1, 1978.

TOMORROW!
KSTFILM

OF THE YEAR

KST DIRECTOR

OF THE YEAR
I I ma
CIlllCS

fior-, Aa^-" lias

Friday th« 13th
6. 8:30, 11 p.m.. CCA, $1.00

y

energy program and a tax
on the industrial use of oil

and natural gas.

A majority of House
conferees had signed the
agreement on Monday.

Under the compromise^,
new fuel-inefficient Cc?
would be taxed beginning
with 198D models getting
less than 15 miles prr
gallon.- By 1986 the t^»
would apply to cars gettirn;

less than 23.5 mpg ar»d

would range from $400 f5

$3,850.

The energy-tax legislation

also includes some $1
billion in tax credits.

V
Si|) into something

able

So suKKtili i!asv to si|). nolii'idiis!

( (iiiilint s imlikt.' aiiN' dllic'i' li(iui)i', A it

\[ lastis ii«M»(l jiisi poured ovci" iic. "".^

Ihaisuhx ii iiiakc^ mixed diiiiks

tasic iiuuli hottci". loo.

Southern
Comfort

^1
grfat with:

Cola • Bitter Lemon

Tonic • orange juice

Squirt... even milk

SOUTHERN COMFOR COBPORATION 100 PROOfllQUfUH SI LOUIS MO

Cle>ni^r> \^ ZA"^^

the
SIK»: Ofory fri4ay "ibs bl 9

«t^

BACH FESTimL:
HENRI HONEGGER. ceUist

The Bcu;h Suites for solo cello

No.'s 2, 4. & 6

Thursday, October 12, 8:15 p.m.
Buckley Recital Hall

Amherst College, Amherst, Mass.

General Admission—$3.00; Students
and Senior Citizens—$ 1 .50

To order tickets in advance, csdl the
Brattleboro Music Center

(802) 254-6652

Selectmen:
Waterlevels stilllow:
Harshermeasuresahead?
By PATRICIA KEEFE
Collegian Staff

Amherst Town Manager Louis A.
Hayward told the Board of Selectmen
Monday that the town is not getting the
level of compliance it had hoped for in it's

call for water conservation in the face of

the current water shortage.
Hayward also outlined possible emergen-

cy measures the town could institute if

compliance does not increase and the
water condition worsens.
Currently, the town has asked residents

and students to cut w^er consumption by
25 percent in an effort to combat the water
shortage, a long-recognized town problem
made worse this year by light rain fall.

Hayward's proposed rstrictions would in-

clude:

-adding a penalty surcharge of 25 percent
of the total bill to residents who have not
cut their water consumption by at least 10
percent.

-voluntary house inspections by the Dept.
of Public Works for leaky plumbing.
-limit of four daily flushes for each toilet.

-use of paper plates and other disposable
items to cut dishwashing activities

-division of the town into five sectors to be
placed on a rotating schedule to cease all

water consumption at certain days and
times during the week.

-asking commercial and institutional laun-
dries to curtail use of public water.

Selectman William C. Atkins opposed the
25 percent penalty surcharge, terming the
proposal unfair.

"The little people will be hurt," he said,
"and the people with money won't care."
Hayward also told the board the town still

has a problem with the water pressure near
the Amherst Pelham town line. Hayward
said the water supply pumps will be
operated full-time to keep the pressure up
for residents in that area.
Hayward said there may also be need for a

heater to start the pumps, once the colder
weather arrives.

According to Director of Public Works
Stanley Ziomek, the town cut water con-
sumption over the past weekend, but one
or two inches of rain is still needed to
replenish depleted reservoirs.

In the event of a critical situation, the
town has pumping equipment standing by
at Puffers Pond, with operation dependent
on final approval by the state Dept. of En-
vironmental Quality Engineering. Ac-
cording to Hayward, pumping the water in-

to the town system could provide another
300,000 gallons of water per day.
The town will also be able to get a more

accurate reading of the University's water
consumption after new water usage meters
are calibrated this week.

Boardhears warrantitems
By PATRICIA KEEFE
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen, in a
variety of other business Monday night,
met with the DNA Study Committee and
the Rent Control Committee, two groups
sponsoring articles that will appear on the
warrant of the Oct. 23 Town Meeting.
Arthur Quinton, chairman of the DNA

committee, said "there is a real need" for
regulation of the controversial genetic
research.

"What we have are new developments in

biology and the risks have not yet been fully
assessed," Quinton said. He said the
committee recommends "a simple
bureaucracy" similar to National Health
Institute guidelines.

Chris Clark of the rent committee said rent
controls are needed in Amherst, which
currently is experiencing only a one percent
vacancy rate, in rental units far below
federal standards which say five percent
vacancy constitutes a tight market leading
to higher prices.

As fall meanders through
approaching winter, from
Ackery.)

the valley. Mother and Child can't help but view the
their haven at Tillson Farm. (Staff photo by Lyn

For a change in partying, try

ENTERTAINMENT
SHOWCASE

Sat., Oct. 14, 9 p.m. -2 a.m.
Chapin Aud., Mt. Holyoke
$1 admission, cash bar

Featuring

A Variety of Entertainment
Drinking, dancing, and just

good listening!!

Sponsored by
MHO Social Committee

SERIES 798
CODES R & S

LP'S • 8 TRACKS • CASSETTES
No limit

All musical
categories

(g)TiCI6ETRaN f^
pUattIrPUS is THE NORTHAMPTON
AREAS NEWEST TlCKETRON OUTLET
OFFERING TICKETS TO MOST MAJOR EAST
COAST ENTERTAINMENT AND SPORTING
EVENTS

University of Massachusetts / An^.herst

FINE /RIS CENTER PRESENTS

Martha
Graham
Dance

Company
Saturday, October 14 8 pm
The program will consist of Seraphic
Dialogue, The Owl and The Pussycat.
Ecuatorial and Diversion of Angels. All

dances choreographed by Martha Graham.

HAMP plaza: north king STREETn NORTHAMPTON

Sunday, October 15 8 pm
The program will consist of El Penitente,

Phaedra and Appalachian Spring. All dances
choreographed by Martha Graham.

Tickets now on sale. General public $7, 6, 5.

UMj-is students $5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and
ottrer students $6, 5, 4.

Fir>E A^lS CENFER CNCERT K4.L
Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9 4, 545 25tl

& New England Ticketron Locations.
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'Full employment' bill

runs into problems

I hurtday. October 12, 1978,

WASHINGTON [UP/]- A handful of
senators trying to«negotiate a compromise
Humphrey-Hawkins "full employment" bill

yesterday ran into a difficult issue; inflation.

While the Senate marked time in a series
of recesses and transacted other business,
a panel of senators met in the office of Ma
jority Leader Robert Byrd to try to reach a
compromise.
They included some of the bill's sponsors.

Sens Gaylord Nelson. D Wis.; Muriel
Humphrey, D-Minn., and Edward Ken-
nedy, D Mass; and its chief critics, Robert
Dole, R Kan,, and Orrin Hatch, R Utah.
Dole said the chief problem was what to
do about inflation.

Other tissues in the negotiation concern
balancing the budget and limiting federal
spending
The bill would set an interim goal to cut

the nation's unemployment rate from its

current 6 percent to 4 percent by 1983
Many Republicans contend this, by itself,

would send inflation soaring. They say the

nation's true "full employment" level is bet-
ween 4 5 and 5.5 percent, and that as this
level IS approached employer? will have to
compete for scarce, skilled labor and wages
will rise, followed by prices.

They want to include in the bill a parallel
goal to cut inflation to zero, or perhaps 3
percent, by 1983.

Sponsors of the bill say true "full employ
ment" would be somewhere below 4 per
cent and that this can be achieved without
inflation by increasing production, putting
idle plant capacity to work, and training the
hard core unemployed, including those
now on welfare, for useful jobs.
Though the bill calls in general for reduc-

ing inflation, sponsors have opposed set
ting a fixed inflation goal years ahead,
especially a goal of zero.

Sponsors argue that inflation depends on
world oil prices and many other factors
beyond the government's control and that
a rigid goal could be achieved only by wage
and price controls.

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

SAVE 30%-50%
Book now for Christmas and spring break

PAY LATER
No payment until 30 days before departure

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER

545-0500

RUSSELL'S LIQUORS
ICE COLD
KEG BEER!!

and up

FALL BEER

SPECIALS!!

$4.95
.^nd up

- unlimited quantities on sales items

- no extra for delivery

- Amherst's clos estliqour store to UMass
- in Amherst Center across*from the green

'OME SEE FOR YOURSELF!! 253-5441

NOT JUST TYPING!
r

Processing

Make your reservations now for end of
' semester work! •

Around Ne^ir England
.Collegian 7

Brooke will

debate Tsongas
BOSTON \UPf\ Sen. Edward W. Brooke,
R Mass , agreed yesterday to schedule a
series of debates with his Democratic op-
ponent, Rep. Paul E. Tsongas.
In his response to a proposal made by
Tsongas earlier in the day, Brooke, who is

seeking re-election to a third term, agreed
that the debates should cover all issues. He
offered to discuss "even a personal situa-

tion."

He referred to a Senate Ethics Commit-
tee's investigation of his financial records,
which he has admitted contain several inac
curate entries, some of which contradict
Brooke's sworn testimony in his divorce
trial.

Earlier in the day. Tsongas had sent
Brooke a telegram proposing that three
televised debates be held in Boston,
western Massachusetts and southeastern
Massachusetts.

'Rights of patients

violated in N.H/
CONCORD. N.H. (AP> Saying it had

found systematic violations of the con-
stitutional rights of patients of .he Laconia
State School for the retarded, the U.S.
Justice Department yesterday asked a
federal judge for permission to join in a suit

against New Hampshire.
Raymond Haber of the Justice Depart

ment's Civil Rights Divisiop said a federal

investigation of the school has shown the
school has an inadepuate staff and
inadequate facilities which have led to a
"systematic deprivation of constitutional
rights" of the school's 640 patients.

Assistant State Attorney General Wilbur
Glahn denied Haber's assertion of con-
stitutional violations and told U.S. District

Court Judge Shane Devine that the Justice
Department does not have legal authority
to sue the state in the case.

wmm

Foliage topeak
this weekend
WELLESLEY \AP\ Peak colors of the

foliage season are rapidly moving south,
with best viewing this weekend in northern
Massachusetts and northern and central
Connecticut, according to the AIA Auto &
Travel Club.

Excellent mid stage viewing can be seen
throughout all of Rhode Island.

The best colors in Massachusetts can be
seen north of Boston and east of U.S. 3.

Routes 114 and 133 and 1A along the coast
are recommended. Central Massachusetts
should have a 70 percent color change and
southeastern Massachusetts toward Cape
Cod will have a 50 to 60 percent color
change.

Program designed
to aid crime victims
BOSTON (UPI) A three million dollar

program to provide public service jobs and
training programs for juvenile delinquents
and help them pay back victims of crime
will begin next month in Massachusetts.
Lt. Gov. Thomas P. O'Neill III said

yesterday the federally-funded 18 month
program will train and employ 357 young
people convicted of property crimes. Those
convicted of violent crimes will be
ineligible, he said.

O'Neill said a number of different work
sites, including the Boston £f Macne
Railroad, Metropolitan District Commission
parks and recreation areas, and libraries are
planned. He said the youths will work 40
hours per week at $3 an hour. One quarter
of their earning, O'Neill said, will
automatically go to the victims.

The funding of the program includes $1.5
million from the U.S. Labor Department's
Comprehensive Employment and Training
Administration, $1.5 million from the
Federal Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration and 10 percent in matching
funds from the state.
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InternatIonaI

StucIents

DISCO
Thursday,

October 12, 1978
CC 10th floor

wmmmmm

Get a head start on
the rest of the school

management at Red Lobster.
Red Lobster Inr^s of America is the
largest full-service seafood chain in

ttie nation. You may qualify for a

position in Red Lobster's f^anage-
ment Internship Program <M.I.P.) if

you are a college senior majoring in

Hotel. Restaurant £r Travel Administra-
tion.

Eligibility- vo„
must be in a good academic standing.

Be within two to eight months of

graduation, and have demonstrated
the ability and enthusiasm necessary

for success in a food service manage-
ment career.

Compensalion
You will be compenMted
M.I. P. hours.

for all

Program You
will ufMtorgo on-the-job training at a

Red Lobfter within easy commuting
distartca of your campus on a part-

time basis durir>g your final months
in Khool.

After college graduation and com-
pletion of the on-the-job training,

you will undertake a short period of

intensive post-graduate instruction at

our Corporate Headquarters in Orlan
do, Florida.

You will then be promoted to Assis-

tant Manager and assume responsi-

bilities of managing one of our Red
Lobster Inns.

Red Lobster Representatives will visit

your campus the week of

If you are sincerely interested in a

headstart on your career, you are

encouraged to sign up for an inter-

view as soon as possibi*.

Where Ainerica goes
for seafood.^ "^

An EqutI Oppo'tunitv »nd
Attirmttive Action Employer, M/F

4 ",

^untaineering' is aji

oraJ tradition. Over
the years, it has
been passed down
^from teacher to

pupil, father to son, package
store owner to customer. As a
result, a folklore - a mythol-
ogy, ifyou will - has formed
around the mountains of

Busch. You, being a student
of mountaineerirlg, no doubt
wish to acquaint yourself with
these truths and half-truths,

these stories both aiccurate

and apocryphal.A wise deci-

sion. And, as luck would have
it, this ad is just the ticket.

One of mountaineering's
earliest legends is Bennington
Baxter-Bennington Adventurer,

international bon vivant and
inventor of the phrase "your
check is in the mail',' it was he
who perfected the finer points
of expedition financing. While
other mountaineers resorted
to such bizarre extremes as
gainful employment, Benning-
ton subsidized assaults on the
Busch mountaintop with cre-

ative economics. An amalgam
of paper schemes, franchised
dreams, dummy corporations
and corporate dummies kept
him in clover for nigh on 20

fiscal years. Asked at th^

culmination of his

"rm

career to reflect upon the se-

cret of success, Bennington
revealed his first rule: "Keep
all your assets liquid!'

Another frequent subject

of mountaineering lore is

the wildlife. Numerous
^, tales abound, but perhaps
yj the most famous story is

that of the 1973 Muncie
Mathematics Convention. All

75 prodigies, whiz Mds and
befuddled geniuses initiate
an after hours expedition.

Itbeganharmlesslyenough.
But soon, the Busch moun-
taineers reached the Mobius

Strip, a racy nightspot catering

to highbrow hijinks. Before the

evening was over, several of

them were bending the slide

rules. Others were smoking big

cigars and teUing every woman
in sight they were agents with

; an eye for figures, claiming, _,

"I can make you a mathe-
matical model, baby!' Talk
about your wildlife!

But when looking for

sheer courage, W. Dexter
Poole must rank in lore

among the top mountain-
eers. Fond of saying "The

road to truth goes through
bad neighborhoods',' Poole
enjoyed skirting with
danger and approached

mountaineering as a test of

survival skills. In his most
famous challenge, Poole,

equipped only with 30 water-
proof matches and a major credit

card, parachuted into a remote
area known as Cleveland He
was up to the task. Within 24^
hours, Poole was bask-
ing under the hot sun of

Antibes, downing the
smooth, cold, refreshing
mountains of Busch Beer.

A credit to his
colleagues
and a col-

league on
credit.

What
becomes
a legend
most?
That

is (one) a matter of siibjective

judgment and (two) in a con-

stant state of flux. Keep in mind
legends are created every day. So
when you flex your mountain-
eering muscles, be
true to the tradi-

tion. At best,

you'll be part
of history
At least,

you'll be a
near-myth.

u>^

I Mountaaneering is the science and ait of drinking Busch. The tenrnor^^
label outside ajid peiT)etmtes due to Uie cold, natality reft^hlng taste i^^

of Lheir exploits are l^endaiy, any similarity to actual people, living or dead is purely coincidental.

Don't just reach for a beer.BUSCH Head for the mountains.

Aiih(Mjser-Busch Inc St l.ouis Mo
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UNITED NATIONS - Jamaican Prime Minister Michael Manley addresses the
United Nations General Assembly here yesterday. Manley called upon a'! na-
tions to cut all links with South Africa and to blockade that country, if

necessary, to force it to end its apartheid policies. (UPI)
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mESEGIFTSHOP

CHEESE
CHOCOLATES

GODIVA
103 N. Pleasant

Shqfwcase
Ctnernas

ROUTES RIVEROALERO.

WEST SPRINGFIELD

T£L. 733-5131

MATIMCes EVERYDAY

LATE SNOWS- FRI.A SAT,

WE HONOR MASTER CHARGE

OCT. 12-13

POUSETTE
DART

OCT. 12-$4.50
OCT. 13-$5.00

OCT. 14

ZONKARAZ

COMING
WED., OCT. 18

SHIRTS

ivn:i!i()i;.s

PG
2:007:409:50

2:007:259:40

THEBOVS
FROM BRAZIL

2:007:159:40

1:457:159:55

ttie end c< the \A<x1d

not on
spcciai

Our everyday low
prices on photo
finishing are tower

than most specials!

Pius. .

.

we offer finishing

from a local firm at

super low prices or

from

at low discount

prices.

rampifs c«nt« aniv o* m»w aiTtfwrst

Aroundthe Nation
Reporterprepares
to return tojail
HACKENSACK, N.J. \AP\-He\N Yoric

Times reporter Myron A. Fart>er spent
yesterday observing the Jewish day of
atonement and preparing to return to jail.

Superior Court Judge Theodore W. Traut-
wein on Tuesday ordered that Farber be
reimprisoned for contempt this morning
after the reporter refused again to sur-
render his files in the murder trial of a New
Jersey doctor.

Contractapproved;
postaldispute ends
WASHINGTON \UPI\-^\\e nation's two

largest postal unions have approved a new
contract by a margin of more than 6 to 1,

ending a six-month long labor dispute that

threatened to lead to a nationwide mail

strike, it was announced yesterday.

Chester Parrish, secretary general of the

280,000-member American Postal Worlcers
Union, said the graoup voted 127,588 to ac-

cept the arbitrated contract and 21,206 op-
posed it.

President J. Joseph Vacca of the 180,000-
member National Association of Letter Car-
riers, the second largest of four major
postal unions, said the union voted 97,294
to accept and 15,874 to reject.

Senate approves
smallbusiness bill
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Senate ap-
proved and sent to the White House
yesterday a four-year $6.6 billion

authorization for the Small Business
Administration.

n

THURS., OCT. 19

LOOSE
CABOOSE

Sunderland, MA

Rte 47 Tel. 685 4937

34 hr. taped U«tin|{B

N

PRESEASON
X-C SKI SALE

1

Limited Supply:

Silva Jogger II

Wood Waxable

Complete
Package:

$63.68

Other packages
$69.95 and up

Amherst
Cycle Shop
253 Triangle

549-3729

Northampton
Bicycle

21 Pleasant

586-3810

Sen EdmLnT^Muskie^^^aTne!sai?Te
would urge President Carter to veto the bill

on the basis of the low-interest disaster
loans.

Soldiersmay not
receivepay chec/cs
INDIANAPOLIS (UPI) - The Army Finance
Center yesterday held on to pay checks for

about 200,000 soldiers because of "in-
sufficient funds" in the military's account
at the U.S. Treasury.
The center at Fort Benjamin Harrison

printed $87 million worth of checks for
392,000 active duty Army personnel for the
Oct. 1 15 pay period.

But it kept the checks, dated Friday the
13th, for soldiers stationed in the Ur>ited
States pending congressional action on the
$1 17.5 billion defense appropriations bill or
an emergency resolution. Congress was
expected to act before the weekend.

Wrench inventor
makes his million
CHICAGO (UPI) - It took 15 years - in-

cluding an eight year court battle - but
inventor Peter M. Roberts finally made his
million yesterday.

Roberts, 33, of Chattanooga, Tenn., was
presented a one million dollar check from
Sears, Roebuck and Co. for a socket
wrench he designed and sold to the mail-
order house 15 years ago, when he was an
18-year-old clerk at the chain's Gardner,
Mass., store.

"I just want to live a normal life," he said
after receiving the money with his wife,
Maxine, at his side.

In eight years of legal wrangling, Roberts
charged he was misled by Sears when he
accepted $10,000 for the rights to his in-

vention in 1964.

is proud to present the

precision haircut and
hlowdry style for both
men and women.

• Sharp looking
• Easy to manage

17A MeRta«ii« Rd., Rt. 63

Call 549-6255

Take a warm,comfortable TRAILWAYS or PETER PAN bus to

Boston, New York and many other places. Play it safe!

TRAHWAirSO PETER RAN DUS UNES

MAKE LIFE SIMPLER FORYOU.

For Information, Schedules and Prices, contact:

Campus Center Bus Office • 545-2006, or 549-6000

If you're thinking about buying a high-

performance pair of loudspeakers like JBL,

there's an advantage to buying them at Tech Hifi.

We'll give you a 7-Day Moneyback Guarantee

in writing. Which gives you an entire week to play

the JBL speakers in your home, and decide if they

sound as great as you hoped they would. In the unlike-

ly event they don't, return them to Tech Hifi within

seven days and we'll give your money back. Without

giving you the third degree.

Also, at Tech Hifi you'll get a 1-Year Loud-

speaker Trial. If you buy loudspeakers from us this

week, you can trade them back to any of the 62

Tech Hifi stores a year from now. You'll get full

credit on your original price toward the purchase

of any

new pair

of loudspeakers

costing twice as much .
^^^^^ All we ask is that

the returned speakers be undamaged.

At Tech Hifi, JBL loudspeakers are returnable,

and tradeable.

And, thanks to the enormous buying power of

the 62 Tech Hifi stores, they're also affordable.

tech hifi
Come play.

15 East Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100
stores also throughout Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont,

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan and Ohio.
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To the Editor:
"Election Incident" story misleading

To the Editor:

There are several misleading facts and
several that are left out in your letter of
Oct 5, 1978: "SGA Election Incident 'an

Outrage'" that need to be cleared up. To
begin with, I would just like to say in all

fairness, there are always two sides to

every story. In this case, Ms. Deggendorf
has presented hers, and now I would like

to have the opportunity to present mine.
On the day of the SGA Election, I was

extremely busy printing and I told a
Governmental Affairs official that I pro-
bably couldn 't work the whole time. They
said that it was all right, and would try to

find somebody else. I went to the box,
not even realizmg that I was on the ballot.

The reason for this is that when I turned
in my nomination papers I was told that
there weren't enough people running for

senate seats. I therefore assumed that I

was still on the senate, and didn't really

think about it.

If it's a question of winning or losing,

that's one thing; but usually if there are
more slots than people running, that's
another case altogether. I am not saying
that I was right to be there. I was wrong
even though I believe innocently so. It

still doesn't change the fact that it was
against the election rules, although other
people whose names were on the ballot
were also scheduled to be polling of-

ficials.

Since that time, the Commuter Senator
election has been invalidated by the
Governmental Affairs Committee. I

apologue to those people who v^rere run-
ning, for the inconvenience that I have
caused. I also apologue to the people
who voted and will have to do so again.

But I do urge everyone to vote.

Now I would like to get back to some of
Ms. Deggendorf's comments. When Ms.
Deggendorf cast her vote. I firmly believe
that she was looking straight at me when
she referred to her comment about
"They're going to win, too. provided that

there is no ballot box stuffing. " Her
ballot was placed on the table, flat out.

when she made her remark, and when
she said her comment she was not
laughing. I replied to her, "There won't
be any on this part" [meaning the officials

who were standing at the ballot box]. I

went on to say [it's been said in private to

me and in the Collegian by people that
they had personally stuffed boxes for the
Hite campaign] that it's been "that party"
in the past.

I ran with Herb Tyson last year, and
voted for ftim the yev before. I deny the
fact that I was referring to the present
election. I had, the day before, caught
two mistakes on the Presidential ballots

while they were being printed: 1] It had
said to vote for not more than two; 2] I

had caught the fact that Graham and
Thomas ' names were printed backwards.
If anythinq^ I was trying to help the elec-

tions run smoothly and legitimately.

Ms. Deggendorf was very precise in giv-

ing the time at which she had arrived at
the table, which was 2:45, after class.

When I arrived in the Senate office,

directly after Ms. Deggendorf had gotten
there, the clock read 3:15. There had
been no line at the table when she arriv-

ed, and I therefore must claim that Ms.
Deggendorf was at the table an ab-
normally long period of time.

There are more points that I feel need to
be made. When the officials realized that
my name was on the ballot, they did not,
/ repeat, did not decide that "each would
not say anything provided that the other
did not either. " I had every intention of
leaving and going upstairs to try to find
someone there, and to get someone else

downstairs. Neither of the other two of-

ficials said a word, they Just waited for me
to say something.
Secondly, I sincerely believe thr.t I did

not tell Ms. Deggendorf to "get the fuck
out of here. " After I walked around to

the other side of the tahie and was no
longer a polling officii*}. I admit that my
words may frave bean strong. A friend,

taking care of my dog. looked at me and I

at her in dishelief, and she made some
similar remarks to me about the situation

that had just occured.
We then proceeded upstairs to the

senate office, where Ms. Deggendorf
was shouting about the incident to two
people who had nothing to do with the
whole incident. One person was the
senate secretary [wno hates shouting and
had no reason to be shouted at] and the
second was an ex-senator who was on

Election irregularities explained

To the Editor:

We would like to reply to the letter

written by Rose Deggendorf and also
clarify some incidents of the S.G.A.
elections held last Wednesday and
Thursday.
Shelly Gorden was placed at the
commuter ballot box by a member of our
committee. This was a gross oversight on
our part, not hers. Past history has shown
that it is almost impossible to get
someone to work at a polling place.
Shelly offered to help us out if she could
work near her job at the print shop, that's

why we placed her at the Cape Cod
Lounge. Because of this negligence on
our part, we are asking the Senate to

invalidate the Commuter election. The
new election should be held in about two
weeks.
The committee would however like to

thank Shelly for stopping two major

catastrophies before they happened. The
first; by spending all night Tues. printing
up the ballots. The second; reading them
before she printed them up, for if she
hadn't, the Presidential election would
have been invalidated. When the
Presidential ballots were being laid out the
wrong directions were used and read
"please vote for not more than two..."
instead of "vote for not more than one.

"

She also pointed out that one fo the
candidacies names appeared in the wrong
order. After the ballots were re-typed and
laid-out. Shelly spent a good part of the
night finally pnnting them up.
We would also like to comment on the

only written complaint we have gotten
concerning election procedure. This
complaint was given to the committee by
one fo the candidacies with two
allegations. The first was that committee
gave out the wrong information.we are

the telephone. I told Ms. Deggendorf not
to shout in there and if she wanted to

shout at anything or anyone, it was to be
me, and in the hallway. We did proceed

. to have a shouting match in which I

became totally frustrated trying to reason
with her.

This whole incident was a bad scone,
and I hope that one way or another things
will work out. To tell you the truth, I am
upset by the "facts" that have been given
to the students. I have found out a few
more facts that make the story more
complete: 1] when Ms. Deggendorf
described me to someone, she said, "the
one with the red curly hair and the dog.

"

I had a bandanna on that day, although,
granted, you may have been able to see
some hair. But what really bothers me is

that my friend, who was down near the
boxes, was playing with my dog and we
came up the stairs together She had the
dog the whole time, so I'm a little confus-
ed by the description given by Ms. Deg-
gendorf.

Secondly, when I asked Ms. Deggen-
dorf if it was just rumor or if it was the
truth that she was C.C. Dion's
housemate, she looked at me quite
disgustedly and said, "Ms. Gordon, you
have no class. Yes, lam. " This ledme to
question why she got so offended. Ex-
cuse me if I sound like a gossip column
for a minute, but I think these facts are
important. C.C. Dion is Bob Dion's
sister, who is our ex-student Trustee
[who also ran against me last year in the
electoral convention]. C.C. is also Peter
Graham 's ex - or presen t girlfriend.

The puzzle is really complete now.
There are more facts that will probably be
brought out later, but I think that these
facts presented here on my account of
the situation can show to the students
what really goes on in student govern-
ment.
I thank all of the students who took the

time to read this article. To coin the
phrase "Let the Students Decide, " / firm-
ly believe in this, and it is my guide in my
dealings with the Student Government
Association.

Shelly Gordon

sorry if the balloting order was not made
clear but the wrong information was
never given. The second is about can-
didates spending money; each
presidential candidacy was given 250.00
dollars to spend on their campaign as
outlined in the constitution. This was
explained and the money spent was not
from a "dry SGA account. ' The Senate
past the budget and we are at this point
covering our deficit.

Since the Senate voted to hold popular
elections four years ago there have been
problems, the senate always argues about
the procedure and then neglects to

change it. We hope that the next com-
mittee chosen has better luck than we, in

trying to organize an election with the
rules as they now read.

The Committee on Governmental
Affairs

Band references unwarranted

To the Editor:

The article in the Collegian of October
10, 1978, "Gndders Cage Golden Bears,

"

in relation to the performance of the

University Marching Band is not only un-
fair and misinformed, but an exhibition of
poor journalism.

According to Rich Eckel, "It took about
as long for Morgan States' Bartd to cap-
ture the battle of the bands as it ftad taken

UMass to win the footballgame. Tfwpro-
bhm in comparing two bands such as
UMass and Morgan State is tffat tfwy use
completely different marching styles.

Both bands did equally well in performing
their own respective styles. Tfterefore, to

say tttat the Morgan State Band ou^mt-
formed the UMass Band is to say tftat one
marcfting style is better, tftan the other.

the article a/so demonstrates a general
hck of support by the Coltegton for tfte

University Band. Mr Eckel takes great
notice of the fact that the Morgan State
Band got a standing ovation for its perfor-

mance but faHs to mention the fact that
ttie UMass Band also got a standing ova-
don. At the end of the article, Steve Zack
made a comment that, "If bands could
win football games, Morgan State would
be undefeated. " Why did the Collegian
not say something like tfiat after tt)e

vmanova game or tfte Harvard game,
wfiere (Ae UMass Band got three stan-

ding ovations from the Harvard side of
the Stadium? If the Coll«gi«n is going to

put down a University function like the

Band, its writers should at least ftave tfie

desire to research tffe topic to the point
wfiere tf)ey would know wfiat tftey are
talking about.

* K«nMoor»
Unhrfity Marching Band

LETTEiS POLI€Y

The MasMehusatts OaNy Coliaglan
mmlcomes aK lattms to the editor. Thfy
mtmt be signed and incMjde the author's

sddress and phone number.
Organiiations may submit letters, but
Wtary must include a ntme and phone
mtmber for reference purpoam.

Letters mustM typed, dout/a-tpaead,
at sixty spaces par tna. and nd mora than

iMo pagea hng. Thay should ba sent to

Mta Executive Editor care of the
Ooiagiaiy or may ba drttppod off at iha

.Colagiaw affica.

At Ifttara may ba sobfact loadNingfdr
aidiar apace or content according to tho

Judgamaitt of tha editor. Due to

tnara la no

MARK WILDING I

COMMENTARY

Maybe I'll drop out too

By Rob Stein

My roomate wants to drop out because he
doesn't know why he's here. The girl who
used to live doyvn the hall dropped out
because school and learning just wasn't
giving her anything in return for all her
work. I haven't chosen a major yet because
all the things I would like to study are next
to impossible to get a job in. Maybe I'll drop
out, too.

We all attend or attended the University of
Massachusetts. With all its opportunities
and programs you would think there must
be something for everyone, some notch we
would fit into. There must be an area of
study offered at this huge multi-faceted
Stat? university for us. If there is we cannot
find it, we've tried.

Someone should realize that we liberal

arts or CAISIAC majors are in much greater
need of counseling than decided majors
since we don't have functional, job-
oriented, realistic goals. People with
decided majors know exactly what to take
semester after semester. They know what
they're studying. They'll probably be able
to get a job when they graduate. At least

they know what they're working for, we
don't. Most people who already have
declared a major have their own advisor
who they know and who knows them. We
in CAISIAC don't.

We in CAISIAC supposedly have a battery

of advisors, each with their specialty to

consult. We don't have someone who's

been following us through the semesters
and has gotten to know us, someone who
knows us well enough to really help us.

Last semester I didn't know what to do
when pre-registration came around. I was
pre registering for my first semester of my
sophomore year. I figured at that point I

should have been narrowing down my
options as to a major. I went to CAISIAC to
talk to an advisor. I sat down with 30 other
students to wait for one advisor who was
supposed to show up in 20 minutes. After
waiting 30 minutes I left, having spoken to
no one but a would-be phys-ed major who
was considering biomedical engineering.

This misdirected advisor system is just one
example of the general attitude of the
University. There is an overriding policy of
this school to give the student "more
responsibility" or in other words less

assistance.

The new dormitory system of cluster

coordinators is another example. The
cluster coordinator system places several

dorms under the supervision of one person
rather than each dorm having its own head
of residence. This system is supposed to

make the dorms more like apartments.

They are not apartment. The dorm is a

group of college students living in a house
together, not an apartment full of tenants

whose only thing in common is that they
happen to use the same front door. For

freshmen to be suddenly thrust into this is

not only unfair, but the confusion it causes
may do irreparable damage.

The myths of the cold, impersonal state

university become a reality. There is

essentially no sense of class pride left once
the freshmen are scattered from city-

project like Southwest to icy seminary-like

Sylvan. Nobody cares, nobody is listening.

Some students handle it but they usually

are the ones with the major, and thus we
return to the misplaced guidance system.

The others either don't know there even
exists a counselor or are simply too shy to

seek one out. They are lost.

We are st'll in school. We are not in the
real, "real world." We are still involved in

the learning process which is preparing us
for the real world. We need advice and
guidance to smooth out the adjustment
from the baby sitting of high school to the
progressively more independent world of

the university.

I'm not saying we each should have an
advisor standing over us with a whip
demanding we majonn sado-masachism or
something, but there should be someone
who is familiar enough with each of us to
give advice when needed.

So this is the nature of my and many
others despair. Since this University ac-

cepts students without majors it should be
more attuned to their needs. More of an
effort should be made to tack down
students interests and aptitudes. There
needn't be the reality of the large, im-
personal state university where the
students know their student number better

than themselves.
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The old man
and the sink
By MARK WILDING
"Senator Donald Scott accused the

Physical Plant of a 'deteriorated level of ser
vice. ' He said the Engineering department
submitted a request to the plant to move
'an old wall-hung sink, ' and received an
estimate of $81 1. This included 50 hours of
labor and 10 hours of masonry. "

The Collegian

Octobers, 1978

He was an old man who worked alone in a
men's room in Engineering East and he had
gone eighty-four days without cleaning a
sink. In the first forty days without Comet
the boy's bosses had told him that the old
man was now finally, loco, which is the
worst form of mad, and the boy had gone
on their orders to another building,

Hasbrooke, where the tiled floors were flat

and even and smelled of chlorine. It always
made the boy sad to see the old n^n walk
into the coffee shop everyday at noon with
his hands empty except for some change
for a cup of expresso, which he never got
as no one in the Coffee Shop spoke
Spanish. He also carried a brown paper
bag.

Everything about him was old except his
age.

"I wish I could go with you again old
man," the boy said to him as they punched
out for the day at 2:17 in the afternoon: the
warm afternoon where the sun bounced
hard off the unpainted stair railings all over
the campus.

The old man had taught the boy to loaf
and the boy loved him.

"No," the old man said, "you are in a fine
building. Stay there."

"Tell me about the baseball, " the boy ask-
ed him.

"In the American League it is the Yankees
as I said," the old man said happily.

"Who is the greatest manager really,

Lasorda or Lemon?"
"I think they are equal."
"And the greatest loafer is you."
"No, I know others better."

"Que va" the boy said. "There are many
good loafers and some great ones. But
there is only one you. Tomorrow though, I

think your luck will change and you will get
the big one

"

The old man nodded. "I hope not" he
said.

It was late morning of the next day when
the old man looked at the assignment sheet
and his face fell. He fingered his left ear and
blew out his right cheek and tapped on it

and thought of the clocks and how if you
were locked in the library you could never
grow old because the clocks never worked
and so there was no time. The lump in his

throat was hard, like a belota.

Two hours later he stood in front of the
old sink. It was white and porcelain and its

taps and pipes had gone past the rusty
stage to where they were in the black, like

the Physical Plant's ledgers.

Aloud he said "I wish I had the hammer."

But you haven't got the hammer he
thought. You have only yourself and you
don't know the Spanish word for hammer.
He would find out. He walked to Herter.

"Martino." he thought. He liked the word
and he spat in the great and old white thing

with the black things and he looked out the

window and knew how alone he was now.

"Hacksaw," he said aloud, "I need a
hacksaw with a sharp blade and a true

blade. The steel-coated ones with teeth like

a Tiger shark, but not too much like a Tiger
shark." He put down the bottle of Coke.

He felt very tired now and knew that he
would have to go soon. "Another Worid"
was on at 3:00 o'clock

He felt a hand on his shoulder. It was the

boy.
"It has beaten me," the old man said.

"It didn't beat you, not the sink."

"No truly, you are right" the old man said.

But he turned around anyway, at the
door, and looked at the old white thing with
the black things and turned away and
knew.

And the boy led the old man to the Coffee
Shop where he sat with a magazine prop-
ped on his knees beneath the table as the
old man fell asleep and dreamed of four-day
week-ends and working in NOPE.

Mark Wilding is a Collegian Columnist.
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Diet, eating tiabits

important to healtli
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The health of your body
depends on many factors, a
major one beir .^ nutrition.

Your appearanie, mental
abilities, growth, strength,
energy and life span all can
be greatly affected by the
nutrition practices you
follow over an extended

denied. The health effects
of poor eating habits are
real, and neccesitate a
concern and an awareness
of the kinds of food (and
how much) we allow to
journey through our bodies
Admittedly, knowing

"what's right " to eat may

'Knowing what's right to

eat may be a challenge."

time period.

Enhancing these personal
properties through proper
eating habits requires some
knowledge of basic
nutrition principles, coupled
with some common sense.
Failure to apply these
principles can bring on poor
health, which can be
manifested in a variety of
forms low resistance to
infections and decreased
energy levels, heart
disease, diabetes, obseity
and kidney disease are all

conditKjns that may be
strongly related to dietary
habits which have
developed since childhood

Food consumption is an
integral part of our every
day lives, yet it is ohen
neglected. Certainly its

importance can not be

be a challenge Conflicting
information from the media

tends to confuse, and
abundant choices tend to
distract The solution is not
clear cut, yet sinsible in-

dividual choices can be
made, based on nutritional

guidelines that are backed
by scientific research and
results

Generally, reliable in-

formation comes fiom
sources that have your
health, not your dollars, in

mind These sources in-

clude the United States
Department of Agriculture,
the American Dietetic
Assoc, the National Dairy
Council, the National
Academy of Science, and
the American Heart
Association. Organizations
such as these all publish an

Heartfelt
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
10-6 Mon.-Sat. 253-5135

open ItI. until 9

»sortment of informational
leaflets and booklets which
are usually free.

PATRICIA L. CANTIN
Student Dietetic Association

Editor's note: This is an
introduction to a new
weekly column focusing on
nutrition related topics, and
is written by "members of
the Student Dietetic

Association. Your
questions and suggestions
concerning food and
nutntion may be submitted
to the Collegian , / ;j
Campus Center.

NOW OPEN
TILL

11 P.M.
(MON.-SAT.)

€& C LIQUORS
61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FREE DELIVERY ANYTIME!

..JJACKWHOI IVm IN SCIIOOL,IIIIY

^^^SS^iUS^i^.ISyi.lJlE THAT SCbHEMY
.. .]?iSlCPJ?A<iS§£ILUIIG BEER. HE
AlsoTOID ME TOTRYOUT FOR GLEE CUIBZ'

Marv Throneberry
Baseball Legend

I

The UMass Stockbridge School Of Agricultures Second Annual
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAY

Tuesday, October 24, 9:30 a.m. -5:00 p.m.

in the Campus Center Auditorium, surrounding rooms and outside the Campus Center
The P.D.D. includes: guest speaker Harold Newton, pres. of the Mass. Farm Bureau
Seminars on Financial Aspects Of Buying Farm Land, Germ Free Technology And
Quality Control, Urban Forestry — The Future, Economics And The Future Of Dairy
Farming In New England, Underground Irrigation, Efficient Utilization Of Energy In

Greenhouses, State Of Landscape Industry — Where Lies Its Future, Corn —
The Staff Of Life.

Outside industrial show: Ford, Massey-Furguson, Tuckahoe Turn Farms, Toro,
Blue Seal Feed, etc.

Who should come: anyone associated in any way with
agriculture/ horticulture related fields

FREE ADMISSION

COLLEGE ^i^
wCJ!;?3 _. c\^vr

^
!'(? The cosmetic center of Amherst

This week's specials

s^

DON'T MISS THESE TERRIFIC SAVINGS!

Good till Oct. 19

COUPON

THI PRISCRIPTION STORI
OPIN MON-FRI 9-9 SAT 9-6

4 MAIN ST. AMMIRST
AMCX

CLIP & SAVE CLIP & SAVE CLIP&SAVE CLIP & SAVE CLIP&SAVE

c 1978 Miller Brewing Co MMwa -mm v\
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To place a oatice. drop by the Collegian
Office (CC 1 ff) between 8:45 a. rrv and 3:45
p.m. Monday through Fnday. The deadline
for notices is 3:45 p.m. two days prior to

publication date.

Collegian
Notices

NEO nneating — the Near pastern
Organization will meet, Oct. 16, Mon., 7:30
p.m in CC rm. 101 . There will be 2 films on
Cyprus, a meeting and refreshments. New
members as well as those interested are
most welcome.

Intarnational Students Club— Thursday,
Oct. 12, 9 p.m. 1 a.m. Disco Campus Cen-
tre^ lOtMloorJnternational Students Club

Meeting — UMass Alcoholics Anonymous
meeting: new AA discussion meeting
Newman Center 11:00 a.m. next to coffee
shop, for more info, call Kevin 549 2782

Notice -to all HSMA members - Thurs- Attention all RPCV'S- Peace Corps of-

day, Oct. 12, 1978 at 3:30, room 804 Cam-
pus Center. Anyone wishing to go to New
York Hotel Show with HSMA should at-

tend.

UMass Sport Parachute Club -first

jump course: Instruction tonight $55 covers
1st jump and dues. Bring valid ID to 803
CC, 7 p.m.

Ski Patrol — meeting tonight at 8:00 p.m.
for all those current patrollers, and others
who have completed first aid courses, that
will be taking this weekend's refresher, CC
906

fice would like to identify all RPCV'S in

valley area to use as resources for recruiting
activities. Please contact Bryce Perkins
117A Draper Hall, 545 2106

The printing of notices is a service pro-
vided by the Collegian based on space
available for a specific date of publication
Therefo»^e on any one day we cannot
guarantee the printing of notices.

officially opening our library to members.
All welcome to attend. More info call CEO
at 5^0618.

P.E. Majors'— chow down and chat, Ma-
jors' bring bag lunch, grab a friend and find
out what's happening in the Majors' Club
this year, Thurs., Oct. 12. 12:30 NOPE

Coalition for Environmental
Quality — general meeting. Tonite at 7:30
p.m. in 306 SU. Come find out what a
group of concerned students are doing
about environmental rlenredation We are

Notice— turn bad luck into goodi That's
rightl On Friday 13th the undergrads in
Psych are taking on the faculty in a softball-
keg game. Come on down to Jield 18 and
help beat those teachers. (Or just come and
enjoy the fun). Remember Friday 13th at
4:00, field 18!!

Notice — Lesbian union meeting, Thurs.,
Oct. 12, 7 p.m. CC 901

Get it on your chest...

One of Forte Printings custom T-shirts.

T-shirts are ih' best way to advertise, promote
and raise funds .'or clubs, dorms, teams or any
groups Forte Printing offers a complete selection

of t-shirts totes aprons scarves & other prin-

tables to suit your needs Let Forte Printing help

you to Get it on your chest

-Fashionable Advertising-

FORTE
PRINTING

Call 584-2124 • Campus Rep Steve f^ilhgan 253-5214

HATCH BAR

L
THE GREAT
PRETENDERS

. Thurs. -Sat.

Oct 12-14

Coll(;gian 16

extension Gardener
Dear Extension Gardener,
How do I preserve gourds? »j i, * u
A**-, u » ._ L .

tA.K. Amherst
After harvesting, wash the gourds in warm soapy water. Rinse with waterwhich has a household disinfectant added to it. This treatment removes soiland soilborne organisms Dry carefully to avoid bruising. To remove surface
moisture spread the gourds on several layers of newspaper in a warm, dry well
ventilated area. Replace newspaper when damp. This process takes about aweek, during which the outer skin hardens and the color sets. Throw out any
•oft or shriveled gourds. You are now ready for the final drying. Wipe the driedgourds with household disinfectant and spread them again on newspaper in awarm. dry. dark place for about 3-4 weeks. After this period the gourds can be
displayed naturally or treated with shellac, wax or paint.
Dear Extension Gardener,
Why do the leaf tips of my spider plant turn brown? J. p. Dickinson
There are three reasons why the leaves of your spider plant might turn brown
First, check to see if your plant is potbound. If so, repot it into the next size
larger pot. Next, are you watering your plant correctly? Overwatering andundorwatering can cause brown tips. If you think the first two suggestionsdon t apply, your spider plant may have a calcium deficiency This can be corrected by adding one teaspoon of horticultural lime per 8" pot. Mix it with the
soil or scratch it into the top and water thoroughly.
Note: A newsleter is available free of charge, for all home gardeners, containing infor-

mation on all phases of gardening, house plants, landscaping and related information.
Contact the Cooperative Extension Service. Office of Hunr^n Horticulture, French Hall

Lots ofalternatives
to domestic beers

Doyle never discussed DeLima
Undergraduate Student Senate Treasurer

Michael Doyle yesterday said he has not at
any time discussed the amount of money
senate Speaker Brian DeLima owes to pay

for personal calls on senate telephones.
The Collegian v«esterday reported Doyle
had discussed the matter with DeLima and
other student officials.

by NICK AUSTIN
Before you take another hit of your

favorite gut-rotting, stomach-twisting beer,
just think of all the alternative ales you
could be getting legless on. And some of
the best imports around are from the
Mother Land (England to you).
What's so special about English beer?
Ask an Englishman, and he will tell you that
it has warmth, body, and flavor not to be
found in any other brew. Warmth? Yes,
the English drink their beer warm, at room
temperature. Served cold, the yeast and
hops responsible for giving the beer its

flavor, would not have a chance to be
acrivated.

The widest selection of beers can be
found in the package stores, particularly
the Spirit Haus. Spirit Haus offers beer
from thirty six countries, including nine ales
from England. The house says it is

especially proud to feature Ruddles County
ale at half the usual price.

Spirit Haus also carries Bass Ale,
MacKesson Stout, Balmer's London dry
cider, Toby bitter, Whitbread Ale, Guin-
ness Stout, New Castle Brown, and Harp.
P and P Package in Amherst carries an

equally wide, yet less varied selection of
British ale. In stock are: Bass Ale, Harp,
New Castle Brown, Watney Red Barrel,

MacEwans, Brew Master, Whitbread Pale

k/V:^

Television news can
be like Chinese food. An

hour later you're hungry for

more. The Ten O'Clock News
is different. It's heartier.

One-half hour of local, regional,

national and international news
without commercial

breaks. Every
weeknight at 10 on

WGBY-TV/Channel

Ale, Tankard, and John Courage. In the
opinion of this bigotted and emphatic
Englishman, the latter two are every bit

worth the stinking hangover you're going
to have the next day. County Package, in

Leverett, and Liquor Mart in Amherst both
stock Bass Ale and Guiness, while C and C
Package in Amherst, stocks the ubiquitious
Bass Ale as well as Watney's Red Barrel.

Of course, if you don't consider drinking
out of a paper bag, you can always try-

going out to either the Drake, or Delanos,
both in Amherst.
Known as having a stimulating and

culturally enriching environment, the Drake
also offers British beers on draught and in

bottles. Unfortunately, the Drake commits
the cardinal sin of serving the beer COLD.
This gives each beer a uniform non taste.

Best of the bunch are MacKesson Stout,
Newcastle Brown, Whitbread, and
MacEwans, all of which could become real

brain-numbers given the chance.

Delanos serves only three British Beers-
Guiness, Harp and Bass, but stone me lads,

it is not iced-cold! These chaps have style,

because they keep it at room temperature.
Even at a $1.50 a bottle, it's still a rar6 treat
for a homesick British lad. Of course, if you
prefer the beer is cold, it's available that
way too.

THE
COMMONWEALTH
STAGE

America 's newest rtsideni professional theater

al the UMass Fine Arts Center

>i

1/2 price

student

rush tickets
.G
1^1

-^

Available at 6:00 pm each evening of performance

for

Geonte Bernard Shaw's witty farce

MISALLIANCE
:\ow through the 21st of October,

Tuesday-Sunday evertings al 8:00 pm
Box office 545-5511

Frank Prentice Rand Theater

••*••**•*•••••******•*•***

THE SCHLITZ LIGHT
HOLYOKE CLASSIC
7 MILES

Host Glub: Holyoke YMCA Divisions

Race Director- Joe Woods

Open
Men +- Women
All age group categories

•
•
•
•
•

* Entry Form

J Sunday, October 15
ir Under the supervision of the Holyoke YMCA
•
•
•
•
•
•
t
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Race Time:

Place:

Pre-Registration:

Registration Fee:

Late Entry Fee:

Race Day
Registration:

Dressing
Facilities:

Distance:

1:00 PM promptly

Holyoke YMCA
Pine Street/Chase Avenue

Postmarked before October 8
Holyoke VMCA
1 71 Pine Street
Holyoke. Mass. 01040
413-534-5631

$3 00

A PORTION OF ALL
SCHLITZ LIGHT
NATIONAL
MARATHON SERIES
ENTRYFEES
DONATED TO U.S.

OLYMPIC TEAM.
$6 00

11:00AM 1:00PM

Holyoke YMCA

7 miles

Awards: A $1000 scholarship will be
awarded to the top college

student finisher.

All runners awarded Schlitz

Light National Marathon
Series t-shirts and race

certificates

Top male and female winner
awarded expense paid trip

to 1978 Schlitz Light

National Marathon Series

Finals. Tampa. Florida,

December 16. 1978.

Top 50 men & top 50 women
eligible for Schlitz Light

Finals.

Top four male & top four

female winners to be
awarded Schlitz Light

trophies and Adidas prizes

Additional prizes awarded
in each age group division.

AAU sanctioned rac^.\

•
•
•
*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•••••••••••••••••••***•••••
'Luey and Abarcrombie, Inc. 1978 Jos Schlitz Brvwing Company, Milwaukaa, Wia.

^ A
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"^IZZA '^UBS

CfieeAe

Onion
PzppeAotu.

Scuuagz
Salaiiu.

IkulifLOom

Anchoviejt

PeppeAA
Otivej>

HcunbuAgzA
Zaton
Ham
2 Combo
3 Combo
SpZCA-dt

ExXfia Ch^t^z

?2"

$^.25
$2.50
$2.75
$2.75
$2.75
$2.75
$2.75
$2.75
$2.75
$2.75
$2.75
$2.75
$3.25
$3.75
$>1.50

$ .50

16"

?3.25
$3.75
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$^.75
$5.50
$6.25
$ .75

^tatian
Ham 6 SuxU6
SaZami 6 ChztAt
C/iee-Ae

UoloQna. S ChzeJtZ

Tana

CfieeAe Sttak
PeppeA Stzak

Eqq PlatU
Vzal CulteX
HzaZbutt

$J.«0
$J.90

$/.«0
$1.50
$1.60
$1.75
$US0
$1.90
$1.90
$2.00
$?.95
$l.iO

$l.iO

$1.70
$).iO

DINNER specials vary

la^agna ,Ra\j-ioti fSpaghoXti
on. Hggptojit Panmigiana

SLICE OP PIZZA $45
To66zd Salad $ .BO

Chz{)6 Salad $2.20

lt£Ltian,fAcnch,^tuz Chze^t

OK O-lI B [/iAtgoA dA.e>&6<ng6

KlUi habti inctudz choitt

1 : ottion,pichJ.z , tiXZuCQ.

,

mayo , Zot^vUo ,
peppeAA , oiJi,

\jlnzga>i,hot pzpp2Ajb,6aJLt,

ganLic 6att, black pcppe/i

hlUk
OKangz Juice.

Soddi,

$ .30

$ .30

$ .30

$ .35

$2.00 minijT\ur>y (^o^i

FREE DELIVERY<
To AmhcA^X only

549-3669
Rc/>iauAR}Vt houA^ n a.m.-tnidni.glit.VeJJ-V(>Aij Sp.m.-la.m.

Sunday. 4 p.m. -11 pm
kUi pn^ce-i include. 6% Ma&A . tax and oac subject to change

uiitkout noticz

50c off
any large 16" pizza

with this coupon.
Good for the month

of October.

c^arUta

iThaiMi«y, Octotwr 12, 1978

—y.-r fc- — , -

Thursday, October 12, 19/b,

SERENADE
appearing
Friday and
Saturday

lix

YhL

QOoVtymfS

tiU""*^onf

goo&fooli&timli
t^RAY ST^ Amherst Mass. 549-SdQ3l

THURSDAYS

2fert Night
8:30 *til lO;30
Most Drinks and Beer

To place a classified ad. drop by the Col

legtan office (CC 113) between 8 45 am
and 3:45 p m Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip and mail form found in

most issues of the Collegian Classified

deadline is 3 45 p rn two days m advance
of publication date. H Collegian

Classifieds
—J

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c
per line: five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters

AUDIO

KLH iimnM 11-W compact stereo phono,

MO or BO, call Phil, S46-6124.

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Chevy Vega, rusty but reliable, r>ew

dutch, r>ew tires, $325, 586-6126, aft. 5
p.m.

ee Ford LTD ISO, runs, call, 549^778.

1978 Datsun 280Z 2+2. air, AM/FM
stereo, rustproofed, under warranty, and
more. New, only 5000 miles, must sell, call

after 6 p.m., 256-0454.

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave is back. Complete disco

sound and lights with OJ. Reasonable
rates, call D.L. Disco at (413) 567-1250 (col-

lect) and ask for Dave or Bryan.

FOR RENT

Woman wanted to share coed apt.,

$81.25/mo., util. incl.. 584 3606.

FOR SALE
~

Calculator. Tl 56 and PC 100A, printer,

exc. cond., $300. call 549 1415.

BSA 3 spd.. used BO bicycle. Col. B£rW,
call collect, (617) 282-7030.

1970 Datsun 510 smten, $3G0, 584-7960.

MISCELLANEOUS

Honda CB380,
253 7732.

excellent corxi., BO,

FOUND

Chinese and Astronomy books. Lincoln

Ave. area. Owner call 549-2832.

Eckankar, the ancient teachings of self-

revelation, free 2-hour program Thurs.,

Oct. 12, 7:X. 9:M p.m.. Rm. 805 Campus
Center.

Sex! Sexf The "Smooth Sailing Band" is

available for playing at frat parties, dorm
parties -anywtierel Call 546-4646.

MOTORCYCLES

HELP WANTED
Looking for aggressive student tb in-

dependently direct, sell high quality

bookbags, winter vests and parkas and
more to fellow students Best selling prices

plus great profit margin Immediate open
ing, 586-1052, 9:30 a.m. to noon

73 Honda SOO. 4 cyl.. 12.000 mi.

$700, call Tom, 774-2552.

asking

PERSONALS

LOST

Lost. 4 SSJohnny tickets. E30. 32. 34, 36,

reward, Tim, 584-0853, see you at concert.

t>etween Morrill and But
5491631.

Pair of glasses;
terfield, please call Larry

Lost -beige wallet w/ IDs, 253-7478.

1970 VW bug -runs, exc, new clutch,

brakes Must sell, $500 or BO, 549J128
I BMTSelectric for sale. $400. 546-6806^

2 GR 70-15 sum. tires, good tread, $25,

caii &46 4086.

Lost — red and white clown suit in green
shopping bag. Left in front of Boyden, 9:00
Monday night after express bus from
Natick. Please call Erie at 546 8911.

Lost Thurs. p.m.. gray dog with black

spot on right hip, name.Kukur, 498-2171.

Gold cross w/ diamorKi chip, extreme
sent velue, reward, call Martha at

546^4605

Ludwig guitar synthesizer for any instru-

ment $150/B0 or trade 268 7335
Gold bee cherm.
reward, call 6 1194

lost by ent. major.

Clockwork Orange tomorrow night!

Kathy: happy birthday! I miss you and I'm

sorry. Love, Arlo.

Found: one drunk and dirty brown spotted
frog. At Patti Smith concert. Answers to

"Bert", it is eat me out of house and home.
Please claim quickly or else...

Lost: one brown sported frog. Like Patti

Smith, water fights and dirty birds

Answers to name Bert. If found please

return.

Dear too shy and lonely to leave your
name and address — hope you don't remain
anonymous too long.

Dear Mario, what?, me paranoid? I'll

spend the night in your massage parlor

anytime. Senator Zap, XXX (Molest) XXX.

Dear Zap— Je t'aime, je t'aime, Why must
you be so paranoid?

Two Christian females needed to share

large home on bus route. Own room. $135
incl. heat, hot water Laurie. 253 5698.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Mature roommate wanted, 3 bedroom
coTKk)., Granby, low rent, call Jim or Al,

467-3796.

SERVICES

Improve your gradesi SerxJ $1.00 for

your 2S6-page mall order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10,250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 2S907-B, Los Angeles,

Calif.. 90025, (213) 477-8226.

Resume preparation. $36, personal ser-

vice. Success Motivation Institute, 25 Main
Street (Fitzwilly's Square, Rm. X), Nor-

thampton, tel. 586-6433.

WANTED
Person with woodworking experience,
to build a TV cabinet to my specs, to be
built by 10/78, call 253 2193, after 6 p.m.

Used ice skates, size 5. Call 546-7204.

Stained glass instructor needed by
UMass craft shop, 4 to 6 hours a week.
$3,00 an hour, come to craft sRop or call

545-2096 for more information.

PANAMANIAN RAINBOW

Boa constrictor. Interesting p>et — low
food cost, little care. $200/ BO, 625-2970.

FRISBEE FRISBEE FRISBEE

I'm a collector interested in old frisbees

(flying saucers mar^ platters pluto platters

Soiling satellites). Will trade newer model
discs for old ones or buy them for up to

$15. Check at home in the toy box, call

Dan, 253 5674

K^

4".'-

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Cut

6 Cold dish

11 Buddy
14 Arizona citv

15 Figure o*

speech
16 Beverage
1? Tiouhie

sonie

19 Mauna —
20 Woody liher

J1 Erelong

2? ScheTiPs
24 Sour
26 The boob

tube

27 Layer
30 Pyift-

32 Sarcasm
33 Kindol berry
34 Nonsense
37 Pollution

38 Poet
Thomas —

39 Variable star

40 Author —
Rand

41 City m Illi-

nois

42 Ot musical
quality

43 Tarry

45 Lacerate
46 Animal

groups
48 Chinese dy-

nasty
49 German

wea()on
50 Revolve
52 Musical

composition
56 Residue
5^ N Amer

t)iid 2 AOrds
60 Mesh
61 Heath genus
62 Questioner
63 Letter

64 Gluts

65 Coarse
grasses

DOWN
1 Dunlin

2 Goiter Tony

3 Elect units

4 Noticing

5 Pronoun
6 Dwarf
? Italian river

8 Temporary
funding

9 LiKely

10 Most prp-

found
11 Talking idly

12 Solitary

13 Rent

UNITED Fea

Wednesday 9

ture Syndicate

Puzzle Solved
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18 AncierH Irish

city

23 Allow

25 Some
26 Vetch
27 Mona —
28 Military force

29 Has twoiobs
30 Singing

group
31 Cornucopia
33 Aroused
35 Phonetic
36 Story

38 N Y team
39 Cobra killer

41 Pfrifitrates

42 Color
44 Verse
45 Old Gr

weight
46 Level
47 Tricks

48 Mythical
king

50 Agitated

stale

51 Step
53 — bonnet
54 Employed
55 Asian weight

units

58 Macaw
59 Needlefish
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STELLA WILDER

YOUR BIRTHDAY

THURSDAY, Oct. 12

Bom today, you combine
a deep love of home and
family with a great curios-

ity about the new and dif-

ferent, far-away-places,
and the perfect stfanjicr.

You enjoy doing well those
things in which you have
the most experience. Even
so, the thrill you get from
your efforts in the un-

known IS unmatched.
You are a good talker -

but you are also a good
listener It is the latter that

gams you friends, even
though it is the former that
strangers find most intri-

guing.

Also born on this date
are: Paul Hamilton Engle.

Lincoln scholar, poet; Keith

Funston. American finan-

cier.

To see what is in store
for you tomorrow, find
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
I*t your birthday star be
your daily guide.

FRIDAY. Oct. 13

LIBRA(Sepl. 23-Oct. 22) -
A frustrating morning
leads you to a brush with
real depression this after-

noon. Cheer up!
SCORPIO(Ocl. 23-Nov.

2S) ~ liCt others know you
care what happens to

them. Otherwise, you may
hurt feelings without
meaning to.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) - Untried plans
must be tested now. Co-
workers may have some
worthy suggestions just be-

fore "zero hour."

CAPRICORN(Dec ?2-

Jan. 19) " Act according to

ideals you set for yourself
long ago. Not to do .so i.s to

betray another
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb.

18) - Pay attention to beau-
tification of your home.
This is a good time to court
one of the opposite sex.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March
20) - Spiritual growlh is

obvious to those who know
you. Make yourself scarce
should activities offend
you.

ARlES(March 21-April 19)

~ Practicality is the key to

success early in the day.
I>ater, fancy rini^s truer
than facts.

TAURUS(April 2p-May 20)

- Achieve your work-goal
for, the week today. Take
nothing for granted; seek
an authority.

GEMINI(May21-June20)-
• Take care you don't in-

jure your chances for ro-

mance by wearing your
heart on your sleeve. Be
discreet. •

CANCER(June21-July22)
- Trying experiences early
in the day may cause you
to slow down in your ef-

forts to reach a goal by
evening.

LEOguly 23-Aug. 22) -
Telephone calls, letters

and personal visits keep
you in touch with strange
happenings at home.
VIRGOIAug. 2T-Sept. 22)-

- Your gift for invention
comes to your rescue
today. Your involvement
in another's problems is

troublesome.
CopynaM. I«7t.

Unilrd FMUirr Svintiratr. In<

Colle^iarir?

i,
.«.-

Doonesbury by Qarry Trudeau
DAY /£V THt MARCH mjAftP
PEMt FLOUNDUiS Ai riMfmi,
H/m ANDANmbAR£ UPP£P.
JIMMY CARTIR ACTS A lOPAMcR
/CAN t^iOVArOP RBMEAtBeftb

- if t

r- At
'/- V ^

^M ^

itjeii, Hi ^HLDULiD A MOVli:

mnoN " irujAs a RAmtn coura
oeou^ act of PRDGRAMme.
SINCE The SAm film otra is
5PlR£P Nl.XON TOJNVADH CAMBoPlA

The iffEC J UAS QUfTl DlfFtRBUT ONm I'^tus, iwuoH afier one
eSfeClALLi CfOFTi SOME DBFEfJSe

MINIS fER milS^AH RObE AND
CRJEDjur, Uvea AaAiN'"

COMING UP:
PEAC£- ON rne
RAMPAGE

t:^\

Aluminum Foil by Steve Laffler

>GERALD IS ON A RUS^
I'^O UMASS... r --—>'

My NAME IS GERALD.'
P ^t .

A

: £ TO r^t F . V'y J

'OR\/lLlE HOPlON
Pleasure's Mine

10 WHY You t-i fade-
To UlvrAVj?

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

WKot'S in tkc

ovcaT Ho«w in tKc naiT\C of. .

Nothing Special byJoe Casey

A.t t^"^ C ^

Spam Slade, People 's Eye byJoe Carroll

SORftY

JUST Uk£^
WE'VE SEEN S.

t>oiwc roi\ veAf^s / I

THftT5 OVEQ,
ftUMNING DOG!
ELIMIWATE THEM,
COMftADES/
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Sports Notices
4EN'S GYMNASTIC TEAM Anyone interested in helping
he UMass men's gymnastic team raise money, contact either
toy Johnson, 219 Boyden, 5^15 or Carol Gillian, 6-7962
-lAVE IDEASnni

.t)LLEYBALL CLUB The UMass volleyball club sponsors a
mn's team that plays a spring intercollegiate schedule.
Wiyone interested should contact coach Arnie Roberts,
'49-5129, or show up at practice, Sunday 10 a.m. at NOPE

CROSS COUNTRY ENTRIES DUE OCTOBER 18.

RACQUETBALL ENTRIES DUE OCTOBER 23.

BOXING -Anyone interested in revivir^ the boxing club call

665 3928 after 7;00 and ask for Steve.

VOLLEYBALL ENTRIES DUE OCTOBER 23 $10.00 forfeit

fee

How would Freud

relate to aKeefe?
Cokl Vet vbdrmirKj

Hearty full bodted Havcv Vrt smooth and easy qoiricT ikivm

^nd O Kef'J*' develops a bicj head on conlact

Contlict ContlKl Iraunta liauma f feud s diagiKjsis ^

M- think h<' would have said II s loo good lu gulp And you will too

In the final analysis

UMASS WEEKEND
Free adm. to all students w/ college IDs

This weekend, Oct. 13 & 14
OTIS Cr RIDLEY BAND

Tickets on sale for

world famous \azz virtuoso
STEPHANE GRAPPELLI

Sunday, Oct. 22
Tickets on sale Wed. at Guitar

Workshop and Frened Instruments
Workshop

Happy Hour Daily
4 p.m. -10 p.m.

PLAT STCtCl

I C«n*di by Century tntpoitera. Inc . New Mbfti.

Spikerstake
two opponents
at Salem State

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Colleqian Staff

Last Tuesday the UMass women's volleyball team traveled to
Salem to play Salem State College and Eastern Nazarene.
And play they did; UMass defeated Salem in three games, 13-
15, 15-8, and 15-8, and overwhelmed Nazarene in a sweep,
15-6, 15-8. These wims raise UMass' record to 7-2.

"It was another goodteam effort," said Coach Mike Rhodes,
"especially after we dropped the first game to Salem after
leading 13-6. We were determined to win, and we adjusted
ourselves to Salem's level of play to win the next two games.
We carried that determination over te the Nazarene match.
That match was the best we played all year."

Throughout the games, Brenda Simmons spiked 21 times
while Joyce GresI had 25, Peggy Barber 15, and Sally
Anderson chipped in 13 spikes. Once again. Captain Pat
McGrath (back from an ankle injury) and Kathy Shinnick led
the UMass offense and defense by keeping a constant settina
attack.

"

UMass seeks its first victory at home against Boston
University Thursday, at the NOPE gym.

Thornton
honored
LOS ANGELES lUPth-
Andre Thornton, the
slugging first baseman
of the Cleveland Indians,
has been named winner
of the annual Danny
Thompson Memorial
Award, which is given to
the major-league player
who best exemplifies the
Christian spirit in

•baseball.

Thornton experienced
tragedy in his life on Oct.
17, 1977, when his wife
Gertrude and two-year-
old daughter Theresa
were kiHad in a car acci-

dent in Pennsylvani^.

SpotliqhG

with the purchase
of "Todays SpeciaF

or

Get a Spotlighter with the

purchase of a medium or

large serving of Coca-Cola for 49^.

LIQUOR STORE

OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

SCHMIDTS 12 oz. cans
$5.49 case

MILLERS 12 oz. NR & cans
$6.99 case

$1.50 6-pack

BASS ENGLISH ALE NR
$2.50 4-pack

HARP IRISH BEER NR
$2.50 4-pack

Available at

Coffee Shop or

Hatch

338 COLLEGE ST.

RT. 9, AMHERST
253-5384
256-8433

Not r»mpoftt»b)« fof typographiciil mron

Firstofa three-partseries

The mystery of scholarships
By FRANK PAPSADORB
Collegian Staff
One of the most talked about, yet little known about issues on the University of
Massachusetts campus at Amherst is athletic scholarships.
One of the largest misconceptions about athletic scholarships at UMass is that they

are readily available. They are not. The George H. Barber scholarship named after an
alumnus of the University, is now only available in four sports. It is given to outstanding
athletes in men's football and basketball and women's basketball and gymnastics
In this article, I would like to compare two major fall sports, men's football aided by

athletic scholarships, and n>en's cross country, a non-aided sport and their com-
petitiveness with other schools. But first, some background on the financial situation of
the UMass athletic department.

I talked with Robert O'Connell, the associate director of athletics at UMass O'Connell
has been associated with UMass athletics for 18 years in various positions and has a
very thorough understanding of the troublesome scholarship situation.
"We've expressed our concern to the administration, " said O'Connell of the struggl-

ing scholarship program, "We've got to have more money to stay athletically com-
petitive."

The financial woes of 1978 look worse in 1979 for UMass sports. Currently, the Univer-
sity of Massachusens is among the bottom two teams out of seven in the Yankee Con-
ference for money allotted to sports scholarships.
Statistics show that while the average cost of an education has nearly tripled at UMass

over the past ten years, the Barber scholarship fund has not even doubled. Rising infla-
tion coupled with the reduction of scholarships at UMass provides a dismal future for
sports.

Frank Mclnerney, head of UMass athletics said, "We have requested for considera-
tion, an additional $50,000 for the Barber fund to Dean Bischoff." Mclnerney explained
that without the increase, "It would be very difficult to remain entertainingly com-
petitive, especially in football."

Mclnerney also gave the example of Boston University now awarding 75 full scholar-
ships to it's football team, an extreme advantage for a team like the Terriers.
"This is the first time we've been this specific, ($50,000)," said Mclnerney, "We must

try to keep up somehow with teams in our conference."
Since only 1974, the number of awards for male athletes has gone down 51%. In

1973-74, there were 150 male athletic scholarships. A projection for 1979 speculates
that there may be as few as 70 overall. The $50,000 addition is essential to keep up the
pace.
"Most of the money for the Barber awards," said Associate Director O'Connell, "Is

raised either directly or indirectly by the athletes themselves."
In addition to the stadium vending gates like radio and TV sales, concessions and ad-

mission guarantees on road contests, teams and coaches sponsor phonothons, in

which team members telephone alumni of the University asking for contributions. Out
of 1978's $176,000 Barber fund, about $40,000 came from Alumni donations.
"This is not enough," said O'Connell. "The three TV gates last year helped us a lot to

get out of the hole, but it's just not enough."
One of the major issues concerning the distribution of scholarships, is the phasing out

of awards to athletes of non-money producing contests.
"It was a neccessity," said O'Connell, "to start phasing out some sports from the

scholarship program about three years ago, due to rising inflation."

So now the only men's sports to receive Bart>er awards, are teams who are able to
reproduce in some way, the money they received, i.e. admission charges and conces-
sions. The only fall sports team ablr> to do so at UMass is foott>all. Thus, teams like

cross country, for example, will be phased out completely from the Barber awards by
next year.

I spoke with Ken O'Brien, head coach of the men's cross country team, and we talked

about the athletic department's financial dilemma.
"It's the University's position to put money into sports that generate money in

return," said O'Brien amid the plaques and banners on the surrounding walls of his of-

fice.

O'Brien has had an extraordinary career since he came to UMass in 1967. Among his

feats have been nine consecutive cfoss country conference championships and two
seconds, two IC4A championships in the last four years, and his cross country team
also captured the New England championship meet in 1973. Now O'Brien if facing a dif-

ficult task in trying to remain competitive without the benefit of athletic scholarships.
"The great athletes will go to the money." claims O'Brien. "Let nr>e give you an exam-

ple. Villanova, who finished fourth in the IC4A's last year, is likely to take the number
one spot with an entire freshman team, all 'bought' with tr:ick scholarships."

The problem starts with the recruitment program. O'Brien says it is a daily procedure,
checking meet results, newspaper clippings and previous team members' suggestions
from Maine to Pennsylvania.

"Nowadays," said O'Brien, "we have to contact 60 to 70 prospects in order to get 6 or

7 sincere replies. We have to have money just to be able to speak with high school
athletes, othenA^ise they ysually don't listen."

O'Brien says that now he has to look for the hidden superstars, the "gems in the
rough" as he calls them. They are the athletes that have not fully developed their talents

as of yet, and therefore may be overlooked by many competitive schools.

PARKING LOT SALE

ALL TYPES
SNEAKERS!!

iValues up. to $25.00)

PRICED FOR
- CLEARANCE

^ $5.00-$10.00^
FR 1.12:00-4:30 SAT. 10:00-3:00

FENTON'S ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
377 Main St. Amherst • 253-3970, • 9-5:30 M-F, Sot. 9-4

SPECIAL SEMINAR

RECENT ADVANCES IN

FOOD IRRADIATION RESEARCH

Monday , Oct. 16 ot 4:00 PM
Room 227/--'^'i . -v' »..

Food Science Bidg. (Cheihoweth')

Guest Speaker

Professor J. F. Diehl

.Director, Institute of Radigjion Technology

Federal Research Center for Nutrition

and Professor of Applied Chemistry,

Univ. of Karlsruhe, W. Germany

Stoy a f«w inloutat attT th» Ixtura for o glonof ih»rry

UPC Productions
presents

Southside Johnny
and the

Asbury Jukes
with special guest

. Carlllo

Sunday, October 22, 8 p.m.
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

University of Massachusetts

Tickets are available at:

Fine Arts Center Box Office and
Ticketron outlets

,

UMass students- $5. $5.50, $6
General public- $6, $6.50, $7

no cans or bottles please

UPCOMING
Talking Heads— Nov. 6, Bowker Aud., 8 p.m. -

eO TO CLASS WITH
A SCIENTIST IN
YOUR POCKET!

$29.95 Tti.' Casio FX 250O Has 31 mdth
lunclions

This slim scientific liquid crystal calcu-

lator can make fast work of the most in-

volved math problem, and with the

leatherette case, you can take it anywhere

Trig tind inverse functions

Standard deviation irin ok-1i

Parenthesis

Factorials

Scienlihc Notation *.'-99 power

Deqrep, Radian Gtadian modes
Power extract U' ')

D«?q Mm Sec >'*
. o' •

' i

Leatherette notebc"-
Dimensions 2''4"W -4 1 • H
Weiqht 2 7 oiincps

at the calculator store
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Dodgers belt Yanks,

take two game lead
LOS ANGELES \UPf\ The Los Angeles

Dodgers turned loost their little cannon,

Ron Cev, and rode hi run-scoring single

and howitzer like three un homer to a 4-3

victory last night over *he battle-scarred

New York Yankees to u kc a commanding
two game lead in the Wo.'d Series.

The Yankees now must . jrn to their meal

ticket. 25 game winner Ron Guidry, when
the series resumes Friday night m New
York in order to get themselves back in tha

running for the world championship. Doif

Sunon will start for the Dodgers.

With three regulars -center fielder Mickey

Rivers, first baseman Chris Chamblies

second baeeman Willie Randolph-

with injuries, the Yankees put up
fight behind their warhorse,
Jackson But at the finish, with two man
on and two out in the ninth inning, Jackaon

)r Mickey
ibliaa ank

struck out on a 3-2 pitch to end the ganna.

Jackaon gave the Yankeee a 2-0 leed in

the third inning when he doubled home a

pair of runs. Cey, who loves to bat against

the Yankees' Jim "Catfish" Hunter, nar-

rowed the lead to 2 1 with a run scoring

single in the fourth and the Dodgers went
to work on Hunter in the sixth.

Davey Lopes, the hero of Tuesday night's

opening game victory, started the Dodger
sixth with a single. After Bill Russell pop
ped out trying to sacrifice, Reggie Smith
sent Lopes to third with a line single to

ricjht Hunter appeared to be out of the jam
when he got the dangerous Steve Garvey

to foul out but Cey belted a 2 pitch on a

line into the left-center field stands to give

the Dodgers a 4 2 lead

It was Cey's second World Series homer,
and both of them have come off Hunter.

Netwomen take three
By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's tennis team chalked

up three wins as they defeated Keene

State, Springfield College, and the

University of Rhode Island The netwomen
fought hard and played consistently on the

road to three successive victories.

Total domination is an accurate

description of the netwomen when they

faced Keene Stale on Thursday UMass
defeated Keene State 4 1, with only one of

five matches going to three sets. Li/ Maher

and Willie Benoit, playing first and second

singles, won their matches with relative

ease, neither going to three sets.

Sally Fryberger teamed with Cathy

Sullivan, gave up only two games in the

first set and took the first doubles spot. Liz

Case and Karen Hall played a perfect

match, winning by the impressive score of

6 0, 6 0.

On Saturday. UMass defeated Springfield

College 6 3 in a close, exciting competition.

Lee Robb. playing second singles for

UMass. defeated Nancy Khachian in what

started out as a close match The first set

went to a tie-breaker, which Robb took 5-3.

S >e then poured on the power and won the

second and final set 6-0

The third singles spot held UMass'

Elizabeth Maher who won by default as

Mitch Peolquin suffered a sprained ankle in

the fourth game of the first set.

Jane Carson, playirg fourth singles.

started out slow and lost the first set 5 4 in

a tie breaker to Jen Renzi Carson used her

customary hustle to dominate the rest of

the match and take the next two sets 6-1,

64.
Chris Carson had an easy time defeating

Diane Geitgy 6 1, 6 4 Carson played in the

fifth singles spot for UMass.

In doubles action, Cathy Sullivan again

teamed with Sally Fryberger, easily

defeated Martha Blitz and Marilyn

Richardson 6 2, 6-0.

Second doubles players Carolyn Tarbell

and Helen Najarian fought hard and played

will in one of the longer matches of the

afternoon Thev defeated Laurie Goodyear

and Martha Rogers 3-6, 6-2, 6 3, coming

back from a first set loss.

On Tuesday, the netwomen traveled to

the University of Rhode Island where they

were again victorious, defeating URI 7-2.

Lee Robb, playing second singles,

defeated Jackie Roche 6 2, 2-6, 6 3, in the

only match to go three sets.

Jane Carson, playing fourth singles, had

no trouble defeating Joyce Hare. Carson's

go for everything style led her to an im-

pressive 6 2, 6 3, victory.

The fifth ^ingle^ match saw Chris Carson

go against Joanre Dorval. What started as

a close mctch, ende(' as an easy win for

Carson. Sh 3 defeated Dorval 7-5, 6-0.

UMass' sixth singles Lynn O'Sullivan

easily defea'ed Lisa Quatromanni 6-2, 6-2.

Los Angeles' Steve Garvey (6) strikes out and loses his bat in the process in

last night's second game of the World Series. (UP!)

Women harriers victorious
By JIM GOf^ES
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's cross-country team got ready for the upcoming New England

Championships by soundly defeating, UConn Tuesday, 21-40, in a dual meet staged on

the hilly 3.2 mile course at Storrs.

UMass' Tina Francario finished first in the field of 21 runners, traversing the course in

19:19. Beth Anderson of UConn finished second amidst the front-running Francario

and teammates Linda Welzel, Tricia Moores, and Debbie Farmer. Welzel, Moores, and

Farmer crossed the line 3 seconds apart from each other with the third-place Welzel

completing the race in 19:41

Julie Burke, finishing 7th for UMass in 19:56, continued ner strong performances as

UMass' fifth runner freshma% Cathy Petrick provided coach Jane Welzel with a plea-

sant surprise by placing 6th tor UMass, 9th overall. Petfick, who is one of identical

triplets, (her sisters run from Bowdoin and Tufts) was the only UMass runner to finish

with a bener time than in the Husky Invitational, held pn Sept. 30.

The lack of improvement on personal times did not concern coach Welzel. "I told

them to go out hard, but the competition was not as strong as the Invitational, so they

didn't need to push the pace," said Welzel.

Looking forward to the New Englands, which will be held in Worcester at the Holy

Cross College campus, Welzel hopes her top five runners can place closer in times.

We'll be workinci on closing the gap between the number one and tvvo runners along

with pulling our number five runner closer to the front-running pack."

Defending champion Harvard remains the team to beat in New England, led by All-

American Ann Sullivan, who owns the course record here at UMass and at Franklin

Park in Boston. Middlebury College, has again come up with a strong team headed up

by Karen VonBerg, who ran a strong race in the Bonnie Bell National Championship

Road race held last Monday in Boston.

Steve Zack

NBA Preview

UMass wide receiver Mike Newell (87) leaps high into the air to snatch the ball

during last Saturday s 38 6 romp over Morgan Statjr The
1J'""*«'"«?,

*'7«' \°

BU this Seturday to face the undefeated Terriers. (Staff photo by Bill Green)

With the Dodgers battling the Yankees for

the championship of professional baseball,

pro basketball makes its debut on Friday.

Anxiously awaiting the first tap at mid-

court, I make my predictions for the up-

coming season. Before you read the

predictions, ponder this thought: Will John
Y. terown make the Celtics a chicken outfit

just like he did with Kentucky Fried?

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
1. Philffdelphia--A little less one-on-one, a

little more team play, and George McGinnis

out in Denver makes the 76'ers a good
looking ball club.

2. Washington -It just doesn't seem like

the same club without HAb. Happy retire-

ment Phil Chenier.

3. Boston- Dave Cowens took off and
came back. Marvin Barnes took off and
came back. Joe Pace took off.

4. New Jersey -On the way out of the

cellar and into fourth place. Next year the

Nets try for third.

5. New York -Neither rain, snow. Bob
McAdoo, or Marvin Webster can keep the

Knicks from their appointed destiny-fifth

place.

Central Diviaion
I.San Antonlo-The "Ice Man" just got

some coW cash slapped into his harKls so

watch out!

2. Houaton-Will Rudy T. be gun shy? Will

Rick Barry cry with a southern drawl? Tune
in and find out.

3. Detroit--Who is Dick Vitale and why did

Kevin Porter come back to the Pistorw?

4. Atlanta Good draft (Butch Lee and

Jack Givens); good free agent (Dan Round-

field); good team. Tough division.

5 New Orleans -In fifth place only

because Cleveland wanted sixth place more
than the Jazz did.

6. Cleveland -Like the 50's song: "Down,
down, down, down, down, shoo-bee-do-

bee. down, down, down, down, down...."

Western Conference

1. Denver George McGinnis has statec

that he has gained confidence in himself.

But does Denver have confidence ir

George? After all, they have Tomm>
Boswell on the bench.

2. Milwaukee -What's good, tough am
has a hole in the middle? The Buck
without a center.

3. Chicago-lf Larry Costello does for this

team what he did for the Bucks a few years

ago, they'll be burying Artis Gilmore come

springtime.

4. indlana-Renrwmber when the Pacer

were a good team? Then somebody uttere<

that dirty word "merger"

5. Kansas Chy -The Chiefs, Royals, an

now the Kings. Anyway you look at it

they're all losers.

Pacific Division

1. Los Angeles-At the end of this aaasoi

Ron Boone will have played in 908 cor

secutive regular season game* ar>d be o

his first real winner.

2. Seattle-Last year the Sonics were

dream teem, this year Seattle is a reality.

3. Pfioenlx-With health restored to th

line up, the Suns are once again a team
reckon with.

4. Portland-Wlth Bill Walton out playir

drums with the Grateful Dead and Johnr

Davis with Indiana, the Trailblazer dynas

winds down.

5. San Diego -The Clippers will settle f

any port in a storm.

6. Golden State- The only good thii

about being on the bottom is that the Wa
riors don't have to look over their shoulde

to see if someone is gaining on them.

1
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Today's quote:

"You can drag a horse to water, but you can't make him
read the newspaper." B.G.

Sa
University of M assach usetta/A mherat, MA. 1003/(4 19)f4f-8100

In the words of two-year-old Jennifer Spring, Fall is the time "I crunch up the
leaves." (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

Stadium dome proposal

i running into resistance
By DENISEMINOR
Collegian Staff

Physical Education Dean David C.

Bischoff's prc^sal to build an all-weather

dom--^ . /e All rrr.i Stadiui.i \XM,i be running
into some resistance.

Sylvia Burack, a member of the UMass
Board of Trustees' Buildings and Groundis

Committee, told the Collegian yesterday,

"Nothing about a stadium dome has come
before the board. I've only read about it in

the newspapers."
Bischoff confirmed in September that he
had spent $11,000 to have a feasibility

study conducted on the possibility of

buiMing a fiberglass dome over the

stadium. A model of the dome now sits in

Bischoff's Boyden office.

Burack said she had not heard of the

model. "What model? I didn't know about

any model," she said.

"I don't think any project, and I mean any

project, should be built without prior

discussion and approval of the board of

" trustees, " Burack said

.

In an interview yesterday, Bischoff said,

"All we've done is see if it's possible to

build this dome."

"We're not going over the trustees'

heads, that's impossible. Nothing takes

place without trustee approval, nothing can

be built without trustee O.K., " he said.

Bischoff said he wasn't sure if the trustees

had to approve feasibility studies.

"1 didn't think they had to approve

models. Certainly other departments on

campus have done studies on proposals

without trustee approval," he said.

According to Bischoff, the cost of con-

structing the dome would be from seven to

eight million dollars.

Burack said yesterday, "The proposed

cost of $8 million could be way off, and I

feel that this University has other priorities

that should be taken care of first"

Bischoff said last month, "It is impossible

for me to impose my priorities on the in-

stitution, but it is an exciting proposal to

coneider; taking an existing structure,

modifying it, and making it more useful."

The dome proposal will be sent to the

Trustees' Building and Grounds Committee

as soon as that committee elects a new
chairman, according to Bischoff.

Former committee chairnr>an Robert J.

Spilfer resigned from the board of trustees

last month.

Alumni Stadium is currently used only for

six home football garpes a year, and for

commencement exercises.

Bischoff said a domed stadium could be

used for football, soccer, lacrosse, hockey,

public skating, basketball, indoor tennis,

concerts, and team practices.

Bischoff said funding of the dome would
probably come from a capital fund drive

that would raise contributions from alumni

and other contributors. The last capital

fund drive was conducted to build Curry

Hicks Cage, in 1931.

Profs may ask
Bromerytogo
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Some faculty members have begun a
dhve to call a rare faculty meeting that is

intended to ask for the dismissal of
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery.
Meanwhile, plans for continued faculty

job actions to protest stalled contract talks

with the administration appear to have
faded at least for now, but the faculty
union has quietly begun laying plans in case
a state mediator fails to resolve the contract
impasse.
Abraham Siegel, dean of the Sloan
School of Management at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in

Cambridge, was appointed last week to
mediate the 16-mor<th-old contract dispute.

Faculty members in recent weeks have
undertaken a number of job actions, in-

cluding a sit-in in Bromery's office, and
picketing of the Whitmore administration
building.

Petitions are now circulating among
faculty members directing the secretary of

the Faculty Senate, Harvey F. Kilne, to call

the special meeting of the faculty.

Kline last night said he foresees "no
problem" in obtaining the required
signatures — ten percent of the faculty, or

about 125 names — to call the meeting,
which is provided for under faculty
governance regulations.

Should this meeting be called, the
resolution calling for the dismissal or

resignation of Bromery, and for the
"censure" and resignation of two other top
administration officials involved in contract

negotiations automatically is placed on the
meeting agenda.
The resolution states that Bromery, "by

his unique combination of uninvolvement.

inattention, and willful failure to un-
derstand the nature or needs of a
university, has made a travesty of the
collective bargaining process and totally
lost the respect and confidence of (the)
faculty and librarians."

Bromery said last night he was sorry to
have seen the contract situation had
""degenerated"' to where personalities were
being considered in the collective bargain-
ing process.

Kline said only three such meetings have
been held in the last eight years, the most
recent expressing ""no-confidence" in

former Provost Paul. L. Puryear after

Puryear proposed academic departments
and 50 faculty positions.

The second resolution calls for the
censure and resignation of Zina Tillona, an
aide to Bromery, and Russel Jones, an
administration bargainer.

Postponement of further job actions
comes after mediator Siegel requested the
faculty refrain from actions while mediated
negotiations take place, beginning
Monday.
Despite the request, the union"s "'action

committee" yesterday pressed ahead with

.

plans for possible future actions.

Committee nnember Bruce Laurie said tha
group is studying possible action for

November should a contract not be settled,

but he declined to specify what the action
might be.

He also said a confidential petition is being
circulated asking faculty members to

withhold grades from the administration at

the end of the year should talks prove
fruitless.

Tvvo-hundred-fifty faculty members last

spring withheld 10,000 grades to protest

the contract situation.

SATFinthered;
RSO budgets cut
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Huge concerts, free transportation, photo

coops, food coops, and money, money,
money.
The wide range of activities on campus

are funded by the Student Activities Tax
paid by students each semester. Earlier this

year a deficit was discovered in the Student
Activities Trust Fund and groups have
taken a cut in their budgets.

Paul Hamel, 25, Assistant to the Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs, was
transferred to the Recognized Student
Organization office in July. The RSO office

oversees the groups funded by the tax.

Earlier this week, the Collegian in-

terviewed Hamel about the deficit and any
steps being taken to liquidate (eliminate) it.

Collegian: How large is the deficit?

Hamel: The Undergraduate Student
Senate has allocated $139,000 for its deficit

liquidation program. This does not include

groups such as the Collegian which are

v^rorking on their own to liquidate their

deficits.

Collegian: How was the deficit created?

Hamel: The deficit was created in a variety

of ways. The Senate was furiding several

fixed-cost operations which never were
given the appropriate level of revenue. The
office was unable to provide supervision

and coordination as to how much money
they had and screening the expenditures.

The Senate and area governments
guaranteed a variety of progranris which
were supposed to make money or break

even and subsequently went down the

tubes.

The real major contributors were three

things which occurred simultaneously.

First, the Student Senate for the last two
fiscal years, has received $50,000 less in fee

revenue than it had budgeted on. The
Black American Music Festival lost $50,000

and the Senate had not specified where it

would get the money from (to pay back the

toss). They said, 'we guarantee it, and if it'

goes down the tubes we will worry about it

later.' Thirdly, the Student Senate and the

many RSO groups under its operation had

Paul Hamei

set up supposedly self-liquidating

operations which were rwt self liquidating;

the auto pool, lectures notes, and the

Cotegian all basically hit inflationary times

and had fixed costs.

Cotlagian: How will the deficit be
Ik^uidated?

Hamel: The Senate will cut 13.75 percent

from (some) groups. One such cut was
made in the fall ancUanother will be made in

the spring.

There are alternatives to the cuts. Rather

than making the iut in the spring, the

Senate can approach the Board of Trustees

for a loan. This is the least likely and least

desirable alternative. Another alternative is

getting the interest from the Student

Activities Trust Fund. (The Administration

holds the interest.) There are political

concerns when you are dealing with in-

terest on the Trust Funds.

^^
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Senate votes $1 1 7.3 billion for defense
United P\ress Interrmttonal

WASHINGTON IL/P/l The Senate voted
yesterday to send President Carter a $1 17.3
billion defense appropriations bill, and the
Pentagon said the nation's 1.5 million
soldiers, sailors and airmen will get paid on
schedule.

The 77-3 vote came shortly after Sen.
John Stennis, D-Miss., said, "If the bill can
be sent down there to the White House in

ar>other hour, they can serid the checks
right out."
White House officials said the president

would sign the measure late yesterday or
early Friday.

At the Pentagon, Defense Secretary
Harold Brown said finance offices would
work overtime, and over the weekend if

necessary, to distribute paychecks.
The bill-the largest money bill in the na-

tion's history-passed the House by voice
vote shortly before the Senate acted
without debate.
There was no discussion of the controver-

sial provision banning government financed
abortions for service personnel and their

families unless the pregnancy endangers
the mother's life, might cause "severe and
long lasting" damage to her health, or was
the result of rape or incest.

Amidmixedreactions

Advocate program to close tomorrow
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

A six-year-old UMass affiliated program
designed for the rehabilitation of juvenile

delinquents closes tomorrow, arousing

mixed emotions in the minds of members
of the Amherst Community.

The decision to close the program, made
by Advocate Program officials connected
with the UMass School of Education, was
prompted by the second arraignment of a

program participant on rape charges.

Attributing the close of the program to

"outside pressure," Program Director

Robert M Winston said, "given the

response from the University and com
munity, we had no choice"

Winston said he would not have been able

to modify the program to meet the outside

pressures I think it's a great tragedy that

the program is closing, " he said

Winston said" Amherst Chief of Police,

Donald N> Maia was one member of the

community calling for the program's close.

"I thought that based on the entire

situation it should be closed," Maic said.

His recommendation was submitted at

Winston's request after the. first member of

the program was arraigned on rape and
other charges in Hampshire County District

Court Sept. 5. .

"I respect Don Maia He's a good man,
"

Winston said. "A program working with
juvenile delinquents has to have the

confidence of police enforcement," he
said

The program, one of 200 associated with

the State Department of Youth Services,

worked with about 30 juveniles who had
been described by Winston as "high risk

clients" who "committed crimes against

property."

The juveniles involved with the program
had either a history of criminal or family

problems, Winston said.

The closing of the program was an-

nounced by Winston on Sept. 29, the day
Kenneth L, Maclntyre, a program par-

ticipant, was arraigned on charges of rape,

burglary and assault and battery with a

deadly weapon
The youths who were living in homes in

the area have been reassigned to other

programs or placed in foster homes, the

program director said.

Donald I. Jacobs, assistant to the

Amherst Town Manager also voiced his

concerns over the program at the time of

the first alleged rape. Speaking on behalf of

"concerned citizens," Jacobs said he

spoke to Bailey W. Jackson, the program's

faculty sponsor, "to see what corrective

measure had been implemented."
Jacobs said members of the town had told

him of their concern over "the lack of

control of supervision, " leading to the

involvement of Amherst Police.

Jackson admitted that "community
pressure, primarily surrounding those

incidents, was in some sense causing ihe

closing."

Jackson, an assistant professor in the

School of Education, and Winston's

superior, denied pressuies from the
University prompted the program's closing.

Of the two alleged rapes, which are now
being prosecuted •> district court, Winston
said, "My presumption is that both of the

individuals are innocent.

"Whatever happened, " he commented.

Fridqy It's Foe
Floor and Table Lamps! Varied collection of swing-arm, fluorescent &
thiree-way in many colors

Regularly to $29 95 Riday save up to 1/3 off!

Fir>e Art Prints! An unusual & intnguing collection

Regularly $3.00 Friday $250!

Mug Racks! Convenient space-savers for the home, room or

apartment Regularly $8 50 Friday $750!

Afghan Hand-knit Slipper Socks! CokDrful, comfortable & cozy . .

Regularly $695 Riday $5.95!

Vintage Tweed Jackets! Comfortable & nrore than ever in style .
.

.

Regularly to Si 1 95 Riday $7.95!

Ptus! Many other specials.

Morxjoy thru Saturday - 10 to 6

Friday It's Faces til 9

Master Charge and VISA accepted.

A Store full of Ideas
rVxl to lh«- F\isl C)»t».e

Downtown Amfn-rM

CLOG SHOP
When your feet need a friend.

OPENING NEXT WEEK
7 Pleasant Street (near corner of Route 5J

DOWNTOWN NORTHAMPTON

L

"is not what the press reported," he said.

The case of Floyzell Hall Jr., 18, a

program participant of almost one year, is

awaiting trial following a Grand Jury in-

dictment this month.
Hall, an Amherst Regional High School

student, is accused of raping an Amherst
man. An innocent plea was entered on his

behalf at his indictment.

Winston defended Hall stating, "the guy
was gay and he was cruising and pick up
Junior."

The second alleged rapist, Maclntyre, 17,

pleaded innocent Wednesday to Grand
Jury charges of allegedly raping a 70-year-

old women

Ttw quiet acceptance contrasted with the

House's refusal earlier in the day to accept
similar lauguage in a bill to fund the Health,

Education and Welfare Department and the

Laboar Department.

This is the largest appropriations bill ever
passed by the Senate in the history of the
nation in wartime or peacetime, " Stennis
told his colleagues.

He added that the bill was $2 billion under
Carter's budget-and about half that figure

represents deferral of funding for the Tri-

dent submarine until next year.

"It will be built just as quickly coming
under next year's bill as under this year's
bill," said Stennis.

The bill was rewritten last August after

Carter vetoed the companion authorization

legislation because it contained $2.1 billion

for a nuclear supercarrier instead of funds
for NATO, research, and operations.

The House sustained Carter's veto.

Before the House, Appropriations Chair-
man George Mahon, D Texas, 'cautioned
his colleagues against endangering the
compromise because of disagreements on
the abortion issue and helicopter pilot trair\^-

ing.

"I sound the battle cry of the troops who
are threatened with no pay " said Mahon

"f*^
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Union ciiarges

contract violations p^/-^^ ^^^^

claimed the move violated a 30-day notice

of sale clause in their existing contract.

Nancy Newcombe, reporter and shop
steward for the Distributive Worker's Union

at the former Amherst Record, said today

the union has filed charges with the

National Labor Relations Board against

former owners Michael and Polly de
Sherbinin.

According to Dean Singleton, president of

Albriton Co., the new owners of the paper,

the company never had a contract with the

old union. Singletone said he did not think

that an injunction was a possibility. All

former Record employees now working on
the paper have been rehired as employees
of the new company, he said.

The Amherst Record was sold last week
for an undisclosed sum in what the union

claimed was a surprise move. The union

alleged rapist
Amherst police are investigating the alleg-

ed rape Wednesday morning of a female

hitchiker.

Chief of Police Donald N . Maia would not

release any information on the woman ex-

cept that she was on Main Street headed
for Hampshire College.

An East Coast bulletin has been issued on

a blue Maverick wtith Alabama license

plates, Maia said.

A composite of the rapist is not yet

available on the 'man who forced the

woman, whose identity is being protected,

to perform oral sex.

• ••••*••*•

Northeast Area Government
presents

FALL DAY*
(A Concert in the Quad)

featuring:

Clean Living
George T. Gregory
Smooth Sailing

BYOB
11:00 to 4:30

*(Raindate; Fall Day will be held in Worcester D.C.)

• •**•*•***
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PhiMu Delta raid called "terrifyir^q
^E: This IS the first in a series destruction of property and, "if you wanted "i,
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EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first in a series
of articles that will appear periodically this

semester examinmg student conduct, cam
pus vandalism and crime, and what
students and UMass administrators
about the issue.

By FRAN BASCHE
Collegian Staff

Students in UMass fraternities

sororities repeatedly minimi?e
seriousness of property damages
possible personal injuries incurred during
"raids " on each other's houses, while cam-
pus and town officials say t,here is little they
can do to make the Greek community
aware of the potential danger involved.

We've never had a death here, " said
William F. Field, who has been the UMass
Dean of Students for 18 years. Field said

he hears stories "once a year" of serious in

iuries or deaths at other colleges stemming
from raids or "hazing " initiation activities.

Amherst Police Chief Donald N. Maia,
Director of Greek Affairs Shannon Ellis and
Field all said members of the Greek com-
munity prefer settling each incident among
themselves, rather than taking legal or ad-
ministrative action.

destruction of property and, "if you wanted
to get technical- breaking and entering."
Maia said victims of a raid usually don't

want to take legal action and he said his
department "tries to abide by victim re
quests." Maia also said he thought "there
should be some kind of punishment proba-
tion or something, "if the Greeks settle dif-

ferences internally, Amherst police res-
pond to calls from the Greeks rather than

"It was just a little party and things got a
little rambunctious," Scott MacGlashin,
president of Phi Mu Delta, said. "'I don't
have any comment towards this," he add
ed and then hung up the telephone.
Lodigiani said the incident '"was not a par-

ty " and earlier this week said the raid
"wasn't a fun thing it was terrifying " She
said although members ot the sorority lock
ed the doors in the house, a member of Phi
Mu Delta climbed in a side of the building
and entered through a window. He then
opened the doors.
Lodigiani said her national sorority presi-

dent has asked the house to settle the pro
blem by negotiating with Phi Mu Delta.

She said she met with the president and
representatives of the fraternity and they
agreed to pay for the damages
But, Lodigiani said her house will vote on
Monday to decide whether to complain to
the Greek student judiciary board about the
raid, to seek legal action or settle the
dispute between the two houses.
Field said less damaging raids are more
common than the incident last week in the
UMass Greek system. He said the moVie
"Animal House", a comedy about a
reckless college fraternity, was "just the
trigger, not the cause," of the raid last Fri-

day. Field said the movie legitimized slop-

py and gross behavior."

03 workers to protest

at Whitmore today

William Field

"I don't know if raids would stop, even if

you took serious action-it's hard to gauge
something like that, Maia said. He added
tiat participants in a raid where damage is

done could be charged with malicious

Shannon Lilt&

UMass police because the houses are
privately owned
Last Friday, approximately 30 members of

Phi Mu Delta in Fraternity-Sorority park
traveled across campus at 2 am. to raid
Kappa Kappa Garnma sorority on Nutting
Avenue, near Southwest.
Ellis estimated the raid caused "about

$200' in damage to the house and fur-

niture. Anne Lodigiani, president of the
sorority, said there was little damage done
to personal belongings of sorority
members. Lodigiani would not give a
financial estimate of damages.
Ellis said she would not place Phi Mu Delta

on social probation which could prevent
the house from sponsoring or going to par-
ties. "They're not a problem fraternity-they
don't do things like this all the time -they
knew it was wrong," Ellis said.

Dance company performs
By SHARON TRUE
Collegian Staff

The Martha G^ciham Dance Company will

perform the c\ lo^eography of its namesake,
tl e great piorieer of modern dance herself,

rh s vieeken^' October 14 and 15 at the Fine
.^ ts Center y. 8 p.m.
C^iraham's rivv ig movement style - often

described .r iogular, percussive, and stark-

ly Leautifui - is legendary. Her genius for

choreograf .y, her portrayal of strbng, in-

tense wom.^n, and her total theatricality will

all be evident in the two performances.
This concert should not be missed!! The
Saturday October 14 program includes
jraham's "The Owl and the Pussycat"

(1978) "Seraphic Dialogue" (based on the
life oif St. Joan, with extraordinary decor
designed by Isamu Nogushi), "Ecuatorial"
(1978), and "Diversion of Angels" (one of
Graham's famous "light" works.)
The Sunday evening program consists of

"El Penitente" (1940), "Phaedra" (a highly

controversial dance noted for its erotic

character) and "Appalachian Spring" (one
of Graham's happiest dances, with a
magnificent score by Aaron Copland).
Tickets for the Martha Graham Dance
Company are available at the Fine Arts
Center Box Office Monday through Friday,
9-4, one hour before each performance and
through the first intermission.

I

Keepshakes.
1

By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Today at noon a group .of University
employees will gather on the entrance ramp
of Whitmore to protest what they say is un
fair and discriminatory treatment by the
University.

The employees are workers who are
catagorized as "03." The 03 employees are
classified as "temporary" and do not receive
the same benefits as 01 and 02 workers.
According to a letter delivered to

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery's office
yesterday, the 03 workers will demonstrate
tommorrow to protest the raise given to "all

professional staff not included in bargaining
units." The 03 workers are excluded from
the raise.

In a statement issued in early July The
Organization of 03 Workers said they receive
no benefits, no health insurance, no social
security, no retirement, no vacation or
holidays, no sick days... no access to union
membership..."
The July statement also said 03 workers are

professional and classified, salary and hour-
ly, clerical, academic and administrative
employees.
Complaints were also filed with the

Massachusetts Commission of Discrimina-
tion, the office of Civil Rights and the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, since
many 03 workers are women and minorities.
Bromery said last night the University has

created 02 positions for 03 employees.
Bromery said 02 positions are the same as 01
positions except they are created by the
University while 01 positions are created by
the legislature.

"If they don't accept the 02 positions there
is nothing left. We can't create 01 positions.
Only the legislature can."
Bromery also said the University could

begin implementation of a policy which
would allow workers to remain classified as
03 workers for only a certain number of mon-
ths. Bromery said he was not sure if the limit

was 18 months or 2 years.

Julienne B. Berwald, a CASIAC staff assis
tant said last night that the University offered
some 02 positions to certain 03 workers if

they would drop the law suit now in court.
David Letters of the Fine Arts Center said

last night, "The demonstration will be a
peaceful demonstration just to let them (the
University)know we exist... if other people
know what's going on, things are going to
have to change."

Treasurer of
SGA resigns
By MARIE STUCKEY
Collegian Staff

Michael Doyle resigned as acting
treasurer of the Student Government
Association Wednesday night. Former
assistant treasurer, James O'Connell,
will become interim ireasurer until a
quorum of the Undergraduate Student
Senate begins new election procedures.
Doyle said he resigned his treasurer's

position to spend more time with his

other commitment, the Union Record
Service, which he formed two months
ago. Doyle said he requested fur|dj|||

from the Board of governors and ralH
ed $8,000 for its development. "I dWnT
have enough time for both, and felt the
store should have priority, because it

was my own personal creation," Doyle
said yesterday.

Doyle, a UMass sophorpore was
elected treasurer last May, after serving

as an assistant for the previous
semester.
Doyle said he was faced with the pro-

blem of liquidating various Recognized
Student Organization deficits, and rear-

ranging their disorganized 'budget ac-
counts when he took office.

Senate speaker Brian DeLima said

Doyle will remain a senator and will be
called on to advise future treasurers. .

Baskin-Robbins

Crazy Coliectable Cups.

.1 UUI lb O/

... o;- or floats

V'^[ participating

BaskirvRobbins ice cream stores,

BASKIN-nOBBINS

ICE CmM STORE

Free with this ad
j

e>«7B.BASKIN ROBBING ICe CREAM COMPANV
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I 28 Main St., Amherst MA 253-9774 j

I
Town Hall Bus Stop, Belchertown Rt.
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OCT. 14 ON THE
GREEN OF STCC

Featuring the
Zaitchik Brothers Band
Iru; formf i mftmhp of

,.}cf CoLioii aiiu
James Montgop-'^ry Band
Featuring Matt Murphy
Also will be Al CoCo
and other local talent

Runs from 12-6 _
Beer served, food & games

Listen to the Zaitchik Brothers on
WTCC on 90.7 FM at 7:30
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BlackAffairs
Julian Bond to speak
at SUB on Tuesday

Julian Bond, State Representative of Georgia, will speak at the Student Union
Ballroom, on Tuesday. October 17. A press conference will follow the lecture in

Room 917 of the Campus Center.

Activist, Author speaks

in panel discussion

By LUCY CLARK
Black Affairs Staff

Civil rights activist and author Harry

Heywood participated in a panel discussion

in the School of Business Administration

auditorium on October 10.

The panel discussion, entitled "Black and
White Protest in the 1930's" also included

UMass faculty members Ernest Alien of the
Afro-Am department and Milton Cantor of

the history departrT>ent as panelists.

Speaking before a small racially mixed au-

dience of ranging age groups, Haywood
stressed the fact that significant people and
events of the oast were eliminated from the
history books. Therefore, he sees hie

writing as a necessity. In speaking about
his latest book Black Bolshevik,
Haywood said, "I Wiote it for you."

HaywooQ, son or former slaves, quit

%r.1^
school after eighth grade and has sin

been a consistent fighter for the rights

Blacks and the working class. In Black''

Bolshevik Haywood relates the struggle of

Black people in America as a common goal

of Marxism.

Haywood said that he was inspired by the

Russian Revolution because the people
took matters into their own hands. "I was
impressed by how the people emphasized
equality of nationalities" he said.

Haywood pointed out that during the

same time in history in the United States at-

tcoks on Blacks by the Ku Klux Klan were
;r.creasing while the media and the govern-

i.ient were downplaying the Black libera-

tion struggles.

At the age of 87, Harry Haywood is cer-

tainly a store house of experience and in-

formation from which we can all benefit.

Julian Bond, Georgia State representative

will speak at the Student Union Ballroom
on Tuesday at 8.00 p.m. Bond is a na
tionally known black politician considered

by the press as an "attractive young alter

native to traditional politics". In 1959
Julian Bond was a founding member of the

Student Non Violent Coordinating Com-
mittee (SNCC) and was a leader in the

voting Rights struggle in the South. Bond
sought and won election to the Georgia

State Legislature in 1964. The House of

Representatives refused to allow him to

take his seat because of his public opposi-

tion to the Vietnam War. He ran for the

vacated seat and was again elected, and in

1965 the U.S. Supreme Court ordered him

seated and he has served in the Georgia
Legislature since that time.

In 1968 his name was placed in nomina-
tion as a candidate for Vice President of the

U.S. at the Democratic Convention,
becoming the first black ever to be
nominated. Bond is considered a rising

politician in the progressive wing of the

Democratic Party. His opposition to the

candidacy of Jimmy Carter for president

has made him even more of a maverick in

the Democratic party of Georgia.
The subject of his presentation would be

the "Crisis of Black American Youth", a

subject of extreme importance with recenc

statistics that show that over 65 percent of

black youth (teenagers) are unemployed.

Letter-to-the-Editor
"The Rise of the House Nigger"

How long must people of

color allow common traitors

of the race to walk the

streets of this world in

peace? Recently, a house
nigger known to all by now,
came back from a visit to

South Africa. This house
nigger came out in full

colors and revealed that he
loves money and some type
of sick honor more than he
loves the oppressed people
of the world.

A house nigger is an
oppressed African who has
lost reason in regards to

their concrete condition in

society. Historically, since

slavery they have worn the

master's used clothes, and
have received promises
from their master that never
came to anything, but still

the house nigger, through
thick and thin has believed

in the oppressors.

We at UMass have a
known house nigger to deal

with and last year many
people thought I was too
hard on him. But, this year

many people on all levels

are suffering at the hands of

this house nigger. I am
aware tha I am not perfect

and suf er from con-
tridictions like everyone
else, but through out all of

my problems I have tried to

serve oppressed people. I

have never let my con-

tradictions come before my
work for the oppressed.
Some people will say that I

should not say anything

about this known house
nigger. I respond to them
that I am not able to remain
silent while a Pork chop
nationalist walks around
fronting as a friend to the

oppressed. A Pork chop
nationalist is one who is

Black when it is popular. No
U.S. /African has refuted

this traitor as of yet; I would
like it to be known that I

spoke out about this in-

dividual. People of concern

must never forget that I am
at war with known house
niggers, of the first kind,

and I regard them as the
enemy until proven dif-

ferent.

I also mention for the
record that there are many
so-called South African
expatriates (draft evaders)

walking around this

campus. One of these
individuals has stated that

he is a run away from the

South African Army, but he
feels that Apartheid is the

only way for a stable
economy in South Africa. I

do hope that the liberation

forces all over the world
push house niggers and the

rest of the beast of the

world into the sea.

I must remind people that

we must do some pushing
right here at UMass. Our
oppressors are attempting
to encircle us; we must
unite, or perish. We must
stop being afraid of our
oppressors. Bheki Langa,
Jerry Shsibe, Nana
Seshibe, Mokubung
Nkomi, gave us something
to strive for; they boldly

told the truth about their

oppressors, and we must if

we are concerned whites

and U.S. Africans do the

same.
I informed the Whitmore

staff before not to call my
house again trying to keep
me quiet. If I am telling a lie

on anyone in Whitmore, I

am willing to write a letter

or make other public
statements to retract my
statements. People of color

and concerned whites
better come to the reality

that every Black American
is not concerned about the

welfare of other oppressed
people of color around the
world.

My last and final words to

the high ranking house
niggers on campus is in

regards to divestment of

stock by U.S. Corporations
in South Africa. It is a brief

quote by Donald Woods,
the banned white South
African journalist. Mr.
Woods said that he is not
swayed by the argument
stating that if the V\/est

withdraws its investments,
other countries will take
their place. 'If I dont' kill

people, someone else will."

Referring in particular to
arguments by college
trustees that it was their job
to maximize investments.
Woods said, "I can tell the
trustees how to make a lot

of money. You get in touch
with the Mafia and you run'

a lot of Houses of
Prostitution, and sell a lot of
heroin... You' II maximize for

the good of your univer-

sities much better profits."

People of color and
concerned whites must
realize that we do not have
a friend in the White house,
in a house nigger. It is time
that all of us answer to the
people, myself included, if

anyone, or group have
criticism of me please brir^

it to my attention. My
purpose is not to just
hammer at someone in our
community, but to have
some type of justice,
because the justice for U.S.
Africans in America means
"Just Us" which was never
really meant for the op-
pressed Africans, and poor
Whites.
The people united for one
common purpose is a force
that can't be stopped, it

never was and it never will

be stopped. U.S. Cor-
porations Divest now, or
suffer. House niggers
please stop serving the
Master, slavery is over,

come home, none of us are
perfect. It is important to
mention that the individual I

am referring to has done
some good in the past.

Nkrumah L. Olingv

''PoetsAgainstApartheid"atSUB tonight featuring:

'j^m.

Andrew SaHcey Sonia Sanchez Steve Cannon

iCoHegian s

B/ackA ffairs
"PoetsAgainstApartheid F^

Zee Best Dennis Brutus

A very Sharpe and Terry Jenoure
«

wi/iperform at "Poets vs.

Apartheid"
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Drake Kokato
speak here

Drake Koka will be speaking at the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst on Wednesday October 18 at 8:00
in the Student Union Ballroom. The event is sponsored by
the Distinguished Visitors Program and the UMass Com-
mittee for the Liberation of Southern Africa.

Mr. Koka is a founder of the Black Allied Workers Union
in South Africa and a past general secretary of the Black

187 n. pleasant St., amherst

SPECIAL SEMINAR

RECENT ADVANCES IN
FOOD IRRADIATION RESEARCH

Monday. Oct. 16 at 4:00 PM
Room 227

Food Science Bidg. (Chenoweth)

Guest Speaker

Professor J. F. Diehl

Director, Institute of Radiotion Technology

Federal Research Center for Nutrition

and Professor of Applied ChemistiY,

Univ. of Karlsruhe, W. Germany

stay a law mlnutat wftT «h« lacturw for o gto«>elgh#rry

TONIGHT!
/ ICSTHLM

OF THE YEAR

EST DIRECTOR

OF THE YEAR

Fridoy th* 13th
6, 8:30, 11 p m., CCA, $V00

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

PETER ALLEN
Saturday, October 28 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENfER CNCERT K4iL

Tickets now on sale General public - $7. 6^ 5. UMass
students - $5. 4, 3 Senior citizens and other students

-$6,5,4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-*F 9-4. 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

Jayne Cortex
Peoples Cofivention. In a country where-Black people, the
overwhelming majority, have virtually no civil or human
rights, and where Black political and labor organizations
are banned, Mr. Koka has been a courageous fighter for
Black majority rule. He participated in the June 1976
Soweto uprisings.

In 1973 the South African government put Mr. Koka
under a banning order to isolate him from the rest of South
African society. Despite this, he continued his political ac-
tivities and organized support for the students of Soweto in

June 1976. Since then he has been forced, like thousands
of others, to flee to Botswana to escape the persecution of
the South Arican government. He has been named as a
defendant in the political trial of the Soweto students now
underway in South Africa.

Mr. Koka is in the U.S. to bring the ideas of the Black
liberation movement to the American people - the ideas for

which Steve Biko and many others have been murdered by
the South African regime. Mr. Koka will be presenting
those ideas at UMass and explaining how people in the
U.S. can aid the struggle for African liberation. A reception
will follow at the New Africa House.

THE ARK
758 N. Pleasant

_ 549-5929
,^udy, Prayer and Eucharist

Sundays at 6:00 p.m.
followed by supper.

The Rev. Ian Montgomery,
Chaplain

The Episcopal Church at UMass

How would Einstein

theorize about O'Keefe?
Althougti the O'Keefe formula is secret, certain factors in the

equation are well known:
1

.

O Keefe has a hearty. fulltKXJied flavor.

2. It IS smooth and easy going down.
3. Its head commands respect.

Our theory is that Einstein would have concluded: '/ s too good to

gulp Relatively speaking, of course.

Golden Ale
It's too good to gulp.

Imported from Canada by Century Importers. Inc . New Vbrt«. hV
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GSEU votes to affiliate witli national union Friday, October 13. 1978,

iCoiiegiag?
By JOHN M. MORAN
Collegian Staff

Members of the Graduate Student Employees Union
(GSEU) voted unanimously yesterday to attempt an affilia

tion with District 65 of the national union Distributive
Workers of America.
Following legally prescribed procedures, the supporters of

District 65 must obtain the signatures of 30 percent of
those who would be represented by the union in order to
hold an election. A simple maiority of those voting in the
election would then confirm the affiliation of the GSEU

with District 66.

According to District 66 organizer Leslie Sullivan, the
union will now lend support and organization to the card
drive for signatures and the election campaign.
This affiliation process will be held up until the
Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission reaches a
decision on what constitutes "the proper collective
bargaining unit" for the graduate student employees accor-
ding to GSEU chairperson Michael R. Federow.
In effect the Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission
must decide who is eligible to be represented by a union

BOG discusses internal problems
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors, hampered by
vacancies and the unseated status of r>ew members, last night

discussed its budget and various internal problems.
BOG Treasurer Bill Fitzgerald said this year's budget is ex-

tremely tight. "There are no categories where we are going to

underspend and some where we will overspend." He added
that Board payroll is the category that has the greatest poten-
tial for overexpenditure.
Chairman of the board Shelley Gordon said $200 of the $440
budget allocation to Food Services is used to fund the annual
BOG banquet which last year fed 75 persons. Greek area

representative Richard Fleischman said this was a misuse of

student funds and should t>e stopped.
John Ferbish, graduate student representative, defended the

expense as social fraternizing and part ot the board's salaries.

"After all, can't we get a little treat once in a while?" he asked.

The Campus Center Program Council has decided to sponsor
six films this year, in order to make up its deficits, said Council
representative Sean Doyle. Gordon said the council had
decided last year against showing films because it caused un-
fair comp>etition and other groups weren't making any money.
Ferbish, who is also chairman of the operations committee,

said the roof of the Student Union Art Gallery is deteriorating

and tiles are falling out which could seriously damage aa
work.
"Let it fall," said Bill Harris, Campus Center Director.

TAPES
MUSIC BOOKS
ACCESSORIES

©TICKSETRON

af^ .VjJT^/

Tired ot your albums & tapes'^ Looking tor a record Store that Come to PLATTERPUS during

combines great selection with the TWO DAY
great price'^

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY. OCTOBER 12 and 13 J
EXTRA SPECIAL!
"Don't Look Back'

BOSTON
Series $1.99
798 O
album or tape

SERIES 798
CODES R&S

EXTRA SPECIAL!
"Out of the Blue"

E.L.O.
S199 Series
*> 1198

2 record set

LP'S • 8 TRACKS • CASSETTES
No limit

All musical
categories

D̂

ITlCb^EmON 1^

HAMP PLAZAD NORTH KING STREETD NORTHAMPTON

and who may vote in an affiliation election. The GSEU ask-
ed for such a decision 16 months ago, said Federow, but
has not yet received a reply.

Federow said the GSEU has sought the support of a na-
tional union "to provide financial, organizatior^l, and legal
resources for the membership."
He said District 66 and the Distributive Workers of

America represent the following:
All resources are filtered back into the organization
-Each chapter has autonomy over those natters

specifically affecting just that chapter. (Local autonomy)
"No Trusteeship clause" which states that if a chapter

disagrees with the decisions of the national affiliate, the
head of the local group will not be discharged or overruled.
A compromise will always be reached.
Day-to-day affairs will remain in the hands of the local

branch of the union, in this case the GSEU.
Sullivan said District 66 is interested in expanding to the

Western part of Massachusetts.

.^*k

Ahhythe caietwcliagie
^ - ^nxNiHiomeii

ROCKPORT

SHOES
Over 20 Styles

for Men& Women

44 Styles,

Sizes 4-13

ASLOW AS $44

Heartfelt'
Leather

cljarliel
SERENADE
appearing

Friday arid

Saturday

Lvni iVi

,000 Itynes

one

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

footi XrtirinU

^^S®*^
Mandarin S/rrhiien

( iiiNinc

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

SUN THURS. 11:30-10:00

FRI. & SAT. 11 30 11:00

SPECIALS
$3.95

MON WED b r>0 8 W P M

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS
$1.15 & UP
Mora. FRI 11:30 2 30

CHINESE PASTRIES
it COFFEE

SAT a SUN 11 30 3 30

BEGINS SEPT 16

10 BELCHERTOWN RD
RT. 9, AMHERST

Nowcomes Millertime,

(6)\97B Milter Brewing Co.. MrtwaukM. Wis

2560251 256 0252

Mas? 549 54C;3?

j?^?ji
«:.-.3^''.-^»«'i-
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// Your Calculations Are Scientific, Statistical .

Or Just 2 +2= ?
• •

Scientific Calculators
Have the Answers:

EL-5001
Pre-Programmed

Calculator
Pre-programmed for nor-
mal calculations, statis-

tics, quadratics, integrals,

complex numbers and
vectors. Just set the selec-
tor and punch In your
variables! Command keys
for 29 other scientific

functions. Comes com-
plete with case, adaptor,
and rechargeable batter-
ies.

Only M9.95

EL-5808
"Super-Slim"

Pocket Calculator
Complete with leather
folder and notepad, has
29 scientific and statisti-

cal commands built-in

with a keyless "sensor"
keyboard, automatic
power off saves battery
life.

Only <39.95

PC-1201
Programmable

Pocket Computer
Up to 128 full steps of
programming with 12 in-

dependent memories, all

non-volatile, even with the
calculator off, 37 statisti-

cal and scientific func-
tions built-in. Program
manual covers over 100
common programs. Com-
plete with adaptor, re-

chargeable batteries, in-

structions, etc

Only <89.95

EL-5806
Pocket

Calculator
Scientific, statistical

pocket sized calculator

with 29 pre-programmed
functions, in folder Near-
ly 1.000 hours battery life

and automatic power off

feature.

Only <29.95

EL-500S
Personal Scientific

Calculator
Digitron display with in-

dependent three-key me-
mory, scientific notation,
14 pre-programmed func-
tions, optional AC adap-
tor.

Only M 6.95

a// at the calculator store

(^ ODffi8wBffz5fi&if)

campus center

univ. of mass.
amherst

Open this Sat., 11 a.m. -4 p.m.

MoY
iN6

UP
:

The 10th floor Quickie

Lunch Campus Center will

be moved to the 11th floor

ounge as of Mon., Oct. 16.

Same prices, same fare.

Plus

Full Cocktail Service.
i

coffegian »

Editorial / Opinion
f%lQ n?IEND5,C0i;NTI?yMEN.5HEEJ,

Am 6(MT5...IAM THE NEIV PRESiaNr
OF fl\NAMA...4ND IHEE5 GUT HE 6EEV
ME m. JOB... AND OH BOY ££5 IT A
5WEEL J»...ER.(3ENEflAl.Ta?Ria05
HERE Ur ME flAY wir t^^
CONKEfm I G£7

TO 5WEEM m THe
CANAL im TIMEI

FEU. LIKE...HO0fi

f DEMOCR/lcy!

^ O r. r,

<

imm-

Tothe Editor
'Tacts" confusing,

short on facts

Thanks again for showing me what stu-
dent government is really like. At least
now I understand why I have had no faith
in it for the past four years.

To The Editor:

/ want to thank Shelly Gordon for firmly

planting the truth about "what really goes
on in student government. " Un-
fortunately, I found her essay confusing,
only skimming the facts when presented.
In this sense she truly represented the
government she is a member of.

I was not at the polling table when the
election incident occurred, so I must rely

on information as presented to the Col-

legian. Ms. Gordon's letter is speculative

and misleading, at best.

Though she admits guilt [innocently so]
in being at the polling table, she justifies it

by adding that other candidates were also
polling officials. This flagrant negligence
depicts the very government she believes
in.

Her claim that Ms. Deggendorf was at

the table an abnormally long period of

time is out of pace. To me, abnormal is

Ms. Gordon being there in the first place.

Who IS Ms. Gordon to judge ab-
normalities? Who will take the blame for

her abnormality/' "Our" government is at

fault again.

Also, Ms. Gordon appears to claim that

she sincerely believes she did not swear
at Ms. Deggendorf, but then admits her
"words may have been strong. " Ms.
Gordon, your accuracy in one incident,

[telling time], does not appear to carry

over to other incidents.

Two more questions: Ms. Gordon, do
you have red curly hair and own a dog,

and what does it matter who Ms. Deg-
gendorf lives with? I think your comments
were unnecessary as you were trying to

stir up gossip. I will not excuse you for

sounding like a gossip Column. Is that

what really goes on in student govern-

ment?

Steven Fox
Amherst Commuter election

results

Sign-language

article fallacious

To the Editor:

Consider this statement which was
found in last Friday's Collegian: "...deaf

people may not be able to hear sexist

remarks in every day speech, but they

learn that men are superior to women
through sign language.

"

This statement is the most fallacious
thing deaf people, interpreters and those

who know about deafness, ever heard.

The women's movement is influencing

deaf people as it influences hearing

people. We ask ourselves where Eric

• Jolly, who formed these theories, got his

ideas.

I am not afraid to say this; I have been in

the deaf world for 15 years. This means I

know more about deafness than Jolly

knows. The evidence which he provided
IS full of garbage.

He discussed that in the "intelligent"

area which relates to masculine
characteristic is made and "weaker" area

is for women. " These areas are am-
biguous. The area (near the forehead)

where "man is made in sign, also has
"supid, " "dumb, " "forget, " "earless,

"

etc. In the lower half of the face, which is

for "woman, " the signs are made tor

"good, " "smile. " "serious, " "truth, "etc.

They are more frequently use'd than

Jolly's words, and they do not relate to

sex roles.

The origin of sign language was in

Europe in the 18th century from the

imitation of gesture or characteristic. For
example, for the sign "man, " the hand
indicated "tipping hat as greeting
someone" ana "woman" was
represented by the "bonnet's ribbons."
Furthermore, we hope that articles

about Jolly's findings do not influence

and dominate people's opinions about
sign language.

Michael Ray
Amherst

To the Editor:
This letter is with reference to the Com-

muter Office's recent elections for Com-
muter Assembly. After dropping' off a list

of the election results to the Collegian
office, I fully expected to see it in print.

Aside from the fact that our office

represents over 7500 students who com-
mute to this University, consider that the
Commuter Assembly is the body which
makes policy decisions that directly effect

commuting and non-commuting
students. Also keep in mind the re rent
publicity over the SGA elecf'on^, in

which we took part, and perhdps v lU can
understand my feelings when after three

days nothing had appeared in these
pages concerning our election.

After waiting what seemed like a
reasonable time, since I understanc that

newspaper work can he difficult, I illea

down to ask what had happened, i was
told that there was a "space" problem.
Now don't get me wrong, I understand

the value of stories on what beer to buy,
and I also understand how a nice picture
which takes up i, quarter page can do for

the over-all appearance of the paper. All

of these things are in some way to some
one important, but so is the elected deci-

sion making body ofan area government.

So, if space allows, here are the new
Commuter assembly officers, in descen-
ding order of number of votes received:
Susan Kaplan, Lisa Schall, Sandra
Cooper, Jim Jordan, Eliseo Garcia,
Louise Braufman, Joni Colburn,
Jonathan Stack, Peter Cavanaugh,
Thomas Renehan, Tom Ball, Christine
Reum, and Richard Stanton.
/ would like to congratulate [it's about

time] the winners of this election.

Jose Tolson
The Commuter Office

CANDY CARLON

The 'Klan'

is coming to

clamtown
The reactionary forces are raflying again.
The Clamshell Alliance, as if they didn't
have enough trouble with Meldrim't
gestapo, the New Hampshire State Police,
now have the Invisible Empire to contend
with.

The Ku Klux Klan is coming to New
Hampshire. Was it an engraved invitation,

or a phone call from Meldrim Thompson
that prompted William Wilkinson, the im-
perial wizard of the KKK to visit the sleepy
linle hamlet of Seabrook? We hope not, but
nothing Meldrim does would suprise us...

"Hello, Billy, listen, this is Mel Thompson
up here in New Hamshire and we got these
crazy hippies on our backs, harrassing the
good honest folk who are building us a
pretty nuclear plant. Don't that beat all hell.

"Damn shame, Mel. I nwy only be a coun-
try boy but I thought all that nonsense was
over ten years ago. Decent, God fearing
people still don't have a chance."
"I was thinking maybe you and some of

the good 'ole boys might corf>e up for a viait

and maybe show our workers a little sup-
port. Damn hippies don't have no respect
ifor a man who nuikes a living."

"I tell you, Mel, we've been wanting to
open up a chapter in your neck of the
woods anyhow. Let me get my shotgun
and I'll be on the next bus."
"About the shotgun Billy, I can't letcha in

the state waving a gun around. Just
wouldn't look right with the press and all."

"Sure enough, Mel. Listen you supply Xbm
pipes and chains, and we'll rrwke do."
Billy Wilkinson claims he was invited bp

construction workers at the Seabrook site.

Meldrim or the hardhats, it doesn't reaUy
nwtter who invited Billy and the Klan. The
question is what will happen once they ar-

rive.?

If violence or terrorism is threatened (and
when the Klan is involved, isn't it almost in-

evitable), how will the Clamshellers deal
with it? Non-violent resistence will not be
respected by the good 'ole boys and the
hard-hat contingent.

Ten years ago, we were exposed to the
televised spilling of activist blood by
Chicago police at the '68 Democratic Na-
tional Convention. The officials repsponsi-
ble for that fiasco had about the same men-
tality as Meldrim Thompson.

It was easy to ignore organizations like the
KKK and the neo-Nazi party that have
recently become active in the Mid-west
while they stayed away from our sheltered
corner of the world. There is now a real

danger presented to the Clamshell people
who haven't slothed off into apathy in like

so many of us.

The way this situation is handled by the
Clamshell Alliance will be crucial to the
future of activism. The governor's office in

New Hampshire has stated that "anyone
has the right to express their opinion tn
long as they do it in a lawful mai^ntr" The
problem for the Clamshell Alliance is '>«;w

they will assert their right to express their

opinion with the Klan presence at
Seabrook.
Clamshell leaders must find a rational

diternative to confrontation t>etvccn . .»

Seabrook protestors with the Klan counter-
protesters. If that calls for sacrificing direct

protest, then other forms of pressure
snould be directed against construction of a
nuclear plant. The leaders must find a way
to lure the press away from the Klan ac-
tivities.

The Klan's activities, however, cannot be
ignored. Allowing the KKK to carry on un-
noticed would allow members and potential

members to form ranks unchecked.

Any violence on the part of the Clam-
sheller's would detract from the issue of
nuclear power. Violence might also serve to
polarize the activists from the more
moderate segment of the population as
happened in the Vietnam protests
throughout the 1960's, notably the Chicago
'68 protest. If the activism is to survive, the
moderates cannot be alienated this time.
The moderate ranks have grown (on this

campus moderation is a euphemism for
apathy, so we can imagine how many
"moderates" there are) and one way to get
people interested in issues is to.keep them
informed and unafraid to take a stand.

Candy Carlon is a Collegiate Columnist
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NOW. Ends Tuesday]
only area showing
at 7 00 and 900

cauMOOit. ^

„ 1V1QLSE
Micheie Morgan Serge Reggidnij

and t).ref tPd

bv CLAUDE LELOUCH

'. 'HE GATES
SMITH COLLEGE

EGGS BENEDICT*BELGIAN WAFFLES
LOX £r BAGELS

12:00-3:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH

oiily at

mMm
57 N. Pleasant St.

2535141
Across from the fire statior>

' PUBLIC
FORUM

To discuss Collegian policy and editorial

j
judgment.

The Collegian news council has been
established to offer people in the UMass
connmunity the opportunity to express
their opinions on or ask questions about
the paper. All interested parties welcome.

«

Monday night at 8:00 in CC 905-909.

LATE SHOWS-FRI.& SAT.

WE HONOR MASTER CHARGE

Showcase
Cinemas

ROUTES RIVERDALERO
WEST SPRINGFIELD

TEL 733-5131

BJkJiCAiM S3 00 '•> 230
MATIMCCS EVERYDAY

i\ri itioiis

-P(;
2:00 7:40950

2:007:259:40

THEBOrS
FROM BRAZIL
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1:457:159:55
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Heartfelt
Leather

mocmo
"^IZZA

Saii&agt

l\u&lULOom

Anckov<.ej>

(icunbuAgeA

Zacon
Ham
2 Combo
3 Combo
SpzcUaZ
ExJjia Chee>&e

12"

$2.50

$2^75
$2.75
$2.75
$2.75
$2.75
$2.75
$2.75
^2.75
$2.75
$;?.75

$3.25
$3.75
$4.50
$ .50

16"

$3.25
$3.75
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4 . 00

.$^.75

$5.50
$6.25
$ .75

Itatlan
Ham S SmI&6
Salnr^u. S Cheaie
C/iee<ie

Uologna S Chz&Sz
Tuyia

Chce-ie Stzak
PzppeA Stzalz

Ma6/i/ioom S-tzak

Eg 3 Pla>U
\Jzal CvUleX
HtaZbaVL
SaoAaQZ

$1.80
$1.90
$1.80
$1.50
$1.60
$1.75
$1.80

$1.90
$1.90
$2.00
$1.95
$1.80
$1.80

$1.70
$1.80

DINNER specials vary

La:tagna,li.avioti,Spagkz.tXA.

OA. Eggpta/U. PoAmig^ajia

SLICE OF PIZZA 5^5
ToA^ed SaJbid ^ .80

Chzi6 Salad $2.20

liAtijan,fAench,Bluz ChzzAC.

ofi Oil £ 'J-imgaA. dA.z^A<.ng6

ktt 4u64 hxcJtixdz choldt

1$
: Oiiion

,
picktz , izXZucz,

mayo , LOiiWco
,
pepp€A4 , oaJ.,

\j'inzgaJL,hot pzppzA6 ,6iJX,

gafiLic haZZ, black pepper

Ofiangz Jcu.ce

CoiiziL
Soda^

$ .30

$ .20

$ .33

.$ .35

$'.0C trin<jruj/n ^OK

FREE DELIVERY^
To AmkeA^Z only

549-3669
Re^tauAOjvt houu 11 a.m.-irU.dYu.c}lvt.UzZivzAy Sp.m.-la.m.

Sunday, 4 p.m. -11 p.m.

kit ptilct/i inctudz 6% WoAA. tax and OAC AubjzcX to changt
(AXcthouU. notA.ce. »

50c off
any large 16" pizza

with this coupon.
Good for the month

I

of October.
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To place a notice, drop by the Collegian
Office (CC 113) between 8:45a.m. and 3:46
p.m. Monday through Friday The deadline
for notices is 3:45 p.m. two days prior to
publication date.

The printing of notices is a servige pro-
vided by the Collegian based on space
available for a specific date of publication.
Therefore on any one day we cannot
guarantee the printing of notices.

/,

Notice— representatives of Gimbels N.Y.
Division will be on campus to discuss career
opportunities for students in retailing. This
will be an information session and students
from all majors are invited. The meeting will
be held Mon. at 5 p.m. in Goodell 503. Find
out about careers In the exciting field of
retailing I

Pumpkin Sale- Tuesday, October 17th in
front of Student Union Building

Notice—Webster House work-study posi
tions are available in Webster House, Or
chard Hill, for weekend security positions
People needed for Friday night 12:00 a.m
to 4:00 a.m. and Saturday night 8:00 p.m
to 12:00 a.m. and 12:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m
Anyone interested, please contact Janice
Okudzeto 546-4529.

Hebrew Conversation Group- Hebrew
Convarsation Group - anyone interested in
practicing and talking with other Hebrew
speakers is cordially invited to attend
another meeting of the Hebrew Conversa-
tion Group at the Hillel office on Sunday
Oct. 14 at 7:00 p.m. See you there!
Lehitraot

is holding a meeting tonight in the New
Africa House at 6:00 p.m. in the third floor
lounge. Sample resume and resume
booklet on display; also slides will be
shown.

Photo Co-op— there will be a mar>datorY
meeting Mon., Oct. 16 at 6:30 p.m. in the
Dukes Room-all members are urged to
come. We will be holding nominations for
officers.

Notice— Aikido denr>onstration this Sun-
day, Oct. 15, 4-6 p.m. in Boyden Wrestling
room. Free-Come and find out more about
this ancient Japanese martial art.

Notice -the Third Worid Scientist Society

Notice— attention Bottle Bill supporters
-rally in Fitchburg this Saturday 10-4. Also
if interested in campus Bottle Bill projects
call Mass PIRG 256^6434 or stop in at the
PIRG office 423B SUB

Notice— committee to elect Edward L.
King for Governor meeting Tuesday, Oct.
17, 1978 at 7:00 in room 801 Campus
Center. All Ed King supporters af9
welcome.

Campaneras y Companaroe- everyone
weteome to "La Fiesta De Cuba" Friday,
Oct. 13 at the Cole's 576 Main St. 8:00 p.m.
A fundraising celebration to support a
semir>ar trip to Cuba. Please join us for
good drink arni food ar>d get down to
Latino/Sout sounds! Also Tag Sale Satur-
day, Oct. 14 at the Amherst Common 9:00
a.m. to further support the trip. Corr>e en-
joy baked goods and find this winter's war-
drobe.

The Top
of the Campus Lounge

Every Fri. and Sat. /SCO

U. Mass.

hers^

LIQUORS
University Drive, Amherst, Ma.

(Amherst Shopping Center)

Thurs., FrI. and Sat.

SPECIALS

MILLER BOTTLES
BUDWEISER BOTTLES
Sn;i'TZCANG
TEQUILA
"DON EMILIO"

VODKA, FLEISHMANS
BACARDI RUM
SEAGRAM "7"

6.90 case

6.90 case

6.59 case

quart 5.49
fifth 4.45

59.2 ozs. 8.59

59.2 ozs. 10.79

59.2 ozs. 10.95

Check our keg prices!!!

Huge selection of wines!!!

Past the UMass Stadium
Just down from Pratt Field

253-9341 or 253-9342
Free delivery ($7.00 min.)

LIQUOR STORE

OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

SCHMIDT'S 12 oz. cans
$5.49 case

MILLERS 12 oz. NR & cans
$6.99 case

$1.50 6-pack

BASS ENGLISH ALE NR
$2.50 4-pack

HARP IRISH BEER NR
$2.50 4-pack

338 COLLEGE ST
RT. 9, AMHERST

253-5384
256-8433

Net rmponsibte lof rvp09r.phic«l erroft

«'if''wl»}t,.t: t*y.
»v vw .•*^ wv .v« «W( nr as wi tfW^A*

«>.*
X."r"»'^
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THE
COMMONWEALTH
STAGE

imtrka 'i ittwtsi restdmt pro/etsionai thnuer
0t Ik* VMass Fin* Am Ctnitr

1/2 price

student

rush tickets

^>
.ly

\viiilablr ai 6:00 pm each rveninK of performancr
for

Cf^orge Brrnard Shaw's willy farce

MISALLIANCE
/VoH- through the list of October.

Tuesday-Sunday evenings at 8:00 pm
Box office 5^5.15//

Frank Prentice Rand Theater

EAST COAST INTERCOLLEGIATE
PARTY WEEKENDS

OCT 13-15; 20-22; NOV. 3-5; 10-12; 17-19
^ARTYIPAHTYiPANrVf comptai* t.om Mt p p 4 <k man tn rm

Include* Pnvai* toom wiih bath. • maato. f (raa
«•<:*'•'* P«rtia» «l chanar iranap from NVC Itva banda*

'S*gtil tnttagt chf/t i,um
rnott Onfnl luStgtM

FREE
•Horsaback Ridmg
•Tennis
•Hay RidM
•B«rb«qu*s
•Basketball
Archary
•Min "

REtORT RANCH

• QtmawHom

aWITTlMIIIT

6H 6W430
212-6t1-0IM
CALL NOW

Oct 11 17

INTRODUCTIONS 7 30
SINFUL

PLEASURES 8 50
Thurs b Fri mat 1 30

Under 21
not admitted

MAJESTIC CINEMA
84 Cottage Street
Easthampton, MA

Tel 527 2346

62 Main St. 2S3-7S36
•Frash Chinasa
vegetables from our
own farm

•Fully air conditioned
•Closed Wednesday
•Luncheon specials

11.16 and up

"High quality food at a
reasonable price"

"Recommended by the
New York Times"

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

Martha
Graham
Dance

Company
Saturday. October 14 8 pm
The program will consist of Seraphic
Dialogue, The Owl and The Pussycat.
Ecuatorial and Diversion of Angels. All
dances choreograf^ed by Martha Graham

Sunday. October 15 8 pm
The program will lonsist of El Penitente.
Phaedra and Appalachian Spring. All dances
vhoreographed bv Martha Graham

Tickets now on sale General public $7, 6, 5

UMjis students S5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and
other students %6. 5, 4

FIIS£ >4?TS CENFER CNCERT hi4L
Fine Arts Center Box Office M F » 4, 545 251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.

.^VUEWa^^

BAK
Try your luck on
Friday the 13th—

with
2 for 1 Powerhouses

3 p.m. -6 p.m.

AUDIO

Earn money as our stereo representative.

Lowest prices on many brands, including

Kenwood. For catalog, send $5, fully refun-

dable on first order. Audio Haven, RD2 Box
1 50, Glenmont, NY 12077.

KLH model 11-W compact stereo phono,

mo or BO, call Phil, 546-6124.

BSA 3 spd., used BO bicycle. Col. B&W,
call collect, (617) 282-7030.

Gold cross w/ diamond chip, extreme
sent, value, reward, call Martha at

546-4505.

FOUND

AUTO FOR SALE

71 Datsun waq. — runs well, inci. 8-track

radials, r.?-"= .oi.^e work, $5AlO or BO.
584-1948, call early mornings or eve.

73 Chevy Vega, rusty but reliable, new
clutch, new tires, $325, 586-6126, aft. 5

p.m.

68 Ford LTD 150. runs, call, 549-4778.

1978 Datsun 280Z 2 + 2. air, AM/FM
stereo, rustproofed, under warranty, and
more. New, only 5000 miles, must sell, call

after 6 p.m., 256-0454.

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave Is back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ. Reasonable

rates, call D.L. Disco at (413) 567-1250 (col-

lect) ar>d ask for Dave or Bryan.

FOR SALE

68 WV bug - $300, rusty, but great engine.

Eko acoustic guitar, light touch, $45. 38 lb.

bow, $60, $35 549-6829
.

Audi Fox. 1975, std.. good condition,

must sell, $2200 or BO, 527 7672, 7 10 p.m.

Calculator. Tl 59 and PC 100A, printer,

exc. cond., $300, call 549-1415.

1970 VW bug-
brakes Must sel

runs,- exc, new clutch,

, $50C or BO, 549-1128.

IBM Selectric for sala. $400, 546-6806.

Ludwig guitar synthesizer for any instru-

ment. $150/80 or trade. 268^7335

Found— female dog, gold, on Mt. Toby,
10/8, 666-3271.

Chinese and Astronomy books. Lincoln

Ave. area. Owner call 549-2832.

HELP WANTED

Addressers wanted immediately! Work
at home— no experience necessary — ex-

cellent pay. Write American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX 75231.

Sorority seeking live-in couple as

houseparents. Benefits include pay, room
and board, for info call 256-6844.

The Yellow Sun Natural Foods Coop is

seeking a manager. For a job descrip-

tion/application write Search Committee,
Yellow Sun, 1 Kellogg Ave., Amherst.

Looking for aggressive student to in-

dependently direct, sell high quality

bookbags, winter vests and parkas and
more to fellow students. Best selling prices

plus great profit margin. Immediate open-

ing, 586-1052, 9:30 a.m. to noon.

LOST

Prescription glasses, wire rimmed, $10,

reward, call 6-6626.

Lost, 4 SSJohnny tickets, E30, 32, 34, 36,

reward, Tim, 584-0853, see you at concert .

Pair of glasses; between Morrill and But-

terfield, please call Larry, 549-1631.

Lost-4)eige wallet w/ IDs, 253-7478.

Lost— red and white clown suit in green

shopping bag. Left in front of Boyden, 9:(X)

Monday night after express bus from

Natick Please call Eric at 546-8911.

MISCELLANEOUS

Sex! Sex! The "Smooth Sailing Band" is

available for playing at frat parties, dorm
parties— anywhere! Call 546-4646.

Mature roommate wanted, 3 bedroom
condo., Granby, low rent, call Jim or Al,

467-3795.

Two Christian females needed to share

large home on bus route. Own room. $1^
incl. heat, hot water. Laurie, 253-5696.

SERVICES

MOTORCYCLES

73 Honda 500, 4 cyl., 12,000 mi., asking

$700, call Tom, 774-2552.

PERSONALS

If you "picked up" a brown wallet at Patti

Smith concert, please keep money as

reward and return wallet. Contact Wendy
at 546-6484 or drop off at Collegian.

Dear Sue, smile, I love you. Bobby.

Clockwork Orange tonight!!

Found: one drunk and dirty brown spotted

frog. At Patti Smith concert. Answers to

"Bert", it is eat me out of house and home.
Please claim quickly or else...

Lost: one brown spotted frog. Like Patti

Smith, water fights and dirty birds.

Answers to name Bert. If found please

return.
.

Dear too shy and lonely to leave your

name and address — hope you don't remain

anonymous too long.
'

Dear Zap- Je t'aime, je t'aime. Why must

you be so paranoid?

ROOM WANTED

Mature student seeks room or someone
to share room at Campus Center, Mon.-Fri.

Call (413) 443-0750, PMS.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Woman want«d to share coed apt.,

$81.2S/mo., util. incl., 5a»-3606.

Representatives of Gimbels NY Divi-

sion will be on campus to discuss career

opportunities for students in retailing. This

will be an information session and students
from all majors are invited. The meeting will

be held Mon. at 5 p.m. in Goodell 503. Find

out about careers in the exciting field of

retailing!

Campus men Er women, take rny course
in Auto Mechanics Simplified, get one
credit and learn more about your car. Call

Alex for more info, 323-4782.

Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for

your 256-page mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10,250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 25907-B, Los Angeles,

Calif., 90025, (213) 477-8226.

Resume preparation, $35, personal ser-

vice. Success Motivation Institute, 25 Main
Street (Fitzwilly's Square. Rm. 30), Nor-

thampton, tel. 586-6433.

WANTED
Person with woodworking experience,
to build a TV cabinet to my specs, to be
built by 10/78, call 253-2193, after 6 p.m.

WANTED TO RENT

Grad M sks. rm. in apt. /house -323-4921.

One room kitcherx bath privileges, need
car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

PANAMANIAN RAINBOW

Boa constrictor. Interesting pet — low
food cost, linle care. $200/ BO, 625-2970.

I

To place a classified ad, iJrop by the Col
iegian office (CC 113) betv^een 8:45 a.m
and 3:45 pm Monday tt^rough Friday, or

use our handy clip and-mail form found in

most issues of the Collegian, Classified

deadline is 3:45 fi.m. two days in advance
of publication date.

Collegian
Classifieds

^—_^—, — - — .. - - , - .,— -'

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c
per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day, 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

!

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Noah s son
5 Behave bad

ly ? words
10 Netting
14 Starchy

'OOlSIOCK
15 Dissonance
'6 Mishmash
1? Carloonisi

Pelei —
18 Fall inio rum
20 Bushed
22 Man s nicK

name
23 European

Mile

2A Monarch
?6 Everyone
27 Eaplained
30 Sanclilied

34 Climbs
35 Liability

16 Pub product
V Hani
38 Hue
40 Musial or

Mikila

41 Compass pi

4? Labor
il Renounce
46 Lectures
4^ Beaches

48 Harvest god-
dess

49 Step
50 Allotment

53 Title

54 Ueewaro is-

land

58 Shrunk
61 Chop
62 Robert or

Alan

63 Joined
64 Laceration
65 Negotiate
66 Hits

67 European
capital

DOWN
1 Depots
Abbr

2 Instrument
3 Sea bird

4 Nighttime
event

5 Plus

6 Wound
7 Floor work-
man

8 Vedic dawn
goddess

9 Energy
10 Mock-ups
11 Spirit

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday s Pu2zle Solved
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12 Food Pretm
13 Gardener
19 Small land

body
2^ Melody
25 Instructions

26 Where BantI
IS

27 Conlronis
28 Eliminate

29 ' . sawbuck
30 Pallet

31 Lucifer

32 Air an-

leiope

33 Hollows
35 Pigeon pea
39 Pronoun

40 death
42 Drinker
44 Eire

46 Human
47 Boulevard
49 Alaskan city

50 Fish

51 A — in one
52 Time

hall

53 Cargo earner
55 Contends
56 Ending lor

com or con
57 Watery
Comb lorm

59 Veas
60 Denial deg
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

AMtfiJCAN NSOOTlArOP , IN
wuf.MN woPi^ ut sautk. nit

MOOP W5 DAy IHIRIEEM 8/iOl^

. A7CAMPIMVIP. irm^one
or UNCe/fTAihny, u/m n '^

>/V(07' \p''->) ^

7HAT% RlOm, ROLAND £VBN
AFTtR THE- CUMACllC 5AMT
CARWR MUTING IN A^>EN
UXXJt. THE. a/tZt&S Oh ThE
SdJMMiT UJAS STIU IN DOMJ

AS bAOaiUjAiLEJimiHIS
CABIN

^ HE BUMPEDim Tie

I'jRAEU Pflim MINSTER AND
OFftFiNG HIS HAND, HE BEdlN
SMILED AND 5AIQ "LET REPLIED'
Ui 3E6/N BEAIN. ' I

1

•' i. ^M

u.:^-^^^^ iy.

^^^ STILL omm

a .^:^?^^

Aluminum Foil by Steve Laffler

ThE onion men AMbu:,H IhL tv. akkln-j'
OeRAuD AND Ot'VlLLE. HOP-rON'( ->--.•' «v,ci-L ' HIE auC ,Z Z<jR(*OjN0EI>

ja
tOOT THOiE T
Out, aovs

^»^M^^^MC^

Wally Dorf byRob Ranr^ey

OIK (tiko SCtSoiHS.

Nothing Special byJoe Casey

Bring a (date to the TOC Restaurant and
start your evening off right!

A complimentary V2 bottle of wine will

be given to all parties of 2 people. —

. Every Fri(day night until

our extra stock is deplete(d!

'ff***'fn f ^J.^./^.'t'^.^,
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OPEN HOUSE
at

PHI MU DELTA

Sat., Oct. 14
Hot Dogs Beer
Cold Drinks 8:30-1

Frat/Sor Park

Friday, October 13, 19^
FfJday, October 13. 1978

HATCH BAR

8-9 Disco Hour/ Most drinks 50c
(cover 99c)

Proper attire required

"No jeans and sneakers"
Free munchies
Bottled beer 75c

Quonset/Route 9, Hadley MassJ253'9214

Oct. 12-14, Thurs.-Sat.

THE GREAT
PRETENDERS

rJtDENIM
w> FASHION STYLES

AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

Z for $2S
I

Imix)rted Name Brands
I

Sl. Lvcieii Jeans Frt'nch Star

I
. Di-'-., I.

., V,!. iir Tops

^•5i*» NejKttoTHEPUBAmberct

REWARD i

$1000 cash ^

for the return of my brief-
{

case, stolen from my car

}

Oct. 1 1 —or the name of i

the thief -call 323-6240.
j

Your info will be handled
[

confidentially! i

Catch the Season
at the

TOC Restaurant
Full Weekend Dinner Special!

Duck a i'orange —
includes all you can eat salad bar

"Friday is' also Wine For Two night, so enjoy

?

C2llS8isuii«

For a change in partying, try

ENTERTAINMENT
SHOWCASE

Sat., Oct. 14, 9 p.m. -2 a.m.
Chapin Aud., Mt. Holyoke
$1 admission, cash bar

Featuring

A Variety of Entertainment
Drinking, dancing, and just

good listening!!

Sponsored by
MHC Social Committee

OCT. 12-13

POusF*n-F
DART

OCT. 12 $4.50
OCT. 13 $5.00

ISA
PRESENTS

COUSIN,
COUSINE

L
SUNDAY, OCT. 15, 1978

OCT. 14

ZONKARAZ

COMING
WED., OCT. 18

SHIRTS

THURS., OCT. 19

LOOSE
CABOOSE

V' TN
Sunderland. MA

Rte. 47/Tel. 665 4937

24 hr. taped Ustings

Sports notices
MEN'S GYMNASTIC TEAM Anyone interested in helping the UM«> mens o„m

«rn,r7'S62TAV?VS'EAS°in'S^'
"'"^ •""* ^<"^"""- ' '^ bSJ^^To', ^^

RACQUET8ALL ENTRIES DUE OCTOBER 23 * »

Rny^Mr^ A*-*-
^^^^^^^ DUE OCTOBER 23- $10.00 forfeit fee.

foTsteve.
°"^ 'nterested m reviving the boxmg club call 665-3928 after 7:00 and ask

CLOSED OCTOBER 21:
Boyden Basketball courts- Exams
NOPE courts- Volieyball
Boyden BIdg. open reg. Sat. hours-10-5:30

Nln?Fm'^i?t'"°^^r''''®^*^.°'''®'9^^'°°'"
(open reg. Sat. hours- 10-5:30).

at^helMoff'cr' ' " ''^''"^ '^"""''"^ VOLLEYBALL OFFICIALS-make application

CROSS COUNTRY RACE On a weekly basis on Sundays a co-recreaiional crosscountry race w.ll be held from the UMass Apple Orchard, beginning atli am Entrantshould report Xo Coach Arn.e Morse at the green towers by Orchard Hit No^ntry fee srequired, and races w.ll continue on Sundays, until November 20th The coursed twomHes long and is open to the UMass and Five College CommunisBASKETBALL TRYOUTS TRYOUTS FOR THE UMASS MEN'S BA^KFTPAi .TEAM WILL BE HELD SUNDAY NIGHT AT 7 00 IN CURRY HICK^ rArpANYONE INTERESTED SHOULD ATTEND
CURRY HICKS CAGE.

Bowling teams ready
Things are rolling for the UMass men's

and women's bowling teams as they
prepare for their 1978 1979 season. Both
teams look as though they will have a very
favorable season in the Tri State College
Bowling Conference which includes teams
from Bryant. Coast Guard. UConn. Central
Conn

, Southern Conn.. Clark Lowell
Western New England, West Point and
WPI.

Returning for the men's team are Dave
Tursky (captain), Mike Berard, Mitch
Forman, Tim Welch, Kirk Peters, Nick
Ricciuti, Chris Franklin, Joe Harding, and
BobGancarz.
In the past two years, thoi.qh, the UMass

men's team boasted bof i the Region I

lepresei.iatives to the "vlt^i onal Singles

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
ADt'l ' 'lO SIUD5MS >i Sh ;.'.

•, '.M, (ifius.'dO

Championship. They were Roger Norcross,
who attended the event in 1978, in St!
Louis. Mo., and returning junior Mike
Berjird, who travelled out to Reno. Nevada,
for the event in 1977.
The women's team, which has been in

existence for only five years, has done
remarkably well. This year it looks to be full

speed ahead as the women try to remain
league champs for the third consecutivQ
year. Hopes are high, as most of last year's
winning team is returning. They are
seniors, Amanda Garcia, wirner of the
National Match Games. Bet
captain, and Gina McEvoy '

are juniors Jackie Cashen,
secfHid place in league ma
soy'- n and Adele Fox.

Schneider?
returning

o tied for

points last

PjRd-QIC;^ MOUNTAIN F-

1 ,1 CM,rpHf\ Sl ?!, SP!i ai ('

(TLS) INDICATES TWI-UTC SHOW -TICKETS ON SALE 30

.". LL

'S tXCtUDlO^

rs^lNUTES

It was the Deltas
[against the rules

NATIONAL

(9lLiCl

' f OfTUB

Fri. ft Sat. at (TLS 5:00) 7:30 9:56
Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 4:45) 7:00-9:15

fR' Matinee Sat ft Sun. 2:15

THE BEE GEES

mm
Fri. ft Sat. at (TLS 5:00)7:30-9:56

Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 4:45)7:00-9:15

llpc^ Matinee Sat. ft Sun. 2:15

Fri. & Sat. at (TLS 5:15) 7:45 10:15
Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 5:00)-7: 15-9:30

m

BURT
REYNOLDS

Fri. & Sat. at (TLS 5:15) 7:46 10:15
Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 5:00)-7:15-9:30

iPGl Matinee Sat. ft Sun. 2:0C

^^^i^iii^;
REDUCED ADULT & STUDENT PRICES FOR TLS TICKETS LIMITED TO SEATWG

MIDNITE SHOWINGS
ON

FRIDAY and SATURLAY
ALL SEATS $7.00

PARKING LOT SALE

ALL TYPES
SNEAKERS!!

(Values up to $25.00)

PRICED FOR
CLEARANCE

$5.00-$10.00
FRI 12 00 4:30 SAT. 10:00 3:00

FENTON'S ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
377 Mom St. Amherst • 253-0973. • 9-5:30 M-F, Sot. 9-4

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

r

(^aic^Cft Ice Cream

Amherst Carriage Shops
Limited Special

Hand-Packed Quarts~99c
with coupon

Expires Oct. 15

More area restaurants serve Calvin Ice

Cream than any other kind

Op*n Men. -Fri. 10-10; Sot. ond Sun 12 lO
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Minutemen head east;

face unbeaten Terriers
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

Leaving the friendls confines of Alumni Stadium, the UMass football team travels to

Boston to invade tht artificial turf of Nickerson Field in Saturday's game against the
Terriers of Boston Ui versity Currently sporting an even ledger of 2-2 thus far, the

Minutemen have then work cut out for them as BU has constructed a perfect 4-0

season so far.

"There's no doubt about it, BU has a lot of confidence and everything else that goat
along with having a 4 'ecord, " said UMass head coach Bob Pickett. "They've im-

proved a lot from last year and they should be tough
. '

'

Last year, the Terriers fir^shed the season with a 3-7 record and now have already won
n>ore games than last yed^ Coached by second year man Rick Taylor, the Terriers

have rolled up impressive wins over Maine, ^iew Hampshire (both Yankee Conference),
Northeastern, and Dartmouth Led by senior quarterback Art Smedberg and junior

tailback Mai Najarian, BU sports an evenly balanced attack in the. air as well as on the
ground Running from the tailback position, Naiarian is a constant threat for a long
gam as he has rushed for 461 yards in BU's first three contests
Defensively, BU has a relatively young squad with just two seniors in the starting

defenseve 11 One of those seniors is defensive tackle Mike DeGenova, one of the tri-

captdins, who was responsible for 28 tackles and eight assists in BU's first three games.
UMass IS definitely the most physical team that we've faced so far, " said Terrier

coach Rick Taylor. "Their size is just awesome; with a line that averages 257 pounds,
UMass will be tough to contain."
With both teams being undefeated so tar in Yankee Conference play tomorrow's con-

test looms as a pivotal one BU currently holds the top spot in the conference and will

be looking to hold on to it

In the recent past, UMass has dominated play between the two schools by winning
the last SIX contests Overall, the series between the two shows UMass holding a slight

12 10 edge
They're (BU) gonna be up for us," said UMass quarterback Mike McEvilly. "I think

we re prepared and I don't think the artificial turf should make any difference."

The Minutemen will be practicing in Westfield to work on the artificial turf there.

.f ^w,. :i^L :s^

UMass head football coach Bob Pickett leads the Minutemen into Nickerson
Field this Saturday to take on the unbeaten BU Terriers. (Staff photo by Bill

Greene).

Stickwomen defeat Yale;

win sixth game in a row
By MIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

The UMass Minutewomen are proving

over and over that they are a second half

hockey team. Spatked by freshmen Judy
Strong's hat-trick in the second stanza, the

stickers downed Yale Wednesday 4-1

getting their sixth win in a row while im-

proving their record to 6 2.

The Yale win was the fifth time the

worr en have blown away the opposition in

the second half after beinc, tied or behind at

halftime.

Living up to UMass' coach Pamela

Hixon's description as being "a notoriously

physical team," Yale clawed into UMass
territory " immediately after the opening

bully UMass defense met the challenge

however and Yale did not score despite

getting numerous corners.

In fact it was UMass who scored first on a
penalty stroke by Lynsie Wickman which
was offset late in the first period by Yale on
a p>enatty corner goal ending the first half at

a deadlock.

In order to switch things around of-

fensively. Coach Hixon inserted Julie Hall

as a starting wing in the second half. Hall,

who had been out with an injury, pushed
the regular wing Strong to center which
took out the team's leading scorer and
regular starting center forward, junior

Laurel Walsh.'

The move paid off Strongly as UMass
"just exploded " At 7 00 Strong picked up
a rebound inside the circle and fired it home
unassisted. Later there was a picture-book

goal when a hustling Laura O'Neill fed Julie

Hall setting up a two on one against the

Yale goalie. Hall fired a beautiful pass to

Strong who sliced in her second tally.

The hat trick goal by Strong was again
assisted by Julie Hall when Hall passed
inside to the waiting Strong who beat the
Yale keeper for the third time.

"In the firs: half we play hockey, in the
second half we play great hockey," said

coach Hixon of her team's second half

antics, perhaps exemplifying co-captain
Gayle Hutchinson's earlier comment that it

takes the team until the second half to
really "get going."

The stickers now head into the hardest
part of their schedule, according to Hixon,
with Bridgewater on Saturday, and Nor-
theastern and tough Southern Connecticut
next week.

STICK STUFF: UMass has outscored its

opponents 25-6 in eight contests... Karen
Stifter has allowed just 5 goals per game
while earning three shutouts since retur-
ning two weeks ago...A team worthy of
recognition is the J.V. Field Hockey team
coached by Mary Ann Ozdarski. The junior
stickers are 4-1 with one shutout, out-
scoring their opponents 17-4.

Correction
In a headline in Wednesday's Collegian, we
erroneously referred to the women's soccer
team as the 'Wosoccs." This nickname is

the handle of the women's soccer club,
not team. Our apologies.

WMUA
Catch all the action of the UMass
Minutemen as they take on the BU Terriers

this Saturday at Nickerson Field. Andy
Harris and Charlie Holmes will be broad-
casting the game on WMUA 9101 fm
beginning at 1:30.

WaltChernlak

Thoughts while slaving

JV booters win again;

down Berkshire CC, 7-1
By DAVE BRADLEY
CoHegitn Staff

The UMass JV soccer team wrote the

eulogy yesterday after burying Berkshire

Community College, 7 1. in the nxjst one-

sided contest they've olaved in all year.

The Minutemen came out fwt in their

home rJebut and firtished hotter as they

totally dominated play.

'We had the ball at their eiKl of the fiekl

for three ijuarters of the game," coach Ed

Niemiec reported. "They weren't that

tough. They weren't marking us as tight

.Mid they were giving us more time to con-

trol the ball

#

UMass broke the scoring ice nine minutes

into the game when Mike Cioffi headed the

bell into the corner of the net after Vmce
F(<ti served it from the corner.

Then Foti laceO a drive of his own past the

goalie to give UMass a 2-point margin after

13 minutes of play.

White UMass was giving the Berkshire

defense fits in the first 15 minutes of play.

UMass goalie Dave Clark didn't see a single

shot.

UMass' third tally came as a result of a

penalty kick by Joe Stirlacci. Berkshire's

goalie didn't stand a chance as Stirlacci's

drive shot past him to ring steal in the back
of the goal.

With thirty minutes remaining in the first

half the game had been decided and the

undertaker was ready Vvith his spade.

Alan Swierci collected goats four and five

for the Minutemen with Rich Bianchette
and Scott Eliasoph chalking up the final

two marks.

Good morning! Today I'll probably have
slimy DC scrambled eggs for breakfast. No,
don't worry, this is as close as I'll get to

Ernie Roberts, but I figured if you could

digest that, the rest of this column would
go down a little easier. Not having any
specific direction in mind, I thouqh I might
ramble around the page for a while,

throwing in a few little thoughts along the

way.

Tomorrow afternoon, the 2-2 UMass
football team takes on an undefeated BU
squad, ahd even at this early stag(' o* the
season, a trend has made itsel* apparftnt.

UMass can beat any football tet'ti Ahich it

can run over or through. Swift Dennis Dent
has broken off three long TD runs and has
also returned a kickoff all the way, but let's

face it, vou can only break open so many
big pl3y:;

No intended knocV. at Mike McEvmy, wtio
looks as though he'll be a pretty gooo
quarterback by the time he graduates in

1980, but the UMass passing attack has
been ail but non-existent. Conservative
Vince Lombardi football is all well and good
if you can do it well, but so far it already
hasn't worked against Villanova and
Harvard.

While hanging out in my native Con-
necticut last weekend and taking in a good
deal of Yankee-power flak, I also engaged
in the favorite off-season pastime of

disappointed baseball fans— trade rumors.
The Red Sox, it seems, still distressed from
watching the Yankees steal the division title

right out of their slippery haruls, are now
looking to make a deal or two — or so the

hot stove league tells nne.

The most popular remored deal to reach

my ears has been Fred Lynn and Bob
Stanley to Pittsburgh for the multi talented

Dave Parker. The presence of the Pirate

outfielder in Boston would give the Sox the

two most awesome offensive players in the

game, adding Parker's left-handed bat to a

line up that already contains a Jim Rice

Of course, this would leave the Sox
without a canterfieMer. ^nd talks also

abound that the Parker deal would pave the

way for a Dwight Evans-for-Chet Lemon
deal with the White Sox. Who knows?

Meanwhile, for Red Sox haters, otherwise
known as Yankee fans. Game 3 of the
Wprld Series will be played tonight in New
York, with the two respective aces, Ron
Guidry and Don Sutton opposing each
other. Los Angeles has captured the first

two games, mostly on the strength of four

home runs, all hit by right-handed hir«'rs

who will find it difficult to connect n
spacious Yankee Stadium. L./-. , i.,t.'k>u

on by their first two wins and the nr>emo'v

of coach Jim Gilliam, is hot, but look for

Guidry and the Yanke to take two out of

three in Niew York before falling in Game 6
before the Dodgers' true-blue home 'jiis

for the world championship.

Don't fret. Bruins fans, the trade of goalie
Ron Grahame to the Kings isn't the end of
the world. Gilles Gilbert had a trenDendous
pre-season, and a return from surgery by
Mr. Clutch, Gerry Cheevers, shouhj leave
the Boston goattending situation in good
hands this year.

Speaking of recent acquisitions, won't
Dennis Awtrey be a wefcome sight in a

Celtic's uniform? Although the former
Santa Clara star is no Dave Cowens, he's

not Henry Finkel either, and has logged a
k)t of playing tinr>e in the past couple of

seasor>s at Phoenix filling in for the injury-

riddled Alvan Adams. A solid backup
center at last, he should be a sight for the

sore eyes of both Cowens and head coach
Tom Sanders.

A final note and then a merciful ending.

To band members who may or may not

have been offended by recent Collegian

commentaries, don't feel that you're not

appreciated. You do an excellent job with

little money and less recognition, and you
shouldn't consider our praising of a rival

band as a slur. You know and we know
how dedicated you all are. And that goes
for the cheerleaders too. Have a good
weeker>dl
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Man found near police station

An undentified man was rushed to the

emergency room of the Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton last night after

he was found at 9:30 in front of the

Amherst _aplice station in an apparent

drugged-state, speaking incoherently.

Hospital staff worked on the man for

over 90 minutes Further informaiton was
not released.

More union woes for Boston papers
While t|fe Boston Typographical Union
accepted a new contract yesterday with

the Boston Globe and Boston Herald

American, the Teamster's Union
representing the truck drivers presented
the two papers with a unanimous strike

vote, in protest of the use of non union
drivers. Negotiations are expected to start

soon.

Negotiations are expected to resume to-

day in the 67 day-old newspaper strike in

New York.

Marathon reading today at Amherst
College
A marathon reading of James Joyce's

781 -page novel Ulysses, was expected to
begin this morning at 8 in the Converse
Hall Administration BIdg. of Amherst Col-
lege

The reading, which will take between
35-40 hours and involve more than 60
readers including 9 faculty members and
the Dean of Freshman, is the work of
Michael Levin and Rob Shea two
students there. Ulyssis was banned in this

country until 1932, mainly due to the
chapter of the book entitled,
"Nightgown" which is told entirely in

stream of conjiciousness.
Massachusetts -18 in education spen-
ding
According to the Chronicle of Higher

Education, Massachusetts ranks 48th in

the country in aid to higher education,

trailed only by New Jersey and New
Hampshire.
In appropriations ner $1,000 of state

residents personal income,
Massachust ns has a figure of less than $7
per person, vhile first ranking Mississippi

appropriates $18.22 per person.

Sports
Yankees du.np Dodgers, 12-2. Yanks

lead series, 3 2. Next game tomorrow

night.

Patriots over Bengals, 10-3. Pats now 5-

2 on the season.

UMass dumped undefeated Boston

University, 31-7.

Bruins skated past the Maple Leafs, 4-2,

to remain undefeated.

-M. Simons

40 meet with Bromery to protest

03 workers make no gains
Uy JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

No substantial gains were reported in a
meeting Friday between UMass Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery and representatives
of UMass employees classified as "tem-
porary" after 40 of them marched into his

outer office to protest their lack of job
benifits.

The protesters are workers paid through
the "03" state budget category, which is

reserved for temporary employees. The 03
workers receive no job benefit?, such as
health insurance or sick leave.

The workers have filed a coiirt suit against
UMass and also three discrimination
complaints. The law suit seeks the back
pay for some 03 employees and wages and
benefits equal to those of full time 01 and
02 employees.

The catalyst for the protest was a pay

raise given on Friday to all professional and

classified employees not represented in

collective bargaining units, except the 03
workers.

This was the first meeting between the 03
workers and Bromery.
The University has 02 agd 01 positions

available, but UMass officials said they

cannot fill any of the jobs with 03 workers
or implement any policy about 03 workers
until the court case is resolved.

The 02 positions have the same benefits

as full time 01 positions except 01 positions

are created by the legislature and 02
positions are created by UMass.
"It's sort of blackmail," said Alan Davis, a

membf-;r of the 03 workers steering
committee. 'They are holding the positions

hostage, ' he said.

Bromery yesterday said the 03 workers
could not be given the higher positions now
because UMass can not implement any
policy "until our lawyers tell us." Bromery
said that giving the positions to 03 workers
could be looked upon as influencing the

court case.

Davis said two new items came up during

the meeting. One was that if 03 workers

were given 01 or 02 status, the workers
would receive benefits from the start of this

fiscal year.

The second new item was that workers
receiving 01 or 02 status would not
automatically be placed in a lower pay level

for that position.

The 03 workers will meet Wednesday to

discuss the meeting with Bromery. Davis
said 03 workers will picket the presidential

inauguration of David Knapp in Boston on
October 29.

The picket on Friday began at noon by the
entrance ramp in front of the Whitmore
Administration building. About 40 workers
marched in a circle chanting and carrying

signs and then entered the building.

The chants included "03 wotkers run
UMass, tired of being second class." They
carried signs, one saying "No sick days. No
vacation. No retirement. No insurence. No
more."
Arlene Ryan of the Steering Committee

said the picket was "just to become a little

more visible than we have been in the
past."

Two horses relax in a field near Tillson Farm. (Staff photo by Peter Lee)

Junior housing exemption termed 'success'
ByM.F WILDING
Collegian Staff

1 ne new policy this semester to exempt
juniors from on-campus housing has been

an unqualified success, according to Ashile

Ganguli, assistant director of the Office of

Residential Resource Management.
University trustees approved the junior

exemption last June when the "likelihood

of -full occupancy on campus was godd,"

then Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Robert L. Woodbury yesterday said.

Woodbury said the decision to exempt
juniors was made after rnrommg freshmen

.

wer«! accepted .^n-t flat the minimal in-

crease in freshmon finiojiment did not

affect the housH cffcxfe*i>ptron.

Until this fall, juniocs were required to live

on campus for .several reasons, said

Ganguli. The administration was afraid

bond payments on the dorms would not be

met if they were not full to capacity and the

administration also feared a "student

flood " on housing in the Amherst area, he

added.
The former vice chancellor for student

affairs in 1976, Robert Gage, said the

administration felt if juniors were exempted
such a move would be to the disadvantage

of graduate students. He said while an

undergraduate can share an ap»rwr»ent

with a friend or two, a graduate, student

with a spouse or children would be

cramped under S4.cfi jn jnangement.
Spokesn>en for several of the apartment

complexes in Amherst and Sunderland all

agreed that the junior exemption has had

an effect oq the housir>g market. Most of

the apartments were full two weeks to a

month before the same time last summer,

they said. Price hikes ranged from $10 to

$15, indicating about a five precent in-

crease over rates last year.

Most New England colleges have optional

housing, according to Ganguli. Asked

about the possibility for a blanket exenrv

ption Ganguli replied, "National trends

show students like the dorm system. In fact

we had to turn students away at the

beginning of the semester who came in to

inquire about living on campus."

Ganguli said he thought two years in a

dorm provided a •;.:udKnT with a "good
living-learning experience " He said only

400 of the 3^ juni.xs and seniors eligible

tor off campus housing moved out of the

dorm system. He attributed the favorable

percentage of returnees to the fact that

dorm living is cheaper than off-campus

living, about $1600 for room and board for

the academic year.

Closer proximity of classes and on-

campus activities is another reason
students choose to stay on campus.
A million dollars was spent revamping the

. dorms over the ^mmer under the

jurisdiction of the mil Vice-Chancellor of

Student Affairs Dennis Madson, Gar>guli

said. Another million will be spent on such

.activities at renovating Brook Dormitory in

V Central Area and providing better dorm
facilities for the handicapped. Gangufi sai^.

UMass has the sixth largest dorm systemi
in the nation, accordir.a to Orfngu'i, with a|

student population of 10,9QQ living on
campus.
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Black smoke-
no pope yet

Monday, October 16, 19^

VATICAN CITY [AP\--
The smoke that betched
from the chimney atop the
Sistine Chapel last night
was bewildering again, and
at one point looked white,
indicating a pope had been
chosen. But the smoke was
meant to be black
The confusion apparently
came from the artificial

lighting bathing St. Peter's
Square as darkness fell.

Powerful floodlights along
the Benini colonnade
played on the chapel and on
the smokestack on the
slanted rooftop.
Even the black chimney

appeared nearly white in

the brilliant light, and when
the smoke appeared at 634
p.m. it also looked white.
"C'e il papa!" ("There is a

pope,"), people shouted in

elation.

Family abuse
laws in effect
One of the most coni-

prehensive family abuse
laws in the nation becomes
ef'ective today in

Massachusetts.
The Abuse Prevention

Act, passed earlier this year
by the legislature broadens
the definition of "abuse" to

include threats of violence
and sexual coersion and
categorizes rape by family
or household members a
crime for the first time.

The victims of abuse can
obtain temporary
restraining and vacate

orders from courts against

the suspect, as well as
receive child custody and
support Any violation of

the court orders makes the

offender subject to arrest.

Under this new piece of

legislation, police have
added responsibilities in

cas€>s of domestic violence.

If there IS reason to believe

a memt>er of a household
has been abused,
authorities must use all

"reasonable" means to
stop further abuse.

aCoUegian. ^Monday, October lb.

BOSTON Ku Kfux Klan G.and Dragon. Douglas
Coen of Mississippi, was struck about the body with
bricks and dragged across tne street on his elbows,
when Coen and several Klan members appeared at an
anti-bussing Rally at the City Hall Park Plaia. Eight

persons including Coen, two unidentified Klansmen
and a black Boston police officer were treated at
Massachusetts General Hospital for minor lacera-
tions and bruises. (UPI)

Senate votes tax cuts,

passes energy legislation

BEIRUT - A break in the truce between the Syrian army and the Lebanese
Christian militias resulted in heavy damage to Hadath a Christian suburb of
Beirut (UPI)

WASHINGTON \AP]- Congress stru.igi

ed to end its two-year run Sunday ai thi
Senate voted election-year tax cuts for

millions of Americans and President Carter
won final approval of energy legislation.

With both the House and Senate passiny
the 24-hour mark in an around-the clock
t-ession, the last ma; >r obstacle to adjourn-
ment was House action on the big tax bill.

Approval of the measuie would send the
Dill to the president an 1 weary members
home to campaign on the record of the
95th Congress.
On a 72 3 vote, tne Senate aoproved com

promise legislation to cut taxes jh in

dividuals jnd businesses by $ 18.7 billion.

The bill was scaled down from a $29.3
billion measure that Carter called infla-

tiornry and unacceptdt)ie
-lividuais, the pack.iye would cut

taxes a total of $'2.7 billion by raising the
current $750 personal exemption to $1,000,
reducing rates across the board and in-

creasing the standard deductions to $2,300
for singles and $3,400 for couples. The
general $35tax'credit would be repealed.
At daybreak yesterday, the House com-

pleted action on a compromise version of
the energy pro-)ram Carter submitted to
Congress 18 months ago as the "mora!
equivalent of war."
The package would gradually lift federal

pi ice controls from natural gas and give tax
crediis for home insulation and soiar
energy. It also would tax gas-wastinq cars.
Carter won his only two veto battles with

Congrebs, over a nuclear aircraft carrier and
a $10.2 billion package of energy and water
development projects. A veto threat was all

It took to kill congressional moves for tui-
tion tax credits.

Anti-nuke groups stymied
CONCORD, N H .. jpposod

to the Seabrook nuclear power plant lost

court battles on two fronts Thursday.
One group, w' hat part of the

Seabrook nucie^r piu'ii i.unstruction site is

public property, lost an atterript to
demonstrate therrJ this weekfjnd.
Ana 15 mernbeis of the Cldrnsliel! Alliance

arrested at the site last weekend were
denied bail reductions.

U.S. District Court Jluflge Shane Devinfi
denied a request from the October 14th
Rocks Road Concerned Citizens Action
group that he issued an ordyr to allow the
group to parade down Rocks Road and
through the plant site.

In his order, the judge said the issue of
title to tho land is central in the case Since
a state superic court injunction forbidding
trespossing on the land exists, any order he
would issue "would in essence, enjoin the
injunction," something that cannot be
done without congressional authorization.

The group argued that the lar»d is p
and there! - constitutional rights u.

demonstr>i uuh'-c land were being
violated But D<^ SLigrepii saying
•" 'rst has to bt' d ueierminatton of the

indeed public.

Public Service Co., of New Hampshire
claims it holds legal title to the land in

question and challenged the groun r,

request

Rockingham Coi/nty Superioi Court
Judge Wayne Mullavey refused to reduce
bnil for the Alliance members, who have
been held in lieu of $100 bail since protests
at the plant site on Saturday.
The 15 were among 42 arrested on

criminal trespass charges. The otliers

posted bail and were released.

The 15 :^till in jail said they have refused to

eat since thpir arrests, and have taken only
water.

They have said that they should be freed
witliout bail.

r Today's Statt

Harvard alumni may 'revolt'
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. \AP\- Harvard

University President Derek Bok has been
warned that he faces a revolt by alumni if

he fails to reach an agreement with the

faculty of the School of Public Health over

changes in the institution.

Quoting from a letter written by Or Paul

Torrens, president of the School of Public

Health Alumni Council, The Boston Sun-
day Globe reported that Bok could be con-

fronted about the policies of the school's

dean. Dr. Howard Hiatt. when the alumni
holds its annual meeting today
"I must sadly report very great anger
among alumni concerning the chiding,

chastising and frankly belittling manner

with which you approached the faculty,"

Torrens wrote to Bok.
Torrens said all of the alumni he spoke to

expressed anger at 'the tone and direc-

tion" of remarks Bok made to the school's

alumni over a faculty move to oust Hiatt.

Hiatt has angered many of ine faculty

members by instituting new master's

degree programs in health service planning

and adminstration that are a departure from

the school's traditional concentration on in-

ternational health problems.

In June, Bok dismissed a petition by the

faculty to remove Hiatt and gave him his

full support
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Tenants may call for inspection
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

When Striking tenants at the family
housing units call the Amherst health in-

spector this morning to complain of
possible safety code violations, they wilt

end a weekend of allegations from both
themselves and the Housing office on
campus.
Accusations of superficial communication

from the Housing office and harassment
from tenants were made this weekend by
leaders of both groups while the current
rent strike enters its seventh week.
One-hundred of the 391 tenants at

University-owned family housing units
have withheld approximately $15,000 in

rent money and placed it in an escrow

account in the UMass Student Federal

Credit Union in protest of a $19 monthly
rent increase. University trustees told

UMass authorities Sept. 13 to enforce
collection of rent and pursue eviction

procedures if the money is not paid.

Tenant leader Scott Balfour said health

inspectors will be notified this morning to

verify their claims that safety code
violations exist in the units. Balfour said the
tactic was considered earlier but postponed
until now because tenants need evidence
of violations from the inspector in order to

legally withhold their rent.

The tenants will be brought to court by
the university for non-paynnent within 14
days of a 'notice to quit", the third and
final notice from the Housing office that

R«nt«d equipment is being used to pump 300,000 gallons of water daily from
Hadley to help alleviate the Amherst shortage. (Staff photo by Geoff Cohler)

Simons attacks Souweine
then ducks questions
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first in a series

of articles analyzing campaigns this fall,

that will appear time to time in the Col-
legian
MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

The local district attorney race is, as they

say. 'heating up" and some people,

especially members of the press, are begin-

ning to realize that the Republican can-

didate, Thomas G Simons of Montague,
'ikes to play an old political game called

"dirty pool."

Simons, you see, has made a habit of

making groundless charges against his

democratic opponent Jonathan Z'. Sou-
weine and hen di eking out of town
thereby maxing himseit unavailable to the

press or at least ^^'^ r-,embers of the

press.

The trend started di.i Monday when
Simons released a press statement claiming

that Souweine has raised more than half of

his campaign finances from outside

Massachusetts and predict'mg 'the voters

would be disturbed and troubled that Mr.

Campaign
Circuit

Souweine has raised such a large percen-

tage of contributions frj^ outside

Massachusetts and outside the two coun-

ties."

Voters have traditionally rejected can-

didates who try to use outside money in an
effort to win a local election." Simons said.

"The voters can and should ask whether a

candidate has sufficient ties or roots in the

community to understand and serve the

needs of the people of the community."
Simons' charge that about $7,000 of Soa-

weine's $15,400 campaign funds came from

outside sources is absolutely correct. What
Simons failed to point out was that the

money came mostly from family, friends

and neighbors of the Long Island area

where Souweine grew up. In fact, almost

v4,000 canr>e from Souweine's father,

mother, father-in-law, mother-in law-.

As Souweine said on Tuesday, there Is

nothing illegal or unethical about these con-

tributions. As the Greenfield Recorder said

. in an editorial last week, about the only

thing Simons has proved is that Souweine
has loyal friends and relatives.

On Tuesday of last week, Souweine lash-

ed back at Simons saying he was using a

"smokescreen designed to hide the

devasting weaknesses in his own cam-
paign."

Simons returned the compliment on
Wednesday saying Souweine's "harsh and
irresponsible language is undignified and is

not worthy of a reply from me."
Well, despite the attack on his 'dignity'

Simons did retort, claiming again that Sou-
weine was a "newcomer" to the area and
that this was an "important issue in the

campaign."
The fact is that Souweine was at UMass

for one year in the sixties and returned to

the area in 1973 to become director of Mass
PIRG. He has been hBre for the past five

years and was assistant state attorney

general until he began campaigning last

spring.

Simons assertions leave some glaring

questions that need to be asked. Is Sou-
weine a "newcomer" after five years and
does Simons' lifetime Montague residence

make him a more qualified district attorney

candidate? Is Simons trying to paint Sou-
weine as a nippie in the minds of the regular

working class Democrats in towns like

Ware, Northampton and Easthampton
where Souweine received remarkably

strong support in the primary?

The questions deserve answers but herein

lies the problem. Ever/time Simons issues

one of his decrees he seems to skip town
the next day. The Collegian has tried

repeatedly in the past week to contact him.'

People at his campaign office, his law of-

fice, and even his home claim they don't

know where he is.

"He's campagining somewhere in Hamp-
shire County" is the typical response. "I

really don't know where, but I'll take a

message."
Well, ole Tom hasn't been much on retur-

ning messages either. Collegian reporters

left several and still haven't heard from him.

What is obvious is that Simons wants to

subtly implant the image of Souweine as an
outsider, a radical from Long Island and
Mass PIRG. Simons then leaves town the

next day because he doesn't want to

answer tough questions from the press.

But there are signs that Simons' "ques-

tionable" tactics will backfire. It seems that

some reporters ate being contacted before

others and at least some members of the

local press are less than pleased. The
aforementioned Greenfield Recorder is the

largest newspaper in Simons' stronghold

-Frankin County and it has editorialized

against him.

Souweine reported yesterday that two
voters who were previously uncommitted
approached him this weekend pledging

their support because of the nature of

Simons' statements.

Simons' should know that post Watergate
politics dictates that a candidate be entirely

honest and above board with the voters

and the press. Especially the press.

rent is overdue. The notices are scheduled
to be sent out sometime this week, director

of Residential Resource Management
Robert L. Campbell said.

Campbell yesterday said tenants at
Lincoln apartments, one of the three units,

had stuffed nrtailboxes last week with
notices telling tenants to "harrass the
Housing office by calling in every possible
complaint, however minimal."

Balfour yesterday denied tenants
distributed such notices, and said the last

newsletter sent to ter^nts was written Oct.
4 and outlined tenant demands of the
Housing Office.

A letter to tenants from CampbeH's
assistant, Bud demers, is currently the
center of controversy because tenants

Claim Demers did not make an effort to
notify them that the updated five year tee
projection for units is due Thursday. The
memo states "I shall attempt to keep you
informed of any major events or policies
which might conceivably have an impact
on you. Incidently, we have been requested
to submit an updated 5 year fee projection
to the central administration by Octot)er
19."

Demers could not be reached for com-
ment but Campbell said the tenants have
known the projection existed and it was
"patently absurd" for them to claim they
were unaware it had to be completed. He
also said he has akked Vice Chancellor for
Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson for an
extensidi of the Thursday deadline in order
to increase the possibility of tenant input.

Amherst may propose

more water restrictions
By HANS SCHULZ
Collegian Staff

Amherst Town Manager A. Louis Hayward
said he will propose greater restrictions on
the use of water at UMass and Hampshire
and Amherst Colleges to further alleviate

the current water shortage in Amherst.

Proposed measures may include the
substitution of paper plates and cups in the
dining commons, and limiting hot water
showers to alternate days of the week.

Board of Selectmen Chairman Diana
Romer yesterday said the rainfall Saturday
and some decreased water consumption
has produced "a trend toward slow but
steady improvement."

Because of the current shortage, Amherst
is using rented equipment to pump an addi-

tional 300,000 gallons of water daily from
the water supply of Hadley via two fire

hydrants on Roosevelt and Meadow
streets.

Amherst Fire Chief John Doherty has said

that despite the shortage, there is a suffi-

cient amount of water in the town storage
tanks to fight even a major fire.

Closing UMass as a measure to replenish

the water supply, would occur "only under
the most drastic circumstances," ac-

cording to Romer. UMass accounts for

nearly one half of the four-million-gallon

daily-consumption of water in town.

If an emergency does occur, pumping
equipment at Puffer's Pond in North

Amherst could draw an additional 300,000

gallons of water daily there, Romer said.

Water from this source would have to be

boiled before it could be fit for use, she

said.

The town has had a history of water shor-

tages over the past several years, and is

currently investigating alternative water

supplies. Possible options include a perma-

nent link-up with the Hadley water supply,

or with the Quabbin Reservoir, 15 miles

eastof the town.

Amherst presently receives its water from

the Hills and Hawley reservoirs in Pelham,

and the Atkins reservoir in Shutesbury.

District Attorney candidate Jonathan Z.

weekend. (Staff photo by Geoff Cohler)
Souweine at a local fair this
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Agreement reached;
party to serve beer
By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff
Beer will now be available at a Southwest

Area party Thursday night as the result of
an arrangement worked out between
members of the Southwest Assembly arnj a
UMass official

Southwest Area Master Director James
H Matlack earlier this month said he would
not sign a liquor license for the event
because he does not condone holding par
ties on nights before class days
According lo Southwest Assembly co-

president John Reuben, an agreement was
reached last week making a liquor license
unnecessary
Reuben said tickets are being sold for the
show in advance, and each ticket entitles
the purchaser to three free beers "The

Southwest government is allocating the
nrwney for the beer, and the dollar for each
ticket will go to pay the band," Reuben
said.

Matlack yesterday said, "It's stiU a party
that will not be a licensed sale of alcohol
event. There will be beer available, but on
a limited basis for those who buy tickets."
'Since there will be no actual exchange of

money for alcohol on the day of the event,
no license has to be signed, " Matlack said.
He said this policy has been in existence for
several years as part of the state's Alcoholic
Beverage Commission rules. If money is

taken for liquor at an event, a license must
be obtained from the town.
Matlack said the advance tickets sold for

the event and the limited availability of beer
"sets up a much more controlled at-
mosphere "

Pittsburgh: smoke, steel
and a symphony orchestra
ByMARKLECCESE
Collegian Staff
Someone says "Pittsburgh, " and what do

you think of? Big smokestacks belching
black smoke Rows and rows of ugly steel
mills Mean Joe Greene and those
awesome football Steelers.
Increasingly, however, people are beginn-

ing to think of a symphony orchestra when
they think of Pittsburgh
Although on one considers the Pittsburgh
Symphony Orchestra one of the legendary
Big Five of symphony orchestras, most
every critic in the country would not
hesitate to put them in the too ten.

Under the baton of conductor-celebrity
Andre Previn, the Pittsburgh Symphony
will be performing this Wednesday night
here in fhe Finp Arts Center concert Hall.

Joining the Pittsburgh Symphony for their
concert will be Nathaniel Rosen, a 30-year-
old cellist who was this year's winner of the
prestigious Tchaikovsky International Com-
petition, a yearly play-off of musical talent

that has not been won by an American
since Van Cliburn won it many years ago.
Rosen will perform with violinist Randolph

Kelly on Richard Strauss' "Don Quixote,
Fantastic Variations on a Theme of Knight-
ly Character."
The program for the concert, selected by

Previn, is an ambitious one. In addition to
the Strauss piece, the orchestra will jjer-

form Claude Debussy's "Iberia," from nis

"Images pour Orchestra," and Roisini's
Overture to "L'ltaliana in Algeri."

Ticket pnces for UMass students are $7,
$6, $5, and are still available.

Staff suspected in hijack
ATTLEBORO, Mass \AP]- Authorities

believe a U.S. Postal Service employee
may be involved in the clockwork hijacking
of a vanload of registered mail valued at
between $241,000 and $500,000.
"There is a possibility that someone from

the postal service is involved, " said Postal
Inspector Raul Vargas.
Vargas refused to specify why suspicion
has fallen on a postal service employee, but
said: "One of the things is the planning in-

volved. Another thing is information we've
received from a reliable source."

Vargas said authorities are looking for at
least three suspects, some of whom may
have been involved in similar hijackings.
But he said the driver of the hijacked van,
Louis J. Palmisciano, 25, of Central Falls,
R.I. is not under suspicion.

State police Sgt. Eugene Mattioli said
police are interviewing residents in Ux-
bridge and Attleboro, where the van and a
stolen car used in the heist were recovered.
"We're checking out p>eople who may

have seen anything," he said yesterday.
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HOUSING INFORMATION
Housing exemption applications are now available
In the Housing Office, 235 Whitmore. They must be
returned to the Housing Office no later than Friday,
November 10, 1978. Late applications will NOT be
processed.

Five College Residential Exchange Program ap-
plications are now available in the Housing Office, 235
Whitmore. Applications must be returned by
November 3, 1978.

For further information, contact the Housing Office
(545-2100).

PIZZA-RAMA
FRKK DELIVERY WITH LARGE ORDERS

CXir Specialties Are

Delicious
Pizzas

Hot Oven
Grinders

'}

Spaghetti

For fast delivery call

253 3808 256 0115
355 COLLEGE ST. AMHERST, MA.

I

The UMass Stockbridge School Of Agricultures Second Annual
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAY

Tuesday, October 24, 9:30 a.m. -5:00 p.m.

in the Campus Center Auditorium, surrounding rooms and outside the Campus Center
The P.D.D. includes: guest speaker Harold Newton, pres. of the Mass. Farm Bureau
Seminars on Financial Aspects Of Buying Farm Land, Germ Free Technology And
Quality Control, Urban Forestry—The Future, Economics And The Future Of Dairy
Farming In New England, Underground Irrigation, Efficient Utilization Of Energy In

Greenhouses, State Of Landscape Industry—Where Lies Its Future, Corn—
The Staff Of Life.

Outside industrial show: Ford, Massey-Furguson, Tuckahoe Turn Farms, Toro,
Blue Seal Feed, etc.

Who should come: anyone associated in any way with
agriculture/horticulture related fields

FREE ADMISSION

Press to test police

on public access law
PORTLAND, Maine \AP]- "I'd like to see

your department's five most recent arrest
records, please."

With those words, or similar ones,
representatives from newspapers
throughout Maine will walk into local police
stations today, asking to examine records
containing basic data about recent arrests:

the suspect, charge, arresting officer, time,

place, circumstances

The Maine Press Association is directing

the project, which involves reporters from
about 4b daily and weekly newspapers, and
even a few ordinary citizens. It's designed
to guarantee that police comply with the
state's Freedom of Access Law by opening

their files to anyone who wishes to inspect
them.

"Police departments should be operating
in a fishbowl. Secret arrests are not proper
in our society, and anything that smacks of

a secret arrest is not acceptable," said

Howord James, publisher of a chain of

small-town weeklies.

The one-day test is an outgrowth of a

press association survey two months ago
which found that many police and sheriff's

departments were keeping their files secret.

This time, the newspaper group said it may
follow up by seeking court action — civil or

criminal — against any departments that

withhold arrest records.

Cop "s training questioned
BOSTON [AP\- The federal court brutali-

ty trial involving two Athol policemen raises

one question the jury won't answer when it

gets the case late today or tomorrow.
The question deals with the correctness of

sending young police officers onto the
streets with either no formal training or the
barest acquaintance with police work.
In the Athol case, one of the officers ac-

cused, Scott Mosher Jr., 28, testified in

U.S. District Court that he has fired his ser-

vice revolver once since receiving his

badge.
Mosher, an Athol High School graduate

and niember of the central Massachusetts
town's 22-member force since 1975, said

he never received formal police training.

He is charged with abetting a fellow of-

ficer. Jack Warren Krumdick Jr., 27, by
allegedly falsifying an arrest report.

Krumdick is charged with assaulting

suspect George Couillard, 31, of Athol,

during an arrest following a domestic quar-

rel last May.
Krumdick, also an Athol High School

graduate, was fired after 18 months on the

force. He testified he never had civilian

police training, although he was a military

policeman for nearly three years.

He testified that he has never fired the

revolver he carried, which he bought
himself.

Trevor O Deady grimaces as he prepares to be hit by a wet sponge at the
Common School Children's Fair in the Amherst College Cage this weekend.
(Staff photo by Geoff Cohler)

GRADUATING COUfGE STUDENTS . .

.

WHATSAN NSACAREER?
ld<e the PGjrond find ou.

Graduates from a broad spectrum of academic disciplines may
now enter challcnHinf^ career training pro(;i^ms with the
National Security ARency. If you are receiving a liberal arts,

business, or mathematics degree before September 1979. the
Professional Qualification Test (PQT) could be your first step

, toward employment in one of these programs.

You must register by November 4. 1978 in order to take the PQT
on campus. It will not be given again during this school year. By
scoring well on this test, you will qualify for an employment
interview. During the interview, an NSA representative will

discuss the specific role you might play in furthering this

country's communications security or in producing vital foreign
intelligence information.

The PQT helps to measure your potential for career areas such
as:

PROGRAMMING ~ Our vast communications analysis projects
could not be effectively managed without the latest computer
hardware/ software and people who know how to use them.

LANGUAGES — Foreign languages are valuable tools for

research, analysis, and documentation projects.

Advanced training in language (perhaps a new language) can be
expected.

COMMUNICATIONS - Scientifically devised, tested, and
managed cryptographic systems insure the maximum degree of
security in transmitting sensitive information around the globe.
Since cryptography is a unique pursuit, the training of new
employees here is extensive and esoteric.

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES - A limited number of applicants will

also be selected from the PQT to enter our Information Science.
Logistics, Resource Management. Security, and Personnel fields.

PICK UP A PQT BULLETIN at your college placement office. It

contains a registration form which you must mail prior to

November 4 in order to take the test on November 18. There is

no registration fee.

Electronic Engineering. Computer Science. Slavic. Mid-Eastern
and Asian language majors and Mathematics majors at the
Masters level may interview without taking the PQT.

U.S. Citizenship is mandatory. A thorough background
investigation and medical examination are also required.

Oct 11 17

INTRODUCTIONS 7 30
SINFUL

PLEASURES 8 50
Thurs £t Fri mat 1 30

Under 21

not admitted

MAJESTIC CINEMA
84 Cottage Street
Easthamptc/n, MA

Tel 527 2346

PRESEASON
X-C SKI SALE

Limited Supply:

Siiva Jogger II

Wood Waxable

Complete
Package:

$63.68

Other packages
$69.95 and up

Amherst
Cycle Shop
253 Triangle

549-3729

Noithampton
Bisjycle

21 Pleasant

586-3810

II

62 Main St. 2B3-7nB ^

•Fr«*h Chln«««
v*9«tabl«« from our
own (arm
•Fully air conditiortad
•CloMd W«dr>aaday
•Lunchdon spaclala

$1.15 and up

"High quality food at a
reasonable price"

Recommended by the

HteH > ork Times"

noton
special

Our everyday low
prices on photo
finishing are lower
than most specials!

Plus...

we offer finishing

from a local firm at

super low prices or

from
I
Kodak

at low discount
prices.

CcmfHJt center urttv of Tiau «mhera!

UMASS
HOCKEY CLUB

Those players who are interested in

playing hockey and have not yet signed

up as members of other teams may do
so in CC 174-176 Tues., Oct. 17 at 4

p.m. Please be prepared to pay $25 at

this time. This will be the last official

notice for signing up.

NATIONAL SKCIIRITY AGENCY
Attn: M321
Fort GeoFRe G. Meade. Maryland 20755

An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f.

GIMBELS
N.Y. Division will be on campus to

discuss careers in retailing. Students

from all majors are invited to this infor-

mation session. Seniors: find out about

what career opportunities await you in

the exciting field of retailing in an

organization. The meeting will be held

Mon., Oct. 16 at 5 p.m. in Goodell 503.
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Bromery criticizes critics
ByGAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

He claims to understand
the faculty better than
anyone else on campus,
claims that he rose in the

administration on a tide of

student popularity and
claims that his commitment
to the University keeps him
from accepting lucrative job

offers from private industry.

But for the most part, the

campus community does
not have the same vision of

campus Chancellor Ran-
dolph Wilson Brorrvery.

Many professors in the

faculty union see him as a

breathing roadblock on the

18 month old road to an
acceptable contract. A
petition is currently making
the faculty rounds to call for

his removal from office.

Students think of his name
as synonymous with
ineptness and in-

decisiveness. Like Collegian

cartoonist Dan Guidera's

depictions of "Bromery in

Crisis." students see
Bromery as a man hiding

behind a desk, under a bed,

inside a fort.

And now, even the

campus black community
has launched attacks
against him; first for his

firing of Provost Paul L

Puryear last January, and
now for his comments on
South African segregation.

Although Bromery spent a

month in South Africa this

summer, some black

leaders say he speaks as an
agent of propagands as a

member of the board of

directors of Exxon.
Bromery must only

continue to bear the in-

creasing criticisms of a

disillusioned campus until

June 1, 1979, the day he
said he will leave the UMass
administration. He says

there is no way he will

remain as chancellor past

that date
"Tell them that," he said

recently, "tell them I will

absolutely be out by the

end of the year."

His professional choices

are numerous after his

chancellorship ends. A
world- reknowned
geophysisist, he is a long-

time government con-
sultant, a member of the

board of directors for

Exxon, Dinger Corp., the

f^orthwest Mutual Life

Insurance Company and
the New England
Telephone and Telegraph

Company. He is also a

trustee of Hampshire, and
Amherst Colleges and the

University of
Massachusetts, and a

member of a dozen
educational committees.
Bromery will have little

trouble finding a job with a

hefty salary.

And if he wishes to remain
in college administration,

several small colleges and
universities are considering

him as a possible
presidential candidate.

But Bromery has elected,

after announcing his

resignation last March, to

stay on until this June, as a

lame duck chancellor, to

oversee faculty contract

negotiations in his cap>acity

as UMass Vice-President

for Labor Relations.

In the eyes of some UMass
faculty he is staying on to

negotiate a hardline

contract and to make life

difficult. Several weeks ago
a rumor was circulating that

a contract agreement
between the administration

and faculty would have
been reached if Bromery
had not intervened to stop

it.

His opinion is somewhat
different. He sees himself
as the administration's
sacrificial lamb on the altar

of collective bargaining.

All of his orders come
from the UMass Board of

Trustees, he says. The
administration works as one
unit, not as individuals.

"There has to be a bad guy
though," he says. And as
the lame-duck ad-
ministrator Bromery is self-

admittedly the appropriate
bad guy.
However, helso sa d the

e are certain aspects of the
contract, such as the
differentiation between the
UMass Boston and

Amherst campuses, that he
wants to see included, or,

he says, he will quit.

The occupation this
month of his office by some
faculty does not represent
the only group Bromery
seems to be having trouble
dealing with. Last semester
his office was occupied by
students wanting better
dormitory conditions and
marched upon by women
wanting separate women's
pages in the Collegian.

Students in both instances

felt Bromery was inef-

fective. They blamed his

aspirations to become
UMass president as the

cause of his do-nothing,
wait-and-see policies.

Again Bromery sees things
differently. He says his

orders come from higher-

up. "It's like the messenger
in the old stories," he said.

"They kill the bearer."
David Barenberg, a

spokesman for the students
who occupied his office

said they were appalled at

Bromery's lack of
knowledge of student
problems. "He didn't have
a grasp of the issues, he
didn't have a handle on the
problems," said Barenberg.

"Despite what they say, I

care about this University,"

is Bromery's claim. "That's
why I stayed on." Besides,

he says, "You can only be
popular for so many years."

(
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The Distinguished Visitor's Program of the University of Massachusetts A

I

I

PRESENTS

Julian Bond
Georgia State Legislator

"Crisis of Black Youth"

Student Union Ballroom, Tuesday October 17th

8:00 PM

AND

Drake Koka
Secretary General of the Black Allied Workers Union

in South Africa

^The Fight for Black Majority Rule

in South Africa"

Student Union Ballroom, Wednesday October 18th

8:00 PJVt

Both Events Free and Open to the Public

Questiol and Answer Period Will Follow Lectures

LOUIS FOODS IS OFFERING YOU

DOUBLE S&H^KlJ^MON.-TUES. & WED
ON ALL YOUR PURCHASES WITH COUPON BELOW

PLUS 10 SUPER SPECIALS
FOR YOUR

EARLY WEEK SHOPPING

HI 1
1

1 \ttmtmmimmimi(mmitilt

Randolph W. Bromery

at

AJ. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amhersii

MON SAT 3:006:00

(*" HAPPYHOUR

I

I

DISCOUNTS ON ALL
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

BEERS

only at

I I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

J

>^

57 N Pleasant St.

2535141
Across from the fire station

A

This colculolor
knows when you

nexl doss is.

b'

GREEN GIANT sweet peas leoz

urnrTB ni rA ''^ENCH & SLICED GREEN BEANS- 16 OZ

^Sff^ ¥''^- VcucTABLES whole kernel&cream corn - 1? oz

CHOCK FULL 0' NUTS
COFFEE

HEFTY
TRASH BAGS

SWIFTS PREMIUM
FRANKS

40 CI

><k>bii#|l<^'

^^<w 1-LB

CAN

$39.95 Casio s AO 1000

This calculator/clock/alarm can wake you
up in time for class and give you the answers
when you get there.

CALCULATOR 8 diqifs with 4 (unctions
( ) including constants, 4 key memory,
square roots, perfect percentaqe
(7 dillerent uses)

WATCH Digital display ol hour minute,
secdiu! AM/PM
ALARM Wake up or remind ypurseli ol

appointments with a gentle insistent beep"
Only 4' H • 2'h W • 4'" D and weighs lUst
2 ounces
Large easy to read liquid crvstal display

y'^'i
oo

FRANCO-AMERICAN

SPAGHEHIO'S 14.7 OZ

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTTTIES

/•

^•iHiH'ii'il'H-*

PRESTONE II

ANTI-

FREEZE
GAL

at the calculator store

campus center /univ of mass amherst

0001 )0000

REDEEM THIS VALUABLE A'Tl COUPON

DOUBLE
S&H GREEN STAMPS

MON.-TUES. & WED. ONLY

WrrH ANY PURCHASE

OTT-AfWlO*

VALID OCT 16«17«18

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

EXCLUDING CIGARETTES

F!^"'"

^m{

MaclNTOSH APPLES

HAND PICKED

SIZE 2V2 UP

NEW ENGLAND'S

FINEST APPLE
3 LB

BAG

N. PLEASANT ST.JMHERSL MASS
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To the Editor
Letters should

be edited

To tfi* Editor:
Your htfrs pokey stmfs ttmt af /tn»n

fn^y be subftct to miiting for space or
content. / wouM tike to caK your ettentktn
to the letter by Mtcbeef Hert in Turned^ s
peper This letter wes epperentty maerted
as received without the benefit of editorial
review. Mister Hart may have some vmM
arguments, but the form of his letter as
published makes the discernment of tttese
points nearly impossible.
I reaUte that there are writers to wfwm

convoluted sentence structure and run-on
sentences seem impressive and
academic. However, ttmre is no excuse
for an editor to permit tfte publication of
aometfting wftich does not nyeet a
mnimum standard for clarity. Otherwise
rou waste both the reader's time and
m»ce m a paper owrburdened with
•dverttstrtg.

I suggest that in the future you edit
iaaers aelacfad for publication more

_ Jf necessary, return letters to
autftars for te-wrmtg. I

mdfreault.

ae
•..Are you

enough?

Aaleit hmk m my room in Northeast at
mm in the tttommg trying to type ar%eaaar
f iteed to finiah by friday morning. I can't

but be distracted by tlta feting
my windomf. I'm sure everyone

heard c0 the communal ahouHrtg
deems on the quad • it it *

I was taught a different aet i^ standards
imr treatirtg etfter peopte as wet as
miyself.

I can't ttelp but wonder wftat sort of
education people are ftere for - is it an
attractive formula wftich says that a 3.0
plus a few "wfio you knows" in the right
place will equal successful career and any
misdemeanors in between will be
overlooked as long as you don't get
caught!* That sounds alot like Watergate
to me Why are people like the SGA

Senete Speeker and the resigned
f*resident of SGA in the news lately?

You can cad me a party pooper. or some
of the lar}guage I heerd tonight, and
dismiss what I am saying. But I belong to
» generation as well as you that has a very
hard time taking anything seriously other
than number t. To put yourself on a kmb
for sometfting is laughable and uncool.
It's a good ttfing people like Martin Luther
King didn 't feel that way.

Am I too serious? WeH. that's your
problem. But are you serious enough?

Claire Oonton

The state can't

be bothered

To tho Editor:

Otwe more I aae the attitude tttat keeps
UMaes in the straits it once mora facet.
The state can't be botfmed to tee tfte

faculty is suffidentfy compensated, and
the students cant be bothered mtH in-

aunng tttat their education 4S abtokjta/y
tfte boat because tftey faol to damn
inferior to anyone who mrant to en Ivy
League or private school. I refer to Itte

latter in tfte October tOlh edition heeded.
•SUPeispoMticaty aalfdefeatinq.

"

I myeeft am not a member of SUP€, and
I disagree with their stance of no tuition

hdcee. An antourn of tuition should be
paid by the ttudert but I Oo baHeve that
the question of tuition sftoufd be looked
into. I myself can aae no raaaon for the
amount of tuition we pey. Look at any
other state achoof outside New England.
Compare mdtat tfieir in-atate tuition coats
are. Look at tfte faciUtiet and ectivitiet

offered to their students compared fo
M^iaf UMass offers us.

Thoreaton UMass has half theproblemt
it does, in my opinion, isits geograpftical
hcation: namely its chse proximiiy to
Harvard. Yale, and at those other fairy-

tale., wonderland places where society
toys you emerge a lawyer, doctor. Indian
chief, eminently prestigious, and destined
to be weU known. Of course, these
"makers of giants" are also outrageously
expensive and very exclusive. So. the
'alternative' so often the state university.

Whereas, in places like Pennsylvania,
Ohio. New York, there is no great
tragedy, because huge amounts of public
money are tunneled into the state

SCAPINO
Amherst Masquers present

SCAPINO!
By Frank Dunlop and Jim Dale

Directed by Susan Hunt
Kirby Theatre

AMHERST COLLEGE-8 P.M.
OCTOBER 20, 21, 22, 27, 28, 29

$2.50 or A.C. ID Card
Reservations 542-2277

Box Office opens Oct. 6

schools, and private schools depend
almost entirely on private endowments,
the private schools of New Englendheve
then cake and eat it too. And the situation
willprobably continue as is, with no raUef
in sight. After all legislators don't sertd
their children to state schools. And
people who do go to UMass don't care
about what's happening to them here,
because they're not "good enough"
anyway.

I think it's important to support SUPE's
stand of "No public money to Private
Institutions". There's no reason why
UMass should have to suffer because ofa
lack of facilities to higher tuitions, except
the desire to continue feeding theparasite
of elitist colleges. Frankly. I woukf be
rather upset to know that my tax dollars
went into the education of the Harvard or
Boston Cotege greduate wfto got tfte job
over me.

Lynsoyllzosx
QrogWi

ut
WaN

UMass denying

tenants a voice

To ttM CdMor:
The Univmrsity Administration and tho

Board of. Truttaet have once again Ig-

nored dteksodaland haaneialneeds of yot
anothet pnrtion of the Univorsity com-
munity. Ltte the MSP. the GSBJ. SUf*e.
and mottatudentt in general, tertantt trf

Untvertity Pamgy and Houaing have been
denied input into matters directly affec-
ting tftem. both financial and

ministration by October 19. " Needless to
toy. tenanta were not included in this
crucial decision meking process as pro-
ntiaed. We were rtot even invited!

Like most students we have come to ac-
cept, helplessly, the spiraling costs of
fiigher education. As fantify students tfiis

burden is only multiplied. For many of us
our incomes have been kept deliberatedly
et 1973 levels whHe other costs have been
aMowed to rise unhampered. We are rtow
faced with an inequitable $19 across- the-
boerd increese in rent for this year, a
$32-$40 increase .next year, and com-
parable increases for all succeeding years.

Housing Justifies tftese increases in order
to pay off the bond issues on tfte three
Family Housing complexes. One,
however. (University Apts.l is already
paid for artd enottter (Lirtcolnl wH be paid
for in a few short years. Only tfte North
VMIage complex hat a substantial bortd
payment remairung and, as is we0 known,
it is tftis complex thet is the most
dtapidatad, end detenoratmg at the
greatest rata, artd it's only 8 years oldl

Houaktg raadty agrees thet North Vitage
it a Hnartdal drain on tfte entire Univertity

fietidencet Syttem but tftey offer no
atdution otfter tftan pie dng tfte bunten of
titeir mietaket on the thouldets otfam9f
students end ttudentt, living in dor-.

Oaarty. we are not raaponaible for the
mittaket of thit and patt Adminittratort
andvm do not intend to be. We^tpealto
tfte IMvonity community to support our
afforuforaiutttetdementtodtepreaent
rant ttrika againtt tfte Unlvaraity.

Deapite the daimt from the Housing Of-
fice tftat they fteue ahveft maintakted
"open Unet of communicationt'' with
tanantt there rameint a bureaucrahca/ly
impoted bairiar to tertent ii^fut. Indeed,
the Urtivorsity beeucraey. Mke moat
bureeucredbs. sarves to deny e voice to
the people rpott concerned, in tftit cate
students artd tenents.

In a recent newsletter from BudOentert,
Ataittant Director of tfte Office of
fietidential ^htource Managenwnt. we
were astured tftet a mtfor priority of ftit

office was to eMow tenant input into ded-
siorts thet directly effected us. fnckjded
would ba "maiftterianca and repair plans
and servkes" and, more importantly,
"that tfte Campus would work closely
with a tertents' group to ensure tftet

future years' increases would be carefully
scrutinized... early in the budgeting pro-
cess. " Yet. on the opposite sidi of this
same newsletter we are casually informed
that ORRM will... submit an updated 5
year fee projection to the central

to discuss Collegian
•ditorlal policy

and judgment
The Collogian newt cogrK:il is a

monthly nweting attended by the
CoNegtan board of directors and
open to the public. People with
comments or questions about the

Collegian should attend.

Tonight at 8:00

CO 905-909

UPC Productions
presents

Southside Johnny
and the

Asbury Jukes
with special guest

Carilio

Sunday, October 22, 8 p.m.
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

University of Massachusetts

Tickets are available at: •

Fine Arts Center Box Office and
Ticketron outlets

UMass students- $5, $5.50, $6
General public- $6, $6.50, $7

no cans or bottles please

UPCOMING
TALKING HEADS

NOV. 6, BOWKER AUD.
TICKETS ON SALE MON., OCT. 23

AT TIX & UNION RECORD SERVICE

FALL FASHION SPECIAL
Supplement to the Massachusetts Daily Collegian ^'t^i^i^ October 16, 1978
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THE LOOK /S LA YERED and starting from scratch, top, Sharon wears a flan-

nel cowl neck f$ 16) in dusty rose under a blue, grey, and pink stock-tie blouse

($181 and topped with a burgandy vest in popcorn stich with shawl collar

($ 16). The skirt is basic -- soft denim with a leather belt -- and is sure to be a hit

with all coordinates. Above, a red cowl neck sweater ($10) hides under a

cream mohair sweater of 100 percent acrylic ($20) accented by a black and

gold mesh scarf ($6). The pants ($28) are red velveteen cut and are sure to be a

big holiday favorite.

FALL FASHION SPECIAL
PATRICK O. DOBBS

photography coordinator

CHERYL A. SILVER
fashion coordinator

MODELS FOR THE FASHION SPECIAL were Wendy Carlson, Brad Gover-

fTwn. Heather McClean, Sharon Pugatch, Cheryl Silver, and Chris Schmitt.

Layout by Chris Schmitt.

OUR SPICIAI. THANKS TO...

Jinr^ at the Gap, Gene at Thompson's, The Salt Box, The Gap, Thompson's,

Lexington Garden, Bus Stop, and Record Town.

NEXT ISSUE—

you're going to college

a lepidopterisL

JOGGING SHOE
SPECIAL

A apecial purchase •

of Bate jo«gir>g shoe*
in blue end ruet

while they last!

in the sports\A/ear area at

canlpus center /ut^iv of rna9< /jrnherit

Will >tou Have
AJob When You
Graduate?
Vou like catching, mountins

and cataloging butterflies. Is

there any reason for you to

believe your career will take off

after you graduate? In the next

issue of Insider—the free

supplement to your college

newpaper from Ford—college

degrees and careers they pre-

pare you for will be discussed

And while you're eryoying

look for lr§id§r

—

ford's continuing scri^ .of

college newspaper supplements.

your Insider, check out the

sharp new Fords for 79. Like

the New Breed of Mustang

with dramatic new sports

car styling. And Fiesta

—

Wundercar Ford's fun little

import, you can bet Ford

_ has just about everything

you'd want to drive.

See if your college education

and career hopes are working

together, read the next Insider

And check out the new lineup

of '79 Fords, They'll both put

you on the right road.

FORD

-5

CLOGSHOP
i

When your feet need a friend.

OPENING NEXT WEEK
7 Pleasant Street (near corner of Route 5)

DOWNTOWN NORTHAMPTON

rown DIVISION c/t/»t/

On being foshionoble:
It's lough lo keep up!

By DEAf^NE CLARK
Collegian Staff

The prevailing conventional usage in

matters of dress is often so unconventional
and unprevailing it's a wonder anyone
manages to keep up with it at all. But there
are some who do, and those of us who
continuously try, with very little success.
If you haven't notices, knee sox and

textured panty hose are back. And the
prices are often outrageous. Unfortunately,
I got rid of all mine when i entered the ninth
grade and because I work hard to buy my
college education I can't afford to buy
those fashionable luxuries

They're finding new ways to turn the
collar of cowl neck sweaters, just after I ran
out and bought eight of them during the
summer and practiced turning them the
old, conventional way. And not many
people are wearing cowl necks any more
either. They're all into those cloth shirts

with the button down collars.

My disco blouses are outdated, especially
since I'm into New Wave. So I just let them
hang in the back of my closet, along with
my polyester double-knit disco pants. And
four inch high-heeled shoes.
Everyone is into wearing the "little black

tie." I tried it a couple of times and I

thought it looked real sharp. But since
everyone else is into it, I'll forget about my
"little black tie" for a while. A long while.

Skirts and dresses have once again
become very apparent on the female animal
of this campus. Sometimes I forget that I'm
at UMass and think I'm floating in a daze
and very out of place at Smith or Mt.
Holyoke. Anyway, I ditched my dresses
and skirts wh6n I got to the seventh grade
because it was very fashionable back then
not to wear them All I've got now is big.

ugly denim tent dresses. And a couple of

faded corduroy skirts I'm too embarrassed
to wear.

' * "• ^hop at discount factory outlet stores

, foot wear, and, much to my peace
ot mind, no one has notici ven bef.

cnnl^^ill,,u,^|ed oii a c.<^"< wcn/'S of tht
i.t ' " leather foc "gs.

Ni A '.Jisidt-rs t,p})ea' to uu 'eally in. It

used to be that old topsiders were the thing

to wear; you know when the sides of the
things were divorcing themselves in ap-
parent disgust from their soles. I never had
an old pair.

All those pretty little things to pin up and
sweep back the hair are still with us. I in-

dulged in a few combs and such sort about
a year ago. I haven't figured out exactly
how to wear them though so I stopped But
while I was trying to be fashionable with
them, I pinned up one side of my hair one
day and a friend of mine asked me if I had
been walking past the library because I

looked as if I'd been hit on the side of the
head with a brick.

The Preppie look is still in. I really like the
Preppie look, but somehow, I've never
been quite able to achieve. Either the shoes
are wrong. And I'm too cheap to buy a pair

of corduroy, straight leg jeans. I do have
the right shirts, however, but for some
reason I look extremely silly in the cold

weather wearing a short-sleeved shirt with
polyester double-knit pants and factory

outlet shoes.

And then there were sweaters. I've got
lots of sweaters. I bought them during that

big sweater rage about two years ago and I

got some great bargains at discount stores,

so naturally I was in. However, that rage
didn't last too long, and now I have a closet

full of sweaters I don't know what to do
with. And it's not like you can take a pair of

scissors and attempt to remodel them. I

tried that. Now I've got one less sweater to

worry about, and if I ever decide to take up
knitting, I've got a lot of yarn.

I'm not even going to bother trying out
those gold and silver stick pins everyone is

sporting, and for two reasons. First of all,

I'm sure I wouldn't know the fashionable

way to wear one, and secondly, I'm still

sorting through my four jewelry boxes full

of plastic bead necklaces in rude colors and
'jutton earings.

I've come to realize that what's vogue and
vvhat's me iuf^ aren't compatible. Almost

ses Or construction
1 lii.i liuir^Mi - ^1 a those are two fashion
in nos I'm quite aware ot and I'll never qo
•hat far.

,1^ " , 'tmb wnn L,ntifvi /n ner -.

a *f < n !i/Ark r)\/\/l nf^ck •'

f'O hmafUf

^drt 'A ears a 100 pe
:ur()v accents ($25

nirni^jn ^juii-uj-ji owtmici vt wool and acn'lic ($14/ u^e/ ./ ^^tiarj:

($10).

^u:

"Lanz Of Salzburg
"Always A Classic"

Shown here is our traditional granny and nightshirt and newest addition to our classics- the

granny PJ! All come in 3 new signature prints of all cotton flannelette in a variety of colors as

well as our traditional blue and red.

CIMA
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//V WINTER WONDERS, right. Cheryl wears a

forest green Shetland wool sweater i$14) over a

mutli-colored plaid shirt ($13). The pants are

brown straight legged ($20) and completing the

outfit is a quilted tan jacket with hood ($35). Chns.

middle, sports boot-cut corduroy pants ($J5) and
teams them with a navy shirt ($ 18). Over the shirt

IS a lightweight cream sweater and a snap closure

vest. The jacket Brad wears is beige corduroy with

brown pile line and collar with a snap and zipper

front. Above, the only way to look at plants.

.Monday, Octot>ef ^6, 1978

Clothes: you ore
whol you weor

By W. ANDREW SUN-
OS TROM

^ Gentlemen, allow me to

begin by stating that an
institutfon of nigher eyr

ning is on y as yood as the
apparel that we as students
sport \r the halis of
acddetrifc; The mind is

merely a reflection of its

physical surroundings-- f

its perception fails upon an
anti-intellectuai void of
rugby shias and pamter s

pants, the quality of
learning is bound to suffer.

If, on the other hand, the
eye is entreated to a
spectacle of tweed jackets
with narrow lapels and
woolen vests, the mind
s*^a'i be stimulated to new

' c ' i
-

'T"^ jst be
fofessors

e might

heights of creative
.schoiasticirj

Please e-

pertinencf-

said that :

after whom
model Our Jas. >n, hav&
proved to be any hing but
adequate exampi s It is

only the rare hi. tory in-

structor in a cont.ervative

oow-tie or infrequent
Marxian social tneon^t in an
alligator shirt who reminds
us thai UMass is not a
fashion wasteland.

I might stress, in fact ' will

stress, that the proper
intellectual apparel is not
preppy." I need only sav
that the difference here is

one of form and content. If

A LONG SLEEVE Coolie shirt in winter whi*e

with three button closure ($11), far left, mat-

ches here under a long sleeve navy pin stripe

collarless shirt ($17). To complete the look.

Brad wears Britannia dark indigo jeans with

detail stitching ($20). Only at the Gap. At near

left, Chris wears the same Coolie shirt, with a

brown plaid flannel shirt and black pants. The
slung-over-the-shoulder sweater completes the

appearance.

Ethnic to Elegant
Crinkle Crepe
to Corduroy

BLOUSES-SKIRTS
SWEATERS-SHIRTS

'LiJ

/HEI2CANTILE
ti n -r- CARRIAGE SHO^S

-*#^6^^

,r .

; -ne future

195 N. PLEASANT ST./256-6403

170 UNIVERSITY DR./253-5412

FASHION STYLES

AT AFFORDJ&LE PRICES

Z for $25
Imported Name Brands

St. Lycicn Jeans French Star

Disco Jeans Velour Tops

Next toTHEPUB Amherst
[i i
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FALL IS IN THE AIR and Halloween will soon be here. Above. Chris (right)

wears a V-neck, tri-stripe pullover of cream, camel, and brown ($24). Brad

sports a 100 percent acrylic collar sweater in rust, camel, and chocolate

brown. Below. Sharon goes for pinbill in her pre-washed California straight

jeans ($22) and her pin striped collarless shirt of 100 percent cotton ($18) over

a flannel cowl neck sweater of 100 percent acrylic ($16). Bight. Heather shows

off a brightly colored print blouse, complemented by the solid color skirt. A

bow at the waist ties it all together.

The
Very Feminine
Question of

Life Insurance
111 these libtraled limes no woman need

settle for weak, ineffective financial

planning. Developing financial

independence and estate security for the

future is as important lor women as it is

for men. Your Hdelity Union Life Field

AsS4>ciate knows that and can help >ou

achieve a CollcKcMaster " or other

program which will meet your needs now

and in the future.

Call the Fidelity Union Field

Associate in your area:

RONALD J. NATHAN AGENCY

747 Main Slreel 2208 Valley Bank Tower

Amfcetst, MaM. Springffleid, Masi.

256^51 — . 73^3146

Fidelity

^UiiioiiLifc

Color bliAdness mokes shopping hord
By SEANMORGAN
The Saturday crowds at Filene's

basement aside, there are many of us who
break into a cold sweat at the mention of a
clothes shopping excursion. Some people
hate the crowds and others never seem to

t>e able to pick the items they want, but for

me it's different.

I hate clothes shopping because I'm color

blind.

Now I realize that color blindness naraiy
sounds all that serious, but believe me, it

can account for some miserably em-
barrasing adventures, in the areas of
driving (What red light officer?) and clothes
shopping.
With the endless assortment of styles and

the ever-shifting winds of the fashion
world, shopping is hard enough. Sales
clerks whose dispositions often range from
bored to downright nasty, are usually

dnnoyed at a simple request for help in
locating a style or size. But when you start
asking them to pick out colors as well, the
reply is but a queer glance, as if to ask
where your seeing eye dog is today.
But there are ways around the em-

barrassment I have found it i& often
successful to find the most grandmotherly-
appearing sales clerk and then explain my
prolblem in the humble and somber tones
usually reserved for the confessional. More«

often than not, your malady will evoke
enough sympathy from the woman so that
she will dedicate the next 20 minutes of her
life to making sure that you don't look like a
complete buffon when you get dressed the
next day
So, while for some, clothes shopping may

seem like a great way to kill an afternoon or
a paycheck, for me it ranks right up there
with cleaning the bathroom, and broccoli
as enjoyable aspects of life.

fcdnJDn
BERNINA

If you want a collcjic ring thafs different from

traditional rings, come see .ArtCarNed's outstanding

collection f«)r men and women. I'Aer since ArtCarved

intnidiiced these distinctise styles, thousands of

college students ha\e ch<»sen to wear them in college

and long after. Come see the whole collection.

THE /IRTQIRVED REPRESENTATIVE
r,as a large ooitecton of uadmonai as well as .ash.on r,ngs Ask to see .hem Depos.t requ.red Ask about Master Cr,arge or V«a.

Date OCT. 16. 17, 18 Place
at the UNIVERSITY STORE

10 a.m. -2:30 p.m.

$10 DEPOSIT

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

^Sujln9^

Now Save $157. 50 FACTORY SALEI
thru Oct. 31

First portable MWing c*nt«r you can just

•wing opon . . . and aaw!

Use it without even taking it out of

the case' Just open the SwingBox and
it's ready, with all accessones right

at hand Full Bernma quality. Come in

for a free demonstration

naiiaal texMcf
It MbrtC C««M*f

•uthorixad dMl«< of WMi ••"lino lawkig mocNnM
-*\ rcor 139n. ptvotont Mr«*t. omhatu
•:' { houoi 104 mon.-iot. 2564427

^oWfis

BOOTS
By
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Featuring tor the fa/I ieasOK

iolt brush cotton flannel shirts

and big tops

For terrific Mann ups.

ve assorted higti fashion

rs and comI necks

o
>
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Cannondale
Company Store

Factory-Direct Savings

5a4-1052
'107 M«ln N'ton

Hollofil II Vests

80-20 Shell

Z'pper & Snap Front

29 50 rtlall

ni.io

Ripstop Nylon Shel

21 50 rttall

I2«S0
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WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
<A

If you have had any experience as a <a

commissiftned salesperson, i.e. where ^
you viere paid a percentage of your ^
sales. Contact the Collegian Business ^
Deptj at 545 3500, or come in with a list ^
of vpur credentials and references. This ^
IS a^inique opportunity to make money 2J

as well as gaining sales experience. ^
$$$$$$$$$$$$$^$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$5$

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

PETER ALLEN
Saturday, October 28 8 pm

Flhf /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7. 6, 5. UMass
students - $5, 4. 3 Senior citizens and other students

$6.5,4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

233 N PLEASANT STREET
AA/IHERST M^SS

EARNOVER'650AMONTH
RIGHTTHROUGHYOUR

SENIORYEAR.

If you re a junior or a senior majoring in math, physics or
engineering, the Navy has a program you should know about.

Its called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-
Collegiate Program (NUPOC-C for short) and if you qualify,

you can earn as much as $650 a month right through your
senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School,
youll receive an additional year of advanced technical
education. This would cost you thousands in a civilian school,
but in the Navy, we pay you. And at the end of the year of
training, you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.

It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only
one of every six applicants will be selected. But if you make
it, youll have qualified for an elite engineering training
program. With unequaled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000
salary in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs
in private industry should you decide to leave the Navy
later. (But we don't think you'll want to.

)

Ask your placement officer to set up an interview with a
Navy representative when he visits the campus on Oct. 24-26,

or contact your Navy representative at 800-84 1 -8000 (toll-free).

If you prefer, send your r6sum6 to the Navy Nuclear Officer
Program, Code 312-B537, 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington,
Va. 22203, and a Navy representative will contact you directly.

The NUPOC-Collegiate Program. It can do more than help
you finish college : it can lead to an exciting career opportunity.

NAVYOFHCER.
ITS NOTJUSTAJOB, ITS AN ADVENTURE

Editorial / Opinion
IBETHSEGERSI

"Didn't you ever Want to shoot your T.V.?"
Af yet another baeebell season winds
down and Red Sox caps are replaced with
warmer, woolen headgear, a dipping spot-
ted in a paper a few years ago comes to
mind which captures the real furor of

faculties. The time is early season when
one man's revolt against bateball brings
him trouble with the law and a little notorie-

ty

COAST MAN FACES CHARGES FOR
SHOOTING HIS TV SET
REDOING. CALIF.. May 22 (UPI) A Red-
ding man faced charges today of firing 17
rifle shots into his television set, apparently
in anger over the outcome of a baseball

game.
The police reported that Gerald Bishop. 42

years old, was arrested after one of his

naightx>rs saw a stray t>ullet penetrate the
waH of tier home while sf>e was knitting.

"DkJn't you ever want to shoot your TV?"
Mr. Bishop asked officers wtien tf^ey arriv-

ed Monday.
He refused to elaborate but investigators

said ttw shooting occurred morfients after

ttie San Francisco Gianu lost a dramatic,
televised game to the Houston Astros.

Gerry Bishop was sitting in Ims executive
reclining chair, mad. His attemion was
focused on his new Sorty portable carrying

ttie Giants-Astros game, a real cliffhanger.

His face was covered «Uth tieads of sweat,
emerging in anticipation of a late ifviing

Houston raHy. God was f«e bufged-if it

ftadn't been for tt>e ump. he could fiave

been asleep by now. te beloved Giants

.

winning 3-1.

But it was too late to look back f«ow. All

his ooncemration was focused on Mkrky
Douglas, the Giants' pitcher, who was
showing visible wear. The once smooth
motion of the wad of tobacco was irregular

now. much like his control. ar>d he seemed
to fiK his cap every otfier pitch, as if stalling

for time. The infiekJers noticed the cliange

arKi were nervously forming mounds of dirt

with tlieir cleats.

4 Determined not to blow anotfwr televised

game, ttte Giants turned on tfw chatter and
Gerry, not to be outdone, joined in with the

crowd, wavir^ his pennant with or>e hand
wt^ clutching a scorecard in the other

(Bishop always kept score, knowing some-
day he wouM be offered a pretty penny for

his collection) He had devised a secret col-

or code for his recordings that no one but
he understood. With all the commotk>n.
the cat woke up and began clawing menac-
ingly at the laundry room door, demanding
admittance.
"Awh. . .shut up," barked Bishop.

The feline moved quietly to the corner of

the room, realizing she had met her match.
The game continued and worsened.
Douglas was through...the crowd rumbled
their disapproval of his effort.

As the short stocky manager headed for

^^^e mound, the camera cut away for a shot

of the bullpen and tfie relief pitcher, pro-

mising to return after station ktontification.

On came the famous jingle- "Sftaefer is

the. . .one beer to f^ve wtten you're having
nnore than one."
Suddenly it hit Bishop. 'That's it" fte

roared... "rH>t only have tf>e Giants been
'losir^g more than one' but tfiey have never

won a rationally televised baflgame.

Astounded tV this fiiHl. Bisliop dashed
madly upstairs to cfteck fws files, knowing
that if ar>yone krtew. he stVMikJ. He arrived

in his cftair minutes later with a bulk of

statistcs arKf a Yoohoo popsicle. figuring

on Yogi bringirig some kick to hm di^tevel-

ed team.
After sporadi<^y thumbing through ftis

cards. Bist>of^ firwliy understood tfie

uaelessrwss of tonight's game. Yes. just as
he had predicted, all ttw cards tied been
earn^rked red. signifying a k>ss wftile bwng
viewed on Channwl 4. He kicked himself for

rMit reakzing this before as he too began to

see red. only forHifferent reasons.

It all came to him now- -He could
remennber previous MorKlay night gwnes of

earlier years. Socteen of tt>em. Probably

stretcfwd over a span of eight seasons. Vie

recalled tooking forward to a couple of

"btgtime" games every year, and tften wak-
ing up in the middle of tfw night with a

strange nightn^are about Joe Garagiola

.

Everytfwig began to fad in place. For tf>e

first time he couWsee the antervta sneering

at him. ttie cfwrmel dial laughing silently to

itself. Tt>e vertk:al hokj coukj not "get a

hold" of itself and tkpped hystencaUy as the

game came t>ack on.
Yes. Bishop sat like an angel «iratching a

rookie, brought up from the class D mirxMS.

hit his first career home run to end tfte

game.
CLICK
Hurting tm scorecards at the Sony,

Bishop flung open ttie door and tore imo
the garage, srtatcfvng up his tfusty .30-

caliber rifle.

Meanwftile tt>e cat, rtot wanting to be
kiHMvn as a party-pooper. overturned her

dirt box in an act of unparalleled freruy.

Bishop loaded his gun. and smirked
malevolently at tt>e boob tube, enjoying ftis

moment of triumph. The television saw it

coming; tfie extension cord frantically spell-

ed out words of apok>gy. Ttie actM>n was in

vain as Bishop determindedly shot 17
buleu into the picture tube, each shot
representing one kMs.
Having done his duty. Bishop sat in his

cfuur once again, too/king at his new job
proudly, waitmg for the police.

H was a rattier disappointing arrest. Mrs.
Simons next door ttad been knitting «vtien

she suddenly knitted one and pearled ttiree.

Seeing this as rattier suspicious, stie in-

formed <tie auttiorities «vtio found ttie true
source of mischief. After a short tiearing.

Bishop was released wittiout bail, pending
charges.

Beth Segers is a Coiogian columnist.

IPAUL YANOWITCHI

The 13 days of Camp David
What really happened at Camp David?

Three people entered in total disagreement,

or so we are told, and came out, thirteen

days later (right in the middle of Battlestar

Gallactica) Hugging and kissing as if it were

a bar mitzvah. There is the possibility that

they reached agreement on the plane ride

over, and not wanting to waste a good
vacation, spent thirteen days playing pool,

poker, golf and pinochle. This could explain

the circles under Jimmy's eyes.

There are those however, that insist that it

really was as tough as it has been made out

to be. Up in the morning till 4:00 breakfast

at 500. Slaving away, revising drafts,

negotiating, shuttling back and forth

between cabins. If the mountain won t

come to the Mohammed, then Carter will

go to the molehill. Mycontact within the

camp told me what happened however,

and I am glad to pass it on to you

Day 1: Cocktail party at 5:00 pm to

celebrate arrival. Everyone gets sloshed

and makes eyes at Rosylyn, the only

woman there. Carter therefore calls parry

early and everyone goes home early.

Natural bond being formed between Begin

and Sadat.

Day 2: They all meet together and begin to

talk. Begin insists on getting 5 points and

the Cowboys so Sadat stalks out angrily,

declaring that Begin is already intransigent.

Carter settles it with a master stroke: Begin

gets 5 points, Sadat gets first dibs on the

Cheerleaders.

Day 3: They finally gather over a map of

the Middle East, and spend the rest of the

day 'ooking for their hometowns and

playing stick the tail on the PLO base camp.

Day 4: Sadat and Begin argue over who
gets Rosalyn if Carter drops dead from

exhaustion. Begin backs away, declaring:

"This camp isn't big enough for the two of

us-meet you at Sundown." Carter ends
problem by sending Rosalyn home.

Day 5: Carter sleeps through. Begin

cleans VancS out in pinochle

Day 6: Sadat dresses Amy tip in belly

dancing costume Carter finds out and
sends Amy home.
Dav 7: On the seventh day they did rest.

Day 8: They all see the movie Panon after

lunch, and Weizman-goes out and bombs
Cincinnati. He later apologizes and tells

Carter that the film moved him so forcefully

that he felt compelled to do something.

Carter accepts his apology and springs

brilliant idea upon Begin; turn over Sinai to

Sadat, and move settlements to Cincinnati.

Day 9: Begin rejects the Cincinnati plan,

claiming that there are no Jewish deli's in

Ohio. Carter notices that Begin brought

new map with new bases identified.

Carefully, Carter develops a plan to steal it:

he has the Marines fake a rocket attack,

and in the confusion, he slips the map to

Zbigyy, who hides it in his beak. Brezenshi

also steals Sadats watch and wallet.

Day 10: Sadat and Begin gone all day

doing American Express commercial.

Sadat's Foreign Minister resigns in protest,

complaining that Begin got all the good
lines. At night, they all watch Casablanca.

Both Sadat and Begin are captured by

movie's spirit and message, and agree to

keep Casablanca a free city under U.N.
control.

Day 11: Carter, trying to capitalize on the

new found spirit, dresses up like Bogie. Has
Sadat and Begin meet him at heliport that

night, with Vance Walks up and lisps:

"but I do know that the problems of

three people don't amount to a hill of beans

in this world. You may not think so today,

or tomorrow, but some day "

Day, 1 1 : No negotiating done today: Begin

and ^adat are still laughing at Carter from

night before. Carter, not easily

discouraged, borrows Amy's cowboy outfit

and storms into Begins cabin screaming:

"put the settlements in a circle, cowboy;
we're in for one hell of a fiqht."

Sadat convinces Carter to drop the im-

pression shtick. Seeing Sadat's good faith

in that matter, and realizing what a service

Sadat has done for the country. Begin sits

down with Sadat and they work out an

agreement.

Day 12: Agreement reached the night

before breaks down when Begin refuses to

pay for the lox, which he claims was stale

when served at breakfast. Carter, m fit of

pique, admits that he was insulted that

Begin didn't bring a selection of Danish
when he got off the plane.

Day 13: Morning negotiations fail. Carter,

on advice from Vance and Gerald Raf-

shoon, has Marines kill both Sadat and

Begin. Clones brought in and the script

memorized. Copter arrives at White House
at 8:00. By 9:00, Carter's ratings jump 20
points.

Paul Yanowitch is, unfortunately for
the readers, back from the Gaza.

To the Editor

Irish is

not British

To the Editor:

Please inform the author of "Lots of

alternatives to domestic bears". Oct. 12.

to endure at the hands of the "bigotted

and emphatic" English I to use his

phrase], without having their beer
misrepresented. Ireland is in the "British

Isles"; Yeats, Joyce and others are "Ma-
jor British Writers"; Irish history is

"peripheral" and the Irish language itself

IS barely alive.

It .may be argued that these things are

merely conventions; the accidents of

geography, history and culture, but

please beer brewed m Dublin is not

"British.

"

Dennis Foley
Sunderland

Intramural athletics

being discouraged

To the Editor:

/ wish to express my anger and disap-

pointment over the intramural track meet
which was supposed to have been held

last Wednesday, October 4. The meet
was "cancelled, " though no one was in-

formed of this fact. Specifically

DA representative of the math depart-
ment. Rick Clearly, called the intramural

office at about 2 pm because of the

threatening weather and was informed
that the meet was on "rain or shine

"

21 Hence I. and several others, did not
attend classes that afternoon in order to

participate. At least 80 people were at the

track at 4 p.m.

3) It did not start raining until appro*
imately 4:45, and to this time no one had
been informed that the meet was
cancelled. / find this highly absurd.

Finally people starting drifting away, sell

not knowing what had happened

It seems to me that an actual effort is be-

ing made on the part of the intramural of-

fice to discourage participation in in-

tramural athletics. This is sad and
ludicrous. The shoddiness with which
this situation was handled attests to this

theory.

Gove Effinger
Dept. of Mathematics

More letters

on page 8.
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iThis week's Feature Piece SAUCER

Aoi . Oct- % 19 -vmau

This Week^^MAA
Volume 3
Volume 2-12

i, $1 99 each

Volume No. 1 99*

ea

BY CROWN VICTORIA

self service deli specai values

on brands you know and trust

^^Chickeii
HotDogs

one ^^%k^^Sr
pound^a^a

package ^^^ ^^^
Fenway Beet Franks Z '1.49

Colonial Bacon ^XSi^:tc^ M.39

Hillshire Kielbasi

Swift Beef Franks

OfSmokad $-1 £>Q
S«u»«g« « I .Uv?

Magnificant First quality, fine imported incredible low price!

POfcelainChinaDinnerware "^^'t;::^^

Stop& Shop"Great Beef" USDAChoice

RoundTip
EmAVcMS& Round ^l<^^r

1 pound '1.09

comer deliEveryttung prepared to your order

AvMliMa in stoiM tMturmo a Swvice dek

Stop & Shop

merDeli
Boto. ^29Sliced

to Order

Jarisberg Cheese
Jb

lm(Jone()Ncin»«9arSQ C^Q
pef pound ^.\Ji^

Stop & Shop

Potato
&ilad4gf
ir or Oil & Vineoar l»^^|iRegular or Oil & Vinegar

Turkey Breast ^T^ *3.99

Q. P.Roast Beef ^S&*^K;r *3.99

Chicken Salad ^T^ ^ 99

V

our kitchen Let our chefs cook for you

Fresh Cheese
Kzza - 'jp9

M.09
Large 32 ounce size $1.79

Rice Pudding
Greek Slyte

2poundpi<g

frozen meateargamsforthefreezer!

1 pound roll Rath

iPi^fkSausage
MeatS9

VJones Pork Sausage 5?T« M.09

seafood save on these seafood txiys

I •

FiUets'lT?
Squid Calamari ''^.1^ *1 .79

Stop & Shop Fish nics »srs,*1.59

A delicious oven roast— tender & )uicy,

full of flavor. Carefully tnmmed
for extra value

V'>2. Beef Round Tip Steak '1 .99*,

Wy>:^ Cube Steak Beef Round '2.09b

26%*Ground Beef ^ow o^iy in 4ibpk^sji .221b)
_ 3433

stop & Shop "Big Eye" Pork SaIeK

ikj6fiAt*tjfid.V3 Center Cut Vs BladeS^H^CbSS^ 4^^^mtm V3 Sirloin H^^V
PorkChops &'<>
^^S^ Countrystyle Pork Ribs un *1.39ib

"'iSSfJ Center Cut Pork Chops X'^^^ .79ib

ffry Boneless Sirloin Cutlets L.n *1 .99.

PorkShoulder '^ "^80.
Pork Butts pJ1.1 9ib HocksFresh79ibPork Feet,,J^l

PorkSpare Ribs Fresh*1.39.b NeckBones rreshP^. 39ib

CiiickenLegs 70^
Roasting Chickens ^«e^flsi;st« 79iS

Perdue Chicken Breast
*1.19:b

^alC^

White

Seedless
^'c

^11

Florida Indian River
start off your day with

a grapefruit sprinkled with sugar

:i3^79

produce
Save on nutritious,

fresh fruits and vegetables.

Fresh California

Persimmons3^1
Enjoy this swveet unique taste when ttw truit turns red orange.

5 pound bag Yellow

Onions 79*
On a string - 1 4 ounce pkg

Greek Figs 99*
In Shell - 22 ounce pkg

Peanuts 99*
Pothos Plant or

Philodendron
7 inch Pot on Bark ^(^ 99

HADLEY-AMHERSTRouteSat the Hadley-PmherstUne.8a.m.-10p.m.,Mon.-Sat. We redeemyour Federal Food Stamps.

mVBH.a:-'. r^-t iC^olifk icti; >

5IWivV 'i.
5»»P^#ep C«*^*M

'

,^t \Mth (Nscouxmand aSl'bO purc^idsti v.*

GaHon Juq

STOP&SHOP
BLEACH

y"^ W«f (»i,s cocoon and a^r 50 o.TfTv/iw ' **

GoodMon Oct IS Sat Oct ?t Lmtone

39^
5 Pound Bag

I STOP&SH
I FLOUR

Grocery

ov cuslomw
I ^ __ ^

-il(/() <•, ^,ii(,.( (y,nA\%mmm

S9
15oz Package

NABISCO
OREO

irStop 4 Shop Coupon -

QoodMon Oct 16 Sal Oct 21 Lmvl one o» cuslonw

2751
1^ Grocery

^ StooL#
CHCXOLATE SANDWICH COOKIES
Gij<x] MCK' Oct 16S.ll >>\i\ 1 nut IX.C ;,. jiloniei

274Grocery

28oz. No Return bottle

SUN GLORY
SODA
Regular or Diet

Assorted Flavors _
GcKjriMxi (Xi IK-Sdl Oct 21 Lvnii une peT ij3Sani»

273
1

1
Grocery 1.

Lastweektostockiip.MOver
80cannedgoodsspecials!

frozen foods FieezerWImgbuys

Minute Maid

Orange
Juice

6 ounce ^K|^^k
can ^^P2V

Stop & Shop

Facial
nssue
3200cf^|

2-ply ^^

Heinz

KegO*
Ketcmm

32 ounce
tx)ttle

Apple and Eve

i^ple
Juice

Cheese Pizza
Green Beans
Seafood Platter

Bread Dough

LaAum
1SV:0UK*F

aviMEM o
CutarrmtftSIyi* £.

luMOSu
9 (wic* oai*<0>

60 cuw* pflciiao*

M.69
pkgt I

89'

M.29

64 ounce
txDttle 89f

Dole Juice

Libby Tomato Juice

PSneapple/Pinkarapelnjil CQC
46 ounce can vyv7

tsc 59*

Friends Beans
Italian Dressing

Calilwrn*
It ounce can:=: 79* Pound Cake Mix ,?r^» 69*

Regular or
Crinkle Cut

Stop & Shop

French
Fries
59ot B

pkgs. ^^
Kraft yiQe

SouncatxMla H*s7 Hot Cocoa Mix Afcaee Si 1Q

Del Monte Cut

Ckeen
Beans

16oz H

Stop & Shop

Potato
Chips
280Z.V

bags^^l
100%

^ 4 Natural

Stop & Shop

Regular
Sanines

Butternut Squash
Coffee Creamer
Lasgna with meat
Cheese Lasagna

I3ei$'

4 '.^ *1

•1.99

SIcptShop %* QQ
32<uic*i)l« I .v7v3
snptaxv
3?C

or Unsalted
16 ounce
package39

Ajm^
I Mrs. Smith's

Whole Green Beans '?S^39*

Green Beans SXi'lE^ 3 S^ '1

Glad Wrap
Glad Bags

lOOFoMRol

FoodSkrao*
ZSoouKptio 2^*1

Clam Chowder -^;.^r?:;rr 59* Pumpkin Custard

5oi$"l

Del Monte Whole

Kernel
Com
317o?^

cans ^M^

Sun Glory Tomatoes2^89*

Stop & Shop Small

Whole
Beets
316of^

cans ^H

Cup of Noodles Soup 2*

Stop & Shop Mixed

Veg-
tables

Pumpkin Custard Pie '^SS" *1 .59
SlopiShoDPWCortar* OQ«
AMoiMOFIaxn Ov7

49*

*1.49

Ice Cream
Frozen Yogurt
Sealtest Ice Cream

SMOt snor Pint cor* /|0<
AM0>1adrla<Kn 'K?

HafOilor
Canon

*5aort^)Ftovo#i

Oairy Cases tun of money-saving values

One Gallon StoD & Shop

OrangeJuice

Pear Tomatoes Fiuiia

28 ounce car 59^

Stop & Shop

Calif.
^T&matoes

16oz H
cans^^l

Kidney Beans ^i^l^ 39*

Stewed Tomatoes K^.39*

^^ Stop & Shop

^Chicken

Three Bean Salad :r^^ 59*

Del Monte Spinach '^^^ 39'

from Concentrate
Rastic Gallon Jug 'J79

Stop & Shop

Cottage Cheese
Colombo Yogurt
Crescent Rolls

SmaR Of Larop Cunl
Mood ibc..*i'.*cup

AilNahf.i-' Q 6oi i

AsstdFlav^s O
69'

1

2,?i89'
8<:7

Chicken
Voddlei

'"¥

\\\ \

Soup

Montini Tomatoes asoH^rcan 69*

Red Pack Puree ^1^ 59'

Beef Stew
Armour Treet

cans^^^

Only Moore QQ*
?4ouicecan v7v7

99*

.^ ,^aii ^^ ^^- .Mrs. hiiberrs

12 oz
can

l?ouncecaii

Franco American ChunK Sliced or Crushed

spaghetti

Comed Beef Hash f?r«;^rn79*

Hormel Chili s^^^ 69*

Chef Boy-ar-dee

Dole
in Juice

Pine'

^ ^^ doz. H
c^^^^B cans ^^^

Stewed Tomatoesc«itedna2''c^^'89'

Tomato Puree stop«s,«. 2 c^sM

Stop & Shop

Sliced Mozzarella

Calabro Ricotta

Cheese Food Slices ii5^ M.09

M x>4 Shop
«ounceDl<9

part »Ktr> i6ot cup

package

Whowmifcor OQ*

U3k©ry Specials on fresh baked goods.

Stop & Shop Sliced

Buttertop
Breads-^1
Maple Walnut Cake ^.t^ 99'

Variety Breads s,»»s^ 2 ^ *1

"^ 59*

Del Monte Pears ^!s^"2 1^ *1

Apple Pie Riling ComsJock OQ*
21 ouncecan \J>3

carom
Shells

15oz H
cans ^^^

Deviled Ham
or Chu«y ChKiten Spread

Hormel Meats
Ti*Vey C*»cKe»i or Ham

Underviroocls
4'/! ounce can 59'

Tender Chunv QQ*
6^ ounce can 0%7

Shasta Reg. or Diet

Soft
Dr&iks

612or^^Afcans^^^y

Stop & Shop Peanuts''r'99*

Select Olives Vi:i^S^ 69*

Six Pack

Fruit Cocktail oe-Mor^ 2 '.^s89*

Cranberry Sauce '^^z2>^'

Fruit Flavored

m-c
Drinks

246oz^H
cans^^K

Countrystyle Donuts

English Muffins RlSfi!^.. Z^V:W^

22oz. pkg. Stop & Shop

Lemon
Pie 89

Asstd Ravors

Bubble Yum Gum
Hot Cocoa Mix
Regular or Mr« Mmlwnolour

5(saok

NasHe
2402 carmister

health & beauty aids

Scope*!19
Mouthwash 24oz. tx)ttle

J^JHead&Shoulders
1 .99 (>gy Shampoo $-1 f>QW^ 1 1 oz. totlon or 7oz. tut)e I SJyD

^lOM •(*«cli«« Mon , Oct t*-&« Ocl 21 mtavnMsK>Mlourcu«fam*ri rmr»fr*»oWnri«Nto«ioinr##parii«gn<i<anv'Mmp«f«ol«i«i«r«a*wnMarn(«Ml affaoAmdln #» Blienai^igmm 1 qri<mi mIw H'^opyngK Iflm b» Slop 4 Sftop Scp»>r.«r»gtt Alr<^Ht'»wn«d Nof r«tDan«bM <Dr tytK>V«>r«cal •

HADLEY-AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst Line. 8a.m.-10p.m., Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

6 Snanes

'4 Old Tu'*'!'.^'

'i Aljs. ,

'.9 PI (icfe

20 01 all -

2i r;«jndiJi«*i

JidfIS

i4 BtnO

26 Apple
2i" — piae> ':«

Psyrh
30 Emrn,.t

31 Maple genus
32 Ice capped
37 Pronoun
38 Pals

40 All About

41 African na
live

43 Visual static

44 Vermin
45 Subtleties

48 Somewhat

anf oni

51 Berate
5B Cotonis;

54 Inlioei

58 Conversa-
••on

' ' exas f i!>

fci dv ucc'sei'

•>.-' AffUA

;(»• ( • -

ti Asirfi ...r

65 Mi'j^i

06 Ivy league
nfmbf>r

' Jnljtu,' ( i.t I

UNitFO feature Syntlicau-

Saturday s Pu2iie Solved

r Br1*i!en

Ore ar»d

B C
3 — oi Pines
4 Asylum
5 Planet

6 Surveyor s

'eaomg
7 American In

dian

8 Vapor
Prefix

9 Take from

10 Glue again
11 Scratcties

12 Sea plants

. i » . I

13 Uiue yyeii

21 Snip

2J City in Africa

25 Gin mills

2? Snort race

28 Reverberate
29 Assemble
33 Vegetable
34 Italian

painter

35 Bacchanal s

cry

J6 Moistures

38 Slop
39 En route 3

nvords

ii Bauble
4j Pifisbuign

athlete

46 lov^d co'iege

47 Truant

48 Of vision

49 Climbing
vine

50 Distributes

53 Hindu deity

55 Drir.K heavily

56

mstani Fast

57 Breton

60 Pass

5" 5 4 i

1

« 7 • i 10 1 TT TI-

n- \i )«

w l| If

•^ J
TT" W ti

2* Ti

1
H

V IT "TT- )6

Pl^^l
F- pa n 1) i* a M

37- 3* 40

4) 42 4]

44

1

*i 44 47

*t 4» ^ 5r-" ^H
TT T^

W'
JS M 57

TT

1

49 60

1

61

*5~ 6) 64

IT 6« 67

YOUR BIRTHDAY

MONDAY. Oct. 16

Bom today, you are an
eager contributor to any
project in which you be-

come in.olved - so long as

there is someone you can
turn to (or advice and
periodic praiac. Vou fully

enjoy the friiits of your
labors, for you have an
almost chiltUike wonder-
ment regarding whatever
product your enterprise

bnngs forth.

Vou take great enjoy-

ment from associations

with others, particularly if

you have been able to join

with them in a rewarding
endeavor You take criti-

cism well, using it to try to

improve.

Also born on this dale

are: William O. Douglas.

Supreme Court justice.

To sec what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph
I,ct your birthday star be

your daily guide.

TUESDAY. Oct 17

LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)--

Whatevcr you can accom-
pli.sh easily in one day
should l>e your goal Don't

overdo
SCORPIO(Ocl 23-Nov

21) - Financial matters
ma> h«' more pressing than

you care lo admit. Take a

'ovcd one into your confi-

^lencr

SAGITTARlUS(Nov 22-

Dec 21) - Vou would do
well to think twice before

is.sutng an invitation to one
unwelcome in another's

eyes.

CAPRICORN(Dec 22-

Jan 19) - Think yourself

into another's shoes before

passing judgment.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb

18) - Arguments arise late

in the day unless you are

able to make a commit-
ment that will avoid them.
PlSCES(Feb 19-March

20) - Keep a sharp eye out

for the kind of error that

leads to financial losses.

Vou can afford nothing of

the sort todav
ARIES(March 21-April 19)

- Kemain alert to news
from loved ones at a dis-

tance. You may be able to

help - if you decide m
time.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

- Tact IS the essential

ingredient in all your deal-

ings with others today.

Without It. you fail

GEMINI(May21-June20)-
- Speak your mmd early in

the day Then keep your
peace Don't expect others

to do more than hear your
advice
CANCER(June21-July22)

" You may be pressured by
a close friend to change
your present mode of prot>-

iem-solving. Make up your
own riiind

LEOiJuly 23-Aug 22) -

f<ccognize your imiebted-

ness to another - and don't

be too proud to expri'-s.";

jjratitiitle

VIRGO(Aug 23-Sepi. 22)-

The con.sequenccs of ac-

tion taken some lirge ,

may .spoil your plans

the day Be willing

switch
I opvnirht \-*'B.

I Bill I t-roluri .Svmth «lr ln<-

Aluminum Foil by Steve Laffler

IT LOOKS <-^^^^^^^'^^^^^:;^ ^^'-ki^^V^Or^iON M£N v^AVt Ji./, S^ttVt TO REPEAL A

C0B.NtK6D' --'r ^/VJKIST COMMUN IOA^O«.

Waily Dorf by Rob Ranney

1 •Kink i-t'J V€^ ijowf

c*u«ir\ C»lvi»\ tooU ws ^

finflt the Cftire .

Th« e»»'t*h#\ce Kas

1* b« arOun«( He/*

by Marky Freen

Nothing Special byJoe Casey

I^tcl^l

Spam Slade, People 's Eye

IT'S a:i6A.M FOR
3 KJIGHTS. SPAM HAS

BEEN ON THE GO.

JONIGHT ALL SEEMS^ ^ QUIET...

Monday, October 1 6, 1978 .Coliegign 21

mi^mmOFJS

CROSSCOUNTRY
SKI PACKAGES DOWN PARKAS & VESTS

EMS FALL
CROSS COUNTRY
SKI & PARKA

4 Days Only! Oct. 18-21
ICOMPLETE CROSS COUNTRY ACCESSORIES, HATS,
PAC.;S, QUALITY WOOL SHIRTS, SNOW SHOES,

MITTENS, LONG UNDERWEAR, SWEATERS,
& EVERYTHING TO MAKE WINTER WARM!

No Bulk Ditcounti on Sate Itemt.

Eastern Mountain Sports
ofnllrt FJo^te 9. Amherst-Hadley line/Hartford Civic Center
Hepairs q^^^ ^^^ p^j 930-9 00 Sat 9 30-5:00

Harriers place second
in weel<end meet
By KES/IN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

Unfortunately the highlight of the trip to
New Hampshire for the men's cross coun-
try team was tbe seafood platters at
Newick's Restaurant in Dover. A sweeter
taste eluded their grasp Friday as in the end
only Maine was entitled to drink from the
sliver cup because of their one point victory
over the Minutemen. After all competitors
crossed over the finish line at the end of the
six mile course the score read Black Bears
27, UMass 28, and host New Hampshire.
85.

"I had told some of the runners during the
race that it was going to be very close,"
said coach Ken O'Brien. "This was one of

those meets which can be won or lost over
the last 100 yards."

Although UMass rested four of their top
seven for this meet, including Ail-American
Mike Quinn, it wasn't readily apparent at

the five mile mark. Senior Rich Walls yank
ed the lead away from Maine's Sam
Pelletier while teammate Kevin McCusker
and Mike Morris were hot on the trail of the
two race leaders. With a half mile to go
however, the Black Bears vision of upset-
ting the Minutemen began to take form.
Walls succumbed to the late race strength

of Pelletier and Morns developed a cramp
which caused him to drop back into 6th
place. Only McCusker was able to avoid
the hungry Bears over the last mile as he
finished 3rd. Walls, in his finest per-

formance of the fall campaign, concluded
the sunny afternoon in the runner up slot,

17 seconds behind Pelletier with a time of

31:09.

The meet marked the varsity initiation for

freshman Chris Omeltchenko.
Omeltchenko responded with a seventh
place showing in his first assignment, nine

seconds behind Morris.

"For those involved it was their best race

to date," said O'Brien.

Concluding the scoring for the Minutemen
was junior Glenn Lyie who snared the tenth

position in 32:21 . He finished four seconds
behind Maine's last scorer, Greg Downing.
Any home course edge UNH might have

received was of no consequence, as the
Wildcats embarrassed their home fans.

Their first finisher was 19th, over 2V4
minutes behind the finish, of " the race

leader.

"This is the first year UNH has used this

course," said O'Brien. "Our runners didn't

have much chance to get going. The
course is run through a wildlife preserve

with narrow paths and bad footing."

L€SUI«

LAST
RSO WORKSHOP

TUESDAY,
OCT. 17, 1978

6 P.M.

CC 101

To place a classified ad. drop by the Col-

legian office (CC 113) between 8:45 a.m.

and 3:45 p.m. Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip-and-mail form found in

most issues of the Collegian. Classified

deadline is 3:45 p.m. two days in advance
of publication date.

AUDIO

Earn money as our stereo representative.

Lowest prices on many brands, including

Kenwood. For catalog, send $5, fully refun-

dable on first order. Audio Haven, RD2 Box
1 50, Glenmont, NY 12077.

^

KLH model 11-W compact stereo phono,

$60 or BO. call Phil, 546-6124.

FOUND

Found— female dog, gold, on Mt. Toby,

10/8. 665-3271.

Chinese and Astronomy books. Lincoln

Ave. area. Owner call 549 2832.

HELP WANTED

AUTO FOR SALE

69 vw- needs work, call Jon, 69300.

71 Datsun wag.— runs well, incl. 8-track

radials, needs some work, $900 or BO.
584-1948, call early mornings or eve.

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave is back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ. Reasonable

rates, call D.L. Disco at (413) 567-1250 (col-

lect) and ask for Dave or Bryan.

Are you sincere about getting ahead?

Willing to work to reach your goals? If

positive-minded, organized and honest,

this could be for you. Let's find out. Call

Norm Paquette at 1-736-3446.

FOR SALE

70 Chevy Biscayne 360-V8, 83,000

miles, 2 snows on rims, new brakes and ex-

haust, trailer hitch, air cond.. $700,

256-0393.

Journallsts-the Collegian needs
reporters for the Five College area — college

students are urged to become staff

members. We need correspondents. No

pay but good work experience with daily

paper. Call Mark Horan or Mike Sussman,

545-3500.

The Central Area Women's Center is

now accepting applications for coordinator.

Anyone interested should call 6-6003, even-

ings.

Lost— dog. Ben, 7 mos., Doberman. flop-

py ears, call 253-9627, or 6 Hatfield St.,

N'hamp.
Prescription glasses, wire rimmed. $10,

reward, call 6-6626.

Pair of glasses: betwedn Morrill and But-

terfield, please call Larry. 549-1631.

Lost- beige wallet w/ IDs. 253-7478.

Lost— red and white clown suit in green

shopping bag. Left in front of Boyden, 9:00

Monday night after express bus from

Natick. Please call Eric at 546-8911.

Gold cross w/ diamond chip, extreme

sent, value, reward, call Martha at'

546-4505.

MISCELLANEOUS

Sex! Sex! The "Smooth Sailing Band" is

available for playing at frat parties, dorm
parties— anywhere! Call 546-4646*

~ MOTORCYCLES

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c

per line; five consecutive issues 40c per

line per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Woman wanted to share coed apt.,

$81.25/mo., util. incl.. 584-3606.

Mature roommate wanted. 3 bedroom
condo.. Granby, low rent, call Jim or Al,

467-3795.

SERVICES

Addressers wanted immediately! Work

at home-no experience necessary --ex-

cellent pay. Write American Service, 8350

Park Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX 75231.

73 Honda 500. 4 cyl., 12,000 mi., asking

$700, call Tom, 774-2552.

PERSONALS

Mending needed! Patch work, etc. Call

after 5. 253-2662, ask for Steve.

Campus men & women, take my course

in Auto Mechanics Simplified, get one

credit and learn more about your car. Call

Alex for more info, 323-4782.

Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for

your 256-page mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10,250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 25907-B, Los Angeles,

Calif., 90025, (213) 477-8226.

Resume preparation, $35, personal ser-

vice. Success Motivation Institute, 25 Main

Street (Fitzwilly's Square, Rm. 30), Nor-

thampton, tel. 586-6433.

Chain saw. Homelite II, gas op., used

once. $60, 546-9160.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79

South Pleasant St., Amherst, daily 11-5.

Sorority seeking live-in couple as

houseparents. Benefits include pay room

and board, for info call 256-6844.

GNP throws a nifty frisbeel!

If you've had a problem with an auto

repair or auto purchase, the UMass Con-

sumer Action Center wants to know.

Please call 545-0199 or 545-0781, Mon-
days— Fridays, 9-5.

WANTED

68 VW bug -$300, rusty, but great engine.

Eko acoustic guitar, light touch, $45. 38 lb.

bow, $60, $35. 549-6829.

Audi Fox, 1975, std., good condition,

must sell, 12200 or BO, 527-7672, 7 10 p.m.

The Yellow Sun Natural Foods Coop is

seeking a manager. For a job descrip-

tion/application wnte Search Committee,

Yellow Sun, 1 Kellogg Ave., Amherst.

LOST

To Jayne, my birthday co-owner— happy
1 9th! From M.E.

^^

If^u "picked up" a brown wallet at Patti

Smith concert, please keep money as

reward and return wallet. Contact Wendy
at 546-6484 or drop off at Collegian.

2 Daschunds need temp, home, Oct. &
Nov., Yasi, 546-9984. or see me in 246

Prince.

Persoi) with woodworking experience.

to build a TV cabinet to my specs, to be

built by 10/78. call 253-2193. after 6 p.m.

WANTED TO RENT

Calculator, Tl 59 and PC lOOA, printer,

exc. cond.. $300, ca l l 549-1415.

iBM~Selectric for sale, $400, 546-6806

Reward -$1000 cash for the return of

my briefcase stolen from my car- or

the name of the thief. Call 323-6240,

your info will be handled confidentially.

ROOM WANTED

Mature student seeks room or sonneone

to share room at Campus Center, Mon.-Fri.

Call (413) 443-0750, PMS.

G rad M sks. rm. in apt. /house -323-4921.

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

PANAMANIAN RAINBOW

Boa constrictor. Interesting pet-fow
food cost, little care. $200/ BO, 625-2970.
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To place a notice, drop by the Collegian

Office (CC 113) between 8:45 am. and 3:45

p.m Monday through Friday The deadline

for notices is 3:45 p.m. two days prior to

publication date

(Notice)-Qey Counselors' Collectlve-at

4:00 tonight in CC 814 there will be a

meeting for anyone inten^sted in helping to

form a gay rT>en'8 counselling collective. A
series of workshops in counseling skills will

be held this month Everyone is welcome.

The P.G.A. will meet at the same tinfie.

Notice -Coffeehouse. Musicians needed

for a coffeehouse at the North Amherst

Youth Center. It will be held on Nov. 4. 7-9

p.m. If interested call Mitch 549-5991 or

Florence 546-0627^

Notice - Jewelry colloquium learn the

basics of silversmithing. Colloq has already

begun but there is still room available. Call

Michele today at 6^6463 or the OH /Central

Colloquium office at 545^2882 for details

Collegian
Notices

The printing of notices is a service pro-

vided by the Collegian based on space

available for a specific date of publication.

Therefore on any one day we cannot

guarantee the printing of notic^.

at UC7, 428 Student Union on Tuesday,

Oct. 17, 8:30-9:00 p.m. campus minister

Pete Sabey celebrant.

Flu vaccine at Health Service - Universi-

ty Health Serices offers flu vaccinations to

those over 66 or with chronic medical con-

ditions: heart disease, lung disease,

diabetes and kidney disorders. Flu vaccine

is not recommended for ttKMM under 66

who are free of chronic cor>ditiofw. Make
appointments with Mrs. Adair in the im-

munization clinic at UHS 649-2671

Notice-Campus Scouts - important

meeting tonight. Slides of Chimo and wider

opportunities to be shown. Check schedule

for room number. Hope to see you there.

Notice -Hillei Succoth Services - UMass
Hillei will hold Succoth services today at 10

a.m. and again at 7 p.m. Followed by Kid-

dush in the Succah.

Notice -House Church anyone in-

terested in exploring a combination of spir-

tual searching and interpersonal depth en-

counter and support is invited to UC7, 428

Student Union Tuesday, Oct. 17 from 7:30

to 8:30.

Notice -Bread and wine everyone is

welcome to a brief candeliqht communion

Stress Workshops- Health Services » of-

fering a 2 session workshops "Learn to live

with stress" for students and their

dependents. The goal of this workshop is

to help people recognize and manage the

stress they face. The first program is

scheduled for Nov. 1 and 8 from 5 to 7 p.m.

Pre-registration is required so please con-

tact the Health Education Office at

549-2671 by Oct. 27.

Handicapped Coalition Meet -first

meeting of handicapped students coalition

- Mon Oct. 16, 7:30 p.m. CC 123. Non-

handicapped students welcome to ]Oin us!

Notice— DVP meeting - proposals

welcome Monday, Oct. 16 at 6:X p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 170, bring your

proposals for speakers!

Notice -Attention meeting - all political

science majors intersted in learning more

about Pi Sigma Alpha and departmental

honors requirements should plan to attend

general meeting - Wednesday, Oct. 18 at

7 30 p.m. room 903 Campus Center. Man-

datory meeting for all regular Pi Sigma

Alpha members. For more info call Matt

Spear 253-9491.

Commuters - take notice!! -important

general commuters meeting tonight to

make all commuters aware of decisions be-

ing made about the future of our study

lounge. Meeting to be held at 4:30 in the

Commuter Study Lounge SU 216 - op-

posite rear Hatch entrance. Meeting should

run approximately 1 hour. Drop in.
^

Notice— Photo co-op mandatory meeting

will be heW Mon.. Oct. 16 at 6:30 p.m. in

the Dukes room. Menr>bers are urged to

come; nominations for office will be held.

Outing Club Meeting -there will be a

meeting tonight in rooms 904-908 of the

Campus Center. Featured will be club ad-

visor Case Stengle with a slide show and

talk on backpacking. Also, all trips for the

week will be announced. Join us!

Notice— attention all university women.

Forget the DC. come to a homecooked

spaghetti dinner! Tonight, Mon. Oct 16 at

5:30 p.m. at Sigma Deha Tau. For rides and

info call 545-0527

Monday, October 16, 197M 'Coitegiaa »

Blood!!! -Blood!!! C'mon down to the

Campus Center and give a little to those

that need it (through the Red Cross Blood-

mobile). Tuesdays Oct. 17 - Dec. 12.

Thanks, the Red Cross.

Best movie
Best actress of 77
Best director

WOODY ALLEN and DIANE KEATON
in

"ANNIE
HALL"

SUB-7,9, r Thurs.,

$1.50 Oct. 19

»oooooooooooooooo<''0< '

FINE /«TS CENITER PRESENTS

:\
•'

9
•u

QjiforniaSuite
« air uiT CALIFORNIA SUITE IS AVERY VERY

VE.S FWN^pIS Yo!; LL HAVE CARDIAC

ARREST FROM LAUGHTER

Sunday, October 29 8 pm

Tickets now on sale General public - $8 7 6. UMass

students - $6. 5. 4. Senior citizens - 57. 6. 5.

Flh£ /«TS CENFER CNCERT ^l
Fine Arts Center Box Ottice M-F 9-4. 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

EARN 0VER^650AMONTH
RIGHTTHROUGHYOUR

SEMORYEAR.

If you're a junior or a senior majoring in math, physics or

engineering, the Navy has a program you should know about.

It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-

Collegiate Program (NUPOC-C for short) and if you quaUfy,

you can earn as much as $650 a month right through your

senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School,

you'll receive an additional year of advanced technical

education. This would cost you thousands in a civilian school,

but in the Navy, we pay you. And at the end of the year of

training, you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.

It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only

one of every six applicants will be selected. But if you make

it, you'll have qualified for an elite engineering training

program. With unequaled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000

salary in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs

in private industry should you decide to leave the Navy

later. (But we don't think you'll want to.

)

_

Ask your placement officer to set up an interview with a

Navy representative when he visits the campus on Oct. 24-26,

or contact your Navy representative at 800-841-8000 (toll-free).

If you prefer, send your r6sum6 to the Navy Nuclear Officer

Program, Code 312-B537, 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington,

Va. 22203, and a Navy representative will contact you directly.

The NUPOC-CoUegiate Program. It can do more than help

you finish college: it can lead to an exciting career opportunity.

NAVY OFFICER.

ITS NOTJUSTAJOB, ITSAN ADVENTURE.

JV gridders win first
By HOWARD GOLDMAN
Collegian Staff

A 14-yard touchdown run by halfback Jim
Ryan with 2:26 remaining in the game
sparked the UMass J.V. Football team to a

10-6 win over Bridgton Academy Friday

afternoon at Alumni Stadium.
The win. evened the J.V.'s record at 1-1

after dropping a 15-14 decision to Milford

Academy on October 6, despite 140 yards

rushing and 2 touchdowns by Ryan.
In the Bridgton game, after a scoreless

first half, UMass placekicker Jum Mullins

connected on a 47- yard field goal halfway

through the third quarter. With both teams
playing solid defense, it looked as if the

field goal might hold up, but Bridgton came
back to take the lead on a pretty 26 yard

touchdown pass from Jim English to

fullback DWight Hamsley with ten minutes
left in the game.
A determined UMass squad fought back

and engineered a drive which included a 25-

yard pass from Jeff Mansfield to split end

Mike Battle, setting up the game winning

touchdown by Ryan.
With 2:00 left in the game Bridgton got

the ball back and began marching up the

field and gaining momentum in a last

chance drive, but defensive back Mike
Sousa intercepted a pass at the UMass 10

and that was the ball game, a hard fought

10-6 win.

POINTS AFTER... Punter Ray Larnard

had a beautiful afternoon kicking for a 43.2

average including punts of 65 and 55
yards... Defensive end Tom Ahearn
grabbed an interception deep in UMass
territory to halt a long Bridgton drive in the

third quarter...A farge number of penalties

called on both sides played a key role,

including a holding call which nullified a 3-

yard touchdown run by quarterback Gregg
Sarette...

Bridgton's extra point attempt was
blocked by the middle of the defensive

line ..The J.V.'s next game is against

U.R.I, at home Sunday at 1:30.

JV spikers rout two foes
By SUZETTE COURTMANCHE
Collegian Staff
"UMASSjcrc" was the chant heard
coming from the mouths of an inspired

UMass J.V. volleyball team, as they

defeated both MIT and Northeastern in a

duel match Saturday afternoon.

"It's all psychological," starting setter

Joanne Fames observed. .Apparently so,

seeing that the team seldom let up in their

winning streak of six matches.
The first victim, MIT, hid behind scores of

15-5, 15-0, and 15-11. In the second match
of the game Julie Mendelsohn led the

shutout with her numerous consistent

serves.

Northeastern, a tougher team than MIT,
brought out the true hitting abilities of
UMass. Although the scores don't show it

M5-3, 15-6, 15-8), UMass had to hustle and
create good solid hits to earn those points.

"When they (NU) hit the play back, we
were ready," captain Lisa Lee recalled.

Lisa Lee and Joanne Fames endured all six

wins as they continually set well. Julie

Mendelsohn and Kathleen DeSantis
responded to their sets by spiking equally

well.

Coadh Paul Bauer seemed pleased with
the teams performance. Specifically he
noted, "the bumping was visably im-

proved. ' He was also pleased with how
"everyone got a chance to play and play

well." Particularly Lauren Mosher who
recovered from an injured ankle.

With their record now set at 3-1, the
squad is looking lorward to the remainder
of the season.

Yankee right fielder Lou Piniella crashes into the wall to rob LA's Steve Yeager
yesterday. See story on p. 24.

Sports notices
CROSS COUNTRY ENTRIES DUE OCTOBER 18.

RACQUETBALL ENTRIES DUE OCTOBER 23.

VOLLEYBALL ENTRIES DUE OCTpBER 23 - $10.00 FORFEIT FEE.
CLOSED-0(5tOBER 21:

Boyden basketball courts-exems
NOPE courts -volleyball

Boyden bidg. open reg. Sat. hours- 10-5:30.

NOPE bIdg. closed except for weight room (open reg. Sgt. hours 10-5:30)

Spikers grab 3 matches
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's volleyball team continues to dominate play on its current home
stand at NOPE gyni, routing Boston University last Thursday, 15-9, 15-10, 15-6, and
collecting two more victories last Saturday, shrugging off Northeastern University

15-13, 15-3, 6-15, 15-5, and sweeping MIT 15-11, 15-6, 15-8.

In all three matches, UMass kept a consistent serve, scoring many aces; when the op-

position did manage to get the ball over the net, UMass maintained a fierce set. In the

one game lost against NU, the Huskies used much the same serve-style as UMass.
"Co-captain Joyce GresI set and spiked extremely well against all three teams," said

coach Mike Rhodes. "So did Co-captains Pat McGrath and Peggy Barber, Brenda Sim-

mons, Sally Anderson, who had a good serve against BU, Maria Minicucci, who served

well against NU and MIT, Donna Sasso, Ellen Braun, Chris Perron, and Captain Kathy

Sh'nnick. Also, Paul Bauer — really, everybody has been contributing, our preseason
work is paying off, and we're winning. We got some tough games ahead, but it's good
to find everyone contributing."

Now 10-2, UMass will play Central Conn, and New Haven at NOPE Tuesday night.

QUICKIE
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Sareault scores 2 TDs

Gridders splash over BU

Pagit Monday Octot)«t ] t, 197B

By^JByEZACK
Collegian Staff

"If It rams I don't care, don't make no dif

ference to me .
"

-Doobie Brothers

from "Black Water
"

It might as well have been the UMass
Minutemen singing the above line as the

gridders sloshed through the rain soaked

Astroturf ot Nickerson Field and left the BU
Terriers wringing wet with a 31 7 victory

over the Boston based team before an an-

nounced crowd of 3,570, most of which

must have been under the stands since

they were clearly not m their seats

"The ram did not alter our game plan at

all,' commented an elated UMass coach

Bob Pickett after his team's triumph.

And he couldn't have been more correct.

The Mmutemen jumped on the scoreboard

with just 2:31 gone on the opening quarter

when quarterback Mike McEvilly con-

nected with tight end Marty Paglione for a

38 yard pass play and a UMass touchdown.

Following the extra point by Sandro

VitteHo. the Minutemen had a 7 lead.

Commenting on the play, UMass coach

Bob Pickett stated, 'We think that they

were in man coverage and he (Paglione)

just ran away from his man '

Two ininuies and forty-one seconds later,

Vitiello showed the real value of his foot by

booting a 41 yard field goal to up the

UMass lead to 10

The game plan of the Minutemen ap

peared to be geared to running up the mid

die and its effectiveness showed when the

game clock had ticked off only 51 seconds

of the second quarter and Hank Sareault

banged m from three yards out for the third

Minutemen score and a 17 lead following

the PAT by Vitiello

The Terriers decided it was time to answer

back to their cross-state rivals and did so by

using their top offensive weapon, tailback

Mai Najariaii In a len play drive, Najarian

carried the ball nine times (the tenth play

being a UM pass interference) for 64 yards

concluding with an eight yard run for the

BU score

On the afternoon, Najarian carried the ball

27 times for 1 18 yards.

The 17 7 UMass lead lasted until half-time

but nnt without one close call by the

Minutemen.
Near the end of the half, the Mmutemen

attempted a triple reverse option pass play

that came too close for BU's comfort.

Quarterback Mike McEvilly handed off to

Clift Pedrow who handed it to Dennis Dent
who calmly placed it back into McEvilly's

hands. McEvilly then let loose with a

tremendous long pass downfield to wide
receiver Chris Kurtz, UMass' key receiver

who was open over the middle and heading

downfield with nothing in front of him but

the end zone. Unfortunately Kurtz forgot

to take the ball with him.

I just let it fall through my hands, I didn't

look It in," said Kurtz. "In other words, I

just blew it."

When the second half began and the rain

was falling like a wall of water, the

Minutemen went to work on deciding the

game's outcome once and for all.

At the 8:35 mark of the third quarter,

McEvilly completed a 1 yard pass to tight

end Mike Barbiasz escalating the

Minutemen lead to 24 7 after Vitiello's extra

point.

UMass ended all the scoring for the after-

noon in the fourth quarter. With 5:16 re-

maining in the game Hank Sareault carried

in from two yards out for his second
touchdown of the contest and the final

score of Massachlisets 31 Boston Universi-

ty 7.

Not to be overlooked was the fine play of

the Minutemen secondary which made
three iiuerceptions on the day, two by

John Beerworth, recipient of the game ball.

"Overall, I think it's the best game we've
played," remarked Beerworth.

The Minutemen triumph constituted the

seventh consecutive time that the

Massachusetts team has defeated the Ter-

riers.

The victory raised the UMass record to 3-2

and vaulted the Minutemen into first place

of the Yankee Conference. BU, in losing

the contest, suffered its first loss of the

season giving the team an overall record of

4 1.

Next week the gridders travel to Kingston,

Rhode Island to take on the Rams of URI.

Mmutemen Mumblings: CollegTan
reporter Mark Marchand and myself will be
unnvailable for assignment in the next few
days fJue to the pneumonia we contracted

\,ia the leaky press box roof at BU. At this

time we Mr. Marchand and myself, would
like to openly criticize Boston University for

making a trip to the men's room a cross

country run from the press box, down
across Nickerson Field, and up to the third

floor of the Case Center.

Booters belt Terriers
By BILL TARTER
Colleyiuii Stat:

When Boston University's soccer team ar

rived Saturday it was anticipated to be

UMass' toughest challenge of the season.

BU claimed a 7 2 1 record (including a vic-

tory over Brown) and were regarded highly

enough to be ranked II m New England,

before UMass assumed top spot.

By the time the Terriers left though, there

was no doubt which team was the rightful

owner of the # 1 seed U Mass asserted their

home field advantage to completely
outclass the Boys from Boston, 3-0. The
score was only a small indication of the

total dominance UMass had throughout

the contest. The 30 6 advantage in shots

on net was perhaps a better example.

UMass proceeded to run BU ragged from

the opening whistle it was only a few

minutes before Joel Mascolo scored the

only goal the Minutemen would need.

Mark Vasington, who assisted on each of

the three UMass goals, fed Mascolo,

whose back was turned to the BU net.

Mascolo faked a move towards the ball and

Jet it go by him. Turning towards the net,

he gathered the ball and let fly a IS^yard

blast to tne nyiu-ndnu ^^umer. Despije

continual pressure by UMass the half re-

mained 1-0

When the second half began BU appeared

a beaten tean , they were listless and

bewildered. It was only a matter of time

before UMass delivered the coup de grace.

Tasso Koiitsoukos made sure there would

be no repeats of the Vermont nightmare

when he deposited his sixth goal of the

year (Tying him for top honors with Joel

Mascolo) Vasington to the right of the net

passed to Koustoukos directly in front of

BU goalie Howie Freedman. Koutsoukos

wasted no time unloading a rocket by the

helpless Freedman from 10 yards away.

Before BU had a chance to recover

Wayne Moran put the Terriers to rest for

good, only a minute later. Moran took a

loose ball from Vasington, which he

volleyed into the right corner. The rest was

a battle of the benches.

BU coach "Skip " Cervaso seemed a bit

overwhelmed at the conclusion of the

game. "They (UMASS) were simply great

today, the best team we've played all year.

Man for man they have greater speed and

that was the difference."

Cunningham lifts Pats
CINCINNATI lL/P/1-Sam Cunninhgam

r^ced three yards around left end for the

game's only touchdown with just 6:56 re-

maining yesterday to boost the New
England Patriots to a 10-3 victory over the

winless Cincinnati Bengals.

It was the fourth straight win for the

Patriots, who stayed atop the AFC East

standings with a 5-2 record. Cir>dnr>ati,

becoming known as the "Bad News
Bertgals," dropped to 0-7.

Cunrnngham's game-winning touchdown

came one play after a controversial call.

Patriots' quarterback Steve Grogan ran

nine yards to the Bcogals' 7 yard line,

.vheie ' '^ Topeercd (> fumble and Cinc»«-

natt's S;''ir. .-^frvji/'np-do* thebsn.

But t^l»^ oHMTiah ruled therti w»s n© fumble

»\d then tacked an unaportsmenlifce cor

duct penahy on Reggie WilUanm for pro-

tMtmg the call. The penalty moved the ball

to the J-yard iMit diiO Cuimiiighbni ran it in

on the next play

Cincinnati mounted a solid drive following

Cunningham's TD, but the potential game-

winning march ended when Tim Fox in-

tercepted a Ken Anderson pass at the

Patriots' 7 yard line and returned it 10

yards. Fox also intercepted a long Ander-

son desperation pass with four secor>ds in

theganr>e.

The game was marred by a mass of

penalties- the most ever whistled in a Cin-

cinnati game. New England was penalized

14 times for 125 yards and the Bengals

were called 1 1 times for 84 yards.

New England grabbed a 3^0 lead on David

Posey'* 19-vard field goal with 5:25 left m
the first quarter bot Cincinnati's Chrib Bahr.

who was wide with rws first two field goal

attempts of 25 and 44 yards, tied the game

on the last p»ay of the first half with a 52-

y»fd fie*d goal.

A jubilant Marty Paglione (86) lifts his arms after scoring the first of four

UMass touchdowns. (Staff photo by Jim Mahoney.)

Yanks slam Dodgers;

take 3-2 Series lead
NEW YORK (United Press International) The New York Yankee.., treated to a com-

edy of errors reminiscent of the "Daffiness Dodgers, " coasted to a 12 2 laughter behind

Thurman Munson's five RBI yesterday and moved within one victory of winning their

second straight World Series.

The victory was the third straight for the Yankees and gave them a 3-2 edge in the

best-of seven-series. After a travel day Monday, the series resumes in Los Angeles

Tuesday night.

Munson, Mickey Rivers, Roy White, Brian Doyle and Bucky Dent had three hits each

as the Yankees collected 18 hits including a record 16 singles off hree Dodger pit-

chers. Jim Beattie, making his first world series start, scattered nine hits in going the

distance for the triumph.

But, it was the Dodgers' Achilles heel - a leaky defense - that was most rr sponsible

for the one-sided loss.

Los Angeles committed three errors, a passed ball and two wild pitches in addition to

missing several balls they should have fielded. Perhaps the most guilty party in the em-

barrassment was shortstop Bill Russell. It was Russell's throwing error that allowed the

Yankees to get back into Saturday's game and he was again the "Goat" Sunday when

he failed to stop Dent's hard one-hopper in the fourth inning, which opened the gates

to three runs and turned the game into a rout.

Dent was credited with a single on the play but it was a play most Major-League

Shortstdps make and if Russell had fielded the ball cleanly it would have been a double

play.

'New' offense stuns BU
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

Saturday afternoon's 31 7 pounding of

Boston University by the UMass
Minutemen marked the first real exhibition

this season of a multi-dimensioned UMass
offense. Going into the contest, UMass
had primarily been a running ballteam, go-

ing to the air only on third and long situa-

tions. But, Saturday's game should

change all that as UMass quarterback Mike

McEvilly was able to put together a solid

passing attack for the first time.

Using his tight ends Marty Paglione and

Mike Barbiasz, McEvilly passed for two
touchdowns Saturday after passing for on-

ly two touchdowns in UMass' first four

games this year.

"We're just starting to execute well and

our guys were running great patterns," said

McEvilly after the game. "Our offense has

started to believe in itseK and we're gaining

momentum."
The aerial attack obviously was in UMass
coach Bob Pickett's pre-game plan as tt>e

38 yard ID paaa to Paglione came on

UMass' first offensive seriea.

"It's what we were kaoking for; a big play

from someone like P»r)'*one to get our of-

fense going. " related Pickett after the

game
As the passing attack made its presence

known Saturday, the UMaaa runntng game
proveo tnat k wm aiai tnrf mtmrai part of
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the offense. Pickett called on a total of six

runners Qut of the backfield to rush for a

total of 175 yards and two touchdowns.

The two TDs were scored by UMass' ver-

sion of Larry Czonka, Hank Sareault on

blasts of three and two yards. Usually the

long gain threat of the running attack, Den-

nis Dent was keyed on by the BU defense

and found himself limited to 25 yards on the

day. The season's leading gainer on the

ground for UMass, Clifford Pedrow, rushed

for several key first downs enroute to one

of his finest efforts of the year.

"Using all these different runners adds a

dimension to our attack," said Pedrow

after the game.
Not to be overlooked is the fine kicking of

UMass placekicker Sandro Vitiello. A
transfer from a community college. Vitiello

kicked a 41 yard fiekj goal Saturday and

boomed his kickoffs into tf>e erKlzone on

several occasions.

It was a fine perfomiarKe by the UMass
offense that was characterized by a triple

reverse option play that the Minutemen

tried late in the s«cond quarter. K was a

bartg-'bang play that involved three han-

doffs with the ball endinq up back in

McEvilly's hands who latmcned a long pass

to wide receiver Chns K>inz who saw the

ball slip through bis hands The plav stunn

ed ontookers in the pressbox and silenced

the smaK group of partisan ^K) fans pre

sam.

Blacks Protest Racist Terror in Mississippi

Police

and

Klan

Terrorize

Black

Community

Okolona, Miss. An estimated

275 black people marched peacefully

through the streets of this racially

troubled northeast Mississippi town
Saturday while a beefed up con-

tingent of law enforcement officers

stood watch.
The demonstrators, led by United

League President Alfred "Skip"

Robinson and local leader Howard
Gunn, marched from a black neigh

borhood several blocks to the

downtown business district about 4

p n> and held a rally in front of the

city library.

Several pickup trucks with rifles

hanging on gunracks were driven by

blacks both ahead of and behind the

procession. Some marchers carried

clubs and some wore arm bands that

read, "Justice for All"

About 15 police officers and sheriffs

deputies, wearing riot gear and

carrying shotguns, patrolled the

streets, and Police Chief Travis

Sullivan moved ahead of the group in

a police car. A contingent of about

30 Mississippi Highway Patrol of-

ficers were on alert on the outskirts

of town.
Most stores downtown were

closed About 100 whites scattered

along the town's main street wat-

ched the march quietly.A group of

about 35 white men gathered on a

street cofner about a block and a half

away from the library and watched

the rally.

Sullivan said the town had a "quiet

night " Friday night.

r^ressure against racial inequities

has been mounting in Okolona since

the United League, a civfl rights

group* headquartered in Holly

Springs, began a series of

demonstrations and a school boycott

several months ago. Those
demonstrations were met by

counter-marches by the Ku Klyx

Klan

Blacks have been demanding more
jobs, an end to alleged police

brutality and a more equitable

distribution of federal funds in the

city.

Observers said the trouble began

Thursday Oct. 5. after a justice court

hearing for four blacks who had been

arrested last month on charges of

firing into a residence.

The mayor said he ordered a curfew

in effect from 9 p.m. to 6 a.m.

Thursday night when groups of

blacks and whites began gathering in

the downtown area.

"I don't know what it's going to

take to stop this," said Chickasaw

County Sheriff Carl Craig. "Some
people have to wake up here. Things

here are openly tense."

Earlier, Robinson said he was calling

off the march because "I don t want

any trouble. There were blacks from

all over Miss, coming to Okolona for

the march. I don't want all those

people here."

"There is a complete breakdown of

law enforcement in the city. Things

have gone too far and someone will

get hurt," Robinson said.

Thursday night, Robinson said,

"They sent a bunch of highway

patrolmen in there, the Klan was
walking around with guns and even

some blacks had guns. With the

situation as it is now anything could

happen

Enough Is Enough

Blacks March In New York

Poets a i d ^"' p*'y« ^

By LYNORA WILLIAMS

When they crossed the Brooklyn

Bridge they were 400 strong. By the

time they reached New York City

Hall, a short distance away, their

numbers had swelled to 2000.

With brightly colored banners

flowing in the breeze, the Black

protesters presented a list of major

demands to the administration of

Major Ed Koch Sept. 28,

The action was organized by a

broadbased coalition-ranging from

the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People to

the Afikan Peoples Party- reflecting

the felt need for unity in t*ie face of

racist attacks. It focused oo an entire

gamut of crises afflicting New York

City's more than . ? million

Blacks, from health care to potio
brutality to unemployment.

As the crowd chanted "Won't ai'

•

It i,o more, we're fired up" and bdr.

"Ain't gonna let nobody turn ua

around," hundreds of cops ki?.- '.

guard. Some were mounted '.

horseback, some o^'
•:"•

They watched caref-!!!v. !

If ir.to action ii.s \h'i '^-/^

: "Koch ijoh.

"

;. -v xhe\ '•'
•

•

Knougt
oui^3ni,rfd '

COdi^VOri, O'
''

of Nuvy. Vcfv.

The imnitiOiaie >*•,

triggered last week's act;,

police murder last summer lit a Bijc;.

community leader and a street

beating of a 16- year- old Black youth

in the Crown Heights section of

Brooklyn.

THE MILLER MURDER
Miller, a businessman in his mid-

thirties, died Jurie 14 after he was

strangled by a ^op in an incident

which, witnessed say, involved 40

policemen. Although the killing has

resulted in a long series of mass

meetings and rallies, none of the

cops involoved in the murder has

been suspended or disciplined.

The day after Millrjr was killed, 16-

year-olo Block vouth Victor Rhodes

was senous'y in^reii t:v some 50

Hasidic •

'' i-^ '"^

hospital closing in Black cotn-

munities, an end to cutbacks in child

care and senior citizen services, a

halt to the deteriorations of public

housing projects and the "massive

miseducation" of children. In ad-

dition, reflecting a number of

disputes which began almost as soon

as Koch took office last November.

Entertainer Ossie Davis marched at

the head of the crowd along with

other community leaders and the

green-jacketed Crown Heights

community patrol formed after the

Miller killing. The people espe<;ially

Black youth, "would have to be

siones nnot to take some action and

respond ' to rising "discnmination,

poverty and racism, ' Davis told the

t..
• "i.jstice for the

... ---thout a fun-

•v.j u* society,

• , i' K ny." What is

• • .'^ ?
: ; open state of

• ;'- ; 'len the haves and

rtcr .
- -pijined.

f^ I
: i ;-:i ^^'lth

... 'i^Q

.. . JC-

;. -. of

'd
'9

he

t iiy alu) .:.

ili'd d hall tc continued on pjge
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Protestors Track Smith

By MICHAEL STEIN and SUSAN MOVER

Rhodesirtn Prime Minister Ian Smith
and one of the three black members
of his puppet government, Rev.

Ndabaninyi Sithole, arrived in the

US. last week in a desperate at

tempt to sell the sham "internal

settlement" directly to the U.S.
people.

Instead, the Smith entourage met
hastily set up picketlines and rallies in

support of the Zimbabwean Patriotic

Front guerrillas And the protesters

vowed to tag along after Smith and
company throughout then week long

US. itinerary

Guardian bureaus report that

hundreds participated in marches
and rallies in Washington, Atlantic

and New York City to denounce the

Smith visit. And the Bay Area
Coalition of South Afnca called a

protest at the federal building Oct.

1^ Smith and his allies.

In New York City an ad hoc jhe Rhodesian racists came to the
coalition of Southern Africa support u.S. at the invitation of 27 right wing
groups slated a series of protests for senators led by S.I Hayakawa (R
Oct 13 when Smith and Sithole and Califl and Jesse Helms (R NCI. The
possibly other group members visit senators wanted to allow the
Newsweek magazine. A picketline Rhodesians the opportunity to
Will start at 11 30 am outside thedirectly lobby for their position.
Newsweek office, 444 Madison Ave., Black Caucus members pointed out
Manhattan. that UN Resolution 235 bars UN-
The group will also condust a mass member countries from issuing visas

protest rally the same day at 5.30 pm to people carrying Rhodesian
outside the Biltmore hotel, 43rd and passports. (Members noted that this
Madison. joes not apply to Patriotic Front

supporters, but refers to backers of
THE PROTESTS BEGIN ,he illegal Ian Smith government.)

And if the Rhodesian prime minister
In Washington, the Congressional wouldn't dodge demonstrators at his

Black Caucus issued

Oct 5 denoucning

n. y. c. demonstrators denounce smithes visit
a statement
the State

meeting with

Cyrus Vance,
Secreatary

he could

of State

also not
Departments supposedly "reluc- g^g^^g ^^ite opposition forses who
tant" decicion to grant entry visas to ^ave followed him from Zimbabwe to

the US. Two members of the Referring to Western attempts to

National Unifying Force, a white divide the front he said, "We will

opposition party, were scheduled to never be split."

conduct a Washington press con Later, as Smith went off to a dinner
ference Oct. 11 to denounce the engagement at the International

"internal settlement" and Ian Smith. Club, a group of 400 marchers
On Smith and Sithole's first day in followed. They pledged to harass
town Oct. 9 more than 1000 DC. Smith during his entire Washington
residents gathered outside the White stay.

Smith regime."

The protesters then marched to the

US. Armed Forces Recruiting

Station in Times Square to condemn
U.S. military involvement to bolster

apartheid in South Africa and
Zimbabwe.

WIDESPREAD SUPPORT

t . _

Ian Smith and Ndabaningi Sithole during U.S. visit

House to denounce the visit.

Chanting "Hell no. Smith must go"
and "Free Zimbabwe," the
demonstators picketed the White
House and returned to Lafayette

Park across the street to hear a

program of music and speakers.

Tirivafi Kangai of the Zimbabwe
African National Union (ZANU)
denounced U.S. involvement in

Zimbabwe and called Smith the

"personification of colonialism,
illegality, racism and imperialism."

He called upon the multiracial crowd
to redouble their efforts to provide

material aid and support to the

democratic forces in Zimbabwe.
Cdllistus Ndlovu of the Zimbabwe

African Peopl»''s Union (ZAPU!
Nimod the Smitn visit an attempt to

.ipl'ly artificial respin^ion tij ,i rlodd

! ) \.Ve are noi

ufiitiuui* respiration uih jtic'

Sithole. We are here ._ L^y them.

NEW YORK PROTESTS

In New York City some 350
protesters shouted, "Split no.

Patriotic Front yes," as they ex-

pressed solidarity with the liberation

forces and condemned the Smith

visit.

The demonstration was kicked oft

at Manhattan's Dag Hammerskjold Social Change

Plaza Oct. 7 ort extremely shon Supporters
notice. Representatives of ZAPU and
ZANU and the African National
Congress (ANC) urged the U.S.
people to join the Patriotic Front in

opposition to the Smith regime in

Zimbabwe and against apartheid m
South Africa.

"What other side must we hear?
'

asked an AMC rt^present.^i
-'<' rriruj to Smith s attempt to p.,.:,.,

Drspective during his visit. We
ti.ivt'seen thft graves of black women
dfid children J,^..(jhte ed by the Ian

In Atlanta some 350 demon-
strators marched from the Atlant a

University campus to Central City

Park in the downtc wn area to protest

Smith's trip to the U.S. The action

was sponsored by the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference and
the Martin Luther King Jr. Center for

of Zimbabwean
liberation were upbeat about the

respectable turnouts at the anti-

Smith actions despite the lack of

notice about the issuance of the

entry visas.

S.iid one participant at the White

House protest : This shows th^it ttie

U S purple are deeply concerned
• n struggle m Africa and that

r iriod oia.'inizatiotial

I tin; suppurt o<

Airiudi, ;L»!ijlion has been ac

complish I'd in the last year,'

Enough Is Enough continued ff

nrjspitals no wori-

; nocide " and
,, ..iganization of

In k workers," the

.) )ii;, 'he niarch with a

n I .' ^0 march
Herbert

Ddu.jiiUy Ddvii,, National
A. ,1 I i;, >i , ,f Black Social Workers

Wiliianns and other

pobted thu yroup's demands on the

City Hall doQi

' -'v atcitement sent by Black

wr R Dhoruba Moore,
oiiyinally a member of the Panther

21 Moore charged, "The many poor

are suljjected to the dictatorship of

the few rich and told they bre the

beneficiaries of reverse
discrimination,' welfare 'handouts'

and white democracy Racist

vigilantes prowl the city streets...We
are living in a stateand condition of

undeclared war.

Speaker Jim Haughton of Harlem

Dduijhtry, head of the Black United Fight

Front, contended that he had no

desire to meet with any of Koch's

aids Daughtry had an angry Sept 24

confrontation with Koch at a large

Brooklyn street fair.

The rally was opened with a

Back recalled the statement

MOVING UPTHE LADDER

Ossic Davis addnd. "We would
tiave been fools if we thought that

only one rebellion would solve all out

problems We must move up the

ladder step by step
"

In a rousing speech, DaUyhtry,
noting that "soriiebody said that

power comes from the barrel of the
gun," urged demonstrators to
exercise zheir right to vote But he
added that 'the battle of the bullet"

should not be discarded.

once made by Black scholar W.E.B. Other speakers included State
DuBois The U.S. system could not Assemblyman Al Vann ?(D), Arlene
reform itself on the question of Rhodes, mother of Victor Rhodes,
racism." Haughton told the crowd, J'tu Weusi, leader of the Brookin
"This system is hopelessly mired in cultural community group the East,

racism and sexism." Flo Kennedy, a Harlem consumer

activist and others.

The Black United Front an umbrella

cjruup, was formed m early ^ummer.
The main thrust of inriny of the

leading participants has been to urge

Black voter registration Some
leaders of the organization have

openly played up anti Semitism and

anti gay sentiments. Many rally

participants and observes com-
plained of the limited politcal thrust

of the action,'despite the militant and
uncompromising attitude of mar-

chers.

Among organizations participating

in the front are the East, the Black

Political Action Union, a large

number of Black ministers, the

National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People,

Afnkan Peoples Party, the Nati oidl

Lirban League, Harlem Fight bJi k,

the Sisterhood of Black Sinyle

Mothers, Fightback and others,

including a host of local community
tjioups cuiicentrating on savmg
hospital and fighting for other
demands.
One Black state employe, cimong
many bystander on their lunch hcdr
wtio cheered the noontime march,
lold the Guardian, "I think it's (the

demonstration) rf>ost timely. We
can't wait no longer. We've waited

long to have nothing. It's time."

Commentary

Police Repression

As the cisis of American capital

continues and business finds itself

unable to stabilize itself, the oppress-
ed people of America become the
principal suffers of the result

s. . unemployment, hunger and
repression.

Faced with a backlash
against civil rights for the oppressed
people of America, communities
throughout the U.S. have turned to

demonstrations at job sites, and to

food riots whenever the opportunity
presents itself (as it did in the sum-
mer of 1977 during the blackout).

The answer of American capital to

check such protests and forestall

riots of the magnitude to those in the

decades of the 1960's has been that

of POLICE REPRESSION.
Througoutthe U.S., police trained

and equipped by the
Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration (LEAA) and the Federal

Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and
led by the Police Think Tank-the In-

ternational Association of Police

(lAP) headquartered in Washington,
DC, have taken the initiative as the
front line of American capital, to

repress oppressed people in the com-
munities.

Over the last five years,
hundreds of innocent Blacks, Puerto
Ricans, Chicanos Mexicanos, Native

Americans and others have been
b r u t a.l I y
murdered by police. A few examples
suffice to show and prove what we
ciriim:

In November of 1973, 15 year old

Tyrone Guyton, a young Black man
from Oakland, California was
stopped on the Freeway for speeding
hy tiiijhw.jy police Guyton, terrifieil,

tried to run from the car and was
thdt ii, tiiM i,.,i He stumbled and fell

'• 1). liked up to the fallen

youth and put a bullet through his

head.
In April, 1974, Clifford Glover a 10

year old Black child was shot in the

back, and killed, l>v Policeirian

Thomas Shfa in Queens, NY. after

Glover ran away from the cop who
grabbed him as he walked down a

dark, Queens street with uncle.

!n December, 1974, Martin Pere^, a

teenage Puerto Rican youth was
arrested for disorderly conduct in a

subway train. An hour later he had
been beaten and hung to death in

East Harlem's 25th Precinct

stationhouse.

In 1975, Claude Reece, a 14 year

old Black youth was shot and killed

by Policeman Frank Bosco in

Brooklyn, New York after Reece and
other youths tried to run from a

basement where they were playing.

Reece was shot behind the left ear,

at point blank, "execution style "

Ricardo Morales was shot and
killed by Castroville, Texas police.

The young Chicano Mexiqano youth
was later taken in a police car 400
milesaway and buried. ?

-That same month, in that city,

police shot ^nd killed Chicano
Mexicano youth Danny Trevino,

by Eliseo Garcia

after the young man failed to get out

of the car fast enough. He was shot

ir^ the face once halfway inside the

car.

-Jose Barlow Benavidez, a Chicano
Mexicano man, from Oakland, was
shot and killed with a shotgun while

undergoing a body search outside his

car, which had been stopped for a

check. Benavidez was shot at point

blank range in the face in June 1976.

Randolph Evans, a 15 year old

Black youth from East New York,

Brooklyn, was shot point blank and
killed in front of a crowd of people

when he asked a policeman, iden-

tified as Robert Torsney a question.

This happened in November, 1976.

In May, 1977, Jose Campos
Torres, a Chicano Mexicano youth

from Houston, Texas, was shot and

killed by police, who later dumped
him in a gully.

In July, 1977, Jose Reyes, a Puerto

Rican from Philadelphia who was
wrecking his own car with an axe in

anger over a family squabble, was
shot and killed by police. Reyes saw
the cops getting out of a patrol car

and threw the axe away. As he tried

to run back into the building where

he lived, he stumbled and fell. A
policeman walked up to the fallen

Reyes and put a bullet in the back of

his head.
-More recently, in June 1978,

Brooklyn Crown Heights leader,

Arthur Miller, was choked for four

minutes with a night stick in front of

dozens of community residents as he
peacefully proi^'ited the arrest of his

youngest brother. After he had been
choked to death, police dumped his

body in a squad car and drove him to

the precinct house before he was
taken to Brooklyn Hospital where
doctors pronounceri hun dead.

In practically every case, a Grand
Jury was called following community
protests and bad publicity for the

police terror .action. The return

verdicts ranged from justified

liomicide to innocent for reasons of

temporary insanity In the few in

st.inces where police were found
guilty, they were either given
suspended sentences or seven
months in prison at worst'

riiat these incidents of police terror

in t^ie communities throughout the

U.S. are not isolated incidents, can
lie seen in the frequency in which
they occur, it is ir I'os'.iii.iie to jiiSifv

police terror on ti.e basis of tern

porary insanity, which means
nothing more than that the
policeman who murdered was insane

only long enough to kill. Nor is

justifiable homicide a just verdict for

killing a person and then burying the

body 400 miles away secretly.

When, in June 4, 1977, Julio Osorio

and Rafael Cruz were shot in the

back by Cfiicago police during a

Puerto Rican day parade celebration

in Humboldt Park, the killings were
part of an attack on those hundreds
of people gathered in the park When
Arthur Miller was choked to death in

Brooklyn, he was prominent member

Julian Bond

( Crisis of Black Youth )

S.U.B. Tues. Oct. 17, 8 p.m

Drake Koka

( Fight for Black Majority

Rule in South Africa )

S.U.B. Wed. Oct. 18 8 p.m

I
' th. ",i,iLk community and a leader

' )t c) civii rights struggle

But police have acted mostly at

random in a way which implies
terrorism directed against the ten
dency of community residents to
become involved in organized
protests. Police theory, as explained
by their training manuals and US.
government guidelines, emphasizes
"prevention of crime " as the main
objective of police work in com-
munities. That IS, to prevent things
from happening. Because after they
happen, it is more difficult and ex-
pensive to expend energies in solving
them.

There is no question but that police

ti'ifij' m the coniniunity fuHovvi
police theory and yuideiineb. The
clear .nm is to p,revent demon-
strations, ofi.)dni^atiun of lesidents
arid by ijoing this, tu eliminate a
source of pressure on American
capital. The U.S. rulers want peace
in the communities. They want to
frighten all the tens of milions of
oppressed people into passivity
concerning their contirtued politics of

unemployfnent, hunger and
repression.

For further information,
Ehseo Garcia at 549-3871

.

contact

Floridians
back exiles

More than 100 people assembled at

the Federal Building here.Sept. 30 to

show solidarity with the demands of

thousands of Haitian refugees for

politcal asylum in the U.S.

Speakers from the Haitian

community pointed to their statusi

political refugees fleeing a brui

dictatorship but ' noted that tl

Immigration and Naturalization
Service (IN3) refuses to grant
political refugee status thereby

opening the door to their depor-

tation. A sp>okesperson from the

National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
fNAACP) concluded, "Martians have Washington, DC.
a wen founded reason to fear politcal Local leftist foinad relatives, friends

persecution in their homeland."
The demonstration and

rally, organized by the Coalition for

Human Rights for Haitians Refugees,
was one of a continuing series of

actions.

In recent months the wave of

Haitians reaching Florida has in-

creased significantly. In response,
the US government has stepped up
Its repression. For example, 170
(^ople were recently deported.

IFor more information or to donate
much-needed funds: Haitian
Refugee Center, 127 NW 2 St.,

Mianr>i, Fla. 3312.^

Defense Builds For
Black Yduth

and neighbors in a supposrt rally for Legal Defense Fund, c)o Prince
15 year old Terry Johnson here last Geoegre's State Bank, 8515 George

Highway, Glenarden, Mdmonth.
The growing movement around

Johnson sees him as the latest victim
in a long series of police attacks on
Black youth in Prince George's
County, Md.
Johnson was severly beaten en

route to the police station last June
after he and his brother were arrested
for a traffic violation. At the station,

he was separated from his brother
and taken to the processing room
where a series of events left the two
officers dead.
Supporters contend that HJohn-

Palmer
20801.

Court Upholds
Stevens Racism
Roanoke Rapids, N.C.

The Supreme Court's Bakke ruling

and the struggle against J. P.

Stevens came together in a federal

appeals court decision Oct. 5.

The U.S. Fourth Circuit Court of

Appeals ruling struck down hiring

son, if he actually killed the two must Quotas imposed in 1976 on the giant

have been seriously provoked.
His trial is expected to take place in

mid-November.
For more information or to send

contritMjtions: TerrerKa Johnson

textile firm's seven plants here.

Saying that Stevens had made
"substantial progress" in hiring

Blacks since the suit went to court in

1970, the circuit court declared ttw

quotas unnecessary.

The 1976 order called for Stevens to

find, hire and promote qualified

Blacks until 40/ of the workers were

Black in clerical, fixer, weaving and

overseer jobs, categories reserved for

whites until 1969. Lawyers for the 13

Black employes who filed' the suit

had shown that Blacks with 10 years

seniority were making less than

whites with two years on the job.

The decision, however, let stand a

court order allowing Black employes

to claim back pay lost through

discrimination. An estiiT\ate 4000

past and current workers could be

involved in an eventual financial

settlement.

The U.S. is atterr^pting to block a

UN investigation into charges that

the Memphis police are violating the

human rights of Blacks.

Memphis civil rights groups placed

such charges before a UN Human
Rights Commission subcommittee in

Geneva last month. The sub-
committee report will determine

whether the full commission will

conduct an on-the -spot in-

vestigation in Memphis.

The Memphis Black community

pressed the iSsue after the U.S. Civil

Rights Commission (CRC), a

nongovernmental agency, issued a

detailed 129-page report which

stated the Memphis police brutality

against Black vw«s "pervasive and
uncontrolled" and "a cause for

public outrage."

"The most prevalent kind of police

misconduct in Memphis is physical

abuse," the report goes on to say.

"In many instances, such physical

abuse is exacerbated by what the

Memphis City public defender has

termed 'trumped-up-charges' being

placed against victims in an attempt

to justify the physical abuse by the

arresting officer."

A case in point is last year's killing

of Black teenager Jerry Griffin by an
off-duty policeman, Michael Majors.

That murder of an unarmed youth
was the seventh killing of unarmed
Blacks in as many weeks. When
Griffin's parents confronted Majors

for murdering their son in cold blood,

they were cKiarged with assault.

Commenting on police murders of

Blacks, the CRC report said, "The
Memphis Police Department has
nether restricted the use of deadly

force to situations of cofTHMlling

need nor adopted specifics in regard

to its permissable use."

"No one except the Black com-
munity admits there's a problem,"
said Maxine Smith, spokesperson for

the Memphis NAACP.
"Racism is so raw and naked here

that even though there is no overtly

active KKK, the police are at-

titudinously just like the Klan," said

Dr. Isaac Richmond, one of the UN
petitioners.

The U.S. State Department has

requested that the UN drop the

Memphis charges on the technical

grounds that the U.S. Justice

Department is still studying the case.

All CCEBS students should note
that on Tuesday, October 24th a

representative of COGME (Council
on Opportunities in Graduate
Management Education) will be in

the 2nd Floor Study Library of the
New Africa House. The represen-

tative will talk with interested
students in a group session from 9:00
a.m. to 12:00 noon. Any student
considering the possibility of
graduate study in Management
should attend this session. All in-

terested students must sign up for

this visit in Room 112 Hampshire
House as soon as possibilities.
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Poets Against
Apartheid

On Friday, October 13, at the Student Union Ballroom, six

distinguished poets and writers shared their feelings against
Apartheid, throuyh their poetry and writing. The poets were
Andrew Salkey, Dennis Brutus, Sonia Sanchez, Jayne
Cortez, Zoe Best, and writer Steve Cannon.

The program of poetry, p.ose, and music was dedicated to
those who live under the apartheid regime in South Africa. As
one of the poets said, "A society can be judged by the kind of
poetry and writings it produces." Poets and writers create an
dwareness and anger against a system. The evening offered a
variety of different styles spreading a common message that
apartheid must go.

The evening began with Zoe Best who read her poem "By
Mother Jones" which is dedicated to the women who mar-
ched on Pretoria in Aug. of 1956, to protest the carrying of

passes. Zoe Best, who is originally from Oregon, lives in

Amherst and is just completing her fourth volume of poetry
and an anthology entitled, "From Every Continent: Women's
Voices Against Apartheid.

Following Zoe Best was Steve Cannon, who is not a poet but
a novelist. He read a short story about life in South Africa.
Cannon is from New Orleans, and wrote a popular
novelentitled, "Groove, Bang, and Jive Around". He teaches
at Medgar Evers College in New York.

Andrew Salkey followed by reading four poems from Cuba,
Angola, Haiti, and Jamaica. The poems were an international

tribute to men, women, and children struggling under
Apartheid. Salkey, who is from Jamaica, has written and
edited more than 25 volumes that include novels, poetry,
children's books, and anthologies.

Jayne Cortez, who is presently living in New York City, read
a.few of her poems sgch as "Brooding ", "Mercenaries and
Minstrels '76", a poem dedicated to the bicentennial, "Claude
Reese, Jr.", which is a poem dedicated to a young black man
who was shot in the head and killed in New York City in 1974,

and a poem entitled, "You Know". Jayne Cortez is the author
of four books of poetry; lier most recent book is entitled

"Mouth on Paper" which includes the poem, '"For the Brave
Young Students of Soweto".

Dennis Brutus, who was ^released from a South African
Prison in 1968, followed and began by relating some of his

personal experiences under the harsfi apartheid system of
South Africa. His first book, "Sirens Knuckles Boots",
contributed to his imprisonment. He is currently teaching
English at North Western University.

SoDia Sanchezclosed the evening's readings and preceded
the music of Terry Jenoure and Avery Sharpe, with poems
such as "Small Comment", "Indianapolis Summer 1969", and
a letter dedicated to Ezekiel Mpalele. Sdhia Sanchez was born
in Birmingham, Alabama and raised in Harlem. She has
published four volumes of poetry and anthologies, and has
just completed a novel and another book of poetry. She is

presently teaching at the University of Pennsylvania.

All of the poets, writers, ar^ musicians, during this evening,
regardless of their individual styles, carried a Similar message;
that the struggle in South Africa is a universal struggle for

freedom.

by Vukane Magubane

photos by Ed Cohen

top left to right

Dennis Brutus, Nana Seshibe,

Andrew Salkey, Sonia Sanchez,

Zoe Best,

Terry Jenour, Avery Sharp««

Steve Cannon, Jayne Cortei
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Polish pope a surprise
John Paul ll's

selection breaks
455-year tradition

of Italian pontiffs.
Associated Press
VATICAN C/7"/ Cardinal Karol Wojtyla

of Poland was elected pope of the Roman
Catholic Church yesterday in a bold break
with a 455-year tradition of Italian pontiffs

that foreshadovvs a new era in relations bet-

ween Rome and the communist world.
The little known, 58-year-old archbishop

of Krakow, whose election by the secret

conclave of cardinals came as a complete
surprise, took the name John Paul, the
same as his predecessor.

"May Jesus Christ be praised," the new
pontiff told a throng of 100,000 as he made
his first public appearance on a basilica

balcony overlooking St. Peter's Square.
"Viva il papa!" "Long live the pope!" the

crowd roared into the moonlit night

He told them he had feared being called to

the papacy but accepted it "'in the spirit of

obedience to Our Lord.'"

Woityla"s selection of the papal name
John Paul II apparently indicates he plans

to follow in the steps of his three immediate
predecessors-John XXIII, Paul VI and John
Paul I, who died Sept. 28 after a reign of

only 34 days.

Wojtyla's election came on the seventh or|

eighth ballot of the conclave of 111 car-

dinals in the Sistine Chapel that began
Saturday evening.

White smoke, the traditional signal that a
pope is chosen, wafted from the chapel
chimney at 6:18 p.m., 1:18 p.m. EOT.
Tens of thousands rushed to St. Peter's

Square as news of the election spread.

Soon afterward, a senior cardinal deacon
stepped onto the St. Peter's Basilica

balcony and proclaimed in Latin: "Nuntio
vobis gaudem magnum. Habemus
papam!" ""I announce to you a great joy.

We have a pope!"

About an hour after the smoke appeared,

Wojtyla, clad in his new papal robes, walk-

ed onto the balcony, waving and smiling to

the tumultuous crowd.

"Now the most reverend cardinals have
called a new bishop to Rome. They have
called him from a distant country,'" he said,

speaking good Italian with a slight accent.

"I was afraid to receive this nomination

but I did it in the spirit of obedience to our

Lord and in the total confidence in Our

Mother, the most holy Madonna."

He is the first non-Italian pope since the

Dutchman Adrian VI, who reigned in

1522-1523.

The son of a Polish non-commissioned ar-

my officer, Wojtyla secretly studied for the

priesthood in Poland while it was occupied
by the Nazis in World War II.

After the war, he was active both in

teaching ethics and philosophy and in

parish work under difficult conditions

created by the new communist government
in Poland.

VATICAN CITY - Newly-elected Pope John Paul II waves to the crowd In St. Peter's Square from St. Peter's Basilica
yesterday. (UPI)

He's not Italian but he's Catholic

"Polishjokes willhave to stop
ByJOSEPH QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

"Let the ears of those who tell Polish jokes

fall off," Rev. Michael Twardzik jokingly

warned about 20 persons at the 5:15 Mass
at the campus Newman Center yesterday

afternoon.

Four hours earlier. Cardinal Karol Wojtyla,

58, of Poland was appointed the successor

to Pope John Paul I, who died last month
after a 33-day papacy of the Catfiolic

Church. Cardinal Wojtyla, who took the

name Pope John Paul II, is the first non-

Italian pope since 1523, when Adrian VI of

Holland died after a one-year reign

Twardzik. of Polish descent himself, told

parishioners he first learned of the ap-

pointment while waiting for a prescription

to be filled at a Hadley pharmacy.

"A postal service man came in and said,

'heh. Father, you've got a new boss... yah,

would you believe he's Polish.'
"

Twardzik also said the director of the

Newman Center, Fr. Joseph Ouigley, an
Irishman, had threatened to display black

-

a sign of mourning -outside the center.

"But we know better, " Twardzik said.

But while Twardzik kidded about the

appointment of a Polish pope, he also

addressed the personal qualities of Pop

Rev. Michael Twardzik

John Paul II. Twardzik, while a student ^at

the Catholic University of Louvain, Belguim

in 1967, once had an audience with the new
pope, who was then the cardinal of Krakov,

Poland.

The new pope has a "deep spirituality,

arising from his own experiences as a

common man," Twardzik said in his ser-

mon. "He knows how to suffer."

Twardzik told the parishioners the ap-

pointment occurred on the feast day of St.

Hedwig, the woman who fostered

Catholicism in Poland in the 12th and 13th

centuries. St. Hedwig was a noblewoman
and wife of the duke of Silesia, the head of

the Polish royal family.

Twardzik said two arrangements of red-

and white flowers-a sign of the glory and
suffering of Poland, were on the altar.

The bishop of the Springfield archdiocese.

The Most Rev. Joseph F. Maguire, called

the appointment of a non-Italian pope "a

change worthy of the surprising times in

which we live."

Food stamp recipients may be forced to worl<
By JOYCEMUNROE
Collegian Staff

Students currently receiving food stamps
may be required to seek part time em-
ployment because of the recently enacted
Food Stamp Act, according to Bob Briotta,

food stamp specialist for the UMass Fpod
Stamp Office.

Briotta estimated 1,000 UMass students

currently receive food stamps. He said the

new regulations would "weed out" those

student? whose needs were not sincere.

"I think those (students) who really need
them would not be opposed to registering

for part time employment," Briotta said.

Briotta said he sees "no real problems"

with the new nationwide regulations and
said they "may have the least affect on
students, though they do affect a lot of

people in a lot of ways."

According to Briotta, students periodically

are called in to review their eligibility, and
would be notified of the changes then.

"I don't think they'll really mind complying
with the new regulations," Briotta said.

"The new regulations are the first major

overhaul of the program since it was made
permanent in 1964, " a United Press

International dispatch said last week.

A'ong with the new part time employment
regulation, according to the report, any

student owning a car valued over $4,500

automatically would be ineligible for

stamps.
The report said food stamp eligibility

provisions would have to be changed in all

states by March 1 , 1979.

The Department of Agriculture, which

oversees the food stamp program, has

sought to upgrade the program since 1974,

Briotta said.

Before 1974, students in Massachusetts

were not required to present a statement of

need from their parents, Briotta said. But

now, he said, if the student is listed as a

dependent on his or her parents' income
tax form, the parents must be proven
eligible before the student can receive

stamps.

According to John Thompson of the

Northampton Welfare Office, which
oversees the UMass stamp program, the

new regulations will not go into effect until

that office receives formal notification from

the Dept. of Agriculture sometime in

January, he said.

"If a student came in today, and was
eligible under the existing regulations, yes,

they'd get stamps," Thompson said.

Thompson added that he could give "no

definite information as to the impact on
students," which would result from the

new laws.

"As far as we're concerned, tf>ere is no
change until it Is formulated into policy

here," he said.

Briotta said additional details concerning
the new Food Stamp Act can be obtained
from the regional office of the U.S. Dept.
of Agriculture in Buriirtgton.
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Compiled from report

Local
Southwost olection

Rich La Voice and Dave Clairmont were
elected co-presidents of the Southwest
Assembly last week with 921 votes.

Southwest's highest voter turnout ever - 22
percent - went to the polls and elected La
Voice and Clairmont, while they gave Steve
McGoldrick and Frank Letizia 146 votes and
Irwin Schwartz 86 votes.

Library to gat grant

The UMass library tomorrow will receive a
$3,906 grant from the federal Oept. of

Health, Education and Welfare's Office of

Education, an HEW statenrtent said yester-

day.

University Library Director Talbert yester-

day said the grant will go directly into the
library's requisition budget to purchase
books, periodicals, and other library aids.

HEW stipulates the grant must be used for

such aides.

The education office this year has ap
propriated some 2,600 grants totaling over
$10 million.

Brad Lowe

Mediations begin

The first mediated contract negotiation
session between administration and faculty
representatives was held yesterday in

Boston. No results were reported, but
none were expected, said Massachusetts
Society of Professors President James E
Cathey
"Nothing of substance occurred," he

said. Cathey said the session was intended
only as an initial get-together for the two
sides and mediator Abraham Siege! of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The two sides recently agreed to move

their 16-month -old contract dispute to state
mediation. More substantive talks are ex-
pected next weekend, Cathey said.

Regional
UMass is expensive?

So you think UMass is expensive? Well,
guess again.

University of Vernr>ont students, in-state
and non-resident, pay more fees than most
other state and land grant universities in

the country.

Total fees paid by out-of state students
averaged about $5,600 for the 1978-1979
year, according to figures compiled by the
National Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges.

Mail truck found

PROVIDENCE Authorities yesterday
began picking through the 'complete
mess" left by thieves who hijacked a truck
in nearby Attleboro, Mass. that was
carrying an estimated $500,000 in
valuables.

The van, carrying jewelry and under
private contract to the U S. Postal Service,
was hijacked Friday night shortly after it left

Attleboro on its regular route to
Providence. It was found in Uxbridge
State police, acting on a tip. Sunday

found what was believed to be the remains
of the the truck's contents in the wooded
area near Inaustrial Highway in North
Smithfield

National
Senator may be guilty

WASHINGTON The Senate ethics

committee said yesterday it found "sub-
stantial credible evidence" that either Sen.
Birch Bayh or one of his aides broke the law
in the Korean influence buying scandal and
asked the Justice Department to consider
prosecution.

However , the committee also said it found
no evidence that South Korean gifts to

senators ever succeeded in influencing a

single senator. One member of the com-
mittee said the report "exonerateo
members of the Senate from any
wrongdoing" in the scandal.

Brooke to question lawyer

WASHINGTON - The Senate ethics
committee decided yesterday to give Sen.
Edward W. Brooks the chance he has
asked for to question a lawyer who has
accused his representatives of altering

documents.
The committee voted 4-1 to have the
meeting "at the earliest possible time.""

New bill to provide

1 .5 million students

with college grants
A'ssociated Press

WASHINGTON An estimated 1 .5 million

more college students, including some
from families with incomes up to $26,000,
will qualify for federal grants next fall

thanks to a major college aid package
passed in Congress" marathon final

session

.

The bill will expand the Basic Educational
Opportunities Grant program, the cor
nerstone of the government"s current $3.8
billion grant, loan and work study
programs tor college students.
An estimated 2. 1 million of the 1 1 .6 million

U.S. college students are eligible this year
for grants ranging from $200 to $1,600, but
nearly al! are from families with incomes
below $ 15,000. The grants average $ 1 ,000

.

The new measure will raise the top grant
to $1,800, provide more generous grants to
low income students and make eligible

students from families with incomes up to
about $26,000. The minimum would remain
$200
The Department of Health, Education and

Welfare was unable to give a precise break-
down yesterday.

But the House Education and Labor
subcommittee on post secondary
education provided this approximate chart:

For a family of four with one child in
college and income of $6,000, a grant of
$1,800; a $1,676 grant with income of
$8,000; $1,500 at $10,000; $1,329 at
$12,000; $1,158 at $14,000; $991 at
$16,000: $827 at $18,000; $669 at $20,000.

Astronomy prof lectures
By JUDY KELLY
Collegian Staff

An astronomy professor last night explain

ed the "Physics and Philosophy of the Big
Bang Cosmology"" and its relation to the
structure and evolution of the universe.

Professor Edward R. Harrison of the
UMass Astronomy Department dealt with a
number of topics including the
"'Astronomical Universe,'" when he talked

about the stars in our galaxy, with the aid
of slides. Our galaxy was formed 10 billion

years ago, he said, from a tremendous
explosion known as the Big Bang.

A major development in cosmology oc-
curred in 1915 when Albert Einstein defined
gravity, Harrison said. When gravity was
explained, he said, space and time became
real. Harrison said the universe consists of
a group of stars placed in empty space, and
that time and space endure beyond the
universe.

"If you believe in Heaven, do not doubt
space and time," he said.

Harrison further explained the Big Bang
Theory.

Edward R. Harrison (Staff photo by
Judy DelFrate)

// Your Calculations Are Scientific, Statistical .

Or Just 2 +2= ?

m m

Scientific Calculators
Have the Answers:

EL-5001
Pre-Programmed

Calculator
Pre-programmed for nor-
mal calculations, statis-

tics, quadratics, integrals,

complex numbers and
vectors. Just set the selec-
tor and punch in your
variables! Command keys
for 29 other scientific

functions. Comes com-
plete with case, adaptor,
and rechargeable batter-

ies.

Only M9.95

EL-5808
"Super-Slim"

Pocket Calculator
Complete with leather
folder and notepad, has
29 scientific and statisti-

cal commands built-in

with a keyless "sensor"

keyboard, automatic
power off saves battery

life.

Only ^39.95

PC-1201
Programmable

Pocket Computer
Up to 128 full steps of

programming with 12 in-

dependent memories, all

non-volatile, even with the
calculator off, 37 statisti-

cal and scientific func-

tions built-in. Program
manual covers over 100
common programs. Com-
plete with adaptor, re-

chargeable batteries, in-

structions, etc.

Only ^89.95

EL-5806
Pocket

Calculator
Scientific, statistical

pocket sized calculator

with 29 pre-programmed
functions, in folder. Near-
ly 1,000 hours battery li|p

and automatic power off

feature.

Only ^29.95

EL-500S
Personal Scientific

Calculator
Digitron display with in-

dependent three-key me-
mory, scientific notation,
14 pre-programmed func-
tions, optional AC adap-
tor

Only M 6.95

all at the calculator store

campus center

univ. of mass.

amherst

Open this Sat., ' ^ a.m. -4 p.m.

t(
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Dickinson house awaits demolition
ffy MICHAEL SUSSl^AN '

Collegian Staff

The burned out '"Dickinson house" on
Eastman Lane is slated for demolition soon,

said George A. Norton, UMass Physical

Plant director. The house is located across

from the Graduate Research Towers,
Norton said yesterday that the second

bids for the project are due in from local

contractors, after no figures were received

by Oct. 12, the due date for the first bid

Personnel are attempting to contact

contractors directly to insure the building

will be taken down soon.
The house was used in September by the

Amherst Fire Department for practice in fire

fighting. Bob Chisolm, Principle Dispatcher

at the fire department, said several types of

fires were set and then extinguished to

give firemen practical experience.

According to Norton, the house was due
to be demolished with the straightening of

Eastman Lane. The state has appropriated

money for the project, Norton said, but all

the bids received were too high. The
University currently is seeking more funds

for the project, but Norton said he doesn"t

think a contract can be awarded until at

least next summer.
In the meantime, funds from the original

appropriation will be used to demolish the

house.

Norton said the fire department in the past

has been given permission to burn several

other similar buildings. "It is a nice thing

that we can work with the town like this,
"

he said. The fire chief is very happy to be

able to use these buildings.
'"

The so called "Dickinson house" was
willed to the University several years ago,

and more recently has been used as

temporary quarters for the University's

Landscape Architecture program.

Norton said that the structure has been

slated for demolition since it was first

received

.

UMass state funding low
By WENDY CARLSON
Collegian Staff

For the second year in a row, UMass
continues to lose ground in state higher-

education appropiations.

Nationwide, the state funds appropiated

for higher education this year exceed those

of two years ago by 22 percent, but UMass
slid to 48th place of all states, with only a 13

percent increase, according to this month's

Chronicle of Higher Education.

UMass was one of many Northeast

universities that received the low ranking

this year, based on percent increase in

appropiations, appropiations per capita,

and appropiations per $1,000 of personal

income. UMass ranked a lowly 48th in each

category.

Of all state colleges and universities,

UMass received the smallest increase in

appropriations 6 percent - which was also

the lowest in New England.

Southern states gained the most, with

Alabama receiving an impressive 62

percent increase.

"We don't stand very well nationwide,"

said former Chancellor Oswald Tippo,

'"That's been known for some time. The
faculty salaries are well below those of the

rest of the country and the support of funds

for the library are also down.

"This has affected the quality of the

university severely in the past few years,"

he said.

Another faculty member active in support

for public education, philosophy professor

Robert Paul Wolff called the situation a

"disaster".

Because of the poor appropriation, he

said, "'we have lost a number of good
people (faculty), and we are in danger of

losing many more. Already the classes are

larger as a result.

"What we need is a first class selling job

to show them what we have here," he said.

Wolff said Massachusetts is a state with a

large, old private education system, where

public higher education is a fairly new
system still needing recognition.

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

SAVE 30%-50%
Book now for Christmas and spring break

PAY LATER
No payment until 30 days before departure

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS 545-0500

Dickinson House waits to be demolished. (Staff photo by Joseph Paul
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ALLAN B. BUNCE SERVICE SOCIETY SLIDE SHOW
PRESENTATION |

OCTOBER 17, 1978 TUESDAY CAMPUS CENTER RM. 165

This service society is an organization mads up of people who
help people help themselves. This slide show will present what
they do, as well as mark the beginning of their membership
drive. It's a great way to meet people as well as participate in

many worthwhile service projects!

SO REMEMBER -TUESDAY NIGHT, OCTOBER 17 at 7 00
P.M., in the CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 165-
THE ALLAN B. BUNCE SERVICE SOCIETY

SLIDE SHOW PRESENTATION.
REFRESHMENTS SERVED AFTERWARDS!!!

I

So smooth. Easy to sip. Delicious!

Comfort^'s unlike any other liquor.

It tastes li^ood just poured over ice.

That's why it makes mixed drinks
taste much better, too. Sip into

something Comfort*able.[ Try it/

\

Southern
Comfort

great
with COLA.

IONIC. 7UP.

BinER LEMON.

GINGER ALE.

ORANGE JUICE,

even mIlK'
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system of higher ed
By DEBRA RO TH SANTA
Collegian Staff

State Rep. James G. Collins (D-Amherst)
last night told a meeting of the Central Area
Council that cuts in state education
budgets have caused "the quality of the
University to decline very visibly."

Collins currently is running for re-election

against Republican Chandler Atkins.

He said a proposed reorganization of the
state's public higher education system
would offer a solution to the funding
problem "The Board of Higher Education is

highly ineffective," he said.

Collins told an audience of about 10 that

competition between schools for ap-

propriations is a major cause of the
problem. He said UMass "has the highest
fees of any institution in the country." He
said funds are appropriated to UMass but
often times used elsewhere, such as for

"buying furniture for the president's of-

fice."

Collins, a UMass graduate, said he wants
the Board of Higher Education to be
required to stick with the approved
university budget. He said he would also
like to see more student lobbyists, and feels

that students and faculty should unite in a
lobbying effort.

Collin*; «;aiH whf»n he first took office six

years ago, he expected a lot of mail, but
said legislators are rarely contacted.

Collins ajso spoke about Proposition 2%,
Massachusetts' version of California's
recently passed Proposition 13. Collins said
he strongly opposes Proposition 2 Vi , which
he said would cut local property taxes by 42
percent. He said public higher education
funds would need to be cut in order to
make up the lost tax revenue, and that
"Proposition 2 H is a hidden way to get rid

of public higher education.
"Proposi»ion 2'/2 is a windfall for the

rich." he said.

Senate gives PDD funds
By WHfTfSlEY BUTTRICK
Collegian Staff

The Stockbridge Student Senate last

night appropriated $500 to Professional

Development Day for use in advertisement

and other overhead costs.

In another allocation, Kevin J. Hollister,

president of the Class of '78, allocated

$1,000 to the senate that was left over in

the class budget. The money allocated will

t>e set aside for PDD in future years.

Senior Brian Brundrett was named
Parlimentarian of the senate and will super-

vise future meetings.

The Stockbridge Halloween Party is

scheduled for Oct. 26 in the Campus Center

Auditorium. There will be prizes for the

ugliest, scariest, most original, best couple.

t)est group, arKJ nrtost unrecognizable

costumes. Tickets will go on sale Thursday
in SU 432.

Professional Development Day, scheduled
for Oct. 24, was organized last year by the

senate to offer students and business peo-

ple an opportunity to discuss available op-

portunities and problems they will fac^

when they enter the working world.

Last year, over 7,00 students, faculty

members and exhibitors termed the event

successful, which included speakers and
exhibits in various agricultural fields.

Town asks stricter water cuts
ByJONKLilN
CoM^gmn Staff

The ArT>h«rtt Board of Selectmen voted
last rught to authorize the Town Manager
and the Public Works Superintendant to

seek water from any approved source if

there is a failure in any wells currently serv-

ing the water-starved town.
"We are in fact in an emergency. We are

holding our own but we are on tht briiA,"
said Selectman Nancy Eddy.
The town currently is suffering from a

water shortage, as sparse rainfall f^s
depleted supply reservoirs. Town officials

have requested that residents and students
cut water consumption by 25 percent.
Public Works Superintendent Stanley

Ziomek reported that consumption has

QUICKIE
LUNCH

is now being

served

in the

11th floor

lounge

fronn

11 :30 a.m.-l :30

p.m.

Plus-
full cocktail

service

leveNed. Ke said thomwt have- batn*
discontinued at Amherst Regional Junior
High School wxl also at the senior high
school.
Ziomek also said that UMass. An>herst
and Hampshire college will be requested to

restrict hot showers to every other day.
CokJ showers will be available on other

days, he said.

Selectman William Atkins said many
students are trying to conserve water.
"Others are laughing at us. A cold shower
twice a week will show we mean
business," he said.

Selectman Nathaniel Reed called for "an

equaKty of beh tigNerMng".
"Lets not sir>gle out one group that has rw

contro! Over the matter," he said.

Ziomek also reported Amherst is continu-
ing to use water from the town of Hadley.
He said last weekend's rain did not have a
significant affect on the water suooly.

In other business the tx>ard also voted to
request that the State Department c^
Public Works post speed limit signs on
Sunset Avenue, which runs parallel tp
Southwest dormitories. A study would
need to be made t>efore the signs coukj b^
posted. Selectmen said.
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"CLIVE BARNES
EXULTATION IN DANCE" S^rLafs'

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1978 @ 8 p.m.

FINE ARTS CENTER CONCERT HALL
Tickets:

UMASS/AMHERST STUDENTS $2.00 and $3.00

GENERAL PUBLIC $3.00 and $4.00

Now on sale at Fine Arts Center Box Office and

all Ticketron outlets. Fine Arts Center Box Office

hours 9 to 4 each day, Monday through Friday

Tel. 545-2511
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, to tell the Student body of

THE UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS

(AMHERST)

about some unusual career opportunities available to

men and women-while Ihey stay m school and after

they Qfaduate Marine Corps career programs- m data

procesising, telecommunications, avionics, f'nance. and

business management, to name just a few -are among

the best offered in or out of the military. Find oul all the

facts, when we visit your campus

17 ^ 19 OCTOBER 1978
10 a.m. TO 2 p.m.
GOODELL BUILDING
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University Of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE AilS CENTER PRESENTS

PITTSBURGH
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

ANDR6 PREVIN
Conducting

Wednesday, October 18 8 pm
The program will consist of Overture to

"Lltaliana in Algeri" by Rossini, 'Iberia'

from •'Images pour Orchestra" by Debussy

and "Don Quixote." Fantastic Variations on a

Theme of Knightly Character, Opus 35 by

Strauss.

Tickets now on sale. General public - $8, 7, 6.

UMass students and senior citizens - $7, 6, 5.

Flhf /«TS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.
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UMass student to compete for4H award
By ROB STEIN
Collegian Staff

UMass sophomore Jodie
Wagner's nine years in 4H
recently led her to be nam-
ed state leadership
representative to the Na
tional 4H Congress.

She will be traveling to

Chicago on Nov. 25 to com-
pete for one of nine $1,000

scholarships awarded for

leadership activities. She
will make the trip v^\x\^ win-
ners in other 4H areas of in-

volvement, such as hor-

ticulture and agriculture.

The SIX day trip is spon
sored by Reader's Digest.

Miss Wagner will compete
against representatives
from all 50 states, who will

be judged on records
documenting their years of

4H involvement. The
records are detailed ledgers
of all 4H work done by each
representative since joining

the program.

To capture the award Miss
Wagner first had to capture
the County Leadership
Award from her hon^etown
in Plymouth County. She
next succeeded in winning

custom-made rings
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the State Leadership title

which made her eligible to

compete nationally as the

Massachusetts represen-

tative.

4H, which stands for

Head, Heart, Hands and
Health, is a popular pro-

gram in Western
Massachusetts. There are

more than 22,000 program
members in the area, said
Miss Wagner.

Miss Wagner said each
department at UMass has
an extension specialist to

4H, someone with certain

expertise who is called

upon from time to time
when their knowledge
would be helpful to a 4H
project.

Miss Wagner helped start

a UMass 4H National Col-

legiate Club. The club's

main project currently is

working with the local

chapter of the American
Association of Retired Per-

sons.

Miss Wagner, an animal
science major, said she has
encountered nnany ine-

quities in the department.
She complained of apathy
among the professors
about the livestock. She
also said the professors are

too research -oriented, and
t)elieved the department
wasn't making the best use
of its livestock by shdwing
the animals to advertise the

school.

The head of the Veterinary

and Animal Science
Department, Dr. Thomas
Fox, agreed with Miss
Wagner that the barns are

"cramped and in need of

repairs". But, he said,

research is an important

asp>ect of the department
and the research "greatly

supports the undergraduate
program". Dr. Fox said

costs of showing livestock

would out-weigh the
benefits to students and the

University.

The ideal of independence requires

resistance to the herd spirit now so

widespread, to our worship of quantity and
indifference to quality, to our unthinking

devotion to organization, standardization,

propaganda, and advertising.

Daniel Gregory Mason

/^
THE
COMMONWEALTH
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America's newest readentjtrofessional theater

at the VMasi Fine Arts Center

1/2 price
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rush tickets .^

V

Available at 6:00 pm each eveninK of performance
for

(•eonte Bernard Shaw's witty farce

MISALLIANCE
Now through the 21st of October,

Tuesday-Sunday evenings at 8:00pm
Box office 545-3511

Frank Prentice Rand Theater
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Editorial / Opinion
LETTERS

Politically popular

but dangerous

To the Editor:

This letter is written in response to
Michael Hart's letter of 10/ 10 concerning
the program of Students United for
Public Education \SUPE\. which he con-
siders "politically unrealistic". Hart's let-

ter articulated quite clearly the wide
spread acceptance of the continued
deterioration of public higher education
under the guise of "realism. " SURE feels
that Hart's underlying assumptions must
be challenged To the extent that people
believe there are no "realistic" alter
natives to the dangerous Proposition 13
mentality, they will not fight for

themselves. SUPE's goal is to organize
students to fight for what we believe to
be necessary and therefore that which
we must make possible. We do not
think overcrowded classes, unhealthy
dorm conditions, underpaid faculty and
staff or nonfunctioning greenhouses are
realistic.

SUPE's program is.No budget cuts;
No tuition; No to the principles and
assumptions of the parks plan for

reorganization. If everyone [including
the state legislature] agreed with our pro-
gram, there would be no need for a group
like SUPE. The point-4S that we think
there are better ways to deal with the
fiscal crisis than cutting public higher
education or other social services.

Like many other students, f\/lichael Han
assumes that it is "physically impossible"
for UMass to educate everybody so that
we necessarily need the private sector to

absorb the extra "potential faculty and
students. " In so doing, he accepts what
he considers to be the limits of public in-

stitutions rather than prescribing the ex-
pansion of public higher education. Hart
proposes' the maintenance of a "vigorous
state scholarship program" which cur-
rently channels the bulk of state aid 1 75
percent] to private schools and thus
allows only a token number of "less

privileged" students to attend. Public
colleges and universities, on the other
hand, are the only schools where middle
and working class students can attend in

large numbers. Therefore state scholar-

ships and other forms of public aid to

private schools exist at the expense of the
public sector. As far as SURE is concern-
ed, this is hardly realistic.

Hart is also concerned with the "false"

\bad] reputation" of UMass, but his solu-

tion, which is graduated tuition, will not
rectify the basic problem, which is insuffi-

cient funding. We agree that UMass
does not have the national renown of
Harvard or MIT, but the basis for this

reputation does not emanate from the

minds of status-oriented individuals. Har-
vard and MIT have many excellent educa-
tional programs because they have lots of
money. Harvard does not derive its

reputation from high tuition. The -idea

that we can save the reputation of UMass
through the maintenance of "a strong
economic incentive" does not deal with

the real problem which is lack of suffi-

cient funding.

Furthermore, Hart's arguement implies

that accessibility to education and high

quality are mutually exclusive. This

assumes that people who cannot pay are

not "smart enough" for higher educa-
tion. SUPE starts with the assumption
that education must be guaranteed to

everyone regardless of ability to pay.
This is because higher education is

becoming a necessity in our complex
society. We pay for our education
through our taxes and if any adjustments
in payment must be made, let it be
through a restructuring of our taxes

towards a truly progressive system.

Thus, although Hart sees the need for

increased access to public education, his

solutions which may be "politically

popular" are contrary to his stated goals.
SUPE's program is consistent with our
goals. If you are interested in SUPE,
please leave your name in our box in the
RSO office [11464] or stop by our table in
the CC. We will be having a meeting on
campus within the next few weeks to
discuss these crucial questions.

Carol Lubin
Eda O. Biccari
Rona Weiss

Students United For Public Education

'Clockwork' a

powerful film

To the Editor:
On Friday, October 13, the Amherst
community Vvas offered the opportunity
to view Stanley Kubrick's award-winning
film A Clockwork Orange. Picketers
representing Men Against Crimes Against
Women [MACAW] were protesting the
showing of the film. As we entered the

lobby we were handed leaflets urging us

to withdraw support from the movie by
not viewing it.

According to MACAW, the film depicts
sexual crimes against women as enter
tainment for men. Although we were
pleased to see men taking a stand against
violent crimes against women, we were
puzzled by their presence at this par
ticular film. One of us, having viewed the
film several times before, thought the film

[although explicitly violent in parts]
presented an extremely anti-violent

message.
As the lights dimmed and the film began
many viewers responded with applause
and wild cheers. The opening scene,
which depicts plastic statues of naked
women arranged in compromising sexual
positions, was greeted with laughter, ap-
plause and many lewd remarks. Subse-
quent scenes of brutal beatings and rapes
met with the same behavior. The crowd
was noticeably restless and inattentive

during the scenes that lacked violence.

We were shocked and appalled by the
behavior exhibited by the crowd. We
were given the impression that the theme
of the movie was misconstrued by many
of the viewers. Several messages come
across to us in the film, including the

triumph of evil over good in modern
society, the idea of corruption in power,
and the ethical questions that arise in the

use of psychological conditioning.

In our opinion, A Clockwork Orange is

a powerful film that leads us to question
the paradoxical nature of morality that ex-

ists today. We were dismayed that such
a thought-provoking film was reduced to

the level of mindless entertainment. It is

frightening to think that people viewing
the film found it as entertaining as an
episode of Starsky and Hutch. But
perhaps even more frightening is that

such a reaction comes from members of
the intellectual community.

Elaine Light
Amherst
Sarah Forbes
Sunderland
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Watching the media

"The power structure media will not tell

the truth about oppression, exploitation.

and people's needs and struggles here in

the

U. S. and around the world. For the most
part,

power structure media function for profit,

and always to co-opt and suppress
criticism and movement for change.

"

Fidel

In 1967, Bryce Rucker, in a book entitled

The First Freedom, gave a frightening

inventory of the state of the American
mass media. Some of his findings in-

cluded the following;

-In 1967 newspaper combines owned
49.3 percent of the total of newspaper
dailies, including ' the five largest cir-

culation dailies, as well as nineteen of the

top twenty-five. -

The same chains owned 31 .4 percent of

commercial AM and FM stations.

-The three major networks (NBC, CBS,
ABC) control 95 percent of all prime time
programming.

-There are only sixty four out of 1547
major cities that have competing dailies,

leaving 1483 cities with only one major
paper.

In short, the movement towards
monopolization of the mass media was
quickly becoming a reality, and that was
eleven years ago. But, one might ask,

how does this affect what we see in

newsprint or hear on the radio?

Television stations are quite timid in their

criticism of dominant ideology, corporate

capitalism, and the present social order.

The general adage in the industry is:

"Don't bite the hand that feeds you."
Economic factors thus make for a system
of informal private censorship.

Newspapers ere slightly more
courageous than television, in part

because they derive revenue from readers

as well as from advertisers. But
newspapers are also business enterprises

whose publishers represent business
interests. The owners of local papers aim
to make a profit and to preserve
arrangements favorable to local business

interests. They employ few investigative

reporters, report mostly "human interest"

stories and crime, provide little critical

political analysis, and blanket pages with

advertising and low-quality en-
tertainment.

What does this have to do with campus
media? Everything. Rucker ended his

book with the question, "Can the day be
far off when criticism of the mass media
and society in general will be published
only by the university presses?"

On the front page of each day's
Collegian, there appears the descriptive

by-line: "Student Newspaper of the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst."
But is the Collegian really a student
newspaper? The Collegian has, in the

past, fallen short of being what could be
called a responsive, innovative daily.

Though some progress has been made in

the past two years, it now appears that

the trend is reversing.

, The Collegian relies essentially on the
UPI and AP wire services for outside
news; the accompanying limitations of

such a reliance have already been
discussed. The Collegian has hit new
lows this semester, as relatively little

political analysis, coverage of women, co-

op, Third World or gay people's activities,

or investigative reporting has been
represented.

In view of the financial problems that the
Collegian has been experiencing of late,

it is understandable that there has been
very little of the types of news and news
analysis just listed. Space has been at a
premium, and advertising, needed to

create revenue, has filled the pages.
Perhaps this is a necessary evil, but the
point is this: If important student news
and opinions are kept out of the
Collegian because there is no space on
which to present them, that is one thing.

It would be quite another thing for that

same paper to consciously censor certain

news, opinions, and information. It is this

second, more dangerous evil that we
must always beware of, although, in both
cases (having advertising fill the pages
and overt censorship) the end results are
the same.

We at UMass are in a privileged position,

for we have, through the Student
Activities Tax, the funds to sustain a

newspaper (and a radio station, as well as

many publications) with little or no
outside censure. We have not only the

right, but the responsibility to be critical

of the community in which we live. Of

course, to be able to express this

criticism, the campus media must con-

tinue to be accessible and accountable to

students* not to business and political

interests. If we cannot retain control of

our own newspaper, then we will have

lost an essential tool of expression and
communication that was uniquely ours.

Retaining what is ours is the first step, for

in a community of 23,000 people all

different in terms of backgrounds, ex-

periences, opinions, and hopes for the

future - communication and expression

are essential.

Damon Thomas is a Collegian Columnist.
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Congress adjourns,

passes bills

at last minute
\NASHINGTON (Unit9d Pfas fnttmationa/) - The 96th
Congress, in a marathon, round-the-clock session, passed
landmark employment ar>d energy leqisiation, a pre-
election tax cut ar>d adjourned almost on target. In three
months, the 96th Congress will start on a whol^ new
workload.
The gavel fell on the the 96th the first Congress under

President Carter - after dark Sunday evening, more than 34
wild arxj hectic hours after thesession began Sat'jrday mor-
ning.

The heavily Democratic Congress, with a Democrat in the
White House for the first tinr>e in eight years, overcame rts

original friction with and suspicion of Carter to produce
major legislation much of it passed in the last hours.
At the end, Congress found Carter both rough and per-

suasive.

He vetoed, and Congress upheld, unpopular vetoes of the
public works "pork barrel' bill and funds for a nuclear
powered aircraft carrier.

And he badgered the Senate and House into giving him
an energy bill, jobs legislation and a tax cut. all of which
cleared on the final day.
But the 95th Congress refusing to become a rubber stamp

for the White House, also handed Carter some stinging
defeats.

Congress refused to enact any of his four-part election
reform package, a proposal to hold down the rising costs of
hospital care, no fault auto insurance, labor law reform,
the Alaska land bill, a major revision of the federal criminal
code and creation of a separate Education Departnr>ent.
And much of what eventually reached the White House
was a compromise some of it grudging agreement on both
sides.

The 96th Congress, which will converge Jan. 15 with many
new faces, will face ail the issues the 95th did not complete
plus probably a SALT II, r^ational health insurance, welfare
reform and energy production bills.

Among the major bills to win congressional approval:
Energy - a five- part energy package the top priority issue

- which includes a controversial provision phasing out
federal regulations on the price of natural gas by 1965, a
provision Carter strenuously fought and on which he lost.

Panama Canal Treaty the Senate ratified the treaty
ceding the American-built canal in the year 2000. It was the
first issue on which Carter used persuasive face-to-face
lobbying.

Jobs the Humphrey-Hawkins bill which sets a 4 percent
unemployment goal oy 1983, with the federal government
the employer of last resort. It could turn out to be symbolic
if Congress does not enact legislation to provide the jobs.

Taxes an $18.7 billion tax cut, including $12.7 billion for

individuals. But the individual tax cut - except in the cases
of the very poor or large families will not offset the in-

creases in Social Security, also passed by this Congress in

1977, which will go into effect in January.
Civil Service Reforrh - a major revamping of the civil ser-

vice laws, which could lead Carter's priority campaign goal
- cutting the federal bureaucracy..

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col

legian office (CC 113) between 8:45 a.m.

and 3:45 p.m. Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clipand-mail form found in

most issues of the Collegian Classified

deadline is 3:45 p.m. two days in advance
of publication dpte
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Distinguished Visitor's Program of the University of Massachusetts

|

PRESENTS

Julian Bond
Georgia State Legislator ;

''Crisis of Black Youth''

Student Union Ballroom, Tuesday October 17th

8:00 PJVi

AND

i

Drake Koka
Secretary General of the Black Allied Workers Union

in South Africa

'The Fight for Black Majority Rule

in South Africa''

Student Union Ballroom, Wednesday October 18th

8:00 PJVi

Both Events Free and Open to the Public

Question and Answer Period Will Follow Lectures
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Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c

per line; five consecutive issues. 40c per

line per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR SALE FOUND

73 Buick Century. 63K mi., 2 dr.. HT, int.

Cr mach. exc. bdy. gd., AM/FM stereo, rr.

def., sti. bit. rd. tires., $1800. BO, cal
Mike. 6-S340.

88 VW— needs work, caH Jon, 6930^

71 Datsun weg.— runs well, irKl. 8-treck

radiate, r>eeds some work, $900 or BO.
584-1948. cair earfy mornings dr eve.

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave te back. Connpiete disco

sour>d and lights with DJ. Reasonable
rates, call D.L. Disco at (413) 567-1250 (col-

lect) and ask for Dave or Bryan.

FOR SALE
-^ -III ™ ^ '

Antique piano. Ivers & Pond, $1%,
549-4879.

G78-1S snows, perfect, $25 ea., 666-3883.

70 Chevy Biscayne 360- V8, 83,000

miles, 2 snows on rims, new brakes and ex-

haust, trailer hitch, air cond., $700,

256-0393.

Found— female dog, goM, on Mt. Toby,
10/8, 666-3271.

Lost— dog, Ben. 7 moa., Doberman. fk>p-

py ears. caH 253-9627. or 6 Hatfiaid St..

N'hamp.

HELP WANTED
Praacription
reward, caH 6-6626

wire rimmed, $10,

Chain saw, Homelite

once, $60, 546-9160.

gas op., used

Fine used clothing. The Madeleir>e, 79

South Pleasant St., Amherst, daily 11-5.

68 VW bug -$300, rusty, but great engine.

Eko acoustic guitar, light touch, $45. 38 lb.

bow, $60, $36. 549 6829.

Audi Fox, 1975, std., good condition,

must sell, $2200 or BO, 527 7672, 7-10 p. m.

Calculator, Tl 59 and PC 100A, printer,

exc. cond., $300, call 549-1415.

IBM Selectric for sale, $400, 546^6806.

Ralhibia student with car to poater Fh^
Collage area. Call 256^462.

Journalists — the Collegian needs
reporters for the Five College area — coHege
students an urged to become staff

members. We need correspondents. No
pay but good work experierKe with daHy
paper. Call Mark Horan or Mike Sussman,
546-3600.

The Central Area Women's Center is

now accepting applications for coordinator.

Anyone interested should call 6-6003, even-

ings^

Addressers wanted immediately! Work
at home— no experience necessary— ex-

cellent pay. Write American Service. 8350
Park Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX 75231

.

Sorority seeking live-in couple as

houseparents. Benefits include pay, room
and board, for info call 256 6844.

The Yellow Sun Natural ^oods Coop is

seeking a manager. For a job descrip-

tion/application write Search Committee,
Yellow Sun, 1 Kellogg Ave., Amherst.

LOST

Lost: Hamilton wrist watch, gold-plated,

black wrist band, $5 reward, call 6-9701.

Lost — black
253 3208.

Cr white cat-"Tip",

Reward*- $1000 cash for the return of my
briefcase stolen from my car— or the name
of the thief. Call 323-6240, your info will be

handled confidentially.

Pair of glaaaas; between MonHI ar>d But-
terfieM, please call Larry. 549-1631.

Lost-beige wallet w/ IDs. 253-7478.

Lost— red and white down suit in green
shoppir>g bag. Left in front of Boyden, 9:00
MorKiay hight after express bus from
Natk:k. Please call Eric at 546-8911.

MISCELLANEOUS

Sexl Sexl The "Smooth Sailing Band" is

available for playir>g at frat parties, dorm
parties -anyvirhere! Call 546-4646.

PERSONALS

Witness wanted — to accident on Mass.
Ave., Oct. 7 at 4:30 btw. mtrcycl. and car,

please call Rich at 5-2642, leave messg.

Gay whKe male seeks intimate relation-

ship with any interested party. If interested,

please call Mat Sinesi, 546-6661, experience

not necessary.

If you've had a problem with an auto
repair or auto purchase, the UMass Con-
sumer Action Center wants to know.
Please call' 546-0199 or 545-0781, Mon-
days— Fridays^9-5^

If you "picked up" a brown wallet at Patti

Smith concert, please keep money as

reward and return wallet. Contact Wendy
at 546 6484 or drop off at Collegian.

ROOM WANTED
~

Mature student seeks room or someone
to share room at Campus Center, Mon.-Fri.

Call (413) 443 0750, PMS.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Own rm. in 2 bdr. apt., 10 min. walk or

bus to UMass. $100/mo. -^ Yt uti.,

549^634.

Woman wanted to share coed apt..

l81.2S/mo., utH. ItkI.. 584-3806.

Matura roommate wanted. 3 bedroom
condo., Granby. tow rent, call Jim or Al,

467-3796.

SERVICES
^^^^—-^ — i-»»-i-—«i im^ • •

Campus men ir women, take my course

in Auto Mechank» Simplified, get one
credit and ieem nx>re about your car. Call

Alex for more info. 323-4782.

Improve your gradesi SerKi $1.00 for

your 256-page mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10,250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 25907-8, Los Angeles,

Calif., 90025, (213) 477-8226.

WANTED

2 Daschunds need temp, home, Oct. &
Nov., Yasi, 546-9984, or see me in 246

Prince.

Person with woodworking experience.

to build a TV cabinet to my specs, to be

built by 10/78, call 253-2193, after 6 p.m.

WANTED T0"RENT

Grad M sks. rm. in apt. /house -323-4921.

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

PANAMANIAN RAINBOW

Boa constrictor. Interesting pet— low

food cost, little car'^ $200/80, 625-2970.

BILLBOARD TOP ^QQ
THE CRUSADERS I

Images CHUCK MANQONE
Childrai of Sanchez

MCA3050
Daryl Hall: Johrf Gates

Alona tiM Rad lj*d«*

LPs & 8 TRACK TAPES
CASSEHES

SUPER SPECMIS

87 7^ SEBi€$

?LPS, S-TRACK TAPES,

CASSETTE

fL-j:^

\MNMGRIIlSOr ftiulAnka
Listen To Your Hcartl

$4.19

$5.99

$6.59

$7.19

$7.79

$9.59

iiffvt^ 1
STEPHEN BISHOP

Bish

THESE TITLES

ONLY $3.87

ON LP, 8-TRACK

OR CASSETTE

•LISTEN TO YOUR HEART

/PAULANKA

•I'VE ALWAYS BEEN

CRAZY/W JENNINGS

•BEST OF DAVE MASON

•BEST OF JOE WALSH

•BEST OF CROSBY &
NASH

• BEST OF MARSHALL
TUCKER

• C^^iJ'S!^i, VILLAGE

Pf-;:PLt

• ,j...N COConiUlS

nONN'E&MAPit

•VVAVl LENGTH VAN

MORR'SON

•.,. VtS A TiME-rjE ;

vQUNG

ncii
Records

Tlt<' Hi-.,, Qf

' JOE
WALSH

^^fwikm

BLANK TAPE SPECIALS

CHOOSE FROM BILLBOARD

OCTOBER 14 TOP 100 ON LPs

8-TRACK TAPES AND

CASSEHES AT RECORD TOWN.

MEMOREX

$099
^J Pel 2 Bag

8-Track

90 Min.

2 Bag

$749
Per

3 Bag

MEMOREX Recording Tap*
Is it live or is it Memorex ?'

Cassene

120 Min,

3 Bag

SCOTCH

The Truth

Comes Out

Cassette 90 Min. 3 Bag

ECORD TOWN
Records & Tapes at Super Discount Prices

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

Rte. 9, HADLEY EXIT 19 OFF I 91

MON.-SAT. 10 am - 9:30 pm

K(S4
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To place a notice, drop by the CollSg»en

Office (CC 113) between 8 45 a m and 3:45

p m, Monday through Friday The deadline

for notices is 3 45 p m, two days prior to

publication date

Collegian
Notices

The printing of notices is a service pro

vided by the Collegian based on space
available for a specific date of publication.

Therefore on any one day we cannot
guarantee the printing of notices.

Ranked second in NE,
UM bootersface PC

Notice—A newslener is available free of

charge for all gardeners containing informa-

tion on all phases of gardening house

plants landscaping and related information.

Contact Cooperative Extension Service Of-

fice of Home Horticulture French Hall or

545-0895.

Chess Club -CHESS CLUB meeting

tonight 7:30 p.m room 804 CC All chess

players are welcome. Please bring sets and

clocks as only a limited number are

available.

Notice -Committee to elect Edward L.

.King for Governor meeting Tuesday, Oc-

tober 17, 1978 (tonight) at 7:00 p.m. in

room 801 Campus Center. All Ed King sup

porters are welcome.

G.A.S.P.-the Coalition Environnr>ental

Quality Group Against Smoking Pollution

will meet Tuesday, Oct. 17 at 7:30 p.m. in

the C.E.Q. Office room 306 Student Union.

All interested persons are urged to attend.

Energy Coloq — learn the basics of nuclear

power, conservation, and solar energy.

Meeting tonight, Tuesday, in room 423B

Student Union. All are invitied.

Notice-One credit colloqs. Two one

credit colloquia are being offered in

Southwest: "Jesus and Sexuality:

Psychological and Theological Inquiry" and

'Thomas Merton introduction to his life

and thought " Sexuality Wed. 3:30-5:30

and Merton Thurs. 3:30 5:30 both in

Crampton Quiet Lounge info and registra-

tion at UC7 428 Student Union or call

5^2661

Christian Science Organization— The
Christian Science Organization will meet
tonight at 5:30 in Campus Center room 177.

It will include preparation for our lecture

with both spiritual guidance and action.

Notice— Are you tired of reading about the

problems of the world? Want to cause
change now? Come to an organizational

meeting for Mass PIRG. We need help in

Campus Communications, Journalism,

Public Outreach, especially on the issues of

nuclear and solar energy, nutrition, bottle

bill, and organization. Come to the meeting

Wednesday, Oct. 18, 7:30 p.m. in the Mass
PIRG office 4238 SUB

Notice— Would you like to do a spring in-

ternship working for the City of Northamp-
ton? Opportunities are available to be a

housing researcher, architectural surveyor,

consunr>er advisor, forest technician or a

p>lanning adie. Come to the office of Intern-

ships in 409 Goodell immediatley for detail

(or call 545-0727).

Infact Meeting Announcement—The
Western Mass Infant Formual Coalition (IN-

FACT) is a group concerned with halting

the promotion of infant formula in

underdeveloped countries by multinational

corps. The Nestle Co. is the laroest pro-

ducer world-wide and is the target of a na-

tional boycott. Org. meeting and the film

"Bottle Babies ' will be held Oct. 24, Tues-

day, at the Jones Library.

Notice— Astronomy Club meeting tonite at

7 p.m. in HAS 136.

Notice— There will be a meeting of the

Physical Occupational Therapy Club on

Wed., Oct. 18 at 8:00 in N.O.P.E. 22. All

are welcome.

Notice — Anyone interested in working on
the campaign to elect Paul Tsongas to the

United States Senate please call Sue at

546-6816 or John at 546-9676.

WSYLTV Engineer Job-The Sylvan

Community TV station is hiring an

engineer. Previous video experience highly

desirable. Responsibilities include equip-

ment purchasing, maintenance, inventory

and light repair. Applications available from

Joe 302F Cashin or Scott 802E Brown.

Notice— The counseling group at the

Everywoman's Center at UMass is offering

free support groups for women in transition

to address the changes in women's lives.

Groups to be offered are divorce, for

women going through or recently divorced,

young women for ages 18 to 23 exploring

their identities. Single mothers' group, and
a Lesbian group. Groups begin the week of

1 0/23. Call 5-0883.

Nestle' boycott— Nestle boycott meeting
on Tuesday, Oct. 17 at 7:00 p.m. at the

Unitarian Church on N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst. People interested in ending Nes-
tle's exporting of bottle feeding and
resulting malnutrition and disease should

attend especially so we can do leafletting

before Halloween. Or call Bob Cutler

586^1705

Notice— Scottish dance class: Beginners

welcome; 7:00 to 9:00 p.m., Thurs. Oct.

19. call 545-five for location. $.25 donation.

University of Massachusetts LARGEST FRATERNITY
Invites all INTERESTED University Men to an

OPEN RUSH
Tuesday, Oct. 17-Thursday. Oct. 19. 8:00 p.m.

Alpha Delta Phi is an International Fraternity with 26 chapters located in the US &
Canada. One of the oldest and most respected college fraternities, it offers a
heritage & prestige unequaled by many other fraternal organisations.

'

For further info- Transportation Facilities

Call Mike 253 7418 or Scott 546 4636
Located at Frat/Sor Park on the Orchard Hill Bus Route (off East Pleasant St )

By DA^E BRADLEy
Colleigan Staff

Having definite potential for being the best
soccer team in New England this year,
UMass plays Providence College on
Wednesday before going on to what Coach
Russ Kidd terms "the meat of the season."
With eight games left on the schedule,
UMass boasts a 6-1 record and a number
two New England ranking, which means
Providence will face a confident winner
when the Minutemen invade their turf.

PC. has five wins to their credit, including
three shutouts against Rhode Island Col
lege, Merrimack College, and Holy Cross.
Their two losses came against Brandeis,
5-1, and the Univer>.ity of Rhode Island
4-1.

The leading scorers for the Friars are
senior forward Tim Rabadan and junior
Alan Doyle. Rabadan has 6 goals and two
assists this year, making him the greatest
goal scorer in PC. history with a total of 24.
Doyle has 3 goals and 4 assists. •

UMass is coming off a solid 3-0 victory
over the highly acclaimed Boston Universi-
ty Terriers. After losing a 2-1 heartbreaker
to Vermont last week, UMass bounced
back to play its best game against B.U.
Coach Kidd was extremely pleased with the
results of the BU contest.
"BU is capable of beating anybody and I

thought we did a real job on them," the
coach said.

UMass will use the same game plan
against Providence that it has used all

season, relying on their speed, size, and top
goal-scorers, Tasso Koutsoukos and Joel
Mascolo. Koutsoukos and Mascolo both
scored a goal against BU, and Wayne
Moran added another.
Minutemen players express confidence in

the teams ability to be the best in New
England, but they refuse to get cocky and
careless. Coach Kidd says that if the team
plays the way it did against BU., they
should have "no problems" against Pro-
vidence.

Graham dancers dazzle
Reviewed by LISA W/4 TERMAN
The Martha Graham Dance Company

aftpeared at the Fine Arts Center for a brief

tenure last weekend, and it's always

rejuvenating to examine in the midst o^

today's "dance explosion" individuals

whose work today is as much a comment
on the human condition as it was thirty

years ago.

Graham expresses her personal leitmotif

the conflict between sexual fulfillment and

artistic responsibility. She deals with real

people inbibed with human passion and

frailties and with the gods that contain the

heroic spirit.

The epic pieces Phaedra and Clymestra

were performed with Janet Elber delivering

raw energy and jarring sensuality as

Phaedra. This contrasted nicaty with the

gentle lyricism of Christine Dakin as

Artemis, the chaste one and the

culmination of desire engulfed >n the red

cocoon of Diane G;ay's Cyrian, goddess of

love and lust.

The three women dominated the state in a

pendulum-like struggle for control over the

tragic flaw within Phaedra and her ob-

session for her son. This tragic web of

conflict later brought about the destruction

of the house.

Their taut, whiplike movements brought
the right amount of passion and agitation,

thus illustrating the timeless conflict of
sexual fulfillment and morality.

AUthe
cuttuxe

youUeveir

mk^^i^OPJS

CROSSCOUNTRY
SKI PACKAGES DOWN PARKAS & VESTS

EMS FALL
CROSS COUNTRY
SKI & PARKA

MMkdMrrv
yo9iirt

Mlretfwerrrf
yogHft .

4 Days Only! Oct. 18-21

ICOMPLETE CROSS COUNTRY ACCESSORIES, HATS,

PACKS, QUALITY WOOL SHIRTS, SNOW SHOES,

jX MITTENS, LONG UNDERWEAR, SWEATERS,
>1 \ & EVERYTHING TO MAKE WINTER WARM
^ \ . No Bulk Ditcountt on Sale Items.

Brandeis University Bflj

JACOB HIATT H
INSTITUTE IN ISRAEL
VilhcA ckDes It offer you?
• a semester of study m Israel in the Fad term

• coursework m English on the political, economic and
social development of Israel and m its language
history and archaeologv

• a strong progrcm of Hebrew language study

• important internship opportunities in socid service

agertcies in Jerusalem

• field trips, study tnps interviews with prominent

Israelis a kibPut? visit

• fioncial aid is available

Applicafion deadline: f^rch 15

For ftfther information, see your Study

Abroad advisor or write

Office of Intemotioral fVogroms

Brcndeis Urwersity

Wdthom Moss.Tcr.usens 02154
(617) 647 2422

^1

sound
economy

Winter Special

Attention all Collegian sports writers. As is the annual
custom of the sports pages, a winter sports special will be ap-
pearing in the Collegian on November 16. We will be having
the sports special nrieeting this Thursday evening, Oct. 19, at
7:00. Attendance is mandatory if you wish to write for the
special.

I

Ws make culture
tDS¥rallow.

Thnllvislht'K
Twill Stm\ut Ihfh'trnt \tttrtifr\

T«fl M* To Wr f •< •

>nlwmMrt<on<CmM» (tu<f« Mo 3

HOT STREETS
Uv» *«b>VMd <M Lo« Oofo Laxf Oana

TWIN SONS OF A
DIFFERENT MOTHER

FOGELBERG &
WEISBERG

$4.59

PIECES OF EIGHT
STYX

$4.59

HOT STREETS
CHICAGO

$4.59

WHO ARE YOU?
WHO

$4.59

yogurt

i^e^i:

Rentals
Repairs

Eastern Mountain Sports
Route 9 Amherst-Hadley line/Hartford Civic Center

Open Mon -Fri 9 30-9 GO Sat 9 30-5 GO

All natiual,

creamy full of fruit

BREYERS:
Real yogurt ^

at its best.

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS ERICCLAPK»r
SLOWHAND

TiMCatt CkMw

AU nafiiral,cre£LmyfuU of fruit

BREYEIRSReal yogurt at its best

SLOWHAND
CLAPTON

$4.59

DOUBLE VISION
FOREIGNER

$4.59

STRANGER IN TOWN
SEGER

$4.59

SLEEPER CATCHER
LITTLE RIVER BAND

$4.59

Asmall price topay
for ciilture.

PETER ALLEN
Soturdoy, October 28 8 pm

FINE /1?TS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6. 5 UMass
students - $5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and other students

$6,5.4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-251

1

A New England TicKetrop Locations.

DOGS & BUTTERFLIES
HEART

Other specials also available...

Including

FM original move soundtrack $8.79

LIVING IN THE USA Ronstadt $4.59

SOME GIRLS Rolling Stones $4.59

SKYNYRD'S FIRST AND LAST
Lynyrd Skynyrd $4.59

$4.59
at your record store

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

CHILDREN OF
SANCHEZ

CHUCK MANGIONE

$7.99

^^j

allnoturaf /J

7

DMraspMnr

M\- '. l',N , "I

15C OFF 1 BREYERS.
All natural, creamy full of fruit

! BRETY'ERS. Heal yogurt at its best.
J
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Massachusetts running back Hank "the Tank"
Sareault (above) is just one of the many reasons why
the Minutemen have had a solid offensive attack this

year. Another reason for UMass' success has been

the kicking of Sandro Vitiello (below). Vitiello has

booted field goals of 46 and 41 yards this season and
along with the fine play of the rest of the Minutemen,
has brought the UMass team to the top of the Yankee
Conference. (Staff photos: top-Dave Rodman.
bottom-Jim Mahoney).

2^:^
•;t..

US Olympic
WASHINGTON (United Press International) If President

Carter agrees, the 1980 U.S. Olympic Team will be the first to
receive federal subsidies.

Congress agreed before adjourning Sunday to give the Olym-
pic Committee $16 million, adding the United States to those

nations - including the Soviet Union and most other com-
munist countries - that help underwrite their Olympic Teams.

The money is supposed to be a one-time grant to help the

committee reorganize Amateur Athletics in this country, but

opponents insisted it is only "a foot in the door" of a perma-
nent government subsidy.

The original proposal called for the USOC to receive $30.

million, but the House eliminated all funding from the bill that

gives the committee authority to oversee all amateur sports

programs. The bill needs only Carter's signature.

However, supporters refused to abandon the funding plan

and put the $16 million in a separate bill that passed both
houses shortly before adjournment.

Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, who engineered the funding
compromise, said the money is needed if the Olympic Com-
mittee is to reorganize U.S. Amateur Athletics and bring

peace to traditional warring groups - the Anwteur Athletic

Union and the National Collegiate Athletic Association.

The Legislation gives the committee authority to decide

which groups will govern the 32 sports programs involved in

the Olympics, the Pan American games and other interna-

tional competitions.

It also was designed to protect the rights of individual

athletes to participate in those events.

The $16 million is to help the committee pay administrative

costs of getting the new program in operation, and will help

build and operate Olympic Training Centers.

Don Miller, USOC Executive Director, praised Congress.

"I believe this will serve as a catalyst to motivate everyone to

benefit the amatuer sports community in the country," he

said.

Opponents decried it as a "foot in the door."

Booters dominate over BU
By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

The Celtics used to be able to do it;

the Canadiens still do, and last Satur-

day the UMass soccer team did so

also. Good or fashioned, stick-it-in-

your-face domination.

UMass defeated Boston University

3-0, but as so often is the case, the

score was least indicative of the type

of the game it actually was. It could

have been 10-0, it could have been
1-0; it didn't matter. Domination.

"Frankly, I was surprised," said

UMass coach Russ Kidd. "I was ex-

pecting a tight game."

BU. came into Saturday's game
ranked 7th in New England and,

most notably, had knocked off

perennial power Brown earlier in the

season. BU. defeated UMass 1-0

last year on the carp« at Nickerson

Field.

"We were flat," said BU coach Ron
Cervasio. "What can I say? We got

up at 8 this morning. . .we were flat."

UMass showed little sympathy for

the boys from Comm. Ave., though.

The front line and halfbacks pep-

pered BU goalie Howie Friedman

throughout the game. The scoring

came from where one would expect;

the 'starting front line of Joel

Mascolo, Tasso Koutsoukos, and

Wayne Moran. Mascolo's goal came
in the first half, and Koutsoukos' and
Moran's qoals came in the second
half less than a minute apart from

each other. Halfback Mark Vas
ington showed little discretion in

regards to passing mates, and
assisted on all three goals.

IM football teams march on

v>

flv PHIL ROBINSON
Collegian Staff

The intramural football season is

approaching the end, and several

important games will be played this

week. The men's division features 18

leagues, with 6 teams competing in

each league. The five game season

ends for each team on October 24th;

the playoffs begin the next day. Only

one team can make the playoffs from

each league, which brings us to the

crucial games.

Undefeated Beta Kappa Phi takes

on once beaten Theta Chi, the

Women's
soccer

A steady rain and a mud-
drenched field could not

offset an intimidating
performance by the UMass
women's soccer team as

they defeated a hapless

UNH team by the score of

7-0. The victory extends
their record to a perfect 8-0,

and also propels UMass
into a first place tie with

Harvard.

UMass' Elaine Contant
score at the 6:15 mark of

the first half proved to be

the game winner. Angie

Caovette and Margie
Anderson scored the

second and third goals of

the game respectively, and

Caovette consummated the

first half scoring by adding

her second goal of the

game, making it UMass
four and UNH nothing.

As both teams trudged

onto the field to begin the

second half it was no longer

a question of whether
UMass would win the

game. One UNH player

described the UMass attack

as "cohesive and awesome.
They are without doubt the

best team we have played

this year."

The fifth goal of the game
was scored by Elaine

Contant, her second tally of

the day. Just four minutes

later, Kelly Tuller scored an
unassisted goal for UMass.
With thirty seconds left in

the game. M. Mangini
scored the final goal of the

afterrKKH).

finalists in the playoffs last year. The
game will be played Thursday at 4:30

on field 1 . If Theta Chi triumphs, they

will be tied with Beta Kappa Phi. Phi

Sigma Kappa is also 3-1 right now
and can produce a three way tie for

first if they and Theta Chi both win

their final games. Unbeaten BKP is

led by wide receiver Dan Smith and
interception specialist Tom
Swiderski. The team has scored 88
points while giving up only 13.

The Mackimmie Lions have yet to

be tested this year, averaging 59

points per game while giving up just

two altogether. They may encounter

their first test this Thursday when

they play the Coolidge Stones. The
4-0 Stones challenge the Lions

Thursday at 5:30 on field one.

Mackimmie features Eddie Saab, the'

half back and kick returner, quar-

terback Tom Good and wide receiver

Cy Lycas.

The defending champion Space
Cadets boast of a defense that hasn't'

allowed a point in three games. Thej

independent team, comprised of I

several former UMass lacrosse

players, seek their fourth win today.

Bill O'Brien is the team's quar-

terback; he has been firing touch-

down strikes to Jeff Spooner and
Richie Donovan.

Rich Eckel

Who is Ed Chlebek?
He speaks softly. In fact, his voice is

almost inaudible over the telephone. And
when he does speak, he doesn't ramble

and recite phrases that have now become a

memorized part of his repertoire. He is soft

spoken.

But" then, you can't expect a guy who has

experienced five of the toughest weeks of

his life to be as exuberant as Carol

Channing. Ed Chlebek is disappointed,

yes, however, he is not morose.

Who's Ed Chlebek?

Ed Chlebek is the first-year head coach of

the Boston College football team. That's

the 0-5 Boston College football team.

That's the New England powerhouse

football team. This region's "Big Time"

entry. That's the same BC that went to the

Sugar Bowl in. ..ah... anyway they did go

to the Sugar Bowl once, though some

would like to pretend it's happened more

often.

It is also the same school that possesses a

12-4 series edge against UMass. It is the

same school that has produced a multitude

of professional football, some of fame,

some not. It is the same school that, until

this year, dominated New England football

fame.

Boston College is off to its worst start in

27 years. It began, this nightmarish football

season, that is, on September 16, against

Air Force. Then, in succession, there's

been Texas A&M, Navy, Pittsburgh, and

most recently on Saturday, Tulane. The

Score: Opponents 5, Boston College ?.

Ed Chlebek speaks softly.

It hasn't been an enjoyable five weeks. He

has watched his team fumble 32 times,

losing 20. He has watched his team score

36 points in five gam«|. At times, he hasn't

felt like watching.

"They've been a tough five weeks. No
doubt about that," sakl Chlebek yesterday.

This experience isn't new to the 36-year-

old coach, who last year was named the

Mid-America Conference "Coach of the

Year. " In 1976 his Eastern Michigan team

posted a 2-9 record. It was Chlebek's first

year.

This year he's faced the same problems as

he did in 1976. He instituted the "Veer

offense " and there has been confusion. "It

takes time to get your program across,"

explains Chlebek. "It has taken time for us

to get used to it..."

Back on January 19th of this year Ed

Chlebek was named the 28th head football

coach at BC. He succeeded Joe Yukica, a

coach renowned more for his recruiting

talent, than his coaching. There was a

press conference, and afterwards everyone

was optimistic. This was going to be the

coach that finally transformed all that

marvelous talent into a winning, successful

team.

Boston College is 0-5 and the coach

speaks softly.

He speaks softly and he says he's

disappointed, but he says the team's at-

titude is fine and that there has been im-

provement. His team has a two-week bye

arid doesn't play again until if faces

Villanova on November 4. He has given his

team a three day vacation, until Wed-
nesday, to forget about the past. On
Wednesday they'll begin again.

"We're looking at it as our second season.

We're going to begin all over," said

Chlebek.

Boston College, so far, has been the

1 151b weakling who goes to the beach and

gets sand kickeC i his face. But in three

weeks BC hopes o return and do some

kicking of its own.

•'*'*'•'•'*'•''«'•»»* *
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Indian settlementgets White House OK
United Press Internationa/

AUGUSTA, Maine- A proposed settle-

ment of Indian claims to the northern two-
thirds of Maine has been accepted by the

White House, the tribes and private lan-

downers, it was announced last night. It

would not cost Maine any money or land.

Sen. William D. Hathaway, D -fi^aine, who
announced the agreement, said Maine of-

ficials had not yet formally agreed to the

plan.

But Hathaway, fighting for his political life

in next month's election, said "I feel op-

timistic it can fly and it can be enacted by
Congress."'

Presidential Counsel Robert Lipshutz con-

firmed by telephone from Washington that
President Carter had endorsed it. The pro-
posal would settle the claims of the
Passamaquddy and Penobscot tribes to
12.5 million acres, roughly the northern
two-thirds of Maine.
Hathaway said the settlement called for an

initial federal payment to the tribes of $27
million and a subsequent $10 million pay-
ment to the Indians. The $10 million pay-
ment would be split evenly between the
state and the federal government and used
to buy 100,000 acres from the state's

largest landowners at fair market value for
the Indians.

But Hathaway emphasized a key part of

f

the agreement called for the state's $5
million portion to be credited to Maine's
previous support of the tribes. The federal
government wold then assume the state's
obligation.

"The previous payments on behalf of the
state indicate quite clearly that their share
of $5 million has been paid and they'll credit
that. That's what a preliminary audit in-

dicates," Hathaway said.

State officials have held out for a com-
plete federal settlement of the case,
without any lands being given the tribes or
any payments from the state.

Gov. James B. Longley, who has
repeatedly asked the federal government to

credit Maine for its previous payments, wat
unavailable for comment on the proposal.
Hathaway also said another of Longley's

requests-that the land sold to the Indians
be subject to all civil and criminal laws of
Maine-was also a part of the proposal.
"Once enacted by the Congress, all of the

claims by the tribes in the state would be
extinguisiied" by the proposal, Hathaway
said.

Even though Maine would not actually
make a direct payment to the tribes,
Hathaway said it was important for the
White House to show the state was making
a contribution to the settlement through its

previous payments to the Indians.
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Bond speaks on
Black youth status
By VUKANIMAGUBANA and
KAREN THOMAS
Colhgian Staff
Georgia state legislator Julian Bond spoke

before a crowd of 500 people at the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom last night on the Crisis

of Black youth in America.
According to Bond, 1978 will be

' remembered as the year the racial tide was
turned. Two obvious expressions of this,

he said, are the Supreme Court's decision
on Bakke and the California vote on Pro-
position 13.

"Rather than eliminating quotas, the
Bakke decision reinforces the 200 year old
racially and socially motivated quota
system that has guaranteed that only the
male and the pale will enjoy a monopoly on
good jobs, on positions of power and
prestige in government, on all the benefits
a«J rewards the Unites States of America
guarartees the many but delivers to the
fpv. ' ha sold.

Reading frjm ^ prepared text. Bond cited
an Ebony magazine survey made on Black
youth. "!n the last year 53 percent of black
youth have become politically impotent
with only 51 percent believing it is impor-
tant to vote in every election."
"The shift in one generation from the

politics of protest to the politics of petition
is easily explainable-television and the news
media assure them that Black people are
equal partners in the American scheme."
He said that contrary to the news media

image, the Black youth of today face the
same problems as those faced by his

forebearers and added that life for Black
youth in America will never be a crystal

stair.

According to Bond. 4b percent of the
Black youth in America today believe that

making money is the best means of making
progress for Black people.
He said that in reality unemployment for

Black people is twice the rate as for whites,
and that black man with four years of col-

lege earns $110 dollars less each year than
the white men with no college education at
all.

Quoting from DuBois, he said "He (the
black man) felt his poverty; without a cent,
without a home, without land, tools or sav-
ings, he had entered into competition with
rich, landed, skilled neighbors. To be a
poor man is hard, but to be a poor race in a
land of dollars is the very bottom of hard-
ships."

"'Twice as many Black Americans are

lobless now as in 1968, ten years ago.
Blacks are 10 percent of the labor force and
20 percent of the unemployed in the short
period of the Carter presidency," Bond
said.

Commenting further on the Carter Ad-
ministration Bond said, "We went to the
polls in record numbers to insure the elec-

tion of a champion who despite his origins

seemed comitted to closing the gap bet-

ween shadow and substance in the
American dream. Two years later, we
discover we have voted for a man who
knew the words to our hymns but not the
number on our paychecks."
According to Bond the goals of Black

youth should be to make a move towards
the removal of economic elitism and win
economic democracy for all.

Bond's presentation was sponsored by
the Distinguished Visitor's Program.

Julian Bond spMiks last night in the Student Union Ballroom on tfie crisis of
Black youth in Amerlce. (Photo by Ed Cohen)

Cardinalsgive rationale to choice ofpope
VATICAN CrTY - (Associated Press) - Emerging from their second secret conclave in less

than two nwnths, Roman Catholic cardinals yesterday lauded former Cardinal Karol Wojtyla

as a "beautiful pope" and gave some hints on their surprise choice of a Polish prelate.

Some cardinals appeared strair>ed ar>d less communicative than at the end of the prevk)us
conclave. They were less anxk>us to be interviewed, and nx>re cautious in their replies.

The 58-year-old, fair-haired Wojtyla, who as John Paul II became the first non- Italian pope in

466 years, apparently was a front-runner all ak>ng among non-Italian candkJates.

"The church t>9'iw ceases to amaze the world, " was the solitary statement made by Cardinal

Paok) Sertoli, a member of the Vatican administratk>n, the Curia, Sertoli had been mentkMied

before the conclave as a papal candkiate.

In the first indicatk>n of what happened during the two days of baltoting, Vienna's Cardinal

Franz Koenig said Wojtyla was favored nH>re by the Italian cardinals in the condave than t>y

electors from other natk>ns.

/• Koer>ig said the conclave settled on the Pole because he was"the right man in the right

place" and "a pastor who in matters of theology and other areas of human culture is a highly

educated man ... open-minded for the problems of this time."

He said he did not lielieve the new pope will face problems in the Vatican's strictly organized

and heavily Italian administrative organizatk>n.

"For one good thing, he speaks good Italian, and he has good contacts with the Curia. In

fact, the Italian Cardinals have, for a good part, favored a foreigner and it was the 'foreigners'

who believed they would rather have to maintain the line of tradition" of an Italian pope,
Koenig said.

Italian Cardinal Cado Conflonieri, the dean of the cardinals but a non-voter because he is

over 80, said Wojtyla's name "was the first" after Italian contenders.

If the nationality issue did not stalemate the secret deliberations, neither did political con-

siderations, American cardinals told a joint news conference.

"It was not political in any way," said Cardinal John Dearden of Detroit.

Cardinal John Krol of Philadelphia said the conclave was "aware" of the fact that a pope

from communist Poland may put the church on a collision course with communism. But that

"had no part whatever in the- election," Krol said.

As to what made a former factory worker a pope, Brazilian Cardinal Eugenio de Aruyo Sales

said the church needed "a man who would command. This man is a clear, a decisive person

and necessary."

'Vv;'^j
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UMass
autonomy
debated
B>^ MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

Third Hampshire District State representative candidate
Chandler W, Atkins last night said he is in favor of removing
fiscal autonomy from UMass to "keep its budget up for
review" every year
Atkins comments drew sharp criticism from incumbent

democrat, Rep. James G. Collins, who said "the fight for
fiscal autonomy was a hard fought battle won in 1962" that
was "absolutely needed to keep politics out of public higher
education

"

Both men were speaking at a debate sponsored by the
League of Women's Voters at Amherst Regional Junior High
School Northwest District Attorney candidates Jonathan Z.
Souweine and Thomas G. Simons also participated.
Atkins told about 30 spectators he was not in favor of Califor

ma's proposition 13 for Massachusetts or the so called pro
position 2'^ proposed by some Massachusetts legislators this
summer because they were "too traumatic.

'

Atkins said he was in favor of the "Hatch Cowin" bill propos
ed by Republican gubernatorial candidate Francis W. Hatch
adding that Democrat Edward J. King was "too conser
vative.

'

Atkins also said he favored the removal of fiscal autonomy
from local school boards saying they should be subject to item
by Item review by town meetings
Collins said the end of fiscal autonomy to UMass would "be

the end of quality public higher education."
Collins said proposition 2 Vi is a "socially divisive" bill that
would spell disaster for state because it lacks the "large
budgets surplus" of California.
Collins said a "more intelligent" approach would be one like

the $30 million dollar local aid bill which he helped push
through the legislature this year. CcHlins also called for a two
year moratorium on funding for new programs to re evaluate
all existing programs.
Republican district attorney carididate Simons said he would

ir^titute stricter sentencing guidelines in his office to insure
that consistent sentences would be given for similar crimes.
Meanwhile democrat Souweine told the audience that

Simons' criticism of his campaign finances was "a non-
issue ' Souweine said voters should be concerned with the
"good job " he did for Attorney General Francis X. Belloti as
his assistant

.

Souweine also called for stricter sentencing of the "small
percentage of juvenile offenders who commit "serious
crimes

'

'

Both candidates agreed at debate's end to stick to a "fair,

issue- oriented campaign." Simons congratulated Souweine
on a "hard fought primary victory and added "I wish you luck
n the general election-within limits.

"

Korchnoi is

chess king
BAGUIO. Philippines (C/P^- Victor Korchnoi, his black

pieces hopelessly backed into a corner, decided yesterday to
resign from play and hand the World Chess Championship to
defending titlist Anatoly Karpov of the Soviet Union.
Near tears, the 47 year old Soviet defector decided to resign

because "it s completely hopeless to resume play, " an aide
said.

Korchnoi's decision marks a dramatic end to history's
longest and richest title match a 32-game, three month con-
test that raged with controversy over everything from Kar-
pov's yogurt and his purported use of a parapsychologist to
Korchnoi's mirrored sunglasses and American Bhuddist
gurus

Besides retaining the title abandoned by American chess
genius Bobby Fisher, the boyish, 27 year old Karpov will take
home $450,000 of a $700,000 purse.

Korchnoi second Raymond Keene said Korchnoi who had
vowed to beat the Soviet chess system when he defected two
years ago would write a formal note of resignation from the
game to the match's arbiters by Wednesday afternoon.
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A crowd rushes for a seat on the Five College bus at Smith College yesterday morning. The rapid rise in ridershas caused identification checks and double runs at the busiest hours (Staff photo by Jennifer Gear)

Local
Allen to perform

Songwriter, pianist and cabaret style vocalist Peter Allen will
perform at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, Saturday, Oc-
tober 28 at B p.m.
The Aostralian-born singer gained popularity in the United

States in 1974 when his first album Continental American.
featuring "I Honestly Love You" won a Grammy Award for
Best Record of the year.

Allen has toured with both Judy Gadand and Liza Minelli.
Tickets are now on sale at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

box office and at all Ticketron locations.

Amy Kaplan

"Calif. Suite at FAC"
"California Suite," Neil Simon's latest smash Broadway hit,

opens the 1978-79 Broadway Theatre Series, on Sunday, Oc-
tober 29 at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

The play, concerning a group of people occupying suites in a
Beverly Hills hotel at various times, ran for 445 performances
on Broadway.
The two presentations of "California Suite" are part of a

75-city tour throughout the United States and Canada.
In addition to the 8 p.m. performance, there will also be a

matinee at 3 p.m.

Amy Kaplan

previous record gold high last week occurred at ove just $227
an ounce.

N.H. refinery proposed

RAYMOND, N.H. [AP]-A feasibility study for a 250,000-
barrel-a-day oil refinery in three southeastern New Hampshire
communities was released yesterday by a leader of a
Raymond Citizens Group.
The study calls for a refinery to be bpilt on about 2,000 acres

in southeastern Raymond and portions of Fremont and
Chester, and says the refinery could begin operating by 1981 if

construction begins in March lyjJU.

Chandler Newton, a leader of Concerned Citizens of
Raymond said he received the report in the mail from an
anonymous sender.
Newton said the report was prepared for New Hampshire

Energy Processing Inc. He said Theodore Caras, a Concord
businessman who has studied the possibility of building a
refinery, is the only officer listedby the corporation.
Caras, who met with town residents in July to discuss plans

for a refinery, was not available for comment on the report
yesterday.

World

National
U.S. dollar at record low

\UPI\ The US dollar yesterday plunged to a record low
against the West German mark, lost ground on all other major
markets while the price of gold soared. A German dealer said

the embattled American currency is rapidly becoming "play
money."
Gold hit record highs in London and Zurich, closing around

$4 an ounce higher than on Monday. In Zurich it closed at

$228 62b an ounce, up from $223,875 at Monday's close. In

London it closed at $228,125, up from $224,375 Monday. The

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (Associated Press) - Two Americans
whose work with microwave radiation supported the "big
bang" theory of the creation of the universe yesterday shared
the Nobel Prize in physics with a Russian scientist. The prize
for chemistry went to a Briton.

Dr. Arno A. Penzias, 45, and Dr. Robert W. Wilson, 42, both
of the Bell Telephone Laboratories of New Jersey, shared the
$165,000 physics prize with Professor Pyotr Leontevitch Kapit-
sa of Moscow. Kapitsa, 84, was honored for his work in low-
temperature physics.

The chemistry prize, also $165,000, went to Professor Peter
Mitchell, 58, for his work in bioenergetics, which concerns the
chemical process responsible for the energy supply in living
cells.

University of Massachusetts NEWEST FRATERNITY
Invites all INTERESTED University Men to an

OPEN RUSH
Tuesday, Oct. 17-Thursday, Oct. 19, 8:00 p.m.

Alptia Delta Phi is an International Fraternity with 26 chapters located in the US b
Canada. One of the oldest and most respected college fraternities, 'it offers a

heritage & prestige unequaled by many other fraternal organuations

For further info - Transportation Facilities

Call Mike 253 7418 or Scott 549 4636
Located at Frat/Sor Park on the Orchard Hill Bus Route (off East Pleasant St.)
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Buildings dangerous

Fac, students petition

for greenhouse upkeep
By CAROL L. CONRAGAN
Collegian Staff

A petiton to the University to maintain
campus greenhouses which have been
closed to classroom use because of hazar
dous conditions is being circulated by
faculty and students of the Plant and Soil

Science department and the Stockbridge
School of Agriclture.

Four of the thirteen greenhouses were
closed last month due to falling panes of

glass and other health and safety dangers
caused by deterioration of the 60-year old
structures.

Chairman of the Plant and Soil Science
department Alen V. Barker said the
greenhouses could have lasted 30 years
longer had they been properly /naintained,

but the department has not been granted
funds to maintain them since 1958.

The petition has nearly 4,000 signatures
since tables were set up on the Campus
Center concourse last week Signatures are

also collected by faculty members in their

academic classes.

Forty thousand dollars has been estimated
as the cost needed to repair the four

greenhouses, which are used along with

the other functioning structures by over
700 undergraduate and graduate students
in Stockbridge and the Plant and Soil

Science department.
One student, Debra Poirier. said the

department has been neglected financially

despite a doubled enrollment in the past six

years. "Greenhouse space is absolutely

essential for the practical application of

studies by these students. We are the se-

cond largest school at UMass and we're

not even a priority for funding," she said.

The Plant and Soil Science department is

part of the School of Food and Natural

Resources at UMass. The largest school on
campus is the College of Arts and
Sciences.

Poirier said if the petitions, signed by
students, are unsuccessful the affected

students will appeal to the state authorities

for increased funding.

"The'petition was the students' idea and I

think it will have some influence," Barker
said. "The problem is there is no level at the
University that has funds or alternative

finds to fix the greenhouses," he said.

Barker siad "labs have moved to
greenhouse sections and he will either have
to deny students labs or restrict the

school's enrollment if budgets are not in-

creased. I'm not going go send students in-

to a building that's going to fall down," he
said.

"When I came here in '65, the Plant and
Soil Science Department vvas a top prionty

for funding, bi.t t^ 'itT,e went on someone
in the admir e list.

Why we didi i !.n:n, i uu'i i Know.
With the gr. ' the department has
been no growth of funding," Barker said.

Poirier said the department will be unable

to provide students with adequate faciliti^

unless funds are allotted for reconstruction

or renovation of the greenhouses.

Fin. aid director sought
"Guess how much?" the Floriculture Club was asking yesterday at $.25 a try,

as Greg Penglis, an Environmental Science major offers his inkling. Tom Mar
shall of the Floriculture Dept right, said that the club has cleared $75 in the
fund raising gimmick. (Staff photo by Jennifer Gear)

HR of MacKimmie House
removed without comment
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

University officials this vveek are still

unwilling to account for last week's

removal ot a Southwest head of residence

from his position

Albeit Thompson, former head of
'< -ience of MacKinimit' House, is waiting

re assignment in the University's

Residential Pesoufcp Management office,

arcorHinn to Sfiliy F't-eman, Thompson's
torn , Hn-pioyer

Vice Lriancuiior of Stnirnt Affairs Dennis

L Madson said he w. .uNj not give specifics

of Thompson's reniovai. It ib d personnel

matter, he said.

Director Freeman, of the Community
Development Center, * which oversees

heads of rchidfince, rpfused to give

specifics of Ttiompson's removal, but said

his position in the Residential Resource
Management offue ss "more in keeping
witti his interes' """o said he will be
pla>, eci in "fs mori .e position."

i f'f thi rif:.ii'jf ^^• Miinaqerripnt

Roi-.t.i, L.init'' '-'''
, leni.iV said, 'We don't

know wherv? loing to put him."

Thompson was unavailable for comment
last night.

By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff

Two yeais after the
position wds vacated, the
search for a permanent
director of the UMass
Financial Aid Office has
finally begun

Director of Student
Services. W. Daniel Fit

/p'citnck assumed the duties

of the office's director
when Richard Dent
resigned from the position

in June of 1976 However,
as head of Student Ser

vices, Fitzpatrick must also

oversee the Placement
Office, the Registrar's

Office, and Veterans'
Affairs.

'I have been
about two thi'

'
: work

it/pii1'it

soenriinf

V I (. ,' h a n c e I i of^ -for
Student Affairs Dennis I

FINE /RTSCENIER PRESENTS

Miidson said the decision to

start a search after two
years was made because
we think we need a full-

time director for such a

large program at this size

university.'

The search committee,
which consists of students,

faculty and administrators,

began soliciting ap
plications through national

advertising about thiee
weeks ago, and has
received about 20 ap
plications so far, Fitzpatrick

said.

Tlie Financial Aid Office

i -s about 15.000
appiicJiions each year, of

which about 10,000 ap
piicants . iile for a !

The aid bu...j. i is close \o

$17 million, most of which
comes fiom Federal fum'
according to FitzpatriL-

A4kuu $1 million comes
from state funds, and about
<R0 0(X) comes from various

' ;)ijs funds.

Assistant Director ot
Student Services John M.
Magle said the appointment
of a permanent financial aid
director will enable the
department of Student
Services to concentrate
on more long range things
and other needs that we
don't have time now to do.
The daily operation of the
office will shift to the new
director.

"

The Financial Aid Office

works closely with the
registrar, the bursar, the

i'lmissions and housing
offices and data
processing, arid the person

• tiirector niust

..'I thf f.n tr.rs

f to !S

'

: n 3 n c i a 1- aid.,

,
.- r >Hd.

t; are three associate
in the office of

Aid who have
ditt.-i. ^sponsibilities.

HOMECOMING WEEKEND CONCERT

PETER ALLEN
Saturday, October 28 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENfER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6, b UMass

students - $5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and other students

$6.5,4

Fine Arts Center Box Ollice M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.
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BlackAffairs

University 03 workers pickett in front of Whitmore Administration building
and later marched into the Chancellor's office to demonstrate dissatisfaction
over their "temporary employee" and "non-employee status"

Rebellion in Mississippi
By CHARLES BAGLI
Revolutionary Students
Brigade

You don't hear much about
the town of Tupelo,
Mississippi usually. But
recently in this southern town,
there have been happenings
that really deserve to be front
page news. The following is an
account of one of those
happenings, this past Labor
Day.
Eight hundred strong, the

United League demonstrators
filled the street in front of the
Spring Hill Missionary Baptist

Church. The Labor Day march
was just about to start when a

rr-essage crackled over one of

the security team walkie
talkies 'Klan headed this

way."
Down at the bottom of the

hill, 40 raggedy, white-sheeted

racists were heading slowly

toward the massive show of

northern Mississippi united.

They were followed by a few
cars and a couple dozen
Klansmen who didn't have
robes on. Every one of the first

40 had a gun drawn, under his

robe. And they made sure

everybody knew it. The cops
were nowhere in sight.

But like Skip Robinson,
United League leader, had said

the night before, "It's hard to

kilt a man who's not afraid to

die for justice." As the Klan

came face to face with the

front ranks of the march, not a
body moved. The Klansmen
had to walk around them
single file. As they passed 800
di?termined men, women and
civildren, they caught the jeers,

hateful stares, and insults they

so richly deserved,
Earlier that day,, the United

League had put up picket lines

at downtown Tupelo stores.

Many of the pickets were
whites and Blacks who had
converged on Tupelo from a
half doien northern cities to

join the Labor Day march.
After closing a handful of

target stores in the League's
boycott for jobs, the pickets
spotted a Confederate flag at a
Klan staging area a few blocks '

away As the picket lines

loined up to confront the Klan,

three uniformed Tupelo cops
scurried away The Klux ers

grabbed their bedsheets and
pointy hoods from car trunks

in a ridiculous attempt to scare
somebody.
The Labor Day con-

frontations were parr of a
series of events that show the
sharpening struggle in nor-
thern Mississippi. The
movement, which began in

response to a number of cases
of police brutality and murder,
has gained momentum as a

boycott for affirmative hiring in

business, government and
industry The boycott and
weekly marches in several

neighboring counties have
generated a defiant Black
struggle, challenging the
whole racist Mississippi power
structure. The movement
threatens to tear up the whole
way the South is kept as a low-
wage back water for profit

hungry corporations. Hun-
dreds of people in this area of

the South are "walking and
talking with their minds on
freedom."
Founded in 1966 in the

predominantly Black Marshall

County, the United League has
fought discriminatory election

laws, harrassment of Black
students and teachers in the
desegregated school system,
and police brutality. Their first

boycott came in 1974 in

Byhalia, 10 miles from Holly

Springs, the Marshall County
seat. Like the present boycott,

it began in response to the

police killing of a Black youth.

And like Tupelo, that boycott
built on the momentum to

make demands in other areas

as well.

Two days before the Labor
Day march United League
members travelled to

Lexington, Mississippi for a

protest in the rural community
in the Delta region in the

southern part of the state. It's

common for the League to

sponsor marches in two places

on one weekend. So quickly is

the influence of the movement
growing that new issues and
new plans constantly arise. In

Lexington, a boycott of white-

owned business sprang up
following the police beating of

a mentally retarded young
Black woman. When 12 people
were arrested for picketing

stores, the people called for

the September 2nd rally.

As the influence of the
League has expanded, it has

been the target of criticism of

some established Black
leaders. In Lexington, which is

a majority Black county, a

Black state senator and a
prominent Black minister,
called for conciliation and
negotiations. They objected to

the presence of the League. In

a speech before some 300
marchers. Skip Robinson
attacked the idea of bargaining

from a position of weakness.
He predicted, "We're going to

take some Blacks out of of

fice. " In Tupelo, this kind of

hard line stance forced a

number of Black ministers and
other vocal civic leaders to

back off from their initial vocal

opposition.
The present struggle is based

solidly on rejection of any fear

or compromise. In one speech,

Lewis Meyers, a co-leader of

the League, declared, "My
knees won't bend. If I have to

die in this country, I want tp

die on my feet, not on my
knees. We have won the
dignity of our pteople back."
On Sunday, August 13,

League Coordinator Howard
Gunn's station wagon was
riddled with 16 bulletholes.

Passengers returned the fire,

wounding one assailant. The
gun battle took place in

Okolona, a hot bed of League
activity. Town officials put the

area under curfew. H.D. Ross,

as local Justice of the Peace,

invented a rule that all future

marches in Okolona would be
subject to indiscriminate police

frisk of all participants. This

ruling was later overturned by
League lawyers in a Federal

Appeals Court.

In response, the Klan has

been stepping up its activity.

The week before Labor Day,
five Klan members unmasked
to show they are not afraid to

reveal their identities. Four of

the five turned out to be police

officers! One of these "cop-by-
day/ Klan by night" types was
suspended from his job— for
one day. The fifth "proud

"

Klansman, who had been
r.allinq hirriself "Gary Wilson,
'he Grand Titan of the Tupelo
Klavern," turned out to be Bill

Howard, owner of a local

furniture plant. Howard's
group of cross-burning thugs
are hooked up with Bill

Wilkenson's Louisiana -based

Letters-to-the- Editor
Dear Black Affairs Collegian Staff

You are to be commended
for your conscientious sup-

port in publicizing the *

"Poets Against Apartheid"
poetry reading of October
13th Your support is

esp>ecially significant within

the context of the following

questions. How does bann
ing and censorship operate

on this campus? How does
a portion of the "radical"

and black communities ap-

pear to the outside world if

they act in complicity with a

boycott of an event
specifically in opposition to

the apartheid regimes' of

southern Africa? Why in

this academic setting of

libraries, bookstores and
literature classes are the

books by these writers and
others who are out front

against oppression made in-

accessible to students?
Why are microphones
operative for drunk punk
rockers and not for poets
aga'nst apartheid, and why
do these drunk punIc

rockers receive payment wh
ile the bureaucracy fails so
that the poets who par

ticipated will not receive

their token remuneration
for some time?
Agents in complicity with

and from South Africa fail-

ed in their attempts to

obstruct this program just

like the millions put up by
Botha and Smith to per-

suade people of this coun-
try that their apartheid
system is benign and
beneficial for the
economies of North
America, Europe and Israel

will fail. In the 60's, artists,

ooets, musicians-all those

ife oriented creative people

stepped forward to make
aesthetic as well as political

statements against the w^r
in Vietnam. The force and
impact of these statements
intensified the dedication

among F>eople which con-

tributed to the ending of the

war. A week ago over 500
people crowded a library

room in Harlem to hear over

20 writers and poets read

from their own works as
well as from the works by
black south Africans. The
reading that occurred here

was among the first cultural

events in this country that

will contribute to the defeat

of the apartheid regimes.

A womyn in exile from
South Africa introduced the

program by noting that

three free round trips had
been arranged for people
from this community to visit

South Africa. She mention-
ed that any liberal

parliamentarian who may
conr^e to the area is just as

much a part of the apar-

theid regime as anyone
since white liberals are

dead, in prison or in exile. If

there is to be a boycott,

why is there not a boycott
against the lectures, teas

and banquets which will

feature parliamentarian
Helen Susman who will visit

Mt Holyoke, Hampshire
College and most likely

Chancellor Bromery? Is the

parliament in South Africa a

parliament when the majori-

ty population is not allowed

to vote and not allowed in

as elected members? Is it a

parliament when it

represents a minority racist

regime?

Sonia Sanchez noticed

who was and who was not

in attendance. She prefac-

ed a poem by saying, "I

don't care how many
poems you write, how
much Coltrane you listen

to, we all got to get jobs,

we all have to work to live.

We've sacrificed for years

to let you come to these

places to help change
them. The point is, the

point was that the changes
in the 60's was to show
some kind of change in the

70's. It was not to produce

a quiet generation, one that

can only get high and say to

hell with it. Then to hell

with you... "She went fur-

ther: "They are not taking it

in South Africa and we are

not taking it no more. The
university has made the

Letter to the Black Womer) of the Community

monsters who kill. . .the man
who is a CIA agent sitting

next to you was mjde in a

university and was recruited

from these dam.i univer-

sities. They loo'< just like

any other huma 1 being but

they are monsters.
Monsters are ?imong us and
beasts are among us and
we've got tc see about not

creating any more. That's

why you .'jre here to stop

this finally."

Many people and groups
shared time, some money
and support for this ex-

change with those who
recognize by way of their

poetry and fiction the war-
fare being waged against a

disarmed and poor African
people. Thanks to the
Distinguished Visitors pro
gram, the Arts Council, the
Butterfield Arts Group, the
Graduate Student Senate,
the Committee to Support
Liberation of southern
Africa and Nummo News;
from Amherst College, the
English Department, the In-

ternational Student Center,

The committee to Support
Liberation in South Africa,

faculty and students from
the Black Studies Depart-
ment and from the com-
munity. The Committee to
End Apartheid and Frances
Crowe. Rick Grant of Black
Mass Communications
deserves a special thanks
for noticing that there were
no naicrophones and for go-
ing to the trouble of finding

and connecting some.

There will be a teach-in
Thursday, October 19th at

Merrill Science Center at

Amherst college starting at

2:00 p.m. Everyone is urged
to attend to learn more
about the economic links of

this country with southern
Africa's apartheid regimes,
about the investments from
this aree. in South Africa

and to hear about the con-
ditions of oppression that

the regimes impose.

Sincerely, Zoe Best

To Whomever may have concerns about
their well-being here at the University, and
in this society;

As a coordinator of the Black Women's
Center (previously. Third World Women's
Center), I would like to pose the following

questions: What are the attitudes of Black

Women here at the University? Is there a

concern or interest that we may have in

ourselves? 4s there some question as to

what the Black Women's Center is about,

and what we as a group can do?
I cannot answer the first or second

questions. They must be answered by
yourselves as individuals. But I will take this

opportunity to explain the purposes and
goals of the organization.

/. The Center is a place that we as a group
can call our own— for purposes of meeting

other Black women, getting to know them
and through that, getting to know more
about ourselves.

2. The Center serves as a forum for the

discussion of issues and topics important to

us, dealing with the Black community at

large, such as:

a. Relationships; woman to woman,
woman to man, with other women of color.

b. Standards; of beauty, of dress, of

social acceptance.
c. Birth control for men and women,

abortion, sterilization.

d. Homosexuality.
3 The Center functions as an organization

through which wc can work to bring up
speakers, show films, sponsor events and
social activities that we feel are necessary

to serve our needs, because they cannot

be met through other University groups.

The center was founded by a small group
of Black women during the 1974-5

academic year. Acting under the name
Third World Women's Center, the group
organized discussion groups, dinners, and
workshops in order to bring the Third

World women of the community togatfier

so that we could relate to each other on a
more personal, non-academic level. Thus
giving to us a form of non-institutionalized

education, of a type which we can only
learn through communicating and working
together. In the past, the TWWC has also

sponsored films, trips, and sp>eakers to

provide us with a broader source of in-

formation concerning roles, rfnd giving us
more insight as to how our needs can be
satisfied.

I hope that this letter has answered any
questions that you may have had about
why the Center exists. To state it clearly

and simply — it exists to serve you — the

Black Woman. However, without your
participation and energies, the potential of

the organization cannot be maximized. The
needs of Black Women, in unity and as

individuals cannot possibly be met by the

input oi a few persons. To function suc-

cessfully for all, there must be an in-

tegration of many diverse opinions and
ideas into the organization.

I urge all of you to attend the next BWC
meeting to be held this Sunday, Oct. 22 at

3:00 in the Malcoln X Center. The topic to

be discussed will be: Your Relationship

with Today's Black Man.
In closing I would like to say that — no one

is able to answer a voice it cannot hear. If

you have questions, comments, or just

want to listen to another's ideas,

please attend.

Come and let your voice be heard.

Luciel Clark

Klan faction, the Invisible

Empire Knights of the Ku Klux

Klan

Invisible Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan extends into

Alabama, where 2000 people

came to a Klan rally and cross

burning on August 12.

Three days before, a white

woman, Annie McDougal,

who had actively supported

the Black struggle, was found

shot to death in her Decatur,

Alabama home.
^ In part two of this article

there will be an analysis of the

social conditions in Mississippi

that give rise to this kind of

action. Also, on November 2,

Distinguished Visitors Program

Will bring Skip Robinson, head

of the United League to speak

here at UMass. at 8 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom.

B/ackAffairs

"Skip" Robinson (holding mike), the president of the United League of
Mississippi addresses crowd. The United League a small organization that
began economic sanctions against Tupelo. Mississippi has now grown
throughout the state.

Announcements
BMCP

Any group or organization that has an
announcement of interest to the Third
World Community can have it publicized
through the Black Mass Communications
Project (BMCP) on WMUA-FM by sub
mitting the announcement at least one
week in advance to:

BMCPc/oWMUA
42 Marston Hall

University of Mass.
Amherst. Mass. 01003

COGME representative
All CCEBS students should note that on

Tuesday, October 24th a representative of

COGME (Council on Opportunities in

Graduate Management Education) will be
in the 2nd Floor Study Library of the New
Africa House. The representative will talk

with interested students in^a group session
from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon. Any student
considering the possibility of graduate
study in Management should attend this

session. All interested students must sign

up for this visit in Room 112-Hampshire
House as soon as possible.

Radio training classes

WEBD Radio will be holding training

classes for all people interested in radio

broadcasting and production and obtaining

their Third Class Operator's license with

Endorsement. Classes will be held Tuesday
evenings at 7:00 p.m. in 422 New Africa

House.

Muhammed Ahmed to speak

Muhammad Ahmed, organizer in the

Black Liberation movement will speak at

the New Africa House on Thursday

October 19, on the "Role of Black Students

in the '70s and '80s. Ahmed worked closely

with Malcolm X and has a lot of information

about him.

Going away party

There will be a going away party for Carol
Miranda, assistant director of Academic
services for CCEBS. The party is scheduled
for Monday Octo. 23 at 2:00 p.m. in the
New Africa House Lounge.

Drake Koka at SUB
Dralce Koka founder and secretary

general of the Black Alliod Workers

Union in South Africa will speak at the

SUB tonight at 8:00.

ROCKPORT

SHOES
Over 20 Styles

for Men& Women

Cleveland Real Estate
420 West River St.

Orange, Mass.
Tel. (617) 544-6242

Orange — Exceptional— 4 bedrooms,
1 Vz baths, Ige. kitchen and dining room
with fireplace, Ige. living room with pic-

ture window plus two Ige. glass sliding

doors. Lge. two car garage & cellar on
about 1 acre near lake.

30 mins. from Amherst -$35,000

Wendell — Sportsman's paradise,

about 1 acre with mobile home, no
facilities -$2700

What would Socrates

think of O'Keefe?
If you question long enough and deep enough, certain truths about

O Keefe become evident.

It has a hearty, full-bodied flavor It is smooth and easy going down.
And. the quality of its head is fact rather than philosophical

conjecture.

W^think there's one truth about O Keefe that Socrates would not

question: h s too good la gulp. As any rational man can taste.

44 Styles,

Sizes 4-13

AS LOW AS $44

Heartfelt
Leather

THESIS
WRITERS

The deadline for Fall 1978 Thesis Finan-

cial Aid Applications was Oct. 1.

Therefore, all applications received

after the publication of this notice will

not be reviewed until after March 1 (the

deadline for Spring '79 applications).

Those faced with extenuating cir-

cumstances should contact Denise

Pols, Senior Thesis Advisor for the

Honors Office, immediately (Machmer
Hall E-23, 5-2483).

EXECUTIVE HIDEAWAY
This gracious pre-civil war colonial

offers the very best in secluded country
living. Four large bedrooms, country
kitchen, family room , formal dining
room, plus 4 fireplaces all beautifully

decorated in excellent condition. Barn,
garage, studio or office. All on 120
acres of beautiful pastures &
woodlands. Taxes $600— 50 min. from

Amherst.

$175,000, exclusive with
Baystate Realty

773-7631

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

PITTSBURGH
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

ANDRi PREVIN
Conducting

TONIGHT
The program will consist of Overture to

'Lltaliana in Algeri" by Rossini, Iberia'

from "Images pour Orchestra " by Debussy
and "Don Quixote." Fantastic Variations on a

Theme of Knightly Character, Opus 35 by

Strauss.

Tickets now on sale. General public • $8, 7, 6.

UMass students and senior citizens - $7, 6, 5.

Fll^£ >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L
Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.
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Thievery declines, rape and other crimes
WASHINGTON (United Press International) SeriouB crime in
the United States declined by three percent during 1977
-matnly due to less thievery but the number of rapes again
rose sharply and other violent crimes also increased. Attorney
General Gritfin Bell reported yesterday.
The FBI's new«y released annual index of seven major crimes

•aid the number of murders in the nation rose by two percent
to 19,120 during 1977, while six percent more aggravated
assaults were reponed to police.
However, Bell stressed in releasing the Uniform Crime Report

rise
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Typewriter Ribbons
and Carbon Paper

at

A.J, HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst
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JOGGING SHOE
SPECIAL

for
only

A special purchase
of Bais jogging sho«s

in blue and rust

5^.99
while they last!

in the sportswear area at

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst
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Ski Club Meeting Tonight
8:00 Mahar Auditorium

^^^^^^^^^^^^

UMass Ski Club
Sugarbush &

Glen Ellen Ski &
Party Week
Jan. 21-26 Sun.-Fri.

'Interchangeable lift ticket bVi

# days
•Lodging

5 "Meals

5 "Shuttle bus between areas
5* Beer & wine party

$115

Call Jennifer Cohen - 256-8065
Ken SilverstlBtn - 546-9616
Club Office CC 106-546-3437

TOTAL

¥r

*

«

*
RAFFLE!

Free Sugarbush Ski Week
Value $115.00 (one person)

Mail in coupon or deposit at CC 106 or J^at Ski Club meetings. £
NAME _»

{address ___*
—J #

that while overall crime dropped, the population rose one per-
cent between 1976 and 1977.
The report ts based on a composite index of total crimes

reported to more than 15,000 police agencies across the coun-
try.

Attorney General Griffin Bell and FBI Dir«nor William
Webster have expressed concern about the increase in violent
cnrries. Most notable in the 1977 data was the 11 percent rise
in the number of reported rapes.
And preliminary FBI statistics for the first half of 197R show-

ed still further increases In the number of rapes and othe
violent acts.

Federal officials have yet to determine whether a continual in-
crease in reported rapes during the last several years resultec
from more offenses, or from an increased willingness amonflwomen to report the crime widely recognized as being
stigmatizing, traumatic experience for its victims.
According to the latest report, larcenies and thefts droooed

SIX percent during 1977, robberies declined by four percem
and burglaries fell one oercent,

JPHONE
# Drawing - Dec

#
6 Ski aub MMting- Mahar #

final day!

sale59
95

save*25

oncustom-made rings

"^^m^^^rv/;
This is the last day of our sale of men's traditional Siladium* rings and selected women's
10-karat gold rings. The ring you choose is custom-made for you. You can select many custom
features. This is an unusual opportunity to get a custom-made ring for just $59,95. See our
rings today.

THE /IRK^RVED REPRESENTATIVE has a large collection of college rings. Ask to see them.

at the UNIVERSITY STOREDatft LAST DAY p|ace_
DeposH required. Ask about Master Charge or Visa. 'Savings vary sKghtty from style to style.

/IKMRVED
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$10 DEPOSIT
Oct. 18

10 a.m.-2:30 p.m. ^COLLEGE RMQS
another

campus center/unhr. of ma«s./i

.Coliegfan ^

Editorial / Opinion

United league

member to speak

To the Editor:
When I read Thursday's Collegian and

saw the article on Ku Klux Klan organiz-
ing in New Hampshire I was both amazed
and angered by the proposed event.
One of the reasons for my reaction is

that the Distinguished Visitors Program is
bringing Skip Robinson of the United
League of Mississippi here from Tupelo
Miss. Mr. Robinson is the leader of the
United League, an organization that is

leading the fight for civil rights in
Mississippi. The United League is a
predominately black grass roots Civil
Rights organization that has grown from
800 to 63, 000 in the past five years.
The United League and Mr. Robinson in

their quest for black freedom in Mississip-
pi have been plagued by the terrorism of
the Ku Klux Klan. A high ranking official
of the United League had his car riddled
by bullets by alleged Klansmen while
stopped at an intersection; many crosses
have been burned; a white woman who
supported the league was found
murdered in an alley; reporters have been
intimidated: and an estimated 80 percent
of the police force in Tupelo are thought
to be members of the Klan. The United
League has been terrorized by the same
Klan and in fact the same person. Grand
Wizard Wilkinson, that now vows to
organize a Klan chapter at Seabrook. For
people who don't believe that it could
happen here, they had better take
another hard look.

With Grand Wizard Wilkinson going to
New Hampshire to organize for the Klan
and Governor "Wild" Meldrin Thomp-
son's assumtion that the Klan demonstra
tion would be "lawful" when the Clam-
shell's demonstration was immediately
assumed to be violent and unlawful.
I urge all people to attend Skip Robin-

son's lecture on Thursday Nov. 2 in the
Student Union Ballroom at8o 'clock.

Joel Weissman

Cartoon is

'unequal'

To the Editor:

/ am writing in reference to the cartoon
which appeared at the top of the Editorial
page of the October 11 issue of the
Collegian. The cartoon made the point
that the Equal Rights Amendment which
states that "Equality of the laws shall not
be denied or abridge by the U. S. or any
state on account of sex (sic) " was given
"unequal" treatment under the law
because of the extension of the
ratification deadline.

This argument is one near to the hearts
of anti-ERA forces. Its appearance on the
editorial pages of the Collegian raises
questions as to the commitment of the
paper's Board of Editors to equality under
the law for women.
The policy of setting a time limit on the

ratification of amendments /s not im-
posed by the Constitution of the United
States. Rather, the Constitution gives
Congress the opt/on to set such a limit. It

is only within this century that Congress
has set such time limits. The extension^of
the ERA ratification deadline is note case
of inequality; the inequality was the
imposition ofan arbitrary time limit.

A clear mafority of the American people
favor the ERA. Two-thirds of both houses
of Congress have already ratified it.

Seventy percent, or 35, states have also
passed the amendment. Of the states that
have yet to ratify, a June 7 vote in Illinois

fell just six votes short of ratification.

Illinois is the only state to require a 3/5
majority for ratification. Several unions,
including locals representing AFL-CIO,
United Auto Workers, United
Steelworkers, Amalgamated Meat
Cutters, International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, and the Brotherhood
of Railroad and Airline Clerks, have
endorsed the ERA.

The endorsement of the argument that
the extension of the ERA ratification
deadline is "unequal"is one more
example of the second class status to
which the CoHmglmn Editors rahgata
women. Such an endorsement is a cause
for concern to all people who struggle for

equal human and civil rights to allpeople,
regardless of sex, race, class, creed or
sexual preference.

Cindy Leerer
Publicity and Public Outreach

Everywoman's Center

Editor's note: As is stated in the
masthead of the Collegian {that little box
that sometimes appears on the editorial
pages containing the names of the
Collegian's editors), all cartoons and
signed opinion pieces represent the
opinion of the author. This holds true for
the political cartoons on the editorial
pages, which represent the opinions of
the student or professional cartoonist, not
the Collegian Board of Directors

Support for

more quiet
To the Editor:

/ would like to applaud Claire Denton for
speaking out against the noisemakers on
campus who make it difficult for many
students to study and sleep Although n
annoys me to see so much dead wood at
an institution of higher learning, I'm not
bothered by the fact that these morons
are getting practically nothing from their
education. What I will not tolerate is any
infringement upon my rights as a student
here. I have the right to pursue my educa-
tional objectives, and I should not have to
worry about inconsiderate people in-

terfering with that right.

So many people seem to think that the
college experience means that it's time to
act irresponsibly-time to discover all of
the wonderful things they can do now
that Mommy and Daddy are no longer
watching over them, regardless of how
this may affect others around them.
Part of the college experience should
be learning to take responsibility for one's
own actions. Ideally, people should learn
to live with one another in these close
quarters, showing mutual respect and
consideration. Is this too rhuch to ask?
There are many temporary answers to

the problems of noise and irrational
behavior on campus \moving off campus,
studying at the library, etc.] But these
answers are all inadequate, because they
avoid the main issue, which i^- "When
will students learn to care about the rights
of others?"

Jonathan Shailor

Workshops on
"Rape Culture"

To the Editor:
The Southwest Men's Center welcomes

university men to the October 25th
organizational meeting of the Rape Study
Group. This study group began in the Fall
of 1977 primarily as a support-
consciousness raising effort to unders-
tand this issue. In the Spring of 1978
workshops using the film "Rape Culture"
were offered by this group to the UMASS
community.
This year the Rape Study Group will

begin again by examining how pedestrian
and central rape is to masculinity and
manhood. For more information please
call SWMC 5-0263, M-F, 12-5 p.m., or at-
tend the first meeting at SWMC Kennedy
Lobby, Rm. 113, at 7:30p.m.

Southwest Men's Center
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UMass deterioration
By GREG TARPINIAN and
BILL BLUESTEIN

In the midst of a waivering commitment
to public higher education by the state
government, the physical conditions of the
UMass campus have begun an alarming
deterioration.

In this article we focus on the effects of
excessive budget cuts on the physical
condition of the University. It is based on
an interview with George A. Norton,
Director of the Physical Plant, by Students
United for Public Education (SUPE).
According to Mr. Norton, "The physical
condition of UMass is cominuing to
deteriorate with age and neglect. The
budget we receive for upkeep is not suf-
ficient.

The total budget of the Physical Plant has
suffered from 'level-funding': budget-cuts
in disguise. As inflation has increased by
35% since 1974 the Plysical Plant (PP)
budget has been increased by only 10%.
During this same period utility costs have
skyrocketed to the point where they now
absorb 55% of the PP operating budget,
i.e. 7.9 million out of a total budget of 14.4
million dollars is projected for FY '78-'7S,
compared with a very high 43% in 1975!

Uver halt of the PP budget can in no way
be 'reprioritized,' due to the obvious
necessities of heat, water and electricity for
the University community. Drastic cuts in

other areas have been made.

Norton calls these areas major "trouble-
spots."

Oefferred Maintenance
Mr. Norton made a point of mentioning

that the people at the Physical Plant were
well aware that the problems now faced
were on their way before they happened.
He said that the deterioration of the
University came "as no surprise."

Norton estimates that it would take ap-
proximately $31 million to take care of
problems stemming from deferring
maintenance of UMass buildings. It would
take that much to get the University up to
"normal" standards. $12-$ 14 million of that
$31 million is related to bringing the dorms
up to minimum health-code specifications.

Personnal
Years of 'level-funding' have had even
more serious effects in the realm of
Physical Plant staff, since aside from the
toll inflation has taken through cost of
living increases, established processes like

promotions have had an added effect. At
the same time the rr- nas found it difficult

to attract and keep qualified technical
workers, as it cannot corr^ete adequately
on the outside for their services. This has
broad implications, since recent additions
to the ohvsical olant of UMass require

highly skilled technicians to mai.itain. All in

all, the recent level-funding has had the
effect of imposing tremendous financial

and work-related problems onto the regular
Physical Plant staff.

This poses major problems due to the high
technical requirements necessary for the
upkeep of labs, elevators, air-condition
units, and other highly complex systems.

Equipment
In FY'74 the Physical Plant was funded

$117,935 for replacement of tools, vehicles
and custodial equipment which had worn
out. This year, after an inflation of 35%, it

received only $50,000, a cut of ap-
proximately 95%.

"...critics tend to over-

simplify the case of its

deterioration."

In Norton's words, "We have suffered a
continued sidelining of vehicles which can't
pass inspection, and can't be replaced." He
went on to say, "if you work it out» if the
trends continue it would mean that every
piece of Physical Plant equipment would
have to last an average of almost 30 years
to maintain our current operating level.

This is not possible if the University is to
continue to function."

Norton's outline provides us further
evidence of the general trends facing public
higher education today. In Monday's
Collegian a stark figure was presented
which gives us a broader picture:
Massachusetts is 48th in the country in

spending of public -higher education, only
to be followed by New Hampshire and New
Jersey.

These figures also tell us, as George
Norton did, "The critics of the University
tend to oversimplify the case of its

deterioration, they don't adequately ap-
preciate the needs of the campus. They
blame inefficiency when it is clear to us that
the University is not being funded
adequately."

It's time we begin to take pride in the
system of Public Higher Education as one
that provides the working and middle
classes the education they could otherwise
not afford, and fight the trend so vividly

epitomized by the physical condition of our
level-funded' university.

Greg Tarpinian arni BiM Bluestein are
members of Students United for Public
Education.
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Night Full Of Rain
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THE
COMMONWEALTH
STAGE

America 'i newest resident profeuionat theater
ai the I'Mass fine Arts Center

i

1/2 price

student

rush tickets

Availdble al 6:00 pm rach rveninR of performance
for

George Bernard Shaw's witly farce

MISALLIANCE
NoH through the 21st of October,

Tuesday-Sunday evenings at 8:00pm
Box office 545 35 1

1

Frank Prentice Rand Theater

A
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Pfj Ends Thursday
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Today at (TLS 446) 7:00^9: 16
tBQ Ends Thursday

Starts Friday:

Robert Altman's A WEDDING
and

FOUL PLAY starring Goldie Hawn
and Chevy Chase

•

To place a classified ad. drop by the Col
legian office (CC n3) between 8 45 am
and 3:45 p m Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip and mail form found m
most issues of the Collegian Classified

deadline is 3 45 p m two days in advance
of publication date.

Collegian
Classifieds

-

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c
per line, five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters

AUTO FOR SALE

71 V«ga. standard, new paint, exc. cond.,

can be seen at 28 West St., So. Deerfield.

Ed Jablonski.

1974 Toyota Calica. 5-speed, AM/FM,
body & rrwch. exc, ask $27 0. 253-9455.

1974 MGB GT. black, AM/FM 8 track,

needs some work, must sell — BO. John,
6^7609

1969 Camaro. runs well, 253 5081 , Erick.

68 VW bug— $300, rusty, but great engine.

Eko acoustic guctar, light touch, $45. M lb.

bow, $60. $35. 549 6829.

Audi Fox, 1975, std., good condition,

must sell. $2200 or 80. 527-7672. 7-10 p.m.

Calculator, Tl 59 and PC 100A. printer,

exc. cond.. $300. call 549 1415.

IBM Selectric for sale, $400, 546 6806.

FOUND

66 Buick, 87.000. orig., mech., exc

great, $325, call Greg, 546-6525.

runs
Found— female dog.
10/8.665-3271.

gold, on Mt. Toby,

72 Gramlin, sticker, great running cond.,

8-track Er tapes. 79.000 miles, $1050 or BO,
call 546-7720. nxtrnings o r late nite.

73 Buick Cantury, 63K mi., 2 dr . HI, int

& nnech. exc, bdy. gd.. AM/FM stereo, rr.

def.. sti. bit. rd. tires . $1800. 80. call

Mike, 6 5340.

HELP WANTED

VW- needs work, call Jon. ^300

71 Datsun wag.— runs well. incl. 8-track

radials. needs some work, $900 or BO.

584^1948. call early mornings or eve.

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave is back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ. Reasonable

rates, call D.L. Disco at (413) 567 1715 (col

lect) and ask for Dave or Bryan.

FOR RENT

One room kitchan — bath privileges - $ 1 25

rrwnthly, call 549-5343. evenings.

FOR SALE

Franch classical handmade guitar,

beautiful sound, call Steve. 549 1728,

549^3626.

2 snows. G-78 15. $36. also 1 reg. tire +

wheel, $20, 527 5538. nites.

Delivary drivers naedad, evening hours.

5-2, and 9 2. Own car a must - hourly wage
plus commission, apply at the Hideout,

256 0441.

Reliable student with car to poster Five

College area. Call 256-6462.

Journalists — the Collegian needs
reporters for the Five College area - college

students are urged to become staff

members. We need correspondents. No
pay but good work exparience with daily

paper Call Mark Horan or Mike Sussman,
545 3500

The Central Area Woman's Cantar is

now accepting applications for coordinator.

Anyone interested should call 6-6003, even-

ings

Addressers wanted immediately! Work
at home -no experience necessary— ex-

cellent pay. Write American Service, 8350

Park Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX 75231.

Sorority seeking live-in couple as

houseparents. Benefits include pay, room
and board, for info call 256-6844.

The Yellow Sun Natural Foods Coop is

seeking a manager. For a job descrip-

tion/application write Search Committee,

Yellow Sun, 1 Kellogg Ave., Amherst.

Reward — $1000 cash for the return of my
briefcase stolen from my car — or the name
of the thief. Call 323-6240, your info will be
handled confidentially.

Lost — dog, Ben, 7 mos.. Doberman. ilop-

py ears, call 253-9627, or 6 Hatfield St.,

N'hamp.

Prescription glasses, wire rimmed, $10,

reward, call 6-6626.

Pair of glasses; between Morrill and But-

terfield, please call Larry, 549-1631.

Lost -beige wallet w/ IDs, 253-7478.

Lost— red and white clown suit in green
shopping bag. Left in front of Boyden, 9:00

Monday night after express bus from
Natick. Please call Eric at 546-8911.

MISCELLANEOUS

Sex! Sax! The "Smooth Sailing Band" is

available for playing at frat parties, dorm
parties — anywhere! Call 546-4646.

PERSONALS

GTS-IS snows, perfect. $25 ea., 665 3883 .

70 Chavy Biscayna 360- V8. 83,000

miles. 2 snows on rims, new brakes and ex

haust. trailer hitch, air cond., $700,

256-0393.

LOST

Chain saw. Homelite

once. $60, 546^9160
II, gas op., used

Left -in Whately psych major's car; green

corduroy shirt /jacket with pewter case in

pocket. Was hitching from Sunderland to

UMass Call Marty, 584 2282.

Los^ Hamilton wrist watch, gold-plated,

black wrist band, $5 reward, call 6-9701.

Rna uaad clothing. The Madeleine, 79

South Pleasant St Amherst, daily 11 5
Lost -black
253 3208

& white cat -"Tip",*

Dusty, oh! It's your birthday! Have a wild

one, Grace. Love, your favorite roommate,
the house hippie. & Chi 0.

If you've had a problem with an auto

repair or auto purchase, the UMass Con-
sumer Action Center wants to know.
Please call 545-0199 or 545-0781, Mon-
days—Fridays. 9-5.

If you "picked up" a brown wallet at Patti

Smith concert, please keep money as

reward and return wallet. Contact Wendy
at 546-6484 or drop off at Collegian.

RIDE WANTED
I am moving to Auburn — near Wore. — in

two weeks — wills need ride to and from
school Mon. Frj., will share expenses. Call

at Collegian Mon. b Wed. 9 a.m. -11 a.m.

or Tues. ft Thurs. 1:30 a.m. -4:00 p.m.. ask

for Martha.

ROOM WANTED

Mature student saaks room or someone
to share room at Campus Center, Mon.-Fri.

Call (413) 443 0750, PMS.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Student wanted to share 4 bdrm. house,
Amh. cntr., start Nov. 1, $87.50-f,

1256 0637.

Own rm. in 2 bdr. apt., 10 min. walk or
bus to UMass, $100/mo. + '/^ util..

549-6834.

Woman wantM to share coed apt.,

$81.25/nfH)., util. incl., 584-3606.

Mature roommate wanted, 3 bedroom
condo., Granby. low rent, call Jim or AI,

467-3795.

SERVICES

Photography passport or portrait instr.,

by appt., resume work, Steven, 253-5061

Campus men ft women, take my course
in auto mechanics simplified, get one credit

and learn about your car, call Alex for more
info, 323 4782.

Campus men Et women, take my course
in Auto Mechanics Simplified, get one
credit and learn more about your car. Call

Alex for more info, 323-4782.

Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for

your 256-page mail order catalog of cpl-

legiate research. 10,250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 25907-B, Los Angeles.

Calif., 90025. (213) 477-8226.

WANTED
1 am willing for a guitar, second-hand,
good sound Et condition, inexp>ensive. call

evening, (413) 253-7536.

2 Daschpnds need temp. home. Oct. Et

Nov.. Yasi. 546-9984. or see me in 246
Prince.

Person with woodworking experience,
to build a TV cabinet to my specs, to be
built by 10/78, call 253-7193. after 6 p.m.

WANTED TO RENT

Grad M sks. rm. in apt. /house -323-4921.

One room kitchan bath privileges, need
car, $125 monthly, call 549 5343 evenings.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Institute, free in-

troduction to the second 6 week session,

improve all reading, learning ft study skills

plus concentration £r more, be ready for

finals. Wed., Oct. 25, 8:30 p.m., Rm. 809
Campus Center, dass starts Nov. 1, other

groups by arrgt.. K.R. Morse, med. prof,

hypno.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Aluminum Foil by Steve Laffler

ACROSS

1 Insect

S Small

masses
9 Open

(4 U S A
15 Friend: Fr

16 Lull

17 Admirable
18 Fragrant

fruits

2 words

20 Adam s

grandson
21 Before Pre-

fix

72 Wasteland
23 Depresses
25 Record
27 Distribute

29 Number
30 Flirl

34 Aunt Sp
36 Ctiurch part

38 Indonesian
island

39 Inadequate
42 Gloves
43 U S satellite

44 High moun-
tain

45 To the

sunrise

46 Building an-

nex
47 Tunes
49 Resource
51 Tries out

54 Declare
58 Males
60 Scarlett s

home
61 Unaged

Cheddar: 2

words
63 Image
64 EncomJuro
65 Preposition

66 Nary
67 Seeded
68 Man's name
69 Mine cart

DOWN

1 Decreased
2 Ammonia
compound

3 Parts of

dramas:
2 words
At once
Twist

Love: It

Extrication

8 View
9 Shoe part

10 Siestas

UNITED Feature Syndicate
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Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

11 Whimper
12 Czech river

13 Incubator

19 Red Sea gulf

24 Bangs
26 Succinct
28 Tree
30 By way of

31 Diplomat
32 Gun —
33 Kind of

school
34 Clock
35 Amazon ce-

tacean
37 River ducks
38 Peculiarity

40 Baseball's
Mel —

41 Ms Merkel
46 Esthonia:

Abbr
48 Color anew
49 Curved
50 Seed coat

52 Urao
53 Oregon city

54 Souls: Fr

55 Deep pit

56 Retard
57 Advantage
59 Gas
62 Dawn god-

dess
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Nothing Special byJoe Casey,
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Spam Slade, People 's Eye byJoe Carroll

I'OUR BIRTHDAY

I FEEL FUNNY,
SPAM, rn fieAL
MUNCHED OUT...
Murr BE WHY I

.CALLED YOU

THURSDAY. Oct. 19

LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct. 22)-
It may be necessary to

take a stronger position

than you planned in order
to make your points at

home.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov.

21) - An error in calcula-
tions causes a moment of

panic early in the day.
Overcome all with calm
enterprise.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) - Keep to your
own methods of operation

;

otherwise, you may find

yourself becoming
confused at evening.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan.
19) - Consider the full

impact of a proposed ac-

tion before you decide for

or against it. Time is on
your side.

AOUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fab.

18) - Strengthen ties with
loved, ones. Make phone
calls, write letters - what-
ever is necessary to make
contact.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March
20) ~ A new friend makes it

possible for you to have
your cake and eat it to - for

a little while!

ARIESIMarch 21-April 19)

- There is little you can do

'WHERE A^E VOL/?\

U'LLCOME OVER^

J^^^
^^mi^pppl^
^^^<>r^

'm, CAN'T HELP ME!\
; WEIKO. I WANNA
EAr...V CfKOW.J

to improve the situation on
the employment scene -

except avoid argument. Do
so.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

- Personal plans may have
to be sacrificed in the in-

terest of public progress.
Don't hesitate to take a
loss.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20) -

The unexpected may en-

able you to demonstrate
the courage for which you
would like to become
known.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)

- Take care not to riiffle

another's feathers in your
effort to smooth your own.

kxercise caution all day.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) -

Problems on the home
front arise from new direc-

tives issued about old

chores.

VIRGOfAug. 23-Sapl.22)-
- Household cares depress
you early in the day. You
need a break; see that you
get one - now

!

CarterIntervenes in peace talks

NOW-ands Tuesday
evas-7:16 and 9:00
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at tiw Gates of Smith College

Associated Press

WASH/NG TON-P resident Carter yester-

day stepped personally into the Middle East

peace talks, meeting separately at the

White House with the heads of the Israeli

and Egyptian delegations.

Administration officials denied Carter in-

tervened in an effort to overcome an im-

passe in the talks, although the pattern of

separate meetings was the same as the

president used at Camp David to try to

bridge impasses there.

"There is no partiacular hurdle. The presi-

dent will review the status of the talks, the

progress that has been made, and the dif-

ferences that remain." said George Sher-

man, a State Department press officer who
has been acting as official spokesman for

all three countries during the talks that last

Thrusday began here.

Sherman said progress had continued,

and the atmosphere of the talks was "very

good." As has been the practice in recent

days. Sherman refused to discuss the

details of the negotiations aimed at parlay-

ing an Israeli- Egyptian .peace treaty from

the Mideast accords produced by the Camp
David summit.
Speaking privatiely, however, administra-

tion sources said they could not make any

predictions about when the current round

of talks would end. These sources had

voiced optimism Monday about the

chances for wrapping up the talks.

Sherman said Egypt's acting foreign

minister, Bourtos Ghali, had a three-hour

dinner Monday night with Israeli Foreign

Minister Moshe Dayan. The two countries'

defense ministers. Komal Hassan Ali of

Egypt and Ezer Weizman of Israel, also met
briefly in the evening.

But. Sherman said, those were the last

high-level meetings between the two
delegations. The meetings at Blair House
Tuesday morning were between the

Americans and Egyptians and the

Americans and Israelis.

At Camp David, there was a similar pat-

tern. After initially bringing the two sides

together. Carter and the American delega-

tion found the best way to solve problems

was to deal with each country separai.ly,

'

acting as an intermediary.

Sherman refused to discuss the nature of

the issues that remain unresolved, but he

hinted at what they might be when he

refused to say whether progress had been

made on what he has called the "side

talks" at Blair House.
The so-called "side talks" involve the sen-

sitive and intractable issues of the West
Bank, including Jerusalem, the Gaza Strip,

and the Palestinians who live there.

American officials have always regarded

those issues as more difficult to solve than

the issues strictly between Israel and Egypt,

most of which were resolved at Camp
David.

Since Camp David, Egyptian leaders have
indicated they might insist on some pro-

gress on the West Bank and Gaza issues

t>efore they sign the treaty with Israel.

The two apsects of the Mideast problem

were handled in separate frameworks at

Camp David. President Carter's position

has been that while the two parts are not

legally linked, a connection exists, if only in

the minds of the Camp David participants.
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Second of three parts

Scholarships and teams
B> FRANK PAPSADORE
Co'fey/an Staff

"We have to go see these types of propsects," said O'Brien, "in order to pro
perly access their capabilities The time factor alone that this encompasses, is

quite a drain on myself, as well as the effect on my family life."

O'Brien's extremely successful record could either help or hun him. In a time
where his teams will be completely phased out of the Barber program,
O'Brien's future success may be severely handicapped by his opponents'
(such as Villanoval financial advantage
"We'll have to capitalize on what we have, says O'Brien. 'We'll have to

play up the advantages of the University itself, which may be in fact, the best
weafKjn we at UMass have to offer over our co.npetitors"
"It IS academically a very competent school," he continued, "and the overall

beauty of the campus is a big plus in attracting some athletes"
But education and beauty are not always what the "super" athlete is looking

for. In these fiscally troubled times, a prospective athlete will be looking for

money It s a sad situation, but it's true. Next, I talked with Bob Pickett, the
new head coach of UMass football.

"Football IS a highly competitive spon both on and off tfe field now," said
Pickett from behind his desk. "Personally, " he continued, "I'm not in favor of
financial aid for athletes, but I still must have what other schools get."
UMass football teams have been very successful. The most recent ac-

complishment was the Yankee Conference championship of last year
"We must have more scholarship money m order to stay competitive." said

Pickett. "We're at the bottom of the barrel, money-wise. And still, while
eveivone else goes up, we go down. We are almost completely unable to
compete financially with other colleges at the high school recruitment level.""
"There are ways to get around it,"" says Picket?. "Look at Harvard for exam-

ple. Supposedly, they have no athletic scholarships. Yet, I would venture to
say that the majority of players on its football team are accepting aid of some
kind.'"

This procedure, I have found out is very common among Division I as well as
some other football teams. A player can be contacted by a "big name" team
and the coach will say that there is no scholarship, but that they can be finan-
cially aided by the school.
Another tactic employed by some schools, is the alumni donation or the

alumni summer job offer. Although it is illegal for an alumni to directly give
money to the University for the recruitment of a specific athlete, he (the alum
ni) may donate money to a sport to be used at the discretion of the coach for
valid circumstances.
With this kind of an arrangement, "behind the scene deals" are extremely

possible. The summer job deal is when an alumnus of a university offers a
"summer job " to a prospective athlete in return for his decision to attend his
alma mater. This procedure is perfectly legal and is practiced commonly.
Pickett however, says that to his knowledge UMass does not participate in
this capacity.

'"Its not right,'" says Pickett 'We"ve lost players to that type of recruitment,
good players."

Meeting
There will be a meeting
of the sports staff to
discuss the winter sports
special Thursday, Oct.
19, at 7:(X) at the sports
desk.

Adult Entertainment
Majestic Cinema
84 Cottage Street

E hainptoQ, MA, 527 2346

Beautiful people serve yoi, ,

Time

V? Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90

The UMass Stockbridge School
Of Agricultures' Second Annual

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAY

Tuesday, October 24, 9:^ a.m. -5:00 p.m.
In,the Campus Center Auditorium, surrounding meeting rooms
and outside the Campus Center, with seminars, student

displays, large inside-outside industrial show.

Also, featured guest speaker
Harold Newton, pres. of the Mass. Farm Bureau, speaking
on: What Is The Future Of Mass. Agriculture (And How To Get

Started In It)?

Who should attend: any student, faculty member, profes-

sional associated in any way with agriculture/horticulture

related fields

Udtk ^M
FREE ADMISSION

QUICKIE
LUNCH

is now being

served

in the

11th floor

lounge^

from
11:30 a.m. -1:30

p.m.

Plus-
full cocktail

service

The University of Massachusetts
Fin« Arts C«nt«r

Proudly Announces

Special Presrams In th« Arts

Worlcshops - Master Classes - Lectures

Demonstrations - Clinics

with

Dovid Moi".

COflOiMOntoyQ

Mark PtiNgriov

I

Slid* Mompton

GqkicIi OMtion f'3 De/onson ' . i. '.v Hoi!

The Special Prosram In The Arts

Is Open To The Public

The programs are NOT the scheduled

performances by the artist. They are

Intended as an educational experience
for thiose in attendance.

For nnore Information, call 545-0190

.«

Oct 18 24
REFLECTIONS-7:30
HONEY BUNS 8:50

o

Mat. Thurs. & Fri. 1:30
Under 21 not admitted

PRE SEASON
X-C SKI SALE

^

Limited Supply:
Silva Jogger II

Wood Waxable

Complete
Package:

$63.68

Other packages
$69.95 and up

1

\

Amherst
Cycle Shop
253 Triangle

549-3729

Northampton
i

Bicycle
21 Pleasant

586-3810

Notarization of absentee ballots will be
available according to the following
schedule:

CC 904-908

CC 911 915

CC 904 908

CC917

10/30, 31.

11/01
10 a.m. -4 p.m.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

Around the Wotid

Vtston
ShoujCQ$e

ItonntrV He<iM •! VWsaI

W« ar* SfMclalltts In:

• Fashion Eyewear
•Contact Lcntat
• Eni>ar9«ncY Rapiacamanta
• Free Ad|ustn>ents Anytime

•We Clean & Polish contact

lenses on the premised

m. Farms Mall, Nadlay stMIM

Spring 1979

Join the

Semester at Sea, affiliated

with the University of Colorado,

an unparalleled International

educational t^xperience. Sail from
Los Angeles February 15, by way of the

Orient. South Asia, and the Mediterranean.

Applications now being accepted.

I 111 I tvv ( I'lm Kf<Hhiiii'. c .ill i>i utKf S«-ii»~.n-i .11 S4'rt Id) M<ihfil H<iildiii<t

I'O H<<\:/1KN LxtioM MilK. ( A VVhS-l Iclfplumr IMNM H54 DIVft Ik.II htr
oiilsuk- ( .ililiinii.il <7M) SHI 6770tin ( .iIiIoiumI SS ; 'niii-rsi- is tiillv ,iir

( 'hi^iImiikmI. IMlMMMoiis .>! I itH*Ti.«n r<**(tstiv

New England Representative, Cambridge, MA
Call (617) 661 6669

# Representative in CC Concourse this week*

HOT STUFF:
Try oar dijnoiiute zetty Italian soap

our atomic chili

or our blazing tabonli salad sandwich

The
Hungry

U

55 University Dr.,

Amlierst, Mass.
549-5713

Sports

notices
CLOSED SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 21:

NOPE basketball and
volleyball court-
s - Volleyball game,
Boyden basket-
ball/volleyball courts -GRE
Exams

OFFICIALS' MEETINGS
Tue., Oct. 24 and Wed.,
Oct. 25,7:30 pm, Court /W,
Boyden Main Gym.

E^tfiJ^

CROSSCOUNTRY
SKI PACKAGES DOWN PARKAS & VESTS

EMS FALL
CROSS COUNTRY
SKI & PARKA

"DISCOUNT LIQUORS"

RUSSELL ST., HAOLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

BMSWff

BEER

$4.49
12 oz. cans

GOLD
SEAL ^^
PINK

CATAWBA
$3.19
(50.7 ozs.)

4 Days Only! Oct.18-21
COMPLETE CROSS COUNTRY ACCESSORIES, HATSj
PACKS. QUALITY WOOL SHIRTS, SNOW SHOES,

MITTENS, LONG UNDERWEAR, SWEATERS,
& EVERYTHING TO MAKE WINTER WARM!

No Bulk Discounts on Sale Items.

Rentals
Repairs

Eastern Mountain Sports
Route 9, Amherst-Hadley line/Hartford Civic Center

Open Mon -Fri 9 30-9:00. Sat 9:30-5:00

SPECIAL
SAVINGS

ON
SEAGRAMS
7 CROWN

'PAY ONLY

$5.39
for

1.75 LITER
(59.2 OZS.)

Tuesday, October 17 to Saturday, October 21, 1978

Sale items -cash b carry prices

We reserve the right to limit quantities

Looking for a certain vintage wine or wine for a special occasion?

Stop in, we'll be glad to assist you.

PAY ONLY

$7.99
CROWN
RUSSE
VODKA
1.75 liter

(59.2 ozs.)
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NY Yankees are no. 1
LOS ANGELES lUPf]-Br\an Doyle and Bucky Dent, a pair of

"nickel and dime" hitters in a million-dollar batting order,

brought the New York Yankees their second straight World
Series championship last night with six hits and five RBI bet-

ween them to spark a 7 2 triumph over the Los Angeles
Dodgers.

In beating the Dodgers four games to two for the second
straight year, the Yankees became the firsi team in history to

win four successive series games after losing the first two. It

was their 22nd world championship in 32 series appearances.

Doyle, riding the bench at Tacoma only six rr.onths ago and
made eligible for the series only because regular Yankee se-

cond baseman Willie Randolph was injured, doubled home
the Yankees' first run to trigger a three-run second inning. In

addition, Doyle singled home the first of two runs m the sixth

to climax his finest performance ever as a major-leaquer.

Dent, the other half of the Yankees' double play coml)ina-
tion, had three straight singles, including a two run hit in the
second inninq and a run scoring hit in the sixth as the Yankees
beat the Dodgers' top money pitcher, Don Sutton, for the se-

cond time in the series. Dent, who hit 416 with seven RBI for

the SIX games, was the unanimous choice for Most Valuable
Player in the series.

Doyle hit .142 in 39 games, shuttling back and forth from
Tacoma this year, while Dent hit .243.

Sharing in the final game heroics for the Yankees were Jim
"CcJtfish " Hunter and old October reliable, Reggie Jackson.
Hunter, as sturdy as Fort Knox when the money is on the line,

pitched seven strong innings in winning his fifth World Series

game in eight decisions. He started slowly, allowing a leadoff

tiome run to Davey Lopes in the first mning, but gave up only
five more hits after that before tiring in the eighth and yielding

to Rich Gossaqf

Gossaqp hold the Dodgers scoreless over the last two innings
t<i veofth'

Jack' " highest paid member of the Yankee lineup

whost^ -....,,1 y inore than doubles the combined total of Doyle's

and Dent s, was not to be overshadowed by his lesser-known

teammates. The man they call "Mr. October" hit a 425-foot

homer with Rov White on base in the seventh inning to cap

the Yankt ing.

Dariyl Sutton (20), son of Dodger pitcher Don Sut-
ton, greets Duvey Lopes (15) at home plate after he

had led off the bottom of the L.A. first inning with
a home run. (UPI)

Stickers zip SCSC for

7th straight triumph
By M/KEESTRADA
Cotlegian Staff

Sparked by Judy
Strong's goal and assist

along with the shutout

play of goalie Karen
Stifter, the UMass
varsity stickers won yet

another on the cold,

windy hills of NOPE
yesterday defeating
Southern Connecticut 3-

0.

The Owls, winless in

their first six games this

season, looked more
than impressive as the

game got underway.
UMass' Stifter was
tested several times in

the first ten minutes and
had several nice saves
including a deflection of

a Lori Fectea shot in a

virutal one-on-one
situation.

The Owls soon found,

however, that the

Minutewomen
not be denied.

would

UMass' Julie McHugh winds up for a shot
yesterday against Southern Connecticut. The field

hockey team defeated the Owls, 3-0, for their
seventh straight win (Staff photo by Amira
Rahman)

At the 9:00 mark Julie

Hall scored the only tally

Pamela Hixon's troops

would need. A hustling

Judy Strong pushed a

pass inside to junior Hall

who sliced the ball past

Southern Conn's Donna
Parillo.

At 29:45 Strong got her

fourth goal in two gam«
when she took a pass
from Laura O'Neil and
easily knocked the ball

past Parillo who was on
top of the circle on an
attempted slide tackle.

What little the Owls put

together in the first half

was completely
squelched when UMass
started its patented
second half "total

domination." The
stickers controlled the

ball for well over half the

period and had two
goals called back before

the game neded.

The Minutewomen did

score their third goal on
the game's prettiest play

when Jody Wickman
pushed out a penalty
corner shot to Laura
O'Neil who stopped the

ball, deaked around a
defender and blasted a

shot past the onrushing
goalie.

Coach Pamela Nixon
was pleased with her

team's win but was
again critical of the
squad's first half play.

"We have a tendency
to let down right after

we score, especially in

the iirst half," said
Hixon. The first year

coach also agreed that

the play of goalie Karen
Stifter was instrumental

in not letting Southern
Connecticut back in the

game early.

Netwomen cage Owls
By DONNA SULLIVAN •

Collegian Staff

The UMass women's tennis team stomped Southern Cor>necticut on Monday, beating

them six matches to three. The win brought their record to an astounding eight wins

and two losses.

Lee Robb, UMass' first singles player, whipped Sue Leonard 6-1, 6-2. Robb possesses

a mighty forehand and used it effectively in Monday's match.

Barbara Mills, proba.ily UMass' steadiest player, snnoothly defeated Karen Vasile 6-1,

6-3.

Elizabeth Maher, playing third singles for UMass, lost in one of the longest matches of

the afternoon. A hard fought noatch on the part of both players yielded Kathy Miller

from Southern Connecticut as the victor. Miller defeated Maher 6-1, 3-6, 7-5, in one of

just two matches to reach three sets.

Jane Carson, another of UMass' steadier players, defeated Margie Canna in a nearly

perfect match, 6-1, 6-0

Joanne Vennochi played fifth singles Monday, and defeated Laurie Jacobs 6-1, 6-1.

Vennochi emplayed a wieldy forehand to make her match one of the quickest all after-

noon.
Playing sixth singles for UMass was Lynn O'Sullivan who lost a tough match to Linda

Polcyn of Southern Connecticut. O' Sullivan's hard playing was to no avail as she wis
defeated by the score of 6-4, 6-2.

Mark Marchand

im-
Puck predictions

Not to be outdone by my distinguished

colleague. Mr. Steven Zack, I shall now try

my hand at predicting the outcome of a

professional sports league. It was Mr. Zack,

you remember, who gave us his thoughts

last week on the finishes of the divisional

races in the NBA. Confessing my lack of

knowledge and /or interest in the NBA. I

will focus my attention elsewhere. In short,

the following is what the divisional races

in the NHL should look like when they

finish up in April: ,

Wales Conference
Adams Divsion

1. Boston— A tattered Bruins defensive

corp may give the B's a slow start but

they'll finish on top.

2. Toronto— The Ma^e Leafs scoring

punch of Lanny McDonald and Darryl

Sittler combines to threaten the B's for

first.

3. Buffalo — The Braves seem to be
stagnating over the past few seasons but

should make the playoffs by virtue of a

decent record in a tough division.

4. Minnesota - A dismal outlook for the

North Stars who've become accustomed to

cellar dwelling.

Norris Division

; Montreal -The rest of the division

should just give first place to the Canadiens

and fight it out for second place.

2. Los Angeles - Acquisition of Grahame
offsets the loss of goaltender Vachon and

the Kings' offense comes of age under new
coach Bob Berry. •*

3. Detroit— Goaltender Vachon will help

the Redwings but it's just not enough for

Ted Lindsay's crew.

4. Pittsburgh—The Penguins are getting

stronger but they can't get anywhere in this

division.

5. Washington—A franchise that's as

disorganized as the city that it's in.

Campbell Conference
Patrick Division

t. New York Islanders—An offensive

powerhouse that just gets stronger each
year. Possibly the best two goalie system of

the league with Chico Resch and' Billy

Smith.

2. Philadelphia -The Flyers are without

Fred Shero now but they'll make a dogfight

of the division along with the Rangers.

3. New York Rangers — Ne\N coach Fred

Shero plus Andres Hedberg and Ulf Nilsson

gives the Rangers a chance to be solid

contenders for the first time in several

years.

4. Atlanta — The Flames will have to settle

for the cellar and hope to make the playoffs

by the point system.

Smythe Division

i. Chigago— The Blackhawks are the best
in the league's weakest division. Orr's

attempted comeback here should stir some
excitement up.

3. St. Louis -The Blues are singing the

blues this year and might find themselves in

the cellar.

4. Colorado —The whole franchise is in

trouble and this year might see the Rockies

fold at season's end.
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Vandalism:
Destruction costs rise

while officials blame alcohol
ByFRANBASCHE
Collegian Staff

UMass administrators are considering a

proposal by campus police to place

students who work as dormitory security

guards under police supervision and
training in an effort to improve dormitory
security and curb campus crime.

Administrators say vandalism, which
caused at least $150,000 in damages last

year, might be curbed by training security

staff and reporting vandalism directly to

campus police.

Willaim Maren, who serves as physical

plant liason to the dormitory community,
said the $150,000 figure does not include

major repairs to carpets, tiles, and roofs.

He said these repairs boost the estimate

another $100,000 to $250,000. He said all

the low rise dormitory roofs in Southwest
Residential Area will be repaired next

semester at a cost of $250,000.

The program, outlined by acting Director

of Security Gerald O'Neil, would require

student security guards to be trained by
UMass police officers.

O'Neil said his proposal did not result from
increases in crimes such as vandalism,

although Director of Residential Resource
Management Robert L. Campbell said he
thought the proposed security system
would curb and possibly prevent crimes in

dormitories

Vandalism Reported

Lawrence G. Holmes, a planning and
research supervisor in the campus police

department, said direct and immediate

reporting gf vandalism to the police would

help his department compile accurate

statistics on how often vandalism occurs.

Last year, only 344 cases of vandalism in

dormitories and academic buildings were

reported to the police, but 3,000 cases of

vandalism in dormitories were reported to

the physical plant in the form of damage
reports.

Holmes said there were only six arrests

stemming from 159 cases of vandalism

reported to police from last January to last

month. Holn.dS said the kev to arresting

and prosecuting vandals is direct reporting

of vandalism when it occurs. Holmes said

his department "needs more eyes and

ears " A recruited, trained security staff

would fill this need, he said.

O'Neil said police response would be more
effective if incidents were reported first to

police, then f* '.he dormitory staff and the

physical plant for repairs.

Alcohol and Vandalism

Both Holmes anJ Director of Mental

Health Services David Kraft said they see a

"direct correlation" between destructive

behavior an'* alcohol abuse. Kraft, a

psychiatrist, said he studied the relation of

alcohol to vandalism as part of a federally-

A broken window In the lobby of Field House in Orchard Hill. (Staff photo by

Leo Fredette)

funded project to educate students about

the use and abuse of alcohol.

Kraft said studies showed that 30 percent

of vandalism cases on campus reported tu

the police were "alcohol-related." He said

"I would guess that it's safe to say 30
percent of vandalism on campus is in some
way related to alcohol."

Kraft also said various heads in three

different residential areas told him they

think 30 percent of alcohol-related cases is

too low an estimate.

Kraft said there is "no one type of person"

who destroys property. But he said his

CONT. ON PAGE 8

in " conduct
according to

commission

Workers
reject

union
ByMARKLECCESE
Collegian Staff

LI Mass professional employees, one of the

last groups of employees here, still not

represented by a union, have rejected a

proposal for official union representation.

The results of balloting among the 566
professional, non-faculty employees on the

Boston and Amherst campuses were
released yesterday by the Massachusetts

Labor Relations Commission.
The vote was 202-100 against the union.

The commission had impounded the

ballots after a September 18 election,

pending results of an unfair labor practices

charge brought against the University by

the Massachusetts Teachers Association

on behalf of the professional employees.

The MTA dropped the charges Tuesday,

and instead filed an "informal charge"

agains* the University, claiming ad-

ministrators had engaged
effecting the election,"

Priscilla A. Lyons, a

spokesperson.
Hearings are still being conducted on that

charge.

Leone Steine, president of the
professional's group said last night she was
very surprised with the election results.

"Possibly the election was effected by
professional staff believing they would get

a three percent increase, but that may not

be the case, " she said.

Stein said the UPE would try for another

election next year.

The complaint said the University unfairly

tried to influence the results of the

representation election, by issuing a memo
one month before the election saying a

three percent pay raise would be granted to

professional employeed not covered by

collective bargaining agreements.

According to Ralph Flynn, an MTA of-

ficial, the professionals - the Union of

Professional Employees - felt if they won
the election dropping the charges would
start collective baraaining with the

University "on ajjood foot."

Flynn also said the UPE was eager to

begin collective bargaining with the

University.

"They decided to roll the dice and see

what happened, and they did. We lost,"

Flynn said last night.

Arthur S. Clifford, a University

spokesman, said last night the purpose of

the August 15 memo was "strictly in-

formative."

"We never intended to divide people up

on the issue of raises," he said.

According to Clifford, the raises were
appropriated across the board to University

employees by the state legislature, and that

the memo distributed was "standard

procedure. The adminis*ration has to cpeak

directly to employees who are not
unionized," he said.

"I don't believe the letter had any effect

on the vote at all," Clifford said.

Jones' tenants may get deposit refund
By DA VID BIEDERMAN and
MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

Tenants of the D.H. Jones Real Estate

Agency who moved into apartments on or

after Sept. 1 may be entitled to a refund of

their security deposits because the agency
violated a new Massachusetts Lease Law.

Steven Baumohi of UMass Student Legal

Services yesterday sa'fd the new law

requires landk>rds to furnish tenants with a

statement of the apartment's physical

corHJitk>n within ten days of occupancy.

Uruier the same law, landlords must also

furrtish tenants with the number and
k>cation of fn escrow account in wtiich

required security deposits are held-

Jones' leases do not contain the required

information.

The violation of the new law h*e

prompted the agency to send a packet to

tenants containmg a new lease, a

statement of conditions, and a reciept for

the security deposit with the escrow in-

formation. Tenants received the packets

this week, more than a month after the

Sept. 1 occupancies.
Keith Jenkins, rental manager for the

agency, estemated Jones has 300-400

tenants in the Amherst area, half of whom
are students.

Baumohl said the r^w law allov«/s tenants

to ask for a return of their security deposit

shouM the ten day limit not be met.

Jenkins said the packet was sent out at

the earliest possible date, and that the

agency was confused about the new law.

He sakl the company's attorney, Richard

Howland, has been working on the new
packet since April, and that banking in-

stitutions which are involved with the
security deposit accounts were not even
aware of the new law until mid-September.
The packet from Jones includes a cover,

letter which requests that tenants sign all

enclosed forms and return them within

fifteen days. The letter adds, "If they4ire

not returned within 15 days, we assume
thai the premises are clean, in good order,

and free from any defects."

Baumohl said that although no tenant is

required to sign anything, "it is to the

tenant's advantage to go through the

apartment with a fine tooth comb, put

down all damages, and return the
statement of conditioru.

"However, I canrK>t encourage or advise

people to sign the new lease," he said. "My
first inr^nession is thai the first ieaae is more
favorable to the tenants."

He also said he woukl look into the matter

further, and said he was surprised at the

apparent violation.

"My impression of Mr. Jones' operation is

very favorable up to this point," he said.

The new law was approved by the

legislature in January. Baumohl said there

appeared to be widespread confusion over

the law, and that it was poorly drafted. A
second law was passed in July, to clear up
some of the problenw with the first law.

The Student Legal Services Office is

currerttly preparir>g other cases against area

landtords.

Jones ar>d arK>ther area realty. Town ar>d

Country, currently are under investigation

by th«- state Attorney General's office for

alleged conspiracy in fixing the level of

sales commissions in the Amherst area.
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BOSTON - This herd of elephants appears to be closing in

on the Quincy Market here as a large crowd gathered

yesterday. Actually, the elephant herd of Ringling Bros,

and Barnum and Bailey Circus had just walked from Boston

Garden to the market area where farmers and vendors
prepared a special meal of f'esh fruits and vegetables for

the pachyderm brigade. (UP!)

Judge refuses priority treatment
in complaint against Brool<e
United Press International

CAMBRIDGE A judge yesterday refused

to give priority to a complaint Sen. Edward
W. Brooke is not fulfilling his divorce agree-

ment, postponing a potentially messy court

hearing until after the November election.

Middlesex County Probate Judge
Lawrence C . Perera said he saw no reason

why a motion for a speedy trial filed by Mrs.

Remigia Brooke should be treated dif-

ferently fromthe thousands of divorce cases

the court handles each year.

The motion sought an Oct. 23 trial on a

contempt complaint filed by Mrs. Brooke

and a counter complaint filed by the

Massachusetts Republican. The trial would
have been held less than three weeks
before the Nov. 7 election, in which Brooke
is facing a tough fight for hfs third term.

Brooke, whose bitter divorce proceedings

resulted in the uncovering of some of his

financial affairs, is getting a strong

challenge in the Nov. 7 election from Rep.

Paul E Tsongas, D-Mass.

Brooke's finances are under investigation

by the Senate Ethics Committee, which has
tentatively set next Monday for a hearing

demanded by Brooke to resolve accusa-

tions his lawyers withheld information from
the panel.

Perera said he hoped lavy^ers for both
Brooke and his wife can reach agreement
before the scheduled Dec. 29 trial on the
contempt complaints.

The main stumbling block in the July 14
divorce agreement is the payment of

outstanding taxes and the transfer of pro-

perty on St. Martins in the French West In-

dies from the senator to his former wife.

Paul Kane, attorney for Brooke, said the

senator expected no special treatment, but

needed more time to find out how much
the senator owes in taxes to St. Martins of-

ficials. Kane said the taxes are estimated at

$31,000 $50,000. He told the judge
Brooke has the money to pay the taxes and
that there is no reason to doubt the transfer

for the property can be made to Mrs.

Brooke.

Brooke's attorneys plan to visit St. Mar-

tins Nov. 17 and visit with French
authorities to determine how much money
Brooke owes

Mrs. Brooke charges that her former hus-

band has failed to pay $1,500 alimony for

the month of July. She also says Brooke
has neglected to pay $20,000 in legal fees

accumulated during the bitter 1977 and
1978 divorce proceedings.

According to the motion fiied by Mrs.

Brooke s lawyers the purpose of the re-

quest for a speedy trial was "not to engage
in political blackmail by forcing compliance

at a time when it would be embarrasing

personally to Sen. Edward W. Brooke."

Brooke has charged that throughout the

divorce proceedings members of his family

had been trying to ruin his political career

by leaking details of his financial affairs to

the news media.

Brooke has admitted to "misstatements"
surrounding a $47,000 loan he received

from a liquor distributor friend.

N-bomb
production

ordered
WASHINGTON \AP]- President Carter

has ordered production of the crucial

elements of the neutron weapon but is

reserving judgment on its deployment, his

chief spokesman said yesterday.

Carter's decision, which moves the United

States a step closer to building the deadly

nuclear warhead, was announced by press

secretary Jody Powell at the daily White
House news briefing.

Powell said the decision was unlikely to

have any impact on the current Strategic

Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT) negotia

tions.

Powell emphasized that no final decision

has been made on assembling the complete
neutron weapon or putting it to use as a

line of defense against Soviet and other

Warsaw Pact forces in Europe.

The bomb, formally known as an
"enhanced radiation warhead," is a small

warhead that would be placed on Lance
missiles and S-inch artillery shells. It pro-

duces twice the deadly radiation of a con-

ventional nuclear bomb but less than

onetenth as much explosive power. It is

designed to kill enemy soliders without

causing widespread destruction of

buildings in populated areas.

Powell said "the elements needed to pro-

duce an assembled warhead will be kept

here in the United States." But, he added,

the actual assembly "will take much less

time once the elements are in existence."

Carter disclosed on April 7 that he was
deferring production of the weapon,
holding off a decision that he said would be
influenced by the degree of Soviet restraint

in conventional and nuclear arms.

But the president said at the time that the

Pentagon was being ordered "to proceed
with the modernization of the Lance missile

nuclear warhead and the 8-inch weapon
system, Idaving open fhe option of install-

ing the enhanced radiation elements."

Asked why Carter had decided to go
ahead now with the components' produc-

tion, Powell said, "We're simply read to

proceed now."

"To have engaged in a long delay would
have no doubt been the subject of much
speculation," the press secretary said, in-

sisting that he saw no political implication

in the timing of the decision.

State Department officials saicl privately

yesterday that European allies directly in-

volved in the neutron weapon controversy

were being informed of Carter's decision by
Defense Secretary Harold Brown.
The weapon was designed as a replace-

ment for the approximately 7,000 nuclear

warheads deployed in Europe. It would
counter the increasing conventional
military strength, particularly in tanks, of

the Warsaw Pact countries along the cen-

tral European front.

Housing industry surges

despite rising interest rates

Four cliarged in GSA probe

United Press International

WASHING TON-Hous\ng construction

surged ahead during September, the

government said yesterday, as buyers ig-

nored steep interest rates and purchased

homes in hopes of beating inflation.

New construction of homes and apart-

ments rose to an annual rate of 2.07 million

units last month-1.4 percent above the

August level. It was the seventh con-

secutive nx)nth that new starts have been

above the 2 million mark, a level

economists consider to be healthy.

The strength of the housing industry this

year hat defied all predictions by govem-
nr>ent and private analysts. They had pro-

jected tight credit wouki scare away poten-

tial home buyers.

But the eteedy riae in mortgage interest

rsiee-above 10 percent in some sections of

the country-haa done nothing to dampen

the enthuaiaam of purchasers. Public opi-

nion pels havs indicated that buyers con-

sider houaing to be the best hedge against

inflation.

"Thia is fantaatic." said Michael

Sumichraet, chief economist for the Na-

tional Aaaodetion of Home BbkJers. "We
are delighted."

Sumichrsat noted money available for

mortgage lending ia atil pouring into sav

ings ai)d loans associations "in big

chunks," mostly because of new car-

Treasury's weekly bill rate.

The Commerce report also said building

permits, an advance look at future con-

struction, rose 9.2 percent last month to an

annual rate of 1 .7 million units.

Housing starts last month stood 3 percent

above September 1977, the department
said.

The September rate for single family con-

struction was 1.45 million, almost identical

to the August level.

The rate for apartment constructions in

both large and small buildings increased.

In another development. Commerce
reported Americans' personal income rose

0.5 percent in September, the same gain as

in August and the second straight month
that all of the advance will probably be gob-

bled up by inflation. N

If the Septen)^ consumer brice index,

which will be made public Oct: 28, climbs

by 0.5 percent or more-a probable
development-all of September's personal

income gains would have been offset by

higtier prices.

The 0.5 percent increases in osch of the

last two nrwnihs were below the 1 .4 per-

cent rise in July and the 0.8 percent boosts

in both June and May. the department

said.

Total personal income last month stood at

$1 .74 trillion, an increaae of $8.3 biNton over

August, the department said.

WASHINGTON (United ,Press Interna-

tional) - The Justice Department yesterday

charged four contractors with plotting with

employees of the General Services Ad-
ministration to cheat the governmen't out of

more than a half million dollars over a four-

year period.

The charges filed in U.S. District Court

were the first in Washington in a nation-

wide federal probe of payoffs to employees

of the scandal-ridden GSA, which in-

vestigators believe loses $100 million a year

to fraud.

The four contractors were accused of pay-

ing off GSA employees to inflate the prices

of contracts, resulting in payoffs for the

government employees and windfall profits

for themselves.

Federal sources said only one conspiracy

count was filed against the four contractors

because they have cooperated in an in-

vestigation of the GSA employees involved

and have waived their right to a grand jury

indictment.

All four are expected to plead guilty.
' Contractors named in the investigation

headed by assistant U.S. attorney William

Block were David Smith 54, Adelphi, Md.;

Robert Wear, 45, Faway Hills, Md.;

Thomas Jenkins, 31, Arlington, Va.; and
James Wheatley, 32. Herndon, Va.

Sources said hundreds of work projects

were involved in the alleged fraud, dating

back to 1973 and cdntinuing until last year.

Included were various aspects of painting,

repair and maintenance of government
buildings.
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03 workers to continue
lawsuit against UMass
By PATRICIA KEEFE
Collegian Staff

The Organization of 03 Workers last night
decided to continue their lawsuit against
UMass, and to press for a hearing date in

the case, currently pending in Suffolk
Superior Court.
The group met last night to brief members
on results of last Friday's meeting with
Chancelor Randolph W. Bromery and to

discuss possible future plans of action.

Forty of the workers last Friday picketed
the Whitmore administration building, and
then later met with Bromery. University 03
funds are intended to pay "temporary
employees," but some of the 03 workers
say they have been classified as temporary
for as long as nine years while working full-

time.

The organization, in its suit, is asking for

sick leave, pay raises, and other benefits

given to full-time employees but not the
"temporary" workers.
The organization is also planning to picket

UMass President David C. Kanpp's in-

auguration in Boston on Oct. 29, said Allen

Davis, a group spokesman.
While acknowledging there has been talk

of a strike, Davis said "we'd probably have

to unionize first, but there may be work ac-
tions."

John Willshire, a staff assistant and an in-

structor in the Bilingual Collegiate Program
said, "you have to realize that people have
been waiting a long time and some people
are getting desperate."
Davis said Bromery told the 03 workers

Friday that the University wants to deal
with the problem, but their hands are tied.

Bromery also characterized himself as
"caujght in the middle," according to Davis.
While no formal offer was made to settle

the workers demands, Willshire said, the
University says it has a plan for settlement,
but can't offer it until the suit is dropped.
University officials have claimed the plan

is "management policy," and that
disclosure of the proposed plan during
court proceedings may give organization
attorneys grounds for union busting" or

other charges, said Davis.

Willshire said the University supposedly
will formalize the offer in writing, but he
described it as a way of dividing the
workers, and said "we don't like it."

Organization members said they think the
University is attempting to stall the issue as
long as possible, but say they are "in a posi-

tion to fight."

New pope has praise

for his electorate
Associated Press Writer

VATICAN CITY- Pope John Paul II

yesterday praised the cardinals of the

Roman Catholic Church for displaying

"great courage" in electing the first non-
Italian pope in four centuries.

Speaking in Italian, the pope reminded the

princes of the church that "some even now
are not spared the experience of prisons,

suffering and humiliation for Christ."

It was assumed that because of his long
experience with Nazism and communism in

Poland, the pope was referring to prisoners

under communist regimes. But he could

also have been speaking of prisoners in

Latin America and nations of both the right

and the left that have imprisoned members
of the church.

The Vatican, meanwhile, announced that

John Paul's inaugural Mass will be held

outdoors at 10 a.m. (5 a.m. EDT) Sunday
on the broad marble steps of St. Peter's

Basilica.

The investitures of his two predecessors,

Paul and John Paul I, broke with tradition

by being held outside. And like John Paul I,

the new pontiff has also ordered a

simplified installmerit ceremony.
John Paul will don the white wool stole

that signifies his dual role as Bishop of

Rome and patriarch of the Western church,

and shun the crowning as temporal ruler of

the Vatican State with the golden, beehive-

shaped tiara.

Domestic violence

The former Cardinal Karl Wojtyla met with

the cardinals in the frescoed Consistory

Hall of the Apostolic Palace. The group in-

cluded the 1 10 cardinals who took part in

the secret conclave and 10 others over age
80 who were barred from voting by Paul's

revision of papal electoral rules.

John Paul also suggested that his election

was made possible by his predecessor Paul

VI, who chose new cardinals for the Roman
Catholic Church "from the extreme ends of

the earth."

Paul started to expand the College of Car-

dinals in 1963 from around 80 men —
primarily Europeans -^ to the more than

100 that him elected head of the 700
million-member church on Monday.
The Italian press carried reports yesterday

that the three days of balloting had been
"dramatic" and "tough," strained by divi-

sion among the Italian cardinal-electors and
a move from the German cardinals to spon-
sor Wojtyla.
Rome's La Repubblica said Wojtyla drew

support from the Third World cardinals,

particularly the South Americans, as well

as the French and other western Euro-

peans. Turin's La Stampa said, "There are

those who say that some foreign cardinals

told the Italians, 'With your division, you
don't deserve the papacy.'"
In Poland, government officials said the

pope would be welcome to visit his

homeland. Ten years ago, Paul VI was bar-

red from entry.

Will new law help?
By PAt^ELA UNDMARK
Collegian Staff

Domestic violence-from child to adult

and male to female-is alive and strong in

America.

Wife beating, according to studies, has

been hidden away for years in the most
sacred and unsuspecting of spots-the
home.

With Massachusetts' enactment this week
of an Abuse Prevention Act, women, wives

in particular, may now be protected from

such violence.

The law broadens the definition of

"abuse" to include threats of violence and

sexual cohersion.

For the first time, rape within a marriage

may be charged and be considered a crime.

Rape as courts have defined it up until now
has been "the forcible perpetration of an

act of sexual intercourse on the body of a

woman not one's wife."

• And the law makes it easier for battered

spouses and their children to get help from

the police and courts.

'The impact will be sizable," Curdina A.

Hill, coordinator of a Boston shelter for bat-

tered wompn, said last night in a telephone

interview.

"Police in the past were reluctant to res-

pond to call of domestic violence," she

said. 'Now, the response is much more
clearly spelled out. The police have to

.'M^wx^nx^rN^/wwiwf

News Analysis
answer calls, they must read victims their

rights and stay until her physical safety is

insured."

Hill said 1500 women and children have

been treated at her shelter, Casa Mryna
Vazquez, and another Boston transition

house, during this year alone.

At Boston City Hospital, 70 percent of

emergency room assault victims are

women beaten at home, according to in-

formation provided by the Valley Women's
Union in Northampton.

Statistics bear out the problem, and the

law seeks to alleviate it, but only time will

tell to what degree.

Fear of retaliation still remains the biggest

catch for proving rape, especially within

marriage. Police find and are bound to find

many many cases of retaliation to be un-

founded.

And one finds that the issue remains

essentially the same- what constitutes rape

and who is to prove it?

Perhaps one day all the women who have

been advised to "stay home where they

won't get hurt" may be able to show the

home as the most hurting place of all, and

then safely leave it.

Balloons stand out against the stark sky in a recent photo taken on the
Amherst Common. (Staff photo by Wendy Carlson)

Brooks' residents

negotiate rebate
By DOftOTHY A. CLARK
Collegian Staff

Brooks dormitory residents in the Central

Residence Area have negotiated an approx-

imately $1100 rebate from Residential

Resource Management for any inconve-

nience caused them by late delivery of

room furniture.

The rebate agreed upon at a Tuesday mor-

ning meeting with members of the dor-

mitory council, Residential Resource
Management Assistant Director Ashoke
Ganguli, Central/Orchard Hill Area Coor-

dinator Donald Pelkey and representives of

the I & E Corp., Inc. of Gardener, the com-
pany that delivered the bureaus more than

three weeks after the semester began.

The dormitory council members com-
puted the rebate using a formula based on

the number of residents in Brooks, said

council member Ellen Cheney. The council

plans to meet later this week to decide

whether the rebate will be issued in a lump

sum, or whether each resident will receive a

check for $6.73.

Because the rebate was approved,

Ganguli said, other dormitory students will

suffer because there will be "$1100 less for

capital improvements" in the entire

residence hall system. "If they want to gain

at the expense of other, fine," he said of

the Brooks residents.

Additional costs will be incurred if the

residents decide they want individual

rebates, Ganguli said, because it will cost

the University about $25 to process each

check.

If the Brooks residents decide to take the

rebate in a lump sum, the^ would be

restricted by University regulations as to

how they could spend it, Cheney said.

Although he said he believes strongly the

money "could have been sofent for

something more constructive," Ganguli

said he did not oppose giving the residents

the rebate in order to avoid a student ad-

ministration conflict.

Ganguli said he believed the residents

were inconvenienced, but "they want to

make a big deal."

"There are many other major problems I

have to deal with everyday," he said. "The
students are hurting themselves."

Area coordinator Pelkey said although he

feit the students were inconvenienced, he

was strongly against giving individual

rebates because of the check processing

costs. Pelkey said he suggested the com-
pany give something to the dorm, such as a

color television, "But they're worried about
setting a precedent."

The E & I Corp., Inc. is a non-profet

cooperative furniture distributor, Pelkey

said, which supplies some 1600 universities

and hospitals. As a member of the

cooperative, Pelkey said the University is

able to buy furniture at low costs. UMass
has done business with the company for

several years.

Ganguli said company representatives

were concerned about the inconvenience

created by the late delivery.

"It was a genuine.mistake on behalf of the

company. They admit to that completely,"

he said.

Pelkey also said the representatives ex-

pressed concern about missing their

delivery deadline. "It's unfortunate they

were late," he said. "If it were lounge fur-

niture I don't think it would have been that

critical."

U.S. a 'special interest?'
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - With campaign con

tributions and other fringe benefits of

public office flowing into Congress in

record amounts, the country is turning into

a "special interest state," the citizens'

group Common Cause said yesterday.

"The record of the 95th Congress offers

clear evidence of this development,"

Common Cause said in a 112-page study
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seeking to document the influence of

money on congressional decision-making.

"A national energy plan, disclosure of

lobbying expenses and consumer
protection proposals have faced bot

tienecks and obstructionist tactics on

Capitol Hill," Common Cause said, "Prices

continue to climb, inflation escalates and

Congress sidetracks or dilutes measures

that could offer relief."
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Around Amherst
Feminist group offers
theatre woricshops
The Amherst Feminist Repertory Company

this week begins workshops in beginning
acting, advanced techniques in acting, and
play writing.

The company is a non-profit organization,

but to cover costs, will charge a $25
enrollment fee for one of the eight week
workshops. Fifteen to twenty women will

be in each workshop, according to Eileen

Stewart, a group spokesperson.
Stewart, who co-authored some of the

plays the company has performed, said

women need to be involved in theatre.

"The workshops are for and by women,"
she said. "We want to teach women acting

skills for future productions," she said.

Past plays the company has performed
include "Women On My Mind" and
"Bonnie Keane, Girl Sleuth."

"Our plays are didatic," Stewart said.

"There's a message also just in the fact that

women are the stagecrew, the actors, the

playwrites, and the orchestra.

"They can do everything, and that their

lives are as interesting as men's, " she said.

-MICHELLE POULIOT

Hatch will address
conservation group
Republican gubernatorial candidate

Francis W. Hatch, Jr. will appear in the

Campus Center Saturday to address the

Massachusetts Association of Con-
servation Commissions.

Democratic candidate Edward J. King
was also invited, but will not attend
because of "scheduling conflicts," ac-
cording to a spokesman at his Boston
campaign headquarters.
Hatch will address about 500 people from

state wide conservation commissions at 1

P-jn.

Atkins, Collins will

debate on \NMUA
State representative candidates Chandler
W. Atkins and incumbent James G. Collins
tonight will debate on UMass student run
radio station WMUA's "Focus" program at
6p.m. The questioning panel will consist of
area members of the press.

Atkins and Collins differ on many issues,
including fiscal autonomy for UMass. At a
Tuesday night debate Atkins said he favors
the revoking of fiscal autonomy.
The two are running in the Third Ham-

pshire District which now includes
Amherst, Belchertown, Granby, and
Pelham.
Under fiscal autonomy, UMass may spend

its budget allocation as it desires to. and
the legislature cannot mandate spending.

Former UM students
to get radio station
Two former UMass students have been
awarded a permit by the Federal Com-
munications Commission to build a 10,000
watt AM radio station in Greenfidd.
'Scott J. Bacherman, 25, of Deerfield and
Marc L. Berman, 27, of Buckland, are co-
vice presidents of Poet's Seat Broad-
casting, Inc., the official licensee.
Bacherman is a 1976 graduate of UMass,

and Berman attended UMass from 1974-76.
Both worked at WMUA while students.

Reptiles are subject

of wildlife seminar
Reptiles and amphibians will be the

subject of a seminar at the Arcadia Wildlife

Sanctuary in Easthampton on Saturday
from 9:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
The seminar, sponsored by the Western
Massachuseti? Herpetological Seminar,
will feature slide presentations and
discussions with area experts.

The vice President of the society is UMasjj
junior B.D.I.C. major Nancy Darstadter.

CLIMBING THE WALL. UMass student Tom Dickey climbing the wall of the
old chapal just for fur, he said. (Photo by Leo Fredettel Dog 's best friend rhay

School of Education "ot be for very long

holds program fair
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

The UMass School of Education's Pro-

gram Fair will be held today from one to

four p.m. in room 121 of the School of

Education building.

The fair is "a semi annual open house" for

students and other members of the com-
munity to obtain information about 20 alter-

native programs and supplemental course
offered in the undergraduate program of

the School of Education, said Michael G.^
Schwartz, a teacher education advisor in

the Office of Student Affairs.

Schwartz said the fair will offer students

seven different ways to prepare for elemen-
tary teaching, nine alternatives for secon-
dary school preparation, other specialized

programs in BiLingual/Bi Cultural teacher

education, Agricultural Education, plus

several non teaching programs in human
service areas.

One such p'ogram, the Education for a

Changing World teacher education pro-

gram, is working to prepare teachers to

take an active role in helping students con-
front the radically different future we are

entering, said Dr. Peter Wagshal, the pro-

gram director.

Schwartz said each of 2p tables at the fair

will focus on a different program. He said

students will be given an opportunity to

become a part of extended off-campus pro-

grams and teaching elementary education
in Bath, England, or at English High School
in Boston.
"We used to offer students the chance to

teach in Poland, France, Israel and Bath,
England," Schwartz said, "but for

budgetary reasons, we had to restrict the
program to just Bath and schools in the

state."

Schwartz said fair-goers will be able to

walk from table to table and pick up in-

formation on the various programs, and
can also meet the program directors, who
will also be present. All the programs re-

quire an interview, which can be arranged
while the student is there. The University

Placement Service, Schwartz added, will

also be present this year.

\Associated Press]

BUCKLAND Dogs in this tovn in nor-

thwestern Massachusetts may lose their

^^est friend.

Dogs in this town in northwestern
Massachusetts may lose their best friend.

Joseph Schneider, 73, said he will stop
taking care of stray and abandoned animals
in January unless he can get a group willing

to continue operating his Hilltown Animal
Shelter at a new location.

"If it doesn't work out, I will give up in

January," he said at a public hearing on
whether to close the shelter because
neighbors have complained, saying
Schneider does not have a kennel permit.

much for me," he said at the Tuesday night
hearing. "I don't want to live with it 24
hours a day."
Once a radio and television repairman,
Schneider has sold nearly 100 of his 120
acres to foot the feed bills for the stray

animals-mostly dogs-he has sheltered
during the last several years.

Nationally circulated stories brought in

some money.
He has cared for as many as 80 dogs at a

time, and it estimated he found homes for

3,000 pets.

Neighbors complained of barking, s smell
in hot weather from improper disposal of
dog manure and rat infestation.

'I can't carry the load any more. It's toojrry the load any more. Its too ^^M^k^

Mideast talks resume,
'no crisis, no deadlock'

United Press International

WASHINGTON The Egyptian Israeli

peace talks resumed closed door work
yesterday with a conference spokesman
ins«sting "there is no crisis, no deadlock, no

emergency."

Chief US mediator Alfred Atherton met
separately with the Egyptian and Israeli

delegations in a downtown Washington
hotel in preparation for a three-way

negotiating session at Blair House, the

heavily guarded VIP residence across from

the White House.

AKhough some of the negotiators have

said unspecified problems have cropped up
in the effort to conclude a historic Israeli

Egyptian peace treaty, peace conference

spokesman George Sherman suggested

the difficulties were relatively minor ones.

"The essence of negotiations is to resolve

differences between the parties, " Sherman

said. "I have emphasized that progress has
.been made iri some areas and others
remain to be solved

None of us feels concerns have been
raised which could not be met.
Negotiations continue. There is no crisis,

no deadlock, no emergency."

President Carter called the Israeli and

Egyptian teams to the White House
Tuesday when Israel's Foreign Minister

Moshe Dayan said the peace treaty

negotiations had encountered "dif-

ficulties."

Carter later said there had been "no crisis"

requiring his intervention, buj he merely

wanted to review the progress of the talks,

in their sixth dayyesterday.

Sherman described thp followup meetings

yesterday morning as productive.

He said meetings yesterday morning
concerned only the Egyptian- Israeli peace
treaty
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UMass 1980 budget
awaits state approval
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

A $138.6 million budget request for

UMass in the fiscal year 1980 is expected to

be approved by the governor before
January, according to Vice-Chancellor for

Administration and Finance George Beatty.

The total request, a 13.8 percent increase
over this year's projected expenditures, in-

cludes $87.5 million for the Amherst cam-
pus.

The budgetary process on the Amherst
campus, which began last November,
culminated last month when the UMass
Board of Trustees approved the final re-

quest and sent it to the governor's ex-

ecutive Office for Educational Affairs.

The governor must make recomnr>enda-
tions on the UMass request, and then sub-
mit his total budget to the legislature before
the third Wednesday in January, according
to state law.

The Amherst budget request is 6.8 per-

cent above projected expenditures this

year, and include $3.3 million for collective

bargaining contract payments, $825,000 for

increased utility costs, $1 million for infla-

tionary increases, and $2.5 million to

restore money lost through several years of

reduced funding and to provide for pro-

gram expansion and increases.

A report issued by Beatty states:

-The top priority in academic programs is

acquiring new laboratory instructional

equipment, and an additional $400,000 is

being sought to correct problems in that

area. Resources totaling $300,000 have
been requested to ensure the School of

Business Administration does not lose its

accredidation.

-In academic support, library acquisitions

are listed as the first priority. Just under

$105,000 will be requested.

-Priorities for student services programs
area are continuances of fiscal 1979

priorities. Job placement and career

counselling efforts will be being expanded
with the $30,000 request.

-In the institutional support category,

funds are being requested to continue

upgrading financial management systems.

The service improvements include final ad-

ditions to the university accounting system,

and development of an internal audit

capability. Slightly less than $33,733 is be-

ing requested by the campus to meet this

need.
In administrative requirements, in part

due to growth of unionization on campus,
$30,000 is requested to provide more labor

relations personnel, to upgrade personnel

systems, and provide training.

-In Physical Plant Operations, the highest

priority is to continue correcting problems
which have developed because of deferring

building maintenance during periods of

budget reduction. Two-hundred-thousand
dollars is being requested.

Drake Koka speaks last night in the Student Union Ballroom as part of the
Distinguished Visitors Program. Koka, secretary general of the Black Allied

Workers Union, spoke on the "Fight for Black Majority Rule in South Africa."
(Staff photo by Sherry Rubin)UMass med school

plans to double size "^^w building certificates

now in campus buildings
By CHRIS BARKAR
Collegian Staff

The UMass medical school hospital in

Worcester has announced plans to double

its size in the next three years.

According to Carol Cohen, a school

spokeswoman, administrators at UMass-
Worcester have designed a new five year

plan that will open 233 vacant beds, and

create approximately 1 ,200 new jobs for the

hospital.

The hospital, a part of the eight year old

state funded medical school, currently has

170 beds in use, and 1 ,227 employees.

"The hospital has always planned to dou-

ble its size," Cohen said yesterday.

Ten percent of funding for the expansk>n

win come from state appropriations, with

the other ninety percent coming from

hospital patients' insurance, such as Bkie

Cross and Blue ShieM, Cohen sakl.

State appropriations to the hospital have

been decreased from nineteen percent of

its 1977 78 budget to an estimated nine per-

cent in 1978-1979, Cohen said. This year's

budget- is aporiximately $1 1 million.

The rooms the hospital plans to expand in-

to, already exist, but can only be opened
with an increase in hospital staff, according

to Cohen.

In the medical school itself, the expansion

is expected to add 100 new jobs by 1981,

including 40 faculty positions. The school

currently has 360 employees, including 160

faculty members, plus administrators,

secretaries, technicians and maintenance

staff, Cohen said.

The medical school opened in 1970 with

16 students and 23 employees.

Other programs slated to expand under

the hospital's five year plan include

psychiatric treatment and pediatrics, ac-

cordirtg to Cohen.

By NINAMARY BUBA
Collegian Staff

Updated building inspection certificates

have replaced expired ones in all campus
buildings, but other, expired certificates are

still hanging in some buildings because of

an oversight, said Edmund Ryan, the

physical plant's chief projects engineer.

"Well, all the certificates we have received

are up," Ryan said yesterday.

When told that an expired certificate was
still posted near the Bursar's Office in Whit-

more, he said that it was an "awfully good
suggestion" to have it removed ar>d that he

would send someone down to the building

right away.
Other expired certificates hung on alt 16

floors of the Grad Research buikling, but

Ryan's secretary said the physical plant

received only orw copy of the inapectk>n

certifk:ate for each buikling.

She sakl a crew was sent to replace alt ex-

pired certificates, and records indicated all

buildings were taken care of.

Now that the problem of other expired

certificates has been brought to the

physical plant's attention, she said they

would send people down to remove them.

The Massachusetts general laws state

public buildings must be periodically in-

spected and a certificate of inspection be
issued to those buildings complying with

the state's building code safety regulations.

The current certificate must be posted in a

"conspicuous place" arxl be of a "perma-

nent design."

Last week, many of the buildings, in-

cluding the Graduate Reserach Center and
the Morrill Science Center, dkl not have

current certificates posted.

UMass offk;ials ckned the graduate center

for two weeks last spring after woriters in

the buikling reported health problems, in-

cKiding protonged menstrual bleeding in

women.

ri

Robert Rudi^
(concertmaster of the American Symphony Orchestra)

Signer Paganini Tl>e Devils Violinist

A Tbeatrieal Portrait in Drama and Music

Buclcley Recital Hall

Amherst College
For Reservations and Information

CallWFCRat 413-545-0100

\^^)^ Prcseoted by Public Radio WFCR in Aml>crst, Mass

Soap*—Safait—San^ivtrftex—Qeici^s
BagtU and Spreait—Baked Goods—

Yogart Smoothies—Frtsh Groand Coffet

•I Facn Mil to Ike AalMnl Port Oftict

COMFLETE TAKEOUT SERVICE
N-n %^rW Fri. 8-9:00 Sat. g-SKW

256-8955

<v>«>«>>.*>.
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Around the Nation

NEWARK. N J. - New York Yankee owner George Steinbrenner makes a brief

statement after the Yankees plane landed at Newark International Airport.

Thousands of celebrating Yankee fans stormed the runway to greoc the return-

ing championship Yankee team, leaving the team marooned on their jetliner

and closing the airport for 40 minutes. The unruly fans we'e hosed down by

police. (UPI)

Home owners pay
more in big cities
WASHINGTON (AP) The average
American home buyer spends at least $400
per month on housiny expenses but pays
much more in big cities, mortgage lenders

said yesterday

The six million families that bought new
and used houses in 1977 stretched their

incomes beyond traditionally safe stan
(lards, the United States League of Savings
Associations said.

Besides the downpayment, the average
home buyer spent an average of $273 each
month on the mortgage last year, $60 fot

utility bills. $54 for real estate taxes and $13
for insurance, the lenders said.

Housing costs were much higher in the

San Francisco metropolitan area, at an
average $614 per month, . followed by
Washington, DC, $576, Los Angeles
$567, New York $497, and Mian C.44J

Lance decision is

'some wee/<s off
WASHINGTON (UPU A decision on

whether to prosecute former budget
director and presidential friend Bert Lance
for financial irrfyulanties is some weeks
(iff," a high Justice Department official

said yestoiday.

Updating department investigations, the
ofticial, who asked not lo be identified; said
investigators wt^-- '"ikiny progress in

cases involvinL! fugitive financier

Robert Vesco, " Americun companies ac
cused of overseas bribes and efforts by

to plunder union pension

Derailed train

leal<s sulfuric acid
MADISONVILLE, '

lenn. (UPI) Two
derailed Louisville h Nashville tank cars
loaded with toxic sulfuric acid concentrate
began leaking into a creek yesterday,
forcing evacuation of some ^0 persons in

downtown Madisoiu tile

"We're not trying to clean it up so much
right now as we le trying to evacuate the
people who are in the area,' said a

dispatcher at the Monroe County sheriff's

department. "I can't say for sure, but I

think we've moved out about 300 people
from the downtown area."
Jerry McFarland, director of State Civil

Defense in Nashville, said the two cars
loaded "with abou; 16.000 gallons plus
each " were leaking into a creek in this East
Tennessee community of some 2,500
residents.

For sale: one used
Elvis Presley jet
Cl EVELAND (UPI) If you want to buy

Elvis Presley's plush personal airliner, you'll

have to cough up a few million and possibly
bid against Saudi Arabians in town while
their king recovers from heart surgery.
Thf "Lisa Marie, " named after Presley's

daughter, is parked at Cleveland Hopkins
International Airport for the appraisal of
prospective buyers. The company doing
the selling says it is worth $3,850,000.

Rodent infestation
hits troubled Cleveland
CLEVELAND (AP) This city m recent

months has seen its teachers strike, its

credit rating plummet, and its mayor
survive a recall attempt, then be
hospitalized with an ulcer. Now it has a

new problem - mice.

The rodents have been reported eating

erasers off pencils on the 17th floor of one
downtown building, gnawing at leftover

doughnut crumbs at anntlicr and taking

over restaurants wher^ ts go out at

night •

According to one account, a ';hubby

brown mouse was recently seen staggering

across a barroom floor.

The rodents seem to have built up a

resistance to the anti-coagulant baits whi:h

are supposed to make them bleed to death

internally
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Heartfelt.
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
10-6 Mon.-Sat. 253-5135

open Fii. until 9

v-ri4

The cosmetic center of Amherst

This week's specials
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DON'T MISS THESE TERRIFIC SAVINGS!
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REVLON

FLEX SHAMPOO

Good till

$1.19

COUPON
Oct. 26

r;j.y ^ 80.LNS0AK ^jj);

Good till
Oct. 26

COUPON

THE PRESCRIPTION STORE
OPEN MON-FRI 9-9 SAT 9-6

4 MAIN ST. AMHERST
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Student Senate
fills treasurer's post
By CINDY REGET

and MARIE STUCKEY

Collegian Staff

The undergraduate Student Senate last

night elected former Sen. James O'Connell
as new senate treasurer, filling the post
Michael Doyle resigned last week.

O'Connell outpolled Tim O'Leary in a 53 to

12 vote.

In other business, representatives from
the Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy addressed the
senate, and the two candidates for

treasurer discussed possible solutions to
the current senate budget deficit.

O'Connell said his first priority in office

would be to rewrite chapter eight of current

senate budget rules.

"We are working with rules and regula-

tions made in the sixties," he said. "It is

also necessary to rewrite the system of

budgets, because under the present
system, we operate insures deficit." (sic).

Douglas Morten, director of SCERA, en-
treated the senators to join the organiza-
tion's various committees, and said it was
important to have student involvement in

campus issues.

"The university does not change when it

sees the light," he said, "It changes when it

feels the heat.

"We're putting the heat on," he said.

Morton said he was optimistic about stu-

dent progress in campus issues.

"It's the beginning and it's a hell of a good
one."

Candidate O'Leary said the senate debt
could be eliminated by floating bonds, but
O'Connell said such a move would be il-

legal.

"Administrative approval must be obtain-

ed," he said, "in order for the senate to

float bonds. The administration would then
accuse of mismanaging our funds."

Johnny and Jukes
to return on Sunday
By KEN SHAIN
Collegian Staff

Sunday marks the return of Southside
Johnny and the Asbury Jukes to the

UMass campus. They arrive with a twist,

for timed to coincide with their current

tour. Epic Records has released the Jukes
latest album, Hearts of Stone, in what ap-
pears to be a gesture recognizing the affini-

ty that this campus has for the band's
sound. This release, coupled with the fact

that Southside has "graduated" this

season from the SUB and Alumni Stadium
to the plush surroundings of the Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall should create all the
conditions for a good old fashioned tour-

de-force for the band and a splendid time
for all.

The new record, just released this week.

contains new and original material which
will undoubtedly be played at Sunday
night's performance. The title track,

"Hearts of Stone", was written by
Southside's pal and fellow Jerseyite Bruce
Springsteen, and features the arranging
skills of Steve Van Zandt, the groups
mainstay rhythm guitar player and pro-
ducer. Though the collaboration is not uni-

que, it is consistent and demonstrates the
extent to which cooperation among these
"Jers*ey devils" has developed.
Tickets for the show are available at the
Fine Arts Center box office and at

Ticketron and the album should be in most
stores by the end of the week. Pick up a
copy or two and see if you can get
Southside to autograph and date it for you;
after all, it is history.

Shortagegrows in

day care centers
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

A shortage has grown in

infant day care centers
open to UMass students
despite a sharp drop in the
number of married students
from 1,456 in fall, 1974 to

660 this semester.
The decline in married

students, attributed by
Undergraduate Registrar
Ralph D. Jones to a similar

trend in veteran population
on campus, has not
decreased the need for

child care by student

family Development.
Parents of the infants pay

a five dollar registration fee,

which is used to pay the
two salaried staff workers.
Director Roberta R. Collart

said she currently is writing

a proposal to receive a state

grant funding to expand the
center's current capacity
for ten infants.

Co director Marilyn Hood
said two major concerns of

the center are the infant's

health and safety, and that

there have not been any il-

lnesses or accidents since

Not many programs have

infant care. It takes a

special kind of person.

parents, he said.

UMass currently has two
child care centers. One is

the Infant Day Care Center
in Skinner Hall, and is spon-
sored by the School of

Education.
The Infants at the center,

ranging from three to
twelve months in age, are

brought to the center five

mornings a week, where
they are cared for by
graduate and
undergraduate students in

nursing, psychology and

its opening. Each child has
his/her own crib and is

changed in the crib which
"keeps the germ from
spreading and is a comfort
to the child that they have
their own space," Hood
said.

Of the five day care
centers in North Village a

family housing unit owned
by the university, the Infant

Care Experiencial Center is

a parent cooperative licens-

ed for the care of 14
children.

Cooperative parents pay
$305 a semester and non
cooperative parents pay an
additional $45 for daily child

care from eight to four.

Cooperative parents do
food shopping and laundry
for the center. The center is

also supported by SATF
money and state funds,
director Terri Harris said.

The Hampshire Communi-
ty Action Center in Nor
thampton has 12 programs
dealing witti child care. One
of these programs is a fami-
ly day ca'e center. In-

terested parents are sent in-

formation concerning safe

ty, structure type of home
and environment of the
home in which children will

be placed, director Jean
George said.

Every person who cares
for chldren in their home
must be granted a license

by the state which
stipulates a maximum of

five children up to 12 years
old. George said no more
than two children in each
home care center may be
under the age of two years.

"When a parent calls look-

ing for a family care home
for their child we go
through eligibility re-

quirements, there is an in-

come eligibility because our
funds come from Title 20.

We try to find more than
one horrie that is in the
sanrie location, in order to

give the parents an option.

Often we can only find one
home," George said.

"Not many programs have
infant care. It takes a
special kind of person who
wants the responsibility of

caring for infants," George
said.

PELOTON MONDAY, OCTOBER 23 AT NOON!
The beginning of Peloton's

WINTER SEASON SALE

Come early and
Catch these Super Savings

— First 10 customers who buy an Elan

RBT XC Ski Package Reg. $132
PAY Vi PRICE $66.00

— Next 10 customers "Touch
Downe" Down Vests Reg.

NOW $16.00

— Next 30 customers who ma
purchase receive a FREE Dayp.

Next 150 customers
Peloton T-shirt .

receivi

SALE PACKAGES

Elan RBT Skis $72.00
Haugen Quebec Ski Boot 39.00
Oouvre Bindings 8.95
Exel Polaris

.
11.95

$131.90

Asnes Marka Skis $52.00
Haugen Appalachia Boot 39.00
Bamboo Poles 8.95
Fenix Bindings 8.96

$108.90

$75.00
39.00

8.95
8.96

SALE PRICE $89.96

SALE PRICE $79.96

Asnes Turtangren Skis
Haugen Quebec Boots
Douvre Bindings
Bamboo Poles

SALE PRICE $99.00

Karhn Moon Waxless Skis
Haugen Laurentian Boots
Exel Polaris Poles
Douvre Bindings

$131.90

$89
42.00
11.95

8.96

$150.90

SALE PRICE $110.00

WINTER CLOTHING

Icelandic Sweaters (women's only)

Hot Gear Texas Dog Child's Parita)

Gattors

Bamboo Poles

Nylon XC Knickers

Nylon Daypacks by Eastpak

Rovers Bib Ski Pants

Profile Poly Fit Men's Jackets

Reg. Pric*

$52.00
starts at

$14.95

$9.95
$22.00
$7.95
$49.00

$90.00

S«l« Price
$36.00
$18.00
$10.50
$7.96

$10.50
$4.50

$30.00

$78.00

More Specials at the Store
Layaways(:Accepted

/

PELOTON 1 E. Pleasant St., Amherst

Sale Hours 12 noon-8 p.m., Mon.-Sat. (Sale at Amherst store only)

AM EX CLIP&S/VE CLIP&SA^E CLIP&S/VE CLIP&S/VE
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* Vandalism
W^

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

studies and police reports indicate men are
"more likely" to "act out" their feelings by
using "aggressive" behavior, such as
vandalism.

Kraft said a lot of property damage results
from "just goofing around " But, he said,

persons who "maliciously destroy property
have learned bad habits of dealing with
their emotions. Kraft said while counseling
can change these habits, his department
only counsels such people on a voluntary
basis and not on a court referral.

Maren said the physical plant is trying to

replace broken, easily-damaged items with
"indestructible" materials, such as strong
plastic instead of glass Maren said it cost

$2500 to $3000 to install textured stainless

steel elevator panels for each elevator in the
high rises in Southwest and Orchard Hill

dormitories. It would cost $33,000 for the

panels to be installed in the low rise dor-

mitories in Southwest, he said.

Maren estimated that 15 percent of repair
work in dormitories is related to vandalism.

He said one carpenter in Southwest is

assigned to only repairing doors ruined by
vandals.

Maren, Holmes, Campbell and Vice-
Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L.

Madson all said awareness of vandalism
and Its effects on students is an important
factor in stopping destructive behavior.
Madson, who is reviewing O'Neil's
proposal, called it a "reasonable idea." He
said he liked the idea of students working
directly with the police.

"You have to build some kind of com-
munity feeling, a concern of student for

student," Madson said, "in order to make
students stop others from ruining what
they see as their environment."

Madson said Colorado State University
students were given materials to decorate
and build their own lounge furniture to
create "a sense of pride and commraderie
among students." "Without a doubt," he
said, the method curbed vandalism in that

area. Madson said he worked on the
project at the university when he was
director of student services and director of

housing and residential education, before
he came to UMass this summer.

»t1 Qk

Speed Reading Course

To Begin at Amherst
Arrrangements have

been made by the Institute

of Speed Reading, Inc., to

conduct a 24 hour course
in speed reading The
course is open to those

who qualify above the age
of 12, and graduates are

guaranteed a reading
speed of 1000 w p m. with

better than average com-
prehension .

After the eight week
program a person can read

any average length book in

less tl an an hour and
understand it better. In ad
dition to speed reading the

course also emphasizes
study techniques, t>etter

test taking skill, and in-

creased concentration and
retension abilities

Technical materials such

as law, medicine and
finance can also be read af

high rates of speed withJ

greater comprehension
The course requires a

person to attend one class

per week on the evening of

their choice For those

who would like more infor

mation, without obligation

to enroll, a series of Free

one hour orientation lec-

tures have been schedul

ed.

These meetings are free to

the public and the course
will be explained in com-
plete details including en
trance requirements, class

room schedule and loca

tion. Vou need to attend
only one of the meetings
whichever one is most
convenient for you. These
free one hour orientations

will be held as follows:

Saturday the 21st at

llOOa m , Sunday at 2:30

and 7:30 p.m. and FINAL
MEETINGS, MONDAY,
OCTOBER 23, at 4 30 and
7.30 PM ALL MEETINGS
AT HOWARD JOHN
SON'S RESTAURANT.
(Route 9) V

T
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Vandalism has become a costly problem on campus. The towers in
Southwest, one of which is pictured above, are particularly prone to vandalism
and destruction. Below, is a portion of a new, stainless steel elevator panel in
Webster House in Orchard Hill that has been kicked out, and right is a broken
elevator control panel in John Quincy Adams Dorm in Southwest. (File photo
above, staff photos by Leo Fredette)
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TRAILWAYS and PETER PAN offer frequent service to Boston, New York

and many other great Get-A-Way places.

TRAnMaVS PETER RAN OUSUNES

MAKE UFESIMPiERFORYOU.

For Information, Schedules and Prices, Contact:

Campus Center Bus Office - 545-2006, or 549-6000
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Why does the University op-

erator take so long to answer
the phone?

Upon calling the operator
to ask this question, the
phone was picked up after

one ring. So there was
no need to ask the question.

It had been answered.

Why isn't there a cafeteria in

the library?

According to library sources,

the main fear of such a

facility is that people would
get pumpemickle in the

periodicals.

How can students find out whaf's

going on in the SGA and have

imput into it?

You can talk to your student
senator, come and talk to

anyone on the fourth floor

of S.U., join the Student
Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy, read

"Student to Student", or
ask a question or voice

a complaint and have it

answered in the SGA
GRIPE COLUMN.

Is there any RSO charter or

constitution to fight racism,

sexism, andgay opression?

Each RSO group sets up
its own constitution.

/ think the University should

meet the professor's demands

before all the good ones leave.

We. agree with what you say.

But, unfortunately, we don't

have much of a say in the

matter. Although many
groups have tried to get

the profs a raise, perhaps

you yourself should go talk

with Chancellor

Bromery. it wouldn't hurt.

BRING GRIPES TO:
420 or 407 SU.

THURSDAY, OCT. 19

All Night-White Night
(Gin, Vodka, Tequila, Rum)

Dance Contest— Cash prizes 1st, 2nd, 3rd

(cover 99c)

Proper attire required

'No jeans and sneakers"

Free nnunchies

Bottled beer 75c

=Quon$et/Route 9, Hadley MassJ2S3-9214

ii\

ii

THURSDAYS

ZiutX Night
830 *til 10:30
Most Diinks and Beer
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To the Editor
MSP and SGA
must work together

To the Editor:

In an editorial entitled "Accountability is

the Key" \October 6. 1978], Ms. Candy
Carlon expresses concern about the
faculty and the MSP's attitude on the
release of teacher evaluations to the Stu
dent Senate fur use in the Course and
Teacher Evatuation Guide I would like to

attempt some clarification on two items:
the MSP position on the current teaching
evaluation forms ami the efficiency of the
Student Senate approach to the puhlica
tion of a teachinq evaluation guide

On May 19. 1978, the MSP c "
Board discussed at length the question of
srudenf evaluations w,th representatives

of Student Government Association and
generally agreed that furttier discussion
was necessary before mutually satisfac-

tory agreement could be reached The
discussion at the May nyeeting indicated

that the MSP did not consider the ex-

isting procedure to be effective, and that

the administration had used the teaching
evaluations more often to justify negative
personnel recommendations than to sup
port positive ones

I am rather surprised that the SGA is still

devoting its time and energy in trying to

obtain the evaluations initiated by the

departments. At meetings of the
MSP' Student Senate liaison committee
held in late May and early June, Al
Winder and I suggested several times that

it would be extremely difficult to obtain

the permission of substantial numbers of
faculty in releasing materials from their

confidential personnel filef to the public.

Many faculty opposed such a practice on
principle, others were not persuaded that

future CATE guides would be any more
accurate than the first, still others did not
wish to participate in what they felt would
be a campus-wide popularity contest.

Furthermore, it is likely that if students
win access to the forms that many
departments and the administration
would Just stop using them, and devise
some other way to assess :>tudent opi-

nion. We suggested that the students
follow the lead of their peers at other col
leges and universities: develop their own
forms which would include questions of
primary interest to students, and
distribute them and collect them
themselves. This procedure would allow
departments or faculty members to use or
ignore the information as they see fit. It

would be difficult to imagine a depart-
ment or faculty member ignoring consis-

tent and substantial criticisms of their

teaching effectiveness. Of course this

procedure is as open to abuse and distor

tion as the existing one, and many of the
faculty still will not be satisfied with it.

However, it does have the virtue of
eliminating student-faculty conflict over
the accessibility of the forms.

Accountability is the key. The hope is

that the MSP and the Student Senate
can continue to work together to arrive at

mutually satisfactory ways to achieve it.

John Bracey
Professor,

Afro-American Studies

Seek, and

you will find

To the Editor:

After reading Rob Stein's October 12

Commentary, "Maybe I'll Drop Out Too,
"

I question the validity of his commerfts

about the counseling system on - the

UMass campus, especially concerning

CA SIAC.
Stein commented that Liberal Arts o,

CAS majors are in much greater need of

counseling than decided majors. Many
will agree with this reasoning since CAS
students {undeclared majors in the

College of Arts and Sciences] do not have

a pre determined schedule of classes.

Presently, there are 18 professional

academic advisors available at the

CA SIAC office on a watk in basis.

Located in Machfher E 20, CASIAC
advisors are available Monday 'hrcurjh

Friday from 8:30 am to 4pm Each advisor

IS willing to discuss any academic

problems CAS students have, may /' be

your scheduling of classes, advice, -credit

standings or other difficulty.

Offering a diversified view of various
majors, the CASIAC advisor help
students find a specific area of academic
interest and ultimately choose a major
that will make a student's UMass career
more beneficial I Once a major is

selected, then the student is assigned a
"personal" advisor]. There is no such
thing as a four year CAS major
The twenty six SCO counselors, trained

through an internship program conducted
by the CASIAC office and advisors, can
answer general questions, reveal in

formation, help organi/e schedules, etc.

before you. the CAS student speaks to an
advisor. The worst possible thing Stein
could have done was to leave the
CASIAC office witfi his problem
unresloved You know, I le^irryed mv most
important fact of UMass life as a Fresh-
person If you want to know soniething
ASKi
Stein stated 'You would thmk there

must be somethirtg for everyone, some
notch we would fit into. There must be an
area of study offered at this huge multi
faceted State University for us. If there is.

we cannot find it. we ve tried.

'

Yet, the commeni<iry has no reference
to other resources for information on
career goals or personal problems at the
university Such as. Career Life and
Development Team, BDIC and Career
Resource Library helps students utilise

their own personal and intellectual

resources, as well as those of the
University in accomplishing career and life

goals

Finally, I disagree with Stein's statement
"We are not in the real, "rem world. " I

hope Stem realizes that most of his life

and career goals will be formulated during
his college years.

There is no doubt that opportunity exists

at this universit-/; yet no one is going to

take you by ttie hand and guide you to the
giant pot of gold in the sky. If you need
advice and information, seek and you will

find.

Claude Tetreautt
CASIAC Counselor

Diane Martell
Co-Coordinator for CASIAC

Blue Wall act

oppressive

To the Editor
After viewing and discussing the per-

formances of John Morgan at the Blue
Wall it has been found that his material is

extremely offensive. This type of per-

formance perpetuates an "object" status

that degrades womon. The tone of John
Morgan's act contributes to the sex role

stereotypes that are so destructive to our
society.

Mr. Morgan has abused a potentially

influential position by expressing
distorted views about sexuality and
violence against womon. As one small

example of his offensive performance, on
September 16, 1978 at the Blue Wall.

John Morgan called upon one womon in

the audience to come on stage and
receive a G-string. While she was on
stage he referred to her. "the only virgin

left this side of the Mississippi; one of the

three left in the whole United States.
"

He then pointed out a man in the

audience and said that this "pig" had
been trying to get this womon
"smashed". In reference to these two
people he also talked about the man
"having a good time" with the womon
out behind the Machmer building; this

implication taken at a minimum would
suggest that the man would be taking

advantage of the womon.
While the overall content of his per-

formance is in itself degrading, there is

aho use of language that serves to

reinforce abusive and demeaning at-

titudes to womon and men alike.

The implications of this type of en-

tertainment at the University of
Massachusetts should seriously be
considered. There exists an inconsistency

between the University providing a
medium for John Morgan to perform and
the attempts made by many factions of
this University to combat sexism. Nor is it

consistent that a University that prides

Itself on a unique Alcohol Education

F*roject could condone an activity that

forces alcohol on its audience. John
Morgan continually hands out shots of

liquor as reward for taking part in his act.

Activities of this sort are detrimental to

all efforts made to create a more socially

Kiwore and responsible community.
Denise Kendall
and'tix others

)

Greek area story

'misleading, biased'

To the Editor:

As a member of the Greek Area I feel it is

necessary to comment on the article in

Fridays issue ]October 13] concerning
sorority and fraternity "raids. " The arti-

cle was misleading and often seemed
based on the authors jyersonal bias.

The first paragraph read "Students in

UMass fraternities and sororities
repnatedly minimize the seriousness of
property damages and possible personal
injury incurred during "raids" on each
others houses while campus and town of
ficiats say theie is little they can do to
make the Greek community aware of the
potential danger involved.

"

The author seems to be making an
assumption of our attitude based on no
specific or reliable source She claims we
"repeatedly minimize, " yet is '( so much
that we minimize or that others who
know little or nothing about it exaggerate
beyond proportio n? On what does the
author or qampus and town officials-base
the assumption that the Greek Area is not
aware of the potential danger involved?

The Greek Area is, as a matter of fact,

very much aware of the potential
dangers. When "raids" have occurred in

the past [which is not very often and very
rarely of any seriousness] steps have
been taken to deal with the houses in-

volved. A Judiciary Board was formed to

deal with such internal differences-having

the power to decide who is at fault and
how it will be dealt with [this could in-

clude anything from payment of damages
and/or repair to the inactivation of a
chapter house]. Also a committee has
been formed with representatives from
each house to form a policy on what vyill

be accepted and what will not in a "sur-

prise social exchange". I The word "raid"
has been discarded because it was agreed
to be misleading, bringing to mind
violence, destruction and all sorts of
misconduct-all of which have been
unanimously and forcefully banned from
the new policy. 1 These are meant only to

be fun and beneficial in interfraternal rela-

tions.

Finally I feel the reference to "Animal
House" was uncalled for. If it does
"legitimize sloppy and gross behavior" as
Dean Field was quoted to have said, this

should not be reflected on the Greek
System at UMass-in which many campus
leaders are found as well as cums of
higher average as a whole and a greater
number of members graduating than the
campus in general. I believe the incident
between Phi Mu Delta and Kappa Kappa
Gamma was neither caused nor triggered"

by the movie. It was extremely un-
fortunate but has been resolved by
mutual agreement and understanding
and ptecautions taken that it won't hap-
pen again.

Anti-Greek attitudes among some
members of the campus can cause any
Greek Area incidents to be exaggerated
and misunderstood. Hopefully this letter

will not be considered "minimizing", just

an honest attempt to explain the truth of

the matter so those who know little or

nothing about our system can understand
without having to depend only on twisted

rumors and assumptions.
Amy Eldrldge

LETTERS POLICY

The MMMehus«tts Daily Coll«9ton

wmtcorrms all letters to the editor. They

must be signed and include the author's

mddress and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but

ttmy must include a name and phorm
number for reference purposas.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,

M sixty spaces per Fine, end rw more than

taro pages long. The/y should be sent to

the Executive Editor care of the

>CoHegiaa or may be dropped off at the

.•CoNegian office.

AH letters may be subject to editing for

either spece or content eccording to the

judgement of the editor. Due to spece

limitations, there is no guerentee tfmt eK

isttars received wHIbe panted.

MARK WILDING
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Blood bath in Iran

By Peter Kracht

It was early Friday morning, Septembers,
when hundreds of thousands of people
began to gather in Tehran, the capital of

Iran, to protest once more the facist rule of

the Shah. Soon three million of Tehran's
population of four million were in the

streets, demanding an end to the rule of the

Shah, who in the previous month alone had
murdered thousands, and a democratic and
independent Iran.

The people began to pour into Jaleh
Square to rally. Women took the front

ranks, facing the Shah's troops, to prove to

the press and the world that the movement
was not a reactionary one opposed to the
Shah's so-called "liberation of women"
and "modernization."

With submachine guns heavy in their

hands, the soldiers stood tensely, knowing
what their orders were. They raised their

guns, as their officers shrieked at the crowd
to disperse. Shots cracked the air; the

people of Tehran closed their lanks and
marched steadily forward. The troops
lowered their sights. There was a deafening
roar, followed by screams. For two solid

hours the bullets tore into the people. Jaleh

Square was soaked with blood.

That night, NBC news said it had been a

bloodbath. Saturday and Sunday the

slaughter continued. The film coverage
disappeared - the statistics took over. Ten
of thousands of dead and wounded lay in

the streets of Tehran. Doctors and nurses
who attempted to aid the wounded were
arrested and shot by the Shah's troops;

water was cut off in the southern and
eastern sections of Tehran where the worst
casualties were. The people of Tehran have
renamed Jaleh Square "Martyrs' Square" -

and they fight the police to change the

street signs.

Jimmy "Human Rights" Carter responded
to this outrage immediately. He telephoned
the Shah to express his "personal support"
for this butcher, and "reaffirmed the im-
portance of Iran's continued alliance witht
the West." There was little else he could
say of course, because US imperialism has
too much at stake in Iran to back out now.

Already there are 40,000 US military

"advisors" in Iran -- they "advise" the
Shah's military on how to use the five

billion dollars worth of military hardware
the Shah purchases from the US every

year. More than half the Iranian national

budget goes for building up the military,

and more than half of all the arms the US
sells abroad goes to the Shah.

Why is Irdn so valuable to the US im-
perialists? One reason is fairly obvious: oil.

Except for the two superpowers and Saudi
Arabia, Iran produces more oil than any
other country in the world: oil that has
made corporations and individuals (like

Rockefeller) rich; oil that keeps the

Western imperialists profits up, while
Iranian peasants still heat their homes by
burning dried cow dung.

But there are other reasons, not so ob-
vious, that at this time make Iran in-

dispensable to Uncle Sam. Armed to the
teeth and backed by Western powers,
particularly the US, Iran is easily the
greatest military power in the Middle East.

And the Shah being the puppet that he is

(he was fcrought to power by a 1953 CIA
coup) has faithfully used that power in the
interests of his imperialist masters. The
mere threat of Iranian military strenght is

can do right now is to scratch the Shah
behind his ears (they have sold him 20
million in arms) and hope to take advantage
of the turmoil in Iran to install a lackey of

their own. The Shah has been consistent in

his US, anti-USSR stands, and this

combined with Western arms makes Iran a
valuable pawn in the deadly game of chess
the US and the USSR are playing all

around the world.

For all of these reasons, the US ruling

class has made it very clear that they will do
whatever is necessary to preserve their grip

on Iran-including sending in American
troops to prevent the Iranian people from
overthrowing the bloody rule of the Shah.
Earlier this year. Defense Secretary Brown
announced the formation of a 100,000 man
"rapid reaction strike force" designated to

deal with hotspots like Iran. Already several

hundred, Israeli troops have arrived in Iran

to do the dirty work for the US. As the
Iranian army becomes less and less reliable

(already some rank and file soldiers have
refused to shoot at the people - shooting
their officers instead!) the possibility of US
intervention in Iran will become greater.

enough to keep many Middle Eastern-

especially oil-producing nations in line. The
Shah is also glad to unleash his troops to

put down any liberation movements in the

region that threatens the U.S. grip - for

example in Oman, which Iranian troops still

occupy.

Last - but not least - there is the Soviet

Union, the main fellow-imperialist rival of

the U.S. in the Mideast, and around the

world. The Soviets wish they had a dog like

the Shah on their leash, but the most they

With the situation in Iran heating up daily,

it is crucial for us in the United States to

understand the nature of this struggle. Tc
effectively deal with the maneuvering of

U.S. imperialism in Iran, we need to carry

out an extensive campaign of education

and action. If Jimmy Carter makes a move
to send US troops to aid the Shah we must

actively oppose this. We must support the

Iranian people in their* fight against our

rnmmon enemy - US imperialism.

Peter Kracht is i member of the

Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigade.

The trouble with

Harry, Ed, Mary...

You know something, I could charge
you for this article, but I won't. I could
charge you an arm and a leg and a spleen
and a colon and ask of you your first-

born, your tired and your poor, your
vestal virgins, your second mortgage, and
maybe a Sunday brunch, but I won't.
And do you know why?

Because I like you.
But what's more important

yourself.
you like

Because this is the age for it. And if you
don't like yourself, if you feel like that
mnan little general on some lon«ly Elba or
that flap oared English king who got his
head cut off, and are always demanding
of your vdlet, as they did, "Am I

inadequate?" then you've got problems.

But you've come to the right man.
Me.

of inadequacy, a marked inability to place
your faith in others, but we'll pass on that
for now. And get on to my program. Or
rather your program.

You will awake at six in the morning and
you will wolf down a pound of oats. While
you are wolfing down the oats with your
left hand you will take a black pen in your
right hand and write one hundred times
on a white sheet of paper, "I am not a
loser. I am an individual. I am unique."
Reverse the procedure and add fifty lines
if you are left handed and hence more
prone to inadequacy

.

becondly, take a spin on a motorbiku
and think ot nothing 'out the wind
caressing your hair and the patch of clear
black highway beyond you. Stop riding

when you've seen a dead animal on the

You see, I've written the ultimate self-help book, a

panaceic gum that will get rid of the scummy spots on
your tongue, the suet-pudding smell on your breath, the

dust in your nostrils, the lint in your navel, the tic in your
conscience, and the miserly man next door.

You see, I've written the ultimate self-

help book, a panaceic gem that will get rid

of the scummy spots on your tongue, the
suet-pudding snr)eH on your breath, the
dust in your nostrils, the lint in your navel,
the tic in your conscience, and the miserly
man next door. And all for free. Well just
about.

I call it The Complete Book of Running
Around Your Erroneous Zones, While
Being Your Own Best Friend, Tran-

scendentally Speaking of Passages, Silva

Mind Control, Zen and the Art of est and
Rolfing. That's right - Rolfing; which
shouldn't be confused with ralphing, a

high school term meaning "to vomit,"
usually brought on by a vigourous session

with a titth of cherry brandy behind the

west wing of your alma mater the

gelatinous beat of the nearby school
dance wibrating in your clogged timphana
with the agonizing reminder that the

pretty girl with the slightly upturned nose
was jitterbugging about the gym floor

with the quarterback and you would have
asked her out, except that you had a

pimple on your nose.

And inadequacy has plagued you since,

hasn't it?

Sad, really.

You want a preview of my work I

suppose. That, of course, is the first sign

road or when you've run out of gas. Your
karma has been shattered. The final stage
is jogging.

Always jog with a friend and a white
handkerchief and some Presidential
plums. Before you start to jog hold the
handkerchief before you and recite a tiitlle

thought, called a "mantra" by thosf in

the trade. This way you will become owe
with youi id or be grossed out by that little

thing hanging from your handkerchiff.
You are ready to jog. A caveat thoiM!
Your polished rhythm will be shattereCif
the mantra slips from your mind. Keep rt

short and clipped in the style .pf
Belafonte; something like "I pay f«ur
dam'n dollar for this book. I better maksit
worth it."

The both of you must scream while you
jog. Something deep and primal that
would make a nice segment in a Jane
Goodall documentary. Eat your plums
now. Soon if your partner stops
screaming, you'll know he has attained
that cathartic state where all that matters
is himself and being. Or else he's choked
on the pit and lies like some wet and
sullen Mueller's noodle at the 220 yard
mark, on the next to inside lane, getting in

everybody's way. Dead. But finally

adequate.

Mark Wilding is a Collegian
Columnist
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Yogurt will not
supply B vitamins
Is it true that the bacteria in yogurt

will manufacture enough of the B
vitamins in our intestines for human
needs? Also, how does yogurt com-
pare with milk?
No. The two types of bacteria used in the

fermentation process that produce yogurt

are Streptococcus thermophilus and
Lactobacillus bulgaricus. These are not

normally found in the intestines.

Experimental evidence has shown that

despite eating amounts of yogurt,

Streptococcus thermophilus and Lac-

tobacillus blugaricus are not found in

appreciable amounts in either the large or

small intestine. If in fact either of these two
types of microorganisms do survive the

acidity of the stomach they would be of

little nutritional benefit. They would thrive

in the large intestine which has the capacity

to absorb vitamin B12 and water only.

Because of its higher concentration of

milk solids, yogurt has a higher content of

protein and calcium than whole milk. With

respect to vitamin A, thiamine, riboflavin,

vitamin C, and vitamin 812 however whole

milk is superior in content.

I have been following the diet in Dr. Atkins

Diet Revolution for about one month. The
first two and a half weeks I lost fourteen

pounds but for the last week and a half I've

only lost two pounds. Why is this so?

Your initial weight loss was most likely

due to a loss of water which is common
with diets such as Dr. Atkins'. He claims

that one can reduce by restricting their

int'Ske of carbohydrates while eating as

much protein and fat containing foods as

you like. What seems to be the case is-that

people on his diet get bored without the

carbohydrate food choices and sub-

sequently eas less of what few food

chtJices they do have. The only way you

will lose body fat is by making sure your

caloric intake is less than your coloric

expenditure.
ROBERT CARLSON

Student Dietetic Association

extension Gardener

Dear Extension Gardener,
What kind of care do cut flowers require?

P.D. Florence
Each kind of cut flower requires individual care but here are soma general
guidelines. Before putting in lukewarm water, cut off the bottom of the stem.
Cutting the area will provide for improved water uptake. Also cut off the leaves
on stems, which will be below the water line. Change the water frequently and
keep the inside of the vase clean. All these suggestions will help keep your
flowers healthy longer.

Dear Extension Gardener,
How do I store my garden seeds until next spring?

AG. Gorman
Or. James Harrington, a specialist in seed storage, recommends the following
method. Unfold and layout a stack of four facial tissues. Place two large tables-
poons of fresh powdered milk on one corner. Fold the tissues to make a small
pouch and tie it making sure no milk will spill out. Place the pouch in a tightly
closed jar with packets of seeds. Store in a cool area or refrigerator. Change
the milk pouch once or twice a year. The powdered milk acts as a dessicant
which prevents moisture from injuring stored seeds This is also a good method
to use in the summer when you have used half a seed packet and want to use
the rest later.

THE
COMMONWEALTH
STAGE

Amincc '» luwtsi rtadeni professi<mal thtcttr

M ihe UMass Fuh Arts i enter

1/2 price

student

rush tickets m
^

Available at 6:00 pm each evening of performance

for

George Bernard Shaw's «fi(ly farce

MISALLIANCE
Sow through the 21st of October,

Tuesday-Sunday evenings at 8:00 pm
Box office 545-5511

Frank Prentice Rand Theater

THErailG
YOUWEARFOREVER
WIU SAVEYOU $10

RIGHTNOW.
PIZZA-RAMA
FRKE DELIVERY WITH LAROE ORDERS

Our Specialties Are

Delicious
Pizzas

Hot Oven
Grinders

Spaghetti

For fast delivery call

253-3808 2560115

355 COLLEGE ST. AMHERST. MA.

How would Freud

relate to aKeefe?
Cold Vel warminf}.

Hearty tull bcxlied flavor Yet smooth and easy qotriq down

^nd. O Kefle develops a big head on contact

Conflict Conflict Trauma Trauma Freud s diaynos.s^

'Ae think he would have said It s too q<jod to cjulp And you will too

In thflinal analysis

JOSIEirS NATIONALCOUEGE
RINGWEEK. OCTOBER K-21.

If this is the year you want to

start wearing your college ring,

this is the best week to buy it.

After all, a college ring may ^

be forever and ever, but ten

bucks— that's for right now.
So be here for the third

annual Josten's National College

Ring Week and $10 Discount,

starring Monday, October 16 and
running through Saturday,

October 21.

The $10 discount applies to your
school's entire selection t)f Josten's

<

College Rings, the only ring with

Josten's Full Lifetime Warranty.

And besides saving $10,

you get these deluxe features

included in the standard

Josten's ring price—no extra

cost! Choose: White or

.
Yellow Gold • Sunburst Stone

or Birthstone • Full Name
Engraving or Facsimile

signature • Even Encrusting, where
ring design allows • No extra charge.

If you're going to do it, do it now.
At the bookstore.

to gulp.

A REPRESENTATIVE FROM JOSTEN'S
WILL BE AT THE UNIVERSITY STORE

TODAY AND TOMORROW
OCT. 19 & 20
10 a.m. -4 p.m.

another service of the University Store/Campus Center

ImportwJ from Canada by Century Importerj Inc. f^ew Yor1<. NY

iCoUegjan t3

To place a notice, drop by the Collegian

Office (CC 113) between 8 45 am. and 3:45

p.m. Monday through Friday. The deadline
frjr notices is 3:45 p.m. two days prior to

publication date.

The printing of notices is a service pro
vided by the Collegian based on space
available for a specific date of publication
Therefore on any one day we cannot
guarantee the printing of notices.

Notice— The Shootist an alternative
western starring John Wayne. Free - Thurs-
day. Oct. 19, Thompson 104 at 8:15 p.m.

Notice— attention all university women I!

Tonight's the night! Win a date with the
man of your dreams. Come to Sigma Delta
Tau's dream date - 700 p.m. at 409 No.
Pleasant St. For rides and info call 545-0527

Student Health Advisory Board— the
Student Health Advisory Board will meet
today at 6 p.m. in the Campus Center. All

welcome.

Application deadline for Danforth— the
application deadline forthe Danforth
Fellowship has been changed to noon on
Monday, Oct. 23, 1978. Applications
should t>e submitted to Jean Sauter, 214
South College.

Notice — Umass Sport Parachute Club:
Party! All club members and guests invited.

Beer and wine provided - please bring mun-
chies. Sat. Oct. 21. Stop by office SU309
for details. First Jump Course tonight 7
p.m. 803CC. $55 covers first jump and
dues. Bring valid ID.

12 to 1 — 12 to 1 monthly meeting Thurs.,

Oct. 19 - 5:30 p.m. Bangs Community
Center --coffee served call 5-0258

Notice— "A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum," the funniest Broadway
show ever, will be presented in Bowker
Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall on Nov. 2, 3
and 4 at 8 p.m. The Bowker Box Office will

open on Oct. 23, 545-0783. Student tickets

are $2.00 and if you come wearing a toga,

people will stare and point at you.

Israeli Dancing— Every Wednesday in the
Commonwealth room, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
beginning dance, 8:30-9:30 advanced
dance and requests. Everyone is welcome
to come. If you are a beginning or have
tieen dancing for years come down, it's a

great way to meet people and make new
friends.

Notice— Thinking games - at the Strategy
Games Club. Cards, miniatures and board
games all are welcome. We meet
Wednesdays and Sundays in the CC.
Shattuck.

Notice— Yo I - Performers wanted for

Dickinson Dorm's coffee house. "Sunday
Night Live," to be held October 22 at 8:00

p.m. If interested, call Ron 6-6655.

English Majors — career planning

BURROUGHS CORPORATION
El£CTRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS
Diversified or Focused:

You'll determine your own path at Graphic Sciences.

Graphic Sciences, a Burroughs subsidiary in Danbury, Connecticut,

is the largest manufacturer of facsimile products—a technology

that is rapidly becoming as common as the computer

While reshaping the concept of communcation, you'll have the opportunity

to expand your knowledge and gam exposure to state-of-the-art in;

Microprocessors • Optics * Document Scanners
• Modems • Reprography • Non impact Printers

• Image Processing • Fluidics • Ink Jet

If working in a truly creative environment is important to you.

let s get to know each other Ask your Placement Officer

to set up an interview with Burroughs Corporation, or write and

tell us about yourself and your ambitions. We will be on the

University of Massachusetts
Campus conducting interviews Oct 25, 1978

Burrougtis Corpjoration m»J
Offee of Professional Emptoyment/GSI

PO. Box 210, Paoh. Pa. 19301
An Eguai Opponuniiy Employ*' M/F

In addition to the at>ove opportunities with Graphic Sciences

In Connecticut we will be interviewing individuals with majors in

MBA, Management Information Systems; EE, ME-Manufacturing Engineering

for several East Coast locations.

Sign up at the Career Counsellin^and Placement Center NOW!

¥

^

¥.

¥.

¥
¥.
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¥
¥
¥
¥.

to tcfl the student body of

THE UNIVERSITY
MASSACHUSETTS
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about some unusual career opportunities av«'^f>'« <°

^n and women-whUe they stay m school and after

M^ey graduate Marine Corps career programs-.n data

orocewing telecommunications, avionics, f-nance. and

K^i management, to name just a 'evv-are arnong

;Si best offered in or out of the military. Find out all the

facts when we visit your campus:

17 § 19 OCTOBER 1978

10 a.m. TO 2 p.m.
GOODELL BUILDING

workshops designed for English majors.
Mid October-sign up and check dates at

Community Development Center 5-0333

Watchout— Reefer madness is coming.
Watch the Collegian for details. Don't miss
it. Four shows - one night only.

Worlt Study Position — Work study posi-

tions available in Webster House, Orchard
Hill. People needed for Friday nite 12:00
8:00-12:00 and 12:00 to 4:00. Anyone in-

erested, plese call Janice Okvozeto
-5456-4529.

Notice— former Judo players if you are no
longer interested in judo and would like to

sell your judo gi, the UMass Judo Club will

buy it back for a reasonable pnce. Please

drop by the Boyden Wrestling room Tu.
Thus. 7:00-9:00 or call Bob, 549 4905.

Notice— Thesis writers all applications
received after the publication of this notice
will not be reviewed until March 1. Those
faced with extenvating cicumstances
should contact Denise Polls. Senior Thesis
Advisor, immediately Machmer Hall
E-213, 5-2484

Notice- Flooding River - CEO. A film by

Dr. Brower on the Conn. River and Qliab-

bin aquaduct. General meeting will follow-

all are welcome. Tonight, Oct. 19 at 7:30

p.m. - CC165-169, 545-0618 for info.

Affirmative Action — if you feel that you
have been denied employment because of

your race, color, sex, religious beliefs, or if

you are handi app)ed, contact Francis Yee,

Affirmative Action Officer, 520 Student

Union Building or call 545-0344

Western Massachusetts Herpetological
Seminar — Western Massachusettes
Herpetological Seminar: A full day of

speakers, slides, and live animals. Open to

all persons interested in reptiles and amphi-
bians. Sponsored by the Western
Massachusetts Herpetological Society, Oc-
tober 21, 9:30-5:30. Arcadia Wildlife San-
tuary, Easthampton. Call 549-2839 for more
info.

UlVlass Students for Brooke— Important
meeting Thursday, Oct. 19, 7:15 p.m.,
CC176 to discuss future activities.

Refreshments will be served. New
volunteers welcome! If you're interested

but can't make it, call Karen 253-5028 or

Doug 546-7736.

Asian-American Student Associa-
tion-There will be a meeting for all

members on Thursday, October 18 at 7

p.m. Campus Center room 903

Notice — UMass
Club— meeting Thursday
7:30 CC room 804.

Hanggliding
night, Oct. 19,

GET YOUR
SHIRT TOGETHER.

IP best v%av to advcf

tise and p'omote clubs dorms

teams o» any groups Forte Printing

ijffefi a complete seiettion ot

T-shirt* tote* aprons & other

printable* let Forte Printing help

vou to "Gel It on you' che»t
"

• FASHIONABLE ADVERTISING •

FORTE
PRINTING

Office 584-2124 •

• Steve Milligan 2S3.S2U
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Starts Friday:

Robert Altman's A WEDDING
and

FOUL PLAY starring Goldie Hawn
and Chevy Chase
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I

n̂

t
i
t
%
^

•:¥fc

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

HOMECOMING WEEKEND CONCERT

PETER ALLEN
Saturday, October 28 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6, 5. UMass

students - $5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and other students

-$6.5.4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.
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Adult Entertamment
Majestic Cinema
84 Cottage Street

Ehampton MA 527 2346

Oct 18 24
REFLECTIONS 7 30

HONEY BUNS 8 50

Mat Thurs b Fri 1 30

Under 21 not admitted

,*,ty^^^m Thursday, Octobcf 19, 1978
i

He's got to faca a gunfight
once moie

to live up to his legend
once more

TO WIN JUST ONE MORE TlMil

SCAPINO
Amherst Masquers present

SCAPINO!
By Frank Dunlop and Jim Dale

Directed by Susan Hunt

Kirby Theatre

AMHERST COLLEGE-8 P.M.

OCTOBER20, 21,22, 27, 28, 29

$2.50 or A.C. ID Card

Reservations 542-2277

Box Office opens Oct. 6

V

nPG

|OHN WAYNE
LAUREN BACALL

"THE
SHOOTISr*

THURSDAY- ^

Drink of the Night
A Special Drink at

Happy Hour Prices

ENTERTAINMENT
WEEKEND NIGHTS

Lviii

YVL
IVi

one

DAILY

HAPPY HOUR
3-8 P.M.

LARGEST DRAFT
IN TOWN .50

MOST BAR DRINKS]
.85

W'i hr\ii. i,>*Oi

AN ALTERNATIVE
WESTERN

Thursday, Oct. 19

Thompson 104

8:15 p.m. FREE

goo^lIOO^lS^t^rinU
PRAY ST.^AmheMt. Mass. 549-54031

FOR

BOOZE
&

BEER
C&€ LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091
FREE DELIVERY OPENTILLllP.M.

iJieflDent)

Northanpton

NOW -ends Tuesday
•v«a-7:15 and 9:00

jr

VOmelto
Mull It th«

" bail tlllMl Ititng

from Italy

•Inca ravloU
"

ITAUA!
VfnOMlO GAUMAM ALMIITO tOfO

ijQt.j TOUNAZB nWNII I i MUT1

at the Sates of Smith CoHeee

18 Main St.

LIQUORS
253-5441

iherst,Located right in the center of Ami

were the closest to the University campus

Speciolizing in keg beer and oil the

accessories to help you serve it up right

Weekly Specials
Free Delivery

HATCH BAR
presents

Thurs. -Sat.

Oct. 19-21

cover charge
Thursday

UPC Productions
presents

Southside Johnny
and the

Asbury Jiikes

with special guest
Carillo

Sunday, October 22, 8 p.m.
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

University of Massachusetts

Tickets are available at:

Fine Arts Center Box Office and
Ticketron outlets

UMass students- $5, $5.50, $6
General public- $6, $6.50, $7

no cans or bottles please

UPCOMING
TALKING HEADS

NOV. 6, BOWKER AUD.
TICKETS ON SALE MON., OCT. 23

AT TIX & UNION RECORD SERVICE

.^VlJEWAt^

BAK

CLEAN LIVING

Thurs. -Sat.

Oct. 19-20-21

tCA)\\v M\c^1\ 15

In udhforma we have
hot tubs, sunshine
nude beaches, a

somewhat casual mora'
itt'tude, and

THE BELLY BOX

Junk food from Califor

nia!!' You need it for

mid term munchies,
drug induced highs, and
general junk food addic-
tion

A whole boxful for
$4.50 or 3 for 912

THF BELLY BOX
P O Box 4284
S. F. CA 94101
NAME
HANGOUT

icli.iii", tc<lfverv by UncH' S;

Shqfwcase
Cinemas

R0UTE5 RIVERDALERD
WEST SPRINGFIELD

TF.L 733-5131

RAMGAlu 52 00 "' 230
*Wf»*ft6 EVERYDAY

LATE SHOWS FRI.i SAT

WE HONOR MASTER CHARGE

\ri.l!l()l!.s

P(;
2:007:409:50

•iri k j«t« .Ai

200 7:259:40

t

2:007:159:40

flOffTTMCfflusrin _
'^NILE

1 45 7:15 9:55

f ieencntttV'//ofV) _
in our usija) beO r ,i **

Night Full Of Rain

2:00-7:15 9:40

LBi^EbL
2:00-7:25-9:45

pt;

2:007:309:30

vmftiNG
2:00 7:15-9:45

Hp's got to face a (;unfight

once more
to live up to his legend

once more
TO WIN JUST ONE MORE TIME

j
JOHN WAYNE

^ LAUREN BACALL
"THE

po SHOOTISr

AN ALTERNATIVE
WESTERN

Thursday; Oct. 19

Thompson 104

8:15 p.m. FREE

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

oinioiis ^
^California Suite

A BIG HIT CALIFORNIA SUITE IS A VERY VERY

VERY FUNNY PLAY YOU LL HAVE CARDIAC
ARREST fnOM LAUGHTER

Sunday, October 29 3 p.m., 8 p.m.

Tickelsjiow on sale. General public - $8. 7, 6. UMass

students - $6. 5, 4. Senior citizens - $7. 6, 5.

FINE /RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

F 'Ms Center Box Otfice M-F 9-4, 545-251

1

ew England Ticketron Locations
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Hc'» got to lace a gunfight
once more

to live up to his legend
once more

TO WIN JUST ONE MORE TIMEl

y -

|OHN WAYNL
UVURiN BACALL

"THE
PG SHOOTISr-

Ir- f>iM <MM

I -

ti

AN ALTERNATIVE
WESTERN

Thursday, Oct. 19

Thompson 104
8:15 p.m. FREE

lei LEE

K3ui^ /Valval dtt/i Q^jUbnu Ut/- . .
•

INTRODUCING
TO THE

TOP OF THE CAMPUS
LOUNGE-

A new lounge menu.
Enjoy a comfortable

atmosphere in a casual setting

overlooking the

Pioneer Valley.

Enjoy a relaxing drink and
snack.

• *••
Assorted deli sandwiches

Chips W dips

Relish plates

Quiche

Cheese hoards

STARTS THURS.,

19 OCT., 1978

To place a classified ad, drop by the Cot

legian office (CC 113) between 8:45 am
and 3:45 p m. Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip-and-mail fornn found in

most issues of the Collegian Classified

deadline is 3:45 p.m. two days in advance

of publication date.

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c

per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR SALE

71 V*ga. starKlard. new paint, exc. cond.,

can be seen at 28 West St.. So. Oeerfield,

Ed Jabtonski.

IfM Toyota CoUca. 5-speed, AM/FM.
body b mach. exc. aek t2700. 2S3-9466.

IfM MGB-GT. Wack. AM/FM S-track,

needs some wotk. must seH-BO. John,

6-7609.

Camaro. runs weW. 253-5061, Erick.

70 Chevy Biscayne 3B0-V8, 83,000

miles, 2 sru>ws on rims, new brakes and ex-

haust^ ^trailer hitch, air cond., $700,

256-0393.

Rna ueed clothing. The Madeleine. 79

South Pleasant St., Amherst, daily 11-5.

Audi Fox, 1976, std.. good condition,

must seit, $2200 or BO. 527-7672. 7-10 p.m.

HELP WANTED

66 Buick. 87,000. orig.. mech., exc, runs

graat, 325. caM Greg. 546^625.

72 Oremiln. sticker, greet running cond.,

8-track & tapes, 79.000 m«es, $1080 or BO.

can 546-7720. mornings or late nite.

6BVW-needs work, can Jon, 68300.

71 Datsun wag. — rurw well. ir>cl. 8-track

radials, needs some work, $900 or BO.

584-1948, call earty mornings or eve.

Help wanted help wantad help wanted.

4 work study jobs on campus. Apply

GreerHxigh Snack Bar, after 7 p.m., ex-

perierK« desired. We are located in Central

Area.

Delivery drivers needed, evening hours,

5-2. and 9-2. Own car a must-hourly wage

plus commission, apply at the Hideout,

25&0441.

Lost- 10/ 13, NOPE Women's locker

room— engagement ring— silver w/ sm.

synthetic diarrwrKl...extreme sentimental

value. If found please caN Caroline.

546^949.

Left- in Whately psych, mator's car; green

corduroy shirt/iadtet with pewter case in

pocket. Was hitchirtg from Sunderland to

UMaas. Call Marty. 584-22B2.

Lost: Hantttton wriat watch, gold-plated,

black wrist band, $6 reward. caH 6-9701

Lost-black Er white
253-3208.

Own rm. in 2 bdr. apt., 10 min. walk or

bus to UMass, $100/mo. + V* util.,

549-6834.

Woman wanted to shere coed apt.,

$81.25/mo.. util. incl.. SB4-3606.

SERVICES

Contact lena wearers-save on brand

name hard or soft lens supplies. Send for

free Hbstratad catalog. Contact Lene Sup-

plies. Box 7463. Phoenix. Arizone 86011.

cat-"Tip".

Reward-$1000 cash for the return of my
briefcase stolen from my car-or the name
of the thief. Call 323-8240, your info will be

hendled confidentially.

Preacrlption glaaaee, wire rimmed, $10,

reward, call 6-6626.

ChHd Care Lie

ckiee to Amh. area

666-3081.

for chikJren 2-5 yrs.,

REAS rates flex, hours.

ENTERTAINMENT^

I for hire to do parties, etc. .
For a

»onal DJ to turn out your par-

and ask for Mario.

a ia back. Complete disco

_, lights with DJ. Reasonable

ID.L. Disco at (413) 567-1715 (col-

for Dave or Bryan.

Reliable student with car to poster Five

College area. Call 256-6462.

The Central Area Women's Center is

rK>w accepting applications for coordinator.

Anyone interested shoukJ call 6-6003, everv

ings.

PERSONALS

FOR RENT

[kHchen-bath privileges-$125

III 548-5343, evenings.

Addressers wented immediatelyl Work

at home -no experience necessary— ex-

cellent pay. Write American Service, 8350

Peril Lane, Suite 127, Dallas. TX 75231.

Sorority seeking live-in couple as

houseparents. Benefits include pay, room

and board, for info call 256-6844.

KeH-it's been hell but that's our luck,

sorry about your mean machirwl Mimi &
Maribeth, double trouble.

If you've had a problem with an auto

repair or auto purchase, tfie UMass Con-

sumer Action Center wants to know.

Plaaae call 546-0199 or 545-0781. Mon-

days-Fridays. 9-5.

Photography passport or portrait instr..

by appt.. resume work. Steven, 253-5081.

Campue men tt women, take my course

in Auto Mechanics Simplified, get one

credit and learn more about your car. CaU

Alex for nrtore info, 323-4782.

Improve your gradesi Send $1.00 for

your 256-page mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10.250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 25907-B, Los Angeles.

CalH., 90025. (213) 477-8226^

WANTED

I am willing for a guitar, second-hand,

good sound & condition, inexpensive, call

evening, (413) 253-7536.

RIDE WANTED

FOR SALE

I Tradesman van B-IOO: 6cvl..

I well, good tires, many extras,

i-0069. keep trying. .;.

The Yellow Sun Natural Foods Coop is

seeking a manager. For a job descrip-

tion/application write Search Committee,

Yellow Sun, 1 Kellogg Ave., Amherst.

I am moving to Auburn -near Wore -in

two weeks -wills need ride to and from

school Mon.-Fri,, will share expenses. Call

at Collegian Mon. & Wed. 9 a.m. -11 a.m.

orTues. & Thurs. 1:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m., ask

for Martha.

2 Daachunds n—d temp
Nov., Yasi, 546-9984, or

Prince.

home, Oct. &
rrte in 246

WANTED TO RENT

Grad M sks. rm. in apt. /house -323^921.

Or>e room kitchen beth privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549-6343 evenings.

ROOM WANTED HYPNOSIS

lesicel handmade guitar.

jnd, ca« - Steve, 54t.t728.

LOST

78 15, $36, also 1 reg. tire

I 527 5538, nites.

I, perfect, $25 ea, 665 3883

k.'*-,-:

Stolen: leather keychain w/ engraved

plate, '^ym '76", along witt>a green sweat-

shirt from Boyden Rovvard for key chain.

Debbie, 549-0332.

Loet: 14K gold bracelet, 9/11,^3 strands,

Puftn.-Hasb., sent, vl reward, 549^2866.

-.f.

Mature student seeks room or someone

to share room at Campus Center, Mon.-Fri.

Call (413) 443 0750, RMS.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Student wanted to share 4 bdrm. house,

Amh. cntr., start Nov. 1, $87.50-»-.

1256-0637 .»

Hypnosis Reading Institute, free in-

troduction to the second 6 week session,

improve all reading, learning & study skills

plus concentration & more, be ready for

finals. Wed., Oct. 25, 8:30 p.m., Rm. 809

Campus Center, class starts Nov. 1, other

groups by arrgt., K.R. Morse, med. prof,

hypno.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Alop
5 Club —
9 Monastery
VIP

14 Maior —
15 Norse ex-

plorer

16 New Bruns-
wick's

netgfibor

17 BaKery Item:

2 words
19 Gazes
20 Eur capital

21 Young un
23 Flea or fly

24 Bridge
27 Asian prin-

cess
29 Fires

31 Mail again

35 Dunce
37 Dog: Slang
39 Numerical

prefix

40 Willing:

cfiaic

'2 Wr)ip

44 Cease
45 Audibly

47 Tree genus
49 Retains

50 — property

52 Harangue

Ar-

54 Nail

56 Contrived

59 Opposed:
Prefix

62 Deposit
64 Gate
65 Bridge ex-

pert

67 Trap again

70 Ascend
71 Breach
72 German

river

73 Hit

74 Send forth

75 Maroons

DOWN
1 Conform
2 Not up

3 Notion
4 Burnish
5 Fix

6 Money of old

7 Dish the —
8 Player

9 I love Latin

10 Wind instru-

ments
11 Choler
12 Aces
13 Inspection

18 Hinder le-

gally

22 Pitch

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Wednesday's Puzzle Solvec1
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25 Appearance
26 Jackets
28 Fiber knot

30 Boy —
32 Go
— Be an
actor

33 Portico

34 Bugle call

35 Distant

36 January
white —

38 Muggy
41 Craziest

43 Weight al-

lowance
46 US patri-

otic gp.

48 Grottoes
51 Body part

53 Meal
55 Qeanse
57 Blundered
58 Cleaners

and —
59 Turkish offi-

cers

60 Average
61 Music

combo
63 Yankees or

Canadiens
66 Born: Fr

68 Finial orna-

ment
69 Seme
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yOUR BIRTHDAY

_

THURSDAY. Oct. 19

Bom today, you are an

insatiably curious individ-

ual. People, animals,
machines, ideas, nature,

whatever the category,

you are fascinated! It will

be difficult for you to

choose a life's work, for

you will be loath to elinii-

nate anything from your

considerations.

Because you are firm in

your convictions, you are

not easily persuaded - if,

indeed, you are persuaded
at all - to change your

mind. Competitive, gener-

ous, elastic, you are

friendly to all.

Also born on this date

are: John Adam, president

of the U.S.; Emil Glials,

Russian pianist.

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.

Let your birthday star be

your daily guide.

FRIDAY. Oct. 20

LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)-

A calm, clear-headed ap-

proach to problems left

over from yesterday
should yeild some resolu-

tions by evening.
SCORPiO(Oct. 23-Nov.

21) '- Unless you can pay an

expert to do a job well, you

would do better to forget it

- at least for the moment.
SAGITTARIUS(Now. 22-

Dec. 21) - A discontented

loved ones causes prob-

lems that carry over onto

the employment scene.

CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) - A strong will

enables you to accomplish
what another could not.

Keep calm in an evening

crisis.

AQUARIU^(Jan. 20-Feb.

18) - A romantic interlude

at mid-day makes this a

day to remember. Keep
wits about you at evening.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March

20) - Contemplate a life of

pleasure if you wish, but

don't be so foolish as to

elect to live that way.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)

- A test of your dependa-

bility occurs early in the

day. Be -prepared to put

your know-how on the line.

TAURUS<April 20-May 20)

- There's no time like the

present to begin your train-

ing for a new kind of work.

Involve yoiyself in classes.

GEMINI(May21-June2G)-
- Take care an effort to

improve another's work is

not looked upon as critical

interference.
CANCER(June21-July22)

- An argument on the

home front prevents clear

decisions on the employ-

ment scene. Try to sepa-

rate a.spects of your life.

. LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) -

Self-discipline is essential

to your success today.

Don't involve yourself in

distracting activities.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)-

- You can come closer to

your goal than others ex-

pect if you will take your

time and employ tact.

Think!
CopynRht. 1978.

United F>«tur» Syndiote. Inc

f ^ 990* " ^ ^ >
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Aluminum Foil by Stave Lafler

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

Nothing Special byJoe Casey
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dor\e it ? Took
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_\yaujr\ ... Xve

htxyje tA'y (Aicrobido^y

On\Y on

Spam Slade, People 's Eye byJoe Carroll
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NOTHING I CAN 00 ^M-^flMS
NOVv WH/\T 010 W£i'« 10r<N(N(

MEAN 7 •^rfW^. ip^ Mftivi FOUND ' ^^
EARLY THIS
MORNING THE]

PRLfONER VVAS

'admiited to
cooley dick-
inson and

TTVEATED FOR
AN OVERDOSE
OF NARCOTIC!-;

yUMMM ^m ttM 777
%
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Last of a three part series

Scholarship money
By FRANK PAPSADORE
Collegian Staff

"We have to play up to JMass' highs," Pickett continued,
"and its athletic success The money merely allows us to
t^lk to the prospects We ry to visit as many high schools
in Massachusetts as pr sible. We also operate the
Schenectady, NY. area; we've been very successful there.
BcU what we have to do is play up the educational advan-
tages of the University and also the personnel involved. It's

the people that make the difference.'

"I sp>ent my freshman year at Holy Cross," said

McLaughlin, "Then I realized I had made a mistake.
Coaches from all over had sent me letters and had talked to
me, they all wanted me to sign a letter of intent. I was sort

of pressured to sign with Holy Cross. I was probably in

fluenced by their "big name" and their academic reputa-
tion.

"I becanrie disenchanted with the Holy Cross system,"
McLaughlin continued," and so I decided I was going to

transfer out for my sophomore year. The only question was
where

"

It turned out that not many schools had known of

McLaughlin's intent. But Mike's brother Joe had been
playing for UMass, and Mike t>ecame friendly with the
Minutemen coaching staff.

"I used to come and visit my brother," said Mike "so

eventually the UMass coaches tjecame aware of my disap-

pointment with Holy Cross. They couldn't offer me as

much money as Holy Cross." he continued, "but I was im-

pressed with their football program, and later, I became im-

pressed with the school itself."

So sometimes UMass can win without the big money at-

traction. But McLaughlin does indeed have a Bart>er

Scholarship for the full cost of his education. Mike Quinn
had a different story.

"I had gotten letters from lots of places, " said All-

Anr>erican Quinn " and it looked like I was headed for

UConn. But then suddently UMass had come up with a
$500 Barber award, which made it cheaper for me to go to

UMass, so here I am."

Quinn received the Barber award in his freshman year and
stilt receives it yearly. But this is the phasing out period I

mentioned before. Quinn's freshman yeaf was the last year

Barber scholarships were given out to athletes other than
football or basketball players. The athletes that received

Barber awards were allowed to receive them the rest of

their college career. Next year, all of these athletes will

have graduated.

So UMass does not always win the recruitment battles

with the reputation for an outstanding univerity.

Sometimes it must fight fire with fire or, rather pocketbook
with pocketbook. The future looks grim for UMass sports
unless the financial awards for athletics are replemished. In

a time when college sports are as high an entertainment
value as an educational facility, it is the responsibility of the
administration to see that it does not fold under the heavy
fiscal competition of its opponents. UMass sports may suf-

fer terribly if things are not changed in the near, if not im-

mediate future.

The excitement and thrills that UMass sports have exhib
vited for me, has been more than merely an important part

of my college life as well as others, it has been essential.

And I am saddened by the faci that the fierce com-
petetiveness that hasoeen associated with UMass athletics

may dissolve before my very eyes. And I am also regretful

to say that the athletic department's demise, is still preven-

table, yet likely to be overlooked. I pray that it is not.

UMass' Bret Simon (22), shown here in action for the
soccer team, which has lost only once and beat PC,
3-1 yesterday. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers).

CORRECTION
Last Thurs., 10/12 and Fri., 10/13 Spirit
Haus ads contained an error. The ad should
have read Schmidt's $1.50 six pack—not
MiUer. We are sorry for suiy inconvenience
we may have caused. As stated at the bot-
tom of the ad

—

Spirit Haus is not responsi-
ble for typographical errors.
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CROSSCOUNTRY
SKI PACKAGES DOWN PARKAS & VESTS

EMS FALL
CROSS COUNTRY
SKI & PARKA

4 Days Only! Oct. 18-21
COMPLETE CROSS COUNTRY ACCESSORIES, HATS,
PACKS, QUALITY WOOL SHIRTS, SNOW SHOES,

MITTENS, LONG UNDERWEAR, SWEATERS,
& EVERYTHING TO MAKE WINTER WARM!

No Bulk Discounts on Sale Items.

Eastern Mountain Sports
Rentals

Pq^j^^ 9 Amherst-Hadley line/Hartford Civic Center
Repairs Open Mon Fn 9 30-9 00 Sat 9 30-5 00
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Parade, fanfare await

world champion Yanks
NEW YORK. N. Y. (United Press Interna-

tional) - Thousands of happy New York
Yankee fans plan to greet the World Series

champions home today with a traditional

Tickertape Parade through lower Manhat-
tan.

After a day of rest on the West Coast, the

Yankees were scheduled back in the

metropolitan area about 8 p.m. aboard a

Delta Airlines flight.

Mayor Edward Koch, for his part, promis-

ed good weather for the parade, which will

begin at noon at Bowling Green and slowly

wind its way to Broadway to City Hall.

"By proclamation, it will be sunny," said a

cheery Koch Wednesday
"The Yankees, you know, are part of the

renaissance of New York City. The people
are just as much responsible for their vic-

tory as the Yankees themselves."

Koch admitted never having been in a

Tickertaoe Parade before, eliciting warn-

ings from those who experienced last year's

parade that chunks of computer cards were
just as likely to rain down on him from Wall
Street windows as tickertape

The Yankee players and their wives, ac-

companied by Mayor Koch and Gov. Hugh
Carey, will ride three flatbed trucks in the

parade, with the 35-member Fordham
University marching band leading the way.
At 1 p.m. in front of City Hall, Mayor Koch

will present Yankee owner George Stein-

brenner and Yankee Manager Bob Lemon
with a proclamation, declaring Thursday
"New York Yankee World Championship
Day."
Steinbrenner and Carey also plan to make

brief remarks before former Yankee broad-

caster Mel Allen introduces each member
of the team to the crowd
The program, noted Koch, will end with a

prayer - for another World Series win next

year.

Sports notices
Yesterday's Results

Men's golf in Yankee Conference Championships, Stowe, MA
Men's soccer at Providence

Men's JV soccer at Amherst
Today's Games

No games scheduled
Tomorrow's Games

Men's Soccer at Rhode Island 3:00 p.m.

IM women in grid action

Sports Calendar
FENCING CLUB - The Fencing Club and Team will hold practice every Tuesday at

2:30 5:00, every Wednesday at 7:00-9:00. and Thursdays 2:30-5:00 and 7:00-9:00 in

NOPE, room 8. Call Sean at 549-0303 for more information.

HOCKEY CLUB - There will be a meeting for all prospective referees for the UiN^ass

Hockey Club Oct, 24, in 102 Herter at 8:00 p.m. Referees will receive pay; applicants

should be experienced, though not necessary. If you can't make this meeting, c^ll Tim

at 549-5920 for more information.

STOCKBRIDGE B-BALL Any Stockbridge student interested in playing for the

Stockbridge Basketball Team report to Coach Williams in Curry Hicks, Oct. 24 & 25 at

7:00 for tryouts.

By PHIL ROBINSON
Collegian Staff

The women's division of intrafnural

football is made up of three leagues, and
each league conta ns six teams. The two
teams that will represent each league will

be decided by ttie middle of next week
Playoff competition begins shortly*

thereafter.

In the Maple League, a battle between the

Pumas and the Rookies took place on an
extremely cold Tuesday night, and the

Pumas emerged victorious. The 20 2twin
kept their record unblemished, while the

Rookies fell to 3-1.

Dons Doherty had a hot hand for the

Pufnas throwing three touchdown passes,

one to Fian Nooijen and two to Carolyn

Hamm Hann's first TD reception was a

spectacular over -the -shoulder- grab.
Nooijen also intercepted a pass, continuing

her streak of at least one interception per

game.
The Rookies got their points just before

the first half ended in a well executed blitz

for a safety. Prior to the ^ame, they had
given up just two points, but the Puma
offense proved too powerful. The two

teams play again Tuesday at 8:30 on field 1

or 2
The Oak League is dominated by the

Flakes, the defending intramural cham-
pions. Varsity members help comprise the

Flakes, wno have crushed all opposition

thus far. Sue Peters is the quarterback who
directs the team, and Fran Cornacchioli is

their talented runnei

,

The big battle rages for second place,

where Lee's Toe Service, the McWicks.
and the WhimpS are all in contention. The
McWicks, who feature the field hockey
Wickman sisters, played the Toe Service

last night, but the results had not been
learned by press time.

Sitting on top of the Pines League is the

Forbes team with a perfect record. Maura
Supinski, a varsity hoopster, catches pass

and Andrea Godin is the quarterback for

the Forbes team. The TTTs are in second
place in the Pines League, but they must

beat out the Kennedy Assassins if they

expect to make the playoff?. The TTTs are

made up of several members of the

Psychology department, led by Debbie

McCulloch and JoAnne Smith. They battle

the Assassins on Oct. 25th at 5:30 on field 1

or 2.

ATTENTION
Saturday, October 2^, 1978 the

UMass Transit Service will

operate on its normal Saturday

schedule. If you have classes (Fri-

day schedule) please plan your

travel accordingly.

Notarization of absentee ballots will be

available according to the following

schedule:

CC 904-908

CC 911-915

CC 904-908

CC917

10/30, 31,

11/01

11/2

11/3, 6

11/7

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

J. mjgTi\.
.ii;\vi;i.i:u

iinc IU!W & anliqiir j.'wdiy
cumuin dc'<ign & i('|>aii-s
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Oniuga wale hfs

Elegance at prices jrou can afford
'y

Anihcrsi aSfV-TOHfi

IV ju

STADIUM
"CATCH THIS

WEEK'S SPECIALS"

LIQUORS

MILLER BOTTLES

BUDWEISER BOTTLES

scHirrz CANS

VODKA, FLEISHMANS

BACARDI RUM

6.90
6.90
6.59

case

case

case

<«•?»SEAGRAM "7

59.2 ozs. 8*59
59.2 ozs. 1 0.79
59.2 ozs. 10.95

CHECK OUR KBO PRICES!
HUOE SELECTION OF WINE!
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.
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Jusl past the UMa$s Stadium, next to A & P

in the new Shopper'* Park,

253-9341 or 253-9342

DELIVERY ($7.00 minj
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Kidd'sbootersroll;
top Providence, 3-1
ByB/LL TARTER
Collegian Staff
PROVIDENCE Nobody knew quite what happened. With the suddenness of
Muhammed Ali's infamous first round knockout of Sonny Liston, the UMass soccer
team dealt an equall swift and fatal blow to its victim Providence College.
The Minutemen struck twice within the first two minutes of the second half to quickly

drainthe life out of the stunned Friar team.
UMass had appeared pretty lifeless themselves in the first half before their sudden

outburst Providence had scored first midway into the half on a goal by Jim Mclnnis
that developed from a corner kick.

Providence's Jim Radaban collected a ball in front and sent a shot that skimmed
underneath UMass goalie Will Temby. Defensemen Doug White fortunately, was
backing up Temby and kept the shot in play, but it rebounded directly to Mclnnis who
wasted no time depositing into the back of the cage. Murmurs of a possible upset
swept through the hopeful Providence fans.
Providence themselves seemed willing to believe this possibility, as they began to
show their best efforts of the day; but UMass regained their composure and assumed
control again With six minutes to go in the half Mark Vasington took the wind out of
some of the Providence hopes, tying the score at 1 • 1

.

Doug White lofted a direct kick which Tasso Koutsoukos redirected to Mark
Vasington at the side of the net Vasington blasted away from about 10 feet out but
Providence's goalie Dave O'Brien made the diving save, this time UMass got a for-
tunate rebound, as it returned to the feet of Vasington, this time he calmly lifted it over
the prone keeper into the enpty net.

Few people had settled down for the second half when Joel Mascolo put UMass on
top. a! 33 seconds into the final half Mascolo took a pass, again from Tasso Kout-
soukos, and put a well-placed shot in from about 10 yards out.
Before Providence could gather their wits UMass struck again. Koutsoukos was again

the instigator, dribbling down from midfield he went into the left corner and sent a
centering pass which Joel Mascolo played through his legs and over to Mark Abbott.
Abbott found himself stahng at an open net which he did not miss.
UMass' one-two punch left Providence dizzy and demoralized, the rest was a

defensive effort, backboned by goalies Will Temby and Mark Marilla was more than
equal to the task.

JVs tie Amherst, 3-3
By NICK AUSTIN
Collegian Staff

In the cold grey half light ,of a bitter even
ing. the J.V.'s snatched a well deserved
draw against a skillful and talented Amherst
team, 3-3.

The first half was dominated by Amherst,
and only outstanding saves from 'keeper
Matt Esteures kept them at bay with a 1-0

lead.

In the second half, UMass made a careless
defensive error which led to the 2nd
Amherst goal

At 2-0 down, UMass appeared to be
finished. But following a good move on the
right wing, Nass scored UMass's first goal.

Shortly after, Stirlacci scored a fortuitous

equalizer, when his misdirected cross
deceived the 'keeper and lofted over his
head into the top of the net.

At full-time the score was still tied at C 2
and 15 minutes of extra time was p'jyed.
Both teams continued to fight hard but it

was Amherst who broke the dead lock.

With casual aplomb, Dunc^i) rose above
the UMass defense to head home a well
taken goal.

For the third time in the game UMass
found themselves trailing, but once again
they rallied to make several sharp attacks.
Their hard work and diligence was reward-
ed with a corner which was scrambled off

the line. In the ensuing melee, Foti col-

lected the ball and drove it firmly home for

the equalizer.

Cincinnati in distress.
Rose now a free agent
NEW YORK \UPI\- Th\s is a saa day for

the Cincinnati Reds, the day Pete Rose, the
most popular and productive player in their

history, puts himself on the market to the
highest bidder

Rose officially declared himself a free
agent yesterday.

He already has said where he's going.
To Japan but don't let that throw you.

He's only going there on a post-season trip

with the rest of the Reds and will be back in

this country on Nov. 23.

Of far greater interest is where he's going
after that, or more specifically, which club
he II be playing for next season after 16
years with the Reds, and judging from what
I heard at the World Series, most signs
point to San Diego.
Philadelphia is another distinct possibility.

Rose likes the city and if the Phillies go for

him, they could put him on third base and
move Mike Schmidt over to first.

Mindful of the penalties Bowie Kuhn has
imposed on other clubs he found guilty of
tampering with free agents. Padres' owner
Ray Kroc has maintained a discreet silence
on the subject of Rose.
But Kroc, a self-made multi-millionaire

who hustled all his life to become the
McDonald hamburger king he is, has an
enormous passion for those cut in the same
mold as him, and that being the case, Pete
Rose appeals to him as no other player

does in all baseball.

He wants Rose to play for the Padres, and
in that regard he's like Lola in the play
Damn Yankees. Whatever Lola wants, Lola
gets. Generally, anyway. One thing about
Kroc. He never lets money stand in his
way.
Ask Reggie Jakcson about that. Kroc of-

fered Jackson more money than anybody
else in baseball when Jackson became a
free agent two years ago and "the only
reason he decided to pass was because he
wouldn't go for some of the other condi-
tions Jackson insisted upon.
The Reds, of course, can still wind up

signing Rose but that isn't likely. Not after

the last meeting he had with Dick Wagner,
the Reds' president, two weeks ago. That
session didn't go well at all. It went terribly,

in fact.

Rose's attorney, Reuven Katz of Cincin-
nati, was at the meeting at which the Reds
informed their 37-year-old, switch -hitting

future Hall of Famer what they would give
him to sign.

"We promised to come back with a
counter proposal, and we did last week,"
Katz says. "It was unacceptable to them.
They then gave us what they said was their
final offer. That was the term they used,
'final offer.' This is a nice way of saying
take it or leave it, and Pete has decided not
to take it."

Films aid surging spikers
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Wednesday afternoon, members of the
UMass women's volleyball team watched
videotaped highlights of the matches
played the night before, between New
Haven and Central Connecticut. They saw
themselves nipping New Haven 14-16,
15-11. 15-13, and being outhustled by Cen-
tral Conn. 11 15, 2-15.

"We had good movements for four

games, but in the last game, we lost our
ooncentratioin, ' said coack Mike Rhodes,
as he glared at tf>e tapes, "we just lost it.

Our best performance to date was against

New Haven- -we served well, we hustled---

•wen agair>«t Central Conn., we played well

tiM first game. But volleyball's

psychological; once you lose your concen-
tration, your 'psyche', you lose the game."

Said assistant coach Paul ^auer of the
ganr>es against Central Conn. "Everyone
who served, even our most consistent peo-
ple, missed serve (hitting the net, going out
of bounds) at least once. That is bad."

Peggy Barber spiked 11 times, served 13
aces (ten against New Haven) and set well

in both matches, while Brenda Simnnons
had 12 spikes, and Joyce GresI chipped in

eight.
^

As UMass volleyball seeks to improve per-

formartce ar>d accuracy on the court, they
also wiN seek to improve a 10-3 record

Saturday at NOPE gym. agnnat
rotConn

\ •*
Forward Tasso Koutsoukos (13) has been a main offensive cog in the UMass

soccer machine. The hooters are now 7-1. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers.)

Steve Zack

Paper Lion roars again
It has been said that it is better to have

tried and lost than never to have tried at all.

I'm beginning to wonder about that.

On this past Sunday evening, Oct. 15 if

you've forgotten the date, tryouts for the
men's basketball team were held. In true
George Plimpton-esque fashion I attended
the event with hopes high and jock strap
tight with the full intention of proving that
the average man, I give myself the benefit
of the doubt, could endure the pain and
torture of a college tryout camp, if it is in-

deed proper to refer to a one night adven-
ture as a camp.
A couple of weeks prior to the tryout, I

had taken the opportunity to explain my
plan to basketball coach Jack Leaman.
Laughing hysterically at the thought of me
on a basketball court with him in charge, he
said, "I'm gonna bust your ass." Well, he
didn't have to. I did it all on my own.
Leaving the Collegian office at 6:00 on

Sunday evening, I walked down to the
Boyden locker room to get my shorts for

the tryout which was being held at 7:00
p.m. at Curry Hicks Cage.
Taking into full account the importance of

the event I was about to partake in, I ex-

changed my sweaty, mildewed shorts
which I had worn all year for a clean pair of

gym shorts.

Taking into consideration the fact that it

was cold outside, I decided to change into

my gym clothes over at Curry Hicks rather

than stroll over from Boyden in my shorts

and t-shirt.

Curry Hicks was dark and deserted with
the exception of the lighted court and the

presence of the basketball team's student
manager and assistant manager. Matt and
John. Noting this, I changed at courtside
and began warming up my shooting touch,
which had been non-existent up until the
time of the tryout and remained so
throughout the evening.

I commencecNo warm up at 6:30 or so,

but not wanting to tire myself out at such
an early point, I ceased my shooting display

at 6:45--the same time that the other
hopefuls were arriving.

The fireworks began at 7:00 with the ar-

rival of Coach Leaman and one of his assis-

tant coaches Ray Ricketts. After filling out
index cards with name, rank, serial

number, next of kin, or something like it the
time had arrived to hit the court, figurative-

ly speaking.
The opening drill was a simple oe of

layups. I glided masterfully thrr^gh this

one. hittir>g rim on my first five atterr^pts

before tossing up a ball that softly

maneuvered itself off tl>e backboard and
through tl>e fioop. Success r>ever tasted so
sweet I

The drills went from layups to lump shots
arnJ it was here that I made my move for

tfte evenir>g. You see. I am the last renwin-
ing master of the set shot, I have never
jumped when I shot in my Nto so my efforts

here wouW be the first of my Ms^ Using all

the alijll I have attainad by taUng

basketball class ever/semester I have been
at UMass, I skillfully guided the ball

through the hoop -after making an earth
shattering vertical leap of about six inches.
All in all, I shot 3 for 6 in the jump shot drill

and brilliantly too, if I must say so myself
(which I must).
Next on the list of death defying basket-

ball feats was a 3-man weave drill. Now the
key to the 3 man weave is to pass to the
player in front of you and go behind him. I

went through the first two attempts with
flying colors. The third attempt I went
through with color too, only the color was
red and it was from the embarassment in

my face. Not only did I drop the pass, but I

kicked it with my foot well enough to be
considered by the Patriots for the
placekicking job.

It was at this point that exhaustion began
to overtake me, just like the tortoise did

with the hare.

"Give me six lines under the basket!"
shouted Coach Leaman and without an
awful lot of thought I realized that the time
had come to run some sprints, oh woe is

me.
The course was six lengths of the court, a
total of 570 feet or 190 yards with five

turns. They timed me with a calendar. Feel-

ing faint from exhaustion and realizing that
if I stood still I would puke my guts out, I

managed to keep up minimal movement.
Moments later the coach called for the last

two people to run their second set of
sprints. The first runner approached the
line, the second one did not. I was the se-
cond one. He yelled once more for the last

person, not knowing it was me otherwise
he would have realized I was around tfie

side of the bleachers. No I did not puke up
my guts, just the cantaloupe I had before
the tryout.

Needless to say, I did not run the second
set of sprints or much of anything else for
that matter. After the rest of the group took
part in some scrimmaging, I made my way
back out onto the court to partake in ttw
foul shooting drill. Using my Rtek Barry
style of free throw shooting, I would have
used my back-to-the-basket over-the-head
style but I didn't want to be flashy, I shot 3
of 6 from the line much to the surprise of
those in atter>dance and myself.

After the foul shooting exhibition, scrim-
maging returned. I made a brief, very brief,

court appeararKe in which my opponent
went scoreless against me, until he got his
ftands on the ball. After five minutes of
playing time, I quietly but gracefully, trot-

ted by coach Leaman and muttered. "Save
me." which I thank him for doir>g.

And while the o:hers were running three-
on-three full court scrimmages and I was
hiding behind assistant coach Ray Ricketts.
I firnnily decided that the only athletk: faat I

win perform in my Rfa is the punching ^
iwys on a typawritar.

MSP contract nears resolution
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

The 16-month-old faculty contract dispute

could finally come to an end this weekend
v^hen administration and faculty bargainers

meet in mediated contract negotiations in

Boston.
Representatives from both sides said

yesterday they were optimistic a tentative

settlement could be reached when they sit

down in UMass President David C. Knapp's
office with state appointed mediator

Abraham Siegel. Talks are set to begin at 2

p.m.
Siegel, dean of the Sloan School of

Management at the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology in Cambridge, was
recently appointed mediator when contract

negotiations broke off in September.
"From what I know of Mr. Siegel," said

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, who is

also UMass senior vice-president for labor

relations, "I have a lot of confidence in him.

"I'm very optimistic," he said. "Everyone
is at the point where we want a settle-

ment."
Massachusetts Society of Professors

President James E. Cathey said he also was
optimistic.

"We hope the mediator will be able to ex-

pedite a settlement this weekend," he said.

"If they do come to an agreement, it'll pro-

bably be late Sunday or even Monday."
The two sides met Monday with Siegel in

an introductory meeting, where Siegel re-

quested a "news blackout" be imposed,

(iathey said.

Under state law, Siegel has 20 days, or

until Nov. 4, to settle the dispute, or it then

moves to "fact-finding" under supervision

of the state Board of Arbitration and Con-
ciliation.

Should the dispute move to fact-finding, a

state appointed fact-finder would conduct

hearings on the dispute and issue a report,

said Roberta Goldrick, a board official.

Factfinding is the last provision for third-

party settlement under the state labor laws,

and any further intervention would have to

be agreed upon by both sides, she said.

Siegel has requested he be named fact-

finder if mediation fails.

The major issue stalling the talks has been
distribution of merit-based salary increases.

The faculty this summer negotiated a 20

percent average salary hike with the state,

but distribution of the raise was left for the

administration and faculty to decide.

The MSP is the Amherst unit of the facul-

ty union, and together with the Faculty

Staff Union at UMass- Boston, represents

some 1900 faculty members and librarians.

Negotiations on the faculty's first contract
began in June, 1977.

Hours may be cut

in Morrill Library
By SEAN HORGAN
Collegian Staff

The Physical Science Library may be forc-

ed to curtail regular evening hours due to

persistent vandalism, according to Vlasta

K. Greenbie, head of the library.

Greenbie yesterday said the increased pro-

blems with vandalism have added an addi-

tional strain on the library staff and caused
problems with maintenance.
"As elsewhere in the university," Green-

bie said, "vandalism of this sort has strain-

ed staff resources to the limit to keep the

library functioning, and seriously effects

the staff morale of those concerned with

users' and their own safety. It may be

necessary to curtail hours because the

limited evening personnel cannot cope with

the policing and maintenance problems,

and maintain a reasonable level of service."

Greenbie said the vandalism has included

three incidents of malicious damage to

bathrooms and one broken glass door, as

well as the theft of a bust of Copernicus,

the Polish scientist.

The most recent vandalism involved the

plugging of the sinks in the library rest

rooms while the water was left on. Green-

bie said this caused flooding in the rest

room area, especially serious because of

Amherst's recent water shortage.

Greenbie said the broken glass door oc-

curred the night of September 25. After the

glass door was broken, the vandals attemp-

ted to break into photocopying machines,

but were unable to remove any money
since the machines are usually emptied

nightly.

During the same week as the broken door

and attempted break into the photocopying
machines, Greenbie said the bust of Coper-

nicus was stolen from the library.

"This was the most upsetting of all,"

Greenbie said of the stolen plaster head

which had been donated by the American
Educational Society.

Saturday classes; Whose idea was this?
By PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

Saturday morning.

So you think you have time for rest and

relaxation, for hot coffee and newspapers,

for bugs bunny and road runner? Or even

for an early morning walk in the woods?

Students of UMass brace yourselves. .

The six day work week has officially arriv-

ed ^ .

And acording to many students and pro-

fessors alike, six days of classes is just one

too many.
"It's disgusting," sophomore business

major Margaret Bulman said yesterday. "I

have three classes scheduled for Saturday,

only one nas been canceileo.

"Yes, I'm going. I'll rniss alot if I don't.

But that doesn't mean I like it."

Most students seemed to agree. And
many pointed to already cancelled classes

to assert their side of the issue.

Saturday class scheduling is an effort to

make up for a late start on the semester,

according to Faculty Senate nember Tom
Chamberlain.
Chamberlain, on the Senate Space and

Calendar Committee, said the schedule

was approved and recommended by the

Faculty Senate and by the Administration.

"Another calendar for this year was
published one or two years ago," he said.

"The change was made at the instigation of

the students and throuqh the Student

Government Association, who requesteo

that school begin after Labor Day."

Classes previously had begun the
Wednesday before Labor Day and ended

the Wednesday before Christmas. This

year classes began October 6, and are to

end with final exams, December 18 23

"Attendance at class is expected by

students," Dean of Students William Field

last night said in a telephone interview. "If

some faculty cancel and find other ways to

make them up, that's up to them."
Another area of student concern is among

the Jewish population. Saturday is the

Jewish sabbath, and according to Jewish

religion students are not to do any work on

Saturday The Jewish population here

numbers between three and four thousand

students.

"Technically, we are not supposed to go

to school." said senior Lanny Plotkin of the

HILLEL council.

"They would never dream of holding

classes on Sunday," he said of the faculty

and administrators.

"It puts Jewish students in a difficult posi-

tion," said HILLEL Rabbi Saul Perlmutter.

"I would hope this is not a precedent for

the future."

Physics graduate student Fred Rowland

said of the scheduling, "Personally, I think

the more classes the better."

Not many seem to agree.

Chairman of the Political Science Depart-

ment, Glenn Gordon said "One Saturday is

not going to kill either me or my students,

but I wouldn't look forward to a steady diet

of Saturdays."
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Problems encounteredinpeace negotiations
Associated Press
WASHtNGTON-\s(ae\\ Foreign Minister

Moshe Dayan told President Carter Thurs-

day negotiations on an Egyptian-Israeli

peace agreement have encountered pro-

blems and chances of settling them are

"very doubtful."

Dayan spoke to the president as reporters

and photographers were ushered into the

dining room at Blair House, where the

delegations were beginning lunch.

He said the talks had encountered pro-

blems, "and whether we can obtain a
change of position through the delegations

here is very doubtful. It's not Camp David,

with the heads of state present."

Dayan, who did not say what the pro-

blems are, apparently referred to the fact

that heads of state can be more flexible in

making concessioins than ministerial

representatives, who generally arrive at a

conference with strict instructions on what
offers they can rrwike.

The administration said Wednesday that

Carter had not been in touch with either

Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin or

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat since the
conference began.
However, it appeared from Dayan's com-

ments that further discussions involving

Carter, Begin and Sadat might be
necessary.
White House press secretary Jody Powell,

asked whether any serious snags had
developed, said "Not so far as I know."
"I don't see the basis for drawing the con-

clusion there is an impasse," he said at the
daily White House news briefing.

It was the second time this week-the first

time was Tuesday-that Dayan made a
public statement which contradicted the
optimism voiced by the conference's of-

ficial spokesman, George Sherman of the
State Department, who has reported
steady progress since the talks began.
Meanwhile, informed sources said Israel is

talking to the administration about a new
billion-dolar aid program to finance its

withdrawal from the Sinai

Egypt also is "talking about big numbers"
in seeking American assistance for aa
economic development program, the
sources said.

But the Israeli request is more closely tied

to the peace talks, since the treaty is sup-
posed to set a schedule of Israeli
withdrawal from the Sinai, which it cap-
tured from Egypt in 1967.

The sources said the Israeli requests for

aid have been escalating since Camp
David, when the administration pledged aid
in building two airbases to replace bases
the Israelis are giving up in the Sinai.

The new aid requests would pay for
relocation of the Israeli settlers in the Sinai
and for new bases for the troops who
would be withdrawn, first to an interim
withdrawal point and then behind Israel's

international border.

Actor found shot
NEW YORK \AP] Gig Young, who made

scores of movies as a leading man, but won
his Academy Award as the dance marathon
pitchman in "They Shoot Horses, Don't

They'", was found shot to death Thursday
night in what police called a murder-

suicide.

Police said the body of Young's wife of

three weeks, German-born Kim Schmidt,

31, was with him in the bedroom of their

West 57th Street apartment. The 60-year-

old actor apparently killed the woman
before shooting himself in the head. A gun
was found m Youngs hand, police said.

The manager of the building, who did not

wish to be identified, said he had heard

noises that sounded like gunshots earlier in

the day, but did not become suspicious un-

til he noticed groceries still standing outside

the apartment hours after they were
delivered.

Police said the pair appeared to have died

at about 2.30 p.m. Their bodies were
discovered about five hours later.

Young appeared in recent years in

"Hindenberg " and The Killer Elite." as

well as in television dramas, and had toured
in "Harvey" and "On a Clear Day You Can
See Forever."

Before winning the Academy Award as

best supporting actor of 1969 for '"They

Shoot Horses, Don"t They,'" Young had

Gig Young (1976 photo)

received two nominations, for his work in

"Come Fill the Cup,"" a somewhat true-to-

life role as an alcoholic, and the 1958
""Teacher's Pet'".

Young starred with Charles Boyer in the

1950s television series ""The Rogues."
Boyer was a suicide earlier this year.

Lung cancer increases
iAssociated Press/

WASHINGTON Lung cancer, by far the
deadliest of the three most comnrjon
cancers, has increased dramatically among
women in this decade, according to a new
statistical report published Thursday.
The report, prepared by the National
Cancer Institute, indicates the increased rate

of lung cancer in the United States and
subsequent deaths from the disease are
largely responsible for a growing number of

cancer cases and death.
The ongoing, 5 year old study is the first of

its kind undertaken and is expected to yield

more comprehensive and reliable data about
various cancers and survival rates from them
in coming years.

The institute said the new figures, when
compared With the last major cancer survey
for 1969-1971, indicate cancer cases general-
ly have been increasing 1 to 2 percent a year
since 1970, whereas the lung cancer rate

among white women has risen 8 percent a
year and among black women nearly 10 per-

cent.

There have also been substantial increases
in the incidence of uterine or endometrial
cancer among women, but this general list is

not considered as deadly a disease.

Previously noted declines in the rate of cer-

vical cancer in women and stomach cancers
among men and women appear to be conti-

nuing, the figures show.
While the statisticians say it is too early to

predict long-term survival rates and trends
based on the new study, they have made
some calculations to indicate how deadly the
common forms of cancer are.

Colon and rectal cancers, breast cancer and
lung cancer are by far the most common
malignancies in humans, occurring nearly

twice as often as any other form of the
disease.

For those three types, the report shows,
only 12 percent of lung cancer victims sur-

vive as long as three years, whereas nearly

four out of five women stricken with breast

cancer are still alive three years later, and
about half of those diagnosed with cancer of

the colon live at least three years.

Earl S. Pollack, the stistician who heads the

Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results

(SEER) program that produced the new
figures, said they don't explain why some
cancers are increasing, while others are on
the decline.

But other scientists who have noted the ris-

ing lung cancer rate in women have blamed
it on increased cigarette smoking among
women since World War II.

The lung cancer rate among men, which is

considerably higher than among women,
also has increased in recent years, but not
nearly so sharply.

The SEER study is based on data collected

from 11 areas of the country, representing

about 10 percent of the total U.S. popula-

tion.

The aras participating are metropolitan

Atlanta, metropolitan Detroit, metropolitan

New Orleans, the San Francisco-Oakland
area, Seattle and its 13 surrounding coun-
ties, the entire states of Connecticut,

Hawaii, Iowa, New Mexico and Utah and the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

Shake-up possible in Vatican administration
Associated Press

VAT/CAN C/ry Pope John Paul II

yesterday deferred picking his top aides, in-

dicating a possible shake-up in the

Vatican's central administration, the Curia.

A Vatican spokesman said there probably

would be no word on the appointments th

is week. It was the first time in recent papal

transitions that chief department heads

have not been continued or promptly •

renamed to office. The new pope obviously

"is going to put his own strong stamp" on

his administration, rather than '"just giving

automatic, blanket approval" to the

previous office-holders, said the Rev. Vin-

cent O'Keefe, second-in-command of the

Jesuit Order. Meanwhile the Vatican an-

nounced the U.S. delegation to the in-

auguration of John Paul II, history's first

Polish pope, will be headed by House
Speaker Thomas "Tip" O'Neill and Presi-

dent Carter's national security adviser,

Zbigniew Brzezinski, who was born in

Poland.
Other delegatioin members include Sen.

Edmund Muskie, D-Maine, who is of Polish

descent; former New York City Mayor
Rovert F. Wagner, and Lucy Nugent,

daughter of the late President Lyndon B.

Johnson. Among the unofficial U.S.

guests will be the pope's cousin from the

Detroit area, John Wojtyla.

O'Keefe said Pope John Paul is well-

acquainted with the Curia hierarchy "and

he's not going to be stampeded into
anything " regarding its future makeup.
"He feels it's better to take a look first.

He'll talk to the people and then act. It may
be some of them want to step down. But
he's very decisive, and makes up his mind
quickly."

The new approach by a pope whose very
election was novel the first non-Italian in

455 years-broke with the course followed
by his predecessors, including the briefly

reigning Pope John I, who two days after
his election renamed Vatican officers to
their posts.

In the transitions to Pope John XXIII in

1958 and Pope Paul VI in 1963, the ad-
ministrative Cabinet automatically stayed in

office, althouogh additions or changes
came eventually.

Under a new constitution for papal
change-overs promulgated by Pope Paul in

1975, however, the top offices automatical-
ly are vacated on the death of a pope, leav-
ing it up to the succeeding pontiff to reap-
point them or name replacements.
There are nine major "congregations," or
Cabinet departments, headed by cardinals
in the Curia, along with a network of other
secretariats and commissions of the chur-
ch's work. At least 18 of the posts were
vacated under the new rules at John Paul
I's death Sept. 28.

The new pope, in his fourth day in office,

took his first respite from a heavy schedule

ot speeches and activities, possibly tor

private talks about staff appointments.
But the round of official functions

resumes Friday, with a reception for the
Vatican diplomatic corps, and another on
Saturday for journalists. His formal in-

auguration comes bunday, with the old

crowning ceremony and kingly trappings
ruled out.

They had been abolished by John Paul I

for his installation Sept. 3, and his

namesake successor also is skipping the
monarchical embellishments.

Informed churchmen said the pope, in

assessing Cabinet appointments, may con-
sider releasing some department heads
who reportedly want to bow out, such as
the secretary of state, 73-year-old French
Cardinal Jean Villot.

Health also may oe a factor in any
changes. American Cardinal John Wright,
head of the Congretation of Clergy, has
been ailing, and French Cardinal Gabriel-

Marie Garrone, head of the Congregation
of Catholic Education, is nearing 77 and
reportedly inclined to step aside.
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University of California,

Berkeley

Carnegie-Mellon Univ.

University of Chicago

Columbia University

Cornell University

Dartmouth College

Harvard University

Mass. Institute of

Technology

Stanford University

Univ. of Pennsylvania

MINORITY FELLOWSHIPS
FOR GRADUATE STUDY IN

MANAGEMENT
You are invited to discuss opportunities for

graduate study in management at the ten

above-listed universities with a COGME
representative on Tuesday, October 24
from 9:00 a.m. until noon at the New Africa

House, Lounge of CEEBs.

For further information please contact the

University's Office of Career Planning and
Placement.
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$40,000 needed to

repair CC Garage
By DA VID SElDENFELD
Collegian Staff

That seemingly strong and solid structure
known as the Campus Center Garage may
not be very strong or solid at all, according
to a report commissioned by the UMass
Building Authority.

The report, prepared for the University by
the consulting firm of Loomis and Loomis,
stated that as much as $40,000 might be
needed to repair structural damage in the
garage.
The University is considering bids by three

firms and is ready to award the contract for

the repair of the garage to the lowest bid-

der, who is asking $23,000 for the job, said

Evan V. Johnston, Vice-Chairman of the
Building Authority.
Johnston showed where cracks, rust, and

corrosion of the cement have occurred in

the garage. He said the damage may be a

result of a failure on the part of the original

contractor to abide by building specifica-

tions, but also said the main concern of the
University is to correct the situation and not

to "pin the blame" on anyone.

"The immediate problem is to get the

place in a situation where you're not afraid

the thing is going to fall on someone," said

Johnston

Johnston pointed out one spot in the

garage where a sheet of wood is positioned

to prevent cement from collapsing.

The repairs have befin put off too long,

and the problems get worse the longer they

go untreated, said Johnston. "This is not a

result of capriciousness on the part of the

University," said Johnston. "It simply

hasn't had the money it needs. But so-

called 'deferred repairs' really amount to

negligence."

Work might be starting within a week on
the garage, Johnston said. The first phase
of work will be the squirting of epoxy,

under pressure, into the cracks that have
formed. This work must be done while the

temperature is above 50 degrees F., said

Johnston, or heaters might have to be
employed to enable the work to continue.

Johnston said the Building Authority,

which has recently assumed a more active

role in the maintenance of the campus pro-

jects it is financially responsible for, is try-

ing to help the University supervise and
fund the repairs, both of which are pro-

blems for the administration.

Presently, the money needed for the

repairs is coming from funds ear-marked
for repairs needed on the Campus Center
roof and terrace. Where the funds for

repairs on that building and other Universi-

ty structures needing repairs will come
from is a question the Building Authority is

facing. Johnston said that several plans are

being considered, including the acquisition

of funds through what is known as "ad-

vanced refunding," a complex process that

has been used by other institutions in finan-

cial binds similar to the one UMass is in.

Search Committee for

Chancellorship announced
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery an-

nounced the make up of the Search Com-
mittee for the Chancellorship yesterday at

an otherwise brief faculty senate meeting.
Bromery said he was informed by Vice

President for Academic Affairs Ernest A.
Lynton that the following faculty had been
chosen for the search committee: Terence
Burke, Faculty of Natural Sciences and
Mathematics; Johnetta Cole, Faculty of

Social and Behavorial Sciences; Richard
Hartzler, School of Business Administra-
tion; and Paul Jennings, College of Food
and Natural Resources. Also chosen from
campus administrators: William A. Darity,

dean of the School of Health Science;

Alumni Bill Mahoney, and Trustees James
B. Krumsiek and Eriine Shearer.

The two openings for students have not

yet been filled, Bromery said.

In other business, the Chancellor said all

faculty promotions agreed upon by the
faculty union are now being processed and
signed. Promotion recommendations must
first pass through the hands of the Provost
and the Chancellor before going to the
union.

Provost Jeremiah V. Allen told the senate
the reason promotions are so late is

because he was "way behind in making his

tenure decisions" and that the delay was
entirely his fault.

The inertia of the senate, according to

senate Secretary Harvey Kline, can be at-

tributed to the two week period required for

business to get from the committee on to

the meeting agenda "We usually cancel
one meeting in October," he said,

"because most business is still in the for-

mulative stage at the start of the
semester." Kline decided to hold the
meeting to provide a forum for possible

questions relating to the effects of collec-

tive bargaining.

Collins won't endorse

King or Hatch
By l\/IARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

State Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst,
last night said he would not endorse either

candidate for governor including
Democratic nominee Edward J. King.

"Mr. King and I disagree on too many
issues," said Collins, "not only taxes, but

energy, abortion, and welfare cuts as

well."

Collins made his announcement during a

debate with his Republican challenger

Chandler W. Atkinson on the "Focus" pro-

gram of WMUA.
Collins said he would not endorse Hatch

because he should "do his best for the

Democratic party."

"Mr King and I disagree. I want the voters

to make their own decisions. Voters should
look at the entire democratic ticket and
make their decisions," Collins said.

Collins is the first major Democratic can-

didate in the Amherst area to say he will not

endorse King.

Lisa Healey, of East Longmeadow, prepares a pound of the famous A & P cof-

fee at the new store's grand opening Wednesday.
With the opening of the*new store, A £r P will kick off a grand opening
celebration featuring store-wide specials in all departments.
The new A & P, with all modern decor, features a full service deli and bakery
offering a complete line of cold cuts and cheeses, party platters and an array of
ready- to serve take-out foods.

Consumer Action serves

Amherst and 5-colleges
By CLAUDE TETREAUL T
Collegian Staff

Area residents and local students now
have a consumer protectioin group on the

UMass campus: the Consumer Action
Center.

The center offers counseling and advice

on consumer affairs, laws and buyer pro-

tection rights. Located at 423B Student
Union, it is available for Amherst area

residents and all five-college students from
'9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.

The center also plans to extend services

during the evening hours for the conve-
nience of day-time workers, according to

Coordinator of the Program, Steve
Dreeszen.
"Our consumer office is designed to be a

learning oportunity for students in my con-
sumer survival class," Dreeszen said.

He said students learn consumer behavior
and legality problems during regular

classroom hours, and then apply their class

knowledge to practical experience.
A total of 8 students are enrolled in

Dreeszen's three credit-consumer Survival

(SW298S) class. Requirements include six

working hours in the Consumer Center of-

fice, according to Dreeszen.
"Our main concern is to help residents

and five-college students avoid legal ac-

tion," Dreeszen commented. "Mostly by
obtaining a quick response. We hear both
sides of the problem, gather relevant facts,

and only then do we respond," he added.
Dreeszen emphasized that the Consumer

Center series as a complaint mediator, not
a Consumer Advocate.
Dreeszen pointed out the center does not

handle private student-to-student claims.

Instead, the center deals with utility retail

and local business and concerns. If a pro-

blem is outside our jurisdiction, we make
referrals to the Legal Service Office or to

the small claims court.

Started late last spring, the Consumer Ac-
tioin Center is financed by MassPirg, a con-
sumer action group in the state. Dreeszen,

a staff attorney for MassPirg, is also a
licensed member of the Massachusetts Bar
Association. In addition, Dreeszen has
practiced law in Iowa and Rhode Island for

four years.

Law WouldBan Paraphernalia Display
ByMARYFRAIN
Collegian Staff

A zoning ordinance has been proposed in

Westfield that would ban the sale or display

of drug paraphernalia. However, Amherst
attorney Richard Evans thinks the law is

neither "enforceable nor constitutional."

Evans, who is representing NORML (Na
tional Organization for the Reform of Mari

JLiana Laws) in oppositioin of the ordinance
said "in the long run the law would do a lot

more harm than good, in that the passing
of the ordinance would only foster addi

tional disrespect, not only for drug laws,

but for all laws."
"Bringing building inspectors into the pic-

ture will not make e valuable contribution

toward dealing with the drug problem,"
said Evan,s Building inspectors are in

charge of enforcing zoning laws.

Fvans said that he did not "know of any

(similar) zoning law that has been upheld.

"What we have here is a case of public of-

ficials trying to protect the public from

devices they (the officials) find offensive

and personally distasteful."

Charles Madeiros, City Councilor for

Westfield and chief proponent of the pro-

posed ordinancf;, said he's concerned with

the effect the display of drug paraphernalia

has on children.

We have a tendency to glamorize the use
of drugs to young people," said Madeiros
Madeiors said he didn't think the propos-

ed ordinance would "significantly " retard

the use of marijuana. But, " he said, "The
younger users, the young kids, I think

you'd make them slow down at least."

Evans said, "What a child spends his

money on, that's something between the

kid and his parents. The law shouldn't get
involved in that The law shouldn't protect

children or adults from spending their

money foolishly."

Evans also said "The fact that a child has
access to something does not in itself sug-

gest that a man should go to jail for selling

that thing."

Madeiros said "you can bet your life"

many cities and towns will be proposing
similar ordinances after this.

Amherst selectmen were not of the same
opinion though. Selectman Diana Romer
and William Atkins said in separate inter-

views they did not think there was much
chance of a similar ordinance passing in

Amherst.
Evans said he had gotten "favorable and

supportive" feedback from people regar-

ding his involvement in the proposed am-
mendment.
Madeiros said "some clown up here wrote

an editorial that maybe we should ban cars

because they were used in a bank robbery.

He shouldn't even be allowed to write
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BlackAffairs
CCEBS losing

staff member
By TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

Carol Maranda, the assistant director for

Academic Services at the Committee for

the Collegiate Education of Black Students,

will be resigning her position and will be

taking a new job as a social worker in Nor-

wich, Connecticut, her home town. Her

new job will include foster care of children,

abuse complaints and adoptions.

Maranda has been at the University since

1972 when she came here to do hef

graduate work, she also was a teacher's

assistant. In 1972 she became an academic

advisor for the Committee and began as

assistant director for Academic Services in

1975
"I have enjoyed all my working relation-

ships with the people on the staff and the

t)est part of the )ob has been the contact

with the students, " Maranda said.

Maranda said the low number of students

coming into the University and Committee
IS one thing that has concerned her.

Presently, Maranda said that the Commit-
tee could improve its services to freshmen,

create more study groups and provide a

place for students to come and feel com
fortable if they have personal problems

I have gained a vast amount of ad
ministrative experience that I did not have
before I came here not only interacting

with people but being able to supervise

them, said Maranda

Miiranda

she IS taking \u,- F,t'v\
, 'L/. b.,- ,aii t

continue to De an Q3 wurker , v z ;v • year.

with no benefits at all You just can't tet'p

this type of |ob forever "

Maranda s last day at the Ci • -

be next Thursday. There will be a small qc

ing away party for her oti this coming Mon
day, in the library of the New Africa House
from 2pm until 4 p.m

-. f-*

The Third World Community would like to

welcome Akbar Muhammad Ahmed (above) back

to the community. He spoke at the New Africa

House last night on "The Role and Responsibility

of Black Students Today ' He is one of the leading

architects in the Black Liberation Movement in the

U.S.

Thank You and Best Wishes" to Carol Maranda who will be leaving her

position as assistant director for academic services at "CCEBS.

Carol will be tak^ig a new job in her home town of Norwich, Connecticut.

There will be a small party for her in the New Africa House Libary from 2

p m to 4 p.m. on Monday. (Photo by Ed Cohen)

Notes to the Third

World Community
Can someone please tell me of the reason why the Black

community on the campus is not more involved with the

Committee for the Liberation of Southern Africa

We have reached a point in the development of our com-
munity where we can no longer afford the luxury of being

uninvolved. Every Third World student should be involved

in at least one student organization. If you are bored with

Amherst it could be your own fault because you have not

made a contribution to the development of the cultural and
academic community here. Ninety-three percent of the

faculty and staff of the University is white in comparison
with 2.4% Black, 1.7% Hispanic and 2.9% Asian. Only

through our own firm action can this situation be changed.
There are several important search committees being

formed to select the new Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor of

. Academic Affairs and Vice-Chancellor of Administration

and Finance. Traditionally Third World students havenot
been a part of these searches. Student appointments to

these committees are being made by the SGA presidents.

Students interested in serving on these committees should

fill out applications in the Student Senate Office im-

mediately and contact the Office of Third World Affairs,

308 Student Union.
The student senate is now accepting applications for its

committees. The committees of the senate are; finance,

budgets, governmental affairs and coordinating. Interested

Third World Students should apply immediately.

All Third World Students should get a thorough
understanding of what Proposition 13 is and also what are

the implications of the Humphrey-Hawkins Bill being pass-

ed. There will be a discussion on these issues within the

next few weeks. We must begin to prepare ourselves to be
future leaders of the world.

I wonder how many of you are familiar with the works of

Dr. W.E.B. Dubois. A challenge to us in this community is

to develop an educational philosophy that we can use as a

guide in pursuit of our educational and career objectives.

Dubois began to tackle this issue in 1902 and continued to

address it throughout his lifetime. One of the mistakes that

we made in the development of the Black community at

UMass has been not developing such an educational

philosophy. This issue will be further discussed during the

nexl month in Black Affairs and Nommo.
C0NT.0NPAGE5

NAACP states

Brooke support
From 69rfi Annual
NAACP Convention
The NAACP is alarmed and outraged at what appears to

be a systematic attempt to drive United States Senator Ed-
ward W. Brooke from public office, coming as it does In an
atmosphere which finds widespread attacks on the pro-
gress which has been made across the board in human
rights and civil liberties.

The NAACP was proud of the accomplishment
represented by Ed Brooke's election In 1962 as Attorney
General of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, giving
him the highest popularity elected position in State govern-
ment occupied by any black American. His overwhelming
re-election in 1964 signalled the belief by his constituency
across the State that he had served them well and held
high the mantle of public trust.

In 1966, Ed Brooke was elected Unlfed States Senator
from Massachusens, becoming the first popularly elected
black to hold that position and the highest elected black
person In America.

In 1968, Ed Brooke authored legislation which became
known as the "Brooke Amendment," placing a ceiling on
rents which could be charged to public housing tenants. In

this same year, he co-authored with Senator Mondale the
crucial Fair Housing Legislation which committed this na-
tion to demonstrable results in housing opportunity

In 1971. Ed Brooke became one of the early leaders calling
for an end to the US involvement in Vietnam, with its

devastating toll on our nation's youth and its morality.

II ''*72, the voters 'of Massachusetts rewarded Ed
Brooke's leadership and performance-by re-electing him o
a second term In the United Statps Senate vvith a 7CX),000
vote plurality and 60% of the votes cast.
Between 1974-78, Ed Brooke led the sometimes solitary

fight against efforts to cut back civil rights progress in

housing, education, affirmative action, human services,
community development and voting rights, while many
other so called friends deserted the ranks or sat on the
sidelines. ,

While continuing its long traditior' jf not endorsing can-
didates of either party, the NAACP takes note of and ap-
plauds the outsdanding service Ed Broc! e has given his na-
tion, while standing as a shining symbol of American
democracy in action.

The NAACP is aware of the private domestic difficulties

now being experienced by Senator Brooke, but has heard
nothing to date which remotely bears on his ability to per
form his public functions or which even suggests that he
has used his public office improperly. The NAACP,
therefore, deplores the unseemly spectacle of a local and
nationalmedia which seems intent on converting these
purley family maters into public issues. We detect, resent
and condemn a dual standard of media coverage.

Let there be no mistake about our position. Senator

Brooke's performance in public office on public issues is

fairgame for all who wish to examine the record. We have
examined the record, and we find It to be one of solid per-

formance which has kept the faith with his nation, his con-

stituency and his people. We seek no special immunity for

Ed Brooke; we will accept no double standard.

Letter-to-the-Editor

"A record of excellence"

LUTHER By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

MISS BACt<;LASM

\l^ ME AFTER SCWOOL'

BECAUSE I D>t>NT DO^

^ ^

BUT >fOU DID

LOTWtR,'

>c l'*

Senator Edward W.
Brooke's record in the
senate is one of excellence.

And if re-elected he will

continue to serve
Massachusetts in the
highest tradition of ex-

cellence.

Senator Brooke, through

tireless effort, raised the

funding level of Basic

Educational Opportunity

Grants and Supplemental
Education Opportunity
Grants, These two scholar

ship programs have been
instrumental in aiding

students from low income
families that once were
unable to even consider at

tending college. In fiscal

year 1978, the funding level

for student aid programs
rose 11 percent to 3.2

billion. The administration

then tried to discontinue

the National Direct Student
Loan program. Sen Brooke

persuaded his colleagues to

support the NDSL.

In March of 1977, Sen.
Brooke was instrumental in

securing congressional ac-

ceptance of a $10 million

grant to help start a New
England Veterinary School

at Tufts University, and has

also played a key role in ob-

taining funds for the
Agricultural Research Ser-

vice Laboratory at Tufts-

New England Medical
Center.

Senator Brooke also in-

troduced legislation calling

for federal support of Conti

nuing Education programs
for working adults

To aid in the education of

bilingual education. Sen.

Brooke has acted to end the

high drop-out rate among
Spanish speaking students.

In 1971, Senator Brooke
sponsored an amendment
that assured significant fun-

ding for bilingual education.

Help him do more, vote for

Senator Edward W. Brooke
on November 7.
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From Student's Re -Elect

Sen. Brooke Committee

BlackA ffairs
The KKK's "new image #/

Tf}is is the first of a two part

series on tfie Ku Klux Klan by
Black Affairs Asst. Editor
Renee Mot\ley. Part Two will

appear next Wednesday.
The Ku Klux Klan has begun a

campaign to clean up its im-

age. Recent Klan activities

show the groups attempt to

legitimize itself as a political

organization and present itself

as the savior and represen
tative of the white race.

On October 15, in Boston's
City Hall Plaza four Klan
members arrived at a peaceful
rally sponsored by the Com-
mittee Against Racism and the

Yo«4h Against War and
Fascism. The Klan members,
according to police, arrived at

the rally In plainclothes at

about 2:30. After surveying the

demonstration they took robes
out of their brief cases and put

them on.

Rally demonstrators, ac-

cording to the Boston Globe,

charged and attacked the Klan

members. William Wilkinson,

an Imperial Wizard of one fac-

tion of the Klan told the press

that there would be a major
Klan demonstration in Boston
within the next few months."
The incident in Boston less

than two weeks ago is typical

of Klan activities within the last

few years. The Klan is con-

ducting a recruitment drive

aimed at the "average white
middle class American."
The Klan, though it appears

to be a single body, is actually

a number of factions all work

ing for white supremacy. The
two major factions, the United

Klans of America and the

White Knights of the KKK are

headed respectively by Robert

Shelton and David Duke. Both
Klan members, through their

activities, want to portray the

Klan as "protectors of the

white heritage."

Among the tactics they are

using to recruit members,
leaders of the Klan now claim

that their organization is a non-

violent one. They have also

reportedly opened their

membership to women and
Catholics despite definite anti-

Catholic rhetoric in the earlier

years of the White Supreme's
Philosophy.

The recent resurgence of the

Klan is due to its ability to play

upon the fears, biases and
needs of the white middle and
lower classes. In recent years

Klan activities have centered

around and gained momentum
from Issues such as school

busing, minority programs,

reverse discrimination ect.

Within the last four years

Klan activities have included a

border watch' to prevent il-

legal aliens from coming into

the country. Duke in an inter-

view with a Black radio station

claimed the border watch'

helped Blacks... by preventing

aliens from taking

jobs... Blacks aspire to." Duke
also ran for public office open
ly admitting, that he was a

member of the Ku Klux Klan.

"Imperial Wizards" of the

Heartfelt^
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
10-6 Mon.-Sat. 253-5135

openFri. until 9

Klan factions have been gran-
ting television, radio and
newspaper interviews to push
their cause in the media. They
have placed their soap box
under a banner of First Am-
mendment rights of freedom
of speech. Thus the white
media feels obliged to listen to
reports of the "leaders of white
rights".

Those who know of the Klans
past will not be easily fooled by
this 'new image'. Historically

through the Klan's century
long series of revivals and
declines it has always re

emerged with a 'new image'
and a 'new cause'. But If one
looks closely at the history of

the Klan It is evident that the
reason for its existance in 1978
is no different than the reason
for its beginning in 1869 and
that is the perpetuation of

racial and religious bigotry and
the continued separation of

the population along those
lines.

Each time the Klan has re-

emerged it has fed on an ex-

isting social dissatisfaction and
conflict. When the Klan first

emerged in the mid-1860's its

champion cause was to main-
tain forced labor in the South
and regain white control of the

legislature after the civil war.
Far from the non-violence it

advocates today, the Klan us-

ed murder, rape, perjury, and
school and church burning as

methods of furthering its

cause.

Rep. Charles C. Diggs, (D-Mich.) goes over his statements prior to a news
conference announcing that he would be temporarily leaving his position

because of mail fraud and payroll padding convictions. Diggs a 24-year veteran

of the House and Congress announced his resignation on October 10. He said

he expects to be restored to full power by his constituents. (IJPI)

Announcements
Game Night

The Malcolm X Center will host its monthly 'Game Night'

this evening at the Malcolm X Room in Southwest. The
'Game Night' will be open from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m.

The staff would also like to remind students that the

Malcolm X room is open every day for use as a study

lounge. Request for the use oif the room for parties or

events may be made at the weekly staff meetings, held

Monday's at 5:00 p.m.

Alpha Phi Alpha

Brothers from the Alpha Phi Alpha Springfield

chapter will be at the Che Lumumba Hut in New
Africa House on Sunday, October 22 at 6:00 p.m. this

is an informal smoker, and refreshments will be serv-

ed. Pledge period is November 4.

VtSA
AMEX

THERE^A REASON NURSES
GETMORE RESPONSIBIUTY

IN THE NAVY.
THEY'RE NAVYOFFKERS.

On one side of her collar is the symbol of the Nurse Corps.

On the other is the insignia of a Navy officer.

It makes a difference.

Navy nurses are responsible not only for the care of their

patients, but for the training and supervision of hospital

corpsmen and other clinical and administrative personnel.

Their choice of specialties is from thirteen dif/erent fields,

with positions in twenty-six cities. They earn an excellent

salary, top benefits, and that one intangible that money

can't buy— the pride and respect of a Navy officer.

For the complete story, speak to your local recruiter.

Space For Recruiter Name & Address & Phone #.

NAVY NURSE INFORMATION TEAM
at the

SCHOOL OF NURSING
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

24 26
OCTOBER 78

NAVY OffKn. rrS NOT JUST A 101^ ITS AN AOVBfniRI.

k Notes continued
CONT. FR0MPAGE4
Students Interested in planning cultural programs and

concerts should apply for membership on the Fine Arts

Council or the Union Program Council. Your lack of in

volvement is one of the primary reasons that there have
been so few Black and Third World programs on campus
this semester.

Have students forgot about Craemen Gathers, former

UMass student incarcerated for the past 3 years for alleged-

ly robbing McDonalds. A crime many know that he did not

commit. We will not allow the University or the judicial

system to get off the hook as it appears that they have.

Every Third World student with a little hard work & in-

itiative Is capable of making the Deans List this semester. It

Is that time in the semester where your average can go up

or down. Some helpful tips for those of you having pro-

blems in a class would be to contact the instructor im-

mediately to discuss problems you may be having. Inform

him or her of the grade that you desire or feel that you ^e
deserving and find out what Is required to make It a reality.

If you are having other problems, you should contact the

counseling or tutorial services offered by CCEBS and BCP.
Also you may contact Dr. Bobby Daniels, Associate Dean
of Students in rm 219 Whitmore. Don't be a second rate

student. Become agressive and take advantage of ail of the

resources at the University.

A Black Solidarity Day is being planned, to take place in

the very near future. This day, once a national event, pur-

pose is to bring the entire Black community together to

work out strategies and analyze our situations as Black

people within the U.S. and this community. More informa-

tion will be forthcoming.

THE ARK
758 N. Pleasant

549-5929
^tudy. Prayer and Eucharist
"^ Sundays at 6:00 p.m.

followed by supper.

The Rev. Ian Montgomery,
Chaplain

The Episcopal Chiirch at UMaas

T ' \
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American collegeswelcome foreign students
' LJiiiL'^kiiij

Friday, Ottober 20, 19:^

American colleges, facing a financial
crunch because of declining enrollments,
are tapping vast reservoirs of foreign
students in their fight to survive.

Like oil flowing from an OPEC well,
foreign students are being welcomed, and
even recruited, to help take up financial
burdens created by the shrinking pool of
American applicants

This fall, more than 220,000 students from
abroad are studying on U.S. campuses, ac-
cording to an estimate of the New York-
based Institute of International Education
(HE) Some 40,000 of those- and perhaps
many more come from Iran alone, ac-

cording to Iranian government officials.

Though the foreigners still represent oniy
a fraction of the 11 million U.S. college

students, there are about 66,000 more of

them here than there were four years ago
arKJ they carry increasing financial and
academic weight.
At the University of San Francisco, where

tuition accounts for 90 percent of revenues,
foreign students nr«ke up one-fifth of the
student body Without them, said Rev.
Theodore Taheny, dean of the Evening Col-

lege, "there would be drastic reductions in

programs and professors."

At George Washington University in

Washington, DC, where tuition is $3,000
a year, there are 1,400 foreign
undergraduates. The school's foreign

enrollment jumped 54 percent between
1976 and 1977, the last years for which
there are reported figures.

Even higher percentage increases were
registered at many schools during that

period Drexel University in Pennsylvania, a

respected technological school, saw a 121

percent incerase in foreign students; Emory
University in Georgia jumped 110 percent;

the University of Southwestern Louisiana
was up 103 percent, from 381 to 773.

Foreign students overall spend at least $1

billion annually in the US., Taheny
estimates In the budget planning of most
American institutions," he wrote recently,

"the revenue generated from foreign

students is an increasingly important en
try

"

"If I had the chance tc study in my coun-
try I would," said 20 year old Iranian

Saeed Nasseri, an engineering major at San
Francisco State Like many foreign

<tff^^^lf\t=rTy kyiif<^^^ g/i/a>t^m.

students, especially from the Mideast, his

family can now afford to pay for higher

education, but Nasseri was thwarted by
severely limited university space at home.
"The 200,000 here don't represent a

fourth of those who would like to come,"
said Marvin Baron, foreign student advisor
at the University of California -Berkeley.

The surplus of foreign students from
developing nations hasn't spilled only into

the United States. France and Canada
more than tripled their foreign student
enrollments between 1969 and 1975; in

England and Germany the numbers doubl-
ed.

But It is coming at an opportune time for

American colleges. Because of lower bir-

thrates, prime college age students, 18-21,

are expected to decline 15 percent by 1985.

Keeping classrooms and dormitories filled

will be even more difficult due to rising tui-

tion costs and growing evidence that col-

lege diplomas are worth less than before in

the US job market
"Some private schools will go under if

they don't get some students, said D'.

Gale Martin, an HE official, adding tnat

foreign students are also important ai state

universities where they pay the much
higher "out of state" tuition.

Although most foreign students come to

the United States thrr:ugh contacts with

relatives or friends already here, recruiting

IS also on the rise

"We get letters from our offices around
the world telling about recruiters who stop

The UMass Stockbridge School
Of Agricultures' Second Annual

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
DAY

Tuesday, October 24. 9:30 a.m. -5:00 p.m.
In the Campus Center Auditorium, surrounding meeting rooms and
outside the Campus Center, with seminars, student displays, large

inside-outside industrial show.

Also, featured guest speaker

Harold Newton, pres. of the Mass. Farm Bureau, speaking on:

What Is The Future Of Mass. Agriculture

(And How To Get Started In It)?

I

ho should attend: any student, faculty member, professional

associated in any way with agriculture/ horticulture related fields

FREE ADMISSION

fJ^DENIMS
Vnjwly FASHION STYLES ^
Xl* AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

2 £or $25
Imported Name Brcinds

St. Lycien Jeans French Star

Disco Jeans Velour Tops

,^^^
Next toTHEPUBAmherst

^^

by to leave their literature and asK our
assistance," said Martin.

One school reportedly recruiting is the
University of Southern California in Los
Angeles, where annual student expenses
total $7,000 and where 2,700 foreign

students, by the last HE count, make up the
greatest number in any four-year U.S. col-

lege.

"It depends on what you want to call a
recruiter," said John Wasson, assistant
director of the USC international student
office, responding to the report. "We do
have a man who travels around the world
and makes contacts with alurrni support
groups. But there is no direct appeal to

students."

Foreign students are not only having a
financial impact on U.S. colleges. Their

academic presence is also being felt, par-

ticularly at the graduate level, because of

their heavy concentration in fields.such as
engineering and business management,
skills badly needed in their rapidly develop-
ing home countries.

Almost a third of the 2,641 engineering
doctorates awarded in 1976-77, reports the

National Academy of Science, went IQ

foreign students. They also picked up more
than 15 percent of math, physics,
economics and business doctorates.
At Central State University in Edmond,
Oklahoma, near Oklahoma City, about 25
percent of the 750 Masters of Business Ad-
ministrations (MBA) students are from
abroad, although the total foreign enroll-

ment is only 6.5 percent.

At the University of San Francisco, the
MBA prpogram of 300 is 80 percent foreign

students. "There is talk it affects the
American students," said one USF official.

Baron and others feel these types of

figures will raise key questions for univer-

sities in the future.

"No institution is going to allow its depart-
ments to become foreign ghettos," he said.

"It can't justify itself to the state board of

regents or board of trustees if the only peo-
ple it's serving are foreign."

But American universities don't seem to
be talking about limiting foreign students.
Said USF's Taheny, who advocates in-

creased U.S. foreign aid so more students
from abroad can study in America, "We
have to get away from the ghettoism of

education. The more (international) inter-

change, the better."

HE'S Martin, however, said not all in-

stitutioins may have such lofty goals: "I'm
just afraid that some are more interested in

money than educational standards."

Pacific News Service

Elivteir theDragon
WITH le^u

iOli^ /Valval CiM6 C^jUbnu Ui^

Friday It's Fac
Women's Fashion Department MarkdownsI Pants, skirts & shirtings .

.

Friday save up to 30% off!

Men's Suits! If perfect, values to S200 Our regular prices $25 to $45,

Friday $19.95 to $39.95!

Pullover Shirt Jackets! Mexican hiooded hieavyweighits in solid colors
Regularly $14 95, Friday $12.95!

Afghan Hand-knit Slipper Socks! Colorful, comfortable & cozy
Regulorlv $6 95, Friday $5.95!

Vintage Tuxedo Shirts! For Women & Men . , Regularly $11 95,

Friday $9.95!

Plus! Many more unadvertised specials

Monday thru Saturday 10 to 6

Friday It's Faces til 9

Master Charge and VISA accepted

A Store full of Ideas

^<^^Oo/

it^i*

Oft ^eP
i- > . o
or X ;>"

THE PRECISION

HAIRCUT /

COMES TO -

^HAMPSHIRE MALL

Join Our Fabulous Celebration

October 25, 26, 27, 28

THE PRECISION HAIRCUT EXPLAINED. PRECISELY.

Because your head is unique, the way your hair

grows is equally unique. Really quite different

from everyone else's.

Precision haircutting is a technique for cutting the

hair in harmony with the way it grows. Your hair

eventually grows out but it doesn't lose its shape

with a precision haircut. Consequently your hair-

cut will look as good after five days as it does after

five minutes. And because the hair falls naturally

into place you wont have to keep fussing with it.

Usually a shake of the head does it.

At COMMAND PERFORMANCE we shampoo,

precision-cut and blow dry your hair for fourteen

dollars, whether you're a gal or a guy. And no

appointments are ever necessary.

We also offer permanent waves, coloring, frosting

and conditioning. But we really shine with preci-

sion. And so will you.

r^miwaMd PcrfonnaMce
Hampshire Mall

Route 9, Hadley, Mass.

Store Hours: 10AM-10PM, Mon.-Sat.

(located next to K-Mart)

• «.•«•*•« ••k>«rf«>««
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Prof says state

attracting business
AMHERST. Mass.AUP/lA University of

Massachusetts report indicated Thursday
the state is becoming a more attractive

place to do business.

The report, written by Professor Craig
Moore and entitled "Massachusetts Recon
sidered; An Economic Anatomy of the
Commonwealth" said the northeast can
now compete with the south for new
business.

It said low taxes and low wages which
once made the South attractive to
business, have begun to rise as business
there expands.
Thursday Moore said in the past three

years more businesses have moved into

Massachusetts than have moved out.

He also said one of the major advantages
of Massachusetts is that the labor costs are

not unusually high because the state is not

a high wage state, yet the state's workers
are highly trained, highly skilled craftsmen.
Another advantage, said Moore, is that

business m the Bay State is not over-

regulated by the state government.

Tax cuts given to

l\/laine homeowners
AUGUSTA, Maine IC/'/l Gov. James 8.

Longley Thursday said he will sign a

measure into law which provides up to $20
million in one-time tax cuts for 375,000
Maine homeowners and renters.

Longley had asked lawmakers to approve
the tax cuts, but the Legislature amended
the proposal so the actual cuts could be
reduced if an anticipated state surplus does
not occur.

Longley said he "had pleaded with the

Legislature not to place any strings on this

tax relief" but will still approve it "because

of our unfaltering confidence in our

revenue projections."

Lawmakers met in a one day special ses-

sion Wednesday to consider the proposal.

They worked on the issue nearly 12 hours

before agreeing to the amended bill.

'79 VW prices

to increase
FAIRLEE, Vt. (UPI)-Volkswagon of

America announced Thursday an average
4.1 percent across-the-baord price increase

on its 1979 cars.

The lowest priced VW, a basic two-door
Babbit hatchback, will carry a recommend-
ed list price of $4,499, a $279 jump over

1978 models.
At $7,045, the seven passenger station

wagon is the highest-priced car in the VW
line.

The Dasher two-door hatchback was hit

with the biggest price increase, $675.

Officials attributed the increase to product
improvements, international inflationary

pressures and the relationship between the

US dollar and the German mark.

The price hikes were announced at a two-
day press briefing held to unvei! the first

Rabbits made at the firm's new plant in

New Stanton, Pa.

Jac/f O lanterns
rot with frost
STATE COLLEGE Pa. \AP\\AJhen the

frost is on the pumpkins, it rots faster, ac-
cording to a Penn State University resear
chet who spent six years studying pum-
pkins.

And to keep a jack-o' lantern until Hallo
ween, Alan MacNab, an associate pro-
fessor 6f plant pathology, says, "all things
being equal, small pie pumpkin varieties;

last considerably longer."

MacNab says the smaller varieties are
harder than large pumpkins, contributing
to, but not fully explaining, the smaller
ones' resistence to rot.

Moisture and bruises are other factors thai
can turn a happy or scary-orange haloween
face into just a soft pile of pumpkin pie
stuffing, MacNab says.

Additive IVISG

causes depression
BOSTON [APVfK California psychiatrist

says he believes that eating monosodium
glutamate, a seasoning common in Chinese
food caused his wife to fall into a two-
week period of deep depression.
Dr. Arthur Colman says he thinks other

people may be depressed and unhappy
because they eat the additive, usually call-

ed MSG, which is also frequently found in

fast food and pre-packaged grocery store
fare.

"It makes you feel a little crazy," Colman
said in an interview. "You say, 'Why am I

depressed? I have no reason to be depress-
ed "

Colman said he discovered this effect of

the additive when his wife became gloomy
after eating Chinese food.

Negligence suit

declared mistrial
DEDHAM. Mass.\AP\-fK Norfolk County

Superior Court judge declared a mistrial

Thursday after a jury failed to agree on the

damage claim of a North Attleboro couple

who had an unwanted sixth child after a

Foxboro doctor performed a vasectomy on

the father.

The jury of six women and five men met

five more hours in the second day of

deliberations Thursday on the couple's

claim the doctor was negligent, and on

their demand for damages based on the

emotional, physical and financial stress

they claimed they suffered.

Christopher Sullivan, attorney for the cou-

ple, immediately filed a motion to attach

the real estate and bank accounts in

Massachusetts of the doctor who, he said,

was being inducted into the U.S. Air Force

in Texas and was training for service for

three years in Alaska.

He said he would seek a new trial in the

period between the end of the doctor's

training and the beginning of his Alaska

service.

"We are obvously disappointed,' said

Sullivan. "But this is a case of first impres

sion in Massachusetts, and we are deter-

mined to get the case retried as quickly as

possible."

Speed Reading Course

To Begin at Amherst

lan n. plca»ant tt., amherst

Arrrangements have
been made by the Institute

of Speed Reading, Inc., to

conduct a 24 hour course

in speed reading. The
course is open to those

who qualify above the age

of 12, and graduates are

guaranteed a reading

speed of 1000 w.p.m. with

better than average com
prehension.

After the eight week
program a person can' read

any average length book in

less than an hour and

understand it better. In ad-

dition to speed reading the

course also emphasizes

study techniques, better

test taking skill, ar.d in-

creased concentration and
retension abilities.

Technical materials such

as law, medicine and
finance can also be read at

high rates of speed with*

greater comprehension.

The course requires a

person to attend one class

per week on the evening of

their choice. For those

who would like more infor-

mation, without obligation

to enroll, a series of Free

one hour orientation lec-

tures have been schedul-

ed.

These meetings are free to

the public and the course

will be explained in com-
plete details including en-

trance requirements, class

room schedule and loca-

tion. You need to attend

only one of the meetings

whichever one is most
convenient for you. These
free one hour orientations

will be held as follows:

Saturday the 21st at

11:00 a m., Sunday at 2:30

and 7:30 p.m. and FINAL
MEETINGS, MONDAY,
OCTOBER 23, at 4:30 and

7:30 PM. ALL MEETINGS
AT HOWARD JOHN
SON'S RESTAURANT
(Router*

Bilbo's return? Actually just Pat Bunk selling some unusual Hobbit
candles on the Campus Center concourse. (Staff photo by Jim Mahoney)

King leads Hatch in poll
WORCESTER, Mass. 1>AP1- Democrat Ed-

ward J. King continues to lead his oppo-
nent in the governor's race, according to an
independent poll, but Republican Francis

W. Hatch has gained ground since the
primaries.

The Clark University public research
center poll, released Wednesday with the
election three weeks away, surveyed 800
registered voters Oct. 6-13.

Scott Taylor, the center's associate direc-

tor, said King was favored by 41 percent of
those questioned, while Hatch was chosen
by 33 percent. The remaining 26 percent
were undecided.
That compares to a poll taken the

weekend after the primary, which showed

King with a commanding 55 to 30 percent
lead over Hatch.

"It's a fight, a tough fight, but I wouldn't
call it a horse race yet," said Martin A.
Burke, King's campaign spokesman. "If I

look at our own poll results next Monday
and they show more slippage, then I'll call it

a horse race."

Hatch's campaign manager, Richard
Mastrangelo, said the poll and others like it

indicate "a potentially very close election."

Among Democrats*, the poll shows King
leading Hatch 57 to 23 percent, while Hatch
leads among Republicans, 67 to 23 percent.
Independents, who made up half of the

voters polled, favored King by a narrow, 34
to 31 percent edge.

The
Hungry

U

HOT STUFF:
Mushroom Salad

Spinach Salad

Greek Pocket Salad

55 University Dr.,

Amherst, Mass.
549-5713

\bu were down
to half a jar ofp^nut buttei

lien Dad's check arrived.

Nowcomes Miller ti

^vf^ij»

c,l978 Miller Brewing Co , Milwaukee, Wis
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Editorial
Vandalism

There can be no question that vandalism on campus adversely affects the

quality of education at UMass. Most of us are all too familiar with destruction

in the dormitories, which serves both to raise our fees and to make life jn the

dorms even less tolerable than ever.

The administration's announcement yesterday that the Physical Sciences

Library in the Grad Research Center will be closed at night due to vandalism

will have a major effect on academics for science and engineering students

Closing a major research facility during the only hours when many students

can use it is more than an inconvenience.

The administration claims a correlation between vandalism and alcohol

abuse, but it must be noted that even the administration admits only 30 per

cent of campus vandalism is alcohol-related. It would be a little surprising, for

example, to discover that drunks were causing most of the damage in the

Physical Sciences Library.

Why the vandalism, then? Only until the university can answer this question

will it be able to deal effectively with the problem. Alcohol abuse is one cause

which can be handled through education programs and alcohol policies.

Another problem might be a "general social malaise" that makes people

destructive... not too much to be done about that.

But a major cause of vandalism which university officials have generally

refused to acknowledge is the sorts of conditions under which students live on

campus. When it is said that vandalism in the dorms cost about $150,000 last

year, it isn't mentioned that the price tag for bringing the dorms up to minimal

health and safety standards was put at $2.8 million in a recent audit.

Students are expected to respect university property when the university has

not respected the students' needs for reasonable living conditions. Living in a

slum does not exonerate the vandal for his or her act. But it doas make it a lot

easier to understand why causing damage might be viewed as not making

things much worse than they already are.

Vandalism simply cannot account for the massive renovations that have been

labelled necessary by audits of the university housing system. The figures vary

according to whom you are talking to. But there is no disagreement that the

costs for improving dorm conditions to reasonable shape will cost millions,

probably tens of millions, of dollars- money the unviersity doesn't presently

have.

So while vandalism by a minority of students continues to render the dorms

less livable and other buildings less useful, the majority must suffer the

consequencess- closed libraries, police-trained student security guards, etc.

And the probelm is a vicious circle- as the university deteriorates physically,

vandalism is bound to rise.

Ultimately, the only solution to vandalism the university can bring about will

be improving the living coniditons in the dorms. Any other solutions - law 'n'

order, closing facilities- will be cosmetic and ineffective. Improvements in

facilities won't come uniti (1) the administration commits itself to making the

dorms livable and (2) state funds for UMass loosen up a bit to facilitate the

repairs. Right now neither looks very likely.

All unsigned editorials represent the opinion of a majority of the Collegian

Board of Directors.
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To The Editor:
Add/ Drop period

needs extension
I

To the Editor:

During the past 5 years, the deadlines

for add 'drop and pass f fail have gone
through many changes. Before 1975.

students had 20 academic calendar days,

the equivalent of 4 weeks, to make
add.'drop changes and declare pass /fail.

In 1975, the Faculty Senate reduced the

period to 10 academic calendar days, or

the equivalent of 2 weeks. The rationale

they put forward for this cut was that less

time for changes would reduce disruption

in the classes.

Since the beginning of September we
have been working on a proposal to ex-

tend the add/drop and pass /fail deadlines

by 10 academic calendar days. The pro-

posal has been passed by the

Undergraduate Student Senate and will

now go to the Academic Matters Com-
mittee and then to the Faculty Senate.

The faculty are very opposed to this issue

and will not even consider the proposal if

we do not visually show them we have

student support. We need students to

help.

We are having a meeting of all interested

students on Monday, Oct. 23 at 4:00 p.m.

in room 426 of the Student Union

Building. This meeting will prepare us for

the Academic Matters Committee on

Thursday evening, Oct. 26 in the Howard
Johnson meeting rogm In Chenowith.

This meeting is extremely important if we
want to obtain the extensions. If you are

interested but are unable to attend the

Monday meeting, please contact us in the

SCERA office, room 424 SUB.
It's your education. Make it what you

can.
Ellen Garnett

Mark Goldstein

Academic Advocates for SCERA

ferent. and the jazz enthusiast does not

proclaim his music better because it is

more popular.

The point I am trying to make is that dif-

ferent is not necessarily better or worse.

Hopefully Mr. Eckel will try to remember
that in his future articles, and hopefully

the UMass band will start receiving some
positive recognition from the Collegian.

Ann Turomsha
Northampton

Band proud

of their work

'^/^•^••^

Band needs

a good word

Southwest men's

consciousness raising

To the Editor:

Thf Southwest Men's Center will help

(. uordinate suport consciousness raising

(/roups again this fall All interested men
,ire invited to an organizational meeting

November 1st. 7:30 p.m. at SWMC. Ken
nrdy Lobby Rm. ff3 This is an informal

gathering for purposes of getting to know
one another, introduction to the men's
center past and present, and perspectives

on sexism and men's groups For more
information please call SWMC 5 0263,

M F. 12 5p.m.
Southwest Men's Center

To the Editor:

Why is it that the UMass Marching Band

never receives a good word? I refer to the

lines in Rich Eckel's article regarding the

bands at last weekend's football game.

Many of his comments could only be

tak:>n as derogatory remarks towards the

UMass band, remarks that I never

thought would be pnnted in our own
Collegian. During the three semesters I

have spent at this school, I have never

seen so much as one positive line m the

paper concerning a band performance.

Where were you. Mr. Eckel, when the

band finished to a standing ovation at the

end of the halftime show in the first game
this season, or when the Harvard fans

jumped to their feet twice dunnq the

UMass band's show to applaud the per-

formance at the Harvard stadium?

I am not condemning the article's

positive comments to the Morgan State

tJcind. They put on a very good show, but

IS It necessary to tear down the UMass
band as you compliment the Morgan
State group ^ The two bands onviously

march with totally different styles, and
the fact that Morgan State has more of a

swing and a strut does not mean that-

they are superior to UMass

Comparing the two bands as Mr Eckel

has is like companng a symphony or

chestra with a modern jazz quartet: the

musicians in one are probably no more
talented than those in the other, hut the

musical styles are at opposite ends of the

spectrum. The orchestra fan does not
condemn the jazz style because it is dif-

To the Editor:

As members of the UMass Marching
Band, we were extremely disturbed by
Rich Eckel's comments on the Morgan
State game halftime show.
To begin, saying that one band "won"

over another during halftime is to com-
pletely miss the point of halftime shows.
The musrc and marching are entertain-

ment; the halftime show was never

meant to be a competition.

Secondly, the Morgan State music and
marching style are completely different

from those of the UMass Marching Band.

They cannot be compared on the same
level. Mr. Eckel's judgement is strictly

opinoin, and such comments belong on
the Editorial/Opinion page, not on the

sports page.
Thirdly, since Mr. Eckel is so quick to

judge the marching band, we cordially in-

vite him to our daily hour and twenty

minute session that we hold regardless of

rain or other uncomfortable weather con-

ditions. Comments such as those from
Mr. Eckel, whose qualifications to judge

marching bands are dubious, are very in-

appropriate.

We put a lot of work Into what we do,

and we 're proud of the results.

Carol-Ann Tomich
Cynthia Webb

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They

must be signed and include the author's

mddress and phone number.

Organizations may submit letters, but

they must include a name and phone

number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,

at sixty spaces per fine, end no more tfran

llvo pages long. They should be sent to'

the Executive Editor care of the

Collegian, or may be dropped off et the

.Collegian office.

All letters may be subject to editing for

either spice or content according to the

judgement of the editor. Due to spece

limitations, there is no guarantee that all

tetters received will be printed.

ICOMMEIMTARYI

Thank God for the scheduling office

Eric H. Janszen

Roommates in a UMass dormitory at

12:00 noon Saturday, October 21, 1978.

"Mmmmzzzzz. Dum dee dum."
"Hey. Wake up."
"I am awake, sort of."

"No I mean. Wake Up!"
"Oh Right. Shit! I'm late for my 9:05!"

"I'll say. Just look at tne time!"

"Why I've completely missed my
Chemistry and Botany lecures. I feel just

awful!"

"Me too! I just can't stand going to

Botany lecture any less than four times a

week!"
"Sure, I can understand that. My pro-

ifessors feel the same way about teaching

them."
"Just think. If it weren't for the Schedul-

ing Office we'd all be wasting the day

recovering from the week or studying or

working or taking GREs."

•
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"Thank God for the Scheduling Office!"
"Well we'd better hurry up and finish this

joint..."

"And these beers too!"
"...Or I'll never make my 3:35 feb."
"Bazzint!"

"For sure. Har har."

The problem: nobody wants to come back
to school on Labor day.
The solution: simple. Start classes one

day later.

The new problem: how to prevent the
resultant fouling of the Faculty's teaching
plans.

The new solution: schedule an additional
class day, on a Saturday?
The even newer problem: convincing

students and faculty that they will not be
displaying signs of insanity by going to
classes on a Saturday.
Even though the problems preceeding the

latter one, which is by no means the final

one, were solved is a dramatic display of

administrative prowess, resolving the last

conflict has proved beyond the capabilities

of even the UMass administration.

I find this surprising. An administration

which has, among other notable ac-

complishments, succeeded in convincing a

majority of on-campus residents that a

UMass dormitory is a good place to live,

that the food they eat is good for them, and
that there is nothing particularly unusual
about being deprived of the basic right to

choose where they are to live and eat (after

all, students have an obligation which goes
beyond mere tuition, fees, and tax costs to

provide the University with sufficient funds
to pay off the bonds on dormitories and
other buildingsl. All this in blatant disregard
to fact Amazing. Any group with this

degree of reality perverting influence
should be easily able to explain the in-

telligence of a decision which requires peo-
ple do something they can not be
reasonably expected to do.

MASS. PIRGI

A half-Step ahead of the Debt Collectors

in a credit economy many consumers
overextend and incur debts which they are

unable to pay or pay on time. In other

times, many debtors took the route of

Dickens' Micawber and stayed a half step

ahead of the bill collector—for a time-
before landing in debtor's prison.

Times have changed some. Debtor's

prison is a thing of the past. In time,

perhaps, so will be harassing bill collectors

who delight in midnight" phone calls, em-
barrassing letters to employers, or sending
"legal looking" documents to your door.

Federal and Massachusetts laws now pro-

tect consumers against abusive, deceptive
and unfair debt collection practices. The
laws do not forgive a genuine debt: their

purposes are to see that people are treated

ifairly by debt collectors and creditors.

Covered are family, personal and
household debts, such as money owed for

the purchase of a car, for medical care or

for charge accounts.
Under the federal Fair Debt Collection

Practices Act, a debt collector is considered

anyone, other than the creditor or creditor's

attorney, who regularly collects debts from
others. (A creditor is the actual person or

business to whom you owe the money.)
Under federal law applying specifically to

debt collectors, the collector may:
1. Contact you in person, by mail,

telephone or telegram, but not at inconve-

nient or unusual time or places, (such as

before 8 a.m. or after 9 p.m., unless you
agree)

2. Contact you at work (only if your
employer does not disapprove)

3. Contact anyone to try to locate you (but

is not allowed to tell them the reason)

However, under federal law, a debt collec-

tor may not:

1

.

Contact you if you have an attorney

2. Talk to any person more than once

3. Use a post card in the collection process

4. Put anything on an envelope or letter

that identifies the writer as a debt collector

5. Use threats to harm you personally,

your property or your reputation

6 Publish a list of consumers which says

that you refuse to pay your debts (This

does not apply to credit bureaus)

7. Use obscene or profane language

8 Repeatedely use the telephone to annoy

anyone
9. Advertise your debt

10. Imply that you've committed any crime

1 1

.

Use false statements when collecting a

debt
12. Falsely represent that the collector

works for a credit bureau

13. Represent that papers being sent are

legal documents when they are not

14. Threaten to seize, garnish, alter or sell

your property or wages, unless the debt

collector or creditor intends to do so, and it

is legal

15. Give false credit information to anyone
16. Collect any amount greater than the

amount owed, unless allowed by law

17. Deposit any postdated check before

the date of that check

18. Make you accept collect calls or pay

for telegrams

19. Contact you if you send a letter within

30 days after you are first contacted saying

that you don't owe the money (However, a

debt collector can begin collection activities

against you if you are sent proof of the debt

such as a copy of the bill.)

REMEDIES
You are protected under federal law

against debt collectors as of March 20,

1978. You have the right to sue a bill collec-

tor in a state or federal court within one

year from the date the law was violated.

You may recover money for the damages
you suffered. Court costs and attorney fees

can also be recovered. A group of persons

may sue a debt collector and recover for

damages up to $500,000

Certain Massachusetts state laws apply to

debt collectors and the actual creditor (the

person to whom you owe the money).

Under state law the attorney general can

enforce compliance under the Consumer
Protection Act [Mass. Gen. Laws, Chapter

93(a)l, and class actions are possible as

well.

The individual consumer can also seek

damages against a creditor—$25 or actual

damage whichever is greater, and between

two and three times that amount if the

violation was willing and knowing.

Massachusetts law also restricts debt col-

lectors in the use of unfair collection prac-

tices. There is no statutory consumer
remedy for damages, but the consumer can

'

complain to the commissioner of banks,

who licenses under agencies
[Massachusetts Gen. Laws. Ch. 93, Sec.

24). You can also sue under the Consumer
Protection Act if you have been a victim of

unfair practices.

If you have been a victim of unfair debt

collection practices or are being harassed

by a creditor, the Consumer Action Center

at UMass wants to know. Call 545-0199 or

545-0781, 9-5, Mondays through Friday.

This column is sponsored by the CAC and

Mass PIRG.
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Ram, ram go away. No one in Amherst will be heard muttering this familiar
rhyme today as a much needed rain fell last night over the town. But, Amherst
selectman Nathaniel Reed "doubts very much that tonight's rainfall rnade verymuch difference at all. " (Staff photo by Leo Fredette and Geoffrey C'^hler)
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NAVY OFFICER INFORMATION TEAM
at the i

PLACEMENT OFFICE

TUESDAY
24

OCTOBER
WEDNESDAY

26
THURSDAY

26

HAVY OffKCir. IT'S MOT lUST A MM, IT'S AN AOfVINTURI.

IN CONCERT

SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 4. 1978
AT 7:00 PM

FINE ARTS CENTER CONCERT HALL

TICKETS NOW ON SALE/AT THE FINE^ARTS
CENTER BOX OFFICE

AND AT ALL TICKETRON OUTLETS
PRICES $2 and $3

FAC BOX OFFICE OPEN FROM 9 to 4
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY. TEL : 545^2511

AND FROM 1 P M. UNTIL PERFORMANCE
NOV. 4

It's tod ^ood to gulp.

Friday, October'20. 19>8 Collegian n

Adult Entertainment
Majestic Cinema
84 Cottage Street

E'hampton. MA, 527 2346

Oct. 18-24

REFLECTIOrSIS-7:30
HONEY BUNS-8:50

Mat. Thurs. b Fri. 1:30
Under 21 not admitted

Amlitrit CliintM HU
62 Mam St 253^36
• Fresh Chinese
vegetables from our
own farm

• Fully air conditioned
•Closed Wednesday
•Lunchaon specials

$1 15 and up

"High quality food at a
reasonable price"

"Recommended by the

New York Times"

Showcase
Cinemas

ROUTE 5 RIVEROALERD.

WEST SPRINGFIELD

TEL 733-5131

BA/Ki/mi2.00^« 2. 30
MATiNCES EVERYDAY

LATE SHOWS-FRI.& SAT

M/E HONOR MASTER CHARGE

Univc^rsity of MassQChusf tts / Amhtrst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

HOMECOMING WEEKEND CONCERT

PETER ALLEN
Saturday, October 28 8 pm

Flhf >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7. 6. 5. UMass
students - $5. 4. 3. Senior citizens and other students

$6,5,4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4. 545-251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.
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THLBOVS
FROM BRAZIL
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1:45 7:15 9:55
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ri Our jSuaJ bed m h

Night FuH Of Rain

2:00-7:15-9:40

JBi^fbL
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MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 n.QA Q1(;'3 MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL
00*4--3IOO ROUTE g-HAOLEV MASS

60UIIS i">0 SIlilKNISlk SB Cili/(Ni WiIHSMi lARH i.' 00 !.Vi i'K SMCI/k i\ hO CHUDHENSUb SPUIAl (NQAGiMfNrS fXCll
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HATl^MAL

lAMMAL ^M.ff'-^

Fri. and Sat. at (TLS 5 00) 7:30 9:55

ISun thru Thurs. at (TLS 4 45) 7:00 9:15

,, Matinee (Sat. and Sun ) at 2:15

iGoldleHQUjn
Chevy Chos

you Are Cordially Invited To

Robert Altman's

^ Wedding
STARRING: CAROL BURNETT

Fri. and Sat. at (TLS 5:00) 7:30 9:55

Sun. thru Thurs at (TLS 4:45) 7:00 9:15|

•PG

Fri. and Sat. at (TLS 5:30) 8:00 10:15

I

Sun. thru Thurs. at (TLS 5:00) 715 9:30

IhPlg Matinee (Sat. and Sun.) at 2:15

BURT
REYNOLDS J^

Fri. and Sat. at (TLS 5:15»-7:45 10:15

Sun. thru Thurs. at (TLS 5:00) 7:15-9:30

^QjMatinee (Sat. and Sun.) at 2:00

Children's Matinee: Sat. and Sun. at 2:00. all seats $1.25

showing: MOUNTAIN MAN and Pink Panther Cartoons
also

Midnite Show: ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW
Fri. and Sat, . aU seats »2.00

Imported from Canada by C«ntury Imponers, Inc . New Yo* MV

Catch
TOC

the Season at the

Restaurant

DELIVERANCE

TONIGHT

What Ever Happened
To Doby Jone?

'The year's scariest, funniest and most sophisticated
chiller" Time Magazine

starring Bette Davis
and Joan Crawford

Show Times: 7 & 9 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 20 at

Mahar Auditorium
(near SBA and Whitmore)

Admission: $1.00

R0UTE5.RIVERDALERD. WEST SPRINGFIELD TEL.733-5131

BAR6AIN MATINEES $2.00 TIL 2:30P.M. WE HONaR MASTER CNARGE

GIFT CERTIFICATES MAKE IDEAL PRESENTS

;.MAfaUjjjA*JJJJ «*

ATTENTION
The Showcase Cinema representatives

will be at the Campus Center Tues.,

Oct. 24 from 9-5 handing out free

(that's right, free!) student discount
cards.

Please stop by and pick yours up. Also

find out what movies are coming.
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Moiintaineertng *1.

FUNDAMENTALS OF
MOUNTAINEETONG
What is mountaineeririg all about? Funnyyou should ask.

Because wejust happen to have an answer. (Ah-h, life's little

coincidences.) Mountaineering is a sMU, a science andan art.

Yet anyone
developed

.these.

'f^-^.. |With a thirst for excellence and normally^
motor skills can master it. Simply study^

idamentals and followthem faithfully/

>fr

%
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v% <

•>. \

IStep one,
• appropri-

•ately enough,
^'7'starts by select-

Ciiig the correct site

To do so, pick up
a bottle of Busch'.

This is commonly
called heading for the
mountains.

m LV V.
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I, here's
Iwhere the fun be-

gins. Hold the mountain
firmly in your left hand,

grasp the mountain
top with your right
hand and twist

-Aiv >Qi the httle fella off.

j^d^i There you go.

3Now for theL
• tricky part.

Neophytes, listen

up: the proper pour
is straight down
the center of the
glass. Only in

this way will

the coldL invigo-

rating taste of

the mountain
come to a head

^Once poured, pacing becomes paramount. As any seasoned
>• mountaineer will tell you, the only way to down a mountain

is slowly, smoothly and steadily - savoring every swallow of the
brew that is Busch. Ifyou're a bit awkward at first, don't be
discouraged Perfection takes practice. Soon enough, having
emptied your glass and filled vour soul, vou too will be a
mountaineer

\k

After
fj^aO Mountaineering.

Don't just reach for a beer.Busai
( 19/8 Anheuser-duscfi Inc S» Lou>s Mo

Head for the mountains.

To place a notice, drop by the Colleqian

Office (CC 113) between 8 45 a m and 3:45

p m. Monday through Fridjy The deadline

for notices is 3;45 p m two days prior to

publication date.

Collegian
Notices

The printing of notices is a service pro-

vided by the Collegian based on space
available for a specific date of publication.

Therefore on any one day we cannot
guarantee the printing of notices.

1

Notice— DVP meeting - to discuss upcom-
ing speakers, Monday, Oct. 23, room 808
CC, 6:30 p.m.

Notice— Chinese Christian Fellowship:

Come join us in our sharing and Bible-

studying tonight at 7:30 p.m. i n First Bab-
tist Church (across from Newman Center).

All are welcome. For further info please call

Sylvia 256 8257.

Dental Admissions— Pre-dents Dr.

Kapala of Boston University Dental School
will be speaking Thursday, Oct. 26 at 7:00

p.m., room 815 Campus Center. All are

welcome to attend.

French Dept. — French Dept. lecture-

Roland Desne of the Univ. of Reims will

speak on "Voltaire et les Juifs," Monday,
Oct. 23 at 4:00 p.m. Herter Hall, 3rd Floor

Lounge.

Be on the lookout- Delta Chi is bringing

you "Reefer madness," Watch the Col-

legian for details. Don't miss it. Four

shows-one night only.

Recruitment— Recruitment-Wednesday,
Nov. 29, 12-5 p.m., Newman Center,

Father Charles Burke St, John's Sem.
School Theol. Boston, MA. will speack to

anyone interested in Roman Catholic

Preisthood.

House Church — Anyone interested in ex-

ploring involvement in a community of per-

sonal growth, sharing, depth and en-

counter, spirtual searching and communion
is invited to look into the newly forming
house Church at UCF. First meeting is

Thurs., Oct. 26 at 7:30 p.m. Contact Pete

Sabey, Protestant Chaplain, in 428 Student
Union or call 5-2661.

Notice— Committee for the liberation of

So. Africa, Sunday, Oct. 22 at 7 p.m. in

room 114 at New Africa House will be
holding its weekly meeting. All are

welcome to come and participate or just

listen for f jrther info call 549-5663.

Notice— There will be another meeting of

the Hebrew conservation group, Sunday at

8 p.m. at the Hillel Office. All members of

the University Community are invited to

this informal session who wish to practice

their Hebrew speaking skills. Shalom
Ulehitraot.

Notice— Hillel is sponsoring a community-
wide Simchat Torah celebration, Monday,
Oct. 23 at 7:30 p.m. in the Commonwealth
room SU. Come join the festivities as we
"Rejoice with the Torah."

Notice— Hillel-Shabbat services will be
held tonight at 7 p.m. in the Duk^ Room of

the Student Union,

Alpha Zeta members— You and a guest
are invited to a free beer and pizza party on
Tues., Oct. 24 at 7:30 p.m. in Farley Lodge.
Please comet

Lambda Delta Phi -Lambda Delta Phi

Sorority invites all University people to an
October fest Friday, Oct. 20. from 7:00 to

9:00 p.m. at 389 North Pleasant St. Call

545-0939 for details.

Van Meter Coffeehouae— Van Meter
Coffeehouse-looking for something to do
Sunday night? Come to our coffeehouse,

you're all invited. The coffeehouse will be in

the lobby of Van Meter at 8 p.m. and will

feature music by central area musiciar\s.

Free cider, coffee and doughnuts. That's

this Sunday, Oct. 22 at 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. in

the Van Meter Loby.

SCHUTZ MALT UQUOR. NOW (N ACLASSIC NEW BOTTLE.

EAST COAST INTERCOLLEGIATE
PARTY WEEKENDS

OCT. 13-15; 20 22; NOV. 3 5; 10-12; 17 19
PARTyPARTY'PARTY* complsis from M9 p p 4 or mo « m rm

Includvt Privat* room with b«th, f mo«U, 5 tt«e

cocktail pani«t Ri chansr irantp from NYC. liva b«^i(l«*

mote distant LOff^gfs

FREE
•Horseback Riding

•Tennis
•Hay Rides
•Barbeques
•Basketball
•Archery

RESORT RANCH

EGGS BENEDICT-BELGIAN W/
LOX & BAGELS

12:003:30

LES

SUNDAY BRUK ^H

ti'.lv at

(g) 1978 Jos. Schlia Slewing Co , Milwaukee and Olhet great cities

Isitsidi

apen?
is it crazy to love marker pens that give you the smoothest, thinnest ime m
town and feel so right in your hand' Is it mad to worship pe'"s with clever

httle metal ' collars' to keep their plastic points from getting squishy'

Not if the pen is a Pilot marker pen

Our Razor Point, at only 69c, gives

the kind of extra-fine delicate line you'll flip

over And lor those times you want a little less
^

line, have a fimg with our fine pomt

59c Tineliner It has the will and fortitude to

actually write through carbons

So, don t settle for a casual relationship

Get yourself a lastmg one. or two, to have

and to hold at your college book store

Pilot Corp of America, 30 Midland Ave

Port Chester, New Mjrk 10573

flneline nnarker pens
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PRAY ST^ Amhftfst Mass. 549-54031

FRID>II'. OCT. 20

8-9 p.m./? ft 7 Hour/60c/0pen from 8 2:00 a.m. ovary Friday

SAtVROAY, OCT. 21

8-9/ Disco Hour/50c

Proper anire requtred/"No jeans and sneakers'

Free munchies/ Bottled beer 75c

Quonset/Rottte 9, Hadley MassJ253-9214

I

Bring a date to the TOG Restaurant and
start your evening off right!

A complimentary ]4 bottle of wine will

be given to all parties of 2 people. —

Every Friday night until .

our extra stock is depleted!

HATCH BAR

STADIUM
"CAlCtt THIS -

WEEK'S SPECIALS

LIQUORS1

MILLER BOTTLES

BUDWEISER BOTTLES

SCHLITZ CANS

VODKA, FLEISHMANS

BACARDI RUM

SEAGRAM T

6*90 case

0*90 case

0«59 case

^ 59.2 ozs. 8*59
59.2 ozs. 1 0.79
59.2 ozs. 10.95

CHECK OUR KEG PRICES!
HUGE SELECTION OF WINE!

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A & P

in the new Shopper's Park

253-9341 or 253-9342

FREE DELIVERY ($7.00 min.)

To place a classified ad, dfOD by the Col

ieyian office (CC 113) betwt'r-i 8 45 a m
and 3 45 p m Monday through Friday, or

use our hcindy clip and mail form fpund in

most issufjs o* ttv Collegian Classified

deadline is 3 45 t, '^^ two days m advance

of publication r, ,;.

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates .'re i . ,

per line five consecuii.' ''Oi

line per (lav 30 consH< ;iti . . , i-

line (ler ,!.iv Dnr- i^nr is r : , i'vv •

\n 38 -1 • '•.

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 AMC Matador, 1700 or best offer,

call 546 6692, after^ p^m.

69 WV, sticker, $165, Frank^ 549-2742, 6-7

p.m. ___^

66 Dart, needs new home, 5'^^b496, Cin-

dy.

1970 MGB-GT hardtop, good condition,

$ 1100, call Jon at 773-7265.

1968 MG Midget, excellent condition, wire

wheels, runs great, $11 50. 584-7277.

1973 S. Battle, just painted, new tires,

snow tires & roof rack, $1900, 586-6592.

1970 Chevy. 6 cyl., auto, 4 dr., no rust,

runs great, #103. $850, call Paul. 256-8207.

71 Vega, standard, new paint, exc. cond.,

can be seen at 28 West St., So. Deerfield,

Ed Jablonski.

1974 Toyota Celica, 5 speed. AM/FM,
body & mech. exc. ask $2700. 253 9455.

1974 MGB-GT, black. AM/FM 8-track.

needs some work, must sell -BO. Johri,

6 7609^

1969 Camaro, runs well, 253-5081, Erick.

72 Gremlin, sticfeer, great'running cond.,

8-track & tapes, 79,000 miles, $1050 or BO,

call 546-7720, mornings o r late nite.

69 VW- needs work, call Jon, 69300.

2 snows, G-78 15, $36. also 1 reg. tire +
wheel, $20, 527-5538, nrtes.

G78-15 snows, perlect, $25 ea , 665 3883.

70 Chevy Biscayne 350- V8, 83,000

miles, 2 snows on rims, new brakes and ex

haust. trailer hitch, air cond., $700,

256-0393.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine. 79

South Pleasant St.. Amherst, daily 11-5.

Audi Fox, 1975. std., good condition,

must sell, $2200 or BO, 527-7672. 7 10 p.m.

PERSONALS

FOUND

Found -black and white kitten, 6 to 8

months, very affectionate, needs home
fast, we can t keep her, call Nancy, 6-5525.

Found — orange workboots in Parking lot,

and Pilot razor-point pen, 549-6726.

On Stage at the Mt. Farms Mall offers a

20?''o discount on all reg. priced merch. to

college students & staff. Bring ID.

Co. T feel I'm the boy for you, now get out

of here -I mean it. The alcoholic.

L: happy one— eight Zep. Walter.

To my little buddy -thanks for the past 5

months. They've been the best. Skipper.

UMMMB-why do we do it? We're nifty!!

R.W.S.— you're wonderful! S.J.G.

Happy birthday.

ya! —Chris and Kevin

If you've had a problem with an auto

repair or auto purchase, the UMass Con
sumer Action Center wants to know.

Please call 545-0199 or 545 0781, Mon
days— Fridays. 9-5.

RIDE WANTED

Sandy. We love

HELP WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco DJ for hire to do parties, etc For a

real professional DJ to turn out your par

ties, call 256 0463 ar^d ask for Mario.

Disco Dave is back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ. Reasonable

rates, sail D.L. Disco at (413) 567 1715 (col

lect) and ask for Dave or Bryan.

FOR RENT

One room kitchen - bath privileges - $125

monthly, call 549 5343, evenings^

FOR SALE

Help wanted help wanted help wanted.

4 work study jobs on campus. Apply

Greenough Snack Bar, after 7 p.m., ex

perience desired. We are located in Central

Area.
_.

Delivery drivers needed, evening hours,

5-2. and 9 2. Own car a must hourly wage
plus commission, apply at the Hideout.

256 0441.

Reliable student with car to poster Five

College area. Call 256-6462.

The Central Area Women's Center is

now accepting applications for coordinator

Anyone interested should call 6 6003. even

ings.

Addressers wanted immediately! Work
at home- no experience necessary -ex
cellent pay Write American Service, 8350

Park Lane^Suite^1_27, Dallas, TX 75231.

The Yellow Sun Natural Foods Coop is

seeking a manager For a job descrip-

tion/application write Search Committee,

Yellow Sun, 1 Kellogg Ave.. Amherst

LOST

1973 C)odge Tradesman van B-100, 6 cyl.,

3-speed, runs well, good tires, many extras,

$2400, call 772 0059, keep tryi ng.

French classical handmade guitar,

beautiful sound, call Steve, 549-1728,

549 362^-.'.

Mostly brass beaded necklace with brass

amulet, much sentimental value, please call

Lisa, 549 5798, rewa rd^

2 tix to SS Johnny, 2 tix to Cal. Suite, no

good to U. Hpve seat 0. will go crazed! Joe.

6 4081, or 602E Cdshin.

Kell-it's been hell but that's our luck,

sorry about your mean machine! Mimi £f

Maribeth. double trouble.

Lost— keys w/ brown leather M. Ireland

and Buick key chains, holding 6 keys. $10

reward. Call Mary. 549-4904.

Female black puppy, Gr. Dane-Lab, in

north campus, North Pleasant St. area.

Reward, day 545-2433. eva . 549-4766.

Stolen: leather keychain w/ engraved

plate, gym '76'
, along with a green sweat-

shirt from Boyden. Reward for key chain

Debbie^9-033Z

Lost: 14K gold bracelet. 9/11, 3 strands,

Puftn.-Hasb.. sent, vl.. reward, 549 2866

Lost- 10/ 13, NOPE Women's locker

room -engagement ring silver w sm.

synthetic diamond ..extreme sentimental

value If found please call Caroline,

546 8949.

Left— in Whately psych, major's car; green

corduroy shirt /jacket with pewter case in

pocket Was hitching from Sunderland to

UMass. Call Marty, 584-2282. _^_
Lost: Hamilton wrist watch, gold plated,

black wrist band, $5 reward ,
call 6 9701.

Reward- $1000 cash for the return of my
briefcase stolen from my car or the name
of the thief. Call 323 6240, your info will be

handled confidentially

MISCELLANEOUS
"

I am moving to Auburn -near Wore. -in

two weeks -wills need ride to and from

school Mon. Fri., will share expenses. Call

at Collegian Mon Ef Wed. 9 a.m. -11 a.m.

or lues. & Thurs 1:30 a.m. -4:00 p.m., ask

for Martha.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Own rm. in 2 bdr. apt.. 10 min. walk or

bus to UMass. $100/mo. H- Vi util.,

549-6834.

SERVICES

Child Care Lie. #6640 for children 2-5 yrs.,

close to Amh. area, REAS rates flex, hours,

665-3091

.

Photography passport or portrait instr.,

by appt., resume work, Steven, 253-5081.

Improve your grades! Send $1 00 for

your 256 page mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10,250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt deliver/. Box 25907-B, Los Angeles,

Calif., 90025. (213) 477-8226 _^____
WANTED

1 am looking for a guitar, second hand

good sound & condition, inexpensive, call

evening. (413) 253 7536 ^

2 Daschunds need temp home, Oct &
Nov , Yasi, 546-9984, or see me in 246

Prince.

WANTED TO RENT

One room kitchen bath privilegeii, need

car. $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

hypnosis"

Attention -T Saturday, October 21, 1978,

the UMass Transit Service will operate its

normal Saturday schedule If you have

classes (Friday schedule I please plan your

travel accordingly.

Hypnosis Reading Institute, free in

troduction to the second 6 week session,

improve all reading, learning h study skills

plus concentration & more, be ready for

finals, Wed., Oct. 25, 8:30 p.m., Rm. 809

Campus Center, class starts Nov. 1, other

groups by arrgt., K.R. Morse, med. prof,

hypno .....
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Sizzling booters travel to URI;
face Rams in challenging match
By DAVE BRADLEY
Colfcgism Staff

You don't need an extravagant vocabulary to describe
today's soccer game between UMass and the Unive sity of
Rhode Island important, big, crucial these words suffice

Why? Because when the Minutemen travel to URI to play the
Rams it will be the biggest game of their currently successful
season. A victory against URI could eliminate the Rams from
p>ost season competition and give UMass the momentum it

needs to face number one ranked University of Connecticut
next Saturday.

URI's 3-2 4 record shows they are hard to beat. The only two
losses the Rams have this year are against Indiana (ranked
number-one in the country), and Penn. State. Both games
resulted in 2-0 scores.

UMass' toughest opponent to date was Boston University,

but coach Russ Kidd thinks URI will be tougher.
"They're a good solid team, very defensive minded," says

Kidd. "If you let them score first they'll sit on it (the lead).

They'll be very tough to beat, and...we need the win."
"It's a crucial game for both of us," says URI coach Geza

Henni. "I'm expecting a very good game. We have great
respect for the UMass team."
URI is loaded with good players. Topping the list are Len

Mercurio, Otto Schwartz and Jose Rico. All three have scored
6 points so far this year. Mario Pererria and Bob Diamond are
two more outstanding ballplayers and Geza Henni Jr. and
Gillian King are key players omTTe Ram Squad. UMass will
have to mark these players closely.
The Minutemen are coming off a less than impresive 3-1 win

over the Providence Friars last Wednesday, but the
Minutemen are sure they can play better today.
"I think we were looking a little past Providence to the URI

game, " co-captain Joel Mascdio commented.
So the pressure is on. Mascolo says UMass can't afford to

lose more than one of their next three games, and it all starts
with URI.
Halfback Mark Vasington summed things up when he said,

"It's the turning point of the season for us. If we win the URI
game it's going to set us in good position coming into the next
two games (UConn, Brown University)."

The people of New York pay tribute to the world
champion New York Yankees with a huge ticker-
tape parade down Broadway yesterday. (URI)

THE RING
YOUWEARlOREVER
WILL SAVEYOU $10

RIGHTNOW.
THK
COMMONWEALTH
STAGE

.^"^ AmffKO 's newtsr rtuilertt pro/euional theater

at the (JMoi^ Fine Arts Center

1/2 price

student

rush tickets
m

Available al 6:00 pm each i-vening of performance

for

George Bernard Shaw's witiv farce

MISALLIANCE
-. Sow through the 21st of October.

Tuesdav-Surtdav evenings at 8:00 pm
Box office 54f-35ll

Frank Prentice Rand Theater

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

,tj?-!!-'

OQ O

JOSIEirS NMIOIIALCOIUGE
RIIIGWEEK. OCTOBERK^ZL

8».
CaliforniaSurte

- >

A BK; hit CALIFORNIA SUITE"^IS iVCRY VERY

VERY FUNNY PtAY YOU LL HAVE CARDIAC

ARREST FROM LAUGHTER

Sunday, October 29 3 p.m., 8 p.m.

Tickets now on sale. General public - $8, 7. 6. UMass

students - $6. 5, 4. Senior citizens - $7, 6, 5.

Fll^ >RTS CENfER CNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Ottice M-F 9-4, 545-251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations

If this is the year you want to

start wearing your college ring,

this is the best week to buy it.

After all, a college ring may
be forever and ever, but ten

•bucks— that's for right now.
So'be here for the third

annual Josten's National College
Rin^ Week and $10 Discount,
starting Mondav, October 16 and
running through Saturday,

October 21.

The $10 discount applifs to your
school's entire selection ot Josten's

rC

*-;^- J

College Rings, the only ring with

Josten's Full Lifetime Warrantv.
And besides saving $10,

A you get these deluxe features

.,^1^" ^ included in the standard

^^^5 josten's ring price—no extra
*^

cost ! Choose: White or

Yellow Gold • Sunburst Stone
or Birthstone • Full Name

Engraving or Facsimile

signature • Even Encrusting, where
ring design allows • No extra charge.

If you're going to do it, do it now.
At the bookstore.

A REPRESENTATIVE FROM JOSTEN'S
WILL BE AT THE UNIVERSITY STORE

TOD/^Y AND TOMORROW
OCT. 19 £f 20
10 a.m. -4 p.m.

another service of the University Store/Campus Center
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Women booters still no. 1
By hAAUREEN SULLIVAN
and S JEVE ROSENBERG

Last Tuesday, the UMass women's soc-

cer team ventured to Williams College.

They left with a 4-0 victory, their nintri in a

row.
Co-captain Sandy Doo scored at 5:13 in

the first half, with Karen Keough assisting.

Four minutes l=rter, Elaine Contant took a

pass from Kelly Tuller and kicked the ball to

the right of the Williams goalie. First half

ended with UMass ahead 2-0.

The Williams squad displayed a mild

threat early in the second half, but UMass
goalie Diane Buckout, who has played ex-

ceptionally well this year (seven shutouts in

nine games), protected the UMass lead by
making some fine saves off the Williams at-

tackers.

Meanwhile, Margie Anderson scored the

first of her two second-half goals at 8:10,

after receiving a pass from Elaine Contant.

Her second goal, unassisted came with five

minutes to play in the game.

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

^»ai*i^
Maridarin Szcrhupn

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

SUN.-THURS. 11:30-10.00

FRI. £f SAT. 11:30-11:00

Williams' coach Judy Samick said of the

UMass squad, "The UMass club is one of

the strongest and well skilled teams in the

league. In my opinion, they iiave the most

efficient midfield in New England."

In Thursday's action against Mount
Holyoke College, UMass posted its tenth

win in a row and eighth shutout, 2-0.

Margie Anderson booted the first score at

6:03 in the first half. Angie Cadvette pop-

ped cne in past the goalie at 8:08 in the se-

cond half.

Though winning, UMass was hindered by
a hustling Mount Holyoke team. "We
couldn't play 'our game'," head coach Lou
Macedo said afterward, "the ball wasn't
kept on the ground, Mount Holyoke made
us run after the ball---it's the worst we've
played all year. The girls weren't thinking of

this game, but of the Brown game this

Saturday. We're under pressure, and I

know the coach of Brown wants to beat us,

to upset us, to prevent us from scoring."

UMass will try to win game number 1 1 at

Brown University Saturday.

SPECIALS
$3.95

MON. WED. 5:00 8:00 P M

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS
$1.25 & UP
MON. FRI. 11302:30

CHINESE PASTRIES
b COFFEE

SAT. £f SUN. 11:30 3:30

BEGINS SEPT. 16

10 BELCHERTOWN RD.
RT. 9, AMHERST

2560251 2560252

LIQUOR STORE

OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

BUDWEISER 12 oz. cans

$6.99 case

— Imported Beers—

HARP IRISH BEER
$2.50 4-pack

RUDDLES ENGLISH ALE
$1.35 4-pack

$7.50 case of 24 cans

BASS ENGLISH ALE
$3.75 6-pack

Your mini-refrigerator

rental lieadquarters!

338 COLLEGE ST.

RT. 9, AMHERST
253-5384
256-8433

Sports notices
HOCKEY CLUB-There will be a meeting for all prospective referees for the UMass
Hockey Club Oct. 24, 102 Herter at 8:00 p.m. Referees will receive pay; applicants

should be experienced, though not necessary. If you can't make the meeting, call Tim
at 549 5920 for more information.

STOCKBRIDGE B-BALL-Any Stockbridge student interested in playing for the

Stockbiidge basketball team report to Coach Williams in Curry Hicks, Oct. 24 Er 25 at

7:00 for tryouts.

FENCING CLUB--The fencing club and team will hold practice every Tuesday at

2:30-5:00, every Wednesday at 7:00-9:00, and Thursdays 2:30-5:00 and 7:00-9:00 in

NOPE, room 8. Call Sean at 549-0303 for more information.

Closed Saturday, Oct. 21: NOPE Basketball courts, £r Volleyball courts-Volleyball

game Boyden BasketballErVolleyball Courts -GRE Exams
Closed Fri., Oct. 20, 6:00 p.m. on and all day Sat.

Official's Meeting--Tue., Oct. 24 & Wed., Oct. 25, 7:% p.m. court #3, Boyden main

gym

Open Saturday, Oct. 21:Both pools (Boyden and NOPE) will follow normal weeken d
swim schedules (12-5:30 p.m.).

United States Volleyball Association-Clinic Saturday, Oct. 28, 10:30 a.m., Ct. 13,

Boyden main gym. Teams are welcome!

Notarization of absentee ballots will be
available according to the following

schedule:

CC 904 908

CC 911 915

CC 904-908

CC917

10/30, 31,

11/01

11/2

11/3,6

11/7

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

10 a.m. -4 p m.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

10 a.m. 4 p m.

Norlhamploo

''HAHJEE'STIACE*
'Recommended by the New York Times, Boston

Globe and six other newspapers.
"

PERSIAN GOURMET COOKING,
CREPES, VEGETARIAN DISHES AND

UNIQUE COCKTAILS.
Located midway between Northampton

and Amherst on Rt. 9

Sun. Thurs. 4:30-10:30; Fri. -Sat. 4:30 11:30

413/584 9797

NOW- ends Tu«

•ves— 7:16 and '

'•Om»i.;
Mull It tt.'

=^ bMl niM ItUcH,

(rom lU'v

•inc* ratrtoi.
W.WV. .4.^ U..' 1MWS4

V(W
j

(fALM;
awrTonooAsatM) MJV1 v^oHo

uoo toow»ia nwi i > ma-'.

at ttw Gates of Smith C«Mge

Not responsiblR fof typogrsphica) errors

BAR
Sunday at 4 p.m.
WATCH THE GAME

PATRIOTS VS.

DOLPHINS

on a Big Color
Screen TV

4
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Minutenian quaterback Mike McEvilly. seen riere in

action against Morgan State, will endeavor to lead the

Harriers travel to
seek 9th straight
By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

On Saturday the men's cross country team will pursue the
fortune of its ninth straight Yankee Conference crown at the
University of Vermont. The gun is expected to sound at 10
o'clock for the campionship contest.

Engraving the "University of Massachusetts" on the YanCon
trophy has become a "ho-hum" affair in the past eight years,

as the Minutemen harriers have made slaves of the competi-
tion since 1970.

In last year's whipping, UMass totaled the low score of 29, 32
points ahead of runner up UConn. The Boys from Connecticut
have t>een the only clog in the otherwise constant stream of

Minutemen victories in the past decade. In 1967,
'68, and '69 the Huskies developed a three-year conspiracy of

their own, as they defeated UMass by one point in each en-

counter.

"Connecticut is a much better team than they've shown in

the past few years," said Coach Ken O'Brien. "Their score
from last season reflects a young squad who was rebuilding."

One fact that could single-handedly swing the "pendulum of

UMass gridders to victory over the URI Rams this Satur

day at Kingston. (Staff photo by Jim Mahoney)

Vermont;
YanCon crown

momentum" away from O'B's men is the absence of Ail-

American Stetson Arnolrl on the trip roster to Vermont. Seven
harriers have been selected to expose their talents on the five

mile course Saturday in Burlington, and Arnold is not one of

them.
"Stetson hasn't been able to come around as fast and far as
we had hoped he would," said O'Brien. "This is because he
was unjiole to train in the summer. We won't allow him to run

this weekend, but hopefully he'll come around in the next few
weeks."
The three runners who broke into the top ten in last years

race are back at campus and also scheduled to board the van
tomorrow at noon for an overnight stay before the main event.

The glitter of that trio is Mike Quinn. Quinn bested all

challengers in 1977 en route to his first conference victory. The
senior co-captain will be joined by the other captain, "Sweet"
Lou Panaccione, who finished eighth last year. Concluding
the representation in the front group is senior Kevin Mc-
Cusker, who in his first YanCon race finished 10th.

The other four receiving racing sweats tomorrow will be
senior Rich Walls, juniors Bob Martin and Mike Morris, and
sophomore Mike Doiron.

Gridders battle

stingy URI
By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff '

Last week they traveled east and didn't seem to mind. This
week the University of Massachusetts football team travels
south for yet another important Yankee Conference en-
counter, with first place, once again, at stake
This afternoon the team will board a chartered bus and head

for Kingston, R.I., home of the University of Rhode Island's
4-1 football team, and the location for tomorrow afternoon's
1 ;30 meeting between the two schools currently tied for first

place in the YanCon.
The Minutemen, 3 2 overall and 2 in YanCon play, will face

a team that has won four straight following an opening week
loss to Delaware, and eight of its last 10 since losing to
UMass, 37 6, last year.

"I hate to sound repetitive every week, but every game is a
big one," said UMass coach Bob Pickett following his team's
practice yesterday. "They just get bigger every week.

"

UMass, riding a two game winning streak of its own, has
scored 69 points in those wins, but will be facing a defense
that hasn't allowed a touchdown in 14 quarters.
"We're probably as evenly matched as we've been in a long,

long while," says URI Sports Information Director Jim Nor-
man. UMass has won the last four encounters but trails in the
overall series 24-26-2. "UMass is the only team in the Yankee
Conference that we hold a series edge against, " boasts Nor
man.

Last week, while the Minutemen were bursting Boston
University's undefeated bubble, 31-7, the Rams were squeak
ing past Virginia Union, 3-0. URI won the game on a 26-yard

field goal by Rick Viall.

Normally the Rams' offense is more productive. They are

averaging just under 20 p>oints per game, with the second
leading passer and third leading rusher in the conference.

Steve Tosches, a 5-foot 10, 180-lb. quarterback, leads a cast

of 16 returning starters. This season he's hit 54 percent of his

passes and two touchdowns.
"He's a good quarterback, " says Pickett. "He hasn't thrown

as much as we thought, (he's 35 for 68) though.
"

Complementing Tosches in the backfield are tailbacks Leroy

Shaw and Chy Davidson (five TD's) and fullback Chris

Ougheltree, who happens to be the Rams second leading

receiver.

Meanwhile, the defense which is credited with two straight

shutouts is led by linebacker Tom Marhefka, this week's Yan-

Con co-defensive Player of the Week, tackel Dick Bell and cor-

nerback Ken Lee.

"I think they're better than BU,".says Minuteman John
D'Amato. "It should be a real good football game.

"

MINUTEMEN MATTER - Mike McEvilly, the junior OB who
threw two TD passes last week, was named the YanCon of-

fensive player of the week. The Minutemen, by virtue of their

victory over BU, are now ranked ninth nationally among Divi-

sion 1AA schools

Netwomen edge UConn
By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's tennis team edged past the University of Connecticut in a match

that proved exciting to the very last putaway. Though unaware of the fact, Jody Skiest

and Tara McCarthy, the last to finish, played the deciding match. They defeated M.

Hanson and D. Jacobbellis 7-6, 7-6, as darkness set in. The 5-4 win gave UMass a

season record of 9 and 2.

Barbara Mills, playing second singles for UMass, allowed Nancy Karlin just three

games, defeating her 6-3, 6-0.

Elizabeth Maher defeated Diana Dunn in a close, hard fought match. Though the

game lasted just two sets, it was another exciting match that saw Maher triumphant

7-6, 6-4.

Jane Carson, playing fourth singles, defeated Kathy Capozzi 6-4, 6-3.

Joanne Vennochi, playing sixth singles, had no trouble defeating Kelly White of

UConn, Vennochi got off to an excellent start, her opponent had no chance of catching

up, and lost 6-1, 6-2.

Lee Robb, playing first singles, lost to Fran Freidas 6-1, 6-4. A valiant effort in the se-

cond set proved futile for Robb.
Chris Carson, though playing her usual hard- fought match, could not keep up with

Joanne Sawyer, and lost 6-4, 6-3.

Sally Fryberger and Cathy Sullivan ended their season with a loss to Debbie Gibbs and

Barbara Lake 6-2, 6-2. Fryberger and Sullivan have pleyed together since the beginning

of the season and proved almost unbeatable.

Helen Najarian and Carolyn Tarbell lost to B. Gross and T. Sinatro 6-3, 6-1. Najarian

and Tarbell played second doubles for UMass.

<ftS WaltCherniak

/s this sport?

Celts acquire Pistons' Ford
BOSTON \UPf]-Jhe Boston Celtics, trying

to shore up their backcourt defense, yester-

day acquired veteran Chris Ford from the

Detroit Pistons in exchange tor Earl Tatum.

The trade of the two guards also gives

Boston an unspecified future draft choice

from the Pistons.

Ford, 6-5, has played his six-vear career in

Detroit, He's scored 12.3 and 10.5 points

per game m the last two years.

"Chris is primarily a playmaker and an
extra special defensive player who shoots

well enough," said Red Auerbach, General

Manager of the 1-2 Celtics. "He adds a

wider dimension than did Tatum,
"Not to take anythir>g away from Earl, but

""hris" -ibilitv to make the nlay, The fact that

le was a starter and captain at Detroit, and
his intelligence as a player should help us

mmediately.
'

It's unfortunate, and yet it's all too true.

Sports writers like myself who are concern-

ed with the issue of violence in sports have

to be rudely reminded of it by grisly in-

cidents. I don't feel any stronger about

violence in sports now than I did before the

Tommy Kramer incident, but at least it had

slipped my mind for a while.

On Sunday afternoon, I picked the wrong

time to change the channel on my barely

functioning little television set. I had been

watching the fourth game of the World

Series, and decided to take a look at the

Vikings Rams contest on CBS. What I saw

alarmed me, upset me, and prompted this

column five days ago. The thought is still

with me.

There on the Metropolitan Stadium turf

lay Tommy Kramer, the young and promis-

ing heir apparent to Minnesota quarterback

Fran Tarkenton. There he lay, un-

conscious, but with his hands and arms still

twitching in eerie fashion from the concus

sion he had just incurred.

Kramer, you see. had the audacity to at

tempt a pass against the Rams. For this

heinous offense, Los Angeles linebacker

Jim Youngblood senter-ed him to a body-

slam that any professional wrestler would

be proud of-right on his neck.

At press time, Tommy Kramer is all right,

has been released from the hospital and will

not be sidelined for long. That's not the

point. The point is that Youngblood, and

he's not the only one, would even con-

sider sur'^ an ugly assault upon another

player, upon another human being.

Fans all over New England ihis summer
recall with horror what happened to

Patriots' wide receiver Darryl Stingley

when Oakland's Jack Tatum dealt him a

parcily-^ing (no pun .M'endfni blow to the

neck . Stingley s crime was trying to catch a

pass. The price he paid waa his career, and

possibly all hopes of ever walking again.

Now it's incredibly easy for we writers to

simply condemn football as an institution

as being barbaric, immoral, and violent, but

it involves much, much more than that.

Hits like those made on Kramer and

Stingley are extremely rare in college foot-

bal, virtually non-existent in levels lower

than that. No, let's not damn football itself,

but rather professional football, and,

more importantly, its obsessioin with that

word which is emblazoned on the heart and

soul of every NFL coach: WINNING.

In college and high school, teams are not

only trying to win, but are trying to make

their schools look good. This is not done

through inhumanity. It's bush. It's low

class. It's "unsportsmanlike." Where, I

ask, is the sportsmanship in professional

football? No one cares about looking

good.
In professional sports, winning and losing

can be directly related to dollars and cents.

Football, in this case, is a money game. As

a result, winning takes precedence over

anything that might smack of morality and

decency. As far back as the early "60's,

Vince Lombard! was saying, "Winning isn't

everything, it's the only thing." A winning

team puts people in the seats and bucks in

the pocket. Unfortunately, so do players

who hit like mastodons.

You see, what it all comes down to is peo-

ple. People in the front office, people on

the field and, most importantly, people in

the stands. Had the Kramer incident oc-

curred in Los Angeles, you can bet the fans

would have been howling with morbid

delight. The Romans used to howl the

same way when the lions ran up the score

on the Christians. People actually enjoy

violence!

You know, history .s supposeo to teacn us

things. It really makes me wonder... It really

makes me sick.
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Indian summer' arrives for short stay

Cewis House residents. Nan Giner, Diane McQuisten and
Diana Clahhk enjoy the Indian Summer weather yesterday

afternoon. (Staff photo by Peter Lee)

By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Just when you've finally packed away
your halter tops and t-shirts for the on-

coming winter, nature slips you a blast

from the past with one of the most
beautiful days of the year.

High temperatures in the low 80's yester-

day were a welcome relief from the bitter

cold snap of early last week, and a brief

respite from what the 1979 Old Farmer's

Almanac predicts will be a "winter as cold

as the previous and an end of January
snow storm that will rival the Blizzard of
'78."

It didn't take UMass students long to

deiive the maximum benefit from the brief

warming trend. Yesterday afternoon at

about 2, found more than 100 sun-

worshippers surrounding the Campus
Pond. Footballs and Frisbees sailed along in

a virtually cloudless sky. Shirtless short

clad men strolled through the campus
center, while several halter-topped women
could be seen sitting in front of the main
library and walking through Southwest
Residential Area.

The 82 degree "Mini Heatwave" yester-

day was no record breaker in

Massachusetts, but it did manage to tie the

record set for that day in 1920 at Logan Air-

port in Boston, and broke the old record in

Concord N.H., according to Al Flahive,

meteorologist at the National Weather
Bureau in Boston.
Yesterday's temperature however, was no

breath of fresh air for those who had study-

ing on their mind. The UMass library, while

probably comfortable for a typical day in

late October, was nearly unbearable yester-

day. The constant winter-long temperature

of 68 degrees combined with the outside

heat to make it increasingly more difficult

to take as one rose to the 26th floor.

"It's like an oven in here," one student

said as he took off his shirt and then went
back to his economics book.

In other areas, Chatham repKsrted a high of

64 degrees and a low of 53, New Bedford

76 degrees and Worcester 75. Maine was
the least effected of the six New England

states, with only Rumford reporting

temperatures of over 74 degrees.

Contract talks continue
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

BOSTON -Mediated contract talks bet-

ween faculty and administration

negotiators continued here yesterday, as

the two sides attempted to settle the 16-

month-old faculty contract dispute in a

marathon all-day session.

The talks were held amid a Camp David-

like atmosphere in the offices of UMass
President Cavid C. Knapp. Mediator
Abraham Siegel, dean of the Sloan School
of Management at the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology in Cambridge, had
imposed a media "blackout" before the

sessions-one yesterday and another today-

began.

Officials from both sides said before the

weekend talks began that they were op-

timistic a settlement could finally be reach-

ed in the long and sometimes bitter

dispute, which began in June, 1977.

Massachusetts Society of Professors

President James E. Cathey yesterday after-

noon said he had heard no word on pro-

gress in the talks.

"It could go all night," he said.

Meanwhile, a spokesman in the presi-

dent's office late yesterday afternoon said

no information on the talks would oe

teleabed. He refused to identify himsel>to a

reporter, and hung up the telephone.

vas .ppo^f^'ed medif or

; contract talks were held ^

ar.d also for three hours 3at :rdoy. T

Sinn yostarday wa*; scheduled to beg •
-' -

a.m. No time was scheduled for the

meeting to end.

Faculty frustration with the contract situa-

tion lead them to undertake a variety of job

actions over the past nine months. They

have held pickets, occupied the offices of

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, who is

also UMass senior vice president for labor

relations, held an all-day "State of the

University" conference, and withheld from

the administration final grades for the 1978,

spring semester.

The talks twice broke off, once in April

and again in July. Both sides agreed to

move the dispute to state mediation after

the talks briefly resumed in September.

Under state labor laws, Siegel has 20

days, or until Nov. 4, to mediate a settle-

ment. Should mediation fail, the dispute

moves to "fact-finding," the last provision

under state law which allows for third party

intervention to settle the dispute.

16 arrested in sex raid

at 1-91 South rest area
By SEAN T. HORGAN
and JOSEPH QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

HOLYOKE- State Police have arrested 16

men on sex and assault charges in two
undercover raids Saturday and last night in

a rest area along the southbound lane of

I 91 here.

The 16 men, from area communities.

Greater Boston, Vermont, and Connecticut

are scheduled to be arraigned this morning

in Holyoke District Court. The raids were

conducted after a recent homosexual rape

incident at the rest-afea, which overlooks

the river valley. The raids were conducted

between 4 and 10 p.m. both days. Police

said.

Arrested arid charged with lewd and

)st:ivious bohavior and assnalt and hatter>

\A,p. • Mij'k D Dill. 2'\ r>f '^ verc; -ie Apt«i

South Amherst, George C. Scott, 62, of

Cutter Avfiniie. Sc^Tn^rvilla; Marshall L.'^^ ,,

48. -f Todd DnvH, Mew H.^ven, Conn ;

John Wodechi, 40, of Vermont Street,

Holyoke; William G. Anderson, 50, of Old

Smithy Lane, Wethersfield, Conn.; Edward
T. Rogers, 41, of Park Road, West Hart-

ford, Conn.; Arthur R. Tardiff, Jr., of

McKinstry Avenue, Chicopee; David A.

Guiel, 20, Devonshire Drive, Wilbraham;

Norman A. Spooner, 39, South Main
Street, New Britian, Conn.; William P.

Gallagher, 39, Middle Street, Island Pond,

Vt.; Donald F. Samms, 50, of Carolin

Street, Florence; and Robert B. Terrill, 38,

of Adamsville Road, Colrain; and Wallace

L. Daniels, address unknown, police said.

Arrested and charged with lewd and

lascivious acts was Paul C. Lewis, 49, of

Orchard Street, Northampton.

Arrested and charged with open ana gross

lewdness and assault and battery were

John A. Brasscud, 43, and Tl..;odoro C
inh- ;nn iS, br"'-' of Bay Roarl Mad''""

said tt'.if iindercovi ' v
• -iir y. ••! " " ' ':p' •" ..1 rng

rhe tv\

i

Sports

Football
UMass defeated the Universityof

Rhode Island, 19-17.

Patriots dumped the Miami Dolphins,

33-24, to remain in first place in the

Eastern Division of the American Football

Conference.

Road Racing
Bill Rodgers, of Melrose, yesterday

won the world's largest martathon-the26

mile plus cement and asphalt course

through New York City-for the third

straight year. He ran the course in two

hours, 12 minutes and 11.6 seconds.
-Michael Simons

Itj

-r V'
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John Paul II

installed as pope

Pope John Paul 11 left, shakes hands with Cardinal """^^'^^
'^|?«''°J«°*

Boston after the popes investiture ceremoney yesterday m St. Peter s

Square (UPI)

Associated Press

VATICAN CITY - Pope John Paul II

assumed the throne of St. Peter yesterday

before one ot the largest crowds in Vatican

history and reached out symbolically to

Roman Catholics in the Soviet bloc.

"May he live a hundred years!" chanted

Polish pilgrims waving the red-and-white

flag of their Communist land as the former

archbishop of Krakow was installed as

leader of the world's 700 million Roman
Catholics, history's first Polish pope.

"Remember me today and always in your

prayers, pray for me, " the new pontiff

asked in his homily "help me to be able to

serve you"
He described himself as "full of

trepidation," conscious of his "un-

worthiness."

The multi-lingual John Paul II delivered

the homily in Italian, then issued greetings

in French, English, German, Spanish,

Portuguese and four languages of the

Soviet bloc Russian, Czech, Ukrainian

and Lithuanian,

The Vatican said 300,000 persons

crammed into St. Peter's Square under

cloudy skies for the solemn rite on the steps

of St Peter's Basilica, one of the largest

crowds ever to fill the vast piazza.

Dignitaries from 102 countries, including

Poland's President Henryk Jablonski, and

representatives of Protestant and Eastern

Orthodox churches attended the

ceremony, which was beamed back to the

pope's homeland and to 44 other countries

in a television hookup. Vatican officials said

it was the most-televised religious

ceremony in history.

In the southern Polish city of Krakow, the

Bell of Sigmund, heard only on special

occasions, rang for 15 minutes Sunday in

celebration of John Paul 11 's installation.

The 400-year-old, 13-ton bell hangs in the

Wawei Cathedral, where the former

Cardinal Karol Wojtyla served as ar-

chbishop for more than a decade.

Like the Sept. 3 installation of his

predecessor, John Paul I, the new pope
decided against the traditional crowtng

with the beehive-shaped papal tiara, and
against being carried by a dozen footmen in

the gilded, portable throne

Instead, the 58-year-old pontiff donned a

simple white wool stole signifying his duty

as the bishop of Rome and the patriarch of

the church. He then concelebrated Mass
with 112 cardinals

"This is not the time to return to a

ceremony and an object considered -

wrongly - to be a symbol of the temporal

power of the popes," said John Paul,

explaining his refusal to be crowned with

the golden tiara.

The new pope, who since his election last

Monday has ignored much of formal papal

protocol, upset tradition again after the

ceremony when he walked to the edge of

the broad marble steps to acknowledge the

cheers from the huge, handkerchief-

waving crowd.

A young boy stepped from the section of

Polish pilgrims and offered the pontiff a

bouquet of flowers. Two Italian guards

attempted to move the boy back, but the

pope beckoned him forward, took the

flowers and ruffled his dark hair.

, John Paul also strode over to the VIP

section, where such world figures as King

Juan Carlos and Queen Sofia of Spain

stood. The archbishop of Canterbury, Dr.

Donald Coggan, also attended, the first

Anglican Church leader to do so since the
church was formed during the Refor-

mation. Heading the U.S. delegation were

House Speaker Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill

and presidential National Security Adviser

Zbigniew Brzezinski, who was born in

Poland.

Clad in gold-trimmed robes and miter, the

new pope began- the ceremony with

prayers inside the basilica at the Altar of

Confession, built ptop what«is venerated as

the tomb of St. Peter.

1945 Weapons test volunteer has cancerf ^^\^ W W \^ ^^r^ ^^ '
, rvr.ontIi ctation man behind a glass shield inderessed them from his stomach and his throat thi!

rfifers to the use of an experimental station man uem u « ,u^..,«.,oH anrH .i:_ _. „^i, :e r,,^vA, the qIjp of an »
Associated Press

PARKERSBURG. W. Va. In 1945 the

U.S. Army awarded special commenda

tions to 133 soldiers who subjected

"themselvs to pain, discomfort and possi-

ble permanent injury " in a secret weapons

test five months before the atom bomb was

dropped on Hiroshima.

Charles McGinnis was one of the

volunteers who took part in the test, and he

remembers how 'everything turned black"

and "the animals screamed and hollered

and then died."

McGinnis, 58, now spends much of his

time in hospital beds undergoing

chemotherapy for widespread cancer, and

a member of the House Armed Services

Committee is trying to help him determine

if he and the other volunteers were unwit-

tingly subjected to nuclear radiation.

Maj. Dale F. Keller, an Army spokesman

in the Pentagon, confirmed that the Army
conducted chemical tests near the end of

World War II off the coast of Panama. But

he said "a nuclear test is out of the ques-

tion."

Files destroyed
Keller said McGinnis' files were destroyed

in a fire several years ago at an Army

records center, but he said the official Ar-

my history of the Chemical Warfare Service

refers to the use of an experimental station

on San Jose Island for tests, some of which

were called the "San Jose Project."

The weapons experiment occurred in

March 1945, three months before a nuclear

test was conducted in New Mexico,

preparatory to the atomic bombing of

Japan.

McGinnis said he and the other volunteers

serving in the Canal Zone were told they

were taking part in a test for chemical war-

fare. He said more than two-thirds of the

participants had Spanish surnames and did

not fully understand the instructions.

The contingent was taken ^^ boat to an

island in the Pacific off the coait of Pariama

and dressed in waxed underclothing. Army

fatigues, and heavy, rubberized suits with

goggles and head gear.

He said they were told to jam their

bayonets in the ground and lean forward

heavily on them when they heard the

airplane fly overhead. He followed orders,

felt a sensation of rising heat and could

hardly believe it when he looked up.

"It was just like autumn with the leaves

falling," McGinnis said, searching for the

right words. "Everything turned black."

He remembers the pitiful bleating of goats

tethered to trees nearby.

Soldiers hospitalized

Later, the soldiers were taken to a con-

crete block building, where they were mar-

ched single-file through a room in which a

man behind a glass shield inderessed them

with mechanical arms. They showered and

went to a makeshift hospital for what may

have been a day and a half, McGinnis said.

"We were in a hell of a shape," he said.

"After that morning, it felt like a knot in

there," he said, clutching his throat. "I kept

telling them, and they said, 'nothing to it.'"

He said he and others were placed in trac-

tion for days, watching blisters on their

arms and legs fester and then burst while

Army doctors experimented with various

forms of medication. He said some of the

men were blinded.

Soon afterward, McGinnis was mustered

out of the Army. His special commendation

said he "voluntarily submitted himself to

chemical agents in 21 March to 4 Apnl

1945."

Another document, Army Special Orders

No 130, signed by a Col Herrold E. Brooks

of the Chemical Warfare Service, dated

May 27, 1945 and sent to the 133

volunteers, said:

"These men participated beyond the call

of duty by subjecting themselves to pain,

discomfort, and possible permanent injury

for the advancement of research in protec-

tion of our armed forces."

McGinnis, a soft-spoken retired construc-

tion worker, is the only volunteer whose

name has become public.

Many operations

McGinnis had cancerous tumors removed

from his stomach and his throat this year

His stomach is now the size of an egg and

he is forced to eat light meals six or seven

times a day.

His weight dropped from 165 pounds to

110 pounds earlier this year, and his upper

torso is laced with red scars that attest to

his many operations.

McGinnis coughs and chokes when he

speaks a condition he said developed soon

after his discharge. "I was i^s^chojcing all

tne time and hurting down m there. It teit

like a lump all the time."

Doctors blamed the problem on sinus or

smoking. He gave up cigareettes about 10

years ago when smoking became too pain-

ful.

McGinnis filed his first claim for disability

in 1953, but it was not uniti earlier this year

that he received his first benefits after con-

tacting Rep. Robert H. Mollohan and Sen.

Jennings Randolph. He now receives

$375.90 a month from the Veterans Ad-

ministration, $421.90 from Social Security

and $88.91 a month from 'lis laborers union

pension.

But the total does not f 'en approach the

$1,100 to $1,500 a mont > McGinnis pays

for chemotherapy treatments at St.

Joseph's Hospital here, and he is seeking

additional benefits from the government.

McGinnis is married and has three step-

daughters. J

Carter preparing energy plan
' _:.,.^ ^nr< tKoir alli(><« in Conori

Associated Press

WASHINGTON The Carter ad

ministration, with one big energy victory

behind it, is preparing a second energy

program to close what it views as gaps m

the first plan.

Federal energy officials say the new plan

will be airT>ed more at boosting U.S. energy

supplies than was the big energy bill passed

in the closing hours of the 95 Congress.

And Energy Secretary James R.

Schlesinger disclosed to reporters last

week that it will include some kind of

proposed tax on oil intended to curb im

ports. ' -

Will it be a warmed over version ot

Carter's rejected crude oil tax or closer to

the "wif^dfall profits tax" preferred by oil

comp&nies and their allies in Congress?

That remains an open question

.

The administration is expected to submit

/its "Nationar Energy Plan Two" to

Congress in January or February.

Proposed federal grants, loan guarantees

and stepped-up research for a wide vanety

of energy projects - ranging from tran-

sforming coal into clean-burninq fuels to

better utilizing wind, geothermal. solar and

hydroelectric energy - are expected to be

included.

But the oil-pricing issue probably will

generate the most controversy.

Congress killed the crude oil tax that

Carter called the centerpiece of his first

energyprogram. It would have raised US.

oil prices to world levels in three yearly

steps.
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Hatch promises no UMass cuts

Gov. Michaels. Dukakis

Next step: eviction

By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

Republican gubernatorial candidate Fran-

cis W. Hatch Saturday said that if elected,

he does not "foresee recommending cuts
in the UMass budget next year," although
he "hasn't seen all the figures yet."

Hatch said any changes or budget cuts in

public higher education would not come
until after a public higher education
reorganization group, that he would ap-

Related story, page 5

point, had made its recommendations.
Hatch also said he strongly favored raising

the tuition of out-of-state students to bring

the tuition in line with out-of-state tuition at

the other New England state universities.

"Although the revenue raised would be
small, this is something that annoys me,"
said Hatch.
Hatch addressed the Massachusetts

Society of Professors, the UMass faculty

union, Saturday afternoon at the Campus
Center. Earlier in the day Hatch and Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis addressed members of

the Massachusetts Association of Conser-
vation Commissioin, who wer# having their

fall meeting at the Campus Center.

Hatch said the major problem in public

higher education is the duplication of ser-

vices, especially among vocational high

schools, community colleges and state col-

leges.

"We have to re -define the roles of our
schools. Who do we want to educate at

these institutions?" Hatch asked.

Hatch said that because there "is more
money and talent at UMass than anywhere
else in the state, it is a pivotal part of public

higher education. It's gotte be.'

Hatch said the plan, which he has backed
in the past, would raise tuition for all

ctiiHontc and makft scholarships more
yajiable to those who need them would
only be used as a "port of last resort." He
could not say what conditions would pro-

mpt such measures.

Hatch also said that although he did not

have the facts he had a "gut feeling that

dollars could be saved in the UMass ad-

ministration."

"I think the growth of the bureaucracy at

UMass has come at the expense of services

to students and faculty," Hatch said.

At their luncheon Hatch told the conser-
vation commissioners that he would "con-
tinue the exciting legacy and the solid

record of the Dukakis administration on the

environment."
Hatch said he would continue the work of

his own "Hatch Act", which he said pro-

vided for strict planning in picking sites for

power plants.

Striking tenants receive notices
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Two of the approximately 100 striking

tenants at UMass-owned family housing

units have received notices to quit, the final

statement from the Housing Office that

rent is overdue prior to possible eviction

procedures.

The notices are the third communication
from the administration to the tenants, who
have withheld rent in protest of a $19

monthly increase effective Sept. 1. Tenant

leader Scott Balfour said nearly $16,000 has

been placed in an escrow account in the

Student Federal Credit Union. The striking

tenants placed the old rent amount in the

fund rather than pay the increased sum to

the University.

One of the two tenants who received their

final notices, Phil Martin, said the notice

told him he owed $272 for the past two

months and he had 14 days to vacate his

University Apartment. Martin said he will

not pay his rent in the near future. He also

said he will be meeting with other striking

tenants this week to discuss what action

might be taken by those who receive their

notices.

University Apartments is one of three

family housing units for married and foreign

students.

The administration was instructed by
UMass trustees earlier this month to en-

force collection of rent, which includes

eviction if rent is not paid after three

notices are sent informing tenants it is

overdue. Tenant representatives had met

with the trustees before the decision.

University attorney Sidney Myers could

not be contacted for comment last night to

determine how many notices have been

sent or whether he will request the district

court cierK to issue summons, if rent is not

payed within two weeks.
Balfour said he thought only two notices

had been sent as a way to test the reactions

of other tenants who are withholding rent.

He also said he and two other tenants met

last week with Robert L. Campbell, director

of Residential Resource Management, to

discuss tenant input into five-year fee

projections

"I think the days of no-Vent increases are

over," Campbell last night said. He said

several suggestions for rent increases will

be forwarded to Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson this

week and one plan will then be chosen.

One suggestion is to increase rent 8 per-

cent, the current inflation rate, as an effort

to meet operational costs of the 391 units,

Campbell said.

Health inspectors in Amherst have refused

to inspect the family housing units, Balfour

said, because the units are built on state-

owned land which is outside their

jurisdiction as a private community. Balfour

said members of University Legal Services

will call the Amherst offices tomorrow
morning to persuade them to inspect the

units. Tenants have claimed there are

health and safety code violations that

endanger them.
A building inspector from Worcester will

also be notified by the striking tenants this

week and asked to check the code
violations they say exist in North Village

Apartments. Balfour said a civil engineering

student living in North Village has in-

spected several units already and listed at

least three structural violations of state

building requirements.

An early victim of traditional Halloween activities lays

splattered upon the pavement outside Chadbourne House
in Central Residential Area. (Staff photo by Peter Lee)

Republican Gubernatorial nominee
Francis W. Hatch.

Court inquest

to be slated

for area death
By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

The Franklin-Hampshire County district

attorney said he will order a courtroom in-

quest into the motel room death of a 20-

year-old UMass woman last month.
District Attorney John M. Callahan said

yesterday he would call for the inquest--..is

first in eight years in office-to determine the

absolute cause of death of Seta T. Romper-
sad, a UMass student who lived at Eaton

Court in Amherst.

Rompersad's body was found Sept 13 at 1

p.m. by employers in a room at the Motel 6

in South Deerfield. Police have said that

Rompersad went to a party at the motel

with several companions, but would not

disclose the names of the campanions.

Callahan said that because it has been im-

possible to absolutely pin down the cauM
of death, a judge will be asked to determine

whether the death was of natural or ac-

cidental causes or a criminal act.

Police investigators all along have said

they believe the woman died of natural

causes, reporting no evidence of violence

on the body or in the motel room.
Callahan, however, said there are enough

questions to warrant the inquest.

Medical tests returned Friday to Callahan

indicated Rompersad died of pulmonary

congestion and edema, of an undetermined

cause. This means her lungs were con-

gested and swollen with fluid, leading to

her death. However, Callahan said medical

tests performed by a state pathologist

could not show why this occured.

Callahan said blood and tissue tests show-
ed no evidence of poisons, chemicals,

drugs, alcohol or foreign substances in

Rompersad's body.

Because of the mysterious circumstances

surrounding the death, Callahan said it will

be important to examine all the evidence

before a district court judge for an opinion

on whether the cause of death was natural.

The hearing will be closed to the public

and press. Testimony will be taken from

doctors and any witnesses there may have

been to the death or circumstances sur-

rounding the death. Callahan would not an-

nounce a date for the inquest.

Police have questioned Rompersad's

companions, but refuse to reveal their ver-

sion of what happened.

Rompersad worked as a waitress at the

Captain's Table Restaurant in Northampton

and had worked there the night prior to her

deeth. She was born in Trinidad and her

family lives in Milton.
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UMass junior Jennifer Crawford collects bittersweet for a table arrangement
for her mother. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

Bobby Riggs to appear

Mall opensWednesday
By DA VID BIEDERMAN
Collegian Staff

HADLEY The new Hampshire MaM on
route 9 will open here this Wednesday with

an appearance by tennis pro Bobby Riggs.

The 400,000 sq. ft. mall, developed by the
Pyramid Company, features nearly 80
stores as weH as Cafe Square, a dining

complex.
Cafe Square will feature 20 fast food

speciality restaurants. Located in the center

of the mall, it will offer Chinese, Japanese,
Mexican and Italian cuisine, as well as
delicatessen service and other foods.

The area's "cafe style" dining commons,
with a capacity for seating 800 will be
surrounded by fountains, trees, shrubbery
arnj natural lighting provided by skylights,

Richard Schuliar of Pyramids leasing

division said.

The Cafe Square will include a stage for

special community and musical events with
sound and lighting systems designed for

the mall by Bill Edwards of the Nor-

thampton Jazz Society Woodwork for

Cafe Square if being done by the 30 cabinet

makers of Hartford Builders Finish Com-
pany, Schuliar said.

The exterior of the mall will be surrounded
by 2000 trees, bushes, and shrubs as well

as 8000 yards of sod grass, Varieties of

trees include spruce, oak, birch, dwarf,

Japanese yew and autumn burning bush.
Pyramid has purchased a bus which will

be used to shuttle students between the

UMass campus and the new mall. Named
"Annie Hauler", the bus will leave every

hour each weekday from the Campus
Center, according to Schuliar.

Local opposition to the mall came to a

head last June 19 when attorney Thomas
Lesser, on behalf of the Citizens Group for

the Preservation of Hadley, was granted a

temporary injunction by the State Appeals
Court halting construction. The group
claimed that Pryamid did not wait the

required 20 days for a building permit

issued by the town to become effective.

Lesser said he feels this was in violation of

9 law forbidding construction of a project

while an appeal is before a court. Con
struction was halted for six weeks until the

Town of Hadley ended the issue by

eliminating the town zoning by-laws

requiring a special permit for construction

of similar projects.

Opposition tc the mail centered primarily

on whether the town could safely handle

the influx of 10-20,000 extra cars daily on
Rts. 9 as well as the danger of drainage and
runoff from the mall getting into the town's

streams and water supplies.

Another major issue was the economic
ramifications of the mall on local non-mall

merchants not located in the mall.

According to Schuliar, the mall will

benefit everyone due to the number of

people it will bring to the Hadley area.

However, attorney Lesser said he feels

"that this is not a reasonable thing to say.

The only ones who will benefit are the

merchants within the mall."

Lesser also said he feels that the mall will

eventually increase local taxes, due to

necessary increases of police and fire

services.

According to Lesser, one of the reasons
the project could not be halted was
because of Massachusetts' weak en-
vironmental laws. "Basically private in-

dustry can do pretty much what they want
once they purchase the land. There is no
Mass state law that allows for con-
sideration of economic or quality of life

issues." he said.

A similar mall project by Pyramid in

Williston Vt., near Burlington is being

delayed by a state board due to Vermont's

stringent air pollution and environmental

acts. Pyramid has already spent two
million dollars on the project and a permit

has not yet been granted. Schuliar had no
comment on the Williston project.

Prices differ at 9 car repair shops
iAssociated Press)

BOSTON Nine auto repair shops charg-

ed from nothing to $63.43 to repair the

same minor engine problem in an experi-

ment conducted by the Boston Herald

American.
The newspaper reported yesterday that six

of the shops either performed unnecessary

or expensive work or left the car in worse

condition than before the repairs were at

tempted
Only three did the proper work for what is

regarded as the proper price, the Herald

said.

The Herald said it hired its own mechanic

to ensure that the car, a 1977 Chevrolet

Malibu, was in "perfect running order"

before it went to the nine repair shops in

the Boston area.

But bef6re taking the car to the shops, the

mechanic unplugged the ignition wire runn-

ing from the distributor cap to the No. 2

spark plug. '

"It is such an obvious problem that any

qualified mechanic when he opened the

hood should see the dangling wire, " the

Herald said. "It is such a simple problem

that then he should replug nt -a 30 second

job at most -at little cost, if any, to the

customer, ^cording to the American

Automobile Association."

Rent control, DNA,

on town warrant

iCoHegian 5

By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Town Meeting will convene
tonijjht at 7:30 in Amherst Hegional Junior

Hight to consider a list of 15 warrant ar

tides, including proposed rent control and
restrictions on DNA research at UMass and
Amherst College.

The 225 Town Meeting members include

those voting members elected by Precinct

and ex -officio members, such as the town
finance committee, the Board of Select-

men and the moderator.

The selectmen, who vote on each article

before the meeting, oppose rent control.

Chairman of the Board Diana Romer said

the selectmen voted against rent control

because she said it could result in less

maintenance on the part of landlords.

Romer said, "the shortage is not causing
an increase in rents." Romer estimated the

cost of rent control between $25,000 and
$75,000 to pay town employees to oversee
rent ccntrol. She said rent control should
be used only in "emergency situations."

Even if the Town Meeting defeats rent

control, proponents could put rent control

on the ballot for a referendum.

According to Robert Campbell of
Residential Resource Management about
45 percent of UMass students live off

campus. Romer said she was unsure
whether control will be discussed tonight or

at the second session Wednesday.

There are two articles in the warrant
concerning recombinant DNA research.

Both involve restricting research.

One article involves requiring all research

to follow the guide lines issued by the

National Institute of Health. The other
article if passed, would be forwarded to

Congress, asking that the guidelines be
made mandatory nationwide.

DNA, or deoxyribonucleic acid, carries

chromosomes for transmitting hereditary

information. Recombinant DNA research

may create new forms of life.

The selectmen have voted to support the
restrictions on DNA.
UMass Physics professor Arthur Quinton

is the chairman of the DNA Study Com-
mittee.

Another Article on the town warrant
concerns the subsidy for the Western
Mass. Bus Lines Amherst-Williamsburg
route. The subsidy is $3,627.

The selectmen have voted against the
subsidy. According to Romer, some
members of the Board support public

funding for private industries such as
Western Mass. Bus Lines. Romer said this

particular plan was "not specific enough
for herself and others to support.

Another meeting is held if enough citizens

petition for articles on a new warrant.
According to UMass Dean of Students
William F. Field, who also serves as

moderator at the Town Meeting, "we
always have enough business to have one
every October."

The Town Meeting will also consider a
limit on property taxes to 2.5 percent of

assessed valuation. The present levy is

about 3.04 percent, Romer said.

The warrant articles also include a variety

of items such as licensing, zoning and gun
usage.

Stockbridge career day

set for Wednesday
By WHITNEY BUTTRICK
Collegian Staff

Stockbridge students will

hold their se cond day-long

career day tomorrow in the

Campus Center
Auditorium, that will

feature agriculture and
landscaping displays built

by students.

The first Stockbridge Pro-

fessional Development Day
was organized by stu dent

Peter Quinlan last February,

to let students learn of job

opportunities in their fields

of study. Stockbridge
students are enrolled in

two-year programs geared

toward agriculture, land-

scaping and other related

fields.

There is no admission
charge for the career con-

ference. Conference
organizers received $1500
from the Stockbridge Stu

dent Senate to fund the

project this year. Last year,

they received $1000.

Ouinlan said he expects at

least 1000 peo pie to attend

the conference, which has

more displays and ex-

hibitors than the one last

February. Ouinlan said

about 700 peo pie attended

the first conference.

The schedule of the con-

ference includes exhibits

and seminars, that begin at

10:15, 45 minutes after the

opening ceremonies at

9:30.

Harold Newton, president

of the Massachusetts Farm
Bureau, is scheduled to talk

about the future of

agriculture in

M&ssachusetts in a speech

at 1 p.m. in Campus Center

101 , down the hall from the

auditorium. The conference

schedule:
9:30-10 a.m. opening

ceremonies
-10:15-11 a.m. seminars.

Financial Aspects of Buying

Farm Land, Campus Center

101; Germ Free Technology
and Quality Control, Cam-
pus Center 168.

-11:15o12 p.m. seminars.

Urban Forestry-The Future

rm. 101; Economics and the

Future of Dairy Farming in

New England, rm. 168.

-1-1:45 p.m Main speech

by Harold Newton.
-2 2:45 p.m. seminars.

Underground Ir rigation, rm

101; Efficient Utilization of

Energy in Greenhouses, rm.

168.

-3-3:45 p.m. seminars.

State of Land scape In-

dustry, rm. 101; Corn, the

Staff of Life, rm. 168.

-4 p.m. Closing speech by

John W. Denison, assistant

dean. College of Food and

Natural Resources and
director of the Stockbridge

School of Agriculture.

Speed Readiiig Course

To Begin at Amherst
Arrrangements have

been made by the Institute

of Speed Reading, Inc., to

conduct a 24 hour course

in speed reading. The
course is open to those

who qualify above the age

of 12, and graduates are

guaranteed a reading
speed of 1000 w p.m. with

better than average com-
prehension.

After the eight week
program a person can read

any average length book in

less than an hour and
understand it better. In ad

dition to speed reading the

course also emphasizes

study techniques, better

test taking skill, and in

creased concentration and
retension abilities.

Technical materials such

as law, medicine and
finance can also be read at

high rates of speed with

greater comprehension.

The course requires a

person to attend one class

per week on the evening of

their choice. For those

who would like more infor-

mation, without obligation

to enroll, a series of Free

one hour orientation lec-

tures have been schedul-

ed

These meetings are free to

the public and the course

will be explained in com-
plete details including en

trance requirements, class

room schedule and loca-

tion. You need to attend

only one of the meetings

whichever one is most
convenient for you. These
free one hour orientations

will be held as follows:

Saturday the 21st at

11:00a.m., Sunday at 2:30

and 7:30 p.m. and FINAL
MEETINGS, MONDAY,
OCTOBER 23, at 4:30 and
7:30 P.M ALL MEETINGS
AT HOWARD JOHN
SONS RESTAURANT
(Route 9).

Speaks at UlVlass Sargent:

The Duke stillconfident '^°p ^^'^^

EDITOR'S NOTE: Gov. MicfiaelS. Dukakis
visited UMass Saturday, perhaps his last

appearance here as governor. Edward J.

King defeated Dukakis in the Democratic
primary in September. Here are some
thoughts about Dukakis' visit.

By MARK HCRAN
Collegian Staff

There was a certain mood of anticioation
while awaiting the arrival of Michael
Dukakis last Saturday morning. Political

observers wondered what he would be like

four weeks after his defeat by Edward J.
King.

Was he a bitter man? Was he a broken
man? Would he walk into the Campus
Center with a scowl on his face, a nasty
word for the press, and a terse speech for

the conservationists who had invited him
here?
Perhaps it would be worse. Suppose his

usual clean cut appearance had run amuck.
Suppose, in a desperate Friday night at-

tempt to drown his sorrows, he looked and
felt the same as the rest of the audience.
But when he walked into the auditorium

he was no different than he had been
before the primary. As the 44-year-old
ousted governor, he still looked like a 27-
year-old accountant for Dunn and Brad-

street. He walked quickly and wore that
strained smile, his hair was neatly combed,
he wore a grey suit which can be charitably

called '"reserved," and there were visible

signs of fatigue or strain.

When he ascended the stage the 200
environmentalists stood and applauded.
The press had looks of curiousity on their

aces. Those who snickered and giggled on
primary night when the returns came in

were repentive. After a month of Eddie
King one has to repent.

His speech was a typical Dukakis speech.
Unspectacular, concise and to the point.

He never gets excited, but he never
stammers. He knows exactly what he
wants to say and he always says a great
deal more than most politicians. He is, as

they say in newspaper offices and
barrooms and probably at the state house,
"a smart bastard."

He was a bit looser than usual. He joked
often about "the unfortunate events of

Sept. 19," '.he day of the primary.
He talked about the excellent en-

vironmental record of his administration.

Most agree that it was impressive. Later in

the day Frank Hatch used the Dukakis
record to his advantage at the association
luncheon saying it was "one issue Michael
Dukakis and I agree on" and calling it "the

wm'
BOSTON (UPI)--Former Massachusetts state senators Joseph J.C. DiCarlo,

left, and Ronald MacKenzie speak to reporters at their homes this weekend
about their nine-month terms in a Pennsylvania federal prison for convicted
politicians. DiCarlo, former Democratic Majority leader from Revere, and
MacKenzie, a Republican from Burlington, were convicted last January of ex-

tortion in the awarding of the contract for construction of the UMass-Boston
campus at Columbia Point. A federal court is reviewing their appeals.

Invite the bunch...

Mix a great, big bucket full of

Open House Punch
Serves 32 . . tastes like a super cocktail/
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One 6-01 can frozen lemonade
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lightly Add ice. orange, lemon
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You know it's got to be good when it's made with
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Amktrtt Chinn* Food

62 Main St 253 7835

•Fresh Chinese
vegetables from our

own farm
•Fully air conditioned-

•Closed Wednesday
•Luncheon specials

$1 15 and up

"High quality food at a

reasonable price"

Recommended by the

New York Times"

exciting legacy of the Dukakis ad-
ministration, as some Dukakis-appointed
commissioners listened.

His urban revitalization programs in Lowell
and Fall River are, of course, nationally

acclaimed. He challenged his successor,
"who ever it may be," to continue the
programs.
He spoke often of national environmental

policy prompting some observers to

become convinced that he was headed for

a job in Washington. And indeed he em-
phatically told the crowd that "Michael
Dukakis would not leave public life." The
conventioneers loved it, the press scribbled
furiously.

But the best was yet to come. Near the
end of his speech he remarked that he
appreciated the warm reception and "if

anyone was interested they could fill out a
five-by-nine file card and we'll keep it for
1982." They laughed and applauded again.

It was a strange turn of events. Here was
the man who often assailed for having "no
personality". Here was the man often
scorned by the press, especially around
UMass, for being an "arrogant s.o.b." And
now everyone was chasing him around as if

he was some sort of messiah sent to save
the voters from the boring campaign.

'turkeys'

Around
Neiv England

Cash, land settlement possible
INDIAN ISLAND, Maine (AP) - The newly

elected governor of the Penobscot nation

says there is a "good chance" his people
wilt accept $27 million cash and 100,000
acres as a compromise settlement of the

Maine Indian land claims case.

But both the governor, Wilfred "Wally"
Pehrson, and Tim Love, the Penobscots'
representative to the Mair)e Legislature, still

see some possible obstacles to a fir>al

resolution of the 12.5 million-acre claim

filed by the Penobscot and Passamiquoddy
tribes.

And an interview with the tribal leaders

revealed that the 200-year-old bitterness

over events that ate up all but 4,500 of the

Penobscots' original 10,000,000 acres still

abounds on the tiny island reservation

north of Bangor.
Pair canoe to save whales

EAST HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) - A pair of

Connecticut men have set out on a six-

month, 11,000-mile journey from the

Connecticut River to Vancouver, British

Columbia as part of the fight to save the

world's whales.
William Davis, 32, and Mark Beauchamp,

24, both of West Hartford began paddling

their 17-foot canoe, which is equipped with

a sail, Saturday.
The first stop for their craft, christened

"Imagine That," will be in New York
Thursday where the canoests will hold a

press conference.

They also plan to meet with Bernardo

Zuleta of Columbia, who is the United

Nations' undersecretary-general for the

Third U.N. Conference on the Law of the

Sea.
Swine flu program "alarmist"

CAMBRIDGE, (AP) - The federal

government jumped the gun in its swine flu

immunization program because of alarmist

and inadequate planning, two Harvard

University researchers say.

"The actual threat didn't warrant the

program," said Dr. Harvey V. Fineberg,

adding that, "it led to a body count

mentality around the country," because of

vaccine side effects.

The study of the 1976 vaccination

program was written by Fineberg,

professor at the Harvard School of Public

Health and Richard E. Neustadt, a Harvard

professor of public administration, at the

request of Joseph Califano, U.S. secretary

of Health, Education and Welfare.

"The killer never came," the study noted.

Associated Press
BOSTON - In a display of intra-party

backbiting, former Gov. Francis W.
Sargent said yesterday "turkeys" and
"cuckoos" run the Massachusetts
Republicans, and he called for the resigna-

tion of party chairman Gordon Nelson.
The Republican party is still an "exclusive

club," said Sargent, adding that he thinks
the party will go down the drain if voters
defeat U.S. Sen. Edward W. Brooke and

Former Massachusetts governor.
Republican Francis W. Sargent.
(Collegian file photo)

gubernatorial nominee Francis W. Hatch in

the general election.

Speaking on radio station WEEI's
Baystate Forum last night, the former

governor said "People won't like it when I

say it, but we've had turkeys running tfra

Republican Party."

He said that while he was runnir>g for r -

election in 1974. the chairman of the

Republican State Committee had said just

before the election that he shouldn't be on
the ticket.

"Th&t isn't exactly, you know, the way to

pull everything together," comrT>ented

Sargent.

"And there've been some cuckoos. I

nr»ean, you go to the Republican State

Committee nrieeting in Sprir>gfield this year,

and I wasn't involved myself, and I waa

glad I didn't get any blood on my clothes."

The former governor said the GOP has no
chance without reaching out for youngv
people, and added that the party hat
always been and still is "an exclusive club."
Chairman Nelson listens to only a smal

segment of the population, said Sargent,
adding "if Brooke and Hatch win, he
should also resign... because, very clearty,

he hasn't been with them."
While noting that Nelson was supportive

of Brooke in suggesting to Avi Nelson that

he not run against the incumbent in the
primary, Sargent said the chairman was not
impartial in the gubernatorial contest.

Hatch was unsuccessfully opposed for the
nomination by GOP-endorsed fiscal conser-
vative Edward F. King.

The GOP, said Sargent, is "in very, very
tough shape. Now, if Frank Hatch were to

win, and I think he's got a real shot at it,

that would be important.

"But for instance, both Brooke and Hatch
were to go, I don't see that there is any par-

ty left."

He predicted that Hatch will win the elec-

tion over Democrat Edward J. King.

Referring to the Democrat endorsee, who
headed Massport during Sargent's tenure,

the former governor said he opposed King's

firing, and commended him for his port

authority work.

But he added that King seemed
"oblivious. . . to the concerns of some of the

people who lived near the port... he's like a

bulldozer."

Proposal #14-79

SALE OF VARIOUS TOWN VEHICLES
The Town of Amherst, Massachusetts will receive sealed pro-

posals endorsed "Sale of Various Town Vehicles" at the office

of the Town Manager, Town Hall, Amherst, Massachus jtts un-

til 2:00 p.m. on Monday, November 6, 1978. At that time, all

proposals will be publicly opened and read. Vehicles Include

one 1971 Plymouth Fury Station Wagon, one 1968 Dodge P 200

van and one 1965 International Travelall All vehicles are offered

"as is
" Vehicles may be inspected at the Public Works Depart-

ment, 486 South Pleasant Street Specifications may be obtain-

ed from the Office of the Town Manager.
The Town of Amherst reserves the right to reject any and/or

all proposals and to award the order(s) in the best interest of the

Town.

Notarization of absentee ballots will be

available according to the following

schedule:

CC 904-908 10/30, 31,

11/01
10 a.m. -4 p.m.

CC 911-915 11/2 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

CC 904-908 11/3, 6 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

CC917 11/7 10 a.m. -4 p.m.
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STOCKTON, Calif. (UPI)--Fire fighter sprays foam at a flaming gasoline

storage tank that contains about 150,000 gallons of the volatile fuel. Fire depart-

ments from an 80-mile radius fought the blaze for more than six hours before it

was contained. The storage tank belongs to Shell Oil Co.

CIA to recruit students
WASHINGTON (/4P1-CIA Director

Stansfield Turner said yesterday he will not

comply with a Harvard University ban on
covert recruiting of foreign students as CIA
agents.

"If we were required to abide by the rules

of every corporation, every academic in-

stitution, it would become impossible to do
the required job for our country," Turner
said. "Harvard does not have any legal

authority over us."

In response to a direct question. Turner

said the CIA would ignore the university's

restriction.

Harvard President Derek C Bok complain-

ed to a Senate committee this sumnr>er that

the CIA covert recruiting threatens "the in-

tegrity and independence of the academic
community."
He said Harvard was willing to allow the

CIA to recruit personnel op)enly on the cam-
pus. But he said the CIA was using faculty

members, administrators and students to

recruit others-especially foreign studenrs-

and to collect informaion useful in its own
operation.

Mass Port Authority makes profit

BOSTON [AP\-Thanks\o Uncle Sam, the

Massachusetts Port Authority has made a

profit of $1 .8 million by refinancing its debt

at a higher rate of interest.

In the process, the MPA was freed from
some of the restrictions imposed in its ex-

isting trust agreement, the prime reason for

the unioue deal. The new arrangement
gives thj autonomous public agency more
spending flexibility.

The success and complexity of the

transaction-it was like refinancing a home
mortgage at higher interest and" making
money-prompted what WBZ-TV newsman
Dan Rea reported was a recent $8,000

celebration at Anthony's Pier 4 restaurant

and MPA gifts of mini-calculators from
Shreve, Crump and Low.
A second MPA-financed party, scheduled

for this month, was cancelled reportedly

because of publicity related to the agency's

past promotional expenditures.

Americans favor wage control
NEW YORK [AP\-.\s President Carter

puts the final touches on his voluntary

wage and price guidelines, a majority of

Americans favor such efforts to try to stop

the seemingly endless march of inflation,

an Associated Press-NBC News poll

shows.
But such limits are not the public's first

choice as the means to halt the inflation

that has ravaged family budgets and erod-
ed purchasing oower.
Cutting federal spending is the public's

favored strategy to stop inflation, with
limits on wages and prices not far behind.
The support for new moves to combat

inflation-expected to be announced by
Canor later this week-comes as the public

has turned pessimistic about the future of
the economy, cutting short a brief upsurge
in crnsumer's hopes for economic stability.

Fif^ -foiir percent of those questioned
Oci 1&17 favored voluntary wage and
pr ce guidelines. One-third of the 1,600
adjits interviewed by telephone were op-
posed. 13 percent were unsure.

The support for wage and price guidelines

cuts across party and idelogical barriers, in-

dicataing the pervasiveness of the effects

of 'pflation.

Looking at the issue another way, controls

on wages and prices were named by 25 per-

cent as the best way to stop inflation. That
was just behind cuts in federal spending,
which were picked by 31 percent as the
inflation-fighting tool of choice.

Former Soviet president dies
MOSCOS l-^Pl-Anastas Mikoyan, former

Soviet president and the first of the old
B')!sheviks to retire with honor, is dead at

aqi^ 82, the Soviet Union announced
yp&terday.

The Communist Party and the Soviet
government announced the death of the
d'jrable Kremlin veteran "with deep sor-

row" The official Tass news agency said

hrt died Saturday after a prolonged illness.

1 '^0 brief annouoncement did not give the
location of his death or other cir-

cu'Mstances.

A dour-looking Armenian with a coal-

black moustache, Mikoyan in a 40-year
Crii>~er survived in good graces the purges
of dictator Josef Stalin and the fall of

fremier Nikita Khruschev.
After his retirement from the presidency in

1S65 at the age of 70, Mikoyoan continued
tt' appear occasionally in public with other
Soviet leaders. He managed to stay in the
first rank of the Kremlin hierarchy largely

because he never u\ed to take over as top
man.

ATTENTION!
All: students, faculty, professionals in agriculture/horticulture related fieldsTOMORROW

is the
STOCKBRIDGE SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURES' second annual

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAY
Where: Campus Center Auditorium, surrounding rooms, outside Campus Center

STUDENT DISPLAYS-SEMINARS-INDUSTRIAL 3H0W

Schedule of events
MORNING SCHEDULE
9 30 10:00 OPENING CEREMONIES

(Outdoor area of Industrial

Show)

10:00 Industrial Show opens

ConsultHOt, Roman R. 3:003:45
Skibiski, Inc Rm. 101

(Farm equipment), Sunderland
MA

10 15 11 00
Rm. 101 Financial Aspects of

Buying Farm Land
Mr R W Hodgdon
Assistant Vice President

Farm Credit Banks of

Springfield, MA

AFTERNOON SCHEDULE
12:30-2:00 Industrial Show closed

1:00 1:45

Rm 101

Rm 168 Germ Free Technology
and Quality Control

Mr Thomas Grace 2:00
Micro Biologist

Charles River Breeding

Laboratory, Inc ,

2:002:45
Rm 101Wilmington, MA

11 151200
Rm 101 Urban Forestry The Future

Mr Robert Mullane

Pres , Alpine Tree Care, Inc

White Plains, NY Rm 168

Rm 168 Economics and the Future

of Dairy Farming in N.E. *

Mr Roman R Skibiski

•

WHAT IS THE FUTURE
OF MASSACHUSETTS
AGRICULTURE (AND HOW
TO GET STARTED IN IT)

MR HAROLD NEWTON
PRESIDENT, MA$S. FARM
BUREAU, NORTHFIELD, MA

Industrial Show opens

Underground Irrigation

Mr. Joseph Sarkisian

Irrigation Sales, Manager,
Clapper Company,
West Newton, MA

Efficient Utili^ itlon of

Energy in Greenhouses
Dr Jay Koths
Professor of Floriculture,

Univ of Conn ,
Storrs, CT

Rm. 168

State of Landscape
Industry Where Lies Its

Future?
Mr Palmer W Bigelow, Jr.

President, Bigelows' Nurseries

Northboro, MA

Corn- The Staff of Life

Walton C. Galinat

Professor of Genetics, Univ.

of Massachusetts, Suburban
Experiment Station, Waltham
MA

4:004:45
Rm 168

5:00

After Graduation from
Stockbridge What Then?
Dr John W. Denison

Assistant Dean, College of

Food and Natural Resources;

Director, Stockbridge School

of Agriculture, University

of Mass., Amherst MA

Industrial Show closes.
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Gay supporters fear blacklist
Pacific News Service

The "fear factor" has becop'o so
significant in the campaign around
Proposition 6, the initiiative to ban
homosexual teachers from California's

public schools, that "No on 6" forces have
decided to publicly confront the seo'et

anxiety that is haunting this political effort.

They have taken out a full-page ad-

vertisement in Variety and the Hollywood
Reporter asserting: "If you like '.h**

blacklist, you'll love Propositions."

Opponents hope the ad will expose the

fear of future retribution that has prevented

many film stars, musicians, advertis:ng

people and wealthy "name" figures from
identifying themselves as opposed to the

initiative.

"We're going to deal with this thing head-

on," said Michael Levett, Southern
California chairman of the "No on 6" drive.

"School teachers aren't the only ones who
have felt they must keep their views on the

homosexual issue in the dark."

The initiative, sponsored by John V.
Briggs of Orange County, would require
dismissal of school teachers and ad-
ministrators "for advocating, soliciting,

imposing, encouraging or promoting
private or public sexual acts... between
persons of the same sex in a manner likely

to come to the attention of other em-
ployees or students; or publicly or in-

discreetly engaging in such acts.

According to Levett, "The whole
Southern California community of artists,

whether straight or gay, is apprehensive
lest the blacklist be revived. Many are

courageous and come out anyway. But
there is a fear here that careers will be at

stake or a boycott be encouraged against
those who take sides in this issue."

Blacklist feared
This fear is revealed in the contributions.

Fully one fourth of the money raised from a
recent mail appeal arrived in checks just

under $50. "That's the breaking point for

anonymity, " Levett said. "You'd think we
had a markdown sale going, we get so
many $49.99 contributions. What we are

^f^a40^[H:

heanng constantly is the fear that those
lists, which are public documents, will be
used in the future to harrass supporters."
The Southern California campaign

headquarters lists its volunteers only by
their first names. And the Northern
California headquarters, according to

spokeswoman Andrea Jepson, agreed to

keep secret the names of cameramen,
artists, ad experts and film advisers who
prepared its television spots for the anti-

Briggs drive.

According to David Mixner, a top cam-
paign organizer for George McGovern,
Eugene McCarthy, Tom Bradley and
others, "The degree of fear that has been
stirred up by this campaign is unique to this

issue. I have never encountered anything
like this in any previous political ex-

perience."

His Los Angeles political consulting firm

has lost several clients since it began
working on the campaign against the

initiative.

"In this wholesale attack on
homosexuality, the right wing has found an
issue similar to the old commie issue of

years back," he said. "It is insidious in

exactly the same way It is an instrument

for smearing sonr>eone, and once a person
has been involved, no degree of response
can erase the harm done.

"You would hardly know we were in a
political campaign, where the right to speak
freely is absolutely necessary. Suddenly
people are afraid to speak out," he said.

Many people in the entertainment industry
are reluctant to give public support because
their sponsors might decide they are
getting "too controversial," Mixner said.

Heterosexuals are just as wary of in-

volvement as homosexuals, he added.

Celebrities speak out
But some celebrities in the film world,

including Shirley MacLaine, Paul Newmari
and Natalie Wood, not only have lent fheir

names to the anti-Briggs effort, but also
have stated their alarm at the fear per-
vading the industry.

Film director Henry Jaglin and his wife

staged a fund-raising and publicity
reception against Proposition 6 at their

home on Sept. 9. About 100 people at-

tended, but. Jaglin said, "I had to fight for

every one of them."

RUN4
MILLION-IVOLLAR
BUSINESS VH LESS
THANAtiAR.

Supply ot'ficiT.s an- the prttfcs.sional ' j.sinfss managers of the

Navy. Fmannal manag«'mf nt, auHitmfir. merchandising, pur-

chasing- I'verylhrng it lakes tu keep .lie Navy moving, moves
through them Kven at a junior le.el, the .Supply Officer

responsible for a single ship runs .'.n operation equivalent

to a miliion-dollar-a year business
If you'd like to know more about Supply Schof)l and the

Navy Supply Corps, contact your local recruiter or send your
resume to:

NAVY OFFICER INFORMATION TEAM
at the

PLACEMEr'T OFFICE
TUESDAY WED^E.:^'AY THURSDAY

24 2.b 26
OCTC 3CH

MAVY OrFKIR. ITS NOT JUST /. H>m, IT'S AM A0VINTURI.

Explosion may be UFO
Associated Press

MOSCOW - A cataclysmic explosion that

scarred a vast area of Siberia 70 years ago
and has baffled scientists ever since may
have been caused by a flying saucer, says a

respected Soviet astronomer.
The explosion, known as the "Tunguska

Mystery," devested a remote forest region
in Central Siberia June 30, 1908. It leveled

trees over a 1,250 square-mile area and was
followed by intense radiation and a great

fire.

A score of scientific expeditions to the

area and dozens of scientific research
papers have put forth theories ranging from

the crash of a meteorite or comet to the col-

lision of a "black hole" with the Earth.

But all these theories are discounted for

various reasons. And now for the first time
a serious scientist, atronomer Felix Zigel of

the Moscow Aviation Institute, has propos-
ed that the answer to the mystery is an "ex
traterrestrial probe" - the explosion of a fly-

ing saucer.
Zigel based his theory in part on the fact

that scientists have determined that the ob-

ject flew in an "enormous loop," first nor-

thward then westward, before crashing a

trajectory that apparently cannot be ex-

plained by any natural phenomenon.
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LSAT PREPARA-
TION COURSE

BEGINS
10/26- ENROLL

NOW
For iRformttton About (Mttr Ctntart

In Mtjor US Oltl«t • A6ro*4

OutiW* NY SUU
CM! TOU ntl: •M-223-17t2

SIMCHAT TORAH
CELEDRATION
Monday, October 23

7:30 p.m.
Commonweolth Koom
Student Union, UMoss

(Sponsored by th'-^ R'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation!

UICK COPY & TYPING, INC.

"Amherst Areas One Stop Copying

and Typing Center"

Quality, low cost copies

Professional low cost typing

Executive Secretarial Services

Complete resume, dissertation and manuscript packages

Guaranteed time of completion

l^ick Up and Delivery on large jobs

Located in "The Carriage Shops'*

233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst Center«54905S7
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Rent control proposal before the town nneeting
Tonight a rent control proposal will come

before the Amherst Town Meeting. If the
Town Meeting members vote down this
proposal it will then pass to the people of
Amherst for a special referendum vote.
A Rent Control proposal has come before

the town once already, in 1975, at which
time the Landlord Tenant Relations
Committee reported that rent control
would be "an added tool to deal with our
housing problem... particularly if we are
faced with a massive influx of dormitory
residents into the rental market." This year
the University of Massachusetts has
exempted juniors from on campus housing
and just such a "massive influx" has oc-
curred.

The vacancy rate in Amherst is now \\JMt^

about zero, far below the five percaftt
vacancy rate that economists and realtors
consider a housing shortage sufficient to
cause artificially high rents. This housing
shortage has enabled landlords to charge
exhorbitant rents and to make rent in-

creases far in excess of what is justified by
their costs.

On average, rents in town are about 25
percent higher than they were three years
ago and, since the housing shortage will

continue, they will be higher still next year.

Though rent control will not in the long run
solve the housing shortage, it will protect
tenants and future tenants from the ex-
ploitation they face as a result of the
shortage.

Rent Control Now, a core group of
concerned Amherst tenants, in conjunction
with two University organizations,
OffCampus Housing and SCERA, is
working to pass the proposal, which is

based on a similar one written up in 1970 by
a tenants' organization in Cambridge. The
Rent Control Act will:

1. Roll back rents to the level they were at
In May, 1978.

2. Set up a Rent Control Board of five
members appointed by the Board of
Selectpeople, which will set a maximum
legal rent for each apartment or group of
apartments. To obtain a rent increase, a
landlord will have to show that his costs
have actually increased and demonstrate
that the apartment is properly maintained
and conforms to the sanitary code and
other laws.

Rent Control will not freeze rents. It will
guarantee landlords a fair return on in-

vestment and permit them to pass on the

cost of improvements to tenants.
3. The Rent Control Board will also control

evictions. In order to evict a tenant, the
landlord will have to show to the Board a
"just cause", i.e. non-payrrient of rent, use
of the apartment for an "illegal purpose",
excessive damage to the apartment,
creating a nuisance, etc., before
proceeding to obtain an eviction order in

court.

If this proposal is rejected by the Town
Meeting members it will go to a referendum
and will be decided by the townspeople.

The passing of a referendum is a com-
plicated process, but an important tool for

citizen rights. It is an opportunity for p>eopV
who are dissatisfied with a decision of the

Town Meeting to refer the question to all

registered voters of the town. Most votes

of the Town Meeting, except for

emergency issues, do not become
operative until after five business days have
passed. If within those five days a petition

for referendum is signed by at least five

percent of the registered voters the action

of the Town Meeting is suspended. Within

ten days if receipt of the petition the

selectpeople must issue a call for

referendum to be held within two weeks.
Referendum voting, as in a town election,

takes place in the various precints. Should
the Rent Control proposal go to referen-

dum, the referendum will probably take

place in late November. An action of Town
Meeting cannot be overturned unles 20
percent of all registered voters so vote.

If the referendum is a success, the
measure will go to the State Legislature for
app>roval. If this is given, as is expected,
rent control should go into effect in

Amherst some time in the late spring or
early summer of 1979. This will be in time to
help prevent massive rent increases in the
1979 80 lease year.

Rent control in Amherst will encourage
new housing construction because new
units do not come under the Rent Control
Act. It will maintain the condition of the
present housing. It will help local
businesses since tenants will not have to
spend so much on rent. Finally, it will

protect students who would like to live off

campus from the high rents landlords can
now, and are now, setting.

By Karia Leibowitz, -SCERA
and Jonathan Stack.--OCHO

To the Editor:
Resignation non-

coverage a blunder

To the Editor:

When a majority of the Women's News
Department resigned recently in protest

of tfie staff's vote against the
Chance/tor's Commission recommenda-
tion for women's news in the Collegian,

the Valley Advocate covered the story.

The Collegian didn 't. How come?
In talking with Collegian staff members

about the coverage of these events, it has
been acknwiedged to me that the Col
legian's failure to cover the resignations

was a journalistic blunder. While I

recognize that newspapers and jour-

nalists often feel that the politics of the

newsroom don 't belong in a newspaper's
own pages, the conflict had, through the

events of the spring semester, become a
news item itself and not just simple staff

infighting. The Collegian illustrated this

by the coverage it accorded the women's
occupation of the newsroom.
While the majority of the Collegian

Women's News Department and campus
feminists and supporters were occupy-
ing the collegian offices last semester, the

Collegian staff f was attempting to imph-

ment its own policy on women's news
coverage in the paper. The Chancellor's

Commission Study, agreed to by all par-

ties involved, dealt extensively with this

policy all sum mer.

Representatives from the Collegian, the

occupation, and the administration par
ticipated in the work of the Commission
and presented their results to the Col-

legian staff this semester. The staff, by
summarily dismissing the recommenda-
tions without affording its readers the op-

portunity for vigorous public debate,

seems to be in con flict with its own
stated goal of serving the student com-
munity.

Helen Berg
Amherst

ish and two-ish I believe. Not at all con-
ducive to sleep.

Baker, John Adams and my fellow Van
Meter residents will know at once what I

mean. Each dorm room is si'ppplied with
a heat detector and a smoke detector
The alarms have the most unfortunate
tendency to go off at the slightest

provocation-- which doesn't necessarily
have to be a fire. Bees, mosquitoes, dust

I may be ill-informed. I invite anyone
with the facts to correct me. However,
I'm damn tired of being wakened by these
obnoxious thousand dollar "protection"
devices. Big Brother strikes again, /nisis
where your money goes, folks. Yet the
Benefactor--l mean the Administration-
does not have the money to repair the
French Hall greenhouses.

Nancy Jane Bailey

SURE critic

responds

Obnoxious, unwel-

come protection

To the Editor:

/ agree wholeheartedly with Jon
Sbailor's letter of 10-18. Students upon
entering the University are endowed by
their creator with certain inalienable

rights. However, what I find most often

abridges my first two rights is not my
fellow student, but the elaborate fire

detection equipment the ever so omnis-
cient Administration saw fit to in-

stall in my dorm this summer,
and frisbees will do nicely. The four

alarms in five days that you may have
read about earlier in the Cpllegian was
only the beginning. The alarms go off

fairly frequently at improbable hours.

They went off twice last night at one

To the Editor:

A letter from representatives of SURE
was able at least to recognize the main
source of our disagreement, although
they got considerable mileage out of a
rather unlikely misunderstanding of a
minor point.

First, the misunderstanding. While
defending the fairness of a graduated tui

tion from each according to his ability,

to coin a phrase - I noted that not only
should It not reduce accessibility but that

'a strong economic incentive" to come
here should be maintained so as to

counter our "false reputation" among
prospective applicants.

By a very odd twist of interpretation, this

was taken to mean a defense of high tui-

tion in order to attract wealthy, status-

oriented candidates. From here it is

deduced that I imply that these people are
"smarter" and that "accessibility to

education and high quality are mutually
exclusive.

"

Of course if I believed this, one would
wonder why I was interested in defending
high quality education for those who can
not pay, but the point is simply that they
have perversely defined "economic incen-
tive" as the opportunity for conspicuous
consumption and not simply to save a
buck.
This was a minor point in my letter. They

ought to have pursued more carefully

their appreciation of the source of our
disagreement: my assumption that the
capacity of public universities is not likely

to increase in the forsoeable future. This

IS not to say that it should not increase,

and, I ven if I had, it would still not be
grounds for accusing me of ".

. . accep-
tance of the continued deterioration of
public higher education. .. "It was my
often repeated point that tuition and aid

to private schools was subordinate to an
accessible high quality public university.

Let me restate my argument in light of
our differing assumptions. I argued that

as long as tff^ competitive health of ex
isting public institutions is maintained, to

oppose tuition and state scholarships is

not only unnecessary but flies in the face
of the bulk of public opinion, a good deal
of which is wellfounded. We live in a state
in which the bulk of its residents atten-

ding four- year liberal arts colleges are in

the private sector.

These colleges educate an income range
much more like that at UMass than is

generally thought. The private Five Col-

leges are not typical. While UMass should
be a quality alternative, it should not be
the only alternative for those who cannot
pay. Therefore, it is fair that UMass be
only partially subsidized by those who do
not attend, i.e. we should pay tuition,

and that the latter receive some state sup-
port as well. It should not bt at the ex-

penses of UMass, and it should go where
it is needed.
Now if this were California or if we were

talking about the secondary or primary
level, it would be reasonable to force
those unsatisfied with the state's offer-

ings to pay out of their own pockets en-
tirely. It is SUPE's goal to achieve such a
condition, in which case admittedly even
more money than is necessary to keep
UMass competitve is required, i.e. to

build and/or to assimilate. (Given the
decline of enrollments, the latter is the
only likely possibility.

)

However, the defense of the UMass
budget and of the expansion of the public
system are distinct issues and should be
argued separately: first, simply because,
despite some similarity in arguments,
they are very different claims, but much
more importantly as long as these institu-

tions are unassimilated, tuition and a
state scholarship program are fair and
reasonable ideas. Their elimination can
only fairly be contingent upon a signifi-

cant expansion of the public system.
To demand their elimination without

recognizing such a contingency leads the
impartial observer to suspend any further

examination of their viewpoint, and we
both know that many in this state are all

too ready to give into that lead

Michael Hart

Unappreciated at

home
To the Editor:

/ want to make the following points that

have not yet been mentioned regarding

Michael Hart's letter of 10-10 and the

SUREprogram:

1\ Hart is absolutely right that "it is

physically impossible for UMass to

educate all qualified \an4, presumably,

interested] state residents. " But turning

over scholarship money to private

colleges is only one way to increase

access to college.

Also possible might be \a\ expansion of
the existing public higher education
system; (61 public takeover of some
private colleges [this has happened in

many states: two examples are Ohio and
Pennsylvania]

Secondly, a popular restriction on
financial aid in the legislature has been
requiring 75 percent of the aid to go to
private colleges, whereas only half of
Massachusetts college students go to
private colleges. There is no guarantee of
the legislature's ability to resist future
lobbying from private colleges.

2] Hart is absolutely wrong that "the
family income distribution of UMass
students has been shown to be not much
different from that at non-elite schools
like B.C. or B.U." Even today, figures
from SAREO show that UMass students
come from families whose income
averages only somewhat higher than
Massachusetts average. B.U. and B.C.
have students from families that, while

not rich, are substantially above the
average income for Massachusetts, and
thousands of dollars per year more than
that of UMass students.

But this has been changing: the com-
ponent of students from working-class
families at UMass declined in eight years
from over a quarter to a tenth of the
student body. Meanwhile, the richest
portion of Massachusetts students went
from 4 percent to 10 percent, and is

steadily rising.

One important reason for this has been
the steadily rising tuition during this

period. Abolishing tuition, and replacing
the money with progressive taxation,

would make University funding fairer

while encouraging the poorer students to

continue at college.

3] The appeal of universities such as
Harvard or MIT has not been their high
tuition and consequent elitist orientation.

There are colleges [such as Repperdyne]
with much higher tuition even than
Harvard or MIT, which are unknown.
Rather, it is their unswerving devotion to

good faculty and good teaching that has
given the reputation they have.

4] Massachusetts is the only state in the

country where UMass is thought of as a
"less preferable " university. Forty percent
of UMass graduates leave this state, only

to find that their college degrees are more
valuable elsewhere.

Michael R. Federovs/
Amherst

The Massaehutattt Daily Collegian

welcomes eH letters to the editor. They
mast be signed and include the euthor's

mddres% and phone rtumber.

Organizations mey submit letters, but
they must include a name end phone
rtumber for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,

#r sixty spaces per lirte. end no more than

tif/o pages long. They should be sent to

the Executive Editor care of the

Coliagian, or may be dropped off et the

Collegian office.

All letters mey be subject to editing for

either space or content according to the

judgement of the editor. Due to spece

limitations, there is rto guerantee that all

tatters received wHI be printed.
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And
Good evening. Here is today's top story.

Preparations continue for the coronation
of David Cardinal Knapp this week at

Fanueil Bascilica in Boston. It was scarcely
a few months ago that the white smoke
billowed forth from the chimney at the
meeting of the University Board of
Trustees. No one was surprised when the
name of Cardinal Knapp was read aloud,
for he is known by all as a pastoral man, in

the tradition of John Paul I, known
previous to his ascendency to the throne as
Robert Cardinoi Wood.
Some were surprised that the Trustees

would select a Cardinal from the private

colleges. However, sources tell us that the
Board did not want to take political

preferences into account, and that they
merely hope that relations with the
repressive regime of Cornell continue to be
"upbeat".
Asked why he selected the Fanueil

Bascilica for his coronation, Cardinal
Knapp claimed that it represents the
richness and strength of the University em-
pire, as well as his inability to pick a popular
site. 'It's like the following, ' Knapp said,

"You have tickets for a Steely Dan Con-
cert, and Bruce Springsteen concert on the
same day, so you wind up at home playing

Wayne Newton records."
The walls of Fanuiel Hall are decorated

with frescoes depicting famous scenes
from the history of the University empire,
such as the signing of the Wellman Carta at

Campus Center, the abdication of John
Cardinal Lederle, and the Battle of Boyden
Field, where Michael of Brookline was slain

by Edward, King of Oblivion.

Workmen here in Boston are proceeding
at a frantic pace, trying to get all in

readiness for the historic coronation of Car-

dinal Knapp. The giant balcony is being
readied, so that the new President may
stand over the cheering- throngs and pro-

ceed with the ceremonial raising of the
arms. Cue cards are also being prepared, so
that the new President may address each
department in its own language, a master-
ful feat if accomplished. The new President
will be borne down the aisle on the
shoulders of 12 Vice-Presidents, and placed
near the altar. There, Joseph Cardir>al Mea-
ly will place the crown jewels on his head,
symbolizing the transfer power. He will

then recite, and Cardinal Knapp will then
repeat;

By the power invested in me by the Board
of Trustees of the University of

Massachusetts, I hereby award you an
honorary degree of Doctorate of Presiden-

cy, and all the honors and privileges,

manure causa, ordinarily accompanying an
ordinary deC|f6fe.

And then, David Cardinal Knapp will be
the new President of the University, and
will assume the name he has selected for

his tenure. The name, chosen to reflect his

desire to continue the policies and practices

of his predecessor, John Paul I, is George
Ringo I.

The new President will then give his first

PAUL YANOWITCHi

now, the news
blessing to the people, who will cry,

'habemus presidentum', and then he shall

convoke with the cardinals, deans and
vistors, in the Feast of the Budget Cuts.
in other related news tonight, the
Amherst government announced that it

would speed up the processing for visas, so
that all who wish may travel the mighty
distance to witness the historic event.
Already, millions are lined up at the
passport windows to complete their travel

papers. However, the government
disclaimed any liability for residents who

Asked why he selected the

Fauvell Basilica for his cor-

onation, Cardinal Knapp

claimed that it represents

the richness and strength of

the University empire, as

well as his inability to pick a

popular site.

fall oft the world west of Worcester,
Preiiident Carter annouonced today that

he shall send Lieutenant Governor Tipster

O'Neill to head the American delegation,

which shall pay its respects to the new
President in a private audience, it was

learned today. Reports are that O'Neill will

plead with the new President for two posi-
tions in the College of Arts and Sciences
the famed political science department,
one for himself, the other for his senior col-

league, Michael Dukakis.
In other news tonight, Joseph DiCarlo and

Ronald McKenzie were released from
prison one minute after midnite, Friday
morning. Both served ten months of a
twelve month sentence after their convic-
tions on federal charges of extortion.
McKenzie will accept the MBM Chair of

Management in the School of Business Ad-
ministration at the Harbor campus of the
University of Massachusetts. When asked
of his plans, DiCarlo answered: "Joseph
J.C. DiCarlo died for your sins: I shall rise

again." From prison, DiCarlo went to the
nearest courthouse, where he petitioned
the judge to change his name to Lazarus.

The assassin of Leon Trotsky died Friday

night of cancer. Trotsky, a Russian politi-

cian who lost the primary to a little known
radical named V.I. Lenin, blamed h^s defeat
on the loose ethics of the times. He claim-

ed, shortly after his loss, and death: "I

mean, if it happened today, do you think he
would get away with it? Never. Not after

Watergate. The assassination of Trotsky, in

Mexico City, gave rise to a* popular folk

song which began:

"Yesterday in Mexico City, Mr. Leon
Trotsky died,

when a strange Ruskky assassin put an ice

pick through his hide..."

We will be back after this commercial.
Paul Yanowitch is replacing Chet Huntley,
who is on vacation.
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BETH SEGERS

How to eat

like a child
Scrambled eggs-cut into small pieces.
Ask mother for more orange juice and while
she is getting it, place eggs under the rim of
plate. Waste time and then run out the
door, announcing you are late for school.
When mother clears table, she will discover
ring of cold, hard eggs. Alternate method:
Hide eggs under knife and napkin.

Jelly donuts-find the hole. Begin eating
at the point exactly opposite and work
towards the middle. When the doughy part
is gone, take a big bite and squish jelly out
the hole and onto the Sunday funnies.
Jello-sguish between teeth.

Mixed vegetables-separate corn, peas,
and carrots into piles. Eat the corn,
rearrange the peas and stack the carrot
cubes into formation. Do hot eat the
carrots unless you decide to spear each
vegetable onto the three fork tongs for

every bite.

Oranges-cut into quarters. Put section
into mount, eat the orarlge and leave peel
in position, pretending it is your teeth.
Close lips over peel, sneak up on your
father and grin quickly. Then remove peel
and bend it in the direction of nearby
person, spraying citric acid into eyes.

Chicken noodle soup--burn your
mouth. Add crackers to make glop, then
slurp. Make sure at least two noodles hang
over edge of bowl and drip on table.

Italian ices (the kind you use a spoon
with) -bore a hole in the center as if you
are drilling for oil. Turn the spoon in circles,

getting the ice on both sides of the spoon
and lick off slowly. When you hit the
bottom in the center, turn the rest of the ice
over to get to the syrupy part. Stir and
drink.

Pretzels-Bite off one of the three circles

to form a pair of glasses. Place glasses on
edge of nose and squint. Eat rest of pretzels

by biting off parts to make letters of the
alphabet.

Cupcakes-Peel off frosting and put

aside. Eat cake part and work your way
towards cream filling. Return to frosting,

which has since melted, and roll into ball.

Italian ices (in paper cups)- Choose a

flavor that will turn your tongue a different

color. Can/e patterns in a circle with yow
teeth and then lick 'til even all along the top *

of the cup. Squeeze the side too hard.

shooting the ice out and onto the street.

Get another (same flavor) and repeat

process, leaving liquid in the cup. Spill onto

clean white shirt. Uncrinkle ridges of the

paper container and lick dry. Leave sticky

mess on car seat, tell your mother you feel

sick and stick out technicolor tongue.

Bubble gum--chew three pieces at a

time. Begin with small bubbles, gradually

building up to one that will burst all over

your nose and chin. Hold onto end of gum
and pull, seeing how long a strand you can

make before it breaks. When it does, hold

the strand attached to your finger over

head and start retrieving it with tongue. As
soon as it loses its flavor, drop on sidewalk

for someone to step in.

Beth Segers is a Collegian Columnist
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GETA HEAD STARTON
THE HOUDAYS.
Stock up on our food values,

save up our Green Stomps.
SPECIALS: OCT 23-28, 1978 WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMT OUANTmES

SWIFTS PREMIUM LEAN

SLICED BACON

USDA CHOICE SHOULDER CLOD

LONDON BROIL

1.49
SWIFTS PREMIUM

SKINLESS FRANKS
USDA CHOICE BONELESS

BLADE STEAK
MINUTES FRESH LEAN

GROUND BEEF

LB

PKG

5 LB

PKG ^6.25
LEAN CHUCK

STEW BEEF

$
LB

$
LB

$
LB

99^

1.73

1.29

1.59

^^ ^GROCERY SPECIALS^ •^
"N / JUMBO ROLL

VIVA TOWELS

55

• • • FRESH PRODUCE ir -k -k

GOLDEN

RIPE

'0'

BANANAS

$1
LBS

NEW FLORIDA WHITE SEEDLESS

GRAPEFRUIT
*

SWEET JUICY

TANGERINES

CALIFORNIA ICEBERGf* /€ 4 CALIFORNIA CEBERl

5/'l LEHUCE

DOZ

AA ^ FRESH GREEN

69 BROCCOLI

HEAD

BCH

CAUFORNIA REDCAUFORNIA RED f"A f"
'-"'*^ ^"^^''

EMPEROR GRAPES ..59° CUCUMBERS

49'

69'

6/n

BETTY CROCKER

PIE CRUST MIX
OCEAN SPRAY WHOLE OR JELLIED

CRANBERRY SAUCE
APPLE & EVE ALL NATURAL

APPLE JUICE
COLLEGE INN

CHICKEN BROTH
SWEET LIFE STEMS & PIECES

MUSHROOMS
WISHBONE *

DRESSING ".'«:

9

CAMPBELLS

CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP

BIC TEX

11 01

16 02

64 OZ

13</V OZ

4 0Z

10.7 OZ

RAGU SPAGHETTI

SAUCE

3/4 GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
^ ^ KEN L RATION

3/'l DOG FOOD

M SWEET LIFE IN WATER
'

CHUNK LIGHT TUNA
A /C« MliElLER FIK*MEOIUM*WIOE

4/'l EGG NOODLES
*% /AA/> '^tSTLES

2/89' CHOCOUtTE MORSELS
_^ BISOUICK BUTTERMILK

79' BAKING MIX
^ /C4 BETTY CROCKER FUPGE

Sri BROWNIE MIX

/

16 QZ

6 PACK

6^ OZ

12 OZ

40 OZ

27
'/i OZ

32 OZ

JAR 99

HEINZ

KEG 0' KETCHUP

32 OZ

BTL 79
LOG CABIN

PANCAKE SYRUP
FRISKIES BUFFET

CAT FOOD «^L vAR

MAC & CHEESE«ITALIAN*ALA KING

UPTON LITE LUNCH
PALMOLIVE

LIQUID DETERGENT
MOTTS

APPLESAUCE
SWEET LIFE

FRUIT COCKTAIL
GREEN GIANT

NIBLETCORN

24 OZ

6'/r OZ

2 PACK

22 OZ

35 OZ

17 OZ

1?0

89' BAKED PEA BEANS
_ Mg^g^^ JABB08EE

4/89' GRAPE JELLY

59' STRAWBERRY PRESERVES
_j^^ UNOERWOOO

79' DEVIUD HAM
^j^^ THOMAS'

69' ENGLISH MUFFINS
f^g^f. SWEET LIFE BM

39' WHITE BREAD
A /r « SWEET LIFE UNSWEETENED

4/4 GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

16 OZ

JAR 59'

3 LI Oil

n.i9

59'

n.29

3/^1

79'

3 LB

4 'A OZ

12 PK

20 OZ

64 OZ

georgian
ANCMO« MOCKING^"^^

CVeflgewait This weeks
Soecial

ofst 490

• ••CANDY***

CARAMELS»0Z

KRAFT

WRAPPLES
PETER PA.JL 12 OZ HERSHEY

8'" .".r!., $1 on MINIATURE

SIZE <°» 1.J9 BARS
HERSHEY

_ KISSES 14 OZ 4.89

14 OZ

ASST 14 OZ

79'

n.89

IWITM COUPO* » I" Sn PURCM«Sf V MWf
I -rurOiNf, Cir,«wf 'ns

HELLMANNS

REAL 32 OZ

MAYONNAISE

2 LITER

GO C I COCA

99 I
COLA

^PLASTIC

BTL 59

47 1^ ^ (re jOxc c>f.**<fnTS

ALL PURPOSE

GOLD MEDAL

FLOUR 5 LB

r;*rTH coow»< » »'^'. ijRCHASf OB Mom _ ^^ *rrM coupon 4 t' so PuRCH«sf o« more |^ *th coupon » j/ so PURC«»sr or woRf '^^^ « *""COupon 4 j/so purcmose or more
*6 1^ C f»ciuo»»c ciGARfrrrs 34 1^ C [xcuiotMC ccARtms 60 ^ C ficiuotw. ricARfnfs 29

49
LiOUD

SWEET LIFE

BLEACH GAL

VALID OCT 23 28

29
SWEET LIFE FROZEN

ORANGE ,.„,

JUICE MN^

VALID OCT 23 21

49

r.
. I

PHILOELPHIA

1 CREAM

I CHEESE 3 0Z
I

VALID OCT 23 28

FREE
I V*L« OCT 23 28 I VALID OCT 23 28 I

'•'^"' '"•'• '* " V*LIO OCT 23 28 I VALID OCT 25 21 I VALID OCT 23 28 I

\ ll«n ONE «r lOUlSfOOO!. ,\ 11M.T OWE AMlJUib ^<IOOS k ilMT ONE *T iOlllS fOOOS A^^
^
^^^iMTT ONE AT LOWS WuOS

^*^^«i««
LIMIT ONE^A^L^I^fOOOS ^^^^mm mt^^L^mt^''^'^^^ *

•k-kk FROZEN & DAIRY SPECIALSkkk

HOOD ALL NATURAL

COHAGE CHEESE

16 OZ

CONT

SEALTEST

ICE CREAM

Vz GAL J

15 OZ

PKG

16 OZ

LB PKG

PILLSBURY SLICE A BAKE

COOKIES
HOOO ALL NATURAL

NUFORM YOGURT
BLUE BONNET QUARTERS

MARGARINE
SHAWS n /C4
BROCCOLI SPEARS.oz3/^l
NATURE RIPE fgkf>^

STRAWBERRIES .oz59
LLOYD HARRIS "V^^
APPLE PIE .oz79^
ORE IDA g^g^^
CRISPERS Z.OZ 69
RHODES »^ ^ ^^

1.19

HOWARD JOHNSON

MAC & CHEESE ..z
MORTON

MINI DONUTS
BLUEBERRY OR STRAWBERRY

EGGO WAFFLES
KITCHEN TREAT

rilTDirCC MAC & CHEESE

Ln I UlLO SAUSBURY or beef 24 OZ

BIROSEYE

10 OZ

11 OZ

SQUASH ». TURNIPS
BIRDSEYE

COOL WHIP
BANQUET

FRIED CHICKEN

24 OZ

BREAD DOUGH .«r..^

HOOD FRUIT FLAVOR

SHERBETS

2 LB

'^GAL

• • HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS••
PLAYTEX DEODORANT 25' OFF e
TAMDAHC REG*SUPER ^
INIfirUIIO OR PLUS 28 CT

O-TPS OAC
COTTON SWABS i7oct

GH.LETTE DRY OEAS. REG OR UNSC.

ROLL ON DEODORANT OZ

GILLETTE C

TRACn BLADES ^cT

99^

1.69

89
99*

1.09

(^00001

GILLETTE FOAMY REG & UME

SHAVE CREAM

)0000

REDEEM THIS VALUABLE Jv/ COUPON

DOUBLE
S&H GREEN STAMPS

MON.-TUES. & WED. ONLY
WITH ANY PURCHASE

ft)

ir:>

J^
fVT*K<tr>n

VALID OCT. 23 24 25

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

EXCLUDING CIGARETTES O

^oo^)M\MMMMMMim4
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

76 NORTH PLkASANTST AMHERST, MASS.
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Collegian
Notices

The printing of notices is a service pro

vided by the Collegian based on space

available for a specific date of publication

Therefore on any one day we cannot

guarantee the printing of notices.

1

_ —
Blood!!! -BloodlMC'mon down to the

Campus Center and give a little to those

that need it <through The Red Cross Blood-

mobile) Tuesdays, Oct. 17 Dec. 12,

1 1a.m. 4p.m. Thanks, The Red Cross.

Notice- UMSFCU the Credit Union is

holding a mandatory meeting for all tellers

and interested people Monday night at

7:00. ,

Notice— Hillel-Simchat Torah celebration

-tonight in the Comrrwnwealth Room (SU)

at 7:30 p.m. Everyone come join the

festivities as we sing, dar^e, and rejoice.

Notice— Science Fiction Society - rr>eeting

Thurs , Oct. 26, SU 434. Elections

-everyone invited.

Infirmary Visitors -First pre-service train-

ing session today at UCF 428 Student

Union. Please contact Pete Sabey if unable

to anend at 545-266 1

Notice- DVP meeting to discuss upcom
ing speakers Monday, Oct. 23, room 808

CC at 6:30 p.m.

Union Program Council— Union Program
Council meeting in Campus Center room
917^

Notice— Photo Co-op Store - hours Mon-
Fri 10-3:30, room SUB 321 - membership
not required.

will be given October 23, Monday night, 7-9

in Thompson 104. Please bring several pen-

cils, your ID and $25 to partially cover the

cost of administering the exam
.

Notice— Work-study positions available in

Webster House, Orchard Hill. Looking for

people to fill security position on Friday

night 12:00-4:00 and Saturday night

8:00-12:00 and 12:00-4:00, interested per

sons please contact Janice Okudzeto at

546-4529. __^
Notice -Winner of the pumpkin; Tom
Mellish - exact weight 81 lbs. and 4oz.

guessed weight 81 lbs, and 7ozs.

Notice -Speaker: Mr. David Green, Dept.

of Biochemistry. Title: Investigations into

the role of CA in Exocyiosis. Tinr>e: 4:00

p.m., Tuesday, Oct. 24, Place: 16th floor

lounge Graduate Research Tower. Coffee

will be served at 3:45 p.m.

Rhetoric Exemption Exam-The
Rhetoric exemption exam will be offered to

all students currently enrolled at U-Mass. It

Notice— Hispanic-American fellowships in

Theology. Hispanic-American men and

wonr>en are eligible for sizeable fellowhips

for graduate Theological study. Inquire for

further info at UCF, 428 SU or call 5-2661,

5-2789 or Gil Caldwell, 314 New Africa

House, 5-1304 or BCP - Goodell

Benjamin E. Mays-Fellowships for

Ministry -Black students (male and

female) who are seniors or graduate

students with good academic records are

elibible for generous fellowships for

Theological study. For info, inquire at UCF
428 SU 5-2661 or 5-2789 or with Gil

Caldwell at 314 New Africa House 5-1304.

mmmm^

No. American Ministerial
Fellowships — Generous fellowships for

Theological study for graduating seniors

and grad. students. Inquire immediately at

UCF 428 SU 5-2661 or 5-2789

Outing Club Meeting — Tonight two slide

shows are featured - one on New England

and the other on out west. We will also ex-

perience a sample of Contra Dance, In addi-

tion, there will be info about the Harvest

Nipper which takes place on Sat., Oct. 28.

It's a day filled with trips which all end at

Farley Lodge for dinner, dance and party-

ing. Find out more at the meeting-in Room
917, CC at 7 p.m.

Notice—ACM Chapter Seminar: Robert

M. Glorioso Ph.D. of Digital Equipment

Corp. will speak on "Technology Drives

and the Computer Business and
Profession" at 3:30 p.m. on Wednesday,

Oct. 25 in GRES 301.

Five College Residential Ex-
change—Deadline for applications for Five

College Residential Exchange is Nov. 3. Ap-

plications and information are available at

Housing Office. __^_
Notice— Scandinavian Seminar Program

for study in Denmark, Finland, Norway and

Sweden. Representatives will be at Willits-

Hallowel Center, Mount Holyoke on Tues-

day, Oct. 24 at 7:30 p.m. Speaker and

slides,

Members Wanted -Five College Student

Coordinating Board needs members from

UMass. If interested contact Five Colleges,

Inc. for info concerning next meeting.

Spectrum Organizational Meeting — All

of those interested in working on Spectrum
this fall should attend this initial meeting.

Spectrum incorporates prose, poetry, and
the fine arts. Meeting will be brief in length.

CC 104 at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 24 or call

546-4406 for details.

Notice -Orchard Hill Third World Cultural

Center is taking applications for the posi-

tion of Coordinator. Job descriptions and
applications can be obtained in the Center

1 12 Dickerson or call 546-9548.

Diaphragm Users- Diaphragm users

-everything you always wanted to know
about the diaphragm, but didn't know
about till after you left the clinic! Follow-up

sessions every Tuesday at 3 p.m. Health

Center, room 250. All diaphragm users

and/or partners welcome.

Notice— Plant and Soil Science Club-there

will be a meeting for all officers and any in-

terested members on Tuesday, Oct. 24 at

7:30 p.m. in room 209 French Hall. The
Club budget will be discussed.

Community Development Center— The
Community Development Center 123

Berkshire House, will host a workshop on
career/ life exploration for Social Services

majors on Oct. 23 and 31, Nov. 7, 4-6 p.m.
Three two-hour sessions- leader will aid par-

ticipants in clarifying career goals, job

research and decision making through self-

appraisals. For more info come or call

545-0333.

Halloween Cards,

Masks & Deeoratfons

at

AJ. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst
MMi wmmmtm wmtm

THE MOST
CONVENIENT

CONVENIENCE FOOD c

STORE IN TOWN

V^l^

-'m

• GROCERIES
• FROZEN FOODS
• DAIRY PRODUCTS
•PRODUCE
•COLD CUTS
•PAPERBACKS
• NEWSPAPERS
•MAGAZINES
•PETFOODS
•CANDY
•ICECREAM .^,,

• SODA
•SNACKS
•COOKIES

255 TRIANGLE ST., AMHERST

Suqdaes
We moke fhe best, most delitious

Hot Fudge Sondoes at Boskin-Robbins.

Our creamy vonillo ice cream is richer,

our Hot Fudge souce is chocolote-ier,

our chopped almonds are erunch-ierf

Don't forget to take home a couple

of jars of our special Baskin-Robbins

Hot Fudge Souce with your ice cream order!
^^^

BASKIN-ROBBINS
"""

ICE CREAM STORE S'

28 Main St., Amherst MA 253-9774

Town Hall Bus Stop Belchertown
C'»" B'SX'N HOBBINS ICE C«C»M COxrANY

THERE'SA REASON NURSES
GETMORE RESPONSinUTY

IN THE NAVY.
THEY'RE NAVYOFFICERS.

On one side oi her collar is the symbol of the Nurse Corps.

On the other is the insignia of a Navy officer.

It makes a difference.

Navy nurses are responsible not only for the care of their

patients, but for the trnirung and supervision of hospital

corpsmen and other clinical and administrative personnel.

Their choice of specialties is from thirteen different fields,

with positions in twenty-six cities. They earn an excellent

salary, top benefits, and that one intangible that money

cant buy— the pride and respect of a Navy officer.

For the complete story, speak to your local recruiter.

Space For Recruiter Name & Address & Phone ».

NAVY NURSE INFORMATION TEAM
at the

SCHOOL OF NURSING
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

24 2B
OCTOBER 78

NAVYOmOR. ITS NOT JUST A JO«, in AN AWiNTURi.

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

SAVE 30%-50%
Book now for Christmas and spring break

PAY LATER
No payment until 30 days before departure

CAMPUS TRAVIl CINTM
^ CAMPVS WNTSR
MASS 54»«500

SUCWCASIE CINEHA* 1 23l4a;€78
ROUTE 5.RIVERDALE RO WEST SPRIMBFIELO TEl^33-5131

BARGAIN HATIMEES $2.00 TIL 2:30P.III. WE HOMOR WASTER PURSE «£
SIFT CERTIFICATES MAKE IDEAL PRESENTS

'•-•'•-•-•'•'•••'i'iYi'i'-'''''"''''''''''

-ATTENTION-
The Showcase Cinema representatives

will be at the Campus Center Tues.,

Oct. 24 from 9-5 handing out free

(that's right, free!) student discount

cards.

Please stop by and pick yours up. Also

find out what movies are coming.

Boston's Back
Boston Don't Look Back (Epic)

It's been two long years since Boston's

monster debut album, but at last it's here!

Boston's second album, Don't Look Back

has arrived, and though this album might

not have the same walloping impact as th

eir first, it does have its merits.

Back is the patented Boston sound-crisp

lead vocals and harmony harmonies, dou-

ble guitar leads, and melodic rock in over-

drive. This is evident in the title cut "Don't

Look Back," similar to the style of their first

hit "More Than a Feeling ' and a pumped-
up rocker "It's Easy". Both of these tunes

are strong, flow well, and are sung well.

Maybe one song that gives us a glimpse of

better things to come from the band is the

tune "A Man I'll Never Be"--a ballad type

with the same hard-rock foundation as the

classic Boston tunes.

This tune jumps away from the boogie-ish

Image of the band and emphasizes more of

the emotional level of song writing. It's a

nice arrangement, using dynamics and har-

monies extremely well, and it's an ap-

propriate closing tune for side one.

Side two starts in overdrive and never

leaves gear with tight rockers such as

"Feelin' Satisfied " and "Party."

"Used to Bad News" is my selection on
this side that again shows the progress and^

depth of the band. This tune, by Brad (Hdll|

does he sing so high?) Delp, gives a hint of

the good writing and arranging the band
can do.

The album ends with "Don't be Afraid" -a

tune a la The James Gang, and our second
journey with Boston is over.

Though the melodies might not have the

catchiness of the ones in the first album.

Don't Look Back still burns, and as long as

the energy stays alive and sincere, so will

the success of Boston.
-Steve Silverstein

McCoy Tyner The Greeting (Milesto

I highly recommend this live recording of
the McCoy Tyner Sextet to all jazz lovers.

This album presents a tight, cohesive band
playing tasteful progressive jazz with a style

that reflects such greats as John Ccltrane.
On side two, there is an emotional piano
solo by McCoy called "Naima", which is a
tribute to Coltrane.

Side one has an impressive cut "Fly With
the Wind", which begins with a mix of flute

and percussion, with George Adams and
Joe Ford on flute, Guilherme Franco on
percussion. This leads into a tight jam with
McCoy on piano, Charles Fambrough on
bass and SonshiplWoody Theus) on
drums. Good sux from Adams and Ford.

The Sextet is very energetic, and side two
has a particularly fast tempo. It's good
listening. If you like jazz and good musi-

cians. The Greeting is worth buying.

Piano player McCoy Tyner.

7 GreatMe^ Buys!

IfourChot^m^^ ^
.

. « ^r^ nood to rr

These s.pecial meat buys
are too good to miss!

l&Ni
contains not more than 26%iat Soidin4pound^

/Q^
White
Gem

^^^^^••••^^ . ^u,^-^« New Zealand

T.I. I D^oQt ^' Shoulder Lamb Chops
7 Bone Chuck RoasUu^K bnoui^

.x^K.t.r.pm"

Frozen

^^••*^^^^
. 1 c; rirade A Ci-Zlioh \

'White Gem'
WtK>te(xSc*t

Fresh Ducklings
U S Grade

4-5lbs Fresh Pork Spare Ribs

.tto»«
BeefBrisl^

• •
Countryfine

Point Cut

Th.s week FRUIT DISH

• •

TfO—*'ir»

PORCELAIN Wilheach

CHINA DINNERWARE w'oo«P"chase

rBWiMatim'a » i
•
r rrir

-^—-" -"- »^'->*o*^»o'^ mwwiihw "

PM^^ flH^^ 9 g |siop t St

BigDaisy sjpc^
^coupon Ol^aO

L Stop & Shop 20 ounce loaf Sliced White

STOP & SHOP
iBIG DAISY BREAD i

Good Mon Oct 2>S«t Oct ?B Un\« ofw pg- r.jtfcKnw

1 Coupon!

^S<%^fMMm%£%'^W% m Regular, Thin or Elbow Macaroni S

"^ coupon 9pa&IlV¥U tSTOP&SHOPSR^HETTI
Regular, Thin or Elbow Macaroni 16 ounce package S '-^L**'

AuartRagu
Sauce Meat, Plain, Mushroom or

Marinara 32 ounce jar

W4h ma cr>©on and »7 50 pii»c»\.\%»

S Meat Plain, Mushroom 5
or Marinara 32oz jar |

With Coupon

e%^^ QUART RAGU
! SPAGHETTI SAUCE -

Hellmaiiii's
MafoimaiseW32 ounce jar

Wrtti th« coioor> and \ 7

SlopA Shop Coupon
so rx*'C»w«p

I ^S^^f 32 ounce jar

SOai HELLMANN'S
! REAL MAYONNAISE

Witti Coupon

i^od Mo. OI i>J Sjt Orl ?t* i^<^ o^ net cuslty.*^

1 G'oce'v 394 131

Grapefruit
T^«8j%A stop & Shop
%9tUW 46oz. can

cES

With Coupon

Native iMassiXlbbag
.Carrots

_ jStop & Shop Coupon]

J^2 5 With Thw rouKjn and S ^ 50 purch«g

I ^^^^^f 46 ounce can

\JE9 STOP&SHOP
S GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

Good Mo" Ocl 23 Sat Ocl m L «^J on» pe« cmtomc _=
r"GfOcery

J 296 |I9|

|SloptShop Coupon] C l£25

29
With Coupon

SAVE15
16 ounce package

SUNSHINE
FIG BARS

2 pound bag S

i .^ NATIVE (Mass)

FRESH CARROTS

\syM |stoo»Shop coupo^J

ciSAVEXOO
1 24 ounce bottle -< _
LISTERMINT ^, i

MOUTHWASH 5 !^ ,^_T...> i*^ Lh-. '.^.i. rvi ?« I .fxii ivM ear r LiV »*><« i*
* U»t »'r,m«f •n] Mv- Or- ,' ' *..v (V' .'« I

I [^"H) * Shop Coupo"] p

\SPSrE.2S' SAVEIS
I 1 ? our>ce lar Refrigerated 24 ounce bottle

MARZETTI ! LOG CABIN
S SALAD DRESSING I SYRUP
I f "'O'^*

I ?|->4| »flBt
1

I G.ric^.«
I 202||£&t^BfMiinraM«MlJ^J»MMMMaMMMiwwqlJ^^.

ISlaplSnooCoutionl r- LjPhB KtoplS-w Co,.co"| (^ ^fieC [Slop 1 S"JB Coupo"! p

SA^E2S' "SA^EIS* iSM^ESS iSAVKi^ov i
/ 32 ounce lar 32 ounce package Bonus Pack 30 Count plus 6 Free I 8 ounce bottle Normal or Oily |

STOP&SHOP "log CABIN MIX JkOTEX FARRAH FAWCETT
a SALAD DRESSING^: PA^NCAKE/^ WAFJ^LEiSANITAF^^^ g SHAMPOO^^^_ \

|sioplS''JB Coupo^ p lj24H ^,, ^_^ ^ ^ ISioptSnoc Couco"!

SAVEXOO
"^

iSJ

-Martha Prica

Cook with Pros
Julia Child £r Company by Julia Child an Alfred A.
Knopf book $8.95
"Bon Appetit!" If these words only mean have a good

meal to you, then Julia Child & Company is not the kind

of book that will be found on your bookshelf. She has
done it again. The acclaimed mistress of TV gourmet
cooking has come out with another gastronomical

guide. It is well illustrated, with color photos, showing
the dishes described in various stages of preparation. I

would not reccomend this book to the rank amateur.

However, if you have mastered Craig Claiborne's "New
York Times Cookbook," you should not have much
trouble with this one.

This book is organized by meals. The style suggests
entire menus for each meal, giving recipes for all on the

constituent dishes. These range from Lo-Cal Banquet
and New England Potluck Supper to Buffet for 19 and
V.I. P. lunch. She includes alternative suggestions in a

special chapter at the end of the book. These recipes are

taken from her previous books. Complete ingredient

and equipment lists are provided for the recipes, as are

remarks on timing, number of servings and serving sug-

gestions.

"Julia Child and Company" is 'a modern book. All

measurements are given in both the English and metric

systems. There is also an essay at the end of the book
discussing the metric system as it pertains to cooking.

Also included is a conversion table for use in translating

recipes that you may already have into their metric

equivalents.

Here is a sample recipe, slightly edited for space:

Vinaigrette Salad Dressing

Serves 6 to 8 people, for fewer people simply reduce

the ingredients proportionately.

2-3 tsp. minced shallots or scallions

Vi tsp. dry mustard
Grinds of fresh pepper to taste

'/« tsp. salt or to your taste

1 T. redwine vinegar

1 T. fresh lemon juice

% C. best-quality olive lor fresh peanut) oil

plus fresh herbs

Beat together with a whisk or shake in a screw-top jar.

Correct seasoning to your taste both before and after

dressing your salad.

The dressing may be made somewhat in advance, but

it is never a good idea to let saidd dressing sit around for

more than a day or two; it loses its freshly made quality.
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MOUNIAIN FARMS 4 OOH JIO 1 .. j,,!n ™«OlH M<S!>

» TWI 11T« &HOW I-ICKIT* ON tALI *0 MlNUTtS l>mOn, TO TLB

LAM. ••MV

MIMAI.
WU9V

Sl«' , JOHN BELUSHI
Todai , TLS 4 461 7 00 9 15

Houjo
Chevy Chos<

pbulRoi|l
A NIW COMEDY THRILLER
Today at (TLS 6 001 7 IS 9 30

You Are Cordial!)/ InvitBd To

Robert Altman'i

^ Wedding
STARHINO CAROL BURNETT

Today at ITLS 4 461 7 00 9 15

Entertainitieitt

BURT
REYNOLDS

<Ci

m\f\w\'mtii

&lh SMASH WEEK
Today at ITLS S 001 7 IS 9 30

Adult Entertainment
Majestic Cinema
84 Cottage Street

Ehampton,MA.527 2346

Oct. 18 24
REFLECTIONS 730
HONEY BUNS' 8:50

Mat Thurs. & Fri. 1:30

Under 21 not admitted
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IC£S FOR TLS TICKETS LIMITED tOBOIEQ

Uoiversitv of Massachus(?tls / Arriherst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

HOMECOMING WEEKEND CONCERT

PETER ALLEN
Saturday, October 28 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENfER CNCERT FULL

Tickets now on sale General public $7, 6, 5 UMass
students • $5. 4 3 Senior citizens and other students

$6. 5.4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

Urnversitv ot Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Friday, November 3 8:00 p.m.

Tickets new on sale. General Public - $7, 6. 5.

UMass students - $5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and other

students- $6, 5, 4.

FINE /RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4. 545-2511
and New England Ticketron Locations.

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

oiii^ns
California Suite
ABIGHIT CALIFORNIA SUITE ISAVERYVERY
VERY FUNNY PLAY YOU LL HAVE CARDIAC
ARREST FROM LAUGHTER

Sunday, October 29 3 p.m., 8 p.m.

Tickets now on sale. General public - $8, 7, 6. UMass
students - $6. 5, 4. Senior citizens - $7. 6. 5.

FINE /R^S CENFER CNCERT H4_L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

uUI>C Proliretions anil th# yMa»$ Aftr Ck^lirtuil

*>-

/^ '/r ^

4,'K I

THE PRECISION

HAIRCUT /

COMES TO -

^HAMPSHIRE MALL

Join Our Fabulous Celebration

October 25, 26, 27, 28

THE PRECISION HAIRCUT EXPLAINED, PRECISELY.

MONDAY. NOV. 6 8 P.M. BOWKER AUD.
University of Massachusetts

Tickets: UMass $5, 5.50; Gen. Public $6, 6.50

Now on sale at: UMass: TIX, Union Record Service.

Amherst: Sun Music. For the Record. Hadley: Record Town. Northampton: Main Street

Records, Platterpus. South Hadley: Goodbodies

No cans, bottles or alcohol— patrons subject to search

UPCOMING
• The UMass Arts Council Presents

SOLEIL LASER MUSIC SPECTACULAR
Wed., Nov. 8, Student Union Ballroom, 8:00 & 10:00, FREE

Because your head is unique, the way your hair

grows IS equally unique. Really quite different

from everyone else's.

Precision haircutting is a technique for cutting the

hair in harmony with the way it grows. Your hau

eventually grows out but it doesn t lose its shape

with a precision haircut. Consequently your hair-

cut will look as good after five days as it does after

five minutes. And because the hair falls naturally

into place you wont have to keep fussing with it.

Usually a shake of the head does it.

At COMMAND PERFORMANCE we shampoo,

precision-cut and blow dry your hair for fourteen

dollars, whether youre a gal or a guy. And no

appointments are ever necessary.

We also offer permanent waves, coloring, frosting

and conditioning. But we really shine with preci-

sion. And so will you.

r,t^.M.watid Perfformaiice
Hampshire Mall

Route 9, Hadley, Mass.
wiimiiiwwfiiii>»

Store Hours: lOAM-IOPM. Mon.-Sat.

(located next to K-Mart)

>'a^a%*>»te^'% •v^ J* . ,.. .r»«W%^»fcll(«i«^>.'»*\*«%'»JVfc<k:V1k«'

ffl

i^l

mij
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IS THERE LIFE

AFTER COLLEGE?
The Career/Life Development Team in

Berkshire House Says "YES!"

*lnterest testing for personal/career

planning (call 5-0333 for appt.)

*Career Resource Library, Room 119

Berkshire House

^Personal and career counseling

Workshops in Oct. /Nov. for:

Resume development
Job Search and interview skills

Career/ Life exploration for Psych, and
Soc. majors

Coping with stress and anxiety

"Direction finding"

Exploring career/life planning

Test anxiety

Workshops open to all interested

undergraduate and graduate students.

For more information on above pro-

grams, call 5-0333

HEX MARKS
THE SPOT

Pardon the geometry . . . butthat's the shape of our mirrors

at Great "X". And what a reflection on you. At Great "X"

the shape of your hair starts taking on new dimensions of class

and personality. No fancy angles. No facials. No skin treat-

ments. Just the greatest hairstyling value in town,

^y Put the hex on outrageous prices . . . with

" a Great "X" haircut. More than 50

Great "X" hexes, from New Hamp-

shire to Texas. Look around, we

might be right in your home town

CHfCOIITItinS
PREOSION HAIRCUT TERS

NO APPOINTMENT EVER

HAMPSHIRE MALL
HADLEY

To place a classified ad. drop by the Col

legian office (CC 113) between 8:45 a.m.

and 3:45 p.m. Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip-and-mail form found in

most issues of the Collegian. Classified

deadline is 3:45 p.m. two days in advance

of publication date.

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c

per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day. One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR SALE FOR RENT

1976 Chevy van. C-10, long body, power

steering, AM/FM stereo, heavy duty

suspension and shocks, radial tires, ex-

cellent condition, call Marc, 545-2591 days,

665-4542 nights and weekends.

64 Volvo 1Z2S, rblt. eng,, clutch, brks.,

AM/FM, Calif, lie, runs fine, $1000.

549-0107.

Woman preferred for room in co-op

Sunderland household. Close to

Sunderland ctr. bus stop. Avail. Nov. 1,.

$75 -^ , leave message (name & phone) for

Wendy K. in Collegian graphics dept. & I'll

call you.

One room kitchen-bath privileges- $125

monthly, call 549-5343, evenings.

Reliable student with car to poster Five

College area. Call 256-6462.

Addressers wanted immediately! Work
at home— no experience necessary— ex-

cellent pay. Write American Service, 8350

Park Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX 75231.

LOST

Movie— Monty Python -"And Now For

Something Completely Different" - Thurs-

day, Oct. 26- SUB -$1.00.

On Stage at the Mt. Farm . Mall offers a

20% discount on all reg. priced merch. to

college students & staff. Bring ID.

R.W.S.— you're wonderful ! S.JG .

RIDE WAN . 'd

1974 AMC Matador, 1700 or best offer,

call 546-6692, after 6p.m.
FOR SALE

& VW, sticker, $165, Frank, 549-2742, 6-7

p.m.

66 Dart, needs new home, 549-0496, Cin

dy.

1970 MGB - GT hardtop, good condition,

$1100, call Jon at 773-7265^

19WM^G ivirdget^ excellent condition, wire

wheels, runs great, $1 150^ 584-7277.

1973 S. Settle, just painted, new tires,

snow tires & roof rack, $1900, 586-6M2.

1970 Chevy, 6 cyl., auto, 4 dr., no rust,

runsjiteat, ri03, $850, call Paul, 256-8207.

7rvega7standard, new paint, exc. cond^,

can be seen at 28 West St., So. Deerfield,

Ed Jablonski.

Calculator, Tl 59 and PC 100A printer,

perfect cond., $300_or^,_549^1415^_p^

1973 Dodge Tradesman van B-100, 6 cyl.,

3 speed, runs well, good tires, many extras,

$2400, call ^2-0059Jceep trying.

French classical handmade gu'itar,

bHdutiful sound, call Steve, 549 1728,

549 3626.

2 snc.*s, G 78 lb. $36, also 1 reg. tire -i-

wheel, $20, 52725538^ nites.

G78^5 snows, perfect, $25 ea^, 6^-3883.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79

South Pleasant St., Amherst, daily 115.

Lost: engagement ring— silver w/ small

synthetic diamond. Extreme sentimen-

tal value, call Caroline,
546-8949^. ..reward.

Lost: silver set agate ring bet. Fearing &
Morrill, Sun. 15, sentimental value,

549-1089.

I am moving to Auburn— near Wore — in

two weeks — wills need ride to and from

school Mon.-Fri., will share expenses. Call

at Collegian Mon. & Wed. 9 a.m. -11 a.m.

or Tues. & Thurs. 1:30 a.m. -4:00 p.m., ask

for Martha.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Mostly brass beaded necklace with brass

amulet, much sentimental value, please call

Lisa, 549 5798. reward.

2 tix to SS Johnny, 2 tix to Cal. Suite, no

good to U. Have seat K. will go crazed! Joe,

6-4081, or 602E Cashin.

FOUND

Lost— keys w/ brown leather M, Ireland

and Buick key chains, holding 6 keys. $10

reward. Call Mary, 549 4904.

1974 MGB-GT, black, AM/FM 8-track,

needs some work, must sell -BO. John,

6-7609. ___
1969 Camaro. runs well, 253-5081, Erick.

72 Gremlin, sticker, great running cond.,

8-track & tapes, 79,000 miles, $1050 or BO,

call 546-7720, mornings or late nite.

09 VW— needs work, call Jon, 69300.

Found -orange workboots in Parking lot,

and Pilot razor point pen, 549 6726.

~ HELP WANTED

ElftTERTAINMENT

Disco D»V* it back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ. Reasonable

rates, call D.L Disco at (413) 567-1715 (col-

lect) and ask for Dave or Bryan.

Are you sincere about getting ahead?

Willing to work to reach your goals? If

positive-minded, organized and honest,

this could be for you. Let's find out. Call

Norm Paquette at 1-736-3446.

Business /acctg. position, $3.00/hr,,

contact A. Rufe, Rm. 205 Boyden BIdg.;

secretary basketball office, $2.85/hr., con-

tact J. Leaman, Rm 227 Boyden BIdg.

Help wanted help wanted help wanted.

4 work study jobs on campus. Apply

Greenough Snack Bar, after 7 p.m., ex-

perier\te desired. We are located in Central

Area.

Stolen: leather keychain w/ engraved

plate, "gym '76", along with a green sweat-

shirt from Boyden. Reward for key chain.

Debbie, 549-0332.

Roommate wanted share apt'., Nov. 1,

Amherst on bus route, call Eve, 253-3861.

Own rm. in 2 bdr. apt , 10 min. walk or

bus to UMass, $10G/it.o. -^^ '/i util.,

549-6834.

~ SERVICES

Photography passport or portrait instr.,

by appt., resume work, Steven, 253 5081.

Improve your grades! Send $1.(X) for

your 256-page mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10,250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 25907 B, Los Angeles,

Calif., 90025, (213) 477 8226.

WANTED TO RENT
Lost: 14K gold bracelet, 9/11, 3 strands,

Puftn.-Hasb., sent, vl., reward, 549-2866.

Left— in Whately psych, major's car; green

corduroy shirt /jacket with pewter case in

pocket. Was hitching from Sunderland to

UMass. Call Marty, 584-2282.

Lost: Hamilton wrist watch, gold-plated,

black wrist band, $5 reward, call 6-9701.

PERSONALS

One room kitchen bath privileges, need
r.jr, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

HYPNOSIS

Couldn't make It to 11th or 12th floor

S - please call Rich at 533-7215.

Hypnosis Reading Institute, free in-

troduction to the second 6 week session,

improve all reading, learning b study skills

plus concentration & more, be ready for

finals. Wed., Oct. 25, 8:30 p.m.. Rm. 809

Campus Center, class starts Nov. 1, other

groups by arrgt., K.R. Morse, med. prof,

hypno.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
RCSS

. tii-quer

' • 1 Is

tj'.' ..'

• H.'irigerator

Ml f-*oiiqhhewn

' ViCi 'ance

9 Book of

naps
20 Coated

metal

21 Most violent

23 Toughens
25 Ginger —

26 iShade

28 Small

32 Unafraid: 2

words
3/ Race again
38 Compass pt.

39 Dance
41 Conjunction
42 Blemishes
45 Strobiles: 2

words
48 Unruffled

50 Agent: Suf-

fix

51 — statistics

54 Cruel one
58 Saved
62 Mister: Sp

63 Brisk

64 Tick off

66 Of kidneys
67 Diamond

complement
68 Grafted

Her
69 Sfiips' bot-

toms
70 Again
71 Old autos

DOWN
1 Orders
2 Firth

3 Metric unit

4 Instruments

5 Bedlam

6 Fighter pi-

lots

7 Tries

8 Crime
9 Scoot

10 Performer:
Fr

11 Bulrush
12 Okla. and

Ohio com-
munities

13— egg
18 Expressing

purpose
22 — session
24 Hitch

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Saturday's Puz2le Solved
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

27 Snare
29 Asian coun-

try

30 Harmony
31 Winds up
32 Monster's

loch

33 Single time

34 Rent
35 Biblical

judge

36 Spanish
gentlemen

40 Favorites

43 — meeting
44 Whines
46 Desist

47 Command
giver

49 St. Lo sea-

son
52 Battlefield

53 Early Soviet

premier
55 Silly

56 — voce
57 Corners
58 — Ages
59 General

Robert

60 Queue
61 Sand —
65 Sea gull
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TRUCK IN' THEM BLUE5
AVWAY ' I

I Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

STELLA WILDER

YOUR BIRTHDAY
MONDAY. Oct. 23

Bom today, you are
somewhat timid and will

spend a great deal of en-

ergy building up your self-

confidence. You enjoy the

"good" things in life -

good food, entertainment,

art, jewelry. Whether you
will ever be in a position to

indulge this taste depends
upon the degree to which
you overcome shyness.
Good-natured, even jol-

ly, you are nevertheless

not at your ease with other

people. There is much of

the dreamer about you, but

when the chips are down
your practical side, for-

tunately, takes over.

Also born on this date

are: Thomas Pickney,
statesman from South
Carolina; Due Joseph Lou-

is, French architect.

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
I>et your birthday star be

your daily guide.

TUESDAY. Oct. 24

SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov.

21) - Your excellent mem-
ory for names - even
though you do forget faces
- will carry you forward to

your social goals.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) ~ Be prepared to

substantiate your criticism

with facts and figures.

Your own viewpoint is not

• enough.
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) " Self-control is

essential to progress at

this time. Reward another
for a job well done.
A*QUARIUS<Jan. 20-Feb.

18) - You would do well to

take assigned chores more
seriously. One in authority

could become testy today.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March
20) ~ Travel is broadening
in more ways than one
today. Take advantage of

an opportunity to get

away.
ARtES(March 21-Aprii 19)

~ Vary your activities -

and your associates —

today. This is a good time
to test your mental capaci-

ty.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

- If you are to reach even
minor goals today, you
must pay strict attention to

a challenge from the com-
petition.

GEMINUMay21-June20)-
- Take care the exercise of

physical prowess does not

lead to excess. You could

hurt someone unwittingly.

CANCER(June21-July22)
•- Stand by your convic-

tions. If you prepare to risk

everything for a principle,

you may not have to.

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) ~

You can reach a stopping

place in your climb to the

top today. Rest, gather

your forces, take your

time.

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22)-

- Analyze your present po-

sition on the employment
scene. You may need -

rather than want - to make
a change.

LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)-

Research your way into

another's confidence. Find

out what he or she likes,

and then talk atMut it.

CopyngM. 1978,

United FcBturf .Syndicate. Inc
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Batters finish

fall campaign
By JIM DEGNIM
Collegian Staff

The UMass baseball team recently concluded its fall

season, enjoying what coach Dick Bergquist called "the

best weather we've e er had for fall baseball."

The fall season const ts of exhibition games with New
England schools, as wi 'I as intra-squad scrimmages.

According to coach ergquist, the purpose of the

autumn workouts is tr jet a look at the players who
might contribute to the >pring season.

"We don't play the games to win, we want to give

some of the guys some experience, and let them show
us what they can do," said Berquist

Coach Bergquist is optimistic about the spring season,

and IS pleased with some of his players' fall showings.

Last year the Minutemen were the New England

champs, and most of the players are returning Doug
Welenc, who was the Yankee Conference player of the

year in 1978 as pitcher, was the team's leading hitter this

fall Bergquist says that Welenc will be seeing action at

first base this spring. The senior infield trio of Leo

Kalinowski, Mike Stockley, and captain Ed Skribiski hit

well in the fall, according to Bergquist, who likes the

idea of having three seniors m his infield Other players

who impressed Bergquist include junior pitcher Dave

Stoller and freshman first baseman Warren McReddie.

Catcher Dave Oleksak had a good fall, and Bergquist is

looking to Mark Sullivan and converted outfielder Neal

Loiek for depth behind the plate Tom Grimes will

behelpful because of his versatility, as he can play the

outfield, second base, and pitcher.

Three players who will play big roles in the spring

season did not play in the fall. Outfielder Mike McEvilly,

a 300 hitter the past two seasons, was busy quarter

backing the UMass football team Sophomore pitcher

Chuck Thompson, who shut out Holy Cross last year for

the New England championship, was unable to throw

due to arm trouble. Finally, outfielder first baseman

Doug Aylward was taking a semester off, and missed

the season

^ Booters fall

cont from p. 20

the next 20 minutes they were overwhelm-

ing. UMass continued despondent, the two

away games in three days was taking its toll

perhaps more than anyone realized. URI's

pressure culminated in another goal mid-

way through the half. Otto Schwartz

squeezed a loose ball through a crowd of

UMass defenders to Len Mercuric, who
was left alone m front. Marilla can.e out to

cut the angle but Mercuric hit a perfect

shot inside the left post.

Things only jot worse for UMass, as the

40-minute mtrk URI scored again. Mer-

cuno took the ball into the left corner and

lofted a centering pass which URI co-

captain Mario Pereira headed beautifully in-

to the net. Even though it was only the first

half it was ilready the most goals the

UMass defense had allowed all year.

Allowed th" luxury of sitting on a three

! lead, U -^1 played more defensively in

,i-cond half. UMass got their first real

0( portunities as they became a little more
aufiressive.

Tnetr closest effon, and indicative of the

day it was, from Mark Vasington. Vas-

irqton drilled a dipping blast that went

b'iyond the helplesss grasp of URI's Gon-

zales Rico, but it hit the post. The ball re-

bounded to Mark Abbott, but he couldn't

handle it, sending a shot high over the

empty net. UMass never came close again.

URI finished the scoring with Len Mer-

curic getting his second goal of the day.

Mercuric dribbled in from midfield and took

a shot from about the 18 yard line which

was blocked by the defense, the shot right

back to him though and this time he labeled

one to the upper left corner. It ended a day

UMass would very much like to forget.

MON SAT 3006 00

DISCOUNTS ON ALL
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

BEERS
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I

\ 57 N Pleasant St^

2535141
Across from the fire station

Horace Ivory TD downs Miami;
Patriots take lead in AFC East
FOXBORO. MASSAUPIV Second

year running back Horace Ivory

scored on a 23-yard run with 3:10 left

yesterday to lift New England to a

see-saw 33-24 victory ever the Miami
Dolphins and give the Patriots sole

possession of first place in the AFC
East.

The touchdown was one of two for

Ivory, who ran 15 times for 113
yards. Sam Cunningham and Andy
Johnson also scored for New
England and kicker David Posey kick

ed a 29 yard field goal.

The Patriots and Dolphins exchang-
ed leads four times in the battle of

AFC-East leaders.

Delvin Williams, Nat Moore and An-
dre Tillman scored for Miami and
Garo Yepremian adding a 29-yard
field goal.

Miami quarterback Bob Griese,

sidelined for the first six games of the

season with a knee injury, started tor

the first time Sunday and completed
22-of 35 passes for 227 yards, in-

cluding two touchdowns.
Ivory's run came at the end of a

five-play, 64-yard drive after the
Dolphins had tied the score on
Yepremian's field goal at 6:34 of the
final quarter.

With the Patriots on their own 36,

Johnson and Ivory moved the ball 14
yards before Steve Grogan hit end
Russ Francis with a 29-yard pass,

putting the ball on Miami's 21

.

An end-around by Ivory lost two
yards but the shifty running back
took the ball on the next play and
slithered through the Miami defense
for 10 yards, broke a tackle around
the 10, tripped at the five and
scrambled into the end zone.
Miami took a 7-0 lead on Williams' -

yard plunge at 8:58 of the first

quarter but safe Doug Beaudoin

set up New England's next two
scores with interceptions.

The first came early in the second
quarter and resulted in Johnson's 1-

yard dive from the right side. The se-

cond, midway through the period,

put New England on Miami's 34. Six

plays later, Cunningham bulled his

way over from the one to put New
England ahead, 14-7.

Miami came back quickly to tie the

score on a 9-yard Griese-to- Moore
scoring pass but Posey's 29-yard

field goal with six seconds left in the

half put New England in front 17-14.

The Dolphins regained the lead at

8:54 of the third quarter after moving
80 yards in nine pl^ys when Griese hit

Tillman with a 4-yard pass to make it

21-17.

The Patriots came right back on the

next kickoff, going 64 yards in eight

plays, with Ivory hitting the line from

the one to go up 24-21

.

JV stickers defeat Northeastern
By MIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

Sparked by the scoring of Heidi

Manchester and Sue Caples, the
UMass JV stickers hustled to a 4-2

victory over Northeastern on
Saturday.
The game was one of snifting

momentum as the Minutewomen
jumped out to a 2-0 in the first half

before the Huskies came back
closing the game to 3-2 midway

through the second half.

At 11:40 of the first half a hustling

Sue Caples kept the ball from going

out the end 'me and allowed it to be

chipped to Heidi Manchester who
beat the goalie to the left for her first

tally.

At 14:50 Holly Jennings pushed an

Anne Gillis pass over the stick of a

sprawled defensewoman to make it

2-0. It then seemed that UMass
would run away with this one when

Manchester sliced in a goal off a

rebound at 23:00 to put the Huskies
three goals down.
Then despite the fact that Nor-

theastern was playing with only ten

women for the entire first half and
shortly for the second half, the

Huskies started to climb back.

Northeastern's Jen Pollak scored
twice; at 31 :40 of the first half and
12:03 of the second half to put the

game within reach of her teamates.

EARNOVER'650AMONTH
RIGHTTHROUGHYOUR

SENIORYEAR.

If you're a junior or a senior majoring in math, physics or

engineering, the Navy has a program you should know about.

Its called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-

Collegiate Program (NUPOC-C for short) and if you qualify,

you can earn as much as $650 a month right through your

senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School,

you'll receive an additional year of advanced technical

education. This would cost you thousands in a civilian school,

but in the Navy, we pay you. And at the end of the year of

training, you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.

It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only

one of every six applicants will be selected. But if you make
it, you'll have qualified for an elite engineering training

program. With unequaled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000

salary in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs

in private industry should you decide to leave the Navy
later. (But we don't think you'll want to.)

Ask your placement officer to set up an interview with a

Navy representative when he visits the campus on Oct. 24-26,

or contact your Navy representative at 800-841-8000 (toll-free).

If you prefer, send your r6sum6 to the Navy Nuclear Officer

Program, Code 312-B537, 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington,

Va. 22203, and a Navy representative will contact you directly.

The NUPOC-Collegiate Program. It can do more than help

you finish college: it can lead to an exciting career opportunity.

NAVYOFFKER.

ITS NOTJUSTAJOB, ITS AN ADVENTURL
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Sloppy Stickers

salvage 8th win
By MIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

On Saturday, the UMass Minutewomen proved that when
things are going right you're apt to win no matter yVhat kind of

day you have. The stickers won their eighth straight, but just

barely, defeating Northeastern 1-0 at NOPE.
Except for the names and the uniforms, this was not the

UMass team one has come to know. The stickers played

lifeless, flat field hockey, and the Northeastern Huskies

almost made them pay for it.

At 9:50 of the first half. UMass got their goal following a

short corner play. After a pile up in front of the net, forward

Julie Hall got her second goal in as many games with a chip

that beat the goalie to the left side.

What followed was antagonizing, sometimes tense and pro-

bably frustrating to Northeastern, because while UMass was
doing no scoring of its own, they did not allow the Huskies

long-time possesion of the ball Not that UMass did not have

their opportunities to get the insurance goal. Twice in the se-

cond half, once on a Laura O'Neil breakaway the other on a

hard Lynsie Wickman shot did the stickers nearly end the con-

test.

As it went. Northeastern went fighting till the end and almost

tied the game on a penalty corner in the closing seconds of the

game.
"I think we were lucky to win today," said coach Pamela Hix-

on. "We should have walked all over them, but we played ter

ribly flat," she added
Despite the degenerate play of the stickers in Saturday's

game, the Minutewompn, now 8 2, will take the win no matter

how it was obtained

"It's probably good for us to have a game like this today,"

said senior co-captain Gayle Hutchinson, "It will get us fired

up for next week's game with UNH.
"

Collegian is

A jubilant Bill Rodgers crosses the finish line after winning the 26-mile New York City Marathon yesterday
Rodgers has now vyon 18 straight races. (UPI).

NFL Results

SUNDAYS RESULTS

Tampa Bay 33
Buffalo 5
New York Jets 23
Detroit 31

New York Giants 17

Dallas 14

Kansas City 17

Minnesota 21

New England 33
Atlanta 20
Baltimore 7

New Orleans 10

Seattle 27

Chicago 19

Cincinnati

St. Louis 10

San Diego 14

Washington 6
Philadelphia 7

Cleveland 3
Green Bay 7

Miami 24
San Franciso 17

Denver 6
Los Angeles 3

Oakland 7

MONDAY'S GAME

Houston at Pittsburg

9p.m.

Sports Calendar ^

FRIDAY'S RESULTS
Men's soccer URI 4

SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Football 19 UR1 17

Meo's cross country won Yankee Conference cham-
pionship, 7-2

Field hockey 1 Northeastern

JV field hockey 4 Northeastern 2

Volleyball vs. Williams/Maine ' UConn
Women's soccer at Brown

SUNDAY'S RESULTS
No games scheduled

TODAY'S GAMES
No games scheduled

TOMORROW'S GAMES
Women's soccer vs. Boston University

Field hockey vs. New Hampshire
JV soccer vs. Holyoke CC

STOP RuMM/^&lUO ^ROowD {SBAMfcWABOi PoR
Vojfi O1.0 Ci.orn65 Mjx> vao9 5s the

"WMAoeuiiac ..^

tTC • • "^
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lad enough

gravedlgging ?

4:00 p.m.
3:15p.m.
3:00 p.m.

A

n«i 5. nc*€-»ot St,

Sports notices
HOCKEY CLUB-There will be' a meeting for all prospective referees for the

UMass Hockey Club Oct. 24, 102 Herter at 8:00 p.m. Referees will receive pay;

applicants should be experienced though not necessary. If you can't make the

meeting, call Tim at 549-5920 for more information.

STOCKBRIDGE B-BALL--Any Stockbridge student interested in playing for the

Stockbridge basketball team report to Coach Williams in Curry Hicks, Oct. 24 &
25 at 7:00 for tryouts.

FENCING CLUB"The fencing ciub and team will hold practice every Tuesday at

2:30-5:00, every Wednesday at 7:00-9:00, and Thursdays 2:30-5:00 and 7:00-9:00

in NOPE, room 8. Call Sean at 549 0303 for more information.

OFFICIAL'S MEETING-Tue., Oct 24 & Wed., Oct. 25, 7:30 p.m. court #3,

Boyden main gym.

UNITED STATES VOLLEYBALL ASSOCATION -Clinic Saturday, Oct 28.

10:30 a.m., Ct. #3, Boyden main gym. Teams are welcome!

j^n illustrated extravaganza of heroic

fantasy—in glorious full color—from
the creators of "Eschatus" and

*'Mythopoeikon'

'

by Chris Achilleos
A collection of the extraordinary work

of one of today's most gifted fantasy

artists. His bizarre twilight world is filled

with humanoid fiends, beautiful

women, cataclysmic struggles and sav

age eroticism. A Fireside Paperback:

oversize 8^A x 1 V/z fonmat. $7.95
*'

Also avaitable:

ESCHATUS: Nostradamus' Prophe

cics of Our Future, by Bruce Penning

ton. 12 X 12 A Fireside Paperback.

$895

MYTHOPOEIKON: The Paintings,

Etchings. Book Jacket & Record-Sleeve

Illustrations of Patrick Woodroffe

8'<i X 11^ A Fireside Paperback. $9.95

E A FIRESIDE BOOK
FROM SIMON AND SCHUSTER
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LeMay thwarts 2-pt. try

Gridders hold off URI, 19-17
By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON, R.I. - With about three

minutes remaining many of the overflow

crowd that inhabited Meade Stadium
Saturday for the University of Rhode
Island's Homecoming game decided they

had seen enough.
For the better part of three hours they had

been entertained by one of the most un-

conventional football performances in

memory and, now, with URI trailing, 19-3,

and tailback Leroy Shaw fumbling the ball

into the hands of UMass linebacker Mike
McLaughlin, they left.

What they missed was probably the most
exciting comebacks since Harvard-Yale of a

few years back Unfortunately, at least for

those URI faithful who decided to stay, the

Rams' comeback bid fell two points short

when Steve LeMay knocked away at Steve

Toscnes two-point conversion pass in-

tended for Clark Lamboy, enabling the

Minutemen to escape with a dramatic, 19-

17 victory

After Shaw's fumble, UMass players

began congratulating each other on the

sideline. But three plays later Cliff Pedrow
reciprocated by fumbling the ball back to

the Rams on their own 37 yard line.

Then, two plays later, Tosches, who
completed the afternoon with the im-

pressive statistics of 22 for- 37, for 327

yards, tossed a long sideline pass which

UMass cOrnerback Kevin Sullivan had

smothered. Unfortunately, when Sullivan

tipped the ball it deflected into Lamboy's

hands at UMass' nine yard line. On the next

play the senior quarterback hit split end

Dave Frageorgia for a score; then added a

two point conversion pass to Lamboy and

URI had closed the gap to eight points with

less than three minutes remaining.

Everyone was anticipating the onside kick-

-URI attempted four of them and even

though UMass had 10 players up close,

John Crawford caught the ball in the air at

UMass 47-yard line.

"We had 10 people on the line, yet the

officials told us we didn't have anyone in

position to catch the ball,' questioned

UMass coach Bob Pickett afterwards. "The

way I understand the rule is that they've

got to give us a chance to catch the

football "

The officials ruled otherwise and three

plays later Tosches once again hit Lamboy

deep in the right corner of the endzone,

with )ust 49 seconds remaining. But with

the crowd in a frenzy, LeMay saved the

game for UMass by swatting Tosches' pass

away.
"He (Lamboy) cut inside and the way we

set up I had the inside covered. As soon as

he threw the ball I knew I had a chance to

get It," LeMay said, describing the play

that enabled UMass to gain sole possession

of first place in the Yankee Conference.

UMass is now 3-0 in YanCon play; has won
its last eight YanCon games; and is now 4-2

this season.

Before the final minutes of suspense the

game had been anything but dull. In fact,

the game film might be entitled, "Radical

Football Strategy," or "How Not To Coach

Like Woody Hayes."

The game began, strangely enough, with

URI attempting an onside kick. It failed.

UMass countered by not huddling on its

first series of downs and setting up in a

double winghdck formation.

The series stalled, which brought on

Sandro Vitielio to attempt a 36 yard field

goal. Vitiellc mtss*ic But what wasn't

recognized until the next time Vitielio

kicked was that the normally left footed

soccer style kicker was kicking with his

right foot. He had injured his left leg in

practice on Wednesday.
Then, as if the opening minute had

provided enough strange occurences,

Tosches, on URI's first play from scrini-

mage following the missed field goal, hit

receiver Steve Cimalore for an 80-yard

scoring play, only to have it called back

because of holding penalty.

Later in the quarter on fourth and inches

URI gambled for the first down, even

though the Rams were on their own 18-

yard line. Dave Bemis, recipient of the

game ball for what was a spectacular af-

ternoon, stopped Tosches short of the first

down.
"It was a helluva call," kidded iJrtl coach

Bob Griffin. "It didn't work though I was

sure we had the play to keep possession. I

knew what the defense would be, the only

problem was the person went the wrong

way on the play, leaving Steve (Tosches)

with the ball.

"Would I do it if I had to do it over again? I

think I would," said Griffin.

What transpired from there was typical of

the afternoon. Mike McEvilly, who was 10-

of-16 for 112 yards, hit Chuck Balboni at

URI's five-yard line. Balboni fumbled the

ball when hit. However, Dennis Dent

picked up the loose ball at the one-yard line

and stepped into the endzone for the score.

Vitielio added the extr^. point, right footed

that is.

Vitielio then added two field goals (both

from 22 yards), the second with only 13

seconds remaining in the half, following

another Griffin gamble that failed.

The URI coach, following Rick Viall's 24-

yard field goal, tried another onside kick.

Instead of beginning in its own end UMass
marched from the Ram' 49-yard line for

Vitiello's field goal.

Vitielio uses other foot;

discovers itworks well
By Rich Eckel

Collegian Staff
. ^ ...

When Sandro Vitielio missed a 36-yard field goal attempt in the opening minutes ot

the first quarter Saturday afternoon at Meade Stadium you could hear some snickering

in the press box. .... r. ..i.- • »u \.\a

No one said it for others to hear but you could sense the feeling. So this is the kid

UMass coach Bob Pickett calls "one of the finest in the country."

What most everyone in the press box and stands didn't realize was that Vitielio, nor-

mally 3 left-footed soccer style kicker, was kicking with his right foot.

In fact it wasn't recognized until the junior from East Meadow, NY., added an extra

point after UMass' first touchdown and then on the ensuing kickoff booted an un-

characteristically short kick.

And although he hit on just two of four field goal attempts and one of two extra

points Vitielio was considered one of the many outstanding performers in UMass

19-17, victory over Rhode Island Saturday. ^v,. „ x« ^a
\ don't ever want to go through another game like today s, said Vitielio aftenA^ard

On Wendesday he pulled a thigh muscle in his left leg and didn't practice the rest of

the week Dunng the pre game warmup on Saturday, Vitielio said he tned using his left

leg but that it didn't feel right.
. . ^ .

So for the first time ever in a game, Viteillo used his nght leg to score seven points.

What could have proven to be most important was the missed extra point following

Hank Sereault's fourth quarter touchdown. However, Vitielio can't be blamed for the

m.scue since, after a poor snap from center he never had the opportunity to kick the

That point- or missed point - caused a great deal of anxiety for the Minutemen. Had

the point been kicked, URI would have needed two touchdowns, ;w°'/.^,°^°,'"^^°"'

versions, plus another two points to overcome what was then a 9 3 UMass lead.

•All I was thinking about was that missed extra point, said Vitielio when asked about

his thoughts as URI attempted a ganne trying two-point conversion

Vitiello's right legged kicking performance was not the only bizarre occurence in

Saturday's Yankee Conference clash that left UMass in sole possession of first place in

^ r% fxa^x^rs try URI's four onside kick attempts; or how about UMass running off six

• -lavs in its op'^ning series without wi huddle; or URI aomq for a first down on

-i inches at th. r own 1o yard line ." the *rix , .rter c>nd tbP s< ^re knotteH at

Mass secoidary which Mad mte.oepte. .• .-^ To-.chc; lour tm e.s ar.d

nrv, . •

.g eight defenders in*n th^ ppssino i;p. , mi... ni.nq the late 'on-'H .,.,,,-..

UMass slotback Dennis Dent (white jersey) finds himself in an awkward posi-

tion after a running play. (Staff photo by Leo Fredette)

Harriers capture crown
By KEVIN MCCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

Never were the colors of UMass so

majestically displayed as they were during

the Yankee Conference Cross Country

Championships Saturday at Burlington,

Vermont. After the first nine men crossed

the finish line at the end of the five mile

course, the score read Maroon 7, Blue 2.

The alien guests at the Minutemen party

staged at the finish line were Tim Kane and

Pat O'Neil of UConn, who finished third

and seventh, respectively. The other seven

positions were consumated by the UMass

harrier traveling squad, as every person but

one who boarded the van on Friday

finished in the top ten. The one person who
missed. out was the driver; coach Ken

O'Brien.

"The score we posted today was either

the lowest or second lowest ever, " said

O'Brien. "Each person ran th3ir best race of

the season. Yes, I was surprised we won as

easily as we did."

All-American Minutemen Mike Quinn took

charge with a strong move to the front at

the mile mark to best the competition and a

YanCon record by winning the race for the

third year in a row. His effort of 24:42

started the tide of maroon jerseys that

flooded the finish gate.

Gliding in next was Lou Panaccione, who

shares the captain's duties with Quinn.

Panaccione' s placing in the runner up slot,

and his time of 25:01, represent his finest

performance in a YanCon race. After the

first Huskie performer flew through the

finish chute, it was then UMass, UMass

UMass, Kevin McCusker, Mike Doiron, and

Mike Morris constructed a wave of their

own as the Minutemen trio finished fourth,

fifth 'and sixth, respectively. Only three

seconds separated the meat of the squad.

"It was awesome," commented

McCusker on the domination of the

Minutemen.
. . . i. *• »i

Bob Martin and Rich Walls added the final

coup de grace to the beautiful autumn

day's festivities as they concluded the;

afternoon in eighth and ninth Martin

registered a time of 25:23, as Walls, in only

his second race of the season, was three

seconds back.

UConn. the only pre-race threat to the

Minutemen, finished with a score of 48.

UMass concluded with 18. as Maine

garnered the distant third position with 108.

URI upsets Booters 4-0

vk^

^¥,un^ URI coach Bob G;.tfins gainbl«iQ to Vil,..:,os kickiny. the game had enough

strange occuraru»8 to keep second Muwsers Sdiisfied for a month.

By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

Even the most optimistic University of

Rhode Island fans never expected a

homecoming treat quite like this. Their soc-

cer team had been struggling all year. Ac-

cording to URI's co-captain, "it had been

an extremely frustrating season (3-2-4

record) they had shown signs of brilliance

but were just unable to score goals."

UMass, meanwhile had virtually crushed

everyone of their opponents, en route to a

7-1 record, and were scoring goals at an

unprecedented rate.

But when the game began it appeared the

•'.vr *pams had changed roles It was hard

ovp URI's o'ff^nse had beer, their

.yeci^u('.s->. Wtr the large homecoming

.crowd roaring approval at their every move,

i.JHI put on a magnificent offensive exhibi-

tion, decisively outgunning UMass 4-0.

URI flot off to a quick start, scoring only

3:36 after the opening whistle. The goal

came so early it provided a great

psychological advantage to the Rams. It

seemed just the inspiration they needed to

get them out of their scoring doldrums. The
goal resembled a hockey power play as

they passed it from man to man inside the

UMass zone. Jose Rico took a pass to the

right of UMass goalie Mark Marilla, who
anticipated Rico to shoot. As Marilla brac-

ed himself Rico sent a pass instead to Otto

Schwartz who put it in the open net.

Another turning point occurred only

moments later when UMass' scoring

machine Tasso Koutsoukos fell to the turf.

He had rtniurei! hi , leg and wou ! not ap-

pear for th> 'est r.'. the game. Koutsouk^ s

,s iM ti :

" -r^-., wf- •
• """t ... 10

thtr He. <

••' ' the

same,
The r , , , ij.u^... L .yelonytH . -j .,

turn lo p. 18
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Right now! Ford Future gives you advanced styling with the look of

tomorrow today. A sporty coupe with all the style and flair thafs just

right for \h°: life you're livin! You don't hcve to wait for the future to

afford an expensive personal car. You're ready for Futura— now!

means youve got your own style.,,

ond weve got the cor to match.

IS an easy, sporty way of life. Futura matches it with a sporty rock and pinion

steering, front disc brakes and good EPA mileage rotmgs*

means personal style. Add your own
touch. Order your own personal Futura to

your own personal taste.

•Al time of publication 1979 EPA estimates were un

ovailoble See your Ford Dealer for octual 1979 EPA

mileage estimates

MoWmeans luxury touches and high style,

coming and going. Why not the optional

touch of power windows?

IS a flip-up open air roof . . . open

up your roof and let the sunshine m.

' IS comfort. The luxury of 5-passenger

roominess.

FORD FAIRMONT
FUTURA

FORD DIVISION t/c»^'(y

The future isn't someday, it's now. Why wait? Step into the 79 Futura— now!

^y^ 1^
/^t4/?f(, 5CW.

AKi THOUGHT TO OH,
rue son of job sufte

iOUUMTUHiN fOU I

'^n^^Syv^ HNOW UJHAT

f Fitu> nu Be IN, BUT
W I HNOU IhAT n H//U HA/e
' TO Be ateATive - a po&it/on
Of g£S<^0f*il8lUTy Bt/T MOT
one THAT HeSTKICTS peHiONM.

fueejwi

PAY fAinvf ueu,
THe ATfHKPHene, TteLAXBP,

iNfoKMAL, Mi coueAeiues,
INT&ieSTIN6, MeuOtO, ANP
NOT TOO CONC£HN£P U/rTN A
SmUCTURBP UaOdNO SnUAdON.

Whiotls
Career Consciousness?
Not every college student dreams about h)eing

chairman of the board of a giant corporation. But

most of you are realistic enough to admit that you're

going to have to work after graduation—whether

managing a corporate conglomerate or farming

your own five acres.

Work is an integral part of everyday life. As a

matter of fact, your career will take up a pretty hefty

chunk of your time. Something like 10,000 days.

That's how much time the average American adult

spends on the job.

Optimists that we are, most students don't

entertain the idea that their 10,000 working days
could ever end up as 40 years of hard labor. In a

survey of last year's seniors, optimism about their

personal futures was super-high. Seventy percent

said that they expect to achieve status and recogni-;

tion in their chosen fields: Fifty percent expect to be

wealthy in the future.

That's a nice, ambitious dream to have, but unless

you do something about it now, you could find

yourself in hot water. The job market is not exactly

begging for applicants in many fields. And there

isn't room at the top—or even the middle—for

everybody who wants to be there. The only way to

insure that you have a chance at a fulfilling career is

to start planning for it today.

That's what "career consciousness" is all about.

Taking your dreams and trying to make them come
true. It doesn't mean clawing your way to the top.

Or becoming a white-collar robot. It means sitting

down and doing some realistic planning to get your

career plans in gear. Whether you're headed for a

mountaintop retreat or a corporate boardroom

—

the more you postpone your plans, the harder your

trip will be.

Ford's Insider: A Continuing Series of News-
paper Supplements is sponsored by Ford Division

of Ford Motor Company and published by 13-30

Corporation (which also produces such familiar

campus publications as Nutshell and The Graduate).

Ford's sponsorship of this publication is an indica-

tion of their desire to provide services to college

students. Please take the time to let us know how you
like this supplement by returning the postage-paid

card on page 16. And for more information on

Ford's product line, use the card on page 8.

Good reading!

ART CREDITS: COVER—Joe Acree Neal

McPheeters—pages 4, 5, 9, 10, 23; Janine

Orr—pages 18, 19; Ken Snnith—pages 8,

17. 18.

PHOTO CREDITS: Jacqueline Kaufman-
page 11; Terry Moore—pages 4, 5, 7, 16.

22, 23; John C. Ph\\\ps/Chronicle of Higher
Education—pages 16, 18.

®1978 13-30 Corporation. All rights re-

served. No portion of Ford's Insider: A
Continuing Series of College Newspaper
Supplements may be reproduced in whole
or in part without written consent of 13-30

Corporation, 505 Market St., Knoxville, TN
37902 (615-637-7621).

Insider is published by 13-30 Corporation

for Ford Division of Ford Motor Company.
Opinions expressed by the publisher and
writers are their own and are not to be
construed as those of Ford Division of

Ford Motor Company. Likewise, tne pub-

lisher assumes responsibility for the tech-

nical accuracy of the material used through-

out the articles herein. Direct editorial

correspondence to David Epstein, Asso-
ciate Editor. Direct requests for additional

copies to Anne Akridge.

A Guide for Today's Students

STEP 1: Start Now
Planning a career is a special process ttiat stiould begin
whiile you're still in college.

STEP 2: Get Personal
If you don't know wtiat you want out of life,

tiow can you possibly plan for a career
ttiat will make you tiappy?

STEP 3: Be Class Conscious
Make ttie most of your time in sctiool . . .

decide whiat's rigtit for you . . .

explore all your options.

STEP 4: Get Experience
Jobs go to graduates wtio hiave degrees
backed by solid work experience.

STEP 5: Be Professional
Ttie most successful job candidates are people wtio

know ttiat careers will not fall in ttieir laps.

4
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STARTNOW
Planning a career is a special process
that should begin while you're still in college.

Expectations vs. Realities

The government's labor forecasters have

some good news and some had news for

current college seniors. 1 he good news is

that 98 percent of all graduates who want

jobs will be able to find them. The bad

news is that one out of every four graduates

will not get the kind of job he or she wants.

Although the value of a college education

has been questioned in the past few years,

the monetars return still looks encourag-

ing. The average college graduate can

expect lifetime earnings of about $750,000

which is 36 percent higher than the average

for a high school graduate.

And despite a lot of talk about unem-

ployed Ph.D.s. there is clear evidence that

college graduates arc less likely to be

unemployed than those without degrees

The unemployment rate for college gradu-

ates is 2 4 percent; for the work force as a

whole, the rate is now hovering between 6

and 7 percent.

Still, a quarter of those employed gradu-

ates are going to be holding jobs that

disappoint their college dreams. Between

1976 and 19X5, more than 10 million

college graduates will enter the labor

force. I'nfortunately, there will be only

about 7.7 million openings in the profes-

sional and technical positions that gradu-

ates traditionally seek. F.ach year, between

140,000 and 200,000 bright, highly educat-

ed persons will accept jobs in sales, clerical

work, crafts, farming, service professions

or other areas in uhich a college degree

isn't always required.

The main force behind tnis is the simple

law of Econ. 101: supply and demand. In

the Sixties, there were too many jobs

chasing too few college graduates, and

anyone with a mere B.A. was virtually

guaranteed a financially rewarding, col-

lege-level jtib 1 oday, the market is crowd-

ed to the bursting point by postwar b(H)m-

babies who grew up and poured into

colleges in record numbers In 1974-75, an

astounding 1.3 million students received

degrees double the number that graduat-

ed 10 years before.

Meanwhile, a recession-plagued econ-

omy has not created enough new jobs to

absorb this huge increase in vvi>rkers. Says

Arnold Weber, former Assistant Secretary

of labor. "The large concentration of

workers in the 25-to-,M-year-old age brack-

et will move through the labor force like a

pig through a boa constrictor." And ihat

means that a younger, slightly smaller pool

ot current college students will have to

stand in line behind them or locate some
alternate routes to the job market.

.lohn Shingleton. director of placement

services at the Michigan State University,

says flatly, "The difference between being

able to get a job and not being able to get a

job after graduation, in 99 percent of the

cases, boils down to one thing: planning."

Shingleton notes that each year, about

four weeks before graduation, around 20

to 30 percent of the senior class wakes up

and haphazardly begins to look for work.

Many students, says Shingleton. "put more

energy into selecting a stereo set than into

choosing a line of work."

Moving toward the right career is a vital

part of education and the process should

begin long before you leave the campus.

This preparation involves finding out as

much as possible about the job market and

your own needs, taking courses that give

you a variety of skills, getting on-the-job

experience before you graduate, and mak-

ing contacts who will ease the ice-water

shock of entering the working world.

The main reason for planning is not to

give you a competitive edge over all the

other job-seekers and grad school appli-

cants, although foresighted students are

most likely to achieve the top spots. What's

more important is finding the right niche

for yourself an occupation that uses your

skills and satisfies your goals rather than

the closest slot available. "The happiest

and most successful person." Mark Twain

once said, "works all year long at what he

would otherwise choose to do on his

summer vacation."

Paul Pak
Food technology major

"I knew I was interested in

certain areas of science. By
talking to professors and
reading the industry's trade

journals, I decided on a

major that would offer good
opportunity as well as

stimulating work."

4 INSIDER

Business Is Booming...
Not long ago majors like education and

social sciences were the top choices of

college students but today's undergradu-

ates are getting down to business, last

year. 20 percent of incoming freshmen said

they planned to major in business-related

areas. Other majors lagged behind.

According to current wisdom, a business

degree can be a passport to success in the

job market. Graduates with bachelor's

degrees in business can expect higher-than-

average starting salaries, while grads of the

top business schools can expect starting

salaries from $18,000 to $27,000.
Does that mean your best chances for

success lie in ditching your Great American
Novel course and heading for the nearest

marketing class? Not necessarily. Accord-
ing to professionals in the employment
field, a vocation shouldn't be chosen be-

cause it seems favorable at the moment. A
strong growth rate in any field may be

quickly counteracted by a fiood of quali-

fied graduates. Witness the once-promis-

ing fields of law and journalism, where a

spiraling number of graduates are compet-
ing for an increasingly limited number of

openings.

So what's your best bet? According to

one counselor, your major should allow

you to "do something you enjoy doing and
that you are capable of doing well."

...And Liberal Arts Looks Better, Too
Since the early Seventies, liberal arts

graduates have been a dime a dozen in the

job market. Times are changing.

Last year marked a long-awaited turn-

around in the dismal job outlook for

majors in nontechnical fields, and this year

is looking even better.

According to Stephen Wilhelm, manag-
er of field services for the College Place-

ment Council, top companies are expand-
ing their recruiting staffs and are increas-

ingly seeking out promising liberal arts

majors. "Companies like IBM. GE and
Proctor & Gamble are starting to use

them in marketing and administrative

training programs," Wilhelm notes. "It's

the same thing they did in the Sixties take

liberal ants majors and mold them for their

own uses. They realize that the generalist

offers something valuable to the business

world."

"I still think liberal arts is a great

preparation, because a liberal arts major is

more fiexible to adapt to changing de-

mands in the job maricet." says Katherine
Tobin of Skidmore College's career plan-

ning office. "You simply have more choice

than if you train for one narrow job area."

•

• Accountant

J
• Chemical engineer

/JP^KlU Ifo/I f
• Chemist/food scientist

• Computer programmer

ilUirirRrWl-jryo^foi * Dentist

M>iUn n Pten I^^A?^ * Dietician

• Electrical engineer

rA\mA \\ \l lr»^=a>r<^
• Geologist

'^fJllWu^Bulft • Health services administrator

um^^L^ • Industrial engineer
• Insurance actuary

\j3g^^
V • Landscape architect

1 • Manager trainee

P • Occupational therapist
"^"'

• Osteopathic physician
• Personnel executive

26 Hot Jobs • Petroleum engineer
• Pharmacist

According to labor forecasters,, • Physical therapist

these are the jobs with the best • Public relations executive

employnnent prospects for college • Registered nurse
graduates in the late 1970's and ' • Social worker
early 1980's: • Statistician

• Urban planner
• Veterinarian

College to Career: Finding
Yourself in the Job Maricet

"You will be what-
ever you resolve

to be." is the open-
ing quote of this

practical and read-

able book aimed
at a college audi-

ence. As place-
ment director at

Michigan State for more than a
dozen years, the author is well-

qualified as a job-hunting advisor.

Beginning with a new look at the
work ethic and the process of goal
selection, the book guides you
toward the working world, adding
tips on career advancement once
you've landed a job.. By John
Shingleton, with Robert Bao (Mc-
Graw-Hill, New York. 1977, $5 95).

A Good Place To Start
There are many publications which can

help you find out more about careers and
employment possibilities. Most are avail-

able in your placement office or college

library. Here are some to get you started.

• Occupational Outlook Handbook,
1978-79 Kdltion. Contains comprehensive,

up-to-date information on job duties, edu-

cational requirements, employment out-

look, and earnings for 300 occupations and
35 industries. It can be obtained for SH

from the Superintendent of Documents.
U.S. Government Printing Office. Wash-
ington, DC 20402. The Occupational Out-

look for College Graduates contains the

same information about more than 100

jobs for which an education beyond high

school is necessary or helpful. It can be

obtained from the Government F'rinting

Office for S4.50.

• College Placement Annual. Occupa-
tional directory with career information on
approximately 1.000 employers. It is often

distributed free of charge by college place-

ment offices, and is available for $5 from
the College Placement Council. Inc.. P.O.

Box 2263. Bethlehem. PA 18001.

• Occupations in Demand at Job Serv-

ice Offices. The I'.S. Employment Service

puts out a special edition of this monthly
bulletin in the fall for students and recent

graduates. The bulletin highlights occupa-
tions for which large numbers of job
openings were listed with public employ-
ment service lob Banks during recent

weeks. You can get bulletins by writing the

Employment and Training .Administra-

tion. U.S. Department of Labor. Washing-
ton, DC 20213.

• The Encyclopedia of Associations.

Lists professional organizations and trade

journals, which arc useful sources of infor-

mation about prospective careers and job
opportunities. Most professional groups
offer free information on jobs, trainingand
scholarships.
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Pay Checks
Money isn't everything, but most people give it some thought. Here are

those graduating with bachelor'sthe average salary offers made to

degrees last year

Major Monthly Salary

Accounting $1,061

Business $920
Chemical Engineering $1,393

Electrical Engineering $1,253

Mechanical Engineering $1,301

Petroleum Engineering $1,517

Humantities $810

Source College Placement Counal Inc A Study ol Beginning Otters

Major
Social Sciences
Agricultural Science
Biology
Chemistry
Computer Science
Health Sciences
Mathematics

Monthly Salary

$861

$913
$877

$1,102

$1,120

$921

$1,073

Good Advice From Five Placement Directors

Victor R. Lindquist,

Director of Placement.
Northwestern University:

"You need to go into the marketplace with

more than a degree. Learn some solid skills— like

computer programming, statistics, communica-
tion. I don't care if you're majoring in accounting

or classics, these skills will be your entree into

the working world."

John Shingleton,

Director of Placement Services,

Michigan State University:

"First of all, know yourself and know what
you're shooting for. Then design a plan with the

equipment and abilities you have to achieve the

goals you've set If you want it badly enough, you
can do it."

James L. Galloway,
Director of Placement,
Bowling Green State University:

"My advice is to get some basic job experience

before making a decision. Most students don't

have enough exposure to the world of work and
end up making purely subjective career decisions

based on their parents' wishes or unreliable

information they've picked up somewhere."

Katherine Tobin,
Director of Career Planning,

Skidmore College:

"Many students get so hyper about making an

early career choice that they jump into something

they think is practical— often sacrificing what

they are truly interested in studying. I say don't

choose something just for practical reasons. The
job market could change by the time you
graduate, and then where would you be?"

Kitty Padgett,

Director of Career Planning and Placement,

Albion College:

"Career planning is not sitting down one day

and saying, 'Okay, now I'm going to decide what

I want to be.' It's a process that goes on day to

day while you're living on campus, working at

summer jobs and interacting with others. If you're

not ready to decide now, don't feel guilty. But

don't avoid thinking about it. Try new courses,

have new experiences, reflect on what you like to

do and might want to do."

There Oughta
Be a Course. .

.

You can take classes to learn how to

cook, play tennis and till out income tax

forms. Many placement officials think

there should be required courses in how to

choose a career and find a job. Such

courses are currently offered at a handful

of schools, including Michigan's Spring

Arbor College. Spring Arbor students get

one hour of credit for taking the "Life

Work and Planning" course, which offers

personality assessments, exploration of

different careers, and tests to determine

types of occupations students are best

suited for.

lorn lohnson, director of career advise-

ment and planning at the tlniversity of

Wisconsin at Madison, is proposing a sim-

ilar course for students who have not yet

selected a major. "So many times students

wander into a major and then into a career

without much thought or planning." he

says. "I'd like to see students at the

freshman and sophomore levels start some

planning about the courses and job experi-

ences that will lend themselves to their

career objectives."

Technical Careers
Opening for

College Women
College women are choosing majors in

math, sciences and business.

While the number of female education

majors dropped by 30,000 in the years

from 1973 tol976, the number of women in

business and computer science sequences

more than doubled. Women are also

grabbing more places in business, law and

medical schools. In 1970, just 801 females

graduated from the nation's law schools.

By 1976, there were more than 6,000

women graduates.

Women who choose nontraditional ma-

jors can expect to be courted by the top

companies. Perhaps the most attractive

field for female grads is engineering, where

about 99 percent of active employees are

male. As late as 1976, just one in 40

engineering graduates was a woman.

Who's Hiring Who
Finding your

best job field and
grabbing a toe-

hold in the com-
petitive job mar-
ket are covered
in detail. The au-

thor also provides

a useful 10-step

"Career Analysis Guidelines" ex-

ercise which helps reveal the out-

lines of your "ideal" job. By Richard

Lathrop (Ten Speed Press, Berke-

ley, 1977. $5.95).

GET PERSONAL
If you don't know what you want out of life,

how can you possibly plan for a career
that will make you happy?

Getting To Know You
What you do for a living should depend

a lot on who you are and who you want to

become. Sounds obvious, perhaps but

considerable numbers of people miss the

boat on this important side of choosing a

career.

in our society, work tends to be a major

piece of your identity. We label each other

by our jobs and ask, "What do you doT
within minutes of meeting someone new.

Work will probably influence your materi-

al comfort, your circle of friends and your

feelings of self-worth and satisfaction with

life. You can avoid joining the ranks of

people who are dissatisfied with their work

by making a conscious effort now to

explore your own needs, talents and inter-

ests. Start by looking back on your person-

al history and applying this checklist:

1. Review all projects, awards, hobbies

and other things that called upon your
skills and abilities within the past three to

five years. Which activities gave you the

most personal satisfaction'.' Can you notice

any pattern of areas in which you excel'?

2. Now look at your past work experi-

ences and extracurricular or academic

activities. Which of these continue to

interest you'? Why'?

3. Next list all of these favorite activities

or involvements in order of preference.

What specific skills did each use (such as

managing money, working with people,

organizing a system or taking responsibil-

ity)? Do you seem to prefer one type of

environment over another?

4. Now start adding things up in terms

of your past history and current feelings.

Do you enjoy working with concrete,

physical things, or abstract ideas such as

time and space? Do you like to have assign-

ments spelled out in detail or prefer to

work independently? Are you an indoors

or outdoors person? Do you work well

under deadline pressure? Are you most

comfortable spending time in a large

group, with just a few people or by your-

self? Do you like to be in charge?

All of these personality traits help deter-

mine the type of work that fits you best.

Try taking this checklist or a similar

outline of your wants and needs to your
.

campus career counseling office. With a

rough sketch of the real you in hand, it's

much easier to locate your specific options

in the job market.

The Nonsense About Decision- Making
To put your energies behind a career

goal, you have to make a firm commitment.

That often means deciding between op-

tions and risking a bad choice. Psychology

professors Irving I.. Janis and Leon Mann,
authors of Decision- Making, A Psycho-

loi^ical Analysis of Conflict. Choice and
Commiimeni. caution you to be wary of

the following common myths when you

make important decisions.

Myth 1: You must make decisions by

reason alone. Nonsense. f)espite the most

rational approach, if a decision just feels

wrong, look out. We often have to trust

our feelings about what makes us happy or

comfortable.

Myth 2: Never changing your mind is a

sign of strength. Situations change every

day, and you must make decisions based

on the most updated information available

to you. Perhaps what seems like the perfect

decision now will next year seem impos-

sible. Remember that most decisions are

not irrevocable. Don't be afraid of shifting

gears to a more likely choice as your

attitudes change. And try to leave some
options open for changing your mind.

Myth 3: Most good decisions are made
quickly and on your own. Not necessarily.

Whenever you are tempted to make a fast

decision, make a list of all the positive and

negative factors involved. It might unearth

some possibilities or solutions that you

hadn't thought of.

And you can certainly use the advice of

people qualified to help you. Talk it out

with friends, parents, advisors and a career

counselor. While the final decision must

come from you, weighing the advice of

those who can help makes good sense.

Myth 4: A good decision should make
you totally happy. Any decision has its

positive and negative consequences. Being

aware of the good and bad in any choice

makes it easier to accept emotional set-

backs. Don't expect a completely happ\

ending to any decision.

Gina Pera
Journalism graduate

"I never really sat down and
analyzed my abilities; it was
kind of by instinct that I

chose my major. Eventually,

I'll get the kind of job I

want, but it would have
been much easier and faster

if I'd done some planning."

6 INSIDER
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star Wars Had
Smart Droids Like

R2-D2 and C-3PO.
Is There a Friendly

Helpful Computer
On Your Campus?
Computers that match students with

prospective employers or predict their

success in a given field are increasingly in

use on campuses around the country. It's

worth checking out at your career counsel-

ing center.

I he svsiems tall into two categories

those which onl\ guc aixcsN to job mfor-

mation (like which companies hire English

majors) and those which interact with

individuals to help them with the career

decision-making process

Most common are intormation net-

works like the I niversitv ol Oregon's

Career Information System (CIS) CIS is

programmed to answer hundreds of Ire-

What Coloi Is Your
Parachute?

Career and life

planning deal with

more than the daily

9-to-5. The author

provides a humor-
ous step-by-step
guide to beating
the "Neanderthal"
job-hunting system

Chapters include exercises to help

you clarify goals and interests, as

well as decide what you most
enjoy doing. There are also tips on
writing resumes, finding out where
the jobs are and improving your
interview skills. By Richard Nelson
Bolles (Ten Speed Press, Berke-

ley. 1976, $4.95).

WhatColorb
VburRtfachute?

quently asked questions. Students enter a

specific career choice or list special talents

and interests, then get back a printed read-

out with information about job descrip-

tions, availability of jobs in given fields,

starting salaries or people willing to talk

about their own jobs.

Another such approach is the Cjrad II

system, in use at about two do/en schools

around the country. It matches students

and employers by grade-point average,

major, geographic and salary preferences.

The newest computerized systems not

only provide information but also "talk

back" to students. One of the best known
is SKil (System of Interactive Guidance

and Information), now used on over 20

campuses. SICil asks each student about

his or her occupational values (such as

leisure time, salarv. reco^-nition and inde-

pendence), then locates occupations that

meet these specifications. From here it

predicts the student's degree ol success in

preparatory programs, outlines a curricu-

lum and rates the career choice in terms of

risks and rewards.

Computers, like counselors and voca-

tional tests, can't tell vou what to do. But

they can help vou ciarilv and classify

vour values and goals.

Look What
You Can Find at the

Placement Center
1 he career planning or placement office

is often one of the best-kept secrets on

campus, hew students bother to drop in.

But it's a prime source of materials on

choosing a career and learning how to go

out and get it

While centers differ in the sophistication

of their counseling techniques and tech-

nology, most of them have standard meth-

ods to get you started. I ook for the

following at your own center:

• Job Skills and Prospects. You will

find reams of written material on jobs,

skills required for those jobs, directories of

companies and companv -related literature.

• Resumes. Most people agree that the

almighty resume is still a very important

part of the job search. Centers often

organize resume-writing workshops and

maintain credential services that keep stu-

dents' resumes and personal references on

file in order to match them with potential

employers.

• Interviews. Watch for notices about

visiting companv recruiters, as well as

workshops on interviewing skills and as-

sertiveness training to make the most of

job contacts.

• Internships. Most centers work with

undergraduates in setting up and monitor-

ing internship programs. Some also work

with companies to develop new programs.

• N'ocationa! Interest Tests. These are

offered by placement centers to help you

discover your interests, abilities and exper-

iences, and to match these characteristics

with specific careers. The two most often

given are the Strong-Campbell Interest

Inventory and the Kuder Occupational

Interest Survey. Both rate your preferences

for certain types of tasks, work environ-

ments and challenges.

Project

Future

In his book Future Shock. Alvin Tof-

ller recommends that students write a

"future autobiography." Try this for your-

self by setting down a scenario of your

career and life five or even 10 years after

college. What do you see yourself doing?

How far have you risen beyond an entry-

level job'.' How have vou accomplished this

rise' What section of the country do you

live in* What size community' Are you

married'.' With children? How have you

managed with a career and a family? Are

you happy with your job' With your life?

Watch out (or the fleeting thoughts of

fantasy that tend to clutter realitv. Ihrow

out all of the "if onlys" (you get thinner,

better-looking or inherit your uncle's busi-

ness). Deal, rather brutally and honestly,

with what is likely to happen to you.

Put this autobiography on the shelf to

study again a few months from now. Better

yet. do the exercise with a friend or two.

read each other's work and discuss it. In

these pages, you'll find many clues about

your own philosophy of life and priorities

for working.

If You Don't Know Where
You're Going You'll Probably

End Up Somewhere Else

This book offers

no strategic tactics

or complicated bal-

ance sheets to rate

yourskillsand abili-

ties—just a few sound
principles to guide
you through your op-

tions and opportuni-

ties. The most im-

portant long-range goal, accord-

ing to the author, is to make the

most of what you have. The more
talents you develop and assets you
acquire, the more control you have

over your future. By David P. Camp-
bell, Ph.D. (Argus Communica-
tions. Niles, Illinois, 1974. $1.95).
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BE CLASSCONSCIOUS
Make the most of your time in school ... decide
what's right for you. . . explore all your options.

Opportunity vs. Obsolescence
Way back when, a student majoied in

something like English or math or psych,

then lock-stepped in a set curriculum to

graduation. These days, college programs

provide a far greater range of choices and

a far greater number of potential pitfalls

for the student. You can specialize in one

small corner of a field, or go for a highly

generalized major which gathers in big

chunks of several academic areas.

More and more students seem to be

opting for- specialized study, and the argu-

ments for this approach are powerful.

Mechanical engineers with an emphasis in

energy resources will find it easier to crack

the job market than physics majors whose

specialty is nothing in particular. Agricul-

tural or economic journalists may find

work before a student whose major is less

tightly focused.

On the other hand, student specialists

run the risk of becoming obsolescent

Can You Change Your Mind at the Last Minute?
So you want to be a doctor but for the

past four years you've been working toward

a degree in ancient art history. Can you still

make the switch?

You can definitely try. Several universi-

ties have formal study programs designed

for students who have decided to enter

graduate or professional school but didn't

pick up all the prerequisite courses as

undergraduates. In addition to the struc-

tured programs, most universities have a

"special student" status for degree-holders

who need to take additional undergraduate

courses before going to graduate school in

a new field.

Bryn Mawr College runs a small but

spectacularly successful premedical pro-

gram. Admission requirements are "pret-

ty rigorous." according to Associate Dean
Patricia O. Pruett. and only an average of

15 students per year are admitted. Those

who do get in, though, are virtually assured

of gaining entrance to a medical or allied

health school.

Premed is one of many formal prepara-

tory programs offered under the "Limited

Status Program" at the University of

California at Berkeley. If you have, say, a

degree in political science and want to do

graduate work in art history, you can

prepare for it here. Each subject area has a

specific set of required courses and students

can stay in the program no longer than

four academic quarters.

For students who only need to catch up

on a few more courses, many college

.continuing education departments fill the

gap. For instance. Pratt Institute offers

intensive courses in microprocessors and

computer systems for engineering students

who missed these subjects.

Often, however, students must apply for

"special student" status and arrange their

own crash programs with help from advi-

sors. "What I would do." says Sylvia

Bassoff. an advisor in the premedical

program at Columbia University, "is go to

the chairman of the graduate school in

your field and present your case, asking for

advice on courses."

before they ever graduate. The shape of

industry is changing so fast that many
current students will have to retrain them-

selves on the job or go back to school later

on. Moreover, a specialized job in your

chosen field may rely heavily on general

skills that aren't part of its regular curricu-

lum. UCLA Professor Lewis Solman re-

cently surveyed graduates in a variety of

fields to find out what college courses they

most often use on the job. The top answers

were, in order, general business, English,

psychology and sociology. These courses,

graduates said, helped them to think clearly,

communicate effectively and work well

with people skills needed in almost every

job area.

Charles Guy Moore, executive director

of the National Institute of Career Plan-

ning, suggests that students get both gen-

eral and specific training. He uses a model

called "The T-Shaped Individual" to make
his point. The top of the "T" represents the

breadth of general knowledge and skills,

while the stem represents the depth of

specialized skills. Moore warns against the

generalist's "T," "a mile wide and an inch

deep," as well as the specialist's "T." "an

inch wide and a mile deep."

The balanced "T," which Moore sees as

the strongest position, represents the gen-

eralist who has picked up a few marketable

skills, and the specialist who has also ab-

sorl)ed a broad education outside of his or

her specialty.

Kathy Boyle

Customer Services Rep.

"When I first started working,

I didn't know how much my
education would benefit me.

But now I'm applying my
marketing electives in this

job. And more than that, I

now see that college was a

great way to learn how to

deal with people."

INSIDER 9



How To Moke
Your Own Major

II you know just what you want to do.

but your college doesn't offer a curriculum

to lit that plan, you might consider design-

ing your own major. Some colleges limit

this option to honor students, w hile others

leave the choice open to all.

I inda Rader. 20, will wrap up her self-

styled major in international business man-
agement in IX'cember. She spent two
months m .Japan visiting lactories. meeting

executives and "finding out how Japanese

management techniques work." She has

already been accepted at two top business

schools, and plans on joining the manage-
ment of an international corporation by

the time she's 22.

Yvonne Shubitowski. 21. worked with

her professors at the University of Michi-

gan to put together a major based on the

process of aging and problems of old

people. Gerontology is a fairly new field,

but It will become more prominent in the

future as the number of senior citizens

increases. "There won't be a position just

waiting for me." says Yvonne, "but even-

tually I'll find my place. I'm taking the

principles I learned in biology and applying

them. There aicn't any set regulations to go
by. Everything I've learned is new."

To handle a self-styled major, you need

to have plenty of initiative and the day-to-

day discipline to monitor yourself. The
key. according to individual studies profs,

is to find the right advisor and begin

planning at least a semester before you

take off on vour own

Selective Electives
Educators and employers sug-

gest that these seven electives give

students the greatest amount of

versatility and flexibility in the job

market:
• Statistics

• Introduction to Computer Sci-

ence/Computer Programming
• Speech or Interpersonal Com-
munications

• Basic Journalism or Writing
• Economics/Marketing
• Basic Accounting
• Photography

The Pros and Cons of Stopping Out
Today, "stopping out" leaving school

temporarily with the intention of return-

ing is a subject of debate on campus.

Researcher Robert I.. Cope found in his

recent national survey that 95 percent of

college students had considered stopping

out during their undergraduate careers.

Reasons for stopping out may be as

concrete as a job offer or as ha/y as a desire

to gain maturity through varied e.xperience.

Some stopouts have found that living for a

time outside the sheltered campus environ-

ment helped them clarify their goals and

prompted them to return to campus with a

new direction and motivation.

But for others, the experience is not

always rewarding. Some students find

themselves simply drifting around and

doing nothing for a semester. One young
woman had high hopes of stopping out for

an entire year to study Italian art in Venice.

Unfortunately, she got lulled into inertia

after leaving school and never left the

States. She ended up working in a pet store

until she could return to school.

Some undergraduate institutions, how-
ever, encourage stopping out. Bennington
College requires students to leave campus
each winter to work. Vanderbilt University

will give leave to "anyone with the desire to

find oneself or gain a sense of direction."

Before you rush off campus in search of

yourself, be sure you're doing the right

thing. Sit down and talk to a counselor
about your reasons for stopping out and
what you plan to do with your time. And
be sure to do the proper paperwork. At
many schools, failure to fill out the proper
forms and receive administrative and fac-

ulty approval could result in you "disap-

pearing" from the student roster.

Most importantly, set a date for your
return to school. And stick to it. If you lose

your scholastic momentum, you may dis-

cover it's hard to get back into the swing of

things. Remember, the idea behind a

successful "stopout experience" is to en-

hance your life, not uproot it.

Should College Make You a Human Being?
Many professors and employers argue

the generalist vs. specialist issue on the

basis of which type of study best prepares

students for the job market. Mortimer

•\dlcr chairman of the board ofeditorsfor

/jh i I lopcilia Britanniia, takes a different

view " fhc college." he says, "should be a

place where culture is transmitted." Adler

feels that graduate and professional schools

should teach specialized, technical skills,

while undergraduate colleges should con-

centrate on giving the ordinary student a

broad overview of the knowledge and

accomplishments of the world's cultures.

In a recent Newsweek editorial, he added

these thoughts:

"In most of our colleges, the elective

system reigns supreme. Its only require-

ment the choice of a major in one field

and a minor in another compels students

to specialize before they've acquired the

general cultivation that would acquaint

them with the ideas and disciplines that are

the components of human culture.

"... Parents should send their young to

college and the young should go to college

not. as at present, mainly to acquire highly

salable skills or to earn good livings, but

solely lor the purpose of bccomingcultured

human beings."

The Career Game
This book is a

strategic guide to

winning the ca-

reer that's most
likely to make you
happy. The au-

thor leads you
through the steps

of career decision-

making and pro-

vides valuat>le practical informa-

tion on how to market yourself to

get the job you want. By Charles

Guy Moore, Ph.D. (National In-

stitute of Career Planning, New
York, 1976, $10; Ballantine paper-

back, $5.95).
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Three Big Questions About Grod School
Competition for top graduate and pro-

fessional schools puts intense pressure on

students both to make a strong academic
showing as undergraduates and to structure

their educations to meet grad school ad-

mission formulae. The result is that many
students find themselves on the conveyor

belt to an advanced degree without ever

scanning the alternatives. Before commit-
ting yourself to a grad school future, ask

these three basic questions:

1. Do you really need an advanced degree

to get the job you want?

In most fields, advanced-degree holders

still have the edge over B.A.s, but thegap
is narrowing. Starting salaries are still

considerably higher, too, especially in the

technical professions. Your own depart-

ment and most grad schools may have

specific statistics for your discipline. Check
it out. and talk to some employers in the

field as well.

2. Should you go right after college or wait

awhile?

If you're like most students, you've been

going to school for a long. long time. A
work break could provide some badly

needed breathing space to refresh your

brain and improve your academic per-

formance later on.

In some fields, students who leave the

campus for a year or two of related work
experience actually get preferential treat-

ment at the grad school admissions office.

MBA programs are a prime example:

Students who have worked in industry

have a real-world context for their studies

that business schools appreciate. In con-

trast, many medical schools tend to pass

over students who don't come fresh from
college. Find out if the school of your
choice has a formal or informal policy

about stopping out.

3. When should you start planning for

grad school?

An informal poll of top professional and
grad schools yielded a variety of answers.

Potential med students have to start almost

from Day One to get in the science and
math requirements and polish up their

G.P.A.S.' A premed advisor is usually

called for early in the game, while the

MCAT should be taken during junior year.

Prelaw students should plan on schedul-

ing a broad liberal arts background with

plenty of courses in writing, math and

other problem-solving disciplines. If your

grades are good, you can put off the

decision until early in senior year, but it's

best to take the LSAT in the fall.

Admissions officers in other fields almost

unanimously recommend researching

schools and admissions criteria well in

advance, since programs vary widely. Even
more important: Talk to professors and

graduates of those schools to learn about

what kind of work is involved and what

you can expect to get from it.

A Little Help

from Your Prof

Many students miss out on a valuable

resource by never getting to know their

professors personally. Professor-friends

may be able to counsel you on career

possibilities or help you make job contacts.

The best career guidance often comes

from professors who became teachers after

excelling in their field or who contribute

regularly to the professional world. Take
Professor Caryl Rivers, for example. In

addition to teaching journalism at Boston

University, she is a free-lance writer for

such national publications as ,V/.v. maga-

zine. The New York Times and Mother
Jones. That makes her an academic with

solid real-world contacts.

One student won an internship with

People magazine after checking out a

Rivers lead. "I gave him the tip and he

followed through on it," Rivers says. "I

won't give a personal reference to a student

1 know unless they've performed well. My
credibility with that editor is on the line."

Not only can a prof provide contacts,

but he can also alert students to job

openings befdre the fact. If you need to do

research to become recognized and em-

ployed in your field, get to know a

professor who might sponsor your project.

Many professors also need student help

with their own research projects, which

could involve anything from typing manu-
scripts to joining an archeological dig.

"If you don't establish that contact with

your professors, that's a big segment of

education that you'ic missing," says Mike

.Galezio, a UCLA poli-sci major who now
works for a California state assemblyman.

"So many of them are involved in outside

activities. It's important to realize this and

take advantage of it."

One L
If you liked The

Paper Chase, you'll

love One L —espe-
cially if you're con-
sidering law school

and are primed for

an inside look at

the mixture of tedi-

um and terror that

makes up the first intense year. In

this readable and fast -paced book,

the author shares adiary of his first

year at Harvard Law School, from
the initiation into a mysterious
language filled with words like

"estoppel" and "replevin" to the

heartbreak of April exams. By Scott

Turow (G.P. Putnam's Sons, New
York. 1977, $8.95).

Employers

Soy
Well-Rounded
Curriculum Is

Students' Best Bet
A prestigious yearly survey of hiring

policies and practices called The Endieott

Report recently polled employers for sug-

gestions on how students should round out

their educational backgrounds. Those sur-

veyed overwhelmingly felt that science

and technical students should take at least

one course in written and oral communica-
tions skills, while liberal arts majors should

get a solid grounding in basic business

education.

Several schools are starting to inject this

type of crossover course work into the

regular curriculum. The University of Mich-

igan's engineering school, for example,

offers special courses in technical writing

as well as communicating engineering

concepts to the general public. On the

other side of the academic fence, the

English department of California State

University at Los Angeles has created four

mini-minors in accounting, management,

business statistics and business economics.

If your own college doesn't offer such

options, you may consider making your

own free-lance effort to round out your

education with some forays into other

academic areas. For instance. Amy Har-

key Smith, a University of Tennessee biol-

ogy major, added seven English courses

to her science curriculum and worked as a

feature writer on the college paper. After

graduation, she landed a job as a technical

reports writer for Oak Ridge National

Laboratories in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. "In

order to gain respect as a scientist, you

have to be able to convey your thoughts to

other scientists." she says. "Most profes-

sionals don't learn this until age 40 or 50.

and even then they can't tell a verb from a

noun."
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The Mustang Ghia 2-l)<)ni. la'x'Vf

)

Mustang 3-Door Sport, (below) ^
Luxurious Mustang Ghia interior. Mustang's optional 'liirhix harged engine is available in 2- or 3-Door models.

Presenting a whole New Breed of Mustang for 1979—

designed to be the best looking Mustang ever built. This

Mustang achieves a new level of excitement with:

New styling. With dramatic sports car styling,

Mustang has one of the most efficient aerodynamic de-

signs of any car now made in America. Feel it slice

through the wind.

New handling. Mustang's precise handling with

sports car features like rack and pinion steering and

modified MacPherson front suspension to help

flatten comers. And Mustang is the first American car

to offer Michelin'sTRX radial tires with specially tuned

suspen ' package for sports car like response.

New TXirbo. Mustang now offers a TUrbocharged 2.3

litre overhead cam engine, as well as a standard 2.3 litre

overhead cam, and options of V-6 orV-8 power.

New options. Ofcourse, you can build in performance

with options like theTUrbo. . .or luxury, with leather-trim

bucket seats. Yet the standard Mustang is a beautifully

equipped machine, complete with: a 2.3 litre overhead

cam engine, modified MacPherson front suspension,

4-speed gear box, full instrumentation, and more.

With all this. Mustang is still priced to help you bring

one home in 2- or 3-door models. See your Ford Dealer

today. . . drive one . . . experience Mustang 79 for yourself.

The Ford Motor Company now offers an Ex-
tended Service Plan for all '79 Mustangs. Ask your

dealer for details.

Full instrumentation.deluxe wheel standard, other options shown.

MUSTANG79
THE NEW
BREED

FORD MUSTANG
FORD DIVISION \(y^r?cd



Would-Be Interns Beware

GET EXPERIENCE
Jobs go to graduates who hove degrees
backed by solid work experience.

Co-cp Programs Give Direct Work Experience

to 200,000 Stjdents Eocli Year
This year, more than a thousa^id colleges

and universities will try to nar.w the gap

between classroom and workplace with

"co-op" education programs. These co-ops

provide students with paid work experience

in jobs related to their fields of study.

Businesses and government agencies co-

operate with campuses to create on-the-job

training opportunities within their organi-

zations.

More than 200,000 students get involved

in co-op programs every year. The system

usually works this way: After freshman

year, a student alternates terms of class-

room study with terms of full-time paid

work for an outside employer. The school's

co-op coordinator often makes the job

assignments, which can be very competi-

Northeastern University.

The Nation's Largest Co-op Program
Most new graduates at Northeastern

University in Boston don't bother to send

out resumes and they don't pound the

pavement, either. Yet an estimated 50

percent go right from college to jobs in

their fields. The reason; Most get hired by

their last co-op employers.

Northeastern is the largest cooperative

plan university in the nation; over 90

percent of its upperclassmen are employed

in co-op programs involving more than

2,500 firms in the United States and

overseas. In any given quarter, about half

of Northeastern's 20,000-student enroll-

ment will be on the job, while the other half

goes to class. Co-op is optional for liberal

arts students, mandatory for all others.

There are programs in business, physical

education, criminal justice, engineering,

pharmacy and do/cns of other career

areas.

The physical education department of-

fers co-ops in athletic training, adult fitness

and coaching school athletic teams. "Co-

ops provide an advantage to the employer,"

says physical education counselor Candace
Herene. "The students are geared up and

the quality of their work is professional

and reliable."

"You get job experience and money to

pay for school." says criminal justice major

Bob Sarao, "and the employer gets some-

one to work for a few months at a low

salary."

By student standards, however, the

money isn't bad. The average co-op salary

at Northeastern runs about $143 a week,

with engineering majors earning as much
as $250. Sirtce it usually takes five years to

complete Northeastern's program, it's very

possible to earn $1 l.(K)0 while storing up
front-line job experience.

"With co-ops. students get some insight

into human behavior on the job both

good and bad and a chance to familiarize

themselves with career opportunities."

stresses Stephen Kane, associate professor

in the liberal arts co-op department. "The
basic thing is that th'ey aren't sheltered

anvmore."

live and involve the same type of resume-

interview process used in the ordinary job

hunt.

Traditionally, co-ops have been organ-

ized around technical science majors such

as engineering. Now. though, many col-

leges offer co-op programs in a wide

variety of majors. Architecture, physical

education, drama, even philosophy stu-

dents can get some paid exposure to

working reality.

"We view our co-op students as learning

professionals, giving them as much respon-

sibility as we would a new graduate." says

Jake Karmendy. director of co-op students

at the U.S. General Accounting Office in

San Francisco. "We're impressed with the

students; they're high-caliber, bright peo-

ple and we know they're here to learn."

Your own school may have a central co-

op coordinator or administrators that

handle such programs for individual de-

partments. You can also get a free list of

"Undergraduate Programs of Cooperative

Education in the United States and Can-
ada." which includes curriculum informa-

tion, credit arrangements and majors of-

fered. Send a postcard to: National Com-
mission for Cooperative Education. 360

Huntington Ave.. Boston. MA 02115.

Neal McClean
Computer science major

"A company would much
rather have someone with

both technical and on-the-

job experience. Without my
co-op experience, someone
graduating from a two-year
technical program would
probably get the job before

I would."

n

Some internships are a lot like the best of

real jobs; you work hard on challenging

projects and learn more than classes could

teach you. In others, you're chained to the

Xerox machine and labeled as the office

"go-fer." To steer clear of lemons and

make the most of a really good internship

opportunity, keep these things in mind:

1. Before you take an internship, find

out as much as you can about what you'll

be doing and what the job can teach you.

Some organizations have formal, struc-

tured internship programs coordinated by

a director; others expect you to fill in with

small, spur-of-the-moment projects. Both

situations can be good learning experi-

ences, but you do need to know what

you're in for. If possible, dig up some
interns and get their inside comments.

2. On the job. don't be disappointed if

you receive a certain amount of boring and

menial work to do. Just try to do it fast and

efficiently, then ask for more challenging

work. Better yet. discreetly investigate the

projects full-time staffers are doing and

look for a place where you could help out.

Most supervisors appreciate a worker who
takes the initiative.

3. I.earn all you can from everyone you
encounter on the job. Find people whose
jobs you'd like to do and ask them what the

work is like. They can usually give you tips

on what skills to learn and courses to

emphasize.

4. If you don't know, ask questions. No
one expects an intern to be very experi-

enced. Often, students who try to look as if

they know everything make full-time em-
ployees eager to prove them wrong.

5. On the other hand, behave like a

professional. Studenthood is no excuse for

arriving late, wasting time or doing slip-

shod work. Although you can't burst with

drive and energy all 40 hours of the week,

you should always try to look that way.

6. If you like the place, discreetly explore

the possibilities for a return internship or a

full-time job. Let your supervisor know
you're interested, and make sure he or she

keeps your resume on file.

Sailing on Internships

The internship is a close but more
informal cousin to the co-op. Like co-op

students, interns get practical, on-the-job

experience but their work could be part-

time or full-time, paid or volunteer, set up

as a structured program or an individual,

noncredit arrangement with an employer.

Mark Hyman, a recent graduate oi the

University of Pennsylvania, worked one

summer as a Newspaper Fund intern. Each

year, this program gives 20 top journalism

students grants of $500 each and a strong

recommendation; the winners then find

themselves internships on local newspa-

pers. Mark went to work for the News-

Sentinel in Knoxville, Tennessee, writing

hard news and features. "I needed the

opportunity to prove to myself and a

professional editor that I could write," he

says. Upon graduation, Hyman had five

job offers to choose from.

Many students try to return for several

doses of internship experience. Rae Lynn

Carr, a graduate of Albion College, w orked

three summer internships with GM's As-

sembly Division in Warren, Michigan,

gathering experience in accounting and

project control. Later on, they hired her

permanently with a higher salary and

more benefits than other recent graduates.

"At the beginning, you don't do chal-

lenging things," she cautions. "You wind

up doing all the little things that nobody

else has time for. But I made a point of

asking my supervisor what she had planned

for me. When 1 showed what I could do.

they started treating me as an equal

employee. It just took some time."

There are more organized internship,

programs scattered across the country

than could ever be easily compiled in one

librar\ bookshelf. Nevertheless, several

nationwide directories make a good attempt

to list hundreds of internship opportunities.

For leads on national internship pro-

grams, check your school placement office

or career counseling center. Many colleges

also have their own internship programs

which use alumni or local businesses.

Also, ask placement personnel or your

college librarian about these catalogs:

• National Directory ofSummer Intern-

ships (Career Planning Office, Haverford

College, Haverford. PA 19041. $8.50).

• Directory of Undergraduate Intern-

ship Programs (National Center for Public

Service Internship Programs. 1735 Eye St.

NW. Washington. DC 20006. $7).

• International Directory for Youth

Internships (UN Headquarters. NGO
Youth Caucus, c o Center for Social

Development and Humanitarian Affairs.

Room DC-976. United Nations. New York.

NY 10017. $2).

On Your Own: 99
Alternatives to a 9-to-5 Job

ON
.^^f

ALTERNATIVES
TO A

9TO-5 JOB

From airport

taxi services to

yacht design,
the author ex-

plores more
than a hundred
offbeat possi-

bilities for start-

ing your own
business or pro-

viding free-lance services to earn

some extra cash. Bet you never

considered getting into the campus
birthday cake business or breed-

ing earthworms as a part-time job.

The book gives you plenty of other

information sources if you're inter-

ested in an alternative to the9-to-5

grind. By Kathy Matthews (Vin-

tage Books, New York. 1977, $3.45).

Chris Child. Self-Mode Intern

Chris Child, an advertising major at the

University of Texas, knew he didn't want

to spend his summer on a construction site

or Houston loadingdock. "Texas summers

are better spent indoors where there's air

conditioning." he explains.

With that in mind. Chris set out to create

his own advertising internship. First, he

put together a portfolio of work from his

advertising classes. Then he sent out a

volley of letters to friends and associates of

his father in the advertising world.

Rather than blatantly ask for a job. he

solicited their advice on good places to

look for work. After another round of

letters and visits to ad agencies, one man
sent him to a friend at Sears. Roebuck and

Co. in Houston. Sears hired Chris as

layout artist and copywriter, a job that let

him try out the mechanical skills he had

learned in class.

The whole experience taught Chris some-

thing important he didn't want to work

in advertising. Instead, he went on to earn

an MBA degree and now works as a

financial analyst for a public utility. The

writing skills he gained from his advertis-

ing spot, though, were helpful in winning

his present job, which involves writing

Dress releases and compa..y reports.

Moral: The experience is out there ifyou

pour some energy into looking for it. And
almost any kind of work experience will

put you closer to the job you want.
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A Co-op Success Story
At 21. Tim Finnegan is already taking

home SI 7.000 a year as a sales develop-

ment engineer for Hewlett-Packard in

Cupertino. California. He credits his suc-

cess in the job market to the co-op program
at the liniversity of California at Berkeley,

which placed him in one of IBM's research

facilities for six months. Even as low man
on the lab totem pole, he earned $750 a

month while working with a Iiigh-level

research group that was te.sting a new

computer memory.
"But I didn't have enough to do." admits

Tim. who was an engineering undergrad at

the time. "I finished all my tasks quickly

and they never planned anything extra for

me. I was given total freedom during my
co-op. but I needed a heck of a lot more
direction to be productive. I started doing

stuff on my own. like learning new compu-
ter languages. I know they noticed my
effort, but more praise or criticism would
have really motivated me."

Still. Tim wouldn't trade those months
with IC chips, algols and megabytes for

anything. "I learned the basics of lab work
and saw how an engineering firm operates,"

he explains. **It was more relaxed than I

expected, but I didn't like the lab environ-

ment. There's not enough contact with

people in dynamic situations."

So when he returned to campus, Tim put

more emphasiis on marketing and business

classes. After graduating last spring in

electrical engineering and computer sci-

ence, he programmed his future for mar-
keting. The result? "I had 15 job offers to

choose from." he says simply. "I think that

co-op really helped."

Statistic. How Many
Students Work?
According to the Bureau of Labor

Statistics, an incredible 3.8 m/7//on

college students held part-time or
full-time jobs last year That num-
ber is more than one-quarter of the
total college population, and may
give you some idea of why it's so
hard to find a job in your own
campus area.

What's It Really Like

To Work in Washington?
Each year, thousands of college students

pour into the nation's capital to find that

unique slice of American political life

called "the Washington experience." In

DC, interns are the arms and legs of

government the errand-runners, the en-

velope-stuffers. the collators and research-

ers. For most, the whole thing is a worth-

while blend of drudgery and glamour, a

chance to move among the faces that

appear on the evening news and get an

inside look at how the system works.

liniversity of Pennsylvania student Barri

Bernstein worked last summer as an aide to

Congressman lohn Duncan. "I did do a lot

of boring office work, like addressing

envelopes or looking things up in city

directories," she says. "The most interest-

ing parts were the errands delivering

messages to different parts of Capitol Hill,

taking constituents to meet the Congress-

man, finding documents at the General

Printing Office.

"I might be sitting there licking enve-

lopes and suddenly I'd see someone fa-

mous," she adds. "All in all, it was a very

heady atmosphere."

Karen Coats saw Washington from a

different angle. She worked at NASA as a

resources management assistant in the

Federal Summer Intern Program, making
about $190 a week. "I ended up as sort of

an odd-body, doing short research projects

for other staffers," she explains. "A lot of it

was busywork, but it was busywork that

needed to be done. I learned so much about

the federal bureaucracy. There are a lot of

people who are trying to make things work
but there's a lot of dead weight, too. It was
great to be where things are really happen-

ing!"

Students in fields from accounting to

zoology are,eligible for hundreds of open-

ings in federal agencies and departments,

on Congressional staffs and in numerous
lobbying and public service organizations.

Summer interns in federal agencies can
take home $180 a week and more, while
unpaid interns for groups such as Common
Cause still take home plenty of solid

experience.

One way to find a Washington intern-

ship is through the Washington Center for

I.earning Alternatives. The Center offers a

year-round selection of individualized in-

ternships (usually unpaid) and arranges

housing facilities. In most cases the pro-

grams cost about $.150 p]us $400 a term for

housing. It's easier to make arrangements
for academic credit and financial aid if you
attend one of the tw'b hundred colleges

affiliated with the program. Ask your
placement office.

For more information, write: The Wash-
ington Center for I earning Alternatives,

1705 DeSales St. NW, Washington, DC
20036. To investigate other available in-

tcmship programs, you can also write

away for the Direvtorv of Washitii^ion

Internships or A Direciorv of Public

Sen'ice Internships; both include summer
and academic internship programs and are

available for $7 apiece from the National

Center for Public Service Internship Pro-

grams, 17.35 Eye St. NW, Suite 601,

Washington, DC 20006. Your placement

office may also have copies.

The Uncle Sam Connection
The author is a

veteran of govern-
ment service. In

this brief, matter-

of-fact book, he
unravels the mys-
terious, red tape-

ridden process of

getting a federal

job—from deci- --'
phering the paperwork to locating

hidden opportunities. You'll also

find an extensive list of informa-

tion sources and a glossary of
frequently used bureaucratic terms.
By James E. Hawkins (Follett Pub-
lishing Co.. Chicago, 1978, $4.95).
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CATHY by Cathy Guisewite

OH flNO«e»\, WHftT HAVE I
OONt WITH WN HFt ?

tMHAl SOU HAVe DONE.
(XeSM'T MATTER CATHN,

IT'S WH<\T WOU'RE OOWe
"TO 00 THAT COUtOTS.'!

B: =^

0« ANORtA WHAT AW 1
&OING TO 00 WITH Wfl UFt?

Try Volunteering for Work
Waiting tables at the local beanery may

finance next quarter's tuition, but a volun-

teer job may offer much more in terms of

broad work experience and vital contacts

in the marketplace. As unpaid help, you

can often try your hand at work you would

never be hired to do.

Hospitals, government agencies and

community organizations are all good bets

for volunteer work requiring everything

from technical skills to public relations

expertise. Political campaigns also offer

numerous opportunities for volunteering.

If you're a would-be journalist, free-lancing

articles on speculation is a good way to get

your name in front of editors. Ifyou end up

selling a few pieces, you'll not only earn

some money, but also have clippings to

show at a job interview.

Doug Scheidt, 24, turned summer vol-

unteer work for a federal judge into a

lucrative full-time job researching and

writing legal opinions for another judge.

"It was 10 weeks of nine-to-five work in

downtown Chicago for no money," Doug
recalls, "but I sat in on all the cases the

judge heard and was able to learn a lot

about the judicial process. The summer
definitely aided me in getting mv present

job."

Some of the best opportunities come
from zeroing in on a place you want to

work and offering your skills gratis. An-
other good method is to contact a local

volunteer bureau. These groups serve as

clearinghouses for volunteers and match

individuals with groups needing their serv-

ices. If you have a summer or longer to

devote to a volunteer job, you might write

to the Commission on Voluntary Service

and Action, 418 Peltoma Rd.. Haddon-
field. NJ 08033. Their booklet. Invest

Yourself ($2), lists hundreds of nationwide

and overseas volunteer opportunities.

j^^0>^ Thie Scoop on
Summer Gov't. Jobs

Summer always means white-hot com-

petition for jobs, but a greater number of

special programs and opportunities also

become available. For example, federal

agencies throughout the country offer

summer jobs for college students that

range from simple clerical work to a

limited number of technical and subprofes-

sional openings. Samples of last summer's

positions include computer aides in the

Federal Crop Insurance Corporation,

graphic designers in the Department of the

Treasury, environmental education special-

ists with the National Park Service and

data collectors with the Defense Civil

Preparedness Agency.

If you want a clerical job, you must pass

a written test measuring ve: bal and clerical

abilities; applications for the test are taken

in January at the U.S. Civil Service Com-
mission office nearest you. You apply for

the jobs themselves at individual agencies;

deadlines vary but most are early in the

school year.

For a list of openings, write for the free

twoklet Summer Jobs: Opportunities in

the Federal Government, ava'ilable from

the U.S. Civil Service Commission, Wash-

ington, DC 20415. Applications may also

be picked up at most college placement

offices or the Federal Job Information

Center in your area. To find the nearest

center, call toll-free 800-555-1212.

Don't overlook private organizations

and semiprivate technical outfits, either.

For instance, the Tennessee Valley Au-

thority offers career-oriented summer jobs

through its Student Training and Employ-

ment Program (STEP). Most of these jobs

are geared toward preparing students in

engineering, math and other technical

fields for full-time employment in areas

where TVA anticipates a future need. TVA
likes to get applications by January 1, and

begins its evaluation and hiring in mid-

March.

All this means that now is the time to

begin researching summer programs. If

you line up possibilities and make contacts

by Christmas break, you'll have a running

start in a crowded field of student job-

seekers.

Wont a Job Now?
Hire Yourself!

One way to gain valuable work experi-

ence while still in school is to be your own
employer. Starting any kind of business

means plenty of unpaid overtime, anxiety-

producing risk and hustling but the man-
agement skills you learn won't go unnoticed

on your resume. Moreover, that part-time*

moneymaker you start in college may carry

the seeds of a full-time business after

graduation.

Robin Wade, a senior at the University

of Mississippi, is now working toward that

end. Last spring, he turned a hobby silk-

screening T-shirts into a blossoming

business by selling the shirts in volume to

help pay his college expenses. "I got into it

because I needed a job and couldn't find

one," says Robin, a 2 1 -year-old marketing

major. "I do all the silk-screening myself.

Most of my customers are other students,

and I sell about 300 shirts a month.

"I've already started a mail-order busi-

ness by soliciting orders from other

schools," Robin says. "There's a lot of

opportunity out there."

Texas A&M student Leslie Perry has

started a business that complements his

engineering courses. Leslie, a 23-year-old

graduate student, is currently studying

electrical engineering on a research grant

from the Center for Energy antl Mineral

Resources. Last spring, he started an

"energy auditing" business with two other

students and a professor. The group ana-

lyzes the energy efficiency of small busi-

nesses and restaurants, using a microcom-

puter-based system to pinpoint ways to cut

down on energy waste.

Leslie doesn't expect to make the busi-

ness a permanent venture. "I'd rather be an

engineer than a businessman," he says. But

practical experience in the field certainly

gives him a head start in the job hunt.

The new crop of student entrepreneurs

does everything from typing by the hour to

selling homemade bagels to hungry dorm-

dwellers. If you have a stash of good ideas,

a lot of drive and a bounce-back ego, the

self-employment route might work for you.

Working

For three years,

author Studs Ter-

kel criss crossed the

nation, interviewing

all kinds of workers
about their jobs. The
book is a collection

of those voices—
from the secretary

to the top executive

to the local con man. It's great

reading and a fascinating look at

how our jobs affect the way we feel

about ourselves. By Studs Terkel

(Avon Books, New York, 1975,

$2.50).
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uck line;
Get into the Free-Wheelin spirit with tough
Free Wheeling Ford Trucks and Vans.
Factory-customized machines direct from
Ford, with special interiors, stripes, wheels,
.blacked-out grilles, and more.

Free VHieeling Bronco, left, comes
standard with styled steel wheels, RWL
tires, tri-color tape striping, black bumpers,

ipMBkjal black low-mount mirrors. Bronco
4 ^Hanger XLT shown has optional chromatic

•^tape stripe, 10x15 tires, swing-away
: spare. Privacy^ glass. ^^— ...

FreelVheeling Flareside, center,

Ford's famed Shorty— packed with good
looks including pinstriping, blacked-out
grille, black front and rear bumpers. Styled
steel wheels, RWL tires, black low-mount
western mirrors optional. s

Free Wlieeling Styleside, right.

S^tfMll^ith special interior trim«

blacked-out grille, black front bumper,
black GT bar, styled steel wheels and
required rear bumper. Chromatic tape

stripe, RWL tires, black low-mount
western mirrors optional.

Trucks customized direct fr

V.--><*!.Si

CruisingV4I

Cruising Van, leff. 6dfW5S Customized inside snQ (JUL rfee Wheeling

Van. right, offers custom interior and exterior packages... plus other

.available oj^ns like £K)rtholes. push bayog lamps and special tir^.

V ^'

m^^
it, r.>' i»^

.•^^f

Tord

FreeWtil^fiig Cm^mF^'"'
Shown with custom-appearance three-

6olor accent tape stripe, cast aluminum
wheels, RWL tires, black GT bar, black push

* bar. Sport Group and rear bumper optional.

Ford Wotor Company orters an
Extended Service Plan. Ask
your dealer for details.

Based on 1978 retail deliveries

of all Ford Trucks.

FORD
^f^ FORD DIVISION

'*«?€%,: '^^iE«



BE PROFESSIONAL
The most successful job candidates are people
who know that careers will not fall in their lops.

Real-World Contacts Pay Off with Real-Live Jobs
Forty-eight percent of job hunters find

employment through people they know,
according to research by the Department
of Labor's Manpower Administration. Yet

many students look on "contacts" as a

dirty word.

"Everybody's heard other people make
deprecating remarks like 'Oh, so-and-so

got that job because of their father,'" says

Mona Olds, dean of students at Virginia's

Mary Baldwin College. Using your con-

tacts is not cheating— it makes good sense.

If students could step into an employer's

shoes, they'd realize that it's far easier to

hire someone who is recommended than to

take a chance on an unknown.
Government studies show that only one

in five job openings is likely to be advertised

or listed with employment agencies, so

insiders are your best bet for keeping

informed of possibilities.

So how do you make contacts? Consider

using these strategies:

• Become active in alumni activities.

Your school's alumni association is popu-

lated by people who are already estab-

lished in the working world. Getting to

know alums might put you on an inside

track for job openings. In addition, many

alumni groups offer career-related pro-

grams for undergraduates. Alumni direc-

tors realize that students are keenly inter-

ested in job-hunting help and are increas-

ingly initiating such assistance.

• If you like the community and want to

stay on after you graduate, consider joining

a local civic group. Investing some energy

in local matters can bring you valuable

contacts and a good reputation in your

own area.

• Join the student division of a profes-

sional association in your field. If you get

active in such a group, you're likely to meet

a number of the regular members who can

offer leads on career opportunities.

• Write to people who work in compa-
nies—or positions -that interest you. In-

clude a resume (it can't hurt) and ask for an
"exploratory" appointment to learn more
about what their work involves and how
they got into the business. Most people will

be pleased to talk to you- and inclined to

remember you.

• Last but certainly not least, "keep
your ears on." Many jobs simply turn up if

you establish a wide circle of people who
know your abilities and interests—and
keep checking back to see what's happening.

Rehearsing

for the Job Hunt
At a growing number of campuses,

videotaped "job interviews" featuring cam-
pus placement personnel as interviewers

are preparing students for the job hunt.

The service is usually offered to seniors,

who put together resumes for hypothetical

jobs in their fields and submit them to

assigned interviewers.

Using audio-visual equipment, the senior

and interviewer tape a 15- to 20-minute

interview, then immediately play it back

and review it. "Videotapmg shows students

things they are often unaware of," says

Kitty Padgett, director of career planning

and placement at Michigan's Albion Col-

lege. Common flaws students discover in

their interview behavio'r are:

• nervous motions like toe-tapping, crack-

ing knuckles or playmg with hair

• slouching

• indirect eye contact

• talking too little or too much
• irritating verbal mannerisms such as

"like," "um" and "you know"
• not answering the questions directly.

Many schools also offer video taping

sessions to seniors who will face rigorous

interviews when they try for admission to

competitive graduate schools. For those

who don't shine right away, further coun-
seling and assertiveness training are often

available.

CUERRIUA
TACTICS
IN THE
JOB

MARKET

Guerrilla Tactics in the Job
Market
"You are in the

middle of an oppor-
tunity revolution,"

says manpower ex-

pert Tom Jackson
in this information-

packed guide to

discovering the kind

of job you want and
how to go after it.

The brief, punchy chapters tell you
how to target your goals, locate

the hidden job market, fill in with

extra training or temporary work
and launch the most direct and
effective job campaign. It's worth-
while reading. By Tom Jackson
(Bantam Books, New York, 1978.

$2.50).
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Some People Will Do Anything for a Job
Chutzpah. Sometimes that's what it

takes to find the job you want. Author
Henry Miller had it even before he wrote

Tropic of Cancer. As a young job seeker,

he was turned down afteran interview with

a corppany personnel director. Upset at the

rejection. Miller stormed up to the execu-

tive office to protest. The president, after

listening to Miller's outburst, decided to

hire him—as the new personnel manager.

One modern-day Miller, also rejected by

a personnel office, went directly to the

president's office where he was stopped by

the Stonewall Jackson of a secretary. Un-

daunted, he left the office and telephoned

for the president. "I have this truckload of

fish to deliver," he told the hesitant secre-

tary. "Nobody's at his home and the fish

are melting fast." The secretary, not want-

ing the responsibility for a load of spoiled

fish, relented. An amused president hired

the bright, young and very persistent

fishmonger as a management trainee.

If you've reached the point of mass-

mailing your resumes at bulk rates, take a

tip from two New Yorkers. One invested

that postage money in a sandwich board,

painted "For Hire" on it, along with his

qualifications, then passed out resumes as

he literally pounded the pavement. An
advertising agency personnel manager spot-

ted him on the evening news and the

resourceful young man traded his board

for a job. Meanwhile, a taxi driver, excel-

lently located in Manhattan, taped a resume

to the cab window in full view of his

passengers.

The point: Be sure to inject a heahhy

amount of zest and imagination into the

job-hunting process. It's a good way to

keep yourself psyched—and it may bring

some new opportunities rolling your way.

Do Some DetectiveWork
If you're interested in more information

about a specific company, or would like to

find more companies that might be inter-

ested in you, the place to go is your

placement center or the public library.

Begin with corporate directories such as

Dur\ and Bradsireet's, Standard and Poor's,

Moody's manuals and Corporate Clearing

House. Make comparisons by taking note

of the past history of each business, its

financial balance sheet, number of hold-

ings and employees, future growth patterns.

profits, sales records and the locations of

branches and subsidiaries.

More good sources include the annual

reports issued by the companies to their

stockholders, trade magazines such as

Forbes. Barron's and Business Week, and

business periodical indexes.

Researching a company can help you

write more effective letters of inquiry, find

out which executive should get your resume

and sound a lot more knowledgeable at the

interview.

The Recruiters

Are Coming!

Susan Rouse
Art major

"I've put together this huge
portfolio to show an inter-

viewer. It's full of magazines
and calendars I've worked
on during summer jobs.

That's one of the most
important things—being pre-

pared for the interview with

proof of what you can do."

At the average large state university,

about 500 companies, from small business-

es to corporate giants, conduct on-campus

recruiting throughout the year. While com-
panies may be looking for engineering or

business graduates, liberal arts majors can

also find management-training positions

through this process.

Interview slots fill up rapidly. Although

some schools are trying to come up with a

better system, most rely on the standard

first-come, first-served approach. Inter-

view schedules are usually posted in the

placement office or advertised in the school

paper well in advance, so be on the

lookout. In order to interview with some
companies, students must meet the firms'

specified requirements (in terms of gradu-

ation date, location, etc.). Be sure to get all

the details from your career counseling

center.

The Most Important

Piece of Paper is

Your Resume
"Your resume probably has

akjout 10 seconds to make an

initial impression on an employer,"
says manpower expert Tom Jack-
son, author of The Hidden Job
Market and Guerrilla Tactics in the

Job Market. Most students' resu-

mes, he feels, are "documents of

mediocrity" that don't communi-
cate positive skills and results.

Jackson offers the following tips

to keep your resume from landing
in corporate wastebaskets:

1. Take stock. Don't start writing

until you have compiled a list of

your skills, accomplishments and
experiences. This inventory will

help you pick and choose the most
relevant aspects of your back-
ground to use for a particular job

target.

2. Present your accomplishments.
Let the employer know atx)ut things

you've done which could relate to

his or her needs—not just the job

titles you had or the duties you
were supposed to perform.

3. Eliminate unnecessary Infor-

mation. Leave out personal data

like height and weight, race, reli-

gion or salary desired.

4. Limit your resume to one page.
This is the format most employers
say they prefer. There are few
young people whose job qualifica-

tions can't be summed up in one
page.

5. Use action verbs. Get sentences

and paragraphs off to a brisk start

with verbs like "created," "organ-

ized." "managed." "took respon-

sibility for" and "built." Don't bury

your abilities and achievements
behind long, stuffy windups. Don't

use an overly cute or fancy style

unless you are applying for a job in

a field (like advertising) where it

could be appropriate.

6. Make it look beautiful. Your
resume should exude profession-

alism and competence. If possible,

have it printed (not Xeroxed) on
good-quality white or cream-col-

ored bond paper. If you are not a

good typist, have a friend or pro-

fessional do it up on an electric

typewriter.

7. Don't expect a resume to land

you the job. A resume is merely a

direct-mail technique to help you
get your foot in the door. It's no
substitute for face-to-face contact

with an employer. After you send

out resumes, don't sit around wait-

ing for employers to call. Get on
with your job-hunting campaign.
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TRACTION OF
FRONT WHEEL DRIVE

QUICK
ACCELERATION

HIGH GAS
MILEAGE RATINGS

FIESTH.lUUNDERCHR!
Imported From Germany.

Ford Fiesta is Europe's most suc-

cessful new car in history. (Based
on new car nameplate sales in the
first 16 months.) Its an import
buyer s dream. A car that's at home
on the San Diego Freeway as well

as on the high-speed autobahn.
Fiesta— Wundercar.

Excellent Performance.

Performance is what Ford Fiesta

is all about. With front wheel drive

and Michelin steel-belted radials

to help take you up hills, through
mud and over ice and snow.

Rack and pinion steering for

precise handling. And acceleration

that will absolutely move you. In

Ford tests, 1978 Fiestas acceler-

ated from to 50 MPH in an aver-

age of about 9 seconds. And their

front disc brakes brought them
from 50 to MPH in an average of

3.3 seconds.

High EPA
Gas Mileage Ratings.

Fiesta not only gives you great

performance, but also high fuel

economy ratings. 1979 EPA gas
mileage estimates were unavail-

able at the time this ad was pub-

lished. See your Ford Dealer for

actual 1979 EPA ratings.

At Over 5,000 Ford Dealers.

Fiesta is sold and serviced at over
5,000 Ford Dealers and backed by
Ford Motor Company, Dearborn,
Mich. Test-drive a Fiesta and see
why we call it Wundercar.

FORD FIESTA
FORD DIVISION Uorc^j
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Ratification necessary

Contract accord reached
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Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery tetis a press briefing yesterday that the
tentative agreement on the faculty's first contract is a "benchmark for the
country (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

Financial aid funds ok for

78-79 school year
ByJAMt'SCARJER
Collegian Staff

The University Financial Aid Office will not
run out of funds this year as they did last

October, according to Student Services

Director W. Daniel Fitzpatrick.

"When I took over this office it was a

shambles," said Fitzpatrick, who replaced.

Richard Dent as acting director in 1976.

"It's taken a year or two to gain
knowledge, but I think we've "reached a
good plateau now, " he said.

The financial aid office ran out of funds
last year after they were forced to spend
$1.2 million from a $3 million work-study
budget before the school year began.

"The f.ederal government gave us

$400,000 in supplemental allocationsi

because we wanted to raise our financial

aid budget for later years," Fitzpatrick said.'

"We already had $200,000 that we had'

been unable to spend from the previous

year and we got $150,000 from the UMass-
Boston campus.

"That total of $750,000 had to spent by
June 30 or the money would revert back to

the federal government," he said. "If the
money was reverted, then that amount
would have been taken off our next year's

allocation."

Financial aid funds were spent supporting
2,000 students on the work study program
during the summer of 1977 to jse up the
excess funds. As a result, over one third of

the work -study money was spent in the
summer and funds ran out in October,
according to Fitzpatrick.

Fitzpatrick said that students who applied
for financial aid after October 10 last year
for last year's spring semester were unable
to obtain aid, but "most students were
benefited" by the shortage because of the
subsequent increase in federal allocations.

"It was a hell of a year in a financial sense
because we were able to increase the
federal alfocation by $400,000," Fitzpatrick

said. "It helps in the long run because that

income will be with us for time etePnal."

This summer, the financial office only

spent $380,000 on summer work-study
positions, and the extra $8000,000 will keep
the office fwm running out of funds this,

year, Fitzpatrick said.

By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Faculty and administration negotiators
early yesterday morning reached a tentative
agreement on the faculty's fir^t collective

bargaining contract.

Faculty members and librarians are slated
to receive a $7 million, 20 percent salary in-

crease under terms of the three year agree-
ment, effective from July, 1977 to July,
1980.

The tentative settlement apparently ends
the often-times bitter, 16-month-o1d strug-
gle to resolve The contract, and clears the
way for final approval by faculty members
and university trustees, most likely within a
few weeks
Officials from tjoth sides yesterday

predicted approval of the pact.

Negotiators reached the agreement in a

marathon weekend session in UMass Presi-

dent David C Knapp's office .n Boston
with mediator Abraham Siegel. Siegel,

dean of the Sioan School of Management
at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in Cambridge, was appointed
mediator Oct. 5 after negotiations reached
an impasse.

The proposed contract also includes:

-streamlined faculty grievance pro-

cedures Time needed to process
grievances is cut, and a siep-by-step se-

quence of events, running from academic
departments on up through the provost, is

provided. Binding arbitration is also provid-

ed for,

prirriarv responsibility. Faculty members
are given strong voices in personnel and
ocademic matters, including granting of

merit salary increase, curriculum, and ap-

proval of new course offerings.

-merit increases. Ment-based salary in-

creases are porvided for, the first since
university budgets tightened m the mid-
I970's. Nine percent of the 20 percent in-

crease had been set aside for merit in-

creases, but differences on how to
distribute the raises in part lead to the im-

passe, "''he contract states thre.e percent of
the total nine will be granted across-the-
board in the first year of the contract, with
the administration and faculty each
distributing one-and-a-half percent in the
rinal two years.

Representatives from both sides yesterday
expressed satisfaction with the agreement.

"It's a solid B, if not an A," said

Massachusetts Society of Professors Presi-

dent James E. Cathey. I'm happy about it.

I think everyone who reads it will be ready
toaccept it.

"

Cathey said the agreement probably will

mean the end of an effort on the part of
some faculty members to dump the union.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, who
also serves as UMass vice-president for-

labor relations, said the contract sets a
"benchmark" for the entire United States.

It preserves the fundamental differences

between Amherst and Boston and
recognizes the role of the faculty union,"
he said. "It also permits the existence of

governance andThe faculty senate.

Problems were reported during the

weekend talks when members of the
UMass- Boston delegation dpparentlv walk-

ed out of the talks, but Cathev said the inci-

dent was an 'internal problem and will not
affect approval of the contract

Closed doorpact
burns midnight oil
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Exhaustion and secrecy.

Those are the two words that desfcribe the

weekend's lengthy mediations that lead to

the tentative agreement on the faculty's

first contract.

The talks were held in the offices of

UMass President David C. Knapp in

Boston, and ran all Saturday afternoon,
and from 9 a.m. Sunday to 5:20 a.m.
Monday en the agreement was reached.

bure It was exhausting," said Larry S.

Roberts, a faculty negotiator. "We did an
enormous amount of work. We went all

nioht."
Zina Tillona, an administration bargainer,

said it was the time and lonq^ hours. "I've

had one-and-a half hours of sleep in the
past 48 hours," she said. ^

For union President James E. Cathev, it

was a different kind of exhaustion. He sat

at his home in Pelham, but "since I knew I

wouldn't get any sleep anyway, I just sat

downstairs."

Trying to find out anything about the talks

was hard, too. At the request o* mediator
Abraham Siegel, discussions were held

amid a Camp David-like "neyvs blackout."
Repeated telephone calls to the president's

office usually ended with a click tnirty

seconds after they began, and when a team
of Collegian reporters visited the offices

around midnight Sunday, Siegel politely

but firmly asked them to leave.

INSIDE

Southside Johnny was here over the
weekend, and ga^e a performance to be
remembered. He also called UMass the
best school he's ever played. Page 3.

We can expect some new contracep-

tives on the market soon, but they won't

be any more effictive than existing ones.

Page 2.

A strategic arms limitation agreement
continued to elude Soviet and American
neqotiators yesterday. Page 2.

The UMass women's soccer team
managed a 3-3 tie against Brown
University this weekend in double
overtime, preserving their undefeated
record as best in New England.

Weather
Sunny, breezy, and cool today, with the

highs in the 50's. Clear and cold tonight,

with the lows in the 30's-Wednesday will

be fair, with high temperatures in the

60's.
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ST LOUIS A court hearing for the two remaining defendants charged in an

alleged plot to steal a nuclear submarine was postponed here yesterday until

Nov 3 James W. Cosgrove (left). 26. of Geneva. NY., and Edward J.

Mendenhall (right). 24. of Rochester. NY., have been charged by the govern

ment with plotting to steal a nuclear submarine from its harbor in New London,

Conn., and sell it to an unknown buyer (UPI)

Egyptwants changes

in proposed settlement
Associated Press
Egypt asked for "modifications"

yesterday in the proposed peace treaty with

Israel, apparently dissatisfied with the weak

link the draft document makes between th»

Palestinian issue and an Egyptian Israeli

settlement.

In Jerusalem, meanwhile. Prime Minister

Menachem Begin convened the Israeli

Cabinet to consider the treaty proposals in

what was expected to be a long and fiery

secret session lasting well into the night.

Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan and the

other Israeli negotiators at the Washington

peace talks with Egypt had resisted putting

"linkage" langu?ge in the proposed treaty -

wording that would make the Israeli-

Egyptian peace in some way dependent on

progress toward settling the issues of the

Israeli occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip

and the political future of the Palestinians

living there.

U.S. sources said in Washington over the

weekend the two sides reached a "50 50

compromise" on the linkage issue. A

loosely worded formulation on the subject

was inserted in the treaty's preamble to

appease Egypt, the sources said, and

New contraceptives:

No real breakthrough

Juesday, October 24, 1978 c:oiiegian 3

apparently the link was not strong enough

to arouse Israel's opposition.

But Egyptian Prime Minister Mustafa

Khalil said Monday that Egypt now has

"asked for modifications." Khalil spoke

with reporters in Cairo after discussing the

treaty proposals for two hours with

President Anwar Sadat.

Khali! would not specify what
modifications were sought, but he said he

and Sadat 'informed our delegation in

Washington about some technical remarks

on the text." He then explained that the

"remarks ' relate to the linkage issue.

Khalil confirmed, however, that a linkage

formula had been developed m the

Washington talks and stressed that "Egypt

has not rejected the draft treaty."

A treaty incorporating a firm Israeli

committment to make progress on the

West Bank Gaza issues such as a

synchronized" timetable for Israeli with-

drawal from both the Sinai and those

territories could draw other Arab states

into the US. sponsored peace process

begun at Camp David
, ^ « i.

It would also help cool some of the Arab

criticism aimed at Sadat since he launched

his unilateral peace drive 11 months ago.
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Associated Press

WASH/NGTON-Some new, chemically

treated contraceptive devices for both men
and women may be on the market in a few
years, but no real breakthroughs, like a pill

for men or an anti-pregnancy vaccine, are

expected anytime soon, a new survey
shows

The review of birth control prospects w4
published yesterday by the Populatior

Crisis Committee, a private, non-pre
^

group devoted to public education

population matters and fund-raising for

groups such as International Planned
Parenthood

tioiv

The report said the next new birth control

products on the market may be vaginal

sponges, spermicidal inserts that don't re-

quire fitting and can be left in place for

several days at a time.

The sponges, made of natural or plastic

material, are more convenient to use but

may be no more effective than the sper-

micidal creams and foams already sold over

the counter in drugstores, the committee

said

Several varieties may be on the market in

two or three years, the report predicated.

For men, researchers expect to begin

human testing soon of a condom designed

to dissolve during intercourse, releasing a

spermicide to prevent pregnancy. Some
experts doubt whether the film-thin con

doms will' be as effective as existing pro

ducts, but they noted the soluble devices

don't interfere with enjoyment, as some
present condoms do, and they present no

disposal problems. A promising alternative

to the oral contraceptive is a vaginal ring

which gradually releases progestin and
estrogen, the same hormones contained in

birth control pills, but in smaller doses, the

committee reported.

The ring, designed to be used for three

weeks at a time, "appears to be as effective

as the oral contraceptive but would avoid

the need for daily pill taking and may have

fewer side effects because the drug is ab
sorbed through the vaginal wall, permitting

most of it to bypass the digestive system

and liver," the committee said.

The report predicted the rings may be

commercially available in about five years.

The outlook for a male pill or injection to

induce temporary infertility is still bleak, the

panel reported, noting that most of the

drugs that have been tried have dangerous

side effects when used in the dosages

necessary for effectiveness.

Several immunological approaches for

both men and women also are under in-

vestigation, with the idea that a vaccine

could be developed either to prevent sperm

transport, fertilization or pregnancy for

years at a time, the committee said.

"But experts estimate that it will be many

years before a safe and efficacious long-

lasting vaccine is available for general use,"

the committee added

SALT talks continue;

quick accord doubtful
Associated Press

United States and Soviet negotiators fail-

ed last night to conclude a treaty to limit

strategic weapons, complicating prospects

for a signed accord or a presidential summit

before the end of the year.

Meanwhile, using zero-based budgeting

advocated by President Carter, a Harvard-

MIT group claims the fefense budget can

be cut by $47 billion by the 1980s without

endangering U.S. security

The next step in the drive by the two

nuclear powers to restrain the arms race

was not made clear as the talks ended at

the Kremlin with Soviet President Leonid I.

Brezhnev at the bargaining table.

"Any question about what happens next

awaits the secretary's report to the presi-

dent, " U.S. spokesman Hodding Carter

told reporters.

Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance cabled

a detailed account of the proceedings to

President Carter, and plans to report to him

on his return to Washington tonight.

Both sides described the talks as

"constructive" but said some issues re-

mained unresolved.

"We continue to hope an agreement is

possible by the end of the year," said State

Department spokesman Carter.

Asked if he* could use the word
"progress" to describe the talks, the U.S.

spokesman replied: "I'd really like to. I

simply have not been given that descrip-

tion." ,

The Harvard group's study includes

eliminating all manned strategic bombers

and land-based missiles and depending

almost solely on missile-bearing nuclear

submarines for retaliating against the

Soviet Union or other potential enemies.

"If the money were rebated to the

American peoople, it could save the typical

four-person family... one-third of their

federal income tax -or over $1,000," the

Boston Study Group says in the study to be^

published as a book next month.

An article taken from the book appears

this month in the magazine Scientific

American.

The group bases its money-saving claim

on a budget proposal of $73 billion, 39 per-

cent less than the 1978 fiscal year defense

budget of $120 billion.

The scientists claim U.S. "overkill" in

nuclear power is more than enough to pro-

tect it from the Soviet Union.

Various groups oppose

proposed anti-inflation plan

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Carter takes

his new anti inflation program to the

American public tonight and already

business, labor and consumer groups are

telling him it will not work.

The program, to be unveiled in a nation-

wide broadcast at 10 p.m. EDT, includes

voluntary limits on wages and pnces. They

would be enforced by some new govern-

ment weapons, administration sources say.

Carter's program would set a 7 percent

limit on wages and fringe benefits^ The

price formula is more complicated but is

aimed at holding increases to bV* percent a

year.

The government plans to use sanctions to

enforce the guidelines, such as possibly

withholding federal contracts to firms

which do not comply with them, and allow-

ing more imports, sources said.

At a news conference Monday,

spokespersons for some consumer groups

said the main solution to the inflation pro-

gram IS to diminish the control over the

economy exercised by big business.

"Business control over the marketplace

and government economic policies may be

too hot for the Carter administration to

handle," said consumer advocate Ralph

Nader.

The president of the Machinists Union,

who regularly criticizes government policy,

said the anti-inflation program will faii

unless it stops, "unbridled corporate

power."

"Until then, the Machinists Union certain-

ly is not going to comply with his wage
guidelines," said the president, William W.
Winpisinger.

Last week, AFL-CIO President George

Meany criticized voluntary wage-price

guildlines as unfair to labor, arguing that it

is easier to control wages than prices.

Business leaders, on the other hand, say

the solution to inflation is to control

government spending and reduce en-

vironmental and safety controls.

"I don't think guideposts are going to be

effective," Reginald Jones, chairman of

General Electric, said at a meeting of the

Business Council last week "Failures of

quideposts are an all-too-familiar trer^d.^

They might as well forget the whole thing.

JohnnyandhisJukes
explode in concert
Reviewed by BRIAN 0'CONNELL
Nearly 2,000 music fans decided to

prolong their weekend and spend some
time with Southside Johnny and his

Asbury Jukes, who invaded the UMass
Fine Arts Center Sunday night. In an ex
plosive stage show that featured an un-
forgettable rendition of Southside's "We're
Havin' A Party," (a show stopper in ins

truest form) the group performed an ac
ceptable combination of the band's newer
releases and its crowd-pleasing numbers
from albums past.

Southside came on stage to a roaring
ovation, after an adequate performance by
Carillo, the warm-up band. The Jukes
began with a string of older cuts ("Love on
the Wrong Side of Town,"" "Fannie May,"'
"Got Me Where She Wants Me," "I Don't
Want to Go Home") and then introduced
their most recent album. Hearts of Stone,
with a medley of songs off of that album.

But the real show, what the capacity
crowd came to see, was the man himself,

Southside Johnny, aka Johnny Lyons.

A charismatic performer onstage,
Southside kept a healthy rapport with his

audience and wasn't adverse to reeling off

a series of one-liners, aimed at everyone
from UMass officials to band members
themselves.
Simply stated, Southside Johnny

dominated the show from the minute he
appeared onstage, clad in his ever-present

sunglasses and vest.

The band played non-stop for about two
hours, and featured many of the songs that

have made them cult heroes in Asbury
Park, New Jersey. Bruce Springsteen's
"The Fever" and "This Time It's For Real"
both brought the crowd to their feet, and
the aforementioned "We're Havin' A

TURN TO PAGE 4

Southside Johnny, left with a beer in hand, asks why UMass students had
school on Saturday, and above, two members of the Asbury Jukes perform
Sunday night. (Staff photos by Wendy Carlson)

Town Meeting votes proposal

to limit property taxes
By JON KLEIN and
PAimCIAKEEFE
Coihgian Staff

Tax revolt sentiment canr>e to Amherst last

rtight when the Town Meeting passed an
advisory motion to limit property taxes to

2.5 percent of the property's assessed

Mlue.

The motion, which passed 100-94, is

advisory, sirKe only the town assessor and
state Department of Revenue car. set the

level of taxes.

The Town Meeting continues tomorrow
to discuss proposed rent control and
restrictions on DNA research.

Maryiyn Barnes of the Amherst Taxpayers
Association said the state "is giving less

and less, and the county is giving less arul

less, and the town needs more and more.

and as a result 'the property tax is

spreading."
She said the state mandates programs it

does not fund, and also that 56 percent of

the community cannot be taxed.

John H. Peterson of the town Finance

Committee opposed the motion. He said

the town rruist "be aware arKl responsible

for the consequences" of putting a ceiling

on property taxes. He said the town r>eeds

"flexibility to plan intelliqentlv."

"The danger lies in the misunderstaruling

that cutting taxes is desireable - tax reform

is better." he said.

The meeting later passed another advisory

motion to repeal fiscal autonomy for school

committees. The motion-passed approved
106 90-requests representatives in the state

General Court to support legislation

repealirK) school autonomy.

Nancy Gordon, of the Amherst Taxpayers
Association, said, "the present system
shields the school budget too much." She
said the school committee can function

effectively "without building a legal barrier

arour>d their school budget."

EaHy in the rT>eeting, water shortage

update was presented by Town Manager
Louis Heyward. He said the town "still has
a serious water supply shortage problem."
Consumption has dropped "as much as 10

percent," but the figure is still far below the

goal of 20 percent, he said.

Heyward said the town was in a "delicate

situation" and that UMass and the other
colleges are cooperating with the effort to

conserve water.

Student committee gets

state higher ed input

r-

By GAYLE YOUNG
Coflegian Staff

A student k}bbying organization for state

higher education will participate in an
education reorganization commission
meeting tNs spring.

Members of the Massachusetts State Stu-

dent Association met with commission
members State Rep. James G. Collins, D-

Amherst, and UMass-Boston graduate

Judith Baker Sunday to discuss the group's

presentation. The association will prgbably

testify sometime this spring at a regular

commission meeting.

Association President Larry Mandell, a

UMass Amherst senior, said he has formed

a committee to gather information and stu

dent'ir>put in preparation for the presenta-

tion.

The reorganization commission was
established by the State legislature in 1976

to make recommendations on most
organizational aspects of the state's com-
munity colleges and universities. Collins

said he hopes the commission's recom-
mendations will be finished and voted into

law by 1980.

Mandell said the association and the

Students Center tor Educational Research
and Advocacy will jointly put out a ques-

tionnaire within the next month which will

survey student attitudes on reorganization.

Mandell said he is interested in hearing

testimony from students who have been
locked out of required courses, feel their

teaching associates were unqualified or had

a lecture or class that was too large for con
ducive learning, as well as other educa-

tional experiences.

According to Mandell, information such

as the abpve will be gathered across the

stiite and used in this spring s testimony.

This and that
Despite its oil riches, Saudi Arabia has

embarked on a program to become self-

sufficient in solar energy by the year

2000. Efforts to tap solar energy to distill

brackish water, generate power, and dry

crops will be coordinated by a Saudi
Solar Energy Commission, formed at an
international conference attended by 119
scientists in Jedda.

Culture crazes
In just eighteen months the "pipes and

glass" Beaubourg art museum - subject

of heated debate since its completion --

has become the hottest tourist attraction

in Paris, surpassing the venerable Lourve,

Versailles, and the Eiffel Tower.
"Disco Fever"

"Disco fever"' continues to spread in

the wake of the .film Saturday Night

Fever", with Europe, Latin America, and
Asia all now under its spell. In Italy danc-

ing school enrollments have increased 60

percent... In Rio a leading TV soap opera

IS set in a disco... and in Japan a single

building in Tokyo's Roppongi section

contains not one, but four discotheques.

Reprinted from A tias World Press
Review

Add/Drop
extension

considered
By da vid seidenfeld
Collegian Staff

A committee of the Faculty Senat*
Thursday wilt consider the deadline for

students to make add-drop and pass-fal

decisions be extended from the curreot 10
acadennic calerwlar day period to a period of

20 academic calerHlar days.

The Student Senate's proposal to b*
brought before the Academic Matters

Committee also provides, however, that a

professor be allowed to use his discretion in

enrolling students in a course after the first

10 academic calendar days.

According to a report prepared in support

of the Student Senate's proposal, the

additional time would enable students to

make more "rational" choices about their

add-drop and pass-fail options.

The report, prepared by the Student
Center for Educational Research and
Advocacy (SCERA), includes a survey of

students which indicated that 49 percent of

those surveyed felt they might need more
time, "in order to determine whether a

course is specifically suited for their

curriculum," as the report puts it.

Before the University's policies were
revised in 1975, students had 20 calendar

days in which to decide to add or drop a

course. The decision to take a course pass-

fail could also be made within this four

week period.

In 1975, however, the Faculty Senate

reduced the add-drop and pass-fail periods

to the current 10 academic calendar days.

This decision was based on the belief that

such a reduction in time would help reduce

disruption in the classes that the Faculty

Senate felt was the result of a period of

time that was too liberal, according to the

SCERA report.

Mark Goldstein, a member of SCERA,
said the Student Senate believes added
time will assist students in making choices

about their course options without denying
professors the ability to control their

classes since a student's ability to add a

course after 10 days would be subject to

the professor's discretion.

"If a professor feels he doesn't want a

student entering after 10 days, that's just

fine. But at least this way the system is

moie flexible, " Goldstein said.
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* Southside explosion at FAC
CONT. FROM PAGE 3
Party kept them standing With Al Berger
playing a steady bass and Willy Rush
driving on lead guitar, the Jukes dived from
one song nyht into the next without
missing a beat And the heart of the band,
the horn section, was superior. Especially
appreciated was Richard "La Bamba"
Rosenberq, who danced, pranced, and

generally cavorted around the stage, much
to the delight of the crowd.
In an informal interview before the show,
Southside Johnny commented on a
number of topics, including the University
Itself, ("By far the best college that I've
ever been to, but why aid they make you
go to school on Saturday?") to the musical
tastes of the band, ("Ahh, thev all like

Maynard Ferguson, but I like myself the
best. "I

His high regard for close friend Bruce
Springsteen was a popular source for

conversation. "Yeah, right now Bruce is on
vacation, but he'll be goin' on the road in

November, and we'll all meet back home in

Asbury sometime next winter," he said.

Southside relayed Springsteen's attitudes

To place a notice, drop by the Collegian

OffK,f (CC lUlbotweenB 45 d m. and 3 45
p m Monday through Friday The deadline
fcr notices is 3 45 p m two days prior tn

publication date

about playing any hall, anywhere. "I'll play
anywhere they'll pay me, and that's the end
of that." Currently, Southside Johnny and
the Asbury Jukes are due out on the road
early this winter, appearing in Seattle,
Portland, and a number of smaller theatres
in and around California.

In a word, everyone had the fever and
nobody wanted to go home

The printing of notices is a service pro
vided by the Collegian based on space
available for a specific date of publication.

Therefore on any one day we cannot
guarantee the printing of notices.

Notice - stained glass free instruction in

RSO Craft Shop lower level SU. Monday
and Wednesday 10-12, Tuesday 111 pay
only for supplies.

Notice -UMass Hang Gliding Club
meeting to be held in room 802 CC,
Thurs., Oct. 26.

Gay Speakers Bureau — trained speakers
are available to facilitate workshops and to

participate in forums concerning various

aspects of homosexuality and lesbianism. If

you are interested in having people come to

your colloq class dorm group or in getting

more informai'on please call Paul Gosselin

at 54501 54 weekday afternoons

Liberating the Bible-Student Con-
ference—student cohf. relating Biblical
faith to social involvement Nov. 3 4 in
Boston. Cost $2/day $3/both days and a
small chg. per meal Details and transporta
tion arrangements thru UCF 428 SU 5 2661
or 5 2789 Sponsored by Univ. Christian
movement in New England.

National Service Fraternity — mandatory
meeting for all brothers and pledges. Final

plans for Las Vegas night will be discussed
meeting will be at 7 pm. in CC room 808.

Notice -disseration proposal problems???
Meet add talk with students who have com-
pleted this process. Attend the graduate
colloquims. Sponsored by the office of
Student Affairs School of Education,
Wednesday, Oct 25 from 10 12 and 2 4,

Room 128, School of Education Jean
Wilburn coordinator.

Chess Club — meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m,
room 803 CC. All chess players are

welcome Please bring sets and clocks as

only a limited number are available.

children's welfare. Agency is especially in

terested in having male or third world in-

terns. Contact Oare Dozier in the Office of
Internships for details, 409 Goodell
5450727

Energy Meeting -discussion of the
hazards of nuclear power, tonight, Tuesday
in room 423B of SU. Come up at 7:00 p.m.
to Mass PIRG office in the SU.

pened on the Way to the Forum" go on sale
today at the Bowker Box Office in

Stockbndge Hall (545 0783). Tickets are
$2.50 for the general public and $2.00 for

students. Seating is limited so get your
tickets quickly! Remember, this is your only
chance to laugh an appendage off at the
threatre this semester on Nov. 2,3, and4.

Notice -Astronomy Club-meeting tonight
at 7 p.m. in Has. 44

Notice — higher education in Europe pro-

grams a wide variety of fields of study
available director will be at IPO 239 Whit
more Oct. 24, 11:30 1:00.

Notice — Free Dinner Theological
education- outstanding students consider
ing graduate Theological education leading
to the Ministry are invited to a free dinner
on Oct. 31 at 5:30 p.m. For invitation and
further information, call UCF 428 SU 5 2661
or 5-2789 immediately.

Grad School Night — attention
Psychology undergrads: there will be a grad
school night, Monday, Nov. 30 at 7:00 p.m.
in the CC. All Psych, students interested in

graduate school are invited.

Christian Science Organziation — will

meet tonight 6:00-7:00 p.m. (sorry could
not get a room earlier) in CC 802. We will

deal with pressure and supply. Anyone who
can come is welcome.

Food Science & Nutrition Majors -there
will be a short but important meeting of the
FS&N Club, Wednesday, Oct 25 at 7 p m.
227 Chenoweth. Elections for new officers
will be held. Come and enjoy free wine and
cheese. All FS&N majors and faculty are
encouraged to come.

Internship Available — Internship
available this spring in Springfield in a social

service agency doing casework involving

Univ. Video Center Presents -Union
Video Center presents Sweet Honey and
Filmore East Farewell Tuseday, and
Wednesday, Oct. 24 b 25 by the Hatch 11

a.m. thru 2 p.m.

Notice -tickets for "A Funny Thinq Hap-

Notice- Nukes lecture prof. David Inglis
authority on nuclear energy development,
Tuesday, Oct 24 at 4 p.m., room 134
Hasbrook. Free admission.

Notice-WSYL TV is hiring for the posi-
tion of engineer. Interested applicants
should have experience with video. This is a
paid position and applications can be pick
ed up at 302 Cashin before 10/25.

SI CWCASit CII^EHA* I
ROUTE 5.RIVERDALE RO WEST SPRINfiFIELD TEL 733-5131

BARGAIN MATINEES S2 00 TIL 2 30PM WE HONOR MASTER CliAKE

GIFT CERTIFICATES MAKE IDEAL PRESENTS

ATTENTION
The Showcase Cinema representatives
will be at the Campus Center Tues.,
Oct. 24 from 9-5 handing out free
(that's right, free!) student discount
cards.

Please stop by and pick yours up. Also
find out what movies are coming.

FASHION STYLES

AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

2, for $2S
Imported Ncime Brcinds

St. Lycien Jeans French Star

Disco Jeans Velour Tops

, Next toTHEPUBAmherst

Elizabeth Clare Prophet
Goo s Messenge' to tr»e Peopte seni oy Sai*^' Cje'ma'n

Free
to

All

Oct 25
Wed.7pm

Massac'usetis

7'm Stumping for the Coming Revolution

in Higher Consciousnessr
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Water supply still low
despite slight rainfall

•LMej^ian 5

By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

There has been only a slight improvement
in the Amherst water situation duiing Oc
tober, according to Stanley Ziomek, head
of the Amherst Department of Public

Works
Although there were three slight rainfalls

in October, reservoirs in Pelham are still

down six to eight feet, Ziomek said yester-

day. He added the slight advantage gained
in the rainfall could be drained in a matter

of days at the present rate of consumption.
The current dry situation in town may last

two or three years, according to UMass
climatologist Raymond S. Bradley.

Bradley has completed a computer
analysis of 142 years of Amherst precipita-

tion records, which he said may be the

most complete and longest-running
records in the country. His analysis shows
that the area experiences a dry period every

10 to 15 years and that the dry spell may
last up to about three consecutive years.

"It's a relatively dry year but by no means
extreme," he said.

Bradley said his analysis will have a bear-

ing on the proposal to put wells in

Lawrence Swamp in South Amherst that
depend on ground water to recharge. "If

there were a series of years like we had in

the early 1960's it would be possible that

the recharge into Lawrence Swamp would

lay and we d be confining ouis» 'vos to a
relatively limited source of water,' he said

According to Ziomek, however if full

scale reservoirs are no\ available, the best
available alternative is the well system. He
cited the town of Hadley's water system,
which he said depends entirely on surface
water wells

Ziomek also said the new water meters
have been installed and calibrated at

UMass, but it will be several months before
the readings can be compared to previous
years.

The meters were installed because the old
meters were thought to be inaccurate. The
billing at UMass has been estimated for^

several years because of the inaccuracy,
Ziomek said.

Bradley said the study was the result of his

own interest, anfll as an outgrowth of a Na-
tional Science Foundation research project
he's currently doing on the dry areas of the
American West.
Amherst has been experiencing a severe

water problem for several weeks. The town
is currently buying up to 300,000 gallons of

water per day from Hadley.

Long term proposals to alleviate the water
problem include the wells in Lawrence
Swamp, a possible hook-up with Quabbin
Reservoir, and hook-ups with the supplies
of surrounding towns.

Workers put finishing touches on a store in the new Hampshire Mal
Hadley, which is set to open Oct. 25. (Staff photo by Carolyn Brzezinski)

in

NEAG passes budget,

appropriates concert funds
1-91 South gathering spot

to get 24-hour surveillance
HOLYOKE 16/P/l- Authorities said yester-

day they have begun 24-hour patrols of a
rest area, known to be a gathering place for

homosexuals, at which 16 people were ar-

rested this weekend on morals charges.

An investigation and the stepped up
surveillance at the rest area on southbound
Interstate Route 91, which overlooks the
scenic Pioneer Valley, came after a man
was raped and robbed there last month,
police said.

"It's more active in the evening, but it's all

day every day, " State Police Officer Philip

Rembiscewski Monday said. "If this keeps
up, next thing you know we'll have
homicides on our hands."

Police said assault and battery charges
against some of the men arraigned yester-

day in Holyoke District Court stemmed

from the suspects touching undercover
agents while propositioning them.
George G. Scott, 62, of Somerville, plead-

ed guilty to lewd and lascivious ponduct
and was fined $125. An assault and battery
charge against Smith was continued for

one year.

John Wodechi, 40, of Holyoke; Arthur R.
Tardiff, Jr. 42, of Chicopee, and William G.
Anderson, 50, of Weathersfield, Conn., all

plead innocent to charges of lewd and
lascivious conduct and assault and battery.
Their cases were continued until Oct. 30.

Also pleading innocent to charges of lewd
and lascivious conduct and assault and bat-

tery were Mark B. Dill, 20, of Amherst; Ed-
ward Rogers, 41, of Western Hartford,

Conn.; Marshall Litsky, 48, of North
Maven, Conn., and William Gallagher 39,
of Island Pond, Vt.

By SHERI SCULLY
Collegian Staff
The Northeast Area Government last

night passed tentative budget allocations,
with the largest appropriation going to area
concerts.

The group set aside $3,510 of its $11,305
budget for the 1978-79 school year for

musical group contracts. Other allocations
included $2,210 for general operating costs
and $2,485 for purchases and rental ser-

vices.

This year's budget, allocated to NEAG by
the Undergraduate Student Senate, was
cut back by approximately $2,500 from last

year.

The outlined budget passed through the
meeting almost entirely intact,with a few
minor amendments.
A representative from Leach House

brought up a motion to raise the dorm
allocations from $1,800 to $2,500, saying it

would give each dorm more money instead
of tying it up in area functions.
President Edward Mansur said the

representative was considering
"specialized interests" instead of area
interests. The motion was passed at first,

but due to "indecision" the motion was
postponed until next week's meeting.
NEAG also included in the budget a

reserve fund of $1,328 for unanticipated
events.

Johnson House was not represented at

the meeting and could forfeit a $200 dorm
allocation.

According to Mansur, the major goal of
NEAG this year is to make special programs
such as the Women's Center and the
Anacaona Cultural Center self-sufficient.

'A Funny Thing Happened'

to be performed Nov. 2, 3 & 4

PropoMi #14-79
SALE OF VARIOUS TOWN VEHICLES

The Town of Amherst, Massachusetts will receive sealed pro-
posals endorsed "Sale of Various Town Vehicles" ax the office
of the Town Manager, Town Hall, Amherst, Massachusetts un-
til 2:00 p.m. on Monday, November 6, 1978 At that time, all

proposals will be publicly opened and read. Vehicles include
one 1971 Plymouth Fury Station Wagon, one 1968 Dodge P 200
van and one 1965 International Travelall. All vehicles are offered
"as is." Vehicles may be inspected at the Public Works Depart-
ment, 486 South Pleasant Street. Specifications may be obtain
ed from the Office of the Town Manager
The Town of Amherst reserves the right to reject any and/or

all proposals and to award the order(s) in the best interest of the
Town.

Adult Entertainment
Majestic Cinema
84 Cottage Street

E Hampton MA, 527 2346

Oct 18 24
REFLECTIONS 7 30
HONEY BUNS 8 50

Mat Thurs & Fri 1 30

Under 21 not admitted

By SAMUEL JUDSON
Collegian Staff
"I personally guarantee you will laugh un-

til you stop," is what Director/ Producer
Peter Tolan says of his musical "A Funny
Thing Happened On The Way to the
Forum," which is siated to be performed
November 2, 3, and 4 in Bowker
Auditorium of Stockbridge Hall. UMass
Music Theatre Guild is sponsoring the
show in which Tolan stars as "Pseudolus,"
and several members are involved.

Tolan and his cast of 17 students from the
five college area have been rehearsing since
October 2. He is now in his Junior year as a

Theatre major at the University, gnd had
principle roles in "The Fantastiks," "The
Real Inspector Hound," and "Two

Take this ad to your
nearest Munchys store

and

l/2 gallon of Atkins cider

1/2 dozen doughnuts

1
I

Gentlemen of Verona."
The book is by Burt Shevelove and Larry

Gelbart, the music and lyrics are by
Stephen Sondheim, and they have put
together a plentiful supply of slapstick,

one-liners, double entendres. and generally

frenetic comedy, and put them in a Roman
setting.

"A Funny Thing Happened On The Way
To The Forum" won the Antoir>ette Perry
Award for the best show of the 1962
season, and the curtain was raised on it 964
times.

THe Bowker box office is open from nine
a.m. to four p.m. Tickets are $2.00 for

students, and $2.50 for others. Call

545-0783 for reservations. "It's funnier than
having your thesis used to wrap fish,"

Tolan says.

Correction: The Stockbridge Professional Development
Day is being held today, not tomorrow as reported in a
headline yesterday.

are yours for $ 1.39

Starts Oct. 24

THE MOST
! CONVENIENT
CONVENIENCE FOOD

- STORE IN TOWN /^ <^ y

I

NCIflS

•GROCERIES
•FROZEN FOODS
• DAIRY PRODUCTS
•PRODUCE
•COLD CUTS
•PAPERBACKS
•NEWSPAPERS
•MAGAZINES
•PETFOODS
•CANDY
•ICECREAM
•SODA
•SNACKS
• COOKIES

RCALLT
EASY
TO GET
TO

fOOD BASKET

III III "*»s
baslfet 7ANTO

A CONVENIENCE FOOD STORE

255 TRIANGLE ST., AMHERST
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Aiwa AD1250 cassette deck.

If you're thinking about buying a quality cassette

deck, like the Aiwa AD 1250, there's an advantage to

buying it at Tech Hifi.

We'll give you a 7-Day Moneyback Guarantee in

writing. Which gives you an entire week to play the

Aiwa AD 1250 in your home. In the unlikely event it

doesn't please you, return it to Tech Hifi and we'll

give your money back. Without giving you the third

degree.

Also, at Tech Hifi you'll get a 60-Day Defective

Exchange. It means that if you have any trouble with

your new cassette deck within the first two months
(and we can't fix it in 3 working days), we'll replace it.

All we ask is that the returned unit be in good condition,

complete ""^'^^^^^B^ f\9 Hw f\
with packing.

At Tech Hifi, Aiwa cassette decks are returnable

and exchangeable.

And, thanks to the enormous buying power ofthe

62 Tech Hifi stores, they're also affordable!

FREE BASF
With the purchase of an Aiwa AD 1250 (or any

other cassette deck) at Tech Hifi this week, you'll get

a FREE BASF PRO III C-60 Ferrichrome cassette

(retail: $3.99) plus a $5.00 rebate coupon, good on
any purchase of 10 BASF Professional Series cassettes.

tech hifi
Come play.

15 East Pleasant St., Amherst 253-31 CX)
stores also throughout Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont,

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan and Ohio.

B.O.G. Policies

prohibit T-shirts

To the Editor:
On Tuesday October 10th in an article

about concourse vendor policy and stan-

dards, John Furbish, -the Co-chairman of
the Campus Center Board of Governors
Operations Committee condemned the
selling of ZOO MASS shirts on the con
course stating that articles sold on the
concourse should be of higher quality.

Mr. Furbish also stated that articles sold
there should demonstrate a skill of the
vendor, and that the whole craft policy is

meant to be sort of a University Store
alternative for the students and not fust
ar' outlet for commercial sales. There has
been some concprn about people taking

one course to attain student status so
thev can make a living selling as h vendor
on the concoursr.

^att ; ' \ - . 'ojnd thar as a full

timf s: nanciai aid would nc<'

t'f- • tij Gf>' "''*' thrnuQti ''>* </ecj:

tie. hail 'sorrtf knowleoQf o'

screenprmt graphics t decidea tc makr
tiSf '!• "V rnr^---:' " venuOr svstem tc

he/; ' ' ' ' " chool The phrase

ZOO MAS intmnn and seemed U)

tie gO''"' ' >';/'•* i-'t-iS''^' 11','' tr.

aesigri

on the i .ncuur^L. ^ruut-ru.^ ana visitur^

to the Campus Cente' preferred and ap-

preciated the ZOO MASS shirts greatly

In thf year I've been selling I've received

thousands of accomplishments and less

than a dozen remarks against them.

That's a better record than the Opera-
tions Committee can claim. The shirts

that I print on are some of the best I can
find in this country and my prices are

about the lowest in the t-shirt market

The people who benefit most from this

are the students. Because of my schedule
i can only sell shirts on Fridays and my
margin of profit is not ver\ high but at

least I'm trying.

John Furbish seems to think that

screenprinting is simple and involves little

skill I don't think Mr. Furbish has done
much screenprinting. Screenprintipg has
been considered an art by most people of
my time producing the shirts for every
eight hours I spend selling them.

At least the money I receive I get from
customers who want to do business with
me, unlike the Operations Committee
who has started charging full time
students up to $300. 00 or more a year to

use the concourse to try and work their

way through school. I think that the

statements made about my products and
some of the policies of the Operations
Committee are uncalled for and not in the

best interest of the students at the
University.

I urge any students who feel concerned
about this situation to make their feelings

known to the Operations Committee c/o
Board of Governors, 8th floor. Campus
Center.

The ZOO MASS vendor

GATE evaluation

conflicts suggested

To the Editor:

In a letter to the editor Thursday, Pro-

fessor John Bracey made what he called

an attempt to clarify the Massachusetts
Society of Professors' position on the

Student Senate's Course and Teacher
Evaluation Guide. The letter contained
several criticisms of the CA TE guide and
suggested an alternative system of

evaluation. The only clear message
received was that the MSP's position was
not one of support
Professor Bracey suggested that there

were three reasons faculty members
would refuse to release their student

evalutations: disagreement over pnnci-

ple, inaccuracy of the guide, or a refusal

to participate in a "popularity contest.

"

Further he suggested The Student
Senate conduct its own survey from
which to compile a guide. The reasons

stated merely hide the reason the faculty

objects to the guide and the suggested
solution would solve few problems and
create new ones.

Next Professor Bracey cites the inac-
curacy of the guide as a reason for
refusal. The staff of the CA TE guide do
not evaluate courses and teachers, we
merely compile and summeriie whatever
evaluations are released to us. Before
publication the professor reads the sum-
mary and may reply. Few substantive ob-
jections have been received and changes
were made where necessary. Other
criticisms, such as of the graphics or of
the introductory articles are perhaps more
valid but hardly reason to condemn the
entire effort.

When a professor explains that sihe
refuses to release on principle sihe is

stating that evaluations which students
fill out are not to be shown to students.
Somehow the e valuators have become
the professor's to use as s/he sees fit

Making the evaluated the custodians of
the evaluations seems a sure method to
.subvert the entire process of student
evaluatioi:

Tnp tr>.:\. eA,;ii,<t^ giver ro^ ra'iinc; tc
reiefTs^ was ?> '^etusai tu take part in th*>

"populij'iTs cvntes' whicn tne evaiu^
tions havi Dfcome This /s- a commo'
cornplaint which upon closer inspectiun
proves unrruv. Contmuallv one finds tha'
r^" cot/rs'if- n^tec hioht'ST ov st" ionf: .vr,

.iiii'r-iuii,, i.^i fjfif; 5£j cal'S' Qj;
courses as one might expect.

I

Having offered these criticisms Pro-
fessor Bracey suggests an alternative. He
states that the problem of student-faculty
conflict over release could be overcome if

the Student Senate were to design and
distribute their own forms. In the past
when, as a result of a professor refusing
to release, our own forms were used, the
conflict was hardly resolved. The faculty
has the right to ban the CA TE represen-
tatives from their class and on several oc-
casions did. Also, criticisms of CATE
concerning accuracy and efficiency
would certainly increase if instead of
merely publishing the data we collected
it.

The criticisms and suggestions offered
by Professor Bracey aren't terribly
helpful He sheds little light on the many
problems of the Senate guide and more
importantly fails to address the question
of the MSP's position on student evalua
tion in general and specifically the dispute
over releasing the forms. There is nothing
in the body of his letter to justify his state
ment that the MSP and the Student
Senate can continue to work together on
student evaluations and much to suggest
further student-faculty conflict.

Mark Flaherty
Academic Affairs Committee
420 Student Union Building

Shorter semester

causes hardship

To the Editor
Unfamiliar with the reasoning for

beginning this semester later than in

previous years, I am compelled to

question the fairness of the change from

the student's perspective. With no
transition in the semester's end from
years past, the students have less time to

complete an equal workload. In addition,

the effort to fulfill class time requirements

by incorporating a Saturday into the class

schedule, further subtracts from the

student's potential study time. It also is

disheartening that numerous students are

demanded to decide whether to attend

this Saturday class schedule or their

weekend jobs. Many students work
weekends to afford the cost of attending

college Monday through Friday

The implications of such changes should

be considered from the student's stan-

dpoint. Then, if there is some outstanding

reason for justifying the shortening of the

student's worktime, it should be made
readily accessible for the public's con-

sumption The students must be the first

consideration of a university bf^cause they

are the reason for such institutions

Robert E. Devlin, Jr.

Southwest

DAMON THOMAS'

Peace with honor
se*?'nea |ust riqh: : u,,,, .. ,.^,

coupto Each of mer touf chndrer' ha.i
qrowM uii and marnev. c hao ot'ierwtse
aenarteu, atKi the coupic notif. haa onlv
each other to look after

The fir*;' fnin- t noticeo about Doth o'
tnef .. . . jparen? dtiefi nteirpsi i'

neopie The trfwo ittemoc to aonionsirate •

•eai tQve towaras others, whether c no:
others treated them in a reciprocal fasnion
Their display of hospitality during my briet

visit to their home made me feel as though i

were the'V son.
'Is there anything else I can get for you^"

she asked me, in a quiet, cheerful tone of
voice

"No, thanks, I've really had quite enough.
The food, the drinks- everything was just
great. It s been a super afternoon, and
we've talked a lot, but t really ought to get
back to UMass."
She just smiled and nodded.
"I'm so glad that you could visit us after all

these years, Damon. The last time you
came here. well. no matter, I'd best get

. going, too, or I'll miss my bus to Boston."
"Honey, " her husband suddenly called,

when does the bus leave for Boston^
"

"In another twenty-five minutes or so.
The bags are already in the car.

Do you want me to give you a hand with
anything'", I asked, trying in some way to
repay them for all their acts of kindness.
There then came a moment of silence

during which he paused to determine
whether or not there was anything I could
help them with. During that quiet pause, I

overheard the voice of an announcer on the
television that was bperating in the neigh-
boring den.
"Mideast peace talks continue, food

prices still on the rise, and Nixon talks

about Vietnam, plus other items next, on
the news..."
Apparently, she also overheard the an-

nouncer because she exhibited what I

believed was a spark of interest in Vvhat the
announcer had to say. She got up from her
chair and walked towards the TV but
stopped momentarily as her husband
replied to my question.

"Well, we"ve got a couple of packages in

our bedroom that you could carry out to

the car if you would."
"Sure," I said as I got off the living room

couch and followed him down the hallway
She, however, continued to walk into the
den to watch the news.

" newcaatP' wa' lus* ij«Qi"ni'>-| j
•'! Cif d ^rj»»eCh \r.^\ \(\ >. ; l-rov ;, •

hirhat* •'On htifl ;

wy-KVini -riefit om- •

nono' J , tlwrji.

dtff.i.

can on.

achievhi; .i. • u.'i..,uw„: ^.uu.--. s..,. . , j,.,

many of our boys were brought satelv back
home. It is safe to say ."

"Eve, I think we ought to get going,"' her
husband suddenly interrupted, "I'll go out
and warm up the car.

"All right, I was just about tc leave
anyway," she said, "I just wanted to hear
what he had to sav. that's all

She shut off the TV and walked into her

bedroom as her husband went outside. I

gathered my belongings and walked past
her bedroom on my way to the exit I

stopped in the bedroom doorway to see if

she were ready to go. She had her back to

me, and didn't seem aware of the fact that I

was standing behind her. She was gazing
at a 5 X7' family portrait which I remem
bered seeing many years before. On the
bottom of the picture was taped a narrow
strip of yellowed paper on which were
written the words: "Spring, 1969 Easter

Sunday.
'

"Oh, Alan how I miss you," she
whispered.

"Excuse me, but shouldn't we be
leaving? "

I asked, startling her from her

thoughts I immediately felt guilty that I had
interupted her, but there was nothing I

could do to reverse what I had done.

"Oh, yes, I'm sorry, let's leave."

We walked together to the car where I

began placing my belongings in the trunk.

Her husband was holding open the car door
for her. They looked at each other for a
second, and without saying a word,
gripped hands. He hugged her tightly for a
few short moments, and she whispered
something to him. He nodded and simply
said, "It's alright." And, as they walked
hand in hand towards the car, I thought I

saw her brush away a tear from her eye.

Damon Thomas is a Collegian Columnist
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STELLA WILDER

YOUR BIRTHDAY]
TUESDAY. Oct. 24

Bom today, you are so
sensitive to the moods of

others that, unless you feel

yourself in harmony with

them, you cannot be your
most productive self. When
you do feel yourself in

harmony with co-workers,
you take great joy in work.
For this reason, it is ex-

tremely important that

you surround yourself with
happy and intelligent indi-

viduals.

You may have more than
a little difficulty selecting

a life's work; not because
you cannot find your niche,

but because you can find

too many of them. Only
haste could spoil your
choice.

Also born on this date

are: Merian C. Cooper,
author, film producer;
Dame Sybil Thorndike. Brit-

ish actress.

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
Ijel your birthday .star be
your daily guide
WEDNESDAY. Oct. 25

SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov,

21) " An impulsive move
early in the day rnuld

bring a planned activity to

an abrupt halt - pemia
nentls '-

SAGITTARIUS(Now 22-

Dec 21) - An inclination to

believe everything you
hear could cause you to

make a mistake you'll

regret.

CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) - Quality is essen-

tial if you are to be able to

attain long-standing goals

now Forget about quanti-

ty.

AOUARIUS<Jan. 20-Feb.

18) - A test of wills from
the opposition must not

find you wanting. Make
sure you are prepared to

give facts.

PISCES(F«b. 19-March
20) - In an effort to please,

don't subjugate your will to

another. Keep your integ-

rity - all day long!

ARIES(March 21-April 19)

" Let nothing stand in the

way of your helping an-

other attain goals that

have so far been elusive.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

- This is a good day for

shelving your own ambi-
tion and helping another
come to terms with his.

Give!
GEMINI(May21-June20)-

• You may find yourself in

unexpected difficulties this

morning. B^xtricate your-

self with extreme care.

CANCER(June21-Jjiy22)
- A personal failure may
at the same time make you
appear successful in the

eyes of others. A fair trade.

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) -

Analytical approaches
may not be conducive to

quick success You may be
over-stu(lyi!ig the situation

at hand

VIRGOfAug. 23-Sept. 22)

-

- Misplaced ambition could

land you in considerable
trouble where old friends

are concerned. Be reason-

able.

LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)-
Knergy and enthusiasm
are the keys to today's

success Don't allow your
interest to wane - at least

not visibly.
'iipyrighl, 197g
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Doonesbury by Garry Trades
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Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler
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to toss bacK <>

your tnends

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

Spam Slade, Peoples Eye by Joe Carroll

,
THE PRECISION ,^^ <

HAIRCUT L^
COMES TO ^^^j

\HAMPSHIRE MALL^
Join Our Fabulous Celebration

October 25, 26, 27, 28

E^ NAH, THE COP-i /SAy.YOU FIND OUT WH^

GUY YOU
^

THOUOHT.y

'!iriiii"'"ini"

THE PRECISION HAIRCUT EXPLAINED. PRECISELY.

Because your head is unique, the way your hair
grows is equally .unique. Really quite different
from everyone else's.

Precision haircutting is a technique for cutting the
hair in harmony with the way it grows. Your hair
eventually grows out but it doesn't lose its shape
with a precision haircut. Consequently your hair-
cut will look as good after five days as it does after
five minutes. And because the hair falls naturally

into place you won't have to keep fussing with it

Usually a shake of the head does it.

At COMMAND PERFORMANCE we shampoo,
precision-cut and blow dry your hair for fourteen
dollars, whether you're a gal or a guy. And no
appointments are ever necessary.
We also offer permanent waves, coloring, frosting
and conditioning But we really shine with preci-
sion. And so will you.

r^^A^^Vv.5^

Command Performanee
Hampshire Mall

Route 9, Hadley, Mass.
Store Hours: 10AM-10PM, Mon.-Sat.

(located next to K-Mart)
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Notarization of absentee ballots will be
available according to the following
schedule:

CC 904 908 10/30, 31
11/01

10 am, 4 p.m.

CC 911 915 11/2 10 a.m. 4 p.m.

CC 904 908 11/3, 6 10 a.m. 4 p.m.

CC917 11/7 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL PRESENTS

'vvr:

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESEhJTS

University ot Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

' li«t> •rilhanct

titainihinf VirluPSil» * fliewmeiio"'

Such tonj«iii»ilt »itistr\f li » «ire lipere^ce

Route* Hit ludienct To TKynOtfOut toplaute

$«ktn. tmuini »irtu»tftii Simpty Unbolmoble'

Friday, November 3 8:00 p.m.

Tickets now on sale. General Public • S7, 6, 5.

UMass students - $5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and other

students -$6,5,4.

Fir£ >RTS CENFER CNCERT H4-L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

and New England Ticketron Locations.

To place a classified ad. drop by the Col

legian office (CC 113) between 8 45 am
and 3:45 pm Monday through Friday, or

use ouf handy clip and mail form found m
most issues of the Collegian Classified

deadline is 3 45 p rn two days in advance

of publication date

»
\an^

c%^^^

IN CONCERT

SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 4. 1978

AT7 00P M
FINE ARTS CENTER CONCERT HALL

TitKETS NOW ON SALE/AT THE FINE ARTS
CENTER BOX OFFICE

AND AT ALL TICKETRON OUTLETS
PRICES $2 and $3

FAC BOX OFFICE OPEN FROM 9 to 4

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY TEL 545 2511

AND FROM 1 P M UNTIL PERFORMANCE
NOV 4

a

Oinions f^

California Suite
A BIG Hn CALIFORNIA SUITE IS AVERY VERY

VERY FUNNY PLAY YOU LL HAVE CARDIAC
ARREST FROM LAUGHTER

CAROLYN JONES JAMES DRURY

Sunday, October 29 3 p.m., 8 p.m.

Tickets now on sale. General public - $8, 7, 6. UMass

students -$6,5,4. Senior citizens -$7,6,5.

Fll^ >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c

per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters

AUTO FOR SALE

74 Audi 100LS. rtew st. bit. radials. good

twdy, needs viwk. caH Amy. 549-5815. 11

p.m. .^______
71 Toyota Corona, good corMKtion. $600

or best olfer, 666-7566.

IfTI Chevy van, C-10, Jong body, power

steering, AM/FM stereo, heavy duty

suspension and shocks, radial tires, ex-

cellent condition, call Marc. 546-2SS1 days,

666-4(542 nights and weekerHls.

64 Volvo 1225, rt>lt. eng.. dutch, brks.,

AM/FM, Calif, lie., runs fine, $1000.

84^0107.

1174 AMC Matador, 1700 or best offer.

cal 546-6692. after 6 p.m.

m VW, sticker. $165. Frank, 549-2742, 6-7

p.m.

1f70 MGB-6T hardtop, good condition,

$1100. caMJon at 773-7266.

Woman preferred for room in co-op

Sunderland household. Close to

SundertarKi ctr. bus stop. Avail. Nov. 1,

$75 + . leave message (name ft phor>e) for

Wendy K. in CoNegian graplMCS dept. h I'B

caN you.

FOR SALE

Work-study student for national women's

training project. 10-15 hrs. per week. Must

type. $4/hr. CaW 5-1568.

Food for thought-am seeking an Organic

Chem. tutor who would be wiMing to barter

wn hour or so worth of tutoring for a

nutritious, delicious, homecooked
vegeUrian dinner. CaU Rose, 256-6388.

Movie- Monty Python- "And Now For

Something Completely Different" -Thurs-

day, Oct. 26- SUB -$1.00.

RIDE WANTED

Complete scuba outfit, aH new Scuba-

Pro equipment. Call 666-3027.

Calculator, Tl 68 and PC 1C0A printer,

perfect cond., $300 or BO. 549-1415, p.m.

1973 Dodge Tradesman van B-100, 6 cyl.,

3-speed, runs well, good tires, many extras,

$2400. call 772-0069. keep trying.

1MB MG Midget, excellent condition, wire

vxheels. runs great. $1150, 584-7277.

71 Vega, standard, new paint, exc. cond.,

can be seen at 28 West St., So. DeerfieM,

Ed Jablonaki.

1f74 MOB-GT, black, AM/FM 8-track,

needs some work, must sen -BO. John,

6-7606. .

mS Camaro, runs weM, 253-5081, Erick.

72 Gremlin, sticker, great running cotkJ..

8-track & tapes. 79.000 miles. $1050 or BO.

call 546-7720, mornings or late nite.

it VW-needs work, call Jon. 69300.

French clasaical handmade guitar,

beautiful sound. caH Steve. 549-1728,

549-3626.

2 snows. G-78-15, $36. also 1 reg. tire -i^

wheel, $20. 527-5538. nites.

Businasa/acctg. position. $3.00/hr..

contact A. Rufe. Rm. 205 Boyden BWg.;

secretary baskett>aH office. $2.86/hr.. con-

tact J. Leaman. Rm. 227 Boyden BMg.

Help wanted help wanted help wanted.

4 work study jotw on campus. Apply

GreerKHjgh Snack Bar. after 7 p.m.. ex-

perience desired. We are k>cated in Central

Area.

Addressers wanted immediatelyl Work
at home— no experience necessary— ex-

cellent pay. Write American Service, 8360

Park Lane. Suite 127. Dallas. TX 75231.

I am moving to Auburn- neer Wore, —in

two weeks— wiNe need ride to stkI from

school Mon.-Fri., will share expenses. CaM

at Collegian Mon. & Wed. 9 a.m. -11 a.m.

or Tues. & Thurs. 1:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m., ask

for Martha.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Housemate to share SurtderiarKl apt. on

bus route for 11/1. can Sandy, 66&4291.

Roommate wanted share apt., Nov. 1,

Amherst on bus route, call Eve, 253-3861

.

SERVICES
"

LOST
Rne used clothing. The Madeleine, 79

South Pleasant St.. Amherst, daily 11-5.

FOUND

Found— orange worktxwts in Parking tot.

arxl Pitot razor -point pen. 549-6726.

HELP WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave Is back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ. Reasonable

rates, call D.L. Disco at (413) 567-1715 (col-

Ijct) and ask for Dave or Bryan.

FOR RENT

One room kitchen - batli privileges -$125

rron:hl,, call 549 5343, evenings.

Creathre residential treatment program

serving former State Hospital population

seeking Exit Unit Manager to provide even-

ing and overnight coverage 5 days/week

with an occasional weekend for 2 working

clients in need of limited support and/or

supervision. Daytimes free for part-time job

or academic courses. Weekly stipend. $50

plus rent. Qualifiv itions: maturity; some
experience with population helpful; desire

to learn. Resume to: Community Support

Program, 203 High St., Holyoke, MA
01040. A program of the Center for Human
Development. Affirmative Action Employer

M/F.

Prescription glasses, plastk:
"'"'Jjf^*

pinkish-gray, please call Karen. 546-6993.

Lost: engagement ring -silver w/ small

synthetk: diamond. Extreme sentimental

value, call Caroline. 546-8949. reward.

2 tij. to SS Johnny. 2 tix to Cal. Suite, no

good to U. Have seat f , wHI go crazedl Joe,

6-4081. or 602E Cashin.

Lost -keys w/ brown leather M. Ireland

and Buick key chains, holding 6 keys. $10

reward. Call Mary, 549-4904.

Lost: 14K gold bracelet, 9/11, 3 strands,

Puftn.-Hasb., sent, vl., reward, 549-2866.

Resume Preparation, $36, Personal Ser-

vice Success Motivation Ir^itute. 25 Main

Street (Fitzwilly's Square, Rm. 30). Nor-

thampton. tel. 586-6433.

Photography passport or portrait instr..

bj appt.. resume work, Steven, 253-5081.

Improve your gradati Send $1.00 for

your 2S6-page mail order catatog of col-

legiate research. 10,250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 2S907-B, Los Angeles,

CaBf., 90026. (213) 477-820^

WANTED

Do you have a TV to sell? Call 6-8049.

WANTED TO RENT

Or»e room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

HYPNOSIS

Left -in Whately psych, major's car; green

corduroy shirt/jacket with pewter case in

pocket. Was hitching from Sunderland to

UMass. CaH Marty, 584 2282.

PERSONALS

Couldn't make It to 11th or 12th floor

S. - please call Rich at 533 7215.

Hypnosis Reading Institute, free in-

troduction to the second 6 week session,

improve all reading, learning & study skills

plus concentration & more, be ready for

finals, Wed., Oct. 25, 8:30 p.m., Rm. 809

Campus Center, class starts Nov. 1. other

groups by arrgt.. K.R. Morse, med. prof,

hypno.

.Collegian n

Thinking about your Spring schedule?
How about an

INTERNSHIP?
Opportunities available in a wide range
of careers such as:

Legal Services
Environment and Conservation
Medicine
Corrections
Museums: Art, Music
Business Admmistration
Education: Alternative Schools, Tutoring
Elderly Services

Come to the Office of Internships
immediately for details—409 Goodell. 545-0727

Sports notices

W?h'^;H?i?°!
B-^BALL-Any Stockbridge student interested in playing for the

25 at 7 wTor ?rt'u?s^^^^

'''"" ''''°^ '° ^^''^^ ^"""'^^ '" ^""V H.cks'o?t. 24 &

9^t!? R'Sfi°i^'"^?A;^^^^
'^."'''"^ ^^""^ ^"^ ^^^"^ ^'" ^°'d practice every Tuesday at

r^nof-
«^e'y Wednesday at 7:00-9:00, and Thursdays 2:30 5:00 and 7 00 9 (»in NOPt, room 8. Call Sean at 549-0303 for more information.

VOLLEYBALL OFFICIALS MEETING Tue, Oct 24 & Wed Oct 25 7 30p.m. court #3, Boyden mam gym. '
'

I'o'^^a m^ C^^J-f r'IPh'-'^^'''-'-
'^SSOCATION-Clinic Saturday, Oct 28,lu.ju a.m.. Ct. #3, Boyden mam gym. Teams are welcome'

University of MassQChusetIs / Amherst

FINE /1?TS CENTER PRESENTS

\#
HOMECOMING WEEKEND CONC€RT

Pianist Vocalist

"I Honestly Love You"

?«

PETER ALLEN
Saturday, October 28 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7. 6. 5 UMass
students - $5, 4. 3. Senior citizens and other students
-$6.5,4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511
& Nevv England Ticketron Locations.

- •.••'%*« ii-.j ... t

THERE'SA REASON NURSES
GETMORE RESPONSIBILITY

IN THE NAVY.
THEY'RE NAVYOFFKERS.

On one side of her collar is the s>'mbol of the Nurse Corps.
On the other is the insigrua of a Navy officer.

It makes a difference.

Navy nurses are responsible not only for the care of their
patients, but for the training and supervision of hospital
corpsmen and other clinical and administrative personnel.
Their choice of specialties is from thirteen different fields,

with positions in twenty-six cities. They earn an excellent
salary, top benefits, and that one intangible that money
can't buy— the pride and respect of a Navy officer.

For the complete story, speak to your local recruiter.

Space For Recruiter Name & Address & Phone #.

NAVY NURSE INFORMATION TEAM
at the

SCHOOL OF NURSING
TUESDAY WEDNESDAYM 26

OCTOBER 78

NMfY irtMOtJWTA

HERE'S ONE
ENGINEERINC OPPORTUNITY

YOU WON'T GET
IN PRIVATE INDUSTRY.

Ifvoiir.' (hinkinKiibiMit a tfiririKaJ jjo.siti.m .iltir gradual Min.
ihink alx.iit this How nianynmipan it-Man ofTt-r you a nucitar
.submarmi- td opt-ratt'' TIr' answer i,- none Kquiprnt-nt like
this IS available only in the Navy
The Navy operates over half the nurUar realtor.- in

.Xmenca S) our IrainmK 's the mo.st lomprehensive
As a commissioned Nuclear Propulsion Officer who has suc-

ct ssfully completed a year of nuclear traininj,'. you'll receive
a $.'J.0()0 bonus Pius a top salary and resp<»nsibility for
advanced technical ecjuipmt'nt

If you're majoring in engmeennK. muth or the physical sci-
ences, find out about the .Nuclear Navy Contact

NAVy OFFICER INFORMATION TEAM
at the

PLACEMENT OFFICE
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

24 25 26
OCTOBER

NAVY OfFKlR. ITS NOT JUSTA JOB, ITSAN ADVINTURi.

UMASS
ARTS COUNCIL
PRESENTS LAX

'EXULTATION IN DANCE" 5^75,^5""

Wednesday, October 25

SUB,7,9, 11-$1.00
COME EARLY!

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1978 @ 8 p.m.
FINE ARTS CENTER CONCERT HALL

Tickets:

UMASS/Af^HERST STUDENTS $2.00 and $3.00

GENERAL PUBLIC $3.00 and $4.00

Now on sale at Fine Arts Center Box Office and
all Ticketron outlets. Fine Arts Center Box Office

hours 9 to 4 each day, Monday through Friday

Tel. 545-2511

SPONSORED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS ARTS COUNCIL

TUESDAYS

8:30 til 1

Free Food til 11
( While it Lasts |

• Special Drinks •

• Promotions •

•T-Shirts ^

Oldies •
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UMass stickwoman Laura ONeil llefti displays Wildcats of New Hampshire at NOP^ fields today

her field hockey talent Tho stickers take on the at 3:15 iStatf photo by Amira Rahman)

UMass Women Harriers

4th at New Englands

Bill Tarter
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petltors in .Vnens croSS-COu dd

racings •; top fifteen finishers did

not compete n .ast year's meet, according to

UMass coach Jane Welzel.

The field was so strong that defending in

dividual champ, Anne Sullivan of Harvard

was only able to finish in seventh place with

a time of 18:18

The Green Mountain girls from Vermont

were an unknown quantity at the beginning

of the year, but they proved themselves by

placing second at the Husky Invitational at

UConn despite the absence of their no. 1

runner, Judy St. Hilaire. Defending cham-

pion. Harvard, and UMass were considered

pre-race favorites because of their respective

performances this year.

Vermont placed four of its five scoring run-

'iq 'un 3 (,rcss wOLi'Ufy I'luvl i- ^s Still

^;^mpshl'e ooes not supoort an

organized team.

Mass •.op finisher was the steady Tina

Prancano. who .ichieved her personal goal of

placing in the top ten by finishing tenth in

18 ?8 The four other scorers for the

Minutewomen were: Linda Welzel, 18th in

19:11; Julie Burke, 19th m 19:12; Tricia

Moores 23rd in 19:18; and Cathy Petrick,

37th m 19:51.

'We could have caught UNH if there

wasn't such a gap between our number four

and five runnersj' Welzel said. "Our top four

runners ran well, especially Tricia (Moores)

since she had been sick all week."

The Minutewomen will have the opportuni

ty for revenge when they tangle with Ver-

mont and New Hampshire on the Cata-

mounts' home course in Burlington this Fri-

day. Head Coach, Ken O'Brien knowingly

scheduled this meet a week in advance of

the Eastern Cross- Country Championships

which will be held on the same course.

Intramural notice
Late entries are now being excepted for intraneural volleyball in all

div.sions-men. women, and co-rec. Schedulinq cannot be guaranteed

and will be determined by the amount of late entries received. Important-

pleaM note that there is a ten dollar forfeit fee that must be payed at the

intramural office upon submitting a rost«r. •
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but tiu'ie caw L>e no excuses for their

ijtest conduct. It was d premeditated act of

purely selfish greed with no regard to those

who have supported them over the years

This year the Red Sox drew an alltime

attendance record with 2.2 million fans,

and in -the process took in nearly $35
million. On top of that is another $2.8

millior, revenue they receive from local TV
and radio Far more than any other team,

including media capitals New York and Los

Angeles. It was, "perhaps the most

profitable season for any franchise in the

history of the American League, " ac-

coiding to Will McDonough of the Boston

Globe.

Despite this and the fact Sox fans already

pay the second highest ticket price on the

average in the major leagues, they will be

increasing prices substantially (only the

Yankee prices are higher). Bleachers will

escalate to $3.00 for the upper benches and

$3.50 for the lower seats. Bleachers for the

first time will also be sold on a season ticket

basis.

Not long ago in 1977, they increased the

bleachers to $2.00. This was done to

supposedly offset Th« skyrocketing payroll

with the new long term contracts of Lynn,

Fisk, Burleson, and free agent Bill Cam-
pbell. Even at $2.00 the Red Sox bleacher

brigade was paying the highest price

around (the comfort of the Astrodome

costs only 50 cents. ).

As the new owners practically drowri in

their earnings, how can they possibly

justify their latest increase? Their com-

mittment to maintain the Yawkey tradition

was indeed short lived.
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"jven spreao to jvji n unlikely sources as

Cincinnati's Pete Rose. Rose and his agent

Puven Katz dismissed the team's offer of

^400,000 for the next season as a

reasonable starting point for negotiations."

This IS the same Rose wtio months ago in

the midst of a 44-game hitting streak

claimed, I'm very lucky. To do something

you love and get paid for it i? a real bonus I

would play tor nothing."

Back in Boston a man by the name of Jim

Rice completed probably the greatest

offensive year in a decade. He \^. not

demanding $400,000 In fact Rice received

$128,793 for his efforts this year, and will

receive $128. 793 again next season, as the

last year on his present contract. Players

such as Ron Blomberg and Bruce Bochte

make more, teamates such as George

Scott make a great deal more.

When asked about renegotiating his

contract Rice's agent, Tony Pennachis,

says simply "my client will honor the

remaining year of his contract. He signed it

in good faith and we intend to keep it that

way."

Just when you begin to lose faith in sports

there emerge figures such as Jim Rice and

hockey's Bobby Orr to restory your hope.

Injured during the past two seasons, Orr

has yet to cash a single paycheck out of the

$3 million salary that he and the

Blackhawks agreed upon when they signed

him two years ago. Orr considers it the

equivalent of stealing the team's money.

"I signed a contract to play hockey, " he

said. "I'm going to cash a check sometime,

taut not until we sit down and do a new

contract
"

Black Solidarity Day Is Coming IMov.2
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OUR VOICEIN THECOMMUNITY

Standing Up To
Fear In

Mississippi

B fo

By Jerry Tulsky

The center for the movement is Holly Springs, the largest
city and county seat of Marshall County. The town boasts
antebellum mansions set in northeast Mississippi's rolling hills

and national forest. At one corner of the town square a state
historical marker recalls the old cotton town's past as a
"center of social and cultural life." Today, most of the 6,000
residents are black and like many white residents-frustrated
by high unemployment and poverty. Per capita incime for

Holly Springs was $2,853 in 1975, less than half the national
average of $5,902. These economic frustrations, compounded
with what they consider unequal treatment at the hands of the
local white power structure have led blacks to organize in local

communities throughtout the region for jobs and equal
justice. Marches, rallies and boycotts are^ becoming com
monplace activities, spearheaded by a relatively new civil

rights organization called the United League.
Founded in 1966 by Alfred "Skip' Robinson, the United
League fights its battles both in the streets and in the cour-
troom. According to Robinson, the League is a "priestly,

militant, revolutionary organization " committed to winnine
employment, education and health opportunities for

Mississippi blacks. It has sponsored lawsuits challenging local

election laws, local officials' use of federal funds and inaction
on school desegregration matters. The complaints also in

elude police brutality and a series of murders of blacks in

which white suspects were arrested but never indicted or
tried.

Until recently, the organization remained little-known outside

the area. Its principal claim to frame was a boycott of Byhalia,

Mississippi, a town 10 miles from Holly Springs, fellowing the

1974 killing of a black man. Butler Young, Jr., by a part-time

policeman. Two grand juries refused to return indictments

against the officer, and the League, building on the

momentum of protests that resulted, filed lawsuits
challenging various discriminatory practices and began a

boycott of downtown stores. It also initiated a lawsuit against

the police officer on behalf on Young's mother that resulted in

an award of $15,000 in damages from an all-white jury. The
League is now appealing that verdict because, in the words of

League attorney Lewis Myers, "we think that's too small a

sum for the death of a 21-year-old man."
The United League is not the only group on the move these

days. The Hunger Coalition and Concerned Citizens Against

Police Brutality are behind protests in parts of north

Mississippi which the United League has not reached. Unlike

traditional forces such as the NAACP or SCLC, these groups

lack both fame and money. With membership coating just one
dollar, the League appeals to the poorest citizens and seeks its

strength from the masses, rather than from a hefty treasury.

"The League is better" off without a lot of money," says
Joseph Delaney, a black journalist from Oxford, Mississippi,

who has been active in League affairs. "Money just means
trouble."

Indeed, the NAACP has recently been cautious pending a

decision in its appeal of a $1.25 million state court judgment
against it for the association's 1968 boycott of white stores in

Port Gibson, Mississippi; meanwhile, the League leaps to the
forefront of such activities. "The League doesn't have that

kind of money to lose." says Henry Boyd, Jr., secretary of the
League. "Some of the blacks who once stood up and fought
for justice now are complacent," says Robinson. "They have
become part of the system. We are trying to awaken black

folks to this."
continued on page 2

Congratulations Herb !!!

Newly elected Student Co-President, Herb Tyson was
sworn in as Student Trustee in Boston on Friday October
20. The swearing in took place at the Massachusetts
Secretary of State's office. Herb is now the official student
representative to the Umass Trustees.

Congratulations Herb.

New Haven Crimes Unsolved

ck

J

Seven young black women have
been found murdered in New
Haven since 1976. The police have
yet to find any suspects.The
victims have ranged from a civic

minded volunteer to a drug ad-

dicted hooker. According to
police "there is nothing to

suggest that all of the killings have
been done by one person. No
pattern has emerged from the

deaths. Some of the victims were
stabbed, some strangled some
shot and there was one possible

overdose."
Even though the police

department sees no pattern in the

killings, the black community of

New Haven is not so sure.

Regardless of the specifics of the

murders, they perceive two
common threads which to them
are important. All of the women
were black (except for one Puerto

Rican)and all of the cases are

unsolved.

Blacks historically have not

trusted large white police
departments and when the
murder of a black goes unsolved,

the question of whether
authorities value black lives as
highly as those of whites
inevitably arises. Most of the

black community in New Haven
feels that if the victims had been
white, police would be working 24
hours a day on the case. In

response to the killings, blacks
have met, marched on police

headquarters, formed a street

patrol and organized a daylong
workshop on the case.

To help find the killers, the state
has posted rewards of up to

$20,000 for information on each
of the victims and police have
stepped up efforts to find the
killers.

Vukani Magubane
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Standing Up To
This past January, the League called for the ouster of

Marshall County Sheriff Kenneth Smitfi after a black man.
James Garrett, was found hanging in Smith's jail with
hands and feet bound. Smith called Garrett's death a
suicide Largely because of League efforts, the Marshall
County Board of Supervisors held a speacial hearing in
February m which witnesses detailed beatings in county
jails One woman said the jailer allowed a man to enter her
cell and rape her. As a result of the hearing, the supervisors
cut back the federal funds of Shenff Smith,
In March, United League officials wrote the area's US

attorney, HM. H M. Ray, complaining about his poor track
record in prosecuting civil rights violations and saying,
There is an air of hopelessness on the part of many black
citizens in north Mississippi concerning the attitude or
seeming attitude toward the vindication of their con-
stitutional rights as black American citizens, "

In a reply
letter, Ray denied that his office failed to prosecute civil
rights cases.

In April, one week before the annual pilgrimage of tourists
to Holly Spnngs' antebellum mansions, hundreds of blacks
turned out for a League sponsored "March for Justice."
The League has since held several more marches and has
threatened to picket downtown stores unless more blacks
were hired. Holly Spnngs merchants mindful of the
Leaguess success in nearby Byhalia, quickly formed a
committee to try to meet the League was still unwilling to
call off Its protests.

Recently, Robinson has sought to spread his gospel
outside of Marshall County, organizing marches in parts of
Tennessee and Alabama. He has announced a July protest
in Plains, Georgia. At a recent press conference in Holly
Spnngs Robinson declared that the League would be going

Everywhere one turned, pickup

trucks and cars bearing rifles

Ku Klux Kiansmen, some

wearing wiiite iioods, patrolled

the streets

"nationwide ' He already claims 50,000 members in the
organization, but Robinson has a reputation for con-

Rizzo Says Vote White

siderably inflating such figures.

The United League's rapid success gained a boost from
Its recent move into Tupelo, q town of 21,000 that serves
as the retail trading center for the northeast part of
Mississippi and that is widely known as the birthplace of
Elvis Presley. The Tennessee Valley Authority provides
cheap electncity for residents and industries, and Tupelo's
low-wage, non-unionied labor force has grown rapidly in
recent years. The town's per capita income jumped almost
58 persent between 1969 and 1975, from $2,859 to $4,515
Several multinational corporations, such as Rockwell
International and FMC, have set up shop in the area
The catalyst for Robinsons entry into Tupelo was an

incident involving Eugene Pasto, a Memphis man picked
up by Mississippi highway patrolmen in March, 1976 and
taken to the Tupelo police department on check forgery
charges. After questioning by police captains Dale Cruber
and Roy Sandefer, Pasto signed six confessions and six
forms waiving his constitutional rights. Last January a
federal judge awarded Pasto, who was by then serving
time in the federal penitentiary in Atlanta, $2 500 in his
lawsuit against the officers for beating the confessions out
of him.

Cruber, who received the "Officer of the Year " award in
1974, and Sandefer were both longtime veterans of the
Tupelo police force. Prisoners had frequently charged at
trails and in complaints to the FBI that the pair's success
came from beating confessions out of suspects. After the

continued on page 3

Will Mayor Frank Rizzo, known
for his intense antipathy toward
Black people, become mayor for

'i^e m Philadelphia?

He cenainly is trying. "Vote
white," he tells Philadelphians.
On Nov. 7, they will decide
whether or not to change the city
charter to allow Rizzo to seek a
third term m office.

But the proposed change has
been condemned by a wide range
of Black, Hispanic and other
progressive organizations and
individuals.

The 2-part change would okay a
third consecutive term for city
officials and would allow them to
run for public office without
resigning from their present post.

Rizzo did not announce his

support of the charter change
until Sept 11, when he an-
nounced that he would seek the
third term. He claimed that he had
to run to combat the detrimental

qualities of other candidates.
"They are more divisive than my
straight talk will ever be," he
asserted.

A former city police chief who
continues to maintain close ties to
the police department, Risso is

well known for his attacks or
Black people. In 1967, at a mass
demonstration to protest racism
in the Philadelphia public schools
and to demand Black studies,
Rizzo's cops brutally battered
children, men, and women.
Several years later, in a raid on
Black Panther Party offices, Rizzo
forced Panther members to strip
in the street. And most recently,
he gave the green light for the
police department's raid and
razing of the predominantly Black
back-to-nature group MOVE'S
communal home. The raid
followed months of continuous
harassment of MOVE members
and their neighbors.
Rampant police brutality in

Philadelphia has earned the city a

Some Girls
reputation as jne of the most
repressive in the country.

Community groups have joined
together to form the STOP Rizzo
Coalition, while the city's Black
political caucus has roundly
condemned the proposed
change. "We are opposed to the
charter change because we have
felt the pulse of the Black
community, which feels that the
Rizzo administration hasn't lived

up to its promises," city coun-
cilman Lucien Blackwell has
stated. "There have been so
many cases of police brutality

without any action and there have
been virtually no improvemtns in

the Black community."
The move has also
denounced by trade ur

church organizatic

Federation of St
Municipal Emf
recently pasi
blasting Rizzo't*

organized labOf" and "i

basic racist prejudlcas.

been

CHICAGOlThe head of Atlantic

Record Co. hopes to remove
lyrics from the Rolling Stones hit

song "Some Girls" that , ac-

cording to the Rev. Jesse
Jackson, degrades black women
and insults black people.

The song which includes
references to women of other

ethnic backgrounds, says "Black

women like to (expletive deleted)

all night long."

Atlantic chairman Ahmet
Ertegun said Priday he will

recommend deleting the lyrics

from future pressings of the

record because the Rev. Jackson,
director of PUSH- People United
to Save Humanity-dislikes them.
He also said he will try to set up a

meeting between Jackson and
Mick Jagger, leader of the Rolling

Stones, to discuss the lyrics. In

addition, he said he will meet with

other record industry officals to
try to set up guidelines to prevent
similar lyrics from being included
in future songs.

Jackson said the song is "a racial

insult " Secondly,* it degrades
black women and finally it is an
affront to decent people."

Ertrgun said Jagger told him the
song is supposed to be "funny,
sarcastic." But majority of
people, no matter what Jaggar
intended, do look upon thia as an
insult."

Ertegun said he heard the song
before it was released but added,
"We couldn't have stopped it

without losing the artist."

Another industry executive
noted the publicity generated by
the campaign against the song
will probably boost the sales of

the album.

Tommy Lee Mines Case Parallels Scottsboro Boys
Protests over the selection of an

all-white jury in the rape trail of
Black frame-up victim Tommy
Lee Hines led to the arrest Oct. 2
of two Black marchers and a
number of Ku Klux Klansmen in

Cullman, Ala.

Joseph Lowery and John
Nettles, national and state
leaders, respectively, of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC) were
arrested They were leading a
group of 60 Decatur, Ala..
residents who marched 30 miles
to Cullman in protest of the traiL

,

which began this week. The mov[|
represented a shift in action from
Decatur, where the frame-up has
prompted a long series of
protests According to R.B.
Cottonreader, the SCLC organizer
sent to Decatur, "a majority of
the Black people" there support
Hines

It all started on May 23, when
Tommy Lee Hines, a 25-year-old
Black man, was picked up by local
police after some homeowners
complained that he was loitering

in their neighborhood.
Within a matter of hours, Hines,
who is mentally retarded, had
graduated from loiterer to ac-
cused felon. He was charged with
the rape of two women earlier in

the year. That same evening, the
local police announced that Hines
had confessed to the charges.
And later, a third rape charge was
added to the list. The women
were all white.

People in Decatur who knew
Hines, according to Phildelphia

Inquirer reporter Susan Stranahan
who visited the city, were
astounded by the charges leveled
against Hines, They describes him
to her as "shy, polite and afraid of
the dark."

"I can just see a policeman
saying, 'Boy, you did it, didn"t
you,"" one resident speculated
about the confessions. ""And he'd
say, "Yes sir, yes sir."""

Hines' teachers at the North
Central Alabama Center for the
Developmentally Disabled told
Stranahan that the youth's mental
capacity and limited coordination

ipossible foL*
JCtioq|||||H

would have made it impossiblejc
him to plan the abduc
drive his victims' car to
scenes.

Hines' lawyer Henry Mims told
LNS that the description of the
attackers didn't fit Hines at all.

Hines is now charged with the
rapes, he said, because the
unsolved crimes had f.nerated
too much heat on local detec-
tives.

One of Mims' first actions on
taking Hines' case was to request
a change of venue, contending
forcefully that extensive pretrial
publicity in Decatur and sub
sequent protests would make it

impossible for Hines to get a fair

trail in Morgan Country. Sur-
prisingly, the judge agreed, and
ordered that the trail be held in

Cullman, the county seat of
Cullman County.
This was hardly reassuring to the

defense, though, since the town
of Cullman, they point out, may
be no better or even worse than
Decatur There are but 120 Blacks
among the town's 36,000

inhabitants. And all of them,
according to both Cottonreader
and Mims, live in a section of

town known as "the colony."
In opening testimony Oct. 3, 21-

year-old Rosemary Harris told the
jury that she knew that Hines was
the man who raped her even
though he had a garbage bag over
his head. Then she pointed to him
in the courtroom.
Since Hines' arrest, a movement

for his freedom has sprung up in

Decatur.

At a meeting attended by over 80
members of the Black community
the day after Hines' arrest was
announced, a decision was made
to seek outside help from the
SCLC.
During the 1930s, Decatur was

the site for a retrial of a case
involving the exact same charges
as those Hines is now facing.

The Scottsboro Boys, nine Black
men accused of raping two white
women, were brought to Decatur
for a retrail after the Supreme
Court threw out an earlier con-
victed on the grounds that no

Blacks had been allowed on the
jury. The nine were reconvicted in

Decatur, even though one of the
women stated that no rapes had
taked place.

Later, after appeals and
reversals, four of the nine were
acquitted. Five were convicted
and sentenced in 1936 and 1937.

Four of those remained in prison

until protests finally won thetr

freedom in 1946, and one died In

prison in 1962.

ling R was there to "give
support to the judicial system of

Decatur and Morgan County." A
July 15 Klan rally attracted about
1000 people; a second rally in

August attracted nearly 6000.
Fully robed, the Klan turned out in

force to confront the Oct. 2
protesters, and prevented them
from marching inside the city.
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federal courts decision in the Pasto case, more complaints
began reaching Tupelo's board of aldermen, along with
demands that the two be fired

The seven member board voted to suspend the officers
while Police Chief Ed Cnder investigated the matter
Crider, who is elected to his post, concluded that thp
officers had not committed a crime; he claimed to know of
DO other complaints involving the two and recommended
that they be reinstated. On February 24, 1978, the alder
men accepted Cnder's recommendation over the sole
dissenting vote of Boyce Grayson, the only black alder
man, who entered an unsuccessful motion that the officers
be fired

The city's action provoked an angry response from
Tupelo's blacks. The United League seized the opportunity
and stepped up efforts to organiee a Tupelo chapter.
Robinson lashed out at local black leaders who sought to
solve the problem through further meetings, exclaiming.
"You cant negotiate from a position of weakness "

In
early March, the United League began sponsoring a series
of marches, drawing 400 demonstrators at the first then
800 one week later While Tupelo's mayor, Clyde Whi'taker
called the Pasto incident a "'dead issue," the League
escalated its demands to include more jobs for blacks in
city government and local businesses The city made a last
ditch attempt to avoid ferring Cruber and Sandefer to the
fire department The League rejected the city's effort and
on Good Friday began a boycott of downtown stores.

n Mississipp

The May 6, showdown began .

United League members assem -

bled in a Black neighborhood

and silently made there way

toward town, led by men driving

pickup trucks with rifles

prominently displayed

The boycott was so successful that Lewis Myers Jr the
Leagues attorney says "White merchants from the'fwo
largest stores in Tupelo have personally come to me
pleading for an end ot pur boycott The black boycott of
whiieowned stores has not only had an economic effect
•t s causing an emotional breakdown in the white com-
munity."

The activity is unprecedented m Tupeio, which was
laruMlv f,vpassed 5. the-tumuh of racial battles over sc hob:

1 r :,Ht,on an^ vot-rSq nphts thar ftfped across

mt 3 whitt-

J Ky Mux Klan
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Silently made their way toward the center of town, led be
men driving pickup trucks, with rifles prominently
displayed in their rear windows. The demonstrators carried
anti Klan signs and were flanked by League scouts armed
with clubs, binoculars, and walkie talkies
Every policeman on Tupelo's 65 man force was on duty

that day; a helitopter hovered overhead and officals from
the US Justice Department, sent by the Attorney General
monitored th« situation. Everywhere one turned, pickup
trucks and cars bearing nfles and guns were obvious. Ku
Klux Klansmen, some wearing white hoods, patrolled the
streets threatening to make "citizens arrests" of the
demonstrators. In mid day, a Klan motorcade drove down
Mam Street while blacks, bearing anti Klan signs, watched
from the sidewalks

Nothing more than words were exchanged. But that night
a Klan rally and cross burning ceremony drew 300 people
who demanded the reinstatement of Cruber and Sandefer.
The two officers had announced two weeks earlier that
they were resigning their positions in the fire department
"with the hope that demonstrations by the United League
of north Mississippi be terminated." The United League
quickly rejected this suggestion.
The crowd at the Klan rally was vocal and emotional, and

participants frequently shouted racial slurs against blacks.
At one point, Cruber acknowledged the crowd's support
with a Nazi type salute. At the cross burning, Cruber tried
to pull the camera from the neck of Joseph Shapiro, a
reporter for the Memphis CommenaafAppea/ assigned to
the paper's Tupelo bureau. Another reporter stepped in
and broke up the trouble.

Several days after the events of May 6, Tupelo city of-
ficials passed a resolution asking both groups to leave town
and barring them from further use of the city facilities.
When each group continued its plans for another
showdown on June 10, the city passed an ordinance on
May 18 prohibiting demonstrations for 90 days

With the aid of North Mississippi Rural Legal Services, the
League promptly challenged the ordinance in federal
district court. At a heanng on the matter, city attorney Guy
Mitchell warned that a "holocaust" could occur if the city
could not forbid the demonstrations. The city paraded 25
witnesses, including all the aldermen, the police chief,
several newsmen and residents. Newsmen testified that
they had seen Klansmen at the May 6 demonstrations with
flame throwers, hand grenades and submachine guns City
officals spoke of a "highly inflammable" situation and said
that Tupelo was "permeated with fear." But US District
Judge Orma Smith struck down the ordinance as a
violation of the right to peaceful protest. It marked the third
time Judge Smith had ruled in a League, lawsuit based on
the First Amendment. In his two previous rulings. Smith
had ruled against the Leqgue and been reversed by the US
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. This time, as he read his
decicion before a packed courtroom. Smith quoted from
13Jawfjooks stacked on the bench in front of him. V.

.
Smfrl; i,,od thp citv to draft another ordinance that
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When fewer that'i 100 whites turned out for the Tupelr^
Klan s firsi r.,i \ 'm. ,!,.. fUfs blamed whit-- apathy"
which thf'v bHid could 'u,i the country Bu; throe wppks
later, than number wa;; trfpled when the Klan and the
Unite^; League ooth oemonsfated on May 6 in a dramatic
confrontation

The May 6 showdown began with a Klan press son-
ference at the local Ramada Inn By the time the League
march started, reporters from CBS, NBC, the Ne York
Times and the Los Angeles Times had arrived, onited
League membets assembled in a black neighborhood and

SHyit-; turn ann !)•.' . id .^agoi ..

Ohmes Repoiter^ who tned to nnotoijraph the incident
were told to stop, and one was pushed away When rh

Commercial-Appeal reTione^ . Shapiro, began to arque, '

was dragged to a waitng poli.-e van and tossed inside.

while the crowd cheered

Shapiro later described thp incident: "As the van drove
off, from the floor ' heard the driver gleefully radio
headquarters, "We got Shapiro.' Shapiro said police
complained of his earlier news reporting and advised him to

leave town. He was charged with conspiring to incite a not
and assaulting police and interfering with police. Ohmes
was charged with inciting a riot.

Reporters rushed to the police station to get more in

formation With them was Freddie Crawford, a black

Justice Department offical from Atlanta who stood in the
station's reception area and waited for police to let him
inside so he could talk to the major. A white man in his late
50s walked in and said to Crawford, "Well, look at that
goddamned nigger" Crawford, incensed, whipped around
and demanded, 'What did you say?" The white man, who
turned out to be H D. Cruber, father of one of the former
officers, moved through the reporters and began pulling on
the door, brushing up to Crawford and demanding to get
inside.

Crawford flung his fist at Cruber and threw his tape
recorder, which narrowly missed Cruber's head and flew
through the plate glass front window of the police station.
The two men grappled to the ground. As reporters moved
out of the way. police officers poured m through the door
and ovei a side counter. They first grabbed Crawford who
shouted What is the matter^ Won't you grab him
because he's white? Some police then grabbed Cruber.
and Crawford, flung off the officer holding him down and
grabbed him from behind A second Justice Department
offital grabbed another police officer, and for a moment
tt)e scene was frozen in an amazing standoff: two black
Justice Department officals holding two Tupelo
policemen, a third policeman holding Cruber, while
reporters stood by in disbelief. The officers confiscated a
length of chain from Cruber, and Crawford later said he
started the fight after he saw Cruber reach into his pocket
where the chain was. Cruber was charged with assault. On
a day that city officals had said would inevitably lead to
trouble, the only scuffles involved police.

OT^ Robinson 42-year old brickmason and building
Contractor, blends fiery rhetoric with preaching in

apeeches that have moved his audience to tears. He calls
on blacks to find their own leaders; and when he speaks of
having "found a cause worth dying for." a comparison to
Martin Luther King, Jr., seems inevitable. Since forming
the League, Robinson has at times sought local political
offices such as mayor and shenff, prompting cntics to
charge him with opportunism. Among those to accuse
Robinson of inflaming issues to grab headlines are Mayor
Sam Coopwood of Holly Spnngs and Clyde Whitaker of
Tupelo.

Some of the Blacks who once

stood up and fought for jus -

tice now are complacent. ..they

have become part of the system,

we are' try ing to awaken Black

fa^lks to /his.
.

•\ ..'"' ^

•ndeed, Rotainsc-
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Com men tar

Having spent four years

surrounded by the most reac

tionary ideas within the U Mass

student community, I feel I must

practice self criticism for not

having done enough to combat

these repressive elements For

this same reason, I believe that

the majority of Third World

students must also practice self

criticism. As the most abused

sector of this community, we
must take time to examine our

position of complacency precisely

at a time when the reactionary

elements are reinforcing and

strengthening their own
positions.

Historically, ours is the com-

munity that has been most vic-

timized by the administrative

levels of this university, the

student government, the judicial

system in the Valley, and specific

elements within the general

community We have been

physically abused, jailed, illegally

detained (at the University Store,

for examplel and suffer from

untold repressive measures.

When someone from our

community is attacked, for

example, the police never finds

the guilty party Yet when the

victim IS white, the police suc-

ceeds in finding a Third World

person as the criminal In the last

two years, we have seen how one

black woman has been killed and

another suffers bram damage as a

result of physical abuse (Both

were U Mass students i The

police have yet to find the

criminals, if they are at all at

tempting to look for them. On the

other hand, when it is a crime

against the white community, a

"thorough" investigation is made.

Although the evidence is often

contradictory and the cir

cumstances dubious, official

inquiries often result in finding a

Third World person as the guilty

party Remember Craeman
Get hers and the Advocate 2

U Mass administratHjn also uses

repressive measures to keep us 'in

plac e.' They recognize a clear lack

of organization and political

consciousness in our community .

Using this to their advantage,

they try and often succeed, to

win over the most aggressive

elements of our community, they

attempt to frustrate our efforts

and struggles.

Most Third World students

depend on some form of financial

aid to stay in school. Unjustified

financial aid cuts assure that the

number of Third World students

are reduced, or at least remain at

their present low number.

University officials admit that

these cutback tactics are not

necessarily legal but serve to

"avoid that the university become

a welfare state or organization."

(These words were originally used

by Ms Phyllis Foster, Assistant

Ombudsperson and backed by

Arthur Jackson, co-director of the

U Mass financial aid office.) Yet,

It IS the financial aid office itself

that firmly and officially

recommends (orders) Third World

students with dependents to

register with the Welfare

Department. Thereby,
threatening the students'

educational status Thai is, if the

Welfare department decides that

these individuals^ are eligible for

employment they must take a job

or risk l05«ng welfare benefits If

the students then decide that their

studies are more important, the

financial aid office will simply say

that financial aid funds have been

depleted This vicious and

repressive cycle initiated by the U

Mass administrators.

In the academic area, we find

that there are a minimum of

courses relevant to our condition

as an oppressed people. And,

when such a course does exist,

what IS taught is often a distortion

of our historical reality. (For

example visit the History

Department or take courses of

Latin American history.) These
courses are often taught by the
most reactionary professors. Any
student that dares challenge the
teacher's Divine Truths is assured
an "F."

There are many more examples

of abuse committed against the

Third World community.

Remember the burning of the

cross (KKK), harassment of Third

World women in the areas of the

fraternities, the Blue Wall in

cident, the Collegian, etc This is

not a new phenomena; abuses

have historically occurred again

and again The difference is that

while we used to fight back, we
now have a more complacent

attitude. We must reevaluate our

political position We have takerT

for granted the efforts, struggles

and sacrifices of those who forced

open the doors so that we amy

study he'e. Many have come to

the university under the illusion

that good ol' Uncle Sam brought

them here. The truth is that many

comrades shed blood so that we

could be here.

If we are to assure continuing

our education, combat the abuse

we suffer here and care about the

educational future of other

brothers and sisters, we must

surpass the efforts of those who
struggled before us. We must not

allow reactionary elements to

continue to take over and impose

their alien ideas upon our com-

munity Be this our first year or

our last year of study here at U
Mass, It IS our responsibil-ty to

combat reactionary elements,

ideas and tendencies.

. hasta la victoria

Eliseo Garcia

Jennifer Bayne: The major focus

for resolving the crisis is organiza-

tion. Students are disorganized.

But that's not alway's their fault.

There are alot of outside distrac-

tions, apathy,., problems with

identifying with other Blacks and

basically finding a role model that

they can look up to.

NUMMO NEWS. the voice of the Afro American

community of the University of fVlassacusetts at

Amherst, welcomes letters, comments and criticisms.

If you wish to contribute any material in accordance

with the best interests of the community, please submit

it to:

NUMMO NEWS

room 103 New Africa House

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

Or contact us at: telephone number 545 0061

Campus speaks
This past week Julian Bond

spoke on the crisis of Black youth

in America. As a Black youth,

what do you feel is the major crisis

facing you today and what do you
think you can do to solve them.

DEBBIE JONES: The major

crisis for me is getting an educa-

tion. I feel that 7have to work ex-

tra hard. I find that some of my
professors try to discourage me
from expanding my career goals.

They also tend to criticize me too

much. But maybe it's due to my
lack of preparation. None of the

White professors have encourag-

ed me in any way.

WALTER DENT:r/7e crisis of

Black youth is identifying what

they wantto be and how to

become it. They have to deal with

a high unemployment rate which

IS highest for young Black men.

Thai is the crisis-overcoming all

of these obstacles and finding out

that they can be what they want

to be.

{'(& s October 24, 1978

U.S. Navy Out of Vieques

The island of Vieques lies 10

miles southeast of Puerto Rico

and is a municipality of Puerto

Rico. Its size is 52 square mites,

equal to 33,000 acres. 26,000

acres were forcibly taken during

WW II by tfie U.S. Navy to

establish military bases for

bombing practice and other

military maneuvers.

Approximately 8,(X)0 people live

on Vieques in a crowded belt of

land in the middle of the island

surrounded by wire fences. Signs

are posted which read: "KEEP
OUT - WARNING RESTRICTED
AREA." Naval permits are needed

by the people to walk, swim, or

picnic on their own beaches.

Agriculture has been destroyed.

As many as 4,000 people at one

time have been driven from their

farm land with one day notice and

little or no compensation. Over

20,000 people have been forced to

relacate to the mainland of Puerto

Rico, the islands of St. Croix and

St. Thomas, and areas of the

eastern US Unemployment is

close to 70 per cent.

Since the Navy occupation of

the island in 1941, U.S. officials

have restricted access to waters

surrounding Vieques 'allowing'

the fishermen to earn their

livelihood when military programs

are not in operation in the area.

The island's potential for

economic development has been

stiffled. Recreation is practically

non-existent due to the lack of

available space. All activities

including church services,

classroom instruction, family life,

and sleep are constantly in-

terrupted by the noise created by

the explosions. Freedom is

restricted by the needs of the

U.S. military Their lives are

threatened by unexploded land

mines and live ammunition. The
bombing of the island has in-

creased in the past few years.

In a recent visit to Vieques in

July the Viequenese people told

us, "Before their arrival (U.S.

Navy) we used to make our living

through agriculture and fishing.

Today there is no agriculture and
it is practically impossible to do
any fishing at all."

What is the Navy doing on
Vieques?

Puerto Rico has always been

considered a KEY strategic

military possession, not only in

terms os the South Atlantic, but

also the Carribean and Latin

America. Both Vieques and
Roosevelt Roads Naval Base

(situated on Puerto Rico across

the bay from Vieques) are used as

training bases for the U.S.
Atlantic Fleet, target practice and
war games, all aspects of the

continuing U.S. Cold War
strategy. Military operations

include anti-submarine, anti-

aircraft, and amphibious exer-

cises. The eastern end of Vieques

is used for Naval gunfire, close air

support and oir-to-ground

exercises. All the military

maneuvers are conducted illegally

and arbitrarily by the U.S. Navy.

No written agreement has ever

been produced and recently

several lawsuits have been filed

against the U.S. Navy.

In recent months organized

resistance has formed and taken

action. Two groups in particular

have mobilized and created in-

creased awareness of the struggle

for Vieques; the Crusade to

Rescue the Lands and The
Fishermen's Association, both

from V'eques. Various meetings

with presentations have taken

place on Vieques, in Puerto Rico

and here in the U.S. Carlos

Zenon, president of the Fisher-

men's Association is presently

touring the U.S. discussing the

situation in Vieques. Several

times, flotilla of small fishing

boats blackaded the maneuvers of

the U.S. Navy and those of

several other NATO nations. On
March 30, 1978, 40 small boats

fishing in a 'Tournament of

Dignity " entered an area

restricted by the Navy. More
recently on July 1 - July 3, more
than 75 people on a 'reclamation

mission' entered a so-called

'restricted area,' set up camp and

planted crops.

The people of Vieques, joined by

a great majority of the people of

Puerto Rico, including trade

unions, student and church

DEMONSTRATION
OCTOBER 28,1978

Groton, Connecticut 1. P.M.
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Rt 12 North to lirtst traffic liglu

turn left on to Walker Hill Hd and

receive insiiuction» from mar-

shals

U.S. NAVY OUT
OF VIEQUES

organized by Puerto Rico
Solidarity Committee. (413)

584 3862

groups, political parties, are

rebelling against the destruction

of their island, and lives. The

unconditional demand is "U.S.

NAVY OUT OF VIEQUES."

The Puerto Rico Solidarity

Committee (PRSCi in support of

the just cause of the Viequenese

is calling for nationwide

mobilizations in the U.S. on

October 28 demanding that the

Navy get out of Vieques.

There will be a bus

leaving from the Amherst-

Northampton area on that day.

People interested in ride in-

formation, speakers and other

information about Vieques can

call 584-3862 or 586-3536.

Letters To The Editor

Letter To JitJimy Carter

PHYLLIS PRUITT:/ feel that
while I'm in here, I'm putting
everything in to my studies, with
no guarantee that when I get out
into society that I will get a wor-
thwhile job. Racism plays an im-
portant role in our society. Black
people are confronted with that
barrier and that is the major crisis

confronting educated Black youth
today. The only way we can
change this is to becomeunified
and get into the economic and
political mainstream of this

discriminatory society.

President Jimmy Carter

The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear President Carter:

We support you in your

adherence to the Anglo-Amencan
Plan for Rhodesia.

The moral and humanitarian

consquences at stake in a set-

tlement of the Rhodesian

situation are of profoundly greater

significance than whatever

political consideration may
surround the extraordinary visit of

Ian Smith to the Unied States.

During his visit, Ian Smith has

made numerous claims for the

internal settlement which have

been prominetly featured in the

news. We believe most
Americans would agree that the

internal settlement is inadequate

and unfair, if they knew the facts;

-that the minority of whites (3/ of

the population) are guaranteed 28

out of 100 seats in parliament and

enjoy veto power over key

decisions

-that the civil service and judiciary

will remain in white hands

-that the police and army will also

continue to be white controlled

-and, the agreement's fatal flaw,

that it does not include all parties

with vital interests for a set-

tlement.

The right of the American people

have every opportunity to be fully

informed is undeniable. For this

reason we feel it is essential to the

public's understanding of the

issues that you and other

members of your administration

launch a vigorous effort during

Ian Smith's visit to explain ex-

plicitly the compelling merit of the

Anglo-American Flan. Otherwise

the questionable quasi-

government sponsorship of the

visit by a self-appointed group of

senators is an alarming and

unchallenged effort to mold
biased and uninformed public

opinion.

We ask you to consider seriously

ways that you and other

spokespersons for your ad-

ministration might forcefully

articulate your views of the

inadequacies of the so-called

internal settlement and the

rationale for the Anglo-American

Plan during Ian Smith's visit. We
believe strong response by you is

essential so that Americans may
ponder the issues in their full

dimemsions.
Sincerely,

Louis W. Schneider

Black Solidarity Day Is Coming Nov.
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Standing Up To Fear In Mississippi
leaders should be for black folks " When Judge Smith

struck down the ordinance, he said one of the "major

issues" causing the city's problems was the "inability of

some people in charge of city affairs to accept the fact that

people can come in from out of town and take a leadership

role
'

'

Leadership is Robinson's strong suit, and he has almost

single handedly directed the League's effort. He drives

from city to city, trying to set up organizations with little to

offer other than personal support and the concept of unity.

As an emerging black lender, Ribinson is vulnerable to

politicians seeking support. One week before the

Mississippi Senatorial runoff, Robinson had to call a press

conference to explain why the campaign of Gov. Cliff

Finch had paid him ! 1,375 Indeed, while the League's

grassroots strength is one of its major assets, its lack of

money does have drawbacks The League had no office or

staff. It has, however, an important ally in North

Mississippi Rural Legal Services (NMRLS), a branch of the

federally funded legal services network governed by local

)mmunites. Robinson works out of the Holly Springs

fice of Legal Services, and Lewis Myers, Jr., director of

jation for NMRLS. serves as the League's attorney.

)al Services staff member Henry Boyd, Jr., is the

League's secretary.

Myer, a 30- year old Houston native, studied law at

Rutgers University He came to Mississippi six years ago
through an exchange program between the lav schools of

Ole Miss and Rutgers and decided to stay Myers .akes part

in the Leagues's weekend marches, files suits on its behalf

and represents it in negotiations over grievances with local

governments and businessmen The close relationship

rankles many public officials.

Recently Tupelo's aldermen, with only Grayson
dissenting, called for a federal incestigation of the ties

between the League and the Legal Services office. Myers

has recently received on offical notice from the Legal

Services Corporation's regional office in Atlanta that he is

under the program, based on complaints from the mayor

and board of aldermen of Tupelo and the local bar

association. Myers is charged with violating a section of

the Legal Services Act that prohibits the corporation's

lawyer from taking part in and encouraging public

demonstrations. Myers case will be the first prosecution

under this section of the act.

The impending investigation will not be the first for the

League. During the height of the 1974 Byhalia protest,

requests from Mississippi Senators James O Eastland and
John C Stennis prompted a similar probe. Because most
League members qualify financially for Legal Aid, Myers

The crowd at the rally was vocal

and emotional... and frequently

shouted racial slurs against

Blacks. At one point. Cruder

acknowledged the crowd s sup-

port with a Nazi type salute.

was cleared of any wrong-doing. Since then, the iederal

act has been rewritten.

"I think it is clear that some people would like to see me
stopped because they do not like my outspokeness,"
Myers said, "but I have First Amendment rights, too. Can
the (Legal Services) Corporation tell me that I can't spend
my weekends support!, ig a cause I believe in, supporting

the cause of my clients^"

With help from NMRLS, the League has won landmark
cases on voting rights, education and employment issues.

In Holly Springs, says Myers, the League won the right for

students at predominantly black Rust College to vote in

local elections. In 1970, the League blocked an attempt by

Holly Springs officials to redraw district lines wintout the

approval of the Justice Department in violation of a

federal voting rights law. The League also was able to

force the city to change from at-large elections to single

nioniber districts Befoore this, there were virtually no
black elected officals, says Myers. Now, blacks are

represented on the school board, the election commission

and the board of supervisois.

The League has not only won the right to vote for

thousands of blacks, says Myers, but has encouraged
them to register and to exercise that right. The League also

encouraged blacks to serve on juries.

The League pursues economic as well as political goals.

We've gotten more people around here jobs than

Mississippi Employment Service, " says Myers. "We are

willing to stand up against lawlessness as well, and black

people now look to the League when something happens."

But as the League grows in effectiveness, it draws in-

creasing intimidation and harassment. In Holly Springs, a

cross was burned at Robinson's church one day after a

march started from that building. A bottle filled with blue

spray paint, appparently fired from the tear-gas gun,

exploded into the home of League secretary Boyd. The
League responded with stepped-up security, including

patrols through Holly Springs' black neighborhoods' at

night. Now, when Robinson appears at rallies, two
bodyguards protect him. "We're nonviolent," he says,

"but our freedom has been jeopardized. If we have to walk

over a person, we'll do it."

League attorney Myers echoes this determination. "My
knees won't bend," he told a cheering crowd on June 10.

"If I have to die in this country, I want to die on my feet,

not on my knees. We have won the dignity of our people

back." This, Myers believes, may be the League's greatest

achievement: "If it's done nothing else, it has brought

black people together in a bond of solidarity and pride that

is unparalleded in this area. We are no longer afraid."

Public Service A.nnouncements

THANK YOU RICHARD

A loud thrust of

Laughter to educate

Routines that are

So mean

Different cultures

^ven scrBnm

-i ' •.ck of

"** 'OW rnus CdtiSb

Corner'^ » , 7.-,.^o,/»' '^ T- • '>j ,.

'A qen

To.- ,.^..r

'^iThi/.f^ \A/hiie you laugh

\augh while you^think

Routines to take us out

To observed the inner self

Ignorance was

Now wisdom s at hand

A knowledgeable lesson

Pryor to the Black man

Paul E. Zimmerman Jr..

South Hadley -October 25-28
Tne African American
Association of Mt. Holyoke
College is sponsoring its annual
fall Cultural Celebration, Llovd
Hogan, professor of economics at

Hampshire College will begin the
weeks mmi-activites with a 7:30
lecture on the "Economic Status
of Black Americans" An erudite

economist and mathematician.
Mr Hogan has developed several

unique theories concerning a third

world approach to the science of

economics ir addition to his

teaching positio'- ai Hamnshire

"The Prol)lems of Sexism and
Racism ' Dr. Carter is presently
director of the CCEBS program an
academic support services at the

U of Mass for minority students.
Her educational training has been
iri the areas of teacher education,
"v.Tiudtion and supervision. Her
(j-finitions of racism, sexism, dnd
•hoi; interelaftidness are sure to Dc
it'Ou'ilit provokinq

On Friflav : - 7 8:00 Th-

New f v^/ili perform at

the -a: nif.il

There will be' a second
annual Midnight Improvision

performed by Eno Washington
and special guest.

-' .Hconti annual M:dniqht :n)-

pro '/formed bv izno Washington
rin.' ;i'^-^t. The fjorformanee Will

.Vednesdav night from J2-

7

o C'ucK d m. Ill the Lumumba Hut. New
African House Ir will be in celebration of

the African New Yedr which passed on
Saturday 21, October This will be Eno's
only performance of the semester and it is

going to be a /am. Come check the brother

out.
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Rhodesian Raids
LUSAKA, Zambia (AP)

Rhodesian warplanes struck 90

miles into Zambia Thursday to

pound a black guerrilla base

within earshot of the capital.

Guerrilla leader Joshua Nkomo
said, "we have lost quite I few
people."

A day earlier Salisbury -troops

raided guerrilla camps in

Mozambique. There was no
comment from Mozambique.
Nkomo, head of the Zambia

based Zimbabwe African People's

Union said, "They have destroyed

almost every structure." He
suggested the bombs might have
been American made, although
the United States supports the

United Nations' total embargo
against Rhodesia.

Casualties were not revelaed,

but the road was lined with jeeps,

trucks and cars taking dead and

wounded to the capital of Lusaka

12 miles away.

In Salisbury, the Rhodesian

capital, the military command said

its forces had struck Nkomo,

s

main headquarters and that the

attackers were returning to their

bases.

A Rhodesian military spokesman
said the Zambian government was
warned in advance and told the

target was Nkomo's headquar-

ters.

Nkomo said the base was a

camp for the sick, the young and
refugees.

"The bombs were very powerful

and they don't make those bombs
in Salisbury," Nkomo said. "I

wonder whether Rhodesian Prime

Minister Ian Smith doesn't get

them from where he has gone
shopping," an apparent reference

to Smith's visit to the United

States.

Black smoke rose over the

Chikumbi Camp and ruins of

buildings were evident from the

camp's sealed gates.

Reporters were barred from the

camp by armed guerrillaa but said

most of the casaulties evacuated

were men of military age wearing

areen fatigues.

Their efforts increased after an

interim biracial government was
formed March 3.

Reports from the site said the 45

minute attack was by six jets and

about five helicopters.

The attack came the day after

Rhodesia announced the raid into

Mozambique to its east, the base
for Robert Mugabe's guerrillas.

Mugabe and Nkomo lead a loose

alliance called the Patriotic Front,

and have been trying to topple the

Salisbury government for six

years.

Nkomo said the camp was being

built by the United Nations and

Red Cross as a future home for

ZAPU cjildren. Tens of thousands

of black refugees have fled

Rhodesia to neighboring coun-

tries.

Western diplomats sources say

there are four ZAPU camps and

two refugee camps within 12

miles of Lusaka.

The raids came whik all four

members of Rhodesia's interim

government - Smith, Bishop Abel

Muzorewa, the Rev. Ndabaningi

Sithole and Chief Jeremiah Chirau

- were in Washington. They are

scheduled to meet Saturday with

State Department officials on the

subject of Rhodesian peace talks

that would include the guerrillas.

Look For

Skip Johnson

Of The United League

On Nov. 2, 1978

LUSAKA, Zambia-As host to

10,000 foreign guerrillas waging
liberation wars in two neighboring
countries, Zambia is paying a high
price for its principles. Not only
have innocent Zambian civilians

become victims of a war not their

own, but some critics are won-
dering if the foreign guerrillas or

the Zambian government
ultimately is in control of the
country's sounthern Africa policy.

The Zambia-supported forces of

the Southwest Africa People's

Organization (SWAPO) battling

South Africa in Namibia (formerly

Southwest Africa) number more
than 2,000. The other guerrilla

army in Zambia, Joshua Nkomo's
Zimabawe African People's Union
(ZAPU), which is fighting in

Rhodesia, has grown to a force of

8,000.

In an incident in late August, 12

Zambians were killed and more
were injured when South African

troops in Namibia's Caprivi Strip

shelled the town of Sesheke just

across the Zambian border. There
also were reported but un-
confirmed casualties among the

Zambian army. Furthermore, the

South Africans entered Zambia
3nd pursued retreating guerrillas

80 miles northward along the

Zambezi River for 24 hours.

SWAPO estimated its casualties

at "a few dozen dead," but South
African officials said that more
than 100 were killed. And the

South Africans reported nine of

their troops dead.

While justification for haboring
the SWAPO guerrillas is

unquestioned by the Zambians.

more and more civilians are

unwilling to pay the price in

human lives.

In Sesheke, SWAPO men
frequently mingle with the local

bar crowd, but the atmosphere is

more one of tolerance than of

welcome. One expatriot teacher

in Sesheke called SWAPO men
"undisciplined" and "a bloody

nuisance. They carry their

weapons around as if they were

acting in a wild West film."

Others complained that besides

endangering the population by

attracting reprisal raids, the

soldiers eat all the meat and maize

meal in the area.

The Sesheke villagers in the past

few years have become in-

creasingly causght up in the

border stand off between the

South Africans in the Caprivi Strip

of Namibia and the SWAPO
forces in Zambia. Last July, the

South African presence near

Katima Mulilo, only a mile across

the river from Sesheke, increased

considerably. The Zambia army
responded, much to the dismay of

the Sesheke villagers, by adding

ground-to-air missiles to its border

defenses at Sesheke.

Teachers at the town's

secondary school object

especially because the howitzers

were placed on a ridge above the

school. Later orw teacher said of

the fighting, "It was exactly what

they said would never happen,

and exactly what we said would

Zambia
Pays High Price For

Hosting Guerilla Arrriies
happen."
The incident began Tuesday

evening Aug. 22 when a SWAPO
rocket was fired from their base at

Katima Mulilo into a South
African mess hall, killing nine

men. About 1 a.m. Wednsday,
the South Africans bombarded
the SWAPO camp at Katima
Mulilo, and fire was exchanged
until 3 a.m. when SWAPO forces

retreated across the river into

Zambia.
During this initial fighting, ac-

cording to Sesheke teachers, the

Zambian guns were heard firing

from the ridge behind the school.

Later that morning, about 6:30,

the South Africans turned their

guns on Sesheke and bombarded
the ridge area with mortars for

almost three hours. A stray

mortar landed in a trench where
civilians were crowded and killed

10 people. Two other people were
killed trying to run to trenches.

At 9 a.m., the South Africans

addressed the Sesheke residents

by loudspeaker telling them to

evacuate because the bom-

While Justification for har-

boring the SWAPO
guerillas is unquestioned by
the Zambians, more and
more civilians are unwilling

to pay the price in human
lives.

bardment would resume in a few

hours. The villagers hastily

gathered belongings and fled,

many to Livingstone. After futher

shelling, the South Africans

moved through Katima Mulilo

then crossed the river to enter

Zambia and pursue the SWAPO
forces for the next 24 hours.

Catholic nuns who operate a

Sesheke hospital later returned to

aid casualties. They found the

stores emptied. By Friday, a small

detachment of the Zambian army

from Livingstone escorted a

teacher and a government official

into Sesheke to collect personal

property and assess damage; they

found SWAPO guerrillas living in

the school.

By Saturday, the nuns reported

that the town was calm, but

looting had begun because few

residents had yet returned. The

South Aficans, futhermore, were

warning by loudspeaker that if the

Zambian army, which had not yet

re-entered the town, did not hand

over the SWAPO guerrillas they

would shell the town again.

The Zambian and many o the

European teachers say they will

not return to Sesheke.
SWAPO has acknowledged that

its forces began the fighting- but

within the Caprivi Strip. Thus they

charged that the counter-attack

on their base across the Zambian
border was an unwarranted attack

on Zambia.

The Zambian press, the
Organization for African Unity

and other African governemnts
also have decried the attack on
Sesheke as unprovoked and a

violation of Zambian territory.

However, since the SWAPO
forces continually move back and
forth from Namibia to Zambia,
where the organization is con-

centrated, and since there were
reports that the Zambian army
contributed to the Katima Mulilo

battle, the charges are a fine

distinction.

The consequences on the civilian

popluation of hosting guerrilla

armies, however, has become a

political issue in Zambia. The total

number of SWAPO and ZAPU
troops equals that of the Zambian
army, and with Soviet backing the

guerrilla armies are better

equipped. The force of their

presence has prompted some
Zambians to re-examine the

consequences of their actions.

Elias Chipema, the chairman of

the Standard Bank of Zambia,

recently observed that in any

foreign power decision, the

liberation movements "must be

satisfied... They have firepower

sufficient to threaten our very

political stability."

The resentment and fear of the

alien armies' growing presence,

the dissatisfaction with the

closure of the Rhodesian border

and the dismal state of the

copper-dependant economy are

eroding the power of Zambia
President Kenneth Kaunda.
Recently he told a political

gathering, "If you open the

border (with Rhodesia) now, the

Patriotic Front would destroy it."

For a time it seemed that the

growing opposition would take on

Kaunda, who has almost in-

stitutional stature in the country

and on the continent, in this fall's

elections. Three challengers--

Harry Nkumbula, Robert Chiluwe

and Simon Kapwepwe- an-

nounced their desires to contest

Kaunda's nomination for a five-

year term at the one party's

general conference. But the

constitution was suddenly
changed to remove any possibility

of a challenge.

Despite this, opposition to

Kaunda-and the support of the

guerrilla armies-continues to

grow.

U.S. Mercenaries Hired

For Rhodesia

Some 300 U.S. mercenaries

have reportedly been recruited by

the Chicago-based Church of

Christian Liberty to fight

alongside Rhodesian troops

against guerrillas of the Zimbabwe

Patriotic Front.

One of the recruits, Vietnam war

veteran Giles Pace, told reporters

in London's Heathrow Airport

recently that 15 members of the

force were already in Rhodesia,

living with white families in the

eastern border region near Umtali.

Pace said he and his colleagues

would build on the site of the

church where British missionaries

were killed in June and "fly the

free Christian flag."

Pace told reporters that he he

and his troops had been ordered

by the Church of Christian Liberty

Ito "shoot any guerrillas on sight.
"
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Egyptologist Ignores African

Achievements
By Tony Crayton

Mount Holyoke College

sponsored a rare presentation of

one of the world's leading

Egyptologists, Cyril Aldred. As
keeper of the Department of Art

and Archaeology of the Royal

Scottish Museum in Edinburgh,

Aldred was quite prepared to give

a unique account of the culture,

craftsmanship and Art of the

Amarna period in Ancient Egypt.

The Armarna period (ap-

proximately 1410 1342 BC) was
one of the most fascinating times

in Egypt's long dynastic history.

Aldred's presentations were
designed as an introduction to

understanding the period that the

Tutankhamon exhibition, that is

touring the country, represents.

While under the Nixon ad-

ministration, then Secretary of

State, Henry Kissinger, signed an

agreement with Egypt's President

Sadat to send a good will tour of

55 pieces from the Tomb of

Tutankhamon to the United

States. The three-thousand year

old monarch's artifacts were

overwhelmingly received by more

than two million people in each

city that the exhibit appeared. It

will be displayed in New York's

Metropolitan Museum in

December as the last city in the

United States to receive one of

Afnca's most treasured art ob

jects.

Aldred's presentations
illustrated, in real life terms, the

iconography of the exquisite

panel details such as on Tut's

gilded thrown He pointed out

that the much discussed personal

treatment of the royalty's pnvate

life was more than a humanistic

treatment. He linked the pose and

style as consistent with the in-

tended worship of the god-king

and his equally divine wife,

Ankhesenamun.

Aldred's keen sense of art con-

vention pointed out the

fascinating change during this

period. In the two thousand year

tradition, the king and families

were always depicted as cold and

aloft while during the Amarna
period, it changed to a lively,

naturalistic image.

The techniques of gold casting

and moulding; the finely dressed

jewels of gold, inlaid with semi-

precious stones; and the first

known hindges on funerary boxes

all testifies to the high craft-

smanship of the period.

Despite the quality of knowledge

given to the awe-struck audience,

one inexcusable flaw was in

Aldred's presentation. This flaw is

not his alone to share. It is a

neglect that the touring exhibit

and european scholarship as a

whole is guilty of.

In every museum and university

in America and Europe, the

history of Ancient Egypt is

designated as a Near Eastern

culture. With no apology, white

scholars and their associates have

convinced the populace that the

indigenous people o* Ancient

Egypt were separate from African

achievements. They have

promulgated the theory that they

were either of the "Adamic"

white civilization, Asiatic im-

migrants, or the non-existent

Hamiticrace.

When I questioned Aldred on his

impressions of Cheikh Anta

Diop's Nations Negres et Culture

(1954), he replied he never heard

of It. This appears to me to be the

height of cultural arrogance.

Diop, the Director of the

radiocarbon laboratory at the

University of Dakar, Senegal, as

the first African in the world to

force a response from the Lily-

Affirmative Action

Hanover, N.H AP
The president of Dartmouth
College has conceded the Ivy

League school's affirmative action

program to promote minorities

and women to senior faculty

positions has been "diaap-
pointing"

John G. Kenneny, in a State of

the College address to the faculty,

said fewer women and minority

group members had been ap
pointed to tenured teaching posts
than he had hoped.
He announced that as an in-

centive to encourage the af-

firmative action program,
academic departments which
have met their goals in hiring

women and minorities will receive

"special consideration" for ad-

ditional tenured positions.

Kenneny also said he has
authorized the recruitment of a

small number of women and
minorities directly into tenured
positions to meet a "major in-

stitutional need "

Kenneny delivered his address

Mondav Oct. 9. A college

spokesman said that in 1972, the

college had adopted as an in-

formal goal that by 1982 20-to 25

of the tenured faculty in the Arts

and Science School would be

women, and ten would be
iminority group members The
spokesman said that out of 158

[tenured faculty last year, five

iwere women and four were
minority group members, in-

cluding two of the women.
Kenneny said an exceptionally

high attrition of women and

minority faculty members since

1972 had contributed to the

>inting results ofthe af-

Itive action program.

said he had received

t "anecdotal evidence" to

him that some male

members make women
I than totally welcome."

lany also warned that

>n allowing people to

beyond the age of 65 could

affirmative action programs
providing fewer opportunities

advancement to women and

lorities.

white world of Egyptology.

Cambridge University Press

published in 1970 "Papers in

African Prehistory" in which Dr.

Wyatt MacGaffey of Haverford

College attempted to refute

Diop's documentation. U.C.L.A.

History Department's Robert

Collins published "Problems in

African History" in which he

reprinted the responses of various

Egyptologists castigating Diop's

position. Collins reprinted

Ethnologist C.G. Seligman, ofthe

University of London, position

against Diop. A collegue of

Diop's, serving as the Director of

Archaeology of IFAN in Dakar,

also found himself compelled to

publish his comments. There was
an even longer list of emminent

Egyptologists whc found it

necessary to publif^h on Diop's

work Nations Negres et Culture.

How then could an author who
has published since 1949 on

Ancient Egypt, be unaware of

such a stormy and for Egyp-

tologists, embarassing book on

Ancient Egypt's origins? Despite

serious evidence to the contrary,

Egyptologists continue to ignore

Diop's Hansberry's, Jochanneris,

Williams, and Dubois', long and

invaluable contribution to this

scholarly dispute.

Euro-America and European

scholars have continually asserted

that the scientific approach
means that an objective ac-

counting of all pertinent facts is

mandatory. If this is the case, why
has Aldred avoided Afrikan

scholars for the past one hundred

years? To be sure, history is an

individually interpreted collation

of facts and specualtions

designed to present a certain

impression of events. The im-

pression Aldred adn his collegues

are attempting to show is that

Africans produced nothing

Read
Numtno

without European and Semitic

influence. To them, Africans

contributed a single stone to the

edifice of human knowledge
developed by non-African

cultures. A stone and no more.

In "Egypt to the End of the Old

Kingdom (19651, " Aldred states

that:

"The essentially African

character of the Early Predynastic

Period might have remained
sterile at this level, as it did ap-

parently in the Sudan, where a

Badarian type of culture persisted

for a much longer time, if it had

not been fertilized by contacts

with a different civilization coming

from Asia.

"

The Badarian culture was proven

undeniably to be of African stock.

However, the term African in the

language of Egyptologist con-

notes the Semitic berber and

Lybian people, not the so-called

"negro" element. In a study of

this kind the European school

states that Egypt is not African

because African is negro; yet

when it is clearly African, they say

African means hamitic and negro

means Sudan; then when the

relationships clearly prove of

Sudanic origin, they claim that

Sudanic is nilotic, thus hamitic,

thus Asiatic that was stimulated

by indo-european. The day is yet

to come when serious scholarship

is devoid of racist inuendo and

biased accounts that disregard

evidence in their own texts.

Such contradictions in evidence

are best illustrated by "one of the

most distinguished Egyptologists

E.A. Wallis Budge. In a general

text. The Mummy (1972) Budge

asserts that "there is no doubt

whatever he was a Caucasian." In

a more authoritative account

"Osirius and the Egyptian

Resurrection" (1973), a two
volume study on the most
significant and enduring religious

belief in Ancient Egypt, Budge
unexcusingly says:

"Everything that we know of

them proves that they possessed

all the characteristics of the

African race, and especially of

that portion of it which lived in

that ocean to ocean, right across

Africa, and is commonly known
as the Sudan, i.e., the country par

excellence of the Blacks.
"

Over ten other similar statements

claim the same thing: "Everything

that we know of them proves that

they possessed all the charac-

teristics of the African Race."

As recipients of university

training, not education, it is

apparent to m« that whatever we
are told must be swallowed with a

grain of salt. When our education

ceases to be a socialization

process and becomes objective

accounts, then and only then will

human achievements be known.

The great cultural achievements

of non-european peoples have

never been fairly treated in the

colleges and universities

throughout the country. The

purpose of higher education has

been to fill the professional slots

to bolster the profttt and control

the dissident population.

Engineers create better methods

to cheat the people; psychologists

and economists contrive methods

to employ subsistence trinkets

that dazzle against the public's

miseries; while administrators and

agencies send police to quell the

protests of the hungry poor.

Where is the end to it all! The

choices are before us; educate for

social change or social chaos.
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At 10AM
70 Stores Plus
20 Restamants
in our Park-Like

CAFE SQUARE
BfUTTLEBORO

^wtt»iGfif\ O

Oct 25
TENNIS STAR

BOBBY RIGGS
will be at our Ribboa-

Cutting at 9:30 A.M. and
will challenge Shoppers

and Local Celebrities

WED.-THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

3 TENNIS HUSTLES
A DAY.

We're easY
to get to!

RT.9INHADLEY BETWEEN
NORTHAMPTON & AMHERST
AT INTERSECTION OF RT. 116

If
Amherst

«Olat.

^
RT 9 AT INTEBSeCTION OF RT 11«

WrWttN MONTMMiPTOM • AMHCRl T

MALL HOURS: 10 A.M. TO 10 P.M., MONDAY thru SATURDAY
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dCPenney
Your new JCPenney is

Opening Wednesday,

November 8th,

in the Hampshire Mall.

Find exciting savings everywhere you look:

Fashions for the family

Cosmetics

Housev\/ares

Sporting goods

Home furnishings

Shop in person or by phone from our 1978 catalog.

Open your JCPenney charge

account now.

dCPenney
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70 Stores Plus

20 Restaurants
in our Park-Like

CAFE SQUARE
You'll love our beautiful CAFE SQUARE -with its Vic-

torian-era fountain splashing water over 15 sculptured

figures. 20 restaurants serving food from around the

world, and wrought-iron tables and chairs with colorful

vunbrella canopies spread throughout our Cafe Square

Park!

We've created a charming Tum-of-the-Century Town
Square for you and your family to relax in over a cup of

coffee or food from any of our restawants and eateries

lining Cafe Square.

Come and fall In love with Hampshire Mall and Cafe

Square this Wednesdayl
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Sports Dept. of Penny's View of Midway in typical K Mart

musicland is
Chart* It!

X.Z/QKI>^ compact stereo music

system with automatic record changer

•Slide rule tuning* Fm stereo indicator light

•Stereo headphone iack for private listening

•Slide controls for volume balance and tone

MODEL 365094

EvERyrhiNq A Music Store Should Be!

in dash
mini size

am/fim cassette

sale Reg. 89.95

MODEL 20309

POndSOniC .
ac/battery portable cassette

recorder with tone control and built in

microphone

• Built in condenser microphone for trouble free recording

•All push button operation •Auto stop mechanism •3-%" Speaker

MODEL 478

•Lighted tuning dial for easy selection

• Seperate tone and balance controls

•Locking fast fonward for quick and easy program location

'^-
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the^FCK
IS here.
You have arrived

and so have we.

Foxmoor is a shop

just for you, today 's

young woman.

We specialize in tops

and bottoms. And we carry

the latest jeans, coats, and
dresses in junior sizes;

as well as a full line of
accessories.

Come meet us . we were

made for each other!

Hampshire Mall, Tues., Oct. 24, 1 978 9

THE COMPLETE FASHION CENTER FOR MEN

Proudly announces the

opening of its first store

in the beautiful state

of Massachusetts, in:

Hampshire
Mall

Hampshire Mall

Wefeature with pride

famous brand quality

merchandise at

moderate prices. .

.

knowledgeable courteous

people to attend you

and expert fitting

OTHER LOCATIONS:
AVIATION MALL-CLIFTON COUNTRY MALL..COLONIE CENTER
LATHAM CIRCLE MALL..OAKDALE MALL..RUTLAND MALL
PYRAMID MALL (ITHACA)...PYRAMID MALL (SARATOGA SPRINGS)

CLIFFORD M. CLARK
TOBACCONIST

Our walk in humidor features

a full selection.

An exquisite array of

hand selected briars.

Tekcce.

Montecruz

H. Upmann
Ramone Allones

Flor De Orlando

Partagas

Macanudo
Te Amo
Carl Upmann

Schimmelpennlnck Montoya

Arturo Fuente, and others

Outstanding woods and leathers.

Gentlemen's games and gifts.

Clark

Dunhill

Stanwell

Caminetto

BaH

Peterson

Charatan

Barontini

Kriswili

The finest and most distinctive

selection in America

Also, tobaccos from

Alfred Dunhill, Charles Rattray,

Balkan Sobranie, and more.

Now in Hampshire Mall

Clifford M. Clark, Hampshire Mall, Hadley, Ma.

From around the world.

Properly humidifed for

discriminating connoisseurs.

ThornMcAn
GrandOpening
^7mVC M%J on all regularly priced

merchandise at the ThornMcAn store for women and
children and theThornMcAn store for men and boys,

October 26, 27and 28,Only at Hampshire Mall.
Back to regular prices October 30

Work and outdoor shoes

for men and boys

Dress shoes tor men
and boys

Jox sport athletic shoes

tor men and boys

Casual and dress

shoes for girls

Casual and dress

for women

Convenient Women's

Touch&Try
Department

All women's styles displayed by size. Spend as

much time as you like selecting your styles. Try

them on. When you're ready to decide well

answer any questions and check the fit. You'll

find the Thom McAn 'Touch & Try' concept a

delightfully convenient shoe shopping experience.

Thom McAn celebrates the srand opening of two Thom McAn
stores at Hampshire Mall. One store has a complete selection of

footwear and accessories for women and children and the other

for men and boys. During the grand opening period, you can save

10% on all regularly priced merchandise. So come on down, pick

the styles that suit you best, and save 10% during the grand opening

celebration.

HAMPSHIRE MAIL
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DISCOVER
AWHOLENEWWKY
10 SHOPFOR SIK)ES
Come to Hampshire Mall andjoin in the Grand Opening

Savings Celebration at Tagway Shoes. Sale ends November 4th.

Women s Leather Granny
'

boot with track sole

Reg Retail S39 99

Sale Price

$30.00

Girl s moc-toe boot

Sizes 12V2 4

Reg Retail $14 99

Sale Prtcc

$10.00

Wonnen s Fashion Boot

Reg Retail $29 99

Sale Price

$20.00

Women s Braided Strap

Sandal. Brown or Black

Reg Retail $17.99

Sale Price

$14.00

Women s Nu Buck ' step in

Reg Retail $17 99

Sale Price

$14.00

Women s Leather Sandal

with braid trim

Rei? Retail $15 99

Sale Price

$14.00

Tagway Shoes
Yoti just have to try them on.

Leather Handbag

Reg Retail $18 99

Sale Price

$14.00

Leather Handbag
wA>amboo design

Reg Retail $18.99

Sale Price

$14.00
Men's casual shoes,

sizes 6' 2- 12

Reg Retail $17 99

Sale Price

$14.00

Men's step m w/crepe sole.

sizes 6 ''2- 12

Reg Retail $25 99

Sale Price

$19.00

Big boys' leather oxford.

sizes 3 ''2 -6

Reg Retail $13.99

Sale Price

$10.00
Men s lugsole oxford.

sizes 6' 2- 12

Reg. Retail $27 99

Sale Price

$19.00

Free Flites

r Shir!

with purchase ol

Flitcs athletic footwear

Homp$hif»Moll. Tw«., Oct. 24, 1 978 11

BRATTLEBORO

^

GREENFliUO

KEENE WeieeasY
to get to!

RT.9INHADLEY BETWEEN
NORTHAMPTON & AMHERST
AT INTERSECTION OF RT. 116

ATHOL

TO
tMLLMMSSURO

HAYD£NVILL£ sMITH— COLLEQE
NORTHAMPTON

NO.
AMHERST

UMl^ • MWV^ OP

AMHERST COLLEOe,

SO. DEERFIELD

HADUSy AMHEf^

«T.9 .
Northampton

BROOKFIELO

4^ S

adtey
Amherst

9

J-
MT. HOLYWCE
COLLEGE

SO.
HAOLEY

RT. 9 AT INTERSECTION OF RT. 116
BETWEEN NORTHAMPTON 1 AMHERST

MALL HOURS: 10 A.M. TO 10 P.M., MONDAY thru SATURDAY

...fresh made and
kettle fried to

order, right

before your eyes,

just h'ke

Grandma
used to make.

AND
COME

VISIT THE

Welcome To Our New
Keepsake Diamond Center

Come to our new Keepsake Diamond Center for

the diamond of your life— a Keepsake engagement
diamond. . .registered permanently and guaranteed
forever for perfect clarity, fine white color and
precise cut that brings out its total brilliance. Let

our experts assist you in making your choice from
our complete collection of Keepsake diamond
engagement rings and superbly styled wedding
bands. Keepsake— there is no finer diamond ring.

Ifeepsake
Registered Diamond Rings

COOKIE
CONNECTION

NOW, AT Hampshire Mall

tMohCOu
Keepsake Diamond Center

WALTHAM-NORWOOD-WATERTOWN MALL

NOW, AT Hampshire Mall
VENTURA
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the best

in young men's
fashion

HAMPSHIRE MALL

YOUR>
t<N*^

I
PRINTS
IS HERE!

' 'v „'

^'f sTi^^'^ ^^'^^ difterent framed pictures, from the great
~ •' \\^ masters to gallery posters and limited editions.

in your choice of mat color and complete with frame
and glass. Our low-cost and fast custom framing
offers you a choice of silver, gold or colored metal

frames, and 30 different wood finishes. Its here!

its open! It's a whole new approach in quality graphics!

Just look at these Enchanted Prices!

8x10 7.95 2 for 13,00 11 x14 11.95 2 for 20.00

10x12 8.95 2fot 15.00 12x16 12.95 2 for 22.00

12x12 11.95 2 for 20.00 16x20 14.95 2 for 25.00

22 X 28. 24 X 24. dod 24 x 30 29 95

Prices include silver metal frame;

other frames available at a slight additional charge.

Comparable values on limited editions.

Hampshire Mall

South Maple Street

Near J. C. Penny's

586-0223num

UfSmGE

Mall Hours: Mcn.-Sat. 10:00am-1 0:00pm

Hampshire Moll, Tues . Oct 24, 1978 13

\

You don't have time to worry about getting the

wool pulled over your eyes at Amherst Audio. Ten

years ago we were one technician and a stereo

enthusiast. Now we're fifteen people and three

stores. We didn't get that way by pulling the wool

over our customers' eyes. We've done It with

quality products, our excellent service department

and competitive pricing.

To extend our tradition of customer service,

we're opening the fourth Amherst Audio in the

Hampshire Mall. It's a complete AudioA/ideo store

featuring audio by JVC, Marantz, Superscope,

Philips, RTR, Burhoe, Bozak, Thorens and Allison.

Our Video lines are represented by Advent, RCA,

Panasonic, Sony and JVC. We also offer

prepackaged audio systems starting at $199 to

help take the guess out of matching components

to each other and your budget. We have financing

available and a seven day money back or equip-

ment exchange guarantee, free delivery and in-

stallation in Hampshire and Franklin Counties and

the only complete Audio/Video service department

in Western Massachusetts.

So bring your records, your questions and your

ears to the newest addition to Amhersts

established AudioA/ideo outlet-you'll be able to

relax and find the equipment you want without

having to worry about the wool being pulled over

your eyes.

AMHiRST AUD
OPENING

OCTOBER 25th

HAMPSHIRE MALL

Free.

Your beautiful new face.

Today Merle Norman cordially invites you to Hnd your begt face free.

We will ^ve you a make-over like you have seen in the pages of your favorite

magazines Free. Yes, free. Merle Norman ha. one of the n^o't beautifully

programmed makeup and skincare collections in America. And both are

specifically matched to every woman's individual needs. A"d cost less
_

Let us teach you your face. Free. Now. its your turn to be beautiful.

mGRLE noRfTifln
The PlacT for i\w Custom tace

586-1879
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THERAGRAN M
HIGH POTENCY

ys VITAMINS
'^-» With Minerals

100 count

399
Our Regular 5 49

AIM
TOOTHPASTE

8 2 ounce

OQ
Our Regular 1.47

USTERINE

•VDMUJoS

-
•"* ore , , ou^'

USTERINE
ANTISEPTIC
MOUTHWASH

32 ounce

Our Regular 2 07

g-TiPS

DOUBLE TIPPED
COTTON SWABS

170 count

66
Our Regular 1.07

^

COLGATE
TOOTHBRUSH

Medium or Hard

5M
Our Regular 69' ea.

EFFERDENT
DENTURE
CLEANSER
TABLETS
96 count

Our Regular 2.59

CURAD
OUCHLESS
PLASTIC
BANDAGES
All one size

60'S, ^/4" strips

^99<F

Our Regular 1.15 ea.

ARM & HAMMER
BAKING
SODA

9

one pound

3 $1
Our Regular 47* ea.

TAMPAX
FEMININE
TAMPONS
Regular or Super

40 count

137
Our Regular 1.79

JOHNSON'S
BABY
POWDER

14 ounce

99
Our Regular 1.54

TYLENOL
TABLETS

100 count

][44
Our Regular 1.72

Consumer Value Stores

NOW IN

HAMPSHIRE
MALL

ROUTE 9, HADLEY
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

C\^SELLS

^i\ mm

OPEN:
HVION. THRU SAT
9:30 to 10

SUNDAYS
12 to 5

•Baby Products

•Candy & Gum

•Cigars & Tobacco

•Colognes

•Cosmetics

•Daily Newspapers

•Deodorants

•Feminine Hygiene

•Film & Flashcubes

•First Aid

•Foot Care

•Grooming Appliances

•Hair Color

•Health Aids

•Household Cleaners

•Magazines & Paperbacks

•Panty Hose

»Photo Finishing

•Picture Frames

•Russell Stover Chocolates

•School Supplies

•Shampoo

•Shaving Needs

•Skin Care

•Soda

•Toothpaste

•Toys

•Vitamins

CVS
«3l

33<foff
WITH THIS COUPON
ANYTHING EXCEPT
SALE. TOBACCO OR

OTHER COUPON
ITEMS

T^ Bales la« *whete applicable charged on req price

EXPIRES;10/29/78

o
I

"CvJ

.CO
I

-ill

CO
o
o

mm. ON* PIB
IK. I<)M(H !)« j< XJJO

\}^

/^^mm,m CVS

IVORY
OISHWASHING
LIQUiO
22 ounce

69
Sale Price Without
Coupon 83=

SAVE 14' MORE
WITH COUPON

Sales lai where applicable chaiged on a< price

._ EXPIRES: 10/29/78

CVS "^w^

fe^

ONI PIM
1 usiowin

WITH THIS COUPON
CVS

BOOK MATCHES
BOX OF 50 Our Regular 23
Sales la« whece JoolicaWe rharoed on rpg piice

EXPIRESJ0/29/7B .

^

-^

CVS

REVLON SPRAY COLOGNE

CHARLIE
'7 ounce

JONTUE
V4 ounce

'§

^

C- Sale Price Without
Coupon 2 89
SAVE 30' MORE
WITH COUPON

Sales lax where applicable chaiqed on ?89 price

EXPIRES;10/29/78
' OHI PI 1

I

ban
"Oil ._)N

BAN ROLL-ON
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
DEODORANT
All Types
2.5 ounce

Our Regular 1.97

KODAK COLOR
PRINT FILM

•CI 26-20
For instamatic cameras
•C 11 0-20

For pocket cameras

> ',smMUhCVS COUPON

^29 YOUR
CHOICE

Our Regular 1 63 ea.

crx!

UlQlS

1

v^^^^

^ ^

f

RAY-0-VAC
BATTERIES
General Purpose

Size D or 0, 2 pack

1^39i<p

Our Regular 67*

COLOR PRINT FILM

PROCESSING & PRINTING

UP TO ^3.00

WITH THIS COUPON
Receive up to .*3.00 off the regular price. If process-

ing is *3.00 or less, you receive FREE. If processing

is over »3.00. you pay only the difference. Coupon
must be turned in with film. Good on any color

print film. Sorry no. slides, movie or foreign film.

ONE PbR CUSTOMER

PLANTERS
DRY ROASTED
PEANUTS
Parly Pack

16 ounce

Our Regular 1.59

PLUMROSE
HAM

one pound

Our Regular 2.59

NkT
Easy

^0/

"\

SALE TUES.. OCTOBER 24th

THRU SUN.. OCTOBER 29th

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

OIL OF OLAY
MOISTURIZING
LOTION

4 ounce

Our Regular 3.79

CLAIROL
NICE 'N EASY
SHAMPOO-IN
HAIR COLOR
Assorted Shades

Our Regular 2.47

FABERGE
ORGANICS
SHAMPOO
Wheat Germ Oil &
Honey
Normal or Oily
15 ounce

Our Regular 1.59

JOHNSON'S
BABY
SHAMPOO

11 ounce

Our Regular 2.07

AGREE
CREME RINSE &
CONOITIONER
All Types
12 ounce

CVS
ENVELOPES

• lOO'S. Letter Size

•50'S, Legal Size

Our Regular 69* ea.

IRISH SPRING
SOAP
Regular

3.5 ounce

GLADE
SOLID AIR

FRESHENER
Assorted Scents

6 ounce

Our Regular 47' ea

COMET
CLEANSER

14 ounce

Our Regular 39' ea.

G.E.

SOFT WHITE
LIGHT BULBS
60 watts

Our Regular 67' ea.

GILLETTE TRAC II

SHAVING
CARTRIDGES

9 blades

Our Regular 2.33

BORKUM
RIFF

TOBACCO
1.5 ounce pouch

Assorted Flavors

Our Regular 59*
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What* the difference*«t^''^.;^?»i«ra|l
andexpensive brand"«>»«<*>**»«"'**»e«?

Girls' Stylish

Knee-Hi Boot
Infants' sizes 5-11

$11.99
Girls' sizes 12-4

$15.99
Growing girls' ^i/e'^

')"

$19.99
W:ne

Only the nrice!f

Come to our
GRANDOPENING

andcompare
FREE Jack and Jill

T-Shirt, Thermal Sox or

Mickey Mouse Shoe Bag!

With any shoe purchase.

Fancy Stitched

Western Leather Boot
Infants' sizes 5-8

$9.99
Children's sizes 8'/2-3

$16.99
Brown Suede Leather

Warm Lined Tie

Infants' sizes 5-8

$10.99
Children's sizes 8V2-4

$13.99
Growing girls' sizes 4-7

$15.99
Almond

Children's Sturdy
Leather Ankle Boot
Children's sizes 12' '2-3

$19.99
Wine

Rt. 9 At Intersection of Rt. 116
Between Northampton and Amherst

Mair Hour8« Mon.-Sat10:00am-10:00pm

Compare the quality. Jack & Jills are made with

the same special attention to detail as "brand name"
children's shoes costing as much as $25 The quality

craftsmanship, the nch leathers and suedes, are

every bit as good And every pair of Jack & Jill

shoes IS fully guaranteed against defects in work-
manship or matenals

Compare the styling. Jack and Jill has over 200
exating new looks for toddlers through pre-teens'

That means many more fine leather shoes and boots,

athletic casuals, rubber footwear, and slippers, than

you will find even m expensive "brand name"
children's shoe stores Many styles come in every

size range, too So. the smallest to the tallest can

find the same sensational styles at Jack and Jill

Compare the prices. At Jack & Jill you'll be
delighted at the tremendous savings on every pair of

shoes, and you'll still get the same excellent quality

you used to find only in expensive "brand name"
shoe stores

Compare the fit. Jack & Jill shoes com.e in a full

range of sizes and widths From infants size 1 to

growing girls size 7 and growing boys size 8 Selected
styles in extra widths, girls B.CD boys C.D.EE
At Jack & Jill, our expertly trained fitters won't let

your child wear our shoes unless they fit perfectly

Featuring A Complete Selection

Of Disney Pals" Footwear
©Walt Disney Productions

Disney Pals Suede
Leather Lined Ankle Boot
Infants' sizes 5-8

$13.99
Children's sizes 8'/2-3

$16.99
Brown

Girls' Weatherproof
lined Boot
Children's sizes 6-12

Misseys 13-3

$7.90
Blue

The Quality Choice At A Popular Price!
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Fine Nuts
and

Candies

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, Mass .

Kinney
singles out

A high dress boot for high fashion.

Now, at a new low price.

For a limited time only, we're lowering

the price from $29.99 to $24.90. Other

women's fashion boots on sale now, too.

Also on sale boots for girls, boys and

men.

Boots every member of the family will

love. Prices, too!

Women's High Fashion Boot

Regularly $29.99

*2m

Hampshire Moll, Tues. Oct. 24, 1978 H

/^RNGEL RECORDS
FOR PEfiFORfnnNCE AND ENGINEERIKC PERFECTIOK

The Great Anierican Shoe Store

The only thing booklovers in Hadley, Mass.

need now is more bookshelves.

A new Waldenbooks store is now open at Hampshire Mall.

Your new Waldenbcx)ks store has thousands of exciting books on everything

from gothic novels to golf to growing tomatoes. In hardback and paperback.

And a variety of price ranges. Browsing is encouraged. But if you need help,

a knowledgeable Waldenbooks salesperson will be there.They can even recom-

mend a suitable book on carpentry— then just look under "B" for bookshelves.

Waldenbooks

BIG ON EXPLOSIVE SONICS?

TRY THESE...
U«cn ScMmm. TOife «osl'opovich/B«rnst«in

Britlan Fmk SmIMwMM. mofi P'tvin

mv I Wtnin MartlM. Boult

Hitil thtPUMli Boult

Jonowi $»«»pN(*C*K*ftilrtl fo«/Pi«r«

umm liiAM*MilMvfiir«M Ltnchbary

MtM*c SyiN*)M|N« 1 lennsteoi

MmUM Tiinnin lf9>m '^«»'" 1?^''!')

Muwl tr«l*Wf N*. 41. iTHxe Kolo(nMmbl«

Ortt CmmtmUnm Prtvm

PMiMC C«wrti»»Or««.iwe Pttvin

PrtklMw NtaTDtTimto Muti (2 LPs)

MdMiMiMll Sptftmiin* 2 Tamirkanov

••Ml: Mm. mwe lUiaian

niiiliW ntm i" G«>(Wii

SaM^MMtyiMMmM* i "Or«M " Maninon

tkMkar CMCtrt* F« Uar I OrtiMMri

Sniomr Pi.-vm J
SkHUkMtck timftmiHi 5 devin

SlTMIt J FtfWM ttMit H Kjriiin

StnvHHkv Tht Flf«Mr«-CMi«Mi Oirni

Tehalktinkv C*#c1cctilttHM, nwe 8oun

TclMikwikv PIMW CwMrtt Mo 1

Guli«"« Pievin

TcMkMkf *«Mt t MM-OMflm, mori

Roslropovich

VNfkM »"»«» s»«p»Mnf »•. 1 "Sm."

] S-37256

:S-37159
I. S 37 142

: : S 37436
n S 36420

[Z S 36984

r.j S-374(IJ

nS37bO«
SB 3853

S 37W3
;s 37n?

:]S-37441
1 SB 38bl

aS-37120
S 37S20

ns 37438

_:S 37402

:;S 37112

VMftM IMtoM iimthiutM I. mort BouH

Vt»iW TktFtartMMM KotoEnMniM

WMMf Ortknkil MMk. M 1 K4(*|tn

WtfMi OrtkMim •$«.« 2 KJ'Mn

SFO-36806

D S 3728S

nS-37144
D S-36010
a S-37227

nS-37177

a S-37528

n SB-3739
r: s 36469

J S 37450

D S 37097
nS-37096

AND BROWSE THIS SEl£CTH)N OF THE

ANGEL CATALOG'S BEST RECORDINGS .

OPERA
Special Deluxe Sets:

Km C«wi CilUs G««l», Pittre
_ ^„. .„„

Co«np*e(3LPf»OSCLX3650

Hnl PMrtFUlHniThe) ColrulMS. Pi»r» ,,„,,„„
Com«)«ei2LPs)':SBLX-38i6

liNt IMMtMl TrMM Oonungo Catxuf Ru(M
Compl«l«(3LP»)C:SCLX-3e06

Ctlllim LmIH. Silli. GwXto; RuMUVPMMT ^Mmm
^^^^ ^J ^p^i D SCU 3846

G«(Mj. Boskovtky

CompWe (2 IPs) tJ SBLX-3863

TkM. Sills MiMcs Mu/d
Compile (3 LPs) GSCLX 3832

OHMMck UVkPirtsMM Ciespin. M«sp<f PUsson

Cofnpl«t«(2LPsi::SBLX3839

CampWeiZLPs).^ S8LX-3782

RmM Birtar •! $«««i (The) Sills GeddJ. M'"««e^^*'J"?«,
CompleleOLPs).-. SCLX 3761

tMMi R SitMM. Befirens Karaian(VNU.HNi*-
Compie1e|2LPs)nSBLX-3848

Vtr«; Ut* Utaiif Domingo. Muii

CompWe (3 LPs) SCLXM15

V««: U Trt»W». Stiis G«W» CocMto
.^ ,^ . „„

Cwnpieie (3 LPs) SCLX 3780

VMI II TrmlKt PrtM. K*>)afi
,

Complete (3 LPs) [j SCLX 3855

Vtr«l: MkMIi Milnes, Cossono Carrens RaKnondL Mul.

Complete (3 LPs) :r SCLX -3833

VirtI Wituici Manufluerra Scotto. Mutiftm •»««.. V
Complele(3LPs)"SCLX3850

V«r4l: 0M( VicMrs f rem Kataian ,
. ^, _ .., , ,,^

Complete (3 LPs) u SCLX-3809

General Opera Catalog:

Vicker LuOwiQ, Klemperor

Complete (3 LPs) nSCL 3625

HgfiM Callas Corelh Seralin

Complete (3 LPs) :PCL-361 5

Highlights ' S 35666

m*»m AMrtiChft* Co<eii. Stella Saniini

ComBielel3LPs)._ SCL 3645

Geuned Fml. Oe kjs Angetes Geflfla Cnnsioti Cluviens

Compiele (4 LPs) SOL 3622

Highlights ;.S- 35827

GeunM RenwetJuHet CofeHi Frem Lombard

Compiele (3 LPs) SCL-3734

Higniiqms ' S-36731

Tchaikovsky BaMSuHM Kurl;

HifiM Messiah SargerM

Sainl-Salni The Complati Piano Coflctrtes

Ciccolini

BKh: The Feut Sultat For Orchestra. Menuhm

The Art el Courtly Lovo Munrow

The Art ol Leopold Stokowki

Puccini La Bohlm* De los Angeles

BeNlni: La SennamtMila Caiias

Tchaikovsky Concerto No 1 .
Arrau

Frttz Wundertich-Lyrlc Toner

Dvorak "NeoWorM" Symphony G>uiini

Browse & ^ Select Your Favorites

Suggested List Price: $7.98 per LP

UkHr:TteM<ffT«WMt SMS Titus hMI
Highlignts

.

Ma«ca«M L'AweeFrlU From Pavaroni Gavatteni

Complete (2 IPs)::

Muwt DoaGMviMH Wxi^terSchwartkopi Ciulini

Complete (4 LPs)

.

Highlights

:

•tm M*|tcFMi|The) Gedlta Jano«>t: LuOwij

SchwaiJkopi Kiempefer Complete (3 LPs) ...

Hiohlighis

PucdM Ma«erM lutterttf De los Angeles Bioeflmg^

Complete (3 LPs) .-

Pvccwt La BekMM. Catias Di Stetano. Vono
Complete (2 LPs):

PtecM Teeca Caiias Bergonii Gobbi Pitire

Compiele 1 2 LPs) L.

Highlights
'

RietM Bwbet at SetriH (The) Siiis. Milnes. Levme
Highlights f:

llra«a*. R: Ow RaH«k*««llM Schwaizkopr Karatan

Complete (4 LPs) ::

Highlights

:

S 37500

SBL 3737

SOL 3605
: S 35642

SCL 3651

:S 36315

Santini

SCL 3604

: BL 3560

SBL 3655
': S 36326

: S-37237

SOL 3563

S 35645

Verll NTi Coreiii Simionato Schippofs

Complete (3 LPs) r: SCL 3653

Highlights l: S 36404

ARIA COLLECTIONS
Rriai-lrem TravtiU. Barber, more Sills

Arias-lreni Carmen. Trevaten Samson, more

0D'a/!sov3

Afiat-tron Wilkaro. Dutchman 8 Psrsltal

Fischef Dieskau

Artas-lrem BoMiM. Oltle. Siann* SchiccM. more

SchwariKopi Rescigno Gaiiiera

ArttsI Leveii'omMeaea Rigoletto Sonnambula.

morei Cjiias

Art ol Maria CaRiS I
tiom Louise Tosca I ( 2 LPs)

C*llai-La Oivina. Her Greatest Recordings. 1953-64

12 LPs)

Callis-The Uiireteaso4 Recortmu tram Sonnambula

Trovalore & Masked 9ai' 64 ll corsaro- 69

Great Ariai From Franch Opera (Irom Le Cid Carmen

Mignon morei Cailas Pfflre

Puccini Arias (trom Turandol Bulterlij La Rondme morei

Cabaiii Mackertas S367ii

Puccini Heroines iirom Manon Lescaul BohSme Tufandol

moiei Calias Setalin ^ 35195

VrOiAriasi'romLaForza Macbeth more) CabaHe

Guadagno S 36830

Verdi Heroines (trom Macbeth Nabucco morel _
Cailas Rescigno ^ S 35763

n S-37255

C S-37501

C S-37487

;: s 36434

;;S 36929

: SB 3696

SB 3841

55,

S-37557

S 35882

CHORAL
iMlkiveA M»M Sejmma. Giulmi (2 LPs)

lerkK Requiem fiemau* (2 LPS)

Blacli Sacre< tervtn lAvodath HakoOech)

Law'once Abcavanei

ntimt Gorman Re^eam karaian (2 LPS)

Clwrpenoer Te De«m « Ma|n«le»t Marnn*

llandel Meimti Kiempe'e< Comp«ete(3LPs) l

HioMiflhtS

Ma«ta«w«: Vespers. Munro* (2 LPs)

Meiart MassinC Mosei Haman Gedda

fische' Oieskau Jochum

dachmanineft Vespers Sveshnikov
•^''S''

Vordi Requiem Giuum (2 LPs)

VivaMi Gloria Iwtth MagnlRul) Berganza Muti

ORCHESTRAL
Alkwem A«a|ie iwith Pacheibei Canon)

Manmet
Retlheven SymphoflyMo 3'Ef*». Jochum

•edhevwt Symphtny Me S. Kiemperer

|«eUi««n SymphenyNo I Choral

Wempefot (ZLt^)

lerHei: HsreM in Italy Bernstein

Benie: Symphonie Fnitaitique Martinon

Brahms Four Symphoniej Jochum (4LPs)l

Chabner EtpaM. mo'e Man

Oebusiy La Mer. more Manmon

Ovefak 'Ne«Wert4 ka'aian

DveijV Symphony No T.Giulmi

GershwHi American m Parts. Previn

Glinki MuiK For Orchestra SvWianov

Gftii Grind Canyon SulM Grote

Handel Royil Fireworki Music Wackerras

Handel Water Music Mackenas

Lehar The Marry Widow Ballet Lanchbery

Liszt Hungarian Rhapsodies 1 . 4 8 6. BoskovSky

Liszt Huniarian Rhapiodiei 2. 3 8 S. more

BoSkOvSkV

Mondelsiohn A Mtdsiimmef Night s Dream Previn

Mozart Symphonies Mos 40 8 41 karaian

Meiart Symphony No 40 (with Piano Concerto 21

)

BarenDoii^ Diamst/cond

Muiiorgtky Music For Orchestra Svellanov

Pufcoli Birthday Odoi For Ouoen Mary Munro*

RKhmininott lilo ol the Dead, mo'e P'evm

Rachmaninott Symphony Ho 2. Prevm

Rachmantnpit Symphony Mo 3. P'evin

Ravel Bote'ro, "loie MaMmon

Ravel Diphnis 8 Chloe-Ballot Manmon

Respighi The Birds, more Mamner

J S 37061

i: SB 3836

^ SBM14

a S-37305
SB-3838

C S-37470

J SCL 3657

::: s 36324

: . SB 3837

- S 37283
;SRB4124
SBL 3649

S37415

Ij S-37309
SR-40260

S 37284

D SR-40163

DSR-40213
D S 37462

D S-37490

n S-37070

n S- 37099

:, S 35614

D S-37044
r:s-374io

Z S 35843

.:: SB 3577
~ S-37413
GS-37138
:SDC3845
:: S-37424

D S-37067
rz S-37437
": S-37270

SFO-36810

^ SR-40081

C S-36089
;:: s-37404

:: S-37532
Z S-37092

; S-37277

. S 37278

:. S-37268
^ S-36772

_ S 36814
" SR 40273

S 37251

S37158
S 36954

S 37266

S-37147

S-37148

Z S-37252

Rtotkr-Mrsakev tckekartzaM Rostrojwieli

RMrtwi FavwReMoMKe trom Student Prince

Desert Song more Dragon

Scrtrtw Universe Kondrashin

SkMtikevtck SymfiMnyN* * fi***

Skestakevlck Sympkii^ Ne S

M Shostakovich

Skastakevick SymplMRy No IS

M Shostakovicn

SIMM: Sy«»»lM«TNe. 4 Karaian

tlMw SymphenvNe 8 Karaian

Strsusi Wine Women 8 Se«|i Boskovsky

Seppe Overturn light Cavalry Poet & Peasant

more) Boskovsky

Tckatkevsky 1112 Overture more Karaian

Tcli«kevsky NuttrKker B*Re« Prevm

Complete (2 LPs I .. SB 3788

Suites 1 & 2 Z S-36990

Tckalkevsky $li SymphwUM/Miirtnd Rostropovich

(7LPs).. SGt-3847

Tck«k«*sky S«an Ljke-8alM Rozriflestvensky
_^ ^„^ , ^

Complete (3 LPs) 0:SRC-4106
Highlights L-'SR-401 37

Tchaikovsky SympbenyNe J PelM'Muti X-| 37496

Tchaikovsky SymphenyNe 5 Rozhoestvensky ..SR 40265

Tckalkevsky Symphony No 6 Karaian

Vaughan wilUamt GreeniMves BouH

Vaufhan WdHams Ptileral MusK. Boult

Vaughan WHHams StrMf Music Boult

Verdi Overturn i6l Muti

VIvaMi The Four Seasons. Perlman

Watdleutel Woltzei 8 Pelkas Bosi<ovsky

D«tMi:CaRiCa*Mni.more Rostropovich

Giu|in|

D««n«: PlMO Cwrnrte. Richter

BMmwk: VMIa Cetmrti Ne 1 .
Penman

6rtB| HMMCebcene Richtet Matacic

Heydn CfleCeMbneiMCaO Rostropovidi

Mezart Hera Ceacarlbo Brain Karaian

PtlMM VMhiCe«c«neNe. VPerlrrun Foster

RKbMMMlt PlMeC«K»rtaNe t. imore)

Weisstflbarg^ Kaiaian

RKkMiaMI: PUm Transcrwuem Ohlsson

Rt<r«|i:C«Ml«1e«eVan|Mez Norttero

Seba: PtpiM Music (Trms Gymnopedies. mom)

Ciccolini

Idwbirt 8 Flat Ptoae Seasla Berman

Sbbbkar ImprovlsatibM Shankai k4enuhin

Rampai

Vteuitempi VieMn Cencarte Ne 4 8 8 Prtman

Barenboim ^

VNa-LebM Mtmeprecoce Ortiz Ashkeruzy

COLLECTIONS
Vocal / Orchestral/ 1 nstrumental

G S 37457

D S-37239

D S-37445
G36899
S 37193

n 35092

"S 36836

: : S 36905

3 37219

Z S 37440

nS 36482

n S 37495

'J SFO- 37200

[: S 37484

G S 37439

ALimeNMNMMlC Marnner

iheRece

S36886
S 36799

C S36902
DS-37211
a S-37407

C S- 37053
n S-37208

Art ol the Kecerder Munrow

Aovergne SoMS De los Angeles

CbMSse* PMiM at LtM and the Sm Baker

Previn

Contemperary EHzabtMnn Concert. Munrow

Daydreams-Ptane Favertm Pennario

Duets For Two VieNns Penman. Zukerman

Duels wNb Spannh Guitar Almeida. Tern

n S-37443
(2LPs)CSB-3861

::S 36897

INSTRUMENTAL
(Kh Guitar Trinscriptlens Parkening •.

BKh Col»o Suites 6 1 Casals (3LPs)

Bach Italian Cto /French Ovorter*. Kipnis

Beethoven S Piano Concortn. more

WeissenDerg kaiaian

leetlMven Plane Concerto No 3. more

Richier Mull :;;

Beethoven Piano Concerto No 5 Giiels Szeii ^-

Boethovon Piano Sonatas Not 147 Richter -

Beethoven Tnplo Concerto Oisnakh Rostropovich

Richie' Karaian

Brahms Vtebn Concerto in OPsrimjn Giunri

Bruckner Symphony No 9 Giuiim

Chopm Plant Concerto No 1 Ohlsson

Maksymiuk

Chopin Piano Concerto Ne. 2. Ohlsson

Maksyrniuk , „ ^

ChepM The Romantic imciudes Etude in E Prelude in

1 1 more) Pennario

S-36041

CB3786
536096

(4 LPs) Z SO-3854

L": S-37512

S36031
S-37266

S36727
S37286
S37287

S 37179

S-37180

u S-37401

:: S-37263
r S-37303
: S-37406

Vol 1 : : s 36050

Vol 2 :.: S-3605t

vol 3 Z S-36076

Z S-36049

.: S-37308
l2LPs|;~SB2-38i0

Favorite Ctastlcs For Plane. Petmario

Imprnslens For FtoM Wilson

Inttrumenti ot Middle Agn. Munrow

In The Classic Style i Gu.iar works Dy Bach. \«eiss.

Tansman olhers) Pamening i - S-36019

MeMcverdI s Contemporaries. Munrow I S 37524

Music el the 38's. Menuhm. Grapi)eiii (violms) and ensemble

Album 1 Lady Be Good Nigh' and Day

Cheek to Cheek . more , ,
- SFO 3b968

Parkening Album (The) ( Music oyAlbemz Tarrega.

8 36088

Villa lobos Bach)

Pirkaning And The Guitar

Ptrlman Pliys Kiiotler Showpieces. M 1

Pleaiuroi oMho Court i^un'Ow

Ronaissancs Suite Muniow

Romantic Orchntral Music. Prevm

Srili Singt Victor Herbert ,

Spanich Virtuoso 'he. i Guitar worlcs by Tarrega.

Alb^ni; otheisi Romero

West Meets East, Al. 1 Menuhm Shankar

S- 36069

_ S-36053

nS 37171

Z S-36851

C S-37449

CS-37157
SFO37160

. S 35094

S 36418

CLASSICAL RECORDS &CASSETTES
FORTHE BUDGETMINDED
Choose trom this selection ot our all-time best-selling

Seraphim pertormances . . LP or cassette.
Suggested retail $4.98 each cassette/ $3.98 eacti LP

*^

4X3G-6011

4X3G-6056

4X3G6081
4)(2G-6085

4X3G6092
4X2G6094
4X2G6099

: 4X2G-6108

4XG-60020
4XG-60043
4XG-600i5

A Mozart Evening Davis - 4XG-60057

Chopin Concerto No 1 Poiimi 4XG-60066

BMthoven Concerts No 5 Gieseking Z 4XG-60069

Boalhovon Symphony No 9 Ciuytens Z 4XG-60079

Faun' Requiem Wiicocks .. 4XG-60096

Oebusiy Ibona Slokowski Z 4X0-60102

V By Vivaldi Aunacombe 4X6-60129

Ovoirak Concerto in B Minor Rostropovich ^4XG-60i36

Vordi* HomniOvorturis Giulihi ^4X6 60138

Vivildi ThoFour Soasoni Aunacombe g4XG-60144

The Boil ol Gilbert & Sullivan Sargenl l^ 4XG-60149

Berlioz Symphonio F)nlastii)uo Beecham ' 4XG-60165

Prokoliev Peter ind The Well Ku'tz 4XG-6017?

Gorthwin Rhapsody m Blue Peinano 4XG6[)i74

Hoist The Planets Sloko*sni

Tchjikovsljy The Nutcrackor-Surto. Boult

Ravel Bolero 'Jervaux

Bsrbirolli in Vienna

Music olDelius. Beecham

Iturbi Plays Favorite Chopin

RKhmaninolt Rhapsody on Thomo ol Piganlnl

Pennano

Copland Rodoo-Sulte living

Michael Ribm-ln Memoriam.

Handel Mostiah-Hlts Sargenl

Shoilakovich Symphony No 11 Slokowski

Stravinsky The Firebird— Suite Stokowski

, 4XG-60175

4XG-60176
. 4XG-60177

4XG 60184

: 4XG-60185

4XG-6018e

4XG-60195

. 4XG-60198

: 4XG-60199

: 4XG 60220

4XG-60228
4XG60229

Stekowski Ptayi Bach

Ortt CarminaBurana StokowsNi

Rachmininott Concerto Ne 2. Pennario

Chopin Eighteen WahZH. Ciccolini

Piano Music ol Debussy. Ciccolini

Bach Violin Concertos Menuhin'Ferras

Opera Ariai Oe >os Angeles

Brahmi Concerto In OMilsiein

Albinoni Adagio Aunacombe

Handel Water Music-Suite Sargem

R Strauss Also Sprach Zarathuiira Kemoe

Spainl Dragon

Rimsky-Korsakov LaCooOOr Steinberg

: 4XG-60235

4XG-60236

4XG-60237

4XG-60252
: 4XG-60253
: 4XG-60258

: 4XG 60262
4XG-60265

4XG-60271

4XG60276

4XG-60283

4XG^0290

4XG60293

SERAPHIM
OUR SPECIAL SALE PRICE:

$3.99
per Cassette

$2.99 per LP

Come in find Register For Free flngel Album Giveawaij

Hadley Massachusetts, Hampshire Mall
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WE'RE HERE!

Fletdier

with Everything from

Submarines to bagels

Hampshire Mall/Hadley

We're celebrating the

• 1 1 it I (Mjvrs^n 1

1

1*

of Shoes To Boot
WHERE SIZE IS NO PROBLEM'

YouVc got good reason to loin in the cele

bratbn . . we're the store that offers the

most contemporarv' fashion looks all m

your size! The selection is incredible, but,

most importantly, you'll love the way

Naturalizer shoes fit. That's why Natural

izer has come to be known as "the shoe

with the beautiful fit'" Stop in for some

personalized service and try us on for size'

NATURALIZER shoes

1

1 j.h hh II 1 1
:

iUI U^M md t

uu _
u
•

R 1
— -i d^HB^±=:

SHOES TO BOOT
I

HAMPSHIRE MALL. HADLEY. MA

GRAND
OPENING

Win a $500 JewelryWardrobe during
the Opening of a new Diamond Store

at Hampshire MalL
Register for the )cwelr\' Wardrobe or second prize, a $75

Baylor watch * Shop Zaics, America's Diamond Store since 1924.

a Diamond trio set 1-1 kdrdt gold. $700 e Dog Tag pendant, 1 diamond, yellow,

b Fashion nng, 14 karal gold, $M0 personalizing extra, til

c Diamond bndal set. 14 karat gold. $775 ( Ladies' 17-|ewel Baylor, yellow, $60

d Solitaire bndal set. 14 karat gold. $400 g Baylor automatic, 25 lewels, $135

Zaie* and Friends make wishes come tiye!

ZALES
The Diamond Store

•Nn pimhue nccpnari lust regislrr m nur new slurr Vuu nrtd not b» presrnl lo win llluilrations enldnced

Fall Knits
ALL THE RICH COLORS OF FALL

Stripes, Plaids, Ribs, Solids, Novelties and Pontes.

Great for pants, vests, suits and sportswear.

Machine wash - Tumble dry

100% Polyester

60" Wide

gfegf
values!

ORIGINALLY TO $3.98 A YARD

Lumberjack Plaids
KEEP WARM DURING THE FALL/WINTER SEASON

$077^ M YARD

Great for jackets, jumpers, skirts or robes.

Machine wash - Tumble dry

100% Cotton

45" Wide

REGULARLY $3.69 A YARD

Wool Suitings
PLAIDS, TWEEDS & SOLIDS

Coordinating fall/winter colors.

So many to select from.

100% Wool & Wool Blends.

59" Wide

$^99
YARD

SO-FRO FABRICS
®

"THE FABRIC STORE WITH STYLE'

Hampshire Moll, Tue$ . Oct. 24, 1 978 21

tROpiC
isle

STOP IN AND SIGN UP!
(10/25-10/28)

1st Prize - Red-Margined DRACAENA
Dragon Tree" in 10" pot Retail Value $25

2nd Prize - Beautiful Silk Flower Arrangement
Retail Value $19.50

Twelve 3rd prizes - Mini-hanging Plants

in Hand-made pottery Retaiivaiue$2 5o

Get-Aquainted SPECIALS Oct. 25-Oct. 28

BUHHY" i0J^-j

•V

EARS"

Cactus
4" pot

M.35

»»\«j

\-

Miniature
Hawaiian

Schefflera
in 4" pot

,^A

^
2-Quart POTTING SOIL 30'

"A Small-World of Exotic Plants" with planting and

growing aids, accessories and gifts.

CANDIES

GRAND

SPEaAL!
GOOD, OLD FASHIONED

Pucbe

$9^
jt^m The pound

LIMITED TIME ONLY

GRAND
OPEMNG

Great"X"...

America's

Precision Haircutters

HEX marks the spot where another Great "X" opens its

doors in the Hampshire Mall in Hadley. Great "X" is

dedicated to making you proud of your hair. We're high

on experience, excellence, and value. Come on down for

a shampoo, precision haircut, and blow-dry styling — for

only $10.00. Then tell your friends where you got your

"new look."

GREAT "X" — America's Precision Haircutters.

r" ^^p^^iSIT

PRECISIOM HAIRCUTTERS

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY. ..EVER!

HAMPSHIRE MALL
Hadley, Ma.

586-6182
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GNC General Nutrition Centers
p.'M:ll.U-li1:M ^^J!l^n,!li.M.I>l!ML'i|

HAMPSHIRE MALL. HADLEY, MASS.

Golden Harvest

GRANOU
•Apple Bran •High Fiber

•froteinola •Premier
•Premier Raisin Bran

• •

I

No Sugar ^|^
NoHoney^^

each

500 mg. 1500 mg.

$2^
1000 mg.^

$349n. <,f

.•so Tar.i'v Sij '^

$179
jso T^rit.-'". S4 ."

1000 mg.

$198

100 LU.
Ctptults

98c
.'SO S.'

200 LU.
Capsule*

$^49

400 LU.
Capsules

$^99

1000LU.
Capsules

S999
?f>C $'6 4'^.

We Slash900/
Prices ^V /<

OFF Manulafiturer'*

Retail Price on
Radiance,Plus
Thompson Products

Fructose

$295
lib

8-Grain

Chips

89?.

Miller's

Bran

43 lib

"ffran

Ctiips

7 oz.

Calilornia

Dates

$159
I 1 Mb

I00°o Natural

Instant

Energy

Barggo

Sun-Oried

Prunes

For

1 lb

$159

Uncooked

Honey

S119

Extra
long Grain

Brown
Rice

1 lb 59c

2 .02

lb.

Natural rirand

Toothpaste

99c,^'^^ 5 02

Natural
Brand

ZINC

10 mg
t»q $1 7i

QQc

Raw
Almonds

.
89c

<tg $1 09

LUOt WtlUn I AUSTARREDUONCFORMUU

LOSE FAT
»O0€it"S MttPiCu"! 'OU" "ff't -

Mfi»s»ouiosi 'M«T|iT«»wii(im -tc

\ 2-MONTH CCOO

Doctor-Tested. Clinically

Tested Diet

Program lets you
TAlCl OFF up to 6 lbs

A WEEK SAFELY -
AND HELPS ^
KEEP THAT . '

UNWANTED^
WEKiHTOFF
PERMANENTLY!

NOW IN INDIVIDUAL PACKS FOR
USE ANYWHERE CONVENIENCE

FAST WEIGHT LOSS

»98 SC49

VITAMIN A ' ACIOOPMILUS ALFALFA __
VITAMIN I IZ

500 meg25.000 1 U.

175«1
«201 100

DOLOMITE

11 GRAIN

$225
#763 250

6 minim

n79

«370 100

TABLETS

I5mg.

29c
#537 100

100 mqs

n 50

PAPAYA
Concentrate
^^ No Sugar
B| No Honey

MakesSqts.
of Delicious

Juice

»50 100 IB »2f.
I

VALUABLE GNC COUPON

Kelp Seasoning
Salt-Free

Great for Salads
2 25 02 Reg 69C

Free with any
GNC purchase

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

fr
VALUABLE GNC COUPON

Henna Shampoo
pH balanced

With pure Henna
eitract panlhenol.

)(ein

II EXP 10/28/78 II

and prof

Free trial size
with coupon and

^^ any $2 Oo purchase

Laa EXP.I0/28/7B mmS

Mega-One
A super-potency
Vitamin & Mineral

Supplement.

Compaie *i1h

.-of

Radiance
^ J^ggNutii'Meqa

& Save

s|225
120

PREVENTRON
America's Best Selling

Natural Multi-

Vitamin and
Mineral Formula

130- $3.95
{500 -$12.69
il000-S24>45

Hampshire Mall, Tues., Oct. 24, 1978 23

deyeu
believe in
rnaaic ?

COME IN AND ENTER TO WIN

A $100 MAGIC WARDROBE
NO PURCHASE NEEDED

IT'S ANOTHER

ma0ic clothes
\S) BANK AWt HICAHD ANO MAS f t Wl>i AHijfc

Hampshire Mall

Oronoe
vJuiiucP

OPENING
ATTHE

Hampshire Mall

GRAND OPENING!
THE PRECISION HAIRCUT COMES TO HADLEY.

CLOGS CLOGS
QlofDaughters of course

Ear Piercing Clinic
using the

steri-pak system

$5.90 including studs

PLUS

CDCC PEARL EARRINGS
r ITCC with surgical steel posts

THE PRECISION HAIRCUT EXPLAINED,

PRECISELY.

r?Hfe*ijs ^'

We Are Very Special . .

.

SHOES TO BOOT
HAMPSHIRE MALL, HADL£Y, MA

IN CAFE SQUARE

Because your head .is unique, the way
your hair grows is equally unique Really

quite different from every one else's

Precision haircutting is a technique for

cutting the hair in harmony with the way
it grows Your hair eventually grows out

but it doesn't lose its shape with a pre-

cision haircut Consequently your hair-

cut will look OS good after five days as

it does after five minutes And because
the hair falls naturally into place you

wont have to keep fussing with it Usually

a shake of the head does it.

At Command Performance we sham-

poo, precision-cut and blow dry your

hair for fourteen dollars, whether you're

a gal or a guy And no appointments

ore ever necessary
We also offer permanent waves, color-

ing, frosting and conditioning But we
really shine with precision And so will

you

^^^VvS-t;

Command Performance

., ..
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Hampshire Mall Project Team

Ah

Hampshire Mall, Tues., Oct. 24, 1978 2S

U.of Mass. Students....

EDWARD M. SHANAHAN. MONTY DANIELS,

Leasing Leasing

JOHN BARNHOLDT,
Office Manager

LARRY JARRETT.
Construction Mgr.

BRUCE A KENAN,
Partner-In-Chargf

MICHAEL COLARUSSO,
Construciion Mgr.

JOHN FRAJDA,
Construction Mgr.

DARIUS BAXTER.
Tenant Coordinator

RICHARD M. SCHULIAR,
Leasing Manager

ROSE SENEHI,
Marketing Director

• A • A •

TACO
UNDO

The finest Mexican foods

B.Inng your amigos

and sample our deli-

cious menu .

^Y^
WILLIAM MORRIS.
Management Dir.

fliSP^

^MJjJ^^^O Freebus Schedule

200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900

Sylvan
205
3 05
405
505
605
7 0S
SOS
90S

From University

Frat/Sor OrcttHM
2 10

3 10

4 10

5 10

6 10

7 10

8 10

, 910

213
3 13

413
5 13

6 13

7 13

813
913

SO.WMt
220
320
420
520
620
720
820
920

230
330
430
530
630
730
830
930

FrofTi HaitipthJre Mai q^^
KM SoJMMt FMTtrtg Ofcti H« Fnrty'Sor Sytvart CmOr
230 240 2 43 2 47

" ~"

3 47

4 47

5 47

6 47

330
430
530
630
730
830
930

340
440
540
640
740
840
940

2 43

3 43
4 43
5 43
6 43
7 43
8 43
9 43

747
8 47

9 47

250
350
450
550
650
750
850
950

255
3 55

4 55

5 55

6 55

7 55

8 55

9 55

300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

Extra runs batiMMn noon and 2 PM on SMjfdaya.

take Annie Hauler to themall& back!

ANNE M. KELLEHER,
Center Manager

SUSAN CAMPANY,
Promotion Dir.

TIM HILL,
Center Superintendent

k

Distinctive wood writing instruments

. . . among the finest in the worid

!

I-'inc, c\.)tu w.iiid^ iniportcd tVoni throughout the uorkl tn.ike Hallmark uritnig

iiistiumcnts [in/ed pcrvinal p(is>cssionN, Kach tcatures hcautitui gr.iin .iiid a tliwless

finish. (.i\c a handsome, unujuc gitt t'roin the Hallmark Kvcaitnc limber line.

Availalile in walnut, uctif^c. o>rdi,i, rosewood, tuiipwiKKi and leak.

$30.00 the set, $15.00 MMule, $20.00 the M.ft t>p pen.

•

'yliu EVENSOIM'S
^^7 HALLMARK CARDS i GIFTS

Hampshire Mali
''"* ll.illn-i.irk C.ir.is, hu

ATBEE IS IKTW in

Hampshire Mall

• Tricks • Illusions

• Clown Supplies • Juggling Supplies
• Theatrical Costgming
• Theatrical Makeup

• Jokes, Tricks

Across the Aisle from K Mart

Hampshire IVIall, Hadley, iVIa.

GRAND OPENING
KATBEE YOT<^HOBBY

>

We have a fantastic
selection of

• toys •dolls • games •

hobby supplies•models*

Kay*Bec*s fun philosophy
We believe a toy and hobby shop should be bursting at

the seams with merchandise, twckgammon to baseball:

beads to baby doll buggies. More, when you're looking

for something special, you ought to have lots to choose

from. And finally, we believe in having expert personnel

around to advise, help and serve you. In short, we believe

in taking your fun seriously. That's our fun philosophy.

That's how we put )oy back into toy shopping.

'S.^ • ^^

loy U Hol»Vy $li#^$»Welake your fui* seriously.

Hampshire Mall and other major shopping centers.
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The Bobby Riggs Tennis Hustle

October 25 thru October 28

:^^U

Bobby Riggs, the inimitable hustler of sports will

be at Hampshire Mall during our Grand Opening

Celebration. Bobby — for the fun of it. will

challenge or can be challenged by anyone, to do

anything: How about playing one-handed ping-

pong with a coke bottle for a paddle? The two-

time U.S. Open Tennis champion will be on

hand at Hampshire Mall October 25-28 to do his

thing in back-ball tennis, ping pong and basket-

ball.

Bobby makes his grand entrance at our Grand

Opening on the Mallfreebus at 9:30 A.M.,

Wednesday, October 25.

CAN BOBBY RIGGS BE DEFEATED?
See for yourself as "Mr. Do-it-all" challenges area pros, per-

sonalities and shoppers in back-tennis, ping-pong and basket-

ball.

Si

Wed , Oct. 25: 9:30 a.m.: Bobby arrives on Mallfreebus.

4:00 p.m.: The local tennis pros take up the

challenge.

7:30 p.m.: T.V., radio & newspaper per-

sonalities try to out-shuffle the King of the

Hustle.

Thur.. Oct. 26: 11:00 a.m.: Audience Participation. ^ ^ .^

4:00 p.m.. University of Massachusetts Freebusriders

get to take a crack at Bobby.

7:30 p.m.: Town of Hadley officials come out

for some sporting fun.

Fri., Oct. 27: 11 00 a.m.: Mt. Holyoke College responds to

this self-proclaimed "Male-Chauvanist Pig."

4:00 p.m.: Hampshire College Frisbee Team

try to beat Bobby — at his game.

7-30 p.m.: Sorority, fraternity & intramural

sportsters from the University of

Massachusetts.

Sat Oct. 28: Noon: Amherst College Tennis Team.

200 p.m.: Smith College — one more fight for

the "MCP"
7:30 p.m.: Audience Participation.

HAMPSHIRE MALL
ROUTE 9 - HADLEY
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70 SloresirShops,&
with 20 Restaurants in

• Pius Ccife Square
a parlc-lilce setting.

KMART

73

JCPENNEY

24

23 Anderson-Little

85 Anna's Fried Dough
97 American Multi Cinema
31 Amherst Audio

B 86 Baskin-Robbins

69 Belgian Fudge

C 13 Casual Corner
11 Chess King

84 Cookie Connection

47 Cima Contemporary Sportswear

30 Cohen Fashion Optical

72 Command Performance

92 Craftsmen's Creations

62 CVS Drugs

63 Deb Shop
79 Designs of Hadley

78 Dorothy Dodd
89 Dream Machine
49 DSB

E 40 Enchanted Prints

21 Evenson's Card Shop

F 58 Fanny Farmer Candy
50 Fields Hosiery

83 Fletcher's Deli

12 Foxmoor
10 Friendly Ice Cream

Q 28
37

General Nutrition Center
Great Expectations

H 51

64
Hampshire Mall Tobacco
Helen Gallagher Gifts

J 3
15

95
56

Jake's of Hadley
Jack & Jill

Jo-Ann's Nut House
Jonathan Reid

K 53
80
66
14

73

Kay Jewelers
Kay-Bee Toy & Hobby
Kinney Shoes
Knot Just Beads
KMart

L 94 Leventhal Jewelry

M 36
18
54
65
19

55

M & M Research
Marcou's Keepsake Jewelers
Merle Norman Cosmetics
Musicland
Music Unlimited

My Store for Levi's

9 Orange Julius

P 27 Park Place

48 Pavillion

24 J.C. Penney
93 Perfect Pretzel

41 Photo-King

s 67 Schatz Stationery

96 Security Headquarters

46 Shoes to Boot

75 So Fro Fabrics

52 Steiger's

22 Stuart's

T 6 Taco Lindo

81 Tagway Shoes
43 Thom McAn, Family

20 Thom McAn, Men's

68 Three Ring Circus

16 Tiffany Bakery

29 Tropic Isle

97 Tan Your Hide

U 59 Upstage
26 Upstate Music

w 44 Walden Books
77 Ware House
45 Weathervane

z 39 Zaie Jewelers

Route 9 in Hadley, at the junction of Route 116. Between Amherst & Northampton.

Carterseeks supportofanti-inflation pian
United Press International

W>4S/VWG70/V- Acknowledging he has
failed to control inflation, President Carter

yesterday asked Americans to enter a

period of "national austerity" by
cooperating with a new campaign aimed at

a voluntary reduction in both wage
demands and prices.

The new program, which Carter described

as "tough" and "fair", vii! not end infla-

tion, he said. "It simply improves our

chances of making it better rather than
worse."
The central goal of the program is to

reduce the basic inflation rate to 6 to 6.5

percent next year from the expected 8 per-

cent level of 1978, he said.

Carter said he "rejected" the option of

mandatory wage-price controls because
they are unworkable.

The only surprise in the plan was Carter's

intention to seek an "insurance policy" in

the form of a tax rebate for workers who
cooperate.

Carter's plan has already run into stiff op-
position from business leaders and organiz-

ed labor who contend it will fail. Frank Fitz-

simmons, whose Teamsters Union's
negotiations with the trucking industry ap-

pears one of the first major tests of the
plan, has already criticized it.

In a televised and broadcast address just

two weeks before the national elections.

Carter said the federal government would
play its role in the drive by holding down
spending, slashing the budget deficit and
reducing the number of federal employees.
He asked workers to limit their wage gains

to 7 percent next year and companies to

reduce prices by 0.5 percent from the

1976-77 average.
The president said he has instituted a

tough monitoring program to check for

violators and that the government was
prepared to use certain sanctions to punish
those who don't cooperate.

Carter promised to ask Congress in

January to pass legislation which would of-

fer financial reward to workers who abide

by the administration's wage "standard" of

7 percent if inflation goes above that level.

"There is no single solution for inflation,"

Carter said. "We have tried to control it,

but we have not been successful."

"We must face a time of national austeri-

ty," Carter said. "Hard choices are

necessary if we want to avoid conse-
quences that are even worse."
Carter said the wage-price standards will

affect everyone. "As far as I am concern-

ed," the president said, "every busings,
every union, every professional group,
every individual in this country has no ex-

cuse not to adhere to these standards.
"If we meet these standards, the real buy-

ing power of your paycheck will rise."

Under his plan, the government would
reserve the option of relaxing import
restrictions, which could cause financial in-

jury to companies that violate the stan-

dards.

And Carter pledged the government to do
its part in slowing inflation by restricting

federal spending and narrowing the budget
deficit-possibly to below $30 billion in fiscal

1980.

Carter acknowledged he does "not have
all the answers" to solving inflation-that

"nobody does."
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Area tenants
protest bills
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

The Colonial Village Tenants Union has given Western Mass. Electric Co.

forms from 96 tenants stating they do not intend to pay their September elec-

tric bills because the bills are inaccurate.

The union claims a number of electric units for which the landlord is respon-

sible are actually connected to tenant's meters.

Under Article II of the state sanitation codes, the landlord is responsible for

electricity used in common areas such as hallways and laundry rooms.

The union also claims tenants were billed for electricity they were told was
free.

Both WMECO and Colonial Village owner Alan Cohn verified the first charge

and denied the second.

The dispute arises from the summer-time conversion of Colonial Village from

a bulk consumer operation, in which WMECO bills the landlord, to invidiual

consumer operation, in which WMECO bills tenants. The conversion required

some rewiring and installing of meters for each apartment.

According to Cohn, when it become apparent WMECO would not have the

rewiring done by Aug. 30, "I told them (the tenants), they wouldn't have to

pay the first week's electricity."

After completing the job on Sept. 7, WMECO personnel were to inspect the

meters and wiring and set the meters on zero.

"It's fraudulent to say they were set on zero on the 7th," said union member
Carol MacColl. We checked the meter, it was running. It wasn't turned back

and there was nothing on the bill to indicate we were paying for electricity

before the 7th."

Klein disagreed. "All new tested meters registered zero, " he said.

"We dkJ discover some (hall) lights on tenant's meters. On September 8, we
met with the owner and advised him of this. He said he'd take corrective ac-

tion and make the necessary adjustments," Klein said.

Cohn added, "We've had electricians working since then finding which cir-

cuits the lights were on."
AM parties disagreed on a proper solution to the dispute. The electric com-

pany has 10 days to respond to the tenants' complaint. If the complainant

does not receive a satisfactory response, they can request a hearing before

the Department of Public Utilities.

"Since both (Cohn and WMECO) knew about the faulty wiring, they should

pick up the tab because of their negligence," said MacColl. She said she

thought the question of faulty wiring, as well as the dispute over when the

meters were turned on would be resolved by the appeal board of the DPU.

"I don't think it would require a hearing before the DPU," said Klein, "Cohn

repeatedly stated he'd make the adjustments."

Cohn said he does not think tenants are being over-billed. By his own
calculators based on a WEMCO formula, Cohn said the 40 watt bulb uses

75-cents worth of electricity in one month.

"Any apartment found with a hall lightbulb wired in to its circuit might get

credit for 75 cents, but the week of free electricity I gave them more than

balances this out," he said.

Inside

Weather- Mostly Sunny but with some variable cloudiriess.

Highs in the 60's. Increasing cloudiness Wednesdays night,

chance of showers. Lows in the 40's. Thursday, cloudy, chance

of rain. Highs in the 60's.

DNA and Rent control: Preview of key articles on the Amherst

Town Warrant. See page 3.
. . «

Special Associated Press Focus story on Proposition 6,

California's answer to Anita Bryant or the right of homosexuals

to teach in the public schools.
— Amherst High School students attending classes here? For an

answer to this and other questions, see page 8.

Thought for the day: "There are two kinds of people: those who
think there are two kinds of people, and those who don't."

— Mark Twain

Dave Pirog inspects plants in a greenhouse Stockbridge School of Agriculture. (Staff photo

display during the second annual Professional by Elaine Withrow)
Development Day sponsored by the

Protesting Univ. tenants

receive eviction notices
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Eviction notices have been served to 20 of the

approximately 60 remaining tenants at University-

owned family housing units who have withheld rent

payments in protest of a $19 monthly increase,

officials yesterday said.

Deputy Sheriff Robert Schwobe said he has

received between 20 to 25 "notices to quit" from

University Attorney Sidney Myers and distnbuted

them to the tenants at Lincoln, North Village and

University apartments. Notices to quit are the third

and final communication from the administration to

tenants that rent is overdue.

The tenants now have 14 days to pay their rent

before court proceedings are able to begin. Sch-

wobe said the University can then summon the

tenants to court where a judge will decide whether

eviction should be undertaken.

Tenant leader Scott Balfour could not be reached

for comment last night but has recently said the

tenants have placed nearly $16,000 in an escrow

account in the Student Federal Credit Union rather

than pay rent to the Housinq Office.

When tenants indeper- Jent of the rent strike receiv,e

eviction notices and go to court, chances are 99

percent that the judge will order the sheriff to

execute the eviction, Robert L. Campbell, director of

Residential Resource Management yesterday said.

"(Campbell said the time between the serving of the

notices and possible eviction procedures will depend

on the schedule of the courts and may range from

two to six weeks.

The University normally serves four to six notices

monthly to tenants whose rent is outstanding,

UMass spokesman Arthur Clifford said. Both he and
Schwobe said increases in the number of notices are

expected in June where tenants are anxious to leave

apartments without paying rent, but did not say
whether the rent strike is the cause of the current

increase.

Campbell said the number of tenants who still have

not paid rent for September and October has

decreased from 119 to 57. Clifford also said severs',

of the tenants who received final notices have since

paid rent.

"Everyday more people are sending money in

because they are probably realizing the University is

serious about collecting rent. He said the Residential

Resource Management office has improved
collection procedures in past years so other residents'

do not have to pay for those tenants who are

delinquent in rent payments.

Schwobe said his office sends courtesy letters to

tenants before eviction takes place. Trucks are then

sent to the apartments to move possessions to a

storage facility where tenants can go to buy back

their belongings by paying a storage fee. If the

possessions are not bought back by owners within

six months, they are sold at a public auction, he sakl.
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Carter urges

Israel to OK
peace plan
JERUSALEM \AP\ -

The Israeli Cabinet
yesierdav adjourned after a seven hour ses

sion without making a decision on the draft

of a peace treaty with Egypt. President

Carter has urged the Israelis to accept the

document but some ministers expressed

reservations

Speaking to reporters after the lengthy

session, Prime Mnister Menachem Begin

said, "I hope the Cabinet will end its discus

sion tomorrow, and that it will also take the

decisions."

Former Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, also

a member of the powerful committee, said

the draft left open "certain questionswhich

require concrete answers."
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan and

Defense Minister. Ezer Weizman, Israel's

chief negotiators at the talks, briefed Parlia

ment's most powerful body, the Foreign

Affaiis and Security Committee, after the

Cabinet adjourned.

"Everybody is analyzing," said Deputy

Prime Minister Yigael Yadin. "I hope there

will be a conclusion tomorrow
"

Finance Minister Simcha Ehrlich told Israel

radio after the meeting he hoped the draft

would be ratified Wednesday But the radio

quoted Energy Minister Yitzhak Modai as

saying the draft "raises doubts whether this

means real peace or just a tactical step

which is not real peace."

Official sources confirmed press reports

that Carter cabled Begin to urge Israel to

accept the draft, saying the negotiators had

produced a good agreement

But after 1 1 hours of discussion Monday
and Tuesday, the Cabinet had neither ac-

cepted the draft or issued new instructions

to its negotiators.

Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia expressed a

"better understanding" of the peace ac-

cords after a 24 hour visit to Saudi Arabia

by President Anwar Sadat's special envoy,

a senior Egyptian presidential aide said in

Cairo.

The official, who asked not to be named,

said the special envoy, Sayed Marei, "ex-

plained in detail the agreements so far

reached ' during the treaty talks in

Washington.

Sen Edward Brooke, R Mass., denied before the Senate

Ethics Committee yesterday that he or his lawyers had

tried to thwart a probe into his financial affairs Brooke will

debate democratic challenger Paul Tsongas tonight at

Harvard University's prestigious Institute of Politics, part

of the John F Kennedy School of Government. (UPI)

Fires kill 7, cause millions in damage
(United Press International!

Fires in three states yesterday claimed the

lives of at least seven persons, injured

dozens more and caused millions of dollars

worth of damage, including more than DO

homes destroyed in California. ^
The worst disaster occurred in B'ookside

Village, Texas where a 30 inch natural gas

pipeline exploded and sent a giant fireball

through a small trailer pa-^k, killing at least

five persons.

Four maior brush fires in Los Angeles

suburbs raged out of control for the second

day as 1,500 firemen fought flames that

were driven by strong "Santa Ana" winds

blasting out of the mountains toward the

Pacific Ocean.
In the thick smoke that covered the skies

around Los Angeles, a car and pickup truck

loaded with persons fleerng from Malibu

collided, killing two persons.

In Atlantic City. N.J., firemen battled a

four-alarm blaze that burned through 10

stores on the boardwalk, just a few blocks

from the casino at the Resorts International

Hotel No serious injuries were reported but

more than a dozen police and firemen

sufered smoke inhalation in the blaze that

caused an estimated $2.5 million worth of

damage.

At Brookside Village near Houston, forty

three other persons were injured, many of

them trapped in bed and forced to flee in

flaming night clothes from an inferno that

witnesses said "turned night into day" at

the Royal Trailer Park.

The more seriously burned, several of

whom were reported in critical condition,

were airlifted to Houston hospitals by U.S.

Coast Guard helicopters.

The blast was blamed on 3 ruptured gas

pipeline owned by United Gas Pipe Line

Co.. and located a few feet outside the

boundary of the trailer park.

In the Los Angeles area desert winds of up

to 60 mph sent flames crackling through

more than 38.000 acres of brush, closing

flame-circled highways and damaging or

destroying homes and a church in the

Agoura and Mandeville Canyon sections

where hundreds of people fled down the

smoke-choked roads.

Fire companies from around the state

were called in to heip and the National

Guard was put on alert.

But a city and a Qpunty fire official both

complained they were unable to contain

the fires before they grew because Proposi-

tion 13 manpower cutbacks had weakened

their forces.

, "The situation is-we're up to our eyeballs

in fires," said one county fire official.

Seat to be debated

A public debate will be held October 27 at

Amherst Junior High School between

Democratic Jonathan Souweine and

Republican Thomas Simons, candidates

for the Franklin-Hampshire District

Attorney seat.

With three weeks to go until the polls

open, the two candidates have recently

exchanged heated remarks regarding each

other's campaign tactics. Simons em-

phasized in a press release Souweine had

received 70 percent of his campaign

contributions outside of Hampshire and

Franklin counties. Souweine charged

Simons was setting up a smokescreen to

distract from his lack of court room ex-

perience.

Both candidates have cited the criminal

justice issue in Hampshire and Franklin

counties, as the emphasis for their debate.

Tentative time set for the debate is 7:30

p.m.
A subsequent debate will be held in

Greenfield October 28. Details have not yet

been completed.

— Diane Truax

No-nukers to protest

Members of the Western Massachusetts

Clamshell Alliance will demonstrate at the

Seabrook power plant site in Seabrook,

N.H. on Nov. 4.

According to Tom Sidley, a planner for

Clamshell activities, the derrKjnstratioo will

include a mock enactment of a nuclear

waste spillage. A couple of pickups will

carry barrels of colored water around the

site, and the water will be spilled eventually

by uniformed "officials," Sidley said.

A small number of demonstrators will at

tempt to enter the site illegally at their own
discretion, according to Sidley.

He expects 100 to 150 people to take part

in the enactment. The group plans to meet

at the Alternative Energy Coalition office on

Main Street and proceed to Montague.

From there a caravan will travel to

Seabrook.

CAC will reimburse

The Central Area Council Monday night

voted to reimburse all Central Area
residents who attended the Oct. 7 Butter

field dorm party.

Butterf leld was allotted money for the par-

ty but violated council rules by not inform

ing the council it planned to have a fund-

raiser. According to co-President Cindi

Thomas the violation was the result of a

misunderstanding.
All Central Area residents who paid the

one-dollar cover charge may be reimburs-

ed.

In other business, CAC co President Arty

Thomas spoke about the high cost of

replacing lost, stolen or missing furniture.

Thomas said Central Area purchased

$13,000 worth of new furniture this year.

He said increased rent costs are due partly

to the necessity of replacing this furniture.

"Everytime students wreck stuff it costs

money and the students pay for it," he

said.

The council voted to give $200 to John
Finn for the Central Area -Orchard Hill Fine

Arts council, which, among other things,

holds the popular Sunday jazz brunches.

The council also appointed Kim Hatton of

Van Meter North to the student judiciary.

Debra Roth Santa

Court inquest set
The Hampshire-Franklin County District

Attorney yesterday said the date for the

courtroom inquest into the cause of death

of a UMass student will be set within three

weeks.

District Attorney John M. Callahan said

the date for the inquest into the death of

Seta T. Rompersad should be set within

tie coming weeks, and the inquest will

occur before a judge in the Greenfield

District Court.

Rompersad's body was found Sept. 13 in

a room at the Motel 6 in South Deerfield,

and as yet police have been unable to

determine the exact cause of her death.

Callahan has stated all along there is no

evidence to show the death was caused by

violent or unnatural means, and the inquest

will be used to present all evidence before a

judge.

-SEAN MORGAN

Car hits bus depot
Amherst Police have not been able to

identify the driver responsible for the level

ino of the companv's bus-stop shelter by

North Village University Apartments yester-

day morning, although a Pioneer Valley

Transit Authority rep. spoke to the driver

yesterday.

The officer on patrol discovered the re-

mains of the shelter "sometime after mid-

night," an Amherst Police spokesman said.

i

"l^ was obviously a vehicle that hit it," he

said.

A spokesman for the Department of

Public Works said, "We were called by the

police department to pick up the pieces. All

that's left is the slab that it set on." he said.

A spokesman for the bus company in Spr-

ingfield said, "He's not 3 hit and run, he

called us this morning ami reported it."

The cost of the shelter was $1450 in addi-

tion to installation fees, the spokesman
said. The spokesman said. The man
responsible will be billed. "His insurance

company will take care of it," the Spr-

ingfield spokesman said.
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Town Meeting to vote for

restricted DNA research

^r^jiu^L

By MARIA MESSIT
Collegian Staff
Amherst Town Meeting members tonight will vote on two

articles of the town warrant which would restrict

recombinant DNA research conducted by town in-

stitutions.

Article 14 of the Town Meeting is a by-law which would
subject all recombinant DNA research in Amherst to
National Institute of Health guidelines.

Article 15 is advisory, and asks that national guidelines be
set up for all areas of DNA research. Current NIH
guidelines apply only to government funded scientists and
institutions, not private ones.
A DNA Study Committee was last fall organized in

Amherst to inform townspeople of various aspects of
recombinant DNA research.

The commi'tee, chaired by UMass Physics Professor Dr.

Arthur R. Quinton, prepared reports on potential benefits
and hazards of the research, fVllH guidelines, social and
ethical implications, local participation and recom-
mendations for future research regulations.

Copies of the reports are available in the Jones Library.

NIH guidelines require each institute interested in

recombinant DNA-work to set up a biohazards committee
to review and decide on each case of proposed research.

Quinton said UMass' Biohazards Committee deals with
the "health and safety issues" of the research, rather than
its "moral and ethical aspects."
Current NIH guidelines are strict and have the power to

shut off government funding for scientists or institutions

not complying with the rules. A revised set of more liberal

guidelines are expected to become effective Nov. 10.
These guidelines would remove the most risk-free

recombinant DNA experiments from NIH control, relax
"containment" requirements for research involving cloning
of animal viruses and change procedures to allow local

committees at universities to approve some experiments
without waiting for NIH approval.
Recombinant DNA experiments are currently being

conducted at UMass, according to Lillian Hsu, a post-
doctorate biochemistry student.
Hsu is conducting the research as a student of

biochemistry professor Dr. Maurille Fournier who received
permission to do recombinant DNA research from UMass'
Biohazards Committee this year. Fournier is on sabbatical
at the University of California-Santa Barbara this year.
The research is at the PI level, which means no special

facilities or federal permission is required.
Rebomining DNA involves using enzymes to break down

the DNA molecule, and substituting plasmids (small pieces
of DN Aj from one piece of DNA to another.
Recombinant DNA experiments are important to

biolggical research and to the study of diseases. Two
scientific groups already report using recombinant DNA
techniques to make insulin molecules from tiny bacteria,
according to the Boston Globe.
Some scientists and politicians fear the research may

represent a public health threat. They think "genetic
monstrosities or new diseases" may be created that
medical science presently has no weapons against.

Rent proposal up for vote
By LISA WATERMAN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen tonight

will vote on an article of the town meeting
warrant that will ask the state legislature to

allow rent control in Amherst.
Should the town accept the article, the

board would be required to adjust

maximum rents to assure they yield to

landlords a fair return on investment. Initial

rent levels would be set at the May 1978

levels.

The board would also be required to

consider changes in property taxes,

operating and maintenance expenses,

capital improvements, living space, and the

condition of the property in evaluating

increases in rent.

The Board could refuse to grant rent

increases if a unit does not comply with the

state sanitary code or other state or

municipal codes.
Two years ago a similar rent control

proposal presented to the Town meeting by
the Rent Control Now Commission was
defeated by the town meeting members.
The Amherst Finance Committee voted

once again not to recommend rent control,

because they felt regulation of the market
under rent control would not contribute to

a better housing situation in Amherst.
The Rent Control Now Commission

believes the enactment of this proposal
would foster the development of new
houstng and maintain rents at a reasonable
level.

The selectmen oppose rent control on the

grounds that market competition will keep
rents at the correct level.

The second meeting of the Town com-
mittee will meet this evening at Amherst
Regional Junior High at 7:30.

Thomas and Gretchan Holesovsky keep an eye on their son, Silas, as he

descends the steps of the Campus Center. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

Professor David R. Inglis

Nuclear power discussed

by Physics professor
ByJOHNM.MORAN
Collegian Staff

The problem of nuclear disarmament will

not be solved in the United Nations, but

between the nuclear powers, said UMass
Physics Professor David R. Inglis yester-

day.

Inglis spoke on the topics of energy and
weapons policy as part of United Nations

Day activities which commemorated the

founding of the U.N.

The United Nations is weak," Inglis said,

"and is unable to exert much influence in

the area of nuclear arms. This represents "a

failure of nations to cooperate across

national concerns."

Inglis said presently the purpose of a

nuclear weapon is to make sure it will never

be used. "In all this madness, the only sane

thing we have is MAD (Mutually Assured

Destruction)." The nuclear powers are

convinced that the other side can and will

destroy them in the event of a nuclear

attack thus deterring both from the initial

attack.

Inglis said this system is relatively stable at

present, but he is concerned nuclear

proliferation could undermine that stability.

"The danger of ha>/inq lots of weapons is

that a nation must have the sophistication

to keep them from going off accidentally,"

Inglis said. "It's going to be a nightmare if

20 or 30 nations get nuclear weapons. And
they're going to if we don't change our

weapons policy."

Inglis recently completed a book entitled.

Wind Power and Other Energy Options,

that will soon be released.

"I used to support nuclear power, but 1

have observed flaws sufficient to make me
change my mind," he said.

Inglis did not agree with supporters of

nuclear power who content there are no
alternatives and that such things as wind
power will not be available until the next

century.

"You get the idea the mandate has come
from the top that wind is for the next

century, that we are committed to nuclear

power and that we don't want any in-

terference."

Inglis said if the money being spent on the

development of nuclear power and the

construction of nuclear power plants were
spent on developing alternative energy

sources, the United States could be well on

the way to such an energy system in 10

years.
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BlackAffairs

High Notes...
By Mario A. Barros
With the release of their latest LP,
"Cruistn" (on Casablanca) the question
raised is, have the Village People pushed
their concept a little too far?" My answer,
after a few discerning listening sessions
and strong audience response, is "no".
While the set from the first beat to the last

is unmistakably V.P., the vocals have been
changed to protect the rhythm tracks.

Willis, once again, taps the vein of life and
extracts many of its lovable foibles. In fact,

probably the best way to assess the quality

of this set is to rate the varying degrees of

cute. "Y M.C.A." is cute, "Hot Cop" is

kind of cute (and probably the LPs best
piece) and "My Roomate" and "Dps &
Downs" are really cute.

Willis spray-paints his graffiti lyrics onto
Morali's majestic Rhythm & Business
buildings and rides "Hot Cop" and
"Y. M.C.A." for another winner.
Ramsey Lewis tries to teach us with his

"The Legacy" a little about the undeniabili-

ty of evolution and fusion in progressive
music forms. The title cut takes a capsule
of this evolutionary concept to task and
holds forth 20 minutes of history and
development.
The rest of the LP is more or less contem-

porary in flavor and Lewis holds court with
some involved (maybe his most involved in

a while/ "board" work. Perhaps the sobrie-
ty of the title piece kept him from giving out
with another "What's The Name Of This
Funk? (SpidermanT'. There's something
for everyone on this disc and even taking
"The Legacy" and its worthy purpose into
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consideration, it all seems as though tha
the purpose. Tfiis time, howver, Ramsc'
gets away with it in grand style sacrificing
very little of the extremes in taking aim tc
the middle.

To talk of education in Afro America-
music in search of African roots is impossi
ble without mentioning Ralph MacDonald s

"The Path " or Manu Dubango's latest,

"Afro Visions" on Island records. Lil".

MacDonald, Dubango wants to prestvu
African rhythms however basic or simoi*;

the purpose. This time, however, Ram^.»v
ble to the contemporary listener. Like tha
true teacher, Manu starts at the level at
understanding of his students. You car t

go all the way down thf path without th'''

first step and one step seldom comple'
the journey.
Well, as you've probably guessed, mt.-

is my "bag" and I'll be playing that n-.u

this Friday (the 27th) at the Dance S.u' r

#1's first party on the Campus Center 10-;i>

floor. My audio technician and partner vi"

be none other than Robert Dwelley. Hz'-,-

to see you there! II

Eno Washington will be performing at "Midnight Improvisations" tonight at 12 p.m in

the New Africa House. (Photo by Ed Cohen)

Divestment at |

Freedom Struggle in Mississippi

the colleges
Rallying to the cry of "University investments out of

Southern Africa, " student anti-apartheid groups at 12

Tiajor colleges in the Northeast have co-ordinated two
weeks of demonstrations and pickets udring Oct. 18 thru

Nov. 4.

Organized by the Northeast Coalition for the Liberation of

Southern Africa (NECLSAi-a coalition of student,

community and national anti apartheid organizations

— these co-ordinated actions will include demonstrations

at Amherst College, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth.

Harvard, New York University, Princeton, Rutgers, SUNY,
Tufts, Vassar, Wellesley and Yale

Most of the actions, organized to coincide with university

trustee meetings, will be protesting university financial

investments in U .S. banks and corporations with economic

ties to southern Africa. The groups believe that investment

by US. corporations in South Afnca provide badly

needed economic, political and psychological support to

the white minority regime. Many student groups have

expanded the focus of their activities to include pickets of

corporate recruiters visiting their campuses.
The Amherst College South Africa Support Committee

(SASC/ will be picketting recruiters from Merrill Lynch,

Pierce. Fenner & Smith and Union Carbide on Oct. 18 and

Oct. 24 respectively Students will also stage a large

demonstration at the next trustee meeting on Nov. 4.

Amherst has over $20 million invested in corporations

operations in South Africa and the Chairman of the Board
of Trustees is also Chairman of the Board of First Boston
Corp., which has participated in loans totalling over $200

million to South Africa.

The Harvard South Africa Solidarity Committee was
expected to demonstrate at the opening of the Engelhard

Library of the Kennedy School of Government on Oct. 21

to protest Charles Engelhard's funding of the library.

Engelhard is intricately involved in mining and other

businesses in South Africa. Han/ard students are also

participating with union and community groups to

demonstrate for economic and diplomatic sanctions

against South Africa when Pres. Carter campaigns in

Boston on Oct 28.

Students at Yale University will be picketting recruiters

from Morgan Guaranty and IBM Nov. 1 . On November 3

and 4 students will also be demonstrating at a meeting of

the Yale Corporation to protest Yale's investments of over

$100 million in corporation in South Africa. For more in-

formation contact Karl Seidman (413) 549-1916.

By ANNE GURNEY
Revolutionary Student Brigade

The Black movement has risen strong in Mississippi today

as thousands join together to fight discrimination and na-

tional oppression. The United League of northern

Mississippi has lead the way in its efforts to improve life for

Black people. The League, founded in 1966, by Alfred

"Skip " Robinson, is a grassroots organization drawing
upon the strength and committment of its members. It

now claims 63,000 members.
"Some of the Blacks who once stood up and fought for

justice are now complacent," said Robinson. "They
became part of the system. We are trying to awaken Black

folks to this"
During the seven months of boycotts, protests, and mar-

ches the United League is making some gains for the Black

p>eople of Mississippi and of the U.S.

The question arises though, why has this upsurge
developed in northern Mississippi? What happened to the

"new South" a la Jimmy Carter? Is the South so different

from the rest of the country?
Police brutality and a justice system filled with racists, has

certainly kept the people of Mississippi down. In places like

Tupelo juries are nearly all white, making the chance for a

fair trial next to impossible for a Black defendent. Once in a

county jail, conditions may get worse, for beatings of

Blacks are a commonplace occurence. Several Tupelo

cops are known Ku Klux Klan members who are coming
out openly against the League.
The education system lacks representation of Blacks in

authontative F>ositions. Here are a few facts about the

Tupelo school system (which is indicative of the entire

region) as an example of the racism facing Blacks:

of 22 first grade teachers in the system, one is Black

of roughly 100 teachers in the high school, 9 are black

of 50 employees in food services, 49, the exception being

the manager, are Black

of 15 janitors for the schools, 15 are Black.

Underlying these conditions is the changing nature of the

South. Jimmy Carter's "new South" features massive

relocation of northern industry into this discriminatory low

wage, non-union area.

In the past years, Tupelo and the surrounding Lee County
barely offered 3000 industrial jobs. Today there are over

15,000 factory jobs in Lee county. Multi-national

monopolies such as FMC, Rockwell, Blue Bird Packing,

Emerson Electric, and Pennsylvania Tire and Rubber have

flocked to Tupelo.
These are the same type of companies that have left

thousands lobless in Massachusetts, in search of greater

profits.

Black people represent almost 30 percent of the Tupelo

population but the official unemployment rate for Blacks is

nearly double that of the whites.

The United League is fighting these conditions on the

streets and in the courtrooms.
Skip Robinson, head of the United League, will speak at

UMasson November 2, at 8 p.m. in the S.U.B.
DEMANDS OF THE UNITED LEAGUE IN TUPELO

1. That Blacks be employed in businesses according to 3

percentage of Black trade.

2. That Blacks be hired in higher positions such 8&
managers and assistant managers.
3. That the hiring of all factory employees be done in ratio

according to population in the county, including personnel.

4. That the mayor contact all factory heads to hire Blacks

based on character without being recommended by any
political force.

5. That the hiring of teachers in the sefjarate school district

be Black until the student /teacher ratio is equal.

6. That the mayor or administrator do not appoint any
Blacks to any position to represent the Black community
without being recommended by the Black community.
7. That the City of Holly Springs Planning Committee and
Housing Project Committee positions tfiat are now vacant

be filled with Blacks.

8. To the Mayor and Board of Aldermen: That all

employees being hired by the Police Dept. be Black until

the ratio is 50/50.

Announcements
"Midnight Improvisations"

"Midnight Improvisations " a music, dance and poetry

presentation will be held at the New Africa House tonight

at midnight. Bheki Langa, Ricky Steward, Sadiyq Al-Bajir

Tony Craton and Eno Washington will all perform in one of

these areas.

Rap Session
I

LUTHER By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

HE TRIED TO SELL

US MONOGRAMNNED
SHEETS...

\NITH 5OWEBO0"Y
EL5ES INITIALS ON

TWEM'

There will be a Black Women's Rap Session this Satur-

day, October 29, at the Malcolm X Center. All sisters a-e

urged to attend. Bring munchies if you can.

WEBD radio

WBED radio is having a general organization meeting on
Monday, October 30. People in the Five College area in-

terested in station-related activities are invited to attend.

The meeting will be held at 4:00 p.m. in room 424 of the

New Africa House.

Cultural Celebration

The African American Association of Mt. Holyoke College

is sponsoring it's annual Cultural Celebration. A series of

activities have been planned for this event.

Professor Lloyd Hogan an economist and mathematician

will open the series with a lecture on the "Economic Status

of Black Americans " Hogan will speak at the Black Cultural

Center tonight at 7:30 p.m.

Dr. Carol Carter, director of CCEBS will speak on October

26 at 7:30 p.m. Her topic of discussion will be the "Pro-

blems of Sexism and Racism."

The New Earth Poets will perform on October 27 at 8:00

p.m. Their performance will include "Something for the

Head."
All above events will be held at the Black Cultural Center

at Mt. Holyoke College. The Cultural Celebration will end

with a "Soul to Soul Turkey Bowl" football game between

the brothers of UMass and Amherst College. Kickoff is at

1^0 p.m. on the Kendall Field at Mt Holyoke.

BlackAffairs
Black Solidarity Day

IS coming
Thursday November 2

HalloiMen Masks

& Decorations

at

A.J. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

Shoes Reg. $39
Clearance .^
Sizes (7, 972, 10)99

Canvas &
leather luggage

$8 to $20

FRYE BOOTS
44 styles sizes 4 13

as low as $44

THE MOST
CONVENIENT

CONVENIENCE FOOD
STORE IN TOWN ^ \J

"^S

C
Heartfelt.
Leather

103 N PtraMnt Si Afnh»«*l

l0 6Mon Sal 2S3 SI3&
nprnfrl uKlll 9

>

• GROCERIES
•FROZEN FOOOS
•DAIRY PRODUCTS
•PRODUCE
•COLO CUTS
•PAPER BACKS
•NEWSPAPERS
•MAGAZINES
•PETFOODS
•CANDY
• ICE CREAM ^
•SODA
•SNACKS
•COOKIES

255 TRIAITGLE ST., AMHERST

Package Slitn'

•DISCOUNT LIQUORS '

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

—N. - o

budweiserI /

$6.29
case 12 oz. cans

n. REAL
SAN-
GRIA

$1.79
Liter

(33.8 fl. oz.)

PAUL
MASSON

Burgundy
Chablis

Rhine
Vin Rose

magnunns
(50.7 ozs.)

$2.99

SCHENLEY
VODKA

$3.99
quart

Tuesday, October 24 to Saturday, October 28, 13/b

Cash & carry prices

We reserve the right to limit quantities

KKK's new image p^rt2

By RENEE MOBLEY
Black Affairs Staff

Typical of the Klan's activities during that
time was the Meridian Massacre of 1871.
Meridian Mississippi could have been any
southern county of that time. The Klan had
successfully infiltrated law enforcement
and local government agencies. By doing
so they were able to convict Blacks and any
dissenters on phony charges while
preventing convictions of other Klan
members who had committed acts of
terrors.

In 1871 Black workers were fleeing from
stifling work conditions in Alabama into
nearby counties of Mississippi. Alabama
land owners concerned over the loss of
their work force, enlisted the KKK to locate
and return their field hands.

Spies were sent to neighboring counties
and states to locate Black who had left.

Once the Klan discovered where the Blacks
were working, they sent armed squads to
'capture' them, claiming that the workers
had violated 'work contracts.'

The Black workers were transported t>ack

to Alabama where they were given heavy
fines and sentenced to hard-labor on
Alabama plantations. Landowners then
payed the fines, obligating the workers to

return to the plantations to work off their

debts.

On March of 1€71 Blacks and liberal

whites met to condemn the interstate raids

and demand public protection. The
meeting was headed by three Black
leaders, Aaron Moore, Warren Tyler and
William Dennis.

The leaders were arrested and their trial

was held less than a week later, before an
anti Klan republican magistrate.

Tyler who was conducting his own
defence, got up to cross examine a white
witness against him. Shooting broke out
from all sides of the courtroom.

When the shooting was over the judge

and a Black policeman, were dead. William

Dennis was critically wounded and Warren
Tyler had t>een wounded but had managed
to get away. Aaron Moore also escaped.

The Whites organized armed mobs to
search for Tyler and Moore. When Tyler's

body was brought in he had been shot
approximately 50 times. It was later

charged that Tyler had shot the judge.

In their search for Moore the mob ran-
sacked and burned his home and his

church. He was the only one of the three
Black leaders to survive the 'trial.'

Dennis never received medical attention
for his wounds. He was thrown from a
second story window and when it was
discovered that he still wasn't dead the
mob of whites took him to the sherrif's

office and slit his throat.

No member of the Alabama Klan was ever

arrested, charged, or tried for the Meridian
Massacre.

The Ku Klux Klan fervor died out in the
1870s only to be revised agaip in the 1950s.
This time the reversal of the Supreme Court
Decision to desegregate public schools was
their champion cause. The Klan took to

threatening the lives of young Black
children who wanted nothing more or less

than quality education.

The 1950s movement was openly
disfavored by liberal whites of the North
who denounced the Klan's tactics in theirs

newspapers and magazines. The Klan of

this era did not die out. They filtered into

less controversial organizations, some of

which still exist today, some of which are
looked upon as respectable organizations.
American rifle clubs are among the most
well known of these types of organizations

In these days of Bakke decisions and
propositions thirteens, in these days of
financial hardship; The Klan has surfaced
to divide the people further and to keep
them blind to the real solutions to the
problems they face. The Klan has surfaced
to become the political platform for aspiring

politicians who want to use the ignorance
of the white middle and lower classes to get
into office.
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Homosexual
rights subject

of Calif, vote

iCoJlggi^Xl

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
— The decade that car-

ried homosexualitY from
whispers and scholarly
studies to loud national

debate reaches a

milestone next month
with the first statewide
vote on rights of

homosexuals.
On Nov. 7, when

Californians decide Pro
position 6, they will vote
on a question stated
against homosexuals'
rights. The proposal
would require school
boards to fire or refuse to

hire any teacher judged
unfit because of public

homosexuality or ad
vocacy of homosexuali-
ty

Critics say the proposed
law would clamp a tight

lid on teachers' rights to

speak out in support of

civil rights for horTK>sex-

uals, in or out of the
classroom. Advocates
say such rights are

outweighed by those of

parents.

Latest public opinion
polls indicate the vote
will be close. The in-

itiative is one of tfie most
emotion charged on the

ballot

Coming nearly 10 years

after a New York City bar

riot signaled the beginn-
ing of the gay rights

movement. Proposition 6
will be the first statewide

test of public sentiment

on a right rebuffed by
voters in several cities

recently — that of

homosexuals to jobs.

On one side is a conser
vatlve state senator,
John Briggs. who ap
peared with singer Anita

Bryant in Miami, Fla., in

1977 to lead the first

widely publicized repeal

of a gay rights or

dinance. He returned
with an evangelical vow
of all-out war against
homosexuals.
On the other side, argu

ing that current law can
deal with improper
classroom behavior and
that Briggs is trampling

human rights, stand
most major elected state

officials, a dozen school

boards, leading clergy

and a staunch conser-
vative, former Gov.
Ronald Reagan
Briggs concedes he
came up with the
homosexual issue to

boost his candidacy for

the Republican guber-
natorial nomination. He
trailed badly in the polls

and dropped out before

the June primary.

However, he garnered
500,000 signatures on
petitions to qualify the
initiative on the
November ballot.

"It's the hottest social

issue since Reconstruc-

tion, " he said.

Harvey Milk, a member
of the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors and
self-professed homosex-
ual, has debated Briggs

on the proposition and
charges the senator is

just using the issue.

TURN TO PAGE 14

The UMass Marching Band is getting ready for

what is going to be the biggest weekend of the
season. It will ail begin Friday night, October 27th at
8:00 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall with the
fourth annual "Mutlibands" Concert. The free event
will be open to everyone. Featured performances will

include the University Symphony Band, Wind Ensem-
ble, Percussion Ensemble, Marimbas, Ja// RaoH and

Jazz Combo. The evening will be topped off by the
ruffle of drums and the blaze of trumpets of the
Minuteman Marching Band. This musical event will

kick off the Homecoming game against UConn,
Saturday at Alumni Stadium. A large crowd is ex
pected to be on hand, including the return of the
UMass Alumni. (Collegian file photo)
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We couldn t

make our Roast

Beef Sondwich better,

so we made it bigger.

With 50% more

tender roast beef, sliced

thin and piled high and

juicy, with your choice of

three sauces, on a toasted

sesame seed bun.

Use this coupon for a big

deal on two Big Roost Beef

Sandwiches.
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SANDWICHESPOR
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Good at aii parricipating Hardees. Please present this coupon before ordering.

One coupon per customer, please. Customer must pay any soles tax due

on the purchase price. This coupon not good in combination with any other offer

Hardee's of Hadley
430 Russell St.

Hadley, Mass. Haidecx(» Coupon expires November 7, '978

. PRECISION

HAIRCUT '

COMES TO ^
iHAMPSHIRE MALL

Join Our Fabulous Celebration

October 25, 26, 27, 28

THE PRECISION HAIRCUT EXPLAINED, PRECISELY.

Because your head is unique, the way your hair

grows is equally unique. Really quite different
from everyone else's.

Precision haircutting is a technique for cutting the
hair in harmony with the way it grows. Your hair

eventually grows out but it doesn't lose its shape
with a precision haircut. Consequently your hair-

cut will look as good after five days as it does after

five minutes. And because the hair falls naturally

into place you won't have to keep fussing with it.

Usually a shake of the head does it.

At COMMAND PERFORMANCE we shampoo,
precision-cut and blow dry your hair for fourteen
dollars, whether you're a gal or a guy. And no
appointments are ever necessary.
We also offer permanent waves, coloring, frosting
and conditioning. But we really shine with preci-
sion. And so will you.

Tl^y^^d^/-^^^^
.^

Command Perfformanee
Hampshire Mall

Route 9, Hadley, Mass.
Store Hours: 10AM-10PM, Mon.-Sat.

(located next to K-Mart)
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Black women
to present

show in SUB
By CANDY CARLON '

Collegi.in Staff

The Varied Voices of Black Women' will fill the Student

Union Ballfoom Oct 29, 8 p.m.
The concert will feature musicians Linda Tillery, Mary

Watkins, Gwen Avery and poet,. Pat Parker. The music and
poetry will focus on the strengths and culture of Black

women in their struggle against oppiession.

The musical styles of the artists range from blues, rhythm
and blues, ydzi, gospel and classical.

Mary Watkins, a pianist, composer and arranger, has

toured with Holly Near and recorded an album,
"Something Moving," on the Olivia label.

Gwen Avery, who has a powerful blues and gospel voice,

performs on the West Coast women's music circuit. Avery

is scheduled to record an album on Olivia Records next

year

Linda Tillery made her musical debut at age 19, at the

Fillmore m San Francisco. She has recorded with Santana

and Boz Scaggs, as well as recording a solo album, "Linda

Tillery, also on the Olivia label.

Pat Parker's first book of poetry was published in 1971

and since then she has written four books of poetry and
published a collection. Parker also is a lyricist on Mary
Watkins ablum.
The concert is being sponsored by the Five College

Women's Network, which includes women and Third

World organizations from Smith and Hampshire Colleges

and UMass Tickets for the concert are available at Tix.

A new division of the Amherst Police Dept. is the Traffic

Enforcement Patrol. Headed by Tom O'Connor, it is the
first State funded safety patrol in Massachusetts.

(Staff Photo by Bill Greene)

29 enrolled

Amherst High studies here

Read the

Collegian

By SUSAN DICKSON
Collegian Staff

That "awfully young-looking" student in your class might
very well be a high school freshman.
Most students at UMass are probably unaware that

students from Amherst Regional High School are enrolled

in classes here. The younger students are part of a program
which was started moie than 14 years ago, according to

Instructional Directs, at the high school, John Adams.
Adams said theie are now 29 students from the high

school taking courses at UMass. Of these students, 17 are
taking the courses for credit and a dozen are auditing

them.
Adams said the students are not allowed to take a course

at the university that is also offered at the high school. The
students must also get the permission of the appropriate

high school department.

Although the high school students were once able to take

courses free of charge, the university now charges the

students the standard fee for a course.

A similar program at Amherst College does not require

them to pay.

According to Amherst College Registrar Gerald Mager,
the agreement between the College and the high school

dates back seven years. It is an attempt to bring the town
and college closer together, he said.

Dr. William Tunis, former Dean of Admissions at UMass,
agreed the program not only affords capable high school
students the chance to study at college level, but is a
courtesy extended to the town of Amherst as well. Tunis
said the high school students are allowed to choose their

courses only after University students have registered.

Adams said in the past the program has been extremely

successful.

Because it is inconvenient for the students to leav« the

school and travel to the University, Adams believes those

students involved are generally highly motivated and tend

to do very well.

Although the majority of the 'high school students are

enrolled in University foreign language courses, areas such
as English, math, engineering, and art history are also

studied by the students.

The
Hungry

U

HOT STUFF:
Mnthroom Salad

Spinach Salad

Greek Pocket Salad

55 University Dr.,

Amlierst, Mass.
549-5713
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SPECUL
OFFEE

You'll receive

everything you

need to build

a sturdy, good -

looking Peach
Crate. This

high quality,

natural

white pine

crate is easy

to assemble,

ready in

minutes.

S1VIN6

Toua

ALBUMS

SIVES

TOO

MONET

They've been

in use for years -

hght - weight,

compact wooden
crates. Now your

record

collection can

be protected

from warpmg,
chipping, and
scratching.

mm
OF

USES

Handy and
versatile,

the Peach
Crate fits

anywhere and
can be used as

a bookshelf,

a plant holder,

a coffee table,

or a TV stand.

The natural

wood fits any
interior.

OTER

300,000

SOLD

For the first time,

this great crate

is offered

11 over the

United
States.

Only $5.95

for a

complete kit

or a super value

of 3 for $15.50

(you save $2.35).

C 1978 Peaches Catalog Sales

Mail To:

PEACHES CATALOG SALES

PO Box 78670 Dept. 123

Los Angeles, CA 90016

Includes postage and handling

Rush my order of:

one Peaches Crate for $5.95/

including postage and handling

three Peaches Crates for $15 50/

including postage and handling

(I save $2.35)

Mail To:

PEACHES CATALOG
SALES
PO. Box 78670 Dept. 123

Los Angeles, CA 90016

Name
Address

City State. _ Zip.

Check or Money Order payable to Peaches Catalog Sales only

No credit cards.
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Editorial
Add/Drop and
Special Programs

Now that the faculty union has settled its contract dispute with the universi-

ty, it is time for the students to either define our sphere of influence within the

faculty-adrT>inistration bargaining system, or be left out in the cold while these

two decide our futures for us. One way we can begin to have an influence in

the governance process on campus is to follow closely and take part in faculty

senate research projects and debates on issues that directly affect our

academic life at UMass. Two such issues are the duration of the add/drop

period and the status of special programs.

The historical facts about the add/drop period speak for themselves. Priorto

1973. students were allowed 8 weeks to drop a course and one week to add a

course That year the faculty senate decided to extend the add period to 20

academic days while shortening the drop period to coincide with the add

period According to the Faculty Senate this was sufficient time for students

to feel out a course load and the teaching methods of the professors. At that

meeting the faculty senate also extended the time for students to sign up for

the pass/fail option from one day to twenty days. In 1975 the faculty senate

again revised the add/drop and pass fail option policies, this time shortening

the period for both from 20 to 10 days. This is the current policy.

The Faculty Senate shortened the deadline for adding and dropping courses

to cut down class 'disruptions'. The Student Senate recently passed a proposal

to extend the add/drop period so students will have the opportunity to make
more "rational choices " about their academic pursuits. Considering that many
universities allow students to drop courses after midterms, and the fact that 49

percent of the students here would like the add/drop period to be extended. It

would not seem to be too unreasonable to expect the faculty senate to paos an

extension proposal.

It may not seem unreasonable, but reason rarely governs at UMass. What
must be done in order to assure that the Student Senate's proposal has a fair

hearing is for students to show up and show support for the measure at faculty

meetings like the one being held this Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the "Howard
Johnson Room" of the Chenoweth lab. If you are interested in discussing the

issue before the meeting and helping to plan strategies for lobbying the facuhy

senate, there is a meeting at 6:30 p.m. in room 426 Student Union.

A proposal to reconsider the status of Special Programs at UMass will also be

before the faculty senate Thursday. Special Programs are those academic

areas that have traditionally been neglected by this and most other univer-

sities; for example. Women's Studies, CCEBS. The Bilingual Collegiate Pro-

gram. lnterr>ational Programs, and the Internship Program. Special Programs

also has a number of 03 employees working within it; workers who fill roles

analogous to those in traditional departments but don't receive the state

health and fringe benefits or salaries their counterparts in traditional depart-

ments receive.

Special Programs is also woefully underrepresented in the faculty senate. For

example. Women's Studies has no representation as a department under the

present system.

In order to provide a Special Programs service at UMass which is rewarding

for both students and faculty, the Student Center for Educational Re'iearch

and Advocacy is pushing for a 10th Dean to be appointed to oversee these

programs, along with clearcut procedures for tenure within the Special Pro-

grams departments and equal pay and benefits for the employees who are

now classified "03".

Attendance at the Thursday night meeting will do much to convince the

faculty that special programs were created to fill a student need and that need

has not changed. In a period of revisions in the academic program, it is essen-

tial to make ourselves known on issues in order to have any influence.

Add/Drop and Special Programs are a good place to start.

All editorials represent the opirtion of a majority of the Collegian Board of Directors.

BILLSUNDSTROM

\T5 OVER... iT'5 OVEK... THAMK QoOO GOD, IT'5 OVER!!!!"

Homecoming important

for Greeks

To the Editor:
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To the Editor:

To the general campus. Homecoming is

probably just a name given to some
weekend in the fall--maybe connected to

some a home football game or some
parade that goes on somewhere... But
Homecoming in the Greek Area is

something of far greater significance than

these vague connections.
Among the Greek fraternities and

sororities at UMass Homecoming marks
the annual return of graduated chapter

members; a time to renew old bonds with

the Alumni. As in many University groups

Greeks depend on Alumni for various

kinds of support: chapter advisors, "life-

after college" consultants, ["life-during-

college" consultants], financial aids, and
most of all old friends. For these reasons,

among others, individual houses as well

as the Area as a whole have put many
weeks of planning and anticipation into

the upcoming Homecoming weekend.
Each house honors returning members
with brunches, luncheons, dinners and
date parties-often in the tradition of

many years past. A great time is expected

at the Float Parade Friday evening and
then full attendance at the game on
Saturday. Once again if tradition holds,

most Greeks--Alumni and Actives-

should be cheering on the team from the

same stadium section. Many houses have

their own traditional events: Open
Houses, Bingo games, happy hours at

the Pub or Scupper after the game, etc.

For all the work devoted to the 1978

Homecoming Weekend, it should be ex-

ceptionally great for all those who par-

ticipate. And we hope the dorms, off

campus, [etc. 1 members of the University

will join us in the open festivities and have
as good a time as we plan to at the Float

Parade Friday evening and at the UMass-
UConn game on Saturday afternoon.

Amy Eldridge Greek Council Public
Relations Chairwoman

1-91 bust

story divisive

To the Editor:

/ am appalled by your lack of Judgment
and sensitivity in the recent page-one

story of the police bust on I 91 However,

as a newcomer to UMass, I have been

told that such lapses of responsibility are

a common occurrence around your of-

fices.

While the details of the bust aren't

known (members of GPA are working

now to uncover the facts in the case), the

whole affair reeks of police entrapment.

The charges are ludicrous; the men in-

volved were probably doing no more {and

more than likely a lot less!) than what

goes on in any dorm on campus every
Friday and Saturday night. To those of us
in the gay community, it is obvious that

this bust is a scare tactic concocted by
the police to divide us and undermine our
popular support.

In running such a story on the front

page, you have only succeeded in adding
more fuel to' the homophobic attitudes

that exist on this campus. And whatever
the outcome of the cases, you have
probably contributed to the ruin of several
lives by publishing the names and ad-

dresses of the men involved. Not to

mention the people who may be attacked
and beaten in the future by those very

people to whom such stories appeal It

can happen. And it does! Just read of the
recent rash of beatings in the Boston
area.

Whatever your motives were for

choosing to print such a story, they can

only be regarded as sensation journalism

at its worst. Will you do a follow-up story

to try to find out the truth of this matter?

Probably not. I thought that the

Collegian was a place where students

were to learn how to become responsible

journalists. I suppose that this is just one

of the many illusions which will be

shattered during my stay here.

C. Conley
Northampton

1-91 arrest

story sensationalized

To the Editor:

The membership of the People's Gay
Alliance wishes to express its outrage at

the Collegian coverage of the 1-91 Rest
Area arrests. We do not challenge the

right and the responsibility of the campus
media to report local news. Rather, we
oppose the methodology and the motive
of the front page article in the 23 October
1978 issues of the Collegian.

The article was superficial in its coverage

of the background and details of the

event, but unnecessarily explicit, detailed,

and sensationalistic in its reportage of the

names and addresses of accused in-

dividuals, most of whom have no con-

nection to the University community. This

kind of yellow journalism represents gross

demogoguery in its appeal to (he irrational

fears, anxieties, and stereotypes of

campus residents concerning Gay people.

We can only view this reportage as an

attack on the local Gay community. It is

indicative of the current national backlash

against the civil rights of Gay people in

America. The article made no attempt to

elaborate the background of the arrests,

the relationship between the purported

rape several weeks earlier and the recent

arrests, or any critique of the ethics of

police entrapment of consenting adults.

This is grossly unfair to the 16 arrested

men who are only accused of "crimes.
"

This lends us to question the motives and
biases of the campus press which sen-

sationalizes an event of remote interest to

the campus community.

The Collegian will not directly address

the issue of sexual violence against

women on this campus, but will un-

derscore, through front page coverage,

the sexual behavior of consenting adults

on a neighboring, off-campus interstate

highway. We deplore this irresponsible

iournalism and view it as an expression of

the pervasive homophobia on this

campus.

The People's Gay Alliance

Raise the

stipends

To the Editor:

The University is bleeding off its own
resources. At a time when departments
»re actively recruiting graduate students

to UMass, they are making living condi-

tions in the university housing intolerable.

The stipends for graduate students have
to be increased if quality students are to

remain and attracted to tfte Amherst
campus.
A graduate student came to talk to me
about how frustrating the current Rent
Strike is developing. Some of his col-

leagues have received their eviction

notices. Their backs are up against the

wall and it appears that the university

may be winning the battle. But at the

same time, cutting its own throat.

This particular student is paying
$214/month. His university stipend

equals $2600/ yr. This means that he is

paying 71 Percent of his money to the

university for rent. Is this how the univer-

sity is going to attract others to Amherst?
Raise the stipends.

PaulLogue Jr.

Amherst

The Massachusetts Dally Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They

must be signed and include the author's

sddress and phone number.

Organizations may submit letters, but

they must include a name and phone

number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,

at sixty spaces per line, end no more tfian

tuvo pages long. They should be sent to

the Executive Editor cere of the

Collegian, or may be dropped off at the

.Collegian office.

All letters may be subject to editing for

either space or content according to the

judgement of the editor. Due to spece

limitations, there is no guarantee that ell

Otters received wHIbe printed.

The conditions underlying the revolt
Sociologists, economists, political

scientists, social activists, logical
positivists, Marxian theorists, astrologists,
linguists, theologists, martial artists, pop
musicologists, cryogenecists, scatologists,
podiatrists, bokonists, cowists, Taoists,
Maoists, cannabists, coprologists and
liberal democrats.
They're all trying to explain that curious
phenomenon known as taxpayer
revolt.

. .and without much success.

The commonly observed drift of American
political sentiment toward the right, which
has made itself very evident in causes like

California's Proposition 13, has been tied to

a number of factors.

Conservatives, of course, have attributed

the whole thing to America's "coming to its

senses," a rejection of wasteful govern-
ment spending, unfair affirmative action

programs, excessive leniency for criminals,

etc. But much of the present con-
servatism—whether it be in the form of

taxpayer revolt, voter sentiment in elec-

tions and primaries or the more extreme
actions of the Ku Klux Klan and anti-gay

forces — is an expression of a frightening

irrationality by the American public.

That irrationality has hit close to campus
in the recent past. Monday night the
Amherst Town Meeting voted in its own
version of Proposition 13. The advisory
measure to limit property taxation in town
to 2.5 percent valuation is a local edition of
the statewide Proposition 2.5, which is in

the legislature and will be a non-binding
referendum question in the November
election.

Taxpayer revolts, which have thusfar
taken the form of limits to property
taxation, are perhaps the least sensible

means of cutting down taxes. Ironically,

they wreak the most havoc on the levels of

government where citizens have the
greatest input into tax spending
decisions— the town and local levels. And

tax revolts offer no direction for where cuts
should be made -they merely direct
"public officials " to make possibly arbitrary
decisions.

As such, taxpayer revolt is fated to prove
ineffective in eliminating the waste in

...the more extreme

the right wing
tendencies, the less

they generally display

an appeal to rational

consideration of the

issues. Gay oppres-

sion, like the oppres-

sion of women and
minorities, appeals to

the ignorance of, and

stereotypes held by,

people...

government — cuts will be made in

programs, not in bureaucrats.

Other trends in popular and unpopular
American politics alike are no less en-
couraging. In Massachusetts, Edward J.

King's apparent lead in the race for

governor still has liberals in the country's

The high cost of mail fraud

STUDENTS! Beat the high cost of
Christmas we know students'
budgets are tight all year 'round. And
Christmas is a time when you want
things to be special. That's why we're
offering you, for the first time, our new
line of soft, luxurious towels at a
fraction of the market price. This
handsome set is made of a plushy,
textured rayon that comes in four
exquisite colors: wedgewood. moss,
golden rodand dusty rose.
We at G. Sterling Mitchel's feel that
one of the best ways to promote our
new line is to let individuals try them
out. In the spring, when our products
come to the finer stores in your area,
we'll already have pleased customers
waiting to make a purchase. Ordering
to our manufacturer's outlet keeps
your costs down. So order today!
Limit: 3 sets per customer.
MAIL TO: G. Sterling Mitche's Mfg.,

240 Commerce St., Tacoma, Wash.
04661. Postage and handling included.
Allow 30 days for delivery.

For many of you the above ad has cap-

tivated your interest and is about to do the

same, to vour wallet. Had you swallowed
the bait, the "handsome set of towels" you
would receive shortly before Christmas
would hpar a <;trikinn rpspmblence tO
HANOI WIPES, a type of toyyel u_sed_ tOj

wipe-up kitchen spills. Local markets offer

them for approximately 59 cents.

This type of mail fraud is called low-price

trap. Prospects are lured into believing

they're being offered a deal. In the end,

products are frequently of inferior quality,

never delivered or not what they bargained

for. The latter is true for this example
advertisement. It hardly strays from the

truth. Afterall, according to Webster a

"towel (toul) n. is a cloth or paper for

drying anything bv wiping " The appeal of

this ad is based on the consumer's

assumption of a familiar word and the rest

is constructed for persuasive purposes.

It is the gullability of the American public

that keeps these fraudulent schemes
flourishing. The variety is endless, but the

intent is to prey on the rich and poor alike.

Because prior warning is your best

protection, here is a rundown of some of

the most common mail scams in the

marketplace today: Fake contests, missing

heirs, charity rackets, debt-consolidation,

auto insurance frauds, land deals, work -at-

home offers, medical frauds, correspon-

dence schools and finally self-improvement

programs. Two areas worth elaborating are

unordered and ordered merchandise.

If you receive any item in the mail that is

not from a charitable organization

requesting a donation, federal law states

this can be considered an unconditional

gift. You are under no obligation to pay.

Any forthcoming bills would be considered

an intrusion of your rights.

For ordered merchandise, you can expect:

to receive the merchandise at the
specified period of time;

if no time is stated, you should expect
your order within 30 days;

When items cannot be shipped within 30

days the company must give you the

opportunity to cancel the order and receive

a refund. You should expect to be notified

of the delay and given a free means to reply

(postage-paid postcard).

most liberal state with jaws hanging. In

California, Proposition 6 on the November
ballot would require the firing of school
teachers and administrators who were
believed to be homosexual. The proposal
has been compared with the McCarthyism
of the '50s in light of the witchhunts that
would doubtless occur if it were enacted.
Alfred "Skip" Robinson of the United
League will be visiting campus November 2
to speak on the mobilization of the KKK in

his native Tupelo, Mississippi.

The more extreme the right-wing ten-
dencies, the less they generally display an
appeal to rational consideration of the
issues. Gay oppression, like oppression of
women and minorities, appeals to the
ignorance of, and stereotypes held by,
people.

But the source of the coming con-
servatism lies deeper in the American
cultural, economic and political systems
Economically, the recession from which the
country is still recovering has left people
fighting for jobs and positions in

educational institutions. The opposition to
affirmative action represents more than'a
mobilization of right-wing and capitalist

forces. It is also the expression of anger by
white males who see their jobs and dreams
of upward mobility, the small reward for
their sacrifices in the workplace, being
threatened.

So any politicians and reformers who
hope to reverse the trend had better take
care not to ignor the conditions underlying
movements like taxpayer revolt. Who
wouldn't be distressed with a government
that spends incredible amount of money
but can't help people find jobs? An appeal
to rationairty in the face of its opposite
requires figuring out what's rational first.

Old-fashioned liberalism doesn't seem very
successful at that task.

Bill Sundstrom is Editor-in-Chief of the
Collegian.

IMASS. PIRGI

If the shipping delay is less than 30 days,
you may cancel your order or agree to a
new shipping time.

If the delay is for nyore than 30 days, your
express consent to the delay must be
given. If not, the seller must return your
money within the first 30 days of the delay.

You should receive a tuli refund within

seven business days after your order s
cancelled.

The several exceptions to the rules are:

magazine subscriptions and other serial

deliveries, except for initial shipment; seeds

or growing plants, c.o.d. orders, negative

option plans (when the seller is notified if

you don't plan to purchase) and credit

orders where the consumer is not charged

prior to shipment of the item.

Annually, consumers are fleeced hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars by dishonest
mail-order firms. To avoid being taken in, a
general rule-of-thumb to be remembered is:

If is sound too good to be true— it probably
is!
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To The Editor:

Mass. long overdue for bottle bill

To the Editor:

It has been two years since the Bottle Bill was defeated in

the 1976 referendum by 8% of the vote But the bill has
not died. The Committee for the Bottle Bill believes that

due to the high anti Bottle Bill budget i$ 1.3 million) and the

lies purported by the out uf state bottling industries, the

public was misinformed about the bill and if they had
another chance the voters would have voted for the bill.

Since that time, the committee has brought the bill before

the legislature Last spring, the House voted in favor of the

bill by 10 votes but it lost in the Senate after a heartbreak-

ing "con" vote from the president to break the tied floor

vote. This spring, the bill once again will be brought before

the legislature by MassPIRG. but until that time the bill will

have to overcome two maior obstacles.

First, Senator Robert Hall from the Fitchburg area has

placed The Bottle Bill on the referendum for this November
7 election. Hall, who personalty favors the bill, has con
tinuously voted against it on the Senate floor in response to

his constituencies ' opposition to the Bottle Bill in the state

Wide referendum campaign m 1976. At a Bottle Bill rally in

September Hall stated, "If the voters show me they've

changed their minds, then I'll be more than happy to sup-

port tfiis measure ttie next time around.
"

Secondly, the bill's life for the next few years may depend
on who wins the governor's race m November Ed King,

Democrat candidate, has almost promised to veto the bill if

It passes in the legislature Meanwhile, Frank Hatch, a co-

sponsor of the bill, has promised to push for its passage.

Also, in the Springfield area, incumbent representative

Zarod who is against the bill is up for re election. His oppo-

nent Love/ov IS m favor of the bill. Although MassPIRG
cannot endorse any political candidate, it would like to

make public both candidate's stand on this issue.

Now the question may be raised as to what can we do as

students MassPIRG has been active organizing students

around the bill Every Saturday since September students

have been traveling to the Fitchburg area to do door to

door petitioning to inform the public of the referendum and
the bill's attributes. If interested in petitioning this Saturday

or Nov. 4 call the MassPIRG office in Amherst 256 6434 or

stop by the PIRG office 423B SUB Also every weeknight

students from the 5 college area are conducting a phone
poll for the Fitchburg area If you are a resident of Ashbur-

nham, Ashby, Bolten. Fitchburg, Gardner, Holden. Lan-

caster. Loeminster, Princeton, Sterling. Townsend, or

Westminister, please send for an absentee ballot or vote

directly on November 7; yes on question 8. Also, every

Wednesday a fable will be set up on the concourse to in-

form the public of the bill, explain what they can do to help,

and have students sign a petition to be presented before a

public hearing in March

ViQSsnc^uSv ners'

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

atom

oimpiis f^^

California S^ute

ARREST FROM UVUGHTER

CAROLYN JONES JAMES DRURY

Sunday, October 29 3 p.m., 8 p.m

Tickets now on sale. General public - $8, 7. 6. UMass

students - $5, 5, 4. Senior citizens - $7. 6, 5.

FINE >4?TS CENFER CNCERT H41
Fine Arts Z'AW Bu Office M-F 9-4. 545-2511

& New Eng!3iid TicKetron Locations

Compared to its New England neighbors, Massachusetts
IS long overdue for returnable bottles and cans. The Bill's

benefits as far as improving the economy, employment,
saving energy, and cleaning up the environment far

outweigh any costs of inconvenience. Maine. Connecticut,
and Vermont have successfully implemented similar legisla-

tion. It IS time Massachusetts had one too. and students
can be the driving force behind the passage of the Bottle
Bill

^ Michael Vaffe
MassPIRG

Notarization of absentee ballots will be
available according to the following
schedule:

CC 904 908 10/30, 31

11/01
10 a.m. -4 p.m.

CC 911 915 11/2 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

CC 904 908 11/3,6 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

CC 917 11/7 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

Around the World Spring 1979
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Semestfr at Sea, affiliated

with the University of C«>loi-»d<).

for an unparalleled international

educational experience. Sail from

1.0S Anqeles Febniarv l.'i. by way of the

Orient. South Asia, ««nd the Mediterranean.

Applicalions now being accepted.
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New England Representative
Cambridge, Mass. (617) 661-6659

What would Socrates

thinkof O'Keefe?
If you questicjp lontj^-nuugh jnd deep enougtv terldin truths about

O'Keete become evident

It hds a hearty, full bodied ftdvor It is imooth and easy going down
And. the quality of its head is fact rather th.in philosophical

conjecture

We think theres one truth about O Keefe that Socrates would not

question; // •> <oo good to y u//' As any rational man can taste.

Vision
Showcase

W« ar« SfMclallstt In:

• Fashion EyawMMr
•Contact Lamat
• Emargancy Raplacamantt
•fr99 Adjuttmants Anytlma

•We Clean & Polish contact

lenses on the premlsek

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley stMn4

BeautituI people serve you di 1

Time

Vz Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90

Always Happy Hour Prices

Supt;! SdncJvvK h^s

./ N, Pleasant St.

if Gay rights a voting issue

—Colleslt^n 13

CONT. FROM PAGE 6

"At first I thougiit he

was sincere. But having

met him three different

times in debates, I realize

he is lying in his teeth on
the issues and he knows
it," Milk said. "He conies

from the same school of

politics that Hitler did -

playing on people's
fears."

Opponents of the in

itiative have taken out
newspaper and broad-
cast ads and in many
areas provided speakers

to various groups. Milk

notes that in selected
areas like San Francisco,

J'where gays feel more

secure, " there is a door
to door effort.

The campaign against

the initiative, spearhead
ed by divergent groups
of homosexual rights ac

tivists, has recruited

broad suport.

The California Federa
tion of Teachers, other
unions, most major
newspapers and civil

rights leaders argue that

it is unnecessary, was
proposed to pamper
Btiggs' ego and is a

threat to constitutional
rights.

Gov. Edmund G. Brown

Jr., who maintains a
low-key support for

homosexual rights, has
generally shied away
from the issue, saying
only, "I think the laws
we have on the books
are adequate."
When specifically asked

for his view on Proposi-
tion 6, Brown said, "As
far as people's private
lives - religious, sexual,

political I believe that

the r jht to privacy is a

very important protec-
tion, and I think that it

ouah* to be very
vigoru.isly enforced at all

levels.
'
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A Store-full of Ideas

Mexl lolheftisl Orlxe
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UOGGING SHOE
SPECIAL

A special purchase
of Beta jogging shoe*

in blue and rust

only ^^
while they last!

in the sportsy/sf ear area at

campus center/univ. of mass/dmherst

s-on-TS
ROUTE 9 HADLEY.MA. ,,

2 MILES FROM NORTHAMPTON OR AMHERsV
El

TIRES
CASH 8i CARRY

Wholesale to the public

WE CAN ARRANGE TO HAVE
YOUR TIRES MOUNTED.

MICHELIN . FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEAR - LEE - SEIBERLING - B.F.

GOODRICH - ARMSTRONG
MAJOR BRANDS.

CONTINENTAL DUNLOP PLUS • OTHER
SUPERCEDES ALL OTHER *0S

SNOW
TIRE SALE

COMPARE OUR
PRICES BEFORE YOU

PURCHASE ELSEWHERE.

A NOTE ABOUT COMPARING PftlCES. ALL OF OUR TIRtS ARE: MAJOR
BRAND TUBELESS. PREMIUM. FIRST LINE. AND GUARANTEED THEY ARE
NOT BLEMS WHICH CARRY NO GUARANTEE FOR RIDE OR APPEARANCE
SECONDS WHICH ARE NOT GUARANTEED. OR STAMPED N/A (NOT
ADJUSTABLE) SO WHEN YOU COMPARE PRICES ASK WHAT YOU ARE
GETTING AFTER ALL ITS YOUR MONEY

BIAS PLY
SNOW TIRES

RADIAL
SNOW TIRES

SIZE

A78xl3

B78xl3

078x13

B.F.G. Bk

TCrCBk

C78xl4

C78xl4

E78xl4

[78x14

B.F.G. Bk

B.F.G. Bk

F78xl4 LeeBk

F78xl4

078x14

B.F.G. Bk

LeeBk

G78xl4

H78xl4

B.F.G. Bk

LeeBk

H78xl4 B.F.G. Bk

560x15

600x15

G78xl5

GulfWhL

Armst. Bk

LeeBk

G78xl5 B.F.G. Bk

H78xl5 B.F.G. Bk

178x15

L78xl5

LeeWht.

B.F.G. Wht.

suiPinct

19.95

23.95

26.95

23.951

25.95

25.95

27.95

26.95

29.95

28.95

30.95

29.95

32.95

20.95

24.95

28.95

3L95

3195

36.95MM

SIZE

BR78xl3

TYPE

Lee Hi-Trac

BR78xn B.F.G. XTP

DR78xl4 Lee Hi-Tra c-

DR78xl4 B.F.G. XTP

ER78xl4 LeeHi-Tr.

ER78xl4 B.F.G. xir

FR78xl4 LeeHi-Tr&<;

FR78xl 4 B.F.G. XTP

CR78xl4 T&CSte»:

HR78xl4 LeeHi-Trae

FR78xl5 Lee Hi-Trac

GR78xl5 LeeHi-Trao

GR78xl5 B.F.G. XTP

HR78xl5 Lee Hi-Trac

HR78xl5 B.F.G. XTP

LR78xl5 LeeHi-Trar

LR78xl5 B.F.G. XTP

SDUpncc

38.95

42.95

42.95

46.95

43.95

47.95

45.95

49.95

57.95

49.95

46.95

48.95

53.95

50.95

55.95

54.95

60.95

IXTP and HI-TRAC e most modern|
rubber compounds tur 'coial snow tires.

They give stud grip action without the|
danger of studs.

All prices plus F.E. Tax and Sales Tax.

WHITE WALLS WHERE AVAIL
ADD $2.00 PER TIRE.

JSMM
ROUTE 9 HADLEY, AAA. ^

2 MILES FROM NORTHAMPTON OR AMHERSt

CASH AND CARRY
VISA
OR

MASTER CHARGE

OPEN:
MON.-FRI.

9:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.
ISAT 9:30 AM, TO 3 P.M.

586^2544

UMASS FIRE AND FIRST AID UNIT

General Meeting for all members and interested people
Tonight, CC 803 (or check elevator schedule)

If you cannot attend, please call

Karen at 256-8040 or
Lou at 253-2424

r

^^'Lll*^.

success

-^^.?e| • '^^

FRESH 12 or

BAGELS

Fresh-Creamy

COLE
SLAW
Fresh-Creamy

RICE
PUDDING

59

89
AMHERST SHOPPERS PfifRK

Rt. 9 & university D
~
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Alumni to aid seniors
B^ ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

The UMass Alumni Skills Bank opens
tonights at the Campus Center, 8 p m. "to
help seniors to learn what to expect in their

first job search experience," according to

program coordinator Anne Shewe.

The program, sponsored by the UMass
Placement Office, will include four sessions
over the next two months, each corisisting

of panel and informal discussions with
alumni who have successfully entered the
work forte. Beer, wine and cheese will be
served.

According to Shewe , a total of 24 alumni,
both recent and not so recent, will par-

ticipate. Five alumni are involved in

Senator

tonight's session aimed at helping
engineering majors.

The following session on Nov. 1 is for

natural sciences, mathematics, food
science and natural resources majors. The
third session is scheduled Nov. 15th, for

business administration masters degree
candidates.

The last ses<;ion on Nov. 29 will be held for

students majoring in humanities and fine

arts, education, and social and behavioral
sciences.

"Placement is a growing area. "Students
are more concerned about getting a job

when they graduate. It's nice to have
contacts through alumni out there,"

Shewe said.

indicted
PHILADELPHIA \UPI\~-

Just two weeks before
November elections, a

federal grand jury indicted

Rep. Joshua Eitberg, D-Pa..

/esterday on conflict of in

terest charges in connec
tion with an alleged

$100,000 influence-
peddling scheme.

The indictment, which
climaxed a year long na
tionally publicized in

vestigation that reached the

White House, accused
Eilberg of illegally getting

paid for helping his law firm

arrange a $14 5 million

federal grant.

The one-count indictment

charged the 57 year old

congressman with
pocketing the money for

getting Philadelphia's
Hahnemann Hospital a

Com munity Serivces Ad-
ministration grant for an ad-

dition.

Eilberg, who is running for

a seventh term in Congress,

got national publicity last

winter when it was disclos

ed he asked President

Carter to fire David Marston

as U.S. attorney in

Philadelphia.

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Friday, November 3 8:00 p.m.
Tickets now on sale. General Public • $7, 6. 5.

UMass students • $5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and other

students - $6, 5, 4.

Fire >RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511
and New England Ticketron Locations.

HEX MARKS
THE SPOT

Pardon the geometry . . . but that's the shape of our mirrors

at Great "X". And what a reflection on you. At Great "X"

the shape of your hair starts taking on new dimensions of class

and personality. No fancy angles. No facials. No skin treat-

ments. Just the greatest hairstyling value in town.

Put the hex on outrageous prices . . . with

a Great "X" haircut. More than 50

Great "X" hexes, from New Hamp-

shire to Texas. Look around, we

might be right in your home townl

CHfCCJllTIOnS
PRECISION HAIRCUT TERS

NO APPOINTMENT EVER

HAMPSHIRE HALL
HADLEY

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

Office of the President
2 work study
1 non work study
Administrative Aid/Office Research

Campus-Wide Committees
Housing Exemption Board
Discipline Board
Foreign Language Requirement Review

Board
and many more

Come by 420 SU

An Equal Opportunity Employer

r

MENS LIVES
Oct. 26, Thursday

in

Grayson Lounge

All Welcome

^ 1

Wednesday, October 25, 1978,

UPCOMING
HALLOWEEN

PARTY

THURSDAY, OCTORER 26

White Night/all white liquors 50c all night (gin, vodka, tequila, rum) plus

Dance Contest/Cash prizes 1st, 2nd, 3rd (cover 50c)

Proper attire required/"No jeans and sneakers"
Free munchies/ Bottled beer 75c

Quonsel/Route 9, Haiky, MassJ2S3-9214

FINE /4JTS CENTER PRESENTS

pdiil taylor
dance company

Tuesday November 7 8 p
Ooven Kingdom, Polaris, Airs

Wednesday, November 8 8 pm

Diggity. Private Domain, Esplanade

FINE >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

T(Ct<els now on sale Genet al public - $7 6 5

UMass students - $5. 4 3 Semoi citizens and
other students - $6. 5 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, S4S-2S1

1

Ir New England Ticketron Locations.

-OiUegliu^ lb

Entertainment
Showcase
Cmernas

R0UTE5.RIVERDALERD.
WEST SPRINGFIELD

TEL. 733 5131

aUMOAMV S 2 OO "' 2
:30

MATiMtea EVERYDAY

LATE SNOWS- Fll.« SAT
WE HONOR MASTER CHARGE

IVI'KHIOHS
-

I

PG
2:007:409:50

2:00 7:15-9:55

THEBOVS
FROM BRAZIL
If th«ysurvK«...wM wc>

2:00 7:15-9:40

pi;_flQm7WCnK15TIC3

bEflTHSJNILE

1:45 7:15 9:55

Adult Entsrtammeni
Maiestic Cinema
84 Cottage Street

E Hampton MA. ^7 2346

Oct 25 31

DADDY 7 30
FOXY LADY 8 50

Mat Thurs ft Fri

Under 21 not admitted

• Northampton

I only area showinc,

] NOW, Ends Tuesday
eves -7:00 and 9:00

De Broca's
Crowning
Touch ! / -.

Tonight in Thompson 104
at 8 p.m., FREE

Sponsored by UMass Hiltel

les Vioions
duBAL

"Not since Hiroshima Mon Amour
has there been so deeply personal
and so creatively exciting a filmV

-Judith Crist, Neu;Vork

WWtten and directed by Michel Dmch

m-j:-m<»4ViB*kj<-i;M-.«i!.<.<ij .!. >w»!.iiii..imi» j.
i.
. ,.Mi.»j»i

ifHATCH BAR

r.84 9153 r • 4HW'. ••*

A NEW COMEDY THRIILEH
Today at (TLS 5 OOl 7 15 9 30

You Are Cordially Invited To

Robert Altman s

^ Wedding
S-^ARRING CAROL BLKNKTT

Tuday d( aiS 4 4Si ; 00 9 IS

BURT «
REYNOL7>S V^

The Grodti-M Sluntman Alivi-

TodHv <it ITLS 5 OOl 7 15 9 30

"vmai^ Fnridv tind Saturday

at Midnitp

.ill seats *2 00

UMiIOUnHaLLlIO Tr.¥Tii:fflTrr.i

i WOULD HAVE 1ALKED
ABODTITTESTEIUliKliC nJT

•yf IWAS LAUGHING TOO MUCH:
fV- SI, I' %pi

^vti IV

Wednesday, October 25

SUB,7,9, 11-$1.00
COME EARLY!

HOMECOMING WEEKEND
7th ANNUAL BLOODY MARY BREAKFAST *

(Pitcher of Bloody Marys, 2 Eggs, Ham, Bacon, Sausage,

Home Fries, Toast or Muffins, Coffee )

2.99
After the Game

D.J.Sulliiran
''Celebrating Our Tenth Anniversary^'

• Sing-a-Long

• Contests •

3 'til 7 •

presents ^"^^^^tl

BAR
Saturday,

October 28

JOHN MORGAN

Right after the

UMass-UConn game
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ocuDa course invites i I

UM to take a dive
THE 17TH ANNUAL

Would you like to spend a week diving in

the Florida Keys during January, enrolled in

a university accredited, advanced diver

education course^ How about enrolled in

an accredited Coral Reef Ecology course?
Both possibilities are real options offered to

you this January by the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst, Diver
Education Extension Program (UMass
Project DEEP).
The first course (January 3 10) is a NAUI

sanctioned Sport Diving Course geared to

continue dive training beyond the basic

certification level and to give participants

experience in diver rescue, underwater
navigation, wreck diving, night diving, and
deep diving. It costs $200 and is worth two
GPI credits (PE100 G10) The second

course (January 11-18) is an intesive in-

troduction to Coral Reef Ecology which
combines classroom work with actual

underwater observation on the living coral

reefs of Key Largo, Florida. It costs $210
and is worth two credit in Zoology (ZOO
590A) Cost of both courses covers in-

struction, dives, lodging and meals.

The Florida Keys, where the courses are
held, comprise the most colorful dive
scenario in the United States. The water is

Caribbean blue and temperate. The
visibility is usually 50-100 feet. John
Pennekamp Coral Reef State Park, where
all dives are made, boasts 100 square miles
of protected reef system that abounds in

corals and beautiful tropical marine life.

Spikers set for final run
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
CoHegian Staff

If walls could only talk, or so they say. What noises or sounds would utter from the

plaster if walls had mouths installed. The insides of NOPE gym sound away with the

thumps of volleyballs, of sneakers squeaking on a waxy floor, or the voices of a coach

saying We're gonna do the basics". All these sounds have been stored in these walls

since the start of volleyball season last September 23. And, with two-thirds of the

season gone, these sounds reflect the efforts of a 12-5 season.

Some of the members of the women's volleyball team spoke of the season so far with

optimism and a feeling of cooperation with one another. Said Chris Perron, "We've the

ability, and also a lot of talent, so we're winning more games than last year." Co-
captain Joyce GresI added, "We're playing a lot better than last year. Both mentally

and physically, we're a stronger team." Another co- captain, Pat McGrath, said "We
have the potential to go a long way this year; if we get our emotional and physical

aspects together, we'll do well in the URI tourney November 4th."

The volleyball coaches also reflected on the past month with satisfaction. "We do
have a good record, " JV coach Paul Bauer said, "and with six or seven playing dates

left, we shouldn't lose any more matches, because we're psyched now." Said head

coach Mike Rhodes, "We've been successful so far; any time you take a losing team
and get it winning, you got to be'ieve we're progressing. After losing three out of the

last four matches, we're starting a 'new season'; starting Thursday, against Mount
Holyoke, we hope to get ourselves out of this current mire we're in.

'

And the walls resound with that one word""we".

v^WS%.
5>

MOCK GAMBLING CASINO

^iKKifos ao TO CHAmry

Oct. 28, 1978 First Floor, vOMpM VMrtiT

?» DOOM ortN

»• ROTAITV VOTINO CCittfi

10 00 cnomtHM or noval h uoMiti
11 00 AUCTION MOIM lUiHM ftAT HOOi V WM OUOI«« iVIWM)

»
.00 AdMissioi: oNows yo« $1,000 ploy aoMy:

AdditkNial money ovoiloblo.
\^

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$J*$

RAINTREE
Appearing

Friday and Saturday

Entertainment Tonight

Yhl

III]

IVi

occb tymes

tiu^—^one

gooifooti J^tirink
STA. Amherst. Mass. 549-^4031

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col

legian office (CC 113) between 845 a.m.

and 3 45 p m Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip and mail form found m
most issues of the Collecjian Classified

deadline is 3 45 r- it^ two ! lys i" advance
of publication date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c
pei line, five cOtibeCutive issues. 40c per

line per day 30 consecutive issues. 30c per

line per day One line is roughly ecjuivalent

to 38 characters

i

AUDIO FOR SALE

Sound Design 8-track tape deck with
speakers, $45 or BO. Call Phil, 546-6124.

AUTO FOR SALE

74 Vega camper body, in good cond.,

mechanically perfect. Radials, roofrack, FM
stereo, CB, tent, curtains and mattress. BO
over $1000. Call Bob. 665-3958.

1971 Ford Torino, 2 dr. auto, #104, runs

great, $775, call Paul, 256-8207.

74 Audi 100LS, new st. bit. radials, good
body, needs work, call Amy, 549-5815, 11

p.m.

71 Toyota Corona, good condition, $600

or best offer, 655-7566.

1976 Chevy van. C-10, long body, power
steering, AM/FM stereo, heavy duty
suspension and shocks, radial tires, ex-

cellent condition, call Marc, 545-2591 days,

665^4542 nights and weekends.

64 Volvo 1225. rblt. eng., clutch, brks.,

AM/FM, Calif, lie, runs fine. $1000.

549-0107.

1974 AMC Matador. 1700 or best offer,

call 546-6692, after 6 p.m.

69 VW. sticker, $165, Frank, 549-2742, 6-7

p.m.

1968 MG Midget, excellent condition, wire

wheels , ru

n

s great, $1150, 584-7277.

1969 Camaro. runs well, 253-5081, Erick.

69 VW-needs work, call Jon, 69300.

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave is back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ. Reasonable

rates, call D.L. Disco at (413) 567-1715 (col

lect) and ask for Dave or Fjryan.

FOR RENT

University Park apts.. 1 bdr. apt., unfurn-

ished, available immediately, $210 mo., util.

incl., rent pd. through Oct., call 256 8451.

Lovely furnished home in Easthampton,

kitchen, bath, phone, 20 minute drive, call

527-5420, ask for Mrs. Anderson.

Smhh-Cor. auto. ret. typewriter, car-

tridge, hardly used, ask. $140, 546-4631.

Receiver. Kenwood KR-440, 25 watts,

$185, skis — Graves competition 190's w/
Solomon bindings & Lotork safety device,

$135. KneissI white wing 200's w/ Cober
bindings & Lotork safety, $100. Graves
ISO's w/ Solomon bindings, $75, call Larry,

546-5411.

Complete scuba outfit, all new Scuba-
Pro equipment. Call 665-3027.

Calculator. Tl 59 and PC 100A printer,

perfect cond., $300 or BO, 549-1415, p.m.

1973 Dodge Tradesman van B-100, 6 cyl.,

3-speed, runs well, good tires, many extras,

$2400, call 772-0059, keep trying.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79
South Pleasant St., Amherst, daily 11-5.

HELP WANTED
Part-time helpers to attach hooks to

mailboxes in Amherst, Belchertown and
Hadlcy. $3.00/ hr. Apply Circulation Office,

Amherst Record.

Work-study student for national women's
training project. 10-15 hrs. pwr week. Must
type. $4/hr. Call 5-1558.

Food for thought— am seeking an Organic

Chem. tutor who would be willing to barter

an hour or so worth of tutoring for a

nutritious, delicious, homecooked
vegetarian dinner. Call Rose, 256-6388.

Creative residential treatment program
serving former State Hospital population

seeking Exit Unit Manager to provide even-

ing and overnight coverage 5 days/week
with an occasional weekend for 2 working
clients in need of limited support and /or

supervision. Daytimes free for part-time job

or academic courses. Weekly stipend, $50

plus rent. Qualifications: maturity; some
experience with population helpful; desire

to learn. Resume to: Community Support
Program, 203 High St.', Holyoke, MA
01040. A program of the Center for Human
Development. Affirmative Action Employer
M/F.

Business/acctg. position, $3.00/hr.,

contact A. Rufe, Rm. 205 Boyden BIdg.;

secretary basketball office, $2.85/hr., con-

tact J. Leaman, Rm. 227 Boyden BIdg.

Help wanted help wanted help wanted.
4 work study jobs on campus. Apply
Greenough Snack Bar, after 7 p.m., ex-

perience desired. We are located in Central

Area.

Addressers wanted immediately! Work
at home— no experience necessary— ex-

cellent pay. Write American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX 75231.

LOST

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

Lost: engagement ring— silver w/ small

synthetic diamond. Extreme sentimental

value, call Caroline, 546-8949... reward.

2 tix to SS Johnny, 2 tix to Cal. Suite, no
good to U. Have seat H, will go crazed! Joe,

6-4081, or 602E Cashin.

Lost— keys w/ brown leather M, Ireland

and Buick key chains, holding 6 keys. $10
reward. Call Mary, 549-4904.

Lost: 14K gold bracelet, 9/11, 3 strands,

Puftn.-Hasb., sent, vl., reward, 549-2866.

PERSONALS

Nifties never
parade rest 1

1

sleep— they just doze at

To J.T. and her friends: thanks for your

caring and helping me get by. Much love,

Tom.

Warhol's Dracula. Sat., Oct. 28. Two
shows: 9 & 11, Sage Hall, Smith College,

$1^

The Hgnah! Club wishes everyone a hap-

py Hgnah-loween. There will be a party

10/28/78 from 8-1 in Courtney Ferri»Hall.

The 3-member stormtrooper quartet will

perform a medley of the Bzztones' greatest

hits. At the next meeting, Dr. Yunit

Schuhschein will give a zoological lecture

on apolochatacylons. Afterward, Yunit (an

expert dowellist) will demonstrate some of

the fine points of doweling.

Movie— Monty Python— "And Now For

Something Completely Different" — Thurs-

day, Oct. 26-SUB-$1.00.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Own room in Sunderland apt., immediate,

$80 + , non-smoker, older student, call

Charles, 5-2876, 5-0444, 665-4775.

F. roommate wanted for own room in

apt. in big house. Main St., Amherst,
253-7150.

Housemate to share Sunderland apt. on
bus route for 11/1, call Sandy, 665-4291.

Roommate wanted share apt., Nov. 1,

Amherst on bus route, call Eve, 253-3861

.

SERVICES

Resume Preparation. $35, Personal Ser-

vice Success Motivation Institute, 25 Main
Street (Fitzwilly's Square, Rm. 30), Nor-

thampton, tel. 586-6433.

Photography passport or portrait instr.,

by appt., resume work, Steven, 253-5081.

Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for

your 256-page mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10,250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 25907- B, Los Angeles,

Calif., 90025, (213) 477-8226.

WANTED

Do you have a TV to sell? Call 6-8049.

WANTED TO RENT

One room kitchen bath privileges, need
car. $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

KINKY FILMS

Make it with Dracula this Saturday eve.

Warhol's Dracula: 10/28, 9 & 11 shows,

Sige Hall, Smith College, $1.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Institute, free in-

troduction to the second 6 week session,

improve all reading, learning fi study skills

plus concentration & more, be ready for

finals. Wed., Oct. 25, 8:30 p.m., Rm. 809

Campus Center, class starts Nov. 1, other

groups by arrgt., K.R. Morse, med. prof,

hypno.

Wednesday, October 25, 1978,
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Sank a tec

shot

5 Maiofity

9 Navigates
14 Account
15 To Ihf

sheltered

side

16 Arm bones
17 CdSh regis-

ter

18 Italian coins
19 Morning in

Nice

20 Wrath
21 Peace move
23 Behavior
25 Image
26 — bag
27 Sale term

29 Idiot

32 SutficienI

35 Season
36 Storage

building

37 Delude
38 Vaporize'

,19 S'ralfofd-

on

—

40 Partner

•11 Antler

42 Knight s

mount

43 Cat ol the

oast

44 Stiltens

45 Anguish
46 Nary
40 Farewell

parly

52 Furnaces 2

vi/ords

56 Gal in a song
57 Type style

58 Dry

59 Marsh
60 Stair pan
61 Church

leader

62 Tableland

63 Boxing
brothers

64 Unique per-

son

65 CraMs part-

ner

DOWN

1 House area
2 African city

3 Girls name
4 Pa s neigh
bor

5 Antagonism
6 Alop

7 Wheys
8 Palm reader

9 Rhus genus
shrub

10 Texas town
11 Concen-

trated

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Tuesday s Puzzle Solved
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12 Put

13 Transmitted
21 11 — ; Mus-

solir^i

22 Hazy
24 Lulu: Slang
27 Singer Vikki

and artist

Emily

28 Hunting dog
30 Agave
31 Pool

32 Off

33 Breakwater
34 Proces-

sional dance
35 Locality

36 Overstuffed

38 Luster

42 Family mem-
bers

44 Nasty looks

45 Garden tool

47 Fur

48 Marsh bird

49 Noted Can.
doctor

50 Gounod
work

51 Insects

52 Thyme, e

53 Charles
Lamb

54 Partly inun-

dated forest

55 Cast or

pig —
59 Wee m Glas-

gow

g

1 2 3 4

1

5 & 7 8 ^ 10 11 12 13

u 15 16

17 18 19 •

20 " 17

?3 ?4 ^^^H2:> ^H
^^^^H26 _ 27 :8 .1 2^ 30 31

32 33 34 35

1
3o

37

I
3b 39

40 41 42

43 " 45 IBHi
^^^^H 46 4/ 48 49 50 51

52 53 54 55 b 56

57

1

58

1

59

60 61 67

63 64 65

STELLA WILDER

YOUR BIRTHDAY
WEDNESDAY. Oct. 25

Born today, you are In-

clined toward a moodiness
which could stand in the

way of your success, espe-

cially should you select a

field of endeavor requiring

attsolute objectivity. You
h£ve high ideals and the

determination to stick by
them, but you may at

times wish for a less

stringent moral code, for

you often miss much of the

fun.

Your nature leads you to

decisions you regret. Often

you impulsively give up a
project or endeavor - or

take one on - simply be-

cause you "feel like it."

Cultivate more reason,

less emotion.
Also born on this date

are: Thomas Babington
Macaulay, author, histori-

an; Henry Steele Comm-
ager, educator, historian.

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.

Let your birthday star he
your daily guide.

THURSDAY, Oct. 26

SCORPiO(Oct. Z3-NOV.

21) ~ An early morning
upset makes it impossible
for you to make progress

on the employment scene.

Hold your own.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) ~ Self-confident

gestures help you to im-

press the opposition with a

strength you may not have.

Be glad.

CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) - Watch the way
the wind blows and behave
accordingly. An excellent

time for planning your
future.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb.

18) - Head in the direction

of another's success. You
may be able to gain in

understanding and enthu-

siasm.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March

20) - The need for change
makes itself known to you
rather forcefully today.

Don't pretend not to under-

stand.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)

- Your ability to speak
well in public serves you
well today. Fringe benefits

answer a small prayer.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

~ Use your talents to the

best of your ability, even
though you are not particu-

lary interested in the

project at hand.

GEMINI(May21-June20)-
• Make an effort to dis-

cover precisely what it is

another wants of you; then

try to fill the bill.

CANCER(June 21-July 22)

- Make an effort to extri-

cate yourself from a se-

rious situation involving

companions you wish to be

rid of.

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) -
Your good head for busi-

ness leads you into an
opportunity for gain quite

suddenly. Take advantage
of it.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)-

- An executive decision

leaves yoi} with few options

at this time. Pull in your

horns: retreat.

LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -

Nervous energy may keep
you going, but it may also

exhaust you. Take care to

get proper rest in p.m.
("opyri«ht. 1978,

United F'eiiturr Syndicate. Inc
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Rice voted top player;

Guidry gets best Hurler
St Louis (UPI) Ron Guidry won pitching

honors and Jim Rice was named player of
the year in a poll of their American League
teammates, the Sporting News said
yesterday
Guidry posted a 25 3 record with a 1.74
ERA to lead the New York Yankees to the
World Series and win the Pitcher of the
Year awjfd Rice led the league with 214
hits, 46 homers, and 139 runs batted in for

the Boston Red Sox
The 11 man all siar squad included Rod

Carew of Milwaukee at first base, Frank
White of Kansas City at second, Graig
Nettles of New York at third and Robin
Young of Milwaukee at shortstop.

The outfield consisted of Rice, Larry Hisle
of Milwaukee and Fred Lynn of the Red
Sox.

Jim Sundberg of the Texas Rangers was
the catcher chosen, Detroit's Rusty Staub
was the designated hitter and Baltimore's

Jim Palmer was the right-handed pitcher.

Sports Notices
STOCKBRIDGE B-BALL -Any Stockbridge student interested in playing for the
Stockbndge basketball team report to Coach Williams in Curry Hicks, Oct. 24 &
25 at 7:00 for tryouts.

FENCING CLUB-The fencing club and team will hold practice every Tuesday at

2:30-5:00, every Wednesday at 7:00-9:00, and Thursdays 2:30-5:00 and 7:00 9:00
in NOPE, room 8. Call Sean at 549-0303 for more information.

UNITED STATES VOLLEYBALL ASSOCATION -Clinic Saturday, Oct. 28,

10:30 a.m., Ct. #3, Boyden main gym. Teams are welcome!

CROSS COUNTRY RACE -All runners should meet at the Green Towers
(watertowers) on Orchard Hill. The race will begin at 4:00 p.m. today and will be
2 miles long.

To place a notice, drop by the Collegian

Office (CC 113) between 8 45 a m and 3 45
p.m. Monday through Friday The deadline

for notices is 3:45 p.m two days prior to

publication date.

Collegian
Notices

The printing of notices is a service pro

vided by the Collegian based on space
available for a specific date of publication

Therefore on any one day we cannot
guarantee the printing of notices.

Ski Patrol — important meeting for all new
candidates, Thursday, Oct. 26 at 8:30 p.m ,

CC 171 Bring your dues. Registration

deadline for all members is Oct. 30.

Notice — Pre-vet club will have its first

meeting of the semester on Wednesday,
Oct 25 at 7:30 p.m. in Stockbnge 319
-speaker Dr. Snoeyenbos.

Notice— Israeli dancing tonight! 7:30 p.m.
beginners; 8:30 p.m. advanced.

Center for Human Ecology — Internship

recruitment for spring the center for

Human Ecology in Freeport, Maine will be
on campus Thursday, Oct. 26 Look for

table in CC Concourse and attend meeting

4:00 p.m. in CC 801. Call office of Inter-

ships for details, 409 Goodell, 545-0727.

Food Science Cr Nutrition Majors — there

will be a short but important meeting of the

FS&N Club, Wednesday, OCt. 25 at 7:00
p.m., 227 Chenoweth. Elections of new of

ficers will be held. Come and enjoy free

wine and cheese. All FS&N majors and
faculty are encouraged to attend.

Notice — UMass Arts Council announces
that the concert by the Alexandria Ouartet,

previously announced for Nov. 6, will now
take place on Monday, April 2, 1979.

Undergraduate Economics Coun-
cil—meeting Wednesday, Oct. 23 at 3:30

p.m. in 508 Goodell.

Pre-Dents— Dr Kapala of B.U. Dental

School will be speaking about the dental

admissions process on Thursday, Oct. 26 at

7:00 p.m., CC room 801. All are welcome to

attend

Brown Bag Lunch Lecture— brown bag
lur.ch lecture-Prof. Felix Oppenheim of the

Dept. of Political Science will speak on
"Impressions of a Guest Lecturer in Italy,

1978 ' on Thursday, Oct. 26 at 12 noon in

Herter Hall, room 601. Any person in-

terested is invited to attend.

GETTlNVOLVED-Onlv 15 days til the

election, but it's not too late to help out on
Senator Ed Brooke's reelection effort.

Politics is everyone's concern - this means
you! Call Karen at 253 5028 for more info.

BE ONl"HEToOKbut-reefer~madness
is coming. Watch the Collegian for details.

Will be shown at Mahar Aud.

Center for Human Ecology — Internship
recruitment for spring - the center for

Human Ecology in Freeport, Maine will be
on campus Thursday, Oct. 26. Look for

table in CC concourse and attend meeting
at 4:00 p.m. in CC 801 Call office of Intern-

ships for details, 409 Goodell, 545-0727.

B'nai B'rith Hillel presents-

DOV FRIEDLANDER
Director of Counseling
at Hebre^r University

speaking on

"A Profile Of

Ameriean Students In Israel"

at an 0*u^ S^^i66at ^<Ul<utUH^ 4trucced

^ideuf. Oct<Uen 27 (Xt 7.00 ^.*k. U tU

^ HAPPY HOUR I

i MOM SAT 300600

I

I

I

I

DISCOUNTS ON ALL
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

BEERS

only at

iiiMl

57 N Pleasant St.

2535141
Across from the fire station

I

I

I

,^ m-

presents

KINGS OF THE ROAD
A film about society and change

International Cannes Film

Festival winner—'76
THURSDAY, 26th FREE ADMISSION
THOMPSON 1 04 8:00 P.M.

University of Massachusetis / Amherst

FINE /RTS CEhflTER PRESENTS

HOMECOMING WEEKEND CONCERT

Pianist Vocalist Composer
"I Honestly Love You" "I Go To Rio

"

PETER ALLEN
Saturdoy, October 28 8 pm

FINE >RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6. 5 UMass
students - $5. 4, 3. Senior citizens and other students

$6,5,4 -
,

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations. ,

't^^^^^ll

BAR

October 25-28
coming Sat., Oct. 28, 4-8:

JOHN MORGAN

'llflSnilf!!

*4^

^"sm*"

Senior Eric Williams will captain the UMass
Minutemen during the upcoming basketball

season. The team's annual scrimmage will be held

this Saturday at Curry Hicks Cage approximately

one hour after the football game. (Staff photo by
Steve Zack)
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Equestrians don't 'horse around'
fly PATTIE CARBONE > The most prominent aspect of the Equine Studies Program is

Collegian Staff the Equestrian Drill Team, which is composed of 10 riders, and
10 of the University's finest Morgan horses

It you've noticed the increasing number of people wearing j^jg semester, the team has performed at the Northampton
tight pants, tall black boots, and sporting whips, calm down... Tri-County Fair, the Greenfield Fair, and will be performing at
It's not KINKY SEX!!! ^^^ UMass Homecoming football game on Oct. 27th, from

.^.. . .,. ^»,o 1:00-1:30, on the golf field adjacent to Alumni Stadium.
This debonnaire bunch, belong to the Animal Science

Department's Equine Studies Program. Tryouts for the Drill Team will be held on Nov. 3, at .1:00 p.m.
at Tilson Farm. Any full-time undergradute student from

This semester, the classes have proved to be so popular that UMass is eligible for the team,
only 60% of the students who pre-registered could be admit-

ted to the program. The riding courses do not pertain to only ^^^ jj^^^^ Intercollegiate Showing Team has been suc-
Animal Science majors, it is open to students of all majors

cqs&\u\ so far this season. The region consists of 25 colleges,

locited within New Hampshire, Mass., and Conn. Thefoilow-
The department has set up an advisory council to raise funds ing is a brief run-down of the team's standing's after the first 6

for construction of an indoor riding arena. Since state funding shows of the season:
is unavailable for this project, it must be supported by private

donations.

Sept. 30 (Smith College) 4th place

But, the lack of state funds has hardly decreased the depart Oct. I (Mt. Holyoke) 8th place

ment's optimistic outlook. Just recently, student volunteers Oct. 14 (Colby-Sawyer) 3rd place

conducted an alumni phonothon, and suceeded in raising over Oct. 15 (Dartmouth) Reserve Champion

$1,000. Oct. 21 (UConn) Reserve Champion (tie)

Selig named top executive
NEW YORK (UPI) - Allan H. "Bud " Selig, the energetic first'step in getting the team on the road to respectability,

president of the Milwaukee Brewers whose preserverance and And, it was Selig's shrewd business sense in shelling out

decision making helped build the club into a contender, money for free agents such as Sal Bando and Larry Hisle over

yesterday was named the Major League's Executive of the the last two years that helped give the team a sense of profes-

Year by the United Press International. sional pride.

In a balloting of 30 UPI baseball correspondents from across Selig began the Brewers' reconstruction program following a

the nation, Selig narrowly beat out the man he hired as disappointing 1977 campaign. He started by firing Alex Gram-

Brewers' general manager, Harry Dalton, and San Francisco mas as manager and Jim Baumer as director of baseball opera-

Giants' general manager Spec Richardson for the top ex- tions. He hired Dalton from the California Angels and Dalton,

ecutive honors. in turn, hired Bamberger away from the Baltimore Orioles

"Quite candidly I'm overwhelmed," said Selig. "It's not a where he had built a reputation as one of baseball's best pit-

personal honor but one I accept on behalf of the entire ching coaches,

organization." Selig, who had signed Bando as a free agent a year ago, once

Selig was quick to praise the talents of Dalton, manager again plunged heavily into the free agent market by signing Hi-

George Bamberger, the players and the entire staff for pro sle to a multi-year, multi-million dollar contract. Dalton then

viding the Brewers with their finest season in history. The club made a few key trades and began a complete overhaul of the

finished 93-69 in the tough American League East Division Brewers' organization.

-only six and one-half games behind the New York Yankees. "That was the key move," said Selig.

"Harry was the catalyst for pulling the entire organization With Hisle sparking the offense and Bamberger developing a

together," said Selig. "I can't explain how important he was," young pitching staff into a formidable unit, the Brewers went

It was Selig's decision to hire Dalton, however, that was the on to post the fourth best record in baseball.

Walk into the incredible true

experience of Billy Hayes.

And bring all the courage

you can.
1

BILLY HAYES
^IH ,)-,- i
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COLUMBIA PiCTUfitS Presents A CASABLANCA FILMWOflKS Ptoduclon ol

An ALAN PARKER Film MIDNIGHT EXPRESS E.ecu..ve producer PETER GUBER screenplay by OLIVER STONE

Prodi^cedbyALAN MARSHALL ar«, DAVID PUTTNAMo-recledbyALAN PARKER M.s,cCrea.edb, GIORGIO MOROOER
Based or, the Uue story ot Billy Hayes (rom It* booir Midnight Express by BILLY HAYES and WILIAM HOfPER >^. - •-r.r- «n««. ^^^

Otiftinil Soundluck Altium ivKlitile Horn CASABLANCA RtCWD And FIlMWORKS
|

t '»?« c»„-*.. o-c-.w «*,!..« ,kWPZ

Coming Soon to a Theatre Near You

Heartfelt*
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
10-6 Mon.-Sat. 253-5135

open Fri. until 9

AMEX

^1
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YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

Women's soccer vs Boston University, Cancelled

IField

hockey 1 UNH 1

JV soccer vs Holyoke CC.

TODAY'S GAMES

JV volleyball vs Franklin Pierce/ Berkshire CC. 6:00

p.m.

UMass senior Lynsie Wickman stick handles her way
against UNH in field hockey action yesterday. The Cats

tied UMass. 11. (Staff photo by Wendy Goldberg)

Spikers drop 2 of 3 over weekend
fly SUZETTE COURTMANCHE
Collegian Staff

Meatloaf may sing "two out of three ain't bad" but for the

UMass volleyball team the two losses (UMaine and UConn)

and one win (Williams) last Saturday wasn't good.

Going into the tri-match 113 the team dropped their record

to 12-5. Their first foe, UMaine fought off a 12 4 UMass lead

to come from behind and win 15-12.

Despite the defensive digging of Maria Minicucci and the

powerful spikes of Joyce GresI, the team lost two straight

games (15 12, 15-12). In an attempt to block the giant hitters

from Maine, UMass was also plagued with net violations.

Regaining their concentration, the UMass team pulled a win

over Williams. They defeated Williams in the first game 15_11,

lost the second 11 15. but set them straight in the third 15-2.

After Peggy Baioer oeyan the third game with four ace serves,

the team was psychologically in the game and played to win.

Much like the UMaine game, UConn worked off a UMass

lead. UMass, ahead 9-0 in the first match, gradually lost con-

centration as the Huskies crept up to tie it at nine all.

As said in the past, coach Mike Rhodes felt, "If you lose your

concentration, your psyche, you lose the ganr>e." Which is just

what happened when UConn defeated UMass 15-9, 15-9.

Freshman, Sally Anderson put in a fine perforrrwnce overall.

Specifically, she had good control on her bumps aside from

hitting well.

One of the team captains, Patti McGrath, summed up the

team's impressions of the games.

"Despite recent difficulties we have decided to concentrate

more on volleyball and have a positive attitude concerning the

rest of the season. We're gonna do it to it.

Stickers tie

Wildcats, 1-1
By MIKE ESTHAUA
Collegian Staff

, .. ^ „ j
UMass pressing for some penetration, drove the ball down

into the UNH end. Julie McHugh nearly scored, Judy Strong

dove head first into the goal to try to knock a rebound in.

Some 150 fans were on the sidelines cheering and screaming,

waiting for the reassuring yelping and raised sticks of a hand-

ful of UMass stickers near the goal indicating that indeed they

had broken the tie. It never came. A Wildcat defensewoman

had stopped Strong's shot with her hand, and the

Minutewomen were in their first penalty shot situation of the

year with 2:20 to go in the second half of a 11 tie

Lynsie Wickman, the Minutewomen's leading scorer and

example setting senior co-captain, approached the ball placed

solemly on the mark used for pena'^y strokes She lifted a high

shot that went wide of the net to the right and the best played

hockey game of the year game to an end the only way it could,

in a 1-1 tie.
,

"The game didn't hinge on the penalty stroke, said UMass

coach Pamela Hixon "Considering the strength UNH is sup-

posed to nave, this is the best team effort we have put

together this year."

The story of much of the game was the superior offense of

UNH against the equally superior defense of UMass.

Minutewomen goalie Karen Stifter had seven saves in the first

half alone. Stifter, along with senior co-captain Gayle Hut-

chinson (two blocked shots) turned away eight penalty cor-

ners in the first half.

Yet it was UMass who got the early lead on their only penalty

corner of the first half. At 1:55 Jodi Wickman pushed the ball

out to the waiting Karen Laverdiere who trapped the ball with

her hands, allowing Lynsie Wickman to blast it home to the

lower right.

The second half was much the same as the first, and it seem-

ed the stickers would pull out another nail biter keyed by their

refusal to let the opposition get the early lead.

But at 16:40, the Huskies, at times virtually controlling the

flow of the game, put on a steady penetration into the UMass

end. UNH forward Patrice Foster centered to Julie Bookmyer.

Stifter, coming out to cut down the shooting angle was

caught in the middle and Bookmyer just flicked it home.

"In my mind we won," said forward Julie Hall, "this is the

best team effort we've had this year," echoing Hixon's earlier

comments.

The game at NOPE yesterday was important to both teams

because much of the top seeding for the upcoming EAIAW
tournament depernled on it.

The UNH Huskies, under twelve-year coach and forfT»er

Welsh hockey player - Jean Rilling - are now 9-1-1. The

Minutewomen are now 8-2-1 and looked forward to what

should be a pushover at Smith tomorrow night at 7:30.

Ageless Perry honored

as Cy Young recipient
NEW YORK l/flPl-Gaylord Perry, the 40

year-old righthander for the San Diego

Padres, became the first pitcher to win the

Cy Young Award in both leagues when he

easily captured the National League honor

yesterday
. .

The Baseball Writers Association of

America announced the result, which came

from the voting of two of its members in

each of the NL cities. And it was a landslide

for Perry, the oldest winner ever of the

coveted pitching award.

Perry, the only pitcher named on all 24

ballots, received 10 first-place votes and a

pair of runner up ballots. The five three-

one point system gave him 116 points, far

outdistancing Burt Hooton of Los Angeles,

who had 38 points, Vida Blue of San Fran

Cisco, wiih 17 points, and J.R. Richard of

Houston, with 13 points.

Blue and Richard each picked up a first

place vote and were followed in the

balloting by relief pitcher Kent Tekulve of

Pittsburgh (12 points), Phil Niekro of Atlan

ta (10), Ross Grimsley of Montreal (7i,

reliever Rollie Fingers of San Diego (1),

Tommy John of Los Angeles (1 1
and rookie

Don Robinson of Pittsburgh (1 ).

Perry 21 6, topped the 20-victory mark

for the ^!fth time in his magnificent career

that stretches back to his major league

debut with the San /ranctsco Giants in

1962 He has also won 19 games twice and

18 games once.

Perry whose NL record is 155 115 and

American League mark 112 91, led the

Padres to their best season ever, a four

thplace finish in the NL West with a record

of 84 78 Perry also has pitched for

Cleveland and Texas in the AL. His other

Cy Young Award came in 1972, when he

was 24 16 for Cleveland.

The 1972 award came in his first year with

the Indians after he was traded by the

Giants. The Cy Young trophy he picked up

Tuesday also came the first year following a

trade. ^ u e
The Texas Rangers, who acquired the b-

foot 4 215 pound pitcher from Cleveland

during the 1975 season, apparently felt his

best years were behind him, dealing the

ageless wonder to San Diego for pitcher

Dave Tomlin and $125,000 last February.

Perry, the top NL winner in 1978, gave his

new employers their money's worth, com-

piling a 2.72 earned run average in 261 inn-

ings pitched. Only five of Perry's starts end-

ed in complete games, as the Padres utiliz-

ed Fingers to nail down many of the vic-

tories.

The big right-hander, from Williamston,

N C. has been involved in numerous con-

troversies throughout his career over his

use of the greaseball, an illegal pitch that is

loaded up with vaseline and drives batters

daffy with its dips and drops.

Perry admitted in his autobiography,

which was written during his Cleveland

years, that he once' threw a greasball, but

main^ins now with a smile, of course -

that he throws a mean forkball. He says

he's glad the opposition thinks he throws

an illegal pitch because it gives him a

psychological edge.

SodoestheCy Young Award.

San Diego's grand old man, Gaylord Perry, who was 21 6 in 1978. was

named the NL Cy Young award winner yesterday .
(UPD

Committee has no evidence against Brooke
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Senate ethics

committee said yesterday it has not un-

covered any evidence to show that Sen.

Edward Brooke, R-Mass., personally

altered documents gathered during an

. investigation into his finances.

In a statement issued 20 minutes after the

close of two days of often acrimonious

hearings requested by Brooke in an attempt

to clear his name, the panel made no

mention of the role Oi the senator's

lawyers.

The hearings were called after Richard J.

Wertheimer resigned as special counsel to

the committee on Oct. 12 and accused
Brooke's lawyers of deliberately delaying

the inquiry.

Wertheimer said check stubs were altered

to conform with Brooke's current

statements on various finanical tran-

sactions.

Brooke, a 12-year veteran of the Senate,

is locked in a tough battle for re-election

against a challenge by Rep. Paul E.

Tsongas, a democrat from Lowell.

At a news conference shortly before he

returned to the campaign trail, Brooke said

he was "very pleased" by the committee's

findings even though his lawyers were not

judged blameless - as he had contended.
Four members of the committee said they

"have found no evidence linking Sen.

Brooke personally with delaying the

production of documents, failing to turn

over documents or altering documents
requested by the committee."
The statement said a preliminary inquiry

Mnto Brooke's financial^ affairs will continue

without Wertheimer, but, added that the

committee "has made no finding with

regard to the facts."

Committee spokeswoman Lynne Murphy
said the statement was drafted by Sen.
Robert Morgan, D-N.C, and agreed to by

the committee chairman, Sen Adiai

Stevenson, D-lll., and Sens. Charles

Mathias, R-Md., and Harrison Schmitt, R-

N.M.
The two other committee members, Sens.

John G. Tower, R-Texas, and Abraham
Ribicoff, D-Conn., were out of town.

The statement followed a charge by

Brooke earlier in the day that Wertheimer

was guilty of "shocking professional

misconduct."
Appearing before the committee, the

senator vigourously denied all of Wer-

theimer's allegations. "There was no at-

tempt to conceal," he said.
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Most tenants
end rent strike

Ben Williams, left, from Kennedy dorm, and Greg Wall from Pierpont dorm

hold an impromptu jam session yesterday behind Pierpont. (Staff photo by

David Rodgers)

By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

The leader of a rent strike by tenants in

university housing units yesterday conced-

ed many of the tenants have given up their

protest against a $19 monthly rent increase

because they could be evicted.

But leader Scott Balfour said he will con-

tinue to encourage striking tenants not to

pay their rent and instead place it in escrow

in the UMass Student Federal Credit Union.

Some 120 tenants in the housing units

-North Village, University, and Lincoln

apartments - originally withheld the rent in

September, but their number had dwindled

to 57 this week after Hampshire County

Deputy Sheriff Robert Schwobe began ser-

ving the tenants with eviction notices.

The notices, officially called "notices to

quit" give tenants 14 days to vacate the

apartments or face a possible court sum-

mons and an order to leave.

"Students get excited during exam week

and having a sheriff show up at your door

tops it all off," Balfour said. "I guess they

eliminated the one source of pressure they

could by withdrawing rent and turning it in

to the University.

"Spirits were high but people really got

scared," he said. "The threat of being kick-

ed out of your house in the winter, especial-

ly if you have kids, is enough to frighten

people away. I think they underestimated

the severity of the situation."

Some $10,000 remains in the escrow ac-

count this week, down from $16,000 last

week. "We've lost some momentum,
although I really feel we learned a lot in this

whole situation," Balfour said.

But, he said, tenants will continue to

meet with Housing Office officials and

members of the administration this week to

discuss projected fee increases for next

year.

The proposals, already drafted, will be

submitted to Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Dennis L. Madson for final approval.

The proposals have not yet been made
public.

Balfour said increased public awareness

of low graduate student teaching stipends

and improved housing conditions were two

results of the rent strike. "We've shown

that the Housing office can't throw us a

heavy rent increase and expect us to take it

sitting down, " he said.

Balfour said he will continue to withhold

rent, although "I'm certainly not going to

go to court by myself. It depends on how
many others keep their money in the

escrow account."

He also said tenants will call UMass
health inspectors today to verify their

claims that code violations exist in the

units.

By RONALD G. DUfAULT
Collegian Staff

Since opening its doors in 1970 as a

cafeteria, the Blue Wall has seen many
changes, the most recent of which has

been addition of waitresses to its staff.

"Why not," says beverage manager Paul

Barbato, "all the other bars around here

have waitresses, why shouldn't we?"
According to Barbato, the idea for

waitresses has been around since he

became student manager of the bar in

1975. However, "no one ever followed

through on these ideas."

Even this year there was uncertainty as to

whether it was a wise move. Barbato said

added costs of hiring waitresses were, and

still are a major concern.

"It's too soon to tell if it will work out or

not, but it looks good for the future, with

four more John Morgan happy hours

coming up," he said. The first of these

happy hours will be this Saturday after the

Homecoming football game against

UConn,
Unfortunately, service is still a problem,

according to bartender Laurie Mickle. "The

Waitressesat t/ie Blue Wall: 'Why not?'
waitresses were hired to niake the service

better, but it hasn't been, she said.

She said a wall at the near side of the bar

is the main problem because, "only three of

us (bartenders) can work on the left side of

the wall, and even though we constantly

tell the people to go to the other side,

which is usually empty, they keep coming

to ours."
Mickle, a senior who has tended bar since

last fall, said bartenders' tips have fallen off

as a result of the new waitresses this year,

but stressed that business has been slower

so far.

When they originally applied, the new

waitresses did not know the Blue Wall

positions would open up. Most either

applied as waitresses for the Top of the

Campus, or as bartenders at the Blue Wall,

although many had never worked as

waitresses before.

uiieui o.i;i.c uiiv-Aptrienced women, after

spilling three glasses of beer in a row on

one customer, decided the job just wasn't

for her and quit. Most of the other women,

though, said they "hdve fun " on the job.

"We've had n reputatior^ as a dive, and

these girls shape the place up," Barbato

said. "Also, ' he said, "the bar stays quite a

bit cleaner now because one of the

waitress's responsibilities is to clean off the

t8b)6S.

"

Other duties handled by the women in-

clude taking orders for drinks, and cleaning

up the main room after customers leave for

the night.

One waitress, Leslie Bernstein said the

women have to hustle and work hard "to

make any kind of money."
These waitresses work for $1 .60 per hour,

the minimum wage for waitresses. So far,

tips have been less than plentiful, the

women said.

"We know students aren't rich, but they

do things like buy a drink for ninety cents

and won't leave the dime" Sheryl Brass,

one of two new members to the staff of

eight said. "Nickles and dimes are fine,"

she said, "we love them, but people still

don't give them."
Another waitress said one of the best tips

given to any of them was a dollar from (an

over-zealous) (and very smashed) male.'

"Near the end of the night, one oi the

bouncers came over and suggested' to the

guy that I deserved a good tip because of

how much he had bothered me all night, so

he gave me a dollar," Kathy Kelly said.

one of the new
waitresses at The Blue Wall. (Staff

photo by David Rodgers)
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Wage-price chief

is a Jigtiter'
Associated Press
WASHINGTON Alfred E. Kahn, named by President Carter
as his ne\^ wage-price chief, already has won a reputation as
the administration's best inflation fighter.

As chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Board for the past 16
months, Kahn has presided over sweeping changes in

Amencan aviation.

Under his leadership, the board has encouraged and ap-
proved a rash of discount air fares, and travelers are filling

airplanes in record numbers.
All of this has had the approval of the president. No wonder.

It's one bright spot in the war on inflation. With retail prices

generally rising at an annual rate of nearly 10 percent, average
air fares are lower than a year ago.
Carter selected Kahn for the CAB job because of Kahn's

reputation as a specialist on deregulation. The president

wanted someone who would promote competition and
protect consumers.
For 30 years, the 61 -year-old Kahn taught regulatory and

antitrust economics at Cornell University and wrote "The
Economics of Regulation," a study of the government's role in

tfie regulation of private industry.

Inflation program
too little, too late'
Associated Press

LONDON President Carter's new anti-inflation program was
dismissed on world money markets yesterday as too little, too
late, and the dollar plunged to new lows in heavy selling. But
somB 'experts said the plan may do some good in the long-
term!-

Foreign exchange dealers said Carter's plan to limit wages
and prices voluntarily was woefully inadequate to stem the
dollar's 18-month decline.

"We had not expected much," commented one Swiss
dealer, "but we had not expected so little."

Gold bullion soared to record prices in typical reaction to the
dollar's troubles.

Despite the drubbing the dollar took on foreign exchanges.
Carter's action won some praise.

West German government spokesman Klaus Boelling said
the anti-inflation program was additional evidence of Carter's
"strong determination to achieve the aim of effectively

fighting inflation."

Teamsters support
inflation plan
Associated Press
WASHINGTON - President Carter won unexpected, though

conditional, support for his new anti-inflation program from
the Teamsters union yesterday wf>ile Republican critics were
already predicting the program would fail.

On the day after Carter disclosed his long-awaited program,
most labor leaders remained silent, business executives lent
selective support and reaction from Capitol Hill varied from
strong endorsement to adamant opposition.

Meanwhile, Carter, as expected, named Alfred E. Kahn,
head of the Civil Aeronautics Board, to oversee the program
which is aimed at holding wage and benefit increases to 7
percent aad price increases to roughly 5.75 percent in 1979. >

Carter applauded Kahn's work at the CAB and said the
administration's new program "will be a good opportunity for

the government and private sector to work in harmony."

Kahn said that if the president's program fails, it will lead to,

"ever tighter fiscal and monetary restraints " that could bringj
on a recession, or result in implementation of comprehensive
mandatory wage and prioe controls.

ZUMBO BEACH. Calif. - At least six burned-out luxury homes are visible in

this aerial photo taken Tuesday. Other homes across the street fared better,
and escaped the blaze unharmed. Brush fires swept through the area Tuesday,
burning more than 38.000 acres, and damaging or destroying 185 homes. More
than 3,000 firefighters fought the blaze. (UPI)

QUICK COPY AND TYPING
Carriage Shops, Amherst

549-0557

•Quality, low-cost copying

•The fastest, most pro-

fessional typing in the area

for only 65c a page

•Connplete dissertation,

nnanuscript and resume
service

Come in and get
;

2 FREE copies or
|

10% off at :

QUICK COPY AND TYPING i

Carter set to ask
missle development
/Associated Press/

WASHINGTON The Carter administra-
tion is expected to ask Congress for millions

of dollars to move into full development of

a mobile intercontinental missile but to
delay a decision on how to deploy it.

Defense Department offici^ils said yester-

day.

Meanwhile, President Carter, unwilling to

give up hopes of completing a strategic

arms limitation treaty by the end of the
year, is planning to send Secretary of State
Cyrus R. Vance to Geneva next month for

talks with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A.
Gromyko.
The officials, declining to be identified

publicly, said a decision on how to base the
new missile could be put off for as long as a
year. Deep differences among President
Carter's advisers. State Department and
Pentagon officials on the basing issue re-

main to be solved.

Informed sources said White House scien-

tific advisers are strongly opposed to the

"shell game, "concept pushed by senior
Defense Department scientists and some
top military leaders. Defense Secretary
Harold Brown also has reservations about
this concept.
Under the Multiple Aim Point System,
commonly referred to as the "shell game,"
about 200 missiles would be mounted on
specially equipped trucks and would be
shuttled constantly among about 2,000 to

4,000 widely dispersed concrete-lined hol«s
from which they could be launched.
Backers of this idea content the Russians

would be discouraged from launching any
surprise attack because they would be
uncertain where the missiles, were hidden
at any given time.

However, White House critics are said to

be concerned about possible strong
political opposition from governors, en
vironmentalists and others to constructing

thousands of missle-launch holes and con
necting roads over vast areas of Western
states

f

Israel seeks treaty revisions
Associated Press
JERUSALE/\/l-\sxae\ gave

qualified approval to a draft

peace agreement with
Egypt yesterday, but in-

structed its delegation to

the peace conference in

Washington to seek impor-

tant revisions in the final

text.

Prime Minister Menachem
Begin said after a marathon
Cabinet discussion that 15

deputies voted for the trea-

ty and the amendments he
proposed, and two
ministers abstained.

Foreign Minister Ezer
Weizman will leave for

Washington today, the
government announced.
The U.S. State Department
said the talks probably
would resume today or

tomorrow and that
Secretary of State Cyrus R.

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

Vance planned to meet with

the Egyptian delegation!

yesterday afternoon.
|

Egypt has said it also'

wants to amend the 10
,

page draft treaty and in
'

formed sources estimated
the negotiations may con -

tinue for several more
weeks.
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Majestic Cinema
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Better relations ahead

Drive to oust
.Bromeryends
By MEGAN O'RE/LLYand
CHRiSTOPHERH. SCH/\/t/TT
Co/leglan Staff

Faculty union leaders yesterday predicted

improved relations with the administration

and an increase in union membership
following tentative agreement on the

faculty's first contract.

Meanwhile, a drive by some faculty

members to call a rare faculty meeting
intended to ask for the dismissal of

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery appears
to be dead.

"The air is cleared by the implementation
of the contract," said James E. Cathey,
president of the Massachusetts Society of

Professors. "It smoothes out quite a bit."

Cathey said the tentative contract,

hammered out in a marathon 21-hour

bargaining session early Monday morning,

was a good contract, with "lots of splendid

features m it."

"At the end of this very long process,"

said Larry S. Roberts, a faculty negotiator

and former MSP president, "We're pleased

to beat the end of it."

Cathey predicted faculty would approve

the tentative contract, and also said union

membership would increase as a result.

Membership now stands at approximatly

500 out of 1,200 eligible members on the

Amherst campus.

Some faculty members earlier this year
had begun a drive to decertify the union,
citing its low membership.

Other union leaders still appeared tired

from the weekend's marathon bargaining.

"I asked (my students) today if I said

anything screwy," said history professor

Leonard Richards, another faculty

bargainer, "and they told me no."

The drive to call the faculty meeting --

begun primarily by union members --

originally began two weeks ago. Some
faculty members at the time were cir-

culating petitions directing Harvey Kline,

secretary of the faculty senate, to call the

meeting. Such meetings are provided for

under faculty governance.

To be included on the agenda was a

resolution asking for Bromery's dismissal,

because he had made a "travesty of the

collective bargaining process, and totally

lost the respect and confidence of faculty

and librarians."

Kline said this week he was aware the

petitions were being circulated by union

members, "but I don't know how many, if

any, signatures they got." Ten precent of

the faculty, or about 125 signatures, would
have been needed to call the meeting.

"I never saw them and it's likely I never

will," Kline said. "They've probably burned
them by now."

Town restricts DNA,

rejects rent control
ByJONKLE/Nand
MAR/A /VIESSITT
Coliegian Staff

Amherst Town Meeting members last

night acted on two controversial issues,

passing restrictions on recombinant DNA
research, and turning down a rent control

proposal, as the meeting concluded its fall

session at the Amherst Regional Junior

High School.
A third important article voted on and

passed endorsed continuation of town
subsidized public bus service, which pro-

vides connections to Northampton,
Florence, and Williamsburg.

Article 14, dealing with the recombinant

DNA research, asks that federal guidelines

be adopted for all such research conducted

in Amherst. The guidelines required crea-

tion of a bio-hazards committee to monitor

the work.
Article 15, an advisory motion supplemen-

ting Article 14, was also pas^=ed «nd asks

the United Sates Congress to insist federal

safety guidelines be enforced throughout

the country.

The articles, recommended by the

Amherst Board of Selectmen, passed

quickly with little debate.

Recombinant DNA research, which in-

volves transferring small pieces of the

genetic code from one DNA molecule to

another, is considered extremely important

to biological research and study of

diseases.

So'ie authorities believe the reseaich

represents a potential threat to public

health because unknown organisms or

diseases may be created, which medical

science is not yet prepared to fight.

The rent control proposal was put down
after about a half-hour debate. Key
disagreement on the proposal centered

around whether rent control would present

a long range solution to problems of high

rents in the town rental housing units.'

The selectemen and the Rent Control

Committee had disagreed on the issue, and

how to provide long term solutions to

maintaining rents at an affordable level, en

couraging construction of new rental units,

broadening the town's tax base, and in-

creasing protection of tenant's rights.

The Amherst area housing market tighten-

ed considerably this year, in some cases

causing rents to rise. Officials have partially

attributed the squeeze to a new UMass
regulation allowing juniors to live off-

campus.
A final article passed amended zoning

bylaws, by adding a section allowing for

congregate housing for the elderly and han-

dicapped. A spokesman for the Amherst

Council on Aging supported the article as a

"humanly sensible and sensitive alternative

for the elderly who don't need 24-hour

care, and don't want to compromise their

precious independence."
The Monday night session of the meeting

passed an advisory motion 100 94 in favor

of limiting property taxes to 2.5 percent of

the property's assessed value. A second

advisory motion passed called for repeal of

fiscal autonomy for school committees.
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Halloween's almost here, and these pumpkins set out on a lawn in South
Amherst look like they're just right for carving. (Staff photo by Joyce
Khederian)

Collins, Atkins clash

on tax reform issue
By HANS SCHULZ
Co/iegian Staff

State Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst
and his Republican opponent Chandler W.
Atkins, competing for the Third Hampshire
District legislative seat, clashed last night

on tax reform at a candidates' forum held in

Worcester Dining Commons.
A group of about 50 people gathered to

hear candidates running for First, Second
and Third Hampshire County Represen-

tative seats, and also the two nominees for

the Hampshire/ Franklin District Attorney's

office at a candidate's night sponsored by

UMass Local 1776 of the American Federa-

tion! of State, County and Municipal

Employees. State Senator John Olver, who
is running unopposed for re-election this

November, served as moderator.

In his opening remarks, Collins, the

three-term incumbent, claimed that the

42% property tax cut advanced by Proposi-

tion 2'/? on the November ballot would
"decimate the state budget." "There is no
large state surplus to make up the dif-

ference in cuts to services," he said.

Collins also warned that public higher

education could be in jeopardy if the pro-

posed cuts were made.
Atkins, a businessman from Amherst

who currently serves as a town meeting

member, endorsed major tax cuts which he

said would "fight inflation and create incen-

tives to work, save, and invest." He also

promised "to bring good sound business

principles into government."
District Attorney candidate Thomas

Simons, House minority whip, charged that

his opponent, Jonathan Souweine, is

duplicating Simons' stands on campaign
issues in an attempt "to broaden his base,"

and asserted that Souweine lacks criminal

court experience.

Souweine, a self-described
"progressive," said he shares his

opponent's view that the prosecution of

street crime should get priority in the D.A.'s

office. He also said although he has never

prosecuted a criminal distnct court case, he

has represented the state in superior court

on a regular basis.

Souweine is a former assistant to At-

torney General Francis X. Belotti, and a

former director of the Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group.
Atkins and Collins also differed on the

Hatch-Cowin bill, which would place a ceil-

ing on state expenditures. Collins said

passage of the bill would "cut collective

bargaining for public employees." Atkins

said that he supports Hatch Cowin since it

"puts a cap on state and local spending."

Student senate waits
to endorse candidates
Bv /\/IAH/E STUCKEY
Cof/egian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Ser,,ite last

''K)ht voted that the senate, when deemed
necessriry, endorse a political candidate.

But in a related vote, tabled until next week
i motion to endorse Jonathan Z Souweine
for Hampshire Franklin county district *

mtoiney
Supporters of the Souweine motion said

he would be sensitive to student interests,

because he had once been a student and a

student senator at UMass. Opponents said

no candidate should be favored without

considering other candidates

In other business; Senators Shirly Martin

and Peter Leary resigned as co-

V Committee.
,K;v'vri in order to

her sijna:ots. The

chairpersons of 'the

They said they steppe.

_

open the position to o

elections for the post

woeic.
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Army postpones

Maine dam
decision
AUGUSTA, Maine (UPI)
The J.S Army Corps of
Engineers yesterday again
postponed passing
judgment on a controversial
Maine hydroelectric project
n "dnt to eventually meet
o, c fifth of New England's
peak power needs.
£jlU Green, a corp public

I' -vrrnation officer in

Vv ijshington, said the
reifc.ise date of the final

environmental impact
statement of the Lincoln
hydroeleqtric project has
been set back until next
sunuTter.

Final say on the matter
'ests with the federal
yovernmeni

Around the Nation

MENS LIVES

Grayson Lounge

All Welcome

^

Pi/ot /ost sight of
plane before collision

l-OS ANGELES (UPI) The pilot and four
other men in the cockpit of a doomed PSA
jetliner lost sight of a small plane for more
than a minute before they collided and
plunged to earth in San Diego, the Los
Angeles Times reported yesterday.
The Times based its story on a tape-

recorded conversation of the five men as
the plane made its approach to Lindbergh
Field just seconds before the worst air

disaster in U.S. history.

The tape ends with a poignant farewellcall
from one of the fligfu crew-who were
aware all cockpit talk is recorded as the
plane went down into its dive: "Ma, I love
you.

"

Parents cry 'Help'

with college tuition

BOSTON (AP) At d public hearing run
by Sen Edward M Kennedy middle-class
Massachusetts parents asked yesterday tor

tuition help to q*" \\\i-i< ( hiijren through
-ollege.

'I'm a teachei and tiiere is no way od
earth I can oet my five children throua^

college without help," Arthur Hickey, 50, a
Lowell High School School sociology
teacher, told Kennedy.
"We find ourselves in this unfortunate

middle class," said Patricia Bell, 46, of
Swampscott.

Turkeys w/7/

cost more this year
Associated Press
You'll have to pay more for your

Thanksgiving turkey this year and you may
have to hunt harder to find just the bird you
want. Demand is up and so are prices.

Retailers contacted in an Associated Press
spot check generally said prices will

average about 20 cents per pound more
than in 1977.

Airlines eagerly grab
new air routes
WASHINGTON (AP» Twenty airlinet

ended a week long vigil outside the Civi!

Aerona'itics Board yesteiday and filed

claims tor hundreds of routes m the Great
Air Rush of 1978
The routes were up toi grabs on a first

come first served basis under a provision
in thi' airline dereQuattion bill signed
Tuesday hy Pr<!SKH;nt Cdiiei
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Fine Natural Leather

They are beautiful!

Wide Selection
from Bombers to Blazers

44 Styles,

Sizes 4-13

AS LOW AS $44

Heartfelt.
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
10-6 Mon.-Sat. 253-5135

open Fii. until 9

The cosmetic center off Amherst

This week's specials
C3

i-'^^ Good till

COLGATE TOOTHBRUSH

$.49
Reg. $.89

COUPON

COTY LIPS b CHEEKS
Shiny lip gleamer and
coordinated blush

$1.89
Reg. $3.25

COUPON

'^

Nov. 2^

I 10% PRICE INCREASE FROM MANUFACTURERS NOV. 1-BUY NOWl I

PREFLEX ^:"\\

$1.99 Wi
Reg. $2.70 \l5,

No limit on quantity* * ^^

'^

Nov. 2

COUPON

THE PRESCRIPTION STORE
OPEN MON-fRI 9-9 SAT 9-6

4 MAIN ST. AMHERST

Duke to appoint

new UM trustee
A new mennber of the
UMass Board of Trustees
will be appointed by
Governor Michael S.
Dukakis sonne time this

week, a spokesman in tht
Governor's office said
yesterday.

The appointment will be
made to replace former
trustee Robert J. Spiller,

who resigned from the
board in September Spiller

served as chairman of the
trustee Building and
Grounds Committee.

According to Veda
Capoletta, a Dukakis aide,
the suggested appointment
is "On the governor's
desk.' Capoletta said she
expects Dukakis to make
the appointment before the
end of the week.

MARKLECCESE

Hampshire Mall opens with
festivities and Bobby Riggs

VISA
AMLX

CLIP&S/VE CLP&S/VE CLIP&S/VE a»>&S>VE CLP&SA^E

'HAHJEE:S TIACF
"Recommended by the New York Times, Boston

Globe and six other newspapers.
"

PERSIAN GOURMET COOKING,
CREPES, VEGETARIAN DISHES AND

UNIQUE COCKTAILS.
Located midway between Northampton

and Amherst on Rt. 9

Sun.-Thurs. 4:30-10:»; Fri.-Sat. 430 11:30

413/5849797
4U

Notarization of absentee ballots will be
available according to the following
schedule:

CC 904-908 10/30, 31

11/01
t 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

CC 911-915 11/2 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

CC 904-906 11/3,6 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

CC917 11/7 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

By DA VID BIEDERMAN
Collegian Staff

The new Hampshire Mall

opened its doors to

shoppers yesterday.

The opening festivities

featuring balloons, donuts,
hot dogs, and a special

guest appearance by tennis

pro Bobby Riggs which was
married slightly when a

young woman threw a

Boston cream pleat Riggs,

striking him on the left arm.
Lisa G. Waite of

Belchertown was arrestei'

by Hadley police and later

arraigned in Northampton
District Court on charges of

assault and battery, and
disorderly conduct.
'This mall is a real

detriment to the entire

community and no one is

doing anything about it,"

said Waite. "Bobby himself

wasn't the issue but he was
a good hit because of his

reputation. If I had ex-

perience at this I would
have got him in the face.

The mall was crowded but

not packed on its first

business day. Steigers, one
of the mall's "Ahchor
tenants , " reported
receiving over 300 ap-
plications for 135 available

jobs, with nearly twenty
applications coming in

daily. Although many of the

mall stores are scheduled to

open at a later date, most
that opened yesterday
offered Grand Opening

Specials Thorn McAn,
which opeutes two stores
in the new mall attracted
hordes of customers by
offering 10 percent off
everything

Customers comments
ranged from "this place is

w:ld" to 'fdntastK;", "too
much" and "incredible"
Most of the opening day
customers said they were
happy and comfortable in

the new mall

Bui Nancy Miller, a local

teenager, said she doesn't

expect to be spending a lot

of time at the new mall
despite ail the "cute guys"

.

"There's too many people
here," she said. "I feel real

sorry for Mountain Farms
Mall. Resides, what else

can you do at a mall but
shop?"

Hustler Bobby Riggs reaches for a shot yesterday at the opening of the new
Hampshire Mall in Hadley. (Staff photo by David Rodgers)

HOUSING INFORMATION
Housing exemption applications are now available

in the Housing Office, 235 Whitmore. They must be
returned to the Housing Office no later than Friday,

November 10, 1978. Late applications will NOT be
processed.

Five College Residential Exchange Program ap-

plications are now available in the Housing Office, 235
Whitmore. Applications must be returned by
November 3, 1978.

For further information, contact the Housing Office

(545-2100).

The largest selection

of hard aluminum

MEASURING TOOLS

in the country!

STRAIGHT EDGES/T SQUARES

METRIC RULES/L-SQUARES

CENTERING RULES

TRIANGLES/CURVE STICKS

INKING RULES

and many others...

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL PRESENTS How would Freud

relate to O'Keefe?

,
I

|. .vvr

See theiT*

at your

Bookstore'.

%
;^,y^"' I.'

"

IN CONCERT

SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 4. 1978

AT 7:00 P.M.

FINE ARTS CENTER CONCERT HALL

TICKETS NOW ON SALE/AT THE FINE ARTS
CENTER BOX OFFICE

AND AT ALL TICKETRON OUTLETS
PRICES $2 and $3

FAG BOX OFFICE OPEN FROM 9 to 4

MONOAV T»;«n ri'/AY TEl '" '

It's tod^ood to gulp.

Imported (rofn C»fwAi<^«<fcilftinp(W#rt. lnc.jN»i«^>fc<hi,aiy

/I'o'.Vi,.,..
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Notice— the Department of Environmental
Science has scheduled a pre registration

assembly for all majors Wednesday, Nov. 8
at 4:00 p.m. in the Skinner Hall (Home
Economics) auditorium. Among those
topics to be discussed are: conjugate areas,

honors, choice of tracks and supplemen
tary courses. Your attendance and par

ticipation are expected.

Notice— benefit Halloween party for Alter-

native Energy Coalition featuring Pat and
Tex. Robbie Siegel and Alpha Omega
Thursday, Oct. 26 at 7 p.m. Unitarian

meetinghouse, Amherst donation $1.00

Econ Majors — there will be a meeting and
foium for anyone interested in the Econ
Dept. and undergrad opportunities there

Wednesday, Nov. 1 at 7:30 p.m. in CC 904.

Notice— OH/C Arts Council presents Pam
Bncker and Reed Butler at this week's Sun-
day jazz brunch. Oct. 29 dt 1:00 p.m. in the

Field Mam Lounge. Free coffee, cider and
donuts will be served^

"Kismet" Auditions — auditions for

MHC's student winter term production
"Kismet, " a musical of the Arabian Nights

<will be held Nov 7 and 8, 7 10 p.m ,
recep

tton room, Pratt Mus. Bui'.ding, MHC and
Nov, 10, 7-10 p.m. in Room 7 Buckley Rec.

Hall, and Nov. 7. 3-6 p m. in Room 7

3uckley, Amh. Col. needed - singers,

• dancers, actors Accomp. provided Ques
•ions call Tiare Wilson 5i38-3273 or Jerelyn

Dow 538-2194 at MHC. All welcome.

Notice— Israel errtergency fund meeting
sonight Thursday, Oct 26, CC 177 at 7:00

p.m. Please help.

Notice - the Near Eastern Organization will

meet Monday, Oct 30 at 7 30 p.r^. in CC
171 173. All are welcome!

Notice— attention Bottle Bill supporters-

come to Fitchburg this Saturday, Oct. 28 to

petition for the Bottle Bill. Vans will leave

from the MassPIRG office in the Carraige

Shops at 10:00 a.m. and shall return by
3:30, If interested in going, call the

MassPIRG office 2^-6434 by Friday after

noon. "If we win -Fitchburg we could win
the Bill in 79." '

Emergency Meeting — emergency
meeting of all people and the Peoples Gay
All To discuss action against the arrest of

16 men on 1-91 this week^d. It is extremely
important ard all people against oppression

are urged to attend. Tonight, Thursday
Oct. 26at 8:00 p m in CCJ^^
UMass Sport Parachute Club — dues
dues dues' Non current members please

pay dues Pay at office SU 309 current

members with old membership ca^d trade

in for new card Persons without now card

will be considered non-current member.
First lump ccurbt; $55 covers first jump and
dues. Bring fees and valid ID tonight at 7

p m. CC 803.

UCF Steering Committee -important

meeting - Friday, Oct. 27 at 8 a.m. UCF 428
SU: all steering committee meetings open
to whole UCF community.

Infirmary Visitors Training — today at

2:15 p.m. at UCF, 428 SU. Anyone wishing

to participate this semester must be here or

contact Pete Sabey before the meeting:

5 2661 This is the last chance for new peo-

ple to join the program. For more info, con-

tact Peer Minister at Newman 549-0300 or

Pete Sabey^tUC^ 5^661.

First Meeting of House Church — tonight

at 7:30 p.m at UCF, 428 SU (over people's

market) anyone looking for a small group
experience of spritual searching, inter per

sonal encountering and mutual support and
celebration of communion is invited to "Try

this on for Size." No long-term commit-
ment expected. ^
UMFA>AU -VolleybaiT PraclTce - there

will be a volleyball practice for all those who
signed up to play volleyball Sunday, Oct.

29 at 9:30 in NOPE Gym If you can't show
call Chris Cushing before Sunday.

Notice- Homecoming Float Parade: Fri-

day evening at 6:30 p.m. Route from Lin-

coln St., up Amity St. and down North

Pleasant St. stops at Amherst Post Office

for judges review of floats and fine arts

center for awards ceremony - come get in-

to the spirit of college tradition - and a

guaranteed good time! Sponsored by the

UMass Greek CoundL

Attention: Departmental Graduate Stu-

dent Organizations — the Grad Studerit

Senate is accepting applications for

Revenue Sharing Funds from Depart-

ments who have elected their senators. For

more info and to pick up your application

forms, contact Jose Tiejo, GSS Treasurer,

919 CC 545-2896 Deadlirie is Nov. 30th.

Grateful Dead Live — Hampden Dining

Commons, Friday, Oct. 27 live bootleg

tapes from 66 78 playing from 7:00 p.m.

-on. A real chromosome rocker, bring tapes

and list thereof. Free to those in any stage

of evolution. Free! Brought to you by the

big partyers and southwest assembly. No
cansf or bottles please so jr-in us on the

golden road to unlimited devolution. No
Tupperwhere please.

Notice -Dance Studio #1. First dance
Halloween dance - DJs Mario Barros &
Bob Dwelley Entrance fee $1.(X), come
dressed and ready to boogie there's a raffle

too.

Bostons highest form ofentertainment
costs less than a movie.

There's no place like home, and we make it easy to get there.

TRAILWAYS and PETER PAN offer convenient express

service to Boston, New York,and many other points.

TRAIIW/OrS PETERPAN DUSUNES

MAKE UFESIMPLER FORYOU.

For Information, Schedules and Prices, contact:

Campus Center Bus Office • 545-2006, or 549-6000

It's the Hancock Tower Observa-

tory located 740 feet above the ground,

atop the tallest building in New Eng-

land. And from here you can see and

feel the total Boston expenence.

With 60 miles of breathtaking

scenery, it's the most fantastic view of

Boston there is. Especially at night.

Plus you'll see multi-media exliibits

like an exciting light and sound show
about the Revolution, featuring a 20-

foot scale model of Boston in 1 775.

The Observatory is open Monday

tlirough Saturday from 9am to 11pm

and Sundays from noon till 11pm. every

day except Thanksgiving and

Christmas. Admission for students with

a college I.D. is only $1.25. You'll fine!

our ticket office on St. James Avenue
opposite Copley Square.

So next time you spend a night on

the town, visit Boston's highest spot. It's

not only less exp)ensive than a movie.

It's live.

John Hancock Observatory

The Best Place to Sec Boston.

\
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I Phone:
1
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The magazine you now hold in yourhands heralds a
new era of journalism for the Colle^rian and for the
students on this campus. Not that the magazine is

significant in and of itself but that the approach
developed in naming the magazine represents an at-

tempt to create a condition that will encourage stu-
dent participation towards improving the quality of
life here at UMass. It is the hopeful first step in mak-
ing participation in student affairs more democratic,
more accountable and more responsive to the needs
and aspirations of stud—
ents in general.

^ iAv T^t pftrtieipate

ledi th^ Aame yoM

iiropriate tot '. a ^l:^^^

general interest fpatikii^

iimg^ne. Fill but thei ap-
propriate entry blank vad^ [

drop it off at the speoialiy
desigt^ted ballot box at

^^jthe CoUegian offipe^ or
'I
mail to: Fine Art||JBlditor,
Rm.\l 13 Campus^enter,
^Amherdt. Mass. 010Q3.

blems together in particular. In this way we say it is

time for a change; a change from arbitrary decisions
made by appoiinted rule toward an open, democratic
way of dealing with problems, a change from the
systematic unilateral inculcation of values toward
providing the resources one needs for self-

acculteration, a change from manipulation and con-
trol toward species ^elf-creation. Sure, naming the
magazine is but a token, but it is also the first step
toward setting in motion the real forces of progress:

the people.

Hi

H The^name that receives
tlie moet ijballots by Sun
day ..^pighj^ JCsTqv, .^ will

New rifttt^ji^ by

NeilYotn^

^S^atlesS^ I^epper
picture aibum

I

)-

\

Hm tHi3: ev^^l^SS^trfltiide^
way of articulating their needs and interests. We
aren't any different than any other class in this
regard. What does distinguish us from previous
classes, however, is our concern for developing a
responsible approach toward our relations with the
student body in general and the way we solve our pro-

jft«tN6vef

5-Ciontest is open to all members of the University
community EXCEPT Collegian staff members and
their families.

6-Ballot stuffers names' will be published-vote only
once!
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I
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by Steve Healy

A half dozen feet hit the pavement
as two silver doors swooshed closed
behind ue. The cool wind again
stroked my face while the white
clouds bobbed like dumplings in the
overhead sea of blue My mind was
a kalidescope of thoughts, feelings
and expectations. As a cloud
momentarily veiled the sun, my
mind reeled and regfressed to an
earlier time almost a month before,
when, at this same location, I first
viewed the University of
Massachusetts campus.
I was a National Exchange Stu-

dent at an alien Student Union, on
an unfamiliar campus, 3.0()0 miles
away from my home in Oregon. I

knew not a soul. I had no place to
stay and my class schedule was
somewhere in my bac;kpaok, in-
complete.
In the intervening thirty days

since my traumatic arrival, I have
become accutely aware of some of
the major differences between this
campus's culture and Oregon's.
Greography, academic bureaucracy,
local linguistic variation and
regionally shared cultural interests
presented me with numerous
hurdles. The first problem was fin
ding my way around. I arrived
without a campus map and after I

gained access to one, I couldn't
determine my exact jrxjsition since
only the side roads had street signs
while the main arteries were un-
meuked. When I stopped someone
for directions, invariably they
would reply with a compass bear-
ing, which was fine except that I

had no idea which way was north,
south, east, or west.
My first night in the dormitory led

'.o a surprising discovery. Prepar
ing to brush my teeth, I stood ad
miring my handsome face in the
bathroom mirror, but I glimpsed a
reflection that wasn't my own. A
woman had just stepped out of the
shower. I hastily retreated to the
lavatory entry to recheck the door

sign. It allayed my consternation
demarking clearly, "Restroom."
She was in the proper bathroom but
so was I Conclusion: We had a coed
restroom.
After being here a week the novel-

ty of being a tourist wore off, as did
the feeling of being overwhelmed
by a 26 story library, 22 story dor-
mitories and 1 ,20() acre campus By
compaiison, my home school, the
University of Oregon has a four
story library and a 250 acre cam-
pus. Its highest dormitory is eight
stories.
I find a few of Massachusetts'

laws hard to get cuicustomed to Tlie
first is the sales tax. If an item is
marked $.99, I hsmd the clerk a
dollar bill and expect change. In-
stead of receiving a penny, the
cashier glares at me and demands
payment of an additional five cents
for the teix. Furthermore, it seems
awkward to pump gasoline for my
own car instead ofhaving the ser-

x>
"^Z

Y>ur mdney
folks LOUDEST in

a lowcostWanfAd
No matter what it is you're looking for, get the very most

from your money by shopping the Want Ads Products,
merchandise, services you'll find it all And you can do
all your shopping from the convenience of your jwn easy
chair So S-T-R-E-T-C-H your dollars by checking the
Want ads today!

®

COLLEGIAN
CLASS/P/BDS
GET RESULTS'

113 CAMPUS CENTER

o

vice station attendant do it since it

is a misdemeanor for a driver to
pump gas for his own car in
Oregon. I also learned that it is il-

legal to make a right hand turn
after having stopped for a red light,
while a car topped with flashing
blue lights is universal.
When I see someone throw a beer

bottle away, I have an irresistable
impulse to charge over to the gai'-

bage can and retrieve it, since
Oregon has had a mandatoi-y two to
fifty cent deposit on its bottles for
at least five years. I guess this mad
desire evolves from my early
childhood when the neighborhood
gang and I would scour the area for
bottles that we could redeem for
candy. 1 also do a double take when
I see a pull tab can or plastic pop
bottle since they are also outlawed
in Oregon.
One Massachusetts' law that I

find extremely easy to get used to is

the eighteen-year old minimum

drinking age. Under Oregon's
twenty one drinking age, beer keg
parties (better known in Oregon as
keggers) are illegal (but not uncom-
mon) on the University of Oregon's
campus.
Semantics and word choice

likewise vary from here to Oregon.
Dungarees are jeans, lumberjacks
replace loggers, shore symbolizes
btjach, tennis shoes become
sneakers and tonic somehow im-
plies soda p)op. A few words have
different usages like, "wicked"
which in Massac.-husetts seems to
mean just about anything.
Something may be, "wicked bad,"
"wicked good," or jjerhaps in the in-

different just plain, "wicked."
The Massachusetts dialect

sometimes irritates me. I've only
met a half dozen people that pro-
nounce Oregon the way native
Oregonians say it. Oregon should
be spoken, "Ory gun" not, "Or
gone." Many Massachusetts people
do not enunciate the r's in their
words. This drtmiatically alters the
sound of speech. Words such as
"party" change from being pro-
nounced pai- tea to pahtee> Other
difficulties I expected have been
fulfilled. UMass students use un-
familiar abbreviations like "D.C.,"
"BU." "URI," and "the T."
business, brands and food products
bear unfamiliar names Like Zayre's,
Frihoffer's, Devil Dogs and
Whoopie Pies.
After I gave up searching for a

famiUar face I also began to realize
how homogeneous this country is.

American mass culture abounds.
The radio plays the same records.
Television airs the same programs.
Professors teach in similar styles.
Campus paf)ers cover the same
issues and students dress in like
ways. It is the minor differences,
like regional sp>eech variation and
local architectural style that gives
an area its unique character, while
the appreciation of a regions ex-
clusive traits make visiting the
area so interesting and infor-
mative.
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Forever Young, or
by Chris Lambert
Bt Ekl Malaohowki

In the summer of 1975, Neil
Yountf cancelled his scheduled tour
with Stephen Stills Some thought
that it could be the end. Another
rock star washing down the drain.

This year, when Neil Young came
back, he was as good as he ever has
been. For more than two hours in

Boston, he showed more versatility,

talent, and diversity than any other
rock star around. This show was all

you would expect in a Young con-

cert, and more.

In an electrilying beginning,
Jawas lifted a hu^e microphone, in

an Iwo Jima fashion, to Jimi Hen-
drix's version of the "Star Spangled
Banner". Tlie intensity would lead
one to expect Neil euid Crazy Horse
to enter in a high energy rock
fashion. Instead, an enormous box
lifted to reveal the solitary figure of
Neil Young atop a high platform.
After peering but to the crowd for a
few seconds' Young broke into

"Sugar Moui^tain", a song he wrote
on his nineteenth birthday in 1969.

In this entirely acoustic set, Neil
played a combination of songs off

his new album Comes a Time and
old favorites like "I Am a Child".
Noil chose to go straight to his

acoustic guitar showing his con-

fidence in his old abibties. His
voice was remeu-kably feitrong and
full ii\ "After the Gold Rush", on
which he played piano.

Tho- new selections Neil played
show his lyrics are still as
thoughtful e« ever. "Already One"

,

a lovt song about his wife and
young son, gives some interesting
notes on Young'p career so far;

"In my life. I'm travelling light

Eyes wide open for the next clue

I oan't go wronff tiU I get it right

I'm not falling back in the same
groove"

He certainly isn't. The new album
is a oolleotion of ballads that show a
personal side of Neil Young. He is

progressing on basically the same
course as his Harvest and After the
Gold Rush albums with an em-
phasis on lyrics and acoustic
guitar.

In this set, there seemed to be an
attempt to blend in the 1960's (with
Woodstock stage announcjements
between sets) with Star Wai-s type
stagehands scampering ab out.

BIN 187 n* pleasant St., amherst

FOR BOOZE
&

BEER
C&C LIQUORS

THE FRIENDLIEST STORE IN TOWN

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FREE DELIVERY OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

THURSDAYS

2ferf Night
8:30 *til 10:30
Most Drinks and Beer

hair cutting

hennas
permanent waves

The latest in hair styZing

for men and women!

REGENCY/THE CELLAR
189 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.
253-9526 253-7341

Neil Young Hits The Road Again

\

After a brief break Neil Young
and Crazy Horse came rocking
bock with an electric set of older

Crazy Horse matenal. A pair of im-

perial coneheads accompanied the

band on stage and stayed there for

the rest of the show. Frank
Sampedro on guitar, Billy Talbot on
bass, and Ralph Molina on drums
played excellent versions of "When
You Dance" and "Cortez the

Killer". Every song in the set was
well-chosen, with more than a few
surprises. The crowd applauded
wildly when the band broke into

"Cinnamon Girl" and "Like a Hur-

ricane", two songs which sharfid

excellent guitar licka uy Young and
Sampedro. After a five-minute ova-

tion, the band came back to play

"Tonight's the Night" and "Out of

the Blue", a song dedicated by
Young for "all you gicasy pimky
kids out there"

Neil Young has proven to be one
of the mdst versatile and talented
rock niusicians of the 197()'8. In

concert he played both an acoustic
and electric guitar, harmonica, and
piano. Unlike other aging rock
stars who have built up theii' bands
and perform highly arranged

numbers, it was impressive to see
Neil Young out there alone, voice

fijnd musical ability intact.

Young's songs range fiom coun-
try to hard rock, although neither
of these categories is able to justly

describe his music. This stems
from the fact that Neil young is a
unique musician.
Young 18 not satisfied with simp-

ly entei-taining a bunch of im-

passive listeners with sweet love

songs or high energy rock. His
lyrics often express discontent with
social conditions. Songs such as
"The Needle and the Damage

Done", "Alabama", "Ohio", and
"Southern Man ' reflect the serious
purpose of his work.

Tlie native American has become
a symbol of Neil Young and his

band. Crazy Horse was the name of

a gi'eat chief who was eventually
murdered by the white conquerers
But Neil Young can only imagine
about a simpler and more innocent
lime: a time which neither he nor
his listeners have ever experienced.
Yet he is able to bring back
memories and feelings which never
were, and leave them with his

listeners. "Long May You Run"

sound
economu

A STEREO HECOHD 4°^^**rA ALBUM SPECTACULAR

PRE-SEASON
X C SKI SALE

^^^^wWMJf^^

Limited Supply:

Silva Jogger II

Wood Waxable

Complete
Package:

$63.68

Other packages
$69.95 and up

a:s as 2^
CHEESE GIFTSHOP

CHEESE
CHOCOLATES

GODfVA
N. PleasantC

ROBERTA FLACK
R. Flack

fA K-
(££ij

$4.49

ELAN
Fireball

$4.49

GREATEST HITS
Marshall Tucker

MPUCOW UCOKDS

$4.49

Amherst
Cycle Shop
253 Triangle

549-3729

Northampton
Bicycle

21 Pleasant

586-3810

In California we have

hot tubs, sunshine,

nude beaches, a

somewhat casual moral

attitkide and
THE BELLY BOX

Junk fooJ from Califor

nia!!! You need it for

mid-term munchies,
drug-induced highs, and
general junk food addic-

tion.

A whole boxful for

$4.50 or 3 for »12.

the" BELLY BOX
P.O. Box 4284

S. F., CA 94101
NAME
HANG OUT

(includM rteliverv by Uncle Sam)

YES "TORMATO"

DON T KILL THE WHALE ^"^
RELEASE RELEASE

TORMATO
Yes

$4.49

LUXUHYYOU CAN-AFFORD ;

\.

CITY NIGHTS
rvJick Gilder

$4.49

W'ffliwnE.McEuiaimieni!.

STEVEMAfiXIN
AWaJAniCnuvGw

lir r..T<-„tv rtMassachus. rts/ A- ^

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

TIME PASSAGES
Al Stewart

$4.49

; ^j , VOL!

CAM Af ^OHQ
Jof* C"oc k'.r

$4,49
$5.59

BUSTiWG '.UT
Jnthro Ti,i;

$7.49

DOZENS OF OTHl '^ PEb 1 :-LLiNG Al BUMS

ON SPEC!A I

'

AMD
/ NEW SEi '

' ' "'
.

'PUS ':*' 'MP )SS arnheist

t)

jmul taylor
dance * couipany

Tiiesdaji Novemljei 7 8 pm

cloven Kingdom. Poloris, Airs

Wednesday « November 8 8 pm

r%rif! ** r- /- ^ /-t fi

FINf A <^4CERT HAi

•J ^iti tctci Bet Oitrct W f V-4. 545-251 1

& Ne* Inglond Ticketron lecotionj
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' HOMECOMING WEEKEND
7th ANNUAL BLOODY MARY BREAKFAST •

(I'ltchcr o\ Bloody Mdrys, 1 l^gs. Ham, Bacon, sausage.

Home hries, foasl or MuHiiis, (Ofloe)

2.99
After the Game

D.J.SulliVan
"Celebrating Our Tenth Anniversary"

» Sing-a-1 ong

• Contests •

3 'tr,

TheVvied
Voices of
Black W^CMiien

UndaTllleryand band
MaryWtitklns
Gwen Avery
l^tlWker
Piesetired by OdvuA Recoais

Coo(ciin.\i«x1 by IU>xdwofk
lYixiutevI by

FIVE COLLEGE
WOMEN S NETWORK

Sunday Oct. 29

8 p m . SUB

Tickets- $3 at TIX

\

RAINTREE

Appearing
Friday and Saturday

Lviil

VtL

ml

one

gootifootiS^timK
PRAY ST., Amhftrst. Mass._549-

Tired of the same old routine?

Put a little adventure in your life and earn FREE THEATER

TICKETS to performances of America's newest resident professional

theater. The Commonwealth Stage. Individuals, members of clubs,

RSO groups, and public or private service organizations, should ask

us about our special host/hostess program. Call our House Manager

at 545-0378 or write to: Commonwealth Stage, Rm. 125A Fine Arts

Center, UMass. Amherst, MA 01003.

THE COMMONWEALTH STAGE

Of Germs and Valleys: The True Story of a Pioneer

by Lisa Waterman

Town founder Lord Jeffrey
Arnhierat was an obscure colonel in

the British hnperial Army during
the French and Indian Wai' who
pioneered in other things as well as
valleys. Hxs plact- m history was
secured by Ins initial promotion of

germ warfai'e.
In 1 758 JeffI oy Amherst was put

in charge of the su;g« of I.ouisburg.

a Frencli fort in Canada. Amherst
sailed for Halifax in March but <lid

not reut;h the coast (.>f Nova Scotia
until Ma> 28. Thr? army sent to cap
t\ire Loiiisburg was supplr;mented
by a fUjet under Bostuwen. The
combuKid forces Ix^gan their siege
of the town on ap[)roximately June
1 . and the French surrendertid it on
July 27 alter only seven weeks.
Tlii's was the first Bntisli victoi-y in

the Sever Years War. A yeai- later

/vmherst ended the reign of the
PYench in Noiih AiTiei ica by cap-

turing MontT'ttl Amherst bt'came
a national hero. Rejoicing in

Amherst's honor spread
throughout thn British Empire;
townts in Massachusetts and New
Hampshire were namtid after him.

In 17fU Lord Jeffrey was
l<jiighted. Lord Jeffrey wanted to

return to England, but his
reassignment was slow in coming
He remained in North America. His
military problems were now not
with the conquered French, but
with the Indians.

"Tlie Indians, " said Lord Jeffrey,

"ai-e an execrable race m<jre nearly
alive to the Brute than to the
Human creation." They were
useful, hf! felt, for trade and occa
sional alliances; but in general, he
believed that whenever the opjxjr-

tunity aiose, they should be ex-

pati-iated.

The Fiench had developed a

warm relationship witti the In

(lians, participating in tribal ritual

and intermariiiige T)ie Indimis
freely visited the forts, exchangiut^
furs for i^^unpowder, bUuikets. li

quor and otner gifts that wuld p'O
pagate peace and benefit the nn
trade.
When the British soldiois. under

Loid Jeffrey, replaced the PYen'"h.

the Indians exp«;Cted this practice

to continue Lord Jeffrey felt very
differently alx>ut the Indians. He
cut off the gifts and allowed a trade

balarice th.at was not benr.'ficial to

the Indians. "I cannot think it

necessary to give therii any
presents by way of bribes," he an-

nounced, for if they do not b<;have

pi-operly they are to be punished '

The Indians revolted under the

kiadership of Pontiac. an Ottawa
chieftain. The tribes of the Great
Lakes overran seven British foi-ts.

forcing the abandonment of two
more, and put three under siege. By
the end of the summer of 1 763 the

British were virtually wijxid out of

the northwest. When Amherst,
situated in his office in New York.

heard these reports, he refused to

believe them.
"British garrisons. ' he said,

"can cr^rtainly never be in danger
from such a wretched enemy as the;

Indians are." But when he finally
believed the news, he devised a new
metnod of attack. 'Could it not be
contrived. ' he wrote an officer, "to
send tlie smalliKJX among the disaf
fected trilx^s of Indiaiis" We must
on this occasion use every
straifgem in our p«.:)wer to reduce
them ' Tlie commanding officer
wrotf> .Amherst that he would ti'j'.

Amiierst wrote back, "You will

do wel' to try Lo innoculatc the In-

chiins by means of blankets, us '.veil

as to fry every othrii- method that
can sei^e to extirpate this ex-

(Xirab'u race."
Captiiin Simeon Ecuyer, at Fort

Pitt, had already given the
Deluwari; Indiajis twrj blankets tuid

a hajidiuTchief from the stocktido's
small pox-infested uospilal. Lord
Jeffre\- s advice had tjeen sug
gested two weeks later.

T>ii. idea, had spiung up irom
Ecuyer or was perhaps a ci'eation of
Amherst's alone. Lord Jeffrey bee
am(! the first commanding general
to order the use of genu warfare as
a tactical maneuver
The Shawnee anri the Delaware

were soon afflicted with a smallpox
epidemic that helped break
Pontiac' s rebellion. By the time the
fighting had ended, at least 100 In-

dian warriors and close to 500

British soldiers had died m the

fighting bjought on by Amherst's
rigid policies. Civilian whites and
Indians were murdered in raids.

Tlie deaths from the spread of

smallix)X wt;re uncounted
Amherst retained i)enriisKion to

leave in the midst of tht^ fighting.

His 1 eputation as a coniinaijder was
ruined He returned to lOngUuid, no
longer a hero but as thu gtuieral

who had failr^l to suppress the In

dians
Bui Amherei- 'i :.

good light by Kr >

tried trj convui' ... n lo

America unci i, .i- rgmg
revolt of the American «,uit)riiaist

.

By then, hi^wev* r Amherst liad

iieveioptid an ftxtrtuit; distasie for

America.
He remained a ;-ioldier under the

king. In 1778 at the age rjf (33.

Amhcist coinmand(id th« lioopa

that killed liundr-'uR during; the

anti Catholic Gordon riots u; Lon
don.

Horace Walfx^le in 1778 d.. scrib-

»;d /"Vmherst as pcjssesslng 'im-

moderate self interest and
obstinacy, which has done much to

sink hisVeputation. He has gained
the Ring's favor by the most servile

deference and between flatten,' and
dullness, he pleased noboriy else.

'

Lt>rd Jeffrey Amherst was asked
at the age of 75 by the king to com-
mand the British army in another
war against the French. He died
five years later-, at the age of 80.

Homecoming 1978

D.J.Sullivan
,,<. -.<< Returns to

w/Anniversary%
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FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

HOMECOMING WEEKEND CONCERT

Pianist Vocalist Composer

"I Honestly Love You" "I Go To Rio"

PETER ALLEN
Saturday, October 28 8 pm

Flhf /RTS CENFER CNCERT H4-L

Tickets now on sale General public S7, 6. 5 UMass

students $5.4, 3. Senior citizens and other students

$6, 5.4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office IVI-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

Office of the President
2 work study

1 non-work study
Administrative Aid/Office Research

Campus-Wide Committees
Housing Exemption Board
Discipline Bfl'ard

Foreign Language Requirement Review
Board

and many more

Come by 420 SU

An Equal Opportunity Employer

.f- ^^ ^M ^^ ^1^ ^1^ ^M ^^ ^« ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^|> %i^ ^^ ^^ ^^ *l^ •X^ %M^ *^ ^x^ %X^ ^f ^

•X-

X-

X-

^ 'Lodging

J 'Meals

* Beer 8 wine party

•x-

•X

t RAFFLE!

^ Fiee Sugcjrbusri Sk

^ Value $115.00

r J. -MISTIN^
JEWELER IIhIu.1 Wlitt

I iiic nt'VV Ai aiit iijwi j. vm Ii

a

custom (Ic'i^jii f<ii ii|)airs

select mft Items
Ometra wall lies

Elegance at prices you can afford

^1 S<»uili lliasiuil St \.nhrt-^ili=>;V;M»H».

UMass Ski Club
Sugarbush &

Glen Ellen Ski &
Party Week
Jan. 21-26 Sun.-Fri.

Interchangeable lift ticket bVi |
days

gCAMPUS TEN PIN BOWLING
(Located in basement of

Boyden building)

Mon.-Sat. 4 p.m. -10:30 p.m.

60c per string.

Shoes free with UM ID

Phone 5-2239 _,

;huttle bus betvv/een areas

$115
Ciul) Ott..

TOTAL

*hAa\\ in coupon or, deposit at CC 106 or J
^i\ Ski Club meetings.

^NAME
^ADDRESS

|:phone
<)f

Drawinĝ Dec. 6 Ski Club Meeting

Northampton

only area showing
NOW, Ends Tuesday
eves-7;00 and 9:00

De Bioca's

Crowning
Touch ! y ;j /j

Week
one person

ALAN BATLS
(Ne'A 35mm Print!)

AfJHE GATES
Qc SMITH COLLEGE

«A^^b^3E
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Do It 'Til You Do f

by Eric Myers

Greg Rihn is a rock n' pop musi-
cian hailing from Saii Francisco
and recording on Beserkley
Records, tlie American version of
Kngland's Stiff Reccirds
He recently perfomied at the

ishaboo Irm. and if the quality of his
performances elsewhere are in thesame range of excellance exhibited
there, he stands in good stead of
conquering obscurity.
The following interview was done

as an informal group chat. The cast
of characters is as follows: Inter-
viewers Eric Mvers. Collegian
Fme Arts writer. M.C. Kostek.
noted area music columnist, and
Philip Milstein. former Below The
Salt columnist: interviewees Greg
Kihn. 12 string guitarist and com-
poser. Dave Carpt-nter , load
guitarist, and Steve Wright, bass.

EM. How do you like dealing
through Janus GRT?
D.C. We re real hanpy to have
records in the stores What we want
more than money is to see people
buying the records.
S.W. Although we have made the
charts. Do you know if its getting
any airplay?
EM. "Chinatown" seems to be on
quite a lot whenever I've tuned up
and down the dial to see what's on
DC. Great! I hope they keep playing

G.K. So What's on you mind, boys?
M.C.K. Are you actually conscious-
ly going after playing clubs as op-
posed to. say. opening for Yes?
G.K Right, we didn't n^ally want to
play for people who weren't ready
for us. We could of opened for a lot
of bands, but I don't think it's good
to do that. I think it's better to just
build up from a grass roots sort of
thing if you have the time, which
we do. And it's more satisfying
playing clubs In Calif, and Europe
we've gotten to the concert level.
That's a whole nother b€iU game.
You gotta learn how to do that. It's

i..^agh It's weird out there at tton-
certs. so loud.
EM. Do you feel being small
figures on the big stage that vou
lose the rapport and might tend to
stai t going in for the theatrics trip?
G.K. Kight-you lose yourself and

. you over play and you tend to really
over amp I've seen a lot of l>ands
that we've worked with in clubs go
into the concert scene go nuts, but I
don't think wj^U be opening for
KISS this year''.{mucho laughter)
P.M. But don't you think that a
band that's as accessible as yours is
can pick up a lot of fans, say. play-
ing before lO.OOO people who
haven't heard of you rather than
before 3CK) of your old fans?
O.K. Ya, that's true. We did a tourm Europe, we played Reading.
Gronmgen, and Munich to. like. 30
to 40 thousand people but I didn't
know any of them and hardly any of
them spoke English either. Its
good over there, though We're
looking for a good excuse to bo
back, but things are happening at
home in S.F. too.

M.C.K. What can you quickly tell
me regarding Beserkley and what's
going on now.
U.K. Well, we're really boogieing.
Our album Next of Kihn just came
out and we just got this distrubu
tion deal with GIcT. Are you aware
of that? You can actually get the
album in the stores now. The TVla
Gang (former Stiff Records artists)
is coming over from England. A
new LP 18 coming out; well, the
first one of course is going to be
released here and we were going to
cut another one.
EM. What's the SpitbaUs band?
G.K. WeU, it's aU 20 guys, from the
four Beserkley Records bands, all
playing at the same time a wall of
sound thing comprised of theModem Lovers, the Rubinos, T^la
Gang, some from Earthquake andmy band. Everybody prot to choose a
song that they wanted to sine
Steve did "Over and Over, " Dave
did "Telstar" and I did "Life's Too
Short. '

.i^^^i^.^amsr:.\Ti

FOOTBftLL
BRUNCH
11:00 1:00

Ok.m. p.m.

549-6000
Ext. 639

for Reservations

<•Top of the Campus!
Restaurant"

Campus Center - UfTlass

Before everi^

Umass
Football Game

^M HomEComiNC
1978

UCONN

3.50
Bloody mary*s
Husky Healers
E993 Benedict

Roast Loin of Pork
Bfoiled Haddock

Scompi

Brunch
»The Came
• Happij Hour

w/Johr\ fHorgan
Rt The Blue Wall

<
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Greg Kihn Interview

P.M. So what s going to be on the
next one?
O.K. It's going to bt! The Spitballs
Do West Side Story (MOIIE uiaane
laughing) I'm arranging it now. It's
going to be great

.

P.M. You mean a bunch of oldies
under that album title?
G.K Oh no All concept, man!
There'll be a New Wave version of
"Maria." a punk version of
"Tonight." a heavy metal "Officer
Krupky " and a reggae 'Jet Song"
etc. It should bv hot, and that's
coming out around and my band's
cutting our next album in a couple
of months, soon as we get a break
we've been on tour all year.
EM. Are you going to see how

high Next of Kihn gets on the
chai-ts before you release the 4th
one?
O.K. No, I ain't waiting for shit,
man! Nope, I'm getting them out
while they're hot. and if they are
not the^y're not.

M.C.K. It seems that there's a
marked difference between this one
and your last in terms of being
more of a band.
G.K Yeh, it was more of a band.
We've been practicing playing more
as a band.
D.C(8arca8tically) Yeh, we're not a
band, he's still running the show.
G.K. Well, anyways, the company
just let us do what we wanted and
we just went in, started playing and
they said stop and we stopped.
That's why I think the album
sounds more Live. We did hardly
any overdubs; in fact, we left a cou-
ple of mistakes in for kicks.
E.M. That certainly should make it

easier for you to sound like your
records in concert!
G.K. Well. I hate bands that can't
reproduce their music on stage. I

can't stand it - I won't tolerate that
in rock n' roll.

P.M. It was great seeing "Telstar"
pulled off on stage!
G.K. Oh. in Boston? Well
"Telstar's" a groove. I wish I had
written it. In Belgium we did it and

they all start^ni singing along.
P M. What did they sing?!!! (It's an
instrumental)
G.K. They went 'Ahh Ahh Aghhh,"
And were stomping at the same
time. And when we left the stage
they were still singing super loud
and raising their txjer glassc^s. We
were all ready to split, we had
changed our clothes and we had to
go down and do it again we went
off they wert; still singing it! We
went back and did another few bars
- it was our third time we had done
"Telstar! " It was getting insane!
We said "Hey. stop! TIME OUT!"
and some guy yells 'YOU DO IT
TILL YOU DO IT HIGH! !

'

S.W. In fact I think they made it
their national anthem!
E i-^l^cll. in general, do you think
therg'^ a healthier atmosphere in
the rtiuaic business regai'ding let-
ting new t>and8 come out?
G K. Yes, but I wish they would let
us in the Top 10 f mean enough
boogie-oogie move it in move it out.
It's been dominating the charts
now for two years at least. I say it's
time to let the new blotxi in. I don't
cai^Bf^it's us You can pass on us.
Let in anybody - Cheap Trick (Yeah!
Ed) or whoever the fuck it is. I just
wish they'd break it up a little soAM radio would be hip again. I

mean I have a tape of all the no.l
songs from 1960-70 and you
wouldn't beheve how many good
records are on it. You can listen to
thatr4)ut if you listen to a tape of
this year's top ten you wouldn't be
able to make it through it. That's
how bad it is!

M.C.K. O.K. One more burning
question? Who's your favorite
Beatle?
G.K. John Lennon (cheering by
everyone)
E.M. Finally, dp you have any com-
ments to relay to the Amherst com-
munity?
O.K. No; well. I just want them to
be aw8a-e that there were groups
like the Searchers and the Beau
Brummels.
Thanx Greg eind Radio on!

^^^f^^^l

BAR
Saturday,
October 28

m

JOHN MORGAN
4-8

Right after the
UMass-UConn game

\

1^0'g ©rummer
by David Kantor

Keith Moon was more then just a
drummer for the Who. He was a
pillar of rock and roll. Well known
for his unique and highly iden-
tifiable style of drumming. Keith
becomes internationally faDtOUS for
making reality out of what most
have thought to be rock end roll

myth. Known offstage as well as
on. Keith's crazy and madir an like

antics have been the subject of
media coverage hundreds of times.
Moon enjoyed a little fun. Tliere are
stories of Keith throwing televi-

sions out of hotel windows, show-
ing up at places in his birthday suit,

and throwing up on some movie
starlette.
However, what Keith did best was

to play the drums. There are other
great rock and roll drummers (Bill

Bruford, Carl Palmer. Max
Weinberg) but only Keith's musical
life was a mirror of his personal an-
tics. Mtuiy have attempted to copy
his sporadic, spontaneous, and
reckless drumming, however, no
one has ever succeeded. All his im-
itators lack the emotion, drive, and
insanity that made Keith who he
was.
Unfortunately Keith's death

means a similar end to the Who as
we know it. The Who started as the
Highnumbers in 1963. Tht original
members (Pete Townshend. Roger
Daltrey, John Entwistle, anH. Keith
Moon) are still the same. Although
there have been many rumors, the
band has never broken up or added
new members This is the basis for

why the Who can no longer exist.

The Who is not a band thai, has just
one outstanding membtjr. Each
member is essential to the g^'O'JP *^
a whole. With one part of the group
gone, they can no longer expect to

sound and project themselves as
the Who. A group that exists as a
unit for 1 5 yeeu-s cannot replcwje any
one individual.

Keith Moon: May he finally rest

Fortunately the Who recorded and
released their latest album. "Who
Are You, " before Keith's tragic

death. The new album is a monu-
ment that will stand as a classic

Who album for years to come. In

my opinion it deserves the critical

acclaim that both "Tommy " and
"Who's Next" received.

As a group the Who has released
12 albums. Although their music
has changed, they have always
been identifiable by their bcusic

(vocal, guitar, bass, emd drums)
rock and roll. On their new album

18 Main St.

LIQUORS
253-5441

Located right in the center of Amherst,

we're the closest to the University campus

Your specialist for your

home-coming necessities

Beer Specials Free Delivery
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the Who add some new things. The
changes in the inusjc eu-e mostly in
the production. The addition of str-

ings, horns, and lots of synthesiser

is very noticable on many tracks.
Also theie is aki enormous increcuse

in the number of songs with har-
monies and background vocals.

However, the basics still exist.

Roger Daltrey's voice has never
sounded stronger and moie power-

ful. Keith Moon's drumming is

more pulsating and ha'ir.i,irg then
on most previoutj albums. Pete
Townshend's song writing and

piano playing make up for the small
amount of his guitar playing. As
usual, John Entwistle's bass is

competent. Bntwistel has penned
three sons on the album. One,
"905," is the only lowpoint of the
album. The other two, "Trick of the
Light"and "Had Enough," ai"e very
listenable.Townshend wrote the
rest of the material. It is the
Ustener's choice as to what they
like best because they're all ex-
cellent.
Three songs on the record, "New

Song, ""Sister Disco," and "Music
Must Change" deal w^ith the new
trends in music and the Who's feel-

ings about them. They seem
somewhat reflective and the
listener gets the impression that
the Who feels the music isn't really
new but a return to the basic rock
and roll they were playing years
ago.
Two songs really stand out on side

two. One is "Guitai- and Pen" which
seems to be an autobiographical
tune for Pete Townshend. In it he
talks about never giving up your
guitar or pen. which are two of the
main objects in his lifework. The
other song, "Who are You" is the
album closer and in a way the
Who's final song. It is very fitting

in this role. It reflects the Who's
music through the years taking in

the old as well as the new. It would
have been more appropriately titled

"Who are the Who.
Although physcially gone, and

startled with the fact that the Who
can never again exist as it has, we
are left with a closing album that
sums up their long, musically and
financially successful career.
Although it is not yet known what
direction the remaining three
members will take, we can
remember the Who forever as
comer-stones in rock and roll.

For Keith Moon, a final eptiaph.
"You may be gone, but never
Forgotten."

JOIN THE
COLLEGIAN

Recruitment meeting:
Wed., Nov. 1, 7:30 p.m.
Campus Center 168

Any UMass st'jdent Cc,n join the campus daily. Come to the

meeting and learn ho/i/ you can involve yourself in one or more
of the following depar rnents:

News— of student3, faculty, area and town, etc.

Black Affairs

Women'ij News
Photography
Editorial/Opinion

Sports
Fine Arts

Production and Editing

NOT JUST TYPINGI

m

•Typing

Make your reservations now for end of

semester work!
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACRO^

1 Me
6Na>
lOLur
14 A.
15 La!^

17 Wi!

10

18 One. —

kid

I'V

I port

'iver

egard

20 Insfv t col

ony
71 Shame
22 Angered
?3 Essence
25 Vegetables
27 Introduce
30 Office ma
chme

31 Lunch hours
32 Breton and

May

33 Evil Prefix

36 Obscenity
37 Recorded
38 Sharh
39 Pllc^l

4C Cat>ipil

41 AM ur FM
42 Acquire
44 TaKe of-

fense

45 Borne
47 MoiSt

48 Fabricators

49 Taste

50 Trees
54 Impulsive

57 Quality

58 Charges
59 Jaunt

60 Wherefore

61 Joyous
occasion
Suffix

62 Diner sign

63 Mystery
writers

award

DOWN

1 Fed em-
ployee

2 Path

3 Minerals
4 Nard
5 Entangle
6 Rumor
7 Mature
9 Bygone
9 Make
leather

10 Parody
n Kind ot

clothing

'? MedK .

neime:
n Weaving

tools
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siSs
19 Architec

tural ridge

21 Fleshy
24 Bitter vetch
25 Managed
26 Did likewise

27 Current
month
Abbr

28 Mouth ul-

ceration

29 Spoil sports

2 words
30 D;do
32 Worried
34 Related
'•'' Svi/ag

i7 Pror.c

38 Overcame
40 Arm part

41 Game
official

Informal

43 Cut short

44 Shred
45 Precipice
46 — Semple

M( Pherson
47 Speech de-

'ects

49 Please
•it Auld —

syne
52 Isinglass

53 Brit money
Abbr

*>' American In-

dian

56 — pro nobis
57 Article
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STELLA WILDER

YOUR BIRTHDAY
THURSDAY. Oct. 26

Born today, you are
Jetermined to get ahead.
But you will choose to
progress only along those
lines of endeavor that har-
monize with your princi-
ples, talents, and enthusi-
asnns. You have no inten-
tion of short-changing
yourself by tjecommg in-

volved in work you are not
interested in or which
makes little use of your
talent.

There is much of the
statesman about you; you
know how to make points
without seeming to preach,
how to gain your ends
without seeming to take
advantage. Cultivate these
talents and you will go far
in a short time.
Also born on this date

are: Leon Trotsky. Russian
revolutionary; Georges
Jacque Oanton, French rev-

olutionary.

To see what is in store
for you tomorrow, find
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
I>et your birthday star be
your daily guide.
FRIDAY, Oct. 27

SCORPlO(Oct. 23-Nov.
21) - Your demanding na-
ture may cause distress to

one who depends upon you
for comfort Be generous
of spirit.

SAGITTARiUS(Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) - A frivolous
friend takes up more of

your morning than you'd
like. Make up for lost time
in p.m.
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) " Optimism marks
your progress this morn-

ing Rest content with ih«

distance run by dav'.s erirl

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb
18) - Light-headfdne.s.«; r*

suits from overwork
Refuse to overexr- •

yourself.

PISCES(Feb 19-Mfl

20) - You should bv f' •

carefree today Fx< <

prospects may leH\.

dumbstruck.
ARIES(March 21-Ap:;

" A jolly nature i.s ir.t.

ous Friends and f.i

show a desire to be at

.

you. Cultivate that
TAURUS(April 20-^3-,

- Don't lower yoursi 1.

the mean stature of .iiii

er. In spite of hurt fn I.ji

do your best to win
GEMINKMay 21-June20i

• An affectionate ^estiir-
wins you more than non..

will today; it may actual!

.

win you a material rewii I :

CANCER(June21-July ..

- Take the serious-minii.

approach even to frivoioi

seeming aspects of

day's activities. Win
evening.

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) -
Results of long experience
begin to appear at this
time. Rest easy in your
mind where a good friend
IS concerned.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)-
- Act according to your own
high standards, regardless
of what others do. You'll be
glarl you did - later,

LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -
Don't judge another or his
work until you take the
time and make the effort to

put yourself in his place.
Copyrmht, 1978

Unitrd f'eaturr Syndicate. Inr

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

QUI OF see CAP'N.

SYNC? MiTIMeS. K\flBi'f>A

l/JITH B.U My IWm IN

UJHAT? Tides' SeAHChOF
ARtASOU

SO UIHATS UJRDN6

inJITh FOOTBAU ?

IF Foarmi tsm c,^
A VALIPUJAyOF oAfj
Life, I PON'T 7^''

l<WUJ UJHAT IS I I

WHAT
ARIWU
SAim,

I

r^

UHAT I'M SAYINO.

niRKeyis, is that
fUFQAt^e^BieeBR
"HANALL OF US'
FOOTBAU BFU>m
TV NO one ERA!

BY6UM,
HesfUOhfT,

KJRff^l ITS

miNCFAUP
BUl/TAuTyARB
TIMUeSS

l^6HT!

LIKBA
FiNe
U/ATCH!

AFINB
WATCH 15

TMBiees?

KJUBY. AT
LeASTTKf
n1 60 OUT
FORASHOm
PASS'

GCi'u.

Culture (B'ml©lk(Bir

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

HORTOrs* .

LOOK BENB' We FoOND THEJ)
ONIOIM I^EN REFORE THEY r^

PL EASE^/^a /wo/<?eO

>u supplv os\

.r^'

\

Waify Dorf by Rob Ranney

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

Anthony Braxton Fur Trio
(Arlat«)

Jack DeJohnette New Dlr«ctlona
(ECM)
nic moat serioiiii exponents or

avante garde Black ClasBical
inuHic (•new ntuaic") have always
run the risk or b«>oomiiiK bo
detached and intellcotuaJ aa to

lose the emotional power inherent
to their musicTorm That has
Iwen happening to new music
"king " Anthony Braxtun ror some
time now. whereas Jaok De

. Johnette tiaa managed to escape
txiifglng down hin <Teativity in a
_nut« of prettn^ous oamposition

ft&

i'W:

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

40HT0N VJIIH H,< ARr^vf ^_ «& ClVlL 0N;0^4 AC

OP LI\/lNG DNiONS'
~

^
MORTON'S TwiS^'ED MIND

\ r:.;4D >.ay£. lo convince

/ TG ABuVt TH&lFt. NtV^J

li 'K

«^^.,»i«« l(H^ It«rwa try. ekt*
«iMi-«!l»»urei» )Bwort<Jn ^th M«(lry
THiVd^tUi flutist with the groilf)

[•''"Ait," Mid resdman Douclka
.

If ^ wklt- 8\<io 'tlvo team* BcfiiCtan
' •rtMltwwm«alb«r^vtf thebriUiMrt
*^jt BliilflrtiM* of Chioago. HOKooip
Mttnksll MM J«^pf) Janau». , *.

Mbivrn \m»t^ CUsstnai ixt^frto-'^

atMraya oo<K>«M-ni«<l ttsvlf vnfh
Hm ¥etf o>jns<?i«>u* dr©«t*<»n oC
•Vrtitmi .naight \>« putiled
''Itftt-Bounds": breathing,' ^oot
stominng. hutn«n voIckw. itointal

and mtx^iuiicsd nolaes Where
tbeve sound* l»ave created in-

ipirediblo OMiods and emotions ot\

*j*revio«s ||j«Oii>H^^buwFt, Ti"
'SVio is t^^icatb' l»riflff»B

• ABotlxir 'niaAjbcT; rjr -h,- avt

Enonto^liile, Vnwrir'ftK.- ' -^^ >.:

The Ptratoa Hkiitl Wura (WB)
riieit- h<- WHM Willi 1,1,, iilfu u

i:y<! piili'h ttiiil liiR U:(»tliijr i'K.!
•

.

I Mis Kri'ilLrifk Heiith Nuw I r-i
lll-Hlh IM 11" II 11 Ml »' fill ,i

(li'B|)erii(l«i" rork »l«r no hi
ii"iiimc loniiny Ki'ltl nnrt hi

wrote unrt Muii({ Hoiite of tln'

f^realest chiilik rookt-re of Ihi^

HnliHli N'«i ern (ur ilny nlhtir. I'oi

Ihai iiuiiur) WiH band, the
Pira'i-M

I
lay. il with veii((tii

vengeaiii.e and violence And then
he WHM deiul, killed in a ciir cTiwih
in IHOtl on the verge of a major
oonietjaok, and more thiui ten
years later that comeback im final
ly taking hold without Johnny, of
course
Now a trio, with the same three

rockers thai backed up Johruiy
Kidd ror "Shakin' All Over " and
"CaHting My .Spell" and all of his
other great hits, these veterajis
still pack quite a punch and their
debut • LP. Out Of Their Skulls,
was <.«rtainly evidence of that It

was one of the raunchiest records
of 1W77. a yoar that will go down
Ul rocknroU history as one of the
raunchiest

In 1978 The PiraLss return
with Skull W»rs. and though it

contains no ««4i3prises it w every
IMt aa good »^ 1^ pftidKOiiffMir.

Records
li<>.!|» Purpii Whi-n W« H<K;k. We
lUK^k And When We HoJI, Wi Roll
(WB)

Yon know l^im uibiim ib the He
nxid jKial Purple n'ct)id hiiich the
hri'ttkup Acoinpile<l arrtiiigenuiiit

• r lUI then gi'eateHt hit». I'his litrii.'

luoufid, the albiiiii is dirtictid to

would he fuiiH iir those who liked
some of the Deep's ra<ho hitH tm!
never really got jilo the band

I>>t's face it. Deep Purple was a
very heavy bond Hven their rmlic
hitM were of the Hard Rot'kin type
Tins album ih full of DP clasNica
from "Smoke on the Water" (live)

to early Purple's Hush " and even
late Purple's Buiti " The only
oonatant on the LP is the big
three niac^kmore, Ixiid and Paii e
The music is still superb and ir

you've been dying to get a hold of

some of the better Deep Pui-ple

tunes then this is a must album'
Also includes "Highway Star".
"My Woman from Tokyo". "Spew?e
Truckin'". "Kentucky Woman "

and "Ktauti Road '

^''^l^.'^^W ^>m,tifmfim*f^

it

ic^"tiat tt*t«,
,,

tfoA boUi;«oiiiMMnj^ ainM^ v«r
ittion of "«M|TO .

Al fynx'," 9o
mcoiM in tliwC Wo'up 'AkMb^iflr

" ohostnut! "' ';','','.'
Who need«' Or, P'eelgdod, iwhen

tbs originator* of cvitrycbinc th«y
'do are aa •trbng ]i^ evei'?

'

'
". I'vi ..

'

'
.'

The guitaf «mb)% ted );kDl««*ti«0

'

tion is crysiW ct«4c a« usual op^.
Studio T«ka,^« flrfa foU^ itp t^
Frank's prei|>ioui altntM. 'Q^^
Uve Ul New t«t1i. On Studio Tatt
not only ia^ Ts^Wm mwaioa)
ganuis aTive tnA wMl but hia nev«r
endmg lyrical inadnesa ia true to
form aa we liaar with the surpriae
appearance of Billy and Ethel (of
Just Anothajr BuiM from LA.
fMBeV , *,, i' ,•

;

BHly ackt*: EtHM tif>ve»r in

"fltc^WwyS^"" '.«". '-•>'[ v.: !

>g:'''

ttt^-'^ivi^'-MuniHt <ii> tetjrx.

^ffMcmir, »nd UritJn Haep. and
vbtaia«^Von« of Wat WilHe. -Hie
vooal l>armaiiies ar* atrongg-aod
trUi akutc ia deifiaittfly top notch
TVm. tiand tHaMiM hH it with ttua
albuni. Wait t^X yau hear "Oood
TimMi- or. "Old Uari BoUer". a
ooupis of soorohin' tunaa featur-
ing" beavy keyboat^lB over a
druma-guitarbaaa iaac^cgrouond
tiuit ia outM a^ht "Meet you In
lA" ahd '8W««t Liil Kaaly ' are
<Bore laid Wik. kntytiU ^^pnAtxaa
rdokera

, T^H) |i)^m (iiaiahai^
atrongly «vitb H 10 rUinutf
ctaaaio-"Warri»re '. A v^ry finq',

Rook n RoU album Indtjed. Y«ifi,

vaiy fine!

Sabbath N*« Bay DiaSlack
(WB)

In the two yoarii :iunoe the
rsieaae'oT ','^CaclmicaI £cstBC>".
Blt|ok RahbAtii h&» be*n rattier

Umq' lx> the utici^-atvi on toiir. '

Tlioir ilui> Hibtini marko^' aK&t,*ier

_ »r, writh Ooniez pl'.(1

tiing alotife'ind B6wie growling
As with his other receht albums.

DeJohnette indulges himself with
a little piano. Wish he would stick

to the drums, but he is competent
enough no to stick out sorely on
the keyboard. Altogether. Now
Directions ia yet another De
Johnette success story Now if he
would do an album with Anthony
Braxton, he might be able to

straighten that roundering com-
poser out.

W. Andrew Sundstrom

Heart Dog and Butterfly (CBS)
Heart haa been pumping out

albums at the rate of one per year,

and I'm afraid their pulse in in-

creasing.

Dog and Butterfly, their ac>cond

album within a year, is a
miserable attempt at a conceptual
album One side, labelc>d "Dog",
contains four hard nxik songs, a
few of which sound uncannily like

numbers off their previous
albums "Butterfly '. the other
side, starts off with the title cut of

the album This is perhaps the on
ly song on the album which shows
that Heart has something new to

offer Afti'f this number "But
terfly" crawls bsck into the

charactenalip Heart.coooon
-Cluis Lambart

*''

ihat^m^iy sllaMcina air?

currently trying out BOf'9aUed

"soft-rook" for '"love-rodk" or
"magic-rock") formats. While the

idea may be nice, unfortunately

too many times such musical
limitation is boring. One can only

take so much John Denver.
America and England Dan & John
Ford Coley and remain sane. For
tunately. the vaguely-defined
realm of 'soft-rock" contains

some groups, like Pirefall. with

enough talent to relieve the

tedium without resorting to

screams and metal This is the

third album from this group of

veteran musicians, and while it

doesn't do too much exploring of

new territory, it does confirm

several impressions received from
the first two reletwes My primary
obeervation is that Firefall does

much belter when they don't try

to rock. On this album, as on Luna
Sea, the heavy cuts come across

Rouonding strained
One new CMpect on this album

IS an increased reliance on strings
and wrind instruments (particular-

ly flute and sax), which lends a
less commercial edge to several of

the songs CK'erall. Klan is catchy
and proficient enough to lift it

well above most of the boring
"mellow music" thnt h so
familiar

« few of luH iicw>ut worW*.
"As Tiple Goes By" and "I

Honestly Love You" both appear
on this album and are both about a
love that has gone bad. "I Honest
ly l/ove You." the song that won
Best Female Vocal for Olivia-

Newton John, is an original work
by Peter Allen that he performs
exceptionally well. "Tenterfield
Saddler." a story of his grand-
father back in Australia. "Rio"
and "Continental American. " two
live songs from his tours, and new
songs like "Don't Cry Out Loud,"
"Interesting Changes " and
"Don't Wish Too Hard" help to

round out the album
Peter Allen does his songs with

emotion and energy that reach out
to his audience The audience
responds to Peter Allen with en-

thusiaatic clapping and cheering,
and now and again will join right

in and sing along. Peter Allen
does put on a "fun " show
Peter Allen has attained fame in

Europe, the Orient and Australia,

and in the few years of his career
has won a c<M-tain amount of

respect here in the States also.

He's played at the "Roxy and
that's in L A .

" he's played in

New York and noon he will per
form here at UMaas. on Saturday
October 28. at the Fine Arts Con
(?ert Hall Tickets are on sale now

Oaof TUlotaoo

I i.if),.

(rJ«tklr .1

P<«.1 j

U'.' < I'eim Ul Ul . ••-.i.n 1,1 II i,i.,.i>

rcK^k vuiuliMii4 Limlii lnUj liiow!;,

ilitMcenili'it rmiii hri royul tliroiii'

111 Hie 111^1:11' «• rutosphere ot tlw
I xi'i'pti'xial I* rfornier '\nii »-«< a
n-sull of 'icr latest clfoil Uvtnt(
In The USA is now uolKlly eiiii>.|,

i.l.ed on till.' terrii riitiia of the cnjin

uinii viM'aliit

c>ne neivln't look any runhii
tliaii Ififi uihiini I'fiver to reali/.i.

that thiH IH iiul vinlHge Ronstudt
Yes. Liiiim H goni- natural in

hairstyle, and yea. the novelty of

lUjiiHtadi p.^llcrskaliiiK urfiss the
lovei WfttrH thin, anil may only lie

upprecialcd by the inoHl loyal of

the ItoiiHtiult ftuiatics But the
real disuupoiiitment lies inside tho
cover Th tie cut. Living In tli^i

USA'", an early rocker writter. by
Chuck Berry is ruuied by the
bland instrumentals and cannot
bt> saved by Ronstadts solid

vocals ElvisCostello's "Allaon". a
superior song that had Ronstadts
name on it, could have potentially
been the beat out on the album.
waa needlessly waated by
Ronstadt's liatiesa and lethargic
vocal pei-formartue. Tl>e album is

wd«Mgftd by BunfMwti*)* varafcon of

""

oiritfinal ran«iliMn 4n«aa'^ ooone
aOrjiaa well pn fti' An in pOl.

. RonataiAt wouUI 10k batter, irff

atiaUi^ with bar ymming Xor
ntida of a UCU«/b| Budtfy < "|t'a Ha
mrnkf") Holly, lu^ a>at of Linda's
patafrted Vallate wliiob more
often than noi MtiUss Ronatadt'a
ample vooala to the fullaat IT one
ia interested in Linda -Ronatadt.
and have heard her earlier worka,
UlfttW Ib Tba V9^^ «wht be
MWth IMtening t^, bbt ^^i^4)«urf>4

DKlpllaa and the othof earlier

albiuna that lionstadt has auo-
ee^rt^ •*'iti\ tl,latia tt> compare,

.V' ,' 'VrUnO'CoaiMU

Golden Earrlag. Grab tf for a Sa-

aoqd (MCA)
Maybe I'l)^ juat .panuiuid, but I

»<Snae'ii i£(B '^rt the feeling that

rock ih aU/ytfy Isfung engulfed by
"Boh- on liiaoJ^te," a state in which
I \ i-'-;, thih^ be)(ifiM to »o>virt liiu

\hf iTidM .V Hat.'- '-stH*!*!^ fvip

Nell Young Cornea A Time
(Reprlae)

One of Uie dangers of releasing
a superb greateat-hita pat^kage is

that the artist s firat foUowup new
album may pale in oompanson.
Last lall'a Deoada wwa one such
ooUoiMcu Ttee a<* feSMMHl tlt« aa-

' tmm'Ht <»to«frB*r or Mail

«*n'iH^ Atbi«aa fioalliis wnrk
wiH> . jU«f«ivh» SprUigtleld •: »n4
0^9Mi|f^«Mta«^te«•h.^t<Mlve^«r. I

am ]M»|bj««> rq)ac« Wiat N«U'a
itmlfAiim i.--CoM»aa-a TVqe. dona
npf ilili|Wi WiNiri v^ien aqmparo'l to

Dsp*^!. IMJMa ooaa Main record
I

ad ateUUaet ati^lio aMum, wtUi a
nui-^bcir of outa that" rival any of
his paat work Kera wip have all

the otaaaio Young atyleti: ballada
like "0«in' Baok" Mnd "Already
One", ruckers Uka ".Motorcycle
Mama" and oountryuAi tupea like

"Field of Opportunitjr" and tiie ti

tie out. Every alemeot of a auc
oeaaful Nell Young album ia hare
front the tight baekup instruiaen
tation to aome atiortng vooal har
monies by NioolettQ ttanmi.
By any atandard. Young is one

of the naoat origMial amU prolific

figures in th« ;t<kfefront of
counti>'-rook (or foQtifitolt. if you
prefer) Decade la tttm perfect pur
chaae for those people wh<> arent
yet familiar with tifil paat But
juat aa importaitt aa paat »-

comphshments are future goals,

and Comes a Time is a magnifi
<«nt reaffirmont that Neil Young
virill continue to produce the
caliber of music which haa earned
him auoh a high piaoe in the an-

I
nalnuf ronk.

I ,

—

. ,..., ..-TitgT-Aa
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BuoHs
saaya by
ruw i:iU

;-»eBKr aiipBi!N,»'nfj?'^T'^»'=»
.:.!;, with ft*ph":l«B^ 0onvli^tioB

The auobeaa'jof Soger haa been

bet^ause of naiany years of hard

work, and" this song perfectly

echoes his experience. It tells of

the "life on the road." the constant

gigs and the haasels of being a

rock musician. Marshall Chap
man cannot caipture this feeling.

She lacks the enthusiasm aind ex-

perience that makes this song
convincing.
"Why Can't I Be Like Other

Girls," a Chapman original,

seemfc to be her theme song. It is a

song of her early life and career

Her mother, her lovers, and her

manager all aak her "Why can't

you be like other girls?'" Indeed

Marshall Chapman is not like

other girls. In fact, her goal is

quite the opposite She's the self-

proclaimed 'no ahame dame.'

Her influences seem to be a mix-

ture of oountrywestem and rock

She does not choose to blend these

two forms, rather she apporached

them separately The one excep

tion is a hard rocking version of

Johimy Cash's "I Walk the Line"
He country western influences

are shown by songB about and by

Waylon Jennings and Hank
Williams Marshall Chapman is at

tier liesi when she ixx-ks She's a

jaded virgin, fairly imiqiie. maybe
even a auocesa.

Bdl

« four of her
own songs to th«ait)iini The best

of theae, "Stxtoke Dreams," is a
departure from the pop format
which allows Brinsley Schwarz
(also the record's oo-producer) to

show off his incredible ability on
the slide guitar 'Hie album's stan

dout, and not surprisingly, its

claim to AM radio fame, is "Never
Together But Close Sometimes,"
a rocking, reggae-Havored tune
with a memorable chorus
(suitable for humming on the way
to class, in the shower, etc ).

The musicianship on the album
is first-rate. Carlene is a fine,

classically trained pianist, and
contributes that talent to a couple
of selections But it is the perfor-

mance of the Rumour which pulls

this album up from the ranks of

mediocrity 'Their tightness and
professionalism transcent the
sappy lyrics of most of the songs
and Carlene's occasional lapses

into pop phrasing
Carlene Carter is a good pop

album, which is unfortunate Ms
Carter has the ability and musical
knowledge (and heritage she's

the daughter of June Cartel . of

country music's Carter Clan) to

create meaningrul. inventive
music Nevertheless, if she wants
to become a mere pop star and
make plenty of money thai s her
problems

N

1 h.

Ph 1

Slev. I , .

Paperbiu if. li'i

WllH! ,

presider- .
'

Hi.! "I'n.; 1 I II .n i." 141. , 1..

dit'tttion. th<Ti wt b>.ll wim'! k^uiw
unless han.»li!.\ in M.n tnli^ Nr.t

ly IH imihiiiij leniiii<d. lint tli .

pr.'ssion that farter ran so lnu i

to beciime (. t-sidi-iil just to esciape
iht re. IS nijili' HTilvirig

The hiRK(>Ht surprise of the
book IS thf nutfioi '>l(-veii Uom
Bom, a New York based fn<e
lanc'«>.r wl.n has Hta'-kcil up im-
prcHsivt^ ireditH with pictUD-s in

both Tune aii'i Ni-^sweek didn't
st«ni to find ttiiylhiin{ w.iithwhile
to photiigraph m his 'wo year
(-nveiage of Plajnn. Iioth during
luid after Carters elwtion In-

stead of photos and p^Tsimai in

torviews which could have shed
some light on what t>ie first fami-
ly waa really like, and what made
Plaaia the birthplaoe of tin- Preai-

dent. the reader will he treated to
the iiUKjnuoat thotightH of suob
aoon^orgettable people as btaiin

tof) Shiver, Paatyr Itainy Greon
and If.K. ">ett " Godwui Ji . Ttmy
0mm raapaotivsly a bus driver, a
jmnrntt'tim prea..'i>e.r and the luoal

WtTfMig' hooia proprietor In-

.-toraMMir
Thia book may be more at home

tpr UMwh samti audiences who find

°^Qrit". th« ao-callad family week-
ly, 1^ Intartwiiiig. but for more
aopluatiMied tastea. paaa this cmm
b/

TV OuMa: Tba rirat flg Yaan
laiidadltadtaf Jar!

I aa4 •otraatar- •14^W
TV Guide TbeFlr8t26j

ia dastuiod to beoome the fbrtura
for the aerioua student or buff of
the industry that the oopy of TV
Guide haa beoome in over 00
million homes each week
A handsome t>ooK, thia ia

nostalgia at itabeat Theae are tha
actual articlea aa the> appeared
telling It as It waa. If you were too
young to recall the ao oaUad
"Oolden Daya of Televiaion" now,
you can flip through the aectton
dealing >vith IB53 57 and watch it

unfold once again. Leam; Why
Dragnet catches 38' million
viewera weekly (1953). The worda
to the famoua Abh<<t t and Coatello,
"Who's on Firf
How the tPJ '

Mr and Mi
durutg the
"the .{ain.sJ C

iitiiie (IBM):
.'ueation iMfC
nr-a indaoira

>r '54 jitatU

'lAtc ty!;

T(Nitfght'Sh< v.
I ) and 1

rah Rhenomenuii ( i :)H5) csin aU ba
found heiY;, American culture. it*a

all there for better or worHe.
-Michael Slmoaa

•

Travolta! A photobio by Mlohaal
Reeves A Jove Book
Do something noteworthy and

someone will write a book about
you. Do three things and thara
will be three books John Travolta
has been a star m Welcome Back
Kotter. Saturday Night Fever and
most recently Grease. Therefore
there have been thrve books writ-

ten about him In this Latest of-

fering, "Travolta!" by Michael
Reeves, we are treatcMJ to the laat

word on America's "'hottest new
actor"
In "Travolta!" we find out hera-

tofore unrevealed tidbits such aa,

"he knew hed be a star by the age
of 16, his nickname, (sorry, you'll

have to buy the tjook') and what he
really thinks of Olivia Newton-
John
For the Travolta fana, and they

are legion, this txxik should sum it

up The hook follows his life from
neophyte to '"super stardom, " and
the promised "more than lOO pic-

tures should gi't well with its in

tendfil audience However, the

less nteu' ntrtu^k anioriK us will

surely find somethinK else tn do
with their tune

BClobaal Slmotia
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Come to BIG 'Y' for liquor, beer and wine

k

SCHENLEY
RESERVE
80 PROOF

1.75 Lit. 59.20Z

WhyPay*12.99?

BOOTHS
HIGH & DRY

GIN
90 PROOF
1.75 Lit. 59.2 oz.

Why Pay M 2.39?

BIOT GUTTY SARK
SCOTCH 4M wt%

14.591.75 Lit. 59.2 oz.

WhyPayM8.49?
86 Proof

SOPfMIOF

1.75 Lit. 59.20Z

Why Pay '8.49?

SOUTHERN COMFORT
UQUEUR
100 PROOF Why Pay

QUART »9.35? 6.99
PAUL MASSON

OENERIG #^AA
WINES 9B||9

E&J BRANDY

1.5Lit., 50.20Z.

Why Pay M.29?

80 PROOF
OUART

Why Pay »7. 59?

^^Sii<

We
accept

VISA and

MASTER
CHARGE
ON ALL
PURCHASES!

WINE & LIQUOR

supermarket
We reserve the right to limit quantities Not responsible tor

typographical errors Hall gallons may be substituted (or 1 75 liters

at comparative savings

PRICES EFFECTIVE OCT. 23 TO OCT. 28

LABATT ALE &
24-11 V20Z.N.R.'S

Why Pay *8.49? 6.99
BUDWEISER

NAT. USET
24-120Z. Cans

Why Pay »7.99?

PABST

24-1 2oz. Can

Why Pay '5.99?

6.19
RED-WHITE-BLUE

4.89
3 Convenient Locations ... all next to BIG 'Y'

NORTHAMPTON
SPRINGFIELD

CHICOPEE

KING ST. ROUTE 5

HAMP PLAZA

BRECKWOODBLVO. &
WILBRAHAMRO.

ROUTE 33, MEMORIAL DR.

FAIRVIEW

\

Editorial / Opinion
MARK WILDING!

The Rosy Crucifixion
The American Mall it is an air conditioned
wet dream, a sudden jerk in the night, an
une.'.olainabic gooey feeling, a slight

shudder of guilt. Has it come to this then?
lb this the culmination of the American
dream? 's this tomorrow today? In a million

years will another Leakey unearth these
flophouses of glut and puke at the sight of

a completely intact Baskin Bobbins?
It was the grand opening of a second

Hadley mall yesterday and I took it in,

stoned 'o the gills and stewnd to the fins, a

iig zagging percli drowning in this great

fishbowl of bleeding consumerdom How
else but m a state of drugged imbecility to

stomact' this crjlebtation ut alothfulness,

sterility staleiuiss, and vulgarity that

Americans emorace like some syphillitic,

wrilhincj whori'-qod
Christ, who the hell would '^orrni to a mali

opening in the first place? Who else but
your coffeedutchers, youi hridqe-club

fraus, your volunteer firemen, your peckish

assistant bank managers, your slightly

nervous selectmen patting their wallets

occasionally and mussing the hair of a

neighbor's sixth grade son who has come
to write an English paper on what there is

to do and see in the mall. You poor kid,

spoon-fed on the American way. Guns that

never bleed and stay away from 1 91 rest

stops. Wait till you try opium -treated

Columbian my boy. You'll start talking to

pumpkins.
Of course there is the ribbon-cutting as a

jaded Bobby Riggs stands amongst the

responsibles for the mall. Their hustling

makes Rigg's celebrated antics look like

something out of a Choate yearbook. You
feel sorry for this pleasant little man,
surrounded by a pin striped seraglio of

Madison Avenue pimps, schills, and snake-

oil dealers in Acupuico shirts and Frye

boots with carefully greased-down
cowlicks dancing about like gleeful, twisted

Rumplestilskins rubbing together their

sweaty palms in frothful anticipation of

their fairy tale come true Another Mall!

Praise the Lord and pass the manna! These
are the bilious moneyed Yahoos, the

bursted gumboils, riding on a smile and a
shoeshine and a bank account the size of
an Onassis tanker. They are the lucre

rodents, with theit pink, beady eyes and
their scrofulous overbites, heralders of
everything crass and vile, cluttering the
American mind with dancing visions of
trashmashers, foot deodorizers, adjustai-le

shower nozzles. Tang, Grape Nuts, and
Poly Dent, of everything and nothing.
Consume, by all means, consume you

louts they scream at us in their smooth,
sophisticated manna.

I plunge inside to the laminated air, the
cobbleplastic, the sprawling cafe, its

mushroom umbieltas overhanging black
and orange tables where human spores sit

with vacant stares and fungi features, the
irollissed p'ants that art.- too i4reen, the dull-

grey fountain flanked on all sides by naked
little vandals peeing chlorinated Hadley
water into a mucky basin while two miloi"

up the road they want students to take two
cold showers a week. Cut down on water
and sexual promiscuity.

I check the little girl statues and they have
nothing between their legs, not even a

peach cleft. The boy statues are discreetly

covered with a dacron polyester cement
cloth.

, , ,• I,

And the Liberace music goes plink, plink,

plink.

I slouch on a glossy pine bench, feeling

like a mausoleum.

And sure enough the febrile combination
of this climatized hell, three joints, two
eggs, and a sixpack for breakfast set off a

peristaltic wave that.rises up like the Bay of

Fundy at high tide and leaning forward I

offer a couple of dry heaves and then a

flood of amber jack vomit, all over the
polished cobbleplastic.

Then looking up from my high-noon
creation I see him, a slight set man in green
corduroys carrying a rose. He walks with

no one and looks neither right or left, only

before him. He has the calm smile of a man
who has just committed a multiple murder.
It has all been worth it

Mark Wilding is a Collegian Columnist

To The Editor:
Maze "art" a

monstrosity

To the Editor;

With all the saviors of mankind one can
find on this campus, you would think that

there would be one environmentalist who
would raise his voice in protest of the

atrocity that is rapidly taking shape across
from the football stadium. Once called

"playing fields" and reserved for the pur-

suit of sport, it now appears that any ex-

panse of green grass is fair game for a

memorial to "art.
"

It seems UMass is to be bestowed with a

maze under the cloak of art. We ne^^vr

learn For five years we have had to nut

up with the convoluted hunk of [in thai

graces me concrete lawn of the Fine Arts

Center That, too, is pjssi-d off .<> ./'f.

More impnrtant.'v n wH i onanue re oe
passed off as .// ' 'if. itn^ds of years tu

conn Witr stuff

ne\,i "''•: ,/, .: .u f"-- >)*

Gou

uf ,'

duut
fo.st

play
the r

50 patch situated across from the
stadium?
And after this, what field will go next?
And for what?
Oh, you environmentalists! Where are

you when you are needed?
A. Wayne Corcoran

Management Science

Sign rent

control petition

To the Editor;

Th/s week petitions calUny for ? -eferen-

dum vote on the Amherst Rent Control

Act are being circulates Petitions are in

the Campus Center. Come and sign, or

help hy circulating a petition m your
dnrm; just contact trie SCERA o't-cf

Student Union 4P'-' • come id ii'

s::ERA tan/e m the < Center
in ordei fo' a refereDduiri to h-.

/, .•.' " urirnn' of the '"n, <;'>>,'

sign tr<

I'- m-
:.!l-''ti/e

f :UC-

:d
. . , ,d

1 1' ivnat IS best suited

III uolf h ill^, and to the in-

aesth' nc feelings and
peaceful solitude. It is :i shame'
Surely there must be a class in chemistry

that is studying corrosives and needs a
place to experiment. May I suggest a 50 x

to Uit sttinii'i,

dulgence of

lobe/ J.'

J /?( . -r.v.

If y, , ., 'h^where

your registration tor tiic Novemt)er 7 elec

tions will not be affected by registenn.j

this week in Amherst. After November 7

liowever, you will be able to vote in

Amherst and will thus be empowered to

cast your vote for Rent Control.

Karia Leibowitz SCERA

SUPE

Problems with Park's Plan

One of the points on the program of

Students United for Public Education
(SUPE) is: "No to the assumptions and
principles embodied in the Parks Plan for

Reorganization." The purpose of this arti-

cle is to discuss the changes the Parks Plan
is trying to bring about, why it has emerged
as an alternative to expanding public higher
education and why SUPE rejects it.

The Parks Plan is a working paper on
higher education planning which was com-
pleted in August, 1977 under the direction

of Paul Parks Secrtary of Education for the
Commonwealth

The plan calls for the creation of five

distinct regions in the state. Each region
would include state colleges which would
offer limited liberal arts programs, com
munity colleges which would be vocational

schools and universities which would serve

as the centers for "special programs." A
regional board of governors would oversee
the planning for these colleges, and a large

central agency would be created to coor-

dinate the five regions. A more centrally

controlled system of putjiic higher educa-
tion is not inherently dangerous; it is the

kind of planning and overall direction public

higher education would take under the

Parks Plan tha^ is dangerous.

A consolidation of programs would take

place to cut "duplication" of programs. In

other words each institution would be

limited as :n what it .cujld offer itt.

students, and special arrangements "

ing transporting students and f !> .hv

ferent schools to attend and toa; h

vr'^i.'ld result. All instituti'.)!T"- "*

.
i education shouin ;

iiiti;! oftonngs, '?ven if li^r .,

' specializatioris.'

~,iv

already feeling the threat to their )ob securi-

ty. Further cutbacks in tenure would result

in loss of academic freedom, loss of job
security, and an increase in part time facul-

ty In addition, the faculty would have to

teach courses in more than one place.

The plan outlines a tuition policy which
calls for low tuition for the first two years

and )uniors and seniors paying higher tui-

tion We should oppose this attempt to

make it more difficult ihan it already is to

pay for school This policy will hamper ac-

cessibility to public higher education for

sons and daughters of working class

families, iln the early 70s, 26 percent of

UMass students were from "blue collar"

families. That figure has dropped to 15 per-

cent currently). A policy of free higher

education is a necessity in our complex
society. Therefore, public higher education
would be provided socially, regardless of

tfie individual's ability to pay It is hard to

understand ;he logic behind placing a

financial burden on juniors and seniors who
are at the same time facing greater

challenges academically.

The Parks Plan is ba;.ed on the assump-
tion that the population has declined and
thf'icfote cutbacks must be niudf.' in public

niijher ediiration. This argument is not
Vciiid Because of itie rising cost cf private

"ducation, many more neople than ever

i.jefore are applying to pnnli.; institutions.

Many more than evet before o

ed away. The expansion ot i

higtier education sector is the o'iy way to

ftiovide people with what they should get

> if their tax dollai.

re being turn-
' e public

I-,,, p

ion. It

I I
S

I s

UC

'

. arlditior t" pP'

ri i(io market wiri-.i i ^ ^ui fiur : ii> .. i ui iyn Pv^-

Tenure according to the pKm is an
obstacle to be eliminated The ; .uIt n
UMass Amherst and UMass Bostop

a noli .'..'•

Ila O'Brien

Lisa Desmarais
and Members of Students United for

Public Education
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UPCOMING
HALLOWEEN

PARTY

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 26
White Night'all white liquors 50c .jII pight (gm vodka, tequila, rum) plus

Dance Contest Cash pn/es 1st, 2nd, 3rd (cover 50c)

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 27
Busch Night all night 60c Pn/es All night 8 p m 9 p.m all rum drinks 50c

OPEN TILL 2 AM EVERY FRIDAY Proper attire required/ No jeans and sneakers
Free munchies/Bottled beer 75c

Quonset/Routfi 9, HadUy, Mass./253-9214

HEX MARKS
THE SPOT

Pardon the geometry ... but that's the shape of our mirrors

at Great "X". And what a reflection on you. At Great "X"

the shape of your hair starts taking on new dimensions of class

and personality. No fancy angles. No facials. No skin treat-

ments. Just the greatest hairstyling value in town.

Put the hex on outrageous prices . . . with

a Great "X" haircut. More than 50

Great "X" hexes, from New Hamp-

shire to Texas. Look around, we

might be right in your home town

HAMPSHIRE MALL
lADLEY

€KP€ClilTiOnS
PRECISION HAIRCUT TEPG

NO APPOINTMENT EVER

iJro(' by the ColTo place a classified ad, drofj by the

leyian offic«' iCC n'' ' • KA..'»'n ft 4"^

and 3 45 p m Mo
use our handy clip jiuJ ">

most issues of thM ChHi

deadline is 3 45 r- m •

of publication (iJte

,1 fT Collegian
Classifieds

^tt*x^ \^>t

preMnIs

KINGS OF THE ROAD
A film about society and change

International Cannes Film

Festival winner—76
THURSDAY, 26th FREE ADMISSION
THOMPSON 104 8:00 P.M.

Showcase
Ctnemas

ROUTES RIVEROAIERD
WEST SPRINGFIELD

TEl. 733 5131

^AfMiAini »2.00t" 2:30

^^^^^^I^^J EVERYDAY
lATI SHOWS rtl.i SAT.

W/E HONOR MASTER CHARGE

IV !S~

PG
2:00-7:40-9:50

Univi^rsitv cf '/assnch'.jserts/ Arriherst

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS 2:00-7:15 9:55

THEBOVS
FROM BRAZIL

2007:15940
Hc;

Astonishing Vi(luoi.|» "

fut*-; C-ir .irm.ilr HrliiHf H « Hjii- '1 • n.,

RDuud H;-. Auditnce To Ihundtrob^ tppUute

Subtle, Amj/irg Virluositv 5'rp'* Urib':!ie»a6le

Friday, November 3 8:00 p.m.
Tickets now on sale. General Public - $7, 6, 5.

UMass students - $5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and other
students- $6, 5, 4.

Fll€ /RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-251

1

and New England Ticketron Locations.

bEflTHffiNlli

1 45 7
-15 9 55

j:00-7:25 9:45

ii^lx
2:00-7:25 9:45

vmoho ^

2:00-7:30-9:30

2:00-7:15-9:55

Collegian classified rates are iJ.nly. 46(;

p»?r lin- ' otist'ijiliv*! iSbiH'S, 40c prr

line (If ; I
ii I ofisf'C utivc issu»'S 30c P''f

hn.' per d i, '" s 'ou'|hlv <'(|UiV.jlf'(>t

AUDIO FOR SALE

Sound Design 8-track tape deck with

speakers. $45 or BO Call Phil, 546 6124

Skis Blizzard Prototyp. Very good condi

tion. 170cm, $110 or BO, call Mitch, 6-5490

AUTO FOR SALE

75Buick Century, 63K mi , 2 dr , HT, int

Bmech exc, bodygd., AM/FM stereo, ri

(let,, PS. PB, $1600 BO, call Mike 6 5340,

aft. 1.

Good winter coat: dk. red wool, hooded,

calf length, wrap-around, size 10 12, worn
very few tinnes. Cost S100 new. $50 or BO.
Nancy, 256 8271, evenings.

Business/acctg. position, $3.00 'hr,

contact A Rufe, Rm. 205 Boyden BIdg ;

secretary basketball office, $2.85/ hr., con

tact J. Leaman. Rm 227 Boyden Bldg^.

Help wanted help wanted help wanted.
4 work study jobs on campus. Apply

Greenough Snack Bar, after 7 p.m., ex

perience desired. We are located in Central

Area.

Movie -Monty Python -"And Now For

Something Completely Different" Thurs-

day, Oct 26 SUB $1 00.

ROOMMATE WANTED

78 CJ5 Golden Eagle jeep, modified

engine, very good condition, only 12,000

miles.

74 Vega camper body, in good cond,,

mechanically perfect. Radials, roofrack, FM
stereo CB tent, curtains and mattress BO
over $1000. Call Bob, 665-3958.

Smith Cor. auto. ret. type^^rlter, car

tridge, hardly used, ask. $140. 546 4631

Receiver7Kenwood KR 4400. 25 watts.

$185, skis Graves competition 190's w/

Solomon bindings £* Lotork safety device,

$135 KneissI white wing 200's w/ Cober

bindings & Lotork safety $100. Graves

ISO's w, Solomon bindings, $75, call Larry,

546 5411

INSTRUCTION

Disco dance lessons — are you tired of

watching everyone having a good time dan-

cing while you just sit there' If so call Amy,
546 5683, & you'll be on your way to being

the best on the floor.

Roommate wanted. 15 min. to campus,
Granby, low rent, 3 bedroom, call Jim at

467 3795

Own room in Sunderland apt. . immediate,

$80+, non smoker, older student, call

Charles, 5 2876, 5-0444. 665-4775

LOST

1971 Ford Torino, 2 dr auto, #104, runs

great, $775, caM^Paul, 256-8207.

74 Audi 100LS, new st bit. radials, good

body, needs work, call Amy, 549-5815 i

'

p m

71 Toyota Corona, good condition, $600

or best offer, 655-7566^

1976 Chevy van, C 10, long body, power

steering, AM/FM stereo, heavy duty

suspension and shocks, radial tires, ex

cellent condition, call Marc, 545 2591 days,

665-4542 nights and weekends

69 VW, sriciterT $165^ Frank, 549 2742, 6 7

p.m

1968 MG Midget, excellent condition, wire

wheels, runs great. $1150, 584 7277.

re VW- needs work, call Jon, 69300.

Complete scuba outfit, all new Scuba

Pro equipment Call 665 3027.

Calculator, Tl 59 and PC 100A printer,

perl. . nd
, $300 or HO 649 1415, p.m

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79

South Pleasant St., Amherst, daily 115.

HELP WANTED

Stolen gold watch w/ black band, E.T.

4/13/77 on back, holds much sentimental

value, call Susan at 546 5720, no questions

asked, reward offered. '

Prescription glasses, plastic nm, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546 6993.

2 t]x to SS Johnny, 2 tix to Cat Suite, no

good to U. Have seat It. will go crazed! Joe,

6 4081, or 602E Cashin.

Lost — keys w/ brown leather M, Ireland

and Buick key chains, holding 6 keys. $10

reward. Call Ma^y, 549 4904.

F. roommate wanted for own room in

apt in big house, Main St., Amherst,

253 7150.

Housemate to share Sunderland apt. on

bus route for 11/1, call Sandy. 665-4291.

Roommate wanted share apt., Nov. 1.

Amherst on bus route, call Eve, 253 3861.

STADIUM
"CATCH THIS

WEEK'S SPECIALS

16

UriiV(,^rsitv Of .MasiiQChuSftIs/ Ar-,hersi

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

10 a no"

,oin\pns ^^
California §uite
A BIG HIT CALIFORNIA SUITE ISAVERYVFRr
VERY FUNNY PLAY YOU LL HAVt CARDIAC
ARREST FROM LAUGHTER

CAROLVIMJOIMES JAMES DRUHV
Sunday, October 29 3 p.m., 8 p.m.

Tickets now on sale General public - $8, 7, 6 UMass
students - $6, 5, 4, Senior citizens - S7. 6. 5.

FINE /RTS CENFER CNCERT hUL
Fine Arts Center Box Office IVI-F 9-4. 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

LIQUORS

SERVICES

Cook - responsible person to cook meals 4

days a week for local fraternity Good pay

and benefits. Kitchen exp. pr«f. Contact

Jim Gonsalves at 545 021 1 5 0210.

PERSONALS

Part-time helpers to attach hooks to

mailboxes in Amherst, Belchertown and

Hadley. $3 00/hr. Apply Circulation Office,

Amherst Record.

"ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave is back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ. Reasonable

rates, call D.L. Disco at (413) 567 1715 (col

lect) and ask for Dave or Bryan.

FOR RENT

liversit/ Park apts., 1 bdr. apt., unfum

, ava lable immediately, 1210 mo., util.

i»fit pd through Oct., ca^2^M<61.

fumtohM »iMMi V» iat0iff^on.

Creative residential treatment program

serving former State Hospital population

seeking Exit Unit Manager to provide even

ing and overnight coverage 5 days/week

with an occasional weekend for 2 working

clients in need of limited support and /or

supervision Daytimes free for part time job

or academic courses. Weekly stipend, $50

plus rent. Qualifications: maturity; some
experience with population helpful; desire

to leern. Resume to: 4«(pipUo»lv Support

Program. 2Qa ^^MA.:-*!?^^- ^'^

OM^. A »»ograifeitj(WiHiir tg Human

Happy 18th, Weez-MB Et Cindy.

Retraction -last Tuesday, Oct. 17, I plac-

ed an untrue ad in the personal section of

the Collegian using my roommate Mat

Sinesi's name without his consent as a

prank. I deeply regret any embarrasment

that came to him due to this practical joke.

Stephen Lynch

To J.T and her friends: thanks for your

caring and helping me get by. Much love,

Tom.

WarlioF's D7acula.^at., Oct. 28. Two
shows: 9 & 11, Sage Hall, Smith College,

$1.

Child care lie. 16640. close to A.nh. area,

reas. rates, call 665 3091.

Sound system for hire, coffeehouses,

bands, discos^ call Rick^584 4105.

Resume Preparation, $35, Personal Sf!r-

vice Success Motivation Institute, 25 Mam
Street (Fitzwilly's Square, Rm. 30), Nor

thampton, tel. 586 6433.

Photography passport or portrait instr.,

by appt., resume work, Steven, 253-5081^

Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for

your 256-page mail order catalog of col-

legiate research 10,250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery Box 25907 B, Los Angeles,

Calif., 90025, (213) 477 8226.

WANTED TO RENT

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549 5343 evenings.

LEGAL SERVICES

Work-study student for national women's
training project. 10-15 hrs. per week. Must

type. $4/hr. Ca ll 5-1568.

Food for thought-am seekino an 0«ganic

Chem. tutor who wouW be willing to barter

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 263-7617.

MILLER 12 oz. NR 6«90 case

BUDWEISER 12 oz. NR O«90 case

SCHLITZ 12 oz. CANS 0«5ir case

MICHELOB 12 oz. NR #•90 case

LUCKY LAGER 12 oz. NR 4«95 case

Plus a wide selection of brandies

CHECK OUR KEG PRICES!
HUGE SELECTION OF WINE!

KINKY FILMS.

kW§k» it \M«th DHiMliiJlll^aturday eve.
" •*^rhors Oracular •t(lfal!;'^& 11 shows.

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A & P
in the new Shopper's Park

253-9341 or 253-9342

FREE DELIVERY ($7.00 min.)
mmmim
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The Busch* label is where it

all begins. Note
the snowy,
.craggy peaks

affixed
thereto.
They
are
the
moun-
tains.

;

''ou are the moun-
taineer. And this is

an ad. The subject of

which is selecting the
proper gear for
mountaineering.
(It aU fits to-

gether so nicely,

doesn't it?

)

First and
foremost, you'll

ne9d to pop the
mountain top. For
this task, faithful moun-
taineers use a church
key. Secular moun-
taineers use a bottle

opener Don't be con-

fused by these antics
with semantics. Just
remember, the opener is

your primary tool. Be
true to it and it will be
true to yoa

Second, choose a
glass. Here the options
become immense.
German steins, hand-

blown pilseners,
oldjellyjars,

that cute
little

Jhurch key xised by
'failWiJ mountaineers ;

It. Boffo mug you've

had since third grade.

Be adventurous.
Experiment. Most

mountaineers have a
^

personal preference. You'U
develop one too.

Food is next. Proper
mountaineering, not
to mention proper nutri-

tion, requires a smorgas-
bord selection of snacks.
Some mountaineers
have suffered from a
potato chip deficiency,

a pretzel imbalance or
other serious dietary de-

fects. Plan ahead.

Comfort is crucial. Ifyou
mountaineer in

public, pick
a padded
bar stool,

preferably
one that
spins
(to facili-

tate admir-
ing the

scenery). At
home, a com-

fortable chair or sofa will

do. Rule of thumb: if it

feels good, and the police
don't seemto mind, do it.

Then turn on the
tube or spin a tune or
crack a good book. The
choice is strictly

between you and the
dominant hemisphere
ofyourbrain. Ofcourse,
some mountaineers
say the smooth, re-

freshing taste ofBusch
is entertainment enough..

'

thajik goodness
do,because

it's an excellent
conclusion.

( Comfort is cruciaJ )

Dorit just reach for a beer.BUSCH Head for the mountams.

Ar !

Union Record Service
Grond Ke-Ooenino So

The URS has moved its location to 201 in the Student Union Bid. right down from the
Hatch.

On Thursday, Oct. 26 all 7^« list price albums only 4*^^ plus buy
two of any other price album in the store and get a dollar off.

Become a member to be eligible for these prices and more.
Store open from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Thursday.

FREE CONCERT
4Th AnnuaI Mulrlpops Concert

Featuring

UMass Symphony
Wind Ensemble
Percussion Ensemble
Jazz Band

THE MINUTEMAND
MARCHING BAND

pRidAy, OcTobER 27—8:00 p.M.
FAC Concert HaU
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Mail orders will be processed beginninq November 1 . Orders postmarked prior to October 30 or unac

companied by correct payment will not be accepted The box office, located on the Campus Center

first floor, will be open weekdays 9 00 am to 400 p m. beginning November 6. TlC^et prices are $9.95

regular admission and $9.40 fo' groups of 20 or more and current University of Massachusetts students

(students must show a valid UMabs iD at tht; doorl Seating in the hall will be by numbered ticket and

mail orders will 1x7 filled with th'i t^est sf.-ats available at the time of receipt For mail reservations

please fill out the attached order form and mail with a self addressed stamped envelope to:

Campus Center Food Services

Attn : Madrigal Dinn»,'r

University of Massacfujsotts

Amhf?rst Masi, 01003Amhf?rst Masi, 010

V I ia-70 n/iAnDir:Ai niMNPR rtRHFR FDRM
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Please print.

Name
Address
City & State

Enclosed find $

Enclosed find $

Please indicate 1st, 2nd, 3rd choices:

1978 MADRIGAL DINNER ORDER FORM

Telephone ( >

Zip Code

for at $9.40 each, (student or groups) ID #

for at $9.95 each, (regular) . .

Thurs., Dec. 7

Wed., Dec. 13

Fri., Dec. 8

Thurs., Dec. 14

Sat., Dec 9

Fri., Dec. 15

Sun , Dec. 10

Sat., Dec 16

1

I

1

5

1

Authorized Dealer

/

\

sport shoe^

Resoling

FAST
3-5 DAY
SERVICE

$1.00 OFF
on any resoling

REPAIR PRICES
Running Shoes '1 2"°

Tennis ShoM *13"<'

WAFFLE SHOES $13.50
MOLDED SOCCER SHOES $13.50

AND
OTHER MINOR SPORTS
EQUIPMENT RFPAIRS

Power4oler System
of Amherst

\9/i3V% Main St. Amherst 2535229

~

B N«i^toWhol«whMtPixza ^^nS"! J
%J>ion.-Frl.. 10-5:30; 8«t. 10-4 ^iiy&^r

I
i
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JVbooterswin,2-1
By DAVE BRADLEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass JV soccer team fell four

seconds short of their first shutout of the

year when they beat Holyoke C.C., 2-1

.

The Minutemen were leading 2-0 going
into the final seconds of play on goals by Al

Swierci and Mike Cioffi, but with 4
seconds left, Holyoke's Dave Dias drilled

one past goalie Dave Clark to ruin the shut-

out.

According to coach Ec .miec, this was
not one of UMass' better gdmes.
"I wasn t too happy with the performance

out there. We outplayed them but we really

didn't get a chance to test their keeper "

UMass put Its first mark on the board 29
minutes into the first half with a goal by Al

Swiercz. Joe Stirlace set ^•> Swiercz with a

beautiful cross which h ontro'led and
pumped into the net

The second tally camt '""
1 minute

mark of the second half when Martin Costa

served a corner kick to Jay Nass, who
headed the ball to Mike Cioffi. Cioffi set

himself, then blitzed the ball into the open
net, giving UMass a 2-0 lead.

UMass outplayed their opponents for the

rest of the half and prepared to record their

first whitewash. Then came the Dias goal.

"I couldn't believe it," said Clark. "I

thought I had it (shut out), ...then bang,

and the buzzer went."
He played an excellent game back

there," said Neimiec, "he deserved the

shut-out.
"

This Saturday UMass (4-0-1) faces un-

defeated University of Connecticut in what
will be their biggest game this year.

Expressing concern, Coach Neimiec said,

"We really aren t playing up to our

potential. Unless we play much better ball

we're going to have a tough time Satur-

day., .but I think we'll rise to the oc
cision.'

Bitter " ant a free agent
BOSTON (UPI) V'

Lilamed the Boston Rgd
ifctliq nif to entet th.

ixt morit\ 'V ^'ii'inn in

year contract

"I'm doing whjt \'<^

are makinq me." the

t\andei ';n"i fom his Mn'

-uis Tian?

'^terday for

Hjert draft
"1 J multi

iiey

jiri right-

•,.s., home.

I ne Hed Sox are making me do it Every

year it's the same thinq. They want to stick

St to me and I'ni gettin'-j tired of it

Tirifit, who will turn 38 next month, hdt;

consistently t^en the Rod Sox top rnonev

pitcher over the last tew years and hurled a

shutout on the final day of the season to

move the Sox into the one-game playof*

with the Yankees.

f rts Calendar

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
JV soccer 2 Holyoke C.C. 1

uileyball vs Franklin Pierce/ Berkshire C.C.

TODAY'S GAMES
Volleyball vs Mt. Hoi

JV volleyball vsMt. !

Field hockey at Smitl^

JV field hockey at St

oke

7:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:30p.m.
6:30 p.m.

TOMORROW'S GAMES
Men's { oss-countrv in IC4A's at Van Cortland Park, N.Y.

Women's c ss-country vs Vermont/ UNH at Vermont 3:^ p.m.

... ..„_^.,.

<

% v..

\
;' j^^^^ |B*(te

4

H';'i

4

4

Tf.P UMass fl«ld hockey teann shown hare in action against the Universltv of

New Hampshlra Wildcats on Tuesday. The game ended m • ^ 1.<'«' «*««P'^« "

dramrtic iMt wcond penalty shot attempt. (Staff photo by Patrick O. Dobbs)

IM grid playoffs begin
By PHIL ROBINSON
Collegian Staff

In the battle of the fraternities last Thurs-

day, Beta Kappa Phi edged Theta Chi in a

hard-fought battle, 12-7. Theta Chi jumped

out to an early lead on a touchdown set up

by Phil Croasdale's interception and return

to the one-yard line. The first half ended

with the score 7-0, but the second half pro-

ved to be a turnaround. Beta Kappa Phi's

Gary Bolduc hauled in a long touchdown
pass from quarterback Timmy Hislop to

even the score.

They took the lead when Steve Sweeney
tagged the Theta Chi quarterback in the

end zone for a safety, and Leo Kalinowski

added the final points with a field goal. Jim-

my Pallotta was the defensive standout, in-

tercepting three passes.

They now advance to the pi.iyoffs, taking

on the unbeaten and unscored-upon

Fuckowies from Wheeler dorm. The first

round game will be played today at 4:30 on

field 7.

The Mackimmie Lions also advance to the

playoffs, as they overwhelmed the

Coolidge Stones, 40-0. It seemed to be a

good matchup as both teams went into the

game undefeated. However, after Eddie

Saab returned the opening kickoff for a

touchdown the game was never in doubt.

Saab also returned a punt and an intercep-

tion for scores.

In first round playoff action, I Phelta Thi

battles the Sun Devils^ in what should be a

close contest. The 'Sun Devils feature

several members of the UMass Lacrosse

team. They will play at 5:30 today on field

1. Wasted Crew, who finished in fourth

place year, take on EOTNC (Every Other

Thursday Night Club) at 5:30 on field 6.

Basketball players, take note. The in-

tramural department is sponsoring a three-

on-three half court, double elimination

tournament starting November 27th. All

students are eligible to form a team of

three, and entries may be picked up in the

intramural office.

The tragedyofUMass sports

The following is a play in two parts.

Act I

The setting is a football stadium which we
will refer to as Alumni Stadium. It is located

in a town known as Amherst, in the state of

Massachusetts. Specifically, it is located on

the grounds of the campus on the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts.
The time is 1:00 p.m. on a bright, sunny,

fall Saturday afternoon. A football tea

known as the University of Massjchuset

Minutemen, the home town her

the left side of the field (from the

view) warming up prior to the ga

start. On the opposite end of th

opposing team, choose either

3s, is o
^ress bo
fie's 1:3

Ifield th

Morga
State or Villanova, is also engaged in

warm-ups.
The focal point of the play switches to the

stands. The press box side is reasonably fill

ed, the far side of the field is barren, with

the exception of a marching band from the

visiting school. (The Massachusetts band is

on the UMass sideline preparing fon

pregame festivities). ' ?

As the game begins, barely a handful of

people stroll in to join those already in at-

tendance.
The game begins... the majority of the

stands are empty.
At halftime, the two bands are perform-

ing. . .the stands are emptier still.

The game ends... the two teams out-

number those remaining in attendance.

The schools' marching bands perform a

post game concert to a non-existent au-(IStl

4 dark
dience.

Twilight sets in and the stadiurf» is

and empty . . . end of Act I

.

Act II

A sellout crowd is milling around the

University's basketball arena known as

Curry Hicks Cage. It is one-and-a-half

hours before game time.

At 7:00 p.m. people are being packed into

the corners of the building. They are there

to see basketball, UMass style. .*

Ihe tearn~comes out onto the court

amidst a cheering throng and the music of

the UMass Pep Band.

The building, now wall to-wall with peo-

ple, cheers its way through the ball game.

At game's end they continue to stand and

cheer, some of them running onto the

court to shake hands with their team.

End of scene.

While the above is just a play, it is based

on fact. Attendance at UMass football and

basketball games are horses of different

colors. Is it the teams? Assuredly not. As
witne^ed this year, UMass football is the

finest around. New England and basket-

ball's attendance stands on its own.

So what's the problem? Why don't foot-

ball games draw more people? Could it be

improper promotion? Or is it the lack of in-

terest on the part of UMass students to

support its biggest sport representative of

the current fall?

If is a mystery that should be solved. And
solved quickly.

There is no acceptable reason why a top

flight football team should play before, for

the most part, a non-existent crowd.

The attendance for the football opener

against Villanova was announced at 8800.

Morgan State was announced at 6700 peo-

ple. It should be noted that Alumni

Stadium holds between fifteen and twenty

thousand, therefore by using simple

mathematics one can determine that foot-

ball attendance is only about fifty percent

of its capacity.

It was said earlier ;n the year, by a source

that will remain unnamed, that part of the

problem was due to the Collegian's failure

to properly promote the football team. To
this 1 say BULLSHIT!
The problem of football attendance, and

the lack thereof, lies within the student

body. Through the year*- a cliche that has

hung around has been "Support your local

police." Perhaps UMass should adopt one

along the same lines, "Support your local

football teami"

Israel plans to expand settlements on West Bank
The Associated Press
A defiant Israeli government, angered by
U.S. statements on the Palestinian issue
and trying to cool political dissent at home,
disclosed plans Thursday to expand its set-

tlements on the West Bank of the Jordan
River. The move could raise a major new
obstacle in the Israeli Egyptian peace talks.

Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance reacted

quickly and sharply to the unexpected
Israeli decision, issuing a statement in

Washington saying the Carter administra-

tion was "deeply disturbed" by the action

and calling it a "very serious" matter.

The State Department said President

Carter sent a personal cable to Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin on the subject.

In Cairo, meanwhile. Prime Minister

Mustafa Khalil said the Egyptian govern-

ment was considering recalling its

negotiators from the peace talks in

Washington for consultations.

He described the possible recall as "purely

routine" and said it wasnot related to the

Israeli decision on West Bank settlements.

But it might mean another interruption in

the negotiations, which were scheduled to

resume Friday. And even Israeli Foreign

Minister Moshe Dayan acknowledged that

expansion of the settlements "may make it

difficult" to reach a final agreement with

Egypt on a treaty.

Begins decision to strengthen the West
Bank enclaves could help appease growing
conservative opposition to Israeli conces-

sions in a peace pact.

The decision apparently emerged from the

Israeli Cabinet's three day debate over the

Egyptian-Israeli draft treaty. Though the

meetings were secret, officials did not deny
that Begin suggested "thickening" the set-

tlements to win votes from reluctant

Cabinet ministers for the draft agreement
and his proposed amendments to it.

Government officials said Israeli leaders

were furious at statements made by U.S.
Assistant Secretary of State Harold
Saunders on a recent Mideast swing to

raise support for the Camp David
framework agreements from moderate
Arab states and from Palestinians in the

West Bank.
Saunders reportedly suggested in a closed

meeting with Palestinian leaders that Israel

might eventually relinquish its 50 West

Bank settlements in exchange for full

peace. He also was reported to have said

Washington still considers East Jerusalem,
which Israel has annexed, to be "occupied
territory."

Though the Camp David accords provide
for a freeze on the building of new Jewish
settlements - the duration of the freeze is

in dispute - they do not prevent Israel

from expanding existing outposts in oc-

cupied lands. But some diplomatic
observers were surprised the Israelis would
go ahead with an expansion program in the
middle of the negotiations with Egypt.

The Israeli official said Washington is

"completely insensitive to Begin's political
problems, although it is very sensitive to
Arab problems."
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Tenants file

suit against

health board
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

A lawyer for the Student Legal Services

will file a lawsuit against the town of

Amherst and its Board of Health next week
for failure to inspect married student

housing on request from tenants.

Stove Baumohl yesterday said he will seek

a court injunction in Hampshire Superior

Court on behalf of tenants who have asked

Amherst health officials to inspect housing

units which they claim are in violation of

state sanitary codes.

Baumohl said Chief of Amherst's

Inspection Services Chester Penza told him

yesterday he would not conduct in-

spections at the units because they are built

on state-owned property outside the

jurisdiction of the community. Penza could

not be reached yesterday for comment.
Tenants at university-owned family

housing units called Amherst inspectors

last week to verify their claims of violations

in order to have legal basis for withholding

rent. Nearly 60 tenants are still withholding

two month's rent in protest of a $19

monthly rent increase. Participation in the

strike decreased this week when eviction

notices were served to 25 people.

One reason cited by Baumohl for the

lawsuit is to get Amherst rather than

UMass inspectors to check dorms and off-

campus complexes
"It gives the appearance of a conflict of

interest if UMass inspects their own
apartments and then reports back to the

administration," he said.

In a letter sent to Commissioner of the

Department of Public Health Jonathan E.

Fielding in June, Baumohl stated "there is

no state agency which performs in-

spections at UMass. Thus, during the

school year, there are 12,000 persons

residing in housing within the legal

protection of Article 11 (state sanitary code)

who are left without practical protection of

official inspections and enforcement."
Baumohl said he is expecting a response

from Fielding within days and also said the

lawsuit may have broader implications than

just the tenants and UMass dorm residents.

"It's hypocritical for the state to require

compliance with sanitary codes and then

not supply inspectors to maintain the law.

Things like that make you wonder about
government," he said.

Baumohl said he hopes the class action

suit on behalf of all UMass residents will

result in a preliminary court injunction for

married students tenants so they can

prepare defense in the event they are taken

to court for non-payment of rent. He said

the suit may also affect other institutions

on state-owned land such as schools,

mental hospitals and prisons.

Dressed as Crayola Crayons, Dominic

"brown" Gallucio. Debbie "red " Ryan.

Susan "green" Stewart, and Bob
"blue" Barkevich and other

Stockbridge students kicked off Hallo

ween festivities at a party last night

(Staff photo by Pat Dobbs.)

Homecoming: Nostalgia onparade
ByJULIEEAGLE
Collegian Staff

In the often hectic hustle of life at this

large university - with weekdays spent

hibernating in the library and weekends

filled with massive, impersonal parties -it

becomes easy to forget the simple

pleasures we knew so well back in high

school. Those high school days of group

projects, football parades, floats, victory

dances, post-party brunches, and returning

alumni... are now but memories we can

only nostalgically recall.

Starting tonight at UMass, the Greek Area

Council will be sponsoring Homecoming

Weekend, three days of events sure to

respark a tot of those menrories.

"Homecoming is a very old tradition that

has fallen apart at a lot of schools, in-

cluding UMass. It all began with the '60s

when everything became so untraditional,"

said Amy Eldrige, Kappa Kappa Gamma
House manager and Greek Area Council

Public Relations Chairwoman.
Eldridge said she is enthusiastic about the

resurgence of tradition at UMass and

preservation of events such Homecoming
Weekend.
Many of the events center around

University fraternities and sororities, who
will be celebrating the return of alumni

meml>ers this weekend. Most of the ac-

tivities will beopen to the public and

members of the UMass community.

Homecoming Weekend will begin at 6:30

p.m. with a reception at Whitmore for

University and Amherst dignitaries, the

Greek Council Executive Board and
members of the Arxon Tour Guide Service,

an organization with 11 men and women
from the Greek Area.

Following the reception a float parade will

begin at 6:30 in the Haigis Mall (between

Whitmore and the Fine Arts Center) and

will continue to the Amherst Post Office,

where a panel of three judges- University

and town dignitaries— will review the

floats. The judges will then decide which

float deserves an award in one of three

areas: Best Greek Area Float, Best Outside

Float, and Most Unusual Float Overall. The

parade will make its final stop at the Fine

Arts Center, where the judges will award

trophies for the three separate categories.

During the parade Greek members will

collect money for UNICEF, which has

contributed posters publicizing

Homecoming Weekend.
Eldrige said 11 different groups have

applied for running floats in the parade, but

the number of floats that actually appear

tomorrow evening may be smaller. Five

fraternity /sorority teams, one fraternity.

The Pub, Whitmore the Oompah Band,

John. Q. Adams Middle and Thoreau

dormitories have all applied for floats,

Eldrige said. The theme for floats this years

is "movies," she added.

Each group is funding its own float and

the Greeks have also allocated money for

their alumni activities, according to

Eldridge.

Other events planned for the weekend
include Greek Area parties, brunches and

dinners for returning graduates. Casino

Night Saturday Night and the Homecoming
football games against University of

Connecticut tomorrow afternoon.

Approximately 350 alumni are expected to

return to UMass this weekend according to

Vice-President of Greek Council Cindy

Canavan.
Whether Greek or not, UMass students

are invited to attend Casino Night

tomorrow evening, which is being spon-

sored by Alpha Phi Omega, a national

sen/ice fraternity. According to APO
President Ricky Goldstein, the event will

run from 7:30 to 11 p.m. and will occupy

the entire basement floor of the Campus

Center.

Casino Night is a 15-year-old tradition arid

fraternity members spend over a year in

planning it, Goldstein said. For one dollar

students will receive $1,000 worth of play

money, with which to try their luck at the

various games set up. All proceeds \n\\\ go

to charities in the Amherst area, Goldstein

said. Last year Casino Night raised $1,500,

he added.

Following Casino Night, an auction will

beheld in the Campus Center Auditonum,

also sponsored by APO. Local merchants

have donated $800 worth of items to t)e

auctioned off for play money students v»nll

hope to have accumulated by then.
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Democrats back
GOP candidate
Republican district Attorney candidate
Thomas G Sirrtons yesterday announced
the formation of a "Democrats for Simons"
committee which includes UMass Dean of

Students William F. Field.

"Although we are Democrats, we believe

that on occasion it is necessary to put aside

party ties and elect the more qualified

candidate for an important public office,"

the members stated in a press release

Included on the 40member committee are

present Assistant District Attorneys
Bernard J. Whalen and Harry L. Miles

Whalen lost the Democratic nomination for

District Attorney to Jonathan Z Souweine
in September
Simons said the committee 'reflects the

fact that each day I am receiving strong and
growing support from Democrats
throughout the two counties. I am grateful

for their help
"

Field last night said he was not a

"specialist" in politics but a number of

people he respected were supporting

Simons and "Tom Simons has the kind of

broad perspective that would make him an
excellent District Attorney. I don't think we
have bad choices, it's just a better one."

-MARKHORAN

UM oolice adding

forces for weekend
This weekend brings both Halloween and

Homecoming to UMass, and the UMass
Police are beefing up their personnel at par-

ties around campus.
"I have everybody out that's able to

move," Director of Public Safety Gerald T.

O'Neil said yesterday.

According to O'Neil, his department has

received as many requests for police of-

ficers at parties as they can handle.

"We've got a lot of requests for a lot of

men at different parties," O'Neil said.

O'Neil said his department would "wait

and see" if squad car patrols would need to

be increased.

2 students named

to search committee
Two students have been named to the

recently formed search committee for

Chancellor of the UMass Amherst campus.

In respective votes of the Undergraduate

and Graduate Student Senates, junior

political science major Ban Njiiri and PhD
candidate in history James Hewitt were

elected to the 11 -member committee.

The first meeting of the search committee
will be held in Boston Nov. 7 with Pres.

David C. Knapp to discuss the search in

general and selection critena specifically.

The committee is seeking a replacement

for Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, who
announced his resignation last March.

Bromery has said he will leave his office by

this June.
Advertisements have been sent to

publications like the Chronicle of Higher

Education to solicit applicants. According

to a University spokesperson 40 letters

have already been received and the

deadline is later this month.
The search committee seeks to complete

its work by March!. 1979, at which time

they will present to the President at least

three but not more than five candidates.

The candidates will be interviewed by an

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

ad-hoc committe of the Board of Trustees,

who will present recommendations on
three candidates to the full Board, for a

final decision.

-LEE BURNETT

Union Record

Service relocates
The Union Record Service, a discount

record service started by and for students,

has relocated its facilites this week to

Student Union Room 201. The move

provides the URS with larger storage and

display space as well as a more convenient

location for students.

Michael Doyle, store manager, claims that

thfc initial response to the new location has

been favorable but the increased traffic

brought on by the store's proximity to the

Hatch requires a proportionate increase in

security. According to Doyle, the security

problem can be remedied several ways

including increasing security personnel and

acquiring separate cores for door locks.

Membership in the URS is still only a

dollar and allows participants to take ad-

vantage of the stores low prices and attend

periodic "members only " sales Orders will

also be taken at no additional charge

Although all job openings in the store

have, at this point, been filled, Doyle

encourages students to submit applications

at the end of the semester for Spring

semester openings.

Knapp inaugrated

in Boston Sunday
Dr. David C. Knapp, former Provost at

Cornell University will be inaugarated as the

19th President of the Univeisity of

Massachusetts during a public ceremony
Sunday in Faneuil Hall, Boston.

Knapp, who assumed his duties as Presi-

dent on September 1, replaces Robert C.

Wood, who is now superintendent of

Boston Schools.

Governor Michael S. Dukakis, Chairman
of the Board of Trustees Joepeph P.Healey

and President of the University of the District

of Columbia Lisle C. Carter will all speak at

the ceremony which begins at 11 a.m.
Gayle Young

Unions, dollar react to

Carter anti-inflation plan
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Maine dam
project scrapped
AUGUSTA, Maine: \AP\ - The Dickey-

Lincoln hydroelectric project, which would
flood 88,000 acres of northern Maine
wilderness to provide peaking power for

much of New England, would be a "waste
of federal and state taxpayer dollars,"

Maine Gov. James B. Longley declared
Thursday.
Longley, announcing his longawai'ed

decision on the Army Corps of Engineers
project in a letter to President Carter, asked
Carter to support his recommendation that

the two-dam project be scrapped.
Carter and the Army engineers have in-

dicated they would not force the dam on
Maine over the governor's opposition.

However, Longley's term expires in two
months and his opposition may not have
the effect of killing the project.

Maine's two U.S. senators, Edmund S.

Muskie and William D. Hathaway, are

strong supporters of the project. U.S. Rep.
William S. Cohen, Hathaway's Republican
opponent in this year's election, opposes
the dams on the St. John River near the

Canadian border.
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WASHINGTON (AP)- President Carter's

new anti-inflation program picked up

tentative support yesterday from a second

major union, while a third union voiced

defiance of the president's wage guideline.

The United Auto Workers generally

endorsed the program but said there should

be more flexibility built into Carter's seven

percent ceiling on wage and benefit in-

creases over the next year.

The huge Teamsters union issued a similar

statement of conditional support on
Wednesday.

But William Winpisinger, president of the

950,000-member International Association

of Machinists, has instructed his regional

negotiators to ignore the wage guideline

because he contends the program is unfair

to workers.

And, on the business side, one steel in-

dustry official who requested anonymity

said of the program: "We'll be looking at it

with a wary eye. Our experience with

guides in the past is that they has beeri

used as a tool of repression of steel prices."

Meanwhile, in Europe, the value of the

dollar declined for the second consecutive

day because of bitter disappointment with

the Carter anti-inflation program.

European money dealers labelled Carter's

voluntary plan "wishy-washy," and Mill
mere was no eno to now lai mo uo..^. . '"

fall. It has already lost about 25 percent of

its value against major currencies in a

steady 18-month slide.

"It's heartbreaking," said Eleanor
Sadowski of Rochester, Mich., one of

hundreds of Polish Americans who went to

the installation of the new Polish-born

pope, John Paul II.

"I think we've hit bottom," she said.

Mrs. Sadowski changed her dollars for

830 Italian lire when she arrived in Rome a
week ago, but by Thursday she was getting
only 782 lire at the bank.

At London's Heathrow Airport, American
tourists and businessmen arriving in Europe
were dismayed by the plunge of the U.S.
currency.

"The way things are going, we will soon
be applying for lease-lend in the other
direction," said Los Angeles businessman
George Leonart.
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Realtor denies violation of anti-trust law
By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff

Local realtor Dennison H. Jones last week
denied in court charges brought against

him last month by the state attorney

general's office that his company violated a

new anti-trust law.

But when contacted yesterday, Jones
said he did not want to talk about the civil

suit over the phone. When pressed further

he said, "I don't know, my lawyer
answered for me. I know that we denied
the charges."

The attorney general's office charged
both Jones, president of D.H. Jones Real

Estate Agency and James Lumley, presi-

dent of Hampshire Town and Country
Realtors, with violating an anti-trust law
enacted last August.
Assistant Attorney General Thomas Kiley

said, "It is alleged the defendants con-
spired to move their commission rates up
from 6 to 7 percent, and to change the cplit

between listing and selling brokers."

Frederick S. Pillsbury, Jones' lawyer in

the case, said, "we denied the charges. It is

hard from the complaint to tell exactly what

they're talking about; we don't have
enough information about the complaints,
so we responded with a denial of any viola-

tion of a statute."

Lumley has not yet responded to the
charges brought against him, filed Sept. 28
in Hampshire Superior court in Northamp-
ton. He could not be reached for comment
yesterday.

Jones and Lumley are considered major
landowners in the Amherst area.

Collegian: Could you estimate the
number of acres you own in the Amherst
area?

Jones: About six.

Collegian: Six?

Jones: Well, maybe more like 16, but I

own a lot less than what people think.

The suit, which resulted from a six-month,
state wide investigation of real estate tran-

sactions, seeks a $25,000 civil penalty

against each of the defendants, damages
on behalf of all persons who paid fees for

real estate brokerage to the defendants and
a court order ending alleged practices.

No hearing date has yet been scheduled
for the suit, for which the attorney
general's office hds asked a jury trial.

Tenants wantreturn
ofsecurity deposits
By DA VID BIEDERMAN
Collegian Staff

A letter sent to D.H. Jones Real Estate

Agency yesterday asked for the return of all

monies held as security deposits and/or the

last month's rent.

Attorney Steve Baumohl of Student Legal

Services sent the letter on behalf of four

individually-named clients as well as all

other tenants in rental units owned or

managed by D.H. Jones who are similarly

affected.

Under the State Security Deposit law

Chapter 186,158, a landlord is required to

furnish his tenants with the name, account

number and address of the bank where

their security deposits are being held. The

landlord has thirty days to do so. Under the

same law, tenants must receive a state-

ment of the condition of their units within

ten days of occupancy. Because leases

went into effect Sept. 1st and said

documents weren't sent out uniti Oct. 11,

Baumohl claims Jones violated the law and

as a result must return all monies.

The letter also requests $100 from Jones

for the tenants of each rental unit because

of four alleged violations of Mass. General

Law, Chapter 93A.

Mass.'s General Law, Chapter 93A, states

that unfair or deceptive acts or practices

concerning landlords and tenants are

unlawful. For each violation of 93A,

tenants are entitled to a payment of $25.

Baumohl claims that the packet Jones nnail-

ed to his tenants on Oct. 1 1 contained four

documents which violated the law.

According to Baumohl, Jones sent a

security deposit receipt which, if signed,

would have switched the month's one and

half rent security deposit paid by tenants to

a half month's rent as security deposit, with

the remainder of the money to be used as

the last month's rent. Tenants would not

be entitled to interest on monies paid out as

the last month's rent.

The packet also contained a cover letter

which, according to Baumohl, gave

tenants the impression they are required to

sign all documents. Baumohl says no one is

required to sign anything and emphasizes

that no one should sign the new lease. The

new lease is unfavorable, Baumohl says,

because it makes it easier for landlords to

evict tenants.

A statement of conditions was included in

the packet but it was blank. Tenants could

possibly be held responsible for all damages

to their units should they sign the blank

document. To Baumohl's knowledge, no

inspection of the units has been made as

required by law.

Jones has thirty days to respond to the

charges. Should he fail to do so, a Class

Action suit could be filed and triple

damages could be awarded. With both ac-

tions combined a potential half millions

dollars is involved.

The sun ain't all that's beautiful. To
many, a rainy day provides another set

of beauty as UMass senior Paul Stone

rests by the Campus Center pond
yesterday. (Staff photo by Sharon

Brezinsky.)

Town requests2nd water linlc witii Hadiey
.. ...... ^ „ . ..... Havward said Hadiey officials told him selectmen will discuss measures tc

By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

The town of Amherst has requested the

Hadiey selectmen to consider a second
water link in case of a major failure in the

Amherst water system.

The request was made Monday by Town
Manager Louis Hayward in person and by

letter.

Hayward told the Collegian last night,

"What we've done is to develop a con-
tingency plan in the event of further failure

in the system." The request to Hadiey is

part of the plan.

The town has been receiving water from
Hadiey at no charge for the past couple of

weeks, although Amherst selectmen have
offered to pay.

officials told him
situation careful

Decision on add-drop
extension postponed
By DA VID SEIDENFELD
Collegian Staff

The Academic Matters Committee of the

Faculty Senate voted last night to postpone

a decision on the proposal to extend

Add/Drop and Pass/ Fail deadlines.

Prior to the meeting of the full committee,

the subcommittee on Policy met and voted

on the proposal put forth by the Student

Senate so that the period for dropping a

course with a "W be eliminated, and that

the period for a drop with no record be ex-

tended to six weeks from the present two
weeks.
Similarly, the subcommittee voted to ex-

end the period for Pass/Fail to six weeks.

The original proposal fonA^arded by the

Student Senate provided for a four week
period. in which students could decide to-

take a course Pass/ Fail. The present

deadline is two weeks after the beginning

of the semester.

The original proposal also provided for a

four week deadline for the decision to add

or drop a course, and for a period of two
weeks after that in which a student could

drop a course and receive a "W" on his

record. Presently, there is a period of two
weeks in which a course can be dropped

with no record, followed by the two week
period in which the course may be dropped

with a "W".
The subcommittee's version of the pro-

posal was then submitted to the Academic

Matters Committee, which met immediate-

ly following the subcommittee meeting.

The revised proposal was the subject of

lively debate, and many members of the

committee expressed skepticism that the

need for the extension had been sufficiently

demonstrated.
The Student Center For Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA), charged

by the Student Senate with the respon-

sibility for presenting the rationales for the

deadline extension, presented to the com-

mittee a random survey of 100 students,

showing that approximately 50 percent of

those questioned indicated that they did

feel in need of more time to make
Add/ Drop and Pass/ Fail decisions.

The validity of a small, unscientific sampl-

ing as a representative report of student

opinion was questioned by several commit-

tee members, however.

The proposal was placed on the agenda of

the November 9 meeting of the committee,

at which time the Policy subcommittee may
have a full report of the pros and cons of

the question prepared.

Hayward said Hadiey
they would give the

consideration.

Chairman of the Amherst Board of

Selectmen Diana Rpmer said the request

was for a hook-up with Hadley's Callahan

wells, which have recently been put back in

use after a summer of poor water quality

forced their shut-down.
Romer said of the possible shut down of

UMass in the event of an emergency, "If it

is a possibility at all, it's aremote one." She
said the only possible circumstance that

would force a shut down might be a major

pump failure, since it might take a couple of

days to get a new pump.
Both Romer and Hayward still consider

the situation serious. Romer said the

selectmen will discuss measures to con-

serve water in the Pelham reservoir next

summer at their Monday night meeting.

Hayward asked that UMass students take

the situation seriously. He said a poem has

been posted at many of Amherst's town
buildings which says, "If it's yellow let it

mellow; if it's grey let it stay; if it's brown,

flush it down."
The town of Amherst has been ex-

periencing a severe water shortage since

mid-September. Wells are currently being

tested in Lawrence Swamp, and
discussions with surrounding towns are

being conducted in an effort to solve the

problem. Hayward said a permanent source

of one million gallons is needed to solve the

problem.

Union wants minimum
pay increase to $6250
By CHRISTOPHER CASTIGLIA

Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Employees' Union

met yesterday to discuss organizational

terms they said were needed to guarantee

graduate employees a clear voice in their

employment at UMass.

The members of the Executive Board of

the Graduate Student Employees' Union

earlier this month voted unanimously to at-

tempt an affiliation with District 65 of the

national union Distributive Workers of

America.

Executive Board Chairman Brad Klein said

the GSEU is engaged in a widespread
organizaing campaign to interest graduate
students in forming the union. If the

students were to join this union, the

University would be required to bargain col-

lectivelv with them.

The main concerns of the GSEU are job

security and pay increases. The Executive

Board members said they feel the university

has an obligation to guarantee employment

and funding to all graduate students. The

Board also concluded that criteria must be

established to decide who received

teaching assistant positions. Presently

these positions are decided on the basis of

grades, said Klein, and teaching ability is

rarely taken into account.

The Board agreed on $6,250 minimum
salary based on cost of living increases

since 1874 when graduate student

emioyees received their last pay increase,

the increased workload and the fact that

TA's are considered by the university to be

one-half of a full-time professor.

"6250 or fight!" one Board member joked.

The Executive Board will meet Thursday

at 4 p.m. at the Campus Center.
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(UPI) Monroe, Mich. A flash fire believed to be set by an arsonist ro<ifeJ

through a 54-unit apartment building yesterday injuring 19 persons. Above
Virginia Wood (right) is on her way to stay with a friend Lowquinder Robbins.
Fifty families were forced to leave their homes at the Carriage Manor Apart-

mantt.

International briefs

Conf. on S. Africa in Cuba
Cuba was warmly applauded by those

present at the International Conference for

the Liberation of Southern Africa and

against Apartheid when the Cuban
delegate pledged his country's solidary aid

to Africa.

Francisco Astray, coordinating secretary

of the Cuban Peace Movement, said that

South Africa's African National Congress

(ANCi, the South West Africa People's

Organization (SWAPOi and the Zimbabwe
Patriotic Front can rest assured that the

solidarity of the Cuban people will not fail

them.
Imperialism and international reaction are

now resorting to new forms of action and

taking advantage of everything they can to
achieve their ends, and this "compels us to

denounce the traitorous action of the
present Chinese leadership that lately

appears to be associated with and at the
service of the worst interests of U.S.
imperialism, NATO and world reaction," he
said.

The chauvinist madness of the Chiense
leadership, the Cuban delegate went on to

say, has led them to try to conquer Viet

nam, something that the U.S. imperialists

tried to do but failed. 'These new man-
darins stand to pay dearly for their

aggression against Vietnam, " he con-

cluded.

ibia victim of false settlement
The South African racist regime has

speeded up its plans to impose a

neocolonial solution on the people of

Namibia that would block real in-

dependence under the leadership of the

South West Africa People's Organization

iSWAPOi.
That IS the essence of the decision by

South Africa to hold an electoral farce for

the so called Constituent Assembly as a

step prior to Nimibian "independence."

While it tried to make people believe that it

accepted the controversial plan presented

by the five Western members of the UN
Security Council (the United States, Great

Britain, France, the Federal Republic of

Germany and Canada) and that it was
willing to negotiate with the UN, the

Pretoria regime gave the green light to its

old neocolonialist plans aimed at trying to

maintain its illegal occupation of Namibia,

this time by establishing a puppet
government.
Now an effort is being made to create a

puppet state in Namibia with the racist

elements and traitors who participated in

the Turnhalle conference which considered

the establishment of a multiracial force led

by Dirk Mudge, head of the Democratic

Alliance, and in which particpation by some
tribal chiefs was proposed

.

With this deceptive "internal settlement,"

South Africa seeks to give an appearance

of legality to its illegitimate occupation,

which dates back to 1946 when the UN

LUTHER

General Assembly reaffirmed its trusteeship

over Namibia and rejected the plan for

definitive annexation presented by Pretoria.

It also wants to prevent the Namibian

people from exercising their right of self-

determination, to perpetuate the plunder of

the country's natural resources with the

help of the capitalist corporation and to

depict the liberation struggle led by

SWAPO as a war unleashed against a

genuine government.
South Africa's decision, which amounts

to open defiance of the UN, whose Council

on Namibia is the only legally recognized

body with the authority to administer the

territory until it becomes independent, was
announced after South Africa

strengthened its occupation forces,

estimated at 55,000 soldiers, 175 war
planes and helicopters, and hundreds of

tanks and artillery pieces. This increased

military power, obtained with the help of

the Western powers, is not only aimed at

imposing a neocolonial solution and
maintaining the oppression of the Namibian
people. It is also a threat to neighboring

countries, especially the People's Republic

of Angola, which are subjected to constant

attacks by the South African racists.

Thus far, in keeping with UN resolutions,

SWAPO has done all it could to find a

peaceful solution based on the withdrawal

of South African forces and the release of

Dolitical prisoners.

Japanese/Americans
seek compensation
SAN FRANCISCO \AP\ - It's a dingy

page in United States history, left out of

most textbooks. But Japanese Americans
who spent World War II behind barbed wire
fences in Amehcan concentration camps
insist the story won't be so easily forgotten.

To help jog memories, they are asking

Congress for $3 billion to compensate them
for the years they spent in the desolate
tamis
Officials of the Japanese -American

Citizens League, headquartered here, say
the size of the request is intended to raise

eyebrows and n-»ake headlines They
hope the headlines will tell those who never
knew and remind those who have
forgotten that 120,000 people of

Japanese ancestry were imprisoned in

1942 46 as "national security risks"
because of their heritage.

Ii has been 32 years since the last family

straggled from the last camp at Tule Lake,
Calif. And league officials say too few peo
pie know about executive order No. 9066,
signed by President Franklin Roosevelt,

that opened the way for the legal imprison
ment of Japanese not charged with a

crime.

We near so many people, especially from
the Midwest and East, who didn't even
know there was an evacuation. They say.

We never read it in the textbooks,'" said

Dr Clifford Uyeda, league president.

"Educating them is really our primary ob-

jective. Money, I always say, is secon-
dary"
Under the order, thousands of families

were hustled from their homes, with only

what they could carry, and moved to one of

10 fenced and guarded camps biiilt by the

federal government in California, Arizona,

Utah, Wyoming, Arkansas, Idaho and Col-

orado.

Most of the prisoners were held in those
10 camps, but about 8, (XX) were kept at 26
smaller camps, some in the East, South
and Midwest.
Dozens of Japanese who tried to escape

or ventured too close to the fences were
shot, and eight were killed by guards.

Uyeda believes it could happtn again. "In

the hysteria of war, I think anything is

possible. If there was a major war between
the U.S. and China, it might be the Chinese
who are incarcerated next," said Uyeda,
61, whose parents and sisters were im-

prisoned while he was at school in the East.

The $3 billion the league wants from the
government would amount to $25,(XX) for

each of those incarcerated, an estimated
90,000 of whom are still alive. A survey of

the league's 32,000 members showed most
want the money to go to them, but about
15 percent said they would give their shares
to a trust fund.

The amount is not unreasonably large,

said Raymond Okamura, a chemist who
spent the war years in a camp in Arizona.

"It is something I can't ever forget," said

Okamura, a member of the league's

Redress Committee. "I feel the government
owes me for false imprisonment."

He noted that 1,200 Vietnam War pro-

testors arrested in Washington in 1971
were awarded $10,000 each for false im-

prisonment after just a few days in jail.

"We're talking about three years,"
Okamura said.

The Redress Committee, most of whose
members are camp survivors, has lobbied

for compensation for about a year

The Federal Reserve Bank in San Fran-

cisco has estimated that Japanese forced

into the camps lost more than $400 million

in property and assets when put in the

oamps A 1948 law returned about $34.5
million to some of those jailed

Uyeda said response from legislators Mas
been mixed, with many pessimistic that

such a huge appropriation could pass So
far. no bill has been introduced
Particularly vexing has been the bitter op-

position of Sen. S. I HayaK,iwa of Calif or

nia, who IS of Japanese ancestry. He has
called the campaign "ndicuious ' and said

the incarceration was perfectly understan
dable "

Hayakawa, born and raised in Canada,
also suggested the campaign would "rekin

die old resentment and racism that no
longer exists."

But leaders of the campaign believe those
feelings linger.

"When we talk about redress, one of the
responses we get from whites is, 'But look
at what happened at Pearl Harbor!' ' said
John Tateishi, a college instructor who was
imprisoned at Manzanar, Calif.

"It ignores the fact we are American
citizens. We had nothing to do with that.

I'm a third-generation "American citizen.

I've never beer^ to Japan. Yet people say,

'Look at Pearl Harbor, you people have to

take some responsibility for that.' But we
don't."

The league does not try to equate the
American concentration camps with the
World War II Nazi death camps. Imprison-
ed Japanese Americans were not tortured

or separated from their families

But, said Uyeda, there are chilling

similarities .

"In both instances, the people were put
behind barbed wire fences in a compound,
surrounded by armed guards In both
cases, they were there without any charges
ever brought against them. In both cases, it

was their own government that did this to

them. And in both cases, they were there

only because of their ancestry," he said.

Executive Order 9066 was not officially

rescinded until Feb. 19, 1976. President

Gerald R. Ford called the incarcerations an
"error (that) shall never be made again."

Said Uyeda, "It's too easy to say you're

sorry."

Skip Robinson to speak here
Alfred (Skip) Robinson, a black leader

from Mississippi beginning to attract

attention nationally, will speak here,

Thursday, Nov. 2.

Robinson's talk, at 8 p.m. in the Student
Union Ballroom, is open to the public

without charge and is sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors Program.

A black Contractor in his early 40's,

Robinson heads the United League, a

militant civil rights organization that fights

in the streets and in the courtroom for

employment, education and health op-

portunities for Mississippi Blacks.

In actions that have been compared to the

civil rights struggle of the 1960's m the

South, the league has sponsored lawsuits

challenging local election laws, local use of

federal funds and school desergregation

inaction.

The United League has also carried out

boycotts of merchants in several

Mississippi towns and brought court ac-

tions in several cares of law enforcement

abuses: police brutality and murders in

which white suspects were not brought to

justice.

"There is no such thing as 'the New
South,' " Robinson said in one speech.

"Perhaps it would be more exact to say

that the 'New South' exists only in such

outposts of commerce as Atlanta. In the

small towns of Alabama and Mississippi

you have more racism in 1978 than you did

in 1962."

Brumsic Brandon, Jr

\ DON'T vvlANT TO^\~
PERPETUATE AN OLD

STEREOTYPE
PEE VWEE '

Thank you, Eno Washington,

Bheki Langa and the fella's on the

bongos last night for a beautiful

performance at "Midnight Im-

provisations." It was an ex-

perience we will all remember.

BlackAffairs

Musical play at

Hampshire
Bv GREGORY JONES
Black Affairs Staff

The musical "Don't Both Me I Can't Cope' will be opening
at Hampshire College this Friday at Emily Dickenson. This
exciting play has all the ingredients of a much needed
musical celebration.

With an all Black cast, the play blends the humorous lyrics

of Mithi Grant to the vibrant vocals of this very talented

cast This five college event is not to be missed. It will run

October 26 th' the 29th and November 2 thru the 4th.

The play is uirected by Smith College's Dr. E. Steven Hill

and UMass's music director Dr. H. Clarence Boyer The
curtain for this truly entertaining musical celebration is 8:00

p m. Don't be late or you may find yourself in a long line.

Reservations can be made at 549 46(X), ext. 351. Ticket

price IS $2. 50 please come early.

A Poetic Space
Raw Sugah

Sugar was a young thing.

She was a sugah in the raw;

Not altogether artless, but rather

unrefined.

Wild, wise and wooly head she took

him for a ride

And sang some demented songs

About a merry-go-round and nothing

She had to call her own.
Laughter reppled in Sugar's throat

And hit the air c^ude and shrill.

Woman full grown possessed a heart

Long on hurt and a body long on love.

Sugar was a young thing.

Her only gifts were life and death.

Janet Davenport Williams (Amaja)

UMass Boston

Black Solidarity

Day
is coming

November 2nd

Look

for

it

Announcements
Maya Angelou

Maya Angelou, poet and authoress will be appearing at
UMass on November 9th in Bowker Auditorium at 8:00
p.m.

People's Music Festival
On Friday, Nov. 3rd The New Sounds Quartet, Blanchet

and Weeks, The Joe Platz Percussion Ensemble and the

Nomad Ensemble will perform. More info will be forthcom-

ing.

Rap session
There will be a Black woman's rap session this Sunday,

October 29 at the Malcolm X Center. All sisters are urged to

attend. Bring munchies if you can.

Voices of Black women
The public will t>e treated to an evening of music and

poetry on Sunday, October 29 at 8 p.m. in the Student
Union Ballroom. The Varied Voices of Black Woman is

an event no one should miss.

Tickets for this event are $3 and may be purchased at

TIX.

Cultural Celebration
The New Earth Poets will perform tonight as part of Mt.

Holyoke College's Cultural Celebration. The performance
may be seen at 8:00 p.m. at Mt. Holyoke's Black Cultural

Center.
Winding up the Cultural Celebration will be a "Soul to

Soul Turkey Bowl, " that is a football game between the

Brothers of UMass and Amherst College. Kickoff is at 1:30

p m on the Kendall Field at Mt. Holyoke.

W£SD Radio
Organizational meeting

WEBD radio is having a general organisation meeting on

Monday, October 30. People in the FiveCollege area in-

terested in station related activities are invited to attend.

The meeting will be held at 4:00 p.m. in room 424 of the

New Africa House.

Classes
WEBD Radio will be offering classes in radio board

operation and production training. The courses will be

geared toward the attainment of the FCC Third Class

License with Endorsement. Classes are tentatively

scheduled for Tuesday evenings at 7:00 p.m. in Rm. 422 of

New Africa House. If you are interested in the course but

cannot make it at this time, please contact Brother Sadiyg

.It (545 2090) or Brother Kari at (256 3934).
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1-91 arrest called
^'purely politicar

By MIKE HYNES
CoHegtan Staff

Members of the People's Gay Alliance met last night
to discuss the an-ests of 16 men on sex and assault
charges at a rest area alor»g the southbound lane of 1-91

in Hoiyoke Sunday, calling the arrests "purely political."

John Ward, a lawyer who works with the Boston
Boise Committee, a group working to protect the rights

of homosexuals, said the motive for the arrests is not
ycrt clear Ward also satd the actions of the arresting of

ficers could be entraprrient.
• Paul Shepherd, a member of the PGA, said, "The
legality of tf>ese arrests should not be restricted to a
campus issue. This is a good opportunity to educate
some people artd to question police behavior-
specifically, unequal enforcerT>ent of the law

"

Some of the courses of action discussed were: to
write letters to the editors of the local papers, meet with
nr>embers of the media to discuss lesponsible coverage
of arrests on sex related cfiarges, and meet with police
to discuss their rrmtives in making such arrests.

There was also discussion of planning a demonstra-
tion at tf>e site of the 1-91 rest area.

Members of tf>e PGA also sent out a letter and ques
tionnaire to the 16 nien arrested to determine how the
police handled tt)e matter.

Tf>e peoples Gay Alliance is a campus organization
concerr>ed with the rights of homosexuals, providing
counseling and support for gay p)eople, and educating
the public on homosexualty.

I

Alpha Phi Omega

LAS VEGAS NIGHT
Saturday, October 28

7:30
1st floor. Campus Center

G«fda Klein, author •n<l survivor of th«
Holocaust, to lactura

The Five-College B'rvsi B'nth HiNel Foundations are pleased to

announce thai Gerda Weissman Klein, author and survivor of

the Holocaust, will speak of her merr>ories ar>d reflections on the
Holocaust at UMass. Campus Center Rm 917 at 4 00 p nn

Mondav. OctoberSO
Mrs Klein is the author of AN But My Life" ar>d The Blue

Rose " "AH But My Life" has been hailed by American, British

and Dutch cnttcs as 'one of the most rrwving ar>d beautifully

written books of Jewish suffering and survival ' She travels and
lectures extertsively at high schools, colleges and interlaith

meetings throughout the country. In 1974 she received the
"Worrian of the Year Award" from the Council of Jewish
Women and was horvjred with a Doctor of Humane Letters

degree from Rosary Hill College m Buffalo
The public is most welcome to attend this talk free of charge.

Saul Pertmutter. Director • Telephone 1413) 546-2526
Mrs. Nancy Piccus. Administrative Assistant

>.^S9\

What would Socrates

thinkofO'Keefe?
If you question long enough and deep er>ough. certain truths about
OKeefe become evident

It has a hearty, full bodied flavor. It is smooth and easygoing down.
And. the quality of its head is fact rather than philosophical

confecture
We think theres one truth about O Keefe that Socrates would not

question // s loo good In gulp As any rational man can taste.

Economics dept. to be evaluated
By KATHY GOLDWA/T
Collegian Staff

Kenneth Arrow, a Nobel
Prize winner in economics
from Harvard University, is

on campus today with two
other economists to
evaluate the graduate pro-

gram in the department.
Mike Piore, a labor

economist from
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and Donald
Harris, a Growth ana Ac-
cumulation economist from
Stanford University came
with Arrow to talk to faculty

members, deans and other
members of the administra-

tion about the economics
department, generally con
sidered one of the centers
of the radical theory of

economics in the country.
The scholars will spend a

day and half meeting with
professors and filling out an
extensive evaluation of the
graduate program, Pro
fessor Robert Costrell said

yesterday. The evaluation is

designed to identify
strengths and weaknesses
of the program.

All graduate departn>ents
are being evaluated as part

of a four-year study of the
graduate programs on cam
pus to be completed this

fall.

The Art Departrrwnt and
the doctoral program of

business administration will

be evaluated this semester.
Next semester, the depart-

ments of botany, food
science and nutrition,

music, hotel, restaurant

and travel administration

and Plant and Soil Science
are to be evaluated.

Arrow received the Nobel
Prize in 1972 for his work in

the formulation of Arrow's

Impossibility Theorem
which discusses personal
preferences aggregated into
an expression of societal
preferences. He also devis-
ed the General Equilibrium
theory which studies the
entire economy as one
system.

it

Harvest Nipper" Saturday
By DENISE RUSSELL
Collegian Staff

The UMass Outing Club's Harvest Nipper,
their, annual fall celebration scheduled for
this Saturday, will be used as a fund raiser

for construction of a cabin in Bethlehem,
New Hampshire.

The club began construction of a 16 by 40
foot cabin last fall when University trustees

approved the purchase of land for the pro-

ject. The cabin was built last summer by
members of the Outing club and "only the
finishing touches need to be completed,"
president Doreen Walsh said

Funds raised for the purchase of the land
and building supplies have been exhausted,
so club events are scheduled to complete
the cabin by winter, when all students can
use the building for a minimal f^.

Activities scheduled for the Harvest Nip-
per will begin at 9 a.m Saturday in the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom and include day hikes
to Pelham and Mt. Toby, kayaking and
canoeing on the Connecticut River,

rockclimbing, caving and apple picking. A
spaghetti dinner and contra-dancing will

conclude the events at 8p.m.

HOUSING INFORMATION
Housing exemfnion applications are now available

in the Housing Office, 235 Whitmore. They nnust be
returned to the Housing Office no later than Friday,
November 10, 1978. L^te applications will NOT be
processed.

Rve College Residential Exchange Program ap-
plications are now available in the Housing Office, 235
Whitmore. Applications must be returned by
November 3, 1978.

For further information, contact the Housing Office

(545-2100).

WHY TYPE?
QUICK COPY AND TYPING

offers
•Professional typing
•Low-cost typing
•Prompt service

•Guaranteed completion time
U7n.| : cCf awilwi %X

No job too large or small

Typing 65c a page with this a<

until November 4

QUICK COPY AND TYPING
Carriage Shops, Amherst

549-0557

JOIN THE
COLLEGIAN

Recruitment meeting:
Wed., Nov. 1, 7:30 p.m.
Campus Center 168

Any UMass student can join the campus daily. Come to the
meeting and learn how you can involve yourself in one or more
of the following departments:

News— of students, faculty, area and town, etc.

Black Affairs

Women's News
Photography
Editorial/Opinion

Sports
Fine Arts
Production and Editing

JACKETS
Fine Natural Leather

They are beauttfull

Wide Selection
from Bombera to Blazers

44 Styles,

Sizes 4-13

AS LOW AS $44

Heartfelt
Leather

103 N. PlMMiit St. Arnhml
104Moii.-S«t.25S*BlSB

opmM.Mirtllf
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^*^S7 THE PRECISIONk^p\
M/ HAIRCUT hi^^$»«a«-<

'

HAIRCUT

COMES TO ^^^
\HAMPSHIRE MALL

Join Our Fabulous Celebration

October 25, 26, 27, 28

THE PRECISION HAIRCUT EXPLAINED, PRECISELY.

Because your head is unique, the way your hair

grows is equally unique. Really quite different

from everyone else's.

Precision haircutting is a technique for cutttng the

hair in harmony with the way it grows. Your hair

eventually grows out but it doesn't lose its shape

with a precision haircut. Consequently your hair-

cut will look as good after five days as it does after

five minutes. And because the hair falls naturally

into place you won't have to keep fussing with it.

Usually a shake of the head does it.

At COMMAND PERFORMANCE we shampoo,
precision-cut and blow dry your hair for fourteen

dollars, whether you're a gal or a guy. And no
appointments are ever necessary.

We also offer permanent waves, coloring, frosting

and condi,tioning But we really shine with preci-

sion. And so will you.

T^y\^^^/-^s^

0>iiiiiiaiid Perfomiaitee
Hampshire Mall

Route 9, Hadley, Mass.
Store Hours: 10AM-10PM, Mon.-Sat.

(located next to K-Mart)
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Editorial / Opinion
iCandy Carloni

Legal Homophobia
And now, from the state that gave us
Ronald Reagan and Propositon 13. .

.

Proposition 6, a snappy little model of am-
biguity, requiring school boards in Califor-

nia to fire Of simp{y not hire teachers "|udg
ed unfit" because of public homosexuality
(whatever that is) or acceptance of other
people's homosexuality.

Perhaps this latest piece of legislative ter

rorism is the way "tax refomf^ers" in Califor

nia plan to enact Proposition 13 cutbacks

How do Proposition 6 proponents plan to

implement it? Would tt>ey add a line to

teachers )ob applications labelled "Sexual
Prefererx»" and then leave space for

documentation?

Proposition 6 wmH probably not be passed,
since It was onfy a publicity stunt for John
Bnggs' guberrtatorial campaign, but the
fact that It was taken seriously (like Anita
Bryant's anti-gay campaign) is dev8statir>g

While it may be true that this is only one
example of tf>e right wing fervor of activity

occuring aN over tf>e country, homophobia
and heteroaaxisfn are legal ar>d immediate
issues.

Honx>sexuals do react arrxiousiy to these
right wing attacks and with good reason.
Archaic laws still exist in many states which
make sexual acts between persons of the
same sex iiegai. In fact just last year the

Supreme Court allowed a Washington
state court ruling to stand which stated that

homosexuals are immoral and may be fired

from their jobs. This leaves homosexuals
little legal recourse when they are publicly

honest about their sexual preference.

At the bottom of these legal problems are
people's attitudes and ignorance.
Homosexuality, whether or not it is

"tolerated, " is still considered unnatural by
n>any people.

The supporters of Proposition 6 obviously
believe that homosexuals pose some kind
of threat in the classroom. One would
assume that school administrators would
not hire anyone, be they homoaexual,
heterosexual, bisexual or asexual, who was
a threat to the well-being of students.

It IS incredible that Proposition 6 should
have gotten this far, but the irrational fears

of some people in California are clearly

reflected in the attitudes of even the
Supreme Court.

The possibility of people being denied
employment because of their sexual status

is a blow to all minority groups. Discrimina-

tion in employment, as well as other areas,

may become even rrnire selective than it is

now, allowing ignorance and oppression to

continue.

So much for California.

ToThe Editor:
Comic strip

objectionable

To the Editor:

Steve Lafler's comic strip of October 24
invites criticism on several points. First of

all. his equating of the hammer and sickle

symbol with the philosophy of most
cooperative institutions is about on the

level of political commentary in reac

tionary tabloids such as, say, a John
Birch Society newsletter. [Perhaps when
Lafler leaves UMass he should see if they

need a political cartoonist f']

Second, his sexist stereotyping of

women as evidenced in the characr*" of

"Su/y Creamcheese" is further inda >• m
of his preddolescent mentality La.-,! ,

' .ill,

of cpur.';p v\,'e come to his not 5'. 'subtle

reniHrks suggesting the indigestibihty of

the ciiisine found at Earthfoods in the

Srurt-'iit Union While admittedly a diet

involving ( itnsumption of beans which
have not ht;en properly cooked 'and rhis

is often the case at Earthfoodsl can con-

tribute to the indigestion and flatulence

Lafler complains of, a more probable ex
planation for Lafler's. problem is that he
regularly consumes common junk fare

and therefore his bowels just are not
prepared for the legumes and grains com-
mon to vegetarian diets.

In any case, whatever digestive idiosyn

cracies one may encounter at Earthfoods
IS certainly less distasteful than the in

tellectual flatulence with which Lafler dai-

ly graces the pages of the Collegian, and
we may asssume, many other flat sur

faces Isuch as the walls of the main
library and various other buildings at

UMassl

Phil Cox

/y. The Collegian always jumps on the
opposing side of any issue involving the
Chancellor.

Last semester a group of women bar-

ricaded themselves inside the Collegian
Office. The Chancellor could have had
them removed by force if necessary, but
he decided to let the thing run its course.
The Collegian in all fairness could have
mentioned this.

Prior to 1969 there were fewer than one
hundred black students on this campus.
When Dr. Randolph Bromery became
Chancellor financial assistence increased
allowing students who never would have
thought about coming to UMass a
chance. Both White and Black students
alike.

Whosoever wrote the article about the

Chancellor being a h< ,• ' qger need on
ly realize that if it i^,vit- not for the
Chancellor's efforts ai increasing minority
enrollment many black students would
not be here.

Whosoever does the graphics for the
Collegian need' '• realize that the
Chancellor is a i> <jphysicist and no
bumbling idiot. Furthermore, no one in

their right mind would hire anyone to be a
chief administrator of anything if he/she
were incompetent.

W.J. Wheeler
Amherst

Chancellor deserves

better treatment

To the Editor:

Stop doing those tasteless articles and
graphics on Chancellor Bromery.
^he Chancellor has never lent an ear to

rj-y of his critics, but I think it's about
'me someone set the record straight

Last year the facility did everything within

its power to offset "The Provost's Plan"

Chancellor Bromery was ridiculed bitter

U.P.C. Posters

treated badly
To the Editor:

At several time during the course of the

semester, sheets hanging over the Stu-

dent Union balcony advertising Union
Program Council concerts have been pur-

posely ripped and torn. Since I am the

person who has spent time making those

posters, I am quite offended. It takes me
on the average between five and eight

hours to design and paint one of these

signs. Some of these sheets I wished to

keep for my portfolio, others were to be
gifts. While I realize that not everyone
may like the artwork or may not like

UPC's concerts, I wish that whoever has

been ruining these posters would have a

little more respect for someone's proper

ty. If the vandal] s I have some comment
about either the concerts or the posters, I

would hope that in the future they would
talk to either myself or someone else from

UPC rather than continually destroy my
artwork ' «

Gwynne Levin

id
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Commentaryi

Not bothering me
8y ERIC JANSZEN

Sometime last week, I'm not sure just

when, the leaves, of whose inured attach-

ment I had krH>wn for months without con-
cession, became detached. Suddenly, or so
it seemed, all that was once so faithfully

ordered to photosynthesize had abandoned
to discord on the ground below.

But I wasn't bothered. I had seen the
tour busses, the Dodge Darts and the fami-
ly stationwagons. I had tasted the Mcin-
tosh and felt tf>e sting of a brisk, unsalted
wind. So, when looking out my window
yesterday morning, looking above the
street and cars, imported shrubs, and past
the tangle of cubic edifice, and the trees

revealed their stark divestment, I was not
surprised.

But it was early in the day. Mornings are
patiently suffuse with change. Only in the
evening, after change has had all day to
form its grating self-determination from the
wills of mood am I finally frightened away
to more auspicious concerns. This is when I

do my best school work.

As I walked along a path to class later

that day, in late morning, the despotic
autumn wind animating all that lacked the

prosaic security of man's construct, except
'/vhere that had failed, I turned a prospec-
tive second glance at a piece of paper in the

(jrass behind me and discovered that I was
being followed. My consort ticked her nails

rnythmically on the asphalt walk. Her fur

ruffled in the gale, and other than an occa-

sional squint she maintainted her com
posure in placid tolerance of the unremit
ting assault of her long, furry ears.

I stopped and faced her. After a lingering

halt she stared me in the eye for a moment
and then looked off absently to the side.

Leaning over with my hands propped on
my knees I said, "Hi there." She continued
her distracted gaze away from me.

"Come 'ere, pooch" I said. With a
lar)guid turn of her head she panned the
range of her view, throwing rr>e a
reproachful glance, and leaving her eye to

rest on something far off to her right.

'To hell with ya." I grunted. At thai she
sauntered away leaving me at a loss as to

...her fur ruffled in

the gale, and other

than an occasional
squint she main-
tained her com-
posure in placid

tolerance of the
unremitting assault

of her long furry

ears...

h id heard the
line. I had
lasm and

n of errant

the pertainence of this interlude to the
theme of this article.

But I wasn't bothered
njiinq distraction o

e -iccelerating lo

,! thu encroaching i'

symbolism So, when peering over the top
of my typewriter, at the wall, that the re-

cent dissipation of foliage had absolutely no
value as a metaphor to prevailing change, I

was not surprised. Even if it is evening.

I have missed dinner, however...

Eric Janszen is not bothered very easily
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WhAT'SThEfuSS?
ByWALKCHERNIAK
CoUegmn Staff

The casual onlooker would view the entire situation as
preposterous, as childlike I mean, what the hell is thisHomecoming business that it should demand such
celebration, such pomp, such media coverage A whole
Collegian supplement dedrcated to one little weekend I mean
really

I suppose none of us here at the Collegian nor most of you
out there are in any real position to scrutinize this scenario
with any true fairness or understanding of purpose.
Homecoming is the one time of the year, the one weekend on
the calendar that the University belongs, not to we the
students, but to they the alumni, the three day negation of
Thomas Wolfe's classic saying. "You can never go home
again " If we were graduates with nothing left of our college
days but memories, the fond ones seeming to envelop and
exlmquish the bitter, maybe we could look more objectively at
these seemingly middle aged people running around partying
like kids again

Hon>ecoming has descended upon us, homecoming with its
queen, its alumni cavorting, its re union atn'.osphere, and,
most recognizably, its football game This year the
Minuteman homecoming contest will be against the
University of Connecticut, winners of two ganr>es this season
and losers of five

This v^ame is important in two respects First, for most of the
people who will trek here this weekend to their alma mater, it is
the lirst and only UMass football game they will see this year. I

r«!ali/e that pride is a much over used word when pertaining to
lootball, but that is precisely what rrwtivates the players to
put out' in front of the "homecomers." A football team is

always concerned with its reputation, especially in the eyes of
those who contribute so heavily to their economic future.

secondly, a win over the Huskies tomorrow would wrap the
Yankee Conference championship for the Minutemen, who
have won four and lost two, including three consecutive wins.

New coach Bob Pickett certainly can't be blamed for wanting
this first Homecoming game under his leadership to be a
smashing success Let's face it, he has a lot of pride too.

Homecoming Special photo staff:
Cover photo by Rich Newman
Band photo by Jim Mahoney

Kodalilth by P Oliver Dobbs
Technical Assistance: Steve Zack

Homecoming Special layout:
Steve Zack
Patrick O Dobbs
Walt Cherniak

Homecoming 1978

D.J.Sullivan
,</.' -^.^Retitns to

^tin#^ Celefarateourh'^^^/Aimh/ersaiy

T!r^'Ilappy^'IIi>i(rT^

Always at the lowest
price -without sacrificing quality.

Industrial safety glasses.

Rx single vision glasses $15.60

bifocal $26.80

trifocal $39.00

PHOTO SUN AND PHOTO-GREY
GLASSES AVAILABLE

Givenchy
Optyl
Geoffrey Beenei
Dorothy Hamill
Oscar de la

Rente

Tore
Diana Von
Furstenberg

B Er L Ray Ban
Joe Shagnasky

Amherst 8t Hadley's

First Optician

56 MAIN ST. 253-7002
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When tne marching Ijand blasts out the UMass fight song,
most of we undergrads will greet it with little excitment. but
the sounds will be angelic to their ears. Homecoming is a
stoic, old. conservative coJIege tradition, but it's a throwback
to a happier, younger past, and for a good number of people a
weekend filled with good, old fashioned college fun. Maybe
we undergraduates can play too, huh?

Homecoming encompasses an awful lot more than merely
football, I know, but let's fact it, the gridiron battle tomorrow
IS the culmination of the weekend's events. It is the single
element by which most of the alumni who invade (sorry) this
campus will remember Homecoming, '78. Sure it is a
tradition, something that is done just because it always has
been Sure it is superficial, and phony, and plastic, and more
symbolic than substantive. Sure, it probably is destined to go
the way of the pep rally, raccoon coats and bonfires, but for a
lot of people, most of whom look back on their UMass years
with the fondest of remembrances, this weekend will be
something special.

So here it is, I hope you and I are both ready for it.

^^
presents

THE ANNUAL UMASS

The last thing a college

senior needs is another
pat on the back.

As a college senior, credit-card offers,

promises and congratulations cpme pouring in.

Enjoy it while you can. Because it won't l^st.

Out in the wortn, you'lf have to work things out
for yourself. And one of those things is

life insurance.

Fidelity Union Life has a plan designed for you:
the College Master* the insur-

ance plan chosen by moi% col-

lege seniors than any other.

Call the College Master
Field Associate in r*_i--i-..

UnionLife
RONALD J. NATHAN AGENCY

747 Mata St.. SmhurWi UM3S1

your area:

TfinV*TONIGHT*-!!rTl!r

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
STARTING AT 7 P.M. AT THE HAIG

MALL NEXT TO WHITMORE
IS

OfaiBen

MHL.1tan.,-S:l^ljltM
PM.. I:»>11:M
Sat., f:t»-ll:ft

Our Woodaktd i» avwOaMe /br
bonquete, «peeial ooeoeioiu.

1^

Whitmore

Lincoln St.

Haigis Mall |
o

•SBA

Post Office _
Float Judging
at 7:30

UMass Minutemen Band
UMass Cheerleaders

Floats

•Clowns
•Balloons

•Prizes

•Trophies

The Oompa Band

No. Pleasant St.

C»0

MySqim

^ ir FUN FOR ALL ^^
SPONSORED IN. COOPERATION WITH

SCHLITZ

Rte. 9, 529 Belchertown Rd. MM : I

LUEY & ABERCROMBIE, INC.

Distributors of Domestic & Imported

Beers &• Wines /

NORTH STREET
SOUTH DEERFIELD, MASS. 01373

(413) 665-3713
iMiliDaukee
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CAMPUS TEN PIN BOWLING
(Located in basement of

Boyden building)

Mon.-Sat. 4 p.m. -10:30 p.m.

60c per string.

Shoes free with UM ID

Phone 5-2239
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Alpha Phi Omega

LAS VEGAS NIGHT
Saturday, October 28

7:30
1st floor. Campus Center

Peter AUen Uve
Sat. Ni'qhT at 8
Songwriter, pianist and caberet style vocalist PETER ALLEN

will perform at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall homecoming
concert on Saturday October 28 at 8 p.m.
Australian born Allen gained American popularity in 1974
when his first album, CONTINENTAL AMERICAN, featuring
"I Honestly Love You" won a Grammy Award for Best Record
Of The Year.

His most recent release, IT IS TIME FOR PETER ALLEN, a
double live album, is a culmination of his sold-out per-
formances at Avery Fisher Halt, the Bottom Line in New York
City and the Roxy in Los Angeles.
"I Go To Rio", "Quiet Please, There's A Lady On Stage",

and "Just Ask Me, Ive Been There" from his latest release
have all leached high listings on the Popular music charts.
Ti( kets for the 1978 Homecoming Concert with Peter Allen

.ire now on sale at all New England Ticketron locations and
the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall box office, open Monday
through Friday, 9 4.

Ticket piices are; General public-$7,6,5. UMass
students $5.4,3. Senior citizens and other students $6,5,4.
Telephone (41 3» 545-2511 for information only, no telephone

'

reservations are accepted.
BOB DUBAC, magician and comedian will also perform at the
Alk'n Homecoming Concert.
Dubac the magician is noted for his disappearing acts. In his

show, lit cigarettes and matches disappear One night he
made a piano disappear. Coins )ump through tables and bot-
tles rjnd cards stick to ceilings.

When Bob Dubac performed at the White House in

Washington, he was under the watchful eye of the Presiden-
tial Security Service.

Oubac IS the opening act for Allen.

PIZZA-RAMA
FK^;^; delivery with large orders

Our Specialties Are

Delicious
Pizzas

Hot Oven
Grinders

Spaghetti

For fast delivery call

253-3808 . 256 0115
355 COLLEGE ST. AMHERST. MA.

CHAMOIS SHIRT

Heavyweight cotton chamois cloth shirts

with supersoft sheared-nap finish. Large

patch pockets with buttoned flaps, extra

long tail. A wilderness classic.

Available in men's sizes S, M, L, XL in

nine colors.

Also ladies sizes 8-16 to be available in

five colors. $18.50.

^inxQt iif IBalrih. inc.

A hoiviEcoiviiNq treat:

UMass versus UConn

ColleaiaD ^3

By MARK MAHCHAND
Colleginn Staff

Looking to extend its current three game winning streak, the
UMass football team plays host to the Huskies of UConn on
Saturday afternoon at Alumni Stadium. The highlight of
homecoming weekend, tomorrow's 1:30 p.m. game con-
tinues a traditional rivalry between both schools that has been
going on for more than 40 years.

"The UMass UConn rivalry is really something," said Huskie
head coach Walt Nadzak. "I really appreciate it; it generates a
tiemendous amount of interest and it's just healthy for foot
hall in this area."

Going into tomorrow's contest, the 2-5 Huskies will have
more than a nvaliy on their hands as they face the powerful
4 2 Mtnutemf^n who've outscored their opponents by an
88 30 inaigiii while constructing the three game streak.
UConn has proved that it can put the points on the board
though, as it crushed Maine by a 49-7 score in its most recent
game

A relatively young team, the Huskies have a freshman
quarteiback by the name of Ken Sweitzer who has become a
mainstay in that position. Swietzer is a constant running
threat from the quarterback position as evidenced by his three
touchdowns scored in the Maine game. The 6'1", 179 lb.

freshman was named to the weekly Yankee Conference All-

Siai roster for that effort last Saturday.

"Sweitzer is the best all around athlete on our team,
Nadzak. "His presence has given us some consistency."

said

Elsewhere on the UConn offense, youth prevails as Nadzak
will be starting six freshmen against the powerful UMass
defense.

Defensively, the Huskies have more experience and have
relied on their defense to keep them in several games this
year Against Rutgers two weeks ago, UConn's defense did
not allow any points on the ground or in the air although they
lost by a 10 score.

Currently in the midst of a rebuilding program, UConn has
showed much improvement in the last two games after tosing
four straight contests. The Huskie offense fumbled 18 times in
their first three games but appears to have stabilized and the
Huskies are looking for an upset.

"This IS a momentum game for us; winning this would give
us a slim shot to still win the Yankee Conference and finish
with a decent record, " said Nadzak.

UMass head coach Bob ^ickett is not taking tomorrow's
contest lightly although his Minutemen are heavily favored.
"I'm not looking past this game; UConn has a solid quarter

back and a tough defense. I think they've ended their early
season troubles and have learned a lot, " said Pickett.

The Minutemen, now ranked sixth in the nation among Divi-

sion 1 AA teams, also placed a player on the weekly Yankee
Conference All Star roster for last week's game. Named to the
list was defensive tackle Dave Bemis. The 6'2", 240 lb. senior
received the award for his outstanding defensive work against
URI last week in tf»e 19 17 UMass win.

^au

"DearBass, should a girl wear your shoes

when she's got a date with Mozart?"

Homecoming
Weekend

Saturday,

Peter Allen,

Bob Dubac &
Costume Party

Sunday:
California Suite
Carolyn Jones &
James Drury

"Dubac has performed for Jimmy
Carter in the White House under the wat-
chful eye of the Secret Service -" and
Johnny Carson Show.

Tickets to The Wiz - Dec 10 for best Halloween costumes Au-
dience judges costumes at intermission.

university of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

HOMECOMING WEEKEND CONC*HRT

Pianist Vocalist Composer
"I Honestly Love You" "I Go To Rio"

PETER ALLEN
Saturday, October 28 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6, 5. UMass
students - $5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and other students

-$6.5.4.

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

She definitely should After all. a shoe that's comfortable on your feet can be like music to your ears. And Bass lOO's are v^o' comfortable. As well as naturally stylish,

durable and beautifully put together. In a whole symphony of styles and colors. G.H, Bass 4 Company, Wilton, m. 04294. Shoemakers to America for 102 years.

d>

Anions ^
California §uite
ABKJHIT CAUFORNIASUITE IS AVERY VERY
VERY FUNNY PLAY YOU LL HAVE CARDIAC
ARREST FROM LAUGHTER

CAROLYN JONES JAMES DRURY

Sunday, October 29 3 p.m., 8 p.m.

Tickets now on sale. General public - $8, 7, 6. UMass

students - $6, 5, 4. Senior citizens - $7, 6, 5.

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Ottice M-F 9-4. 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.
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UM MARchiNq BancI

In MulribANds concert
By KATHY GOLDWA/T
Collegian Stuff

AMHERST The UMass Marching band will be one of seven ensembles to perform in

the Fine Arts Center as part of the fourth Annual Mulit Bands Concert. The Multi
Bands program was first started in 1975 and has become a traditional part of homecom-
ing weekend.
The concert, beginning at 8 p.m., will include the Symphony Band, Wind Ensemble,

Percussion Ensemble, Jazz Combo, Jazz "Big Band," Brass Choir and the Minutemen
Marching Band.

Senior clarinetist, Ron Tye said that the concert is a good opportunity for those peo-
ple that can't make the football games to come hear them play. He also said it gives all

the groups in the Music Department a chance to "show off" their musical talents
especially during Alumni weekend.

In the past years a large crowd has attended the concert including students and
faculty in the 5-college area and UMass Alumni. Sophomores Karen Arico and Hillary

Noke said that they throughly enjoyed last year's concert and that they are looking for-

ward to tonight's perfonViance with much enthusiasm.
Tomorrow, at noon, the Minutemen will march from the Old Chapel to Southwest,

where they will stop to do a small show, and then to Alumni Stadium to meet one of

their closest rivals, UConn. "People are really psyched up for this game. The pep and
spirit of all the band members is very high and we are ready to blow UConn back to

Connecticut," said senior Ron Jye.
According to Band Director and Assistant Music Professor George Parks, the spirit

and excitement of the entire band is high due to their recent trip to Lowell. In Lowell
they attended the Mica High School Competition and played as the special guest "Ex-
hibition Band." They received continuous standing ovations from the musically ex-
perienced crowd and were very happy with their performance.

At present there are almost 200 members of the Minutemen Marching band, said
Director George Parks. There are 135 instrumentalists, 32 Flags and 8 baton twirlers.

Practice is very time consuming for the marchers who rehearse up to 10 hours a week
and 13-15 on weekends if the game is away.

It takes alot more than the one credit to keep these pople going during the cold fall

and winter months. Sophomore Tom Frackiewicz said, "you don't do it for the credit,

you do it for the fun. Band is a lot of fun and a lot of work but you get to be with your
f'iends and perform enjoyable challenging music."

Pre game music includes such things as the school fight sone "Fight Mass,"
"Twilight Shadows," the school's Alma Mater and the "Star Spangled Banner."

People are in the band for different reasons. Junior Laura McQuarrie is .a Music
Education Major and said she does it for the experience. Ron Tye said he does it

because of all the friendshipys that or»e can acquire. "I like the format of going out and
pleasing people. You can form a lot of long lasting relationships while doing this."

The Marching band is funded by the UMass Alumni Association and the State of

Massachusetts. In past years the Alumni Association has been more than generous in

supplying over 50 percent of the funds needed but this year the contributions between
the State and the Alumni Association are almost equal, said Parks.

Due to limited funds and a number of other reasons the band does not always ac-

company the football team to away ganr»es.

This semester they have all traveled to the Harvard Game and the University of Rhode
Island Game.

The
Hungry

U

HOT STUFF:
Masfaroom Salad

Spinach Salad

Greek Pocket Salad

55 University Dr.,

Amherst, Mass.
549-5713

The Original

heehan^s
^afe

SHEEHAN'S SUNDAY BRUNCH
10:30-2:00

your cboicc

— Eggs Benedict

— French Toast

— Apple, Cheese, and Walnut Omelette

$3.95 with complimentary Bloody Mary

24 Pleasant St., Northampton
across from the Pleasant St. Theatre in the center of>Northampton

..

FOOTBALL
BRUNCH
11:00 1:00

<x.(n. p.m.

549-6000
Ext. 639

for Reservations

'Top of the Campus
Restaurant"

Campus Center - UfPass

Before everjf

unriass
ootball Came

HOmKOmiNC
1978

UCONN

CuRRy Hicks liqhjs up
foR tIie Rcd-WhiTE scrimmage
ySTEVeZACK

,(,e k,ddie coros of the team sho..iH ^>l»T" -_ :

Coile^iaQ 15

BySTEVEZACK
CoHegian Staff
While the center of attention diAing the homecoming

brunches, lunches, and mid afternoon munches on Saturdaymay well be the UMass vs UConn football game, let us not
forget that approximately one hour after the gridiron battlehas ended the lights of Curry Hicks Cage will shine downupon the basketball court on which the annual intrasquadscrimmage of the 1978 79 fVlinutemen basketball team betterknow as the Red White game, will be played
Unlike the scrimmages of past years, this Saturday's contest

V/ill pit the seniors and juniors against the sophomores andfreshmen Formerly the scrimmage was made up of solitsquads of all years.
This years set up of the elder statesmen of the squad versus

Alpha Phi Omega

LAS VEGAS NIGHT
Saturday, October 28

7:30
1st floor. Campus Center

¥
¥

¥

¥

«#.««« « # » 4^ « 4» «

¥
¥

donnay

head

the kiddie corps of the team should make for an interesting
contest How could this game possibly be even, you arfnow
^m^3J°"''1'-.^^'^'

^^^" ^^'^ ^°"^'d«^ '^^» 'he older squad

%n »H
"?,°"'^"'^ members and the other has ten members

Knh^hiic i "^ ^°"^'^' °^ '®"'°'« ^^'^ Haymore, Len

iunl:;' bIiI Mi?rt'on'"'°"'
'''" "^'''" '"^ ^""«'"^' ^"^ '-«

Squad #2 is made up of sophomores Juan Holcomb, ConnieNappier Tom Witkos. Jay Stewart, and f^ark Roberts freshmon Bob Burton, fy/like Grammie, and Jeff Bierly, and walk-ons John Moynihan and Bob Thome.
The scrimmage will be played under game conditions with

officials and a game clock; the game will consist of twotwenty minute halves.
The Minutemen began practice on October 16 and headcoach Jack Leaman is all smiles when the team's rate ofprogress IS mentioned.
"I've been very happy with the team's progress; the quality

^rJ'^^^u"^'^
9°°*^' although a bit slower than I would have

liked The coach continued, 'Overall I'm extremely happywith the way things have gone" ^
While It IS often the case to award the starting spots on theteam to the squads senior members, the scrimmage gives thecoach a good look at the entire group.
"My philosophy has been that the seniors should have everv

opportunity to start. " Leaman ssaid. "However, we want tolook at everybody "

Coach Leaman also feels that the players enjoy the scrim-mage as much as the fans
"The players look forward to the scrimmage and the crowdThe game is the fun part of the sport for the players and therrimmaqn is a fun situation for them '

Massachusetts Senior Len Kohlhaas will start atcenter for senior-junior squad in the annual scrim-mage being held this Saturday. The scrimmage marks
the unofficial opening of the 1978 79 Minuteman
basketball season. (Staff photo by Pam Lindmark)

THE
SP0RT STORE

etonic

nike

personally chosen sports equipment,
clothing and footwear.

178o north pleasant street

omhersf 253-2719

daily 10-6, thurs. til 7

Sonpt—Sakia—Sandmchts—Qukhti
Bagelt and Spreads—Baked Goodt—

Yogurt Smoothies—Fresh Ground Coffee
•I Fact. Mit (0 tlK AaWtt Pott Office

COMPLETE TAKEOUT SERVICE
M-TkMKW Fri.8.»:00 S.L8.5:«

256495S

STADIUM
"CATCH THIS

WEEK'S SPECIALS

LIQUORS

MILLER 12 oz. NR

BUDWEISER 12 oz. NR

SCHLITZ 12 oz. CANS

MICHELOB 12 oz. NR

LUCKY LAGER 12 oz. NR

6.90
6.90
6.59
7.90
4.95

case

case

case

case

case

Plus a wide selection of brandies

CHECK OUR KEG PRICES!
HUGE SELECTION OF WINE!

Just past the UMass Stadium^ next to A & P
in the new Shopper's Park

253-9341 or 253-9342

FREE DELIVERY ($7.00 min.)
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*<BACKWHEN IWAS IN SCHOOl, I COULD'VE
USEDA lESS FILLING BEER.ON WEEKDAYS

I CARRIED 21 CREDITS.ON WEEKENDS I

CARRIED DEFENSIVE TACKLES, LINEBACKERS
AND WEAK STRONG SAFETIES!'

i

Matt Snell

Former All-Pro Fullback

, LITE BEER FROM MIIUR.
VmVTHINGYOU ALWAYS WANTED

...^e ^mmk id opM^M^M^^
Mi^tf bi/| ruTA),^ ji<r Sxk ^mU'^

KinHCs tUM-, ok S^w^s" ^ ^ '•

Collegian
Notices

Econ Students — tutoring

in Econ subjects available

12:30-2:00, M F & through
midterms. Free - sponsored
by UEC 508 Goodell.

Notice — Newman Center
coffeehouse Friday night

8:00-11:30 p.m. In the front

lounge. All are welcome.

Notice — meeting
-Womens Studies Union
Council, student group for-

nriing to provide input to

program policy and plann-

ing. All interested meet
ry/londay, Oct. 30 at 3:30

p.m. in CC room 174.

Thinking Games— think-

ing games - this Sunday
from 12-12 at the Strategy

Games Club. Dungeon and
Dragons, Star Guard,
Board games. All welcome.
Shattuclc.

Chinese Christian
Fellowship — come and

Notarization of absentee ballots will be
available according to the following

schedule:

CC 904-908 10/30,31, 10 a.m. -4 p.m.
11/01

CC 911-915 11/2 10a.m.-4p.m.

CC 904-906 11/3,6 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

CC917 11/7 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

the
levvs 'fEmpofiuniJndia 1

P*ftUPCI»

peel. »rw DOWNTOMm

Fine Natural Leather

Ihey are beautiful!

Wide Selection

from Bombers to Blazers

join us in our special

meeting tonight in First

Babtist Church on North

Pleasant Street. Dinner free

- starts at 6:30 p.m. and
message starts at 7:30 p.m.

by guest speaker Wilson
Wang. Hope to see you
there! Any questions, con-

tact Sylvia 256-8257.

UCM Student Con-
ference—liberating the Bi-

ble - a student conference

relating Biblical faith to

social involvement, Nov.

3-4 in Boston. Cost: $2/day
- $3/ day for both days plus

small charge per meal.

Details and transportation

arrangements available thru

UCF 428 SU, 5-2661 . Spon-

sored by United Christian

Movement of New
EfMJIarKi.

Notice — attention all

Psychology majors, come
to graduate school night to

learn all the ins and out of

getting into grad school.

Bring bathed goods if you
can, we will supply the cof-

fee, Monday, Oct. 30 at

8:00 p.m., CC room 904.

Hebrew Conversation
Group — there will be
another meeting of the

Hebrew Conversation
group on Monday, Oct. 30

at 6:30 p.m. in the Hillel Of-

fice. All interested Hebrew
speakers are cordially in-

vited to attend Lehitraot.

Reminder
(T.W.S.S.I-today is the

deadline for turning in all

resumes. If you haven't

previously mailed in your

resume bring it with you to

tonights meeting. Meeting

at 6:00 p.m. on third floor

lounge, New Africa House.

at 6:30 p.m. in the Duke
room to put in nominations

and get familiar with

nominees. All members are

urged to come.

UMSFCU -there will be a

tellers meeting Monday,
Oct. 30 at 7:00 p.m. at the

Credit Union. Attendance
for all tellers is mandatory.
All persons interested in

working at the Credit Union

are urged to attend.

Notice— there's a movie
tomorrow night*••Summer
of '42 showing in Mahar at

7, 9 and 11, $1.00 - Sat.,

Oct. 28.

Notice — brunch-Sun.,
Oct. 29 at 11:00 a.m. in the

Commonwealth room, SU
guest speaker Barbara
Johnson. Topic: "Judiasm
without Anti-Semitism?"

the Cochin Jews of So. In-

dia. Fee for food only.

Shabbat Services
-tonight at 7:00 p.m. in

the Dukes room, SU follow-

ing services Don
Friedlander will speak at an

Oneg Shabbat. Topic: "A
profile of American
Students in Israel."

Notice -Shabbat Services

will be held by UMass Hillel

tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. in

the Suffolk room. SU.

Notice — Homecoming
float parade: Friday evening

at 7:00 p.m. Route from
Lincoln St., up Amity St.

and down North Pleasant

St.: stops at Amherst Post

Office for judges review of

floats and Fine Arts Center

for awards ceremony--
come and get into the spirit

of college tradition -and a

guaranteed good time.

Notice — Middle Eastern

Dance-Hafli, Sunday, Oct.

29 CC 168 Everyone
welcome - come dance and

enjoy yourseH I or more in-

fo, call Karen 6-8324 or

Susan, 6-3242
Ft'.itunng for <<w ^.I'l -«'J^O'i

',of{ brui'f cotton n.irutf-.' sft

For ternl

jje hsvp .?

233 N. PLtASANT STREET AMHERST, MASS

Notice —

I

office wil'

Monday, f •

also be a -i

ions for

en until

"here will

nat night

Notice-
Phillips .^"

be app
try, b!

Sundt
p.m. I

in An
and t

ly S<

2-6

can

Bruce (Utah)
1 ; ate Wolf will

ive on coun-
uegrassthis

)n from 2-3

(91.1 FM)
,ntry blues

red vyeek-

)ons from
interested

15-2876.

COLD WEATHER CLOTHES
Casual and comfortable

44 Styles,

Sizes 4-13

ASLOW AS $44

jackets

mittens

footed
pajamas

hooded
sweatshirts
lined

&
unlined

Heartfelt
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
10-6 Mon.-Sat. 253-5135

open Fri. until 9

and much more!

thermal

underwear

day packs

laces to Hates

and boots

caps

VtSA AMEX

The University Store
Campus Center UMass Amherst
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Adult £nt«rtaii Tient

Majestic Cint- ?<a

84 Cottage Sife»
E hatnpton MA bJI ^346

0(t 25 31

DADDY ; 30

FOXY LADY 8 50

Melt Thurs b Ffi

Ur>der ?1 not adr»iitted

EGGS BENEDICT^BELGIAN WAFFLES
LOX & BAGELS

12:00-3:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH

I
Northampton

only area showing
NOW, Ends Tuesday
eves -7:00 and 900

De Broca's

Crowning
Touch !

,-t-'

JHg'

AlAN BATtS
(New 35mm Print!)

A- THE GATf S
Qc SM^TH COLLEGE

ShqwccLse
Cinemas

R0UTE5.RIVERDALERD.
WEST SPRINGFIELD

TEL. 733 5131

AIVCUIM S 3 .00 "' 2 :30
mATH*et» EVERYDAY

LATE SMOWS-FII.A SAT.

IE HONOR MASTER CHARGE

•PG
2:00-7:40 9:50

2:00-7:15-9:55

THLBOYS
FROM BRAZIL

2:007:159:40

flQ/rmflCnRL5TIE-5
PG

bEflinSftMILE

1:45 7:15-9:55

GOIN*
CflTT
2:00-7:25 9:45

Ihe

2.007:259:45

2:00-7:30-9:30

00-7:159:55

only at

9a

57 N. Pleasant St.

2535141
Across from the fire station

THE
COMMONWEALTH
STACK

^^ 4I^FItKA-S NtWlST IttSIDFNT MtOnSSIONAL THEATEM
<?> PKtSFSn

Vi PRICE
STUDENT RUSH
TICKETS

EOUUS
EQlUUS
EQUUS

PETER SHAFFER'S
BRILLIANT AWARD-WINNING DRAMA

Oct. 27-Nrv. IB

Performances Tues.- Sun. Eves at 8:00 PM
Frank Prentice Rand Theater

UMass Fine Arts Center

'/2 price student rush tickets are available each

evening performance at 6:00 PM
Box Office $45-3511

FINE >«TS CENTER PRESENTS

paul taylor
dunce company

Tuesday Novenkv 7 8 p
Cloven Kingdom. Polaris. Airs

Wednesday, November 8 8 pro

Diggity. Private Domoi'n. Esplanade

FINE /mS CEWER CNCERT H4.L

TicKefr, now on safe Gont'idi public ST b b

UMd;.^. Mudcnts - $S 4 ^ Sen.oi cilizenb and

other '.ludonf;, - S6 ^^ A

Fine Arts Center Bo> Office M-f 9-4, 545 2511

I New Engtond Ticketron Locotions.

ineviinea
Vbioesof
BlackWomen
Music arvl poetry ^tunr>s

UncUTIIIeryand band
MaryWatklns
GwenA^ery

rnncnted by OMvM Records
CoordirMted by RoAdMKxk
Produced lay

FIVE COLLEGE
WOMEN'S NETWORK

Sunday, Oct. 29

8 p.m.. SUB

Tickets- $3 at TIX

iCQlle k>icin 4

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 27

Busch Night aH night 60c/ Prizes all night /plus 8 p.m 9 p.m. all rum drinks 50c

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 2S

Disco hour/Most dnnks 50c 8 p.m. 9 p.m. /Free munchies eveiv night (99c cover)

HAUOWEEN SnCIAL TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31

Every drink in the house 75c (beer & drinks) /Plus; cash prizes for costumes (99c cover]

Proper attire required/"No jeans and sneakers" /Bottled beer 75c

Qnonset/Route 9, Hadley, MassJZSS^dZN

Tired of the same old routine?

Put a little adventure in your life and earn FREE THEATER
TICKETS to performances of America's newest resident professional

theater. The Commonwealth Stage. Individuals, members of clubs,

RSO groups, and public or private service organizations, should ask

us about our special host/hostess program. Call our House Manager

at 545-0378 or write to: Commonwealth Stage, Rm. J25A Fine Arts

Center, UMass. Amherst, MA 01003.

THE COMMONWEALTH STAGE
it

Mountaineering, as all but the chronically misinformed know, is the skill, the
science and the art of drinking Busch Beer. It begins by heading for the mountains
( i.e. , a quickjaunt to your favorite package emporium or
wateringhole ) and ends by downing the mountains ( i.e.,

slow slaking swallows of the brew that is Busch ).

^ However, between those two points lies a vast area
of personal peccadilloes sometimes called technique
and sometimes called methodology ( depending on
yourmajor). Hence, this ad. ^ Sipping vs. chugging.
Both have their merits, of course. But generally speak-

ing, except for cases of extreme thirst or a leaking
glass, sipping is the more prudent practice for serious,

sustained mountaineering. ^ Next, the proper posi-

tion. Some
swear by sit-

ting; others by
[ Sipping vs. chmaoig^ ]

uncomprondsed
Li.

Fi^.3

compromised
_^

standing. Suffice it to say that the most successful

mountaineers are flexible, so you'll find

both sitters and standers.

( Except on New Year's Eve,

when it's almost impossible
to find a sitter ) 41 Which
brings us to additives. Occa-

sionally a neophyte will

sprinkle salt in his Busch;
others mix in tomato juice;

and a few on the radical

fringe will even add egg.

While these manipulations

can't be prohibited (this is, after all, a free country), they are

frowned upon. Please be advised that purity is a virtue, and the

natural refreshment of Busch is best uncompromised.
SI Finally, there's the issue of containers. Good taste dictates a

glass be used But bad planning sometimes prevents that. Ifyou
find yourself forced to drink from the can, you should minimize

this breach of etiquette. Be formal. Simply let your little finger

stick out stiffly ( see Fig. 4 ) . Happy Mountaineering

!

Don't just reach for a beer.BUSCHHsad for the mountaiiis.

:Anrieuser-Busch Inc St Louis Mo
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HALLOWEEN
PARTY
Oct. 31

All drinks 75c all night!

Cash prizes for best costume, $30
most bizarre, $20

99c cover most unique, $10

HATCH BAR

_Quonset/Route 9, Hadley, MassJ253-9214.

CO A QICO MOUNTAIN FARMS MALI
J50**-3l00 ROUTE 9-HADltY MASSMOUNTAIN FARMS 4

H i

iiJ t.l.tJ:l.-»A7fiLi=^-l!HU^^'«l^«^"i»lJ»--^W*'»lAI''!l'ii'»--»a"'-""^

There is more than

ADUllb i

nsam

ClUOfC

LAMF««H'*

MMAL ^ii.;^-*

one secret at ...

Fri and Sat at (TLS 5 15» 7 46 10 15

Sun through Thurs at (TLS 6 15) 8 46

Matinee (Sat and Sun ) at 2 15

JGokfleHoujn
ChevvjChos

Fri and Sat at (TLS 5 001 7 30 9 56

Sun through Thurs at (TLS 6 00) 8:30

VG

BURT
REYNOLDS

vpo

Fri and Sat at (TLS 5 00) 7 X 9 56

Sun through Thurs at (TLS 6 001 8 30

Matinee (Sat and Sun I at 2 15

tP»

Fri and Sat at (TLS 5 15) 7 46 10 I":

Sun through Thurs at (TLS 6 15» 8 45

Matinee (Sat and Sun I at 2 ClO

1^ WHKt *1WIW^ F'HrTWHi ?W^
ON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT MIDNITE

also

CHILDRENS MATINEE MYSTERIOUS WQ^STE'tS^SAT^

all seats
$200

iVrt^%A». .wmi^t«w*<w>j«iimi vwimFm*.*mmr*^n-%t^K> WJt^ • « •-.,

To place a classified ad. drop by the Col

legian office (CC 113) between 8 45 a m
and 3 45 pm Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip and nnail form found m

most issues of. the CoHeg.dn Classified

deadline is 3 45 r- m two days m advance

of publication date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c

per line: <ive consecutive fsues. 40c per

line per day, 30 coii5P':ut,ve issues, 30c per

lin(! per day One line is rouyhly equivalent

to 38 characters

AUDIO

Sound Design 8 track 'ap^ deck with

speakers, S45 or BO Call Phil, 546 6124.

AUTO FOR SALE

69 Chev , 2 dr , PS, V8, best offer,

253 7021. p m
75 Buick Century, 63K mi., 2 dr

,
HI. mt

& mech exc, body yd ,
AIS/I FM stereo r,

def PS PB, $1600 BO, call Mike, 6 5340,

aft 'l

78 CJ5 Golden Eagle jeep, "^"^ified

engine, very good condition, only 12,UUU

miles

74 Vega camper body, m good cond

mechanically perfect Radials, roofrack. FM

stereo CB tent, curtains and mattress. BU

over S 1000 Call Bob^665 3958

1971 Ford Torino, 2 dr auto, #104. runs

greai, $7/5, call Paul. 256-8207

74 Audi 100LS. new st. bit. radials, good

body, needs work, call Amy. 549 5815. 11

p m _ __ _-

1976 Chevy van. C107 long body, power

steering AM/FM stereo, heavy duty

suspension and shocks, radial tires, ex

cellent condition, call Marc, 545 2591 days,

665 4542 nights and weekerids^

69 VW- needs work, call Jon, 69300.

FOR SALE

Skis Blizzard Prototyp. Ver/ good condi

tion, 170cm, $110or_BO. call Mitch. 6 5490

Good winter coat: dk. red wool, hooded,

calf length, wrap around, size 10 12. worn

ver/ few times. Cost $100 new. $50 o. BO

Nancy. 256 827^, evenings.

Smith Cor auto. ret. typewriter, car

tridge, hardly used, ask $140, 546 4631.

Receiver. Kenwood KR 4400, 25 watts,

$185 skis Graves competition 190 s w/

Solomon bindings & Lotork safety device,

$135 KneissI white wing 200's w/ Cober

bindings & Lotork safety. $100 Graves

180's w/ Solomon bindings. $7u, call Larry,

546 541
1^

Complete scuba outfit, all new Scuba

Pro equipment. Call 665 3027.

Calculator, Tl 59 and PC 100A printer,

perfect cond . $300 or BO. 549 1415, p.m.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79

South Pleasant St ,
Amherst, daily 11-5.

Business/acctg. position, $3.00/hr ,

contact A. Rufe, Rm. 205 Boyden BIdg.;

secretary basketball office, $2.85/ hr, con

tact J Leaman. Rm 227 Boyden Bidg

Help wanted help wanted help wanted.

4 work study |obs on campus. Apply

Greenough Snack Bar. after 7 prn., ex-

perience desired We are located in Central

Area.

Warhols Dracula Sat., Oct 28 Two

shows 9 b 11. Sage Hall, Smith College,

%\. ^^ r "
ROOMMATE WANTED

in Sunderland, $70

INSTRUCTION

Disco dance lessons are you tired of

watching everyone having a good time dan

cing while you |ust sit there? If so call Amy,

546 5683, P you'll be on your way to being

the best on the floor.

LOST

FOUND

Calculator w/ SS I in Puffton, 549-g^

HELPWANTED

Stolen gold watch w/ black band, E.T.

4/13/77 on back, holds much sentimental

value, call Susan at 546 5720, no questions

asked, reward offered.

Prescription glasses, plastic fj^^ "ight

pinkish gray, please call Karerv 54b^J_
2 tix to SS Johnny, 2 tix to Cal. Suite, no

good to U Have seat *, will go crazed! Joe,

6 4081. or 602E Cashin.

Roommate
665 3303.

Roommate wanted, 15 mm. to campus,

Granby, low rent, 3 bedroom, call Jim at

467 3795.

Own room in Sunderland apt., immediate,

$80 + non-smoker, older student, call

Charl^^5-2876, 5-0444, 665 4775.

F. roommate wanted for own room in

apt. in big house. Main St., Amherst,

253 7150^

Housemate to share Sunderland apt. on

bus route for 1 1 / l^call Sand y, 665-4291

Roommate wanted share apt.. Nov_ 1,

Amherst on bus route, calljve^253-^61

.

SERVICES

ENTERTAINMENT

Good seats still available! Talking Heads

tickets now on sale at TIX and the Union

Record Service^
.

Disco Dave is back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ. Reasonable

rates call D L Disco at (413) 567 1715 (col-

lect) and ask for Dave or Bryan.

FuT^i^thed' room, 10 mm vvalk from

UMass & downtown, also on bus route

Available Nov^. c^549:^_for^eta^^

UnTvirs'itY Park apt.,, 1 ^d^ ap;^"^";"

ished. available immedi^ely, « mo. ut

'

,ncl .^ritpd through^0ct.,^all^56^845r

LoVelY furnished room in Easthampton

kitchen, bath, phone. 20 minute drive, call

527 5420. ask for Mrs. Anderson

Union Video Center has opening for 4 hr.

a week work study student. Join an ex

citing project, call Jessie. 5 1336 _^
2 work study positions available—

1

must be able to work Mon. and Fn. morn

ings Apply Student Activities Office, Rm.

416, Student Union ^
Cook - responsible person to cook meals 4

days a week for local fraternity Good pay

and benefits. Kitchen exp. pref Contact

Jim GonsalyesatJ45-021 1 - 5-021 0.

Part time helpers to attach hooks to

mailboxes m Amherst, Belcherlown and

Hadley. $3.00/hr Apply Circulation Office,

Amherst Record^
^

Work-study student for national women's

training project 10 15 hrs per week Must

type $4/hr_(Call 5-1559.

Food Tor thought-am seeking an Organic

Chem. tttor who would be willing to barter

an hour or so worth of tutoring for a

nutritious, delicious, homecooked
vegetarian dinner. Call Rose, 256-6388

PERSONALS

DMW fiappy 2nd and 5th. Good luck on

the rest of your project. J.ove, Phyllis^ ^

Groundbeef, happy^ birthday^ Love^M^

To Rich-happy '21st! Have a great one!

Love , Sue^
\ .

gTn P.: GrossJviational^Product.

On Stage at Mt. Farms Mall offers 20% off

all reg. pnced merch to all college students

& staff. Remember your ID|

2 ^ork study positions available—

1

must be able to work Mon and Fri. morn-

ings. Apply Student Activities Office, Rm.

416, Studerit Uniorv

BiiFThappy secondjjoyeyoum^ Beth^__

R^ui^tT^- last. Tuesday. Oct 17, I plac-

ed an untrue ad in the personal section of

the Collegian using my roomnr>ate Mat

Sinesi's name without his consent as a

prank I deeply regret any embarrasnr>ent

that carT>e to him due to this practical joke.

Stephen Lynch.

Hauling service, call 549 4730. after 5

p.m.

Sound system for hire, coffeehouses,

bands, discos, call Rick, 584 4105. ^

Resume Preparation, $^, Personal Ser-

vice Success Motivation Institute, 25 Mam
Street (Fitzwilly's Square, Rm. 30), Nor

thampton, tel^^86 6433L

Ph^ography passport or portrait instr.,

by appt., resume work^ Steven, 253-5g2i

Improve your grades! Send $1 00 for

your 256-page mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10,250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 25907 B, Los Angeles,

Calif.^90025. (213) 477-8226. _
WANTED TO RENT

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car. $125 monthly, call 549 5343 evenings^

~ LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jaeon R. Rosenthal. General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass conrwnunitv, appt. only. 253-7617.

kiNKY FILMS

Make it with Dracula this Saturday eve.

Warhol's Dracula: 10/28, 9 & 11 shows.

Sage Hall, Smith College, $1

Piiday. Oi tobei 27, 1978 Colk-gjan ?i

TCCAY'S CROSSWOSl!
ACROSS

1 Snakes
5 Agriculture

goddess
10 And others

2 \«ords.

abbr
14 Shed
15 Church vest-

ment
16 Monk of Ti-

bet

17 Mountain
Prefix

18 Colorless

gas
19 Lammed
20 Stalls

22 Fleck

24 Integer

25 Centers
27 Missions
29 Vinyls

32 Make known
33 Gallop

34 About
36 Watchword
40 Noble of

Peru
42 Growl
44 Toil

45 Game birds

47 Follow

49 Lua:. fare

50 Slopping
place

52 Free

54 Wears by
friction

58 Jockey
Ralph —

59 Numerical
prefix

60 Calendar
abbr

62 Lariats

65 Adore
67 Girl's name
69 Farm animal
^0 Asian gulf

71 Ectal s

opposite
72 Great Lake
73 Merhandise
74 College offi-

cials

75 Lifeless

DOWN
1 Minor
prophet

? Classify

3 Delightful

feeling

4 Rocks
5 Sledding

6 Misreckon
1 — to riches

8 Run away
9 Spanish iltle

10 Di jwnie
' C'dW
U R«?vise

13 B; s

21 Facts

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Thursday s Puzzle Solved

L ^V^bTrT
M * R 1 *H'*T'|
A N C N JtlM

1 1« $ f » jt^
MOON SMc A

% m ii Jjm^ A P

T A MHW 1 R E

M t HJ, T IaIh !

aIBa a IrJi
'

3 nIa' I 1 L , t
^

C A A ' R 1 T j S ,

p" t VjBtTn^T
e_ojW5taVJo_
Dl^^A * 1

1
o"R I

;

S 1 E |n
,
I

1 M P t tHmO U

F c t S||t|r I

sTJ^ rIa I It]

sJI^E 6!gU "I

23 Decorate
26 Fragrancr
28 Queued up
29 Bluenose
30 Half-moon

figure

31 Vicious

growl

35 Teach
37 Put out —
—

: Retired

38 Jog
39 Certain

migrant

worker
41 Where

Nepal is

43 Canadian
politicos

46 Termini

48 Son of Jacob
51 Wanted
53 Enlarged a

hole

54 Attorney —

55 Hockey
great,

Turk —
56 Peace or

Pecos

57 Quill

61 Informal

tarewell

63 Other: Latin

64 Bird (ood
66 Compass pt

68 Girl's nick-

name

1 7 3 4

1

5 6 7 6 9

1
23

10 11 2 13

14 15 <o

17 18

20 V " 24

M25 26

31

27

P
29 30 32

33 34

43

J6 37 38 39

40 41 42

46

44

53

4i 46

i
47

57

49

50 52

I
6t

S4 5^ 56 58

68

II
59

66

60 6?

1

63 64

65 67 69

70 71 72

73 74 75 _

STELLA WILDER

YOUR BIRTHDAY
FRIDAY. Oct. 27

Bom today, you are one
of those absolutely honest
people who never breaks a

promise, never climb to

success on another's shoul-

ders, never accepts
rewards not rightfully his,

and always take deserved
blame.
Highly critical of your

own efforts - and their

results - you are neverthe-
less kind in your assess-

ment of other people and
the fruits of their labors.

Friends do not fail to notice

your generosity in such
matters; they return the

favor with affection.

Also born on this date

are: Nicoio Paganini, violin-

ist; Kenyon Cox, American
painter.

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be
your daily guide.

SATURDAY, Oct. 28

SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov.

21) ~ Important matters
are to be taken care of first

thing in the morning. Chil-

dren's play needs gui-

dance.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) - A decline in

energy may cause you
sojie concern late in the

day. Rest; consider con-

sulting an expert.

<:APRICORN(Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) - You should have
more than your share of

success in personal rela-

tionships* today Home
front is secure
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb.

18) " Make the be.st of a bad

situation this morning.
You will be rewarded for

your patience later on.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March
20) - Behind-the-scenes ac-

tivities are more vital to

your success than what's

"up front." Be patient; be
kind.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)

- Unless another's views
coincide with yours, avoid
the subject of your future.

Thus you can avoid an
argument.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

- If the shoe fits, wear it.

The old saying applies to

advice given you regard-

ing your marital state.

GEMINI(May21-June20)-
- Don't deny your intuitive

knowledge tpday. You can
gain much in the way of

self-confidence at this

time.
GANCER(June 21-July 22)

- The degree to which you
are resourceful in an emer-
gency will determine how
successful you are today.

Think.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22) -

Though you may find your
interests at odds with your
activities today, you will

do well in the latter and
reap rewards. -^ _
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)-

- Build up your energy
early in the day. You will

be needing it for unex-
pected activities toward
evening.
LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)-

If you delay in the matter
of granting a personal

favor, you will have cause
to regret it. Don't procras-

tinate.
C'^ip.vriffht, t»7S.

I'nileH F>«ture Syndiratr. In(

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

20NK, m soRPy m Be bur-
P£NIN6 YOU WITH MYSYNC
PROBLEMS. Bin YOU'RE THE
ONLY PERSON I KNOUJ U/HO'5

REAUY IN CONTROL OF HIS
LIFE: '

ITS TRUE, B.D.i.WNK'S.

UiHO'S UFESTYLE TRANSCENDS
REALLY CULWRAL PfMt^ETiR'j

UHAT? rrsNLsecxJpesoNb
I OFTHELASTHOKSOFOIR

bBNERATION'

mU-YOifYB (JOT yiB ON
THE SPOT, OU SCHOOL CHUMi
eVBRYTHiNO YOU SAY IS

PRETTY HARP TO DISPUTE!

ic.ji^ POeSTHAT MAYBE.

TRy MeAH YOU'Ll LET ME

I
7AKEME C^CKMI
ON? BOOK.

Sd."^^ti^— Y\ v

Aluminum Foil

(there's nothing LIK. •If

by Steve Lafler

• ; TJ^ i: ll<5 • i^
:

'"

Wa//y Dorf by Rob Ranney

kACfeoKv5t"5 Notebook:
O OFM Wm

~i

u.'CJi'ftN^-lit^r^'^

g)|C|76 RSRPhncMO-IO

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

KI doWt tee\#.uP. \.( I ^ : (its +hc_

•YOU CV>eA-^ ^r^ «f ro/j i', - U

t
â DqUqs Cowboys

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

7^. ',
i

'

. ^ iK "H\e ^tjlirtin court <jaro<.

P^ iKc iK^pJrai.orv for »kcj

L-^ st/ff«ciM co»H«x cWacter.

It hA4( been mon)c<i

fot/no< uAcr, X got b«^k?
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Cb/e
Encounter/

Mmn yOu re d 'nis

encoonlet IS an ev«»vo.i

Al L)ivii>e Aoto Je6u« 's I'p '

poini in preparing Catholic

missionary priests and D'nl^if

lor (lose eocounlers in !

'

dittererit countries

Foi mcve informaf'On on
Oui iwor* sencf us tfw

coupon toady

t
DIUiOE IDORO COUEG€
Epu>Ofth.louio 5Q045

Adorni

C«y

SttU

*«•

f (Jul Hiy

UMA 781

I'D

UniViTrsitv of MassachuS<?tts / Ar-iherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Friday, November 3 8:00 p.m.

Tickets now on sah. General Public - $7. 6, 5.

UMass students - $5 4, 3. Senior citizens and other

students -S6. 5, 4

Fll€ /RTS CENrER CNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4. 545-2511
and New England Ticketron Locations.

n

s'

§

all your favorite ugiies
and monsters

DEVIL DEMON WOLFMAN WEREWOLF
DRAGON FACE OLD TIMER DEATH CYBORG
CONEHEAD GORILLA WITCH SKULL A OTHERS

I

or make your own with
^

GREASE PAINTS HANDS FEET
WITCHES HATS AND BROOMS WIGS

MOUSTACHES BEARDS NOSES
FANGS TEETH TOOTH BLACK OUT

%9 i
.•i

'in-

complete children's
costumes- all fireproof

all their favorltM batman- batgirl

spidarman darth vadar C3PO
ch«woacca micronauts pulsar man

H.L. CHILDS 8i SON
opan daily and SaUvday 8-5:1S Thur».nHa until »00P^
» STATE STwerr

[HE ARK
758 N. Pleasant

549-5929
study, Prayer and Eucharist

Sundays at 6:00 p.m.
followed by supper.

The Rev. Ian Montgomery,
Chaplain

The Episcopal Church at UMass

^^^^9.4.l^.0.^^^^^.^^.^^^^.^^4.4.l^4.^^.1^

Alpha Phi Omega

LAS VEGAS NIGHT ^

Saturday, October 28
7:30

1st floor, Campus Center *

« « ^ # 4» 4^ #4»4»##«#4^««# ^^^

muav. uctoDer ^/, ly/a .Collegian 23

CAMPUs
DISCO with Eric Jellson
audio by Robert Dwelley

plus

Jim Kimball and Friends

in 1102
Friday and Saturday, October 27 and 28

9 a.m.-l a.m.

FAST, FREE DELIVERY EVERY NIGHT

niiimim: 11 a.m. -3 a.m.

•We reserve the right to

limit our delivery area •

FIXXA PI€1

"O.K., BUT ARE THEY
ANY GOOD?"

We make Whole Wheat Pizzas to older, starting

from scratch. Our dough contains stoneground

whole wheat flour, with premium, unbleached

white flour added to keep the crust from tasting

too heavy. We blend tomatoes with our own
mix of herbs & spices to get a luscious, zippy

sauce - and we add extra sauce free on request.

The cheese in blended in our shop from an

unusual mozzerella we carry in from Vermont

and a mild cheddar to stand up to our other

hearty ingredients. Fresh ground meats come

from the market down on Main Street and we
slice our fresh mushrooms and vegetables daily.

Honey and sea salt are used in place of refined

sugar and salt throughout. Wholesome,

premium quality food, freshly baked and

delivered hot, fast and free if you still have to

ask if they're any good, you'd better come

down to the corner of Main and Triangle Streets

and watch us make one for you to try!

• FREE*
iCOKES!

with

ANY
PIZZA
...just ask

* •

We Also Have 5.5 oz.

TROPICANA ORANGE JUICE
25c and

10 oz. HONEY PURE
SODA- ROOT BEER, LEMON
COOLER, BLACK CHERRY

50c

%ZIAM€T^

This certificate entitles the bearer

to a reduction

$1 OFF lFIXXA MCI

256-8587

ANY LARGE, TWO ITEM PIZZA ORDERED
COUPON EXPIRES SAT.. NOV. 11

One coupon per piiza, please

•.«. »^ •*- «*. .%*• »« ^-»

Fridqy It's Foce
Women's Fashion Department Markdowns! Pants, skirts & shirtings

Friday save up to 30% off!

Men's SultsI If perfect, values to S200 . . Our regular prices S25 to S45,

Friday $19.95 to $39,951

Pullover Shirt Jackets! Mexican hiooded heavyv^eights in solid colors

Regularly $14 95. P^'ctaV $^2.95!

Afghan Hand-knit Slipper Socks! Colorful, comfortable & cozy

Regularly S6 95. Ftldoy $5.95!

Vintage Tuxedo Shirts! For Women & Men . . . Regularly $1 1 95,

Friday $9.95!

Plus! Many more unadvertised specials

Monday thru Saturday - 10 to 6

Friday It's Faces til 9

Master Charge and VISA accepted

A Store full ol Ideas

I Vivkiilitvui AiiiIhisI

CAMPUS TRAVEL CEHTER

SAVE30%-50%
Book now for Christmas and spring break

PAY LATER
No payment until 30 days before departure

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS 545-0500

LIQUOR STORE

OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

HALLOWEEN SPECIALS

BUDWEISER 12 oz. cans

SCHMIDT'S 1 2 oz. cans

TUBORG 12 oz. cans

-IMPORTED BEERS-

$6.99

$5.49

$6.59

RUDDLES ENGLISH ALE $7.50

case of 24

SWAN LAGER

HARP IRISH BEER

$5.98 case of 12

$2.504-pak

Many liquors and wines

on sale in store!

338 COLLEGE ST.

RT. 9. AMHERST
253-5384

256-8433

N.ll r..s|l<>"sil'l.' •<" lvl"'llMPI'" ''
••'"

r
Sports Calendar

YESTERDAY'S GAMES
Volleyball vs Mt. Holyoke
JV volleyball vs Mt. Holyoke
Field hockey at Smith
JV field hockey at Smith

TODAY'S GAMES
Men's cross-country in IC4A's at Cortland Park, NY.

Women's cross country vs Vermont/UNH at Vermont 3:30 p.m.

HOMECOMING DAY
Football vs UConn
Soccer vs Uconn
Volleyball at Barrington

JV soccer vs UConn
JV volleyball at Barrington

Field hockey vs Springfield

JV field hockey vs Springfield

1:30p.m.
11:00 a.m.
1:00p.m.
11:00a.

m

1:00 p.m.
10:30a.m.
11:45 a.m.

SUNDAY'S GAMES
No games scheduled

B'nai B'rith Hillel presents-

DOV FRIEDLANDER
Director of Counseling
at Hebrew University

speaking on

^*A Profile Of

American Students In IsraeF'

at cut Otu^ S^tMxt ^tUcUtu^ ^xMceA

'prideuf. Oct<x6cn 27 at 7.00 fi.»K. U tU

'DcJUa '^m*k. S'U.

Notice
U S. VOLLEYBALL
ASSOCIATION
OFFICIALS-
CLINIC FOR
SAT OCT. 28
HAS BEEN

CANCELLED!

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY,

SHOSHANNA.

Love,

StCfAC

Texas Instruments
Qdvonced slide rule

colculotor ujith progromnnQbility

TI-55

Sourcebook

BACK DISCOUNT
IN PRICED AT

STOCK! ONLY $41.95
•Perform repetitive calculations at the touch of a key with 32 program-

ming steps.

•Fast analysis of relationships in data with mean standard deviation,

variance, correlation and linear regression capabilities.

•10 user-accessible memories.

•Also includes, tri, log, hyperbolic, roots, powers, factorials, reciprocal,

percent and more.

at the calculator store

campus center /univ of mass 'amherst

M-F9«.nfi.-5p.m.
Sat. 11 ».in.-4p.m.
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Booters face

uphill battle

this weekend
B^ KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

The drizzle had stopped -"s the UMass soccer team came out

for practice Thursday. L . player had that look in his eyes;

like a child waiting for Saturday morning.

"Its the rivcilry. THE game, it's like this every year," said

UMass coach Russ Kidd. Kidd's words aren t simple sports

rhetoric It is THE game.
The game itself is the UConn game. Saturday morning, n:UU

a.m. Curry Hicks field, THE game.

"It doesn't matter what our records are when we play, Kidd

said. 'But this year, its there... all the marbles. We ve never

been in this situation before."

The situation Kidd referred to is a berth in the NCAA play-

offs The season virtually omes down to the next two games:

UConn, then Brown in Providence. Wins in both games would

all but insure a berth; anythirig less will probably kill any na-

tional aspirations. But Kidd and the rest are not looking past

Saturday morning.

Tm not even thinking of Brown, " Kidd said. "We just want

UConn
Both UtVl.^ss and UConn are coming off losses. UMass has

had a week layoff since being soundly beaten by URI, 4 0. in

Providence UConn was edged this Wednesday by Brown,

10 UConn could be down emotionally after the Brown loss,

but Kidd isn t concerning himself with the possibility.

"I don't care about them (UConn), ' Kidd said. "All we have

to do IS play our game. We ve got to beat them to the ball, )ust

like the BU. game, we've )ust got to want it."

The players themselves are anxious, yet loose and expectant.

"We're not nervous,' forward Tasso Koutsoukos said. "We

kist want to play .. we want them '

Thursday s practice was senous. yet most players were en-

joying themselves. 'This has been a good week," co-captain

Pat Veale said "We've wukod hard, but we've had fun, too.

We're ready "

.. ^ ^. .

The dye is cast; the stag s set; use any cliche which comes

to mind hut this truly ^ THE game. THE game is usually

played at Harvard or V ile with a less than round piece of

leather but this year the hall is round and THE game is behind

Curry Hicks. So grab a six pack of your favorite beverage

take a seat on the hill this Saturday morning, and watch THE

game.

UMass Harriers seek

1978 IC4A crown
By KEVIN McCAFFRE>
Collf^Qirin St:iff , ., ,

Last ' y t,y virrue of m IC4A championship, the University of Massachusetts cam-

pus was honored as ben.g the home of the best cross country team in the east.

Instead of qoinq .nto tomor ow's championship at Van Cortland Park in New York U
ty w.tP .ntent.onb of svi-prising a 26 team field, coach Ken O'Brien will be in the en-

viable- pos.'.nn of defena; ig the crown which eludes 24 squads every season.

Bask.ni in the limelight unfortunately does not last for long, as 30 minutes after the

gun sounds tomorrow at noon, the fortunes of the Minutemen harriers of 1977 will give

wav to the dominant memory of 1978.
_, ^ r^.o „ "k...

. rpmely well m the Yankee Conference meet last week, said O Brien, but

It will id^trdn even greater performance to defend our crown
'

Testimony to O'Brien's pessimism is the absence of last year s fifth place finisher, and

only .^turning member of the top five. Stetson Arnold. Arnold went on from there to

achMve All American honors in Spokane, Washington, but those running laurels ap_

pp.ir tn be a greased pig this year, as he did not board the van yesterday. Arnold arrived

at^ Anihrvst this fall with a clean running slate, as his summer training was minimal. He

IS not expected to journey with the team again this season
ah c ,«rv,»hir,o

If anyone can guide the team through rough waters it s UMass s other AM Everything,

Mikp Quinn. Erasing Arnold from the race roster leaves Quinr the top candidate for the

individual crown, as he finished sixth a year ago. The senior co-captain will represent

the 'on of the heap of 37 returning harriers from the first 50 in 77.

Thp other co-captain. Lou Panaccione, garnered the twentieth position a year ago. He

and Quinn will be lOined by the experience of junior Mike Morris as the only other

Minuteman in the top 50, as he finished 48. „ »ii^

Others receiving racing sweats for the championship contest are senior Kevin Mc-

Cusker, junior Rich Walls, and sophomores Bob Martin and Mike Doiron.

M.*V«.naw., will b. on. of the Minutemen «9h,in9 ^inutemen ba„,. UConn end B-ewn. (St.« photo by

for a poesiblP playoff berth this weekend when the Dave Hoagersr

The media athlete

Scuba course update

Florida 1979. The word is already out that

the UMass Scuba Program is offering two

university accredited courses in Key Largo,

Florida this Januray. PE 100 Sport Diving

(January 3 10) and ZOO 590A Coral Reef

Ecology (Januray 11-18) But it is HOT
NEWS that they are open to persons who
are not yet certified divers! Intensive pre-

course scuba training in December will

prepare participants to complete

Basic Scuba Certification in Florida,

NAUI
while

enrolled in either course.

Bob Sparks is co-ordinating both courses.

Dr Larry Roberts is professor-in-charge of

Coral Reef Ecology. Both courses are

worth two credits. For further information,

contact: Bob Sparks, 32 Cherry Street.

Northampton, MA 01060 (413)

586-3448 /54&^2338.

JV spikers crush two foes

Last Tuesday, Paul Bauer, coach of the

UMass Junior Varsity women's volleyball

team, said, 'We do have a good record; we
shouldn't Ifjse any more matches, because

were rjsyched now " Last Wednesday

HK^ht. at NOPE, they proved his words by

rt»>«oHtmq Franklin Pierce College (of New
HarnpshiM 15 4, 8 15. 16-1, and sweeping

Betkshir*; L'/mmunity College, 15 7, 15 12.

A! ».. res in the matches were close.

with a series of stubborn sets between the

opposing players highlighting the everiing.

UMass maintained not only its share of the

sets, but also kept a constant serving at-

tack, headed by Captain Lisa Lee.

After a match against Mount Holyoke

Thursday night, the JV team, now 6 1, will

travel with the varsity to Vermont on

Saturday to play Burlington

I couldn't help thinking about it as I

watched him walk in . Sixty years old, his

hair, whatever part of it might actually be

his, was reddish, and he wore the same

yellow windbreaker with "Sugar Daddy"

decked out on the back as he always seems

to wear.
There, at the festive opening of the

Hampshire Mall on Wednesday, was
Bobby Riggs, Mr. Geritol, Mr. Hustler,

throwing sugar daddies to the crowd,

playing table tennis with a family of

Amherst tennis standouts for all kinds of

prizes. I .couldn't help but think how
horrible it all was, how phony, how
commercialized.

And this is what prompts me this week to

talk about the media athlete, Mr. Plastic

the combination folk hero and comic book

figure We Americans are very good at

creating heroes and legends, we've been

doing it for over two centuries now. But it

never ceases to bother me how big, how

ifamous, how downright important we blow

our athletic heroes up to be.

Bobby Riggs is not a great athlete. As a

tennis player, his better years are decades

behind him. Riggs is a pseudo-athlete, as

close to being a real star as Pat Paulsen was

to being a presidential candidate back in

'68 as close as George Scott is to being a

shortstop. But with all the glamorizing that

goes with being a media figure in the world

of sports, Bobby Riggs can demand a

handsome sum just to be present at the

opening of a haven for Consumers,

Anonymous.
We have other sports figures in the

spotlight as well. For years, "Broadway

Joe" Namath was a great AFL quar-

terback, but even people who didn't know

a blitz form a dropkick knew who he was.

Even today, Namath is a name note easily

forgotten. "Hey, Doctor J, where 'dya get

that look?" Even our own Julius Erving has

been hyped to a point where what he does

or doesn't do on the court becomes trivial.

"Reg gie! Reg gie!" The huge electronic

Yankee Stadium flashes Reggie Jackson's

name on and off, the crowd responding by

cheering and buying a year's supply of his

candy bars wfiich, "by the way, are over-

priced. Kinda figures, huh? And in ^e
Boston area, when I watch Channel 38 I

have to wonder whether Colonial

Provisions or the Rice family has made the

bigger hot dog.

What it all amounts to is a bastardization

of sport. They are not meant to be ex-

ploited. The mere fact that they can

package the same product and sell one in

Boston as Fenway Franks and the other in

New York as Yankee Franks displays with

vividness how sports and sports teams are

being manipulated into monetary gain.

And what really hurts is that the athletes

themselves don't seem to mind. Oh, I know

people like Bill Lee, Bill Walton and Ted

Williams have over the last 20 years or so

complained about the commercialism of

sport, but they are unique. It's a great big

ripoff, and you and I are the target areas.

They are after our loyalty as fans only so far

as it leads to our paychecks.

Yesterday I was reading Leigh Mont-

ville's tremendous column, in which he

mentioned that Jim Rice cannot beconr>e

the biggest thing in Boston because he's

"not a charmer." The fact that he is the

most awesome offensive player in baseball

since Willie Mays isn't enough. The face

that he is being paid extremely well to play

a game he enjoys is insufficient. Once you

have milked the cow dry, try and sell it to

someone else. That's how sports works in

1978.

I know this commentary comes off as

anti-American, as a grumbling account by a

sports purist, but goddammit, it's not rightl

Sports are meant to be enjoyed, not

twisted into economically beneficial shapes

and sizes. Professional athletes are not

gods. In fact, on the whole, most of them

are no smarter than Joe Average who lives

on Main Street.

Athletics provide a great outlet for human
emotion, as well as a healthy form of

recreation. I can't obviously speak for

everyone, but I watch and participate in

sports to get away from the daily rat race,

from the Battle for the Buck. Why does it

always seem to creep up behind me when

I'm trying to lose it?
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A tube of toothpaste, a zipper and a

Chiquita banana make their ap-
pearance near the UMass Campus
Center Auditorium for Halloween
festivities Saturday night. Thousands

of other people roamed around the
campus, three days before the annual
costume holiday. The Collegian will

sponsor a Halloween costume party
tomorrow night at the newspaper

offices at Campus Center 113. The tube
of toothpaste is Jim Schissel, zipper
Phil Ades and the banana Peter
Dresens. (Staff photo by Peter Lee)

Securitydoesntsatisfystudents
By ANDREW MIGA
and JAMES CARTER
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: Last spring, the Student
Affairs Research and Evaluation Office

(known as SAREO), conductred a random
sample survey of the Five College area

which examined student attitudes and
opinions concerning various university

services. This report on campus security is

the first of a four-part series about health

services, academic advisors and food
service.

Student satisfaction with campus security

at UMass has dropped considerably over

the past few years, according to a recent

survey by a campus group.

The percentage of students satisfied with

security in the Jorms has declined from 79

to 59 percent over the past three years.

Satisfaction with security in academic
areas at night went down from 33 percent

in 1977, to 24 percent last spring.

The study also found that women were
much less satisfied with campus security

than men. Nearly half (43 percent) of the

women surveyed were unhappy with

security at night in academic areas.

Gerald ONeil, acting director ot p'ublic

safety at UMass, said he feels the figures

reflect an increased awareness and concern

with crime.

"I think students are tired of being ripped-

off," he said "Everytime a window or a

door is broken it really goes against

everyone because students ultimately pay

the bill."

ONeil said non-students on campus are

the biggest problem his department faces.

"They come up here and they think since

no one knows them they can get away with

anything, " he said.

O'Neil said the high level of concern

women have over security is partly the

result of rumor.

"We've had many reports of someone
being molested and when we go to check

them out, we'll often find absolutely no

evidence that anything has happened. We
wish that people would call us more so we
can disprove rumors," he said.

O'Neil said campus crime this fall and last

semester has been typical but he said steps

have been taken to tighten campus
security.

O'Neil has submitted a proposal to Vice-

Chancellor o* Student Affairs Dennis L.

Madson which would put campus police in

control of dorm security. The police

department wwuld be in charge of training,

hiring and assigning all security personnel

in the dormitories if O'Neil's plan is

adopted.

A similar system was abandoned in the

early 1970s because students spught more
control of residence areas, O'Neil said.

O'Neil also said penalties for vandalism

have been stiffened in the state. Malicious

and willful destruction of property con-

viction could mean a ten year jail sentence,

O'Neil said.

O'Neil said he believes better relations

with the campus community could make
his department more effective.

"I'd like to have more people on the

beat," he said, "and I wish that people

would call us as soon as something hap-

pens. After all, we can't do much after the

fact."

O'Neil said he feels surveys and opinion

polls are important to his department since

they indicate areas where more attention is

needed.

Member
may sue

his union
By DENISEMINOR
Collegian Staff

A candidate in the presidential elections of

the campus' staff union says he may sue
the union executive board, after the board
distributed a flyer in support of his op-
ponent last Friday.

Dale L Spencer, a presidential candidate
in the University Staff Association election,

said that the union's executive board
distributed three color flyers supporting his

opponent, P. Carol Rhodes.
According to Spencer, the flyer was sent

out in the mail to the 1300 union members
on Friday, the same day as the ballots for

the election were mailed.

"It's just a dirty trick to send a flyer at the
same time as the ballots," Spencer said last

night. "These guys would make Nixo i look

good.

"

Outgoing union President Frank C.
Olbris, who is still a member of the union's
executive board, said last night, We sent

out a flyer, yes. We're not necessarily

against Spencer, but for Rhodes.
'

In a telephone interview last night,

Olbris denied it was illegal or unethical to

use union funds to print and distribute

flyers in support of a candidate in a union
election.

But, later in the interview, Olbris said that

it was not union funds, but "officer's

personal funds' used for the flyers.

"He's just lying, " Spencer said last night.

"To my knowledge, there's been no
collection of board funds. What he's

referring to is funds the board has access
to."

The University Staff Association is a union
of clerical, technical and administrative

workers on campus, and is affiliated with

the Massachusetts Teachers Association.

The USA was elected to represent these
workers last December.
Balloting for the union presidency will

continue until this Friday, and the ballot

counting will begin at 4 p.m., according to

Spencer. Olbris resigned this month.
Spencer, an officer of the union and 'a

technician for the Communication Studies
Department, said, "Those people are really

opposed to me. I'm against everything

they're doing."
Spencer said he and the board have

disagreed over the dues collection process
of the union, and accused union officials of

not collecting dues from all of its members.
He also said that dues collected when the

workers were still represented by the

Massachusetts State Employees
Association in 1977 are still sitting in

escrow accounts, and said that he
disagrees with the union leadership over
the way the funds are being handled.

Union President Olbris said last night, "If

there are any irregularities, it's because of

the University." According to Olbris,

UMass is holding these funds.

Olbris said the funds in question are "in

limbo," and are not being contested.
"They're still there," he said.

Balloons, banners and babies greet Carter in Lynn
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

LYNN -The steps of city hall came alive

here Saturday when 30,000 people jammed
into town to welcome marching bands, folk

singers, lost children and President Jimmy
Carter.

Carter's two hour stop in Massachusetts

to endorse the Democratic slate for the

Nov." 7 election came across as a pat

support for the candidates, although

Democratic Senate contender Paul E.

Tsongas yesterday said, "It wasn't a token

endorsement. 1 think he really meant it."

The onlv visible opposition to the rally by

the overwhelmingly Democratic crowd
were scdttereu uaiineib for Mfpuoiican

incumbent senator Edward M. Brooke and

Senator John Blutarsky of "Animal House"

fame.
Carter did make one controversial stand in

his endorsement of gubernatorial candidate

Edward J. King and his running mate Lt.

Gov. Thomas P. O'Neill 3d. O'Neill is the

son of House Speaker Thomas (Tip) P.

O'Neill Jr. who was also present. King's

hard-line stance on several issues including

his support of capital punishment have

been in conflict with Carter who said only

that King and O'Neill are "tough enough to

deliver their promises."

The people uf Lynn made the most of the

largest political gathering in their city's

IllblUly. Liu.iuulia, ouiiUlis, Ltjliiieib aiiO

babies were all in evidence at the rally and

had to share space with thousands and

thousands of local residents who stood, sat

and climbed on roofs and streetlights to get

a glimpse of the president.

O 'Neill stumps for King

in Northampton - page 2

Joining Carter on the platform built for his

visit were Tsongas, King, both O'Neills,

congressional candidates Nicolas

Mavroules and James Shannonrunning for

the seat Tsongas vocated to run for

senator, and Sen. Edward M. Kennedy.

Kennedy gave an emotion filled in-

troduction about the importance and

accomplishments of the Democratic Party

and was rewarded with the most emphatic

support from Carter. "Of all 100 members
of the Senate," Carter told the overflowing
crowd, "the senator most consistently in

support of domestic and foreign affairs has

been Ted Kennedy."
Unemployment, inflation, defense

capabilities, SALT talks and the Middle

East peace negotiations were addressed by
Carter. He also took time to pal his ad-

ministration on the back for Civil Service

reforms, reduction of the federal gover-

nment deficit and unployment rates, and its

efforts to bring peace to Middle East

nations

Following the rally, Carter traveled to the

Colonial Hilton Motor Hotel m Wakefield to

attend a $1,000 a -ticket reception to

benefit the King and Tsongas cam!.-)aign*.
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Polsinvolvedin scandals stillseekre-election
Associated Press
WILKES BARRE, Pa Last time around,
they fled Washington and politics, or were
pushed out.

Wayne Hays gave up 30 years in Congress
and returned to his native Ohio rather than
face tfiose who accused him of keeping his

mistress on the congressional payroll.

Wilbur Mills forfeited his chairmanship of
the House Ways and Means Committee
when he attempted to launch "Fanne Fox,
the Argentine bombshell" into movies, a;id
pulled out of the House entirely after admit-
ting to alcoholism.

Allan T Howe, a Democr^^tic con
gressman from Utah, was abandoned by
party leaders and voters after being con
victed of soliciting an undercover
policewoman.
But this year's crop of Washington

scandal-makers are standing fast and hop-
ing for reelection in November despite the
headlines
Their gamble seems to be paying off. An

inquiry by The Associated Press suggests
that the folks back home have developed a
high tolerance for the wrongdoings of their

elected officials

Several congressmen who have admitted
to, been convicted of, or indicted on
various charges seem certain of reelection.
"Wayne Hays' mistake was that he ran

away, " said Lou Gordon, press aide to one
of the most controversial congressmen,
Frederick W Richmond, 54, of New York,
who admitted he solicited "with payment

of money" sexual relations with a 16 year-
old boy and an undercover policeman
Richmond handily won his September
primary, and is seen as the likely victor in

November
Similarly confident are the backers of

Daniel Flood, 74, the mustachioed, long
term congressmen from Pennsylvania s

Wyoming Valley, who has been charged
with 13 felony counts.

Politicians still confident
"It's all newspaper talk," said Wilkes

Barre jeweler Bernard Bartkiowsky, chair
man of a "Trust Flood" campaign to raise

$250,000 for his defense. "If he was shady
in any way, I would have nothing to do with
him. " said the wealthy jeweler, who brush
ed aside charges that the congressman lied

under oath, accepted $65,000 in payoffs
and 100 shares of bank stock from eight
sources since 1971, and sought another
$100,000 from a developer in his home
district.

Rep Charles C Diggs, DMich, the senior
black man m Congress, was convicted in

October on all 29 counts of mail fraud and
illegally diverting more than $60,000 of a
congressional employee's salary to pay his
personal bills He faces five years imprison-
ment on each count and up to $191,000 in

fines, but Diggs expects to be reelected
next week to his 13th term.
A dozen other legislators are also trying to

ride out the political firestorms brought
about by what many of them perceive as a
post-Watergate moral crusade They in-

U S. House Speaker Tip O'Neill

gestures as he pleas for Democratic
party unity in the Massachusetts
gubernatorial and senate elections

Black rule

postponed
SALISBURY, Rhodesia \AP\ - Prime

Minister Ian Smith, who seven months
ago agreed to black -majority rule for

Rhodesia by the end of the year, said

yesterday he doubts his government
can meet that deadline for the promis

ed hand-over of power.

This was Smith's first public

acknowledgement of what had long
been predicted here - that the

escalating guerrilla war would effec-

tively rule out holding peaceful elec-

tions in Rhodesia's embattled coun-

tryside.

Smith, speaking at a news con-

next week, during a luncheon Saturday
in Northampton. (Staff photo by Jim
Mahoney)

ference, said only that the admimstra
tion he heaas with three black leaders
was having difficulty planning
Rhodesia's first universal-suffrage
elections, which had been scheduled
to be held by Dec. 31.

The white prime minister said it was
almost certain that "this exercise will

spill over a few months into 1979,"

The military command reported,
meanwhile, that a Rhodesian border
outpost was shelled from neighboring
Zambia, the first such attack since
Salisbury's forces raided a dozen
Rhodesian guerrilla camps in Zambia
Oct. 19, killing a reported 1,500 in-

surgents.

A communique said there was neither
damage nor casualties in the brief at-
tack Saturday night.
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-Three California congressmen who
received House reprimands following the
"Koreagate" probe into South Korean
influence buying: Reps. John J. McFall,
Edward R. Roybal and Charles H. Wilson.

Six term Rep. Joshua Eilberg, D Pa., in
dieted on charges of receiving comperisa-
tion for helping a Philadelphia hospital pro-
ject obtain federal funds.
- U.S. Sen. Edward Brooke, Mass., the

first black senator since 1880, who has
been haunted by the fallout from a bitter
divorce battle, and has been under in

vestigation by the Senate Ethics commit-
tee. He seems to be the one in the most
trouble with voters.

-Six term Rep. Herbert Burke, R-
Fla.,who has pleaded guilty to misde-
meanor charges of being disorderly and
resisting arrest at a Fort Lauderdale bar
featuring nude dancers.
Even Wayne Hays is back, this time runn-

ing for the Ohio Legislature.

White the number of besmirched officials
seeking re-election is much higher this year
than normal, there are many precedents in
American political history.

Voters tolerant
One case often mentioned to show voter

tolerance is the colorful mayor of Boston,
James M. Curley, who in 1946 ran for re-
election from prison, where he was serving
time for federal mail fraud. He won handily
and was later released to fulfill his mayoral
duties.

Rep. Flood best iits the Curley mold this
year, the hometown boy pushed around by
the feds. "The people will go all the way
witfi Flood. They don't believe the indict-

ments, ' commented a Wilkes Barre editor,

adding that Flood, the county's "most
powerful man, ' retains the common touch
by living in a working class neighborhood.
"He is in a large measure responsible for

our very existence," said lawyer John
Moses, referring to Flood's work in helping
the area rebuild from the devastation of
tropical storm Agnes in 1972.

One important factor in Flood's continued
suppport is that he still delivers. Wilkes-
Barre has gotten $16 million in federal
grants within the past few weeks.
Similar clout in Congress is seen as one

reason why Rep. Richmond survivied his
primary race in Brooklyn even though he
was publicly accused of being a "child
molester." In politics, a morals charge has
usually proved fatal, but Richmond is ex-
pected to retain his seat mainly becase
community leaders saw that his colleagues
in Congress and the New York Democratic
establishment generally supported him.

Detroit's Rep. Diggs has ties as tight with
his own county as Flood has with Wilkes-
Barre, having served since 1955. Diggs'
supporters charge that he has been singled

Turn to page 4.

O'Neill appears locally
ByMIKEHYNES
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON -Speaker of the U.S
House, Thomas (Tip) O'Neill and
Democratic gubernatorial candidate,
Edward J. King called for Democratic unity

during a reception at the Colonial Hilton Inn

here Saturday
Speaking to a group of about 200 people,

comprised mostly of local Democratic
politicians, O'Neill spoke of the differences

that exist within the Democratic party, and
said "politics is the art of compromise."
O'Neill said the Democratic ticket of King.

O'Neill, and Tsongas is a strong one, and
every Democrat should "support it from
top to bottom."
"When you go to the polls on Nov. 7, vote

wherever you see the 'D' — democrat. It has
been, and always will be, the partv of the

people," O'Neill said.

O'Neill flew to Bradley Airport in Con-
necticut Saturday morning after a speaking
engagement in West Virginia Friday night,

spoke of King as a man who "has
humaneness in his heart, " and who
"comes not from the field of politics, but

from the field of business."

Citing the budget cuts made by Congress,
O'Neill said King can fulfill his promise to
cut the state budget.
"We have made cuts without hurting the

health programs, senior citizens,
education, and the poor. We did it because
there's fat in the budgat, and ever\' budget
can be cut," O'Neill said.

Speaking after O'Neill, King talked of his
record as director of Massachusetts Port
Authority and his plans tc cut the budget
and reduce taxes.

King talked about his stance on crime and
punishment saying /nandatory jail sen-
tences are "the cornerstone of justice."

"If anyone doesn't appreciate and support
my candidacy or the Democratic ticket,

keep it a secret," King said.

The reception, sponsored by the Nor-
thampton Democratic City Committee, was
cut short because O'Neill and King had to
)oin President Carter in Greater Boston, on
his Democratic campaign swing through
the Northeast.

Both O'Neill and King spoke earlier

Saturday morning at the Mount Tom Ski

Resort in Holyoke.

US freezes peace talks
Associated Press
JERUSALEM - The United States has

frozen the Israeli- Egyptian peace negotia-
tions while Washington awaits a letter from
Israeli Pnme Minister Menachem Begin to

President Carter, Israel Radio reported
yesterday.

The radio's Washington correspondent,
quoting US. sources, said the State
Department was analyzing the Israeli and
Egyptian positions, which include pro
posals for "far reaching changes" in the
draft worked out by the two sides before
the Israeli delegation's return home last

week.
In Washington, State Department

spokesman Kenneth Brown declined com-
ment when asked specifically whether the
talks were frozen, as Israel Radio reported.

Secretary of State Cyrus R . Vance met with
the two countries' delegations separately
Saturday, but no talks were scheduled
yesterday,

"We have received the reaction of both
governments to the agreed draft text refer-
red to th^m," Brown said after conferring
with George Sherman, official spokesman
for the conference and the American
delegation. "The U.S. delegation is not
working on another draft now. What hap-
pens next in the negotiations remains to be
seen."

Israel Radio said the Americans, after

Begin's letter is received v/ill prepare a new
draft treaty to bridge the differences
separating the two sides.

JOIN THE
COLLEGIAN

Recruitment meeting:

Wed., Nov. 1, 7:30 p.m.
Campus Center 168

Any UMass student can join the campus daily. Come to the

meeting and learn how you can involve yourself in one or more
of the following departments:

News— of students, faculty, area and town, etc.

Black Affairs

Women's News
Photography
Editorial/Opinion

Sports
Fine Arts
Production and Editing

David 0. Knapp

Dukakis to name lawyer
from West Roxbury
as UMass trustee
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

A Boston lawyer and acquaintance of

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis is expected to be

named by the governor today to the UMass
Board of trutees.

Michael S. Donlon, 40, of the West
Roxbury section of Boston, will replace

Robert J. Spiller, who quit his trustee

position in September with about two years

left in a seven-year term. Spiller, appointed

by Gov. Francis Sargent in 1974, charged

Dukakis and his appointed -trustees with

endangering the "quality" of UMass.

Spiller was the third trustee in 18 months
to resign in disagreement with the

relationship between Dukakis and the

board.

Shortly after Spiller resignefl, Dukakis was
defeated in his bid for re-election by
Edward J. King in the Democratic primary.

Dukakis leaves office at the end of

December.
Donlan is a member of the Boston law

firm of Rich, May, Bilodau, and Flaherty.

He specializes in contracts and energy. He
received a bachelors degree in Economics
from the College of Holy Cross in Wor-
cester and his law degree from Harvard
Law School.
"I have a high respect for UMass,"

Donlan said last night. "I consider it a

flagship of public educationand of the state

of Massachusetts."
Donlan described his experience in

public education as "an informal role,

nothing official." He is involved in many
Boston cultural organizations, including the

Irish Ire Society.
"My family has been very much involved

in arts and literature in Greater Boston," he
said. Donlan said he hopes to bring some of

his cultural experience to UMass. "It is a

very important feature in higher
education," he said.

Donlan said he does not know who
recommended him to the governor. He said

he has worked with many public officials

and has known Dukakis for several years.

Pump/<in fiunt goes underwater
SEATTLE lAP] - Wearing diving suits

instead of monster masks or witch

costumes, about 300 entrants began an

early Halloween celebration on Sunday
called the 5th annual Great UndenA/ater

Pumpkin Hunt.

"I'm enjoying the change in climate,"

said Pat Savland, 20, of Hoonah,
Alaska, as he put on scuba equipment

before slipping into the chilly waters.

"This is one of the craziest things we've

ever done," confesses Harry Truett,

chairman of the festivities yesterday.

Contest organizers submerged about 100

pumpkins at depths of 20 to 50 feet off

Seattle's AIki Beach. To retrieve a pum-
pkin- and a prize— contestants had to don
scuba equipment before wading into the

water.
In addition to the pumpkins they dragged

from the drink, finders were eligible for

prizes ranging from a $400 diving suit for

the giant pumpkin to a lowly abalone
plucker, a deivce for scooping the mollusk
from its shell.

The plucker, presumably, was for those
having shellfish rather than pumpkin stew
for Halloween dinner Tuesday.
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THE BEST TEST PREP
in Boston is also the

best test prep

in Amherst

Consult us for:

ORE •CMAT'LSAT
•

Test Prep Services Amherst
256-6462
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Knapp sworn in

as UM president
BOSTON - David C. Knapp was in-

aguarated as UMass' 19th president yester-

day, while faculty members from the
Boston campus picketed the ceremony in

protest of a tentative contract settlement
reached last week.

Knapp, 50, former provost of Cornell

University in New York, was installed at a
ceremony inside Faneuill Hall in the

revitalized Quincy Market.

About 80 members of the UMass-Boston
Faculty Staff Union demonstrated outside

the building, chanting, carrying placards,

and handing out leaflets that asked for the

re-opening for the negotiations.

The contract agreement was reached last

weekend in a marathon 21 hour weekend
bargaining session in the administ^tion of-

fices at Park Square here. Representatives

of the staff union withdrew midway
through the talks, but representatives from

the Amherst chapter of the faculty union,

the Massachusetts Society of Professors,

rerrtained and finished work on the tenative

pact.

The contract is now being printed, and
should be ready to be sent out for ratifica-

tion "in a couple of weeks," said James E.

Cathey, president of the Amherst Campus
Union. He said the Boston walkout was an
"internal" matter that would not affect

ratification.

Knapp replaced Robert C. Wood, who
gave up the UMass presidency earlier this

year and subsequently became Boston
School Superintendent. Knapp officially

began his duties on September 1

.

"We in universities need to renew our

sense of social purpose," Knapp told the

gathering, which included Gov. Michael s.

Dukakis. "We have turned inward. We
have become concerned with out

disciplines per se than with their meaning
for learning."

"Putting science, technology and society

back together again lies at the heart of solv-

ing the problems we face," he added. "And
doing so requires that study related to this

end must be at the core, not the fringe, of

the university," he said.

Renovations to begin
By CHRIS BARKAR
Collegian Staff

The University is scheduled to begin

renovations soon of Goodell Hall that are to

cost $2.5 million and keep the building

closed until September, 1980, according to

Director of Planning H.J. Littlefield.

Littlefield said the renovations involve the

remodeling of the fifth and sixth levels in

the building's front.

Goodell Hall served as the library until the

28-story University Library was opened in

1972. Since then, Goodell has been used

for office and classroom space.

The renovations include the installation of

"open partition heights," Littlefield said.

The partitions are movable and can support

desks and absorb sound, making the inside

design of the building flexible and subject

to change, according to Littlefield.

Littlefield said some solid walls will be
used, and the hallways and closed spaces
will remain in the building to keep the
character of the mezzanine structure.

The second story of the building, which is

underground, will also be partially

renovated.

According to Littlefield, advertisements
for subcontractors to do the renovations
will be put out in the early spring of 1979,

and run through that summer.
The renovations were designed by

representatives of the groups who now
have offices in the building, according to

Littlefield.

Dress codes, curfews

plagued women in 50's

Editor's Note: This is the first in a five-part

series this week on the regulations

governing women on this campus in the

1950s and '60s.

By MICHAEL SIMONS
and DONNA SI LLIVAN
Collegian Staff

"Every woman student shall conduct
herself at all times in all places so as to

uphold her own good name and thaf of the

University.

"

— UMass Freshman Handbook 1958

The "Fabulous Fifties," were not so

fabulous for University

women — housemothers, dress codes, four

feet on the floor and early curfews were the

rules. Now curfews are non-existent,

signing-in has disappeared, and men are

allowed above the first floor in dormitories.

The changes were slow in coming; the last

Dean of Women, Helen Curtis has only

been retired for five years. Southwest has

only been co-ed since 1970, the same year

the Southwest Women's Center was
founded. Affirmative Action, Rape Clinics,

and Self Defense classes are now available

for women.
Once upon a time things were different.

"Freshmen girls"

"Big sisters a big sister is an upper-class

woman who helps a freshman girl during

her first two weeks at the University.

Freshmen should feel free to ask their big

sisters about anything concerning college

adjustment, " according to the 1955

Student Handbook. There were no big

brothers, the men had to fend for them-

selves.

Big sisters were not all that freshmen

women had to put up with in 1955. Their

four years here were supervised from the

tune they got up in the morning to the time

they went to bed at night, in school as well

as out The 1955 Student Handbook
contained the following rules:

"Women students are requested not to

smoke while walking on campus or to

discard cigarettes anywhere on the campus
green. Skirts are to be worn for the evening

meal and on Sundays in dining halls.
'

Residence regulations for dormitories and

sororities included 7 p.m. curfews, until

mid-semester report day, Monday through

Thursdays. After Thursday, doors were
firmly shut at 10:00 p.m.

"Co-Ediquette," a special handbook for

freshmen women prepared in 1961 by their

upper-class sisters outlined some rules: "A
7:00 closing hour is for your benefit: make

v;
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good use of this opportunity for effective

study habits set a pattern of study now
th.it you can follow for the rest of your

college years. Whatever you do, don't wait

until late at niyht, but make use of all those

free hours during the day. One thing is

imperative in dorm life, everyone must keep

the quiet hours; the rec room and the rec

room only is the place for loud talking etc.

Use you time well and really try to con-

centrate on what you are doing. We want

you to be with us for four years and

studying is the best means of guaranteeing

your stay."

Tomorrow: Housemothers police every

aspect of dorm and Greek life.
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DNA research:
New rules pose little problem
By MICHELLEJ POULIOT
Coffegian Staff

Recombinant DN A
rwearch presently being
done in Amherst will hardly

be affected by the new
restrictions approved by the

Amherst Town Meeting last

week because the research

is below levels regulated by
the rules.

Two local researchers
working with DNA are

UMass biochemistry Prof.

Maurille Fornier and
Amherst College Biology

Prof. Patrick Williamson.
The researchers will now
have to comply with the

1976 National Institute of

Health guidelines, which
will officially be enforced by
a biohazard committee at

each institution. Each
committee should have half

its members chosen by the

Board of Selectmen, ac-

cording to the new
restrictions.

National Institute of

Health guidelines include

the quality of the facilities

where recombinant DNA
research is being done, the

type of organisms and DNA
being used, and the
researchers involved.

According to the final

report of the Amherst DNA
study committee, the 1976
guidelines are in the
process of being revised for

1979. The committee said

the revision will tend to be
less restrictive than the

1976 guidelines and require

less containment.
Until now, ex-
perimentation with
recombinant DNA by
private companies, has not

been regulated by the
health organization .

Though no such research
by private companies is

being done in Amherst, any
in the future would be
monitored by the new
restrictions.

Fornier is now on sab-

batical in California, but

graduate students here are

presently doing low level

recomtjinant research in his

lab. The research is con-
sidered 'PI,' and involves

recombining E. coli genes
with E. coli bac:eria, to

produce new DNA chains.

PI through P4 are National

Institute of Health
designations of recom-
binant DNA research levels,

PI being the safest level,

requiring the least amount
of containment and
monitoring. All current
DNA research in Amherst is

PI level.

Williamson is studying the

functions and properties of

globin, a protein in blood
that carries oxygen, by
taking genes that code for

globin and recombining
them in bacteria. By
watching how the
recombinant bacteria grows
and develops, he will be
able to learn more about
globin, he said.

The accompanying survey

is an attempt by the
Collegian to find out how
much students know about
DNA and how they feel

about it.

To respond: clip the
survey, and mail or bring it

to the Collegian office at

Campus Center 1 13.

* ScandaIs
Com. from page 2.

out by the "white establishment" for prosecution
because of his seniority m Congress.
Scandals not an issue
The special places these officials occupy in their com-

munities seems to be respected — or feared — by their

opponents. Dovie Pickett, a black woman running

against Diggs, said: "I am not bearing down on his con-

victions even though I know any other person so con-

victed would be in jail now. I figure Diggs will get a

sizeable sympathy vote."

Similarly reticent is Flood's opponent, attorney

Robert Hudock, "I point out that the Justice Depart-

ment doesn't make idle charges, but my main point will

be pocketbook issues and that our district has the

Nose HcklinT ke creom
sodos in 31 Flovors.

We make the fizziest, zmgiest ice cream sodas

in town
And with 31 different flavors to choose from, come

in and sip your way through flavor possibilities

unavailable anywhere else on earth.

BASKIHOBBINS

ICE CmM STORE

28 Main St., Amherst MA 253-9774

Town Hall Bus Stop Belchertown

DNA Recombinant Research Study

Please circle rasponsa: 1) Have you ever heard of

DNA recombination, or gene-splicing research?

yes no

2) Where did you hear about it?

media conversation school

3) Which of the following describes best what you
think, or understand, DNA recombination to be?

A) A type of interbreeding of different life forms that

leads to new life forms.

B) A technique that combines the genes of 2 different

organisms, and produces a new organism with genetic

traits of both.

C) A genetic manipulation that cleaves DNA, and
splices it into a carrier molecule that transfers the

genetic information from one organism to another, and
causes the expression of new traits.

4) Do you find the aspect of experinDentally creating

life...

threatening? promising?

51 Advantages to DNA recombinance inlcude creating

new organisms that can produce antibiotics, hormones,

and enzymes more cheaply and easily than they are

now. Also, through this type of research we could learn

more about our own genes.

Disadvantages of the research could be the creation

of life forms that have unpredictable and uncontrollable

infectious qualities, and ecological effects. Do you
feel...

A) The advantages outweight the disadvantages?

B) The disadvantages outweigh the advantages?

6) Would you like to know more about DN A a recom-

binance?
yes no

7) Your general area of interest (school and studies)

is...

humanities sciences arts

business other

8) YOU ARE: Male
Fiosh Soph Jr.

9) How do you feel about DNA research presently go-

ing on in Amherst?

To respond: clip the survey, and mail or
bring it to the Collegian office at Campus
Center 113.

lowest wages in the state," Hudock said.

In Washington this month, Hudock told reporters he

thought Flood should resign. Back home, he soft-pedals

the question because most voters seems to feel as does

jewler Bartikowsky: "I'm a Republican, but to attack

Dan Flood is to be a traitor to the district."

Similar antagonism was encountered by George Con-
tos, who is opposing Wayne Hays in Ohio. Contos
revived the scandal over Hays and Elizabeth Ray. But he
met backlalt and is puzzled.

"I'm being criticized now because I'm bringing up the

sex scandal," he said. 'These same people don't think

it's bad that Wayne Hays used their tax dollars for sex.

He's getting off the hook locally because people have
him portrayed as a fo'k hero."

Ferriale

Sr.

Neifv^slines
Califano visits UMass

President Carter's Secretary of Health, Education ar
Welfare, Joseph A. Califano, Jr., was in Worcester Saturda
and took the opportunity to praise the UMass Medical Cent
there.

Califano, who was in Worcester to endorse Democratic L

Gov. candidate Thomas P. O'Neill III, said of the Center: "It i

in my judgen>ent, the wave of the future."

After a brief tour of the Center,, which is a part of tl

UMass Worcester Medical School, Califano said "It's whe
medical care has to go in this country."

Bomb throat at theater
A bomb threat was phoned in early yesterday morning

the Mountain Farm 4 Theaters in Hadley during a midnig
showing of the cult film "Rocky Horror Picture Show
Theaters one and two, which were simultaneously running tl

film, were evacuated at 12:35 a.m., while the building w*
searched by Hadley Police.

Police re-admitted patrons at 12:50 and the showing of tl

film was resumed. Police said they have no clue as to the idei
tity of the caller.

Voter registration extended
The Amherst Board of Registrars voted last week to exter

voter registration to South and North Amherst for a tn

fjeriod.

The registration will take place at the North Amherst Libra'

and at the Munson Memorial Library in South Amherst. A
employee at each library will be named assistant registrar. Tf
registration will begin today and run for a trial period throug
Dec. 31.

According to Estelle Matusko, Amherst Town Clerl

registration is currently done weekdays in the Town Clerk's o
fice, and at other locations on a temporary basis. The libai

registration represent an attempt to make registration easii

for all voters.

The North Amherst Library is located at 8 Munson Roa<
The South Amherst Libary is located on the South Amher
common.

Women's group reorganizing

Efforts to regroup the Women's Governance Council of th

Student Government Association have not met with any su(

cess this semester.

Jeanie Hesselschwerdt, a staff member of the Studer

Center for Educational Research and Advocacy and one of th

coordinators for the council this summer said, the group i

planning to reorganize.

"The Women's Council was active over the summer and i

planning to reorganize sometime in the near future, now the

the new Student Senate has been voted in," she said.

"The Women's Council will be a support group thi

semester, " Hesselschwerdt said. Sf\p said the group used t

be women's caucus in the Student Senate, "but we wanted t<

involve more women in the governmental groups like SCERA
house council, area governments* Campus Center Board o

Governors."
Two issues of concern to the council are the compiling of ;

booklet of women's services on campus and a campaign to

better lighting on campus to prevent rape.

8 arrested during weeltend
Umass police arrested eight persons this weekend on

charges of being a "disorderly person."

Robert P. McHugh of 6 Ord St. in Salem and Neil J. Perry of

76 Ellsworth St. in Peabody were arrested Friday night. Mark
A. Dufva of 78 Zephyer Dr. in Westfield, Joesph E. Greaney of

72 Lower Westfield Rd. in Holyoke, Martin J. Maceda of 88
Lyman Rd. in Northampton, Joseph J. Itri of 19 Grimes St. in

South Boston, Denise M. Maloney of 88 Lynn Rd. in Nor-

thampton and William A. Maloney of 4 Armory St. in Green-

field were all arrested Saturday night, UMass police reported.

UMass police made no other information available on the

circumstances of the arrests.
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Plain and Imprinted in th« clothing shop of
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600 hear concert

The fifth annual Multiband Concert was held Friday night before a crowd of

approximately 600 people in the UMass Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. The
bands played music ranging from P. DO. Bach to the finale, "My Way." UMass
students and professors comprised the bands that included a symphony band,

jazz band, percussion jazz band and the entire UMass marching band. (Staff

photos by Steven S. Zack and Patrick O. Dobbs.)

THE PRECISION HAIRCUT EXPLAINED,
PRECISELY.

Because your head is unique, the way your hair

grows is equally unique.

Precision haircutting is a technique for cutting the

hair in harmony with the way it grows Your hair even-

tually grows out but it doesn't lose its shape. So your

haircut will look as good after five days as it does

after five minutes. And because the hair falls naturally

into place you won't have to fuss with it. Usually a

shake of the head does it.

At Command Performance v*/e shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for fourteen dollars

No appointments are necessary

' We also offer permanent waves, coloring, frosting

and conditioning. But we really shine with precision.

And so will you.

I SPECIAL GET ACQUAINTED OFFER

V.V/ rf V. fV U "AT V- ;<

I

I

I

I

I

I
Hampshire Mall ^-^.^a^^^.^^

You receive an 8 ounce bottle of our

. special COfs/IMAND PERFORMANCE

shampoo at no ch»arge with the purchase

of any service It's an acid balanced.

natural pH, protein shampoo of the

highest quality.

Offer expires Nov. 13. Valid with this coupon

586 0090

EARN OVER'650AMONTH
RIGHTTHROUGHYOUR

SENIORYEAR.

If you're a junior or a senior majoring in math, physics or

engineering, the Navy has a program you should know about.

It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-

Collegiate Program (NUPOC-C for short) and if you qualify,

you can earn as much as $650 a month right through your

senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School,

you'll receive an additional year of advanced technical

education. This would cost you thousands in a civilian school,

but in the Navy, we pay you. And at the end of the year of

training, you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.

It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only

one of every six applicants will be selected. But if you make

it, you'll have qualified for an elite engineering training

program. With unequaled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000

salary in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs

in private industry should you decide to leave the Navy

later. (But we don't think you'll want to.

)

Ask your placement officer to set up an interview with a

Navy representative when he visits the campus

or contact your Navy representative at 800-84 1 -8000 (toll-free)

.

If you prefer, send your r6sum6 to the Navy Nuclear Officer

Program, Code 312-B537, 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington,

Va. 22203, and a Navy representative will contact you directly.

The NUPOC-CoUegiate Program. It can do more than help

you finish college : it can lead to an exciting career opportunity.

NAVY OFFICER.

ITS NOTJUSTAJOB, ITSAN ADVENTURE.
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USDA CHOICE BOnOM

ROUND ROAST

1.59LB

J

ARMOUR VERI BEST

PORK LOIN MMST

$
LB 1.59

CENTER CUT

PORK CHOPS
USDA CHOICE BEEF ROUND

TIP STEAK

USDA CHOICE BEEF ROUND

CUBE STEAK

TENDO)

BABY BEEF LIVER

$
I

$
LB

LB

LEAN MINUTES FRESH

GROUND BEEF
5LBPKG
$6.25 LB

1.79

1.79

»1.89

.79'

1.29$

• • PRODUCE••

SNOW WHrTE

MUSHROOMS
-??®^. 12 OZ

NEW aOROA

TOMATOES

CALIFORMA

ROMAINE LETTUCE

CfUSP NATIVE

CARROTS

HALLOWEEN SPECIAL

FRESH CIDER

FLOfllOA NEW CROP WHITE

GRAPEFRUIT

NATIVE RED

DEUCIOUS APPLES

NEW CROP FLORDA

TANGELO ORANGES

LB

L6EHD

49'

49'

^ PKGS ^J

5/»l

3 LB QAC
BAG 0%r

DOZ 99

• HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS•

69'
SWEET LIFE

BABY SHAMPOO IS OZ

35- OFF

LABEL

SWEET LIFE

ASPIRIN
HEAD « SHOULDERS

SHAMPOO
6LEEM

TOOTHPASTE
SUKE ROLL ON ANTI-PERSPMANT

DEODORANT ^^ « unsc

SURE ANTI-PERSPIRANT

SPRAY

100 CT

1S0Z

tVkOZ

29'

»2.39

n.59

n.59

(f^o^^TOSfiMMffl
(flono/?^

REDEEM THIS VALUABLE J^ COUPON

DOUBLE
S&H GREEN STAMPS

MON.-TUES. & WED. ONLY

WfTH ANY PURCHASE

1^
"J)

:^

VALID OCT 30 NOV 4

UNIT ONI AT I GUIS FOODS

EXCIUDING CIGARETTES

^0 1)0(5

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

kn RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTIT«S

LOUIS
FOODS

N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST, MASS

• • FROZEN FOODS & DAIRY••
/"

SWEET UFE

VEGETABLES
CORN. MIXED VEGETABLES.

GREEN PEAS

310 0ZW

<QU^
SWEET UFE

CRINKLE CUT

FRENCH FRIES

MINUTE MIAD

ORANGE
JUICE

SWANSON FRIED

CHICKEN

DINNER

SARA LEE ORIGINAL

POUND

CAKE
$

IOV4 OZ

« o9

1.09

SOR PARKAY

CORN OIL

MARGARINE

HOOD

C SOUR

CREAM

TWM
8 OZ TUBS

8 0Z

HOOD FLAVORED

COHAGE
Unttot CHIVIER CHIVE LB

PINEAPPLE CHIVE

75

39

79

Monday, Octob«i iO, iH/B
iColiegian 7

NOVEMBER ISAWISE
To save on our prices

and our Stamps

)\ ) ' i This Week s

^<\*;'.'..\\\»;-,\\*.v.N\\%\v.%:»\\vjcO':t%y.>:*.:vV'.v.v:':'.v,

IT'S A SWEET LIFE SALE!
^BLMIS

m
r

SWEET LIFE

VEGETABLE SALE
CUT OR FRENCH GREEN BEANS

CUT V^AX BEANS

15V2 OZ
CANS 1

SUTEETCOM

'Tz:^::^'iif^'

SWEET LIFE

& VEGETABLE SALE
SLICED BEETS'TENDER PEAS'CREAM

& WHOLE KERNEL CORN'WHOLE WHITE POTATOES

416 0Z$1
CANS JI

WITH C8UP0N A {7 SO PURCHASE OR MOREw
y^ EXCLWJING CIGAREnES

SWEET Lffi

GRANULATED

SWEET UFE 11 OZSWEET UFE nOZ ^ /OA<
MANDARIN ORANGES 2/89
SWEET UFE M UGHT SYRUP

SLICED PEARS z» oz

SWEET UFE CAUFORMA 28 OZ

WHOLE TOMATOES

SWEET LIFE RED IN BRINE

KIDNEY BEANS

SWEET UFE INSTANT

COCOA MIX

SWEET LIFE NON DAIRY

CRANBERRY SAUCE 3/89' MrCAloNr& CHEESE S/'l

1.39

89'

89'

79'

79'

SUGAR
SLB
BAG 89

VALID OCT. 30 NOV 4

LIMIT 0«£ AT LOUIS FOODS

SWEET LIFE CREAMY OR CHUNKY

PEANUT BUnER i8 oz

^ /r <fl
SWttT Lilt Nur

lr\ CREAMER

2/79'
#^ /Cii SWEET LIFE i

„3/*l BLEACH

79'

SWEET LIFE WILD

BIRD FOOD

SWEET LIFE ALL FABRIC

16 OZ

5 LB

r
SWEET LIFE ONE

REG«<DIET

40 OZ PKG

SWEET UFE LEMON OR PINK

FABRIC SOFTENER

SODA

WITH COUTON A $ ' 50 PURCHASE OR MORE

EXCLUDING CICARErTES 3SR340

FREE28 OZ
BTL

VALID OCT. 30 NOV 4

LIMIT OMC AT LOUIS FOODS

r""
^M COUPON & $ 7 50 PURCHASE OR MORE S'\

EXCIUDIMG CIGARETTES "

SWEET UFE PURE VEGETABLE

SALAD

OIL

SWEET LIFE

PASTA
REG OR THIN SPAGHEni«SHELLS*ELBOWS

$

I.H i.ll Ii«m(

{

416 OZ %\
PKGS Jk

SWEET UFE

FACIAL TISSUE

3
200 CT ^
PKGS y

24 OZ69
VALID OCT. 30 NOV 4

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

r WfTH COUPON & $7.50 PURCHASE OR MORE

EXCIUOIW; CKARETTES 27

J

SWEET UFE 5 0Z

FROZEN

WAFFLES FREE
VALID OCT. 30N0V. 4

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

r'^JTH MUPON & $7 50 PURCHASE OR MORE jg %
EXCLODING CIGARETTES I

! S«»EET LIFE REG & RIPPLE

TETLEYIBI^ ^A f

• • GROCERY SPECIALS 1^^

TETLEY

TEA

BAGS
100 CT

PKG

$1.39

1 POTATO

; CHIPS 8 0Z39
VALID OCT 30 NOV 4

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

BETTY CROCKER

SUPER MOIST

CAKE MIX

HI^C ALL FLAVORS

FRUIT

DRINKS
46 OZ

CAN

59'
moz WW

2/99

POLANER

STRAWBERRY
PRESERVES

GLADE SOLO

AIR

FRESHENER eoz 2/69

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPWCAL ERRORS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTTTIES

^.v ^
• i v\i

, - 1 J
-

FOODS
N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST. MASS
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,Buy "Great Beef"
the whole way!

Easily cut into deliCKXis steaks and roasts

to save you money

Whole8-1 Olbs Untrimmed

Boneless Beef

Wholes- 1 0lbs.Untrimmed

Boneless Beef
Loin Strip 2?^
Meats tor Cold Weather Meals

Stewing Beef ~^. ••- *1 59,

Short Ribs ^^ -«-. '149.

Shin Beet ..riT - '129.

Beet Back Ribs 79?

Beef Neck Bones : :. 39'

Great BeeS'' Round-up!
Shop our big color insert! 1 6 pages of specials!

If you missed your copy in the early week news-

paper-pick one up at our courtesy booth.
Reg. or Unsalted

Countryfine Point Cut

Corned Beef
Brisket'fo*

Rat Cut $1 391b ^^ Vbj

self service deliouahty
brands at money-saving prices'

Stop & Shop Extra Mild

Stop& Shop"Great Beef'USDA Choice

SIHoin
Ste

alrisco
miiim
59Saltines

16 ounce
pkg

Jumbo 104ct Roll

j^ Viva

Peanut Butter ^SSi^c'li^rsU' 79^

Preserves ^r.^?r^

Franks
Sold onty in 31b pkg $2 97

v
Colonial Bacon
Hillshire Kielbasi

Oscar Mayer

<(>i»a M49
M.69.

corner deli Tempting deli foods

Avai'atA; lo More leatixmg a service del'

Deutschnnacher

Beei ShellLoin
Beef Rib steak Large End ^ '1.79.

Underblade Steak "t^^ '1.39.

Boneless Blade Steak S& '1 89.

^iShouldqr
189

lorLondon Broil

Specialson delicious Roasts

Boneless Beef Chuck Roast *1 .49.

Underblade Roast ^^et^e^^ *1.29.

Shoulder Roast Beef Chuck 1 .59.

Beef Round Tip Roast ^i^fh^e 1.69.

79'

Asstd Flavors

Royal
laclii

or Asstd
Colors

Sandwich Bags
Heinz Kosher Dill

SaoptShoc

orraMtilM
3tot m

59*

69«

Stop & Shop Yellow

UPeaches
Assorted Ravors

Steak
Beef
Chuck
USDA
Choice

Royal Pudding uJSSL«4*, M
Betty Crocker '^Ss::^ 99*

Instant Coffee

ell
House
3^

Apple Sauce
snptsnoo 59"

Creme Cookies "^."S^rS^ir 59*

lOounce

BoiognaK' | iCTCround Beef
^I^B 41b

^^^^ pkg.

Tetley Tea Bags "^y*' '1.49

Rice Krispies u'SS'iB 79*

24 ounce bottle

Wesson
Pure
Vegetable
Oil

Ocean Spray

5efry

99Cocktail
48 ounce
tx>ttte

•Soi M
vcgauttt Juoa

79*

66-
Grapefruit Juice

V-8 Cocktail

;hunk Light TunaChunk Light Tui

Riunbl
6V20Z.
can
in oil 69

Cello Franks ^..m^-^ M.49-

Roast Beef ..'^^c^^ ^3.29.

Cole Slaw -*»s'« 65?

Cheddar Cheese m,*-^ '1 .99e

Soldonlyin4lb. pkg.'1.22.

CKOUNDBEEF

•Fresh Ground Beef sealed m plastic

sleeve Slice mto burgers or use

tor a juicy meatloaf Not more
than 26% tat

frozen meat Ai. ween specials

Dutch Frye or Batter Dip

lueaver Chlcken
Breast '^^
22 ounce pkg ^^
Weaver Chicken >"rA. '2.69

kitchen
Try one and you II see

whiat makes em so good'

iy2lbs. Beef Pattiesi2?r2'r4:rpTtt«s ..

3lbs. Beef Patties

4lbs. Beef Patties

5lbs. Beef Patties

Countryfine Frozen
8-6 our>ce Patties (*o

Countryfine Frozen

32-2 ounce Patties i*o

1.99

4.99

Wishbone Italian

Hershey Mini-Chips

DrMamg
ftoi t)on» 59"

M 49

iter {67.6oz.)NR.btl.

Glory
Soda
59Reg or Diet

Assorted
Flavors

Kraft Miracle Whip T 99*

Whole KernelCom^* 4 'SSL M

Macaroni & Cheese

Kraft
Dinner

47.07V
pkgs ^^^

Planters Peanuts
Potato Chips ic«r. NiM»i

99^ Rice-a-Roni
Spaghetti Sauce
MMt PlarorMuthnom

2t)Ol W

1.39SinptSXoo t

pkg '5.99,

^resh Cheese
180Z
size

Cheese Pizza !V;^:r M.79

Double Cheese ^^^.1^ M .39

Mushroom Pizza '"rr.'r"1 ,49

dairy products specially priced'

Sundae Style

._ Coloititio
Yogurt4£1
A<;sortGa Flavors ^» ^^^

Countryfine Frozen
20-4 ourKe

patties

Match

pples us#i
120

Beef, Chicken or Liver
aM^^ Ravored

SVFooa
426ozW

cans ^^LSun Glory

^ Dish Detergent

"^almolive

Friskies 59'

ChunkDogFood2S,',^SS4"cr *1

22 ounce
bottle

Ajax Detergent «a:^«,. M.29
Dynamo Liquid ^^^"TSTMig

Plain Yogurt ";^ 79
Sour Cream 59

Cream Cheese ' . 59^

80Z pkq. Stop & Shop

r^^Bisciiits

Mcintosh, Idaf^eds, Empires. Red Romes Mutsu, Mollys,

Spencers. Staymans. Bananas Red & Golden Delicious

...all the fall favorites, many from N.E. orchards

Mcintosh orCortlands m 9k'.^esl^

Idaho Baking Potatoes u s no i 5 ^ 79*

Half Gallon Fresh Apple Cider

Fresh California Celery Hearts pkg Ov3

frozen foods ah kinds of foods for quick-to-tix meals

Mrs. Smith's

lie
Mrs. bmitn

i Ki
26 ounce pkg.

Stop & Shop

mange
Juice
360/cans^^^

Lender's Bagels v<««».

Sara Lee -'v.Duncon 99'
Cheese Pizza

Taste O'Sea 9 ch«K:« pacAAQf

M.49
59'

rinilk

^N.lo

health & beauty aids Snelves stocked with an your favonte brands

Regular or Mint 9oz. tube

;.Crest99
5 Varieties

Parkay Margarine

Cheese Food Slices

I Cl^' Toothpaste

Sure Roll On
Efferdent Tablets

Clairol

32 ounce bot^e ^^
Mouthwash ^^Mouthwash

Nyquil Cold Medication

Tylenol Tablets

Cotton Swabs
Powder

Sioci o "*^ CXJ*

Chicken,
Turkey, Veal,

Meat Loaf or

Salisbury Steak

Dinner

lalf Gallon

Ice

Vegetables ;^^XS.2:3

Sun Glory

Assorted Flavors

Rich's Bread Dough *.

Bircfs Eye Cool Whip '^- 59'

HADLEY-AMHERST Route9 at the Hadley-Amherst Une.8a.m.-10p.m.,Mon.-Sat.We redeemyour Federal Food Stamps.
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Editorial / Opinion
To The Editor:
The morning

after

To the Editor:

A sad mess. There was no other way to

describe the sight that greeted people

who came on campus Sunday morning

after a night of "Halloween fun. " The

grounds around the Campus Center and

Student Union BIdg. were not so appall

ing in terms of litter as they were in terms

of destruction. There was enough broken

glass- the result of willful maliciousness

to make the campus dangerous as well as

embarrassing.

Isn't it sad that in this university com-

munity there is a small and sick group of

individuals who must equate fun with

destructiveness. Isn't it sad that in this

university community there are young

men and young women whose behavior

can best be described as a group of silly

and dangerous adolescents. Isn't it

doubly sad that the majority of the univer

sity community has to live with the pro

perty damage, debris and even threat of

bodily harm as a result of this group And
finally, isn't it ironic that the same com

munity which is so quick to speak out

against social injustices and environmen

tal threats tolerates it.

Will II take the death of a student as a

result of this sort of "fun" to make so

meone stand up and say. "responsibility"

back into our vocabulary. And for those

individuals who will not accept the

responsibility to pursue a good time

without resorting to destructiveness,

perhaps it's time for the university to start

teaching it.

Outside of this 'Happy Valley" en

vironment we live in where any activity is

legitimant because "I feel like doing it,
"

IS a world which holds people responsible

for their activity through social norms and
when they fail, legal enforcement of

those norms. We may be prepanng minds

and skills for that world, but in the case of

some individuals, we seem to have a long

way to go towards preparing responsible

and mature adults.

Jon S. Crane
Communication Studies Dept.

Everybody's

responsibility

To the Editor;
o^^ #^ i

Corcoran's letter in the Oct. 2b Col-

legian ends with a plea for "you envorn-

mentalists" to protest the metal con-

glomerate near the stadium Corcoran

'should realize that it is his responsibility

to be involved in a community problem.

The environmental conservation

movement is a collection of people, from

all walks of life, with diverse histories,

who share a concern ove the quality of

our common life support system. The

successes of the movement derive from

eliciting, in other human beings, a

recognition of a compelling human in-

terest in a healthy environment- which

we all share,- healthy or not. Thus, Cor

coran's phrase indicating some sort of

role rigidity betrays little knowledge of the

nature of environmentalism.

We all have a vital stake in curbing tox

ic substances- you can't buy your way

out.

common air-youWe all share the

can't analyse it away.
We all are a little more crowded when

open space is "used.
"

We are impoverished by wasteful use of

limited resources, like metals you can't

expect a superman to step in and solve a
problem that is our human duty to wrestle

with.

No one "else" has any more respon

sibility to protest waste, and environmen

tal disruption, than each one of us.

The answer to Corcoran's plea is: you
are the defender of your life support

system. If you want help in your fight

there are people in the Sierra Club.

Friends of the Earth, or the UMass Coali

tion for Environmental Quality (R.S.O

113471. But they cannot subsitute for your

committment.
Frank Olbris

Florence

Endorsement

ignored

To the Editor:

l\/lention of a crucial portion of Julian

Bond's recent speech at UMass was
omitted in the Collegian's coverage of his

appearance here. Bond, noted civil rights

activist and Georgia State Senator, ex

pressed strong support for the re-election

of U.S. Senator Edward Brooke, calling

him "a fine man" and "a credit to the

U.S. Senate "
It is unfortunate that this

important endorsement, though reported

in papers throughout the state, went un

noticed by students at the very school

where it was qiven.

Many students here are active in

UMass Students for Brooke, part of the

Senator's state wide youth campaign. Ed

Brooke has worked hard for students and

now it's time we repaid his efforts by en-

sunng his re election to the U.S. Senate.

If anyone would like to look at- his record,

or is interested in joining UMass Students

for Brooke, please stop by our table on

the Campus Center Concourse or call

Karen at 253 5028.

We hope students will vote for perfor-

mance, not promises, on November 7and
re elect Ed Brooke.

UMass Amherst
Students for Brooke

'Ejaculatory

journalism'

To the Editor:

In response to your "...Sex Raid at

191..." article (Monday, Oct. 23) Joe

Quinlan and Sean T. Horgan:

Why did you choose to ignore the fact

that predominantly all assault and battery

charges against homosexuals are the

result of the 'target' (homosexual) merely

touching the 'bait' (police)?

Why did you choose the words "under

cover officer" to describe those who are

otherwise sexual-political mercenaries

employing "entrapment" tactics^

Why do you choose to abet public em
phasis on gay- baiting and male male

molestation when so little effort is made

to censure and apprehend men who
violence women- rapits, batterers, and

pornographers^
None of your teletype copy about

California's Proposition 6 can ammend
your front page effemiphobia. It would

seem that you're feeling sure you've got

women firmly under your heel, and so ex

erase your rnnvenience to tram your

. misogynous cross hairs on men who
don't entirely conform.

Such guillotine news reporting com
miserates with the wrathful many who act

and speak as though they'd rather die

than see a woman truly free or a man ef

feminate. You must stop your contemp

for women and effeminacy You must

stop your e/aculatory /ournalism You

must stop now.
Scott Douglas Weston

Southwest Men's Center
Advisory Board

<\

Hkj
U. /

Av?

f^^^'^ IT 5AFE ^

PAUL YANOWITCH

Ass-tonishing realities

It is extremely rare, if not unprecedented,

to find me up, let alone about, on a Sunday

morning. However, this past Sunday, I had

the myopic pleasure of v\/itnessing the sun's

existence prior to our normal meeting well

into the mid-afternoon. There are those

who reveal in the masochistic pleasures of

walking at some obscure early hour to per-

form various solitary tasks in the precious

few hours of unnerving silence that for

some unknown reason bless each day.

They get up, dress, do their yoga, run a few

miles before any self-respecting-engine-

would even consider turning over in public,

and then come home to a breakfast of

whey, barley, tufo and other assorted in-

spirational foods from Nature. After a nice

shower, they sit down to the leisurely task

of reading the Sunday paper Of course,

four or five hours later, when you or i gel

up, there are no more Sunday papers,

which says something about the number of

uncivilized people who live in this area.

Anyway, back to my original point. At

this absurdly early morning hour, I sat

down with my Raisin Bran and for want of

anything else, and an inability to focus or

concentrate. I decided to turn on the tube.

What I saw was a commercial that astound

ed me; that shocked my conscience and

made rriy raisins run cold. They were adver

tising a doll that would wet its diapers, and

would simulate a rash. To demonstrate

such, a young girl, well into her pre-Lolita

years, carefully, and in her most maternal

manner, undid the dfaper to reveal, upon

plasticene cheeks, a raw, ugly, red rash.

It is not that I want to prevent the world

from learning of the existance of diaper

rash; after all, can anyone name a more in-

tegral part of post-natal life? I always

thought, however, that one had to be of

the age of majority to discuss diaper rash

and similar diseased topics, in public.

However, if advertisers and network ex-

ecutives believe that dolls should be

'upgraded' and more accurately reflect the

pains and ass-tonishing realities of life, then

kudos to those progressive thinkers. No

longer will we tolerate deceptive and

misleading dolls; children must be taught

how to face the problems and cataclysmic

tortures that lie in wait for them. The idea

actually has a great deal of merit, so in the

spirit of cooperation and materialism, I

would like to suggest a few dolls for our

manufacturers:

Jerry Brown doll; This doll, when wound
up, will refJeat what you have just said, and

then convince you that he (the doll) was in

favor of it 6 months ago. Comes with or-

biting satellite and Linda Ronstadt.

Edward J. King doll: this doll comes as a

complete set; included are a look-alike

stretch doll, a bulldozer, tractor and

American Express card. Also included are

ample supplies of uprooted shrubs, trees

and assorted rubble. For a low extra cost,

you will be able to purchase a battalion of

look a like state troopers, a wharf and lan-

ding strips. This doll will come with a

manufacturers warning: DO NOT USE
THIS DOLL INDOORS.

Cardinal Wotyla doll: When the cord on

this doll is pulled, it sings; "I'm off to be the

wizard, the wonderful wizard of OZ."

Menachem Begin' This doll will only be

sold as part of a set along with portable set-

tlements. When turned on, this doll talks,

and talks, and talks. Batteries sold

separately.

Frank Hatch doll; This doll, and its ac-

companying 50 acre estate, will be sold on-

ly to the well-to-do, the intelligensia and

those who have never worked a day m their

life. After all, the rest of us will simply not

no how to use this doll properly.

Tommy O'Neill doll: This doll, orginally

designed to sit up and say, "Da-Da" was

taken off the market by the Consumer Pro

tection Division of the A.G.'s Office. For a

yet undetermined reason, the doll will now
only weep and cry "Da Da, help me."

Randolph Bromery doll; although

manufactured, and reportedly distributed

no one knows where to get one.

Paul Yanowitch is a Collegian Columnist.
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HOUSING INFORMATION
Housing exemption applications are now available
in the Housing Office, 235 Whitmore. They must be
returned to the Housing Office no later than Friday,
November 10, 1978. Late applications will NOT be
processed.

Five College Residential Exchange Program ap-
plications are now available In the Housing Office, 235
Whitmore. Applications must be returned by
November 3, 1978.

For further information, contact the Housing Office
(545-2100).

..'^'vic'^sity of Massachusetts/ Anr.hc^rst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Friday, November 3 8:00 p.m.
Tickets now on sale General Public - $7. 6. 5.

UMass students - S5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and other

students- $6. 5, 4.

Fir£ /RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511
and New England Ticketron Locations.

v».'fS.t'v M \Vr,Sf3rhuSv'tt<;/ A•-^»-^^rs•

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

pdiil taylor
dance company

Tuesday November 7 8 p
• Cloven Kingdom, Polaris, Airs

Wettaesday, Noveniiier 8 8 p
Diggity, Private Domain, Esplanade

FM /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

-;ke(s now on sale Genera! public - $7 6. 5

*v1ass students - $5' 4 3 Senior citizens and»
'her student" • 36. 5. 4

Fnm Arts Cr.«ra«x Orfice MF 9-4, 545 2Sn
i Nt* l«#«wl Ticketron locations.

miDAY (KTOBfK 27

BiiHch Night all night 60c Pr /is dii niqhi tiUis 8 p m 9 p m iii un umiks Hie.

SAnMAY. OCTOUK 2»

Otsco houi Most dnnk« 60c 8 p "> 9 p ii' f-'i e mi.'K.l.ies evf<v night lS9i ti viii

HAUOWEVt SrtUAL WESDAf. OCTOUK il

Ev , 1' nk m ilif house /5(; Ibeei b (l''Hksi 'ii/s u^'-. u"/«s tot Losiurm's (99i, i nvpfl

Proper alttr* r*quirad/"Na laaiis and sneakers /Bottled beer 7Sc

Quonset/Route 9, Hadley, MassJ2S3-9214

saund
economy

A STEREO RECORD Ljo^jj^o^^^ ALBUM SPECTACULAR

\

ROBERTA FLACK
R. Flack

fA :

$4.49

ELAN
Fireball

AyUANT
J

$4.49

GREATEST HITS
Marshall Tucker

t.i •.

anKov ucoics

$4.49

YES TORMATO"

OONT KILL THE WHALE
RELEASE RELEASE

TORMATO
Yes

r^:;:

$4.49

CITY NIGHTS
Nick Gilder

TIME PASSAGES
Al Stewart

$4.49 $4.49

W'llli.im I.. NKhuiii IVt-scnt*

STEVE MARTIN
\\\.W Aiv.iCr.i:\(iuv

LUXURY YOU
CAN AFFORD
Joe Cocker

fi'

$4.49

lixluJi^ rSt Mil Kiiifc: Tut

\I-<- Irklikks I. .11 H.iivWulh

l'Sili-»>ph\ Kl1h;ii>h LcHiui I anwi.it,\

WILD AND
CRAZY GUY
Steve Martin

BUSTING OUT
Jethro Tull

#
$5.59

Pfusf

DOZENS OF OTHER BEST SELL/NG ALBUMS
ON SPECIAL

!

AND
A NEW SELECTION OF CUT-OUTS AND
OVERSTOCKS AT GREAT SAVINGS!

at your record store

camous center/univ. of mass amherst

$7.49

li

Colle tiian n

FAST, FREE DELIVERY EVERY NIGHT
I^obeySe

FIUA

256 8587

11 a.m. -3 a.m.

•We reserve the right to
limit our delivery area •

•ViolS^lic,

PIXXA

256 8587

"O.K., BUT ARE THEY
ANY

GOOD?"
For 3 years the Whole Wheat Pizza Factory has
given Amherst the most abundant & enticing piz-

zas in the Pioneer Valley. We continue to com-
bine the best of all toppings, free 30 min.
delivery, and the inimitable "clean college crust"
made with stone ground Whole Wheat Flour.

We invite you to try the pizza of distinction, and
become the first well fed person on the block.

We make Whole Wheat Pizzas to order, starting

from scratch. We blend tomatoes with our own
mix of herbs & spices to get a luscious, zippy
sauce—and we add extra sauce free on request.

Our cheese in blended in our shop from an
unusual mozzerella we carry in from Vermont
and a mild cheddar to stand up to our other
hearty ingredients. Fresh ground meats come
from the market down on Main Street and we
slice our fresh mushrooms and vegetables daily.

Honey and sea salt are used in place of refined
sugar and salt throughout. Wholesome,
premium quality food, freshly baked and
delivered hot, fast and free-if you still have to
ask if they're any good, you'd better come down
to the corner of Main and Triangle Streets and
watch us make one for you to try!

• FREE*
ICOKES!

with

ANY
PIZZA

...you must ask

4 large Cokes with
a Ig. pizza

2 large Cokes with
a sm. pizza

We Also Have 5.5 oz.

TROPICANA ORANGE JUICE
25c and

10 oz. HONEY PURE
SODA-ROOT BEER, LEMON
COOLER, BLACK CHERRY

50c

l^oks^He,

[FIZXA

This certificate entitles the bearer

to a reduction

$1 OFF
fPl^ff*e

PIXXA nt

ANY LARGE, TWO-ITEM PIZZA ORDERED
COUPON EXPIRES SAT., NOV. 11

One coupon per pizza, please
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Adult Enteili*i'i>n«*nt

Majestic CmeiM^
M Cottage Street

'

»ton MA W7 2346

Oct 26 31

ADDY 7 10

Y LADY 8 50

I. Thurs ft Fn
21 not admitted

AMktrtt CMiiMt Foo4

W Mam St 2&3 7836
•fresh Chinese
vegotables from our
own farm

•Fully air conditioned
•Closed Wednesday
•Luncheon specials

SI 25 and up

ifasonable puce

Hotomm»«ii(.ie<l hy fh»'

NfA Vwik Tirvos

Notarization of absentee ballots will be
available according to the following
schedule:

CC 904 908 10/30, 31,

11/01
10 a.m. -4 p.m.

CC 911 915 11/2 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

CC 904 908 11/3, 6 10 a.m. 4 p.m.

CC917 11 7 10 am 4 p.m.

University of Massochuscfts / An^'hcprst

FINE /«TS CENITER PRESENTS

oii^pns ^
California §tiite
A BIG HIT CALIFORNIA SUITF IS AVERY VERY
VERY FUNNY PLAY YOU LL HAVE CARDIAC
ARREST FROM LAUGHTER

CAROLYN JONES JAMES DRURY
Sunday, October 29 3 p.m., 8 p.m.

Tickets now on sale. General public $8 7 6 UMass
students - $6, 5, 4. Senior citizens • $7. 6, b.

FINE >RTS CENfER CNCERT H4.L
Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4. 545 2511

A New England Ticketron Locations.

To place a classified ad. drop by the Col
legian office (CC 113) between 8 45 am
and 3 45 p m Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip and mail form found in

most issues of the Collegian Classified

deadline is 345 p m two days in advance
of publication date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c
per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per
line per day, 30 consecutive issues, 30c per
line per day One line is roughly equivalent
to 38 characters

1

AUTO FOR SALE

For sale- 1970 Spitfire MK Ill-c72
engine— new trani, clutch — low miles—

4

Michetin radials— body excellent. $1000 or

BO. Call Dave, 6-5101.

73 Buick Century, 63K mi., 2 dr., HT, int.

&mech. exc, bodygd., AM/FM stereo, rr.

def., PS, PB, $1600 BO, call Mike, 6-5340,

aft. 4.

7B CJ5 Golden Eagle jeep, modified

engine, very good condition, only 12,000

miles.

74 Audi 100LS. new st. bit. radials, good
body, needs work, call Amy, 549-5815, 11

p.m.

1978 Chevy van. C-10, long body, power
steering, AM/FM stereo, heavy duty
suspension and shocks, radial tires, ex-

cellent condition, call Marc, 545-2591 days,

666-4542 nights and weekends.

ENTERTAINMENT

Good seats still available! Talking Heads
tickets now on sale at TIX and the Union
Record Service.

Disco Dave is back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ. Reasonable
rates, callD.L. Disco at (413) 567-1715 (col-

lect) and ask for Dave or Bryan.

FOR RENT

Furnished room, 10-min. walk from

C'^ass & downtown, also on bus route.

Available Nov. 1, call 549-3893 for details.

Lovely furnished room in Easthampton,
kitchen, bath, phone, 20 minute drive, call

527-5420, ask for Mrs. Anderson.

FOR SALE

2 pair of Hanson ski boots for sale. Riva

soft model. 2 years old. V. good condition.

Asking $40/ pair. Call Gayle at 546-5604.

Vivitar zoom lens, 90-230, Ik. new, BO
over $120. call Debbie, 323-5575. morn. &
eve.

Skis Blizzard Prototyp. Very good condi-
tion, 170cm, $1 10 or BO, call Mitch, 6-5490.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79
South Pleasant St., Amherst, daily 11-0.

FOUND

Calculator w/ SS # in PUffton, 549-6886.

HELP WANTED
Are you sincereabout getting ahead? Will-

ing to work to reach your goals? If positive-

minded, organized and honest, this could
, be for you. Let's find out. Call Norm Pa-
quette at 1-736-3446.

Excellent income, part-time— full-time

opportunity. Arrange own hours, personali-

ty, car required, call 247-5740.

Breakfast cook, 6:30 a.m. -11 a.m.
Thursdays, good pay/ fringe benefits, apply
to/at Butterfield dorm co op or Ron,
545-0182.

Wanted — experienced jugglers for
Madrigal Dinner. December 7-10 and 13-16
plus rehersals. Call E.W. Abercrombie,
545-0437 or 545 2227.

Earn $ B-4 XMas. I will help you start your
own business in retail sales, call Debbie at

323-5575 for appointment.

Union Video Center has opening for 4 hr.

a week work study student. Join an ex-

citing project, call Jessie, 5-1336.

2 work study positions available—

1

must be able to work Mon. and Fri. morn-
ings. Apply Student Activities Office, Rm.
416, Student Union.

Cook— responsible p>erson to cook meals 4
days a week for local fraternity. Good pay
and benefits. Kitchen exp. pref. Contact
Jim Gonsalves at 545-0211-5-0210.

Part-time helpers to attach hooks to

mailboxes in Amherst, Belchertown and
Hadley. $3.00/hr. Apply Circulation Office,

Amherst Record.
»

Work-study student for national women's
training project. 10-15 hrs. per week. Must
type. $4/hr. Call 5-1568.

Food for thought—am seeking an Organic
Chem. tutor who would be willing to barter

an hour or so worth of tutoring for a

nutritious, delicious, homecooked
vegetarian dinner. Ca ll Rose, 256-6388.

Help wanted help wanted help wanted.
4 work study jobs on campus. Apply
Greenough Snack Bar, after 7 p.m., ex-

perience desired. We are located in Central
Area.

INSTRUCTION

French student would give lessons,

beginners/advanced, conversation, fees

negotiable. Call Florence: 546-531 7.

Disco dance lessons— are you tired of

watching everyone having a good time dan-
cing while you just sit there? If so call Amy,
546-5683, £r you'll be on your way to being
the best on the floor.

LOST
~

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

PERSONALS

Off-topic debate coach needed. Smith
College, call Beth Gill, 586-0275.

Nick and Jayne— Congrats! Love, A.D.
etC;

Beth— happy 18th, RLC.

Groundbeef, happy birthday. Love, PM.

On Stage at Mt. Farms Mall offers 20% off

all reg. priced merch. to alt college students
& staff. Remember your ID!

2 work study positions available—

1

must t>e able to work Mon. and Fri. morn-
ings. Apply Student Activities Office, Rm.
416, Student Union.

B ill, happy second, I love you!!! Beth.

Retraction— last Tuesday, Oct. 17, I plac-

ed an untrue ad in the personal section of

the Collegian using my roommate Mat
Sinesi's name without his consent as a

prank. I deeply regret any embarrasment
that came to him due to this practical joke.

Stephen Lynch.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Roommate
665 3303.

in Sunderland, $70-1-,

Roommate wanted, 15 min. to campus,
Granby, low rent, 3 bedroom, call Jim at
467-3795.

Own room in Sunderland apt., immediate,
$80 + , non-smoker, older student, call

Charles, 5-2876, 5-0444, 665^775.

F. roommate wanted for own room in

apt. in big house. Main St., Amherst,
253-7150.

SERVICES

Hauling service, call 549-4730, after 5
p.m.

Sound system for hire, coffeehouses,
bands, discos, call Rick, 584-4105.

Resume Preparation, $35, Personal Ser-
vice Success Motivation Institute, 25 Main
Street (Fitzwilly's Square, Rm. 30), Nor-
thampton, tel. 586-6433.

Photography passport or portrait instr.,

by appt., resume work, Steven, 253-5081.

Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for

your 256-page mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10,250 topics listed. Pro-
mpt delivery. Box 25907-B, Los Angeles,
Calif., 90025, (213) 477-8226.

WANTED TO RENT

One room kitchen bath privileges, need
car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

HYPNOSIS

Free introductory session, improve all

reading skills, concentration, memory intui-

tion, exam taking, etc. No gimmicks, it real-

ly works. Starts promptly 7:00 p.m. Wed.,
Nov. 1, Campus Center Rm. 809, 30 seats,

KR Morse. M.E.D. Prof. Hypno. 532 5703.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, General
Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.

Monday, October 30, 1978
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 How
4 Baster
9 Flower stalk

» — Fail

Stone of

Destiny

5 Sheeplike
16 Canada's

Miss Secord
17 2nd grade

products
19 Lar.y —
?0 Fast of foot

21 Native
Abbr

22 — humbug
23 Dry run
24 Where Ex-

eter IS

26 Finest

29 Curling mark
31 Epoch
32 Poker stake
33 Apprehend
36 Adam s son
38 One o» ten

39 Snood
41 Arena
43 Finale

44 Repeat
46 Builds

47 Grows old

49 Big casino
50 Tear

51 Skin Comb
form

52 Stalks

54 Dill

58 Shake a —
60 Regt Supp

Off

61 Teed oft

62 Clear as

64 Fast mis-

sive 2 words
66 Mucilage
67 Exemplary
68 Sea eagle
69 Cup Fr

TO Belgium
river

?^ Slam
DOWN

1 Up high

2 Firearm

3 Eating

places

4 Species
5 Stowe
heroine

6 Flinch

7 Salad plants

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Saturday s Puttie Solved
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COUSIN ZONKBR, SUB
BING FOR. THE FLU-
STRJCKtN MARK SlACK
MeVBR ON '^PROFILES
ONPAMPe"!

JOCAY'S ouesT
IS MR MILBS
POTASH

, AUTHOR THANK
AND PROFtiAlON iOU. MR
AL MASOCHISl HARRIS
UieiCOMt BACK.

I

MUS,
JUL US,

lAJHO^DIPW FIRST

eniNTER-
eSTEPIN
PAIN^

ilitli I'Vt AUUAVS
HAPACmAlNAP-
TITUPE FOR n. BUT
I OUesS I DIPN7
REALL/Bt6IN HURT-
INO MYSeiF UNTIL

AFTiRCOLL£Oe.

I see. Am NO, RUNNING
iOUCFeATB BUT THAT'S

MOSTOFVOUR A 600P
efFeCTS THR0U6H 0\i TO
J366IN6, Ri6HT' START

8 Puts back
9 Slice

10 Melon
11 Genuine
12 Tennis —
13 Lug
18 Outdo
24 Spots
?5 Carps
27 Portly

28 Swarms
30 Slave ol old

33 Leading
34 Grassland
35 Having no

jockey
37 Mata —

^ I SAW THE WHOLE t
^ ^ UN/VERSE LAST ^
0)0)0 NfGHT ON THESE

45 ^ CD

CO «o O
Q)

ci Q)^^ ^

/ OX., BUT YOl^'Sp

GONfVA BE SORfKY
WHEN you SEE

y^WHAT thev oo .

/<S SPAM L.EAV£S,A OAI^K

(^£M HMNTS HIM. FOl^ Mfiti

CAfiNoT T-AMP^n SAF£Ly
WITH f^fS Mf/VO-i^Sr /^

HAYBE
LATER^Cf^EG

fine new & antique jewelry
custom desi^ & repairs

select gift items
Omega watches

Special—one week 14k S Link bracelets (S.SO

:<1 South nc;Lsniii St. .\nilu-ivt aS.'V^HR

IV 'CV AON 6-9 AON
diqoijOAy sSuj^^is 6ufUdA3 puo Aoq \\ioq

g-6 tuoj^ >|a8M siq; ua>|Bi aq him s^uaoijuioddv

'3D 'U8 "^a Ol 6uio6 JO pl_SZ-9P9 6ui||B0 Aq

Sliy>JJ.>IOd \IOIH3S
JOl X Vfl^% I

"^dde jnoA a>|BLu

s3ivnaY>i9 A>ivnKvr
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r" HAPPY HOUR
MON SAT

3 00 6 00

DIS( OUNTS ON ALL
DOMESTIC AMD IMPORTED

BEERS

onlv Ht

Northampton

p€tino§
57 N Pleasant St

253 5141
Across from the fire station

only area showing
NOW. Ends Tuesday
eves- 7:00 and 9:00

De Broca's

Crowning
Touch ! / ^

J t>

C ^'**y^'
.*i

V^
f

• r

AlAN BATtS
(New 35mm Print!)

A- THE GATES
)' SMITH COLLEGE

Monday, October 30, 1978

PRESEASON
X C SKI SALE

Limited Supply:
Silva Jogger II

Wood Waxable

Complete
Package:

$63.68

Other packages
$69.95 and up

Amherst
Cycle Shop
253 Triangle

549-3729

Northampton
Bicycle

21 Pleasant
586-3810

TexQS Instruments
odvQnced slide rule

calcubtor uuith progrommobility
TI-55

Calculator
Declslon-Malcing

Sourcebook

BACK
IN

STOCK!

DISCOUNT
PRICED AT
ONLY $41.95

•Perform repetitive calculations at the touch of a key with 32 program-
ming steps.

•Fast analysis of relationships in data with mean, standard deviation,

variance, correlation and linear regression capabilities.

•10 user-accessible memories

•Also includes, tri, log, hyperbolic, roots, lowers, factorials, reciprocal,

percent and more.

at the calculator store

campus center /univ of mass amherst

M — F 9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Sat. 11 a.m. 4 p.m.

Monday, OctotJer 30 1978
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Experience vs youth:
hoop seniors triumph
by Steve Zack
Collegian Staff

It was a case of the older generation win
ning out against their younger counterparts

as the Minutemen White squad triumphed
over the Minutemen Red squad in the an-

nual basketball scrimmage by a lopsided

scoreof 93 70
Senior Len "Truck" Kohlhaas was the

game's high scorer with 25 points. While

shooting 67 from the floor (10 for 15).

Mark Haymore tallied 23 points (11 for 16

from the floor) for the victorious white-

shirted team 1 ommy Witkos led the losing

team with 17 points.

The game started out at a slow pace with
the Red team scoring the first hoop of the

contest with freshman Bob Burton being

credited with the first basket.
The younger squad held the lead until

Lenny Kohlhaas tipped in a Bill Morrison
miss to tie the score at six apiece Eric

Williams followed Kohlhaas' basket with

one of his own to give the white team an
8 6 lead, a lead that would be built upon
throughout the afternon

With 7 23 remaining in the first half,

Mark Haymore slammed the ball through
the hoop to give the white squad a 28 14

lead.

The second half was much like the first,

with the white squad mounting leads of up
to 24 points before ending the contest with
a 22 point lead and a 93 70 victory

For the first game-condition scrimmage
of the year, the team's overall play was
quite satisfactory There were fine per-

formances by Kohlhaas, Haymore,
Williams, Jay Stewart, George Dennerlein,
Bob Burton, and Tom Witkos.
Coach Jack Leaman was quite pleased

with the performance by his troops
"I was happy overall with the play. I

knew it was a new experience for the
players, playing before a crowd for the first

time this year I thought the crowd would
cause some nervousness in the younger
players but it seems to have affected the
upperclassmen more."
The team will play two more scrimmages

(Greenfield and Pittsfield) before opening
the season on Nov 29 against Harvard in

the Cage.

WHITE (93) - Kohlhaas 10-5-25 Haymore
1 1 1 23 Holcomb 3 1 -7 Nappier 4 4 Den-
nerlein 3-0-6 Morrisin 4-2-10 Williams

6 12Johnson3 6
RED (70) - Grammel 4-2-10 Moynihan
102 Thorne 12-4 Roberts 2-1-5 Burton
7 1 15 Stewart 6 1 13 Bierly 12 4 Witkos
5 7-17

charliii
BI6 NAUOWEEN PARTY

Tuesday Night

Happy Hour ail night

to those wearing costumes

Live entertainment

Prize for the best costume

VT-L

III]

IVi

aoooJtynf^

onf

gooiifooliXftinnU
PRAY ST., Amhfirsl._Mfl&s^549z54Q3l

UMASS
ARTS COUNCIL
PRESENTS LAR

EXULTATION IN DANCE" ST^.^s"''

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1978 @ 8 p.m.

FINE ARTS CENTER CONCERT HALL
Tickets:

UMASS/AMHERST STUDENTS $2.00 and $3.00

GENERAL PUBLIC $3.00 and $4.00

Now on sale at Fine Arts Center Box Office and
all Ticketron outlets. Fine Arts Center Box Office

hours 9 to 4 each day, Monday through Friday

Tel. 545-2511

SPONSORED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS ARTS COUNCIL

Harriers third in IC4A
NEW YORK CITY - The Villanova Wildcats effectively utilized its African exchange

program Ftiday, as it copped the IC4A Eastern Cross County Championships at Van
Cortlandt Park.

Sidney Marre, a South African, and Amos Kipkorir, a Kenyan, shared the honor of
leading the field of over 150 runners around the hilly five mile course After 24:04 the
victory belonged to Marre, as Villanova teammate Kipkorir settled for the runner up
position, nine seconds back.
The Wildcats finished the afternoon with 36 points, by virtue of placing ail seven

team members in the top 23. UMass, behind senior co-captain Mike Quinn's fourth
place showing, grabbed the third team position, as they were one point away from
Fairleigh Dickinson University and the runner up slot

"If someone had told me before the season began that we would get third place in
the IC4A's without Stetson Arnold and Lou Panaccione, I would have admitted myself
into an institution," said coach Ken Brien,

All-American Arnold did not board the van to the Big Apple because of the flu.

Panaccione made the trip, but not the finish of the race as he dropped out after 3 Vi

miles

'I had some sort of stomach virus all week," explained Panaccione. "I just couldn't
get going."
The Minutemen final tally of 138 was provided by Quinn, Rich Walls (25) Mike

Doiron (28), Kevin McCusker (43) and Mike Mortis (45).

Minutewomen remain unbeaten
Last Friday, the number

one ranked UMass
women's soccer team ran
its record to a perfect
11-0-1, with a 3-0
Homecoming victory over a
defensive minded Amherst
College club at Amherst

Although both teams fail-

ed to score in the first half,

UMass displayed a fine of-

fensive attack and con-
stantly tested the Amherst
goalie, while not allowing

the opposition to cross the
midfield line The half end-
ed with UMass outshooting
Amherst, 20-3

At the outset of the se-

cood half, UMass coach
Lou Macedo inserted Elaine

Contant into the game.
Contant, who has had an
outstanding season, scored
the first goal of the game at

the 5:00 mark when she
kicked a line drive that sail-

ed by the outstretched arms

of the Amherst goalie. At
11:02, Contant scored her

second goal when she
booted in a rebound while

standing in front of the

Amherst net. Angie

Cauette, who had several

scoring opportunities
throughout the game,
scored the third and final

UMass goal with an
unassisted effort with 4:02
remaining to play.

Alfred Hitchcock^s thriller

PSYCHO
Monday, October 30

Mahar Aud.
8-10-12

Special Midnight Show
Admission $1.00

M

Tkis WEEk's Biq BARqAiN
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Gridders win 4th straight
fly RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

When the 14,200 Homecoming fans
looked at the scoreboard at Alumni
Stadium for the final time Saturday they
saw: Home 17, Visitor 10, It might have
been more appropriate "^owever, if it had
read Experience 17, Yoi n 10.

Experience, ultimately, was the difference
between the Universities of Massachusetts
and Connecticut, as the UMass defensive
unit, which starts eight seniors, forced
seven turnovers -four fumbles, three
interceptions from a UConn offensive
unit that starts five freshmen, including
freshman quarterb> k Ken Sweitzer.
"We made normal freshman mistakes

today, explained UConn coach Walt
Nadzak, who watched his team's record
slip to 2 6 " Takeaway the turnovers and
it's anybody's game '

Indeed However, UMass, though it

played a less than an awe inspiring game,
converted the turnovers into a seven point
victory that insures the Minutemen of at

least a tie for the Yankee Conference
championship
"That s our first goal: to win the Yankee

Conference championship," said co-

captain Bruce Kimball The victory was the
fourth straight for UMass, improving its

• record to 5-2. It also was the ninth straight

YanCon victory for the Minutement, who
are 4 ihis season, and now must defeat
New Himpshire in three weeks to capture
their sbcond consecutive outright YanCon
championship The last time UMass lost an
in conference game \\

terestingly enough, ISie^.

UConn has spoiled
Honi> iq weekend
appe if the Hu^i

another upset. Tv.

UConn s defensive w.

'976; to in-

,;shife

• than one
titi tuf a while It

.• ero geared for

.' first half

!i flopped what
appeared to be touchdown drives for

UMasb
In the tifst quarter, Denns Dent fumbled

on the uConn four yard line, after he
apparently nad gained d iirst down. Then,
in the second quarter, w-th the game still

scoreless UConn stopped UMass four

straight tiinos after d fit' '

' ioal situation

from the five yard line.

The UMass defense proved just as stingy.

Aftnr the ijoal line stanM, liCnnn's offense
gainea nothing, forcing Rusty Umbergerto
punt from the back line of his endzone,
against the wind
The punt covered 28 yards and after a

personal foul penalty on UConn, the

Minutemen regained possession at the
Huskies 15 yard line. Two plays later Mike

McEvilly rolled to his left and hit fullback
Hank Sareault who rambled into the en-
dzone untouched. It was only the fourth
pass reception of the year for Sareault, but
his eighth touchdown (he's UMass' leading
scorer). Sandro Vitiello, kicking with his left

foot this week, added the extra point and
4:39 seconds into the second quarter
UMass led 7-0.

UMass' other points came on a Vitiello

31 yard field goal that gave the Minutemen
a 10-0 halftime margin, and a third quarter
seven yard TD run by quarterback Mike
McEvilly, who looked more like a fullback
as he ran over safety Darrell Wilson
UConn, which had penetrated past the 50

yard line only twice in the first half, scored
on a 22 yard field goal by Bob Segar and a
17 yard pass from Sweitzer to fullback
Robin Anderson.
That score came with just 2:45 seconds

left bringing back memories of URI's
comeback the week before. However,
Kevin Sullivan fell on the onside kick and
UMass ran out the clock.
The Huskies moved the ball (321 yards

total offense) but committed the type of
errors that plague a team whose starting
offensive backfield has three freshmen and
one senior Four times in the second half

UConn turned the ball over.

Once again. UMass' secondary was the
point of attack. Sweitzer threw 22 times,
completing 10 He hit seven of 12 passes in

the second half.

We felt that was the place to attack,"
said Nadzak The strength of their defense
is up front. They're so physical up fron-

t. they make the secondary look good."
Maybe so, but the secondary has now

intercepted seven passes in the past two
weeks.
Now, with four games remaining UMass

enters the roughest portion of its schedule.
In the next four weeks the Minuteme'i play
Rutgers. Holy Cross, New Hamp.^hire and
Boston College. Fortunately, only the Holy
Cross game is away
Minutemen Mumblings ..McEvilly hit 7-

of 21 passes for 147 /ards.. Some were
wondering about the play selection of
UMass coach Bob Pickett when he elected
to pass late in the fourth period and his

team leading 17-3. McEvilly was in-

tercepted, setting up UConn's score. "We
felt that it was a very safe play," he
said UMass ran off 81 plays to UConn's
66. "They're just a methodical football
team that keeps coming at you." That's
Walt Nadzak's view of UMass... Nadzak
tried a trick play along the lines of Maine's
volleyball punch play. However this was
out of a punting formation...

Spikers blast foes
Explosion. Since last losing to UConn October 21, the UMass women's

volleyball team has exploded; with a vastly improved "set and spike" offense,

they swept Mount Holyoke Thursday, 15-5, 15-4, 15-7, and rolled over Barr-

ington in Vermont Saturday 15-3, 15-9, 15-4.

Said Coach Mike Rhodes of the two matches, "No matter who you name,
we've gotten outstanding play. The Mount Holyoke match was our best perfor-

mance of the year as a team, and at Barrington, we continued our good play.

Choosing who was outstanding in the Barrington match is hard; everybody did

well."

Added co-captain Donna Sasso, "The whole team has a winning attitude;

we're playing as a team again.
"

Performing well in both matches were Kathy Shinnick, Brenda Simmons,
Joyce GresI, Peggy Barber, Chris Perron, and two members of the JV squad who
have been 'promoted' to varsity --- JV captain Lisa Lee and Cathy Desantis.

Now 13-5, UMass next plays Eastern Connecticut and the University of Hart-

ford at Eastern Conn. Tuesday night, before playing their final home game
against Smith, on Thursday night.

Dennis [) .m ii.i. l)les the ball during Saturday's Minutemen Homecominq
triumph over UConn, 17 10. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Huskies edge booters;

dampen playoff hopes
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

For both UMass and UConn this game
meant far more than just a renewal of old
school rivalries. The seasons for both
squads depended on this one contest.
Having lost previous games to other playoff
contenders, each team was desperately
trying to preserve post season hopes.
Another loss would eliminate either squad
from consideration. Both teams knew they
HAD to win. Inevitably one team won and
one team lost. At the conclusion of the
game the scoreboard told the story: UConn
2-UMass 1.

In the early going it was UMass who was
doing the celebrating, as Tasso Kout-
soukos put the Minutemen on top only four

minutes into the half. Taking a feed from
Wayne Moran, Koutsoukos saw an
opening to tfie far left corner of the goal

and drilled it home.

The flow of the game which had belonged
to UMass began to sway in favor of
UConn. Much of this was due to the
continual calls by the referees who seemed
anxious to pacify irate UConn head coach
Joe Morrone. But the referees can only

contribute to the loss it was UMass who
ultimately let the game slip away.
Midway through the half a key turning

point resulted. Tasso Koutsoukos crossed a
pass in front to Joel Mascolo, who was one
on one with UConn goalie Bob Ross.
Mascolo has scored often on similar plays,
but not this time. Unable to direct his shot
to the comer, it went harmlessly to Ross.
Only minutes later UConn came back to

tie the game. UConn's Elvis Comrie took a
direct kick from about 20 yards out, that
spun its way into the corner eluding the
helpless grasp of UMass' Mark Marilla. The
half ended 1-1.

In the second half UConn asserted
themselves, taking control of the play. As
the pressure mounted one could feel it was
only a matter of time before UConn scored.
Ken Murphy eventually got the game
winner. Murphy dribbled around goalie
Mark Marilla and booted the ball into an
empty net.

Despite some frantic last minute attempts
UMass couldn't get the tying goal. The
game and the seasons playoffs hopes came
to a frustrating conclusion.

Stickers nip Chiefs 2-1

Jay Steward (54) makas his mova to the hoop on Len Kbhihaas as guard Jef

Btariy tooks on. Story on p. IS. (Suff photo by Patrick O. Dobbs).

By MIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

Coach Pamela Hixon may
have a few gray hairs after

last Saturday's game with
Springfield but at least

she'll be growing old
gracefully. The
Minutewomen scored twice
in the second half to nip the
Chiefs 2-1 giving the
stickers their much desired

revenge of their opening
game loss, while running
their unbeaten streak to ten
games.

At 24:55 of the second
half junior Laurel Walsh
chipped in a deflection of a

Judy Strong shot to win the
game for the
Minutewomen, now 9-2-1,

headed for next weekend's

first round of the EAIAW
tournament.
The first half inlcuded op-

portunities for both squads
as Springfield had five

penalty corners and UMass
had a Lynsie Wicknr>an goal

called back for being shot

outside the circle. It was the

Chiefs who scored first,

their only goal coming on a

Laurie Smith shott off a re-

bound following a Karen
Stifter save.

"We were letting Spr-
ingfield play their game,"
Hixon said later. "We had
to take it to them and make
their defense handle the

ball," she added, reflecting

her strategy against UNH
last Tuesday.
The Minutewomen did

capitalize in the second half

and waited very little time to

do so. At 2:40 Lynise
Wickman did the
unassisted number on the

Springfield defense, getting

her ninth goal of the
season.

Wickman's goal started a

half of UMass domination
and offensive pressure in-

cluding five penalty corners

all of which was capped by
Walsh's game winner at

24:55.

Walsh, a starter for the
first half of the season, did
not start Saturday's game.
She was inserted late in the
game by Hixon for her stick
handling ability around the
goal. The game winner was
Walsh's seventh goal of the
season.



with supermarket prices.

ADVERTISED
ITEM POUCY

Each of these advertised items is re-
quired to be readily available for sale
at or below the advertised price in
each AErP Store, except as specifi-
cally noted in this ad.

W6doalotofiooKi|ibv
beforeyou starttjsail
You judge meat by the way it cooks and tastes when you get it homeN^VT
We never forget that simple fact at A&P, ^
Great eating is the single standard to all the meat we buy and sell.
And, since we've been feeding Americans for more than 1 00 years,
we've developed quite a bit of expertise in choosing just the
right meat for our A&P stores.

Another Reason Why You'll Do Better at A&P!
mm

plus 3 weeks
of FREE

COUPON SPECIALS FOR YOU!

WEE

OCTOBER 30
thru

NOVEMBER 4

SUPER SAVINGS COUPON
WITH THIS VALUABLE COUPON & ANY PURCHASE

PURCHASE ONE

SPECIAL of YOUR CHOICE -^
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY. COUPON L
GOOD OCTOBER 30 THRU NOVEMBER 4

m HI s s s m A^
Supplement to: Springfield Republican, Hartford Courant. Bridgeport Post New Haven Register. Waterbury Republican, Greenfield
Recorder, Daily Hampshire Gazette, Danbury News Times New London Driy, Norwich Bulletin, The Best Deal, Torrmgton Register,
Willimantic Chronicle. Longmeadow Reminder, Shopper.s Guide, Daily Collegian.

Turn To Back Page
For Coupons 2&3...

PRICES EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 30-NOVEMBER 4 1978 UNLt' :- OTHERWISE NOTED ITEMS FOR SALE NOT AVAILABLE TO WHOL ESALLRS OR RETAIL DEALERS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT THE SALE OF ITEMS TO QUANTITIES OF THREE PER CUSTOMER UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED AND TO CORRECT TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.



SutcherKnow
FULLY COOKED

Smoked Hams
SHANK PORTION

(water added)

ITEM POU

Each of these advertised items is re-

quired to be readily available for sale

at or below the advertised price in

each ACtP Store, except as specifi-

cally noted in this ad

Your A&P Butcher Shop manager is a meat expert. He'll be
happy to talk to you - about the right cut for your favorite recipe

Or how many pounds it takes to feed eight people. And he'll

gladly cut something you don't see in the meat case.

You'll Do Better With A&P's

FRUIT & VEGETABLES

FLORIDA SEEDLESS

WHITE GRAPEFRUIT

ED WASHINGTON -2V4" min. dla.

DELICIOUS APHES

» or 79 ' lb

lCortiands3iJ?t--s-N0.1Size'A'
49

Beef Loin-Boneless-6 to 8 lbs.

Whnip "CUSTOM CUT
WWIIUIC TO ORDER"

Tenderloins

$189
I lb.

r<

MESH
BONELESS

|POINTj$ |29.TV!

l£"IJ I lb.

iSKETS

'«59
< ^'-1 lb

1 flat;$<!
I CUT ! I

Beet Chuck - Formerly Ground Chuck

LEAN GROUND BEEF
Beef Chuck - Boneless Shoulder

LONUON BROIL STEAKS
Beef Chuck - Boneless

CHUCK CUBE STEAKS
Beef Chuck -Boneless

./ "^KS

$i49
I lb

$i79
I lb.

99
lb.r

YOU'LL DO BETTER WITH A&P'S
COUWlfiY FABM PORK SHOP>^
Center Cut

RIB CHOPS

i lb.

Pork

Loin

Center Cut

LOIN CHOPS

Pork

Loin lb.

EACH PACKAGE CONTAINS 6 CENTER. 2 SHOULDER.
AND 2 SIRLOIN END CHOPS - PORK LOIN 4

PORK CHOPS ASSORTED 1
69

lb.

Whole Lean & Meaty Rib End

COUNTHY PORN BONELESS
$TYli BACK PORK
RIU RilS ROASTS

Pork 9 1 59
Loin 1 lb.

PorK$i79
Loin 1 It).

Pork$199
Loin 1 lb.

RUSSET POTATOES

lOi^agS-119

New Crop

GOLDEN
YAMS 3 lbs.

for

Zipper-Skinned

FLORIDA
TANGBINES

120

ct.

size

s-

Butternut Squash »1
0^

12oz.pkg. e^M
DelMoiite Raisins '1^
A&P Glass Galhm #^«a
Appie Cider M"
A&P Brand AAft
Yellow Popcorn *zyiSr

Cranberries baoOST

^
I

Hunt's Hunt's ,

"nm.ito v.iucl'Omato sauce

Hunt's

Tomato
Sauce

8 Oz. Cans

,#«"l'»%

$199

^ wot""" ' ^

Clorox

Liquid

Bleach
Gallon Jug

RUMP PORTION

V .> J Ceiitef sHead
""
""*

^3^ HAM STEAKS^^ or ROASTS

lb.

SHANK HALF OR

WHOLE
HAMS

$169^
lb.

(16-2211)8.)
s
1
1

I

09
lb.

I

I

I

I

C
YOU'LL DOBETrER WITHAAP'8

SAUSA6E SHOP!
rv('

>OLISH SAUSAGE
tPCO

(NOCKWURST
0* PURE PORK - COUNTHY TRFAT

>AUSAGE MEAT
.SP SLICED MEAT Of

3EEF BOLOGNA
ASPBE£F(ilb.pkg.'1,19)of

MEAT FRANKS
V.LLO- SLICED SALAMI OR

PEPPERONi
GAaO- SLICED

ITALIAN VARIETIES
GALLO-SIICED

SALAMI & PROVOLONE

$179
lb.

l.|b$1
pKg. I

Mb. ^ 1

Mb. $ 1
pkg. I

Mb. ^ I
pkg. I

89

49

39

09

pkg.

6 oz. ^1
pkg. I

4V2 oz.$
pkg-

$

$

$

99'
$189

139

Store

Sliced

FRESH

PASTRAMI

99

1

lb.-'

$
1

AVAILABLE ATSTOflES WITH
SERVICE DEU'S ONLY.

TENDER WHITE MEAT

TURKEY
BREAST

$099
lb.

Salami and Provolone

CHEESE
Fresh-Regular-Potato

SALAD

$199

lb

1

59<

DnCM

2 store

Sliced

Resh-Chicken

SALAD
CInn. & Sugar Topped

APPLE cmsp

$099
£b lb.

$109
I lb.

YOU DO BETTER WITH A&P's

SEAFOOD SHOP!

AVAILABLE WED -SAT

FRESH COD FILLETS
^189

m. 1
QUICK FROZEN - CAP N JOHNS

SHRIMP COCKTAIL 3;sM®*
QUICK FROZEN - WHITE AND FLAKY

TURBOT FILLETS .M^'
FROZEN SCROD 8-. oz. OR HADDOCK 9 oz. DINNERS ,00 Free Stamps OQC
TASTC-U-SCA W/Coupon BelowOW
I

GOLD BOND
STAMPS

"lOGoldtnTen;.

Q SUPER SAVINGS COUPON D
WITH THE PUHCHASE OF I WO - PKGS.

FROZEN

TASTE-O-SEA
FISH DINNERS Z.

HADDOCK 9 OZ. or SCROD 8^/4 OZ. 6B7

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY - VALID OCT 30-NOV. 4. 1978

BW

Coronet

Decorated
Naplcins

l80Ct.Pkg.

49«

Cottonelle

Bath
Tissue

4 Roll Pkg.

Whits, Pink & Green, Blue & Yelk)w

Chicken
^ Noodle

Campbeirs

Chiclcen

Noodle
IOV4 Oz. Soup

5000
cans
for

Skippy

Peanut
Butter

18 0z.Jar

Creamy or Crunchy

/»'

HERE'S WHAT 'ACTION PRICES'
% MEAN TO YOU . . .

S WHEN A&P BUYERS MAKE A SPECIAL PURCHASE AT A LOWER
PRICE. WE PASS THE SAVINGS ON TO YOU. TWAT LOWER

^^J^ PRICE IS AN "ACTION PRICE!" AND THESE ACTION PRICES ARE

Reese's Peanut
Butter Chips

u Kraft Mini

/ Marsiimallows

IN ADDITION TO OUR MONEY-SAVING WEEKLY SPECIALS!

Ann Page

Vegetables
• 16 oz. sliced carrots or tomatoes

• 17 oz. mixed sizes peas

DOWNY
FABRIC

SO?^^"^"
8' Off Label

:*"*%.

12 oi

pkg.

1 lb.

qtrs.

10'7 oz I

1*0- -, -^

8 oz

btl.

Oxford Sweet
^^^

Mixed Pickles i»'

\ Borden
s ^* Cremora
z^"^* Cain's

K\^ Mayonnaise

16 01. >
jar

89*

129

10 oz.

qt$139

Heishmann's
Margarine

KraA French
Dressing

Green Giant

Broccoli ^uSs »°x

Banquet
Beef Pies

;^^ Minute Maid

_^/ Orange Juice

'Sorrento' Cooicware

89'

5S

69

89 33 oz.

cont.

FRISKIES
BUFFET

CAT FOOD
Asst. Varieties

4
6'2 0Z.

cans

KRAFT
ITALIAN
DRESSING

Soz.btl.

Morrs
APPLE
SAUCE
25 oz. jar

AUNT
MILLIE'S
cf.iiri:

Spaghetti-Asst. Flavors

$i09

SACRAMENTO
TOMATO

46 Oz. Can

pkgs. I

can vy

ECONOMY
CORNER

GOMlOOBInVl

i'i4-4k'tt.^

^FEATURE ITEM

10" Open Skillet
(use cover from S^y^Jf
5 qt. Dutch oven) M ea.

*No other purchase required

tane Parker Bakery

FRESH BAKED

ENGLISH
IWUFFINS

$

W^^WWf* DAIRY^DELIGHTS

1
FRESH BAKED

APPLE
PIES

GREEN GIANT

Sweet Peas

^"49y oz. <

^^ pkg. {

RICH'S

Coffee Rich

MRS. SMITH'S APPLE PIE

SWANSON POT PIES

TREE SWEET ORANGE JUICE
Howard Johnson's

B€EF. TUflKEY.

CHICKEN

NOV 4. 1979 UNUSS OTHERWISE NOTED

Ptain-Sugar-Cinn.

Cake Donuts
20-02. siicad wtiite

Marvel Bread

Macaroni
& Clieese

49«

3ol»l

'I 89*
Ann Page

Mini
Pizza

Disposable Oiapeis

PAMPERS TODDLERS

12 Ct.

pkg.U^i

HOOD

Orange Juice

HOOD

Cottage Clieese

I
n-^v^*

A&P CHEDDAR CHEESE

CHED-0-BIT CHEESE

AftP COLBY WHITE CHEESE
Axeirod

Natural
FREE V Yoaurt

STAMPS^

SHARP Oft

XTRA SHARP

L'99^
$199

Clean Hair-regular or

extra body conditioner or

SUAV£
SHAMPOO

Clean

Hair

Reg. or

Oily

A&P Light Beige

or Suntan

AU IN ONE
PAMTY HOS?

pair S HyS
in

^^

'^\

GOLD BOND
STAMPS
|lOGoia«nT«ns)

When you buy 1 package of

SANDWICH
MINTS

Cookies 10 oz. pkg. .
I

Limit One Coupon per Family. Valid Oct. 30-Nov. 4, 1978

K^^j!=:ir- rj^ -I

When you buy 1 jar of

A&P-INSTANT-NON-DAIRY

COFFEE J I

STAMPS / CREAMER GB2
'

tOGokl«nT«ns)
16oz.jar

I Limit On« Coupon per Family. Valid Oct. 30-Nov 4, 1978 #*P I'
I

GOLD BONO
STAMPS
(5bol*nT<:iis)

W-A
When you buy 1 container

AXELROD

NATURAL
YOGURT

16oz. cont.
Limit One Coupon per Family. Valid Oct. 30-Nov. 4. 1978

0^ GOLD BOND
STAMPS
(lOOokkinTeni)

ER SAViNCS COUPON
When you buy 4 packages of

ANN PAGE

GELATIN
DESSERT

6 oz. pkg.

Kitchen Helper Assortment „^„ p^™,..!
• SHELF LINER • TURNTABLE • DUSTPAN . I?"^

^^"'
• ICE CUBE TRAY • COLANDER • DISHPAN

KUIBBibHMAili

Limit One Coupon per Family. Valid Oct. 30 Nov. 4, 1978
.. .^
When you buy 1 jar of

ANN PAGE

3 oz $ 'a
cent. I

For fast cough reliof

VICKS FORMULA 44
For relief oi colds

VICKS VAPORUB
Nightime cold medicine

VICKS NYQUIL
Nasal spray

VICKS SINEX
long lasting

, at 4|

VICKS NASAL SPRAY co°nr1
For cough & congestion relief- J oz. cont * ,g Mg^

VICKS FORMULA 44-0
^^^

WOL
oont.

1

GOLD BOND,

STAMPS

SALAD
DRESSING

quart jar

GOLD BOND,

STAMPS
(SOoM«nTor,si

I Limii One Coupon per Famll^aHd^ct J0-Nov_4, 19^^

When you buy 1 package of

AXELROD

RICOTTA
CHEESE

2 lb. cont.
Limit One Coupon per Family. ValW Oct 30-Nov. 4, 1978

WERESERVyHyiGHyOCORRECyY^^ W F.SS OTHERWISE NOTED

•t

Axi^&vs <ML:if



YOU'LL DO BETTER AT ^p WITH
V*.

ANN PAGE

ICE
CREAM
Half Gallon

LAY'S

POTATO
CHIPS
8 Ounce Bag

Siiced'

PLUMROSE
BACON
1 -Pound Pkg.

SPECIALS ON YOUR F AVORITE FOODS WITH ^
GOLD BOND STAMPS

GREEN GIANT

NIBLETS
CORN

012 Ounce Cans

Choose Your Favoriti

COKE, TAB
or FRESCA

2 Quart Bottles
(non-returnable)

PHILADELPHIA

CREAM
CHEESE
8 Ounce Pkg.

SUPER SAVINGS IS AS EASY AS 1-2-3-4 ATYdim GREAt A&P

Collect Gold Bond
Stamps everytime you
shopA&P You get one
"Golden Ten stamp
for every dollar you
spend (except on
products excluded
by law.)

Save your stamps in

handy Super Sdvingt
booklets avdilab'e at

ihecheckstando. Each
booklet holdi. 30
Golden Tens

Redeem your filled

Super Savings book-
lets toward the Super
Savings Specials of

your choice There are

six new specials each
week Watch our ads

You can also redeem
your stamps for beau-
tiful gifts from the Gold
Bond catalog. Save
your stamps in handy
Gift Savers Books,
available free at A&P.

WHEN IT COMES TO
SAVING MONEY
ON YOUR FOOD
BUDGET.-.YOU'LL
ALWAYS DO BETTER
AT /-^-^

Clip and redeem the coupons below for

SPECIALS
Just bring in the right coupon from this circular each week for the next 3 weeks and you can
buy one Super Savings Special without a filled Super Savings booklet. Remember, every time

you shop our stores you get one Gold Bond Golden Ten Stamp for every $1.00 in purchases.

Youcanredeemyoiirstannps for Super Savings on food or for gifts from the Gold Bond Catalog.

WEEK WEEK
NOVEMBER 6-11

FREE COUPON
For 1 Super Savings SpecJal of Your Choice

During the Week of November 6-11

»—"^wi jgiirrti ihrrii'iiit'n '~—

I

WITH THIS VALUABLE COUPON & A $7.50 PURCHASE
PURCt^ASE ONE

NOVEMBER 13-18

FREE COUPON
For 1 Super Savings Special of Your Choice

During the Week of November 13-18

AVINCS COUPON
I WITH THIS VALUABLE COUPON & A $7.50 PURCHASE*

. /ZTk. PURCHASE ONE

^y

ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY: Each of these

advertised items is required to be readily

available for sale at or below the advertised

price in each A&P store, except as specifically

noted in this ad.

SPECIAL OF YOUR CHOICE!
Llf\/IIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY. COUPON

GOOD NOVEMBER 6-11, 1978

H [2] [3] S [H E 'expept items

Qxcluded
by law

Af1>)

I

I

I

I

I

SPECIAL OF YOUR CHOICE!
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY. COUPON

GOOD NOVEMBER 13-18. 1978
•except items
excluded
by law

UJ [2] [3] [4] [5] [6J A0P

^BBSSMMTSTc^iBHI^'CTSflBBTOinsnHS^^
11M Toltond St
STOWMU CONN.

Rt«. 44A ^
»<lfR«U>, CONN.
202 SuffMid VHUMM

WINttbll (WMMniTeONN.

MANSnCLO (WWImwrite), CONN

PRICES EFFECTIVE OCT. 30-NOV 4. 1978 AT ALL SPRINGFIELD DIVISION A&P STORES LISTED ABOVE

OANNU.CONI
1«1

i*»T ['

NICTOL (pSw^SiK CONN.

HAMINM, CONN.

ITLM'j FOR SALE NOT ro WHOLESALERS OR RETA WE HLSLRVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES AND TO CORRECT TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
4
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Zap! The water
shortage is over
fly JOYCE MUNROE
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen last

night unanimously voted to lift the

emergency water ban and to stop using

Hadley water.

Town Manager A. Louis Hayward sug-

gested the four week ban be lifted, saying

after his investigations he no longer con-

sidered the water shortage "critical."

Hayward said he visited town reservoirs

Monday and found conditions better than

or the same as they were in early

September, and it "seemed reasonable to

lift the ban on irrigation, lawn watering and
car and truck washing."

Public Works Superintendent Stanley

Ziornek agreed, and said the town is now
"out of danger."

"I'd say we now have enough water to

last us from 18 to 21 days without any addi-

tional rainfall," Ziomek said.

Both Ziomek and Hayward stressed the

need for continued conservation measures.

By using water "judiciously," they said

emergency measures would not have to be
reimposed during winter months.

Selectman William C. Atkins said once
the ban was lifted, people would stop con-

serving all together, so perhaps the ban

should stay in effect for at least one more
week. "I think the consumer will go back to

flushing their toilets every time they go in-

stead of waiting till after they use it twice,"

Atkins said.

To continue the emergency ban when
there was no longer an emergency, Ziomek

said, would be "deceitful to the townspeo-

ple."

The emergency measures originally were

taken t>ecause a reservoir in Pelham was
empty, Ziomek said, but it is now 50 per-

cent full.

"How could we justify getting water

from Hadley if we no longer have this pro-

blem?" Ziomek asked.

Amherst did not pay for any emergency
water it received from Hadley during the

shortage, but Ziomek said Jje "wouldn't
doubt if there were a token charge
somewhere along the line."

Amherst currently is negotiating with

Hadley on a possible permanent water
hook-up.

Aifter the selectmen voted to lift the ban,

they agreed the town was in a position

where conservation is still a necessity, ^even

though the emergency is over.

In other matters, the selectmen discuss-

ed a free shuttle bus operated by the new
Hampshire Mall that opened last Wednes-
day.

Town merchants at the meeting said they

fear the free bus service will hurt their

business and questioned its legality.

Attorney Eric Gervais, representing the

mall, said the service was "designed to

come outside the jurisdiction of the Depart-

ment of Public Utilities" and its purpose is

to "make available to students transporta-

tion to the mall."

According to Hayward, the Departnrwnt

of Public Utilities found no flaw in the bus
service and admits it is out of their jurisdic-

tion.

"If DPW has no jurisdiction, I would sug-

gest that the town doesn't either," Gervais

said.

After much discussion, selectrT>en finally

agreed not to take sides in the matter, but

instead voted to set up a meeting with mall

owners to discuss bus routes and locations

of stops in order to encourage "good public

relations."

"Let's admit we don't like the mall and
we don't like the bus. But let's forget about

the lawyers and let it go about the bus,"

board Chairman Diana Romer said.

CASIAC operates
with skelton crew
Editor's note: A survey conducted last spr-

ing by the Student Affairs Research and
Evaluation Office \SAREO\ examined stu-

dent attitudes and opinions towards

University services. This is the second of a

four-part series dealing with academic ad
visors.

By ANDREW MIGA
and JAMES CARTER
Collegian Staff

UMass students were^ less satisfied with

their academic advisiors than other five-

college students, according to the survey.

Only 62 percent of students here rated

themselves satisfied or very satisfied, but,

by comparison, 86 percent of Hampshire
College students said they were satisfied or

very satisfied.

"Advising has always been kind of a poor

cousin at universities," said James Shaw,
director of the College of Arts and Sciences

Information and Advising Center

(CASIAC). "Advising comes in third

behind teaching and research, which are

the two prime functions of a university."

Each academic department at UMass has

a chief advisor, but in many cases there are

not enough advisors to handle the large

number of students in the departments, ac-

cording to Shaw.
"A lo^ of students don't even know who-

their advisor is," he said.

Although the CASIAC office in Machmer
Hall is primarily for students who have not

declared majors, many other students are

directed to go there for academic advice.

"Some students go to their departmental

jdvisors and won't find anybody there,"

iaid Julie Berwald, the only full time

CASIAC advisor. "Then they come here

and say 'please help me'."
CASIAC uses 18 faculty members

delegated from various departments and 30

specially trained student counselors as ad-

visors, according to Berwald. There are at

least two faculty counselors and two stu-

dent counselors in the office at all times,

she said.

Berwald said early this semester about

3,500 students came into the office in one
week for pre registration forms and many
needed academic advice. On a 'typical

day" last week, 147 students used the of-

fice and there were 67 phone calls.

"At certain times, it gets absolutely crazy

in here," said Berwald.

The CASIAC advising office is scheduled

to move to the more spacious and conve-

nient Goodell Building in 1980, but for now,

the office space i,n Machmer Hall is "terri-

ble", according to Berwald.

Shaw said it is difficult to get faculty

members to act as advisors because the job

offers "virtually no rewards".

"We can't pay faculty advisors and the job

counts very little towards tenure and pro-

motion," said Shaw. "The only thing we
can guarantee is summer employment."
CASIAC has taken several steps to en-

courage freshman to get acquainted with

their advisors, Shaw said.

"During summer orientation, students

meet with a faculty advisor and they can

choose to see him here during school,"

said Berwald. "The students walk away
with so much information that it results in

information overkill. The important faculty

advisor meeting is forgotten in the maze,"
she said.

HANGING OUT. The Halloween spirit infected Pierpont dormitory in

Southwest yesterday, where this dummy was seen hanging from a dorm win-
dow. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier) ^^

-Tr^/^T^
The Collegian Halloween costume contest will be

held tonight at 7 directly outside the Collegian office,

1 13 Campus Center.

A board of Collegian staff members will pick winners

from the four following categories:

- Traditional

Most original

-Famous personality

-Groups

Winners will have their photos published on the front

page of Wednesday's Collegian. Photos of runners up

will be published as space permits Collegian staff

members are ineligible to compete.
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Israel, Egypt to conjure up peace
Collegian Wire Reports

Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan
claimed "considerable progress" yesterday
toward a peace treaty with Egypt.

"As far as we are concerned, I see no
reason, no obstacle for not reaching an
agreement," Dayan said after a 90 minute
session with Secretary of State Cyrus R.
Vance on a treaty text.

Meanwhile, Israel announced it will build
400 housing units in occupied Arab ter

ritories another detail in its expansionist
program that nearly shattered the peace
talks Israel also decided to ask the United
States for more money for abandoning
Sinai settlements.

Regarding the treaty, Dayan said: "On
the really tough issues, I think we are about
to solve them "

But he tempered this optimistic forecast
by saying he did not know whether there
would be an agreement soon. Dayan seem
ed to suggest it was up to the Egyptians.

'After listening to them very carefully,

and trying to understand their position, I

still think a treaty is visible and attainable
and that we can reach an agreement in a
short time," he said.

Dayan said the talk Sunday ranged over
the treaty text, for which both sides have
proposed amendments, and the future of
the West Bank of the Jordan River and
Gaza.

The principal issue in dispute is how
clearly to link a treaty between Egypt and
Israel with negotiations on the status of the
West Bank and Gaza and their 1.1 million
Palestinian Arab residents.

Egypt wants a firm connection, thereby
showing the Arab world that it has not for-
saken the Palestinians while concluding
p>eace with Israel.

Israel wants the weakest link possible,
taking the position that the two sets of
negotiations and the issues involved are dif-

ferent.

In Jerusalem, the World Zionist Organiza
tion, which helps carry out government set
tiement policy, released the details of the

planned expansion to the national radio and
said it will need an additional $16 million to

pay for it. The expansion plans were in line

with last week's Cabinet decision.

Settlements will be enlarged in the oc-

cupied West Bank of Jordan, the Gaza
Strip and the Golan Heights of Syria, the
head of the organizations Settlement
Department, Shimon Ravid, told the radio.

Details of the planned expansion and
news that Israel has asked Washington to

pay millions of dollars to compensate for

the loss of its 14 farming settlements in

Sinai and the relocation of residents there

came after a secret five-hour session of the
Cabinet.

Holocaust survivor Gerda Klein
addresses campus center crowd
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

While looking through the barbed wire at
Boltenhiem, a German concentration camp
in 1942. and walking a thousand miles with
4,000 other young girls for four months,
Gerda Weissman Klein dreamt of being
free.

Klein, one of 120 survivors of the 4,000
who walked a death march during World
War II, spoke about her experiences to a
tear filled crowd yesterday in the Campus
Center She said she tells her story in

memory of her parents, and because she
feels it must be told to assure such a
holocaust will not happen again.
"I used to think of the evenings at home

as boring, yet when I was in the camps,
hunger gnawing at me, my only thought
was of an evening at home, ' she said.

Klein said she thought so many Jews
stayed in Germany during Hitler's reign

because of "supreme optimism. ' "People
never thought it could happen, and that it

couldn't happen to them, " she said.

Klein said the girls in her camp struggled

to live because of their "hope for survival."

There were no nervous breakdowns or

suicides in her camp, she said. "Our sur

vival was a victory. People have an enor
mous reservoir of strengths. I never
thought I could physically endure what I

was faced with, but I did. People should

INIGOES, Md. - The >,n,ittered hull of the Coast Guard cutter Cuyahoga lies
snugged to two Navy cranes yesterday after it was raised from the bottom of
Chesapeak Bay. The Cuyahoga went down in 57 feet of water on Oct. 20 after
colliding with an Argentinian freighter. Eleven people were killed. lUPI)
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never be afraid to live.

"We are all inheritors of our past, and it is

important to understand the severity of the
holocaust, the persecution and destruction

of 12 million people. All freedom-loving
people, not only Jews, should talk of and
understand the holocaust as a means for

preventing anything as brutal from recurr-

ing, " she said.

She said she tells her story as legacy from
those who helped her through the pain,

those who did not have the privilege of liv-

ing.

"Life is the greatest gift, and should be
treasured no matter how hopeless it

seems, " Klein said.

Gerda Weissman Klein relates
Holocaust horrors yesterday at the
Campus Center. (Staff photo by
Joseph Paul)

Chinese journalists are

spooked by US lifestyle
A ssociated Press
rO^'VO- Chinese journalists who toured

the United States found Americans to be
friendly, strangely dressed, hard-working
and scientifically skilled, but questioned
why so many turn to drugs or religion.

Other things that made an impression:
joggers, dirt in New York City, tipping,

orderly traffic and "annoying" television

commercials.

"We should study their science but refuse
their philosophy," Wang Jo shui conclud-
ed in a series of articles in the Communist
Party newspaper People's Daily based on a
three week tour he and fellow journalist

Feng Hsi-liang made of America.

But Wang also said that while the
bourgeois lifestyle is "eat, drink and be
merry" and Americans call themselves a

consumer society, there is no consumption
without production

"Without the dilig'ent labor of a great

many workers and scientists, you can't im-

agine America's production rising to to-

day's levels or how America could send a
man to the moon," he wrote.

In the offices and factories he visited,

Wang said, "there was not one idle person,
or any idle chatting." For Americans, he
wrote, "play is play and work is work. They
are divided very clearly."

Everywhere they went, he said, they en-
countered good will and friendly smiles--
" People were very willing to approach us
and talk."

"In the view of many Americans," Wang
said, "China is a mysterious country. On
the other hand, in the view of many
Chinese, America is a strange country."

r
Ne^rslines

Alumni summoned
The UMass Alumni Skills Bank Program

will hold its second session tomorrow at 8
p.m. in Campus Center room 917 for

seniors in Natural Sciences, Mathematics,
and Food and Natural Resources.

The program is designed to help seniors

join the job market through contact with

successful alumni in various fields. Each
session consists of a panel discussion with

six alumni, followed by informal discussion

over beer, wine, and cheese.

The program is funded by the Alumni Of-

fice and coordinated by the Placement Of-

fice. Interested students are asked to bring

resumes.

Participating in Wednesday's session will

be UMass alumni Roy Morse-Dept. of Food
Science, Rutgers University; Audrey
Milley-Wm. Underwood Co.; Janice
Rossbach-GTE Sylvania; Peter Rappo,
M.D., Brocton Pediatric Assoc; and Den-
nis Spinner and Art Graves- Raytheon Co.

-ELLEN DAVIS

Devilish pranks costly

Twelve of 21 people taken into protective

custody over the Halloween weekend by
the campus police were not students, a

UMass spokesman said today.

V
Most of the arrests occurred Saturday

night. In addition, fourteen false fire alarms
were sounded across campus, according to
the spokesman.

Arthur Clifford, UMass News Bureau
director, yesterday said, "It's clear that we
can't allow a weekend like that to happen
again. A lot of students are indignant."

Clifford said University administrators met
yesterday to discuss stronger vandalism
prevention policies, but no concrete deci-

sions have been made yet.

-MARKLECCESE

OH eerie without lights

Streetlights leading to the Orchard Hill

and Central Residential areas were out of
order last Friday night due to a short circuit

in their wiring system, according to a
University electrician.

Clinton A. Jarvis last night said the lights

on Chancellor's Drive and the road running
through the Central Area between Brooks
and Baker dormitories were out all Friday
night, but were repaired by Saturday morn-
ing. A short circuit also occurred there
about two weeks ago, he said.

"Wires are strung out all over campus,
and with such high voltage, over a period

of years, such factors as wet ground can
short out a section of lights," Jarvis said.

"It could happen anytime; with electricity

you can never predict what may happen--
you can only keep it in repair."

-LAURA KENNEV
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Phase II relations set to begin
Faculty union haunts traditional governance

By MEGAN O'REILLY
Colleqian Staff

Like UMass itself a curious contrast of

ancient brick buildings framed against vast

white walls of modern concrete the tradi

tional structure of the Faculty Senate must
make room for the large, emerging faculty

union, the Massachusetts Society of Pro
fessors.

And the fine point details of governance
associated with two separate but-equal
faculty groups on campus promises to be
phase II of a complex governance moder-
nization process which began when the

faculty unionized one and a half years ago.
At the helm of faculty governance are

Harvey Kline, secretary of the faculty

senate, and James E. Cathey, president of

the MSP. Both insist they are not in-

terested in doing one another's job, but in a
clear definition of what that job is lies the
base for conflict. '

The wording of a recently agreed upon
contract stipulates that only "the faculty

will have jurisdiction" over its various provi-

sions Kline has said the union will deal ex-

clusively with wages, working conditions
and grievances and Cathey has conceded

News Analysis
the entire bulk of academic matters to the

senate.

But in between these functions lies the

Program and Budget Council and the

recently formed Ad-hoc Council on
Academic Priorities, both currently under
jurisdiction of the Faculty Senate.
The senate only has advisory powers in

both areas, but both the chancellor and the

provost have repeatedly stressed they will

rely heavily on the faculty voice in policy

making decisions

The Program and Budget Council
analyzes the university budget and various

financial transactions and problems, and
then makes recommendations to the ad-

ministration for "appropriate"' action.

The Academic Priorities Committee was
formed last year to make recommendations
on the priority status of all academic pro

grams at the university in light of possible

budget cuts which may require stabiliza

tion, reduction or elimination of programs.
The establishment of the council set a

precedent in faculty input in governance
matters and was considered by the senate
to be one solution to administration faculty

rivalry over governance decisions.

But the settlement of the union contract
may have outdated this solution.

"The Academic Priorities Committee may
very well impinge on our territory now,"
said Cathey. "They are developing scores
for each program, the lowest of which form
a hit list in case of budget cuts, and I'm not
sure they have any right to do that. The
results of their meeting may not have any
results at all without union agreement.
Kline, who serves on the priorities com-

mittee, said, the 14-member committee is

representative because it contains faculty

from every school and college on campus
as well as students and the provost & facul-

ty from the office of special programs.
Although the committee met throughout
the summer, he said, it is still in the early

stage regarding priority recommendations.
"Our major problem is that there never has

"This post needs salt." One newborn burro in Granby
seems to have abandoned the teething ring and taken to

the fence post. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs).

been a statement of academic priorities at
this university before," he said, "and we
are still developing criteria to rate the effec-
tiveness and necessity of a program consis
tent with the responsibiliies of a land grant
institution of public higher education."'
After a summer of hard work, it is not like-

ly that the council will take kindly to union
intervention in their decision making
power.
Kline has professed a strong desire for thf.

Program and Budget Council to remain in

the hands of the Faculty Senate as well.

Cathey says he is not entirely sure what
the program and budget council does, and
that "it may not make sense for them to re

tain it."

The two faculty leaders have cited the
necessity to sit down together and hammer
out the details in the coming weeks. So far

the only joint decision, according tc
Cathey, has been to establish Mason com-
mittees in the coming weeks between
faculty senate committees and "members
of the union with governance expertise."
Cathey said liason committees will also be
set up with the administration through the
provost.

Staff union

election may
be invalidated

by DENISE MINOR
Collegian Staff

A three member committee will decide

today whether to invalidate the on-going

presidential election of the university's staff

union.

Dale L. Spencer, a candidate for presi

dent of the University Staff Association,

has accused the union's executive board of

attempting to influence the election by

distributing flyers in support of his oppc
nent. He said the flyers were distributed the

same day ballots were distributed.

The committee, made up of union

members appointed by the executive

board, was set up to oversee union elec-

tions last December, when the union was
ratified, according to Spencer.

A spokesman for the Massachusetts
Labor Relations Commission said yesterday

it is illegal for a union to openly support one
candidate in a union election.

"Basically, the legislature, in collective

bargaining, doesn't intensely regulate inter-

nal relations,"' said Stewart Caughman, a

commission attorney.

"What a union does is nobody's'
business, when concerning public

employees," Caughman said.

"'That doesn't mean we wouldn't enter-

tain charges of unfair labor practices," he

said.

The University Staff Association is com
posed of clerical, technical, and ad-

ministrative workers on campus, and is af-

filiated with the Massachusetts Teachers

Association.

Ballots in the union elections were mailed

last Friday to the 400 members whose dues
were paid, and will be counted Friday,

unless the Election Committee decides to

declare the election invalid.

Those wickedhousemothers ofthe 1950's
Editor's Note: This is the second in a five part series this

week on the regulations governing women on this cam-
pus in the WSd's and 1960's.

By DONNA SULLIVAN
and MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

To insure that freshman women and upper-^lass men

and women observed curfews and other house rules m
the 50's, a surrogate parent policeman was firmly im

planted in every dormitory, sorority and fraternity.

She was known as the Housemother, and had little

short of life and death power over the female student. It

was she, and only a "she," who patroled lounges every

hour at houses whore men callers were allowed, ensur

ing that the men didn't make themsolvos too comfor

table. It was she who (sometimes) had to bodily remove

"unwanted " males from the dorms, watch in hand,

when the second curfew time came due

"The' Housemother really protected the turf," said Dr.

Dario Politella, a UMass journalistic studies professor

since 1965. 'The only males allowed in womens
residences above the first floor, were blood relatives."

Even male janitors had to post with the
Housemothers and on bathroom doors the times they
would be cleaning so no woman would be caught in her

pajamas. When he came into the building, said Mrs.
Dorothe Burke, an ex Housemother Head of Residence
until her retirement this past September, he had tc yeti

"man on corridor"

prepared.
so no woman would be caught un

Mrs. Burke said she remembers when the only time

men were allowed above the first floor was on Sundays
from 12 6 p.m. when all doors had to be open at least

the width of o nifitchbook.

Today, when a womdn icdvus htr form for any

reason, it"s her business and hers alone, but rules only

20 years ago stated: (a) A student who plans to be away
from her house aftt.'i 7 00 must sign out when she leaves

and must siyn in again when she retui'ns. (b) When
signing out, a student must include her destination and

probable time of return in order that she may be reached

in case of emergency, (c) For overnig+it absences, a stu-

dent must fill out a blue card. When in Amherst or

vicinity, a student is not to be absent overnight from her

college residece. Any exceptions to the ruls required

permission of the Housemother.

It a woman was back home in bed and forgot to sign

in, Burke remembered, it was deemed necessary to

wake her up and make her sign in.

Nineteen sixty six was a bright year for upperclass

women, though. They no longer were required to sign

in and out.

Different for men

The only burden men had to bear during the period

was that their beds were to be made by a "responsible

time" every morning, and that they were subject to in

spection at any time by representatives of the Dean if

Men"s staff or the treasurer's staff It was stated thit

frequent inspections would be made to ensure that

wastebaskets were emptied daily, and rooms were keot

clean and orderly at all times, according to the 1958 59

student handbook.

Tomorrow: Co-ed dating codes dictate "well

adjusted" social lives to UMass women.

K.
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Campus Antics
BOG to perform
magic on Hatch
By ROB STEIN
Collegian Staff

Dissatisfaction with the current design
and atmosphere of the Hatch cafeteria has
led the Campus Center Board Of Governors
to solicit renovation plans from students in

the School of Hotel, Restaurant and Travel

Administration.

The BOG is offering a $50 pri/e to the per
son who submits what they judge to be the

best plan Deadline for submission of th-^

plans IS Dec. 1. Renovation is tentative./

scheduled to begin during intercession, and
be finished over tf>e summer, said Food
Services Co chairperson Sheila Martin

The Hatch was originally built in 1958 as a

bowling alley, and had its only renovation
in \he late 1960'swf>en it was converted to

its current form. T^^e kitchen facilities were
built as part of the original bowling alley,

said Campus Center Director William M.
Harris.

Funding for tf>e rerK>vation will be borrow
ed from Campus Center trust funds, Harris

said, and will be repaid over the next

several years from an increase in revenues
expected as a resuh of the renovation. He
said no increases in student fees are ex
pected because of tf>e renovation

Harris said he supported the BOGs pro-

posal, citing the expected increase in

revenues and the fact that the Hatch's pre-

sent layout and food services are "way
behind the rest of the complex.

"

Once the renovation is complete, the

Hatch IS scheduled to offer a wider variety

of freshly prepared foods, as opposed to its

current limited menu of pre packaged
foods The area would still be used as a

nightclub on the weekends, since "the
students need to have a quiet place to relax

and en|oy entertainment other than the
Blue Wall," Harris said

Stockbridge brews
up gong show
by JUDITH ROUSSEAU
Special to the Collegian

The Stockbridge Student Senate last

night discussed several new fundraising ac
tivities but took no action A gong show
was discussed and a committee was form-
ed to plan the event.
In other announcements, the senate said:

There will be an important meeting for all

Stockbridge club treasurers Thursday at 4
pm in SUB 432
For all seniors that missed making ap-

pointments for senior portraits, go to room
101 in the Campus Center and it is impor-
tant explain that you are from Stockbridge.
Appointments should be made in red pen
cil

Senior work weekend will b« this
Saturday & Sunday and students should
sign up to work with their senator
The Shorthorn, the Stockbridge

newspaper, is looking for nay interested
help Submit your name in the box in SUB
432
There will be a meeting today for

senators of 1960 m the Stockbridge Senate
office

There will be a fund raising Phon a thon
November 6 9 in Memorial Hall from 7 to 9
p m See your senator for more informs
tion

NEAG debates
current budget
By SHERI SCULL Y
Collegian Staff

Northeast Area Government represen-

tatives last night defeated a motion to raise

dorm allocations from $1800 to $2500.

The motion, defeated by one vote, was in-

tended to shift more money to individual

dorms, instead of to the area as a whole.

"In my two years of NEAG this is the big
gest turnout and the closest vote I've ever
seen," said NEAG co vice president J.C.
Benjian.

Janet Forance, one representative who
voted against the motion, said "If anyone
came up with a new proposal they'd have
to run around to each dorm" instead of

coming directly to NEAG for support.

Norman Farris, NEAG co-vice president,

proposed a motion to put the question to

Northeast Area residents on a referendum,
due to the closeness of the vote, but his

motion failed also.

James Haug, sponsor of the original mo-
tion, then proposed a compromise to raise

dorm allocations to only $2150. It too fail-

ed.

'Can you realize that this money cannot
be spent on food or drinks!*" said NEAG
president Ed Mansur. 'I worked with the

Thatcher budget last year and we couldn't
think of anything to spend it on.

"

The assembly finally approved an $1800
allocation, giving each of the nine Nor
theast dorms a $200 lump sum.

Grad Sen funds groups,

criticizes Collegian
By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate last night
considered funding requests from three
campus groups, and voted to limit its own
spending of ad hoc funds.
The senate also voted to censure, or

publicly criticize, the Collegian for its

September rejection of proposals drawn up
this fall by the Chancellor's Commission on
Women's News.

Seven-hundred dollars was allocated for

a seminar group of 15 UMass students, in-

cluding seven undergraduates, to study in

Cuba over intersession. The senate
allocated $321 to the Outing Club to help In

construction of a cabin in Bethlehem, N.H.,
but rejected a request for $963 to pay for

two new canoes the club has already pur-
chased.
The Veterans' Service Organization was

granted $200 for their Christmastime Toys
for Tots drive.

The senate voted to limit its ad hoc fun-
ding spending to $12,000 until the beginn-
ing of next semester, leaving only about
$4,000 for second semester spending, ac-

cording to President Gordon Pavy.
Pearson, who was the senate's represen-

tative at a meeting about the status of

women's news in the Collegian, presented
a proposal criticizing the newspaper staff's

rejection of the commission report which
would have allowed separate women's
pages in the paper. Several other groups,
the majority of which are campus women's
organizations, also support the censunng.
The chancellor's commission was formed

last spring to study the conflict over
women's pages and formulate non-binding
reccomendations after a group of women
occupi'^^d the Collegian's offices for 12

days.

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

FT. LAUDERDALE
DEC. 22-JAN. 1

From Bradle^)

^ ^^roundtrip

CAMPUS TRAViL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER

545-0500

NAJ
Master of Arts .n

Teaching Program

at NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

LIBERAL ARTS SENIORS
THINKING ABOUT A CAREER?
Consider the Master of Arts in

Teaching Program at Northwestern
University and a career in teaching

1 5 month master s degree program June 79-

August 80

Advanced study m your field

Teacher certitication elementary or secondary

Summer student leaching experience

SALARIED INTERNSHIP ($4 500 to $6 500) m
nearby school for full school year

• Last year 85 percent of our graduates seeking

teaching positions found employment as teachers

Sign up at the Office of Career Counseling at

Amherst College for an appointment with Gwen
dolyn Laroche, Director IV^aster of Arts m Teaching
Program, who will be at Amherst on Tuesday.
November 7 from 8 30 a m until 12 30 p m

THE BEST TEST PREP
in Boston is also the

best test prep

in Amherst

Consult us for:

GRE*GMAT*LSAT

Test Prep Services Amherst
256-6462

COLD WEATHER CLOTHES
Casual and comfortable

jackets

mittens

footed
pajamas

hooded
sweatshirts
lined

&
unlined

and much morel

thermal

underwear

day packs

laces for skates
and boots

caps

The University Store
Campus Center UMass Amherst

Youths left hanging as
Advocate Program ends

By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Stuff

D'Wmy sits in the corner of the library.

Students passing him notice a shy,
withdrawn, 18 year old, submerged in his

books But Danny didn't always read
books. He used to ste;al them.
Danny comes from a poor home, where*

he had little care and affection. Even
though he loves to learn, he had a more iin

portant concern as an adolescent sur
vival.

He started a life of crime at 10 years of

age, when he was robbing the corner drug
store and swiping hub caps. His family's

resources were few, and after his father left

home, Danny had to earn a big part of the
family's income.
His last offense was six years ago robbing

a liquor store with a stolen gun. Trying to

escape he knocked over the store manager
He was tried on three counts, assault
among them.
Danny was turned over to the state's

Department of Youth Services (DYS) and
sent to Westfield Detention Center to await
permanent placement.
Danny was lucky. The Juvenile Offenders

Education Program. (JOE) brought Danny
and 100 offenders like him to UMass in an
attempt to keep them out of secure treat

ment centers. Jerome Miller, then state

comrpissioner of human services, closed
training schools where the boys had little

freedom and few outlets for creativity. JOE
youths at UMass were matched with
graduate students in criminal justice from
the School of Education, who assisted in

developing socially acceptable behavior for

them. Some of the graduate students had
come from deprived backgrounds
themselves, and wanted to give someone
else the chance to reform.

That was six years ago.
Last month. The Advocate Program, an

extended version of JOE, ended. Now
young men and women like Danny are back
to where they were when they first got
themselves in trouble.

Two September arrests resulting in rape
charges were the straw that broke the
camel's back. But does that mean help like

the Advocate Program can not work? Not
so. Carter said.

"They can work, and they do. The Ad
vocate Program worked for hundreds of

youths in the past six years," he said. "The
program served the whole state of
Massachusetts and tfie atmosphere was
very conducive to youth offenders.

"It gave them options in education they
wouUi not have had otherwise: alternative

high schools and vocational schools, within
an academic university environment.
"These are needed factors for the pro-

gram to work. You also need dedicated
people to make sure the program runs
well."

Ironically, Carter said, the youths in the

program at the time it was suspended were
considered less of a risk than past par

ticipants. The two who were arrested,

Winston said, "had no previous arrests or

trouble since they had been in the pro-

gram."'

Carter said "it is hard to predict behavior.

There is a' risk involved when working with

these youths, and when incidents happen
together like the two arrests, the program
usually will close. Any kind of program
couldn't take that pressure."

Others are losers too. For example, many
students were trained in the social service

professions by working with Advocate Pro-

gram youths. Their direct contact with

these youths provided invaluable ex-

pferience. Carter said.

What about Danny?
Danny and others like him in the Advocate
Program are back to DYS evaluations and
await new placement. Nine of the youths
remain in area foster homes, one is living

independently and attending UMass, and
the others may take all of the positive

aspects they have gained from the program
and return to their homes with supervision

and counseling from DYS. Other choices

include one of the many community homes
and secure treatment facilities.

HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

HEMPSTEAD, LONG ISLAND
The Assistant Dean of the Law School

will be on campus Wednesday, Nov. 1,

from 10 to 12, room 503 Goodell, to meet

with those students interested in applying

to the law school. All are invited to at-

tend.

Mary Wilkens (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

'Varied voices' bewitches

crowd for four hours
Reviewed by CANDY CARLON

If there is such a thing as perfect har-

mony, the eight women who performed in

Sunday night's concert in the Student
Union Ballroom, "'The Varied Voices of

Black Women," have come close to

reaching that level of artistry.

The superb unity in the instrumental styles

of the backup musicians blended and
balanced the "voices" of the four featured

artists, Gwen Avery, Mary Watkins, Pat

Parker and Linda Tillery, so well that even
when one of them performed solo, she was
never alone. Although each was a serious

musician or poet, there was at all times oc-

casional laughter emanating from per-

formers, convincing the audience that they

were genuinely enjoying themselves.

Gwen Avery, the most energetic of the

four featured performers, opened the first

set with "Sugar Mama" leading with a

slow, bluesy introduction and proceeding
to set an energy level that kept building

through the four hour performance.
Even in the serious moments of Pat

Parkers" five-voice poem "Movement in

Black," and Mary Watkins' acoustic piano
solo of a classical /jazz piece "I can Hear
the Music," and Linda Tillery's magnificent
"Freedom," the excitement was maintain-
ed.

The surprise performance of the evening
was given by percussionist Vickie Randal,
who took the microphone on Mary
Watkins' "Brick Hut." Randal completely
won the audience over with her vocals,
usually complimenting Linda Tillery, and
her performance on the congas.
It really seemed that this concert was an

event for the performers as well as for the
600 women and men who spent most of

the concert on their feet.

Adult Entertainment
Majestic Cinema
84 Cottage Street

E hampton, MA. 527 2346

Oct 25 31

DADDY 730
FOXY LADY -8 50

Mat. Thurs & Fri

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

I,AMP««If'.

lAMIMAL
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Starring JOHN BELUSHI
Today* SI (TLS « 15) 8 45

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL PRESENTS Notarization of absentee ballots will be

available according to the following

schedule:

CC 904-908

CC 911-915

10/30, 31,

11/01

11/2

CC 904-908 11/3,6

CC 917 11/7

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

10 a.m. 4 p.m.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

iGoldle Hoijun

Chevy Chos
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A NEW COMEDY THRILLER
Tfirtav ai ITLS S 001 8 30

fhere i% morv than

FINAL WEEK
Today al ITIS 6 15) 8 45
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IN CONCERT

SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 4, 1978

AT 7:00 P.M.

FINE ARTS CENTER CONCERT HALL '

TICKETS NOW ON SALE/AT THE FINE ARTS
CENTER BOX OFFICE

AND AT ALL TiCKETRON OUTLETS
PRICES: $2 and $3

FAC BOX OFFICE OPEN FROM 9 to 4

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY. TEL.: 546-2511

AND FROM 1 P.M. UNTIL PERFORMANCE
NOV. 4

GRADUATE STUDENTS
Positions Available

Student Activities Office reopens search for

two (2) part-time assistant positions (20-25

hours/week) for academic year. Responsible

for general advising/ programming of activities

in assigned residential areas; primary educator

of Alcohol Beverage Policy and facilitator of re

quired workshops in assigned area; other

general duties as assigned.

Qualifications: Knowledge of and interest in

student activities; ability to work closely and

communicate with students and staff, peers,

and supervisors; organizational and leadership

skills; matriculated Graduate student in good

standing; a good imagination; able to start

work immediately.

Remuneration: $3600 for academic year.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office

(SU 416) with resume and three letters of

reference (at least 1 non academic) by

November 8, 1978.

Culture
at student lates.

all natural ll

iny

7X5BY"i.?0

15C OFF 1 BREYERS.
All natural, creamy full of fruit

BREYERS. Real yogurt at its best^
^B • tm^ mmm mbb a^ ^hb •&.« *v-« • > ^^w "^ "^ ^"^ ^mb
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Letters to the Editor:
^J^^^i

Low attendance

not "a tragedy
ft

To the Editor:

/n regard to the article "The Tragedy of

UMass Sports" in last Thursday's
Collegian, / would like to make the
following comments:

For some of us. the fact that attendance
IS low at UMass football games is not a
tragedy but a cause for celebration. For
too long this brutal "game" has
dominated the American scene, shoving
aside more edifying forms of athletic

competition
Football IS not a "sport" It does not

promote good health, character, sport-

smanship, and all those other things

which sports are supposed to instill In us.

It IS a t^rutal, body battering melee which
might be useful in training marines, I who,
after all, are supposed to maim and kill

people] but it is questionable training for

young men in everyday society.

In human terms, football ranks only

behind deer shooting and the demolition
derby as a form of entertainment Low at

tendance at games doesn't bother me.
What !S a mystery is how anyone with a
consciousness above that of an ape can
pay good money to sit and watch such
events.

Let's face it The primary motivation in

football IS big bucks, not sportsmanship.
Football IS big business, hence drugs,

scandals, manipulation, etc are all alright

i)S lung rfs the money keeps coming in.

Does UMass really need such blood-
money? If we do, then we ought to take a
hard look at the type of society we 're sup
porting.

In case some machos think that I don't
know what I'm talking about, a member
of my family has been in football all his

life. He was once a big star of the
gridiron. But now, at 31. he is ready to

get out- his body broken, his spirit gone.
And when he has the courage to tell the
truth about the football racket, former
fans \good Americans all\ call him a com-
munist and tell him to shut the hell up.

So no one comes to the football games.
Good' Maybe at last other sports will get
th eir fair share of attention

M. O'Connor
Northampton

1-91 story

just "news ft

To the Editor:

News IS made to be printed, and when
a homosexual nng is broken up, the front
page is the best place for it to be aired.
Obviously, C Conley of Northampton
wishes that the incident was ignored or at
least down played Whyi> If a woman was
raped, would he write that a pedestr an
met with unfortunate circumstances and
leave it at that^

Conley 's charge that the Collegian will

not print a follow up stony is totally un
founded. He has no proof to that matter
and the remark should have been omit-
ted

He writes that the charges against the
men are. . "ludicrous; the men involved
were probably doing no more (and more
than likely a lot less!! than what goes on
in any dorm on campus every Friday and
Saturday night. " What proof does he
have that the charges were ludicrous. He
proves that he has no idea what the men
actually did by writing, "were probably no
more. .

.

"

According to Conley 's signature, he
lives off campus. Therefore, how could
he have any idea what goes on in our
dorms. He has condemned the whole
dorm system by accusing that homosex-
ual activities take place every weekend
night This charge is also unfounded and
irrelevant.

The recent rash of beatings, that he
refers to in Boston, are mostly because of
racial tensions, and not homosexual anx-
ieties. He IS simply twisting facts to im-
prove his side of a futile argument.

The Collegian was correct in giving
the story front page coverage. News like

this belongs out in the open where all can
see, not hidden in a closet like an asham-
ed gay person.

Paul Lespasio
Ken Ross

Andy Parker
Central Area

Connie strips

are for laughing

To the Editor;

This is to Phil Cox (most recent'y} and
all the other self-appointed guan ians of

my "socio-psycho-cultural" well being.

Stop telling me what I may jr may not
see. hear, or read. It's none of your
business. If, someday, you grow up
enough to stop shouting, you may have
time to look in a dictionary and read a few
books. May I suggest you look up humor,
satire, caricature, hyperbole, fact, opi-

nion, and truth for starters. If you do, and
if you think a while before you start

shouting again, you will notice that

neither humor nor satire are factual.

Those of us who have graduated from
mindless parroting of what we hear to

careful analysis and considered opinion

don't take our world view from comic
strips; we laugh at them. That's what
they're for, kids, and they don't work
without exaggeration, hyperbole, etc.

When a cartoonist draws Nixon's chin or

Carter's teeth way out of proportion we
laugh. Why not laugh if somebody draws
Mao's face the same way? Well, thinking
people do laugh, then get back to reality,

whatever that may be for them.

We also laugh when all you predictable
little gadflies suffer knee-jerk responses at
your typerwriters every time somebody
fails to bow to your particular icon. We,
the big, plural, silent majority type WE,
who are at least four out of five of the
people you pass on your way to class (if

you're smart enough to go), WE ARE
SICK OF YOU AND YOUR TIRED BOR
ING, REPETITIOUS, PAROCHIAL, IN-
VECTIVE. Except it's about the only thing
we're still allowed to laugh at.

On a more personal note, I have cram-
med a few varied experiences into my
short 27 years. I have demonstrated on
the streets (back when they had real
street demonstrations), starved while try-

ing to make it as a rock musician, com-
pleted two undergraduate degrees,
polished belt buckles in a sweat shop in
order to eat, labored in a steel mill, spent
some time wearing USMC green, loaded
trucks in 100 + degrees, and a few other
things. So, you pink-cheeked little girls

and pubescent little boys with your
checks from Mom and Dad and your meal
plans and/your first-time-awayfrom-
home, wide-eyed vandalism and your
simple-minded obfuscations, don't you
dare presume to tell me that you have
decided I can't handle a certain idea. It's

you that needs the guidance, not me.

Alan Atlas
Amherst

UMass Halloween
questionable

To the Editor:

The Halloween celebration at UMass
this past Saturday night brings me to ask
many questions about student attitudes
here.

Everyone agrees to the legitimacy of
drinking a bit, but when people go over-
board, matters get out of hand.
Should intoxication be an excuse for the

numerous instances of vandalism that
went on Friday night? Acts such as spray-
ing fire extinguishers, tipping over dump
sters and punching out windows are not
justifiable on a college campus no matter
what the circumstances are.

Can we be forgiven for leaving our
dorms in disorder for the janitors to tend
to on Monday morning? Or is it plausible
for someone to be exonerated from these
childish act of destroying University and
personal property because of drunken-
ness? I think not.

My only hope is that in the future, we as
students become more thoughtful of our
surroundings and of others around us in a
manner which will bring a decline in van-
dalism at the University.

Skip Carbin
Greenough

T

FASHION STYLES

AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

Z for $25
Imported Name Brands

St. Lycien Jeans French Star

Disco Jeans Velour Tops

Next toTHEPUBAmherst

iCOMMENTARYl

Come down and help out

Notice — Women's Health
Workshops are available to

campus groups through
Health Education at Univer-
sity Health Services. These
informal programs focus on
a variety of topics including

pelvic exams, vaginal care
and infections, breast self-

exams, DES end menstrua-
tion. For more information
and to request a program
contact Health Education,
549-2671, ext. 181.

Free Meditation Room-
Free meditation room
available on weekdays mor-
ning and afternoon. Spon-
sored by Sims and the TM
program, check listing daily

by Concourse elevators for

room and times - all

meditators welcome.

Notice — Groove Tube,
CCA 7, 9, and 11

-Wednesday, Nov. 1.

Energy Meeting -^discus-

sion of the dangers of

radioactive wastes from
Nuclear Power Plants.

Come tonight, Tuesday, to

the MassPIRG office. Room
423B, SU. Begins at 7:00

p.m.

Gamma Sigma
Sigma — there will be a

regular meeting tonight at

7:00 p.m. All sisters please

attend, pledges are
welcome.

Security— work study jobs
- security in Van Meter
Dorm, contact Ann Marie
Huntley, 205 Van Meter at

546-1231 or Joyce Chestnut
from 1p.m. to 7 p.m. at

545-3823 or evenings at

546-4565.

B'nai Mallei Dance
Troupe — meets tonight at

8:00 p.m. sharp, room 172

CC.

Internship
Available — Internships
available this spring in a

Worcester Hospital.
Students wanting to gain

experience in public rela-

tions, business and ad-

ministrative work,
laboratory work, nutrition,

occupational therapy, or

social work are urged to ap-

ply immediately. For details

talk to Eastern Mass.
Counselor in office of In-

ternships, 409 Goodell,
545-0727.

CHESS CLUB-meeting
tonight at 7:30 p.rTi., room
165 CC. Ail chess players

are welcome. PLease bring

sets and clocks as only a

limited number are
available.

•

GAM MA SIGMA
SIGMA-first pledge
meeting for the semester in

room 304 SU at 6:15 p.m.
All interested in joining a

service sorority are
welcome tonight.

Notice — Lesbian Union
Meeting, CC 803 at 8:00

p.m.

Notice— career day Nov. 2
CC, 10:00 2:30, sponsored
by SBA Undergrad
Business Club.

Notice— career day lun-

cheon tickets on sale now
in SBA Lobby, students on-
ly $3.50 lunch features

keynote speaker.

Econ Majors— meeting for

all undergrad Economics
majors, to discuss
adademics, organization,
etc. Wednesday Nov. 1,

CC 901 at 7:30 p.m.

Hebrew Conversation
Group —the Hebrew Con-
versation Group will be
meeting again on Monday,
Nov. 13 in the Hillel Office

at 6:30 p.m. All interested

people in the valley are in-

vited to this meeting who
wish to practice their

Hebrew Conversational
skills. Lehitraot.

Notice — Union Video
Center presents for public

viewing: Gerald Ford's
American and commentary
on Vietnam. Showings on
Tuesday, Oct. 31 and
Wednesday, Nov. 1 bet-

ween 11:00 a.m. and 2:00
p.m. near the Ha»ch. Get in-

terested and interesting!

Notice— Poets A...Magaz-
ing is now accepting typed,

self-addressed manuscripts
for the next issue. Please
submit all poetry to the

third floor South College.

A... Magazine deadline -

Nov. 15.

Notice— anyone interested

in being a member of the

Plant and Soil Science Club
- there will be a meeting
Thursday, Nov. 2 at 7:30

p.m. in French 106. All are

welcome.

Notice— public lecture by
Prof. Homer Thompson,
Prof, of Classical Ar-

chaeology at the Institute of

Advanced Studies m
Princeton. Topic entitled:

"The Athenian Agora, an
Ancient City Center."
Wednesday, Nov. 1 at 8:00
p.m. in the Amherst
Women's Clubhouse, 35
Tnange St., Amherst. A
reception will follow the lec-

ture.

Services — Circa, counsel-
ing center for women a

feminist therapy collective

that offers individual and
group counseling on a
sliding scale. Call M-F 9-5,

586-6471.

A well lit room is filled with people busily
typing, editing, laying out, and so on, in

perfect harmony. Someone rushes in and
yells, "Fire!" A team of three persons, a
cameraman, a reporter, and a water-person
immediately drop their work and rush out
the door hop into a waiting van, and cover
the story with complete objectivity and
photographs.

Hold it! What is wrong with this picture?

For the Collegian, everything. Picture

this.

Morning in a dark basement room. No-
one is there. Occasionally a sleepy reporter
wanders in looking for a story or a
photography assignment. The room is a
mess, obviously a place where a lot of
creative energy has been let loose, or
perhaps the sight of a semester long toga
party.

Slowly more people drift in, some staying,
some even getting on the phone and
bothering officials with imperious ques-
tions. Sometime between noon and mid-
night, and in between classes and social

dates, a whole range of events take place.

Ads get sold, and positioned on a page,
stories get hunted down and written,

photographs get taken and processed, and
all with an unseen hand seemingly guiding

this confusion to its ultimate goal.

It is important to remember an aspect of

this institution that is often forgotten these

days. To me, as a student and member of

the Collegian staff (rookie), the Collegian
has one overriding purpose. I hope to learn

something here about the distribution of in-

formation in our society. This paper is a

student paper.

The Collegian has been under constant,
and often justified, attack recently. When
those involved in an institution are faced
with its shortcomings, they are faced with
the age-ohd problem of destroying it, or at-

tempting to change it. With present society
a given, the Collegian is a valid institution

with great potential. Its destruction would
leave a void in the information available to

the student on campus as well as in the
educational opportunities presented here.

The Collegian is presently facing extreme
challenges to its quality and integrity. It is

financially in debt to the tune of at least

70,000 dollars, a debt that has been built up
over years of operation. It has been forced
to cut down its size, and increase advertis-

ing space. Stories get cut, or left out com-
pletely. The tight allocation of space cuts
into photographs and feature stories which
don't have direct news interest.

In the midst of this crunch, the paper is at-

tempting, or is being forced to deal with

valid criticism from groups such as the

former and present women's staff, pro-

fessors, students, and conflicting interests

in the staff which have so far remained in-

ternal.

All this criticism is valid and useful. But we
are all students here, and we are in the pro-

cess o^ learning to deal with the institu-

tions, as well as the critique of them, which
we find around us. There is the danger of

becoming part of the problem, but it is not

one which we should choose to run from.

Speaking strictly for myself, although I

know most here would agree with me, I

hope that the student body will continue to

support the efforts of the Collegian staff

to put out a quality paper, and will feel free

to come down to this dungeon and help

out. We could surely use your help.

Michael Sussman is one of the Collegian s

Town and Area editors.

ICOMMENTARYl

Struggling for Freedom
By PETER ELLISON

"Our knees won't bend. If I have to die in

this country, I want to die on my feet, not

on my knees."
Are these words spoken out of time, clip-

ped from the newsreel of some 1960's sit-

in? For 63,000 p>eople in northern Mississip-

pi and spreading out through the country
they do not represent a memory, or a

dream, but a statement about the present

world they wake up to in the morning. It is a

world where the "legal" police murder of

Black people goes unpunished by the

courts; where an "economic boom" caus-

ed by the relocation of run-away Northern
industry brings great economic hardship

and higher unemployment to the Black

community; where the "Invidious Knights"
of th3 Ku Klux Klan spread vigilante ter-

rorism with official complicity; where a

discriminatory power-structure perpetuates

itself with the administration of public

funds. For these people, members of the

United League, the civil rights struggle is

not over because the Supreme Court has
decided the equality of our society to be so
manifest that affirmative action is now
discrimination. The struggle for the

freedom of all people in the U.S. is not

over. These people have come together "in

a bond of solidarity and pride unparalleled

in this area. We are no longer afraid."

The United League was organized in

the economic, legal, and
faced by Black people in

has moved with cqurage,

and success from issue to

issue, challenging local governments in the

courts, organizing economic boycotts,

pointing the finger at police brutality and
demanding justice, speaking out on issues

of education and health care, and always
with a confident, militant strength. "We're
non-violent," says Skip Robinson, presi-

dent of the League, "but our freedom has
been jeopardized. If we have to walk over a

1966 to fight

social battles

Mississippi. It

determination.

person, we ii do it."

The United League is not an organization
with fancy offices and a large treasury: its

strength comes rather from its mass
character. While the NAACP, gun-shy pen-
ding an appeal of a 1 V* million dollar deci

sion levied against it for a 1968 boycott in

Port Gibson, Mississippi, steered clear of

the boycotts in Byhalia and Tupelo,
Mississippi, the United League was the ma-
jor force organizing in both cities. Support
also comes from other organizaions, such
as Northern Mississippi Rural Legal Ser-

vices and the ACLU, but it is the people of

Mississippi, united indeed, who are winn-
ing the battles. "We've gotten more people
around here jobs than the Mississippi

Employment Service," points out a league

attorney. "We are willing to stand up
against lawlessness as well, and Black peo-
ple now look to the League when
something happens."
The struggle for freedom is not limited to

northern Mississippi, nor are the forces of

oppression and reaction. The Imperial

Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan rants in the

streets of Concord, N.H. Philadelphia

Mayor Rizzo, surrounded by his shock
troops, launches a campaign of dynasty
based on "White Power." But the will to

take up the fight for freedom and justice is

spreading as well.

Skip Robinson, President of the United

League, is coming to UMass Thursday,
Nov. 2, as a representative of that will.

Sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors

Program, Skip will be speaking in the

S.U.B. at 8:00 p.m., sharing his experience

brought from the freedom struggle in

Mississippi, seeking support for the United

League's efforts in battling discrimination

and minority oppression, and passing the

call to freedom-minded people in this area

as he as to other areas of the country this

year.

Peter Ellison is a member of the Revolu-

tionary Student Brigade.
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Our Customers
Are Our Best

Advertising

So why are we running this ad?

Because there are still some people who don't know
that we provide the best (and the fastest) typing service

in the area. And even if they i^now atKHit our typing,

some people don't know that we also provide Word
Processing and high quality PitneyBowes copying, not
to mention a wide selection of papers and type styles.

So give us a call or come into our office

and findout about us.

Valley Typing—().on*t wait for

your best friend to tell you!

10-6 M-F
29 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-6736 10-2 S

BS/EE, C/S

To mokea
high angle

that

jMiows all about
entries

tell you about one of 'he most sophisticated and
!

rantied yd solnl

industry Our f

history of sc
guidance syst.

airborne com;, ,

• -ments m the entire aerospace

-.itives will outline our long

nertial

s and

i teM yr. . :aunch

you on the steepi-^i p j^sible caf'.->-. : ., - .

See your Placomeni Oftice for a orel'r- --uy company

orofilp and S4gn up for a one on .-.-today

Kearfott

is coming
on

Tuesday.

November 14

Kearfott
J division o« Trie S I N C E R Ccmpan,

Ac equal opportunity employer m/f w^o c re.i'es opDCT'umtif";

.^»i* *,.
' "t'sddy, Octobci Ji, IjTg

Funnier than your last midternn.

Much funnier.

A Funny Thing
Happened On The
Woy To The Forum
• The Roebucks Players Production*

November 2, 3 and 4 8 p.m.

§ Bowker Aud., Stocl<bridge Hail— UM
Box Office opens Oct. 23 545-0783

Put down this paper
and pickup some

The height
of Western
Cultiue.

WITH
THIS
AD

« f^ASKT 1EAN5

ore I. \(^1S

X NOUSf^

All natural
creamy, full of fruit

BREYERS
Real yogurt

at its best.

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

Tuesday, October 31, 1978

TODAY'S

CaOSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Heron, e g
6 European

river

10 Pitfall

14 Ammonia
compound

15 Four roods
Br

16 — avis

(7 Minimum
18 Untamed
19 Above Ger
20 Last

27 Massacre
24 Incautious

26 Calmed
27 Portrayed
31 Spanish title

32 In any —
33 Ethical

35 Talk Idly

38 Asian dy-

nasty

39 Antic
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41 — Glory
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43 Copal
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67 Paving
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39 Humorist
40 Witty reply

42 Cook
43 Meat dishes
44 Defeated
46 Batter

Revered one 47 Chair part

Virile male 48 Instant

Populace
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Wicked
Hang
Drugs
Relaxes
Pant

Girl friend

Fr

Tie

49 Fr income
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53 Glance •

55 Doesn t ex-
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56 Opening
•>? E Ind
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JOIN THE
COLLEGIAN

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

u/e'na BACK m> talkjno

U/im MAMTHON PiJNNeR

MILBS POIASh. Al/ThOR Of

me BesT-SiuiNG - rm
coMPLemBoa^oFmiH"

'w it

^-. J.l

RUNNina S> \:^ 7,>.f jOC£)

fOU Tht 300' '"5 (yOOD

/v. A m-'^r\
' I.:. %;^'^

X - V

ZONKER. iOU

JU5r CAN'T 6Ay
ENOUOH ABOUT
PAIN-' '

r']t^

dUTSURUi
ThUiE'SA
THfiESHOLP.

A BREAK
INO POINT?

/frt

THAT'S RJ6HI
ZONKEff fOU
JUST CAN'T SAY

ENOUCfh ABOUT
,UPAIN!

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

Caid cV\cat <yf\

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

by l\/larl<y Freert

4 AMP wrm -,, rt
ARC AT THf liTTtI

Tf^AT Sorf€ OlSCL^mS MAvri

t\)arlkl
Recruitment meeting:

Wed., Nov. 1, 7:30 p.m.

Campus Center 168

Any UMass student can join the campus daily. Come to the

meeting and learn how you can involvo yourself in one or more
of the following departments:

News — of students, faculty, area and town, etc.

. Black Affairs

Women's News
Photography
Editorial/Opinion

Sports
Fine Arts

Production and Editing

BIG HALLOWEEN PARTY

Tonight

Happy Hour all night

to those wearing costumes

Live entertainment

Prize for the best costume

III

(ilYVL

one

gootifoDti&tihnIi
lY ST., Amhftrst. Mass. 549-
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Tuesday. October 31, 1978

Tuesday, October 31, 19/8
Collegian n

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

paul taylor
^ daiwe *^company

Tuesday November 7 8 pm

Cloven Kingdom. Polaris. Airs

Wednesday, November 8 8 pm

Diggity. Private Domain. Esplanade

FINE >RTS CENFER CNCERT H4L

WeVe Got Something
Your Mother Never Told You About...

The Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your
hair in harmony with the way it grows Sure your hair

eventually grows out, but with a precision haircut it

doesn't lose its shape
And tDecause your hair falls naturally into place.

You won t have to keep fussing with it

Now you've got something you can tell your
mother about

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14 00
whether you re a guy or a gal ^nd no appointments
are ever necessary
Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all, but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you

UMj-

I

i SPECIAL GET ACQUAINTED OFFER I

I You receive an 8 ounce bottle of our

special COMMAND PERR3RMANCE
shampoo at no charge with the purchase

of any service It's an acid balanced
natural pH protein shampoo of the

highest auaiity

Offer expires Nov 13 Valid with this coupon

Hampshire Mall ^ ^:^. . r 586 0090

Fine Arts Center Boi Office M F 9 4, 545 2511

& New Englond Ticketron Locations.

To place a classified ad. fl'op by tl.«: Coi

k^w.> offw.e <(X 1131 hctw.rffi 8 4b .i m
and 3 4b p m Monday throiujh hrid.iv nr

use our handy clip and rri.jil fotf i "

mcjsl issu».-b of th«r (.olUrji.in

deadlirw is 3 4b i- m twc) (l.iy. . il n
ot publication (!.»i«-

j
C 4Mnniaii<l IVHTormaiiec |

Collegian
Classifieds

Gypsy guitarist

to enciiant
By KEN SHAIN
Collegian Staff

Carlos Montoya, world famous master of Flamenco
guitar, will be featured in concert at the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall this Friday at 8 p.m.

Internationally acclaimed, Montoya is known for both
his outstanding catalog of recordings and his si/zling

solo displays of concert artistry A Spanish gypsy born
in Madrid, Montoya achieved national recognition at the

age of fourteen, and as a child prodigy became the toast

of the "Quadros Flamencos" during the heyday of

Flamenco style song and dance.

The Carlos Montoya concert is the first event of the

1978-79 Celebrity Series at the Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall. Tickets for the concert are now on sale at New
England Ticketron locations and the Fine Arts Center

box office, open Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to

4 p.m. and from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. the day of the perfor-

mance.

Ticket prices for the concert are: General public - $7,

6, 5 UMass students $5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and
other students - $6, 5, 4. For more information, call

545 2511.

Roebuck Players

"Forum ' to cast spell
By KEN SHAIN
Collegian Staff

The Roebucks Players, the Pioneer Valley's tallest

thentre organization, will present the hit musical A Fun-
ny Tfitng Happened On The Way to the Forum on
fMnvember 2, 3, and 4 at 8 p m. in Bowker Auditorium,
Stnrkhfidge Hall, UMass
Foniiv IS the award winning Broadway romp through

ancient Rome written by Burt Shevelove and Larry

G»;ll)ari Witt) music by Stephen Sondheim. Famous
scings from the tuneful score include "Everybody Ought
To Have A Maid," "Lovely," and the well known
"Comedy Tonight". Forum tells the story of Pseudolus,

a Roman slave, who will do anything »o gam his

fteedom The way he goes about his plans however, get

an odd assortment of characters involved and then the

ffoiihle starts What in a short time appears to be a

hopeless mess is in the end resolved and peace again

conies to everyone Starring Zero Mostel and Jack
Gilforf) in ttie original productioh, the original Broadway
production captured countless awards for its joyful pro-

duction.

The Roebucks Players, under the direction of Peter J.

Tnl.in. were formed early this year to present mainly

comedy productions, "fort/m seemed a natural", said

Tol.in, a theatre staple on the South Shore of

Mass.ichusetts

Collegian classified rates are l.tiiy. 45r
j

per iiii>- tiv ii.Dsi' '.• ssufs, 40c I"" '

line ()fr (i.iv 30 < oic issues, 30c \"''

line per d.iv O'l." in . ihly .(inivali'iH
|

to 38 I har.K !t'rs

AUDIO FOUfMD

2 Infkmv QR spkrs., under 5 yr warranty,

9 mos. oW. $225 or BO, 546^6662, Mark
Calculator w/ SS I in Puffton, 549-68^

HELPWAI^ED

AUTO FOR SALE

For^ie^1970 Spitfire MK III c72

engine r>ew tram, clutch low miles 4

Michelin radiate body excellent $1000 or

BO Call Dave, frblOl

78 CJ5 Golden Eagle jeep, modified

erKjme. very good condition, only 12,000

miles.

IfTS Chewy wen. C 10, long body, power

steering. AM/FM stereo, heavy duty

suspension arwJ shocks, radial tires, ex

ceieni condition, call Marc, 545 2591 days,

ee&'4642 nights and weekends

ENTERTAINMENT

Diaco Daw* is back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ. Reasonable

rates, call D.L. Disco at (413) 567 1715 (col

lect) and ask for Dave or Bryan.

Men! Women! Jobs -cruise ships'

Freighters' No experience. Higii pay' See

Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So. America.

Winter, summer! Send $2.75 to Seaworld,

Box 61035, S^cj^., CA 95825.

Graduate students -2 part time assistant

opportunities available in Student Activities

Office for academic year doing activity ad

vising and Alcohol Policy workshops in

Residential Areas Apply in Student Ac
tivities Office, 416 SU, with resume and

three references by November 8, 1978.

Piano moving — $4/ hr. for an occasional

job, 2 hr. min. Must have car. 586-6693.

Excellent income, part-time -full-time

opportunity. Arrange own hours, personali

-y, car required, call 247^7^0^

Breaklast cook, 6.30 am. 11 am
Thursdays, good pay /fringe benefits, apply

to/ at Butterfield dorm co-op or Ron,

545 0182.

French student would give lessons,

beginners/advanced, conversation, fees

negotiable. Call Florence: 546 5317^

Disco dance lessons — are you tired of

watching everyone having a good time dan

cing while you just sit there'' If so call Amy,

546 5683, & you'll be on your way to being

the best on the floor.

Off-topic debate eoach needed. Smith

College, call Beth Gill. 506-0275.

LOST

Lost in the library (by the newspapers) a

Parker fountain pen with brushed steel

finish and brown ink Sentimental value, $5

reward. Call 546 1494. eve^ ^

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546 6993.

PERSONALS

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted, 15 min. to campus,

Granby, low rent, 3 bedroom, call Jim at

467 3795.

Own room in Sunderland apt., immediate,

$80-1^ non smoker, older student, call

Charles, 5 2876, 5 0444, 665 477^.

F. roommate wanted for own room in

apt. in big house. Main St., Amherst,

253-7150.

SERVICES

Anniversaire' Je

FOR RENT

3-br. large house. S. Amherst, UM bus

rte ,
$450/mo. -^ utility, 1 mo security,

253 5515

Furnished room, 10 mm. walk from

UMass & downtown, also on bus loute

Available Nov. 1, call 549 3893 fc-r rj.itails

Lovely furnished room m Easthamplon.

kitchen, bath, phone, 20 minute dnvf r.iM

527 5420. ask for Mrs Anderson

"for" SALE

Well made watches by L>

slide rule, only 10 left, $25 ea J-y^ ^Wb

2 pair of Hanson ski boots Ur "
•

soh model 2 years old. V goo-:

Asking $4C/pair^Call Gayle at

Vivitar zoom lens, 90 230, i '''•^

over $120, xall Debbie, 323 55 ^ &
ovo. ^_____ .

.
,^

Skis Blliiarct Prototyp. Very good condi-

tion, 170cm, $110 or BO, call Mitch^6 5490

Rna^ueedclothing. The Madeleine, 79

South Pleasant St.. Amherst, daily 11-5

Wanted-experienced jugglers for

Madrigal Dinner December 7 10 and 13 16

plus rehersals. Call E.W Abercrombie.

545 0437 or 545 2227.

Union Video Center has opening for 4 hr.

a week work study student Join an ex

citing proiect^, call Jessie, 5 1336.

2 work study positions available—

1

must be able, to work Moi and Fri morn

.ngs Apply Student Activities Office Rm
416, Student Un^ion.

Part-time "helpers tn attach hooks 'o

mailboxes m Amher';t Belrhertown and

H.idley. $3.00/hr. Apply Circulation Office,

Amherst Recorr)

Heip wvaiUt' * * ^^'''P wanted

.; work f.ti,'1, j^bF. on campus Apply

GrVnnounh S".Trk Bar after 7 p.m., ex

pBfi,
•. ' located in Central

Area.

IftetRUCTION

Racquetball lessons, student rates, use

of private facility, 253 5035.

TFB — Bon Deuxieme
t'aime. EMC.

Joel, don't forget Reefer Madness is show-

ing this Friday nite. The times are 6:30,

8:15, 9:50, 11:30. Let's not miss it this time.

It is at Mahar Aud. The Stooges are with it.

Only a buck. Bumbolini^
^

If you've had a problem with an auto

repair of purchase, the UMass Consumer
Action Center wants to know. Please call

5450199 or 545 0781, Mondays Fridays,

9 5.

Mark B.-may you break your legs walk

it>g the Hill. Love someonewho lives closer.

UMass tubas: happy Halloween!' Love,

Mary Ellen.

Hot Meditteranean-black beauty Euro

pean masseurs here at UMass for your

relaxing stimulating pleasure. Hours very

flexible, price -worth it' Complete satigfac

tion guaranteed. Keep looking for more

uetails coming.
^

•

2 work study positions available—

1

must be able to work Men. and Fri. mom
ings Apply Student Activities Office, Rm
416, Student Union. ^'—

.

Retraction -lasl Tuesday, Oct. 17,-
1 plac

ed an untrue ad in the personal section of

the Collegian using my roommate Mat

Sinesi's name without his consent. as J

prank. I deeply regret any embarrasment

that came to him due to this practical |oke

Stephen Lynch

Hauling service, call 549-4730, after 5

p.m.

Sound system for hire, coffeehouses,

bands, discos, call Rick, 584-4105.

Photography passport or portrait instr.,

by appt., resume work, Steven, 253-5081.

Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for

your 256-page mail order catatog of col-

feniate research. 10,250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt .ielivery. Box 25907 B, Los Angeles,

Calif., 90025, (213) 477-8226.

WANTED

Urgent— fifes/drummers needed IP 31 to

I'^d Halloween parade, 200 kids, 'iimpton

GUns , Nortnampton. call J. Pine, ;»a6 3921

or Cam, 586 1464, free homecook supper.

WANTED TO QENT^ _ ^^

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

. ,• ' 1 25 monthly, call 549-5343 even{ngb

HYPtVlOSrS

Free introductory session, improve all

'eadingskills, concentration, memory.-intui-

: -n, exam taking. cW» Nftgimmirkr;, it real

V works. StartK r'-nmptly 7:00 m. Wed.,

N(TV, 1 Campus Center Rm 809. 30 seats,

KR Morse, M-EJ3^f»rbt. Hypno. 532-5703

LEGAL SERVICES
~~~'

Attorney Jason R. Rqlien»hal, General

Practice, low cost legal represe'ntation for

UMass community, appt. only, 263 7617.

S»AWVW»%w-v«%vrrf-»v»>'vr•**•«-•»*-« t ri

Sports Notices
NEW GiM SCHEDULE: (Effective Oct. 30 Dec 10)

BOYDEN OPEN PLAY Mon., Wed. 12:05 5:30
Tue., Thur. 2:15 5:30
Friday 12:05 9:30
Mon. Thur. 5:30 to closing.

Volleyball Intramurals.

NOPE OPEN PLAY Mon Fri. 8:30 1030 p.

m

INTRAMURALS 3 on 3 half court, double elimination basketball tournament. Begins
Nov. 27 and all students are eligible Teams can sign up by filling out an entry form in

the Intramural Office.

UMass JV spikers

scalp RI Warriors
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cji 209 Main St., Northampton (above Cima)
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By SUZETTE COURTMANCHE
Collegian Staff

TEAM (tem)n. 1. number of people work-
ing or acting together While volleyball fits

Webster's definition of team, there are
games one can win without a team per-
formance.

Such was the case Saturday afternoon
when the UMass JV volleyball team
discomfitted the Warriors of Barrington,
Rhode Island in three successive games
(15 1, 15 9, 15 4). It did not take much of a

team effort to defeat tho Warriors, simply
serving the ball over was sufficient.

Take into consideration the first game
(151) where Julie Mendelsohn served for

twelve of the fifteen points. When the ball

did come back however, sets and spikes

yave the serve back to UMass for the re

maining points This pattern of play con-
tinued into the second game (15-9) as the

Warriors kept losing control of UMass
serves Susan Toltz took credit for that
round with nineteen good serves, five of
which were untouchable ace serves. Final-

ly, in the third game (15 4) the UMass
squad had the opportunity to set up plays.

Although the team won, players seemed
dissatisfied with their performance.

"The competition wasn't very good, but
we should have played better," Julie
Mendelsohn observed.

Coach Paul Bauer considered Barrington

the poorest team so far," he continued
"and we didn't even play to our full poten-
tial."

With the last game approaching, (Nov. 2
vs. Smith) tfib UMass squad is anxious to

boost their nearly perfect record of 7 1 to

8 1. A more important goal for the seasons
finale is "to play the best we've played all

year, " Bauer predicted.

/- Sports Calendar

JV football at AlC
Soccer at Brown

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

TODAY'S GAMES
\

Field Hockey at UConn 3:00 p.m.
JV Field hockey at UConn 4:15 p.m.
Volleyball vs E. Connecticut/U. Hartford at EConn 7:00 p.m.

TOMORROW'S GAMES

Soccer at Westfield State 7:30 p.m.
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PKTKR SHAFFKR'S
BRILLIANT AWARD-WINNING DRAMA

Oct. 27-Nov. 18

Performances Tues.- Sun. Eves at 8:00 PM
Frank Prentice Rand Theater

UMass Fine Arts Center
'V2 price student rush tickets are available each

evening performance at 6:00 PM
Box Office 545-3511

University of Massachusetts/ Annherst

FINE >4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

Friday, November 3 8:00 p.m.

Tickets now on sale. General Public - $7, 6, 5.

UMass students • $5, 4. 3. Senior citizens and other

students -S6, 5, 4.

FINE >RTS CENFER CNCERT FUL

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511
and Nmt England Tickatroa Location.
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UM stickers

seeded 3rd
Bv MfKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

Cortland State College in New York is the destination of

number three seeded UMass for the preliminaries of the

Eastern Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
this Friday

The Minutewomen will play unseeded Cortland in the first

round, the winner playing the victor of Harvard vs. Cornell for

the right to go to Springfield College tor the semi final and
final rounds
UMass handily defeated Cortland earlier this season 3 but

since then Cortland has improved, included in its record is a tie

against number one seeded UConn,
A committee for the tournament, meeting last night, has

seeded eight teams for the sixteen team tourney, the top tour

seeds to be spread out over the fout preliminary sites. Number
one seed UConn will open at their home field as will second

seed Dartmouth. Nutnber four seed UNH will bt' at Brockport,

NY tor their opening round
The other four seeds in order are UMass nviil and recent

victim Springfield, Harvard,, Bndgewater State and Ithaca

Coach Pamela Hixon is pleased with the seeding of her

squad which avoids almost all possibility of having to play

UNH or Springfield before the finals Hixon explained that at

the Brockport site are both Springfield and UNH, two of the

top teams in New England. If both teams win thtit first round

they would have to play each other, a situation that seems un-

fair since both teams deserve a shot at Springfield following

their strong seasons
UConn, who the stickers play today, is no surprise to Hixon

to be seeded first UConn has been called "the best team we'll

see this season" by Hixon, and a loss will not change the

seedings of either team What is surprising is number two

seed Dartmouth. Very little is known about the club but they

have proven their strength with wins over UNH and Spr

ingfield this season
Both Hixon and coach Dottie Zenaty of Springfield have ex

pressed approval of this year's tournament set up. In previous

years the sixteen tourney teams all played at one site which in

Icuded playing twice in one day. Under this year's set up

UMass will play at 2:30 on Friday and at 12:30 on Saturday

should they win.

Intramural playoffs begin
By PHIL FIOBINSON
Collegian Staff

In the quest for the men's intramural championship. Beta Kapp? Phi continued their

winning ways as they defeated the Wheeler Fuckowies, 27-0.

The first round playoff game started out as a defensive battle, with both teams trying

to get their offenses together A Jimmy Pollana interception of a Marty Grudgeon pass

got Beta Kappa Phi untracked, and on the next play Timmy Hislop fired a perfect pass

to the well-covered Dan Smith for a touchdown.
Following the kickoff, the Fuckowies found sonrw success moving the ball, as

Grudgeon hit Bruce West with two long gainers. They came close to the goal line, but

couldn't score as BKP's defense tightened up

The first half ended with the score 6 and it appeared the game would go down to

the wire However, Tom Swiderski picked off a pass in the third quarter which led to

Gary Bernson's reception for a T.D.

At the start of the firwil period, Hrslop found Smith open for a long gainer to set up

Gary Bolduc's catch for six points, and the extra point brought the score to 20-0. Bern-

son put the icing on the cake late in the game with his second touchdown catch.

Leo Kalinowski kicked three out of four extra points for the victors.

In other playoff games, Mackimmie dominated the Redeyes, 26-7 to move them into

a quarterfinal showdown with last year's title-winning Space Cadets, who tipped the

Patriots in the first round, 13-3. Pi Kappa Alpha shut out Iowa Tech (from Washington

tower), 16-0, to match them up with Beta Kappa Phi in the next round. A mild upset oc-

curred when I Phelta Thi turned back the Sun Devils, 13-6. I Phelta Thi will take on the

White Owlf who were also victorious in the opening round of the playoffs.
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Fiesty Julie McHugh stickhandles the ball past Sp
defpnders in action this past Saturday. (Staff photo by

ringfield CuiiuLje

Pat Dobbs).

Rich Eckel

A tough young man

Tommy Witkos (14) lays the ball up while Connie Nappier (42) and

George Dennerlein (34) defend during last Saturday s Red White scrim-

mage Mark Haymore (44) and Brad Johnson (12) are the lookers on.

(Staff photo by Patrick O Dobbs).

He remembers the play well. It was a play

whose aftermath has left him standing on
the sidelines for the past six weeks wat-

ching Dennis Dent, Cliff Pedrow and Hank
Sareault total 1,488 yards rushing, while

the UMass football team has rolled to a 5-2

record. It was a play that might have sent

many other freshmen packing for home
and a job at the local mill.

"It was a 93 roll draw, " remembers Asa
Hilliard, a freshman from San Francisco,

Calif., who had the dubious distinction of

being labeled a "phenom" upon his arrival

at UMass. "It was a play where you run up

the middle. I got hit and as I was going

down the guy came up underneath my
pads."

Pop. On Asa Hilliard's seventh official run

from the line of scrimmage in the team's

opening game against Villanova he had

been hurt.

The diagnosis- a dislocated shoulder. So,

for SIX weeks he's been standing,

something, he says, he's not used to. Since

his days at South San Francisco high

school people have always known one

thing about Asa Hilliard -he can run. But

for six weeks he's been standing.

Many freshmen, especially the one's

whose reputations precede their presence,

might have become discouraged. He might

have decided that UMass was too far from

home and that, just maybe, he'd made a

mistake.

"It hasn't been too bad," said Hilliard

yesterday as he prepared for practice with a

shoulder that is now, in football ter-

minology, 100 percent. "I'm just glad the

injury didn't happen in preseason. At least

I got a chance to show them what I could

do."

"I've never had to sit on the bench

before. .1 think its helped me realize certain

things. I think I've matured a little."

Asa Hilliard has stayed and he's learned.

Now, six weeks later, he is anxious to

return and improve the statistics that read:

Hilliard, hb, one game, seven carries, 28

yards. «

"He's handled his injury extremely well,"

says UMass football coach Bob Pickett.

"He's not missed a practice. He hasn't

missed a team meeting."

"He has great maturity," added Pickett.

"He can handle things easier than people

who have been around a lot longer..."

There haven't been many freshmen in the

past few years who have been able to crack

the starting lineup for UMass. But Hilliard

did. Though, ironically, he says that it was
Pickett's refusal to say he would start that

induced him to opt for UMass.

"I took a lot of things into consideration

before coming to UMass," he says. "But I

was really impressed with the coaching

staff. Back west I don't think the coaches
take as much time to get to know their

players... I was really impressed with coach
Pickett.

"Most of the other coaches said that I'd

probably start. Coach Pickett didn't say
that to me. He said that I'd be coming to a

good program, with a winning reputation.

If I was hurt I knew I wouldn't be put on the

shelf."

Asa Hilliard knew that just playing wasn't

enough. His junior year in high school he

played on an undefeated football team,

while performing, he says, mostly as a

blocking back. As a senior he became the

main man in the backfield. However, South

San Francisco High wasn't undefeated that

year. Winning was a lot more fun.

That's what Pickett says he tells all his

recruits.

"Just playing isn't enough," says
Pickett," you've got to play and have an
opportunity to win. That's what we have
here... a program that has a lot of pride."

He could have become discouraged and
he could have left. He could have gone
home to a more familiar area where people

already knew who Asa Hilliard, the football

player, was.

He could have returned to the west coast;

to schools where he says, "I have friends

who can't even read playing there." But he

didn't and this week Asa Hilliard is ex

pected to play against Rutgers.

I
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President will meet SGA heads

Knapp to hold student forum
By I^ARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

University President David C. Knapp will

visit here Thursday. November 9, deliver a

speech and hold an hour long question and
answer session open to all students.

Knapp. officially inaugurated as presi-

dent of the three-campus University system
last Sunday, will meet with leaders of the

Student Government Association at 5
p.m., and hold a meeting open to students,

tentatively scheduled for 6:15 p.m. in room
917 of the Campus Center.

According to Howard White, a

spokesman for the president's office,

Knapp accepted an invitation to meet with

Students rate

DC food

unsatisfactory
Editor's note: A survey conducted last

spring by (he Student Affairs Research and
Evaluation Office \SAREO\ examined stu-

dent attitudes and opinions towards
University services. This is the third of a

four-part series dealing with the food ser

vice.

By ANDREW MIGA
andJAMES CARTER
Collegian Staff

The UMass dining commons food con
tinues as a prime target for student com
plaints

According to SAREO, 63 percent of the
students surveyed were either dissatisfied

or very dissatisfied with the food service.

Only seven percent of UMass students
reported they were greatly or very greatly

satisfied with the food service. This was the
lowest response of the five colleges. Cor
responding figures are: Amherst 14 per
cent; Hampshire 19 percent; Mt.
Holyoke 33 percent and Smith 38 percent.

Arthur Warren, director of food services

at UMass, points to size as the crucial fac-

tor.

UMass is more institutional than the

other schools, " he said. "Schools like

Smith and Mt. Holyoke serve 30 to 40 peo-

ple in each house so they can cater to in-

dividual needs. However, they're also more
expensive"

UMass students on the meal plan
cumulatively pay $863,000 yearly to help

defray costs incuri(>d by the construction of

the dining commons. This is nearly an
eighth of the to'al yearly food service

budget of $8 million. Students at the other

four colleges are not faced with this ex-

pense since most of the buildings are older

and already paid for, Warren said.

"We compare favorably to other land

grant colleges," Warren said. "In'format

and style we're very similar to University of

Rhode Island and University of Connecticut
because of sheer numbers"

The Food Service conducts its own
surveys iri the dining commons to get stu-

dent opinions on meal selections and ser-

/ices. There is no set format, students were
x)lled last spring but nothing is planned for

he fall semester.

"We pay a great deal of attention to the

comment cards," Warren said. "I would
juess that 90 percent of the changes we
nake are based on student input."

Warren believes the majority of com-
)laints stem from monotony. Criticism

ilways increases as the semester wears on,

le said, he said.

"We try to meet a happy medium. In do-

^Q so there is always a certain percentage

if people who wiH ho unhappy " he said

The new seconds policy, menu revisions

nd special food nights arc all geared to

aaking the dining commons more
•abatable to students, Warren said.

students here from Brian DeLima. the

Speaker of the Undergraduate Student
Senate
White yesterday said the meeting

represented Knapp's "intention to accept
as many invitations and speak to as many
people on campus as his schedule will allow
him to."

According to DeLima. Knapp will meet
with representatives from the Student
Senate to discuss senate programs and
projects. The senate representatives may
suggest that Knapp make regular visits and
hold open forums on campus. DeLima said.

"I think it would be helpful for him to be a

more visible president than President

(Robert C.) Wood was." DeLima said.

Wood, who stepped down from the
presidency in January of 1978, last held a
general meeting with students here on
campus in April. 1976. according to
DeLima.
The room can hold about 100 people,

and an adjacent room, which can also hold
about 100. will be equipped with television
monitors broadcasting the meeting, accor-
ding to DeLima.
Knapp will begin his presentation to the

open forum with a short speech, and will

then take questions from the audience, ac
cording to DeLima.

Knapp, 50, a short man and a chain

smoker with a quick, wry smile is the
former Provost of Cornell University in New
York. He assumed the office of UMass
President this September 1.

Knapp will make his visit to campus on
the Thursday night prior to Friday the long
Veteran's Day weekend. It was the only day
his schedule allowed, according to DeLima.

^ Knapp last visited the campus in late

September to address a meeting of the
Faculty Senate, and visited in August,
before he assumed the presidency, for a
tour of the campus and a meeting with
deans and department heads.

This will be Knapp's first general meeting
with students on this campus.
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Winners of the annual Collegian Halloween Costume Fulgione),

contest last night pose in their winning costumes. Left to Spielman
right: Death (Wayne Gelineau), John Blutarsky (Geof Morrissey)

The meal tickets (Leslie Roberts,
and Judy Herzog), and Cousin
(Staff photo by Patrick O. Dobbs)

Deborah
It (Ellen

Carter's anti-inflation plan rejected
Associated Press
WASHINGTON-Pres'tdenx Carter's anti-

inflation program was rejected as ine-

quitable and unfair Tuesday by the AFL
CIO, which called for a special session of

Congress to impose wage and price con-
trols.

The labor federation's decision came as
the administration began trying to imple-

ment its anti inflation plan with more detail-

ed explanations of the voluntary restraints

it is asking of workers and businessmen.
Meanwhile, the world's money managers

continued to show little confidence in the

administration's ability to bring the ec-

nonmy under control. The dollar fell to new
lows in several countries, and the New
York stock exchange continued its long

slide.

The AFL-CIO's decision, announced after

a meeting of its executive council here, was
a sharp rebuke to the administration, which
n'^eds the cooperation of millions of

workers to make its program work.
The giant labor union said Carter's pro-

gram of voluntary controls on wages and
prices do not."meet the principfes of equity

and fairness, " contending that in practice it

would hold down only wages, not prices.

The union called for mandatory controls

on wages, prices, dividends, profit margins
and interest rates as the only way to ensure
everyone suffers a fair share of the burden.

Meanwhile, the Council on Wage and
Price Stability told the nation's workers all

compensation f Iom wages and insurance

to sick leave and vacation-must be con-
sidered in computing the seven percent
voluntary ceiting on pay increases the pro-

gram includes.

The only exception for the wage-earner is

increased overtime pay, the council said,

and that applies only "as long as the condi-

tions of that pay are not changed.'"

Prices would be held to 0.5 percentage
points below the increases in the previous

year, but the council said businesses can
raise prices by more if it shows its costs in-

creased markedly in such areas as interest

rates, raw materials, crude petroleum and
natural gas.

In other economic news the dollar con-

tinued its drop at currency exchanges in

Frankfurt and Tokyo, although it posted
modest gains in early trading in Paris and
London. The dollar dropped to new lows
against the Japanese yen, the Italian lire

and the German mark.
Currency dealers said there were some

early signs of recover/, and the markets
were reported calmer than during Mon-
day"s frantic dollar plunge. But a West Ger-
man dealer said that, "'There's no con-
scious change in the market."

US, Israel, Egypt resume
peace negotiations
Compiled from Wire Services

WASHINGTON M\dd\e East peace talks

were yesterday back in full swing with a

resumption of three way negotiations

among the United States, Egypt and Israel

after a 10-day lapse.

The goal at the Blair House session, led by
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, was to

complete a treaty between Egypt and Israel

by compromising differences over amend-
ments proposed by both sides.

"Overall, the negotiations continue to

move forward." said Sate Department
spokesman George Sherman, "but before

we can be succnssful we still have to have
an agreement on a treaty package"
Tht piincipal issue in dispute is how close-

ly to lir>k peace between Egypt and Israel to

subsequent four way negotiations over the

future ot the West Bank ol the Jordan

River and Gaza as well as the territories' 1 .

1

million Palestinian inhabitants.

Jordan and Palestinian Arabs have not

agreed to participate in those negotiations.

Egypt, protecting Arab interests, has
demanded a solid link to Palestinian aspira-

tions. Israel, considering the two sets of

talks to be basically separate, wants a weak
link.

Meanwhile, in Beirut. Lebanon, Arab
foreign ministers, deadlocked over how to

deal with Egypt, met yesterday to forge a

common Middle East policy to haft the

momentum of the Camp David peace ac-

cords.
A hardline Arab camp led by Syna was

trying to get approval of tough measures
against Egypt, but moderates headed by
powerful Saudi Arabia were expected to

block any such moves.
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Collins faces challenge

from tax-cut advocate
By LEE BURNETT &
JOYCE MUNROE
Collegian Staff

Oem. James G. Collins,

representative from
Amherst for the past six

years, faces a strong

challenge from a young
Republican riding the tax

cut wave in next week's

election.

Chandler W. Atkins, 31,

who wants to bring
"managerial coolness " to

state government ad-

vocates the Hatch-Cowins

tax plan

Collin's strongest iden

tification is with that ele

ment of state spending par

ticularly vulnerable to the

Hatch Cowins bill public

higher education.

In light of the town's re

cent endorsement of a tax

plan similar to the Hatch

Cowins bill. Prop 2%, the

outcome could be close

Atkins, who passes out

stickers depicting the

Boston tea party and rallies

support around his slogan,

"Inflation is taxation
without representation,"

can often be seen cam
(jaigning on street corners

in the early morning, coffee

in one hand, placard in the

other.

He is a young
businessman with an old

Amherst name His father,

William C. Atkins is a town
selectman, and his uncle,

Howard W Atkins is the

owner of the profitable

Atkins Farms. Atkins gam
ed his bachelor's and
master's degree from Bab-

son College in Wellesley.

Then after an 11 year

absence from Amherst and
an unsuccessful bid for

Lieutenant governor in

which he withdrew, Atkins

returned last February and
immediately began a cam-
paign for state represen-

tative.

Collins is running for his

fourth term since
graduating from UMass in

1968 with a bachelor's

degree in political science

and working for four years

as an assistant director of

the University School of

Education's Upward Bound
Program

Collins has established a

reputation as a hard
working legislator and
strong defender of public

higher education. He is

vice-chairman of the Joint

Committee on Education

and vice-chairman of the

Special Commission on the

Reorganization of Public

Higher Education
"The next two years are

critical for the legislature

and p>erhaps the most im

portant ones in the recent

history of the state," he

said.

Collins outlined three

areas of importance;

reforming the state tax

system to provide a more

progressive structure

reorganizing public higher

education to strengthen the

state's committment
developing a statewide

water policy

The two candidates
disagree sharply on issues

within public higher educa

tion.

Over the past four years

Massachusetts' rank in na

tional per capita spending

per student in public higher

education has dropped
from 28th to 48th.

When asked what he

would do to improve this

status, Atkins said,

"Nothing I'm not sure it's a

bad position to be in "

Collins said he would in-

crease state appropriations

Atkins said he supports a

1974 law that allows direct

state aid to private institu-

tions of higher learning in

the state and supports an

increase in aid. Collins said

he supports repeal of the

law.

The two candidates also

disagree sharply on the

issue of taxation Each

identifies different problems

with current tax structure.

Collins identifies its

regressive nature as the

problem. "The burden
should be shifted toward

those who can riore afford

to pay, ' he sa;d

Atkins said the current

system ia "inflationary" and

disccura<5es ''incentive "

USA election

is validated
The on going presidential election of the

University Staff Association was yesterday

declared valid by the union's executive

board, according to Association President

Frank C. Olbris.

The election was challenged by Dale C.

Spencer, one of two candidates for the

union's presidency, after members of the

USA executive board mailed out flyers m
support of Spencer's opponent last Friday,

the same day ballots were distributed.

Spencer yesterday said he would file un

fair labor practices charges with the

Massachusetts Labor Relations Commis

sion "|ust as soon as I can get the forms.

Ballots from the 400 dues-paying

members of the 1300 member union of

clerical technical and administrative

employees are due to be received by elec-

tion officials on Friday, and results will be

announced next Wednesday, according to

Olbris.

Olbris declined to comment on Spencer's

filing charges against unfair labor practices.

MARKLECCESE

Dorm trust funds

to pay for repairs
Money from dormitory trust funds will be

used to pay for repairing damages incurred

by vandalism over the weekend. Acting

Director of Residential Resource manage

ment Robert Campbell said yesterday.

Campbell said the money in the funds

comes from the dormitory rents, and said

he thought there was enough money to

cover the repair costs.

Campbell said this is standard procedure

in paying for repairs if the viandal is not

caught A spokesman for the; UMass said

bills are usually paid this way because the

vandal is rarely identified.

FRANBASCHE

JANUARY eRADSI

Both candidates favor

some form of property tax

relief.

"The key to reducing the

property tax is to take local

educational costs off the

tax," said Collins.

Currently, about two
thirds of the property tax

goes to fund local educa
tion.

Collins said the property

tax IS unfair because, "it

automatically creates une
gual educational op
portunities. He addud, in

rural areas property is worth
less and therefore generally

much less is spent on
education, " he said.

Collins said with the

passage of the Collins

Boverini bill this year, $330
million of state aid, $150
million of which goes to

education, has been
distributed to local com
munities for property tax

relief.

Atkins said he does not

'.hink Amherst is profiting

very much from the plan

and disagrees with Collins

over the benefit of equaliz

ed educational op
portunities. "It's a disincen

live to having a better

school system," he said.

Why work for it if the

state's going to give us

money"
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Make your appt. now between 9

and 5. Call 545-2874 or go to Rm.
811 CC.

Funnier than your last midterm.

Much funnier.

A Funny Thing

Happened On The
Woy To The Forum
• The Roebucks Players Production*
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Frank Prentice Rand Theater

UMass Fine Arts Center
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evening performance at 6:00 PM
Box Office 545S511
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Suit may

phase out

hospital

By MARY FRAIN
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON -Northampton
State Hospital may be phased out as a

result of action last week in a two-year-

old court case in U.S. District Court in

Boston.
As the first significant result of the

court case, the state has agreed to work
on a consent decree which would enable

patients in Western Massachusetts to

receive mental health care in

community-based centers rather than in

an institutional setting.

The consent decree, a legal and bin-

ding agreement, is the result of a court

case filed two years ago by Western
Mass. Legal Services on behalf of pa-

tients in Northampton State Hospital.

The suit charged the patients were being

inappropriately placed in the hospital.

The hospital was in the process of be-

ing phased down even before the suit

was filed. According to Brien, there

were 1,200 patients in Northampton
State Hospital four years ago. There are

now 380.

At the time of the suit, patients were
being released into the community who
no longer needed a hospital setting but

who still needed mental health services.

Because the community was unable to

provide adequate services, the patients

often returned to the hospital, Brien

said.

Brien described the patients in the suit

as "mentally ill persons who needed

something more than out-patient ser-

vices and who became chronically ill

while staying here."

"The suit essentially says there were
people stuck here who remained here

because there are no other places for

them in the community," said Ray
Brien, Regional Services Administrator

for the Department of Mental Health.

There are currently 2,000 people in

need of some type of mental health care

in Western Massachusetts who do not

need an institutional setting, according

to Brien. "Some are at risk of being

hospitalized if they don't get adequate

services," he said.

Brien said out-patient services cur-

rently operating in this area "are not

always fully adequate to the job as we
would like it done."

Sen Edward M Kennedy and Carl YastrzemskI campaign for Democrat gubernatorial candidate Edward J^KIng^The

trio s"gnenutographs and^poke to the press in front of the Uniroyai plant .n Ch.copee yesterday. (Staff photo by B.ll

Greene)

^
Kennedy, King

campaign with

differences
CHICOPEE \APVSen. Edward M. Ken-

nedy yesterday campaigned for Democratic

gubernatorial candidate Edward J. King-

the pair shoulder to shoulder at a crowded
factory gate-but Kennedy maintained plen-

ty of political distance from the conser-

vative.

"Important areas of difference ' separate

him from King, Kennedy said. "And he and

I are aware of it."

"But our opportunities to move forward

on a wide range of issues would be enhanc-

ed by Mr. King being successful rather than

Mr. Hatch," Kennedy said during his sur-

prise stop, his first joint campaigning with

King.

Since King's stunning primary upset of in-

cumbent Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, some
liberal Democrats have withheld endorse-

ment of King or defected to help

Republican candidate Frank Hatch.

However, as Kennedy declined to

elaborate on his support for his party's

gubernatorial contender, King turned aside

questions about the warmth of Kennedy's

endorsement. "I think he's satisfied that we
can perform," King said.

Dorm activities for women: changes since the 60s

Editors Note: This is the third in a five-part

series this week on the regulations govern-

ing women on this campus in the 19S0's

and GO'S.

By MICHAEL SIMONS
and DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

"Boys are sometimes a problem. Some
are too persistent, others not quite enough.

Don't feel you have to go out with anyone

who asks you, just to have a date. A Satur-

day movie and gab session with the girls

can be fun too. Besides, there are lots of

fellows on this campus. Don't refuse every

date just becasue you don't think the guy is

a doll. It's hard at first, but if you'll start out

on the right foot and save those dates for

weekends, you'll be on your way to a well

adjusted social and academic life."

-Co-Ediquette 1961

The 1961 Co-Ediquette book recommend-

ed women «;tav on campus during the

weekends to get the most fun from college

life. The same holds true today. According

to some dorm women, all a woman needs

to do is leave her dorm and she receives

three party invitations. Today when John

Adams dormitory in Southwest throws a

party, men must pay an admission fee but

women enter free of charge. The opposite

is true for John Qutncy Adams, a

predominantly female residence.

Women now take part in rude-outs, water

fights, and bong-a-thons, previously male-

dominated activities. A rude-out is an

obscenity shouting match. The winner

-

who shouts the coarsest, most vile insult

-

receives the title of "King Rude" for that

floor or dorm.
Although women today take part in tennis

ball and frisbee fights, night parties and

screaming fights between dorms, they are

still excluded from inter and intra-dorm

sports. According to Bill McNamara, Head

I* nifii:. I

li>iiii!f^
I

y^^/^

per, "Women in the 1960's were not

generally asked to participate in these sport

activities with the one exception of

volleyball."

In today's spontaneous dating system in

which who pays for an evening is con-

sidered irrelevant, H.E.R. (His Economic

Relief) dates, instituted in 1962, are now

obsolete. On a designated date in the spr-

ing, every brave "her" once treated a

young man to a weekend of dancing, pic-

nics, parties, and concerts."

Presently, members of the university

Greek system elect a king and queen every

year but the "Greek King" is a relatively

new position. Until the late 60's the

highlight of the Greek Ball was choosing

the Greek Ball Queen.

Tomorrow: The inequities in academic and
dorm life.
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'XAJCH THIS

WEEK'S SPECIALS

MILLER 12 oz.NR

BUDWEISER12 0Z.NR

SCHLITZ12 0Z.CANS

MICHELOB 12 oz. NR

LUCKY LAGER 12 oz.NR

PABST RED, WHITE, BLUE 5.50 case

Next to A&P

253-9341 rREE Delivery ($7.00 min.)
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BlackAffairs

Black Solidarity Day begins Friday
Black Solidarity Day is here It is actually a
two day conference to develop vehicles for
our unity and productivity at the campus.
The Black Solidarity Day Committee that
organized the conference is composed of
concerned faculty, students and ad
ministrative staff to develop strategies for
the overall development of an educational
philosophy The conclusions reached
should contain methods and strategies that
strengthen and maximize the efficiency of
relationships for full potei.nal of higher
education.

As students and faculty we have con-
tinually paid lip service to solidanty and uni
ty. This is our opportunity to put our talk in-

to an active program We need to develop a
clear idea of who we are and what we are
here for and most importantly how we go
about achieving this end. Without a clear
methodology we will have an unclear
future We that don't plan must live a life of
surprises

Come make our hopes our reality. The
conference is intended to be extremely
serious and productive and this intent can
only happen with all of our participation.

Schedule of Events
Thursday, November 2

Skip Robinson will speak at 8:00 in the
Student Union Ballroom on the freedom
struggle in Tupelo, Mississippi. Although the

program was initiated by the Distinguished
Visitors Program, it is imperative that all are

aware that any gains we make are only
sustained by perpetual, inexhaustible
struggle

The Klan has again risen to terrorize and
destroy our right to exist as a free and equal
people. It is our duty to support and expand
the struggles of the United League and all

others who fight for our human rights.

They barbarously imprisoned Tommy Lee
Hines this month, for thirty years. They
allowed the murder of seven Black women in

New Haven with little or no attention drawn
in the media.

Rizzo, the Nazi-style mayor of
Philadelphia, calls on his constituents to vote
white for the repression of Black for another
term.

Friday, November 3

The Conference on Black Solidarity will

open three presentations starting at 9.00 in

the Student Union Ballroom. Paul Puryear
presently on the Afro-American Department
faculty will open followed by Associate Pro-
vost Esther Terry and Student Senator Tony
Crayton. The presentations are designed to
outlay the issues confronting us on the cam
pus and provide ideas for analysis in the
workshops that follow.

Saturday, November 4, 1-5 p.m. - Stu-

dent Union Ballroom

From 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. workshops wjll be
held in the Campus Center. The workshops
will consist of the following:

Student Organization

This workshop should develop networks
of communications that facilitate for
students the gaining of skills, attitudes and
experiences that supplement our education
in ways that the Unviersity cannot. We en
courage strategies to be developed that will

deal with problems of student and faculty
support of student organizations;
reorganization and redefinition of the role of
the Steering Committee and methods for at-
tacking the racism so prevalent at the
University. This workshop will be moderated
by Prof. Chester Davis and a designated stu-
dent.

Internal Relations

It is intended that this workshop explore
and nnake recommendations for our interper-

sonal relations. The role of Black me-i and
women and how they interact to support or
hinder our goals; our relations to other Third
World people, how we perceive each other
and our ties for future stri..ggle, cliche and
regional thinking or how we decide ourselves
and our attitudes toward faculty and theirs

toward us; these are the areas we hope to
identify and create viable methods for max-
imizing the efficiency of our relationships.

Moderator Jerry Quarels of Student Hous-
ing.

Career Development

We need to examine the future career
goals that students are counseled to. Define
in this workshop what is a career best suited
for -our individual needs or the service of the
community that struggled so many years to

get us to college. Examine what resources
are available for identifying careers, and
what service or lack of service does Universi-

ty Placement provide.

Affirmative Action

It is necessary for this workshop to
develop methods for enforcing Affirmative
Action at the University. A clear understan
ding must be made of what Affirmative Ac
tion really is and how it can be applied to
serve our interests. We also need to examine
its usefulness and limitation to see it in the
broader scope. Campus-wide development
of communications between existing
"minority" programs need to be reassessed
to consolidate power within and seek areas
of needed support without.

Black Education in a White University

This workshop should identify Black facul-

ty and administrators and how to utilize them
to make their services more accessible. We,
more importantly, need to assess our
reciprocal responsibilities between faculty,

staff and students. Identify what is the role

of Black educators. Are they here to teach
exclusively or do they htave a peculiar

responsibility that their white counterpart
doesn't have. What is the basis of reciprocal

accountability to faculty and students.
The intent of the workshops is to design

vehicles or methods for the development of a
Black educational philosophy that leads to

our total liberation as a people. Since the
University is created to develop minds to
take charge of the society it is imperative
that we require an education that does for

our people. Education is a socialization pro-

cess and either we are processed through it

for our t)etterment or it will be for those who
oppress us.

Dartmouth College: racism runs deep
The following article is one that was writ-

ten by a student at Dartmouth College. It

deals with race and problems students have
to face on that campus. As a media Black
Affairs feels it should attempt to make
students on campus aware that the problems
they face are not isolated ones.

By ROGER LANCTOT

Although Dartmouth's affirmative action

program is progressive, racism prevails on
the campus just as it always has.

The problem of race relations stems from
several causes. Some of these are ig-

norance, lack of respect, lack of identity,

and alientation among student groups.
However, the most important cause is a

lack of understanding by the white majori-

ty.

For the most part the white majority in this

school is not sensitive to the tremendous
decisions minority students are faced with.
Nor is it sensitive to the difficult ad-
lustments that must be made by minority
students.

Minority students, (when I speak of

minority students I include Native
Americans, Afro Americans, and Asian-

Americans), must decide whether they

wish to identify with their minority group or

if they are going to renounce this identity

and attempt to make friends mostly outside

their group. The fortunate few are those

wtto achieve a proper balance between

thvae two alternatives.

The problem of a minority student achiev-

ing his identity is important. Often a minori-

ty member will come to Dartmouth from a

predominately white middle class

background in which he has been "pass-

ing" This is a phenomenon which
represents the drastic alternative to
establishing identity. Suddenl\^ he is faced

with major decisions imposed by his friends

and the Dartmouth communit as a whole:

To identify or to pass?

Those who choose to identify, although
they achieve a solidarity in their group and
a strong sense of security, will often find

themselves alienated from the white majori-

ty. The "ghetto" table at Thayer is the

most obvious examie of this. Those who do
not understand the dilemma of identity are

discouraged by such displays of solidarity

and community.

Those who choose to pass and live out-

side of their minority groups find

themselves alienated from their group and
sometimes even from their friends.
Therefore it is important to achieve a
healthy balance. In achieving this balance it

should be a person's goal to just accept
fellow human beings as equals.

And, yet, some people will fing this dif-

ficult. They choose not to sympathize.
They choose not to understand. These
people exhibit their recognition of the fact

that they have a stake in discrimination:

The fewer are the minority students (and

this can be inclusive of women) that are ac-

cepted at Dartmouth, the greater the

predominance of the white majority will be.

This is the theme behind a passive

discrimination on this campus. This theme
dictates that the majority simply ignore the

minority and relegate them to a status of

nonexistence.

The import of my comments applies to the
faculty as well. It is claimed by some faculty
members that certain professors will not

give black students A's since they assume
that those students are disadvantaged and
have come to the College through special

programs or scholarships. It is startling that

such bias and prejudice still exist today. Yet
it is this coldness and lack of understanding
which is indicative of Dartmouth's subtle
resistance to affirmative action programs.

Women, too, experience these same pro-
blems. I would refer my readers to
Kemeny's talk on affirmative action (The
Dartmouth, Oct. 10) in which he stated that
a segment of the male population has
"created a serious problem in the collegial

environment, " with regard to the presence
of women at Dartmouth.

It is important for every member of the

Dartmouth community to accept one
another as equals. As candidates for ad-
mission we were all chosen on the basis of
our potential, and this judgement was
made despite the fact that the secondary
education which some of us received was
inadequate or incomparable to the high
caliber of instruction at other institutions.

Dartmouth is saying, in effect, that if all

things had been equal all students at the
school would have performed equally well.

It is curious that after two centuries the
issue of racism maintains its virulence.

Perhpas a true state of equality will come to
pass only within the next two
Roger Lanctot is a freshman at the Col-

lege.

Nigeria and

westernization
By JAMES LEWIS
Black Affairs Correspondent

Africa is witnessing a great psychological
change. Africans have had to convert to
the western economy if they are going to
compete with the rest of the modernizing
world.

Africans are facing many problems
because they are not at peace with these
western ideas. The situations of poverty,
health, pollution, education and energy are
much more critical here, than they are in

the United States.

This year 130,000 people applied to the
college and only 13,000 were admitted.
There are only 13 universities in all of
Nigeria and each of them is suffering from
lack of money, poor equipment, poor
staffs, and not enough books.

The streets are constantly filled with cars
and traffic jams that last hours and hours
on end. Most of the streets themseivs are in

poor condition, many of them have great
holes filled with water and mud. The mud is

ev'irywhere.

There are many Black

Americans here with

more African pride

than Africans

The country's system does not functiqp
effectively. The level of accountability in

government is non-existant. There is ex-
treme corruption at all levels and the pro-
blems are not being solved.

In Nigeria, if one does not go to school,
s/he is more than likely to be subject to a
lite of misery and poverty, living in dirty

stinking shacks and streets. But, if one gets
a college degree, immediately his/her
status is upgraded. S/he is given a fine job,

a car from the company s/he works for, ac-

cess to a great fine home, all the good life

as it exists in Nigeria. But the poverty is

everywhere and it would take billions upon
billions of dollars to fix things.

A woman applied to college and did not
pass the test. She committed suicide and
cannot really be blamed for her act. To
hope for a life without a college education
is fruitless here. It is better to die than to
live a life in ignorance and misery. 117,000
people did not make it because there are
not enough schools for people.

Nigeria is undergoing a transformation
with all of its Western elements, including
the 'white woman." The naked white
woman is everywhere. In newspapers,
magazines, calendars, television, commer-
cial books and posters.

This writer nas never seen so many white
breasts, except for in the Unites States.

The white woman is not on this continent

yet, but her genitals are. This is another
thing that may destroy the Africa, which is

almost completely parallel to the Black

American culture in the United States.

The United States system has made it

hard for an Africa American to understand
his or her other history, thus he or she is

often considered brainwashed. There are

many Black Americans here with more
African pride than Africans. I'll write again.

James Lewis is an exchange student in

L,agos, Nigeria from the University and a
former writer for the Black Affairs section of
the Collegian.

LUTHER By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

WELL, MAv/E YOU
LEARNtD ANV ARABIC

YET PEEV^EE?

BlackAffairs
Announcements
Zionism — imperialism

Ahmed Shawki will speak and show
sHdes in a presentation entitled "Israel and
South Africa: The Unholy Alliance." The

presentation will explore the role of zionism
in U.S. imperialism.

This program will be at the UMass Cam-
pus Center at 8 p.m. tonight in room 162.

The program will be at Hampshire College
in the West Lecture Hall tomorrow
November 2 at 8 p.m.

mmmmi

in Boston is also the

best test prep

in Amherst

Alphi Phi Alpha
Transcripts, Letters of intent and

resumes for Alpha Phi Alpha should be sub-
mitted to Bo Clemens by today at 12:00
noon or left at the Barber shop in New
Africa House.

Interviews are Saturday, November 4 in

the New Africa House Lounge-pledge
period will begin Sunday, November 5.

Film
The film "Controlling Interest" will be

shown tonight at 7 p.m. in the main lounge

of Van Meter dorm. The film deals with tfie

power of multinational corporations in

Massachusetts, Chile and Brazil.

Nummo Staff

There will be a meting of all Nummo
Staff tonight at 7 p.m. in the New Africa

House.
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Music on the Mall
every night this week

7 to 9:30 P.M.
Monday, Oct 30

Serenade "Top 40" ^

Tuesday, Oct. 31

Summit "Jazz Quartet"

Wednesday, Nov 1

The Dixie Eight "Dixieland"

Thursday. Nov. 2

Bob Calkins & Titans Pier -Country/Western

Friday. Nov. 3

Northampton Jazz Society "Big Band Music

Saturday. Nov 4

Victor Kraz Orchestra "Polka" _^

^->

store Sliced v^'fSS
SWISS CHB^E lb 1

Store Sliced- Sa[ami_ Si99

79
PROVOLONE Cheese

I lb.

"5 Imported Cheese-Store Sliced $^
JARLSBERC omy) *

LEGS
OR

BREASTS
FOR

LASAGNE
$•69
I lb.

Mall Hours 10 AM IvO 10 PM Mondnv llim S.iUitd.iv

Rt 9 in Hadley Botwoon Northainpldii .ind Ainh.Tsi

Creamy

MACARONI
SALAD
Fresh Regular

POTATO
SALAD
Baked-in-Store

FRESH 12
BAGELS tor

59
59
99

lb.

lb.

Fresh

CHICKEN
SALAD
Cinnamon & Sugar Topped^

APPLE ^^ »

BETTY CRISP
Delicious

BANANA
PUDDING

•2

1

99
AMHERST SHOPPERS PARK
Rt. 9 & university Drive

PRICES PPffr.TIVF OCT 30-NOV 4. 1978 AT AMHERST AAP ONLY
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Ski Club Meeting
Tonight, 8:00, Mahar Aud.

UMass Ski Club
Sugarbush &

Glen Ellen Ski &
Party Week

The Precision Haircut

Explained Precisely.
Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your
hair in harmony with the way it grows Sure, your
hair eventually grows out but it doesn t lose it's

shape with a precision haircut No more fussing,

that s what it's all about
At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14 00
whether you're a guy or a gal And no appointments
are ever necessary
Permanent waves, colonng, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all. but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you

! SPECIAL GET ACQUAINTED OFFER
j

I

^ "Lodging
$* Meals

t* Shuttle bus between areas

Jan. 21-26 Sun.-Fri.

nterchangeable lift ticket

days

572

Beer B wine party

$115

Call Jennifer Cohen 256 8066

Ken Silvefstetn 546 9616

Club Ofice CC 106 546 3437

TOTAL

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

L_^ --)

You receive an 8 ounce bottle of our

special COMMAND PERFORMANCE
shampoo at no charge with the purchase

of any service its an acid balanced
natural pH, protein shampoo of the

highest quality

Offer expires Nov. 13. Valid with this coupon

Hampshire Mall ., .j,;^. ,r 586 0090

*
RAFFLE!

Free Sugarbush Ski Week
Value $115.00 (one person)

*

s

GRADUATE STUDENTS
Positions Available

Student Activities Office reopens search for

two (2) part-time assistant positions (20-25

hours/week) for academic year. Responsible

for general advising/programming of activities

in assigned residential areas; primary educator

of Alcohol Beverage Policy and facilitator of re-

quired workshops in assigned area; other

general duties as assigned.

Qualifications: Knowledge of and interest in

student activities; ability to work closely and
communicate with students and staff, peers,

and supervisors; organizational and leadership

skills; matriculated Graduate student in good
standing; a good imagination; able to start

work immediately.

Remuneration: $3600 for academic year.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office

(SU 416) with resume and three letters of

reference (at least 1 non-academic) by
November 8, 1978.

J Mail in coupon or deposit at CC 106 or J
^at Ski Club meetings. {
*-NAME *

X
TIGHTS
&

LEOTARDS

I^ADDRESS.

*PHONE
^ Drawing — Dec. 6 Ski Club Meeting- Mahar
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A Store-full of Ideas

INext to the fbst Office

Downtown Amheisl

SKIP ROBINSON
Pres. of United League-Civil Rights Organizer

THE FREEDOM
STFHJGGLE-ALIVE INI

TUPELjO,MISS.

Pavku^v St itre

"DISCOUNT LIQUORS"

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

nJ'M

MILLER
BEER

$6.29
case 12 oz. cans

ROSEGARDEN
LIEB-

FRAUMILCH

50.7 oz. bottle

) or Wz/TO* .'/
Id^H:

1/ .affuei i^.fW'*'^

fe^
,(,**w r-'^-jJ'*'

UNITED LEAGUE
• 90x*fff*ctiv« boycott of discriminatory

merchants; now in its 7tti montn

•03,000 membership, most extensive Black

grassroots organization in years

-dispelling the myth of Carters M«w South"

S.UeB. Thurse, Nov. 2 8:00
THE DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

DEL
ANITA
CHIANTI

$1.99
quart

Pay only

$8.49
for Mr,

Boston^s
FIVE STAR
CANADIAN
WHISKEY

1.75 liters

(59.2 ozs.)

Tuesday, October 31 to Saturday, November 4, 1978

Cash & carry prices

We reserve the right to limit quantities

Editorial / Opiitioii

To The Editor:

Alumni misses

UMass, fraternity

To the Editor:

This past Homecoming weekend I

returned to UMass as an alumni. I

sincerely miss the school and the fun but I

realize that UMass no longer fits into my
future.

Saturday at the football game I realized

how lucky I was. I watched returning

alumni from my class search the stands in

hopes of recognizing friends. I sat with

over twenty five people who are good
friends Friday night many of my
classmates returned to their dorms to find

their freinds had moved out and few peo-

ple remember them. At my house I found

a bed reserved for me, a ticket to the

Homecoming game, and a lavish semi-

formal Homecoming parry to attend. But

I was most proud of the warm welcome I

received from the fifty men I had lived

with. My house at UMuss was Pi Kappa

Alpha a fraternity which four friends and I

started two and a half years ago with

hopes of improving the quality of our

lifestyles and friendships, remolding the

fraterntiy image on campus, and becom
ing one of the largest and most respected

fraternities so that we could best achieve

our goals and high ideals. This past

weekend I realized we had succeded. A
fraternity is not only good times, good
food and good friends, but the place I

learned how an organization can work,

how to remodel and finance a $200,000

house and a real home to come back to at

UMass.
I sincerely regret that so many men at

UMass never expose themselves. To the

once in a lifetime opportunity to join a

fraternity. For me, I made the right

choice.
James W. Goldman

Class of 1978

Housing exchange

cost prohibitive

To the Editor

One thing that UMass has prided itself

on IS (he tact that it provides quality

public education -low cost education for

those who otherwise could not afford tui

tion, and therefore would miss out on the

benefits of the college experience.

In addition, UMass has pnded itself on

its Five-College Exchange System, where

students from the Five College communi-

ty are allowed to participate in many
types of exchanges within (he college

community, such as classes, meal plans

and housing
However, I see a contradiction bet-

ween the ob/ectiv^s of this idealistic

philosophy of public education, and what

is actually put into practice at UMass.

Specifically, I am referring to (he pro

cedures for the Five College housing plan,

which requires a $100 deposit in order to

even be considered for housing at one of

the other four colleges.

While it IS true that this $fOO is a

"deposit, " which is intended to be return-

ed at the end of the semester, it seems

that those who decided upon such a

stipulation did no( have the spirit of public

education m mind. It is obvious that the

fact that many students function under

budget restraints and may not be able (o

spare the $ 100 deposit was not one of the

factors under consideration when
establishing the exchange program.

I am aware that vandalism and other

damage costs are high in college housing

and I am sure that the $ 100 deposit serves

as insurance against these possible

damages. But the fact remains that no^

similar regulation exisits in order for a

UMass student to obtain housing at his

own university. And so. to insure that

damage costs are covered, there is no

reason why the housing office could not

inact the, same procedures at the host

school that it does for damages incurred

in the dorms at UMass. The collection of

the mandatory deposit just serves as

another indication of the stigma (hat

UMass students seem to represent

among the Five College community.
It is disillusioning to me that such a

potentially valuable program as the Five

College Housing Exchange ends up

among the multitudes of other oppor

tunities that are only avialable to students

who can afford them. As in most other

cases, the housing exchange program
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE limiting due to

the cost factor involved.

Rita Zeidner

Liberation committee

sponsoring films

To the Editor:

The UMass Committee for the Libf^ra

tion of Southern Africa is sponsonng a

series of movies and discussions around

(he issue of Southern Africa.

Today W/Ved. Nov. 71 there will be a

showing of (he movie "Controlling In-

terest" at 7 p.m. in Van Meter Main

Lounge \Central Area]. 'Controlling In

teres(" explores the power of multina-

(lonal corporadons to shape our lives wi(h

examples from right here in

Massachusetts, and in Chile, and Brazil.

After the movie there will be a discussion

on Southern Africa; US. corporate in

volvemen( (here, and wha( we can do

about it.

Everyone is inviied to come out for (his

free movie. \ Funded by Cen(ral Area

Gov. I

Fu(ure movie dates:

Nov. 7"Las( Grave at Dimbaza" \apar

theidin S. Africa]

7p.m., McNamara [Sylvan]

Nov. 21"Con(rolling ln(erest"-8 p.m.,

Johnson ]N.E.\

Everyone is invited (o come out for these

showings and all Heads of Residence,

T As, professors, and organizations are

invited (o cnn(ac( Fran Schwartzberg at

549 1018 or Frances Crowe a( 584 897b (o

arrange for showings of these movies \a

short

:ih;.
"

mm. slide show. "Freedom Ris-

an Hvents m S. Afnca since

> .
' i ,ilso available I

Everyone is

.li tiKi to join our' meetings Sun.

iiqhts 7 i^.m. at New Africa House Rm.

114.

The UMass Committee for the
Liberation of Southern Africa.

$750 a year for this

To the Editor:

Housing policy (ells us that, unless we
coinmu(e from home, are a( Jhe /umor

level in our s(udies here, or have ex-

tenuating circumstances, we must live in

university dormitory/ iiousing. O.K. What
we are no( (old is that for our $750 a year

we can possibly be subject (o unwashed
hall floors, wi(h broken glass s(rewn all

over i( by inconsidera(e people.

We also have (he dis(inc( posnbility of

having neighbors who blast stereos and
wrestle in those same filthy halls during

(he (ime (hnt the same people had set

aside for "quiet hours." The very un

for(una(e s(uden( will end up on a floor

where (he R A no( only ignores (he

destruction of UMass property, allowing

hundreds of dollars of damage to go
unreported, bu( condones i( -he (ells (he

complaining s(udcn( (o "live wi(h i(, (his

IS college" and fails (o ac( on complain{s

Hminm. .

.

Of course, all of (hese miseries are pur

por(ed ijy (he infamous "uncaring and in

consinera(e few" who really have no

reason to s(op (heir vandalism because

(he cost is no( placed solely on their

checkbooks: the entire floor ]including

the innocend] is forced (o absorb (he cos(

of repair.

So ..for $1500 between roornmafes for

eiglX mon(hs, we ge( a common
hedioom, obnoxious slobs lor neighbors,

hallways that double as garbage bins, and

irresponsible leadership. All for more than

$ 180 a month. They ought to put that in

(he Universdv catalog K's a helluva deal

Randal L Callies

Northeast

Wm\D KMPPl*-THt CCRCNATION OF PCPE kV\PP I

BETH SEGERS

College sweepstakes
College junk mail.

The titne is junior and senior year of high

school when each day the mailman lugs

literature from every college ever founded

to your doorstep. Some kids got an occa-

sional handful of pamphlets and others got

truckloads, but we all know what they are

like.

For starters, they are addressed to you ex-

actly as you filled out your Scholastic Ap
titude Tests. Many of us had our names
truncated by the computfer-eight letters in

you fi'st name- that s it, no exceptions.

The literature is packed with glos.ssy

photos of rolling landscapes, hip young

professors walking across campus with

stiK'' • " 'ntenor decorated dorm rooms,

:\vv Ke All very carefully disguised,

,11 IS lunk mail to sell you at college

,.;. the same way retirement homes in

Florida and Arizona are marketed.

Because it wa5 rnail addressed to you

rather than occupant and resident like all

tt-,e othei thinqs that came your way, you at

least gianri'C it. But since land grant

univofsititb line uMass don't need to send

out material to increase enrollment, the

junk mat! must have been ineffective for the

19,000 utidergraduate students here.

Perhaps if the other schools had done a

decent )<jb at promotion gimicks you

wouldn't be here right now, huh^

Since most of the literature was pure junk

mail anyway, it might as well have looked

the part. The envelopes should be brightly

colored and should state in bold letters

YOU MAY ALREADY BE A WINNER'!!'

"Congratulations senior: If your SAT
scores match the lucky scores selected by

Princeton, Yale (fill in name of institution),

you may already be a winner! The following

SAT ranges are included: 700 710, 390-400,

630 640,570 580, 230 240. If your numbers

correspond with any of the above board

scores, simply fill in the entry blank and

become eligible for future prizes.

'No purchase necessary. Grand prize

foul year full tuition, room and board Se-

cond prize (10 awarded) full tuition for one

year. Third prize (250 awarded) a 14-day

meal plan Fourth prize (1000 awarded) a

19 day meal plan.
'

An even better idea to guarantee every

person selects the perfect school is to

eliminate college junk mail altogether and

instead implement the McDonald's College

Entry Sweepstakes Contest.

Depending on what type of institution of

higher learning you wish to attend,

students may go to McDonald's and play

itie SAT ganif- "'A/ith the purchase of every

double chee-^ , a card is handed out

that includes -i
:
vrK-^^i test question.

By simply rubl orrect answer off

) the whole series,

stiui, or tuition waivers,

financial aio and acceptance promises from

pr'uticipating college'^ "hin contest would

o* course, he eliyib "^ high school

seniors and tr ips'in students over the age

of eighteen

Daily lotteries and game shows are also a

possibility for students to obtain loans and

the enjoyment factor of this probably

outruns that of filling out grant forms and

economic histories comparable to a seg-

ment of Roots.

Money saved from postal rates of sending

the mail could be used to give contest win-

ners an all-expense paid trip to campus and

an interview with the administrator of their

choice. If nothing else, it would give Stet-

son University something else to do besides

sending out form letter Christmas cards to

prospective freshmen.

Beth Segers is a Collegian columnist.
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silverscape designs
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, Mass., 253-3324

.

.

. Chains for any day of the month

NOT JirST TYPING!
f

•Copying

•Typing

29 S. Pleasant St. Amherst
25&6736 M-F 10« S 10'2

^mm

Hair cutting for

men Et women

^
TEL 253 9526 TEL 253 7341

189 N PLEASANT ST
AMHERST MASS

Shape up for the holidays at

Gloria Stevens

'At AH Participating Salons •

The Mrhats

and 'Hrheres

of November

happenings

V..U .

NfWV

5
Concert The Five Col

lege Chamber Soloists

at 8 p m. in Bowkei

Auditorium

12

weeks for$25
Unlimited Visits ^

Fun Exercise Plan * No Contracts to Sign

Diets Conr piled Enclusively oy Our Dietitian

No Disrobing ^ Individual Programming

.»

FIGURE SALONS
N«w Enffland't Larger. Francttiaad Weight Control Syttam

Mountain Farms Mali

Hadlev-584-0105

West Holyoke Mall

Holyoke-5321447

"Potpourri"

King St., Northampton

586-1533

CALL NOW

Hours: Mon. thru Fri., 9 to 9, Sat. 9 to 3

SUNDAV

^^WQ
^sV

X
o
c
CO

s<?^

c r
-•

O

CD
I

CD
^ •

C/)
0)

CD
I

HENNA SPECIAL
$12.00 instead of $16.

584-9625

209 Main St.. Northampton (above Cima)

CO
c

03
-'

D
(/i

C
o
o
0)
(D

E
o

CO
c

I

n :; I
*

B
Art Exhibit The Student

Union Art Gallery will

show a collection of

prints from the German

Expressinnist School

Iruns through Nov. 10)

Concert "The Talking

Heads" at 8 p m. in

Bowker Auditorium

13

27

MQNUAV

18 Main St.

LIQUORS

^

7
fine Arts Center Dance

Series Presentation: the

Paul Taylor Dance
Company in the Con-

cert Hall FAC 8 p.m.

14

21
The Fine Arts Center

Orchestra Series

presentation thf;

English Chamber Or

chestra with Vladimir

Ashken/ay 8 p.m. Con

cert Hall FAC

253-5441

BEAT THE WEEKEND CROWDS!!

"EARLY-BIRD" SPECIALS MON.-THURS.

KEGS SCHMIDT'S LIEBFRAUMILCH
$21.00 and up $5.49 $1.99
in-store specials 12 oz. NR's 23 oz. 10% ale. by
(every week while supply lasts, Mon.-Thurs.) volume

"- TVERY THVRSDA J'. Dance Contest

Cash Prizes- 1st, 2nd, 3rd
All white liquor 50c all night
(Gin, vodka, tequila, and rum)

No cover/Proper attire required= Quonset/Route 9, Hadley, Ma5sJ2539214

WEONESOAV

1
Commonwealth Stage

presents Equus 8 p.m

Rand Theatre Fine Arts

Art Exhibit Bill Pate:

sculpture IP stallation

Student Union Gallery
(through Nov 41

B

15

ZZ

THUY^SOAV

Z
A Funny Thing Hap-

pened on the Way to

the Forum presented

by the Roetxick Players

8:30 p.m. Bowker
Auditorium (runs

through November 41

a
Arts Council

Poet /Speaker Series

Presentation: May
Angelou at 8 p.m in the

Concert Hall FAC

Fine Arts Center Dance

Senes Presentation: the

Royal Winnipeg Ballet 8

p m in the Concert Hall

FAC

zs

FRIDAV

S
Concert "The Blend" at

the Hatch 8 p.m.

People Music Festival

featuring the New
Sounds Quartet, Judi

Polan, Ray Blanchet,

and John Weeks Duo
At the New Africa

House 8 p.m.

17
(same as Nov. 16)

Z4

WEDNESOAV THURBUAW FRIDAV

rrcdiHoatk

Diamonds Jewelry
Gemstones Watches

Silver, Pewter & other fine gifts

Reliable repairing of watches
and jewelry

Service you can continue to trust

65 N. Pleasanr St.

Amherst, Mass.

233-7615

iCoUegian ^

-FREE DELIVERY PIZZA AND SUBS

PLUS DINNER SPECIALS DAILY

Open 11 a.m. till midnight
Sunday 4 p.m. -11 p.m.

1177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

549-3669

'The only authentic Italian pizza in town,
...and Pinocchio doesn't lie!!"

SATURQAV

4
Arts Council presenta-

tion iDimitri the Clown

in the FAC Concert Hall

8 p m.

FAX will present an

evening of mime at

Mahar Auditorium, 7:30

p.m.

n

vision
Shouicose

(•ormviv HoMaotVWoAl
KemWhalan- Llaewaee OefMae

We W9 Spcclalittt In:

• Fashion Eyewear
•Contact Lenses
• Emergency Replacements
• Free Adjustments Anytime
•We Clean & Polish contact
lenses on the premisek

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley stM»4

ZS

''All

pizzas

are
m JPlBl^

1
Bcirt

1

1 j Flmxia \ not

. 65Univ(eriityDr. Tel. 549-1311

^ HAPPY HOUR

5ATURDAV/

MON SAT 3006:00

DISCOUNTS ON ALL
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

BEERS

only at

57 N Pleasant St.

2535141
Across from the fire station

O
C

O

CD
I

CD

(J)
0)

* # # « f •',' •.*.* «.«..'.*.* ******

Register
Now

Drawing Dec. 15 for

$25 gift certificate

toward service or

merchandise

Gift certificate available for purchase

584-9625

209 Main St., Northampton (above Cma)

CO
C

CD

D
CO
C
o
o
0)
0)

0)

i
0)

CO

I

CO

5
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ROUTES.RIVEROALERD.
WEST SPRINGFIELD

TEL 733 5131

Northampton

»2.00'"2:30
mATIMteB EVERYDAY

LATE SNOWS- FII.& SAT.

IWE HONOR MASTER CHARGE!

Only Area Showing
NOW Ends Tuesday

at 7 00 and 9 20

A snmulanngfilm,

superbly acted with

a stunning cinennaut

clin^iW

KING OF ^

HEARTS
UMass-S.U.B.

Fri., Nov. 3

Price $1.00

Showings 7, 9 and 11

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

•1\TIJ{|()1{S
MI'lh JOHN IIUSMI

PG 2:007409:50

.r, ^

2:007:159:55

THLBOVS
FROM BRAZIL
IflhcyMMvtwe... ~ *

2:00 7 15 9:40

^IQffTTMCi1R15TOU

liEflTTHftNILE

EQUUS
RICHARD BURTON

PETLR HR^
AT Tht GATES

0«^ SMITH COLLEGE

HouJO
Chevy Chose

foulPb^l
ftNlWCOMIUv iMRliitR
too, SI tis >0()' ( K

SlaiMff CAROI BURMEn
'uilay al US eOOi • ]U

BliRT
R»Y!V<>I.IM

#jm
\y^^ RWICf M#^iWI^ PKJlfVW 5^?0l*f

' * bLSL l)F IN SMOKE K.
rr4T,TT.Tim t>iii.i<-n,Mi.ii«.!.iimT.rut wi.-.nH'iM

200725945

2:00 7:259:45

2 007 309:30

/

2:00-7:159:55

1 PRAY ST.. AmhfifSJL Mass. 549 54031

HATCH BAR

Thurs., Nov. 2

cover $1 .50

Frl, Nov. 3

cover $2.00

Recording
Artists

DIRTY
ANGELS

Recording
Artists

THE BLEND

Sat, Nov. 4 T.B.A.

Uriiversitv of MassachuseHs / Aa)h(?rst

FINE /1?TS CENTER PRESENTS

INNIPEC
9flLLET#4

ARNOLD SPOHR, Director. Directeur

Thursday, November 16th 8 p.m.

Los Patineurs by Ashton, Rondo by Neumeier.
Rodon bv I)e Mille.

Friday. November 17th 8 p.m.

Glin'ua Pas De imis by Hulanclune, W'orncn

by Araiz, The Bitter Weird by Dc Mille.

FINE /RTS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets on sale Thursday, Nov. 2. General

public - $7, 6, 5 UMass students- $5 4, 3.

Senior citizens and other students $6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4,545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

' .HlSbU f r tt /
» 1 iJ* /

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

pdul taylor
dance company

Tuesday November 7 8 pm

Cloven Kingdom, Polaris, Airs

Wednesday, November 8 8 p
Diggity. Private Domain, Esplanade

FINE /RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

I . • r
: • i- '

l_lWuL. .
•

.

:'
.

MM •.Iu('' '

:

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F9-4, 545 2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

f
, MACY & CO.

Did you know that we are

one of the most dynamic and
fastest growing retailers in the

world today? That is a fact!

We would like to introduce

the careers that the retailing in-

dustry has to offer. Few in-

dustries can promise a fast

pace, ever changing environ-

ment, while providing excellent

opportunities for early respon-

sibility and rapid advancement.
Executive representatives

from the MACY'S, New York

Division will be visiting your

campus on November 3 in

School of Business in Room #2

at 4:30.

Please join us for an open
seminar and discussion.

FOOTBPLL
BRUNCH
11:00 1:00,

<x.m. p.m.

549-6000
Ext. 639

for Reservations

K^

"Top of the Campus
Restaurant"

Campus Center - UfTlass

Before everij

UfTlass
Football Game

UMass vs.

Rutgers
Nov. 4

3.50
Bloody mark's
Husk(^ Healers
Eggs Benedict

Roast Loin of Pork
Broiled Haddock

Scampi

Brunch
• The Came
• Happij Hour

w/John morgan
Pt The Blue Wall

</

I)

PSG

A Vote For

DOD CARMODY
is a vote for a

compassionate,
cooperative,

honest sheriff of

Franklin Co.

Signed by
Randy Kehler,

Shearer Rd..

Colrain

103 N Pleasant Si Amhcral
10-6 Mon. -Sat. Fr1.unttl9

BLUE
WALL
BAR November 1-4

Wednesda y-Satarda y

^\
^•»XS;

coming: Sat.^ Nov. 4, 4-8

JOHN MORGAN
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Ami I

tonlli.

How would Freud

relate to O'Keefe?

I fd lldvoi Yet sftiix^h and <'js> Ljoiiifl Jo»n

:<'v«»k>ps J bMj lK-<ld on I oiiljit

' t Ifdunid Tidunid ( ifud •> di.ujnosisi'

iildtldVfSdid " • iiKk)1ci?1iilp ^11(1 \'nt»ill 'oi.

• vsis

/

It's todgood to gulp.

MONDAY. NOV. 6 8 P.M BOWKER AUD.
University of Massachusetts

Tickets: UMass $5, 5 50; Gen Public $6, 6.50

At: TIX and the Union Record Service.

No cans, bottles or alcohol please! -patrons subject to check

UPCOMING
The UMass Arts Council and Cannpus Center Program Council Presents

SOLEIL LASER MUSIC SPECTACLE
Mon., Nov. 13. SUB, 8 & 10 p.m., FREE

Imported frofn Canada by Cmtury Importers Int Ne* VorV NV

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col

leg.dn office (CC 113) between 8 45 am
and 3 45 pm Monday through Friday, or

use our handy dip and mail form found m

most issues of the Collegian Classified

deadline is 3 45 pm two days m advana

of publication date.

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are (Jatly 45c

per line, five consecutive issues. 40c per

line per dijy 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One lif.H' is rouqhlv ''(luivalent

to 38 characters

AUDIO FOR SALE

2 Infinity QAspkrs., under 5 yr. warranty,

9 mos old, $225 or BO. 546 6662 Mark.

AUTO FOR SALE

Ford Galaxie 289 with only 62,000 miles,

httle rust, good interior h tires, broken

frame. $100, 665 7977

MGB. 1967, $900. new paint, brakes, ex

haust, rebuilt carborator clutch, 4 excellent

radials, 2 snows, call Georgia, 549 1157

'72 Vega GT sticker, cassette dk
,
$500,

call 253 2409 or stop at rose table

68 WV, 5000, on new eng ,
AM/FM, $600,

2560543

69 Ford Fairlane. body. int. good, small,

automatic engine, runs well, $550, call

6652646

75 Triumph Spitfire 1500, exc cond

paint AM/FM, gd radials 25.000 mi

ing 2.800 80 Call Don, 546 9624.

For sale- 1970 Spitfire MK Ill-c72

engine new trani, clutch low miles 4

Michelin radials body excellent $1000 or

BO Call Dave, 6 5101

78 CJ5 Golden Eagle ieep, modified

engine, very good condition, only 12,000

miles. _
1976 Ch«vv wan. C 10, long body, power

steering, AM/FM stereo, heavy duty

suspension and shocks, radial tires, ex

cellent condition, call Marc, 545 2591 days,

666 4542 nights and weekends.

, new
Ask

Parrots-2 half moon (male & female),

must sell! Best offer, call Deb, 546 6868

1974 Datsun B 210, good condition, good

tires, new brake pads, blue ext.. blue mt

4 speed, low 60's, call evenings, 774 5381

or 665 3686

Two new retread snows, 6 50x13. plus

one rim $25^546 4552

Drake SW. receiver, $350 and SR 52

calculator, $250 or BO Call Don, 546 6980.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers 20%
off all reg. priced merch to all college

students & staff. Remember your ID

Well made watches by LeJour, features

slide rule, only 10 left, $25 ea . 546 6009.

2 pair of Hanson ski boots for sale. Riva

soft model. 2 years old V good condition.

Asking $40/ pair Call Gayle at 546 5604.

Vivitar zoom lens, 90 230, Ik new, BO
over $120, call Debbie, 323 5575, morn, it

eve.

Skis^izzard Prototyp. Very good condi-

tion, 170cm, $110 or BO, ca[l Mitch, 6 5490.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79

South Pleasant St.. Amherst, daily 11-5.

Breakfast cook, 6:30 am 11 a.m.

Thursdays, good pay /fringe benefits, apply

to at Butterfield dorm coop or Ron,

545 0182

Wanted -experienced jugglers for

Madrigal Dinner. December 7 10 and 13 16

plus rehersals. Call E.W. Abercrombie,

545 0437 or 545 2227.

Union Video Center has opening for 4 hr

a week work study student. Join an ex

citing pro)ect, call Jessie, 5-1336.

Help wanted help wanted help wanted.

4 work study jobs on campus. Apply

Greenough Snack Bar, after 7 p m., ex-

perience desired. We are located in Central

Area.

Retraction -last Tuesday, Oct. 17, I plac

ed an untrue ad in the personal section of

the Collegian using my roommate Mat

Sinesi's name without his consent as a

prank. I deeply regret any embarrasment

that came to him due to this practical joke.

Stephen Lynch.

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted to Rochester, NY, Nov. 10,

share $, please call Ruth ,
6-5390

.

ROOMMATE WANTED

INSTRUCTION

Racquetball lessons, student rates, use

of private facility, 253-5035.

French student would give lessons,

beginners/ advanced, conversation, fees

negotiable. Call Florence: 546-53 17.

Disco dance lessons -are you tired of

watching everyone having a good time dan

cing while you )ust sit there? If so call Amy,
546 5683, & you'll be on your way to being

the best on the floor.

Roommate wanted, 15 min. to campus,

Granby, low rent, 3 bedroom, call Jim at

467 3796^ ^

F. roommate wanted for own room in

apt. in big house. Mam St., Amherst,

2537150.

SERVICES

HELP WANTED
LOST

ENTERTAINMENT

Part-time jobs big money: accounting,

law or pre law students preferred All ag

gressive, articulate, hungry students OK
Need sales reps for CPA/LSAT cassette

home study programs. Call Jim Dee at

Totaltype, Inc. Toll free, 1 (800) 874 7599

In Florida call collect, (904) 876 8261 1505

N.W 16th Ave., Gainesville, FL 32604

Lost— grey sweater, please call 253 5978.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

PERSONALS "IZ~

Hauling service, call 549-4730, after 5

p.m.

Sound system for hire, coffeehouses,

bands, discos, call Rick, 584-4105.

Photography passport or portrait instr.,

by appt., resume^work , Steven, 253 5081.
\

Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for

your 256 page mail order catalog of col

legiate research. 10,250 topics listed. Pro

mpt delivery. Box 25907 B, Los Angeles,

Calif., 90025, (213) 4778226.

WANTED

2,Clint Eastwood In Dirty Harry, Nov

CCA. 7:00, gOOjnd 1 1 00

Disco Dave is back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ Reasonable

rates, call D.L Disco at (413) 567 1715 (col

lect) arKl ask for Dave or Bryan.

FOR RENT

3-br large house, S Amherst. UM bus

rte .
$4&0/mo. + utility, 1 mo security,

253 5615

Furnished room. 10 mm walk from

UMass & downtawn, also on bus route

Available Nov l^call 549 3893 for details^

LoveTy furnishad room m Easthampton,

kitchen, bath, phone, 20 minute drive, call

527 5420, ask for Mrs. Anderson.

Men! Women! Jobs -cruise shipsi

Freighters! No experience High pay! See

Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So. America.

Winter summer! Send $2 75 to Seaworld,

Box 61035, Sact., CA 95825.

Graduate students -2 part time assistant

opportunities available in Student Activities

Office for academic year doing activity ad

vising and Alcohol Policy workshops in

Residential Areas Apply 1n Student Ac-

tivities Office, 416 SU, with resunrw and

three references by N^vember^ 1978
.

Piaiio moving -$4/hr. for an occasional

)ob^2 hr. min. Must have car^ 586 6693._
Excellent" income, part time full time

opportunity Arrange own hours, persorwii

ty, car required, call 247 5740

To Tazs Mom, will exchange pair of flip-

pers and Disco Duck suit for your beloved

Taz. Will contact you.

Notice: see Clint Eastwood in "Dirty

Harry". Thursday.Jjov. 2^ $1, CCA 7 9 11.

Aaqaaaaiiiin!! — niftily, this time!!

JoeL^on't forget Reefer Madness is show
ing this Friday nite. The times are 6:30,

8: 15, 9:50, 1 1 30. Let's not miss it this time.

It is at Mahar Aud The Stooges are with it.

Only a buck. Bumbolini.

If you've had a problem with an auto

repair of purchase, the UMass Consumer

Action Center wants to know. Please call

545^0199 or 545 0781, Mondays Fridays,

9 5^

Mark B.-may you break your legs walk-

ir>g the Hill. Love someone who lives closer.

Hockey players wanted for club hockey,

call Geof, 6-3274 or Jim, 584 4090, Rm.

305^; -

Needed badly: ticket to Boston Dead con-

cert. Pnce negotiableJ$). 665 7554.

WA^iifED TO RENT

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

HYPNOSIS I~~Z
Free introductory session, improve all

reading skills, concentration, memory intui

tion, exam taking, etc. No gimmicks, it real

ly works. Starts promptly 7:00 p.m. Wed.,

Nov 1 Campus Center Rm. 809, 30 seats,

KR Morse. MED. Prof. Hypno, 532-5703.

LEGAL SERVICES

Off-topic debate coach needed.

College, call Beth Gill, 586 0275.

Snr>ith

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only. 253-7617.

%
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

TODAY'S

CBOSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Relieved

6 Ditch

10 Voyage
14 Over
15 Neighbor of

Mo'il

16 — avis

17 Fastener

18 Hamel'n
character

2 words
20 Born

21 Norwegian
city

23 Reckon
24 Course
26 Contractor

28 Fruit

30 Stallion

31 Haunts
32 Overcrowded
36 Math sub|

37 Indian com
38 Sunbeam
39 — alcohol

42 Heroic
4^ Clamps
45 Stilt

46 Agreed
49 Rasp

50 Portion

51 Dream
52 Mauna —
55 Southpaw
58 Slick

60 Sea eagle

61 Queue
62 Therefore

63 Penury
64 Praise

65 TnrTftner

DOWN
1 Deserve
2 Man s nick-

name
3 Monarch
4 All About

5 Deviations

6 — leaf Can
symbol

7 Medley
B Gobbled up
9 Youngster
10 Baseball

feats

11 Speedy
12 Peace god-

dess
13 Kitchen tool

19 Composure

UNITED Feature Syndicate

i7 Eye problem
25 Longtime 42

Boston idol 43

26 Filleted 45

27 Beseech 46

28 Dressed 47

29 Well 48

30 Desires 49

32 Healed 51

33 En route 53

34 Roof part 54

35 Cleaner and 56
— 57

37 Subterfuge
40 Warded off

41 Ebb and 59

high

Girl's name
Decay
Tennis — '

Poplar

Task
Chill con —
Pierced

Carte
Formerly
Ripener
Sick

Circle meas-
urement:
Abbr
Headed

MILB, I UNPSR- THAT'S TWB
ST^PYOUMN OUT OF A
QUITE A fiOCt IN FIELD OF
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Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

nao^K draf+ (

by IVIarl^y Fr^en

f^cT^'ivn P IfioSBvAisfppim

The UMass Arts Council presents:

197B, color, 102 min.

Director: Bob Rafelson

CMt: Jeff Bridges, Sally Field,

AmoM Schwarzenegger, R.G. Armstrong

Thursday, Nov. 2
Thompson 104

8:15p.m.
FREE

FVTFOR
All tarn »re compkcatvd Adwantuas pni*nswnal s*aH wiN (jkc the

IKTW to fnd the bevt rtxHmg and Iom*«i pomM* prca Km you

without Mfwc* charge i< you aNcw u* lo (xrita yoi» lit**i We aain

our commissior) from a<rlnes car rental oompanws and hotels not from"

you Even if you mttm reaervatons direct tat us issue youc ticket

Voull avoid airport ticket couKer delays tfie poesMity of oneicharyng

or a missed flight As authoriied bonded agent tor al awknes «•
have tickets rigfn mour office If /oure m a f»jrry nnell d«li»«i tckets

to your door Credit cants accepted Lowest fares guaranteed

odventufQ travel ?!??aJ!3^.

233N Pleasant St

Amherst
m the AMHERST CARRtAGE SHOPS

Mr—'I.—'/r-^'r—'J

Record Books,
Notebooks,

Address Books,

& Ledger Books
AT

A.J. HASTINGS
NEWsdcAlER & STATIONER

45 S. PIeasant St. AmIierst

Notarization of absentee ballots will be

available according to the foWowIng

schedule:

CC 904-908 10/30, 31,

11/01

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

• •>:v»r\\v^ ^^\^\vvA^^^^^^^\x\\vvA^\v^\^^^\^\a«vv^ %iS»OSO^K<X\.%S.S^-^>*i^.\\S^^^<h*Ait^^
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RECORD TOWN and CBS RECORDS
WE'VE GOT THE HITS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES!

ENTIRE INVENTORY ON
OF COLUMBIA

LP's 8-1 RACKS, CASSETTES
EVERY CBS
798 series

NOW
69Hal

•..«"••*"''

EVERY

798 series

LP, 8-TRACK,
CASSETTE
ALL OTHER
SERIES AT

COMPARABLE
SAVINGS!

SUi^ili SPiCIAtSI
THESE NEWLY PRICED 898 SERIES LPs AND TAPESi

stnii^^

HEART
DOG & BUTTERFLY NOW

mi

•^V^^

^^^'\
•Sl=^.

898 series

ON LP,
8-TRACK
CASSirTE

•BILLY J6EL-S2nd STREET
•BOSTON DONT LOOK BACK
•HEART DOG AND BUTTERFLY
•SANTANA INNER SECRETS
•CHICAGO HOT STREETS
•TED NUGENT -WEEKEND
WARRIORS

THESE TITLES ONLY!

•'•1fLA;l?CAL ^COUNT^k^ CBS LP AND TAPE ON SALE!

ECORD TOWN
Records & Tapes at Super Discount Prices

,.»• TV'S

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL
HADLEY
EXIT19 0FFI91

SALE PRICES
GOOD THROUGH
SAT, NOV. 4

THE

looking

terested

students in-

joining New
England's largest college

daily.

Recruitment meeting:

TONIGHT at 7:30 in Campus
Center Room 168.

• ••••««•••

Wednesday, November 1, 1978 Collegian ^s

QKEEN STUFF:

The
Hungry

Mushroom Salad

Spinach Salad

Greek Pocket Salad

55 University Dr.,

Amherst, Mass.
549-5713

B'nai B'rith Hillel presents:

• PROF. ALLEN POLLACK*
Founder of American

Professors For Peace

In The Middle East

discussing

THE CHALLENGES FACING
ISRAEL IN THE COMING MONTHS

Thursday, November 2,

12 o'clock noon in

Campus Center 804-808
Public is welcome

I

ROUTE 9 HADLEY, MA.
2 MILES FROM NORTHAMPTON OR AMHERST

CASH & CARRY
Wtiolesale to ttie public

TIRES =CAN ARRANGE TO HA VE
YOUR TIRES MOUNTED.

MICHELIN - FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEArR " LEE - SE,berunu_ B_F^

GOODRICH - ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL - DUNLOP PLUS - OTHER

MAJOR BRANDS. suPERceots ah 0THt«*Ds

SNOW
TIRE SAVINGS

COMPARE OUR
PRICES BEFORE
YOU PURCHASE
ELSEWHERE

A NOTE ABOUT COMPARING PRICES. ALL OF OUR TIRES ARE MAJOR
BRAND TUBELESS. PREMIUM. FIRST LINE, AND GUARANTEED THEY ARE
NOT BLEMS WHICH CARRY NO GUARANTEE FOR RIDE OR APPEARANCE
SECONDS WHICH ARE NOT GUARANTEED. OR STAMPED N/A (NOT

ADJUSTABLE). SO WHEN YOU COMPARE PRICES ASK WHAT YOU Af^-

GETTING AFTER ALL ITS YOUR MONEY

BIAS PLY
SNOW TIRES

SIZE

A7gxl3

878x13

C7gxl3

C78xl4

C78xl4

£78x14

E78xl4

F78xl4

F78xl4

G78xl4

G78xl4

H78xl4

H78xl4

560x15

600x15

G78xl5

078x15

H78xl5

lL78xl5

L78xl5

RADIAL
SNOW TIRES

PRICE

19.95

23.95

26.95

23.95

25.95

25.95

27.95

26.95

29.95

28.95

30.95

29.95

32.95

20.95

24.95

28.95

3L95

32.95

36.95

38.95

SIZE

3R78xl3

BR78xl3

DR78xl4

DR78xl4

ER78xl4

ER78xl4

FR78xl4

FR78xl4

GR78xl4

HR78xl4

FR78xl5

GR78xl5

GR78xl5

HR78xl5

HR78xl5

LR78xl5

LR78xl5

TYPE

Lee Hi-Trac

B.F.G. XTP

Lee Hi-Trac

B.F.G. XTP

Lee Hi-Trac

B.F.G. XTP

Lee Hi-Trac

B.F.G. XTP

T & C Steel

Lee Hi-Trac

Lee H'-Trac

Lee Hi-Trac

B.F.G. XTP

Lee Hi-Trac

B.F.G. XTP

Lee Hi-Trac

B.F.G. XTP

PRICE

38.95

4195

4195

46.95

43.95

47.95

45.95

49.95

49.95

49.95

46.95

48.951

53.95

50.95

55.95

60.95

47.95

45.95

49.95

49.95

49.95

46.95

48.95

53.95

WHITE WALLS WHERE AVAILABLE
ADD $2.00 PER TIRE.

All prices plus F.E. Tax and Sales Tax.

XTP and HI-TRAC are the most modern rubber compounds for

radial snow tires. They give stud grip action without the dange-^ of

studs. mMmROUTE 9 HADLEY,MA.
2 MILES FROM NORTHAMPTON OR AMHERST

CASH AND CARRY
VISA
OR

MASTER CHARGE

OPEN:
MON.-FRI.

9:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P M.

ISAT. 9:30 A.M. TO 3 P.M
586-2544

MAcac
ATERRIFYING LOVE STORY

JOSEPH E. LEVINE PRESENTS
MAGIC
ANTHONY HOPKINS ANN^VIARGRET
BURGESS MEREDITH EDLAUTER
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER CO. ERICKSON
MUSIC BYJERRY GOLDSMITH
SCREENPLAY BY WILLIAM GOLDMAN.
BASED UPON HIS NOVEL
PRODUCED BYJOSEPH E. LEVINE

AND RICHARD P LEVINE

DIRECTED BY RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH
P»BNTSBYOtLU« TECMfiCOUCUr

STARTS WEDNESDAY NO/EMBER 8TH AT A THEATER NEAR MDU

CHECK LOCAL NEWSIWtRS FDR THEATER USTINGS

Sip inbo somebhing Com tort" & Rocks
Comtort* & Cola
Comfort* & 7UP
Comfort" & Milk

Comfort * & Juice

(orange, pniu-apph',

apncot, grapefruit )

,>o

IVi

m

Comfort': delicious just over ice. Superb mixed!

St) smooth n c-.isv to sip. '^o lielicious.

That's Comfort" ! Southern Comiorl is

a rcmarkablf hquor. It t.isti-s ;?ooW .

smiplv poured over ice. That's why it

makes mixed drmks taste much better,

too. It's beautiful in combo with cola,

tonic, 7UP, fruit juices, etc. Try it . .

.

sip into something Comfort^ablel

' *» '/-M f *'

MfflSlSfflSllME^
SOuIHEflN COMfOR' CO«P • VIS. MO 63132

-Ji

aww«9««JW /!*UMtJ-.?*».«
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Tony G Dias watrhes the ball roll into the net past a Southern Connectidit goalie in an earlier Minuteman

win. The Minutemen didn t fare as well against Brown on Monday, losing 10 (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers).

Winter Sports Meeting
The Collegian sports department is holding a staff meeting Monday

night at 7:00 at the sports desk. The purpose of this meeting is to

assign beats for the winter sports season. Attendance is mandatory

if you want to cover a winter sport.

UM booters fall

to Brown, 1-0
By KEVIN CULL EN
Collegian Staff

When the final horn sounded Monday night most of the

crowd of some 200 at Brown University's Aldrich- Dexter Field

hurried off seeking warmth from the near-freezing

temperature. A small circle of coaches, writers, and players

formed in front of the scorer's table and talked about the soc-

cer game just played.

"You know," said Brown coach Cliff Stevenson, "There
should be more teams in the (NCAA) tournament. For the

caliber and number of teams in our area, there should be
about six or eight teams allowed to play off.

UMass coach Russ Kidd could only nod in agreement. He
had watched his team give perhaps its best overall perfor-

mance of the year, only to lose 10 One goal. No flying

scissors kick, no Franz Beckenbauer over the shoulder; just

one quick shot by a kid named O'Brien.

UMass went into the game without leading scorer Tasso
Koutsoukos, who is out with a severely pulled leg muscle.

Kidd used a revamped starting line-up, placing Ed Eschmann
at striker, Mike O'Neil on a wing, and Doug White at mid-field.

The new line-up shook up Brown and Stevenson, who had
scouted UMass heavily in the past two weeks.

The first half was perhaps the most intense UMass has
played all year. The play was fast paced with hard tackling.

The referees stopped play frequently, attempting to control a

potentially explosive situation. All told, there were 17 fouls

and two yellow cards handed out in the first half.

With about 14 minutes left in the first half, Brown'sDan
Carusi hit the post to the left of UMass goalie Mark Marilla.

Minutes later, UMass got its best scoring chance of the night

on a corner kick. Tony M. Dias headed the serve but it was
stopped and came directly to White, who volleyed the ball

right into the hands of Obermeyer. One foot to either side, and
it would have been a goal.

The second half was quickly played, with few vyhistles. The
game lost most of its short passes, and the long ball was
employed to get that one shot. At the 10 minute mark. Brown
was denied by Marilla who made a spectacular diving stop off

Tim O'Brien.

But at 23:27, it was O'Brien who picked up a rebound 25
yards out and one timed the bal] over Marilla. The ball came
out on a long throw in by Brown's Jeff Hacker. It appeared as
though Marilla went to punch the ball over the net and simply

missed.

Mark Marchand

Hockey hardships

IM grid finals tonight
By PHIL ROBINSON
Collegian Staff

The men's and
women's mtramural
football playoffs are

down to one final game
which will be decided

tonight. In the men's
division Beta Kappa Phi

will take on the defen

ding champion Space
Cadets at 4:30 on field 1

.

Beta Kappa Phi ad-

vances to the finals after

crushing I Phelta Thi

19 0.

Dan Smith caught all

three of their touchdown
passes from quarterback

Timmy Hisipp, and Leo
Kalinowski kicked an ex-

tra point.

The Space Cadets,
after defeating EOTNC
yesterday, also advance
to the finals. Quarter-

back Bill O'Brien keyed
the 20-0 win by throwing

for two touchdowns and
running one in himself.

The first score occurred

when O'Brien scrambled

and outmaneuvered all

defenders into the end
zone. Moments later he
threw a short screen

pass to Jeff Spooner,
who turned on his speed
and outran everyone for

six points.

In the second half, Billy

Coke hauled in a pass for

the final score. Randy
Krutzler kicked two out

of three extra points.

The women's final

game will also be played

tonight.

The Flakes battled the

Puma's in one game,
while the Forbes team
took on the Rookies in

the other contest. The
Flakes are the defending
champions, but this year

the Pumas have been
the top team.
In first round action.

The Flakes eliminated

the TTTs, 12-0. Sue
Peters connected to

Fran Cornacchioli on
several passes to lead

them to victory. The
Rookies advanced by
virtue of a forfeit.

JV booters drop final game
By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

Ed Niemiec was
mumbling to himself as

he bent over to pick up
discarded paper cups.
"Opportunities," he
said, "I can't believe we
had so many op-
portunities." The op-

portunities he referred to

were wasted ones, as

the UMass JV soccer
team was defeated
Tuesday by Springfield

Collpif;-. 2-1, in over-

tmte
The JVs. under first-

year coach Niemiec,
finished the season at

4-2-1, droppir^ ttMir last

two games.
The Springfield game
was a scoreless tie at the
end of regulation time.

During regulation,
UMass controlled and
had quite a few chances,
none of which resulted

in scores.

With 57 seconds re-

maining in the first of

two 10 minute overtime
periods, Springfield
struck first. On a serve
from about half field,

the ball was headed
several times before bt-
ing volleyed past UMass
goalie Kenny Marks.
UMass tied the game in

tiw secoTKl overtiiTW.

Jay Nass dribbled with

his back to the goal,

drawing several
defenders with him.

Nass turned and sent a
long ground shot which
the Springfield goalie

mishandled, allowing
Chip Kelly to pick up the

loose ball and score.

With 3 Httle more than

five minutes remaining,

Springfield won the

game when a loose ball

squirted out in the

UMass defensive end
and Dave Farrell sent a

ground shot for the far

side which just eluded

the dive of Marks.

Here in the northeast, the colder weather

brings with it not only winter coats and an

tifreeze but it also signals a reawakening of

interest in one of the most colorful sports

todav: ice hockey. Especially here in

Massachusetts; this state is a hockey hotb

ed with professional, minor league, college,

and youth hockey. Flicking the tuner

around on your television set in search of a

program on a winter night, it's not uncom-
mon to come across a telecast of a profes-

sional or local college game. Hockey is big

business in this area and is continuing to

get bigger which brings me to the point

that I wanted to discuss.

With all the interest in hockey in this area,

why has the hockey program here at

UMass slid continually downhill since winn-

ing the national Division 2 championship in

1972? Once a member of the "big three"

sports (along with men's basketball and
football) the hockey program no longer

shares the spotlight like it once did.

I he most obvious reason is the financial

situation. The allocation of funds in the

athletic department for the 1974 75 fiscal

year shows ice hockey receiving funds that

puts it in the same class as basketball and
football. Of course, there was a junior varsi-

ty at that time which has since then been
eliminated. In addition, the scholarship pro-

gram which once attracted players of a

high calibre has likewise been eliminated

with most of the better players in this area

now going to schools with scholarship out-

fits.

The net result has been a mediocre pro

gram where a once prosperous one existed.

In its heyday, ice hockey generated a

tremendous amount of interest and pro

bably would again if the program would

take a turn for the better.

Now entering his twelfth year as hockey

coach here, Jack Canniff has accepted the

fate of his hockey program and continues

lo strive for the best within the budget

"Hey; it's been a slow process
downward," commented Canniff. "Mass.
IS a great state for hockey, but these other

schools are just getting the other players

with the scholarships.

"

The only light at the end of the tunnel for

Canniff and his program is the possible but

improbable construction of a new arena.

Playing its home games and holding its

practices at Orr Rink on the campus of

Amherst College, the hockey team is badly

in need of its own ice surface.

Where, you might ask, has the money
once invested in the hockey program gone?

Part of the reason is the crunch brought on

by realignment due to Title IX. This law

caused a realignment of the athletic budget

with more scholarship funds going towards

women sports. No, I'm not saying that this

should not have been done; the women
sports deserved it. It's just that the athletic

department should have or should be con-

sidering the construction of a new rink.

"The program will remian the same unless

a new facility is constructed", were the

words Canniff used to emphasize the im-

portance of a new rink. No scholarships

would be needed; the new rink would alone

revitalize UMass' hockey program. In the

long run, it could turn out to be a profitable

venture for the athletic department as

funds could be generated by renting the

rink to off campus groups when not in use

by UMass.

The only positive thinking along these

lines has been the recent proposal of the

athletic department to construct a dome
over Alumni Stadium. This would allow the

facility to be used as indoor arenas for both

ice hockey and basketball during the winter

season by dividing the stadium in half. Not

only would it give a permanent home to the

ice hockey team, but it would increase the

seating capacity for the usually sold out

basketball games.

But, the dome is just a proposal and is

probably a lor>g way off from realization.

The hockey program must b« content
where it is now and younger collegiate pro-

spects must be satisfied with the heavily

populated intramural program with no
junior varsity available.
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Fire renovations

not yet complete
By FRAN BASCHE
Collegian Staff

UMass has not completed all fire safety

renovatons recommended last January

after an 18-month study of campus
buildings, although some dormitory
renovations have been made.

Three dorms were outfitted with $300,000

worth of fire safety equipment this sum-

mer, but UMass Fire Marshall Keith Hoyle

said particle detectors installed are "too

sensitive."

Hoyle said the alarms have sounded while

students were cooking in designated areas,

and when bees and flies flew into them. He
said they will be sent back to the manufac-

turer. Simplex Time Recorder Co. of Garn-

der, to desensitize th6m and equip them
with insect screens.

The renovations, completed in Baker and

Van Meter dormitories in the Central

Residential area and in John Adams Tower

in the Southwest Residential area, include

installation of particle detectors that are

sensitive to smoke and particles produced

from fires, magnetic fire doors that close

when alarms are sounded, and visual

alarms to warn deaf people of a fire.

Hoyle said the fire alarm systems in the

Northeast and Central Residential Areas

were not connected to the campus central

monitoring system as was planned for this

summer.

Transmitters required for the tie-ins

ordered from the Honeywell Corporation to

Surveysays health services ok
. :».._* »i u itk. nncitinn<: in the health services.

Editor's note: A survey conducted last

spring by the Student Affairs Research and

Evaluation Office [SAREO] examined

student attitudes and opinions towards

University services. This is the last of a

four part series, and deals vtfith health

services.

By ANDREWMJGA and
JAMES CARTER
Collegian Staff

UMass students were more satisfied with

their health services than were other Five

College students, according to the survey.

Sixty-three percent of students surveyed at

UMass said they were satisfied to a "great

or very great extent " with university health

services, but only 37 percent of students

surveyed at Smith College said they were

equally satisfied.

A group of doctors from the American

College Health Association last year visited

UMass to evaluate the services, and

reported "they were clearly impressed with

the scope, depth, and quality of the health

program. ..the survey team found the

program to be one of the best we have

encountered in our exfjerience."

"We're proud that our colleagues think

we're doing a good job and we're proud

that the students think so too," said Barry

W. Averill, health services Executive

Director since 1971. "It gives us a high and

makes us want to continue to be the best."

The University health service is a $3.5

million per year operation, with about $2

million coming from student fees, said

Averill. According to statistics compiled by

the health services, the facilities were used

112,000 times by students last year. Ninety-

six percent of UMass students use the

service at least once in their four-year stay

at the University.

Averill gives much of '.he credit for the

health services' success to student par-

ticipation. A student advisory board

reviews student feedback, proposes

changes, and interviews candidates Jot^

positions in the health services.

As a result of recommendations from the

advisory board, the health services have

established a contraceptive program, a

dental health program, and a health

education program. They also review

student fees and arranged for tran-

sportation of students too sick to make it to

the health services on their own, Averill

said.

"The effective organization of the health

services is important because it gives

support to services so they can practice the

best possible medicine," Averill said.

He also cited "effective management"
and "innovative teamwork" as reasons for

success of the health services.

Doctors who work at the University health

services "make $30,000 to $40,000 a year

when they are hired out of residency,"

Averill said. "The salary is on the lower side

of the scale compared to community

standards. We're looking for ways to make
ourselves more competitive," he said.

connect the 18 dormitories to the UMass
police monitoring system, were not finish-

ed, said Peter Wozniak, a physical plant

operations engineer. He said work was
begun in mid-summer and should be finish-

ed soon

.

Residents in those areas currently must
report a fire by telephone because their dor-

mitory systems only sound a warning in the

bulding and do not trigger alarms in the

police or fire departments. Twenty-three
other campus dormitories are connected to

a system that notifies UMass police and the

physical plant when alarms sound. Person-

nel in both departments then notify the

Amherst Fire Department.

One-hundred thousand dollars worth of

smoke detectors were installed last January

in each dormitory room, partially in

response to a December fire at Providence

College in Rhode Island, where 11 women
were killed. There were also problems

reported with an arsonist in McNamara dor-

mitory in Sylvan Residential area.

Hoyle said the particle detection system in

Baker dormitory was shut down for two
days while physical plant workers used

blow torches to repair vandalized windows.

He said the sensitive system would have

detected particles given off and sounded
the alarm. The dorms were patrolled by

groups of students trained in fire safety

while the system was off.

There have been 14 system malfunctions

and 11 alarms due to cooking particles

detected in Baker, John Adams and Van

Meter, Hoyle said.

Hoyle said new fire extinguishers which

spray powder rather than compressed

water have been abused in Baker.

The powders can extinguish any kind of

fire; the older extinghishers can only be us-

ed for wood or paper fires. Hoyle said they

have been placed in several dorms on an

experimental basis.

The physical plant also has work orders to

install fire horns in each suite in the Sylvan

dormitories because residents do not

always hear hall alarms, Hoyle said.

Hoyle is advisor to 35 students in the

UMass Fire and First Aid Unit, which he

said conduct fire patrols in dormitories

where systems are malfunctioning. The

group also conducts fire-safety workshops

every year at the request of dormitory

heads of residence or dormitory councils.

Hoyle is also a deputy chief in charge of

training firefighters of the Amherst Fire

Department. ^^^^^^

On the economic front:
stocks up sharply Carter helps dollar Grocery prices up

United Press International .

NEW YORK - The Dow Jones industrial average took its

biqqest jump in history on the New York Stock Exchange

yesterday as Wall Street gave enthusiastic backing to

President Carter's dramatic move to defend the dollar abroad.

The Dow average soared 35.34 to 827.79, eciipsing the in-

dicator's previous record of 32.93 points piled up Aug. 16

1971, one day after former President Nixon announced

mandatory wage and price controls.
^ .ru,

The sudden buying spree in the market reversed a 104 point

previous 12 sessions. The Dow had plunged 19.40 points

Tuesday and closed below the 800 mark for the first time in

more than six months.

Despite the All Saints holiday abroad, European buyers were

reported heavily in the market. Advances outdistanced

declines by a seven to one margin.

Among the blue chip stocks making up the Dow average, du

Pont spurted 7 It. Eastman Kodak 4 ,
General Motors 3t and

American Telephone & Telegraph 1 '/*

.

New York Fxrhanye volume amounted to 50,450,000 shares.

Trading was so hectic that the NYSE high-speed tickers ran as

late as 19 minutes behind floor activity at one time.

Associated Press
, ^ ^ j « .u^

WASHINGTON - President Carter rushed to the aiq of tne

battered U.S. dollar with drastic actions yesterday, including

higher interest rates, plans to borrow $30 billion in foreign

money and an increase in U.S. gold sales.

Carter said the long two year slide in the dollar, which has

become worse in the past few weeks, is unwarranted and

must be stopped because it "threatens economic progress at

home and abroad and the success of our anti-inflation pro-

gram."

The Federal Reserve Board's key interest rate, the discount

rate was raised by an almost unprecedented 1 percent to 9.b

percent, a new high that signaled yet another increase m in-

terest rates throughout the economy.

The 530 billion in foreign currencies, much of which would

be borrowed from Germany, Japan and Switzerland^wou d

be used to buy up unwanted dollars on world money markets

to support the greenback's value, which has declined as much

as 40 percent against some major currencies in the past year.

Associated Press .... .^ ^ «« ,.,:^«
The last quarter of 1978 started with another round of pnce

increases at the grocery store, according to an Associated

Press marketbasket survey which found price boosts for a

wide range of food and non-food products during October.

The AP drew up a random list of 15 commonly purchased

food and non-food items, checked the price at one super-

market in each of 13 cities on March 1, 1973 and has recheck-

ed on or about the start of each succeeding month. One item

chocolate chip cookies was dropped from the list at the end of

November 1977 because the manufacturer discontinued the

package size used in the survey.

Among the findings of the latest survey:

One-third of the items checked went up in pnce, with the in-

creases spread proportionately between food and non-food

items. More than twice as many items increased in price as

The marketbasket bill increased at the checklist store in

eight cities last month decreased in four. The marketbasket bill

remained unchanged at the checklist store in the 13th city.

The marketbasket bill increased in more cities nine - during

September, but the overall increase - 1.1 percent - was less

sharp than October's 1.7 percent boost.
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Hatch, King debate
at Faneuil Hall
Associated Press
fiOS 7"0A^ Edward J King, Democratic
nominee for governonr, protested yester-
day about a media "smear" campaign, in a
fiery Faneuil Hall debate with Francis W.
Hatch, his Republican opponent.
The candidates sparred in a press con-

ference format for 90 lively minutes, under
the auspices of the state League of Women
Voters.

The sharpest exchanges followed ques-
tions about expenditures by the
Massachusens Port Authority during
King's tenure as its boss.

One reporter wanted to know what the
difference was between wining and dining
legislators and newsmen and Tong-sun
Park's alleged "influence peddling" in

Washington.
Many in the audience bristled at this

analogy and King said he had become
familiar with "smear type tactics " ever
since his primary election victory over Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis.

He said Massport expenditures were no
different than what any business would ex-

pend and he urged that critics look at the
total record at Massport, with what he said

consisted of increased profits and turning a

deficit operation into a profitable agency.
The candidates fenced, as they had in

prior meetings, about their tax programs,
While some estimates were revised, the
result was the same: King said he will bring
about a $500 million rollback in local pro-
perty taxes and Hatch said it is

"unrealistic."

Hatch closed with a strong attack on
King's conservative stands, such as a
return of the death penalty. "Ed King
scares me," Hatch said.

King said he had no knowledge-but would
investigate promptly-a report that a sup-
porter was issuing unauthorized anti-
welfare literature a week ago.
With Susan Wiltshire, LWV president as
moderator, the panelists included Arnold
Friedman of the Springfield Union, James
R. Dorsey of UPI and Gail Harris of WBZ-
TV.

This was expected to be the last of the
joint appearances of Hatch and King before
Tuesday's election. Both candidates were
closeted through the day with issues and
media experts.

The LWV format was essentially similar to
that employed in prior meetings. The first

was held at the Federal Reserve Bank of
Boston and was confined to economic
issues.

Souwelne, Simons
share similar views
By MARK HORAN
Coliegian Staff

\i all began almost a year ago when in-

cumbent Demcocrat Hamsphire/ Franklin

coijnty Distnct Attorney John M. Callahan

anrlounced he would not run for re-election

even though his salary would more than

double on January 1, 1978.

The district attorney position, now a full

tirrie, $36,000 per year job as a result of a

bill passed by the Massachusetts
le^lature, was vacant. Seven candidates

filqd nomination papers and now, after a

hard summer campaign and tough
primary races, two very similar can-

dillates remain: Democrat Jonathan Z.

jweine and Republican Thomas G.

ions.

fSouweine, is a 32-year-old 'progressive"

>m Harvard Law School, Massachusetts
jblic Interest Research Group and the

State Attorney General's office, and
Simons is the 36-year-old House minority

^hip and UMass grad, who is called a

'riiberal Republican."
Souweine admits that when the primary

results came in, he didn't know if there

would be much of a campaign.
On most of the issues "there is substan-

tial agreement between my opponent and
myself," says Souweine, "In the primary I

ran as the progressive candidate in the

Democratic party."

They are both against capital punish-

ment. They both say they will seek a female

assistant district attorney to bring as Sou-
weine says, "a different perspective,"

especially in rape crimes. They both ad-

vocate support of "educational programs."

Souweine stresses consumer protection

education, while Simons talks of burglarly

protection education.

Both candidates praise the efforts of in-

cumbent Callahan's consumer protection

office, the first such office established by a

local state district attorney. Both promise

to continue its work and perhaps
strengthen it.

And now the two "progressive" can-

didates are stressing street crime preven-

tion and sentencing reform in their adver-

tisements and debates.

Simons last week said he wants criminals

convicted of the same crimes to be

sentenced "consistently." Souweine said

recently he was concerned about the local

courts being too lenient the "small percen-
tage of juveniles who comm** serious

crimes." Souweine's comments come in

the wake of two local rapes, allegedly com-
mitted by juveniles on probation.

But after all the rhetoric has been ex-

changed, only two issues of any difference

or value remain- each man's experience, or

lack thereof, and the "hometown versus
newcomer" question.

Souweine claims he has prosecuting and
administration experience- the two prime
jobs of a district attorney. As assistant at-

torney general for Francis X. Belotti, Sou-
weine prosecuted civil consumer fraud

cases. Belotti earlier this month said Sou-
weine did an excellent job as one of his

assistants. But Simons says Souweine pro-

secuted about 20 non-jury, civil cases, 19 of

which were settled out of court. Simons
claims that the appropriate prosecuting ex-

p>erience for a district attorney is criminal

jury trials. Simons, by his own admission,
has only prosecuted about 30 criminal

cases because he has spent most of his pro-

fessional career in the state House of

Representatives.

"My experience debating on the floor of

the House before my fellow legislators will

help my ability to argue a case in court
before a jury," said Simons in a recent

debate.
Souweine stresses his administrative ex-

perience at MassPIRG, the self-proclaimed

public research group.

"At Mass PIRG you had hiring, firing,

budgeting, leadership, deficits, and getting

the staff to work together," Souweine said.

By far the most controversial issue has
been Souweine's out-of-state money and
its relevance to the campaign. Simons
claims Souweine's money is predominatly
from out of state because he has lived in

the area for a short period of time (five

years) and has limited ties to the communi-
ty."

"I think the issue of residence and ties to

the community will always be considered

by the voters," Simons said last night.

Souweine calls the claim a "non-issue"
because most of it "Comes from family"

and it is all "legal and ethical."
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Democratic opponent Edward King shake hands after last night's debate.
lUPI)

Race tightens between

Brooke and Tsongas
By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

In a Massachusetts election year filled

with tight races, the tightest race of all nruiy

be the U.S. Senate contest between U.S.
Rep. Paul E. Tsongas (L'^-Lowell) and in-

cumbent Republican Sen. Edward W.
Brooke.
And as the Nov. 7 election date looms but

a week away, it appears the contest has
gotten about as hot as it is going to get.

Within the last week, the candidates have
appealed to the Massachusetts electorate

via television debates, debates that have
shown the two to be close on most of the
main issues and possessing a professional

respect for each other as politicans.

For Brooke it has been a very difficult

year, even without the worry of 8 re-

election campaign. Although he is a two-
term incumbent regarded as one of the best
polliticians in the Senate, it has been a year
where he has had to watch his family

dissolve amidst the pressure of a rationally

publicized divorce. There is also the conti-

nuing saga of the Senate Ethics Commit-
tee's investigation into his financial deal-

ings, of which he received a temporary
reprieve last week when the committee
decided he had not attempted to hinder the

investigation, as charged by the commit-
tee's former counsel.

And there was the primary battle with Avi

Nelson, a contest that had Brooke running

as he has not had to run in his 12 previous

years in the Senate. But through it all, he
has been vintage Brooke, tirelessly cam-
paigning across the state, pointing to his

record in the Senate and asking people to

vote on that and not his personal life. He
has been aided in this respect by opponents
who have refused to drag the divorce case
and t nancial investigation into the race.

Brooke has made his stands clear on
issues such as tax relief, national health

care and energy. He says he supports

comprehensive tax reform through index-

ing of individual tax brackets based on the

Consumer Price Index. He favors the

Steiger- Hansen proposal and has also

sponsored a Young Families Housing Act
which would allow a 20 percent tax credit

for contributions to individual savings ac-

counts for first-time home buyers.

Brooke is for the Kennedy national health

insurance plan, but with modifications to

make it less inflationary. He has stated that

a short-term energy policy must continue
the use of nuclear power and de-regulation

of natural gas. His long-term policy in-

cludes solar energy, coal technology,
alcohol fuels and more nuclear energy.

Tsongas was first elected to Congress in

1974 after serving as Middlesex County
commissioner and on the Lowell City Coun-
cil. He won the right to oppose Brooke in

September when he defeated four other

Democratic candidates for the party's

nomination. He has campaigned hard
across the state on issues such as tax relief

(he is opposed to the Steiger-Hansen and
Kemp-Roth proposals), health care (he is in

favor of the Kennedy national health in-

surance bill) and energy (conservation and
solar energy for the short term and expan-
sion of domestic energy supplies, such as
off-shore drilling.)

Throughout the campaign Tsongas has
built himself an image of a ^ijung, energetic

legislator to the point whe"? he is running
neck and neck with Brooke going into the
final week.
It is an election that could have national

importance when it is finally over. If Brooke
wins back his seat, it will be a victory not
only over Tsongas, but also over the inces-

sant publicity generated from his personal
life. If Tsongas succeeds in defeating

Brooke it will not only mark the end of the

senator's 12 year career, but also remove
from the Senate the only black senator
since Reconstruction.

More to get college aid
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter

signed legislation yesterday making more
than 1 million students from middle-income
families eligible for federal help to pay
college tuition.

Carter also signed a bill authorizing more
than $50 billion to extend by five years the
government's programs for elementary and
secondary education.

Carter, signing the two bills in the White
House State Dining Room while about 75
persons looked on, said the elementary and
secondary education bill "opens up aid to

the most disadvantaged children."

"More than 2 million children will be
aided" m some of the nation's poorest

areas, he said.

Basic education grants, now limited to

families with annual incomes of less than
$16,000, will become available to families

with incomes up to $26,000, depending on
future appropriations. Sponsors said this

would make an additional 1.5 million

students eligible.

Grants for students in lower-income
families will be increased. A student from a

family with $14,000 income will be eligible

for $1,158 a year instead of the present

$462, for instance.

I UM trustees approve

bus garage construction
By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER -The UMass Board of

Trustees voted here yesterday to authorize

construction of a $1.5 million bus garage to

house the UMass Transit Authority's 26

new busses.

The university will own and operate the

one-story concrete structure that will be

funded 80 percent federally funded, 10 per-

cent state-funded, and 10 percent Universi-

ty funded.
Construction will begin in the next few

weeks, and is slated to be completed by Ju-

ly, 1980, according to H. Jackson Lit-

tlefield, Jr., campus director of planning.

In other trustee business, the appoint-

nr>ent of H. Maurice Goodman as acting

chancellor of the UMass-Worcester
Medical School was announced.

Goodman will assume his duties Nov. 15,

replacing Roger C. Bulger, who is leaving

the school to become president of the

University of Texas's Health and Science

Center.

A former provost of the medical school,

Goodman has been a professor and chair-

man of the school's Physiology Department

since 1970. He is also chairman of the

American Physiological Society.

In a report from the search committee for

chancellor of the Amherst campus, trustee

and Secretary of Education Paul Parks said

he felt not enough of an effort was being

made to recruit minority members for the

position to be vacated by Randolph W.
Bromery, who has said he will step down
this June.
The trustees also heard a report from

their Budget and Finance Committee,

which said the university's stock invest-

ment portfolio has grown seven-and a half

percent in worth in the past year.

The university now holds stock worth

$1,833.00.

The bus storage and maintenance facilty

will be designed by The Cannon Partner

ship, of Springfield and the Fontaine

Brothers Construction Company, also of

Springfield will be the general contractor,

according to Littlefield.

The UMass Transit Authority operates

under the auspices of the Pioneer Valley

Transportation Authority, a local company
which administers and helps promote local

public transit.

The PVTA originally planned to build the

garage this summer, but was denied a

building permit by the Hadley Zoning Board

of Appeals. The land the garage will be

constructed on, next to the current bus

shelter on Governor's Drive behind the

Graduate Reserach Center, is located in

Hadley.
However, with the university assuming

ownership of the garage, a construction

permit does not need to be issued by

Hadley, since the garage will be state

owned building, according to University

spokesman Arthur Clifford.

More employees than
patients at hospital
Editor's note: This is the second of a two

part series on the possible closing of the

Northampton State Hospital.

By MARY FRAIN
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON NoTXhampton State

Hospital, which may be closed as a result of

a pending two year old law suit, currently

employs a staff of 743, almost twice the

number of patients, according to an official

in the Department of Mental Health.

Ray Brien, regional services administrator

for the Department of Mental Health, said

although the number of patients has been

reduced to 380 from a population of 1 ,200

four years ago, "you can't decrease the

large support staff."

The nearly two-to-one ratio of the staff to

patients means the staff has decreased at a

much slower rate than the number of pa-

tients, and is much higher than other

similar facilities.

Four-hundred-seventy-four hospital

employees are direct care staff" for the pa-

tients, said Brien, and are split up over

three shitfs. The rest of the staff are dieti-

cians, groundskeepers and other service

personnel.

The hospital employs 13 physicians.

Steven J. Schwartz, a lawyer for Western

Massachusetts Legal Services and director

of the Mental Patients Advocacy Project at

Northampton State, said reaction to the

proposed phase out has been "relatively

uninformed."
There is a certain amount of confusion

because most people are learning about it

through the newspapers," Schwartz said.

"It's hard to convey the planning that has

gone into this in one article."

The legal services for the past year has

been meeting regularly with the Depart-

ment of Mental Health to work out details

for the proposed phase out, according to

Brien and Schwartz.
Schwartz said some people are "justifiably

concerned" about their jobs. But, he said,

"what's being created in the community is

more services rather than less. Certain jobs

will get shifted slightly."

He said the phase-out would mean crea-

tion of community-based residential and

non residential "alternatives" to institu-

tional mental health care.

Brien said 500-600 of the 2,000 people in

need of mental health care in the Western

Massachusetts will probably be placed in

"small, normalized settings."

They would include foster families, that

would be "trained and supported" by the

department of Menta! Health, he said.

A watchful squirrel perches above the hustle and bustle of the Fall season in

search of his next meal. (Staff photo by Elaine Withrow.)

Contract copies arrive

for faculty inspection
Copies of the tentative contract agree-

ment worked out between administration

and faculty negotiators yesterday arrived

on campus and were distributed for inspec-

tion for faculty members.

Meanwhile, the faculty union's Joint

Coordinating Committee met last night in

an attempt to set a ratification vote date.

•The union, the Massachusetts Society of

Professors on the UMass/Amherst cam-

pus, and the Faculty Staff Union on the

Boston campus, reached the agreement

with the administration early last week after

intense weekend bargaining sessions in

Boston.

Both sides have predicted approval of the

tentative pact. After expected faculty ap-

proval, the contract would need to be ap-

proved by the university board of trustees.

The trustees, who met yesterday and are

i not scheduled to meet again until

,November, have indicated they would con-

sider a special meeting to approve the pact.

The 44 page contract includes provisions

for an average 20 percent salary increase,

streamlined grievance procedures, and

continuance of many other past practices.

Although no date has yet been set for the

ratification vote, Nov. 15 was being con-

sidered, said MSP secretary Lynn

Seymour. Details of the meeting last night

could not be obtained at press time.

There were reported to be problems with

the tentative contract when Boston union

officials walked out of the latter part of the

weekend sessions, but MSP President

James E. Cathey said they were "internal"

and will not affect ratification.
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Editor's Note: This is the fourth in a five

part series on the regulations governing

women on campus during the WSO's and

60's.

By DONNA SULLIVAN
and MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

School of Home Economics-"The four-

year integrated program in home
economics prepares young women for

challenging professional careers as dieti-

tians in hospitals, clinics, hotels, in other in-

stitutions, and as community nutritionists.

School of Engineering-An engineer re-

quires intensive technical training but at the

same time he should acquire the broad

education that distinguishes the profes-

sional man from the technician."

1958 59 University Catalog

In the fifties and early sixties, there was no

Reserve Officer Training Corps, program

for women, and the nursing program was

for women only. Today, according to Belin-

da Cajka, a junior mechanical engineering

major, "women aren't discriminated

against as much as they are constantly

pointed out."

Not only did women have to attend to

their studies during the 1950's and 60's but

they had to memorize the "Women's Af-

fairs' section of the Student Handbook

and expect to be quizzed on it later in the

semester. Men were not quizzed on the

handbook at all.

To ensure that women were fully ac-

quainted with faculty members, freshmen-

faculty socials were held three times yearly

by all freshmen women's dormitories.

Faculty wives were urged to join the Dames
Club, which now survives as the Faculty

Wives Club. Today, things are different.

In 1973, The Women's Studies Program

began to provide courses for women
wishing to investigate the roles, contribu-

tions and existence of women in all fields of

inquiry. The Southwest Women's Center

now offers several different colloquia of

special interest to women, including health

issues, sex roles, assertiveness training,

and career and life planning. Women are

barred only from some, specifically

"men's," gym classes.

Dorm life

"Your room will be an important place for

eight months because it will be here that

you'll sleep, study, and have fun. Of course

you'll want it to look extra special. It is

usually a good idea to wait until you meet

your roommate before you decide just what

kind of curtains and bedspread you'll want.

You may have your heart set on red while

she's "dying" for pink. A rosey com-

promise would be much more satisfactory

than nightmares and regrets.
'

-Co Ediquette, 1961

According to former Housemother and

Head of Residence Dorthe Burke, women
were very date conscious. Women without

a date would sit in their rooms, lock the

doors, and refuse to answer the phcne so

no one would know they were withDut a

date, she said.

Co-ed dorms first came into existance at

UMass in 1968. Men were advised not to

date women from their floor, and brother-

sister type relationships often formed and

still form in the co-ed dorms. Should a

"same floor" couple break up, the conse-

quences are harsher than if they were from

separate dorms.
Fun and Games

Jokes and pranks are pulled by women
and men alike in co-ed dorms today.

Residents say a common practice is steal-

ing robes or towels of floor members in

showers. Though this is practiced mostly

on males, females frequently are victims.

Many unfortunates are "pennied" into

their rooms, trapped by coins which jam

doors. Some people still shudder at the

thought of co-ed bathrooms, and if you are

tall, it's considered bad manners to peak

over the sides of shower stalls when a

member of the opposite sex is inside. Some
dorms with two bathrooms are still

segregated.
Tomorrow: The transition from dress codes

to affirmative action.
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Dear Extension Gardner,
How do I start an avocado plant?

K.T. Townhouse
After eating the delicious exterior of a ripe avocado
remove the large seed. Soak overnight in water and
remove the brown seed coat. Plant the seed pointed end
up in sterilized potting soil. The seed should be one
quarter of the way out of the pot above the soil line.

Water well and put in a sunny window. Keep the soil

moist and wait. The seed may take 2 weeks to a couple
of months to germinate. When the plant is a about 6" tall

cut it tMck to 4" to promote branching. For a bushy
ttealthy plant, keep the soil moist, in a sunny window
and occasionally cot it back. Fertilize every month dur-
ing the growing season.
Dear Extension Gardener,

What can be done to force succelents and cacti to bloom?
E.H. yVheeler

Cool temperatures and dry soils from November to

February stimulates flowering. Cacti and succulents

generally like sun so give them as much as possible.

During these winter months nightime temperature
stiould be 46-50°F and daytime, mid-sixties. This can be
accomplished on many windowsills. Be careful however
that temperatures don't go below 35°F at night. Water
the plants only to keep them from shriveling. In late

March, water them more often allowing soil to dryout

between waterings and fertilize once a month, March
though October. Some cacti and succulents will also

thrive under lights. Not all can be stimulated to flower in

the above procedure.

HAPPY GARDENING Extension Gardener

Talking Heads
to UMasscoming

By WALTER MACLISE
Fine Arts Staff

Rkling the crest of having

the number 36 album in tfie

country, the Talking Heads
sweep into Bowker
auditorium Monday at 8
p.m. to give Amherst a

taste of their unique brand

of rock and roll

.

Like too few other name
acts in the music industry

roday, Talking Heads is

compwised of persons (four,

in this case) with realistic

and visible personalities.

The group will also take the

rather intimate theatre
environment of Bowker to

catch some of their

sublet ies.

In a short while, though,

they probably will have

elevated themselves a little

doser to the "big concert"

level, where much of their

presence will either be
revised or lost.

The Heads' music is in-

triguing in its neurotic

quirkiness, yet they manage
to fuse that with a very

rhythmic, often funky and
occasionally sexy beat.

David Byrne's lyrics are

alternately thought-
provoking, inspiring, in-

spired, and naive. Again,

nuich of the band's charm
lies in the honesty of the

personae of its rrtembers,

and as lead singer, lead

guitarist and songwriter, it

is Byrne's that is most
evident.

* * * *
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How would Freud

relate to Olteefe?
Cok) Yet warming

Hearty full bodied flavor Vrt smooth and easy goir>g down

And O Keete develops a big head on contact

Confltct Conflict Iraurna Trauma l-reuds diagnosis^

We think he would have said It s too gocxl to gulp And you will too

In the final analysis

Quick weight loss diets may
be hazardous to health
Despite an abundance of

supposed sure fire diet

techniques, (diet pills and
fad diets) people are more
overweight today than ever
before, according to the

National Center for Health
Statisics.

The "quick weight loss"

diet is an attractive idea for

many, but may blind the

dieter to the fact they are

potential hazards to health

and well being. Fast weight
loss sorr>etimes results from
fad diets, but in the long

run, weight loss is not

maintained and health is

adversely affected through
pooi resistance to infection

and virus.

One of the latest con-
troversies on fad diets in-

volves use of a liquid pro-

tein as the total diet for

obese people trying to lose

weight by fasting. Liquid

protein is protein processed
from gelatin in cowhide, or

some other source of con-

nective tissue.

The main purpose of the li-

quid is to provide the dieter

with just enough low calorie

nutrition to survive on a

near starvation diet. In

1976, Dr. Robert Linn
popularized the liquid pro-

tein diet in his book. The
Last Chance Diet and by
1977, Science News stated

that 100,000 Americans us-

ed liquid protein.

Recently, liquid protein

has been linked with a
number of deaths resulting

from heart arrythmias.

Many of the people were
also under a doctor's care

at the time of their use. This

link is currently under in-

vestigation by the federal

Food and Drug Administra

tion, which in the meantime
has issued warnings pro-

claiming the liquid protein

as potentially hazardous.

Rather than exposing
oneself to possible health

hazards of fad diets whose
long term effects are poorly

researched, a well-planned

nutritionally balanced diet

should be initiated. Variety

and moderation are two key

words to keep in mind
when considering any type

of dieting.

For a varied meal plan,

fruits, vegetables, lean

meats, fish, poultry, eggs.

breads, and cereals should

be included, while empty
calories from alcohol, soda
and rich desserts and large

amounts of butter, fats and
salts should be avoided.

The dieter should increase

the amount of exercise

while decreasing caloric in-

take for an effective, as well

as gradual means of weight
loss and optimum health.

NANCY FELDBERG and
MAUREEN RAFTERY

Student Dietetic

Association

The Student Dietetic

Association we/comes any
questions you may have
concerning nutrition.
Please submit questions to

the Collegian, 1 13 Campus
Center.

WARRANTED TO BE

PendletonWoolenMilisPORTL ANO.ORCGON

I

Come in and check
our selection of

Pendleton shirts for

men and sports

wear for women...

Notarization of absentee ballots will be
available according to the following
schedule:

CC 904-908 10/30, 31

11/01
10 a.m. -4 p.m.

CC 911-915 11/2 10a.m.-4 p.m.

CC 904-908 11/3.6 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

CC917 11/7 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

The UMass Arts Council presents:

only at

RNOMPSON'S
N. Pleasant St. Amherst

REMEMBER THE LUXURY OF
ALL-COTTON CHINO'S?

Rugged cotton twill chino^s in a tradi-

tional cut, straight leg design.

Available in tan in waist sizes 30 to 42.

$27.00

WE HAVEN'T
FORGOTTEN
at tie THtH V S^

l^iuiiir iif IPaliili. Inc.

STAY HUNGRY
1976, color, 102 mln.

Director: Bob Rafelson

Cast: Jeff Bridget, Sally Field,

Arnold Schwarzenegger, R.G. Armstrong

Thursday, Nov. 2
Thompson 104

OQili>IJETEi;r

10 STYUES

103 N PUaMiti Si Amherst
10-6 Mon. Sal. Fri.unril9

Senate backs

Rep. Collins
By MARIE STUCKEY
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night endorsed state Rep. James G. Col-

lins.d-Amherst, in his bid for reelection as
state representative after a speech defen-

ding public higher education.
Collins, a former president of the 1968 stu-

dent senate, said "too many politicians

consider public higher education a frill." He
said politicians who take office after the up-
coming Nov. 7 elections will "consider if

we will have public higher education at all."

The senate also asked the Student Center
for Educational Research and Advocacy
and the lease task force to pursue adoption
of the residential dormitory lease for

students living in university-owned hous-

ing. Students and administrators have
prepared the lease over the past year and it

now must be approved by the University

Board of Trustees.

Criticism of the dorm lease by Sen. David
Barenberg focused on "vague references"

to university obligations to proper repair

and maintenance of dormitory conditions.

Senate Speaker Brian DeLima said if the

provisions of the dorm lease are followed,

students should have more power over

Physical Plant and be able to expect proper

dormitory maintenance.

"The lease is only as strong as the residen-

tial committees who will make further in it

in the future," DeLima said. The residential

committee of the senate is expected to

monitor compliance with the lease and to

make additional provisions if they are

necessary, he said.

9»»»*»»»»m»»M»»»»m***»*»»9»M***»***»»*»»»»»»»*«*****fl^*************'*****

** Y EL GRUPO ^
"AIRES BUCANEROS;;.

oral da Santiago, Pablo Nieves y
Carl Royce

IN CONCERT THIS
SATURDAY NOV.MTH AT 8PM IN

THE STUDENT UNION BALLROOM, U .MASS

$2.00 DONATION AT THE DOOR

AND
f SPON: PRSC, COMMUTER COLLECTIVE, LA FAMILIA

SPEAKERS & ARTIST
fjjjjjjjjfrrrrrrrrr ^ ••••••••n

liinbetland
A whole line of insulated waterproof boots.

BAK
Happy Hour 4-8

The tan leather that goes into

this 6" boot is silicone-

impregnated to be completely

waterproof. The deeply

cushioned insole adds more

insulation to the soft glove

leather lining, effectively in-

sulating the boot to -20°.

'**W1

V Shoes

i i

39 S. PLEASANT ST. 1„
a n If!

In^Mned hom Canwla by Certocy ImpcNters. Inc.. New *irt«. NY

Saturda y,

November 4

A former UMdss studeni fbceivt»d minor head injuries yesterday when the car
|

she was driving struck another car on North Pleasant Street near Hasbrouck
shortly before 1 p.m. Sarah E. Brown, 19, of Montague, was treated and
released from Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northampton. Police said no
traffic citations were issued.

Area gov. reps discuss

SGA, student problems
By CHRISTOPHER CAS TIGL IA
Collegian Staff

Representatives from the area govern-

ments and house councils met together for

the first time last night in the Campus
Center to discuss roles of area government,
house councils and. their relation to the Stu-

dent Government Association, and how
they can solve student problems more ef-

fectively.

Chairwoman and Central Area co-

president Cindi Thomas said too much
power has fallen into the hands of the SGA
and that more control over budgeting and

student affairs should be given to area

government. She said the area groups have

a more "one-to-one" relationship with

students and are more aware of their

needs.
The area presidents who spoke stressed

the need for students to unite to give more
power to the house councils and area

governments.

Orchard Hill Area Government President

Gary Marshall said even though the Stu-

dent Activity Tax has increased in recent

years, area governments receive less

money each year.

Another question raised was vandalism.

The speakers said ultimate responsiblity lies

with students to prevent and report van-

dalism. The representatives were asked to

urge students to ask the administration to

crack down on vandals and to improve a

"Zoo Mass" image which some say the

school has. They said the image becomes
stronger after acts of vandalism such as oc-

cured this past weekend when Halloween
and Homecoming celebrations caused
damage to University property.

Thomas said the meeting was important

because it opens a channel of communica-
tions between students and administrators,

and allows students to discuss such pro-

blems as dorm repairs and the phasing out
of dorm programs like residential colleges.

When your feet need a friend*

Jwst arrived-Winter Cl««s

7 Mcasant St. (com«r off Main )

Downtown NortkaMpton

A Vote For

DOD CARMODY
is a vote for a

compassionate,

cooperative,

honest sheriff of

Franklin Co.

Signed by
Randy Kehler,

Shearer Rd.,

Colrain

r FAST
EMNtMKAL
^FMOUDIT

TRAILWAYS and PETER PAN offer service to Boston,

New york and many other destinations.

IRAHWAirS & PETERMN DUSUNES

MAKE UFE SIMPIER FORYOUL

For Information, Schedules and Prices, Contact:

'Campus Center Bus Office • 545-2006, or 549-6000

"wt^
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Sex defendants say
no police harassment
By JOSEPH QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

Responses to questionnaires distributed

by the People's Gay Alliance indicate

defendants arrested on sex and assualt

charges two weeks ago at a highway rest

area were not harrassed or mistreated by
State Police.

Paul Shephe(d, an Amherst resident

working with the alliance on the arrest

issue, this week said the alliance mailed the

questionnaires to the 16 defendants to

determine the behavior of the undercover
police officers who arrested them.
The men, ages 20 to 62, were arrested

near a rest area along the southbound
barrel of I 91 in Holyoke, in several night

time raids Oct. 21 and 22 by state police.

The men were arrested on various charges,

including lewd and lascivious behavior,

open and gross lewdness, and assault and
battery The men come from the Amherst-
Northampton Springfield area, and
Connecticut and Vermont.
Some of the other defendants, or their

lawyers, contacted by the Collegian this

week also said they had no complaints with

police conduct after the arrests. None of

the defendants would talk about anything

else in the case

Shepherd and members of the alliance, a
UMass group, are questioning the
"motives" of the arrests, the possibility of

"entrapment" by police, a "double
standard" by police in enforcing laws
against a sexual minority, and the
relationship between the arrests and a
homosexual rape police said occured at the
rest area.

The court cases of most of the men "are

currently pending in Holyoke District Court,

with some hearings scheduled next
Thursday and Nov. 15. One man, George
G Scott, 62, of Somerville, pleaded guilty

to charges of lewd and lascivious behavior

and paid a $125 fine at his arraingment Oct.

23.

Paul Gosselin, co-president of the
alliance, said the alliance may request a

meeting with State Police Capt. Leonard
von Flattern, commander of the western
Massachusetts troops, to discuss the

arrests. Gosselin also said the alliance may
issue formal statements about the incident

at the rest area Saturdav afternoon.

Flatern yesterday said he would not
discuss the cases because they are pending
in court. Flatern also said he would not
meet with the alliance.

The University of Massachusetts

Fine Arts Cefiter

Proudly Announces

Special Pfogroms in the Arts
Foil Semester 1978

Workshops Master Classes - Lectures
Demonstratioris - Cliriics

vs/ith

Mortho Gfohom
Donee Company
Moster Classes

October 13 5:00-7:00 pm
ond 7:15-9:15

R^oom 204 NOPE

Slide Hompton - Slide G
Volve Trorr^bone WorKshop

October 31 2:30-4:45

Bond Room 36
Fine Arts Center

Poul Tcyloc

Donee Compony
Moster Closses

November 6 3:30-4:45

f^oom 204 NOPE

Royol Winnepeg
Doliet Co.

Moster Closses

November 1 7 9:30-1 1 :00

Concert Holl

Fine Arts Center

Dovid Moirs

French Horn

Discussion

October 1

8

1 25-2:25 pm
Dezonson Recitol Holl

Fine Arts Center

Corlos Montoyo • Guitor

Discussion

November3 11:15-12:15

Dezonson Recitol Holl

Fine Arts Center

Mofk Piskunov - Violin

Discussion

November 17 11:15-12:15
Dezonson f^ecitol Holl

Fine Arts Center

Slide Hompton - SlideO

Volve Trombone
Workshop

November 20 2:30-4:00

Concert Holl: Dond Room 36
Fine Arts Center

AH SpecK3l Programs m the Arts are open to the community at large for ob

servation Participation in master classes is by invitation These prograrm are NOT

the scheduled performances by the artist They are intended as an educational

oxperiertce for those m attendance For more information, please call 546 2040

Special programs m tt^ Arts will offer a similar series of events during ttie Spring

Semester with guest artists from Les Ballet Jazz. The Bostcfi Symphony, Stars of the

Amercan Ballet, and the Hartford Symphony

Vice chancellor group
hears selection advice
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

A committee searching for a new vice

chancellor for administration and finance

yesterday heard presentations from
members of the last search committee for

the post.

Frederick R. Preston, associate vice

chancellor for student affairs, and Joseph
S. Marcus, associate dean of engineering,

told the committee about problems in sear-

ching for candidates and gave their views
of the vice chancellor's role.

The last person to fill the position was
James L. McBee, who took the post in July

1977 and resigned last May. McBee left to

become executive dean at Potomac State

College in West Virginia.

George Beatty was named acting vice

chancellor this summer. He is the director

of budget and institutional studies, and said

last night he expects to be nominated for

the position.

The committee first met Sept. 20 and has
met weekly since then. Committee
members said they have been working to

satisfy affirmative action requirements, and
they resolve questions of whether to keep
the search within the university or go na-

tional. The committee has decided to

search nationally.

Nominations and applications for the

position will be accepted until November
10. Once all applications have been receiv-

ed, the committee will cut the list to five or

six candidates.

Those people will be called to campus
and be interviewed by students, ad-

ministrators and faculty. The committee

then will recommend three names to the

chancellor, who will pick a finalist.

The UMass Board of Trustees must ap-

prove the chancellor's choice.

Committee •Chairman Thomas
Schneeweis said he hopes the position will

be filled by spring.

Jon Hite, one of three students on the

Committee, said any administrator choosen
will assume the post "between innings."

He said there will soon be a new chancellor

and also a new vice chancellor for academic
affairs. "They are the next generation of

administrators at UMass Hite said. He add-

ed that these administrators will hopefully

be here for the next ten years."

The vice chancellor for administration

and finance oversees personnel and
employee relations, grants, contracts. Food
Services, Physical Plant, the Campus
Center budget, transportation, and park-

ing.

Eotry Friday And Saturday

OPEN BAR
All drinks 8:00-8:30 p.m.

Free rrunchies/ Proper attire required

= QuonsetJRoute 9, Hadley. MassJ253-92l4 =

MACY & CO
Did you know that we are

one of the most dynamic and

fastest growing retailers in the

world today? That is a fact!

We would like to introduce

the careers that the retailing in-

dustry has to offer. Few in-

dustries can promise a fast

pace, ever changing environ-

ment, while providing excellent

opportunities for early respon-

sibility and rapid advancement.
Executive representatives

from the MACY'S, New York

Division will be visiting, your

campus on November 3 in

School of Business in Room #2

at 4:30.

Please join us for an open

seminar and discussion.

THE BEST TEST PREP
in Boston is also the

best test prep

in Amherst

Consult us for:

eRE*GMAT*LSAT

Test Prep Services Amherst
256-6462

FOR BOOZE
&

BEER
C&C LIQUORS

THE FRIENDLIEST STORE IN TOWN

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091
FREE DEUVERY OPEN TILL 1 1 P.M.

REEFER MADNESS

Plus 3 Stooges

Friday night, Nov. 3

6:30, 8:15,9:50, 11:30

Mahar Aud. Admission $1

STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
is searching for three (3) part-time Program

Assistants (15 hours/week) for academic year in the

following areas: General Programs, Film, and

Publicity/ Communications.

Qualifications: Knowledge of and experience in the

job area applied for and in student activities; ability to

work closely and communicate with students and

staff; organizational skills; matriculated

undergraduate student in good standing with a good

imagination; able to start work immediately.

Remuneration: $3.00 per hour.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office (SU 416)

with resume and three letters of reference by noon

November 13, 1978. Please specify which position(s)

you are applying for.

Northampton

COLLEGE

^^^ The cosmetic center off Amherst *'^) *^ ^̂

BUS DRIVER TRAINING
Five College Transporiation

will sponsor a 3 Week Train-

ing program during January

Interterm for those in

terested in getting a Class II

Bus Driver's License.

Get applications and in

structions at the Student

Employment OHice, 239-A
Whitmore, or call the Five

College Transportation
Office - 586 4262

Application Deadline is

November 30tli

Only Area Showing
NOW Ends Tuesday

at 7:00 and 9:20

"A srimularing film,

superbly acted with

a stunning cinennatic

climax."
Boj r"p.r-,vs A\so( .»'ef n-esv

EQUUS
RICHARD BURTON

PETER RRTH ®
AT THE GATES

)^ SMITH COLLEGE

2 for ^%
*1.19 \^

Nov. 9

COUPON

DONT MISS THESE TERRfIC SAVINGS!

^ wetting solution '(||y)^

$1.98
Reg. $2.79

.GoodtiM
Nov. 9

COUPON

any trial size item

25c off ^-£

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

THE PRiSCRIPTION STORE

OPEN MON-FRI 9-9 *^' •"•

4 MAIN ST. AMHERST

WINNIPEG
QflLLET^

ARNOLD SPOHR,Director/Directeur

Thursday, November 16th 8 p.m.

Les Patineurs/Ashton Rondo/t^cumcier

Rodeo/de Mille

Friday, November 17th 8 p.m.

CUP & SAVE CLIP & SAVE CUP & SAVE CUP & SAVE CUP&S>VE

Festival/Anil Glinka-Pas de rrois/Balanchine

Women/Aniz The Bitter Weird/At Millc

FINE >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6. 5. UMass

Students - $5. 4, 3 Senior citizens and ottier students

$6.5,4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.
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Expect a lot from
Jon Souweine

"HI protect your rights."

The basic job of the District Attorney is to fight crime I will run an aggressive
office to enforce the laws - all the laws
My first priority as District Attorney will be to prosecute violent crime rape,

assault, and murder- and street crimes such as breaking and entering I have
also pledged to enforce the anti fraud and open government laws, areas which
have been effectively developed by DA. John Callahan
My experience prosecuting for the Commonwealth as a former Assistant At

torney General and my administrative background as director of MassPIRG.
which IS similar in sl^e to the D A.'s Office, have prepared me to implement these
goals.

I have the experience, the training, and the integnty to keep the D A 's Office
strong and to keep it fair I hope you'll vote for me on November 7.

The difference is Experience

The difference is Democrat

The difference is pronounced Su-wane

Souweine/iDemocrat for
District Attorney

Sponuircii h> Mcagh^n D'SuUivtn
^^1 L'nKinSi , Nonhamp<on .^^.^__

SKIP ROBINSON
Pres. of United League- Civil Rights Organizer

THE FREEDOM
STRUGGLE-AUVE fJ

TUPELO,MISS.

UIMTEO LEAGUE
•QO«*ff*ctiv» boycott of discriminatory

morchants; now in its 7th momn
•63,000 momborship, most mrtsnsivo Black
grassroots organization in yaars

• dispelling the myth of C«iers "Haw South*

SUB TONIGHT 8:00
THE DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Public Higher Education in Massachusetts needs all the friends it can

get, and these are two of the best:

Jim Collins
State Representative

Jolin Olver
State Senator

The Massachusetts Society of Professors (MSP) urges all students,

faculty, and staff to turn out at the polls on election day, Tuesday,

November 7, and to vote for Jim Collins and John Olver.

Edityprlal
Black Solidarity Day

The history of Black America is a history of efforts to unify in the struggle
against oppression. The successes of black people have been significant, but
the progress is always slow and the threat of losing ground constantly present.

Racism is a systematic form of oppression - resisting its effects requires
solidarity among the people who are victims of it. This is as true at "enlighten-
ed" UMass as anywhere else. A case in point is the incredibly low enrollment
of black students at the University- somewhere around three percent. What
ever happened to affirmative action?

Tonight civil rights activist Skip Robinson will kick off the two-day event to
be called Black Solidarity Day." While the events of tomorrow and Saturday
will focus on the lives of black people at UMass-Amherst, Robinson should
help put them in a broader perspective. His United League is an example of the
beneficial effects unity can bring. While the issues at UMass may not
necessarily resemble mobilization of the Ku Klux Klan in Tupelo,
Mississippi, -which is what Robinson has been fighting these days- there
could be no more powerful example of the need for Black students to unite

and carry their activism from UMass back to the communities where the strug-

gle continues.

The workshops of Black Solidarity Day will include student, faculty, staff

and administration participants. The goal is the identification of common
issues, the opening up of communication and the pooling of resources in the
black community. Overall, planners of the event hope to arrive at an educa-
tional philosophy and strategy for blacks here.

There is a great deal of disagreement on the best means for eliminating

racism. At the institutional level, programs like affirmative action, Afro-

American Studies and placement of minority students in careers must be
made to work toward mutual racial awareness. But for those still suffering the
effects of racist oppression, a pre requisite is survival. That means unity of

purpose and effective use of available resources.

The two processes must happen together. We hope Black Solidarity Day
will prove a successful initiative toward identifying the common needs and
goals of black people at UMass. Changing racist attitudes will require an in-

itiative on everyone's parts.

A// unsigned editorials represent the opinion of a majonty of the Collegian

Board of Directors.

To The Editor:
The Struggle is alive

To the Editor:

We the undersigned encourage all

students and community people to attend
the DVP program entitled "Freedom
Struggle Alive in Tupelo, Mississippi"

with Skip Robinson of the United
League, speaking. It will take place
Thursday, November 2 [tonight], at 8
p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Skip Robinson is the head of the United
League, which is leading one of the most
important upsurges of Black rebellion

against injustice and oppression. The
united stand of the Black people in and
around Tupelo against job discrimination;

for a greater voice for Black people in

education; and an end to police and Ku
Klux Klan, is an inspiration to allpeople.

Now more than ever, with the KKK
organizing in Boston and New Hampshire
and the attacks on affirmathfe action, this

voice land rrfovement] for Black liberation

must be heard

f

Sanley Kinard, coordinator-office of
Third World Affairs

Brian DeLima, Speaker of the
Student Senate

Paul Campbell. WEBD Radio
and 16 others

Cuban soildarity

Hatch for women

To the EdKor:
Fiscal conservatism has dominated the

gubernatorial race and has left many
democrats in a quandry. Although
underplayed by the press, there are major

differences between Hatch's and King's

positions on social services and the en-

vironment. One topic where the choice is

clear cut is womens' issues. According to

a rating done by the National Organiza-

tion of Women, Hatch had a 100 percent

voting record on womens' issues during

his 16 years in the Massachusetts State

Legislature. In addition. Hatch is a strong

supporter of both ERA and affirmative ac

tion. Examine King's campaign
statements as well as his record at Mass
Port. It is obvious that women's rights are

not a top priority with King. I urge all

women to vote for Frank Hatch.

Wendy Blake Coleman

To the Editor:

The Western Massachusetts Regional of
the Venceremos Brigade, a national
education project in solidarity with Cuba,
will hold an informational meeting-
session Sunday, Nov. 5, 2 p.m. in room
905 of the Campus Center at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts at Amherst.
The meeting will kick off tfte organiza-

tional drive for this year's trip.

The Venceremos Brigade, begun in

1968, provides an opportunity for North
Americans to travel to Cuba to engage in

productive work as a means of expressing
their solidarity with the Cuban Revolu-
tion.

Besides mobilizing yearly groups to

Cuba, ttte Brigade participates in educa-
tional programs and community events
designed to increase public awareness
about the reality of Cuba.
All people interested in finding out more
about the Brigade should try to attend
Sunday 's meeting, which will begin pro-

mptly at two. The general public is invited

to attend as well.

Marea Wexler

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They

must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number. Organiza-

tions may submit letters, but they must
include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.
Letters must be typed, double spaced,

at sixty spaces per line, and no more than

two pages long. They should be sent to

the Executive Editor care of the Col-

legian, or may be dropped off at the Col-

legian office.

All letters may be subject to editing for

either space or content according to the

judgement of the editor. Due to space

limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed.

...WHAT A m^oi PLACE FOR. A 5Hoprm mU-P."

MARK WILDING!

Legal tender is the night

"The battered dollar plummeted to record

lows in Tokyo and six European cities

today, including Frankfurt, Zurich, and
Paris. Tokyo dealers said the dollar seemed
in a "bottomless slide" and a Zurich banker
said it was caught in a "vicious circle".

- The Boston Globe
10-31-78

It was 2:00 A.M. when she shuffled into

my office looking like a Byrn Mawr
housemother and giving me a dog-eared
glance as meek as the town librarian. Not
that I've ever read books. I haven't. They're
for Nancy boys and chowderheads.
She was short and crumpled and had a

pale green tint to her complexion, the kind

of color you see on them Jap model TV's
where they pay some starving Formosan 25
cents an hour to weld vertical holds in spots
you can't reach without a Houdini hand-
book and fingers the size of pen nibs.

"What's on your mind, misfit?" I said

waving her over to a chair opposite my
desk.

"No, it's Mrs. Fit," she replied. "You
see," and she waved her hand kind of like

that Blanche DuBoisi character in Death of

a Salesman or something. "I'm a married
woman."
"Well, I'm clean out of party hats and

rice," says I, "so either get on with your
story or make like some underclothing and
slip away."
She looked up at me and a lone tear sidled

down her cheek and plopped onto her

Treasury signature.

"You must understand. My husband,
well, I have several actually, they've all

taken to beating me."
t looked at her seven wedding rings and

hesitated between calling the psycho ward
or an ironmongerer. Don't make rash

judgements of the girl, I thought. Probably

quite something in her day. Sure it had all

fallen in a bit now, what with the eagle
going bald and the double chin on
Washington.

I tried the sympathetic approach.
"Listen, golden tassle, if you're being

battered you should go to the johnnies with
the story."

"You don't understand, I was a good
investment. For the last thirty years I was
worshipped. Attention..."

"Must be paid. Yeah I know I've seen On
the Waterfront a dozen times. Listen you're
no longer the queen of Beersheba, all

right?"

"But," she said, looking at me with those
sagging dollar signs eyes, "it's the fault of

inflation really. I'm worthless abroad."
"What does the old man say?"
"The usual, says he's doing his best. Last

week he even promised that he'd cut back
on my picket money."
"Yet they treat you like a Mexican hairless

with a three-day back order of fleas, huh?"
Nodding, she offered me a piece of

Wrigley's gum. I bit into it and thought I

was chomping on treated redwood.
I spat it out.

"That gum is hard," I said.

"It's harder where there's none," she shot
back.
She had spunk. So what if her looks didn't

exactly pop my jejunums, she wasn't too
bad. Probably knew a lot of folding tricks,

too.

"All right, I'll take the case."
She smiled and the four gaps in her mouth

reminded me of double tea bags. Gripes,

even the pound was worth a couple of her

now.
"On one condition though," I said.

"You name it."

"Pay me in gold."
Mark Wilding is a Collegian Columnist.
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GRE prep-
aration course
begins 11/6.

Enroll now.

Nowcomes Millertime.

c 1978 Miller Brewing Co . Milwaukee. Wis
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Adult Eotertau^ment
Mdjttstic Cinema
84 Cottage Street

Ehampion, MA. 527 2346

Nov 1 7

TEENAGE
NURSES 7 30
LOVE BUS 8 50

IVlat. Thurs b Fri 1 30

Under 21 not admitted

Soapi—Salads—Sandwiches—Quiches
Bagels and Spreads—Baked Goods-

Yogurt Smoothies—Fresh Ground Coffee

t Facet ocil to tke Aahertl Po*i OHicc

COMPLETE TAKEOUT SERVICE
M-Tk MKM) Fri. 8-9:00

^ Sal. 8-S.-00

256-8955*

21brt Night
8:30 *til I0:30
Most Drinks eind Beer

THK
COMMONWEALTH
STAGF.

^^'4Mt:illCA-S NEWEST HEtlDENT PKOFFSSIONAL THEATF.K

'A PRICE
STUDENT RUSH
TICKETS

EOUUS
EQUUS
EOUUS

PETER SHAFFER'S
BRILLIANT AWARD-WINNING i RAMA

Oci:27-Nov. 18

Performances Tues.- Sun. Eves at 8:00 PM
Frank Prentice Rand Theater

UMass Fine Arts Center

'A price student rush tickets are available each

evening performance at 6:00 PM
Box Office 5453511

University of Massachusetts / Amrierst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Friday, November 3 8:00 p.m.

Tickets now on sale. General Public - $7, 6, 5.

UMass students - $5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and other

students- $6, 5, 4.

Fir£ >«TS CENfER CNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511
and New England Ticketron Locations.

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col

tegian office (CC 113) between 845 am
and 3 45 p m Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clipand mad form found in

most ssues of the Collegian Classified

deadline is 3 45 pm two days m advance

of publication date

Collegian classified rates are: daily 45c

per line: five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters

AUDIO FOR SALE

2 Infinity QA spkrs., under 5 yr. wan-anty,

9 mos. old. $225 or BO, 546-6662. Mark.

AUTO FOR SALE

7 Mustang. 6 cylc. auto. $450, 527-3975.

Ford Galaxie 289 with only 62,000 miles,

little rust, good interior & tires, broken

frame. $100. 665-7977.

MGB, 1967. $900, new paint, brakes, ex-

haust, rebuilt carborator clutch, 4 excellent

radials, 2 snows, call Georgia, 549-1157.

Chippewa—40 insulated boot, worn once,

7 y2E, reg. $80, asking $65, Al, 546-8918.

Parrots— 2 half moon (male & female),

must sell! Best offer, call Deb. 546-6868.

1974 Datsun B-210, good condition, good

tires, new brake pads, blue ext., blue int.

4-speed, low 60's. call evenings, 774-5381

or 665 3686.

72 Vega GT— sticker, cassette dk., $500,

caH 253 2409 or stop at rose table.

MVW, 5000, on new eng.. AM/FM, $600,

256-0543.

m Ford Fairfane. body, int. good, small,

automatic engine, runs well, $550, call

ia6-2646.

Two new retread snows, 6.50x13, plus

one rim. $25. 546-4552.

Drake SW. receiver, $350 and SR 52

calculator, $250 or 80. Call Don, 546-6980.

Breakfast cook, 6:30 a.m. -11 a.m.

Thursdays, good pay/fringe benefits, apply

to/at Butterfield dorm co-op or Ron,

545-0182.

Wanted — experienced jugglers for

Madrigal Dinner. December 7 10 and 13-16

plus rehersals. Call E.W. Abercrombie,

546^0437 or 545-2227.

Help wanted help wanted help wanted.
4 work study jobs on campus. Apply

Greenough Snack Bar, after 7 p.m., ex-

perience desired. We are located in Central

Area.

Mark B.— may you break your legs walk-

ing the Hill. Love someone who lives closer.

Off-topic debate coach needed. Smith

College, call Beth Gill, 586-0275.

RIDE WANTED

INSTRUCTION

Ride wanted to Rochester, NY, Nov. 10,

share $, please call Ruth, 6-5390.

ROOM WANTED

Rm. wanted in 2-br. turn. apt. on bus rte.

in Amher. Nov. 16+ , call Nasrin, 584-05®.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Well-made watches by LeJour, features

slide-rule, only 10 left, $25 ea., 546-6009.

Vivitar zoom lens, 90-230, Ik. new, BO
over $120, call Debbie, 323-5575, morn. &
eve.

Racquetball lessons, student rates, use

of private facility, 253-5035.

LOST

TBTriumph Spitfire 1500, exc. cond., new

paint AM/FM, gd. radials. 25,000 mi. Ask-

ing 2,800 BO. Call Don, 546-9624.

1176 Chevy van. C-10, long body, power

•leering, AM/FM stereo, heavy duty

suspension and shocks, radial tires, ex-

cailent condition, call Marc. 545-2591 days.

686-4642 nights and weekends.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79

South Pleasant St., Amherst, daily 11-5.

HELP WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

Diaco Dava it back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ. Reasonable

rates, call D.L. Disco at (413) 567-1715 (col-

lect) and ask for Dave or Bryan.

FOR RENT

1 bedroom unfurnished at University

Park apt Paid through November, ready

immediately or before 19th. Call 549-4635,

»210 mo.
.

a-br large houaa. S. Amherst, UM bus

rte $450/mo. + utility. 1 mo. security,

253^5615.

Furnished room, 10-min walk from

UMass & downtown, also on bus route.

Available Nov. 1, call 549-3893 for details.

Undergraduate students— Students Ac-

tivities Office is searching for 3 part time (15

hrs./wk.) for academic yr. in the following

areas — general programs, filrni, and
publicity/communications. Apply in SAO
(SU 416) with resume and 3 reference let-

ters by noon November 13, 1978. Specify

position(s) applying for.

MenI WomenI Jobs-cruise ships!

Freighters! No experience. High pay! See

Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So. America.

Winter, summer! Send $2.75 to Seaworld,

Box 61035, Sect., CA 95825.

Graduate students— 2 part-time assistant

opportunities available in Student Activities

Office for academic year doing activity ad-

vising and Alcohol Policy workshops in

Residential Areas. Apply in Student Ac-

tivities Office, 416 SU, with resume and

three references by November 8, 1978.

Piano 4noving-$4/hr. for an occasional

job, 2 hr. min. Must have car. 586-6693.

Excellent income, part-time -full-tinDe

opportunity. Arrange own hours, personali-

ty, car required, call 247-5740.

Lost— HS ring w/ green stone, 10/29 at

concert in SUB, personal value, call 6-5568.

Did anyone find a pair of keys on Oct. 31

in Goesmann Rm. 152 or Campus Center?

Green token has my name, call Joe R. at

546-9586.

Lost in CC coffee shop, denim jacket w/
blue and white star on pocket, great sen-

timental value, please return to Collegian

Graphics Dept.

Male red dachshund, Sunderland tag

135. Lost in Mt. Toby area. Answers to

Benjie. If found please call 666-7140.

My favorite heavy grey sweater, reward,

please please call 253-5978, thanks.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

PERSONALS

Looking for housemate. So. Deerfield,

$60 ->r , non-smoker, older student, person,

call eves. 665-3430.

F. roommate wanted for own room in

apt. in big house, Main St., Amherst,

253-7150.

SERVICES

Hauling service, call 549-4730, after 5

p.m.

Sound system for hire, coffeehouses,

bands, discos, call Rick, 584-4105.

Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for

your 256-page mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10,250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 25907-B, Los Angeles,

Calif., 90025, (213) 477-8226.

WANTED

Reefer Madness plus 3 Stooges showing

this Friday nite. One night— 4 shows only.

Times are 6:X, 8:15, 9:50, 11:30. Mahar

Aud. Only a buck. You will have a good

tinr>e. Don't forget, Fri., Nov. 3.

Notice: see Clint Eastwood In "Dirty

Harry", Thursday, Nov. 2, $1, CCA 7-9-11.

If you've had a problem with an auto

repeir of purchase, the UMass Consumer

Action Center wants to know. Please call

545-0199 or 545-0781, Mondays- Fridays,

9-5.

Hockey players wanted for club hockey,

call Geof, 6-3274 or Jim, 584-4090, Rm.

305;

Needed badly: ticket to Boston Dead con-

cert. Price negotiable ($). 665-7564.

WANTED TO RENT

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 rrionthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.

TODAY'S

CIOSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 OitficuK

5 Calyx leal

10 Perform
14 Wings
15 Cost
16 Row
17 Some

addicts 2

words
19 — Karenma
20 Choked with

nud
21 Catastrophe
23 Actor Burl

25 Indentation

26 Treed
30 Relatives

34 Bay window
35 Yorkshire

river

37 Flower

38 Turkish oHi-

cer

39 Tirades

42 Colorado In-

dian

43 Iniquities

45 Italian wine
46 Aspirer

48 Made lace

50 Scourers
52 War god
54 Tramp
55 Forbearance
59 Refused
63 Golf club

64 Meeting
66 Akron prod-

uct

6/ Join

68 Liturgy

69 Worker
70 Grains

71 Cease
DOWN

1 Pork prod-

ucts

2 Jai —
3 Scold
4 Tooth mate-

rial

5 Insect

6 Sea eagle

7 Mottled

B Sour
9 Abated
10 — of pans
11 Fluff

12 English

queen
13 Time period

18 Flakes

UNITED Feature Syndicate
W«(in«»day s Pu/zl* Solv*d

.i.r.

22 Black

cuckoo
24 Burns
26 Waterfront

27 Ceremony
Latin

28 Mirthful

29 Daily fares

31 Car style

32 Chemical
compound

33 Prophets
36 Hitler's

Third —
40 Rhythms
41 Salt con-

tainer

44 Soiled

47 Jacks or bet-

ter

49 Before
51 Jockeys
53 Bakery item

55 Essence

.

56 Solo
57 Ripped
58 Being Sp.

60 First Abbr
61 Outside

Prefix

62 Profound
65 Nourished

7~
2 ' •

1

1
5 « 7 • 9

1

10 11 12 11

14 1$ l«

17 18 19

M 21 22

^ta^tari^^ 24 25 ^^^H
26 71 n 29
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31 32 3J

34 " 36 WL
}S ^39 40 Fm-
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4V 7B 71

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

50 mejiB neni shorter
WUAf^ ISTOIWRJOf/?,
Uinume Poooe^TOMi
fHWT' i£FT. loeaoe

.1 \ /

uiim A suopen BURST OF
'bPeeO, I BREAK FROM THe
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VICJORi NOtU ALL BUT
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IT'S THE NBtJ TO LAST
MILE. I AM DRAINED
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BACK! ^
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I /

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

Nl

LiL^.r./^_j o^^
Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

Due to circumstances beyond somebody-or-other's control,
this strip is ridiculously out of sequence.

Spam Slade, Peoples Eye . byJoe Carroll
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[semF^U AlAAfCUO !
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STUFF-,

m

M

Funnier than your last midterm.

Much funnier. .

A Funny Thing

Happened On The
Woy To The Forum
• The Roebucks Players Production*

November 2, 3 and 4 8 p.m.

Bowker Aiid., Stockbridge Hall-UM
Box Office opens Oct. 23 545-0783

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

MIAMI
LOS

ANGELES
^™™ one way

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS 545-0500
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Rush Party — will you be sitting at home
tonight? Want to get out, meet people,

have a good time? Come to the SDT's Rush
Dance tonight from 7 8 p.m. Call 545-0527.

Notice— the Departrrent of Enviornmental
Science has scheduled a pre-registration

assembly for all majors Wednesday, Nov. 8
at 4:00 p.m. in the SHnner Hall (Home
Economics) auditorium. Among those
topics to be discussed are: conjugate areas,

honors, choice of tracks and supplemen-
tary courses. Your atteidance and par-

ticipation are exp)ected.

Notice — there has been a change in date
of the Western Mass. Wav Action against

the Seabrook Nuclear -Power Plant. Satur

day, Nov. 11 is the planned date, and we
ask all concerned to help by showing your

support.

Notice— a Boffo, Boffo show! "A FUnny
Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum"
opens tomorrow night. The hit musical of

life in ancient Rome will be presented on
Nov. 2, 3 and 4 at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium, UMass. Student tickets are

available for only $2.00!! Call 545-0783 for

reservations. Again very boffo I

Lunchtime Discussion — Allen Pollack will

be speaking on "The Challenges Facing

Israel in the Coming Months" today at

noon in CC 804 808.

Theological Education — anyone in-

terested in grauate Theological Education

in Chicago, or in general, is invited to come
t UCF 428 SU (above People's Market) at 5

p.m. on Tuesday, Nov. 7 at 6 p.m. We will

go to dinner with Rick Ballard, Director of

Admissions at Chicago Theological

Seminary (his treat). If interested or for

more info, call UCF at 5-266 1.

Fellowship Deadlines— nominations for

graduate fellowships for theological Study

for Black, Hispanic and other seniors and

graduate students is Nov. 20. Please con-

tact Pete Sabey at UCF (5-2661), or Gil

Caldwell at UCF or New Africa House
-room 314. 5-1304.

Notice— on Sunday, Nov. 5 at 3:00 p.m. in

the Main Lecture Hall of Franklin Patterson

Hall, Hampshire College, the poet/author

Margaret Randall will speak on "objective

and subjective factors in women's oppres-

sion and the 1974 campaign against sexism

in Cuba. " This event is being sponsored by

the Hamp. College Women's Center.

Reception to follow in lounge. All are

A'elcome^ ____^

Notice -concert of the University of

N^asssachusetts Symphony Orchestra,

/Wednesday, Nov. 8 at 8 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium. The first piece will be "vana-

tions on a Theme of Haydn" by Brahms.

The second piece will be the "Lieutenant

Kije Suite" by Rrokofier. The third piece

^ill be "Orerture to the Meister Singers" by

Wajner.

UMass Sport Parachute Club— UMass
Sport Parachute Club. First jump course

$55 covers first jump and dues. Bring fees

and valid ID tonight at 7:00 p.m^ CC 902.

Notice— the Counseling Work Group at

Everywoman's Center, 506 Goodell, UMass
offers free personal counseling for area
women, couples and families. Walk in

hours are: Mon 9-12 a.m., Tues 9-10 a.m.,

and 1 2:30 p.m.. Wed 7-8 p.m., Thurs
1-2:30 p.m. and 3-4 p.m., and Fri 9-11 a.m.
For more info, or to make an appointment
contact Everywoman's Center at 545-0883.

Notice— Everywoman's Center is exten-

ding its hours. New hours are 9:00 a.m. to

9:00 p.m. Monday thru Thursday, and 9:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Friday, whenever the

University is in session. EWC is located in

506 Goodell Building, UMass, near the

main library. Telephone numbers are (413)

545 0883 or 545-0812.

Notice — Union Video Center will be
holding ttwo porta pak workshops this

weekend Nov. 4th and 5th from 12 noon til

6 p.m. each day - come learn the basics of

video taping, call the Center at 5-1336 or

come in and sign up now.

KING OF
HEARTS

UMass-S.U.B.
Fri., Nov. 3
Price $1.00

Showings 7, 9 and 11

HATCH
Thurs., Nov. 2

cover $1.50

Recording
Artists

DIRTY ANGELS

Fri., Nov. 3

cover $2.00

Recording
Artists

THE BLEND

\Sat., Nov. 4
4 cover $1.50

THUNDERTRAIN
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Spikers take two in CT;
continue winning streak
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff
All Hallow's Eve, usually a night of wild

tricks, gave theUMass Women's Volleyball
team a treat two victories over Eastern
Connecticut (15 6, 15 1) and the University
of Hartford (16 14, 14 16, 15-3), in Con
necticut.

"We played real well, " said Coach Mike
Rhodes of the sweep over EConn, "then
against Hartford, we played OK. Hartford
wasn't as strong as EConn, so we didn't
play 'up' or as agressively. If we had played
'up', we would've played better."

Co-captain Joyce GresI served up 17 aces
in the two matches, as well as spiking eight

times. Brenda Simmons and co captain
Kathy Shinnick served 11 aces apiece;
Simmons led UMass with 13 spikes. Peggy
Barber aced serve 23 times

Smith College comes to NOPE gym
Thursday night for UMass' final home
game of the season. Said Coach Rhodes of
this match, "Smith and UMass have a
traditional rivalry in just about everything,
including volleyball. This yeai, though
Smith is an easy' team, they do have a
winning record, and we're ready to play
them 'tough'. This match will be good
preparation for the URI Tournament this
coming weekend.

"

Sports Calendar

Volleyball vs Smith
JV volleyball vs Smith
Women's soccer vs Smith

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
Soccer at Westfield State

TODAY'S GAMES

TOMORROWS GAMES
No games scheduled

7:30p.m.
6:00p.m.
3:30 p.m.

Tokc Q left Qt the
UjQterfoll.

Father Frisch is on his iway to work Today, he's scheduled to

visit the mission hospital deep m the Taiwan mountains He's

helping people out there And he loves it

At our Divine Word College, we tram Catholic

priests, brothers, and lay missionaries for work in

anyor>e of 37 countries

For more information on our work return the

coupon today

N«na

Addrw*

CHy

Sf —
.SWM /•P

UMA 782
.Education

Divine luoRD
COilEGE

EfMiMTthJouM S804S

Sports Notices
General Physical Education Figure Skating classes will start on Monday, November 6 at
10:00 a.m. and the Ice Hockey classes will start on Tuesday, November 7, at 8:00 a.m.
at Orr Rink. Lab fees must be paid before classes start.

NOPE Building (pool and gym) will be closed Veteran's Day weekend, November 10-12.
Openover Veteran's Day weekend will be Boyden building, on Fnday from 10 a.m. 5:30
p.m., on Saturday from 10:00 a.m. -5:30 p.m., and on Sunday from 12:00 p.m 7:30
p.m. Boyden pool will be open on Friday only, from 12:00 p.m. -5:30 p.m.

GRADUATE STUDENTS
Positions Available

Student Activities Office reopens search for

two (2) part-time assistant positions (20-25

hours/week) for academic year. Responsible
for general advising/programming of activities

in assigned residential areas; primary educator
of Alcohol Beverage Policy and facilitator of re

quired workshops in assigned area; other

general duties as assigned.

Qualifications: Knowledge of and interest in

student activities; ability to work closely and
communicate with students and staff, peers,

and supervisors; organizational and leadership

skills; matriculated Graduate student in good
standing; a good imagination; able to start

work immediately.

Remuneration: $3600 for academic year.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office

(SU 416) with resume and three letters of

reference (at least 1 non-academic) by
November 8, 1978.

Bobby Hull

calls it quits
NEW YORK \UPI]-Bobby Hull, one of

hockey's all-time superstars, announced
his retirement yesterday as a player but said

he would continue to be involved with the
World Hockey Association's Winnipeg Jets
as a member of their board of directors.

"I have always said that I would play as
long as I can continue to enjoy the game,"
said Hull. "However, for personal reasons I

have not been able to devote my full atten-

tion to the game and, therefore, in all

fairness to my teammates and manage-
ment I feel that this is the right decision for

all parties."

There had been unfounded reports that
Hull was attempting to get out of his con-
tract with the Jets and return to the Na-
tional Hockey League, possibly with the
New York Rangers who lured his linemates,
Ulf Nilsson and Anders Hedberg, for multi-

million dollar contracts this year. However,
Hull denied he was using the retirement as
a ploy to return to the NHL.

LIQUOR STORE

OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

DOMESTIC BEERS

SCHLITZ12 0Z. cans

SCHMIDT'S 12 oz. cans

$6.69 case

$5.49 case

IMPORTED BEERS

RUDDLES ENGLISH ALE
case of 24

$7.50

SWAN LAGER

HEINEKEN

$5.98 case of 12

$3.49 six

UnivttTSifv of MassGChuSv'tis / An^.hvT'if

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

338 COLLEGE ST. 253-5384

RT. 9, AMHERST 256-8433

Not respon^iWf or Ivpofl'sphical p"ors

pdul taylor
danee company

Tuesday November 7 8 pm

Cloven Kingdom, Polaris. Airs

Wednesday, November 8 8 p
Diggity, Private Domain, Esplanade

FINE /RTS CENFER CNCERT Hi4.L

Showcase
Ctnenvas

R0UTE5.RIVER0ALER0.
WEST SPRINGFIELD

TEL 733-5131

OAAGUIM S 2 .00 t" 2 :30
MATlMeca EVERYDAY

LATE SHOWS- Fll.ft SAT.

WE HONOR MASTER CHARGE

INTKHIOIiS-

PG
2:00-7:40-9:50

4?

2:00-7:15-9:55

THE BOYS

C

FROM BRAZIL
M they survK«...wHI we?

2:00-7:15-9:40

bEflmsitmLE

G

TicKels now on bdie Of f i [v,t •

UMdss students - $b 4 .^ So:iiu ^ ;.(.,

other students - $6 5 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4, S45 2Sn
A New Englond Ticketron Locations.

1:45-7:15-9:55

GOIN*

2:00-7:25 9:45

LBi^EbL
2:007:259:45

/ > tjp,

mono R

2:00-7:30 9:30

2:00 7:15-9:55
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BKO, Forbes take
IM football crowns
flK PHIL ROBINSON
Collegian Staff

The top two teams battled it out last

night in both the men's and women's in-

tramural finals, and the winners have been

decided. Beta Kappa Phi took home the

PDen's crown, while th . orbes team is

number one in the women's division. Beta

Kappa Phi edged the Space Cadets, 10-7,

in a tense game that went down to the final

play. The first quarter featured three missed

field goal attempts and an interception by

Vinnie LoBello of the Cadets, but no scor-

ing.

BKP mounted a drive in the second

quarter and came close to a touchdown but

the scoring pass was nullified by a penalty.

Leo Kalinowski then boon^ed a 39 yard field

goal.

With only 1 .36 left in the first half, Space

Cadet quarterback Bill O'Brien went to

work. He hit four straight passes, the final

one going to Jeff Spooner for a TD. Randy
Krutzler's extra point gave them a 7-3 lead.

Beta Phi fought back in the second half,

sparked by Bruce Leaver's theft of a pass.

A diving catch by Dan Smith set up a Gary

Bernson touchdown grab, which proved to

be the winning score. Jimmy Pollatto and

Leaver picked off passes to ensure the vic-

tory.

The Forbes team proved to be too much
for the Flakes last night, powering their way
to a 14-2 win. Andy Godin engineered the

victor as she threw for one score and kept

the Flakes' defense off balance with her

runs.

Karen LaVerdiere got the Forbes team off

to a quick start when she hauled in a 25

yard TD pass from Godin. Flakes' Sue
Caples, subbing for the regular Sue Peters,

did not have as much luck getting her team

into the end zone. She connected on

several passes in the first half to Carl

Nickerson and Fran Cornacchioli, but each

drive was halted by their opponents

defenders.

Defense was the key to victory for the

Forbes team, as they put the final points on

the board. In the second quarter, Kathy

Horrigan picked off a pass and ran it all the

way back for a score. They also trapped

Caples in the end zone for a safety to Ac-

count for the final points. Elaine Howie,

and Patty Bossio intercepted passes in the

second half to preserve the crown.

The Flakes got two points when Joanie

Bulman tagged Godin in the end zone.

Bulman and all the Flakes' defenders played

well, but their offense couldn't put.

anything together.

The semi finals were played Tuesday

night, too late for print in yesterday's edi

tion. The Flakes advanced by virtue of their

14-0 triumph over the Pumas Michelle

Schwartzman and Fran Cornacchioli

caught touchdown passes. ^^
The Forbes team dominated the Ills,

25-0. Kathy Horrigan, Maura Supinski, and

Kathy O'Connell supplied the points with

their scores.

By I^IKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

The UMass field hockey team now look

forward to their opening round tournament
game against Cortland State on Friday, a

situation that first year Coach Hixon has

never been in as a head coach before. "I

hope my team is nervous." said Hixon,

'This loss may say to the team that anyone
can beat them It might shake up everyone

to play this weekend."
UMass, now 9-3-1, would seem to be the

team to beat in the tourney. Hixon

disagrees, saying that because of this

year's intra -team records which show that

all the top teams are beating each other,

squads will not be gunning for UMass as

much as they will for UConn and some of

the other highly rated teams.

Perhaps there was a letdown after being

seeded so high for the upcoming tour-

nament. Perhaps it was the awesome
ability of UConn. For whatever reasons, the

UMass stickers were downed by UConn on
Tuesday 2-1 after running off an unbeaten

stint of ten games.
UConn built a two goal lead on tallies by

Mary Taylor and Lauren Fuchs before the

stickers scored late in the game on Laurel

Walsh's ninth goal of the season, followinj

a penalty corner. The Minutewomen
almost scored again before the whistle but

New England powerhouse UConn held on
for the victory.

"We played in spurts," said Hixon. Hixon

explained that her team look the ball to the

opposition right away but that her team's

passing game later on became "aimless,"

the only purpose to keep the ball out of the

UMass end. Hixon added that she was
"very impressed" with the stick-work and
speed of UConn, some of the best she's

ever seen

.

STICK STUFF; The UMass J.V. stickers

tied UConn yesterday 1-1, the game being

called on account of darkness in the second
half...Lynsie Wickman and Laurel Walsh
lead the team in goals with nine

apiece... Julie MCHugh and Jodi Wickman
lead in assists with five each. . .regardless of

how they do this weekend in the tourney,

the stickers play their last game of the

season next Wedr>esday at horr>e against

Plymouth State.

UMass Doug White (10) shown here in action against UConn in last Saturday s

2 1 soccer loss The booters, still licking their wounds after successive one^

goal losses to UConn and Brown, battled Wostfield State last night (Staff

photo by Dave Rodgers.)

Stickers await tourney fj^

Space Cadet Vinnie Labelle intercepts a pass in last night's nven's intramural

football championship. Beta Phi won, 10 7. (Staff photo by Bill Greene.)
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Steve Zack

/t's nice to belong
The other night Walt Cherniak, the Col-

legian's illustrious sports editor, editorial

cartoonist Daniel Guidera and myself were

sitting around the sports desk pondering

the world of professional baseball and com-
ing up with such extraordinary concoctions

of teams such as the All Italian team, All-

head case team, etc.

Now I thought to myself, while baseball is

the national pastime and all sorts of nifty

things like that, it is not my forte. If I have

one, basketball is.

For the likes of a Sidney Wicks, Dennis

Awtrey, Nick Weatherspoon (yes, he's still

around) and many other soles who have
chosen to earn their living bouncing the
orange roundball down (and up) a court,

basketball can be a cruel monster in regards

to honoring them by not placing them on

squads such as the All Defensive, All

Offensive, and All League teams.

Not wishing to punish these poor
gentlemen any further, I have taken it upon
myself to locate a team suitable for these

men and their respective talents.

The All "In your face" Team
Darryl Dawkins
Leonard "Truck " Robinson

Julius Erving

Doug Collins

George Gervin

The All "Nobody wants me" Team
Dennis Awtrey
Sidr/ey Wicks
Lloyd Free

George McGinnis
Kevin Porter

All-Spastic Shooting Team
George Gervin

Lloyd Free

Clifford Ray
Jack Sikma

David Meyers
AII-'Head Case' team
Sidney Wicks
Marvin Barnes
George McGinnis
Lloyd Free

Norm Van Lier

All "Run and Gun '" Team
John Williamson
Lloyd Free

Rick Barry

Bob McAdoo
George McGinnis
All-Dive on the floor team
Dave Cowens
John Mengelt
Ron Lee
Mitch Kupchak
Bobby Jones
The AII-'There must be a God in

heaven, "cause I'm still playing pro
ball" Team
Nick Weatherspoon
Coneil Norman
Sidney Wicks
Curtis Rowe
Dennis Awtrey
All" If I could only run" Team
Wes Unseld
Paul Silas

Ralph Simpson
Mark Olberding
Don Chaney
All" I don't have to shoot to play" team
Don Buse
Dave Twardzik
Paul Silas

Caldwell Jones
E.C. Coleman
and finally...

The all-"Why am I here " Team
The Boston Celtics
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By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

The UMass Board of Trustees will con

sider a proposal this spring to increase the

annual out-of-state tuition fee from $1 ,550 to

an estimated $3,700 it was accidentally learn

ed yesterday at a Faculty Senate meeting.

The figure was cited by Sarah Hawes,

chairman of the Admissions and Records

Committee in response to a non-agenda

related question concerning "rumors about a

No funds
forSFCU
By KA THLEEN GOLDWAI

T

Collegian Staff

The Student Federal Credit Union Board

cf Directors recently said they may have to

start charging students for checks, check

cashing and other financial services

because the University has refused to fund

them, credit union president Ann Smith

said.

UMass Boston Attorney William t.

Searson III told the Credit Union last year

they did not qualify for University funding

because they are not a student activity

under the Massachusetts General Laws.

The nine members of the credit union

Board of Directors investigated the reasons

for Searson' s decision and wrote a budget

requrest letter to Attorney Nancy Brock-

way from Student Legal Services.

In a letter to the credit union, Brockway

gave a legal opinion on the funding

question and concluded "I can find no

basis on which the Trustees would be

legally barred from approving an ap-

propriation to the Credit Union as you

propose."
Searson yesterday refused comment but

Director of University Relations Howard

White said that "unless there has been new

and changed information on the subject"

Searson will stand by his earlier decision.

The Credit Union has requested since

1975 the depositing of Student Activities

Tax Funds (SATF) in their account. They

want to use the money for student loans

which the Student Senate keeps in reserve

at the Amherst Savings Bank, Smith said.

Smith said they need $20,000 annually to

run the union -$12,000 to keep the

computers in working order and $8,000 for

student employment during vacation

months.
The Undergraduate Student Senate

Organization is ou rently supplying the

union with al out $5,000 and covered a

deficit of $3,000 last year. Senate Speaker

Brian Delima sa'd.

The non-prcfit organization, which

received its charter in 1975, has provided

no-cost financial services such as check

cashing and financial benefits to its 3,466

credit members. The union is the most

successful student credit union in the

United States, E\\o\ Lees, credit committee

chairperson said.

At present, the Union has $170,000 in

outstanding loans. Since 1975, it has been

a "valuable service to a lot of people in

rendering about $800,000 in loans" said

Acting Vice-President of the Union Board,

Richard Krivitsky.

Smith said that the credit union will be

under financial strain when the summer

months approach. In the past they have

had finance problems due to students with-

drawing funds from their accounts for use

during summer vacation periods. The

biggest problem is the significant increase

in car loans that occur during vacation

nrwnths, she said.
. .

Searson last year re-iterated his decision

and said the proposed use of Student

Activities Trust Funds would violate the

provisions of state laws which require all

income received to be held in trust by the

Trustees and "expended for the pupose for

which the trust fund was established."

radical change in the out-of-state tuition

cost." She said the office admissions and

records received the estimated $3,700 to

$4,200 figure from the president's office.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery said

university lawyers are investigating the

legality of this figure because it was arrived

at by a formula of dividing the total university

budget appropriation by the total number of

enrolled students which is "a weighed

figure."

This formula was passed by the State

Legislature at the end of the last session as a

last minute addition to the university budget

appropriation, according^ to a university

spokesman

.

Bromery said the formula does not take in-

to account the differences in operating costs

per student on the different campuses as

well as the type of education received by

some students. Bromery compared the dif-

ferences in the costs of students at the

UMass Medical School at Worcester with

the costs of students at the Amherst cam-

pus. .

"It's a live issue," Bromery said.

The out-of-state tuition fee is currently

figured as 95 percent of the in-state tuition

fee which is $550 a year. In-state tuition fees

would not be affected by the legislation.

SO*

In other business, the senate approved a

motion by the Program and Budget Council

to urge UMass President David C Knapp to

reactivate the Multi-campus Budget Com-
mittee which was disbanded two years ago.

Senate Secretary Harvey Kline said the

committee was formed in 1972 by then-

UMass President Robert C. Wood to

alledgedly provide joint-faculty input from

both campuses in the university budget.

However, Kline said, they stopped

meeting because Wood would not furnish

TURN TO PAGE 8

Students like these may no longer be

able to get their checks cashed for free

at the UMass Student Federal Credit

Union. (Staff photo by David Rodgers.)wi.~~w...- - , .... Union I'Ji*"' K"*"** "'' — •'

able to get their checks cashed for free "' J
False alarms more than doubled

^i^ ^^
_, ...:.u^... „^..eo r-an ho Hnvlfi Said colleoes in the midv\

By FRAN BASCHE
Collegian Staff

The rate of false alarms at UMass is up

over 200 percent from last year, but

Amherst Fire Chief John T. Doherty said

the increase is not straining the capabilities

of his department.

UMass Fire Marshall Keith Hoyle said

there have been 29 false alarms since July

1 1978 including 12 over homecoming

v>)eekend. There was a total of 45 false

alarms in fiscal year 1977.

Doherty said his department expected an

increase in calls because of the fire safety

equipment that was installed in three dor-

mitories this summer.

There have been 13 malfunctions of the

new systems installed in the corridors of

Baker and Van Meter dormitories in Central

Residential area and John Adams Tower in

Southwest residential area. But Hoyle said

1 1 alarms were set off by cooking fumes or

insects that flew into particle sensitive

detectors.

Hoyle said the system that detects smoke

and particles given off in fires is "too sen-

sitive" and will be sent back to the factory

to be adjusted.

"Last year was the best it has been,

Hoyle said in reference to the number of

false alarms on campus. 'Now we may be

looking at one of the worst years, if this

trend continues."

Hoyle said most of the false alarms are

pulled in Southwest and Sylvan areas

because of the large numbers of people liv-

ing in a small area^

Hoyle, who is also a deputy chief of the

Amherst Fire department, said a person

who pulls an alarm without cause can be

fined $200 to $750 and can be sentenced to

one year in jail or a year of probation.

Smoke detectors, particle detectors, and

horns are often vandalized or broken by

students throwing Frisbees and footballs in

the halls, Hoyle said. He also said the wir-

ing of some alarm systems have been van-

dalized, and fire extinguishers are often

abused, decreasing fire safety for the

residents.

'"What bothers me is the apathy about the

alarms,"' Hoyle said. "They (students) hear

the alarms all the time and they stop going

out because they think it's false.""

Hoyle is not sure why the number of false

alarms increased this year, but said he

thought most cases of false alarms are

""alcohol related."

Director of Mental Health services Dr.

David P. Kraft said he does not have "any

hard data," on the correlation of alcohol

use and pulling false alarms. "I would

speculate that those kind of pranks are

often alcohol related," he said. He also said

he thinks false alarms are "more of a prank,

than vandalism," but said "at what point

does a prank become malicious behavior?

Its hard to tell.
" Kraft conducted several

studies showing 30 percent of vandalism

cases at UMass are alcohol related.

Doherty said it usually takes firefighters

four to five minutes to determine if an alarm

is false. He said it costs about $90 every

time a crew is sent to investigate an alarm.

This figure does not include salanes,

Doherty said, because the firefighters are

not paid by how many calls they respond

Hoyle said there are ways of catching peo-

ple who pull alarms when there is not a fire,

but he would not elaborate on how this is

done. No one has been caught this

semester.

Hoyle said colleges in the midwest are

'much tougher than here in the east" on

false alarms. At some schools, dormitories

are fined if the person who pulled the

alarms is unknown, Hoyle said. UMass only

penalizes people caught pulling false

alarms.

Hoyle said "peer pressure," could stop or

lessen false fire alarms from happening. If

students were annoyed enough after being

awakened by alarms or disrupted several

times a week, they might put pressure on

their peers to stop pulling the alarms.

/^
inside
weather
Weather-Friday sunny and a little

cooler. Highs 55 to 60. Friday night clear

and cool. Low again in the upper 30s to

mid 40s. Saturday sunny and pleasant.

Highs around 60. Chance of rain near

zero through Friday night.

ne-wB
-News-
-One of the mysteries of the fluctuating

dollar is revealed in a special focus

report on dollar "speculators", the peo-

ple who buy and sell currencies for fun

and profit. See page 12.

-A tenant who filed suit yesterday will

have to wait until Wednesday for possi-

ble inspection of his family housing unit.

See page 3.

- Last of a five-part series on regula

tions and guidelines over College

women of the 50s and 60s. See page 3.

Thought for the day: "Only 52 more
shopping days till Christmas"

\\
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Grandmothersorqanize for taxBreaks
Associated Press

BELMONT MASS. -Grandmothers too,

pay for their children's broken marriages,

and a group of them is organizing a crusade

about it. They want tax breaks for the

trouble they take with their grandchildren,

and guaranteed rights to see them.

The crusaders are not numerous — yet.

But when a dozen grandmothers held an

organizational meeting in the suburb of

Boston, they took a name as ambitious as it

was unpronouncable: NOCOG-GAPS, the

National Organization of Concered
Grandparents-Grandchildren Affected by
Parental Separation.

The group says situations

are becoming all too common:
—A son gets a divorce settlement which

straps him financially. He brings home his

young children for grandma and grandpa to

raise -just at the time the older folks are

contemplating a future free of youngsters.

The oldsters say that calls for tax breaks.

-An ex-daughter-in-law takes the

grandchildren to a new home, barred to the

paternal grandparents. In that case the

grandmothers want assurances they can

see the children.

"Grandparents are supporting their

grandchildren and can't deduct it," says

such as these Valerie Barber, 63, who keeps a $12,500-a-

year full-time job and moved into her son's

Belmont home to care for his three

children. "A mother and a son can't file a

joint return. That would be incest," she

says.

And grandmother Doris Thaler Rose, 65,

who organized NOCOG GAPS, says other

grandparents are ignored in divorce.

"Grandparents lose the right to see their

grandchildren," she says, "and are not

even brought into the picture."

Two Soviet Cosmonauts ended the

longest manned space flight in history

yesterday with a safe landing in Asia.
See brief page 8.

Begin announces

progress in peace tallcs
NEW YORK l/*fl-lsraeli Prime Minister

Menachem Begin embraced President

Carter at a hastily scheduled meeting

Thursday and announced "real progress"

had been made in 2Vi hours of talks with

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance on the

Israeli-Egyptian peace talks.

Vance and Begin joined Carter at an East

Side townhouse following the president's

campaign appearance in the Wall street

area on behalf of Gov. Hugh Carey.

"Mr. President! We've made real pro-

gress!" Begin said in greeting Carter at the

home of Democratic fund-raiser Arthur

Krim.

Carter and Begin had said as late as mid-

morning Thursday they had no plans to talk

face-to-face during their overlapping visit

to New York City. Some published reports

said Carter was "snubbing" Begin because
of their disagreement over Israeli plans to

expand settlements on the West Bank.

"I think we'll have peace in the Middle
East soon, thanks to two great men," said

Carter, who stood beaming next to Begin.
He was referring to Begin and Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat.
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"When her medical-student son visits

from New Haven, Conn., with his three

children aged 9 months to 4 years, Mrs.

Rosen says, she cares for them. She has

been divorced herself, and is widowed.

She says the organization grew out of her

own problems, and those of Mrs. Barber

and a Belmont neighbor. Maris Sherman,

whose divorced son moved his two

children in with her.

'^ USED SKI EQUIPMENT *

= $$$-sell it at

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
*. (Nov. 15-18)

Turn-in Equipment Nov. 7 ^ ,/^C.C. Concourse

8 /c/

9a.m.-5p.m. 9
13 >s -v/ /

For info call 545-3437 14 ^^.Z^ Suffolk Room ^

They called the organizational meeting

late last month at a Belmont Unitarian

Church run by a divorced woman pastor

and attracted about a dozen grand-

mothers—but not a single grandfather.

Psychiatrist George O. Papanek of

McLean Hospital advised them to feel no
guilt or shame because of their offsprings'

divorces. He also supported tax breaks,

saying, "Tax laws are several years behind

special realities."

One grandmother, who asked not to be

identified, said of caring for grandchildren:

"It's a moral obligation you feel in yourself.

You're not going to see the grandchildren

without love if their own mother doesn't

want them. Someone has to love them and

clothe them...if theson can't afford it."

And another expressed fear for her son's

3-year-old daughter, who is living with her

mother in another state. "I hate to think I

will become a complete stranger to her,"

she said.

Carter program:

mixed results
[Associated PressI

A dramatic boost in the overseas value of

U.S. currency greeted President Carter's

emergency save-the-dollar campaign Thurs-

day, but there were disturbing new signals

that his campanion battle to curb inflation

will be long and hard.

Administration strategists were heartened

by reports from foreign exchange markets

that the dollar soared against every major

West European currency, while gold bullion

prices fell. In Tokyo, the dollar jumped by
more than 4 percent against the Japanese
yen in the first hours of trading after Carter's

announcement Wednesday.
And in New York, the stock market edged

down by 2.60 points to 825.19 after three

hours of fairly heavy trading Thursday, as in-

vestors sold for profit. However, advances
held a more than 2.1 lead over declines after

a buoyant day that saw the largest single-

session gain in history Wednesday, a rise of

35.34 points.

But the administration's elation was
tempered by a Labor Department report that

wholesale price, which ini'uence the direc-

tion of future retail consumer costs, rose by

0.9 percent in October for the second con-

secutive month. The figures were compiled

before Carter outlined his dollar rescue

measures.
The rise was led by 1.7 percent leap in

wholesale food prices - also identical to the

gain in September. Prices rose sharply last

month for gasoline and home heating oil,

tires, soap and detergents, clothing, leather

shoes and beverages.

The October increase, averaged over an
entire year, would amount to about 11 per-

cent, souring administration hopes for an
easing of price increases toward the end of

1978. Consumer prices are rising at an an-

nual rate of nearly 10 percent.

William Cox, the Commerce Department's

chief economist, said the latest report,

together with rising interest rates, "suggest
we'll be getting bad new on the consumer
level for therest of the year."

Jack Carlson, chief economist of the

Chamber of Commerce of the united States,

said of the October figures: "Double-digit in-

flation is now likely for the remainder of 1978

because of skyrocketing food prices... Only

changes in government inflationary food

price supports can moderate this current

source of accelerating inflation."

There was no cause for cheers, either, in

adjusted figures published by the Commerce
Department showing that the U.S. trade

deficit remained unchanged at $7.8 billion in

the July-September quarter. For the first

nine months of the year, the trade deficit on

the adjusted basis stood at an annual rate of

$35.7 billion, compared with last year's

deficit of $31.1 billion.

Abroad, the president's moves to raise in-

terest rates, buy up threatened dollars with a

pool of $30 billion in foreign currencies and

increase gold sales drew praise from curren-

cy dealers as welcome and long-overdue.

"At last, we have something that should

stop this non-stop weakening of the dollar,"

said one Zurich trader.

On a practical level, the rapidly rising value

of the dollar strengthened the buying power
of Americans living and traveling abroad

with U.S. currency. In Frankfurt, West Ger-

many, for example, taxi drivers promptly

granted better exchange rates to American

{passengers.

In the United States, the Federal Reserve

Board's extraordinary increase of a full

percentage point in the discount rate to 9.5

percent portended scarcity of funds and

higher interest for home purchases. The dis-

count rate is the interest the board charges

for loans to member banks.

Private and government economists

agreed that Carter's campaign to combat in-

flation ami restore the dollar faced a long

haul. Administiation officials acknowledge it

will be six months to a year before the anti-

inflation moves have any noticeable effect

on the government's economic statistics.

Security committee

to be appointed
A UMass administrator said he expects to

name students and faculty to an ad-

ministrative committee next week that will

work on ways to combat increasing

vandalism and other "endangering

behavior" here.

Vice-chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis L. Madson yesterday said the 12

member group would include three

students, three faculty members and

representatives from six administrative

offices including public security, health

services and Student Affairs.

Madson said he and other administrators

including Dean of Students William F. Field

decided to create the committee during a

regular meeting yesterday.

Madson said there is a "fair chance," that

there may be more restrictions placed on

students but said "it would be premature to

predict anything at this point."

Madson said he favored a recent proposal

by Acting- Director of Security Gerald

O'Neil to bring the dormitory security

system under the direction of UMass

police.

He said he though a better gained security

staff would be useful in preventing

problems in dormitories such as vandalism.

A price for such a program has not yet been

determined, Madson said, because "we

haven't nailed down how much we need."

It cost over $150,000 last year to repair or

replace things damaged by vandalism. The

physical plant received 3,000 repair

requests from dormitories last year.

FRANBASCHE

Souweine gets

a campaign lift

State Secretary for Environmental Affairs

Evelyn Murphy was in Amherst yesterday

campaigning for democratic district at-

torney candidate Jonathan Z. Souweine.

"Jonathan Souweine brings to public life

integrity and intellect," said Murphy. "The

caliber of people in public life needs to be

brought up." .

Souweine and Murphy campaigned in

downtown Amherst and at the University.

"When I found out I was going to be in

the area today, I called Jon and asked him

if I could help out," said Murphy.

Murphy said she became familiar with

Souweine when he was director of

MassPIRG.
"I have great respect for his abilities.

Murphy said she has no job plans for

when she leaves office with Governor

Michael S. Dukakis in January.

"I want to stay in public life."

Collegian 3

Allen Pollack, Executive Corr^mlttee

member of the United Jewish Appeal,

spoke about the difficuhios ahead for

Israel in a lecture in the Campus Center

yesterday. (Staff photo by Darrel

Roby.)

Israel has problems

with new-found peace
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

After the initial sigh of relief, Israel faces

tremendous psychological and economic

difficulty, said Allen Pollack, a member of

numerous Jewish organizations, in a lec-

ture at the Campus Center yesterday.

Pollack, an Executive Committee member

of the United Jewish Appeal, said "there is

going to have to be a whole re-thinking pro-

cess in Israel. Arabs and Jews have been

living in hostility for four or five genera-

tions. Thousands of years of trauma cannot

be turned off so easily" he said.

The whole Israeli economy is geared

towards war. The very nature of the coun-

try depends on a unique army in which

there is a tremendous sense of pride.

Pollack said.

Pollack said Israel's tax rate, the highest of

any country, was acceptable to citizens

during times of conflict, but the people will

not put up with this problem in peacetime.

Pollack said Israel faces a vast rise in ex-

penditures with a need to rebuild the entire

military structure.

He said the atmosphere and general feel-

ing in Israel over the proposed peace is

somewhere between resignation and

desperation. People are worried that Israel

wil not be secure, and they are worried that

Sadat doesn't mean what he is saying.

"But, the vast majority". Pollack said, "in

spite of their feelings are willing to gamble

and try-but with caution."

Rabbi Yechidel Lander, Director of UMass
B'nai B'rith, said he attributes people's

relutaance to fear. "There is a depression

that comes from reaching a goal you never

thought you would reach. Now they have

to set up a new goal, and decide what

comes next," Lander said.

"Israel is not a unique country because of

it's problems but because of the good that

has been accomplished in spite of all the

problems," Pollack said.

Pollack said he forsees joint development
of research in minerals and other common
resources between Arab countries and
Israel although there is a great reluctance

toward this because of the psychological

problems.

Pollack was sponsored by the Five College

B 'nai B 'rith Hillel Foundation.

Court to decide on

off-campus inspection
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

A court hearing is scheduled for next

Wednesday in Hampshire Superior court to

decide whether a preliminary injunction will

be served against the Amherst Board of

Health, forcing them to inspect University-

owned housing units.

A lawsuit was filed yesterday by graduate

student Jose Trejo, a tenant at North

Village Apartments whose request for an

inspection of his unit was denied by

Chester Penza, Chief of the Amherst Hous-

ing Inspection service. Superior Court

Judge John Moriarty delayed action on the

class action suit until Wednesday, when
both Penza and Trejo will present their

case, according to Trejo's attorney, Steven

Baumohl.
Baumohl, a lawyer for the Legal Services

Organization, filed the suit for Trejo on

behalf of all residents of University dor-

mitories and housing units. Trejo's specific

complaint concerns state sanitary code

violations in his unit which inculde "leaks in

the bathroom which drop on his head,

holes in the ceilings and walls, insufficient

security locks or devices, defective win

dows and defective structural support."

Trejo, the treasurer of the Graduate Stu-

dent Senate, needs verification of the alleg

ed violations so he can prepare a defense

for non-payment of rent. Trejo and approx-

imately 50 other tenants have withheld rent

from the University in protest of a $19 mon-

thly increase and have been served eviction

notices from the Housing Office on cam-
pus.

When tenants called the Amherst Board

of Health to inspect their units in order to

claim legal basis for withholding rent, Pen-

za told them the town was not responsible

for inspection of property on state-owned

land outside their jurisdiction as a private

community.
Baumohl yesterday said he believes it is

the responsibility of Amherst to inspect the

400 family-housing units and said the whole

issue is reducable to money.
"There are only two inspectors in Amherst

to do the work and even the Department of

Public Health only hires two people to

monitor the inspections for the whole

state, ' Baumohl said. "The legislature re-

quires compliance with sanitary codes and

then does not properly fund the system,"

he said.

Implications of the individual suit may be

large if the judge requires Amherst Jo in-

spect Trejo's unit. Approximately 11,000

students currently reside in dormitory

rooms which would be affected by the

decision. Baumohl also said local com-
munities may also be required to inspect

other state schools, mental institutions,

hospitals and prisons.

Baumohl said it was important for

Amherst to inspect the units rather than

University officials because it would be a

conflict of interest for a UMass inspector to

verify violations within its own system,

which would eventually end up as evidence

in court.

Meeting scheduled for
|

Oxford Summer Seminar
By BARBARA HOWE
Collegian Staff

Students interested in studying English

literature "where it all began" should at-

tend "Oxford Night" next Wednesday,

Nov. 8, to meet with Associate Dean of the

English Department Ernest Hofer.

Hofer, the Oxford Summer Seminar

Director, will outline the program in detail

at the meeting, scheduled for 7:30 p.m. in

the South College Dean's Office. This year

a writer's workshop has been added to a

course selection including courses on

Chaucer, Milton, Modern British Drama,

and Shakespeare.

The seminar was intiated in 1966, to give

students an opportunity to study under the

tutelage of British professors at Trinity

College and Oxford, becuase "some

courses are better when taken in their place

of origin," Hofer said.

Trinity College, one of 36 college at

Oxford, was established by monks in 1955.

The students will live in the "atmosphere of

a medieval institution," he said. Alumni of

Trinity College include Cardinal Newman

for whom the Newman Center is named.

Each summer 100 to 120 students par-

ticipate in the program. Classroom

enrollment may not exceed 12, and the

average is eight students, he said.

One third of the students are graduate

students. The undergraduates receive

UMass honor's credits for the courses

while graduate students receive four

UMass credits.

Forty percent of the students come from

the Five College Area. The remaining

students come from over 50 institutions,

including Harvard, Cornell, Georgetown

University, and Stanford, he said. Hofer, in

his South College office, has already

received inquiries about next summer's

program from Texas, Ontario, and Pen-

nsylvania .

Students must have a cumulative average

of 3.0 and have taken 15 hours of

humanities courses in order to qualify for

the seminar. However, Hofer said, students

do not have to be English majors to par-

ticipate. History, art, and journalism majors

have also participated, he said.

The program costs $1 ,100 without air fare.

Two Shakespearean Scholarships of $300

are offered to two UMass students.

"Oxford is not a place to feel un-

comfortable in," Hofer said. The dormitory

the students live in has its own dining hall,

and each student has a daily tea, in additon

to three meals a day. Rooms are actually

bedroom, living room combinations which

include maid service.

Over 40 alumni of the summer seminar

have gone on to take full time study at

Oxford or Cambridge.
Hoter hopes to reach as many students as

possible at the meeting. Material con-

cerning this summer's July 9 through Aug.

18 seminar may be picked up at his office in

Room 210 South College, in the Inter-

national Programs office in Whitmore, and

the English office in Bartlett at the er^d of

this week. ^

Do 'sanddon 't's for f/ie tastefulco-ed
Editor's Note: This is the last of a five-part

series on the regulations governing women
on this campus during the 1950's and 60's.

By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Dress and Dating Codes
What to wear to Fall Classes:

Be classic -don't go to feminine or fnlly.

Cotton dresses at first, later sweaters, skirts,

blazer, kneesox and sport shoes. A slicker or

trench coat is a must for the rainy days. As

for jeans -your public says "Thumbs down!"

Bermudas are popular, but when and where

you wear them should be governed by your

good taste. You should not wear them on

Sundays or to any evening meal. Rather than

establish definite restrictions, the University

relies on your good judgement. We feel that

a college woman should know how to dress

appropriately and in good taste. ^.,.,,
KEY FOR THAT CO-ED LOOK-STAY

SIMPLE AND NEAT
Co-Ediquette 1961

Besides these guidelines, anv definite

dress code remains stated, after close ex-

examination of numerous student hand-

books. Today the only mention of ap-

propriate dress is that raincoats and sturdy

shoes are still beneficial.
.

The 1961 Student Handbook advised

freshman woman not fo fall for every well

dressed man.
. , • „ u,:o

"No matter how dashing he looks in his

crew-neck sweater and white bucks, it usual-

ly takes more than a few Saturday nights to

fall in love. So be prepared for that freshman

rush-have fun -but keep your head and stay

your sweet, sensible self."

And from the same '61 handbook here are

some don'ts: _

Don't talk too much about yourself. Be a

good listener. Don't suggest an expensive

Ivening. Cooperate with the fellovv and

don't be a golddigger. Don't be too worldly,

wTe and sophisiticated. Don't (and this is

most important of all) talk about vour date

and what you did- especially with othe

fellows -it always gets back to him^ Don t

make snap judgments about people. KfP a"

open mind about everyone you meet -and

vou'H find that your s-ocial life can be exic-

'ing end a vital part ot yQur^Qoilegte. O^vs

Now, insted of extensive advice, there are

many groups to aid women at UMass.

Many dorms have peer sex groups that ad-

vise women to report sexual assaluts and

help women who have fallen victim to

assault. The only "don'ts" are given out by

upperclassmen to freshmen as friendly ad-

vice. Actual written guides are'rioneixstent,

students generally look to their resident

assistants, heads of residence and friends

for help and advice.

Affirmative Action

Until June 2, 1972, all campus jobs were

ti«r.«. K,o ^ii.-
' -.— *-«"™?Jo Affirmative Ac-

tions has changed many jobs at UMass For
tions nab (.ndfyeu .nc..., ',

aoo. rur

example, the John Quincy Adams resident

assistant job description now reads as

follows: (d) recognizes her/his limitations

and acts as resource person for information

about Southwest and University agencies.

11(a) R.A.'s will show any awareness and a

willingness to act on the issues of racism and

sexism by educating her /himself and by

educating the floor through means of

workshops, coHoquia, and by =iny other

means atJier/his disposal.

•t
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Black Affairs
United League president

speaks on freedom fight
By KAREN THOMAS
VUKANt MAGUBANE
'The war of discrimination in Arr>erica is

again arising and there is an organized plan

in this country to bring about the massive

genocide of Black people," Skip Robinson,

President of the United League, said.

Robinson last night spoke at the Student

Union Ballroom in a Distinguished Visitors

sponsored program on ttie freedom strug-

gle in Tupelo. Miss.

The United League has effectively staged

a nine month only boycott on all white

busir>«sses. The boycott continues today

and 90 parcant of th« Black people are par-

ticipating. The membership of the League

m 72,000 and is growing at the rate of 2K) a

day. Tbey are demanding an end to police

arKi Klan terrorism, affirmative action of hir-

ing in government and industry, black

voicas in education and an end to the steal-

ing of Black owned-iarKJ by corporatiorw.

Robinson is on a national tour to

organize ar>d educate people on the strug-

gle in Tupek). "We feel ttiat the majority of

the problema can be helped if the people

Uf educated," he said.

Accordir>g to Robinson "We are stuck in

a dar>ger lorm and people are asleep at the

wroTH) time." The Bakke decision, the rise

of the Klan, tfw increase of police brutality,

the rise in Black unemployntent are the

results of tt>e lack of Black people struggl-

ing as they did in the 'BO'S', ha said.

In 1966 and 1970 the FBI worked and
organized with the Klan and are still doing it

today. Robinson cited that a number of

police heads who worV out of law enforce-

ment offices are leaders in the KKK. "In

Plains, Georgie, 66-70 percent of the

members of the police force are

Klansrr>en."

In addition, he said, 25 percent of the

Black prisoners in America are political

prisoners, because there isn't any justice in

the courts. 'Many time in the South the

jury is made up of Klansmen, and justice

can only be achieved by the support of the

people."
According to Robinson, Black people

voted for Jimmy Carter thinking he was the

second coming of Christ. Jimmy Carter got

the Black support and didn't promise

anything. "How long will people continue

voting for someone that only has a measure

3 nrwnths before election," he said.

"We must learn how our government

works. Voting is only a small part of it. The

only way to understand this country is for

people to get involved and to struggle Peo-

ple must take a stand, " said Robirtson.

Citing the economic situation in the U.S..

Robinson said "We as poor people have

been victimized in terms of employment.

The government will do nothing to stop

unemployment. The system has been pro-

grammed to make us think that people are

lazy and want a hand-out. People aren't

lazy, they want to work."'

Aside from the economic backlash, blacks

are also facing a political backlash. He cited

Massachusetts Sen. Ed Brooke as an ex-

ample of the plight of black politicians in

America, once they take a stand on Black

issues Brooke's personal problems are be-

ing used as a device to spoil his public im-

age and force him out of public office.

Robinson said the problem was universal,

pointing to the struggle in South Africa. "If

enough people rise up against racism there

will be no racism. As long as we as a people

remain silent, knowing there's no justice

vwe will suffer. We can change it if enough

people come together."'

Amherst College site of
investments protest
By KELLY BROWN
UMass Com. Lib. of Southern Africa

This Saturday, November 4 at 10:30 a.m.,

there will be a demonstration at Amherst
College in front of the Frost Library. The
demonstration is to protest the continued

investment by Amherst College Trustees of

the Amherst portfolio in the South African

apartheid economy.
The Amherst Trustees have been asked to

support the concept of corporate with-

drawal from South Africa by means of

proxy votes on shareholder resolutions

calling for withdrawal of investments from
South Africa.

These types of resolutions inevitably fail,

lever having gained even 10 percent of the

shareholder votes. South Africa means
good profits and stock owners are not in

business for their health. If these
resolutions fail, the Trustees would have to

agree to sell all holdings in corporations.

However, the Trustees have been in-

trasigent in the opposition to these

demands. They feel that U.S. corporations

play a progressivie role in South Africa.

They agree with the views of the Carter

administration that reduce the problem of

apartheid to mere discrimination against

black people. Both groups agree that "'non-

discriminatory " hiring by U.S. corporations

would be a "powerful impetus" to breaking

down the entire apartheid system.

What is the truth of the matter? The
central problem with the role of U.S.
corporations in South Africa is not their

discriminatory hiring and exploitation of

black workers, even though this too is a

problem. The Clark report of the U.S.

Senate Subcommittee on African

documents that the central role of U.S.

corporations in South Africa is to prop up

the flagging economy there by means of

loans, technology, and capital.

LUTHER

Without the over $3.5 billion in U.S. direct

investments and crucial loans, the South

African white minority regime would be

severely crippled. Only this sort of

economic pressure could help black people

in South Africa to overthrow the brutal

apartheid system. This system is not one of

"mere" discrimination, but a total denial of

all rights of citizenship to the indigenous

black people of South Africa. Only the

overthrow of the entire apartheid system of

white supremacy will mean freedom for

black South Africans.

The Trustees of Amherst, the U.S.

corporations and the Carter administration

are all on the side of the apartheid system,

despite their attempts to dress up their

crimes against Black South Africans with

talk of "human rights" and "peaceful

change." To protest against the view of the

Amherst trustees the, also sends a

message to Washington about its

hypocritical support for "Black majority

rule.
"

The Black liberation movement in South

Africa, from the African National Congress,

the Pan-Africanist Congress, to the Black

People's Consciousness Movement all

agree that U.S. corporations and Banks

should get out of South Africa. To oppose

this demand as the Carter Administration

and Its "liberal" friends at Amherst College,

is to oppose the actual movement for Black

liberation and support the apartheid

system

.

Even though UMass sold its $670,000

worth of stock in corporations in South

Afnca, the fight to make the U.S. break all

ties with South Africa is not over. Even at

UMass, recruiters from corporations that

do business in South Africa still come on

campus, to offer jobs to students unin-

formed about the involvement of these

corporations in the apartheid government.

I
Alfred 'Skip' Robinson, president of the United League of Mississippi spoka

at the Student Union Ballroom last night. His speech concerned the freedom
struggles that are occuring in that state. Sponsored by the DVP. (Staff photo

by Rich Newman)

The Princely
Malcolm X
by Queen Mother Moore

The impact of Malcoinn upon our strug-

gles were great

To engage our enemies in verbal com-

bat, he'd not hesitate.

He brought dignity, depth and courage

to our cause

Trying to teach our people there was no

Santa Clause.

Like Jesus they crucified him, though

he knew they would

But he kept on preaching until we
understood

We the elder mothers loved him so, but

we chided him on the phrase "so called

Negro."

Tell our people who they are we used to

say and that's why they're called Afro-

Americans today.

But we knew Afro was not our proper

name
To us, the terms Afro and Negro are just

the same.

We went to the platform after the

meeting was through

And whispered in his ears, "we must

talk to you"
"Africans-Americans" is the proper way

to describe our people, and Malcolm

said "OK."
That's the last I remember seeing him

alive

Next I heard on the radio just about five

the news that shocked the world,

"Malcolm has died."

Like Garvey, Lumumba and Eloise,

Malcolm died to keep our people ofi

their knees.

Not one of them taught us to be meek

Nor stand abuse and turn the othe'

cheek.

That philosophy to them made no sens<

Their answer to brutality, was self

defense.

Their memory will live forever in ou

hearts

As long as each of us pledge to do ou

part

To hold up the blood stained banner to

which they fell

And send our oppressors, where the*

belong

IN HELL

Queen Mother

to speak

Sunday
Queen Mother Moore, a black activist

who has worked with Marcus Garvey,

W.E.B. DuBois, and Malcolm X will be

speaking Sunday, at the New Africa House
at 3 p.m. The topic will be "Direction for

Black People in the 1970's and 80's." The
talk will take place in the New Africa House
library.

Queen Mother (Audley Moore) was born

in New Iberia, Louisiana, on July 27,1898.

Her grandmother's husband was lynched

before her eyes, leaving her with five or-

phaned children of whom Ella, mother of

the Queen Mother, was the youngest.

Queen Mother was a member of the Garvey
movement from the eariy twenties; she

joined Garvey in Louisiana and bought
stock in the Black Star Line. She became
an ardent member and follower of his prin-

ciples. The Queen Mother completed only

the fourth grade of a formal education, but,

encouraged by such men as Dr. A.L. Red-

dick, eminent educator, she took to public

speaking in defense of her people's liberty.

She has, moreover, been invited to speak

to students at such insitutions as Hampton
Institute. Columbia University, Howard
University, New York University, and

Oswego State College. The Universal

Association of Ethiopian Women, Inc., was
founded by Queen Mother Moore in Loui-

siana and chief among the many
achievements of the Ethiopian Women was
their successful fight to restore 23,000

families to the welfare rolls after they had

been ruthlessly cut off by the Louisiana

authorities. The Ethiopian Women,
moreover, investigated children's mental

institutions in Louisiana and uncovered

shocking abuses such as ten-year-old black

giris bearing babies for white attendants.

By Brumtic Brandon, Jr.
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Black Affairs
Early detection in

siclcle cell anemia
WASHINGTON [UPt] - Two California scientists yester

day reported the development of a safe new way to detect

sickle cell anemia in the unborn child.

Sickle cell disease, a severe inherited blood ailment, af-

fects an estimated 50,000 Americans, most of them blacks.

Dr. Yuct Wai Kan of the University of California at San
Francisco said the new prenatal test involves direct analysis

of fetal cells obtained by amniocentesis — A relatively

common procedure in which amniotic fluid is withdrawn

by a needle inserted through the abdomen into the uterus.

Previously, the only way sicKie cell anemia could t>e

diagnosed in a fetus was to study blood drawn from the

unborn child. Kan said this is a risky procedure that has a 5

to 10 percent chance of causing fetal death.

Kan said the new technique, an example of clinical use of

the latest developments in molecular biology, works only

for parents who carry a specific genetic marker. He
estimated the new test can be used in about 60 percent of

pregnancies.

If the fetus is found to have the disease, the parents are

advised and given the option of an abortion.

Kan said in a telephone interview there are some parents

who would not take the risk of having an affected child.

But he said the availability of this type of prenatal diagnosis

might convince them to have a child, knowing an abortion

is possible if the fetus has the disease

.

I Kan and co worker Andree M. Dozy applied the new
technique in the prenatal diagnosis of a black fetus at risk

for sickle cell anemia and found it to have one normal and

one sickle cell gene. Thus, like the parents, the infant will

be a carrier of the trait but will not have the disease.

1 ' .. . evious children, one a carrier and

Iht otiK'f wun sfivcre sickie cell disease that already has

cdu'-.nri IMncl'age of several blood vessels in the brain.

liitj i,ibt;dht- causes large numbers of red blood cells to

assume crescent or sickle shapes. Thesickled cells, unable

to pass freely through smaller blood vessels, create a jam

•ming effect that impedes blood flow to surrounding

tissues

Kill) dhrt Ms, Dozy reported their development in the cur

rent issue of the British medical journal, Lancet. The
research was supported by the National Foundation-March

''of Dimes and the National Institutes of Health.

Director Or Steven E. Hill (center) makes a poini dunny j polismn^ letiear

sal of the musical, "Don't Bother Me I Can't Cope." This musical celebration

will be continuing tonight and tomorrow night at Hampshire College's Emily

Dickinson Center starting at 8 00 p m Reservations can be made a\ 549-4600,

ext 351 . Ticket price is $2.50. (photo by Ed Cohen)

Women's
Weekend
From November 3-5, 1978,

The Afro American Society

of Amherst will present A
Black Women's Weekend.
The theme of this un-

precedented event is:

BLACK WOMEN IN

AMERICA: CAREERS AND
CHOICES TODAY.
On Friday, November 3 at

3 p.m. in Johnson Chapel,

an openir>g address will be

given by C. Delores Tucker,

tormer Secretary of State

of Pennsylvania. She will

speak on: THE BLACK
WOMAN'S ROLE IN

AMERICAN SOCIETY;
WHAT SHE CAN DRAW
FROM HISTORY IN

CHOOSING A MEAN-
INGFUL CAREER.

In Converse Assembly
Hall, Saturday, November 4

at 2 p.m. there will be a

Career Workshop Seminar.

The professions discussed

will be Education, Business,

Medicine and the Arts. That

night at 8 p.m. an evening

of Cultural expression, or

"Soul's Release" will take

place in the Gerald Penny
Memorial Black Cultural

Center. The theme will be

womanhood arid all are in-

cited to contribute.

The final event of the

Black Women's Weekend
vvil! If- a luncheon in Mernll

Dining Commons on Sun-

day, November 5, at 12

noon. On hand will be the

Honorable Margaret Ann
Burnham. first black

woman judge of

Massachusetts.

The
Hungry

GREEN STUFF:
Mnshroom Salad

Spinach Salad

Greek Pocket Salad

55 University Dr.,

Amlierstt Mass.
549-5713

Venceremos Brigade

The Western Massachusetts Regional

of the Venceremos Brigade, a national

Education project in solidarity with

Cuba, will hold an informational
meeting Sunday Nov. 5 at 2:00 p.m. in

room 905 of the Campus Center. The
meeting will kick off the organizational

drive for this year's trip.

Career Day
The 1978 CCEBS career/ graduate
school day will be held Wednesday
November 8, beginning at 10:00 a.m. in

the Campus Center auditorium. Over

100 organizations will participate this

year. Students are urged to attend.

Art exhibit

The (African American Master Artist-

in Residency Program) will sponsor an

exhibit on November 8, 1978 at 6:00 to

9:00 p.m. at 11 Leon St^ Northeastern

University, Boston Massachusetts.

The works of 13 African American ar-

tists will be shown in Northeastern's

new galleries.

What would Socrates
thinkofO'Keefe?

If you question long enough and deep enough, certain truths about

OKeefe become evident.

It has a hearty, full bodied flavor. It is smooth and easy going down.

And, the quality of its head is fact rather than philosophical

conjecture. ^ ...
We think there's one truth about OKeefe that Socrates would not

question: Us too good to gulp. As any rational man can taste.

J

Women's 17

Istitched boot
Reg. $73

Sale $44.00
large

=RYE BOOTS
44 styles

sizes 4-13

A Heartfelt, A
V LeatiJMtr /
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Food prices rise

WASHINGTON lUPf] - Any hopes that

inflation might ease up in the next few

nrKtnths were dashed yesterday when the

government reported a sharp climb in

wholesale prices - particularly for food —

during October.

The 0.9 percent overall increase in

consumer ready goods and the 1 .7 percent

food price rise wwere identical to September

advances, and prompted government

economists to abandon predictions that

prices would moderate during the re-

nuinderof 1978.

That theory no** has been "shot out of

the water" by the dismal wholesale price

perforn^ances of the past two months, said

a top Commerce Department analyist.

It does not take tong tor wholesale price

changes to be translated into what con

sumers pay at their local stores.

President Carter, campaigning in New
York, acknowledged that "inflation is going

to get worse before it gets better," saying it

will take his voluntary wage-price restraints

a while to take hold because they are not

"politically popular."

AFL-CIO President George Meany, who is

urging Carter to ask Congress for man-

datory controls, commented in a state-

ment: This is very bad r>ews.

Russian rocket

sets flight record

MOSCOW (>»/l-Cosmonauts Vladimir

Kovalenok and Alexander Ivanchenkov

parachuted onto the steppes of Soviet Cen
tral Asia Thursday ending the longest space

flight in history 139 days, 14 hours and 49

minutes, the Tass news agency reported

The new endurance record surpasses the

earlier Soviet-f>eld record of 96 days, set

March 16. The longest American space

flight, which had stood as a record for four

years, was 84 days, set in early 1974 by

astronauts Gerakj Carr, Edward Gibson and

William Pogue aboard Skylab 4.

A television announcer said "the men feel

excellent" after their soft-landing. He said

they were ferried by helicopter to the

Baikonur Space Center.

Kovalenok, 36, and Ivanchenkov, wf>o

celebrated his 38th birthday during the

flight, were launched June 15 aboard the

orbiting Salyut 6 space laboratory. They
returned to earth on the Soyuz 31 capsule,

brought into space by anotKer pair of

cosmonauts.

Peace talks end
lUPf]

Argentine and Chilean negotiators ended

six months of intense talks yesterday with

an admission they were unable to reach

agreement on their century-old border

dispute that has aroused fears of a war bet-

ween the two nations.

"Regarding issues related to the question

of demarcations, despite in depth and

detailed study, coinciding points of view

could not be found," a joint communique
said.

"Therefore, the commission has proposed

that both governments look for ways of

coming to a peaceful solution that they

regard as adequate."

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

Both Chile ana Argentina have acted in re-

cent weeks like two nations on tne verge of

war but despite failure to solve the pro-

blems in the Thursday meeting in Santiago,

Chile, residents of Santiago and Buenos

Aires went about their business with no

open signs of warlike preparations

Miktary sources in Buenos Aires said that

although the formal talks have ended, the

final stages of efforts to avert an armed

conflict would last at least 15 more days

while the military governments analyze the

Thursday findings.

The bitter dispute centers around owr>er

ship of three barren and windswept islands

at the southern tip of the continent-

Lennox, Picton and Nueva which control

the strategic Beagle Channel.

^ ^« ai * :?^

Mandurin ^zrrhurn
(.iiiNine

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

SUN. THURS. 11:30-10:00

FRI & SAT. 11:30 11:00

Unrest in Iran
TEHRAN, lran\UPf] - Iran's 30,000 strik-

ing oil workers yesterday vowed not to

pump oil for export until martial law was
lifted and a wildcat walkout grounded all

flights of the state-run airline for a second

day.

Fire severely damaged a liquefied gas

plant in the strikebound southern oil region.

Military authorities, on an alert since Tues-

day's reports of po^ible sabotage at-

tempts, were investigating the cause '"'the

blaze.

Officials said the ffre raged fc four lours

and caused damage estimated at %Z-J

million

In demonstrations across the country,

youths women and workers called for an

"Islamic government" and strongly citiciz-

ed Shah Muhammad Reza Pahlavi s

regime

Former Premier Dr Ali Amim said the

shah, apparently concerned about the

politicallv motivated strikes in key

economic sectors, was considering taks.

with chief opposition mediator Dr Kanm
baniab
Sanjabi in Pans for talks with exiled op

position leader Ayatollah Roohollah Kho
meini, will be received by the shah for a

review of the crisis and a common search

for a solution, Amini said.

Darisuh Foruhar, a hard-line leader of the

National Front political party, called for

establishment of a transitional government

tjefore the country's future legal setup was
determined. He did not elaborate.

Polls show Carey

on the rise

(Associated PressJ
NEW YORK - New York's Democratic

Gov. Hugh Carey, who once seemed head-

ed for defeat in his bid for a second term,

had made it a race by campaigning heavily,

spending millions - and poking fun at

himself.

"Here I am: sweet, accessible Hugh
Carey," he likes to tell audiences these

days, mocking the sourpuss image that

caused him to start out way behind his

Republican challenger. Assemblyman Perry

Duryea.

Another feature o* the Carey campaign
was underscored Thursday as President

Carter campaigned with the governor at a

Wall Street rally - Carter's second cam-
paign trip for Carey within a week.

Having the president and celebrities ap-

oear for him has been a campaign staple.

SPECIALS
$3.95

MON WED 5:00 8:00 P M

SPECIALS
$1.25 A UP
MON FRI 11 30 2 30

CHINESE PASTRIES
h COFFEE

SAT h SUN. 11 30 3 30

BEGINS SEPT 16

10 BELCHERTOWN RD
RT. 9, AMHERST

256 0251 256 0252

' rri • ^ **.»*»

Texas Instruments
pocKe' rtoble

electronic coiculotor

uuith memory
TI-1750

PENCIL THIN. SMALLER THAN A WALLET ..WITH

EASY TO READ LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY.

PERFORMS MOST NEEDED ARITHMETIC fUNC
TIONS AND HAS A FULL-FUNCTION MEMORY
SYSTEM

SUG PRICE 24.95

PRICE $19.95

'nV

::a \

\
-u -.r-- .«

I

%
^

A VERY SPECML STILE

te^cAnjuMi

SCIENCE FICTION/FANTASY as LITERATURE

9 Sr/IEDrLER

mars tvo

>fr pen set

SAVE PRICE

LISTPRlCf-30«2

MAILABLE AT

THE /IRT STORE WITHIN A STORE

9:30 a.m. -6:00 p.m.

9:30 a.m.-11 :00 a.m.

11:00 a.m. -11:30 a.

m

12:30 p.m. -2:30 p.m.

BOOK EXHIBIT AND SALE

Thousands of books by panel speakers and others. Campus Center Rm. 163-164
"~

Science Fiction Film

"Silent Running"

film discussion

Les Perleman, Univ. of Ma.

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

SPEAKERS AND PANEL DISCUSSION
"Science Fiction/ Fantasy as Literature"

with...James Baen- Executive Editor, Ace Science Fiction

Ben Bova- Author/Editor

Ernest Gallo- Professor, Science Fiction

!!!Joyce Harper -Graduate Teaching Assistant, Fantasy

...James Hogan- Author

Frederik Pohl- Author/ Editor

...Charlotte Spivack- Professor. Fantasy

2:30 p.m. -4:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

Fantasy Film

"The Seven Faces of Dr. Lao"
film discussion

Les Perleman, Univ. of Ma.

author autographs and personal meetings

Science Fiction Film

"2001: A Space Odyssey"

^^^^^^^^^» » • • • * • i •
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CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM
CAMPUS CENTER

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3

MO AOMIMIOM CNAKM
Sponsored by THE UNIVERSITY STORE at UMass and

THE HOLYOKE NEWS COMPANY

M^
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Tile strikesstudentin eye
Friday, November 3, 1978

,

i iCollegJan g

The ceiling in the student union where
falling tiles injured a student yesterday.

(Staff photo by Pat Dobbs.)

By KATHY GOLDWAIT
Collegian Staff

"I heard a noise, looked up and, bingo, it

hit me in the head and powderized in my
eye," said Martin Kaplan.

Kaplan, 27, Veteran Service Organization

coordinator, was sitting in his office

Wednesday night when struck by a loose

ceiling tile in the Student Union Building.

Kaplan temporarily lost sight of his left eye

and will be unable to use it for an undeter-

mined amount of time." My eye burns like

hell and i* it wasn't for the quick action of

the infirmary yesterday I would be in more
pain right now," he said.

The infirmary prescribed a cleansing solu-

tion to be flushed in the eye every hour and
Kaplan now wears an eye-patch.

Kaplan, a former Marine said he will "do
whatever it takes" to sue the University if

he is not reimbursed for his medical ex-

penses. "Up to this point, I've had to p>ay

for all of my prescriptions and this is not my
responsibility," he said.

The tiles are made up of a compressed lye,

which is similar to the powder used to line

Woody Allen'si

Everything YouVe Always

Wanted To Know About Sex"^
^But Were Afraid To Ask

Saturday, November 4

SBA 120-$1.00
6:00, 7:45, 9:30, 11:15

Friday It's Face
Fronri our Print Department selected prints

Riday Savings up to 50%!

Wtilstting Tea Kettle, stainless steel, copper clad Regularly S8 88
Friday $6^!

Mexican Reed Hampers, large size

Regularly S4 95 - $6 95 - S8 95 Friday Take a Dollar off!

Bedspreads, in any shade of red. orange or purple, twin or full size .

Regularly $8 00 to $10 00 Friday $5.95 - to $7.95!

DECO • Marble Bookends . . Regularly $12.95.

Plus! Many more unadvertised specials!

Friday $9.95!

Monday thru Saturday - 10 to 6

Friday Ifs Focm til 6

Master Charge and VISA accepted

A Store-full of Ideas
rv>xt tothj" Risl OflK.

Dowiiiowt) AmKMsi

ptDENIMS
VnAWr FASHION STYLES ^
\)» AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

2 for $25
I

Imported Name Brands
II

St. Lycien Jeans French Star

11 Disco Jeans Velour Tops

3B^». Next toTHEPUB Amherst

football fields and baseball diamonds, said

Kaplan.

Campus Center Building Operation
Manager Dudley Bridges said that a work
order to replace tiles in thie Student Union
was sent into the Physical Plant in 1976,

but that it was cancelled last year due to

limited funding.

"When something happens like this, we
react. I'm sorry that it has to be this way,"
said Bridges. Bridges said he sent in

another work order yesterday requesting

removal of all the tiles in the building.

A new five-year plan was set up to replace

all of the tiling in the Student Union by 1979
at a cost of $66,000 according to Bridges.

The tiles of the Student Credit Union Office

ceiling were replaced this summer. The
tiles there had been falling for a two-year
period, said Mark Forman, a staff volunteer
in the credit union.

Sitting in his office looking up at the ceil

ing Kaplan said, "I'm just wondering who
will be next, pretty soon everyone will havj
to wear hard hats or crash helmets."

^Tuition may increase
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

them with agendas until they arrived at his

office and committee members believed the
committee was ineffective.

Kline said the committee could be ex-

tremely important in terms of advising the
president on long-range planning in light of

future budget cuts.

Bromery said the senate decision was
timely because Knapp had expressed interest

in establishing such a committee.
Bromery also revealed, in response to a

question on the natter, that Wood no longer
holds the $53,000-a-year Ralph Waldo Emer-
son professionship because it is "illegal for
him to hold two state positions
concurrently."

Wood drew criticism from faculty last

semester for being paid from the trustee-
controlled professorship which is funded en-
tirely out of the Amherst budget "without
making any visible contribution to the cam-
pus," according to acting-provost Jeremiah
Allen. The chair is now held by Marshall H.
Stone, mathematics and statistics.

QUICK COPY
AND TYPING

"Amherst Area's One-
Stop Typing Center"

•Quality, low-cost copying

•Fast, professional typing

•Connplete dissertation, manuscript

and resume service

In the Carriage Shops, Amherst
549-0557

This Fall We've Got If All!

POSTERS Many Unusual Cards

AREA'S LATO£Sr SELECTION

SALE!
Va off Straw Mats And Rugs
Va off Selected Cotton Area

Rugs
25% off Bamboo Blinds

25% off Desk, Clip-On, and

Floor Lamps

Open Sundays 1-5 p.m.

UJMEI^CANTILE
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

Mauntajneering *4

.

Mountaineering^ is a skill

of timing as well as tecli

nique. The wrong
moment, like the
wrong method,
marks the gap
between
amateur and
aficionado. So the
key to successful mountaineer-
ing is to choose the occasions
wisely and well.When, then, is

it appropriate to slowly q\

the smooth, refreshing
mountains of Busch Beer?

Celebrations, ofcourse,

are both expected and ex-

cellent opportunities to

test your mountaineering
mettle. Indeed, on major
holidays it is virtually

mandatory
to do so.

Imagine
ushering
in the
fiscal new
year or
com-
memo-
rating

Calvin C.

Coolidge's

birthday
'or throw-

ing caution to the wind during
Taioe-A-Sorghum-To-Lunch:
Week without the
benefi^t ofBusch.A
disturbing pros- .

pectatbest.
On the

other hand, not
every event
be as signifi-

cant as those
outlinedabove.

Small
victories like exams passed,

papers completed or classes

attended are equally
acceptable.

Remember the
mountain-
eer's motto:
matricula-

.

tion is

celebration.-;

Interper-

sonal relation-

ships are also
meaning-

CLIMB t^ ^^ ful times. There are

0UNTA\^S!I1j?* few things finer than
taJang your compan-
j ion in hand and head-
Fing for the mountains,
li^transcending the ho-

hum and hum-drum
In favor of a romantic
R 6?R Naturally,

couples who dhare the

pleasures of mountaineering
run the risk ofbeing labeled
social climbers. But such
cheap shots are to be ignored
They are the work of cynics,

nay-sayers and chronic
malcontents.

Similarly, the ambience
of an athletic afternoon (e.g.

The Big Game) is another
ideal moment. Downing
the mountains elevates
the morale of the fan and,
hence, the team. There-
fore, ifyou care at all about

the outcome, it is your duty to

mountaineer.
When should one not

enjoy the invigoration of the
mountains? Here, you'll be
happy to learn, the list is

much briefer.
•

. Mountaineering is

considered
declasse
with

dessert,

improper
during judi-
cial proceed-

ings andjust
plain foolish while

crop dusting around
power lines. Ottierwise,

as the hot-heads of the
sixties used to say, "Seize

the time!"

ft'

» •^

iH-^

<t*>

' Mountaineering is the science and art of drinking Busch.The term originates due to the snowy, ipy peaks sported

hv th« lahiti otitflidB and neroetuatea due to the cold. naturally refreshing taste inside, (cf. lessons 1,2 and 3.

)

t>y the lahel outside and perpetuates due to the cold, naturally refreshing

Dorit just reach for a beer.BUSCH Head for the moiintams.

CAoheuser' Busch Inc Si Louis Mo
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Editorial
Elections

Statewide
The race for governor of Massachusetts is a classic case of selecting the

lesser of two evils. Local Democrats and liberals are going to have to sacrifice

their anti-Republican principles this tinne and vote for Frank Hatch.

Both Hatch and his Democratic opponent, Ed King, are fairly conservative

politicans, particularly when it comes to issues of government spending and

taxation. In some of the other areas, however, Hatch proves himself to be a

much more palatable alternative.

King's record at the Massachusetts Port Authority established his reputa-

tion as a supporter of blind growth and backroom politics. His anti-abortion,

pro-capital punishment, pro-nukes stands should concern all progressive

voters. And King's tax-cut plans could mean disaster for UMass.

Hatch's plans for public higher education sound a little better. But on other

issues his positions are clearly more humanistic and, regarding tax cuts, more

realistic.

The race for U.S. Senator between incumbent Republican Edward Brooke

and Democrat Paul Tsongas involves a more difficult decision. The deciding

factor here must be effectiveness in office, for the two are fairly close on the

issues. While Brooke's strong support of the Equal Rights Amendment
ratification extension this year was significant, his record of serving

Massachusetts and actively producing legislation paled in comparison with

that of his counterpart, Ted Kennedy.

Tsongas, in addition to having been a highly effective U.S. Representative

from Lowell, is less conservative than Brooke when it comes to fiscal and

defense matters.

A vote for Tsongas will be a vote for a fresh and energetic face in the

Senate. This is going to be close race and your vote could prove particularly

important.

On the home front...
In this age of "post-Watergate politics," voters seek political candidates

who possess two basic but perhaps rare qualities: intelligence and honesty.

Local voters can find these qualities in two candidates: Jonathan Z. Souweine

and James G. Collins.

To put is simply, Republican Thomas G. Simons was a good state represen-

tative, but would be only a fair district attorney candidate.

Souweine on the other hand will make a good district attorney. He is in-

telligent, agressive-maybe even arrogant-and a tremendous organizer.

Both classify themselves as progressive and both men lack much courtroom

experience, so a main criteria for endorsement is organizational ability, a

critical function of the district attorney. Souweine has experience as director

of MassPIRG. Simons has organizational experience as House minority whip.

But observers of the campaign must come to the same conclusion.

Souweine's organization has run a tremendous campaign, Simons' has been

weak and disoriented. As Souweine points out, "all the good ideas in the

world don't matter if you can't get anything done." Souweine has also declin-

ed to participate in mutual mad-stinging and personal attack on his opponent,

who, unfortunately did not practice the same restraint.

For state representative the choices seem clear. Chandler Atkins has neither

a firm handle on the isues that face this state and especially UMass.

State Rep. Collins has shown a good amount of integrity by standing behind

his beliefs in a year when it might be politically expedient to abandon them. He

stands firm on his committment to higher education and he refuses to jump on

the proposition's 13 or 2V7 bandwagons. Collins recognizes the need for pro-

perty tax relief but he seeks a more "intelligent method."

For the past six years Jim Collins has been the spokesperson for Public

Higher Education and especially for Umass-Amherst.

We urge you to get out and vote on Tuesday. The issues and the candidates

don't go away or get into office without votes.
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Tothe Editor
SCERA surveys
departments
To the Editor:

The Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCEHA) has

prepared a survey on UMass depart-

mental procedures. The purpose is to

determine how satisfied students are with

their departments as a whole. The survey

will be given to students in upper level

courses so that we can get feedback from

these students who are experienced in the

workings of their department.

The survey covers topics concerning

faculty performance, learning conditions,

learning techniques, advising, and the

amount of student input in departmental

decisions. The survey is different from the

Course and Teacher Evaluation every

class receives at the end of the semester.

This survey evaluates the individual

department and not the individual faculty

members and classes.

The results of the sruvey will be

evaluated and integrated in the Course

and Teaclier Evaluation Guide, which is

published by the Student Senate

Academic Affairs Committee. The survey

will serve as an introduction to the

respective department, presenting

students with an overview of their

department. The results will establish

common problems and strengths and will

determine in which area.': to initiate

change. Each section of the Course and

Teacher Evaluation Guide will be

preceded with u detuirtmental description

and scale showing the results of the

survey

The survey will have a number of ob-

jective questions and a few subjective

questions. We feel the subjective part to

be the most important and we encourage

students to elaborate on any problems

they may have with their department in

this section of the survey.

SCERA has been contacting depart-

mental councils and majors clubs, in-

forming them of the survey, and we will

be assisting them in the distribution of the

survey among the students in their

respective departments. A brief meeting

of department j^liaisons has been

scheduled for Monday, November 6 at

4:30 p.m. at the SCERA office. If your

department is NOT listed below it means
that SCERA does not have a contact

member from your department. If you are

in any department-based student

organization or simply want to help out,

go to the Monday meeting or if you can't

make it, stop by the SCERA office in 428

of the Student Union, tel. 545-034 J, or

call one of the following people at their

homes.
Carlos Valdes 546-4723

Mark Flaherty 25&6042
David Aron 586-2555

Nancy Bronstein 253 5276

We hope that the departmental survey

will help everyone know exactly what
areas students feel need improvement. It

will determine what departmental issues

students need to conquer in the coming

year.

Nancy Bronstein
SCERA

University staff

story inaccurate

To the Editor:

A front page story in Monday's paper

really compels me to offer my comments
and observations. As a former president

of the University Striff Association

lUSA/MTA], I have been unfortunate

enough to have had many dealings with

Mi: Dale Spencf^r.

If the Collegian reporter had any jour-

nalistic wits about her, she would have in-

vestigated the general situation a lot

more. She would have discovered that

1\Mr. Spencer generally takes pro-

management stands, 2\is totally opposed

to women workers rights in a union that is

over 2/3 women, 3]steadfastly refuses to

recognize this gender composition of the

local, and 4]has served only to disrupt

and hinder the business of the local and

its Executive Board.

Mr. Spencer has in the past unilaterally

and illegally suspended the local's Af

firmative Action Committee, a committee

dedicated to furthering the cause of

women and minority workers. He has

fought to have the A.A. Ctte. formally

and permanently disbanded. As a

member of the E-Board, he was formally

censored for his actions. The E-Board
also moved to have him recalled.

Spencer's response was to threaten legal

action. At several E-Board meetings he
forced the Board to adjourn. It was im-

possible to conduct business while he
constantly interrupted and flung abuses
and insults at each speaker. Another
more crude and childish tactic Mr.

Spencer used was to get up and leave the

room whenever we began to discuss his

actions, thereby breaking the quorum.

I fully support the actions of the Ex-

ecutive Board. They are dues-paying

members and are entitled to offer an of-

ficial public position in union elections.

The fact that Mr. Spencer, "to the best of

his knowledge, " is not aware of a collec-

tion of monies to pay for these flyers is

not surprising. Although Mr. Spencer
holds the position of Internal Vice-

President, he generally does not attend E-

Board meetings. Therefore, how could he

know? During the early summer of this

year Spencer felt he was being harrassed

because the E-Board would not change

meeting times to cater to his schedule. E-

Board meetings occured at the same time

as Spencer's softball games.
Mr. Spencer was quoted as saying that,

"Those people are really opposed to me.

I'm against everything they're doing. " As
a feminist and as a worker at this universi-

ty, I sincerely hope that the union will

always be opposed to Data Spencer

types. He is sexist in the most insidious

and malicious weys. He is pro

management and anti-women worker He
IS apposed to tht- principles of womens
liberation. The women workers of this

campus have enough to contend with.

We do not need our so-called union

leaders keeping us down The administra-

tion is highly skilled at that. They don't

need any help.

Union politics on this campus are very

complex. A complete and factual story

requires a lot of digging. If the Collegian

intends to do storjes on campus union

politics in future,
'

/ then suggest that

Collegian reporters learn how to do in-

vestigative reporting.

Susan Hammond
Former President, USA/MTA

Mobiel Unit 14, UMass

^Constructive' chauvanism
In addition to all the inequalities women

are subject to in this society, we are not
even allowed the freedom of movement.
As it becomes increasingly hard for a

woman to go anywhere alone on this cam-
pus, or anywhere at all, it is time to start a

little constructive chauvanism.
You may ask, whatever does she mean by

"constructive chauvanism?" It appears to

be a contradiction in terms, for how could
chauvanism, or other less polite terms
describing male supremacy, ever be con-
structive? Indeed, isn't male supremacy the

major factor contributing to female sub-

jugation?

It's the dialectic, what can I say?
Harrassment and sexual violence against

women are on the increase nationally. The
problem in examining statistics concerning
this issue is the difficulty in determining
whether or not there has been an increase

in violence (perhaps the result of and reac-

tion to the struggle women are waging in all

areas: labor, health, politics, the home, to

gain control of their lives) or if crimes are

simply being reported more often.

In any case, women are not safe at UMass
and a number of things contribute to the

danger. Just this week it was discovered

that the lights on Orchard Hill had short cir-

cuited because of the rain. Any woman
walking up the hill alone at night was in

potential jeopardy because of the lighting

problem.

Unfortunately lighting cannot always be
the ultimate prevention measure for rape.

Rapes occur anywhere and well lit outdoor
areas are not exceptions.

Women do have the right to walk on this

campus without fear of being raped or har-

rassed. Studying at the library or attending

meetings, concerts or other activities can-

not always be done during the day, and
even planning to meet someone or taking

the bus is not always feasible. But this is

not the point. Women should not have to

rearrange their lives around fear of sexual

violence. Women stranded on some part of

campus should be able to get where they

want to go.

Getting back to constructive chauvanism,
there must be a way to both allow women
some more freedom to move around on
campus when they choose to and also

utilize all the energy of less misogynist,

more concerned, men.
UMass requires some kind of escort ser-

vice to insure that should women find

themselves alone on campus they can get

safely back to their dorms. An organization

of this type could consist of both men and
women and could be sponsored by a

number of organizations or governing

bodies.

If our illustrious Student Senate isn't will-

ing to organize a rape prevention escort

service (and indeed they may be willing,

but just haven't bothered to date), there are

area governments that could coordinate

the effort to create an escort service.

Some of the men's organizations like Men

Against Crimes Against Women, that ap-

pear periodically on campus, protesting

films or events that they term por-

nographic, might better spend their time

helping to prevent these crimes. Those
men, unlike many women, can come to the

Campus Center late at night to protest and
not worry too much about leaving and go-

ing home alone.

On November 18, women plan to "take

back the nite" in a march through Nor-

thampton. This will be a positive state-

ment, actively protesting the fact that

women cannot safely walk without being

attacked.

Many women from UMass will be par-

ticipating in this action. If the sentiment for

a change exists then some type of protec-

tion service for women must be established

here. Call it constructive chauvanism, or

"taking back the nite," women should be
able to move around campus without fear.

Candy Carton is a Collegian Columnist.

OMMENTARY

Women's news and the Collegian
WHEREAS:
1) We support the recomnrwndations of

the Chancellor's Commission on Women's
New which are as follows:

1\ Guaranteed weekly pages for women's
advocacy articles and features equal to

space allotted for Black Affairs'

2\ Womens News, as appropriate, should

continue to appear in the "news hole ";

31 Selection of Women's Editor should

continue under the rules of the Collegian

constitution, with the proviso that can-

didates endorsed by recognized women's
groups and programs receive equal con-

sideration;

41 The Women's Editor should no longer

be held responsible under her job

description for monitoring staff sexism nor

for organizing consciousness raising

programs and seminars;

5] The women's Editor will participate in

regular budget meetings according to

revised Collegian policy to determine

placement and space of women's news in

the "news hole";

6] The Women's Editor shall have wide

measure of authority over the guaranteed

pages which will provide a forum for

feminist oriented advocacy journalism. In

extraordinary circumstances, control over

content of some material may be exercised

by the Managing Editor or Editor-in-Chief;

and
71 An advisor should possibly be selected

jointly by the Women's Editor and Editor-

in-Chief to advise on matters of concern to

the Women's Editor, her staff and the

paper as a whole

2) The Collegian staff voted down the

recommendation for pages although the

Collegian was a full participant in Com-
mission hearings, jnd

RECOGNIZING, the ongoing need of our

groups to use the Collegian in oidin to

inform the UMass community of services

and programs available,

BE IT RESOLVED, that we publicly

censure the actions of the Collegian staff in

regards to their position on women's news.

The follwoing groups have endorsed this

statement: Ever/women's Center; 12 to 1

Commonwealth Clericals; Graduate

Student Senate; Student Staff of SCERA:
Catalyst People's Newstand; Dorthy

Howard, Christine Decker, Women's

Occupation Representatives from the

Chancellor's Commission; Bilingual

Collegiate Program; Lesbian Union;

Cynthia Thomas, Coordinator Central Area

Women's Center; Southwest Women's
Center; Socialist Faculty Caucus; Ann
Ferguson, MSP Women's Caucus;
Women's Studies; Commuter Collective;

Women's Media Project; Che Lumumba
School; Scott Weston, Southwest Men's
Center; Board of Governors.

By MAUREEN CARNEY
This is a brief synopsis of the events-

leading to the resignation of the former

Women's Department staffers of the

Collegian in late September.

During the summer, a Commission ap-

pointed by the Chancellor met twice a week
to report on treatment of Women's News in

the Collegian and the events leading to the

Women's Occupation last semester. The
Commission wrote an extensive report

including recommendations similar to those

demands by the Women's Occupation.

These recommendations were presented to

the Collegian staff. The Collegian staff:

1) rejected the recommended page

allotment;

2) accepted that Women's News continue

to appear in the News hole;

3) accepted the recommendation that the

Women's Editor be voted by the staff with

endorsed candidates by women's groups ,

receiving equal consideration,

4) accepted that the Women's Editor no

longer be held responsible for monitoring

staff sexism nor organizing consciousness-

raising programs and seminars;

5) accepted that the Women's Editor

should participate in budget meetings

according to revised Collegian policy to

determine placement and space of

Women's News in the news hole;

6) postponed the recommendatior
concerning editorai autonomy of the

Women's Editor;

7) postponed for two years the recom-

mendation to appoint an advisor for

Women's News.
The women department staff had ex-

pressed, throughout their time served as

Assistant Women's Editors, the need for

editorial control for the Women's
Department. The problem had been nightly

hassles over content and style of articles

written by women staffers. Articles written

would be edited and ultimately decided

upon by one "slot person" each night.

Decker and Carney complained that half

their time in the office was spent arguing

over content and points of journalistic

differences. Feminist advocacy journalism

was argued about each night.

At a Board of Directors' Meeting, it was
proposed that women's staffers not need

to go through the slot person, but instead

should be under the control of the

Women's Editor, except in extraordinary

circumstances concerning libel, in which

the Editor-in-Chief and the Manging Editor

would intervene. News written would be

labeled "Collegian Women's Staff. " This

motion passed by a narrow margin.

Julie Melrose, Women's Editor at the

time, resigned after the staff vote because

of what she considered to be insensitive

and inconsiderated staff sentiment con-

cerning Women's News. Chris Decker and

Maureen Carney were recommended as

Co-Women's Editors and verbally ap-

pointed by Bill Sundstrom, according to

Dekcer and Carney.

Two days later, Sundstrom approached

Decker and Carney and informed them that

he had changed his mind about their ap-

pointments. He said that Candy Carlon,

Assistant Women's Editor last spring,

would work better with the staff and would

accept the slot arrangement of editing the

news. Carlon had disagreed with the

Women's Occupation and had not worked

with Women's News staff since the

beginning of the scnester.

At this point, Dei^er, Carney and Janice

Egglesfon, women'; staffer, resigned, on

the grounds that it would be too difficult to

vvorK under conditions which did not give

rhe Women's Editor and staff the

autonomy afforded by the original Com-
mission proposal.

Editor's Note: Representatives of the

Collegian Staff Women's caucus have

met with some of the organizations who
support this statement and it has been

agreed to set up a comn^^ee to hold bi-

monthly meetings concer 'f? the status of

the Women's Department. The first

meeting in scheduled for V."'0 on Nov. 14,

at the Everywoman's Cente n Goodell.
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Money
Associated Press

LONDONlhe American dollar's humbled

position in the past 18 months is often

blamed on currency "speculators."

President Carter's rescue plan, announced

Wednesday, may halt the panicky flight

from U.S. currency. But the question re-

mains: who are the speculating money-

changers who prefer marks, francs and yen

to the dollar, and where can they be found?

For the most part, they are not the

shadowy figures imagined. They are

bankers both American and foreign-

exporters and importers, multi-national cor-

porations, and government banks of each

country.

Major oil companies such as Esso and

British Petroleum, and firms like Imperial

Chemical Industries are among those active

in the market. "The oil companies deal in

the millions all the time, but one of the

strengths of the foreign exchange market is

that it can cope with those sort of amounts

in its stride, " said Terry Ellis, a senior of-

ficial of Britain's National Westminster

Bank.
They transact their business in the noisy

foreign exchanges of the world's largest

banks, hectic places where shirt-sleeved

dealers are surrounded by telephones,

calculators and telex rnachines. News

printers clatter in the background.

It is a worW in which millions of dollars are

bought aod sold every minute, and in

which instantaneous communication

makes it possible for dealers in New York to

know the prevailing rates of exchange for

any given currency in London, Frankfurt or

Hong Kong at that moment
In London, for instance, one of the big-

gest trading rooms is the 'World Money

Center" at the National Westminster Bank.

It boasts 30 dealers with direct lines to a

dozen or so of Britain's largest corpora-

tions, brokers and the Bank of England and

with correspondent dealers in New York,

Paris, Tokyo and other major centers. On

an average day, they handle $1.5 billion in

currency. And that amount can be

multiplied by nearly a dozen other banks in

London alone.

Their operations are complex. Dealers can

buy, sell, borrow, and quote rates for the

present or the future. If they fail to take ac-

count of a sudden plunge in the value of

the dollar, they can lose their customers,

and the bank, huge sums.

They try to buy when the price is right,

and sell when it is higher. Their customer^

are exporters who get pai^ for their grods

in foreign currencies and importers who
must F>ay for the products they wont.

H a business customer asks for $10 million

worth of yen, the bank does not want to

get stuck holding those dollars on a day

when the U.S. currency is sinking fast.

On such a day-and there have been many

of them in recent weeks bankers unload

dollars fast. So do exporters and importers.

And with each transaction, the dollar slips a

little further.

Banks charge their foreign exchange

custonr>ers a commission-often working out

to $1 for every $1,000 transacted. But

banks can also make money "speculating
'

on what a currency is going to do in the

on dollars
future. This involves the practice of "sellinQ

short."

A trader sells short by borrowing, for ex-

ample, $1 million and selling it at the going

rate. When the value of the dollar on worid

money markets goes down, the dealer buys

beck $1 million, this time paying less in

foreign currency than when selling it. This

produces a quick profit.

After a number of scandals in which

respected banks have folded because

speculation went wrong, most banks devis-

ed strict policies limiting such dealing.

In Washington on Wednesday, tht

Justice Department announced an in-

vestigation of several leading American

banks on allegations that they conspired to

" drive down the value of the dollar in order

to reap windfall profits by selling short.

Multi-national corporations are perhaps

the single biggest influence on the day-to-

day foreign exchange market. Many act as

their own banks, exchanging huge sums in

different currencies to balance their books

around the world.

They also have billions in liquid assets and

try to put it where it will earn the most pro-

fit. On a volatile foreign exchange nr^arket,

an astute operator can do just that by buy-

ing and selling at the right time.

When the dollar weakens, the big cor-

porations get rid of their holdings and

switch to nr^rks or another strong curren-

cy.

The market is a breeding ground for a

rumor. A whiff of bad news in Tokyo can

infect Frankfurt, London or New York and

knock points off the dollar.

But the market can be caught ott guard.

Carter's dollar-rescue plan was almot total-

ly unexpected. Before it, a dollar was worth

1.48 Swiss francs. After it, 1.57 francs. A
speculator who Tuesday bought $100,000

dollars worth of francs, 148,000 francs,

would have received 157,000 francs for the

same amoung on Wednesday. That meant

a 9,000-franc loss for the speculator.

'CQii^gian

STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
is searching for three (3) part-time Program

Assistants (15 hours/week) for academic year in the

following areas: General Programs, Film, and

Publicity /Communications

.

Qualifications: Knowledge of and experience in the

job area applied for and in student activities; ability to

work closely and communicate with students and

staff; organizational skills; matriculated

undergraduate student in good standing with a good

imagination; able to start work immediately.

Remuneration: $3.00 per hour.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office (SU 416)

with resume and three letters of reference by noon

November 13, 1978. Please specify which positionis)

you are applying for.

Thf Boston t'.lob* Mor>d«y. OcioN»r •*, 1978

POMTltALdRClIT
B> DWIDKXRRtXL

MSP
JERCK
iHARr
OHMI

M*rck Sharp & Dohme, one of the leading

companies in the pharmaceutical mdustrv.

wants to talk to MBA candidates with

marketing interest. If you have an interest in

health care delivery systems and in discussing

prescription pharmaceutical products with

physicians, and want immediate responsibility

for your efforts, plan to attend a career oppor-

tunities semirwr with:

WUIiam R. WMtrick
Dtotrict M«n«9«r
M«rcii Sharp fr Dohme
MovMnb«r f, IfTt. f:» •m,
SBAXi

H is firmly believed that soid experience as a

professional representative is an important in-

gredient for future management success with

MSO A strong science base is not a necessary

prerequisite, but those considering the industry

shouki have interest in the health sciences.

Persons hired as professional representatives

will be responsible for the management of a

sales territory and will be considered for

management positions in marketing, field

operations, or field administration.

'1 "Annual R- ort" and other literature will be

.liable at it.* seminar.

Port Authority

and King's

severance pay
The furor over ihe severance coniactj granted Demo

criiic gubernatorial candidate Edward J King and his

executive staff at Massport five years ago has been

blown far oul of proportion.

The leading culprit m the campaign to discredit the

severance arrangements (or King and Massport execu-

tives IS former MPA Chairman James Alan Fay. who

never liked or got along vk^ith the former Massport execu-

tive director

Fav IS now attempting to make u appear that King

somehow sneaked the list of officials lovered with a sep-

aration clause into the Massport records

Actually the minutes of the June 21. 1973 MPA board

me*ung at which the severance contracts were author-

lied were specidv. so much so that Chairman Fay and

the oiher six board members knew precisely what they

wer« voting. And if Fay didn t. he has another, more

serious problem . . w
The same minutes also reveal that the Authonty t

Personnel Subcoromillet. which. incid«vl»lly. was head-

ed by Rev Albert Sallese - an ant i King directs -

-submitted a two-page mnno which tnchidfld a itnmii*-

tton policy for em^toym on the Authoniyt Emcuuw

S»*" "
. .. ^

Felloving pnttnutten of the Saline rtco«»eii«»-

tMNU, Fay w* di^oUwr «» aimfcenoC tbt board imiai-

wusH vM«d the foDowiiif

-nm dM AoikPrity ^t^ •*^. »• •"^"^
policy. Utot any ncmbtr of the Extcuuve Suff wImw

mvices are ttfminaicd or who«t job n eltmiMted and

who has had at least itn yean aervice wlik the lla«a-

chusrtis Port Authority, will receive upon ttrmisattanor

elimination of his )ob. in addition to hit earned bew<it|k

one month s salary lor each year of service up to 2

months The termination pay will be paid in raentMf

instaUnenU or In kimp sum at employee's option The

list o4 EiecuUve Staff will be submitted by the Execu-

tive Director
"

Fay and his colleagues (Messrs Maher DeFalco,

Harrington, Sallese, Lyden and Thompson) were well

aware of the identities of the MPA executive suff It was

common knowledge among all board members as was the

(act that Fr Sallese had a candidate he wanted covered

by the severance arrangement

And that's why Prof Fay s current comments, which

suggest that the deal was whipped through in the dark of

night, are so transparent The impression also has been

created that the Massport funds used to cover the agree-

ments are coming out of the taxpayers' pocket. They are

not.

Severance contracts such as those voted by Fay are

common in industry And if anyone ever deserved a gen-

erous separation arrangement, it was King who devoted

// anyone ever deserved a gener-

ous separation arrangement it

was King, who devoted an inor-

dinate amount of his working

hours to ihe Port Authority.

an inordinate amount of his working hours every day.

weekends included, to his big love - the Port Authority

No one forced King to work as hard as he did but the

fKt IS that he did His detractors, many of whom never

built anything, will tell you King really didn t do a good

job at Massport

The great majority of the areas bankers and- busi-

nessmen will tell you that it was King's foresight and

drive which made Ugan one of the workl's '«»»»» •>[•

poru. Their t%p0ttfrtttu6 on more than a decade of

observations of King, has much more credibility than ihe

current effort by Salvucci. Fay and company to rtwriu

history and tear down Kings accomplishmenu at

Massport.

In a way it is almost amusing to watch the campaign

of these paper tigers with iheir burst of courage It calU

to mind the publu hearing o( the Massport board late in

1174 at which tkcbrtag of King was the otdtr« «•»•"y
Througho«MKptf»irttdings chairman Fay willed

on hu hd seal and Uwfced like he wouW give King the

Caaile Island terminal at a present if hr would only go

mmtly. And withiB a month or so of ih« four-lo-lwo

ouster volt. Fay anrf aome of lb* other pnnctpala now

aittcktng Ring readily ar««< » !«"» •>»»•^ arreraw*

pay MOW beiaf troiud out and exhibiifd aa snme nrfan-

oua act by Kieg.

King certainly la not without culpability lor his lav-

ish bibbying efforts while at Massport and lor running a

one-man show which ran roughshod over the people of

East Boston These weaknesses merit close scrutiny by

voten deciding between him and Hop. Frank Hatch next

month .

But he did an outsunding job at Massport and

should be accorded his due for his very substantial

accomplishments

David F*rrtll ia « Globe polilical eolumnul

Paid for by William H. Locke,

who's sick of Taxes, Taxes, Taxes

Fine arts
Mayhem happens on
the way to the forum
By MARK CURELOP
Collegian Staff

"A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to
the Forum" premiered last night in Bowker
Auditorium presenting an excellent
performance for its opening audience.
The play was performed by the Roebuck
Players, under the direction of Peter J.

Tolan and Denise Boutin, who also
choreographed the production.

The story involves the antics of Pseudolus
(Peter Tolan), a slave who tries to gain his

freedom through several mishaps. His

master, Hero, acted innocently by Tony
Magner, falls in love with Philia. portrayed
elegantly by Lisa Winston of Amherst
College.

While this is taking place. Hero's parents,
Senex (Richard Grossman) and Domina
(Ellen Zieve), take leave to visit Senex's
ailing mother-in-law. Philia, however, is

already sold to Miles Gloriousus, a Roman
captain, depicted by Steven Scheerer who
plays the part conceitedly. From this point
on mayhem and laughter fill the stage.

The musical numbers are well rehearsed

by the players, who dive into each number
with a touch of class. Several musical
numbers are showstoppers. "Everybody
Ought to Have a Maid," is sung and
danced with zest and vigor by Tolan,
Grossman, Sam Judson, who plays the
part of Marcus Lycus, owner of the house
of ill-repute, and Brian Murphy who
characterizes Hysterium with fantastic
mannerisms of the nervous slave master.
Though the part may seem small, the

Proteans make the play what it is. Por-
trayed by Joel Brava, Scott Cunningham,
and Bob Stack, they provide the action as
the Enuchs, sailors and soldiers during the
course of the show. Reminiscent of the
Three Stooges, the Marx Brothers and
Alvin and the Chipmunks, each spill they
take, besides the humourous lines, makes
one want more of the comical trio.

But, the person to watch throughout the
play is director and star, Tolan. His antics
and parodies of stars like Steve Martin and
Johnny Carson are a shame to miss.

If you don't have plans this weekend, and
even if you do, this is a play that must be
seen by all.

Mime show by Dimttri
to play at FAC tomorrow
By SHERRI FEDERBUSH
Collegian Staff

Promise them anything, but give them
Dimitri,

Posters all over campus have been
promising the appearance of Dimitri, billed

as a "clown extrodinaire," and Fax, "the
best in mime," on Saturday night,
November 4, at the University of
Massachusetts. However, the Student's
International Meditation Society, who was
sponsoring Fax, cancelled the performance
when they found out Dimitri, another
mimist, was scheduled for the same night,
Carl Stone the spokesman for the society
said.

The element of choice has been removed,
but the promise of a delightful evening is

still there. "He is a funmakar for children
and for all the world, " said the Frankfurt
Press. Dimitri combines his talents as a
virtuoso musician, circus clown and classic
mime to create a very special one-man
show.
Dimitri, the clown of Ascona Switzerland

on his fourth United State tour, will be

performing at the Fine Arts Center at

UMass on Saturday evening, November 4,

at 7:00 p.m. Dimitri's appearance is

sponsored by the UMass Arts Cocncil.

Throughout the performance Dimitri will

amaze the audience with his casual back
flips and other acrobatic feats. He juggles
ping pong balls with his mouth while
balancing spinning plates with his hands.
He plays 10 different musicial instruments,

including four saxophones simultaneously.

To all this, he adds the sensitivity of a

pantomimist.

Besides studying mime with Etienne

Decroux, he has studied music, ballet, and
acrobatics. Dimitri, a former member of

Marcel Marceau's company, premiered his

one-man show in 1959. Since then, he has
held recitals in Zurich, Berlin, Munich,
Vienna, Amsterdam, Brussels, Paris,

Rome, and Tel Aviv.

Dimitri has successfully toured many cities

in the United States. Don Morrison of the

Minneapolis Star said it all when he wrote,

"What we should do is kidnap Dimitri and
keep him here to delight us forever."

^Mushy'Choreographyby LarLubovitch
By SHARON TRUE
Collegian Staff

There were some outstanding moments In

the Lar Lubovitch Dance Company concert
presented at the Fine Arts Center Tuesday
night. There was also a fair amount of

mush — choreography that lacked
motivation and just sort of went on in time.

"Marimoa," performed to mesmerizing
percussion music ("Music for Mallet

Instruments, Voices, and Organ," by Steve
Reich) was a work full of complex rhythmic
nuances and energies. With weightless,

wide-flung arms, whisper-soft, rushing

feet, and released, easy-swinging heads,

the dancers were an interconnected

organism, flowing now in unison, now in

random directions, in a turbulent fluid

environment. I thought of a tangle of

seaweed at the mercy of rushing waves and
eddying currents as the dancers whooshed
forward and back, curled in and spiralled

out in whirlpools, and lashed about, crack-

the-whip-style.

There was, however, one god-awful

section in this dance (choreographed by
Lubovitch, as were all the other dances in

the concert), where the dancers coupled up
and did a disco-bump and pelvis-pumping

little number that was completely an
tithetical to the other-worldly sublime ebb
and flow of the rest ot the work.

"The Time Before the Time After (After

the Time Before)" was a well-performed,

but nothing new work about a violent,

sexually exploitative relationship between a

man and a woman that might have been a

shocker in 1972 when it was first per-

formed, but now seems curiously out-

dated.

"Scriabin Dances" were performed with
spunk and precision by soloist Christine

Wright, but most of them tended to be
choreographically mushy, except for a

final, clear-cut, humorous gesture. There
wasn't enough contrast in the flow of

energy and the shapes were nearly all ones
that appeared in other works as well.

"North Star," (music by Philip Glass), also

fell into the mushy, "too much of the same
thing trap," with one extraordinary ex-

ception. Laura Gates performed a

terrifying, convulsively twitching,
fingernai Is- scraping -the-blackboard-
screech of a dance that served as an
unexpected, arresting contrast to the easy,
swinging flow of the rest of the work.

I was most impressed by the dancers'
responsiveness to one another, their

sensitivity to the weight and energy of the
person beside them. It contributed
enormously to the smooth, easy-going flow
and comfortable feeling of much of the
choreography, not themselves as in-

dividuals vying for the limelight; yet, they
were still people, not just cogs in the
choreographic machine.
This may not have been an exhilarating

concert, but the oustanding moments it did

have made it a very satisfying one.

STADIUM
"CATCH THIS

WEEK'S SPECIALS"

LIQUORS
^ • /
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MILLER 12 oz. NR

BUDWEISER 12 oz. NR

SCHUTZ 12 oz. CANS

MICHELOB 12 oz. NR

LUCKY UGER 12 oz. NR

PABST RED, WHITE, BLUE

6.90
6.90
6.59
7.90
4.95
5.50

case

case

case

case

case

case

CHECK OUR KEG PRICES!
HUGE SELECTION OF WINE!

Just past ihe UMass Stadium, next to A & P
in the new Shopper's Park

153-9341 or 253-9342

FREE DELIVERY ($7.00 min.)
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Peace corp information siervice to recruit

Friday. November 3, 197P «

B^ ROB STEIN
Collegian Staff

The Peace Corps in-

forcnation service located in

117 Draper Hall begins its

second year at UMass
manned by two former
Peace Corps Volunteers,

Bryce Perkins and Michael
Marzolla.

The main purpose of the
information center is to

provide information about
the Peace Corps and to

encourage graduating
seniors from the Five
College area to apply for

admission to the Corps.
Perkins and Marzolla are

currently attempting to
locate all the ex-Peace
Corps volunteers in the

Pioneer Valley to use them
as information sources.

Although neither Perkins or

Marzolla could give the

exact number of ex-

volunteers in the area, they
said there was "Sur-
prisingly large number."
"If people don't talk to an

ex -volunteer they are not

really prepared for the
arrival in their country,"

said Perkins.

Since the Peace Corps
office opened last fall, 28
people have been
nominated by the coun-

selors. Of the nominees, 16

actually entered the Peace
Corps and the one person

who has been nominated
this fall has not yet heard

from the Peace Corps as to

whether or not his ap
plication has been ac-

cepted.

In the past, the Peace
Corps were primarily in-

terested in persons with an

agricultural or technical

background. Recently,

under the Carter
Administration and
Action's new head, Sam
Brown, persons with a

more general background
are also desirable, Marzolla

said

The Peace Corps sends

volunteers all over the
world. Most of the

volunteers go to South
America, Latin America,

Africa. Asia and the Pacific

Islands, Perkins said.

Before a volunteer leaves

the United States he or she

goes through an intensive

EGGS BENEDICT'BELGIAN WAFFLES
LOX & BAGELS

12:003:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH

I

57 N Pleasant St.

2535141
Across from the fire station

Just Shake it

and Let it Fall Into Place.

Ihe Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows so it never

loses its shape
And because your hair falls naturally into place,

all you have to do is shake it.

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14.00

whether you're a guy or a gal. And no appointments

are ever necessary.

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all. but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you.

SPECIAL GET ACQUAINTED OFFER
I

I

You receive an 8 ounce bottle of our

speciol COfvlMAND PERFORMANCE
shampoo at no charge v^/ith the purchase

of any service It's an acid balanced.

rx3tural pH. protein shampoo of the

highest quality

Off«r •xpirM Nov. 13. Valid with this coupon

Hampshir* Mall r<^^^^ 588-0090
« . ^ ~y

if

Comoiaod Pgrformaiiec
'^ktftfitfaiAIMMMai

Former Peace Corps volunteers Bryce
Perkins and Michael Marzolla, who
now run the Peace Corps information
service in Draper Hall. (Staff photo by
Davd LaChance.)

six-week training period in

the field they wilt be
working in and the
language of the country to

which they are being sent.

Vista sends volunteers into

low-income areas in the

United StatJS. Vista

volunteers go through a

two week training period.

All interested applicants

are invited to stop by the

office to talk to one of the

counselors.

"Usually I spend an hour

or so discussing op-

portunities they might be

interested in. I get to know
their experience and
background and match
them up with a program,"

said Perkins.

The Peace Corps office

will be holding a recruit-

ment campaign Nov. 13-15

and will have a booth set up

in the Campus Center with

a sign up sheet for in-

terviews with the coun-
selors, said Marzolla.

Perkins spent two years in

Lesotho serving as an
agricultural marketing
assistant in a rural

development project. He is

now studying for his B.S.

degree in the UMass
department of food and
resource economics.
Perkin's primary job will be
to recruit from the various

departments of the College

of Food and Natural

Resources.

Marzolla is a graduate in

the University Center for

International Education. He
served as a nutrition

education volunteer in

Guatemala for four years

and then joined the Action

Regional Office in Boston
as a recruiter. His

responsibility will be to

recruit non-agricultural

majors in the Five Colleges.

He is also responsible for

recuitment for Vista which
is a domestic volunteer

service.

mwrxvm

103 N PloMnt St. Ainh«r«
10-6 Mon. -Sat. Fri. unMl 9

SCHUTZ MALT LIQUOR. NOW IN ACLASSIC fSEW BOTTLE.

® 1978 Jo* Schlit; Brewini Co . MilweukM and otiwr ^eat cit«e»

Evtry Friday And Saturday

OPEN BAR
All drinks 8:00-8:30 p.m.

Free ^rpunchies/ Proper attire required
*» Quonset/Roate 9. Hadlty, MassJ253-92l4 '

Adult Lniertaininent
Majestic Cinema
84 Cottage Street

E hampton. MA. 527 23

Nov V7
TEENAGE

NUPISES 730
LOVE BUS 8 50

Mat Thurs tt Fri 130
Under 21 not admitted

Showcase
Cinemas

R0UTE5.RIVERDALER0.
WEST SPRINGFIELD

TEL 733 5131

ijlefloeni):

Northampton .

.coii^^i.aD. t5

AMOAM S2.00 '•' 2:30
mATIMmM eVERYOAY

LATISIIOWS-FII.&SAT

WE HONOR MASTER CHARGE

Funnier than your last midterm.
Much funnier.

A Funny Thing
Happened On The
Way To The Forum
• The Roebucks Players Production*

November 2, 3 and 4 8 p.m.
Bowker Aud., Stockbridge Hall-UM
Box Office opens Oct. 23 545-0783

IMKIilOiiS'

1?G
2:00-7:40-9:50

PG

2:00-7:15 9:56

THE BOYS
FROM BRAZIL
M tttry turvivr .will wv.'

2:00-7:15 9:40

flQ/rrnflCfiRiiTolL

bEffmSStNILE

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
''aOUUS S?!)0 SI'iOINIS a SR CiTi/IN:, AlIM AM; tARll i. Of!

liJB.41!.'l.1f^:^i:»--My.'iH^ti:»--1=WYa

RftA Q1C;'? VtO.lNTAiN f ARMS MAILaOH--JIJ«3 HOL 1E9- HADLEY. mas:.

1:457:15-9:55

COIN*

2:007:259:45

BisrEix
2:00-7:26-9:45

M 'ii .«iiiij--«g;iT5r

lunciuu.
LAMP*«1VV

MMAL
iieutv

^A^-^

m.

Fri Sat at (TLS 5 151 7 45 10 15

Sun. through Thurs. at (TLS 6:15)-8:46

Matinee (Sat. and Sun.) at 2:16

iGoldleHQUjn
Chevy Chos

1^(1

Fri Sat. at (TLS 5 001 7 30 » 55

Sun. through Thurs. at (TLS 6:00)-8;30

Matinee (Sat. and Sun.) at 2:15

There is more Uian
one mecrei at ...

2:00-7:30-9:30

-1 ^ G

2:00-7:15-9:55

UKAJ^ia*
Only Area Showing
NOW- bnds Tuesday

at 7:00 and 9 20

A snmuianng fi'm.

superDiy acted with

a stunning cinematic

climax.'
So. '"f"-.o *s\of .<»<< r f '.

jEQUUS
RICHARD BURTON

PETER RRTH ®

A Vot..

DOO CARmODY
IS d vote 'o .i

compassionatt

,

cooperaiive

honest sheriff of

Franklin Co
Signed by

Randy Kehler,
Shearer Rd.,

Colrain

AMktrtf CMmm Fm4
62 Main St 253-7836
*Frs8h Chinase
vegetable* from our
own farm

•Fully air conditioned
•Closed Wednesday
•Luncheon specials

11.25 and up

"High quality food at a

reasonable price"

"Recommer>ded by the
New York Times'

Universitv of Massachusetfs / Amherst

FINE A(\% CENTER PRESENTS

Fri. Sat at (TLS 5001 7 30 956
Sun through Thurs. at (TLS &:00l-8:30

Friday, November 3 8:00 p.m.
Tickets now on sale. General Public • $7, 6, 5.

UMass students - $5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and ottier

students - $6, 5, 4.
*

Fll€ /RTS CENfER CNCERT K4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2$11
and New England Ticketron Locations.

IPC

So don't go straight

to see this movie!
CHEECH &
CHONGS
UP IN
SMOKE

Fri. Sat at (TLS 5:151 7:45 10 15

Sun. through Thurs. at (TLS 6:15)-8 45

Matinee (Sat. and Sun.) at 2:00

THI RWII^THW'W^ ff^H'^'^
F'. Sal

3t midnitp

52 00

tisMi^aiid Sat. and Sun.

KIDDY SHOW! FronttAT Fromont 200 ai seats $1 25^

RFnuri^n aoljit r studfmt prices for tls tickets, limited to seating

REEFER MADNESS

Plus 3 Stooges

Friday night, Nov. 3

6:30, 8:15, 9:50, 11:30

Mahar Aud. Admission $1

HATCH BAR '^

—presents—

The BLEND

Tonight Friday, November 3 $2.00 cover
I » I V * »

^

A J
^t
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KING OF"]
HEARTS

UMass-S.U.B.
Fri., Nov. 3
Price $1.00

Showings 1 , 9 and 11

THi:

tOMMOMWtALrH
STAGE

\himiCA J SEWEST KESIDCNT nOfESSIONAL TNEA TEM

V2 PRICE
STUDENT RUSH
TICKETS

EOUUS
EOUUS
EOUUS

PI- IKR Mi\I^FKRS

Oil. 27~.\ov. Iff

ionces Tues.~ Sun. txes at B:00 PM
frank Prentice Rand Theater

L XUlw fine Arts (enter

'/I pfkt xtudent rush tickets are a\aUahle each

evening performance at 6:(Mi PM
Box O/fke US-.^SII

Notarization of absentee ballots will be
available according to the following
schedule:

CC 904 908 10/30,31, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
11/01

CC 911 915 11/2 10a.m.-4p.m.

CC 904 908 11/3,6 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

CC917 11/7 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

UMASS ARTS CjOUNCIL PRESENTS

University of Massachusetts / Aml^erst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

^^

WINNIPEG
9flLL£T!i4

ARNOLD SPOHR,DirectOf/Directeur

% ^' «vi

\ff^

To place a classified ad, drop hy trie Col

legiaii of*ic>- (CC 113) between 8 45 a m
and 3 4b p f Monday through Friday, o

use our handy clip and mail fofm found m
most issues of the CoHecjian Classified

deadline is 3 45 \. m two d.iys in advancf

of publication date

IN CONCERT

SATURDAY EVENING. NOVEMBER 4, 1978

AT7;00P.M.

FINE ARTS CENTER CONCERT HALL

TICKETS NOW ON SALE/AT THE FINE ARTS
CSNTER/BOX OFFICE

AND AT ALTTICKETRON OUTLETS
PRICES: « and «

FAC BOX OFFICE OPEN FROM 9 to 4

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY. TEL.: 546-2511

AND FROM 1 P.M. UNTIL PERFORMANCE
NOV 4

Collegian
Classifieds

Thursday, November 16th 8 p.m.

Les Patineurs/Ashton Rondo/^^cume'ier

Rodeo/dt Mille

Friday, November 17th 8p.m

Festival/\Td\z Glinka-Pas de Trois/Balanchine

Women/AxdAi The Bitter Weird/de Mille

FIfvE >«TS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

TicKels iinw nn sale General public - $7 6 6 L'Mass

studeii!'^^ 3 Senior citizens anc .ludents

$6,5,4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9 4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

Collegian classified rates are fiai'v, 45c

pel lull.', five c.onspcutive issues, 40c per

mo per day, 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters

AUDIO FOR SALE

2 Infinity QA spkrs.. under 5 yr. warranty,

9 mos. old, $225 or BO, 546-6662, Mark.

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Buick Cantury, 64K mi., 2 dr., HT, int.,

+ mech. exc, bdy. gd, AM/FM stereo, rr.

def., PS, PB, $1600 BO, call Mike,

546-5340, aft. 4.

1971 Ford 2 dr., auto,, runs great, #104,

new^ tires, $750. call Paul, 256-8207.

72 Fiat 124 wagon, runs great -door hit,

no $$$ to fix. $695, BO, Bill, 6-8770.

7 Mustang, 6 cytc, auto. $460, 527-3975.

Ford Galaxia 289 with only 62.000 miles,

little rust, good interior £f tires, broken

frame, $100, 666-7977.

MGB. 1987, $900. new paint, brakes, ex-

haust, rebuilt carborator clutch, 4 excellent

radials, 2 snows, call Georgia, 549-1157.

72 Vega GT— sticker, cassette dk.. $500,

call 253-2409 or stop at rose table.

68 VW, 5000, on new eng., AM/FM, $600,

256-0543.

68 Ford Fairlane. body, int. good, small,

automatic engine, runs well, $550, call

866-2646.

75 Triumph Spitfire 1600, exc. cond., new

paint AM/FM, gd. radials. 25,000 mi. Ask-

ing 2.800 BO. Call Don, 546-9624.

1976 Cfievy van, C-10, long body, power

steering, AM/FM stereo, heavy duty

suspension and shocks, radial tires, ex-

cellent condition, call Marc, 545-2591 days,

665-4542 nights and weekends.

Gift idaa: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap. 256-8732. bet. 9-10 a.m.

Genuine full length raccoon coat, $200.

0. Tel. 583-4838.
^ .

Chippewa -40 insulated boot, worn once,

7 ViE, reg. $80, asking $66. Al. 546-8918.

Parrots-2 half moon (male & female),

must sell! Best offer, call Deb, 546-6868.

1974 Datsun B-210. good condition, good

tires, new brake pads, blue ext., blue int.

4-speed, low 60's, call evenings, 774-5381

or 666-3686.

Two new retread snows, 6.50x13. plus

one rim. $25. 546-4562.

Drake SW. raceivar. $350 and SR-52

calculator. $250 or BO. Call Don, 546-6980.

Wall-made watches by LeJour. features

slide-rule, only 10 left. $25 ea.. 546-6009.

Vivitar xoom lent. 90-230, Ik. new, BO
over $:20, call Debbie, 323-5675. morn. &
eve.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine. 79

South Pleasant St., Amherst, daily 11-5.

Wanted — experienced jugglers for

Madrigal Dinner. December 7-10 and 13-16

plus rehersals. Call E.W. Abercrombie,

545-0437 or 545 2227.

Off-topic debate coach needed, Smith

College, call Beth Gill, 586-0275.

RIDE WANTED

INSTRUCTION RIda needed to Wash., D.C. or area for

Thanks, vac. -will share $$, call 546-5173.

Racquetball lessons, student rates, use

of private facility, 253 5035.

LOST

Ride wanted to Rochester, NY, Nov,

share $, please call Ruth, 6-5390.

10.

ROOM WANTED

HELP WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave is back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ. Reasonable

rates, call D.L. Disco at (413) 567-1715 (col-

lect) and ask for Dave or Bryan.

FOR RENT

1 bedroom unfurnished at University

Park apt. Paid through Nove^^.^fr ready

immediately or before 19th. Call 549-4635,

$210 nrx).
.

3-br large houae. S. Amherst, UM bus

rte. $450/rTK) + utility, 1 mo. security,

253^5615.

Immediate openings for people w/ cars

available for flexible # of hrs. each wk. &
weekends. Pay is commensurate w/ your

knowledge of the Amherst area, apply in

person at 363 Mn. St.. Amherst.

Undergraduate students- Students Ac-

tivities Office is searching for 3 part time (15

hrs./wk.) for academic yr. in the following

areas-general programs, film, and

publicity/communications. Apply in SAO
(SU 416) with resume and 3 reference let

ters by noon November 13, 1978. Specify

p)osition(s) applying for.

M^\ WomenI Jobs-cruise ships!

Freighters! No experience. High pay! See

Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So. America.

Winter summer! Send $2.75 to Seaworld,

Box 61035. Sact., CA 95825.

Excellent income, part-time- full-time

opportunity. ^rrange own hours, personali-

ty, ca r required, call 247-5740.

Breakfast cook. 6:30 a.m. -11 a.nri.

Thursdays, good pay/fringe benefits, apply

to/at Butterfield donti co-op or Ron,

546-0182.

Meal book w/ ID 12589095. CT license.

Tues., 10/31. between Franklin food

counter and Collegian office, call Julie.

6^6663.

Loat-HS ring w/ green stone, 10/29 at

concert in SUB, personal value, call 6-5668.

Did anyone find a pair of keys on Oct. 31

in Goesmann Rm. 152 or Campus Center?

Green token has my name, call Joe R. at

546-9586.

Lost In CC coffee shop, denim jacket w/

blue and white star on pocket, great sen-

timental value, please return to Collegian

Graphics Dept. ^___
Male red dachshund, Sunderland tag

#35. Lost in Mt. Toby area. Answers to

Benjie. If found please call 666-7140.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim. light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

PERSONALS
~~

Rm. wanted In 2-br. furn. apt. on bus rte.

in Amher. Nov. 16+ , call Nasrin. 584-0569.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking for housemate. So. Deerfield,

$60 -- , non-smoker, older student, person,

call eves. 665-3430.

F. roommate wanted for own room in

apt. in big house, Main St., Amherst,

253-7150.

SERVICES

Ride wanted to Gr. Orthodox Church on

some Sundays, share $, please call

Christine, 6-6974.
"

Debbie R., happy 19th I Mark.

Hauling service, call 549-4730, after 5

p.m.

Sound system for hire, coffeehouses,

bands, discos, call Rick, 584-4105.

Improve your gradesi Send $1.00 for

your 256-page mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10,250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 25907- B, Los Angeles,

Calif., 90025. (213) 477-8226.

^ WANTED ~~~~~~I1

Tonite tonite tonite tonite. Fri. night,

Reefer Madness "Reefer Madness", plus 3

Stooges Stooges. If you did not see it yet,

see it. If you already saw it, see it again,

again, and again. Fri. nite, Nov. 3, times are

6:30, 8:15, 9:50. 11:30. The place is Mahar

Aud!

On Stage at Mt. Farms Mall offer 20% off

all reg. priced merch. to all college students

& staff. Remember your ID.

Bob S., with girls it's hard to keep your

pace, but you won't be laughing when we

rearrange your facel The girls.

If you've had a problem with an auto

repair of purchase, the UMass Consumer

Action Center wants to know. Please call

545-0199 or 545-0781, Mondays- Fridays.

9-5. •»

Hockey players wanted for club hockey,

call Geof, 6-3274 or Jim, 584-4090, Rm.

305^ ^
-

Needed badly: ticket to Boston Dead con-

cert. Price negotiable ($). 665-7554.

WANTED TO RENT

We are looking to sublet a 2 or 3 bedroom

apt. for the spring semester, if you can help

us out please contact Gary, 6-9642 or Joey,

6-1450. . .

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings^

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal. General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.

K|iOdy, i\ovembtr J, 1978,
Collegian ^

TODAY'S

CaOSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Stay

5 Parlor piece
9 Throws
14 Tibetan

monk
15 Russian

river

16 Parcel out
17 I smell —

16 Mention
19 Ray
20 Balconies
22 Coin of old

23 Icon

24 Carol

25 Mounted
soldier

28 Scottish is-

lands

32 Anew
33 Rants
34 United

35 Turkish coin

36 Commander
37 Ethnic

dance
38 Native of:

Suffix

39 Blood —
40 — pneumo-

nia

41 Reserved

funds

43 Insect

44 Birds: Lat

45 Harden
46 Allow

49 Leaves: 2

words
53 Pseudonym
54 Vocation

55 Make level

56 Pilfer

57 Bouquet
58 Religious

period

59 Colorado
park

60 Insects

61 Unite

DOWN
1 City map
2 Singular

3 — Khayyam
4 Girl's name
5 Relief

6 Bay window
7 Minnesota

B Beverage
9 Cruets

10 Potash
11 Bed part

12— bag
13 Ending for

game or
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song
21 Arabian Sea

gulf

22 Serious
24 At no time

25 Rabbit

26 Onyx
27 Nostrils

28 Coronas
2? Fear

30 China's
Chou —

31 Parches
33 Ladder parts

36 Thesaurus
man

37 Truly

39 Plans

40 — of the

Woods
42 Mexican dish

43 Creators
45 Lake vessel

46 Skin
47 Greek city-

state

48 Split

49 Neap, e.g.

50 Mountain:
Prefix

51 Deep de-
pression

52 Festival

54 Tennis shot

1 2 3 4

21

5 6 7

22

9 10 11 12 13

14 IS l«

17 18

24

19

70

28 29 30

U^^^H23

33

25 26 27

36 37

31

32

39
I
40

34

35

42 43

38

<5

41

49 PI51
^^^^^^44

54

46 47 48

1 1

52

S3 55

54 57 5*

59 60 41

To place a notice, drop by the Collegian

Office (CC 1 13) between 8:45 a.m. and 3:45

p.m. Monday through Friday. The deadline

for notices is 3:45 p.m. two days prior to

publication date.

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney
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Collegian
Notices

The printing of notices is a service pro-

vided by the Collegian based on space
available for a specific date of publication.

Therefore on any one day we cannot

guarantee the printing of notices.

Notice — the Sporting Goods Co-op is

open each day from 10-3, Mon Fri. Check
our door for this weeks specials. The Co-op
is located in the Student Union, next to the

Post Office.

Lost— any information leading to the return

of a navy blue blazar lost on 10th floor of

CC at the P.G.A. Dance on Oct. 31 will be

rewarded $50. Contact Robert White

545-1330.

Notice— Collins Office hours - State. Rep.

Jim Collins (d-Amherst) will hold his regular

first of the month office hours on Satura-

day, Nov. 4. He will be at the CC from 1

1

a .m. to noon.

Notice— Bottle Bill supporters we need

your help now! This Saturday is the last day
before the elections to petition in Fitchburg

for the Bill. Time 10-4. For more informa

tion stop by the table today on the con-

course or can 256-6434. If we win Senator

Hall's vote, we will get the Bill in '79. Please

come and help - we're leaving from the

MassPIRG officer in the carriage shops at

10.

FS&-N Club -Cathy Duffy from the Her-

barium of Northampton will speak in room
227 Chenoweth at 7:00 p.m., Monday,
Nov. 6 - all invited.

Notice— Shabbat Services will be held

tonight in the Dukes Room SU at 7:00 p.m.

by Hillel.

Notice — Chinese Christian Fellowship like

to meet some brothers and sisters from

your country? Join us in our fellowship and
bible-studying time tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

First Baptist Church on North Pleasant St.

(across from Newman Center). For more in-

fo. call Sylvia 256-8257.

Notice— want to see things run right in the

CC? Join a Board of Governors Committee.

Open to all fee paying students. Work in

any area of CC Management. Get involved

now! Drop by the Bog Office, 817 CC for

more info.

Notice— attention Stockbridge students!

Do your live in Orchard Hill? Is your first

name Tome? Do you have my taf>e, tape

recorder and book? If so. Please call

546-8221.

Semi-Annual Meeting-UMSFCV is

holding its semi-annual meeting at 7:00

p.m., CC room 904-908. All members are

welcome.

Bicycle Race— cross-country race, Sun-

day, Nov. 5 - register at 12:00 in Grayson
lounge. Race starts at 1:00 p.m. Anyone
can ride. Over $100 in prizes. Course will be

on the orchard.

Bike Racers— bike racers, the UMass rac-

ing team is still running it's low key training

rides 10:00 Saturdays at Grad Research -for

more info call Steve 546-6646, 4129.

Cross Country Bicycle Race— cross-

country bicycle race, Sunday, Nov. 5 on
the orchard at Orchard Hill. Come ride,

come watch - 12:00-12:45 registration,

1:00-1:30 novice race, 1:30-2:30 Mass.-RI

State Championships. For info call Steve

546 6646, 4129.

Notice— the UMass Committee for the

Liberation of S. Africa will not meet on
Sunday night this week, but instead on
Saturday at 1:00 p.m., CC 168 after the

Amherst Coll. rally.

Attention— attention all ECE students

-there will be luncheon held today from

11 :00 to 1 :00 at the 10th floor of the CC. All

ECE faculty and students welcome.

Notice — challenges at the Strategic

Games Club this Sunday from 2 to 12 in the

CC. All are welcome. Shattuck.

Notice— security wanted in Greenough
House - must be work study, call Rich at

5-2642 or 5-2643 and leave name.

Mad About It— tonight, Friday, Nov. 3 at

6:30, 8:15, 9:50 & 11:30: Madness will be

the air. Reefer madness is here. The place

to be is at Mahar Aud. at show time. Reefer

madness plus 3 stooges tonight. Admission

only $1.00

Entertainment— the 5-college Italian Club

presents an evening at the Opera, Sunday,

Nov. 5 at 7:00 p.m. at the College Inn at 1 16

across from the MHC Campus. Cavalleria

Rusticana and excerpts from Rigoletto will

be shown on a giant screen - wine and

cheese and hors-d'oeuvres to further your

enjoyment. Donation $2.50
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By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
CoUegian Staff

UMass played its final home match of
the season with determination, per
sistence. and probably the best show of
defense against Smith College Thursday
night squeezing out a three game
sweep, 15 13, 1fr11, 15 11.

"Smith College was a lot better than we
thought would be," said Coach Mike
Rhodes, "but we played our game, we
were persistent, and we came out vie
tonous

"

Though not overpowering in its offense,
UMass did keep a constant control on set
and spike; Peggy Barber and Ellen Braun
maintained a good backcourt volley.

We came from behind several times,"

Coach Rhodes continued, 'and that's a
good sign tor us. especially when we're
playing good competition in the URI
Tournament this Saturday This tourney
will tell us )ust how good we are; how we
stand to be invited to the Eastern Invita-

tionals will be determined this weekend."

Meanwile, the JV squad concluded its

season with a sweep over Smith, 15-2.

15 12 Their record now stands at 7 1;

Varsity is now 16-5.

I t.K.jy, November 3, 1978

,

C.P.R.
Red Cross and Heart

Association Certification

For information call 256-8040
before Monday, November 6

First come, first served

Brenda Simmons (21) sets up against Smith College as Kathy
Shinnick (14) watches. UMass won the Thursday eve match. (Staff
photo by Patrick O. Dobbs)

JV harriers run in Boston
By KEVIN McCaffrey
Collegian Staff

A handful of UMass cross country runners who have been

"waiting in the wings " all season long, will be spotlighted on

center stage tomorrow when the team journeys to Franklin

Park in Boston for the New England Championships.

Because of a scheduling change which features divisional

races as the means for qualifying for the NCAA Champion-

ships this year, Umass will rest its top seven harriers and will

be represented tomorrow by members of the sub varsity crew.

"We've had two hard races in the past two weeks and this

seems like the most logical break in our schedule," said coach
Ken O'Brien. "We've seen all the teams that will be competing

tomorrow so our top runners will skip this meet to concentrate

on the Division Qualifying contest next week."
For those six harriers who are expected to respond to the

starters gun at 2:15, the race presents a challenge.

"Last year two runners were chosen to go to tne nationals

because of several outstanding JV races," said O'Brien.

"Hopefully these six runners will view this as an opportunity to

show of* their strength*."

The small handful chosen to wear the maroon and white are

sophonnores Matt Anderson and Kevin Molteni; juniors Steve
Hilyard and Glenn Lyie; senior Matt Wolff and freshman Chris

Omeltchenko.

The five mile course will be stampeded with 250 runners

from 40 New England schools.

Attention

Faculty!
Stockbridge School of Agriculture's

Second Annual

"WORK
WEEKEND"

Sponsored by Stockbridge Class of "1979"

Have your YARD CLEANED of all

leaves and debris by some of the best land
scape, turf and arborist students available

in the greater New England Area!
For a reasonable charge of $3p/hr./man,

$2p/dunnp run.

Call TODAY-
for a free estimate

before our schedule fills up!
Contact: Stockbridge Student Senate

Office.

Tel. #545-0189

FRFFA Amitl^l advice on lawn care,

trees, shrubs, house plants, etc!

Eir

FOOTBPLL
BRUNCH
11:00 1:00,

o.fi.. p.m.

5^9-6000
Ext 639

for Reservations

.'K^

Top of the Campus
Restaurant"

Campus Center - UfTlass

Before everi^

urriass
ootball Came
UMass vs.

Rutgers
Nov. 4

3.50
Bloodiil fTlari^'s

Husky Healers
Eggs Benedict

Roast Loin of Pork
Broiled Haddock

Scampi

) Brunch
• The Came
• Happif Hour

w/John morgan
At The Blue Wall

I

BAR
Happy Hour 4-8

i i

•>

PSC
Saturday,
November 4

Bo<5t5PSWseagSrn;
upset by Westfield 1 -0

.Coile^ian 19

By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

As the partisan crowd counted down the
final ten seconds, the jubilant Westfield
State team held their arms aloft in victory.

Even Westfield's coach was caught up in

the emotional outburst punching the air

triumphantly like Bruce Jenner after his

Olympic conquest.
To the team, its coach, and their home

fans it was indeed their finest hour of the
season, upsetting Division I foe UMass 1-0,

and nearly assuring themselves a Division II

playoff berth.

To everyone involved with UMass the
scene was a continuation of a nightmare,
which has witnessed a season of great

promise melt away. It was the soccer
team's fourth loss in a row and second
consecutive 1-0 defeat. Their record now
stands at 8-5.

Having played New England's top teams,
Brown and UConn, both within the last

four days, it was evident UMass was both
physically and emotionally drained.
Meanwhile, with a playoff at stake and
eager to avenge last year's 5-1 humiliation

at the hands of UMass, Westfield was
charged up.

Playing again without star striker Tasso
Koutsoukos (who might be out for the r»t

' of the season), UMass lacked any offensive
thrust. The burden was placed completely
upon the defense. The first half became a
stalemate as neither team presented any
scoring bids.

UMass' Mike St. Martin, Bret Simon and
goalie Mark Marilla were among the
defensive stalwards to keep the game
scoreless. A mere three shots on goal told

the misfortune of the UMass offense,
which has now scored only one goal in the
last four games.

Growing in confidence every minute,
Westfield State began the second half

storming the UMass end. Some great work
by Marilla kept UMass' hopes alive. On two
occasions he saved what appeared were
certain goals- one on a breakaway and
another on a blast from only 10 yards out.

Unfortunately nothing could lift the offense
out of their lethargy. Tne game settled

down to a slower pace and thoughts turned
to overtime

.

But then with only 4:42 left in the game
Westfield's John Vassallo broke the
deadlock.

The women's soccer team remained undefeated for the thirteenth straight
time by trouncing Smith College, 6 1 (Staff photo by Jim Mahoney).

^TEi

n

Sports notices
CHEERLEADING!! All women interested in

cheerleading for ice hockey please attend meetings
Monday thru Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in Boyden Gym
Lobby. If you can't make it please call 6 7402.

GPE Figure Skating classes will start on Mon., Nov. 6 at

10 a.m. and the ice hockey classes will start on Tues.,
Nov. 7 at 8 p.m. at Orr Rink. Lab fees must be paid
before classes start.

NOPE Building will be closed Veteran's Day weekend,
Nov. 10-12. Boyden building will be open over the

weekend. Hours: Fri 10 5:30, Sat. 10-5:30, and Sun.
12-7:30. Boyden Pool will be open from 12-5:30 on Fri-

day and regular hours on Sat. and Sun.

Sports Calendar--
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

Volleyball vs Smith
J.V. volleyball vi Smith

Women's soccer ti Smith 1

TODAYS GAMES
No games scheduled

TOMORROW'S GAMES
Football vs Rutgers 1:(X)pm.
Soccer at Boston College 3:(X) p.m
Men's cross country in New Englands, Franklin Park,
Boston 12:00

Women's cross country in EAIAW @ Vermont
Volleyball at URI Tournament

SUNDAY'S GAMES
No games scheduled

After The Game • • •

LIQUOR STORE

OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

DOMESTIC BEERS

SCHLITZ12 0Z. cans

SCHMIDT'S 12 oz. cans

$6.69 case

$5.49 case

IMPORTED BEERS

RUDDLES ENGLISH ALE
case of 24

$7.50

«
• rt •%'•

l^r tO^ 3-30 THE
is <-'11aa«m» 'til AMHERST

S^ PpffuS? 4:30 PUB

SWAN LAGER

HEINEKEN

338 COLLEGE ST.
RT. 9, AMHERST

$5.98 case of 12

$3.49 six

253-5384
256-8433

Not responsible for typographical errors
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Gridders battle Kni

seek 5th strai

ghts

fly RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

If indeed, the University of Massachusetts
football team needed any additional incen
tive for tomorrow's gar gainst Rutger s
University, the coache.. made sure the
players didn't have to look far.

Outside the player's lockerroom, on the
bulletin board to the left, is a newspaper
story from a New Jersey paper, obviously
written after the Scarlet Knights 10 vie

tory over Connecticut three weeks ago. It

says- Since Rutgers figures to get by
Villanova. Columbia and Massachusetts in-

the next three weeks. " "Jext to it, in large

green tetters, is written. Do they have to

show up?"

Now, a team with a 6- 5 le'jord, whose on-

ly loss came against the number two rank

ed team m the country (Penn State. 26-10)

and which is ranked third in Lambert

Trophy voting, can probably afford to be

cocky But It could hurt

"It seems like they don t resp>ect us, " said

CO captain Bruce Kimball after yesterday's

practice" they're a good team but

they re not anything above us.
"

After the release of thii^ week's polls, the

Minutemen could do a little boasting of

their own Last week's 17 10 victory over

Connecticut (its fourth straight) earned

UMass a number 1 ranking in Lambert Cup

ght
vot'ing (the Cup signifies outstanding per-

formance by an eastern middle-sized col-

lege). It also placed the Minutemen fourth

in the NCAA 1 AA national poll.

UMass coach Bob Pickett is pleased with
his team's recognition, but at this point he
tends to down play its significance.

"I'd be more impressed if it was
November 26th and they said that," kidded
Pickett "...Hopefully they'll read that way
in the end."
But before the Minutemen reach the end

they must play "the toughest part of our
schedule, " according to Pickett. UMass
plays Rutgers, Holy Cross, New Hampshire
and Boston College, in the next month.
Most immediate, however, is Rutgers,

who romped past Columbia last week,
68-0. The Scarlet Knights have jumped to a

6-1 record by outscoring their opponents,
192-75 Their defense is credited with three

shutouts.

Rutgers coach Frank Burns says his

team's success is due to 'overall team ef

fort " After its loss to Penn State the

Scarlet Knights have defeated Bucknell,

Princeton, Yale, Connecticut, Villanova

and Columbia.
"This will be the best football team we've

faced to this point," says Pickett. "They
have excellent team speed... They've cer

tainly moved their program a long way from
the last time we played them."
That last meeting was in 1975 when

Rutgers defeated UMass, 24-7.

Winter sports meeting
The Collegian sports department is holding a staff meeting Monday

night at 700 at the sports desk. The purpose of this meeting is to assign

beats for the winter sports season. Attendance is mandator^' 'f you want
to cover a winter sport.

It's up for grabs, the ball, that is. UMass and UConn playars go after a loose

ball during last Saturday's Homecoming game but it appears as though
Minuteman Kevin Sullivan (20) has the inside track. (Staff photo by Dan
Vullemier).

Dennis Dent prepares to take the punishing tackle that is about to be dealt to

him by a UConn defensive player. Dent will be a key figure in this week's battle

against the Scarlet Knights of Rutgers. (Staff photo by Cheryl Silver).

Women booters roll on
By STEVE ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Yesterday, the number one ranked UMass
women's soccer team reeled off their

thirteenth straight victory with a 6-1 win
over Smith College.

Karen Keough put UMass on the
scoreboard at 13:27 of the first half, with
M. Mangini assisting. Five minutes later,

Margie Anderson took a pass t.om Lynsey
Babine and kicked the ball past the Smith
goalie. Nancy Wilken's, a Smith halfback,

scored with seconds remaining in the first

half to trim the UMass lead to 2-1

.

UMass's Angie Caouette scored the first

of her two secondhalf goals at 1:35, with

Elaine Contant assisting on the play. Just

two minutes later she scored again when
she lined the ball into the upper left side of

the Smith goal. Kathy l^ilcoyne scored the

fifth UMass goal at 19:02, after receiving a

pass from M. Mangini. Kilcoyne's second

goal of the game, a'n unassisted effort,

came with just eight minutes to play.

Head coach Lou Macedo was pleased

with the play of his club but was looking

ahead to next Wednesday's game against

Harvard. 'This game will be for the New
England championship. The women have

already begun psyching themselves up for

the Harvard game," said Macedo.

At 5-0-2, Harvard will present a genuine

challenge for the Minutewomen, who have

rolled over most of their opponents this

season, outscoring them 51-6, while

shutting them out ten times.

WaltCherniak

Fun for all

Most of them would never pass for

athletes. They aren't your traditional "jock"

types, and most of them have never

received a high school letter. And yet they

love sports, both as spectators and par-

ticipants. They will never make the football

team, run track, or ever participate in any
sport on the collegiate competitive level.

And yet they love sports.

Over 10,000 UMass students participate in

intramural sports, a factor which I think is

much overlooked by both athletic

department and campus population at

large. Are there 10,000 great athletes here?

Of course not, but who is the fool that ever

determined that sports were only for stars?

When- they run out on to the playing fields

across from Boyden, they feel like

something important. As the football is

kicked off in an intrumural gridiron battle,

they fancy themselves Dennis Dent, ready

to spring this one all the way. As they listen

to the marching band practicing in the

background, they perceive them as their

oeo band, rooting tfiem on to victory.

You see, there are only so many really

great athletes. For most of us, sports is a

vicarious phenomenon, the victories of our

favorite teams representing on a small scale

successes in our own life. For every college

athlete, there are a hundred others who
would give anything to be in his or her

shoes. And this is where intramurals come
in.

Intramural sports tell the real character of

a university, perhaps more than the 'varsity

sports do. No offense intended, but in-

tramurals are for the real people of a

school, and are played, not so much to

win, certainly not at all for money, but for

the plain, simple purpose to have fun. Yes,

Virginia, there still is fun in sports.

Intramural performers take their sports

just as seriously as athletes do, sure. A
game becomes a matter of personal

satisfaction, of dorm pride, frat pride, or

just individual pride. But while it still is

important for these people to win, winning
does not cloud the issue as completely as it

is allowed to on the varsity level.

Sports, they say, build character, and
though this assumption can and has been
questioned, there is no doubt at least to me
that competing on a team level in anything

at all gives an individual a sense of group
achievement, of group success.

And so I pay tribute to intramural sports,

for their popularity, for their social and
physical value, but most of all for their

unblemished simplicity. With some of the

inherent evils one may perceive in

organized sport, where losing brings about
negative consequences, if is refreshing in

the midst to see the light of intramural

competition shine through.

Sports doesn't belong to the Dennis
Dents and the Mark Haymores. Sports
doesn't belong to anyone. They are there

to be utilized, to be participated in, to be
shared, to be enjoyed. To all intramural

participants, have fun, stay simple and
uncomplicated as you are and remember
that it's all just a game. That's what makes
sports so great. Enjoy.

f
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Students protest S. African stocl<s
OyMIKEHYNES
CoHegian Staff
The Amherst College Board of Trustees
was met by 300 people protesting the
refusal of the Trustees to withdraw in-

vestments from US corporations
operating in South Africa, as they left their
meeting in the Gerald Penny Cultural
Center at Amherst College Saturday.
The denwnstrators, weie lined up on both

sides of the 100-yard walkway leading from
the Cultural Center, the Octagon, to the
Johnson Chapel The trustees were forced
to walk between the lines while the
protestors linked arms and maintained

complete silence

"Good afternoon. Thank you for turning
out " said George Shinn, chairman of the
trustees, as he walked between the silent
demonstrators.
The demonstration, organized by the
Amherst College Southern Africa Com-
mittee, began at 10:30 a.m. in front of the
south entrance of the Robert Frost Library
with songs, letters of solidarity, and theatre
skits. The demonstrators then marched to
the Octagon to meet the trustees when
they recessed for lunch. The trustees meet
in closed door sessions, as a private group.
Steven McMahon, an Amherst College

senior and representative for the
demonstrators, said the demonstration was
planned in response to the trustees' refusal
to divest the college holdings in U.S.
corporations that will not withdraw from
South Africa. The Board unanimously
voted in October, 1977 to continue present
investment policy

"By not withdrawing stock holdings in

these companies, Amherst College is

supporting the oppresive apartheid
government in South Africa because these
companies pay taxes which support that
government, " McMahon said.

Amherst College has $21,650,000 invested

Amherst College students gather
Saturday to hear speeches and protest

the contir.ued college investments in

South Africa. (Staff photo by Amira
Rahman)

in companies operating in South Africa.

McMahon said that he and other
donionstrators met with ten of the trustees
Friday night to discuss placing the
divestment issue on the agenda.

"It was the most frustrating experience in

my life," McMahon said. "The trustees

made no committment to whether they
would put the issue on the agenda or not."
"The trustees spend an hour-and-45

minutes trying to convince us that they
were moral," McMahon said. "The
trustees are very irritated at the students at

Amherst College."

Robert J. McKean, an Amherst College
trustee and senior partner in the law firm of
Thatcher and Bartlett in New York, said
after the meeting the trustees discussed the
holdinps.

Basically I think we've reached a point of
impass, " said McKean. "Our policy on all

our investments is that we invest for
economic and social reasons. We don't
view divestment or corporations leaving
South Africa as the most sensible solution
to the problems in fhat country We're not
certain that were right. We want you
people (the demonstrators) to realize that
you cannot be certain that your stance is

correct either.
"

McKean said, "Please don't get the
impression that we're supporting those
people," in reference to the South African
government. "I don't thing that the
Amherst College Board of Trustees can
change the world."
Trustee members are 18 professionals
who volunteer their time to serve on t|M ^

board.
_

.

McKean told the Amherst Student, ?hfc'
•'

student newspaper at Amherst College, "I

believe it absolutely essential that the board
continue to pursue its goal of raising capital

funds for the future of the college
"

George Latimer Shinn, is also chairman of

the First Bost Corp., and director of the
New York Stock Exchange. The First

Boston Corporation manages three $25
million loans to the government of the
Republic of South Africa.

First Boston Europe, Ltd., a subsidiary of
the First Boston Lorp, manages a $25
million loan to the South African gover-
nment, as well as two loans to the
government owned South Africa Iron and
Steel Corp. one for $41.4 million, and the
second for $25 million In addition. First

Boston Europe, Ltd. manages a direct loan
of $38 3 million to the nationalized South
African Railway <jnd Harbor Board.

Tenants to return funds
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Striking tenant leaders are expected today
to turn over approxiniately $12,000 placed

in escrow account-., since September to

representative; of the University. The
leaders are scl .<< iled to meet with Vice
Chancellor for btudent Affairs Dennis L.

Madson and Director of Residential
Resource Management Robert L. Camp-
bell.

The money was placed in escrow ac-

counts rather than paid to the University

and represents past rents for tenants cur-

rently participating in a rent strike. The
tenants were protesting a $19 monthly in-

crease effective Sept. 1 for the family hous-
ing units.

The decision to turn the money over to the
administration after two months of rent

withholding for the university-owned units

comes with a demand that the administra-

tion immediately set up a Family Housing
Tenants committee, tenant leader Scott
Balfour yesterday said. The committee is

expected to guarantee tenant input into

future rent increases and policy decisions

affecting residents of the 391 family units at

North Village, University and iincoln

Apartments.
Madson last night said he was not surpris-

ed by the tenants decision to turn over the

money and request a committee be formed
to deal with future problems. He also said

he will consider serving as a member of the

committee because he has 17 years ex-

perience in student housing at other univer-

sities.

Fee projections for next year's rent will

also be released at the meeting and
discussed. Several proposals have been
drawn up by the Housing Office -end are
under Madson's consideration. Balfour said

he will only turn over the escrow money if

tenants are promised a say in the final deci

sion as to which proposal will be im-

plemented.
Balfour said the tenants "have shifted our

attempts to reconcile differences politically

with the University-now we will take our
complaints to the courts. " In addition to a

lawsuit by a tenant against the Amherst
Board of Health for failure to inspect his

unit when requested, another group of

tenants are planning a lawsuit against the
University to be filed sometime this week
(see related story page 3).

Balfour said those tenants still willing to

withhold rent and face eviction can remove
their rent from the escrow fund and per-

sonally withhold it while they go to court
and defend their non-payment.
Madson said he is in favor of a low annual

rent increase for tenants in order to meet
operational costs of the units. "We went
for so many years without an increase
which was not realistic in terms of infla-

tion, " he said of the current $19 monthly
rent increase which has drawn controversy
among tenants and administrators.

The committee, which would include

representatives from each of the three
units, student government leaders,
members of the housing staff and ad-

ministrators, would meet regularly to

decide policy and fee projections. Madson
said increases for future years should be
"moderate" and "not higher than current

inflationary rates." .

Today's Weather
Today-highs 65-70. Tonight, cloudy,
possible rain, lows 40s. Tomorrow,
lows in the teens, three to four inches

of snow expected. Tomorrow night,
highs in 40s. Wednesday, same as to-
day.

NY papers to publish
United Press International

NEW YORK The New York Times and
the Daily News, idled by a strike that left

10,000 of the city's newspaper employees
out of work, prepared yesterday to hit the
streets with their first editions in 88 days.

The two morning papers-shut by the third
longest newspaper strike in the city's
history-wrapped up agreements over the
weekend with machinists, paperhandlers,
stereotypers and mechanics.

The pacts capped a week of intensive
negotiations during which tl}e dailies also
reached accord with 1,500 striking printing
pressmen, whose Aug. 9 strike shut down
the Times, News and the city's only after-

noon daily, the New York Post.

The last stumbling block to the resump-
tion of publication was removed yesterday
when the Newspaper Guild, representing
editorial and clerical employees, took down
a picket line it had set up at the Times the
night before. The Guild agreed to retum to
work despite the fact that it did not have a
contract agreement with the paper.

The Times guild unit was to meet later

yesterday to discuss what action to ake.
Newspaper workers returned to the Times

and News after their union leaders in-

structed them to report for their regular
shifts.

"The ads and the newsroom have been
prepared all weekend," News spokesman
Jonathan Thompson said at the paper's
East 42nd Street headquarters. "They're
ready to go."
The 2.2-million circulation paper, the

largest circulation daily in the country,
planned a 192-page Monday edition.

Across town, at the Times' West 43rd
Street offices, Times official John Pomfret
said the paper — with a weekday circula-

tion of about 900,000 - was preparing a
96-page edition with nine pages of "cat-
chup" informatKKi for news-starved New
Yorkers.

The Post had already resumed publication
on Oct. 5 by accepting a "me-too" agree-
ment with the pressmen. Under the agree-
ment, the afternoon newspaper would ac-
cept the terms of a contract worked out
between pressmen and the Times and
News.
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News
in Brief

9 die in hotel blaze
United Press International

HONESDALE, Pa. At least nine people
were killed yesterday in a blaze believed to

have been deliberately set. The fire

destroyed a 138 year old hotel denounced
as a "fire trap" the county coroner.

Wayne County Coroner Robert Jennings
said It would take several days to sift

throught he pile of rubble and "there may
be as many as 12" people dead. Three hotel

guests and a fireman were hospitalized in

fair condition

The coroner said, 'The investigation so
far and certain physical evidence led me to

believe the fire was deliberately set." He
would not elaborate.

He said seven or eight residents of the

hotel escaped safely after the fire broke out

about 2 40a.m.
Jennings said the charred remains of nine

occupants of the three-story Allen Motor
Inn had been taken to a makeshift morgue.
He said up to four p>eople registered at the

hotel had not been accounted for, and the

collapse of the second and thrid floors, and
of the first floor into the basement,
hampered the search for more victims.

Police said they believed as many as 25
people were registered in the hotel,

described by one resident, Tom Benson, as

catering to a mixture of semi-permanent
elderly and young tenants, as well as a

weekend hunting crowd

Boy survives crash
LAWRENCE. Kan. \UPI\ - A 5-year old

boy pulled from a burning car was the only

survivor of a fiery head on crash yesterday

between a family car and a pickup truck

that killed five members of the boy's family

and the truck driver.

State Police said trooper Larry Foster,

who was driving in the area and was alerted

by smoke, saved the boy, Ulysees
Brinston, by breaking a window in the car

where five members of his family burned to

death.

The boy was hospitalized in fair condition

with first and second-degree burns on his

legs

His family was apparently returning home
to Colorado from a funeral in Mississippi,

troopers said.

The dead were identified as Sonja Betts,

39, of Commerce City, Colo., a suburb of

Denver; her sister, Theresa A. Bnnston, 22,

of Westminister, Colo., the driver of the

car; two daughters, Robgelle Betts, 18; and
Andrea Betts, 17, and Zacchaeys N. Grif

fin, 22, a son; and Richard Jones, 18, the

driver of the pickup.

Bodies found after fire

DES MOINES, Iowa \AP\ - Surprised

firefighters came across six bodies — and
then began looking for more — as they bat-

tled a blaze in a Des Moines department

store yesterday after officials said

everyone had left the building safely.

"We didn't think there was anyone (in the

store)," said Acting Police Chief Thomas
Teale. "It's hard to say if there are more."
The flames — which began with an explo-

sion — and thick, black smoke prevented
firefighters from removing the bodies from

the second floor of the Younkers Depart-

ment Store.

They said the dead included two men and
four women.
The first body was found about 3 p.m.,

nearly six hours after the explosion ripped

through the building.

3 bodies found
NORTH ADAMS. Mass. [AP\ - The

bodies of three men, including two ex-

ecutives with General Electric Co., were

found yesterday in the wreckage of a light

plane that disappeared last September on a

flight to Albany, N.Y.

Capt Donald P. Fairbanks, director of in-

formation for the Civil Air Patrol,

Massachusetts Wing, said the wreckage of

the twin-engine plane was located in a

heavily wooded area 8 V* miles northeast of

this western Massachusetts community.
He said the crash site was two miles from
the nearest road.

The names of the victims of the Sept. 25

crash were not identified pending notifica-

tion of next of kin, but Fairbanks confirmed

that the dead men were the two executives

and the pilot.

At the time the Cessna 310 was reported

missing on the flight from Bridgeport,

Conn , to Albany, NY., G.E. officials said

the men aboard were James Heapujf Trum
bull. Conn , and Leonard Schatz of Strat

ford, Conn., both G.E. executives, and
Wayne Willmotte, 25, of Bridgeport,

Conn , the pilot Heap and Schatz were
.|
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Demonstrators demand Shah's abdication
Associated Press
TEHRAN, Iran Mobs shouting
"Death to the shah!" rampaged through
the streets of Tehran yesterday, and an
opposition coalition demanded that Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi abdicate, further
tightening the political vise on the man who
has reigned over Iran for 37 years.

One anti shah religious leader said the cur-

rent campaign is aimed at ending
American domination" of Iran, and

another said a "holy war" against the shah
might break out if a solution to the crisis is

not found.

Rioters wrecked shops, banks and other
buildings and at one point surged toward
the US. Embassy but were blocked by Ira

nian troops, who otherwise did little to stop
the destruction. The mobs broke through

the gates leading to the British Embassy
and set the main building of the chancery
on tire

At nightfall, some fires still smouldered
and a dark cloud hung over Tehran. The
military announced it was expanding
curfew hours to 9 p.m. to-5 a.m., instead
of midnight 4:30a.m.
In another political blow to the shah and

his government, two Cabinet members, the
ministers of education and higher educa-
tion, resigned in protest of the army's
bloody suppression of a student
demonstration in Tehran Saturday. The
government said three persons were killed

and more than 80 injured, but student
groups said the death toll was much higher.
The rioters Sunday, urged on by Shiite
Moslem holy leaders and opposition politi-

BANGKOK (UPD- Chinese Vice Premier Teng Hsiae-ping visits with Ihai

Prime Minister Kiiangsak Chomanan at Government House after arrival here

yesterday. China launches twin diplomatic offensives yesterday that appeared
aimed straight at communist rivals Vietnam and the Soviet Union.

US to store crude oil
Associated Press

WASHINGTON Although
burdened by setbacks and red tape, the

Department of Energy expects to have one

billion barrels of crude oil salted away for

emergency use by 1985.

Known as the strategic reserve program,

the project is designed to give the United

States an adequate supply of oil in the

event of another cutoff of supply — such

as the Middle East oil embargo of five years

ago

At current consumption levels, one billion

barrels would serve the nation's crude oil

needs for about 53 days, and cover about

four months' worth of imports.

The government planned to have 250
million barrels stored by the end of this

year, but a series of problems has cut that

target by more than 60 percent.

"We're looking at something closer to 100

million barrels," said an energy department

DOE official who did not want his name us

ed. Experts outside government say the

total could be closer to 70 million barrels.

But they share DOE's optimism of the

department about meeting the 1985
deadline.

"I think it will work out in the end because
the problems in the program are technical

ones," said John Lichtblau, executive

director of the Petroleum Industry

Research Foundation. "They can catch up.

They're only what, six months behind?

They should have their end-of-1978 number
by the second half of 1979."

Austrians vote on nukes
Associated Press

VIENNA, Austria Austrians voted

yesterday on whether their country's first

nuclear power plant should go into opera-

tion, the most hotly debated issue in many
years in this staid and stable nation.

The 700-megawatt plant at Zwentendorf,

28 miles northwest of Vienna, cost $650

million to build and was completed several

months ago Socialist Chancellor Bruno
Kreisky called it essential for Austria's

economic future. The opponents, riding a

wave of anti-nuclear sentiment in Western
Europe and the United States, said nuclear

power is not yet a safe enough energy alter-

native.

Many Austrians complained that the issue

was too complicated to be put to a vote.

More than 5 million were eligible for the

plebiscite, and analysts predicted between

50 and 60 percent would vote, far below

Austria's normal turnout of between 80 and

90 per cent.

They were asked to vote "yes" or "no" on

a law passed by Parliament to give the

goahead for a start-up of the Zwentendorf

plant and declare Austria's intent to pursue

peaceful uses of nuclear energy. Most saw

the race as a toss up, though some
predicted victory for the "yes" side.

Kreisky, leader of this nation of 7 million

for the past eight years, said he could not

rule out his resignation if the people re

jected the government's energy policy.

He said AustilS would have to create

250,000 additional jobs over the next few

years to pull out of its current economic

stagnation and nuclear energy was in

.»fimp%ft»al^9'i^t'iiMieiioit. >^— >i

The conservative Austrian People's Party,

the major opposition group — itself split

over the nuclear question, said Kreisky's

statements further "politicized" an already

complex issue.

Party Chairman Josef Taus issued a state-

ment noting that the government had not

found a way to dispose of the plant's

nuclear waste, a key objection to the pro-

ject.

Other objections came from Nobel prize-

winning biologist Konrad Lorenz who said

all nuclear plants should be banned

because they pose the danger of emitting

radiation.

cians, also called for the ouster of Prime

Minister Jaafar Sharif-Emani.

The dissidents are generally orthodox

Moslems opposed to the shah's Westerniz-

ing of this traditional Islamic nation, but

many also seek democratic reforms in the

government, freedom for political prisoners

and an end to martial law. The government

has promised to free most political

prisoners next month and has agreed to

other reforms. The violence began in

January and has taken 1,000 lives.

Efforts toward a political solution of the

Iranian crisis appeared to have faltered as

the National Front, the opposition coali

tion, announced it had united with holy

man Ayatullah Khomaini, exiled leader of

Iran's predominant Shiite Moslem sect.

Arab talks

end quietly
United Press Internationa/

BAGHDAD, Iraq — The Arab sum
mit of moderates and hardliners ended four

days of talks yesterday calling on President

Anwar Sadat to renounce the Camp David

accords but tailed to impose any direct

sanctions against Egypt.

Despite numerous leaks and reports warn-
ing of political and economic measures
against Egypt, there was no reference to

any punitive actions, which appeared to

reflect a victory for the Saudi led moderate
camp at the summit
But Iraqi Foreign Minister Saadoun Ham-

madi indicated the Arab leaders may have
adopted secret resrjlutions governing
future relations with Egypt.

Asked if there has been resolutions con
cerning an economic boycott of Egypt, in-

cluding some form of sanctions, the Iraqi

foreign minister said, 'There are some
resolutions which obviously could not be
proclaimed."
The 20 Arab states and the Palestine

Liberation Organization affirmed
adherence to the Arab boycott of Israel,

leaving the door open, to possible action

against any Egyptian companies that deal

with Israel after a peace treaty is signed.

In a last ditch effort to persuade Sadat to

abandon the U.S. sponsored Middle East

peace moves, the conference sent a four-

man delegation to Cairo Saturday, led by
Lebanese Prime Minister Selim al Hoss.

The delegation was to offer Sadat
substantial aid — Iraq proposed $5 billion a

year for 10 years — iif he renounced Camp
David.

But Sadat spurned the offer and refused

to see the delegation, and in a speech to

parliament thundered that "not all the

world's billions can buy the will of Egypt"

.

Hammadi, who read the final communi-
que of the conference to reporters, said the

delegates had discussed the Camp David
accords and unanimously agreed that they

'contradict the clauses of previous Arab
summit resolutions, the charter of the Arab
League and in themselves do not lead to a

just peace.
"Therefore, the Arab leaders decided not

to accept the accords and decided to reject

all of their political and econommic ef-

fects," the communique said.

It said the summit "decided to take certain

measures to face the new situation and to

protect the Arab cause," but did not

elaborate on the measures.

Arab hardliners had called for severe

political and economic sanctions against

Egypt, including its expulsion from the

Arab League, a politcal and economic
boycott and transfer of the League's head-

quarters from Cairo to Tunis.

The resolutions made no mention of a

possible transfer of the League's head-

quarters.

Analysts believed that economic sanc-

tions, if they were to be applied would only

come after Egypt actually signed a peace

treaty with Israel.
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Family housing
tenants to sue
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Family Housing Tenants are expected this
week to file a lawsuit charging the
University with failure to grant tenants due
process in connection with the current rent
strike.

The federal suit, to be filed by Legal
Service Organization Attorney Ozell
Hudson in U.S. District Court in Springfield
accuses the University of not acting in

good faith by enacting a $19 monthly rent
increase and failing to notify tenants with
sufficient time.

Hudson said he needs a plaintiff from each
of the three housing units- Lincoln, North
Village and University Apartments before
he can file the suit.

Tenant leader Scott Balfour last night said
he is confident there is at least one tenant
at each complex willing to go to court to
sue the University

The tenants' action would be the second
lawsuit within a week connected with the
current rent strike, in which rent was
withheld and placed in an escrow account
in protest of a $19 monthly increase for
university-owned family-housing units.

Balfour said tenants will turn the funds over
to the University today, on the condition a
permanent tenants association is

established to deal with future problems,
(see related story page 1).

The suit is an attempt to restrict the
University from enacting the rent increase
and evicting tenants who refuse to pay
their rent, Hudson said. Several tenant?
may be summoned to court for non
payment and have already received eviction
notices.

Hudson said the question of whether the
University acted in good faith will be
contended in the suit because tenants were
not notified of the rent increase until late

June, after the University announced the
exemptions of juniors from dormitories.
"Tenants either had to sign their leases

with the increase or look for other apart-
ments in the flooded Amherst housing
market with less than a 4 percent vacan
cy," Hudson said.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis L. Madson last night said he
believed the University followed legal

notification requirements although he is in

favor of increased tenant input in decTding
future rent increases.

Selectmen to set day
of vote on rent control
By DA VID BIEDERMAN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen will

meet tonight to set a date for a public vote
on the Amherst Rent Control and Eviction

Act, sponsored by the Rent Control Now
Committee of Amherst.
The committee, a citizen's group,

received the required number of signatures
for a referendum last week. Signatures
from 5 percent of the voters registered in

Amherst are necessary, or 539 at the
present time. Of the 904 signatures the
Committee received about half were
students.

According to Mary Wentworth of the
Rent Control Now Committee a Rent
Control and Eviction Act is necessary to the
town of Amherst because landlords and the
town "like the student's money and tend to
exploit them. Because they're not here long
they feel that they don't have to provide
services to them. Rent control is a

necessary service, students need
protection from the excesses of the
housing market.

"

Wentworth also feels that passage of the
act will help maintain rental units in the

town. "There is now no incentive at any
level for a landlord to maintain his property
because when the property gets run down
the assessment level goes down and his

taxes will go down. Because of the tight

housing market landlords feel confident
their units will make money despite their

condition. At present, eight landlords own
70 percent of Amherst's rental units.

Diana Romer, chairman of the Amherst
Board of Selectmen disagrees. "This board
has been opposed to rent control for some
time, we don't see that there is any need
for it. Increases in Amherst rents are
comparable to increases nationwide." She
said she feels tenants stand to gain little

from rent control. She said the strong
possibility of more rental units being built in

Amherst will balance out the market. She
also said one great fear the committee has
about the passage of a Rent Control Act is

that the Rent Control Board will set rents
too low and then landlords won't be able to
maintain their property. She cited New
York City and certain communities in

northern New Jersey as examples of this.

Fresh produce grown by local Common Market ends its seasor>.
growers will be available for the last (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)
time this Saturday as the Amherst

Old parish house
home for retarded

UMass needs money
Bromery tells parents
By CHRISTOPHER CASTIGLIA
Collegian Stuff

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
discussed the facilities and faculty at

UMass and the advantage of attending a

university with diverse opportunities at a
Parents Buffet Saturday night.

Bromery told 475 parents visiting campus
for Parents Weekend that their sons and
daughters were attending a fine university.

He also said it was a university with severe
monetary problems.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
(SiafI photo l>v Ppipt Lii"

bromery s mention of monetary pro

blems at Umass was fitting for the buffet

because Parents Weekend was instituted to

raise funds. These funds are used for such
programs as the marching band, debate
team, scholarships for music, art, dance
and athletics. They are also Dsed for library

and fine art acquisitions, according to a let-

ter sent to the parents from the Alumni Of
fice.

Last year the Alumni Office, which spon-

sors Parents Weekend, raised $400,000 for

student programs. Ten thousand dollars of

that money came from the 1977 1978

Parents Weekend, the letter said.

The buffet was part of a day of activities

planned by the Alumni Office and Parents

Weekend Chairman, former UMass football

coach Dick MacPherson.
The program began at 11 a.m. with a

seminar on the "Role of Higher Education

in the Commonwealth," led by Psychology
Professor Bonnie Strickland.

After a break for lunch, parents were in-

vited to attend the fourth home game of the

•football team, the Minutemen. A cocktail

hour was held for parents and students in

the Campus Center, after the game.
UMass lost to Rutgers, 21 11.

Dinner began at 6:30 in the Campus
Center Auditorium. After dinner,
Chancellor Bromery welcomed the parents

to the campus and answered their ques
tions. Many of the parents ended the even

ing by attending the Commonwealth Stage
performance "Equus." (See review, page
6)

Bv MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

While many of the group homes for

retarded citizens in the state are well run,

many are underfunded, according to Dave
Scanlon, Director of Community Homes for

Children of Northampton.
Scanlon was present yesterday at the

open house held by a newly installed

Amherst home for seven retarded persons,
one of three homes run by the group.
About 30 people attended the open

house in the old parish house of the First

Congregational Church of Amherst, on
Seely Street.

Community Homes for Children is a

privately run organization which receives

major funding from the State Department
of Mental Health. The organization has a
twenty-three-member Board of Directors,

made up of professionals, parents, and
people in business.

The group home is an example of the
current state policy to phase-out old, large

institutions such as the Belchertown State
School, in favor of smaller, in-community
group homes and apartments.

Last week, however, the Friends of

Belchertown State School, a group influen-

tial in getting the state to accept the policy,

charged that the state is bungling the tran-

sition. The charges included fiscal irrespon-

sibility and inappropriate placement.

"There are problems," Scanlon said.

"But many of the programs are run very
well. There is also a great deal of fiscal ac-
countability (to the state)." He said in terms
of the State School, the transition involves

500 to 600 individuals.

Scanlon said he belives that ultimately it

is the reponsibility of the state to provide
adequate care for retarded citizens and that

adequate funding is necessary. He said in

the past Community Homes for Children
has been underfunded, but that it received

a substantial increase in funding a year ago.
The organization has had to deal with a

high employee turnover rate, according to
Scanlon. He cited the relatively low pay
scale in comparison to state jobs, and the
demanding nature of the work as major
reasons for turnover. "Where I would like

to see more money is in better wages and
monies for the staff," he said.

The other two homes run by Community
Homes for Children, in Easthampton and
Northampton, serve eight individuals each.
The staff to resident ratio is about three to

one. Scanlon said the staff is supplemented
by volunteers and part time help, some of
whom come from UMass.

Proper Gander wins

Proper Gander was the winning entry in

the "Name That Mag" contest. The name
received 36 percent of the vote. Proper
Gander will appear Thursday. The
winners in the contest drawinawere: first

place, Chris Moynihan of Pierpont House
winning three current LPs by "The Who,"

Greg Kihn and Neil Young. The Sgt.

tapper's Lonely Hearts Club Band picture

disc LP, second prize, goes to Thomas
Giemza of Sunderland. The third prize, a

pair of tickets to the upcoming Talking
Heads concert at Bowker Aud., goes to

Mark Levitt of Belchertown.
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Senior Elaine Bolduc masters Spanish while resting on a pumpkin.
(Staff photo by Patricia Key)

UMass buses financed
by federal, local monies

By SUSAN DICKSON
Collegian Staff

The new blueand white buses em
bla/oned with the letters P V T A are a

familiar sight around the UMass campus.
Over the past year nearly 20 articles on the

Pioneer Valley Transit Authority buses have

appeared in the Collegian. But exactly

what the authority is remains a mystery to

many people
The transportation system, based In

Springfield, Massachusetts, is under the

authority of the Massachusetts legislature.

According to Al Byam, operations manager

for the UMass transit system, the system

is funded by participating local govern

ments. He said the 19 cities and towns that

have joined the system for service pay

according to their ooDulation The

University joined the system in 1974
The buses, owned by the aulhonty, are

leased to UMass. Byam said that 23 of (he

26 buses ordered for the University have
arrived The cost of each bus is $87,000,

Byam said.

According to Byam, UMass Transit is

responsible tor the opeiation and main
tenance of the buses in the Amherst area.

Sixty five percent of the money for the

operating costs comes from the authority.

The other 35 percent is from the University.

Byam said that of that 35 percent, 15

percent is from student parking fees and 85
percent from student senate funds. Five

dollars of the student activity fee each

UMass student pays every semester goes
to the operation and maintenance of the

buses, Byam said.

Car crash kills student

Elena lannuzzi

Courtesy of the Springfield Union

A funeral Mass was
scheduled for today at an

Agawam church for a UMass
student killed in a head-on

crash early Friday morning
on Interstate 91 in Holyoke
Another UMass student, in

good condition last night at

Holyoke Hospital, has been
charged with vehicular

homicide and two other
related motor vehicle viola

tions in connection with the

accident

State Police said Elena lan-

nuz/i. 23, was killed when
the car she was driving col-

lided head on with a car

driven by Robert N Ryan,

18, of John Adams Tower in

Southwest Residential Area
Police said Ryan was driving

south In the northbound bar

rel of the highway when the

accident occured, at about 1

am. Friday

Police said they believe Ian

nuzzi was driving to her local

address, 27 South Prospect

St ,
Amherst Center. Her

family lives in Agawam, a

town near Springfield

Police also charged Ryan
with operating under the in

fiuence of alcohol and
operating to endanger.
Police said they believe Ryan
left a nearby rest area and

drove in the wrong direction.

lannuzzi and Ryan were ex-

tracted from their cars by the

"Jf.ws of Life" device, police

said lannuzzi sustained
massive internal Injuries and
Ryan lacerations and contu-

sions, police said.

lannuzzi is at least the

fourth UMass student to die

Repairs discussed
at Knowlton House
by SHEIRA ARONSON
Collegian Staff

Renovation of Knowlton dormitory in the
Northeast Residential Area, scheduled for

next semester, was the topic of a meeting
last night, between housing officials,

Knowlton Head of Residence Maureen
McCarthy, and dorm residents.

According to Section 504 of the 1973
Federal law, funds used for renovating a

building must be applied to making It

accesible to handicapped people Federal

funds will be lost if this law Is not complied
with. Director of Residential Resource
Management Robert L. Campbell told the
group.

The renovations will cost approximately
$665,000 dollars which will be totally paid

for with state funds
Knowlton residents will have to move out

of the dorm during the renovations which

will last about nine months. The residents
will have first priority for entrance to any
dormitory on campus when it is time to
move out only after the residents of that
dorm have already filed their inter dorm
cards, Campbell said.

Campbell answered questions from
Knowlton residents regarding their
relocation and renovations Any unan
swered questions will l)e answered after the
Thanksgiving vacation, he said.

The Knowlton residents will have first

priority of moving f)dck into the dorm once
the renovations have been completed
Campbell said the renovations will include
total restructuring of the bathrooms, which
will be 100 percent accesible to the han
dicapped, new rugs in all corridors possibly
all the rooms, a ramp at the entrance of the
dormitory railings along the walls and a

kitchenette.

Sl<i program here
By BARBARA HOWE
Collegian Staff

The UMass Ski Club today wi'l sponsor a

program called "Skier International" at the

Campus Center pond. Activities include a

boot and equipment display, a maintenance
clinic, a fashion show, and a ski demonstra-
tion ramp. Ski Club President Jennifer

Cohen said.

The show, presented by the United Inter-

collegiate Ski Association and Budweiser,
features participation by national ski

resorts. Entertainment will be provided by
"Special Blend."
The Ski Club, which is also sponsoring a

three-day ski sale on Nov. 15 through 18

has 500 members. The club is "shooting for

1,000," Ski Club Vice President Peter

Lashua said.

For a $7 membership fee, club members
receive bus transportation to ski areas on
Saturdays and selected week nights, reduc-

ed lift fees, and wine and cheese during

return bus trips, Lashua said.

The club begins its ski season next year

on a five-day trip to Sugarbush, Vermont
on Jan. 21, Cohen said. A five-day trip is

also planned for the spring Lashua said. He
said It has not been decided where the spr-

ing trip will be. In previous years the group
has gone to Sugartoaf, Maine, he said.

Both trips usually attract 300 skiers, he
said, and everyone has an "over all good
time."

Ellis starts at channel 5
BOSTON-Former Channel 4 news an

nouncer Tom Ellis returns to the Boston
airwaves this week as a co-anchor on the

six and eleven p.m. news programs of

Channel 5.

Channel 5, WCVB, hopes Ellis will help

the station boost its last ,ilace ratings in

the three-way Boston television market.

Ellis was scheduled to co-anchor the

news at 11 last night, with Natalie

Jacobsen.
Ellis, who left Boston about three years

ago for a $240,000 position with WABC
TV, New York was prevented by court ac-

tion from beginning on Channel 5 In

September WBZ, Channel 4, successful-

ly sought a court order barring Ellis from

Boston television until this week. Wor-
ding in his contract with WBZ prevented

him from working with any competitor in

Boston until this month.

in an automobile accident
this semester She was
enrolled in the continuing
education program here.

She was born in Brooklyn,

N.Y , the daughter of Albert

and Dorothy (Cardillo) Ian

nuzzi Her family later moved
to Agawam, where she
graduated from Agawam
High School in 1973. She
studied at the University of

Grenoble, France, after high

school graduation.

She was an apprentice at

Stage West, West Spr-

ingfield, and at the Chelsea

House, Folk Law Center,

Brattleboro, Vt. As A UMass
student, she worked part

time at Storrowtown Tavern,

West Springfield

Besides her parents, she

leaves a brother, Albert; and

a sister, Diane, of 206
Pineview Circle, Agawam.

A funeral Mass was
scheduled for this morning at

St. John the Evangelist

Church, Agawam. Burial is in

Agawam Center Cemetery.
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If you >A/ant to unlock the secret of our

newest flavor, just follow the deiicious

chocolate ribbon that winds through Vanilla

Ice Cream Surprise' Chunks of cupcake

pop up — and disappear!
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ICE CmM STORE

28 Main St., Amherst MA 253-9774
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Kingor Hatch-businessman or legislator,

cityboy or country squire-forgovernor
ByMARKHORAN
Collegian Staff

Hatch vs. King. The innumerable con-
trasts.

Edward J. King is the Irish Democrat from
East Boston, parochial schools, Boston
College and a professional football player.

Francis W. Hatch is the Republican, from
Beverly Farms, private schools and Har-

GOP gubernatorial nominee Frank

Hatch

vard.

But everyone knows that much. King is an
accountant and a businessman. He was the

assistant director and comptroller of

Boston's Museum of Science and
executive director of the Massachusetts
Port Authority. He is known as a tough
businessman.
Hatch Is a legislator. He claims to be a

"mediator" as well as a leader. He was
once a newspaper reporter in Minnesota
and he worked in advertising. His father

was a very successful Boston advertising

man.
Hatch supports abortion legislation, gay

rights, and the 18 year old drinking age.

Over the years he has supported many
social services. The so called "Hatch Act"
which protects inland wetlands, is one of

the most important pieces of environmental

legislation in the state.

King is against state financed abortions.

He wants to raise the drinking age to 21,

and he is in favor of capital punishment. His

stands are typically conservative and
business oriented.

Both men are fiscally conservative but

their plans for cutting taxes and limiting

state spending are very different.

King has endorsed California's Proposition

13 since It was approved last spring by the

California voters. Hatch claims a similar

move would not work in Massachusetts
because the state does not have the budget

surplus of California.

King first claimed he could return 500

million to the cities and towns by cutting

waste in government. Hatch and many
other political observers have said that it is

a wild eyed pledge. On Friday King
changed the figure to $375 million.

Hatch says he will return $110 million to

the communities by returning half of the

growth of state sales, income and cor-

porate taxes.

Both plan to put statewide freezes on local

budgets. King proposes an appeal board
for cities and towns to get increases they
might need. Hatch allows for a 5 percent

increase for all towns with tax rates under
$50.

Both say they plan to hold down state

spending. King proposes a 3 percent ceiling

on state budget Increases and a 10 percent

celling on the state's operating budget and
the welfare system. Hatch would only raise

state taxes as much as the rise in personal

Income levels and his state budget would
rise accordingly.

What all this tax mumbo-jumbo means to

UMass is unclear. Hatch has s&id "con-

troversial cuts" in higher education would
have to be made but UMass would
probably not be the target. Hatch would
support raising out of state students'

'tuition. But he Is more concerned with the

"duplication of services" on the com-
munity-state college level.

For the record. Hatch has backed a plan to

raise all tuitions to about $6000 and
establishing a tuition fund, thus all students

who can afford to pay their total college

expense would do sq. During the state's

financial crisis of 1975 Hatch proposed the

closing of UMass-Worcester.
King has said little or nothing about
UMass or public higher education. Amherst
Rep. James G. Collins thinks UMass will

have to be the target of cuts under King's

tax plans. King has never said so.

When all is said and done, Frnak Hatch
and Ed King are the same on one respect.

They are both 53.

Democratic gubernatorial nominee
Ed King

Census policy would increase town population
Editor's note: In addition to electing can-

didates for state office tomorrow, voters

will have an opportunity to influence

ctianges in ttie state constitution. These
amendments affect the way state govern-
ment functions and some could affect

voter's pocketbooks as well. A description

of each question follows.

By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

Question 11
This proposal, a constitutional amend-
ment, would allow the legislature to

establish up to four classifications for tax-

ing real property. Currently, the constitu-

tions requires that all property be assessed
at its fair market value and taxed based on

100 percent of that assessment. However,
compliance with the law mandating lOO

percent valuation by 1981, Is Inconsistent

throughout the state.

The legislature has already approved a bill

this year in case the amendment passes. It

would establish four classes: residential,

commercial, industrial and open land. All

residential property would be assessed at

40 percent of value. For each parcel, there

would be a $5,000-exemption as well.

For example, a house worth $40,000

would be assessed at 40 percent of the

value -$16,000. Then subtract $5,000 and
the assessment Is $1 1 ,000. commercial and
industrial property would have no exemp-
tions, and their assessments would be at 50
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and 55 percent of full value. Open land

would be assessed at 25 percent.

A YES vote on question #1 will stop 100
percent valuation.

Proponents of the tax classification

amendment include Massachusetts Fair

Share, major labor unions, the
Massachusetts Mayors Association, Ralph
Nader, all major candidates for statewide
office, and veterans organizations. They
claim if 100 percent valuation is fully im-

plemented residential property taxes will go
up by $265 million statewide; and property
taxes on Insurance companies, real estate

interests, commercial banks, and other

businesses will be cut by $265 million.

"Classification is a very simple thing,"

Michael Ansara, director of Massachusetts
Fair Share said. "It simply makes legal what
assessors have been doing for the past 100

years-distributing the tax burden so that all

persons pay according to their ability."

The classification amendment would ef-

fect towns differently across the state. In

cities like Boston, that have not gone to 100
percent yet and have substantial percen-

tages of commercial and industrial proper-

ty, the status quo would be preserved by
the amendment. In a town like Amherst,
that has already implemented 100 percent
valuation and with little commercial or in-

dustrial property, it would result in a

substantial shift of the tax burden toward
small businesses in the town

.

A NO vote would leave the state constitu

tion as it is. All communities would be re-

quired to remain at 100 percent valuation

by 1981.

Opponents of the tax classification

amendment, include the Committee
Against Property Tax Discrimination,

Chambers of Commerce throughout the

state, and many banks. They argue that the

legislature should not have the chance to

favor one class of property tax payer over

the other. If tf^ is approved the constitu-

tional protection to be uniformly taxed will

be lost. If the amendment passes-the

legislature would have power to define and
redefine classes of property for tax pur-

poses. All property should be assessed at

the same rate, opponents say.

Some opponents, including Rep. James
G. Collins, say the plan is not tax reform,

just a shift of the tax burden onto business'

shoulders. The real problem with the pro-

perty tax-that local educational costs are

funded by It, Is not addressed by the

classification amendment.
One group familiar with the amendment—

the state tax assessors oppose It because
they say It would be very difficult to imple-

ment. They predict many lawsuits if the

classification amendment passes. Owners
of stores with apartments above, they say,

will claim their property belongs in one
class or another, depending on the tax ad-

vantage they see.

Amherst town officials also claim
classification will have an adverse effect on
rents. Apartment buildings would be

TURN TO PAGE 9
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Applications now available for the position

of Attorney General in the Undergraduate

Student Governnnent Association. Duties in-

clude prosecuting cases through the student

judicial system, giving general student

assistance, and counseling on the judicial pro-

cess. There are also applications available for

people interested in becoming student

judges. Attorney General applications due by

Nov. 9 at 4:00 p.m. .Judgeship applications

due Nov. 14.

t^^^jQ/V is an equal ,a*>pQitarft^y employer

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
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Finearts

The University Ensemble Theater production of

George Bernard Shaw's ' Ceasar and Cleopatra is

showing at the Curtain Theater Fine Arts Center
November 6, 7. 8 at 8 pm From left to right, Steve
Miller as Pethonius, Brent Hopkins as Julius

Ceasar, and Joel Cotter as Rufie. All tickets are $1

Connnonwealth Siage
presents Equus
1 tie Conir»ioii 'A 1' I .

Poto.r SHaft.T b I't.unb Cquus
in ttie R:ind Thealfit. kquus
IS ?j powerful perfofnarice

which explores the mi«d of

d seventenn yea'old bo\

who h;is blinded six horses

l)V driving a metal spike in

their eyes The psyche of

AUm Sticing, the

pfotagooist, is uncovered in

111 intricate unveiling ot the

l>ov s persondlitv and self

awareness. Alan Strang

forces the audience to

question their sense of

values, their exisfance and
ultimately, their purpose in

life. The controversies,

encompassing religious

differences, the influence of

childhood experiences and
parental disputes, unfur'

through the main action.

The main action takc-s j)lace

11' southern England

The sparse props and bare

stage fire the imagination

and enhance the spoken

words The action is

constant as the rapidly

n>oviny d<ama keeps the

audience engrossed as 'hey

assume their own part m
the drama Dennis Boui

sakaris, who plays Alan

Strang, delivers the role

with tremendous conviction

and personality. The life ot

Alan IS clearly drawn out

through his itierapy which

also reveals the individuality

of the other characte.s.

Each of the char?^,ters

portrays their respective

r
Imnates get degrees

^

ATTICA, NY. \UPI\ - The graduates

wote caps and gowns Dr. Clifton Whar
ton, chancellor of the State University of

New York, delivered a keynote address urg

ing the gathering on to "final success." Biit

there was something different about the

commencement ceremonies at the Attica

Correctional Facility.

For one thing, most of the graduates

weren't going to be hitting the pavement as

quickly as their campus counterparts.

The graduates were inmates at the Attica

Idcility, the site of the nation's bloodiest

prison rebellion.

The inmates, many of them on their way

to completing four years of college, receiv

ed their associates in science degrees from

Genesee Community College Saturday at

the maximum security facility located in

upstate New York.

'In a real sense you do have a campus
here," Wharton said in his address. "Your
daily contact with this learning system is as

crucial to your final success as the routine

of students on any other campus."
Genesee was the first college in New York

state to offer a degree program to inmates,

starting in 1973 with 35 men and six

courses.

' •• persuasively yt;t. ii is

I'"- tlvnaniir emotional
,. .!c,M ,j u! 'Man which
capi'ii!' the audience. His

every v\uid seems to

nu'i:.!i!>';i.'.; the viewers as

the startlinc) experiences ot

his lite are revealed. It is he
whi) has truely lived, yet

society has rio place for

hiin.

His lole allows him to live,

be different and bizarre in a

way that keeps the drama
flowing. The other
characters, in their more
conventional roles,
compliment him This is not

TO say the others are

stereotypical the spotlight

IS clearly on thei)oy

The final scene draws the

play to a climax, surfacing

with It are many unan
i,wered questions of

morality verses drama and
acceptable Iil)ertie8 on
stage Equus will challenge

the traditionalists values

and par ify those mori-

liberal

K M ALEXANDER

Energy Folk Fest Benefit
The Hampshire County

Alternative Energy Coalition

is sponsoring an evening of

contemporary and folk

music on Nov. 8 at 8:00

p.m. The evening will

feature such local talent as

Pat Decoy and Tex
LaMountain who always
warm an audience with

their harmonies; Ed Vadas
an entertainer of vast

proportions; that wild and
crazy bluesman Arthur
Cable; fiddler Tom Sample
from the Pioneer Valley

Folklore Society; the
captivating Northampton
due of Jan Morris and
Herman Hampton; talented

songwriter Doc lacovelli

and others. All this will be
happening in the third floor

"Art Department" of

Thome's Super Market on
Main St. Northampton.
There will be a $1.50
donation to benefit the

coalitions.

-DICK NEWMAN

STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
IS searching for three (3) part time Program

Assistants (15 hours/week) for academic year in the

following areas; General Programs, Film, and

Publicity /Communications.

Qualifications: Knowledge of and experience in the

)ob area applied for and in student activities; ability to

work closely and communicate with students and

staff; organizational skills; matriculated

undergraduate student m good standing with a good

imagination; able to start work immediately.

Remuneration: $3.00 per hour.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office (SU 416)

wi h resume and three letters of reference by noon

November 13, 1978. Please specify which position(s)

you are'appiying for

CRAFTSPEOPLE
HOTICE

Concerning Table Space on Cannpus Center Concourse; The review and

authorization, of category n and M Campus Center vendors, permitting

use of the the CC Concourse Table space, shall be curtailed from

November 15, 1978 through December 25, 1978.

Between these dates unique craft items may be approved for sale upon

appeal to the Operations Committee which shall meet every Tuesday at

2:00 p.m. and every Wednesday at 1:00 p.m: CC Rm. 817.

Any vendor not approved may, sell good under provisions of CC vending

category #8.

Adult Entertainment
Majestic Cinema
84 Cottag« Street

E'hampton, MA, 627 2346

Nov 17
TEENAGE

NURSES 7:30

LOVE BUS 8:50

Mat Thurt. 6 Fri. 1 30
Under 21 not admitted
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When your feet need a friend.

Just arrived- Winter Clogs
7 Pleasant St. (corner of Main )

Downtown Northampton

}
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JANUARY CRADS

SITTINGS HAVE BEGUN
Call 540 28M or go to Rm 811. CC

to Make Your Appt for Sittings Nov

6 9, Nov. 13 17

i*
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MOSEYS FANCY EXTRA LEAN

CORNED BEEF
POINT CUT STRAIGHT FLAT CUT

c $
LB99 1.39 LB

USDA CHOICE TOP QUAUTY WELL TMMMEO

T-BONE

STEAKS

k^gM^
PORTERHOUSE

STEAKS

WhLL THIMMkU

f2.49

2.59
t

HOOD FIRM A FRUTTY

YOGURT

ALL

FLAV.4/99
HOOD F E" C

ORANGE JUICE « 55

2/99^
PMKAY LB OTIS

MARGARINE

WE ARE TAKING ORDERS NOW
FOR GLENN SHAW NATIVE

FRESH TURKEYS
RAISED IN PELHAM

"N BLUE SEAL

POLISH RINGS
CARANDO HOT OR SWEET

ITAL SAUSAGE
LEAN ECONOMY MEAL

LAMB PAUSES

$
LB

$
LB

$
LB

1.59

L59

U9J

r wmi couraM i mn rwoMS « mm. \
EICIUOMC OCAKTTtS
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r
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/
\
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FREE

T
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LIMIT ONE Al lOUIS ^OOOS

yvrrH COUPON A J 7 50 PUPCHASf W MQH'

'XCIUBMC CniARirTt<:

• • GROCERY SPECIALS••
r

B&M 28 OZ

PEA

BEANS 69
c

HILLS BROS

GROUND

COFFEE
LB

CAN

$189
1

48 OZ

OCEAN SPRAY

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

SWEET LIFE

TOMATO CATSUP 32 oz

CHEF BOY AR DEE BEEF OR CHEESE #| /AA(
RAVIOLI OR CANNELLONI Z/SfSf
NESTLES

SOUPTIME 4 CT PKG

KELLNEX

FACIAL TISSUE met

79'

69'

2/89

69

JOHNSON TODDLER C'l ^Q
DISPOSABLE DIAPERS 12 CT ^V
KEEBLER AAC
PECAN SANDIES laoz 99
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PETER PAN SMOO' I C 4 QQ
PEANUT BUHER 4ooz 1
JAMBOREE QA<
GRAPE JELLY 3 LB

• FROZEN FOOD •
TASTE SEA

OZ 89
ClAM
SHRIMP

^PINNER

NORMANDY OR FAR EAST

SEABROOK VEGETABLES isoz

SHOESTRING POTATOES eo oz 59'

JENG 12 PACK

CHEESE PIZZA
PEPPtRIDGE FARMS

OLD FASHIONED CAKES
BRAUY

BLUEBERRIES ^oz

SEALTEST

FUDGE BARS
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79'

1.29

89'

n.39
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12 CT
99'
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FRESH
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MIXED FRUIT 'JSr
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BCH S)"
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39'

99

5 LB

BAG

EA

FLORIDA

WHITE

GRAPEFRUIT
LB

IuceT* \
r WITH COUPON 4 $? 50 PURCHASE OR MORI

EXCLUOING CIGARETTES 03
BUTTERMILK OR COUNTRY STYLE

PILLSBURY

BISCUITS 8 OZFREE
VALID NOV. 6 11, 1978

\ LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOOOS /

f^^^nmmmmM'
REDEEM THIS VALUABLE irH COUPON

DOUBLE

S&H GREEN STAMPS
MON.-TUES. & WED. ONLY

WrrH ANY PURCHASE

VALID NOV. 6-7-8. 1978

LIMIT ONI AT lOUIS fOOOS

EXCIUDING ClGAHHIfS

^OOOJi^

HELP CONSERVE!

B.Y.O.B.
BRING YOUR OWN BAG!

WE WILL PAY YOU

FOR EVERY SAG

YOU BRING IN AND

WE USE TO PACK

YOUR GROCERIES

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

We RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTTTIES

:;^4v.^

LOU
FOODS

N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST. MASS

w
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Postmaster gets paid
to fix his post office
NAHANT. Mass. [AP\ - Lynn
Postmaster Thomas P. Costin Jr. is half

owner of the building housing his Nahant,

Mass. postal substation, and a trust he
established was paid $21, 150 by the federal

government to remodel his own property,

according to state documents.
The postmaster and former Lynn mayor is

a trustee and beneficiary of the 23 Farrar

Realty Trust which owns the building in his

own postal district, according to his at

lorney and records filed with the secretary

of state's office obtained through a

Freedom of Information request.

Tf>e realty trust, which takes its name
ffom its Lynn office address, charges the

U.S. Postal Service $550 a month for the

2,007-square-foot first floor office on
hiafiant Road, the North Shore p>eninsula

community's main street. A snack bar pro-

prietor who rents tf>e other half of the first-

floor pays the trust $350 a month.
Several years ago, Costin, who shares the

trust with Lynn businessman Alexander

Struzziero, requested air conditioning and
rerrKKJeling of the postal substation, which
was paid for by the postal service at a total

cost of $24,403 to the federal government.

The modernization was done in 1975 as

part of the postal service's Work Condi-

tions Improvement Program, which air-

conditioned many of New England's postal

substations in the last few years.

Contractor for the actual renovation work,
which cost $21,150, was the 23 Farrar Real
ty Trust, owned by Costin and Struzziero.

A regional postal official in New York said it

is customary for the building owner to do
such renovations on a no-bid basis.

Costin, who lives in an oceanfront man-
sion down the road from the Nahant
substation, denied any conflict of interest

and said the building was bought as an in

vestment. The postal official, who asked
not to be identified, confirmed the trust ar-

rangement is legal and within regulations.

In a telephone interview, Costin referred

questions about the trust to the office of

Boston accountant Harold Levine. Robert
Ryan, an accountant with Levine, said tax

returns showed Costin and Struzziero to be
both trustees arid beneficiaries.

The realty trust also owns a building at the

Lynn address which houses the Sterling

Machinery Co., Costin said. He added that

he and Struzziero own that firm.

Costin was appointed postmaster of the

Lynn district by the late President John F.

Kennedy.
Through political allies such as U.S.
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.,

Costin reportedly made a concerted effort

to become Postmaster General under Presi-

dent Carter.

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

MIAMI
$59 one way

LOS
ANGELES
$99

$1 18 round trip

one way

$198 round trip

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS 545-0500

EARN
THEMBA
WITH AN

OUTSTANDING
GRADUATE
FACULTYAT

RUTGERS
"One of America's

top Graduate Schools of

Business Administration."

From A Guide lu Exe< uttt r Kdu< alion

in Bufiini'ss Wi-i'h Ma^cmnr

Rutgers. The State l/niversity,

offers you an opportunity to

study with one of the nation's

most distinguished faculties in

management education —
whether as a full-time or part-

time student. The Rutgers
MBA program is one of three

in the N.Y. Metropolitan Area
accredited by the American As-
sembly of Collegiate Schools of

Business.
Trimester study program.

Full-time admissions June and
September. Part-time admis-
sions September and February.

Convenient loratiom on our Newark
Campuit and in the New Bruntwick Area.

STUDY WITH THE LEADERS.

I

f-au - SHil't: ^' Hi'S* OpDe-r » I' '^ D

Ne* >'o'> - .-- - ' 'ute o"

Na!ion3ii- en* ct the

Sjn'i'ng •
, 'ea' Awa'fl

jiLiTiniSI r Thi- Hese«rc'i dca PuBiica'ions i"

American Itnkf t yathematicai frogtaTimmg
A„if or CCSbitafil jnd ifid Gfap" Tneo'y MemD"'
Aa.iso' lO Danii', Siile bOci'Ty 3' \Womeo Engmee's
ica federal Agencies 1.,-i A; .,,)n,r,5 Restafch
Pfcteiso' of B-jSiness ' A'^^cca Assi'Sfaii

AO-i.nistratio^ oi Business
AjniinstratiO"

RUTGERS
KUTOKRS UNIVERSITY
Graduate School of Busines,s AdministrBtion
!fi2 New Street, Newark. N J 07J02

Please send me full information on your
MBA proKra^

Name-

Addrcu-

City -SUte- -Zip-

Do YOU live in Franklin County?
Do you care what happens to people in

the Franklin County Jail?

If so, vot» for a sheriff

who:
• Has experience working
with young people.

* Is comnnitted to helping

inmates help
themselves.
Believes in working with

the community.

VOTE FOR OOO CAHMOOY FOR SHERIFF OF FRANKLIN COUNTY
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State policy questions face voters
CONT. FROM PAGE 5

classified as residential property but would
only qualify for one $5,000 exemption

regardless of the number of units it con-

tains.

James Lidstrom, town Finance director

said the increase in their tax might well be

passed on in higher rents.

Though the actual increase is not clear,

selectman Nancy Eddy predicted rents

might increase by $5 per apa'tment.

Question 12
This proposal would allow a governor who
has not served in the preceding year, eight

weeks from the convening of the legislature

session in his first year to submit his pro-

posed budget for the coming year.

A no vote would keep the present three-

week deadline. Current provisions that

allow the legislature to grant extensions if

petitioned would remain in effect.

Question #3
The proposed constitutional amendment
would require that any information for

voters be sent to each person eligible to

vote, or to every residence where one or

more eligible voters live. Now, the constitu-

tion requires the Secretary of the Com-
monwealth to send the information to each
registered voter.

A YES vote would require the information

be sent to residences with ore or rriore

eligible voters. Proponents say it would
save paper and money
A NO vote would require the Secretary to

send the information to every registered

voter. It would mean only registered voters

get the information.

Question 14
This proposal would require state census

takers to use federal census criteria in

determining residence. Currently, the state

considers legal domicile to be the determi-

nant of residence. Federal standards con
sider location where a person spends most
of his or her time as the residence.

A YES vote means state census takers

would consider a person's usual place of in-

habitance as their residence. This would
have a great impact on the town of

Amherst because the census would include

students for the first time. According to

Town finance director James Lidstrom,

Amherst's "official" population would

jump from 22,308 to 32,780.

"It's certainly something the town has
been eager to see happen, " said Lindstrom
quoted in the Amherst-Hampshire
Record "We're fairly confident that it

could effect revenues in our favor since

many state aid formulas are based on
assessments per capita."

If Amherst appeared to be a "poorer"
town because of a higher population more
state aid would be available.

"The students are using the service their

college towns offer, so towns should be
getting some aid from the state," said a

spokesperson for the Secretary of the

Commonwealth.

A sudden increase in official population

around UMass would also require changes
in the composition of town meeting.

Districts in campus area would be
geographically smaller, and others, larger,

because the lines would be redrawn so
each precinct had the same number of peo-

ple.

A "larger" population would increase the

number of available liquor licenses, too.

"N

50 protest arrests

at 1-91 rest area

About 50 persons gathered near a rest

area on ln.terstate 91 in Holyoke Saturday

to protest the arrests of 16 men on lewd
behavior and assualt charges two weeks
ago at the rest area.

The protestors, many from UMass,
Amherst and Northampton, called the

arrests "inappropriate harassment of gay
men by the police and media "

State Police said they conducted the

arrests after a period of surveillance at the

rest area . Police said there was a rape and
robbery at the rest area several weeks ago.

The court cases of most of the defendants

have been continued until late this week
and next week.
Protestors criticized the arrests, saying

use of undercover agents constituted

entrapment of the defendents. They also

said the police should instead be com-
batting violent crimes against women, such

as rape, rather than entrapping those at the

1-91 site.

SHOE
WXmA^ 187 n. pleasant St., amherst

The next Governor of Massachusetts may not be too concerned

about public higher education. He'll be more interested in cut-

ting the frills' out of the state budget, and his idea of a frill

might be the University. The only thing standing between the

new Governor and massive cuts in the UMass budget will be

the state legislature, the body that created public higher educa-

tion in Massachusetts.

That's why it is important to re-elect

Representative Jim Collins.

lim knows that a hBalthy. well-run university is in the best interests of all

of us who live and work in the Amherst area.

With a $.15 million payroll and 2500 )obs on the line. Amherst needs Jim

f^olhns fighting for thi I'niversity.

• ".n i iliin' w.ip th.' prime ninver behind tho %1 .^ million inrreasf

1., thf IM.iss hmiLioi this year the largest in the University's

history-

• lim fkillins wc!; •!,( fighl lo ropeal the statt? tax on student

nwals.

• jim Collins led tlu; floor fighl Ihat dclpaled a move to int rease in-

<-;fatf tuition to "^4 nOO. .

• As Vh '> Cli.iiiii. " Mif S[)'' t! ( Commission on tho Kf'nrgani/.a-

lioa .f ilighor F,du<"ation, Jin: uill work fo strnfigtluM! \Va- stalos

lominitiinnil to pubji;^ coliogt;- and iPHVor^itios

For one good reason after another

Xvv (jiUiiis rfj^civod a (jii.alilv odu <i ion from l"^1

-•;itf' rcprfbont.itivo ho will make sure 'hat 'ho u,

.111': ,:\a\.

A Vote for Jim Collins on

Tuesday. November 7, is a vote

for the future of the university.

\Jn© single store with just

atxjut everything you need. From
your personal fashion statement

to decorator looks for your home.

Reliable car care, too.

vJnG t>asic philosophy.

Charge only a fair price, never

what the traffic will bear. At

JCPenney, the values are here

every day

Un© level of quality.

Perfection The kind assured by

the high standards set at our

Testing Center When you buy it

from us. we keep it working.

CJDG refund/exchange

policy. The same policy coast to

coast. So you can buy it here and

exchange it in California. And get

a smile. Not a sorry.

(Jn6 sale plan. Our best for

less. At the nght time. From
everyday sales and specials to

seasonal clearances, we give

you what you want. When you

want It.

Un© kind of credit. Easy to

get. Easy to use. With the

JCPenney credit card or our

convenient Time Payment Plan.

So even major purchases are

easy to budget.

On© credit card. Good in

over 1700 JCPenney stores,

covering all fifty states. Puerto

Rico, too.

Un© big store within a store.

The JCPenney Catalog. With

over 1400 pages of great buys.

And the plus of shop-at-home

convenience.

(Jn© goal. Your complete

satisfaction.

\mbersf. A"^ volt

mV romains h'rnru; {

Re-elect State Representative

JimCoUins
Democrat
Amherst. Belchertown, Granby, Pelham

authorized and paid for by Citizens for Collins.

67 Bulterfield Turrare. Amherst. Tjwry |. Mehr. Treasurer

T

Your new JCPenney
opens Wednesday, Nov. 8th

in the Hampshire Mall.

Grand Opening celebration

10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
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Tothe Editor
Collegian paints

sexist image

to the Editor:

Once again the Cotl0gisn in subtle and
blatent ways paints a sexist image of

women in this society Unbiased reporting

IS an impossibility The staff's protestations

of "ob/ective news" cover the reality that

"ob/ective news" is white male news.

Your l^onday. October 30 issue was a

striking example Not oiyly was this edi

tion filled with examples, but it came out

on the heels of an enormous party

weekend where many women {including

myselfl were hasseled. handled,

threatened and suffered numerous other

little rapes

On page one of Monday 's edition is an

engaging article about security The

statement that nearly V, of the women on

campus felt unsafe at night is followed by

O'Neil's quote that the "high level of con-

cern women have over security is partly

the result of rumor " He goes on to

discuss the false report of incidents It

seems to me that although false fire

alarms are indeed a problem, one does

not skirt the seriousness of fire by

discussing the problems of false alarms.

Similiarly, the Collegian structures the

article m such a way that one would con

elude that women only THINK THEY
HAVE A SECURITY PROBLEM ON THIS

CAMPUS The inference of hysterical

females worried without cause is alot for

me to deal with, especially in light of this

past weekend Undoubtedly the large

group of men walking through

Southwest chanting "We want pussy'"

upset me for no reason. Women are

PERFECTLY SAFE ON THIS CAMPUS
\at least according to the Collegian].

I continue in Monday's edition on page

three is a charming boxed article about

dress codes and curfews in the 50's.

Again the- inference -there are no
problems look how much better off we
are today. Women are truly liberated now
we can see The question of coed visita-

tion was definitely the final bastion of

sexism in America, and now that is level-

ed, we are truly free

Finally, on page four, a "newsline. " "Ef

forts to regroup the women's governance

council, have not met with any sue

cess " Although rereading the article

shows the group is indeed regrouping,

one reads it from it's topic sentence's

statement of failure.

So, for my daily Ibut very paltry] dose of

women's news I learn that

7i Women feel insecure but they aren't it

is a bunch of rumors

21 We are really free today. Gee'

3\ Efforts to organize ourselves fall

through \but why bother anyway, there

clearly aren 't any issues I

Thank you Collegian staff for your con-

cern for my awareness, and for presen-

ting me with such an untainted picture.

Now I can forsake these silly fears of

rape, fantasies of oppression, as well as

my visions of collective strength
Karen Lederer

Pierpont

BOG regulating

craft-vendors

To the Editor:

The Collegian has printed several ar-

ticles, editorials and letters about the

Board of Governors' policies regulating

the use of tables by craft vendors on the

Mam Concourse These reports have

included some misstatements and
distortions which I, as co chair of the

committee which supervises the table

policy, would like to offer some
corrections and comments.

The Board of Governors does not
prohibit the sale of single flowers A
group of student.! have demonstrated this

flower growing skill as one part of their

plant soil crafts and these four people
have been authorized to sell single

flowers In addition. RSO and community
groups can sell single flowers for fund-

raising

The Board of Governors does not

prohibit the sale of "ZOO MASS' tee

shirt <; I personally prefer the sort of

imaginative, well conceived tee shirt

designs such as ai^e done bv several

student vendors However, ZooMass tee

shirts have not been barred from being

sold and m fact one vendor has talked of

bringing m ZooMass underwear.

The Board of Governors did not ar-

bitrarily establish rental fee and sign-up

registrations. They were formed from

collaboration between the Board and
Campus Center management. These

policies have long been in effect and have

been revised several times One of the

mam purposes for regulating the craft

tables IS to prevent the vendors from

excessive competition with the items sold

in the University Store {after all, if the

store were to start losing money the CC
fee would most likely be increased]. The

table regulations are meant to provide a

testing ground for student craft-

entrepreneurs.

The Board of Governors has heard the

criticisms raised since the last table policy

revisions, and it is discussing how to

revise the policy and rates again. I per-

sonally feel that full time students should

not be charged the same rate as special-

students If you have sugyestions or other

comments, feel free to submit them to the

Board office. CC817.
As one response to the possibility that

the rates are too high, the Board has

decided to curtail vendor registration after

Nov 15. This means if you want to think

of selling craft-items on the Concourse
this Christmas, SIGN UP NOW. The

craft panel will meet for its last regular

sessions this semester on Tuesday Nov. 7

and Nov 14 at 2:00 and on Wednesday
Nov. 8 and Nov. 15 at 1JX). For the

Christmas period. 10 additional tables will

be allowed to be set up, and prionty for

these tables will be given to Category 2
vendors {full- time students].

John Fi.rbish,

BOG Operations Co chairperson

Stuggle of the

Cypriot People

To the Editor:

The following letter is being submitted

to your newspaper to provide information

concerning the struggle of the Cypriot

People. The Cypriot struggle is the strug-

gle of humanity. It is not simply a struggle

between Greek and Turk, or between

Greece and Turkey. It is a conflict bet-

ween the forces of Imperialism and
Fascism against the force of Democracy
in the Eastern Mediterranean.

For this reason, it is, at base, a struggle

between the interests of the United

States and those of the people of that

area, the interests of NA TO and the CIA,

that, in order to maintain the strength of

the U. S. and the other NA TO countries in

the Near East, necessitate the destruction

of the political self determination and
human rights of the people of the Eastern

Mediterranean.

The coup by the Greek Junta of July 15.

1974. with the intention of assassinating

President Makarios, and the subsequent
Turkish invasion of Cyprus of July 20,

1974 are examples of the Fascist opera-

tions of the U. S. against the democratic

forces in Greece. Cyprus, and Turkey. It

has been documented that in 1974 alone

the CIA had spent $60 million in Cyprus,

before the fascist coup took place on the

island.

Today m Turkey, there are many people

who continuously demonstrate for the

ideals of democracy and justice, and for

the withdrawal of Turkish troops from

Cyprus. They pay for these ideas with

death. And in Cyprus, the Greeks and the

Turks are. for the most part, prepared to

live together again, united and in

brotherhood'. It is predominantly the

foreign fascist and imperialist powers that

prevent this, and works for the destruc-

tion of the democratic popular sentiments

of the Cypriot people.

The Cypriot problem is not exceptional;

It IS another consequence of the

worldwide attempts, mainly of the United

States, to acquire and maintain its im-

perialist hegemony Other sacrifices for

the political, military, and business in-

terests of the U S have occured, through

the imposition of fascist governments in

Chile. Iran, the Dominican Republic,

Argentina, Brazil, the Phillipines,

Nicaragua, Haiti and many others.

In light of these realities, it is clear that

the Cypriot struggle is the struggle for

democracy and justice in Cyprus, and in

all the world; and 'this struggle will be

maintained until victorv We ask that you

support this struggle here.

Arthur Aliferis

Cyprus Solidarity

Committee of Boston

The Nigerian

Experience

To the Editor:

This letter is in addition to James Lewis'
of Nov 1 from Lagos. Nigeria about his

views and experiences. Last year I went
on the same program.

Lagos is the capital of Nigera, containing

7 million people out of Nigeria's &)
million. For one who has lived only in

Lagos, leaving the capital would reveal

that most of the country is quite different

from this city. Outside the city, people

have more control over their lives. Lagos
IS a conglomeration of all the peoples of

Nigeria and West Africa, who come
looking for work and money; plus the

indigenous Lagosians. and the foreign

business world, which consists of at least:

India. China. Brazil. Canada, Russia, and
most heavily, the US and all the

European countries.

The Nigerian economy is what's called a

"mixed economy" which does business

with a country regardless of its economic
system. Some students there refer to the

economy as a "mixed-up economy. " with

western business land therefore interests]

plundenng wherever possible.

In Lagos, and to a lesser degree

throughout the rest of the country, many
western values are being imposed by
foreign businesses As in the U.S.. these

corporations use women as a means of

selling their products, and regardless of

the fact that these companies are in

Africa, due to their racism and the racist

countries from which they come, they

continue to use white women. Therefore,

most advertisements and products from

the racist east and west, which
dominated the market when I was there,

used exploitative pictures of white

women to exploit Nigerians economically,

as well as ideologically. These neo-

colonialist businesses fit in quite ef-

fectively, using and strengthening lef-

tover colonial values from the British that

never had a chance to die. Racism didn't

leave when the British did. because
economically {and etc.]. the colonial

powers are still there.

Perverse western values, epitomized in

the U. S. business world, are creeping into

Nigerian society by foreign business

companies, through their commodities
and means of advertizing. Despite all this,

even a foreigner today cannot overlook

the strong standards of beauty and
prestige in women and men that only

pertain to black people. That is, these

ideals are neither white identified, nor like

those of the west.

This economic dependency, resulting in

poverty and westernization, is a direct

consequence of colonialism and its

obvious intentions of keeping a people

and land controlled. If we fail to accept

this when trying to understand a society,

such as that of Nigeria in all its com-
plexities, and if we fail to listen to what
the people there know, without time and
patience, then we will be merely per-

petuating the myths of the original

colonizers.

Claudia Primeau

Letters policy

The MassachuMtts Daily Collegian

welcomes all leners to the editor. They

must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number. Organiza-

tions may submit letters, but they must
include a name and phone number for

reference purposes
Letters must be typed, double spaced,

at Sixty spaces per line, and no more than

two pages long. They should be sent to

the Executive Editor care of the Col-

legian, or may be dropped off at the Col-

legian office

All letters may be subject to editing for

either space or content according to the

judgement of the editor Due to space

limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed.
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Campus unions under attack
While students are confronted with

crowded classes and deteriorating dormsj
and faculty must fight long and hard to ob
tain a decent contract, many forget who
really keeps the university functioning and
who also shares the burden of the fiscal

crisis. During the past four years of budget

cuts, university workers have been
especially hard hit, according to Jonathan
Tuttle, President of Local 1776 o^

AFSCME. This local represents 1,200 peo

pie working in service maintenance, food

service, security and College of Agriculture

manual labor.

In 1975 all hiring was frozen at less than

full staffing levels. Since then there has

been no new hiring and a reduction in staf+

through attrition. According to Tuttle,

"There are alot of problems in terms o'

work loads and depreciation of standards.'

Where a building may have had its own
staff consisting of a repairman and several

custodians, now it has only one or two

custodians. The repairman has become a

"floater." This means he must take care of

repairs in a number of buildings. This is

usually called a speed-up. "Shortage of

help is a perennial problem," said Tuttle.

Because of the inadequate level of staffing

the university's physical condition is

deteriorating. "This leads to all those pro-

blems with the campus center that no one
will talk about," said Tuttle. The major ef

feet of this is increased work loads for

university workers along with reduced ser-

vices for students.

The administration response to these

problems is instructive. The contract bet-

ween Local 1776 and the administration (via

the Trustees) "obligates both parties to

work together harmoniously in the interests

of higher education." This means that the

effective delivery of a public service, i.e.,

our education depends on good labor rela-

tions between the university and its

employees. Otherwise the delivery of this

service will be disrupted because of labor

strife. However the administration, instead

of working to restore full staffing of posi-

tions, contracts out repair and maintenance
work even though this is known to be more
expensive. This also increases the potential

for corruption and favoritism. Furthermore,

the administration generally refuses to set-

tle work load grievances of the union in a

reasonable manner. They refuse union

stewards and officers access to records and
work release to deal with these problems.

This has resulted in the submitting of 40

grievance cases to formal arbitration by the

State Labor Relations Board. This costs ap-

proximately 40,000 dollars split equally by

the union and the administration. These

costs are paid by students and taxpayers

through tuition and taxes. The administra-

tion anti-union policy has other costs. The
Office of Labor Relations has a budget of

over 100,000 dollars, most of which is "us-

ed to harass the union," said Tuttle. In ad-

dition to this many university divisions like

the Campus Center or Residential Resource

Management have their own personnel of-

fices which hire people for the same pur-

poses. The anti-unionism creates problems
for both unviersity workers and students.

When asked about his Local's stand on
public higher education, Tuttle said he
shared student concerns about the declin-

ing quality of public education. While of

course AFSCME supports public education

to support the jobs of its members, Tuttle

stressed that "Organized labor hps a strong

committment to public education because
it provides quality education at prices work-
ing people can afford. After all our kids

can't go down the road to Amherst or

Smith." Tuttle feels that it is an outrage
that there is no representative or organized
labor on the Board of Trustees.

This university and all of public education
is under attack. Unfortunately our ad-

ministration, instead of acting as advocates
of public higher education, . merely
responds by attacking campus unions. It is

clear that university workers, students, and
faculty have much to lose if these attacks

are allowed to continue. It is only by work-
ing together that we can reverse these
trends and advance the interests of the en-
tire university community and public educa-
tion as a whole.

William Bluestrin and John Hawley are

members of Student United for Public

Education.

COMMENTARY

''A wild and crazy place
//

by Michael Shapiro

If Steve Martin were to visit Amherst, he'd

definitely call it a wild and crazy place. I

think a better description would be insane

It's insane, yet I love it. Take a minute and

view this hive we inhabit. It is not normal

nor are we.

Ever try to order a sandwich on white

breadf* I made the fatal mistake once. You
simply don't do it. In Amherst, everything

is whole wheat. Whole wheat bread, whole
wheat pi/za, we even have a whole wheat

trading post. I mean, what the hell is a

whole wheat trading posti* Think of th^

youth of Amherst. Have pity on them for

thev will never enjoy the Wonder Bread

years. Wonder Bread helps your body grow
twelve different ways. Whole wheat has to

Ije at least thirteen.

Only in Amherst can you be a non

smoRing, bi-sexual, vegetarian, neo

communist, from a parthenogenic birth

and find a roommate just like yourseK

Amherst knows no majority. There are

more minorities than people. Figure that

one out.

Everything in Amherst is either "mellow"
or "intense". Some things are both.

However, happenings that are neither

mellow or intense are called "bizzare".

Some sayings become obsolete in

Amherst. People don't go out and drink

beers. They "party". I'm amazed at how
two people can have a great party.

Another obsolete word is girl. Yes, every

female this side of the Connecticut river is

to be called a woman. Have you ever

noticed the weird expression on the face of

a friend from home when you refer to a girl

you both know as a woman? Or how about
your parent's reaction when you tell them
about "this woman I m dating. " The

situation is definitly out of hand. Halloween
night, two eight year old women came to
rny house trick or treating.

Only could Amhferst rewrite Halloween.
The kid next door came home with granola,

wheat germ, raisins and whole wheat
t)read. What ever happened to Nestles

crunch or a Payday!*

Only in Amherst could you find a store

called Earth Foods. It sounds like

something Captain Kirk would crave for. If

you believe what you hear, then very few

eat red meai or watch television.

Only in Amherst do canines wear ban-

dannas. And if that's not enough, they eat

natural dog food. Yes, Amherst is un-

naturally natural. Buildings are made of

natural wood, there's a radio station called

Natural 92, and the people are into "back to

nature".

Amherst is levis, hiking boots, and flannel

shirts. Amherst is No-nuke bumper stickers

and rainbow windshield stickers. Amherst

is broken down vw's and beat up Volvos.

Amherst has culture, yet sadly ignored.

Amherst has ten cert beers, one dollar

movies, and a free bus system. It's cross

country skiing and Puffers Pond.

Amherst is the only place you can go to

the zoo to look at the people

Amherst is excellent. Amherst is alone.

It's too bad that when we leave Amherst,

we have to settle for something less. Enjoy

the insanity while you 4re here, and,t^^n,

take some of it'with you.

IPAUL YANOWITCH
Character equals

Petro dollars
"I am sorry Mr. Sadat. In going over your

financial aid package, we noticed that you
refused a grant from the OPEC Boys Club
for 50 billion dollars. While you might or-

dinarily be eligible to receive some form of

aid, a sizeable BEOG and concomittant
BOG and SDS and LSD, your unwill-

ingness to accept other forms of aid in lieu

of government largesse indicates a rather

intrasigent refusal to help shoulder the

burden of college costs. Had you accepted
the aid, and indicated a desire to receive

outside funding, you would have owed us 5

billion back. However, we can no longer

process your aid package, I suggest you try

Student Employment.

Now that the Arabs are in the business ot

bribing leaders for peace, the Republican
party has a good shot in 1980. Nefariously,
they must get Carter to meet one of the
Arabs on federal soil, in which case he* is

guilty of accepting campaign contributions
on federal soil. A check to the Committee
to Re-Elect Jimmy Carter, made out for 50
billion, might catch someone's eye.

This could become the newest manner in

which to judge a person's worth. There is a

saying that the true mark of a man is his

ability to refuse temptation. We can now
measure a person's character in Petro

dollars.

"Do you see that man. That's David
Rockefeller. He refused 100 million dollars

and fishing rights to the Red Sea, and all he
had to do was take a picture of Sadat
eating a bagel."

We may see a stnng ot Johnny-come-
lately Appleseeds sprinkling money on the

ground and watching dissentioh grow. I

myself can be extremely resentful, dissent

ridden and vituperent for a few million. To
hell with the billions.

This could be the key to Carter's new in-

flation program, under the condition that

they don't spend it.

The attempt by the Arabs to barter off

future welfare of the state by offering inor-

dinate amounts of money will never work.

They obviously do not have any conception
of the key to human behavior, a notion I

will try and advance briefly by example.

Menachem Begin-they have to get around

to him later. Sheer etiquette demands that

FOOD For Thought
Albert I. Ennstein
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he be offered a bribe, and just as angrily

and condemningly, given the opportunity

to refuse it. If the pot is sweetened, he may
bite: a free weekend at Grossingers, an
audition on Saturday Night Live and James
Abourezk dartboard.

Others that would forsake their very ex-
istance for the right price include:

Myron Farber-an apology from the
Supreme Court and an operation to remove
the pipe from his mouth that has been there
since his undergraduate days.
Frank Hatch-an apartment in East Boston

and a change of residence, and one more
television debate.

David Knapp-a new office at one Vatican
Mall UMass/Rome.
Carl Yastremski Reggie Jackson in a dark

alley.

Michael Dukakis another snowstorm and
another chance.
Considering the fact that the election is

tomorrow, 1 thought that I should take

this opportunity to say a few utterly benign
words on the political process.

After the election is over, I expect to see
mass summary executions in the cour-
tyards, regardless of who wins. If Ed King
wins, every local hack who failed to
observe his conscience will be "drummed
out of the party".

I always conjure up a mental image of
Barney Frank, dressed like Alfred Dre^uss,
walking through the streets of Boston,
epilets torn and shredded, his ADA card ly-

ing in tatters at his feet, and a big A
emblazoned over his breast pocket.

There are rumors circulating that Bill

Cowin, Hatch's running mate, and,
somewhat interestingly enough, Jewish, is

planning a dirty political trick. Realizing, as

the consummate politician always does,
that Jews vote in a block for their own kind

regardless of any other circumstances,

Cowin plans, or so I have been told, to

smuggle New York Jews across the border
tonight in trucks marked Lenders Bagels.

Officials from the Dept. of Immigration

and Naturalization have been notified, and
are surrounding the Flatbush section of

Brooklyn tonight.

Paul Yanowitch is a Collegian columnist,

or so he likes to believe in his drug induced

fantasies.
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Expect a lot from
Ion Souweine

<<I9
IMl protect your rights.

»

"Our coKi/numiy ts special! harniers, fuciorv workers, ho/nemakers,

merchants and students li\e and work together. 7 hat's why we need a
progressive District Attorney who will viaorouslv enforce all the laws that

protect all our rights

.

"7hal\ oic. Jon S(.. I'm a proscunor, >u>i a poliiiiiun. la keep
our tnmntiinit'. u s/'r( ...'. /\jn' i<> U\c I luipf vdv''! vnu Inr nu nn
Sow'inhrr

Thf- difference is Experience

The difference Is Democrat

T; e difference is pronounced Su-wane

Souweine/iDemocrat for
District Attorney

I i nu>nS( Vntith.iiii'M '
"

To The Editor:
SCERA evalutes departments

To the Editor.

A letter from the Student Center for

Educa.iunat Research and Advocacy
\SC£RA\ was printed in these pages in

last Friday's issue of the Collegian with

some information left out. The letter was
concerning a departmental survey
prepared by the academic advocacy team
of SCERA. The purpose of the survey is

to determine how satisfied undergraduate

students are with their department as a

whole and identify existing problems and
inadequacies in the department, in

regards to faculty performance, learning

conditions, advising, and the amount of

student input in departmental decisions.

The results of the survey will be in-

tegrated in its respective section in the

Course and Teacher Evaluation Guide.

SCERA has been contacting department

councils and majors clubs in order to in-

form them of the survey and assist them
in its distribution in their department.

What was left out in last Friday's letter is

the list of departments which we have
already reached. If whoever is reading

this letter is in a department based stu-

dent organization, and does not see their

department listed below, but does want

their department to be evaluated, they

can contact SCERA, room 426, Student
Union BIdg., tel 545 0341. There will be a
very brief meeting of department liasons

this afternoon at 4:30 in the SCERA office

and interested people are urged to at-

tend

Again, the list of departments which we
do have contact members for follows:

astronomy,
anthropology,
business,

communication studies,

environmental science,

German,
legal studies,

microbiology,

marketing,

philosophy,

psychology,
political science,

STIPEC
Spanish,

Soviet Ft E. European Stu.,

women 's studies

Carlos Valdes 546 4723
David Aron 586 2565

SCERA

Article is offensive to women
To the Editor:

This letter is in response to Mark
Wilding s column, "Legal Tender- is the

Night ", 2 November. First I should say

that intellectually and literanly I ap
precne Wilding's attempt to emulate
O^'-h'i Hamnet's writing style. And. I

someone witi^ 'I true social cons
c.i'fice jnd awareness could easily hcive

m.Kje good use of the analuqy of the bat-

tered dollar women
But Wilding has sua utUed, through his

own sochil blindness and cocky ego. in

writing one of the most seriously often

SM/, ,-t,rit.^ >,, ,,-.>.. / . t ,jf ihe CoWeii'y^n

5 upaiion ot last

Sf)i,i.y I find ,: liurj (u believe that any
women on the cditonal staff could have
re.nl .iitd approved this article for publica-

tion, which suggests that the Collegian
staff is as unaware of women's issues,

now as they were before the occupation

took place and that editorial policy has

not changed

To read ".
. . Changing racist attitudes

will require an initiative on everyone's
parts. " and then have the eye travel
.icross the page to Wilding's column, is

an editorial blunder that could have hap-
pened only if the editor was really

unaware of the offensiveness of the arti

cle.

There is no excuse for the publication of
Ihis SO called satire. It is foot in mouth to

the knee I strongly feel an apology by
Wilding and the editorii:l staff is in order.

And. should I be accused of blind
feminr.t hi.ts !'ll add here (hat Sullivan

and L -s of articles on Universi

ty women m f": 5C's and 60's is one of

the most atrociouslv whiten pieces oi'

journalism} I have read m any publication.

Therr is no excuse foi tfiat either This

letter is my opinion :ind not necessarily

that ofmy emphiyer
Pam Kirnmelt

Health Educator

Public Higher Education in Massachusetts needs all the friends it can
get, and these are two of the best:

Jim Collins
State Representative

John Giver
State Senator

The Massachusetts Society of Professors (MSP) urges all students,

faculty, and staff to turn out at the polls on election day, Tuesday,

November 7, and to vote for Jim Collins and John Olver.

Monday, Novefnber6, 1978, CQiiegian i3
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GOLD MEDAL^ti.'Ts-

69
"T"

^Chip^^^

't^m 39
c-T

I
FLOUR ^

|„,„J Grocery LmJ^°^L«

I 13o? Packag

! NABISCO' „

! CHIPSAHOY: TUNA

^m
STOP & SHOB^

CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES CHUNK LIGHT IN OIL

,j G.oce77~^,^jSS&t^_^^^J Grocery L-j'Sl^'^

There's Stilltime fioryouto

BuOdaset<^FineChina
StSftNOMTo Ifs imported porcelain china White -on-white with

atxe- oT>*»-
^''^®'' ^^^^' A different place setting piece on sale each week Matching

\oo<^^^^ completer pieces available anytime. Make a set for 4, 6, 8, or more and save.

sett service deli Money s.y«x,w»r-H, iJ"^^^^^^TT^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^^^"""^^^l tm i^ Stop & Shop

iwberry
sierves

79

, . STOP .?. SHOP
^;MUSHROOM-

<^ni IP

SlicedBacon
^/rv'l* Sun Glorv «^.^0'm Sun Glory

1 pound pKgV
Extra Mikj Franks ' i':::

'
1 09

Bologna'or Liverwurst * 1 09.

Smoked Sausage .^-.'.n-x *1 69
Franks or Knockwurst * 1 49

Stop & Shop Cold Cuts 49

"MnuteGem"

Chickens
!*„>. —.. .«

corner delisi- ed <^ o.^>«> < , ix*

-

Stop Si Shop Flat Cut Cooked

CornedBeef
or ^^^70

aakedHam^lH
Tuna or Ham Salad 199
Vanilla Tapioca Pudding 79

Carando

Genoa

Carando Pepperoni 2 89

Carando Hot Ham ... 2 89

Whole 2V2-3lbs.

Enioy our tender, meaty, all

, natural chicken from Maine
Whether you roast & stuff

this bird or cut into parts

to bake, broil or fry ^Ib

Cut Up or Split

"White GemXhicken Wings
"White Gem Chicken Legs
Chicken Breast Split

IDS

White Gem 2 . -3lbs ^yn)
' 69:

79;

1.09.
White Gem"
2-2' 'lb-.

^PERDUE Whole 2y2-3lbs..

our kitchen it-.- n looas ifvr <>» ctv.

Roasted or B-B-0 Style

^ked Chicken
, 'White GphV "^^09

Cut Up or Split . <;^s 59;

Perdue Chicken Legs
Perdue Chicken Breast

T.istv served ' ^_f
USD
cho

Cheese Pizza

Potato Salad

n09
49^

ShoulderSteak
Beef Chuck for London Brdl ^^f2Q
Slops Shop I'JSDA Choice Great Boef ^*^^

'HEEf IS naturally aged for tenderriess and flavor ^^^ lb

Un'derblade Roast '^^S.f '1 .39-

Bee* Cfiurh

frozen meat

1 pound pKq

Cbicken Breasts

2-8 ounce Steaks

Steak

;? 19

Cube Steak
Short Ribs of Beef • : -

Stewing Beef 1.59

1 .89,

1.49

18 oorKe

Stuffing Mix

W-m

Macaroni & Cheese

Kraft
Dinner
4 7'.02 ^M

P»<9S ^M

Mini-Chips ^r-^^^'^"-

..-gj.g«.4s.x, 53c Tall Kitchen Bags
**

s^ ^ Glad Trash Bags

Smci4!.>«i 7QS
pkg

kCh -
M.09

Kellogg*s

Rice
nekM

Quick Oats

Nestles Cocoa
l<Hgi<:^ uf MwUtTwi.

Kosher or Polish Dill

Heinz
Pickles

69
09= Laundry Detergent *1.39

. M .09 Liquid Dish Detergent 59'

spies

79
1

24 ounce

'jtouA S^WP •v^i'p fVw jTuemo^JJoi Do"*

jBI Salad Dressing

Wislibone
^^ 'talian

59

Stop & Shop

Grape
JefR
21

Toddler Diapers "A'y '1.89 e,„rtwirh R3n<; V)
Spaghett, Sauce -.»: '1 .39 gf^^.T^'^f.^".: .. ^ :

..

^

W. P" ir < V* .

Chunk Light Tuna

Bumble

Peanut Butter .<;;;.....:.:' 79'

Stop & Shop Whole

ssgsl Kernel
^m\ Com

' oun'>~ can in oil

Keebler Crackers

Keebiei Cookies

69 4 1
.95 Apple Sauce
1.09 ,

Franco American

59^

1

::-x -

f Chi irk

Fresh Fionda

seafood

js 79;
^^ Fresh uaiifotnia ^^ ^^?^^M

Fillets IT? Mushrooms ' 9lbAppks^ I Table Ferns

89' i T^ t^

FreshCod

Dish Detergent

Palmolivtp

r.nMie Asst'l f

'nstant «

4 1

•. StopA .Shopfist>riics .
'1 59

Vcooked Shrimp w«r:«.. 2 69

I
bakery .,.f.cv...!h.i.f.-K

1 Stop8Shop Y-^h-T ih

Buttercrest
Bread 2 1
Pound Cake ' '

Variety Bread'

100":, Pure Hooa

Detergent ' 29 Royal Gelatin

/nemo Liquid ' '9 Rjce-a-Roni

Rngular ot Unsalted ^\ 24 oii'

-QNabisco v /Wes
foPremiiun

.^

1 •^'gg^r^Fdes
^^.^^

f 59

tt!e

n
n

CounfrystyleDDiiuts

Fnglish Muffins

Pineapple Pie

64 oui>' >

Ci't in

Breyers Yoguf!
Promise Mary tir If >>:

ownie Mix

59^

99^

Baking Soda
Heinz Pickles

^9

9

3 : 8^r}

89^
HoodSourCie^n"! 'n^

i health & beauty aids
\ All V"il' '.V.'"''l' li'.I'Vls'

Grapefruit Juice

Ocean

79

2 liter (67.6 n/

i

18 ounce
bottle

*• >.*iUf ti Reg or Dip*

"Assorted
Flavors

'4 \ Johnson & Johnson Baby Philadelphia

'Shampoo 1 .39 Kraft Ready Dip
7 1 1 ounce bohie Pillsbury Biscuit^

^COntaC 99^ Kraft singles ^c^^SJ*

K Cold Tablets pKg ot 1
«M«-iy wnw-«yh«.f^«.«.

.,.,^.:.in! Parmegian
fvvin Pack Pizza

Cream Cheese f;^Sr^''
^"^^

4-*l. KrfdgeVarr.' ..:.;;.. 89" Ocean Spray ...v. 99'
r'"oTctea'r.1r

,...e.„ =^. .-Gallon Ice Cream ---,49
v-8 Cocktail r.T.'j' 65' fcyS?! I^'^^"^'^

Pillsbury Biscuits ;,,jo f^„„„- ,,„r-c
"--" 79

•1.19 Si'"' c..^^T..":., 7i M,r,iRav,ohs

ottie

aa

S9
""""2-^= JotTn's Pizza

~
..v,-..- . i_^

Roller Coasters '^.r^2:.;^ Tetley Tea Bags
Orange Juice

_

_^;"r 79 f^.njRp^jniis r^2;...;1 Planters Peanuts

89"

99'

M.49
',99'^ I -« i»/i«« Cat Wp rede'^rTi your Federal Food Stamps
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Collegian
Notices

^^yUiM^^ • iVi

Foto Co-op -urgent meeting tonight at

6 30, CC room 803 Elections of new of

fleers'" All people interested in the Foto

Co op are welcome slide show and
refreshments follow Come and see what
we're all about' _
Notice - Distinguished Visitors Program
meeting, Monday, Nov 6 at 6 30 p.ni

, CC
room 815

Campus Scouts- meeting at Farley

Lodge from 800 9 30 Bring guitars and
music, $2 registration fee is due.

Notica- Union Stereo Coop: monthly
meeting on Monday, Nov. 6 at 7:30 p m in

CC room 166 All members and interested

persons are encouraged to attend

FSCrN Club -Cathy Du^y from the Her

barium in Northampton will speak on herbal

teas tonight in room 227 Chenoweth at 7:00

- all invited.

Graduate Colloquiums- dissertation

proposal problems? Meet and talk in-

formally with recent graduates and
students who have completed this pro-

cess. Wednesday. Nov 8 from
10:00 12 00 in room 128 School of

Education 1:00^3:00 room 15 in Hills

South Graduate Colloquiums are bi-

monthly and sponsored by the Office of

Student Affairs School of Education.

Jean Wilburn coordinator 5-2648.

Hebrew Conversation Group- another

meeting of the Hebrew Conversation group

has been scheduled for tonight in SUB 302,

Hillel Office at 6:30 Due to lack of interest

and even worse, lack of attendance, the

very fate of this group will be decided

tonight' So if anyone is interested in this

group, now is your chance to make it work.

Notice - meeting the local chapter of the

Mobiiiiation for Survival will meet on Tues

day, Nov. 7, room 302 Converse, Amherst

College, 7:30 p.m to develop activities pro

moting MFS goals global nuclear disarma

ment, banning nuclear power, funding

human needs, stopping the arms race. Ail

are welcome For more info, contact the

Hamp Co Alternative Energy Coalition, 85

Main St , Amherst

Ham Radio- there will be a meeting Tues

day at 7:30 p.m. in Elab^W. Pleaje come'

Considering Med School? -Dr Leo

Sullivan, Asst Dean b Admission Comm.,
Tufts School of Medicine, will speak on

medical education and admissions, Nov. 7

at 7:30 p m in 134 Hasbrouck Open to the

public. A short meeting of the Pre-Med

Club will follow^

Sidewalk Video - between 11 & 3 on
Tuesday and Wednesday U.V K. will be

presenting "Take the Night Back " and

"Miss California Pagent 1973 " screenings

will take place in front of the Hatch.

Nutrition Majors -film: "The Illusion of

Nutrition " and nominations for next

semester officers at 7:15, Wednesday,

Nov. 8, Chenowth.

Notice - men's sexual health tt contracep

tion all men welcome. At Health Center,

Monday, Nov 6 at 7:30 p m ,
room 302 A

chance to have your questions answered.

For men only.

tmiALisn UKi int

GRE prep course
for Dec. exam
begins tonight.

Enroll now!
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EARN OVER^650AMONTH
RIGHTTHROUGHYOUR

SENIORYEAR.

If you're a junior or a senior majoring in math, physics or

engineering, the Navy has a program you should know about.

Its called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-

Collegiate Program (NUPOC-C for short) and if you qualify,

you can earn as much as $650 a month right through your

senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School,

you'll receive an additional year of advanced technical

education. This would cost you thousands in a civilian school,

but in the Navy, we pay you. And at the end of the year of

training, you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.

It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only

one of every six applicants will be selected. But if you make

it, you'll have qualified for an elite engineering training

program. With unequaled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000

salary in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs

in private industry should you decide to leave the Navy

later. (But we don't think you'll want to.

)

Ask your placement officer to set up an interview with a

Navy representative when he visits the campus

or contact your Navy representative at 800-84 1
-8000 (toll-free).

If you prefer, send your r6sum6 to the Navy Nuclear Officer

Program, Code 312-B537, 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington,

Va. 22203, and a Navy representative will contact you directly.

The NUPOC-Collegiate Program. It can do more than help

you finish college : it can lead to an exciting career opportunity.

NAVY0FRCER.

ITS NOTJUSTAJOB, ITSAN ADVENTURE.

OFFICE
SUPPLIES

Qt

A.J. HASTINGS
newsdealer stationer

45 S. Pieosont St. Amherst S

We've Got Something
Your Mother Never Told You About...

The Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows. Sure your hair

eventually grows out, but with a precision haircut it

doesn't lose its shape
And because your hair falls naturally into place.

You «.von't have to keep fussing with it.

Now you've got something you can tell your

mother about.

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14 00

whether you're a guy or a gal. And no appointments

are ever necessary.

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all. but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you.

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart

J, Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m. -10 p.m. -

586-0090

Students are needed as
representatives on University-

wide committees. Students will

be working with members of the

faculty and administr'ation on
these important governance
committees. Sophomores and
juniors are urged to apply. Col-

lege of Arts and Sciences Cur-

riculum committee. Transit Ad-
visory committee. Parking ap-

peals, Meal ticket exemption.

Housing exemption. Academic
Priorities committee. Academic
honesty committees, ad-

ministrative withdrawal commit-

tee. Athletic council, and many
more. For more information

please contact the Student

Senate Speaker or Co-
Presidents Office.

SGA is an equal opportunity employer

IS THERE UFE
AFTER COLLEGE?

The Career/Life Development Team in

Berkshire House Says "YES!"

^Interest testing for personal/career

planning (call 5-0333 for appt.)

Career Resource Library, Room 119

Berkshire House

Personal and career counseling

Workshops in Oct./Nov. for:

Resume development
Job Search and interview skills

Career/Life exploration for Psych, and

Soc. majors

Coping with stress and anxiety

"Direction finding"

Exploring career/life planning

Test anxiety

Workshops open to all interested

undergraduate and graduate students.

For more information on above pro-

grams, call 5-0333

Tired of the same old mitiine?

Put a little adventure in your life and earn FREE THEATER
TICKETS to performances of America's newest resident professional

theater. The Commnn wealth Stage Individuals, members of clubs,

RSO groups, and public or private \i'r\i(e ofiianizations, should ask

us about our special host hostess program. ( all our Ihtuse \1ana)ier

t 545-ti}78 or write tor Commonwealth Stage, Km. 1 25A Eine Arts

( enter, L Mass. Amherst, MA 01(H)}.

THF COMMONWKAl TH STACK

QUICK COPY
AND TYPING

"Amherst Area's One-
Stop Typing Center"

•Quality, low-cost copying

•Fast, professional typing

•Complete dissertation, manuscript

and resume service •

In the Carriage Shops, Amherst
549-0557

A VERY SPECML STILE

9 Sr^^EDTLER

mars 700

•I- fen n^

Sf\VE PRICE

14.95

/?I/4IL/)BLE AT

THE mj 6T0RE O/ITHIN f\ STORE

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

\',^M% 1 % . I

:s.'i W'4»K > ^;^<il% j; •;<•$> 4y.
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\^ HAPPY HOUR
I
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DISCOUNTS ON ALL
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

BEERS

only rtt

r)GLflnO§

...TALKING HEADS

57 N Pleasant St

253 5141
Across ttf)ni the fire station

MONDAY. NOV 6 8 F' M BOWKER AUD.
University of Massachusetts

Tickets: UMass $5, 5 50: Gen Public $6. 6 50
At: TiX and the Union Record Service.

No cans, bottles or alcohol please! ~ patrons subject to check

UPCOMING
The UMass Arts Council and Campus Center Program Council Presents

SOLEIL LASER MUSIC SPECTACLE
Mon., Nov. 13. SUB, 8 & 10 p m., FREE

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col

legian office ICC 113) bctweeo 8 45 a m
and 3 45 p m Monday througfi Fnd.jy, Of

use ouf handy clip and indil form ff)und in

most issues of the ColU-cjidn Classified

(leadline is 3 45 (. m two ddys m tirlv.Mu »

of publif.dtion (ioXe

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: (laiiy, 45c

per line, five (jonseculiv*; issues 40(; per

line per day. 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One line is rouyhly ff)uivalent

to 38 characters

AUDIO

2 Infinity QA spkrs., under 5 yr warranty,

9 mos. old, $225 or 80, 546-6662, Mark.

AUTO FOR SALE

1971 Scout II, 4x4, good condition, asking

$ 1600 or best offer -Steve, 546-6062.

1971 Ford 2 dr., auto, runs great, 1104,

new tires. $750 , call Paul. 256-8207.

72 Fiat 124 wagon, runs great -door hit,

no $$$ to fix $695, 80, Bill, 6 8770.

MGB, 1987, $J0O. new paint, brakes, ex

haust, rebuilt cjrborator clutch. 4 excellent

radials, 2 snows, call Georgia, 549-1157.

72 Vega GT- sticker, cassette dk., $500.

call 253-2409 or stop at rose table.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers 20%
off a reg. priced merch. to all college

students b staff. Remember your ID!

New 4 GR78 15 Good Year steel belted

monted on meg rims, best offer, call after 6

p .m., 256-8729.

Top quality scrimshaw jewelry, lowest

prices around. Interested? Call Jay:

546 5452 between 9 & 11 p.m.

Gift Idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

Genuine full length raccoon coat, $200.

OO. Tel. 583-4838.

Undergraduate students -Studerits Ac-

tivities Office is searching for 3 part time (15

hrs./wk.) for academic yr. in the following

areas -general programs, film, and

publicity/communications. Apply in SAO
(SU 416) with resume and 3 reference let-

ters by noon November 13, 1978. Specify

position(s) applying for.

MenI Women! Jobs -cruise ships!

Freighters! No experience. High pay! See

Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So. America.

Winter summer! Send $2.75 to Seaworld,

Box 61035, Sact., CA 95825.

If you've had a problem with an auto

repair of purchase, the UMass Consumer
Action Center wants to know. Please call

545-0199 or 545-0781, Mondays- Fridays,

9-5.

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Wash.. D.C. or area for

Thanks, vac. -will share $$, call 546-5173.

ROOM WANTED

Rm. wanted in 2-br. furn. apt. on bus rte.

in Amher. Nov. 16-1- , call Nasrin, 584-0569.

68 VW, 5000, on new eng., AM/FM, $600,

256 0543.

69 Ford Fairlane. body. int. good, small,

automatic engine, runs well, $550, call

665^2646

75 Triumph Spitfire 1500. exc. cond., new
paint AM/FM, gd. radials. 25,000 mi. Ask-

ing 2,800 BO^all^Don. 546-9624.

1976 Chevy van, C 10, long body, power

steenng, AM/FM stereo, heavy duty

suspension and shocks, radial tires, ex-

cellent condition, call Marc, 545-2591 days,

665 4542 nights and weekerids^

~ ENTETiTArNMENf

Chippewa —40 insulated boot, worn once,

7 y^E. reg. $80. asking $65. Al, 546 8918.

Parrots— 2 half moon (male & female),

must sell! Best offer, call Deb. 545-0162.

1974 Datsun B-210, good condition, good

tires, new brake pads, blue ext., blue int.

4-speed, low 60's, call evenings, 774-5381

or 665 3686

Two new retread snows. 6.50x13. plus

one_rim . $25, 546-4h52
.

oT-ake^ SW. receiver, $350 and SR 52

calculator^ $250 or BO^all Don ,
546-6980.

WelT-made watches by LeJour, features

slide-rule, only 10 left $25 ea., 546 6009.

Fine used clothing

South Pleasant St

INSTRUCTION ROOMMATE WANTED

Jazz dance classes starting Nov. 14,

Bangs Comm. Center, call Ginger at

256-8042 to register. Keep trying!

LOST
~

The Madeleine, 79

Amherst, daily 11-5.

FOUND

Meal book w/ ID #2589095, CT license,

Tues., 10/31. between Franklin food

counter and Collegian office, call Julie.

6-6663.

Lost— HS ring w/ green stone, 10/29 at

concert in SUB, personal value, call 6-5568.

Lost in CC coffee shop, denim jacket w/
blue and white star on pocket, great sen-

timental value, please return to Collegian

Graphics Dept _^
^Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

1 or 2 roommates or poss. sublet wanted,

2 bdrm. apt., 2 mi. frm. Univ., Dec. 1 or

Jan. 1. Sharon. 256-6388.

Looking for housemate. So. Deerfield,

$60 -t- . non-smoker, older student, person,

call eves. 665-3430.

SERVICES

Disco Dave is back. Complete disco

sound and lights with DJ. Reasonable

rates, call D.L Disco at (413) 567 1715 (col-

lect) and ask for Dave or Bryan.

On Sun., 10/22, NOPE fields, blue sweat-

shirt and blue track shoes, call Mark,

6-9412.

MOTORCYCLES

for' RENT

1 bedroom unfurnished at University

Park apt Paid through November, ready

immediately or Defore 19th, Call 549-4635,

$210 mo.

HELP WANTED

For sale. 1970 CB Honda 350, good cond.,

$350, call 546-6435, anytime.

FOR SALE

Womens ski boots. TVj, 1 pr. Munaris,

used 'j season, $95. were $150. 1 pr. Nor

dica, $20, were $100^caH_yal, 549-6381

Altos^: Vito (LeblancI, brand new, call

546 8084.

Beautiful 14kt gold chains & bracelets,

great for XMas. & b-day giftj, lowest prices

around! CftttlH 1»L ..r.-'.y^-
,

,:v,
^

-

.

2'OrirM dSad trcketd, Tufts / Wlusic

Hall, trade Mon.
6-6962

M.H or N.H., Kristi,

Overseas jobs — summer/full time.

Europe, S. America. Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields. $500-1200 monthly, expenses

paid, sightseeing. Free info. Write: Interna

tional Job Center, Box 4490-MC, Berkeley,

CA 94704^

Care .wanted for long haired dachsund

days, $10 week 665^54,Jteepjrying.

Are you sincere about getting ahead?

Willing to work to reach your goals' If

positive minded, organized and honest,

this could be for you. Let's find out. Call

Norm Paquette at 1 736 3446.

linmediate opening? for peopiv w/ caw
avaHabte f<* flexible # crt hrs. Wich wk. »;
"weekends. Pay is ct3fmtT>erteurata W/ your

knowledge of tfie Amherst area, apply in

person at 363 Mn. St., Amherst.

PERSONALS

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.

Huge selection of gold, silver, diamond ear-

rings and unusual gifts. Silverscape

Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,

Mass^253-3324.

Hauling service, call 549-4730. after 5

p.m.

Sound system for hire, coffeehouses,

bands, discos, caM Rick^584;^410!r

Improve your grades! Send $1.(X) for

your 256- page mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10,250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 25907- B, Los Angeles,

Calif^. ^ 90025, (2 1 3)j477;8226
.

WANTED

Hey Brad: BWAAH! You know It! Love.

DAF^

Cindy, thanks for six of the best, L. Y. R.M.

Dennis: thanks for the kamikazes' Keep

them coming, the New York way, from

Dusty and Seadog.

Katie — you gorgeous hunk^of babe. P.E .

Looking for warm, compassionate,

beautiful woman to give sponge baths Fri.

nts to handsome, virile male. Call Salty or

Geoffrey at 545j500 o r 256 0343.

Stiawyi bappy birthday #1 roommate Em-

Rida wanted to Gr. Orthodox Church on
some Sundays, share $, please call

Christine, 6-6974.

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for 3 bedroom apt. close to

campus to sublet Jan. -Aug., call 6-4280

( Debbie ) or 549-4773 ( Diane )

.

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

FLA. FOR THANKSGIVING

Fly to Fla. Nov. 21 to 26. Flying Club of-

ficer has 4 seats left @ $175 each to Tampa
and back. For info call, 665 4967.

SERVieiS
rfcfc KaE

Attbrney Mt96n R. Rosenthal, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.

p— ^^^•<^«^^^ • m^^
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YOUR BIRTHDAY

MONDAY. Novrmlwr «.1»T«

MONDAY. NOVEMBER t

Bom today, you arr dim-

of those eireptionally
aware pFraoni who rarely
allow.f an apportunily di

pass by luinoticed Vou are
maM e-^pecially attuned to

the monds ol those with
• liofn you work and pLiy
and . Ijecause of this

. you
can avoid conriirLs others
may not even realize are
br<-»'inK You have a knark
for pearemakinK In fact

you Ret your deepest plea-
sure from creatinK order
out of rhaos. whether it hi

people or merely thinK.s

thai .ire involved
Ynu may be ronsidrred

mature for your aRe -

when you are ynuns A.s an
adult .however .you will

learn a youthful manner
Hhirh will enable ynu to

enter iircies of people
many years your junior
Alto born on this dale

ara Ignali Padarawtki.
nolad planiii and states-
man, and first prasidant ol
Iha rapubllc ol Poland
To see what i*. in .store

for you tomorrow . find
your birthday and read the
c'orrrspondinK paragraph
Ix-t your birthday .star be
your daily guide

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 7

SCORPIOIOcI ?3-No»
Jtj Don't waste limr
a.skinn unnrressarv qijrs-

ilon.s Kollow up li'ad.s

quK kly and fulU lor cam
ti\ cveninR

SAQITTARIUSINov ??

Dae 21) - Person,il pUns
"ihould be dlsru.s.scd with

one who knows your inlrn-

llons .ind rxpcnrnfc 1 .is

ten carrfully

CAPRICORNtOec 11

Jan 19) - .Self lake sarri

flee may not be lalled for

Don't volunlerr rxcrssivf

iM-avery . do what you must
- only

AOUARIUS<Jan ZO-F«b
II) - Vour devotion to

family is both obviou.s and
appreciated .SiblniKt may
have espenally good ad-
vice now

PISC£S(Feb I9-March
M) - Sticky wickets .seem
to crop up everywhere
today Don't delay m giv
inn an an.swrr to one in
authority

ARIESfMarch ?I-April 19)

- Relax with family lixlay
An early morninj; surprise
action may cause you to
think again ^hout new
plans

TAunUSlApril JO-Mri, , ,

- .An investment ir ri>»l

property may prove risky

today Vou woulildo well to

k'uard your investmrnls
judh lously

UtMlNllMay 71-Juna 70)

• A careless word mnv h)

rni.siinderstnnd A'Tcpt
whiitcvcr aid is offcrnl dri':

make your Kratitiidr clear

CANCERIJune 72-July Hi
- The progress of a Ifiv '•'!

line shouid l>e enoiiuh

Don t insi.sl that he oi she

he a wiiiner; in (he

ninninj; .suffices

LkUIJuly 23-Aug 12] -

Inhihilion.s may keep ynu
(mm Miromplishint! all I hi'

il.u .iffiTs Goals of l.itiK

.'iL'ii prove a haiiniini>

refrain

VIRGOfAug 73 Sept ?7t

I/v>k on the plus side of

Ihe paKe This is an exrel
lent time to redo home or
office IVepnre niHterials
LIBRAtSept ZS-O'I 12)

.So lon»; as you doi.'t lake
fancy for rcalijv you
should he able to sort

things nut gainfully today

Collegian 17

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

Ai>i fCiu00lN6?
mff£ Dot AT
« flUPnON IN

ll£CBP

T>QN^ UIhA'

Ki^miON?

1

fOf THE CHINe^
-, fOUtlON UCHAN(^

S\ snjpom' youAC-
CtFTtDimKiAtyO'

OUT OF THB

QUe^TION. HJLSii

CAN'T you se£
I'M glBY?

DOIN6
lAkiATr I H)fi£>ET

APPOimMtm
BOOK

'It30 TO HOO.
Haw TRIP TO ^
f-ROf^AL ums" wrs it<

T L£FT
AN HOUH.

AGO I

:$[^i<AMiu^

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney
ZZL

AuetlU

X kof>« >jou

lo^<2 y&ur

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

I ... S<^r\e of yoi^ rAay

here fcf bas U'c * Lc, \ I

fx. rpc&e$ Or\ -the Cortrory

ha. \rio>s '-'r\\ifv, -V<cl tttpi

U)H0'5 THE KID
WITH THE BLANKET ?

THAT'S LINU5...H£'5m 5U)EET BAB600..,
I'M NOT VOUR

SWEET BABBOO.'i

HE 15 BUT HE
BUT HE 15

T

^/x

UMASS MEN, OPEN RUSH
1 :;•<,-•

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

DEER • EATS
NOVEMBER?
NOVEMBERS

CALL 256-6815
.-I. -t.

8p.m. -10p.m.
118 SUNSET AVE.

J-M-

WHITMORE

BOYDEN

V.

WOLFIE'S
PIZZA

1.

SOUTHWEST

SUNSET AVL

'\ " "^ 5AE

DON'T FORGET TO
VOTE, TOMORROW,

TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 7.

YOUR VOTE IS

IMPORTANT!
POLLS OPEN
8 A.M. -8 P.M.
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Stickers make finals

UMass field hockey coach Pamela Hixon. shown here yelling encourage

ment to her troops, has been a major factor in their success. (Staff photo by

Amira Rahman)

EXODUS

By MIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

If the Mmutewonien need any convincing
that they are the team to beat in the

EAIAW/USFHA lournament, they need
not go any further th?n Cornell University.

Sparked by Senior co captain LynSle
Wickman's three goals, the Minutewomen
won twice over the weekend in tourney
play at Cortland, 2 over the Red Dragons
and 3 over Cornell in the quarter finals to

give UMass the right to go to Springfield

College for the final rounds of play.

Against Cornell on Saturday UMass came
out strong, managing 22 shots on the
Bears, their best first half showing in quite
a while. However, the stickers were up
against a goalie that seemed would be the
stopper all afternoon. Jane Malter, the Cor
nell netminder, was particularly tough, sav
ing twelve in the scoreless first half.

Matter's ability to stop everything hit at her
kept the Bears in the game, allowing the
Cornell offense sparked by quick forward
Robyn Ewing, ten shots of their own.

The Minutewomen took the ball right to
the Bears in the second half, earning two
penalty corners It was a pileup in front of

tfie goal following the second short corner
that a Bear defensewoman touched in a
vain effort to stop a goal.

Senior Lynsie Wickman got the nod for

the penalty stroke as she did during the 1 1

tie against Springfield. Previous to her miss
against Springfield Wickman was four-for-

four in penalty strokes and she seemed to

regain her touch against Cornell, flicking a

line drive into the lower left portion of the
net before goalie Malter could react, giving

UMass the eventual game winner.
At 8:00 Julie McHugh took a cross pass
from Judy Strong, but missed the initial

drive as she ran over the ball. McHugh
hustled back to the ball and rifled a shot in

to the left of the net past a surprised goalie

and crowd The goal was the long awaited
first goal of the season for the hustling

junior, co leadrr of the team in assists.

At 34 00 Lynsie Wickman gathered in her
.second goal of the game on a penalty cor
tier play. Wickman scooped the ball, lifting

it over the head of Bear goalie Malter and
the hands of the defense to cap the game
and the satellite tourney for the Springfield-

bound stickers.

Hixon praised the play of junior Jodi
Wickman who played her most "inspired"

game of the season Also deserving of Nix-

on's praise was goalie Karen Stifter, who
had seven saves en route to her seventh
shutout of the season and her second on
this tournament week«»nd.
In the first roMi.d game against Cortland

State UMass seemed to play with all the
vigor of a dead liorse but came alive at two
points on goak. by Laura O'Neil and Lynsie
Wickman to down the Dragons 2 0.

_-ilAai=l.-"j.i ;
-

ua Tues., Nov. 7

7<^ 730p. in.

Pe*c4 Mahar Aud.
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FINE /4<TSCENTERPRESENTS

INNIPEG
> 'BALLETS

«« :v. .>gjlk s**' Jt^tlnm...-

ARNOLD SPOHR Director Directeur

! Thursday November 16th 8 p.m.

L^ Parr -trs/As,hton Rondo '^Neumekr
R0jfleo/C. \V\\le

t=rid^, November 17th 8 p.m.
I

Fisiival \va\7 Glinka-Pas de /"row/Balanchine

WIftnen .\raiz The Bitter IVeird/de Mille

Fill /RTS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Ti:kllt»fiow on sale General public - $7. 6. 5 UMass
s'udertts $5, 4. 3 Senior citizens and other students

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4, 545-2511

A New England Ticketron Locations.

Irotn .1 roiintrv as ilcNin aiui nn-

sp<iil('(i IS Canada, yon <l rxp^-ct a vcrv

spt'« i.tl laslf. IVi'sh Irom North .Amoricas

most « \|)'rirntrd brrwt-ry. Mnlson has

Imh'ii ni.ikinti friends on hn[U sidfs o( ihc

horchr sii i < 1 < H(i.

Our three import hrands are ready to

;,
show voii )iist how i^real Canada can taste.

Make it the heartiness of Vlolson

•\le. spirited Canadian Beer,

or smooth Golden.

Or all three.

«:*•'••« '

II.. ..»».. N. ,..,1 ,.>....ril> >>,

i M iftirr iMi|...iHtH I ' III. t.M'ti\...v ^^

Monday. November 6, 19/8
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/^ Sports Calendar

SATURDAY'S RESULTS

Football 11 Rutgers 21

Soccer 3 Boston College I

Men's cross country 11th in New England
Women's cross country in EAIAW
Vollebyall 14th in URI Tournament

TODAY'S GAMES
No games scheduled

TOMORROW'S GAMES
Volleyball vs Westfield/Keene @ Keene

Booterstop Eagles
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

Rutgers had the 'D'

second half UMass maintained the tempobui
B.C. snuck in the goal against the run or tne
play. The goal gave B.C. renewed en-

.^ , ,
. _, , . ^. . .

thusiasm, suddenly the momentum had
At lorig last the ordeal is over. Playing in shifted. It appeared the end was in sight for

the whirling mist and fog of Chestnut Hill the UMass but a play by UMass' Mark Vasington
UMass soccer team snapped their four game turned the game around
losing streak, defeating Boston College 3-1.

B.C. had floated a shot on Marilla, who
UMass outlasted the Eagles with two punched the ball into a crowd of BC players.

goals late in the second half by Joel Mascolo The ball deflected rig.ht back past Marilla and
and Antonio Dias. For UMass it was a well towards the empty net. But Vasington
deserved victory yet it still came with great rushing back right at the goal line, made a

By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

The Rutgers University defense played the

role of plumbers Saturday afternoon at

Alumni Stadium. It took the University of

Massachusetts habitually running faucet

and plugged the leak.

"Hey, if you shut anyone off on the

ground, you stand a good chance of

beating them," said Rutgers coach Frank

Burns after watching his defense lead the

Scarlet Knights to a 21 11. victory over

UMass.
The Rutgers' defense never allowed the

Minuternen to establish their running

game. It held UMass to its most impotent
offensive performance this season- 173 net

yards and shut off a running game that

had been averaging almost 200 yards a

game.
UMass gained just 99 yards via the

ground, as Hank Sareault was limited to

just 30 yards in nine carries, Dennis Dent to

2b in seven carries and Cliff PeeUow to six

yards on only two carries.

"We )ust weren't able to sustain anything

offensively, " explained UMass coach Bob
Pickett. We weren't able to sustain

anything on the ground It seemed like we
were always reaching. . .always trying to get

something going.

We felt that we could run against them.

We felt that we could run inside. We just

didn't do it with any consistency... I don't

think there's any doubt that that's the best

defense we've played against this season,"

he added
With the rushing game stalled, UMass

quarterback Mike McEvilly was forced to

throw more often than usual. However, the

passing game sputtered as McEvilly com-
pleted only eight of 25 attempts for 74

yards. He was intercepted three times.

McEvilly was, however, under constant

pressure from the Scarlet Knights defen-

sive front line.

Even though UMass offense was unable

to mount an offensive thrust, the

Minuternen were still in contention until the

opening minutes of the fourth quarter,

thanks to an equally fine UMass defensive

performance.
UMass was trailing 7-3 when the third

quarter ended and had just stopped

Rutgers on a third andone on its own four-

yard line on the final play of the stanza.

Kennan Startzell opened the fourth

quarter by missing a 2i2 yard field goal at

tempt However, UMass was penalized tor

offsides and two plays later Ed McMichael

tossed a 3 yard TD pass to tight end

Gt-orge Carter.

Instead of leading 10 3, Rutgers was
ahead 14-3 and the momentum had clearly

swung to its favor.

The shift in momentum eventually led to

the Scarlet Knights' seventh straight vic-

tory, while ending UMass' streak at four.

And now, the Minuternen possess a 5-3

record and face the realization that another

loss could end any playoff hopes. They

have three games remaining

difficulty.

UMass' first goal came when Antonia Dias
intercepted a pass and lofted the ball into the

far corner, giving them a 1-0 lead.

The UMass defense took control for the
remainder of the first half, not allowing

goalie Mark Marilla to make one save. In the

flying scissors kick, clearing the ball out.

With just eight minutes to go Captain Joel

Mascolo became the game's hero, blasting a

loose ball over BC's fallen goalie. Dias added
the frosting on the c^||fconng the last goal

with just 9 seconds

Harriers slip
By KEVIN MCCAFFREY
Collegian Staff •

UMass cross country coach Ken O'Brien
had hoped the team would finish fifth or

sixth in Saturday's fMew England Cham-
pionships at Franklin Park in Boston
The Minutemen fell short of the coaches

pre-race prediction as they slipped to

eleventh position among the 32 team field.

The UMass disappearence in the top ten is

worthy of an asterik however. This coming
Saturday the battle of qualifying for the

Nationals will be raged at Franklin Park.

The seven harriers who will represent the

Minutemen in that contest did not suit up
for the New Englands. Their seats on the

van were taken by six members of the sub
varsity crew who were given varsity stripes

and an opportunity to run with the big

boys.
Providence College was at full strength as

they powered their way to another lopsided

victory, their fourth in a row. The

s taiien go
c^^scor

in NEs
Providence trio of American Dan Dillon,

Irishen Redmond Treacy and Brendan
Quinn, led the Friars and the other 200
runners over the five mile course as they
glided through the finish line in 1,2,3

respectively. Dillon's winning time was
23:22.9.

Sophomore Kevin Molteni represented
the first Minutemen jersey into the finish

chute, as he recorded a time of 24:38 in

28th place. Teamniate Glenn Lyie was five

seconds and five places back in 33rd. Matt
Anderson (65), Steve Hilyard 182), and
Chris Omeltchenko (113) rounded out the
Minutemen final tally of 321

.

O'Brien's tro^p.s, although pushed out of

touch with the limelight this year in the

New Englands. still managed to drop a hint

of the fine running} program at Amherst.
Sophomore Bob Hunt captured individual

laurels in the JV race with an impressive

time of 25:07. The JV squad finished

second to Maine.

Thf Boston t'tlobe Monday. Ociobtr ^i. I'J78

POLITICAL CIRCUT
B> l)\Mn FXRKKLL

Port Authority

and King'

severance pay
The furor over the severance con'acis granted Demo

cratic gubernatorial candidate Edward J King and his

executive staff at Massport five years ago h»% been

blown far out of proportion.

Tfie leading culprit in ifie campaign to discredit tfie

severance arrangements for King and Massport execu-

tives IS former MPA Chairman James Alan Fay. who

never liked or got along with the former Massport execu-

tive director

Fay is now attempting to make it appear that King

somehow sneaked the list of officials covered with a sep-

aration clause into the Massport records

Actually the minutes of the June 21. 1973 MPA board

meeting at which the severance contracts were author-

ized were specific, so much so that Chairjnan Fay and

the other six board members knew precisely what they

were voting And if Fay didn i. he has another, more

serious problem

The same minutes also reveal that the Aulhorilys

Personnel Subcommittee, which, incidentally, was head-

ed by Rev Albert Sallese - an anti King director ~

"submitted a two-page memo which included a termina

tion policy for employees on the Authority's Executive

Staff

Following presentation of the Sallese recommenda

tions, Fay and the other six members of the board unani-

mously voted the following:

• That the Authority hereby adopt, as a termination

policy, that any member of the Executive Staff whose

services are terminated or whose job is eliminated and

who has had at least live years service with the Massa-

chusetts Port Authority, will receive upon termination or

elimination of his 30b. in addition to his earned benefits.

• one month s salary for each year of service up to 12

months The termination pay will be paid in monthly

installmenw or in lump sum at employee's option The

list of Executive Staff will be submitted by the Execu

tive Director

"

Fay and his colleagues (Messrs Maher DeFalco.

Harrington. Sallese, Lyden and Thompson) were well

aware of the identities of the MPA executive staff It was

common knowledge among all board members as was the

fact that Fr Sallese had a candidate he wanted covered

by the severance arrangement

And that's why Prof Fay s current comments, which

suggest that (he deal was whipped through in the dark of

night, are so transparent The impression also has be«n

created that the Massport funds used to cover the agree-

ments are coming out of the taxpayers' pocket They are

not

Severance contracts such at those voted by Fay arv

common in-industry And if anyone ever deserved a gen-

erous separation arrangement, it was King who devoted

If anyone ever deserved a gener-

ous separation arrangement it

was King, who devoted an inor-

dinate amount of his working

, hours to the Port Authority.

Notarization of absentee ballots will be

available according to the following

schedule:

CC 504-908

CC 911-915

CC 904-908

CC917

10/30, 31,

11/01

11/2

11/3,6

11/7

10 a,m.-4 p.m.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

an inordinate amount of his working hours every day.

weekends included, to his big love - the Port Authority

No one forced King to work as hard as he did but the

fact IS that he did His detractors, many of whom neve.'

built anything, will tdl you King really didn't do a good

job at Massport

The great majority of the area's bankers and busi-

nessmen will tell you that it was King's foresight and

drive which made Logan one of the world's finest air-

ports Their expertise, based on more than a decade of

observations of King, has much more credibility than the

current effort by Salvucci. Fay and company to rewrite

history and tear down King's accomplishments at

Massport

In way it is almost amusing to watch the campaign

of these paper tigers wilhtheir burst of courage It calls

to mind 'he public hearing of the Massport board late in

1974 at which the firing of King was the order of the day

Throughout those proceedings chairman Fay wilted

on his hot seat and looked like he would give King the

Castle Island terminal as a present if he would only go

quietly And within a month or so of the four-lo-two

ouster vote. Fay and some of the other principals now

attacking King readily agreed to grant him the severance

pay now being trotted out and exhibited as some nefari-

ous act by King

King certainly is not without culpabilitv for his lav-

ish lobbying efforts while at Massport and for running a

one man show which ran roughshod over the people of

East Boston These weaknesses merit close scrutiny by

voters deciding between him and Rep Frank Hatch next

month

But he did an outstanding job at Massport and

should be accorded his due for his very substantial

accomplishments

David Farrell is Glob^ pnliUral columnut

I
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ATTENTION STUDENTS INTERESTED
IN MBA PROGRAMS

A representative of the Syracuse University

School of Management MBA Program will

be on Campus on:

Tuesday, November 14, 1978

1:30. 2:15. 3:00. 3:45 p.m.

For further information, and an appoint-

ment, please contact your

Placement /Career Services office.

1

I

I

Paid for by William H. Locke,

who's sick of Taxes, Taxes, Taxes

JOGGING SHOE
SPECIAL

A special purchase
of Bata jogging shoes

inbluaand rust

only ^^
while thay lastl

WE ALSO STOCK SEVERAL
STYLES OF PRO-KED AND

CONVERSE AT DISCOUNT PRICES

at

campus center /univ. of mass./amherst

>tt^»'«£^>*^'**'*'k' a' A"^' *'**•'<
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The took of dejection on the face of UMass defensive back Kevin Sullivan (20)

tells the whole stc Rutqers 21, UMass 11. The gridders now prepare for an
equally tough contest at Holy Cross this week. (Staff photo by Sharon Brezin-

skyl.
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Knights topple Gridders 21-11
By MARK MARCHAND
Cotlegian Staff

All the offense tha: 3 Division One
powerhouse is supposed to have and a

strong defensti against i^if run were the key

elements S iiurday after n. on as the Scarlet

Knights of -iutgers downed a louyh UMass
football '> ' at Alumni Sadium 21-11 In a

game mar od by 17 penalties for a total of

190 yards, tht Scarlet Kmnhts generated 319

yards offensively while limiting the

Minutemer, ;o a total of 173 yards; 99 of

which v.«^rr> on the grouP'i

"We ); • ouldn't sustain it good dnve,"

said UMdi oad coach Bob Pickett after the

game. We nad good field position, but we
just couldn't get going."

After a scoreless first quarter. Rutgers

scored thp touchdown that put them ahead

to siav '- . 'et Knight quarterback Bob

Hering . . . ^opnonrwre halfback Dave Dorr,

for a 46 vard pass play that put the Knights

ahead 7 with the point after kick. It was

the first of Dorn's two touchdowns of the

day which gives him a total of eight

touchdowns so far this year. Tfie versatile

running back came into the game averaging

1 1 .6 yards per carry on the ground and 23.7

per pass reception.

Later in the second quarter, UMass broke

into the scoring coiumr; as ace placekicker

Sandro Vitiello booted a 44 yard field goal. It

was the best UMass drive of the half as the

Minutemen saw most of their offensive

drives end in punting situations in addition to

one Mike McEvilly pass being intercepted by
safety Deron Cherry.

"That's what we wanted to do." said

Rutgers head coach Frank Burns. "We knew
they would be in trouble if we forced them to

a passing game We came in here prepared

for Dent, we knew he was dangerous."

Bottle up the running game is exactly what

Rutgers did as UMass gained a paltry

65-yards on the ground in the first half with

only three out of 10 Mike McEvilly passes

falling into friendly hands.

The third quarter was much of the same
with the score remaining at 7-3 as Rutgers

started to have offensive problems. Purits

were exchanged between both clubs with

the frequency of beers being poured during

Happy Hour at the Blue Wall. Of the ten of-

fensive series by both teams during the third

quarter, eight ended in punting plays.

Entering the fourth quarter, Rutgers found

itself with a fourth down and two yards to go

on the UMass five yard line. Opting for the

field goal, Kennan Start/ell kicked what

looked at first to be wide but most eyes were

focused on the small piecf of yellow cloth

that floated to the field after the play.

The flag signaled offsides against Umass
and gave the ball to Rutgers on the three-

yard line; first and goal to go. On the very

next play Rutgers' quarterback Ed
McMicheal promptly delivered a pass into

the hands of tight end George Carter for the

touchdown. The point after by Startzell was
good and the Minutemen now found

themselves on the short end of 14-3 score.

The offsides penalty was what Coach Pickett

called, "One of the most crucial plays of the

game." The penalty came at an inopportune

time for the Minutemen; just about nailing

the coffin shut on the UMass gridders

On the very next offensive series, Mike

McEvilly threw his third interception of the

day into the hands of linebacker Jim Hughes

who returned the ball to the UMass ten-yard

line.

Not wasting any time, quarterback

McMicheal handed the ball to Dave Dorn

who romped the ten yards to the end zone

for his second touchdown of the day. The

score now stood at 21 3 and the Minutemen

cause looked hopeless.

Facing an uphill struggle the Minutemeri

were forced to go to an aerial attack which

proved fruitless. At 6:13 of the founh quarter

UMass defensive end John D'Amato

recovered a Scarlet Knight fumble on the

Rutgers 27 yard line for what proved to be

the Minutemen's biggest break oV the day.

After bringing his offense to the 19-yard line,

McEvilly took the ball himself and ran it to

the one inch liae (estinr^ted). On the next

play McEvilly retained control of the ball and

plunged in for the touchdown. Opting for

the two point' conversion, McEvilly hit tight

end Mary Paglione in the end zone to bring

the score to 21-11 where it remained for the

rest of the afternoon.

"Their pass rush was really something,"

said an exhausted McEvilly after the gante.

"That's the mark of a good quarterback; be

ing able to throw under that type of

pressure. I just didn't do it."

McEvilly was 8 for 25 on the day as the

UMass passing attack never really materializ-

ed.

The UMass loss ended its winning streak

at four games and brought the Minutemen

record to &-3. Rutgers, meanwhile, extended

its win streak to seven games and brought its

record to 7-1.

Next week the Minutemen travel to

Worcester to face the Crusaders of Holy

Cross on Saturday afternoon at 1:30.

Patriots hold off Bills

for seventh straight win
ORCHARD PARK, NY. \UPI\-Second

year running back Horace Ivory scored on

runs of 19 and 5 yards and the New
England defense forced several key Buffalo

turnovers yesterday tb pace the Patriots to

a 14-0 triumph over the Bills.

The Patriots' seventh straight victory kept

them in first place in the AFC East with an

8-2 record. The Bills dropped to 3-7 and re-

mained in the division cellar.

Ivory was inserted in the Patriots' starting

lineup in place of Andy Johnson and

responded with 128 yards rushing on lb

carries.

Ivory ran 19 yards down the right sideline

at 8; 12 of the second quarter to give the

Patriots a 7-3 lead. The drive was set up

when Steve Nelson intercepted a pass by

Bills' quarterback Joe Ferguson at midfield

and returned it to the Buffalo 25.

Buffalo kicker Tom Dempsey had given

the Bills a 3 lead on a 21 yard field goal

early in the first quarter.

'

The Bills had an opportunity in the second

quarter lollowing Shane Nelson's intercep-

tion of a Steve Grogan pass, but Buffalo

running back Terry Miller's tumble on the

next play was recovered by New England

safety Tim Fox at the Bills 40

The Patriots took the second-half kickoff

and marched 76 yards in seven plays, cap-

ped by Ivory's 5 yard scoring run at the

3:31 mark.

The Bills had a key drive stopped early in

the final quarter when Curtis Brown fumbi

ed at the New England 7-yard line. The ball

was recovered by Patriot linebacker Steve

^abel.

Buffalo's only touchdown came with 1 :47

left in the game when Ferguson flipped an

11 yard scoring pass to Bob Chandler deep

in the end zone. The touchdown was set up

when defensive lineman Scott Hutchinson

recovered a Grogan fumble at the New
England 33.

The ^lls then attempted an on-side kick,

but Dempsey was called for illegal pro-

cedure when he touched tfH5 ball before It

traveled the necessary 10 yards.

t

Winter sports meeting

The Collegian sports department is holding a staff meeting tonight at

7(X) at the sports desk. The purpose of this meeting is to assign beats for

the winter sports season. Attendance is mandatory if you want to cover

Spikers falter in Rl tourney
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's volleyball team

played at the University of Rhode Island

over the weekend; they faced some of the

best teams in the Northeast. Though losing

to Providence College 11-15, 10-15,

Southern Connecticut 9 15, 13-15,

eventual tourney winner University of

Maryland 10 15, 15 6, 8 15, and beating

only Vermont 15-1. 15-8, UMass coach

Mike Rhodes was pleased with the team's

performance.
"We played all the good teams," said

Rhodes, "and we didn't get blown out by

anybody. There was improvement in play

over the beginning of the season, we
played well in all matches, and though we

pidceo I4tri out of 16 teams in the tourney,

we're pretty sure that UMass will be invited

to the Eastern Regionals "

Doing well in the tourney were Peggy

Barber, Brenda Simmons, and Joyce GresI

in offensive hitting, Kathy Shinnick, Pat

McGrath and Joyce GresI in setting, and

Donna Sasso, Sally Anderson, and Chris

Perron in all-around action.

As UMass prepares for its final two
matches Tuesday against Westfield State
and Keene State (to be played at Keene),
they will find out whether or not they will

be invited to the Eastern Regionals. Now
17-10, UMass has improved over the past
year's record of 11-13, and as Coach
Rhodes said. "We are doing very well, and
we hope to get the chance to play in tha
Easterns."
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OUR VOICEIN THECOMMUNITY

Standing Up
To Fear

In Mississippi

This article is being reprinted

by popular request from our

October 24, issue

By Jerry Tulsky

The center for the movement is Holly Springs, the largest

c;ty and county seat of Marshall County The town boasts

antebellum mansions set in northeast Mississippi's rolling hills

and national forest. At one corner of the town square a state

(historical marker recalls the old cotton town's past as a

"center of social and cultural life." Today, most of the 6,000

residents are black and like many white residents frustrated

by high unemployment and poverty. Per capita incime for

Holly Springs was $2,853 in 1975, less than half the national

average of $5,902. These economic frustrations, compounded
with what they consider unequal treatment at the hands of the

local white power structure have led blacks to organize in local

communities throughtout the region for jobs and equal

justice. Marches, rallies and boycotts are becoming com-

monplace activities, spearheaded by a relatively new civil

rights organization called the United League.

Founded in 1966 by Alfred Skip" Robinson, the United

League fights its battles both in the streets and in the cour-

troorr. According to Robinson, the League is a "priestly,

militant, revolutionary organization" committed to winnine

employment, education and health opportunities for

Mississippi blacks. It has sponsored lawsuits challenging local

election laws, local officials' use of federal funds and inaction

on school desegregration matters. The complaints also in-

clude police brutality and a series of murders of blacks in

which white suspects were arrested but never indicted or

tried.

Until recently, the organization remained little-known outside

the area. Its principal claim to frame was a boycott of Byhalia,

Mississippi, a town 10 miles from Holly Springs, fellowing the

1974 killing of a black man. Butler Young, Jr., by a part-time

policeman. Two grand juries refused to return indictments

against the officer, and the League, building on the

momentum of protests "'that resulted, filed lawsuits

challenging various discriminatory practices and began a

boycott of downtown stores. It also initiated a lawsuit against

the police officer on behalf on Young's mother that resulted in

an award of $15,000 in damages from an all-white jury. The

League is now appealing that verdict because, in the words of

League attorney Lewis Myers, "we think that's too small a

sum for the death of a 21-year-old mart."

The United League is not the only group on the move these

days. The Hunger Coalition and Concerned Citizens Against

Police Brutality are behind protests in parts of north

Mississippi which the United League has not reached. Unlike

traditional forces such as the NAACP or SCLC, these groups

lack both fame and money. With membership coating just one

dollar, the League appeals to the poorest citizens and seeks its

• strength from the masses, rather than from a hefty treasury.

"The League is better off without a lot of money," says

Joseoh Delaney, a black journalist from Oxford, Mississippi,

who has been active in League affairs. "Money just means

trouble."

Indeed, the NAACP has recently been cautious pending a

decision in its appeal of a 11.25 million state court judgment

against it for the association's 1968 boycott of white stores in

Port Gibson, Mississippi; meanwhile, the League leaps to the

forefront of such activities. "The League doesn't have that

.kind of money to lose." says Henry Boyd, Jr., secretary of the

League. "Some of the blacks who once stood up and fought

for justice now are complacent," says Robinson. "'They have

become part of the system. We are trying to awaken black

folks to this."

continued on page 2

Vote For Ed Brooke
This is a call for all third world

People on campus and in the Area

who are algible to vote to go out

Tuesday November 7, and cast

your vote for Senate Edward
Brooke. Senator Brooke is the

first Black to serve in the senate

since Reconstrution, Senator

Brooke has a proven track record

of representing all minorities and

oppressed people's. He has

always stood up for what he's

believed in even though it hasn't

always been the politically ex-

piedient thing to do.

Let's look at part of his record.

Senator Brooke fought for

legislation guareenteeing
minorities equal rights.

Senator Brooke led the suc-

cessful fight on the Senate floor

to block the nomiation of

Haynsworth and Carswell of their

objectionable civil rights records.

Senator Brooke called for the

establishment of the Office of

Minority Affairds his proposal

later became a reality.

Senator Brooke sponsored an

amendment that gives significant

funding for bilingual education to

help end the high dropout rate

among Spanish speaking

students this is just what Senator

Brooke has done to ehip benefit

Blacks and other third world

peoples.

With the seniority he has

acquired during his 12 years in the

Senate, the people of

Massachusetts cannot afford to

lose him. Being the only Black in

the Senate he has to represent the

rights of all Black across the

country. Blacks that are suffering

discrimination in Mississippi. New
York, Philadelphia, and Plains

Georgia, cannot vote for him. But

you can, remember that your vote

Tuesday is just not helping Black

people in Massachusetts but

Black people across the country.

Vote November 7, Vote Brooke.
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StandingUp To Fear

In Mississippi

This past January, the League called for the ouster of

Marshall County Sheriff Kenneth Smith after a black man.

James Garrett, was found hanging in Smith's jail with

hands and feet bound. Smith called Garrett's death a

suicide. Largely because of League efforts, the Marshall

County Board of Supervisors held a speacial hearing in

February in which witnesses detailed beatings in county

jails. One woman said the lailer allowed a man to enter her

cell and rape her As a result of the hearing, the supervisors

cut back the federal funds of Sheriff Smith.

In March, United League officials wrote the area's US
attorney, HM. H.M. Ray, complaining about his poor track

record in prosecuting civil rights violations and saying,

"There is an air of hopelessness on the part of many black

citizens in north Mississippi concerning the attitude or

seeming attitude toward the vindication of their con

stitutional rights as black American citizens," In a reply

letter, Ray denied that his office failed to prosecute civil

rights cases.

In April, one week before the annual pilgrimage of tourists

to Holly Springs' antebellum mansions, hundreds of blacks

turned out for a League sponsored "March for Justice
"

The League has since held several more marches and has

threatened to picket downtown stores unless more blacks

were hired. Holly Springs merchants mindful of the

Leagues's success in nearby Byhalia, quickly formed a

committee to try to meet the League was still unwilling to

call off Its protests.

Recently. Robinson has sought to spread his gospel

outside of Marshall County, organizing marches in parts of

Tennessee and Alabama. He has announced a July protest

in Plains, Georgia At a recent press conference in Holly

Springs Robinson declared that the League would be going

"nationwide ' He already claims 50,000 members in the

organization, but Robinson has a reputation for con

siderably inflating such figures.

The United League's rapid success gained a boost from

its recent move into Tupelo, a town of 21,000 that serves

as the retail trading center for the northeast part of

Mississippi and that is widely known as the birthplace of

Elvis Presley. The Tennessee Valley Authority provides

cheap electricity for residents and industries, and Tupelo's

low-wage, non-unionied labor force has grown rapidly in

recent years. The town's per capita income jumped almost

58 persent between 1969 and 1975, from $2,859 to $4,515.

Several multinational corporations, such as Rockwell

International and FMC, have set up shop in the area.

The catalyst for Robinson's entry into Tupelo was an

incident involving Eugene Pasto, a Memphis man picked

up by Mississippi highway patrolmen in March, 1976, and

taken to the Tupelo police department on check forgery

charges After questioning by police captains Dale Cruber

and Roy Sandefer, Pasto signed six confessions and six

forms waiving his constitutional rights Last January, a

federal |udge awarded Pasto, who was by then serving

time in the federal penitentiary in Atlanta, $2,500 in his

lawsuit against the officers for beating the confessions out

of him.

Cruber, who received the "Officer of the Year" award in

1974, and Sandefer were both longtime veterans of the

Tupelo police force. Prisoners had frequently charged at

trails and in complaints to the FBI that the pair's success

came from beating confessions out of suspects. After the

Everywhere one turned, pickup

trucks and cars bearing rifles

Ku Klux Klansmen, some

wearing white hoods, patrolled

the streets

feoeral court's decision in the Pasto case, more complaints

began reaching Tupelo's board of aldermen, along with

demands that the two be fired

The seven-member board voted to suspend the officers

while Police Chief Ed Crider investigated the matter.

Crider, who is elected to his post, concluded that the

officers had not committed a crime; he claimed to know of

no other complaints involving the two and recommended
that they be reinstated. On February 24, 1978, the alder

men accepted Crider's recommendation over the sole

dissenting vote of Boyce Grayson, the only black alder

man, who entered an unsuccessful motion that the officers

be fired

The city's action provoked an angry response from

Tupelo's blacks. The United League seized the opportunity

and stepped up efforts to organize a Tupelo chapter.

Robinson lashed out at local black leaders who sought to

solve the problem through further meetings, exclaiming.

"You can't negotiate from a position of weakness." In

early March, the United League began sponsoring a series

of marches, drawing 400 demonstrators at the first, then

800 one week later While Tupelo's mayor, Clyde Whitaker,

called the Pasto incident a "dead issue," the League

escalated its demands to include more jobs for blacks in

city government and local businesses. The city made a last

ditch attempt to avoid ferring Cruber and Sandefer to the

fire department. The League rejected the city's effort and

on Good Friday began a boycott of downtown stores.

The boycott was so successful that Lewis Myers. Jr., the

League's attorney, says "White merchants from the two

largest stores in Tupelo have personally come to me,

pleading for an end ot our boycott. The black boycott of

whiteowned stores has not only had an economic effect;

it's causing an emotional breakdown in the white com-

munity"
The activity is unprecedented in Tupelo, which was

largely bypassed by the tumult of racial battles over school

deseqreqation and voting rights that raged across

Mississippi a decade ago.

The rise of black protest in Tupelo has brought a white

militant backlash, including formation of a Ku Klux Klan

klavern. Douglas Coen, a former Pennsylvania policeman

who moved to southern Mississippi five years ago,

spearheaded the backlash. Coen is now Grand Dragon of

the Mississippi Invisible Empire, Knights of the Ku Klux

Klan.

"Whites are in a hole," says Coen, "and we have to pet

back to level ground before we can start making any gains.

The white working man has been stripped unreasonably

and punished unreasonable for something he never had

anything to do with. He was not the cause of slavery."

While Coen is against the black movement "we want the

threates of black pressure removed from Tupelo's streets"

-

he IS not unhappy with the loss of business the boycott has

created.

"The white merchants survived before they had the

nigger business." he said, "and they'll survive a lot better

after they get rid of the blacks." He claims the Klan was

needed to instill unity in whites. "Blacks recognize now

that there is a white resistance to intimidation," he said.

"Blacks recognize now that there is a white resistance to

intimidation," he said. "But had there not been, had we

just kept giving and giving, there would be no end to their

demands, and they would turn this city into a mass ghetto,

unfit for habitation by any decent, selfrespecting

Christian."

When fewer than 100 whites turned out for the Tupelo

Klan's first rally.the speakers blamed "white apathy"

which they said could ruin the country But three weeks

later, than number was tripled when the Klan and the

United League both demonstrated on May 6 in a dramatic

confrontation.

The May 6 showdown began with a Klan press son-

ference at the local Ramada Inn. By the time the League
march started, reporters from CBS, NBC, the New York

Times and the Los Angeles Times had arrived. United

League members assembled in a black neighborhood and

silently made their way toward the center of town, led be
men driving pickup trucks, with rifles prominently

displayed in their rear windows The demonstrators carried

anti Klan signs and were flanked by League scouts armed
with clubs, binoculars, and walkie talkies.

Every policeman on Tupelo's 65 man force was on duty

that day; a helicopter hovered overhead and officals from

Standing Up To Fear In Mississippi

the US Justice Department, sent by the Attorney General,

monitored the situation. Everywhere one turned, pickup

trucks and cars bearing rifles and guns were obvious. Ku
Klux Klansmen, some wearing white hoods, patrolled the

streets threatening to make "citizens arrests" of the

demonstrators. In mid-day, a Klan motorcade drove down
Main Street while blacks, bearing anti-Klan signs, watched

from the sidewalks.

Nothing more than words were exchanged. But that night

a Klan rally and cross-burning ceremony drew 300 people

who demanded the reinstatement of Cruber and Sandefer.

The two officers had announced two weeks earlier that

they were resigning their positions in the fire department

"with the hope that demonstrations by the United League

of north Mississippi be terminated." The United League

quickly rejected this suggestion.

The crowd at the Klan rally was vocal and emotional, and

participants frequently shouted racial slurs against blacks.

At one point, Cruber acknowledged the crowd's support

with a Nazi type salute. At the cross-burning, Cruber tried

to pull the camera from the neck of Joseph Shapiro, a

reporter for the Memphis Commericial-Appeal assigned to

the paper's Tupelo bureau. Another reporter stepped in

and broke up the trouble.

Several days after the events of May 6, Tupelo city of-

ficials passed a resolution asking both groups to leave town

and barring them from further use of the city facilities.

When each group continued its plans for another

showdown on June 10, the city passed an ordinance on

May 18 prohibiting demonstrations for 90 days.

The May 6, showdown began...

United League members assem

bled in a Black neighborhood

and silently made there way
toward town, led by men driving

pickup trucks with rifles

prominently displayed

With the aid of North Mississippi Rural Legal Services, the

League promptly challenged the ordinance in federal

district court. At a hearing on the matter, city attorney Guy

Mitchell warned that a "holocaust" could occur if the city

could not forbid the demonstrations. The city paraded 25

witnesses, including all the aldermen, the police chief,

several new$men and residents. Newsmen testified that

they had seen Klansmen at the May 6 demonstrations with

flame throwers, hand grenades and submachine guns. City

officals spoke of a "highly inflammable" situation and said

that Tupelo was 'permeated with fear." But US District

Judge Orma Smith struck down the ordinance as a

violation of the right to peaceful protest. It marked the third

time Judge Smith had ruled in a League lawsuit based on

the First Amendment. In his two previous rulings. Smith

had ruled against the Leqgue and been reversed by the US
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. This time, as he read his

decicion before a packed courtroom. Smith quoted from

13 lawbooks stacked on the bench in front of him.

Smith encouraged the city to draft another ordinance that

could regulate the two marches to keep them from coming

into direct conflict. But in the days preceding June 10, city

officals rejected efforts by Alderman Grayson to find such

an alternative and waited for the potential outbreak.

When the day arrived, the media, the helicopter and the

full police force were once again on hand to observe. This

time the police wore bullet-proof vests and riot helmets and

waved shotguns and rifles. More than 700 people marched

with the United League, including members of the state

ACLU chapter, who held their annual meeting in Tupelo

that day because, in the words of one member, "we do

more than talk about civil liberties." The march lacked the

show of arms so obvious in previous demonstrations and

passed without trouble. League demonstrators wrapped

up their rally on the steps of the courthouse, while

Klamsmen waited a few blocks away to begin their march.

Then, about 50 robed Klamsmen and 150 supporters

marched to the courthouse while onlookers lined the

streets. But the mood quickly changed. Bill Wilkinson,

Imperial Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan, wais speaking to the

crowd when a white man wearing a T-shirt that bore the

United League slogan "Justice for All" shouted out, "You

symbolize hajred. You call yourself a Christian! " Wilkinson

directed some Klansmen to take care of the man, who was

later iderttified as David Ohmes, a lay minister. Klansmen

dragged Ohmes and knocked him to the ground; the

minister offered no resistance. Tupelo police stepped in.

saying, "Let us have him" and began striking and gagging

Ohmes. Reporters who tried to photograph the incident

were told to stop, and one was pushed away. When the

Commercial-Appeal reporter. Shapiro, began to argue, he

was dragged to a waiting police van and tossed inside,

while the crowd cheered.

Shapiro later described the incident: "As the van drove

off, from the floor I heard the driver gleefully radio

headquarters, 'We got Shapiro.' "Shapiro said police

complained of his earlier news reporting and advised him to

leave town. He was charged with conspiring to incite a riot

and assaulting police and interfering with police. Ohmes

was charged with inciting a riot.

Reporters rushed to the police station to get more in-

formation. With them was Freddie Crawford, a black

turned out to be H.D. Cruber, father of one of the former

officers, moved through the reporters and began pulling on

the door, brushing up to Crawford and demanding to get

inside.

Crawford flung his fist at Cruber and threw his tape

recorder, which narrowly missed Cruber's head and flew

through the plate glass front window of the police station.

The two men grappled to the ground. As reporters moved

out of the way, police officers poured in through the door

and over a side counter. They first grabbed Crawford, who

shouted "What is the matter? Won't you grab him

because he's white? Some police then grabbed Cruber,

and Crawford, flung off the officer holding him down and

grabbed him from behind. A second Justice Department

offical grabbed another police officer, and for a moment

the scene was frozen in an amazing standoff, two black

Justice Department officals holding two Tupelo

policemen, a third policeman holding Cruber, while

reporters stood by in disbelief. The officers confiscated a

length of chain from Cruber, and Crawford later said he

started the fight after he saw Cruber reach into his pocket

where the chain was. Cruber was charged with assault. On

a day that city officals had said would inevitably lead to

trouble, the only scuffles involved police.

Ip Robinson 42-year-old brickmason and building

contractor, blends fiery rhetoric with preaching in

speeches that have moved his audience to tears. He calls

on blacks to find their own leaders; and when he speaks of

having "found a cause worth dying for." a comparison to

Martin Luther King, Jr., seems inevitable. Since forming

the League, Robinson has at times sought local political

offices such asr mayor and sheriff, prompting critics to

charge him with opportunism. Among those to accuse

Robinson of inflaming issues to grab headlines are Mayor

Sam Coopwood of Holly Springs and Clyde Whitaker of

Tupelo.

ome of the Blacks who once

stood up and fought for jus ~

tice now are complacent. ..they

have become part of the system,

we are trying to awaken Black

folks to this.

Indeed, Robinson even incurred some initial resentment

from local black keader* as an outsider in Tupelo. When

the League first came to town, John Thomas Morris, head

of the area's NAACP, criticized the organization for

pushing the city's own black leaders aside. But after the

League won a recent lawsuit against the city ordinance

banning League and Klan demonstrations for 90 days,

Morris stood on the courthouse steps and declared, "City

leaders are going to have to learn they can't pick who the

Justice Department offical from Atlanta who stood in the

station's reception area and waited for police to let him

inside so he could talk to the major. A white man in his late

50s walked in and said to Crawford, "Well, look at that
^

goddamned nigger." Crawford, incensed, whipped around

and demanded, "What did you say?" The white man, who

continued on page 6
^ Ku Klux

They took me out

To some lonesome place

They said. "Do you believe

In the great white race?"

I said. "Mister,

To tell you the truth,

I'd believe in anything

If you'd just turn me loose
"

The white man said. "Boy.

Can it be

You're a-standin' there

A-sassin' me?"

They hit me in the head

And knocked me down.

Then they kicked me

On the ground

A Klansman said, "Nigger

Look me in the face

And tell me you believe in

The great white race."

Langston Hughes
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FBI Plot Against Black Leaders
reprint from Essence Magazine By Iris L. Washington

Ai \hv h«'U|hi of the Ltvil rights

aiul Bliu:k power movement of

the sixlu'S tht' Federal Bureau of

liiv(>stM|ali«)n instituted a

rrtunii-nntirlluiencc program
.nm»«rl at drrsttoymq tfie ef

••( iiyt-nt'ss f)f BUick leaders and
or(|.ini/.iti(ins that they termed
Kliick r\Hlionulist hiite groups
Thf l>iir».ni was reacting to what
Mwy JM-lieved were tfiie.Ms to

n;itii>nitl security Fearful after one
of the hottest summers of racial

rlisturtiances tit Unitt.-d StaK^s
tMMory, the luireau ordererl. on
Atniusl 2fv 19()7. immedi.ite and
I ooidiiiated use of coun
titi>H(||i((«'iu;e tcictK s a()atnst key
Hl.ti k te<<d«.-is anrt giou|)s The
Ml p,M t (if this priK|r.im on the

Itisloiy of llu' (!i>i IS still coming to

txiht

The objectives of the plot against

Black leadership were spelled out

in the August memo from the late

FBI director J Edgar Hoover and
in a subseguent one dated
February 29. 1968: to expose,

disrupt, misdirect, discredit or

otherwise neutralize such groups
and their leadership, spokesmen,
members and supporters; counter

their propensity for violence;

frustrate efforts to consolidate

their forces or to recruit new or

youthful adherents; exploit

conflicts within and between
groups from spreading their

philosophy publicly; and gather

information on backgrounds of

group leaders for use against

them. The National Association

for the Advancement of Colored

People (NAACP), Southern
Christian Leadership Conference
(SCLC;, Black Panther Party

(BPP», Nation of Islam and
Student Nonviolent Coordinating

Committee (SNCC), to name a

few key organizations, became
victims of unrestrained and in

timidating harassment by the FBI

in league with local police, the

Central Intelligence Agency,
Internal Revenue Service (IRS),

National Security Agency. Secret

Service, Army Intelligence and
several divisions of the Justice

Department.

Spying Harassment.... Provocation.... Murder?

The FBI program under which
covert activities were coordinated

and executed was called Coin
telpro, an acronym for "coun
tenntelligence program."
Cointeiprowas originally instituted

in 1956 for the purpose of

wrecking the Communist Party in

the United States and any
organization that supported the

"violent overthrow" of the
government, It later came to

include the New Left, the
Socialist Workers Party and the

bureau termed white hate groups
and Black extremists The 41 field

divisions of the Cointelpro against

Black organizations covered
major cities in the United States

Ov< f 2,300 known proposals for

disruptive activities were ap-

proved by the bureau and im

plemented from the time of the

program's inception to 1971 when
FBI files were stolen from the

Media, Pa , office and exposed to

the press After much public

outcry, in 1975 the 9th Congress
passed a resolution establishing a

Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence to conduct an in

vestigation into intelligence

activities of the federal gove'iv

ment That committee subrntted

a final report in April 1976;

relevant parts are paraphrased in

this article.

The bureau has conceded that

they had no legal authonty for

Cointelpro but they justified their

action before the Senate Select

Committee by saying that "at the

time It was initiated, we had men
who felt they had a responsibility

to act and having felt this

lesponsibility, did act. We had
cities being burned, educational

institutions being bombed, deaths
occurring from all of these ac-

tivities ' Chief FBI officials

believed the existent law couldn't

control the activities of certain

dissident groups and that

Significantly, Cointelpro actions

coincided with specific national

events The FBI Black nationalist

Cointelpro began in the wake of

the bloody Newark and Detroit

riots of 1967. which left those

cities smoldering, thousands
injured and over 85 dead. Even

after the Kerner Commission
(headed by Governor Otto Kerner

of Illinois) came to the conclusion

in their '368 report that "white

racism was the principal cause of

the disturbances that rocked the

nation in 1967, " the FBI Coin

telpro actions continued.

rr)iiitel|)ro tactics included

publicizing derogatory in-

formation gained from illegal

surveillance for the purpose of

damaging an individual's personal

image; surreptitiously supplying

information on a p>erson's politcal

beliefs to his or her employer in

order to get the employer to fire

the person; provoking warfare

between riv?! groups; falsely and

anonyous'y labeling members of

targeted groups as informants in

order to cause expulsion or

(physical attack; disseminating

deliberate misinformation on a

group or individual; and sending

anonymous letters to the spouses

of targeted individuals in

deliberate attempts to break up
their marriages. These are but a

few of the thousands of different

techniques used by the bureau.

The FBI collected information on

their subjects from jaolice con

fidential sources, informants,

state motor vehicle divisions,

confidential sources in utilities,

educational institutions and state

employment agencies, interviews

with the people themselves and

Supreme Court decisions had tied

the hands of the intelligence

community. So they proceeded,
using improper acts to obstruct

the lawful political activities of

groups and individuals.

with others. The agency also

culled data through physical and

electronic surveillance, mail

openings, breaking and entering,

passport agencies, the Postal

Service and Immigration and

Naturalization Service.

Was King
An FBI Victim

The most intensive campaign
against a Black person in the

history of the FBI was directed

against the late Reverend Dr.

Martin Luther King, Jr. The
bureau went to extraordinary

lengths to eliminate King from his

leadership role, conspiring to

promote their own national leader

and going so far as to research

and identify such an individual.

Recent press reports attempted to

link Roy Wilkins, retired executive

secretary of the NAACP, to this

plot. Wilkins had repudiated any
involvement three years ago in an
interview with Senate in-

vestigators, but the interview had
not been made public prior to the

recent press reports. Others
accounts identify prominent New
York City lawyer Samuel R.

Pierce, Jr., as the person the FBI

considered grooming to replace

King as the major civil rights

leader. There is no evidence that

Pierce qas ever approached or

that he knew his name was being
proposed ir^ such a context.

Martin Lutner King, Jr., the

outspoken Baptist minister who
headed the Atlanta based SCLC,

emerged in 1955 during the yeat

long Montgomery, Ala., bus

boycott as a fearless civil rights

leader King vigorously promoted

nonviolent protest as the vehicle

to freedom and dignity for Black

America. The movement, which

concentrated on securing voting

rights and on the desegration of

schools and public facilities, met
with lynchings, mass arrests,

burnings and bombings.
Nevertheless, the nonviolent

movement flourished by the mid-

sixties, becoming a powerful

political force that united a broad

cross section of Blacks.

For this reason the FBI regarded

King as the most effective leader

in the country adn therefore ths

most dangerous. They thorized

that a "a man who supports non
violence ought to be destroyed

because someday he may
abandon non-violence and
emerge as a black messiah." The
FBI could find no legal reason for

surveillance, so they insidiously

proceeded under the ruse of

investigating suspected com-
munist infiltration of the SCLC
and the civil rights movement.
The communist issue was, in

reality, an almost nonexistent

concern and later exposed as

such in Seante hearings. King had
publicly criticized the FBI in 1961

for siding with segrationists and
cooperating with local Southern

police. Hoover, who was
ultrasensitive* to any cr

himself or the bur<

furious. Unable to

personal hatred fro

Hoover zeroed in on
pursued him etth an
until his untimely death in

1968.

Illegal Tactics

Against King

Over 5,000 telephone con-
versations were monitored during

this period and involved phone
taps on King's home, the SCLC
offices in Atlanta and New York

continued on page 6

Alfred "Skip" Robinson

came to Amherst to deliver the

message of the United League of

Mississippi to the students at the

University of Massachusetts on

Thursday October 2.

In his address to the local press

Mr Robinson talked about the

oppression that the United

League is trying to fight in

Mississippi and throughout the
,

country. He talked of the

resurgence of the K.K.K.
throughout the United States,

and of the problems Blacks are

facing which have a direct tie to

the K.K.K
He said 40 percent of all Black

Babies born in North Carolina die

soon after birth. One reason is

that many of the Doctors who
work in these hospitals and clinics

are Klan members. He said Blacks

have been so indoctrinated by the

White media that most Black

Woman don't want any children

or 1 to 2 at most. Because of this

our birth rate has been cut
dramatically, birth control pill

abound. Black men as well as

women are being sterilized. If this

continues, to quote from a book
put out by the White Citizens

Council "The Black Race Will no
Longer be a Threat by The Year
2000." He emphasized the point

that "the Klan member isn't just

the person who wears a hood and
carries a gun." It's the police

man, the politicians the
businessman, the doctor, and the

university trustee. He said one
reason why a Black cannot get

justice in the criminal justice

system is because the D.A. is a

Klan member, the Judge, is a

Klan member, and if the person
has counsul appointed, his

lawyer, is a Klan member.
He said the reason that Black

have a lack of leadership is

because m.jny of the "Leaders
"

of the struggle are now working
for the oppressors.

He said that wliy Blacks need the

United League. He said Blacks

need land as a base for political

power. The U.L.'s purpose is to

save the land that Blacks have. To
help clean out our community
because if we don't do it no one
else will, to rid our communities of

the pushers and pimps.

Robinson also said that the U.L.

wants to help end unemployment
that people don't want handouts
they want to work.

The U.L address is P.O. 517
Holly Springs Mississippi 38635
CO. United League of Mississippi

CO. Alfred "Skip " Robinson.

/I

Letters

It is with deep regret that I feel

compelled to write this letter, but I

feel that I would be doing my
people a terrible injustice by not

informing them and all concerned
progressive thinking people of the

facts relative to their plight and
the plight of the black politician

here in this country.

I can start with Senator Ed.

Brooke, a black politician with 12

years of service to his people, his

state and his country. A man very

much involved in enacting, and
supporting legislation that is vital

to every one; black, white, jews,

gentiles, the elderly, women etc.

A man who has done his job in the

years that he has held office.

Why then is there a systematic

attempt to drive Senator Brooke
out of public office. Is it because
he is the only black Senator or is it

because he is too powerful a man
(a black man) to leave hanging
around the walls of Congress.

And I feel that we can all agree on
the fact that there is a calculated

systematic attempt to drive him
from office.

apparent. He
senator sitting

some of the
subcommittees

Earlier I asked the question why,
but to me the answer is all to

is a powerful
if not chairing

more powerful
in Congress. A

man who has proven that he has a

dedication not only to his people,

or poor, disadvantaged people,

but to all people. I would strongly

suggest to the students at the

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, and all students
throughout this state who would
vote against him, that they check
out his record to review how
instrumental he was in their being

able to secure the financial

assistance that they now enjoy. I

would also strongly suggest that

those out of state students who
will be greatly affected by the

proposed increase in out of state

tuition lend their full support to his

career.

Last Friday, in our daily print out

sheet I read "'[he race for U.S.

Senator between incumbent
Republican Edward Brooke and
Democrat Paul Tsongas involves

a more difficult decision. The
deciding factor here must be
effectiveness in office, for the two
are fairly close on the issues.

While Brooke's strong support of

the Equal Rights Amendment
ratification extension this year

was significant, his record of

serving Massachusetts and ac-

tivity producing legislation poled
in comparison with that of his

counterpart (Ted Kennedy), a

veteran politician sitting in a
democratic majority. Tsongas, in

addition to having been a highly

effective U.S. Representative
from Lowell, is less conservative

than Brooke when it comes to

defense matters."

The statement ended with "A
vote for Tsongas will be a vote for

a fresh and energetic "face" in

the Senate. This is going to be a

close race and your vote could

prove particularly important."

To the Collegian, and to

everyone elsfe my question is,

WHO IS RUNNING FOR OFFICE
TED KENNEDY OR PAUL
TSONGAS. Are you comparing
Senator Brooke's voting record to

his opponents face or against his

opponents effectiveness in doing
the job for all of the people in the

state. If one was to compare their

effectiveness in doing the job

irregardless of what was hap-
pening in their personal life, Mr.

Tsongas wouldn't stand a

chance. I'm sorry that the
Collegian editoral board would
have the audacity to print

something such as that and have
it signed as the opinion of the

majority of the Collegian Board of

Directors. It only goes to reinforce

what I presently feel regarding

personal competence and
dedicaton to the entire University

Community. If I was to take the

reference to the face personally,

you would definitely have a cross

to bear. He who controls the

media controls thoughts, which
is a partial statement that I'm •

quite sure the Editoral Board will

recognize.

Senator Brooke and his divorce

case and how it's being used
against him in his bid for

reelection to the U.S. Senate is

but one example of the plight of

the Black Politician in this

country. If one was to view Rep.

Diggs, you will find that he too is

experiencing similar problems.

Ms. Barbara Jordan has already

stated earlier in the year that she
will not seek re-election. My
response to that with light of all

the assassinations, scandals, and
corruption under the present

mode of operation in this country

is to ask the question why won't
she-he seek re-election.

Recently it was aired that Ralph

Metcalfe was found dead in his

hotel room with the apparent

cause of death from a heart at-

tack. I quite sure we all remember
the plight of Adam Clayton
Powell. Let us not forget that

Andrew Young gave up his seat

to become an ambassador to the

United Nations under the Carter

Administration.

I can remember reading some
where that during the period of

reconstruction the black politican

was systematically eliminated.

Strongly enough, that period just

happ>ened to coincide with the rise

of another organization who's
purpose was to spread hate and
terror while exposing the

philosophy of white superiority.

In closing I will say to the

Community, to fellow students at

the University, to the people of

the state, the country and the

world. Don't be deceived. Your
education isn't all in a classroom.

You are now the controlling force

of your own life. Prepare it and
prepare it well for it will confront

you now and in the future. I will

also say that before you take part

in anything that will affect your

life now as well as in the future,

investigate it throughly because
some decisions that will make
whether right or wrong can't be

rectified.

Thank you in advance for the

time, attention and consideration

that you have given this letter.

Bo.

Friends:

The United League of Mississippi has
planned a national march and rally for

Saturday, November 25th in Tupelo,
Mississippi. We are holding this march to

focus national attention on the Black

economic boycott and just struggle that

has spread into four counties in Northeast
Mississippi and into Tennesse. On this day
we are planning to moblize thousands of

people from all walks of life and all parts of

the country in an organized and disciplined

march that challenges racism, bigotry and
oppression in its very heartland.

In the wake of the Bakke decision and the

clamor over reverse discrimination,
iistronomical unemployment in the Black

counimunity, concerted atfempts to
discredit Black elected officials, and a rise

in police harrassment and Klan terror. Black

people throughout Northeast Mississippi

h.ive taken a stand. For over 8 months we
tiave marched and boycotted. Most im-

portantly, ten years after the murder of Dr
King we have begun to again build an
orcjanized movement for justice and
freedom.

The battieiines that are dawn in Tupelo do
not end in Mississippi, but extend into

every city and town in this country where
discrimination and bigotry ex ist.

On ' behalf of the United League of

Mississippi I would personally like to thank

you for the support you have already ex-

tended. Further. I would like to strongly

encourage you to join with your local

Tupelo Support Committee and endorse,

promote in any way possible, and par-

ticipate in the national march planrwd for

Saturday, November 25.

In the protracted struggle that has
developed in Northeast Mississippi we have
encountered financial responsibilities above
our present local capabilities. Not only has
the League been asked to organize in three
more counties in Mississippi and Tennesse,
but we have had thousands of our
members arrested and these cases are
presently being fought in court. Any
financial contributions would be genuinely
appreciated. They can be sent to :

United League of Mississippi

M.I. College
West Point, Mississippi

Tax Exempt no. 1300607

The march planned for November 25 will

he our largest ever. It will break the wall of

silence that has hidden our struggle and will

certainly be a big step forward in out
continuing quest for justice. Again, on
behalf of the entire membership of the

United League of Mississippi I would
personally like to thank you for your
concern and continued support.

In Struggle,

Alfred Robinson

President, United League

HARLEM BORN SCIENCE FICTION
WRITER SAMUEL R. DELANEY TO
DISCUSS 'THE NECESSITY OF
TOMORROW AT THE STUDIO MUSEUM
IN HARLEM

The Nebula Award winning science fiction

writer Samuel R. Delaney will lecture on
"The Necessity of Tomorrow" at the
Studio Museum in Harlem, 2033 Fifth

Avenue, on Sunday, November 12, 1978 at

3:00 p.m. Admission is one dollar. For
further information please call (212) 427-

5959.

One of two recognized black science
fiction writers, Samuel R. Delaney was
born in Harlem on April 1, 1942. He grew
up on 132nd Street and Seventh Avenue,
and attended the Bronx High School of

Science. As a student at City College he
was the poetry editor for the campus
literary journal, Prometheus- Delaney wrote
his first novel when he was 19. While
exploring the landscapes of Greece and
Turkey, he supported himself as a shrimp
boat worker and folk singer.

Delaney has won the Nebula Award, the
highest science fiction achievement, four

times, for the short stories, "Aye, and
Gomrrah." and "Time Considered as a
Helix of Semi- Precious Stone," and two
novels, including Einstein intersection. His

other works include the science fiction

classics. Nova and Babel M.
Delaney's lecture at the Museum will

focus on the relevancy of science fiction to

black experience, the dialectic between
past and future, and the crystallization of

science fiction into fact. Delaney's
prodigious literary intelligence merged with

a special acumen to popular culture and
science promises to make his lecture of

enormous value to science fiction fans and
the general public.

POETS LORENZO THOMAS AND
THULANI NKABINDE DAVIS TO READ
THEIR WORK AT THE STUDIO MUSEUM
IN HARLEM

Poets Lorenzo Thomas and Thulani
Nkabinde Davis will read their poetry at the
Studio Museum in Harlem, 2033 Fifth

Avenue, on Wednesday, Novembers, 1978
at 7:00 p.m. Admission is $1 .00. For further

information please call !212) 427-5959.

Lorenzo Thomas, autr^ior of Fit Music
(1972) and Dracula (1973), was born in

Panama in 1944, and came to the United
States in 1948 Thomas was educated at

Queens College and Pratt Institute and has
taught at the Black Arts Center in Houston,
Texas Poems and articles have appeared in

Massachusetts Review, Presence Africaine

(Paris), New York Quarterly, Paris Review,
and in Jambalya, an anthology of four

poets Foundation in 1966 and 1974. His

poem, "Jubilee," translated from an an-
cient Egyptian hieroglyphic text, received

the Lucille Medwick Award in 1974. For the

past three years Thomas has been a visiting

artist-in residence with the Arkansas Art

Council.

Thulani Nkabinde Dais, author of All The
Renegade Ghosts Rise, was born in

Hampton, Virginia in 1949. A graduate of

Barnard College, New York, she-has been a
reporter, researcher, poetry workshop
director for the Black Writers' Workshop,
San Francisco. She has also taught at

Seton Hall University and Essex County
College. She has been published in Black

Creation. New American Poets, Third

World Women, and Jambalaya, and has
done liner notes for albums by Joseph
Jarman, Ju Ju, and other black musicians.
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The FBI Plot Against Black Leaders continued

and hotels all over the country
where he stayed. According to a
forrrver FBI agent assigned to the
security squad that conducted the
electronic surveillance of King,

"The surveillance was massive
and complete. He couldn't
wiggle They had him " Asked the

purpose of the taps, the former

agent said he believed it was "in

order to get information and
destroy the civil rights leader and
silence his criticism of the

bureau "

When King was to take some of

his most significant actions or

receive important honors, the FBI

launched vicious counterattacks

in efforts to discredit him

August 28, 1963

March on Washington King

delivered his famous "I Have a

Dream" sc>eech on the steps of

the Lincoln Memorial before a

crowd of 250,000 Blacks and
whites

FBI Memo: Goals of Cointelpro

Prevent the coalition of militant Black nationalist groups

•Prevent the rise of a leader who might unify and electrify

these elements

•Prevent these militants from gaining respectability

•Prevent the growth of these groups among America's youth

October 1963

At the insistence of Hoover that

the SCLC was communist in-

filtrated, then Attorney General

Robert Kennedy authorized
phone taps on King.

December 1963

Nine hour meeting took place at

FBI headquarters in order to

explore every possibility of spying

upon and intimidating King A
total of 21 different ideas

presented in a document entitled

'Questions to be Explored at

Conference." These included use

of Mrs. King, disgruntled SCLC
employees. King's financial

dealings and the possibility of

plariting a "good looking female
"

in King's office.

January 3, 1964

FBI installed microphone in

King's Willard Hotel

(Washington. DC) bedroom.

January 8, 1964

WC Sullivan, late coun
terintelligence chief, distributed

memo for Hoover's information

that recommended King be taken

"off his pedestal" and reduced

"completely in influence." This

done, Sullivan continued,

"obviously confusion will reign,

particularly among the Negro
people . The Negroes will be left

without a national leader of

sufficiently compelling personality

to steer them in the proper

direction " Sullivan suggested
installing Samuel R. Pierce, Jr ,

as national leader

Spring 1964

Springfield College, Mass., and
Marquette University. Milwaukee,
Wis , to honor King with special

degrees.

FBI tried to convince schools to

rescind their plans. The bureau

said it would be "shocking indeed

that the possibility exists that King

may receive an Honorary Degree

from the same institution

(Marquettei which honored the

Director with such a degree in

1950." The FBI decided not to

contact the president of

Springfield College because of

King's close association with

Sargent Shriver, who was a very

close friend of the school's

president.

FBI v'sited Eugene Patterson,

then editor of the Atlanta Con-

stitucion (which had printed a

King criticism of the FBI in 1962)

in effort to have him print in-

formation to discredit King.

Patterson refused

August 1964

King was scheduled to have
audience with Pope Paul VI

.

FBI met with Cardinal Spellman
(of New York City) to try to

prevent the audience. The Pope
saw King anyway

November 1964

Hoover learned King to receive

Nobel Peace Pri^e. Hoover was
enraged and called King "the

mosi lotorious liar in the National

Press Club. (Hoover was known
to have coveted this honor sincf?

the beginning of his FBI direc-

torship in 1924.)

King retaliated with a telegram to

Hoover criticizing the bureau.

Anonymous letter, probably

suggesting suicide, and tape with

information on King's alleged

extramarital activities -gathered

by illegal taps- was sent to King

and his wife. Letter said in part,

"your end is approaching...you
are finished... King, there is only

one thing left for you to do. You
know what it is. You have just 34

days in which to do it (probably

referring to Nober Award
ceremony). This exact number
has been selected for a specific

reason." At the same time a tape

was offered to certain "friendly"

members of the press.

article will be continued next

week

StandingUp To Fear In Mississippi
leaders should be for black folks." When Judge Smith

struck down the ordinance, he said one of the "major

issues" causing the city's problems was the "inability 6f

some people in charge of city affairs to accept the fact that

people can come in from out of town and take a leadership

role."

Leadership is Robinson's strong suit, and he has almost

single handedly directed the League's effort. He drives

from city to city, trying to set up organizations with little to

offer other than personal support and the concept of unity.

As an errterging black leader, Ribinson is vulnerable to

politicians seeking support. One week before the

Mississippi Senatorial runoff, Robinson had to call a press

conference to explain why the campaign of Gov. Cliff

Finch had paid him 11,375. indeed, while the League's

grassroots strength is one of its nrtajor assets, its lack of

money does have drawbacks. The League had no office or

staff. It has, however, an important ally in North

Mississippi Rural Legal Services (NMRLS), a branch of the

federally funded legal services network governed by local

emmunites. Robinson works out of the Holly Springs

fk:e of Legal Services, and Lewis Myers, Jr., director of

IWgation for NMRLS, serves as the League's attorney.

L»gai Servk:es staff member Henry Boyd, Jr., is the

League's secretary.

Myer, a 30-year-old Houston native, studied law at

Rutgers University. He came to Mississippi six years ago

through an exchange program between the law schools of

Ole Miss and Rutgers and decided to stay. Myers takes part

in the Leagues's weekend marches, files suits on its behalf

and represents it in negotiations over grievances with local

governn-«r»ts and businessmen. The close relationship

rankles many public officials.

Recently Tupelo's aldermen, with only Grayson

dissenting, called for a federal incestigation of the ties

between the League aruJ the Legal Services office. Myers

has recently received on offical notice from the Legal

Services Corporaticr's regional office in Atlanta that he ft

under the program, .^sed on complaints, from the mayor

and bonrd of >al.*^3H.ien of Tupelo arvd the local bar

was cleared of any wrongdoing. Since then, the federal

act has been rewritten.

"I think it is clear that some people would like to see me
stopped because they do not like my outspokeness,"

Myers said, 'but I have First Amendment rights, too. Can

the (Legal Services) Corporation tell me that I can't spend

my weekends supporting a cause I believe in, supporting

the cause of my clients?"

With help from NMRLS, the League has won landmark

cases on voting rights, education and employment issues.

The crowd at the rally was vocal

and emotional... and frequently

shouted racial slurs against

Blacks. At one point, Cruber

acknowledged the crowd's sup^

port with a Nazi type salute.

association. Myers is charged with violating a section of

the Legal Services Act that prohibits the corporation's

lawyer from taking part in and encouraging public

demonstrations. Myers case will be the first prosecution

under this section of the act.

The unpending investigation will not be the first for the

League During the height of the 1974 Byhalia protest,

requests from Mississippi Senators James 0. Eastland and

John C. Stennis prompted a similar probe. Because most

League members qualify financially for Legal Aid. Myers

In Holly Springs, says Myers, the League won the right for

students at predominantly black Rust College to vote in

local elections. In 1970, the League blocked an attempt by

Holly Springs officials to redraw district lines wintout the

approval of the Justice Department in violation of a

federah voting rights law. The League also was able to

force the city to change from at large elections to single

member districts. Befoore this, there were virtually no

black elected officals, says Myers. Now, blacks are

represented on the school board, the election commission

and the board of supervisors.

The League has not only won the right to vote for

thousands of blacks, says Myers, but has encouraged

them to register and to exercise that right. The League also

encouraged blacks to serve on juries.

The League pursues economic as well as political goals.

"We've gotten more people around here jobs than

Mississippi Employment Service," says Myers. "We are

willing to stand up against lawlessness as well, and black

people now look.to the League when something happens."

But as the League grows in effectiveness, it draws in-

creasing intimidation and harassment. In Holly Springs, a

cross was burned at Robinson's church one day after a

march started from that building. A bottle filled with blue

spray paint, appparently fired from the tear-gas gun,

exploded into the home of League secretary Boyd. The

League responded with stepped up security, including

patrols through Holly Springs' black neighborhoods at

night. Now, when Robinson appears at rallies, two

bodyguards protect him. "We're non-violent," he says,

"but our freedom has been jeopardized. If we have to walk

over a person, we'll do it."

League attorney Myers echoes this determination. "My

knees won't bend," he told a cheering crowd on June 10.

"If I have to die in this country, I want to die on my feet,

not on my knees. We have won the dignity of our people

back." This, Myers believes, may be the League's greatest

achievement: "If it's done nothing else, it has brought

black people together in a bond of solidarity and pride that

is unparalleded in this area. We are no longer afraid."
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The Black Students' Alliance
Children Workshop at Smith
College originated four years ago
with a three-fold purpose:
acquainting minority children in

the Five College area with
each other; promoting interaction

between the Five College
area brothers and sisters; and
constructively utilizing valley

resources.

The director of Children's
Workshop, Demetta Randle -a

junior Education major at Smith-
and CO director, Kimball
Smith -of Amherst College invite

all students in the Five Col-
lege area to participate. So far,

only a few sisters of Smith and
brothers from Amherst have been
willing to rearrange their
Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Demetta says that running
the workshop does not consume
as much time as you would
think: her duties range from
grocery shopping to relating

workshop plans to the children's
parents; the hardest part was
just getting things started.

The workshop activities vary in

accordance with the tutor's
preferences; but emphsis always
remaims in keeping with
heritage. That is, the Children's
Workshop strives to en-
compass past as well as present
by utilizing the facilities

available in the Five College area
tc familiarize the children
with their origin, their people,
their heritage. The workshops
range from cooking to art, music
to recreation; the children,
from two to twelve years of age.
Anita Charleston, a junior at

Smith, has been in Children's

Workshop for three years: "I miss
kids by being here.
Especially black kids... For me, it

brings back memories. I

teach art. I teach them to ap-
preciate that anytning can be an.

Demetta encourages all brothers
and sisters of the Five Col-
lege area to drop in and take part
in a workshop.

possible

Children feel out ofplace

Watching energy go to waste

Children 's eyes blinking fast

Horizons ofdope in their grasp

Witness crime ofmodern time

A child's cry isn t hard to find

From see Spot run

Get stoned; have fun

Children are dying

One by one

Let's change a sad state

Wartime, wartime

Activity not far behind

Fears glow, tears flow

No peace ofmind

Only nineteen years of life

Too high a price

From see Spot run

Death ofmany sons

Children are dying

One by one

It's not too late

Where's your faith°

Childrens Workshop
At Smith College



Shah shifts to military rule in riot-torn Iran

V t
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Puerto Rico The October 30 Revolution

Monday, the patriotic peoples of

Puerto Rico conmemorated the

twenty eighth anniversary o< the

October 30 Revolution The
Nationalist Party, by 1950,

represented the most militant

anti-colonialist froce. Its'

members, leaders, sympathizers

and then families, were arrested,

followed, beaten and killed by the

An\erican imperialist forces In a

courageous show of force, the

most patnotic forces of Puerto

Rico dared challenge the role of

the American imperialist

On Octotjcr 30. 1950, arn»ed

struggle broke out in several

towns in the central mountaneous
areas fjf Puerto Rico In the

mountain town of Jayuya. Blanca

Canales. one of the grr-at

revolutionary won^en in Puerto

Rican history, gave the signal to

attack The Nationalists drove out

the colonidl forces from that town

and dt^i i ifHf) ttu' Rppublu: of

Puertu Arm,
I ii()fisings

spread ti> the codsial towns of

AtMiiln. '^,.111 Jijrin Mayaque?
jt Ttic Uintmi Stcltch

Atniy and its reserve forces were

ordered into the streets to st.imp

out the force of !li<

Attacks were made on ilu- towns
'» l.*Viiva, Utuadn and others

"undred and ^pvfuty two

officers and four thousand and

seventf'»^ii infantry troops. Air

Force |in>-.uit planes, tanks and

bazookas were used to try to

siler\ce the freedom fighters The
revolutionary forces fought

coura(ieouslv against the colonial

i»,!i, .. and the United States

After SIX days, the |i,it(iots

were overwhelmed by superior

nuiiil)ers

F tie I nl(imal government
declared martial law and
proclaimed a state of sipqe The
"Law of thf Mu/zle' (Law 63),

was clearly anti communist and
anti nationalist it was used to gag
the patriots Its clear mtent was to

perserutf the most radical sectors

W't'uri Ilu- anti colonialist

It It was a

SLiiuus (.nniu idiawiny up to ten

vr-ars 111 iirisool to "promote,

i
' r. :

•
. 'sc or preach

voluiilan^v and knowingly the

necpssitv desirability or suitability

of ' ivt'iluowifii), paralyzing, or

subverting the insular government
or any of its' political divisions, by
ntt ,ins of force end violence.""

Furthermore, it was a crime, "to

print, publish, edit, circulate, sell,

distribute pr exhibit publicly any
writing or publications where the

al)ove named acts were ad-

vocated, as well as any attempt to

organize an association, group, or

assembly of persons to carry out

these acts "

All in all, over three thousand
(3 000) Nationalist members,
sympathizers and family were
imprisoned. Some were exiled or

physically abused. Dozens of

people were assasinated by the

colonial powers and their lackeys.

Although his home was
surrounded by colonialist forces,

Pedro Albizu Campos, President

of the Nationalist Party, resisted

capture for three days With him

were Doris Torresola and Carmen
Maria Perez His house enundated
with tear gas. Albizu Campos was
carried out tn a semi-conscious

Nationalist worT>pn and men held pn sorer dur .ng "he J ay ova ;; ismg

In a couragous show of force the most patriotic forces

of Puerto Rico dared challege the role of

the American imperialist.

Yankis o Jibaros

state His revolutionary spkit

remained as strong as ever. While

being held in police custody, he

said, "Our country is passing

through a glorious tran

sfiguration... Yankis o Jibaros."

(Jibaros is the traditional name for

the mountain dwellers of Puerto

Rico. Politically, it is used to refer

to the people who most
tenaciously hold on t , it was a

crime, "to print, publish, edit,

circulate, sell, distribute or exhibit

publicly any writing or

publications where the above
nanied acts were advocated, as

well as any attempt to organize an

association, group, or assembly

of persons to carry out these

acts " All in all, over three

thousand (3.000) Nationalist

members, sympathizers and
family were imprisoned. Some
were exiled or physically abused.

Dozens of people were
assasinated by the colonial

powers and their lackeys.

Although his home was
surrounded by colonialist forces,

Pedro Albizu Campos, President

of the Nationalist Party, resisted

I apture for three days With him

were Doris Torresola and Carmen
Maria Perez. His house enundated

with tear gas, Albizu Campos was
carried out in a semi ronscious

state His revolution.ary spirit

remained as strong as ever. While

being held in police custody, he

said, "Our country is passing

through a glorious tran-

sfiguration.^ Yankis o Jibaros
"

(Jibaros is the traditional name for

the mountain dwellers of Puerto

Rico. PoHlically. it is used to refer

to the people who most
tenaciously hold on t their Puerto

Rican identity ) Most of the

leadership of the Nationalist Party

and the Communist Party was
captured and jailed in United

States Federal prisons.

This struggle did not remain

within the national territory of

Puerto Rico. It was brought to the

entrails of the monster: on
November 1, 1950, Oscar Collazo

and Griselio Torresola valiantly

attacked Blair House in

Washington, DC, in an attempt

to assasinate President Truman.
Griselio Torresola was killed and

Oscar Collazo was wounded.

The Revolution did not succeed

in forcing the United States to

allow Puerto Rico to live as a free

and soyerign country. Yet, it did

succeed in demonstrating to the

imperialist that the Puerto Rican

people will not accept United

States colonial terrorism.

VIVA PUERTO RICO LIBRE

courtesy of BOLETIN LIBRE

I!

BOLETIN
LIBRE

"Revolution is n«t something
we want to do. It is bloody and
cruel But it is something we
have to do to live decently and

If you wish to submit any
articles or have any questions

concerning Boletin Libre,

please contact us at 549-3871

Associated Press

TEHRAN, /ran-Jhe beleaguered shah of

Iran put his top soldier in charge of the

government yesterday in a bid to "establish

law and order," but bands of anti-shah pro

testers responded with new hit-and-run

rioting in this troubled city and its outskirts.

One person was reported killed and two
were reported wounded when troops

dispersed rioters.

The U.S. government, whose ties with

Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi are a main

target of protesters here, quickly expressed
support for the shah's shift to military rule.

State Department press officer Jill Schuker
said in Washington the monarch acted

within his authority and only after it

became clear a new civilian government
could not be formed.

The new prime minister, chief of staff

Gen. Gholam-Reza Azhari, moved swiftly

to assert control and head off the threat to

the shah's 37-year reign.

Azhari's government ordered troops and
tanks to ring key sites in the capital. It also

clamped censorship on the local press,

radio and television, arrested five editors

and issued a "wanted" list for 30 others ac

cused of inciting public unrest through the

news media. No censorship was imposed
on outging news dispatches, however.

The reaction of opposition leaders to the

appointment of a military-led government
was low-key. Blaming recent violence on
pro-shah agitators, they urged their

followers to remain united but calm and not

to confront the security forces.

But- even as Azhari introdAJced his new
Cabinet to the shah at Niavaran Palace,

anti government mobs were burning and
looting businesses, mostly bank branches

and liquor stores, near Tehran University

and in a satellite town near the railroad sta-

tion just outside the city

.

Military authorities said troops fired most-

ly into the air to disperse the rioters, but in

one incident one person was killed and two
were wounded.
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Out-of-state

tuition could

jump to $4,200
But officials confused on increase

The UMass Ski Club sponsored an all Ski Snatch on Nov. JBtJv featured

Jay event outside the Student Union were bands from Flor.da. (Staff photo

yesterday to raise funds for the Great by Carolyn Brzezmski).

By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Out-of-state student tuition most likely

will double by next fall, a spokesman from

university President David C. Knapp's of-

fice said yesterday.

Howard White, a spokesman for Knapp,

said the tuition will "at least" double

"almost certainly" by next fall.

Out-of-state tuition currently is $1,550 per

year, while in-state students iDay $525 per

year. Tuition for Massachusetts residents

will not be affected by the out-of-state in-

crease. White said.

Sarah Hawes, chairman of the Admis-

sions and Records Committee of the Facul-

ty Senate, last week said the University Ad-

missions office received from Knapp an

estimated figure of $3,700-$4,200 for out-

of state tuition next year.

The increase, however, is not being in-

itiated by the university. Legislation passed

last June, when the state budget the in-

crease changed a formula used to compute

out-of-state tuition. The new legislation

determines the tuition by dividing the cost

of undergraduate instruction by the

number of full-time undergraduate

students. University officials said they are

unsure about the interpretation of the

legislation, and have not yet specivied the

cost of the non-resident increase.

White said yesterday, "our lawyers and

others are working on a consistent inter-

pretation of the budget language."

UMass-Amherst spokesman Arthur Clif-

ford last night said university trustees "may
be able to come up with some sort of small

degree of latitude to minimize the impact

(of the increase).

"This being a week of elections, there has

been no time to give the issue the attention

it deserves by the legislators," Clifford said.

He said he expects a closer examination of

the issue after today's election.

Knapp currently is organizing an ad-hoc

commission to study Massachusetts
residency requirements, Clifford said. Ac-

cording to Clifford, Knapp expects informa-

tion from the committee on January 1.

Residency currently requires that an in-

dividual live in the state for 18 months. The
requirement formerly was called for 12

months residency.

Diedra Kedesty, admissions director, said

she was "shocked" by the proposed in-

crease, and said that Chancellor Randolph

W. Bromery will issue a statement tomor-

row detailing what new information con-

cerning the increase will appear on applica-

tions sent to prospective UMass students.

Jon Hite, former Student Government

Association co-president and now an aid to

State Rep. James Collins, D-Amherst, said

last night that the increase could still be

fought in the legislature. He also said the

raise was attached to the state budget by

voice vote when the legislature adopted it.

Liberal Mass. voters face confusing choice
^^ ^^ ^^ lawrence. and State Rep. James J. Gaff-

Photo, related story, page 2

Associated Press
fiOSfO/V-Massachusetts voters, up until

now among the most liberal in the nation,

resolve one of the most contentious and

confusing elections in decades today.

State elections director Marcia Molay

predicted an 80 percent voter turnout,

about 2.3 million.

Prime interest is in the bitter governor's

race, between liberal Rep. Francis W.

Hatch, the Republican nominee, and Ed-

ward J. King, the conservative Democratic

candidate.

The candidates are at odds on nearly

every issue of the campaign.

There is national interest in the Senate

fight between Sen. Edward W. Brooke, the

state's ranking Republican, and by 'U.S.

Rep. Paul E. Tsongas, D Lowell.

Partly because of personal problems stem-

ming from his divorce, the country's only

black senator is in his toughest campaign in

16 years.

Many legislative contests have attracted

special attention because of the 160 new
House districts, resulting from the constitu-

tional cutback of 80 seats. There has also

been heavy referendum campaigning,

especially on Ouestion 1 which would allow

for property assessments by categoriy.

At least three new congressmen will be

elected-in the 5th district, vacateci by

Tsongas, and in the 6th and 1 1th, where in-

cumbents did not seek new terms.

There is a three-way fight in the 5th,

among Middlesex Sheriff John J. Buckley,

R Belmont, James M. Shannon, D-

Where to vote
Polling places for UMass students

are:

Southwest residents-North Con-
gregational Church, Pine Street, North

Amherst, Precinct 1.

Other residential areas North Fire

Station, East Pleasant Street, opposite

Tillson Farm. Precinct 2.

Fraternity, sorority, and other

residents above East Pleasant Street

Emmanuel Church, 867 North Pleasant

Street. Precinct 3.
.

Other Amherst polling places are:

Precinct 4 and 5 Bangs Community
Center-North Pleasant St., Amherst
Center.

Precinct 6-Fort River School, South

East St.

Precinct 7 Crocker Farm School, West

St. Amherst.
Precinct 8-Munson Library, South

Amherst Common.
Polls are openS a.m. -8 p.m.

Lawrence, and state Rep. James J. Gaff

ney 3rd, l-Tewksbury.

In the 6th, it is William E. Bronson, R-

Manchester, against Nicholas Mavroulas,

D-Peabody. State Rep. Brian J. Donnelly,

D Boston, has a U.S. Labor Party oppo-

nent, H. Graham Lowry of Boston, in the

11th.' ^ ,

Incumbents have no opposition in the 1st,

4th and 18th Congressional districts, The

2nd is between Rep. Edward P. Boland, D-

Springfield. and Thomas P. Swank, R-

West Brookfield; the 3rd, Rep. Joseph D.

Early, D-Worcester, and Charles Kevin

MacLeod, R Marlboro; the 7th, Rep. Ed-

ward J. Markey, D-Malden, and James J.

Murphy, l-Melrose.

In the 8th, Speaker Thomas P. Neill Jr

is against William A. Barnstead, R

Arlington, and Laura Ross of Boston, Com
munist Party. In the 9th. Rep John J

Moakley, D-Boston. faces Brenda Lee M
Franklin, Boston. Socialist Workers, and

David Freund, Workers Party.

Alutvc. thf ^vfll hi<n-in S'liiioruilisl IcoJcr filanai Cuiuiles

IS airi'stfd dnrini: tin rthvllion.
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Ailing economy influences voters
Collegian wire reports

WASHINGTON The nation takes the

measure of its tax-cutting fever today,

choosing a Congress, governors and state

legislatures in a climate of exceptional

economic unease.

The theme of government-for-less, no
longer exclusively Republican, dominated
campaigns at every level.

Still, the forecasts were uniform:
Democrats will lose little of their dominance
and the voter turnout will be p>oor.

President Carter campaigned last week
as much for his new inflation fighting pro
gram as he did for Democrats and for get
ting out the vote in the off year election.

He had the benefit of new figures show-
ing a drop in unemployment from 6 to 5.8

percent. It was the one bright spot Carter

could point to in a time of escalating infla-

tion and a distressed dollar abroad.

Near relatives of California's Proposition

13 are on 16 state ballots, calling for cuts or

limits in taxes or spending. The proposals

are before voters in Alabama, Arizona,

Arkansas, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois,

Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri,
Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, Oregon,
South Dakota and Texas.
They vie for voters' attention with such

issues as bans on the union shop in

Missouri and homosexual teachers in

California, and a referendum on casino
gambling in Florida.

LYNN-Sen. Edward W. Brooke shakes
hands with workers at the entrance to

the General Electric plant here in the

last day of campaigning. Voters go to
the polls today. See story, page one.
(UPII

Local business seen OK
despite Hampshire Mall
By HANS SCHULZ
Collegian Staff

Town merchants yesterday discounted
the effect on local businesses that a free

bus service operated by the Hampshire Mall
for UMass students will have, but claimed
Amherst selectmen failed to exercise their

legal authority over the bus' operation.

A question of whether the mall is re-

quired by law to obtain a license from the
town, which would subject the service to

state Department of Putjiic Utilities restric-

tions, was reviewed by the Board of Select-

men last week. Selectmen say the opera-
tion of the "Annie Hauler" bus, v^ich
makes eight daily runs between UMass and
the mall, falls outside jurisdiction of the
twon and the DPU.

Adrian Wilkens, president of the

Chamtier of Commerce and owner of "The
Mercantile" store in Amherst, said select-

men "could and should have exercised

reasonable control over the mall -- it wasn't

a matter of the bus itself."

Wilkins said local businesses should not

suffer substantially from the comiaetition

provided by the new mall, as long as

customers are aware of the differences bet-

ween the downtown and the mall stores.

Mina Lussier, who owns the "Shoe Bin" in

Amherst, agreed. "We are businesspeople.
We'll be successful if we do a good
job, "she said.

Wilkins claimed the bus issue
represented the selectmen's lack of in-

itiative in protecting interests of local mer-

chants. "The selectmen don't have a real

appreciation of what they could do to help

and attract business in Amherst," he said.

The disagreement on the bus centers on
a clause in Massachusetts General Laws
Chapter 159A which states a bus service

run "for hire" must obtain a license from
the town in which it operates.

Attorney Eric Gervais from Northamp-
ton, who represents the Hampshire Mall,

said the statute "does not apply to the

mall's bus service because the bus is owned
and maintained by the mall, and fares are

not charged."

If selectmen had determined they had the

right to grant the license, the town, instead

of the mall, could have structured bus
routes and assigned bus stops. The "Annie
Hauler" bus does not make immediate

stops between UMass and the mall, and
bypasses downtown Amherst.
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The economy looms large in campaigns
for Congress all 435 seats in the House of

Representatives and 35 in the Senate being
filled - as well as in 36 governorship races
and the elections of legislatures in states.

At the close of the 95th Congress,
Democrats held 285 seats and Republicans
146. There were four vacancies in the
House.
Democrats had a 61-39 edge in the

Senate. Sixteen of the contested seats to

be filled today are held by Democrats and
17 by Republicans. One other Democrat, J.

Bennett Johnston, already has won a se-

cond term in a unique system vhat bestows
the election to a candidate who gets more
than 50 percent of the primary vote in Loui-

siana. Another, Howell Heflin, is unoppos-
ed by the GOP in Alabama.

The in-state races are for 26 governor-

ships held by Democrats, nine by
Republicans, and one - in Maine - by an in-

dependent. Republicans will try to make a

dent in the 37-12 edge Democrats have in

governorships.

The same is true for the legislature con-
tests. Democrats control both branches of
the legislature in 36 states; Republicans are
dominant in five. .

The last days of the campaigns have seen-
major shifts among a volatile electorate.

Eight senators, tour Democrat and Four
Republican, are in contests that can be
characterized as squeakers.

Selectmen set date
for rent referendum
By 4 Tf^lCIA KEEFE
Co.. gian Staff

At an unusually brief meeting last night,

the Amherst Board of Selectmen voted

unanamously to set Nov. 28 as the date for

a rent control referendum They also

agreed to open the polls at 8 a.m. instead

of noon

.

Selectwoman Nancy B. Eddy said "even
though the cost may be more, it is desirable

to open the polls at eight. This si the

second time around for this referendum

and I think the petitioners deserve every

chance.
"Then, if they fail to carry it off, we can

say: look you guys, you failed."

In another matter. Town Manager A.

Louis Hayward announced a hearing by the

Western Mass. Bus Line Co. scheduled for

Monday. Hayward said a spokesman for

the bus line encourages riders to turn out

and comment on bus scheduling, a

proposed ten-cent rent hike, and im-

plementation of a "closed-door " provision

in Hadley.

The provision refers to a bus line refusal to

open its doors in Hadley, due to that town's

refusal to pay their share of the bus sub-

sidy.

The provision and the rate hike concerned
the board last night. A question was raised

as to whether it is a legal or PVTA
provision.

Selectman Nathaniel Reed expressed his

annoyance that Ahile the bus line was
asking for a subsidy, the subject of a rate

hike was never mentioned. "Why not ask
for it a month ago^ " he asked
Hayward said the rate hike eliminates a

previous flat rate of 50 cents, and
establishes three categories; Adults 60
cents; children-40 cents and a senior citizen

discount.

Eddy moved that the Board make a

statement at that meeting concerning the

closed-door provision, and to move next

week's selectmen's meeting up to 8 p.m. to

allow the board to attend the hearing. She
said she "is adamently opposed to sub-

sidizing Hadley's bus service."

Reed disagreed with Eddy, for what he
termed "obvious reasons. " He said he is

against the closed door policy for several

reasons: "the more paying customers, the

lower the subsidy; that service will be
denied to those who need it; and the

subsidy is a short»term experience. The
town of Hadley have been good neighbors

to us recently, for obvious reasons that

have been in the 'paper lately, and we can
be good neighbors to them too, until the

spring."

Around campus
Grad senate seeks
voice in elections
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate last night

discussed vandalism and trash on campus,
but failed to take any action on the

problems until their officers meet with

officials of the Student Government
Association.

The senate, however, did agree to try and
persuade undergraduates to include
graduate students in campus-wide elec-

tions for the student representative who
will sit on the University Board of Trustees.

The current representative to the board is

the SGA president.

The senate also called the current attempt

by the Campus Center Board of Governors

to place a charge of 25 cents on the cashing

of University payroll checks "a move in the

wrong direction."

Senate Treasurer Jose Trejo, who is

continuing a current suit seeking health

officials to inspect University housing, said

tenant leader Scott Balfour "chickened
out" by pulling money out of escrow and
giving it to the University, ending a rent

strike.

In other action, the senate voted to

support a "Take Back the Night March" by
women in Northampton Nov. 18 and to,

give march organizers no more than $50 for

advertising.

Other motions passed by the Senate
included approval of an ad-hoc funding

procedure.

Collins calls for
higher ed support
By SHERI SCULL Y
Collegian Staff
State Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst,

last night told the Northeast Area
Government it would be important to

""overcome the threat of Proposition 13."

Collins, seeking re election in today's

general election, told the group that "we
don"t have an economic surplus in

Massachusetts, and for those who want to

install Proposition 13, public education is a

sitting duck."' .

Collins, a 1968 UMass graduate, spoke on .

state legislative actions concerning higher

education.
He said the state will be "undertaking a

reorganization of the public education
system reviewing the present system from-
top to bottom."

1 ne legislature has formed a special

commission to study state higher
education, and Collins is the commission's
vice chairman.
"Having quality public education that is as

good or better than other private colleges in

the state demonstrates the state's concern
with education," he said.

In another matter, Collins said he will file a .

bill in December, pending today's election
results, to have the state assume partial

funding of the Campus Center. The $20
million center, v jrrently funded by student
fees, is the only complex of its kind in the
Massachusetts state public education
system not funded by the state.

Cen tral renews
proposed lease
By DEBRA ROTH SAA> TA
Collegian Staff

Student Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy spokesmen last night

discussed the proposed student dormitory

lease at the Central Area Council meeting.

Representatives of the Council reviewed

the lease draft and discussed it with David

Barenberg and Sal Steven-Hubbard of

SCERA.
The lease sets up a Residential Committee

for residential policy decisions, and a

Residential Appeals Committee for refunds

and rebates. Both will consist of a majority

of students.

According to Barenberg, the final draft

will take some time to be approved after it

is presented to the UMass Board of

Trustees. He said he expected the lease will

become effective next fall, and will be

signed by all potential dorm residents.

SCERA holds meetings Thursdays at 4

p.m. and students are welcome to offer

suggestions regarding the lease.

In other business, it was announced that

Janice Eggleston was appointed coor-

dinator of the Council's Women's Center.

The Council also unanimously allocated

$60 for a coffeehouse in Chadbourne,

scheduled for November 16th.

i
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Faculty to vote Nov. 15

on contract ratification
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Faculty members will go to the polls Nov.

15 in a ratification vote on their first con-

tract Massachusetts Society of Professors

President James. E Cathey announced

yesterday.

Meanwhile, it was also learned that

academic department heads and depart-

ment chairpersons- who sparked con-

troversy wTien they originally were included

in the union when it was formed in

February, 1977 -no longer will be included

in the union.

Cathey last night predicted approval of the

tentative contract agreement, worked out

two weeks ago during marathon talks in

Boston. The contract provides for a S7

million, 20 percent wage hike over three

years, a streamlined grievance procedure,

and continuation of many past practices.

Cathey said he was unsure how a ratifica-

tion vote scheduled at the UMass Boston

campus would proceed. Boston campus

representatives walked out of the talks after

a disagreement between the union s steer-

ing committee and bargaining team.

"There are still people on that campus ex-

tremely against ratification, " he said.

The union's Joint Coordinating Commit-
tee met last week to set the ratification

vote. Boston faculty, however, will vote for

two days, beginning Nov. 20.

The MSP, together with the Faculty Staff

Union in Boston, represents some 1900

faculty members.
The Massachusetts Labor Relations Com-

mission apparently excluded the depart-

ment heads-about 70 in ail-when it ruled

the University administration did not

bargain in bad faith when it last year refus-

ed to recognize the union with the chairper

sons in it.

Both sides then agreed to poll the

chairpersons on the question, and ask the

commission to redefine the unit according

to the results of the poll. They voted 32-25

against inclusion.

"I think the commission feels the election

settled the question, " said John L.

McLaughlin, a commission spokesman. "It

clearly showed they don't want any part of

it."

Cathey said he was sorry to hear the com-
mission's ruling.

"It's not entirely unexpected," he said.

"We were hoping they might disallow it

because of some irregularities."

He said many department heads were

away when the poll was taken.

UMass family tenants halt

two-month long rent striki

By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Leaders in a rent strike in university-

owned family housing units will withdravv

money placed in an escrow account and

turn the overdue rents in to the university,

they announced at a meeting yesterday.

The action, agreed upon at a "meeting

vesterday between tenants. Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L.

Madson and Residential Resource Manage-

ment Director Robert L. Campbell, will end

^wo-month old rent strike called in protest

of a Sept. 1 $19 monthly increase at Univer-

sity, North Village, and Lincoln apartments.

The money will first be returned to in-

dividual tenants in the units, who may then

pay overdue rent at the Bursar s Off.ce^ln

return University officials agreed to call

deputy sheriff Robert Schwobe and in-

struct him not to serve any more notices

to quit"-the final notice from the Universi-

ty before eviction can be performed.

The tenants will meet with Madson and

Campbell again tomorrow to discuss

organization of a permanent tenants corp-

mittee, which will meet regularly to give in-

put to future rent increases and policy deci-

sions affecting tenants. The tenants

demanded formation of the committee

before they would turn in the overdue

rents.

Projected rent for next year will also be

discussed tomorrow. Tenant leader Scott

Balfour yesterday said the committee will

apply to become a Recognized Student

Organization, which would include

representatives from each of the three

housing units, student government leaders,

members of the housing staff, and ad-

ministrators.

Madson yesterday warned that the com-

mittee could not have veto power over

whatever fees are decided upon by the

university. "You can't run a business by

popular vote," he said, adding increases

comparable to current inflationary rates

should be expected by tenants.

Balfour said minor rent increases were ex-

pected by tenants, and said a lack of sti-

?eSf increases over the Past.five years for

graduate students -the rnajonty of tenan«.

has hampered their ability to pay the in-

creased rent this year.

r--^

Quince Papanastassiou and his f9 S^nny relax

yesterday between classes, «« *^« p'TJI^^bv
hovered around seventy degrees. (Staff Photo by

Joseph Paul)

Work continued to progress yesterday

on construction of a ramp for the han-

dicapped near John Adams Tower m

Southwest. Work is due to be com-
j

pleted by Thursday. (Staff photo by
jJoseph Paul)

CCEBS to present career

graduate school day
ByM^CAe^SI^^ONS --, even »^y^"^ZTj'?.
Collegian Stan ^ „ . ....,r,rTior ioh«i with the government and

^.^sz ^de^ic^E^'^=2rv^jK ./x;^

schools in the third annual "CCEBS Career^ presen work
^^^'^^^^^^^l^^ay held in

Graduate School Day'' to be held
.^^^^JJ^'.^^'^^e^^^^^^^^

tomorrow in both the Carnpus Center the Newman Ceriter was f^M
^^ ^^

Auditorium and the Student Union
^^^^^^^^Tthrc^Swd. ''We were just about

Ballroom from 10:30 to 4:30.
bu^nq out oMhTNewman Center," he

Although the event is sponsored by busting out ot xn«

CCEBS in the New Africa House, 't 'sopen said.
students and especially

to all students on campus, said Brian To accomoaaie si ^ ^

Maher, an event coordinator.

Maher said the federal agencies will in-

clude the Department"'of Labor, the Internal

Revenue Service, the FBI, the Peace

Corps and the National Weather Service.

They will be located in the CCA, while the

private businesses, which will include

Gillette DuPont, Filenes and Jordan

Marsh and the schools, including Dart-

mouth, New York University, Boston

University, Columbia and all branches of

UMass, will be housed in the S.U.B.

Programs at both locations will run

simultaneously, he said.
.

Maher said he urges all students to bnng

seniors, he said, the event was moved up

from last year's December date and into the

Campus Center and Student Union to allow

seniors to meet school or job application

deadlines.
. i «,

While there will be no formal speaking or

speakers, interested students may meet

with company or school representatives

throughout the day. The following agenda

will be observed: 9-10-.00-arriva and

registration of businesses. 10^10.30-

welcome and opening remarks. 10.30-2.UU-

students meet with representatives. 12-

l:30-lunch break. 1:30-4:30-students meet

with representatives.

New seconds policy

pleases hungry students
I- I c„,.,;^.=o >A/hirh Warren said has

By WA YNE KAWADL ER
Collegian Staff

A new campus dining commons policy

allowing students to ask for "seconds on

all items has been met with shock and hap-

piness by the 10,400 students on the meal

plans.

Students formerly were allowed seconds

only on designated items.

University Food Services Director Arthur

Warren said the new policy, instituted last

week was designed to save hassles and in-

crease quality and service of the dining

commons.

"Before this change, it was a hassle for

the students, and workers had to take time

out and explain why seconds were only

available on one entree," he said.

Warren said the cost of the new policy

delayed its implementation, although it was

under consideration since summer. The

Food Services, which Warren said has

been operating within its budget, will con-

tinue the new policy only as long as il

doesn't lose money.

The policy has met with positive reactior.

from students, who said the mam eritree

was usually better and now they will get

more of the better food. They also said they

now leave the dining commons full, rather

than going home hungry.

Only one meal ticket is required for

students who want seconds of the ma>n en-

tree now. The students formerly had to

turn in an extra meal ticket to get additional

food.

Students with less es'teem for dining com-

mons food said the policy change does no

good. "It just lets us eat the lesser o wo
evils. Also, the quality of the ood will pro-

ably be worse than it is now. one student

said.
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The Precision Haircut

Explained Precisely.
Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your
hair in harmony with the way it grows. Sure, your
hair eventually grows out but it doesn't lose its

shap)e with a precision haircut. No more fussing,
that's what it's all about.

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-
sion cut and blow dry your^air for just $14 00
whether you're a guy or a gal. And no appointments
are ever necessary.
Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all, but we really shine with the
precision haircut, and so will you.

®
Coimnand iVrfformance

Hampshire Mall, next to K Mart

Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

586 0090
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Cloven Kingdom. Polaris, Airs

Wednesday, November 8 8 pm

Diggity, Private Domain, Esplanade
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Butterfiield resident found dead
Funeral arrangements were in

complete last night for a UMass
student who was found dead in her
Butterfield House dormitory room
yesterday morning.

UMass police said the body of Enid
Skibinsky, 18, was found in the
closet of her room by her mother,
Phyllis Skibinsky, at about 8 a.m.
yesterday Police said the mother
came from the family's home in

Pelham, a town next to Amherst, to

visit the daughter yesterday morning.

Hampshire County Medical
Examiner Donald Rogers said he

determined the cause of death as
"asphyxiation by suspension."
Police said the student hanged
herself. There was no note by the
body, police said. Police also said

they have not determined the cause
of the suicide.

Police said Skibinsky, a first year

student, was last seen alive in the
dormitory corridors at about 10 p.m.,
Sunday. Her roommate was away
Sunday night, police said.

Skibinski graduated from Amherst-
Pelham Regional High School last

spring.

Besides her mother, she leaves her
father, Morris; and a brother, Clif-

ford. The Harold R. Ascher and Son
Memorial Chapel in Springfield is

making the funeral arrangements.

What would Socrates

thinkofO'Keefe?
It you quesliofi lorty enough and di-ep enough, certain truths about
O Keefe bee ome evident

It has a hearty, lull tx>died llavoi It is smooth and easy qoing down
And the quality of its head is fact lather than philosophical

conjecture

We think theres one truth about O Keefc thai Socrates would not

question: // s (o<ig<xx/ lnQuli' As any rational man can taste

Texas Instruments
pocket portable

electronic colculotor

uuith memory
TI-1750

PENCIL THIN. SMALLER THAN A WALLET WITH
EASY TO READ LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY

PERFORMS MOST NEEDED ARITHMETIC FUNC
TIONS AND HAS A FULL FUNCTION MEMORY
SYSTEM

SUG. PRICE 24 95

pr^"e $19.95

fit Ihp I ,i/(n/,il(ir Store

camous center univ of mass amherst

The Great
UMass
Dance

MARAThoN!
Come dance for muscular
dystrophy on Dec. 2, 3 in

the Student Union
Ballroom. All participants

are eligible to win prizes

and receive t-shirts and
free food.

Look for registration

tables in Campus Center

of call Greek Affairs at

5-271 '1.

SpoNSOREd by tIie UMass
PANhEllENic CoUNcil

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

INNIPEG
QflLLET^

ARNOLD SPOHR,Director/Directeur

Thursday, November 16th 8 p.m.

Les Pafineurs/Ashlon Rondo/Neumeier
Rodeo/de Mille

Friday, November 17th 8p.m.

Festival/Araii Glinka-Pas de Troiy/Balanchine

Women/Araiz The Bitter Weird/de Mille

FINE -4?TS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6, 5. UMass
students - $5. 4, 3. Senior citizens and ottier students

$6,5,4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4, 545 2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

Women ^s Center offers
specialized curriculum
By PATTY STIRLING
Collegian Staff

111 the non sexist atmosphere of the Southwest Women's
Certter, area women are able to meet and discuss their

needs

"By meeting the needs of the community at large, we
mean to enlicjhten the community on the issues of sexism

Hi\d to inform women on issues of concern via workshops

and colloquia," said Center staff member Byrdie Kihx.

Staff m»imber Roz Dupray said the center offers a variety

of s»;rvK,es and programs to the Southwest area This

semester the center is offering five three credit courses

entitled Women and Their Bodies," "Sex Roles in Con
ifinpoiary Society, " "Feminist Writing Workshop."

Women Depicted by Women Artists." and "Women's
Priicticum I," said Dupray

Durii\g tlie spring various colloquia dealing with women's
issues will l>e offered. Some services offered include

profi^sional counseling, an outreach service that offers

courses on personal growth and development, and a

referral service that can connect students with many
a(|»'ncies on campus and the community. The center also

perlnrms dorm workshops on such issues as rape,

honiosexualily and sexism.

Southwest Women's Center houses the Virginia Woolf

Library, with over 200 volumes of poetry, history, health

ciir»', sf)ciology, and magazines," said Dupray. Also in-

cluded in ihe library's resources is an archive of articles on
wonu'ii s issues and literature, free for the taking. The
libiary was lunded mainly by donations from people on
Citnipus anfi from the community, she added.

Staff member Byrdie Klix discussed the Center's in-

volvement in a variety of campus and national issues. The
WonuTi's Center was actively involved m International

Women's Week last March, organized a telegram drive to

support the ERA ammendment earlier this semester, and is

ctintnily organizing for the "Take Back the Night March
"

on November 18 in Northampton, which will protest

viol»;nce against women, said Klix.

There cire currently five women on staff, and one dorm
li.ison f<»r Southwest Later in the semester, the center will

coiuluct a survey to determine what Southwest women
want and need from the Center, and with the information

wtll be a firive to get more women involved next^ semester,

added Klix.

Everyorte s input is greatly needed to help the Center

improve its resources and to reach the greatest number of

people. ' said Klix.

The center is a student run organization founded in 1971

in meet needs of Southwest women, foster personal

growth, and starve as a drop in alternative center for talking

III siwrlyiiui. said sialf member Janet McGuire.

Pat Rissmeyer looks on
as members of the
Southwest Womens'

Center plan, this months
activities, f Staff Photo
by Judie DelFrate)
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Pfcli«T«Ms
GREAT MIKE

Trade In Old Nikes
For new

Bring in your old

Nike Tennis or

Basketball Shoes
and receive a $7.00

discount off the

purchase of a new
pair. Receive $5.00

off the purchase of

Nike running shoes.

If you have no Nike

shoes to trade in br-

ing in any pair and

get a $3.00 rebate

on the purchase of

Nikes.

Coupon must accompany ^^^^^^^^^..J
r"$7"o"Nikrfe"nir orBa"ke"b^^^ with Nike ,

I $5 off Nike^'inning shoes with Nike Trade-in I

I $3 off Nike shoe with any Trade-in
|

Limit 1 pr. per customer, in-stock inventory only

Expires Nov. 20, 1978 (Amherst store only)

Pbk«T«M
I 1 E. Pleasant St. 549 6904

I

I

I

I

P I

Does she put the kids to bed, then read or watch TV

While you're out being someone that you want
f
° ^ °^

Holly Near

Tired of the same old routine?

Put a little adventure in your life and earn FREE THEATER

TICKETS to performances of America's nenest resident professional

theater. The Commonwealth Stage. Individuals, members of clubs,

RSO groups, and public or private service organizations, should ask

us about our special host/hostess program- Call our House Manager

at 545-0378 or write to: Commonwealth Stage, Rm. 125A Fine Arts

Center, UMass. Amherst, MA 01003.

THE COMMONWEALTH STAGE
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To the Editor
Union story

incomplete
To the Editor:

/ was surprised by your front page
headline story "Member May Sue His
Union" of 10-30-78. My dismay stems
from a number of areas. First of all. The
Collegian rarely carries news about the

USA MTA local which represents about
1100 UMass employees. While it is nice to

see enough concern from The Collegian
towards the employees
who help so diligently in keeping the
university running, I question this par
ticular "news story". There is little in

formation given on the union or the peo
pie who make up the union membership,
and certainly not enough background
given to allow Collegian readers to

understand the context of this story. At
face value, tfte story reads as a tale of
union bureaucracy and fraud the likes of

which we hear about in the Teamster's
Union By placing this article on the front

page with its catchy headline, the issue at

hand is blown completely out of context
while important issues facing clencal and
technical staff go unnoticed If you're go-

ing to give us some attention how about
finding out what problems the staff here
are really having^

Penny Schwartz
Secretary

The National Organization of Women,
Ellie Smeal. ihe National Women's
Political Caucus. Coretta Scott King,

Congresswoman Margaret Heckler, Flo

Kennedy and many others have spoken in

support of U. S. Senator Ed Brooke. We
hope the women of UMass. will reward
the Senator's action, not /ust talk, by
voting for his re-election.

Nancy Grean

"Women still

being raped
//

Brooke
a better candidate

To the Editor:

When Gloria Steinem endorsed U.S.
Senator Ed Brooke recently, she said:

"His opponent is rhetorically active on
many issues, but I think that women as a
mature political force have learned to

differentiate between rhetoric and action
under pressure It is important that we
reward those people who have stood up
with courage and taken nsks. . .

"

A cosponsor of the ERA and Extension,
Brooke was active as well in convincing
other senators to vote for them [his

opponent was so busy campaigning here,
that he missed the vote on extension!].
The Senator was one of the original

sponsors of the pregnancy disability bill,

giving the right to American women who
work outside the home to pregnancy
health and disability benefits provided by
private businesses
Ed Brooke has always led the fight on

the Senate floor and in the Appropriations
Committee to assure that all women, poor
as well as rich, have the same right to

abortion In an attempt to give all women
an alternative to abortion, he fought for

and obtained greater family planning
funding for low income women and
teens. He was one of the first senators to

recognize & attempt to deal with the
increasing problem of teenage
pregnancies.
Also. Ed Brooke worked untinngly to

create the National Center for the Control
and Prevention of Rape \as well as many
Rape Crisis Centers in this state]. This bill

was enacted in 1975. A follow-up bill

authored by the Senator would authorize
grants to provide training, community
education and service programs essential

in prevention and treatment of the cnmes
of rape

To the Editor:

Last spring, a group of local women
painted Northampton with X's and the

words A WOMAN WAS RAPED HERE.
The action was the first of a series of ac
tivities to call public attention to the oc-

currence of rape, battering, and harass-

ment in our town.
The intentions of these actions is to

draw notice to the reality of rape. We are

all too aware that isolated actions of

these sorts will not stop rape Rather, we
intend to nurture and develop the
strength of women who choose to face

the reality of rape. We join with other

women who actively confront violence.

Working together on many different

levels

Building a network-a vision-a future

Which assures our safety and well be-

ing.

In this country, a woman is beaten every

3 minutes. A woman is raped every 5
minutes. Every 10 minutes a little girl is

molested. Northampton is not exempt.
Violence against woman screams out
from our homes, into the streets, out
from bars, and in most offices.

The X's caused a stir. A murmur passed
through our city. That murmUr was the

sound of women acknowledging that

rape is a constant threat in our lives. That
mur.nur has not died down. Instead it has
grown to gain volume and momentum,
daily, until soon, a strong voice will

declare: WOMEN WILL NOT TOLERATE
OR LIVE WITH VIOLENCE IN OUR
LIVES!
"Every 3 minutes.

Every 5 minutes.

Every 10 minutes,

Every day"
Every day we intend to fight this

violence until we are no longer forced to

bow beneath its power. We cannot risk

less. We wHI not be beaten. The wager is

our lives

'

The Hampshire Action Group

Student feminists
1

1

paranoid
I r

To the Editor:

Perhaps I am biased, perhaps lam being
unfair in my opinions. But I am very tired

of reading editorials written by student
feminists who seem to believe that all

women are in constant danger of rape or

harassment by sexually unstable males. I

feel sorry for the writers of those
editorials, because their ideas indicate a
very parochial point of view, as well as a
very sorry state of mind. Such blatant

paranoia can only be caused by an inabili-

ty to relate not only to the opposite sex.

but also to the world in general.

And when one of those feminists writes

an entire editorial with the word
"chauvinism" misspelled, I am afraid that

it does not add very much to the content
of her piece.

Frank J. Prial

John Adams

Editor's Note: Spelling mistakes are
the fault of the editor, not the colum-
nist.

"Feminists are angry,

not appreciative

To the Editor:

As out-of-state students, we would like

to question the rationale behind the alleg-

ed $2150 increase in out- of state tuition

reported in Friday's \11/3\ Collegian. //

our present yearly tuition fee of $1550
represents 96 percent of the total annual
educational cost per student at UMass-
Amherst, then 100 percent of this cost
would be $1630. Vi/e could understand
paying the full cost of our education,

since we do not pay the taxes which sup-
plement instate tuition. However, the

proposed tuition fee of $3700 would
represent 227 percent of this per-student
cost. Where is this money going? The ar-

ticle indicated that this figure was arrived

a.t by dividing thie total university budget
appropriation by the total number of
enrolled students at all UMass campuses.
Why should we pay more than our fair

share to cover operating costs at the

other campuses, such as the medical
school at Worcester?
Why such a sudden jump rather than

small, gradual increases as has been the

case in the past? Such a large increase

would leave juniors in an awkward posi-

tion since they would either have to come
up with a large amount of money in a
short amount of time or transfer during
their senior year, which is an inconve-
nience, to say the least.

This proposal would seem to be self-

defeating if it^ purpose is to generate
funds for the University. What out-of-

state student in his/her right mind would
pay that much money to come to UMass,
particularly considering its progressive

decline? Unfoi'unately, few of us out-of-

state students possess the necessary
altruism [or money] to pay for anything
more than our own education.

Dianne Sears
Laura Leibensperger Sunderland

Out-of-state

increase outrageous
To the Editor:

This letter is aimed at both the
"Collegian" staff and all its readers who
feel that there is no need for women's
news pages- -at those who feel that

women's news could be nothing but
reverse sexism. Its purpose is to enlighten

them to the lack of understanding of
women's issues that is inherent in the
kind of "affirmative" efforts that the

Collegian is currently promoting.
Specifically I am referring to the series on
regulations governing women: "Dress
codes, curfews plagued women in the

50's".

I am sure that the majority ofpeople who
read the article chuckled to themselves,
thinking, "Boy they did have it rough
back then, " and maybe other readers
went as far as to coin the phrase: "You'vd
come a long way. baby.

'

Yea, well take a look at what kind of
flying leaps of progress women have
taken: women don't have curfews
anymore: women don't have to obey
study hours artymore; women don't have
to follow a dress code anymore; women
don't have an Equal Rights Amendment
defending their right to equal pay; women
don't have the privilege of walking across
campus without having the very real

threat of being attacked; women don't
have the privilege of walking through a
bar without being visually and verbally

assualted and even pinched; women
don't have the privilege of having a
career, since they have to stay home and
take care of the children. .

.

Such a list should speak for itself-

-

women basically have gone nowhere.
Sure, you all may feel justified in looking
at your grandmothers, and maybe even
your mothers and saying: "They're the
ones who were oppressed, but times have
changed. " Sure, a woman now IS free to

get a job--if she wants to put up with
disproportionately low salaries. And a
woman IS now free to have a career- if

she wants to sacrifice raising a family

when there are no day care centers. And
a college woman now IS free to stay out
late at hights'--if she wants to take the
chance of walking back alone.

It is obvious that the Collegian reporters

have a very warped and basically counter
feminist view of where women stand in

today's society. I suppose that if dress

codes and curfews are where their heads
are at, then women have made some
aivancSments. But realistically it is

ridiculous to even consider those as being
signs efprogress.

Feminists are angry, not appreciative.

Even if women are beginning to be
treated with equality [under a very few
select circumstances], the point is why
did they have to wait so long--or wait at

all. This is the kind of attitude that should
be promoted in a women's news section.

Not one that says "Thanks guys for all

you've done for us." Because, frankly

guys, you haven't done shit.

Rita ^eidner

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the auttwr's

address and phone number. Organiza-

tions may submit letters, but they must
include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,

at sixty spaces per line, and no more than

two pages long. They should be sent to

the Executive Editor care of the Col-

legian, or may be dropped off at the Cd-
lagian office.

All letters may be subject to editing for

either space or content according to the

judgement of the editor. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed.

America, the Polluted Land
Commentary

Collegian 7

Applications now available for the position

of Attorney General in the Undergraduate
Student Government Association. Duties in-

clude prosecuting cases through the student

judicial system, giving general student

assistance, and counseling on the judicial pro-

cess. There are also applications available for

people interested in becoming student

judges. Attorney General applications due by
Nov. 9 at 4:00 p.m. Judgeship applications

due Nov. 14.

SGA is an equal opportunity employer

a
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

DON'T FORGET TO
VOTE,

TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 7.

YOUR VOTE IS

IMPORTANT!
POLLS OPEN

8 A.M. -8 P.M.

By STEVE HEALY
The day was earmarked magnificent:

blue skies, warm temperatures, and a slight

breeze. Scampering three miles from the
parking lot, I reached my secluded destina-
tion. The view exceeded my expectations.
Tobacco fields, apple orchards and
vegetable farms lay checkerboard fashion
over the valley floor. Rummaging through
my day pack, I removed the wine and
cheese that complemented the essence of
the day. Sitting down to savor both the
afternoon and my meal, I felt like Moses
viewing the Promised Land until a glint of
light distracted my attention. Peering down
at my feet, I spied the lasting remains of a
dozen beer cans and pop bottles. I had not
reached the Promised Land, the land of

milk and honey; instead I was in America,
the Polluted Land, the land of pull tabs,

planned obsolescence, and trash.

There is a real solution to this ethic of

discard, in which a mandatory five cents is

more powerful than a threat of a fifty-dollar

fine. One nickle, a redeemable nickle, can
alter the course of American consciousness
from convenience to conservation. This

reclaimable nickle is the deposit that should
be charged on all beer and soda bottles sold

in this country. America needs a national

bottle bill to save energy, create jobs,

reduce consumer costs, lessen litter and
better utilize earth's finite resources.

Opposing these goals are the special in-

terest groups of beverage companies, con-
tainer manufacturers, and some retail

grocers.

One industry-promoted fallacy is that the

bottle bill can't save the customer money,
but will actually cost him more. This is une-

quivocally false. Vermont, one of the seven
states that has a bottle bill, issued a

November 1977 report by the state's En-

vironmental Protection director which
found' that "based on actual beverage
P'ices in the state, a family buying
fefillables now can save an average of

about $60 a year on beverage costs."

Moreover, some experts say that a return to

the returnables would save consumers
about $1.4 billion per yea?. Coca-Cola
U.S.A. president J.L. Smith testified

before Congress that "Coke sold in food
stores in non-returnable packages is priced,

on the average, 30% to 40% higher than

Coca-Cola in returnable bottles." This is

because the nine cent cost of the 75%
heavier returnable bottle is spread over

many uses while the four cent cost of the

returnable 12 oz. bottle is absorbed by one

use. The cost to the bottler for an eight
pack Pepsi container is 18 cents which can
also be spread out among more users if

returned.

Another fallacy is that the public won't
return bottles. Public opinion supports the
deposit legislation. Polls of Oregonians
found the percentages of people suppor
ting the bottle bill at 91% (1973), 90%
(1975), 95% (1978). The 1973 poll by Ap
plied Decision Systems (ADS) summarizes,
" 'Overwhelming' is virtually the only word
to descnbe Oregon's approval of the bottle
bill. Nine in ten people (91 percent) said
they approved, and only one in 20 voiced
any disapproval at all." The Opinion
Research Center found in a nationwide

pick ups along two of Oregon's most
popular steelhead streams.

Their chairman wrote, soon after the bot
tie bill went into effect, "Two years ago we
picked up an estimated 3,000 beer cans and
bottled, all non returnable, amounting to
about 80% of our catch on that trip. Last
Sunday, less than 1% of the litter we pick
ed up was beer cans and bottles. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
projecting Oregon's data nationwide^
predicted that, by 1980, national deposit
legislation would reduce the annual
beverage container litter to 1.6 billion as
compared with the 5.3 billion containers
without a bill.

V, .

February 1975 poll that 73 percent of those
asked favored a national bottle bill while on-
ly 15 percent were opposed. In this case,
the public acts upon their beliefs. The
Oregon bottle and can return rate is around
94 percent while Vermont's combined rate

is 95 percent.

The third favorite fallacy of the special in-

terest groups is that the bottle bill doesn't
reduce litter. Again this is again clearly and
unequivocally false. The Oregon ADS
study found that beverage related roadside
trash declined 66 percent within one year
after passage of the bottle bill; all litter

declined 11 percent. Another study, a year
later found-all beverage trash down 83 per-

cent; all litter down 39 percent. In Vermont,
the highway department reported bottle

and can litter down 76 percent in one year;

all litter declined 33 percent. A dramatic but
unscientific example is from a fishermans'
organization which conducts annual litter

P.

The bottle bill is often accused of wasting
more energy and materials than it saves
because bottles must bewashed, bottle sor

ting rooms heated and trucks sent out to

pick up empty bottles. Once again this is a

contrived statement rumored by special in-

terest groups. When bottles and cans are

reused, material and energy usage decline.

Three federal studies, the Federal Energy
Administration's (FEA), the General Ac-
counting Offices' and the Resource Conser-
vation Committees, all predict bottle bill

energy saving even though they used dif-

ferent assumptions. Their average nation

wide energy saving was 62,250 barrels of oil

a day. In 1974, Oregon estimated a state

bottle bill energy savings of 1 .4 trillion BTU
which is enough energy to heat 12,000
homes. The FEA predicted a yearly national

savings of 5.2 million tons of glass, 1.5

million tons of steel and 530,000 tons of

February 1977 declares that 380 million

fewer beverage containers are thrown away
each year in Oregon which results in an 88
percent decrease in containers entering the
solid waste streat. William Coors, who is

president of the only major brewery to sup-
port bottle legislation, bluntly noted, "We
aren't going to have the materials in which
to market our products if we don't start get-

ting our containers back."

The bottle bill is also rumored to cause
unemployment. The truth is that the bill

would create jobs. Some people in con-
tainer manufacturing may have to switch
into recycling jobs but the total increase in

employment have been estimated, in the

three federal reports, to range from a

minimum of 29,000 to a maximum of

118,0(X) new jobs depending on the

report's assumptions. Oregon estimates a

state increase of 365 jobs because of the

bottle bill. Rep. James Jeffords (R-Vt.)

estimates creation of 200 to 300 additional

full-time jobs in Vermont. Oregon Senator
Bob Packwood (R) says that the increase in

jobs doesn't derive higher consumer prices,

but "That the extra labor cost is offset by a

decrease in manufacturing costs."

These are but a sampling of the p>ervasive

fallacies that hinder enactment of national

dep>osit legislation. A few of the other

falsehoods include the myth of poor sanita-

tion, the myth of less competition and the

infgmous myth of the coming deposit on
mayonnaise jars. Promoting these lies is the

20 million dollars, which brewer William

Coors estimates, the industry is spending
each year fighting bottle bill legislation.

America throws away over 70 billion

beverage containers annually. This wastes
an enormous amount of energy and raw
material besides covering our landscape
with shards of glass and long lasting

eyesores of metal. We can lessen this blight

and create jobs by spurring Congress to

legislate a national bottle bill. Presently five

states have followed Oregon and Vermont
in banning no deposit, no return beverage
containers. More states and localities are
likely to enact their own bottle laws in the

near future but national legislation would
be faster, more efficient and more equable
than a hodge-podge of local laws, a pot-

pourri of separate requirements and an ar-

ray of applications. The time has come to

look out for America's best interest instead

of the vested interest. We have, as one
writer declared, reached the point of no
return.aluminum. A Governors' report issued in

IDAMON THOMAS

Academic success or failure?
A few days ago, I overheard a very in-

teresting portion of a conversation between
two students. The topic of discussion

apparently had something to so with

achieving academic "success" at UMass
because one of the students was explaining

to his partner the necessary ingredient for

doing well in college.

"I have to cheat," said the student. "I

cheat on almost all my tests; I worry about
the grade first. It isn't what I learn that I

have to care about, it's the 'A' that

counts."'

The second student simply nodded in

silent agreement and then added that he
didn't really want to cheat but felt that he
had to in order to remain in school.

Such attitudes towards learning and

cheating are not unique to the UMass-
Amherst campus. Nor are they unique to

the Five College area. A visit to any of the

nation's colleges and universities will reveal

that education -the process of learning

more about oneself, one's society, one's

world and exchanging (within a setting

condisive to free flow of ideas and in-

formation) that knowledge with others--

takes a back seat to earning good grades

and a 4.0 cumulative average. The notion

that grades adequately reflect a student's

potential and performance within a given

subject area is popular among many of
America's so-called "educators" and,

unfortunately, among many students as

well

.

A common feature among different

societies, including our own, before the

arrival of modern production techniques,

was that a- person's work was an extension

of his or her being. The most profound

impact of the commodity system and

technology was on man's own individual

being. The visible ravaging of the land and

the close-knit social fabric was matched by

an invisible ravaging of man within. Mar)

not only became alienated from en-

vironment and society, he became
alienated from his own functions and

needs. His principal activity--work--ceased

to be self-expression. He felt little of the

normal satisfaction of work; he was now a

mere cog in production; his tasks no longer

expressed his abilities. Man became
alienated from himself as money, not inner

needs, called the tune. As Marx said,

money became the pimp between man and

his work, his^alues. Man began to defer or

abandon his real needs, and increasingly

his goals became subject to outside

manipulation. Losing both his work-

essence and his need-essence, man was no

longer a unique individual but an extension

of the production-consumption system.

Similarly, at one time (not long ago), in

this country, schools were not operated

under the notion that learning is a com-
petitive enterprise. Rather, learning was
viewed as a cooperative venture, and tests-

-if given -were not assigned the rank and
importance they are given today. Public

schools were established in order to bestow
upon the populace general knowledge of

the three R's- reading (especially for the

Bible), writing, and arithmetic. But, as the

society grew more complex, the object of

training became to teach people how to

perform a specific function within the

society, to make them become that fun-

ction; to see and judge oneself and others

in terms of functions, and to abandon any

aspect of self-thinking, questioning,

feeling, loving-that has no utility for either

production or consumption in the cor-

porate capitalist state in which we now live.

Just as money became the object of one's

work, so have grades become the focal

point of academic activity. "Learning" is

'actually secondary to earning a good grade

(just as the nature of the work became a

secondary consideration with respect to

earning a good wage). In fact, "learning"

consists of getting good grades. To obtain

the desired grades, the student (not all

students, of course) will not simply resort

to studying (which too often consists of

cramming or mindlessly absorbing

"knowledge" far past any point of value).

He or she will cheat (cheating can take a

variety of forms), rip pages out of texts, or

steal books and materials from the libraries.

Such actions constitute nothing less than a

form of prostitution in which the student

degrades and sells himself or herself in his

or her drive for a good letter mark on a

yellow card. But, the economic system that

students live under does force students into

competition with each other; they compete
to get jobs (and then to keep them).

Furthermore, the competitive ethic of the

economic system distorts our personal lives

as well as our academic lives. Competition_
for good grades becomes a test of personal

worth and worth in the eyes of the opposite

sex, friends, and family. Ttie sense of

inadequacy that can ensue infects what
should be our most loving relationships.

Anytime a student takes a test, he or she
should think twice about who and what
they're really taking it for, and why the

errors they commit on it must be held

against them. Is getting a letter on a yellow

card a real compulsion tor learning;" It so,

why? Also, why does a good grade give a

student a temporary, artificial inner war-

mth, while the bad grades cause some
people to become anxious? Perhaps, after

resolving these questions for oneself, the

student will see more clearly the true

character of the American educational and
economic system, and his or her real role in

them.

Damon Thomas is a Collegian Columnist
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Press International. Publication of their material does not constitute endorsement.

The Collegian is a member of Columbia Scholaattc Press Association, The

College Press Service, The Pacific News Service and the Chfisfian Science

Monitor News Service.

The Collegian strives to print only advertiaing which is truthful and complete,

but final responsibility for all advertiaing lies with the indlvidusi edvertieers.
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lull E:nt«trtainmenl
Majestic Cinema
84 Cottage Street

E hampton, MA, S27 2346

Nov 1 7

TEENAGE
NURSES 7 30
LOVE BUS 8 50

Mat Thurs £» Fri 1 30
Under 21 not admitted
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ONSTAGE
offers all ooUege
atudenta & ataff a
20% discount on
all regular priced
merchandise.
Bring your ID!
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
IS searching for three (3) part time Program
Assistants (15 hours week) for academic year in the

following areas: General Programs, Film, and
Publicity/ Communications.

Qualifications: Knowledge of and experience in the

job area applied for and in student activities; ability to

work closely and communicate with students and
staff; organizational skills; matriculated
undergraduate student in good standing with a good
imagination; able to start work immediately.

Remuneration: $3.00 per hour.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office (SU 416)
with resume and three letters of reference by noon
November 13, 1978. Please specify which position(s)

you are applying for.

IMith JOHN BELUSHI
today SI ITIS • lit t «

f ' .g tW4JWHi ;

Ihrre >• mora- than
o»r trirttlul . .

m,*.iw«vn it..mi<.7

^

SKinlig CAROL BURNETT
Today •ilTlStOOIt JO

Chevy ChosetS
°lnili

A NEW COMEOV THRICIER
Today oi ins I «l 130

l:mi1MI.H.llUl.T«n.Ti

So don't 90 &CTaK|hl

_ to i«* thh movi*'
CHEECH tk

CHONG'Sl
UP IN
SMOKE]

TODAY AT (TLB t Ml • 48

RICiS FOR TIS TICKttS llMITfO TO SfATIhC

»»7n.l : Bt.,ainhcr«t

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

113 CAMPUS CENTER

WbaiB forecui for your day? Dial New York direct!

TBsru (Apnl21 KUy2n
> ( Uty 22 Jum 21

)

lJun«22July 23)

IiBa(July24Au( 23)

Vli«»rAu| 34S«i)l 23)

mmfn
Sun Pn
Sun m
Sun
Stt

12129S69060 lAn ( Sept 24 Oa 23

)

ISUUe-STS?
1212 9365151 tmr^ (Oct 24 Nov 22) 1 ^1293^S858
1212 936 3252 U^nartw (Nov 23 i)«c 21) 1 712 936 99S9

12129865353 OifilMiB ^Dk 22-Jan 20: 1212936-6060

1212-9365454 AfMrtw (J4n 21 Peb 19)

1 212 936 56S6 tiam$ , P«b 20 Muvb 21

)

1212 936^161
121293&6868

Mmi yw*i toi«a«Bf« U • adaale.

6km 5pm 44€
5pm Upm Z6(

11 pn 6131 17«!

Sam Spir. 17(

All day . 17«

Ttx nt included

^M New EnglandTelephone
•A wrv-.oc iDwkoi ttoroHspw By Ph«M. Ine

To place a classified ad. drop by the Col

legian offict; iC€ 113) between 8 45 am
and 3 45 p m Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip and mail form tobnd in

most issues of the Collegian Clussified

leadline is 3 45 f. rp two days ni jdvjncp

t>f publication (late

________

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daiiy. 45c
p»'r lin»', five consecutive issues. ^^-Oc per

line per diiy, 30 consecutive issues 30c per

line p(n (l;)y Ont! Uno is rotujhiv fdu'v.ilent

to 38 ( h.ir.icters

72 VW Camper, rustless Calif, machine,

rblt. engine carb.. new clutch, muffler,

banery, Mich, radials, AM/FM, askable ex-

tras, $21K)^ BO 665-2429 or 6 1002.

1970 Spitfire MKIII, 72 engine, new:

trani. clutch, exhaust Good body. 4

Michelin radials. Low miles. Call Dave,

6-5101.

1971 Scout II, 4x4, good condition, asking

$ 1600 or best offer -Steve, 546-6062.

72 Fiat 124 wagon, runs great -door hit,

no $$$ to fix . $695, BO, Bill, 6-8770.

MGB, 1967. $900, new paint, brakes, ex-

haust, f'ebuilt carborator clutch, 4 excellent

radials , 2 snows, call Georgia, 549-1157.

TZ Vega GT— sticker, cassette dk., $500,

call 253-2409 or stop at rose table.

68 VW, 5000, on new eng.

256-0543.

AM/FM, $600,

69 Ford Fairlane, body, int. good, small,

autonr«tic engine, runs well, $550, call

666-2646.

75 Triumph Spitfire 1500, exc. cond., new
paint, AM/FM, gd. radials. 25,000 mi. Ask-

ing 2.800 BO. Call Don, 546-9624.

1976 Chevy van, C 10, long body, power

steering, AM/FM stereo, heavy duty

suspension and shocks, radial tires, ex-

cellent condition, call Marc, 545-2591 days,

665-4542 nights and weekends.

New 4 GR78 15 Good Year steel belted

monted on meg rims, best offei, call after 6

p .m., 256-8729.

Top quality scrimshaw jewelry, lowest

prices around. Interested? Call Jay:

546-5452 between 9 & 11 p.m.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap. 256 8732, bet. 9 - 1 a.m
.

Genuine full length raccoon coat, $200.

0. Tel. 583-4838.

Chippewa — 40 insulated boot, worn once,

7 y?

E

, reg. $80, asking $65, Al, 546-8918 .

Parrots— 2 half moon (mate ft female),

must sell! Best offer, call Deb, 545-0162.

1974^at8un B^210, good condition, good

tires, new brake pads, blue ext., blue int.

4-speed, low 60's, call evenings, 774-5381

or 665-3686.

Two new retread snows. 6.50x13, plus

one rim. $25, 546-4552.

Drake SW. receiver, $350 and SR-52

calculator, $250 or BO. Call Don, 546-6980.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79

South Pleasant St., Amherst, daily 11-5.

'Men! Women! Jobs- cruise ships!

Freighters' No experience. High pay' See
Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So. America.

Winter, summer! Send $2.75 to Seaworld,

Box 61035, Sact., CA 95825.

INSTRUCTION

Sex! How do you deal with it and other

issues such as loneliness, alcohol, and

academics? Come find out at a lecture

given by Mrs. Ruth Jenks entitled

"Something To Depend On", sponsored by

the Christian Science Organization. It will

be in the CC in Rm. 803 at 7:30 on Tues.,

Nov. 7. There will be a question and answer

period following the lecture. Hope to see

you there!
;

Jazz dance classes starling Nov. 14,

Bangs Comm. Center, call Ginger at

256-8042 to register. Keep trying!

LOST

FOUND

On Sun.. 10/22. NOPE fields, blue sweat-

shirt and blue track shoes, call Mark,

6-9412.

HELP WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

Hottest band around! 'Smooth Sailing'

for bookings anywhere, call John,

546-4646.

FOR RENT

Room, 13 X 11, Townehouse Apts.,

549-1414, eve.

1 bedroom unfurnished at University Park

apt. Paid through November, ready im-

mediately or before 19th. Call 549-4635,

$210 mo.

FOR SALE

Men's ski boots. Dolomite Panthers, size

11, excellent condition, originally $150,

sacrifice $45 or best offer, call 253-7068.

Two radials tires. BF Goodrich Snow
Trailmakers. Steel belted. Whitewalls. GR
78-15. Good tread. Used part of one winter.

$65 for pair. Call 586-3924.

Womens ski boots. 7;/i, 1 pr. Munaris,

used Vi season, $95, were $150, 1 pr. Nor-

dica, $20, were $100, call Vat, 549-6381.

Alto sax
546 8084

Vito (Leblanc). brand new, call

Part-time jobs -big money: Accounting,

Law or Pre-Law students preferred. All ag-

gressive, articulate, hungry students OK.

Need sales reps for CPA/LSAT Cassette

Home Study Programs. Call Jim Dee at

Totaltype, Inc. Toll free, 1-(800) 874-7599.

In Florida call collect (904) 376-8261. 1505

N.W. 16th Ave., Gainesville, Fla. 32604.

Overseas jobs — summer/full time.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500-1200 monthly, expenses

paid, sightseeing. Free info. Write: Interna-

tional Job Center, Box 4490-MC, Berkeley,

CA 94704.

Care wanted for long haired dachsund

days, $10 week 665-4854, keep trying.

immediate openings for people w/ cars

available for flexible # of hrs. each wk. b
weekends. Pay is commensurate w/ your

knowledge of the Amherst area, apply in

person at 363 M n. St . , Amherst.

Un^dergraduate students— Studerits Ac-

tivities Office is searching for 3 part time (15

hrs./wk.) for academic yr. in the following

areas- general programs, film, and
publicitt/communications. Apply in SAO
(SU 416) with resume and 3 reference let-

ters by noon November 13, 1978. Specify

position(s) applying for.

Lost— Clothes Call bag w/ green shirt, coin

purse, etc. Please call 253-7224, I.F.

Flute lost Tues. night. Sylvan party, if

found please contact Info booth or

546-5950, Holly, reward.

Medium sized dark brown with white

markings, male dog, no collar, lost for 3

weeks, please call 256-0314.

Lost In CC coffee shop, denim jacket w/
blue and white star on pocket, great sen-

timental value, please return to Collegian

Graphics Dept.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

MOTORCYCLES

Mich— what do yrj do when you just can't

prevent your birthday? You get Oldah! Hap-

py 20th! Love, Debbie.

Looking for warm, compassionate,

beautiful woman to give sponge baths Fri

nts. to handsome, virile male. Call Salty or

Geoffrey at 545-3500 or 256 0343.

If you've had a problem with an eiuto

repair of purchase, the UMass Consumer
Action Center wants to know. Plegpe call

545-0199 or 545-0781, Mondays- Fridays,

9-5.

ROOM WANTED :

Rm. wanted In 2-br. fum. apt. on bus rte.

in Amher. Nov. 16 -t- , call Nasrin, 584.0569.

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 or 2 roommates or poss. sublet wanted,

2 bdrm. apt., 2 mi. frm. Univ., Dec. 1 or

Jan. 1, Sharon, 256-6388.

Looking for housemate. So. Deerfield,

$60 -t-, non-smoker, older student, person,

call eves. 665-3430.

SERVICES

For sale, 1970 CB Honda 350, good cond.

$350, call 546-6435, anytime.

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.

Huge selection of gold, silver, diamond ear-

rings and unusual gifts. Sllverscape

Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,

Mass. 253-3324.

Hauling service, call 549-4730, after 5

p.m.

Sound system for hire, coffeehouses,

bands, discos, call Rick, 584-4105.

Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for

your 256-page mail order catalog of col-

legiate research. 10,250 topics listed. Pro-

mpt delivery. Box 25907- B, Los Angeles,

Calif., 90025, (213) 477-8226.

PERSONALS

Jeff, meet me and Duck at 400 today by

the FAC steps. Love and quacks???

Bonnie and Jimmy, you can do It legally

after the 17th. Congratulations from Guido

and the third. ^ '_

DBVT-to hell with Cornell! We miss so

badly not sharing the daily foils with you

over a delectable WW pizza. Here's to let

the whole gay community know that you're

invited for strawberries and champagne.

Frank and the Smithie.

Gamefisher of the Year Mark Early, 400

lb. Basking shark, UMass campus pond,

Nov. 2, 1978, congratulations.

Itch of Coolidge Two. hope you have a

very Happy Birthday- three of the Fear

some Foursome.

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for 3 bedroom apt. close to

campus to sublet Jan. -Aug., call 6-4280

(Debbie) or 549-4773 (DianeL '

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

FLA. FOR THANKSGIVING

Fly to Fla. Nov. 21 to 26. Flying Club of-

ficer has 4 seats left @ $175 each to Tampa
and back. For Info call, 665-4967.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.

Coilesjiana

1»U '

tOMMUNWJAI IH

•^ ) ^^nn( A s \tHhST Hi-snnsr pii(nhssio\ ai rut a rm
" I'MtKFSTS

V: PRICE
STUDENT RUSH
TICKETS

EOUUS
EOUUS
EQUUS

PKTKR SHAFFKK'S
9RILLIANT AWARD-WIWING DRAMA

Oct. 27-Nov. IH

Performances Tues.- Sun. Eves at 8:00 PM
Frank Prentice Rand Theater

UMass Fine Arts Center
'/2 price student rush tickets are available each

evening performance at 6:00 PM
Box Office 545-3511

Acareerinlaw-
without lawschool

After just three months of study at The
i\ Institute for Paralegal Training in

Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding
career in law or business—without law school.

As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing
i m«?ny of the duties traditionally handled

only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal
Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of
law to study. Upon completion of your training. The
Institute s unique Placement Service will find you a
responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or
corporation in the city of your choice.

T'he Institute for Paralegal Training is the
nation s first and most respected school for

paralegal training. 3ince 1970, we ve placed over
2,500 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide.

II
you re a senior of high academic standing

and looking for an above average career. ^

contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative.

We will visit your campus on:

Friday, December 1

The
Institute

for
Paralegal
Training'

235 South I7ih Street
Philadelphia. PA I9I0J
(215) 732 6600

Approved by the American Bar Association

Notarization of absentee ballots will be
available according to the following
schedule:

CC 904 908 10/30, 31

11/01
10 am. -4 p.m.

CC 911-915 11/2 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

CC 904 908 11/3, 6 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

CC917 11/7 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

The Amos Tuck School
of Business Administration

Dartmouth College • Hanover, N. H.

Men and women seeking
EHUCATION FOR MANAGEMENT

are invited to discuss the

TUCK MBA
y with

Ehzabeth Ray
Assistant Director of Admissions

Tuesday, November 14

Placement Office

CRAFTSPEOPLE
NOTICE

Concerning Table Space on Campus Center Concourse; The review and
authorization, of category #2 and #4 Campus Center vendors, permitting
use of the the CC Concourse Table space, shall be curtailed from
November 15, 1978 through December 25, 1978.

Between these dates unique craft items -may be approved for sale upon
appeal to the Operations Committee which shall meet every Tuesday at
2:00 p.m. and every Wednesday at 1:00 p.m. CC Rm. 817.

Any vendor not approved may, sell good under provisions of CC vending
category ^8.

TUESDAYS

8:30 til 1

— Free Food til 11 —
I While it Lasts |

• Special Drinks' •

• Promotions

T-aiirts«

Oldies*

|^.-<»«!tawW..«3%<TC»..0.^»altwC5..<»«E>..«..<3»«»Cw«.-<»«W:».».-«^ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

^ Turn-in Equipment

j^ 9a.m. -5 p.m.

5 ^e^ ''V^ J ^'^' Concourse

J For info call 545-3437 S'Vv<:i_l^ov. 14 Suffolk RoomJ
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

CARBUR'S
RESTAURANT &

LOUNGE

USED SKI EQUIPMENT
= $$$-sell it at

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH $
(Nov. 15-18)

cvVJb_..

FANKXS a^JCE 1978

Mon. -Thurs.

4-6 p.m.
9-11 p.m.

IDIOlLUffillJE

or Nothing I

Nights I

(Double
Drinks at

Single Prices)

Mixed
Doubles Only |

CC. Concourse 4f

Nov. 7, 8, 9, 13 *

\i

Hi

Ml

l:r
*-'^l.lV.|ilr , ^^

PACKARD'
14 MiiQiiit SL

Northainpton

584-5957

"Before or After the Mall"

I Rt. 9, Hadley

I

586-1978
^

Introducing—
Packard's Lu

Working Person

sandwiched between Northampton & Amherst
p

"cy^sfi? ftc^<»'"'5:4» cc^c^^^aap ftc^cv^a*^ cc^'^-'^ato «£:^(»"^ai9 ^£^<x^

chtime
Special

Purchase a draft beer, bottle beer or mixed

drink between 11:30 and 3 p.m. and receive

a hamburger free!!
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Skink

SEdSy —
10 JOuSi
14 Slag

nuily

lb I gel ii ?

\? Too dyed
19 Pelilion

;0 Tents
71 ANatrs

?3 Oulward
Anal

26 — and con
?T Convale

scents

abode
i *o»ds

JO Slralc

34 Stienlitic

sulliK

35S*>l/ef
and s

neighbor

V United

W Motel ol

yOfe

)9 Repairs

shoes
41 As ««ritten

Music
47 Rest
4:1 BesuM

44 — heal

4!) Net'iHt-wof^

4/ Sturdily

50 Femaif 'uti

51 — poke I

W Repgdidli".
*« Models
60 Picture

61 O) olliciai

papers
64 PicKei

« Cheer
66 f iighii»sN

t>.rd

6' Coash.'i

68 Know the —
69 f lecl

DOWN
I — pul

^ Root pad
3 — school
4 Thorough-
tares

5 The Count
o»

Monte

—

6 Laye'
7 Emmet
8 Th(ng

9 Ripe truit ?

•words

10 First rate

11 Dot ol land

1? Stare

13 Receptions

UNITED Feature Syndicate

14 (JUL U.S. 1

« it

siolr
^

I

•.0 ict«i' t»
'

\h Call! Insi

ol —
i2 Cards

?4 Out o( ordei

?5 Deviations

27 Crakes
?8 Man s (nck

name

79 Tendon
31 Modeled
3? Inner Anal

33 On lap

36 Alaskan na

live

39 Revive

40 Procreate
44 Relies

46 Pressed
46 Makes dirty

49 Andre —
Fr poet

5? Immerses
53 Ending (or

angel or mag
54 Fiaiiish

55 Alone

57 On the cresi

ol

58 Burden
59 Sluggish

6? Outdo

63 N Amer In

dian

1 2 ] 4 i^ii ^H'^
^H'i ^1'^

n'

r ' j^"
^4) ^^^1"

45 46 HH'' ''

54 ^^^J56 5; 58

61 61

^H«5 ^66
^H«8 ^1^'

YOUR BIRTHDAY

TUESDAY. MCVCMtEII 7

Bom today, you arr basi

rally rrlaxrd individual

You know what you want
out of U(r artd you arr
intFlliRrnt .wiar aiKl dili

(rn( mouKh to iirt it You
havr littir patienrr with

th» laiy . but give rvei^-

ronsidrration lor those

who try to achievr thrir

Koal.s.rvrn if thrir rfforta

mrri with failurr ('ompa*'
sinnatr and sympathrtir
you pnjny rlnsr relation-

ships with vrry many pm-
plr-

Yours IS a spiritual

naliiri- Whelhrr you work
in thr firld ol s^irn' r the

arts or husiwss .
>(»ii will

livr a hik^hlN pthiral and
moral lilr.rnjuyinn spirit

ual surrrssrs fulU as

much as - i( ,ind«>«t. not

morr than - tluis** of .»

malprial nature

41*0 bom on (hit data

r» Mane Curia scientist

co-discovarar of radium

Billy Graham, avangalist

Til see what IS in store

for vmi tomnrnm find

.iMir hirthflav anil rra.l the

itTesporidirn' paragraph
|<'I vmir hirlhdav s(ar be

vour dailv bfuide

WEDNESDAY NOVEM-
ER8
SCdRPlOlOct 23 Nov

2t| This IS a day to Uke
the U""^ with the bad and
tie happy if they are even
relativelv well balanied

SAGITTARIUSINov 22

Oac 211 - Takerare that in

tryint! to slow another
doum )nii don I artualU
slop yourself from Kmnk.'
' irward

CAPf«ICORN(Uec 22

Jan 1f( - Take a new ami
realistii look .it whal
/nil re pri'sently attempt

inii 10 do Don't try t

change too murh

PiSCEStFab 1«-March
201 - Hememlwr that foots

rush in where angels fear
tn tread To brave loo
inui t IS to forfeit •iirress

ARIESlMarch ?1-April 1f|

- Deal with rhilitren fairl\

Should you plav f.ivrtrites

yon will <-aus4' c onsidi-r

able mental hami

TAURUSlApril 70 May 20)

- The pressure of dead-
lines must not he allnwi-rl

to upset mil Keep a lalm
and lev.H tiiad tlir-Mijihoiit

the il.-u

AOUARIUSfJan »-Fal)

11) - Ot into the swing a

IhinRs on the home front

RmploymenI scene activi

ties must get on withoui

vou now

OEMINI(May21-Juna20|
Money problems are solv-

»hle: you may .however
Oerd the aid of a friend or

two lo come up with the
solution

CANCERtJune 21 July 22)

- Don I allow MMirself the

luaury ol chantinK your

niind |iHta\ Where com-
mitted act . where not

dnn'l

LEOtJuly 2]-Aug 22) -

Where finances a t e

involved. Kive vxirself Ihi

lienefit nf Ih. rli.iibl H.il

,ince the checklxiok belun

i1a\ ^ end

ViRGOtAug 23-Sepl 22)

< "reditors inav iii.ike \nu
uncomfortable early in th.-

da\ Make up for lost time
pay bills make new plan.s

LieRA(Sept 23-Oct 22) -

Curi'iiis happ«-ninKs spark

the irn.urination and ma\
lead I" the fomiinj; of er

ronenii.s i oncluslnns

Alpha Zeta Members -there will be a

meeting on Thursday, Nov 16 at 6:30 p.m

in 217 Stockbridge Hope to see you there

Chess Club -meeting tonight at 7:30

p.m , rms 805 809 CC All chess players

welcome. Please bring sets and clocks as

only a limited number^re available.

Ride Sharing Program -listings of per

sons interested in ride sharing with others

are now available at the parking office, rm

1, Munson Hall If you indicated an interest

in sharing a nde (either as a driver or as a

passenger) on your 1978 1979 parking ap

plication, your name is on either an

employee or student listing by zip code If

you are unable to come to the parking of

fice, you may call 545 0065.

NoTice-the Department of Environmental

Sciences scheduled a pre registrartion

assembly for all majors Wednesday, Nov 8

at 4:00 p.m. in the Skinner Hall (Home

Economics) auditorium. Among those

topics to be discussed are: conjugated

areas, honors, choice of tracks and sup

plementary courses Your attendance and

participation are expected

Notice -Circa Counseling Center for

women A feminist therapy collective offers

individual anti couple counsehng on a

sliding scale call 586 647t, 1^ f 9-S. '^

Doonesbury Garry Trudeau

s/g I Kj^ourouvnA

Bin ioumo PfiOMi'it

rht OtAN AT OfiJd^
liJvyouvooovtjtTo

j MeiT THi CHiNese

youveoom
roBemTTY
LATt As n
IS. AND OKAY. OKAY.

/ ftlLSY I

fr TTJ) ^fi4« YOU'

UH.
S/R? UHArr AHE

ALfieADYr

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

Bowlers begin season
By JACKIE CASHEN
Collegian Staff

Last Saturday, the UMass bowling team traveled to Lowell for the annual Edward L
McCaffery Memorial League Event. This was the first tournament of the year, and the
team began the season with some good performances
The women's team, last year's league champions, started this year by taking second

place in the team event, with a score of 2236. The University of Connecticut was first
with a 2320 score and the University of Lowell third with 2230. Returning to lead the
UMass team was senior Amanda Garcia, who bowled a stiong 505 series, with a 190
single. Other team member's included returning seniors Beth Schneider ami Gina
McEvoy, juniors Jackie Cashen and Adele Fox, and newcomer Deb Latourelle In the
doubles event, Garcia and Latourelle combined to take third place.

The men's team also made a good showing, taking 20 out of 27 points in the team
event. Outstanding in the team event were newcomer Bob Levey, with an excellent
series of 184, 197, and 214, for a total of 595, and returning team member Kirk Peters
who bowled a 536 series.

I * Wrestlers
CONT. FROM p. 12

"Murphy and Bill McQuaid
deserve a lot of credit. We •

didn't have some of our
best guys here. We've got
some injuries and we're
taking It easy right now We
haven't done as much
wrestling as most of the
tearrts here, but we'll reach
our peak later in the season.
Rowlett and Vilardi each did
d real good job "

Mike Vilardi and Kurt
Rowlett at 126 and 142
pounds respectively, each
won three matches and
made the quarterfinal
round.

Team captain Larry
Otsuka is recovering from
shoulder surgery and is

working with the team, but
didn't feel he was ready for

Sunday's competition.

i^iiik^ian n

Collegian
Notices

Notice- "Exodus' starring Paul Newman
will be shown tonight by Hillel at 7:30 p.m.

in Mahar Auditorium. Free^

Pre Vet Club Meeting -there will be a

short meeting on Wednesday, Nov. 8 at

6:00 p.m. in Stockbridge 319 for ratification

of our constitution, all members please at

tend, all new members welcome^
^ _ _

Notice- there will be a meeting for officers

of the UMass Horticulture Club on Tues

day, Nov. 7 at 7:30 p.m. in French 106.

Members are welcome to attend.

Notice — are you searching for something

better than discord. Come to a lecture on

Christian Science "Something to Depend

On " by Ruth Elizabeth Jenks CSB Tues

day, Wov. 7 at 7:30 p.m. in room 803 CC .

Notice- "Something to Depend On" a

lecture on Christian Science by Ruth

Elizabeth Jenks CSB. Tonight at 7:30 p.m.

in CC room 803. Everyone is warmly in-

vited

Notice -UMSFCU is holding its semi

annual meeting at 7:00 p.m. CC room
904 908. All members welcome. Meeting is

Tueday, Nov. 7.

Notice — used ski equipment turn-in for the

great ski snatch turn in, dates Nov. 7, 8 9,

& 13 CC concourse from 9 a.m. 5 p.m.

Art Exhibits -two exhibits in Nov. pain-

tings by Julian Landa- surrealist painter on

No. 8 from 7 9 p.m. on display til Nov. 22.

A university collection of works on paper

on display Nov. 1 to Nov. 20. All area

residents are welcome to attend, Herter

Galleries are open 11 4 Mon Fri., 12-4

Thurs , closed on Tues. for more info, call

545^76^
Notice- Flying Club meeting, Wednesday,
Nov 8 at 7:00 p.m. CC 804 808. Refer-

shments and films^

L.S.b^ Majors -the LS&R retreat has

been changed. Still the weekend of Nov.

17th, but only Fri. 7 p.m.. Sat. 6 p.m.

Please come for all or part. Info in LS&R
office CH or' call Tom 586-5128. Cost is

$5l.0O.

Notice -speaker: Dr. Reginald Butcher,

Dept. of Biochemistry, UMass. Medical

School. Title: Descentization m Cultered

Cells. Time: 4:00 p.m., Wednesday, Nov.

8. Place: Room 203 Graduate Research

Tower A. Coffee will be served at 3:45 p.m.

Gamma Sigma Sigma -pledge meeting

at 6:00 p.m. in room 802 CC. Anyone in-

terested in joining a service sorority is

welcome.

Schedules for Spring
Semester -schedule pamphlets for spring

semester for grad. students - pick up Nov.

10 in the appropriate departments.

Undergrads can pick them up in Cc con-

course level Nov. 9 at 12:00 noon. If you

forget or miss you can pick it up at 168

Whitmore Nov. 13 as long as supply lasts.

Faculty copies will be sent to each depart-

ment on Nov. 10.

Free Movie-tonight in McNamara
Lounge (Sylvan) at 7:30 p.m. Come learn

about apartheid in S. Africa see "Last

Grave at Dimbaza." - sponsored by UMass
Committee for the liberation of S. Africa.

Dial New York d irect lor
national scores and lectures!

1 ' A.i.ii

• M,i, •«,„

Moil Frt 8n n; bpjn 44 e 30c
Sun \\i bv n\ 11 p i!i me 20?
Suii, ^11 J 1 p tr -Ban' I7c ue
AMXiySat Me I2c
Siiii. 8 a m , f m re i2c

:t'li..i,.- Hr

1-212-999-1313

\Q^ New England Telephone
UMass' Sally Anderson (11) goes up for
a spike in volleyball action against
Smith College last week. The spikers
are still licking their wounds after a

disappointing 14th place finish in the
16 team URI tournament last weekend.
(Staff photo by Patrick O. Dobbs).

minds
matter

MITRE IS an organization that faces the challenge of minds over
matter each day

We know that our unique resource is the human mind And that

•the minds we seek are those that need to know they will be wdrking with

other professionals on challenging and significant problems
As a nonprofit corporation operating in the public interest, our

systems engineering projects provide answers to problems assigned to

us by a score of national, state and local governmental agencies
At MITRE we will demand a lot from you And we expect you to

demand a lot from us Because at MITRE, minds matter

Entry-level career assignments now exist for graduates to work
on project areas that include Command and Control Systems. Informa-

tion Processing Systems. Electronic Surveillance and Communications
Systems

We want to talk to Electncal Engineenng. Computer Science,

and Mathematics majors.

We want to tell you about the work we re doing Work that you
could be doing too In Digital Information Systems • Data Handling

and Reduction • Microprogrammmq Techniques • Microprocessor

Applications • Software Development • System Analyses • Tactical

Control Systems Engineering and Artificial Intelligence Software

Design and Applications

And that s not all We want you to know about the work we re

doing in Telecommunications • Voice Communications • Microwave
and Digital Signal Processing • Radar Design • Digital Data Communi-
cations • Satellite Systems and Terminals • Circuit Message and
Packet Switching Techniques.

We invite your further interest in MITRE, a place where
minds matter

Please make arrangements with your Placement Office to view

our 12 minute color videO tape presentation.

MITRE will be at

University of Massachusetts
on

November 14, 1978

Sign up at your Placement Office for an on-campus interview

with a member of our technical staff If this isn t convenient, mail your

resume to:

The MITRE Corporation

College Relations

8879 Middlesex Turnpike

Bedford. MA 01 730

UMASS MEN. OPEN RUSH
•>,

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

DEER • EATS
NOVEMBER?
NOVEMBERS

CALL 256-6815

8p.m. -10p.m.
118 SUNSET AVE.

WHITMORE

BOYDEN SOUTHWEST

WOLFIE'S
PIZZA

SUNSET AVE

2 3 a "^ 5AE

Our Customers
Are Our Best

Advertising

THEi

MTI RK
P O R A T I O N

ippli<alion^ iiM»1ei Pis .^ftimiaiive action program

So why are we running thi$ ad?

Because there are still some people who don't know
that we provide the best (and the fastest) typing service

in the area. And even if they know about our typing,

some people don't know that we also provide Word
Processing and high quality Pitney-Bowes copying, not
to mention a wide selection of papers and type styles.

So gi¥e us a call or come into our office

and findout about us.

Valley Typing—don't wait for

your best friend to tell youl

10-6 M-F
29 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-6736 10-2 8

^^'^^^^!^^!»v^'?^^o!^i

-»^^-n.ir. #.*.«
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YESTERDAY
Women s soccer 5 8U

TODAY
Volleyball at Keene

Women booters romp
By STEVE ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Yesterday, the number-one ranked UMass
women's soccer team ran its record to a

perfect 14-0 1 with a 5-0 victory over B.U.

at UMass.
UMass' Sandy Doo scored the first goal of

the game at 1 1 :02 of the first half when she

booted in a deflected shot that just rolled

by the arms of the frustrated B.U. goalie.

Ten minutes later Margie Anderson scored

the second UMass goal with Sandy Doo
assisting on the play. Elaine Contant
scored the final goal of the first half, mak
ing the score at half time UMass 3 and B.U.
nothing.

B.U displayed a mild threat at the outset

of the second half, but UMass goalit Diane

Buckhout protected the lead by making

some fine saves (Buckout leads the New
England division with an incredible eleven

shutouts) Kathv Kilcoyne scored the

fourth UMass goal at 18.08 of the second

half with Patty Mattoon assisting on the

play. Mattoon scored the fifth and final

goal of the game with six minutes left to

play.

UMass assistant coach Rick Zanini was
generally pleased with his team's play. "We
dominated the B.U. team today. The girls

wanted to win this one badly and are now
looking forward to Wednesday's game
against Harvard. It will be for the New
England Divisional championship, ' he said.

Harvard at 6-0-2 will present the first real

challenge UMass has faced since early

October when they were tied by Brown 2-2.

Whether UMass wins or not, their record

will still speak for itself. In their first year as

a varsity team they have racked up fourteen

wins and to this date, remain the only

undefeated Varsity team here at the

University.

Two grapplers in finals
by MARTY LUTTRELL
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD Kevin Murphy and Bill McQuaid led the UMass wrestling squad to

what coach Dave Amato termed "a pretty good showing" in the annual open tourna

ment at Springfield College's Memorial Field House Sunday.

Murphy and McQuaid each took second place in his respective weight class, in a

tournament that drew over 300 wrestlers from 16 colleges throughout New Englarid and

New York. The number of entrants in each of the ten classes varied from 36 to 64, in-

cluding some national class wrestlers.

On his way to the finals in the 150-pound class. Murphy battled c«:irent national

Greco-Roman champion Bob Eon of URI, to a close 4-3 decision in the quarterfinals.

The Long Island freshman then turned in a quick first period pin over Field of Boston

State in the semifinals. In the final Murphy dropped a tough 3 2 overtime decision to

Central Connecticut's Salge, the current New England champion, and ranked third na-

tionally in Division II wrestling.

In the 190-pound class semifinals Bill McQuaid pinned Rawnsey, of Lowell Universi-

ty, in 1 : 16 of the second period. The finals saw McQuaid on the losing end of a 3 1 deci-

sion to URIs McCarthy, currently ranked third in New England.

The University of Rhode Island Rams continued to show themselves to be the domi-

nant team in New England, as they swept eight of the ten first places, with ten finalists.

However coach Anato was pleased with his team's performance.

"URI is the best in ^ew England, " Amato said. "They're always tough. We did well,

about what I expectec. Most of our guys won a match "

xn o 11

Rice or Guidry. Which would vou pick? (UPI)

The first-year women's soccer team upped its record to an incredible 14-0-1

yesterday with a 5 shutout win over BU. (Staff photo by Jim Mahoney)

Rich Eckel

The other election
It was with great interest the other night

that I read that the Americans for

Democratic Action organization last week

made a commitment equal to George

McGovern's support of Thomas Eagleton in

the 1972 presidential election. The ADA en-

dorsed both Senator Edward Brooke and

challenger Paul Tsongas for the Senate

seat now occupied by Brooke. Presumably

the ADA supports both candidates 1,000

percent.

Now, of course, you are wondering what

the hell the ADA and today's Senate elec-

tioin have to do with sports. Well, an elec-

tion of a different sort is being tabulated

today (an election incidentally that may in-

terest the electorate more than today's

political contests) and the results will be

released long before we know the outcome

of Brooke-Tsongas.
It is the election by the American Baseball

Writers of the American League's Most

Valuable Player. Jim Rice against Ron

Guidry. The AL's best hitter against the

best pitcher. It is, insiders say, a dead heat.

Now, the baseball writers who voted-

each major league city is represented by

two selected writers-could have chosen

the ADA'S non-commital approach or

decided to make a clear choice. Hopefully it

was the latter.

Rice mentioned last week that he wasn't

interested in sharing the MVP trophy. Ob-

viously he would consider its sharing a

slight to his multitudinous achievements of

the past season. Guidry, who already has

won the Cy Young Award -signifying pit-

ching excellence is a little less indignant.

He, it seems, would be happy with a scrap

from the trophy.
Unfortunately this state's voters cannot

elect both Brooke and Tsonpas JhP
baseball writers had that option (they have

already voted). Rice against Guidry. Power

hitter against power pitcher. Red Sox

against Yankee. Bastan against New Yawk.

It has all the elements, all the provincial pre-

judices and all the controversy neejJed to

cause more than one barroom brawl.

Rice's candidacy for MVP acclamation is

similar to Brooke's reelection bid and both

have decided upon the same strategy.

"Look at my record, " says Brooke. "Look

at my statistics," says Rice. Brooke claims

he's an underdog because of the

democratic party's large advantage in this

state. Rice says he's an underdog because

of the baseball writer's displeasure with his

less than cooperative manner.

Brooke is black. Rice is black, a decided

disadvantage no matter how you try and ra-

tionalize it. You hope that people don't

determine their vote because of race, but

you've got to wonder. You've still got to

wonder.
Ron Guidry can assume the role of

Tsongas. He, too, says look at my record.

Brooke says the Senate is different from

the House of Representatives. The lower

house is the minor league in Washington

D.C. Jim Rice says I've played every day,

not every fifth day. Tsongas says I'm a win-

ner. Guidry points to the championship

rings on his fingers.

There is confusion. They seem so similar,

so equally deserving, srs equally qualified.

The point is-a decision must be made in

both cases. There must be a winner, there

must be a loser. So what happens if the

baseball writers call it a draw? Naturally, if

they had any sense they would call me to

decide the deadlock.

What would I do? I respect Rices

achievements. I respect Guidry's

achievements. In the background, I can

hear Karl Maiden echoing, "what will you

do. What will you do."

"Why waste your time," echos another

voice. "Who cares who's elected MVP.
What difference does it make?"
Look at the record. No, that won't decide

anything. Look who's the champion. No,

that can't be the determining factor. Look.

Study. Compare.
The baseball writers need a decision. They

need an answer. They've got to know right

now!
•Jim Rice," I say. "Jim Rice."

Suppiameni to
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JCPenney
Opening, Wed., Nov. 8th_

u
Fantas^oaIce
Professional Ice Skaters on the Mall

Wed. -Sat., Nov. 8-11

Noon, 4, and 7:30pm
All Four Days

99

E.xcitiiijL^ itilcniational artists perforin three times daily.

Dazzling solo artists and attraetive skalint>" dnos briii^' the

beauty and e.xeitement of" I lie larijest iee shows to a small,

intimate Ibrmat that will ama/eyon.

"Fiuitiusy on Ice' is a luiiciuc kclcss Ice Show iierfonned on a tliennoplitstic

surface matetiiil tJiat was <leveIoi>e<i esi)et1ail> lor ice skatini^.

I:*.*** '

BBATTIEBOHO

ATMOl

Hampshire Mall Stores Now Open
JCPenney
Steiger's

Anna's Fried Dough
Anderson-Little
Casual Corner
Chess King
Clifford Clark Tobacconist
Command Performance
CVS Drugs
Deb Shop
Enchanted Prints

Evenson's Card Shop

Field's Hosiery
Fletcher's Deli

Foxmoor
General Nutrition Center
Great Expectations
Helen Gallaghers Kaleidoscope
Jake's Roast Beef
Jonathan Reid
Kay-Bee Toy & Hobby
Kinney Shoes
Knot Just Beads
Merle Norman Cosmetics

Shoes To Boot
So Fro Fabrics
Stuart's

Taco Lindo
Tagway Shoes
Thom IVIcAn. Family
Thom McAn. Men's
Three Ring Circus
Tiffany Bakery
Tropic Isle

Walden Books
Zaie Jewelers

Mall Hours: 10 AM to 10 PM, Monday thru Saturday

Rt. 9 in Hadley, Between Norttiampton and Amherst
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This is your
new JCPenney.
For one good reason after another.

One single store with just

about everything you need. From
your personal fashion statement

to decorator looks for your home.

One basic philosophy.

Charge only a fair pnce; never

what the traffic will bear. At

JCPenney, the values are here
every day.

One level of quality.

Perfection. The kind assured by
the high standards set at our

Testing Center. When you buy it

from us, we keep it working.

One refund/exchange
policy. The same policy coast to

coast. So you can buy it here and
exchange it in California. And get

a smile. Not a sorry.

One sale plan. Our best for

less. At the right time. From
everyday sales and specials to

seasonal clearances, we give

you what you want. When you
want it.

One kind of credit. Easy to

get. Easy to use. With the

JCPenney credit card or our

convenient Time Payment Plan.

So even major purchases are

easy to budget.

One credit card. Good in

over 1700 JCPenney stores,

covering all fifty states. Puerto

Rico, too.

One big store within a store.

The JCPenney Catalog. With

over 1400 pages of great buys.

And the plus of shop-at-home
convenience.

One goal. Your complete
satisfaction.

Your newJCPenney
opens Wednesday, Nov. 8th

in the Hampshire f(/lall.

Grand Opening celebration

10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.

Thi
IS

1978 JCPpnnp, r.

dCPenney

Hampshire Mall, Tu«»., Nov. 7, 1 978 3

Great Toy Buys
at the new JCPenney.

Family Feud Game

NOW 4.99
Ages 10 to Adult. Question Game based on
TV show. For 2 or more players.

Breaking Point Game

NOW 5.99
Orig. 7.49

25.99
Orig. 29.99 Silver streak

Nite Glow tram set

Mighty Mo's

NOW 8.99
3 Styles: Dump Truck, Bulldozer, Jeep,
Powerful motorized vehicle. Needs no
batteries. One push and it goes over 50 feet.

South Maple St.

State Hwy. 9

Hadley, Mass.

e 1978 JC Penny Co., inc.

dCPenney
Hampshire Mall

Th
is

Phone 586-5505
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Reg/' -.saes

The Quality Choice At A Popular Price'

Featuring A Complete Selection
Of Disney Pals' Footwear

Vi«li Ih^nrv PifidiKtiont

Ear Piercing Clinic
using the

steri-pak system

$5.90 including studs
PLUS

PRCP PEARL EARRINGS
I ItCC with surgical steel posts

Hompthif Moll, Tu«., Nov. 7, 1978 5
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IN CAFE SQUARE

itititit-k-k-kititit^

SHEER

COMFORT TOP

KNEE HI'S

Reg.

54^ pr.

•One size fits 872-11

•Your choice of beige

or spice

mam
%

\

^
OF ANOTHER GREAT

llalf Price^

HAMPSHIRE MALL

Sale I

MENS
PULL CUSHIONED

TUBE SOX

•Fits 9 to 15 in white
with assorted stripes^

OVER THE KNEE
LEG WARMERS

Reg.

$1.99

•One size fits 9-11

•Your choice of colorsi

?^>

Another great

Fields Hosiery store is now open...
With all the Exciting New F ashions
In Body Wear and Leg Stylings.

At Fields Hosiery you'll find
Hosiery for the entire family...

at Savings that are hard to believe!
We welcome you to the
Wonderful World of Fields Hosiery.

\

e

rm-

j^e^^ V&3

I
^^^

9141 l/

Classic, Free Style

and Gymnastic

/ k

SHEER

PANTY HOSE

Xi*"*
o***

Bo«e» ^^^'Ts:>'»'

•Vo^^^'fr

St«
.**

Prs 1.00
<.y;ts^«**

m^*uy,Ue» /-
./

^.

TIGHTS K'^

LEOTARDS
*SKIRTS
*TRUNKS
*BRAS

.. \

*AII popular shades
*Sizes for ail

HAMPSHIRE MALL (CENTER COURT-CAFE SQUARE)

STYLE 3 91

STYLE 198
STYLE 9126
STYLE 1210

LEOTARD
STYLE 1200
WRAP SK

$6 50
$900
$12 SO
$16 00

$22 00
IRT

I!

N^4^******¥¥*¥¥**¥*¥¥¥¥^¥,•¥¥¥¥¥¥****¥*¥¥¥¥¥¥*¥¥¥¥¥*¥¥¥¥¥ ¥•¥¥¥¥ • • •

A VERY SPECIAL SALE
FOR OUR VERY

SPECIAL CUSTOMERS
WHO SHOP

AT HAMPSHIRE MALL

1/3 Off

MISSES' 8 to 18

FAMOUS MAKER

COORDINATES
Town & Country Sportswear

9.97-1 1 .97
Orlg. 15.00 to 20.00

PRINT AND SOLID

FAMOUS MAKER
SHIRTS & BLOUSES
Junior Sportswear

2Q7 0"g
• %7f 4.00-4.50

WASHABLE SCUFFS

AND BALLERINAS

FROM DEARFORM
Hosiery Shop

99.00 145.00

MISSES' 8 to 18

COWHIDE LEATHER

FASHION COATS
Coat Salon

7.97
Reg.

10.00

COnON FLANNEL

PRINT PAJAMAS

AND NIGHTGOWNS
Lingerie Shop

6.97
Reg.

11.00 & 12.00

MEN'S STRIPED

AND SOLID COLOR
DRESS SHIRTS
The Mans Shop

49.99 ""^
80.00

YOUNG MEN'S

DOWN-FILLED

NYLON PARKA

2.97-7.47

GIRLS' HEALTH-TEX

4-6X SLACK SETS,

POLOS AND SLACKS
Girls' Shop

1 1 .97-38.97
Reg. 1B.00 to 55.00

MEN'S CORDUROY
SEPARATES FROM
A FAMOUS MAKER
The Man's Shop

Directions

7 97 "'9
• •^' 12.00

BOYS' 8 to 20

ACRYLIC SWEATERS

W/CONTRASTTRIM
Boys' Shop

2.27-5.97
Orig. 3.50 to 9.50

INFANTS/TODDLERS'

RUGGED PLAYWEAR
BY HEALTH-TEX
Baby Shop

9.97 & 11.97
If pert. 20.00 & 25.00

TWIN AND DOUBLE

"GORHAM" ACRYLIC

LUXURY BLANKETS
Domestics Shop

1 9 97 ""si^.^r 30.00

ELEGANT SET OF 4

TV TRAY TABLES

W/STORAGE RACK
Housewares Shop

QQ Q7 0"g
0%J-«7f 79.95

63-pc. "NASSAU"

STAINLESS FLATWARE
BY INTERNATIONAL
Silver Shop

2.97 37?

A SELECTION OF

IMPORTED CRYSTAL

WINE GLASSES
Crystal Shop

• Shop early for

the best selection

• Limited quantities

• Broken sizes

• Sorry, no mail

or phone orders
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GREAT VALUES, BALLOONS,
& BOBBY RIGGS..

We had a great time at a great mall

opening, and we're just getting

started!

Super merchandise, great
entertainment, and terrific at-

mosphere goes on & on!

^^

p JOIN US AT

WE'VE GOT IT ALL!

REACH
NEW

HEIGHTS
IN BOOTS

It s the year c^ the leg Your leg

A special focus you create Flatter your

legs in stylish boots, now for the

special price of $33 00 A fsiafural For

Today - leather and vwxxl go togettier

in a sporty cut-out wedge (=teg 43 99
B Stand Tall In Style - rch leather

on a stack heel A must for today s

skirls and dresses Reg 46 99
C Latest FashKxi Headliner - supple

leather mtd-calf boot with distinctive

buckle and pocket details Reg 43 99
Sale ends November 1 8 1 978

Hampshire Mall, Route 9 & 1 1 6, Hadley, IVlass, Stae Hours: Mon-Sat, 1 0:00am - 1 0OOpm
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QUANTITY
RIGHTS
RESERVED

CVS
Consumer Value Stores

SALE TODAY THRU SATURDAY, NOV. 11th

SIGNAL

MOUTHWASH
& GARGLE

24 ounce

99
Our Regular 1 87

WELCH'S CHERRIES
10 ounce
Chocolate

Covered

Our Regular 1 1788<t

:olgat.'

COLGATE
INSTANT
SHAVE CREAM
All Types
1 1 ounce

2 FOR

$^00
Our Regular 97' ea

HANOI-WIPES

REUSABLE
CLOTHS

8 pack

59
Our Regular 71'

e

OLD SPICE

STICK

DEODORANT
•Herbal or MuSk
2 25 ounce

• Regular or Lime
2 5 ounce

79
Our Regular 1 29

CVS colorA
PRINT FILM

• 126-20

Fits all instant

loading cameras
• 110-20

Fits all instant

loading pocket
cameras

YOUR
CHOICE99<t

MYLANTA ANTACID TABLETS

Our nvguH' 2 '9 I

SUOAFEO TABLETS
Relieves nasai & s-ius

congestion wpthoui

dfowsmess
24 count

Our Regular i 49 99(P

COMPARE TO

.Kodak Color Print Film C 11 0-20 at 1.63.

BUTLER
GUM
TOOTHBRUSH
Adult Sue

No 4"R

THERAGRAN
HIGH POTENCY
VITAMIN

FORMULA

449
Our Beguia' 5 09

57*
Qui SeguH' i 09

ZINCON

DANDRUFF
SHAMPOO
Leaves h8<f dean
Easv to manage

-j99
Our Regular 7 69

'^[!m^''^^''m^ CVS COUPON
(i'i

33'off
WITH THIS

COUPON

ON ANYTHING EXCEPT SALE OR TOBACCO ITEMS I

Good Only At Hampshire Mall I

CODE: 1-342-01 69-1 EXPIRES:! 1/12/78 ^

L
HAMPSHIRE MALL
RTE. 9 HADLEY

I

J
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musicland MEMOREX

Scottti

YOUR BLANK TAPE HEADQUARTERS

EvEnyrhiNq A Music Store Should Be!

Highlander

C-45 $1.49
C-60 1.69

C-90 2.49

C-120 3.79

Dynarange

c-45 $2.39
C-60 2.79

C-90 3.89

C-120 5.39

8 Track
45 min $2.99
90 min 3.69

As long as supplies last, buy
two Scotch Brand Dyna-
range 90 minute 8-track
cartridge, at a reduced
price.

"SCOTCH" RECORDING TAPE.

The Truth Comes Out.

SPECIAL

PRICE

$C49

Scotch

L
5

Mratk

We Also Carry Ppntrtl
Video Cassettes dbULLfll

c-45 $2.29
C-60 2.49

C-90 3.69

C-120 4.89

8 Track
45 min $2.79
60 min 3.09
90 min 3.39

MEMOREX
90-Minute Cassette

Buy two-
Get one Free!

$738

MEMOREX 90
Buv I \'jn r/.ssE I If s

^.^ I (iNi FREE'

MEMOREX
Quality audio recording tape

THE PRECISION HAIRCUT EXPLAINED.

PRECISELY.

Because your head is unique, the way your hair grows is equally unique

Precision haircutting Is a technique for cutting the hair in harmony with the

way it grows. So as it grows, it doesn't lose shape And because the hair

is cut to fall naturally into place, you don't have "to keep fussing with if

Usually a shake of the head does it

The precision cut. with shampoo and blow dry is fourteen dollars for gals or

guys We also offer permanent waves, coloring, frosting and conditioning But

we really shine with precision And so will you

No appointments necessary

rt>\^^^

Cottiinaticl l\:rf€»miaui€^
« »

Hampshire Mall
NexttoK-Mart

Men. -Sat. 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

586-0090

STAV B

THIS WINTER BE READY FOR THE COLD
WITH A FINE SELECTION OF

iuilted
*^'

We also stock Pickwick 8-Track & Cassette tape,

and the Maxell "LN" 8-Track, "UDC & UDXL" Cassette.

SAVE MONEY - MAKE IT YOURSELF!
A super selection of colors from dark naturals to

florescent orange and all the inbetweens.

100% Nylons, 100% Polyesters

& Nylon/Polyester Blends >^

Machine wash - Tumhie dry p

YARD

Mc Call's 5697

Water-Repellent

44" Wide

Check out our stock of blank
tapes, replacement needles,
and a complete selection of
record and tape-care acces-
sories-- We ve got it all...

musicland
HAMPSHrREMALL
HADLEY, MASS.
Phone 586-2837

ALL MAJOR CREDIT
CARDS ACCEPTED

Satisfaction Guarantaad
or your monojf back.

OPEN 10 to 10
Monday thru

Saturday

Butterick 5686

100% Polyester Fiber
tot stuffing. Reg. $1.99 ^ ^m A^

NOW
"THE FABRIC STORE WITH STYLE"

lib.

pkg.

iBRICS

Hompihire Moll, Toet., Nov. 7, 1978 t

U. of Mass. Students....

Freetnis Scfaedidi
Cam From University

CenCir Sytvan Frat/Sor OfChHM Fearing So.Waal NW
200
300
400
5 00
600
700
800
900

2 05
3 05
4 05
5 05
6 05
7 05
8 05
9 05

2 10

3 to

4 10

5 10

6 10

7 10

8 10

9 10

220
320
420
520
620
720
820
920

From Hampshire MaN

2:30

330
430
530
8:30

730
830
•:30

Cm
Mai SaWost Fearing Orch HW Frat/Sor Sytvan CanOr

MAP Of ROUT€

230
3:30

430
530
630
7 30

8 30
9 30

240
340
4 40
540
640
740
840
9 40

2 43
343
4 43

5 43

6 43
7 43

8 43

9 43

2 47

3 47

4 47

5 47

6 47
747
8 47

9 47

250
350
450
5 50

650
750
850
950

2 55

3 55

4 55
5 55

6 55
7 55
8 55

9 55

300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

Extra runs between noon and 2 PIM on Saturdays.

take Annie Hauler to themall& back!
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BRATTLEBORO
KEENE We're easy

to get to!

RT.9INHADLEY BETWEEN
NORTHAMPTON & AMHERST
AT INTERSECTION OF RT. 116

ORANGE

AS»^IELO

CONWAV so
• DCERFItLD

TO
WIUJAtltSBUHG

HAYOeWIUM SMITH
COLLEOe

NORTHAMPTON

GREENFISUI ATHOL

SO. DEERFIELD

03

NO
AMHERST

5 . • UNIV. OF
m MASSACHUSETTS

AMHERST COLLEGE

HAQilV * AMHERST

25

RT.9

EASTHAMPTON

TO
SPRINGFIELD

Northampton
«

Hadley
Amherst

BELCHERTOWN WARE

BROOKFKLO

mT HOLYOKE
COUEQg

SO.
HAOLEY

X
RT. 9 AT INTERSECTION OF RT. 116

BETWEEN NORTHAMPTON « AMHERST

MALL HOURS: 10 A.M. TO 10 P.M., MONDAY thru SATURDAY

SHOES TO
BOOT

You've go! grxxi re.:

brat ion . we're tht- -;iin- M.ii niui-, tiu'

most contcmpfiraa' f.ishmn kiok'^ <>11 m
your size! Tht' > bul.

most importdniiy. vouii love the Wriv

Nafuralizer shoes fit. That's why Natural

ixer has come to be known as "'he -,h.*'

with the beautiful fit'" Stop m •

personalized service and try us on for size'

SHOES

WHERE SIZE IS NO PROBLEM'

NATURALIZER shoes

BOOT
HAMPSHIRE MALL. HADLEY, MA

GRAND OPENING

His 'n H«r LD/s in our handsome bold link ityHng
Personalizing extra. $11.^ each.

Win a $500 Jewelry Wardrobe during the

opening of a new Diamond Store

at Hampshire Mall.
Register for the Jewelry Wardrobe or second prize, a $75

Baylor watch.* Shop Zales, America's Diamond Store since 1924.

^^Sr^ ^^^ffi|| |T«i.'»..i I-'-*--

Zales and Friends make wishes come true!

ZALES
The Diamond Store

'No purihasf necessary Just register in our new store Vou need not be present to win

Fantasy On
W/Cn - CAT # UAN\/r4inrn a

Ice
WED. - SAT. NOVEMBERS, 9, 10, 11

Three super shows each day- ALL 4 DAYS!!!
Every child, Mom and Dod will love this terrific troupe of ice skoters.

Exciting entertainment for the whole family.

.'*^^^
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SfiVEONTHESEgSgp
FASHIONS:{•!•NEW

ATXAC^AVNOW!
Come in for outstanding values on fashion footwear for the whole family.

$14.00
Women's

Sherpa Trim
Ankle Boot

Reg. RetaU $17.99

Sale Price

$14.00
Rust Suede
Boa Lined

Ret? Retail $22 99

Sale Price

$20.00
High Sherpa
Women's Boot

Reg Retail $34.99

Sale Price

$25.00
Girls' Patch

Fleece Lined

Boot; Sizes 12V2 to 3

Reg. Retail $14.99

Sale Price

$10.00

Tagway Shoes
You Just have to try them on.

f

Documentshows FBIactivity at UlVlass
See page 4
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Tsongas beats Brooke;

King defeats Hatch
Brooke
concedes
Associated Press

BOSTON \AP\ US Sen. Edward W
Bfobke, beset throughout his campaign by
problems stemming from his bitter divorce,

j^Hs ousted yesterday by Democratic U.S.

Rf.'P Paul E. Tsongas, who acknowledged
he has "some large shoes to fill."

Willi 568 of 2,201 precincts reporting, the

3/ ypar old Lowell congressman had
260,951 voles or 56 percent to 202,821 or

44 percJint for the 59 year old Brooke.

Brnoke, the only popularly elected black

nwin ever If) serve in the US Senate, said,

"It's difficult t«) fose Its wonderful to

win I tiust there will still be those in the

SHnalc who will fight for the minorities and
lor lull eguHlity for all people

I liHvf; lU) bitlerness in my heart.
'

Rfooke conceded defeat two hours after

tiif» polls closed
Tsongns congratulated Brooke on his

' stft(U)tli and courage."
I tiled during this campaign to dislike

liim Tsongas said of the two term incum
bent, but I never could He leaves behind

some very large shoes to be filled Well, I

inicnd If) fill them.
'

Tsongas siiid he ran his campaign on two
mii|or issues One, he said, was accessibili

ly

llit> second issue perhaps is almost

qciH'fiitional," he said, adding that such
pmbUjnis <is the cities, energy, the environ

mcnt and the third world were of crucial im

liortance to future generations.
'

The two liberal contenders battled

throughout the seven week campaign to

put some distance between themselves on

the issues.

Although acknowledging he probably

agrees with Tsongas on most social issues,

Brooke emphasized his experience and

seniority in the Senate and his ranking posi-

tion on the Banking, f4ousing and Urban

Affairs Committee.
Tsongas, criticizing Brooke for being "a

typical Washingtonian," pledged he would

be more accessible, promising to return to

the state during congressional recesses,

hold "town meetings" in various parts of

the state and use a mobile office to bring

his staff closer to western sections.

But the biggest issues remained the

unspoken ones the bitter divorce pro

ceedings which ended Brooke's 31 year

marriage, the Senate Ethics Committee's

probe of his personal finances and the still

pending investigation by the attorney

general's office of $70,000 in allegedly

fraudulent Medicaid payments received by

Brooke's lat mother-in-law.

The Ethics Committee probe, which is

not expected to be completed for some
time, flared in the midst of the campaign

when special counsel Richard Wertheimer

resigned, charging that documents filed

with the committee had been altered and

that lawyers for the senator had intentional-

ly delayed the proceedings.

The committee at an emergency meeting

cleared Brooke of any complicity in altera.-

tions or delays, which he had not been ac-

cused of in the first place.

In his six months of campaigning,

Tsongas made no mention of the probe or

of Brooke's personal problems.

At two televised debates, the two can-

didates went out of their way to praise each

other, for the clean campaigns each had

waged.

Massachusetts U.S. Senator Edward Brooke, the nation's only black

senator, delivers concession speech after he was unseated by two-term
Democrat Congressman Paul Tsongas. At left is the senator's niece Peggy
Amos. (UPI)

Simons leads Souweine

in down-to-wire race

Jonathan Souweine at his

headquarters last night in Nor-
thampton. (Staff photo by Jim
Mahoney)

By MARK HORAN
and DEBRA ROTH SANTA

Republican Thomas G. Simons was
leading Democrat Jonathan Z. Souweine,
13,634 to 13,132, early this morning in their

battle for the district attorney's office in

Hampshire and Franklin counties.

Souweine, often depicted as the

grassroots candidate, captured Northamp-
ton and Amherst, the largest communities
in Hampshire County. Simons, as ex-

pected, captured the Franklin county seat,

Greenfield, by a 2-1 margin. Simons also

picked up victories in several hill towns in

western Hampshire County.
Votes from South Hadley and Ware, two

more large towns in Hampshire County,

were" not compiled early this morning.

Each candidate hoped to win by large

margins in his home county cr.J hang close

in his opponent's county. Both cam-

paigned head-on for Democratic voters in

Northampton, Easthampton and other

Hampshire County towns west of the

Connecticut River, where there were three

local candidates in the primary.

When Souweine received the en-

dorsement of the Greenfield Recorder, it

was seen by political observers as a

measure of strength for the Democrat, in

Simons' home county.

Souweine was also endorsed by the

Spnngfield Daily News and the Collegian.

Simons was endorsed by the Holyoke

Telegram Transcript.

Souweine became the Democratic
nominee when he received a little more
than one-fourth of the vote to top a five-

way ticket in the September primary.

Simons defeated assistant district attorney,

John Finn, in the GOP primary.

King gets

60% of vote
Associated Press

BOSTON -Edward J. King, former director

of the Massachusetts Port Authority, was
elected governor of Massachusetts yester-

day defeating Republican Francis W.
Hatch.

With a quarter of the state vote counted,

the conservative King had built up an 8-

point lead over the GOP House floor leader

from Beverly.

The tally was King, 247,660, and Hatch,

208,383.

Neither candidate, however, was in a rush

to claim victory or concede defeat.

King scored better than expected in some
areas, but ran well behind the party ticket

of four years ago in several sectors, par-

ticularly in Western Massachusetts.

King's staff indicated a big win in Everett,

10,595 to 4,600; in Brockton, it was King,
12,374 to 7,062 for Hatch; in Waltham,
with more than one-third counted. King
had a safe lead; in Lowell, with 80 percent
in, it was King; 8, 149 to 3,005 for Hatch.
With about two-third of the Springfield

vote counted -a city the Democrats took
2.5 to 1 in 1974, it was Hatch leading,

8,431 7,875.

Just as were the primaries, which produc-
ed surprising tickets, the final campaign
was rugged and bitter, culminating in a
televised debate last week where King pro-

tested against "smear tactics."

King himself was an instant issue, follow-

ing his stunning victory over Gov. Michael
S. Dukakis in September. No candidate
challenging an incumbent had been elected
governor in the state's recent history.

Dukakis, while ostensibly backing his par-

ty's slate, did not publicly endorse King.

The other primary losers were not so reti-

cent. Edward F. King, the conservative

Republican defeated by Hatch, endorsed

the Democratic King. Barbara Ackermann,
who finished far behind King and Dukakis

in the Democratic primary, came out for

Hatch.

So did a number of other Democratic
liberals, while many Republican conser-

vatives, including retired Superior Court

Judge James C. Roy, were for King.

This was the year in which conservatives,

long a doormat for the state's powerful

liberal wing, hoped to flex their muscles.

From the outset, particularly in the wake
of Proposition 13 in California conser-

vatives were a force to be reckoned with.

Candidates talked more about saving

money, making government more efficient,

than of introducina bold new programs.
For the top job, the main tight was over

King's pledge to force a $500 million

rollback in local property taxes. Hatch had
his own real estate tax cutting plan and in-

sisted King's was unachievable and a "fan-

tasy."

Hatch had an endorsement from former

President Gerald Ford. King had the sup-

port of California's Howard Jarvis and
President Carter.

King's trump suit - his long management
of the Massachusetts Port Authority —
became a political liability with published

reports of allegedly excessive promotional

expenditures, an issue exploited by Hatch.

King defended his performance and had

the strong backing of prominent
businessmen
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Collins defeats Atkins;

re-elected to 4th term
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By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

In what appears to be a landslide victory,

democrat James G. Collins has defeated
his republican challenger, Chandler W.
Atkins, and has been re-elected to a fourth

term as state representative of third Hamp
shire district.

With Amherst polling 4,964 and Granby
polling 941 votes for Collins and 1083 and
633 for Atkins, Collins predicted an overall

victory by a 4- 1 margin.

"It's nice," Collins said. "I'm gratified and
humbled." The incumbent waited for

returns with supporters at Chequers
Lounge in Amherst.
"I think it signifies that voters approach

the issues and did not jump on a band-
wagon," he said.

Collins said, "The largeness of the vote
signifies that our democracy is healthy, that

people care about their government, and
want it to be good."

Standing on a table before 50 clapping

supp>orters in the lounge, Collins thanked
campaign workers and "our opponent who
was gracious enough to congratulate us in

our victory."

"In our race with Chandler, Atkins was
clean and avoided mudslinging," he said.

In comparing this campaign with past
campaigns, Collins said, "this was the most
energetic and active. We had the greatest
number of people working for us. Close to

400 people helped in one way or another."

In recent weeks Collins campaigned heavi-

ly throughout the district. He "stumped"
door-to-door at UMass football games,
barbecues, town dumps and golf courses.
He also held coffeehouses on weeknights.
The two candidates debated each other
three times.

Commuters driving to work became
familiar with Atkins' face during the cam-
paign as he spent the morning hours stan-
ding at street intersections.

Atkins returned to the area last February
after living in Boston for several years,
where he studied business at Babson Col-
%|e. He announced his candidacy for the
GOP nominee as lieutenant governor last

year, but abandoned his hopes earlier this

year He then was elected to the Amherst
Representative Town Meeting.

The incumbent campaigned on his record,

stressing his functions on education com-
mittees in the legislature.

Collins also campaigned on his local

school aid bill, passed this summer, that

"provided property tax relief by taking local

educational costs off the property tax."

Mass. voters favor

property tax break
BOSTON 1/4 PI Voters favored question No. 1 on the elec-

ting ballot, cin amendment giving residential property owners
a t.ix break, by a two to one margin Tuesday in early returns
in the ntillton dollar battle over property classification.

With 103 of 2,201 precincts reporting, 4 percent of the vote,

56 998 tHvnred the amendment and 28, 169 voted no.
Massachusetts most powerful politician. House Speaker
Thomas P Tip" O'Neill, easily defeated William Barnstead, a
Republican businessman O'Neill was ahead in the returns
5f)60to 1,223.

A ptopDsed constitutional amendment that would allow
ciiies to tax business property at a higher rate than houses
was also beir»g favored 145,466 to 69.201

.

Boston Mayo/ Kevin H White, a stronger backer of the
measure said of the vote: "The people in this city have pro-
ven th.it the people of Boston will fight for those things they
ihink are riqht We truly won against tremendous odds.

"

In the race for state attorney general, incumbent Democrat
Fr.incis X Belloti led Republican William F. Weld 172,402 to

44,135, with 11 percent of the vote counted.
Trertsurer Robert Q. Crane was ahead of Republican Lewis

C'aninton, former secretary of the state Department of Com-
munitv Affairs, 124,478 to 81 ,856.

Stiite Auditor Tfiaddeus Buczo was ahead of Republican
cHallenqer Timothy F. O'Brien 133,160 to 72,085.
Gu//i made an unsuccessful run for the Democratic nomina-

tKii tor US. Senate
Con>piled by Rob Stem.

National roundup

Jim Collins acknowledges his campaign support last night at Chequers
restaurant. Collins won the State Representative position easily over
Republican Chandler Atkins. (Staff Photo by Bill Greene)

Naw H»mp«hiro
Governor Hugh J Gallon (D )

Sonata Gordon Humphrey IRl oarly laadof

Governor- Joaaph Brannan ID.)

Senate William Cohan (R I

Rhwla Island

Governor Joseph Garrahy (D.I

Saanta Claiberne Pall 10 I

Conf>ecticut

Governor Ella Grasso ID.)

Vermont
Governor. Richard Snelling (R I

New York

Governor Hugh Carey tO I

New Jersey

Senate BHI Bradley ID I

niinois

Governor James Thompson IR.I

Senate Charles Percy (R.I

South Carolina-

Sanato - Strom ThurmorHl IR.I

North Carolina-

8»nata Jaasa Hatms (R.I

Tenr>esaaa'

Senate Howard Baker (R.I

Kaltsas-

Senate - Nancy Kassabaum IR.I

MAGK
ATERWFYING LOVE STORY

Michigan-

Senate Carl Levin IR I

Texas
Senats John Tower IR I early leader

JOSEPH ELEVINE PRESETfTS

MAGIC
ANTHONY HOPKINS ANN^VIARGRET
BURGESS MEREDITH EDLAUTER
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER CO. ERICKSON
MUSIC BYJERRY GOLDSMITH
SCREENPLAY BY WILLIAM GOLDMAN,
BASED UPON HIS NOVEL
PRODUCED BYJOSEPH E. LEVINE AND RICHARD P LEVINE

DIRECTED BY RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH

Correction
The Amherst Board of Selectmen voted to set Nov. 20 asj^e

for a rent control referendum, not Nov. 28, as reporteo in

yesterday's Collegian.

VMfTS BY D£ LUXE TECHNKXHjOR R-=S£q

STARTS WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 8TH AT A THEATER NEAR VOU
CHECK LOCAL NEWSPAPERS FOR THEATER LISTINGS

Negotiations progressing

Sadat: Treaty rests

on West Bank future
CAIRO, EGYPT [L//'/l Egyptian President

Anwar Sadat yesterday said he will not sign

a peace treaty with Israel unless it clearly

refers to negotiations with the Palestinians

over the future of the occupied West Bank.

Sadat, speaking to foreign reporters in

Cairo after a four hour cabinet meeting,

also said the West Bank negotiations must
start no later than one month after an
Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty is signed.

Sadat's remarks appeared to constitute an

unequivocal warning to Israel that the

peace treaty being negotiated in

Washington must be linked to the West
Bank and the future of the Palestinians liv-

ing there.

Israeli Defense Minister^ Ezer Weizman
returned to Washington* Tuesday after

briefing the Israeli cabinet on the negotia-

tions which, despite the West Bank
dispute, have made what a high Egyptian

official characterized as unprecedented
progress.

Like Weizman, acting Egyptian Foreign

Minister butros Ghali was also called home
for weekend consultations and was due to
return to Washington. Ghali briefed his

cabinet at a four-hour meeting Tuesday
night.

A statement read afterwards said "the
linkage between the settlement on the
Egyptian front and the solution of the other
aspects of the problem is an inevitable mat-
ter."

Speaking to reporters, Sadat added that

"Egypt will not sign a peace treaty with
Israel unless it refers clearly to future up-
coming negotiations with representatives

of the Palestinian people so that they
decide on their future in the West Bank and
Gaza."

He also said "it is necessary that negotia-

tions with the Palestinians start within a

month after the Egyptian-Israeli peace trea-

ty is signed."

Weizman and Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan were to meet Wednesday with

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance while

awaiting Ghali's return to resume the talks.

Psychologist speaks on

prisoner rehabilitation
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Robert Belenky, a psychologist heading a new research program in Vermont for

troubled juveniles and young ex offenders, spoke last night on the difficulties of

establishing prisoner education programs.

Belenky, head of Vermont's newly developed Psychoeducation Action Reserach pro-
' gram and former Dean of Goddard College's graduate program for ex-offenders, ad-

dressed a colloquia in John Adams Tower in Southwest Residential Area. Belenky

criticized apathy that allows good ideas to fall by the wayside when it comes to prisoner

rehabilitation.

"I found it discouraging that programs that are good, that didn't take that much im-

agination and seemed to do the most good, seemed to disappear and things would go
back to the norm-which is pretty awful. The ideas have been around, but they don't

seem to take hold," he said.

Belenky, who has dealt with troubled

groups all his adult life, said he decided to

create his own program after becoming

very frustrated with the existing institu-

tions.

Belenky said his former institution, God-

dard College, was willing to take more ex-

offenders, but the grant to continue the

program was halted even though a number
of people successfully completed the pro-

gram. The program gave ex-offenders a

chance to receive a Masters degree in

criminology by waiving the Bachelors

degree due to life experiences.
Robert Belenky

Belenky's new program, PEAR, offers counseling, education and support for people

between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one. The program takes place in a retreat in a

wooded area. The Center has no heat or electricity, so all members must attend to

necessary chores. Belenky said the retreat can only accomodate ten people at a time.

The first session lasts three days, Belenky said, in which time the participants are ask-

ed to evaluate their lives and decide what they want to do for the next month.

Belenky said participants are encouraged to formulate a plan for the following month

they will be away from the retreat. At the end of a month the participants return to the

retreat for another three-day session of counseling and planning and are sent home

again. At the end of the second month, the participants return for a third and final time

to prepare goals for what they would like to see happen in their lives.

The retreat, called "The Clearing," encourages an atmosphere that is different from

the participants' homes and allows them to gain insight on their lives. Belenky said the

retreat keeps the world away from the participants, which is iust the opposite of what

prison does. . ^^^

Last minute campaigners stand at the Emmanuel Church entrance where
most UMass students were registered. (Staff photo by Jennifer Gear).

Vlediation team called

to settle contract dispute
By KEITH L. BEASLEY
Collegian Staff

A mediation team has been called in to

help resolve the contract dispute between

the town of Amherst and its police union

Assistant Town Manager Donald Jacobs

said Saturday Jacobs said it was a "joint

decision. ' to call on the state's Joint Labor

and Management Committee to provide

mediators for the police contract talks that

have been stalemated for the last two mon-

ths.

The committee was asked for help "three

or four weeks ago, " said Jacobs, who is

hopeful the first meeting with mediators

will occur within two weeks.

Negotiations began in December and

continued until two or three weeks ago

when it was decided that further talks

would not be productive, Jacobs said.

The police continue to work even though

their contract expired on July 1

.

The committee is sending Michael Finn, a

Springfield policeman, and Richard Brown,

the town administrator of Bedford, as

mediators to the police talks, said Robert

Curley, staff head of the committee.

The mediators will act as advisors and

have no decision making power of their

own. However, they can make recom

mendations to the committee regarding the

contract negotiations.

Brown said he was "optimistic" and

would try to "bring the parties closer

together" to resolve the contract

"equitably."

Finn could not be reached for comment.

No one interviewed would discuss the

contract issues because the issues are still

confidential.

If a settlement is not reached through

mediation, the committee may be asked to

review the situation and make a decision.

"The committee has within its power to

arbitrate," said Curley, but it does not have

to do so, he added.

If the committee chooses to arbitrate the

contract, its decision will be binding to both

parties. !f the committee does not decide

the contract and both sides then declare an

'impasse,' a single arbitrator approved by

both parties will be asked to make a fina

decision.

Ed Montleon, an Amherst policeman, is

negotiating on behalf of the police in the

Police League. He refused to comment on

the contract talks.

SOI

CC garage repairs

could be $150,000
A consulting firm has estimated it would

cost $150,000 in repairs to completely

safeguard the Campus Center Garage, ac-

cording to Even Johnston, UMass Building

Authority vice-chairman.

The garage is presently undergoing

$23,000 in repairs to alleviate the more

pressing architectural safety problems.

Cracks in some of the building's main sup-

port beams are being apoxyed to prevent

further water damage, and wood beams

are being used in one part of the garage for

support, Johnston yesterday said.

The Loomis andLoomis Consulting Firm

of Connecticut has proposed the $150,000

repair job to complete the repair work now,

according to Johnston.

Proposed repairs would begin next spring.

and would include installing a rubberized

mat on the top level of the garage to pre-

vent water seepage, Johnston said.

-BRAD LOWE

Vendors must meet
CC board approval
Anyone interested in selling crafts on the

Campus Center concourse from now until

Christmas must meet approval of the CC
Craft Review Board by Nov. 14. Interested

vendors must present a sample of their

craft before the boa'd.

Criteria for approval includes an indication

that making the craft required some kind of

skill, according to the BOG's table policy.

Once a craftperson's product meets ap-

proval, the yendor must buy a $2 vendor

identification card, which grants him per-

mission to seJI his goods on the conCpurse.

According to BOG member John Furbish,

the board will postpone approvals after

Nov. 14 because there may be "problems

and complaints" regarding concourse sales

during the holiday season that the BOG,

willhave to attend to.

-CAROL L. CONRAGAN

Students charged for

stealing traffic signs

Vote on faculty

bargaining extended
A ratification vote on the faculty's first

collective bargaining agreement will be held

Nov. 14 and 15, Massachusetts Society of

Professors President James E. Cathey an-

nounced yesterday.

The voting had previously been scheduled

for Nov. 15 only. The balloting will be held

in the Faculty Club behind the Morril

Science Center.
-CHRIS SCHMITT

Court hearings were continued until later

this month for 1 1 students from UMass and

Brown University who were arrested in

connection with the theft of street signs on

campus.
UMass police said they arrested the

students Sunday and Monday nights in

separate incidents.

Charged with receiving stolen property are

Millisa B. Kennedy, Suzanne A. Lombard!

and Nan Gouin, all residents of Webster

dormitory in Orchard Hill residential area. In

a separate incident, police arrested Vincent

J. Vullo and Christopher A. Mamakos, of

Baker dormitory, and charged them with

larceny. Hearings for the UMass students

were continued until Nov. 13.

TOMLUTZ
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Black Affairs
FBI and CIA will not
attend Career Day
ByRENEEMOBLEY
and TERREL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff
The controversy surrounding the

representation of the F.B.I, and the C.I. A.
at the Collegiate Committee for the
Education of Black Students (CCEBS)
Career/Graduate School Day was
somewhat resolved.

Yesterday afternoon Brian Maher, the
Career Coordinator of CCEBS told Black
Affairs that the FBI and the CIA will not be
at the Career Day. "Today, (Tuesday) I

learned tfiey weren't coming. I got word
through the secretaries of both
organizations," he said.

The FBI and the CIA were invited to the
CCEBS Career Day through a blanket
invitation. Maher sent one invitation to the
Civil Service Commission in Boston. They
relayed the invitation to all federal agencies
under tf>eir jurisdiction. This included the
FBI arKl CIA. The organizations began
returning their acceptances directly to
CCEBS by mid-October.

The controversy arose after CCEBS 1977

Career Day when tfte FBI and the CIA were
present. Some students expressed
dissatisfaction over the presence of these

federal agencies in light of the historical

abuse received by the Black community at

tt>e hands of these organizations.

Student Senator Tony Craton was among
those who complained of tf>eir presence.

"I talked to Carol Carter and Carol

Watkins last year arKl told them tf^t it

would not t>e intelligent to have them come
up again," said Craton.
Maher said that he was unaware of any

dissatisfaction with their presence until

recently. "I had no infornrwtion prior to or

after last year's conference that these
organizations were not wanted," he said.

"Tfiere is no doubt whatever that Carol
Carter was told well in advance," said

Craton.

Maher said that no one gave him
notification and that he learned of the
dissatisfaction, after the CCEBS October
board meeting but that no one gave him
further communication.
In recent weeks there nas been growing

concern over the FBI and CIA b^ing
represented at Career Day. At the Black
Solidarity Day Conference, held November
2 and 3, the community voted to boycott
the event.

Flyers were circulated yesterday asking
students to participate in the boycott,
before it was learned that the two
organizations in questions will not be
present.

Brian Maher and John Lopes of the
CCEBS staff wanted to stress that the
invitation to the two organizations did not
mean that CCEBS condoned their actions.

The Black Affairs staff discovered that a
few students did request that the FBI be
present so that they could ask them about
future |ob opportunities.

Organizations were invited, said Mplier,
so students coukj have the freedom of
choice in their future careers.

The Reponsibllity

of the Black Student
The following is a policy statement from
tfie Black Studies Conference supported by
the New Africa House Steering Committee.
In African thinking the Human community

consists of three mutually dependent and
eternal groups: the ancestors who gave us
birth, the living who carry on that gift and
the generations yet unborn. All three are a

part of existing reality.

Such a view is a constant reminder to the
living of their ongoing historical and social

responsibilities. A reminder that our
present is the result of the work and
sacrifice of the ancestors just as the quality

and possibility of our people's future will be
the consequence of how well or how poorly
we meet the challenges and responsibility

of our time.

Each generation of black people in

America has struggled in its own way and
in its own time. Some generations
struggled merely to survive so that the next
generation would have life. Other
generations were able to move us forward
dramatically while some fought bitterly

simply to hold what had been won. As the
beneficiaries of that struggle, this
generation of college students are also tne
inheritors of that historical and
revolutionary duty to advance the condition

of the race. Because our opportunity is

greater, then our resporsibility must be
greater.

Our student generation, as a group, is the

best fed, healthiest, most affluent, least

oppressed, most widely educated
generation of Black Americans yet to have
lived. The opportunities we enjoy are ours

not because we deserve them but because
past generations of Black people have
fought and died to give them to us. Just by
being students in a university we have an
opportunity denied to 95 percent of the

black people in the world. The education to

which we have access can and must be a

tool and a weapon in the ongoing struggle.

To waste it would be an act of criminal

irresponsibility deserving the curses of our

ancestors whose sacrifice we have wasted
and our children whose future we have
blighted. Since we do not stand in a

historical vacuum and each generation has
its unique historical ro|9'to play, it is our

duty to:

1) Know and understand the world in

which we live so as to be best able to

struggle for the world that we want.
2) Accept the responsibility of preparing

ourselves so that we will be able to con-

tribute meaningfully to the ongoing
struggle.

3) So prepare ourselves politically that we
may recognize the legitimate historical role

of our generation and seize the time.

4) So prepare ourselves personally and
professionally that the quality of our lives

and the life of our community may be
advanced.

Queen Mother speaks at NAH
By JENNIFER BAYNE
Black Affairs Staff

On Sunday, November 5, the charismatic

Queen Mother Moore, founder of the

Universal Association of Ethiopian Women,
Inc. gave a rousing speech at New Africa

House. A noble woman of voluminous
stature, she has dedicated 62 of her 80
years of life to the liberation struggles of

our people.

Along with the concerted participation of

her audience and using her gift of tact-

fulness, Queen Mother diligently awakened
our consciousness with the purpose of

reviving our sense of African identity. She
spoke of her work with Marcus Garvey,

W.E.B. DuBois, Malcolm X, and others of

her getteration, but especially of the role of

students of our generation.

As Queen Mother put it, we students are

"walking around this campus like zombies"

as long as we don't have our "right minds."

She was referring to the unbelievable

amount of brainwashing that Black people

have undergone, so much so that we are

calling ourselves "Afro-Americans" after

the white people who stole this country.

Queen Mother spoke of the abusive
names that Blacks have allowed themselves
to be called. Blacks have believed in such
names as "darkies," "coons," and "nig-

gers," and that as long as we don't pro-

claim our identity to ourselves, that the
world will continue not to acknowledge
that identity, she said.

Queen Mother Moore stressed the impor-
tance of Black people being able to attend
college, not because we are needed, but
because "white people can afford to let you
come because when you graduate, they
know that they have no jobs for you." She
said we should be able to take English as a

^

second language, since we are foreigners in

this land.

Queen Mother spoke of her sister Eloise

Moore, who taught Malcolm X and of her
strong will to free her people. Probably the
most important of her statements was that

we must abandon those who prevent us
from continuing the battle against oppres-
sion esp>ecially*W it means leaving the elders

in our families and rather to focus our
energies on educating our children, for they
are our most valuable hope for the future.

Letter-to-the-Edltor
C.C.E.B.S. and the F.B.t. and the C.I.A.

It is with shock and dismay that we
learned some weeks ago that the
C.C E.B.S. director and staff had invited

representatives of the F.B.I and the C.I.A.

to the C.C.E.B.S. Career /Graduate School
Day to seek recruits among the minority

student population at UMass. Are we so
blind and deaf that we don't know what
these agencies stand for? Are our
memories so short that we have already

forgotten the overwhelming evidence of

their unrelenting hostility and opposition to

the legitinr^te goals and aspirations of

Black people in this country and abroad?
As members of an Afro-American Studies
Department named for W.E.B. DuBois we
cannot sit in silence while an organization

which badgered and harassed Dr. DuBois
throughout his adult life comes among us
seeking members of our community as
accomplices in their attempts to spy on,

harass and intimidate Black people. We
cannot accept such flimsy and self-serving

excuses as "it's too late, we already invited

them," "if we don't invite them the other

federal agencies won't come," "it's a good
thing to get Black people into those
agencies so that they can turn things

around " "the F.B.I, and C.I.A. are no
worse than any other instruments of white
domination," and that most pathetic one
"we need jobs wherever we can get them."
A further source of grave concern is that

the late Shirley Graham DuBois was a

member of our faculty several years ago
and was a majo.- source of inspiration to

C.C.E.B.S. students. C.C.E.B.S. initiated

the Shirley Graham DuBois Community
Service Award and upon her death named
its study lounge in her honor. The F.B.I.

spiedon, tailed and attempted to harass
Shirley DuBois from at least the late 1940s
to her death One quote from her memoir.
His Day Is Marching On, should suffice:

"The F.B.I, came to our house looking for

Robert Williams, the black war veteran and
lawyer of Monroe, North Carolina, who had
mobilized his people to protect themselves
with guns against mob violence. Now, he
had fled from a "legal" lynching by the law
enforcement authorities of that state. The
F. B. >. knew that Robert Williams had more
sense than to come to our house, which
was well known to be under their scrutiny.

DuBois was not at home when they rang
our bell and I did not hesitate to let them in

for what was nothing more than another
show of harassment. They left after ut-

tering dire threats of what would happen to
us if we gave any 'aid or shetler to an
escaping criminal.

'

"

The C.C.E.B.S. invitation to the F.B.I,

and C.I.A. is an insult to the memory of
Shirley DuBois and all that she stood for in

life. If C.C.E.B.S. respects the F.B.I, and
C.I.A. more than Shirley Graham DuBois
let them change the name of their award to
the J. Edgar Hoover Award for Community
Service and the name of the lounge to the
Allen Dulles-William Colby Study Lounge.
We believe in the unity and solidarity of

Black people — both on this campus,
nationally and internationally. But unity
without principle is meaningless, and
solidarity around doing nothing is

dangerous. We call on our brothers and
sisters in C.C.E.B.S. to apologize for their

mistake and to promise that enemies of
Black and Third World people will not be
invited to this campus in the future.

FBI document quoted
The following document was given to us
by Akbar Muhammad Ahmad (Maxwell C.

Stanford ) who was a C . C . E . B . S . student at

UMass from September, 1974 until he
graduated in Spring, 1977. He has given

permission for us to print this document
which is one of several obtained from the

F.B.I, under the provisions of the Freedom
of Information Act which refer to F.B.I,

surveillance of students and f&culty at this

University.

We wish to draw your attrition to several

key passages in the document. The first is

that which indicates that the activities of
the Afro-American Studies Department as

well as other activities in New Africa House
(Mills House to the F.B.I.) are under what
appears to be routine surveillance.

Second, it is clear that the F.B.I, has
managed to obtain the cooperation of

member of the UMass Black community in

reporting to the F.B.I, the legitimate ac-

tivities of students and faculty. Also of

interest to the campus at large is the ad-

mission that the F.B.I, or its informants

undertook "continual review" of the

Collegian on at least one occasion.

It is obvious that F.B.I, surveillance of any

university cominunity where no specific

crimes have been committed, or are likely

to be committed, is highly inappropriate.

The implications of such surveillance for

free speech and academic freedom in

ominous indeed.
,

We have no information on who the

informants were or exactly what
relationship they had at UMass.

The following information was released

to the Afro-American Studies department
at UMass by a former student. It shows
that the FBI and the CIA has been
operating on campus. Some sentences are

incomplete as the FBI blanked out certain

information.

The Document
As set forth in referenced com-
munications, STANFORD is currently

attending the University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, Mass., and he is an un-

dergraduate student in Afro-American

studies. Subject is now residing at

University f^rk Apartments, Building 2,

Apartment 13, 615 Main Street, Amherst,

Mass.

For information of the Bureau and
Philadelphia, Boston has been affording

this case appropriate attention, in light of

subject's ADEX status and past activities.

Boston has been working on the premise
that investigation should be directed

towards informant coverage of STAN-
FORD, and in this same light determining
subject's contacts for possible informant
development. However, past experience
dictates that successful coverage ofa Black
student in Afro-American studies at the

University is extremely difficult, especially

in light of current Bureau regulations

regarding investigations on campus.
Chancellor RANDOLPH BROMERY has
given full support to Afro-American studies

and has been quick to defend this program
and other activities within the Mills House,
which houses all Black programs and
classes on campus. This has had the effect

of sheltering blacks on campus.

"X" is extremely knowledgeable of

University activities and more specifically

black activities within Afro-American

studies. This source was routinely con-

tacted during period January-March, 1975,

and this source stated there is no African

Peoples Party \APP] activity on campus or

in Amherst as far as he is aware. APP is not

a recognized student organization on
campus, and there has been, to date, no
publicity offered regarding APP or

STANFORD. There are no other black

groups active on campus at present, and
the Mills House has been very quiet.

Following sources familiar with activities

on campus of the University of
Massachusetts have been unable to offer

any information on APP or STANFORD:

Continual review of "The Massachusetts
Daily Collegian, " students newspaper at

the University of Massachusetts, has been
negative regarding APP and STANFORD.

It appears that STANFORD remains in

contact with APP at Philadelphia, and it

also appears subject and APP members at
Philadelphia are establishing a publishing
company. It is requested that Philadelphia
remain in contact with sources regarding
STANFORD and his activities at Amherst.

LEADS: BOSTON— University records
reveal a permanent address for subject at
68 Radcliff St., Dorchester. Will identify

individuals residing at that address and
attempt to determine association between
STANFORD and that residence.
AMHERST— Will contact regarding current
activities of^ STANFORD including his

contacts.

Will continue efforts to develop coverage

of subject's activities and will determine if

current APP activities at Amherst.

All appropriate and pertinent information

will be submitted to Bureau in disseminable
form.
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Maya Angelou will be at Bowker
Auditorium on Thursday November 9 at 8
p.m. The lecture is free of charge but
tickets must be obtained fromthe UMass

Arts Council Office at 125 Herter Hall. Ms.
Angelou will also hold a workshop on
Thursday afternoon at 3 p.m. in the History
Lounge in Herter.

High Notes
This past couple of weeks has had a lot of

releases pour into the old mailbox and a
whole lot of them are good. One of the big-

gies is Chaka Khan's LP on Warner Bros.,

simply entitled, 'Chaka". Chaka has
always been a rangy singer in her work with
Rufus but on this LP she stretches it out
even more . She goes from smooth to shout
to gospel and all the way back again.

The ballads are subdued, but remain con-
vincing and never lack for bite and
substance. "Roll Me Through The Rushes"
is quite a plea that has Chaka thirsting.

Thankfully, the orchestration is much less

rock-oriented (exit Rufus) and Chaka need
not contend with talking guitars and

needless riffs for that crossover insurance.
This makes this LP the best dose of Chaka
yet.

The LP's crowning glory, though, is the
swarming, rising, thrusting appeal of "I'm
Every Woman". Chaka sounds like a
chorus here and with the theme of the song
it's very appropriate she does so. With all

the feeling and energy she exerts in this

one, she is every >voman and you'd better
listen. The sense of urgency is overwhelm-
ing and once heard, the song, like womlh,
just won't fade away.
With his Starcruiser LP riding the charts,

Gregg Diamond has come out with Bionic

Boogie (the people who brouoht vou

"Risky Changes') on Polydor. The LP is

titled "Hot Butterfly". The title cut's a bit

slow and may not have enough hooks to

grab much of an audience, but the cuts

"Chains" and "Cream Always Rises To The
Top" are top-flight. The two are a bit

slower-paced than their previous hit, but

have as much intensity and boast a

stronger vocal line.

Diamond has undertaken alot of projects

and had alot of good singles. His best LP
project was with Bionic Boogie's debut and
their second piece under his direction is

nothing but improvement and is direc-

tionally different enough to make things ex-

citing.

Speaking of excitement, I'm almost

speechless about the THP Orchestra's

"Tender Is The Night". The people who
took the American market by storm have
come back even stronger with their follow-

up release on Butterfly Records. Toughes't

slice is "Music Is All Ynu Need" featuring

the meanest percussion break of this or any
other year.

When you think of radical Black artists of
the sixties, the names Freda Payne and Ed-
win Starr may not quickly come to mind,
but both risked their moderate and "safe"
images by recording anti-war records in the
heat of anti-Viet Nam war protest. Starr
came out with .the piercing, soul-searching,
"War" while Freda appealed to the heart
with her mellow, but concise ""Bring The
Boys Home". Both have new product out
now and Eric Jellson (NJ Friday and Satur-
day nites at the T.O.C.) says that Starr's

"Contact"' is making some big waves and
should roll on to be a big hit for him there.

Freda's "Happy Music /Happy Days Are
Here Again" medley while classy, is vocally

too light for her vibrant style but the side is

saved by the "Happy Music" piece. Also
the flip side, "I'll Do Anything For You" is

much more suitable and deserving of play.

Both are 12" inch singles.

UMASS MEN, OPEN RUSH

lAE
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

DEEK • EATS
NOVEMBER? 8p.m.-10p.m.
NOVEMBERS 118 SUNSET AVE.

CALL 256-6815

WHITMORE

BOYDENy

-nm
>

WOLFIE'S
PIZZA

SUNSET AVE

SOUTHWEST
r

1 2 3 4 K 5AE

A
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t USEP SKI EQUIPMENT %
t = $$$-sell it at 5
t THE GREAT SKI SNATCH %
$ (Nov. 15-18) {
^ Turn-in Equipnnent ^ n. C.C. Concourse j^
* /^ If \

*
* 9 a.m. -5 p.m. (,^ V^ )

Nov. 7, 8, 9, 13 *

For info call 545-3437

, C.C. Concourse ^
Nov. 14 Suffolk Room|^

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

QUICK COPY
AND TYPING

''Amherst Area's One-Stop
Copy and Typing Center"

•Quality, low-cost copying
• Fast, professional typing

•Connplete dissertation, nnanuscript

and resunne service

In the Carriage Shops, Amherst
; 549-0557==
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DISCOUNT LIQUORS "

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

BUSCH
BEER

$6.29
case 12 oz. cans

GILBEY'S
GIN ,

$S.39
quart

Welcomes

JCPenney
Opening, Wed., Nov. 8th_^

"FantasyonIce''
Pr«»ffcAM»i<»nal Ice 5l»katcr% <» i he Mali

Wed. -Sat., Nov. 8-11

Noon, 4, and 7:30 i)m
All Four Days

IM)SlS

$a.6'
fifth

Pay only

$9.99
for

Early

iBOURBON

1 .75 liters

'(59.2 ozs.)

Tuesday. November 7 to Saturday. November 11. 1978

Cash Cr carry prices

We reserve the right to limit quantities
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Hampshire Mall Stores Now Open

Anna t Frwd Oougn
AntMnon-iHIt*
CwuHCam*
OwuKmt
CmiIorICI** TotMCCOnMt

CVSOrua*
CM>S»o»
EncMwiMd Pnnit
E«MiMn t C«d Snop

FtoictM. • Om
FM<noo>
QwwrM Mulnlion C«<Wr
Gnt/t CipicUliOni

NayaMToytHobbr
KnvwvSXom

MMt Nonrun CoWKMic*
anoMToBool

Sluwii
TwoLmao
TagmrSOOM
TfwnMcAn Family
TKom McAn. Mwi t
Pira.MwgC.cu*

TiopacKW

Z*l*Jl»l li r»

lUtNMVfO

Mall Hours: 10 AM to 10 PM,

Monday thru Saturday

Rt. 9 In Hadley, Between

Northampton and Amherst

STADIUM
"CATCH THIS

WEEK'S SPECIALS

LIQUORS

MILLER 12 oz. NR 6.90

\\
\

case

«

BUDWEISER 12 oz. NR 6«90 case

SCHLITZ 12 oz. CANS 6«59 case

CHECK OUR KEO PRICES!
HUGE SELECTION OF WINE!

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A & P

in the new Shopper's fark

253-9341 or 253-9342

FREE DELIVERY ($7.00 min.)
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^ HAPPYHOUR
I

•

I

I

MON SAT 300600

DISCOUNTS ON ALL
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

BEERS

only Ht

57 N Pleasant St.

2535141
Across from the fire station

I

I

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
TLS) INDICATES TWI LiTt SHOW - TICRC fS ON SAi f

lumwuu

.MMAI.
IMUfV

Entertain
ttient

C.QA Qlfs*) MOvjNT* N »APM< MALIaoH aiao aputu ~aOl(i mass
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With JOHN BELUSHI
Today at ITLS 6 151 S 45

f > / . /

(OMMONW^AI TH

L.^>> r. 1MHIU A v AM»>\r «rM//»» vr /'#oA^.v.v/«^4i rnn rut

^ '/2 PRICE
STUDENT RUSH
TICKETS

EOUUS
EOUUS
EQUUS

PKTKR SHAKKF.R'S
BRIM.IANT AWARO-WINNINf; DRAMA

Oct. 27-Nov. 18

Performances Tues. - Sun. Eves at 8:00 PM
Frank Prentice Rand Theater

UMass Fine Arts Center

'/i price student rush tickets are available each

evening per/prmance at 6:00 PM
Box Office 545351

1

iGoldieHQUJn
Chevy ChQs<

rficrc i» Htore than
ont aacrmt at . .

.

ENDS THURSDAY
Today at ITLS « 001 8 30

A NEW COMEDY THRILLER
Today ai ITLS 6 001 8 30

\ra

So don'l go straight

lo see this movie!
CHEECH &

CHONG'S
UP IN
SMOKE

TODAY AT ITLS « 151 8 46

STARTS
THIS

FRIDAY

«lg«^ ^1^ THEBOVS
<i Mwt »ur>«M .m m' from brazil

I
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The UMass Arts Council and
The Mind's Eye Cine Club

presents:

LOOSE
ENDS

...the marvelously, bittersweef

story of working class buddies.

Thursday, Nov. 9
Thompson 104

8:15 p.m.
FREE

University of Massachusetis / Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Vladiipir

Conductor and I'iano Soloist

61>aipber

Tuesday, November 21 8 pm
The program consists of Symphony No. 40 - G
Minor by Mozart ; Piano Concerto, B Flat - K 595

by Mozart ; Serenade for Strings, Opus 22. by

Dvorak.

FINE >1?TS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. General public - S8, 7, 6.

UAAass students - S3.S0, 3, 2.^0. Senior citizens

and ottter students - $7, 6, 5.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4. 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

^V^EWax^
cljarliil

BAK
MICH NIGHT

Tonight

69c Michs

Live entertainment

Y}:L

III]

IVi

one

h PRAY ST.. Amherst Mass. 549-
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o^ A^"A,'
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I . «.

QRIHeO
Wed. 'Sat.

Nov. 8-11

Coming Nov. 18-JOHN MORGAN
Happy Hour .

14 MisMiic sl'

Northimptsn

584-5957MPACKARD'S
Introducing—

Packard's Lunchtime

Working Person's Special

Purchase a draft beer, bottle beer or mixed

drink between 11:30 and 3 p.m. and receive

a hamburger free!!
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Meeting of the UMass
Music Theatre Guild

Wed. Nov.8,
6:30 • CC 802

A Funny Thing Happen-
ed On The Way To The
Forum and next
semester's production will

be discussed.

Important for all to be
there!

%DENFASHIONABLE STYLES

AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

• Ste. Lvcien Jeans

• French Star

• STW Gear
• La Disco
• Velour Tops

• Denim Shirts

• Western Shirts

Casual Dress Shirts

Next toTHE PUB Amherst

Urnversitv ot Massachusv-ns/ An-.htt-rst

FINE /RTS CENTERPRESENTS

pdiil taylor
dance company

Twsday November 7 I pi

Cloven Kingdom, Polaris, Airs

Weilnesday, November 8 8 pm

Diggity, Private Domain, Esplanade

Fl^£ >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickelb rio^A/ ofi ;^u.c_^ UtjM;id' pubnc - $7 6 5

UMass students - $5 4 3 Semoi citizens ancP

miner bludeni<, - Sb b 'I

Fine Arts Center Boi Office M F 9 4, 545 2511

& New England Ticketron Locotions.

Fine arts
by USA WATERMAN

Tickets are still available

for tonights performance of

the Paul Taylor Dance
Company in the Concert
Hall at the UMass Fine Arts

Center. The Dance com-
pany, having just com-
pleted a four week tour of

the Soviet Union, will con-

clude its two-day program
here tonight at 8 p.m.
Now in its 22nd year, the

company has performed in

over 200 cities in the United
States. Having completed
25 overseas tours, the com-
pany has represented the

United States in arts

festivals of thirty-five dif-

ferent nations.

Paul JTaylor "has been the

recipient of many ac-

colades: In 1965, he was
named, "Dancer of the

Year" by London's

prestigious Dance and
Dancers Magazine. He won
the Festival of Nation's In-

ternational award for

Choreography, and twice
has been the recipient of

the Guggenheim Fellowship
for Cnoreography. In 1978,

he was awarded the

Brandeis University
Creative Arts Award gold

medal for "Lifetime Distinc-

tion in Dance."
Diggity Private Domain

and Esplanade will be the

program presented tonight.

UMast Symphony Or-

chastrp
The Symphony Orchestra,

under the direction of Dr. W.
Wayne Abercrombie, will

present its first concert of the

year on Wednesday at 8 p.m.
in the Bowker Auditorium.

Pieces featured will include

Prokofiev's Lieutenant Kije

Suite, Opus 60, Braham's
Variations on a Theme of

Haydn, Opus 56a and the

overture to Wagner's opera
Die Meistersingers von
Nurenberg.

The free concert promises
to be an enjoyable evening of

music. The public is invited

to attend.

Kathy Bozzi
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OLDER
UNDERGRADUATE

STUDENTS

Academic advising for older students will be
available in CASIAC, Machmer E 27, the

following hours during pre-registration counsel-

ing week, Nov. 13-18:

Mon.
Tues.
Wed.

1-4:30

13
9-12

Thurs. 1-3

FrI. 10-12
1-3

The advisor in E 27 is Paul Vasconcellos.
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How would Freud

relate to CKeefe?
I ulij St'i *acming
Hfdftv lull bodied tidvot Vet smooth aivJ easy tjO'"y down
And. O hieelf develops d b\q head on c onlact

Conllat Contlict TrdUma Trdumd Preudsdid«jnosisJ

W<Mhink lie would have said. Its toogixxl loqulp ^ndv<>u*ill loo

In ttw tinal analysis

Imported from Canada by Century Impoften, Inc.. New York. NY

Canadian baiiat to par-

form

The Royal Winnipeg Ballet

will perform two programs at

the Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall, on November 16 and 17

at 8 p.m.
The internationally ac-

claimed Canadian ballet com-

pany has become well-

known to audiences for its

versatile repertoire and the

technical excellence of its

young dancers.

The Royal Winnipeg
Ballet, founded in 1939, is

Canada's oldest ballet com-
pany, and one of the oldest

in North America. In 1953,

the company received its

Royal Charter, the first
charter in the British Com-
monwealth under the reign
of Queen Elizabeth II.

The small size of the com-
pany (26 dancers),
guarantees a large anK>unt of

performance work and
soloist roles for all members
of the Company. The current

repertoire includes a vast ar-

ray of dance styles and
nx>ods, with a strong base in

the classical ballet.

Today, the Royal Win-
nipeg Ballet is celebrated

world wide. It has been ac-

claimed in 23 countries and
347 cities from South
Anr>erica to the Soviet Union.

Tickets for the Royal Win-

r>4peg Ballet are now on sale

at the Fine Arts Center box

office, open Monday
through Friday 9 a.m. to 4

p.m. and 8-9 p.m. the even-

ing of the performance.
Natalie Smith

STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
is searching tor three (3) part time Program

Assistants (15 hours/week) for academic year in the

following areas: General Programs, Film, and

Publicity /Communications.

Qualifications: Knowledge of and experience in the

job area applied for and in student activities; ability to

work closely and communicate with students and

staff; organizational skills; matriculated

undergraduate student in good standing with a good

imagination; able to start work immediately.

Remuneration: $3.00 per hour.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office (SU 416)

with resume and three letters of reference by noon

November 13, 1978. Please specify which position(s)

you are applying for.

Just Shake it

and Let it Fall Into Place.

The Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows ... so it never

loses its shape.

And because your hair falls naturally into place,

all you have to do is shake It.

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14.00

whether you're a guy or a gal. And no appointments

are ever necessary.

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all, but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you.

r^>V^V^^

C!oinitiand Performance
l«;8fintinte'natior>ais«rvcesCci<p

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart

Mon. -Sat., 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

586-0090

A /^T>1

To the Editor:
Woman-hating

hard to relate to

To the Editor:

Thank you, Mr. Prial and Mr. Adams, for

your enlightened diagnosis of women's
fear of rape, namely our "inability to

relate to the opposite sex. " Please do not

stop with the Collegian letters column; I

invite you to explain this diagnosis to

every woman and woman-child who has

been beaten, raped or molested.

Unfortunately, good sirs, we do not fear

"sexually unable males." It has been
determined many times, and I thought it

was common knowledge \but I was
wrong] that rape has nothing to do with

sex — it is a violent, woman-hating,
woman-destroying act. And yes, we do
not "relate" so well to this attitude.

Would you? Rather, I would find it

pathological for anyone to relate to a

group of boys shouting, "We want
pussy, " or a group of men shouting, "We
are going to rape you. " Both of these sick

incidents occurred in our community, and
such incidents continually serve to in-

timidate women into restricting their own
freedom of movement for fear of bodily

injury andfor their lives.

One final thought to these two gents —

I

urge you to try to increase your feminist

awareness from its present level of ab-

solute zero by attending the "Take Back
the Night" rally in Northampton this

coming Nov. 18.

Rosanna Falabella
Amherst

that means alone. Men take for granted

their right to conduct their daily routines

without depending on someone else's

protection, and we demand the same for

ourselves.

Women's dependence on men for

political representation, psychological ap-

proval, economic support, and physical

protection constitutes our very

vulnerability to rape. As long as men en-

force our rights for us, we do not learn

the skills or gain the power necessary for

our own defense. We remain isolated

from each other, and fragmented as an
interest group. We reproduce our own
helplessness, both individually and collec-

tively. Advocacy of escort services, and
the like, additionally tends to steer our at-

tention away from the causes of violence

against women. It is a massive problem
precisely because we are largely subor-

dinate to men, isolated from each other,

and in the dark about the real political

nature of violence.

"Women Take Back the Night," the

November 18 march in Northampton, ad-

, dresses these concerns. We look forward

to hundreds of women in the streets mak-
ing a unified political statement and
preparing to follow through with organiz-

ing against violence against women in the

Pioneer Valley.

Elaine McCrate
The Take Back the Night Organizing

Committee

.
L.

Tuition hike plan

unreasonable

though I have just arrived? If my out-of-

state tuition must be raised \even though
that of the in-state student shalh remain
the samel, is there no gradual process?!

Please reconsider.

Paul N. Hoagland

Military rule

in Iran

Escort system

for men

To the Editor:

The high incidence of rape and sexual

harassment against women on the

UMass campus is intolerable. Therefore

we ought to consider the merits of a

women's escort system for men. Any
man intending to walk at night should call

the service for a woman escort, who will

see to it that he assaults no one during his

walk.

Sound ridiculous? We agree. Yet Candy
Carlon's November 3 editorial proposed a

similar escort project, "constructive

chauvinism", for women. Sympathetic

men, she asserted, should be available to

accompany women after dark on cam-

pus, to protect us from assault.

We absolutely share Carlon's belief that

women have the right to go anywhere,

anytime, without fear of violence. But we
also believe that women have the right to

walk with whom we please, especially //

To the Editor:

The University of Massachusetts here is

a very good school. I am very sorry to

hear about the sudden rise in cost per stu-

dent, but can't the administration

manage it a little better? I realize that

steps must be taken to balance out this

matter, but why should this burden be

placed on the backs of the university's ail-

too-few out of state students?!

I am originally from New Jersey, attend-

ed a small college in New Hampshire, and
then transferred here with only two years

left. I came because of the price in tui-

tion, and it is now too late to go
elsewhere. Whereas the in-state tuition is

$550.00, I now pay $1,550.00. This is still

reasonable, and I like it here. Suddenly,

to bail the school out of its financial pro-

blems, I shall be required to pay $3700. 00-

$4200.00-up to a 170 percent increase in

tuition from one semester to the next.

Isn't this asking a little much? Are there

no alternatives to this rash plan?! Must I

be forced to drop out of this school, even

To the Editor:

The Shah's government in Iran collaps-

ed on Sunday, November 5 and has been
replaced with complete military rule.

Millions of Iranians have taken to the

streets demanding an end to the Shah's
regime and independence for Iran. U. S.

and British banks, hotels and office

buildings have been the main target of the

people's anger. This is what forced the

Shah to declare total military rule and vow
to crush all opposition with machine-guns
and tanks.

The Carter administration has stated its

approval of the Shah's fascist regime. In

fact, the 40, 000 U. S. military advisors and
CIA agents in Iran today have been in-

strumental in propping up the regime.

Without U. S. support the Shah would

not be in power for one day, let alone his

last 25 years in power. It was CIA-backed

coup in 1953 that brought the Shah to

power in the first place. Since then the

U.S. government, under all different

presidents, has sent billions of dollars

worth of military hardware, loans and ad-

visors to Iran. Many hundreds of Iranian

army officers and secret police have been

trained in the U.S., including General

Azhari, the new head of government in

Iran. In return the Shah's regime has serv-

ed as a police dog for U. S. corporate in-

terests in the oil-rich Persian Gulf. In Iran

alone, the oil companies make mil/ions in

profits each year.

Iran is also located right on the Soviet

border and is seen as a "key strategic

link.
" But despite what Carter may say,

what we must all be aware of is that the

Iranian people do not want to live under

any dictator nor under any kind of foreign

domination.

There will be a rally on Thursday,

November 9, in front of the Student

Union to condemn U.S. support for

military rule in Iran, and to support the

Iranian people in their just struggle. We
need to serve notice on the U. S. govern- -

ment that we demand an end to U. S. in-

volvement and exploitation in Iran, and

we will meet any further military interven-

tion with mass action right here in the

United States.

Committee to Support the People's
Struggle in Iran

BETH SEGERS

The big

bug bust
Rap rap rap rap rap.

"Are you going to be out by 8:30?"

Slowly, my eyes focused on tho door,

where I found my RA screaming warning
signals to every dorrriant creature on the

floor. People began scrambling for safety

and hiding precious possessions in closets,

desk drawers, suitcases, under beds, etc.

Knowlton's rendition of Roach Motel hit

home yesterday as we all fled our rooms
under mandate from "The Exterminator."

Someone spots a bug and we all end up
Rising for Roaches.
Fair warning had been given the night

before, but the reality of crawling out of

bed at such an ungodly hour, so that

tomorrow you can be assured you are the

only thing crawling out of bed, is un-

nerving.

Outside my door, vauge signs of life could

already be heard, as neiahhnrs staooered to

an overflowing bathroom. Had we installed

a pay toll tor the event, the national debt

would have been erased in minutes.

Strange faces I had never seen before

were knocking each other down for mirror

space and control of the fawcets. "So
what's your major...where do your live?" I

heard mumbled through a mouthful of

Gleem.
The bugs are taking over -bring on the

Physical Plant!

Nobody seemed to know why the ex-

termination had to be done at such an early

hour.

A spokesman for the Physical plant

buildings and grounds said the process

took close to seven hours to control pests

in the whole dorm.
It must've been some bug.

Singing in the stairwells next to my room
was the last straw. "The roaches go
marching one by one...." Others were busy

decrying the whole thing as an April Fools

joke.

Reaction to the evacuation was varied but

generally met with quick clean ups and

exodus of plants and food. Those who had

never gone to a UMass breakfast before

crashed the dining commons for a place to

wake up. Other went to the polls.

Some people evidently really got into the

idea of guest bugs and went out of their

way to greet the creatures. Others got

dressed up specially for the occasion.

My roommate and I sat around for a

couple of minutes thinking of what we
could leave for the exterminators. Realizing

we did not have the ultimate — a huge

crawling coachroach from Woolworth's-

that slides around the floor- we settled for

a more subtle message.

Reaching into my top drawer, I pulled out

a bag of plastic prehistoric animals I bought

in a Reading toy store two weeks ago. I

somehow knew they would be needed. We
carefully lined up the technicolor

tyranosaurus, stegosaurus and other

assorted friends of theirs in a formation

enamating from our radiator. The effect

was tremendous.

Four hours later I returned to my room
after the great purge to find a distant

fume — essence of pest — and several

toppled dinosaurs. A few feeble bugs
peeked up through a crack in the wall,

sniffed the surroundings and retreated to

their new location.

Neighbors followed quickly behind me as

the dorm reopened. Hours later the scene

was one of friends promising to write, while

well wishers gave pep talks to evacuated

students. By the time the first soap opera

of the afternoon began, Knowltonites had

moved back into their rooms and the big

bug bust was over.

Beth Segers is a Collegian columnist.

\
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Every THURSDAY: Dance Contest

Cash Prizes — 1st, 2nd, 3rd
All white liquor 75c all night
(Gin, vodka, tequila and rum)

50c cover/ Proper attire required

Quonset/Route 9, Hadley MatsJ2539214

I

ROUTE 9 HADLEY. MA.
2 MILES FROM NORTHAMPTON OR AMHERST

TIRES
CASH SCARRY

Wholesale to the public

WE CAN ARRANGE TO HA VE
YOUR TIRES MOUNTED.

MICHELIN - FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEAR - LEE - SEIBERLING B F

IGOODRICH - ARMSTRONG
MAJOR BRANDS

CONTINENTAL - DUNLOP PLUS - OTHER
SUPERCCOE& All OTMIB »0S

SNOW
TIRE SAVINGS

COMPARE OUR
PRICES BEFORE
YOU PURCHASE
ELSEWHERE

A NOTE ABOUT COMPARING PRICES. ALL OF OUR TIRES ARE MAJOR
BRAND TUBELESS PREMIUM FIRST LINE, AND GUARANTEED THEY ARE
NOT BLEMS WHICH CARRY NO GUARANTEE FOR RIDE OR APPEARANCE
SECONDS WHICH ARE NOT GUARANTEED. OR STAMPED N/A (NOT
ADJUSTABLE) SO WHEN YOU COMPARE PRICES ASK WHAT YOU AMt
GETTING AFTER ALL IT S YOUR MONEY

BIAS PLY
SNOW TIRES

SIZE

A7gxl3

B78xl3

C78xl3

C78xl4

C78xl4

E78xl4

E78xl4

F78xl4

F78xl4

G78xl4

G78xl4

H78xl4

H78xl4

560x15

600x15

G78xl5

078x15

H78xl5

178x15

L78xl5

TYPE

Goodyear Bk

T«C Bk.

T » C Wht.

LMBk

.F.G. Bk

LMBk

PRICE

19.95

23.95

26.95

23.95

25.95

25.95

27.95

26.95

29.95

28.95

30.95

29.95

32.95

20.95

24.95

28.95

31.95

32.95

36.95

38.95

RADIAL
SNOW TIRES

SIZE

BR78xn

TYPE

L— Hi-Trac

PRICE

38.95

4195

42.95

46.95

43.95

47.95

45.95

49.95

49.95

49.95

46.95

48.95

53.95

50.95

55.95

60.95

XTP and HI TRAC are the most
modern rubber compounds for radial

snow tires. They give stud grip action

without the danger of studs.

BR78xl3 B.F.G. XTP

DR78xl4 Lee Hi-Trac

DR78xl4 B.F.G. XTP

ER78xl4 Lee Hi-Trac

ER78xl4 B.F.G. XTP

FR78xl4 Lee Hi-Trac

FR78xl4 B.F.G. XTP

GR78xl4 T & C Steel

HR78xl4 Lee Hi-trac

FR78xl5
•

Lee Hi-Trac

GR78xl5 Lee Hi-Trac

GR78xl5 B.F.G. XTP

HR78xl5 Lee Hi-Trac

HR78xl5 B.F.G. XTP

LR78xl5 Lee Hi-Trac

LR78xl5 B.F.G. XTP

All prices plus F.E. Tax and Sales Tax

TT^

. ROUTE 9 HADLEY, MA.
2 MILES FROM NORTHAMPTON OR AMHERST

CASH AND CARRY
VISA
OR

MASTER CHARGE

OPEN:
MON.-FRI.

9.30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.
ISAT 9:30 A.M. TO 3 P.M.

586-2544

[.Wednesday. Novembers, 1978

Southwest Student dies
An 18-year old UMass student died
Monday afternoon, after an apparen)
cerebral hemorrhage.
Greenfield police said they found Matthew

Traynor, 302 John Adams Towerin South
west, unconscious in a parking lot outside a
McDonald's restaurant on Federal Street in

Greenfield at about 10 p.m. last Friday.

Police said they transported Traynor to
Franklin County Public Hospital, where
hospital representative Phyllis Whitney
yesterday said he died Monday.
Thp ripath is the second of a UMass

student in two days.
Traynor leaves his parents, Donald C and

Elsa; two sisters, Anne and Christine; and
three brothers, Michael, James and
William, all of Lawrence.

A funeral Mass will be said Friday at 10
a.m. at St. Laurence O'Toole Church, East
Haverhill Street, Lawrence. Calling hours
are tomorrow 7 9 p.m., and Thursday, 2-4
and? 9 p.m., at theJ.B. Emmert and Sons
Funeral Home, East Haverhill Street,
Lawrence.
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BARBECUED
SPARE RIBS

^^29

Land-O-Lakes-Store SHcwl Ctwese

WHITE AMERICAN
store Sliced </, %%XQ
SWISS CHEESE ib 1
Domestic-Store Sliced 9#%I9
PROVOLONE CHfESf 2 b

Imported Cheese ^^'%79

-^^ ^APLSBgPC ctHifikOnly JL lb.

lb.

TASTY
CHILI DOGS

1for

BARBECUED
CHICKEIVS

^|I9
I lb

Baked in Store |

IFresh I

Bagels

12 99

Macaroni &

Egg salad
Fresh

cole Slaw
Cranberrv

lb.

lb.

i uranoerry

Relish
Fresh Creamy Rice

Pudding lb

79*
59*

89*

AMHERST SHOPPERS PARK
Rt. 9 & university Drive

PRICES EFFECTIVE NOV 6-11. 1978 AT AMHEBST A&P ONLY

Wednesday, November 8. 1978i Collegian n

A&P SUPER bONiJ^y COUPON
With This Valuable Coupon & A $7.50 Purchase*

(*exc«pt itsms exclucM by law^

,' • • •,

when you clip & redeem
special coupon at right

5 Pound A&P Granulated
Limit One Coupon Per Family. Good Nov. 6-1 1 at Amherst

& Northampton A&Ps ONLY *^^ A^

ADVERTIStD t«c* «* KiaM I

' 4 Dew matt K*fHMM«l*n

We do a lot of looking
Before you start cooking
You judge meat by ttie way it cooks and tastes

when you get it home ^e never forget that simple

fact at A&P Great eating Is the single standard to

all the meat we buy and sell And. since we ve been

feeding Americans tor more than 100 years, we've

developed quite a bit of expertise in choosing |ust

the right meat tor our A&P stores

\

f

lb.

A&P is a Bor)eless

Beef Shop

Boneless

Beef Roasts
•BOTTOM ^^mM^
ROUND: $^47
•SHOULDER
ROASTSt. lb1

IBw* Rou)K)'Booele^«

lEye Round Roastsn87

|Be«tHound'6an«l«3C $1671
lb

I

'Aviil al sHXM w s«fvict (Mi« onty

Land^LjkM S«art Slic«d ChMM

WHITE AMERICAN .

Start Siictd

WIDE BOLOGNA
SiortSltcad

LIVERWURST
Start Shc«d

POLISH LOAF
Fr««h

COLE SLAW
Fresh Mturoni tnd

EGG SALAD
Tasty Fftsh

CRANBERRY RfLISH .

Re$h-U S DA. In$p

EatHpaelaMC

I
QHMlWt. 3 IrcM (karttrt.

Vl/3 H^. 3 HMnpi. 3 SM Hi CMMts

©Cut up or Spirt /TV W/PartofBack

FRYERS ^LEOQTRS.
(^ Quvlarad ^ 3wto4iba.^ FRYERS ^ROASTERS

rouR f
CH0ICE/>

AiP IS A COUNTRY FARM
PORK SHOP 1

Pork Loin i
Pork Loin

C«nt«r CutlCenter Cut
RIB

CHOPS
$189

I lb.
I

LOIN
CHOPS
$-|99

lb.

Pokloin AncfMXontamt ICtnMi
: SngyiM t ! S<low End Qnn

PORK CHOPS

COUNTRY STYLE RIBS
Po" Loin iMOiUkit*

I

PORK BACK RIBS

PORK ROASTS

AAP IS A Ri,T(

Beef Chuck-BoiMtessShouidw

London Broil

Shouktor StMiks
BMfCtuck

Bonslsst
CulMStMkt
Bae( CtHick-BoneteM

Top Blade
Stoaks
Boneiess-Custoff) Cut 10-14 lbs.

WholaTop
Loins ^"^^

SirtgiiiSMM

^ump Roasts
Boneless

Beef Steaks
•swisss:. e4iC7

• ROuM

SHOULDER
STEAKS CHuc>

Si67
It
ri

GROUND [if tF SALt

29
FiisMy Ground ^^
Ground $
Beef ^»
Formetty Ground Chuck •* ••
Lean Ground Beef 1?
Formerly Grourv) Rouod ^ - _^
.Extra Lean around bmi 1 n>i

Quick Frozen Cap n Jotin s

SHRIMP 3(4 so
cocktail;;*1"
A&P Quick Frozen

FISH A
CHIPS

Quick Frozen AAP

CRISPY
SHRIMP ';;

Fresh Fiiiets-Avaii Wed Sat

«1M
1

19 COD or
X ^1 " HADDOCK >b

$199
1

SUPfR SAVINGS SPfCIAL
WITX t FH.Lf SUPtn SAVMGS K)0K1.ET

Chunk Light Tuna-ln Oil

Chicken iSea

r7A<'^^J

SUPER SA VINGS SPECIAL
WITH 1 FlU f SU»CT SAVfHCS BOOktfT

For the Bath

Ctiamiin Tissue

SUPER SA VINGS SPECIAL

WITH I Ft.lEO SUPfk SAVINGS aoOKU T

Light or Ok. Brown or 10X

Domino Sugar

SUPER SA VINGS SPfClAL

WITX I FILLED SUPEkSAyiNSSnOKUI

Nabisco

Premium Saltines

DAIRV DELIGHTS

LandO-UkM

CHEESE
SLICES

MinuleMoM

ORANGE
JUICE

MgrK

^ l?u v.,

Breakstone #%tfW^
COTTAGE CHEESES 69^
AAP Hall Gallon 0k0^^
APPLE JUICE "ZOyr
Margarine Quarters Mt^t'
MRS. FILBERTS 'J^, hST
All Varieties 0^ *4
BREYERS YOGURT 3 'Z"

A4PGRA0EA

LARGE EGGS

SUPER SA VINGS SPECIAL

wiTM 1 FKifo suKk stvwcs aooKin

Ann Page Qu«1

Mlayonnaise

SWEET • SEEDLESS • FLORIDA • 48 SIZE

WHITE GRAPEFRUIT
100 Size Juicy J"^ y
Swepi Florida

'^urM Y
Oranges Hv^o^^''^
120 Size Florida *> ^ ^
ZiDPer Skin *^.^V^- ^^ ^^
Tangerines ^^ for

$099Random Weights

Walnut
Meats
InSMtlt

Diamond

lamiiy Pjck Red fl>p«

TOMATOES

ROMAINE LETTUCE

—• Tl?L. .^^*» delicious APPLES
I ! Nut* biKI I I

99^ Oaily

^* Feed 5
49 r

t)«g ^

L^!?ff^!;?!^'iL_J. _]-!?!!!? _!!'_! 1
golden yams

lOlik. $178 20U. $039

Jane Parker -English

MUFFINS

P-g 89
Jane Parker Plain. Combo or

KING SUGAR DONUTS
Jane Parker ButlercrusI or

BUTTERMILK BREAD

12

Jane Parker SI White

BREAD

3" M"*

/ FlavortuI

TETLEY
TEA BAGS

'^'^ $139Count (

'.jBox^' 1

Crunchy

FRITOS
CORN CHIPS

;8';0Z>'

'. bag »

Ml-49

'^ Handy Pap«r ^

LUNCH
BAGS

3/50 ct VS

1
^"^

General Mills
^^

WHEATIES
CEREAL

«12oz »

4 box '59

,'MiK or^

|-, Match^'

^pkgs ,

Ann Page

ICE
CREAM

^1

Bir<tsEy(

PEAS or
CUT CORN

tooz.m
Sicilian

CELESTE PIZZA
Sara Lee

POUNDCAKE
Sara Lee Light N Luscious t3'< oz pkg

CHOCOLATE CAKE
Fleischmanns

EGG BEATERS
Minute Maid

ORANGE JUICE
All Varieties

JIFFY DINNERS
Jiffy-Asst Meat Varieties

COOKIN'BAGS
Jifty Chicken 4 Turkev

^EAT PIES ^
'Sorrento' coolovare

2V2Qt. SAUCEPAN

^7

I2«

(With Cover)

NO OTHER
PURCHASE
REQUIRED ea

9 ;» 79' Shasta
2'ivr99' Cola"^""^*" 6c;.T9^ Maca^Cheese 4

HCALTM a BlAUrr AIDS

Mouthwash 40* off Label

LISTERINE
Razor Blades 9 in pkg

SCHICK SUPER II

W of IjMi 96 CI ii*« SrvKifusiit 'Oc: pkg

$-159

$|89

EFFEROENTC
TABLETS 1

79 BAND AID $i|i9
STRIPS 1

, Rtq Of Thtri

( .ttrl

4^^.lh«n'

^3$499 ^9^
^1 !">' Infant

Ronzoni
wKooiBw ^^ cjns* ^m i»i«iwjM»*'""'**»«»^ "o^ " spacpneiii

Keeblerxrr one i^'g^tyDog m $i Johnson's
Rich N' Chips 09 Dog F^ood .:«. 4 J. I Diapers
Ann Page Cut Wa> or cm ^ ,., «•*** De

i

MontP i

'
o: can At^ Ann Page M.«'e() ^ '* «#Wi

GREEN BEANS3, 89* FRUIT COCKTAIL 45r VEGETABLES3 ;; 89*
Contadina -^ ,.^^ All Vanties A \ S^ Severn Sf.,iU'o„rdDif Dtcss-ng .^*W»

TOMATO SAUCE 3 ;^1 HABITANT SOUPS'! . I VIVA ITALIAN "o;:
49*

Marshmallow ^^^ Contadina 12 oi Tom Paste or 14 ; o? Me%ti. ^ ! V Teanui burte- Cren AA£

'.'t fyc>^A^lDlSE

ANGUS DISH CLOTHS

99«
£88«
2

EACH
PKG

^^^ Contadina IZoi Tom Paste or 14 ;o? Me%tl ^ : V reanui bufte' Crt

39* SLICED TOMATOES49^ COOKIES

• Mesh Cotton 5 Pack
• Wattle Weave 3 Pack
• All Purpose 4 Pack

Instant

KRAZYGLUE
S Pie Pans. 3 Loal Pans 7 i3 -3 Sq Cake Pans or j^ £400
E-Z FOIL BAKEWARE p,. ^s iC Tr I
Oval 17-xl?'* i3S or Red 17 , « 12 9/16 x2 $119
RACK 'N ROAST PAN I ea

<1? x3 Pan 0^i»
SUPER FOIL ROASTER SI«fTaFLUFF

UNIVERSITY DRIVE & ROUTE 9, AMHERST • 327 KING ST. HILt. N' DALE MALL, NORTHAMPTON
PRICES EFFECTIVE NOV 6 11 1978 AT AMHERST & NORTHAMPTON A&P ONLY Wf RFSERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES TO 3 PER CUSTOMER UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED ITEMS FOR SALE NOT AVAIL ABt F TO WHOLESALERS OR RETAIL DEALERS
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Distinguished Visitors Program
presents:

BASEBALL

CARL YASTRZEMSKIJ
i8 p.m., Thursday, November 9

Fine Arts Center Auditorium

Free and open to all. Question and
Answer period will follow lecture.

Interpreter for the deaf will be provided.

tt

•If

I

S

#

•K-

#
#

# 'Lodging
$* Meals
** Shuttle bus between areas

**Beer b wine party

Ski Club Meeting
Tonight, 8:00, IVIahar Aud.

UMass Sl(i Club
Sugarbush &

Glen Ellen Ski &
Party Week
Jan. 21-26 Sun.-Fri.

Interchangeable lift ticket BVi

days

$115
Call Jennifer Cohe« ?bS 8065
Ken SiivPfStein M6 9616
Cliih Of1.ce CC KIT. 64b ,^437

TOTAL
RAFFLE! #^

Free Sugarbush Ski Week J
Value $115.00 lone person)

*
n coupon or deposit at CC 106 or *

^***¥¥¥*¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥*^**-¥^*¥¥-¥'¥¥^

JMai
^at Ski Club nrreetings

^frNAME
Jaddress

JPHONE
^ Drawing -Dec. 6 Ski Club Meeting Mahar

^^# ^^^ ^^^ ^A# ^H^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^V ^^^ ^^^ ^H^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^M# ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ %^^ ^^^ ^H# %
^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^

To place a classified ad. drop t)y the Col

loqian otficr (CC 113( Ijotwpci) 8 45 d m
.ind 3 45 J) m Mvjnduy ihrouqh Fnddy, Of

use otc hdridy ciip jnd mail form found m
most issui's of thf CollfcjirfK Cl.rssifird

(Ir.idlini- IS 3 45 J) m tw(/ d.iys in iidvdiiCf

of pnl)lif .ttion d«itc

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c

per line, five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day, 35 consecutive issues. 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters

AUTO FOR SALE

1972 Chevy wagon, fair to good condi-

tion, asking $675, call Jerry, 253-2891

72 VW Camper, rustless Calif, machine,

rblt. engine — carb., new clutch, muffler,

battery, Mich, radials. AM/FM, a$kable ex-

tras, $2150, BO 665 2429 or 6-1002.

1970 Spitfire MKIIt. '72 engine, new:

trani, clutch, exhaust. Good body. 4

Michelin radials. Low miles. Call Dave,

6-5101.

1971 Scout II, 4x4, good condition, asking

$1600 or best offer- Steve, 546-6062.

Top quality scrimshaw jewelry, lowest

prices around. Interested' Call Jay:

546-5452 between 9 & 11 p.m.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

Genuine full length raccoon coat, $200.

00 Tel. 583-4838.

Lost-TI-50ll calculator. Sunday 11/5/78

@ 5:30 p.m. in the public terminal room of

the GRC. If found please call JinY at

546-5569.

Lost— Clothes Call bag w/ green shirt, coin

purse, etc. Please call 253-7224, I.F.

Chippewa— 40 insulated boot, worn once,

7 V^E, reg. $80, asking $65 , Al, 546-8918.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79

South Pleasant St , Amherst, daily 11-5.

HELP WANTED

1976 Chevy van, C 10, long body, power

steering, AM/FM stereo, heavy duty

susp>ension and shocks, radial tires, ex-

cellent condition, call Marc, 545-2591 days,

665-4542 nights and weekends.

ENTERTAINMENT

Hottest band around! 'Snnooth Sailing'

for bookings anywhere, call John,
546-4646.

~ FOR RENT

Room. 13 X 11. Towrwhouse Apts.,

549-1414, eve.

1 bedroom unfurnished at University Park

apt. Paid through November, ready im-

mediately or before 19th. Call 549-4635,

$210 mo.

FOR SALE

1969 Cheyrolet station wagon, brown,

good running car, $300, call 599-1128.

Men's ski boots. Dolomite Panthers, size

11, excellent condition, originally $150,

sacrifice $46 or best offer, call 253 7068.

Two radials tires. BF Goodrich Snow
Trailmakers. Steel-belted. Whitewalls. GR
78-15. Good tread Used part of one winter.

$66 for pair. Call 586^3924.

Womens ski boots. 7%, 1 pr. Munaris,

used Vi season, $95, were $150, 1 pr. Nor-

dica, $20, were $100, cal l Val, 549-6381

I need a partner for the M.D. Dance
Marathon on Dec. 2 & 3. If you like to

dance and are looking to help someone else

give me a call, 6-6903.

Overseas ' jobs — summer/full time.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500 1200 monthly, expenses

pdid, sightseeing. Free info. Write: Interna-

tional Job Center, Box 4490-MC, Berkeley,

CA 94704

Care wanted for long haired dachsund
days, $10 week 665-4854, keep trying.

Immediate openings for people w/ cars

available for flexible # of hrs. each wk. £r

weekends. Pay is commensurate w/ your

knowledge of the Amherst area, apply in

person at 363 Mn. St., l^mherst.

Undergraduate students— Students Ac-

tivities Office is searching for 3 part time (15

hrs./wk.) for academic yr. in the following

areas — general programs, film, and
publicity /communications. Apply in SAO
(SU 416) with resume and 3 reference let-

ters by noon November 13, 1978. Specify

position(s) applying for.

Men! Women! Jobs- cruise ships!

Freighters! No experience. High pay! See
Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So. America.

Winter, summer! Send $2.75 to Seaworld,

Box 61035, Sact.. CA 95825.

INSTRUCTION

Racqetball lessons, student rates. Private

court, 253-5035, 4 to 6 p.m.

Jazz dance classes starting Nov. 14,

Bangs Comm. Center, call Ginger at

256-8042 to register. Keep trying!

Alto sax: Vito (Leblanc), brand new, call

546-8084. ,_
New 4 GR78 15 Good Year steel belted

nontfid OP meg rims best offer, call after 6

p.m , 25o-C/?9

Flute lost Tues. night. Sylvan party, if

found please contact info booth or

546-5950, Holly, reward.

Medium sized dark brown with white

markings, male dog, no collar, lost for 3

weeks, please call 256-0314.

Lost in CC coffee shop, denim jacket w/
blue and white star on p>ocket, great sen-

timental vAlue, please return to Collegian

Graphics Dept.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish;gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

- MOTORCYCLES
'^~

For sale, 1970 CB Honda 350, good cond.,

$350, call 546-6435, anytime.

PERSONALS

Michael L.. happy 20th! Love. Debby.

Auto repair or purchase problem? Call

Consumer Action at UMass. 545-0199 or

545-0781. Mon.-Fri., 9-5.
^

Happy birthday Deb! Hugs and smuks.
Love, Kinky and Snort. __^
There will be no nifty ad this week due to

lack of nifty creativity.

Hey OAF: BWAAHI You know. I know it!

Love, Brad.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers 20%
off all reg. priced merch. to all college

students & staff. Remember your ID.

Itch of Coolidge Two. hope you have a

very Happy Birthday— three of the Fear-

some Foursome.

If you've had a problem with an auto

repair of purchase, the UMass Consumer
Action Center wants to know. Please call

545-0199 or 545-0781, Mondays Fridays,

9-5.

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 or 2 roommates or poss. sublet wanted,

2 bdrm. apt., 2 mi. frm. Univ., Dec. 1 or

Jan. 1, Sharon, 256-6388.

Looking for housemate. So. Deerfteld,

$60 -f^ , non-smoker, older student, person,

call eves. 666-3430.

SERVICES
~

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.

Huge selection of gold, silver, diamond ear-

rings and unusual gifts. Silverscape

Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,
Mass. 253-3324.

Hauling service, call 549-4730, after 5

p.m.

Sound system for hire, coffeehouses,

bands, discos, call Rick. 584-4105.

WANTED

Reasonably priced, used, steel string

acoustic guitar. Call Dean at 546-4544.

Grateful Dead— will trade two Tues. Bost.

M.H. tickets for one or two Mon. tickets,

Mika. 584-9382 or Peter, 6-9111 or buy.

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for 3 bedroom apt. close to

campus to sublet Jan. -Aug.. call 6-4280

( Debbie) or 549-4773 (Diahe).

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

SKI INSTRUCTORS NEEDED

Mount Snow Ski School is seeking part-

time ski instructors (weekends and
holidays) for the 78-79 season. Hiring clinic

Dec. 16th & 17th. For application contact

Jim Garstang. (802) 464-3333.

WHOLE WHEAT PIZZA FACTORY~

Immediate openings for people w/ cars,

available for flexible If of hrs. each wk. ft

weekends. Pay is commensurate w/ your

knowledge of the Amherst area, apply in

person at 363 Mn. St., Amherst.

FLA. FOfjTHANKSGIVING

Fly to Fla. Nov. 21 to 26. Flying Club of-

ficer has 4 seats left @ $175 each to Tampa
and back. For info call, 665-4967.

LOST LEGAL SERVICES

Mealliook with ID #6563491 (19 meals).

Please contact Rich N. at 546-8734 or

545-3500. $rewards

ROOM WANTED

Rm. wanted in 2-br. furn. apt. on bus rte.

in Amher. Nov. 16 -^ , callNasrin, 584 0569

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt only, 253-7617.

Ihf •* «k
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TODAY'S CEOSSWORD PVZZLE
ACROSS

1 Pa|nling'>

4 Fish

10 Green sfiade

14 Slip

15— ot Com
mons

16 No, Amer
Indian

\7 Resellled m
a new land

19 Chil

K Oflitei

?1 Jouinal!)

?3 OKlaftoma
city

?5 Caucho tree

76 Say again

79 Beverage
34 Dry

35 Girl s namp
37 Speatt

38 In0ian tree

39 Furrowed
41 Asian shrut)

4? Eapiate

44 Caught m

45 Machine
parts

46 Famous
dance hall

40 Funeral vev

hicie

50 Poeti'. con
traction

51 Restrict

53 Sell esteem
57 Revolves
61 Man s nicK-

name
6? Wan prod-

uct ? words
64 Omen
65 Concise
66 Man s nick-

namf
67 Arthur —
68 Collect

69 Region
DOWN

1 Affected by
SuffiK

7 Girl s name
3 Flabby

4 SivPwered

5 Clilt hanger

6 Some
horses

7 Away
8 Shopworn
9 Boredom

10 Flood
11 Needle case
1? Top notch
13 Allows
18 Frenchman
7? Audibly

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tvjasday iPmtie Solved

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

74 Nut«
76 Blip ma

chine

77 Muse ol po-

etry

78 Beginners
30 Root part

31 Rose es-

sence
3? Consider.*

33 Nullity

36 Whimp«r
39 Claude —

Fr ariisi

40 Certain Aln

cans Var

43 Tertiary

45 Tree

47 Awn
49 Inside

Comb form

5? Hair foCk

53 Room Sp
54 Sashes

55 Near
56 Pronoun

56 Stratum

59 Commune
near Padua

60 Mets sta

dium
63 Old Eng

com
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\Nally Dorf by Rob Ranney

for, aituT tjoo Service could
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Notice— Flying Club meeting Wednesday,
Nov. 8 at 7:00 p.m., CC 804 808,

refreshments-films

Notice— the Distinguished Visitors Pro-

gram presents a night of baseball with Carl

Yastrzemski, Thuirsday, Nov. 9 at 8:00

p.m. in the Fine Arts Center Audit. Free

and open to everyone, question and aris\Arer

period will follow the lecture. Interpreter for

the deaf will be provided.

Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha— the UMass
Marching Band wishes to thank the

brothers of Pi Kappa for their hospitality on
Nov. 4, we appreciate your kindness very

much!

"Looking at Mother"-a free lec-

ture/discussion on "Looking at Mother
Gleanings from myth and matriarcy" will be

held tonight from 8-10 p.m. at the First

Baptist Church (across Mass. Ave. from

Newman Center) in the Fireside Lounge.

Using fairy tales, myths, religious sym-

bolism and popular stereotypes. Midge
Miles, M.Ed, will facilitate - sponsored by

UCF, Ecum Campus Ministry at UMass.

N.O.W. — the Hampshire-Franklin Chapter

of the National Organization for Women
meetings Thursday, Nov. 9 at 7:00 p.m. in

the Jones Library of Amherst.

Notice— Sailing Club meeting - tonight in

CC 801 at 7:00 p.m. Purpose: to discuss

new outlook for club. All interested people

welcome.

Dental Admissions — pre-dents - Dr.

Trowbridge of U. Penn Dental School will

be speaking about the admissions process

and dental school on Wednesday, Nov. 15

at 7:00 p.m. CC 815 - all are welcome to at-

tend.

German Expressionists— a show of Ger-

man Expressionists prints - there will be a

talk by Prof. J.W. Von Molthe from the

German Department on Nov. 6.

Attention-Departmental Graduate Stu-

dent Organizations — the Graduate
Students Senate is accepting applications

for revenue sharing funds from depart-

ments who have elected their senator. For

more info, and to pick up yo^" .application

forms, please contact Jose Trejo, GSS
Treasurer, CC 919, 545-2896. Deadline is

Nov. 30.

Notice— the annual meeting of the New
England Students for a recreation and park

society will be hald on No. 10, 11 and 12 at

Lyndon State College in Lyndonville, Ver-

mont. Speakers . will include: Joe
Soosta/The Forest Service, Springfield

College Students/NRPA Congress, Sue
Barnes/ Therapeutic Recreation. Activities

inlcude: Friday night-scotch doubles bowl-

ing tournament Sat. -dance at College.

Notice— Boston cultural trip to see for col-

ored girts who have considered suicide

when the rainbow is enouf -Sunday, Nov.
19 -tickets $10 (include rountrip bus ticket

and theatre ticket). Call 546-4567 or

545-0^0 for more info, or reservations-

,sponsored by Anacaona Cultural Center
.

Conference on Student Life and
Academic Performance— this sdminar

will examine the relationship betwe^ stu-

dent life inside and outside the classroom.

Students urged to attend and participate

with faculty and staff, Nov. 10, CC 917

8 :45-4:00 p.m. Call 5-0333 to register.

Notice — Dr. James Avery Joyce
distinguished British International lawyer,

consultant on Human Rights at the UN in

Geneva, and author of The New Politics

of Human Rights, will speak on "Human
Rights in World Affairs Today" in Converse

Hall, Amherst College. Dr. Joyce is one of

the world's top experts on international

human rights law. Lecture sponsored by
the Amherst Foreign Affairs Club.

Botany Seminar— the Dept. of Botany
seminar speaker for Thursday, Nov. 9 will

be Dr. Lincoln Brower. His topic will be
"Ecological Chemistry of the Monarch But-

terfly and Their Milkweed food plants." Dr.

Broner is a member of the Dept. of Botany
at Amherst College.

Notice— Israeli Dancing tonight in the

Commonwealth Room, SUB at 7:30 p.m.

beginners: 8:30 advanced. Everyone
welcome to join the fun!

Notice— all interested women are invited

to a meeting to plan the formation of a
valley women's newspaper. The meeting
will take place at Everywoman's Center, 506
Goodell, UMass on Thursday, Nov. 9 at

7:(X) p.m. For more info, contact Cindy
Leere at EWC at 545-0883.

Campus Sex Discrimination Hear-
ings—open hearings will be held to provide

an opportunity for members of the UMass
community to present continuing concerns
on the subject of sex discrimination. The
following times have been scheduled Nov.

15 from 12:100 room 804-808 CC
Faculty/Professor Nov. 16 from 5-6 p.m.

Fernald Under/Graduate Nov. 17 from
12-1:00 room 804-804 CC Classified staff.

Please forward questions and /or written

responses to J. O'Brien 303 Whitmore.
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r Sports Calendar

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
Volleyball vs Westfield/Keene @ Keene

TODAY'S GAMES
Womens soccer at Harvard
Field hockey vs Plymouth State

JV field hockey vs Plymouth State

Soccer vs Springfield

3:00 p.m.
2:30p.m.
2:30p.m.
2:00 p.m.

nmmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmm

HAI
SQUASN RAQUITS A

TABLITINNIS SUPPLII8

Qt

A.J. HASTINGS
n#wsd»Ql«r & stationer

45 S. PI^QSont St. Amherst

CRAFTSPEOPLE
NOTICE

Concerning Table Space on Campus Center Concourse; The review and
authorization, of category #2 and #4 Campus Center vendors, permitting

use of the the CC Concourse Table space, shall be curtailed from
November 15, 1978 through December 25, 1978.

Between these dates unique craft items may be approved for sale upon
appeal to the Operations Committee which shall meet every Tuesday at

2:00 p.m. and every Wednesday at 1:00 p.m. CC Rm. 817.

Any vendor not approved may, sell good under provisions of CC vending
category #8.

MEET THE PREZ!

UMass President David

Knapp will be making his

first public appearance
before students.

Thursday, Nov. 9
at 6:15 p.m.

in Room 904-908

Campus Center

He will be delivering a

short speech followed by
an open question period.

Listen and decide
for yourself!

All students are
welcome

^QO-r>NEAR S4^^

GOING ON NOW!

CONVERSE
ALL STAR CANVAS

Reg. 13 95
SALE $11.95

CONVERSE
WORLD CLASS

TRAINER
Reg. 24.95

SALE $21.96

PRO KEDS
PANTHER JOGGER

Reg. 15.95

SALE $13.95

PRO KEDS
ROYAL LO CUT
Maroon or Blue

Reg. 13.95

SALE $9.96

PRb KEDS
Lt. Blue Dude Lo Cut

Reg. 9.95

SALE $7.99

in the sportswear area

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

SCIENCE FICTION &
FANTASY BOOKS

A FANTASTIC SELECTION!

From requests we recieved at our

science fiction/fantasy sym-
posium last Friday Nov. 3, we
have decided to move our book
exhibit into the boo/<store for two
weeks.

If you couldn't make it last week
come soon. . . the biggest selec-

tion available at one time

anywhere in the Pioneer Valley.

at "the book store"

campus center/univ. of mass, /amherst

Wednesday, Novembers, 1978
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JSANE
DIXON'9
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f|HOROSCOFES| fHl
jnr*FHOHE'

Whais forecast for your day Dial New York dirert

l« nMnfflimiil
Students are needed as
representatives on University-

wide committees. Students will

be working with members of the

faculty and administration oh
these important governance com-
mittees. Sophomores and juniors

are urged to apply. College of

Arts and Sciences Curriculum

committee. Transit Advisory
committee, Parking appeals,

Meal ticket exemption. Housing

exemption. Academic Priorities

committee. Academic honesty

committees, administrative
withdrawal committee. Athletic

council, and many more. For

more information please contact

the Student Senate Speaker or

Co-Presidents Office.

»GA is an equal opportunity employer
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New EnglandTelephone
'Aitnnc* nam of HoroKojat By PhoM lac

Beautiful people serve you at

Time

Vz Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90

Always Happy Hour Prices

Super Sandwiches

37 N. Pleasant St.

LIQUOR STORE

OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

-IMPORTED BEERS-

RUDDLES ENGLISH ALE $7.50

. case of 24

Open House and
Glassblowing
Demonstration

CORRELL GLASS
STUDIO

85 Sargeant St.

Holyoke, Ma.

Pre-Ckrittmai Sale!

Goblets Saturday
Paperwts. Nov. 11

Vases 10a.m. -5p.m.

SWAN LAGER

HEINEKEN

$5.98 case of 12

$3.49 six

MOLSON (ale, beer, golden) $2.50 six

-OTHER SPECIALS-

MILLER (cans and bottles) $6.89 case

BOLS PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS

338 COLLEGE ST.

RT. 9, AMHERST

$4.49

253-5384
256-8433

.Collegian '5

UMass punter Tim Fontaine (10) prepares to boot
one against Rutgers last Saturday. The gridders
travel to Holy Cross this week. (Staff photo by
Rich Newman).

XD^NSKl/i

LEOTARDS»TIGHTS»TANK SUITS*
FREESTYLE SWIMSUITS/LEOTARDS
GYMNASTIC LEOTARDS-AND MORE

STYLES FOR WOMEN AND MEN
ALL AT DISCOUNT PRICES

available at the sportswear shop

in the

camous center/univ. of mass./amherst

Nol 'Ki.pt>'">*!'' tor.tvpoflraphiral e"or<i

OPEN FORUM

To discuss Collegian

editorial content and
policy. If you have any
questions, comments, or

suggestions for the Col-

legian please come to the

News Council meeting.

Monday, November 1

3

8:00 p.m« in CC 805-809
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Rice earns MVP honors

Boston's Jim Rice (above) was named American League Most Valuable
Player yesterday by the BBWAA. by a surprisingly wide margin over the
Yankees' Ron Guidry Rice led the major leagues in home runs and RBIs in 1978
lUPI)

Rice takes it in stride
BOSTON \AP\ Slu ^ger Jim Rice of the

8 jston Red Sox was rt ported to be playing

golf in Las Vegas yesterday when it was an-

nounced in New York he had been named
the American League's most valuable

player for 1978.

"Jimmy's out playing golf with a couple of

friends, but I know he It be ecstatic," Tony
Pennacchia of Providence, R.I., Rice's at

lorney, told The Associated Press in a long

distance phone call " m holding down the
fort here in the hotel."

Rice was in Las Vegas catching up on golf

time while awaiting a testimonial dinner for

former heavyweight boxing champion Joe
Louis there Thursday night.

Rice gained 20 of 28 first place votes in

beating out Cy Young Award winner Ron
Guidry of the New York Yankees for the

MVP award. Guidry had eight first place

votes in the balloting by a special commit-
tee of the Baseball Writers Association of

America

Many observers had thought the voting

would be much closer Asked last week in

Greenville, S.C., if he would mind sharing

the MVP award with Guidry, Rice said he'd
"rather not."

If they (writers) feel that way, I'd rather

not have it all," Rice was quoted as saying.

He startei! 19/8 as the Red Sox'
designated I itter. Hov\ever, he played a

great deal in both left and right, appearing
in all of Boston's 163 games.
Rice becam'! the sixth Boston player to

win the honor since the MVP award was
started in 1931. Jimmy Foxx won in 1938,

Ted Williams in 1946 and 1949, Jackie
Jensen in 1958, Carl Yastrzemski in 1967
and Fred Lyn i in 1975.

Rice, only 2!), has become one of the most
feared sluggers in baseball in just four full

major league seasons. Since joining the

Red Sox late in the 1974 season, he has

drilled 775 hits, including 133 homers, 43
triples and 110 doubles. He has 453 runs

batted in.

Rice has just one year to go on a multiyear

contract, with an option year in 1980. Pen-
nacchia has been trying to get together

with the Red Sox to renogitate a new pact.

Pennacchia reportedly is looking for a long

term, possibly 10 year, contract for as

much as $5 million. Rice has said he wants
to play his career in Boston, but might go
into the free agent market after jthe 1980

season unless the contract is renegotiated.

NEW YORK S\rrk Rice of the Boston Red Sox. the premier power-hitter, b^at out Ron
Guidry of the New York Yankees, the classic power pitcher, for the American League's
Most Valuable Player award yesterday in a surprisingly one sided balloting of the
Baseball Wnters Association of America.
Rice, the seventh Boston player to capture MVP honors since the inception of the
award in 1931 and the first since Fred Lynn in 1975, received 20 first place votes and
eii)ht second place mentions for 352 points from the28 voters- two from each AL city -

lo outdistance Guidry, the AL Cy Young award winner, by 61 points. Guidry received
eii|ht first place votes, 19 seconds and one third with 291 points. Outfielder Larry Hisle
of Milwaukee was third with 201 points.

It was expected the vote between Rice and Guidry would be much closer and it had
even been suggested that the award should be shared by the two players, both of

whom had extraordinary seasons. No matter who won, however, the voting would
have creatred controversy since each player had impressive credentials worthy of winn-
ing the award in almost any other year.

Rice led the Ma)or Leagues in six categories: hits (213), total bases (406), triples (15),

home runs (46), runs batted in (139) and slugging percentage (.600). He was second in

the Majors in runs scored (117) and was the first player in history to lead his league in

homers, triples and runs batted in.

Guidry checked in with figures which rate his 1978 season among the greatest in Ma-
jor League history.

The Yankee left bander's 25-3 won lost record gave him the highest winning percen-
tage in big league history (.893) for a 20 or more game winner. His 1.74 earned run
average was surpassed by a left bander in AL history only by Dutch Leonard's 1.01 in

1914 and his nine shutouts tied Babe Ruth's league record for a lefty.

Guidry set a club record 248 strikeouts for the season and his 18 strikeouts against the
California Angels were the most ever in one game by an AL left-hander. He also set a

club record by winning 13 consecutive games at the start of the season and 15 of his

victories followed Yankee losses.

Guidry also was the winning pitcher in the dramatic playoff game between the
Yankees and the Red Sox for the AL Eastern Division title.

The three other highest percentages by winners of 20 or more games were .886 (31 4
by Lefty Grove of the Philadelphia A's in 1931), .880 (by Preacher Roe of the Brooklyn
Dodgers in 1951) and .872 Coy Smokey Joe Wood of the Red Sox in 1912).

Undoubtedly, the fact that Guidry won the Cy Young award hurt him in the voting for

MVP Since the Cy Young award was started in 1956, only five pitchers-Don
Newcnmbe in 1956, Sandy Koufax in 1963, Danny McLain and Bob Gibson in 1968 and
Vida Blue in 1971 have won both pitcher of the year and most valuable player awards.
But, m those years, there was no hitter whose credentials compared favorably.

Guidry lelt he might have been slighted somewhat in the voting since fie had already
wf)n the Cy Young award.
"In my eyes, Jim Rice did the same thing hitting as I did pitching -have an awesome

year," saifl Guidry from his Lafayette, La., home. "I'm his no. 1 backer, but, if you're
qoiiuj U) exclude pitchers from the Most Valuable Player consideration, then you better

put an asterisk on the award." %

Bill Tarter

Televiolence

ATLAMTA; O.J. Simpson(32) and
^alco.i '. Wilson Faumuina(74) crash to

the gri<:;..Tr' where Simpson suffered a

separate«l right shoulder that will

probably keep him on the sidelines the

rest of the season.

In an executive room high atop a

Manhattan skyscraper, ABC's foremost
personnel are gathered. President of ABC
News and Sports Rooned Cartiledge and
the always voluble and loquacious com-
mentator Flowers ToSell are among the
notable personalities in attendance.

They have come to discuss the future

programming of sports for the winter

season. As the meeting is called to order

everyone rises and listens to their national

anthem — the theme from Wide World of

Sports.

Cartiledge addresses the group, "Gen-
tlemen the problem is this — we need to

revitalize the declining sports audience.
We've got to get those husbands and
children off their bikes and out of the fields

and back in front of their TV sets where
they belong. While baseball ratings have
remained status quo, pro basketball ratings

have steadily declined for the past five

years. Hockey has failed miserably, soccer
has failed, tennis is staggering, even pi'o

bowling is declining. The only sports to

succeed in the ratings have been football

and boxing. Based on this evidence...Oh
Flowers you have something to say?"

"Yes Rooned, it's abundantly clear from

the information you've just disseminated

the ptebian public has an insatiable desire

for rabidity, turbulence and generally

truculent behavior. If we can capitalize on
this verity we will have achieved fruition."

Cartiledge immediately turns to the man
sitting next to him, Mr. ToSell's interpreter,

and awaits the translation. "Thank you
Flowers, that's exactly my point, people

crave violence. The simple fact is violence

brings ratings. With this in mind I have

come up with a few proposals. One is a

new show to take advantage of the

growing boom in jogging. We'll call

it "Run for yourlite.

Across the table an executive interupts,

"excuse me Rooned, but there once was a

show by that name, and besides what
could possibly be violent about jogging?"

Cartiledge burst out into a fiendish

laughter, "Run for your life was never like

this! Did you ever see the chariot race in

Ben Hur? I was thinking perhaps we could
equip each jogger with whips and for their

sneakers they could attach..."

"You wouldn't," exclaimed a stunned
executive.

Cartiledge just continued to laugh.

"Nobody complains about the little whips
in horse racing. I think the first show needs
an appropriate setting, how about — 'Death
Valley?' If that proposal doesn't woik we
can bring back the 'American Sports-

man.'
"

A loud groan arose from everyone.

Cartiledge raised his hands to silence

them, "Don't worry, I promise no more
hurting the elusive noala bear, or fishing for

the magnificent bonefish. We can't afford

the protests of the ASPCA." A sigh of

relief was heard." Furthermore, people

can^t identify with a bonefish, but tfiey

identify with another human being."

That's barbaric'," protested an executive.

"When was the last time you saw a

boxing match, or the Indy 500?" retaliated

Cartiledge. "Think of the exciting mat-

chups and rivalries you could have. Imagine

Bill Lee versus Mickey Rivers stalking each
other in the wilds. You wouldn't have to

worry, we could give them boomerangs.
With their arms there would be only

minimal injury. Perhaps we could even
have owners versus players. Think of the

ratings with Calvin Griffith and Charlie

Finley against anyone of their enemies.

Maybe we could even have a rernatch

between Billid Jean and Bobby Riggs. We'll

give them two cans of balls or six shots.

How about team battles? The possibilities

are endless
"

"If the "American Sportsman' fails we can

always bring back jousting, or how about
cut-throat crocquet?" Cartiledge beamed.

It was now 11:30 a.m., time for their

executive cocktail break. The meeting was
adjourned. As they stood up to leave, they

recited in unison their closing message,
"ABC, recognized around the world as the

leader in sports television,"

Rep. Collins to fight tuition hike -see pa§e 3
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A wide angle lens causes the distortion here in this photo of a horse on a local

farm. (Staff photo by David Rodgers.)

How couldhe lose?
Liberals couldn't help Souweine

A full page of election news,

page 2.

ByMARKHORAN
Collegian Staff

How could Souweine lose?

The question seemed to echo all ove^
town yesterday, as dismayed voters

wondered how one of the most talked .

about politicians in Amherst had lost.

Weil, folks, there's more out there th?n

just Amherst liberals. Republican Thomas
G. Simons, the state House minority whip,

Tuesday night defeated Democrat
Jonathan Z. Souweine by some 5000 votes

for the Hampshire-Franklin County district

attorney job. It was a very close race for the

job which this year becomes a full-time

position paying $36,000 per year.

It seems that after all was said and done,

the local folks from small towns like

Cumminington and Plainfield, and the

'ethnics' from towns like South Hadley and

Easthampton, could" not bring themselves

to vote for a "UMass-MassPirg-Amherst
hippie".

There is not doubt Souweine lost the 'hill

towns', not only in Franklin County but in

Hampehire as well. In towns in Hampshire

County with less than 1 ,500 people voting,

Souweine lost over 1000 votes to Simons.

In the small towns of Franklin County,

Souweine lost over 1,600 votes to Simons.

The net effect of both counties, of course,

was some 2,600 votes, which is a hell of a

lot when the difference in the total is only

5,000.

Ne^vs analysis
Elsewhere in Franklin County, Simons
won big. In Montague and Greenfield, two
towns that are pretty evenly split between
Democrats and Republicans, Simons won
by large margins.

Montague is Simons' hometown, and
Greenfield the largest population center in

Franklin County, is considered Simons turf,

but Souweine was beat worse than he
expected--and he didn't expect much.
Simons gathered some 4,400 to

Souweine's 2,050 in Greenfield, and he
captured a staggering 79 percent of the
votes in Montague.

Souweine's only salvation would have

been to take the heavy democratic areas of

Hampshire County - Amherst, Ware,
South Hadley, Hadley, Easthampton and
maybe Northampton. He won all of those

towns, but only in Amherst and Ware did

he win convincingly. Landslide victories in

the other four town& would have done it.

The figures seem to point at two crucial

factors in the Souweine loss: the home
town boy image that Simons pushed
throughout the campaign, and the refusal

of Democratic primary loser Bernard J.

Whalen to support Souweine. The
hometown factor meant bio votes in the hill

towns and also in Greenfield and Mon-

tague. Bernie Whalen's support could have

meant a lot in Hadley and Easthampton.

In other action Democratic state Rep.

James G. Collins buried Republican

challenger Chandler Atkins, taking 76

percent of the vote.

State to order

UM inspection
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

The state Department of Public Health will

order the Amherst Board of Health to in-

spect University family housing, according

to University Legal Services Organization

attorney Steven Baumhol.

Baumhol said the order, to be sent in a let-

ter from the state health department, will

state "the town of Amherst is under legal

obligation to do those inspections."

Town officials have maintained it is not in

their jurisdiction to inspect University hous-

ing.

Baumhol's statement followed rejection

yesterday of his request in Northampton's

Hampshire County Superior Court asking

for a court order to force the board to in-

spect the housing.

"As I understand it, it is in somebody's
mailbox waiting to be signed," Baumhol
said. He said he learned of the letter from

State Inspector Howard Wensley im-

mediately after Judge llene Griffith rejected

his request.

Baumhol said he will not appeal that rejec-

tion. Griffith gave no reason for her ruling.

Baumhol is prosecuting a case on behalf

of Jose Trejo, a tenant, against Amherst's

board of health, concerning alleged hous-

ing code violations. Griffith, in rejecting the

case yesterday, did not rule "on the merits

of the case," Baumhol said.

Trejo contends his apartment in North

Village does not meet sanitary codes.

Baumhol previously told the Collegian

Trejo's apartment has "leaks in the

bathroom which drop on his head, holes in

the ceilings and walls, insufficient security

locks or devices, defective windows and

defective structural support."

Baumhol told the Collegian yesterday,

"As of now there is no way the Amherst
housing departnrtent will do housing inspec-

tions" of the dormitories and married

students housing.

Attorney John F. Murphy, representing

the town yesterday said "the 6,000 housing
units would be subject to inspection by two
men," when he asked for rejection of the

injunction.

Murphy also said in court that tenants

were drawing up a suit in federal court

"that the University would not negotiate

the rent increase." He said Baumhol was
"trying to use the town of Amherst as a

defense" against the University.

The lawsuit is expected to contend that

the tenants were not notified of a rent in-

crease in University housing. A $19 mon-
thly increase in University-owned family-

housing units was announced Sept. 1 and
some tenants began a two-month rent-

strike .

Baumhol said he was not working on that

case. He said Ozell Hudson, another legal

services member, was handling the case. A
decision has not been made whether the

case will be pursued in federal or state

court.

Baumhol also said the UMass Division of

Environmental Health will be available to

make inspections of University housing. "I

would encourage people to get inspec-

tions," he said.

University inspector George Reed said the

division received a call from a Lincoln apart-

ment resident requesting an inspection

yesterday, but that it had been the only re-

quest this semester.

Reed also said the University had been
providing inspections upon request all year.

Goodnews for UM:
King lilces highered
By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

The ink on the screaming headlines an-

nouncing Edward J. King's gubernatorial

victory was barely dry before people here at

UMass began to worry.

King's campaign promise to cut a halt-

billion dollars from the state budget had a

lot of people here thinking that public

higher education would be one sector

susceptible to King's cuts.

But it seems those fears my be

ungrounded.
Edward M. O'Brien, Kings Western

Mass. campaing coordinator, said last

night of King: "I think you will find him very

much in the forefront of the development"

of public higher education.

O'Brien said the Boston media has given

state residents "some idea that he oppose

aid to education, and it's just the contrary."

And the tax cut? The Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy asked

staffers on the King campaign if public

higher education would be a "target area

for cutbacks in his tax cut proposal, and the

response from the King camp was en-

couraging.

No, they said.

"We're going to do better under King than

we would have under Hatch,"" said SCERA
staffer Ken Mosakowski yesterday.

Mosakowski, who is also active in the

local Democratic Party, said King is "far

more sympathetic to the University in

general" than Hatch.

According to O'Brien, who is a member of

the state Governor's Council, a King ad-

ministration would hold public education as

a high priority.
'

O'Brien said last night that he was an aide

to former Massachusetts governor Foster

Furcolo, in the early 1950's, and said that it

was during Furcolo's administration that

state public higher education grew by leaps

and bounds.
In response to the question SCERA asked

the King campaing, the governor-elect's

aide said there was even the possibility

King would support an increase in financial

aid to students, "if improvements in the

system would warrant such," they said.

O'Brien also said a King administration

would try to get away from the "politicizing

of policies at the University."

The administration of Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis has been accused of exerting too

much influence over the University's board

of trustees, and or>e trustee, Robert Spiller,

resigned this September in protest.

C Brien said he felt King's appointments

to the board of trustees would be made

"primarily with an eye to the development

of the University of Massachusetts as one

of the greater universities in the United

States, which it should be, and, frankly,

which it is.
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Andnow it's finally allover
Gay forces vow
to fight Bryant

United Hress International

Buoyed by homosexual rights victories in two West
Coast states and their own improved showing this time
out, Miami-area gay forces vowed yesterday to do
battle with Anita Bryant again in 1980 - and predicted
they will win.

The issue was one of many controversial ones decided
by voters in 37 states Tuesday
In Florida's Dade County Miami, successful 1977'

crusade to repeal a homosexual ngnts ordinance, voters
rejected a wide-rar^ging proposal to bar discrimination,

based on sexual preference, age, job, source of income,
national origin, pregnancy and organizational affiliation.

Again the singer marshaled her forces. But the new
proposal failed by only 5iB.2 to 41.7 percent, whereas
the new 1977 vote was nearly 70 percent to revoke the
old homosexual rights statute.

"We're happy that the community has changed as
much as it has. " said gay rights activist Bob Kunst.
"Now we're putting together our next campaing. We're
within striking distance now and we can forge ahead
and plan for 1980 and win."

Election *78

The morning after:

Brooke sleeps late

Proposition 13
goes nationwide
/Associated PressJ

The tax protests that started to bubble after the ap-
proval of California's Proposition 13 five months ago
have boiled over in voting booths across the country.

Public officials contemplated the prospect of smaller
budgets as the result of Tuesday's elections, while
voters contemplated the prospect of smaHer tax bills.

In Massachusetts, voters authorized the legislature to

set separate assessment rages for different categories of
property. The constitutional amendment offsets a court
ruling prohibiting assessment of businesses at a higher
rate than residential property.

Proposals to restrict taxes or spending or both were on

the ballot Tuesday in 16 states. They won approval in 12
states - often by heavy margins - and lost four.

It was difficult to fit victories and defeats into a pat-

tern.

There were 19 proposals. Five of the successful
measures were initiatives, on the ballot because of peti-

tion drives; six were put on the ballot by legislative ac-

tion; and one, in Hawaii, was the result of a constitu-

tional convention.

Associated Press

BOSTON-Six months ago, Paul Tsongas
was a young congressman virtually

unknown outside his milltown district.

Yesterday, he worried about the pressure
of replacing a national symbol-the only
black in the U.S. Senate.
Meanwhile, that symbol, Sen. Edward W.

Brooke, slept late and stayed out of his suc-
cessor's limelight after falling from the
heights of being Massachusetts' most
popular politician

The same day, Edward J. King, another
man who rose abruptly from political

obscurity, jogged on the beach near Logan
Airport It was the experience he had gain
ed while managing that airport that he
listed as his chief qualification in his quest
to become governor

.

Last spring, Tsongas' name was recogniz-
ed by only 12 percent of the state's voters.
And Brooke, shown in polls to be the
state's most popular elected official, was
thought to be virtually unbeatable in his

race for a third term.

But two days after Tsongas announced
his challenge, the first disclosures surfaced
about discrepancies in Brooke's divorce

statements. Months of damaging
disclosures about Brooke's personal
finances followed.

Like Brooke, Tsongas is a liberal. The two-
term Democrat from Lowell, defeated the
Republican with 55 percent of the vote.
"I just feel a lot more weight on me now,"

Tsongas said after shaking hands with
startled morning commuters at South Sta-
tion.

"Obviously I cannot take Ed B'ooke's
place as a symbol. I know that. Here was
someone who made a rhajor contribution,

and I defeated him."
Brooke said he felt no bitterness about the

defeat. But, he ackroledged the divorce
problems were a major factor. The role of

race, however, seemed as small this time as
it was in Brooke's two earlier victories.

Both candidates called it an "im-
ponderable" in the campaign.
In the race for governor, taxes were the

big issue. They propelled King, a burly,

tough-talking Democrat, from a relatively

obscure job as a state bureaucrat to the
governorship. Pledging a S500 million cut in

local property taxes. King defeated incum-
bent Gov. Michael S. Dukakis in the
Democratic primary.

Republicans gain

seats in Congress
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - In mid -term elections with a conservative flavor, Republicans have
enlarged their minorities in the Senate by three seats and in the House by a dozen,
while scoring statehouse gains that will be an asset in 1980 and beyond.

Texas tipped their way yesterday, with the election of William P. Clements as the

state's second Republican goyernor. Clements, an oilman and former deputy secretary

of defense, won after a long, close count over Democratic Attorney General John I.

Hill.

That gave Republicans a net gain of six governors in the Tuesday balloting

Republican Sen. John G. Tower barely survived the challenge of Democratic Rep.

Robert Kreuger in another tight Texas race.

In Virginia, Republican John W. Warner, the former secretary o'f the Navy and hus-

band of actress Elizabeth Taylor, apparently held a GOP Senate seat against Andrew P.

Miller, a former state attorney general.

But that one vvas so close that Miller said he wasn't conceding a thing until the of-

ficial canvas of votes.

In New Hampshire, Republican Gordon Humphrey, a conservative and an airline pilot

from Sunapee, narrowly defeated Democratic Sen. Thomas J. Mclntyre in one of Tues-

day's big surprises.

Mclntyre had company. All told, five Democratic senators were denied new terms,

while two Republicans were beaten in re-election bids.

Only one of those incumbent losers. Sen. Robert P. Griffin of Michigan, could be

classified as relatively conservative, and he was no hard liner.

All the rest were generally counted among Senate liberals, at least on domestic

policy.
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THE GOVERNOR'S RACE Governor-elect Edward J. King takes his usual jog
along the beach near his Winthrop home yesterday, the morning after his
election victory over Rep. Francis W. Hatch.

Question 1 win to mean
property owner relief
Associated Press
BOSTON-A resurgent Kevin H. White

political machine in Boston and an outpour-
ing of the fearful elderly at the polls swept
the classification amendment on the state

election ballot to victory, opponents claim-

ed yesterday
"The weather was good, and the elderly

came out to vote," Laura Underwood,
spokeswoman for the Committee Against
Property Tax Disciimination, said of the

surprisingly lopsided question No. 1, giving

a tax break to residential property owners.
"There are 950 000 f.-lderly in the state

and they're rhr? fastest growing age group
in the country
"The other side outmanned and ou»spent

us and the'v reaiiy scared a lot of people
with this talk tnat i* the question lost, it

woulf^Le a rtisastor

"I wish someor^j had toured the Boston

City Hall Tuesday to see how many people

wRff !• thei.r desk« They were all out ger

"''',;'.i '..J 'X" .''!: '. vriy v-u :'!'!

ii kiruJ o'

votedK-i'i' 1. -, of c""-'- ition

•'»3 "^tate and support \i ,rr

paign which started to click with a U.S.
Supreme Court decision Oct. 20 giving him
the right to commit public funds to the

political fight.

Major banks and businesses in the state

backed the Committee Against Property

Tax Discrimination

A jubilant White called the vote "the big

gest electio'n victory in Boston's history

It's the first defeat for big business.'

He also s?id he .vanted to keep business in

the city and urged Gov. -elect Edward J.

King to keep his promise to cut property

taxes.

In another ballot question arousing more
than -routine interest, voters approved bv

70 30 percent an amendment of students to

schools on the basis of race, colo;, creed or

national origin, a measure opponents said

would revive racial antagonisms and prr

vent voluntary efforts to maintain raciai

balance in schools.
VotKTe; also nnpro.ad cta amendmnnr ••

fttcreati

Collins to fight

tuition increase
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

State Rep. James G. Collins, D Amherst,
yesterday said he will introduce legislation
in December to repeal a budget amend-
ment which will increase non-resident
tuition at UMass.

A rider on the state budget adopted last

summer changed the formula for deter-

mining out-of-state tuition, and university

officials said the tuition could double by the
fall of 1979. They said they are unsure of

the exact size of the increase.

The legislation passed in June could cause
a $2,650 increase. Tuition for non-residents
currently is $1,550 per year, while in-state

tuition is $525 per year.

Residents and graduate students will be
unaffected by the increase, according to

Daniel Melley, UMass director of public

affairs.

Collins said he felt non-residents should

pay more than in-state students, but said

the possible increase "is going way
overboard."
He said he foresees difficulty in repealing

the increase.

"Some legislators may not feel any need
to repeal it even if they think it is unfair,"

said Collins. He said it is often difficult to

reverse legislation where the state receives

revenue.

Collins also said the non-voting status of
most out-of-state students poses less of a
threat to the legislators.

University officials are unsure about the
exact size of the increase, and are currently

working on interpreting the legislation. One
Faculty Senate official last week aid the

office of admissions had receive I an
estimated figure of $3,700 to $4,200 rom
President Knapp.
Proposals have also been made to chan je

the basis of state residency to 18 months,

as opposed to the former requirement of 12

months.
Howard White, spokesman for University

President David C. Knapp, yesterday said

the University Executive Council - Knapp,
and University vice presidents and
chancellors - will meet this week to discuss

the pending increase.

White said University trustees will con-

sider the matter no later than their February

meeting, and a final decision should be

ready by March 1 , 1979.

Out-of-state tuition at other New England

land grant colleges is:

--$1,310 at the University of Rhode Island

at South Kingston.

-$2,200 at the University of Connecticut in

Storrs.

$2,476 at the University of Maine in Orono.

$3,550 at the University of New Hamp-
shire in Durham.
-$3,735 at the University of Vermont in

Burlington.

Knapp won't be here

due to health troubles
By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

University President David C. Knapp last

night cancelled an open forum he planned

to hold with students here due to health

problems.
Knapp checked into Tufts New England

Medical Center in Boston at about 5:30

p.m. yesterday. Doctors there diagnosed

his condition as a kidney stone attack, ac-

cording to University Vice-President for

Academic Affairs Ernest A. Lynton, who
works in Knapp's office.

A spokesman for the hospital last night

said Knapp was "feeling much better," and

that they could not say when he would be

released.

"Kidney stone attacks are very painful,"

Lynton said. "Driving out to Amherst

would not be a very good idea, so we
postponed," he said.

Amherst campus Vice-Chancellor for

Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson said

Knapp wished to express his regrets that he

could not meet with students tonight.

"He wants to get to campus and meet

with students, but he can't meet his oblig

qtion," Madson said.

Madson said he did not know when

another meeting between Knapp and

UMass students could be scheduled, but

said he felt it would be "in a relatively short

time."

Knapp had planned to meet with UMass

Student Government Association officials

at 5 p.m. tonight, and then hold a question-

and-answer session open to all students

from 6:15 to 7:30 p.m.

Knapp, who has been president of the

three-campus UMass system since Sept. 1,

was scheduled to deliver a short speech to

the open foium, before answering ques-

tions.

The last time a university president held

an open meeting with students was in

April, 1976, when Robert C. Wood, now
superintendent of the Boston Public

School System, was president.

Lynton described Knapp's kidney stone

attack as happening "very suddenly" while

Knapp was in his office at 250 Stuart Street

in downtown Boston.

Weeds in the campus pond contrasted against ripples in the water combine to

generate striking lines. (Staff photo by David Rodgers)

CCEBS sponsors
annual Career Day
By RENEEMOBLEY
and TERRELL EVANS
Collegian Staff

The annual Career/Graduate School Day
sponsored by the Committee for the Col-

legiate Education of Black Students was
held yesterday in the Student Union

Ballroom and the Campus Center,

Auditorium.
Approximately 100 private organizations,

federal agencies and schools sent represen-

tatives to discuss career opportunities and

academic programs available to students.

Organizations including Jordan Marsh,

IBM, AT&T, U.S. Customs, Civil Sen/ice

Commission, Veteran Administration, Col-

umbia University, Temple University, and

Boston and Howard Universities were pre-

sent.

Students expressed satisfaction with the

Day's events.

"I was exposed to resources from all oyer

the country that I wasn't aware of. I think

the day was rewarding for me," said Deb-

bie Sullivan.

Ndarfibi Nassoma said that "I spoke to

some good schools. I found them very

helpful in talking about admissions and

they expressed what they thought their

weak or strong points were."

The federal agencies were located in the

Campus Center Auditorium, and some of

the representatives said not enough
students came down to talk to them.

Valerie Gist of the U.S. General Accourv

ting Office said the day "was not too good,

more people should have come. Perhaps

part of it was the stigma of working for the

government."
"We would have at least had a better

chance to talk to students if all the

organizations were in the same room. VVe

heard there were a lot more people upstairs

(at the Student Union Ballroom) " said

Comptroller of Currency representative

Brian McDavitt.

Some representatives advised students on

how they should present themselves in an

interview situation. Eva Boyce of Touche-

Ross & Company said, "You have to

research your accomplishments and let

companies know the positive things you

have done."
The best thing a student can do is make
up his or her mind exactly what they want

to do, said Carol Kee of Filene's. That way,

she said, they know which companies to

deal with and will be able to tell companies

what experience they are looking for.

Student participation was slow during the

early hours, but picked up later in the day.

The program started at 10:00 a.m. and end-

ed at 4:30 p.m.

U.S. to send aid to Iran;

American homesbombed

A covered bridge in Vermont provides a stroller with a break from the usual

scenery. (Staff photo by Scott Barrett) .

WASHINGTON [AP]-Jhe United States

has decided to supply Iran with crowd-

control equipment, including tear gas and

police batons and shields, the State

Department said yesterday.

The decision to approve the recent sale

represents further support for the Shah and

the new military government in Tehran as

they act to suppress rioting involving anti-

Shah groups in the country.

Department officials also confirmed the

homes of three Americans in the Iranian

capital were firebombed. No injuries were

reported and the city is "essentially calm,"

department spokeswoman Jill Shuker said.

Police protection was requested by the

U.S. Embassy for some residential areas of

Tehran where Americans live, she said.

The sale of American-made equipment to

Iran required government approval. The
human rights office at the State Depart-

ment was involved in the decision, but of-

ficials refused to say whether the division

tried to block the sale or to give any details

of the transaction.

"I am not going to get into the internal

discussions within the government,"

Shuker said.

The Carter administration has emphasized

its support for the Shah in his struggle to

maintain order. Iran is considered of great

strategic importance in the Persian Gulf

area. It is also a major oil supplier to the

West.
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Hadley group rules
on Amherst water
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff
Hadley's committee studying the
Amherst Hadley water supply situation
released its report Tuesday night and
recommended that future sales of water to
Amherst be restricted to 500,000 gallons
per day.
The committee proposed a five year con

tract that would require Amherst to pay
$7,500 per year for 30 million gallons. The
rate would drop to $120 per million after the
initial amount and increase slowly for the
length of the contract.
Hadley supplied 300,000 gallons of water

per day to Amherst when the town ex-
perienced a supply shortage in October.
The water was supplied through a tem-
porary link from a Hadley fire hydrant.
Hadley would not be obligated to sell

more than the first 30 million gallons, and
could discontinue sales at any time if the
town experienced its own emergency, the
committee recommended.
Chairman of the water committee Joseph

Fitzgibbons said the report was made in the
interests of Hadley, and said the recom
mendations were based on continued use
of Hadley's Callahan wells on Bay Road.
The wells this summer were shut down

due to low water quality "Without the
Callahan wells there's no water to sell," he
said.

Hadley Selectman Joseph Wenczyck said
townspeople wanted to know why
Amherst's water rates are lower than
Hadley's, and why water was given free
during last month's crisis. -

Fitzgibbons said Hadley's water rates in

part were higher due to the necessity of
paying off a loan used to construct new
wells.

Amherst Board of Selectmen chariman
Diana Romer refused to comment last night
on the Hadley proposals, saying she has
not had time to study them, and has not of-
ficially heard from the Hadley selectmen.
Amherst has been attempting to negotiate

a permanent water link with Hadley for
several years as one possible solution to the
town's water problems. Hadley town
meetings have turned down several pro-
posals, including a proposal in March that
would have allowed Amherst to buy water
from Hadley whenever it was needed. The
water study committee was set up as a
result of that meeting.
The committee has been disbanded this

week, Fitzgibbons told the Colleigan last

night.

Fitzgibbons also said, in his opinion, "the
answer for Amherst is not with us. They've
got to take care of themselves." And he ad-
ded that "everyone knows there's water in

Amherst. They've got to treat it and use
it."

Luke Thalen as "Tortoise" and Chris
Zerby as "King" share the spotlight in
the Mark's Meadow Elementary
School Theater Group's production of
"The Food Drum." Also starring in the

production were the sons and
daughters of UMass' facuKy, staff, and
students, all under the direction of the
School of Education. (Staff photo by
Leo Fredette)

Survey shows students

support DNA research

Yaz speaks tonight

By MICHELLE J. POULIOT
CoHegian Staff

Half of students recently surveyed by the
Collegian said they believe recombinant
DNA research is beneficial.

The majority of the 120 students surveyed
also said they had heard about and knew
what the research was, and were interested
in the work and wanted to know more
about it.

The Collegian recently conducted the poll

to ascertain students' attitudes and
knowledge on the controversial research,
which involves experiments with the
"genetic carriers of hereditary information.

Such research is currently being done at

UMass, and also nearby Amherst College.
c

Ninety-two percent of the respondents
said they had heard of the research, and 90
percent said they knew what it was by
definition.

Eighty-six percent of the individuals said

they wanted to learn nrwre about tha
research, and half the respondents »aid

they were in favor of allowing the ex-
perimentation, saying its advantages
outweighed its drawbacks.

Other survey questions revealed personal
data about the respondents. Just under
half - 47 percent - were female, and
academic interests ranged from sciences,
humanities, business, arts, and other areas.
Thirty-eight percent of the respondents
were freshmen, 33 percent were
sophomores, 16 percent were juniors, and
13 percent were seniors.
The survey also provided for individual
comments.

"It should continue," one student said.
"Each year, however, DNA regulations
should be reviewed as progress is made."

Another student said he once spoke to a

British biologist who told him fears of

nuclear threats by terrorists were groun-
dless but any sophomore biology student
who took the time to learn "could produce
a new and deadly virus."

By JAMES CARTER
Collegian Staff .

Carl Yastrzemski, the 39-year-old captain
of the Boston Red Sox, will speak tonight
at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center.

Yastrzemski, the American League's
Most Valuable Player in 1967 and a three-
time American League batting champion,
will speak on his 18-year Red Sox career. A
question arvl answer period will follow his
speech.

His appearance will be sponsored by
UMass' Distinguished Visitors Program,
(DVP) and admission is free.

Yastrzemski's appearance was arranged
through the DVP by Robert Padula, a
senior political science major.

"Carl Yastrzemski is the one person I

would want to see more than anyone else in

the world," he said. "He's had a great
career, he plays with a lot of class and has
always been a team player."

Yastrzemski, whose home is in Florida,

recently has been in Massachusetts cam-
paigning for governor -elect Ed King.

"I called Carl's agent and everything fell

into place because he was in the area on
the campaign swing." said Padula.

Yastrzemski, who will be paid $1,200 by
DVP for this speaking engagement, will

leave immediately folfbwing the question
and answer period for New York, where
tomorrow he will speak at a Sports Il-

lustrated banquet.

Yastrzemski's appearance will be his first

at UMass.

Church sponsors food drive
The South Congregational Church and

its South Amherst Youth Group will spon-
sore a door-to-door food drive in Amherst
Saturday.

Junior and seniors from Amherst
Regional High School will ask town
residents to donate non-perishables, accor-
ding to drive coordinator Greg Bishop, bet-
ween 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. Bishop said one-
third of the food will go to the Amherst
Senior Community Chest, and the rest to

the Amherst Survival Center in North
Amherst for distribution to needy persons.

The South Congregational Church for

two years has had a weekly Sunday food
collection for the survivial center. However,
the center has been unable to build reserves
in the p>ast, and the drive is in attempt to
get ahead of the demand, according to
Bishop.

Bishop is a senior at Amherst Regional.
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Senate to support
Vassar students

irsMMCoTlegjan

By DAVID WOLOCHOWICZ
Collegian Staff

The Undergradute Student Senate last

night unanimously voted to support ten
Vassar College students arrested in

Poughkeepsie, N.Y. during a sit in and pro-

test concerning the college's holdings in

corporations operating in South Africa.

The students, members of the Coalition

for Social Responsibility, were arrested

Oct. 21 after occupying part of an ad-

ministration building for a few hours. They
face possible suspension or expulsion.

Sen. Joel Weissman, sponsor of the mo-
tion, said the issue is turning into a classic

feud According to Weissman, Vassar's

student president is opposed to divestiture,

while the editor-in-chief of Vassar's student
newspaper is strongly in favor of it.

The president is threatening to halt all

funding to Vassar's newspaper, said

Weissman.

In other Senate action, $3,000 was ap-
propriated for seven cash registers to be us-
ed by student-run businesses. "We have a
duty to support these businesses," said
Treasurer Jim O'Connell.

A proposed ten-day anthropoligical field

trip to Cuba this intercession was given a
boost, when the Senate appropriated $750
to the sixteen UMass students participating
in the trip.

A question and answer period scheduled
between student government leaders and
UMass President David C. Knapp was
cancelled late last night by Knapp due to

health problems. The senate had earlier

discussed its intentions of asking Knap
about proposed out-of-state tuition in-

creases.

Knapp had agreed to meet with students
for an open forum at the invitation of

Senate Speaker Brian De Lima.

/

Seminar to examine life

in and out of classrooms
ByKA THLEEN GOLDWAIT
Collegian Staff

A seminar on "Conditions of Student Life

As They Affect Academic Performance"
will be held tomorrow in the Campus
Center.

The seminar, sponsored by the UMass
Community Development Center, is to

"examine the relationship between student
life inside and outside the classroom,"
spokeswoman Judy Davis said. A member
of the group which arranged and designed
the seminar, Davis said the conference is

expected to connect what happens in the

classroom with "what happens during the
rest of the students' lives."

Ten staff members, students and faculty
planned the speakers and discussions for

the day-long conference, aimed to "im-
prove the quality of life and education at

the University," Davis said.

Former Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs Robert L. Woodbury will give in-

troductory and closing remarks at the
conference, which Davis said was pur-

posely planned for Friday when school
would not be in session so schedules would
not conflict. The Veterans Day holiday falls

Friday.

Tomorrow's conference will feature

Richard Kofler, a professor of physics and
astronomy. Director Sally Freeman, and
Theodore M. Newcomb, a visiting

professor from the University of Michigan
who will speak on "The Impact of College
on Students."

Davis said all students, staff and faculty

are encouraged to attend the conference,

which will end at 3:30 with a wine, cheese
and cider party. The conference is

scheduled for Room 917 of the Campus
Center.
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USED SKI EQUIPMENT *

= $$$-sell it at

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH t
(Nov, 15-18)

J
Turn-in Equipment .r ^\ C.C. Concourse

^

][9a.m.-5p.nn.
[\!r> JT^ ]

Nov. 7, 8, 9, 13 *
5 ^c ^\/^ J C.C. Concourse IT

J For info call 545-3437 5v^^:_^^ov. 14 Suffolk Roomj||
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HUNAN
GARDEN

DINNER
SPECIALS
$3.95

RESTAURANT
MON WED 5:00 8 00 P M

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS
$1.25 & UP

%'^n^^M
Mandnrin ^fcrbiirn

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

SUN. THURS. 11:30-10:00

FRI. & SAT. 11:30-11:00

MON FRI 11 30 2 30

CHINESE PASTRIES
£t COFFEE

SAT. a SUN 11 30 3 30
BEGINS SEPT. 16

10 BELCHERTOWN RD.
RT. 9, AMHERST

A path behind the University Health Center fades away into the distance, as

the weather qets colder and winter approaches. (Staff photo by Joanne Quinn)

Bus garage construction

should start in 2 weel<s
By NINAMARY BUBA
Collegian Staff

Construction of a new UMass bus
garage, to be built on the site of an existing

open-bay garage on Governor's Drive, is

tentatively slated to begin in two weeks.
The $1 .5 million garage will be 80 percent

federally-funded, and 20 percent financed
by the Pioneer Valley Transportation
Authority, a local company which ad-

ministers and helps promote local public

transit.

William Barret, campus director of

transportation and parking, said the pro-

ject, contracted to Fontaine Brothers Con-
struction Co., of Springfield, will include a

$50,000 fully-automated bus washer.
"The bus washer will be capable of

recycling 75 percent of the water it uses,"

barret said. "So, we don't foresee using

much of the area's already scarce supply."

Completion date for the garage is

scheduled for July 1, 1979.

"The contractor is as anxious as we are to

start the excavation, to lay the footing, and
to pour the concrete before the freeze sets

in," he said.

Barret said the only forseeable problem is

what to do during the winter with 26
recently arrived new PTVA coaches.

"We'll have to keep shuffling theoi

around and keep them out this winter," he
said. "It's rather unfortunate that we hava
to leave them out but there's nothing we
can do about it."

The new garage will have openings for

about 20 more student employees, which
will increase the current 141 students to a

projected 160.

2560251 2560252
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STUDENT
YARK SPECIAL!

Save 40% on any of our yarns
with the purchase of sufficient

yarn for the completion of a project!

"You must present this od to got your discount cord"

naiuial icMtiles
"AMHERSr J FADRIC CENTER"

Authoflicd d*ol«r of Swiss Dvfnino svwing mochtnas.

r»or 159 n. pleosont str««t, omh»r$t

hoursi 10-6 fDOo.-sot. 256-6427
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UMass economics profs talks of recession
ByMARK WILDING
Coihgian Staff

In every text from Smith's Wea/f/> of
Nations to UMass' own Best and Con-
nally's The Politicized Economy, it has been
called the dismal science. It is, of course,
economics. Why dismal?
In the past it was because other disciplines

looked on it as no more than a poor man's
dutch book, about as scientific as rolling

craps in a hurricane. Its stature as a bona
tide science has increased one-hundred-
fold in the last fifty years though, so that it

receives much more respect.

However these days it is called the dismal
science for another reason: because the
only prognostications its proponents have
to offer are dismal.

The Collegian talked with half a dozen
professors m the Economics department
Monday and Tuesday about President
Carter's measures in the last two weeks to
curb inflation and stabilize the dollar. One
word echoed from their conversations-

recession .

Professor James Crotty explained that

Carter's announcements were interrelated.

"Carter came out and proposed his

voluntary wage-price controls because he
wants to slow down inflation. The in-

ternational market sees how weak the
measures are and that inflation isn't going
to be stopped."
Meanwhile the international market is

holding six hundred billion dollars which are
becoming weaker due to inflation. The
whole market has been tremendously
unstable over the last six months. They
have no confidence in the dollar. So they
sell-what we just had was a major crisis. So
Carter raises the discount rate (that interest

rate at which banks can borrow funds from
the Federal Reserve bank) and proposes
that the U.S. borrow 30 billion in foreign
currency to buy up dollars," he said.

"If it works-great. If for some reason the
international currency sp>eculators lose

confidence, people will think the U.S. has
shot itslast wad.

"

Leonard Rapping went so far as to
describe the future situation as a
"depression".
"No one knows how deep it's going to be.

It could even zap the automobile industry.
Loans will tighten up and most of the loans
on the Consumer debt are automobile
loans," he said.

Michael Best said the "corporations aren't
bullish on the future. They blame the
government for inflation. In the 1930's
stimulating investments was sufficient. But
such Keynesian measures were designed in

the context of a period without inflation
and balance of trade problems."
Douglas Vickers thought Carter's
measures would be ineffective, but for
reasons different from those of his
colleagues.

'It's a sectoral policy, really. The con-
struction and housing industry are going to
be hurt because the initial impact of
Carter's announcement will be on the
savings and loan associations which are
responsible for mortgage loans."

"We need an incomes policy where th«
rate of income is tied to productivity," he
said.

Crotty said Carter has such a policy in the
works, and that it has little chance for
success.
"Part of Carter's proposal was that those

workers who got less than a 7 percent
increase in wages would get a tax break. It

won't get anywhere. What is required is a
change in structure. I don't mean
revolution, rather something like a raising

and reallocation of federal credit.
Somewhere in the neighborhood of 50
billion dollars," he said.

Asked what the effects locally would be
Professor George Treyz said Amherst is "a
the end of a long chain of events. The town
depends on UMass which depends on tht

state legislature where there are a lot o.

other claims on public money People are
more interested in reducing property taxes
and seeking local aid. The upshot is that i.

will be even more of a struggle to sell publi
higher education."

Five firefighters

fired in Boston
BOSTON l/4Pl-Five

Boston firefighters have
been fired in an investiga-

tion of a possible leak and
advance sale of Civil Ser-
vice examinations, ac-
cording to department
spokesmen.

AMiitrtt CMmm FooJ

62 Main St 253 7836
•Fr««h Chines*
v«getsbl«t from our
own farm

•Fully air conditioned
•Closed Wednesday
•Luncheon specials

91.2S and up

High quality food at a
reasonable price"

Recommended by the
New York Times"

Acaieerinlaw-
without lawscfiool

After just three months of study at The
i\ Institute for Paralegal Training in

Philadelp>hia. you can have an exciting and rewarding

career in law or business—without law school.

As a lawyer s assistant you will be performing

t\ many of tfie duties traditionally handled
only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal

Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of

law to study. Upon completion of your training, The
Institute's unique Placement Service will find you a

responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or

corporation in the city of your choice.

T'he Institute for Paralegal Training is the

nation s first and most respected school for

riralegal training. Since 1970, we ve placed over

500 graduates in over 83 cities nationwide.

If
you're a senior of high academic standing

and looking for an above average career,

contact your placement office for an interview with

our representative.

We will visit your campus on:

Friday, December 1

Tlw
lnstitut«

Training* .gf.;;f«[^<^'^>^^^^

for ^^i hlil 235 South 1 7th Street

Paralegal zl ^^ ^^<>a(^«ip^ia.'.^^ \9\oi

Approved by the American Bar Association.

THE
COMMONWEALTH
STACK

AMERICA S NEWEST RESIDENT PROFESSIONAL THEA TER
PRESENTS

V2 PRICE
STUDENT RUSH
TICKETS

EQUUS
EOUUS
EOUUS

PKTKR SHAHKR'S
BRILLIANT AU ARI> UINNINC; DRAMA

Oct. 27-Nov. 18

Performances Tues.-'Sun. Eves at 8:00 PM
Frank Prentice Rand Theater

i'Mass Fine Arts Center

'/i price student rush tickets are available each

evening performance at 6:00 PM
Hox Office U535II

Congratulations!

CORAL • BRIQUE
• WINE • RUSSET

Now what?
Vou can Mrorh 9 Ir ^ lof the man. Of you can worh tulMtm* lor mankind
The PEACE COAP% and VISTA oltar rou a raal allatnaliva inal could tM Iha (no«l

'ewarding tioftrivnce ol you' lile

In the PfjiiCf. COWPS you can go whx* you' skills and earning arc naaded Vou
can ii>« .n a na« land speak a new language »na be adopted by a new people

VKfA otiers you tne oppoftumiy to help people 'igtii ne>e in this country

wselhar us m trie troubled gxetto the mountains oi Appalactiia. or in youi own
cotnmunny

II you want to do sometnmg really imponani. conside' tne PEACE COUPS o>

VISTA because you CAN make all me dillerence in tne world

To find out mora atxtut Um opeonu<«tll*a awaitirKi vou In the PEACE CONPS
rVlSTA. TALK WITH FORMER VOLUNTEERS

Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday. Now. 13-15

at the Placament Office

General Information- Monday. Campus Center Concourse

We'll show you how to use that diploma

1 DAY ONLY!
Ear-Piercing

Clinic
SATURDAY

X, 1P.M. TO 5 P.M.

INCIUOEO

If you've been wanting to have your ears
pierced now*s the time! A registered

nurse will use a painless, medically-approved
procedure that takes less than 30 seconds!
The price includes non-allergenic 24 karat
gold over surgical-grade stainless steel

studs and clasps. Under 18 years of age
must have written parental consent.

PLUS EXTRA BONUS: 20% DISCOUNT
ON ALL EARRINGS IN STOCK!

JEWELRY
DEPT.

Al

Four new, natural

earth tone color moods
from fashion conscious
LaMaur Natural Womaif

LA MAUR

^a

EARTH TONES
COSMETIC

COLLECTION
Nature has a way of creating bright colors and then

slightly toning them so that they blend and harmon-

ize with their natural surroundings. Separate and

apart the colors are vivid and striking. Placed in their

natural surroundings they blend and become a part

of nature's dramatic, ever-changing color show.

La Maur Natural Woman* has borrowed a page

from nature's color book and created four new nat-

ural color moods for fashion conscious women and

blended them into Natural Woman Cosmetics' new

Earth Tones Collection Each color by itself is rich,

vibrant, earthy; however, when blended and coordi-

nated with similar and complimentary colors in every

makeup category, they harmonize to create a fash-

ionable impart ttiat tells the world you are unique

enough to be different, and similar enough to fit

Let us give you a complimentary demonstration of

these new colors on you.

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY IN PROFESSIONAL BEAUTY SALONS

TEL 2S3 9526
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189 N PLEASANT ST
AMHERST MASS

When you buy a stereo

system from Tech Hifi, you can

take 3 months to decide ifyou want
to keep it.

You can exchange any part of

your system, or all of it, for any
other equipment ofequal or greater

value at Tech Hifi. For up to three

months after your purchase.

We'll give you full credit on
equipment you exchange, as long

as it's in good working condition.

with your sales slip, and warranty

cards unfilled.

Our 3-Month Exchange pro-

tects you ifour system doesn't sound

as great in your home as it did in

our soundroom.

Of course, we wouldn't take

the chance of offering a guarantee

like this if our systems weren't so

good.

Take our system shown above,

for example. It features a famous
Pioneer 450 am/fin stereo receiver,

reliable Garrard 730 automatic

turntable, a pair ofaccurate Philips

420 loudspeakers, and a quality

Pickering cartridge. All of this, for

just $299 at Tech Hifi!

CiDpiONeEIY ^c.xi^x<i Philips PiCMEmNC

tech hifi
VISA'

15 East Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100
stores also throughout Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont,

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio and Michigan.
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To the Editor:
Seabrook Rally

this Saturday

To the Editor
This Saturday, November 11, there wiH

be a protest demonstration against the

Seabrook nuclear power plant in

Seabrook, New Hampshire. It will be
both a peaceful and legal demonstration,

although those individuals whp wish to

participate in peaceful civil disobedience

may do so at their own discretion.

The protest is to educate the public to

the dangers of nuclear power; from

radioactive wastes, to the negative

economic effects, to the loss of a

minimum of 85,000 human lives in the

case of a ma/or nuclear plant accident.

Those who wish to join the demonstra-

tion [and everyone is encouraged to

come] should meet at the Montague play-

ing fields at 8:00 a.m. on Saturday morn-

ing. To get to the fields: From the Mon-
tague post office take a left turn directly

across the street, and continue straight to

the playir}g fields. After organizing, the

car caravan v^ proceed directly to

Seabrook.
Tom Sidley

Clamshell Alliance Representative

Riots paralyze

Iranian capital

To the Editor:

During the past weekend rioters paralyz-

ed Iran's capital city, Tehran, burning
banks, hotels, more theaters, and office

buildings. They attacked the British em-
bassy, shouting "death to the Shah.

"

The Shah has been calling them muslim
fanatics and ordered his troops to open
fire on them. >

Fourteen centuries ago the Islamic

religion was presented to the worid with

the mission of the prophet Muhammad.
The people of Iran embraced Islam,

liberating themselves from slavery.

Whenever, in the course of the last four-

teen centuries, Iranians have perceived a

serious threat, they have sought refuge in

Islam and relied upon it for their

deliverance. For Iranians the revolu-

tionary Islamic idealogy "real Islam"

-

means independence, social justice, and
political freedom.
The anti-Islamic system of monarchy, of

which Iran is not the only representative

in Islamic world, has constantly striven in

order to preserve itself and its western

supporters. This despotic rule deprives

the Moslem people of Iran, their source of

support and faith.

The Shah's reginw was restored by the

CIA coup of 1953, has committed in-

human atrocities against the Moslem
people of Iran, and their committed
leadership. In 1963, the Shah gave the full

control of economical, political, and
military affairs, as well as all the natural

resources of the country, to America, and
in order to facilitate America's tasks in

Iran he imposed the law of capitulation on
the Iranian people.

Ayatullah Khomayni, the religious and
political leader of the people, in support

of the rights of the people of Iran, pro-

tested against the Shah's crimes. As a

result of his support, he was arrested and
imprisoned by the Shah's regime. On
June 5, 1963 the people arose in protest

against the regime and in support of

Ayatullah Khomayni. The Shah brutally

massacred 15, 000 Moslem people of Iran,

in different cities of the country, in order

to preserve his position and to continue

serving his western supporters.

Ayatullah Khomayni, who has been liv-

ing in exile in Iran for 15 y'jars [recently

moved to France] has constantly pro-

moted the interest of fslam and proclaim-

ed the just demands of Iranian people in

their struggle against the Shah's regime,

America, the Soviet Union, and all forces

of despotism.

Since the beginning of this year, large-

scale riots have taken place regularly in

Iran. During the past two months the

riots have reached their utmost stage. On
Friday, September 8, the Shah's troops

opened fire on demonstrators resulting in

the death of thousands of people. Since

the most of the Iranian people, including

the petroleum industry workers, universi-

ty professors, school teachers, taxi

drivers, central bank staff, post office

staff, radio- television, communications
workers, and students all over the coun-
try have been on strike. Masses ofpeople
have been roaming in the streets of
Tehran [capital city of Iran]. Setting fire

to foreign owned cinemas, hotels, and
buildings, shouting "death to the Shah"
and asking his overthrow. As a result the
Shah's government collapsed last Sun-
day and the military cabinet has been put
in charge.

President Carter, the so called "King of
human rights" has declared his full sup-
port of Shah 's regime?!
WE HEREBY PLEAD AMERICAN PEO-

PLE TO PROTEST AND CONDEMN
CARTER'S SUPPORT OF SHAH. WE
URGE AMERICAN PEOPLE TO HELP
REMOVE THE 41,000 US MILITARY AD-
VISORS AND CIA AGENTS FROM IRAN
IMMEDIATELY.

Iranian Moslem Students

Letter biased

To the Editor:

In reading the editorial by Rita Zeidner

on 11/7/ 78, I found an unacceptable bias

in her closing remark. Specifically, she
addressed men as the sole obstacle in

eliminating unpleasant roles women find

themselves in. Why doesn't she blame
the historic apathy of women as well as

the historic chauvinism of men?
I admit that men still predominate the

decision making roles in our worid, but
contend that the inherited attitudes of

both men and women today must be
overcome. All of society should be in-

formed of the need and desire for equality

among the sexes. Therefore, I feel that

women's news is important, but should
not be segregated from the body of any
newspaper.
Like Ms.' Zeidner, / would like to see
more rapid change. But in waiting, it

seems only fair that she thank women
and men alike for "not having done shit".

Bryan L. Swift

From dust 1

"Parts of the six-story Campus Center
parking garage are on the brink of collapse,

according to information made available to

the baily Hampshire Gazette. .

.

"The building authority haii hired Desco
products of Conn. Inc. to fil! in the cracks

and fissures with epoxy glue as the first

stage of repair...

"According to Evan Johnston, until

recently the vice-chairman of the building

authority'; 'The garage [built in 1970] is be-

ing held together by glue and toothpicks.
'"

t
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-The Daily Hampshire Gazette
11/3/78 c

[MEET THE PREZ!|

UMass President David Knapp will

be making his first public appearance

before students.

Due to illness.

President Knapp will

have to re-schedule
his visit.

Watch for the new date.

He will be delivering a short speech

followed by an open question period.

Listen and decide

for yourself!

All students are welcome!
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•jAL RESEARCH AND ADVOrACV
RCFRA 3J '^ STIJOFNIT CE^4TFR FOR FI

V _^/ For further information call SCERA. 426 S.U. 545-0341

Soapj-Safflifs-SanduiichM-OuifJieJ

Ba^eh and Spreads—Baked Goods

Yogurt Swoothtei-Fresh Ground CoHee

at F«fei next to the Amherst Pott OHice

COMPLHE TAKEOUT SERVICE

MTh 8-6.00 . Fri»-9:00 S«t 8-5:00

2568955

A representative

will be on the campus

WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER 15, 197H

to discuss quail* cat'ons for

advanced study a'

AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
a'^d iob opportunities

.: ">e f e'd o'

INTERNATIONAl MANAGEMENT

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL

OF internaiional management

Thunderbird Camput
Glendale, Aniana 8S306
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students AceTorum' ^irtt Invoked In Springfield

By Gayle Young

A funny thing happened in
Bowker Auditorium last weekend.
A handfull of students, the
Roebuck Players, present a play
with spirit, humor, talent, and pro-
fessionalism to i>acked houses for
three nights in a row.
A Funny Thing Happened on the

Way to the Forum (Book by Bert
Shevelove and Larry Gelbart,
Music and Lyrics by Stephen Son-
dheim) is an ambitious little

musical which could easily be tor-
turous to sit through with it's scat-
tered plot and sometimes heavy
humor but the director. UMass
Junior Peter J. Tolan, managed not
only to pull it off but to add a little
innovative humor of his own.
The play concerns the antics of a

slave Pseudolus (Peter Tolan) who
is attempting to gain his freedom
by matching up his young master
Hero (Tony Magner) with his true
love, the virgin courtesan Philia
(Lisa Winston) while his parents
Senne (Richard Grossman) and
Domina (Ellen 21ieve) are awav

Philia however is destined to be
sold to a Captain Miles Olorioeus
(Steven Scheerer) and Hero's
parents to return, which leads to
delighful pandemonium in-
terspread with tunes such as "Com-
edy Tonight." "Lovely." and
"Everybody Ought to Have a
Maid.'*^

As director. Tolan staged the pro-
duction extremely well. He paced
the play with the quick timing
needed although a confusing chase
scene in act two stumbled and the
ending fell short of falling flat.
Tolan also teneded to pack in
slapstick shtick in places where he
should let the natural flow of the
plot's events carry the scene
through.

But these few problems were
easy to overlook. After the first
number. "Comedy Tonight," the
audience was caught up in an infec-
tious spirit that intensified with
every scene. Clever 'extra' visual
gags kept the play fresh and in-
novative for those who had seen
other productions and
choreography by Denise Boutin ad-
ded unmeasurably.

As Pseudolus. Tolan wp.8 outstan-
ding. He carried the play with his
magnifying stage presence and
perfect comic timing on every
delivered line. However Brian Mur-
phy as Hysteriiim stole the second
act with his portrayal of a prissy,
hyper-active slave, ("I live to
grovel"), forced to disguise as the
courtesan Philia.

The real Philia was also played
well by Winston, who is from
Amherst College. She managed to
portray a simple sweet bombaheU
blonde without nauseating the au-
dience, in fact she was extremely
endearing; as was her lover Hero
played by Magner. Their perfect
sublte humor were a nice contrast
to the rest of the boisterous cast.

Good performances ^vere also
given by Grossman as Sennex. and
Scheerer as Gloriosus & Raymond
Gamache as Erronius. an elderly
man searching for his long lose
children, was an audience favorite.

There was also a trio of Proteans
(Scott Cunningham. Joel Brava,
and Bob Stack) whose versatile per-
formances as slaves, sailors,
soldiers, and Eunichs livened up
the set countless times. The six
oourtes€ins were pleasantly distrac-
ting.

The production was a heartening
display of talent by fellow students.
It IS especially easy to conject a
great future in the theatre for
Tolan whose directing is promising
at least and acting the best.

Hopefully the Roebuck players,
named in tribute to Sears lesser
remembered half, will continue
with other productions and become
a company the community will
remember best.

f

GRADUATE RECORD
EXAM WORKSHOP

Monday, November 13
7-10 p.m.

Thompson Hall Lounge— 6th Floor

Free, 3-hour workshop to include infor-

mation and tips for taking the Graduate
Record Examination. It is designed to

alleviate stress and to help students test

to their full capacities.

For further Information call Beth
Schneider, Pre-Grad Advisor,

5-2191.

p
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Academic Counselor Position Available:

Upward Bound
University of Massachusetts/Amherst

Upward Bound caseworker position now
available for Holyoke area. Prior experience

working with low-income bi-lingual minority

youth required. Responsibilities include the

academic counseling and monitoring for ap-

proximately 30 students. Position available for

20-30 hrs/wk at $4.50/hr. Access to a car for

outreach purposes desired.

Resumes may be submitted to 205 New Africa

House by no later than November 17, 1978.

For more information, please call: 545-0250 and

speak with the Secretary, or Rhonda Gordon,

Director.

The UMass Arts Council and
The Mind's Eye Cine Club

presents:

LOOSE
ENDS

...the nnarvelously, bittersweet

story of working class buddies.

Thursday, Nov. 9
^ Thompson 104

8:15 p.m.
FREE

nUIIWATS 6 PETER PAN DUSUNES

By Kenneth S. Shain

This past Sunday night marked
the triumphant return of Black
Classical music to the Springfield
area as Professor Archie Shepp led
an exceptional band in presenting
two sets of pure inspiration to a
standing room-only crowd in the
Regency Room of Springfield's
Stonehaven Hotel. Made possible
bv the resourceful efforts of
Charles Majeed Greenlee and the
Mayor of Springfield's Office for
Cultural and Community Affairs,
the first of the new "Meet the Com
poser " series was a resounding sue
cess from the first introductory
remark to the last closing note.
Assisting Professor Shepp in

maintaming the aural tradition
were Avery Sharp on bass, Clifford
Jarvis on drums, and Art Matthews
on picmo with Charles Majeed
Greenlee on trombone and Hap
Carter on trumpet. More than a
concert. Professor Shepp unleash-
ed upon the audience the wisdom of
our ancestors as carried in sound
and as interpreted by his sax
ophone. If anything, the perfor-
mance was more of a ritual, invok
ing the spirit and functioning to
dnve the evil forces that have kept
Springfield "jazz free " out of town.
Archie performed a variety of

new and old material, all of which
bore out, in one way or another, his
own theoretical approach to music.
All of the formal elements of
African music were present in the
Professor's sets, as were the
various functions ascribed to both
traditional and contemporary
forms.
The band opened with a Shepp

original, "Ujama" which showcas-
ed not only the technical skill of the
players involved, but the degree to
which each of their skills could be
brought together in synthesizing a
group sound. "Steam." one of this
critic's all-time favorite melodies,
anytime, anyplace, soon followed,
with the professor sticking to the
magical masculine tones of the
tenor sax for the entire composi-
tion.
in "Blues for Brother George

Jackson." Professor Shepp
delivered an awe-inspiring history
and geography lesson as we ex-
plored together not only the
possibilities of the music itself but
the forces in history that have com
bin6d together to usher forth such
possibilities. With Clifford Jarvis
punctuating the cycles and
creating a time- line of develop-

The Archie Shepp Concert

ment, the whole band was brought
to bear in a disciplined yet relaxed
way. Glimpsing eras gone by and
still yet to come and surveying the
entire range of geographical varia-
tions on these eras. Professor
Shepp brought us through the call
and response trading of fours and
eights, up through a simulated
hocket technique using self-limited
tones of the bass and sax and bcu^k
up to the top again with a mirliton-
ed "fuzz" to the sax. Here, the
spirit was invoked.
Alter a short break, the band

returned, this time to rid the town
of those nefarious evil spirits, once
and for all. Here, the work was
easier as the band had the
assistance of all the good "loas"
summoned up in the previous set.
Developing John Coltrane's classic
"Giant Steps." the band set a pace
that would carry it through the rest
of the evening and into the next
generation. Though it appeared at
this point that the band was as hot
as it could be, somebody turned the
heat on. Out of the blue, and off the
card, came another Coltrane com-
position, "Some Other Blues, " that
propelled the heady crowd's minds
right out of the sljtulls. Again, in the
oral tradition of the masters of old,
Archie Shepp'documented not only
his history, but the history of a na-

tion as heard through the sound of
a six-piece band. Special note must
be given here to Hap Carter who
joined the band on trumpet at the
last minute. His contributions were
well received and played the St.
Louis connection to Majeed's 'Bone
blown New Orleans.
Clifford Jarvis, whose real impact

YiBS yet to be felt in the world of
music, was simply incredible. His
immaculate playing and advanced
approach to rhythm coupled with
his highly developed and consistent
metric skills put him in the ranks
of Ed Blackwell, Billy Higgins,
Elvin Jones and other masters of
the drum. His career should be long
and prosperous.
On bass was an up-and-coming

master of the stand-up struck-and-
pluck. Avery Sharp. Though his
solos were kept intentionally short,
his presence was fully felt especial-
ly during "Some Other Blues." Art
Matthews played piano, integrating
some very sensitive chording into
the brassy sound of the band.
Charles Majeed Greenlee, the

man whose efforts resulted in this
evening of fine music, too. must be
thanked. His efforts, on and off the
bandstEind, stand out as true reflec-

tions of the kind of work that can
and must be done within the
"positive dimension." His unswerv-

ing loyalty to the ears that receive
his sound will not go unthanked.
For all of them, the payoff is in the
next generation.

^
roper Gander

Editor: Ken Shain
Assistant Editors:

Amy Kaplan*

Mario Barros
Layout:

Rick Alvord

THE ORIGINAL
BEE HIVE BAG

For Information, Schedules and Pri^s, contact:

Campus Center Bus Office - 545-2006, or 549-6000

r

Complttely handmade with hand-finiihed mahogany
handles. Select year own fabric and trim color, with or

withomt a monogram. Chooae from a wide variety of linens and
wools, in solid colon and wool tartans.

Larg bat ml coirer $20.00

AmlitioBal cover $8.00

witk araiiofraai $11.00

THE LADIES SHOP

litiuiiir nf Ulahili. Inr,

.\ "< > t , r, >
23,: ,W

.^^l

Homemade Ice Cream and Baked Goodies

11-11:30 Sun.-Thurs.; 11-midnight Fri.-Sat.
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OLDER
UNDERGRADUATE

STUDENTS

Academic advising for older students will be
available in CASiAC, Machmer E-27, the

following hours during pre-registration counsel-

ing week, Nov. 13-18:

1

Mon. 1-4:30

Tues. 1-3

Wad. 9-12

Thurs. 1-3

Fr4. 10-12
1-3

The advisor in E-27 is Paul Vasconcollos.

EGGS BENEDICT-BELGIAN WAFFLES
LOX a BAGELS

12:00-3:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH

-'iiiiivv

rm^m.
>MiiMi«i.«^'^.

executed,
Niovemcev I9,i9t5.

I

\

I

Just Arrived^For Rent

O'.lv at

§*€1L:S
9a

57 N Pleasant St.

253 5141

Across from the fire station

Compact Refrigerators—$33

until May. Free delivery on

Nov. 15. Call 586-1430. !

L Campus Rentals^ Inc.

OPEN FORUM

To discuss Collegian

editorial content and
policy. If you have any
questions^ comments, or
suggestions for the Col-

legian please come to the

News Council meeting.

Monday, November 1

3

8:00 p.m. in CC 805-809

^VfOP^

The Phone eali
By Paul Zajslaw

The Phone-Call
aoom-y pun

(after tree-rings)
Bruce: Hello?
Laurel: Hello, is this Spruoe?
Bruce; Yes it -my Gkxi-Is that yew
Laurel?
Laurel: Yew bet your priokly ash
it's me!
Bruce: Wow, sifter hollies years.
Laurel: Yes. it aspen a lo|f time.
Bruca^ You're knot in trouble ol'

bud-dy, are yew?
Laurel: Me, out on a limb?"Of
course knot! I just called to make
conservation.
Bruce: I'm glad yew called. I was
board.
Laurel: Say Bruce, did Mjrrtle
Filbert ever get married?
Bruce: Yup, to Doug.
Laurel: What'd she marry Doufflas
fir? He's chestnut her type. Can
yew cedar reason?
Bruce: Knot reallv.
Laurel: But wasn t Doug married to
Hazel?
Bruce: Witch Basel?
Bruce: Hasel Mulberry.
Bruce: (stumped) Who?
Laurel: Yew know-she wasn't very
poplar, but had a great fig-ure and
was fun to date. Remember the
beech...
Bruce: Oh yeah-Hazel Mulberry!
Doug must have di-forest her.

Laurel: I betel-leaf Myrtle like he
left Hazel.
Bruce: Maple-leaf her, maybe knot.
Kuxnquat may.
Laurel: Hey, what about that
nutMeg? Is she still undergoing
sequoia-tree?
Bruce: No, Margaret's oak-ay now.
She marreid Elmer.
Laurel: Meg married Elm-er -that
lemon?
Bruce: Yup, olive a sudden-
andwithout her father's consent.
Laurel: Yew mean she did knot
have her papaya's persinunon?
Bruce: She knew he wood be a
medlar.
Laurel: I'll

right in her
that mango.
Bruce:
CASHEW!
Laurel: Bless yew.
Bruce: Thanks.
Laurel: So yew remembered Hazel.
eh?
Bruce: Sure. Every weekend we
wood embark for the beech, take off
our trunks, and wood get quite
knotty. First weed pawpaw, and
then weed balsam. Soon Id be stiff
as a board (I wood-knot want
mahcganv other way.). Then I

wood-stick my larch-stem between
her tulips (nice bush!) and let the
sap phloem into her box. It felt
soapberry berry good. Afterwoods.
I wood rubber grapefruits -what a
pear! She was mimosa-exciting

bet Meg has Elm-er
palm. She'll never let

aaah-aaah-aaah"

Laurel: Yeah, mine too.

Bruce: Oops! Laurel, I must go; it's

3:30, and there's somethmff I must
2 by 4. Leaf me your number and
I'll arranger time to call yew back.
Laurel: I butternut--yew wood
laugh.
Bruce: I wooden laugh. What is it?

Laurel: I butternut say.
Bruce: What is it?

'Laurel: I butternut say.
Bruce: Laurel, fertilizer time, what
is it?

Laurel: Oak-ay, oak-ay, it's (pauses)
tree-tree-tree-tree-tree-tree-tree.
Bruce: Ha! Ha! Snort! Chuckle! etc.

Laurel: (crying) Trees-on Yew said

S»w wooden laugh!
ruce: I'm sorrM Laurel.

Laurel: (continues to cry)
Bruce: Do knot pine-needlessly, I

said I was sorry.
Laurel: Yew'll be even sorrier as
tiiyptees down the receiver!
Bruoe: Yew blttemut hang up.
Laurel! Laurel! HeUo?

Inspired by:
Name
Phil O'Dendros
Tim Burr (nice feUer)
Teresa Green
Verne L. Woods
Jane Sauh

Home
No. Pole
up Route 1

Oakland '

Pearl Arbor
Mass. Acres

ANNOUNCING
THE OPENING OF

FLYING FEET

THE WORLD'S FINEST
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR

?CUA
A COMPLETE SELECTION OF

THE BEST IN SPORTING EQUIPMENT
AND CLOTHING.

SOME OF THE FAMOUS NAMES
IN OUR DEPARTMENTS INCLUDE:

ATHLETIC
FOOTWEAR

NIKE
ADIDAS
BROOKS
PUMA

CONVERSE
ETONIC
HEAD

SPOTBILT
KEDS
OSAGA

HOCKEY TENNIS
BAUER HEAD
CCM BANCROFT

DAOUST SPALDING
MICRON DUNLOP
KOHO EKTELON

CHRISTIAN ADIDAS
NORTHLAND SKIS

TITAN (Downhill &
SWIM SUITS Cross Country)

HEAD AMERICANA
SPEEDO ADIDAS .

CEE-BEE SPALDING

CLOTHING
WOOLRICH
DOWN VESTS

AND
JACKETS
ADIDAS

SUN DOWN
SPORTING GOODS

RAWLINGS
VOIT

WILSON
SPALDING

STX.

MUllUlfUlfUIMIRMIlAMAMMaMIMMAfUlfUIIUIfUlfUlfUia

CAMPUS TEN PIN BOWLING
(Located in basement of

Boyden building)

Mon. -Sat. 4 p.m. -10:30 p.m.

60c per string.

Shoes free with UM ID

Phone 5-2239
"^TTTpnr'PTiTTP'np'nrTT'rT^npTT^npnrTTT''

xc 3X
CHEESEGIFTSHOP

CHEESE
CHOCOLATES

GODIVA

103 N. Pleasant

wr

Open House arKJ

GlassblowJng
Demonstration

CORREU GLASS
STUDIO

SSSamairtSt.
Holyoic, Ma.

Prt^knstm* S«ld

Goblets Saturday
Paperwts. Nov. 11

Vases 10 a.m. -5 p.m.

Welcomes

XPenney
Opening, Wed., Nov. 8th

"Fantasyoilte"
IVofemdonal Ice Skaterson the Mall

Wed. -Sat., Nov. 8-11

Noon, 4, and 7:30 pm
AQ Four Days •^^
F.xc-lllii>(tiili'nuiili>iiitl arilsls |K-rl'iiriii iliri-i- lliiK-s<liiltv.

l)uxxllii|[(Mil<>iirtKlsiiiiilaliriK-il\v- sktiihiiiiliios liriiimhi-

iK'UJIly Uinll-M'IICIIK'III llClllV luriil'M llV «J|1>\V«.|CUI -41111111.

Inllinuic I'liniiiii ili:il will iiiiui/c von.

*Fiinww 1*1 l«' w u lyikiiH li-^k-iM liv >t*m |ifrfi>niK'<l i«i ii Unnm^ifciMli-

•KiKiKV nwirilul ihui aii*. iW^ltiiii-il r^^KMulh fair hv •Icuatiiit ^ I

VISIT us IN THE NEW
AMHERST SHOPPERS PARK

UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST

MA8TERCHARGE BANKAMERICARD

^CfnSsspr UtMf

c

®

OMtNfKU*

I

MAtOt1¥hll
COiilGf

MOMTHAMrrOM
*MMtl«St

|MTHM«»fO*«

v*mo'*no

HampsNr* Mall Stores Now Open

AnnisFnedOough

Cj»u»i Coil*'
CneiS King
Cii'ivdCiarti Toe*eco«i»l
ComTidnd P»f!wm«rKe
CVS Ofo<»«

CXibSOop
Eocnamed Prints

Ert>nson •Cj'OS'K'O
Fi«»-1 ft Mcis.efv

G«"<«<i>l Nul/cli'>" Ctoitt

Heier uanaoVf % Kat«.dn*cof)*

Jah< • Rowi BM*
JonMtunn»«t
K«V'BM Toy » M(j«*y

Kinn«y siton
Knot Jual BmO*
Illicit Norman Covneiics
snoM To Bool
So Fro rtmo
Sijan t
Taco Lindo
Taqway SKoaa
TnomlttcAn Family

Tnom MeAn. Man a
Tnra* Ring Oreua
T.if.iny Bakary
T»optr t5l#

VVaiOf" Boo»»
Zitt Ja*clm

Mall Hours: 10 AM to 10 PM,

Monday thru Saturday

Rt. 9 in Hadley. Between

Northampton and Amherst

••w%jUE Wi%^*»«

BAR

ORINGO
Wed. -Sat.

Nov. 8-11

Coming Nov. 18-JOHN MORGAN
Happy Hour

\) Ttmrsrtay, Novemljer 9, 1978
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By James Egan
I had just been "assigned a

story," just like on The Mary Tyler
Moore Show. The story had to do
with the abstract paintings of
James Hendricks, currently on ex-
hibit in the Campus Center Con-
course. Well, this night. 1 had decid-
ed to become a member of the Col-
legian, and promptly received my
first story. They called it a feature
article- very imipressive, Jim Egan.
featurist -if that's correct.
Anyways, there I sat in the Campus
Center Coffee Shop wondering ner-
vouslv if my work would mdeed be
suitable for the ominous term
"feature."

I bought a large coffee, (it seemed
appropriate- joumahst. cigarette,
large coffee) €ind began playing
feature freelance by the by-line
joumahst. My eyes narrowed. I sip-
ped my coffee and began. I looked
around me and noticed a very
strange but beautiful scene in the
comer, which brings me to the sub-
ject at hand
What I noticed in an obeucre cor-

ner of the coffee shop was a Isu^
oolorful circular mess of paint. It s
many and varied tones of colors-
ginks and blues, yellows and
rowns. blues and greens- sudden-

ly, almost magically became a
planet. Elarth? Possibly.
There it was, just like in the

fourth grade geography class or the
National Geographio. I imagined it

to be mother earth, our space ship
earth. I carefully picked out North
America, New E^rigland, UMass and
the coffee shop, '^e mess of paint
was the earth. Some will say that
the earth is a mess but that won't

be discussed here. The numerous
colors were oceans blue, pink and
white clouds textured brown moun-
tains. In my mind this canvas cu*-

cular, was a planet, earth, the
planet earth. Aifiazing!
Sitting next to the earth was an

earthling. This earthling weis cur-
rently playing cafeteria worker on
breeds. He was enjoying a well earn-
ed rest bit. obviously tired, obvious-
ly sick of flipping burgers, sick of
toasting bagels, sick of P. and B
subs with the works hold the mayo.
He was sitting next to a planet, de-
jected, lonely; bummed out. He
reminded me of John Glenn. He
was staring away into space. He
had not time for and most likely no
appreciation of the piece of art enti-
tle Red Yellow and Blue Tondo by
James Hendricks.
As you mav or may not have

noticed this fall the Campus Center
Concourse resembles a moonscape
in parts euid is dtxjorated with oolor-
ful abstract impressionist works of
fine art in other parts. The creator
of these paintings is a man by the
ncune of James Hendricks.James
Hendricks is a UMass prof. His
style is that of a technical abstract
impressionist. Hendricks is cur-
rently on sabatical to arrange
shows of his work in New York Ci-
ty
The man as an artist is nationally

recognized in the field of large scale
abstreu^t impressions. Hendricks is
weU exhibited. His work, being of
unusually large dimensions is often
purchased by oanks and malls. The
oversized paintings provide a
peaceful, relaxing backdrop for the
frantic activity which often sur-
rounds them. The ext:«me taxtural
quahty of the patinings invites near

up examination. You want to figure
out what it takes to transform paint
into a moon surface. The pedntings
provide an escape from the hum
drum of every day life- for those
who care to take notice and realize
what they are looking at.

James Hendricks was bom in
1938 in Little Rock, Arkansas. He
received his B.A. in 1963 from the
University of Arkansas, and his
M.F.A. from the Univerbity of Iowa
in 1964. As an art instructor he has
concentrated on the abstract tex-
tural style. He has been employed
by the State University of Iowa
1963-1964; Mount Holyoke CoUege
1964-1965; and the University of
Mass. 1965-present.
Hendricks found it necessary to

abandon the traditional rec-
tangular form.at of easel painting in
favor of canvas upwn a round stret-
cher for creating recdistic and im-
aginar moons and planets. Hen-
dricks has evolved from "field" to
"gestured" paintings. His work weus
selected for exhibition adjacent to
the Lunar Lcuider at the Smithso-
nian Institute in Washington, D.C.
"Moonscapes" appeared at the Na-
tional Air and Space Museum's
Bicentennial Grand Opening Ebc-
hibition in July of 1976. He was
commissioned b^ Time Magazine to
do the cover of it's August 9, 1971
issue. Closer to home, Hendricks'
works have graced the walls of the
First National Beuik of Boston and
the Mechanics National Bank of
Worcester. His work has been
displayed at the Decordova
Museum in Lincoln, Mass in 1970.
and the Herter Art Gallery and
Campus Center Concourse at
UMass. 1971.

Commenting on the various
styles, modes of expression and giv-
ing a brief historical backdrop for
his works Hendricks smd:

"In my painting I have followed a
long series of explorations into
varrous styles, technic^ues and
media. In 1958, my earhest pain-
tings were abstract. I used oil emd
Duoo auto paint. Later in graudate
school I worked primaiily with oils
and my subject was the figure in
landscape. For years my painting
wus representational until I began
using the moon as a subject, work-
ing with lunar photographs.
Around 1967, I beg^an using an air-

brush and copied NASA
photographs. The paintings looked
like giant photographs of the moon.

Slowly this style evolved into a
more spontaneous creation of the
lunar surface which was partly
representational and part expres-
sionist. These lead me away from
careful realism, or "re-creation" of
what is seen and I expenmend witb
a combination of techniques, using
compressed air. heat lamps, stain
painting and airbrush. The round
stretcher seemed more appropriate
for the planet and moon-like pain-
tings. By 1970, the ptaintings had
changed to become an exploration
in "process" 8uid pure abstraction.
The marks, textures and planes
which could be made with
"process" became the subject.
After a year in New York City my
work changed dramatically cuid I

began to make the marks, shapes,
textures and planes more directly
by drawing and scraping the paint
onto the canvas in a more physical
and improvisationai manner. The

energy, chaotic movement and
rhythmic life of the city was a
stimulant for the work. Since 1971,
my work has been evolving into a
more "automatic" intuitive form. I

use a variety of techniques in my
current work with as many as 20
different colors in a painting."
For the faU of 1978 Hendricks

was asked to liven up the bleak
walls of the Campus Center Con-
course here at UMass. Exhibit ar-

ranger, co-chairman of the UMass
Board of Governors, John Furbish
commented on Hendricks work
thusly "They calm us form afrar.
They fire us up at closer distances.
We can look at the paintings and
feel recreated."
As for myself I thoroughly enjoy

looking at Hendricks work. It is
apart from the ordinary, requires
thought; a bit of knowledge for ap-
preciation. It is perhaps lack of ar-
tistic insight, lack of thought and
lack of open mindedness which
brought forth comments from
Umies dressed in hooded sweat-
shirts and nylon jackets such as
"what's that mess on the wall? Ha-
yucka-yuck." or "Would you look at
that garbage? What idiot got a
shitload of money for that." It is
worth noting from a physhological
point of view that people often at-
tack or in this case "put dov\m"
what is unfamiliar to them or that
which they do not understand.
Students view themselves as learn-
ed and open-minded. But in this
case abstract art confronts their in-
telligence and wins. Most feel in-
secure and afraid facing a work of
Hendricks' type. They simply
laugh or scoff this fine art off.

Perhaps if the viewers reedizea
what they were looking at and why
it was represented in this manner
they would appreciate it. For this
task I will let Hendricks speak for
himself:
"Painting is eui adventure, a

search for meaningful form. Pain-
ting can allow individual personali-
ty to express what it is like to Be
alive, to tell about life today, the
feelings, energy, activity and com-
plexity of Uving. With luck, hard
work and intuitive logic a truly
comprehensive painterly form oan
be created or discovered which will
be beautiful and meaningful to the
painter and the public. Research of
techni(|ues, the many ways of us-
ing paint, application procedures,
attitudes and their potential for in-
vention of form 18 essentied to
realizing what is possible as art for
today. New forms of art should be
created to enable us to see, ex-
perience and comprehend the
world. Elach new day is. unlike
yesterday and painting can con-
tribute to an understanding of life.

Painters have in the past, and will
in the future, and are at the present
time creating forms of beauty and
meaning."

The Hendricks exhibit had been
originally intended to be displayed
on the Campus Center Concourse
for the fall of 1978. The idea for the
show came about this past May
when Campus Center director
William Hcuris authorized as a goal
for his administration the sponsor-
ing of visual displays on the Ceun-
pus Center Meun Concourse, to br-
ing fine art to UMass.

"For the first year, the Concourse
will be programmed like a gaUery
v^dth it's shows selected to har-
monize with exhibitions of the
three main galleries on campus."
Mechanisms have been developed

to allow students and staff to work
together on a continuing process of
display activity. Project Pulse had
made phone surveys to the student
population, asking them what they
would like to see in the line of
public art here at UMass. To realize
full student input in this matter the
Collegian will be running clip out
survey forms for students.
Hopefully art for arts sake will be
art for students sake in the future.
As previously mentioned the

Hendricks paintings have been
relocated. The pedntings will now
appeeu- on the tenth tuid eleventh
floors of the Campus Center, in the
escalator lofts and in the Campus
Center Coffee Shop.
The paintings were relocated

OTior to Halloween for two reasons.
Firstly at the request of the Univer-
sity Food Services Department,
(the paintings will be displayed in-
the T.O.C., Quick Lunch Room and
Reception Lobbies of the tenth and
eleventh floors.) Secondly, the pain-
tings were moved to save them
from almost certedn vandalism by
drunken Halloween idiots who hold
the conception that destruction is
the mectns of a good time.
Relocated in the Coffee Shop is

Red Yellow and Blue Tondo
1970-197 1 . The pednting is circular
and 110 inches in diameter. Let me
give you some insight as to how
this was made.
The method makes use of natural

"processes". The painting is work-
ed on the floor using liquids of dif-

ferent thicknesses-the canvas
lifted etnd tilted, the gravity pulls
the paint aroundthe peunt is sprecui
with the hands and color sponged
on. Heat lamps are used to specnl
dry emd increase fissure of the
thickened layers-textural additives,
sand or perltex, is mixed with the
paint to increase the formal veu-iety
and color absorption. Siijce air.
water heat and sand (for texture)
are used, ail four natural elements
are incorporated i^to the work.

An example of his lunar type
work can be viewed in the T.O.C.
and escalator lofts. Big Moon, cir-
cular, 86 and one half inches in
diameter can be seen in the T.O.C.
Lunar Field 84 by 100 inches done
also in 1970 ccui be seen adjacent to
the escalators. These are F>cui,s of
Hendricks' Lunar realistic period,
dviring which he attempted to copy
NASA photography of the moon.
This is the type of work shown in
the Smithsonian. This painting was
made as a part of a lunar environ-
ment. Several techniques and
"strategies" were used to re-create
the phenomenon seen on the lunar
aurtajoe. The canvas was covered
with hundreds of droplets of
thickened acryhc gee«o (bombcuxled
like a meteor shower). When these
were eJmost dry, they were blasted
with jets of compressed air to form
craters. Thickened semi-wet paint
was used to create the effect of
lunar rocks, debris and mountains.
The paint on the surface was
manipulated by the use of com-
pressed air pressure. An airbrush
was used to paint the light and dark
sides of the "raised" surface in
order to achieve a likeness of lunar
light.

Laser show comes to campus
By Susan Leahy

The UMass Arts Council tmd
Campus Center Program Council
are sponsoring SOLEIL Laser
Music Spectables on Monday,
November 13th in the Student
Union Ballroom.

This variety act is one of a series
of SOLEIL Laser Productions that
combine the element h of lasers.

original electronic music, rock
music and color to create a space-
age fantasy of sou^ -' 8uid light.

Derived from the French word
Sun, SOLEIL is a unique approach
to the now familiar laser light

show. In the performances, laser
beams move over the heads of the
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audiences in three-dimensional
forms in the air. Simultaneously,
two-dimensional forms in the air.

Simultaneously, two-dimensionad
figures on the walls and ceilings ap-
pear and disappear.

These exciting performances are
produced by Gary Levenberg and
Bruce Rogers who have impressive
backgrounds in technology and
music. They have worked exten-
sively with contempary compioser
Iannis Xenakis in the U.S. and in
Paris, France. The special laser ef-

fects are created by a laser syn-
thesizer, LASYN, their original
design. The computer controls two
lasers in four colors. Marble-
textured images and luminous
forms are displayed vnth specially
choreographed music. An errie

haze, provided by a smoke
machine, adds to the experience.

SOLEIL was formed in 1975 by
Levenberg and Rogers who have
been pioneering in the fields of new
music and laser light for the past
eight years. Other productions in

this series include The SOLEIL
Laser Fantasia for electrifying per-

formances of symphony orchestras
and custom-designed productions
for Rock and-Stage performances,
conventions, promotions and
special events.

Sean Doyle from the Union Pro-
gram Counoil called SOLEIL, "the
most prestigeous laser entertain-
ment group on the market."

SOLEIL is very popular in other
parts of the county, and "they are
gaining more acceptance in this
area. SOLEIL has made hundreds
of performances nationwide and
has played before groups in
Holyoke and the University of
Youngston.

Presented by the Art/Rock Pro-
gram of the UMeiss Arts Council,
SOLEIL will be featured in two free
shows, one at 8:00 p.m. and the se-
cond at 10.00 p.m., November 13 in
the Student Union Ballroom.

"The sho^v is great because of its

diversity," said Darlene Lorkiewicz
of UPC. "Their entire score is

original and shouldn't be missed."

Thursday, Novembers, 978 '^



Apartment-house
dreams and
psyclio-fantasies

By Philip Miletein

Some concerts, for no explicable
reason, are much less enjoyable ex-
periences than the quality of the
music would otherwise have vou
believe; by the same token, other
concerts are much more enjoyable
than one miffht believe.

Into this latter category I would
place the Talking Heads concert at
Bowker Auditorium this past Mon-
day night. I've seen them play better.

yet somehow despite that fact I was
flying high all evening. Personal
mishaps put me in a rather embalm-
ed state by show-time.
From the opening guitar-slide of

"Big Country, however, I did come
somewhat to life, bopping in my
chair, hair flailing, hands banging
beat on the seat. If the music were as
inspiring as my excitement may
have inmcated I could have some ex-
planation for why this particular
show thrilled me so much. But I've

seen Talking Heads several times
previously, and did not really feel

that they were quite at the peak of
their act Mondc^. To be sure, lead
singer/lead guitarist/lead songwriter
David Bvrne was having himself a
whale of a time up there, playing

around with his voice and his eyes
and his guitar like I've never seen
him do. and bassist Tina Weymouth,
normally stoic as an icicfe in an,
icebox save for eui occasional light
beat kept with her head, was chopp-
ing up the floor with a neat little

shuffle throughout most of the con-
cert.
For an hour the band reeled

through somewhat different ar-
rangements to songs off their two
Sire albums, plus a neat rendition of
their debut single. "Love Qoea To
Building On Fire." and a new tune.
"Electricity." which also sounded
great. The reception from the
900-plu8 crowd was polite (meaning
no hecklers) and overwhelmingly en-
thusiastic. Closing the show was the
most familiar and hence most
popular number of the night.
"Psycho Killer " "Take Me To The
River." a sexy version of cm old Al
Green song, was the first encore, br-

inging a small number of people to
the front of the stage, and "Thank
You For Sending Me An Angel" sent
the audience home >vith a bang.
Yeah. I was up there. I was thrilled,

my nerves were shot; all the signs of
a magnificent musical evening
spent, yet the music itself should on-
ly (if logic ever prevails) have pointed
to a very good one. Sometimes these
things happen.
"How was the Talking Heads con-

cert?" "I had a sreat time!" "Yeah,
but how was the concert?" "Not
bad."

Every Friday and Saturday

OPEN BAR
All drinks 8:00-8:30 p.m.

Free munchies/ Proper attire required

Qaantet/Raate 9, Hadlty MaisJ2S3^9214

THE DISTINGUISHED
VISITOR'S PROGRAM

presents

FRANCES MOORE
lAPPE

author of the milhon
copy best seller

DIET FOR A
SMALL PLANET

Campus Center Auditorium
Tuesday, Nov. 14. 1978

8:00 p.m.
Free and open to the public

PIZZA-GRINDERS

UPERIOR
.'/

>•*

17 Montague Rd.

Next to N. Amherst Post Office

BSSSSBS

SMALL & LARGE (16") PIZZAS

HOT dVlEN GRINDERS-SPAGHETTI
FREE DELIVERY
AFTER 5:00 P.M.

SUNDAYS: AFTER
2 P.M.

549-0626

504 off on
lo^ge pizzQ (16*^")

TOhe X^inyl Junkie
By Perry Adler

One of the most pronounced
trends in rock n' roll recently has
been the Revenge of the Old Wave.
A good starting point is the Rolling
Stones' comeback, Some Girls.

After years of burnt-out chumed-
out product, they responded to ac-

cusations of senility by giving it all

they had. Well, they don't have as
much as they used to (compare with
Stloky Fingers), but considering
how long they've been at it, you got-

ta give *em an A for effort.

Ditto the Beach Boys. Their recent
efforts have been nothing short of

embarrassing. For years their

decline was attributed to the inac-

tivity of their mastermind, Brian
Wilson. His re-emergence on the
last couple of albums gave pretty

strong evidence that his disap-

pearance was justified, because he
had completely lost it. On the new
LP. the rest of the group have

wrested some control back from
Brian. They appear to be making
one last ditch attempt to avoid the
total nostedg^a pitfall that has
threatened ever since their
repackaged oldies began wiping out
their new material on the charts a
couple of years back.

I strongly doubt that BflU Album
will reverse that trend. There are
no real obvious single hits (except
maybe "Peggy Sue, ' which might
only worsen their predicament),
and their reversion to a pop sen-
sibility, however much it may have
pleased us oldsters, has cost them
the AOR (that's Asshole Oriented
Rubbish) "credibility" they won in

their groovy-ecology-TM phase.
Which IS too bad, 'cause this is one
of the most enjoyable records of the
year.'

The lead vocals are still a bit
shaky, but better than on the last
two albums; Brian's ears and Mike
Love's nose both seem to be in
remission. Sometimes the tempo

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
TSfiM t'uomn > t* C'lrfim w^'w *wc (*i

drags and things need a small shot
of adrenalin. And no, there's no
new "I Get Around " or "Don't
Worry Baby" here, but we weren't
really expecting that anymore,

were we? The annoyuig uiTantiiism
of Love You has crossed back over
into charming innocence, and even
more importcmtly, the perfect pro-
duction that was the hallmark of
the Beach Boys in their prime has
returned. It's all back: that Spec-
torian wall-of-sound made even bet-
ter by those magnificent har-
monies. You gotta be a Beach Boy
freak for BOU's strengths to com-
pletely overshadow its
wei^enesses, I suppose, but if you
are: Brother, they fuially did it.

The Kinks were a bit ahead of the
others in resolving their dilemma.
The concept albums that
dominated their output this decade
endeared them to a fanatical cult
but estranged them from those of
us who loved "You Really Qot Me"
or "Waterloo Sunset ". On last

year's Sleepwalker, their finst col-
lection of unrelated songs in quite a
while, they concentrated on the
quality of each individual song in-
stead of thematic unity and made
somewhat of a comeback. Misfits
continues the trend.

Once again, nothing rocks as
viciously as their early hits or is as
achingly pretty as their late 60's
classics. But the title song is lovely,
as are a couple of other cuts, and
EdmoBt all are at least catchy. I can't
quite warm up to BAlsfits as much
as MIU because a lot of the recent
Kinks' strength is lyrical and I'm a
music man, myself. But I will say
that now that Ray Davies has stop-
ped writing Significant Rock
Operas his words mean a lot more,
and several of the songs here do in-

deed strike a deep responsive
chord.

Next time: why Old Wave is bet-
ter than New Wave.

Dial New York direct for
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David Bowto
(RCA)

8(«c« M tile aecond live David
Buwitt album This double r«Hx>rd
••I foUoWH u\ the footatepa of Low
and Haroaa by diaplayuig the
moro bizarre aide of Bowie'a
aon|r>*'i'>tut|i ability lii fact two
aid»s of Slac* ai-e made up ex
ciuaively uf cute off the afuremen
tioned albums The other two
«id«ta are taken from fUas and Pall
of Ztcgy Stardust and tha Sptdars
from Mara at id Statloo to Station
(exrluiUiiM "Fame )

l^ie :iiusioiaiis on Htagn are the
b»al >«»id that Bowie has ever

iMm ii,t)led The eev«^ti pietf outfit

|.'ir< itiiii David* ZlcK7 Btarduat
tuntw with the aame expertise aa
they display on hia reoent
ethereal, avant garde work
Carloa Alomar aiid Adrian Belew
(an ex Zappa cruny who soiuida

amazingly liktt Robert Fripp) are
the rhythm and lead guitarists,

respeotively Qeorge Murray
plays baas Simon ilouae (of

Ha<vkwind) adds somethuig to

Howie's musir with his electric

vioUn Utopian Koger Powell and
B—n M«yea oontnbute to the
dense instrumental texture on
keyboards Dennis Davis is the
drummer
On side one. Bowie does ex-

oelient versions of his t H72 Zlc(7
Stardust .iiaterial Songs like

"Ziggy Stardust. ' "Five Years."
and "Hang on to Yourself" really

hit home, despite the fact that

they haven t tieen performed for

years Side two opens Mnth a sub
dued but effective "Station to Sta
tion. and then proceeds into ver

aions of Fame and "TVC15"
which are superior to the studio
versions
Sides three and four are taken

completely from Low and Hsross.
This icy. heavily synthesized
music IS. in this reporter's opi

men. the best thing Bowie has
ever done. 'Warszawa " (replete

with «ene vioUn). 'Speed of Ijfe.
"

"Breaking QIass. " "Blackout."
and "Beauty and the Beast"

Jwst «rrlv«4-Wliit«r €!•«•
7 Pl««smrt ftt. (com«r off Mala }
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WOOL SWEATERS
Natural Wool Colors;

Bright Double Knits;

With or Without Hoods; Mexican Wool

KITES for Flying b Decorating

oriental rugs mexican imports

150 main st., northampton, ma. 2nd floor

Thurs.-Sat. Eves.

Baked French

Onion Soup,

Quiche,

Chili. ..Wine

...Beer

1 59 Main St.

Northampton
Tel. 584-4458

w OVER 1000
THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
FRAMES IN THE AREA AT
REASONABLE PRICES

COMPLETE HARD AND SOFT
CONTACT LENS SERVICE

584-4450

moRRison
135 MAIN ST NOMTHAMPTONMA

(adied by Uelew"H Knppish riffs)

are juat a fuw of the high pointa
Ttus album is well recorded ainl

produced nicely by Tony Viscoiiti

and Buwie Stays is retiomincnded
for hard cv>re Bowie fans, aa well
as for those with a luikiiig for

remot. coldly gragoiented. avant
garde muaio.

Tom Avarsa

CAPTAIN BEEFHEART'SHINY
BEAST

on Warner Bros. Raaorda
To those of you who have never

been exposed to Don Van Vliet aka
Cap"t Beefheart I shall attempt to

give you a couple of frames of
referentiea for what the complete
ly uiuque music sounds like, but
you really owe it to yourself to

check him out if you apprec-iate

the avante garde in aural enter
tainment His voice is something
like a cross between Tom Waita.
Leon Redbone. Zappa and an ec-

oenlnc gnsly bear Thti subjects
of his "songs" are peculiar and
the metaphors he uses in his

lyrics are even stranger but just

to keep us completely off guard
once in a while he'll croon of some
normal topic like unrequited love.

Of course even that becnmea

somewhat bizzare once it gets Die
Beefheart treatment
Capt orchestrates a mixture of

horna. aocordians. fretless
basses, a piano, bottle- neck shde
guitar, harmonica, synthesizer
and a marimba into one big magic
instrument the likes of which I

doubt anyone else will ever ap-

proach lliough there is always a
tremendously complex pattern of

instrumentation happening in his
tunes, they never baoome clut-

tered or extraneous like Zappa's
often have Hia voice, hia unusual
lufiioa. lyrics and his approach to
the music itself all oumbine to
form an intriguing hypnotizing,
and often fnghteiung experience
if you're not prejwuvd More than
once I've felt myaelf empathizing
with one of hia slitheniig emo-
tionally cnppled characters like

the perverse crooner of "W>ion I

see Mommy 1 Fell l..ike a
Mununy ' Feel like singing about
your Oedipus iximplex anyone? So
if you desire an eccentric, idioayn-
cratic and electric world to eaoape
into this IS indeed a shiny beast of
an album So come and meet the
monster tonight!

ErleMjrwo

l.indlafarne
Back and Fourth

(Aloo)

Landiafame is another tme of
those excellent Bntiah bands that
nu one in America seems to have
heard of but me. but they just
might beat the odds this time
around The reoenl aucoeas of Al
Stewart seems to indicate that
American audiencea m«y finally
be responding to the mdigenous
folk tinged rock that we
Anglophiles have been indulging
in for years. The same people
who've discovered Stewarts

brand of rustic balladry will pro-

bably' be the tirml to pick up on the
gixxl-tinie Newcastle rock of Lin
disfame

ThiB IS actually a reunion
album for the band, who apUt up
in 1973 to pursue aasorted solo

and group projects After a few
concerts in England last year, the
original Lindiafarne finally
reunited to make this record
(their fourth album, hence the ti-

tle) Whatever changes there are
in Lindiafame'a style can largely
be attributed to their new pro-

ducer. Qua Dudgeon (ex Elton)
His slick production does beoome
inappropriate at timea, and makes
"Warm Keehng" and "Make Me
Want to Stay" sound too much
Uke MOR ballada for my taats
Port'inately. those two are the on-

ly weak tracks out of eleven On
the rest of the album, the good old

Lmdisfame aound rules even
when they rock (which is often),

their ti'aditioiial origins are evi

dent m their use of fiddlea and
mandoluis Theres even a poten-

tial hit aingle in "Run For Home",
with ita strong chorus and voo*l
harmonies

If you want to hear more. Lin-

disfame's earlier albums (Dtafljr

DsU IS the best) can probably be
found in your local cutout bin
Word also has it that their stage
ahuw, complete with Morris
dancers and audience singalongs.
will be coming to the States later

this year Brett MUaao

Adult EntertfiiiKiien!

Majestic Cinema
84 Cottage Street

E ha»npton MA 527 2346

Nov 8 14

STAR BABE 7 30
TEENAGE SEX
KITTEN 8 50

M<it Thiirs ft Fri 1 30
Under 21 not admitted
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For the two
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245 r>4oin Street. Northampton 586-6457
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"t/nisas Pepe

Pert''

Now in Black and
Brown /.7.

150 Main St. Northampton

Tha Draft. th« War aad tha Vlaa*

hy LawTMMa M. SMklr and
WUUMi A. atravM
VlBtac* Books

"Chanoe and Ciroiimstanoa" to •
comprehensive study of thooo
young men who oame of draft aga
during the Vietnam era Covering
almost every aooial and eoonomio
class in the United Statea From
the draft evader to the oombat
deserter all have their reasons for

their actions.

"nie reader does not have to look

far for an example, the book is fill-

ed with doaens of oases Direct

quotas are given not to lead the

reader but to give the reader the

nature of the whole war. So
diverse and ranging were emo-
tiona that the objectivity of the
authors gives the book an edge
The ooUege student and high m-

oome people had the best chanoe
uf either avoiding the draft ov

receiving deferrmants While low
inoome people, blacks, and High
school drop-outs usually paid the

price of the draft and eventually

oombat Theae soldiers also had Ui

put up with the differenoea of the

Amencaii people on their return.

Amnesty and pardons have also

been examined and the two have
been cloacly define^
T^ie fortxiaat of the draft has

tieen given and how many top

government officials see pro
blema of reinstating the draft

becauae of the nation "a waryness
of Vietnam
For thoae men of the Vietnam

era the draft was either a trap or a
temporary impasae on their Uvea
The only thing that served them
hope or sorrow was chance a<id

ciroumatanoe

.

Bradley Lowe

Mathamatkial Maglo akow
^ Martin Oardnar—

Vintage a3.»e

"rrlr "rrinire Mstliiwalkiol
' is a varied ooUaotion

1. ' math puzzles, games and illu-

skms from BirtswHIIri fliiisekwii

Bven those people, who suffer
severe math anxiety in Calculus
127 and StaUstius 121 wiU rise to
the equation with Qardner's ex-
amplaa.
Many people who are turned off

with numbers will weloome the
game approach to learning. Qard-
ner uaea finger arithmetic to il-

lustrate how to be your o»vn com-
puter and probability and game
theory to make you the aharpeat
oard player within milea. The pro-
blems and games are not easy but
answers are mcluded at the end of
the cliapter for those who get too
frustrated
After a ahort mathematical die

tionary. Gardner explains that
game theory has developed into a
"'fantastic amalgam of algebra,
geometry, set theory, and
topology. wiUi applicationa to
competitive situationa in
busmeas. warfare, and poUtica as
well as economics ""

The book is obviously not
destined to lop the best -seller lists

but neithei' should it be brushed
aaide because it conoems math
The oollection is aimiiar to an
almanac of numerical hobbiea and
paatimea Becauae aome of the
solutions require background
knowledge of mathematical con
cepts. It is a« informative as it is

interesting
The Mathematteal Magic Show

is evident with all the sleight of
mind tricks and answers in the
chapter devoted to "ndiouluus
qiiHatinnii "" Oin' »xnnir>le I

CuanuitM." aakl the pM-ohop
alaoman. "that this parrot wUl
rspaat svery word it haara." A
ouotofner bought ths parrot but
found it would not spsedt a ain^
word Nevarthslsos, tha alsoiiiaii
tokl ths truth. Bxpiain. Anowat.
the parrot was dear.
Martin Oardner's ooUaotlon ia

not brand nsw to many math-
orientad people who folkMw him
r^Sularly in idsMlins iMiilina
For the daughter of a mathemati-
cian who uaed to read Oardnsr
problems rather than bedtime
stories to put children to sleep,
Qardnar's new book is a pleaaant
reminder u( older problems m the

BethSsgsra

Ths Raat of the Story by Paul
Aruandt Bantam a 1,96
The Harrad Experiment bjr

Robert H. Rlmmer Bantam ai.96
The Awful Egg-Doc Savage
number S2 by Kenneth Robeaon
Bantam ai.SO

Here's one thai will knep you
guessing, unless you peak at the
last paragraph for the answer!
Haul Hurvey. the man who made
"Page Two" household woi-ds is

back This lime with u oonipilatio
of his ""R«'Bt of the tjtory " ABC
Radio show Here art^ 81 tales of
people whose names you'll know
once the final solution le revealed
and some obscure incident in their
lives that is almost guaranteed to
surprise you " Dr Joseph
Pemberton's Globe of Flower
Cough syrum" is drunk by
millions today but you know it

better aa America's favorite soft
drink Then there is the story of
the Utile boy who grew up to be
America's baaeball hero but
wh'm*- father never thought of

him aa anything but worthlsao.
"nMse are hare and more told In
the GJImTtabls Paul Harvey styla.
The Harrad Bxperiment is back

in a new oditkxi What's new? A
new aftenword by the author com
menting on today's sexual mores
on campus over 1 1 years after
"Bxperiment" first was the light
of day. It really isn't worth it Any
old copy of the book will be good
enough if you're still interested
and it will probably oost you leas
too!

Doc Savage still lives in his
number 92 adventure This one
originally published in Doc
Savage magazine io 1B40 has the
doc and his band of strange but
merry men encountering a
prehistoric monster who has left

behind a trail of mangled bodies
This series was revived by
popular demand this past July
After 91 titles it seems '.he Doc
still has his followers and this
outing should set well with the
fans, but others may want to stay
away.

-Michael Slmone

Devo: Are We Not Men h.
(Warner Brothera)

Review Devo' When youve
been following theae looneys for
almost a year now it is very hard
to keep from going on and on mto
all the weird things they've done
on concert stagea. in the audience
and to the audienoe J ust listening
to the two 45 8 that preceded this
album has permanentl;, refocuand
aiy outlook on this miserable
planet Jeoua freaks got reborn
other culta "see the light" and
some find "•if"-DEVOtios find out
It's lost Theirs is Die mythology
of doom, but It's all in good fun, I

think
Music'' Oh yeah, well they play

muaio to snhanoa thair rhatMte
too. tlMy even use oonventional

inatrumanta, but that's where any
similarity between Devo and what
your uaed to labeling rook ends. In

fact they fly right into tha faoe o(

what record companies liks
Warner Bros look for to aell to

you and make big bucks on They
must think things ars getting
pretty atrange in the record
market or that Devo is just
another gimmick laden outfit that
will fit right in with aU the Star
Wars and Cloae Bnoounters
memoribilia that the teen market
craves. Your gueoa ia aa good aa
mine Oh, yeah the muaio. Pile

driving rhythma, pneunatic bed
spring guitars, out of control jyn
theaizera and againat the beat
percuaaion jump out at you from
every which w^y creating an air of
anxiety to the pomt that at any
moment one could have a big mac
attack Add neurotic vocals,
reminiscent of Peter Pinch
shouting in Nstwork to the nation
not to take it anymore and
militaristic chanting of the
background vocals and you have
the muaie of confusion and panic
Why the piuiic? Well wouldn t

you panic if you had the fact and
evidenc<< to back it up that most of

the populace are not really people,

but cloned and programmed
devloutioruzed creatures design
ed to keep tlie corporate aate func
tioning That's as much sa I oan
infer from all their literature and
lyrics except for the obvious addi

tion that they perceive that those
who aren't artificial might aa well

be for the levels of intelligence,

moralistic Judgment and overall

advancement YOU don't agree''

Well, even m times like theae with
racial wars, power struggles,
eoononucs going down the tubes,
(lopiitaliuiia «xpludiiit< and jual

Ute in fsnarat BOWing farthor oatf
farther out of poopio's
there still seem to be tha I

optinUata who beUve in this I

called prograaa Sorry I am inoliB-

sd to agree with Devo that evohi-

tion and progress is just all wind
in sails, we have not evolved paot
the little anails for we are aB
DBVOI

KHo Mjavs or hia ataaa

Ntoolstte
NlooUtta Laraoa
(Warner Broa)

With surprising suooeao,
backup singer Nioolette Larson
steps into the spotlight hers to
record her first solo effort.
Nioolette's style, which is draw-
ing oompariaons to that of Bonnie
Raitt, IS warm and fluid, with an
abihty to ahift from the aoftest of
ballads to several uptempo
numbers with ease. There is one
disturbing aspecrt to this album,
though cover versions of songs
by such diverse artiste as Sam
Cooke. Neil Young and Burt
Baoharach One has to look no far
ther than Linda Ronstadt to find a
sobering example of what can
happen to a potentially fine singer
when she attempts to per-
sonalize" songs already made
famous by talents far greater If

Nioolette can find a writer or two
to keep her supplied with fresh
material, m the end it will pro
bably p^ off Although the oovers
here (particularly Neil Youngs
"Lotla Love") are quite good,
there's no telling what might hap-
pen if ahe decided someday to at-

tempt to record a song by Blvis
(Costello or Presley) Nioolette.
baby, don't fall mto the Ronstadt
trap.

Tom Anderson

Shopping in NofHiomplon.
PRISCILLA MacKAY

Shu - Fix

CINDY STRUKEL

14 PLEASANT STUEET

NORTHAMPTON, MASS. 01060

NATIONAL REGISTRY Of
ORTHOPEDIC SHOE SERVICEMEN

(DOCTORS PRESCRIPTIONS)

UZOHES TOBACCO
76 Main St., Northampton

584-2812

The best in imported:
Cigarettes

Cigars

Tobacco

Rolling Papers Magazines

i^irta

THORMS

TH€'$

150 Main St

2nd Floor

Northampton, Mass 01060

586-6548

Pillow and
Imported Furniture

H^
»5 MAIN iST. NOeWAKnON

CarIson^s
hAS The
Best In

JEANS-SHIRTS-SCARFS-
NIGHTWEAR-FOOTWEAR-

HEADWEAR

Choose from MANY FAMOUS
NAMES Like:

MAVERICK-LEE-INDIAN-
McGREGOR-FARRAH-VAN
HEUSEN-GOLDEN V-STETSON
INTERWOVEN-CAMP-HANES-
JOCKEY-GATES-DEERHAND-

-H Cr B-«tc. etc. ate.

etc. etc. etc. ate.

Specialists in Formal Wear for

rent and for sale

Outfits for guys & gals from
stocking feet to head gear.

10% discount
with this

ad

CARLSON'S CLOTHING, INC.

Corner of Main €r Pleasant St.

Downtown Northampton
584-3175

10% discount

with this

ad

DART'S
The finest Desserts Around

Pies, Brownies, Cheesecake, Cookies &
our famous Dark Chocolate Cake. All

natural & all made right here. Great by
themselves— irresistable when topped with

any of our natural ice creams and sauces.

Mornings— before you catch that bus,

stop in for one of our Hot Drinks & some
Pecan Coffee Cake, Muffins, Buckle or

other Breakfast treat. Freshly squeezed

juices all the time.

We're more than an Ice Cream store

Oven Fresh

Treats Daily

249 Main Street

Northampton, Ma.

8 a.m. -11:30 p.m.
7 days a week

ICE CREAM CORNER

r
Cannondale
Company Store

Factory-Direct Savings

584-1052
197 Main N'ton

Hollofil II Vests

Ripstop
Nylon
Shell
on sale

$19.50
retail $26.50

(cat. no. M909)
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"Lanz Of Sal/burg"
"Always A Classic"

Shown here is our traditional granny and nightshirt and newest addition to our classics — ttte

grariny PJ' All conne m 3 new signature prints of sH cotton flannelette m a variety of colors as

wpii as our traditional blue and red

CIMA
211 Main St. 63 No. Pleasant St.

Northampton coNTEfwiPORAnv bpobtswwsap Amherst

Tl

«ii V.«fe=*L

<K (^"r-:
Z*M*^

\Qf }^

PACKARD'S
M Masonic St

Northampton

5S4-5957

Introducing—
Packard's Lunchtime

Working Person's Special

Purchase a draft beer, bottle beer or mixed
drink between 11:30 and 3 p.m. and receive

a hamburger free!!

VE OFFER YOU...
COMPLETE BEAUTY CARE

A UPPER CUT we respond to your per-

se aeeds with professional advice so you
ki you look your best. Whether it's styl-

ir imming, shaping, conditioning, a hair

CI permanent you want, rely on our ex-

pt e. Everyone is welcome, children as

w( IS adults. Free Consultations. Drop in

an see us today.

HENNA SPECIAL—$12.00
584-9625

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-9, Sat. 9-5
Walk-ins welcome

Seventeen

qilNETEEN

irWCNTY

TWENTY TWO

Swenty Siur

It

li
THORfeNES
THE CENTER OF

MARKET il

I

DOWNTOWN NORTHAMPTON

...24 UNIQUE SHOPS,
BUT WHO'S COUNTING ?

s

o

November 2, 3, 9, 10—7:30 p.m. f Dances"

November 4, 1 1 —2:00 p.m.

HANNAH KAHN li DANCERS
November 16—7:30 p.m.

November 17—2:00 p.m.

Enchanted Circle Theater
AAiLlCDCT for children & adults

/WirlCKo I November 18— 1 :00 & 3:00 p.m.

MIME
VijiflT-nc: Sampler Classes
inC^IKC November 1,8, 22— 3 to 5 p.m.

Performing Arts/Galleries 1»2*3/Restaurants

Childrens Programs
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The great beam of candescent steel

swung out of the molten sky and plopped

onto a sister girder. Whining and grunting

the towering capucine monster reeled in its

flailing pincers and swivelled to gather up

another girder.

"Hey what!" came the startled cry from
the short hairy man, now lying between the

girders. "Hey mangohead, what's the

bloody rush? Give us a second to attach

these jobs, all right?!"

The crane clunked to a halt, its precious

cargo dangling in mid-air like Mary Martin

in the third act of Peter Pan.

The short, hairy man climbed out and, his

pride regained, took up the great soldering

iron and accidentally dropped it to the

ground, four stories below. "Knackers,

bloody knackers," he thought. "Aggravate

n»y bone spur if I go trudging after that."

Unruffled, he stuck his index finger into

his mouth and pulled out a thick wad of

dripping bubble gum. Eschewing the finely

calibrated Mannhauser level he stepped

back, held up his hairy thumb, plumb-
bobbed with the now stretched piece of

pink glucose sorbitol,and stepped forward

in the unfaltering manner of the master

builder. Carefully wrapping the gum twice

around the russet girders, he thought of

where he'd be in ten years. Sacramento
probably, and he smiled.

To most he was just a bricklayer. Yet he
knew that beneath his hail-fellow well met
veneer of skilled laborer there was really a

writer. Perched atop the maze of scaf-

folding he gazed at the completed eight

stories of the structure that would one day
stretch to twenty-six and sought a suitable

literary analogy. Hmmm, the house of the

third little pig struck him as insightful. He
jotted the observation down in writer's

notebook.

Below, a man with a hard hat began

gesticulating madly. Several minutes later

his voice finally pierced the bubble of

literary oblivion that often served to shield

the young man from this common and
vulgar world.

"Quit daydreaming Connors, you ass! Pull

your trowel out and get a move on. This

isn't Greenwich village. This is the real

world and we have a contract deadline!"

Rapacious, .capitalist swine he thought.

Damn, what's more he was out of morter.

Getting some more would mean having to

go to the bottom where his creep boss

would bawl the hell out of him.

Reaching discreetly into his mottled lunch

bag he produced a bottle of ethyl glue. He
tried to think who it was who told him all

writers sniff glue. Oh well, no matter. He
squeezed two fine lines of the stuff onto an
innocent brick and clapped it into place.

Hell in ten years I'll be yucking it up with

Baldwin and Mailer he thought.

Henry Smirttle. He was a ceiling man. He
had always been a ceiling man. Even in

death he would be a ceiling man. He knew
ceilings and he liked ceilings. That's why
when his company had placed the contract

on his desk he had given a muffled start of

surprise. It was an unusually low bid.

Twelve dollars and fifty-six cents to put up

a ceiling in that state school's student

union. This can't be right he thought. But it

was right.

The next few days were spent skulking

about the campus furtively securing spare
bits of plaster from a naive art department,
lye from an inattentive Stockbridge, rubber
cement from a glazed-eyed sociology
department. Throwing the mish-mosh
together he slipped into the state school's

student union on the darkest night of the

year. Seven hours later he drove away, cr-

inging. Ten years from now he thought, I'll

be in jail.

Mark Wilding is a Collegian Columnist

Food for thought

Albert I. Ennstein

Rll da^ lonq,

X THINK.

v>^e. X4hink aboo4- sex QrN(i deafU
rv^^J rtla+ionshi p.b-, ar^d eqoa' righfs
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GATE guides
Past experience suggests that if students want to find out about courses

and professors they might be having in the future, they have to collect the in-

formation themselves. Just such a function has been served by the folks who
put out the semesterly Course and Teacher Evaluation Guide (GATE), under
the supervision of the Undergraduate Student Senate's Academic Affairs

Committee.

Much of the information for that guide comes from departmental evaluation

surveys that are released by individual professors. The forms must be released

with each professor's permission by University regulation, a policy that

presently is being challenged by students in what promises to be a lengthy
legal battle. Meanwhile, CATE must go through the old channels.

In addition to the course and teacher evaluations, this semester's guide will

include, for the first time, departmental evaluations being compiled through
surveys being brought to selected classes in the various departments. The in-

tent behind department evaluations is to offer students who haven't yet made
a final decision on their major program the opinions and observations of

students in the departments. Student cooperation in these surveys is urged.

Thus far, only about 250 of the 1,200 UMass professors have signed release

forms for their evaluations. After November 15, CATE will be trying to contact

personally all professors who haven't released. Often it is only through the ap-

plication of a little pressure that many profs finally sign the forms. After that,

CATE will try to coordinate independent evaluations of courses, although the

departmenal forms are preferred.

It is important that students understand that the course and teacher evalua-

tion guides don't just come from nowhere-they're the results of students tak-

ing the initiative to track down the information and compiling it. Students who
find the CATEguides helpful or would like to see some improvements owe it to

themselves and their peers to help out in some capacity. First, they can fill out

evaluation guides for departments. Second, they can find out if their profs

have released their evaluations, and if they haven't drop some subtle hints.

All unsigned editorials represent the opinion of a majority of the Collegian

Board of Directors.

Tuition increases
With the recent announcement of non-resident tuition increases and the

election of governor Edward J. King, the man who promised to cut $500

million out of the state budget (one area of cutbacks might be higher educa-

tion), the sobering reality of the lower quality of education at Umass is

"slouching towards" Amherst. Though it is perhaps the modern response,

apathy about the dictates of "the government" in this case will seriously

disrupt the education of us all.

While the raise in non-resident tuition is being blamed on the language of

the fiscal '79 budget for this university, it is clear that the president and

trustees of the university have a fair amount of latitude in which to work to

minimize the increase or at least its effects by helping to challenge the legisla-

tion or by working out financial aid increases for those affected.

If the present estimate of a doubling tuition is realized, many non-resident

students will simply not be able to attend this university any longer. Not only

will this lessen the diversity in the student body of UMass, it will put some
juniors and seniors in the untenable position of trying to find another institu-

tion which will accept them at such a late time in their college careers. Worse,

many may not be able to find a relatively inexpensive college that offers them a

degree similar to the one they were persuing here.

The situation could be the same for many Massachusetts students if cuts

made by the legislature reacts to the current American phenomenon of drastic

cuts in state budgets, as higher education has always been a favorite target for

cuts when the money gets tight.

There are some things we can do at this stage of the budget game. For one.

State Representative James G. Collins is going to introduce legislation in

December to repeal the budget amendment that called for non-resident in-

creases. A strong show of student support for this legislation could help its

passage. A strong organization of non-resident students would also help in the

long battle the legislature and the trustees will surely engage in.

In the long run, it appears that a well funded student lobby is going to be

necessary as public spending for higher education comes increasingly under

fire.

All Editorials are the opinion of a majority of the Collegian Board of Directors.
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L.S.&R. Majors- don't forget the LS&R
retreat, Nov. 17 & 18. It will be a real

chance to provide input to our curriculum

and to have some fun. Info available in

LS&R Office (CH) or call TOm 586-5128.

Cost $5.00 ayment due yesterday or

sooner

Notice — focus on world hunger Nov.
13-17, Tuesday, Nov. 14 Frances Moore
Lappe, author of "Diet for a Small Planet,

"

will speak at 8 p.m. in Mahar aud. Fast for a

world harvest Thursday, Nov. 16 - spon-

sored by Oxfam- America.

UMass Sport Parachute Club— last first

jump course of the season!! Tonight at 7

p.m. CC 905 - $55 covers first jump and
dues. Bring fees and valid ID.

Marketing Club— -presents Anheuser
Busch Beer marketing seminar. Thursday,

Nov. 9 from 7:00-9:00 p.m. CC 804 908.

Free beer sampling - party to follow.

January Graduates — sign up now for

your yearbook senior portrait to be included

in the 1979 index. Call 545 2874 or go to

roorfj 811 CC for an appointment.

Notice— the Near Eastern Org. will meet
Nov. 13 at 7:30 p.m. in the CC Aud. We will

have slides and discussion on Lebanon - all

are weicome.

OxFam Fast Needs Help— the annual Ox-
fam fast for world hunger will t>e held on
Thursday, Nov. 16. We need p>eople to man
tables to make people aware and to recruit

them to fast. Please sign up to man one of

the tables. The sing-up sheet is at the peo-

ple's market^

LOST— silver braid earring on Saturday,

CallNov. 4 - sentimental value. Reward.
Margaret at 549 5310 or 5-2714.

Notice— the Amherst College Gay Alliance

will be sponsoring a night of Disco Dancing

on Friday, Nov. 10 from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00

a.m. the dance will be held in the ganr>e

room one floor below the Fayerweather

Social Center. A donation of $1.00 will be

collected at the door. For further details

contact Time Williamson, Box 1234, Sta

tion #2 Amherst, MA 01002. (413)

542-3256.

Houee Church — due to the long holiday

weekend, beginning Friday, UCF House
Church will not meet tonight. Next week,

Thursday, Nov. 16 House Church will meet
at 8:30 p-m.

Notice — Student Union Gallery presents

Nov. 6-10 "German Expressionists" with a

show of these prints with talk by Prov. J.V.

Von Molthe from the German Dept. Nov. 6.

Nov. 13-22 'Manual"-Conceptual Photog.
works by Texas couple. Nov. 27 from 12-1,

Rebecca Doughty Er Mark Shapiro - joint

show of drawings, sculpture. Dec. 4-8,

Paula De Gregorio, Gemma Balukonis,

11 15, Sandy Cies Et Marn Daly, 18-22, Lee
Gordon Pramgiaven.

Notice — "Media Assault Against
Women," a slide show prepared by
Women Against Violence Against Women
(WAVAW) will be shown on Wednesday,
Nov. 15 at 8 p.m. In Hasbrouck 134. The
show will be followed by a discussion and
presentation about the Nov. 18 women's
march, "Take Back the Night." Admission
is free - the show is sponsored by the

Everywoman's Center and the Rape
)UQ3Q|or Advocate Grouo

%

Eyewear designed for the image

you want to create, anywhere,

anytime.

195 N. PLEASANT ST./256-6403

BIG

2J^
AUTOmRfS

'«)

with purchaw of $10.00 or mora
axcludtng th«M advartiMd itMnt. 21-4001

Or buy it for $1.19.

WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED!
...witti our 36"x 23" washable ferxler cover. You'll find it a

must for protecting the finish on the hood of your c«r. It

protects your tools, too - they remain secure within the

cover's convenient built-in tool trough. The cover itself re-

mains secure on your fender due to its sponge rubber back.

Our fender cover is designed to protect you, your fender,

and your toots. And, when the job is done and you're

cleaning up, you'll appreciate two of its additional features:

it's grease proof and easy to clean.

Offers expire 11/30/78. Limited quantities.

rTT
/B.C. POWER

TIMING U€HT
f • 370 201

Brilliant bluewtfite Xenon Light,

illuininates the timing mark under

any lighting conditions. Burn-out
proof. Tests Engine Timing/

Vacuum Advance/ Mechanical
Advance/High tension Circuits.

reg. retail

S28.80

SAVE 2.85 25
95

OfCTRONIC

DWELi/TACH/POINTS

TESTER 370 221

4,6, and 8 cylinder. 12 volt U.S.

and import cars and trucks, includ

ing those with solid-state, transist-

orized and High Energy Ignition

systems.

reg. retail

S27.70

SAVE 2.75 24
95

^% Watch for our Christmas ad!

/\ K^ I 13' A '

ALLIED MOTOR PARTS
319 MAIN ST. New Complete

AMHERST. MA 01002 Machine Shop

256-8341

CRAFTSPEOPLE
NOTICE

Concerning Table Space on Campus Center Concourse; The review and
authorization, of category #2 and #4 Campus Center vendors, permitting

use of the the CC Concourse Table space, shall be curtailed from
November 15, 1978 through December 25, 1978.

Between these dates unique craft items may be approved for sale upon
appeal to the Operations Committee which shall meet every Tuesday at

2:00 p.m. and every Wednesday at 1:00 p.m. CC Rm. 817.

Any vendor not approved may, sell good under provisions of CC vending

category #8.

COLLEGE yMl

^ ^C^^ The cosmetic center eff Amherst 0^^

SOFLENS ^.^7
. ,.^ ._.95 W/a
»• .^ff^ 24 refills '"^ &Reg. S6.00

No limit!!

Nov. 16

COUPON
THE PRESCRIPTION STORE

OPEN MON-FRI 9-9 SAT 9-6^

4 MAIN ST. AMHERST
CLIP&S/SVE CLIP& SAVE CUP & SAVE CUP & SAVE CUP&SA^E

Thursday, Novembers, 197f

TODAY'S mmit mtit
ACROSS

1 Sal

6 Envelops
11 Cheer
U Join

15 Reshowed a

lilm

16 Id

17 Improper un-

ion

19 Lile Prefix

20 Prude
21 Norway's

capital

22 Turn away
24 Formerly
26 Oexterilies

27 Slarfles

30 Rescind
32 Menitated
33 — Alaska

Dessert
34 Adherent

Sullix

37 Flower
38 Lessened
39 First rate

40 Tasnianid

Idbbr )

41 Cut
42 Tugboat

43 — and
leathered

45 Gusts
46 PtcKed
48 Musical

composition
49 Stones
50 Horror

52 Sped
56 Pronoun
57 Fi island

near Cana-
da 2

words
60 Sly

lo«

61 Expunge
62 Bedaub
63 Asian holi-

day
64 Hinder

65 Speed
DOWN

1 Shoe
? Singleton

3 YesI Yes'

3p
4 Furniture

items

6 Slate Abbr
6 Arm )oinl

/ Genuine
8 Pisas river

9 An ocean
Abbr

10 Moved steal

Ihily

11 Uprisings
12 I want —
—

, jusi

like

13 Derisive

UNITED Feature Syndicate
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sounds
18 Deprivation

23 Hotnan road

25 Color

26 Rai eil

27 Broach
28 Girl s naini!

29 Nobleman
30 Appraised
31 Increased

33 Naked
35 Ti/;y

36 Letters

38 Stable

39 Curse
41 Urged on-

ward
4? Portr-i

44 Request
45 Belch
46 European

47 Lodge
48 Odice dc

cessory
50 Sanction

51 Else Scot
53 Angprs
54 Part ol Q i

55 —
Mable
1918

best seller

58 Exist

59 Son ot

lu

Sul

h \

YOUR BIRTHDAY

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER I

Bom today, you arc not
easily iwayed agalnat your
•rill You live by prinriples
learned in childhood and
though many may think
you old-fashioned on that

account .you find that
those principles offer you
the security and Joy you
can Kain from no other
source You enjoy your
associations with others -
but only as long as they do
not cau.se you to t>e torn

between your own personal
standards and the obvious
and inrunediatr satisfac-

tions of mdulKence
You have no Kreat desire

for the material things of

life, though you would not
refuse aid in that direction
were it offered You are
basically an intellectual

with a hidden sense of

humor
Alto tKirn on this data

>ra: King Edward VII ol

England: Ed Wynn. actor,

comadtan

To see wliat is in store

for you tomorrow , find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
U't your birthday .star be
your d^ily guide

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 10

SCORPIOlOci 23-No«
III " Keep aware of

changes in another's think-
ing. Otherwise

, you may
find yourself working
against authority
S*GITTARIUS(No«. 22-

Dec. 2t) - An mtere.st In

financial matters marks
your contacts with others
today Neither lend nor
borrow
CAPRICORNIDac 22-

Jan. II) - Priends who
have served your ends be-
fore are ready to do so
again A.sk for support con-

fidently and suuii

AQUARIUS<Jan. 2t-Fab
K) - Your ego should
receive a tieallhy booat
from today's personal suc-

cesses Friends show genu-
ine regard
PISCEStFsb 1«-March

211) - See that personal
ambition does not get out

of hand. Weekend plans
should t>e firmed up with-

out delay
ARIEStMarch 21-Aprll It)

- Take on a partner This
IS an excellent time to

further your alternate
career Finances
straighten out.

TAURUSIApril 20-May 20)
- Fast talk and faster
action, these bring you
within grasping distance of
your most immediate
goals.

QEMINKMay 21-Juna 20)

- Cenerosity brings you to

the attention of one who
can aid your career prog-
ress Seek spiritual succor
in the evening
CANCERIJuna 21-July 22)

- One who acts in your
behalf may not in truth be
a friend. Keep your guard
up - even when succeed-

ing.

LEOIJuly 2)-Aug. 22) -
Financial gains bring you
close to old aims Don't
confuse material success
with personal popularity.

VIRGOIAug 23-Sepl 22)-

- An invitation brings the

realization of a dream a

little claser. Accept - even
if there arc strings
attacfied.

LI8RA(S«pl 23-Ocl. 22) -

Good news from one who
you did not know was on
your side makes this a

special day. Store up mem-
ories.

rnpyrtuhLIflt
t!nrt«« t'tmitirr SywhfttJt.lac

iCoiiegjan 23

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

Sgt.lT'SA
GKATHONOf. UHOISTHIS
TOtmiTHt STMNOe
[fOMOtAM UTTU
.MSSMX7D mnj".
OUR COUNTKY. ^^|k-

OUiL£ADe((^

SmiTALK
ABOUTyOU
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Miae If-

1

SWUHIMMY
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Nowcomes Miller time.

c 1978 Miller Brewing Co ,
Mitwauke. Wis
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Course, Teacher and Department
Evaluation Guide

Well, so now you know the administration isn't' so hot,

what about tlie faculty? \

. HELPISNTEDEDTO:
- take course and teacher evaluation forms to your classes

- distnbute departmental evaluations to your classes and
have your fellow majors critique their department

- to be a departmental liason to the SCERA academic

advocacy team and SGA academic affairs committee

- to work on academic issues and be appointed to university

faculty and departmental committees

Help grade the graders. Don't change departments, help

change your department.

Call David Arons or Mark Flaherty at 545-0341 or come by

Scera, 426 Student Union

ofm,

W ^. .__sni.iNJti'.n.RioKirHt aioNAi.BiitAMtH anu advocacy.

f SCERA »XU=:

xT^/foi funhc. .nformaiion call SCERA. 42f. S.U. 545-0J4

r.m J ar*M a>a*»<

To place a classified ad. drop by the Col
legian office (CC 113) between 845 a.m.
<ind 3 45 r) rn Monday through Friday, or

use our handy clip and mail form found in

nrKJSl issues of the Collegian Classified

(leadline is 3.45 p.m. two days in advance
of publication dat<.'

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c
per line, five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day, 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day. One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 VW Karmen Ghia, runs well. Call

Dave at 665-2367 or 545-0479. $560.

1972 Chevy wagon, fair to good condi-

tion, asking $675, call Jerry, 253-2891.

72 VW Camper, rustless Calif, machine,
rblt. engine— carb., new clutch, muffler,

battery, Mich, radials, AM/FM, askable ex-

tras, $2150, BO. 66^2429 or 6-1002.

1970 Spitfire MKIII. '72 engine, new:
trani, clutch, exhaust. Good body. 4
Michelin radials. Low miles. Call Dave,

6-5101.

1971 Scout II, 4x4, good condition, asking

$1600 or best offer- Steve, 546-6062.

ENTERTAINMENT

Hottest band aroundl 'Smooth Sailing'

for bookings anywhere, call John,
546-4646.

FOR SALE

2 Dead tickets. 11/13, BO. Call 546-7452.

Parrots— 2 Half Moon (male & female),

must selMBest offer, call Deb, 545-0162.

1969 Chevrolet station wagon, brown,

good running car, $300 , call 599-1128.

Men's ski boots. Dolomite Panthers, size

11, excellent condition, originally $150,

sacrifice $45 or best offer, call 253-7088.

Two radials tires. BF Goodrich Snow
Trailmakers. Steel-belted. Whitewalls. GR
78-15. Good tread. Used part of one winter.

$65 for pair. Call 586 3924.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

Genuine full length raccoon coat, $200.

00. Tel. 583-4838.

Rne used clothing. The Madeleine, 79
South Pleasant St., Amherst, daily 11-5.

HELP WANTED
I need a partner for the M.D. Dance
Marathon on Dec. 2 & 3. If you like to

dance and are looking to help someone else

give me a call, 6-6903.

Overseas jobs — summer/full time.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500-1200 monthly, expenses
paid, sightseeing. Free info. Write: Interna-

tional Job Center, Box 4490-MC, Berkeley,

CA 94704.

Care wanted for long haired dachsund
days, $10 week 665-4854, keep trying.

Men! Women! Jobs — cruise ships!

Freighters! No experience. High pay! See
Europe, Hawaii, Australia, St>. America.
Winter, summer! Send $2.75 to Seaworld,
Box 61035, Sact., CA 95825.

INSTRUCTION

Racqetball lessons, student rates. Private

court, 253-5035, 4 to 6 p .m.

Jazz dance classes starting Nov. 14,

Bangs Comm. Center, call Ginger at

256-8042 to register. Keep trying!

LOST

Girts HS ring w/blue stone, Boyden gym,
1 1/2. Laura O'Clare, 6-6486.

Meal book with ID 16663491 (19 meals).

Please contact Rich N. at 546-8734 or

545-3500. $reward$.

Flute lost Tues. night. Sylvan party, if

found please contact info booth or

546-5950, Holly, reward.

Medium sized dark brown with white
markings, male dog, no collar, lost for 3
weeks, please call 256-0314.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

PERSONALS

Karen P.. Yucc Yucc Yucca!

John L., happy birthday!! Tie one on! Your

pals, Mike and the Breadman.

Happy belated birthday—Tammy and
Mike. Your pals from the 8th, Jo and Ei.

Auto repair or purchase problem? Call

Consumer Action at UMass. 545-0199 or

545-0781. Mon.-Fri., 9-5.

Itch of Coolidge Two, hope you have a

very Happy Birthday— three of the Fear-

some Foursome.

If you've had a problem with an auto
repair of purchase, the UMass Consumer
Action Center wants to know. Please call

545-0199 or 545-0781, Mondays-Fridays,
9-5.

1 or 2 roommates or poss. sublet wanted,
2 bdrm. apt., 2 mi. frm. Univ., Dec. 1 or
Jan. 1, Sharon, 256-6388.

SERVICES

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.
Huge selection of gold, silver, diamond ear-

rings and unusual gifts. Silverscape
Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,
Mass. 253-3324.

Hauling
p.m.

service, call 549-4730, after 5

WANTED
Grateful Dead— will trade two Tues. Bost.
M.H. tickets for one or two Mon. tickets,

Mika, 584-9382 or Peter, 6-9111 or buy.

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for 3 bedroom apt. close to
campus to sublet Jan. -Aug., call 6-4280
( Debbie) or 549-4773 (Diane).

One room kitchen bath privileges, need
car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

SKI INSTRUCTORS NEEDED
~

Mount Snow Ski School is seeking part-

time ski instructors (weekends and
holidays) for the 78-79 season. Hiring clinic

Dec. 16th & 17th. For application contact

Jim Garstang, (802) 464-3333.

ROOMMATE WANTED
FLA. FOR THANKSGIVING

Alto sax;

546-8084
Vito (Leblanc), brand new, call

Top quality scrimshaw jewelry, lowest

prices arouncj. Interested? Call Jay:

546-5452 between 9 & 11 p.m.

Ring lost near CAA night of Sylvan party,

has sentimental value, please contact,

6-4183, des.: thick gold w/ jewels.

Dog named Blue. 65 lbs., brown white

mrkgs., no collar, call 253-3549, after 6
p.m., thnx.

Roommate wanted to share 3 bedroom
Puffton apt. Private room. .Available 11/30.

Call Mary, 549 6995, )r at Collegian

.Graphics Dept., 545-3500

Own room, Southwood Apt., Amherst,
on bus route, Dec. 1 or Jan. 1, Jeff,

253-7961

.

Fly to Fla. Nov. 21 to 26. Flying Club of-

ficer has 4 seats left @ $175 each to Tampa
and back. For info call, 665 4967.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.

j/T
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You, a faithful follower of this

space, have been a moun-
taineer' for some time nows
You've studied the funda-

mentals, selected your ^^^ .

gear and exi)erimented rat

with methodology. In short,

you are noboct/s fool. None-
theless,you also know a little

knowledge is a dangerous thing.

So you want to leam more.
Smart thinking.

First,you must realize that

once the basics of mountaineering
are mastered, it is only nuance
which distinguishes the true

artists from the merely adequate.

Therefore, attention to detail,

especially in matters ofclothing,

is vital.

Always protect the head
according to seasonal fluctuar

tions. In winter, a warm hat
is mandatory: (The head, after

all, is the chimney of the
bo^y. Avoid cerebral heat loss -

it diminishes your osvcho-
physio abilities.

)

In summertime,
a sun visor or a
billed cap will

guarantee crucial
visibility among
the craggy peaks. _

Pay particular A
_ .y.

'^ _ ^^^^ Instructions;
regara to your loot- insert contents of Fig. A
gear. Shoes should ^^ ^^J ^^^ ? 120:

P^^ ^2^^
J _. i_i transferring contents to

be sturcty and stable. Fig. d swauow.

A secure footing is

ofutmost importance. Without it,

you're asking for trouble. Point

of order: while mountaineering is

pursued for fun, it is neverthe-

Footpads
insure'
secure
footing

I '

i'^'^,:^

A fan
for all

seasons All weather
hbadgear

'I BUSCH

^ixpedltion
nag

Footnote

"HswaS*^.

Footgear

^^ Footloose

rMountaln
eertng Is the

ji'Sclenoe and art

of drinking Busch. The
term originates due to the
snowy. Icy pe&kB sported ty the

latiel outside and perpetuates due

to the cold, naturally refineshlng^

taste Inside (cf ' ^
lessons 1,2,3 and 4

)

Toehold'
Toe rope AQ

less serious business. Ifyou are
going to down the mountains,
rather than vice versa, you must

be confident ofyour staiiding.

Between the head and the feet

lies the area known to pros as "the
;

body!' Mountaineering
bocfywear is usuallybased
on personal preference.

However, keep a keen
eye out for one common
criterion. Your clothes

should be comfortable and
flexible, allowing for open

movement, specifically in the
vicinity of the arms.A free

and responsive arm is a
mountaineer's best friend.

i Certain accessories, of

course, complem.ent and
complete the regulation
garb. Expedition fla^
to mark your territoiy

in public places, con-

I necting ropes for those
who prefer the security

' of mountaineering in
tandem and back-
packs filled with

beer nuts, mugs,
bottle openers
and other pajrair

phanalia. Beyond
these standards,

wardrobe styles

range from the rustic

to the refined And
well they might, for

mountaineers are a
rugged andindividual
lot,joined only by a
common taste for

excellence.

The \
^refined m
look 1

flexible I

Larm <

Occupied
territory

. /rx'

M^iMAtCMiiUialiiMiaMiiMU

\ -A

libM.

Don't just reach fbv a beer.BUSCHBead for the mountains.

©Anheuser-Busch. I nc Si Louis. Mo

I Th.ir>;rlHY, November 9. 1978>.
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Sports Calendar
YESTERDAYS RESULTS
Soccer 3 Springfield

Women's soccer at Harvard

TODAY'S GAMES
No games scheduled

TOMORROW'S GAMES
Soccer vs New Hampshire 2:00 p.m.

SATURDAY'S GAMES
Football at Holy Cross 1:30 p.m.

Field hockey vs Dartmouth in EAIAW semi-finals 11

SUNDAY'S GAMES
JV football vs Connecticut 1:30 p.m.

00

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

VladiiQir

Conduclor and Pijno Soloist

CJ>aii)ber

Orcljestra
Tuesday, November 21 8 pm
The program consists of Symphony No. 40 - G
Minor by Mozart ; Piano Concerto, B Flat K 595
by Mozarl; Serenade for Strings, Opus 22 by
Dvorak

FINE /4?TS CENfER CNCERT H4.L
Tickets now on sale. General public - $8, 7, 6.

UMass students - $3.50, 3, 2.50. Senior citizens
and other students - $7, 4, 5.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

if Stickers
cent, from p. 28
But while the offense has not been weak (38 goals' in fifteen

games), the Minutewoman defense has been the key to many
of its victories down the stretch. In those games where the
stickers did come back, it was the defense of freshman Karen
Laverdiere and senior co-captain Gayle Hutchinson along with
the goaltending of sophomore Karen Stifter (seven shutouts)
who have held the opposition while the stickers make their
patented second half bursts.
The Cortland State game was one of two games this

season, the other being Northeastern, when the
Mtnutewomen have played "flat," almost uninspired field
hockey.

Crowley, Kenney named Sox VPs
BOSTON - The Boston Red Sox yesterday announced that

two long-term employees, Bill Crowley and Ed Kenney, have
been named vice presidents of the organization.

Kenny has t>een with the club since 1946 and has directed
the Red Sox' MinorLLeague affiliates since 1969. He was nam-
ed vice-president of player development.

Crowfey, who first joined the team in 1953 as a radio an-
nouncer, has been public relations director since 1960 and was
named vice-president of public relations, marketing and pro-
motions.

"Haywood Sullivan and I believe the promotions recognize

FRIDAY
Happy Hour

I0« Beers
PUB MUGS
— 3*til4 —

^%
^^ v' I.i Ka>l I'lt-asanl St. \^^

the many contributions that Ed Kenney and Bill Crowley have
made to the success of the Red Sox throughout the years

"

said team vice-president Buddy Leroux.

Leroux also announced that Dick Bresciani, Crowley's assis-
tant for the last six years, would head an expanded and 're-
organized public relations department Bresciani was named
director of publicity and will be in charge of press relations
statistics and publications.

Serving under Crowley will be Jim Healey as director of

hC:? hTaSrsrnt.'"^
"'' ^^^'^^ ^^'°^ ^-«- ^--v

THURSDAYS

2ibrt Night
830 til lo:30
Most Drinks and Beer

A^HER?''!'

\ '

*^
-y

New England^s

Largjest Dealer

of
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS & ACCESSORIES

WAXABLE PACKAGES
Karhu Picnic $94.50
Blizzard Fascination 99.50
Fischer Europa Glass 119.00
Kneissel Touring W 119.00
Lovett Light Touring 129.00
Asnes 99.50

WAXLESS PACKAGES
LyteStep $79*50
Trak Tremblant . 110.50
Blizzard Blue Bell Step 114.00
TrakRallye 115.50
Blizzard Mohair 124.00
Fischer Europa Step 124.00
Kneissel Diamond Pattern 124.00
Lovett Light Touring Mohair 134.00
Child's Premown t Set (Skis. Bintiinqs. poles) 29.50

^ (All packages hiclude
boots, bindings, poles and mounting .

)

Eastern Mountain Sports

Hours: .Men -Fri 9:30 a.m. -9 pn*
Sat.9 30am-S:30pni

Rt. 9. Amht-rst-HadU'v lint?.

.Amherst. MassRepaira
Rentals (413)253-9504

VfSA
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Booters roll
by BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

Displaying a dominance reminiscent ot th«r earlier season triumphs, the UMass soc-

cer team humbled Springfield College 3 yesterday on Boyden Field

From the opening moments ot play it was an obvious misniatch as the Minutemen

thoroughly outclassed their local nvals in every facet of the game Springfield College,

completing one of their worst seasons ever 5 12 1, was fortunate the score was not

worse The UMass offense maintained a continual assault, applying pressure

throuoghout the contest.

It was only seven .mutes into the game when Mark Abbott struck first for UMass.

Taking a feed from Tasso Koutsoukos, Abbott made a fine individual effort. Dribbling

into the right corner he avoided a defender, moved in on goal and blasted a shot to the

near post from an extremely difficult angle It was all UMass would need.

With Koutsoukos' return to the lineup the UMass offense was again in high gear.

UMass coach Russ Kidd comnr>ented on the affect Koutsoukos has on the team, With

him in there it makes things hapfjen."

At the 14 minute mark UMass was again on the board. Antonio M Dias smoked one

from just inside the penalty area which Springfield's Tom Ferreri dove for. Ferreri made

the initial save but couldn't control it. Doug White, moving in from his defensive posi-

tion, collected the rebound and made no mistake about it It was White's first goal of

the year

With the fine defensive efforts of Tom Draught, Mike St. Martin and Mark Vassalotti

they made life easy for goalie ^afW Manila Manila was called upon tq make only four

saves during the game, en route to the team's 5th shutout of the year

Despite frequent substitutions the second half was a continuation of UMass'

dominance Joel Mascolo capped the day's scoring, poking in a loose ball off a corner

kick Antonio G. Dias took the corner and floated a ball right in front of the Spnngtield

goal Mike St Martin got a head on it and sent it into the corner, but Spnngfield's

substitute goalie Mike Brown stuck a hand out and made the stop. The ball fell at the

feet of Mascolo who quickly tucked it under the bar

UMass ups their record to 9 5 and will conclude their season this Friday at home ver-

sus University of New Hampshire, starting time is 2:00.

Spikers split final tilts

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Colllegian Staff

The UMass women s volleyball team end-

ed their regular season play Tuesday night,

being nosed out by Keene State 11-15,

10-15, and sweeping Westfieid State 15-8,

15-10, at Keene State.

'We didn't play very well,'' said Coach
Mike Rhodes, "though Keene had a good
taam — they've lost only three matches all

year — if we played our game, we would've
defeate<them | guess thats what happens
after you've played very well in the URI
Tourney (despite a 14th place finish) we just

didn't have it against Keene."

Playing well in overall performances were

Kathy Shinnick, Peggy Barber, and Joanne
Eames.
Though not invited to the Eastern

Regionals (where the top sede could go to

URI Tourney winner University of Maryland

in the large college category; Springfield Col-

lege leads the small college field), UMass will

participate in the Mass. State Tourney in

Worcester on Saturday. UMass' opponents

will be Boston College and Bridgewater

State College.

"We hope to get things back together or

this tourney," said Rhodes, "we're seeded

second behind Boston College."

The final records for UMass, at the end of

the regular season, stands at 19-11.

Stickers face Dartmouth
in EAIAW semi-finals
By MIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

The staying power of the UMass
Minutewomen will be severely tested this

weekend when the stickers face surprising

second-seed Dartmouth in the semi finals of

the EAIAW/USFHA tournanr>ent at Spr-

ingfield College.

Four teams will compete in the tourney,

the winners of the satellite tournaments held

around the Northeast area last weekend.

UMass will face Dartnrwuth on Saturday at

11:00, with the winner facing the victor of

Springfield vs. UConn, Sunday at 1:00, for

the EAIAW championship.

UConn, the number one seed and last

year's winner of the finals over UMass, goes

to Springfield on the heels of their 2-0 win

over Southern Connecticut, a 3-0 victim of

UMass earlier this season. Springfield gets

the nod to return to its home fiekf by virtue

of its quarterfinal win over rival UNH in an

exciting overtime victory decided by penalty

strokes. Dartmouth is coming off their defeat

of number eight seed Bridgewater State at

the Green's home field last Saturday.

Dartmouth is led by high-scoring

sophomore Ellen Renr>se, who was recently

named the Ivy League's outstanding woman
athlete of the week following a three-game

stretch in which she scored six of the

Green's seven goals. Other key members are

forwards Alison Hibbert and sophomore Hol-

ly Burks, who netted three of her team's six

goals last weekend. Netminder for Dart

mouth is senior co-captain Laurie Center,

who has five shuthouts to her credit this

year.

Coach of the Big Green is Mary Corrigan,

VMasi quaterback Mike McEvilly (15) hands the bait o« to explosive Dennis

Dent (9) in last week s loss to Rutgers Dent will be a key factor this Saturday

in UMass crucial showdown with a 5^2 Holy Cross team (Staff photo by

Sharon Bfetinsky)

whose squad battled to a 1 - 1 tie with UMass
in preseason play.

The UMass stickers were impressive in

their wins last weekend, but they did have

their share of problems, especially against

Cortland. Coach Pamela Hixon later admit- \

ted that her team was "lucky to win" against

a team that managed 13 penalty corners and

19 shots, the most UMass has given up this

season.
The apparent problem in the Cortland

game was a lack of coordination between

the defense and the offense. When one had

the play the other would not tackle back No
matter how superb the defense was in the

Cortland game, and they were, they did it

without much aid from tfie offense. "There

was a gap in the lines," said senior co-

captain Lynsie Wickman, the team's leading

scorer. "When the offense had the ball the

defense would just stand around and watch"

and vice-versa, said Wickman.
Another potential problem which

manifested itself in both UMass victories last

weekend was the inability of UMass to score

in the first half. While they may be a second-

half team, a few quick scores by Dartmouth

on Saturday ntght put the stickers in a posi-

tion where they can't climb back.

"We can get behind in the first half, but I

don't like to, " said coach Pamela Hixon,

perhaps reflecting on her season long con-

cern that her team might not have the ability

to score a lot of goals.

When UMass does score in the first half

there is the tendency toilet down" which

was the case against Northeastern earlier

this season, a nail-biting 1-0 UMass victory.

turn to p. 27

BULLETIN
CAMBRIDGE The UMass women's soccer team ran its unbeaten string to 15 games
last night with a crucial victory over the Crimson of Harvard, 2-1. The victory lifts the

Minutewomen, who are ranked first in New England, to an astounding 14-0-1 record, a

feat which is all the more amazing since it is their first year of competition as a varsity

team.
UMass goals were scored by Margie Anderson and Naddy Mangini, who booted

home the evtntual game winner. The loss is the first thi« season for Harvard, as their

record drops to 5^1 2. For details and more results of the UMass victory, see Steve

Rosenberg's story in next Monday's Collegian.

Steve Zack

Guide to Arenas
With the fall sports season winding down
and the winter sports season about to

begin, I have chosen to offer you the unof-

ficial bible of UMass winter athletics. The
UMass Guide to the Arenas, Housing the

various snow Season Sports such as
basketball, hockey, swimming, gymnastics

and wrestling; better known as the Where
are they playing and what should I look for

manual.

First and foremost on the list is basketball.

The men play in a rustic old building known
as Curry Hicks Cage or the cage for short. It

has often been theorized that the Cage ex-

isted long before man himself had evolved.

This has been proven false; new evidence
shows that the building originated
sometime near the Medieval Crusades of

centuries gone by.

Set in the middle of the barnyard style dirt

floor is the basketball court which has the

resiliency of a dead tennis ball.

In regards to the game itself, one may look

at the following three items jn addition to

the ballgame you originally came into the

building for. A) The cheerleaders B) The

pep band C) UMasscoach Jack Leaman.

NOTE: Coach Leaman can be found in

one of the following positions: 1) Running

up and down the side of the court berating

the officials or 2) sitting prone on the bench

with an expression of elation or disgust (it is

up to you, the fan, to decide) on his face.

The women's basketball team also plays in

the Cage. You can tell that you're watching

the women instead of the men because

they are shorter, as if you didn't know.

Another way to differentiate between the

men and women is. that women's coach

Mary Ann Ozdarski bears no physical or

emotional resemblance to Coach Leamap

except that they are both older than their

players.

The next sport to consider is hockey. If

you were to search the entire UMass cam-

pus from Alumni Stadium to NOPE gym, I'll

bet that you won't locate a UMass varsity

hockey game. If you wish to view such a

game, I suggest you drive up North Plea-

sant Street and take a left when you conrw

to Amherst College. Once there, you will

enter Orr nnk, named^ after Frank Orr (no

relation to Bobby) and you will find much
to your surprise, not the Amherst College

hockey team but the UMass Minutemen
hockey team. Why, you may ask? Simple.

There is no hockey arena at UMass.

NOTE: When you enter Orr Rink and see a

chain link fence and wonder if you've walk-

ed outside again, take heart, there is no
glass surrounding the ice at Amherst Col-

lege, only the fence.

To locate either the men's or women's
swimming teams, enter the Boyden
Building and head straight for the pool.

Remember, Boyden, not NOPE or Curry

Hicks, Boyden. Once you have located the

pool, look into the water; the people racing

up and down the pool are the swimmers,

the ones doing Kamikaze moves from a

platform are the divers.

NOTE: During a race, if you should see a

competitor lying still on the bottom of the

pool or face down on the top, do not cheer

him or her on; he or she has drowned.

If you are an afficiando of gymnastics or

one who just likes to look at people in tight

leotards, the gymnastics meets are field In

gymnastics annex located at the end of the

corridor leading to the locker room in

Boyden Big meets are held In the Cage

(not while they are playing basketball

however).

NOTE: Gymnasts tend to be very supple

people, so if you find yourself getting

queasy when looking at people in awkward
physical positions, please leave the meet
area so you don't embarass yourself by
throwing up in front of the crowd.

The final sport on the list Is wrestling.

Meets are held in the gymnastics annex
which for wrestling events can be referred

to as the wrestling annex Ipr obvious

reasons.

NOTE: College wrestling is of the amateur

style, not professional; therefore, you will

see no Texas Death or Chain matches, no

outside interference by the coach, and

Bruno Sammartino will not sign autographs

after the match.

So there you have it. Now you are

prepared to watch the winter sports at

UMass. Enjoy.
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Strike, fighting

continue in Iran
Associated Press

TEHRAN. Iran — Clashes between
troops and anti-government protesters

claimed nine lives in Iran's oil belt, the Ira

nian news agency reported yesterday, and
oil workers defied a government deadline

for ending their crippling 13 day old strike.

A key anti government Moslem religious

leader, meanwhile, blamed President

Carter for "complicating" the Iranian crisis

with his support of Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi

The reported violence was the bloodiest

since tfie shah appointed a military led

government last Monday.
The Pars news agency said six persons,

including an army sergeant, were killed and
23 demonstrators wounded Saturday in

Khorramshahr. about 410, miles southwest
of Tehran

Protester^ set fire to* 15 banks and a

number of shops before troops moved in to

disperse them. Pars said.

In Ahwaz, about 70 miles north ot Khor
ramshar, soldiers shot and killed three per

sons Saturday when a group organizing a

demonstration refused to disperse. Pars

reported.

The months- long anti shah campaign has

Giiess who's
coming
io dinner?
By JAMES CARTER
Collegian Staff

The phone rang at 4:15 p.m. last Thurs-

day. On the other end was Bob Padula, a

friend who had arranged the appearance

last Thursday night of Red Sox captain Carl

Yastrzemski for the Distinguished Visitors

Program

.

"Jim, brace yourself," he said. "Yaz is go-

ing to eat dinner in your apartment at

5:30 "

Yaz coming to my apartment? The Cap
tain? Since the time I first put on a floppy

mitt and tried to catch a grass-stained

baseball, Yaz has been there as the heart

and soul of the beloved Red Sox.

Every Sox fan can imitate his mannerisms.

There's Yaz in the batters box, hitching his

pants, squeezing tiis helmet, the bat cock-

ed high-then he unleashes his classic loop-

ing swing, driving him down to one knee.

Millions -of fans had vicariously lived

through the thrills and disappointments of

his star-studded career. How many times

had I cheered for hrm, yelled for him and

prayed for him? Yaz coming to my apart-

nr>ent?

Yaz Arrives

He arrived over an hour later looking sur-

prisingly unfamiliar in a dark blue sweater,

gray pants and neatly combed hair. The

gray hair in his sideburns and lines around

his eyes were tf>e only evidence of Yaz's

claim to being the oldest everyday player in

tfie Anwrican League. He is r>ot a big man
physically, but his handshake revealed a

large and powerful hand.

Yaz, relaxed and cordial, seated himself

with a beer and a pack of Winstons. He car-

ried the conversation In an easy manr>er,

laughing readily and responding to familiar

questions with patierK:e and good humor to

a handful of students in the apartment.

He turned the subject to his son Micf>ael,

a pro baseball prospect who will be enter-

ing into his freshman year in college next

year. Yaz seemed as proud that his son will

be a pre med student as he was that he is a

good ballplayer.

"I started working hard at baseball with

him tiis sophomore year," he said. "But I'm

a perfectionist so we ended up fighting a

tot. If he did something wrong I'd drill him

in the back with a baseball," he joked.

been led by Moslem clergymen opposed to

the shah's westernization of this traditional

Islamic society and has been joined by
political dissidents demanding democratic
reforms of his authoritarian rule.

The exiled Moslem leader Ayatullah Kho-
maini, a central figure in the opposition,

said in an interview in Paris that Carter's

"protection of the shah is complicating the

current crisis m Iran."

The oil workers launched their strike Oct.

31 amid swelling opposition to the shah's

rule. They also demanded a 22.5 per cent

pay hike, which was approved by the shah
last week in a bid to prevent the collapse of

the oil industry But as bloody rioting con-

tinued throughout the country, the strikers

refused to go back to work.

The walkout has all but shut down the oil

industry in Iran, the world's second largest

oil exporter and a major supplier to Western
Europe, Israel and South Africa, Produc-

tion dropped from the normal six million

barrels a day to under one million.

The cutback in exports is costing Iran

more than $60 million a day, Gholam-Reza
Azhari, chosen by the shah last week to

stem the tide of growing protests against

his rule.

Carl Yastrzemski enjoys questions
from the press Thursday in the Fine

Arts Center. (Staff photo by Amira
Rahman)

He also expressed his fatherly concern for

his daughter who is a freshman in college.

"I drop in on her now and then for surprise

checks," he laughed.

Before the speech
He later commented on what it was like to

be treated like a hero wherever he goes.

"To be truthful, I'm kind of embarrassed

by it all,
" Yaz said. "I don't make many ap-

pearances for that reason. We're just the

same as anyone else, but I guess a lot of

people don't believe that. We just do a job,

like a doctor, lawyer, or garbageman."

Over dinner, Yaz asked a number of ques-

tions about the University and said it was

the first time he would be speaking at a col

lege campus. He didn't seem worried that

he had nothing prepared for a speech that

he would have to make in less than two

hours,

"What do you think I should talk

abou'"Yaz asked us, "I'm hot worried

because I'll be talking about things I know
more about than the audience. I just hope

they don't boo me on account of the

(governor's) election." he said, smiling.

TURN TO PAGE 4

Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin gestures during a speech at the Beth
Tzedec Synagogue in Toronto yesterday, before he flew to New York to meet
with U.S. Secretary of State Cyrus Vance. (UPI)

Carter calls Begin,

Sadat, to revive talks
By United Press International

President Carter yesterday made separate

telephone appeals to Egypt's President An-

war Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister

Menachem Begin to revive stalled peace

talks. Begin later met with Secretary of

State Cyrus Vance and said afterward the

next move was up to his Cabinet.

"We held a very serious discussion about

these outstanding problems, " said Begin,

looking weary after the intensive talks at

New York's Kennedy Airport.

Vance, who brought with Nm a com-

promise formula on the question of linking

a Egyptian /Israeli peace treaty with an

overall Middle East settlement, said he

could not "make any prediction" on the

future of nejgotiations

'But we're detennined to do what we can

among ail of us to see whether or not we
cannot find ways to bridge these remaining

differences," he said.

Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan and

Defense Minister Ezer Weizman, who join-

- ed Begin- for t:he meeting, returned to

Washington but are expected to fly to Israel

for a special Cabinet session later in the

insicle

week.
"Our Cabinet will take the propec deci-

sions" said Begin, who stopped off at Ken-
nedy on his way home from an official visit

to Canada.
The Israelis say the Camp David accords

did not directly link a peace treaty with an
overall Middle East settlement, but the

Egyptians are demanding such a condition

for signing a pact.

"We want to keep the agreement in its en-

tirety, " Begin said yesterday.

Earlier in the day, Carter phoned Sadat in

Cairo and Begin in Toronto urging thenfi to

accept the compromise U.S. proposal.

Sadat did not comment on Carter's ap-

peal, made in a call from the White House.

But government sources in Egypt said he
scheduled a meeting with his vice president

and prime minister this morning and may
call in U.S. Ambassador Hermann F. Eilts

later.

The president made a separate call to

Begin later from a Maryland farm where he

was attending a prayer session. The White

House would not characterize the Middle

East leaders' response to Carter's message.

Faculty Senate debates whether to ex-

tend the add-drop period from two to

four weeks. The change could become

effective next semester. Page 3.

Colonial Village tenants and owner

disagree about maintenance of apartment

complex. Page 3.

Can President Carter sell his wage
guidelines to the rank and file union

workers? Pacific News Service analyzes

the president's dilemma. Page 4.

The performance of the Paul Taylor

Dance Company last week receives

critical scrutiny. Page 8.

Weather:
Partly sunny, mid 40s, no ram in sight.

Todaly's thought:
"...they like to have meetings in

academia. Lots of meetings. I used to

judge how long they'd last by the number

of pipe smokers in the room. I'd allot 20

minutes per pipe " -Al Maguire, former

basketball coach, at Marquette UniversI

ty, now a sports caster on NBC.
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News
in Brief

Gregory may run
PLYMOUTHAAPlComedtan and civil

nghts activist Dick Gregory says he plans to
run for US Senate against Massachusetts
Sen Edward M Kennedy in 1982.
In an interview on WNAC-TV, Gregory

said Kennedy helped to oust Sen Edward
W Brooke, the nation's only black senator,
by campaigning for Senator elect Paul E
Tsongas. a fellow Democrat. Kennedy had
not stumped for Brooke's previous rivals

Pot, pills seized
fiJFW YORK I t/P/l Federal authorities ear

ly yesterday stormed a 65-foot trawler
docked in a secluded Queens basin and
seized 28 tons of marijuana and 10 million

doses of the depressant Quaalude with a
combined street value of up to $74.3
million

Tipped off by an anonymous caller,

federal Drug Enforcenwnt Agency officials

and the Coast Guard converged at 12:30
am on Terry's Dream, which was tied up
in Somerville Basin on Far Rockaway The
ship was sailing this time under another
name. Darling C
The ship apparently was being unloaded
when the Coast Guard cutter, its lights off.

entered the basin off Jamaica Bay But
there were no arrests since the smugglers,
tipped off either by radar or a lookout, fled,

leaving behind cars, vans and hot cups of
coffee, authorities said

Student arrested
SEABROOK, N.H.-AUMass student was
among five demonstrators arrested here
yesterday after they climbed a fence
around the Public Service Co. pier to
protest the arrival of an atomic reactor for

the $2 3 billion nuclear power plant.
The student. Robert Kadar. was released

yesterday after paying $100 bail at the
Hampton police station Kadar, who is a
freshman and a native of Belchertown,
lives at 47 Fearing st , Amherst.
About 150 demonstrators were at

Seabrook this weekend to protest and
attempt to block the delivery of the reactor
from Massachusetts.

Storm due east
\UP/\ The first major winter storm that

buried parts of Wyoming under nearly 2
feet of snow and was blamed for at least

seven deaths threatened yesterday to ram
eastward into the Plains.

Winter storm warnings were issued for the

Dakotas and parts of western Minnesota,

as well as for the Sierras of California and
parts of Utah. Arizona, New Mexico. Mon-
tana. Wyoming ar>d Colorado.
Freezing drizzle preceeded the storm into

the Plains, glazing highways and bridges

with a sheet of ice from northwest Kansas
to Minnesota Three inches of ice coated
power lines near Summit, S.D., threaten-

ing to snap them under the weight.

The storm dumped up to two feet of snow
in the Rockies, making some mountain
passes impassable, and 20 inches at

Lander. Wyo.
Ely. Nev.. and the Wyoming towns of

Sheridan and Casper were shrouded under
10 inches of snow, and 7 inches fell at

Casper and Worland in Wyoming, Malad
City, Idaho, and Miles City, Mont.

Arab king arrives
WASHINGTON (UPI) King Hassan of

Morocco, a close ally of the United States

and a moderate voice in the Arab world,

arrives today for three days of talks with
President Carter and other high American
officials

The Camp David accords are expected to

dominate Hassan's two White House
meetings with Carter Tuesday and
Wednesday. The monarch is also expected

to seek continued U.S. military support for

Morocco, particularly aircraft.

In addition, Hassan is likely to discuss

Africa with Carter. The king has been
actively involved in African politics, par-

ticularly in Zaire, where he sent troops to

help r^e Kinshasa government repel the

1977 "^haba invasion.

The king is expected to arrive at Andrews
Air Force Base, Md., at 3 p.m. today. He
will be in Washington until leaving for

Chicago Thursday morning.
His Washington schedule also includes

meetings wiht Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance. Secretary of Defense Harold

Brown, Energy Secretary James
Schlesinger and a black tie dinner at the

White Hovise Tuesday evening.

BOSTON (UPI) - Twenty-six-year-old Don Weber places the word Fantasy in a
semi-circle on the Dome of the Cyc'drama building of the Boston Center for the
Arts. The creation of bright yellow and magenta letters was commissioned for
the Woman Arts Fantasy costume exhibition which opens tomorrow at the art
center. The 60-storv John Hancock Tower is in the foreground.

Vietnamese
denied
landing
Associated Press
KUALA LUMPUR. Mafays/a ~ More

than 2,500 Vietnamese crammed aboard a
mystery freighter anchored off the Malay
sian coast will not be allowed to land
because the government considers them
-nigrants who paid their way, rather than
refugees, police said yesterday.

The Selangor state police chief, P.
Alagendra, said an investigation showed
the Vietnamese had not forced their away
aboard the ship, as its Indonesian captain
said

"I find it difficult to believe the claim by
the captain because without prior arange-
ment it is inconceivable for over 2,500 peo-
ple to gather at one place in the South
China Sea and to have succeeded in boar-
ding the ship, " Alagendra said.

Refugee officials said Saturday they were
investigating reports that a syndicate of

Hong Kong businessmen may have been
paid $5 million by the refugees, mostly
ethnic Chinese residents of Vietnam, to
provide the ship, register it for one month
in Panama and use it to take the Viet-

namese to a new country. They reportedly
were picked up Oct 24 off Vietnam's
southern coast

Government officials in Hong Kong said
they had no information about the ship, the
1.500 ton Hong Hai.

The ship, whose passengers have been
given food, water and other supplies here,
is expected to leave Monday. Sources said
it may be towed out to sea by government
vessels if it does not leave on its own
power.

Moving away from Moscow

/raq seen coming out of isolation
Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Leftist-ruled Iraq

IS emerging from a decade of isolation from
the West and many of its Mideast
neighbors with the apparent aim of assum-
ing a role as conciliator and leader in the

Arab world.

The Iraqi government, whose relations

with the Soviet Umon have cooled percep-

tibly in recent months, has given no ou.t-

ward sign it wants to restore full dipHomatic

ties with the United States, at least not im-

mediately. But some knowledgable Iraqis,

speaking privately, do not rule this out.

Iraq's transformation from maverick to

moderator probably was seen most strik-

ingly at the recent 20-nation Arab League
summit conference in Baghdad.
President Ahmed Hassan alBakr once call-

ed summitry a "waste of time." But at this

month's summit, the host government not

only declined to press its militant anti- Israeli

policy oh fellow Arabs but said it would be
satisfied with a "minimal agreement"
among them.
Longtime foreign residents of the Iraqi

capital say the Baath Socialist govern-
ment's preoccupation with security is still

intense but citizens seem n>ore relaxed
about speaking their mind without fear.

As It has moved toward moderation in tfie

Arab camp, Iraq has moved away from
Moscow.
But most observers believe the deteriora-

tion of BaghdadMoscow relations is not
serious enough to jeop>ardize a six-yearold

News analysis
"friendship" treaty, the only one the

Soviets still have with an Arab state. Egypt
broke a similar treaty with Moscow three

years ago.

Analysts believe the Iraqis are flexing their

muscles this way to show the Soviets they

have no intention of becoming a Soviet

"satellite" — despite their heavy reliance

on the Soviets for arms.

Iraq broke off diplomatic relations with

Washington during the 1967 Mideast War

in anger over U.S. support for Israel but Ira-

qis allow the operation of a large U.S.
"interest section ' in the Belgian Embassy.

For the past two years, the United States

has t)ought $700 million worth of Iraqi

crude oil, a drop in Iraq's annual oil revenue
of $16 billion, yet a significant

breakthrough in stagnant trade relations

between the countries. The Americans, still

fifth among Iraq's Western suppliers, have
provided wheat, rice and, most recently,

$40 million worth of frozen chickens.

And though Iraq never tires of denouncing
"imperialist decadence" in the West, ap-

proximately 2,000 Iraqi students are study-

ing at U.S. colleges and graduate schools.

Most analysts here believe Iraq's new at-

titude stems primarily from the govern-
ment's increased self-assurance. It has
eliminated or repaired relations with most
of its enemies since it assumed power in a

1968 coup, so it can now emerge from its

siege mentality, these observers believe.

John the Baptist's body believed found
United Press International

CAIRO. Egypt - An Egyptian reporter

said Monday he saw a coffin that monks
told him contained the remains of John the

Baptist, the man who heralded the coming
of Jesus Christ, baptized him and was
beheaded at the whim of King Herod An-
tipas' wife.

The reporter for Al Ahram said he was
shown the coffin at an ancient Christian

monastery in Egypt's western desert. He
said the monks told him they were confi

dent It contained the remains of John, con-

sidered by Christians the precursor of the

Messiah.

John is known as the baptizer of Christ

and this act became the basis of the bap-

tism rite in Christian religions. The gospel

according to Mark, chapter 1, chronicles

the event in verse 9:

'It happened at this time that Jesus came
from Nazareth in Galilee and was baptized

in the Jordan by John At the moment
when he name up out of the water, he saw
the heavens tore open and the the Spirit,

like a dove, descending upon "him And a

voice spoke frqpi heaven; Thou art my
son, my beloved, on thee my favor rests "

The Al Ahram reporter said he was told

the body was found in a cave below an old

church in the St. Makar monastery, a
fortress-like building built by Egypt's Or-

thodox Coptic Church in AD. 360. The
monastery is located in the Natroun Valley,

about 60 miles north west of Cairo.

Al Ahram urged scholars and Egyp-
tologists to ascertain the authenticity of the
discovery

Baptist was removed from Palestine to the
Mediterranean city of Alexandria in the 5th
century AD.
It was taken to the monastery in the 11th

century and hidden there because the
Christians of Egypt were facing persecution
at the time, tradition says.
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Couple fights to educate kids athome
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Peter and Susan Perchemlides are waiting

this week for a court decision on whether
they can educate their son m a orivate

'school— their home.

Superior Court Judge John Greaney, of
the Franklin County Court House in

Greenfield, will hand down a ruling

sometime this week in the case against
Amherst Superintendent of Schools
Donald B. Frizzle and the Amherst School
Committee.

The case will decide whether the Per-

chemlides have the right to teach two of

their five sons, Richard 9, and Keith 5 in

their North Village apartment. The parents

maintain it is their right, although the

school committee and superintendent

claim that the parents curricula provides an

inadequate education.

Keith Perchemlides, age 5, learns to
read at home.

The controversy began, in September
when Richard was expected to start the

third grade in the Mark's Meadow School,

a UMass School of Education associated

school on North Pleasant Street. He was
kept home, along with his younger brother

Keith, who was expected to start Kin-

dergarten.

The Perchemlides notified the superin-

tendent they were not satisfied with the
education their son Richard had received in

the second grade at Mark's Meadow, and
they were going to teach him thenrvelves.

Education at home was not a new corcept

for the parents who formerly lived in

Boston and tauqht Richard's older

brothers, Stephen, 16, and Gregory, 14, at

home for a time.

When Frizzle challenged their right to

teach at home, the parents presented a

curricular of intended studies for the two

children.

According to the father, the curricula

includes astronomy, earth sciences,
ecology, gardening, nutrition and health,

with anthropology and economics included

in the subject. He said they will teach

language arts, arithmetic, art, music and
physical education, including yoga, run-

ning, and fishing.

The parents said their approach differs

from the public education because it will

follow a framework of "conceptual

knowledge," which he said gives an

overview on many topics rather than what

the father described as "trivialized

knowledge '

Frizzle rejected the curricula, and
questioned the parents' abilities to teach.

Neither parent has a degree in education.

Peter Perchemlides, 42, is a biochemist
with a Masters degree from Duke
University. His wife, Susan, 37, also

studied nursing for a while at Duke, but is

Poet Maya Angelou relaxes for a

morfient as she autographs programs

outside Bowker Auditorium here at

UMass Thursday night. She recited her

poetry in a program before in the

auditorium. She also held a workshop
in Herter Hall earlier ir> the afternoon.

(Staff photo by Sean Diamond.)

now registered at UMass as an un-

dergraduat student in the STPEC program
which provides a major in Social Thought
and Political Economy. They hold no
outside employment

The parents appealed Frizzle's decision to

the school committee which rejected the

curricula, following Frizzle's recom-
mendation.

This prompted the parents to send the

curricula to other schools of education.

Representatives of the University of Pit-

tsburgh and Boston University returr>ed

favorable comrr>ents on the curricula.

Paul Nash, chairnnan of Humanistic and
Behavorial Studies at Boston University, in

a sworn affidavit presented in the Franklin

County Court, described the curricula as
"carefully thought out, ingeniously
organized, and broad in scope."

The parents maintain they are not against
the legal provision for* mandatory
education. "It's the qualitative dimensions
we are frustrated with -not forced
education, " Peter Perchemlides said.

"Parents really can educate their

children," his wife added. She said they

received no resistance in Boston when the

older sons were taught at home and at-

tributed the resi^.ance in Amherst to "the

aura that the\ (Amherst School Com-
mittee) enjoy from being a part of an
academic community."

Perchemlides said he does not look at the

case as setting a precedent, but rather as

an attempt to "reclaim a birthright. If we
succeed," he said, "the obvious will

become obvious."

He attacked public education saying

"bonding between parents and children

has been severed by the education ad-

ministration.

Brother Richard, age 9, studies his

courses. (Staff photos by Amira Rah-
man)

"It is the most powerful, profound agent
of this state and can serve the corporate

order," he said.

At the close of the presentation of the

case, Judge Greaney said a decision will be
returned this week. In the meantime, the

family is waiting.

1

Perchemlides said he is "guardedly op-
timistic. I think we've got a very strong
case, but I'm not the judge. If it goes
unfavorable to us, we are going to appeal,"
he said.

Faculty senate to vote

on add-drop extension
ByMARKLECCESE
Collegian Staff

A proposal to extend the course drop

period for students from 14 days into the

semester to 28 days is now waiting the ap-

proval of the Faculty Senate.

The proposal, submitted by the Student

Center for Educational Research and Ad-

vocacy, passed the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee of the Faculty Senate without op-

position last Thursday night.

The recommendation of the committee

will be presented to the full Faculty Senate,

at their Dec. 7 meeting, as a proposal to be

voted on.

Senate Secretary Harvey Kline said last

night passage of the motion is probable

because "there tends to be a great deal of

confidence in the committee."

'My guess right now would be that it has

a good chance of passing since it came
from a major committee of the Senate,"

Kline said.

"But it's not going to be a rubber stamp or

anything; there'll be some serious opposi-

tion, " he said.

According to Mark Goldstein, an
academic research assistant for SCERA,
extending the drop period to 28 days would
mean the elimination of the current system

of giving students a "W" on their grade

reports if they drop a course after 14 days.

A drop could be made up to 28 calenda'r

days into a semester with no record on the

student's grade refbort, Goldstein said.

A proposal to the committee to extend the

pass fail choice period from 14 to 28 days

was defeated by a vote of 6-5, according tc

Goldstein.

Goldstein said the entire concept of

pass /fail could be challenged bv some pro

fessors if the deadline was extended.

Goldstein said some faculty members told

him that if the proposal to extend the

pass/fail deadline was brought up at a

Faculty Senate meeting, "they might try to

influence other faculty to throw it out en-

tirely."

According to Kline, the proposal to extend

the drop period if passed, would probably

go into effect next semester.

Owner denies charges
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

Owner of Colonial Village Allen Cohn
denies charges made by the Colonial

Village Tenants Union that he has violated

the law in the operation of the apartment

complex on Belchertown Road.

The charges outlines in a "demand letter"

recieved by Cohn Saturday require formal

response within 30 days, according to law.

The tenants claim Cohn has not complied

with a new law requiring landlords by Oct.

1 to 'give a receipt" to any new tenant as

of Sept 1, 1978 which includes the name
and location of the bank and account

number holding security deposits. The
penalty for non-compliance is the return of

the security deposit.

Cohn said he has not sent notifications

but said, "anyone can obtain that in

formation if they telephone Kamins Realty

(managers for Colonial Village)."

The tenants also claim Cohn has not

complied with an agreement made this

summer to "winterize" Colonial Village

apartments before Oct. 15 by installing

weatherstripping around doors, caulking

around windows, thermometers for

thermostats, and adding blown insulation

in the walls.

Cohn denies work was to be completed by

Oct. 15. "All work will be done within two
weeks," "le said, "except insulation.

"I only told them I'd check the prices on

insulation to see if I can fit it into this

winters budget, which I can't," he said.

The tenants also claim Cohn should pay

Colonial Village tenants" electricity bills

because common space electricity, such as

hall lights and laundry room heaters is still

unlawfully wired to individual tenants'

meters.



Crampton House resident Karen
Monteiro cuddles Jason, a friends
puppy, near Hampden Commons in

Southwest Residential
photo by Mike Albert)

Area (Stcitf

* Dinner with Yaz
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

Yaz stumped with Gov. -elect Ed King.

After the Show
Following Yaz's speech at the Fine Arts

Center, in which he gave his opinion on
such far ranging baseball subjects as possi-

ble; Sox trades (definitely no starters);

MVP Jim Rice (deserved the honor), Bill

Lee (shouldn't be dealt for personality

alone); and Don Zimmer (great guy, fine

manager), Yaz sat at the bar at Fitzwilly's in

Northampton amidst a growing, chatting

crowd.
He said he told them he enjoyed himself

here at UMass, and said it was "a very

warm crowd " A number of people surged
forward and asked Yaz for his autograph.
"Will you sign this Yaz?" said a man with

a bushy beard "Can you make it out to my
mother?"
Another man with blond curly hair and a

broad grin pushed his way through the

crowd to ask. Hey, what happened last

year anyway, Yaz?"
A couple of women shook his hand and

timidly said. I just wanted to meet you
Yaz. You're g'sat"
Yaz was patient and affable with the peo-

ple around him He was loose and com
fortabie and greeted everyone with a smile

and a hearty handshake. He talked about

the Red Sox and a lo-year contract he has
with the organization after he retires

Someone asked him, "Do you ever get
tired of talking about baseball?

"

"No," he said "No, I never do."
Yaz also liked to talk about fishing. He told

us about the time he and Fred Lynn were
fishing in an illegal area in Connecticut.

"I saw the warden coming and ran into

the woods," he said. "But Fred got caught
and had to pay a $100 fine. He tried to tell

them that he^rt/as Fred Lynn but they made
him pay anyway."

College days at Notre Dame
He also commented on the difference bet-

ween UMass and the college he attended,

Notre Dame.
"We had a priest or a brother on every

floor, " he said. "It was lights out at 10
"

One night, Yaz had been drinking and
came in at 1230.

They knew I was drunk because we had
to sign in and I was writing my name all

over the paper." he said i looked down,
saw a pair of black shoes and knuw i was in

trouble.

He said Notre Dame athletes lust their

scholarships if they were caught drunk
Instead, I iiad to serve Mass at 5 m the

morning for a whole month," he laughed.

Water conference set
There will be a conference and open

forum tomorrow on local water problems, a

hot topic in this area since the Amherst
water shortage

The forum is being sponsored by the

UMass Water Resource Research Center in

conjunction with the Massachusetts
Special Legislative Commission on Water
Supplies The commission is running the

forum as part of its commitment to en-

courage input from the public into its

study.

According to Madge 0. Ertell, Director of

the Water Resource Research Center, the

conference is open to the public. Among
the speakers will be Ward Motts of the

UMass Geology Department, speaking on
the local Massachusetts water problems.
Hugo Thomas, deputy commisioner of En-

vironmental Protection for the state of Con-
necticut, will speak about a program in

Connecticut, the Connecticut groundwater
protection program. Ertell said the system
has been relatively effective, as compared
to the Massachusetts situation.

The forum will be held in the School of

Business Administration 1 16 from 1 :30 to 5
p.m.

PHYSICS COURSES FOR NONSCIENCE MAJORS:

100 Physics for Poets

114 Theory of Sound, with Speech and Hearing Applica-

tions

115 Physics of Music

117 Nuclear Energy, Its Physics and Its Social Chajlenge

119A Arms Policy, and National Insecurity

139 Introduction to Physics for the HeaPth Sciences

169 Science for Science Fiction Readers

No prerequisites. E core (except 169).

Description Guide for more details.

See the Course

Wage guidelines fair.

Carter tells unions
Pacific News Service President Carter

will have a difficult time convincing rank-
and file union workers that his new wage
guidelines call for equal sacrifices from
labor and management, i^nion sources say.

In most major industries, contracts
negotiated by union leaders must be ap
proved by majority vote of the member
ship. Even though Caiter has picked up
support from United Auto Workers and
Teamsters officials, his success will depend
on overcoming rank and file suspicions
concerning his program's fairness.

Union sources say that workers may
question the fairness of the following
aspects of Carter's plan:

•"The wage guidelines are calculated on
a percentage basis - seven percent in

crease per year which provides larger pay
increases for the wealthy.
"A trucking executive who already

makes ten times what a driver makes will be
entitled to ten times as much pay in

crease, " said Steve Early, spokesman for
PROD, a rank and file Teamsters group
demanding contract improvements in the
1979 trucking negotiations affecting some
450.000 workers. "If you make $100,000 a
year, you would be allowed an increase uf

$7,000, but if you make $10,000 a year, you
only get $700"

Percentages would also be used to
talculdte the tax rebates Carter promises if

inflation runs too high Under the rebate
p.i'i, the taxpayers would be financing
wage irKreases which would normally be
the employers responsibility

"For most firms, no guidelines are set
for profits William Winpisinger, president
of the machir\i§ts union, said his members
will not accept the seven percent wage
guidelines when, for example, the natural

gas producers will be receiving at least $50
billion in added profits as a result of the
Carter backed energy package

Even if Carter's goal of six percent infia

tion IS met, prices for new gas will be allow
ed to rise nearly 14 percent next year, and
another ten percent in each of the five

following years, Winpisinger noted Before
endorsing these price increases. Carter
himself had labeled the added revenues "an

enormous windfall profit." Yet profits such
as these will not be controlled under the
Carter inflation program.

'•While making up for inflation is one
union goal in bargaining, another is to claim
a share of increased profits du'ing the life

of the preceding contract. Carter makes no
allowance for workers in that situation.

For example. United Auto Workers
members were recently reminded in their

union magazine that in part because of in-

creased productivity. General Motors and
Ford Motor Company enjoyed un-
precedented profits in 1977 totaling nearly

$5 billion UAW members have received

only the basic wage increases called for

under their three year contract, and can be
expected to try to make up for that fact in

next year's bargaining.
" 'No guidelines are set for certain types

of income, such as dividends, which are
primarily received by most wealthy citizens.

While workers' fringe beriefits would be
limited, many typical benefits for ex
ecutives would not. For example, ex-
ecutives could be compensated with in-

creased stock options, travel, or access to
company recreational facilities, none of
which would count toward the seven per-
cent pay hike limit.

"Health and safety on the job may be
reduced.

"Carter says workers who want more
than a seven percent increase can do so by
agreeing to changes in work rules that save
the company money," said one union
health and safety expert. "'Knowing our
members can't mak'e it on seven percent,
the companies will pressure them to go
easy on certain health and safety protec-
tions, and our people aren't going to be
very happy about that choice

At th.e same time,' he added. Carter is

setting new restrictions on government
health and safety regulations, although we
don't know that those regulations con
tfibute to inflation No one has tried to

figure out how much we are reducing infla-

tion by ledijcfng injuries, and diseases
which rause high medical costs,
absenteeism, and low productivity

"

The president diu not adopt proposals
from a new citizen-labor coalition which
wants to concentrate on reducing inflation

in four J'basic necessities" food, energy,
health care, and housing. The coalition

aruges that outlays in those four areas
make up at least 70 percent of household
spending for four fifths of the U.S. popula
tion.

"We want a national health care system to

control medical costs, a lowering of interest

rates to make housing affordable again,
and new ways of contrplling the huge pro-

fits of middlemen in the food industry,"
said a staff member for one of the unions in

the coalitioin. "Carter said nothing con-
crete about any of these. And of course he
couldn't mention energy because his whole
energy program is built on raising prices,

not lowering them."
A variety of, union sources agreed that

workers realize they are among those hit

hardest by inflation, but said this does not
mean they will go along with the Carter
plan.

"Carter wants workers to tighten their

belts," said PROD's Early. "But it looks like

those who are the fattest already are sup
posed to tighten the least. I don't think

Teamster members or anybody else is go-
ing to buy it."
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The Brothers and Sisters of

Sigma Alpha Mu
invite all University Men and Women to an

OPEN RUSH
Tonight 8 p.m. -12 p.m.
FREE BEER, WINE,
MUNCHIES, SODA

395 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
For rides & info., call 545-0845

^i

(.olk'Uidn 5

Amkcrtt CkinMt Food

62 Main Si ZS3 783b
•Fresh Chinese
vegritables from our
own farm

•Fully air conditioned
•Closed Wednesday
•luncheon specials

$1 2S and up

High quality food at d
reasonable price"

Recommended by the
New York Times

Adult Entertainment
Majestic Cinema
84 Cottage Street

E harnptnn. MA. 527 2346

Nov 8 14

STAR BABE 7 30
TEENAGE SEX
KITTEN 8 50

Mat Thurs h Fri 1 30
Under 21 not admitted

Prof speaks on academics

SCIENCE FICTION &
FANTASY BOOKS

^'H .-fc

By HANS SCHULZ
Collegian Staff

Theordore M. Newcomb,
professor emeritus of
Psychology and Sociology
from the University of
Michigan, said Friday that

UMass should cultivate
"islands of academic interest

that exist outside the
classroom" so that "student
life can reinforce academic
learning."

Newcomb, a visiting pro
fessor at Amherst College, was
the guest lecturer at a seminar
on The Conditions of Stu-
dent Live as They Affect
Academic Performance held

in the Campus Center last Fri-

day. Other speakers included

representatives from the
Ufi^ass faculty, student body,
and staff.

"A special problem for a

large university is the multiple

subcultures which vary enor
mously that comprise it," he

said. "What little students do
have in common is of little

academic relevance."

In his address to about 100
people, half of whom were
faculty members, Newcomb
said the gap between peer and
academic environments is

greater at a large university like

UMass than at smaller col

leges. Peer considerations are

generally more important to

the student than academic
ones, he said.

He suggested the university,

\A/ith students providing the
energy and initiative, try to

create academically oriented

peer groups. A person in the

audience said the Student
Federal Credit Union is an ex
ample of such a group.

UMass student Kathy Ab
bott, a Resident Assistant in

Coolidqe House in Southwest
Residential area, called for a

"better understanding" bet

Robert L Woodbury, conference
moderator. (Collegian file photo)
segments of the professor of Physics and

Astronomy, and Sally
Freeman, director of the Com-
munity Development Center,
which sponsored the seminar.
Professor of Education and
former Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs. Robert L.

Woodbury, was the
moderator

ween a

University in her speech. She
said such an understanding
would result in a "stronger and
more effective university and a
better rounded education for

students."

Other speakers at the con-
ference were Richard Kofler,

A FANTASTIC SELECTION!

From requests we recieved at our

science fiction/fantasy sym-
posium last Friday Nov. 3, we
have decided to move our book
exhibit into the bookstore for two

weeks.

If you couldn't make it last week
come soon. . . the biggest selec-

tion available at one time

anywhere in the Pioneer Valley.

cam]3us center /univ. of mass amherst

3 new senators meet on TV
United Press International vvith the first fall of the gavel in

WASHINGTON It was sort January,
of a preview of the next ses Three incoming freshman
sion of Congress, but if history senators - a liberal, a middle-
serves as a guide much of the of-the-roader and a conser
good cheer is apt to disappear vative - voiced their opinions

yesterday in a tolerant televis-

ed session of smiles, amiability

and commraderie.
But the fellowship failed to

conceal serious divisions on
what may turn out to be the

Massachusetts Senator-elect Paul
Tsongas, right, sits with two other

newly elected U.S. senators, Thad
Cochran, of Mississippi, left, and David

Durenberger, of Minnesota, during
broadcast of "Issues and Answers," on
ABC television yesterday. (UPI)

nnajor problem facing the new
Congress - finding a solution to

America's economic woes.
Minnesota Republican David

Durenberger, Massachusetts
Democrat Paul Tsongas and
Mississippi Republican
Thad Chochran seemed sur-

prisingly close in their opinions

on a new SALT treaty.

But the three men left little

doubt that such issues as

taxes, health insurance and
government spending are likely

to be as controversial in the

new session of Congress as
they were in the old one.

The three were interviewed

on ABC's "Issues and
Answers" television program.

Tsongas, a liberal, played

down the possibility of

disagreements with President

Carter over cutting back public

programs. "I think we can
work together," he said.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

USED SKI EQUIPMENT
= $$$-sell it at

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
(Nov. 15-18)

,VVJE>_

Turn-in Equipment -_

2 9a.m. -5 p.m

•N-

*
C.C. Concourse 4f

Nov. 7, 8, 9, 13 *

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

MIAMI
$59 onf way

_ "^V^ J ^•^- Concourse

% For info call 545-3437 Z^^^^y(^o\i. 14 Suffolk Roor

LOS
ANGELES
9 ir9 one way

$198 round trip

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS 545-0500

n
All students must obtain their pre-registration forms from

their academic advisor. Advisors will be available from 8:30

a.m. -6:00 p.m. daily during the counseling period, November 13

through 22. Call your advisor at 545-0031 or 32 and make an

appointment for pre-registration to save time that you would

otherwise waste while waiting for assistance.

Here is a list of the advisors and the classes with whom they work:

1982 Shareef Rasool and Charles Bookman
1981 Phil Hicks and Jaqueline Crooks

1980 Valerie Nii

1979 Carole Watkins

ALL RETURN 'G STUDENTS Manuel (Rick) Townes

Please come prepa. '-have a list of courses that you would like to

take. Bring your ov\ Class Schedule and Course Description Guide

with you.

REMEMBER
You must see your advisor before receiving your

pre-registration form. All pre-registration forms must be submitted to

the Registrar's Office by Nov 22 or a $5.00 Late Fee will be required.
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The Collegian Women's
Staff Caucus and

Interested Members of

I
the University Community
are invited to attend the first meeting of

a newly established advisory committee

on the status of women's news in

the Collegian.

The meeting will be held tomorrow at

1:30 p.m. at the Everywoman's Center.
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ORDER NOW FOR
GLENN SHAW NATIVE

FRESH TURKEYS
RAISED IN PELHAM

>^ ALSO CAPONS, ROASTING

'CHICKENS, GEESE & DUCKS

\

USDA CHOICE

TOP

ROUND
ROAST
USDA CHOICE

TOP

ROUND

STEAK

$
LB

$
LB

77

98
ARMOUR VERI BEST

"N

RIB

ROAST

LOIN

ROAST

5 STAR PORK

LBn.49

LB Xa^V
$
LB

CENTER CUT

CHOPS 1.73

FRESH

CHICKEN LIVERS
ALL MEAT OR ALL BEEF

OSCAR MAYER BOLOGNA
SWIRS PREMIUM

BACOM

VzLB

PKG

aoz

LB 5
PKG

39'

89°

1.39

• PRODUCE -k

OCEAN SPRAY

CRANBERRIES

49
CAUFORNIA

CELERY

FRESH

YAMS .

PRINCE EDWARD ISLE

WAX TURNIPS
FRESH WASHED

SPINACH
WHITE OR PINK

GRAPEFRUIT

2m 49<

15

59

6/89

-LB

10 OZ
BAG

\
WE WILL FEATURE

EMPORER , RIBIER &
CALMERIA GRAPES

LOOSE (CAUFORNIA STYLE)

ON THANKSGIVING WCEK

MON - TUES & WED

^^^^'mmmmmmmmm^^'^^^^^^M REDEEM THIS VALUABLE Jv/ COUPON

DOUBLE
S&H GREEN STAMPS

MON. TUES. & WED. ONLY

WITH ANY PURCHASE

M
« r> C Ki ^

<Z4

VALID NOV 13 14 IS

IIMIT ONt AT lOUIS (OOOS

( XCIUDING CIGAR! nrs

^Oi)0()iV 0O0OO0i)OiKuH.)uOO('(h'>)iuKH'(UHU)iM'

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMIT OUANTTTES

LOU
FOODS

/-
GREEN GIANT

BROCCOLI SPEARS

BROCCOLI
" """

0. CAULIFLOWER

• • FROZEN FOODS • •
/"

SAUCE

IN CHEESE

SAUCE

BKXCfXf5

•**•••

10 OZ 59

SEALTEST

ICE CREAM
HALF GAL

1.49
BIRDSEYE m g^

COOL WHIP 9oz49
LLOYD J HARRIS ^^
PUMPKIN PIE 26oz89
LLOYD J HARRIS g^g^

MINCE PIE 26oz99
VAN DE KAMP

FISH FILLETS

(. EGGO

WAFFLES 11 OZ

^ SEABROOK CREAMED

ONIONS .02

55'

59'
BIRDSEYE COOKED

SQUASH 12 .2 3/89

n.2912 OZ

N. PLEASANT ST.. AMHERST. MASS

coii^^i^n

fHi SPECIALS NOV. 13 -18

-k • GROCERY SPECIALS -k k
/

MAXWELL HOUSE

INSTANT COFFEE

$
10 02

JAR 3.99

DUNCAN NINES DELUXE If

CAKE MIX

18y2 OZ

PKG 59
c

11 OZ

LB PKG

MUELLERS

LASAGNA
RONZONI

SPINACH

NOODLES
PILLSBURY

PIE CRUST

MIX
PILLSBURY

BREAD

MIXES ALL VAR

SWEET UFE

TOMATO
JUICE
CAMS OR OXFORD

SWEET MIX
PICKLES
SCHWEPPS

GINGER ALE"*

CLUB SODA 32 OZ

CAMPBBIS

TOMATO
SOUP m7 0z

WFTY

TRASH

BAGS 40 CT

15 OZ

12 OZ

22 OZ

WALDORF

C BATHROOM
TISSUE
OCEAN HARVEST N.E.

CLAM

CHOWDER
NESTLE

HOT
COCOA MIX
APPLE & EVE

C APPLE

-

CRANBERRY iUICE4Boz
BLUE BOY

DLL I O SUCEO OR HARVARD O /OAC
RED CABBAGE 16ozZ/o"
OXFORD

I^AC STUFFED AAc
D9 OLIVES sv.ozDV

MR CRAB

59

.49

3/'l

J9

79

59

99

99

Qeorgian
Bever^gewart

This Week s

Specia

12 OZ.

Beverage4901
WfTM COUPON « $7 50 PURCHASE OR MORf %

EXCLUDING CIGARETTES 49

CONFECTIONARY

LfiHT OR DARK BROWN

DOMINO

SUGAR ^ FREE

r
VALID NOV 13 18

LMiT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS /

WrTH COUPON & $750 PURCHASE OR MORE %
EXCLUOING CIGARETTES 40

OCEAN SPRAY

CRANBERRY
JUICE

COCKTAIL 48 OZ

VALID NOV 13 18

79

2/79^^ 6 0Z

6/n
CASCADE AUTOMATIC

DISHWASHER
DETERGENT
SWEET UFE SELECT

PIHED RIPE

OUVES

65 OZ

2^.59

^1.99

59

% LIMT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS /

rwrrH COUPON « $7.50 purchase or'more"*"*^%
EXCLUOMG CIGARETTES 43 |

OCEAN SPRAY S

JELLED OR WHOLE

CRANBERRY

SAUCE uoz FREE
VALID NOV 13 II

UMT ONE AT LOUB FOODS

r WITH COUPON 4 S7.50 PUMCHASE OR MOflC

EXauOMB CSARETTES ^

SCOTTMCT

FAMILY

NAPKINS FREE
VALH) NOV 13 11

UNT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

6 0Z

w WITH COUPON « $7.S0 PURCNASE OR MORE
EXaUOMG OGARFITES ^

i

I
t SWEH UFE ir I 25*

ALUMINUM
FOIL FREE

•k DAIRY •
n _Li^

NOODIIEAL

WHIPPED

CREAM 7 0Z75 Mrhipped

CREAW

fULSBURV. BAKERY STYLE

BAIIC ^"'^^ "*'"* '^^
nULLd WHOLE WHEAT
SAU SEA 4 02

SHRIMP COCKTAIL 3 PK

FLEISCHMANNS CORN OIL

MARGARINE
HOOO

EGG NOG

59*

4.79
1

LB PKG
OTRS

OT

79
85<

• HEALTHS BEAUTY AIDS
CREST RES 4 WMT IS* tff LABEL .

TOOTH PASTE

SCOPE SUPER SIZE

MOUTHWASH 24 02

I

!
•

I fAl» NBV 1) II I

Jl UNT flNI AT IQUS FOODS /

PRELL CONCENTRATE SO' OFF LABEL

SHAMPOO

50- OFF LABEL

LIQUID PRELL

SECRET ROLL ON 20' OFF

DEODORANT

7 02

16 OZ

1". 02

. NOT RfSPONSaU FOi TYPOGilAfllCAL DmORS

WE «BIVE TNI MHT TO UNT QUMITmB

LOUIS
FOODS

OA
N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST. MASS

^"i
•
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Paul Taylor Dance Company

Dancing lacks luster, dynamics, focus
tfy SHARON TRUt
Fine Arts Staff

What distinguishes a great joke from a

lousy one? The content of the joke--its

clever idea, unexpected twist of logic, or a

play on words, for example- is certainly on
important aspect Of equal if not greater

importance however, is the delivery of the

joke -how the joke teller effectively uses

timing, work flow, and vocal dynamics to

keep listeners hanging on every word.

t don't want to push the analogy too far.

Suffice it to say that the Paul Taylor Dance
Company, fj^f^orming last Tuesday and
Wednesday evening at the Fine Arts

Center, had some trouble pulling off the

jokes that underlie much of Taylor's

choreography, and for many of the same
reasons that a joke-teller might have trou-

ble.

One example of a "dance joke" that didn't

quite get off the ground due to poor
delivery was "Diggity," a premier perform-
ed on the Wednesday night program. The
dancers' timing was off, the flow of their

movement was choppy, and the energy
and dynamics of their performance lacked
impact and focus. The piece was fast-

paced, but fast does not equal dynamic.
I'm not so sure I cared for the content of

the joke either.

The curtain ojjens to a stage littered with
spotted, cardboard, stand-up dogs in

various positions of sitting and slouching.

Dancers run on, leap-frog over one another
and more or less cavort among these flat,

rigor mortis creatures. A woman flouces

around in a silk bra and bloomers. A man

rolls in a six-foot green cardboard cabbage,
then a woman does a fairly iippy solo on it.

Afterwards, as the man rolls it back out, we
see that there is a yellow flower on the flip

side

Gimmicks raised expectations

The gimmicks raised our expectations-
what would they do with all those dogs all

over the place? What can you do yvith a six

foot cabbage? Will anyone notice the
woman running around in her underwear?
Will the men carrying the woman in a split

over their heads rip her in half? (That one
wasn't so funny- the woman looked
petrified I It may be that Taylor wanted the
dance to be just a series of gimmicks, of
dangling jokes that are never resolved, thus
leaving the joke on us for expecting a
resolution. Whether or not this was his in-

tention is irrelevant. The result was
tiresome and disappointing.

Taylor's sense of humor worked to better

effect in "Cloven Kingdom," presented
Tuesday night. A program note says the
work is "an antic view of the eternal dif-

ferences and similarities between men and
women." This coexistence of social veneer
and primitive instinct was clearly and
cleverly choreographed in a section for the

black -suits-and-tails dressed men. To the
heavy, incessant beat of the percussion
music (which wove in-and-out of and was
sometimes superimposed on the "civiliz-

ed, " minuet -ish score) the men fraternized

in an aggressive, sexual, athletic, "Animal
House" manner. One minute they're danc-
ing shoulder-to-shoulder exhibiting perfect-

ly acceptable camaraderie, and the next

has them sitting spread legged in all their

finery in the eternal circle, pounding their

hands with their fists, egging on a shaman
dancer who is dancing himself into a state
of spiritual/sexual ecstacy. We see that the
camaraderie is different in form but not in

kind There is also a fascinating climbing
and tumbling section that eventually builds
up into a totem pole. Taylor depicts men's
pent up sexual aggressions imaginatively in

this work, and the men's performance was
convincing, though perhaps overly crude
and heavy handed.

The women's part, on the other hand, and
the part for both men and women, was un-

fortunately not as interesting in com-
parison. The notion that womanhood
means searching for reflections in others'

eyes rather than in one's own head was
suggested by the mirror headpieces some
of them wore. The idea that women too

have repressed sexual drives was indicated

by their primitive, animalistic movement
(that mostly echoed the men's), but that

was all.

Closing pieces

The audience's dance appetite was at

least (at last!) partially satiated in "Airs"
and "Esplanade," two light, dancy works
that closed the programs Tuesday and
Wednesday night, respectively. These
dances provided an opportunity to see
Taylor's movement style without the

distraction of props, set, or theme.

The limbs that scoop up, frame and
MOVE through space, the often risky rise,

suspend... then fall, from one shape to

another, the quick, rhythmically-complex
changes in direction; and all sorts of nifty

little quirks like head waggles, flexec
palms, and two dimensional, profile
shapes -these are a few of the things I likec

about Taylor's style, though I felt that in

these works the dances sometimes shon-
changed the potential of the style by their

lackluster performance.

Dancers lacked luster

For some reason, two of the most
lackluster dancers were prominently
featured again and again in solo and duet
roles. What is it that made these two rather
dull to watch, and conversely, what made
the little dynamo Caroline Adams so in-

teresting? I think part of the problem was
the two lacked Adams' ability to initiate

movement precisely and to extend the
body into shapes that go beyond even the
farthest reach of the limbs. Their somewhat
hefty bodies "hit" the shapes accurately,
and they seemed to get the steps and pat-
terns right, but their dancing struck me as
unspontaneous and dull despite the
tremendous amount of high-powered
energy they crammed into it. Perhaps you
could call it a lack of nuance; a lack of
poetry.

Overall, the two concerts were frustrating
in that the potential of Taylor's movement
style and choreography was hinted at, but
rarelv fully realized, although toward the
end of "Esplanade," the dancers finally
seemed to respond to one another instead
of at one another; than as a group, in slip-

sliding falls, dashes across the stage, and
euphoric lifts they appeared to be actually
having a good time.
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Prospective

MBA Students
A representative from Indiana Universi-

ty will be on campus Wednesday, Nov.
15, to talk with students interested in In-

diana's Master of Business Administra-
tion Program. Good students from all

majors are invited to interview. For fur-

ther information, contact the Placement
Center (545-2224).

Students are needed as
representatives on University-
wide committees. Students will

be working with members of the
faculty and administration on
these important governance com-
mittees. Sophomores and juniors

are urge,d to apply. College of
Arts and Sciences Curriculum
committee. Transit Advisory
committee, Parking appeals,
Meal ticket exemption. Housing
exemption. Academic Priorities

committee. Academic honesty
committees, administrative
withdrawal committee. Athletic

council, and many more. For
more information please contact
the Student Senate Speaker or

Co-Presidents Office.

^GA is an equal opportunity employerl

Just Shake it

and Let it Fail Into Place.

The Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method or cutting your
hair in harmony with the way It grows so it never
loses its shape.

And because your hair falls naturally into place
all you have to do is shake It

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-
sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14 00
whether you're a guy or a gal. And no appointments
are ever necessary.

• Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-
tioning, we do It all. but we really shine with the
precision haircut, and so will you

CoMmnand IVrfformance

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart -

Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m. -10 p.m.
586-0090

Collegian &

Economics council

announces advising

To the Editor:

The Undergraduate Economics, Council
wisfies to announce that peer 'advising
will be held this week for people pre-
registering for undergraduate economics
courses. Throughout the general course
selection week we will have staff people
at the UEC office answering any ques-
tions in regard to courses and teachers in
the economics department. The UEC of-
fice is in 502 Goodell and the advising
period will be from Monday 12th through
Friday 16th, from 10:10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
UEC has done peer advising in the past

and feels it is necessary for economics
students to receive counseling from a stu-
dent perspective, from fellow
undergraduates who have experience
with different courses and teachers in the
department. Career planning will also be a
part of the peer advising. Economics ma-
jors and non-ma/ors are encouraged to
take advantage of this service providedby
UEC.

Undergraduaf Economics Council

Americans should

learn about Iran

To the Editor:

We, the International Students
Association, dec/are our support to tfw
struggles of the people of Iran. We op-
pose the military regime of the Shah and
the support given to it by the United
States government At a nneeting of the
Executive Council on November 9 the ISA
unanimous/y agreed to politically and
financially support the Committee to Sup-
port the People's Struggle in Iran, in its

efforts to educate the university com-
munity on the situation and events in

Iran.

As an organization composed mainly of
students from different parts of the
world, we strongly urge the American
members of this community to learn as
much as they can of what is taking place
in Ifan and what is the role of the U. S.
government. We feel that the press in this

country generally does not provide an ac-
curate picture of the reality experienced
by (he people of Iran and the nature of
their movement. Thus we feel it is ex-
tremely important that people on this

campus take advantage of the news and
information provided by the above men-
tioned committee.
We urge the American population oh

this campus 'to oppose their
government's role in Iran. The U.S.
government presently sends billions of
dollars worth of military equipment to the
Shah's^ regime and maintains approx-
imately'40,000 military advisors and CIA
agents stationed in Iran. Without this

backing, the dictatorship in Iran would
not be able to survive. We encourage
everyone to support the mass movement
in Iran in its demands for the end of the
present regime and independence from
U. S. economic domination of the coun-
try.

Mohammed Benghabrit (Algeria);
Christos Karastamatis (Greece);
Carols Valdes-Mendez (Bolivia);
Thomas Peterson (Venezuela);
Patricia Quia (United States); Sid-Ali
Zadurar (Algeria); Lis Lena Opas
(Finland); Laoucine Kerbac^e
(Algeria); Loizos Soroniatis (Greece)

Executive Council.
International Students Association'

Wild accusations

'increasing every day'

To the Editor:

/ believe it is about time that the

Collegian and its writers had a little

support from some appreciative readers.

For the past few weeks the Editorialpages
have been filled with criticism on the

content and structure of various articles

printed. Some of this criticism has been
quite warranted and many at the

Collegian will be the first to admit it.

However, I cannot stand by any longer

and continue to read the wild accusations

that seem to be increasing every day.

I am totally in favor of the Equal Rights

Amendment. I am totally aware of all the

hazards a woman must face in this violent

society. However, when I see such
irresponsible comments such as those

contairwd in the 'Feminists are Angry
article of Tuesday, it is disheartening. To
read a statement that says "frankly guys,
you haven't done shit, " makes me
wonder. I thought that the whole idea of
equality was so we could all work
together to improve things - not to cast
insults back and forth.

I'm sure the author of the article on co-
ed living in the '60's put a lot of effort into
this piece. Frankly, I found the article

both interesting and informative, as I'm
sure most others did. I found no sexist
theme underlying the story at all. I would
think that the woman writing to the editor
is the one that should examine her views.
Before you start accusing someone of
having a "warped mind, " why don't you
try to look at it from their perspective and
avoid being so narrow-minded. Con-
structive criticism comes across much
better than a blatant attack. Hang in

there. Collegian.

John J. Jennings

Here to learn,

not get A's

To the EdKor:
/ was very happy to find the commentary
by Damon Thomas called "Academic
success or failure?" in Tuesday's
Collegian. I have been entertairyng the
idea of learning as a priority over grades
since the beginning of the semester and it

was reassuring to have someone confirm
my thoughts.

I took last year off from school to figure
out whether or not I really wanted to
continue with school and if so, why. Well
I decided that I would return because I

wanted to learn. UMass was my choice
because it offers such a wide selection
and variety of courses. I have no urge to
become a "Career Girl. " However I do
have quite a variety of interests and wish
to merely gain /(nowledge in many
areas. Yet, when I first returned to school
I had that old foolish desire to "get all

A 's. " The first set of exams killed that
fantasy.

I was proud of myself though. Instead of
sinking into the depths of depression I sat
and figured out what it was I was in-

terested in. I discovered I had done well in

all of the areas which were important to
me. I hope to do better on my next
exams, but rather than waste time
"mindlessly absorbing "knowledge" far
past any point of value, " I will try to learn
and understand that which is of personal'
value to me. It's very difficult to explain to
some people [ie. parents] that you're at
school to learn. If you happen to get all

A 's great!! But that's just the frosting on
the cake.

Kristen Whittle

New Salem

"Do something...

or shut up"
To the Editor:

For the three years I have been going
here groups such as the Student
Revolutionary Brigade have been telling

me how awful the world really is.

A couple of years ago student funds
were used to send a group of students to

Kent State to protest the building of a
gym. We were told that if UMass didn't

send representatives to the Ohio campus
that we would all forget the massacre of

four students during anti-war demon-
strations. BULLSHIT! It was Just another
case of the RSB yelling and screaming,

but in all actuality accomplishing nothing.

Now we hear about South Africa and
Iran. I agree that the governments of

these countries are not fair, to say the

least, but the United States being a

capitalistic country depends on foreign

investments. If every major corporation

pulled out the countries which have
policies that we have moral
disagreements with not only would that

country's economy be hurt, but ours

would be severly damaged too.

I guess what I am trying to say is that if

you don't like the political and economic
policies of the United States then try to

do something constructive or shut-up.

J. Michael Cain

"On the other hand, a larKe perrcntaKV of our best rustomerH
continue to experience premature terminal health difficulties

,
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Bill Carey: the luckiest

guy in the world
On election night, the hall at VFW Post

3422 in Easthampton was moving and
shaking up and down Union Street as if

there had been an earthquake. There had
been. Bill Carey had become the first per-
son in Massachusetts political history to
win a write in campaign for any office more
important than Keeper of the Trees at the
Walnut Hill Cemetery. Bill Carey and his
friends were celebrating their come from
nowhere victory for re-election to the state
House of Representatives.
Though most of them did not know it,

they were also celebrating a victory for the
guys in the white hats. There was a lesson
in all this, a lesson that Bill Carey learned
long ago and had never forgotten; that
honesty does pay off. After Watergate and
MBM we all wondered if it did. Carey, a
religious man first and a politician
somewhere way down the list had doubts
about winning but he never had doubts
that running was the right thing to do.
Carey is a man who worked for everything

he ever got and that is apparent from his

dress to his house to his car. He is not an
extravagant man. He dropped out of school
to support his family when his father died.
He worked as an insurance adjuster for
thirty-five years. The insurance business,
much like politics has plenty of tempta-
tions. A citizen can make a pretty penny in

• both if he should find a slick operator who
is willing to slide a few numbers in the right

direction. In both cases it is the rest of us
who pay for the crooks on next years bill.

Anyone who tried to get Carey to increase
an insurance payment went home disap-
pointed and with a severe case of tongue
lashing. Bill Carey may have been the most
honest man ever to carry a pencil behind
his ear. In politics, it's been the same way.
When he lost the primary campaign by 23

votes and an illigal advertisment to George
Hahn of South Hadley he was heartbroken.
"I never minded losing," Carey said later.

"But when George broke the law with the
ad, I just had to run. I didn't want a second
chance, I just wanted a fair chance. I felt

badly-it's not the way I operate-but the
people deserved better.

'

In a political campaign one candidate
makes a charge and the opponent makes a

counter-charge. This is usually followed by
an audible yawn from the electorate. For
Carey, a man with a warm smile, honest
eyes and a loyal family, the electorate

responded by sitting up and taking notice

of a man who had only run twice before
and who was speaking to them of a long
laughed at political virtue; honesty.
When he talked about his campaign and

the mistake Hahn refused to admit, he did

so not with slick talk and a wink but with
sincerity and with heart. At any of his

speeches you could hear a pin drop as he
slowly, methodically, and with a heavy in-

take of air told those present that, "even if

we lose, we win. We will have done what is

right. If I don't get any votes I'll know I've

done what had to be done and I'd do it

again." This wasn't a campaign, it was a

crusade.

An apt synonym for a sticker candidate is

'loser'. Running on stickers and winning is

like getting pregnant while retaining your
virginity. This campaign is a recorded case
of parthenogenisis.

"It was unbelievable," Carey said. "We
had a meeting at the K of C and I had trou-

ble getting through the door. I asked peo-
ple to come and help and it got out of con-
trol. There were p>eople there who I'd never

seen before, but they heard about what
had happened and they wanted to help.

They gave me the spirit."

This story would not be complete without
a mention of the Carey Kids. Capitalization

is used because they are more than a fami-

ly, loyal to their father. They are a cam-
paign organization in their own right. There
are two generations of people in Easthamp-
ton who know at least one of the Kids and
it's tough to find a bad word said about any
of them. Billy Jr. dropped out of law school
to come home and fight for his father. Bob-
by spent his days and nights proving that

shoe leather is tougher than Neolite.

Carey's wife, Mary, having gone through
boot camp raising seven Kids, became the

field marshall, politely convincing people
that that extra hour knocking on doors,

passing out stickers, really would make the
difference. Jimmy Carey, attempting to

become another Barry Manilow wrote new
lyrics to the Song of The South:
Bill Carey is honest. Bill Carey is fair.

Vote for Bill Carey, cause Bill Carey Cares.

Tell all your neighbors, tell all your friends.

He's running on stickers, and he's gonona
win.

An apt synonym for a

sticker canfdidate is "loser.
tt

Running on stickers and

winning Is like getting preg-

nant while retaining your

virginity. This campaign is a

recorded case of par-

thenogenesis.

It became a family affair and the family

grew to about 300. At a fund-raiser at the

Quonset Hut more than 500 people showed
up, and it wasn't even disco night. They
heard speeches about politics and
speeches about how to win a sticker cam-
paign and ihen they heard Bill Carey, a

non-pol politician, talk about the most im-

portant thing in his world.

"I'm not a sore loser," he said. "I don't

like to ask anyone for anything but this time

I have to. I couldn't do this without my
family." Each word was followed by a long

pause as if it were being transferred letter

by letter from his heart. "Win, lose, or

draw, nobody can touch me, because my
friends and family have rallied around. I am
absolutely the luckiest guy in the world.

Nobody, nobody could be that lucky."

On election day, you had to climb over

Carey workers to get to the polls. At 8
o'clock, after a few prayers, the friends and
family gathered at the VFW for the long

wait. Union Street looked like a used car

lot. At 3 a.m. Wednesday morning it was
all over. Bill Carey, their neighbor, had car-

ried Easthampton 6 to 1 overall he won by
2200 votes. The cheers went up as people

began to sing:

Happy days are here again.

The skies above are clear again.

So let's sing a song of cheer again.

Happy days are here again.

Undoubtabley, • "'•••ey is "absolutely

theluckiest guyin v.. dd."
Jon Hite is a Collegian C- 'vmentator.
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ON^egon Bosc Pears t^ii.

Extra Fancy Anjou Pears ife

California Oranges

«

Florida Tangelo Oranges
Extra Large Tangerines I

Red or Golden Delicious Apples

Fancy Mcintosh or Cortland Apples

Lemons ^ .. Limes

roHs
Yogurt
SourCreem ,::;:

Pillstxjry Cookies

scent : I It

3 5L '1 BreakstoneDip '*s:arS5^ SO*

59" CalabroRicctta .r?rt M.89
•^' 99- Kraft Cracker Qarrel '^ '1.39

iTuvD 'f t »•* V»*r C'Ne*^

80
siie

120
S)

I V/P

bakery ah mshed to you from oiir spotless Slop* Shop bakery'

lop&shop. LejnonPie
Stop & Shop ^^^^
22 oiincp pkg. 2020

« . , , Corn Toasties . r^.'.r^. 2 .* '1

Variety Bread [^.-'' ^ Countrystyle Donuts T/ 59*

Sliced
Witte
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simple funeral
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Associated Press
STOCKBRIDGE - Illustrator

Norman Rockwell was laid to
rest ttie way he lived for 25
years -n the Berkshire Moun-
tains without pretension.

His neighbors said farewell

to him simply as a beloved resi-

dent of a small town he might
have invented for one of his

romanticized paintings of
Americana.
About 300 persons jammed

into St. Pauls Episcopal
Church while Cub Scouts and
Boy Scouts stood at attention

along wallways outside. Six

decades ago the the Boy
Scouts gave Rockwell his first

real artist's job.

David H. Wood, director of

the Old Corner House, a

Rockwell museum in

Stockbridge, delivered the
eulogy during a 35-minute
funeral service on Saturday.
He called Rockwell. "a

townsman, a neighbor, a

friend."

"I have not referred to Nor-
man Rockwell as an artist. First

of all he was a man, a man of
the sensitive eye, the discern-
ing mind, the generous spirit."

"We will let time and the
world take care of the art,"

Wood said.

Church pews were filled

mostly with Stockbridge
residents. Some of the faces
looked familiar - they were
some of the models Rockwell
used in his paintings of happy
children, benevolent p>ets and

Lecture series
The Herter Art Gallery at

the University of

Massachusetts will present

two lectures during
November.
Barry Donahue, a

photographer for the Fogg
Museum at Harvard
University, will speak on
Tuesday, November 21, at

8:00 p.m. Donahue will

discuss aspects of

photographing art vyorks.

People are encouraged to

come with questions
concerning photographing
their own works. A
reception will follow.

Maire Cosindas, a Boston
photographer, will give a

slide show and lecture on
her own work at 8:30 p.m.
on Thursday, November 30.

The lecture will be held in

room 227 of Herter Hall and
a reception will follow.

''«, il^fe^;^
o^/^'Vv

[Qf j^.

PACKARD'S
14 Masonic SL

Norttianpton

5845957

Introducing—
Packard^s Lunchtime

Working Person^s Special

Purchase a draft beer, bottle beer or mixed
drink between 11:30 and 3 p.m. and receive

V a hamburger free!!

The Snack Bar at
M/brcesterCommons

A Special
Offer

!

HADLEY . :VIHERST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst Une.8a.m.-10p.m.,Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.

Video Theater "N

_. , ,
"Focus for World Hunger"

The feature length tape F,ght for Food will be shown Nov. 14 and 15 at 10 a mand noon ofi the sidewalk and Nov. 16 at 10 a.m. and noon in the Cape cS^dLounge. A Union Video Center presentation, co-sponsored SyEarthfoo'is

smiling small-town residents
that appeared on Saturday
Evening Post covers for more
than 40 years.

Nobody famous attended
the simple funeral of this man
who made Stockbridge his
adopted hometown in 1953.

Rockwell died last Wednesday
at age 84 after being in failing

health for several years.

Rev. Theordore H. Evans Jr.

opened the service by calling it

"a service of thanksgiving,
thanksgiving for the life of Nor-
man Rockwell."

Seated in the Iront of the
church beneath stained glass

windows brightene*-* by the
November sun were
Rockwell's widow, ^'olly, and
his three sons by hi; second
marriage, Jarvis, Peter and
Thomas.

150 at Silkwood rally
WASHINGTON [UP/] About 150 people

gathered in Lafayette Square Park across
from the White House yesterday to hear
speakers and musical groups perform at a
memorial rally for Karen Silkwood.
Silkwood, a 28 year old laboratory anajyst

at Kerr McGee nuclear plant in Crescent,

Oklahoma, was investigating health and
safety conditions when she was killed m a
car accident on Nov. 13, 1974.
She was enroute to a meeting with a New

York Times reporter to provide documents
that Kerr McKee was violating safety stan-
dards.

No-nuke display set
"Visions of a Non-Nuclear

Future," a poster, art and
book display com-
memorating Karen Silk-

wood and the anti-nuclear

movement, will be
exhibited at the Yellow Sun
Natural Foods Coop, 17
Kellogg St., Amherst, from
November 13 through
December 2.

Coordinated by the
Cultural Workers'
Collective, authors of a

number of journals on art

and politics, including
"Workbook on Nuclear
Power," and the Alter-

native Energy Coalition, the
exhibit will include
sculpture, drawings,
photographs and poster art

telling the story of Karen
Silkwood. A Plutonium
worker at Kerr McGee
factory in Oklahoma, Silk-

wood was killed in an
automobile accident en
route to a meeting with a
New York Times reporter

whom «he planned on
giving documented
evidence of massive
violations at the plant.

"We want people to

understand that Karen Silk-

wood's story is all of ours,"

said artist Meg Davenport,
an exhibitor in the show.
"She represents the
struggle of women,
workers, unions, as well as
citizen activists, trying to

create a pollution-free
world."

Beautiful people serve you at

Time

V2 Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90

Always Happy Hour Prices

Super Sandwiches
37 N. Pleasant St.

ckrislBX ii bcckoaing

preteaU

ionic of ber

favorite thinp

31 So. PIcauat

Ambenl

OPEN FORUM

To discuss Collegian

editorial content and
policy. If you have any
questions, comments, or

suggestions for the Col-

legian please come to the

News Council meeting.

Monday, November 1

3

8:00 p.m. in CC 805-809

yt'
'
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THE DISTINGUISHED
VISITOR'S PROGRAM

presents

FRANCES MOORE
LAPP^

author of the miUion
copy best seller

DIET FOR A
SMALL PLANET

Campus Center Auditorium
Tuesday, Nov. 14, 1978

8:00 p.m.
Free and open to the public

"Pssst. . .

,
Monday. NovembefJ^ 1978

Collegian Photo Contest

Winning photos to be published in

Collegian photography special

DlQck & White and Color cotegories

1. Still lifes

2. sports-

3. people

4. nature

'rints only— Drop off at Collegian Photo

Jesk by Nov. 18 with name, film, title,

camera, and exposure (students only).

dont forget the specials

we have going on now!

• FOOTWEAR. speciaU on ProKedi, Convene and Bala,

sneakers and jogging shoes

• JEANS, a seleclion of Lee jeans at only $6.99

• SCIENCE FICTION & PHANTASY BOOKS, the biggest

selection we have ever had at one time.

• TEXTBOOK SALE, books from our Textbook Annex and

our reference area — all drastically reduced.

• RECORD ALBUMS, a big selection of overstock and

remainder albums plus some best-selling hits all at

fantastic savings.

There's always something going on at... .

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

To place a ciassifiecJ ad. drop hy the Col

leqtdn (jftice (CC 1131 between 8 45 a m
,ind 3 45 t) m Mofiday thcouyh Friday, or

use o'l' hdndy r 'ip arid mail form found ir

most issues o' the Coliecjian Cl.issificf

<le,Hll 111- IS 3 45 4) I" ''^'^ (lays ^ .u)van(;»

of pill) I aiion (latf

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c

per line, five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day. 30 consecut.ve issues, 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

tf) 38 characters

AUDIO

Genesis One spkrs. $150 pr. or BO, call

6-6112, Adrienne, afternoon, late even.

Two radials tires. BF Goodrich Snow
Trailmakers Steel belted. Whitewalls. GR
78-15. Good tread. Used part of one winter.

$65 for pair. Call 586-3924.

AUTO FOR SALE
Alto sax
546 8084.

Vito (Leblanc), brand new, call

Ring lost near CAA night of Sylvan party,

has sentimental value, please contact,

6-4183, des.: thick gold w/ jewels
.

Dog^ named Blue, 65 lbs., brown white

mrkgs., no collar, call 253-3549, after 6

p.m., thnx.

RIDE WANTED

'68 Opel, 86,000 miles. Fair condition. Ask-

ing $350, call Amit, 253-5121

302 Maverick air cond., -^uns well, 1972,

best offer 772-0667 ^^____
'74 Toyota Celica ex. cond 323-4231

'70 Camaro perfect body, 4 Cragars, 60's

in bacK, eng. needs work, $750 or BO,

6-5304

New 4 GR78-15 Goodyear steel belted,

mounted on mag rims, best offer, call after

6 prr. .J56-87^ 1

1970 VW Karmann Ghia, runs well Call

Dave at 665 2367 or 54&-0479. $550.

72^/vyrCamper. rustless Calif, machine,

rbit. engine -carb., new clutch, muffler,

battery Mich, radials, AM/FM, askable ex-

tras^! M^BO_665^2429or^6J002____

1970 Spitfire MKIII, '72 engine, new:

Irani, clutch, exhaust. Good body. 4

Michelin radials. Low miles. Call" Dave,

6-5101.

1971 Scout II, 4x4, good condition, asking

$1600 or best offer -Steve, 546-6062.

Top quality scrimshaw jewelry, lowest

prices aiound. Interested? Call Jay:

546-5452 between 9 & 11 p.m.

Gift idea: ^ave your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Detap, 256 8^732. bet. 9 10 a.m.

Fine used clothing. The Madeleine, 79

South Pleasant St., Amherst, daily 11-5.

Girls HS ring w/blue stone, Boyden gym,

n/2, Laura O'Clare, 6-6486.

Flute lost Tues. night. Sylvan party, if

found please contact info booth or

546-5950. Holly, reward.

Ride needed to Aerosmith concert for

two persons, Wednesday Nov 15, call Sal-

ly 6 6949 or Uave 6-6593, will share ex-

penses

ROOMMATE WANTED

HELP WANTED

entertainmenY

Hottest band around! Smooth Sailing'

for bookings anywhere, calJ John,

546-4646.

c^ll

FOR SALE

Rossignol ST 660 w/ Nevada Grand Prix

bindings, original value $280, skis 185 in

length have been used 5 times and are in

excellent condition, will sacrifice for $130.

Call 253-5889 ask for Paula

Men's ski boots. Dolomite Panthers, size

11, excellent condition, originally $150,

sacrifice $45 or best offer, call 253-7088

100% profit, no exp. nee. in sales, call

Mike, 253-2491 ,
6-8 p.m.

The People's Gay Alliance has a work-

study position available. Person will be

responsible for a variety of office duties.

$3.50/hr. 12 15 hrs./wk. For more info,

please stop by the P.G.A. office, 413 SUB,

545-0154'

Overseas jobs-summer/full time.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500-1200 monthly, expenses

paid, sightseeing. Free info. Write: Interna-

tional Job Center, Box 4490-MC, Berkeley,

CA 94704.

Care wanted for long haired dachsund

days. $10 week 665 4854, keep trying.

Men! Women! Jobs- cruise ships!

Freighters! No experience. High pay! See

Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So. America.

Winter, summer! Send $2.75 to Seaworld,

Box 61035, Sect., CA 95825.

INSTRUCTION

Medium siied dark brown with white

markings, male dog, no collar, lost for 3

weeks, please call 256-0314.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

Roommate wanted to share 3 bedroom

Puffton apt. Private room. Available 11/30.

Call Mary, 549 6995, or at Collegian

Graphjcs^Dept., 545-3500.

Own room, Southwood Apt., Amhenst,

on bus route, Dec. 1 or Jan. 1, Jeff,

253-7961.

SERVICES -Y

PERSONALS

NCWD-ILY Honball... Happy #1 but

there will be many more. Your
Loveball-MJD!

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.

Huge selection of gold, silver, diamond ear-

rings and unusual gifts. Silverscape

Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,

Mass. 253-3324.

WANTED TO RENT

Joyous natal felicitations to Stubby,

Kevin, Pooh, Andy, Elaine, Tom, wild

orgies all weekend. Yahoo!

MJD-no one else could ever feel the

same in my arms. Happy 1-year. -NW-H.

BALL

Looking for 3 bedroom apt. close to

campus to sublet Jan. Aug., call 6-4280

( Debbie) or 549-4773 (Diane).

oTie room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

SKI INSTRUCTORS NEEDED

Jazz dance classes starting Nov. 14,

Bangs Comm. Center, call Ginger at

256-8042 to register. Keep trying!

LOST

Flute leffin car NY plates of math student

going to M. Falls, Sat. 367-2238

To Stephanie, a special friend, happy

birthday with loads of sunshine and fun.

Have a great 19th, love and wishes, Jill

Loom-so you've made it to 21 years

young! Here's to the next 21 years of being

j
ust kids! With hugs, Jr.

Minnow, there are so many bigger fish in

the sea! The Sly Foxes v

Auto repair or purchase problem? Call

Consumer Action at UMass. 545-0199 or

545 0781. Mon.-Fri., 9-5.

Itch of Coolidge Two. hope you have a

very Happy Birthday -three of the Fear-

some Foursome.

Mount Snow Ski School is seeking part-

time ski instructors (weekends and

holidays) for the 78-79 season. Hiring clinic

Dec. 16th & 17th. For application contact

Jim Garstang. (802) 464^g33. ,^

FLA. FOR THANKSGIVING

Fly to Fla. Nov. 21 to 26. Flying Club of-

ficer has 4 seats left @ $175 each to Tampa

and back. For info call, 665-4967.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.
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Women booters no. 1 in NE;
slash Harvard Crimson 2-1

MondiTv, Novombef 13, 19^8

fly S TtVE ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE Last Wednesday, the UMass women's soccer
team completed their first season of competition at a varsity
level by edging previously unbeaten Harvard. 2 1 before 500
leenng Haivard supportub in Cambridge The victory caps off
an undefeated season h r the UMass squad and also gives
them the undisputed titU of the number one team in New
England

Harvard, 110, came into the game one victory short of cap-
turing the Ivy League title. UMass, with a 14 record arrived
tor the championship clash fresh off of a 5 shutout over
B U As both teams walked onto the field many of the Harvard
football playeis who had gathered to watch the match began
the incessant chant of "Go Harvard, Go Harvard

"

It was apparent after the first few minutes of play that the
game would become a defensive battle with both teams rely
ing primarily on the play of their halfbacks and fullbacks to
generate an attack

UMass forward Margie Anderson, who scored fifteen goals
and had ten assists this season, scored the first goal of the
qan^e at 6 00 of the first half She took a pass from senior co
captain Sandy Doo and booted in a low, hard shot which the
Harvard goalie never saw.
Six minutes later, Harvard evened the score at 11, with a

goal by Susan St Louis St Louis, a standout forward for the
Harvard club, broke away from the UMass defenders and beat
UMass goalie Diane Buckhout from fifteen feet out. The Har-
vHrd goal is only the eighth goal Buckhout has allowed dunng
the sixteen games she has played this season, giving her a
Uague leading 50 goals allowed per game average
The qrjme continued at rapid pace with each team receiving

few scoring opportunities as both teams were playing a highly
I autious defensive game The final and eventual game winn
inq UMass tally was scored by MaddylMad Dog) Mangini at
the 28 50 mark of the fitst half with Sandy Doo adding her se
cond assist of the game Mangini's goal was a line drive shot
horn 35 yards out which hit the top of the Harvard crossbar
and fell into the Harvard net.

Although neither team scored in the second half, both
squa<fs had several scoring opportunities go by the boards.
The^most serious threat to the UMass lead came with but
eiqht minutes to play in the game when Harvard forward
Susan St Louis threaded through the UMass defense and
challenged goalie Diane Buckhout for the second time during
the game Buckhout made a spectacular save however, deny-
ing the Harvard attacker by cutting down the angle of the
shot As the final seconds of the game ticked off many of the
UMass players began to realize their dream of winning a
championship had come true.

Head coach Lou Macedo was jubilant after the game. "It was
a clean, aggressively played game," he explained "Our basic
strategy was to score first Once we scored we stuck to our
defensive plan and from that point on our fullbacks controlled
their attack "

The UMass fullbacks, Nancy Lapointe, Aline Sammut, and
Elaine Howie limited the Harvard forwards to just eleven shots
on net They liave been praised by several coaches in the New
England division as being the best midfielders in the division
Althougfi elated about what some are now calling a miracle

season, Macedo questioned the division's failure to include a
playoff systeni for the top rated teams. Macedo noted that he
had recently gathered with other coaches in the division seek
inq \o set up a format for the post season play.

Stickers await tourney decision
By MIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

A 3 1 defeat by Dartmouth on Saturday and a 2 1 nipping by
UCnnn with the aid of a controversial penalty stroke capped a
disappointing weekend for the UMass Minutewomen in the
EAIAW tournament at Springfield College Despite the two
losses It has not been determined whether the stickers will go
to the national tournament in Ellensburg, Wash , which starts

next weekend
Springfield College, the tourney winner with their shutout of

Dartmouth yesterday, 10, had said at the tourneys start that

they would not travel to Ellensburg because of a lack of funds.
Springfield is presently reconsidering that announcement
following the championship.
Three of four teams at Springfield are eligible for the

nationals and with the Chiefs perhaps not going, UMass
would have the option of a national berth despite their fourth
place finish The decision by Springfield College ad-
ministratic)n will be made today.

Should Springfield decline, the decision would move to

UMass, a lomt effort on the part of coach Pam Hixon, the

pli vers, and the adminis ralion.

'. 'he stickers played wf II in Springfield. They were never out
o\ -itfier game and sever it players, including senior co captaii)

Gavl'- Hiitrhitisnn, hav- expressed a desire to qo tn tht

n iiioii.tls if they get the opportunity. "Lynsie (Wickman) and I

are i^oing to talk to Pam (Hixon). We think we deserve a shot
with the way we played this weekend," said Hutchinson.
All this speculation would not be necessary had the stickers
downed UConn for the undisputed right to go as the third
place representative UMass blasted 23 shots against the
Huskies ano lied the game when a Julie McHugh cross found
Laurel Walsh who flicked in her own rebound at 4:43 of the
second half.

UConns game winner came on what will be remembered as
the year's most controversial call. The Huskies had just taken
a penalty corner and the action was near the top of the circle.

Junior Jodi Wickman had apparently lost her stick following a
tangle with a Huskie forward and stopped the ball with her
toot in an attempt to force another UConn short corner. The
official claimed that Wickman had deliberately "kicked" the
hall, an infraction worthy of a penalty stroke if incurred within
tiie cifcle Both Coach Pamela Hixon and Wichman disagreed
vehemently, and after a tour minute delay in which ai'

ar()uments were discussed by the officials, it was decided that
Wickman was guilty and the stroke was awarded. UConns
Lauren Fuchs beat goalie Karen Stifter to the right side at

18 13 and despite several late rushes by UMass forwards, that
Aras all she wrote

9mmmmmm M
Academic Counselor Position Available:

Upward Bound
University of Massachusetts/Amherst

Upward Bound caseworker position now
available for Ho yoke area. Prior experience

working with low-income bilingual minority

youth required. Responsibilities include the

academic counseling and monitoring for ap-

proximately 30 students. Position available for

20-30 hrs/wk at $4.50/hr. Access to a car for

outreach purposes desired.

Resumes may be submitted to 205 New Africa

House by no later than November 17, 1978.

For more information, please call: 545-0250 and
speak with the Secretary, or Rhonda Gordon,
Director.

GRADUATE RECORD
EXAM WORKSHOP

Monday, November 13
7-10 p.m.

Thompson Hall Lounge— 6th Floor

Free, 3-hour workshop to include infor-

mation and tips for taking the Graduate
Record Examination. It is designed to

alleviate stress and to help students test

to their full capacities.

For further information call Beth
Schneider, Pre-Grad Advisor,

5-2191.

CRAFTSPEOPLE
KOTICE

Concerning Table Space on Campus Center Concourse; The review and
authorization, of category #2 and #4 Campus Center vendors, permitting
use of the the CC Concourse Table space, shall be curtailed from
November 15, 1978 through December 25, 1978.

Between these dates unique craft items may be approved for sale upon
appeal to the Operations Committee which shall meet every Tuesday at

2:00 p.m. and every Wednesday at 1:00 p.m. CC Rm. 817.

Any vendor not approved may, sell good under provisions of CC vending
category #8.

STAEDTLER MARS 700

SVr NOW $18.50

LON SALE NOW^AT

A.J. HASTINGS
newsdealer and stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

Monday, November 1 3, 1978
,

CONSUMER ACTION
CENTER

EXPANDED HOURS
9 a.m. -8 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Complaint?
545-0199

Call us
545-0718

Collegian is

Sports notices

SKI TEAM—Candidates for the UMass varsity ski
teams, both men and women, will meet to organize for
the coming race season in room 305 Holdsworth Hall on
Thursday, Nov, 16 at 7:00 p.m.

IIJ'7''i?^^il^'-^"'^"^^ ^^^'"s a^e now available at the

d^eN^' 22
^^^®"' ^°' ^ °" ^ basketball. Entries are

Acafeerinlaw-
without lawschool

After just three months of study at The
ix Institute for Paralegal Training in

Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding
career in law or business— without law school.

As a lawyer s assistant you will be performing
i many of the duties traditionally handled

only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal
Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of
law to study. (Jpon completion of your training. The
Institute s unique Placement Service will find you a
responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or
corporation in the city of your choice.

T'he Institute for Paralegal Training is (he
nation s first and most respected school for

paralegal training. Since 1970. we've placed over
2.500 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide.

If
you re a senior of high academic standing

and looking for an above'average career,
contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative.

We will visit your campus on;

Friday, Dtuemher 1

The jt^ J
Institute y>^*^\

_ .
tor ^ I Hl^ 235 Soulh 1 7ih Street

Paralegal xt -slT Philadelphia, pa 19103

Training' 3** (2 15)7326600

Approved by ihe American Bar Association. _

^ Pumpkin pie
^ tliat melts
^ in your
^ mouth?

^oOtWEAR 54^^

GOING ON NOW!

ice cream
^ pumpldn pie

Break that ordinary pumpkin pie tradition with
an extraordinary new Ice Cream Pumpkin Pie
from Baskin-Robbins. Imagine spicy pumpkin
pie ice cream, made with eggs, in a crispy pie
shell. Start a whole new tradition in your
home during the holidays.

BASm-ROBBINS

ICE CmM STORE

m
# # • # •

Unlversl^ of Massachusetts/ Amhierst

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

^^>.

CONVERSE
ALL STAR CANVAS

Reg. 13.95

SALE $11.96

CONVERSE
WORLD CLASS

TRAINER
Reg. 24.95

SALE $21 .96

PRO KEOS
PANTHER JOGGER

Reg. 15.95

SALE $13.95

PRO KEDS
ROYAL LO CUT
Maroon or Blue

Reg. 13.95

SALE $9.95

PRO KEDS
It. Blue Dude Lo Cut

Reg. 9.95

SALE $7.99

in the sportswear area

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

ARNOLD SPOHR.Direcior/DirecteuV

Thursday, November 16th 8 p.m.

Les Patineurs/Ashion Rondo/Ncumeier
Rodeo/At Mille

Friday, November 17th 8 p.m.

Festival/\TdAz Glinka-Pas de rroiy/Balanchine
Women/\rA\z The Bitter Weird/dc Mille

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L
Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6, 5 UMass
students - $5. 4, 3 Senior citizens and o'her students
- $6. 5.4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9 4, 545-251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.

The Minutemen are headed for postseason play after ment. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers).
receiving a bid for the ECAC Northeast Regional tourna-

Booters get tournament bid
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

Soon after Friday's 2 1 victory over
UNH, the UMass soccer team
received the announcement they
were hoping for. They had been
selected as one of the four teams to
compete in the ECAC NorthEast
Regional Soccer Tournament.
Inspired by Antonio G. Dias' two

goals and the hustling defensive
efforts of Mike St. Martin and Greg
Omasta, UMass won the decisive
contest over a competitive UNH
team. It was UMass' third win in a
row and concluded their regular
season with a record of 10-5.
Dias' first goal came midway

through the first half and put UMass
on top to stay. Taking a pass from
Mark Vasington, Dias drew it across
from left to right just outside the
penalty area. UNH goalie Gordie
Tuttle came out in an attempt to cut
off the angle, but misjudged the play,

leaving the left side of the net wide
open. Seeing the opening Dias let it

fly for his fourth goal of the season.
Following the goal UMass began to

take control of the game, developing
many scoring opportunities, but they
failed to put it behind Tuttle. The half

remained 1-0 UMass.
In the second half UMass main-

tained command, mounting up an
eventual 24-9 advantage in shots on

goal. Fifteen minutes into the final

frame Dias got his second score of
the day. Coming in from the left side
of the field unguarded, Dias took a
perfect pass from Tasso Koutsoukos
and converted it into the game
winner. His shot skipped through the
outstretched grasp of Tuttle and
rolled into the net.

UMass seemed to have everything
firmly under control when UNH
struck suddenly with nine minutes to
play. UNH's Mike Sawin had poked
home a loose ball that resulted from a
corner.

Despite frantic attempts to tie the
score, goalie Will Temby and the
UMass defense held firm.

Patriots upset by Oilers, 26-23
FOXBORO, MASS. (UPI) -- The Houston Oilers seem to

thrive on comebacks and yesterday was no different when
they wiped out a 23-point deficit and came away with a 26-23
victory over the favored New England Patriots.
The Oilers came up dry in the first half except for an 8-yard

touchdown run by Rob Carpenter in the second quarter.
Meanwhile, New England put 23 points on the board at inter-

mission on three field goals by David Posey and runs of three
and seven yards by Horace Ivory and Steve Grogan.

But the Oilers, whose last six victories have included five

second-half rallies, stunned New England in the second-half.

I

I

I

I

MOM SAT
3:00600

DISCOUNTS ON ALL
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

BEERS

only at

57 N. Pleasant St.

2535141
Across from the fire station

I

I

I

I

holding the league-leading pats offense to a mere 11 plays.
Carpenter and Earl Campbell scc.ed on 1-yard runs and Rich
Caster caught an 8-yard Dan Pastorini pass with 2:39 left for
the game winner.

"We're a second half team," said Caster in a joyous
Houston locker room. "We don't want to do it all the time,
though. But we proved something today. Some other team
would have given up when they were down by 23 points."
"Houston did a good job, especially in the second half,"

said Pats Linebacker Rod Shoate. "They are a helluva team.
But we're 8-3 and I'm happy with that."

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /1?TS CENTER PRESENTS

Vladiipir

Conductor and Piano Soloist

wiith

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 OOt aiJJ »Qi;Tt »-wA(Ht» M*S>

ij«.iijiw*HJ«i'.MttiMir.P.>anTa!T

UkMWWm
MIWAL

9lh SMASH WEEK
Today at ITLS 6 IS) 8 4S

Hown
Chevy(has

THE
BOVS
FROM
BRAZIL

Mi.».ll.'IWHJllilBff«gmiCl

CIUOOIV LAUUNCt
ncK oirvKK

Today at (TLS 6:001 8 30

So don't go straight

to s€e this movie! I

n CHEECH &
CHONGS

A NEW COMEDY THRILLER
Today at (TLS 6 00) 8 30

UP IN
SMOKE

TODAY AT (TLS 6 16) 8 46

ebaipber
Orcl)i^ra

Tuesday, Novennber 21 8 pnn

The program consists of Symphony No. 40 - G
Minor by Mozart ; Piano Concerto, B Flat - K 595

by Mozart; Serenade for Strings, Opus 22 by
Dvorak.

FllvE /RIS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale. General public - $8/ 7, 6.

UMass students - $3.50, 3, 2.50. Senior citizens

and ottier students - $7, 6, S.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.
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Dent runs for 203 yards

Minutemen crucify Holy Cross
Seasons change and so did I. You need not wonder why. You

need not wonder why. The Guess Who.

By RICK ECKEL
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER Holv Cross coach Neil Wheelwright, look

ing more like a traveling salesman, dressed in a white shin and

tie. than a football coach, sat m a corner of the loc4<er room at

Fitton Field Saturday searching for an explanation.

The season that had begun with such promise a 5^0

record was deteriorating. His team's flaws, which had been

hidden m those early weeks of success, were now very promi

nent. And now, for the third straight Saturday he saw his

team defeated, this lime by the University of Massachusetts,

33-8.

"What we wanted to do is what they did," said

Wheelwright. "We had hoped to pay a possession game...

control the football. The problem was we couldn't stop

them." ^ ^ ^
Indeed, the Minutemen, led by Dennis Dent, who scored

two touchdowns and gained a personal high 203 yards rushing

in 26 carries, dominated play by controlling both lines of scrim-

mage .

UMass charged to a 10-0 halftirrie lead, then put the gaine

away by scoring 23 second half points. Holy Cross scored its

only points a third quarter two yard touchdown reception by

Chuck Mullen and a two point conversion after falling behind

23-0.

Dent, operating out of the tailback position, scored his two

touchdowns 47 seconds apart on UMass' fi'st two posses-

sions of the tNrd period to break the game open.

"I practiced all week at tailback, " said Dent, who now has

rushed for 7F>4 yards this season and maintains ar> almost eight

yards per carry average, 'the coaches told me to forget about

the split-end position jnd concentrate on tailback.. We wat

ched the films and saw li.ey were weak on the roll draw, ' add

ed Dent, recipient of the Eddie Anderson Trophy as the

game's outstanding player.

"But It just wasn't me, " he continued, "it was mostly the

blocking up front. Give the credit to those fine guys who play

the offensive line."

The Minutemen jumped to their early lead by achieving

what UMass coach Bob Pickett had hoped for- capitalizing on

Crusader mistakes.

UMass scored its first touchdown after safety John Beer

worth recovered an errant pitch by Crusader quarterback Peter

Columbo at UMass' 46-yard line. Four plays later, UMass

quarterback Mike McEviHy tossed a 37-vard scoring pass to

tight end Chuck Balboni. It was Balboni's first TD this season

But the score didn't come before another Crusader mistake

On the play prior to the score, a third and eight situation,

UMass apparently had been stopped when. McEvilly's pass to

fullback Hank Sareault didn't connect. However, Crusader

lineman Chris Duggan was penalized for roughing the passer.

Instead of UMass punting, it retained possession and scored.

"That was a big play there," said Wheelwright, "if we didn't

kill ourselves there we are right in the game."

UMass capitalized on another turnover late in the half. With

the Crusaders mounting their best drive of the half, Steve

Telander and Beerworth combined to halt their drive. First,

Teiander dropped halfback Brian Doherty for a six-yard loss

That play halted the Crusaders momentum- they had begun

the series at their own 3-yard line and moved to UMass' 25.

Then, on the next play, Beerworth intercepted his sixth pass

this season.

That turnover eventually led to a 25-yard field goal by San-

dro Vitiello. It was Vitiello's ninth field goal this season, setting

a single season record. He later kicked a 36-Yarder.

Dent then turned the game into a rout After the second half

kickoff, UMass drove 72 yards in 6:06 and 14 plays for a 16-0

lead Dent capped the drive by rushing the final 16-yards.

Another Holy Cross turnover, this time a Kevin Sullivan in

terception, let to Dent's second TD just 47 seconds later.

This time the 5'7" senior raced 44 yards down the left

sideline UMass 23, Holy Cross 0.

UMass added Vitiello's second field goal and Telander's

blocked punt recovery in the end zone to account for its 33

points.

So it was the combination of ball control offense (UMass

gamed 464 total offensive ya'ds, 375 on the ground) and an

opportunistic defense that helped UMass improve its record to

6^3, -while dropping Holy Cross to 5-3.

Now, the Minutemen look fon^/ard to this week's YanCon

title defense game with New Hampshire (a win would ensure a

second straight VanCon title). Meanwhile Neil Wheelwright

has to be looking back, trying to find an explanation, a reason.

MINUTEMEN MUMBLINGS... It was Umass' fourth con-

secutive win over Holy Cross... Steve Talander on his TD: "It

was unbelievable, it's the first one I've ever scored... high

school, college, anywhere. " He credited UMass' stubborn

defensive performance to defensive coordinator J-m Reid and

defensive end coach Clarence Brooks. "They did a great job of

preparing us for this game, " said Telander... Vitiello now has

10 field goals this season. The all-time career mark is 13 set by

Dave Croasdale...

UMass tailback Dennis Dent scored two touchdowns
and gained a personal high of 203 yards on 26 carries

against Holy Cross. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman).

^xv 1

Mike McEvilly runs with the boll against Holy Cross

during the Minutemen". 33-8 tridtnph. This Saturday the

gridders take on UNH and a victory will clinch the

Yankee Conference Championship. (Staff photo by Jim

Mahoney).

Harriers make nationals;

place third in Division 1

By KEVIN I^CCAFFREY
Collegian Staff - u .,. k^
BOSTON On paper there were four qualified teams occupying boxes at the

'

starting line of the first District 1 , Division 1 national qualifying cross country race

at Franklin Park Saturday. Each squad from Providence, UMass, Haivard and

Northeastern was fully equipped to represent the Northeast m Madison

Wisconsin November 20, but according to the NCAA rules only 3 teams would

earn air fare to the Badger State.
. ^ ^ . . , , „,„K=.hiw

"If I didn't have three Manhattans the night before this meet, I probably

wouldn't have gotten to sleep," said UMass coach Ken O'Brien.

After the gun sounded sending 75 runners from twelve schools angling for the

top of the park golf course, a Providence fan bellowed Irish music from a bagpipe

in an attempt to excite the efforts of the Friar harriers. At the two mile mark of

the 10 000 meter course the instrument served as a device marking the trek ot the

race leaders. Friars Dan Dillon and Ray Treacy, who glided through the first third

of the race in 8:56. White Providence was asserting its New England dominance

early the real team battle emerged for second place. It was dunng the final four

miles of the contest that the red of UMass, Harvard and Northeastern waged the

war for the next two available tickets to the NCAA's.
.^ . _

The finish line offered the same infom>ation about these three teams that was

witnessed at 3 mHes; they were very, very close ^ •,h m Th*
Providence won the contest with 38 points. Harvard was second vi«th 64 _T^

last national qualifying seat went to the Minutemen, who edged out the Huskies,

l' was real apprehensive all week long because Mike and Lou were sick." said

O'Brien "l think Kevin McCusker and Rich Walls ran excellent races. This is the

second time Wallsie has rescued us from the fire m several weeks.

Individually, All American Dillon set the standard for future District races with a

winning time of 28:51.3. UMass All-American Mike Quinn, the mid race leader,

fell back to the runner up slot in 28:56.1
. .»,.««, ««„ .Kat «,;.«

"I was in the lead at four miles when I went to the nght of
f

flag that was

sticking up in the middle of the path, " said Quinn. "Instead of risking the chance

of being disqualified, I turned around and went back to correct my mistake. After

all that I was back in fourth place "

^ niti„« -i tnW
The marker shouldn't have been there in the first place, fa'd Dillon^ I told

him (Quinn) to keep going ahead of us along the path. '

^^"J,^"^^^ r^7^^^

have beaten me today, but if this didn't happen it certainly would have made the

race more interesting."
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Course guides

come - late

A train bridge across the Connecticut River in Northampton beckons the

adventurer to explore further down the tracks. (Staff photo by Lynn Marioni

ByGAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Course description and teacher evalua-

tion guidebooks probably will not be out

until a day or two before spring semester

course registration ends Nov. 22, but ad-

ministration officials hope to extend the

course choosing deadline past Thanksgiv-

ing to compensate.
What has been described as a "massive

screw up" between the administration,

faculty, and the undergraduate Student

Senate, caused ^ delay in sending the book
to a printer, wh' in turn could not get the

book out by last Thursday, the original

deadline.

The Star Press printing company of

Holyoke, awarded the bid to print the

420-page guide, is expected to tell the ad-

ministration this mornfng when the book
will be finished.

"Then we will decide what course of ac-

tion to take, " Asst. Provost Esther Terry

said yesterday.

The delay was caused by several factors,

according to Mark Flaherty, head of the

senate Academic Affairs Committee which

is in charge of the guide's publication. The
most damaging, he said, was a failure to

obtain professors' course descriptions on

time. And although the teacher evaluation

segment of the book was finished on time,

the printing company said the lay out and

condition of the pages were so poor they
had to be re-done.

"It was a massive screw-up,"' Flaherty

said.

Terry said sumnrier negotiations between
the senate and faculty members angered
with their evaluation by students, and also

funding of the guide caused delays which
pushed deadlines back from August to Oc-
tober. Terry said Star Press also had told

her they would be able to meet their

publishing deadline, despite a delay in get-

ting course descriptions.

"It was no one person's fault, really,"

said Flaherty. ""The only fault was that it

went unnoticed for so long." Flaherty said

he became aware of the delay during a

routine call to the University printing office,

when he learned the guides would not be
published until the end of the month. The
date was later moved forward to Nov. 22 or

23. The guide was supposed to come out

simultaneously with spring semester course

schedules, which were put out by the

university scheduling office last week.
The guide book is a compiled description

of courses by professors, and also includes

student evaluations of faculty members.
Last semester was the first time these two
guides were printed together.

A receptionist from the Registrar's office

said they have been receiving numerous re-

quests from the students for the guide.

School board

was wrong,

court rules
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON A Superior Court

ludge ruled yesterday the Amherst School

Committee acted unconstitutionally when
It rejected a home teaching plan of two
Amherst parents.

In his 30 page decision Judge John
Greaney did not, however, clear the way
for the parents to educate two of their five

sons at home Greaney's ruling provided

guidelines tor the committee to use in its

review of the parents' application.

Out-of-state tuition hil<e:

Academic^ athletic

quality in danger

Richard Perchemlides, age 9. (Staff

photo by Amira Rahman.)
Peter and Susan Perchemlides learned

yesterday of the decision on the suit filed in

August, which alleged the School Com
mittee denied the parents their con

stitutional rights to educate their sons,

Richard, 9, and Keith, 5, at home.
According to Greaney's decision, the

parents' curriculum was rejected by

Amheist Supt. of Schools Donald B.

Fri//lf!, then later upheld by the committee

on four (jrounds.

According to the decisiori, the superin

if'odnnt questioned the parents' training

ability leased on previous home instruction

to supply' growth experiences, " and the
' (iirfK.uiiim sequence based on skill

development."
Turn to pg. 5

By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The state of the University may be

drastically altered if non resident tuition

sharply increases, various UMass officials

said yesterday.

They said academic and athletic quality,

as well as student diversity, may all suffer if

the increase puts UMass beyond the price

range of out-of state students.

Howard White, a spokesman for UMass
President David C. Knapp, said the tuition

ciin he expected to at least double from its

current level of $1,550 per year. A faculty

senate official said she received from

Knapp an estimate of $3,700 4,200 for the

nut of state rate next fall. Five percent of

UMass students live out-of state.

The increase would be due to a change in

the formula used to calculate the rate.

Stiite Rep James G Collins has said he will

Fred Schulten of the foreign students'

office said he is concerned that many
foreign students will not be able to pay the

increased tuition. He said foreign students

are not eligible for financial aid or work-

study jobs.

They can't just drop out of school to

work, they need the permission of the

immigration office."

Schulten said that while he was afraid

lewer students would apply if the increase

went through, he was more worried about

students already at UMass who may not be

able to stay.

Lacrosse coach Richard Garber said one-

half his team is from out of -state. "For us,

the quality of our team does depend on

getting out-of state students." He said the

increase could have a Iremendpus affect on

all teams, and if the tuition was raised,

some of his players might not come back.

Garher said he still hopes the increase will

not hurt the team. "But I don't relish the

'Out-of-state students

have been high quality'

iiiiKidtire a hill to repeal the raise when the

iti)isi.iluu i.onvt;nes m uticenioer.

Tradition.illy, it has been the our of state

pool ot students who have been of high

c.iliher, said Admissions Director Diedra

Kcflt.'stv She said out of state students

lend diversity to the university and imporve

academic quality "A high percentage of

them tend tobestudt;nt leaders," she said.

Kedesiy said UMass may still be able to

.iilr.ict ()iMlity sjudents from outside

Massiu luisf.'tts, hut "Rather than skimming

iiqlit ott iIh! top. we may have to skim just

liclow tlie t"p she siiid.

idea ot us stepping down a bit."

UM;iss Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney

said UMass coaches are "terrified"" by the

prospect of tuition doubling.

Football coach Robert Pickett said the

increase could have a "disastrous"' affect

on his team, making it harder to attract

cjualMy players from outside the state

Associate Director of Financial Aid Gerald

Scinlon said if the increase does go

llitoiiqli tor next tall, the financial aid office

will (Hit in a request tor more federal funds.

' We never anticipated an increase to such

a l.iige extent," he said.

May violate

Carter price

guidelines
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON-An anticipated increase

in out of state tuition may violate President

Carter's recently-announced wage and

price guidelines, a White House source said

yesterday.

"It probably would," said the source, who
asked to remain unidentified. "But the

guidelines don't apply to individual prices."

The source said even though the increase-

anticipated to be as high as 250 percent-

appears to violate the guidelines, it may not

because it is only one component of the

total cost of attending UMass.
"We're still studying how to treat non-

profit institutions," the source said.

Under \>oluntary guidelines Mr. Carter

announced to fight inflation, salary

increases are limited to seven percent

annually, and price increases are limited to

5.75 percent of the average raise over tne

past two years.

The average increase in out-of-state

tuition for the past two years is zero.

Mr. Carter said persons or firms violating

the guidelines could risk loss of federal

funds and contracts.

"There are no sanctions for universities,"

the sources said. "The guidelines were

aimed at companies. They're in proposed

form."
Were the guidelines to apply to the tuition

hike, UMass would face the loss of up to

$22 million in federal funds. The campus
receives some $8 million from the

government each year tor financial aid, said

josh Kroner, coordinator ot non state

funds, and some $13.6 million in grants and

contracts.

lis a' good question. " said Kroner. "I

don't think anyone around here is sure of

whether it falls under the guidelines.""
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MORGANTOWN Monogahela Power Company's Fort Martin Power Sta

tion near here is shutdown indefinitely following a coal pulverizer explosion

which injured 22 men. 3 seriously. No damage estimate has been made lUPlI

Central, OH to plan

residential courses
By DEBRA ROTH SANTA
Collegian Staff

Helen Schneider, Central Area /Orchard

Hill residence director, announced at last

night's Central Area Council meeting that

an Academic Counsel meeting is scheduled

for Friday at 2 p.m. in Maclntyre House in

Central.

She urged Central Area and Orchard Hill

residents to attend and offer suggestions

about residential courses, and said students

are invited to join the counsel, which will be

planning next year's course listing.

Currently working on the counsel are

faculty, teaching assistants, teaching

associates, heads of residents, cluster coor-

dinators, and two students.

Student attendance at the Counsel

meeting is important so they may "identify

courses they'd like and faculty they'd like to

teach a course, " said Schneider. Residen-

tial courses constitute a "program with

high standing and at the same time we
want it to be a program that is responsive to

the needs of the people in the area," she

said.

Schneider said residential courses for the

spring semester will include some which

satisfy core requirements, and others

designed to strengthen the community

development program, as a result of stu-

dent suggestions. Four university faculty

members will teach courses this spring, at

the request of students.

The purpose of residential courses,

Schneider said, it to break down the

largeness of the university and make

smaller classes available in which residents

may take courses with friends. She said she

hopes students will study together and

create an intellectual atmosphere in the

dorms.

Stockbridge plans

party, volleyball
By JUDITH ROUSSEAU
Collegian Staff

The Stockbridge Student Senate last

niqht appropriated $400 for a get together

party Thursday in Grinnell Arena at 8 p.m.

A dollar donation is required for the party,

open to all Stockbridge students.

The senate also scheduled intramural

volleyball for Stockbridge students. Two
games one at 5:45 and 6:^ Thursday

niqht are planned at Boyden gym for all

r.lub teams participating.

Stf)ckbridge soronty Sigma Sigma Alpha

IS having an open Rush Nov. 30 for any

interested freshmen women, the senate

announced.

Stockbndge's Landscape Operations club

IS hosting Pat Bigelow from Bigelow

nurseries in Northboro, who will speak on

letail selling in the nursery and greenhouse

business. The talk is scheduled for

Thursday at 7:^ p.m. in Stockbridge Hall

room 114.

Winning photos to be published in

Collegian photography special

DlQck & White end Color cotegories

1. still lifes

2. sports

3- people

4. nature

Prints only -Drop off at Collegian Photo

Desk by Nov. 18 with name, film, title,

camera, and exposure (students only).

Carter calls Begin,

Sadat 'stubborn'
WASHINGTON (API President Carter

called both the Egyptians and Israelis

stubborn yesterday in an assessment of

current negotiations for a Mideast peace

treaty.
"1 wouldn't want to start saying who is

being more stubborn, " Carter said in an

hour long interview with the Public

Broadcasting System. "I think there is

adequate stubborness to be allotted to both

sides."

He said the framework for a Mideast

peace agreement reached at Camp David,

Md., in September " seems more
miraculous in retrospect than it did at the

time '

Americans in Iran

receive threats

Iran have been the targets of anonymous
threats that they will be killed unless they

leave Iran before Dec. 1

.

Since the threats began two weeks ago,

about 250 U.S. nationals, mainly women
and children, have fled this dusty desert

town on the northern edge of the Persian

Gulf This vast oil belt is the key to the

economy of Iran, the worlds' second

largest oil exporting nation.

Treasurer predicts

economic growth
BOSTON (AP) There is no recession in

sight, U.S. Treasury Secretary W. Michael

Blumenthal said yesterday in response to

forecasts of recession in the wake of

President Carter's efforts to stem inflation

and stabilize the dollar.

Speaking to about 200 New England

business, labor and government leaders at

an informal question answer session,

Blumenthal said he expected the U.S.

economy in 1979 to grow in real terms

about 3 percent, "maybe less or a little bit

mote."

Associated Press

AHWAZ, Iran Scores of Americans
working here in the southern oilfields of

Selectmen OK locations

for 4 new bus shelters
By JOYCEMUNROE
Collegian Staff

If It ever rains, UMass students will be able

to preserve "the dry look" under four new
bus shelters soon to be built along North

Pleasant Street.

Selectmen at last night's meeting voted

unanimously to OK the locations of the

new shelters, to be built by the Pioneer

Valley Transit Authority.

The locations are: Stockbridge Road,

across from the School of Education, the

Morrill Science Center, Arnold House, and

the Graduate Research Center.

Selectman Roger C. Jacque questioned

Allay Byam, UMass Transit Service

operations manager, on the safety of the

shelter locations.

Byam said the shelters would not promote

safety, but added that "nothing is safe

along that street "

In another bus issue, selectmen voted 4-

to 1 to accept a statement to be presented

to the authority, opposing transit service to

Hadley, which is not an atchonty member.

Selectman Nathaniel Heed opposed trie

decision, and said he felt Amherst should

"act like a good neighbor" and pay

Hadley's share.

"I think this IS the least we can do," Reed

said^ "after all they helped us during the

water shortage."
Reed said he felt Amherst should pay

Hadley's share for a six month trial period,

in hopes that after they received the service

for awhile, they would continue it on their

own.

In other matters, selectmen heard a report

from Town Manager A. Louis Hayward on

the Amherst watej supply situation.

According to Hayward, "supplies are

restored to levels frequently reached during

other years when no water emergency was
declared."

Hayward said the reservoirs "continue to

improve" due to water shed run-off.

Selectman William C. Atkins suggested

that Hayward investigate how much water

the town would save if the university had to

purchase water from Hadley.
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The Collegian Women's
Staff Caucus and

Interested Members of

the University Community
are invited to attend the first meeting of

a newly established advisory committee

on the status of women's news in

the Collegian.

The meeting will be held tomorrow at

1:30 p.m. at the Everywoman's Center.

\
I
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Chance/lor to stay until June

Bromery won't go in Dec.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery

(Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Randolph Bromery yesterday

denied a rumor circulating campus that he

will leave office at the end of the year, and

re affirmed his decision to stay on until

June.
"I know some people wish it were true,

the chancellor told the Collegian in a

telephone interview, "but it just isn't".

Bromery last year sent a letter to the

University Board of Trustees stating his

intentions to resign by June, 1979. At the

time, he was being considered as a can-

didate for UMass president, and said his

resignation would put him on equal footing

with other candidates from outside the

school. The trustees chose Cornell's David

C. Knapp.
After a tentative agreement on the

facullV's first contract was settled last

month, word began circulating everywhere

from the trustees to the student senate that

Bromery would leave to accept a lucrative

job offer. Bromery said he heard the rumor

"third hand."
Bromerv said President Knapp asked him

to stay on until June and he agreed. "It will

be easier for him, " Bromery said "There's

always a problem with acting ad-

ministrators. I'll stay unless something big

comes along."

Several colleges and universities have

asked Bromery if he would consider being <>

presidential candidate, including Whittief

College in California, former President

Richard M. Nixon's alma rr^ter. Bromery

said he has turned down all such requests,

except for a couple "who twisted my arm
"

"But I've been very honest with them,"

Bromery said. "I may not want to pursue a

career as an administrator in public highe'

ed."
Bromery said he has also received jol'

offers from private firms but also turned

them down. He said he wants to finish hi*,

term here, take a year off, and then

perhaps return as a professor or conduct

research. Bromery was a geology professor

here before moving to the administration.

Nuclear raid

measures
approved
Associated Press

WASHINGTON-Jhe Carter administration

said yesterday that more than half of all

Americans would die in a nuclear war,

many because of outdated fallout shelters,

and approved a plan to save up to 146

million people by a large scale evacuation

plan for urban centers.

The shelters currently available in

American cities are not sufficient to meet

the modern nuclear threat posed by the

Soviet Union, said Bardyl Tirana, U.S. civil

defense director.

And, Tirana said, the Soviets are better

prepared to protect their citizens in the

event of nuclear war. He confirmed that

President Carter gave his approval to the

new evacuation plans on Sept 29.

Civil defense officials estimate that 90

million of the current U.S. population of

220 million would survive a nuclear attack.

The aim of the new program is to increase

the number of survivors to as many as 146

million.

Millions who live in cities would have to

rely on makeshift shelters in subways or the

basements of public buildings. In the

future, those shelters are seen as becoming

less adequate.

"Times have changed and the needs have

changed, ' Tirana said in a telephone

interview. "A shelter is valuable against

fallout. But unless you have a very

expensive blast shelter, which we don't

have, there's little protection in the area of

He said future Russian weapons will be

more numerous and more accurate than

those that threatened when U.S. officials

began designating public fallout shelters in

the early 1960s. Those shelters could hold

118 million Americans, officials said.

Tirana said planners have yet to decide

how many millions of Americans could be

transported from their communities or

where they would stay in the countryside.

Profs vote

today on

contract
Faculty members go to the polls today and

tomorrow in a ratification vote on a ten-

tative contract agreement worked out last

month.
Faculty union leaders yesterday were

urging all faculty members to vote, and

predicted the vote would draw a high

turnout. J J
Voting is from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. today and

9 a m. to 5 p.m. tomorrow, in the Faculty

Club behind the Morrill science building.

Faculty members at the UMass-Boston

cacnpus will vote Nov. 20 and 21, and

ballots will be counted Nov. 22 m Wor-

C6St6r

"It's just to make sure that after the

election someone will not charge it wasn't a

straightforward election," said

Massa.chusetts Society of Professors.

President James E. Cathey.

He said he expects a fairly high turnout.

"In the past we've had a very high tur

nout " he said. The last union election, in

February, 1977 when faculty members first

voted to unionize, drew about a 90 percent

turnout, Cathey said.

"I think it's a sign," he said. This might

be somewhat different
.

"

The election will be state supervised.

Athletic funding on the decline

But more money available for women

By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

though still incomparable to men's

sports, funding for women's athletics has

taken small but steady steps Jo^a^d in

recent years. Some examples: Fiscal 1973-

74 was the last year women s athletic

scholarships did not exist. The UMass

Athletic Department now distributes its

moneis more evenly, and as of 1976, three

more women's teams were added to the

athletic program, according to Robert

O'Connell. associate athletic department

director.

Athletic scholarships currently are being

phased out, but for women, the situation

qot better before it got worse. Fiscal iy/4-

75 saw participants in six women s in-

tercollegiate sports receive athletic

scholarships for the first time. A total of

$7 200 was divided amond women s

basketball, gymnastics, swimming tennis,

Softball, and field hockey, he said^ This

ficure grew to $20,000 in 1975-76, then

again to $24,750 in '76 '77."

The 1977 78 school year saw two

reductions. Now $20,000 in, athletic

scholarships goes to five women s spons.

This year, the phase out is nearly corinplete.

Participants in four women's 'ntercoleg.ate

sports receive $27,500, and this is the last

year for women's field hockey and tennis

scholarships, he said.

Next year, basketball players and

gymnasts will be the o"'V recipients o

athletic scholarships. These figures appea

slight when compared to the amount of

mens athletic scholarship money,

O'Connell added.

Fiscal 1974 75 saw participants of eight

men's sports receive $181,650 m
scholarships; men's football, basketball, ice

hockey, baseball, lacrosse, track,

wrestling, and gymnastics, "'hese^;^;?'®^

grew steadily over the years: $203,600 in

75 76 $202 700 m '76 '77, $170,000 in 77-

•78 and $176,300 in '78-'79. Next year,

men will feel the budget pinch as only two

men's sports - football and basketball - will

be giving athletic scholarships, according

to O'Connell.

The women's teams' budget, excluding

scholarships, has also increased. In 1973,

men's teams received 93 percent of the

total budget. In 1975, the figure dropped to

News Analysis

91 percent. The figures appear in a 1975

Student Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy report by Susan Howard

entitled The Athletic Department: An

Inquiry.

Budgei up

The women's sports' oercentage of the

university athletic budget has increased

considerably in recent years. Women s

sports now account for 21 percent of all

athletic expenditures, according to budget

figures Some women's sports, such as

gymnastics and swimming receive more

money than do the same men's sports.

That is the exception, though, for most

men's sports are allotted far greater sums,

according to the athletic budget.

Title IX apparently played a great part in

the increase of funds for women's sports.

According to Howard's report, "the

wom^n a?e getting more money becau^ of

Title IX (part of the Educational Amend-

ments Act of 1972 which calls or in-

^ftCtfons to grant equal opportunities m

men's and women's sports).

Howard also conducted a survey which

included the following question: "Men's

football, basketball, hockey, and baseball

get 66 percent of the money that is

available for direct funding for all varsity

and junior varsity teams. Would you agree

with a proposal to distribute the monev

more equally?" 37.5 percent of respon

dents said they strongly agreed; Si.ri

percent agreed; 14 percent had no opinion_

only 11 percent disagreed; and a 3.7

percent strongly disagreed.

"The athletic program should not tH>

dollar for dollar, but have similar programs

that give women a chance to participate,

said field hockey coach Pamela Hixon

"The money should be proportionate to the

number of men and women competing.

Cathy Sullivan, first doubles player for the

women's tennis team, said "The men

should get more as their equipment costs

increase. Also, some men's sports bnng i..

more money.
•Women should get the money they neet

to pay for equipment and uniforms. Tht

women's teinis team members, for

example, had to buy their own sweatsuits.

Sullivan said.
, . u ^ .

Another female atnlete said It s hard to

give equal funding as football and men f

basketball are moneymakers. VVomei.

should get more, but not 50 percent.

Since the 1975 survey, money has been

distributed more equally. Some womer.

now seem to feel that the current -^1

percent allocation could be raised, but said

50 percent would be unfair to men's sports
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Grad employees await
union status decision
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8v ROB STEIN
CoMegian Staff

The Graduate Student Employees Union

« still awaiting a decision from the

Massachusetts Labor Relations

Commission to deteimine whether they

rr»ay hold an election among its members to

fiain status as a legal, collective bargaining

union, according lo Chairperson Mike

Jederow.
The union petitioned the commission in

May, 1977 to guarantee a stronger voice in

dealing with the UMass administration, he

said.

Federow said the union is organizing to

nrtprove work conditions arvl education at

UMass Once the ui^ion gains legal status.

It will be in a position to bargain with the

administration to achieve these goals, he

satd.

'Every other group on this campus has

t^d to organize to protect their wages and

working conditions." said Federow.
Uruversity provost Jerimiah M. Allen

V«sterday said the union's situation

"involves a labor relations problem that

we're not supposed to comment on
.

"

Union Secretary Monte Pearson said the

umon expects a commission decision by

spring since "to wait over two years is

totally unprecedented."
Commission spokesman Stewart
Kaufman recently said "We're a judicial

body and we don't have time tables. Let me
assure you there is no intent to delay the

decision."

A raise in pay for teaching assistants is at

union goal since graduate students have'

not received an increase since 1973. Job
secunty and a limitation of assistants'

workloads are other objectives because,

they claim, class sizes have steadily

increased over the past few years, said

Pearson.

The union would demand the University

stop hiring outside instructors for TA
positions, leaders said. An end to cutbacks

in special programs such as Women's
Studies, Southwest courses, and Rhetoric,

and an end to discrimination in admissions

and hiring are other union goals, Pearson

said.

Membership is open to any graduate

student employee.
The union was formed in the fall, 1975 to

protect graduate employees from budget

cutbacks occurring at the time.

Union organizers conducted a card drive

in.thr spring, 1976, and obtained the

necessary 30 percent of graduate students'

signatures. The cards were then submitted

to the commission as proof the union has

backing of the people they wished to

represent, said Federow.
The commission then held hearings

investigating the petition from summer,
1976 through spring, 1977, said Federow.
If the commission decides the union's

petition is valid, an ei3ction will be held

among the graduate students to officially

create the union, Pearson said.

The GSEU recently became affiliated with

the Distributive Workers of America-

District 65, which will provide the union

with legal, financial and organizational help

in dealing with the University, and ppt

pressure on the commission to come up

with a decision, Federow said.

The union is currently conducting a

second card drive to update union support

and to make certain no former supporters

have dropped their support because of their

affiliation with the workers, said Federow.
The union last spring filed an unfair labor

practices complaint against the university

with the commission complaining outside

people were hired as TAs instead of

graduate students, said Pearson. ^

"They just tiired people off the streets,"

he said. "This is very bad for the graduate

students since teaching is very valuable

experience and an important part of their

education. The Rhetoric department is

especially critical since graduate students

from all departments are usually hired to

teach rhetoric."

Rape workshop offered
A rape workshop will be held in the

basement seminar room of Chadbourne
tonight at 8.

Janice Eggleston and Cindi Thomas, co-

ordinators of the Central Area Women's
Center, will conduct the workshop, which

is scheduled to include a discussion with

representatives from various area agencies

concerned with rape.

"One of the main reasons for the

workshop," said Eggleston, "is the

response to a questionnaire distributed to

Central Area residents who indicated high

interest in a workshop on rape and also

we'd like to draw attention to the upcoming

Take Back the Night march on Saturday."

The workshop will concern myths and

facts about rape, according to Eggleston,

and "will also explore the rumors of the

high incidence of rape to find out whether

fact or fiction dominates."

The session is open to all students.

'The workshop is one event in an ongoing

lucdtional process," she said. "We hope
jre topics for workshops will include

»lf-defense, lighting in remote areas and

\n possibility of a campus escort service.

All students female and male, are invited to

Attend
"

-DONNA SULLIVAN

M
Academic Counselor Position Available:

Upward Bound
University of Massachusetts/Amherst

Upward Bound caseworker position now
available for Holyoke area. Prior experience

working with low-income bi-lingual minority

youth required. Responsibilities include the

academic counseling and monitoring for ap-

proximately X students. Position available for

20-30 hrs/wk at $4.50/hr. Access to a car for

outreach purposes desired.

Resumes may be submitted to 205 New Africa

House by no later than November 17, 1978.

For more information, please call: 545-0250 and

speak with the Secretary, or Rhonda Gordon,

Director.
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Interested in Theatre?

Roister Doisters is

interested in you!

Come to an open meeting to

discuss a Spring production
Today at 4:30 in

911 Campus Center.

All are Welcome!
Bring a Friend!

'

I

STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE

DEADLINE EXTENDED
IS searching for three (3) part time Program Assistants (15

hours/week) for academic year in the following areas:

General Programs, Film, and Publicity/Communications.

Qualifications; Knowledge of and experience in the job area

applied for and in student activities; ability to work closely

and communicate with students and staff; organizational

skills; matriculated undergraduate student in good standing

with a good imagination; able to start work immediately.

Remuneration: S3.00 per hour.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office (SU 416) with

three letters of reference by noon November 17, 1978

Please sp>ecify which position(sl you ara.applying for

An affirmative action /equal opportunity emplov(;r

B*NAI B'MTH HILLEL PRESENTS

Dr. David Feldman
Author of Marital Relations, Birth Control,

and Abortion in Jewish Law
Speaking on

"SEX AND JUDAISM f f

Tues., Nov. 14 at 4:00 p.m.
in Campus Center Rm. 804-808

FREE

SILENT MOVIE
Wednesday, November 15

s

t SMALL OR TALL t
* t
t We have it all at the $

I GREAT SKI SNATCH |

« in the SUB

|STARTS TOMORROW-12-10

jThurs. & Fri. 10-10 | /"\ j
$ Sat. 10-5 kk:jt
2 Cross Country & Alpine Clothing & Equipment #
5c***************************

t Mel Brooks Dom DeLuise Marty Feldman
j^

¥
¥•

¥
¥
¥

tcCA 7,9,11

* "Take a break."

t
^••••••••••*

¥

-^ Shampoo St blow dry or have it permed for a more fashionable 3^

-^look. Our other specialties are color— conditioning— henna "^

V. —Unisex hairstyling— y^

J (The AfistocfOt) J
I 1 mile north of UMass )f
X 17A Montague Road Rt. 63 Amherst jf

^ Mon.-Fri. 9-8/Sat. 8-4 54g_6255 • J

Thinking of

making a
change for

the holidays?

Precision haircuts,

easy to care for.

Silkwood case sparks anti-nuke sentiment
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

In the early evening four years ago yesterday, on a barren
sttHtch gf highway in Oklahoma, a three door Honda
swerved left across the road, smashed head on into a

culvert wingwall, bounced off another culvert wall, and
finally came to rest in a muddy stream. The driver was
dead.

This just-anotherhighway fatality was surrounded by a
number of curious circumstances.
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Physics 115(E) No prerequisites

PHYSICS OF MUSIC
A course for anyone interested in

music. No physics or math
background is assumed. See the

Course Description Guide for

details.

You've tried everything else,

now try some cultxire.

All natural, creamy; full of fruit

BREYERS. Real yogurt at its best.

Pumpkin pie
that melts
in your
moutli?

It

icecream
pumpkin pie

Break that ordinary pumpkin pie tradition with

an extraordinary new Ice Cream Pumpkin Pie

from Baskin-Robbins. Imagine spicy punr^Jkin

pic ice cream, made with eggs, in a cnspy pie

shell. Start a whole new tradition in your

home during the holidays.

BASKIK-nOBBINS

ICE CREAM STORE

28 MAIN ST., AMHERST. 253-9774

TOWN HALL BUS STOP-BN and BR RTS.

Tests by four different independent investigations

strongly suggested the Honda sedan was forced off the

highway by another vehicle that bumped it from behind.
The driver, Karen Silkwood, 28, was a lab technician and

union organizer at the Kerr McGee nuclear power plant in

Crescent, Okla. At the time of her accident, she was on her

way tf) a meeting with a union official and a N. Y. Times
reporter In a manila folder on the seat beside her, were
records documenting charges that 45 pounds of plutonium
were unaccounted for at the Kerr McGee plant and that

contamination of workers at the plant was common. The
documents, investigators say, disappeared from the ac-

cident site.

Today, . the case of Karen Silkwood has received

widespread attention. Many believe she may have ac-

cidently stumbled onto a plutonium smuggling ring, and as

a result, was under surveillance and the subject of

harrassment. A suit was filed by the Silkwood Family in

November, 1976 to unravel the mystery. The defendants
named in the case, Kerr McGee, FBI officials, and others,

were charged with health and safety violations, invasion of

Karens and other union associates' civil rights, and a

roverup of the Silkwood case by FBI and other govern-

mental agencies
Though the suit did not indict the nuclear industry as

some expected, the Silkwood case has become a symbol
lor anti nuclea/ activists of all that is wrong with nuclear

power and^sterday, Nov 13, is now a memorial day for

the anil nuclear movement

Here at UMass, a brief talk and a series of workshops

commemorated the death of Silkwood.

Cindy Leerer, an organizer for the Clamshell Alliance,

spoke to about 75 people in Mahar Auditorium last night.

She gave a brief synopsis of the Silkwood case, and ended

by saying there are "concrete issues in the anti-nuclear

^Schooling decision
Cont. from pg. 1

Wendy Sibbison, attorney for the Perchemlides,

yesterday said the ruling indicated "there is a constitutional

right tf) home education in Massachusetts. " She said the

ruling also said "the parents' constitutional rights "were

vK)lated."

The School Committee's attorney, Marguerite Dolan,

yesterday said, "Sibbison interpreted it differently than

me " Dolan said she interpreted the ruling as "defining and

delineating the role of the school committee, " and said it

sets up guidelines for the committee to review the parents'

ability to teach their children at home.
Dolan said under the ruling, if the committee ruled the

parents were incapable of teaching the children under the

guidelines, "the court will not entertain another appeal"

Accorrling to the ruling, "the school committee or the

superintendent may not reject a proposal submitted by

parents on the ground that the home enviroriment is

socially different from the classroom environment."

The ruling also said "the school committee members had

somewhat contradictory notions about what standards to

SPORTS PHONE!

movement that tie together civil liberty, labor, environmen-
tal and feminist movement issues." The six workshops that

followed Leerer's talk addressed those issues.

There were workshops on "the role of women in the

struggle for decent working conditions and safe, renewable
energy technologies;" civil liberties; "the loss and diminish

of freedoms under a plutonium economy;" occupational

health and safety, jobs and energy; the nuclear fuel cycle;

and the specifics of the Silkwood case.

A former guard for the Indian Point Nuclear Plant on the

Hudson River in New York also related his experiences with
security at the twin 1200 megawatt reactors.

Jim Laurita said he got a job as a security guard at the

main gate house even though he had been arrested at the

Seabrook, N.H. nuclear plant site in 1977. (1,414 people

were arrested and jailed after they occupied the construc-
tion citp of the proposed plant there.)

"At shift changes there were so many cars that it was im-

practical to stop everyone so we let them all go in," he said.

"If you came in the morning rush you could have driven

anything through those gates. I thought they had real

high security at these plants but it's just not so," Laurita

said. ,, _

Laurita cited other examples of "lax security. Evacua-

tion drills resembled those at high schools, he said. (Go out

to lunch and dont come back. I He said he was able to steal

security passes for 40 cars, and when they changed fuel

rods they didn't tell newly-hired workers they were at a

nuclear plant or of the danger of radiation.

Laurita related a story of a truck leaving the plant with

spent fuel rods. The truck was parked on a \\\\\ when it

came uncoupled and started to roll back toward the guar-

dhouse.

apply to the Perchemlides application, and that most of the

committee members relied upon impermissible standards.
'"

The judge also said there were factors the committee
could not use in its decisir^n. They include the "parents'

-reasons for wanting to educate their child at home, the lack

of group experience," and "the creation of a precedent, if

any, if the plan is approved."
He said the factors to be considered included "the

competency of the teachers, the teaching of subjects by

law or regulation, the manner in which the subjects are

taught." and "the number of hours and days devoted to

teaching"

Prior to Greney's decision, Peter Perchemlides attacked

the committee's rejection of the home study curriculum.

"The electorate of Amherst ought to replace them. They

did not act in any responsible fashion," he said.

David Hornfischer, school committee chairman when the

application was refused, yesterday said he had not heard of

the judge's decision. . ,,

Supt Frizzle said, "When I see it, I will comment on it.
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Just Shake it

and Let it Fall into Place.

Ttie Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows so it never

loses its shape.

And because your hair falls naturally into place,

all you have to do is shake it.

At Command Performance. v»« shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14.00

whether you're a guy or a gal. And no appointments

are ever necessary.

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all. but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you.

J^^^^. «
CJomiiiaiid Pgrfformaii<?e

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart

Mon. -Sat.. 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

586 0090
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Physics 119A (E) No prerequisites

ARMS POLICY AND
NATIONAL SECURITY
SALT, MIRV, cruise missiles, ABM,
neutron bombs,...? How serious is the
threat of nuclear war?
MW 2:30. See the Course Description
Guide for more details.
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The Amos Tuck School
of Business Administration

Dartmouth College • Hanover, N. H.

Men and women seeking
EDUCATION FOR MANAGEMENT

are invited to discuss the

TUCK MBA
with

EHzabeth Day
Assistant Director of Admissions

Tuesday, November 14

Placement Office

•Ciilik'^icin 7

Prospective

MBA Students

A representative from Indiana Universi-

ty will be on carrpus Wednesday, Nov.
15, to talk with students interested in In-

diana's Master of Business Administra-

tion Program. Good students from all

majors are invited to interview. For fur-

ther information, contact the Placement
Center (545-2224).

Today ai (TLS 6 00) B 30
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_ to see this mimf'
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UP IN
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DO IT IN
JANUARY

England — France — Spain
Portugal — Morocco

Fly to London and begin an
adventure of a lifetime. . .

OVERSEAS Adventure Tours
offers: Toundtrip airfare

M mifAAlfs •transportation

"J
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$599

A Crest Toothpaste
reg. $2.00 now $1.39

^ Tek Toothbrush
reg. $ .79 noiw zoc

* Harrison Castile Shampoo
reg. $1.03 now $ .70

a or buy them separately
and still save money!!

Special Otfer starts Nov. 14|

*included

call 549 2652 or 546 9498 for details
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^

QUICK COPY
AND TYPING

"Amherst Area's One-Stop
Copy and Typing Center"

•Quality, low-cost copying
•Fast, professional typing

•Connplete dissertation, nnanuscript

and resunne service

In the Carriage Shops, Amherst
! 549-0557 :

chart
WEBER

SPEEDBALL

x-acto

robert
SIMMONS

r^iO«i oriBTu.Tp;

BOCOUR
Rippfanp Paper Co.

QUALITY PRODUCTS AT GREAT
PRICES ! YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO CHECK

OUR PRICES AND PRODUCTS

ART SUPPLIES

DEPARTMENT
at
'O'niversity
Store Campus

Center.

To The Editor
Stop the

tuition increase

To the Editor:

The proposed tuition for out-of-state
residents of about $4000 a year is

ridiculous. Knowing tfiat this just covers
the tuition costs, if you include the
student fees, dormitory and meal prices.

It comes to over $6500 a year. Many
students, who are NOW struggling to pay
the current UMass prices could not afford
to pay the additional increase which is

supposed to go into effect next fall. So as
a result they will be forced to seek their

education elsewhere. Many will leave to a
less expensive school in which they could
afford.

This is not fair for those students who
came to UMass for a good education and

.

not have to worry about paying the ex-
traordinary prices of a private University.
The out-of-state students, who happen to
be Juniors, will have more problems
because transferring to another college
would be virtually impossible without a
big hassle about credits and in the long
run might have to stay an additional year
to fill the new school's requirements.
The creators of this new act are making

It so only the out of state students who
are financially well off would be able to
afford the tuition. This is discriminating
against the lower and middle class
student who wishes to get a fine

education and would be unable to do so
because of the tremendous hike in pnces

Another thing to think about is that the
total operating budget of each of the
three UMass campuses

\ Boston, Wor-
chester, and Amherst] was used and then
divided by the total number of students.
This includes the average maintenance
needed for the universities, expenses for
the school hospital in Worchester, and
more that does not pertain to the teaching
of the student directly.

But this is also unfair because the type of
education and the student costs on the
campuses are different. Since the Boston
campus had been built more recently than
Amherst, and at prices much higher, the
per student cost at Boston is much
higher. Considering the majority of out
of state students are enrolled presently at
UMass Amherst, this penalizes the
students here and they would be paying
for building upkeep and other things for a
campus they don't even use.

We need help to stop the preposterous
plan of the Legislature. Starting Tuesday,
November 14, a petition will be on the
SCERA table in Campus Center. Fiease
sign this petition to stop the ridiculous
hike in prices. For further information
stop by SCERA 420 Student Union Blda
or call 545-0341.

Cyrus Vafaei
Ginny Tullis

S.U.P.E.^

What now, MSP?
On November 14 the faculty will vote on

whether or not to accept the contract
which was negotiated a few weeks ago at a
meeting in Boston. Presumably this
contract will be voted in and the struggle
for a fair and decent contract which started
two years ago will be settled.

This contract and presumably the next
contract are being struggled over and
negotiated within the context of a declining
commitment by the state government to

quality public higher education. Hopefully
the next contract will not be negotiated
with such a staunchly anti union
administration. This remains to be seen.
Nevertheless our budget appropriations do
not provide for full funding of the
university, tuition may be increased, and
public money still flows by the millions to
private schools. The state legislature is

planning to reorganize the entire system of
public higher education. There are many
interest groups in this state, like the
business community and the private
schools whose -agendas will reduce the
quality of public higher education as well as
limit access to it. Examples of this are
attempts to vocationalize education,
increase tuition to private school levels, as
well as regionalizing institutions so they can
meet the current labor market needs of the
business community.

During their contract struggle the MSP
consistently advocated the position that

they considered their struggle for a decent
contract to be part and parcel of the
struggle fot quality public higher education.
They said they fought for a university for

working people. Is this contract rhetoric or
the MSP s political position^ It is clear that
the struggle for quality public higher
education is not over now that the faculty
has a contract. The MSP has a

responsibility to stand behind these
principles which they articulated during the
contract negotiations The faculty must
actively organize around the issues still

pressing in public higher education today,
not only at UMass but also within their

parent union the MTA.

This need for a politically active MSP
bect)mes increasingly important when one

analyzes the retrenchment clause of the

ioon to be current contract. This section

:if the contract contains a mechanism
wheret)y the MSP, in the event of budget
cuts, can either capitulate and cooperate
with the administration in planning who will

be cut or it can resist and refuse to make
any such plans. We would hope that the

MSP when faced w'th such choices would
take the latter position which is clearly the

one which will protect the interests of all in

public higher education students,
university workers find faculty.

During the .. ^, a contract

students grades were witheld. This action

was taken vyith little or no discussion by
faculty with students which served to
create anti faculty sentiment on the part of
many students. Grade witholding as a
tactic is not questioned but the way in

which it was carried out did not serve to
politically unite students and faculty for the
most part. The MSP could have avoided
this if it had tried to reach out to students
other than those in the student senate.
Students live in dorms where meetings can
be held or doors knocked on. Students
read the Collegian where letters and
editorials are printed; students eat in the
Hatch and coffee shop where pamphlets
can be distributed. Students are in

classrooms Many students felt that the
MSP considered it below their
"professional" dignity to have to politic for
student support.

.. At the State of the University conference
at the end of September, students
supported the faculty's demands,
participated in discussions' and made
presentations while the faculty carried out a
protest of the delay in contract
negotiations. This was good because
students and faculty were brought closer
together on certain issues, and the faculty
articulated their concern over and
commitment to public higher education. It

IS also clear that many students supported
the MSP as exemplified by their
participation in the various Whitmore
demonstrations But will the MSP continue
to work with students?

Now that the contract is settled, one
threat to the future of the quality of public
higher education has been solved for the
time being, but the door to future threats is

not closed. And negotiations for a new
contract vyill begin again next year.

We recognize that individual members of

the MSP support our efforts to halt the

demise of quality public higher education.
Is this the position of the entire MSPi* Is the

MSP ready to work with students and staff

to alter the trends which are negatively

affecting the UMass community as a

whole? Is the MSP ready to get down and
do the necessary organizing that will save
this university? Only by fighting together

carr we be an effective, powerful and
progressive political force.

The MSP must adopt a clear position on

working with students 'as equals in

common struggle arond issues affecting all

of us. After adopting such a position, the

MSP must actively educate andorganize
around this position.

What now MSP^ .

//,) O'Brian and William Bluestein are

members of Students United for Public

Education

DAMON THOMAS

Power concedes nothing

without a dennand
In 1857, Frederick Douglass, the famous

black American abolitionist wrote:

"Power concedes nothing without a de
mand. It never did, and it never will. Find
out just what people will submit to and you
have found out the exact amount of in-

justice and wrong which will be imposed
upon them; and these will continue until
they are resisted with either words or
blows, or with both. The limits of tyrants
are prescribed by the endurance of those
whom they oppress...

"

If Frederick Douglass were to visit the
University of Massachusetts he would find

that students there have become subject to

rule of authorities who some how no longer

seem accountable and readily accessible to

students. The authority of the University

trustees, administration, and state
legislature is, to be sure, different from the
rule of the southern slave owners, but in

some ways it requires an equally great sub-

mission on the part of students.

Consider for a moment a few examples
of power that are exercised by authorities

based either on or off campus: The power
to double out-of-state tuition fees; the
power to withold an individual's course
schedules and room assignment pending
payment of semester fee bills; the power to

impose a fine on students who pay their fee
bills p>ast the deadline; the power to close
Room-to-Mave, the student peer counsel-
ing center; the power to house thousands
of students in dangerous, sub-standard
housing; the power to impose high and
unreasonable fees on Campus Center ven-
dors; the power to reduce the University's

budget.

The list goes on and on. It would be
questionable, even if they had the power,
that students would exercise any of the abo
ve-listed powers in the same way, for it

would clearly not be in the best interests of

students to do so. Students would
presumably direct their power towards the
implementation of policies aimed at serving
the needs of students. Thus, with the
possession of power comes the respon-
sibility to exercise that power prudently and
judiciously, in the best interests of all

students.

Ostensibly, students have the power to
run their own affairs. Students are granted
the right to run their own area governments
and SGA's, but what emerges from those
bodies does little or nothing to effectively
challenge the present power structure. The
University trustees and administration
recognize this weakness of student govern-
ment. What is happening is that students
end up discussing petty issues, or arguing
with each other to the point of no return,

while the real meetings are held and impor-
tant decisions are made by the powerful
few who sit in state capitols and locked
university administration meeting rooms.

The real decision-makers are removed
from the students and are effectively

isolated (either by circumstance or by
design) from the leai feelings and opinions

of the majority of students. Many of the
UMass Trustees are lawyers and have at-

tended private colleges; their very
background raises questions as to whether
they can effectively relate to the academic
needs of working class students at a large
state university. Many members of the
Massachusetts legislature are also lawyers
and professional politicians as well. Most
legislators have more presssing concerns
than worrying about the needs of students

,^at state colleges. The UMass administra
tions follows the directives of the Trustees
and the legislature, and insure that the
University runs smoothly and that students,
facutly and workers don't get out of hand.

Students are not wholly insensitive to the
fact that they as a group (or as individuals)
do not have the power to effectively exer-
cise a substantial influence over decisions
governing major areas of academic life.

This feeling of powerlessness has lead to
apathy on the part of some individuals. For
others, this feeling of helplessness has ac
tually instilled in them a desire to make
things better.

Many student groups are being formed
to tackle student issues and to advance stu-
dent needs and goals, on a local and state-
wide basis. Students United for Public
Education (SUPE) has been organizing
students at UMass and at other state col-
lege campuses against proposed tuition
hikes, the proposed Park Plan for the
reorganization of higher education, propos-
ed budget cuts, and state subsidies to
private schools. The South African Libera-
tion Committee has already succeeded in
getting the trustees to unload University-
owned stock in corporations doing
business in South Africa. Amherst Rent
Control has been active in advancing the
rights of area tenants; the Union Record
Service has successfully emerged as a
cheaper alternative to the University Store
and local merchants. The list of
achievements is impressive, but despite
such progress, there remains a great deal of
unifinished work.

Too often, failure to settle power of our
common efforts in satisfying our shared
needs leads individuals to despair. But each
individual at this school is different, and
each person can contribute in whatever
way he or she is able, according to ability,

desire, or means, or any combination
thereof. Through the collective efforts of
many different students united across bar-
riers of sex, age, race, major and
background, student interests will best be
articulated and realized. It is this solidarity-

perhaps best represented in the form of a
student union- which most threatens the
status quo because of its awesome poten-
tial for change.

"Find out just what people will submit to,

and you have found out the exact amount
of injustice and wrong which will be impos-
ed on them."

Damon Thomas is a Collegian Col
uminist
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This Sunday
Nov. 19at7,9,&11

CCA
Only $1.00

CRAFTSPEOPLE
NOTICE

Concerning Table Space on Campus Center Concourse; Tha review and
authorization, of category #2 and H Cannpus Center vendors, permitting
use of the the CC Concourse Table space, shall be curtailed from
November 15, 1978 through December 25, 1978.

Between these dates unique craft items may be approved for sale upon
appeal to the Operations Committee which shall meet every Tuesday at

2:00 p.m. and every Wednesday at 1:00 p.m. CC Rm. 817.

Any vendor not approved may, sell good under provisions of CC vending
category #8.
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Bring us your
KODACOLOR
Films...

t-

,

FOR QUALITY
COLOR
PROCESSING
BY KODAK
We offei Kodak quality

processing (or all youf
KODACOLOR Films

Stop in today, and ask

(or details.

NUCLEAR REACTORS,
BOMBS, AND PEOPLE
Next term, Physics 117, Nuclear

Energy, will explore nuclear energy in

the overall context of our energy pro-

blems. No prerequisite, 3 cr., E core,

MWF 9:05. See the Course Description

Guide for details.

COLOR
PfK>CESSINGStHoA

we ALSO CARRY KODAK FILM
AND DARKROOM SUPPLIES
ALL AT DISCOUNT PRICES

<^
wir

SQsx?®

DISCOVER
^RUTGERS

THE STATE UNIVERSITY
OF NEW JERSEY
Visit with our Representative

DATE
TIME

PLACE

Monday—Novemb.er 20

9:00 a.m.

The Recruiting Area

Goodell Building

140

11

diversified graduate and professional

programs are offered througti

schools on three campuses
(NEWBRUNSWICK, CAMDEN,

«

NEWARK)

FELLOWSHIPS
SCHOLARSHIPS
INTERNSHIPS &

ASSISTANTSHIPS
are available or ri competitive basts

Identify
yourself.

with a haircut

!

Every individual is unique. Special. One-of-a-

kind. That's the way haircuts should be,

too. Specially tailored to match you — your face.

your personality, your vision of

yourself. Great "X" customers

always know they're getting the

best hairstyling value for their

money. Shampoo. Precision

Hair Cut. and Blow Dry Stylii

complete for $10

€^
CMfccmwns^^ PRECISION HAIRCUT TERS

NO APPOINTMENT EVER

Hampshire Mall, Route 9, Hadley. Mass

BMl POmT FOUOTRin pen mAAK€A

FOR ALL YOUR WRITING NEEDS
ONLY $1.98 EACH

for the best selection of writing

instruments come to

campus center/unh/. of mass./amherst •

OPEN SAT. 11-4

HighlY
cultiued.

WU«fccrTr,

Universitv of Massachusetts / Amherst

.

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

MNNIPEG
9flLLET^

'fSSSm
icdrttii>b«rryj

plfxaiBfrf*

roMnatw^

WMfllaiBMcafi
yogurt

ARNOLD SPOHR,Director/Directeur

Thursday, November 16th 8 p.m.

Les Patineurs/Ashton Rondo/NeumeiCT
Rodeo/de Mille

Friday, November 17th 8 p.m.

Festival/Araiz Glinka-Pas de Trois/Balanchine

Women/\rz.\z The Bitter Weird/de Mille

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6, 5. UMass
students - $5, 4,3. Senior citizens and other students

-$6.5,4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-251

1

& New England Ticketfon Loca^ons.

llfrlflOfI

yo9iirt

<7

All naturad,

creamy, full of fruit

BREYERS:
Real yogurt
at its best.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Clothing

5 -Moiety

9 Pythias

friend

14 U S A
15 Dispa'age
16 A Bell for

17 Rodents
18 Robe
19 Enchantress
20 Inner Anat
22 Apartment
24 Swindled

Slang

26 Heavens
27 — accompli

29 Nourished
30 Dram
33 Very bad
37 f^ete

36 Got up
39 Lug
40 Abandon
41 Length unit

42 Jalopy
44 Blaster s

item Abbr
45 Possessive

VKord

46 Satiate

47 Fill the tank

2 \*/ords

49 Container
53 Short-lived

57 Actfvf —
McQueen

58 Grip

59 Oil country
61 Henry IV

character

62 Rich caKe
63 Slave of old

64 Monster
65 Aq^jatic ani-

mal

66 Chair

67 Tree home

DOWN
1 More vi/illing

2 Chemical
prefix

3 Right-hand

page
4 Meal
5 US Pres

6 Askew
7 Snow vehi-

cles

8 Sausages
9 Sped

10 Farewell:

Sp
11 Japanese

ship name

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Monday'! Puiii* Soivad

12 Singles

13 Not one
21 Rent
23 Secures
25 Telegraphic

sound
28 Coffers

30 Tower
31 Thomas —

Edison
32 Chirp

33 Foolish

34 Press
35 Smut
36 Cereal grass

37 Espial

40 Pf^y'

42 Slope

43 Chem class

45 Impede
47 Deportment:

Archaic

48 Analyze
50 Light anchor
51 Tinker to —

to Chance

52 Dogma
53 External:

Prefix

54 Conspiracy

55 Male animal

56 Flannel

60 Seme

t6 |ii It} jlS

YOUR BrRTHDAY

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 1«

Bi)ni today. ynu have u

hiKhly spintual naturr.

You enjoy tlie tlunKs that

money can iMjy but, except

for the p.ssentials of life

you feel no genuine need

for them You have a spe-

cial knack for communica-
tion Whether speaking or

writint; .
you have little

trouble liettuiR your points

acros-s. On the rare occa-

«mn th!»t words fail you

you are able to turn to

nitjcr means of self expres-

sion.

You are romantic in your

outlook on life. Nature

brings you special joy. and
your as.sociations with peo-

ple serve as relaxing

agents l>oth for your mind
and your body. You have
great community spirit ; no

neighborhood call goes out

that you do not answer
Also born on this dat*

•ra: Kinfl Hussain I ol Jor-

dan. William Staig. cartoon-

ist.

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow . find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.

I>et your birttiday star be

your daily guide.

WEDNESDAY. NOVEM-
BER IS

SC0RPIO(Ocl. ?3-No»

?1| - IVoblems on the

home front respond to

what some might lirm in-

Icrfcrcnc r from an old and
trusted friend
SAGITTAHIUSINov 22-

Dec 21) " Take care that

another does not ace den-

Ully pull the nig out from
under you early in the day.

CAPRICORNfDec 22-

Jan. 19) - What you thought

a sure thing may develop

into a risky business. Re-

consider recent answers to

children.
AOUARIUS<Jan 20-F»b

II) - The sooner you can

get into the swing of things

on the employment scene

the better l.ook around!

PISCESfFab. U-March
20) - Take an optimistic

look at your chances for

gam You may have been

overlooking a number of

opportunities.

ARIEaMarch 21-Apfll H)
- The possible failure of a

new enterprise mu.st not be

allowed to have an adverse

bearing on your latjor

TAURUSfApril 20-May 20)

- You can l>e strict at the

same time that you are

just Make your point

quickly: then turn to other

things
GEMINKMay 21-Jun* 70) -

- Unles.s you are willing to

back up your verbalized

position with action , you
would do better to keep
silent.

CANCERfJune 21-July 22)

- Money problems become
more worrisome than usu-

al. Make an effort to con-

centrate on more optimis-

tic things

LEO(July 23- Aug 22) -

You should have more than
your share of good fortune

today Be ready to share

l>enefits with loved ones.

VIRQOfAug. 23-S«pt. 22) -

A worried co-worker can

make this a difficult day
for you. Grant another the

benefit of the doubt.

LIBRAfSepI 2)-Oct. 22)-

Older family members
may demand more atten-

tion than you are used to

giving. Make concessions

today.
r'af»vnitht !*Tt

VnHM Ftmlurr .SiwrtM-Mr In.'

9
DENIMS

FASHIONABLE STYLES

AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

•.Stc. Lvcicn Jeans
• French Star

• STW Gear
• La Disco
• Velour Tops

• Denim Shirts

• Western Shirts

• Casual Dress Shirts

Next toTHE PUB Amherst

r

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

txcust m. SIR.

I MNDtR IFm YeAH^ IT^

COULD JUL Me IN SACK
lUHOiB I MI6HT OFPOmAL
FIND THe CLUB- 23.

jHouea. I

THANK
iOU. DONl

MOWON
(T.

IF yOWPRATHER
BE. ALONE. SIR,

JUSTLY SO ^7
/ f

Wal/y Dorf by Rob Ranney

iov sore fead a lot

oV»o»>t cuo*ien^ lfVcal"tV\

issues -rticse cfaKjs

mens ^epiih

Of course I
r»»» sorrj X <^^ii^'^

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

T toonder wKxt

eutr lf>a(>pef«d -t^

the Campos poryl

<^o up -ho T^djon

fb^fv^ for +i\<.

B.C. by Johnny Hart

fR6 LEAVe^ CCfAE. C\jr

AMP &er CEAL pat;

mEH f=ALL iVHeM

THEY' 6er o^Y,

IFCML1^»?AIM COJLD
CO UKB THAT,

^^t^^tKT mp"^^

\

TUESDAYS

^Ilappy ^•H«i(r

8:30 til 1

— Free Food til 11 —
(Whilt it La^tH)

•Special Drinks •

• Promotions

• T-Shirts •

• Oldies •

^

CHUCK
MANGIONE
IN CONCERT TONIGHT
ON PUBLIC TELEVISION

channel57^v>s 800 p.m.
THROIU ' IHI IM 1IM IC UROADCASUNG SYSI IM
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Adult Entertainment
Majestic Cinema
84 Cottage Street

E hampton MA 527 2346

Nov 8 14

STAR BABE 7 30
TEENAGE SEX
KITTEN ^.50

Mat Thurs & Fn 1 30
Under 21 not admitted

DOUBLE
J[E5XyRE
"ink Pantner'

and
"A Shot in

the Dark"
CCA

Thurs., Nov. 16

2 for $1 %

The UMass Arts Council and
the Mind's Eye Cine Club

Presents:

JoNAh Who
Will Be 29 In

The Year 2000
"A romantic, mystic, Utopian
comedy. . about the seventies lunatic

fringe of people in their twenties and

thirties"

— Pauline Kael

WEDNESDAY. NOV. 15 8:15 p.m.

Thompson 104 FREE

UPC Productions presents:

THE DISTINGUISHED
VISITOR'S PROGRAM

presents .

FRANCES MOORE
LAPPE

author of the million

copy best seller

DIET FOR A
SMALL PLANET

Campus Center Auditorium
Tuesday, Nov. 14, 1978

8:00 p.m.
Free and opjen to the public

Thursday, Nov. 30
8 p.m.
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

All Seats $3.00

Gen. Adm.
Tickets now available at

TIX, Union Record
Service, and local

record stores

O^RVl JOHC)
Bflu omes

Tuesday, Dec. 5
8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

UMass-$6.50, 7.00, 7.50

Gen. Public-$7.50, 8.00,

8.50

Tickets on sale

Wed., Nov. 15

at Fine Arts Center
Box Office

and all Ticketron outlets

To place a classified ad. (ifop hy the Col

loqtan offn f (CC 1131 bfMwfM>n 8 45 am
,ind 3 45 () m Mvjfiday ihrouiih Fnday. or

use (II If h.iiidy flip jnd mail form lound in

most issiH's (1* thi- Colli'<)tc«n Cl.issilicd

<li'.(()lin;' IS 3 45 i) m two (J.iys m ddvdnci'

0< |)nhlH ,il«Oii (l.itc

Collegian
Classifieds

AUDIO

Genesis One spkrs. $150 pr. or BO, call

6-6112, Adrienne, afternoon, late even.

AUTO FOR SALE

'68 Op«l, 86,000 miles. Fair condition. Ask-

ing $3B0, can Amit, 253-5121

302 Maverick air cond., runs weW, 1972,

best offer, 772-0667

14 Toyota Calica ex. cond. 323-4231

'70 Camaro perfect body, 4 Cragars, 60's

in back, eng. needs work, $750 or BO,

6^5304

Two Uniroyal tires, size 155-13, excellent

shape, $35 pr. Call 665-4112.

Rossignol ST 660 w/ Nevada Grand Prix

bindings, original value $280, skis 185 in

length*— have been used 5 times and are in

excellent condition, will sacrifice for $130.

Call 253-5889 ask for Paula.

Two radials tires. BF Goodrich Snow
Trailmakers. Steel-belted. Whitewalls. GR
78-15. Good tread. Used pan of one winter.

$65 for pair. Call 586-3924.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

ManI Women! Jobs-cruise ships!

Freighters! No experience. High pay! See
Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So. America.

Winter, summer! Send $2.75 to Seaworld,

Box 61035, Sact., CA 95825.

LOST

Silver wired, photo-sun prescription

glasses, please call Lisa, 253-5482.

72 VW Camper, rustless Calif, machine,

rblt. engine— carb., new clutch, muffler,

battery Mich, radials, AM/FM, askable ex-

tras, $2150, BO. 666-2429 or 6-1002.

Fir>e used clothing. The Madeleine, 79

South Pleasant St., Amherst, daily 11-5.

FOUND

Lost—my mind. Last seen near a bong.

Return to Scott of the wasted crew.

Flute lost Tues. night. Sylvan party. If

found please contact info booth or

546-5950, Holly, reward.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen. 546-6993.

ENTfcHTAINMENT

Found -male Calico (?) cat in Southwest

area. Please call 546-7540 or 546-7536.

PERSONALS

Hottest band around! 'Smooth Sailing'

for bookings anywhere, call John,

546-4646.

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

1 or 2 bdrm. apt., avail. 12/1, $220/mo.,

exc. location. Call 253-2901.

Only couples can do it! Dating couples

wanted for research study on close relation-

ships conducted in UMass psychology

department. Possible large time commit-

ment, some hourly pay available. Call

545^1349.

Got you now! (I think!) Thank you for the

roses, et al- Betsey.

See Shu's sandwich board for more info.

Jane, happy 18th, you're legal now!! Lot-

sa luck. Love, CCL.

Happy birthday Jeanie, Bean, Skinny

Ginny, and Steph (can I bum a smoke?),

from Lisa. Ginger, and Darcy.

FOR SALE
100% profit, no exp. nee.

Mike, 253-2491, 6-8 p.m.
in sales, call

NWfLF and DIbo: I like you even if you

are living in sin (or was it Puffton?)

Upright piano. Fun to play. Reasonable.

Days -2g2^4, eves. -549-1588, Nancy.

1 pr. rust leather boots. Brand new.

Worn 3 times. Overlapping top cuff, two

inch heel. Bought at $82, will sell at $65.

Call 549 2738. Size 8.

The People's Gay Alliance has a work-

study position available. Person will be

responsible for a variety of office duties.

$3.50/hr. 12-15 hrs./wk. For more info,

please stop by the P.G.A. office. 413 SUB,
545-0154

Chris, happy 19th! Take care, love,

Nance.

To Stephanie, a special friend, happy

birthday with loads of sunshine and fun.

Have a great 19th, love and wishes, Jill

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c

per line five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day; 30 consecutive issues. 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 or 2 roommates wanted frm. Jan. 1 or

Feb. 1 for spring semester, call 253-2424.

SERVICES

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.

Huge selection of gold, silver, diamond ear-

rings and unusual gifts. Silverscape

Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,

Mass. 253-3324.

WANTED

Wanted: any student who had Prof. Rot-

tenburg for Econ 203 Honors, please call

253-2662, ask for Steve.

Rock band needs cellar or garage to

rehearse in. Will pay $40/month (price

negotiable) (local Amherst area). Call Rich.

546-3248.

WANTED TO RENT

To sublet or rent,

Arnherst starting Jan
546 7025.

2 bedroom apt. in

. 79. call 546-7011 or

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

SKI INSTRUCTORS NEEDED

Mount Snow Ski School is seeking part-

time ski instructors (weekends and
holidays) for the 78-79 season. Hiring clinic

Dec. 16th & 17th. For application contact

Jim Garstang, (802) 464-3333.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal. General

Practice, low "cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.

Tuesday, November 14. 1978

Spikers end satisfying year

.CQlle^ian ^^

By MA UREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The basic goal, according to Coach Mike Rhodes, was to

improve last year's 13 15 record. The basic goal, according to

Co captain Pat McGrath, was to play good volleyball

Last Saturday, in the Mass Slate Tourney, both goals were
accomplished In beating Brdigewater State College 16 14,

15 1, tying Boston College 10 15, 15 10, and losing the

championship match to BC 13 15, 14 16, the UMass women's
volleyball learn linished the season at a respectable 20 12 1;

throughout the tourney and the season, they played 'as a

unit, with a total team effort, and with everybody playing

well," as Coach Rhodes said repeatedly throughout the

season.
"We played well in the tourney," said Rhodes, "but not as

well as wu should havo, especially against Boston College. It

was a rual good match, BC was playing prohahly its best

volleyball all year in the championsfiip matcli, had we played

our best, we would' ve beaten them (and become the champs
of Division I)

It was a successful season, the best volleyball has ever had at

UMass Most of tfie credit belongs to the team; they worked
hard, to Assistant Coach Paul Bauer, who was a big help, and
to last year's coach Diane Thompson, who taught last year's

team the '6-2' multiple offense, a tactic that's very useful in

playinrj the type of volleyball UMass played this season full

of power and team cooperation"
In tourney action, Co captain Joyce GresI topped all players

in spikes with 28 Breffda Simmons spiked 20 times, while
Peggy Barl)»!f chipped in with 25 spikes. Co captains Kathy
Shinnick and Pat McGiath maintained set, Chris Perron, Sally
Anderson, and Ellen Braun played well overall, Minnie
Minicucci pertormed well in the backcourt, and Co captain
Donna Sasso played well at the net.

The team talked about the season lust past as one of im
provement and fine play "I thought it was the best UMass
leam in three years, " said Pat McGrath, "I thought we had a
(}()od s*;as()n. though there was a lot of frustration in losing to

teams we should've beaten." Said Joyce GresI, "We played
liiMlf-r than last year, overall " Kathy Shinnick, the only senior
on the team, added. Next years te.im should be good, if

I'veryhody returns (some out of staters could be affected by
the pio[)osefl tuition iiicreasel " Freshman Ellen Braun said, "I

\A/as im|)nssed with the coaching and the overall effort." Said
Donna Sasso, "It was a good overall season "

The last word comes from Assistant Coach Paul Bauer, who.

sairi. It was fun, it was rewarding, and it was successful."

In many ways, it was.

The Brothers and Sisters of

Sigma Alpha Mu
invite all University Men and Women to an

OPEN RUSH
Tonight 8 p.m. -12 p.m.
FREE BEER, WINE,
MUNCHIES, SODA

395 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
For rides & info., call 545-0845

^^st ^^

New England's

Largest Dealer

of

CROSS COUNTRY SKIS & ACCESSORIES
WAXABLE PACKAGES

Karhu Picnic $94.50

Blizzard Fascination 99.50

Fischer Europa Glass 1 19.00

Kneissel Touring W 1 19.00

Lovett Light Touring 129.00

Asncs 99.50

WAXLESS PACKAGES
LytcStep $79.50

Trak Trcmblant 110.50

Blizzard Blue Bell Step 1

1

4.00

TrakRallye 115.50
Blizzard Mohair 124.00

Fischer Europa Step 124.00
Kneissel Diamond Pattern 124.00

Lovett Light Touring Mohair 134.00

Child's Premount Set (Skis. Binding*, poles) 29.50

{AU packages include

boots, bindings, poles and mounting.)

Eastern Mountain Sports
Specialists in quai'l> iigntweigr^t DacKpacking & "-.ountaiieenng equipment

Repairs
Rentals

Hours: Mon.-Fri 9:30 a.m. -9 p.m
Sat. 9:30 am-5:30pm

Rt. 9. Amherst-Hadley line,

Amherst. Mass

(413) 253-9504
WS4

Sports Notices

SKI TEAM Candidates for the UMass varsity ski teams, both
nu'n nnd women, will meet to organize lor the coming race

siidson iM room 305 Holdsworth Hall on Thursday, Nov. 16, at

/ 00 n m.

INTRAMURALS Entry forms are now available at the IM
of lice, 215 Boyden, for 3 on 3 basketball Entries are due Nov.

22

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL -Any undergraduate women in-

terested in trying out for the women's intercollegiate basket-

ball team please come to NOPE on Friday, Nov. 17 at 6 p.m.

Come dressed and ready to play.

HOCKEY CLASS The hockey class, under the General
PhysK;al Education Department, is seeking people who may
he interested in goal tending The class meets TuTh at 8:00
a m at the Orr Rink Anyone interested please drop by the
Geneial Physical Education office, Boyden 224, as soon as

possible

j|

All students must obtain their pre-reglstratlon forms from
their academic advisor. Advisors will be available from 8:30

a.m. -6:00 p.m. daily during the counseling period, November 13

through 22. Call your advisor at 545-0031 or 32 and make an

appointment for pre-registration to save time that you would

otherwise waste while waiting for assistance.

Here is a list of the advisors and the classes with whom they work:

1982 Shareef Rasool and Charles Bookman
1981 Phil Hicks and Jaqueline Crooks
1980 Valerie Nil

1979 Carole Watkins

ALL RETURNING STUDENTS Manuel (Rick) Townes
Please come prepared — have a list of courses that you would like to

take. Bring your own Class Schedule and Course Description Guide

with you.

REMEMBER
You must see your advisor before receiving your

pre-registration form. All pre-registration forms must be submitted to

the Registrar's Office by Nov. 22 or a $5.00 Late Fee will be required.

1

1

I

I

1

^f Mass. StudentSi
HOW WE CAN
GET YOUTHEKE

twice OS
fost—twice
OS often

REVISED SCHEDULE
Effective Mon., Nov. 13. 1978

sw ccc Mall

2:00 2:05 2:15

2:30 2:35 2:45

3:00 3:05 3:15

3:30 3:35 3:4'=

4:00 4:05 4:V.

4:30 4:35 4:45

5:00 5:05 5:15

530 5:35 5:45

6:00 6:05 6:15

6:30 6:35 6:45

7:00 7:05 7:15

7:30 7:35 7:45

8:00 8:05 8:15

8:30 8:35 8:45

9:00 9:05 9:15

9:30 9:35 9:45
_ 10:15

VTjk*
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Yanks ink Tiant for 2 years

Pitcher Luis Tiant. for the last seven seasons a much-
loved member of the Red Sox, is shown here In the

uniform of his new baliclub the world champion New
York Yankees, who signed the 38-vear old to a two-year

contract yesterday. (UPI)

CoUe

A/fW YORK [APVlhe New York Yankees signed free agent

pitcher Luis Tiani to a multiyear contract, it was learned

yesterday. •

The veteran hurler, a long iime mainstay of the Boston Red
Sox staff thus becomes the first player in the 1978 re-entry

draft to reach contract terms with a new team.

Because of his age, Tiant, who will be 38 later this month,

was virtually ignored in the Nov. 3 draft, selected only by the

Yankees in Round Eight.

With only one team selecting him, Tiant was declared

available for negotiations with all 26 major league clubs,

including the Red Sox, who had balked at giving him anything

more than a one-year contract.

Last season, pitching for Boston, Tiant compiled a 13-8

record with a 3 31 earnecf run average and pushed his career

record to 204 148 since coming to the majors with Cleveland

in 1964.

The colorful right hander with the drooping moustache and

herky jerky motion was a Fenway Park favorite after the Red

Sox signed him as a free agent in 1971 . He had been traded by

Cleveland to Minnesota in 1970 and then released by the

Twins, who thought he washed up. He failed a tryout with

Atlanta but then was rescued by the Red Sox and played a

major role in Boston's American League championship in

1975.

We hate to see him go, but we wish him nothing but the

best,
" CO owner Buddy LeRoux of the Boston Red Sox said

yesterday when he learned the r»ght hander Tiant had signed

with the New York Yankees.

He s a very fine person and I'm personally sad, but I'm sure

that he feels he's doing what's best for himself and his

family," LeRoux told the Associated Press.

Luis is a close personal friend and has been good for the

club lor many years, " said LeRoux, who nursed Tiant's

pitching arm back into top shape in 1971 as the Red Sox'

tiainer "This certainly was his decision to make.

Haywood Sullivan, Red Sox general manager and co owner

talked with Luis' attorney three or four times in the last week

or so We made an offer that we thought was very si^bstantial,

with some incentive clauses.

Our offer was a guarantee contract for one year. It was not

multi year but he very well could have stayed with us for much
longer than one year."

Hed box first baseman George Scott saitfihe news "carne as

a great shock."

When I came to the team, Tiant's locker was next to mine,
'

Scott said. "I always had a lot of respect for him as a pitcher. I

got to know him and respect him as a man, too.

I'm sorry to see him go. He's goirPg to be missed. When we
needed to win a big game, Tiant was the one to go to.

"I can understand that the man had to think about himself

and his family. The Yankees gave him a better deal and I wish

him the best of luck."

Rich Eckel

Say it am t so

Stickers in Nationals
By MIKE ESTRADA

^"rhf^Ut^It^^ women's field hockey team will eat their Thanksgivirig dinner in

EllInsburrWasTtf^s year as the stickers will head west for the national tournament

*^Th^e"dSion by the sports administration came today after the announcement by

SorinoS cSleqe that ?hey will not accept their national berth because of a lack of

funTslteS won last Weekend's EAIAW tourney, but three o four teams at Spr-

ingfilld were^^^^ for the national tournament. With the decline of Spnngf.eld,

fourth place UMass became the third eligible team.

This^s the second time in two years the stickers have gone to the nationals and this

yelr?seims they deserve nothing less. Aside from their "inconsistent" performance

aaa nst oTartmouth last Saturday, UMass played some impressive field hockey and con^S the UConn game up to and after the controversjal penalty stroke hat won the

game for the Huskies. The Minutewomen's overall record this year is 12-5^1
,

better than

^''No'ilrbeK^thfChiefs C(^ch Dotty Potter- Zenaty's squad defeated fourth seed

UNH fi^srseed UConn and second seed Dartmouth on their juggernaut to the cham^

pion^lhlrs^nday's victory marked the third time ir; the last .our years that Coach

'^^Jettar a;^w:nTt"e%p^^^^^^
ball was the key on Saturday

"®^
:?rJ1° Lnri aoressive Dartmouth team downed the Minutewomen 3-1,

prev^n^g ^MaL froV^^^^^^^^^^^ The Green tallied early at 16 10. on a penalty

Corne? JS^shoo?? Holly Burks the high scoring sophomore who got her first of two

^Trl'the lecondTX^UMass came out smoking, pressuring and receiving numerous

^'S'sTn" fcTclpf^^G^Te Hu'Son and coach H,x, n -e cn„ca, o. ft>e,,

•We «.e.e hesitating al>out 9°'"8
•».'^?,^'''-.^.^'?™h h1,^^^^^ more specific about

u'., v.Tked over the ball and generally took their time said Hixon.

"Hello Cliff. Say it ain't so. Cliff. Say it

ain't so. Luis Tiant a Yankee, Cliff? A
Yankee...

"Cliff, you're big buddies with Buddy and

Sully, what the hell are they doing, Cliff?

What the hell are they doing?

"Luis Tiant epitomized the Hed box

resurgence, Cliff. For seven years we

watched him go through more gyrations

than Sally down in the Combat Zone. You

know, the twists and dips and all that. How

the hell did they let him get away, Cliff?

"They said he was too old to risk anything

more than a one-year contract, Cliff. They

said he was 38 years old and that giving him

a multi-year contract made bad business

sense. Since when did the Red Sox start

running their operation with bottom lines

and profit ratio margins, Cliff?

"I'll tell you when. Cliff. It was when your

buddies Buddy and Sully started running

the show. That's when. Cliff.

•They didn't think 'El Senor' was too old

that last weekend of the season, did they.

Cliff? They didn't think he was too old to

pitch all the big games though, did they

Cliff' Remember Cliff, he was the big

peetch peetcher with the big peetch paint.

Now he's a Yankee Cliff. A bleeping

Yankee!

"I mean Cliff, if I wanted to follow a

business I would invest in the stock market.

This is a baseball team, Cliff. A baseball

team. A baseball team that made more

money than almost any other team in

baseball. Cliff. Now they tell us they don't

want to give the most charismatic athlete

this city ever had a two-year contract!

"So Luis says the hell with this and goes

to the Yankees. Cliff. I can't blame him for

leaving, though BiJt to the Yankees, Cliff!

The bleeping Yankees, Cliff!

"Ray Fitzgerald said it best last week.

Cliff. You know Ray, the sports writer for

the Globe He said last week that this new

Red Sox regime had all the public relations

touch of a "poison ivy patch." He was

right, Cliff. I mean what the hell are Buddy

and Sully doing!

'Remember '75, Cliff? Remember the first

game of the Series when he shutout the

Reds? Remember, Cliff' And then, what

about that game in Cincinnati, Cliff? He had

nothing that night, but he hung tough and

won. Cliff. That was the ultimate "Looie!"

Remember the chant from the crowd. Cliff?

It would start out in the bleachers and then

rise to a crescendo as it reached the

sections behind home plate. Remember

that. Cliff? "Looie, Looie. Looie."

"I guess Buddy and Sully don't

remember, huh. Cliff.

"Sure we didn't know whether he was 38

years old or not. Cliff. I mean for all I know
he might have pitched against Satchel

Paige and already applied for Social

Security benefits. But, Cliff, he could still

peetch. Cliff. I'll tell you another thing.

Cliff I wished he was pitching that playoff

game against the Yankees and not that stiff

Torrez.

"I mean. Cliff, it wasn't as if he threw the

basebad like Joe Kapp threw a football. I

mean. Cliff, the guy still had a heater. You

know what I mean. Cliff?

"So now he's a Yankee. Cliff. Mr.

Steinbrenner sure knew what he was

doing. He really made your buddie?. Buddy

and Sully, look like minor leaguers this

time, Cliff. You know, even if he never wins

a game for them and I doubt that- okJ

George has really pulled a public relations

coup.

"I'm getting a little sick of this Buddy and

Sully show, Cliff. First, they get rid of

Bernie Carbo in the middle of the season.

That proved to be a brilliant decision. So

what if the guy supposedly liked to smoke a

joint now and then, I mean, I would rather

have seen Bernardo pinch hitting in that

playoff game than Bob Bailey. Wouldn't

you have. Cliff?

Then they blow the pennant. You can't

blame it all on Buddy and Sully. But why
not? Then, <hey say they're going to raise

bleacher seat ticket prices. Then they turn

around and say they're not. I mean what

the hell is going on down there on Yawkey

Way, Cliff?
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Forestry students tackle the high log, one obstacle of many In their training

at the Grassroots Project of Vermont. The program is open to seniors in high

school and college students and provides the graduate with certification in

forestry or agriculture. (Staff photo by Jennifer Gear)

UMassyearbookis

arriving soon
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

Remember those Index cards you got in

your registration packet in September?

Well, its time to start diggino them out
because the 1978 Index is almost here.

Index editor-in-chief Patty Doyle and

assistant Rebecca Greenberg, are going to

Kansas this week to correct the proofs of

^^/^ the yearbook which means it should arrive
^~^

on campus in less than a month, Doyle

said.

If so the 109th volume of the University of

Massachusetts yearbook will be right on

time. Last year, the Index came out in May,

a semester late.

•"According to the printers in Kansas, this

year's book is the best ever," Doyle said,

"It's sonnethinq to look forward to.

"

This year's Index will have 272 pages, and

a lot more color than the 1977 book, Doyle

said. There will be a 16-page color in-

troduction and 16 pages of color at the end.

The cover is a collage of pictures of the

Fine Arts Center.

One thing the book pays special attention

to is abademics, Doyle said. There is a 17-

page academics section with profiles of

Deans and Professors.

A new section, called "functional arts"

was added, which will include portraits of

busdrivers, madrigal singers, etc. "It's

intended to be a fun section," editor Donna
Noyessaid.

When the book arrives it will be

distributed on a first-come, first-serve basis

to students with their Index card and $2.

This is a change from last year, when the

book only cost students $1 . Next year, the

Index will cost $3, due to a lack of funds

from the Student Senate, Doyle said.

"Students pay $1.50 from their Student

Activities Fund fee for the Index, so they

should pick them up," Doyle said. About

4,000 copies of the book should be

available for undergraduates. Last year's

seniors will have their copies mailed to

them.

If you've lost your Index card, don't

worry — the yearbook can still be obtained

with some other proof of two years at-

tendance.

Those who contributed to the 1978 Index

will not be charged for their copies.

According to Doye, there were 30-100

contributers to the book, but only a dozen

active people. ^

The Index is the oldest active student

organization on campus, and a continual

winner of many awards.
«>

All comments on the book are welcome,

Doyle said.

Registration moved
to after Thanl<sgiving
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

The course registration deadline has been
moved back to after Thanksgiving to

compensate for late course description

guides, Associate Provost Esther Terry

said.

Terry sad the new deadline, Tuesday
Nov. 28, will give students time to review

the belated course description books which
are expected to be delivered Mpnday. The
original deadline was Wednesday, Nov. 22.

The 420 page guide book was scheduled
for delivery with the course listings booklet

last week but delays and poor com-
munication between the printers. Star

Press of Holyoke, and the University

prevented the guiop from being published

on time. The delav was mainly caused by

faculty turning course descnptions late.

The guide is published by the un-

dergraduate student senate and the

provost's offfce.

Terry said the extended deadline will give

students the same amount of time to

review the guide as was originally planned.

"We didn't expect them to look over the

guide for two days and then make a

decision," she said.

Terry met with the council of deans
yesterday morning to recommend the

extension. By late afternoon the decision to

delay reached the registrar and scheduling

offices.

"It will definitely have an effect on what
students will get next spring for courses,"
said a scheduling office employee who
asked not to be identified. "There will be a
lot of overtime around here," she said

yesterday. "It will definitely be a tight

squeeze."

Workers at the registrar's office initially

refused to discuss the deadline extension
until they learned the Provost's office had
confirmed the decision.

Dean of Students William Field confirmed
that the deadline was extended.

Amherst College

president resigns
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

President of Amherst College John

William Ward quietly announced yesterday

evening that he is resigning from his office

effective June 30, ending an eight-year

term.

Ward said last night his decision was a

personarchoice; he had not been asked to

leave. In an open letter to the campus

distributed last night Ward said he is

leaving because at age 55 he warits to seek

"a new professional opportunity."

In the letter Ward also stated, "Given the

need for a major capital drive in the near

future, I think the college will be better

served by a new president who can make

the minimum three-year commitment this

effort will entail.'

A spokesman from Amherst's public

relations office said the capital drive which

will raise runds for buildings and en-

dowments was "still on the drawing board"

but would probably materialize soon. "It's

something we've been thinking about for a

cou pie of years
,

" he said

.

Chairman of the Amherst Board of

Trustees George L. Shinn has accepted the

resignation "with regret," callingWard "an

outstanding leader."

'"His excellent stewardship of Amherst

College has been characterized by openess,

personal integrity and courage in speaking

to and acting from high principles," Shinn

said.

The trustees have already established a

presidential search committee involving six

trustees. An advisory committee consisting

of four members of the faculty, four

students and four Amherst alumni will also

be established.

UMass spokesman Art Clifford said

yesterday when Ward and UMass

Chancellor Randolph Bromery leave their

offices in June the "old guard" of the five

college community will be gone. Hamp-
shire, Smith and Mount Hoiyol^e Colleges

have all appointed new presidents in the

last three years.

Ward was appointed 14th president of

Amherst in 1971. He had been a professor

of American Studies at the college since

1961.

During Ward's tenure as president,

Amherst became co-educational and in-

creased its enrollment from 1,200 to 1,500.

Ward was appointed by Gov. Michael

Dukakis last May to chair a "blue ribbon"

commission investigating corruption in

awarding construction contracts for state

buildings. The commission was formed

after a scandal surrounding the building

contract of the UMass Boston Harbor

campus.
Ward received his undergraduate degree

from Harvard in 1947 and his M.A. and
Ph.D. in American Studies from the

University of Minnesota. He taught English

and History at Princeton before going to

Amherst.

Inside
"Egyptian Presiderit Anwar Sadat calls a

peace talks. PAGE 2

'turning point" in Mideast

-Amherst and surrounding towns appeal for state funding to alleviate its

water problems. PAGE 3

--A labor-citizen coalition yesterday demanded the government prevent

utilities from shutting off heat to customers who do not pay bills.

--Beware of gypsies claiming to be your grandmother.

Quote for the day:

"It's a cold bowl of chi/i when love lets you down. "Neil Young
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Grocery prices

to increase by 772%
WASHINGTON I/4PI Prices at the local

grocery store will increase about seven and

a half percent next year, with the bulk of

the higher cost being paid to the

middlemen of the food industry, the

Agriculture Department yesterday
predicted

Department experts ssid the increase

should be less than this year's 10 percent

hike the sharpest rise in four years but they

didn't guarantee it.

They said the increase could be as little as

SIX percent or as much as 10 percent next

year, depending on such factors as inflation

and weather.

Since retail beef and veal prices may
average about 11 percent higher than this

year, the experts said, overall food prices

also will depend on the. supply of poultry

and pork as alternative food sources.

Poultry output jumped this year, but

farmers have not stepped up hog

production nearly as much as department
experts counted on a year ago.

The food price prediction came from J.B.

Penn, deputy administrator of the

department's Economics, Statistics and
Cooperatives Service and until recently a

senior economist for the president's

Council of Economic Advisers. He reported

the figures at the department's annual

World Food and Agriculture Outlook

Conference here.

Based on current circumstances, Penn
said, higher overall farm prices rpay add 2

percent to 1979 food costs, higher

marketing charges by middlemen 4 percent

and the cost of imported food 1 5 percent.

He said unpredictables such as weather
and global developments "will no doubt
alter" the price forecast. "A great deal

depends on the su-:cess of the president's

program of wage and price standards," he
added.

Iran oil strike over
but violence not
TEHRAN, Iran l>4Pl-lran's 37,000 oil

workers yesterday flocked back to their

jobs ending their crippling two-week strike

against Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.

But troops opened fire on two anti-shah

demonstrations west of here, killing at least

three persons and wounding 19, the official

Paris news agency reported.

The agency said the casualties occurred in

Songor, west of Tehran, where protesters

set fire to the offices and home of the

provincial governor. The deaths raised the

known death toll from the clashes with

security forces in the last three days to at

least 23.

Troops also fired into the air to disperse a

crowd near the giant bazaar in Tehran, but

no in)uries or arrests were reported

In the past 1 1 months, an estimated 1,100

Iranians have been killed in anti-

government disturbances. Conservative

religious groups oppose the shah's
attempts at modernizing this

overwhelmingly Moslem society, while his

political opponents seek an end to his 37-

year one man rule and other governmental
reforms. Both groups have called for the
shah's abdication

The National Iranian Oil Co. said strike

leaders agreed to order a return to work

after receiving assurances from the shah,

through his representatives, that he would

bow to their political demands.
The demands were said to be the

restoration of civilian government, release

TURN TO PAGE 9

McWormburgers?
Macs says no
/United Press International/

ATLANTA McDonald's Corp., the na-

tion's largest hamburger chain, yesterday

reported sales at some of its southeastern

stores nosedived dramatically because of

false rumors that worms were being used to

enrich its beef.

Company officials, concerned over a

steady two-month drop in sates, called a

special news conference in a new effort to

quash the lingering rumor. They described

their product as 100 percent beef with no

additives.

As many as 50 McDonald's in the

metropolitan Atlanla area have reported

lagging sales si^ce the rumor surfaced nine

weeks ago, some suffering up to a 30 per

cent drop in sales. The rumors has also

cropped up in other parts of the South and

the fy^idwest.

Scientists say rain

contains toxic acid

WASHINGTON I/4fl-Scientists say man's

omnivorous appetite for fossil fuels has

spawned a new menace to the

environment. The heavens, they say are

raining acid.

Precipitation bearing nitric and sulfuric

acids IS killing fish, eating away at buildings

and threatening to destroy the delicate

balance of nature in lush forests.

"We perceive the possibility of a major

problem," Norman Glass, a research

scientist at the federal Environmental

Protection Agency, said.

Glass believes the threat will worsen as

the nation shifts more to coal to fueMts

power plants.

i\^an suspected

of assault in Cance
A man is expected to be arraigned this

morning at the Hampshire District Court in

Northampton on as yet undetermined

charges for allegedly threatening bodily

harm to a Cance dormitory resident last

night, police said.

UMass poloce arreested the .man after

responding to a phone complaint from a

dormitory resident at approximately 7:30

pm last night.
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Wood piles are springing up all over New England as many prepare for the

onslaught of winter (Staff photo by Jennifer Gear).

A police spokesperson said the incident

was apparently drug related but would not

give any additional information.

Soviet arms cruising

but U.S. ahead
/United Press International/

WASHINGTON The Pentagon's top

engineering expert yesterday said the

Soviets may be "very close" to making
downward-looking radar that could stop

cruise missiles, but the United States

should be able to stay two or three years

ahead in finding ways to skirt it.

Undersecretary of Defense William Perry

said the United States would be able to

launch up to 3,000 of its new strategic

cruise missiles in "saturation" nuclear

retaliation against the Soviets by 1985.

But it would be about 10 years from to-

day, he estimated about 1988 before the

Soviets could mount successful defenses.

He said such efforts would cost the Rus-

sians between $30 billion and $50 billion.

Perry said that would compare with a

U.S. outlay of about $10 billion for its slow-

flying missiles, which would be launched
from B-52 bombers 500 miles off the Soviet

coast and could accurately find targets with

a computerized terrain map.

Anti-apartheid group

to meet in NYC
The UMass Committee for the Liberation

of Southern Africa (CLSA) will leave

campus Friday to attend the Conference on

Divestment and Anti-Apartheid Activity in

New York City. Northeast Coalition for the

Liberation of Southern Africa, is spon-

soring the conference at New York

University.

The three-day conference will focus on

efforts to remove United States' in-

vestments from South Atrica, and other

plans to support the liberal struggle.

Speakers will include Dennis Brutus, exiled

South African poet, who will chair the

opening education program Saturday

morning, and Drake Koka, General

Secretary of the Allied Black Workers

Union of South Africa.

The UMass chapter will leave at 4:00 p.m.

Friday from the Campus Center Circle and

return Sunday evening. The conference is

expected to atttact 100 students from the

Five College Area and about 600 people

from the Northeast. DIANE TRUAX

Mideast peace talks

at "turning point"
Associated Press

Egyptian President Anwai Sadat

yesterday said the peace talks with Israel

are at a turning point and he is sending his

vice president to Washington with a

message for President Carter.

"We have reached a turning point. If the

other side does not respond, well, this will

be their responsibility before the whole

world," Sadat said, referring to Israel.

In Tel Aviv, Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan said the two sides had made much
progress in the five weeks of talks, but they

hadn't yet reached "the end of the road."

"We havie ended the major main text of

the peace treaty, though there are still a

few items we don't agree on," Dayan told

reporters after returning from the

Washington talks.

""Two items are not accepted by us and I

think about two are not acepted by the

Egyptians, " he said without elaborating.

Prime Minister Menachem Begin, who
returned Monday from a Canadian and

U.S. visit, will present the Israeli cabinet

today with an American compromise

dealing with the issue of linking the treaty

to a settlement of the Palestinian question,

which has caused the talks to bog down.

Egypt's acting Foreign Minister Boutros

Ghali also returned to Cairo yesterday for

consultations. No formal high-level talks

were scheduled for yesterday in the

absence of Dayan and Ghali, two of the

primary negotiators.

In a Washington TV interview Monday

night. President Carter gave his most rueful

assessment of the talks since the Camp
David peace accords were signed in

September.
"I just don't know what will happen about

it; we just pray that agreements will be

reached," Carter said. "We are involved in

the negotiations, but we cannot make

Israel accept the Egyptians' demands nor

vice versa. We have to try to tone down
those demands and use our influence."

Sadat said he was sending Vice President

Hosni Mubarak to Washington on

Wednesday to show "Egypt's

determination to reach a peaceful solution

of the Middle East conflict. " The president

refused to reveal the substance of the

message Mubarak is carrying to Carter.

When asked what he meant by a turning

point, Sadat replied, it means a lot," but

declined to elaborate. "I am not speaking

today of suspending talks," he added.

The main sti-king point has been Egypt's

insistence that a peace treaty with Israel be

bound to a commitment on speedy talks

over the future of the West Bank and

Gaza, where 1.1 million Palestinians live.

Israel has rejected this, saying the peace

treaty should stand on its own.
Sadat spoke with reporters after a closed

meeting with local members of his National

Democratic Party in Ismailia. One source at

the meeting reported that Sadat said he

now wanted a link between the return of

the Gaza Strip and the restoration of

Egyptian sovereignty over Sinai.
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OXFAM's Lappe discusses

world hunger situation
By LISA GOLDWAIT
Collegian Staff

Frances Moore Lappe, author of the best-selling book
Diet for a Small Planet spoke last night on world
hunger as part of OXFAM-America's "Seven Days for

World Hunger" campaign. OXFAM is an international

organization which gives small grants and loans to local

farmers in Third World nations.

LapF>e was traveling through the Northeast represen-

ting OXFAM America and was asked to speak as part of

the Distinguished Visitors Program.

Lappe stressed "hunger is not caused by scarcity" as

one of the world's four major myths of world food
distribution. Three other myths she quoted were: pro-

duction alone will solve the problem of hunger," "the

problem of world hunger is a contest between poor

countries and rich countries," and, the "Global Super-

market Phenomenon," which she explained as the "in-

efficiency of inequality."

Lappe also discussed what we could do about world-
wide hunger, saying that "human rights should also in-

clude food rights."

Lappe appeared as a keynote speaker tor the "Seven
Days for World Development" campaign, which began
Nov. 12 and ends Nov. 18. Other activities include

Thursday's "Fast for World Harvest." Oxfam asks all

participants to fast for one day and to contribute money
to the program they would normally spend on food or

their dinner meal ticket. People on the meal plan are ask-

ed to donate their meal tickets at any of the dining com-
mons by noon on Thursday. About 90 cents of the meal
ticket cost will be donated by unviersity food services to

OXFAM, a spokesperson said.

Three organizations involved in the planning of the
OXFAM America Fast program here are the United
Christian Foundation (UQ^, Earth Foods, and Peoples
Market. The Peoples Market will be closed tomorrow
due to the fast, and will set up a table on the CC con-
course offering free information on world hunger. They
will also sponsor a film called "Fight for Food" in the

Cape Cod Lounge, as well as a hunger meal including

light foods.

Frances Lappe is co-founder and co-director of the In-

stitute for Food and Development Policy and has

recently written. Food First; Beyond the Myth of

Scarcity. Frances Moore Lappe

Dorm room choosing

Nov. 27 through Dec. 8
ByTOMLUTZ
Collegian Staff

Dormitory room choosing for next

semester begins Nov. 27 and students

should be notified of their room assign-

ments by Dec. 16, a housing official said

yesterday.

Housing Assignment Coordinator Gerald

Quarles said room assignments will be
completed by his off ice before finals begin,

the first time students will know their living

placement before the semester ends. The
room choosing, done in two phases, will

run from Nov. 27 through Dec. 8.

Phase one begins Nov. 27, when all

dormitory residents who wish to remain in

their present dormitories or move to

another room within the same dormitories,

should sign up with their heads of

residence. "We guarantee you will get your

old room if you want it," Quarles said.

Phase two is for students wishing to move

to another dormitory on campus. Housing

preference forms will be available Nov. 20

from the Housing Office or heads of

residence, and must be completed and

returned before Dec. 8.

Roommate choices will also be divided

in during Phase I, Quarles said.

If neither student is in a preferred dorm,

the prospective roommates should simply

staple their Phase II Housing Preference

Forms together.

The Housing preference form allows for

eight dorm choices. Last semester, 94
percent got one of their top three choices,

and 62 percent got their first choice. This

semester, even more will get their first

choice because of a new assignment
system begun last semester, Quarles said.

"First of all, we do this with human
beings, not computers, so naturally it is a

more humane process, and we can take

more personal preferences into account,"

he said.

Quarles said eight to nine thousand of the

10,000 students on campus will elect to

stay within their present dorm. "Folks don't

like to move around too much; it's

traumatic," he said.

The one ^ to two thousand students

requesting to move to a new dorm will end

up where they want for the most part,

Quarles said. • •

Food drive at 4 DCs
to benefit local poor

"One person's
son's bad news.

panacea is another per-

so it all works out in the

into two phases. If one of the roommates is — end. Besides, everyone knows that what's

already in the preferred dorm, a statement
signed by both students should be turned

important is the folks, not the buildings,'

Quarles said

By JANE HATCH
Collegian Staff

A food drive sponsored by
the Newman Center to

benefit the Amherst
Survival Center and the

Amherst Senior Center is

scheduled for tomorrow at

the four UMass dining

commons.
Each dining commons will

serve as a drop off center

for any student wishing to

donate one or more cans of

food. From lunch to dinner

a volunteer will be stationed

at each of the designated

drop off points to collect

contributions. Two thirds

of the proceeds will be

donated to the Amherst
Survival Center, the other

one-third to the Senior

Community Center.

UMass student Mary Ellen

McDonough, Newman
Club Member and coor-

dinator of the food drive,

said Monday the food drive

was organized to "help

supplement the poor and
elderly during the

Thanksgiving holidays."

McDonough also said the

holiday seasons are par-

ticularly difficult for the

needy, but there are always

hungry people who would
appreciate the con-
tributions regardless of the

time of year.

The Amherst Survival

Center, founded in 1975 by
Jan Hellapa, is a non-profit

organization established to

serve Franklin and Ham-
pshire residents in a

"hassle-free " atmosphere
that does not deprive the

needy persons of self

respect and dignity."

The Survival Center offers

free, limitless amounts of

clothing, furniture, toys,

cooking utensils and other

articles donated from the

Amherst community. Food
is also free, but Hellapa tries

to oversee all food
distribution in order to

direct participants to other

community services such as

the Salvation Army, they

will supplement the food

given to them by the

Survival Center.

The Center services ap-

proximately 150 people per

week but Hellapaforeseesa

sharp increase in the
number of participants after

January 1 when the new
food stamp regulations will

be inforced. Hellapa said,

"hundreds of people will

become automatically
ineligible for food stamps
and will have no place but

the Survival Center to

receive food." The
Emergency Assistance
program that ended Nov. 1

also put a considerable

strain on the Center,
Hellapa said.

The Town of Amherst
provides the Survival
Center with free operating
space and pays for all

utilities except telephone.
The Center depends on
community churches and
individual residents to help

pay their phone bill and
provide needy families with

some money during
Thanksgiving and
Christmas.

Hellapa said one of the

Survival Center's out-
standing characteristics is

its services do not have to

be considered charity. The
people who take advantage
•of the services are also

encouraged to donate. "It

is a sharing atmosphere
that enables the par-

ticipants to retain their self-

esteem and self-respect,"

Hellapa said.

Towns appeal for state $ to battle H20 shortage
By HANS SCHULZ
Collegian Staff

Officials from Amherst
and surrounding towns
yesterday appealed to

representatives from a

special legislative com-
mittee for consideration for

state funds, which have

been earmarked to help

alleviate water shortages in

communities throughout

the state. The discussion of

local water problems came
during a public seminar on
'The Protection and
Enhancement of Public

Water Supplies " held

yesterday afternoon in the

UMass School of Business

Administration.

Dave McGarrah, an aide to

Senator John Olver (D-

Amherst), said many towns

Special legislative committee members listen to

the appeals of area officials at yesterday's SBA

across the state qualify for

part of a $75 million bond
which has been allocated

under the terms of the so-

called McGee bill to help

subsidize the construction

of water purification plants.

Purification plants would
allow towns to exploit

groundwater resources, like

swamplands, which would
enhance existing water
supplies and relieve an-

ticipated shortages.

According to
Representative John F.

Cusack (D-Arlington),

house chairman of the

Special Legislative Com-
mission on Water Supply,

his committee has been
roving the state discussing

water problems with

members of various

cornniunities. "There is too

much to do, and not

enounh money to do it," h^

caiitionod.

Refprring to the recent

wat'-r sh'orage which
Amhetst experienced earlier

this fall. Town Manager
Louis Hayward told the

lijyislative committee. The

crisis period is over, but a

shortage continues. We
just don't have a back up

supply source. ' Hayward
said Amherst needs an

additional half-million

gallons of water daily for a

reserve supply. The town
currently consumes up to

four million gallons of water
each day.

"We have had exploration

and conservation programs

going on for a long time

here," Amherst Select-

woman Nancy Eddy added.

She warned "if the problem

is not met by the most

recent exploration for new
wells, the demand is going

to have to be met by the

state " Eddy said the results

of current well-testing will

be known within the next

tew weeks.

Cusack said the com-
mittee is reluctant to

rpcommend any additional

hook ups with the Quabbin
R e s f '

! Vp i r , which
spokesmen from Amherst
and ^Belchertown
requested, because of its

diminishing supply. Twenty
million unreplenished
gallons of water are being

rirawn from Quabbin
Reservoir daily, he said.

Cusack also stressed that

any allocation of funds from

the state which fall umfer

the provisions of ihe

McGee bill. will have to \w

matched by the towns il .u

receive them.
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Black Affairs
Witness during King's

murder will not testify
WASHINGTON [(/P/l-The House

Assassinations committee Tuesday
decided not to question a former mental

patient who claims James Earl Ray was not

the man she saw leaving the scene of the

crirrte after Dr Martin Luther King was
killed

Chief Counsel G. Robert Blakey said there

would be "no useful purpose" in

questioning Grace Walden because
medical testimony showed that she suffers

memory lapses from irreversible brain

damage caused by alcoholism.

Mark Lane, attorney for Ray and a co-

guardian of Mrs Walden, had agreed to let

her testify.

Lane contends that government and

police authorities kept Mrs. Walden locked

up for 10 years in a Tennessee mental

institution to stifle her eyewitness
testimony on the April 4, 1968, Memphis
slaying.

According to Lane, Mrs. Walden saw a

man running from the scene of the crime

and is sure it was not Ray, who has

recanted his guilty plea and now claims he

did not shoot King

Before announcing the committee would

not call Mrs. Walden, Blakey introduced

evidence apparently designed to show she

would not make a credible witness

He introduced records from John Gaston

Hospital in Memphis stating that, on the

day she was admitted in July 1968. Mrs.

Walden was an alcoholic with suicidal

tendencies
The records said she was admitted to the

psychiatric ward for those reasons and was
later transferred to Western State Hospital

where she tried to hang herself with

bedsheets.
Aside from that, 'she has been arrested

over 50 times, " Blakey told the panel, "and
convicted of public drunkeness, soliciting

for prostitution, passing bad checks,

disorderly conduct, resisting arrest,

loitering, vagrancy, driving while

intoxicated, driving witfiout a valid

operator's license and carrying an

unregistered pistol.
"

Mrs Walden, 63, was residing in Bessie

Brewer's rooming house in Memphis the

day of King's slaying. Authorities believe

King was shot from that vantage point.

Police who questioned Mrs. Walden
quote her saying her common-law husband

at that time, Charles Stephens, saw Ray
leave a bathroom of the roominghouse
where the shot that killed King was
believed to originate.

But Mrs Walden said on the Today Show
last August her huiiband. occupying a

room with her, was "so drunk that he

couldn't s€>e his own face, let alone

anybody else's " and the man she saw
leaving the bathroom was a black.

According to other witnesses, Ms.
Walden first told police she was lying in bed

after being sick all day and did not see the

man in the rooming house hallway and at

other times claimed she did, but has given

differing descriptions.

Three doctors who later treated Ms.

Walden at mental institutions testified she

suffered from "chronic brain damage
syndrome" and one of its symptoms is

severe memory loss and a tendency tr

invent stories to fill the memory gaps.

Amin claims withdrawal,

Tanzania denies it.

An evening with

Maya Angelou
Last Thursday, November 9, the Valley was graced with

the silken, statuesque Maya Angelou, who refers to herself;

a "Poet, Woman, Black, Six foot tall American.

The day of events started with a receptive audience in a.

workshop at Herter Hall given by the UMass Arts Council.

Although Ms Angelou was detained, she poured in and

filled the room with anticipation; "What you looking at me
for. I )ust came to tell you one may encounter many
defeats but do not be defeated for finally there is nothing

but the work '

Ms Angelou continued "rendering her rendition" and

sprouting words of wisdom to a captive and spellbound

audience.
Asked whether she thought a writer was born or made
Ms Angelou replied "both" she then recited an Afnkan

proverh'the same thing that makes the flee jump is in the

turtle" she went on to say "everyone has talent it's like

electricity, you don't know what it is, you just plug in. You

see electricity has no judgement, it has to do with

enerqy you can use it or abuse it, but it's there " Ms.

Angelou added that "writers make us aware we com
municate through our literature it tells what human
beings can endure and you go on. It is not a condition of

skin color, it's written so the hearer can go on from there

and thrive, thrive with passion, compassion, humanism
and style"
Ms Angelou s grand finale was her presentation later that

evening at Bowker Auditorium, where she spoke to an

overwhelmed and fascinated audience.

I would say and believe the fortunate people who saw her

would agree Ms Angelou summed it up as she recited the

title of her new book of poems. And Still I Rise;

"You may write me downjn history

With your bitter, twisted lies

You trod me in the very dirt

But still, like dust, I'll rise

as she rose and shown like the morning sun giving rays of

energy.
I received responses from a couple of people who saw the

presentation, their comments were; "I was expecting a

poetry reading, I was not expecting Maya Angelou

couldn't believe it, I thought she was so young, she's

incredible I felt so encouraged, she is energizing and so

strong, she passes that one, replied Ms. McGuire from

Northampton
Ms. Jean Moss from Amherst said, "She is like a member

of the family coming through with the many characters and

experiences told through her poems, prose, and com-

ments She took you home, she was not entertainir j -she

was communicating with us.
"

LUTHER

NAIROBI, KneyaAP Ugandan President

Idi Amin announced yesterday he has

ordered the withdrawal of his troops from
their two-week-old "hot pursuit" invasion

of Tanzania. But Tanzania denounced the

statement as ""complete lies" and
""camouflage" and vowed to keep fighting.

"The struggle continues," said a Tan-

zanian government statement issued in

reply to Amin's announcement.

The withdrawal order was announced in a

telegram to the Organization of African

unity, the United Nations and the Arab

League, Radio Uganda said.

"I have decided to withdraw my armed
forces to the recognized border of Uganda
and Tanzania in spite of the provocations

which earlier led them to Tanzanian

territory in an exercise of their right 6f hot

pursuit," Amin was quoted as saying.

Tanzania replied: "The aggression

constituted a declaration of war against

Tanzania. Tanzania reiterates its duty to its

people and the Organization of African

Unity, namely to oppose the acquisition of

territory by force."

Amin warned that any Tanzanian attempt

to enter Uganda in pursuit of his army
would be ""dealt with decisively" and bring

renewed bloodshed.

Amin also 'asked Tanzanian President

Julius Nyerere to curb political activity oif

exiled former Ugandan President Milton

Obote, who lives in Dar Es Salaam, Tan-

zania, and Ugandan exile groups ba^bd in

Tanzanip, Radio Uganda said. Amin
toppled Obote in a 1971 coup.

In 1972 Tanzania and Uganda almost went
to war when Tanzania-based Ugandan
exiles launched an abortive invasion of

Uganda with the tacit backing ot he

Tanzanian government.

Radio Uganda said Amin asked the OAU
to send observers to confirm the with-

drawal of Ugandan forces from Tanzania.

Gathers will appear in court

Ms Maya Angelou at reception at Bowker Auditorium after her presenta

tion.(Photo by Ed Cohen)

By Brumsic Brondon, Jr. SUDDOfX
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Gethers

Friday

This Friday, November 17th

Craeman Gethers will appear at a hear-

ing in Springfield Court. The hearing

will be an appeal to overturn his con

viction in the robbery of Hadley Mac-

Donald's restaurant in August, 1974.

Craeman needs the support of any

who can attend the hearing this Friday

it 9:30 a.m.

Birth

Rights

Conference
A conference on child

bearing rights will be held

on November 18 and 19 at

Friendly House, 36 Wall

St., Worcester, Mass.
The purpose of the

conference is to help

develop that perspective, to

inform people about the

status of various rights, and
to serve as a tool for

organizing for childbearing

rights on a local, state and
national level.

Childbeanng Rights are

the rights of all people to

decide whether or not to

have children, and under
what conditions. Child-

bearing rights include the

right to choice, to decent
pre/post natal care, and to

options for childbirth itself.

They include the right to

adequate facilities and
social services such as

daycare, and encompass
the right to combine work
and parenting, and to work
under healthy conditions.

Childbearing rights mean
the right to have a voice in

and influence on child-

bearing and family policies

of the government. And
they mean addressing the

specific childbearing needs
and situations of different

sectors of society, including

teenagers, national
minorities, and the han-

dicapped.
Childbearing Rights are

basic rights that all people

need— yet, these rights do
not exist today for most
people. Those that do are

now being threatened by
government policy, wor-
sening living conditions,

and the growth of a right

wing movement opposed to

childbearing rights. In the

last few years, there have
been many developments
that limit or endanger these

rights, including attacks on
the right to abortion, an
increase in abusive
sterilizations, and cutbacks

in social services such as

.daycare.

Blacl< Affairs
High Notes
By MARIO A. BARROS
One of the most finely textured LPs of

the year has to be One, by Ahmad Jamal.
The music is acoustically rich and tight with

Jamal's keyboard work ranging from sin to

the sublime. There's never a lack of sub-

stance with the arrangements full but still

tight.

The mood runs from fearful to religious to

playful with blends of each in all the

compositions. While taking all these stops
on the way, Jamal seems just as content
and at home rattling the keyboards down to

the nubs or gently massaging them. His

consise chops make his purpose clear at all

times with never a waste motion.
With all the motions and directions

considered, the depth of this LP is

amazing. All is dealt with in a vCay that

always seems to go that one step further.

On 20th Century Records, it's truly worth
picking up.

A couple of familiar names on the Philly

music production scene ara LeRoy Bell and
Casey James. With their debut felease on
A&M Records, they bear the fruits of that

apprenticeship.

The style is sort of a Hall & Oates-gone-
Philly with that thoroughly recognizable

shuffling beat carrying a timely, sensitive

vocal line. The material is strong with the

statements right to the point.

The big single is "Livin' It Up (Friday

Night)" and rightfully so, but the serious

ear will find plenty in the batlads and will

groove to the energetic "I Love Tlie

LUTHER

U.S. delay transition talks

Music."
A&M also has an interesting single out in

"A Little Lovin' (Keeps The Doctor Awav)"
by the Raes. The cut stirred up a lot of

interest as an import and has been
domesticated. It should show up in the

stores very shortly (if not already). It has hit

written all over it.

If the disco world has a genius of long

standing and high achievement it has to be
PatrickAdams. His productions include

such gems and classics as Cloud One's

"Atmosphere Strutt" (the quietest hit of all

time probably), All the Universal Robot
Band's playful shakers, Peter Brown's "Do
Ya Wanna Get Funky With Me" and latest,

Musique's "Keep On Jumpin' " LP.

He now presents Phreek andthe LP is

nothing short of what is to be expected of

an artist with his track record. Going from
synthesized, grinding funk to a fast-paced

Synthesizer playground.

/United Press Internationa//

SALISBURY, Rhodesia Prime Minister

Ian Smith Tuesday accused the United
States and Britain of delaying ar-

rangements for peace talks with black fac-

tions that could lead to Rhodesia's peaceful

transfer to majority rule.

Smith's statement came hours after the

nation's biracial Executive Council again

delayed a decision on whether to go ahead
with previously announced plans to turn

over power to the black majority by Dec.

31.

The Executive Council, made up of

Smith and three black leaders, has

repeatedly postponed a decision on going

ahead with planned universal suffrage elec-

tions next month and a full transfer of

power Dec. 31.

Smith, who advocates delaying the ma-
jority rule timiBtable in the face of increased

guerrilla attacks, succeeded Tuesday in

getting a two-day delay. The council will

meet again Thursday.

The guerrillas of the Patriotic Front have

denounced the March "internal" majority

rule accord between Smith and three black

leaders that set the date for transfer of

power and vowed to continue fighting.

Britain and the United States have long

urged Smith to particifjate in an all-party

conference that could end the fighting and

result in a peaceful transition to black ma-

jority rule.

His statement Tuesday appeared to be an

appeal tp Washington and London to pro-

vide him with amunition to persuade his

black colleagues to agree to delay im-

plementing the "internal" accord.

He accused the British and American
governments of disregarding "rep>eated

warnings from myself not to drag theii

heels."

Announcements
New York University will

host a conference on South
Africa to be held this

weekend November 17
through Sunday November
19. Workshops on
Divestment campaigns, US
foreign and corporate
policy, the anti-nuke

connection and many
others .vil! attempt to
educate participants on the
nature of the South African

problem.

If you are interested in

attending this conference:

or if you would like more
information call Jody at

549 5663.

Take Back the Night

By Brumsic Brqndon, Jr.

To protest violence towards women and to

celebrate our united strength against it,

Northampton women are organizing a

"Women Take Back the Night" march and
rally for Saturday evening, November 18 at

the park between Bridge Street and Route
9 at 7 p.m., Northampton.

Let's communicate
The Commuter Collective is calling a meeting of

progressive groups in the Valley to talk about com-
munication among us and common problem we're facing

in doing outreach.

We have in mind a relatively short, informal format; a

session to explore what our different problems have been

and some ways we can increase communication among
ourselves. The meeting will be held Nov. X, 7:00 p.m., in

the Campus Center, room 81 1

.
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MICH NIGHT

Tonight

69c Michs

Live entertainment

lix

Vviii

YfcL

one

Aoni forget the specials

we have going on nowF*
- • FOOTWEAR, specials on ProKeds, Converse and Bata,

sneakers and jogging shoes

• JEANS, a selection of Lee jeans at only $6.99

• SCIENCE FICTION & PHANTASY BOOKS, the biggest

selection we have ever had at one time.

• TEXtBOOK SALE, books from our Textbook Annex.and

our reference area — all drastically reduced.

• • RECORD ALBUMS, a big selection of overstock and

remainder albums plus some best-selling hits all at

fantastic savings.

THERE'S ALWAYS SOMETHING GOING ON AT...

campus center/univ. of mas^./amherst

gootifootiSrtimli
h PRAY ST.. A"^h«»r«;t Mnss. 549-54Q3B

Collegian Photo Contest

Winning phiotos to be published in

Collegian photography special

DlQck & White ond Color categories

1. still lifes

2. sports

3. people

4. nature

Prints only— Drop off at Collegian Photo

Desk by Nov. 18 with name, film, title,

camera, and exposure (students only).
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HATCH BAR
Nov. 16-18

Thurs.-Sat.

No cover Thursday

<:

\'^'
zyyi.

BLUEWALL
BAR

Nov. 16- 18

Thurs.-Sat.

TOP OF
THE CAMPUS

Nov. 17 a 18

Fri. 8- Sat.

DISCO
with Eric Jellson

For All Of Your Typing
And Copying Needs

• Professional service
•Convenient location
• Full one-stop service

Also, ask abput our Word Processor

for Job application letters, multiple originals.

29 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
256 6736; M F 10 6, S 10 2

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS NOW!

I

ROUTE 9 HADLE>: MA.
2 MILES FROM NORTHAMPTON OR AMHERST

TIRES
CASH & CARRY

Wholesale to the public

WE CAN ARRANGE TO HA VE
YOUR TIRES MOUNTED.

MICHELIN • FIRESTONE • PIRELLI - GOODYEAR • LEE - SEIBERLING - B.F.

GOODRICH • ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL - DUNLOP PLUS - OTHER
IMAJOR BRANDS. aupcncEocsALLOTNERAos

SNOW
TIRE SAVINGS

COMPARE OUR
PRICES BEFORE
YOU PURCHASE
ELSEWHERE

A NOTE ABOUT COMPARING PRICES. ALL OF OUR TIRES ARE MAJOR
BRAND TUBELESS. PREMIUM FIflST LINE. AND GUARANTEED THEY ARE
NOT BLEMS WHICH CARRY NO GUARANTEE FOR RIDE OR APPEARANCE
SECONDS WHICH ARE NOT GUARANTEED. OR STAMPECf N/A (NOT
ADJUSTABLE). SO WHEN YOU COMPARE PRICES ASK WHAT YOU APF
GETTING AFTER ALL ITS YOUR MONEY. .

BIAS PLY
SNOW TIRES

SIZE

A78xl3

TYPE

Goodyear Bk

B78xl3 TACBk.

C78xl3 TACWhI.

C78xl4 LeeBk

C78xl4 B.F.G. Bk

£78x14 LeeBk

£78x14 B.F.G. Bk

F78xl4 Lee Bk

F78xl4 B.F.G. Bk

G78xl4 LeeBk

078x14 B.F.G. Bk

H78xl4 . LeeBk

H78xl4 B.F.G. Bk

560x15 Gulf Wht.

600x15 Armst. Bk

078x15

078x15

LeeBk

B.F.Q. Bk

H78xl5 B.F.G. Bk

L78xl5 Lee Wht.

L78xl5 T a C Wht.

PRICE

19.95

23.95

26.95

23.95

25.95

25.95

27.95

26.95

29.95

28.95

30.95

31.95
32.95

21.95
24.95

2iM
31.95

33.95
36.95

38J95

RADIAL
SNOW TIRES

TYPE

Lee Hi-Trac

SIZE

BR78xl3

BR78xl3^

DR78xl4

DR78xl4

£R78xl4

£R78xl4

FR78xl4

FR78xl4

0R78xl4

HR78xl4

FR78xl5

0R78xl5

0R78xl5 B.F^.jCTP

HR78xl5 Lee Hi-Trac

HR78xl5 B.F.G. XTP

LR78xl5 L— HJ.Trac

LR78xl5 B.F G. XTP

BJE.G^XTP

Lee Hi-Trac

B.F.G. XTP

Lee Hi-Trac

B.F.G. XTP

Lee Hi-Trac

B.F.G. XTP

TAG Steel

Lee Hi-Trac

Lee Hi-Trac

Lee Hi-Trac

PRICE

38.95

42.95

4195

46.95

43.95

47.95

45.95

49.95

49.95

49.95

46.95

48.95

53.95

50.95

55.95

54.95

60.95

XTP and HI-TRAC are the most
modern rubber compound* for radial

snow tires. Thay give stud grip action
without the danger of studs.

All prices plus F.E. Tax and Sales Tax

MmM
ROUrE9HADLEY,MA.

2 MILES FROM NORTHAMPTON OR AMHERST
CASH AND CARRY

VISA
OR

MASTER CHARGE

OPEN:
MON.-FRI.

9:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.
ISAT. 9:30 A.M. TO 3 P.M.

586-2544

Wednesday, November 15, 1976
iCollegjan
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ountaineertng' is an
oral tradition. Over
the years, it lias

been i)assed down
_^froin teacher to

pupil, father to son, package
store owner to customer. As a
result, a folklore - a mythol-
ogy, ifyou will - has formed
around the mountains of

Busch. You, being a student
of mountaineering, no doubt
wish to acquaint yourself with
these tiM.ths and half-truths,

these stories both accurate
and apocryphal.A wise deci-

sion. And, as luck would have
it, this ad is just the ticket.

One of mountaineering's
earliest legends is Bennington
Baxter-Bennington Adventurer,

international bon vivant and
inventor of the phrase ''your

check is in the mail" it was he
who perfected the liner points
of expedition financing. While
other mountaineers resorted
to such bizarre extremes as
gainful employment, Benning-
ton subsidized assaults on the
Busch mountaintop with cre-

ative economics.An amalgam
of paper schemes, franchised
dreams, dummy corporations
and corjx^rate dummies kept
him in clover for nigh on 20

[
fiscal years. Asked at thg

culmination of his

» i»i ,̂

I p I •> limuif'. «•« Wf

> bandli^ Uie slide rules

I iiij I \^m I if \'m I","" 1 J I %m^ u

career to reflect upon the se-

cret of success, Bennington
revealed his first rule: "Keep
all your assets liquidl'

Another frequent subject

of mountaineering lore is
• the wildlife. Numerous

^i tales abound, but perhaps
^ the most famous story is

that of the 1973 Muncie
Mathematics Convention. All

75 prodigies, whiz kids and
befuddled geniuses initiated

an after hours expedition.

Itbeganharmlesslyenough
But soon, the Busch moun-
taineers reached the Mobius

Strip, a racy nightspot catering
to highbrow liijinks. Before the
evening was over, several of

them were bending the slide

rules. Others were smoking big
cigaj?s and teUing everywoman
in sight thqy were agents with
-an eye for figures, claiming.

-,.. ..--.. .1 - >». »

>

iki

"I can make you a mathe-
matical model, baby!' Talk
about your wildlife!

But when looking for

sheer courage, W. Dexter
Poole must rank in lore
among the top mountain-
eers. Fond of saying "The

road to truth goes through
bad neighborhoods',' Poole
enjoyed skirting with
danger and approached

mountaineering as a test of
survival skills. In his most
famous challenge, Poole,

equipped only with 30 water-
proof matches and a m;^or credit

card, parachuted into a remote
area known as Cleveland. He
was up to the task. Within S4_
hours, Poole was bask-
ing under the hot sun of
Antibes, downing the
smooth, cold, refreshing
mountains of Busch Beer
A credit to his
colleagues
and a col-

league on
credit.

What
becomes
a legend
most?
That

is (one) a matter of subjective

judgment and (two) in a con-

stant state of flux. Keep in mind
legends are created every day. So
when you flex your mountain-
eering muscles, be
true to the tradi-

tion. At best,

youllbepart
of history
At least,

youllbea
near-myth.

LL

1 Mcaonlaliieering is tJi6 science and art erf drtiUdng BuBch. The ter^

label cnjtBide aiKi peipetajatee d^B to tiie cold, natumUy reftw

of their exploits are legendary, any similarity to actual people, living or dead is purely coincidental.

Dorit .just reach for a beer.BUSCH Head for the mountams.

©Anheuser-Busch. Inc St Louis. Mo
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STADIUM
LIQUORS
"CATCH THIS

WEEK'S SPECIALS"

9

MILLER 12 oz. NR 6*90 cs.

BUDWEISER 12 oz. NR 6*90 cs.

SCHLITZ 12 oz. CANS 6*59 cs.

MICHELOB 12 oz. NR 7*90 cs.

Next toA&P

153-9341 rREE Delivery ($7.00 min.)

THURSDAY NIGHT HAPPY
HOUR
Relax & get primed for the weekend

HAPPY HOUR 8:00 TILL

CLOSING
With dips & chips; bring the gang along

The
Hungry

55 University Dr.,

Amherst, Mass.
549-5713

Physics 115(E) No prerequisites

PHYSICS OF MUSIC
A course for anyone interested in

music. No physics or math
background is assumed. See the
Course Description Guide for
details.

Jack Nicholson and
Karen Black in

"Five Easy

Pieces"

in Bartlett Auditorium

Novennber 16

7, 9, 11 p.m.

For duplicate
slides, or extra

color prints..

ASK FOR
QUALITY
COLOR
PROCESSING
BY KODAK
• We con
quickly dupii-

cote youi
color tildes

color movies
or color prints

• Instant comero
prints'' No
proOtem Ask lot

KODAK Copvpnnts
Ifom ony color instant print

... ra>

COLOR
PROCESSING
.. K<Miak

Avoitable a!

camput rantef umv of maia amhafvi

Kodat> prote&sing. Ko(i»k Mm
and Kodah hupftties itft <»t diicount p/ c^-

BOOT
SALE
Men's 17"

Laceups
Save $40 ^49**

Ladies 16"

Pull on
Reg. $74 •44'*

FRYE SHOES
Ladies

Limited Sizes

Reg. $39 ^1500

Heartfelt
Leather

lMN.n«9oaM0t<
li4N«p.-tatm-UM

iM.widf

Showcase
Cinemas

ROUTES RIVEROALERD.
WESTSPRIN6FIELD

TEL 733-5131

aAmGAltti7.00i'i7 20
mATIMKK* EVeRYDAY

LATE SNOWS- FRI.& SAT.

WE HONOR MASTER CHARGE

2 00 7 25 9 55

THLBOVS
FROM BRAZIL

2:007 159:40

UPIN R]

SMOKE
2007:30930

2 00715945 R

jjirl P'-

friends

2007309:30

^Diiii o

miim
2:007:059:50

^lomrMcriKiMir^Uil

DEflinfflNllJ
1:457 159:55

INTERIMS

200740950
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'HAHJEE^ TLACE
"Recommended by the New York Times, Boston

Globe and six other newspapers.
"

PERSIAN GOURMET COOKING,
CREPES, VEGETARIAN DISHES AND

UNIQUE COCKTAILS.
Located midway between Northampton

and Amherst on Rt. 9

Sun. Thurs. 4:30 10:30: Fri Sat. 4:30-11:30

413/5849797

CLEAN-UP WITH
COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEDS

113 CAMPUS CENTER

* Iran strike over
CONT FR0MPAGE2
of ail political detainees and an end to

martial law, which had been imposed Sept.
8 in Tehran and 12 other cities to suppress a

burgeoning wave of civil unrest.

Sources close to the palace said it was
possible that national oil officials during
negotiations with the strikers had given
them a pledge from the shah that their

political demands would be met. The shah

approved a 22,5 percent pay increase for

the oil workers last week, but also to install

a military government last Monday.

One of the strikers' key demands was the
expulsion of all foreigners from the oil

industry. Whether this demand will actually

be met was not clear and appeared highly

unlikely.

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Hartford
Symphony
ARTHUR WINOGRAD, Conductor

"one of the finest orchestras in the country"

New York Times

Saturday, November 18 8 pm
Mark Piskunov, Violinist

SHOSTAKOVICH Festive Overture

STRAVINSKY Puicinella Suite-

WIENIAWSKI Violin Concerto No. 2

BRAHMS Symphony No. 4

FlhE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. General public $7, 5, 4.

UAAass students SS, 3, 2. Senior citizens and
other students - $6, 4, 3.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4,

(413)543-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

Tommy
A Coiumbu PiciuiM v\0 Wix*'. ..g* ^-.; vyinntwyi Pfneniaiion

This Sunday
Nov. 19at7,9,&11

CCA
Only $1.00

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 apt aijj «c,,>'. Hton. M«ss

TLB) INOICATeS TWI-LITC SMOW-TICKCTS ON SALC

'^^'*\

I

NATIVIUL
LAMveeiiv

MIMAL
IMU9V
Wed and Thurs (TLS 6 151 8 45
Fri. and Sat (TLSS 151 7 46 1015

Houm
Chevy Chos<

fbulRai|l
Wad and Thurs (TLS 6:001-8:30

Fri and Sat. (TLS 5:001 7:30-9:56

a rK#> «urv«^v «b4THE
BOYS
FROM
BRAZIL
Wed and Thurs (TLS 6 OOl 8 30

Fri and Sat (TLS 5 00) 7 30 9 56

So don't go straight

to see this movie?
|

CHEECH &
CHONG'Sl
UPIN
SMOKE!
Wad and Thurs. ITLS 6:15)-8:46

Fri and Sat (TLS 5:16)-7:46-10:1S

REOUCtO ADUIT & STUDENT PRICES FOR TIS TICKETS IIMITEO TO SEATING

INNIPEC
9flLLET^

ARNOLD SPOHR, Director Directeur

Thursday, November 16th 8 p.m.

Les Padneurs/Ashton Rondo/f^eumekr
Rodeo/de Mille

Friday, November 17th 8 p.m.

Festival/Araiz Glinka-Pas de Trois/Balanchine

Women/\raiz The Bitter Weird/de Mille

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7. 6, 5. UMass
students - $5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and other students

-$6,5,4.
V

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.

MAGIC
ATERWFYING LOVE STORY

JOSEPH E LEVINE PRESENTS
MAGIC ,

ANTHONY HOPKINS ANNHVIARGf^ET

BURGESS MEREDITH EDLAUTER
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER CO ERK^KSON

MUSK BYJERRY GOLDSMHTH
SCREENPLAY BY WILLIAM GOLDMAN,
BASED UPON HIS NOVEL
PRODUCED BYJOSEPH L LEVINE

AND RKHARD P LEVINE

DIRECTED BY RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH
PWNTS BY 0£ LUXE TECHMCOtOtr jj JT.^.^ (^i

NOW PLAYING AT A THEATER NEAR >0U

CHECK LXAL NEWSPAPERS FOR THEATER LISTINGS
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To the Editor:
Iran coverage bad example

To the Editor:

Last Thursday there was a powerful
rally held on the steps of the Student
Union supporting the struggle of the
Iranian people in their fight to throw
out the Shah and end US domination
of their country. The rally was held in

direct opposition to Carter's support
of the Shah's military regime which is

brutally repressing the people of Iran.

Over too people came to the rally, and
heard a major speech by the Commit
tee To Support the f^ople's Struggle
in Iran, as well as solidarity statements
from other anti-imperialist organiza-
tions

Yet, the Collegian did not cover
this rally in its Monday edition But is

not a rally of this type and militancy

newsworthy^ Apparently the Col-
legian thinks not However, there

was a tirst page article on the struggle
in Iran. Is not this a good things No,
because the Collegian, faithfully

following Its Associated Press men-
tors, distored the struggle in Iran by
portraying the movement as being led

by fanatical Moslems who are deman-
ding an end to the liberal "reforms" of
the "progressive" Shah and the return

of Iran to the 14th century Yes, it is

true that some religious leaders are
playing a large role in the current
struggle in Iran. But the Collegian
leaves out the fact that only those who
call for both the end of Shah's regime
and US domination of their country
are being supported by the people.
The Shah 's regime, armed to the teeth
with the most sophisticated weapons
the Pentagon can give him, has not
brough "modernization" to Iran on
the contrary, it has brought misery and
poverty to the Iranian people as the
US corporations in Iran gorge
themselves on superprofits. This is

whythe Iranian people are waging a
fight to throw the Shan and his US
backers the hell out of Iran, not, as the

'

Collegian would have us believe,

because the Shah took veils off
women's faces

The Committee to Support the Peo
pie's Struggle in Iran will be having a
meeting this Wednesday night, at 7 30
in room 915 of the Campus Center to

discuss the current situation both in

Iran and here at UMass. All interested
people are strongly urged to attend

Committee to Support the
People's Struggle in Iran

Package Shprr
OISCOUNT LIQUORS"

RUSSELL ST., HAOLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

I I

TUBORG
PREMIUM

BEER

$5.89
12 oz. NR'S

WHY PAY MORE?

%fil^y ( )^.impjj*

ANDRE
CHAM-
PAGNE

EXTRA DRY, PINK,
COLD DUCK

S1.99
FIFTH

PICCALA
COFFEE
LIQUEUR

$3.99
3/4 quart

Mr.Boston^

VODKA
$4.29

QUART

Tuesday, November 14 to Saturday, November 18,

Cash and carry prices

We reserve the right to limit quantities

1978

History Guide

exhibited

In view of the fact that the Course
Description Guide for the spring
semester will evidently not appear before
the end of the preregistration period ^Col-
legian, November 14), I would like to in-

form all students that the History Depart
ment's own Course Description Guide
for next semester is available, and anyone
may have a copy upon request in Herter
613. This Guide contains all the informa-
tion which normally appears in the
"History" section of the administration's
delayed publication. We very much hope
it will be of help to students in planning
their spring program.

Paul S Beyer
Chairman, Department of History.

Protest rights

examined
To the Editor:

It is the position of the Commuter
Collective Office that "protest" is a right

that all of the people in this country have,

but, we also feel that this right does not
include threatening someone 's life.

Over this past weekend a film was
shown entitled the "City at Dawn" in

Thompson Hall. The film was sponsored
by this office and a Vietnamese student.
The subject of the film was the rebuilding

of Viet Nam after the war. Our intent in

showirig this film was for educational
purposes plus the fact that it is the
newest of all available movies. We do not
think that progress can be made by hiding
our heads in the sand as many people
would like to see happen. -

/ would like to end by stating that the

total responsibility for th'S film showing
was ours and even though we respect the

idea of the "protest" as one means of
making a position known, we condemn
the threats and intimidation used by the

protestors to make their point.

For the Commuter Collective
Joseph Tolson

Tuition mechanisms
explained
To the Editor:

I'd like to dear up the following points
about tuition. There has been some
confusion about tuition and what it does,
and if we want to understand what to do
about it, we should have the facts

straight.

1\Tuition does not stay at UMass. The
University is legally required to turn over
all tuition money to the state's general
revenue fund.

To be sure, this general reveune fund is

the money out of which UMass gets its

allocation, so in some sen^ some of the
tuition money comes back to the campus
[about 3 percentS. But then, tuition

money also goes to subsidize students at

private colleges, to the state
bureaucracy, and to legislators' salaries.

The state budget allocation process
obviously has nothing to do with the level

of tuition. There have been years when
tuition went up and the state allocation

for the Amherst campus went down.
There have been years when tuition

stayed the same and the state allocation

went up. There have been no years in

which tuition went down I

Increasing or decreasing tuition, or

creating sliding scales for tuition, has no
impact at all on the quality of UMass
education offered.

2\ Tuition does have an impact on the

people who want to study at UMass.
Every time tuition rises, the percentage of

students coming here from poor and
working-class families drops. Meanwhile,
the proportion of students from rich

families goes up.

People who want high tuition ^at public

colleges and universities use circular

reasoning. Often, they use "soak the
rich" arguments, pointing to high
attendance rates by students from well-

off families.

They forget that it's tuition ir the first

place that helps reserve enrollment for

the higher-income families. In this one
case, tuition that "soaks the rich" floods

out the poor. Michael R. Federow
Amherst

U.of Mass. Students....

NOW WE CAN
GET YOU THERE

twice OS
fost—twice
OS often

REVISED SCHEDULE
Effective Mon.. Nov. 13, 1978

sw CCC Mall
2:00 2:05 2:15

2:30 2:35 2:45

3:00 3:06 3:15

3:30 3:3S 3:45

4:00 4:06 4:15

4:30 4:35 . 4:45
5:00 5:06 5:15

5:30 5:35 5:45

6:00 6:06 6:15

6:30 6:35 6:45

7:00 7:05 7:15

7:30 7:35 7:45

8:00 8:06 8:15

8:30 • 8:35 8:45

9:00 9:05 9:15

9:30 9:35 9:45
— 10:15

^^^^beth segers ^
Description guide for

the descriptionless

UMass student
The following courses, offered for the

Spring 1979 semester, were inadvertently
left out of the Course Description Guide
booklet Students may register for these
courses by Contacting the proper depar-
tment and or instructor.

ACCT 521 Accounting for Non-
Residents: Advanced accounting theory for

out of state business majors considering a

career in budget balancing. Must
demonstrate ability to locate over $200
wittiin four months notice, proficiency^t
acquiring low interest loans and
sociological application. to determine why
education facilities for non-residents can be
so taxing. Pre requisite: legal knowledge of

residency requirements.

PROB 237 Pinball Probability: Inter-

mediate probability and game theory at

work. Students must demonstrate
properties of physics as applicable to

pinball, hand eye coordination and tilt

theory. Course consists of three hourlies, a

final and class participation. Modest lab

tee. Instructor: Cat Q. Laotr.

DRAMA 406 Winter in Whitmore: A full-

length dramatic production for sutdents by
every acting administrator in Whitmore.
Knowledge of campus politics and stage
suspense is requested by instructor R.W.
Bromery, who will play out his part in June.
FS&DC 163 Food Science and the Dining
Commons: What is food? What is science?

Where do you draw the line between the

two? These questions and more will be
answered by dining commons staff who
have used " the marvels of modern
technology to feed the campus hungry.
work'Study students may enroll for honors
credit or TA positions. Pre -requisite:

student must have been on 14 meal plan for

at least two previous semesters.
POLISCI 239 Voter Turnout and the

Student Government Association: This

course examines the steadily decreasing

voter turnout for the SGA and the trends

which have developed. In past elections

, turnout has dropped drastically to 11

percent, which historians point to as

evidence of the current leaders struggling

to maintain power over those underneath
tliem by not encouraging election par-

ticipation. Course will include running for

political office, managing a mock election,

and attendance at two sga meetings.

PRIMAL SCREAM 101: The art of the

primal scream as it evolved from a form of

communication before language to ex-

pression of emotions in the movie Network.
Students will.be graded on the basis of

clarity, originality of message and audible

quality. This course is only open to

language majors and preference is given to

Southwest residents in upper levels of the

towers.
Psych 407 Anxiety and the 9:05: Inter-

mediate psychology for students suffering

from attendance trauma. The self-inflicted

anxiety for sleeping through 9:05 classes

will be examined and eliminated. Students
will be asked to evaluate their 9:05 classes

for conduciveness to being slept through.

Sleep schedules will be posted and must be
followed. Class meets MWF 10: 10.

PHYSICAL ED 101 Concourse crafts:

Introductory physical education for fresh-

men interested in passing through the

campus center daily. Must have aversion to

jewelry, shirts, politicians, newspapers,
student causes, flowers, baked goods and
sandwich signs. Obstacle course available

every class day for student participation.

Goal of course is to enable students with

10:10 and 11:15 classes on Wednesdays in

Grad Research and School and Business
Administration to be prompt.
PSYCH 408 Sleep without stigma:

Helpful hints for students with tendency to

fall asleep in class. Professor need not
know you are drifting off -whatever the

class size may be. Occasional eye contact

with instructor, movement of pen across

the paper, head positioning, etc. are major

topics. Class meets MWF 8:00.

Prerequisite: Anxiety and the 9:05.

CIVENG 326 Dome design for Civil

Engineers: Practical experience put to work
on the proposed dome over the football

stadium. Geodesic design and ability to sell

the idea to alumni donators and trustees

are a must. Prior knowledge of con-
struction concepts helpful. Instructors:

David C. Bischoff and Buckminster Fuller.

COMMENTARY

U

A dialectical

understanding of

women's oppression
ByHITAZEIDNERand
KAREN LEDERER

It is no secret to any regular reader of the

Collegian that there is much friction bet-

ween the viewpoints of feminist sym-
pathizers and other members of the

community. We perceive this friction as

being due to a lack of understanding of

feminism in relation to both the theoretical

and practical roots of women's oppression,

and will examine the injustices proclaimed

by women through a dialectical means.

There are many arguments thrown at

feminists. One of the most common is that

feminists do not represent all (or even
most) women. Apathy among women is

cited as the reason woman's lot has im-

proved so little. We question why an
oppressed group should remain so quiet.

The reasons behind this apathy must be
examined.

Putting aside the question of why women
should have anything to be "apathetic"
about in the first place, one alternative to

"apathy" which explains the appraent lack

of opposition towards their' inferior societal

position is the fear of violent repercussions.
After all, there is a reason why a woman
would not show her disgust to a stranger
who makes a comment o her on the street.

It is very likely that he would let her know,
physically, that she has spoken out ofplace.

And there is a reason why another woman
did not show her disapproval when she
passed a group of men walking through
Southwest, chanting "we want pussy."
Obviously, she too was afraid of the
realistic potentiality of a violent response.

Judging from the historical frequency of

this kind of behavior, men have not shown
objection to this violent, "survival of the

fittest" mode of interaction. Despite the
fact that there was rarely any question as to

which sex was physically stronger, in-

timidation of women has remained a way of

life. Wife beating, gang-bangs, foot-

binding, witch-hunts, and rape are just a

few of the violent tactics that men have
used to scare v^omen in an attempt to keep
them in their place. A privileged position

must be actively maintained. Needless to

say, these tactices have been so successful

that most of them are still in common
practice today.

Men do not see these occurrences as

being a problem because they themselves
do not suffer the negative consequences.
On the contrary, it may turn out to be
advantageous. For instance women's
oppression has the effect of decreasing

their participation in the job market. While
it may be argued that women are not ar-

bitrarily excluded, that their exclusion is
•

justified by their lack of skills and technical

training for many jobs, the origin and
continuation of this continuation of this

exclusion from this necessary training is

questionable. Other manifestations of

women's oppression that could very well

be overlooked as well as misjudged by men
include sexual harassment, lower wages.

sexual division of labor and the social image
of the "feminine" woman.

On the other hand, many women do not
view their own oppression as a problem
simply because they have never known
anything different. After all, if a woman has
always been taught that her societal duties

consist solely of domestic skills, she would
have no way of realizing or reacting in favor

of or against her position. Therefore, what
has been referred to as "apathy, " implying

•a lack of concern, is actually acceptance in

liHu of knowledge of alternatives

While it IS just in the recent past that

women's needs have even begun to be
recognized, via ERA, rape task forces, and
women's labor unions, to name a few,

women still get blamed for having waited

so long to show their discontent. It is easy

to give a distorted picture of how women
stand in society by focusing on "the

career" women, the executive, the woman
who has been "able to beat the system."

But this is not a common specimen of

woman in our society. Most women never

come near the realization of their potential,

as a result of being discouraged. We feel

that any kind of social improvement would
threaten all existing norms, recognized

both by men and by women, and as a result

most attempts made by women to liberate

themselves are thwarted before they ever

get off the ground.

Taking the analysis of oppression deeper
an alternative approach can be applied.

Aggression directed toward an oppressed
group may be internalized by the in-

dividuals in the form of self-hate, where the
individuals feel they simply "got what was
coming to them." Hypothetically, if one
surveyed a slave as to his/her own hap-
piness, he/she would not appear
dissatisfied with her overall position. While
she/he would be likely to complain about
extra long working hours during the har-

vest, or for being whipped for crimes
he/she didn't comnrMt, punishment for

inefficiency or lying would probably be
considered by a slave as being well

deserved. If a slave views themselves as fit

for and deserving slavery, they do not feel

oppressed.

Along the same lines, a woman often feels

guilty when she has been harassed or

attached. She feels that she is somehow
responsible for provoking the aggression.

By accepting the patriarchal view of herself

as a mindless sex object, she sees no in-

consistency in the way in which this at-

titude manifests itself, whether it be in the

form of verbal harassment or physical

abuse. And so, a lack of action (or reaction)

could very well stem from fear or some
internal acceptance of a contradiction.

The problem of "apathy" therefore I.as
been wrongly labeled. When people do not
organize themselves, it is caused by some
sort of constraint, internal or external.

Blaming women for their lack of activitivy is

looking at things on a very surface level,

and not probing into causes.
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Wednesday. November 15, 1978 Wednesday. November 15. 197£

Alpha Zeta Members -there will be a

short meeting Thursday, Nov. 16 at 6:30

p m. tn 201 Stockbrklge. Please attend^

Notice— Lesbian Union Sponsors varied

voices of local women Thursday, Nov. 16

at Farley Lodge all women welcome

Notice program date change: You are

what you eat," the community discussion

on nutritional alternatives to meat eating

has been postponed from Nov 15 to Tues

day, Nov. 21 at 7:30 p.m.. Bangs Com-

munity Center, Amherst. Sponsored by

UHS and VHP, this free informal program

will focus on vegetable protiens, diet facts

and myths, and new recipes Call Paul

Davis at UHS for info 549 2671
.

Notice -attention born again Chris

tians. we want to start nursing home
ministry interested please call Jenny
6 7279 or Neil 6 9254

Notice- Acupunture legture Prof.

Jonathan Klate will give a lecture on

Acupunture in Arnold 120 at 7:00 p m.

tonight, Nov. 15. Evervonewj1corTve^___

Notice - Israeli dancing tonight at 7:30

p.m beginners, 8 30 advanced' Come

dance b have fun •

Poets- A. Magazine is accepting poetty

for the next issue Please submit typed,

self addressed poems to A Mag ,
3rd

floor, South College by Nov. 20th

Found -picked up student payroll check

outside CC call and give correct name and

It's yours, 546-7180.

Notice -legal help available what kind

do you want' Send your list of the kinds of

legal help (landlord tenant, consumer,

criminal law, divorce, etc.). Your

mostdesire to Micheal Federow, at LSO,

CC 922 Results will be used to match

available services with student needs. ^

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmtm

Attention Poloists — annual fall bash
Saturday, Nov. 18 at 19 Swiss Village.

Spaghetti dinner at 7:30 p.m. open keg
party at 9:00 p m. Please R.S.V.P. Bill

256 8340 by Fjriday Please come
.

Notice — Union Video Center will be
holding porta pak and editing workshops
on Saturday & Sunday Nov. 18th & 19th.

We're near the Hatch, come in and sign up
or call 545 1336. Learn the art of video!

Dental Admissions — Pre dents Dr.

Trowbridge of UPenn Dental School will be

speaking about the dental admissions pro-

cess on Wednesday, Nov. 15 at 7 p.m.,

room 815 CC all are welcome to attend.

Notice — Stockbridge freshmen class "Raf-

fle" to beverages of your choice at a

chosen liquer store 1st $40, 2nd $20 and
3rd $10 in gift certificates support your

class. Thank you. Micheal Wfrtes drawing
will be the 20th^

Economics Course Counselling— hold

It, masked person" DON'T pick that ECON
course until you know that it's for you. UEC
is sponsoring student to student counsell

ing Ask those you knowl Goodell 506,

Nov^JS 17, 10-4:30^

Intro to International Ed — this spring In-

ternational Ed will give Intro to Intern'l Ed
(P529) on Tuesday from 1-4 p.m. An intro

to cultural awareness, it helps students ex

amine personal values and cultural assump-
tions while exploring the goals of intern'l

ed. It helps prepare students to present in

tern'l ed activities in overseas or American
Schools. More info: Manjula or or Nadia

5 3560, George Urih 5-0465 or ELW 5-3489.

Star Trek Lives!— club meeting Nov 15

from 7-10 p.m. film, info, on movie. Friends

welcome room 802 CC.
.

Nestle Boycott — meeting to discuss
strategies and coordinate future actions.

New people encouraged to attend. At

Unitarian Meeting House, N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst; Thursday, Nov 16 at 7:30 pm.

Ride Sharing Program -listing of per

sons interested in ride sharing with others

are now available at the Parking Office,

room 1, Munson Hall. If you indicated an

interest in sharing a ride (either as a driver

or as a passenger) on your 1978-1979 Park-

ing application - your name is on either an

employee or student listing |?y zip code. If

you are unable to come to the Parking Of'

fice, you may call 545-9065.

15 Credit Internship - position open Credit

Union Manager for spring '79 semester. No
experience necessary. Contact Betsy Ler,

personnel director at 545 2800 or come in to

the C.U. Tu-Thur 10-3, MWF 2-3.

Hunger Talks — this week. Chaplain Pete

Sabey, UCF Campus Minister will be
speaking on world hunoer each morning at

8;55 on WHMP (1400'^ AM) on the Nor
thampton Area Council of Churches pro-

gram. "Morning Devotions."

Notice— men supporting the women's
march "Take Back the Night," will be vigil-

ing during the march. Bring candles and
gather with us in Northampton's Polaski

Park ^across from Bart's) at 7 p.m. on
Saturday, Nov. 18.

Seniors - this is a reminder to all Jan grads

to make their yearbook portrait appoint-

ment. Call 545 2875 or come to room 811,

CC

Botany Seminar — the Dept. of Botany
Seminar speaker for Thursday, Nov. 16 will

be Dr. Herb Bormann. His topic will be

"Eco System Development • some new
departures." Dr. Bormann is a member of

the Dept. of Biology at Yale University.

Internships Available— in Washington,
DC for spring semester. There are still many
good placements such as working for

lawyers in a public defender service. Also

the Office of Internships has up to-date in-

formation about housing in the DC area for

student interns living independly. Contact

the office for details immediately, 545-0727,

409 Goodell.
;

Notice — Blood!!! C'mon down to the CC
and give a litle to those that need it

(through the Red Cross Donor Center).

Tuesdays', now through Dec. 12, 11 a.m.
-4 p.m. Thanks, the Red Cross. *

Notice -MassPIRG anyone interested in

helping to fight for rent control in Amherst

we need your help even for just one hour

until Thanksgiving This is a bill that affects

all of us come to a meeting Wednesday,
Nvo. 15 at 7:30 p.m. SU B.

Notice — silent movie Wednesday, Nov.

1 5. CCA - 7, 9 & 11 • take a break

Multicultural Ed Welcomes
Students -Multicultural Ed will offier its

intro course again this spring (P377 Thurs.

4!6:30). The course explores ou'r cultural

heritages, reasons for racism, sexism,

social inequality, and how education can

help build cultural pluralism. The course is

part of education for a changing world, a

teacher cert'n program For more infor: call

Bob Suzuki 545 1565 Bella Halstead 5 0465

or ELW 545-3489.

Collegian

MHm

Academic Counselor Position Available:

Upward Bound
University of Massachusetts/Amherst

Upward Bound caseworker position now
available for Holyoke area. Prior experience

working with low income bi lingual minority

youth required. Responsibilities include the

academic counseling and monitoring for ap

proximately 30 students. Position available for

20-30 hrs/wk at $4.50/hr. Access to a car for

outreach purposes desired.

Resumes may be submitted to 205 New Africa

House by no later than November 17, 1978.

For more information, please call: 545-0250 and

speak with the Secretary, or Rhonda Gordon,

Director.

I

This Christmas vacation:

D Hiiiiq around the hoiKse.

n Fiqht crouds on ski vSlopCvS.

[ziGo to Europe.

4ca|c3|c3|e)tc3|e9|c:|e)lc>K*3lc3K>lc3K**^>|(^3K****^

Ski Club Meeting
Tonight, 8:00, Mahar Aud.

UMass Ski Club
Sugarbush El-

Glen Ellen Ski &
Party Week
Jan. 21-26 Sun.-Fri.

#*Beer &

*

«

*

»

*

#

$260 roundtrip. Reserved seats. No standing in line.

Take advantage of National Airlines' new""' inter- National" fare from New York to Amsterdam this vacation

This IS not a stand-by fare It's on a regularly scheduled National Airlines nonstop transatlantic flight. It's a

guaranteed reserved roundtnp seat with inflight meal service. It's on a big, beautiful National wide-cabin DC-10 jet.

So why hang around the house when you can hang around the mellow "brown cafes"' Why fight crowds

on the ski slopes when you can fight your way into the Pandiso orVoom, Voom. two of the wildest discos

east of Studio 54' Come with us to Amsterdam. It's one of the most student-oriented cities in Europe; it's where

English IS everytxxjy's second language

National's "inter-National" fare is good o.t a substantial, but limited, number of seats on every National

New York to Amsterdam flight starting December 13. Just pay for your tickets when you make your reservations.

(There is a $3 federal departure tax, and $50 is non-refundable if you change or cancel reservations.

Fare subject to change without notice.) See your Travel Agent now or call us at 1-800-327-2306. /

The biggerwe get,thebrighterwe shine;

nterchangeable lift ticket 5^2*

days
-odging

yieals

'Shuttle bus between areas

wine party

$115

Call Jennifer Cohen 2M 8065

Ken Silverslein 546 9616

Club OHice CC 106 545 3437

TOTAL

#

*
*

RAFFLE!
Free Sugarbush Ski Week

^ Value $115.00 (one person)

Mail in coupon or deposit at CC 106 or*

Jat Ski Club nneetings. #
NAME J

Labor coalition demancis
no winter heat shut-offs
IUnited Press international!

WASHINGTON A
labor-citizen coalition
yesterday demanded the
government prevent utilities

from shutting off heat to
customers who do x\oX pay
bills, clainrting the practice

has caused at least 200
deaths in recent harsh
winters.

Many older people are
being forced to make "life

and death economic
choices... in fact they've
had to make the cruel
chojce of heating or eating
in many cases, said William
Hutton, director of the Na-
tional Council of Senior
Citizens.

The groups demanded

31-11-31-JLJt.H H W H H-ii_ii_^i W II I II t*^ tt 3f
i-J^i-^f-|f-0 TH

DO IT IN
JANUARY

England — France — Spain
Portugal — Morocco

Fly to London and begin an
adventure of a lifetime. .

.

OVERSEAS Adventure Tours
offers: Toundtrip airfare

4 weeks
$599

•transportation

•accomodations

*included

^ ca ll 549-2652 o r 546-9498 for details ,

the Department of Energy
use authority granted in the
new Public Utility
Regulatory Policies Act.
The 1978 law, they said,

provides each state public
utility commission should
adopt no - shutoff policies

during severe weather, and
it empowers DOE to make
surw they do. The "Citizen-
Labor Energy Coalition"
also said its members would
go to work in 23 states in an
attempt to put pressure on
state regulations. Three
states, Wisconsin,
Maryland and Rhode
Island, already have banned
winter shut-offs.

Ricliard III on stage
at Mount Holyoke

i

Reviewed by MARK L . CURELOP
In Neil Simon's The Goodbye Girl, Richard

III was shown in a short scene (

hunchbacked homosexual, played
Richard Dreyfuss. However, the
production of the Shakespeare classic is

continuing its run today through Thursday
at the Alice Withington Rooke Laboratory
Theatre at Mount Holyoke College in South
Hadley
The plot concerns Richard's bid to gain

the throne of England. After disposing of
those in his way, he ascends to the throne,
only to find Enqland in revolution. Henry
Tudor defeats the evil king, bringing the

crown under civil rule.

Directed by Jim Cavanaugh, whose
dynamic authority kept the actors in a close

unit, the production flowvs in constant
motion. Each act follows the other
efficiently, with the plot advancing scene-
by-scene.

. Jeff Avick, a 1970 UMass graduate, plays
the clubbed f.oot, hunchbacked Richard 111.

From the opening line. Now is the winter
of our discontent" the acting ability of the
star is obvious. Through his crippled walk
of Richard and the powerful projection of
the Shakespearean dialogue, he leads the
cast in his effective mannerisms.
Likewise, David Ambos plays the Duke of

Buckingham, and gives a convincing
performance of the last man to betray the
deranged king. Captured in battle,
Buckingham is led to execution in a scene
filled with awe of what is to come.

Physics 1 19A (E) No prerequisites

ARMS POLiCY AND
NATIONAL SECURITY
SALT, MIRV, cruise missiles, ABM,
neutron bombs,...? How serious is the
threat of nuclear war?
MW 2:30. See the Course Description
Guide for more details.

We couldn t

make our Roast

Beef Sandwich better,

so we made it bigger.

With 50% more

tender roast beef, sliced

thin and piled high and

juicy, with your choice of

three sauces, on a toasted

sesame seed bun.

Use this coupon for a big

deal on two Big Roast Beef

Sandwiches.

m

^J Q

^-.y^
^%H.

TM National Airlines

^ADDRESS
*
*PHONE __
^ Drawing Dec. 6 Ski Club Meeting- Mahar

*
*
*
*
* ]\atioiial#Aiilme8

SANDWiaCS FOR
jMEjjmpjpma^

GETINEW
nap SANDWICHES
F0R>t89L

Good at all participating Hardees. Please present this coupon before ordering.

One coupon per customer, please. Customei must pay any sales tax due

on the purchase price. This coupon not good in combination with any other offers.

Hardee's of Hadley
430 Russell St.

Hadley, Mass. Haideei Coupon expires November 26, 1978

NUCLEAR REACTORS.
BOMBS, AND PEOPLE
Next term, Physics 117, Nuclear
Energy, will explore nuclear energy in

the overall context of our energy pro-

blems. No prerequisite, 3 cr., E core,

MWF 9:05. See the Course Description

Guide for details.

Acareerinlaw-
without lawschool

After just three months of study at The

f\ Institute for Paralegal Training in

Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding

career in law or business—without law school.

As a lawyer s assistant you will be performing

L many of the duties traditionally handled

only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal

Training, you can pick one ol seven different areas of

law to study. Upon completion of your training. The

Institute's unique Placement Service will find you a

responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or

corporation in the city of your choice.

T'he Institute for Paralegal Training is the

nations first and most resfjected school for

paralegal training. Since 1970. we ve placed over

2.500 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide.

If
you re a senior of high academic standing

and looking for an above average career,

contact your placement office for an interview with

our representative.

We will visit your campus on:

Friday, December L

The
Institute

for
Paralegal „.
Training* :5'

1

235 South 1 7th Street

Philadelphia. PA 19103
(215)732 6600

Approved by the American Bar Association

20% OFF
GROMFTON CORDUROY
..SOLIDS & PRINTS

LOOMSKILL'S POLY WOOL GHALUS

SPEGIAL GOTTON PRINTS

GANDIDE YARN & WOOL
...KNITTING WORSTEDS

W^®*1
^n*X.

ojgJSn^e^

C A YARN
103 N PLEASANT ST AMHERST (413) 256 8810
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I. The cwo-hpur cxaainai t.tn period^^ .ire identified by code numbers according to
the following chart."

Hon
Dec 18

Tues

Dec 19

Wed
Dec 20

Thor

Dec 21

—>13

14

15

Dec 22

17

18

19

20

Sat

Dec 23

21

22

23

BIOCXM
420

CqmLit

lOU

ii'.plif tint all son ions of C. f 333 will be
ex.imlni'd W^'d.Dcr ?0 at 10:30 A.M.

inpljis th.it Binnn 4?n. section 1. will be
fx.imuud Thur.lUi ?1 ,it g-QO A M

-»16 -impliis tliJt !JlOCi:'t ',20, st-cticn 2, will be
fK.imloiil Ihiir.Doc 21 at 4-00 t'.M,

> 12 — -•- JmpU.r, tb.it .)nly sort ion 2 of CoinLii 101-

have .11, Ok im, .im! it will bv Wi!,Dfi 20 .t

4:00 IN.

NOIK WHrN SECTION Nl'MFFRS WITHIN A COURSF. AKE LISTFD. ASSUME TIIAT ANV
I'Nl ISTF.D SMilON IS NOT SC.llKDllf.F.D FOR AN EXAM.

II. See your insirucior for infortiuit ion on the £.lj*£e of rxa<nlnai ion.

He or sh«« will NOT have this Information before Now >9 , 1978.

III. CONFl ICTS or MORTHMJ TWO EXAMINATION,*: IN ONT DAY.

Students who have conflicts in thrlr rxamination »^^»hrdilc (as published
in this schedule-) or who li.ive more tli.ui two o.v.imln.it ,ons schrdulod for one
calendar d.iy, m.iy report to the Schedule Office (16b U'hitnorc) for resolution
of these problems.

THE SCIILDl.'LE OFnCF WILL NOT ASSIST IK HKSOI.VINC PKOHLDIS UM.r.SS THF.Y ARf
RFrOKTlD OC OR BETOPJ pp^. 11,1978. -^0. PLEASE RtVIlW THIS SCHLDULt CAREFULLY.

COURSE SECTION PD.

BHCLCcont.)
270F. t 10

272 1.2,3 12

273 J 3

276 1 12

28 IC 1 3

312 1 4

331 1.2 21

340 1 4

591A 1 6

BIT
SOS 1 17

226 1 16

526 1 6

572 1 11

S74A 1 21

580 1 21

590E 1 2

ENVDES
140 , 1 2 •

305 1 7

327 1 12

335 1 23
543 1' 2

547 1 17

577 1 16

ENVSCI
503 1 20
515 1 13

530 1 6

590A 1 7

KCSCl
101 1 4

190A 1 23
204 1 12

210 i 1

260 1 20
261 1 22

290r. I 21

374 1 18

378A 1 II

588 1 18

FfcR EC

SOI 1 8

SOS 1 14

S07 1 IS

SI3 1 19

SU 1 18

SIS 1 3

SI7 1 19

• #

COURSE SECTION PD.

h/.R ECCconl.)
SIS 1 22
121 1 5

211 1 II

11

241 1 12

323 1 9
390A 1 I

42S 1 15

443 1 19

471 1 16

»472 1 14

KP KN<: 1^

501 1 21

S09 1 14

SI2 1 3

S13 I 7

281 1,2 10

FISH
S6S 1 18

S71 1 U

FOREST
SOI 1 12

212 1 18

22S 1 2

116 1 10

323 1 14

33/. 1 13

426 1 19

4^6 1 6

S28 1 8

VKKNCII

no i-i«» 6

120 i-n IH

12(> 1 It

l.V) i-n ;

ni 1 14

l(.

1 UH 1 23

13) 1 6

141 2 S

I4?l« 1 6

144 1 6

18

US 1 4

23
146 1 14

14; 1 10

U8 1 23

1 SO 1 21

17

COdKSE SECTION PD.

FRENCH (ront .)

ISI s
171 u
172 «
181 2
I8IH If
182 20
271 17

3S7H 11

390C 7

390H 22
583 5

KS&N
101 1.2 13

102 18

130 17

210 17

4 30 19

46S 2

4t<6 10
467 6
502 •
524 23
541* 9

552 12

561 - 4

581 14

584 5

CB FIN
250 12

2r.o 1.2 9

. 22

3

S.6.7 3

10

301 9

301 2,4 21

6,7 S

H,0 13

13,14 13

21

2

II

302 1.2 27

304 1 ^ 2 19

310 II

320 1.7 14

330 1.2 16

334 5

340 4

3S3 15

362 17

370 1

•

•

COURSE SECT fON PD.

CHOt(coni.)
475 1,2
513
515
519
546

551

552

SM

CHINSI
312

CLSICS
100

102

103

105

224

29IA

ceiNs
122

201

2 SO

287

320

502

503
S«3

COMDIS
210
310
313
415
416
490a'
5901)

OSMLIT
lOIA

idlB

lOlC

lOSA

110

312

COHSTU
121

150
1*0
22«

2^

COURSK

ACCTG
221

221H
222

311

312
321 .

322

331

33S
3«l
371

AERSTU
223

AN SCI

SOI

503
Sit
SL2

Si4
SI7
S19
101

311

359
371
412
421

430
521

590A

ANTH
100
102

103
,105

197A
204

1.2.3.4
1

I

I

1

1

2.3
2

I.'

2.3

4.12
5

6

8,10
9.11
13,

U

IS, 16

i.7

2.3
4.5
8.9
1.2

I

5.4
2

J.

3

2 '

1.2
3

1.2
1

1.2

3.4

1.2

11

14

9
4

20

18

IS

11

17

13

?1

20

19

16

8

23

9

8
2

18

13

16

19

17

7

21

2

IS

20
12

i:

14

2.'

21

10

17

22

3
' 19

9

23

IS

;

IB

IS

7

)5

17

I

1

1

17

15

4

10

10

9

11

23
1

18

19

3

4

II

5

2

7

15

16

17

23

6

19

22

2

10

14

10

2

18

12

8

9

19

13

14

8

22

5

15

20

6
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C0M!)TU((Ont

250
2508
2 SOD
260
262

2M
31b
3)1
4ia
492A
514
546

DUTCH
126

ECE
211

212
.302

303

304

3S7

361

410
411

46S
S12

544

560
S66

571

578

S80
S84

ECON
lOOA

lOOB

i03A

103B
10 IC

10 iU

lOiF

lOJF

I04A

104B
104C
104T)

lOS

I97A
20J

203H

.2

.2

.2

.2

.2

.2.3

ANTIU.ont
781

7S0A
317

325

331

36 J

372

375
46S
473

AR PK
S09

ARABIC
110

130

297

ARTHIS
115

521

537

ASIANS
150
I97A

197B

ASTRON
100

Si f ]

II r

BA

497

BlOtHM
420

S23

BOTANY'

100

101

221

22S
226
371

48S
SUA
SUB
521

1

2.3
4

5

I

1.3
6.7

IA,2R
lA

1

I

1.2,3
1

1

1

2

1

11

10

15

19

10

19

13

19

10

6
3

17
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7

10

17

IS

10

18

13

11

23

22

17

11

19

7

II

13

14

16

16

15

16

21

19

21

21

14

19

IS

9

6
22

20
14

10

15

1

ECON(cont.)
204

304
321

362

366
397R
505

511

SIS
531
542

551

597A
597B

EDUC 1

490t

FDUC P

SSI

ENGIN
104

1

s
s
4
I

1

I

1

1

1

2

I

1

I

I

1

1

I

2 .

PD.

II

16"

9

13

16

4

15

22

5

17
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II

11

19

8
18

12

4

4

18

4

4

22
14

10

1

12

13

16

12

17

20

14

10

5

7

21

7

7

13

PD.

>

;

10
20
IS

7

8
21'

3

2

9

U
17

18

22

10

I25H 21
126 5
131 3

132 J| 4,5 20
140 13

I40A 18

142 17

151 * 1 2.3 20
162 • t 2 17
171 10

11

172 23

1

I80C 10

203 5

19

211 13

213A 14

21 3B 6
221 15

17

20
11

261 *» 2 •18
21

264 20

PD.

BOrANY(ront _•

'i22 1 14
S31 1 7
560 1 3

C E

201 1.2 11
202 1 20
240 1.2.3 15
241 1.2 6
286 1 4
310 I^r2 11
330 ».a 7
333 1.2 10
342 1.2 15
357 1.2 9
360 1.2 6
370 lA.2i 1

380 ^ 1 3
420 1A.2A 19
523 1 2
532 1 5
540 -4 6
561 1 18
S6S 1 21
570 1 15
576 1 9

CH E

225 1.2,3 7

226 1 21
325 1,2 1

330 1.2 13
334 1 2
338 1 22
420 1 3
444 1 10
455 1 14

561 1 5
565 1 9

CHEM
101 1 14
107 1.2. 12

111 1-7 3

112 1.2 13
113 1 13

2S0 1 3

261A 1 13

261B 1 12

261C 1 11

262 1 9

263A 1.2.3.4 3

265 1 3

310 1 13
471 1 10

2 20
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Gl PlN(cont.)
370 2

472 I

475 t

Otoe
145

. 155

331

340
363
370

GEOL
100
101

102

103

105
110
310
330
340
44 S

488
511
519
SS7

562

S7S

584

590b
590S

GERMAN
110

120

126

i90e
230

212

234

238
240

261

S

COURSE

1

1

2

1

I

I

1.2

1

1.2

I

1

2

1

1

I

1

I

I

I

i

I

1

I

1

1

1

1

22

22

10

S

8

19

14

23
12

12

2

2

23

16

20
• 7

IS

21

18

20
17

8

13

3

1

11

23

COURSE SECTION

CER.MAN(cont.)

IA.2B. 6

3C.4D.
5fc,6F,

7C.91.
lOJ.IlK.
1A.2R. 7

3C,4D
1 2

1 6
1 *
2 8
3 9
t 11

2 19

1 13

1 21

1 19

2 22

1 4

SECTION PD.

MILSCI
112

141

313
423

ncTc
301

341

410

412
421

422

423
425
437

MUSIC
100

101

102

110

HI
112

120A

120C

212
300
312

330
412
502

510
513
521

523
525
530
532

NAREST
100

NURSE
t.'J

2

1.2
1.2
1

1.2

1.2

3.4

1.2.3
4

1,2.3
1.2

1.2

3
4
I

I

I

1

2

I

1

1

2

3

I

1,2

1

2

3

4

1

2

1.2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1-

I

15

18

4

8

8
6

6

23
13

5

3

22

18

10

12

21

19

18

14

3

9

8

4

19

13

20
23

1

19

16

21

18

2

12

17

9

2

2

11

19

6

19

14

10

22

15

OOURSS SECTIOk PD.

80CI0L(con
241

261

281
311

321

325
326
420
440

'

444
460
481
488

22
2
2S
14

21

«
22

1

16

4
I

2)
I

2

261

29IA
310

351

403
432

S16

CREFK
110

197A
197B
220
S91A

HEBREW
lOl

201

HIST
100

101

110

IIS

120

121

1)0

140

141

ISO

151

232

282F
2901
290N
)00
302

J07

309
311

315
317

319
321

COURSE

1.2.3.4
1

2

lA

2B
I

1

I

lA

a

I

I

I

2

3

lA

2

lA

2B
3C

4

28
3C

6E
1

1

1

1

1

I

I

I

I

1.2
1

1

I

PI). COURSE

HISTCco
4 334

19 Jl».

16 14 S

18 3S0
4 3S3

21 360
10

363
364

S 367
19 369
19 178
11 381

7 400

IIOH EC

SKCTION PD. COURSE SECTION PD.

7

13

19

4

8

2

17

22

20

13

7

17

20

S

9

16

20
18

18

8

22

21

4

9

18

7

19

16

15

2

8
9

17

4

20

24
20

SECTION PD.

270
276
282
3SS

38 2A

19IA
S92B
S92C

HRTA
100

202

211

220
300
101

110
130

3S1

367

390B
49 3A

HUMDKV
300

382

I S
251

454
460
471

. 478
479
S90C

ITAL
110

COURSE

.2

.2

14

II

12

10

3

;o
22
10
22

3

9
12

4

3

5

1

2
14
4

II

4

6

4
5

7

3

16

4

17

21

14

1

23
15

6

23

22

9
22

8
4

17

13

4

NURSE Ccont.)
200
210
320
410
420

PEP
137

190A
I90B
211

230
310
330
370
401

PHIL
100

100

110

160

161

220
281

330

132
380
381

392A
49IB
S12

Soi

582

S92A

PHYSIC
116

119

I19A
141

142

161

162

171

172

C.7

.6

.2

.2

.2

9

23
22

7

12

21

19

11

16

8
16

9

7

14

23

23

23

9

22

22
14

S

23

13

2

21

II

16

17

3

15

4

6

10

11

9

13

9

16

1

17

19

13

20
17

19

18

14

20

1-5

SECTION PD.

PHYSIC(ront.)
197B

263
273
300
34 3

421
422
531

562
564

PLPATH
SO 3

SOO
SIO

PESO I

L

SOIA
SOIH
sole
SOU)
SO I y

SOIF
soir.

SOU!
SOli

SOU
S03
SOS
so/
SOS
SIl

SIS

S31A
S33B
S33<

•

S13D
S33E
S33K

- ST3G
.S^3I1

S331
S33J
S33K
S37
S39
S41

100

110
200
20S
2IS
25S

51S

A,2B

ITAL(cont.)

126

148
372
480

JAPAN
243

2

10

19

10

23

Jfl

202

JUDAIC

lOl 1

200 1

IJ^TIN

110 I

2

3

lis 1

125 1

135 1

140C 1

2

3

4
140P 1

210 1

220 1

298 1

U> OPR
SOIA 1

SOIR 1

SOIC 1

SOlO I

S03A 1

S03B 1

S03C I

807 1

LEGAL
252 3

39 3A 1

LINC
101 1

LS4R
ill 1

S82 1

272 1

102

COURSE

11

18

18

4

17

14

6
8
6

22

6
7

5

18

16

18

6

23
17

19

16

COURSK SF(HON PD.

M K(cont.)
210

211

230
310
311

320

330

390E
57S

576

581

586

MATH
S03
S04

1.2

1,2

1,2.3
1-4

I

1

1.2,3

1

I

I

1

16

I

SECTION PD.

SPAN
110 1-30 7

120 1-14 6

128 1.2 7

130 1-15 5

140 1-7 5

145 2

148 4

155 20
490C 16

220 1.2 20

221 13

SPORST
150 -• 3

150A 19

150B 19

150C 22

200 13

201 5

2.3 20

203 13

563 15

19

8
I

14

12

S

23
7

20
.4

8

20
9
14

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

10

23
IR

22

%

14

6

6
6
6

6

6
6

6

6
6

6

18

8
16

21

18

23
22

20

5

13

COURSE

PLSOIL(cont.)
530
S3S
540
555
560
575

POLISH
101

201
250

POLSCI
101

111

121

1318
151A
ISIB
161

203
208
219
249

255
292H
302

305

320 •

325

326H
334
336
337

340
344

347

354

356

360
361

362
371

374

i92H

lA

28
3
4
6

SECTION PD.

STATIS
121

140
415

451

SWEDSH
126

THEATR
icO

120

1.2

3

4.5
7.8
9
1-18

1

I

1.2

4
4
13
4

8
12

21

20

12

23

9
21

THEATR(conC.)
160 1

190A 1

261 1

282 I

UDTECH
401

508

VIILDLF

26IA
261B
396F

56 3A
563B

19

3
9
4

7

19

8
6
23
16

18

22
14

15

10
6
15

16

3

2

8

2

16

20

5

4

13

8

6
4

11

18

19

23

12

IS

21

8

8

9

18

23

21

3

11

12

12

10

23
12

6

13

IS

13

2

4

3

13

14

5

1

13

ZOOL
101

102
190A
235
245
250
261

290*
339
510
S21
S23
S27
S30
531

S3S
540
5M
580
566
590D
590H

59 7A
5978

on

100

104

I04S

no
IIOE

llOS

112

120

121

127

*

128

131

132 ,

133

1908

190C

229
233

COURSE

1

2

1

2

1.2
1-19

I

1.2.4

1,2

1

1

1-13

lS-18

20

1.2

1.4

6,7
8
1-8

10-13

lS-18
20-23

25,28
1.5

2.4
8

7,8
9,10
1-8

10-22
1-40

12

1

2

3.4

1.4

2

3

2

1.13

2

SECTION

20

1

I

2

2

COURSE SECTION

MATHCcont.)
213

233A
234

235

236

411
412
425
431

43IC
44 7

451

461
SIl

S34

MCT

PD.

POI.SCI(co«C

524

580

PORT
110
181

PSVCH
100A
lUOB
lOOG

105

llOA
llOB

HOC
IIOD

IIOE

150A
1508
I50C
ISOD

150E
20SA
20SB
208

240A
240R

240C
241

280A
3!0A
31 SA

31SB
31SH

320A '

320H
330A
315A
335B
350A
3S0B
3S0H
35S

360A
36011

370A
373

380

404
480
486A
486B
581

585A
S85B

.3

7

23

21

8

22
15

12

22

15

15

15

IS

21

12

20
10

12

22
15

13

18

4

16

23
19

II

12

3

22

4

4

14

2

20

13

9

3

18

16

I

22

17

14

10

14

23

21

6

4

16

15

301

314

330

331

347

365
444

NIC8I0
150

370
440
510
540

COURSE

3

*,6
S
7

8
9
10
II

12
I

1

2

3

4

S

8
1

2

1

1

1

1

2

3
4

8
1

1

1

1

1

1

1.2
5

4.8
7

9
3

5.7,8
h,2,4
3

1.2
1-4

1

3

SECTION

PSYCH(cont.)
591D

PL'B HL
123

301

304

320

331

360
361

540
SS3

S6I

S90F
S90Q

RIIET

lose

lOSF

RUSS
101

102

201

250
2SS

301

S BA
513 1.2 21

523 1,2 23
541 1.2.

^

3

572 IS

S83 17

59IH IS

SOCIOL
102 9

2A 16

103 lA 10

2B 14

104 10

104H 12

lOS 2A 9
106 2fr 17

107 10

23

109 3

no 3A 22

211 3
20

222 11

224 11

240 12

,2,3

.2.3

.2

11

22

17

14

17

1

II

8
8
8
7

IS

8
1

8
14

15

4

21

13

8

23

12

13

Best

of

luck

PD.

23

16

17

10

20
2

14

14

14

4

4

19
4
19

21

2
4
8
2

17

15

23

8

21

8
8
S

12

9
11

16

19

20
18

1

14

to

15

17

9

22

15

7

2

20

17

2
18

3

19

7

PD.

21

S
9
II

19
IS
12

2

8
13

5

23

22

14

8
19

6

1

7

I

18

7

.%
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t ist one into the pool is a rotten egg! UMass Mollis Colblentz leaps off
the starting block during last week's swim meet (Staff photo by Ellen
Davis)

SMALL OR TALL *

We have it all at the

GREAT SKI SNATCH
in the SUB

STARTS TOMORROW-12-10

Thurs. & Fri. 10-10

Sat. 10-5

Cross Country ft Alpine Clothing Cr Equipment #

Injury jinx strikes again;

B's Jonathan on shelf
BOSTON \UPI\ The Boston Bruins, who've already had their share of injuries this

season, got more bad news Tuesday when x rays showed a broken bone in the wrist of
Iniildog winger Stan Jonathan

They haven't decided whether to put a playing cast on it or a big cast" which would
keep Jonathan out of action, said coach Don Cherry. "They'll probably decide'
sometime Wednesday "

Cherry was pleased with his team's workout but couldn't stop talking about the
Sunday night come from behind 4 4 tie with Buffalo
"The Buffalo game was the biggest game of the year as far as I'm concerned. I was

more happy with the tie than any of our wins, expecially being down 4-1 in their
building Not many have said it, but they had only two shots on goal in the third
period, " Cherry said.

^

The Bruins worked on the power play, which has been in a continual state of flux
since the year started The new lineup has Mike Milbury and Dick Redmond at the
points, with Jean Ratelle centenng Bob Schmaut^ on the right and either Don
Marrotte, Rick Middleton or Wayne Cashman on the left.We think we have hit on the nght formula," Cherry said. "I'm pleased the way
Ratelle has come back. He was in a rut for awhile, but the Buffalo game was his best of
the year" •

Detenseman Brad Park, coming off knee surgery, is skating well and should be in the
lineijp within two weeks. Cherry said.

Gilles Gilbert will be in goal Thursday night when the Bruins host the Toronto Maple
Leafs Gerry Cheevers will play Friday night at Atlanta, Cherry said.

^4e3|c4c9|C9|c9|C9|e^:|c*^:|e]ie:|c:|c9|e:ic:|c9|e:|e:|c*3|c:|e:|C3|(^

WILD&CRAZV
SKIERS DEUGHT

vVJ^

TODAY 12-10 THURS & FRI 10-10 SAT 10-5

THE GREAT SKI
iSNATCHattheSUB

12 LOCAL SKI SHOPS • •

EQUIPMENT & CLOTHINGS NEW & USED •.

ALPINE & CROSS COUNTRY J

To'place a classified ad, drop hy the Col
logtan of fire (CC 113) botwpen 8'45 d m
iind 3 45 p m Monday through Friday, or
use oil' hdndy clip ^na mail form found in

most issues of thp Coll«'(|idn Cl.issifK'd

(Ir.Kllinr is 3 45 i) m two d.iys in .Ktvaiut-
of |)nl)lir.,ition datf

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c
per line, five consecutive issues, 40c per
line per day. 30 consecutive issues. 30c per
line per day One line is. roughly equivalent
to 38 characters.

AUDIO

Genesis One spkrs. $150 pr. or BO, call

6-6112, Adrienne, afternoon, late even.

AUTO FOR SALE

Ford F250 truck auto 3/4 ton P.B. PS.
with cap, asking $2795 967-5850

TS Triumph Spitfire 1600 exc. cond., new
paint, AM/FM, gd. radials. 25,000 mi. Ask
ing $2800, BO. Call 546-9624

'68 Opel, 86,000 miles. Fair condition. Ask-
ing $350, call Amit, 253-5121

'74 Toyota Celica ex cond. 323-4231

Upright piano. Fun to play. Reasonable.
Days-253 3324, eves. -549-1588, Nancy.

1 pr. rust leather boots. Brand new.
Worn 3 times. Overlapping top cuff, two
inch heel Bought at $82, will sell at $65.
Call 549-2738. Size 8.

LOST

Lost gold chain at Pub 11/9/78, sentimen-
tal value, please call 546-6654, reward.

photo-sun

Rossignol ST 660 w/ Nevada Grand Prix
bindings, onginal value $280, skis 185 in

length — have been used 5 times and are in

excellent condition, will sacrifice for $130.
Call 253 5889 ask for Paula.

'70 Camaro perfect body, 4 Cragars, 60's
in back, eng. needs work, $750 or BO,
6-5304

ENTERTAINMENT

Hottest band around! 'Smooth Sailing'

for bookings anywhere, call John,
546-4646

FOR RENT

Quiet non-smoker wanted for own rm.
in 2 bedrm apt., Amherst Center. Avail,

after 12/20. $92.50+. Call 253-7986, esp.
after 6 p.m.

1 or 2 bdrm. apt., avail. 12/1, $220/mo..
exc. location. Call 253-2901.

FOR SALE

- 1978 TR7 Good cond. $4200, 665-7512

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call
Dennis Delap, 256-8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

FOUND

Found -male Calico (?) cat in Southwest
area. Please call 546-7540 or 546-7536.

HELP WANTED

Undergraduate students— deadline ex-
tended—student activities office is

searching for 3 part time (15 hrs. wk.) for

academic yr. in general programs, film, &
publicity/communications. Apply in SAO
(SU416) with 3 reference letters by noon
November 17, 1978. Specify position(s) ap-
plying for. An equal opportunity/affirm-
ative action employer

Rossignol Roc skis 190cm. 549-3937

1974 Honda CB360 $400 546^6358

Beautiful 14KT Gold chains ft bracelets
great for Xmas & bdjy gifts, lowest prices
around, call 6-1164 for info.

1909 Camaro 307 runs well, $700 or 80.
546-6358

Panasonic stereo, speakers Er turntable

$90, computer chess $60, SR-52 calculator

$153. Call Don, 546-6980 '

Only couples can do Jtl Dating couples
wanted for research study on close relation
ships conducted in UMass psychology
department. Possible large time commit-
ment, some hourly pay available. Call
545-1349.

100% profit, no exp. nee. in sales, call

Mike, 253-2491. 6-8 p.m.

The People's Gay Alliance has a work-
study position available. Person will be
responsible for a variety of office duties.
$3.50/hr. 12 15 hrs./wk.' For more info,

please stop by the P.G.A. office, 413 SUb!
545-0154 •

Silver wired, photo sun prescription

glasses, please call Lisa, 253-5482.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

PERSONALS

Nifties need never know how nifty ads
appear in npt so nifty newspapersi

!

Happy birthday Fern Lee Goten 8 p.m..
my treat! Love, B.S.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers 20% off
all reg. priced merch. to all college students
& staff. Remember your ID!

To Tom. Andy, Ellen, Kathy. Elaine.
Pooh. Robin & Kevin happy whatever?!?
You're catching up! Tough isn't it?

Joyous natal felicitations to Stubby,
Kevin, Pooh, And/, Kathy, Elaine, and
Tom. Yahoo! \
See Shu's sandwich board for more info.

RIDE WANTED
North Jersey (Morristown) for Mon.,
1 1/20. Will share expenses. Paul: 6-7108

Ride for 2 needed to/from Moody Blues
concert, Spfd. Nov. 17th, share gas $,

leave message for Tammy at Collegian of-

fice.

ROOM WANTED
Room wanted for female— need bus
route, wanted Dec. 1 or Jan. 1, call

256-8491

ROOMMATE WANTED
Room for quiet male non-smoking stu-

dent, share bath, kitchen, lounge with
other students, $105/month 253-7841.

Roommate wanted for own bedroom In
four bedroom house in Belchertown.
$87.50 for now until Jan. 1st with option
for after Jan. 1st, call 323-7324

1 or 2 roommates wanted frm. Jan. 1 or
Feb. 1 for spring semester, call 253-2424.

SERVICES

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.
Huge selection of gold, silver, diamond ear-
rings and unusual gifts. Silverscape
Designs. 264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,
Mass. 253 3324.

WANTED
Free— kitten looking for off-campus hous-
ing, if you can give me a loving home with
room to move, call 546 6920, Mary Beth

'Wanted! Two tickets to Grateful Dead.
New Haven, Nov. 25. 542-2599 . Desperate!

Wanted: any student who had Prof. Rot-
tenburg for Econ 203 Honors, please call

253-2662, ask for Steve.

Rock band needs cellar or garage to
rehearse in. Will pay $40/month (price
negotiable) (local Amherst area). Call Rich,
546^3248.

WANTED TO RENT

To sublet or rent. 2 bedroom apt. in

Amherst starting Jan., 79, call 546-7011 or
546-7025.

One room kitchen bath privileges, need
car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

SKI IN^RUCTORS NEEDED

Mount Snow Ski School is seeking part-
time ski instructors (weekends and
holidays) for the 78-79 season. Hiring clinic

Dec. 16th & 17th. For application contact
Jim Garstang, (802) 464-3333.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal. General
Practice, low cost legal representation for
UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PVZZLE
ACROSS

1 American
pttjKident

5 Reneat
9 Poplar

14 Concerning
2 words

16 Solo
16 Fence paM
17 — Calienic

18 Audit procf-

dures 2

Aords
20 Poftuquese

Tiuney
?i Rigid

;? Lunch e g
23 Change
25 Theater ar

eas

27. Swill

29 Sore
30 Mange
34 Wine cup
36 Patronage

38 Power
39 Rocket lue!

2 words
42 Across Pre-

lix

43 U S satellite

44 Born
45 CoHjunc lions

46 Title

4/ Slate

49 Not Iresh

51 TaKes five

54 Defensive
garb Brit

58 Seed •

60 Aid
61 Writer of

a sort

63 Creeper
64 Ornament
65 Utah s

flower

60 Other
67 Creed
68 Angered
69 Luge
DOWN

1 Diadem
2 Cherub
3 Cold dish

2 words
4 Bristly plant

^ 5 Gnaws
6 Basket
7 Expert on
the past

B Cereal

9 Trees
10 Tread

,11 Type
12 B PO E

UNITED Feature Syndicate
TuCMlay Putiia Soi^d

G * nr p

i
*

u

71 Wo TIu V^1
» w I R rH« N

N

f N

c C s Alls 1 R E

A I p « N^ M U S E

h'o > c i^Hs "jl 1 Lr^^
flf^Hf U 1' wVt.s A

I

V

I

T
' s> s . ntrtrta D

a"R '< ^
Rpi E

•

n?
' ' f < R A (

't N I ^ sBs 1 p^^l
CIAJL r* ^1 lu C K E T

f?TĤU Mjf » I HS T E V E

H^ ilC'Ji ' ft

"1 r
A

i
1 E N

TO R ' c| C R E^ilMlHIL
A M c s T

pen-

rtiembers

13 Den
19 Gang
24 Streets

26 E Can
insula

28 Vigor

30 Sun
31 Wild gera
mum

32 Skm prob-

lem

33 — noire Fr

34 Hammett
canine

35 Time of day
37 Big Cana-

dian export

38 Talent

40 — and outs
41 Adjective

suffix

46 Girls name
48 Departs
49 Scorched
50 Feudal lord

52 Taut

53 Stallion

54 Go on —
55 Tease
56 Satellite

57 Monster
59 Walked
62 Greek letter

YOUR BIRTHDAY

WEDNESOAV, NOVEM-
BER IS

Bon> today, you are one
of thow extraordinarily

curioiu individuals wtio

can nevei^ leave well

enouKh alone. Kor thu rea-

son, you Ruy have to sus-.

tain more troubles in your

lifetime than most people.

You will also expenence,
more of what life has to

offer foe you will never let

any possible involvement

escape you You are a

cheerful person , one who
takes the tune to pass on

an optimistic mood to

those who may be feeling

"down "

You enjoy success , but

are not afraid of failure.

You insist upon accepting

whatever blame is due

you . though yoik may not

always insLst upon receiv-

ing earned glory, which is

a mistake
Also born on this day are:

John Karr, actor: Falix

Frinkfurtar. noted Su-

preme Court Justice of the

Roosevelt era.

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow , find

your birthday and re. J the

corresponding paragraph
I*t your birthday star be

your daily guide

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER
It

SCORPIOfOct. M-Nov
ni - Artistic efforts may
not succeed today You
would do well to serve your

businesji intere.sts at this

time
SAGITlARIUS(Nov. ZZ-

Dec. Z1) - Present clouds

may not have a silver

lining. F.ven so, you can
meet adversity with calm
determination.
CAPRlCORNtDec. 22-

Jan 19) - Don't confii.se

excitement with interest

XYie one can bring you
pleasure, the other consid-

erable pain
AQUARIUS(Jan ZO-Feb

11) - The pre-ssures of a

long day may tend to spoil

the evening Make an ef-

fort to relax. Converse;

read
PISCES(Feb 1«-March

20) - Display a special

talent This is an excellent

time to ask for an evalua-

tion of your work. Aim
high
ARIES4March Zl-April 1«)

- Bu.sinpss affairs keep

you from joining others in

planned activity for fun

Even so lake tmie for rest

TAURUS4Aprll 20-May 20)

- C^ome to a meeting of

minds with co-worker.s

You may have to give

considerable time to prob-

lem solving

QEMINKMay 21 June 20) -

Close friends make this a

special day for you Don't

be surpri.sed to find your-

self in an honored position

CANCER(Juna21-July ZZ)

- A journey takes the time

you had planned tor other

things Don't allow frustra-

tions to spoil PM hours.

LEO(July Z3-Aug It) -

Revise the budget to tit

your new view of what is

and what is not nere.ssary

for the "good" life.

VIRGOfAug ?3-Sepl 22)-

Where other people's

money is involved ,
you

would do well to make no

unilateral decisions Seek

open support
LIBRAtSept Z3-0ct 22)-

Early mormng hours may
not yield the opportunity

for gain you expected He-

solve old problems a new

I
STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE

DEADLINE EXTENDED
is searching for three (3) part-time Program Assistants (15

hours/week) for academic year in the following areas:

General Programs, Film, and Publicity/Communications.

Qualifications: Knowledge of and experience in the job area

applied for and in student activities; ability to work closely

and communicate with students and staff; organizational

skills; matriculated undergraduate student in good standing

with a good imagination; able to start work immediately.

Remuneration: $3.00 per hour. •

Apply in person at Student Activities Office (SU 416) with

three letters of reference by noon November 17, 1978.

Please specify which position(s) you are applying for.

An affirmative action/equal opportunity employer

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

IF I MA-y Ahf^,

sia, iMny ARe^im OUT ThBRE
PRACJiQNf} UJim
iOiM CmRADe^''!

I'MTHB

QUARTER-
BACK.

Does THAT
M5AN you

DON'T PLAT'

THAT%RI6HT
LJU5T5rTH£RB
ANP U/AlT FOR.

50MnhlN6K)
HAPPEN TO BIUY
KILMER'S KNEES

THEY LOOK
pRE-TTy srmic
FROMHERE

iKNou lum
JUriT THINKJN6

OFOOlNCiW
A MOVIE.

\Nally Dorf by Rob Ranney

CifcumciSioK ij to-tc4U

o«rtec«SV^ry — and f>oteHti<^llj mut; [o^ed for life, and robbec/

c(iap«" fwM.

Please, Ji*i,

Aot in +A<

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

MKE. s/^Wo's

GOT A

byMarky Freen

THE UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM
presents

PROFESSOR GERARD
BRAUNTHAL

P«partm«iit of Political Science

Thursday, November 16

3:00 p.m.

"TERRORISM AND
THE WEST GERMAN

NEW LEFT"
Coffee and discussion will follow

MON SAT 3:00-6:00

f" HAPPY HOUR

I

I

I

I

I

DISCOUNTS ON ALL
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

BEERS

only at

imiwil
57 N Pleasant St.

2535141
Across from the fire station
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TABLE TENNIS
SUPPLIES

at

A.J. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

What is the evolution of

O'Keefe according to Darwin?
^ Ksl theie *iis Iht! idea

A btv* wilh d hedrtv ttiirb<xli»"il (Idvoi A quaK snioiith and ecjs\

c|iji(H) down A tdnkttrd with a head lull of pridf That is the orajiti

tit the b()tM les O Ketle

Having adapted and different idtcd itst-lt O Ktvfe prospers and
prolileiates ihruuiitioirt the land It s a fx-ite* t exatnple ot the

suivival ol tht lillest And it's also taecause It b tiM) (j(K)d to gulp

1

r.^

.<f>\cS^<^\^9°^^
.-%

xe<N<^^ o<^» ri^

(J'^O^^cS?'

K<.^^^

^^
;^

PRETERM
Ifyou have
an unwanted
pregnancy...
talk with one of our counselors about your

decision.

Abortion/Gynecological Care/Vajectomy/ Tubal Ligation

licensed non profit Reproductive Health Center

»2 BEACON ST ,
BROOKLINE MASS 02146

(617) 7386210

PRETERM

Just Shake it

and Let it Fall into Place.

Tlie Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows so it never

loses its shape

And because your hair falls naturally into place,

all you have to do is shake it.

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14 00
whether you re a guy or a gal Anrfno appointments

are ever necessary

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all, but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you.

Jp=^^.^_

Imported from Canada by Ceoturv Importers. Inc lieiw MsrV, NY
j4

Is itSide
toloiWL
apen?

Is it tra^y to love marker pens that give you the smoothest, thinnest line m
town and feehso right myouf hand' Is it mad to worship pens jvitti clever

little metal ' colleirs" to keep their plastic points from getting squishy'

Not if tt>e pen is a Pilot marker pen
Our Razor Point, at only 79C, gives

ihe kind of extra fine delicate line you'll flip

over And for those times you want a little less
j

line, have a flmg with our fine point

69C Fineliner it has the will and fortitude to

actually write through carbons

So. don't settle for a casual reiationstup

Gel yourself a lasting one, or two, to have
and to hold . at your college book store

Pilot Corp of America. 30 Midland Ave .

Port Chester, New >brk 10673 v"

finelne marker pens
^i

presents

Tropt,\ca\
B^T'

9
AffwP

The Running Character on

ABC-TV'S 'Baretta'

WED,- SAT, NOV. 15 -18

®
Commsiiid Performance
^-rr— ... ,„ ....

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart

Mon. -Sat., 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

586 0090

Kmart Opens
THURSDAY, NOV. 16

.'J-

WED. NIGHT
CONCERT SERIES

8:30 pm
Blijf^qras* soundn of the

ANDY MAY
GROUP

Mall Hours: 10 AM to 10 PM, Monday thru Saturday

Rt. 9 in Hadley, Between Northampton and Annherst

OUTS PHONE! Vermont splashes swirnwomen
Dial New York direct lor

national scores and features!

Men Fri 8am Sp m
Sun Fn Sprn. II pm
Sun Fri II p m.-Bo.tn.

All Day Sat

Sun 8a.m -Sp.m.

SPOHTSPHONtisaseivico-niarkol Hh..ne Piuyum-

V212-999-1313
(S) New EnglandTelephone

come TO fl

CONFERENCE

NOV 17-19
flTn.Y.U.

LEflRfl fiBOUT
SOUTH flFRICfi

Theft k/itl be.

a. bus kCiVirtQ -Fr^m

UfH4SS Fndctu for

-SHtS663-

of ^^htir^ krcc. 'i Mie f«f info

LISTEN!

By KEVIN CULLEN *

and LAURA FRANK
Collegifin Staff

II you're going to lose your opening swim meet, you might as

^ell lose it in the last race with a record time beating you.

That's what happened to the UMass women's swimming and
diving team when they dropped the opener, 69-62, to

Vermont in Burlington

Co captain Deh Shwartz won the 100 yard breastroke with

Maryanne Primavera taking third, tying the score at 62 62 and
setting the aquatic stage for a dramatic 200 yard freestyle relay

that decided the meet.

Vermont's relay of Davil, Mason, Bates, and Bunker set a

new UVM record with a time of 1 ;50.4, as they collected the

seven deciding points. The UMass relay of co captain Rachel

Mack, Betty Carrier, Cindy Boyack, and Caroline Benjamin

touched three tenths of a secqnd after the Vermont record.

Shwartz was a triple winner at Vermont. Along with her

bieastroke victory she won the 200 yard freestyle and the 100

yarrl butterfly.

Primdvera took a couple of firsts. She won the 100 yard

individual medley in 1:11.4 and also sprinted to a 50 yard

breastroke win
Benjamin and Lynn Lutz gave UMass its other firsts.

Beniamin won the 100 yart* freestyle in 58.9 seconds, while

Lutz provided UMass with its only victory in the distances with

a win in the 500 yard freestyle in 6:00. 1

.

In both the required and optional diving events, Chris Bullard

finished second and Suzy Strobel took third.

UMass got second place finishes from Mack in the 50 yard

freestyle, Cindy Piela in tfie 50 yard butterfly, and Benjamin in

the 100 yard backstroke.

Gail Holland took a coupe of thirds in the 50 and 100

backstroke, while Kim Murphy placed third in the 50 butterfly.

Lutz had enough stamina to take a third in the 200 freestyle.

"There were some really good times and some very bad
times, but generally everyone performed quite well, " UMass
coach John Nunnelly said. "We made note of our specific

weaknesses and we'll improve"

You've heard him on

2>^ WBZ, WIMEW, WHEB,
WSRS WDRC, WGIR,

^ or one of the 24 radio

k-L*' ^jy^L^* stations that carry ihe

incomparable "Ski Reports by Roxy" twice daily

Now you can read Roxy s inside account of the ski

industry and all about his career as the East Coast's

first and foremost ski reporter He'll give you the run

down on the ski areas of New England. You II learn

where to go to play the singles game as well as

where to find the best slopes and accommodations.

Fact packed and fun to read" Look for it at your

favorite book store or ski shop or send $6 75 (ppd i to:

Roxy's Ski Guide
TO NEW ENGLAND

I?

THE EAST WOODS PRESS
6000 Kingstree Drive, Box H
Charlotte. NC 28210

(704)554 7020

Poloists fifth in N.E. tournament
The UMass water tpo\o club concluded their season with a

fifth place finish in the Division 1 New England Championship

at Brown University. Heading into the tournament, they were

seeded sixth and given the role of the underdog.

In the opening game vs. Yale, UMass played extremely well,

but were over matched by the size, strength and depth of the

Elis.

UMass's best chance for an upset was to be against Harvard

in a previous game these two left with some very bad feelings.

The game was close until the fourth quarter. George Collias,

UMass' leading scorer, played only a few minutes before he

was booted out for the game, for three major fouls. Joel Meltz

and Chris Lomas took over and played their best polo of the

season, with Meltz scoring three goals. But without any ex-

perience from the bench, UMass succumbed in the final

quarter.

UMass did salvage a victory over Dartmouth. Previously,

they lost to the Hanover team, but this time they were seeking

positive results. They got it from Collias as he scored four

goals, Lomas' three and Stu Carlisle's two. The final score

was 9-6.

Polo notebook: Anyone interest in playing water polo may

come to the Boyden pool M-f at 6:00... Bill Tharion received an

honorable mention for New England goalie.

18 Main St
LIQUORS

253-5441

BEAT
THE WEEKEND CROWDS!!

EARLY-BIRD SPECIALS
KEGS

$21.00 and up
in-store specials

SCHMIDT'S
$5.49

12 oz. NR's

LIEBFRAUMILCH
$1.99

23 oz. 10% ale, by vol.

CROSS'
SINCE IBdB

PGM
R€RLLS
LG/1DVCR/1SGRS

We stock a complete

selection of accessories

tor America's Finest

Writing Instruments

ball pen and soft tip pen

refills, pencil leads and

erasers

ST. JACOB LIEFRAUMILCH
50.7 oz., 10% ale. by vol.

avaUable at

M:.\^^
'n«!i mhcr«i

I

>A/ARRANTEO TO BE

Pendleton\MoolenMills
' PORTLAND, OREGON

I OO '^o V/IOGII^ ^/OOL

BiBSS

Come to Amherst

Center for quality &
selection

Come in and check

our selection of

Pendleton wool

shirts and wool

sports wear for

women...

University of Massachusetts / Annherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Vladiipir

Conductor jnd Piano Soloist

th

' I

:

Q
ortly at

HOMPSON'S
N Pleasant St Amherst

L

61>aipber

Oreljestra
Tuesday, Novennber 21 8 pm

I'he program consists of Symphony No. 40 - G

Minor by Mozail ; Piano Concerto, B Flat - K 595

by Mozart : Serenade for Strings, Opus 22 by

Dvorak.

FINE /RTS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale. General public - $8, 7, 6.

UAAass students $3.50, 3, 2.50. Senior citizens

arid ottier students - $7, 6, 5.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations^
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Cowens in command
BOSTON ll/f/| Davt Cowens, the 6 foot 8 center whose

/est for baoketball earied him all league status in a position
where he continually conceded height and weight, yesterday
was named player coacii of the struggling Boston Celtics.

Cowens, 30, became 'u- seventh Celtics' coach in their 32
plus year history and tl '^ second player coach. The redhead
replaced tfie fired Tom S nders, who will remain with the club
as chief scout and public i >lations worker.

Cowens, the Celtics' thiid coach in 11 months, six-time all-

star and 1973 League IS/IVP will follow in the footsteps of Bill

Russell, who was player coach from 1966 69.

Cowens, a vegetarian who was dressed in a blue golf sweater

and tie, was flanked by General Manager Red Auerbach,
owner John Y Brown and his wife Debbie at the news
conference.

"Since I have had no coaching experience whatsoever, I

have to be prepared or forewarned not to let coaching
interfere with my playing, " said Cowens. "When Bill Russell

was the coach, he happened to have the best player in the

league on h\i§ team We don't have that" ,

"I think the knowledge is there, " said Sanders, when asked
how he assessed the Cowens move. "He always thinks about
the game and plays it year round. The head is there, and
that's important."

Sanders, feeling that the team's poor record was the reason

for his dismissal, said "The only thing I have to deal with is the

2 12 record There obviously are a lot of reasons for that.

Whether I got a fair shake or not. that's immaterial. " he said.

The appointment of Cowens, a free spirit who intensely

guards his private life, came two years and four days after he

left the club for 63 days because he could not endure the

special status accorded to athletes. It also continued a Celtic

tradition of hiring former and present players to coach the

team
Since Auerbach retired as coach in 1966, the Celtics have

been guided by Russell, Tom Heinshon. Sanders and now
Cowens

"I never envisioned myself as a coach. You can't blame our

situation on the coach But I would rather play for myself th^n
have someone from outside tfie Celtics' family come in from
the outside. " he said.

The Florida Stale graduate, the Celtics' top draft pick in 1970
and CO rookie of the year in 1971. faces a herculean task. The
floundering Celtics, once the pride of the NBA, are 2-12 and
mired in the cellar of the Atlantic Division.

"We're not going to win on my smarts." cautions Cowens.
"We'll win because the players will get together and put forth

what It takes We have to pay attention to detail, run plays

sharply We'll have to be strict, we'll have to be fundamental
and eliminate the small mistakes that have kept us from
winning "

Auerbach said the position was offered to Cowens late

Monday after they discussed the team's niserable start with

Brown. He said K.C. Jones and Bob MacKinnon would stay

on s assistant coaches.
"It wasn't premeditated or anything like that." Auerbach

said. We didn't dream he would be so inclined. But he's a

very thorough guy and you appreciate that when you get

involved in the coaching situation. We're happy beyond
words "

Auerl)ach also emphasised Cowens would be in charge of

the team. He said any personnel moves would have to be
cleared with Cowens before they were made.
'We will never force a player on Dave. He's going to run this

thing down the line and bring back the pride we feel we have
and fost a little of, " he said.

The length of Cowens' coaching stint was not divulged. He is

under a three year contract which recently was re negotiated

at Brown's request

Cowens said he talked with his college and high school

coaches about the problems of coaching.

They warned me about not getting into too much dialect.

But I have the confidence we will come around. The players In a surprise move Dave Cowens was named player-

are confused enough now. Whether they will work for me, I
coach of the Boston Celtics, succeeding Tom "Satch"

don't know, he said. Sanders who was fired yesterday.

Sports Notices
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL -Any undergraduate women interested in trying out

for the women's intercollegiate basketball team please come to NOPE on Friday,

Nov. 17 at 6 p.m. Come dressed and ready to play.

SKI TEAM- -Candidates for the UMass varsity ski teams, both men and women,
will meet to organize for the coming race season in room 305 Moldsworth Hall on
Thursday, Nov. 16, at 7:00 p.m.

INTRAMURALS -Entry forms are now available at the IM office, 215 Boyden,
for 3 on 3 basketball. Entries are due Nov, 22.

HOCKEY CLASS -The hockey class, under the General Physical Education
Department, is seekir g people who may be interested in goal tending. The class

meets TuTh at 8:00 a.m. at the Orr Rink. Anyone interested please drop by the

General Physcial Education office, Boyden 224, as soon as possible.

Mark Marchand

On friendly terms

Connie Nappier (42) gets the unenviable task of guarding Mark

Haymore (44) during last week's basketball scrimmage at Greenfield High

School. Tonight th# Minutemen travel to the Pittsfleld Boys Club for their

third and final pre-season scrimmage before fhey open the season on

Nov. 29 against the Harvard Crimson at the Cage, game time 7:30. (Staff

photo by Steve Zack)

During last Thursday's visit here, Red Sox
great Carl Yastrzemski mentioned
something about a little known rule that still

remains today on the books in major league

baseball. The rule that Yaz spoke of was
the "no fraternization" rule. Broken down;
it means that players wearing uniforms and
of opposite teams may not "fraternize"

(talk, shoot the breeze) before or during a

league contest.

Being a rabid baseball fan and finding

myself somewhat in doubt about the

existence of the rule, I spoke with Ken Lord

of the Boston Globe who informed me that

the rule does indeed exist. The Globe's

afternoon editor went on to say that it is the

specific job of the third base umpire to sit in

the stands before the contest and observe

the pre-game happenings to detect cases

of fraternization amongst members of

opposite teams or with the fans. Under
Rule #309 of the major-league rules, the

players are subject to a fine if found guilty

of "fraternization".

Confirmed of the rule's existence, I found

myself wondering if major league baseball

was indeed "big business" and not just the

national pastinne. Keeping such a rule on

the books can only serve to make basebaH a

colder, more archaic sport than the

"BasebaH Fever; Catch It", commercials

make it to be. Although not frequently

enforced, major league players are subject

to fines under this rule even for signing

autographs for fans.

According to Yaz, players aren't supposed

to "fraternize" unless they are former

teammates and were separated by a trade.

To me, discouraging friendships in this

manner can take away from the serene,

front -window image that baseball is

purported to have.

This archaic, but present rule was
originally put in the books to discourage

bets on the game and little "pre-game
deals", according to Lord. The uselessness

of the rule in question here is so obvious

that I will refrain from elaborating any
further. Baseball has changed since then

and does not need this rule.

My beef is: if this rule is really not in use

(one rat sly hears of a player prosecuted for

this), w) ' the hell is it still on the books?

One theory that I humbly contribute is that

it provides amunition for an umpire who
finds himself under constant fire from a

specific player. An umpire who was
embarrased by a player in front of a large

crowd on one day may pay more careful

attention to the social activities of that

player on the succeeding day. But, this

remains to be seen as any example of this in

recent history has either been covered up

or just hasn't happened.

I readily admit that the rule has good
intentions. One does not want to see

Carlton Fisk become a fast friend with

Thurrrwn Munson on the field and ruin an

intense nvalry , but a few words exchanged

on a professional level does not constitute

fraternization with the enemy.

I think that the founding fathers of

basebaM were trying to prevent a "country-
club" atmosphere between both clubs, but

today's heated races and empire-like

contracts remove any chance for Fisk and
Munson to be seen comparing pictures of

their children before a game without a rule

discouraging it.

There is enough dissension within the

teams themselves (Sutton-Garvey,
Oakland) without having a rule that is

supposed to promote unfriendliness

between teams.
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Town must insoect UM
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

The state Department of Public Health
has told Amherst it must inspect university-

owned family housing units which town of-

ficials had said they were not responsible
for inspecting.

The order could assist tenants in the
housing, who contend state sanitary code
violations exist in the units, which endanger
their health and safety.

In a letter sent to Amherst Housing In-

spection Chief Chester Penza, the depart-

ment stated local boards of health have
authority and responsibility to enforce the
State Sanitary Code up>on the profjerties

owned and controlled by the UMass
Building Authority, among other state

agencies.

Penza last night said he would not com-
ment on the letter, due to a current court
case, which prompted the departnnent's in-

struction. The case involves graduate stu-
dent Jose Trejo, who filed suit agair>st

Amherst for its refusal to inspect his North
Village Ap>artment.

Hampshire County Sup>erior Court Judge
llene Griffith last week denied a request by
Trejo for a preliminary injunction requiring
Amherst to perform the inspection. At the
time, University Legal Service Organization
attorney Steven Bauhmhol said he ex-
pected the state department to issue an ad-
visory ruling.

Baumhol yesterday said the
department's ruling has broad implications
for "local communities all across the state
wherever state-owned residential housing
units may be located."

Amherst had refused to inspect the units,"
which tenants claim violated state sanitary
codes, saying they were built on state-
owned property outside the jurisdiction of a
private community, and would require
more time and effort than the town has
available.

The conclusions sent to Penza in the
eight-page letter from lawyer Gerald J.

Billow state "the state university and col-

leges and their building authorities are liable

to Sanitary Code enforcement, in the same
manner as municipal corporations or
private universities.

"Local boards of health have authority,

as agents of the state, to enforce the
Sanitary Code on state campuses," the rul-

ing said.

Trejo needs an inspection citing code
violations to justify non-payment of rent.

Trejo is one of the 120 tenants who par-

ticipated in a two-month rent strike in pro-
test of a $19 monthly rent increase at

university-owned units. The University later

began eviction procedures against tfie

strikers.

Although rent strike leaders officially call-

ed off the strike, early last week, it is

unclear how nt&ny tenants are still

withholding rent,

Penza said the state's instruction was
"nothing but a legal opinion" and said he
would wait to talk to town attorney John F.

Murphy before making further comment.
He also said action by the town's inspection

department would not begin until after

Amherst receives a decision in the court
case

CAGED: What are these two people doing? Turn to page 4 to find out.

Course guides out today
Combined course and teacher evaluation

and' course description guides will be
distributed throughout campus today, said

Mark Flaherty, chairman of the
Undergraduate Student Senate Academic
Affairs Committee.
A spokesman from the University

Publications Office told Flaherty yesterday

the guides should be delivered last night or

this morning - rougbly a week late.

However, the spring semester course

registration deadline has been extended to

Nov 28 to compensate for the late arrival

of the guides, according to Asst. Provost

Esther Terry.

The home of the Amherst Tenants Association, a backer of the rent control
referendum. (Staff photo by Joanne Quinn)

Amherst voters face
rent question - again
By MARY FRAIN
Collegian Staff

For the second time in two years, Amherst
voters will have a chance to reject or en-

dorse rent control in a referendum Nov. 20.

The rent control act, if passed, would roll

back rents to their May, 1978 level. A five

member board, appointed by the Board of

Selectmen to have subpoena power over

landlord and tenant records would be
charged with enforcing the rent control

regulations, which would include:

ensuring landlords make a fair profit.

-regulating rent increases and decreases
-holding hearings at which landlords show

cause for eviction.

Amherst currently is in the throes of an
ever-worsening housing shortage. In 1970,

the US Census Bureau found the town's
rental units had a vacancy rate of 1 .2

percent. The federal government says a

housing shortage exists if there is a

vacancy rate of 5 percent.

Not only has UMass been growing since

1970, but this summer juniors were
exempted from on-campus residency

requirements, allowing some 4-5,000

students to become potential tenants.

Selectmen came out in opposition to the

rent control act in a statement released

Monday. They charge the rent control act

will, among other things, reduce the town's

tax income from rental properties by ap-

proximately $131,000.

Chairman Diana Romer, said. "If you have
rent control, then the profit goes down and
the taxes go down

."

Landlord profits are currently dependent
on their tax rate, which was computed for

the current tax year by the Board of

Assessors and the Lynn consulting firm of

McGee and Magane. «

The board of assesors uses a.formula that

subtracts owner's costs from rent revenue.

Depreciatk>n is then subtracted, and fair

rate of return on landlord investment is also

calculated in.

The final figure is multiplied by the tax

rate, and the result is the landlord's tax bill

for the year.

Costs are only estimates because lan-

dlords are not required to show their books
to assessors. Costs are considered to be

monies used for maintenance needs and
repairs. Losses from an assumed four to six

percent vacancy rate are also figured in.

despite the fact that Amherst's vacancy
rate currently is much lower,

James E.A. Lumley of Pelham, an
Amherst landlord, said "there's not the

pressure for apartment housing" for certain

months of the year, "I don't care what they

say," he said of the census bureau figure.

Rents in the Amherst area have "in-

creased by just under one-third" ?ince

1973, according to selectmen. Landlords

say part of the reason for this is their

maintenance costs have skyrocketed.

"It's tough to pay your operating ex-

penses with rents as they are now," said

Lumley,
Mary Wentworth, of the Rent Control

Now Committee, cited Brandywine,
Townhouse and Brittany Manor apartment
complexes as having been in financial

difficulty. But, she said, "I think they're not

due to maintenance costs, they're due to

poor management .

"

"But, no one knows because we aren't

allowed to look at their records. Under the

rent control act we could, " said Went-
worth,
Lumley said when the rent control

referendum came up two years ago, he let

some of his tenants look at his books. But,

he said, he coukd not remember their

names.
Stephen Puffer Jr., Alan Cohn and Robert

Shumway, other Amherst landlords, could

not be reached for comrrient.

The selectmen also object to the proposed
rent control act on grounds it will inhibit

construction of new housing.

Romer, Lumley and Wentworth agreed it

is no longer profitable for builders to build

unsubsidized housing in the United States.

The rent control act would r.t effect

housing built in 1979, but Romer said, "you

still have to ask yourself what happens over

a period of time."
Wentworth said "we haven't had rent

control and we haven't had any new
housing."
The selectmen also object to the act

because they claim the law "would cause

large losses to small investors."

But, Wentworth said, the law will not

affect pecn'e who are renting out a small

number ci wnits in the place they live to

help suppor; themselves.

"If they live in their own apartment house

Turn to page 6
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Jetliner crashes;

200 may be dead
united Press International

COLOMBO, Sri Lanka - A chartered

Icelandic Airlines OC-8 jetliner carrying

nearly 250 Moslems home from a

pilgrimage to Saudi Arabia crashed at

Colombo Airport yesterday during a heavy
thunderstorm. First reports said at least 200
persons were killed

There were conflicting reports as to the

exact number of persons aboard and
whether any of them survived the crash

which happened as the jetliner was making
its landing approach.
Sri Lanka Radio said the plane carried 240

Moslems returning from a pilgnmage to

Mecca, the holy city in Saudi Arabia, and
that none of them survived.

But a spokesman for Icelandic Airlines in

New York said the plane carried 262 per-

Bons-249 pilgrims plus a crew of 13-and

that at least 47 persons, including four

crewmembers, had survived.

, He said the pilgrims had boarded the plane

in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, the ckMest in-

ternational airport to Mecca, and were
flying to Indonesia with a stopover in

Colombo.
If '\he initial reports of more than 200 dead

are correct, the disaster would be the worst

crash ever involving a chartered jetliner and

second worst single-plance disaster. It

woudi also be the third worst disaster in

aviation history.

The previous worst disaster involving a

chartered jetliner occurred Aug. 3, 1975,

when a chartered Boeing 707 hit a

mountainside near Agadir, Morocco, killing

188 p>eople.

On March 3, 1974, a Turkish DC-10 jet

crashed at Ermenonville near Paris, killing

345 p>eople in the worst crash involving a
single plane.

The worst crash in aviation history

happened March 27, 1977, when a KLM
Boeing 747 taking off crashed into a

chartered Pan-Am 747 at Santa Cruz de
Tenerife, Canary Islands, Spain killing 582
people.

But Bob Conners, an Icelandic spokesman
in New York, said the control tower at

jColombo Airport told him 70 persons

survived the crash.

Sri Lanka Radio, which at first reported

that all aboard the plane had perished in the

crash, later said rescue workers found 67

survivors and rushed them to two nearby

hospitals.

It said the DC 8 came down short of the

njnway and ploughed into a grove of

coconut trees.

OULF OF
MANNAR

SRI LANKA
Map shows where a chartered Icelandic Airways DC-8 jetliner carrying nearly

250 Moslems home from a pilgrimage to the holy city of Mecca in Saudia

Arabia crashed yesterday during a heavy rain. Story this page. (UPI)

Sadat suggests suspension of peace talks
Associated Press

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
described the Mideast peace talks

yesterday as being in a state of "serious

crisis" and raised the possibility of a

suspension to allow Egypt and Israel time

to consider their positions.

Informed Egyptian sources said their

government has formulated new proposals

designed to avoid a total deadlock in the

Washington peace treaty talks that still

hold to Egypt's primary demands.

In Jerusalem, the Israeli Cabinet cut short

its review of the Israeli-Egyptian

negotiations to await clarification of the

new proposals.

The White House said President Carter

met with Israeli Defense Minister Ezer

Weizman on Tuesday to ask Israel to wait

until Egypt's new position is clear before

making any decisions.

Sadat, speaking to university professors

and students in Ismailia, a Suez Canal

town, said, "We have gone a long way at

the Washington talks and have achieved 90
percent of the road.

"Now we are at a serious crisis and if we
can avoid it in o^der to achieve the

remaining 10 percent by suspending the

talks for a while to allow the parties to think

again and then resume, so be it."

The Egyptian leader did not elaborate on

the nature of the crisis, nor did he refer to

the reported fresh formulation of Egypt's

demands. Informed sources in Cairo,

however, said "the word crisis can be

underlined. It is very real.
"

The Washington negotiations have been
snarled by Egyptian pressure to tie the

transformation of the Israeli-cccupied West
Bank and Gaza Strip into an autonomous
Palestinian region to -the development of

,

peaceful relations between Egypt and
Israel

Israel wants the peace treaty to stand on

its own and has opposed setting any

timetable on the developments in the West
Bank or Gaza Strip.

There was some confusion in Western
diplomatic circles in Cairo as to the weight
of the new proposals, particularly over a

report that Sadat was demanding the

"return" of the Gaza Strip. Egyot
administered the territory from 1948 to

1967, when it was captyred by Israel

Sadat, harshly criticized by some Arab
states for ignoring the Palestinians, has

insisted that a link be made. Because of

Israel's rejection of Egyptian demands thus

far, the sources said, Sadat was trying to

deal with Gaza first, leaving the West Bank
for later. ,

'

"It is less emotional tor them than the

West Bank," one source said. "It would be

easier to implement steps in Gaza than in

the West Bank."

Anthropologist Mead
dies of cancer at 76

HARTFORD, Conn Elementary school students carrying a symbolic ashtray

and followed by giant cigarettes, march down Hartford's Main Street

yesterday, to boost the "Great American Smokeout " for today. (UPI)

Associated Press
\

NEW YORK (AP) - Marggret Mead, one

of the world's foremost ahthropologists

and idol of several generatioi)s of American

students, died yesterday after a year-long

battle with cancer. She was 76.

She died at New York Hospital, where she

had been admitted Oct. 2, no longer able to

work at her permanent headquarters in the

American Museum of Natural History.

She was the retired curator of ethnology

there and also had occupied chairs of

anthropology at Columbia and Fordham
universities.

Miss Mead, whose early fame and
professional reputation were based on

exhaustive field studies of primitive Pacific

island cultures, always stayed in tune and

in touch with the young of her own land.

She angered some political conservatives,

who objected to her views on ^marijuana

and generational conflict. She favored

legalization of manjauna because, she said,

barining it bred conflict between children

apd their parents, and that fact was worse

than any harm it did.

She also thought adults had to heed the

opinions of their children. One reason for

this, she said, was television, which

produced a generation that saw "history

being made before it is censored by their

elders. "

^

A writer once dubbed her "grahdmother

of us all," and that description was
endorsed by Edward J. Lehnan, executive

director of the American A.ithropological

Association, which was meeting in Los

Angeles when she died

.

"Margaret's death is a loss not only to

anthropolgy, but also to science in general;

not only to U.S. society, but also to the

world. She's irreplaceable," said Lehman.
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Volunteers needed

for escort sen/he
An organizational meeting of the Nor-

theast Area Escort Service will be held

Thursday, at 8 p.m. in room 102 of

Johnson House, said Janice Eggleston, co-

ordinator of the Central Area Women's
Center.

The escort service is sponsored by the

Northeast Area Government and is still in

the planning stages. The service, mostly for

women, will provide night escorts around

campus.

Anyone, male or female, interested in

becoming a member, is urged to contact a

Northeast Area Government represen-

tative. All positions will be voluntary, and

all volunteers should attend the meeting,

said Eggleston.
* Donna sulHvan

Greenberg was
/ndex editor-in-chief

Rebecca Greenberg was editor-in-chief

of last year's Index and not assistant editor

as reported yesterday in the Collegian.

Index books may be obtained with proof of

attendance M UMass for two previous

semesters, not two years.
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Acting UM-Worcester
chancellor named
By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

The revolving door of high-level University

administrators spun again in Worcester
yesterday as Dr. H. Maurice Goodman
stepped in to serve as acting chancellor of

the UMass Medical School there.

Dr. Goodfnan, chairman of the school's

physiology department, will serve as
chancellor only until a search committee
set up by the UMass board of trustees can
choose a permanent chancellor.

"My understanding is that it will only be
for a few months," Dr. Goodman said

yesterday.

Dr. Goodman, 44, replaces Roger C.

Bulger, who left to become president of the

University of Texas' Health and Science
Center.

A former acting provost of the medical

school. Dr. Goodman has been a professor

and department chairman since 1970. He is

also chairman of the American
Physiological Society.

The three-campus University system now
has two acting chancellors: Dr. Goodman

in Worcester, and Claire Van Ummerson at

the Harbor Campus in Boston. Amherst
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
announced his resignation in March, and
will step down in June, 1979.

The medical school's hospital in

Worcester has begun an expansion that will

double size in the next three years, and Dr.

Goodman yesterday said his administration

will simply "continue along our previous
schedule for the change."
Dr. Goodman described t^e main

objective of his brief administration as
"mainly holding down the fort" until a

permanent chancellor is selected.

Born in Glen Cove, New York, Dr.

Goodman received his A.B. from Brandeis
University in 1956, his A.M. from Harvard
University in 1957, and his Ph.D. from
Harvard in 1960.

He has served as a research fellow for the
National Cancer Institute, a teaching fellow

for Tufts University, and was an instructor,

assistant professor and an associate
professor at Harvard Medical School before

he joined the UMass Medical School.

Handicapped protest at

UM bus garage office
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

An unexpected sight greeted sleepy-eyed

UMass busdrivers arriving at the bus garage

.at 7:00 a.m. yesterday to drive their morn-
ing routes.

Filing past the small office was a fleet of

severi wheelchairs and 14 people. They
postM a sign, "125 reasons to ride a bus.

One reason rr^any can't...they are not ac-

cessible."

Acting on a Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority offer of a "Free Bus Day" for

anyone using the Authority system yester-

day, the Handicapped Students Collective

assembled at the Authority's UMass af-

filiate to protest inaccessibility of the

Authority's 125 new buses.

Federal Regulation 504, effective June,

1977, mandates all federally-funded pro-

grams be accessible to the handicapped.

The Authority purchased the 125 buses, 26
for UMass, after that date.

"Our intent is not to stop the operation,

we just want a few answers and we'll be
happy to leave," said member Sandy
Cohen. "We want to know what is being

done about installing lifts on the buses."

Assistant bus Operations Manager Diane

Smith advised the students to speak with

UMass parking and transportation director

William Barret, and Operations Manager Al

Byam. Both were out of town yesterday,

but a meeting has been scheduled for Mon-
day.
There currently are two vans to transport

approximately 20 wheelchaired people on
campus. Cohen said the vans are "totally

impractable."

"We have to call 24-hourr in advance to

get a ride," she said. "Our range is very

limited. We have to make a special request

just to go to Northampton and that's only if

no one else needs the vans. We have to live

on campus or find another means of

transportation."

"We are also segregated and kept away
from the general population."

The Handicapped Students Collective

has questioned the PVTA repeatedly in the

past concerning lifts, Cohen said. Accor-

ding to Barret, there currently are no lifts on
the market yet, to make the buses accessi-

ble, and when they become available they

will be retrofitted.

A student waits for a bus at Smith College on an overcast November after-

noon. (Staff photo by Wendy Carlson)

He beat Riggs but can 't get the trip
R\/MARK Wll DiNn behind me. It was simple after that, I hit UMass, Bob Sinclair, told me that IBy l\/IARK WILDING
Collegian Staff

It was Jimmy Stewart gunning down
James Coburn at sundown in "Liberty

Valance." It.was Peter Cushing driving the

Hoffritz stake through a buck-toothed
Christopher Lee in "The Bride of Dracula."

It was Brando shouting down Lee J. Cobb
in "On the Waterfront." It.was good and it

was evil.

And good won. And lost.

Three weeks ago at the opening of the

Hampshire Mall, UMass sophomore Steve

Marceno, current Western Massachusetts
table tennis champion, whipped celebrity

Bobby Riggs 11-8 and thought he had won
a trip to Hawaii in the process.

You see, Riggs had promised all his

previous opponents a trip for four to Hawaii

if they could beat him. Marceno said none
of the previous participants had a chance

against Riggs, for the famous hustler had

"spotters" who picked "mostly little kids"

as opponents.

Marceno commented "I knew i couio beat

Riggs but I knew it would be next to im-

possible to get myself picked

.

Marceno conceived a plan to outhustle

the hustler, a plan that made the Brink's

robbery look like a 4-H outing. He enlisted

the help of roommate Laura Roach, who is

confined to a wheelchair because of

paralysis. Roach posed as Marfceno's sister

at the Mall and after one particularly easy

match, asked Riggs if he wouldn't play her

"brother".

Riggs consented and the match was on.

Marceno relates the rest of the story.

"I found it really hard to concentrate.

Riggs started fuming when he saw that' I

was going to give him a match and he kept

throwing angry glances at his sootters. I

went ahead 8-7 and Riggs started insisting

that he was leading. I let him have his way.

"By this time everyone in the crowd was

behind me. It was simple after that,

four straight loops and beat him.

"After the match he came up to me and
said 'It's a good thing I didn't promise you
the trip to Hawaii'. Through the whole

match, the crowd and I were under the

impression that the trip was what was at

stake. At one point he was so upset that he

threw the ball into the crowd. Luckily I had

another one or I don't know if we could

have continued the match.

"Afterwards, a lawyer who works at

told me that I had aUMass, Bob Sinclair,

definite case." •

Sinclair's wife, who saw the match with

her husband, said that her husband had

told Marceno he would be a witness for him

if the need arose.

When reached late Monday afternoon,

Anne Kelleher, the Hampshire Mall

manager, said "this is the first I've heard of

the matter and Marceno hasn't gotten in

touch with me yet."

Now all that remains are the credits.

^Man charged
with assault
after violent

Cance fight

Well-known hustler Bobby Riggs at the opening of the Hampshire Mall last

month. (Staff photo by David Rodgers)

A Woburn man was arraigned yesterday

in Hampshire County District Court on
assault charges following his arrest

Tuesday night after a fight in Cance
Dormitory.

John T. Loughman, 24, of Main street in

Woburn, was released on $1,000 bail after

pleading innocent to the charges of assault

and battery, assault and battery with

dangerous weapons, and possession of

dangerous weapons. According to a court

spokesman, his next hearing on the

charges is scheduled for Nov. 27.

Loughman is accused of assaulting an

unidentified Cance resident with a martial

arts club called a bolka, and also a straight

edge razor. According to UMass police,

Loughman knocked on the victim's door,

and after identifying the victim, tried to

strike him with the club and cut him with

the razor. Police said the victims and two
friends subdued Loughman, who was then

arrested at 7 p.m. by police.

Police said Loughman was injured in the
fight, but refused aid from Amherst hire

Dept. emergency medical technicians.

UMass Director of Public Safety Gerald T.

O'Neil described the injuries as lacerations.

O'Neil also said an investigatioin has

turned up no motive for the attack, and

investigation is continuing.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis L. Madson said yesterday that he

would meet this morning with Community
Development Director Sally A. Freeman to

discuss the problem, and a possibility of

increased security measures at the dorm.

Cance Head of Residence Martha Awiszus

refused comment on the incident.

Loughman is not a UMass student.
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Amazing!
It's a maze, that's what it Is I Left,

part of one of the corridors in the

maze, and below, an overview looking

toward Southwest. At right, Ralph

Cocculuto, 10, from Northampton,

tries to find his way out.

The maze, known as an environmen-

tal sculpture, .vas created by Richard

Fleischner. Constructed near Alumni

Stadium off Amity Street and Universi-

ty Drive, it stands eight feet high and is

61 feet square. It's in the shape of a

traditional garden maze, but instead

uses chain link fencing as its primary

material. After entering a passage way
at one corner of the maze, "the willing

participant may choose a perplexing

variety of corridors before discovering

a successful route to the central

quadrangle," a statement from the

University Gallery in the Fine Arts

Center said. "In the process of marking

a path through the maze, the partici-

pant may notice. . . the chain link tends

to confound human depth
perception..."

The maze is open to the public free.

Staff photos by

David Rodgers
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Identify
yourself

with a haircut

!

Every individual is unique. Special. One-of-a-

kind. That's the way haircuts should be,

too. Specially tailored to match you -your face,

your personality, your vision of

yourself. Great "X" customers

always know they're getting the

V best hairstyling value for their

y/ money. Shampoo, Precision

V H^^ Hair Cut, and Blow Dry Styling^
^o^^Ji

_ GMIIf
cHfccmitns^^ PREOSlON HAIRCUTTERS

NO APPOINTMENT .... EVER

Hampshire Mall. Route 9. Hadley^Mass.

silverscape designs
264 N. Pleasant St. Amherst Mass. 253-3324

A joyful sound...

am

Gifts from glass to gold.

Senate gives $25,000

to Spring Concert
By CINDY REGET
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night in a vote of 5&-0 appropriated $25,000
to fund the 1979 Spring Concert.

In other business, the senate approved
Robin Adams, former Senate Judiciary

member, as Attorney General; passed a

motion against a proposed out-of-state

tuition increase; and listened to senate
committee members' reports.

James O'Connell, senate treasurer,
proposed a motion to transfer $20,000 from
a stabilization account and $5,000 from a

finance account to a new account. Spring
Concert'79, solely to fund the concert..

"My rationale for encumbering $25,000
now to fund the Spring Concert is in prior

years the senate has waited until March to

prepare for the concert." said O'Connell.

"By then all the accounts were exhausted
and vye had to deficit spend in order to fund
the concert. Which is why we are having

problems now."
A major concern expressed by many

senators was whether the senate could
afford to allocate the $25,000.

"I think that the senate can afford to

finance the Spring Concert," O'Connell
said. "I don't think we can afford not to

because many students feel this is our
major responsibility. Another senator.

Peter Leary, said 'the reason for the

motion now is to get the money so that we
can start working on the concert."
Co-President John Hensleigh

recommended Robin Adams for Attorney
General and the senate unanimously voted

to approve his recommendation.
The Attorney General Search Committee,
formed four weeks ago, yesterday
afternoon recommended candidate Adams
as Attorney General to co-presidents John
Hensleigh and Herb Tyson.
"I decided to abide by the committee's
recommendation in Robin's case because
of my past experience with her," said

Hensleigh. "I personally favor Robin
because she worked as a judge during my
tenure as Attorney General and I found her

to be quite knowledgeable and
competent."
James Mickel, a member of SCERA and

the Campus Wide Issues Team, spoke
against the proposed out-of-state tuition

increase. The senate unanimously passed a

motion made by senator David Barenberg,

to oppose the tuition hike.

"We have to start a coalition," Mickel

said. "We have to get publicity and contact

the Board of Higher Education and the

Board of Trustees. We have to start acting

now to put a freeze on tuitions for next

fall."

University officials recently announced
the tuition hike-which could boost the rate

to $4,200 a year-after the state Legislature

changed the formula used to calculate the

charge..

State Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst,

+ias said he will file legislation in December
to repeal the increase.

'Woman in command
of Jewish sex' - rabbi
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Rabbi David Feldman, author of Marital

Relations, Birth Control and Abortion, said

Tuesday it is the woman who is in com-

mand of all sexual relationships in the

Jewish religion.

Feldman spole before a crowd of about 50

in the Campus Center, in an appearance

sponsored by Hillel, a campus Jewish

organization.

In his speech entitled "Sex and Judaism."

Feldman said in all aspects of sex in

marriage, a woman's pleasure and en-

joyment far outweigh any of her husband's

sexual desires. "The recognition of sexual

desire of women is taken for granted in the

Jewish religion," he said.

He said the Talmud, the rabbinical in-

terpretation of the bible, is very explicit

about the do's and don'ts of abortion,

sterilization, the morals of when and where

to have sex, and the role of the initiator in

sexual relations.

The Jewish man is supposed to initiate the

sexual act because either by nature or

nurture women are considered more
modest and shyer than nr)en, Feldman said.

He added that the Jewish religion considers

it a mitzvah (meritous act) when the

husband initiates sex after he had read his

wife's "signs" that she is an interested

partner.

Feldman said Jewish sex ethics regarding

birth control allow only those methods
which don't deprive women of the physical

pleasure of the act. "The diaphran*, the pill

and the I.U.D. are in keeping with the law

and do not deprive her of her physical

pleasure,' he said.

Feldman quickly added this was not to

indicate contraception is not advocated in

marriage, but abstinance is far worse, as

this is a deviation of what is normal in men
and women.
"Sex is a mitzvah in marriage and is

written in the Bible. Sex is more important

than food or clothing and the Talmud even

gives a table of frequency of how often a

man should have sex with his wife ac-

cording to the man's occupation, age, and

the quality of the act.

A man may not change his occupation

without his wife's permission because a

change in his jobs may effect the amount of

times he is required by Jewish law to

supply her with conjugal rights. The Jewish

sexual ethic is a mutuality and both parties

have to consider the other, he said.

In a case where abortion may be con-

sidered, only the woman makes the

decision, regardless of her husband's
wishes, Feldman said. Sterilization is

perceived in the same manner; the best

reason for sterilization is to keep women
from painful childbirth, Feldman said.

Feldman said in Judaism women are never

regarded as sex objects because women
may have sex only when they are in the

mood, men may not initiate sex if they are

drunk or if their wives are angry with them,

and women decide what positions the

couple take during sexual intercourse.

Feldman said the Talmud even states the

best time to have sex is in the middle of the

night so the man's thoughts will only be on

his wife, and he will not fantasize about

other women.

FOR BOOZE
&

BEER
C& C LIQUORS

THE FRIENDLIEST STORE IN TOWN

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FREE DELIVERY

Decisions, decisions, ..Which skis should I buy? " Jacob Plotnick asks for

help in selecting a proper pair of skis at the Ski Sale, which started yesterday

in the Student Union Ballroom The sale is sponsored by the UMass Ski Club,

and continues through Saturday. (Staff photo by Joyce Knederian.)

Swamp may give water
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

A cautiously optimistic James Smith.

Amherst town engineer, told the Collegian

yesterday test wells in Lawrence Swamp in

Amherst are performing very well.

The town recently experienced a severe

water shortage, and fias for some time

been seeking additional supplies.

"I'm very happy with the way things are

going," he said. ."I think we'll be able to

augment out supplies with additional wells

in the swamp." But he added that "we
have a test to finish and cost decisions to

make."

A sustained water supply test in Lawrence

Swamp has been run since noon on

Monday by Geraghty and Miller, Inc.,

hydrologists from New York, and the

Northampton engineering firm of Tighe and

Bond. The test is the final in a series

designed to determine whether the swamp
can sustain a heavy water draw.

According to Smith, although the water

has not been extensively lab tested yet,

visual inspection shows it to be relatively

iron-free so far. He said, though, the water

may contain more iron as the testing

continues.

If the iron levels are too high, the water

could not be used directly, but would have

to be filtered, a process that could take 18

months to 2 years to develop, according to

Smith. Even if the water were relatively

iron-free. Smith said, design, production,

and monetary appropriations for a well

alone could take significant time, although

he could not specify a length.

Smith said the testing of the well should

be completed Saturday, if all goes well.

According to Town Manager A. Louis

Hayward, Amherst immediately needs a

permanent source of one million gallons per

day, and two to three million additional

gallons per day for the future. Smith said it

appears the one million gallons is easily

available from the swamp, and only one or

two wells might be needed to supply that

amound. _^ .

The test wells have been supplying 700-

800 gallons per minute since Monday, at a

site about one-half mile into the swamp.
Amherst has been experiencing a water

shortage since late September, which

became an emergency in October when the

town mandated voluntary restraints on

wafer use. Nearby Hadley supplied

Amherst with water for several weeks, at

the rate of 300,000 gallons per day. The

emergency was declared over in late

October, but town officials warned that

steps had to be taken immediately to avoid

worse situations in the future.
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Haryey/performed
byAmherst College
Reviewed by
MARKL CURELOP

At Amherst College, one must direct a

play for a Dramatic Art Thesis, as well as
write the standard paper. This week Ronald
Kidd directed Mary Chase's "Harvey", at

the Kirbv Theatre.
Harvey is an invisible, six-foot puke rabbit,

who is Elwood P. Dowd's companion and
best friend To the dismay of other
characters, Dowd will not accept that

Harvey is a hallucination.

Dowd, played by Jay Beckner, handling
the part with much sophistication Harvey
supposedly tells Dowd about things that

happen just a few seconds before events
occur. This provided many laughs to the
full house audience on Saturday night.

Mary Laidlaw plays ^^yrtle Mae Simrrtons,

Dowd's niece, who tries throughout the
play to have her eccentric uncle committed
to Chumley's Rest, the local sanitanum.
Lyman Sanderson, M.D., is David Breseke,
and is the new medical student of Dr.

Chumley, portrayed with a high energy
level toward the end of the play by Robert
Morgenthau.

About to be cured and to "be a normal
human being" at the end of the production,

Dowd is rescued by his sister, who likes

him as the kind, gentle mon that he is. The
play ends with Harvey as an actual invisible

character.

Mary Chase's script is of excellent quality,

but the first act of the p<ay seemed to move
slowly. Laidlaw did a half decent job as the

daffy niece, as did Shelley Bercowetz as

Veta Louise Simons, Dowd's sister.

The people of Chumley's Rest fill the roles

well, but only nurse Kelley, acted by
Andrea DeVantier, superbly plays the

stereotype of the dumb blond Roberto
Amely does a good job playing Duane
Wilson, the lumox attendant at the rest

home.
The production was well received by the

audience, perhaps because they were from
Amherst College and a friend of the

director Though passable as a production,

it did not have the solid flowing motion of a

quality play. Individually, most of the

cnaracters did a very good job, but

collectively, the play needed to be more
uniform.

* Rent control question
Com. fronn page 1

they will be exempt from rent control, " she

said.

The selectmen estimate the cost of rent

control office space, legal services and
salaries will "be at least $35,000 per year "

Rent control was rejected by Town
Meeting Oct 25, for the second time in two
years.

Wentworth said she thought the last

referendum did not pass because "it wasn't

as well organized as It could have been.
"

Both Romer and Wentworth agreed the

outcome of the referendum will depend on
how many tenants get out and vote.

In order for it to pass, 20 percent of all

registered voters must go to the polls. This

IS to ensure a minority of voters will not

overturn a vote of the majority, represented
by the elected town meeting members. A
simple majority is needed to pass the
referendum.

Lumley said he doubted the referendum
would pass. "The last time everyone v^as a

little nervous." But, he continued, "it really

isn't much of an Issoe anymore.

"
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RECORDTOWN'S
THE LARGEST SELECTION AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES!
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HADLEY

TIRED OF CHOOSING COURSES
WITHOUT EYnLUATIONS?

The majoritij is not silent.

Some of the facultij

are deaf.

We are trying to Increose the

number of courses covered in the

Course end Teacher Evaluation, but

v^e need your hilp*

Listed below are nannes of teachers

who have cooperated by releasing

their evaluations. If your professors

ore not on the list, ask them to sign

the release forms they've been given

by the Student Government

Association.

LIST OF FACULTY WHO HAVE RELEASED STUDENT EVALUATIONS

ACCOUNTING 2 of 17

James O'Connell
Richard H. Simpson

AFRO AMERICAN STUDIES

Julius Lester

ANIMAL SCIENCE

Donald L. Anderson
Anthony Borton
Elizabeth Donohue
George Howe
J. Robert Smyth, Jr.

ANTHROPOLOGY 4 of 18

Georqc J. Armelagos
Thomas Fraser
R. Brooke Thomas
Zdener Salzmann

ART 7 of 40

Walter Kamys
J. Kcarns
Lylc Perkins
Norm Philips
Mark W. Roskill

—llui-.Ming Wanq
Carl Reed

ASIAN .STUDIES 4 of 8

Alvin Cohen
William Naff
Tomiko Marahara
Shou-Hsin Tenq

ASTRONOMY

Thomas Arny
D. Van Blerkom
William Levine
Nicholas Scoville
Richard White

BJ OCHEMIPTRV 4 of 15

Lyle Hayes
Trevor Robinson
Linda Slakoy
Edward Westhead

1 of 18

NURSING 4 of 31

Nancy Fisk
Christine King
Petronclla Knickerbocker
Jeanninc Muldoon

PHILOSOPHY 6 of 16

Robert Ackerman
Bruce Aune
Vere Chappell
John Robinson
Robert Slay
Robert Wolff

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 5 of 50

Paulette Ebbs
Walter Kroll
George Lewis
L.F. Locke
Esther Wallace

BOTANY 5 of 22

Joanna Z. Page
Otto Stein
Carl Swanson
Peter Webster
Robert Wilce

CHEMISTRY 4 of 43

Earl J. McWhorter
Bernard Miller
Marian Stankovich
Alfred M. Wynne

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 1 of 16

Marcel Vanpee

CIVIL ENGINEERING 6 of 28

William W. Boyer
Richard Farris
Gabriel Horvay
Karl N. Hendrickson
Erique Lavotta
William Nash

CLASSICS 1 of 14

Robert Dyer

COMMUNICATION DISORDERS
; I~of 10

Roy Gerqei
Ruth Peaper

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
", T~A 5 of 10
Warren Anderson
Sarah Lawall
Lucien Miller
C. William Moebius
Catherine Portuqes

COMPUTER AND I NFORMATION

William Ki^-er

ECONOMICS 12 of 27

Michael Best
Lucy Cardwell
Robert Costrell
James R. Crotty
Gerry Duguay
Richard Edwards
William Gibson
Herbert Gintis

PHYSICS

Kenneth Langley
William J. Mullin
Claude M. Penchina
Arthur Quinton
Monroe S. Rabin
Joseph Taylor

PLANT PATHOLOGY 1 of 6

Terry A. Tattler

PLANT & SOIL SCIENCE
\ '- T~~i r^ of 26

Djuglas L. Airhart
George B. Goddard
William J. Lord
David Mackenzie
Herbert V. Marsh
Robert J. Precheur

ECONOMICS ( con t.)

Jane K. Humphries
Donald Katzner
Stephen Resnick
George I. Treyz

EDUCATION

Emma Cappelluzzo
Portia Elliott
Roger Frant
William F. Field
Ronald H. Fredrickson
Luis Fuentes
Judith Gourley
Ronald Hambleton
Tom Hutchinson
Richard D. Konicek
Howard Pee lie
Horace Reed •

Marsha Rudman
Harvey Scribner
Peter Wagschal
Earl Seidman
Bob Suzuki
Donald White
John Wideman

ELEC & COMPUTER ENG .

Paul Goldsmith
Francis Hill
Charles Hutchinson
David H. Navon
Donald E. Scott
Oale Sheckels
Ting-Wei Tang
Jack Reil Wolf

ENGLISH 18 of 25

Normand Berlin
George Carey
Jules Chametzky
John Clayton
Robert Creed
Arlyn Diamond
Michael Egan
Joseph Frank
Walker Gibson
Richard Haven
Donald Junkins
Robert Keefe
Arthur Kinney
Joseph Lanqland

ENGLISH (cont.)

J. Shadoian
Charles Smith
Robert Titcker

Cohn C. Weston •

ENTOMOLOGY 3 of 9

Pedro Barbosa
Michael Peters
John Staffalano

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

Linda Lockwood
Jinnque Rho
Robert Walker

FOOD fc AGRI. ENGIN .

OrST 10

FOOD fc RESOURCE EC.

Geoffrey Allen 9 of 17

Eugene Engel
John A. Foster
Theodore W. Leed
George R. McDowell
Robert Perlack
Thomas H. Steven
David A. Storey
Cleve Willis

FOOD SCIENCE t. NUTR .

Virginia Beal 6 of 20

Ernest Buck
Fergus Clydesdale
Frederick J. Francis
Raymond R. Mahoney
Frank E. Potter

GEOLOGY & GEOGRAPHY 9 of 29

Laurie Isaacson
Oswald C. Farquhar
Stephen E. Haggerty
Joseph Hartshorn
David Meyer
Sterns A. Norse
Rutherford Piatt
Richard W. Wilkie
Donald Wise

GERMANIC LANG, k LIT, r ^f j^ (

Sigrid Bauschinger
James E. Cathy
Susan Cocalis
W. Malsch
Wolfgang Paulsen
Carroll Reed
Albert Reh
Eva Schiffer

LEGAL STUDIES 5 of 7

John Bons ignore
Peter D'Errico
Ethan Katsh
Ronald P. Pipkin
Janet Rlfkln

LEISURE STUDIES 1 of 5

Lawrence R. Klar

LINGUISTICS 1 of 10

Wendy Wilkins

MANAGEMENT 2 of 12

Frederic E. Finch
Richard P. Leifer

MARKETING 1 of 12

Chris T. Allen

\

HISTORY 13 of 50

FRENCH & ITALIAN

Jean-Pierre BerwalcT
Thelma"canale Parola
Donald Dugas
Christian Garaud
Paul Mankin
Daniel Martin
Harold Smith
Zina Tillona

GEN. BUS, fc FINANCE

Ben Branch 2 of 19

Joseph Finnerty

f 33

POLITICAL SCIENCE 2 of 35

Jean Elshtain
Karl "Ryavec

PSYCHOLOGY 4 of 60

H. Gadlin
Stuart Golann
C. Dalton Jones
Alexander Kaplan

PUBLIC HEALTH 9 of 30

Howard Berliner
Stanley Lemeshow
Warren Litsky
Henry Lubin
Jesse S. Ortiz
Howard A. Peters

PUBLIC HEALTH Cont'd.

Debra Roter
Paula Stamps
Bruce Stuart

SLAVIC LANG. & LIT. 9 of 9

Lazzlo Tikos
Edmond Stawiecki
R. Rothstein
Lidia S. Pacira
Maurice I. Levin
Michael Leavy
Joseph Lake
L. Dienes
Stephen Broil

Hugh Bell
Miriam Christman
R. Dean Ware
Jack Tager
Robert Jones
William Johnston
Robert McNeal
Robert Potash
Steven Nissenbaum
Archibald Lewis
Joyce Berkman
Bruce Laurie
Leonard Richards

HOME ECONOMICS 2 of 18

Aurelia Miller
Warren Schumacher

IND. ENGIN, & OPER. RES .

Robert F. Rikkers

JOURNALISTIC STUDIES j ^f 4

Lawrence Pinkham

JUDAIC STUDIES

Judith Baskin

LABOR RELATIONS 1 of 3

Robert 'sherry

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Chester Cramer °
John Mullin

SOCIOLOGY 7 of 35

Andy Anderson
Robert Faulkner
Lewis Killian
Alice Rossi
R. Stokes
J. Wright
Sonya Wright

- MATH, t STATISTICS 12 of 65

Eduardo Cattani
Yu Why Chen
David R. Hayes
Samuel S. Holland
Hui-Kuang Hsieh
James Humphreys
Hsu-Tung Ku
Mei-Chin Ku'
Ernest Manes
Daonald F. St. Mary
Arunas Rudvalis
John Sicks
Franklin T. Wattenberg

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Geoffrey Boothroyd
Duane E. Cromack
John H. Dittfach
Jon G. McGowan
Carl w. Nelson
Joseph M. O'byrne
G. Albert Russell
J. Edward Sunderland
George E. Zinmeister

MICROBIOLOGY 2 of'll

Clifton Dowell
Albey Reiner

9 of 26

SPANISH & PORTUGESE 5 of 25

Martha Francescato
Trinidad Gonzalez
Jone Ornelas
Nina Scott
Maria Fantima DeSequeira

PLEASE HELP
COME BY S.C.E.R.A. AND THE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

ROOM 424 STUDENT UNION TO PICK UP THESE FORMS. THANKS.

[STUDENT CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND ADVOCACY.O^CD A ^l-CnSTUDENT CENTER FOR EDU&CtHAfXU=p^^^ 426 Student Union -- Call 545-0341

Ce J Great Graphics
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Someone is there atmentalhealth clinic
By DIANE JRUAX
f^ollegian Staff

It has often been said the holiday season
ts the time most p>eople exp>enence severe
mental health problems

For students here on campus, the Mental
Health Clinic in Hills North can provide
islief.

"Our staff of 15 counselors are very sen
sitive and on top of the mental health needs
of students," Dr. Kraft said.

The clinic, open Monday through Friday

from 8 to 5 p.m., has a 24-hour "on call"

service, and a walk-in clinic from 1-3 p.m.
^he walk-in clinic, started last spring, is

;i«signed to be sure a student with a pro
t em can see someone the same day. A
student may also schedule an appointment
with a counselor during office hours.

Other services include a prevention pro

gram, which trains heads ot residence ana
resident assistants how to "spoi people"
who need help, and to deal with problem
solving The clinic also works closely with
the Community Development Center and
the Everywoman's Center.
"Many students under extreme pressure

see suicide pass through their mind, and it

scares them," Dr Kraft said, "Our close
work with student centers and dormitories
helps us keep in touch with the needs of
students at the University."

In Dr Kraft's opinion, there are many
kinds of stress that students at the Universi

ty experience Many freshman, he said, ex
perience stress by living away fVom home
for the first time. Stress can also occur
when sophomores face the decision of

choosing a ma)or and a career.

According to Dr Kraft, leaving school.

and uneasiness about the career they have
chosen, creates many problems for juniors

and seniors preparing to enter *a com
petitive job market.

"Graduate students are also subject to

stress while working on their disseration.

Their work can be very lonely, and requires

a great deal of self motivation," he said.

Dr. Kraft added that sprinkled

throughout student life, the normal life

events such' as family crisis, financial and
relationship problems can also cause stress

for many students.

"When a student is experiencing stress

of any kind ttiey can call the Mental Health
Clinic. Our 24-hour call service, enables a

student to call anytime, and always find a

counselor available to help," Dr. Kraft ^aid.

UM staff candidate
to contest election

Profs vote on contract
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHM/TT
CoHegian Staff

Some 825 faculty members turned out
yesterday and Tuesday in a ratification vote
on their first contract, Massachusetts
Society of Professors President James E.

Cathey said last night.

Ballots were not counted and will not be
4M*tii faculty members at the UMass- Boston
campus vote Nov 20 and 21 on the ten
tMive pact

.

The contract was agreed upon last month
m Boston following a sometimes bitter 17-

month struggle to negotiate tfie document.
University trustees have said they will meet
in a special session Nov. 27 to consider
administration approval if faculty members
bote to approve.
hepresentatives from both sides have

predicted approval of the contract.

Cathey said the two day turnout - roughly
two-thirds of the Amherst campus' 1200
faculty and librarians was 'encouraging'
"Eight hundred is a good number," he

said. Some didn't vote, but that's okay
too '

Cathey said union officials sent out flyers

before the election, highlighting portions of

the contract and urging approval.
Major portions of the pact, Cathey said,

include a 20 percent pay raise over three
years, a streamlined grievance procedure
and benefits for part-time employees.
He predicted approval by Boston campus
members, where some 110 faculty
members have already signed a petition

supporting the contract.

"It looks like ratification is going well in

Boston," he said

Ballots will be counted Nov. 22 in Wor-
cester following the Boston vote.

a » » » IV.

By DENISE MINOR
Collegian Staff

The loser in last week's university staff

workers' presidential election yesterday
said he plans to contest the results

Cahdidate Dale L. Spencer has accused
the University Staff Association's executive
board of attempting to influence the
election by delivering flyers in support of

his opponent, P. Carol Roades. According
to Spencer, the flyers were distributed the

same day election ballots were distributed.

Roades was elected president of the union
last week, according to outgoing president
Frank C. Olbris.

Sp)encer told the Collegian yesterday he
has "demanded" that the union invalidate

the election and a new one be held."
He said he is still awaiting advice from a

labor attorney, and said he plans to contest
the election on the grounds it violates

Section 401 C of the 1959 Labor
Management Reporting and Disclosure

Act.

The federal act states that in a union
election, whenever campaign literature is

distributed by the union's executive board

DO IT IN
JANUARY

• England — France — Spain
' Portugal — Morocco

Fly to London and begin an
adventure of a lifetime. . .

OVERSEAS Adventure Tours
offers: Toundtrip aiiiare

A wAAks •transportation• ^^^^^» •accomodations
$599 *included

call 549 2652 or 546-9498 for details

in tavor of one candidate, equal distribution

must be made available to any othei
candidate who asks, according to Spencer.
President Roades said last night, "It was

available to him, he just ignored it."

Spencer will not be able to take his

grievances to the Massachusetts Labor
Relations Commission, however.
A spokesman for the Commission, Judy

A. Wong, said yesterday the commission
does not entertain any personal grievance
within a union.

"Internal union elections are beyond the
jurisdiction of this commission," Wong
said

The union is composed of clerical,

technical, and administrative workers here
on campus, and is affiliated with the
Massachusetts Teachers Association.
The union represents about 1300 workers,

and about 400 dues paying members were
eligible to vote in the elections. One-
hundred-sixty-eight members voted.
Six amendments to the union's bylaws

were also voted on, including one to
provide executive board with a stipend.
That amendment was defeated, according
to Olbris

STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE

DEADLINE EXTENDED
IS searching for three (3l part time Program Assistants (15
hours, weei^i for academic year in the following areas:
General P'oqrams, Film, and Publicity/Communications.

Qualifications: Knowledge of and experience in the job area
applied for and in student activities; ability to work closely
and communicate witfi students and staff, o.-ganizational
skills matriculated undergraduate student in good standing
with a good imagination; able to start work immediately.

Remuneration S3 00 per fiour.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office (SU 416) with
three letters of reference by noon November 17, 1978
Please specify which position(sl you are applying fo'

An affirmative action equal or^portunity employer

SLIMLINE Tl»25.

FOR THE STUDENT OR PROFES
SIONAL ON THE GO. FROM TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS.

Texas Instruments

Slimline25
scientific cckxjiotor

sug. price $32.95

^^h $24.95
•Attractive Slimline styling with easy-to-read liquid

crystal display (LED)

•Battery life expectation of over 1000 hours — up to 2

years of normal operation.

•52 calculator functions including memory,
statistical, trig, algebraic and more.

A GREAT VALUE!

-

at the calculator store

QCq® 0D(jDOW®ffi!7D&}J) §6®ff®
campus renter/univ. of mass./amherst

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

INNIPEO

foiobow
prisms

ARNOLD SPOHR,D.rector,D.recteur

Thursday, November 16th 8 p.m.

Les Parineurs/\shton Rondo/Neumcicr
Rodeo/dt Mille

Friday, November 17th 8 p.m.

Festival/\x2i\z Glinka-Pas de Troiy/Balanchine

Women/\r3L\z The Bitter IVeird/dc Mille

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public $7, 6. 5. UMass
students $5, 4, 3 Senior citizens and other students

$6.5.4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9 4, 545-251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.

A fine collection of hand cut strass

quality crystal, high lead content and

exquisite shapes project color and

form when hung In a window. A
perfect gift for your home; from

1.75 to 25.00

A Store-full of Ideas

Next to the Post Office

Downtown Amherst

Thursday, November 16, J97b

.Collegian »

/

W# b»li«v« th# tim» hos com# for the town of Amherst to odopt rent ond eviction controls for
most* of the town's rental units. Those of us who ore Amherst residents plan to vote YES for rent
controls ot the Monday, November 20, special town election.

Anthropology/Sociology
Margaret L. Carsley Student
rikrete Gabre Student
Kathleen Daly T.A.

Art Education
Karin Swanteaon-Frans Student

B.D.I.C.
Lori Hawkins
Scott Balfour
Nancy Cohan

CAS
Joan Colburn

Civil Engineering
John Collura
Melton M. Miller Jr.

Alexander Chajea

Econoiica
Tom Riddell
Lucy A. Cardwell
Jane Huaphries
Joseph Bowring
Joan A. Arbetter
Christine Clemens
Karen Fitzpatrick
John Francis Schall
Gloria Gonzalez
Daniel Huse
Leonard A. Rapping
Gerry Ouguay
Diane Flaherty
Harry D. Cocaine
James Parrott
Michael Pill
Robert Drago
David F. Ruccio
James Crotty
Greg Tarpinian
Claudia Dziobek
Bruce B. Roberts
Sinan Koont
Jonathan Hillman
Bill Gibson
Shirley Gedeon
Randy Aibelda
Sue Feiner
Carolyn Sciunelcke

James Wooster
Bill Olson
Lee Martindale
Kim Christensen
Michele Naples
Juliet B. Schor

Steve Shulman

Michael Zackin
N'ancy Rose

Education
Gayle Lauradunn

John W. ecu 11

Jonathan Stack

Sonia Niero
Luis Fuentos
Samuel D. Henry

Counselor
Student
Student

Student

Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor

Assistant Professor
Faculty
Faculty
Graduate Student
Student

Student
Graduate Student
Student
Student
Professor
Professor
Assistant Professor
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Faculty
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Assistant Professor
T.A.

T.A.

T.A.
T.A.

Graduate Studint
Graduate Student
Graduate Student

Graduate Student
Graduate Student

Graduate Student

Graduate Student
Graduate Student

T.A.

Student
Student
Student
Professor
Professor

English, Rhetoric, Journalistic Studies
Anne Rylestone
John C. Weston
Rosalind Clark
Judith V. Branzburg
Susan Nuernberg
Larry Gresock
Harriet Nalinowits
George Gilaora
Susan Leahy
Jiai Jordan
Jeffrey Liauris

Mary E. Fell
Louise Braufaan

French « Ital:'.an

Paul A. Nankin

Geology
JoAnne Carr

History

T.A.
Faculty
Graduate Student
T.O.
T.O.

T.A.
T.A.
Student
Student
T.A.
T.A.
Student

Frofassor

Stephen B. Oates
Bruce Laurie
Joyce BSrkauin

Vincent Bonfitto
Andrea Nash
Brooke States

Labor Center
Patricia A. Fitton*
Mark A. Govoni
Susan Chininan

Legal Studies
'Susan Kaplan

Philosophy
John Robison
John Brentlinger

Political Science
Cynthia Daniels
David Rosenberg
Lawrence Mandell

STPKC
J. Kevin Crocker
Virginia Duquet

Studant

Professor
Assistant Professor
Faculty
Student
Student
Student

R.A.
Graduate Student
Graduate Student

Student

Ptofessor
Associate Professor

STPEC Coordinator
T.A.
President MSSA

Student
Student

'Jniversity Without Walls

Sandi Cooper Student
Carol Lubin Student

Women's Studies
Cynthia Holmes
Dale Meicher
Merill Comeav
M. Joan Scovill

University Students

Patricia Davis ,

Herbert L. Tyson

Phyllis Pruitt
Ellen S. Piausky

Straus Sapuntzakos

Conunuter Ccllective

Joseph Tolson

Student

Community Outreach Coordinator
Student
Student

Director

y

Continuing Edacation
Debby Lawrence Riddell

SCERA
Oavid Aran
Karla Laibowitz
.^tonica .Marzbacher

Jaaes Meckel
Doug .Moreton
John J. Brewer
Theresa McDonald
Kenneth Mosakowski

Off Caapus Housing
Joanne R. Levenson
Alice F. Moore
Sara Woodbury
Gail Hinbury-Rainsaith
Joseph C. McDonald

CmbuAamin's Office
Jean H. Gorhaa

Student Activities
Irene E Richard

Student Legal Services
Steven L. Baumohl
Michele L. Leaf
Lois M. Williams
Sharon Natansohn
Fay A. Chu
Angelo L. Herbert

Student Senate
Ken Moore
Robert Weatherwax
David Barenberg
Bette Roth
David Leary
Bill Fitzgerald

Mike Manning
Edward Lee

Brian deLima

Carol Petroph

Louisa Barash
Joel Weissman
Mark Newhouse
Gary Lee
.Micnael Santos
Jonathan Hensleigh
Abisain Lugo
Jeff Barcomb
Robert J. Michalik
Richard Tuttle
Tom Houha
Jia» O'Connell
Joel Finard
Abby White
Patrick Hart
Doug Bean
Scott Puis
Steven Feinberg
Leonard Spector
William Barry

University Library
Jeanne Kelley

Staff
Staff
Office Manager/Sac.
Staff
Director
Staff
Staff
Staff Asaoclate

Coordinator
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

Staff Assistant

Program Consultant

Attorney
Attorney ',

Paralegal
Paralegal
Attorney
Legal Assistant

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Senator
Speaker of the Student Senate

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Stack Supervisor

t t

Polls open 6 Q.m.-6 p.m.

VOTE YES M FOR RENT CONTROLS MONDAY, NOVEMBER 20

•Exempted from rent ond eviction controls v^lll be hotel and motel units rented to ^''s'to"- *<"""•

tlol oT?horltQble Institutions not operated for profit, coops, units thot would lose government sub-

mI Vf flnonc?nrif brought under rent controls, soboticol homes, two or three unit owner-occupied

dwellings, housing built ofter January i. 1976.
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Nutrition
Spotlight

WMUA Programs

^'hat Are Nitrates?
Jilf.Ut'S <)'»• chemic dl

I nipoiitiits 1 Dinposud of

n ;fo(jf'fi iind (ixyijcn Most
' ff\»'fii <)( { nr niiUii.illy iii

toofi Nitr<itrs df«.'

ivt'fU'd to t)itiiu?s. which
mm may !)' cortvorii.-d to

I' ltos<tn)ii\«'s NMros.iinioes
'•• ht(|f)ly siiS|M.>( tt'(i of

I isiiu| r.aiirer in huiniirts

,.<ri ftfc |)rovf'ii r^it(:ino<)i.>ns

('xprrinit'ot.il animals
> i)(>ly thr«'f' iMMccol of

r'.ii»'s m(|est«rd d.iily by
I' dvfr.Kje AmiTicaf^

uejies ffon) iialtir.il food
.< ufi (fs siirli as fdiits and

i«'iahU's, wlicreas only
!( •iifl»'«'i\ aiul a fialf |M>f(.«?nt

"'1 till' nitt<it«'s wvi; inyost

daily are from cured meats
1 hilly thfiT (Mtct-nt of

nilrttcs iiu)fst<-d (kiily liy the
avi'raqf! American is

rontrilKiti.-d by cured
iiu!ats The acidic en
viionmiriit of ttx; saliva in

the MKnith IS Hfcral few tfie

conversion of niirat(% (from
touts anri ve(|«rtal)les) to

nitfiK'S Two Mmds of tfie

nilntes found mi <Hir l>ody

are foriiMTf in this way
Why Use Nitrites At All?
There are some ac\

Viinta(|(% in usirici nitrites in

(Hir food supply. The
(freatesi arlvanlaqe of
niirile iis(* is lliai it rrrtards

lf>»? (jrowth of CkiSWdium
botiihnum This l>acteria

produce's a toxN) wf>icti is

f.ttiil when in<|csted.

NilMKrs .iccotinl for llic

pMikish red cokK SiMni in

« iirer) meals It is also

rcsponsihlf for the cured
(l.ivf)f popuUir in processed
melts
Niiiins do have certain

tnKli .tlic Is on \\^^. |)0(iy

One (if ihesf is iti.ii it

rcrhii es llie ariujuot ut

o)«V<|e(i th.it (..111 he Cttinefj

hy tl'f hliiod This «oiKJitioii

IS ( ailed
met hemoo lobi nerrria

Tamara Nacha|ko
Dons Doherty

Leslie Johnson
Student Dietetic
A ss (j( I a 1 1 on

Any f)ijestions will gladly
lif answered hy the
Student Dietetic
Asso( lation Please submit
questions to the Collegmn,
1 13 r^ampus ri'nttr

Thursday, 6 p.m. - Focus,
WMUA's weekly public af-

fairs series produced and
moderated by Ken
Mosakowski, 7 p.m.
Women's Media Project

Women's news, features

and music.
Friday. 10 p.m. - Thirsty

Ear A syndicated concert
series featuring music of

Tim Curry.

Sunday,9 a.m. - Glory
Road Gospel with Reverand
Pearson, 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Undercurrents - Voices
and music of social change.
This week will include a
feature report on Karen
Silkwood comemorating
the fourth anniversary of

her death. Also: A concert

tape of Sweet Honey in the
Rock, black women who
sing a capella, 1 p.m. Zamir
- Israeli music, community
announcements and news
from the entire Middle East,

2 p.m. Country, Blues and
Bluegrass, 6 p.m. - Jubila
tion - With your hosts
Freeport and Andy Reiter

bringing you eight hours of

the best in jazz.

COmE TO -fl

CONFERENCE

NOV. 17-19
RTn.Y.U.

LERRn fiBOUT
SOUTH nFRICR

CL bte ktif^tio -frtm

mttS Aifcy' for

RolhUp
Bamboo
Shades DISCOVER

0RUTGERS
THE STATE UNIVERSITY
OF NEW JERSEY
Visit with our Representative

DATE Monday—November 20
TIME 9:00 a.m.

rh>jf3d»», t«o <iiinDf 1c, itf>d

PLACE The Recruiting Area

I 'sefiil a\ window shades,
(l(M)rwrfv ( urtains. or room
(livitk-rs la( h ^had<' (ontains
'I'itt iixlividiial bamboo sIk ks,

1 uni|il«-t«-lv ass*>nihl<-d with
ImxiIis li»r harmint;

2-i6'-M9S 5'tfc-$129S
2' 'r4' »S«S fc->b-S14 9S
)-«V-S7.S0 4->V $4 9$
)' ifc-MSO 8'ib'<21.9S

111 n '""""•***

A Store full of Ideas

Neilto the Post OHice
Oownlown Amhersi

Goodell Building

140

11

diversified graduate and professional
programs are offered through

schools on three campuses
(NEW BRUNSWICK. CAIMDEN. ft

NEWARK)

FELLOWSHIPS
SCHOLARSHIPS
INTERNSHIPS*
ASSISTANTSHIPS
are available on a competitive basis

COLLEGE
.0)'/:^ _. .. . c^\fe

The cosmetic center of Amherst

This week's specials

m-

Comfortable, cozy, and casual . .

.

Our knee-length socks, hand knit in a

cheerful array of colors, are so thick

and warm you can wear them as

slippers. Tie tops are an interesting

detail. Moderately priced at 6.95

children's sizes too!

SEE
ASK YOUR £^|j
MKTIST t;
WHY

Good till

r<i^

H ff;iD;J

69c A§s

ORAL B
TOOTHBRUS

Rei) $1 19

Nov 23

COUPON

Good till

any $6 95 VAPORIZER
or

$10 95 HUMIDIFIER

COUPON
Nov 23

A Store-full of Ideas

Next to.the Post Office

Downtown Amherst

ff
Good till Nov. 23

COUPON
THE PRESCRIPTION STORE

OPEN MON-FRI 9-9 SAT 9-6

4 MAIN ST. AMHERST
CLIP&S/VE CLIP&S/VE CLIP&SA^E CLIP&S/VE CLIP&S/VE

Collegian n

Afteryoubuy it,

TechHifi g^ives you 3months
to decide if youwant tokeep it.

.S!4mV<««MwMC>A>^^-.

/

^^***li1lP'*^-

?> r • • j^N ^^ /^, *

^SSMjjj,

When you buy a stereo

system from Tech Hifi, you can

take 3 months to decide ifyou want

to keep it.

You can exchange any part of

your system, or all of it, for any

other equipment of equal or greater

value at Tech Hifi. For up to three

months after your purchase.

We'll give you full credit on

equipment you exchange, as long

as it*s in good working condition,

with your sales slip, and warranty

cards unfilled.

Our 3-Month Exchange pro-

tects you ifour system doesn't sound

as great in your home as it did in

our soundroom.

Of course, we wouldn't take

the chance of offering a guarantee

like this if our systems weren't so

good.

Take our system shown above,

for example. It features a famous

Pioneer 450 am/fm stereo receiver,

reliable Garrard 730 automatic

turntable, a pair of accurate Philips

420 loudspeakers, and a quality

Pickering cartridge. All of this, for

just $299 at Tech Hifi!

CrD PioiNieen Garrard Philips

ViSA*

techhifi
Come play-

15 East Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100

Marshall's Plaza, Boston Rd. & Parker St., Springfield 782-5544

Stores also throughout Massachusetts. Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, New York. Vermont,

New Jersey. Pennsylvania, Michigan and Ohio.
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ToThe Editor:
Hearings on sex

discrimination

To the Editor:
From November 15-17, a series of open

hearings will be held in order to provide an
opportunity for members of the University

Community to present any concerns on
the subject of sex discrimmation.
Over a year ago. the University com-

pleted a self evaluation process to

determine whether sex discrimination
prohibited by Title IX existed on this

campus. Several problem areas were
identified at that time and recom-
mendations were developed in an attempt
to eliminate these inequities.

I urge faculty, staff, and students to

attend these hearings to discuss the
results of the original self study and to

voice any continuing concerns relating to

sex discrimination on this campus. The
following times and meeting places have
been scheduled:
November 16. 5-6 p.m.. Fernald Hall. Rm.
D, Undergraduate Graduate Students
November 17. 12 noon- f p.m.. Rms. 804
8 Campus Center, Classified Staff

Jane O Brien
Title IX Coordinator

N.Y. Conference

on Divestnnent

To the Editor:

Over the past months scores of cam
puses have protested their Universities'

stock holdings in corporations that

operate in or do business with South
Afnra. The United States is South
Africa's third largest trading partner with

investments of- over $17 billion and over

350 corporations operating there. Under
apartheid U. S corporations pay Black
workers starvation wages. The average
income of a Black South African family is

$84 per month, while the official South
African Poverty Datum Line estimates
that $148.76 is necessary for the 'bare

necessities. " These "bare necessities"

don't include medical care, clothing or

education!
Banks, such as Chase Manhattan,

Citibank. Morgan Guaranty £f Trust, and
Manufacturers' Hanover, are active in

providing huge loans to the South African

regime. These loans buy military hard-

ware which IS used against the Black

ma/ority and help to cover the trade

deficit South Afnca faces.

Hundreds of U. S. universities invest in

these same corporations which are a
supporting pillar to the racist white
minority regimes of Southern Afnca. And
this is what has moved students and
working people into action against the

brutal system of apartheid. This past year

thousands of students were involved in

prote'^ting their campuses' investments in

South Africa. Teach-ins, picket lines, and
rallies were held at hundreds of colleges

including Harvard. Univ. of Wisconsin.
Columbia and U.C.L A. Here at UMass
students' demands for divestment forced
our trustees to pull out all investments in

corporations operating in South Africa.

Last month, a conference was held in

Chicago which established a Mid- West
network of anti-apartheid committees
representing over 50 colleges.

Campus protests against university

investments have helped raise the
consciousness of the American people
about U.S. economic, military and
political support to South Africa. These
protests have encouraged the Black

movement, trade unionists and women to

take issue with U. S. support to apartheid.

Some unions have already withdrawn
their pension funds from banks making
loans to the regime. Others have held

meetings and forums on U. S. investment
in South Africa and supported the tour of
Black South African trade unionist Drake
Koka.
The Northeast Coalition for the

Liberation of Southern Africa \NECLSA\
held two weeks of campus activities. Oct.

19 Nov. 2, winch included demon-
strations and picket lines at Trustee

meetings across the Northeast, films and
teach ins, and the speaking tour of Drake
Koka. All of these actions were used to

build toward the NECLSA Conference
Against Apartheid in New York, Nov. 17-

19 This conference represents a very

important step in bringing together anti-

apartheid activists from all over the

Northeast, and beyond, to discuss

building the anti-apartheid movement.
Friday night will b^ a rally with speakers

such as Drake Koka. Jennifer Davis of the

American Committee on Africa, Skip
Robinson of the Tupelo, Miss, struggle,

and others. Saturday will consist of
workshops on strategy and tactics,

demands for the movement, and
multinational unity. Other workshops will

take up U. S. foreign policy, women under
apartheid, band and Kruggerrand
campaigns, connections with the anti-

nuclear movement and unions and the

anti-apartheid movement.
Sunday's program will be a plenary

session in which concrete ideas and
proposals will be put forward, discussed
and voted on to map out a strategy for the

anti apartheid struggle.

The conference promises to be a giant

step forward for everyone interested in

fighting oppression in Southern Africa.

Your participation in this movement is of
the utmost importance. All are urged to

attend the N Y. Conference against

Apartheid at New York University, Nov.
17-19. Low-cost housing is being
provided. For more information on the

conference and buses to New York
contact representatives of the UMass
Committee for the Liberation of Southern
Africa at 549 5663 or 527 0316.

UMass Committee for the Liberation
of Southern Africa

Action against

reaction

To the Editor:

The election of King as Governor of

Massachusetts signals the end of the

sixties here, and our introducion into a

new stage in the crisis of cur economic
system. We were a hold-over from more
politically progressive times.

Massachusetts, the only state to go for

McGovern. Massjchusetts, which passed
an anti-war resolution at the state level.

Massachusatts. the only state to have
black representation in the Senate. But
finally, even these gestures cannot be
made. Good-bye. political liberalism, hello

reaction.

yit's frightening. I lived through this shift

'in New York City a few years ago and can
predict that the scenario in

Massachusetts will involve: further

budget cuts in the public sector, mass lay-

offs, the loss of many hard-won union

rights, widespread scape-goating of the

poor, an increase in racism. Contraction,

deprivation, anxiety.

Those of us who relate to the public

sector in any way, as workers or con-

sumers of services, are under a new level

of attack . [All of us have been under
economic attack through the cuts made
in our real wages by inflation. 1 Those of

us who are 'deviant' in any way - and that

includes women, who 'deviate' from the

norm by virtue of sex; blacks, who
'deviate' from whiteness - are under a

new wave of attack. We must respond.

We must protect our most basic
economic, social and legal rights.

One of the things we can do is to get out
there at every opportunity explaining to

people that The Big Lie is just that. It's

not because of "welfare cheaters" that

people have such high taxes, but because
of corruption on a much grander scale.

The "budgetary crises" and "inflations"

which sound in the mouths of the mass
media like uncontrollable natural disasters

are actually people-created and can be
people-stopped.
In New York City the austerity plan was

called Planned Shrinkage, which meant
Let's Lose a Few Million Puerto Ricans

and Blacks; in Callifornia it was called

Proposition 13, and in Massachusetts it

simply goes by the name of Ed King. But
it's all the same phenomenon.
Historically, we've called it fascism. By
any name, the systematic destruction ofa
population by its government is a horrible

thing to behold. We have some hard work
ahead.

Joan Lester

Tuition hike

hurts residents

about our world outside the classroom
comes from meeting different people
from different backgrounds and thus lear-

ning about their way of life. This
broadens our scope of knowledge as
much as any other college experience. I

am sure that anyone who has done any
traveling would agree with this.

To raise the out-of-state tuition would
surely result in saying good-bye to most
of our out-of state students. Xibviously,

one of the main attractions of UMass is its

low tuition; to raise it would mean the
departure of many of our out-of-state
students.

I strongly urge all in state students to

join with all out-of-state students in pro-
testing the proposed tuition hike. If the
measure goes through, UMass will suffer

a loss of much of its diversity.

Jeremy O. Driesen
Thatcher

Racism may

inflame nation

To thte Editor:

/ am a first semester transfer at this

University. Two weeks ago I learned the

truths about black injustice as related to

our present day society known as the

United States. How can we, the citizens

of these United States be so blinded by
what is really happening to the blacks and
other minorities in our present day
culture? The barriers of racism are

difficult obstacles in which to destroy
with our existing ignorance of basic and
natural human rights and respect.

My past belief of the gaining of rights

and respect for the Black American was
one in which they were finally gaining

total freedom and justice. This belief was
upheld on my part until I had the

opportunity jn which to listen to Skip
Robinson, the leader of the Tupelo
Boycott. Mr, Robinson's moving and
inspiring speech has brought to light the

injustices on the part of our government
as well as those of private citizens who
hold onto the ideals of racism. This idea
and practice is a normative which has nc
place in our world. The same people who
preach and pray for the preservation and
strength of our country are in many
instances the same individuals who
uphold the ideals of -acism.

I have yet to, ana never will, see the
justification which instructs people of this

country to carry banners which proclaim
their supposed superiority because they
happened to have been born with white
skin. How can we as a modern society
claim ourselves to be intelligent and
civilized when we can't accept each other
as human beings with the moral right to

be treated as such regardless of sex, race,

creed, or color? The time has come to

destroy the barriers that were built

hundreds of years ago with the
foundation of misinterpretations and
ignorance that induced racism, misery,
and moral injustice.

The Black American as well as other
minorities have suffered more as a people
in their struggle for independence and
freedom than have we the whites of this

land. Who really deserves the recognition

of justice and freedom? If you are one of
the readers of this article that upholds the
ignorance of racism, you better take the

time to re-evaluate your standards. No
one gave you the right to be judge and
jury to decide whether or not a person is

equal according to your judgement. If we
as a people can't resolve this problem,
then the sparks of racism may flame into

the destruction of our nation.

Russ Putnam

To the Editor:

/ think that just about everyone at

UMass feels that the proposed tuition

hike is unfair to out-of-state sutdents.

What many fail to realize is that the raise

in tuition is unfair to instate students as

well.

The essence of a liberal education is be-

ing exposed to varied ideas and ex-

periences. This exposure takes place in

and out of the classroom. Part of learning

The Massachusetts OaNy CoHagian
wefcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and incfude the author's
address and phone number. Organiza-
tions may submit letters, but they must
include a name and phone' number for

reference purposes.
Letters must be typed, double-spaced,

at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages long. They should be sent to
the Executive Editor care of the Col-
legian, or may be dropped off at the Col-
legian office.

All letters may be subject to editing for
either space or content according to the
judgement of the editor. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed.

The shoq'
"President Carter has approved a new

program for bolstering the nation's civil

defense against nuclear attack, a move.
Government officials said today, that was
designed to protect as many as 140 million

Americans in the event of major war with
the Soviet Union.

"

The N.Y. Times
11 J 13/78

First, by vvay of introduction (naturally), i

will tell you that I came upon this

interesting "fait divers" as 1 was sftting

down to a Monday afternoon organic lunch
of Tofu soup and chicken fat saiad,

drinking coffee and honey from a whole
wheat styrofoam cup, and thinking of how
splendidly natural it all was, what with the
blueberry sky and the free love and the
granola talk and the luckier gentlemen
about me picking the stray date nuts from
their healthy beards and unwaxed
moustaches. Not a spray, can user or tuna
fish eater in the lot I thoughts

Then I read the above and my contented
wheat germ outlook gave way to dull,

aching wordly despair. The throttling hand
of injustice had hammered out a scheme
where only two-thirds of the U.S.

Winter
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This season the UMass hockey team will be looking for its first

divisional championship since 1972. A key to the team's success is the

defensive play of the squad. Home games are played at Orr Rmk.

Amherst College (Collegian file photo)

Swimwomen make waves
By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

When you walk into the

swimming office at

Boyden, you almost get the

impression that you're in

the wrong place. The office

is narrow, and is shared by

the Softball and volleyball

rpograms. A bearded man
sits behind a desk and
seems pleased that a visitor

has an interest in the

women's swim team. He is

John Nunnelly, UMass
women's swimming
coach — Beard and all

"I'm looking forward to

this season,' Nunnelly said.

"Basically, we've got the

same team as last year. We
lost only one swimmer to

graduation."

Last year, UMass finished

its meet record at 6-7-1, but

more importantly finished

7th out of 38 teams in the

New England Cham-
pionships. "That's more
important to me," said

Nunnelly, entering his

second year as head
swimming coach. "The
win-loss record is. all right,

but It's the championships

where you have to show
what you have."

To be precise, the actual

name is the UMass
Women's Swimming and
Diving team. Twenty-five

swimmers and five divers

comprise the team. Doug
Forsyth is the head diving

coach, receiving assistance

from Bruce Parsons. Celia

Walsh is the assistant to

Nunnelly.

Debra Schwartz, who was
UMass' most valuable
swimmer last year, and
Rachel Mack are this year's

co-captains. Lynn Lutz and
Jeri Ooey will probably be

the strengths in free-style;

Lutz in distance, Otey in

sprints. Mollis Coblentz,

Maryanne Primavera, and
Kathy Countie will provide

depth in the breaststroke.

Nunnelly said he had some
new-found talent in the

backstroke with Caroline

Benjamine and Gail

Holland. Veteran divers Kris

Ballard and Suzy Strobel

will belooked upon for fine

performance.

Nunnelly was uneasy at

supplying nam«. "A lot of

kids work hard... it's dif-

ficult to single out in-

dividuals. They all work so
damn hard."

The team, which as been
working out since early

September, will swim a

tentative 12 meet schedule

opening with the Pioneer

Valley Relay Carnival, Nov.

10, at Springfield, The first

home dual-meet is against

UNH, Dec. 2. The New
England Championships
will be in Springfield, Feb.

15, 16, 17.

Nunnelly was readying

himself for an afternoon's

practice when he, for once,

became philosophical.

"You know," he said,

"we're not necessarily
motivated by the overall

win loss record. We look

for personal improvement.
If I get the best times from
every swimmer, if it's the

best they can do...What
else can I ask for?"

Indeed, John Nunnelly,

what else can you ask for.

Icemen p/epared to pla^^;

experience a main factor

Winter Sports Special m 'CpDggiaa 15

By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

Featuring last year's two top scorers and
five veteran defensemen, the UMass ice

hockey team will open its 1978 79 cam-
paign on November 28 when it travels to

Lowell to face off against the University of

Lowell. Under the able coaching of Jack
Canniff, now entering his 12th year as head
coach, the hockey team will be looking to

end a long drought of productive seasons

that started after the Division II cham-
pionship season of 1972.

Attempting to bounce back after last

year's 8-11-1 season, Canniff's charges will

be facing a tough 20-game season against

Div. II foes that includes six games before

intersession with the remaining being

played after January 25th.

Up front is where the Minutemen's
strength lies as Canniff's first line includes

left-winger Nick Carney, right-winger John
Peters, and versatile center Joseph Milan.

Both Carney and Peters tied for the team
scoring title last season while compiling 23
points apiece. Milan, meanwhile, had the

third highest point total last year with his 21

points. According to Canniff, this first line

is expected to generate a lot of offense

barring any injury like the injury to Milan

that kept the senior forward sidelined for

the tail end of the season last winter.

The second Minuteman forward line

consists of hard-skating center Don
Murphy, left winger Al Paulsen, and right

winger Bill Estes. The big threat on this line

is Murphy, who notched 22 points last

winter in his second season as a

Minuterr^an.'

Canniff's third line is tentative at press

time but should consist of Macklin, Guy
Kidd, and Richards. Kidd is the son of

UMass soccer coach Russ Kidd.

Defensively, the big question for the

Minutemen is the lack of an experienced

goaltender. Currently, two freshmen and
one junior transfer from Massasoit
Comm'nity College comprise the
goaltending crew. Jeff Moore. Casey
Scavone and transfer MikeGrubarski are all

vying for the starting position in goal with

Canniff only able to keep two netminders

on his roster.

"It's going to be tough to decide," said

new assistant coach B.J. Flaherty (former

UMass All-American). "Right now I'd say

that any of 'em could start. All three of

them are good."
Elsewhere on the UMass defensive crew,

Canniff lists three pairings that should

combine to lower the 86 goals that were
scored against the Minutemen last year.

The first defensive pairing listed byCanniff

is that of juniors Dean Liacos and Jamie
Benelli. Both veterans from last year, they

should combine to lend a stabilizing in-

fluence to the Minutemen.
The second blueline pairing will be
sophomores Jack Hessian and sophomore
Chris Lowey. The third pairing on defense

is listed as sophomore Barry Milan
(Joseph's brother) and senior Ron
Valesenti. It's a relatively young, but ex-

perienced defense says Canniff.

"It's going to be a concdried team effort

to cut down on goals scored against us,"

said Canniff.

Qn the whole, this year's edition of the

Uf^ass hockey team is well experienced,

but may have to work on goals against and
try to cut down n the huge amount of

penalty minutes incurred last year. Last

year's team rolled up 419 minutes in

panalties.

"We can really shave in these areas," says

Canniff.

"We're going to make a big effort; we're

in this thing to make the playoffs."

The women's swimming and diving team opens its home season on Dec. 2

against the University of New Hampshire. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis)
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men's swim team readii;

depth a crucial element
By JIM DEGNIM
Collegian Staff

The 1978-79 UMass men's swimming
team will have a lot of individual talent, but

could be plagued by problems of depth,

according to coach Bei Melamed. Depth is

a crucial element in swimming, just as it is

in cross country.

Melamed, a personable grad student in

the computer science department, has

impressive credentials He was a member
of the Israeli Olympic swimming team ir.

1964, 1968, and 1972. Members of the

UMass team speak highly of him, one
swimmer saying that in the absence of

scholarships, "Bei's the greatest asset we
have." Senior Tom Nowak says that

Melamed employs a practice unusual

among swimming coaches: he actually gets

in the water to demonstrate techniques.

Nowak says this proves to be very helpful.

Last year's best swimmer was lost to

graduation, but there is one freshman who
should be outstanding. Russ Yarworth,

who Melamed calls a "super swimmer'",

graduated in May, taking with him not only

swimming ability, but also leadership

qualities. Coach Melamed said, "'He was an

example as an athlete and a real leader,

which I think is just as important as the

athletic ability."

The freshman who hopes to fill the void

created by Yarworth's departure is Charles

Bowers from Hawaii, who goes by the

name of "Jib". His high school times in the

100-yd butterfly are as good as the New
England collegiate record. As Melamed
says, "'He's nothing to laugh at."

Another freshman has also impressed the

Goach with his showing in practices. He is

Tom Dundon from New Jersey, and will

see action in the 50 and 100-yd. freestyle.

Co-captain Harry Fulford will swim the

200-yd. breastroke, while the other co-

captain, Jim Leiand, will do the 200 yd.

backstroke and swim in the medley relay.

Fulford was singled out by his coach as the

hardest worker on the team, and one of the

most improved. Leiand, who transferred to

UMass from Anapolis, will provide valuable

experience.

The distance swimming will be handled by

senior Dave Hoffman, sophomore Bob
Deconinck, and sophomore Bill Tyler.

Hoffman will see action in the 500 and
1000-yd. freestyle, while Deconinck will

swim the 200 and 1000-yd. freestyle, and
Tyler will do the 200 and 500-yd. freestyle.

Senior Tom Nowak will probably swim the

relay, breastroke, and the butterfly.

Freshman fred Vennes will help out by
adding dep^h, and looms large in future

plans.

Sophomore John Sleeman must sit out

this year because he is a transfer. When he
does get to swim, though, the versatile

Sleeman may see action in sprints and
distances.

The divers, who often get lost in the

shuffle, are nevertheless an important part

of the team. This year's divers are senior

Jim Antonio and sophomore Dan Anthony.
Melamed said that the divers saved the

team in many meets last year.

Melamed is happy with the freshmen in

this year's class, and likes the future

prospects of Jib, Dundon, and Jim
Mulvaney. Mulvaney has looked very good
in the backstroke, and will help with the

depth problem.

Melamed, beginning his sixth year as
coach at UMass, is very pleased with the

effort of his swimmers in pre-season

workouts. He said, "This is the best year in

terms of effort since I've been here. Almost
all the swimmers are working harder than in

the past."

The coach encouraged students to attend

the swim nr>eets saying, "I'd really like to

see more interest on campus. We have
some fine swimmers to watch." He said

fans motivated athletes and that nobody
liked to swim before empty bleachers, and
called swimming a "beautiful sport." Meets
are held in the pool in Boyden.

In appraising the coming season,

Melamed offered this, "I think we'll have

more individual talent than last year, but it's

depth that wins meets. Our lack of depth

could hurt us in the dual meets in

particular. But I am encouraged by the

performance of our newcomers and the

attitude of the team and it should be a good
season."
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Optimism is the secret word around the wrestling room these days.

Coach Dave Amato is very hopeful about this year's matmen. (Collegian

file photo) ^

Vfrestlers take to the mat

Coach Pmato optimistic

By L OUIE SCHWECHHEIMER
Collegian Staff

The Boyden Gym is the scene of a great deal of optimism nowadays. The main source

of that optimism is wrestling coach Dave Amato. Amato, in his third year as head

coach, has blended a young team from last year, with a very talented crop of freshmen

and is hoping for big results.

During a recent preseason workout, Amato took time to reflect on his squad. "Last

year we were 7-12 but were very young. We did alot of recruiting in the upper weights,

because that's where we were weak last year.'"

The big man for the Minutemen this year will be senior captain Larry Otsuka. "I expect

big things from Larry," said Amato. As a freshman he finished third in his weight class.

He finished second as a sophomore, and as a junior he was seeded number one in New
EnglandijuJ dislocated his shoulder. He is really geared up to go."

Another Dig man Ino pun intended) will be heavyweight John Aflen. Allen virtually

owned the heavyweight class last year and is a big favorite to haul in another New
England Championship.

The wrestling team opens up at home in a tri-meet with Boston University and

fHarvard on November 28th. Amato is very optimistic about his squad's chances. "We
are very young and there is a lot of spirit on this team," explained Amato. "I expect

close matches with B.U. and Harvard. A lot depends on the freshmen. The season

should be the same way."

The coaches main worry will be whether or not his freshmen will be able to handle the

pressure of college competition. As Amato put it, "We have alot of talented freshmen.

They were excellent in high school but it's a different storv uo here."

Perhaps the top freshman on this year's squad will be Kurt Rowlette from Nashua,

New Hampshire. Rowlette, a high school All-American, won the New Hampshire State

. Championship three times, and culminated an undefeated senior season by winning

the New England Championships. Rowlette, joining Otsuka at 134 lbs. gives Amato a

tremendous amount of depth in this weight class.

However, moving upward Amato feels that the 142 Ib^ weight class may Possess the

best talent on the club. Returning 2nd place- finisher in Nevv England, Charles

R.qoqiioso will be the leader in this division. Pressing Rigoglioso will be freshman Kevin

Murphy a two-time Nassau County champion, who draws praise from Amato as being

a "very talented and tough wrestler."" Joining Rigoglioso and Murphy is Greg

MacDonald, another freshman who as a Mass. High School Champion from Newton

makes this as tough a weight class as any on the team.

Other potentially strong divisions are the 118 and 126 pound weight classes. At 1 18

Amato has four former high school champions battling returning "ettermen DavKJ Daly

and Rich Schiarizzi for the top spot. At 126, the top candidate will probably be Dana

Rassmussen last year's third place finisher at 1 18. Raz' will be hard Pressed byta 3,

Louis MacDonald, and freshman Jim Nelson, a section champion from Albany, New

York.

In another optimistic note, Amato is looking for a big year from sophomore Mike

Carroll at 150 lbs. Carroll, as a freshman lacked consistency but showed flashes of

brilliance. "I'm looking for a good year from Carroll. He has a lot of potential,

explained Amato.

But potential seems to be the big word. This is basically a freshman-sophomore team,

one that is untested for the most part, and that could be a big factor.

The 158 lb weight class is totally up in the air. The heavier weights from 167 to i90

were he weakes't area on the team last year and appear to hold that dft-nction this

. year What one cannot measure, however, is the enthusiasm and desire of a team This

r undoubtedly an improved team, one that leads Amato to say, I would be

dissappotted I we didn't fm.sh at least .500. But the tone of his voice suggests much

higher hopes. The coach says it best, "we will just have to wait and see.
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1978-79 fTlinutewomen:

attitude is a higlilight
By PA TRICK O. DOBBS
Collegian Staff

n J^T® -VA?®"
^ complete turnabout in attitude in the players, " said Coach Mary Ann

Uzdarski. We want to be very consistent competitive in New England, but first we've
got to play consistent."

Ozdarski is confident of the upcoming women's basketball season. The team has got
depth and confidence in itself, according to Ozdarski. "UMass has got a very shortteam but if we execute and play fundamental basketball, we'll win," Ozdarski said.

Ozdarski plans to start an all junior and sophomore team. Sue Peters and Mary
Hallaran will make up the starting backcourt.

Peters, a 5 foot 7 inch junior burned the nets for a 19.4 point per game average last
year. Besides leading the team's scoring, she also was second in rebounding (143) and
field goal percentage (47%) for last year's 14 and 8 Minutewomen. "Sue's been playing
excellent. She plays smart. She never shoots a bad shot. She may force a shot but not
a bad one," Ozdarski said.

Hallaren, averaged only 2.3 points per game last year but she contributes in other
ways, according to Ozdarski. "She's unbelievable. She plays with her nose in her man's
stomach. She's got confidence now. She knows she can do it

" Ozdarski said
Junion Jen Parker will start as the strong side forward. "The 5 foot 7 inch East Haven

Connecticut native has been playing the best ball of her career, " according to Ozdarski
The other forward will be Northampton native Maura Supinski. Maura's playing very

tough according to Ozdarski. "She's playing the very best she ever has " The 5 foot
10 inch power forward ripped down 137 rebounds last season and shot 48% to average
8 points per game.
Sophomore Julie Ready will take over the center position from past seniors Lu Ann

Fletcher and Ginny Peebles. Ready, a 6 foot 2 inch product of Hanson, Massachusetts
averaged 6.6 points per game and corraled 75 rebounds in 12 games last year "Julie's
worked out all summer. She lost weight and can really run now, " Ozdarski said

The bench depth is better than last year according to Ozdarski, who praised the team
for individual effort over the summer.
The only senior on the team, Grace Martindli is described by Ozdarski as "a dream "

Gracie goes out every day and runs. She understands the garT>e. She plays excellent
defense She's tremendous," according to Ozdarski
Many of the games are home this year, unlike last year, according to Ozdarski The

schedule remains the same, Ozdarski said, except for the addition of a Canadian team
to the schedule. "I'm not worried about what the other teams do, though," Ozdarski
said, "I'm worried about our execution."

"I don't expect many losses We've a tremendous team," Ozdarski said
"We're a small team but a fast one, " Ozdarski said. This year's Minutewomen plan to

use a 3-2 zone defense. Ifs the fast break defense according to Ozdarski. The only pro
blem IS to protect the three big kids from foul trouble Ready, Supinski and sophomore
Cathy Harrington are the backbone of the Minutewomen's boards They have got to
play smart, according to Ozdarski.
The key to the defense is to break the other team's rhythm, according to Ozdarski.

The Minutewomen intend to use both a zone press and a variety of offensive plays to
upend the opposition. The offense is not geared towards specific players though ac-
cording to Ozdarski but to give the team a set play with options.

Tm worried about the fundamentals and turnovers," Ozdarski said. "Every kid
understands their role. They know they have to do it."

This year's Minutewomen sport a new assistant coach in Steve Jefferson and four
freshman Ozdarski plans to break in newcomers Fran Troy, Tricia Corcorn Diana Taft
and Judy Strong gradually during the season.
The Minutewomen open their season at home against Harvard in the first ever

doubleheader in the Cage on November 28. Prior to this the women were never able to
play before the men because of the lack of proper facilities.

Ozdarski hopes that super guard Sue Peters scores her 1,000th point before
Christmas but Peters would have to score in excess of 30 points per game before the
break.

"I don't see anyone shutting out this team," Ozdarski said, "If they stop one player
everyone else wiH score."

.Collegian +7

This year's women s basketball has an added feature, a bright, happy
attitude much like their team's coach, Mary Ann Ozardski. The women
hoopsters open their season on Nov. 29 vs. H^vard at the Cage prior to the
mens opener. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

1978-79 UfTlass minutemen
front row: John Sachetti, Marc Roberts, team captain Eric Williams, Juan

Holcomb, Tom Witkos. Middle row: ^ike Grammel, Bob Burton, Mark Haymore
Len Kohlhaas. Jay Stewart, manager Matt Capeless. Back row: Asst. Coach Ray

Ricketts, Jeff Bierly, George Dennerlien, Connie Nappier, Bill Morrison. Brad
Johnson, Head Coach Jack Leaman. Not pictured: Asst. Coach Ray Wilson. Bob
Thorne, John Moynihan, asst. manager John Pride. (Staff photo by Steve Zack)

1978-79 Umass
basi^etbail schedules

mEN

WOmEN
NOV

DEC

JAH

FEB

MAR

Wed.

Sat.

Hon.

Wed.
Sat.

Mon.

Fri.

Wed.

Thurs.
Sat.

Tues.
Sat.
Wed.

Thurs.
Sat.

T^aes.

Sat.

Tues.
Sat.

Tues.
Fri.
Sat.

Fri.

Sat.

Fri.

Sat.

SCHEDULE

29 HARVARD 5:00PM

2 MAINE/ORONO 1:00PM
J* ST. MARY'S, CAUADA 7:00PM
6 Springfield College 8:00PM
9 Vermont 5:15PM

11 CENTRAL CONNECTICUT 7 :
30PM

22 •QUEEN'S COLLEGE 5:15PM

10 WILLIAM PATTERSON 5:15PM
18 St. John's University 5 : 30PM-
20 UNIVERSITY OF RHODi; 1.1L;\Hl> 5 : oop^^

23 Rutgcr's University 8:00PM
27 Boston University U :00PM
31 •SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE 5:15PM

1

3

6

10
13
17
20

23
2U

3

9
10

PROVIDEMCE COLLEGE 8:00PM
BROOKLYN COLLEGE 2:30PM
Bridgewater State 6:00PM
Northeastern 3:00PM
University of Connecticut 7:30PM
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAITSHIRE 3:00PM
SOirTHERN CONNECTICUT 8:00PM
MAIAW STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS

S Boston College

EAIAW TOURNAMENT

EAIAW REGIO.NAL FINALS

• Springfield Civic Center
HOME GAMES CAPITALIZED

November
29 HARVARD 7:30

December
2 at Pittsburgh 8:00

5 BOSTON UNIVERSITY 7:30

7 at Northeastern 7:30

9 at Vermont 7:30

13 CONNECTICUT 7:30

22 HOLY CROSS AT SPRINGFIELD 7:30

26 at Gator Bowl Tournament 7:00

27 Jacksonville, Florida

(Pittsburgh, U of Fla., Jacksonville & UMass)
January
6 at West Virginia 8:00

10 VILLANOVA AT SPRINGFIELD 7:30

13 at Providence 8:00

17 at Geo. Washington 8:00

23 at New Hampshire 8:00

26 at Colonial Classic 7:00

27 Boston, Mass.
(Boston College, Holy Cross, UConn & UMass)

31 RUTGERS AT SPRINGFIELD 7:30

February
•

3 DUQUESNE 7:30

6 RHODE ISLAND 7:30

10 at Connecticut 7:30

12 MAINE 7:30

15 BENTLEY 7:30

17 GEO. WASHINGTON 7:30

19 at Rutgers 8:00

21 PENN STATE 7:30

24 afVillanova 8:00

HOME GAMES CAPITALIZED

1978-79 minutemen:
consistency^ is the key
By STEVEZACK
Collegian Staff

15 12. These numbers represent the win-loss record of last year's Minutemen
basketball team. But those are numbers of the past, far from the mind of UMass coach
Jack Leaman and the minds of his players. Last season was last season and it is time to
move ahead to better things.
"There are two areas we have to improve on, " said Leaman. "First is defense we've

got to do a better job of not giving up the easy shots. We've been working hard in this
area and are making an improvement. The second area is rebounding we didn't
rebound well for a big team last year. We want to be a fast break team but we can't if

we don't get the rebounds on the missed shots.
"

The Minutemen have quite a different look from last year. Gone is last year's starting
backcourt of Alex Eldridge and Derick Claiborne. In their place, fans will have to
become accustomed to seeing Brad Johnson, Tom Witkos, and Bill Morrison.
"We have three good athletes back there, " remarked Coach Leaman. "VVitkos and

Johnson have played well but need experience. They're both fine athletes and have
been working hard. Bill Morrison is another good athlete. Along with the other two he
gives us a solid backcourt. By the middle of the season they could be the best
backcourt around."
Backing up the guards will be sophomores Juan Holcomb and Marc Roberts and

freshman Jeff Bierly.

Up front, Mike Pyatt has graduated and taking his place will be senior forward and
team captain, Eric Williams.

"Eric is steady Eddie," commented Leaman. "Good defense and he shoots
adequately. He is an excellent leader and con^liments the other two forwards well."
The other two forwards are seniors Mark Haymore and Len Kohlhaas. These two may

well be deciding the factor between a banner year for the Minutemen or a year of
misfortune; for it is these two that must control the boards.
"I'm happy with the play up front," said Leaman. "They're experienced and solid.

They have been shooting well and have improved on defense although they're not
rebounding as physically and consistently as they should. Lenny and Mark have got to
concentrate on getting to the boards and rebounding.
Playing behind Williams will be junior George Dennerlein, sophomore Connie Nappier

and freshman Mike Grammel. Dennerlein will spell Williams when the bench needs ari
offensive replacement for the forward. If rebounding is needed, Nappier will be pressed
into action. Grammel's outside shooting touch makes him valuable agair^t zone
defenses.

Backing up the two big men will be sophomore Jay Stewart and freshman Bob
Burton.

"Jay is the most improved plaver on the squad, " said the coach. "He just needs to be
a little more consistent in his shooting and rebounding. His quickness and defense will
allow us to rest Haymore and Kohlhaas and along with Bob Burton, who has been
shooting and rebounding well, give the team a different look.

"

One of the important aspects of a successful team is its attitude.
"I'm very happy with the team's attitude," remarked Jack Leaman. "The teamworks

harder and longer and the leadership of the seniors has been good and has helped make
practices fun. From October 16 (first day of practice) to the present there has been
constant improvement."
As for the Eastern Eight, the league UMass plays in. Coach Leaman had the following

analysis.

"The Eastern Eight league is a difficult league to play in. There are three tough clubs;
Rutgers, George Washington and Pittsburgh have almost all of last year's teams intact.
Villanova, Duquesne, and UMass are clubs with good nuclei and exciting young
people. West Virginia and Penn State are good solid teams and adjusting to new head
coaches will tell how good they'll progress."
In looking ahead to the 1978-79 season which opens at the Cage on Nov. 29 against

•Harvard, Coach Leaman had this to say. .

.

"The two things we look for are improvement and consistency. If we attain these two
goals our win loss record will take care of itself."

Senior forward and team captain Eric Williams goes to the hooo against
George Washington last season. The New Jersey native will be ir \

..•. "'"Tting
lineup when the Minutemen take on the Harvard Crimson Nov. 29 Iri il'.^t ''age.
(Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)
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The women's gi/mnastic team:

hope for a ijear free of injuria
By DAVE BRADLEY
Collegian Staff

Women's gymnastics combines and incorporates all the in

tangible qualities found in other sports. Strength, skill,

courage, and stamina are crucial elements in gymnastics A
woman gymnast must have the explosive p>ower of a shot put-

ter and the grace of a figure skater, the skill of a basketball

player and a boxer's courage. She must be able to channel the

reckless abandon of a hockey player towards achieving her

ultimate goal, perfection.

UMass women's gymnastics cpach Virginia Evans describes

lymnastics as "a beautiful grueling sport "

She should know. Evans has been UMass' coach since

1971. She's the president of th'e National Coaches Academy
jnd a member of two gymnastics committee's. Before coming
o UM.iss she was a coach at Towson State University where
she helped initiate a women's gymnastics program and then

led that team to the Division II Championship three years later.

Her career at UMass includes a National AIAW Championship
in 1973 and two Eastern EAIAW Championships in 1974 and
'75

The team's health is a concern to the coach Because of the

constant demand for perfection in gymnastics, even a slightly

injured gymnast can prove ineffective, no matter how talented

she IS

Lisa Martin fits this category A top freshman recruit from

Miami, Lisa has competed all around in the elite nationals

which Evans says is "the highest attainable level of gymnastics

in this country" Unfortunately, Lisa suffered a bone separa

tion in her wrist last summer Now she is working out with the

team and waiting for her doctor to decide whether she needs

surgery. She should know by the end of this month.
Another all around gymnast recovering from an injury is

Karen Hemberger Karen tore cartilidge in her knee last spring,

had an operation, and is making "satisfactory progress" so far

this year. But there is still some question when she'll be able to

perform to her full capacity. Karen has competed in the elite

nationals, was a member of the all east team last year and
finished second m vaulting by 05 points to the national all-

around champion, Ann Carr.

Freshman all around perforrrier Chrjs Paul was supposed to

be fully recovered from a knee injury in which she tore

ligaments last year but recent pain has prompted her doctor to

suspect there miqht be some cartilan*" damage not detprted

earlier. Evans said Chris was on her way to national competi-

tion before her injury.

Last year Colleen Thornton suffered a stress fracture of the

spinal column caused by muscle stress on the bones. After

taking time off she is back, ready to compete.
Karen Clemente and Jean Anderson are two veteran gym-

nasts who are used to competing in pain. Karen has tendonitis

in her left ankle and Jean has a history of bad knees, and
calcium deposits in her right thigh. Despite these ailments

both women are strong p>erformers.

The lar.t name on this list of recuperating athletes is Julia

Myers who looked good at the start of practice but then came
down with the mumps. Evans says she has lost a lot of weight

and will have to regain her strength before she can seriously

begin work on her floor and beam specialties.

Freshman Karen Ginsburg and Amy Riuli each brought a file

of impressive credentials with them to Umass. Both are all-

around gymnasts who have competed in elite national com-
petition. Together with teammate Lisa Martin, Karen was part

of a high school team that won two Miami State champion
ships while going undefeated in 55 meet^- Amy's seemingly in-

born talent prompted Coach Evans to call her Umass future

"very promising."

Co-captains Laurie Knapp and Cheryl Morrier lend veteran

p>oise to this young team. As a beam specialist Laurie has con-

tinued to elevate the difficulty of her routines and is a "very

consistent performer" Cheryl is not afraid to try new moves
and IS strong in floor, dance and beam Coach Evans also says

she is making "excellent progress" in her vaulting.

Addir>g depth to the squad are Debra Smith and Held.

Milender. Debbie competed in the nationals for UMass last

year and came through when other all-arounders couldn't

compete due to sickness or injury "If there was a most im-

proved, she'd get it," Evans said. Heidi came to Umass this

year with relatively little competitive gymnastic experience but

coach Evans feels she has what it takes to become a good per-

former. "She has the will and incentive to learn new tricks,"

explains Evans. "She has a lot of nerve."

Evans says coaching is very important in gymnastics and

UMass had the best Assistant coaches Jill Heggie and Mark
Stevenson will hel;j guide the team th oughout the year and

choreographer Paul Nunes will assiSt in floor and beam
routines.

The snow sport of skiing;

a winter wonderland of fun

Collegian
,9

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The headquarters is a poster-splattered cubicle near the

Collegian offices; they have been meeting every Wed. night

in Mahar Auditorium since September 27. They wait for one

thing — a thing that chills most hearts --- the first snowfall of

the winter season. And then? A cry, to break out the poles and

ski boots, for the skiing season shall soon begin. '

At least, that's the hope of the UMass Ski Club, as it

prepares for the '78-'79 winter.

The Ski Club, perhaps the most popular student-run

organization in the Northeast (at least 1,000 people will join

the Club this winter to take part in the Club's activities), is in

its tenth year, and planning activities to accomodate growing

membership, such as trips to Otis Ridge and Sugarbush, and

the Ski Sale, scheduled for November 15, 16, 17 & 18 at the

SUB.

"The Ski Sale is the Club's major sourceof revenue," said

Club president Jennifer Cohen, "and the Club expects to

gross over $10,000 by selling cross-country and downhill

equipment designed for all levels of skiing ability. Also, we'll

be showing free movies on skiing, and sign-up sheets for the

Sugarbush Ski Week (January 21-26) will be available.

The Sugarbush trip was very popular last year; 237 people

signed up for 150 spaces. It was an overwhelming rush. This

year, we plan to pull in 300 people, but space is limited. A raf-

fle for a free trip to Sugarbush will be held on December 6, at

one of the meetings. The free trip includes 5V2 days of skiing,

lodging, meals, a beer and wine party, and transportation.

There's a new thing at the Club - an eight-week program of

instruction at Otis Ridge Ski Area in Otis, Mass. (at the other

side of Westfield, going southwest from Amherst), which will

begin the Sunday after Intercession, and continue every Sun-

day.

Along with that, the Club will go on ski trips every Saturday,

plus there's a trip in the planning process that's scheduled for

sometime in March -as you see, we're pretty busy

throughout the winter."

Mark Powers, the chairman of the Ski Sale Committee, said

on becoming a member, "Members pay a seven-dollar dues,

which goes towards the buses for the Saturday ski trips. They
are also entitled to discounts during the vear.

Some people say that the equipment we rent during the ski

season is second-hand. Let me say that most of the equip-

ment we rent is brand new. Anybody, member or non-

member, can rent the ski equipment."

Some people flee to Florida to escape winter's cold and

snow; others huddle about the oven and mumble about this

miserable winter, wishing they were in Florida. But for at least

1,000 members of the UMass Ski Club, winter may be the

greatest time of the year!

Comebacks from injuries are the keys to success for

this year's women's gymnastics team. (Staff photo by

Sue Donovan)

men's gi^mnastic team sets sights on success
By MIKE ES TRADA
Collegian Staff

Experience, youth, and a new coach are the keys to the

1978 79 edition of UMass men's gymnastics as they prepare

for their openiitq meet later this month
Only two men were lost to graduation from last year's team

John Forshay, liltli in vaulting and floor exercise at last year's

Eastern lntercolleguMe Gymnastics League finals and David
' KuIm'' KulHkofI, whose brilliant gymnastics career included

the 1977 pommel horse championship as well as an eleventh

plitr.e showinq at the nationals while compiling a 9.45 average

for the event
Also gone is coach Dick Swetman, who took a position at

another school The gymnasts were 6 5 under Swetman last

year mrUidiiuj imprjissive wii\s over Cornell and Terpple and a

narrow defeat M tl»e hands of Penn Slate, a top team last

year

This yeiir s squad will be coached by former UMass gymnast

Roy Johnson Johnson was an all around competitor for

UMass, inrliiding a spot as an EIGL finalist on floor exercise.

His previous coaching experience includes instruction at the

Ct»pi.im school, a private gymnastics school in Gloucester,

and roach of the Boston University Gymnastics Club

Besides lending his gymnastics knowledge, Johnson

stresses a positive attitude" in workouts sparked by

enrouratienient and positive reinforcement. Johnson

explained that because some routines require many
repetitions it is important to avoid any discouragement

jnhnson added that there is almost no attitude problem on

this year s squad and €!mphasi/ed the desire of the team to

work hard at practice in \Ue chalk dust filled room known as

Boydcn Auxiliary Gym
The 78 79 squad is very young, yet experienced Only two

seniors nnd five luniors will compete, along with eleven

sopl\oninr»>s hack from last year

There will be eleven all around competitors, those gymnasts
that compete in all the events including parallel bars, floor

exercise, vaulting, high bar, still rings and pommel horse.

Boh Lamb and Paul O'Neil will be two strong all arounds.

Lamb is a sophomore from Bayville, N.Y. whose strongest

event is vaulting, usually the weak event for an all around
while ONeil, a sophomore from Framingham, finds his forte

on the pommel horse, an event that takes years to master.

Other all arounds are juniors Tommy Thomson and Frank
Cohen Both men have their strong point in the high bar, 'et

Cohen IS expected to score highly on the parallel bars as well.

ComplfMing the all around competitors will be juniors Andy
Dolph and Skip Buchwald, sophomores John Nelson and Al

Wallace, frershman Jim McGrath and transfer from Springfield

Hugh O'Neall, who will not be eligible for competition this

year

Most events with the possible exception of parallel bars will

be strong for Johnson's team. On floor exercise will be
specialists Steve Craig, Ken Schow and top man Dave
Buegler. Pommel horse will hSve specialists in sophomore
Dave Felleman, freshman Bob Ross and top man in the event,

sophomore Tim Barry. On still rings are sophomore Dale

Johnston, freshman Ron Silberstein, senior Steve Nunno and
last year's top ring man, Dave Felleman.

Captain of the team is junior all-around Bob Donahue from
Staten Island, N.Y. Donahue is the top gymnast on this year's

squad, as all of his events are strong.

Syracuse, Southern Connecticut and Temple are expected
to be this year's top competition. The gymnasts open their

regular season away against Boston State on Nov. 29. The
first home meet is Dec. 6 at 7 p.m. against the University of

Lowell, a team they narrowly defeated last year.
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SOCCER
TRACK
SWIMMING
HANDBALL
SQUASH
BADMINTON
VOLLEYBALL
LACROSSE

FENTON'S
Athletic Supplies

Wholesale & Retail

tkrm mHk Hi§ fh$H

$»4 if9lpm§0t.

Grand Opening Special

FREE Cordura Nylon

SPORTS
CARRY
BAGKSl

Free with any $20 Purchase

Men's* Women's

Double Knit

Nylon

WARM-UP
SUITS
Two Zipper

Pockets in Jackets

And Pants Zippered

%.

Legs All Colors

1995

TENNIS
SPORTSWEAR
TABLE TENNIS
JOGGING
SOFTBALL
RUGBY

DOWN FILLED

VESTS
60Z Fill

Velcro Pockets

Zipper & Button

LOCATED IN

THE NEW
AMHERST
SHOPPERS PARK

UNIVERSITY DRIVE

AMHERST

Flying Feet is the valley's most

exciting sporting goods store. Not

only do we specialize in the

world's finest athletic footwear,

but we also have complete lines of

the world's finest brand name

sporting goods which compliment

our footwear.

Be sure to visit our unique players

arena that allows you to test your

new shoes on the turf or court.

FREE FLYING FEET
Cotton-Sports

T-SHIRTS
FREE

With ,iny Purrhase unfle' $20 00

Front

2995

American Made

^^//

Distributors of Rawling's, Medalist,

Spalding, Wilson, Cooper, CCM, White

Stag-Speedo, Ocean- Pool, also Adidas.

Onitsuka- Tiger, Converse and Pony.

Tennis Restrlnging & Skate Sharpening

377 Main St., Amherst
253-3973

&^'ei

"SUNDOWN"
PARKAS

Down Filiea • 5 Slyies • li'ieu Fxtenors •

or the Rugged 6')% Polyester/ 35% Cotlon

Warmth .^^^
Without % MAy

5

Weight ^
Compressible49

THESE SHOES ARE
JUST A SAMPLE OF

OUR TREMENDOUS
INVENTORY
CONVERSE
HI LEATHER

BASKETBALL
SHOES
With Pro Bottom

*i.

n995
If Pert

^35."

Flying Feet Sells Only The World's

Finest Athletic Footwear Found On

The Market Today...

NIKE LDV

DOWN HILL SKI

PACKAGE SPECIAL
Flying Feet's Exclusive

"Americana System"
Skis And Bindings (Both made by

the same mfg.) Designed to

compliment each other.

• Foam Core Fiberglass Ski

• step In Bindings • Simple • Sale

8 Release Modes • Factory

Mounted

• Spalding Caber Boots

• Aluminum Poles (Dovre)

$19999 Reg.

S249.00

Crosscountry Ski Packages
Featuring

ADIDAS 01: SPALDING
Inciuaes

SkiS'Leather Boots«Poles

with the New Dovre BINDINGS

^112 ^ND UP

(Includes Moutingi

FIGURE SKATES
Hyde Riedell Oberhamer

.adies & Girls^^9
lens & Boys ^#^ \

'

#320 New Balance

top rated

for runners

ADIDAS PRO
-MODEL
Hi Top Leather

Also

Low

Cut

^ \

S'i' - M04i "ppu .(

V JOOflf'*

NIKE BLAZER
HI TOP LEATHER

Flying Feet Hockey Dept.

Featuring

MICRON CCM.
BAUER •DAOUST

SKATES
IN STOCK WITH THE NEW

Tuuk&I.C.M. Blades
Expert Fitting

Flying Feet has the new

Canadian Graphite Stick

•Free Tape with Stick Purchase

Also Sticks By:

Titan • Northland • Koho

Christian and

More. More. More!

MASTER CHARGE BANKAMERICARD
QBDV

Fitted By Knowledgeable Personnel

STORE HOURS
M0N.THRUFRI.10AMT0 9PIVI

SATURDAY 9 TO 5:30 253>3354

A bl**nd of V experience and new coach Roy
Jo»in»;Mn are t! main factors concerning the men s

qymnasti .. t u;ai. (Staff photo by Sue Donovan)

MON.-FRI
SAT.

9:00-5:30

9:00-4:00

If slaloming down the slopes is your way of having

fun, then why not check out the UMas$ ski club.

(Collegian file photo)

l»imiuiimmiimimiu*m**w^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M

CAMPUS TEN PIN BOWLING
. (Located in basement of

Boyden building)

Mon.-Sat. 4 p.m. -10:30 p.m.

60c per string.

Shoes free with UM ID

>,

Phone 5-2239 _,^•^

pizzas

are

not

created

equal
n

i
^ Universitj Dr. Tel 549-1311

The last thing a coUege

senior needs is another

pat on the bacli.

As a college senior, credit-card offers,

promises and congratulations come pouring in.

Fnjoy it while you tan Because it won l Ust

Ounn the world, you II have to wck things out

tor yourself Afld one of those things is

life insurance if„^,«,
Kidohly Union Life has a plan designed for you

(he ("ollege Master*, the insur-

ance plan chosen by more tol

lege seniors than any other

C allthc(«>llegeNfaster

Field As^^Klate in

your area

Union Life

RONALD J. NATHAN AGEN
20 Gatehouse Rd., Amherst

HI
icv

256 8351

. f
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•«l USEDTO HAVE
VISIONS OFA LESS niiING BEER. ,_

I ALSO HAD VISIOHS OF GETnMG RESPEQ.
OH WELL, 1 0UTOF 2 AINT BAD!'

Rodney Dangerfield
Famous Comedian

^1978 Miller Bfewmg Co . Mil»»auliB€. Wis
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Editorial
Take back the night
As locally this is Rape Awareness Month, many area organizations are

uniting to educate and inform the community on issues of sexual harassment

and rape.

This Saturday a "Take Back the Night" march held in Northampton is being

sponsored by three UMass organizations including 12 to 1 Commonwealth

Clericals, Everywoman's Center and the Commuter Collective. The planned

march is a positive statement that women should have the right to walk alone

safely at night anywhere.

The march will assemble at the park between the Bridge Street School and

Route 9 in Northampton and will conclude with a rally.

We support this action women will be taking to demand their right to

freedom of movement, and urge all women to participate. The organizing

committee of the "Take Back the Night" march has reached area residents in-

cluding the elderly, Hispanic and black women, and handicapped women.

happy life of everyone
population would be saved from wholesale

bi/Tzliny at the hands of the wretched
bolshies. Looking round at my marzipan

comrades I lighted on every third face and
pondered where that unfortunate individual

would be when the mushroom (probably

canned) cloud went up, bringing them with

it.

Stopping by corpses on a radiant evening

Whose remains these are I thinly I know
His house was in the village Slough
He will not see me stopping here

To grab his watch and steal his dough.

The slight woman with the cnina blue eyes

and porcelain countenance, scoffing the

last few drops of her tiger milk. The

bandana-ed soul furtively shuffling half a

dozen carob brownies into his knapsack.

The bespectacled, slightly hunched food

and ecology professor slurping a soybean

yogurt. All nature's children and when the

big one hits each and everyone of them will

be reduced to a shriveled chapati-stained

brown piece of punk.

And you could be among them.

Worse, I could be among them.

My ionized friend would think it queer

To die in only his twentieth year.

Between the rubble and scattered ashes

The most radiant evenina of the vear.

And you probably have no idea what to do

when we're attacked, do you? You'll

probably run around screaming like a

wounded banshee lookinq to board the

nearest Trident or bounce over to the

bottom floor of the parking garage, which
is not even safe during peacetime.

/ give his empty wallet a shake
To see if there is some mistake

The only other sound's the screams
Of those that have turned into marble cake.

So if you do any of that nonsense you're

bound to join that unlucky one third who
have to participate in "Meet The Maker".

They are probably not very productive

individuals anyway.

And you know, he knows who isn't

productive.

I mean, I have nothing to worry about, I

a columnist.

m

The baying wounded offer a dull hint

But I have debts to pay

And bodies to go before I'm solvent

And bodies to go before I'm solvent.

If it's any consolation they have their

unlucky one third too. Although they say

they don't. You have an opposite number

across the world into Redland. He might be

a Caspian-sea boathand or a Leningrad

engraver, or a dissident poet slinging a

pick ax. Or even a party member.
Everyone's a party member in this country.

That's why it's a great country.

You see, the only difference between us

and them is that they want the end of the

world.

All we want is Tofu soup.

Mark Wilding is a Collegian Columnist.

We further hope that UMass students, faculty and staff will be represented

at this march since violence against women is an issue of particular concern on

this campus.

Action has been taken this month to illustrate the location of rape incidents

in Northampton by the Hampshire Action Group with red paint and graffiti

marking the sites. Although this maybe considered destruction of property,

raising of consciousness has resulted.

Here at UMass, the Central Area Government is organizing an escort service

for women.
The "Take Back the Night" march should bring the different groups and in-

terests together to reinforce their committments to stop violence against

women in our society. Men are being asked to stand along and illuminate the

march route to show their support.

The Collegian Women's Staff Caucus will be participating in this march as

well as report on the event. But, the "Take Back the Night" march will

hopefully be more than a media event. It should be a show of solidanty for all

women who are concerned about the quality of their lives.
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Writing Instruments in

14 Karat Gold Filled.

Pen or Pencil . $17.50
Set $35 00

12 Karat also available

the finest se/ectton of
writing instuments in

the area come to

UnivtTsitv of Massachus<ztts / Annh<^fst

FINE /RTSCENTERPRESENTS

Hartford
^mphofi}'
ARTHUR WINOGRAD, Conductor

"one <)/ the finest orchestras in the country"

New York Times

Saturday, November 18 8 pm
Mark Piskunov, Violinist

SHOSIAKOV ICH Festive Overture

STRAVINSKY Pulcinella Suite

WIIMAW'SKI Violin Concerto No. 2

BRAHMS Symphony No. 4

fM /R\S CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets r>ow on sale. General public $7, 5, 4.

UMass students $5, 3, 2. Senior citizens and
ottier students • $6, 4, 3.

Fine Arts Center Box Office tA-F 9-4,

(413)545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

'^^^^^H

BAR

MBA ADMISSION FORUMS

"Will an MBA Degree
help me qualify

for the
career in management

that I wantr
If you'ie eit'r uimdered uhat a graduate degree in management

can do for you. then you are ini tied to participate in the

M8A Admiaston Forums offered as a service of

the Graduate Management Admission. Council and
the Association of MBA Executives Inc.

Drop in any time. A nominal $2 Admission Fee covers everything.

You will have the opportunity to meet admissions representatives from

all of the graduate schools of management listed below, to discuss

admissions procedures, curriculum offerings,

and career opportunities in management.
Workshop Sessions— commencing 4 times daily— with

Admissions Directors. Placement Officers, Corporate Representatives and

recent MBA graduates will also enable you to explore

the question asked most often by men and women
who express an interest in graduate management education:

"Will an MBA Degree help me qualify

for the career in management that I want?"

Of Special Interest To:
• The Working Executive •

• College Graduates Seeking PoBitions in Management •

• Women College Graduates Returning To Work •

• College Students Who Will Graduate in 1978-'79 •

57 PARK PLAZA MOTOR HOTEL
Park Square (Howard Johnson's) • Boston • (617)437-2719

Drop in any time you wish during the hours listed below:

Friday I Saturday
NOON to 7 P.M. I 10 A.M to 4 P.M.

November 17 I November 18

PARTICIPATING GRADUATE SCHOOLS OF MANAGEMENT
American Graduate School of International Management/American University

Babaon College /Boston College/ Boston University/Bowling Green Stat* University

Carnegie Mellon University'Caee Western Reserve University/Columbia University

Cornell University/ Dartmouth College Amos Tuck/DePaul University

Duke University/Emory University/Georgia Institute of Technology
^

Hofstra University/Indiana University/ Massachusetts Institute of Technologv

Monterey Institute of Foreign Studies/New York University

Northeastern University/ Northern Arizona University/Northwestern University

Pace University/Plymouth State College/Purdue University/ Rutgers University

Simmons College/Southern Methodist University/Stanford University

State University of New York Albany/State University of New York-Buffalo

Suffolk University/ Syracuse University/Temple University/Texas A&M University

Tulane University/ Union College/ University of Arizona

University of California-Berkeley/University of California-Los Angeles

University of Chicago University of Connecticut/University of Dallas

University of Denver/University of Florida/University of Georgia

Iniversity of Illinois Urbana/University of Lowell/University of Massachusetts

IniverBity of Miami/University of Michigan/University of MissounSt. I/>uis

University of New Hampshire University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

University of Notre Dame University of Pittflburgh University of Rhode Island

University of Rochester University of South Carolina

University of Southern California University of Virginia

University of Wisconsm-Milwaukee/Vanderbilt University

World University-Puerto Rico Yale University

AOMINISrnATORS:
Thit •nnounctmant may bt rtproduc'*d tor

tlfibutlon 10 Slu<l«nn »nd/or po(l«d on Sudani Bull»lln Boardt.

-presents the

SECOND
ANNUAL
WILD

TURKEY
NITE

Tuesday, No v. 2/

^12 Free

Turkey Prizes
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Wild Turkey Drinks

P/us

TheAndyMayBond

from 9p.m.— /a.m.

"I refuse to use the kind ofprotection that always has me

wearing something internally. Orfollowing some strict schedule

Being spontaneous is too important to me.

*lConceptrol Cream is just greatfor women whofeel the

I do. It's one of the most effective birth-control methods you can

without a doctors prescription. And it comes in a disposable

applicator-like a tampon-that's premeasured

to provide the exact amount ofcream you need. It's easy

to keep handy, too. The applicator's small enough to

fit into even a tiny evening bag.

''And Cohceptrol acts right away. So there's

no waiting. Nothing to spoil the mood.

''You can tell that where Conceptrol's concerned,

Vve done my homework. But, after all, ifyou' re going

to he spontaneous, you have to give your birth-control

method plenty of thought!'

4 •

way

use

Conceptrol*Birth Control Cream
You only use itvs^en you want to

-1
I $1.00 Refund on Conceptrol Birth Control Cream \

I

'

i6- or W-pack size) Limil one 10 a customer.

I For your $1.00 refund, jus, fill ou, and mail the ("Hp"" helow. together with the

I
frotit panel ofa package of Conceptrol as proofofpunhate. _

I CONCEPTROL CREAM OFFER, P.O. Box NB 034- El Paso, Texas 79977

I

I

Name

.

Address

.

an- State

.

Zip.

Subject to state and local regulations. Void if taxed, restricted or prohibited.

Offer expires 4/30/79. Good only in the US A. UM-111378-CCA

Remember, no method of birth control

of any kind can absolutely guarantee

against pregnancy For maximum

protcctii>n. Conceptrol Cream must be

used according to directions.

•Trademark ©l<)78 Onho Phamiaccutical CorTx>ralion
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Entertainment

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
TL» I INDtCAM^ rw Ll»t SHOW TtCKtT

OP** J'OJ WQuri s Mj^ttT M*&4

S.a'.'V's"

MATI9HA1.

MMAL
W*d sod Thur* (TLS • IS) ttt
Fri. and Sat (TLS 6 151 7 46 10 IS

Houm

CttCOIV LAUUMU
nut oiMu

THE
BOVS
FROM
BRAZIL
M*d and Thur» ITLS (00) -4 X
Fri and Sal ITLS 6 00) 7 3a« B6

THURSDAYS

aibrf Night
8:30 *til 10:30
Most Drinks and Beer

foulRaii
Wtod and Thura ITVS •:Om-*:a

M and Sat (TLB SOM 7 3»-»l

i2 *OUlI \ -.lunttll ^B:Ct^

So don'l 90 slraighi

Jo
M« this mowir*

k

CHONG'S I

UPIN
SMOKEl
Wad. mini Tlmra. (TLS tilU-*:*

Pfi. and Sat (TVS fcWI 7:45- ie:1«

FEATURE
Pink Panther—

1

A Shot In The Dark-2

Thursday, November 16

CCA

1-5:00,9:15
2-7:16, 11:16

%\ for both
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Dustin Hoffman in

THE
GRADUATE

Friday^ November 17

Mahar Auditorittm

7 p.m., 9 p.m., 11 p.m.

^ -A"^ iJr iSr ir 1V inJr TiriV '^ iSr^ ir -ft-A-A"^ tV -Ar iriir -At -At

J}-

Thursday, Nov. 30

8 p.m.
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

All Seats $3.00

Gen. Adm.
Tickets now available at

TIX, Union Record
Service, and loc^l

record stores

OflRVl JOHN
Hflii omes

Tuesday, Dec. 5
8 p.nn.

Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

UMass-$6.50, 7.00,7.50

Gen. Public-$7.50, B.OO,

8.50

Tickets on sale

Wed., Nov. 15

at Fine Arts Center

Box Office

and all Ticketron outlets

with special guest

CITY BOY

^MW99999
t

"w. mow. Mw. M9wm •tOO-If•• ^

BAK
Sat, Nov. 18

I

Happy Hour
with

MORGAN

Entertainment
Bring us your
KODAK Slide Film...

'HAHJEE'S TIACF
'Recommended by the New York Times, Boston

Globe and six other newspapers.
"

PERSIAN GOURMET COOKING,
CREPES, VEGETARIAN DISHES AND

UNIQUE COCKTAILS.
Located midway between Northampton

and Amherst on Rt. 9

Sun. Thurs. 4:30 10:30; Fri. Sat. 4:30 11:30

413/5849797 J

n

Tommy
A CotumOii P>ctuf»» iod RoOwl Sliyiwwd 0f9»niaW)n Ptwenlil.on

This Sunday
Nov. 19at7,9,a-11

CCA
Only $1.00

FOR QUALITY
COLOR
PROCESSING
BY KODAK

We II have prints or

enlargements ot your lavonla
KODACHROME Of

EKTACHROME Slides made
promptly Slop in today and
ask aoout our slide duplicating

service

\

COLOR
PROCESSING ,

J

.. Kodak ^^m

CONVENIENT AND AT
DISCOUNT PRICES'

c«npMcanw unib of mau vrtfwrvi

.\%X\\\XXXX\X'*.XXX\\X>,XX%\\X\\X>55

THE
s:^s nFA( ()\ ST.

kXXXXXX%%V

ikXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVARK
SRnSTCl\«247-9548

;iL*>xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxv

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

No cover or dress codeSI TNIIAY

CURRENT MOVIES
"

nk^nday oldies prizes
.LLMH()& BUT

(XXNTESTS GOOPIE^
TT ESDAY

NITE
COLLEGE

75^I)RIXKS
5(KIK)MESTI( BEER

ARKETTE
25^ DRINKS ^ miMraPwith card f^AA JEf

THURSDAY
10pm - 1am 3

NO CO\ ER BEFORE 8 J
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U.of Mass.Students
Beginner To Intermediate

Ski Package Values
SELECTYOUR OWN PACKAGE FROM THE
FOLLOWING ITEMS AND SUBTRACT

15% OFF REGULAR COMPONENT PRICES:

price* rangefrom I J 59. 95 to $299.00

REVISED SCHEDULE
Effective Mon., Nov. 13, 1978

KOW WE CAK GET

YOU THERE

"^AS FAST

SKIIS
Lovett GLM short ski

B/izzard Total

Fischer Tiger

BINDINGS
TyroHa 150, 250 or 350

POLES
Sco«, standard or

strapless grip

BOOTS
Raichle Jet Flow

Nordica •

Men's Mistral,

Women's Elite

PACKAGES
INCLUDE:

boots, poles,

bindings,

skiis

and mounting

(check for our schedule of In-atorc XC waning clinics)

Eastern Mountain Sports
Specialists In quality llghtwwght backpacking ft nriountalnaafing aqulpmwit.

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 AM-9PM,

Sat. 9:30 AM-5:30 PM

Rar^ irS Ro«<« '• Amherst-Hadley Line

™^^ , Amherst. Massachusetts

Kentais (4i3) 253-9504

To place a classified ad. drop hy the Col

legian office (CC 113) l)etwRen 8 45 a m
and 3 46 p m Monddy throuyfi Friday, or

use our handy dtp and mail form found in

most issues of fhr ColU^qian Cl.tssified

dr.tdlinr is 3 45 lyn^ tvvo days m advance

of j)iil)lir..it(on ddtr

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c

per line five consecutive issues. 40c per

ne per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR SALE

71 Toyota Deluxe runs great $850/BO.

Must sell, call after 5, 256-6076. Bob

1976 TR7 good cond. $4200 666-7512

1974^Ford F2S0 truck auto 3/4 ton P.B.

PS. with cap, asking $2796 967 5850

•75 Triumph Spitfire 1500 exc cond.. new

paint AM/Ffy/I, gd. rad.als. 25,000 mi. Ask-

in£$2800^BO_Call^9^4

'Ciropel, 86,000 miles. Fair condition. Ask-

ing $350 , call Amit, 253-5121

Rossignol Roc skis 190cm 549-3937

IWlionda 08380^400 546-6358

1969 Camaro 307 runs well, $700 or BO.

546 6358

Panasonic stereo, speakers & turntable

$90 computer chess $60, SR-52 calculator

$153. Call Don, 546-6980

100% profit, no exp. nee. in sales, call

Mike. 253-2491. 6-8 p.m.

The People's Gay Alliance has a work-

study position available. Person will be

responsible for a variety of office duties.

$3 50/hr 12-15 hrs./wk. For more into,

please stop by the P. G. A. office, 413 SUB.

545-0154

ROOM WANTED

Want to find a 2 br. Southwood apt. to

sublet Jan. -May. Call Nancy 546-6506

Room wanted for female -need bus

route, wanted Dec. 1 or Jan. 1, call

256-8491

ROOMMATE WANTED

Upright piano. Fun to play. Reasonable.

Days -253 3324, eves. -549 1588. Nancy.

LOST

•74 Toyota Celica ex. cond. 323-4231

'70^amaro perfect body, 4 Cragars, eo-s

in back, eng. needs work, $750 or BO.

6-5304

ENTERTAINMENT

Rossignol ST 660 w/ Nevada Grand Prix

bindings, original value $280, skis 185 in

length -have been used 5 times and are in

excellent condition, will sacrifice for $130.

Can 253-5889 ask for Paula.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

Lost gold chain at Pub 1 1 /9/78, sentimen

tal value, please call 546-8^4^j;eward^

Silver wired,~7^^^n prescription

glasses, please call Lisa. 253-54Sd.

P^^ii^ri^^ti^iTllasses. plastic Hm^ht
pinkish-gray, please call Karen. 546-6993.

Soundsystem for hire perfect for d'scos.

coffeehouses, bands, call Rick. 584-4105

Hottest band aroundl Smooth Sailing'

for bookings anywhere, call John,

546-4646.

FOUND

Found -male Calico (?) cat in Southwest

area. Please call 546-7540 or 546-7536.

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Beg Dae. 1 Ciiffside Apts. Sund. $120

mo call 665-4903, furn., bus, stereo, quiet,

1 bed , to share_withjrnale —
Quiet non-sinoker wanted for own rrri.

in 2 bedrm. apt., Amherst Center Avail,

after 12/20. $92.50-»-. Call 253-7986, esp.

after 6 p.m.

Tor 2 bdrm. apt., avail. 12/1. $220/mo..

exc. location. Call 253 2901.

FOR SALE

Woman's Head ski parka, down filled,

ex. cond.was $140 now $70. size med..

6- 1138 .

-
1 pair snow tiras. used Delta F70- 14. also

bike /ski rack. L. Flint. 367-2130

Tag sale Sat. & Sun. TV. furn., games,

etc 67 Spauld.ng St. (off Main on BR bus

line). No reasonable offer refused! 256-80JB

Steve from Quincy (or other) I lost your

phone no., still willing to chainsaw 3 cords

of wood? Box W. Collegian CC.

Excellent opportunity in this area. Need-

ed pleasing personality and car, part time

or 'full, call 247-5740

Undergraduate students -deadline ex-

tended-student activities office is

searching for 3 part time (15 hrs. wk.) for

academic yr. in general programs, filrntt

publicity/communications. Apply m SAU

(SU416) with 3 reference letters by noon

November 17, 1978. Specify position(s) ap-

plying for. An equal opportunity/affirm-

ative action^mployer_

OnFy couples can do it! Dating couples

wanted for research study on close relation-

ships conducted in UMass psychology

department. Possible large time commit-

ment, some hourly pay available. Call

546-1349.

To my favorite customers: Thanks to

you business has been booming. Fronn

novv on you all get discount rates. Love and

.gooses, B.H.

To Tom, Andy. Ellen. Kathy. Elaine.

Pooh. Robin £r Kevin happy whatever?!?

You're catching up! Tough isn't it?

Joyous natal felicitations to Stubby,

Kevin, Pooh, Andy, Kathy, Elaine, and

Tom. Yahoo!

See Shu's sandwich board for more info.

1 F for own room in 2 br. apt., avail. Jan.

1 , on bus rte. Call Ellen 256-8454

Room for quiet male non-smoking stu-

dent share bath, kitchen, lounge with

other students. $105/month 253-7841.

Roommate wanted for own bedroom in

four bedroom house in Belchertown.

$87 50 for now until Jan. 1st with option

for after Jan. 1st, call 323-7324

1 or 2 roommates wanted frm. Jan. 1 or

Feb. 1 for spring semester, call 253-2424.

SERVICES

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.

Huge selection of gold, silver, diamond ear-

rings and unusual gifts. Silverscape

Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,

Mass. 253-3324.

WANTED

RIDE WANTED

Need ride Ithaca NY Wed. 22, share $,

driving. 546-6163, Sam

North Jersey (Morristown) ^o^ M^..

11/20. Will share expenses. Paul: 6-7106

Ride for 2 needed to/from Moody Blues

concert, Spfd. Nov. 17th, share gas $,

leave message for Tammy at Collegian of-

fice.

Wanted! Two tickets to Grateful Dead.

New Haven, Nov. 25. 542-2599 Desperate!

Rock band needs cellar or garage to

rehearse in. Will pay $40/month (price

negotiable) (local Amherst area). Call Rich,

546-3248. .

WANTED TO RENT

RIDERS WANTED

To sublet or rent. 2 bedroom apt. in

Amherst starting Jan., 79, call 546-7011 or

546 7025. .

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly^H 549-5343 evenings^

LEGAL SERVICES '

I leave for Binghampton NY Fri Nov. 17

at 2:30 p.m. Want a ride? Eric 584-5377

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal. General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 2&J-/bi/.

Thursday, November 16. 1978
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ACROSS
1 Bus abbr

5 Code word
for A

9 Flower
stalk

14 Horse show
hurdle

16 Slip

16 Ilex

17 Scalding

vapor 7

words
19 Follow

20 That IS 2

words
21 Outdo
23 Gear teeth

24 Positive

27 Yokel

29 Passionate
31 Stove part

35 Bee Comb
lorm

37 Starch: PI

39 Range
40 Obligation

42 Asian land

44 Sign
45 Valleys

47 Contradict

49 Stale Abbr
50 — system
52 Sphere
54 Athletic

group

56 Take back
59 Half Prefix

62 Fabulous
bird

64 Despiser
65 Assumed

name
67 the

Villain!

70 Beasi ot bur-

den
71 Babylonian,

god
72 Hot spot

73 Slaughters
74 Clarinet

75 Spawning
spot

DOWN
1 Baby s ail-

ment
2 Chemical
compound
Returnable
At once
Fit

Recline

Exploit

S Mail

9 Pronoun
10 Piece of mu-

sic

11 Moreover
12 Stop up
13 Potato buds

UNITED Feature Syndicate
^•dnesday $ Pu i2i« Solved
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18 — and
Stripes

22 Inn

25 Asian coun-
try

26 A(r river

28 Vehicle

30 Junky
32 Case in

grammar

33 Flat

34 Split

35 Totals .

36 Fuel

38 Sword
41 Third

43 Snow vehi-

cle

46 Com-
prehend

48 Tenth part

51 Scull

53 Speechifier

55 Reaper
57 Yielded

58 Flow
59 Montreal

hockeyists.

Informal

60 Hebrew
month

61 Star inCetus
63 Strobile

66 Call lor help
68 Make do
69 Command
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1 4

1
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6/ 68 69
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i
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;j 74 75

tSYOUR BIRTHDAf

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 1(

Bnni today
,
you arc one

of the slow but strady

workers of the world who
though hi does not win

quickly .does ultimately

win well It rrmy take ynu
twice as long to reach your

ttuals as it does another
with comparable talents

but you have a knack for

enjoy iiiK the journey to

Micces-s twice as much as

anyonp eUe You are to be
pnvied for your ab.soiute

delight in life; it is a trait

which, at times, places you

m precarious position.v but

which usually bnngs you
great joy

You take ureat pleasure

from shartnR your ' winn
ings" with those whom you

consider "losers " On the

other hand, you try to help

ottjers help themselves in

an effort to teach self confl-

. dencc
Alto born on this dale

are Burgass Maradllh.

actor. Paul Hindamllh.
composer
To see what is in store

for you tomorrow . find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph

support of another's
proic<-t Ixiok the situation

nver.how<'ver
AOUARIUSfJan ;a-f=«b.

11) - Take care that ynu

don't interfere with family

plans when you change
business appointments
PISCESfFab 19-March

JO) - Make an effort to

understand the motive t>e-

hind another's behavior

You will be happier with

circumstances
ARIESfMarch 21-Aprll 19)

- Don't brinR up unpleas-

ant is,sues in your meeting

with one in authority Try

to keep thincs calm
I"«t your birthday sUr be

your d^ily guide.

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 17

SC0RPl0(0ct 23-Nov

2\) - You would do well to

keep your progress secret

for the moment Make an
effort to pull out of depres

sion
SAGITTARIUS(Nov 72-

Oec 21) ~ A man or woman
of influence speaks in your

behalf today .thouuh you

may never know it .Seek to

gam
CAPRICORN(Dac 22-

Jan 1}) - Make no legal

rnmmitniont to financial

TAURUSlApril 20-May 20)

- Technical expertise is

es.sential to your progress

today If you can't supply

it.fmd someone who cnn

GEMINKMay 21June20i-
- To smn an agreement is

to make a solemn promise

Don't forget that in your

eagerness to have an •lul

to business
CANCER(June21-July22|

.. Coworkers offer sugges-

tions that could reverse a

downward trend and ulti-

mately yield benefits Lis-

ten'

LEOtJuly 23-AuQ 22) -•

Romance may get m the

way of business today You
woiild do well to isolate

yourself from others for »

few hours.

VIRGOtAug 23Sepl. 221-

Seek help in setting down
the conditions for dispers-

ing mutual funds Don't

take on financial problems

alone
LIBRAtSopf. 23-Oct, 221 -

.Seek a social ^outlet for

your need to lead Ciive a

party. Invite a good friend

to share an expanence

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

THIS ISNy SIR.! ^
HAPPENING . ITS MB, -

"

9 \ \<9 'i-h

ZOONTGeT (THIS IS MR
IT. I'M A RE- DUKa. r USBP
SPONSlBiB TO BB HIS
CONSUMBR . TRANSLATOR I)

^#f»"

W

roNLruse tMANencHANee
TUB 0BST PRO- STUKNT NOUJ:
DUa. 1 HBVER RiQHTHBRl/n
MlSCAlOJlATB OBORBBWU/N'
OOSAbBS.. o^ 4^

so UH/AM I (hbS R£AUi
SURJIOUNDBD &f A 6REAT6UY
rm. fW/TiNO He's justa
(XlBAfTALS? o UTTLB SHY.)

J^'i^^

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

5ir?« a ckoicf of cifct/w

cisIoM, wKether for <air*i

of Q^ coime^c SC/fjerM

th'ti -fnxo'i'fion of Ok «K>to-

iMat»<- <5ppoRa[tion oi\ infants

is jost pr&fiteefi(»<i Medica\

big ht/s/>ess r

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

^Jlts ret ""o'tY
^t(\r Sujetny. TKis

out of sWt -Hjitton

V\»U^ vs Qo»r»a to

Kill w\€\'

Xfw ^log to Vxive

to trur\$f€.r bcxck

Vo rA>^ old S:>yaDl.

n
a

Il-lfe

n

1

/\^e Ur>>vjcrsi4yA

Uf HoayuJOod. j

C^ (5

ff nrvf/y

B.C. by Johnny Hart

\VH6M CNE (^t^e-S MOT
Me cAus ir Ften^. TO use TKAT WORD, f^YMes WITH IT

SPECTRUM
MAGAZINE

ANNOUNCES
deadline:
december

one

ART, POETRY, PROSE,
FICTION, PHOTOS

location: CC 104, 545-2240

ATTENTION CCEBS STUDENTS!
All CCEBS Students must obtain their pre-registration fornis

from their academic advisor. Advisors will be available from 8:30

a m -600 p.m. daily during the counseling penod, November 13

through 22 Call your advisor at 545-0031 and make an appointment

for pre-registration to save time that you would otherwise waste

while waiting for assistance.

Here is a list of the advisors and the classes with whom they work:

-^982 Shareef Rasool and Charles Bookman

1981 Phil Hicks and Jaqueline Crooks

1980
Valerie Nil

igyg Carole Watkins

ALL RETURNIINlb STUDENTS Manuel iRick) Townes

Please come prepared -have a list of courses that you would like to

take. Bring your own Class Schedule and Course Description Guide

with you.

REMEMBER
You must see your advisor before receiving your pre-registration

form All pre-registration forms must be submitted to the Registrar s

Office by Nov. 22 or a $5.00 Late Fee will be required.
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WITS fires Martin;
radio 'voice' of Sox

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

113 CAMPUS CENTER

Showcase
Cinemas

ROUTES RIVERDALERD

WEST SPRINGFIELD

TEL 733 5131

-7

AMUM S 7 OO "' 3 30
MATiMMt* eVERYDAY

BOSTON [UPflHed Martin, longtime

radio voice of the Boston Red Sox, was
fired yesterday as the team's play by play

mdn, WITS owner Joseph Scallan said.

Martin, who began doing Red Sox games
in 1961, has been the team's principal

broadcaster since 1^72. He is recognized

around the country as one of baseball's

most respected broadcasters, having done

the American League playoffs for the last

three years on CBS radio.

Scallan said Martin was fired "because

WITS and Ned are moving in different

directions." WITS started ainng Red Sox
games this year tor the first time.

Scallan said he would contact Martin's

partner, Jim Woods, Thursday. Woods has

emphasized he would not return as radio

color man because of post game
interviews in the locker room.

Martin said he was not shocked by the

move, which has been rumored for months
because Scallan felt the veteran

broadcaster made too many on air

mistakes.

'it's a bit of a surprise to know you're not

with them, at least on radio. He figured he

couldn't run with it,
" Martin said. "He and I

have different philosophies not only in the

booth but outside it. That was the main

thing. It just didn't work."

Martin said he had contacted WSBK TV
in an effort to land the Red Sox television

play by play job.

"I'd prefer to stay here. But if the

television job doesn't work out, I'll have to

look elsewhere," he said.

Martin's last assignment for WITS will be

this weekend's Harvard-Yale football

game. In the past, he also has done games
for the New England Patriots and Yale and

Dartmouth football.

Scallan said he has narrowed the choice

for Martin s replacement to three people.

An announcement will be made in 10 days,

he said.

Ga. Tech's Ivery

top NCAA runner
MISSION. KAN IC//'/|-Eddie Lee Ivery of Georgia Tech

lushed for an NCAA record 356 yards against Air Force to
surge into the Division I all purpose running -lead for the first

time this season.

Ivery, who now has 1,300 yards rushing this year, is

averaging 175.9 all-purpsose yards through nine games.
Charles White of Southern Cal is the runner-up with 168.2

yards according to statistics released Wednesday.

In other categories. Matt Bahr of Penn State leads in field

goals with 21 in 26 tries for an .808 conversion rate and an

average of 2 10 per game for the top-ranked Nittany Lions

while freshman Maury Buford of Texas Tech continues to be

the top punter with an average of 44 9 yards in 51 kicks.

Also, Howard Ballage of Colorado ranks first in kickoff

returns with an average of 31.5 yards in 15 runbacks, Richard

Ellender is tops in punt returns with an average of 19.2 yards in

12 runbacks and Pete Harris of Penn State leads in

interceptions with nine in 10 games.

lATISNOWS-FII.&SAT.

WE HONOR WASTER CHARGE

nsi^sssSis^

University of Massachus</t1s / Amherst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Vladiipir

C t>ndu( tor jnci fMano Soloist

th

Ehglish

Cbaipber
Orel)estra

Tuesday, November 21 8 pm

The program consists of Symphony No. 40 - G
Minor by Mozart ; Piano Concerto, B Flat - K 595

by Mozart; Serenade for Strings, Opus 22 by

Dvorak.

Fl^£ j4?ts Center cncert h4.l

Tickets now on sale. General publk - $8, 7, 6.

U^Aass students - $3.50, 3, 2.50. Senior citizens

and ottier students - $7, 6, 5.

Fine Arts Center Box Otiice M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

«

QUICK COPY
AND TYPING

"Amherst Area's One-Stop
Copy and Typing Center

•Quality, low-cost copying

•Fast, professional typing .

•Complete dissertation, rnanuscript

and resume service

In the Carriage Shops, Amherst=^== 549-0557

.^ fashion Asctssofj^

Bostons highest formofentertainment

costs less than a movie.

Functional, of course— but more

important, our combs, barrettes,

headbands, and bobbies are beautiful

fashion accents. Classic tortoise-

shell designs, lummous enamels, rich

and subtle solids A fine gift idea.

1.25-6.00.

A Store-full of Ideas

Next to \U- Pnst Ofticf

Downtown ,'\n-it)ersl

It's the Hancock Tower Observa-

tory located 740 feet above the ground,

atop the tallest building in New Eng-

land. And from here you can see and

feel the total Boston experience.

With 60 miles of breathtaking

scenery, it's the most fantastic view of

Boston there is. Especially at night.

Plus you'll see multi-inedia exhibits

like an exciting light and sound show

atwut the Revolution, featuring a 20

foot scale model of Boston in 1 775.

The Observatory is open Monday

through Saturday from 9am to 11pm

and Sundays from noon till 1 1pm, elvery

day except Thanksgiving and

Christmas. Admission for students with

a coUege I.D. is only $1.25. You'll find

our ticket office on St. James Avenue

opposite Copley Square.

So next time you spend a night on

the town, visit Boston's highest spot. It's

not only less expensive than a movie. ^
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Notice— new course: Anth
228 - images of U.S. In-

dians. Offered through
Continuing Education, 3
credits - Thursday
7:00 10:00 p.m.

Student Health Advisory
Board— our next meeting
will be on Thursday, Nov.
16 at 6:00 p.m. in room 905
CC. Please come and bring

a friend; get involved tn the

Infirmary
8 budget process.

Notice— Economics Inter

Macro Theory Lee 2 Prof.

Costrell - time change TuTh
2:30-3:45 p.m. Econ 765
Devel Prof. Resnick time
change - TuTh 1:15-2:30

p.m. *

Thanksgiving Disco— Fri-

Collegian
Notices

day, Nov. 17 CCA 101. 9-1 -

$1 admission cash bar-all

welcome. Come and enjoy
a Friday night of music and
dancing! Sponsored by
NEO -see you there.

Jungian Lecture— Roger
Woolger, an internationally

known Jungian analyst will

lecture on "The Transfor-
mation of the Hero," this

Friday eve. at 8:00 p.m. at

West Village Meeting

House, W. Brattleboro, Vt.

The event is sponsored by
the North Country friends

of Jung Club. For nDore in-

fo, call 802 254-9064 dona
tion $3.

Notice — students in-

terested in majoring in legal

studies should speak to one
of the legal studies faculty

during counseling week at

218 Hampshire House.

Notice — light Sunday
lunch and fellowship for

college students - .50 cents
- First Baptist Church, 434
North Pleasant St.,
Amherst - following wor-
ship Bible study, Friday

evenings at 7:30 p.m.

Notice— Amherst Mime
Theatre will be performing
at the Hampshire College
Dining Commons, Friday,

Nov. 17 at 9:00 p.m., $1 for

students, $2 for the com-
munity^

Astronomy
Club— meeting tonight at 7
p.m. in Has 44 - very impor-
tant meeting tonight, so try

to attend.

Padre owner Kroc

wants 4 leagues
SAN DIEGO IL/P/j San Diego Padres' owner Ray Kroc said

yesterday he has sent letters to all the other Major League
teams calling for the dissolution of the National and American
Leagues and replacing them with four geographic divisions.

"Why don't we do like the football teams do?" Kroc asked.
"It would .be more sensible and economical and more
practical."

Kroc suggested that all of the teams be placed under the
banner Major League Baseball, with teams assigned to four
divisions -the West Coast, Midwest and East.
Instead of having separate American League and National
League Presidents, Kroc said he favors a central
commissioner's office, like Pete Rozelle's post in the National
Football League.
"That alone would save money, but the really big savings

would be from the improved efficiency and economy of
travel," Kroc said.

"Besides the geographic rivalries, there's the advantage of all

the teams being in the same time zone," Kroc said.
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Barnes-Hind
Wetting
Solution
For hard
contact lenses

% Now—
convenience!

Sirnir

Bagelt and SpreadM-Baked Goodi

Yogari Smoothiet—Frtih Gnmnd CoHtt

It Face* Mil to the Amlwrst Post Office

COMPLETE TAKEOUT SERVICE

M-Tk S-6K)0 Fri 8-9:00

256^955

Sal S-SKM

COLLEGE
Moii.-Fri. 9-9

4 Main St.

Pocket-
size care
for hard
contact lenses

35ml size

Only 89c
reg. $1.98

NO LIMIT!

STORE
Sat. 9-6

Amherst

NUCLEAR REACTORS.
BOMBS, AND PEOPLE
Next term, Physics 117, Nuclear

Energy, will explore nuclear energy in

the overall context of our energy pro-

blems. No prerequisite, 3 cr., E core,

MWF 9:05. See the Course Description

Guide for details.

Wh^nrmttf—t need a ffrtond«

iMt arrlv««l-Wlnt«r Cl««s

7 M««MiNt St. (conMT off Main }

Downtown Mui tlmmpton

Committee to

stop Tuition Hikes

Mass Meeting -Monday, Nov. 20

6:45 p.m. Rm. 163 Campus Center

6:45 - 7:15 Information Update

7:15 - 7:30 Presentation of worl<

to be done
• research . Coalitions
• Publicity • Board of Trustees
• Legislature

7:30 Break into task force groups

It's live. ^

John Hancock Observatory '%^
The Best Place to SeeBoston.

/ ^r-o A \AT=STUDesT CE^rER FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ^^D ADVOCACY

( SCERAyOXE p^Q^ 426 Student Union -- Call 545-0341

/ Ce J G'eat G'i»ph'C»
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Equestrians win;

off until spring
By SHARON SCRUGGS
and PATTI CARBONE
Collegian Staff

The UMass Interco filiate Equestrian team completed the

first half of the season n November 8 at a meet sponsored by

UNH The UMass tean won the High Point College trophy,

with eight team membe ^ placing first in their respective divi

sions. Bridgeport Colleg - was the Reserve High Point college.

UMass rider Leslie tllis was awarded Reserve High Point

Rider for the meet. First place winners from UMass were Bon

me Bell, Pattie Carbone, Dede Duda, Leslie Ellis, Diane

Macbeth, Caludia Mott, Susan Turner and Shern Widak.

This win places the UMass team second in the region. The

next meet is not until early Spring The riders will then try to

gain points over Mt Holyoke College, currently in first place.

The Umass Equistrian Drill team has also been active. The

performance on October 28, before the homecoming football

game, was enjoyed by many spectators The team's last per

formance of the season will be at 11:30 on Saturday,

November 18, at Tilson farm. This performance is being given

for members of the Junior Mass. Horseman's Council to in

troduce them to the Equine Studies program at UMass.

Graduates of the program will speak at this time also. Anyone

interested in attending is welcon^.

Thursday, November 16, 1978
1 C9llegiaQ 31

JEANS
FOR

The UMass
performance.

u » i,«,» ;„ season by winning the High Point College Trophy. (Staff
equestrian team, shown here in „. _„ K./r^«« r^hior »

has recently completed the first half of its
photo by Geoff Cohler)

Physics 1 19A (E) No prerequisites

ARMS POLICY AND
NATIONAL SECURITY
SALT, MIRV, cruise missiles. ABM,
neutron bombs,...? How serious is the

threat of nuclear war?
MW 2:30. See the Course Description

Guide for more details.

FRIDAY
NOVEVIBER 17

11 a.m. -2 p.m.

A cosmetic consultant

from Bonne Bell will be

at the store to discuss and
demonstrate cosmetic

techniques.

SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL
BONNE BELL ITEMS

campus center 'univ of mass amherst

%I%

r^en's 17"

Laceups
Save $40 »9S

Ladies 16"

Pull on
Reg. $74 ^44*'

FRYE SHOES
Ladies

Limited Sizes

Authorized Dealer

^* X

,^«".'/

h
_ _ ,l\

sport shoe

Resoling

Score big valua in tough,

rugged Lev*i* jeans from the

Gap You'll find more colors

and soss to Kelp you en)oy the

spofting life in styW and comfon
Comfortable prtces too!

-The.

Orr, Hull - 2 of a kind
By BOB MITCHELL
Collegian Staff
Professional hockey, known for its fast moving action, has been knocked down a

couple of miles per hour this season with the loss of two hockey greats.

Bobby Hull, and Bobby Orr recently announced their retirements from the ice. Hull

started his career with the Chicago Black Hawks, the team that Orr last skated for, then
he jumped to the WHA for obvious financial reasons, to the Winnipeg Jets, where he
finished out his long and illustrious career.

Before being dealt to the Hawks, Orr was regarded to as the greatest defenseman of

all time. When he had two healthy knees, Orr skated the Boston Bruins to two Stanley
Cup championships, and himself to the NHL scoring championship twice, and the most
valuable player three times.

Hull and Orr although playing different positions, had very similar styles. They both
possessed an unreal ability for skating, stickhandling, and shooting, as their records

indicate.

Hull, like Orr led his team to two championship seasons, the Stanley Cup with the
Hawks early in his career, and the WHA's Avco Cup later with the Jets.

He also racked up some impressive personal statistics-he was a three-time scoring

champion, and a two-time most valuable player.

Hull's hockey career ended naturally. He has played the game professionally for over

18 years. Orr's did not.

Robert Gordon Orr started his career in 1966, then a young man in a professional

sport. Robert Gordon ended his career in 1978, now an older man not playing a

professional sport. H^ is a superstar of the past.

Orr's career has ended because of his knee. After six operations on the joint, Orr is

now forced to hang up his skates. The knee is simply not strong enough to keep up
with the fast-paced action of professional hockey.

I, for one am sad to see Bobby Orr retire. He gave me thrills as a hockev fan that I will

never forget. I think all fans will agree with rr>e, when I recall that when Orr was on the

ice he was the leader, he had "control" of his teammates.
I compare Bobby Orr to a guard in basketball who brings the ball downcourt and starts

the play. He was the quarterback of the team. When on the ice, he didn't have to score

a goal or earn an assist to be exciting, just by being on the ice he was exciting.

Not only to the fans all over the league, but also to the opposition, who were con-

stantly frustrated by Orr's speedy skating and puck control

Sports notices
HOCKEY CLASS -The hockey class, under the General

Physical Education Department, is seeking people who
may be interested in goal tending. The class meets TuTh
at 8:00 a.m. at the Orr Rink. Anyone interested please

drop by the General Physcial Education office, Boyden
224, as soon as possible.

SKI TEAM-Candidates for the UMass varsity ski

teams, both men and women, will meet to organize for

the coming race season in room 305 Holdsworth Hall on
Thursday, Nov. 16, at 7:00 p.m.

INTRAMURALS—Entry forms are now available at the
IM office, 215 Boyden, for 3 on 3 basketball. Entries are

due Nov. 22.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL -Any undergraduate women
interested in trying out for the women's intercollegiate

basketball team please come to NOPE l .) Friday, Nov.
17 at 6 p.m. Come dressed and ready to play.

* Parker

flUNNING SHOES
TENNIS SHOES
WAFFLE SHOES
MOLDED SOCCER SHOES

$12.50
$1350
$13 50
$13.50

Power-So/er System
of Amherst

36316 Moin St. Amherst m3 sm
Next to Whotowheet Pizza

Mon.-Frl., 10-9:30: Sat. 10-4

mmmmmtimfimmmmmmmtmm

Academic Counselor Position Available:

Upward Bound
University of Massachusetts/Amherst

Upward Bound caseworker position now
available for Holyoke area. Prior experience

working with low-income bi-lingual minority

youth required. Responsibilities include the

academic counseling and monitoring for ap-

proximately 30 students. Position available for

20-30 hrs/wk at $4.50/hr. Access to a car for

outreach purposes desired.

Resumes may be submitted to 205 New Africa

House by no later than November 17, 1978.

For more information, please call: 545-0250 and

speak with the Secretary, or Rhopda Gordon,

Director.

miMi
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7 0MSo«tliSl
NorlkamplMi. Mi

presents

thurs., nov. 16

BENEFIT FOR
HARMONY ARMOUR

I

' fri. and sat.

FAT
$3.00 cover
positive ID &

neat attire required

cent, from pg. 32

Parker suffered a broken cheekbone in a Jur>e 30 collision

with New York Mets catcher John Stearns. Two weeks later

he returned to the Pirate lineup, wearing a football-type

helmet when he ran the bases.

"I was lucky to come back in two weeks,' said Parker. "The
big thing after that was being able to play without fear. The
most satisfying part of this whole thing was that I was able to

come back like I did."

Larry Bowa, the Philadelphia Phillies' slick shortstop,

collected the three other first place votes but finished third in

the voting with 189 points. Outfielder Reggie Smith of the

Dodgers was fourth, 25 points behind Bowa.
Outfielder Jack Clark of San Francisco was fifth in the voting

with 107 points followed by Cincinnati outfielder (and last

year's winner) George Foster (104)

Physics 115(E) No prerequisites

PHYSICS OF MUSIC
A course for anyone interested in

music. No physics or math
background is assumed. See the
Course Description Guide for

details.

Reg. $39
rOO

feltifeartfett
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WEATHEK WINTER IN STYLE

Uŵ̂
,

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

MIAMI
959 one way
$118 round trip

LOS
ANGELES
$99

TRAILWAYS and PETER PAN offer frequent service to Boston, New York

and many other great Get-A-Way places.

TRAHWiOrSG PETERMN DUSUNES

round trip

plus tax

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTE
CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS 545-0500

MAKE UFE SIMPLERFORYOU.

RbIbm Ran.
^1

I

For Information. Schedules and Prices, Contact:

Campus Center Bus Office - 545-2006, or 549-6000

With quality outdoor cidthing from

Let Gleason's take the worry out of

keeping warm and being fashion-

able this fall and winter. Visit

Gleason's expanded clothing

department that is overflowing with

the largest selection of quality fall

and winter outdoor clothing.

Gleason's offers quality outdoor
clothing that is very much the "in"

style and at the same time rugged,

practical and long wearing. Look us

over and let us outfit your for the

colder months.

We stock parkas by: The North

Face, Sierra Designs, Camp
Trails, Camp 7 and Woolrich.

Vests by: North Face, Sierra

Designs, Camp 7, Camp
Trails, and Don Gleason.

Wool shirts, jackets, and

pants by: Woolrich.

Quality wool sweaters,

hats, socks, mittens, and

gloves by: Wigwam,
Norsewear, and Don
Gleason.
Long underwear by:

Duofold.

Boots by: Vasque, Dexter,

and Sorel.

Shell garmets of 60/40,

Goretex, etc. by: Columbia,

Sierra Designs, North Faca^

and Woolrich.

We also have a complete selection

of equipment for the camper and

backpacker and there are over 40

tents on display.

%^^ ^\y CAMPERS SUPPLY. INC.

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON, MASS

Store hours: weekdays 9-5:30 Saturday 9-5 phone 584 4895
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Parker named MVP
NEW YORK \UP1\0aMe Parker, already regarded as one of bseball's most prized

commodities and set to test the free agent market next year, furtfier enhanced his

bargaining power with the Pittsburgh Pirates yesterday by becoming only the third

player m the team's history to win the National League's Most Valuable Player award.

The 27 year old right fielder, who won his second consecutive NL batting title this

season, was a runaway MVP winner, collecting 21 of a possible 24 first place votes to

easily outpoll Los Angeles Dodger first baseman Steve Garvey in the balloting by the

members of the Baseball Writers Association of America, 320 194.

Larry Bowa, the Philadelphia Phillies' slick shortstop, collected the three other first

place votes, but fii.ished third with a total of 139 points. Los Angeles Dodger right

fielder Reggie Smith w.: 'ourth, 25 points behing Bowa.
"It's a super feeling,' said Parker upon learning of the news at his Pittsburgh home

Tuesday night "This is the biggest thing that's happened to me in my career. I'm a

little woozy right now and I have some butterflies m my stomach. I'm really happy
about it"
Paiker and the Pirates have been negotiating on a new contract and, if the two sides

don't get together, the 6 foor 5, 235 pound slugger will be allowed to join the free

agent market after next season.
"It's coming^along well," Parker said Tuesday of the negotiations. "There were talks

today between my agent and the Pirates. There was a lot of talk about it at the end of

the season but I was too busy thinking about catching the Phillies in the pennant race.

Now, I'm rejoicing about winning the MVP and I can't really comment about it."

Parker led the league m hitting this season with a .334 average, collecting 32 doubles,

12 triples tied for second in the league -30 homers, 117 runs batted in -also second in

the league and 20 stolen bases.

I felt I had a good chance to win it (the award), " he said. "I had a real productive year

considering the injury (a broken cheekbone) I had during the season. I came back

pretty well and had a good season but of course you had Larry Bowa and Steve Garvey

and other guys throughout the league who had good seasons as well "

Parker suffered the broken cheekbone in a June 30 collision with New York Mets

catcher John Stearns but that didn't deter him. Only two weeks later, he returned to

the Pirate lineup, wearing a football-type helmet when he ran the bases.

I was lucky to come back in two weeks, ' said Parker, whose torrid hitting over the

last two months of the season helped bring the Pirates from 'M'!^ games back to within

one game of first place in the NL East. "The big thing after that was being able to play

without fear. The most satisfying part of this whole thing was that I was able to come
back like I did "

San Francisco right fielder Jack Clark finished fifth in the voting with 107 points,

followed by Cincinnati outfielder (and last year's winner) George Foster (104),

Philadelphia left fielder Greg Luzinski (48), Cy Young award winner Gaylord Perry of

San Diego (45). Pirate first baseman Willie Stargell (39) and San Diego outfielder Dave
Winfield(37).

In breaking a string of three straight Cincinnati MVP winners-Joe Morgan in 1975 and

1976 and Foster last year Parker joined Dick Groat (1960) and Roberto Clemente (1966)

as only Pirate MVP winners.

Before this season started, Parker said his goals were to "hit 30 horrieruns and put a

few batting titles together like Rod Carew." He made good on both, coming from weM
back his average was 288 in early July--to take home his second straight batting

crown
A newspaper poll o^basebal^s general managers earlier this year also proclaimed

Parker as baseball's best player, an honor he responded to by saying, "We'!, basically I

think they re right."

Parker was drafted 14t»> by the Pirates in the 1970 free agent draft -over 300 players

were selected ahead of him A high school knee in|ury, suffered v.liile playing football,

lessened his value in the eyes of the scouts

After spending three years in the minor leagues, Parker came up to the Pirates in 1973

and hit 288 over the final 54 games. He batted .282 in 73 games the following year

before breaking in for good in 1975, hitting 308 with 25 home runs and 101 runs batted

in.

In 1976, Parker hit 31? eighth best in the NL--hit 13 homers and 90 RBI. And then

came 1977 when Parker owned" the National League with a .338 batting average, 21

homers and 88 RBI as he became the first Pirate since Clerrjente, in 1967, to win the

batiinq title

Parker wants to stay
PITTSBURGH ,C/P/ 1 Pirates' superstar

Dave Parker won the National League's

Most Valuable Player award Wednesday
,-in.:; ^ he '.ants to .stay in Pittsburg^

Club General Manager Harding Peterson

predicted he would
Parker was a runaway MVP winner,

collecting 21 of a possible 24 first place

votes He ootpoHed Los Angeles Dodger
first baseman Steve Garvey in the balloting

by tne members of the Baseball Writers

Association of America, 320-194.

Parker became the third Pirate to win the

league's coveted MVP award following in

the footsteps of shortstop Dick Groat

11960) and right fielder Roberto Ciemente

(1966).

"I t>elieve in myself quite a bit, " Parker

said at a news conference attended by

It's really gredi. mPirates brass

honored "

Peterson said he was hopeful Parker

would be signed in the near future.

"Riunt now I'm going to say we will sign

Dave Parker," Peterson said. 'We have

worked hard... I'm very optimistic that Dave
IS going to spend the rest of his career in

Pittsburgh.
"

"I would like to stay here in Pittsburgh,"

Parker, 27, said.

Peterson said he expected to have a

formal announcement about a signing

possibly as early as Thanksgiving.

Parker led the league in hitting this season

with a 334 average He finished second in

tfie league in runs batted in (17), tied for

second in triples (12)' and also had 32

doubles, 30 home runs and 20 stolen bases

Turn to page 31
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Pittsburg Pirate outfielder Dave Parker (above) was named the 1978 National

League Most Valuable Player award recipient in a poll cpnducted by the

Baseball Writers Association of America. Parker hit an NL high .334 in 1978.

(UPI)

Steve Zack

A time for change
Somehow I believe that the appointment

of Dave Cowens as player coach of t+ie

Boston Celtics can be paralleled with being

on a sinking ship and cutting a second hole

in the bottom to 'et the water out.

There seems to be lacking in Cowens that

overall air of superiority that a coach

exudes over his players. As tor the

intelligence to coach a professional

basketball team, Cowens himself said,

"We're not going to win on my smarts."

Then what are they going to win with? If

Cowens can seriously believe that a rah-rah

attitude like the one he is proposing (We'll

win because the players will get together

and put forth what it takes.") is the solution

to all the Celtics mishaps then he better be

prepared for a rude awakening. He is

dealing with grown men, not high school or

college players The men Dave Cowens will

be coaching are there because basketball is

what they do best and what they get paid

the most for doing.

But perhaps. too much emphasis is being

placed on the role that Dave Cowens is

supposed to play. For lurking behind is the

director of the show, one Arnold "Red"
Auert)ach. And who can really believe

Auerbach when he says, "We will never

force a player on Dave. He's going to run

this thing down the line and bring back the

pride we feel we have artd lost a little of."

C'mon Red, be serious.

If it is not already obvious to even the

most remote Celtic worshipper that you,

yes, you Red, are going to have your hand
on the whole situation, for the sake and

sanity of the many Celtics followers, get off

of the age old Celtics Pride kick. This is

1978, Red, and all the Celtics Pride and

prfifern ottense and defense that you can

muster won't bring a championship banner

back H) Boston. This is 1978 the year of the

run and gun offense and there's no way
that you can fight it Arnold, you don't have

the players with which to run patterns.

Dig out the old game films of Billy Knight

with the Indiana Pacers and Buffalo

Braves. Show me where Knight came
down and took twenty seconds to set up
for a shot. Sliow me where he takes five

seconds to set up and I'll be amazed.
As for Tiny and JoJo, better known as

Run and Gun, what can you say except

that they were not put on this earth to play

set up basketball.

The only Celtic player designed for the set

up style is Marvin Barnes, who has this

habit of just standing out on the court with

minimal movement. Marvin stands here.

Marvin stands theie. Marvin sits down.
If the Celtics desire to run the type of

game plan that won them all those

championships back in the late 90's and

60's, then why not suit up the players who
won them.
I'm sure that sellout crowds would appear

at the Garden to get another glimpse of Bill

Russell in action. Just one more chance to

see John Havlicek, Larry Seigfreid, Bailey

Howell, Sam Jones, K.C. Jones, Don
Nelson, and Tom "Satch" Sanders.

As for Sanders, he becomes part of the

tradition of ex Celtics. They either beconne

TV analysts, head coaches, or scouts. For

now, Sanders must settle for the latter for

coaching surely was not his thing'.

What was that you said Mr. Auerbach?
The Celtics of the 60's are too old to play?

They're of an era gone by? An era gone by.

Think about it Red. An era gone by.
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Faculty supports out-of-staters
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegiah Staff •

Out of state students received support
yesterday from the faculty senate who said

they are drafting a protest against the out

of state tuition hike because it would
damage the quality of students at the

Univtrsity .

Senate Secretary Harvey Kline said the

admissions and records committee was
drafting the protest for the December 21

senate meeting. If ratified by the senate the

resolution will be sent to the UMass Board
of Trustees.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
suggested to the senate that "all individual

voters in the UMass community out to

communicate individually with state Sen.
John Olver and state Rep. James Colins,
both of whom are against the increase, and
show the legislature that it is not just a self-

serving protest by the out-of-state
students."
The proposed increase of approximately
$2650 was learned of accidentally at the
faculty senate meeting two weeks ago in

response to an arbitrary question about
rumors surrounding the hike.

In other business, the senate voted to
send back to committee a proposal by the
rules committee to establish an ad hoc
committee on the reorganization of higher
education because of the wording and
proposed membership of the ad hoc

committee.
Debate centered on whether represen-

tatives of the faculty union should be in-

cluded on the committee and whether the
committee should consider all current
proposals on reorganization, or just specific

ones.

The rules committee said the purpose of

the committee would be:

- to study and issue recommendation on
all current proposals to reorganize public
higher education in the commonwealth

-to report to the senate on all such
proposals being considered by the
legislature

- to develop campus recommendations
on reorganization and offer testimony to
tfie appropriate state legislative and
executive committees

- to study and report to the senate on
possible alternative purposes of the
university as a commonwealth instrument
in light of anticipated demographic and
economic changes '

—to submit a final report no later than-

October, 1^80.

I ne proposed composition of the com-
mittee would be:

— the Delegate to the Board of Trustees

and the Secretary of the Faculty Senate

-The campus representatives on the
multi-campus committees

— two additional faculty members
nominated by the committee on com-
mittees and ratified by the senate

— one member appointed by the president

— one member appointed by the chan-

cellor

Kline said that UMass president David C.

Knapp yesterday told him that he opposed

various parts of the university community
making recommendations on the

reorganization and that he preferred one

voice.

However, Howard Brogan, representative

of the Massachusetts Society of

Professors, said, "It really doesn't matter

whether the president approves or not, the

MSP has a great interest in the committee
and would like to establish a correlation

between the senate and the MSP and
probably establish their own comrnittee as

well.

One senator said, "If management and
labor both have questions about it, ploaa>
let's send it back to committee."

Students plan action

against tuition hil<e

About 100 people carved their k hly poured concrete on a Southwest

ramp for the handicapped, and the money tor repairs will come out of Southwest area

dormitory funds, said a University landscape architect.

Architect William A. Lambert yesterday said concrete was poured Wednesday onto

the ramp, which runs from Patterson dormitory to Be'-kshire Dining Commons, and

yesterday morning there were initials carved all over the ramp. '"I havent seen as many

initials in a square of concrete ever,"' Lambert said.

The original construction of the ramp was paid for out of the general dorm account.

"The repairs tomorrow are )ust an unnecessary expenditure," he said. "To help ensure

it won"t happen again, there will be student guards posted at the ramp until the cement

dries, and li^at just costs more money." Lambert said the repairs on the ramp will cost

"a couple hundred dollars."

- "Everyone m Southwest has to pay for the damage, it's a bummer for those who

didn't do it,' Lambert said.

ByJON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

About 60 students met last night to plan
opposition to a proposed out-of-state
tuition increase.

Although the students discussed many
possible tactics, no concrete action was
taken.

Strategies discussed centered around
supporting the bill to repeal the increase

which will be filed by State Rep. James G.

Collins in December. The students also

plan to work on arousing support among
in-state students at UMass and students at

other state schools across Massachusetts.

These tactics and others were part of a list

presented by the Student Center for

Education Research and Advocacy which
called the meeting.

Legislation passed in June by the state
Legislature changed the formula for

computing non-resident tuition. According
to a memo, dated November 6, from
UMass President David C. Kanpp's office,

"under the new formula, out-of-state
tuition will probably double and may even
exceed the current rate of $1,550 by 250
percent."

The meeting last night was also called to
plan another meeting to be held Monday
night in the Campus Center. The purpose
of the Monday meeting is to continue the
work of opposing the increase.

The Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy organized the
meeting to coordinate on-campus groups
opposing the increase, according to Jim
Meckel of SCERA. The majority at last

night's meeting were foreign students who
had originally scheduled a separate
meeting.

Many of those attending last night's

meeting questioned if the list of strategies

drawn up by SCERA was concentrating on

long-range goals or on what one student

called "band-aid" solutions. Terry

McDonald of SCERA said "This is hap-

pening now. All in the period of the next

three months this University will lose

athletes, foreign students and the whole

quality of the University will deteriorate."

David Gloud said the increase is "a tactic

to put out-of-state students against in-state

students. We have to work around long

range goals."

Dan Huse of Students United for Public

Education said, "The next step is to in-

crease in-state tuition."

Rampersad inquest suspended until Dec. 6
By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

Following two and a half days of

testimony, a Greenfield District Court

Judge has suspended until December 6 the

court inquest into the mysterious death of

Seta T. Rampersad.
Judge Allan McGuane, presiding over the

case, suspended the inquest Wednesday
after the morning's testimony, which

followed two full days of testimony

Monday and Tuesday, Hampshire-Franklin

Asst. District Attorney Bernie Whalen Jr.,

said last night.

Whalen, in charge of the case for the

district -attorney's office in Northampton,"

would not comment on the reason for the

suspension, or on any matters other than

prccedural- questions pertaining to the

jr i,;.ift. He dill say thjt "hi'- host bet" ^''

that the Miquest wouW end ufter «-

"Ducimbcr sc.-.si'>i.. He said !
• e^P' -

'

three or four mo'e witrnsses to ' e caller'

but would not say if they would be

witnesses who have already offered
testimony.
Whalen said Judge McGuande heard

testimony from 12 witnesses, through the

two and a half days of testinony, but

refused to identify the witnesses. The
inquest is closed to public and the press.

The inquest was requested last month by
Hampshire Franklin District Attorney John
M. Callahan after police had been
unsuccessful in determining the cause of

death of the 20-year-old UMass student

who was found dead September 13 in a

room at the Motel 6 in South Deerfield.

Police said Rampersad went to the motel

with several companions, but refused to

disclose the names of the companions.

Although State Pathologist Ambrose
Keeley oerformed an autopsy on the body
^f n ,- ,t.r iri polic'^ have • o\ bocnaf'- to

ause "f ffejth Medical test

':toher i. ''catecl ^smpersaii
' "lary cc^n^jestiori -ml '•dema,

of an undetermined cau^e. Accorning to

Keeley, this meant her lungs were
congested and swollen with fluid, leading

to her death. However, the pathologist also

said the tests could not show why this

occurred.

Callahan said blood and tissue test on the

body revealed no evidence of poisons,

chamicals, drugs, alcohol or any foreign

substances in Rampersad's body.
Because the police have been unable to

determine the exact cause of death,

Callahan asked a judge to determine
whether the death was of natural or ac-

cidental causes or a crirhinal act.

According to Whalen, the inquest is a

unique legal proceeding in Massachusetts
in that it is neither a civil or criminal

hearing.

"It 3 really at' Whelan said. The
jurtpp servpc ; ' r^f facts a-: an
ijdvocji • M <j'y He eve i ho^ tiie

p wer to ap,; is '^v/n investuj 'ot. It''>

tne first one v,*- /e h.^d around hcj in the

..Hght years '
.

Whalen said at the end of the inquest the

judge wili file a report with the Superior

Court Clerk along with a transscript of all

testimony for public record. He can decide

to file criminal charge through the district

attorney's office or close the case if he

judges the death to be natural.

Police investigators have stated all along

they believe the woman's deaii' to be

natural, reporting no evidence of violence

on the body or in the motel room.

However, Seta' older sister, Sandra

Rampersad, was quoted in the Quincy

Patriot Lodger as saying there were bruises

on her sister's face when she viewed the

body.
Rampersad was a Political Science major

scheduled to graduate this semester from

UMass. She worked as a waitress at the

Caotai I's Table Restaurant in Nonha ipton

anJ had vvo!^ed liwve t^e night p^c. ;o her

death Shp was ooin in Trinidad md her

family lives ..' Milton. The f. iK was
unable to be contacted last night.
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Complaintswon 'tstop anthinftationprogram
'Collegian

WASHINGTON [AP\ - President Carter

said yesterday "I do mean business" in

sticking to the administration's new anti-

inflation program despite what he termed a

serious problem of rising complaints from
special interests.

Shrugging off suggestions that his get
tough economic policies might cost him
political support. Carter said that on the
contrary, they not only are "necessary for

the country" but will prove to be "good
politics."

At a breakfast meeting with reporters at

the White House yesterday, the president

declared that the alternative to his recent
intensified efforts to curb inflation and
rescue the dollar might be "a recession or

even a depression
. '

'

"I intend to hold my course," Carter said.

"... I meant and do mean business
"

Across town. Federal Reserve Board
Chairman G. William Miller said public

cooperation with Carter's wage-price

guidelines was just as important as the

board's credit-tightening policies in curbing

inflation.

General compliance with Carter's

guidelines, he told the Senate Banking

Committee, could reduce the inflation rate

to 6.75 percent next year - compared with

the 8.25 percent rate expected in 1978.

The voluntary guidelines call for limiting

wage increases, including fringe benefits,

to 7 percent annually while restricting price

boosts under a complex formula to 5.75

percent.

Rescue crews remove the body of the second man killed

in the collapse of a hotel in Joplin. Mo One man was
pulled alive from the rums See brief, page 17 (UPI

photo)

Nunsshowp/ace of
women in churcii
VATICAN CITY

-

Pope John Paul II urged nuns Thursday

to look like nuns, always to wear their

"simple and apt" habits to demonstrate
their religious status. He warned them
against being overwhelmed by "public

opinion, even an ecclesiastic one."
Addressing about 600 mother superiors of

religious orders, the pope said nuns should

not permit any feminist claim to over-

shadow their call to a chaste, poor and

obedient life in the Roman Catholic

Church.
The pontiff made a similar appeal to

priests last week. "Yes, my sisters, in the

church you can show the proper place of

women," he said.

The appeal came four days after a

gathering of American nuns and lay

Catholic women in Baltimore demanded
admission of women into the priesthood.

The American conference cited the

church's "structural sin of parochial

sexism" and said it would send a delegation

to explain its case to the pope.
John Paul made no reference to the

American nuns, but he is unlikely to change

the tradition against women priests.

The pope praised efforts at reshaping

religious orders in harmony with the

1962 1965 Vatican Ecumenical Council.

"All wcwpen religious have kind of passed
around a password: 'Let us be first of all

Christian.' A certain numbei added or

pr»;ft'rred to this the following: 'Let us be
first of all women."

'It IS obvious that the two do not exclude
• each other. These striking formulas have
found a favorable echo in a great part of the

people of God But the positive side of this

increasing awareness could hardly do away
with steady and careful vigilance."

Vatican observers are calling the 264th
pope of Roman Catholicism "doctrinally

conservative '

In his one month in office, he has upfield
tin- prif'sts, asked for more emphasis on
rloruine and discipline" and called

women who refuse abortion "heroines."
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In other economic developments
yesterday:

The Federal Reserve reported that the

nation's factories operated at 85.3 percent

of capacity in October, a slight increase

over the previous month and the highest

level since an identical level in September
1974. Nonetheless, Miller said the economy
had avoided excessive factory activity

which fuels inflation.

Foreign governments intervening to

support the dollar increased their holdings

of U.S. government securities in the July-

September quarter by $4.5 billion, after a

decline of $5.1 billion in the previous

quarter, the Commerce Department
reported.

In his session with reporters. Carter did

not identify the special interests whose
complaints about his anti-inflation program

he said posed "a very serious problem."

But AFL-CIO president George Meany,
who already has rejected the wage-price
guidelines as unfair and urged mandatory
controls instead, was reported incensed by
what union sources said was Carter's

refusal to discuss the program personally

with Meany before it was announced Oct.
24.

. The sources, who asked not to be
identified, said Meany might have endorsed
the guidelines if he could have met with
Carter and extracted a pledge the president
would succeed in holding down prices.

'Army ready' — Shah
United Press International

TEHRAN, Iran - Troops fired on
demonstrators in Tehran and other cities

yesterday, and the shah said his army was
prepared for any sacrifice to restore order

during the critical weekend Moslem sab
bath

No one was reported killed in the clashes,

and there were no incidents involving

foreigners. But U.S. officials reported they

had put together contingency plans for

evacuation of 50,000 Americans in Iran and

that the use of U.S. forces in such an

operation was possible.

Representatives of Kurds in Sanandaj, a

town near the Iraqi border that has been a

scene of a number of violent disturbances,

said about 1,000 of the nomadic tribesmen

had barricaded themselves inside a mosque
wher'i they were seeking sanctuary from

the SAVAK secret police.

The 59-year -old shah, also barricaded

t)ehind tanks in his sumptuous Niavaran

palace in north Tehran, received eiqhc new
civilian military ministers drafted by the new
military prime minister. Gen Gholam Reza

A7hari.

Analysts said the Moslem sabbath,
which began at sundown Thursday, was a
critrcal period in the struggle by the shah's
religious and political opponents to unseat
him.

Iran's bazaars were alive with speculation
about what Moselm mullahs would preach
in their sermons Friday, the holy day of

Islam's week Soldiers kept a close watch
on workers, especially, in the oilfields,

where about 25 percent of the 67,000-man
work force was reported still on strike.

Troops began firing at midday Thursday
near the British and West German em
bassies, where a crowd had gathered to

chant anit-shah slogans. A Western cor
respondent nearby saw youths running
from the scene but said no one appeared to

have been hit

Troops also fired over the heads of a

crowd at Mashhad in northeastern Iran

Thursday. Tehran Radio said they hurled

tear-gas grenades to disperse
demonstrators.

Further clashes also were reported at the
ancient capital of Isfahan m central Iran.

Treaty needs modification
WASHINGTON (API - Disappointed

with the slow pace of negotiations.

President Carter said yesterday it may be
necessary, in a tew cases to modify the

Camp David agreements in order to wrap
up tj peace treaty between Egypt and Israel

In a meeting with reporters. Carter said

the two sides did not trust each other and
each was • interpreting the September
agreements to its own best advantage
The negotiations, now in their sixth week,

are snagged over the Pales, inian issue and
several other disputes. In a move to regain

lost momentum, the United States has
proposed that within a year of the treaty's

ratification, elections be held to set up a

Palestinian authority on the West Bank of

the Jordan River and in the Gaza Strip.

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat's
response was delivered to Carter at the
White House by Hosni Mubarak, the

Egyptian vice president. Details were not
disclosed. Jody Powell, Carter's press

secretary, declined to characterize the 90-

minute session.

Over the past few days, a number of

reports from the A^iddle East indicated that

Sadat was proposing another formula for

linking a treaty with Israel to the Palestinian

question. This was said to be centered on
immediate negotiations between Israel and

Egypt over the Israeli occupied Gaza sihp
an enclave of 400 OOC' Palestinian Arabs
that Egypt lost in the .1 967 six day war afte'

19 years of control

Israel has postponed considering changes
in the treaty package conveyed by
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance to Prime
Minister Menachem Begin in New York late

Sunday The delay vvas requested by the

administration until Mubarak could deliver

Sadat's message.

The Israeli Cabinet is to consider the

proposals Sunday. Defense Minister Ezer

Weizman met with Mubarak after the

Egyptian saw Carter. Duiing his breakfast

session with reporters. Carter said that at

the end of his summit meeting at Camp
David with Sadat and Begin he thought a

treaty could be completed "in a very few
days.

"

As it turned out, he said, the Egyptian and
Israeli negotiators here did not have real

authority. "They're always running back to

talk to headquarters." he said.

Both sides are acting "in good faith,"

Carter said, but really do not trust each
other.

Report says estrogen
doesn't cause cancer
Associated Press
BOSTON (AP) - Medical researchers at

Yale University say there is no evidence

that estrogen, taken by women for relief

during menopause, causes uterine cancer

despite earlier reports to the contrary.

"We conclude the strength of the much-
publicized association between estrogens
and endometrial cancer has doubtlessly
been exaggerated and needs re-

evaluation," the doctors said in a report.

The researchers said reports over the past
three years linking estrogen and cancer
were based on inaccurate research. Those
studies warned that estrogen pills can
cause cancer of the endometrium, the inner

lining of the uterus.

The doctors also said the research
technique that turned up the purported link

between estrogen and uterine cancer may
have also caused erroneous findings in

other studies, such as the ones that report

a relationship between birth control pills

and breast cancer.
The new research, conducted by Ralph I.

Horwitz and Alvan R. Feinstein, was
published today in the New England
Journal of Medicine, the same journal that

carried three of the original reports.

The studies challenged by the Yale
doctors showed that women who take

estrogen during menopause face up to

eight times the risk of uterine cancer as

other women their age.

The new study says these earlier reports

had a built-in bias in favor of finding a

cancer link. Their own study found that

estrogen increased the risk of uterine

cancer 1.7 times — so small that no
significant hazard can be shown.

The Yale doctors stopped short of saying

estrogen definitely does not cause this form

of cancer. "All we can say is that the

relationship has not been proved,"

Feinstein said in an interview.

After cancer of the cervix, cancer of the

uterine lining is the most common
malignancy of the female reproductive

tract. It usually occurs in women between

the ages of 50 and 60.

Women often take estrogen to offset the

hot flashes and irritability that arfe frequent

symptoms of menopause. However, this

medicine will sometimes produce bleeding

of the uterus, which is also a leading

symptom of uterine cance'

In the earlier studies, researchers
compared estrogen using women who had
been treated for utenne cancer with a

group of control — women who had other

forms of cancer of the reproductive tract.

I

Committee organizing

to reassess higher-ed
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

A state senate commission which will re-

assess and make recommendations on
state higher education is now organizing

and will be ready to roll by January
according to state Rep. James G. Collins,

D-Amherst.

Collins, who is vice-chairman of the

Higher Education Reorganization
Commission, said last night the

commission is waiting for governor-elect

Edward J. King to fill vacancies created by

this month's elections before they begin to

reserach the state university system.

Collins said he expects the legislature to

vote on the commission recommendations

in about a year and a half. The last such

commission was formed in 1964.

Collins said the power of the commission

is "considerable." Composed of 25 people

from the legislature, the private sector and

one recently graduated UMass- Boston

student, the commission will look into

collective bargaining, tenure, enrollment,

tuition and graduate school as well as the

overall structure of the state higher

education system.

"We need better planning," said Collins.

"We are going to end up in a very weak

position and vulnerable in the future with
proposition 13 and the declining birthrate,"
he said.

It is the state's inability to provide future

planning and a unified budget for its 30

campuses that worries Collins most. He
said there should be a new centralized

board, the old Board of Higher Education

should be re-devised so there is r.ct a yeariy

"battle of the budget" with each public

college fighting for what they need.

However, Collins said this central board

should not have enough power to run the

system day to day, only guide it as a whole.

Several student groups have already

expressed interest in the commission,

including Students United for Public

Education and the Massachusetts State

Students Association, a student lobbying

group. The commission will hold a forum in

the spring where these groups will be able

to air their opinions.

Collins said student input is very important

to the commission and he hoped to keep
communications with the campuses open.

"Our research will tie into various student

groups, faculty organizations and staff,"

said Collins. "The process has to be open

and the people able to be in on it or it's

destined to fail," he said. Collins is a 1968

graduate of UMass-Amherst.

Gazette refuses to run

pro-rent control ad
ByMARYFRAIN
Collegian Staff

The publisher of the Daily Hampshire
Gazette refused to allow a pre-rent control

ad in that paper earlier this week unless

changes in wording were made. The Rent

Control Now Committee, sponsors of the

ad, decided not to run the ad with the

changes.
The Rent Control Now Committee is

trying to get a rent control referendum
passed in Amherst. The referendum will be
voted on on Monday.
"They never refuse an ad, they just want

you to change it," said Vince O'Connor of

the Rent Control Now Committee. "If you
hit (edit) the first paragraph hard enough it

dimishes the impact," he said.

Publisher DeRose said he didn't allow the

ad to run because O'Connor "couldn"t

support" the charges made in the ad.

According to O'Connor, DeRose wanted
to modify the ad to "suggest there aren't

many" apartment units whose rents are

rising faster than their costs.

O'Connor said the meaning of the ad

would have been changed and since people

had signed their names to the copy he

submitted "I would be cleariy libel (for suit)

and he (Derose) would not."

DeRose said the paper has not takert a

stand on rent control. He said his action

was "not a political decision."

"I don't have enough information on it at

this point" to form a personal opinion, said

DeRose.
John Kallander, ad director for the

Gazette, said the paper "turns down
thousands of dollars worth of ads of all

kinds annually. This isn't" unusual." He
refused to offer another example.

Kallander said he didn't see the ad and

wasn't personally involved.

O'Connor said '"Carolyn Iverson said that

it was at his direction that it be taken to

DeRose." Iverson is an ad representative

for the Gazette.

Garage repairs won't
increase parl<ing fees
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

UMass Director of Transportation William

C. Barrett yesterday said no parking rate

increases will result from costs needed to

repair the Campus Center garage, and also

said he did not seek any parking increases

in the near future.

"There are no plans to raise the fees in the

parking garage or the parking Iqts," Barrett

said. The university currently sells parking

stickers for 71 surface lots. Changes in the

fee structure must be approved by the

UMass Board of Trustees, he said.

Barrett also dispelled recent claims the

garage is unsafe due to unsound con-

struction of the structure.

"The garage is totally safe -it is no

Hartford Civic Center. The enginee.r who
constructed the garage parks his car there

every day and so do I," he said.

"I'm not denying there are problems, but

-• J....^^ --.,l..^-l-:. • - -.ri -I n • .-I i-i • I' r rf irt

the building is structurally sound and what

we are doing at present are only "apoxy"

preventive measures, " Barrett said.

'Barrett said the $23,000 cost of the

"apoxy " repairs is being absorbed by the

UMass Building Authority. $23,000 was the

lowest bid but the contract was very

specific and the work is checked daily by

the engineer for adherence to the

specifications. Barrett said he hopes the

warm weather will hold out so repairs can

be completed ahead of schedule.

Barrett said he and his recently hired co-

ordinator, James E. Lee, were currently

working on the ongoing development of a

five-year plan which is to be presented to

the UMass Transportation and Parking

Users Committee on November 30th.

Representatives to the committee are

being sought by Barrett from all student

levels and interested students should

inquire at the parking office, ground floor

Munson Hall.

Extended deadline

to cause problems
Associate Provost Esther Terry said

yesterday a Nov. 28 spring semester course

registration deadline is still in effect but

asked students to "'cooperate " and get

their schedules in as soon as possible.

The deadline was moved from the Nov. 22

to Nov. 28 when it was learned course

description ^guides would come out late,

but the guides arrived yesterday, sooner

than expected.

Terry said the extended deadline will

cause problems and overtime in the

scheduling and registrar's offices but the

administration is not revoking their

decision. "You don't give with one hand

and take with the other," she said.

-GAYLE YOUNG

Granby woods body

""probable homicide
An autopsy may not be able to determine

the cause of death of a body found

Wednesday m Granby woods, said

Hampshire Franklin County District

Attorney John M. Callahan last night.

Callahan said the boyd was "badlev

^^

decomposed and basically skeletal " by the

time it was found Wednesday near

Amherst Road. He said it was too early to

determine the cause of death but said the

victim was a "probable homicide."

Student struck by
unhinged spring

A Grayson dormitory student was injured

yesterday when the spring from a door

leading outside from the dorm came
unhinged, striking him on the forehead,

requiring about eight stitches.

Michael Boucher, a UMass junior, said he

was walking out of the dorm at about 5:30

last night when he was struck by the spring

on the door. "The door closer wasn't

fastened properiy to the wall," Boucher

said. "It came unhooked and swung

down, hitting me on the forehead."

Leo Murphey, another resident of

Grayson dormitory, said the springs

keeping many of the doors in the building

from swinging open are missing screws.

"It's really dangerous; Michael could have

lost an eye," Murphey said.

A University ambulance transported

Boucher from the dorm to the health

center where he was treated and released
- LAURA KENNEY
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Black Affairs
Homecoming Concert

Cancelled
By RENEE MOBLEY
Black Affairs Staff

It was decided at a joint meeting of the

Afro Am and Malcolm X staffs last Monday
that the homecoming concert will not be

held this year.

Despite efforts by the Black Homecoming
Coordination Committee, talent could not be

obtained for the weekend of December 8, 9,

10. Jennifer Segre, Janine Tyson, Earl

Brown and Loida John, representing the

Afro-Am staff were working closely with the

Union Program Council to try and bring

Hamilton Bohannon to UMass.
Jerry Aide, the agent representing Bohan

non gave the committee a deadline of

November 8. The committee was supposed

to forward a proposal to the agency specify

ing the date and the smount of money of

fered. Aide was out of town on the 8th,

when committee members tried to contact

him. When they did reach him on the follow

ing day, Bohannon had accepted another

engagement for December 8.

When It was learned that Bohannon could

not attend, the committee members tried to

solicit other talent. During the meetng on

Monday members of both staffs and others

present, were asked to \«te on a preference

between Al Jarreau and the Black Byrds

During the meeting it was learned that Jar

reau could sing at UMass only on December

4. The Black Byrds could only perform on

December 16 and 17. The voting group then

decided to postpone the concert until next

year because there was not enough time to

try and obtain other talent.

According to Homecoming committee

members, the Union Program Council's

(UPC) internal bureaucracy was another

obstacle to the success of the shov.

UPC took a while to finally decide if they

would CO produce the concert with Afro-

Am. Many of the voting members were a

way on business and UPC claimed they did

not have a quarum. "I feel that UPC wanted

to help us," said Jennifer Segre, "but in the

way in which they dragged along prevented

us from making the deadline," she said.

Letter-to-the-Editor
In honor of Seta Rampersad

/, NovOfnbfci !, . yT& immtmi .kl«>nk:.-4,ri«

Turn to page 5

Dear Chacellor Bromery;

The Third World Women's Task Force has

received your letter dated October 26,

1978, expressing deep concern for Ms.

Seta Rampersad's untimely death. We
appreciate the fact that the University is

concerned "with every act of violence

which affects our (the University) students

and the community..." However, the Task

Force is deeply disturbed over the failure of

the University to state what affirmative

steps it has taken to insure that similar

violence to women does not reoccur. It is

indeed tragic that the death of a Third

World woman must happen before

preventive action will be taken to orovide a

safe environment for the women in this

community. But, it is utterly reprehensible

on the part of the University if it fails to take

preventive measures after such a tragedy to

insure that this is not repeated.

Therefore, the Third World Women's
Task Force requests that on Friday, Nov.

17, 1978 in honor of Seta Rampersad's

twenty first birthday that the University

announce it will form a committee com-

posed of University women and women
ffom the University community which will

immediately investigate violence against

women in this community and make
recommendations to the University as to

what steps it should take to provide a safe

environment for women. The Task Force
would provide the committee with any
assistance it may need.
On behalf of Mr. and Mrs. Rampersad,

Seta's parents, the Third World Women's
Task Force requests that the University

award to Seta's parents her University

diploma which she struggled hard for three

and a half years and her class ring as a

memorial. If Seta were still alive sne would
have graduated in December, 1978.

A response to these requests would be
appreciate by November 22, 1978.

Third World Women's
Task Force

Every Woman's Center

Goodell: 545-0883

t
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Black Affairs Staff (above) are busy laying out

the articles for the next issue. (From left to right)

United States sending special

envoy to Angola
WASHINGTON UPl-The

United States is sending a

special envoy to Angola on
a secret mission to improve
relations with President

Agost inho Neto's
revolutionary government,
diplomatic sources told UPI
Thursday.

Richard Moose, assistant

secretary of state for

African affairs, is expected

to depart by this weekend
for Luanda where he may
hold talks with Neto, leader

of the victorious forces in

the Angolan civil war.

The administration made
no direct comment on the

trip but three separate

sources confirnned Moose is

engaged in pre-departure

conferences. They said he

could leave either Friday or

Saturday

Major policy speeches by
President Carter and
Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance in June signaled the

administration was moving
cautiously toward contacts

with Angola.

But the administration
continues to be troubled by

U.S. intelligence estimates

of 27,000 Cubans In

Angola.

Neto's Popular Movement
for the Liberation of Angola

also iticmved substantial aid

from the Soviet Union —

a

fact that caused a sharp
deterioration of U.S. -Soviet

relations at the end of

Gerald Ford's ad-
ministration.

But Carter recognizes, the

sources said, that the
United States would miss

an important opportunity to

increase its influence in

Africa and in Angola if it

boycotts the Neto
government.

Furthermore, the State

Department believes that

Neto helped during the

Zaire crisis last spring *by

exercising some restraint on

Katangan rebels who
sought to infiltrate Zaire.

From June 21-26,
Ambassador Donald
McHenry, a top African

expert, visited Angola for

preliminary talks.

McHenry did not meet
with Neto, who was out of

the country.

Moose hopes to meet with

the Angolan president to

discuss a wide range of

issues that include political

developments in southern
Africa, the future of

Namibia and Zaire, and
making ties with the United

States more normal, the

sources said.

Rhodesia's elections

postponed
SALISBURY, Rhodesia UPI -Prime Minister Ian Smith

and the black government leaders Thursday postponed

tree elections for four months and put off indefinitely the

switch to full black majority rule scheduled for Dec. 31

The delay was believed to be intended to allow time for

Smitli to begin negotiations with the Patriotic Front, the

qroup ( ontrolling the guerrillas who has been battling the

white regime since December, 1972.

However, Smith said, "that thought hasn't entered my
mind"
He said postponing the elections was necessary because

Rhodesia's climate of guerrilla violence would lead many
observers, particularly those in the yVest, to disregard the

out( omeof any vote next month
Two of the three black leaders who share power with

Smiil" in Rhodesia's interim "Executive Council" had been

ouispoken opponents of the election delay, but after an

eiqht hour meeting Thursday they switched their stand.

The Rev Ndal)aningi Sithole, who with Bishop Abel

Mu/orewa had opposed the election delay, said: "Well, we
have had to ar^cept the inevitable.

"

Smiih and Jeremiah Chirau, the third black leader in the

council, also had urged postponement because a. black

maiofiiv njle constitution has not yet been completed.

Rhodesia, whose blacks outnumber whites by 25 to 1, was
to have swit' hed to black rule on Dec. 31

tiei.tions preceding the government tiansition were put '

oft Thursrlay from mid December to April 20.

No new subsequent date was set for the transition to

black rule

The new timetable for the black rule transition, outlined

by A government spokesman, stipulated that a majority-

tule constilulion must be completed and disclosed by Dec.

22

Blues at Amherst,
Son Seals retums
Son Seals, described by the New York Times as "the

most exciting young blues guitarist and singer in years,"

will appear in concert at Amherst College on Friday,

December 8, at 8:00 p.m. Tickets, priced at $3.00 apiece,

are now on sale at local outlets, including Sun Music and

Faces of Earth in Amherst, and Main Street Records and

Platterpus in Northampton. Remaining tickets will be on

sale the night of the show at the door.

Son's three albums for Chicago's Alligator Records have

been acclaimed in virtually every major music magazine in

the country. Rolling Stone called h' ; Midnight Son "a giant

step l)y a major blues talent" and said it was "as significant

a blues album as any released in the last decade." Earlier

this year, in describing the sesions for Son's latest Alligator

release. Live and Burning, Rolling Stone's Robert Palmer

raved about "his ferocious intensity and ^jarnstorming rock

£t roll energy," saying "Son plays some of the most

ryhthmically incisive guitar around; he could make you

shake and shimmy even without a band." And all across

the country, week after week. Son is astonishing his

audiences with performances of stunning originality and

intensity

Once again, his return to Amherst for the second time in

less than a year will take place in Amherst College.'s

Buckley J=(ecital Hail at 8:00 p.m. on Friday, December 8.

For more information, call WAMH FM at 542 2224.

LUTHER
By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

f DOm'T CAfeE \rJHAT \
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Welcome Little 'B'

Congratulations

Pam & Kwaku

Black Affairs

jK^KJiienxan 5

The Black members of the UMass Football team
pose for a picture. On top from left to right is Tim'
Fontaine. Alec Westerland. Steve LeMay, Asa

I.UTHER

Hilliard, on the bottom is Dennis Dent and Clifford
Pedro. (Photo by Ed Cohen)

By Brumsic Brandon,

TI*Programmable 58

The advanced programmable

calculator with plug-in Solid State

Software modules.

•»' >r'

n"

TexQS Instruments
TICQ

PfogrommoblewO
•Up to 480 program steps or up to 60

memories. When integrated with the master

library module delivers up to 5000 steps.

•Looping, increment, decrement, user flags,

subroutines, labels, editing and more.

•Over 170 functions and operations in

scientific, engineering and statistical fields.

•AC adapter charger and batteries & master

library module £r programming book all included,

sug. price $124.95

OUR PRICE YWW WW
at the calculator store

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

^Homecoming
Cont. from page 4

Segre suggested that UPC was reluctant to help because
they did not have faith in the groups. "This concert could
have been a sellout," she said. "UPC was worrying about
the possibilities of a deficit, but there are a lot of people
who want a certain type of music like funk," she said.

Because of lack of confidence in the drawing power of the
groups, the Afro-Am committee was asked by UPC to ac-
quire guarantees from other organizations saying they
would contribute monies if in fact a deficit did occur. Ac-
cording to Segre it was difficult to raise the initial money
for Bohannon who was asking approximately $6,000.
Members of UPC present at the meeting said that they

would work with Third World organizations in the future to
try and bring a variety of music to the campus. Bonnie
Leviton of UPC suggested that Black students join UPC to

have input and voting power in the decisions of what con-
certs to provide.

Despite the cancellation of the concert. Black
Homecoming Weekend will continue as scheduled on
December 8, 9 and 10. The main event will now consist of a

Cabaret featuring the Ellis Hall Group and three local disk

jockies, JC the mover, Shady Grady and Gary Barret.

Announcements
Thanks, Ndambi

An article appeared in our last issue of Black Affairs

entitled "An evening with Maya Angelou. Due to our
mistake no name appeared with this article. We would
like to thank Sister Ndambi Nassoma for her con-
tribution

Slide Hampton
Slide Hampton will perform at the Fine Arts

Center on Monday, November 20 at 8 r>.m. Admis-
sion is free.

Black poets

There will be An Anthology of Black Poets at

Winchester Square Library, Springfield, starting December
6 through March 31, at 7 p.m. This event is a poetry series

celebrating the history of Blacks in spirituals, dance, music
and poetry background. For further information call:

Hahmah 737 2440.

Dance and Dfama
The Amherst College Afro American Society will sponsor

a night of authentic African dance and drama. The

presentation entitled "A Journey into the Soul" will feature

the NilA Dance Ensemble on Sunday, December 3, 1978 at

7:30 p.m. in Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst College.

Admission is one dollar. Tickets at the door go on sale at 7

p.m. thfe night of the show or may be purchased in

advance, beginning Monday, November 27, 1978, at the

Gerald Penny Memorial Black Cultural Center-Amherst

College between the hours of 11 a.m. and 11 p.m. Monday
thru Friday or between the hours of 1 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Saturday and Sunday (phone-(413) 542 2385).

Just Shake it

and Let it Fail into Piace.

The Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows so it never

loses its shape.

And because your hair falls naturally into place,

all you have to do is shake it.

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14.00

whether you're a guy or a gal And no appointments

are ever necessary.

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all, but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you.

Command Pcrfformaiice
« ;

»

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart

Mon Sat , 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

586-0090

Thanksgiving

is a tradition at the

JCordJeff
Goose Liver Pate and Roast

Turkey, Baked Ham and Harvest Vege-

tables. Mince Meat Pie and much more

amidst the warmth and hospitality of a

lovely country inn. The perfect Thanks-

giving. And", of course, special prices for

the children.

LordJefferyInvL,
ON THE COMMON

RESERVATIONS S.

h^

AMHERST. MASS
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ONLY THE SHADOW KNOWS. (Staff photo by Patricia KevJ

Tommy
A ColurnO.* PiClurn vxi ^oOwl Sliflwoofl 0'g«niMl.or Pre»tnl«l.on

This Sunday
Nov. 19 at 7,9,8- 11

CCA
Only $1.00

Wh/
run all

over
tcwni

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

113 CAMPUS CENTER

SILK,
GLOSSY OR
BORDERLESS
KODAK
COLOR PRINTS

i'Tiiitj!^ljTUIJ.IJ.IJ.T.T.I.M.f.l.MJ.I.M.MAL

CAMPUS TEN PIN BOWLING E

(Located in basement of

Boyden building)

Mon.-Sat. 4 p.m. -10:30 p.m.

60c per string.

Shoes free with UM ID

Phone 5-2239

3

E

Ask about KODAK Color

Enlargements for your favorite

pictures Order the style you

want at no extra charge No
Negative'' No problem' Ask us

about Kodak copyprlnts from

instant or conventional

camera color

prints

THINKING MBA?
CONSIDER
UNION!

The Institute of Administration & Management
Union College and University

Schenectady, New York

IS now accepting applications for its MBA.. MS ,
and Ph D pro

grams Our research-oriented faculty emphasizes a highly integrated

systems approach to complex problem solving. Small classes pro

vide for a do : faculty-student relationship We offer programs in

the following areas:

MBA MS
• International •Operations Research

Management •Applied Statistics

•Planning and Control

•Public Systems
Administration

•Health Systems Ph D
Administration • Administrative and

.

•Quantitative Analysis Engineering Systems

COLOR
PROCESSING
,. Kodak

campus ceofer'univ of rnass ambe'st

Fellowships, Assistantships, and Scholarships available for outstan

ding students.

The Institute of Administration and Management is located on the

Union College campus of Union University which includes Albany

Law School, Albany Medical College, Albany Coljege of Pharmacy

and Dudley Observatory

For information call or writ» Institute of Administration and

Management, Union College, Schenectady, New York 12308, (5181

3706235

UM debaters may
be best in nation

By WAYNE KAWADLER
Collegian Staff

The UMass Debate team, invited last

weekend to a debate tournament at Dart-

mouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire,
is now considered one of the best teams in

the country, advisor Dr. Ronald J. Matlon
said.

Four members of this year's team are leav-

ing today for another tournament in

Winston-Salem, North Caxolina against
several other university teams. They will

debate the topics of tax credits and illegal

aliens in four rounds of competition tomor-
row and Sunday before elimination rounds
begin Monday, said debator Patti Gorham.

Although most of the 40 members are new
to the debating program, Matlon said he
predicts UMass will be the best team in the
country by the end of the semester.

To gain experience, new members go to

different schools each week to compete in a

debate in front of a judge. The topic for

debate is selected annually by the National

Debate Association which chose unemploy-
ment as the current subject.

Exp>erienced members of the team debate

each week in front of different audiences on

different subjects. Many times they will

debate at high schools, senior citizens

homes, Kiwanis clubs and prisons on issues

from pornography to health insurnance.

Students debate in groups of two and

must get together before competition to

decide their stand on the issues and form

their arguments. This promotes cooperation

and clear thinking between the members of

the team, Matlon said.

Most of the students on the team said they

enjoy debating because they believe it is

another facet of their education.

"Debating improves my critical thinking,"

said new member Bill Coke, "and it helped

me in making personal decisions."

Gorham a two-year debator at UMass,
said she likes the subject for several reasons.

"I like the competitive aspect of debating,

but I also enjoy being informed on a subject

and trying to persuade other people to my
side of the issue."

Funding for the team comes from alumni
donations, and the Undergraduate Student
Senate sponsors an international debate
tournament here each year to raise money
for the program.

Dr. Matlon said the current team is his

best ever and also said he belives they will »n

time become one of the best teams in the

country.

Public defenders program
may be reorganized

By DAVID BIEDERMAN
Collegian Staff

The Hampshire County Bar Association

will meet Monday night to discuss
proposals for the reorganization of the

Hampshire County Public Defenders
Program.

Under a court reorganization bill passed
by the State Legislature earl er in the year,

funding for the programs will be provided
by the state. Each county will have the
option to implement its own program,
subject to approval by the Legislature.

One oroDOsal. from Amherst attornev

Thomas Whitney calls for a full time public

defender to be assisted by different at

torneys appointed on a weekly basis. One
of the advantages, said Whitney, is that a

full time public defender could beccrr e

familiar with county social services m d
therefore be more sensitive to the medical

and psychological prpblems of indigents,

as well as criminal issues. Whitney
describes indigents as persons wh'^ .Te

unable to pay for their own legal cout.:il

and are the main beneficiaries of a PuL-.ic

Defenders Program, Whitnev said.

There are currently two part time public

defenders serving Hampshire County.
^A/hitnev's proposal would at least double

pefwTek""'
°' """' *"""' P'-iinby'S

The Hampshire County Bar Association is
also hoping it will be able to name the
County Public Defender, as is the case in
Hamden, Plymouth and Worcester
counties. Public defenders here are
currently appointed by the County
Commissioners.

Make a Gift <

Candle Making Supplies
Macrame Supplies

Beads and Findings
Area's Largest Selection

Rawhide—Waxed Linen

SALE
20% OFF ALL SKIRTS

Corduroy— Denim— Woolblend — Cotton

up to 50% off selected
skirts & blouses

Open Sundays 1-5 p.m.

lUMEI2CANTILE
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
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Appetizers FromOur Soup Line Munchies

Spiced Steamed Shrimp served m the shell

with our own tangy cocktail sauce per "/. lb

Clams Casino baked to order
^

Sauteed Mushrooms Small .90 Large

2.95
Soup du Jour

Cup -85 Bowl 1.35

Our Own Homemade N.E Style Chowder

Cup 1.10 Bowl 1-60

"Hot Beans" Chili

1.00

Garlic Bread

A V. loaf of our homemade bread, baked to order

Vegetable Dip 2.70

Cup Bowl 1.50

2.40
Spinach Salad

Mounds ol spinach leaves blended with mushrooms,

Bermuda omon, wedqes of tomatos, wedge of lemon

and topped with freshly grated egg yolk

O AC
Chef's Salad

Fresh greens combined with imported ham, imported

Swiss cheese, moist turkey, wedge of tomaio,- Bermuda

onions, cucumber and a sprinkling of croutons and

fresh bacon bits, and sliced hard boiled eggs

1.95
Mushroom Salad

Organically grown mushrooms with hearts of Romaine

lettuce, scalhons, carrot strips and fresh lemon wedge

Champagne Dining

with Beer Prices

tAII o* the above served with fresh bread)

Delanos Victory Garden

Tossed Salad

Consists of crisp greens, Bermuda onions, and slices of

fresh cucuirber together with tomato wedges

Medium -95 Large _1_.40

Turkey or Ham (Cold Plate) *"*^ —̂
Either of the above served with swiss cheese wedges of

tomato, cucumber, mushrooms, cottage cheese, carrots,

and scallions

A variety of fresh raw vegetables served with ou' own

special dip ^ m-
Cheese Basket du Jour Z..^X>

Iwith crackers! _ __
Our Homemade Bermuda Onion Dip t.iv
(with chips!

Vegetarian Chef's Salad 2.85

A delightful combination of fresh avocados Im season!.

Alfalfa sprouts, carrots. Sunflower seeds, Tofu, and

walnuts with a medley of greens, crowned with Swiss

cheese

2.85
Crab Salad

A large tomato stuffed with crab salad, accompanied

with sliced hard boiled egg and garnish,

2.75

The New Deal
4.95

Cristo Salad

Made fresh daily A mixture of crab, egg. potato and

spinach Served with our own unique dressing.

Salad Dressings Oil and Vinegar, and House.

French, Blue Cheese, Russian, Creamy Italian,

3.95

Create your own Omelette with

three farm fresh eggs
2.10

Center Cut Top Sirloin

A center cut of aged beef, broiled to your taste

Steak Delannoy

This cut IS thinly sliced London Broil, marinated m

distinctive herbs and spices from an old family recipe.

3.95

On OurBread Line

Avocado
iit) season)

Bacon*

Canadian Bacon'

Chill

Ham

Mushrooms *

Peppers

Sprouts

Strawberries

Sour Cream
Spinach

Tomatoes

and Onions

Cheese

American

Cheddar
Muenster

Swiss

Scallops

Succulent scallops sauteed m a delicate wine with herbs

and spices

4.50

• Bacon 15c Extra

• Canadian Bacon 15< Extra

All omelettes include Rye toast

(Our omelettes are cooked slowly. European style!

2 50
Oversized Hamburgers

'

At iiompanied by cole slaw, chips and pickle

Build your own

Veal Scallopme

A Sauteed veal scallop that is combined with peppers,

mushrooms, pimentos and onions in a lemon butter

sauce

(All of the above dinners Include fresh bread, our garden

salad potato or rice.)

3.65

Our Rare Roast Beef

Sandwich

Imported Ham Sandwich

Extra Lean Corned Beef

Sandwich

Swiss Cheese Sandwich

The Light

2.30

2.35

The Hearty

2.80

2.85

2.30 2.80

1.85 2.35

• Avocado •

(in season! *

• Bacon* •

• Canadian Bacon' •

• Chill •

• Lettuce •

Beverages
Coffee .35 Tea

Sanka -35 Mil»

Mushrooms
Onions

Peanut Butter

Peppers

Spinach

Sprouts

Juice

Tomato
Cheese
American

Blue

Cheddar
Muenster

Swiss

Steak n' Cheese

A tender nb eye steak, grilled to your taste wkth cheese

of your choice, sauteed onions and homefnes Served

on homemade French bread

Steak on a Stick -^^—^^-

Chunks of marinated sirlom accompanied by wedges of

tomato, onion and green pepper Prepared m our broiler

and served on a bed o« our special nee. Includes our

garden salad

7 7 7

The Light Includes Chips, Pickle and Cole Slaw

The Hearty Includes our Garden Salad, Chips and Pickle

(The above served on Light Rye. Dark Rye. Rull,

Homemade French Bread 20c Extra.)

• Grilled Maple Leaf Dog ^g.
(with chips and pickle! .''^—

.50

Crepe of the Day

Something unusual and different each day Includes

our garden salad.

Soft DrinkS.50

Happy Days are Here Again

Desserts

Please ask your server for o jr current list of desserts

\K

Please Inquire about our Daily Chalkboard Special

y ACr. Pi VISA MASTf K C MAHCi AMf.HK-.AN 1 XI>Hf:SS .in.l DIM K S CLUB i>.^ 00 Mimmun. N.. Ch.cks Pk>

57 North PW'aHanl Struct • Amherst. Massachiisetls • (4 i:)) 253 5141

asi?
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Fine arts
To perform black classical music

Betty Carter returns to
5-College community
M^K. STEPHEN SHAIN

Betty Carter, one of the world's greatest

liv.ng renderers of black classical music,

«v'''l be making a return appearance to the

Five College communitv Thursday night,

November 30, at the UMass Fine Arts

Center. Carrying forth the musical
traditions of the p)ast and directions for the

fu.ure, Betty Catter brings with her 25
years of experier>ce in the industry, a

distinctive vocal style, arnJ an approach to

mjsic that elevates her stature of

"rraster," a term reserved for those who
exiiibit genius in sound.

C^rtef's music is caNed "jazz" by many
critics, who are unfamiliar with the

derivations of the word, and unaware of

tJje magnitude of her real contribution to

nainstream music in general. Carter's

r^iusic is grounded in the black classical

ronaissance of the late forties when
t-ailblazers like Charhe Parker and Dizzy

ciillespie were changing the face of popular

music and pioneers like Ella Fitzgerald and

Sarah Vaughan were the rising forces in

vocal styles. Betty Carter was young then,

and so was be bop, but as bebop slowly
became reintegrated into the musical
mainstream, she matured into a loading

exponent of black classical musical forms,
having an impact of her own on main
stream musical development.

Singing in the lower tenor range, Betty
Carter's music embraces be -bop, scat,

blues, and gospel styles and fuses them
together in an initimitable way, creating a

sound unlike that of many of the up and
coming "specialists" that proliferate today
Incorporating a full range of material from
Cole Porter to Thelonius Monk, Carter's

swing counterpoints today's rock, and like

a boulder in the tide, she has maintained
her straight forward musical direction

despite the changing trends in modern
industrial music.

The concert, set to begin at 8 PM, is being

sponsored by the Union Program Council.

Tickets for the evening are $3 on a general

admission basis and can be purchased at

TIX, the Union Record Service or at any of

the local retail record outlets.

'^».

Betty Carter

*DENIMFASHIONABLE STYLES

AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

• Ste. Lvcien Jeans

• French Star

• STW Gear
• La Disco
• Velour Tops

• Denim Shirts

• Western Shirts

Casual Dress Shirts

Next toTHE PUB Amherst

WHY TRAVEL AND STILL HAVE TO PAY MORE?
TO US, IT JUST DOESN'T MAKE SENSE.

TAKE A LOOK!
Linda RonshuU
UVINC IN THE U.S.A.

YES "TORMATO"

OONT KILL THE WHALE
RELEASE RELEASE

VAN MORRISON
Wavelength

Ifxiuik's kin^nnhdll
Nbtjjia Wnm-USA. Santa fv

RrautituI ClbsesvK>ii

w

NERYOUNG
Comes ATime

WdBSk
Incluiifs Already Ont-

Ltx)kCHit For My Love
IC FxKir Strong Winds

NEW MAJOR RELEASES FROM

^ uiea
vyiamer/ElektFa/Atlantic Corporation

JEAN-LUC PONT Y

COSMIC MESSENGER

A Wk"€m r miriifiir.ilioos Company

FOR ONLY

Megan Smith as Val and Jay Ducharme qs Emory in a scene from the Universi-

ty Ensemble Theater production of GOOD FRIENDS. The play about a group of

rock musicians is written by UMasss graduate student Louis Revesz and

premieres at the Curtain Theater of the UMass Fine Arts Center November 19,

•20, 21. All curtains are at 8:00. Tickets are $1.00 and may be reserved by calling

5453511.

PHYSICS COURSES FOR NONSCIENCE MAJORS:

100 Physics for Poets

114 Theory of Sound, with Speech and Hearing Applica-

tions

115 Physics of Music

117 Nuclear Energy, Its Physics and Its Social Challenge

119A Arms Policy and National Insecurity

139 Introduction to Physics for the Health Sciences

169 Science for Science Fiction Readers

No prerequisites. E core (except 169). See the Course
Description Guide for more details.

7.98 LIST

FIRERML

STRANGE WAY
SWEET AND SOUR

OiAf*W* Mot MhiTAi«te «!« OmoI
•ndHdM UncontroMH* (*«• Jodn Hon<n
(IC*rtO*Mo)-

COME IN AND CHECK US OUT AT

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

^ ^f 81 * ^
Mandarin ^7.o^hllpn

(uiHine

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

SUN. THURS. 11:30 10:00

FRI. & SAT. 11:30 11:00

/

SPECIALS
$3.95

MON. WED 5 00 8 00 P M.

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS
$1.25 & UP
MON. FRI 11:30 2.30

CHINESE PASTRIES
^ COFFEE

SAT. a SUN. 11 30 3 30

BEGINS SEPT 16

10 BELCHERTOWN RD
RT. 9, AMHERST

256 0251 256 0252
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says UM professor

Caffeine more toxic

than leading insecticide
\, MARK LECCESE

^oHeqian Staff

Are you sitting righ now in the Hatch, or in

classroom waiting for a class to start, and

inishing off your first cup of coffee of the

day?

And then another cup after lunch. And a

cup with your buddies in the coffee shop

'^bout mid -afternoon. And one after

dinner.

All the while you've been ingesting

•.affene, and according to toxicologist Larry

<. Cole, caffene is two-and-a half times as

toxic as the leading insecticide on the

market.

Toxicologists. Cole says, keep a rather

ominous index on these things. The index

is called LD50, and it stands for the dose of

a chemical tf«t would be lethal to 50

percent of any given test sample of people

Carbaryl, the chemical in the insecticide

Sevin, has LD50 of 500 mg. Caffene, a

chemical in coffee, has an LD50 of only 200

mg. -^
Cole is a UMass Entomology professor

who will offer i>ext semester for the first

time here, a course in toxicology open to all

students.

Toxicology is not simply the study of

lethal poisons according to Cole, but the

study of any "adverse effects" a given

chemical may have on people, animals and

plants.

"Our biggest worry right now is that we
are not educating the general public about

toxicology, "Cole said.

According to Cole, most education on

toxic substances is done in professional

schools, such as medical, pharmacutical

and veterinary schools.

"There are very few people in the United

States who learn anything about what we
now call adverse effects. How are people

to judge from the thousands of chemicals

they are told are bad, "Cole said.

"What we're really worried about is that if

we go putting labels (that list chemical

ingredients) on products, who the hell is

going to understand them?" he said.

Cole said his course for next semester,

listed as Entomology 590B, is open to any

student, and he recommends it for en-

vironmental scientists, engineers,

chemists, and farmers.

And for the future toxicologists, "Right

now the Environmental Protection Agency
needs a thousand toxicologists. And_

there's no place in the world they're going

to find them. There's a fantastic demand,"
Cole said.

ANOTHER MAZE? No It s the benches outside the Campus Center from

eleven floors up (Staff photo by Brian Costello) ^
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Friday 10 10

Sat. 10-5

Young Paul Palmgren and his parents returning home from shopping.

(Staff photo by Richard Newman)

Student-produced movie
details housing issues
By SHEIRA ARONSON

'^A'tiSnt'produced movie on Amherst housing entitled "Scoop" will be aired this

Sun(iavat6p m.onCCA TV(Channel3CaDle). ^ , ^ ^ «d ^
The fictional movie ,

proJuced by Mark Gunning and Ed Guiliani, is the idea of Board

(.1 Cover.,.. rs member John Furbish. The idea came to Furbish while reading a pamplet

describing the diKerent types of housing in the Amherst area.
., k ^ u.. tho

Gunni..r, said Furbish wrote the movie because he felt the pamplet published by the

SuKient Center lor Educational Research and Advocacy did not reach enough people

and he wanted t.. mcorpouue H - housing issue into a different form of media to reach

"p\*odur?ion of the movie cost approximately $100, some of which was funded by the

Co.nniuier Collective, c^d some by the Graduate Student Senate i'nd has been in the

makiiui tor a year and a half, said Gunning.
, c i

The film will also be shown on CCA TV Sunday the 26th of November, and on Sylvari

C.il)!.' arul the Blue Wall -dco ! oin, but the dates for these snowings are uncertain at

this imu', GunniiH) said .

Sroop- IS the sKjry ot a fr-'^man who comes to UMass from a small town in

MassH,:husetts He joins the Col'.y,an staff and writes about current '^sues ori canipus

,n, l.i.ii.M, the housing issu^ which sototally consumes him that his whole life ^alls apart^

(iuniiMu, sHKl Scoop loses his friends and the Collegian refuses the publish his articles

any nioie He IS a broken man. In the end u . .u:^ ;^

Guili.ini has worked on variety shows, and Gunning has done a soap opera but this is
•

ilif'i. first really big proiect, he said.
. ,,. • . ,» ;„

Gunning offered no opinion of the content of the film saying, I am more interest in

heZrothTpeople's opinions, and hope they will drop by and let us hear their

reartifins"

*7 refuse to use the kind ofprotection that always has me

wearing something iriternally. Orfollowing some strict schedule

Being spontaneous is too important to me.

''Conceptrol Cream is just greatfor women who feel the

I do. It's one ofthe most effective birth-control methods you can

without a doctors prescription. And it comes in a disposable

applicator-like a tampon-that's premeasured

to provide the exact amount ofcream you need. It's easy

to keep handy, too. The applicator's small enough to

fit into even a tiny evening bag.

'^nd Conceptrol acts right away. So there's

no waiting. Nothing to spoil the mood.

''You can tell that where Conceptrol's concerned,

I've done my homework. But, after all, ifyou' re going

to be spontaneous, you have to give your birth-control

method plenty ofthought.

way

use

Conceptrol* Birth Control Cream
You only use Itwhen you want to

$1.00 Refund on Conceptrol Birth Control Cream \

m (6- or lO-pack size) Limit one to a customer
. u

^

I For vour $1.00 refund, just fill out and mail the coupon below, together with the

I front panel ofa package ofConceptrol as prooj oj purchase.

C / # «

I CONCEPTROL CREAM OFFER, P.O. Box NB 034, El Paso, Texas 79977

I

I

I

I

Name

I

I

r

I

I

, Subject to state and local regulations. Void if taxed, restricted or prohibited. .

I Offerexpires4/30/79.GoodonlyinfheU.S.A. - um-iii378-cca

Trademark ©1978 Orih.) Phannaceutical Corpwalion

Address

Cit\'
State Zip

Rcincnihcr. no inclh.Hl o\' binh control

ot ;iny kind can absolutely uuiiranttx

against pregnancy. For niaxiinuni

protection. Conceptrol Cream must be

used according to directions.
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says UM professor

Caffeine more toxic

than leading insecticide
'vMARKtECCESE
"'olleqian Staff

Are you sitting righ now in the Hatch, or in

i classroom waiting for a class to start, and
inishing off your first cup of coffee of the

day?

And then another cup after lunch. And a

cup with your buddies in the coffee shop
"bout mid afternoon. And one after

dinner.

All the while you've been ingesting

.;affene, and according to toxicologist Larry

i<. Cole, cafferie is two and-a half times as

toxic as the leading insecticide on the
market.

Toxicologists, Cole says, keep a rather

ominous index on these things. The index

is called LD50. arnl it stands for the dose of

a chemical that would be lethal to 50
percent of any given test sample of people.

Carbaryl, the chemical in the insecticide
Sevin, has LDSO of 500 mg. Caffene, a

chemical in coffee, has an LD50 of only 200
mg.

Cole is a UMass Entomology professor
who will offer next semester for the first

time here, a course in toxicology open to all

students.

Toxicology is not simply the study of

lethal poisor^ according to Cole, but the

study of any "adverse effects" a given

chemical may have on people, animals and
plants.

"Our biggest worry right now is that we
are not educating the general public about
toxicology, "Cole said.

According to Cole, most education on
toxic substances is done in professional

schools, such as medical, pharmacutical
and veterinary schools.

"There are very few people in the United
States who learn anything about what we
now call adverse effects. How are people
to judge from the thousands of chemicals
they are told are bad, "Cole said.

"What we're really worried about is that if

we go putting labels (that list chemical
ingredients) on products, who the hell is

going to understand them?" he said.

Cole said his course for next semester,
listed as Entomology 590B, is open to any
student, and he recommends it for en-
vironmental scientists, engineers,
chemists, and farmers.

And for the future toxicologists, "Right
now the Environmental Protection Agency
needs a thousand toxicologists. And_
there's no place in the world they're going
to find them. There's a fantastic demand,"
Cole said

.
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Student-produced movie
details housing issues
By sheira aronson ^
CoHegian Staff

A siudent produced movie on Amherst housing entitled "Scoop" will be aired this

Suiuiay at 6 p m. on CCA TV (Channel 3 Caole)

The fictional movie ,
proJucedby Mark Gunning and Ed Guiliani, is the idea of Board

of Governors member John Furbish. The idea came to Furbish while reading a pamplet

fiesrribinq the different types of housing in the Amherst area.

Gunninq said Furbis i wrote the movie because he felt the pamplet published by the

Student Centf-r for Eduraiionat Research and Advocacy did not reach enough people

an'i he wanted to incorpoi.itH He housing issue into a different form of media to reach

more people.

Production of the movie cost approxinuitely $100, some of which was funded by the

Conumiter Collective, and some by the Graduate Student Senate and has been in the

nuikiiHj for a year and a half, said Gunning.

The film will also be shown on CCA TV Sunday the 26th of November, and on Sylvan

Cnl)l»' atui tlie Blue Wall 'It o '

.. n, but the dates for these snowings are uncertain at

iliis nine, Gunninq said

( < op I , ihL' story Qt a tf"''-man who comes to UMass from a r.mall town in

M.iss,i< hus<Ub He joins The Col't yian staff and writes about current issues on campus

iiw liKiiiHj the housing issue which sotoially consumes him that his whole life 'alls apart.

(3iii\nin() sHid Scoop loses his friends and the Collegian refuses the publish his articles

.iny more He is a broken man. In the end
Guiliani has worked on variety shows, and Gunning has done a soap opera but this is

their first reaiiy biq project, he said.

Gunning offered no opinion of the content of the film saying, "I am more interest in

hearinq other people's opinions, and hope they will drop by and let us hear their

rf'actions
"
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*7 refuse to me the kind ofprotection that always has me

wearing something internally. Orfollowing some strict schedule.

Being spontaneous is too important to me.

"Conceptrol Cream is just greatfor women whofeel the way

I do. It's one ofthe ntost effective birth-control methods you can use

without a doctors prescription. And it comes in a disposable

applicator-like a tampon-thafs premeasured
—

to provide the exact atnount ofcream you need. It's easy

to keep handy, too. The applicator's small enough to

fit into even a tiny evening bag.

'Mnd Conceptrol acts right away. So there's

no waiting. Nothing to spoil the mood.

''You can tell that where Conceptrols concerned,

I've done my homework. But, after all, ifyou re going

to be spontaneous, you have to give your birth-control

method plenty ofthought!'

Conceptrol* Birth Control Cream
You only use itwhen you want to
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I
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To The Editor:
Rent control

opponents questioned

To the Editor: '
"

—

/ feel compelled to respond to those
opponents of rent control for
Amherst who assert the somewhat
novel idea that rent control is against
tenants interests. As a lawyer for the
students at the University of
Massachusetts, I frequently deal with
Attorney Howland m his
representation of the large
complexes. Attorney Howland has
many times informed me that our
clients \the tenants] should be aware
that even if they are successful in
enforcing rights protected by law and
win a monetary award from the large
landlord, tenants will pay for it in the
long run The landlords will simply
pass on the cost to the tenants. It's

sad and frustrating that Attorney
Howland's clients can do exactly this.
These large wealthy complex owners
and corporations [some of which
exist comfortably out of state] are
free to simply continue their
practices which may violate
Massachusetts law because in the
end It all comes out of Jane and John
Tenant's pocket
Is there any excuse for not

supporting Rent ControP'^^?
Steven Louis Baumohl, Esq.

Attorney at Law

GATE content

inappropriate

To the Editor:
The Academic Affairs Committee of the

Student Senate would like to clear up
some of the questions raised with regard
to Its publication of the Course
Description and Evaluation Guide The
philosophy of the guide as seen through
the eyes of its present editors is to
present a useful guide for course
selection and to advocate student interest
of an academic nature.
With the arrival of the GATE guide

yesterday several persons have
suggested that past CATE editors
overstepped these bounds in their attacks
on the Collegian. Although we at
CATE this year do not intend to
debate the factual content of any
past articles, we would like to
suggest that its placement in a guide
of this purpose was inappropriate
and unfair A political stance in favor
of students issues can be maintained
without stooping to blatant attacks
within the student government and
the student press That such attacks
should occur m CATE is inexcusable
and undoubtedly works against
student interest

Mark Flaherty
David Aron

_ Academic Affairs

Math department

in bad condition
To the Editor.
In college, many people will agree

that math is difficult to learn Due to
ineffective teaching. students often
lack much enthusiasm for the
subject Unfortunately, an indepth
knowledge of math is not enough to
make a good math teacher A good
teacher must employ different
vehicles of illustration to convey
difficult concepts to students
Inflexible and disorganized teaching
approaches make for rigid and
disorderly understanding. It is no
small wonder that math is so
distasteful, monotonous, and
difficult for many students. The
fundamental problem of the UMass
math department is a lack of teacher
effectiveness

UMass IS a large school and its

numbers increase every semester In

order to deal with these large
numbers, the math department is

forced to use all the tncks of logistic

management More part-time
teachers are recruited and teachers
of inter disciplinary sciences i e
Chemistry, Physics etc are used as
surrogate math teachers. Atso. the
math department has resorted to 6 55
a m classes to deal with extremely
over jfnrolled classes One can
imagine the state of 9 student's mind
at such an hour This measure is

rather extreme and college

administrators should take heed that
students are not being accomodated
adequately.
The use of teacher assistants is

another weak point of the
department. The overall quality of
teaching is far below any reputable
university's standard. For an
example, the Math J04 Pre Calculus
course has few genuine math
teachers, if any at all Much of the
subject matter is presented in a
vague and disorganized manner. The
teachers are mostly assistants and
are not competent in comparison
with professional teachers. In class,
the teachers display more concern in
preparing students for exams and not
for up coming calculus courses.
Students rarely inquire as to the whys
of a particular math process, but to
whether such a process will be on the
final exam. This course has a 6:55
a.m. complement as well. Students
of this course may have observed
that there has been no opportunity to
evaluate or critique teacher
performance.
The state of the UMass math

department requires closer scrutiny
by students and college
administrators, alike. Good teachers
and smaller classes are essential to
any successful teaching department.
Mathematics is as central to ov
university education as the English
language. It would be a monumental
error to let the math department slip
slowly from mediocrity to oblivion

Alexander Floyd

Nigeria article

misrepresentative
To the Editor:

As regards the article that appeared in

the Collegian Black Affairs pages of
november 1, 1976 entitle "Nigeria and
Western Civiliz'jtion, "

I hereby stand to

refute the unpardonable allegations and
insults maae within the article.

The article is an affront to Africa and
Africans It sadly demonstrates that

Americans cannot see Africa with open
eyes or on its own terms. Surely there are
traffic jams in Lagos, the capital city of
Nigeria. This makes it no different than
other cities throughout the world.
America is full of cities with big wide and
beautiful streets which always seem
chock full of cars. If you've ever ventured
to LA, Boston, or almighty New York Ci-

ty you'd know what I mean. There are
other sites to' see in the U.S. - the ghetto
slums in Harlem and the Bronx, where
people slaughter, rape, and steal among
themseves. One can easily feel the
sinister and gloomy atmosphere in these
areas. With America's 200 years of in-

dependence as a nation - as the richest,

strongest, and most industralized in the
world your ghettos are second to none.
Nigeria has merely been independent for

16 years, and is struggling to create an
equitable society struggling against
almost insurmountable forces

As the author of the article set forth in

Lagos, it appears that he headed straight

for the discos The Discos are the places
where white breasts may be seennot in

other parts of the city and surely not in

the countryside. It saddens me that

American Blacks seem to gravitate to

Discos in Africa, rather than savoring its

other treasurers. In Ghana I worked with
American volunteers for two summers.
Both times, most blacks gravitated to the

urban discos and few black and more
white folks went to the countryside to

learn from the people How can we
Africans convince you that the heart of

Africa IS not in the disco, but with the
people in the countryside.

As a result of its oil money, Nigeria

now has 13 universities and subsidiaries

as reported in the article. It has attempted
to recruit qualified professionals to teach,

and has also imported books needed for

courses It is at the University of
Massachusetts, not at Lagos, where
books are hard to find. As a freshman last

semester, I wasn't able to get my hooks
for Rhetoric 100 for the entire semester

The author claims that only scholars

have money in Nigeria. Nothing could be
further from the truth Market mammies,
truck drivers, cocoa, coffee, and timber
farmers, fishers, and small business
people all who have not been to school
have money

The author claims that he has more
pridp than Africans. I've never heard Irish

Americans, Italian Americans. Polish

Amorirans sayinq that they have more
pndp than their mother country. Nor have
we he^d of the many exchange student<i

tr.)vpllinq through Furopi.'. h.r.ml or

whatever cnniinq hack and ridiculing

these places. Even the Russian dissident
Solzhenitsyn, when offered the oppor
tunity, praised rather than attackend his
country.

Finally, the author is quite demanding
to poor people. Poor people are human
beings. In Africa, we don't worship
Cadillacs and discos.

Who are the mercenaries who for a few
dollars come to the motherland and
slaughter innocent andpoor Afncans and
claim to have pride, more pride than
those they slaughter. Remember Sister
Angola Wait till we too have been in-

dependent for 200 years then you'll see a
just place. When shall the Black people
krww that united we stand and divided
we fall.

Nana-Otu Mensah

Students treated

like machines
To the Editor:
What are students-Machines? We come

to this University to study and we are
treated very badly by the financial aid
system, especially Third World students
who make up most of the poor people in
the U.S. They try to make us live on
nothing. They think that we only need
food and a room to sleep in, so they
allocate us the least they can. They
expect us to work hard in school on close
to nothing. But we know if you are
human [and we are], you need more than
that.

I am thankful that we have special
programs like the BCP, Upward Bound,
and other such programs, because they
work for us. even though their staffs are
also very poorly paid. If it wasn't for
them, many Third World students would
have to drop out [not enough money,
etc.], and we know that there are not
enough of us Third World people here in
the first place. But what about the
students who don't have special
programs, non- Third Wodd people, who
also have needs because they are human!'
Listen Financial Aid students. Wake Up!
We all have to work together so that we
can survive and live as students.
Remember, if they [people in financial aid
system] see us as machines that need
nothing, they give us nothing. Let's
refuse to be seen as machines and part
of the much larger rr.ichine. I want to be
seen as an individual that has needs, not
just the basic needs. What do you need?
Even the BEOG people know that we
need more money to do school work
every year. They have increased the grant
every year and will do it next year too.

But the Financial Aid Office here is not
increasing our budgets so the increase in

grants is not coming to us. I want it.

Nelson Acosta
Third World Assistant

Media groups
to form council
To the Editor:

The UMass campus has a complex
and diverse network of student
operated media sources These
networks are operated by small
autonomous media groups.
Occasionally these groups combine
forces and coordinate their efforts,

but in general these groups fail to
achieve common goals and purposes.
This creates problems for students on
campus who deserve proper
representation by campus media
sources, especially minorities and
women. Some solutions have been
proposed, but student input is badly
needed in order for these objectives
to be realized. A campus wide users
council is now being formed and your
help and support are needed now.
Monday. November 27th will be the

first planning meeting. 426 student
union building. 4:00 p.m.

Stuart Hurwitz
SCERA staff

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be stgned and include the author's
address and phone number Organiza
tions may submit letters, but they must
include a name and phone number for
reference purposes

Letters must be typed, double spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages long They should be sent to
the Executive Editor care of the Col-
legian, or may be dropped off at the Col-
legian office

All letters may be subject to editing for
either space or content according to the
judgement of the editor Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed.
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Apartheid and U.S. Campuses
By CHARLES BAGLI

In the quiet hills of N.Y. state lies the
town of Poughkeepsie and Vassar College.
Usually not much happens at this small col-
lege in terms of the student movement. It

usually starts somewhere else and after a
while the sleepy town of Poughkeepsie cat-
ches up. But right now a small drama is un
folding that has important rmplications fo^
students everywhere.
On September 21 the Vassar Colleae

Board of Trustees met. While they v^'erc

meeting, 55 students participated in a sit-in

protesting Vassar's $2.5 million partnf^rship
with apartheid. That is, Vassar owns stock
in companies that have gone to South
Africa for the high profit rate (20 percent)
that the brutal apartheid system creates.
This protest was no different from the

pickets, rallies and demonstrations that are
going on at hundreds of campuses. What is

different and significant has been the
administration's response. Only a sick
person will defend apartheid and the U.S.
role in propping it up. These actions limit
the Trustees and administration. Their

response has usually been to say that
South Africa is bad, and call for a Blue
Ribbon committee to investigate and
determine which stocks to possibly,

maybe, divest, and of course the com-
mittees promptly do nothing, say anything
but never violate the law of profit.

At Vassar, the administration has indicted
ten of the 55 students. They face possible
expulsion and criminal charges. The
Student Government Association has
fingered activists for the administration and
threatened the college newspaper with a
funding slash for supporting divestment
and the students. All this for the crime of
supporting the liberation of South Africa
and demanding that Vassar cut all ties with
apartheid, including stocks of corporations
in South Africa.

This incident at Vassar College fits into a
broader picture. Even Time magazine has
admitted that student support for the
liberation in southern Africa is the biggest
issue on the campuses since the anti-war
movement. It has had a number of suc-
cesses both in terms of. forcing universities
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like UMass to divest and in developing a

public opinion that will limit the U.S.

government's ability to bail out South
Africa. And the movement is growing.

The South African government ahd the

U.S. corporations and politicians have not

sat idly by, but have launched a counter

offensive. For instance:

— Twenty-seven conservative senators

invited Smith from Rhodesia, here, in an
effort to legitimize the white minority

regime.

-Miami of Ohio University and Indiana

have overturned decisions to divest stocks
on corporation in South Africa, claiming

divestment interfered with the "rights"'of

corporations to make a profit.

— The South African government sent
beautiful leather bound picture books
extolling the virtues of the Transkei
Bantustan to every person in the political

science department here at UMass.

— The Globe and other newspapers have
printed a statement by Henry
Oppenheimer, a man that has made a

fortune many times over through apar-

theid, saying that investment, not
divestment, by U.S. corporations is the
answer to South Africa.

The repression at Vassar may seem in-

significant, but it appears to fit a pattern of

implicit or explicit support for the white
minority regimes in Africa.

The students at Vassar have organized a

Student Defense Committee with the

support of almost everyone on campus, as

well as Africa committees all over the

Northeast. THey are fighting to drop the
charges against the students and continue
their work in support of the liberation of

southern Africa. They will be joining with

student activists and people interested in

Africa at a regional conference of the

Northeast Coalition for the Liberation of

Southern Africa to exchange experience,

learn about Africa, and Coordinate actions,

this weekend.

Charles Bagli is a member of the
Revolutionary Student ^rigade.

Editorial
Rent control

in Amherst
vote yes

If you are a student at UMass, the chances are good that you will be
living off campus at some point in your college career, if you aren't one
of the more than 12,000 who already are. And there can be no doubt that
a significant number of the students living off campus are in apartment
complexes in the area.

Monday, residents of the town of Amherst will be voting on a town-
wide referendum on rent control. We recommend that all students
registered to vote in town get out and vote in favor of the controls.
The issue of rent control was brought before town voters in 1976,

when it was defeated. This year the rent control proposal was rejected
by the Amherst Town Meeting on October 25. Area tenants petitioned to
have the question brought to referendum.
Amherst is suffering the effects of a serious housing shortage. The

1970 census estimated a vacancy rate in town of only 1.2 percent, con-
siderably below the five percent level the federal government considers a
housing shortage.

Rent control won't necessarily improve the housing crunch. What it

will do, however, is protect tenants from unjustified rent increases by
landlords who recognize the high demand for housing. Any ECON 103
student knows what happens to prices (rents) in that situation. And that
demand certainly hasn't lessened since the University administration ex-
empted juniors from mandatory on-campus living.

The mechanism by which rent control is able to protect the "consumer
of apartments" is a five-member board appointed by the town Board of
Selectmen to oversee rented housing (small dwellings where the
landlord lives in the building would be excluded).

The board would have subpoena power over landlord and tenant
records. At present landlords claim their rent increases are the result of
increasing maintenance costs, a claim strongly disputed by tenant ac-
tivitists, who feel rising costs relfect incompetent management. There
will be no resolution to these disagreements until landlord records can be
examined. Clearly landlords should be allowed to cover costs, but if their

price increases are the result of mismangement or earning excess profits,

tenants are getting ripped off.

The rent control measure would start with rent at its May, 1978, level,

and would not effect complexes built after January 1, 1978.Thus the
construction of new housing units would not be discouraged.
The rent control board would also hold hearings requiring landlords to

show cause for evictions. Consequently you'd be less likely to get
thrown out just because you had a preference for lentil casserole and
The Incredible Hulk.

Opponents of rent control insist it will lower landlord profit and cost
the town tax revenue. Until the rent control board actually sees landlord
records, however, this claim is mostly speculation. The measure does in-

sist that landlord profits be protected.

The rent control referendum is one example of how students can wield
major influence in an issue that really affects them. Rent control ad-
vocates believe the question can win this time if voter turnout is high
enough. So if you are an Amherst voter and live off campus, intend to

live off campus, know someone who lives off campus, or belive that

tenants deserve a fair shake in town, please visit the polls Monday. It

might save you some money someday.
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To The Editor:
Red Sox fan

ready to sign

To the Editor;

The Yankee signing of Luis Tianr was

the final straw in my decision to play out

my option as a Red Sox fan. I could take

the Sox blowing a fourteen game lead, I

could take a Red Sox, Yankee playoff and

a Bucky Dent homerun to add insult to

injury. I could even take a raise in

bleacher ticket prices, but the letting go

of Luis Tiant to the Yankees was the

ultimate insult tome.

I am hereby announcing as of today

November 14, 1978 that I. Bruce Hoiseth,

am playing out my option and I am willing

to sign with any team that won't screw its

most loyal fans
Bruce Hoiseth

A poet, and

we don't know it

counted since

To the Editor
The weekend arrives not a moment

too soon,
f[/tmutes were
Tuesday at noon,

"Break out the beer.

"Let's smoke a joint. .

"

"Check out that rear
"

"You've got a point. ..

"

The freshman buffoon howled

the moon.
It's Friday night at the Blue

Saloon
People arrive from all over town,

Wall to wall they stand sans a seat to

sit down.
The lights are low.

Plastic cups everywhere:

The service is slow;

up at

Wall

Common courtesy rare;

Outdoors the zephyrs blow 'round

paper tags brown,
Inside the Southwest clown blows

lunch with a frown.

The bouncers guard the entrance
with macho finesse,

Waitresses\ 'I handle drunks with

minimal stress,

[Hey. what's this?

Bouncers wait on the door?
Something I miss?
Waitresses bounce across floor?]

The bouncer commands. "The
waitress, giveher crap less!"

"Sir bouncer, the waitress hath
made a helluva mess/"
The bartenders work with utmost

speed.
Filling the cup half with foam a kind

deed
if it s Tuborg you order,

wfuch, my pardon beg,

came suspiciously across the border

burning right through its keg-

It's like buying Colombian when it's

really native weed.
Or like crying to mother and then

she makes it bleed.

What^ The band is back from its

break after only an hour?
Come back already from their

narcisstic bower?
The sorority girls upfront.

Giggle and whisper and dance.

While lonely men casually hunt
for a little old fashioned romance:
The band blasts forth with its

electncal power.
The lock comes alive downing his

third whiskey sour.

The top forty band are all city folks.

Yet play music as dull as thf.ir rather

sick jokes;

They are out of tune

I Though certainly not triter

Than that species of ^oon

The Collegian sports writer\:

They prance 'round the stage and sip

their spiked cokes.

Thrilled at least ^ith themselves [my
god what a hoax I].

So the band and crowd are artificial-

hey you're at liberty.

There's plenty to do, plenty to seel

There's Television galore

Though it can 't be heard.

There 's pinball in store

For the mindless nerd:

Comb your hair in the mirror with

errant vanity

(jr observe yourself prating a

Shakespearean soliloquy

The Campus Center and Student
Union are for the UMie,

Grab yourself a coffee and wander

freely;

Soft! There on the phone
Delima caling Hawaii;

Does he have a loan?
From where comes his money?
Stumble into an SGA conspiracy or

sound warped movie.

Or to the bathroom to contribute

your share of graffitti.

Then back to the Wall for one last

dose.

The twelve thirty closing is getting

too close;

Lights come on:

The people object,

[A feeling abject]

The bouncers elect

As you leave, eshvw the Brooklyn

coed verbose
And head home through the school

yard all littered and gross.

Dustin Burke

GATE Ad •

misrepresentation
To the Editor:

/ would like to address three points of

confusion concerning the GATE ad-

vertisement which appeared in the Nov.

16 Collegian:

1) Not all faculty who replied to our

release campaign are listed. We list a

handful of faculty that released but teach

no students; faculty who replied

negatively; and faculty who replied after

deadline, or released with qualifications.

2) The CA TE ad has been taken as a slur

by the deaf community, and we apologize

for that unintended mistake. When the ad
appears again the phrase will be changed
to faculty don't want to listen or
something to that effect.

3) Inexplicably, some of the Zoology
department faculty who released were
also left out of the advertisement. The

following faculty of that department have
released: David Klingener. Bruce Levin,

Brian O'Connor, John Palmer. Harold

Rauch, Larry Roberts, and James
Snedecor.

In deferue of the ad and our good in-

tentions. The connotations of the word
would be governed by the picture next to

the quote. The person in this picture was

not listening by reason of blocked ears^

Mark Flaherty and David Aron

Academic Affairs Committee

Academic Counselor Position Available.

Upward Bound
University of Massachusetts/Amherst

Upward Bound caseworker position now

available for Holyoke area. Prior experience

working with low income bi lingual minority

youth required. Responsibilities include the

academic counseling and monitoring for ap-

proximately 30 students. Position available for

20-30 hrs/wk at $4.50/ hr. Access to a car for

outreach purposes desired.

Resumes may be submitted to 205 New Africa

House by no later than November 17, 1978.

For more information, please call: 545-0250 and

speak with the Secretary, or Rhonda Gordon,

Director.

When he

tells you he's

got the best,

and the only

authentic

Italian pizza

in the area..

EGGS BENEDICT^BELGIAN WAFFLES
LOX & BAGELS

10:302:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH

only at

^sm%
57 N Pleasant St

2535141

Across from the fire station

DO IT IN
JANUARY

England - France - Spam
Portugal — Morocco

Fly to London and begin an

adventure of a lifetime. . .

OVERSEAS Adventure Tours
•roundtrip aiiiare

•transportation

•accomodations

*indfuded

cal! 549-2652 or 546-9498 for details
vs^

offers:

4 weeks
$599

© f^\

To prove it

he's giving

you 50c off

a large

pizza.

— %.,.

Mountaaneermg *7

I

Oh sul«, injured Indignation. "A qiaiz?" you protest, feigning ignorance. WeU sir,

what do you think these mountaineerings lessons have been aJl about? That^s right -

knowledge, and the accumulation thereof. So put your gray matter on red alert and

start cracMng. Here's where you move to the top of the mountain. Or get left at base

camp.And,l^the way,rememberthatthe differencebetweenthetwo is alliny^
* _ __ . —^

Multiple Choice

.r-

PINOCCHIO PIZZA
AND SUBS

Open till 2:00 a.m.
— Free delivery —

549-3669

1177 N. Pleasant St.,

Amh.

Drinking Busch beer is

known as:

(A) Sucking *em up
(B) Downing the

mountains
(C) Quaffing
(D) Peaking

eruj, U8M.8UV

A mountaineer's best friend

is his:

(A) Dog
(B) Bailbondsman
(C) Main squeeze
(D) Free and flexible arm

m uosng b "it -jnoirUM (a ) Jaflvsuy

Bennington Baxter-Bennington,
the noted financier of mountain-
eering expeditions, was fond
of saying:

(A) "The price is right'.'

(B) "Your check is in the mai
(C) "Keep all your assets

liquid!'

( D) "Put this on my tab, fella'.'

-jt^^j Tou PBM sTTEj3 qaoqtb peoud

The best place for a mountaineer to

take a romantic RfiTR is:

(A) Somewhere over the _
rainbow

(B) 24 hours from Tulsa
(C) In the craggy peaks
(D) Deep in the heart of Texas

8AOI O^

881UO0 uosng qm^j aieitMjftjre jq (0) jaMSUv

You can recognize a mountaineer
by his:

(A) Crampons
(B)Sherpa guides

(C) Pickaxe
(D) Foamy moustache

S9A ^jaMSUv

The most common reason for

mountaineering is:

(A) Because it's tJiere

(B) Because It's betjter than
nothing

(C) Because nothing is better

(D) All ofthe above
auTodeures ^

9xt^ en 9UIOO iTB iCsiTJ iTBQd &m uo i«m
puTui tiT deeii qna eiixv\ Kb)^-so ximo

sm o% eeqareui xjcrea jeeuT^unoui
AieAB seAoux jmi'i eAiioui uoxmuoo

ou ST ©jeiu ©Aoq-B em jo euoN uaMSUv

Oral "Binni

Here's whereyou putyourtongue
^"^

to the test. Arrange three
glasses, two ordinaiy beers

andone Busch infront ofyour-
self.Ask a friend to blindfold

you andpour each into a glass

.

Sip all three, taking pains to

clearyour palatebetweenbeers
- either tjy eating a plain soda
cracker or lightly dusting your
tongue with a belt sander. After

sampling each, identify the moun-
tains. Unless you've just returned

from the dentist with a mouthful of

novocame.this should be easy. Cold

refreshmentandnaturalsmoothness
are your two big clues to the peak.

p^ — - ——

This is the visual perception portion. Sunply read the pertinent subject

phrase anddeterminewhich picture most closelysymbolizes it. Then, check

the appropriate box.

L « MauiaAJtfMi

Eye Test

scoring 10-13 correct; congratulations. Inicky, yom" flag wavesf^^«^^^^.^OXT^co^
but theJe's room for improvement; run to the paxjkage store and^P P^J^J^^- ^^ °°"^^-

don't mountaineer without an adult guardian. Less than 4: who read thjs test to you?
, ,-,

Pinocchio Pizza

50c OFF
Good up to Nov. 30 LARGE

MouBtAineerln^ is the science and art of drinking

cold, naturally refreshing taste inside.

Busch. The term originates due snowy, icy peaks sported by the label outside and perpetuates due to the

LARGE PIZZA

Don't Just reach for a beer.BUSCH Head for the moimtains.

'. Anhouser-Busch Inc St Louis Mo

»>ii.«.»'»»<ii .Mw* a • » *^ > • •<•»'. vv%".cifcj
•«"*•»W«.» •M'^^ti^^f ^m > , . kk
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Around
the Nation

Hotel collapse

kills two workers
United Press International
JOPLIN, Mo The bodies of two

demolition workers were pulled from the
debris of the old Connor Hotel yesterday,
ending a five day search for possible
survivors in the mass of concrete and steel
from the collapsed building.

Hopes were dashed that all three men
would be found alive in the rubble when the
bodies of the two men were found.
The one survivor of the disaster - Alfred
Summers, 30, who was pulled froman air

pocket beneath the debns Tuesday - was
stunned by the news Tuesday that his
companions were dead

The trio was buried under the debris
Saturday when the old hotel, scheduled for
demolition Sunday, suddenly collapsed
onto the city streets.

Summers, hospitalized for a fractured
pe VIS and three broken ribs received in the
collapse, had mixed emotions about being
the only survivor.

*"

"I don't know how to answer that,"
Sumnr>ers said. "I do feel bad for the
families and I feel even more fortunate that
I was able to make it out alive."

No alimony for

lesbian ex-wife
ST. PAUL, Minn. \UPl\-fK judge has ruled

'^at a St. Paul man does not have to pay
alimony to his ex-wife until she remarries
because she is a lesbian.

District Court Judge Joseph P. Sumniers
said the unidentified couple was divorced in

Ohio in 1972 and the husband agreed to
"lifetime alimony " payments of $130 a
month-which meant until his wife remarried
or died.

A year later they reconciled and moved to
St. Paul with their sons. Although they did
not remarry, they stayed together for three
years.

Early in 1976, the judge said, the husband
introduced a woman associate to his wife
and the three of them socialized several
months-until the husband canrw home one
day and found his wife and the female
friend "engaged in compromising activities
in the bedroom."
This, the judge said, led to "discussion of

a heated nature."

Summers said the husband told his wife to
choose between him and the woman. She
chose the woman.
Since this gave "lifetime alimony" new
meaning, the husband moved out,
remarried, refused to pay the alimony and
hired a lawyer.
The judge ruled Wednesday that the
husband can stop paying alimony in July
1980, but must pay $2,210 in back

payments. He also granted him custody of
the two sons, now 13 and 14.

"The defendant's lesbianism is a material
change in circumstances," Summers said,

"which justifies terminating alimony."

Strategic stockpile

needs investigated
United Press International

WASHINGTON How long will America's
next war last?

A congressional committee looked into
the question Tuesday in an attempt to find
out how much of a strategic stockpile the na-
tion needs.

Strategic planners have based the nation's
stockpile policy up until now on the assump
tion the United States should prepare for
fighting a three-year war.

But a retired general challenged the
assumption in testimony before the Senate
Banking Committee, saying the United
States is more apt to get involved in a lightn-
rng war such as Israel's six-day conquest of
the Arabs in 1967.

"We can't drag this country through a
long, drawn-out war," said retired Lt. Gen.
James Hollingsworth.

Hollingsworth, No. 2 commander of U.N.
forces in Korea in the mid-1970s, said the
Vietnam War left the Amencan people wary
of a prolonged conflict.

"I can't belive the will of the people will

permit that, " he said. "Vietnam had a
serious impact on the duration of war in the
minds of our people."
He speculated that Communist forces

might storm across Western Europe in a
World War ll-style Blitzkrieg assault before
the United States could react.

"If they overrun Europe in 14 to 15 days
and we take two years to mobilize, where do
we go?" he said.

High Times founder

shoots himself
NEW YORK (UPII The founder of High

Zw' I k'^''
"^'"9 magazine about

getting high, shot himself in the head in
a Tit of depression Thursday at hisGreenwich V.llaye loft apartment
authorities said.

Thomas King Forcade, 33, was reported in
critical condition sn St. Vincent's Hospital
with the bullet lodged in his brain. Police
said doctors told them his brain was
"dead" and he was not expected to live.

Forcade's 27 year-old wife, Gabrielle,
heard a gunshot around 1 p.m. and found
her husband lying on the blood-splattered
bed of their second-floor loft with a .45-
caliber gun at his side, police said.
No note was found, but his wife told

detectices he had been depressed for some
time and had been taking pills to "ward off
the depression." It was not immediately
known if he was under the influence of the
drugs at the time of the incident.
Mrs. Forcade said her husband had

complained of being tired and had left her
and a friend, James Drougas, 28, to rest
shortly before they heard the gunshot.

Around
New England

Springfield needs to

hire more Hispanics

Bill pushes
captial punishment
BOSTON (API-
Two Republican state senators are

recycling bills calling for capital punish-
ment, a higher drinking age and mandatory
prison sentences for major drug dealers.
All three measures made it through the

legislature in the last session but were
vetoed by Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.
Republican Sens. John F. Parker of
Taunton and David H. Locke of Wellesley
said Thrusday they thought the legislation
would have a better chance under Gov.-
elect Edward J. King, who endorsed the
aims of the bills in his campaign.
The capital punishment bill would

authorize the death penalty in certain cases
of murder. However, it would require
amending the Massachusetts constitution,
a procedure that cannot be completed
before the 1982 election.

The sentencing measure, sponsored last
year by Lucy Forti, head of a group called
Concerned Citizens for Drug Prevention,
would impose mandatory ternr^s for those
convicted of peddling drugs worth at least
$25,000.

Pictures from orbiting

x-ray camera shown
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP)-The world

gets its first peek Saturday at pictures from
an orbiting X-ray camera enabling humans
to peer deeper than ever into space in the
search for the origins of the Universe.
The pictures will be relayed from a new

satellite, nicknamed Einstein, 290 miles in

orbit over the earth to a computer terminal
screen at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center
for Astrophysics in Cambridge, according
to Milan-born Dr. Riccardo Giaconni, 46,
who conceived the project 1 5 years ago.
Giaconni and other scientists in the $100

million project see the satellite as a step
toward putting a permanent observatory in

space by the mid 1980s.
They hope the camera will see rays which

left objects as far back as 10 billion years
ago.

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP)
A Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination member said Thursday that
Springfield will lose millions of dollars in
federal and state aid unless it starts hiring
more Hispanics.

Commissioner Sam Stonefield told
reporters at City Hall the city's enforcement
of its own affirmative action hiring plan was
"inadequate and unacceptable."
The city has been warned about this by

the MCAD repeatedly since March, he said.
Its "underperformance is completely
inexcusable. The city's continued inaction
will jeopardize funds needed for the city's
revitalization.

"

Discount service

stations closed

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. [AP] - Good Hope
Industries, Inc. suddenly has shut down
HDany of the 148 Gasland discount service

stations it operates in four states, but
refuses to talk about its action.

All of the approximately 69 Gasland
stations in Connecticut apparently were
closed without warning on Wednesday.
Scattered shutdowns were reported in

western Massachusetts, where the firm

operates about 41 stations.

At most remaining stations the price of

regular gasoline had been increased by five

cents a gallon since last Friday and
operating hours drastically curtailed.

Sunday operations had been eliminated at

many-Gasla'^d outlets, previously known
for cut-rate prices and long operating
hours.

Several top Good Hope Industries officials

at corporate headquarters in Springfield

refused Thursday to talk with reporters.

Carl Tarczinski, vice president in charge of

operations, had declined to comment on
Wednesday.
The firm, one of New England's largest

independent service station operators,

entered federal bankruptcy proceedings in

1975, listing at one time debts totaling $33
million.

Some station attendants, asking not to be
identified, said they had been told gasoline

supplies were unavailable. Others said the
firm apparently was forced to^ pay higher

prices.
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Dial New York direct for

national scores and features!
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SURPRISE SOMEONE SEND THEM A CARD

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

U. off Mass. Students....

^
REVISED SCHEDULE

Effective Men., Nov. 13. 1978

NOW WE CAN GET

YOU THERE

AS FAST

^ AS OFTEN

SW ccc Mall

2:00 2:05 2:15

2:30 2:35 2:45

3:00 3:05 3:15

3:30 3:35 3:45

4:00 4:05 4:15

4:30 4:35 4:45

5:00 5:05 5:15

5:30 5:35 5:45

6:00 6:05 6:ir.

6:30 6:35 6:4b

7:00 7:05 7:1:^

7:30 7:35 7:45

8:00 8:05 8:15

8:30 8:35 8:45

9:00 9:05 9:15

9:30 9:35 9:45

10:15

Thief has fetish for shoes
Associated Press
SEATTLE (AP) - Police

are looking for a man who
at least three times in three
months has attacked
women pedestrians,,
knocking them down and
running off with one of his

victim's high-heeled shoes.

"The guy definitely is

different, there's no
question about that," Lt.

Robert Holter, police
robbery commander, said

Thursday. "He's got a

fetish. Some people have
fetishes for clothing —
bras, women's
underclothes this man
has a fetish for shoes."
Holter said that besides

the known incidents, other

cases may have gone
unreported because "a lot

of women would rather not

go through the problems of

making a report and having
to explain this."

So far none of the women
has been injured. Holter

said authorities do not
know whether to classify

the incidents as thefts, sex

crimes or assaults.

But he said police are

anxious to catch the man as

soon as possible.

"This type of thing could
possibly lead to other more
aggressi^'e interests,"

Holter said. "I'm not sure

how long a person like this

can be satisfied with shoes
The chance of injury is

always there."

Boots and shoes are
known to arouse some
people sexually. 'We all

have some mild fetish,"

said Dr. Stanley Sue, a
clinical psychologist at the
University of Washington.
"It is a problem when it

becomes the primary mode
of satisfaction,

"

The latest shoe attack
came Tuesday, when a

high-heeled shoe was
yanked off the foot of an
IB-year-old woman who
was walking along a street

in Rainier Valley, a high-

crime area of Seattle, police

said. The other attacks also
have occurred there

Holter said the victim
reported a man came up
behind her and grabbed her
by the foot. She fell to the
ground, and the assailant

twisted off her shoe and
dashed off between
houses.

I CROSS-
COUNTRY

SKIS

Complete Ski

Packages
from $69.95

(list $88.75)

.tg.iin iin trip rte«v scho • -

n,i*v t>i' !rii«' vHjrs No (i?if iaii3 lie ym ^-t • •'ci'ii

.•,,. fM !ri»« Divitie WoftJ Missionaries a

. .'
. ..nnary SociPly of prieslsanfl

• ,.,,., t .• ntormalion on our i^ofi. \Airiie

*Q-

Divine uiORD
COllEGE
EpuM<«.lotuoS404S

UMA783

Ski Rentals :

Available

Silva

Huski

Handsem
Splitkein

Amherst
Cycle Shop

253 Triangle St.

549-3729

Northampton
Bicycle

21 Pleasant St.

586-3810

'^JLBJJLOJULOJUUULa

BOOT
SALE
Men's 17

"

Laceups
Save $40 ^499S

Ladies 16"

Pull on
Reg. $74 ^44''

FRYE SHOES
Ladies

Limited Sizes

Reg. $39 ^I5''

Heartfelt
l^eather

lOSN. PlMWt St. AmkM

TI-1750

A personal or business calculator

with distinctive "wallet-thin"

Styling. From Texas Instruments.

1,

Texas Instruments
pocket portoble

electronic colculotor

uuith memory
TI-1750

sug. price $24.95

OUR PRICE $19.95
•Large LCD display

•Performs most-needed arithmetic

functions, as well as add-ons, dis-

counts and percentages

•Full function memory
A GREAT VALUE AND A GREAT
GIFT-EVEN FOR YOURSELF!

at the calculator store

campus center/univ. of mass, amherst
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Kuwait backs plan

to raise oil prices

CARACAS, Venezuela I L/P/l Oil-rich

Kuwait has thrown its influence in OPEC
behind a plan that vvould raise oil prices

four times next year between 8 and 16

percent.

Kuwait, with a daily production of 1.6

million barrels of oil, is one of the most

influential Arab members of the 13-member

Organization of Petroleum Exporting

Countries, which controls 80 percent of

world oil trade

The remarks by Kuwait oil minister Sheik

Ali Khalifa Al Sabah coincided with a

disclosure by Venezuela s energy chief that

OPEC already was considering a proposal

for quarterly boosts in the price of oil.

Al Sabah, on a four day official visit to

Caracas, told reporters Wednesday he

would suggest quarterly increases ranging

from 2 percent to 4 percent at the OPEC
ministerial conference in mid December.

"That's the propos^ Kuwait will take to

the OPEC meeting in Abu Dhabi and I

believe that it will be adopted by the

members," he said, adding that such small

price increases "would be easily absorbed

by the world economy."
If OPEC adopts such a measure, it could

mean an annual price rise of 8 to 16 percent

over the current average base price of

$12 70 a barrel.

Refugee freighter

must leave port
Malaysia (UPD- ^ , . ^
The government Tuesday Ofae^e°

coastal freighter crammed with 2,500

Vietnamese refugees to leave port despite

refugee complaints of hunger and a U.b.

appeal that they be given temporary

asylum. . .

The 1 600-ton Hai Hon has been anchored

at the entrance to Port Klang, about 20

miles west of the Malaysian capital, since

Thursday. Its Indonesian skipper refuses to

budge until the refugees disembark.

Authorities ordered the skipper to sail, and

prepared to drag the ship out of Malaysian

water if necessary. But no deadline was set

because of problems with the ships

engines, suspected of having been

sabotaged.

Diplomatic sources said there was a

possibility of rioting and the ship could sink

if forced out to sea.

A spokesman for the refugees, Mrs. Ly-

Lin We Teng, said in a radio telephone

interview, 'The situation aboard the ship is

quite serious. Most of us are hungry. We
are badly in need of food, milk and
medicines."
The government maintains that allowing

the refugees to land would make Malaysia

the target of syndicates bringing refugees

out of Vietnam.
Malaysia and other governments refused

to accept the Hai Hong refugees because

of reports that the ship is owned by a

syndicate which collected passengers at

$2,000 a head in gold.

Miss Argentina is

new Miss World
LONDON (UPD-Miss Argentina, 19-

year-old architectural student Silvana

Suarez, was crowned Miss World 1978 at

London's Royal Albert Hall in a ceremony

televised to a worldwide audience of 300

million. .

The 5-foot-6 Miss Suarez, with brown hair

and brown eyes, won out over 67 other

contestants in the 27th annual contest,

which donates its proceeds to childrens'

charities.

The winner, whose hobby is dassical

dancing, will pick up about $10,000 in cash

and modeling contracts worth another

$30,000, according to the contest

organizers.

The runnerup was M\ss Sweden, 21 -year-

old Ossie Carlsson, a blonde, blue-eyed

model who is studying to be an artist.

Third prize went to Miss Australia, 23-

year-old receptionist Denise Coward, who

said she became a vegetatian "because I

love animals too much."
The winner wept as d glittering crown was

placed on her head and she was led to a

makeshift throne hauled into place on the

stage. Her efforts to wipe away her tears

were somewhat hampered by her having to

carry a huge silver mace about the stage as

she bowed to the cheers of the audience.

Miss Suarez said earlier in the prograrn

"I've been studying music for 13 years"

and in her free time directs a children's

choir.

Adult L Mtfr till nil •en!

M.i|i'slic Cincm.i
84 C.iil.u)f Stti'ft

i.nni.ton MA b27 ^346

Nov 15 21

lOVL AIRLINES 7 30

TOUCH MF 8 50

Mai Thurs & Fri 1 30

Uiu1«r 21 ti(jt iultiiitti'd

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Mans' best friend, the dog, (Staff photo by Jim Mahoney)
A dogs' best friend, the hvdrant.

Showcase
Cinemas

R0UTE5.R1VER0ALERD
WEST SPRINGFIELD

TEL 733 5131

•AHOiiM S3.00 "' 3 30
mATIMges EVeftYDAY

LATE SHOWS- FRI.l SAT

WE HONOR MASTER CHARGE

SSSSBSSSSSS

^1"
mim

^ Amh**'^»t Mass.

INNIPEC
QflLLET^

Amktrtt ChiiwM Food

62 Main St. 253 7838
•Fresh Chinese
vegetables from our
own farm

•Fully air-conditioned
•Closed Wednesday
•Luncheon specials

$1 25 and up

"High quality food at a
ceasonable price"

"Recommended by the

New York Times
'

-ff The People's Cay Alliance ^
"^ welcomes everyone to a ^

M Fri., Nov. 1 7, 1 978 9:00-1 :00-^
^lOth floor Campus Center $1.00^
^Equipment provided by Art Steele ic

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 f^RA QH^*? MOUNTAIN ^ARMS MALtJO*»-JI>JJ HOoTt a-MAOcfcY MASS

;.Ouiis ..'
'.(. j'oDfNis ^ 50 : i'/if. . w m am. (ahi! s: rj: :.\ . m Smm,'. m bu cmiohin'.! ;i ici, ii if.ijfjivi'.'s i>i luoi;

(TLS) INDICATES TWI-LITE SHOW-TICKETS ON SALE 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO TLS

ARNOLD SPOHR.Director/Difecteur

Tonight!

Friday, November 17th 8 p.m.

Festival/Araiz Glinka-Pas de rroiy/Balanchine

Women/Araiz The Bitter Weird/Ae Mille

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT m.L
Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6. 5 UMass
students - $5. 4, 3. Senior citizens and other students

-$6.5,4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

NATI^MAL

lAHMAL ^JL^-^

Fri and Sat at (TLS 515) 7 45 1015
Sun thru Tues at (TLS 6:15) 8.45

Matinee (Sat and Sun.) at 2:15

iGoldteHQUjn
Chevy ChQS<

THE
BOYS
FROM
BRAZIL

GREGORY LAURLNCl
PiCK OLIVILR

•( fhey survivr will »»f?

t.r- ,

Fri and Sat at (TLS 5 00) 7 X 9 56

Sun thru Tues at (TLS 6:00) 8:30

Fri. and Sat at (TLS 5 00) 7:30 9 56
Sun. thru Tues. at (TLS 6:00)-8:30

Matinee (Sat. and Sun.) at 2:15

Ipa

So don't go straight

to see this movie!
CHEECH &
CHONGS
UP IN
SMOKE

Fri and Sat at (TLS 5 15) 7 45 10 15

Sun. thru Tues. at (TLS 6: 15) 8:46

Matinee (Sat. and Sun.) at 2:00

KIDDY SHOW!
Sat. and Sun
at 2 00
all seats $1 25

Tki GfY if tin won GMRiif Ms iNt. II mmcIimic yun.

Brother4nS!& G]

REDUCED ADULT & STUDENT PRICES FOR TLS TICKETS LIMITED TO SEATING

STADIUM
iiCATCH THIS

WEEK'S SPECIALS

LIQUORS
iJu • /

MILLER 12 oz. NR

BUDWEISER 12 oz. NR

SCHinZ 12 oz. CANS

MICHELOB 12 oz. NR

6.90
6.90
6.59
7.90 cs.

CHICK OUR KBO PMCESI
HOOE suicrioN or wimi

I

Campus Center Program Council Presents:

• Dod*
• Wizards*

* Phantom of Paradise*
* Cartoons & Horror Film

Shorts^

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A&P
in the neu) Shopper s Park

153-9341 or 153-9341

FREE PELIVERY ($7.00 min.l

Free All Day Free All Day Free All Day Free

Saturday, Nov. 18-from 12 noon

Campus Center Auditorium

. . 1 , . . - < . , 1

»
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University ot Massachusetts/ ArTi^ierst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Vladiipir

C onductor and Piano Soloist

6l)aipber

Orcl)estra
I
Tuesday, November 21 8 pnn

The program consists of Symphony No. 40 - G

Minor by Mozart ; Piano Concerto, B Flat - K 595

by Mozart, Serenade for Strings. Opus 22 by

Dvorak.

Fltv£ /«TS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

University ot Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /1?TS CENTER PRESENTS

Hartford
Symphony
ARTHUR WINOGRAD, Conductor

Tickets now on sale. General oublic - $8, 7, 6.

I
U^Aass students $3.50, 3, 2.50. Senior citizens

I
and ottier students - $7, 6, 5.

Fine Arts Center Box Otiice M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

"one of the finest orchestras in the country"

New York Times

Saturday, November 18 8 pm
Mark Piskunov, Violinist

SHOSTAKOVICH Festive Overture

STRAVINSKY Pulcinella Suite

WIFNIAWSKI Violin Concerto No. 2

BRAHMS Symphony No. 4

FINE >RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. General public $7, 5, 4.

UMass students $5, 3, 2. Senior citizens and

other students $6, 4, 3.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4,

(413)545-2311

& New England Ticketron Locations.

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col

legian office (CC 113) lietween 8 45 a m
.irid 3 45 p m IS/londay Jfirougfi Friday, ot

use oti' handy dtp and mail form found in

most issues of tho Collngidn Cldssided

di'.Kllinr IS 3 45 pm two days in arlvancr

of piihlir.iition dat<'

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c

per line, five consecutive issues. 40c per

line per day, 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters

AUDIO

Wanted. 2 receivers, one wi^ti ca»ette

deck, each under $150, sensitive. 546-9333.

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Buick Century, gd. cond., low mi^

runs exc . , $ 1 40 or BO, call Mike, 546^^40

1973 Pinto AT, FM stereo, 50,000 miles, 2

mounted snow tires, recall done, good con-

dition^lOOO (Wendell), (617) 544-2886.

1975 Gremlin, 31,000 mi., exc. cond.,

stand., snows. $1700, call 546-9970.

Yamafia FG 346 acoustic guitar, $160,

rBfriaerjto^JjOO, Rich, 546-5416.

WortwTs Head ski parka, down filled,

ex. cond.,was $140 now $70, size med.,

6-1138
.

1 pair snow tires, used Delta F70-14, also

bike/ski rack. L. Flint, 367-2130

Tag sale Sat. & Sun. TV, turn., games,

etc. 67 Spaulding St. (off Main, on BR bus

flhe). No reasonable offer refused! 256-8038

Rossignol Roc skis 190cm. 549-3937

1974 Honda CB360 $400 546^6^

2 UMass spiral note books, lost in

Franklin. Econ. & Chem./Rhet., needwl

l)adly. Call 6-7059, reward, lost n/ia.

11:30.
.^

Lost gold chain at Pub 11/9/78. sentimen-

tal value, please call 546-8664, reward.

Prescription glasses, plastic /Jm^ht
pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-S«3.

Nortli Jersey ^Morrlstown) fo.-: Mon.,

11/20. Will share expenses. Paul: 6-7108

ROOM WANTED

Want to find a 2 br. Southwood apt. to

sublet Jan. -May. Call Nancy 546-6606

ROOMMATE WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

1973 Pinto Automatic. 47,000 mi. Must

aejLjest offer. Tel. 527-4963

73 Vega, aut. trans., air cond., runs well,

80, must sel ' before Sunday, 253-5805.

71 Toyota C aluxe runs great $850/ BO.

Must sell, cal. after 5, 256 6076, Bob

1976 TR7 got d cond. $4200 665-7512

1974 Ford F2S0 truck auto 3/4 ton P.B.

P.S. with cap, asking $2795 967-5850

'75 Triumph Spitfire 1500 exc. cond., new

paint AM/FM, gd. radials. 25,000 mi. Ask-

inq^280ajO. Call 546-9624

'WOpel, 86,000 miles. Fair condition. Ask-

ina^350, ca ll Amit, 253-5121

'74Toyota Celica ex. cond. 323-4Z31^

1969 Camaro 307 runs well, $700 or BO.

546-6358 ^

Panasonic stereo, speakers & turntable

$90 computer chess $60, SR-52 calculator

$ 153. Call Don, 546-6980

Upright piano. Fun to play. Reasonable.

Davs- 253-3324, eves. -549-1588. Nancy.

Rossignol ST 660 w/ Nevada Grand Prix

bindings, original value $280, skis 186 iP

length -have been used 5 times and arein

excellent condition, will sacrifice for $130.

Call 253 5889 ask for Paula.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732. bet. 9-10 a.m.

FOUND
"

Frisbee Frisbee- collector interested in

old Frisbees (Sailing Satellites, Pluto Plat^

ters Mars Platters, Flying Saucers and

Frisbie Pie Tins). Will trade new discs or

pay up to $25. Call 253-5674, keep trying.

PERSONALS

To my favorite sportscaster with the sex-

iest voice: 2 down and we've only just

begun. ILY mucho, your little one.

Hello boysl Attention please! Terri is 18to_

day so when you see her say hi and wish

her a very -Happy Birthday! Love, Sharon

& Linda.

Is it safe? Good luck at The Point. Score

one for us:

2 housemates wanted for Dec. 1, semi-

coop bordering wildlife area. South

Amherst, 256-8901, Russ, non-smokers.

Room for quiet male non-smoking stu-

dent, share bath, kitchen, lounge with

other students, $105/ month 253-7841.

Roommate wanted for own bedroom in

four bedroom house in Belchertown.

$87 50 for now until Jan. 1st with option

for after Jan. 1st, call 323-7324
.

1 or 2 roommates wanted frm. Jan. 1 or

Feb. 1 for spring semester, call 253-2424.

SERVICES

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.

Huge selection of gold, silver, diamond ear-

rings and unusual gifts. Silverscape

Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst.

Mass. 253-3324.

'70 Camaro perfect body, 4 Cragars, 60's

in back, eng. needs work, $750 or BO,

6-5304 .

Found -male Calico (?) cat in Southwest

area. Please call 546^7540 or 546-7536. _
HELP WANTED

~

ENTERTAINMENT

Soundsystem for hire perfect for discos,

coffeehouses, bands, call Rick, 584-4l05_

Hottest band around! Smooth Sailing'

for bookings anywhere, call John,

546-4646."

FOR RENT

Attic for rent -$125 incl. util., 1 bik.

UMass, woman preferred, must like kids,

549-6873.

Beg Dec. 1 Cllffside Apts. Sund. $120

mo. call 665-4903, turn., bus, stereo, quiet,

1 bed. to share with male

Quiet non-smoker wanted for own rrn

in 2 bedrm. apt., Amherst Center Avail,

after 12/20. $92.50-*-. Call 253 7986, esp.

after 6 p.m.

1 or 2 bdrm. apt., avail. 12/1, $220/mOe,

exc. location. Call 253-2901. _
FOR^SALE

Steve from Oulncy (or other) 1 lost your

phone no., still willing to chainsaw 3 cords

of wood? Box W, Collegian CC.

Excellent opportunity in this area. Need-

ed pleasing personality and car, part time

o r full, call 247-5740

Only couples can do it! Dating couples

wanted for research study on close relation-

ships conducted in UMass psychology

department. Possible large time commit-

ment, some hourly pay available. Call

545-1349.

100% profit, no exp. nee.

Mike, 253-2491, 6-8 p.m.

in sales, call

The People's Gay Alliance has a vvork-

study position available. Person will be

responsible for a variety of office duties.

$3.50/hr. 12-15 hrs./wk. For mo^e mfo,

please stop by the P.G.A. office, 413 SUB,

545-0154 *

Suze-baby, now I'm satisfied and tickled

too just to know that baby I'm in love

witch you! Ar Boo Boo Your Rooster.

To Andover King -17 years now, huh?

Well high and dry, only one more year to

the legal limit. Watch for Russians, Ralfie of

Andover.

Dearjon&da"vethisyearpubertynex-
tyearsenilityloveianetreenojeffrobbet-

tyetc
H^yjonnomoret-t-eenagecrutchthe
gang.

Happy birthday, Manhattan! Thanks for

the timfts good times and friendship. DB.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers 20%

off all reg. priced merch. to all college

students & staff. Remember your ID.

Yakov&davdyomholledetsameach-
jewboysl

TO SUBLET

Intersess.. 1 to 4 people for a 3 bdrm.

Puffton apt., call soon, 549-0106.

WANTED

Information about location of stolen

coat from ski sale Nov. 15, White Stag, red,

black arms and sides, blue stnpes on arm,

reward $, call 546-1183, ask for Tim.

VW automatic engine, phone 253-2891,

eve.

Wanted, 2-3 bdrm. apt. or hse. for spring

sem., call 546-7939 bef. 10 a.m. or

546-7482.

Rock band needs cellar or garage to

rehearse in. Will pay $40/month (price

negotiable) (local Amherst area). Call Rich,

546-3248.

LOST

To Tom, Andy. Ellen. Kathy. Elame.

Pooh, Robin & Kevin happy whatever?!?

You're catching up! Tough isn't it?

Joyous natal felicitations to Stubby

Kevin, Pooh, Andy, Kathy, Elaine, and

WANTED TO RENT

2 bedroom apt. in

, 79, call 546-701 1 or

Tom. Yahoo!

For sale-men's It. or ski jacket -med.

Brand new[^qnlyJ35^ cal[ 546 8389^___

Fur coet, like new, reversible, waist length,

medium, $50 or BO, call 268 3395. dsk for

Opal ring in concourse girls room ori

11/14 18 b'day gift -great sentimental

value.'^lease caN^thy^6-^00, revvard^

Lost -down vest, pale icey green -bumm-

ing out lost at Pub -please contact me,

2M-2777 or drop oH at Pub reward!"

See Shu's sandwich board for more info.

To sublet or rent.

Amherst starting Jan

546 7025.

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call_549-5343 evenings.

LEdALSERVICES

RIDE WANTED

N^^dTid'e Ithaca NY Wed. 22, share $,

driving. 546-6163, Sam

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 253 7617.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD mZlE

»

ACROSS 54 Also

1 Push 57 Notable age

6 Gore 59 Wade

10 Gawk 61 Lose one s

14 Energize marbles 2

15 Solitary words

16 Russ sea 64 Pierce

17 Herbage 67 Jason s

covering ship

19 Great Lake 68 1 read il
—

20 Former
^^ ^~~

Asian 70 Canadian

country satellite

21 Heckling: 71 Prong

Slang

23 Depressions

72 Elysiums

,
73 Greek musi-

25 24 hours cal term

26 Pen 74 Be lolrt

27 Sun (alk 75 Fix anew

29 Jacket style DOWN
31 Barrier

33 Collection 1 Splash

34 Art gallery 2 Apiary

36 French au 3 Problem at

thor the bank

40 Barn part 4 Poetry

42 Away 2 5 Motors

words 6 Sign word
44 Plate Var

45 K4odify 7 City

47 Sonne oils 8 — up Paid

49 Bishopric 9 Guillotine

SO Moisture 10 Scot

1 form Highlander

1 52 Hide 11 Doric CO

1 S3 Unhappy lumn ridqe

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thur&di » Pu 2zie Solved

r Q II TVa ilfUl s c A p

1
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

12 Enamel
13 Lament
18 Cane
22 Pair

24 Wise man
27 Parlor Sp
28 Chemical

sullix

30 Down 2

words

32 Mire
35 Pheasant

broods

37 Deforms
38 Befogged
39 Lean-to
41 Spread
43 Feminine

name
46 Female ruffs

48 Jazz dancer
51 Ghost
54 Anew
55 Of old Scan-

dinavia

56 1. eg
58 Girls name
60 Sam — Pri-

vate eye

62 Facial fea

lure

63 It volcano
65 Smooth

Phonetics

66 Formerly

69 Trial girl

JRi 70KEBP iOUR
SPIRfTS up: sir. I'M

SURE iOUR TiMe OUIU UH.

CQMe. l/UHY, JUSTLjOOK iBAH

ATTtecomeACKOuft. /
' Om PREMIBR mN6 /
r MApepecrnny '

LISTEN, IHA/e
TO MEBT imi ft^

P(fi<ENOUJ I'LL

TRY 70 PUTIN A
600PIWRPFOR
iOU,OKAi?

THAT
l/JOULP

gsHNe.

I

I OEFTAlNLi
mmTObuisH
YOU TUB BEST
OF LUCK, SIR

YEAH.

SAME TO

YOU, LITTLE
LADY.

I

HOPS YOU'RE

hKJT PURiXD
AGAIN ON
SUNDAy

IhAf'S

3ENCHED
ThANK^.

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney
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1
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STELLA -WILDER

YOUR BIRTHDAY

I

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 17

Bom today, you are in-

clined to be self indulgent.

You enjoy the "good"

things in life and will make
every effort to see that you

get them. You will not

tiowever . be dishonest in

your efforts. Nor will you

make gains at the willful

expense of another's suc-

cess or happiness. You are

highly intelligent .some-

what lazy, a good friend to

loyal supporters. a formi-

dable enemy to opponents

You take great interest

in your own physical and

mental health. You never

allow a symptom of illness

real or imagined . to go

unattended. There are

some who think of you as

something of a hypochon-

driac.

Also born on this date

are: Rock Hudson, actor;

Homer Lea. author, soldier.

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow .
find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.

I,et your birthday star be

your daily guide.

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER
1«

SCORPlO(Oct. 23-No».

21) - Personal magnetism

wins the day Make your-

.self neres.sary to activities

going-on within the family

circle
SAGITTARIUS(Now. 22-

Oec. 21) - You .should

receive a degree of rerog-

' nition today for good deeds

recently done. Accomplish

new goals.
CAPRICORNlDec. 22-

Jan. 19) - Take the initia-

tive on the home front You

can impress family mem-
bers with your intelligence

and wisdom.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb.

18) - A difficult project

may need more time than

you've planned for it.

Make the necessary
adjustments.
PISCES(Feb 19-March

20) - Don't allow sentimen-

tality to stand in the way of

a rational decision. You

may have to be unpleas-

ant.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)

- An improvement in your

general condition makes

this a pleasant day for you.

Engage in family activity.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

- Unless you keep emo-

tional response at a mini-

mum ,
you are likely to

make the wrong decision

regarding pets.

GEMINI(May21-June20)-
- Take your time dealing

with children's problems.

A new challenge late in the

day adds ze.st to your life

CANCER<June21-July22)
- Complications may oc-

cur on the homo front.

Children's activities may
interfere with adult plans

Patience!
LEO(July23-Aug.22)" An

interesting now project of-

fers both material gain and

intellectual stimulation

Grasp the opportunity.

VIRGO(AuQ. 23-Sept.22)-
- Morning discomfort need

not rolor the PM. Be grate-

ful for new opportunities

oew friends

LIBRA(Sept 23-Oct. 22)--

Make yourself available to

youngsters m need of

advice. Teach. advise .lis-

ten. Remain aware of oth-

ers
I Kpvrmhl i^.K
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Leafs topple

Bruins, 6-4

BOSTON (AP) Djfi /I Sittler fired the third period scor*»

fhit climaxed a ttiree c'utl Toronto comeback and a 6 4

Maple Leafs victory yesi i^lay night over the Boston Bruins

in a National Hockey Leai jh game.
h was only Toronto's st ond win over Boston in 33 tries

over 1 1 years in Bostorv C . den.

Pat Boutette and Bruce Boudreau set up each others

noals 14 seconds apart in th third period to bring the Leafs

into a 4 4 tie

The Toronto goals came less than a minute after the

Bruins had taken a 4 2 lead on quick scores by rookie Al

Serord and Rick Middleton.

The third period explosion of goals broke up a tight

checking game between the rivals who are now one point

apart atop the National Hockey League s Adams Division.

Davy Williams gave Toronto a 1 lead at 1 45 m the first

period but Secord came back to tie it for Boston with his

first goal of the night 45 seconds later.

Dan^ fS/laloney put the Leafs in front again in the second

perio(J but Peter McNabs 10th goal of the season tied it

2 2

Maloney got hrs second goal into an empty net with 1;10

left

^ Booters
CONT FROM P. 24

No one will be taking LIU lightly though. Among their

credits IS the fact they are the only team this season to beat

Columbia, currently ranked 10th in the nation UMass did get

a glimpse of LIU in last winter's indoor competition, in which

UMass won 3-1.

Should UMass get past round I action, Sunday's foe will be

either Army or BU The Terriers and the Minutemen will be no

strangers, having played each ather earlier this year. UMass
defeated BU handily that day 3-0 in Amherst. BU has better

displaye(j its potential with a win over Brown (N.E.'s#1 team)

while tying URI and Dartmouth
Army is basically an unknown commodity for coach Russ

Kidd and the resi of the UMass team. Their 10-3 record, in-

cluding a 5 1 win over Adelphi, who qualified for this year's

NCAA tourney accords respect. It was Adelphi who beat

UMass in round I of last year's ECAC contest. Army also

flaunts the tournament's leading scorer Mike Roderners, who
has tallied 16 goals.

Fine Yarns
Crewel
Bargello

Original Needlepoint

NEEDLEPOINT YOUR
COLLEGE EMBLEM

233 No. Pleasant St.

In the Carriage Shops
549-6106

' Acaiecrinlaw-
without lawschool

After just three months at study at The

r\ Institute for Paralegal Training in

Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding

career in law or business—without law school.

As a lawyer s assistant you will be performing

i many of the duties traditionally handled

only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal

Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of

law to study. Upon completion of your training, I he

Institute s unique Placement Service will ind you a

responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or

corporation in the city of your choice.

T'he Institute for Paralegal Training is the*

nation s first and most respected school lor

paralegal training. Since 1970. we ve placed over

2,300 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide.

If you re a senior of high academic standing

land looking for an above average career,

contact your placement office for an interview with

our representative.

We will visit your campus on:

Friday, December 1

The
Institute

for
Paralegal
Training

235 South Wth Street

Philadelphia. PA 19103

(215) 732 6600

BOSTON Maple Leafs' Dan Maloney is upended by

Bruins Dick Redmond (16) during rough 1st period ac-

tion, Boston Garden. (UPI)

T>1EfiftCTS:
1 HUNDREDS OF

THOUSANDS OF WOMEN
USE ENCARE OVAC

Encare Oval * was introduced to Ameri-

can doctors in November 1977 Almost

immediately, it attracted widespread phy-

sician and patient attention

Today. Encare Oval is tjeing used by

hundreds of thousands of women, and

users surveyed report overwhelming sat-

isfaction Women using Encare Oval say

they find it an answer to their problems

with the pill, lUD's. diaphragms, and aero-

^^sol foams. _

^ EFFECTIVENESS
ESIABUSHED IN

CUNICAL TESTS.
Encare Oval" was subjected to one of the

most rigorous tests ever conducted for a

vaginal contraceptive Results were

excellent—showing that Encare Oval

provides consistent and extremely high

sperm-killing protection This recent U.S.

report supports earlier studies in Euro-

pean laboratories and clinics.

Each Encare Oval insert contains a pre-

cise, premeasured dose of the potent,

sperm-killing agent nonoxynol 9 Once
properly inserted, Encare Oval melts and
gently effervesces, dispersing the sperm-

killing agent within the vagina.

The success of any contraceptive

method depends on consistent and

accurate use Encare Oval" is so conve-

nient you won't be tempted to forget it.

And so simple to insert, it's hard to make
a mistake

If pregnancy poses a special risk for you,

your contraceptive method should be se-

lected after consultation with your doctor.

4

of cases, however, burning or irntation

has been experienced by either or both

partners If this occurs, use should be

discontinued

5

_ EASIER TO INSERT
THAN A TAMPON.

The Encare Oval' is smooth and small, so

it inserts quickly and easily—without an

applicator There's none of yie bother of

aerosol foams and diaphragms No
device inside you No pill to remember

" every day Simply use as directed when
you need protection

You can buy Encare Oval whenever you

need it it's available without a prescrip-

tion And each Encare Oval is individ-

ually wrapped to fit discreetly into your

pocket or purse

BECAUSE ENCARE OVAL
IS INSERTED IN ADVANCE,
ITWONT INTERRUPT
LOVEMAKING.

Since there's no mess or lx)ther Encare

Oval gives you a measure of freedom

many contraceptives can't match.

The hormone-free Encare Oval Safer for

your system than the pill or lUD. Neater

and simpler than traditional vaginal con-

traceptives So effective and easy to use

that hundreds of thousands have already

found it-quite simply—the preferred

contraceptive.

§ 1978 Eaton-M»rz LaboratorlM, Inc.

Norwich. New York 13815 ea lei?

3. NO HORMONAL
SIDE EFFECTS.

Encare Oval" is free of hormones, so it

cannot create hormone-related health

problem^—like strokes and heart

attacks—that have been linked to the pill.

And, there is no hormonal disruption of

your menstrual cycle.

Most people find Encare

Oval completely satisfac-

tory In a limited number

'* Oval
Vaginal contracaptlva

lor pctyfOtton of pr«gnanq^

Themosttoted
aboutcontraceptive

since ttie piL
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Injured swimwomen fall;

Smith splashes to win
By KEVIN CULLEN
CoHegian Staff

The UMass women's swimming and
diving team lost their second meet of the
season Wednesday night to Smith, 83-48,

but UMass coach John Nunnelly was all

smiles. 'Hey, I'm pleased...we did ex
tremely well," he said.

Nunnelly was not deluding himself.

UMass limped up to Northampton with a

majority of the team injured. Sprinter Jeri

Otey has yet to swim with a pulled shoulder
muscle, and co-captain Rachel Mack w?s
out with a pulled neck muscle. "We were a

team of invalids," Nunnelly said. "We had
more people on the sidelines than in the

pool."

To add to the injury problem, the meet
was a long program; that is, all lengths

were twice the normal events. Nunnelly
had the option before the season to make
the meet either long or normal and had
chosen the long program in order for his

swimmers to make regional qualifying

times. "I figured we'd just get the regional

qualifying times out of the way. I never
dreamed of all these injuries. A lot of our

swimmers did qualify, though, " Nunnelly
said.

The UMass relay of Gail Holland,
Mayanne Primavera, co-captain Deb -Sch-
wartz, and Caroline Benjamin opened the
meet with a decisive 4 x 100 yard medley
victory in 4:30.8.

Primavera took home a couple of in-

dividual wins, in the 100 and 200 yard
breastroke. Schwartz won the 200 yard
butterfly with a fine 2:20.4 and placed
second in the 200 yard freestyle. Holland
came from behind in the last 100 yards to
win the 200 backstroke in 2:31 fJat. Kim
Murphy took a third in the 100 yard but-
terffy.

Chris Bullard placed second in the one-
meter required diving. Bullard and Suzy
Strobel took first and second, respectively,

in their optional dives.

The race which pleased Nunnelly most
was the guelipg 1000-yard freestlye. Judy
Gophey and Nancy Field swam fourth and
fifth but, as Nunnelly said, "They swam
well and beat their best times... that's what
made me happy,"
And so, the UMass women's swimming
and diving team limped home... smiling.

AfterThe Game .

.

irfTi Saturclay

lO* 3:30 THE
Beers

(PUB MUGS) 4:30 PUB

A warm and responsive
crowd of 300 people
filled the bleachers of the
Pittsfield Boys Club to
cheer on the UMass
Mintemen in the third
Red-White scrimmage of
the year. Unlike the first

two encounters which
saw the white squad
triumph by huge
margins, the red team
led by MarkHaymore
turned the tide and ran
over the white team SO-
BS
Haymore, a 6'8" senior

from Cleveland, Ohio,
amassed 42 points adn 20
rebounds on the evening
while shooting 68 per-
cent from the floor (15
for 22) including a
second half slam dunk
(right) that had the
crowd oohing and
aahing.
A bright spot for the
losers was the play of
junior forward George
Dennerlein. "Goop"
pulled down 7 rebounds
and rippled the twine for
25 points. Another
highlight of the white
team was the play of
guard Tommy Witkos
who picked up 7 assists
on the night.

Right Mark Haymore
rips down one of his
twenty rebounds. (Staff
photo by Steve Zack).

V.

^^,prrJv^^d by Ihe American Bar Association
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Sky-high gridders prepare for Wildcats
By MARK MARCHAND
Cullegian Staff

Already assured of at least a tie. the UMass football team

hosts the Wildcats of New Hampshire at Alumni Stadium

Saturday afternoon in search of its second straight and 11th

overall Yankee Conference Championship.

Playing the spoiler's role, the 6 3 1 Wildcats come into

tomorrow's 1 00 p.m. contest fresh off of a 56 35 thumping of

Springfield College last week. The Minutemen, meanwhile are

returning to Alumni after last week's 33 8 routing of Holy

Cfoss which improved the UMass ledger to 6 3 overall.

12 1 111 the Yankee Conference, the Wildcats sport a

quarterbark who leads the Yankee Conference m yards

passing and touchdown passes. Senior Steve Wholley has

passed for over 1400 yards while throwing 12 touchdown

passes in ten games for the Wildcats this year. His two

favorite receivers, Dave Loehle and George Moore, are

currently 1 2 in the conference pass receiving stats while

combining to score nine touchdowns so far.

Wildcat head coach Bill Bowes is very high on Wholley in the

quarterback's first full year of work.

He's having a real good year This boy's been in the wings

for a while and he's |ust become exceptional, ' said Bowes.

He can throw the baM well and is capable of running it too."

Their (Wildcats) quarterback is super, " says UMass
quarterback Mike McEvilly "We're going to have to play ball

control; that guy is explosive when New Hampshire gets the

ball.
"

The Wildcats will be relying on their passing attack for the

most part as the New Hampshire rushing gane has not

generated much offense this year. Running backs Bill

Coleman. John Nocera, and George Cappadona have scored

only six touchdowns between them in the ten Wildcat games
so far.

Tfie Wildcat defense appears to be their weakness as th-^y

are guilty of giving up large amounts of yardage to severol
weak teams this year. This was evidenced last week when

New Hampshire gave up 41 1 offensive yards to Spnngfield in

Its 56 35 win.

Bill Bowes agrees that his defensive crew will have its bands

full on Saturday.

I hope we can slow 'em up a little, but it's doubly difficult

with (Hank) Sareault and (Dennis) Dent," s;jid Bowes
yesterday "We'll just try to stop the big play." *

Currently leading the Yankee Conference whh an un-

blemished 4 record in the division, the Minutemen will be

meeting New Hampshire for the conference title for the fourth

straight year.

In addition to that top ranking, in the confererMJO, the

Minutemen learned this week that they were ranked first in the

Lambert Cup standings and ranked ninth overall among
national Division 1AA schools. The new rankings came on the

heels of a convincing UMass win over Holy Cross last week.
Also, given an honorable mention in the weekly Yankee
Conference All Star List were Minutemen Dennis Dent and
John Beerworth; both for their performances in the Hply

Cross game.
^'*

Harriers enter NCAA's;
face tough competition

WaltCherniak

Listen

By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

Tomorrow the men's cross country team
will use the tickets they put a down
payment on with a third place showing in

the national qualifying meet in Boston last

Saturday At 12:50 from Bradley Airport

seven UMass harriers and coach Ken
O'Brien will be transported by air to

Madison, Wisconsin, and to Monday's
NCAA Championship meet
In five of the last six years, O'Brien's

troops have been stamped to compete at

the nationals. In all of those qualifying

seasons, the team has responded with a

lop twenty finish. The cream of the

successful campaigns was in 1974, as a

Randy Thomas led team finished eighth.

Thomas is now a Greater Boston Track

Club performer and an Olympic hopeful in

the marathon
Tlie 1978 edition is paced by senior co-

Ctiptair* Mike Ouinn, who last year in

Spokane, Washington finished 16th in the

nationals

Its hard to read the individual talent

across the country, Injt it seems to get

better everv year, " said O'Brien. "Mike is in

hettpr shape now than last year, so he

.1 luiUl finish between 15th and 20th

atjaiii

The other Minuteman sharing the

leadership duties with Ouinn is senior Lou

Panaccione. Panaccione was UMass' third

man in last week's District race, but the

iK ket he earned to compete Monday may
!jr handed ever to a replacement. If he

floesnt go, the seventh man from "ast

week's contest, Bob Martin, will take his

seat on the plane.

Lou has missed two day's of training this

week because of a stomach virus which

plagued him earlier in the year, " said

O Bnen. With him healthy I thought we
had a shot at the top fifteen teams, but

now I don't know how well we can do since

It IS uncertain how he will react if he makes
ihp trip"

Who will occupy the next five seats to

Madison is without question mark. Kevin

McCusker and Rich Walls, second and

fourth men respectively for UMass in the

last contest, will board the plane to

compete in their first national meet. Mike

Morris enjoyed the flight to Washington
last fall, and will undoubtedly kick his shoes

off and enjoy the 1978 excursion.

Sophomores Mike Doiron and Kevin

Moltf!ni, the two leaders of last year's JV
contingent, have proven their capability of

wearing varsity stripes and will occupy the

final two spots.

Booters to begin tourney
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

An optimistic UMass soccer team will be traveling to West Point, New York today in

h.nr f's of capturing the ECAC Div. I Northern Regional Tournament.

ams will be competing Long Island University (9 3-3), Army (10-3), Boston

I v (s.ty (113 3) and UMass (10-5) UMass will have the task of playing #1 seed LIU,

,r fay at 1 00 pm Army and BU will sqaure off at 3:00. The winners of each game

v Sunday in ffie tournamfT't finale.

s^ V" lid very miifh i.ku to prove Mieir early seasoft national ranking was no Huko

< - -nmai Mark Vasington spoke for the team when hR commented, ' We know we

this tournament^" Rebounding from a mid season slump th^ Miniitefncf' w- n

.- *h',-0 games f the season, and especially now with All American and leadinq

,c. Koutsoukob sufficiently recovered from a leg injury UMass appears m

,
(j>,i.ape. TURN TO P. 22

What a week! I mean, I have heard that

things happen in threes, but I really can't

remember a mOre event filled week in

recent Boston sports history or a more
surprising one. To begin with, Luis Tiant

signed an incredible contract with the New
York Yankees on Monday On Tuesday,

the Celtics fired Tom Sanders and hired

Dave Cowpns as player-coach. And now
Ned Martin.

It's hard for a fan to look rationally at

WITS' decision to fire Martin as play by-

play announcer after 18 years as the radio

voice of the Red Sox. Ifs not that the move
wasn't expected. Jim Woods, Martin's

partner for past few seasons, had already

let people know he wouldn't be back in

1979. One had to suspect that the classy

Martin (they called him "Rooster" long

before Rick Burleson) wouldn't be long in

following "01' Poss" footsteps.

Now this situation isn't quite as terrible as

it may seem? In all probability, Martin will

move to Channel 38 and replace Dick

Stockton as television play by play man
along side Ken Harrelson. Meanwhile, it

has been speculated that the new radio

team will consist of two former members of

the Red Sox family; ex commentator Ken

Coleman and ex ball player Rico Petrocelli.

So all IS copacetic as far as the Sox and

their broadcasting is concerned, right?

Wrong

Ned Martin is 3 gifted man, and has been

as big and as recognizable a part of the Red

Sox as Carl Yastrzemski. Martin

C()incidenta;iy, loined the Red Sox in 19ev

the same year a 22 year old rookie named

Yastrzemski broke into the Boston outfield

to replace Ted Williams. People have

related to the Red Sox through Carl

Yastr/fni',!-! ijpd Ned Martin.

Havinq \)tit:n weaned as a Red L»ox ian in

Conriertif lit, I for one hove al.vays

.ijjt^reciiJtcd Martin's rsdio presence for

those of us who aro us»Jd trj sc-eiriq tlie Sox

on the tube only occasionally, Martin was

Red Sox baseball. He could paint pictures

with his words; you could actually see the

game on radio .."It's silent movie time

again, folks another grungy day at

Fenway . There's a long drive to left, it's up
and over everything... Mercy!"
And who could ever forget the great rain-

delay conversations of Martin and Woods?
Or Martin and anyone? The man just has a

human warmth about him, and a voice that

doesn't squawk in your ear, (a la Phil

Rizzbto) but just pleasantly soothes the ear

in a conversational manner. Television, if

Channel 38 is indeed where he is headed,

will dim his effect. Sure, Martin has done

TV before, but let's face it, it's just not the

same as letting him tell us what's
happening instead of seeing it ourselves.

There is perhaps no better gauge of

Martin's effect on New England
households than was evidenced this past

baseball season. Rumors have abounded
that Martin would be fired for the last three

years, but WITS had made up its mind

before the 1978 season-Martin and Woods
were going to go. The result was an

incredible flow of letters from the people

yvho really appreciate Ned Martin his

public The situation was similar to when
KDKA wanted to fire long time Pittsburgh

Pirate broadcaster Bob Pnnce. It's great to

be loved, isn't it Ned?
And so Ned Martin joins Luis Tiant as the

Second sentimental favorite to leave the

Red Sox this week. To say that we'll miss

hm IS an understatement. To say that we'll

rememl)er him is to ask if we will remember
Red Sox thrills of years past. For many of

us, past Sox victories taste only as sweet as

our recollection of Nod Martin describing

ihtni

To pay a tribute to Ned, then, and 'o bring

one of thesV; emtjii s Uuuk to m r.J, I"

(.lose tfi' .n ^*»^^ pfrhaps hi;i rro-ji

famous •:f- "...loop tOvw-irds

,lK)ristQi>, . back he's 'jot it 'he

Red SoH wHi' Ai'i tl. lire's pauviemoniuni

on tho fielf' '
rvfoii ..

Craemen Gethers

To Appear In Springfield Court

Today

Back in the year 1975 Craemen
Gethers, then a U Mass. student,

was convicted along with Earl

Brown another U Mass. student

for alledgedly robbing the

MacDonald's on route 9 in

Hadley. Earl Brown is currently

free and attending classes here at

the University, but brother

Craemen is presently serving time

at the prison in Framingham He
has been incarcerated since 1975

having served time in both
Norfolk and Walpole Prisons

before being transferred to

Framingham. se€ pS'2
CRAEMEN GETHERS
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Black Leaders

spying... Provocation..

Harrassment.. Murder?

Black Panther Party founder, leader and chief theoretician HUEY P.

NEWTON in the early days of the Party.
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December 10, 1964

King was awarded Peace Price

in Oslo, Norway. He was the

youngest man in history and

second Black person to receive

award.
FBI attempted to persuade

community leasders in Atlanta not

to attend banquet to be held in

King's honor after receiving prize.

According to the former agent

mentioned earlier, the FBI warned

that the bureau had derogatory

information about King that might

eventualy embarrass those who
attended^

Octo l?er 1966

Ford Foundation to award $3

million to SCLC.

FBI contacted high official at

Ford Motor Company, an FBI

agent, to try to block award.

March 8, 1967

In response to a memo from FBI

agent Charles Brennan to W.C.

Sullivan, a newspaper articles was

disseminated to "friendly" media

sources critical of King's anti

Vietnam War po';*'*'-'- ' .^li he

had '
,

. to enunciate more

trequently m public. The article's

purpose was to depict King as a

"traitor to his country and his

race
"

City he told an overflow crowd
that "The Great Society has been
shot down on the battlefields of

Vietnam," and SMggcsted that

"those who find the American
course in Vietnama dishonorable

and unjust one" should avoid

military service.

May-October 1967

More than 40 urban rebellions

recorded the most serious oc-

curing in Newark, N.J., and

Detroit, Mich.

Memories Of A Black

Cuban Childhood

By Lourdes Casal

see pg. 6

April-May 1967

King accelerated denunciation of

US role in Vietnam War At

Riverside Church in Now York

see pg. 4
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He And Earl Brown Were Victims Of Frameup

The conviction came at the end

of a series of trials which even the

most inept lawyer would see as

being totally ridiculous to the

pursuit of justice. A review of the

case, the trials, and its

background should reveal the true

indication as to the type of justice

which Earl Brown and brother

Craeman Gethers, have received.

On the night of August 7, 1974,

ot approximately 11:30 to 12:00;

three men entered the

MacDoriald's. One man wearing

sunglasses and a headband came
in through the east entrance and

then sat in the back.The two
other men (one wearing
sunglasses and a brown tur-

tleneck.the other with no
distinguishing apparel), came in

through the opposite door. Once
the two were inside, the man in

the back opened up his long green

goat, pulled out a sawed off

shotgun and then, witnesses

maintair>ed, said, "Don't any of

you mother-fuckers move
because this shotgun doesri't give

a damn about any of you".

As he was saying this, the other

man jumped over the counter and

producing a gun, ordered the

night manager to open the safe in

the back of the restaurant.

Two women customers in their

early 20's later recalled this scene

as the state's only eye witnesses.

The women said that the manin

the back kept talking, telling

p)eopte not to move. A frenchfry

buzzer went off, momentarily

alarming the man with the

shotgun, until an employee
assured him of what the noise

was.
After the night manager opened

up the cash box, the men escaped

in a vehicle, heading east on Rte.

9, with approximately $1100.

State troopers later that same

,

evening found a stolen car parked

on Rocky Mountain Road, with a

brown turtleneck sweater, a long

green trench typecoat and a

sawed-off shotgun inside.

The empty cash bag were found

on University Drive, in the vicinity

of the Dallas Mall.

During questioning,"the women

in MacDonald's told troopers that

they were unable to identity the

men at that time.

A week later, the University

police brought the women down
to look at photographs, to see if.

they could identify any of the

men. The women chose a

photograph with the Earl Brown,

Elmira, New York and a student

ID. number on the back. The

police then illegally entered

Brown's room to arrest him
finding a green army coat and a

brown turtleneck sweater in the

closet. The police later con-

fiscated these items, purported to

resemble those described by the

women as well as those picked up

in the abandoned car.

Earl wasn't in his room at this

time, having left a week after the

robbery for a short trip to

Washington. When he returned

the police arrested him for armed

robbery.

Craeman Gethers became in-

volved in the case weeks after the

actual robberytook place. The

two women, (the state's eye-

witnesses), were riding in a car

and supposedly spotted Craeman
on crutches entering a Kentucky
Fried Chicken restaurant on Route
9. They called the statetroopers,

believing that this was the man
who had sat in the back of

MacDonald's with a headband on
the night of the robbery.

When state troopers arrested

Craeman, he had two hundred
dollars in his pocket.

He later proved in court that he
had injured his foot walking down
a flight stairs only days before the
robbery took place, but a District

Attorney called this a sham,
asserting that Gethers had hurt

his foot intentionally. During
Craeman's first trial, a witness
was introduced who stated that

he was in his room with Craeman
the night of the robbery. He
remembered this distinctly,

because Nixon gave his

resignation speech the same
night. Craemen's girl friend also

testified to this fact.

A juror from the first trial, where
Craeman and Earl were tried

together, said that he found it

very difficult to convict Earl

Brown.
Earl was very active on campus.

He was handling the budget for

the Malcolm X Center which

consisted of a great deal of

money. He had a job making ov.er

a hundred dollars a week, and had

no previous record .He \rttes

looked at by scouts from .the

National Football League. The
picture used in the arrest wasn't

•even a picture of him. It was a

photo of adifferent man, named
Robert Brown, with Earl's name
of the back. This was a mistake

of the University, but that was
thepicture the two women chose.

Black Muslim Rebel Threatens

Split In Nation Of Islam

(Askia Muhammad is a con-
tributing editor of PNS. Formerly

editor of Muhammad Speaks, he
writes regularly for the Chicago
Defender, the Nation and other

publications.)

In 1963 the Honoi^able Elijah

Muhammad's Nation of Islam was
split by the departure of the

movement's most widely known
spokesman-celebrity, Malcolm X.

In 1978 Muhammad's son and

successor, Chief Imam Wallace

Muhammad, faces the open
departure of his movement's most
eloquent representative- -Malcolm

X's protege. Minister Louis

Farrakhan.

Then, as now, the movement
was divided over its political

militance (or lack of it) and its

racial policies. But the position of

the retaels now is reversed.

Malcolm X finally opposed the

damning of whites as a "race of

blue-eyed devils" and embraced

the brotherhood of all races and
orthodox Islamic customs.
Farrakhan, who heads a Chicago

mosque, supports a return to

Elijah Muhammad's black

separatist philosophy after nearly

four years of reform in the Nation

of Islam.

These differences threaten to

split the Black Muslim movement
into warring camps, much as

Malcolm's departure fractured the

estimated 2 million-member
church more than a decade ago.

"Color is a reality in this world,"

Farrakhan says. "There will be a

time when men will not judge men
by color, but since that is not the

reality at present, since we live in

a society that has put us in this

position because of our color,

then we ought to maximize what

God has given us and lift our-

selves up from the foot of this

oppressor anJi this oppression '

Farrakhan made official break

with the movement last winter,

but his chance to catalyze op-

ili|ah Muhammad

position to Muslim leadership

arrived last month when Wallace
Muhammad resigned in favor of a

17 member council of

representatives.

Farrakhan's denunciation of the

movement includes charges that

the FBI has been involved in the

transformation of the Nation of

Islam ^ince Wallace Muhammad
assumed control in February
1975.

"You can't look at the Nation of

Islam and say that it got turned

around by accident," he charged
in a speech at Howard University

in Washington, DC, attended by
supporters from St. Louis, New
York, Los Angeles and Nashville.

'You just can't look at the black

movemerrt and say that it was
destroyed by accident."

The Nation of Islam was the

Jargest and most feared black

organization throughtout the

1960's, and came under repeated

attack by federal and state of-

ficials.

Farrakhan cites FBI COIN
TELPRO documents as early as

1969 that gave Wallace
Muhammad the agency's "ap-

proval" as a possible successor to

Elijah Muhammad. "Plan A was
to neutralize the movement by

changing its direction entirely,"

he said. "Plan B was to wipe it

out."

Certainly Wallnce Muhammad
has changed the direction of the

Nation of Islam since 1975. To

disassociate the church from the

concept of black nationalism,

Muhammad changed the name of

the movfnient to the World

Community of al-lslam in the

West <WCIW) and the name of

the official newspaper from

By Askia Muhammad

Race Issue

Is

Cutting Edge

Emam Wallace D. Muhammad

Muhammad bpeaks to the Bilalian

News.
He disbanded the military arm of

the movement, the Fruit of Islam;

liberalized dress and moral codes
and permitted-even encouraged-

members to serve in the armed
forces.

But the most controversial

cThanges involved ideology and

economics. Wallace Muhammad
abandoned the "blue-eyed devil"

theory and opened the church to

white membership. He even
established a warm detente with

American Jewish leaders, inviting

senior Rabbi Joshua Haberman of

Washington, D.C., to speak at

the Chicago mosque.

These changes have not been
accepted easily. Grumbling
criticism of the WCIW's new
direction is open and widespread,
though mostly from blacks
outside the movement.
"I could see it (the changes) if

the white man had improved just

a little," a former official who
served under Elijah Muhammad
and Wallace Muhammad said.

"But the devil hasn't changed. If

anything, he"s gotten worse."
"You have seen a crucifixion in

your midst," Farrakhan told the

Howard University audience.
"The Muslims were a pride in your
community. Look at them now.
Nailed to a cross."

Malcolm X
Wallace also sold or closed most

of the movement's small

businesses ranging from bakeries

to restaurants. Instead of self-

help. Muhammad sought federal

economic support for the

remaining Muslim farms and

business ventures.

Last June, the WCIW ond the

US Commerce Department
reached an agreement for

technical assistance ana federal

ind. tn addition, Wallace accepted

financial help from Saudi Arbia

and the United Arab Emirates to

tielp build a new Chicago
mosque.

"The man never lied to us. He
never tricked us into being a

Muslim. Now look at the Nation.

Hands nailed- those same hands

that once bought farms, built a

trucking system and built 42

independent schools."

Farrakhan places the liberation

of oppressed dark skinned people

around the world as a high priority

for a revitalized Nation of Islam.

I have been in Communist
countries, in Socialist countries,

rn Christian countries and Islamic

countries ' he said. "I can tell you

ttiat in every country 1 have been

blessed to visit where there is a

plurality of races, the black man,
everywhere on this earth, is on

the bottom."
Until this spring, Farrakhan's

public statements were officially

ignored by the WCIW. But in

March, Wallace Muhammad
issued an emotional public appeal

to Farrakhan, asking him to match
the success of the WCIW
movement with his own work.
"I'm challenging him,"
Muhammad told a national radio

audience, "to produce more
business, more jobs, more human
dignity with his philosphy than I

produce with al-lslam."

Even without Farrakhan's active

leadership, a WCIW "rejection

front" has formed to take up that

challenge.

In Los Angeles, a former minister

under Elijah Muhammad has
organized a group called "the

Nation of Islam." The minister

publishes a quarterly magazine
titled "Muhammad Speaks.""

In Detroit, the brother and
grandson of Elijah Muhammad
announced they would ""speak for

the messenger of Allah"s

forgotten program of self-help as

it existed during his lifetime."

And in St. Louis, a Nation of

Islam Mosque displays a mural-

sized photograph of Elijah

Muhammad on the outside of the

building.

Farrakhan"s haunting resem-

blance to Malcolm X--and the

uncanny similarity in their careers-

-has brought up the inevitable fear

of violence. Farrakhan rebuilt the

Boston mosque where Malcolm
preached and later was sent to

Malcolm's Harlem mosque after

the leader was assassinated in

1965.

Farrakhan himself notes the

similarity and appears to be as

careful as he is determined. The
challenge is now met, with
Farrakhan defending the mantle

of Elijah Muhammad s prestige

against the modernization
program of Muhammad's own
son.
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FBI PLOT AGAINST BLACK LEADERS COINTELPRO

August 25, 1967 April 3, 1968

Hoover memo instituted King addressed Memphis rally

Cointelpro against Black leaders defying would be assassins,

and organl^atlons.

March 28, 1968

King disappeared in Memphis,
Tenn , probably in fear of his life,

after violence broke out during

march he was leading in support

of striking sanitation workers.

Later turned up at Holiday Inn

instead of Black owned Lorraine

Motel where FBI believed he

would be

March 29, 1968

FBI tried to discredit King
through the press by insinuating

that staying at a plush white

hotel, instead of the Lorraine, was
an act of hypocrisy appeared in

local papers

April 4, 1968

Martin Luther King, Jr , is

assassinated in Memphis while

standing on balcony of Lorraine

Motel
At the time of his assassination

King was supposed to have been
under FBI protection

Even after King's death, the FBI

kept up Its efforts to discredit him.

They acted to prevent his birthday

from becoming a national holiday.

The agency also harassed his

widow, Coretta Scott King.

The H<juse Select Committee on
Assassinations has been in-

vestigating the deaths of King and
John F Kennedy since fall 1976.

They insisted their inquiry was
necessary because in the earlier

Wnrren Commission inquiry into

H. Rut. Brown

Kennedy's assassination 'the FBI

did not disclose the animosity felt

for Dr. King by J. Edgar Hoover."
That the committee does not

discount an FBI connection with

King's death was implied when
Richard A. Gprague, then Chief

Counsel of the House panel,

stated that if the committee were
to be staffed by investigators from
the FBI and the CIA, it would
'make Congress the
laughingstock not only of tTie

nation but the world "

Just weeks after the committee'
was formed, however, Sprague
and then committee chairman
Henry Gon/ales (D., Texas)
l)ecame embroiled in a dispute

and the committee came under
fire over the cost of the in

vestigation, which was estimated

at $13 million When the smoke
cleared, Sprague and Gonzales
had resigned. Sprague was
replaced by G. Robert Blakey, a

Cornel University law professor,

and the committee is now headed
by Representative Louis Stokes,

Black Democrat of Ohio.

Since Sprague left, the com
mittee's budget has been cut to

$4 5 million every committee
meml)er has gone through a

process of clearance by the FBI

and the CIA: and the committee
has been working in an air of

secrecy not unlike that which
surrounds the FBI utself. The
committee; has not yet made its

finding public but is expected to

do so in 40 days of public hearing

this fall, after which it will be
dismantled In light of Sprague,s

well taken comment on staffing

the committee with FBI or CIA
people, one wonders what such a

report made by a committee staff

"cleared" by the bureau and the

CIA might yield.

In recent testimony before the

Huey P. Ne
committee, new information
suggests that a group of con-
servative Missouri businessmen
offered a $50,000 bounty for the

murder of King. Russell G. Byers,

a former auto parts dealer in St.

Louis, testified that he was ap-

proached with the offer by two
rrlen from Imperial, Mo., in late

1966 or early 1967, Byers testified

that he turned down the offer. He
told the New York Times in

August 'ihat after King was
assassinated he had told others

about the offer, including two
lawyers and an FBI informer who
passed the details on to the

bureau. The FBI never followed

up on the informer's report and
later claimed that it had been
misfiled. By the time the in-

formation was located (March
1978), the two men had died.

Further information damaging to

the bureau was made public

recently. Revelations from
government sources and FBI

documents show that Byers had
actually passed even more crucial

information on to the FBI in late

1973. Bye-s told the bureau that

James Earl Ray, convicted killer of

King, had been paid off after the

assassination. He named one of

the Imperial men as the person

who made the payoff. The bureau

had claimed, last January, that

James Earl Ray was not
bankrolled by co consporators. In

addition, the Assassination
Committee has also subpoenaed
J.B. Stoner of the National Rights

Party in connection with Stoner's

statement that an FBI informer

offered him $25,000 to have King
mu. -"i To date, none of these

accounts have been
corroborated.

\!,-nKi^ n\ !ho I'linihci^ .ii flto < .il lorni.i k-gislatiirc pnncsiinp a
• Mk' iiclii '' hc;ii .iM ^ lii pii!^)!i:, Mir. 2. !')<>".

By the height of the civil rights

movements in the mid-sixties

many of the younger Black
leaders had become disillusioned

with the tactics and goals of the

nonviolent movement. The im-

pact of Malcolm X, murdered in

1965 was still reverberating
through Black America. The
Black power concept, enunciated
in the summer of 1966, and the

volatile conditions in the urban

ghettos were calling into question

the strategy of nonviolence. One
of the major manifestations of this

thrust was the emergence of the

Black Panther Party, based in

Oakland, Cal.

In October 1966 junior college

students Huey P. Newton and

Bobhy Scale, enraged over white

racism, police brutality and the

assassination of Malcolm X,

decjded to organize a 'Black

corrrnunity group of some kind

and teach brothers. ..to

righteously defend themselves

from racists. "We're oppressed",

said Newton then, "not as in-

dividuals but as a whole group of

people...We believe that the

Black community of America

must rise up as one man \o halt

the progression of a trend that

leads inevitably to their total

destruction. " And so the Black

Panther Party for Self-Defense

(later shortened to Black Panther

Party) was founded.

The Panthers were a com-
munity based political party with

some praiseworthy aspirations.

Their ten point program set out to

achieve, among other objectives,

an end to police brutality, full

employment, education geared ta

the Black community, decent
housing and political and
economic control of the com-
munity. But the Panthers'
audacious armed clashes with

police, whom they termed "pigs"
and their revolutionary philosuphy

stunned the nation. They also

brought an immediate reaction

from the F.B.I., which quickly

mobilized Cointelpro operations

to destroy the Party.

F.B.I, agents swarmed like

locusts upon the Panthers. But

the Party's number eventually

swelled to 3,ooo to 4,ooo active

members and no less than 38
chapters. "They did everything to

destroy us", said former leader

Bobby Seale in a recent interview.

Seale left the Party in 1974.

"Everything" ranged from
creating rivalries between the

Black Panthers and Ron
Karenga's Los Angeles-based US
and between the Party and
Chicago's Black P.Stone
Rangers, to attempted frame-

ups, to arresting and harassing

over 2,000 Panther members, to

repeated raids on their chapters,

tQ infiltrating the group with

agents, to publicly discrediting

the Party through the media and
to involvement in murder.

That the F.B.I, was connected
with tlTe murders of Black Panther

leaders Fred Hampton and Mark
Clark is now public knowledge. A
detailed account of the December
1969 predawn police raid on the

Party's Chicago headquarters is

contained in Roy Wilkins and
Ramsey Clark's book Search and
Destroy: A Report by the

Commission of Inquiry Into the

Black Panthers and the Police

(Metropolitan Applied Research

Center, Inc., 1973. In that bloody

4:45 a.m. massacre, a detail of

'plainclothes police, under the

guise of a weapons search,

stormed the headqtiarters and for

ten minutes pumped over 80
rounds of gunfire into the bodies

of Hampton and Clark, killing

them and seriously injuring four

other people in the apartment.

Though the police version claimed

they fired in self-defense, only

one bullet was found to come
from a Panther gun. An autopsy

of Hampton's body revealed he
had been drugged with a massive
dose of secobarbital, a finding

that suggests his death was the

objective of the raid and that

police went to the apartment
knowing Hampton would be
incapable of defending himself.

Party members had made
repeated attempts during the

opening minutes of the raid to

wake Hampton before police

could reach his room. Hampton's
personal bodyguard, Tom O'Neal,

turned out to be an F.B.I, in-

filtrator who made more than

$10,000 on the deal, having fed

information to the F.B.I, on the

Panthers from January 1969
through July 1970.

In a November 1968 memo
instructing 14 field offices to

submit biweekly letters containing
counterintelligence measures
against the Party, F.B..I. director

Hoover wrote: fn order to fully

capitalize upon BPP arid US
differences as well as to expoit all

avenues of creating further
dissension in the ranks of tfie

BPP, recipient offices are in-

structed to submit imaginative
and hard hitting coun-
terintelligence measures aimed at
crippling the BPP

"John Huggins and Alprentice
'Bunchy' Carter were murdered
based on this," Bobby Seale
recalls painfully. Huggins and
Carter were shot in the back by
members of US in 1969. (The
murderers were copvicted but
later mysteriously escaped from
prison and haven't been seen
since.) The Panthers received
letters and cartoon caricatures,

supposedly from US but probably
from the F.B.I., depicting the
manner in which Panthers would
be killed by US members. Bobby
Seale remembers receiving, those
and he says, "I used to tell Party
members, this has got to be
nothing else but an F.B.I. C.I. A.
plot of some kind. A lot of them
didn't believe it." He continues, "I

remember the times following

John Huggins' and Bunchy
Carter's deaths. They would post
a couple of cars at this corner, a
couple of cars at that one, the
Black Panther office in the middle
'of the block. US, in a carload,

would come by, throw a Molotov
coctail right at the door, hoping to

get the Black Panthers to run out
of the office blasting at them
while the police were there
waiting, ambulances around the
corner, everything."

The nature of Bobby Seale's
accounts of these incidents is

verified by the Senate Intelligence

Report. Investigators found that

the F.B.I's tactic was to aggravate
conflicts between the Black
Panthers ana rival groups, that

the F.B.I, tried to encourage
those groups to shoot some or all

of the leadership of the Panthers

and that the F.B.I, tried leadership

of the Panthers and that the F.B.I.

letters generated the kind of

friction that would induce killing.

Another kind of tactic employed
by the bureau is illustrated by a

memo from F.B.I, files sub-

sequently made public. It reveals

a scheme originating from the

Newark F.B.I, office proposing

that food to be donated to a

Panther gathering be treated with

a laxative.

By the early seventies most of

the Black Panther Party leaders

Huey Newton, Bobby Seale,

Ericka Huggins and Eldridge

Cleaver - and many of its

members all over the country

were imprisoned, exiled or in

trouble with the law. By the mid-

seventies the Party's ranks had

been decimated by external and

internal strife. While the F.B.I,

role in the Panthers' destruction

was obviously substantial, it

should also be questioned how
much the Pary contributed to

their own demise Eldridge

Cleaver, who had been expelled

from the Party, returned to the

United States in 1975 from his

seven year exile in various parts of

the world as a fiercely patriotic

and conservative evangelical

Christian. He stil' :harges

stemming from c \C'"
*

with Oakland ^. ' y

Newton has become ernproiied in

a web of criminal charges and
accusations unrelated to his

political activity as a Panther.

Elaine Brown, who led the Party

while Newton was in exile in

Cuba, recently left the Panthers.

Seale is involved in two local

organizations in Washington,
D.C., and has written an
autobiography and a forthcoming

barbecue book.

Asked if he thinks the F.B.I, is

currently monitoring his activities,

Seale answers affirmatively but

says he doesn't bother to look

over his shoulders. "You get to a

point that you don't care about
that, \"^>< Hon't worry about them,

they can kill you ^. me they

want you, if they Wc. *

you... Either you're going to do
what you believe in or you're

going to be told to not do it by

their threats and intimdation."

The story of surveillance,

subversion and destruction is

much the same with other Black

nationalist groups of the sixties.

Only the names are different the.

Revolutionary Action Movement,
Republic of New Africa, Student

Nonviolent Coordination Com-
mittee and others. The F.B.I,

infiltrated, disrupted, raided and

arrested the ranks of these groups

so that most of the leaders ended
up in prison (many are still in

prison or on trialK exiled or

bought off by the F.B.I. Coupled

with the strife that often occurs

inside movements* for social

chanp' ' ^"se F.B.I, tactics

helped \x- ule groups such a*

the Panthers.
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Ir^ the beginning there were the two big portraits. They
presided over the days of my childhood and youth from
their oval wooden frames on the wall of my maternal
cjrandmoiher s bedroom, The pictu.es were huge; or, at
least, I so remember them, though their si^e has probably
been magnified by distance, memory, and the perspective
of my own smallness at the time. The man was obviously
Chinese, had a very stern look in his small, black eyes, and
fashioned a large, imposing moustache which drooped on
both sides of his tight lipped mouth The womar. was
obviously a mulata. with a somewhat sad expression; her
eyes seemed light m color, perhaps hazel brown, but it was
initjossible to tell from the very old black and white (and
'apidly yellowing) photograph.
My (irandmother never talked much about the woman,

her mother, who had died relatively young from too much
work or too many children, or both. However, she quite
frequently talked about her father, the Chinese man with
the imposii»g moustache, who had died dunng the 20s
after surviving emigration from China, the Pacific passage,
indentured servitude as an agricultural worker tn the Cuban
countryside, and a couple of tumultous decades in the life

of the young Republic When he died, he was totally blind,

a respectable old gentleman, surrounded by children and
grandchildren, and above all, the proud founder of a house
of survivors.

Thus, my very early preoccupation with my roots can be
traced to the puzzling portraits which so intensely
stimulated my childrenhood curiosity and fantasies.

These fantasies were particularly intense concerning my
great grandmother, about whom there was a scarcity of
family lore. The paucity of knowledge was a powerful
impetus for my imagination I learned that she was the
daughter of a slave woman and a white man, probably the
slave woman's master or somebody from the master's
house, I frequently wondered from which African tnbe she
had hailed. At some point, I arrived at the conclusion that
most likely my African ancestors were from the land of
Yorifjas I had very little solid information to back such a
conclusion, but I guess it was based on the predominance,
among all Afro- Cuban religious formations, of Yoruba
elements Furthermore, my mother, much to the distress
of mv grandmother, a very Catholic and proper lady, had
fiecome involved in santena. As a seven -year -old child, I

was taken to the house of my mother's madrina to receive
my collares, to be endowed with the external symbols
which represented the gods who claimed to own my heal;
to undergo the initiation rite which made nne, in my own
eyes, a Yoruba daughter of Obatala (owner of all heads,
representative of Olorum or Olodumare on earth) and
Yemaya 'Mother, goddess of the sea). ^

It may sound surprising that the well-educated
descendant of a petty bourgeois, very proper, mestizo
Havana family, the daughter of a physiciam father and a
teacher mother, who attended private school and belonged
to tiie Arenas Club, would also be initiated into the regia de
Ocha. /t/CL/m/ religion, Cuban variety. It caused me endless
conflicts, for I was trying simultaneouslv to become a good
''-^tholic. according to my grandmothers model. But

Memories
Of A
Black
Cuban

Childhood
By Lourdes Casal

.imong all strata of black (and even white) society in Cuba
ynu^ould find believers, regular ahijados of the many casa
do santena which were particularly common in RegIa the
small town across Havana's fiabor which was a sort of
sacred city to Cuba's santeros. a kind of transplanted Ife,
full of shrines and home to many major santeros.
In spite Of my rebelliousness and conflicts, my mother
managed to make me wear my co//aresthe Obatala one in
The form of a silver chain, the Yemaya string of breads
prudently hidden in a small white cloth sac attach 3d to my
underwear thanks to a safety pin. Also, at least twice a
year, I had to go to madnnas house: on the first day of the
year and on the eve of the day of Nuestra Senora de las
Mercedes, when the feast of Obatala was celebrated.
Going to madrina's house was a mixed event, partly an

ordeal (in which I felt hypocritical and or spineless for
submitting to the rituals) and partly the most fascinating
experience of my childhood, in which I was transported to
a different world, a sacred world of powerful gods and
symbols: cazuelas de barro. earthwarefull of iron objects
and all the paraphernala of Oggun, the god of war; stones
with cowshells in place of eyes; coconut pieces to read the
hiture and the gods' will; and, above all, the sacred drums.

the bata drums. The drums fascinated me. They were
different from other drums I had seen. The men played
them by holding them on their knees and hitting them on
both ends, I remember my disappointment when they told
nie that only men could be drummers (the first in a long lir>e
of frustrated voc.jtions).

But another jolting experience shook me on my way to
tf»e marketplace. As my companion and I were passing in
front of a grade school, the children enjoyed their recess
play-'K) in the yard or sitting on the whitewashed low wall
surrounding the school. I noticed that some of them
started shouting something, laughing and pointing at us,
screaming a word which I could not distinguish with clarity
and which I did not understand. I knew it was somehow
related to us because my friend started to walk faster and
Irjoked positively embarrassed.

I asked him what they were shouting. He simply walked
faster, holding tight to my arm, and forcing me to do the
same It was not until after nearly half an hour had passed,
after I had bought some strings of beads for my mother,
after I had admired dresses of kente s\oxh which I could not
afford, after I had become lost in the excitement of the
sights and the smeels of the market that my friend finally
said: "You know... the children back there, at the
school, they were calling you white.

"

And I almost collapsed as if hit by a thunderbolt. White?
They were calling me white? I had come all the way to the
land or my ancestors (some of them anyway); I had just
decided to go on a trip by bus to Ife. the sacred city of the
Yorubas; I had )ust bought collares at the Lagoes
marketplace for my mother- somehovv closing the circle
which she opened when she took me, a reluctant seven-
year old kid to madrina's house to be intiated into the
religion, to have my collares put on. . . . And a bunch of brats
had )ust called me white!
Something had snapped open inside. It took me years to

process all the experiences of that African pilgnmage,
including the children's innocent joke. Ultimately, the
lessons I learned were much different than the ones (

thought I would learn at the beginning of the tnp. I con-
firmetl that home, for better or worse, was not in Nigeria,
or anywhere else, but in Cuba. And that regradless of the
different places that my ancestor had come from (China or
Galina or the ancient land of the Yorubas), my roots had
l)«Rn solidly planted in the island of my birth. .

There were beautiful ceremonies beautiful and terrifying
at the same time-which have remained .engraved in my
memory, some of them in the form of an isolated frame
from a log-forgotten movie which because of its power or
sheer beauty refuses to fade away. Such as an iyalocha
standing on ber estera during the several days of
ceren.onies and festivities involved in hacer santo, in
becoming a priestess of the religion, dressed like a princess
rear.y for her wedding or her coronation, then covered with
feathers and manteca de corojo. Or to see a man or a
woman dancing in front of the drums and then all of a
sudden see them change radically and begin to laugh with
the ear-piercing laughter of Ochun, or to move about with
the bravado and fierce contortions of Chango, or fall to the
floor with the trembling and shaking of an old Obatala,
speaking the ancit.-nt tongue of the Yorubas. speaking of
needed offerings .ind or problems affecting the ahijados.
who, one by one, came to salute their "father" or
"mother" the god who had possessed the body, entered
the head, started to speak through the mouth of one of his
caballos, one of his her servants on this earth.
In my most rational and materialistic moments, I tried to

find logica explanations for the phenomena I was wit-
nessing. But other times I simply let myself be carried away
by the peculiar beauty of it all, by the drums and the
chants, by the dance and the prayers, by the gripping
power of ritual and a language which took my head by
assault and threw it back to the primeval forest, to the
sacred forest of my ancestors at least, of some of my
ancestors.

I n a way
,
until I came to the U . S

.
, my roots were a matter

of curiosity and fantasy, not a problem. In Cuba, I knew
who I was. I knew I came from Spaniards. Africans,
Chinese in a complex misture and blending of oppressed
and oppressors, of masters and slaves, of rapist and raped,
but a mixture which I felt was somehow identical to the

I
melange which constituted Cuba itself. I was cubana. And

^' to me the essence of being Cuban was the cultural and
racial mixture of which I felt I was a perfect example.

M In the U.S. during the 60s, I was forced to look at my
r Blackness with differnt eyes. I had become accustomed to

' considering myself una mulata in a mulatto country, in a
jyquintessentially mulatto culture. The U.S. was a shiock.

44qpHere I had to learn to assert my Blackness somehow-even
or particularly as a Hispanic Black-in a country where
Black and white were defined inopposition to one another
and where any attempt to avoid the dichotomy seemed to
be some kind of betrayal,

it is in this context that the shocks of my trip to Africa in
1962 must be understood Senegal was fascinating, but it

was alien. However, even today I cannot recall without
visif)lf> signs of emotion my first day of walking through the
streets of Lagos. Nigeria, my first visit to the marketplace
of Lagos, All of a sudden, there was this street vendor
'.tanding in front of me, screaming "oleles!" and I received
a )olt. I could not get over the fact that I knew what he wag
selling, that "olele " was more a part of me and my past
than the English larguaqe which I was forced to speak with
n>y campanion, .1 vijry British sounding and looking young
Bl.ick (jacket, vest pocket watch, and black umbrella in
the 100« sun of Lagos) whom I had met at the airport.
Maybe this was reallv home ut last, the place wherin lay

the roots of the woman in the oval picture on my grand-
mother's wall.

FBI ; A History Of Terrorism And Repression

The Federal Bureau of

Investigation was founded in 1909

as a result of U.S. Congressional

authorization of a spy agency to

"investigate criminal activities

within the U.S., directed at the

US, government or any of its

agencies."

In 1910, after a year-long
struggle between civil

liberatarians and reactionaries in

Congress, the Federal force was
funded and authorized 20 agents,

most of them recruited from the

Secret Service. The Federal force

was formally given the title of

"Bureau of Investigation" and
attached to the attorney general's

office.

The Bureau's founder was
Attorney General Charles
Bonaparte, a grand-nephew of
Napoleon Bonaparte and a

tjusiness agent for the Oupont
Family, By 1900, the Duponts,
together with tfieir competitors,
the Rockerfellers, Mellons.
Morgans. Vanderbilts, etc., had
established themselves as one of

ihe most powerful families in the
U.S. They controlled not only a

corporate empire, but controlled

congressmen, governors,
mayors, and a number of key
US government posts, including
that of attorney general in 1908.

As part of the Dupont strategy.
Attorney General Charles
Bcnaparte suggested to Congress
in 1908, the creation of \r\e

Bureau of Investigation. Congress
reiected Bonaparte's spy force in

1909. But tlie attorney general
went ahead anyway and recruited

nine secret agents, in 1910,
Congress was asked by
Bf)naparte to fund the Bureau he
had established. Congress did.

and allowed tfie force to be ex
panded to 20 agents.

Between 1910 and 1917 (the year
the U.S. entered World War I) the

police ill the arrest of tens of

thousands of resisters. Only 1.500
war resisters were eventually
lound to have evaded the draft.

Of these, less than 700 were
forcibly inducted into the armed
forces The rest were found to
have been innocent victims of the
zf 'al of tl le F

. B . I . and the forces of
repression.

Bureau did very little, other than
to organize and train its growing
forces III 1917. the Bureau was
authorized to "identify and arrest

foreign spies and saboteurs"
wiihin the US. Unable to break or
locate "spy rings" among the
German community in the U.S.,
but convinced that entire net
works existed, the Bureau turned
to the recruitment of a vigilante
force which unleashed a wave of
beatings and murders of Germans
in the U.S. behind the press-
incited campaign against
"foreigners." The vigilante force
became known as the American
Protective League (A. PL.) and in

the single year of 1917, it was
responsible for scores of murders,
hundreds of beatings and the
burning down of homes owned by
German families.

In 1918. tfie war over, the F.B.I,

(still under its old name of Bureau
of Investigation), turned its 400
agents to a hunt for draft
resisters. During the famous draft

raids 111 New York and Newark,
the Bureau's agents in the two
states were joined by 2,000 A. PL.
members; 2,300 soldiers and 500

By May, 1919, the. Bureau was
back to its old tricks. This time its

target was the Labor Movement.
In a three-month period, the
Bureau staged labor raids in 11
cities, breaking up organizations
and deporting hundreds of
persons prominent in the Labor
Movement, but who were not yet
citizens of the U.S.

The Draft Raids, unlike the Alien
Scare before it. produced such a
massive public outcry that the
U S. government had to issue a
public apology. The A. PL, was
orrlered disbanded (although as
late as 1970 it was found
optuating in California under the
name of the Secret Army
Organization), The Bureau was
censured by Congress for "its

excesses"

In November, 1919, ^the Bureau
joined with the Immigration
Service to stage raids in 33 more
cities. This time the targets were
suspected communists. Over
3,000 persons were arrested and
760 more were" deported. Tha
raids continued into January
1920.

The 1919 1920 raids became
known .as the Palmer Raids (after

Attorney General A. Mitchell
Palmer) and were organized by
Bureau Chief William J. Flynn
with the assistance of a young
lawyer by the name of J. Edgar

Hoover.

Hoover's reward for his role in
planning and coordinating ^he
Palmer Raids was the position of
Director General Intelligence, the
Bureau's division authorized the
collection of information on U.S.
citizens Within the first year
Hoover had collected files on
400.000 U.S. citizens. When
Hoover died in 1972, the G.I.D.
files contained information on
more than 100 million Amencans.

THE HOOVER FBI (1924 1972)

Hoover's very first project was to
expand the agency, individualize
his power and gain favorable
publicity for whatever actions his
agency might undertake. He met
however, with an indifferent
Congress; suspicious of police
power and a national spy system.
To overcome this opposition.
Hoover began to systematically
compile embarassing information
on key Congressmen. He
changed its name to its present
fnrm, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation.

Hoover's power grew
dramatically with the passage of
the Smith Act. prohibiting the
advocacy of overthrowing the
US. government by force.

With a file now totalling over 13
million names gathered in eight

years of repression and terror, the
FBI. turned its attention to the
emerging Civil Rights Movement.
What began in the 1960's as an
investigation of "communist
influences" in civil rights
organizations, soon turned into

the COINTELPRO PROGRAM, a

counter intelligence effort
coordinated by the F.B.I., C.I. A.
and other government agencies
and police departments into every
aspect of dissent in the U.S.

The repression campaign was
highlighted by the assasinations
of Martin Luther King, Malcom X
and scores of other prominent
and . lesser known figures; the
massive infiltration of
organizations (in Chicago alone
7. OCX) persons were involved in

informer work), massacres of

students in Jackson State and
Kent State University, planned
police riots and arrests of grass
roots activists, chemical and.
biological warfare against*

demonstrators, and terror
bombings inspired by F.B.I,
"provateurs" within the Ku Klux
Klan and right wing groups.

Following the Second World War,
the US, government became
involved in the dual policy of
containing communism and
establishing control over Western
Europe. The U.S. government
threw up a "Cold War" Curtain
around the Socialist countries.
The process of the manipulation
of world public opinion began
with a press campaign about
"communist conspiracies"
against the world; the military in

turn whipped up a war scare,
pushing the population of the
U.S. into "atumjc warfare"
defense efforts. Behind this, the
F.6.1, went into an all out
repression of the Communist
Party in the U.S.
As part of the FB.I. repressive

campaign against U.S. com
munists, the Smith Act of 1940
was revived. Hundreds of US.
communists were arrested and
thousands others questioned and
harassed. Hundreds were fired
form jobs, scores were black
listed in' churches, thousands
were hounded into seclusion by
this massive campaign of terror.

In this period the U.S. govern
ment and the F.B.I, capped its

campaign with the arrest, trial and
frameup of the Rosenbergs
(Julius and Ethel Rosenberg),
who were accused of passing
secret atomic information to the
Soviet Union. The main architect
of the frameup was Richard
Nixon, then a young government
lawyer

By 1957, the F.B.I, felt secure

enough that the communists had
been successfully repressed, and
under control. They turned then

to implementing the Loyalty Oath
as a means of securing the
repression of the communists.
Intense opposition to the oath
developed and the F.B.I, found
itself unable to pursue this form of

repression.

The F.B.I.'s computerized list of
"enemies of the U.S. govern-
ment" grew from the 13 million

gathered during the Communist
Scare to 60 million in 1968. at the
height of anti-war and civil rights

activities.

In 1969, the F.B.I.'s power were
increased still further by a

courtesy of Boletin Libre

government order authorizing
them to train state and city police
forces throughout the US. By
1972, the F.B.I, files had in-

creaded to 86 million suspected
"enemies " of the U.S. govern-
ment.

In 1972, the FBI. routinely
broke into homes to obtain in-

formation, tap telephones and
plant bugging devises without
requiring court approval. In

Puerto Rico they arrested 200
persons on "suspicion " of in-

volvement in bombings as part of
a special COINTELPRO program
directed against the in-

dependence movement.
In 1972, the U.S. government

was hit by the biggest scandal of
tis existence. The arrest of five

Central Intelligence Agents irtside

the offices of the Democratic
Party at Watergate Hotel in

Washington, DC, brought to
world attention the scope and
depth of the U . S . spy system . But
Watergate did not stop the ac-
tivities of the spy system. Bet
ween 1972 and the present, the
FBI. continued its break ins and
harassment of so-called
"enemies" of the US, gover-
nemnt.

It engaged in a policy of ex-

termination of the Native
American and Black movements.
it sought the destruction of the

Puerto Rican and Chicano
Mexicano struggles. It sought to

undermine womens'. gay rights,

church organizations, and labor

struggles. And by 1976 the
computerized files on Americans
grew to 160 million out of an
estimated population of 210
million people in the U.S.

The numbers of computerized
files alone doubled between 1972
and 1978.

The F.B.I, is today one of the
most discredited agencies in the
world. Today, it seeks to
rehabilitate its image by raising

the spectre of large scale
terrorism against the public, and
by publicising a recruitment of

minorities for its field work.

The F.B.I, is emerging stronger

and more powerful. The headlong
roll toward the Police State
continues, and each day that

repression is allowed to develop
will tiring us one day closer to the

abolition of even the minimal
forms of expression.

Letter To The Editor

This past week many students

campaigned to stop CIA and FBI

from recruiting students during

the Career Day activities. It is

interesting to note that while the

protest was against the op>en

U.S.A. intelligence agencies, no
one pointed the finger at multi-

nationals such as IBM, ITT, etc. It.

is a known fact that these
companies are instruments of

both the CIA and FBI. They have
participated, hand in hand, with

the murder of hundreds of

national and international leaders.

Remember Chile's Allende and
the role of ITT. Also, Gulf and
Western in their exploitation of

the Dominican worker and their

power within the internal

government structure of the
Dominican Republic. Or, the

United Fruit Company dictating to

the governments of Latin

American countries. Like these,

there are hundreds of more
examples of how the CIA and FBI

have used such companies to

widen and strengthen their

stronghold on oppressed people.

The only reason companies like

Ujese are turning to the more
educated of the oppressed classes

is that they need to fortify ttieir

position and further infiltrate

themselves in the matters of Third

World countries. The white agent
of the American government is no
longer as easily accepted in the

struggling countries of Africa and
Latin America. Therefore,
companies like IBM, ITT and Gulf

and Western must reclute 'look-a-

likes' that can be infiltrated in

different communities and nations

to crush the rebellious spir't of the

people.

Someday we all hope to graduate
and will probably end up working
for one of these multi-nationals,

multi-repressive companies or

their subsidiaries. Nonetheless,

we must be aware of the multi-

faceted roles thiey play in our
lives. Why bring them to U Mass.
Would you open your door to a

rapjst and welcome him to raf)e

your mother, sister and daughter?

By ignoring the roles of these

companies we are not only
demonstrating selfish in-

dividualism to get to the^top of the

heap but, also contributing to the

oppression and genocide of our

people.

Sincerely. Gertrudis Garcia

SAMMY PRICE AND FRIENDS
TO PERFORM AT THE STUDIO
MUSEUM IN HARLEM

Seventy year old Sammy Price,

recognized the world over as the

King of Boogie Woogie, will

perform with soitie of his friends

at the Studio Museum in Harlem,

2033 Fifth Avenue, on Sunday,
November 19, 1978 at 3:00p.m.

Admission is one dollar. For

further information please call

(212)427 5959.

Sammy Price was born on
October 6, 1908 in Honey Grove,

Texas, and first studied piano

with Mrs. Portia Pittman,

daughter of Booker T.

Washington. He started playing

blues piano professionally in 19?5,

and composed his first song,

"Valetta." in 1929. Since that

lime he has written dozens of

boogie woogie songs. His most
recent recording. Fire, was
released on the French label.

Black and Blue.

Price recently closed an
engagement at the Cookery in

New York, where he appeared

Public Service

with Willie Mae (Big Mama)
Thornton. He has recorded and
performed with Big Joe Turner,

Ma Cox, Roy Eldridge, Doc
Cheatam, Coleman Hawkins,
Rahsaan Roland Kirk, Sister
Rosetta Tharpe. Marie Knight,

Georgia White and dozens of

other blues, jazz and gospel
greats,

Sammy Price's 50 years of

experience as a professional
musician promises to make his

appearance at the Museum a

creative cluster of musicalvir-

tuosity and oral history anec-
dotes. For the engagement. Price

will play a special "Studio
Museum" boogie woogie.
Accompanying him will be Lola

Moore, Candy McDonald, George
Copeland, George Kelly, and
other special invited quests.

We Forgot...
Due to an error, we forgot to let

our readers know that the poetry
titled "Its Impossible" was
submitted by Paul E. Zimmerman.
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Mayor Chapman : Northampton Slumlord

by Eliseo Garcia

Photos by Ed Cohen.

The mayor of Northampton,
Henry Chapman, has demon
strated that his image as public

servant is merely a bluff; in reality

he IS an administrator of a slum.

Mr. Chapman is the same in

dividual who for 15 months has

charged an outrageous amount
($300) for rental of a dilapidated

house in bad need of repairs On
numerous occasions the tenants,

the Rivera family (not their real

name For fear of reprisals, the

couple chose to remain

anonymous), complained to the

mayor landlord of the desperate

need for repajrs Others pleaded

with him on their behalf All

requests were followed by the

same response: no repairs. The
tenants are a poor and e|(Jerly

Puerto Rican couple

Mr. and Mrs Rivera, similar to

most Puerto Rican families that

live in this area, came as a con-

sequence of the migrant farm

worker industry Eleven years

ago. they came to live m the

Northampton area to be close to

their sons. These had come a few

years earlier to pick tobacco at the

local farms. Unable to work, this

elderly couple lives off of social

security checks and what meager

supplemental funds welfare gives

them.

During ths last 15 months they

have resided in a Florence home
owned by the Northampton
Mayor landlord Chapman. When
they first moved in, they signed a

lease that neither of the couple

understood. The lease was in

English and neither of them
understands English That is how
It came to be that complaints to

Mayor Chapman were met by

empty promises or responses of

"that's not my responsibility." On
one occasion, they asked of the

landlord that he cut the grass of

the immense yard, believing that

since this was Chapman's
property, it was his duty to keep

up the grounds Since this met

with a negative response, their

children humbly asked Chapman
to lend them a mower, that they

would work on the yard them-

selves. To this Chapman an-

swered that not only was it not his

responsibility to cut the grass but,

ihat he also refused to lend them

a mower so the couple could do it

themselves.

In addition, other deplorable

conditions existed. The couple

had to deal with broken windows,
leaking roof, falling bedroom
ceiling tiles (due to water leaks)

water stained ceiling tilos,

plumbing in need of repairs, etc.

Due to rain showers, and Jack of repairs on parr of the lan-

dlord, the ceiling tiles have been falling.

Broken windows

The couple indicated that in

addition to $300 monthly rent, in

the winter months they paid out

$700 in oil and $600 in electricity

payments. All this in futile at-

tempts to maintain a constant

temperature while winter winds
blew freezing drafts into the

home. They had to pay for

grabage pickup as well. That is to

say, almost all their social security

and welfare supplemental checks
went into simply maintaining a

reasonable level of survival while

they faithfully paid their rent to a

slumlord that offered no services.

They resorted to various
community agencies. But, being

that all of them arp in some way
linked or directly influenced by the

mayor's office, none could offer

any solutions to the situation.

Agencies in this area suffer from a

chronic condition of fear: fear of

losing funds, fear of losing jobs,

etc. Therefore, they find them-
selves unable to effect positive

change m situations such as this

one.

Slumlords rest assured that

they are true lords in that

no public agency dares

challenge their position

Like the Rivera family, most
Puerto Rican families that live in

Northampton find themselves in

similar situations. While they are

subjected to inhuman housing
conditions, slumlords rest assured
that they are true lo'ds in that no
public agency dares challenge
their position. It is clear that

landlords dictate not only rent

control but control of the con-
ditions under which tenants
suffer.

I hope thatlhis first step fonA/ard

of exposing the true character of
slumlords in Northampton serves
as a heroic example to other
tenants who find themselves in

similar positions.

Since the interview, tho Riven
family has moved into an apar-
tment. I wonder what oth^ri
tenants Mayor Chapman can fun
into this house trap.

Broken windows allow winter winds to blow freezing drafts
into the home:

Survivors describe Guyanese ambush
Associated Press

GEORGETOWN, Guyana -Survivors of a
jungle attack that killed five p>ersons, in-

cluding a congressman and three newsmen
said yesterday that members of an
American religious sect fired shotguns into

the heads of some victims from "inches

away."
Tfiere were unconfirmed reports of mass

suicides at the sect's camp, Jonestown,
after the Saturday evening murders.
Rep Leon J. Ryan, QCaiif ., had gone to

the camp to investigate reports of abuses of

members of the sect, the California-based

People's Temple. Shooting errupted as he

tried to take several disenchanted sect
HDembers back to Georgetown by plane.

The State Department identified four of
-the dead as the 53-year-old Ryan; reporter

Don Harris, 42, and cameraman Robert
Brown, 36, both of NBC news and both
Los Angeles residents, and photographer
Gregory Robinson, 27, of the San Fran-

cisco Examiner newspaper.
The identity of the fifth victim was

withheld pending notification of relatives,

but Guyanese sources said she was an
18-year old Amencan woman from the set-

tlement who apparently was trying to leave
with Ryan.

Robert Flick, an NBC News field pro
ducer with the crew, said that after the in-

itial shooting the assailants walked up to
the wounded and shot them in the head
with shotguns. "That was how Ryan and
Harris died," he said.

In an account given on NBC television,
he said he saw soldiers guarding the
wreckage of a Guyanese plane that had
recently crashed at tfie airstrip and ran to
them for help. Flick said the soldiers, armed
with M 16 rifles, refused to intervene.
"The Congressman... dived behind the

opposite wheel of the airplane from the
gunfire and was hit almost immediately,"

f

Flick said. "Then he was shot by people
walking through with their guns."

According to Flick, there were from eight
to 12 gunmen, both black and white, who
apparently had acted as Ryan's guides and
became enraged and started shooting
when they saw some sect members try to
leave with him. He said from 50-75 shots
were fired.

San Francisco Chronicle reporter Ron
Javers, who was wounded in the arm, said
in a copyright account for his paper that
NBC camerman Brown continued filming
even as the attackers charged and "I saw
Brown go down."
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3000
women
protest

violence
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

About 3000 area females, ranging from
toddlers to senior citizens, took to the

streets of Northampton Saturday night in

an organized protest march against
violence against women.

According to rally organizers, the march
and subsequent rally at Smith College's

Scott gymnasium protested the inability of

women to walk the streets of Northarrfpton
without fear of harrassment, rape, or other

forms of violence.

The protest, named "Take Back the
Night," like its counterparts in Boston and
San Francisco, was restricted only to
female participants About 500 male
supporters lined the streets bearing candles
and signs.

Xhroughout the three mile march, women
chanted and sang spontaneously while led
by march organizers. The protest was
planned in September.

"We have the power, we have the right

The streets are ours and we ': p^rve it

tonight," and "Women UniiP'' ^^''^v Bdck
the Night," were featured chanv>

The marchers, organized m lines of four,

were led by four women carrying a banner
and they were followed by wheelchair

bound handicapped women.

A major part of the march took place on

Northampton's Main street. Rally

organizers carrying stop signs held up

traffic at major town intersections and the

line rarely stopped its moderate pace.

UMass student Amy Stein viewing the

march on Main street, described the

protest as "exceptional. I hope that it raises

public consciousness," she said, but added
"I think it's sad that we need something like

this to raise people's consciousness."
turn to p. 4

Rent control

vote today
Polls in Amherst will be open from 8 a.m.

to 8 p.m. today for a townwide referendum

on rent control.

Protesters in the, "Take Back the
Night" March Saturday night carry the

group banner and lead 3,000 women
throughout downtown Northampton. (Staff photo by Wendy Carlson).

Women take back the night
By EILEEN FOLEY and CANDY CARLON
Collegian Staff

Visually, it was an awesome display of

women united. At one point the line of

"Take back the night " marchers, four abrest,

stretched from the intersection of King and
Main Streets, snaked behind the Academy
of Music theatre and continued up Green
Street past the Smith College campus, a

distance of about a mile.

For the most part the group of 3,000

women was composed of students and other

residents of the five college area The tone

set by the protesters ranged from youthful

exuberanr-.e to the fervent dedication of

those who had experienced women hating

violence firsthand.

Marchers waved to men watching frorri

the Hampshire County House of Corrections

on Union Street, where the protest began.

To people watching from homes along the

route, they shouted, "Out of the houses and
into the street," and to those who poured

out of local bars to view the spectacle, the

marchers shouted "move on over, or we'll

move on over to you."

News Analysis
Although the march route passed

through the poorly lit back streets of Nor-

thampton, the 500 men symbolicly
lighting the way with candles were
grouped under the streetlights and in

front of such institutions as the Town
Hall, the Pioneer National Bank, and a

Congregationalist Church
The "Take Back the Night" committee

efficiently organized and conducted the

security and traffic control for the march.

Word was calmly passed through the
ranks at one point that egg throwing
could be expected at a small park along
the route, but the park was cleared by the

time the majority of marchers passed the

site.

The rally which followed the march was
anti-climactic by comparison. The
speakers were emphatic and the crowd

attentive, but the tide of energy had

receded by the time the protesters reach-

ed the rallying point at Smith College.

Although numerically impressive, the

composition of the group failed to reflect

the broad participation from Third World

and elderly women alluded to in advance

publicity. The real impact of the march,

however, will probably be demonstrated

through the work of the follow up com-

mittee which will meet next Monday.

Tuition-increase opponents to meet
By JON KL EIN
Collegian Staff

Student opponents of the proposed out

of-state tuition increase are meeting tonight

at 6:45 in Campus Center 163 to continue

plans for fighting the raise

According to Terry McDonald, a member
of the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy, which called the

meeting, the group will discuss the pro-

gress of collecting signatures for petitions

that oppose the increase, working with the

state legislature and explaining the increase

to students.

A rider on the state budget enacted by

the state legislature last June changed the

formula for determining non resident tui

tion.

Until the bill was passed, out-of-state tui-

tion was figured as 95 percent of the cost of

an undergraduate education. Using the

new formula, non resident tuition would be

computed as 95 percent of the cost per stu-

dent of the total University maintenance

budget, which includes various UMass ex-

tension services and the University Hospital

in Worcester. The total UMass
maintenance budget for this fiscal year is

$118 million.

According to a Nov. 6 memo from
UMass president David C. Knapp to the

chancellors at each of the three UMass
campuses, "under the new formula, out-of-

state tuition will probably double and may
even exceed the current rate of $1,550 by
250 percent."

State Rep. James G. Collins, D Amherst,
has said he will file legislation to repeal the

new formula, when the state legislature

reconvenes in January.

McDonald said she was hoping for a tur-

nout of about 200 people tonight, and also

said she hoped in-state students would also

attend.

According to McDonald, an increase for

out of state students may be the first step

of an increase to in-state students as well.

James Meckel, also a member of the stu-

dent group, said he felt that organized op-

position w^uld emerge for the meeting, but

also said the group would not run the op-

position, only provide assistance.

"They (the students opposing the raise)

have got to build their own group," he said.

Members of the group held an organiza-

tional meeting last Thursday night to plan

for the meeting tonight and according to

Student Senator David Barenberg, many
foreign students attended.

"It was interesting to see Israelites,

Arabs and Turks all fighting for the same

thing," he said.

V^.'l' ti looks likn good housing from the outside is .irtunlly

iiihunMn living conditions

The couple had to deal with broken windows, leaking roof,

f.illing hf'drnom tiles \due to water leaks\. water stained tiles,

plumbing in need of repairs, etc.
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Fine arts
Pianist Ashkenazy to perform here
By SHfR/ FEDERBUSH
Colk'ijuin Stitff

Ti iiiiiifi.iw, (iHiht marks the date of a
sp.'i !,ii .ami 111 the ( iiltiiral life of UMass
wi'i a (>fr tufiiidnce tjy VIddiniir
Ashkt'iij/v and the Encjiish Chamber Ot
Chestra

Ashkenazy a pre eminent pianist of his
generation will be appearing as piano
soloist and guest conductor with the
world renowned Englisfi Chamber Or
chestra at the Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall, (tomorrow) at 8 pm.

Ashkenazy, the Tchaikovsky Competition
winner, has been electrifying audiences
since 1956 as a 19 year old pianist. THe
English Chamber Orchestra has been a
maior force in British musical life since its

inauguration in 1960

Together they will present a concert of
hicjh quality and easily approachable
music The program consists of Sym
phony No 40 G minor" by Mozart,
Piano Concerto. B flat K 595 by

Md/jrt ,)iul Serenade for Strings, Opus
22 Ijy Dvorak
Perfutmances by Ashkenazy were in

<ireat demand aftei he won first prize in

I'l' prestKiioub Queen Elizabeth competi
lion in 1956, which locketed him to world
arclatM) Presented by impresario Sol
Htitok, Ashkenazy played his first national

t'Hir III the United States and Canada in

1958 to appreciative audiences
The English Chamber Orchestra is

special in that they often perform without
a conductor, directed instead by their

concert master The group was made Bri

tain's Resident Orchestra" at the Alden
burgh Festival and has premiered many of

Ashkenazy s orchestral works and operas,
includir\g Owen Wingrave and Death in

Venice.

Tickets for Vladimir Ashkenzay and the
English Chamber Orchestra at the Fine
Arts Center are now on sale at all New
England Ticketron locations and the Fine

Arts Center box office, open Monday
through Friday 9 a.m. Ticket prices are:

General public $8, $7. $6 UMass
students $3.50, $3, $2.50 Senior citizens

and other students are $7, $6, $5.

Free concert tonight features jazz

By SHERRI FEDERBUSH
Collegian Staff

Slide Hampton, noted lazz valve and slide
trombonist, composer and arranger, and
the All Stars, along with the University Jazz
Workshop will present a free concert
lonKiht at 8 at the Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall

Hamptf)n teaches classes at UMass and
aoanges and composes music for the Jazz
Workshop as part of a special program in

'lie arts.

The performance will begin with the Jazz
Workshop and the All Star soloist Frank
Fost^-r on tenor saxaphone performing
Giant Steps, by John Coltrane, arranged by
Hanipton.

The All Stars will play selections featuring
ihe different soloists. Two numbers are,
'n a Sentimental Mood" with soloist
Hampton and "Seton Concerto for
Trumpet" with Richard William as soloist.

Oihei. pieces will be announced during the

performance.

The 23 piece workshop ensemble will

prMsent Greetings and Salutations, Three

Pieces for Jazz Orchestra, and Bluestone
Differencia

At the end of the evening Hampton, the

Ja/z Workshop and the All Stars will

perform a Hampton arrangement of Charlie

Parker s Au Prevere.

All Stars members are guest soloists w'tn

the Workshop The All Stars are: Rirliard

William on trumpet; Ronnie Mjthews,
piano; Ray Drummond, bass volin; Keith

Copeland^drums and Frank Foster, tenor

saxaphone Foster, William, and Hampton
are soloists.

Seton Concerto for Trumpet and
Bluestone Differencia are both by Fredrick

Tillis, a professor of the Department of

Mustr and Dance at UMass. Tillis is also the

Jass Workshop director.

./:•:•:•:•

%I% T
SALE
Men's 17"

Laceups
Save $40 ^499S

Ladies 16"

Pull on
lOO

Reg. $74 ^44

JACKETS
Fine Natural Leather

They are beautiful!

Wide selection from
Bombers to Blazers

SOFT

LIKHSAGIi:

Heartfelt
Leather

;iMN.i

iN.

A Store-full of Ideas

Next to the Post Office

Downtov^ Amherst

TI1750
A personal or business calculator

with distinctive "wallet-thin"

styling. From Texas Instruments.

TexQS Instruments
pocket portable •

electronic colculotor

uuithmemory
TI-1750

sug. price $24.95

OUR PRICE $19.95
•Large LCD display

•Performs most-needed arithmetic

functions, as well as add-ons, dis-

counts and percentages —
•Full function memory
A GREAT VALUE AND A GREAT
GIFT-EVEN FOR YOURSELF!

at the calculator store

campus center/Ciniv. of mass./amherst

sound

< IH I<1« "'ii«* I K »

STEREO RECORD SPECTACULAR
Four great albums from one of America's

greatest entertainers—

BILLY JOEL
$4.59 ^ ^ LP

inji
BLLVJOEL

TVCSTIMNGER
MUVXXL i

TUHNSnUC

i WMMne9 ..s ^^f^m
:,- <lM Se^TnDi

PIANO MAN THE STRANGER TURNSTILES

$5.99 ^^ LP

sfjTwnl 5L. 1

52nd STREET

at your record store

campus center/univ of mass./amherst

Comfortable, cozy, and casual .

.

Our knee-length socks, hand knit in a

cheerful array of colors, are so thick

and warm you can wear them as

slippers. Tie tops are an interesting

detail. Moderately priced at 6.95

children's sizes too!

A Store-full of Ideas

Next to the Post Office

Downtown Amherst

*y

Atty. seeks
court change
for rape trial

Peter Brown views the tree. (Staff photo by
Northeast quad from a Patricia Key)

By f^ARTY LUTTRELL
Collegian Staff

Northampton- A Spr
ingfield attorney has filed a

motion in Hampshire
Superior Court here to

move a rape trial to Hamp
den County because of

anti-rape activity in this

area.

Daniel M. Keyes,
representing three men ac-

cused of raping a South
Hadley Falls vMoman in

Belchertown a year ago,
said an article in the Spr-

ingfield Morning Union tvy/o

weeks ago used "unfair and
prejudicial language" in

regard to the Hampshire
County Rape and Informa-

tion Project.

The article also referred

to the "Take Back the

Night" march and rally held

here Saturday night. Police

estimated that close to

3,000 women marched
through the downtown
district here, with speakers

and a rally capping the

event at Smith College.

(Related stories on page 1.)

Keyes also claimed that

the mention of a $10,000
grant from the
Massachusetts Foundation
for Humanities and Public

Policy has prejudiced his

clients' chance for a fair trial

here. The grant was used
for the making of the
documentary film, 'Take
Back the Night, ' shown on
public television and aired

at public forums.
Hampden County

Superior Court is in Spr-

ingfield, the county seat,

about 20 miles south of

here.

Ellen Gavin, a director of

the Hotline to End Rape and
Abuse, based at the Spr-

ingfield YMCA, was quoted
in an article in the Nov. 16

edition of the Daily Hamp-
shire Gazette as saying the

motion by Keyes is

"ridiculous."

Gavin, of Northampton,
this weekend added, "It's

like saying a crihne-watch

program in a community
prejudices juries against

criminals. The implication is

crazy."

Keyes rt, ;>ed to com
ment further on the case
when contacted by the Col
legian. The trial is set to

begin today in Hampshire
Superior Court.

Members of the Hamp-
shire County Rape and in-

formation Project could not

be reached for comment.

Cambodian events said distorted
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON- Dr.

Noam Chomsky charged

yesterday the Western
press has presented a false

image of the situation in

Cambodia, "often through

purposeful deceit and
distortion."

Chomsky spoke at a

meeting sponsored jointly

by Amnesty International

and the Unitarian Society of

Northampton. He is a noted
author and linguistics

professor at the
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology in Cambridge.

In the speech, entitlecJ,

"Cambodia: Image and
Reality," Chomsky referred

to a proposal by Senator

George McGovern several

months ago that the U.S.
government provide
military intervention in

^ambodia based on

allegations of the slaughter

of 2.5 million people.

Chomsky said that he

questioned the lack of

curiosity in the press about

the 2.5 million figure, and

that no reporters had asked

McGovern where he got the

numbe/.

Chomsky said the

"image" of the Cambodian
situation in the press is that

a group of nine communists

took control of Cambodia in

April 17, 1975, and began

"systematically" destroying

people.

Chomsky charged that the

image was based on a non-
historical perspective,
ignoring the reality of the

problems caused by French
imperialism and American
intervention.

Chomsky talked of the
history of Cambodia and
sketched a picture of
continued conservative rule

and starvation for the
Cambodian people during
the Vietnam war, and
attempts by the U.S. to

drag Cambodia into the
war.
He claimed that by the

time the Knmer Rouge took
over in 1975, Henry
Kissinger had predicted 1

million people would starve
in Cambodia in the next
year due to American
bombings.
Thus, according to
Chomsky, the Knmer

Rouge had no choice but to

force the urban population

into the countryside to

avoid mass starvation. "A

group of brilliant

humanitarians might have
found a better way," he
said, "but the Knmer did

what it had to."

He also said that at the

time the U.S. Agency for •

International Developement
had estimated that Cam-
bodia had enough rice for

six to eight days.

Chomsky also claimed that

reports of systematic
killings by the Knmer Rouge
from refugees in Thailand

had been falsified.

Chomsky also charged

that "hundreds of

thousands of children will

die in Laos in the next

couple of years due to

American intervention."
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UNION STEREO CO-OR
Phone 545-1594

Check US out before you buy any

stereo equipment

You won't be sorry!
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if March In Northampton
com. fromp

1

The rally, at the march's finishing site on
the'Smith campus, featured four speakers,
a dramatic presentation, and a self defense
demonstration followed by a women's
dance

About half of the marchers were
prevented from entering the gym for a
time, as the gym swelled over the agreed
upon 800 person limit The group did,

however, prevail and most of the marchers
entered rhe gym to participate in the rally.

Third World turnout was noticeably
sparse, as noted by a rally speaker She
said Third World women had one more
prejudice against them than white women.
According to a rally organizer and march

security person, the Take Back the Night
coalition failed to include Third World
representation in its initial planning of the

protest.

"They felt, understandably, it was a
middle class white women's organization,

"

the spokesman said

Debbie Rosenkrantz, keynote speaker for

the rally, reiterated the principles of the
march. "Women have the right to go
where we want and with whom we want
without fear of violence, threats or
harassment, " she said.

According to Sgt. William Arnold of the
Northampton Police, there were only two
reports of harrassment. At one point in the
march an apple was reportedly thrown and
at a second point, eggs
The police were assigned to the march to

provide protection, not traffic control.
"The girls are taking care of that them-
selves. The mam thing is no one gets in-
jured, " Sgt Arnold said.

'^Correction
'A Collegian article In
the Nov. 17 edition, on
re-organizing public
higher education, rriis-

quoted state Rep.
James G. Collins as say-
ing the Board of Educa
tion should be re-
devised into a new cen-
tralized board. Collins
actually said there
should be a new cen
tralized board, or else
the Board of Higher
Education should be re

Aduh EntcrtiiinnnMU
M.ije.>tu Ciii«in.i

84 Cottiiije StrtM't

B h.unpton MA ^27 ?:iA^

"""^BUS^RIVERT^^* si

Five College Transportation will sponsor a 3

Week Training program during January In

terterm for those interested in getting a Class II

Bus Driver's License.

Get applications and instructions at the Stu

dent Employment Office, 239 A Whitmore, or

call the Five College Transportation

Office -586 4262.

Application Deadline extended to December 7.

••WK-X-w^lMSx:

A classic hai nothing to do

with laihion and everything to

do with (tylc

j.*Ai;sTi.\
.ii;\vi;i,i;u

line estate jewelry 31 So. Pleasant, Amherit

»:jnnE»a»»s:«3ns:3:

DO IT IN
JANUARY

England— France— Spain ^
Portugal— Morocco

Fly to London and begin an
adventure of a lifetinne. . .

OVERSEAS Adventure Tours
offers: Toundtrip airfare

a weekc •transportation
^ ^^^^^^9 •accomodations
$599
cal

*included

549 2652 or 546 9498 for details

Thank You!
It's Thanksgiving

time and we truly

thank you for your

patronage and .

friendship.

Joyous holiday

wishes, from your

neighborhood

BASKIN-ROBBINS

ICE CRtAM STORE
28 MAIN ST.. AMHERST MA 2S3 9774

TOWN HALL BUS STOP
BN and BNRO RTS

IN)()v lb 21

lOVt AIRLiroFS 7 30
TOUCH ME 8 bO

M.it TiuKs h yn 1 30
Uiuli'f 21 luit .iitinittfcl

Acaieerinlaiii^
without iawscfiool

After just three months of study at The
l\ Institute for Paralegal Training in

Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding
career in law or business—without law school.

As a lawyer s assistant you will be performing
L many of the duties traditionally handled

only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal

Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of

law to study (Jp>on completion of your training. The
Institute s unique Placement Servite will find you a
responsible and challenging job in a law firm^bank or

corporation in the city of your choice.

T'he Institute for Paralegal Training is the
nation s first and most respected school for

paralegal training. Since 1970, we ve placed over
2,500 graduates in O'.er 85 cities nationwide.

If
you re a senior of high academic standing

and looking for an above average career,

contact your placement office foi an interview with

our representative

We will visit your campus on:

Fr^d.-l^

The
Institute

for
Paralegal
Training'

7^
2.Hb b.outh I 7lh ijireel

Philadelphia, PA 19 103
{2\^) 732 6600

Ai>prciv«(3 hy Ihf ^niencari Ha' Assor.alion

Just Shake it

and Let it Fall Into Place.

The Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows so it never

loses Its shape

And t>ecause your hair falls naturally into place,

all you have to do is shake it

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair tor just $14 00

whether you're a guy or a gal And no appointments

are ever necessary

Permanent waves, colonng. frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all, tjut we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you

J^^^^.
Command Performance

,, ~x^'n<*.- 3 .-

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart

Mon-Sat., 10 a.m. 10 p.m.

5860090

i.iniversitv of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /1?TS CENTER PRESENTS

Vladiipir

Conductor and Piano St)loist

"'" -11)6

Chamber
Oicbestra

Tuesday, Novennber 21 8 pm
The program consists of Symphony No. 40 - G
Minor by Mozart ; Piano Concerto, B Flat - K 595

by Mozart; Serenade for Strings. Opus 22 by
Dvorak.

FINE >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. General public - $8, 7, 6.

UMass students - S3. SO, 3, 2.50. Senior citizens
and other students - S7, 6, 5.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4. 545-2511

& New England Tlcketron Locations.

foiobow
prisms

fariotiaay, iMov«rnber20, 1978,

A fine collection of hand cut strass

quality cf7Stal, high lead content and
exquisite shapes project color and
form when hung in a window! A
perfect gift for your home; from

1.75 to 25.00

A Store-full of Ideas

Next to the Post Office

Downtown Amherst

Collegian 5
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when you clip & redeem
special coupon at right

^ ^fiX

Vbiulb

A&P SUPER BONUS COUPON
With This Valuable Coupon 4 A $7 50 Purchase*

(except Items excluded by law) ^^

Cream
Half Gallon carton

^T^

AP-2

600

Limit One Coupon Per Family. Good Nov. 20-25, 1978 at

ttM Manchester, Ct.. Northampton & Amherst A&P Stores only
A^

Wr^^rWft'f ^•***^>* *o' ••*••«•' k««ow ih« •tf»>fti»»d 0fH» Mt Mill I

ALL USD. A. GRADE A TURKEYS

Fully Cooked

SMOKED

ams

AVAILABLE IN STORES
W/SERVICE DELI

Slot 5IK.M Vitginu SlyH

COOKED HAM
Slofi $lic*d Wtiiii M«at

TURKEY BREAST
StOClSlK«)

COOKED SALAMI
Snarp Whiii

COOPER CHEESE

EGG & POTATO SALAD «69'
D.i,cious

BAKED LASAGNA b '1 .59

BAKED PEA BEANS «
79'

'2.99

•2.99

, 1.69

1.09

FROZEN- 10 LBS. TO UNDER 22 LBS

YOUNG
HEN & TOM
TURKEYS 791^

A&P-FROZ.-BASTED WITH 100% PURE BUTTER
eCl C ^^ l-BS TO ^fl^ A
^CLr UNDER 22 LBS ^^^ ^^" V

SWIFT-PREMIUM-DEEP BASTED-FROZ

BUTTER-
DAI I 10 LBS. TODMLL under 22 LBS

TURKEYS
V

ASTINC
TURKEYS 85 lb.

lASTED-FROZ.

89-^

• 10 LBS. TO
100% PURE BUTTER BASTED UNDER 20 LBS.

NEVER ..,.,_A&P FROZEN .

FRESH
""

{TURKEYS

SHANK PORTIONH RUMP PORTION

A»P IS A SEAFOOD SHOP

Fresh Oysters su^-ITA

Shrimp Cocktaljgijri^^
Cooked Shrimp "'tm/siz.

Medium Shrimp pi«i«i»0|w«<ot<i

Medium Shrimp PMMtotvwiH)

A&P IS A SAUSAGE SHOP
I 01 S<

corn
89

3*. Si68
i»t I

»oj i^ 39
P*>g I

12 01 s/)99
pkg £.
1*01 $c69
pkg D

Pork Sausage Meat c»ovyi.u

Hormel Cure 81 Hams '"^

Turkey Leg Quarters w^I
Ann Page Sliced Bacon
A&P Canned Ham D»m«,«

<00\ Pmi «&P
I 10 lM9l 99'

5Q19

.59'
1*1 *-t 49
pkg I

•eHn99
fell)5cV10-

Jane Parker

MINCE
PIE
Jane Parker

PUMPKIN

22 oz

size

Jane Parker-Sliced

WHITE
BREAD
Jane Parker-Plain

Stuffing Bread

99°

89°

3 r I
'i:.'

49'

22 oz

size

( r YOU II DO Better with these HOLIDA Y PRODUCE SPECIALS

CRANBERRIES
Traditional

Favorite

Fresh

1 lb. bag38
»^ U.S. NO. 1

SIZE A"

Russet
Potatoes
$29

CENTER SLICES HAM $

STEAKS or ROASTS ;^;
SHANK HALF or

WHOLE HAMS
COUNTRY FARM PORK SHOP

189
I lb

«fl9
I lb

Center Cut

RIB CHOPS
$4891'

Center Cut

LOIN CHOPS
$f99
lbI Pofk

Loin'b Lorn

Pork L0in-« C«nti> ; SIwuMw 2 Srkxn End CDeia

ASST. PORK CHOPS ib

Pork Loin-Wt)ote

RIBS COUNTRY STYLE N).

Pork Loin l.«an & Meaty

PORK BACK RIBS *
Pork Loin Rib End

BNLS. PORK ROASTSib
Potk Loin-Full 7 Rib Portion

BLADE ROASTS ib

Pork Loin-Sirlom Portion

SIRLOIN ROASTS ib

s-|59

s-|99

S-J29

s-|39

P )

13 Olt Label- Blue

ALKA
SELTZER

109
56'fct pkg.

—. 1 i<
Disposable Diapers

JOHNSON'S
TODDLERS

I2«|59
:t box I

89'

ct

Mersene-New!

DENTURE CLEANSER "S.^'

Analgesic Tablets ^*%r> iuRQ
EXCEDRIN 100.S'. 1^
Anti-Cavitv Mouth Rinse

FLUOROGUARD
A&P Silky Rose

BODY LOTION
Trac H-Reg . Lime, or Menthol

SHAVE CREAM
50 Free Stamps w/coupon-A&P

BABY SHAMPOQ

bti
79'

99'

99'

16 02
corn

Wot
611

Fresh Squash-Hubbard or

BUTTERNUT
Fancy

FRUIT TRAYS
Ftorlda-White/Pink Seedless

GRAPEFRUIT .:;

Fancy Dole

PINEAPPLE
Florida- 125" Size Tan^elos or

ORANGES ""100"

Size

.12'

^M and

Ofor I

99'

8 tor I

59'

.10'

«3 for I

/JCRAFT SALAD DRESSING

Miracle

WMp 16 oz.

jar 69
GHAPEFRUIT JUICE

Ocean
.Spray

48 oz
Ml 69

California-Emperor

RED GRAPES
Fresh-Yellow

TURNIPS
California-Persimmons or

POMEGRANATES
Wash Extra Fancy-Red

. jKf\^
DEL. APPLES M^N £|9ib
Florida. '120" Size ^ ^m

TANGERINES 8 or I

'FLAVORfUL M^mm
Tetley S|'«

Yams soww

Onions Cli

Potatoes
Apple Cider
uates impctx)

Popcorn r:z

Naiiw tM«M
Smtt

3«*1
*39'

.49'
A4P »Q29
&al<an C.

H29

69'

Walnut Meats
Mixed Nuts s:.

Walnuts s;:!

Birds Eye

COOL
WHIP

9oz
cont

All Flavors

HOOD
ICE CREAM

SI ^129
Ctn I

Rich's

COFFEE RICH
A4P French Style or #% s^
CUT GREEN BEANS 3Z 1
100 Free Statr^ps w/couponSara Lee __

PUMPKIN PIE r,' 1^
50 Free Stamps w/coupon-Aunt Jemima

59'
49'3? 02

15 01TOASTER WAFFLES ;, 79*

Tea Bags
100

ct pkg

9oz.
pkgs. 1

/KELLOGfi'S

Crou-

tettes

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
ovai-17 iK-. OS or Meet i/vihi'w s^lQ
RACK N' ROAST PAN 1m

99'..SUPER FOIL ROASTER
E>t<H«y C o> ciil M 'yfSC

BATTERIES 4;. 79

WINTER GLOVES 2. U^

Ann Page

MAYONNAISE
JarM Parker-Light

FRUITCAKE
A&P Cranberry

COCKTAIL
GREAT ANYTIME

Ritz Crackers
o&c

Boiled Onions
lyiETRO-MARASCHINO

Cherries
A4P-F0IL

Aluminum

111b

32 •!

12 0«

bsi

leu

Woi

37'i

tl fO«

99'
•3*9

65'

69'

59'

49'

.-69'

I 01

JIFfY

Pie CrustA
MIX H ,

Ann PaM-Small-S>/< oz lar ^A*
STUFFED OLIVES 79
Ann Paoe-Chocolate Covered ... jgO*

59'

49*
s-|99

29'

099

7 01
pkg.49

FOttST GROVE

Mandarin
Oranges

3H
11 oz
c«n$

AnnPage-cnocoiateoo

THIN MINTS
Prince

LASAGNA
VLASIC SWEET MIXED

Pickles
SUPERB BRAZILIAN COFFEES

Eight O'clock
COLONNA

Bread Crumbs
180 FREE STAMPS W/COU^^,

, ^ $

Sanka Coffee o.* cw

WOI
l*«

Wot
I"

Ug

lot
corn

Oxford-Sweet Pickles
'

GHERKINS
Ocean Spray-Wtwle or Jellied

CRANBERRY sauce

Ann Page Wtwie Kernel

CORN
CUT-RJTE

Wax Paper
FOUR VARIETIES-VET'S *,

Dog Food C
MR CRAB

Crabmeat
BURRYS-GAUCHO, FUOGETOWN.

Cookies ivm^y

22 01

|.'
79'

a;;: 'I

49*

99*
S-|39

59'

wo
II roll

15 'lot

6 01 S
an

A&P

CREAM
CHEESE

8oz
pKg49

Axelrod

SOUR
CREAM

so

Siunn
I

"'conwi)

16 02

COtIt79
fou) Vvwiits

KRAFT SOUR DIPS
tatanl To^ilnv

REDDI-WIP
AtP

CRESCENT ROLLS
AtP-CKMM Kandotn Wiigdi

SWISS CHUNKS
AtP-ChOOM

BABY GOUDA
AtP'MiKl ChOMC OCMnglUndo'n W1

WHITE CHEDDAR
AtP Oo<n«9lK: RinOoni Wl

BLEU CHEESE

Boi
con( 49*

69*

3li'1

99*

7 01

urn

rot

Wlh Ont FilM Siw« StTkigi L.

Vt . OELICtOUS-LIBBY'S

'^ TOMATO

SUPtR SAVIHCS SPtOAl

Wth OM FiMi) Supor Savmes Booklit

Da MONTE

SOPf R SAVINGS SPfClAl

mrilh OiN FMmI iuqtr Sovmgt (ookm

ALL VARCTIES

DUNCAN NINES

CAKE MIXES

SUPtR SAVINGS sptcmi

VKHIi Om filW StipO' S»»«9« »o«*l»l

ALL FLAVORS-PLUS DEPOSIT

YUKON CLUB
SODA

3

SUPfR SAVINGS SPfOAl

mh Om FW«d S(«or Sdrinfi twklot

PURE CANE-GRANULATEO

DOMINO
SUGAR

SUPtB SAVINGS COUPON

50 FREE *

COLD BOND STAMP.

With Purchase of One Can

DELICIOUS LIBBY'S

TOMATO
JUICE

II

ll

I

I

I

I

I

SUPER SAVINGS COUPON

100 FREE
COLD BOND STAMPS

With Purchase ot One Pkg

THANKSGIVING TREAT

SARA LEE
PUMPKIN PIE

I

I

I With Purchase ol Three Cans i

Soceanspray-wh.-jelly!

i
CRANBERRY j

SUP!R SAVINGS SPfCI*!.

With Ok riiM Svv SivHigs Bixoiwi

FRESH-CRISP

PASCAL

With Purchase of One Pkg

AUNT jemima

TOASTER
WAFFLES I SAUCE I

With Purchase of One Cont

HOLIDAY FAVORITE

AXELROD
SOUR CREAM

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

with Purchase of One Can

OECAF-REG. or DRIP

SANKA
COFFEE

1 « cm
Lmil Ont Coupon Pti 'imily

GBt

With Purchase Of One Btl

GENTLE

A&P BABY
SHAMPOO

i« 01 nti

Limil Om Coi*on Hi foimly

iVlMNo* KK. m»

Ga7

UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST
pfHCts EfficTivf wviMii* nn nn Wt ««BVt TX ^IGHT TO I IM.T OU*NIlTtS .0 1 PtB CUSTOMt.. »<M S5 OTHtWX.St HOTtO * rnOKtCT IYPO«^«PH.CM W0«5

t

N
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Neivslines...
Town to light tree
Thf Mftry M.i()t. uii the Afnhyrs?

1 (immmi will he In fully ff)r the first tunc
III SMv»'f,)l vHdrs striitiiKj Dec 1

William R hAiKfon chaimun of !l>e

AmhHfst Downtown Council, sauf ii j

roumil iiMM.Mirui Hk1«v "iqhl that seveui
nuiSH <il (iroups will play on tlie common
'*"'''''i ''•' tuiiniti'y stMsoiK and many
linMiifsset, will lit ()|i.ii until 9 »'vt'ry

t'Vf'ninii

^
'

• 'ui(i iH't-n only partially lit in

pasi yi.if, (Jue to riKirqy considerations
A(<c>ftlnKj to Mina Lussier, a council
minilji'r. MMtim«.'nt runs high this year for
tli»' <)( I asion. and the Chamljer of Com
m»'i( »i will wiH' tfu' tree foi licjhtmij

MICHAE I SUSSMAINJ

Group appoints sec't
The Amherst Chamber of Comnnerce has

announced the appointment of Linda J
Faulkmham of Pelham as Executive
Secretary for the group.
Adrian Wilkins, president of the

chamber, said 'We feel extremely fortunate
to have found someone with her abilities "

Faulkmham, one of 25 candidates for the
position, has served as the director of
publicity at the Common School of

Amherst, a private, non profit elementary
school

Monoay, iMo.cn.uei 20. 1^78
Moftqay, Nqvember 20, 19/8i

Begin says
Israel rejects

timetables
TEL AVIV, Israel (API Prime Minister

Menachem Begin, after running a gauntlet
of angry Israelis and being hit by an egg,
told a political meeting yesterday that Israel
rejects inclusion of timetables for solving
the Palestinian question in a peace treaty
with Egypt
Palestinian guerrillas struck a new blow

yesterday in their war of terror against
Israel A bomb exploded on a bus packed
with Israelis and tourists in the occupied
West Bank 10 miles east of Jerusalem, and
hospitals reported four persons were killed

and 37 wounded. No Amencans were
reported among the casualties.
In Beirut, the Palestinian guerrilla group

Fatah claimed responsibility.

Begin said Israel was ready to sign the
treaty draft as it existed Nov. 11, meaning
one without a timetable, but that Egypt had
added unacceptable" demands at that
time the call for such a timetable.
"We will never agree to timetables."

declared Begin, speaking on the first an
niversary of Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat's historic trip to Jerusalem, first step
in the current peace drive.

ORDER
DUPLICATE
COLOR SLIDES
BY KODAK

Slides moke great gilts lot
I'lends and lelolivet Oi use
duplicates lo oioteci /aiuobie
originals I'om damage We ii

nave KoOtfk made KODAK
Colo' Slide OupUfioles
mounted ipodv lo use Slop m
'o' lull -aetoiis

COLOR
PBOCESSING
• Kodak

Amktrtt CkiiMM food

fU Mam St
•Fresh Chinese
vegetables tfom nuf
own farm

•fully aif COiulifioded
•Closed Wednesday
•Lurif heon i^peciiils

51 2S and uii

H 'IW>..-|lil,,| (,y

?S3 /«Jb SCHOOL SUPPLIES &
OFFICE SUPPLIES

at

A.J. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 So. Pleasant St. Amherst

Processifig. Iilm, and su/jp/if ,

•»* .If ffisi imnf prices

X
D^NSKIN

TIGHTS
&

LEOTARDS

A Store-full of Ideas

ht'.xt to the Post Ottire.

Dovsntown ^n1^^^•l-,t

jHim<|)plli||IIIH|||tlfllHit0IHtl|||lHHiHHKIHtttlfflHtttlWI||||Hllin^

THANKSGIVING |MENU NEEDS {

For All Of Your Typing
And Copying Needs

•Professional service
•Convenient location
•Full one-stop service

Also, ask about our Word Processor
for job application letters, multiple originals.

29 S. Pleasant St , Amherst
256 6736; M F 10 6. S 10-2

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS NOW!

at

ATKINS FRUIT BOWL
if Hors d^ oeuvre

Delicious CHEESES, Imported
CRACKERS, NUTS by the Barrelful.

PEANUT BUTTER

if Appetizer Fresh, Tangy SWEET CIDER. Always
an excellent drink but especially
appropriate for Thanksgiving.

t'

li

• Salads
You will be sure to find ail the
ingredients you will need for your
favorite fruit or vegetable salad with
Unusual and Delicious SALAD
DRESSINGS.

^Eresh Made Breads (delicious whole wheat breads)
and coffee cakes

if Fresh Vegetables
SQUASHES (6 kinds), TURNIP,
RUTABAGA, SWEET POTATOES,
BAKING Er BOILING POTATOES,
ONIONS (4 types), EGGPLANT,
TOMATOES, CABBAGE, -Whatever
your menu calls for.

f 5

r

if Desserts
Thanksgiving Day PIES-Also
COOKIES b CIDER DONUTS and
FRESH FRUITS to make your own
scrumptious dessert.

if Fruit Baskets
"Perfect Hostfiss Gifts or Centerpieces"
Made oT any combination from Atkins
Own APPLES lover seven varieties)

PEARS, CITRUS GRAPES, BANANAS,
and other fruits. Add cheese, jellies,

honey or candy to make it extra special.

ATKINS FRUIT BOWL
Corner of Bay Rd & Rte 116, So. Amherst

Open Daily 9 6 except CLOSED THANKSGIVING 12 noon

.Collegian

To the Editor:
Tuition increase

affect everybody
To the Editor:

It was heartening to read Jeremy
Driesen's letter to the Editor in the
November 16 issue of the Collegian shar-
ing his perception of how the out-of state
tuition increase will affect instate
students. Most of the comments we have
heard prior tc this letter have reflected the
attitudes of those people who will be
most directly and immediately affected by
the proposed tuition hike, i.e. out of-
state students. While their reactions have
unquestionably been valid and important,
the reactions (or lack of reactions/ of
Massachusetts residents may prove to be
even more important.

It is clear that the drastic tuition hike
would rid UMass of most of its out-of-
state student population, both foreign
and U. S. And it should be equally clear
that this would greatly diminish the value
of the education received by those who
remain: part of the educational ex
perience is derived from the opportunity
to broaden one's overall experiences and
awareness of the world. If everyone here
is from Massachustts a very, very small
part of this world- -we cannot really ex
pect to be exposed to many different
perspectives. Thus, the out of-state tui-

tion hike will directly affect
Massachusetts residents as well.

In attempting to fulfill our daily com-
mitments, it is sometimes necessary to
avoid becoming involved in campus
movements, especially when they seem
not to be personally relevant But it is also
important to recognize when an issue is

relevant and not only deserves but re-
quires our support. Out of state students
cannot and should not bear the burden
alone Massachusetts residents are as
surely affected and are in a better position
las taxpayers and voters, as people
whose parents are taxpayers and voters)
to influence those having the power to
modify if not rescind this legislation.

We again commend Jeremy Driesen
for his farsighted perception of the situa
tion and hope that many more residents
of Massachusetts will realize that the tuti-

tion hike is not only an issue for out-of-
state students!

Patricia A. Gula and Fred L. Schulten
Foreign Student Office

Philosophy dept
misrepresented in ad
To :he Editor:

The November W. 1978 issue of the
Collegian contains an ad with a list of
those faculty who have signed the most
recent course evaluation release form.
Only SIX members of the Philosophy
Department had signed this form as of
November 15. 1978. The fact is that all

of the members of the Philosophy
Department have released their evalua-
tions to me on a permanent basis. Part
of our understanding is that I will main-
tain a file of these evaluations which is

open to all members of the University
community. The file is located in 352
Bnrtlett Hall and may be inspected dur
ing normal business hours Another part
of our understanding is that I will
release all our evaluations to the editors
of the course and teacher evaluation
guide for their use. Because this com
mitment is ongoing many faculty
fryernbers in Philosophy did not think it

necessary to sign a new release form.
Unfortunately I failed to notify the new
editors of the course and teacher
evaluation guide of our arrangements
The main point is this. The Philosophy

Department sttongly supports the idea
of student evaluation of courses and
dissemination of the results to all
members of the University community.
Every member of the Department has
.igieed to release evaluations for that
purpose

RC. Sleigh. Head of Philosophy

IPAUL YANOWITCH

WMUK speaks
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"And now, ladies and gentlemen, the
news."*'

In today's top story. Congressman Leo
Ryan of California was shot and killed in

Guyana yesterday, where, according to
Congressional sources, he was in-

vestKiatinq the activities of a fanatical
reliqious group.

AlU'cjediv. the members of this group,
under the guise of advocating an end to
oppressiDn of all types, would lure young
Americans to this countryj and then
brainwash them for some' as of yet
unknown purpose.
This station would like to be the first to

nublically spread the rumor that the
Cnnqrfs.sman was killed by the Central
Intelligence Agency, or, by a band of
revolutionaries, funded, supplied and
trained by the CIA As part of this stations
efforts to involve the public in the news
tKocess, WMUK is soliciting suggestions
f'T the reasons why the Congressman was
assassinated.

To help those of you who have never done
this before, and we invite you to send your
f-ivoritH to us. The most popular reason will

be announced on Tuesday's broadcast.
"I believe Congressman Ryan was killed

because " -

a he was about to reveal that Guyana is a
puppet controlled by the western im-
perialists forces.

b. he had evidence in his possession that
indicated that the religious group he was
investi()ating was actually a front for a CIA
tr.iiiiing camp.
< he once insulted J. Edgar Hoover,
d he was within 150 miles of Dallas the
day «haf President John Kennedy was
assassinated.

»' he was about to join the reliqious
group

' i>e voted against tax rebates and
property tiix relief.

In Rome today, it was announced that the
skf'l. toil of St. John the Baptist has been
discovered m Cairo Egypt. Pope John Paul
II deck'.reil tue finding a miracle worthy of
niy riiiqn" His Holiness also expressed
hopf that "those rock worshipers" will

relutti tl.i* bones to the Vatican The Italian

pohcf. have indu ated that they believe the
d»Mili of Johii IS ahother in the unstemmed
tifif of frrot ;,: killincji; plaguing popular

Italian figures. It is not known if there is any
link between the death of St. John and the
f.uiicr assassination of Aldo Moro.
Edward J. King, Governor -Elect, an

ruiunced today his intention to build a
ma|or airport in Western Massachusetts.
Although King expressed a marked
prt'ff'rence for building seaports, he ex
plained that after his aides informed him
tl'at there was no suitable ocean in that
part of the state, he opted for this popular
project. When pressed for details as to the
actual location of the airport, King smiled
and SHid, "You boys ever seen a library

turned info a control tower before?".
MacDonald Corporation has been under a

great deal of fire lately, due mostly to

r»^ports, widely otrculated, that the chair of
the corporation^ Ray Kroc, has been
supporting sects that worship the devil. In

addition, rumors are running rampant that
their famous hamburgers actually contain
worms. A spokesman for MacDonalds
today tried to dispel these rumors in a news
conference held at their headquarters
outside Chicago. According to the
spokesman, "if this worm rumor is true,

then MacDonalds would have had to use
approximately 23 million worms to date, a
number clearly in excess of the estimated
domestic worm population."

The management of WMUK would like to
ap|)laud the innovative (henry advanced by
the editc;riol staff of the Course and
Teacher Evaluation Guide at UMass.
Accoidinq to this novel concept, the
f.iculty should be paid at the same rate as
the average worker in the State of
Massachusetts We here at MUK believe
that such ar\ idea, instituted and ad
ministered correctly, would substantially
hyip in President Carter's fight against
inflation Aside from ending the dreaded
wage price spiral, this theory would ensure
t-'ai qas consumption, use of electricity

arifl similar measures of energy con
servcilmii would iliop markedly Egalitarian
stetis such as these are welcome in an era
doMiin.if'd by turgid, ineffective and an
iif|uaterl thinking. After all, how different is

a pr'.ffssor from a sanitation engineer? Not
v»'rv we think; after all, both deal m
gatnaq*'

OUT' 0F-3TATE
TUITIO^J \*ILL PE

^0(1 YEA^

Editorial1

Stop the tuition hike
The Student Center for Educational Research and Advocacy is calling an

open meeting tonight at 6:45 p.m. in Room 163 of the Campus Center to ex
plain to any interested students the ramifications and possibilities for action
against the proposed out-of-state tutition increase.
You should be there.

Whether you are from in-state or out-of-state, you should know what the
state legislature's planning to do to out-of-state tuition.

From the wayjt looks now, tuition for non-residents could go from ^1 550 a
year to as high as $4,200 a year.

Needless to say, this is an outrage. The state legislature passed this increase
as a rider on another bill, during a late legislative session, and by a voice vote.
In other words, they snuck it right by everybody.
There may be hope, however. State Representative James G. Collins, the

legislator from Amherst and a UMass grad, will file legislation to repeal the in-
crease at the beginning of the next legislative session this January.

Collins can't do it alone. Organized students, rallying behind Collins' bill,

can make their voice heard in the state legislature.

There is no doubt that raising out-of-state tuition will drive out-of-state
students away from UMass, and the loss of these students would indeed be a
serious one.

Out-of-state students bring variety of different cultures to what is essentially
a provincial school. Non-resident students are a resource to everyone here,
and we must not let the state legislature arbitrarily drive them away.

All unsigned editorials represent the opinion of the Collegian Board
of Directors.

Pinl Yanowitrh is a Collegian Calumnist
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Hand Pick Your Own

FreshFniit9"l
Red^r^Golden Delicious Apples 'T'"^'

^ ^
Florida Tangelo Oranges
Extra Fancy Anjou Pears

regon Bosc Pears
California Oranges
Lemons 12 Limes

Extra Large Tangerines
Fancy Mcintosh or Cortland Apples

Country Stand Farm Fresh

V ^^ .^.ushrooms ^r 89

I25si/e

ao
size

.i/e

US#1
iSOsize"'

113
Size

54
Size

120
size

120
size

iim
Koil wrapped for

gift giving

Asstd colorss49
5in

pot

HoUday GiftTrays
Fancy''ol^^^*2.99e.

Hostess Tray

Sweet Potatoes
Fresh Cranberries
White Onions
51b. bag Onions
Italian Chestnuts
Duraflame Logs

of fruit

Extra Fancy
18p«eces ^a aq

PtasfcTray *4.99

or

Yams

2p:^s89*

49i
79*

99i
QQ *

Imported

2hour

^^" |3iO(j t Shop Coupoll

//iih iru$ cu>4Xin and a $/ SrO euchav

S9
STOP & SHOP

lB|Slop« Snop Coupot^il

lA'n^ (vt oiX4>on and a $7 90 purchiM

I

J
STOP & SHOP WHOLE

CRANBERRY!KERNEL {

JUICE "
"

Cocktail
48oz bottle

U'Ocery

'"I r\l^wnh »w coupon and a (7 iO purcfw«e ^ L_jB I'wii.

SCORN i6oz.can

NDk r> I •^N on* p«r cwHwnar

Slop 4 SfW)p Coupon

saveSOT
On any 3 pKgs. of

DURKEE

SPICES OR
EXTRACTS

I
Grocery

Itp^ ill
[Slop t Shop Couponl

ttm ocMxm and a S7 SO pirct^

It
39

Package of 1

UPTON I

TEABAGS

,_,,_^-top^'Shophas everyfhin
toragreatTfianksgiviiig Seas

Stop & Shop will be closed Thurs., Nov. 23, Thanksgiving Day!
Kself service delispec,«i

Stop & Shop 1 lb. package

ExtraMSM
Franks99

\^olonial Bologna /.:, M 09

VyCOrner deliouicK aieal specials

AvaiiaWe I'l sIit^s l>',)lufin j ,\ st'ivice cic\i

Stop & Shop Cooked

Corned Beefi
Bridcet 3?^

Rat cut onry %^ ">

Baked Ham • [>r«r«) *3 99
Baked Meat Loaf ^i.«' M 69
Potato Salad
Stuffed Cabbage
Shrimp Salad
Chocolate Pudding

••re t '<^c»l ^Vq nr /• Qt

.inotSXaD 54 »Xi
OP* [«»rfv1 I .^C7

M «VTO trj OQ
DV*pO«««l ^.\^C7

^r2. -1

Sai

Sausage Sale
Great fof holiday hors rfoeuvres

Countryfine Italian

For Your Traditional Holiday Feast
U.S. GradeAFrozen io-i3ibs 18-221^^^^^

Turiceys 79
SwifTsPremium Deep Basted i8 2ii^

Butterball89
Fresh U.Si GradeA io-i3'bs i8-23ibs.

Tiulceys 89
Stop& ShopTurkeys '°""^ '^^ _p,

ButterBastedSS.
^/*

Hot or Sweet
2-2V?lb package

Breakfast Sausage

Delicious Roasts for Holiday Feasting

"'^BeeSRoundUp
'Roast §-?'—-- *^49

CHOICE

"Great Beef"
USDA Choice

Elegant alternative for holiday dinner

Rath Sausage Meat

First Prize Sausage
McM ' cnm'OM

V^akery HoWay speoate

Pumpkin Pie
orAiipleAQi'

stop 4 Shop 22oz pkg^^%^r
Big Buttertop "^fr' 2 ..:^89

L^oiT06 v</aK0 I .wvi*»».*^ li.w i*g oy
Variety Breads ^;.';' 2 .'t'.89=

Daisy Donuts .•*.T'.r-. 59'

Cranberry Nut Bread 79

Beef Top Round Roast
Pork Loin Roast
Rock Cornish Hen
Fresh Duck ?i^s'

Jennie O Turkey Breast
Boneless Beef Loin Strip

• Great Beef
USOA Choice

Rib Half

(S«10inHa«$1 491b)

Grade A
27 ounce

4-6«» 5

Frozen

Whote Untnmmed sO ^Q
10-12pourxte ^.Ovyib

USDA
CHCHCE

Skvttnc '.;](»«

^health & beauty aids

Scope Mouthwash ii^- M 1

Anacin Tablets '•i"' M 2

BeefRoundUp
dVeaK Round steak M~r

Cube Steak Beef Chuck M.79
Chuck Stewing Beef

'1.49.

Green Beans Medium Peas
Re^chS^Te4'-"l StOp& Shop 3ssl

Creamstyle Com is.' 4'^*^ M;jshrooms cJ:;-;::^?^ 99*

Royal Prince Yams '^1^ 69* Uncle Ben's ""i^'Z'*" 89*

Vegetables Sliced Carrots

4'£% stop & Shop 4c-l
^^ 69« Whote Onions ^^TL, 2 T M
=«.«. 39* Stuffing Mix ^S^.X 69'

TomatoJuice Pie Crust Rfix

stop & Shop
Mixed

Pumpkin Pie Mix
One Pie Pumpkin

stop & Shop
32 ounce bottle 49 Betty Crocker 311 oz*^

Deran Chips "^'^itT' 79'

Durkee Coconut -"^-V^ 69*

S^ireetBGxed
Pickles Att
stop & Shop 32oz lar ^^F^W
Stuffe-:! Olives -.^^ 59*

Heinz Dill Pickles "T' 69*

3;°SMFlako Pie Crust
Dream Whip la^ncp^*^ 59*

SelectOlives
Early California

Pitted 6oz. can 59
sT*" i» ^-H*i^r_Ml

Morton Salt

Pillsbury Bread Mix sr

^Planters
Peanut5'io9

Cocktail 12oz jar ^^
Planter's Peanuts "T^^TT '1 .09

SaladOil
£30Stop & Shop

38 ounce tottle

Maraschino Cherries 49*
Lindsay Olives
Hershey Mini Chips

SfnaSPMad CQ*
e ounce c»> Ow

M.49
Chocotaiv DarttoThMiCtiooowte t r;oi bag

SundorySoda KeeblerSnadi
4^M Crackers TK

wis ^A. 8 ourx:e pkg 9%^^^^ Sesame Sticks, Savory Sesame Hearty

Regular or Diet Non
Asstd Flavors Ret

Fruit Cocktail d,.m„* 2
Nabisco Cookies "^'
Coconut C^ocoliic Chf) or P«c4r Sh(v«r««d

I'oi QQc Wheat. Potato Cftsps or Cfunchy Com

89- M&M Candy r«2;^ M.29
Aluminum Foil ,IS'/?5^ 59*

Cl3ffy Fresh dairy specials for good holiday eating!

^3Q)Z. pkg Stop & Shop 8oz. pkg. Stop«

Cvcscent Cream
RoUs SO

N** Country
AlAOr«d Fl%yor%Yogurt

Sour Cream
Pillsbury Cookies
C nor ii*a»r C^-o nr S.i**

SMpiShoc
i6ai#«i«0U)

:
'1

59*
99*

Breakstone Dip c2:s,SX°U«

Calabro Ricotta

59*

•1.89

Kraft Cracker Barrel '^*1.39
Snarr o> Ert.i siwr r i»~ *

trOZen tOOdS Freezers full of nx)ney-saving holiday buys' y

film & flash sale
Kodacolor Print Film
1 1 or 1 26 1 2 eiposure roi

Sylvania Magicubes

. 99^

,'1 29

Imported Porcelain China

Saucer
39 with e.Tcti

J.3 tood

our
kitchen too busy
to cook^ Our ctiels do it lor you'

FreshHzza
x^«JI^ Twin Pak ^^^^

^12oz pkg ^^^^
Fresh Cheese Pizza 1 .09

Fresh Pizza '- '139

Potato Salad .

'. '.'
.

'• 49

Cranberry Nut Gelatin .'. M. 1

9

seafood
Elegant seafare for

tioliday

FreshCod
nUets 1^
Fresh Oysters '179
Cooked Shrimp J,..,.., '1 39
Shrimp iwcr,-:.^'.»,"^'^:v'..ir: *6.99

Shrimp Cocktail ••^-aS-TA M.59
Snow Crab Claws U' "3. 1

9

Stop& Shop 100% Natural

IceCream
Half Gallon Carton^||40
Assorted Flavors J^

V7 Gal Sherbet :;^'«'?S^ 89*

Whipped Topping *S*.^ 49'

Mixed Fruit -.^^^ 69'

Sweet Potatoes ">«'?;'« 59'

Cooked Shrimp .riT *1.29

Coffee Lightener ^c^' 39*

Chock full o' Nuts '^ 89'

26 ounce pkg.
Feeds a crowd!

Mrs. Smith's Apple or

PumpkinRe^ 99f
Mince Pie JtJZV, 99*

Pie Crust Shells ^J^' 69*

Bread Dough '^^rJT '1.29

Cooked Squash s«t5«p 4 SS '1

Green Giant r^r'SKTSSSfSi 59*

Vegetables '"iSL'i^ISiSr 69*
Strap* v>oci?* owner f«3

Stop & Shop Fries "ST 69*

HADLEY-AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley^Amherst Line. Sa.m.-lOp.m., Mon.Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.

Monday, November 20 1978
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TODAY'S CaOSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
' PacH aQvti\

5 Treaty

9 Snap
14 On the

ocean
15 Oriental

nanny
16 — numerals
17 Montreal

cathedral 2

words
19 One at

20 Tropical tree

21 Insistent

person
23 First-born

25 Rent
26 Close
28 Crueler

3? Undergoing
rebirth

37 Hackneyed
38 Dine

39 Steeple
<1 To a —
42 Sidestep
45 Resists 2

words
46 Scrawnier
50 Sulk
51 Quarrels
54 Rascals
58 Result

62 5280 (eel 2

words
63 French river

64 Sidi

66 Bastions
67 Man s name
68 Adroit

69 At — T-
Be«vildered

70 Being
71 Learning

branch
DOWN

1 Dance
2 Not
Nobody

3 Field rat

4 Upstart

5 Mat
6 "HI draw
you

7 Ruminant
quadruped

8 In that place
9 Commends

10 Electric

chair: Slang,

2 words
11 Skip

12 Docile
13 Sunday

punch
18 Comforter
22 Mans nick-

name
24 Labels

Frtdar'• Puul« Solved
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V

y
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J
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[11ji Wu * f_

liJ
c jj

27 Corded tab- 47

lies 49

29 15-nation 5?

pact Abbr 53

30 Hebrew letter

31 Bank
32 Actual

33 Roof part

34 Portico

35 Insect egg
36 Snare
40 Son of Seth
43 Puts into

44 Dispirit

46 Relating to a 61

nobleman 65

60

Endurance
Smash info

U S lake

Printing

term PI

Gold digger
Cloth lold

Sp artist s

works
Code word
lor A'

Trick

Beginner
Var

Fedoras
Female deer

1 2 3 4

1
5 » 7 »

1

9 10 II 12 13

14 IS 16

17 18 19

;o
Hi^' 22

a ^4 ^Hjs
taVBi

?6 ^> ^HBI^i 79 30 31

32 a i« 35 J6 ^H^'
JB J» ^^Hiin 41

4; 4J 44 ^^4^ 4ft 4;

48 4 * l __pBIM
p^q '>2 >4 'i '4 5^

'18 ' 5- r4: c2

»i

1

t*

u i7

1
»s

170

70 ;i

YOUR BIRTHDAY

MrjNDAW Nnvfrnber ». 1»7«

Bom today you are one
of Ihose slow, mplhorliral
individuals who make
progres* .stca<lily - even
thoui{h at linios aUnust
iinpcrcfplibly Vou are the
envy oi many who work
much harder th»n you do
but are not nearly a^ well

rewarrled as you acp Al-

thnuKh ) ou are not inclined

(jward i>real and lastiiif;

fnendjihips in lar^e num-
bers you will always have
a few very ^ood, very
loyal, very satisfying
friends.

You enjoy the normal
excitements of everyday
life. You disliki- surprises

and, in fact, may even
break up a relationship on
the grounds of its being too

unprcdu table.

Also born on this date
re: James Michael Curley.

Boston politician; Gene
Tierney. actress.

To .'ipe what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph
I<et your birthday star e

your daily guide.

TUESDAY NOVFMBER
?t

SCOflPIOIOcI 73NOV.
?1I - Your load is (qn5ider
;ibly lightened by the intrr-

(ererK-e of an influential

tricnd He rc.id.v fur
rtiange

SAOITTARIUS(Nov 22-

Dec. 21) - A legal matter of
rmnor proportions iniLst

not be allowed to expand
into a major difficulty.

Seek help
CAPRtCORN(Dec 22

Jan. 19) - Financial mat-
ters make it difficult for

you to have things your
iiwn way today Seek to

change viewpoints

AQUARIUStJin 20-Feb
11) - Pay close attention to
direrti<m.s You may lose
more than you may other-
wise. Pretend to enjoy
PISCEStFeb 19-March

20) - You would do well to
provide yourself with a
social outlet for your cre-
ative urges Fam-y is not
fact'

ARIEStMarch 21-April 19)
- You may t>e nearer to the
end of a relatively new
project than you thought
Direct energies awav from
self.

TAURUStApiil 2a-May 70)

- A relaxed murning gives
way to a few hours ul

profitable enterprise later

on Gains may .surprise

>ou
OEMtNKMay 21-June 20)

- 5>eek to improve relation-

ships with the young Youi
own or another's rhildren
look to you for guidance
now.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)

- If you must work late

into the night in order to

reach your objective, do
.so This IS not the lime to

slack off

LEOlJuly 23 Aug 22) -

Dreamers may Ijecome
doers quickly today Take
a go<x) look at your goals,

you can reach at least one
by evening
VIRGOtAug. 23-Sepl 22)

-

• Call friends and family
memt)e(s with good news
You would do well to keep
ills to vourself for a while
LIBRAtScpt. 23-Ocl 22)-

Spend tunc reassuring co-

workers today You may
have to be very persuasive
to sell yourself and ymir
work

(npyrinht. IVt
United h«fl(urr SyndiralfL Iih

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

I'M CSmAINLlf U00KJN6

J0Nl6HT.SlR.majh£R
6ifiiS IN MY PORM SAi
im N16KT LIFE HERB
IS R£Auy
5C^^THIN6i

AR5 n/. 5^? I MEAN
I'M NOTSUR^ IF ThATS
4uaoti>. IVHAVBTD
CHBCKUJITH \
Tht EMBASSY i

Yes, SIR. !

irsl^ALLi CHAtmOMY
YOU. ISN7 »Ai^ A iiTJie

IT7 THATMAY BB
V

IHROMNGYOil

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

X dunAO

neu; dryg.

tieij. let's

give it to

AiK«y. He

a*(jthing

!

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

/transfer beocxt.

Icf the -tot<on

by Marl<Y Freen
-pKr RANET
THAT js
CoWTIMuirJS
TO BorvB OUR
HFR0E5 15

BfWG FLoWKJ

BY THE*
INFAM0U5

LORD o^THE ^j^

CREATOR <ycr
mt DI3CL0N]ES

JSWV TrtffTi

LfTSNRB
THiSBOWBPQ

^

4 DoESmeic

ATTENTION CCEBS STUDENTS!
AM CCEBS students must.obtain their pre-registration forms
from their academic advisor. Advisors will be available from 8:30

a.m. -6:00 p.m. daily during the counseling period, November 13

through 22. Call your advisor at 545-0031 and make an appointment

for pre-registration to save time that you would otherwise waste

while waiting for assistance.

Here is a list of the advisors and the classes with whom they work:

1982 Shareef Rasool and Charles Bookman
1981 Phil Hicks and Jaqueline Crooks
1980 Valerie Nii

1979 Carole Watkins
ALL RETURNING STUDENTS Manuel ^ick) Townes

Please come prepared — have a list of courses that you would like to

take. Bring your own Class Schedule and Course Description Guide

with you.

REMEMBER
You must see your advisor before receiving your pre-registration

form. All pre-registration forms must be submitted to the Registrar's

Office by Nov. 22 or a $5.00 Late Fee will be required.

Beautiful people serve you at

Timesout

Vi Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90

Always Happy Hour Prices

Super Sandwiches

3/ N. Pleasant St

CROSS'
SINCE 1B4B

Writing Instruments
in Lustrous Chrome

Pen or Pencil $7. 50
Set S15 00

available at

campu* c«nt*r umv o* maw arn^m

')
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VOTE YES FOR RENT CONTROL
We believe the time has come for the town of Amherst to adopt rent and eviction controls for
most* of the town's rental units. Those of us who are Amherst residents plan to vote YES for
rent controls at the Monday, November 20, special town election.

Anthropology/Sociology
Mdtyaret L. Carsley Student
Fikrete Gabre Student
Kathleen Daly T.A.

English, Rhetoric, Journalistic Studies
Anne Rylestone
John C. Weston
Rosalind CLark

T.A.

Faculty
tiraduate Student

Art Education
Judith V. Branzburg
Susan Nuernberg

T.O.

T.O.Karm Swaiiteson-Pranz irtudent Larry Gresock T.A.

B.D.I.c.
^^^% Harriet Malinowitz T.A.

George Gilmore T.A.Lori Hawkins Counselor Susan Leehy StudentScott Balfour Student Jim Jordan StudentNancy Cohen Student Jeffrey Laurie T.A.

CAS
Mary E. Fell T.A.
Louise Braufman

Joan Colburn Student

French & Italian
Civil Enqineerinq Paul A. Mankin ProfessorJohn Colluta Aasi;3tant Professor %

Melton M. rtAller Jr. Associate Professor Geology
JoAnne CarrAlexander Chajes Associate Professor Student

tconomicB History
Stephen B. Oates

Tom Riddt

;

Lucy A. '. .:; ...^..

Jane HuB^hries

Assistant frotesser Professor
Bruce Laurie Assistant ProfFssor
Joyce Berkman Faculty

Student
Joseph Bowrin«j ji ^iwujte Student Vincent Bonfitto
.-'o,in A. Arbetter ?t ijent Andrea Nash Student
".nristin* Clemena Brooke States Student
K^ii •„ ;s I i 1 7t it T rk _ -_ .

ill Gra.i,. ,• .

Student

* ad«n t Labor Center

R.A.
J 1

1 : I a '.Ji- Patricia A. Fitton
Ddruel H«- Student Mark A. Govtin i G. aduate Student -
Ijeonard A. kapiJinq Professor

.
. I .

.

i.raduatfc StudentGerry DUguay Professor
Diane Flaherty Assistant Professor Legal Studies

'

Harry IT. Cocaine Graduate Student Susan Kaplan Student
James Parrott Graduate Student
Michael Pill Graduate Student Philosophy

John RobisjnRooert Urago Graduate Student Professor
David F. Huccio Graduate Student John Brcntlinger Associate ProfessorJames Crotty Faculty
Greg Tarpinian
Claudia Dziobek

Graduate
Graduate

Student
Student

Political Science
STPEC CoordinatorCynthia Daniels

Bruce B. Roberts Graduate Student David Rosenberg
Lawience Mandell

T A
Sinan Koont Graduate Student President NSSA
Jonathan Hillman Graduate Student
Bill Gibson Assistant Professor STPEC
Shirley Gedeon T.A.

'*n. Kevin Crocker Student
Randy Albelda T.A. Virginia Duquet Student
Sue Feiner T.A.
Carolyn Schmelcke T.A.

James Wooster Graduate Student
University Without Walls

Bill Olson Graduate Student Sandi Cooper Student

Lee Martindale Graduate Student
Carol Lubin Student

Kim Christensen Women's Studies
Mirhele Naples Graduate Student Cynthia Holmes Student
Juliet B. schor Graduate Student Dale Melcher Community Outreach Coordinator
Steve Shulman Graduate Student Merill Comeav Student

Michael Zackin Graduate Student M. Joan Scovill Student

Nancy Rose Graduate Student
University Students
Patricia Davis
Herbert L. Tyson

-

Educc ion Phyllis Pruitt

Gaylf Lauradunn T.A. -
Ellen S. Plausky

John i. Coull Student Straus Sapuntzakos

Jonathan Stack Student
Soma Niero Student \

Luis Fuentos Professor CcMBnuter Ccllective
Samuel D. Henry Professor Joseph Tolson Director

Continuing i-iucation
Debby Lawrence Riddell

SCERA
Davio Aran
Karla Leibowitz
Monica Merzi:a;;ier

James Meckel
Dou.3 Moreton
John J. Brewer
Theresa McDonalJ
Kenneth Mosakowski

Off Campus Housing
Joanne R. Levenson
Alice F. Moore
Sara Woodbury
Gail Winbury-Raiiismith
Joseph C. McDonald

Ombudsman's Office
Jean W. Gorhan

Student Activities
Irene E. Richard

Student Legal Sei vices
Steven L. Baumohl
Michele L. Leaf
Lois M. Williams
Sharon Natansuhn
Fay A. C.hu

Angelo L. Herbett

Student Senjtfc

Ken Moore
Robert Weatherwax
David Barenberg
Bette Roth
David Leary
Bill Fitzgerald
Mike Manning
Edward Lee
Brian deLima

Carol Petroph

Louisa Barash
Joel Weissman
Mark Newhouse
Gary Lee
Michael Santos
Jonathan Hensleigh
Abisain Lugo
Jeff Barcomb
Robert J. Michalik
Richard Tuttle
Tom Houha
Jim O'Connell
Joel Finard
Abby White
Patrick Hart
Doug Bean
Scott Puis
Steven Feinberg
Leonard Spector
William Barry

University Library
Jeanne Kelley

Staff
Staff
Office Manager/Sec.
Staff
Director
Staff
Staff
Staff Associate

Coordinator
Staff
Staff
Staff

Staff

Staff Assistant

l!

Attorney
Attorney
Paralecjal

Paralegal
Attorney
Legal Assistant

Senator
Senator
Senator ,

Senator
Senator
Senator «•

Senator

Senator
Speaker of the Student Senate

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator .

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator -

Senator
Senator
Senator

Stack Supervisor

Polls Open 6 Q.m.-d p.m.

VOTE YES \K FOR RENT COHTROLS
MONDAY, HOVEMDER 20

•Exempted from rent and eviction controls will be hotel and motel units rented to visitors, education or charitable in-

stitutions not operated for profit, coops, units that would lose government subsidy or financing if brought under rent

controls, sabatical^omes, two or three unit owner occupied dwellings, housing built after January 1, 1978.

.y..»•«'.'»!»•.•»*.*:^»«.».».»^».«^0.» •J-t.e.i-itt^-wWHtti."*. ».'».'»fcT^ »**** ^
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WEATHER WINTER IN STYLE
With quality outdoor clothing from

Let Gleason's take the worry out of
keeping warnn and being fashion-
able this fall and winter. Visit
Gleason's expanded clothing
department that is overflowing with
the largest selection of quality fall

and winter outdoor clothing
Gleason's offers quality outdoor
clothing that is very much the "in"
style and at the same time rugged,
practical and long wearing. Look us
over and let us outfit your for the
colder months

We stock parkas by: The North
Face, Sierra Designs, Camp
Trails, Camp 7 and VVoolrich.

Vests by: North Face, Sierra

Designs, Camp 7, Camp
Trails, and Don Gleason
Wool shirts, jackets, and
pants by: Woolrich.
Quality wool sweaters,
hats, socks, mittens, and
gloves by: Wigwam,
Norsewear, and Don
Gleason.
Long underwear by:
Duofold
Boots by: Vasque, Dexter,
and Sorel

Shell garmets of 60/40,
Goretex, etc. by: Columbia,
Sierra Designs, North Face,
and Woolrich.

We also have a complete selection
of equipment for the camper and
backpacker and there are over 40
tents on' display.

k' .

,4 \

'.'^

H>J

^^ ^VX CAMPERS SUPPLY. INC.

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
Store hours: weekdays 9-5:30 Saturday 9-5 phone 584-4895

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col
logian office (CC 113) hetwecn 8 45 a m
.ind 3 45 () m Mvjnddv through FndaV; or

use our hdiidy clip and mail form found m
rrwst issues of tho Colltujidn Cl.tssifitrd

(liMdlinr IS 3 45 i) 111 two (liiys in jrlvanci'

of puhlif .ition (Jdir

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c
per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per
line per day, 30 consecutive issues. 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters

AUTO FOR SALE

'72 Flat Sport Coupe new tires, brakes,

good engine, 5-speed, $750 or BO 6-4902

1977 TR7, 8000 mi., 5sp., air, sunroof, AM
FM stereo, more. $5600, offers/trades?
Tom at 1-527 4861, 584-6904.

1970 Jeep Wagoneer 4wd, std. V8,
16mpg. Locking hubs, good off road and in

snow. $1300 or BO. Call Bill 546-9031

1972 VW bug red, one owner, $750.
253-7076 evenings.

1973 Pinto AT. FM stereo, 50,000 miles, 2
mounted snow tires, •ecall done, good con-
d ition, $1000 (Wendell), (617) 544 2865.

1975 Gremlin, 31,000 mi., exc. cond.,
stand., snows, $1700. call 546-9970.

1973 Pinto Automatic, 47,000 mi. Must
sell. Best offer. Tel. 527 4963.

1976 TR7 good cond. $4200 665-7512

'75 Triumph Spitfire 1500 exc. cond., new
paint, AM/FM, gd. radials. 25,000 mi. Ask-
ingJ^00^_Ba^al[54629624
'70 Camaro perfect body, 4 Cragars, 60's

in back, eng. needs work, $750 or BO,
6 5304

ENTERTAINMENT

Soundsystam for hire perfect for discos,

coffeehouses, bands, call Rick, 584-4105

Hottest band around! 'Smooth Sailing'

for bookings anywhere, call John,
546 4646.

FOR RENT

Attic for rent -$125 incl. util., 1 bik.

UMass, woman preferred, must like kids,

549 6873.

Beg. Dec. 1 Cliffside Apts. Sund. $120
mo. call 665-4903, furn., bus, stereo, quiet,

^ bed. to share with male

Quiet non-smoker wanted for own rm.
in 2 bedrm. apt., Amherst Center. Avail,

after 12/20. $92.50 -^. Call 253 7986, esp.

after 6 p.m.

FOR SALE

Koflack tki boots
season. 549-1869

men 8Vi. Used 1

For sale— men's It. or ski jacket — med.
Brand newl Only $35, call 546-8389.

Fur coat, like new, reversible, waist length,

n^edium, $50 or BO, call 268-3395, ask for

Wayne.

Yamaha FG 346 acoustic guitar, $160,
refrigerator, $100, Rich, 546-5416.

Woman's Head ski parka, down filled,

ex. cond.,was $140 now $70, size med.,
6-1138

Rossignol Roc skis 190cm. 549-3937

Panasonic stereo, speakers Er turntable

$90, computer chess $60, SR-52 calculator

$ 153. Call Don, 546-6980

Upright piano. Fun to play. Reasonable.
Days -253-3324, eves. -549 1588, Nancy.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732, bet. 9 10 a.m.

HELP WANTED
Assistantship in Orchard Hill for interdis

women's studies course in women's health.

Requirements: Experience and expertise in

women's health care, awareness of

women's issues. Demonstrated ability in

teaching desirable. Master's degree prefer-

red. Send letter of application /vita to H.

Schneider, Mclntire House, Orchard Hill,

UMass by Dec. 1.

Students wanted Freshman Work
Study who would like to learn to be Stu-

dent Trainers for Athletics/ Intramurais.

Contact V. Keedy or J. Laughnane in Room
9, Boyden BIdg., Ext. 5-2866

Excellent opportunity in this area. Need-
ed, pleasing personality and car, part time

o r full, call 247 5740

.Only couples can do it! Dating couples
wanted for research study on close relation

ships conducted in UMass psychology
department. Possible large time commit-
ment, some hourly pay available. Call

545-1349.

LOST
~

Opal ring in concourse girls room on
11/14, 18 b'day gitt- great sentimental

value. Please call, Cathy, 6 9500, reward.

Lost—down vest, pale icey green — bumm-
ing out— lost at Pub — please contact me,
253-2777 or drop off at Pub- reward!!!*

Lost— gold chain at Pub, 11/9/78, sen-

timental value, please call 546-8654,

reward.

2 UMass spiral note books, lost in

Franklin. Econ. & Chem./Rhet., needed
badly. Call 6-7059, reward, lost 11/15.

1 1:30.

Lost gold chain at Pub 1 1 /9/78, sentimen-

tal value, please call 546-8654, reward.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

MISCELLANEOUS

Frisbee Frisbee— collector interested in

old Frisbees (Sailing Satellites, Pluto Plat-

ters, Mars Platters, Flying Saucers and
Frisbie Pie Tins). Will trade new discs or

pay up to $25. Call 253-5674, keep trying.

PERSONALS

White, virile, handsome male seeks non-

smoking, non-drinking, very Christian,

Blonde with beautiful complexion, body,

mind, and soul for an evening of anything

but orgiastic fun. Call Salty or Geoffry at

545-3500 or 256-0343

Happy Birthday JKI, love from BJT and
the kidlets.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers 20%
off all reg. priced merch. to all college

students and staff. Remember your ID!

OH WOW MAN!! Happy Birthday to my
best friend (and roommate). You've finally

hit the big 2-0! Time flies when you're hav

ing fun. Friends forever. Love, L.S.

Rob & Laura: Why did Sue and Don come
home for Christmas? They were stapled to

a red Fiesta! Reserve for 4 at TOC!

Puddlejumpers are conting to the Cam-
pus Center. Don't miss them.

ROOM WANTED

Female non-smoker wants own room,

use of kitchen, start Jan. Karen 546 7628

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 housemates wanted for Dec. 1, semi-

coop bordering wildlife area. South
Amherst, 256-8901, Russ, non-smokers.

Roommate wanted for own bedroom in

four bedroom house in Belchertown.
$87.50 for now until Jan. 1st with option

for after Jan. 1st, call 323-7324

SERVICES

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.

Huge selection of gold, silver, diamond ear-

rings and unusual gifts. Silverscape

Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,
Mass. 253-3324.

TO SUBLET

Intersess., 1 to 4 people for a 3 bdrm.
Puffton apt., call soon, 549-0106.

WANTED

Want to find a 2 br. Southwood apt. to

sublet Jan. -May. Call Nancy 546 6506

Information about location of stolen

coat from ski sale Nov. 15, White Stag, red,

black arms and sides, blue stripes on arm,

reward $, call 546-1183, ask for Tim.

VW automatic engine, phone 253-2891,

eve^

Wanted, 2-3 bdrm. apt. or hse. for spring

sem., call 546-7939 bef. 10 a.m. or

546-7482.

Rock band needs cellar or garage to

rehearse in. Will pay $40/month (price

negotiable) (local Amherst area). Call Rich,

546 3248.

WANTED TO RENT

2-BDRM apt. — bus route, Jan. -May.
546-1405

To sublet or rent, 2 bedroom apt. in

Amherst starting Jan., 79, call 546 7011 or

546-7025.

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, General
Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt only, 253 7617.
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McEvilly, Dent key 34-7 win

Gridders capture YanCon title

IMass quarter brii,k iVi.ke JVIlLvmIy \ lO/ tu^hed for a career high 84 yards and
threw two first quarter touchdown passes Saturday to lif the Minutemen to
.i 34 7 rout over New Hampshire. UMass' next oppc nent is BC. (Staff photo
bv Bill Greene )

Patriots nip Jets, 19-17;

Ivory runs for 2 TDs
NEW YORK [APlDwd Posey's 24 yard

field goal with 2:30 to play, following a

contioversial persona, foul call that helped

a N* w f ngland drive, gave the Patrrots a

19 1
' National Football League victory

yf ST rfrday over the New York Jets.

Jew York quarterback Richard Todd,
starting for the first time after missing

seven games with a broken collarbone,

performed poorly, then injured his left

shoulder on the last play of the third

period

Early m the fourth quarer, Todd's
replacement. Matt Robinson, teamed with

Wesley Walker on a 56 yard touchdown
pass play to put the Jets on top 17 16.

But the Patriots, guided by Steve
Grogan, moved steadily across the field

from their own 23 to the New York 40.

Theri, Grogan's pass to a wide open
Harold Jackson was dropped at the New
York 15 but Burgess Owens, New York's

free safety, bumped Jackson after the

play and side |udge Dick Creed called a

personal foul That gave New England a

fir it down at the 25 and seven plays later,

Posey kicked his game winner

Robinsons passing gave the Jets one
Icist scon ig opportunity, but Pat Leahy's

34 yard ' p'd goal with 31 seconds to play

• aiifd wirle to ttie left.

Horace Ivory scored both New England
touchdowns from 1 and 11 yards out. The
second one, coming 2:19 into the fourth
penod, put New England on top lb- lu

and the extra point by Posey, who had
kicked a 47 yard field goal in the second
period, was blocked.

The Jets opened the scoring with just

1:07 gone in the game after Owens in-

tercepted a Grogan pass and weaved his

way 50 yards before being tackled by the

New England quarterback at the Patriots'

1 yard line. On the first play, Kevin Long
bulled in for the score.

Late in the first period, Posey's 48-yard

field goal try was very low and very short.

He got his 47-yaider with 6:48 gone in the

second period.

With 33 seconds to go in the half, Ivory

scored on his lyard run to cap a 76 yard

drive highlighted by Grogan's 22 yard

draw play on a thir ) and 10. Grogan also

completed passes o1 19 yards to Jackson
and 10 yards to Ivory n the march.
Todd was ineffectiv ; at best, completing

seven of 13 passes for 52 yards, throwing

three interceptions and being sacked four

times for 34 yarc^ in losses. He was in-

)ured when he attempted a quarterback

draw on third and-16 deep in New York

territory at the end of the third period.

By MARK hiARCHANO
Collegian Staff

For the second time in as many years, the
Yankee Conference Beanpot is the sole
possession of the UMass football team by
virtue of Saturday afternoon's 34 7
pounding of the University of New
Hampshire Wildcats
"We proved ourselves in this division;

were the best," said Minuteman head
coach Bob Pickett after the game. "If the
Yankee Conference is going to mean
anything we've got to be selected to the
playoffs We beat the hell out of everyone

.

in the Yankee Conference. I've held it in

long enough."
The convincing UMass win was decided in

the first quarter when junior quarterback
Mike McEviHy passed for two touchdowns
less than ten minutes into the contest.
The first six pointer was set up on a

quarterback draw run by McEvilly who
carried the ball from the 49 yard line down
to the 12. The Clinton native then lofted a
pass to wide receiver Chris Kurtz who
gathered the ball in the end zone. The
point after was good by Sandro Vitiello and
UMass led by 7 with only 4 12 gone in the
first quarter.

The touchdown that proved to be the
game winner came when senior linebacker
Joe McLaughlin recovered a Wildcat
fumble on the UNH ten yard line. The
Minutemen then drove the ball down to the
five where McEvilly delivered a pass into
the hands of his other wide receiver, Kevin
O'Connor, for the second touchdown of
the first quarter After Vitiello's kick, the
score stood at 14 and it looked like the
Minutemen could do no wrong.
The only Wildcat score of the game
midway through the second quarter when
UNH recovered a fumble from UMass' Tim
Fontaine on a punting attempt. The
Wildcats then marched down to the 11 yard
line where senior quarterback Steve
Wholley ran the ball into the end zone after

nearly being sacked. Barefoot UNH kicker

Tom Williams then kicked the extra point
and New Hampshire now had all the points
It would score during the windv afternoon

in Alumni Stadium.
The only other real Wildcat threat came

late in that second quarter when the UNH
passing game seemed to be clicking and it

was putting on a sustained drive. But, this

was put to an end when Minuteman safety
John Beerworth stole a Wholley pass for
his seventh interception of the year.

"Those guys (Duncan) Gillan and (Dave)
Bemis did a hell of a job on the pass rush,"
said Beerworth amidst the jubilant
Minuteman locker room. "We're 10 in the
Yankee Conference over the last two years
and it just feels great

. '

'

The second half saw more of the same as
the Wildcat offense never really got un
tracked UMass, meanwhile, played like a
house a fire; scoring three more touch-
downs. Two of the TDs were delivered by
senior tailback Dennis Dent on runs of 30
and 22 yards. That gave Dent ten touch
downs so far this year as the 150-lb.
tailback is having one of the finest seasons
that a UMass running back has ever had.

The other Minuteman score in the second
half came sandwiched between Dent's two
scores when Hank 'The Tank" Sareault
plunged over from the two yard line.

All through the game, the quarterback
draw run by McEvilly worked well; giving
the Minutemen good field position on
several occasii-ns.

The victory was summed up best by
Sareault who said: Til remember this for
the rest ot my life."

The win lifts the Minutemen's record to7-
3 this year and solidifies their chances of
being selected as one of the four teams in

the national Division 1AA playoffs. New
Hampshire, meanwhile, saw it's ledger
drop to 6 4-1 and 1 3 1 m • the Yankee
Conference.

UMass will finish its sea'son this Saturday
when it hosts winless Boston College (0 81

at Alumni. '^

"They're (BC) a Division 1A ballclub and
even though they haven't won, they
certainly don't want to lose to us; it's a
matter of pride and they'll be very tough,"
said McEvilly.

Talent, flaws present in

gymwomen scrimmage
By DAVE BRADLEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's gymnastics team
held its first intra-squad scrimmage of the
year Saturday exposing some weaknesses
and demonstrating some real talent as
they prepare for their first meet on
December 2.

Routines in floor exercise, balance beam,
uneven bars and vaulting were judged for

the first time this year to give the team an
idea of what they have to work on before
official competition begins.
Highlighting the scrimmage was

freshman Amy Riljli's floor exercise per
formeij to the theme music from West
Side Story. Riuli combined vivacious
dance with some difficult tumbling passes
to make for an impressive routine. She
received a score of 7.9 from the judges as
well as applause from spectators and
teammates alike.

Riuli said she began working on the
routine last August and is pleased with
her progress. "Everyone's helped me,"
said Riuli talking about her coaches and
teammates. "I'm happy with it. It was a
lot of fun," she added.
Coach Virginia Evans was generally

pleased with the team's performance
"considering it's their first time in front of

a judge," she said, adding that the poor
scores bad better be the lowest she sees
all season.
The competition opened with vaulting.

Executing a handspring with a full twist

off the horse, Lisa Martin and Karen
Ginsburg scored 8.9 and 8.5 points
respectively out of a possible- perfect
score of 9.5. This was the only event that
Martin participated in because of a wrist
injury she suffered last summer. Co-
captain Cheryl Morrier performed a
Yamashita with a Vi twist (like a handspr-
ing with pike), scoring 8.05 out of a
possible 8.9 points. Amy Riuli also had a
nice vault, performing a half-on, full off
trick to pull down 7.85 out of 9.2 points.
After the vaulting, the gymnasts moved

from the horse to the uneven bars, where
some of the lowest scores of the day
lA/ere received. Several women had dif-

ficulty staying on the bars because of the
high degree of difficulty involved in the
moves they were attempting, according
to assistant coach Jill Heggie.
Karen Ginsburg had the highest score on

bars with a 6.2. Riuli was next with 5.55
and Heidi Milender received 5.2 out of a
possible 10.00 points.

Milender also did well in the next event,
balance beam, scoring 5.75. She
demonstrated good concentration while'
being the only gymnast not fo fall off the
beam. Co-captain Laurie Knapp scored
5.6 with some charismatic moves inr

eluding a back handspring. Morrier scored
6.5, Ginsburg had 6.1, and Riuli chaulked
up a 5.6 for their beam routines.

The competition came to a close with
the floor exercise and Riuli's show stop-
per.

BULLETIN
UMass' Doug White booted home a goal in overtime yesterday to give the

Minutemen a 3-2 victory over Boston University and to win the ECAC soccer tourna-
ment.
UMass' had advanced to the finals on Saturday by defeating Long Island University,

2-0, while BU had defeated Army. LIU had been seeded first in the tournament, but
coach Ru3s Kidd's troops dispatched them with relative ease.
The victory leaves UMass' record at 12-7. For further details and more on the cham-

pionship game, see Bill Tarter's story in tomorrow's Collegian.

Dispelling The Myths
About Iran And The West

By Ervand Abrahamian

EDITORS NOTE: Despite the
rising death toll of civilian

demonstrators in Iran, A strong
and independent Iran is crucial,"

he sHid Two days later, Iranian

troops again fired into a crowd
of demonstrators as tens of

thousands of middle class pro
ff'ssicrtials went on strike. Pro
fessor Ervand Abrahamian ex
plores the contradictory myths
and images about this "strong

and independent " ally. for PNS.

Three million Iranians ranging

from Moslem clergymen to US
trained engineers demonstrate

against the ^hah of Iran, their

country's "king of kings" and
reputedly the Mideast's (iiost

popular ruler In downtown
Tehran, the shah's troops until

now considered a bulwark
against communism and
terrorism fire American made
rifl«?s into a crowd of 2,000

unarmed demonstrators staging

a peaceful sit down strike A
Eur<tpean eyewitness says the

scene reminds him of a firing

srjuad The British Broadcasting

Co?p estimates that in 45
minutes the shah's troops' have

killed 475 of. their own coun
trymen
What IS happening in Iran, until

so r(;cently considered, along

with Isiael, America's most
stable ally m the Mideast* What
IS liappening to the Shah, until

the latest killings considered not

only a loyal friend of America,

bill also 'a model of enlightened

Third World Leadership*

The si/e and intensity of the

(lisiurhances have shaken the

sliiih They also should have
shaken a quarter century of

Antericaii myths about the oil

nrh Asian nation and its

repressive royal autocracy.

Sinre 1953 when the CIA
helped overthrow the con
siiiiiionally elected Iranian

()overiiment led by Dr. Moham
med Mossadeq, American
(iiplomats. officals and the press

h.ive poriyayed Shah Mohamm
ed R(!za PaN.ivi as a "popular
lefoimer" distributing land to the

poor, eradictiiK) "feudal inequali

ly ' among his subjects, preform
iM(| "economic miracles'" with

Imiis. oil revenues and creating
' .in islaiul of stability amid Mid
(lie East chaos" that meant a

betU'r life for the country's 36
million j)eoj)le and also served

US strategic interests.

Thus a thread of perplexity ran

thtough the initial reactions in

the American and Western press

to III*! currfMit crisis in Iran How
( r.uld such an enlightened ruler

find hiiiKself in so much trouble

with his own people*
The reason is that Americans

have ronsist(?nily iiuinorod facts

about the; Shall and Iran that are

.ill to evident to Iranians
tl'fiiiselves After 25 years of the

Sh.rtis While Revolution and
billions of dollars in oil revenues,
ihiee out of five rural families are

either l.mdiess oi nearly landless

Millions of agricultural worker
h.ive been ujin^oted, forced into

(Mies in se.trch of work
I' '- III \A sp.i|)('is liiiV'i n'ported

ilie Shah's comments about
education for years; they have
|).iid far less attention to the fact

II 'at 60 per( ent of the adult

po|)ulaiion lemains illiterate.

Over ihe years Americans have
r<ad much about Iran's 2,500
year old monarchy. It seldom
has been shown on our tolevi

sion screens that the shah's

f.iinily only gamed power in tiie

1920 s when his father overthow

ific) anotlier constitutional

i)ovemment; that the shah
hiinsell ke|)l his throne in the

195n"s only by overthowing
anotlier constitutional govern

nieni; .did that this year the

Shah has ke()t |)ower again only

by orrletmg the most brutal

publif killings since the Constitu

tional Revolution that ended in

1911 Behind the continuing
popular discontent Wjith the

Sliah lie financial scandals in

volviiK) tli(! royal family and one

of lie greatest inequalities of in

I ome distribution in the world.

In ri'( enl y6?ars, while the myths
of ilie heiu.'volent Shah"s and
the country's social progress

(|. lined wide acceptance, the

siiiiaiion has grown even worse
(or m.iny Iranians. Much was
i. polled on the oil boom, the

'inini ijiation of women and the

Sh.ih s admiration for the

Wesier'n democracies The
s(|ii,ili(l poverty stricken shanty

t()V>;ns suiiounding Tehran and

loins other inajoi cities were

l.ii(|<1y Kjnored. Demonstrations

by h.ini.ins. were believed to

continued on page ."?

Civil Rights Murder
J. Edgar Hoover Coverup
Former FBI Director J. Edgar

Hoover did his best to cover up
for the Ku Klux Klan FBI murder
of the whi'e civil rights worker
Viola Liiie?o, recently released FBI

documents show.
Hoover, who virulently opposed

any and all civil rights efforts,

initiated his own smear campaign
against Liuzzo, a Detroit

housewife who had gone South
to work on a voter registration

campaign Liuzzo was
shotc)unned to death in Lowndes
County Ala , after transporting

some Blacks to a 1965 Selma
niHo h A month ago, a Lowndes
County ((laiuf jury indicted FBI

under cover agent Gary Thomas
Rowe for his role in the murder.

Two Klan members have already

served short prison terms.

According to the Detroit News,
FBI documents show that Hoover
hoped to put the lid on protest

around the killing by charging that

the virtim was mentally unstable

and used drugs. He also thought
ii would help that campaign if he
< hrirged that she was "necking"

with a "Negro man'" when she

was killed Hoover also ap
parently attempted to keep then

President Lyndon Johnson from

beromiiK) puljlicly involved in the

rase.

Assasination Witness
WASHINGTON UPI Conspiracy
'liiM.nsi M.irk Liinesiormed out of

tl < House Assassinations
r<iinii iiicr lieaniKjs Tuesday
v\f 'M If w.is summoned to testify

.il/i'Ui .1 (oimal mental patient

v\'l > I l.iims James Earl Ray was
nut ') . nhin she saw lf;aving the
s( I II' i.f the Martin Luther King
11 Mil (lei

lust before calling Lane to the
si.ind, ihe cfjinmiltee announced
r wi .1(1(1 not c|ueslion Mrs. Grace
W.ilrl'ii a scheduled witness
h'< .iiisf medical testimony
si <.w( (I she suffets memory
I, loses hum iireversible brain
(|.ii>i,i(|c ( .nised by alcoholism.

i ,iiH ,)s ( (I guardian of Mrs.
VV.il'Icn I .1(1 leliirianlly agreed to

! t I ct K stify, but once he began
iii'.iKiiKi I (' accused Ihe com

miiii (• (if liyiiKi lo riestroy her

Lliitil iliis moment, I could not
,i< ( iii.iK'ly ()au(|e the extent of

V 'iH ( iiieliy. " he said.

I .im s.iid |l at since her release
« iiiici this ye.ir from a Tennessee
ii"ii!.tl insiituiion. Mrs. Walden
I id i;i I II le.idtmi a normal life.

I ' IS a der ent human being
>/.!' I ,is sulff'rerl because she
^"'nli! III. I Ik " he said, and
.M. .(|. ft,, in the Kjom.

I ,iii( ( onienrls that government
Hid |)(ili(c .luthonties kept Mrs.
VV.ild' n l( ( ked up for 10 years to

•-•ill. I t r eyewitness testimony on
e April 4, 1968, Memphis

sl.iytiK)

Ai ( ordiiK) to Lane, Mrs. Walden
s.ivv ,1 III, in running from the
s( (lie of He crime and is sure it

>A,is iKii Ray, who has recanted
'is nihliy plea and now claims he
di(| lii ,t sli( ml Kiruj.

Inn.(an Ra(|sdale, Mrs.
W.tldens oil ei guaiditin, testified

I' ii he too, believed she had
1 (III held in a mental institution

he( .tnse of her connection to Uie
KkU) ( .ise

He ief( lied to medical records
which iiidi( (lied Mrs. Walden
could have been released years
ago if the institution had found
relatives to care for her, but
acknowled()e he had no evidence
to show she was treated different

from hundreds of other patients.

Rhodesia Put's Off Transfer
Of Government

oAUSBURY, RhodesianAP
Rhoflesias biracial transition

(jovernment decided Thursday to

pill off .1 transfer of power to the

((.iinliys black ma)onty until

A|)ol, a four month delay the

(|(>v«'iiinieiii says is necessary to

( ompleie work on a new con
StillIlM 11

The 21 lilack and 21 white
miiiist( IS decided against im
plementiiK) the part of the March
3 ml' Mi.il .Kirer-ment that calls for

iiiHveis.il siiffi.Kie elections to

il'ii.s( a black government
l.(f(.ie Ue( ember 31.

A spokesman, announcing the
dil,iy'.dl»'i two weeks of bickering
,iiii(.ii(i members ((f ihe four man
f «' ( titiv*' Council ancf an eigh
hunt mi ctiiKi Thursday, said the
ni-w 'li I lion dale IS April 20.

I^s(.(.p Abel Mu/otwea, the
o'liK iji.il black leader in the

"Hisni'M (|()vernmenl who said
• III' I this week thai any delay
v\i old iiivile disaster, told
'' (11, 1 lets he v\',is s.iiisdf.'rl wUh Ihe

ne'A dc.idliiie

VV' would have liked <in earlier

d,H' I III lhis has been set after
'i|' •" iiKlli ex.imination of the

pn ( . s^es tta rieerl to be done,
"

\1ii/. iwe.i s.iid afu;r the iiierMino

An offi( i.il announcement said
the elei lions were put off because
Ihe Exe( iiiivr; Council, made up of
Sniiii Muzorewa,the Rev.
Nd.ihaiiiiK)! Sithole and Sen.
ieiemi.ih Chirau, "has not yet
compleled all the political

rb'cisions required for the
fiiiali/aiion of ilTe new con
sfiMiiion

Under il'C lu.'w timetable an
ii'iiiKed by Cabinet Secretary
lat k G.iyl.irrl, the constitution will

he le.Kfy by Dec. 22 and a
f fen ndiim -on ii among the
Hd (KK) ie(|isieied while voters will

h' t eld .January 30.
The while dominaied legislature

will h< r< c.illed on February 6 and
d. M.ivefl Match 8. March 23 was
SI

! as nominalion day for the 72
I ".II k .iiifl 28 while seals m the
ni'/ li (|isl.itiiM Ele(. lions will be
'•III Apiil 20 .imong ihe estimated
'' " ' millK'ti bl.ick arid while
\" .lets

M'^ prei is( dale fi.r a hand over
'

' p' WI I was anruninced, Ijut tt

V..IS .inniMjiK ed, but it was ex
; d •" <<< cur alntosl im
Ml' 'ii. It. IV ,if!i ( Ihe n.'scheduled
I'lei lions
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The Shah's Crisis Shakes The West
By Alexander Cockburn and James Ridgeway

nummo nev^s pe, ^1

Despite the last dnsperdta hope
of hardline oiilitary rule in Iran

irnposed November 6, the con
scjuences of a downfall of the

Shah are being viewed with

honor 111 Washington and in Wall

St There ^s little optimism in

either quarter for the chances of

his loiuj term survival as an all

powerful autocrat

Harsh military rule nuiiks the

Shahs failure to yet any op
position to form a government or

til participate in one The Shah's
announcemeni of military rule on
Iran radii) was apologetu and
defensive intone, as f)e conceded
tl'at most of tlie strikes were
justified and that torture and
corruption fiad prevailed

Particularly troubling to the

upper echelons of the US
(jover«>nient is the seeming im
possibility of any effective in

terveniion The- present popular

upsur()e IS very different from t\^e

one in 1953 when less than

$100 (X)0 in CIA funds and a few
dflHtits headed liy Kermitt
RcKjsevHr could turn the tide

,H(j,iinst Muhammad Mossadegh

and restore ttie Peacock Throne.

T^ie tHiormous expansion of the

offii ei corp has impeded reliable

iiuelliqence on its varying political

aspirations, and the soldiers

themselves are less likely to

suppoii the Shah It should be

remembered that the demon
str.itions of the last few months
have all taken place under martial

I.4W

Whatever the shoM term course

Ml han the < nsis there has already

triggered spasms throughout the
world economy These include:

An immediate increase in the
wt)rlcl price of oil, with the
likelihood of a permanent OPEC
hik»r ratifieii when its member
countries meet in Abu Dhabi next
moruh This price hike could
speed recession in the in

dustnali^ed countries, as the hike

and embargo of 1973 did.

A serious blow to the United
Stales and the dollar Right now

the high price of oil from U.S.
( (uporations. These sales, which

tiave been under pressure for the

last few months, now hang in the

balance. U.S. companies are

earmarked for Iran. As of the end
of 1977. US. banks held $2.2

billion in loans to Iran, of wfiich $1

billion was due in one year or less.

This does not include U.S. bank
loans to American corporations

meeting contracts to Iran.

Threats to the fuel supplies of

Soutli Africa, Israel and Japan.

The possit)ility of a major geo
political set back for the United

States While President Carter

was exulting in the Carop David

agreenieni forging peace between
Israel and Egypt, the entire map of

the Middle East and Asia, bet

ween the Idus and the

Mediterranean, was changing in a

m, inner contrary to U.S. in

tfO'StS

The strike by Iranian technician

in the fields of Khuzestan
province has already cut the flow

of crude to the shipping terminal

on Kharg Island from 5.5 million

barrels a day to 700.000 as of early

November The strike involves

some 19,000 workers in the oil

lields, and several local tanker

pilots, thereby stranding 20 to 30

tankers awaiting cargo off Kharg
Island

To put the situation in clearer

perspective: Iran's oil output

amounts to a little less than a

quarter of total OPEC production,

winch in September was near

peak capacity of 32 million barrel

a day The ht>avy dema
st'Oimfd from winter stocking

in which the role of the Shah
been pre eminent The dollars

that went to Iran in payment for

oil were returned in payment for

U.S. arms and military services.

This trade had the strategic

purpose of bolstering the might of

Iran as the United States' main
ally and the dominant force in the

area

The arms trade has grown to an
enormous scale. In fiscal year

1978 ttie U.S. Deferise Depart
ment sponsoring foreign military

sales of $13.5 billion to all nations.

Of that total, Iran accounted for

$2 6 billion, or 19.1 percent. In

terms of actual undelivered orders
now pending from U.S. com-
panies the total world wide is

$44.1 billion. Of that sum, Iran's

portion IS $12 1 billion, or 27 4 y*-

percent.

rj

requirements and also heges

against a likely 10 percent price

rise in December. Even though

this seasonal demand may abate,

there will not be enough slack to

fill the deficit from Iran.

The result of the shut down is to

shorten supply and consequently

drive up prices. Just as an 1973, it

is a boon for the oil companies

who have been experiencing a

surplus Mexico, which has been

reporting large reserves in recent

months, was already hammering
out supply agreements to Japan,

hitherto an important Iranian

customer.

The supply crisis in Iran will last

as long as the political crisis. The
oil workers in Khuzestan many of

them trained abroad and trained

abroad and earning middle class

incomes are demanding political

concessions from the Shah's

regime They are also vociferously

opposed to foreign technicians,

thus rendefing it impossible for

the companies to risk restoring

total production with technicians

from outside Iran.

By December the pressure on

Saudi Arabia to endorse a large

rise in prices, gravely undercut by

the slide of the dollar, will

probably be irresistible. These

prices rises will have serious

consequences psychological as

well as real for tfie developed

nations of the West. Since the

1973 embargo, the chief com
plaint by the Europeans against

the Americans has been that

something had to be done to curb

US imports of expensive OPEC
oil The energy legislatron V^as a

geslii-^^' to these critics. The

reality rtow is i!i3t niore, not less

money will go to OPEC.
Since the oil embargo, tha

outflow of dollars to OPEC has

been largely offset by an equation

Already the beleaguered Shah is

cancelling contracts. The con
sequences are not hard to per-

ceive. Among the major deals

presently in tram are: an order by

the Shah for 68 Grumman F 14

planes, worth $12 million each. In

a contract worth $2 4 billion Iran

has ordered 160 F 16s from
General Dynamics which is in the

same gloomy state as Grumman.
This gloom is shared by Boeing,

which has contracted with Iran to

supply 10 E3A AWACS planes

(essentially an airborne com
munications, command and
control system) at $1T)2 million

each, plus training costs.

The list of forward contracts is

lengthy; four destroyers from

The list of forward contracts in

lengthy: four destroyers from Lit

ton at $338 million; a long term

joint venture between Iran and
Bell, Textron's subsidiary, for the

supply of helicopters for a varie

ty of military needs. From
several different U.S. companies
Iran is purchasing tanks,

missiles, howitzer, armoured car-

riers and the essential craft for a

new navy.

The supply of arms is only half

the story With each shipment of

sophisticated hardware went the

all important U.S. technicians

and training persoRned to train

the Shah's forces in handling the

material. This was no easy job.

Iranian pilots have been crashing

Phantoms at the rate of two a

month, since the few qualified

aviators had been moved on to

the more sophisticated F-14s. As
long ago as 1975, it was costing

Iran $9,000 per man per month
for the 20,000 technicians involv

ed in installatiori and training of

defense hardware: a bill of $2.16

billion in all.

For other countries, the pro

spects for an interruption in

trade with Iran are equally dire

Aside from specific defense
sales, to take one example, the

continued on page 4

The Shah's Crisis Shakes The West (continued)
represent only the discontents of

a small group of expatriate
dissidents.

Wasn't SAVAK necessary to

combat the threat of terrorism,

the menace of communism in a

crucial and unstable part of the

world* In fact the shah was con
structing a totalitarian regime
that controlled all newspapers,
unions and professional
associations a police state with
one of the worlds's highest pro
portions of political prisoners,

deaths under torture and military

executions

For those with some real

knowledge of conditions in Iran,

It therefore was not the recent
turmoil that came as a surprise,
but the consistent failure among
the Shah's supporters abroad,
especially in the United States,
to recognize the national crisis

created by his tactics. As the
Annual Report of Amnesty Inter
national noted more than three
years ago. The Shah of Iran re

tains his benevolent image
despite tfie highest rate of death
penalties in the world, no valid

system of civilian courts and a
history of torture Ijeyond belief."

Iran's growing troubles despell
ed one myth -that the Shah is a
beloved and revered ruler. But
the crisis already has engendered
a new myth: that the shah is in

deep trouble with his own peo
pie not because of the mistakes
he has made and the violations
of numan rights he has sanction
ed, but because he has been too
good, too well intentioned and
too progressive 'for the
"backward looking" masses he
has tried soiiard to modernize.

The Shah is now portrayed as a

genuine modernizer whose only
error has been to create a reac
tionary backlash by trying to do
too much for his people too
soon. His opponents are dismiss
ed as "religious fanatics" and
"conservative die hards" who
want to undo all that the Shah
has achieved and turn the clock

back to the days of the evil and
medieval feudalism.

The Shah's oppositions in fact

now includes every political

tendency in Iran with the excep
tion of staunch monarchists. It is

led by two major groups, both
cosistently misrepresented in the

West They are the National

Front (dismissed as communists
backed when the CIA supported
the Shah against them) and
Iran's Moslem religious

authorities (dismissed as feudal

reactionaries today, as President

Carter takes time off from his

human rights crusade to

telephone the Shah to assure
him of America's total support).

The National Front is headed
By Western educated
democrats intellectuals,
lawyers, teachers -and profes

sionals It includes moderate
liberals, secular reformers amd
democratic socialists. The
groups main demand is the

restoration of tlje constitutional

system established in 1911 but

disregarded by the Shah's family

since 1926, when it seized the

throne.

Modelled on the Belgian con
>;titution, the Fundamental Laws
of Iran separate the judiciary

from the executive and place

legislative powers in the National

Assembly. They guarantee
citi/ens basic political rights

which the Shah consistently has
repressed especially the right to

vote, petition and organize

The National Front also calls for

progressive taxation and the na
tionalization of large companies.
They want to prune the Shah's
giiiantic military budget, which
serves chiefly to underwrite
repression inside Iran, not de
fend It from foreign enemies.
The group also wants a more
balanced foreign policy in which
Iran will act more in its own in

lerests and less as a Mideastern
deputy sheriff on behalf of the

Pentagon.

The Shah's religious opponents
have been equally
misrepresented. Dismissing them
as Islamic reactionaries is a little

like accusing liberal Cathoiic
reformer in Latin America of

wanting to bring back the In

quisition. Iran's religiou_
authorities suppott the National
Front's demand for con-
stitutionalism and a neutralist

foreign policy. They also want to

establish Islamic social justice:

Outside observers frequently
forciet that, like Christianity, Islam
has a strong strain of social

egalitananism. By ruling through
a small, rich and largely corrupt
elite, the Shah has offended the
belief in fundamental liuman
e()uality that many Moslems
share. Far from wanting to ret^irn

Iran to the Middle Ages n-j^ny of

the Shah's religious opponents
want to use the tools of modernity
to legalize their philosophic ideals,

which include distributing Iran's

oil wealth more equitably,

eliminating mass poverty and
taking action against coriuption
among tlie ruling elite.

The reason opposition to the
Shah IS centered in the mosque is

that with all secular means of

oppsitions rigidly suppressed, the

mosque have been the only non
governriient forums allowed to

furu tion in the country.

While the opposition leaders

predominantly come from the
clergy and the intelligentsia, the
mi'lions of Iranians who have
demonstrated against the Shah
come from three major groups
the salaried middle classes,
especially teachers, engineers and
white collar employees and
university students; the com
mercial middle class, particularly

shopkeepers, small merchants
and self employee crjftmen; and
the urban working class, notably
factory workers, day laborers and
other low paid wage earners.

United by the opposition's
rallying cry "End the Die
tatorship" these three groups
each have special social and
economic grievances that the
Shah has ignored. Over the last

five years, the salaried middle
classes have been hit by a 200
percent rise in food prices, while
rents h&ve been tripled.

Shopkeepers have been burdened
with price controls and been used
as a scapegoat for the govern
ment incompentence. especially

the failure to control inflation. The
workers have suffered not only

from inflation, low wages and
rising unemployment, but also

from lack of housing, schools and
medical facilities, as well as 25
years of broken promises over

pensions, unemployment in

surance and industrial saftey

regulations. On Oct 7. tens of

thousands of workers teachers,

doctors, bureaucrats and
mailmen went on strike for

higher pay.

The Shah himself is at a

crossroads He c?.n continue to

rule as a military dictator relying

on the army and the secret police

to terrorize the public into sub-
mission. .Or he can liberalize -

permit opposition parties,

professional associations, crafts

guilds and labor unions to
organize, express their views amd
campaign in free elections.

Botfi courses are full of peni,

both for U.S. interests in Iran and
for the Iranians. Continued
repression may permit the Shah
to preserve his total power for a
while. But in the long run it seens
sure to guarantee chaos,
especialy as the decline of oil

revenues in the 1980's leads to

even greater discontent. This
probably will be followed by
violent revolution and the demise
of the Shah's dynasty.

Liljeration, however, is also full

of hazards, as dictators
wverywhere learn when they try

to take the lid off the pressure
cooker. But it would offer the

possibility of channeling dissent

into peaceful ant* legal activities

and permit the gradual tran

sformation of the military

autocracy into an eventual
parliamentary democracy.

(Ervand Abrahamian is Associate
Professor of History at Baruch
Colege of the City University of

New York. He writes frequently

on Midwest affairs for Middle

East Research and Information

Project (MERIP) reports and
other publications.)

THE HANDWRITING IS ON THE WALL

Guest Editorial:

YOUR TIME IS UP SUCKER!!
The problems and conditions

experienced by Black people in

America and world wide is so

outstanding than ever before. The
contradictions are so great that

f>ven white people (the middle

class, not just poor people) are

startled.

The dollar is deceasing so badly

'hat the only solution to

America's problems is FASCISM
a racist belligerent control of a

centralized government under

military dictatorship.

The klu klux klan is organizing

more than ever, the nazi's are

parading and demoootrating in

.lewish and Black neighborhoods.

Furthermore, no city, state, or

federal government official has

spoken out agair>st this madness.

One must begin to ask them
selves serious questions. How can

.in organization exist in this

Gountry after they have killed

inillif)ns of Jews in Germany, and

iviu hed many Black people
ilHoiKjhout the south.

Senator Ted Kennendy is trying

tf) pass a bill that will modify the

Black codes, and will further the

denial of our Human Rights.

Some people say we are no
longer in the 1960's and this is

l)asi( ally correct, we have
regressed to 1877. This was a

period of post Reconstrution,

after the Compromise of 1877'

when the Republicans turned

their backs on Blacks. The federal

troops withdrew from the Sou4h

while the kkk were building and

Black voters were discovered

br-aten shor down at the polls,

and those Black elected officials

w';re expelled from office.

Today, we see similar oc

( iirences where attacks are being

wa()e(l on Black* elected officials

like Charles Diggs and Ed Brooke.
In addition, districts are being

reorganized to prevent local

ri'presentation of Black officials as

well.

Educationally, with the Bakke
decision, America's policy has

become like that of South Africa,

hut in a tricky' way. For example,
m South Africa Black people

aren't allowed to have skilled jobs.

Now with the Bakke decision, the

number of Black students going

to college are drasticly

df!creasing. preventing Blacks

from getting skilled jobs. The
rationale being, well you just

don't have the EDUCATION or"

QUALIFICATIONS for the job.

Meanwhile, the reality is the

person telling you this might only

have a Hi()h School degree who
of course is Caucasian.

Then, when you are qualified,

one IS confronted and sorry over

qualified
'

Now, we realize the man's
till knology So what do we do
with this learned information* WE
know what Malcolm said: Be you
PhD be you nigger, why are we
wasting time* Why do we
( (intinue to ignore our brothers

and sisters who are working hard

to bring about social change for

all of us* Why aren't we sup
porting our newspapers, radio

stations. Black students
associations, and the local

struggles in the Black com
munities*

The National Black Students
Association ^has a saying: "No
one can force us to fight for our

survival ar>d progress against

those who deny us pur Basic

Human Rights. That Spirit of

Survival Resistance* and Victory

( ,«n only come from within'"

Don'i'kid yourself, our oppressor

will not educate us on how to

break the chains of oppression.

That must definately come from

within.

Just because the man has ad-

mitted to being responsible for the

murder and assassinations of our

Black Freedom Fighters in this

country and world wide it doesn't

mean that he has stopped. He is

|ust doing it m another way.

So brothers and sisters don't

give up, continue the movement.
Remember that Black people died

in tfie streets to putjjs where we
are today. Just learn to be patient

with each other, and love one

another. Learn to respect eadh

others opinions, practice will

prove who's correct or incorrect.

To<|ether we can win, we must

b('()in to build and organize to

protect our interest.

Don't forget, THE HAND-
WRITING IS ON THE WALL!

PS What is your opinion* Let us

Know. )ust write:

NBSA
P BOX 149

BOSTON, MA. 02123

Dear Sirs:

It is to you that my family and
other families are subjected to the

savage. inhumane, cruel,

atrocif)us. and animal like

treatment.

It was accredit to you that my
mother and other mothers had to

work downtown in some rich jews
house, scrubing their floors and
cleaning their shitly babies
diapers. It was your schools of

miseducation that as children we
were indocrinated to belief that

we were the lowest scum that

ctf-epiest and crawliest amongst
the bowels of the earth. It was
your TV. that made us hate
Africa and Africans (ourselves)

and anything Black and to love

t.ir/an, heckle and jeckle, micky
mouse, and amos and andy. You
protrayed Jeseu. Isis. Moses, and
( leopalra as white.

it was your system that castrated

my father and all Black men, and
It was you who raped our mothers
and imposed your names on us.

It was you who saturated my.
neighborhood and others around
the country with dope.
It was you who caused the death
of Walter, David, Fat Eddie,

Reggie, Tyrone, Cisco, Gregga,
Herbie and many other young
brothers and sisters, who thought
flope was the answe>^. You
weren't satisfied with
assassinating Malcolm, King,

George Jackson, and Fred
Hampton

It IS because of you that some of
our best minds are in youth
detenfiori centers. The f^ikers

Islands, the Sing Sings, the Green
Havens, the Walpoles. the
Norfolks, and tlie Deer Islands,

and other Prisoner of War Camps
<iround the country.
It IS because of you that Black
Students are walking around on
your college campuses like

computerized Zombies, after you
have pumbed tons of trash in their

minds, having them believe that

they are intelligent because YOU
say so

.

It is because of your Colonialism,

Racism, Capitialism, Imperialism
and out right Egotism: that
children in South Africa, and the
ghetto's of this insane country are
straying and running around
nake.
It is because of your Decadence,
Greed. Monster Like Mentality,

and Vicious Oppression: The
Masses will raise and destroy the
foundation of wluch you exist.

Sincerely,

The Black Boy From 117st.

Harlem, NY.

Tony Van Der Meer
is a student at

Northeastern University

Craeman Gethers to speak

at Malcolm X Center today at 5 O'clock
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Dispelling The Myths (continued)
I

Shah despite his l)ountiful sup
plies of natural qas launched
hitnself in 1974 ofi the nuilear

path Four power plants are now
beinq built by the West Germans
and Frence at a cost of $10

billion The remaining 16 from
Wt'st Germany s Kraftwerk
Uiuiin will probably by cancell

ed
Three natums may be especially

h,M(i hit l)y the Iranian oil shut

oft The first is South Africa, a

IDuntry which produces almost

11". (Ill of its own But 20 pen cni

of us overall energy needs is fur

ni^hi'd by oil and some 90 per

( I tit of this oil comes from Iran,

Evyr) without the possil)ility of a

UN embirgo of oil supplies

South Africa now faces a

calafiiity expensive purchases of

scarce oil on the spot market,

with corresponding drain on gold

tt'SHfves This pressure will have
a redoubled effect in Rhodesia,
whose oil supplies m '.inuggled

through South Atma Scarcity

of oil ciucial to transportation in

South Africa has evident
military consequences
Israel also relies on lian for

more than half its oil supolies If

Manian siit)plies are cut off,

Isr.iels reliance on other foreign

Sources will be doubled Pro
f|iH ers sui h as Mf!xi( o may take
ii(> SI MM. <)f itie slack, but the

i"<tl pressure will l>e on Egypt,
wliose baigainiiu) power in the

final stages o' the Camp David
agieements has thus been
abruptly increased

I he Ja|)anese, who in 1973 drew
40 |)eri ent of their supplies from
Iran, have had tfie forsight to

diversify tlieir sources Only 19 5
(letrent of tfie country's needs

now come from Iran Even so,

JajMii which has 90 days supply

of I'll IS alieady experiencing

constni tK)H

On the diplomatic front, the

present ( ollapse of the Shah ha

equally dire consequences Since

the start of the cold war Iran has

been per( eived by one ad

ministration after the other as the

pillar ofU S foreign policy in the

fy/liddle East It is an extraordinary

irony that at the very moment
Pn?8ident Carter is hailing the

onset of peace in the area

supecniended by the US, the

Aiiu til ae p(JSition of dominance

is beirtg threatened. It fiad always

been ti>e view of critics of Camp
David that a separate peace

between Israel and Egypt might

be palatable domestcally (in all

three countries) but could have

most umpleasant consequences

elsewhere The consequences are

rapidly becoming apparent:

fnendly relations between Syra

and Iraq (which is a major oil

supplier and which has a large

army), the increasing caution of

King Hussein towards the spirit of

Camp David; threats to the

security of Saudi Arabia as a

result of the crisis of the Shah,

and a worsening geo political

pi( lure

Afijhanistan tilts to the Soviet

Union; the military regime in

Pakistan is shaky; the Shah
totters Amid such far ranging

upheavals, an accord between
Israel and Egypt becomes much
redu( ed in political importance.

For Iran itself, the overall crisis

will persist no matter what
happens in the next days .and

weeks Iran has supported its

economy on oil, which won't last

indefinitely It will runout, on

some accounts, towards the end

of the 1980s and then Iran will

have no nioney to but food to

feed Its population. This is the

harsh reality behind the Shah's

dream of an industrial empire he

had hoped would rank as the fifth

greatest in the world.

His achievement, contrary to

such hopes, has been the almost

impossible feat of uniting every

clasp against him. What Iran is

presently experiencing is a

popular revolt In this situation he

can rely on no one. For what will

happen if the soldier themselves

refuse to turn their guns on the

conspirators against the Peacock

Throne the large bulk of the

Iranian people*

Photos by

Ed Cohen
and

Ouinton Stewart
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Voters again say no to rent control
By MARY FRAIN and
JANEHATCH

Amherst voters yesterday went to the
polls and turned down, 1,915-1,319, a

special referendum question that would
have imposed town-wide rent control.

Twenty-one percent of town voters turn-

ed out.

Precincts one and three-of eight in all

were the only areas in town voting to ap-
prove the measure. Precinct one, cover-
ing an area along part of North Pleasant
Street and including Puffton Village,

voted 340-272 in favor, Precinct three
voters, which includes some residents of

UMass dorms, endorsed the referendum

by a 93 88 vote.

The measure, rejected for the second
time in two years, would have:

- rolled rents back to their May, 1978
levels.

-regulated rent increases and deneases.
-opened landlords' financial records for

inspection.

-not affected housing buHt during or
after 1979.

-established a five-member board with
subpoena power to oversee enforcement
of the act.

Mary Wentworth, of the Rent Control
Now committee, said she felt the biggest
reason for the rejection was that "our

support is not registered to vote in

Amherst," referring to the large student
population.

Nearly half of UMass' approximately
25,000 students live off campus.
Wentworth also said "we had two

weeks to get a campaign together. Most
other issues or candidates have a date
targeted well in advance."
The committee also said landlords would

be able to make a fair profit, because
with their books open, the board would
be able to ascertain landlords" operating
costs and thus be able to set rents allow-
ing a fair profit.

I he Amherst Board of Selectman, with

the exception of Nancy Eddy, opposed
rent control, on the grounds that it:

-would have an adverse impact on
housing.

-would inhibit future construction of
apartments
would be unable to guarantee landlords

a fair profit.

could potentially cost the town $131,000
in larwjiords tax revenues.
The Rent Control Now Committee, prin-

cipal sponsors of the referendum, rejected
those arguments. They said • there has
been no building during past years,
despite the fact that there has been no
rent control.

LEANING...The towers in Southwest appear to be leaning against each other
for support, due to distortion caused by use of a wide angle lens. (Staff photo
by Dan Vullemier)

Students, groups meet
to discuss tuition hike
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

About 115 students met last night to

solidify opposition to a proposed non-
resident tuition increase which UMass
President David C. Knapp has said could
raise the rate 250 percent by next fall.

Those attending the meeting heard
predentations from Students United for

Public Education (SUPE), student
government co-Presidents Jon Hensleighi

and Herb I yson, and others.

After the presentations, the meeting
broke into small groups to discuss issues

including media tactics and legislative

strategy to fight the increase.

Jim Meckel of the Student Center of

Educational Research and Advocacy
(SCERA) said the small groups were
formed to discuss specific tasks and
research needs, and to exchange in-

formation.

Tyson, who serves as student
representative to the UMass Board of

Trustees, said the board is opposed to the

increase. He also said board members feel

they have some flexability in implementing
the increase.

Many students stressed that the increase

could also affect Massachusetts students.

Gaining support from residents is crucial in

successfully opposing the increase, ac-

cording to several speakers last night.

Meckel said tuition increases for non-
residents have already been announced at

Southeastern Massachusetts University

and at Lowell University, both state

supported. Non-resident tuition at these
schools is now $2,300 according to Meckel.
Tyson said UMass trustees may feel

pressured to raise the non-resident tuition

beyond the amount set by the smaller state

schools.

SUPE representative Eric Johnson told

the meeting the non-resident increase "is

part of a larger struggle." He also discussed
the SUPE platform, which includes no
tuition. '"We believe an education should
not be bought and sold like a pair of

shoes,"" he said.

Hensleigh told the meeting the faculty is

"'overwhelmingly anti-out-of-state tuition

hike."" He said faculty members are

"behind us all the way. They want quality

education. We want quality education. So
we're together.""

Larry Mandell of the SCERA Legislative

group urged the students to work hard to

oppose the increase. ""If we are as
apathetic as we usually are, and let the

legislature roll right over us, they'll do it.

And we will be paying higher tuition," he
said.

The increase follows legislative action last

June which changed the formula for

computing out-of-state tuition. A
November 6 memo from Knapp said the
increase may be as much as 250 percent.

The University is now working on in-

terpreting the legislation. State Rep. James
G. Colliils, D-Amherst, has said he will file a

bill in December to repeal the increase.

Gethersasks for 'eyeslnnew trial
By JOSEPH QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

Craeman Gethers, a former UMass stu-

dent now in prison on an armed robbery

conviction, asked a group of 50 UMass
students to serve as his "eyes"" in his efforts

to secure a new trial and clear his name.
Gethers, a 28-year-old black, told the

group, mostly black, "You could be

me... All they wanted was a nigger, a dark

wood."
Gethers and Robert Earl Brown, also

black, were convicted in separate trials on

armed robbery charges in connection with

a hold-up of the MacDonald's restaurant on

Rt. 9 in Hadley, on Aug. 7, 1974. Their first

trial, together, ended in a mis-trial.

Gethers, now in his fourth year of an 8-12

More ills in

Grad towers
The Graduate Research Center, shut

down, last spring after complaints of ill-

health by workers there, is due to be ex-

amined again, following continued com-
plaints by female workers of prolonged

menstrual bleeding.

' See story, page 3

year sentence, is seeking a new trial on
arguments that include his counsel advised
him to perjure himself, and did not seek
evidence or witnesses Gethers told him
would gain an acquital in his previous trial.

Last Friday, Gethers won a motion to

dismiss the attorney and began to file mo-
tions for a new trial, during a hearing at the

Massachusetts Superior Court of Appeals
in Springfield. Getfiers could be releetsed on
parole in late 1979 or 1980, he said. The full

12-year sentence would end around 1987.

Gethers, speaking at the Malcolm X
Center in the Southwest Residential Area,

told his audience he needs their support

and present:e in his bid for a new trial.

""I need you to be present. I need some
eyes on these people (the court) all the

time," he said. He also said he believes the

presence of supporters had some influence

in the sentence Brown received. Brown, in

a trial with many supporters present, was
sentenced to a three-to-five-year sentence

in December, 1976.

Gethers was sentenced to the 8-12 year

term in a trial during summer months, when
UMass was out of session.

Gethers said he decided to seek a new
trial and act as his own defense, after he

had employed five lawyers, who, he said,

would not seek and use evidence and

witnesses who could clear his name.

Gethers said the Superior Court judge Fri-

day told him the court would appoint an at-

torney to advise him. Gethers said he told

the judge he would dismiss the attorney if

the person did not follow Gether's re-

quests.

"I know what I need to do, and I'm going

to do it," Gethers said last night.

Gethers sakJ he would base his new
defense on witnesses and evidence that

were not entered in the two previous trials.

He said he would not settle for any com-
promises, if the new trial were held.

"I want no compromise whatever in this

situation, I want complete innocence," he
told his audience last night.

Gethers said the Superior Court judge in-

structed him to inform the court by Nov. 29
of his proceedings in his arguments for a

new trial. Gethers requested his audience

to offer him any support they could during

the next few montfis.

Stanley Kinard, coordinator of the cam-
pus office of Third World Affairs, last night

said he would begin to organize a petition

drive and support committee for Gethers.

Gethers, now in the Massachusetts Cor-

rectional Institution at Framingham, began
his sentence at MCI Walpole, a maximum
security prison, in 1975. He also has served

some of the sentence at MCI Warwick, a

minimum security prison farm in central

Massachusetts.
(jethers was transferred to Framingham,

about 90 miles east of Amherst, in

September. He was at Walpoie during an

Craemen Gethers (Staff photo by
Dan Vullemier)

outburst of prison violence this summer,

when some inrrwtes were found dead in

their cells and other inmates and guards

were beaten. Gethers said he avoided the

incidents this summer.
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Unraveling the Guyana massacre
Troops search in jungle
for religious cultists

Collegian 3

Associated Press
GEORGETOWN, Guyana Troops swept

through a steaming jungle yesterday in

search of Annerican religious zealots who
fled their remote compound and left behind
a scene of horror and death the bodies of
at least 383 fellow cultists, some shot, most
apparently poisoned by their own hands in

a mass suicide.
Among the bodies found at the camp

were those of the sect's fanatical founder,
the Rev. Jim Jones, his wife and one of
their children, said Police Chief C.
Augustus.

Soliders counted 163 women. 138 nr>en

and 82 children among the dead They all

wore believed to be Amencans Many
reportedly had lined up to take doses of
poison from a tub.

The mass deaths apparently occurred
about an hour or more after members of the
California sect, People s Temple, ambush-
ed a visiting investigative group led by Con-
gressman Leo J. Ryan, killing Ryan and
four others.

Augustus said there was no evidence of
gunshot wounds on the bodies of Jones,
his wife or child. "It appears that they drank
some poison," he said.

Still unaccounted for were between 500
and 900 of Jones' followers, who fled into
the jungle around the agricultural com-
mune, 150 miles northwest of this South
Amencan capital.

The killings and mass suicide, triggered
by Ryan's insF>ection visit, apparently were
the final cry of a violence-hardened and
paranoid group that saw the world doping
in.

American lawyer Mark Lane, who
escaped from the jungle camp just ttefore

the mass deaths, told reporters of terrifying

hours he and another attorney, Charles
Garry, sp>ent in the camp and the rainy

jungle nearby late Saturday and Sunday.
Lane, a prominent champion of con-

troversial cases and a legal counsel to the

sect, said he and Garry were barred from a

mass meeting at the camp, Jonestown, but
that they heard residents discussing com-
munal suicide over a loudspeaker. Lane
said one spoke of "the beauty of death as
part of our struggle."

The cultists reportedly had long con-
sidered mass suicide if they felt their sect

threatened Jones and the sect had been
under investigation in California before he
founded the Guyana camp last year.

Lane said the meeting began at about 5
p.m. Only 40 minutes earlier, a half-dozen
sect members ambushed Ryan's group at a
nearby airstrip, where they were trying to

fly out some disenchanted sect members.
Lane, h«»ing guarded with Garry in a

building some distance from the meeting,
said he had heard medical personnel were
preoaring poison in a large vat somewhere
in the camp.

But he said that from their vantage point
they also saw a dozen men take automatic
rifles from a shed. One of their two guards
told them, "We are all going to die now,"
Lane said.

"They were smiling. They looked... hap-
py." he said.

He and Garry persuaded the guards to
release them. Lane said, by telling them he
would "write the story" of Jonestown for

the outside world. Before letting them go,
the two guards hugged both lawyers.
Lane said he and his companion fled into

the jungle, and as they did they heard
Jones chanting over the loudspeaker,
"Mother! Mother! Mother! Mother!" and
suddenly gunfire erupted. Lane said he
heard many bursts of automatic fire and
screams from the camp.
Guyanese Information Minister Shirley

Field Ridley told reporters that most of the
bodies found Sunday by a company of

troops who raided the camp showed no
signs of violence, though some had gun-
shot wounds
A witness who fled the camp told

authorities "p)oison was being administered
to them, that they were lining up for it."

She said the poison was prepared in a tub
of some kind. There were unconfirmed
reports an insecticide was used.

"I really can't find the words . .we're all in

a state of shock," said the information

minister, visibly shaken.

In Washington, the White House said

American poison experts were dispatched

to Guyana to help in the investigation.

Reporter Tim Reiterman of the San Fran-

cisco Examiner, a member of the Ryan
group and a survivor, said in a copyright

story yesterday in the Examiner that Layton

was one of several supposed defectors

Ryan was trying to escort away from the

27,000-acre commune. The land was leased

to the organization by the government of

this nation on South America's nor-

theastern shoulder.

Cult obeys mass suicide order
United Press International

SAN FRANC/SCO-V^antia Johnson, 42,

an anguished mother who shipped her

young son off to the People's Temple set-

tlement in Guyana, was certain yesterday

Inquiry could be violent.

Lane warned Rep. Ryan
W/4SAy//VG7"0/V- Attorney Mark Lane

wrote Rep. Leo Ryan, D-Calif., on N6v. 6

that a "witch hunt" against the People's

Temple might prompt the cult to move to

an unfriendly nation and create a "most
embarassing situation" for the U.S.

government.
Lane told Ryan, who was killed in an

ambush at the religious cult's commune in

Guyana, that two unnamed countries had

offered to allow the 1,200-nr>ember sect to

resettle, and that both nations were un-

friendly to the United States.

Despite the hostile tone of Lane's letter,

there is no evidence he knew of impen-

ding violence, and at one tinne prior to the

ambush, Lane prevented a cult member
from attacking Ryan with a knife.

that the boy had been killed, possibly by
his father, her ex-husband.
There were reports eariier from the

South American country that cult leader

Jim Jones had ordered suicides and
murders of hundreds of followers after

the ambush Saturday in which temple
members killed Rep. Leo Ryan, D-Calif.

and at least four other persons.

"Jones persuaded us to send the loved

ones that meant the most to us," Mrs.

Johnson, who quit the cult two years

ago, told UPE. "He told us that eventual-

ly there was going to be a time when we
were all going to have to commit suicide

or be murdered and that these loved ones
could survive there."

Mrs. Johnson said her former husband
either committed suicide or was one of

Jones' designated "hit men" assassins.

She said she had no reason to believe

her 12-year-old son Timothy Kice Jr. had
survived and it may even have been his

father who killed him.

Hundreds of families in the San Fran-

cisco area and others in Los Angeles and
elsewhere waited in sadness for word
about their relatives among the 1,200 per-

sons at the South American colony.

WASHINGTON - Steven Sung, an NBC sound technician wounded in the
Guyana massacre, tells a news conference yesterday the People's Temple
gunmen waved as though saying good-bye. (UP!)

Ambush survivor:

'They waved, then killed
United Press International

WASHINGTON A wounded survivor of

the airport massacre in Guyana that killed

Rep. Leo Ryan, D-Calif. said yesterday the

People's Temple gunmen waved as though
saying goodbye, then systematically shot

the visiting Americans.
Steven Sung, an NBC sound technician

from Pasadena, Calif., who accompanied
the group, held a news conference at

Andrews Air Force Base.

Sung, wounded in the shoulder and
forearm, underwent surgery Sunday night

for removal of the bullet. He talked to

reporters from a wheelchair, his arm in a

cast hanging above his head from a t-

shaped intravenous rack.

Two of Sung's co-workers,', television

reporter Donald Harris and cameraman
Robert Brown were killed. So was San
Francisco Examiner photographer Greg
Robinson.
"I think they believed we were there to

destroy them - destroy the community
basically," Sung said.

He said a Guyanese policeman with whorr
the reporters became friendly "said the

basic reason those people resented us was
that the People's Temple told them, 'These

people are coming with weapons and are

going to kill us.' They apparently believec

that."

Sung said Ryan was giving an impromptt
news conference at the small airstrip ai

Port Kaituma as the group waited to boarc

two small planes.

us leaders gave references
United Press International

NEW YORK-Jhe Guyanese government

yesterday made public a list of prominent

Americans, including First Lady Rosalynn

Carter, whose favorable comments on the

People's Temple and its leader were sub-

mitted as character references.

The references included remarks by Vice

President Walter Mondale, Health, Educa-

tion and Welfare Secretary Joseph
Califano, the late Sen. Hubert Humphrey,

and other senators, congressmen and

California officials.

Christopher Nascimento, minister of

state in the prime minister's office, said

release of excerpts of letters submitted by
Temple leader Jim Jones was an attempt
to show why Guyana vi/as sympathetic to

the cult's jungle colony plan.

A handwritten note f'om Mrs. Carter to

Jones on White House stationary, dated
April 12, 1977 said:

"Dear Jim: Thank you for your letter. I

enjoyed being with you during the
campaign-and do hope you can meet
Ruth Carter Stapleton, the president's

sister soon."

Mid East leaders discuss

Camp-David-style talks
Unned Press International

Egypt's President Anwar Sadat yester

day suggested another Camp Oavkl styfe

summit, and an Israeli official said Prirr^e

Minister Menachem Begin woukl have no

objection if such a direct meetirig will pro-

duce a peace treaty.

On the key issue dividing the two na-

tions, Sadat said he will not sign a treaty

with Israel unless it is linked to a

timetable for establishmerrt of Arab

autonomy in the West Bank of Jordan

and the Gaza Strip.

"In negotiations there are often pro-

blems that need to be handled personal-

ly,
" the Israeli official said. If Egypt feels

another Camp David-style summit is

necessary, he added, there would be no
objection.

"I welcome any meeting at any level so

that we may complete what we started,"

Sadat said. "We have done 90 percent of

the work and should complete the re-

maining 10 percent."

Iin' posbii^iiy is likely to be discussed at

today's special cabinet meeting, the Israeli

official said.
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UMiesrather "boorish, "say Yalies
Bv DEBRA RO TH SAN JA
Collegian Staff

"The average student at UMass is rather boorish, not
very intelligent, and really not very interesting," according
to The Insiders' Guide to The Colleges published by The
Yale Daily News.

The unfavorable description goes on to say that UMass
students "are generally students who didn't work hard

enough in high school to get into a better college," and
"many students live off campus and do all sorts of in-

teresting things, such as painting, writing poetry, smoking
dope..., and playing in rock bands."
Feel insulted' Is your face taking on distorted forms? Try

this one: "...should one' be an aspiring Phi Bete, one
should note the dubious advantage that since most of the

students are of such ordinary talents, it is easy to stay on
top of the heap." Not a pleasant thing to hear after

studying all night. Certainly ridicules your 4.0 which got

you your first Dean's List standing.

The guide is intended to give potential college students an
idea of "what their college is really like" before they make
the crucial decision. It is supposed to contain "meaningful
information about what you can expect on a day-to-day

and year to year basis, from exams to relaxation." The
outline of UMass is only thirty lines, mostly all a mockery of
the university Yale's description is, of course, three pages.

Poor child
Over two hundred colleges are outlined in the guide. Mt.
Holyoke is not included yet the other four colleges are and
while their descriptions are very impressive, UMass is said
to be "the poor child of the Five College area."
Yet, the guide does include one good line about UMass.
"There are a lot of students at UMass who are very in

telliqent and very interesting, more so perhaps than their
counterparts at Amherst, Hampshire, Mount Holyoke and
Smith ' Also, the UMass chemistry department is praised
as being rated "among the best in the country."
Does this compensate for the direct insult of the majority

of the description? Is this all that UMass has to offer?
Although the guide's objective is to outline a college's

characteristics outside academics and to provide an idea of
what It's like to live there, and although it includes this

information for most of the other schools in the guide, the
writers seem to have forgotten this when they prepared
their account of UMass. Did scvnebody lose a page of
copy 7 Or did someone at the Yale Daily News have a gripe
with a UMie? The battle of the Ivy Leaguers vs. state
schoolers is alive today.

Ac((»t(iirKj to Yale Special Projejcts Editor Craig W.
Masoi). in the guide's preface, "In preparing this book,
we've undoubtedly stepped on a goodly number of fingers,

a few arms and legs, and in some cases whole torsos."
Mason claims that "Nearly all of the information that we
have included comes to you either directly or in edited
form, from people who are attending these schools"
Mason could not be reached for comment. Yale Daily
News reporters who answered the phone had no in-

formation about the guide, didn't know how to reach
Mason, and hadn't the vaguest idea when their editors
could be contacted.
The earliest guide found was 1970 and is practically

identical to the latest 1977 edition. The statistics have not
been updated and are totally inaccurate.

Collegian review
In 1976, Mark Leccese, then Collegian Fine Arts Editor,

found a letter on his desk from Yale which included the
description and requested validation or revision of it.

.Lecesse returned it unchanged.
Lecesse, a senior Journalism major, now Collegian

Faculty and Administration Editor, still agrees with its

content but says it's dated. "They don't play on depart-

Turn to page 8

Health officials to test
grad towers' air quality
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

The executive director of UMass Health

Services has called in the National In-

stitute for Occupational Safety and Health

to evaluate air samples taken at the

Graduate Research Towers because
"There are still a number of women
reporting menstrual irregularities."

Barry Averil said, "There is no cause for

alarm, there is no evidence of long term

effects and no impairment to their

health."

Donald A. Robinson, campus director of

Environmental Health and Safety said the

institute due here last week in November,

will be provided with data his office has

taken to date, and a listing of chemical

sample^ used in the center. He said they

would be on campus a few days "at

most."
Last May, the towers were closed for

seven days" when tests results indicated

high levels of toluene, a common lab sol

vent, were found in blood and urine of

several women who worked on the ninth

floor of the towers, and who had com-
plained of prolonged menstrual bleeding.

Robinson said sympioms women
reported last spring and continue to

report "cannot be associated with any
chemical we have determined to date."

Averil said , if any chemical traces are

discovered the towers will be shut down
again.

UM fast for world harvest
nets OXFAM $1^00
By KATHLEEN GOLDWAIT
Collegian Staff

Nearly $1,200 will be sent to OXFAM-
America today following last Thursday's
"Fast for World Harvest," according to

United Christian Foundation Chaplain
Peter Sabey.

The $1,136 collected represents $370 in

cash collected from the People's Market,"

Earth Foods and the UCF, with the re-

mainder collected from 907 meal tickets

received at the University dining com-

mons. Food Services donated 90 cents

per meal ticket, according to Sabey.

OXFAM is an international organization

_ which gives grants and loans to farmers

in Third World nations to help them
become more "self-sufficient," said

Sabey.

_ "OXFAM-America works with people

who already have the initiative and con-

centrates on development rather than

aid, " Sabey said. He said OXFAM is

"well worth supporting."

Sabey said the People's Market, Earth

Foods and the foundation should be well

accredited for their efforts. This year's

total was an increase of almost $100 over

last year's, and reflects their support and
enthusiasm, said Sabey.

A spokesman from People's Market said

they hope to continue campus-wide food
consciousness, hold a possible once-a-

month OXFAM drive, or place a collection

can in the Market.

Sabey said by fasting 'you are helping

yourself by helping others and becoming
more fit at the same time." For him, he

said, it was the first time he had ever

gone 13 hours without food. "It was a

really terrific feeling" he said

.

The Photo Co-op is sponsoring a free portrait promotion today from 11-4 in

Campus Center Auditorium. Over 100 people took advantage of the offer

yesterday' Alexander Race is shown with photographer Doug Crossiey. All

are invited. Photos can be picked up Dec. 6 in the Co-op. (Staff photo by

Amira Rahman).

Catching cool breezes, this student sits near the campus pond as Thanksgiv-
ing recess approaches. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

Former reporter attacks

US stocks in 8. Africa
By BRYANT M. JORDAN
Collegian Staff

Gloria Emerson, former New York Times

correspondent in Vietnam, last night said

the most important issue currently facing

America is corporate investment in South

Africa.

Speaking to an audience of about 100 at

Hampshire College, Emerson said boycotts

and protests against those corporations

must and should continue, until they

withdraw their support from the South
Africa government.

Emerson is the author of "Winners and
Losers, "a book about the Vietnam war and
its affects on the United States and peoplle

who served there.

While Emej-son said some of the

reporters irr Vietnam did excellent reporting

jobs, she said the press generally covered

the war like a football game. She went to

Vietnam, she said, to cover the Viet-

namese.

Emerson won the 1971 George Polk

award for excellence in foreign reporting in

Vietnam.

The trouble with much of the press

coverage in Vietnam, she said, was that

many of the reporters were young and
eager to please the military. Also, she said,

the American military in Vietnam regulariy

attempted to "seduce" the reporters, in

order to get them to write favorably of U.S.

efforts.

Regarding reports of Central Intelligence

Agency infiltration of the press, Emerson
said in most cases the CIA does not have to

plant their own people within the media
because reporters are so susceptible to ac-

ting on information the organization sup-

plies.

STie also criticized press coverage of the

current anti-government activities in Iran,

calling it disgraceful.

The American press, she said, has ig-

nored the fact that what is presently going

on in Iran has been buildir>g up over a

period of years, and that much of what is

happening there has been brought about by"
the activities of Iranian radicals in this coun-

try.

. .- Emerson; who upon her return from Viet-

nam in 1972 worked with American soldiers

who sought to upgrade bad discharges,

said she is currently working with Iranian

dissidents in the United States.

The upheaval in Iran, she said, is only

one example of how the defeat of the

United States in Vietnam inspired radical

groups all over the worid and gave them
hope of being able to overcome the power-
ful governments which rule them.

Quoting Daniel Berrigan, the anti-war

Roman Catholic priest, Emerson said Viet-

nam was a case of "the egg smashing the

rock."
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Around campus
Grad senate seeks
tuition hike repeal
By MARIE STUCKEY
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate last night

voted to oppose a proposed out-of-state

tuition increase and to send letters to

UMass President David C. Knapp, the

University Board of Trustees, and
Governor -etea Ed«ward J. King asking for

repeal of the increase.

The senate stated the tuition hike would
downgrade the quality of education at

UMass by reducing enrollment of foreign

-

exchange students arxl poorer students,

"who tend to be minorities."

Knapp recently said the tuition may rise

more than 250 percent by r>ext fall, due to a

change by tfie legisteture in the formula
ueed to calculate the rate.

Also discussed ««• the possibility tfwt the

out-of-state inci—ss twii lead to in-state

tuition increases. The sarMts said it is

prepared to oppose al tuition ir>creases tt^t

may be proposed in the future.

in ott>er business, the ser^te approved an
Older Students Services Network report,

which proposes formation of an older

student services program. Dorothy
Howard, coordnstor of ttw proposed
program, said "Ths formation of this body
IS a rwcessary pofitical step in order to

overcome the prevailing sense of
(fisilKjsionment tttat accompanied ttie

downfall of a former program. Counseling

Assistar»ce for Older Students, which

ended last semester.

Work groups formed by the network

would compile information booklets and
research ways to find and use data about

older students and potential older students

who drop out after enrollment.

CAC opposes
tuition increase
By DEBRA ROTH SANTA
Collegian Staff

The Central Area Council last night an-

nounced its opposition to a proposed out-

of-state tuition increase. Although only

two of thirteen representatives present

were out of state students, the vote was
unanimous.
It was recently announced the tuition

may increase by as much as 250 percem
by next fall, from its current rate of '$^550
per year.

In discussion on the motion, co-

President Arti Thomas said there are

many pros and cons to the issue but "the

point is, is tf>e money going back to the

University or is it iust going to be gobbled

up by the state budget? If they're going

to use the money to pump right back into

the University-great," he said.

There was confusion about reasons for

the increase and its consequences.
Representatives agreed it would hurt the

University by forcing out-of-state students

to trar>sfer. "If you do not have a wide
variety, it cuts into many different aspects

of the University," said Thomas.

"I see nothing wrong with an increase if

it's graduated, "said Vice-President Paul

Wasburn. "It's going to be painful but it

would give students a chance to get

out."
Representatives considered proposing

alternatives to the estimated $3,700 in-

crease, such as a lesser or a graduated in-

crease, but decided such action would be
inappropriate.

NEAG proposes
funding committee
By SHERI SCULL Y
Collegian Staff

North East Sylvan Assistant Director Lee
Connor last night told a North East Area
Government meeting about the possible

formation of a new funding committee
called Program Counsel, and asked for

$1,400 to fund the project. He said that

amount would be matched by the area
staff.

The committee would involve a joint effort

between NEAG and the area directors to

fund "social," "edupational," and
"academic" programmin^Vtesaid. Groups
wishing funding would go to the com-
mittee, instead of approaching both area

government and area directors.

"It's a way to break down barriers and

start to work together on common
prot>lems," he said.

Selectmen
discuss

sewers
By JANE HATCH
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectman last

night discussed briefly a problem with
Amherst Fields' sewerage system at a
meeting that lasted only one hour.

The original developer of the housing
complex, Otto J. Paparazzo Associates,

Inc., halted all further construction at

Amherst Fields after he was denied per-

mission to tie into Amherst's sewer
system in 1972. At that time. Paparazzo

was given permission by the town to

build a temporary sewer system.
Board Chairman Diana Romer said the

major problem to be considered is who is

now re^onsibie for completion of the
rapidly depleting sewerage system, and
who will pay for it. Romer said selectmen
agree there are potential benefits and
costs for all parties involved, but the town
is not going to "stick out its r>eck arvl

end up picking up the tab."

The state Division of Water Pollution

Control has pressured the town to com-
plete construction of a pumping station in

Amherst Fields by October 1. 19§0.

The town hopes to extend the deadline

until Oct. 1. 1981.

Jim Smith, town engineer, called tf>e

matter a "political situation" and said tt>e

land invoh^d is the largest remaining por-

tion of undeveloped land in Amherst.

Tuesday.' Novomher 21. 197fl,

UM transit to stop for

Thanksgiving holiday
UMass Transit Service buses will not run from
Thursday Nov. 23 through Sunday Nov. 26, due to the
Thanksgiving recess. Operations Manager Al Byam said

yesterday. Regular bus scf>edules will resume Monday,
Nov. 27, he said.
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Complete Ski

Packages
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Ski Rentals
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253 Triangle St.
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There's no place like home, and we make it easy to get there.

TRAILWAYS and PETER PAN offer convenient express

service to Boston, New York,and many other points.

nUVIUMSNTS & PETERMN BUSUNES

MAKE IIFE SIMPLER fORYOU.

For Inforination, Schedules and Prices, contact

:

Campus Center Bus Office - 545-2006, or 549-6000
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NewAG seeks order

Robin Adants

By ARNOLD WARSHAW
Collegian Staff

^ The newly-appointed Attorney General for the Student
Government Association says one of her major goals is

revamping the student judicial system so that it runs more
efficiently

"It's going to be a definite challenge, " said Robin
Adams, "It's going to take a lot of work"
Adams, 20, a second semester sophomore with a double

major in political science and social thought and political

economy, was confirmed unanimously by the
Undergraduate Student Senate last week.
According to SGA co-president and former attorney

genoial Jon Hensleigh, Adams was one of three people
considered seriously for the job by a search committee.

"She was considered an experienced candidate," said
Hensleigh . "She has good, fresh ideas."
A judge on the student judiciary for the past three

semesters, Adams says she is bothered by the inefficiency
in the system "The court procedures take a lot longer than

they should," she said. "Advocates have trouble explaining
themselves to judges and judges have a hard time
understanding them.""

The judiciary, which is the court system for UMass
students, handles cases primarily involving violations of the
student code of conduct, and shoplifting from the Universi
ty Store, Adams said.

"Right now," Adams said, "there is no true process for
picking judges lt"s basically anybody who wants to do it.'

Adams said she also wants Advocates to be better
prepared to handle cases.

Last month, Hensleigh said closing up the Brian DeLima
case would be a top priority when the attorney general was
appointed.

DeLima, SGA speaker, was found guilty last spring of

making illegal long distance phone calls to Hawaii on stu

dent senate phones, and was ordered to pay for the calls

However, DeLima has paid for only $82.48 of the $313
worth of calls and there is a dispute over how many more,
if any, he is responsible for.

Sunderland on lookout
for parking violators
By DEBRA RO TH SANTA
Collegian Staff

Sunderland police and the town building

inspector will be on the lookout for

unregistered illegally parked vehicles in

town, it was announced at last week's
selectmen"s meeting.
The vehicles are violating the town"s

zoning code, which according to police

Chief Charles Smiarowski states that pro-

perty owners are entitled to one
unregistered car parked on their property,

unless they obtain a class I or Class II

license, usually granted for garages. In-

visible unregistered vehicles are permitted,

he said, referring to vehicles not out in

the open.
Every complex in town has numerous

ur.registered vehicles parked in their lots,

according to Smiarowski, and although

the owners have not yet been determin-

ed, he said "'in the past many abandoned
cars belonged to college students.""

Many of the cars have been parked

"longer than six months and are junks,"'

he said. But police plan to run checks to

determine th^^/ners, he said.

Selectmen ^pd police have received
complaints from Sunderland residents, ac-
cording to Smiarowski. Many complaints
have come from parents concerned with
their children's safety. "Several vehicles
are virtually left on jacks and left there.

Kids play by them and could get hurt,
"

he said.

Police will be working hand-in-hand with
Sunderland building inspector Charles
Hall, vvho said he plans this week to give
property oyvners copies of the 1969 Town
Hall vote on the zoning code. "They are
responsible,'" he said, "and can be fined
each day until the car is removed or

registered.""

Police will take notice of cars that are
"an eyesore to the public or hazardous in

any way"" and act on any complaints, said

Smiarowski. Although accordirtg to the
zoning law property owners are responsi-

ble, in the case of a complex, police may
run checks on the owners of the vehicles
and warn them to remove the vehicles or

have them towed at their expense.

NeMTslines
Alternatives to meat diets offered

An iiifornidl tiilk on alternatives to meat diets, sponsored by the Valley Health plan,

will l)f qivc'ii tonight at 7 30 in the Bangs Community Center in Amherst.
According to Paul Davis, Educational Coordinator for the plan, two speakers, Karen

Wf'iMcr, a plan nulntionist, and Jean Aniike, a UMass doctoral student, will talk about
niitiitional substitutes for meat. He said the film "Diet For a Small Planet, "would be
shown, and samples of types of food discussed would be available.

Davis said he hoped people would exchange recipes, land said questions would be
w»fl(.omed.

While the plan has no concerns about meat eating oth^r than cholesterol, according
to Davis "the focus of the talk is informational, for people who would like to reduce the
amniint of meat they eat." He said the plan has run several such discussions in the

past, and regularly polls its members to find topics of general interest.

MICHAEL SUSSMAN

UM'Boston faculty vote on contract
Faculty members at the UMass Boston campus yesterday went to the polls in a

ratification vote on their first collective bargaining agreement. Voting will continue

today
Faculty members here on the Amherst campus voted last week. Ballots will be

counted Wednesday in Worcester, at the office of the Massachusetts- Teachers

Association, the state affiliate of the faculty union.

Should the faculty vote to approve. University trustees will meet in special session

Nov. 27 to consider administrative approval of the pact. Both sides have predicted

approval
The tentative agreement on the contract was reached in marathon talks in Boston

last month, under the guidance of state appointed mediator Abraham Siegel, dean

of the Sloan School of Management at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

in Cambridge

18 Maiii St.

LIQUORS
253-5441

BEAT
THE WEEKEND CROWDS!!
EARLY-BIRD SPECIALS

KEGS
$21.00 and up
in -store specials

SCHMIDTS
$5.49

12 oz. NR"s

LIEBFRAUMILCH
$1.99

23 oz. 10% ate. by vd.

ST. JACOB LIEFRAUMILCH
$3.49

50.7 oz., 10% ale. by vol.

Amherst's Jones Library offers a pleasant alternative to the skyscraper and
on-campus studying. The library is open daily to college students and Amherst
residents, and provides a wide range of resource and literary sources. (Staff
photo by Judie DeSFrate).

Air disaster transcripts

released; pilot saw plane
Associated Press
WASHINGTON-A cockpit tape recording

indicates that the crew of a Pacific

Southwest Airlines 727 jetliner lost sight of

a small Cessna and then spotted it again

just before the two planes collided over

San Diego in the worst air disaster in

U.S. history.

The recording, made public yesterday,

also indicates that the crew members
were unconcerned about the Cessna and

were casually discussing life insurance

policies, death and a female traffic con-

troller in Oakland just before the collision.

The transcript was released by the Na-

tional Transportation Safety Board, which
is investigating the Sept. 25 accident, in

which 144 persons died, including seven
on the ground.

Both planes had been alerted that they

were in the same area by air traffic con-
trollers.

Previously released transcripts of record-

ed air-to-ground radio talk showed that

the PSA captain had told the San Diego
airport tower that he had the Cessna in

sight 1 minute and 34 seconds before the

collision. But that tape did not pick up
everything said in the cockpit.

r TONIGHT
• PRE-HOLIDAY PARTY •

with

JIM PLUNKETT
and

MILLER • MILLER LITE

SPECIAL
8:30-1:00

HAPPY HOUR
PRICES

T-SHIRTS

V
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To The Editor:
Vandalism childish
To the Editor:
/r seems that over this past weekend
some of our tess intelligent, or maybe it

would be better to say some of the
more foolish, students \?\. people \?\,

childreni"] tn our community went thru
the Student Union reanng down ban-
ners which were used to provide in

formation, advertise movies, or at best
try to attract your attention to activities
in this area.

I will admit that some of them
employed the most basic of style while
others could be termed small works of
art. Still, they were all creations which
deserved at least our respect, if not our
attention, and no one has the right to
send them to a pre mature end. The
people who spent untold numbers of
hours making these banners did not do
it so some jerk could come along in

either a drunken stupor or an overly
playful mood and put a quick end to
their work Let's try to grow, children.

The last point I would like to make is

where was the security while this was
happening? I know it's difficult to be all

over this building but it makes you
wonder, what if you're alone and you
need help quick.

Let's hope things don't get to that
point and that the fl?Et = /&0hole\s\
who were responsible for this
weekend's pranks will some day grow
up to be. if not adults, then tame
animals.

Jospeh Toison
Commuter Collective

Lack of Security

a campus problem

To the Editor:
The recent upsurge in publicity con-

cerning the violent assaults on women
has made me more aware of the present
problem on campus. Because security on
campus is so poor. I have been forced to

take precautions and avoid walking on
campus by myself at night.

Perhaps I am very fortunate in that I

have a car because it allows me greater
mobility. I very often use my car to escort
friends to different places on campus at
night. Recently, there was an assault
outside my dorm which made even this

practice unsafe.

I drove to an evening review session last

Thursday night \ J 1-16] which was being
held in Machmer Hall. Since there were
no available parking spaces, I was forced
to park in a tow tone. I realize that this is a
violation; however, the only other
available spaces were in lots adjacent to

Boyden Gymnasium. I chose to risk

parking in a tow zome rather than walk
from Boyden to Machmer. When I

returned, I found a ticket on my car.

My first reaction was anger as well as
frustration. I cannot understand security's

priorities. If they would use their time
guaranteeing a safe campus for students,
instead of using the time ticketing cars,

then I would not have to drive to class. It

seems ironic that one of security's jobs is

to supply protection on campus and
instead punishes people like me who are
forced to supply our own security. I am
contesting this ticket on the grounds that

security is not doing its Job.

Leslie E. Roberts
Northeast

Blue Wall violates

alcohol policy

To the Editor:

On November 16. 1978 the Collegian
ran an advertisement for the Blue Wall's

"second Annual Wild Turkey Night,"

which offered two-for one Wild Turkey

drinks This event raises an issue for us,

as students concerned about responsi

ble alcohol consumption.
Our concern is the University's com-

mitment to encourage the responsible

use of alcohol. This fall \78\ the Univer-

sity issued an "Alcohol Beverage
Policy " Our understanding of the policy

IS that Its intent is to encourage respon-

sible alcohol consumption
Upon reading the policy, the Blue Wall

seems to fall under it."; authority under
section 2, part f; "Areas under the

jurisdiction of the Univvrsity include all

1/1 property occupied by and used by
the University. " If our interpretation of

the policy is correct, the Blue Wall is in

blatant violation of section, 4, part b
which states. "The name of the party or

event must not include the name of any
alcoholic beverage or brand" and sec

tion 4 part i\4\ "The rate of alcoholic
beverage consumption must be controll-

ed to prevent excessive drinking within
a short period of time. " These are only
two of a possible 6 violations.

If the University rules that the Blue
Wall does not fall within the authority of
the policy, then we must seriously ques
tion the University's commitment to

creating an atmosphere conducive to

responsible drinking. We would also
question how the University expects
students to adhere to a policy that does
not regulate the actions of on-campus
corporations \SAGA FOODSl that affect
the quality of student lite.

We feel that not only the University

but also institutions within the Universi-

ty have a responsibility to the students
to enhance the quality of life rather than
to detract from it.

Steven Vinning
Charles Bruha

GATE guide

incomplete

To the Editor:

We have just received a copy of the
current Course and Teaching Evaluation
Description Guide. The Psychology
Department would like to take this oppor
(unity to clarify certain aspects of the
write-up about our Department.

The Department of Psychology is very
large with about 60 faculty members and
180 graduate students, many of whom
serve as Teaching Assistants and
Teaching Associates. We offer over 40
different undergraduate courses per
semester many of these large crarses,
some with multiple sections, but a signifi-

cant proportion are small seminars (20% I,

laboratory courses (5%), ond classes of-

fered as honors courser. (10%) Students
are also invited, if they wish, to enroll in

many of our graduate offerings. We have
700 to 800 psychology majors and teach
about 10,000 students per year. We are
quite aware of many of the difficulties

that were noted in the Council of
Undergraduate Students in Psychology
(CUSP) survey on Psychology which is

printed in the Course Guide and we
basically agree with this report. We would
like nothing better than to recruit addi-
tional faculty so that we might offer

courses with smaller enrollments. We are
actively developing new courses with
smaller enrollments. We are actively
developing new courses within our cur-
riculum such as offerings on "Human
Sexuality" and "Family and Close Rela-
tionships.

"

We would also like to provide addi-
tional opportunities for the development
of counseling skills. However, we have
two problems in this regard. First, we do
not want to overlap the counseling
courses already offered in other units of
the University, e.g., in Education.
Secondly, offering these courses would
demand considerable faculty resources
since the development of counseling skills

requires extensive supervision. We do
have a Practicum and Internship Coor-
dinator who tries to arrange off-campus
opportunities for people interested in

mental health service delivery and we are
actively seeking ways of improving both
the number and the quality of our
undergraduate practicum offerings.

In spite of our extensive offerings, if

you read through the Psychology Course
Evaluation Section of the Course Guide,
you will note that only about 14 courses
are evaluated and half of these are
reprinted from 1977. with no rationale for

why these particular courses were
chosen. We are distressed that we were
not able to come to some arrangement
with the people who develop the Course
Guide so that more course evaluations
could have been pablished. The
Psychology Department has had a long
standing history of making available

course evaluations to all interested par
ties. Course evaluations are considered a
part of a faculty members personnel file.

In keeping with the Fair Information Act.

evaluations can only be released with the
written authorization of the individual

faculty member Almost all of our faculty

have signed releases so that student
evaluations of their courses are available

to interested persons through the
representatives of CUSP. If you would
like to see a clear and more exhaustive
picture of the course evaluations for per
sonal course selection, please come to

the Psychology Department, either the

CUSP office (Tobin 301K) or the

Undergraduate Advising Office (Tobin

437), and we will be happy to provide you
with this information.

We believe the Psychology Department
offers vigorous and exciting programs of
high quality and we try to be sensitive to

the needs of students, both
undergraduate and graduate. We en-
courage you to learn more about us and
let us know how we can be of help to

you.

Arnold D. Well
Undergraduate Program Director

Bonnie R. Strickland, Chair
Department of Psychology

Math department

in bad situation

Collegian 7

To the Editor
-4s a teaching assistant in the Math

Department. I would like to clarify some
remarks made by Alexander Floyd in his

letter of November 17.

1. College math departments
everywhere are faced with the unfor-
tunate responsibility of making up for a
deficient high school math education.
Any student intending to go to college
should have studied a sufficient amount
of math as part of his college pieparation.
Since this is seldom the case. Math 104
Pre calculus, which is meant to be a
review of algebra, analytic geometry, and
trigonometry, becomes, instead, an in

tegral part of a student's math education.
This fall ther'e were approximately 800
students requesting Math 104, but space
was available for oryly 500 of them
Therefore, one 6:55 a. m. section was im
plemented due to student demand. It

should be noted that before this section
could be added, a willing (eachpr had to

be found.

2. Mr. Floyd seems to be confusing the
concepts of "teacher" and "professor.

"

A Ph.D. IS awarded to those who
demonstrate the ability to do advanced
study and research, not for training as a
teacher. Thus, the major difference bet
ween a professor and a graduate student
T.A. is experience. But T.A. 's do not lack
experience Most, if not all. T.A. 's have
taught or tutored extensively during their

undergraduate careers.

Furthermore, the UMass Math Dept. is

rather unique in its use of first year grad
students as classroom teachers. In many
universities, the low level n^ath courses
consist of large recitation sections, where
professors lecture to 100-150 students,
and grad students run problem sessions.
Here, each student is in a class of
reasonable size and benefits from the
continuity offered by a single teacher
answering questions about the material
that he/she lectured.

3. I would like to note Mr. Floyd's com-
plaint that the math instructors do no
more than prepare students for exams.
Ironically, Mr. Floyd answered his own
complaint by saying, "Students rarely in-

quire as to the whys of a particular

mathematical process, but to whether
such a process will be on the final exam.

"

This, to me, is the crux of the matter.

Students, in any department, at any level,

learn for the exams first. But the exams
must, and often do. cover the most im-

portant and _ necessary parts of the
material.

I agree with Mr. Floyd's assertion that

college administrators need to pay more
attention to student needs concerning the
Math Dept. So many other departments
require their students to take certain math
courses. There should be more sections
of these courses offered and more in-

structors to teach them. For now, we can
only do the best we can with what we've
got.

Diane K. Willimack
Dept. of Mathematics

Letters policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number. Organiza
tions may submit letters, but they must
include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no rrwre than
two pages long. They should be sent to

the Executive Editor care of the Col-
legian, or may be dropped off at the Col-
legian office.

All letters may be subject to editing for

either space or content according to the
judgement of the editor. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that §11

letters received wHf be printed.
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Beating academic pedagogy
By Rusty Denton

"Wake up, Herb, it's half past Novem-
ber."

"Huh, wha ? November already! Egad,
how gauche."

"You really doodled this semester: look at

this - 2 D's, an exam you didn't take,

failing rhetoric for red-necks. Holy -—

,

what have you been doing?"

"Oh, you must be the new roommate.
That's typical. See, September I play the

decadent student to the hilt. I do my ut-

most to destroy my bourgeois superior

brain power. October I sleep. Classes are

passe. The rest of the semester I crack the

books, ace the material, and finish out with

a passable "C" average."
"What a waste - you could be a 4.0

student."

"What, and not party!"

"Well, if all you wanted to do was party,

why'd you come to school?"
"Contacts, man -- they're everywhere

here. Resident heads, junkyard stoolies,

schoolyard junkies: this place is crawling

with pharmaceuticals."

'I still don t get it. Why cram for eight

solid weeks, when you could be com-
fortably mediocre the whole semester?"
"What, you think your method of

studying is better than average? Hear me,
elitist snob, the trouble with the world is

you over-achieving gadflies. Begone from
me, thou ill-fated imperialist!"

"C'mon,Herb -"

'"No, I mean it. I'll come out of this in-

stitution of dire learning knowing at least as

much as you academic pedagogues. I can

ace the finals. But I'm promoting the image

of the natural "C ", the bell curve, the

average man on the street."

"Aren't you getting carried away...?"
"The age of the "A" stud jnt is over. The

grading system is obsolete. Everyone
knows grade inflation is packing the grad
schools. I'm part of a coalition to end the

grade, to re-evaluate the status quo, and
re-vamp learning."

"This coalition sounds lugubrious."

"No sweat, cowboy. A lot of members
devote their wasted time to worthy projects

instead of drugs. Bugbekker across the hall

programmed OSCAR to allow mediocre

students to stay here for 10 years."
"10 years? But that's...'

"Sure, the number of "C" students in-

creases. That's why we support the raise in

tuition for out-of-state students: academic
excellence goes down. Haykettle down-
stairs is listed as a T.A. with several
departments, where we give undeserved
"C"s to randomly chosen scapegoats.
Feedbag intercepts transcripts in Whitmore
and changes deviations from the norm to

"C"s.

"Doesn't the administration object?"
"Why should they -- they're as mediocre

and average as they come."
"To say the least. I'll se ya. Herb, I gotta

run."

"Class?"
"No, I want to flunk my exam -

I have to
make up for lost time as an elitist snob
grade grubber."

MARK WILDING!

Pannem at Cirerus

"Stavros Niarchos, the Greek shipping

billionaire who lives like a trillionaire,

opened his magnificent house in Paris for

the season by giving a fabulous ball for 60

of his closest friends. It was a glorious party

with a ballet and all the beautiful women of

Paris in their most glittering bijou, all all the

men looking as elegant as they could."

New York Daily News

"Quit bogeying that joint, you dink."

The threat, coming as it was from the

voice box of a young man who looked like a

cross between Seattle Slew and Jack
Dempsey, was received with mute
obediance, and the mottled white
marijuana cigarette was dutifully passed

on.

"You've slobbered all over it, muckface.

Roll another one or I'll make you into putty

and rub you on the Sunday comics."

"Yes, Johnny," came the meek reply, and

the opening party of the UMass social

season was under way. Already the gut-

wrenching odor of chemically reorganized

hops swelled the fetid aii and brought on

involuntary waves of pale nausea and
crimson breathlessness. Johnny Lughead,

one of the school's typical athletes with

more letters in sports than he could read or

write was the host to this bash of bashes.

He was giving the party for 6000 of his

closest friends each of whom had brought

along a closest friend each of whom... The
geometric progression was boggling.

Multiply that by the sixpack that each of

the generous hoy paloy had cradled under

his or her arm and there was beer enough
to drown mainland China.

It was a glorious party with disco, and

Triscuits, and Wheat-thins, and girls who
could recite the lyrics to every single Bruce

Springsteen song ever written and boys
who could tell you the five Cy Young award
pitchers who have also won the MVP in the

last twenty years.

Upstairs the rhythmic creaking of cedar
floorboards gave a hint as to the heated
flailing of the more fortunate of the
drunken who alternated between blocking
the door to the drooling couple outside and
groping with the fasteners and the flap-

doodles that celibate seamstresses have
attached with such malicious prudery.

Here were the most beautiful women and
the most elegant men of Amherst bonging
and thai-sticking, and wolfing down
window-pane, hoping to see widgets for
the first time in their lives, although they'd
settle for God. It was a general cavort. It

was a start.

The night revisited
By Karen Lederer

'

and Rita Zeidner

In the light of the current fervor caused by
the Take Back the Night March, we ob
served so much spirit and unity that it

became apparent to us that such an event
should occur more often. Since the streets
were fairly clear of non-involved
pedestrians, it was difficult to judge the
reactions of the passers-by. As a result, we
speculated upon the reactions of the non
participants, if such a march was
hypothetically conducted through the
UMass campus.

It was agreed that the march should
assemble at the stadium. While those who
arrived early waited for the rest of the
participants, the men's track team passed,
whistling and catcalling. "This is a regular
occurrance," stated a member of the
women's track team. "It becomes a way of
life, and I've found that there's nothing I

can do but ignore it." The rest of the
women agreed and the issue was dropped.

Once the group assembled, we entered
Southwest. We noticed the brand new
grafitti, "Eat Pussy" written on the exterior
walls of one of the dorms. There was a lot

of music blaring from the dorms. Vaguely
we could make out the mellow sounds of
Carole King's "Where You Lead, .1 Will
Follow," but for the most part the rhythmy
beat of Bonnie Raitt's "Mighty Tight
Woman" as well as the heavy metal of
Hendrix's "Foxy Lady" filled the air. It was
enlightening to know that there was such
diversity of musical taste among our fellow
students.

We ignored the usual beer carrying cliques
hanging out in front of Hampden Dining
Commons, and proceded, taking for

granted that we had yet to encounter any
security police. There seemed to be
something different about the Southwest
environment the night of the march. The
voices filling the air were those of women,
not of men. It was a rarity to be hearing
women's chants instead of the gutteral

roars of "Pierpont sucks" or "Stick it

JQA." But at the same time, those of us
who were familiar with the behavioral
patterns of Southwest, noticed an in-

creased amount of furniture and other
disposable objects being thrown out of the
windows. And this time the objects seemed
to be aimed at our particular group.

As we continued, we could pick out
comments from the crowd: "Rape is

definitely a problem, but I don't see how a

march could help. Rapes are committed by
a few sick people. A march to stop it is as
ineffectual as a march to prevent the

measles. And besides, the people who are

listening aren't the rapists."

But the point is rape is not a chme
committed by a few misguided individuals.

It is a crime that is not only tolerated by
society, but is perpetuated by it as well.

The image of women's bodies as objects is

a prevalent one in our culture. Popular
culture, including the media, advertising

and fashion, helps to convey the message
that women's bodies are commodities, i.e.,

luxuries and symbols of achievement. The

classic phrase, "How far d'ja get?" sums
up the idea that sex is an individual
achievement, rather than a shared ex
perience. A march defines the problem, as
well as exposes women s anger towards
this condition. It's purpose is to force the
public to face the painful truth that rape
affects everyone.

As we moved on, a new objection was
heard. This one came from a man. ""I would
like to aid in the cause, but I don't agree
with the politics of an all women's march. I

feel alienated. We should all work
together."

What this man fails to realize is that
women have been dependent on men for a
long time. Not only is it necessary to break
from that dependency, but it is necessary
for women to exercise the dependency and
•prove their strength. Men taking a suppor-
tive role while women perform the action is

a significant role reversal. Women have
nursed in the hospital tents and cheered on
the side-lines for long enough. A women's
march is not only emancipatory in content,
but in its challenge to usual form.

Further on in our march, we confronted
the group's most threatening opponents,
for here stood a group of men shouting,
"We'll get you, dykes," while pounding
their fists into their hands. These people
obviously view something "perverted" in

homosexuality. Aside from the fact that
there were "all types of women participating
in the march, we wondered which is the
greater true perversion-loving someone of
the same sex, or violently threatening
individuals with different viewpoints.

At another point, we passed students
heading out for the week-end celebration.
A few of them called out remarks: "Have
the next one during the week and I'll go.
This is Saturday night and I want to relax."

Another woman admitted, 'Gee, I would
have participated. I even know a girl who
was raped. But I know my date wouldn't
feel like supporting this march."
And while heading towards the library, a
woman yelled to the marchers, "I'd join in

but I have to write a paper."

Unfortunately abuse of women is not an
issue that can be put aside for spare time.

Rapes occur in dorm rooms, cars, sun-lit

streets, as well as in deserted alleys. In

addition, a large percentage of victims

know their rapists, since rapists have been '

known to be dates, fathers and casual

acquaintances, as well as strangers lurking

in the dark.

We realized that undoubtedly, there must
have been some women who did not feel

safe walking to the march alone. These
women cope with the problem of rape by
restricting their activity and locking their

doors. By sacrificing their own freedoms,
they deal with the problem in an individual

sense. They are trading their personal

freedom for safety.

This hypothetical demonstration allowed
the prevalent misunderstandings of such a

strategy to be exposed. Such an array of

reactions would seem to point out a

desperate need for similar activities which
would have the same result of heightening

peoples awareness of the social problem.
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Cont from page 3

III, Ills p|i,tj 'i.iv> r,K)i( ally Miipri veil over tlie pjst seven or

"Kjht ye.irs ui Mie tiiyh level ot student services that's only
i.ffti developed over the past few years. It's a bit snide the

II. ' ,v '
I

' ; I -c I

I .-i^sM- s.inl he dyiees with the guide's claim that "The
trdtetnities and soronties are )ust as tediously trivial and
l.inal as ;i? any state university anywhere in the country
Niarny Mdki, a junior Comnuinications ma)or and memher
' 'HiMM Siyma Sigma said "The whole thing makes me
uad riiey don t mention any good things The Greeks are
a very integral part o' the University and University life

If you stick to strict national standards there are a hell ot

lI tot more than a handful of good departments " said Herb
Tyson Student Government Association co president. 'I

i\i^n t think that the University can be categon/ed m terms
,( t(,, p.H)ple heie Its very diverse It excels on a r»ational

ternis of student participation and the entire;

<,i»jmH ie:,ilm '

Mass >s a kmd of a bargain basement education, saui
'I Haiqis a senior in Anthropology. 'It (the guide) does
Mill good pockets of intiwesting students but there are

)l fleadheads UMass is like any universitv You are
iiiinq to tiave gieat \/ariety, people on all levels. ' Haigis

' I'St^Ml the cultural events at UMass and the professors

J
htjSiiysaie acce^le" and "dedicated"

1 he whole thmq is wrong. Us terribly outdated. ' said

William Field. Dean of Students who directly attacked the
guide 'There are some good college directories This

' \ - i t I . I f tl'em. It's ar> ipi onsrguential piece of

1

hursK ! j'll I! isii t much,
f |< tiat tbe guide is^io( influential and is not well

fHstMii I . (1 Even iht ',. Icrtioh of colleges is just sort of

.in identiil "

All students tend to be boonj^h ' said Hield, 'but now I

sound as Ijad as the guide
'

SLIMLINE Tl»25.

FOR THE STUDENT OR PROFES-
SIONAL OM THE GO. FROM TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS.

Humanities and Fine Arts Education
Social and Behavioral Sciences

SENIORS
You are invited to

The Alumni Skills Bank Program

Wednesday, November 29th

8:00 p.m.
Room 917 Campus Center

Panel Disgussion by Alumni
To Help Seniors Join the Job Market

Complimentary Beer, Wine, and Cheese

Alumni Coming to Campus:
Mickey Hams, Amer. Tel & Tel

Bob Dallmeyer, United Technologies
Peter Chisholm, Secy of State's Office

Albert J. Sweeney, Boston Police Dept.

Ricky Moriarty, The Provident Institute

Stan Smith, New England Telephone
Charles Schultz, Reliable Fabrics

TexQS Instruments

Slimline25
scief^tiFic colcuiotor

sug. price $32.95

PRICE $24.95
•Attractive Slimline styling with easy-to-read liquid

crystal display (LED)

•Battery-life expectation of over 1000 hours — up to 2

years of normal operation. '

•52 calculator fijnctions including memory,
statistical, trig, algebraic and more.

A GREAT VALUE!

-

at the calculator store

campus renter/univ. of nnass./amherst

We've Got Something
Your Mother Never Tokj You About...

The Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method ot cutting your
hair in harmony with the way it grows Sure your hair

eventually grows out. but with a precision haircut it

doesn't lose its shape
And because your hair falls naturally into place.

You .von t have to keep fussing with it.

Now you've got something you can tell your
mother about.

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-
sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14.00
whether you re a guy or a ?al. And no appointments
are ever necessary
Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do It all, but we really shine with the
precision haircut, and so will you.

«Command IVrformanee

Hampshire Mall, nexl to K-Mart
Men. -Sat., 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

586 0090

IL

To place a classified ad, drop hy the Col

leqian oftire (CC 113) hetwnen 8 45 a m
<ind 3 45 |) m Monday through Ffiday, or

use ouf handy clip anrl mail form found in

most issues of thr CoHecjiHii Cl<»ssilie(t

di'.KlliiH' IS 3 45 i) in two (lay?, ui advance
of |)ut)lif:iition datr

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c

per line, five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day; 30 consecutive issues. 30c per

line per day. One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR SALE FOR SALE

'88 VW- Running, inspected, 2 new tires,

$325/neg. 253-9457 after 6 p.m.

'70 Opel, needs work. 30 -» mpg, best offer,

call Nancy 6-5668 or Marc 66^4542, eves.

67 Olds Cutlass 113,000 mi. 330 V-8

engine. 666-7570 anytime. $500 or best offer.

'72 Fiat Sport Coupe new tires, brakes,

good engine, 5-speed, $750 or BO 6-4902

1977 TR7. 8000 mi., 5sp., air, sunroof, AM-
FM stereo, more. $5500, offers/trades?

Tom at 1-527 4861, 584-6804.

1970 Jeep Wagoneer 4wd. std. V8,

16mpg. Locking hubs, good off road and in

snow. $1300 or BO. Call Bill 546-9031

1972 VW bug red, one owner, $750.

253-7076 evenings.

1973 Pinto AT, FM stereo, 50,000 miles, 2

mounted snow tires, recall done, good con-

dition^J2092Jy^^?!l^?!!liJ?!ZL^!i^^^^_
1973 Pinto Autonrtatic, 47,000 mi. Must

sell. Best offer. Tel. 527 -4963.

1976 TR7 good cond. $4200 665-7512

'75 Triumph Spitfire 1500 exc. cond

Free Puppy female Vi Black Lab, % Pug, 7

weeks old, extremely loveable, if in-

terested, call 253-3165.

1969 Chevrolet station wagon, 3-speed

standard, $300, call 549-1128
.

Peugeot ten-speed bicycle, excellent

condition, white, $90, call 549-1 128

Koflack ski boots
season. 549-1869.

-men 8Vi. Used 1

raist length,

ask for

new
paint, AM/FM, gd. radials. 25,000 mi. Ask-

ing $2800. BO. Call 546-9624

'70 Camaro perfect body, 4 Cragars, 60's

in back, eng. needs work, $750 or BO,

6-5304

ENTERTAINMENT

Soundsystem for hire perfect for discos,

coffeehouses, bands, call Rick, 584-4105

Hottest band aroundl 'Smooth Sailing'

for bookings anywhere, call John,
546-4646

FOR RENT

Attic fi .' rent- $125 incl. util., 1 bik.

UMass, woman p'eferred, must like kids,

549-6873.

Beg. Dec. 1 Cliffslde Apts. Sund. $120

mo. call 665-4903, furn.. bus, stereo, quiet,

1 bed, to share with male

Qul«t non-smokf .
•* for own rm.

in 2 bedrm. apt., lofst Center. Avail,

after 12/20. $92.1 . Call 253-7986, esp.

after 6 p.nr

Fur coat, like new, reversibl^^^
medium, $50 or BO, call 2f^p96
Wayne. ^^
Yamaha FG 346 acoustic guitar, $160,

refrigerator, $100, Rich, 546-5416.

Woman's Head ski parka, down filled,

ex. cond.,was $140 now $70, size med.,

6-1138

Rossignol Roc skis 190cm. 549-3937

Panasonic stereo, speakers & turntable

$90, computer chess $60, SR-52 calculator

$ 153. Call Don, 546-6980

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

HELP WANTED

Assistantship in Orchard Hill for interdis

women's studies course in women's health.

Requirements: Exfjerience and expertise in

women's health care, awareness of

women's issues. Demonstrated ability in

teaching desirable. Master's degree prefer-

red. Send letter of application /vita to H.

Schneider, Mclntire House, Orchard Hill,

UMass by Dec. 1.

Students wanted Freshman Work
Study who would like to learn to be Stu-

dent Trainers for Athletics/ Intramurals.

Contact V. Keedy or J. Laughnane in Room
9, Boyden BIdg . , Ext. 5-2866

Excellent opportunity in this area. Need-

ed, pleasing personality and car, part time

or full, call 247-5740

LOST

Prescription glasses, plastic light brown
rpund rim, please call, Tom, 6-9046.

Opal ring in concourse girts room on

111/ 14, 18 b'day gift -great sentimental

value. Please call, Cathy, 6-9500, reward.

Lost— down vest, pale icey green— bum-
ming out— lost at Pub -please contact me,

253-2777 or drop off at Pub— rewardlll*

Lost -gold chain at Pub, 11/9/78, sen-

timental value, please call 546-8654,

reward.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim. light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

MISCELLANEOUS

ROOM WANTED

Frlsbee Frisbee— collector interested in

old Frisbees (Sailing Satellites, Pluto Plat-

ters, Mars Platters, Flying Saucers and

Frisbie Pie Tins). Will trade new discs or

pay up to $25. Call 253-5674. keep trying.

PERSONALS

Lost a1» ski sale -blue Atra down
vest- handmade— no ? asked — reward,

$5!!! 253-7565.

Bring a smile and set a while in CCA to-

day from 10—3, complements of the

University Photo Co-op. All are welcome.

May the overflowing spirit Er uncon-

trollable craziness continue forever. Good-

bye, J.P.

Nifties never die -they just glide away
eight to five. . . Farewell, Sir Georgell

Sorry so late, Happy 23rdl I'll be thinking

of you on T-day. Lots of lov. Cashew.

Rick: Happy 19thll Hope you get your

hands on some facatious substance — go
for itil— to the ma>:-good luck!! LJB.

It's me Bill's Birthday. . .Let's have a par-

ty! We've got cake and t>eer and . . . Oh, no,

the beer must be flat, there's no head on it.

I've got an idea . No, no, not my- head!!

No, oooh my head, my head, ooooooh.

Happy 21st, Mr. Bills!!!

Whitis. virile, handsome male seeks non-

smoking, non-drinking, very Christian,

Blonde with beautiful complexion, body,

mind, and soul for an evening of anything

but orgiastic fun. Call Salty or Geoffry at

546^3500 or 256 0343

Rob £r Laura: Why did Sue and Don come
home for Christmas? They were stapled to

a red Fiesta! Reserve for 4 at TOC!

Looking for 2—3 bedroom apartment.

Call Wendy 6-6484 or Sue 6-6479.

Female non-smoker wants own room,

use of kitchen, start Jan. Karen 546-7628

Want to find a 2 br. Southwood apt. to

sublet Jan. -May. Call Nancy 546-6606

ROOMMATE WANTED

Housemate wanted grad student needs

person to share modern house in So.

Amherst -$160/mo. Charlie Kohl 253-5419.

2 housemates wanted for Dec. 1, semi-

coop bordering wildlife area. South
Amherst, 256-8901, Russ, non-smokers.

Roommate wanted for own bedroom in

four bedroom house in Belchertown.

$87.50 for now until Jan. 1st with option

for after Jan. 1st, call 323-7324

SERVICES

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.

Huge selection of gold, silver, diamond ear-

rings and unusual gifts. Silverscape

Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,

Mass. 253-3324.

TO SUBLET

Intersess., 1 to 4 people for a 3 bdrm.

Puffton apt., call soon. 549-0106.

WANTED

VW automatic engine, phone 253 2891,

eve.

Wanted. 2-3 bdrm. apt. or hse. for spring

sem., call 546-7939 bef. 10 a.m. or

546-7482.

WANTED TO RENT

2-BDRM
546-1405

apt.— bus route. Jan. — May.

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car. $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

ACROSS

1 Leg of —
S Overtlowing

10 Aspirin, eg
14 'I cannot tell

15 — voce:

Softly

16 Toward sfiel-

ler

1/ Oases fea-

tures

19 Tribe

70 Sofa
21 Craft

22 Considerate
23 City on the

Aar
25 Soak
26 Again
30 Add up
31 Woods
34 Glens
36 Teiepf)ones
38 Fish eggs
39 Instruments.

2 words
42 Shamut
43 Callla —
44 Of t»rth

45 Gam
47 Possesses
49 Plateau

50 Tear
51 Ravioli

dough
53 Sour
55 Hockey star

Bobby —
56 Originates

61 Staff

62 Parapet
64 Toward the

mouth
65 Model
66 Head part

67 Auction

68 Civil wrongs
69 Swill

DOWN
1 Rules
2 Wing-like

parts

3 Kind of

glove

4 Vegetable
5 White as —

6 Court
7 1941 pact: 2

words
8 Cubic mater
• Great num-
ber

10 Green Bay
pro

11 Unlearned
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12 Incline

13 Impart

18 Johnny —
Conf. soldier

24 Fr sculptor

25 Flux

26 — Gulp
Hobby

27 Dresser
28 — storm
29 Prt of pur-

chase
31 Common

sickness

32 Rail birds

33 Nikola —
AC de-

veloper

35 Oivesi

37 Turkish offi-

cers

40 Fled

41 Curler's cap
46 camp
48 Delays
51 Madrid mu-

seum
52 Exist

53 Hebrew
prophet

54 Dear: It

55 Death notice

57 Demons
56 Close
59 Within:

Comb form
60 Walk
63 Make lace
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YOUR BIRTHDAY

Bom today, you are a
person on the move. You
enjoy change; Indeed your

menUl health denunds it

When things remain too

long the same, you find

yourself growing
depressed, pessimistic,
defeated. When Uiere is

movement, progress -
whether forward or later-

ally - you are inspired to

your Isest mood and. thus,

to your best work II is

vital to your success that

you have options, for with-

out the possibility of ctioice

and, therefore, of change,
vou Krow stale.

You are one of those rare

individuals who functions

exceedingly well in

partnerships and not
nearly so well alone. You
do your l)est work when
you know others depend
upon it. Even deadlines

irupire you.

Also born on this data
•ra: Sir Samuel Cunard,
loumlar o< ttia Cunard
slaamthlp Wnt; Mary Mar-

tin, sctreit. singar.

To see what ia in store

for you tomorrow, find

your iMrthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be

your daily guide
WEDNESDAY. NOVEM-

BER 22

SAQITTARIUStNov. 22-

Dac. 21) - You need a quiet

tmosphere in which to

accoinpUsh your tiest work
today Seek companions
wtto are soul mates.

CAPRICORNIDac 22-

J«n. 19) - Make yourself

available to ttiose who may
be after advice. To turn

from the young is to turn

from the future.

AQUARIUStJan. rtl-Fato.

Ii) - Your imagination

may lead you into trouble

today. But it may also lead

you into expanded bori-

tons.

PISCES(Fab. It-March
2tl) - Unless you can keep
your responses under con-

trol, you would do well not

to seek the company of

others.

ARIES(March 21-Aprtl 19)

- Preserve your reputation

for honesty and integrity

Pay delH-s, whether mate-
rial or otherwise, by eve-

ning.

TAURUStAprU 20-May 20)

- Take care not to upset

plans for entering into a

new phase of work Coop-

erate with co-workers at

ll times.
QEMINI(May21-Juna20)-
You may need to revise

your budget. l<eave room
for unexpected expenses.

Neither borrow nor lend.

CANCER<Juna 21-July 22)

- Congenial companions
provide more than society

;

they come up with ideas to

further your career. Lis-

ten!

LEOlJuly 2}-Au«. 22) - A
romantic interlude may
leave you less well off than

you were liefore. Consider

11 angles of the relation-

ship.

VIRQOtAug. 21-Sapt.22)-
- Though health seems
improved, a checkup may
be in order. Take good

advice: better safe than

sorry!
LIBRAtSaPt. 2}-0ct. 22) -

Good luck brings you

closer to old goals than

hard work today Don't

trust another's efforts;

employ your own.
SCORPIOtOct. 23-Nov.

21) - Though a co-worker

may appear jealous of

your success, you can un-

doubtedly count on him for

moral support.

YOU KNOUJ. sm.. n
mSMORBThANJVSr
A HAPFf ACCiOeuT,

US 0UHPIN6 INTO
eACH crrf€R uk£
Mr- DID.. \

,
in FACT,T}€ HRST

B-gt THING I DID AFTER.K^ Q£AaN6 CUSIOMS
^uw m5 CALL THE STATE
a4> • OEmmf^eNTTO FIND
r*^v*7 OUT UH£RE ^,^
9[ yo^tij^! mk

• J '^niiB
~A \ JIP^ ^JK

^P

IMA&INe MY SURPRlSe
U€Hll£m€DiOU
IteFB RJOm HEFB IN

IMSHIN6T0N, IMRKINS
UJITH THf NATIVE
AMOitCANS! ^^1

• •ml
^^^

HWSKJNS.
RJ6HT. IT'S SO
UKBYOUTOBB
HELfiNGOUT
Cm€R5,StR.

\

W^t/y Dorf by Rob Rannay

KcuKc «j birftt oxtrbt

Nothing Spacial by Joe Casey

B.C. by Johnny Hart

eMoose F^Mr.

the Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

offers a complete

range of

Graphic Services

•typesetting

•layout

•camera

Let us prepare

your resume,

business forms,

brochures, etc.

for printing.

Fast. Professional.

Reasonable.

ATTENTION
Graduating Seniors

Graduating seniors who are

the recipients of the National

Direct Student Loans are re-

quired to attend one of ^he

following meetings:

Tuesday, November 28, at 7:0C p.m.

in Room 101 of SBA Buiidiny

or

Wednesday, November 29, at 7:00 p m.
in Room 101 of SBA Building
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Let your imagination soar witli

1C1Q1IS
Edited by Roger Dean,

Donald Lehmkuhl, and Martyn Dean
In mythology «vh«n Icaru*'* winga mcNod fm ptummftf ••

Mirth The image* that might have ftaahad through Mt mind
during his (all are brilliantly pictured In thia mlntf^iogglng
book Here Is fantasy art at Ha flrteat, a maatartulMflMion of

vlalonary flights of fancy by top contampo-^
rary artists Outer space, magical land-

scapas. cities ot tt>e future, monsters.
dragons, wizards, robots and mora-stuft-
ningly reproduced In ovar 200 full-color

Illustrations 12 x 12 S12.M paparHack.
$30 00 cloth

Prom the
dHors of ttia

bast-seNIng ALBUM
covin ALBUM artd WALK AWAY rbnI
At ail bookatoraa

JSHmB,INC.Mi . N••^tor<lla

Spec/a/ Topics Seminars, Spring 1979

SEXUALITY AND SEX ROLES
(HOME EC 549B. TUES 9:05-12:05,

Skinner 205)

Purpose IS to integrate changing sexual mores
with various views of femininity and masculin

ity. Social, social psychological, biological,

economic and political variables will be related

to sex role and sexual behaviors. The impact of

women's liberation, human potential, gay and
alternative lifestyle movements on sexual ex

pression will be stressed.

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES

(HOM EC 595B, THURS 9:05-12:05.

Skinner 205)

As expressions of changing sex roles and sex

ual mores, alternative lifestyles will be con

trasted with traditional monagamous, sexually

exclusive marriage and the nuclear family.

Singlehood and its lifestyles, open relation

ships, marital or not, cohabitation ar

rangements, communes, group marriages and

other alternatives will be emphasized.

Permission of Instructor Required. Contact Dr.

Roger Libby, 545 2393 or 253 2174.

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Hartford Ballet

Saturday, December 2 3 & 8 p.m.

Sunday, December 3 3 p.m.

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tick Bis now on sale. General
pub|^?-$7 50, 6.50, 5.50 UMass
stud<[^M&-$5.50, 4.50, 3.50 Senior citizens

and ^5^r students- $6.50, 5.50, 4.50.

Speoipf'iat'nee children's prices- $5.50,
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2511 for group reservations

and information.
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BUS DRIVER TRAINING
Five College Transportation will sponsor a 3
Week Training program during January In-

terterm for those interested in getting a Class II

Bus Driver's License.

Get applications and instructions at the Stu-
dent Employment Office, 239-A Whitmore, or

call the Five College Transportation
Office -586-4262.

Application Deadline extended to December 7.
.'.'.'' •'•'.•'^''^•'•'
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custom-made rings

( Aistom features

for men

On sale arc our men's

traditional .Siladium* rings and

selected women's lO-karat

gold rings. These rings are custom-

made indi\iduall\ for you. They are an

exceptional bu\ at the price of $59.95. You get yoi.r

choice of many custom features, (^ome see.them today.

THE /iRTylRVLD REPRESENTATIVE has a large collection ol college nngs ask to see them

November 27, 28. 29 at the UNIVERSITY STORE /IRJv/IRVlD
Deposit required Ask about Master Charge or Visa 'Savirigs vary shghtly from style to style ' ^*

^\COLL£GE RWGS
10 a.m.— 2:30 p.m.

each day

$10 deposit
another service of

o o,

irge or visa bavirigs vary sngnuy trum siyie lu siyw

3 days only!
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Physical fitness for fun;

the GPE program
flK SHARON SCRAGGS
Collegian Staff

When you are thumbing through the
course guide choosing courses for next
semester, take a glance at the section
labeled: "Phys. Ed., School of." There
are over 106 different levels of various
sport activities, ranging from conventional
sports like basketball and volleyball, to
lyenger or Kundalini Yoga. Whether you
are an expert in the sport or have never
heard of it, there is a course for you.

According to Chester Gladchuk, Director
of the General Physical Education Pro-
gram (GPE) at UMass, over 6,000
students enroll in the program each year.
He says GPE courses give you a break
from the academic atmosphere, and a
chance to relax yet still receive credit.
Gladchuk said, "We are much more at-
tuned to society today. Attitudes toward
sports have changed and the program has
changed with them. ' •

According to a computerized survey
conducted this fall with students par-
ticipating in the program, an "extremely
positive attitude" was found. Students
said the courses are well organized and

structured, but flexible enough to meet
their personal needs. They said the pro-
gram is very individualized because of the
diversity of courses offered. An impress
ing 90.9 percent of the students said, "In
this course I am learning a great deal."

The program is run in conjunction with
the Professional Physical Education pro-
gram. Physical Education majors are re
quired to take GPE courses, some of
which are taught by undergraduates
qualified by an extensive screening pro
cess.

The GPE program is "as strong now as
it has ever been in its existence, yet the
program can be expanded to meet the
needs of the students," Gladchuk remark
ed. "We will not expand the program.
We will never offer a course without
quality instruction."

Gladchuk would like to see the program
"parallel the common uses ot other
departments." "We have the instructors,
courses and facilities for a great program.
Unfortunately, it gets overlooked by many
students, ' Gladchuk said.

So, turn to page 45 of your Schedule of
Courses for 1979, and check it out.

NOU/ SHOUTING
FortheHRSTTIMEin

STEREOPHONIC SOUND

OrKiiful bound lr«< k ^^um AvAiUhIr nn V isia Rrt nrds

ROUIt .SRIVEROALE RD WEST SPRINGFIELD TEL 733 b 131

QUICK COPY
AND TYPING

"Amherst Area's One-Stop
Copy and Typing Center"

•Quality, low-cost copying
•Fast, professional typing
•Complete dissertation, nnanuscript
and resume service

In the Carriage Shops, Amherst
= 549-0557
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Booters ECAC champs
flK BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

WEST POINT, NY. As captain Joel Mascolo held aloft the '78 ECAC championship
trophy, it symbolized an exciting and climactic end to the UMass soccer season.

Only m.nutes before the trophy presentation fans and players alike were still awajting

the tourney's outcome in breathless anticipation. The tournament finalists, UMass and
Boston University, had tied at the end of regulation time, 2 2. The championship was to

be resolved in sudden death overtime. After 15 minutes a champion still had not been
crowned. The game went on to yet a second OT period.

Finally, five minutes into the second OT (after 110 minutes of play) UMass' Doug
White rose to the occasion, scoring the game winning goal, and etching the name
"University of Massachusetts" onto the winners trophy.

Whites' goal concluded a thrilling and extremely gruelir>g weekend of soccer.

UMass had earned the right to play B.U. after beating the tournaments #1 seed. Long
Island University, 2 on Saturday. B.U. meanwhile had advanced edging Army 3-2 in

another marathon sudden death battle.

Having recently beaten Columbia, currently ranked #8 in the nation, LIU displayed

great individual talent and skill, but UMass outplayed them as a team. UMass got an
early boost scoring first and fast. Only four minutes into the game Joel Mascolo, taking

a pass from Mark Vasington, let fly a blast that just hit inside the far post.

UMass controlled the tempo and play through much of the first half, while LIU failed

to mount an attack. In the second half though LIU came to life, doing everything but

score UMass goalie Mark Marilla came up with 8 second half saves, after making only

one in the op>ening half. UMass managed only 2 shots on net in the second half but they

made one count.

Mark Vasington got the insurance goal midway through the half on an assist from
Doug White. Vasington stationed right in front of the LIU goal, took the pass and plac-

ed a shot to the left corner. LIU's Jim Memos was unable to come up with the elusive

ball and the game was suddenly in the hands of the Minutemen
Sunday's finale versus B.U. was a rematch the Terriers were eagerly awaiting. They

wanted to redeem thernse'ves from their 3-0 loss to Umass earlier this season.

The Minutemen had taken the lead with a first half score by Antonio Dias. Joel

Mascolo had scalded a direct kick from about 20 yards out which B.U 's Howie Freed

man could not grasp. The baH came loose and Dias put it over the fallen goalie and
underneath the crossbar.

In the second half UMass up(>od the lead to 2 on a tally by Ed Eschmann. From the

endline Mark Abbott passed it in front lo Eschmann who labeled one to thR left corner

At the time it seemeo more than enough to assure the win
The UMass defensrt led by Brit Simon, Mike St Martin, and Doug White had con

tinually thwarted thu 8U offense until with just 12 minutes in the game, BU put

together their best i poortunity of the day. A scramble in front of the UMass net

resulted in a BU shui "
' lih was about to go in when defensemen Doug White batted it

away with his hahd
It was declared an automatic penalty shot, and BU's John Primiano was elected to

take It. Primiano placed his shot into the right corner jnd the Terrier's scoring drought

was finally over. Wim new hope BU mounted a desperate attempt to tie the game
With only 1:41 left their comeback was completed Mike Pilger deflected a throw tr.io

the far side of the field where an unguarded Dave Hill awaited From only abouT six

yards away Hill put it past Mark Marilla, who had no chance.

Even with less than a r^inute BU kept coming. Mark Marilla made the save of the

gan-ie, and the season for UMass, diving to prevent a point blank shot, and ultimately

putting the game into overtime.

Once in overtime the stunned UMass squad managed to regain their composure.

Twenty minutes into OT Joel Mascolo made a throw into Doug White who took it

down the left side and shot one to the near post past the helpless BU keeper. It was
suddenly over.

A goal in double overtime by UMass' Doug White, seen here in earlier action
against Southern Conn., lifted the Minutemen to a 3-2 win over the Boston
University Terriers and captured the ECAC title for the Massachusetts team.
(Staff photo by Dave Rodgers).

Stickers in tourney;
seel< national title
By MIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

The field hockey team had been working

harder at practice last week than they had
all year long. They have something to

prove; that they are indeed national tour

nament material, and that the teams they

have to face had better beware.

The women stickers play in the first

round of the collegiate field hockey na-

tionals at Ellensburg, Wash, today against

number eight seeded Southern Illinois,

and no one, including co-captain Gayle

Hutchinson, has any doubt that they will

do well. "We're ready, we have
something to prove, " said Hutchinson.

"We hope to come in the top ten."

Sixteen teams will compete in the six-

teen team tourney, the winr>ers and
runners-up of the regional tournaments

held around the country the last two
weeks. UMass advances to Ellensburg

despite their fourth place finish in the

Eastern regionals at Springfield because
Springfield was unable to go due to a

lack of funds.

However, unseeded, UMass is not to be

treated lightly. It is known that the

caliber of field hockey here in the eastern

U.S. is superior to that played in the

west, so a 12-5-1 Minutewomen team has

the potential of being unbeaten if playing

all western teams.
But if the stickers should win their first

round against Southern Illinois they would
have to play the winner of Oklahoma and

numtjer two seed Temple, who was
unseeded in their regional tournament and

is thus the Cinderella team at Ellensburg.

Number five seed Dartmouth will have a

lot to handle in St. Louis and number six

UConn will meet Davis Elkins as the other

New England representatives head into

the first round.
The number one seed at Ellensburg is

Westchester College, the perennial na-

tional entry that has won the national

crown several times in the last ten years.

They were the winners of last year's na-

tional championship at Denver, Colorado.

Number three seed Delaware, number
four San Jose State and number seven

seed Oregon complete the list of top

teams at this year's national champion-
ship

UMass will play four games in

Washington win or lose, before heading

home next weekend.

Dent eyes rushing mark;

needs 65 yards vs BC

Sports notices
Hicks Pool CLOSED Wed., Nov. 22-26

NOPE Pool CLOSED Wed., Nov. 22-26

Boyden Pool CLOSED, Thurs., Nov. 23

Boyden Pool. Fri., Nov. 24 12-5:30

Sat., Nov. 25 12-5:»
Sun., Nov. 26 12-7:30

Beginning Nov. 27: NOPE gym hours:

Mon., Tue., Wed., Fri. 6:30-9:30

Thursday 8:30-9:30

GPE Registration for the 1979 General Physical Education ski program will be

held on Mo iday, November 27, in Boyden 224, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Representatives from Mt. Tom, Haystack, Berkshire East, end Cummington

Farnr>s will be available to discuss the various offerings.

All programs include extensive personalized instruction, use of all lifts, addi-

tional time for practice and free skiing, and in some instance lodging, transporta-

tion, meals and equipment.

Courses are one week in ler>gth and students earn 1 credit upon successful

completion. _--

By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

He's listed as a wide receiver in the press

guide, yet Dennis Dent is only 65 yards

away from setting a University of

Massachusetts single season rushing

record.

How come?

Well, from the very first game back on

September 16th when the 150 lb. senior

scored three touchdowns and rushed for

178 yards in just seven carries, it was
obvious that the UMass football team had a

very special offensive weapon.

Now, nine weeks later. Dent is the team's
leading scorer (10 TD's), leading pass

receiver and of course its leading rusher

having gained 840 yards in 117 carries.

However, until two weeks ago. Dent had
been averaging only nine carries a game.
That's when the UMass coaching staff

decided Dent should be moved to the

tailback position and utilized more often.

Against Holy Cross, Dent rushed 26 times
for 203 yards and Saturday the former East

Boston High star carried 19 times for 86
yards and two touchdowns to help UMass
to a 34-7 victory over New Hampshire, and
the team's second straight Yankee Con-
ference championship.

"We decided we could afford to let it all

hang out," said UMass coach Bob Pickett,

referring to his decision to incorporate Dent

more fully in the offensive attack.

Dent, meanwhile, says he doesn't care

where he plays.

"I'm happy where ever the coach puts

me," said Dent. "Last year we had a great

running back in Billy Coleman (the rrvan

whose record Dent is closing in on), so. I

played flanker so we could both benefit the

offense... Where ever I can represent the

team the best, that's where I'll play."

Dent's insertion at tailback has meant a

reduction in playing time for Cliff Pedrow.
But the junior from White Plains, N.Y.

shrugs it off.

"Dennis is a good man. You can't take

anything away from him. He's doing his

job... I'm not going to sit and cry about it."

With one definite game remaining (Boston
College) and the possibilrty of post-season
play. Dent seems almost assured of setting

the record achieved last year by Coleman
(904 yards).

Coleman and Dent are close friends. But
Dents says there'll be no hard feelings

should he break his friend's mark.
"Records were made to be broken. It

would be a great honor for me," said Dent.

"Billy and I are good friends and I'd exp>ect

that he'd celebrate with me. He probably

expected the record would be broken. Just

like I expect Pedrow to do it next year."

Dent would obviously like to set the

record, but he has larger goals.

""I want us to become the number one
team in New England," said Dent. "We've
got one and a half feet in the door. Now I

want to get the other half in."

Israelaccepts Egypt treaty, not time table
Associated Press
The Israeli Cabinet yesterday gave an un-

qualified approval to a draft peace treaty
with Egypt put forward by the United
States, but rejected Cairo's demands for a
timetable on resolving the Palestinian ques-
tion. Egypt recalled its chief negotiator
from the talks in Washington for consulta-
tions after the Israeli decision.

Egyptian officials said before the
Cabirwt's announcement in Jerusalem a
treaty will not be signed unless Israel

changes its position on a timetable.
"The Egyptian government is studying

the situation in light of the Israeli Cabinet
decision, " Prime Minister Mustafa Khalil

told The Associated Press
Prime Minister Menachem Begin inform-

ed reporters in Jerusalem of the Cabinet's
decision and said Israle "is prepared to sign
the treaty of peace... if Egypt is ready to act
likewise."

The draft was worked out 10 days ago
between Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance
and Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan.
Sources said the text is almost identical to
one the Cabinet rejected Oct. 25.

The Egyptians are trying to pin Israel

down to timetables on movement on
Palestinian autonomy in the West Bank of

the Jordan River and the Gaza Strip. Begin
says the latest Egyptian prooosats for a

timetable are inconsistent with the Camp
David accords worked out in September.
He said Sunday Israel "will never accept
timetables."

"We are serious about linkages and
timetables," said a government sources in

Cairo, "and it is our bedrock position."

The source, who declined to be iden-

tified, predicted the talks in Washington
will continue, but without a change in the
Israeli position, he said, chances are less a
treaty will be signed soon.
The Egyptians want Israel to agree to

elections and autonomy for the Palestinians

that would coincide with normalization of

relations between Cairo and Jerusalem.

Otherwise, the sources said, it would be
"against nature" to leave the Palestinian

problem unresolved."

There was no immediate word on when
Dayan and Defense Minister Ezer Weizman
would return to Washington.

Begin said Israel was ready to start talks

on the autonomy plan after the treaty is

signed and ratified and official sources said

the talks could start within a rrwnth.

Israel radio reported that the Cabinet
avoided a public conwnitment to start

autonomy talks within a month to
underscore its objection to timetables.
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UMgridders
make playoffs
By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts football

coach Bob Pickett walked into the press

room following Saturday's 34-7 victory

over New Hampshire, and instead of talk-

ing about how his team had captured its

second straight Yankee Conference title,

he launched into an emotional dissertation

about how his team deserved a Division

1 AA playoff bid.

"I |ust don't see how they could pick

anyone else from the east, " said Pickett.

Evidently the Division 1 AA powers that

be agreed, because Monday afternoon

word arrived at practice that the
Minutemen had received a post season
bid.

The Minutemen, ranked fourth nationally

m Division 1 AA, will face No. 1 ranked
Nevada Reno on December 9th in Reno,

Nevada. The other playoff game will have
No 2 ranked Jackson State against either

Florida AftM or Western Kentucky.
News of the playoff bid came as a sur-

prise to the team, since many felt their

playoff hopes depended upon the out-

come of this week's game against Boston
College.

"It was just great to hear," said Pickett,

after yesterday's practice in the snow."
We found out during practice on Monday
but didn't tell the players until after prac-

tice was over. We're on the second day
of it now and we're trying to concentrate
on B.C.
"I'm just so happy for the players," con-

tinued Pickett, " the rest of the coaching
staff and the University. It is a credit to

the administration as well... I'm happy for

them too.
"

turn to p. 8

Turkey night cancelled

f.'i^'

A large number of turkeys who wanted
to get wild at the Blue Wall last night were
turned away disappointed, as the new
University liquor policy forced cancellation

of the campus bar's second annual Wild
Turkey Night.

The Blue Wail, in cooperation with the

Wild Turkey Bourbon Company, had plann-

ed to offer its patrons two glasses of bour-

bon for the price of one. Other promotional

considerations were to include free t-shirts

and a dozen turkeys to be raffled off.

Ten cases of bourbon, the t-shirts and
turkeys all had to be shipped back to the

distributors.

"A similar celebration last year went real

well. It was a real good time," according to

Peter Connolly, an assistant manager at the
bar.

According to the new liquor policy,

which went into effect this semester, "The
name of the party or event must not include

the name of any alcoholic beverage or

brand..."

The Blue Wall had advertised the event

as "Wild Turkey Nite" in the Collegian on
Nov. 16 and again yesterday.

It is this infraction that caused the event

to be cancelled. Of all the irate customers

who wanted to be quoted in the Collegian,

English Professor Robert Tucker summed ii

up bes: "I think it's really kind of picky," he

said between sips of his Budweiser.

OH L MAV^ slipped -77^E ^URI-^ B0MD5
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'Quoth the turkey, nevermore'
By MARK WILDING
Collegian Staff

I laid the dull blade of death to the heavy chalk

grindstone, spinning round as mad as Lear, and

thought of my little fourteen pound friend patiently

awaiting his appointment with my eager digestive

tract. He and all his brothers and all his sisters were

as little feathered Jobs, born to trouble as the sparks

fly upward. Pleased with my handsome analogy I roll-

ed up the sleeves of my L.L. Bean lumberjack shirt

and turned round to fetch my din-din when a voice

behind me said, "Here I am."
It was my supper, looking at me disgustedly.

"Could have run away if I wanted to, needlenose.

You left the hatch undone. Amateurish, that."

He spat calmly and strutted up to the calico maple

stump. Kneeling, the contented bird lay his neck upon

the makeshift scaffold, set his head down on the

tree's youngest ring and cocked a translucent eye up

at me. He sighed "Tis a far, far better thing I do than

I ha\?e ever done; tis a far, far better rest I go to than

I have ever known."'
"Dickens, how do you know Dickens?"

"How do I know Dickens? I'm a scholar, flinthead.

I've also seen the movie. Ronald Coleman's a wooden
Indian still he acts rings around Boyer. Mind you, I

like Coleridqe the best, "The guests are met, the feast

is set: Mayst hear the merry din." C'mon, off with it.

Dr Guillotine said it was painless."'

Hold on a minute, .ire you all scholars?"

Were, that^ is to say, my forefathers were all

sf;hol,irs. Not nny more. What with all these national

holidays, the ranks have thinned out. Lot of in-

breeding, know what I mean?"
"You were around in the old days?"
"Natch. Different in those days, you understand? I

was almost made a national bird once. Don"t see

many people scoffing down bald eagles, do you? Real

pilgrims too, not just John Wayne greeting Walter
Brennan and Andy Devine on a pasted-up Hollywood
set. Shame, really, but then it's always better in the

old days, isn't it? End of an era and all that. What
was it Scott said, 'Or come he slow or come he fast,

It IS but Death who comes at last.""

"But you met him?"
"Who?"
"Myles Standish."
"Oh no, met his son though. Nice kid, bit stand-

offish. Ha, hal Been waiting to use that one for a

couple centuries. C'mon now, enough of the banter.

I've had enough of this mortal toil. I was once a 28

pounder you know that? Enough to feed a family of

twenty."
"I can't cut your head off now. I'll go out and buy a

chicken. Will you join me?"
"A broiler?"

"Yes, anything."
"Well I must say it's tempting but I must be moving

on."
And he raised himself from the stump, straightened

his feathers, brushed his comb and strutted off. And
in the distance I heard Coleridge floating on the chilly

air " The one red leaf, the last of its clan,

That dances as after} as dance it can. " j
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Cult fanatics lie in Guyana jungle
GEORGETOWN, Guyana AP Survivors

of the Jonestown cult suicide, menaced
by flesh eati'K) piranha fish and other

deadly perils of the jungle, yesterday elud

ed st'dfching soldiers in the nearly im

penetrable Guyanese wilderness for a

third day
At the site of the mass suicide, the corp

ses of 409 members of the American
leligious sect lay decomposing ip the

equatorial sun U.S. military officials were
planning to airlift the bodies to the United

St.ites

A State Department spokesman in

Washington said Guyana asked that the

U S government remove all the bodies,

despite their state of decomposition He
had said earlier some of the bodies might

be buried at the |ungle settlement

Estimates of the number of sect

members who fled the Jonestown camp
Saturday during the ritual of mass self-

destruction by poison ranged from 375 to

more than 775 Stephan Jones, son of

the People's Temple sect's fanatical

founder, the Rev. Jim Jones, estimated

some 500 had fled into the inhospitable

forest.

Jim Jones ordered the mass suicide, a

ritual he code named 'White Knight" and

which he had practiced with his loyal

followers, after sect members ambushed

and killed Rep Leo J Ryan of California

and four members of a Ryan led party

that made an investigative visit to the

camp
Jones was one of three persons who

died of gunshot wounds, apparently self

inflicted About one quarter of the dead

were children, some babies whose
mothers reportedly fed them the brew of

Kool Aid and cyanide.

The 19 year-old Stephan Jones, who de-

nounced his father as a "man obsessed,"

yesterday told reporters his greatest con

cern now was for the well being of those

who fled into the jungle, apparently un-

willing to destroy themselves along with

their suicidal master.

"I want to do all I can to see everybody

gets a chance to find some place to settle

down and start over again, if that is

possible," he said.

But the younger Jones, who had left the

camp three weeks ago on a trip with its

basketball team, said the survivors could

never return to Jonestown, a four-year-

old agricultural commune cut out of

virginal forest 150 miles northwest of

here.

Guyanese familiar with the area ques-

tioned whether the fugitives could survive

without shelter and steady food supplies

in a jungle filled with swamps and criss-

crossed by streams and rivers inhabited

by piranhas and electric eels. The rainy

season is just starting.

Jones is known to have instilled a fervid

will to survive among some of his

followers, however, telling them their set-

tlements could become sanctuaries where

they would escape a nuclear holocaust or

other calamity. A fear that outsiders were

about to destroy their small society ap-

parently triggered the mass suicide.

About 200 Guyanese troops and police

were trying to track down the survivors

around Jonestown, but officials said they

were hampered by thick brush that makes
It impossible to see beyond a few feet.

There is only one road in the area, and its

potholed surface turns to mud with the

rains. Aerial surveillance is nearly useless

because of the heavy tree cover.

US officials said 14 Jonestown sur-

vivors, including four children, had reap

peared in the area after initially going into

hiding.

Guyanese authorities yesterday said they

had arrested two sect members found in

the jungle near the airstrip where the

Ryan group was ambushed. They were
identified only as Mike Prokes and Tim
Carter. Charges were not announced, but

it was presumed they were being ques-

tioned in connection with the airstrip

massacre, in which 10 persons were
wounded.
Another sect member Larry Layton,

about 32, was arrested Sunday as a prime

suspect in the ambush.

State Department official John Bushnell
said in Washington about half the bodies
at the camp had been tentatively iden-

tified, but names were not released.

The People's Temple sect consists most-
ly of Californians, both biack and white.
Fearful relatives have been waiting out-
side the sect headquarters in San Fran-

cisco the past two days for word of the
fate of loved ones who travelled with Jones
to this former British colony on south
America's northeast shoulder.

If the bodies are buried here, Bushnell
said, Guyanese law apparently would per-

mit later disinterment and transfer to the
United States for reburial.

WMUA DJ dead
A funeral mass was scheduled for this

morning at a Bethel Park, Pennsylvania

church for former WMUA disc jockey

William C. Thieman, whose body was
found in a parked car in Dalton Saturday

morning.
State Police Trooper Robert Scott of the

Berkshire County Distnct Attorney's of

fice, said initial medical reports indicate

Thieman died of self-administered carbon

monoxide poisoning. Metal tubing attach-

ed to the exhaust pipe, was found runn

ing inside Thieman's car, a Volkswagen
Beetle.

Scott said a local trapper found the body

Saturday morning at about 7:30. Scott

said the trapper checked the car on a dirt

lane off Wahconah Falls Road after he

had seen Thieman's car in the same spot

Friday. Thieman was believed to have

been dead for at. least 24 hours before he

was found, police said.

A two-page letter, expressing disappoint-

ment with his life, was found near

Thieman's body, police said.

Thieman, 31, had been a disc jockey and
music critic for the UMass campus radio

station, WMUA, off and on for several

years, Charles Holmses, WMUA news
director, said yesterday. Holmes said

Thieman last worked at the station early

this semester. Thieman was registered as

a graduate student.

Thieman's body was first taken to a Pitt-

sfield funeral home before it was flown to

the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania area. Dalton,

a town outside Pittsfield, is about 40

miles west of UMass.
The wake was held Monday afternoon,

yesterday and last night. The 10 a.m.

funeral mass today was to be held at St.

Thomas More Catholic Church, in Bethel

Park, a Pittsburgh suburb. Thieman lived

in Montague, a town about 15 miles north

of UMass, with several friends. His family

is from the Pittsburgh area.

Town studies water supply
The sustained test of a

possible Lawrence Swamp
water supply was com-
pleted Monday, but final

results will not be available

for at least another week,

according to Town
Manager A. Louis

Hayward.
THe town has been stu-

dying the swamp for some
time as a possible answer

to its water supply pro-

blems, and last week a

sustained test was con-

ducted by hydro'ogists
Geraghty and Miller Inc. of

New York. The tests will

determine the quantity and
quality of the water
available from the swamp.
Hayward said, "The

quantity looked good, but

nothing is known about

the quantity yet." He said

that the report of the

hydrologists will be used

to determine what has to

be done with the water to

make \\ drinkable, and the

implications as to cost and
development of the wells.

Amherst has been in the

midst of a water crisis for

several months, and
Hayward has estimated an

extra supply of 1 million

gallons is needed im-

mediately to avoid an
emergency situation next

summer.
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TI-1750

A personal or business calculator

with distinctive "wallet-thin"

styling. From Texas Instruments.

\l^3^if,iai

The Precision Haircut

Explained Precisely.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows. Sure, your

hair eventually grows out but it doesn't lose its

shape with a precision haircut. No more fussing,

that's what it's all about.

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14.00

whether you're a guy or a gal. And no appointments

are ever necessary
Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and conai-

tioning. we do it all. but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you.

J^^^^. •

Comiiiaiid Pgrformancc
^ iore'i'»<">'e''n'io~3i >e''c«i^o* *

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart

Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

586 0090

Texas Instruments
pocket portoble

electronic colcubtor

uuith memory
TI-1750

sug. price $24.95

OUR PRICE $ l9.90
•Large LCD display

•Performs most-needed arithmetic

functions, as well as add-ons, dis-

counts and percentages

•Full function memory
A GREAT VALUE AND A GREAT
GIFT- EVEN FOR YOURSELF!

at the calculator store

campus center/univ. of mass. /amherst

TOO
POOPED TO

POP?
L#t US do it for you...

Starting Monday, Novennber

27, the Massachusetts Daily Col-

legian Graphics Department will

begin accepting outside job

work. For all your production

needs -typesetting,

layout/pasteup, and
camera - the Collegian can make
your job camera-ready and do it

quickly, reliably, professionally,

and inexpensively

For rates and further informa-

tion, see us at Campus Center

113 or call 545-3500 We'll be

Wednesday, November 22, 1978, Collegian 3

Snow plows near Stockbridge await the inevitable. (Staff photo by Bill

Greene)

Mass PIRG names
Corrigan new director
By JANE HATCH
Collegian Staff

No immediate changes
will be implemented at

Massachusetts Public In-

terest Research Group
(MassPIRG) according to

newly appointed Executive

Director, Rev. Tom Cor-

rigan. Rev. Corrigan, 39,

came to Mass PIRG after

three years with
Massachusetts Fair Share,

a statev/ide citizens action

, orgahization.

Corrigan, hired Oct. 29
by a nine-member student

staffed executive board
committee, said yesterday

he was hired by Mass PIRG
because they needed a new
director.

In local affairs, Corrigan

said Mass PIRG will con-

tinue to support the Con-

sumer Action Center, a

UMass-based non-profit
organization dedicated to

protecting the public from
consurr>er fraud.

Several of Corrigan's co-

workers offered comments
on Corrigan's performance.

Stephen Dreeszen, staff

attorney for the center said

Corrigan "brings a lot of ex-

p>erience with him. I think

they've got a good man. He
comes to Mass PIRG with

very fine credentials. His

whole life has been com-
munity organizing. He is

familiar with issues that

PIRG has traditionally been

involved in."

Susan Kohler Gray, a

Mass PIRG staff member
said yesterday, "I feel very

good about Tom. He brings

some new and exciting

skills to Mass PIRG. He's

the kind of person who
listens intently and is con-

cerned. I'm glad to work for

him. He adds to your grow-

ing process."

Faith Taylor, Executive

Committee Secretary said

she feels Corrigan is a "real

organizer."

"Mass Fair Share has

given Tom Corrigan prac-

tical experience opposed to

dictatorship experience. We
didn't want a dictator and

he's had a lot of experience

in practicality. He's an

issues man. He's excited to

grass-root level," Taylor

said.

Taylor added the four-

month search, which
started last summer with an
advertisjement in the
Boston Globe has ended

Amherst to supply water
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

AMHERST f^mhersx will

supply Belchertown with

water to aid residents who
own wells in town, Gerry

Whitlock, Chairnian of the

Belchertown Board of

Selectmen, told the Col

leqian last night.

Whitlock said there are

SIX lo eight households in

the north end of town, in

the vicinity of Warren
Wriqht Rd., which have

contacted the town about

dry wells and there may be

others. He said some of

tlie wells have been dry for

as long as a month.
Town Manager A. Louis

Hayward said he approved

water for 10 to 15 shallow

wells yesterday. He said

ti at the amount of water

needed appeared to be

"minimal".
Whitlock said the water .

would be pumped from

Amherst fire hydrants into

tanks loaded on town
trucks. The tanks hold

1500 gallons of water, and
Whitlock estimated each

affected well would hold

about four to 500 gallons.

The wa»er will be gravity

fed into the wells.

Whitlock said he didn't

know if the wells would
hold the water, and he

wants to see what hap

pens -

Most of the houses in

Belchertown have wells,

and many have shallow

wells, or wells which "ar*

dug down to the level of

tie water table. Whitlock

said the water fable, which
IS normally down about six

fe^'t from the surface of

flie table, IS down in some
places 20 feet.

We've got a real

drouciht on our hands in

some sense," Whitlock
said. He said the situation

could get worse when tl e

ground freezes, since less

water will seep into the

ground.

Both Whitlock and
Hayward said money was
nr)f discussed. Hayward
said he did not believe

Amherst would charge for

the wafer, but if they did

the amount would be
minimal.
Whitlock Expressed con
cern a drought might
cause danger to children's

health. But he said the fill-

ing of the wells was only

temporary until the af-

fected households could

Pro-control group protests

Amherst voters down
rent control referendum
By MARY FRAIN
Collegian Staff

Rent Control was voted down by
Amherst voters Monday night but Mary
Wentworth of the Rent Control Now Com-
mittee, said referendum supporters will

continue their fight to gain and protect

tenants' rights.

"We're going to continue to organize

tenants. There's no question about that,"

said Wentworth. "Even though we lost the

rent control vote, we made tenants more
aware," she said.

The referendum was defeated Monday
night by a vote of 1,915- 1,319. Only two of

the town's eight precincts endorsed the

act.

The town has a total of 1 1,232 registered

voters.

Wentworth said she believes the reason

the referendum failed was because many of

its supporters are not registered to vote in

Amherst.

Wentworth said she went through half of

Brittany Manor door to door soliciting votes

for rent control.

Precinct seven, in which Brittany Manor
and Riverglade apartments are located,

voted against rent control, 219-75.

"Voting lists are hopeless for us to use.

They're very out of date," Wentworth said.

Chairperson of the Board of Selectman
Diana Romer said, "Maybe everyone who
was putting their eggs in one basket will

now be willing to look at other
possibilities." She cited reform of zoning
laws, which currently exclude ap>artment

buildings from a part of Amherst.

"The most important thing we should
look at now is zoning," said Romer. "It's

extremely restrictive to apartments right

now."

However, she added, "It'll probably take
a while" Precincts one and three voted in

favor of the referendum. Precinct one in-

cludes a number of large apartment com-
plexes including North Village, Puftton

Village, Brandywine and Town House.
Precinct three includes several UMass
dorms and Crestview apartments.

A breakdown of the precincts and the

way they voted follows:

Precinct Yes

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8

340
120
93
124

203
251

75
113

No

272
373
88
152

221

279
219
311

Total
1976 vote

1,319

1,847

1,915

2,565

very satisfactorily. There

will be another evaluation in

six' months Taylor said.

Corrigan said a state-

wide board meeting will be

held at a local college Dec.

3 to discuss major issues

and problems affecting

Mass PIRG.

Corrigan is very op-

timistic the bottle bill will

pass in 1979 and Mass PIRG
is working toward that goal.

When Corrigan was ask-

ed about his feeling concer-
ning birth control and abor-

tion he answered by saying

that the questions were "ir-

relevant."
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decide what to do. "I can't

get in the business of fill

ing everybody's well, " he

said.

Amherst has been having

lis own problems with

water since September.

An emergency situation

was declared in October

and non essential water

use was banned. The town
has been testing for water

at Lawrence swamp, in

South Amherst and North

Belchertown.
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Black Affairs
ICOMMENTARYI

Virgin birth unproven
BCP's numbers to be reduced by. . .

Proposed tuition liike
By VUKANI MAGUBANE
Black Affairs Staff

The Bilingual Cultural Program IBCP) was
established to recruit and retain Hispanic

students at the University. "We gave

Hispanic students services that will enable

them to survive at the University despite

their double jeopardy language and culture"

said Ben Rodriguez the Director

One of the major goals of the program is

recruiting students for the program. Accor

ding to Rodriguez, "The program has a good
number of people from out of state New
York and Connecticut supplying the greatest

number. The proposed tuition hike will hurt

us.

"We have already had some students ask

ing information about transfering. There are

not enough minority students on this cam-

pus now, the tuition hike will lessen the

number even more," he said.

By hicking up the tuition they are going to

be closing the school to us again. Those
minority students who could afford to come
to the University would probably go
elsewhere for the money said Rodriguez.

Now that minorities are beginning to appear

they are going to wipe us out again.

In trying to protest the proposed hike the

BCP program has written to the office of ad-

missions to indicate the effect the hike will

have on the program. They are also working

closely with SCERA (Student Center for

Education Research and Advocacy).

"The University will become less pro

gressive and the hike will limit the effects of

the goals of a university the interchanging of

ideas They should try and get some federal

government money instead of getting

students to pay he said.

Iran support demonstration

held in Wash. D.C.

By CARLOS VALDES MENDEZ
Black Affairs Staff

Hundreds of voices shouting "Down,
down, down with the Shah" were heard

throughout the city of Washington last

week On Monday, November 13, organiza

tions of Iranian students in the United States

held a powerful demonstration in

Washington, DC. protesting U.S. involve-

ment in Iran and in support of the popular

movement m that country. The Committee

to Support the People's Struggle in Iran, an

active group on this campus, was contacted

the afternoon before the demonstration, and

on short notice, a handful of UMass
students gathered together and went to

Washington.
Almost a thousand people gathered in a

park in the downtown area, the majority of

them Iranian students, plus a number of sup

porters from other countries, including the

United States. The demonstrators, chanting

and passing out leaflets marched through

different neighborhoods and in front of

specially-selected government buildings. It

was a very well organized march. The

organizers lead the chants by microphone
and often stopped to address themselves to

the p)eople in front of the stores, office

buildings, construction sites, universities,

schools and homes.
At the State Department building, the

demonstrators angrily demanded that the

US advisors and CIA agents get the heli out

of Iran.

"Iran the next Vietnam, US get out of

Iran!" and "Down with U.S. i.nperialism!,"

shouted the demonstrators. The most
amount of time was sr^ent in front of the

White House, where Carer's "human rights"

was denounced as fascism in disguise.

The demonstration brought a great deal of

attention to what is happening in Iran. The
Committee to Support the People's Struggle

in Iran is planning to have a loud and milita

tant march in this area sometime next

month. At the same time, other activities are

also taking place, including appearances on
local radio and a teach in is being planned for

next week. Anyone interested in getting in-

volved in any capacity cal call 665-4215 or

stop by the information table in the Campus
Center.

Diggs asks to remain as
subcommittee chairman
WASHINGTON (UPU Rep. Charles

Diggs, who was re-elected overwhelmingly

Nov. 7 and is facing a three year prison

term on payroll kickback charges, formally

requested to be relieved of one committee

chairmanship Tuesday but said he hopes to

keep control of a key foreign policy sub

committee.
In a letter to Speaker Thomas O'Neill, the

Michigan Democrat bowed out as head of

the District of Columbia Committee but

made clear he hopes to be re elected chair

man of the House International Relations

Committee's Africa subcommittee.

Diggs, sentenced Monday on 29 counts

of mail fraud and filing false payroll

vouchers, told O'Neill he expects his appeal

process may extend through most of 1979

"and could conceivably extend into the se-

cond session in 1980." For that nnain

reason, he said, "it is in the best interest of

all concerned" that he resign the D.C.

Committee chairmanship even though his

re-etection - by an 80 percent majority of

the voters in his constituency - enables him

to continue serving legally.

"I do T\cA wish to impose a lingering

political controversy upon the House

Democratic Caucus or in the House itself in

the new Congress." Diggs said.

He proposed that Rep. Ronald Detlums

of CaWornia, ranking Democrat on the D.C.

Comijiittee, be alevated to succeed him.

Diggs also told O'NeHI, however, he win re-

MMtn a "candidate" to continue as Chair-

man of the Africa subcommittee - a panel

whose importance has grown with the pro-

Heration of major foreign policy issues

rierated by developments in Rhodesia,

uth Africa, Zaire, Ethiopia and other

African nations.

A founder of Congress' Black Caucus,

Diggs had been an active and influential

chairman of that subcommittee.
His attempt to keep that chairmanship

seemed certain to arouse opposition,

heated debate and political infighting when
the committee meets to name its subcom-
mittee chairmen in January or perhaps

even earlier if somebody raises the issue

when the Democratic Caucus meets Dec.

46.
Diggs referred to a House rule that says a

member may not serve as a committee

chairman or vote on the House floor follow-

ing a conviction for a crime that carries a

sentence of two years or more - unless he is

afterwards re-elected.

The 24-year House veteran told O'Neill

his offense did not involve the integrity of

his legislative role.

As you know, the aforementioned con-

viction stems only from an interpretation of

how I managed my clerk-hire aHowarKe,"

he said.

"The charges never questior>ed the ir^-

tegrity of my perfornrwnce in any legislative

role as a rr>ember. as a subcommittee chair-

man or committee chairman, nor did they

involve any of my positiorra on issues or the

delivery of constitutent services."

Diggs was convicted of charges that he

awarded huge salary irKreases to members
of his office and committee staffs and re-

quiring them to kick back the excess money
by paying his p>ersonal and official debts.

Diggs said his re election, "exactly one

month after my conviction," showed a

"faith in my integrity" that is "both bundl-

ing and personally gratifying."

Our Mistake

Craeman Gathers (above) spoke at the Malcolm X Center on Monday. He
spoke about his incarceration and plans he has for appealing his conviction in

the robbery of MacDonalds in August 1974. (Photo by Dan Vullemier)

KKK on the rise

In last week's photo of the football players, three of the names were wrong. The

three top players from left to right were Maxwell Jones, George Louis and Mike Battle.

We would like to apologize to the players in the picture and players whose names were

printed in the paper incorrectly.

In this two part report,

Atlanta reporter Boyd
Lewis takes a look at tfie

resurgence of the Ku Klux

Klan, and expansion which
KKK leaders claim has
tripled membership in the

last year. In the first piece

Lewis examines the

reasons for that growth
throughout the south;

Several hundred men,
women and children, one
night in early October were
gathering in the furrows

and stubble of what was
once a bean patch in north

central Alabama. About
100 yards to the rear is a

30 foot high wooden cross

wrapped in burlap and
soaked in oil.

The Ku Klux Klan is back.

Founded by Confederate

veterans of the Civil War
in 1867 the Ku Klux -which

comes from the Greek
word "kuklos" meaning
circle-feels its fortunes

have come full circle after

a decade of FBI infiltration

and relative calm following

the heyday of the Civil

Rights movement.
According to the

Southern Christian Leader-

ship Conference (SCLC),
reports of increased Klan

activity, rallies^ and cross

burnings began coming in

over the summer and spr-

ing from Louisiana,

Georgia, Mississippi,
Michigan, INinois and on
military bases throughout

the country.

Klan cross burnings ar>d

intimkjation shut down a

voter registratmn campaign
In southeastern Arkansas

operated by the Voter
Educatk}n Projea. VEP of-

ficials in Atlanta have
reported an outbreak of

Klan activity in the nor-

thern panhandle of Florida.

"There are a lot of white

people tired of being push-

ed around, starting to

wake up," one man at an

Alabama rally said bluntly,

"I'm white, aren't I," a

woman answered when
asked why she had come
to the rally.

Throughout the summer

Black demonstrators and

Klansmen have been ex

changing threats and at

times gunshots in Tupelo

and Okolona Miss.

On the first and second

days of October, the Klan

showed up in force at

Cullman, Ala., about an

hour's drive north of Birm-

ingham to stop a march of

Black demonstrators
organized by the SCLC.
The demonstrators were

attempting to march on

the Cullman County cour-

thouse to protest the

selection of an all-white

jury to hear the trial of a

Black man accused of rap-

ing a white woman.
The man, 26-year-old

Tommy Lee Hihes, is

retarded. The trial had
begun in Decatur, Ala. but

constant clashes between
SCLC and the Klan

resulted in a change of

venue to Cullman, about

35 miles to the south.

The Rev. R.B. Cot-

tonreader is a project

director for SCLC and has

led protests over the trial

in Decatur and Cullman,

Ala. In early Octot>er he

led a march to the Cullman

city limits where he was
met by a much larger

group of whites, Klansmen
arTH>ng them and many of

them heevily armed. "We
have the same white folks

we dealt with in the Six-

ties. We have the same
racism," Cottonreader
sak). "The only difference

is that in the Sixties the

Klansmen weren't robed.

Now they are.

"I don't think it's really a

revival. I think they've

always been here but

they're just beginning to

robe and come out."

For Bill Wilkinson, Imperial

Wizard of the Invisible Em-
pire of the Ku Klux Klan,

this and other confronta-

tions have won many new
members for his organiza-

tion. "Look at the tremen-

dous response we've had

at the rallies," he said. "At

our-* first Decatur

part one
rally--5,000. Our second
rally- -11,000. Our march
on the Cullman
courthouse-over 1,000
people inside of four

hours, just by placing a

sign on the grass."

"Since spring and early

summer of 1978 the Invisi-

ble Empire has over doubl-

ed its membership nation-

wide. And I'd say a large

proportion of that was in

the South. There's no
doubt in my mind that

before '78 is out we will

have tripled, and if things

keep acclerating at the rate

they are, we may quadru-

ple our strength."

An official at the Atlanta

office of the FBI said he

had no information about

expansion of the Klan's

membership.
Resurgence of Klan rallies

and membership has puzzl-

ed many political

observers, but Bob Hall,

editor of Southern Ex-

posure magazine in Chapel

Hill, N.C., doesn't find it

surprising at aH.

"It's been a relatively

short period pf time that

revulsion existed in the

South or even nationally

against the Klan or against

lynching," he pointed out.

"With a 8>irinking

economy, with 8uspk:kin

of public officials and with

a ger^eral frustration at try-

ing to make entfs rneet,

people look '- for

scapegoats. Wa 'had a

period when biacks .>;vere

not allowed to bie used m
scapegoats. Now that time

seems to be over.

"What happens is that

the sheriffs and the
mayors and the

businessmen allow the

Klan to come into the
community, have some
rallies in a very religious at-

mosphere. Then they
become intimidated or

they become supporters so
they won"t lose any
popularity themselves."'

By Paul J. Amoroso

Several weeks ago, a series of articles ap-

peared in the Massachusetts Daily Col-

legian concerning parthenogenesis in

humans. The articles immediately caused a

wave of interest from scientists, feminists,

ethicists, and students alike, as evidenced
by the many opinions written to the editors.

I must admit that after reading the article,

"Women Can Give Birth Without Concep-
tion," I was highly skeptical, perhaps even
outraged, that such seemingly unscientific

material could be approved for print. Then,
when the second part of the article was
printed I simply could not help but write an
emotional reply to the editors myself.

Afterwards, I felt somewhat guilty and
asked myself if parthenogenesis could ac-

tually be occuring with any frequency in the

p>opulation at large, and iif not, could it be
induced by artificial means? I decided that

further inquiry might be both interesting

and informative. I began by seeking out a

sponsor in the zoology department to guide
me. I was soon introduced to the

bibliographic methods that would be
necessary to get the information I needed.
An account of my experience follows.

I was first directed to several recent

books on the subject to get whatever cur-

rent information on parthenogenesis might

be available. I consulted books by Howard
and Rifkin (1977), Karp (1977), Lerner and
Libby (1976), and the older, much publiciz-

ed papers by Balfour-Lynn (1957), and
Spurway (1956). I found that while there

was much written on parthenogenesis in

various animals, there was little written on
parthenogenesis in humans. The study by
Balfour- Lynn had been misinterpreted by

some, including myself, to have verified at

least one parthenogenetic female.
However, due to the failure of the skin graft

test, i' is no longer believed that the child

was truly parthenogenetic (Mittwock, 1978;

Graham, 1974).

Next I consulted several journal indices to

see what kind of research might have been
done and learn, if possible, of some proven

cases of humans of parthenogenetic origin.

I first examined Science Citation Index, a

compilation from which one can learn of all

authors who had cited the previous work of

a particular individual, in this case Balfour-

Lynn. It seemed reasonable that if anyone
had done work on human parthenogenesis,

they would have cited the work of Balfour-

Lynn since he was among the first to in-

vestigate parthenogenesis in humans. I

reviewed Science Citation Index from

1965 to 1978, and found that only one
author cited the paper by Balfour-Lynn.

This article was a 1974 review of par-

thenogenesis by C. Graham at Oxford

University. Graham writes, "It seems
reasonable to conclude that spontaneous
parthenogenesis to term is either a very rare

event or does not occur in mammals."
One researcher, one conclusion; I decid-

ed to continue my study by consulting In-

dex Medicus. another reputable indexing

service. I began with the year 1978 and
worked my way back to 19(55, and found

numerous articles on parthenogenesis in

animals and a few on parthenogenesis in

humans. In some cases, parthenogenetic

development of human eggs had been

observed, but never had these been known
to actually survive implanation. Those
cases involved women who, for one reason

or another, were having problems with their

menstrual cycle, or were lacking a

menstrual cycle altogether. When they

were subsequently operated on, a blockage

was discovered between the ovary and the

uterus. In many cases the eggs found

within the tubes had actually divided once,

twice, even three times. It must be pointed

out however, that there is a vast difference

between the cleavage of an unfertilized egg
to the two, four, or eight cell stage, and the

actual development to term of a trillion cell-

ed human embryo.
I next examined Biological Abstracts.

the third of the three indices used in this

review. Although there would be con-

siderable overlap in the journals indexed by

index Medicus and Biological
Abstracts, it might still be possible that

some journals would be covered by one and
not the other. This turned out to be the

case, as several new sources were
discovered. The years covered once again

were from 1965 to 1978. And, once again,

most references were to parthenogenesis in

bees, chickens, lizards, mice, and turkeys;

three concerned humans. The first, (Spiro

1968), considered the beliefs of the

Austrailian Aborigines, a tribe unaware of

the connection between sexual intercourse

and pregnancy. The second, (Ashley 1959),

gave the results of his investigation into

pregnancies which occured in the ovary in-

stead of in the uterus. Since six of eleven

such pregnancies were male, par

thenogenesis could generally be ruled out.

Since parthenogenesis involves only a

female parent, the male determining

Y-chromosome cannot be present, and all

parthenogenetic embryos would be ex-

pected to be female. The third article, (Her-

ranz and Vazquez 1964), investigated par-

thenogenetic cleavage of human eggs in

women whose fallopian tubes were block-

ed. In no case did the eggs develop beyond
the four cell stage. It must again be pointed

out that this stage in development is far dif-

ferent from the actual development of an

advanced human embryo.

On the basis of my experience in doing

this review, I have drawn several conclu-

sions:

1) Parthenogenesis resulting in live

human births, or even many celled human
embryos is totally unsubstantiated.

2) The mechanism by which par

thenogenetic development in humans
might come about would necessarily be

quite different from the way it occurs in the

lower animals. The reason for this is that

humans are not a closely inbreeding species

and therefore are much more susceptible to

the problems arising from homozygosity.

(Since all chromosomes in a normal in-

dividual exist in pairs, harmful recessive

genes are usually masked by normal domi-

nant genes. In a parthenogenetic individual

however, both genes of the pair are iden-

tical and are directly expressed.)

3) If parthenogenesis in humans does ac-

tually occur it would have to be an extreme-

ly rare event so as to go unnoticed thus far.

It is my contention that parthenogenesis

in humans is an impossibility. To the con-

trary, genetic engineering is progressing

rapidly and parthenogenesis may become a

reality when the necessary scientific ex-

perimentation is undertaken. As genetic

engineering establishes its roots in the

scientific worid, we will be faced with many
cultural decisions concerning the manipula-

tion of life prosesses that have been taking

their "'natural course" for thousands of

years. The ethical implications of par-

thenogenesis remain, but they do not ap-

pear to be something we must deal with in

the very near future.
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To the Editor:
Nummo News
anit-semetic

To the Editor:

/ call upon the Nummo News staff to

redeem their integrity and apologize for

countenancing the rampant anti-

Semitism that regularly disgraces the

pages of Nummo News. It's not sur-

prising, but nonetheless disheartening,

that reputedly enlightened Nummo
News editors would print such
backwards misanthropy as this: "It was
a credit to you that my mother and
other mothers had to work downtown
in some rich Jew's house, scrubbing

their floors and cleaning their shitty

baby's diapers" [11/20/78]. Naturally, if

I applied a similarly infantile stereotypic

epithet to Blacks, it would provoke an
immediate campus-wide uproar deman-
ding my crucifixion.

It's sad that the Nummo News
crusade is predicated on spitting venom
at the Jew, simply because such
demagoguery may be discharged with
impunity. The Jew is history's perennial
scapegoat, and Jew-hating remains
fashionable today. Thus, the community,
will undoubtedly greet this anti-Jewish
sentiment with enthusiastic approval.

Jews have given the West its morality,

the decalogue, and have been despised
ever since for bringing conscience into

the world. Nevertheless, Jews continue
to be in the forefront of the struggle for

civil rights-a fact Nummo News has
smugly dismissed and forgotten.

I respectfully submit that Nummo
News writers espouse brotherhood

rather than spite, and rep/ace their im-

potent ravings against the "system"
with a more sane and constructive ap-

proach to social change.

Steven Feldman

A close reading of Mr. Decker's article

in Sunday's Amherst-Hampshire Record
will not give you facts or figures. What
it will give you is an appeal to the con-

servative way of thinking. He states that

there are "new" people in our town
who have "adjusted" to the way things

are done, and there are others who
have not. These others are looking for

the "simple" solution to complex pro-

blems. They should let "people who
have been here longer" handle the pro-

blem and find the solution.

Anyone with any intelligence who read

this would come away with the same
opinion that I did; this letter is a direct

appeal to fear of change, outside in-

fluence, and "we" know what's best for

children. There are no solutions offered

or given. There is no mention of the

small minority of people who control the

majority of the housing complexes and
available apartments around town.
There is no suggestion of what the

"people who have been here longer"

are going to do about the current hous-

ing crisis.

And yet articles like this help to sway
the voters in Amherst. I'm shocked and
amazed that in a community of so many
intellectually enlightened individuals that

the ability to read and understand has

been learend so poorly.

Joe Tolson

North Pleasant

accident unreported

Rent Control

vote disappointing
To the Editor
So agtin / find mys^ff behind this

typewriter, with my arte finger doing its

best, to express my disappointment at

the current defeat of the Rent Control

referendum. It seems to me that a step

into the dark is better than cringing in

the light.

Of all the opposing views which I read

there were none that specifically ad-

dressed the issue of the ills of rent con-

trol. Rather these articles spoke to the

fears of a small town which did not

want to change. While the Rent Control

Now Committee tried to address the

benefits which this referendum would

bring as well as acknowledging that this

would not completely end the problem,

but rather was a very good start to its

correction. _^^^__^_^^

To the Editor:

It seems that every time there is a

motorist pedestrian accident on No.

Pleasant Street, tremendous pressure is

put upon the University and the town to

install adequate safety precautions for

pedestrian crossing.

Perhaps it is with this thought in mind
that someone has "put the lid" on an

accident, with no news of it appearing

in local papeis, including the Collegian.

For a paper which prides itself on its

responsible reporting, it seems that

there is a cog in the wheels. I refer to

an accident which occurred on Friday

night.

At about 7:45 last Friday night in the

rain and fog, a man was struck by an

auto as he was crossing No. Pleasant

Street in front of the Fine Arts Center. I

don't bring this event to tight for the

purposes of sensationelistic jourrtaiism,

but rather to alert the remainder of the

endangered species on this campus: the

pedestrian. It is about time that enough
pressure was put on tfie powers tfiat be
to enact some sort of emergency
measures to protect tfte pedestrians in

our midsts.

If this letter will do so much as to

divert one driver from No. Pleasant

Street, or will cause one driver to obey

the speed limit, or cause one driver to

stop and allow a pedestrian to cross,

then it was worth the time it took to

write.

Speed limits are posted for a reason.

Anyone who has witnessed a tragedy

such as this can readily see why.
David T. Sirkin
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-DOUBLE FEATURE-
NOW-endt Tue. Nov. 28

First at 7:15
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PLUS AT 9:00

ANDY WARHOL S

Upacula

Special Topics Seminars, Spring 1979

SEXUALITY AND SEX ROLES
(HOME EC 549B. TUES. 9:05-12:05,

Skinner 205)

Purpose is to integrate changing sexual mores

with various views of femininity and masculin-

ity. Social, social psychological, biological,

economic and political variables will be related

to sex role and sexual behaviors. The 'mpact of

women's liberation, human potential, gay and

alternative lifestyle movement*; on sexual ex-

pression will be stressed.

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES

IHOM EC 595B. THURS. 9:05-12:05.

Skinner 205)

As expressions of changing sex roles and sex-

ual mores, alternative lifestyles will be con-

trasted with traditional monagamous, sexually

exclusive marriage and the nuclear family.

Singlehood and its lifestyles, open relation-

ships, marital or not, cohabitation ar

rangements, communes, group marriages and

other alternatives will be emphasized.

Permission of Instructor Required. Contact Dr.

Roger Libby, 545-2393 or 253-2174.

TO SEE

THE KING OF
CAPE COD HAP
PY HOURS AT

UMASS
THIS YEAR

«*

Closed Thursday November 30

DANCE CONTEST
Final Preliminaries- Friday, Nov. 24

pjnals—Thursday, November 30

Open Bar (limited) Friday & Saturday

All Drinks 8:00-8:30 p.m.

Free Munchies

Proper Attire Recfuired

Quonset/Route 9, Hadley, MassJ253-92l4

HAPPY HOUR
AT THE

BLUE WALL BAR
4-8

c

Right after the
UMass-B.C.

game

Sports notices
Hicks Pool CLOSED Wed., Nov. 22-26

NOPE Pool CLOSED Wed., Nov. 22 26
Boyden Pool CLOSED, Thurs., Nov. 23
Boyden Pod: Fri , Nov 24 12-5:30

Sat., Nov. 25 12 5:30
Sun., Nov. 26 12-7:30

Beginning Nov. 27: NOPE gym hours:
Mon., Tue.. Wed.. Fri. 6:30 9 30
Thursday 8:30-9:30

GPE Registration for the 1979 Ger>eral Physical Education ski program will be
held on Mo^iday, November 27, in Boyden Z24, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Representatives from Mt. Tom, Haystack, Berkshire East, and Cummir>gton
Farms will be available to discuss tt>e various offerings.

All programs include exter>sive personalized instruction, use of all lifts, addi-
tioruil time for practice and free skiir>g, ar>d in spme instance kxlgir>g, transporta-
tion, meals artd equipment.

Courses are one week in length arvl stiidents earn 1 credit upon successful
completion.

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

i^^f asi*:^
Mandarin !!>zerhiipn

(liiHine

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

SUN.-THURS. 11:30-10:00

FRI. & SAT. 11:30-11:00

SPECIALS
$3.95

MON WED 5:00 8 00 P M.

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS
$1.15 & UP
MOM FRI 11:30 2;30

CHINESE PASTRIES
it COFFEE

SAT. a SUN. 11:30 3:30

BEGINS SEPT. 16

10 BELCHERTOWN RD.
RT. 3, AMHERST

256-0251 256 0252

To place a classified ad, drop hy the Col
loqian (jffi(f> (CC 113l t)et\A/Mcr> 8 45 a m
.ind 3 45 p m Mi>nf1ciy ihrouyh Friday, or

use rxi' h.Midy clip dnd mail form found in

most tssiH'b of Xhr CoIUmjihh Cl.tssilirfl

(ii'.tiflin*' IS 3 45 p III two <liiys in aflvdtu;!'

of pol)lu.,ition <f,Jl«-

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c
per lino, five consecutive issues. 40c per

line per day, 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR SALE

'68 VW— Running, inspected, 2 new tires,

$32S/neg. 253 9457 after 6 p.m.

'70 Opel, needs woTk. 30 + mpg, best offer,

call Nancy 6-5658 or Marc 665-4542, eves.

67 Oldr Cutlass 113,000 mi. 330 V-8
engine. 666-7570 anytime. $500 or best offer.

'72 Fiat Sport Coupe new tires, brakes,

good engine, 5-speed, $750 or 80 6-4209

1977 TR7, 8000 mi., 5sp., air, sunroof, AM-
FM stereo, more. $5500, offers /trades?

Tom at 1-527-4861, 584-6904.

1970 Jeep Wagoneer 4wd. std. V8,

16mpg. Locking hubs, good off road and in

snow. $1300 or BO. Call Bill 546-9031

1972 VW bug red, or>e owner, $750.

253-7076 evenings.

1973 Pinto AT, FM stereo, 50,000 miles, 2
mounted snow tires, recall done, good con-

dition, $1000 (Wendell), (617) 544-2865.

'70 Camaro perfect body, 4 Cragars, 60's

in back, eng. needs work, $750 or BO,
6-5304

ENTERTAINMENT

Soundsystem for hire perfect for discos,

coffeehouses, bands, call Rick, 584-4105
----

FOR RENT

Attic for rent-$125 incl. util., 1 bik.

UMass, woman preferred, must like kids,

549-6873.

Bag. Dec. 1 Cliffside Apts. Sund. $120
nrx). call 665-4903, furn., bus, stereo, quiet.

1 bed. to share with male

Quiet non-smoker wanted for own rm.

in 2 bedrm. apt., Amherst Center. Avail,

after 12/20. $92.50+. Call 253-7986, esp.

after 6 p.m.

FOR SALE

Nortalia ski boots: Men's size 9, like new,
$30. Call Cheryl, 5-0320, 5-0321.

Free Puppy female Vi Black Lab, Vi Pug, 7
weeks old, extremely loveable, if in-

terested, call 253 3165.
'

Fur coat, like new, reversible, waist length,

medium, $50 or BO, call 268-3395, ask for

Wayne.

Yamaha FG 345 acoustic guitar, $160,

refrigerator, $100, Rich, 546-5416.

Woman's Head ski parka, down filled,

ex. cond.,was $140 now $70, size med.,

6-1138

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

HELP WANTED

Students wanted Freshman Work
Study who would like to learn to be Stu-

dent Trainers for Athletics/lntramurals.

Contact V. Keedy or J. Laughnane in Room
9, Boyden BIdg., Ext. 5-2866

Excellent opportunity in this area. Need-

ed, pleasing personality and car, part time

or full, call 247-5740

LOST

Reward: Lost: 1 blue Catalina jacket size

38 at Nancy Lions hall party Sat. night

1 1-18-78, call Steve 1-467-7357 collect.

Lost: marktg. book and black T-shirt in

vicinity of Townhouse Apts. Call John at

549-6780, very important!!

Reward II! Anyone finding a white canvas

bag with red handles on the loading dock of

the CC. on Sat. nite the 18th around 1:30

a.m. please call Eric at 253-7785. It contains

my records that I use to pay my rent. No

questions asked. Reward.

Lost at ski sale— blue Atra down
vest — handmade — no ? asked — reward

$5!!! 253-7565.

Prescription glasses, plastic light brown
round rim, please call, Tom, 6-9046.

Opal ring in concourse girls room on

11/14, 18 b'day gift — great sentimental

value. Please call, Cathy, 6-9500, reward.

Lost — down vest, pale icey green — bum-
ming out — lost at Pub -please contact nr»e,

253-2777 or drop off at Pub-reward!!!*

Lost— gold chain at Pub, 11/9/78, sen-

timental value, please call 546-8654,

reward

.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-69M.

MISCELLANEOUS

Frisbee Frisbee— collector interested in

old Frisbees (Sailing Satellites, Pluto Plat-

ters, Mars Platters, Flying Saucers and
Frisbie Pie Tins). Will trade new discs or

pay up to $25. Call 253-5674, keep trying.

PERSONALS

Please help a thoughtless fool. I lost a

friend's home made music books near the

Amherst Town Hall, 2 composition bks.

with pictures of a mountain scene and a Irg.

red leaf on their covers. If found, call Rob-

bie 665-3460 or Gary at Casiac 545-2191 . I'll

copy them for you!

Monty Python & the Holy Grail SUB $1.

6:15, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00 Nov. 30.

Matthew: Happy 21st! I love you, Susan.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers 20%
off all reg. priced merch. to all college

students & staff. Remember your IDI

White, virile, handsome male seeks non-

smoking, non-drinking, very Christian,

Blonde with beautiful complexion, body,

mind, and soul for an evening of anything

but orgiastic fun. Call Salty or Geoffry at

545 3500 or 256-0343

Rob £r Laura: Why did Sue and Don come
home for Christmas? They were stapled to

a red Fiesta! Reserve for 4 at TOC!

ROOM WANTED

Looking for 2—3 bedroom apartment.

Call Wendy 6-6484 or Sue 6-6479.

Female non-smoker wants own room,
use of kitchen, start Jan. Karen 546-7628

Want to find a 2 br. Southwood apt. to

sublet Jan. —May. Call Nancy 546-6506

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommates wanted to share 2bdrm. apt.

in S. Amherst for spring sem. 253-7867

Housemate wanted grad student needs
person to share modern house in So.
Amherst -$160/ mo. Charlie Kohl 253-5419.

2 housemates wanted for Dec. 1, semi-

coop bordering wildlife area. South
Amherst, 256-8901, Russ, non-smokers.

Roommate wanted for own bedroom in

four bedroom house in Belchertown.

$87.50 for now until Jan. 1st with option

for after Jan. 1st, call 323-7324

SERVICES

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.

Huge selection of gold, silver, diamornJ ear-

rings and unusual gifts. Silverscape
Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,
Mass. 253 3324.

WANTED

VW automatic engine, phone 253-2891,

eve^

Wanted, 2-3 bdrm. apt. or hse. for spring

sem., call 546-7939 bef. 10 a.m. or

546-7482.

WANTED TO RENT

One room kitchen bath privileges, need
car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

LEGAL SERVICES
~

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.
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BC Saturday and then — Reno
t( ilU ftnin p 1

UMdss, / 3, will f, ce an 11 Nevada
Reno squad ttiat is .. .staging 35 points a
gdnie and 473 y.iios total offense The
defense, meanwhile, is yielding just seven
points a game.
Nevada Reno coach Cliarles Ault could

not be reached yestei lay (his team has
this week off and he's on the recruiting

trail), however, Asst. Athletic Director
Tom Reid was reached by telephone last

night

Reid summarized the team this way:
"The offense has the ability to score from
most anywhere on the field and defen-
sively we feel we have a very quick and
aggressive team

"

UMass quarterback Mike Mr.Evilly had
nuich the same seritiment "It was a sur

prise, " admitted McEvilly, referring to the

playoff bid, "Everyone's been thinking

about It. But everyone thought we were
going to have to beat B.C. We still want
to beat them "'

lr»deed The Minutemen have lost the

last five meetings to its most intense in-

trastate rival, and the seniors would like

nothing better than to say they beat the

Eagles The last time UMass defeated

B C was in 1972, 28 7.

The Eagles, 8, have to yet to win a

game for first year head coach Ed
Chlebek, and Pickett, like many others,

can't ur>derstand why.
'I'm sure I'm as confused as Ed Chlebek

Catch all the action Saturday afternoon at 12:45 on WMUA 91 1 FM when

the UMass fVlinutemen take on the Boston College Eagles at Alumni

Stadium Andy Harris and Charlie Holmes will call all the action.

The high powered Nevada Reno offense

15 led by fullback Frank Hawkins, who has
gained 1,445 yards rushing on 259 carries

for a 5 6 yard per carry average Quarter
back Larry Worman has thrown for 1,702

yards completing 57 percent of his

passes The 180 lb. quarterback's favorite

receiver, according to Reid, is Jeff
Wttqht who has 44 receptions and 11

TD s ttiis sc.ison

UMass three losses this season have
come against Division 1 A schools, while

Nevada Reno defeated its two upper level

opponents, Nevada Las Vegas, 23 14, and
Cdl State Fullerton, 37 14

The game will be played at Nevada
Reru)s MacKay Stadium, which has a

12,000 seat capacity. The winner will ad
vance to the Division 1 AA finals on Dec
16 in Wichita Falls, Tex
More immediate, however, is this week's

Boston College encounter, and though
the players are excited about the playoff

bid. they re not looking past the Eagles

"Right now it doesn't mean anything to

me," said Dennis Dent, referring to the

playoff bid I want to beat Boston Col

lege

as to why they haven't won a

game Maybe its just a matter of time

i)efore they explode. I hope it's not

aqainst us," said Pickett.

The men from the Heights' enter Alum
ni Stadium Saturday <game begins at 1 00

p rii I on the heels of a 37 23 defeat by

Syracuse The Eagles are facing the

dubious distinction of being the first team

t«. go winless during the regular season

and yet still participate in post season

pl.iy After Saturday, B C will play Holy

Cross and then meet Temple for a Bowl

game in Japan.
Though he has suffered through this

abysmal season, Chlebek still sees

positive signs.

We've been improving each week,"
says Chlebek, "but we"ve got to get more
physK al inside if we are going *o win.'"

Chlebek added that he believes the key to

Saturday's game will be what happens in

the line

That's where the Eagles eventually wore
down UMass in last year's 34 7 victory.

Jhe Minuteme-i led, 7 after three

quarters but B.C. dominated the final

period

No. 1 gridders sky high
By STEVE ZACK
Collegian Staff

There it stood on a table in front of the

showers in the UMass lockerroom. The

Befcnpot, symbol of the Yankee Con
ference championship.
While reporters and fans waited outside

in the cold, the Minutemen were in their

dressing room, following the 34 7 triumph

over UNH, whooping it up with the cry of

"We're number one'"" being heard from

within

"They're the finest Division 1 AA team

in the east, " announced a jubilant Coach

Bob Pickett. "We won the Yankee Con
ference championship and beat the hell

out of everyone in our conference."

And as a reward for dominating their

conference, the Minutemen will be

heading out to Reno, Nevada to play the

University of Nevada at Reno on Dec. 9

in a semi final contest to decide the

NCAA Div 1 AA champion The other

semi final contest pits either Florida A&M
or Western Kentucky agtainst Jackson

Slate at Jackson State, Mississippi.

Inside the lockerroom, happy, gnnning

faces could be seen throughout, most of

which belonged to the UMass players.

"It's been a long year. We deserve it.

There have been a of of bad things said

about us but nobody can say anything

anymore, " remarked place kicker Jim
Mullins. "We're number one; we won it

out on the field where it acounts."

Wide receiver Chris Kurtz put it in a

simpler manner by saying, "It's good, it's

sweet. That's all I can say."

'Our main goal was to win the Yankee
Conference and over the past few weeks
everyone began to believe in themselves

more and more, " said quarterback Mike
McEvilly

For seniors Dennis Dent, Hank Sareault,

and Bruce Kimball, the winning of the

Yankee Conference puts a fine finishing

touch on their UMass careers.

"It feels great, " remarked Dent. "We did

something that UMass has never dorie,

win ten conference games in a row. I'm

proud to be a part of the UMass team

and the University of Massachusetts "

lis great, it's unbelievable," an elated

Hank Sareault said. "I've been waiting for

this since last year. It's a great way, the

best way, the only way to end my career

here I'll never forget this day."

"It's |ust great; a total team effort. I

don't see anything stopping us but

ourselves," said Kimball.

The Yankee Conference and now the

possibility of a national championship.

Ah, the sweet smell of victory.

Harriers' showing in NCAAs
ends season on sour note
By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

At the two mile mark in Monday's NCAA Championships in Madison, Wisconsin,

the UMass cross country crew was running boldly with the top fifteen teams in the

country The 18 degree weather and snow covered Yahara Hills Golf Course had a

chilling effect on the team's final standing however, as the bright beginning was

quick to transform itself into a disappointing end.

Last year the Minutemen placed two harriers in the t6p 25 This year the first

Massachusetts lersey across the line was Mike Quinn in 128, a light year away from

his 1977 finish of 16.

I ,ust fell apart mentally," said Quinn. "My attitude towards ninning hasrit been

aft It could have been this season. I guess that comes with beinp a senior. I ve had

studies and the thought of graduating in May on my mind
^,h =,r,H

Out of the 29 teams responding to the starters gun Monday only Harvard and

Washington State finished behind the 27th place Minutemen.

I still think we"re as good as the teams that finished between fifteenth and twen

t etl>

nteet

UM
3oif(

203

SHKl coach Ken O'Brien. "For most of our guys it was their first national

The qap between experience inexperience caught up with us at 3 miles.

flushed the alt.rru.on with 646 points Individual placings included Mike

, 1.38 Lou Panaccione in 184, Mike Morns m 194, and Kevn McCusker in

Bob Pickett (left), shown here conferring with quarterback Mike McEvilly,

has led UMass to an NCAA playoff berth in his first yearns head coach of the

Minutemen. UMass whose record is now 6-3, faces BC on Saturday. (Staff

photo by Amira Rahman) I

I

Stickers advance;
face Temple today

By MIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

, ^ ^ .
, <* •

ELLENSBURG, Wash. - The Umass field hockey team, sparked by junior left wing

Laurel Walsh's tvvo second half goals, upset eighth-seeded Southern Illinois University

4-3 in an exciting game in AIAW opening round play here yesterday.

The Minutewomen move into second round play among the 16 team entrees, and

play second-seeded Temple University this morning. Temple advanced by nipping

Oklahoma 2-0 yesterday. ^ .. ^ .u .

It was Walsh's second goal, which capped a sconng spree by both teams that saw

the team put five goals on the board within a 15-minute period, which won the game-

Walsh scored her 11 th goal of the season after taking a pass from junior Laura O Neil

and beating two defenders at 26:50 in the second half. She beat the So. Illinois goalie

with a low flick shot. o o iai i u u
It was her second goal of the game, as her first one tied the game 2-2. Walsh, who

entered the game minutes into the second half, replacing Julie Hall. She knocked in her

first goal after freshman Judy Strong centered it.

UMass coach Pam Hixon was "surprised" at her team's offensive potentcy, as it was

their highest total since midseason, when they beat Yale 4-1.

"We're a second half team," she said, "but I can't explain this.'

It was a season game which saw the stickers take the lead, lose the lead, and come

back strong to take the win. Senior co-captain Lynnie Wickman scored the team s first

goal on a penalty stroke at 22:12 in the first period when a Judy Strong shot was illegal-

ly covered by the So. Illinois goalie.
.. ^ u u

Wickman, who has scored twice earlier this season on such shots, pushed a shoulder

high shot into the net for a 1-0 lead.

Southern's Helen Mayer tied the game ten minutes later when she tucked in a cross-

ing pass behind UMass goalie Karen Stifter.

The half ended at 1-1. _ ^ „ , . ,« ic
In the second half Southern tallied again on a shot by Brenda Bruckner at 10:15.

Walsh took over from there and aided the fine efforts of Laura Neil and Judy

St?onq's goal was set up by Walsh, who drew the defender and centered a backhand

cross. Strong got her shot off while Southern's goalie was attempting to kick it away,

to give UMass a 3 2 lead. .u _ ^^**.^^
Southern's Mayer scored her second goal six minutes later to tie the game, setting

the stage for Walsh
Hixon credited Walsh for the team's strong half performance

.a/ u u
"That's her job " said Hixon, in reference to Walsh's second half hustle. Walsh has

been the second half replacement for junior Julia Hall for the latter half of the season, a

combination which Hixon feels has been very successful.

More anti-Shah violence in Iran, strike called
Associated Press
TEHRAN, Iran A general strike called by

Moslem religious leaders and politicians

who want to topple the beleaguered shah
of liiin virtually ;.hui down this strife torn

C(Mjntry yesterday and new anti shah
violence erupted in the ptovinces.

Official reprirts said trf>ops shot and kill

cd It Itii'-i rune piople and Wounded 30
ri iM tivv: i)f ('lorqan, 185 miles nor

the.ist of l)eie, when dnti government
demonsifdtors did not otjey orders to

rlisperse Rioters reportedly tried to set

firr? to several buildings and a bank but

w«'re driven off by security forces

The offu i,il Piiriij news agency shu) a
i|.,)i;! iJi-oionsirjitMjn in the holy ci'y of

M^slilidci, ni'iir tlic Russian border '166

miles northeast of here, was kept under
crjritrol by soldiers backed by .)rn'(,r':l

vehicles

Tliousandb oi (Jcinonstrators marched
ihfoufjh \bfi streets of Masshad to protest
till- sdootiMi) of seven people last week
11. 'I II • iiifijcfi inaiifi'.itinent of a Moslem
ri;lM|u.>iJS leader

The qeneral strike, called to maintain
pressure on Shah Mohammad Re?a
P.ihlavi and protest the actions of his

troops III nuelliiK) riots, was backed by

"" <)r)|)(r.iti(>ii NdtKtnal frurit, wtiose
' nil I Kariei Sarijahi, is in custody for

ulH.qedly inciiiiKj puhlu. liissent to the
sli;ii's37 vnnr old reiyii

f I'uiii f tlie government's Central
Bfink iiirvt; center of Iran's monetary
sysiiiii, stayed off their jobs for the se
cond straiqht day. cripphi') id. country's
ahi'i V to conduct day to uay linancial af

f.iiis The bank controls payments to
()oyernment workers and to the many
state run industries, and handles govern
ment contracts.

The bank's 600 white collar workers
walked f,'uf Saturday, demandnuj th it the

sh.ih M-.toff a Civilian as head of the
i)ovf;miiient, free all political prisoners
and allow 78 year old Ayatullah Ruf»olluh
Kkoinaini, spiritual leader of Iran's 32
niiliM.n Shhte Moslems and the symbol of
opposition to the bhjh, to return from his
(-xiU 11, P.'iris

Shop'. i'Ki i,,,,M,,'s fi..-
: ( nter of com

inef i,ti d(.|ivily in evuiy Iranian town and
' ly were reported closed across the
ri.udiry Sunday, a nomial workday in

Iran Food stores, bakeries and some
pharmacies remained ooen
Ihe general strike put new life into the

(ipj.'i'Sition to the 59 year old shah
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United States soldiers pack up supplies and prepare

to fly home after they spent several days uncovering

bodies of more than 900 people who participated in

the mass suicide here in Georgetown, Guyana last

week (UPI photo)

Legislature may regulate

cultfundraising practices
Associated Press

flOSrOA/ Legislation aimed at hitting

religious cults in the area of fundraising

practices is expected to generate more in

terest on Beacon Hill next year following

events in Guyana.
For twd years, several legislators have

tried to get a committee to investigate

fund solicitations by religious cult groups,

but for two years the legislation has died

in committee.
This session. Rep. John King, D
Danvers, wiu) moves into the

Massachusetts Senate in January, will try

again.

'I feel there's a heightened awareness of

cults as they really are this year, " King ,

said. "This awful, unspeakable thing

wliich happened in South America will, at

least, make some legislators think twice

when they hear the word 'cult'"

The Unification Church, headed by the

Rev. Sun Myung Moon and the Hare

Krishnas are expected to be the two chief

targets of any proposed legislative probe.

The Moon organization ended a four-day

sci«!ntific conference here yesterday. It at

tractrid a number of anti cult activists as

well as church followers. King was among
those urging a boycott of the conference.

He said legislation to be filed this month

will attempt to build on the work of the

subcommittee headed by U.S. Rep.

Donald M Fraser, D Minn ,
which in

vestiqated the Moon organization and

recommended an executive task force to.

crack "down on some allegedly illegal ac-

tivities

"The legislation will mandate that the at

torney general's office, and Corporations

and Taxation work with a commission to

holfl hearmgs and show the public what

they're faced with, " King said.

"1(1 be happy i< government agencies

were doing their |ob, but I see a void. I

don't see things happening, " he added.

He said he realizes any attempt to in

terfere with the organization of religious

culls could run afoul of the First Amend
merit

The attorney general's office also has

been trading carefully in its investigations

into fundraising practices of the religious

cults.

"They are exempt from all filing re-

nuirements because of their religious

status, " said Assistant Attorney General

Carol Fubini of the office's Public

Chanties Division..

Non religious public charities are re-

quired to file annual reports with the

state, listing their officers, their purposes,

and a balance sheet of income and ex-

penses
Under another section of the law, ariy

organization, even religious groups,

soliciting funds on public streets must
open up its books for inspection

Holiday shoppers cause

traffic jams on Route 9
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

HADLEY The first "official" Christmas

shopping weekend this year has brought

town officials here face to face with a new
problem traffic on Route 9

[:)».'spile extra police officers from the

town department directing traffic, cars

were at times backed up for 2 miles from

the Hampshire and Mountain Farms Malls

to the intersection of Routes 9 and 116 in

Amherst center, 2 miles and 4 miles to the

Coolidqe Bridge that spans the Connecticut

Rivr;r in Northampton.
The Hampshire Mall, which opened its

doors last month, was opposed by citizen

(jrouiis in part on the grounds that Route 9

i oiild not handle the expected 10,000 to

?(t iil)r\ rars on weekends

]>> Thanksgiving holiday weekend
;

ifliiM.ii.illy launches the, Christmas

shopping season Here and in Eastham-

pton, businesses took advantage of the

suspended "Blue Laws " yesterday, and

Amherst businesses will do the same
starting this coming weekend. The laws,

wliK h ban business openings on Sundays,

were suspended until Christmas.

Edward Hukowicz, a Hadley police officer,

last night said the department has put

several extra people on Route 9 on

Saturdays, and now on Sundays also. He
s.iid that the policy will continue through

the holiday season.

But one officer directing traffic said, "We
can't make the cars go any faster, and

thfjre's no place to put them."

The State Police also patrol Route 9, but

no provisions have been made to put more
troopers on the Hadley section of the road.

The Springfield Union quoted one state

trooper as saying that although something

may be done in the future, "for now its a

nv'ss. Hadley wanted this and they got it."

I

FBI agents
to probe
cult plot
Associaltd Press

CHARLESTON, S C. Dozens of FBI

agents will be on hand to question and
arrest any survivors of the Guyana
slaying suicide who might have had a part

in the killing of U S. Rep. Leo Ryan, the

agent in charge said yesterday.

Charles Devic. chief of the FBI office

here, said the bureau's task is "to identify

the murderers and conspirators to the

murder of Congressman Ryan."
He said the investigation will begin as

soon as the survivors land at Charleston

Air Force Base, sometime within the next

few days. US. Attorney Thomas E.

Lydon said today would be the earliest

before the people would start coming
back to the United States and a State

Department official estimated that the

first would arrive no earlier than tomor-

row.

Officials estimate that about 80 cult

mr.'mbers will be returning to the United

States, although some may return on
commercial flights.

Devic said the investigation will extend
to members of the Rev. Jim Jones"

Peoples Temple in the United States.

The murder of a U.S. representative is a

federal offense no matter where it hap
pens and anyone with any part in it can

be charged with conspiracy. Ryan, D-

Calif., who had been investigating Jones"

cult, was killed with four others in

Guyana Nov. 18; the mass suicide and
slayings in Jonestown of more than 900

Americans was discovered the next day.

State Department official Mary Ann
Bader said that of the survivors, 45 were
residents of Georgetown and there at the

time of the killing suicides in Jonestown;

19 survived the shooting at the Port

Kaituma airstrip, where Ryan was killed;

14 survived the Jonestown tragedy, and
two were on a boat near Georgetown at

the time.

"They might have heard many things at

many different times," Lydon said of the

returning survivors. "I would want some
proof they were irivolved '" conspiracy"'

i)efoie charging them, he said.

Four persons arrested on murder charges

are not likely to be released from Guyana.
The FBI has 20 to 30 agents in

Charleston awaiting the survivors' return.

The Department of Health, Education and
Welfare also has representatives to aid

the returnees under the Assistance To
Repatriates Act.

Weather
Button up that overcoat, because the

wind is going to be free today. Expect in

creasing cloudiness with northeast winds

ranging from 10-20 miles an hour by mid

afternoon. Chance of snow today 70 per

cent, with the snow developing into freez

ing rain by early tonight and changing into

showers by eady tomorrow. The high

temperatures will be in the mid 40's today

and the low 30's tonight. Be glad that it will

turn into rain - the Plain states were not so

lucky. More than a half foot of snow
blanketed the states of Wyoming, Colorado

and Nebraska, yesterday.
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Retarded placed in community homes
Mund.iy, Noveinbof 27 19/8

Belchertownprogram criticized, defended
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

BELCHERTOWN The
Belchertown Fr(ends
Associatiun charged this
nujnth that the placement
of mentally retarded per
sons in community homes
by the state is being done
hastily The group of adults
act as guardians for 60
mentally retarded clients in

both the Belchertown State
School and community
homes
President of the Friends

Association Kathryn P
Gitlispie said people are
b*^mg placed in community

homes before there are
appropriate programs.

More ctti/en input is

needed in monitering
community placement,"
Gillispie said "The com
nuinity needs to be
educated on how they can
cooperate with these
community based
programs Sometimes
communities are not
receptive

"

Gillispie said funding the
community homes is a
problem. "After visiting a
community home, I found
tl>e staff very concerned,
but because of substandard
physical conditions the

'Change Sambo's'
25 ask in N.H.
NASHUA, N H. (AP)

-About 25 persons plan to

meet with a Sambo s

Restaurant official in Man-
chester today to try to con-
vince the restaurant to
change its name because of
its racial implications.

"Primarily, we are trying

to get them to change the
name because we think it's

derogatory," said Oavid
Bonnick, chairperson of the
Council for Civil Rights in

New Hampshire.
Groups throughout the

country have complained
that the restaurant's name
can be associated with "Lit-

tle Black Sambo, " a fable

many blacks find objec
tionable.

Bonnick said his group
would meet with a
representative of the Sam
bo's chain to try to get the
name changed at Sambo's
restaurant in Nashua.

Women meet tonight
NORTHAMPTON A

follow up mei'ting for the
organizers and participants
of the Nov 18 Take Back
the Night" march in Nor
thampton is scheduled for

tonight at 7 in the Nor-
thampton Unitarian Church
at 220 Mam St

The purpose of the
meeting is to discuss ways
to further educate the
public, on. issues of

violence against women.
The meeting was announc
ed by Debbie Rosencrantz,
a speaker at the rally held
after the rrtarch

The march drew between
2000 and tiOOO women and
approximately 500 men
who stood with candles on
Mam Street to show their

support of the women.

CANDYCECARLON

(ommunity home w.is not
working successfully
Funding is a problem ' She
s.iid often a client is going
to a home with vvorse
conditions than they came
fiom in the state school.
The number of clients who

are to be placed into
community settings in the
next few years is another
area of concern to the
group.
"It is wrong to just fill a

quota, without assuring the
client will be able to con
iinue with education and
other programs that were
successfully maintained at

• Northampton •

-DOUBLE FEATURE-

tanUcnsKW
*NOV »^BMOL S TRANHf NSTtIN

. Al.Irn t>v t'Alil MORRlSSEv

R RESTRICra) ."
.r :

PLUS AT 9:00

ANOY WARHOLS
YOUNG

^naeula

tli< si.itf school," Gillipsio

Siiid

Mark Mitchell, ri»gional

(ooidmator of Mentally
Retarded Services in

Region One, Berkshires to
the Connecticut border,
answered the charges by
the group and explained
how placements are
proposed, implemented
and followed up
Mitchell said a community
home IS a place for clients
of the state school to live in

a community environment
while being supervised by
staff members He said the
number of staff varies with

the client's need.
Placement in apartments
which provides a smaller
I (immunity environment is

also supervised. "It is a
good way to see to in

dividual needs instead of
group needs," Mitchell
said.

The program is called
rommuniti/ation, " which

focuses on client placement
in the community as op-
posed to "de
institutionalization." which
stressed closing in-
stitutions, Mitchell said
According to Mitchell, this
program began in 1971,

witli the formal opening of
community residential
alternatives in Region One.
Since the program began, a
ma)or change has taken
place, Mitchell said "We
used t(j open programs and
then go to the state hospital
and look for clients that fit

into the program. " he said.
"We had so few programs
then we could always find a
population to fit the
proposed program. Now,
we identify a group of
clients that have certain
needs, and develop a
program to meet their
needs."
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the Massachusetts
Daily Collegian

offers a complete
range of

Graphic Services

•typesetting

•layout

•camera

Let us prepare
your resume,

business forms,

brochures, etc.

for printing.

Fast. ProfessionaL

Reasonable.

ATTENTION
Graduating Seniors

Graduating seniors who are
the recipients of the National
Direct Student Loans are re-

quired to attend one of the
following meetings:

Tuesday, November 28, at 7:00 p.m.
in Room 101 of SBA Building

t or
Wednesday, November 29, at 7:00 p.m.

in Room 101 of SBA Building

When one great look

deserves another . .

.

get things started

with a dynamite cut. $12

RGGIS HAIRSTYUSTS

w

QUICK COPY
AND TYPING

"Amherst Area's One-Stop
Copy and Typing Center"

•Quality, low-cost copying
•Fast, professional typing

•Complete dissertation, manuscript
and resume service

In the Carriage Shops, Amherst
: 549-0557 f s=

forChristmas3ifts.

Available at

the Coffee Shop^ the Hatch,

or the Blue Wall Cafeteria

Monday, faoven.bei .^ai Collegian 3

Holiday fatalities pass 460, more expected
United Press International

The Thanksgiving holiday traffic death

toll passed 460 yesterday with winter

storms making homebound trips hazardous

for thousands of motorists.

Steadily mounting traffic fatalities neared

the National Safety Council projections that

between 480 and 570 people would die on
the nation's highways during the long

weekend, which began at 6 p.m. local time

Wednesday and was to end last night at 12.

During the four-day Thanksgiving
weekend last year 498 people were killed in

traffic accidents.

A DPI count at 5:30 p.m. EST showed at

Money
there for
comeback
by Dukakis

Associated Press

BOSTON Lame duck Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis has $9,246 to keep his political

machine going for a possible comeback in

1982, or sooner if a run for Congress is con-

sidered.

Herb Regal, the governor's campaign
tieasurer, said liabilities are negligible from

the unsuccessful re-election battle that in

volved expenditures of approximately

$525,000
Part of the campaign surplus has been

set aside to rent desk space at 10 Post Of

fice Square where attorney Paul W. Fin-

negan, one of the "Duke's" key cam-

paigners, practices.

The function of the agent in charge is ex

pected to be to maintain contact with the

Dukakis organization and keep tabs on his

successor as chief executive, Edward J.

King.

Dukakis' supporters still wonder what
happened in the September primary which
challenger King won by 76,000 votes.

There is a consensus that many factors,

none alone decisive, contributed to a turn

around the governor's closest advisors felt

a few months earlier was inconceivable.

One of the sleepers might have been the

governor's July pocket veto of a pay raise

for Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti.

least 470 people had died in traffic ac
cidents since the holiday period began.
A breakdown of accidental deaths:
Traffic 470
-Fires 46
-Planes 14
-Total 530
California reported 65 traffic deaths,

followed by 33 in Ohio and 32 in Texas. Il-

linois and Pennsylvania each had 23;

Florida and Michigan reported 21 each, and
Indiana, Georgia and Virginia each had 16.

No traffic deaths were reportec in

Alaska, Kansas, New Hampshire, North
Dakota, Oregon and Rhode Island.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis
(Collegian file photo)

There is no question that the veto was un-
popular with Bellotti's staff.

Then, following the domino theory of

Massachusetts politics, came the publicity

about tax delinquents, generated by Rep.
Francis W. Hatch, in late August and early
September.

Facets of these disclosures were viewed
by harmful to the Dukakis administration,
largely because the governor was Hatch's
main target.

WEATHER WINTER IN STYLE
With quality outdoor clothing from

Let Gleason's take the worry out of

keeping warm and being fashion-

able this fall and winter. Visit

Gleason's expanded clothing
department that is overflowing with

the largest selection of quality fall

and winter outdoor clothing.

Gleason's offers quality outdoor
clothing that is very much the "in"

style and at the same time rugged,
practical and long wearing. Look us
over and let us outfit your for the
colder months.

We stock parkas by: The North

Face, Sierra Designs, Camp
Trails, Camp 7 and Woolrich.

Vests by: North Face, Sierra

Designs, Camp 7, Camp
Trails, and Don Gleason.

Wool shirts, jackets, and
pants by: Woolrich.

Quality wool sweaters,
» hats, socks, mittens, and

gloves by: Wigwam,
Norsewear, and Don
Gleason.

Long underwear by:
Duofold.

Boats by: Vasque, Dexter,

and Sorel.

Shell garmets of 60/40,

Goretex, etc. by: Columbia,

Sierra Designs, North Face,

and Woolrich.

We also have a complete selection

of equipment for the camper and

backpacker and there are over 40

tents on display.

U-_

^^^ •*V^ CAMPERS SUPPLY. INC.

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Store hours: weekdays 9-5:30 Saturday 9 5 phone 584 4895

Fire swept through a surburban Holiday
Inn jammed with Thanksgiving weekend
guests and celebrants attending a singles

dance early yesterday in Greece, N.Y., leav-

ing at least 10 persons dead and 25 others
injured.

Authorities in the Rochester suburb were
unable to obtain an exact count of guests
and searched the rubble for 13 people unac-
counted for.

Driving was especially dangerous
throughout the Midwest. Moderately heavy
snows blanketed parts of Wyoming, Col
orado and Nebraska from a storm that mov-
ed steadily eastward.

Light snows also fell from the Dakotas to

the upper Mississippi Valley and Gre»i

Lakes, and travelers advisories extended

from the central Rockies to extreme

southeastern New York.

Officials at O'Hare International Airport

in Chicago, the nation's busiest, geared up

for an estimated 20,000 travelers makim,

yesterday the busiest day in the airport's

history.

Airport officials said the Sunday aftei

Thanksgiving is normally the busiest day o^

the year because college students anC

others return from holiday visits and people^

in business are starting the work week.

New JFK photos revealed
DALLAS \AP\ An amateur photographer

took pictures that, according to one
photfj analyst, may show two people in

tht. Texas School Book Depository
double window from which President

John F Kennedy was shot, minutes
before the shots were fired, the Dallas

Morning News says.

In a copyright story yesterday, the

newspaper reported that greatly enlarged
still frames of movie film taken by Charles

Bronson, of Ada, Okia , were analyzed by
Robert J. Groden, of Hope Lawn, N.J.,

who has served as consultant on
photographic evidence for the House
Select Committee on Assassinations.

The Morninq News published, in black

and white, a nine frame sequence of pi'^

tures taken from color film and enlarge i

100 limes. They show the double window
on the sixth floor of the depository, frori;

wtieie the Warren Commission said Le*
Harvey Oswald, acting alone, fired the
shots that killed Kennedy.

I'l each frame, a faint, light colored arrja

in the left side of the window changes
shape from frame to frame, while .1

similar area in the right portion of the
window remains more stationary.

Bronson, who holds copyrights on- th.i

phofrjs, said the window appeared in the
pictures because he mistakenly used a
wide angle lens instead of a telephoto
lens on his camera, resulting in a large;

field being recorded on the film.
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Fine Arts
Daryl Hall and John Oates will be tne

katured artists of a co<M:ert sponsored by
the Union Progrann Council next Tuesday,
Dec. 5, at the Fine Arts Center Concert
Mall. Special guest. City Boy, a five piece
Bi'tish rock group, is scfieduled to open the
souw at 8 p.m.

The concert. Hall ar>d Oates' first ap-
pt'jrance at UMass, is pari of their most ex
tensive tour ever. HaH at d Oates. backed

i'i^«!!idi^idi!iS^J^i<!fid@:eiS^Sdi!egiS@(

by a newly formed group of expert musi-
cians will perform cuts from their new
album, Along the Red Ledge featuring the
hit single, "It's a Laugh."

It will be a concert of powerful in-

strumentals and vocal harmonies, along
with an impressive stage set up, according
to UPC members. Tickets are on sale at the
Fine Arts Center Box office and Ticketron.

'/Sfc p^i^ Sut^cft
starring

Al Jolson
the First Talkie Ever Made

Monday, Nov. 27
at 8 p.m.

Thomson 104

FREE
MOUNTAIN FAPVS 4

^i./fi»»f»li>iil'!»i''»iiK^^j-^

e-S CH »»^t >0 MINUTH »KiOI> TO TLm

IKk SMASMWIXX
TOOAT AT-TLSilSl-WS

CttOOtV LAUUN(I
rtC* OlIVKIt
4 ffce« «un^«- vklHTHE

BOYS
FROM
BRAZIL

TODAY AT-niS ««t-S JO

fbuinai|l
A NEW COMEDY THUUn
TODAY AT-mS M«-«J»

So don't go straight

lo see this movie'
|

CHEECH &
CHONG'S

SMOKEm^Tl
TODAY AT-(TLS J ISl-MS

Rf DUCID AOUIT & STUDfNf PRiCfS 'OB US TICKtTS IIMITIO i^MSM

..^ar^^li^lit^^fe.

WeVe Got Something
Your Mother KSever Told You About...

Ihe Precision Haircut.

decision haircutting is our method of cutting your
'lair in harmony with the way it grows. Sure your hair

•ventually grows out, but with a precision haircut it

doesn't lose its shape.
And because your hair falls naturally into place,

''ou won't have to keep fussing with it.

Now you've got something you can tell your

nother about
At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

;iion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14 00
vhether you're a guy or a gal. And no appointments

ire ever necessary.

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

loning, we do it all, but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you

Ti-^^ <v^^^
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Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart

Men. Sat.. IQa.m. 10 p.m.

586-0090
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10% OFF
HANDCRAFTED

JEWELRY

by BILL KARL
wxih this coupon

Location:

Campus Center

Concourte

BUS DRIVER TRAINING

MoncJay, November 27, 1978

;-:':;-S.

Five College Transportation will sponsor a 3
Week Training program during January In-

terterm for those interested in getting a Class II

Bus Driver's License.

Get applications and instructions at the Stu-
dent Employment Office, 239-A Whitmore, or
call the Five College Transportation
Office -586 4262.

Application Deadline extended to December 7.

t^^r^
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Hotel fire

in NewYorl<
l<illsten

heirloom

4 contemporary

jewelry

conicrvatively

priced

31 So. PleaMot. Ambcrtl AnriHl view shows gutted remains of the suburban Rochester N Y
Holiday Inn At least 10 persons, most of them holiday travellers were
killfd in tl>e bla/e here yesterday Another 13 are missing (UPI photo)

Un iversityof Massaclmsetts

Ainlierst

Wintersession 1979
Credit courses and Credit-Free Workshops offered by the Division of Continuing Education,
University of Massachusetts at Amherst begin January 2. For registration information and a
catalog, call 549-4970 or stop by the Records and Registration Office, 113 Hasbrouck on the
UMass campus. Mastcrcharge. American Express, and VISA are accepted.

Associated Press
ROCHESTER, N.Y. A

quick-burning fire raged for
more than two hours
yesterday in a Holiday Inn
booked full for the
Thanksgiving weekend, kill

ing at least 10 persons and
injuring 21 others.

Police Chief Gerald
Phelan said 13 persons re
rnained unaccounted for

and firefighters searched
through the debris for more
bodies.

All 91 rooms of the Holi-

day Inn- Northwest in the
suburb of Greece were
booked when the fire broke
out about 2:30 a.m., said
Town Supervisor Don
Riley. An unofficial report
said 275 guests were
registered at the time.

"We were just lying in

bed and all of a sudden, it

sounds like beds being roll-

ed down the hallway," said

Gail Roth of Waterdown,
Ontario, who was with a
group of Canadian women
on a holiday bus tour.

"All of a sudden, I heard
it, I thought there was a
fight because I heard win-
dows smashing. But I open^
ed the door and there was
smoke, black smoke. So we
shut the door and smashed
the window," she said.

The fire erupted during
the early morning in a base-

ment of the three story
structure and spread quick-
ly to the second and third
floors because of a stairway
draft, officials said.

Phelan said police and
firefighters helped 109 per-
sons escape from the burn-
ing building. "People were
attempting to leave the
building," he said, "Some
people were jumping from
windows."

The injured were taken to
two hospitals, and officials

said 17 persons were admit-
ted and four treated and
released. Six persons were
reported in serious condi-
tion.

The fire raged out of con-
trol for more than twa
hours, sending flames 100
feet in the air and collapsing
part of the walls of the
15 year old, cement-block
structure.

A couple who declined tc
give their names said that
shortly after checking into
the hotel they heard a faint
sound resembling a fire-

alarm. They said they open
ed the door to their room
and saw smoke collecting in

the hallway.

Michael Fantigrossi, an
arson investigator with the

Monroe County district at-

torney's office, said the

cause of the fire was not

known.

UPC Productions presents:

^COLLEGE RINGS

If you want a college ring that's different from
traditional rings, come see /\rt(]ar\ed's outstanding

collection for men and women. Kver since Art(^ar\ed
introduced these distinctive styles, thousands of

college students have chosen to wear them in college

and long after. (]ome see the whole collection.

THE /IRTQ1RVED REPRESENTATIVE
has a large collecfton ol traditional as well as fashion rings Ask to see them Deposit required Ask about Master Charge or Visa.

November 27. 28. 29 p at the UNIVERSITY STORE
Men.. Tues.. Wed. campus center

10 a.m.— 2:30 p.m. each day
$10 deposit

Date

another service of

campus center/univ. of mass.Vamherst

DflRVl JOBW

Tuesday, Dec. 5
8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

UMass-$6.50, 7.00, 7.50
Gen. Public-$7.50, 8.00,

8.50
Good Tickets Still

Available
at Fine Arts Center

Box Office
and all Ticketron outlets

no cans, bottles or alcohol
patrons subject to search

«*?

with special guest

CITY BOY
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COLLEGIAN ELECTIONS THURS-
DAY, NOV. 30, IN THE OFFICE

Candidates' night Wednesday,
Nov. 29, In CC 101
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All Collegian staff members are eligible

to vote in the annual election for

members of the Board of Directors. If

you think you are a staff member and
your name does not appear on the

following staff list, please contact the

editor-in-chief before Thursday.

VOTING WILL TAKE PLACE BETWEEN THE HOURS OE 9:00 A.M. AND 6:00 P.M.

Editorial/Opinion
PAUL YANOWITCH

Losing faith

in the government
If Ted Kennedy runs for President,

someone said recently, he will not run on
the platform of making government your
Big Brotfier, but of making it our Big

Daddy.

The idea of the government playing foster

parents to the millions who live here lights

the fires of regulation deep in my soul.

Amer'cans are caught between two
powerful desires. The time honored desire

to be free of control, to say what we wish,
to print what we wish, to go where we
choose, when we choose, etc. This desire

is imbedded in our Constitution; it is

lieralded as part of our nations fabric, and
IS advanced as the sole characteristic that is

endemic to the diverse American
population. On the other hand, the
American people, through their

representatives, have expressed a dogged
desire to regulate anytfiing and everything.

The prime force behind the drive for in-

creased regulation in the liberal establish-

ment, which, I am' afraid to report, is

disappearing at a rapid pace, t predict that

if some strong measures are not taken to

prevent this decline, the Liberal may soon
)oin the Republican on the endangered
soacies list. I, for one, feel that the Liberal

IS too important to be rid of; for all the

regulation he she may seek, for all the
programs to help the disadvantaged they
submit and for all they do in the name of

evironmentalism, they are the only ones
who still scoff at the stereotypic image of

college students; lounging in a room
decorated with Playboy pin ups or posters

of Redford and John Belushi, knee deep in

bottles of beer and Jack Daniels, smoking
marijuana, and listening (in stoned silence)

to GratefyJ Dead records.

Unfortunately, recent events have shaken
my faith in our government to the point

where I am not sure that further regulation

is the way to go. It seems that more and
more, the government is becoming in-

creasingly inept. Each day it creeps like a

slug, inexorable, toward that precipice of

incompetance. An example or two may
suffice.

We first learned that 380 people died in

Jamestown Guyana in a mass suicide

ritual Reports that many more survived

were dismissed after a count of the beds
and facilities was made, and the Army
announced that no more than 600 people

lived there, and hence, could have died.

These reports were followed closely by
reports of mounting death totals, ex-

ceeding 700, followed by 800, and
yesterday, we learned that the final count
lies 6ver 900 A spokesman for the State

Department claimed that many bodies were
hidden underneath the existing layer of

bodies seen in the news photo's. The
Defense Department spokesman, tripping

over the FBI spokesman who had
shouldered the CIA spokesman out of the

camera's view, dismissed reports that there

were problems with the methods used by
the Army in counting the bodies. (Why
fingers, of course). A spokesman for the

Guyanese Republic could not be reached,
liaving tripped and disappeared under the
heaps of spokesbodies.
I am confident that a logical reason exists*
for the massive miscount, despite the
pessimism of a helicopter pilot who arrived

on the scene guite early, who said tliat he
could understand a miscount of 40, but not
400. Since I have always aspired to a

position in the State Department, I have
drafted a few of my own responses, wfiich

the US government is free to use:

a. The original estimates, and I wish to

point out that these were just estimates,
were made by officers who failed to

complete a third grade education. The
news media printed these estimates as fact,

giving rise to the massive confusion we
believe is now straightened out.

b. The Central Intelligence Agency an-

nounced today that tlie extra 400 bodies,

discovered over a period of 2 days in

Jamestown, are actually CIA agents who
are being "killed" so that they may assume
new identities.

c. Our sources tell us that over 400
devotees originally escaped during the

suicide ritual, and hid in the jungle. These
people then returned late that night, when
It was safe, killed themselves and fell under
the bodies already strewn around the

compound.
d The original estimates were based upon

calculations relating only to the Jamestown
compound. Over 400 other bodies were
discovered at t)ie pool, located beyond the

kitchen faciJities. We believe that they were
all in General Swim at the time of the

killings

We must hope that this inability to count
does not extend to other areas, for the

results can be a bit more tragic, though less

gruesome;
"The U.S. Government announced today

that it had miscounted the number of

nuclear warheads stockpiled by the
Russians Originally estimated at 400,

sources tell us that the true figure is closer

to 910. A spokesman for the Pentagon
today admitted a counting error, stating

that there were many more underneath the

'layer of nukes they had seen by satalite.."

"The State of Massachusetts announced
today that the number of persons on
welfare is more than double the current

estimates. Spokesmen for the welfare

department said today that they had
discovered many more welfare recipients

underneath those strewn around the

state."

The University of Massachusetts-
Amheist announced today that the oc-

cupancy level in the dormitories was ac
tually over 20,000, and not the estimated
n,(X)0. A spokesman for the Chancellor's

Office said today that the administration

had only counted the top level of bodies;

they had not bothered to look un
derneath "

I'll bet there's more turkey than they have
been telling us about, too.

Paul Yanowitch is a Collegian Columnist
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COMMENTARYI

C.A.T.E. "hogwash"
By Steve Masse

Everybody ought to read the paragraphs
on Professor Fergus Clydesdale which
appear on the tenth introduction page of

"On The Other Hand III" (The Course
Description Guide). These paragraphs form
the decade's most splendid example of

hogwash journalism. Only a Bi-Lo shopping
cart could hold the corrections necetisary to

neutralize this misdirected skunk spray.

Nevertheless, I attempt at least some
window shopping for an antidote.

It IS peculiar that "On The Other Hand III"

should print something which is only on the

one hand. This miracle of contemptible
slander was printed without Doctor
Clydesdale's knowledge or clarification.

Nothing is said to the effect that the

authors of the guote (Rosenthal et al) were
merely in the roles of Devil's advocate
against the food industry. Doctor
Clydesdale is a top food scientist, and in

that position he landed predictably in a

sweeping line of attack (Which was
swallowed wfiole, I might add, by the

"responsible" SGA.)

Doctor Clydesdale is a good, solid and
honest man He did not become a foremost

food technologist by being bought.
Recently he turned down a $25,000 con-

tract with Monsanto, to appear in a public

health advertisement. Monsanto was not

selling gum or soda. Doctor Clydesdale's

reason for turning down the offer was that

he vowed to avoid affiliation with specific

companies. Would you turn down such an
offer?

Would you write a book and specify to the

publishers that your profits are to be
foregone so that students could better

afford the paperback (Food, Nutrition &
You) ? Doctor Clydesdale and Doctor
Francis have.

Would you teach Food Science 101 to a

thousand students each semester without

additional salary compensation? Doctor
Clydesdale does.

Furthermore, Doctor Clydesdale's
character is at stake in this slick specimen
of psuedo Woodward Bernsteinesque
hullshit. Doctor Clydesdale has been
rrjiisistent in his efforts to provicfe honest

,ind well researclied material on the food

industry His defenses of the food industry

hay ru>ver been irresponsible. His

I :i(iwli:flfje of chemicals far exceeds the
u ,r ,vl(!d(V' of chemicals held by most other
|i It' university Wlien danger of

fii food sources is anywhere
I i^iKtur Clyrlesdale will be sure to

, , ,iii know. He eats food, too.

And "On The Othet Hand III" says

nnthinq to assure us that Doctor
Clvd'-sildli's consultations with outside

services die stncity leiatea to health and
further education. The food industry has
every right to get knowledge from
dependable sources, and to pay for that

knowledge. Last year Doctor Clydesdale
worked on a series of posters, work which
was cleared through the university as

usual His posters were in the line of "Eat
an apple," "Drink your milk," etc. He
received about 1,000 for this work (during

the year's period of consultation). He does
not push gum and soda. Nor does he
prevent you from using either if you wish.

Doctor Clydesdale's connection with

"major (artificial) color equipment
manufacturers," as so stated in the tale of

terror, is so far out of context that it makes
a person wonder why he would want to

waste time teaching Doctor Clydesdale's

work with color equipment is not related to

the production of red dye number 2, etc. It

IS related to physics. If Doctor Clydesdale

were to work with food colors (artificial or

whole wheat), it would be in order that they

were safe. His work with chemistry is part

of being a scientist. "Chemical" and
"poison" are not synonymous.

Doctr)r Clydesdale should not be put into

a position of having to defend himself when
he has done nothing questionable. When
he says that there are no such things as

junk foods, he says so from knowledge.
Gum isn't necessarily food. Packaged
desserts are optional, and even so, their

nutritional value is flattering to the food

industry. People will eat such desserts

regardless of their nutritional content

anyway.
Perhaps those people who fear the food

industry most are those who know least

about it Doctor Clydesdale's defense of

nitrate use in any food is based on the

nitrate's ability to prevent botulism. His

rf;search into the matter is ongoing and
first hand.

I've known Doctor Clydesdale since fall of

1971. The 101 course is not only in-

formative, bQt entertaining as well. His

outside work IS unifoim with his honest

pliilosophy. He is ilie last person to deserve

'^'ich malignment at the hands of holocaust

nionrjets. Conflict of interest, my ass.

Doctor Clydesdale is too busy t'> be a

scapegoat for a small and wearisome
segment of our population, that which
insists on assassinating people by
castration merely because those people are

in "hifjh positions." I regret having to write

this defense, but at the same time I am glad

of the o(;i>oftunliv to publicly stand behind

ihe good things that Doctor Clydesdale has

done. His service- ^ for all people, he is

unassailable. Hib ier is sterling, his

concrnn for the woriu hungry people is

immeasurable, and it -elieving to know
tliat tii)ri' are such peop' • in the world.
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When your feet need a friend.
J«Mt «rrlvttd-Wlnt»r Clo«s

T Pl«asanff St. lcorn«r of Main }

Downtown Nortkampton

TI*Programmable 58
The advanced programmable
calculator with plug-in Solid State
Software modules.

TexQS Instruments

ProgromrnQbleOO
•Up to 480 program steps or up to 60
memories. When integrated with the master
library module delivers up to 5000 steps.
•Looping, increment, decrement, user tiags,

subroutines, labels, editing and more.
•Over 170 functions and operations in

scientific, engineering and statistical fields.

•AC adapter chargef-«nd batteries & master
library module & programming book all included.

sug. price $124.95

OUR PRICE VwS/ %/0
at the calculator store

campus center /univ. of mass./amherst

iCollegiaj2 9

Last day for Pre-registration is

Tuesday, Nov. 28

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore

S4S'15SS
m service of the Dean of Students Office

Humanities and Fine Arts Education
Social and Behavioral Sciences

SENIORS
You are invited to

The Alumni Skills Bank Program
Wednesday, November 29th

8:00 p.m.
Room 917 Campus Center
Panel Discussion by Alumni

To Help Seniors Join the Job Market
Complimentary Beer, Wine, and Cheese

Alumni Coming to Campus:
Mickey Harris, Amer. Tel & Tel
Bob Dallmeyer, United Technologies
Peter Chisholm, Sec'y of State's Office
Albert J. Sweeney, Boston Police Dept
Ricky Moriarty, The Provident Institute
Stan Smith, New England Telephone
Charles Schultz, Reliable Fabrics

ENGINEERS
Federal Government agencies are involved in
some of the most important technological work
being done today m energy fields, communi-
cation, transportation, consumer protection, de-
fense, exploring inner and outei space and the
environment

Some of the |obs are unique with projects
and facilities found nowhere else. Salanes are
good, the work is interesting and there are ex-
cellent opportunities for advancement
Our nationwide network can get your name

referred to agencies in every part of the country
For information about best opportunities by

specialty and location, send a coupon or your
resume to Engineer Recruitment, Room 6A11

f>Tt U.S. Civil Service Commission
Washington. DC 20415

An Eqj«l Opporlunily Employtr

-' .<'-^i, t ^lossac^usi/tis/ A'"hw"/

FINE'>4?TS CEfSITERPRESENTS

Name

.

Address

.

City. state

.

Degree level and
Engineering speciality

-Zip-

Univ Col Yr Grad

Geographic Preterence(s)

.

Tel no

Hartford Ballet

Saturday, December 2 3&8p.m.
Sunday, December 3 3 p.m.

Flh£ >RTS CENfER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. General
public $7 50, 6 50. 5 50 UMass
students $5 50. 4 50, 3 50 Senior citizens
and other students $6.50, 5 50. 4.50
Special matinee children's prices $5 50
4 50, 3 50.

Call 545-2511 for group reservations
and information.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9 4

& All Ticketron Locations.

WHERE SECRET SANTA SHOPS
Dozens of 25c to $5 items

For trees and windows
Ornaments

Great Assortment

Unusual Cards

t^any Affordable

Earrings and Pendants
Sterling & 14 KT

Candles
Rainbow, Drip, & Taper

Blouses & Skirts .

POSTERS
Area's Largest Selection

Snakes £f Frogs

Lots of Fun Toys

Handpainted
Eggs

Chinese

Tins & Boxes
.Vast Assortment

Tea Sets

Honey - Tea ~ Candy - Jelly

Great Gifts — Great Prices

Open Sundays 1-5 p.m.

MERCANTILE
' AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

ATTENTION
ANTHROPOLOGY

COURSE
DESCRIPTIONS
FOR SPRING 1979

Are not where they
are supposed to be in

''On the Other
Hand." They can be
found on pages 386
to 389 and on page

189.

Extra copies can be
picked up in the

Anthropology
Department Office

215 Machmer Hall

Now at

A.j. Hastings

a writing

system

so unique,

it's hard to

describe.

$12.50
Brushed Sta^n;,

-

with ??K goic

elecIroDlaiPd •

Tesi write the riojtmg Ban -•

Super Soil Tip E»ch has i,

character On* will man
o' writing

You've got to feel it

to t^elieve iti

l.^ trvKMK

45 Ple4sjnt St., Amherst
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Thursday, Nov. 30
8 p.m.
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

All Seats $3.00
Gen. Adm.
Tickets now available at

TIX, Union Record
Service, and local

record stores

To place a classified ad drop hy the Cot

legian otfite (CC 113) lietWHiTi 8 45 a m
<ind 3 46 p m Monddy through Friday

,
or

use our handy clip and mail form found in

most issu»fs of' thp CoHngtan Cl.issifii'd

(J(r,i(|ltnf ts 3 46 4)m tw(> ddys m acJvanci?

of piit)lir;iition daVi'

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c

per Imp. five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day. 30 consecutive issues. 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters

AUTO FOR SALE

'70 Opel, needs work. 30 + mpg, best offer,

call Nancy 6-5658 or Marc 665-4542, eves.
1

67 Olds Cutlass 113,000 mi. 330 V-8
engine. 666^7570 anytime. $500 or best offer.

•72 Fiat Sport Coupe new tires, brakes,

good engine, 5-speed, $750 or BO 6-4209

Quiet non-smoker wanted for own rm.

in 2 bedrm. apt., Amherst Center. Avail,

after 12/20. $92.50+. Call 253-7986, esp.

after 6 p.m.

FOR SALE

1970 Jeep Wagoneer 4wd. std. V8,

16mpg. Locking hubs, good off road and in

snow. $1300 or BO. Call Bill 546-9031

1972 VW bug red, one owner, $750.

253-7076 evenings.

'70 Camaro perfect body, 4 Cragars, 60's

in back, eng. needs work, $750 or BO,
6-5304

10% off jewelry by Bill Karl in Campus
Center concourse with this ad.

Olin Free-Style boots, dirt cheap, Ven-

tura hollow body-electric guitar, Honda 77

750K four-to-one pipes, double touring

saddle, 7600 miles, $1500, 546-5216 or

546-8195.

1200 new rock and jazz LPs.
Underground Books, 264 N. Pleasant, see

Mike.

ENTERTAINMENT

Soundsystem for hire perfect for discos,

coffeehouses, bands, call Rick, 584-4105

FOR RENT

Own room in house near bus route,

Cumb. Farm (N. Amh.) Puffer's, Mill River,

rent $110+ (split), avail, now, call

549-5731 ,

1 bdrm. In 2 bdrm. apt. available 20 Dec.

thru Jan., rent $130 but negotiable, nd. to

Know 19 Dec, Karen-Amy, 253-5397.

1 bedrm. in 3 bedrm. Townhouse apt.^to

sublet for spring sem. compar. inexpensive.

Call Don after 5 p.m. at 549-1716.

Nortalia ski boots: Men's size 9, like new,

$30. Call Cheryl. 5-0320, 5-0321.

Fur coat, like new, reversible, waist length,

medium, $50 or BO, call 268-3395, ask for

Wayne.

Yamaha FG 345 acoustic guitar, $160,

refrigera tor, $100, Rich, 546-5416.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

HELP WANTED

Room in 4 bedroom cooperative apt in

Amherst on bus rt., $87.50/mth., incls.

heat. Nonsmoker, 253-9646, eve.

Attic for^ rent- $125 incl. util., 1 bik.

UMass, woman preferred, must like kids,

549 6873

Students wanted Freshman Work
Study who would like to learn to be Stu

dent Trainers for Athletics/lntramurals.

Contact V. Keedy or J. Laughnane in Room
9 , Boyden BIdg.. Ext. 5-2866

Excellent opportunity in this area. Need-

ed, pleasing personality and car, part time

or 'full, call 247-5740

Reward I II Anyone finding a white canvas

bag with red handles on the loading dock of

the C.C. on Sat. nite the 18th around 1:30

a.m. please call Eric at 253-7785. It contains

my records that I use to pay my rent. No

questions asked. Reward.

Lost at aid sale — blue Atra down
vest — handmade -no ? asked — reward

$51!! 253-7566.

Prescription glasses, plastic light brown
round rim ,

please call, Tom, 6-9046.

Lost—down vest, pale icey green — bum-
ming out — lost at Pub — please contact me,

253-2777 or drop off at Pub -reward!!!'

Lost— gold chain at Pub, 11/9/78, sen-

timental value, please call 546 8654,

reward.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

PERSONALS

Students looking for a part-time job with

flexible hours, excellent income, and an op-

portunity to gain meaningful business ex-

perience? Northwestern Mutual Life intern-

ship training session starting in Dec, con-

tact Dana Barrows, 1-525-4591.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers 20%
off all reg. priced merch. to all college

students & staff. Remember your ID.

Happy 20th, Benzoin.

Monty Python & the Holy Grail SUB $1.

6:15, 8:00, 9:30, 11 :00 Nov 30.

Rob & Laura: Why did Sue and Don come
home for Christmas? They were stapled to

a red Fiesta! Reserve for 4 at TOC!

Female non-smoker wants own room,

use of kitchen, start Jan. Karen 546-7628

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 or 2 girls to share Brit. Manor apt. star-

ting Jan. fully furn., call 253-3446.

Roommates wanted to share 2 bdrm.

apt, in S. Amherst for spring sem. 253-7867

Housemate wanted grad student needs

p>erson to share modern house in So.

Amherst -$160/mo. Charlie Kohl 253-5419.

2 housemates wanted for Dec. 1, semi-

coop bordering wildlife area. South

Amherst, 256-8901, Russ, non-smokers.

SERVICES

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.

Huge selection of gold, silver, diamond ear-

rings and unusual gifts. Silverscape

Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,

Mass. 253-3324.

TO SUBLET

One bedroom in two bedroom apartment

for spring semester, lease runs until June,

C liffside Apts., $122.50 mo., 665-3501.

WANTED

ROOM WANTED

VW automatic engine, phone 253-2891,

eve^

WANTED TO RENT

2/1-bdrm. apt.— bus route, Jan. -May,

546-9817, keep trying!

One room i<itchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549 5343 evenings.

LEGAL SeWvICES

LOST

Prescription glasses., blue-tinted, bet

ween SBA & SW, please call 546-9817.

Looking for 3 bdrm. apt. to sublet— Jan.

thru May or 3 to 5 bedrm. house, please call

Don, 6 4265.

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal. General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.

^Monday Novombe'- 27. 1978

SPECIAL DEC. SKI WEEKEND PACKAGES
BEAT THE CROWD-SKI IN DECEMBER

Oac«mb«r Waakend* coniplaia Ifom MS p p 4 or mora in rm
Includa* Privaia room with bath. 6 maalt. 6 Iraa cockiail partia*

Rl chartar tranap from Matropolitan NVC liva bands

Cromp Orgmitiitr Fnt!

FREE
Horseback Riding

•Tanni*
•Hay Rida*
•Barbaquat
•Baskatball
•Archary

SPECIAL MID-WEEK
SKI PACKAGES

Party! Party! Party

S1«-6a»«430
M2-St1
CALL NOW

RfSORT RANCH

BUS DR IVER^RA IN INGmm
I

Five College Transportation will sponsor a 3
I Week Training program during January In
|: terterm for those interested in getting a Class II

I Bus Driver's License.

I Get applications and instructions at the Stu-

I dent Employment Office, 239-A Whitmore or

i ^1 ^^LJ'^^ College Transportation
I Office -586-4262.

ii....:^^P'.'^^^'°".P®^'^''"®
extended to December 7.

:•:-:•;•;«.
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custom-made rings

save *25

( )ii sale arc our in.cn's

traditional Siladmni" rinuN and
selected women's lO-karat

i;ol«.i riniis. Iliese rin;.;s .ire eustoiiv

inadc iiuli\ idiialK tor sou. 'Ihe\ are .in

eNeeption.il l)ii\ at tiie priee of S.SW.'>.S. '^ou ;^et voiir

ehoiie ol mam eustom le.mires. (!ome see them toda\.

I nh /ll\l\/ir\VLL/ REPRESENTATIVE has a large collection of college nngs Ask to see them

November 27. 28, 29 at the UNIVERSITY STORE TIDTT^^DX /CrVMon., Tues.. Wed. campus center /lIX l\ /lr\V l"! y
Deposit required Ask about Master Charge or Visa Savings vary slightly from style to style ' '' *' ^^ '" ^^ ' ^
^n t -in - - ^COLLEGE RINGS
10 a.m.— 2:30 p.m. - '

each day

$10 deposit

another service of

3 days only!

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst
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At What Price
(

Lasting Piece?
Holy Land

$12.95
From the birthplace of History, here

is the season's most unusual and
talked about gift For only $12.tf5.

you can now own an int«rest to
approximately one sq inch of real
i>roperty actually locfcted off the

road to Nazareth, District of Galilee.

Israel.

A map showiiu actual land location
and the fully executed, fkersonal-
ized, authentic deed, beautifully

finished in Kold leaf and perfect for
framing, wiD be sent immediately if

you act now. Time and quantities are
limited. Buy your piece in the Holy I id. Give a Ungibie

piece of hiatory itiia Holiday Season.
PWawniahat
PRINTCLEARLY
Namr

<lMdlat«fl2)»&pp

Kidntm

Cily
N«n»o(

tlfinoratWaoaa

-Mala,

,,_._.,,. „, ol papv ud atUr h U>'ord«r forfnlU ChKk/Money Ontor cncloMd. PImw chugr my I 1 Vim Maitcr Charge

. Bip dawCkrdNo

Stimature

Mwl u> Vow PMot LTD P.O Boa Vttt. roK I iiilwrlili. Flonda 3S3 1

Skipmral will b» madr anthio 24 hourt ol raccipt SatialarUun guaranlMd or full
rrlund If rrtuni«l •thin 10 dav. ol po.unw^k <)H«r Voal «har« prohjbitad by U»

Acareerinlaw-
without lawschool

After just three months of i.iudy at The
L Institute for Paralegal 1 raining in

Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding
career in law or business—without law school.

As a lawyers assistant you will be performing
i many of the duties traditionally handled

only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal
Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of
law to study. Upon completion ol your training. The
Institute s unique Placement Service will find you a
responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or
corporation in the city of your choice.

T'he Institute lor Paralegal Training is the
nation's first and most respected school lor

paralegal training. Since 1970, we ve placed over
2,500 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide.

If
you re a senior of high academic standing

and looking for an above average career,
contact your placement office for jn interview with
our representative.

We will visit your campus on:

Friday, Derember 1

Th«
Institute

for
Paralegal
Training"^

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia. 9^ 191U3
(213) 732 6600

Approved by the American Bar Association
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Dent sets rushing mark; UMass wins 27-0

By RICH LCKEL
CoHegian Staff

It didn't matter to Jo<k Shyehan and Mitch Galanek, two
UMass qrrtduates, ttiat Toston College was 0-8, that they
had t(, drive 90 miUjs t. see the game and that sitting in

A' Kiinni Sdturdas was more like sitting in a walk in
"•'-'' I "'e hours, because they remembered.
I< <<!': 'er to Steve Teiander or John Beerworth, the

only UMass te.jm members who had stood on the sidelines
in 1974 and watched BC roll up a 70 8 victory, possibly the
iDds! einbarasstng defeai m UMass history, that this was an
Steam t)yc ause «hey, viv, remembered
They remembered, and Saturday they got their revenge as

!he University of Mass;i( husetts defeated Boston College
fi ir the firs! tune since 1972. 27 0.

I love It, I Inve It.' Telander kept repeating. "I remember
fat 70 8 disaster more tlian anything l! was 42 and they
keiii ii <,,xrj.iH\ It's been ?i long w.dit

"

P' who played his final 60 minutes of UMass foot
t)ail i' ' play agamst Reno Nevada because of an
NCAA stnrtinq post season play) and tied a UMass

: t(.( HUii, t'pnons If! 3 season (eight), was equally

This
. wante<! to end ;t,

" he said.

The VH lory unproved UMass' record to 8 3, established the
Mmuiemeri as the No 1 team in New England and assured
I' em possessicn of the Lambert Cup, symbolic of mid sized
college supremacy in ihe east. The loss just notched

another numeral to the Eagles' loss column, 0-9, and further
inip'anted tha notion that this may be the worst B.C. team
ever

Nevertheless, this was Boston College, and though the
iiv.ilry might not equal Ohio State Michigan, it still inspires
ilie.it emotion.
We live in Stoneham, ' said UMass linebacker Joe

M( Lauqhlin. speaking fr r brother Mike who stood along
suit 'iiiii, and all we over read about in the papers is how
iiuixi B C IS No or»e fiears anything about us. Well now,
inayhf they'll know who we are."
Maybe tfiey will, because UMass had little trouble with the

Eaiiles as •; gained 340 yards total offense all on the
(Iff.tmd aa Mike Mctvilly inconspicuously went for 7 and
Imited tJ C to |ust 1B1 yards.

0'.CH aoam. it was Dennis Dent who emerged as the
iim.- kt y player. The serwor, switched to tailback three
weeks ago, scored two touchdowns, set up another and
became the first UMass player to ever rush for 1000 yards.
fJent broke Billy Cleman's single season rushing mark set

last season and the game wide open 6:31 into the second
quarter with an 85 yard touchdown scamper.
UMass held a 10 advantage (a 39 yard field goal by San-

dro Vitiello and a seven yard TD run by Dent) when Dent
tnok a hand off on a third down and two play, escaped a
couple of would be tacklers and then out raced B.C. safety
Cyril Keniry tt> the end zone. UMass 17, B.C. 0.

Dent later set up Mike McEvilly's fourth quarter one-yard

TD plunge with a 63 yard launt that ended at the Eagles'
one yard line. Dent concluded the afternoon with 206 yards
on 20 carries and finishes the regular season with 1,046
yards rusliing and 12 TD's. Not bad for a player who's listed
in the press guide as a wide receiver.

Sandwiched in between Dent's heroics was a 52 yard field
goal Ijy Vilielk) It was Vitiello's 12th field goal this season
6yM\ lied him with Dems Gagnon for the longest field goal in
UMass history

And when the offense wasn't groundirtg out the yardage,
UMass defense was stifling B C. to earn its first shutout
ihis season. The Mmutemen allowed the Eagles only one
first down in the first half. Most of the Eagles 151 offensive
yaids came in the final minutes of the game when ttiey
mounted their only real scoring threats.
They'll still lemember that 70 8 debacle, but it will be

easier to accept now, knowing that the school 'out west'
earned its revenge. They'll remembqr and relisfi the score;
UMass 27, Boston College 0. I^INUTEMEN FUMBL
INGS Coach Bob Pickett gave his team four days off,
before they'll return to the practice field Thursday where
ihey will t)repare for tfieir December 9th playoff game
against Reno Nevada Dave Bemis, UMass' outstanding
defensive tackle was sent to the infirmary after being injured
in the second quarter. It was feared he had broken his
ankle B C co captain Paul McCarty on what its like to
play on a«0 9 team; "We keep losing week after week and it

becomes pretty frustrating..."

Seventeen all-stars
The University of Massachusetts football team, which waltzed to its second

straight Yankee Conference championship with a 5-0 record, dominated the all

conference team selections released Saturday.
UMass players were selected to one-half of the first-team positions, 11 out of

22, while six others were named to the second team.
Three UMass players, offensive guard Bruce Kimball, center Mike McLaughlin

and defensive end John D'Amato, were the only repeaters from last season's
team.
Along with Kimball and McLaughlin, other UMass players selected to the first

team offensive unit included: wide receiver Dennis Dent; offensive tackle Carl
Nyholm; and fullback Hank Sareault

.

Joining D'Amato on the defensive unit were: tackle Dave Bemis; linebacker
Joe McLaughlin; cornerbacks Kevin Sullivan and Steve LeMay; and safety John
Beerworth.

Three UMass offensive performers were named to the second team; tight end
Chuck Balboni; guard Alec Westerlind; and running back Cliff Pedrow. Those
selected to the second team defensive squad were: end Steve Telander; guard
Ray Benoit; and safety Kevin Maguire.

Pats win. Dolphins lose;

NE leads by two games
BALTIMORE (UPI) Steve Grogan

passed for 247 yards and two touchdowns
and Mike Haynes returned a pass in

terception 36 yards for a touchdown
yesterday as the New England Patriots

opened a two game lead in the AFC East
with a 35-14 victory over the Baltimore
Colts
Grogan, who completed 9 of 20 passes,

threw 23 yards to Harold Jackson in the
first period and hooked up with Stanley
Morgan for 75 yards in the third quarter for

touchdowns. Andy Johnson went 11 yards
in the third quarter and Sam Cunningham
four yards in the fourth quarter to score for

the Patriots, now 10 3.

The Colts, 5-8, scored on Lyie Black

wood's 21 yard touchdown return of a pass
interception and Bill Troup's 19-yard pass
to Ron Lee.

Grogan. who also ran four times for 52
yards, set up Cunningham's first TD in five

games in i! e 'ourth quarter. He passed 25

yards to Morgan and then ran for 41 yards
in two carries, setting up Cunningham's 4-

yard scoring run and the Patriots' 35-.14

lead

Troup completed 15- of-28 passes for 246
yards and twice moved the Colts into

scoring position in the fourth quarter while
trailing 28 14. With first-and goal at the
Patriot four, Troup overthrew tight end
Mack Alston and wide receiver Glenn
Doughty on successive plays and then
underthrew running back Don McCauley,
all in the end zorre.

Later, with first and -goal at the nine,

Troup was sacked three straight times,

losing 26 yards and the Colts gave up the
ball at the 35. Troup was caught eight times
by the Patriots' defense for 91 yards in

losses.

Haynes and^lackwood traded their in-

terception-return touchdowns in the first

six minutes of the game.

John Beerworth (7) is on the run after collecting his eighth interception of the
year to tie the UMass record. (Staff photo by Steve Zack).

San Franciscomayorgunneddown
f
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The end is fast approaching..
After 18 long months, faculty contract done lalmosti

By MARK LECCESEand
CHRIS TOPHER H. SCHMITT
CoHegian Staff

It's alrrwst over.

The 18 month old struggle to negotiate
the faculty's first contract is over, except
for the signing by Gov Michael S. Dukakis.

The University board of trustees yesterday
unanimously approved a tentative contract
settlemept worked out in Boston in

September, following overwhelming
faculty approval of the document last

week. The vote was 944 158.

The agreement was expected to be sent to
Dukakis' desk last yesterday afternoon, but
press aide Deborah Addis said the governor
had not yet received the contract by the
end of the business day.

No problem, however, is expected in

obtaining the governor's approval to
release funds for the contract.

The struggle that at times drove agitated
faculty members to stage a two day sickout

at the UMass- Boston campus and an
occupation of Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery's office here, quietly came to an
end with the trustee vote in a special
meeting, moved up an hour to 1 p.m.
because of yesterday's snow.

Bromery's resignation as University senior
vice president for labor relaitons was also
announced, but the move surprised no
one He had announced he would resign
the exira post once the contract was
finalized.

In his vice-president position, Bromery
was the focus of attacks by those faculty

members who charged the administration
with stalling and ineptitude during the
negotiation process.

Some faculty members constantly im-
plored Bromery to leave the University

once and for all. and others said they
wondered aloud how he could consciously
set out to ruin UMass.

Bromery himself steadfastly brushed aside

Firstsnow threatened
allbut today 's classes
By JOSEPH QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

UMass officials last night expected a
routine campus schedule today, as what
appeared to be the beginning of a heavy
snowstorm yesterday turned into freezing
rain later at night.

A two-inch accumulation of snow
yesterday afternoon forced a 4 p.m. clos-

ing of campus offices. Various student
government and other group meetings
and classes were also cancelled last night.

Most of the weekly meetings that were
cancelled were not rescheduled for this

week.

All branches of the University Library

were closed early last night also. The Top
of the Campus lounge in the Campus
Center remained open until about 8:30
p.m., and the Blue Wall bar remained
open for a 'elevised Monday night foot-

ball game. Tie Campus Center coffee

shop also rernained open, until about 11

p.m., an hot r earlier than its usual clos-

ing.

UMass Bus service shut down shortly

after 6 p.m., as outbound buses to

Sunderland and the Belchertowr) Road
section of Amherst picked up a few com-
muters who were still on campus.
Throughout the night, a handful of people

who missed the buses could be seen hit-

chiking along the campus stretch of North
Pleasant Street.

Campus and local police departments
reported only a few fender-bender
automobile accidents, with no injuries.

Amherst police reported a minor collision

at Fearing and Lincoln Streets, an in-

tersection near Southwest, at about 4
p.m. State Police at the Northampton
barracks reported several minor collisions

along interstate 91 in the Springfield area,

during the afternoon rush hour.

State Police at the Boston headquarters
reported no injuries in two separate five-

car pileups along stretches of Route 128,

a commuters' highway 15 miles outside

the city, also during the afternoon rush
hour.

Forecasters predicted four to eight in-

ches of snow for most sections of New
England with the northern states expected
to receive the heaviest accumulation. The
southeastern corner of Massachusetts and
Cape Cod were expected to receive three
to five inches.

The snow was expected to turn to rain

by this morning, and temperatures were
predicted to reach the 40s and 50s today.

UMass Physical Plant Director George
fJorton last night said school would open
today if the fieaviest accumulation of

snow occurred before midnight. Norton
said trucks would sand campus roads
throughout the night and plows would be
used to clear parking lots if the snow ac-

cumulated to three or more inches. He
said crews usually begin plowing around
midnight, when only a few cars are left in

commuters' parking lots.

Any decision to close the campus today
would have been made about 4 a.m., to-

day. The vice chancellor for administra-

tion and finance, George Beatty, would
make the decision based on the recom-
mendation of the physical plant, Norton
said.

While some people may have welcomed
the first snowfall of the season, others
found it to be a nuisance.

For John Herren, a 22-year-old Penn
State student, the storm meant a dead
battery in his car. Herren, who was
waiting in front of Hasbrouck Laboratory
for a Belchertown Road bus, said his bat-

tery died minutes after he got a jump
from a towing service. The tow truck
driver refused to tow the car because
there were so many other service calls,

Herren said.

Herren said he would use his girl friend's

car to tow his own, which was stranded

near the soccer fields along Com-
monwealth Avenue.

the voices, chalking them up to the "ad-
versary relationship" created by the
collective bargaining process.
At times, Bromery even pointed a finger at

the union, accusing them of flip-flopping
on issues.

All the while, a confused campus - both
students and other faculty members --

wondered what was going on.

For an oftentimes^ embattled
Massachusetts Society of Professors
President James E. Cathey, yesterday's
trustee approval, while not unexpected,
was good news.

"Great," he said. "We'll just see about the
implementation of the contract. That's
what its all about now.

"

The MSP is the Amherst unit of the
faculty union, and together with the
Faculty Staff Union in Boston, represents
some 1 ,900 faculty members and librarians.

Ironically, Cathey couldn't be present at

the denouement of the often bitter
struggle. Snow kept him from going to

Boston.
Bromery wasn t available for tomment

last night, but at the time of the tentative
agreement said that he was pleased

The contract provides an approximate 20
percent, $7 million salary increase over
three years, retroactive to July. 1977

University spokesman Howard White said
faculty members should receive last year's
increase m a couple of weeks. A faculty
member earning $20,000 can expect to
receive an increase of $4,000 over the life of
the contract.

A sum of $400, plus the tive^and-one-half
percent, are slated as increases for the first

year of the contract, and $525 plus .selected

merit increases are scheduled for the
current year, Cathey said.

But, as work on the now not so-new
contract ends, both sides are casting an
eye toward the future. Negotiations on the
new contract are set to begin in less than a
year.

After six, the thumb was the only way as Scott Binder (left), and Brent
Hopkins (right) discovered after bus service stopped because of snow last
night. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs)

*«.-
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San Francisco

mayor killed

Ddi} While, top, suspect in the killings of Mayor George Moscorw and
supervisor Harvey Milk, arrives at the Hall of Justice. Belov^, Moscone's

daughter Rebecca, 18, is consoled by friends after learning of her father's

death. fUPI photos)

Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO Mayor George
Moscone and Harvey Milk, the city's first

self proclaimed homosexual supervisor,

were shot to death yesterday in City Hall,

and a former city supervisor, who had
wanted his job back, was arrested 45
minutes later.

Dan White, 32, was booked for investiga

tion of the murders, which stunned a city

still numbed by the suicide massacre in

Guyana of more than 900 members of the

People's Temple, based in San Francisco.

The former supervisor had surrended to

police at a station eight blocks from the

murder scene.

Police and city of-

ficials said White,
who resigned fromj
the Board of Super-
visors Nov 10 then!

asked for his seatj

back, was meeting
with Moscone in a

back room of the

mayor's office,

presumably begging
to be reappointed,,

when the 11 a.m
shooting occurred.

Moscone had scheduled an 11:30 a.m
news conference to announce White's sue
cessor, Don Horanzy, who was waiting in

an outer office at the ornate, domed City

Hall when the shots rang out.

"We heard shots but we were unaware
at the time that the shots came from the

room," said Mel Wax, Moscone's press

secretary.

Moscone

Wax said White had appeared at the
mayor's door about 10:40 a.m., asking to

see Moscone without an appointment. He
added, "I didn't want them to see each
other. I thought that would be a bad
scene."

The press secretary said that although it

was normal procedure for a Moscone aide
to sit in on every meeting, this time
"George said there was no need for that

Police said after the shooting. White left

Moscone's office through a back door and
ran about 100 yards down the hall and into
the supervisor's offices, where he allegedly
shot and killed Milk, 48, in what had been
his own office before his resignation.
Moscone turned 49 Friday. A liberal, he

and White had been at political odds for
some time.

The mayor had been supported by the
Rev. Jim Jones, leader of the Peoples Tem-
ple and one of those who died in Guyana.
He once appointed Jones to the city's

housing authority Police said, however,
that the murders apparently were not con-
nected to the Peoples Temple.

Dianne Feinstein, who as president of the
Board of Supervisors will become acting
mayor, tearfully announced the murders
outside Moscone's office to a crowd of
reporters and city employees, who gasped
and screamed "Oh God!" drowning out her
statement.

"The suspect is Supervisor Dan White,
"

she said.

Police had immediately issued an all

points bulletin for White, who they said

raced away from City Hall in his blue Opel.
But White, himself a former city policeman,
surrendered at 11:45 a.m.

Murder victim was city's

first admitted gay official
United Press International

SAN FRANCISCO - Harvey Milk, the San
Francisco supervisor shot and killed

yesterday was the first admitted
homosexual to achieve elected office in the
city's history and one of th? only two
nationv'ide.

He was elected a year ago from a district

of the city which includes a large con-
centration of homosexuals but he vowed to
represent all consitituents and while in

office proved a progressive, hard-working
member of the Board of Supervisors, the
legislative branch of the city government.
As for his homosexuality, Milk said shortly

after his election, "if I do a good job,

people won't care if I'm green or if I have

,
three heads
MNk, 48, owned a camera shop in the

predominantly homosexual Castro Street

district, whose residents and fellow
merchants supported him in his bid for

office.

He was a Navy officer during the Korean
War until given a dishonorable discharge
because of his sexual preference, and later

he worked as a securities analyst.

At the time of Milk's election, the nation's

only other avowed homosexual elected to a

major public office was Elaine Noble, a

Massachusetts legislator.

Among his backers in the election race
that brought him into office was Mayor
George Moscone, also killed in the city hall

shooting yesterday.

Guyana continues suicide investigation
Collegian wire reports

GEORGETOWN, Guyana The gover-
nment of Guyana yesterday began its own
investigation into the Jonestown mass
suicide, ordering troops into the jungle
commune to seek documents and any
other clues to the deaths of more than 900
members of a California religious cult.

Police said a decision will be made by
tomorrow on which of 80 survivors of the
Peoples' Temple suicide-murders can
return to tne United States and which will

be held as suspects and material witnesses
in the investigation.

There was growing evidence that the Rev.
Jim Jones had ordered the ritual suicide in

a fit of despondency over fears that a U.S.
congressman's investigation could mean
the end of the cult before he coul'^ make

arrangements to transfer it to Cuba or the

Soviet Union.

Jones, who turned increasingly Marxist in

recent months, spoke frequently in his

sermons of taking his believers to one of

the Communist countries, and one of his

legacies was a suitcase containing $500,000
in cash and instructions to take it to the

Soviet Embassy to further his plans.

Three mebers of the sect were questioned

by police at headquarters yesterday, but

Assistant Commissioner Skip Roberts said

no charges were filed. He would r)ot say

what the questioning covered.

"We just want to question them some
more and go back over their story,"

Roberts said. He said they would be
released but did not say when.
The State Department said in Washington
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it expects survivors to start back to the

United States from Georgetown today but

there was no sign from Guyanese officials

that that would happen.
Thirty-two survivors of the suicide sat

around their seedy hotel rooms yesterday

or napped while awaiting transportation to

the United States. Another 46 at the cult's

headquarters in Georgetown remained
under heavy guard. One of the 46 has been
charged with murder in the deaths of Rep.

Leo J. Ryan, D-Calif., and four other

Americans; another was charged with the

murder of a mother and her three children

at the headquarters.

More answers to the mystery of Jones'

last hours of decision were pieced together

from statements from the few survivors

including Tim Carter, who carried the

suitcase of money which contained a letter

to the Soviet Embassy in Georgetown.

Another possible clue came from a note
apparently written by Jones in a fit of

despondency following the Ryan airport

massacre and his reported fear that Ryan's
investigation of reports that temple
members were being held in near slavery

would mean the end of the cult.

The FBI in Washington was studying what
it called a two-paragraph note of despair
found on Jones' body. Its full contents
were not disclosed and handwriting experts
were checking to see whether Jones ac-

tually wrote the note. The FBI emphasized
its tone of despair.

The State Department yesterday declined

to comment on any aspects of the in-

vestigations surrounding the Jonestown
massacre, including a reported suicide

note, alleged plans for the cult to go to the

Soviet Union and other issues regarding

this matter.

"I am not going to be able to comment on

that while all those matters are under in-

vestigation," said spokesman Hodding

Carter in answer to questions, including

one on whether the department is looking

into alleged political ties between Jones

and the Guyana government.
"While the entire set of circumstances

involving crime in Guyana 's under in-

vestigation, our ability to .comment on
various documents - that .'ave surfaced

and which may figure in that ii vestigation p
is going to be severely curtailed."

Jones ' temple:

What it was,
why it failed
Pacific News Sei

.

A deep longing and an ancient, recurrent
vision of death lie behind the story of the
People's Temple Church.
To some who joined it in earlier days, it

was the community that the 1960's had
promiserf ^nd then failed to deliver: a

close big family iTiat transcended both
race and class barriers and lived in a
celebration of God while working to

transform society.

That idealistic aspect of the church drew
not only people who were lost and con-
fused, but also others who found it spoke
to a need that our society largely ignores.
It offered a chance for a coherent life

built around spiritual practice.

But to understand what happened later,

when degradation and destruction took

TURN TO PAGE 4
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Knapp to meet students in 'testing ground'
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker
Brian DeLima yesterday said tomorrow's
meeting between students and UMass
President David C. Knapp will be a "testing

ground" for the recently appointed
president.

Knapp is scheduled to appear before the
senate and interested students at 7:00 p.m.
in Campus Center 163.

"We want to sit him down and make him
aware of the objectives of student
organizations," DeLima said, "what we
fund, why we do it, and how we are more
than a student government in the

traditional sense of the word."
"We don't have a great working

relationship with this administration," he
said. "Basically it's an ad hoc, crisis
relationship. We don't want to just react to
proposals set forth by the administration
we want to establish a dialogue."
Knapp accepted an invitation from

DeLima to meet with students Nov. 9, but
cancelled at the last minute due to a
sudden kidney stone attack. Tomorrow
night's meeting will be the first Knapp has
held expressly with students since
assuming the presidency Sept. 1

.

"Hc'a rnot with the leadership of the
union, the Faculty Senate, the ad-
ministration, the trustees, legislators, every

group with any degree of interest in the
University but students," said DeLima.
"We will try to stress upon him that it

would be very appropriate for him to be a
very visible president," he said. "He should
make these meetings a regular part of his

monthly schedule, not rarities."

Howard White, a spokesman for Knapp,
said Knapp has not prepared any special

materials, and will come only to answer
questions.

"The quality of his answers will reflect

upon his ability to grasp the complex issues
of the University," said DeLima.
Knapp will answer questions for an hour

before the Senate considers other
business. The room can hold 200 people

and an adjacent room will be equipped witt.

television monitors broadcasting the
meeting, according to DeLima. The
meeting is open to all students.

"It will be tremendously successful f

people come to address problems they ai^
facing," said DeLima, "whether they ar<j

problems in the dorms or with the
university power relations. This will be th?
appropriate time."
DeLima said he is "optimistic" the

meeting will be "constructive," but wiM
only be the first step.

"A dialogue can't be done by us posing;-

questions and him giving answers. He's no
going to be able to respond in any detailed

way," he said.

Supreme Court denies

Farber case review
Associated Press

WASHINGTON-Ne\N York Times
reporter Myron A. Farber and his

newspaper were denied Supreme Court
review yesterday of their contempt con-

victions for refusing to surrender con-
fidential files.

The nation's highest court turned its

back to arguments by Farber and the

Times that the contempt-of-court convic-

tions violated the Constitution's free-press

protections and a state reporters' shield

law.

Farber spent 40 days in jail and the

Times paid $285,000 in fines after being

found in contempt of a New Jersey

judge's request for files compiled by
Farber in his investigation of a series of

mysterious hospital deaths.

None of the court's nine justices went
on record as favoring a review of Farber's

aDpeal, but Justice William J. Brennan,
for unexplained reasons, took no part in

considering the appeal.

The justices' action cannot be inter-

preted as a statement on the merits of the

Farber case. It merely means the court

decided not to review the issues

presented.

There are several similar "reporter con-

fidentiality" cases in lower courts, and it

is possible that the Supreme Court will

use one of those to study the free-press

issue.

In other matters yesterday, the justices:

-Left intact, over claims of unconstitu-

tionality, a Cleveland ordinance that bans

abortion clinics in sections of the city zon-

ed for business, legal and medical offices.

The controversy over whether a city may
use its zoning laws to limit the availability

of abortions still is alive in lower courts

and it could return to the Supreme Court.

-Left intact rulings that force United Air

Lines to permit pregnant stewardesses to

fly, at least on flights into and out of New

York.

New York courts said in a lawsuit filed

by two United employees that even
though federal courts say airline policies

grounding all pregnant stewardesses do
not violate federal law, the policies violate

state law.

-Agreed to decide in a case from Penn-
sylvania involving Lutheran Church pro-

perty whether private owners of not-for-

profit facilities taken for public use are en-

titled to. the cost of providing substitute
facilities.

Justice Department lawyers told the
justices a lower court's decision entitling

private owners to such compensation
could cost the government untold millions

in extra costs when it invokes the doc-
trine of eminent domain.

-Refused to review a Louisiana case in

which the victim of a crime is under court
order to pay damages to the criminal. The
unusual free-speech controversy centered
on a coin laundry bulletin board that
displayed photographs of a person caught
in the act of stealing money from a soft-
drink machine.

Lower courts ruled the laundry owner
had violated the criminal's right to privacy
by posting his photograph.

-Refused to disturb a federal appeals
court ruling in a Virginia case that a
criminal suspect's confession made during
a psychiatric examination cannot be used
as trial evidence.
-Agreed to help settle a dispute between
Colorado and New Mexico over the use
of water from Vermejo River.

The Farber case began when a state
judge presideng over the murder trial of
Dr. Mario Jascalevich ordered Farber and
the Tiomes last July to hand over all files

compiled in Farber's investigation.

Just a preview of what's to come. The view here is Cance dormitory in

Southwest, from Patterson dorm. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

^Co-ops: where the fruits

; are riper, the veggies cheaper
tho fnrui oithor \A/eHnocrlav/ rtr ThiineHaw

A member of the Yellow Sun food Co-op unloads
stock before shelving the merchandise. (Staff photo
by Joseph Paul)

By ROBIN MASON
Collegian Staff

Many consumers are joining food co-ops today because
the food is often higher quality, and cheaper than in local

supermarkets. With several of the non-profit co-ops in the

area, there are alternatives here in Amherst to spending
your bucks at local supermarkets.

Yellow Sun is the biggest in the area, with about 1,500

members. It is also "probably the most expensive co-op
around here because we carry more products, provide

more services and are open more hours during the week,"
admitted Bud Stockwell, one of the managers.

Yellow Sun, eight years old, is open to the public. To
become a member, one must attend an orientation meeting
and buy seven dollars worth of refundable stock. Members
are required to volunteer two hours a month to help run the

store. Children and senior citizens (who are considered

automatic members) are not required to work. Yellow Sun
is located on 17 Kellog St., behind the Unitarian Church. It

sells to non-members as well as members, but members
receive a twenty percent discount on all marked prices. The
co-op carries a wide variety of items, ranging from pots,

.

pans, and wooden spoons to yogurt and tofu. The twelve

members on the board of directors meet monthly, but all

policy decisions are made by general members. Their prin-

ciple supplier is Western Mass Co-ops in Easthampton, the

main warehouse for all Amherst co-ops.

Yellow Sun has a reciprocal agreement with the Amherst
Food Co-op at 24 Churchill St. where a member of both

need only complete the work requirement of one. This

works well because the Amherst Food Co-op is open only

twice a week and carries mainly fresh produce, of which
Yellow Sun does not buy much.
To become a member of the Amherst Food Co-op one

follows the same procedure as at the Yellow Sun.
However, the co-op is "pre-order," meaning one com-
pletes an order form, drops it off at the co-op, and picks up

the food either Wednesday or Thursday.
Mixed Nuts Co-op caters mostly to Hampshire College

students, but is currently trying to gain outside members.
A comparison of prices between the food -o-ops and the

supermarkets made by the Amherst Food Co-op shows
that supermarket prices are on the average 24 percent

above co-op prices and 31 percent above Mixeid Nuts
prices. So, although Mixed Nuts doesn't have the variety

Yellow Sun does, it is probably the cheapest.

There is a $5 membership fee fier group, and groups are

limited to eleven. For a group of four or less, the work re-

quirement is two and one half hours a month; for five or

more, five hours a month per group.

Mixed Nuts buys its fresh produce from Squash Truck-

ing, a collective non-profit vegetable supplier for many area

co-ops. Each Thursday, the co-op sells its fruits and
vegetables. In addition, it has a small sfpre open Friday

from 12-2 p.m. and Sunday from 7-9 p.m., which sells non-

perishable products. Sherman Holman, a Mixed Nuts
manager, says, "We supply about 600 p^ple and do about

$100,0(X) worth of business a year." Mixed Nuts was
organized a year after Hampshire College opened, express-

ly for Hampshire students living in "modules," the

equivalent to campus apartments.
The Amherst Regional High School Co-op is the smallest

in the area, with a general membership of about 20 people.

It was created for the staff of Amherst High School and has

no membership fee or work requirement. Pat Leighton,

who started the co-op, remarks that it is "not a store-front

co-op.and not in the realm of Yellow Sun." Members order

from the Western Mass warehouse, which delivers to the

school.

And, of course, here at UMass there is an alternative to

supermarket buying, with People's Market, a collective

with no membership. People's Market is open five days a

week from 11-5 p.m. and is located in the Student Union
building.

V
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* Suicide investigation
CONT FR0MPAGE2
over, the look is to the past. The People's
Temple Church story is part of a dark and
viotent stream that has coursed through
the West, sweeping out from dim
recesses of the mind and across history in

times that shared many qualities with the
present.

Smce the Middle Ages, religious leaders
have repeatedly risen from the people to
preach the coming of the end. The people
gathered around them, a following that
was willing to obey implicitly, die if asked,
and await the ultin^te confrontation bet
ween good and evil.

•n Europe, between the 11th and 16th
c«.-ntury, the Salvationist messiahs foresaw
an imminent final struggle between Christ
ai^d Antichrist.

Almost always, they arose during times
ot rapid social change, when many people
were uprooted, family bonds were
V jkening and breaking, and "the gap
between rich and poor was becoming a

chism," according to historian Norman

Cohn. Their followers usually came from
urbanized areas.
"Then in each of these areas in turn a

collective sense of impotence and anxiety
and envy suddenly discharged itself in a
frantic urge to smite the ungodly," Cohn
wrote in his book. In Pursuit of the
Millenium. By so doing, believers hoped
to bnng into being, "out of suffering in-

flicted and suffering endured," the final

Kingdom.
In the Middle Ages, those movements

included the Crusades and the Flagellants,
who beat themselves bloody in religious
fervor. All of ttiem had leaders who called
for a renuficiation of the world, often for
self denial anfi self torture. Usually these
leaders also performed healings, as did
Jim Jones.
Those movements led to the first pro

grams aginst Jews, and the slaughter of
clergy, Moslems and others believed cor-
rupt They also led to twentieth century
totalitarianisms, including Nazism in Ger-
many,

ond
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[MEET THE PREZ!)
UMass President David Knapp will

be making his first public appearance
before students.

Wednesday 1

Nov.29at 7:00 pm|
in room 163

Campus Center

He will be delivering a short speech
followed by an open question period.

Listen and decide
for yourself!

All students are welcome!

f SCERA ^IIT^^^^*^^^^ CENTER FOR EDUCATION A!. RLSCARCH AND ADVOCACy.

I / 42$ Stud0nt Union 545-0341

^^^^^Tuesday. Nuvember 28, 1978
Tuesday, November 28, 1978,
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Jim Jones is linked to this dark current
though no precedent exists for his
group's mass suicide.

But it was a coupling of a longing for
brotherhood, a sense of imminent doom,
that helps explain why his congregatiori
grew so powerfully before its preoccupa-
tion with death turned upon itself.

In March, 1976 many San Franciscans
learned of the temple for the first time
when it came to the aid of Kamook
Banks, the young wife of American Indian
Movement leader Dennis Banks, who had
been forced to bear a child in prison
because her friends could not raise
$20,000 bail. She was being held for trial
on a charge of possessing firearms, of
which she was later found innocent.

Jim Jones announced that his people
had voted to put up the church educa-
tional fund, which was sponsoring 100
members through various schools, as bail.

A Guyanan soldier guards the door-
way of Jim Jones' bedroom yesterday
in Jonestown.
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WE WANT
YOUR JOD,
AKDWE
WANT IT

NOW

Starting Monday,
Novennber 27, the

Massachusetts Daily

Collegian Graphics
Department will

begin accepting

outside job work.
For all your produc-
tion needs —
typesetting,

layout/pasteup, and
cannera — the Col-

legian can nnake
your job cannera-

ready and do it

quickly, reliably,

professionally, and
inexpensively.

For rates and fur-

ther infornnation,

see us at Campus
Center 113 or call

545-3500. We'll be
waiting for you!

\

Around the nation
House hits FBI
on King probe
United Hress International

WASHINGTON The staff of the House
Assassinations Committee accused the FBI
yesterday of falling short in investigating
the murder of Martin Luther King Jr. by
failing to check out a possible conspiracy
by James Earl Ray's family.

Chief Counsel G. Robert Blakey said the
agency brushed off indications one of the
convicted assassin's brothers might have
been the mysterious "Raoul" blamed by
Ray for the crime.

"Candor requires the comment that the
evidence indicates that the performance of
the FBI, as well as the Justice Department,
was flawed," Blakey said.

He said a bitictr feud between the men
who headed the FBI and Justice Depart-
ment at the time - J. Edgar Hoover and
Ramsey Clark may have been responsible
for the inadequate investigation.

Drunk drivers peril
highway motorists
MERHIMACK, N.H. \AP\ - The head of

a police chiefs' committee, citing an in-

creasing "slaughter" on New Hampshire's
highways, said yesterday he will ask the
legislature to require mandatory jail terms

"While there is a lower
class I am in it; while there

is a criminal element I am of

it; while there is a soul in

prison I am not free.
"

Eugene Debs

^^^^^^

Rock & Jazz L.P.'s

Buy - Sell ~ Trade

VNKROROOND
BOOKS

264 N. Pleasant

for drunk drivers.

"We must do something to shock peo-
ple and awaken them," said John
Pelletier, the Merrimack police chief and
chairman of the state Chiefs of Police

Traffic Safety Committee.
He said his organization wants man-

datory 10-day terms for first time convic-

tions of driving while intoxicated.

Carter sees budget
cuts, not recession
Associated Press

ST. /.OC//S- President Carter, declaring

that "no aspect of government will be
sacred," warned the nation's top urban
leaders yesterday that the next federal

budget will be "very, very tight" and that

they will have to exercise restraint to help

fight inflation.

"All of you have been through the
budget cycle yourself, and you know
what it is to face unlimited demands with
limited resources," he told the board of

directors of the National League of Cities.

In an earlier speech before the league's

annual convention. Carter pledged "to do
this without starving useful programs."
He said repeatedly that military spending
will be scrutinized as carefully as domestic
programs, but he did not say military

spending would be cut.

Hotel fire probe
checks alarm set-up
GREECE, N.Y. lUPI) - The working
condition of an alarm system in a 15-year
old Holiday Inn hotel appeared to be the
key element yesterday as officials worked
to determine why 10 guests died and 34
others were injured when a fire swept the
structure.

There were conflicting reports whether
the local, pull alarm system was
operational at the time of Sunday's pre-

dawn blaze at the 91 -room, three-story

hotel in the Rochester suburb.
Authorities acknowledged that the hotel

had passed a fire inspection Nov. 8, but
several of the hotel's 200 guests and others
who were attending a holiday singles dance
claimed they did not hear an alarm.

There was no estimate of damage and the
exact cause of the fire was still under in-

vestigation. Officials said the fire started in

a stairwell between the hotel's two wings
but Greece Superviser Donald Riley ad-
mitted it would be "at least a few days until
a serious stab can be made at a cause."

The
Transcendental
Meditation
Program*'

Introductory

Lecture

Weds. Nov. 29

7:30 p.m.
Grad. Res. Cntr.

Room 308

Low Rise

L

free and open to

public. For more
information, call

549-5335.

BOOT
SALE
Men's 17

"

Laceups
Save $40 ^499S

Ladies 16"

Pull on
Reg. $74

$4400

JACKETS
Fine Natural Leather

They are beautiful!

Wide selection from
Bombers to Blazers

ATTENTION
Departmental Graduate Student

Organizations

The Graduate Student Senate is ac-

cepting applications for REVENUE
SHARING FUNDS from Departments

who have elected their senators.

For more information and to pick up

your appliacation forms please contact

Jose Trejo, GSS Treasurer, 919 Cam-

pus Center 545-2896.

DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 30.

INTERESTED IN LAW SCHOOL?
Diane K. Youn, Director of Admissions,

Professor William Metzger, Chairman of

the Committee on Admissions & Financial

Aid, and Faith Arkin, a law student from

the School of Law at Western New
England College, Springfield, Mass., will

meet with interested students on Monday,
December 4, 1978 at 1:30 p.m. in the Cam-
pus Center, Room 905-909.

The UMass Music Theatre Guild's

Spring Production of

is looking for

Producer

Director

Musical Director

Choreographer

Lighting Crew
Stage Crew
Assistant Director

Stage Manager
Assistant Choreographer

If interested call Kevin 546-6078 or sub-

mit short resume with name, address,

and phone to the UMMTG mailbox 507

upstairs in the Student Union Building.
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Acafeerlnlav^
without lawschool

After just three montfis of study at The
t\ Institute for Paralegal Training in

Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding

career in law or business—without law school.

As a lawyer s assistant you will be performing

I many of the duties traditionally handled

only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal

Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of

law to study. Upon completion of your training, The

Institute s unique Placement Service will find you a

responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or

corporation in the city of your choice.

T'he Institute for Paralegal Training is the

nation's first and most respected school for

paralegal training. Since 1970, we ve placed over

2.500 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide.

If
you're a senior of high academic standing

and looking for an afxjve average career,

contact your placement office for an interview with

our representative.

We will visit your campus on:

Friday, December 1

Institute rJrA^
for fJii i K^^ 23^ South I 7ih Street

Paralegal ffl' si ^,^^^ti'^^^
''^''^^

Trainihg^ .S.'.?
, " ?1

<'''' '^^"^

Apf^ved by the American Bar Association

The Precision Haircut

Explained Precisely.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows. Sure, your

hair eventually grows out but it doesn't lose it's

shape with a precision haircut. No more fussing,

that's what it's all about.

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

Sipn cut and blow dry your hair for just $14 00

whether you're a guy or a gal. And no appointments

are ever necessary.

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all, but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you.

3^^^^.

9
C^ominaiid Perfformantge

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart

Men. -Sat.. 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

586-0090
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Editorial
Knapp owes students

his attention
For new University President David C. Knapp, the honeymoon continues.
He has bef>n president of the three-campus UMass system only since Sept.

1, and has not received much critical reaction, one way or the other, from
students

This is because most students don't know wtiat Knapp's ideas and pro
grams are, where he stands on University issues, or even what he looks like.

There are reasons for this, of course Knapp is still easing his way into the
University's top office; as the new administrator in town, working with a col-

lection of more experienced, out-going administrators, he has no power base
to work from, and so he has wisely not yet tried to seize any power or institute

any major policy changes.

But there will come a time (how soon depends on Knapp himself) when the

new president will no longer be new, and will take the reins of UMass in his

hands and give this enormous institution some direction.

When he does, it is imperative he remember the needs of the students.

UMass has become so large, and its bureaucratic needs so awesome, that

the time a top administrator can spend listening to students keeps shrinking.

Knapp IS coming tomorrow night to the Campus, for the seven o'clock Stu

dent Senate meeting held in Room 163 of the Campus Center. All students are

welcome to this meeting of the senate, and all are urged to attend. A strong

show of students, no matter what issue brings you to the meeting, will make

Knapp see that there are concerned students on this campus.

Why has it taken him this long to come and listen to the students?

We feel that Knapp is setting a very good and very valuable precedent by
X coming here and making himself available to student gripes, and we see no
reason he can't do it regularly, as a part of his schedule.

David Knapp owes the students of this University his attention.

All editorials are the opinion of the Collegian Board o* Directors.
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To The Editor:
^<*i

Class cancellation

a breach of trust

DAMON THOMAS

Boycott Nestle products

To the Editor:

/ v^rite you to bring to general attention
an in itself trivial event, but one which
greatly provoked me and which I believe
is important to us all. As we so well know,
the Wednesday before Thanksgiving is

one on which a fair number of classes find
their ranks depleted. This has lead some
professors \e.g. Dr. L H. Ehrhch.
Philosophy] to reschedule late afternoon
classes A practice of which I approve so
long as the students approve the change.
However, I had ths experience on
Wednesday last of going to a 2 30 lecture,
only to be informed by the ghrning in-

structor \ Dr. R.T. Wilce. Botany] that he
had no intention of giving a lecture or any
other type of class, but that University
policy made it impossible for him to
cancel class in advance.
This may well be true, and, is so, I

approve He lectures only twice a week
and already has missed one class due to a
"speaking engagement, " but that I, and
other students, should, in my own case
have been able to go to work several
hours earlier, or in other cases have been
able to accept earlier rides home, but
stayed so that we could attend class, only
to he smuggly informed by him that it was
never intended to be [despite its being
listed on his syllabus] is inherently im-
proper. It IS obviously a moral, if not a
legal, violation of Dr. Wilce's contract
with the University, and be extension,
with those students who attend his
classes lor try to].

Edward A. Msinzer

BOG, Arts Council

sponsor competition

A new epidemic is sweeping the Third
World Dr. Derrick B. Jellife, specialist in
international pediatric nutrition, recently
estimated that ten million babies suffer
from malnutrition and infection every year
because their mothe s were persuaded to
practive bottle feeding vith or instead ot
breastfeeding

The move to bottle feeding has
developed, in large part, from the intensive
promotional practices of the infant food
producers. While infant formula sales in the
West remain profitable, the growing
population of the Third World provides an
ever-expanding market for the formula
industry. With free samples, posters and
milk nurses (nurses nired to increase sales
of formula at the same time they provide
simple health care), the corporationsji.jve
been selling the message: "the modern,
caring mother bottle feeds her baby."
Companies are using sophisticated

techniques to stimL,'late an artificial
demand; formula sales ore booming in the
Third World despite the fact that there is

only a tiny fraction of women who have a
real medical need for this expensive and
potentially harmful product.
Under optimal conditions, bottle feeding
can be an adequate substitute for
breastfeeding However, the poverty
conditions in which most Third World
families live are far from optimal. Con-
tamination of the formula is common.
Water sources are often unsanitary and
without sufficient fuel and facilities,

sterili^ation is impossible. Without
refrigeration, prepared formula is a
breeding ground foi bacteria. Diarrhea and
dehydration are the tragic results.

Using artificial infant formula is a luxury
many Third World families can ill afford.
For an average Third World worker,
purchasing for one baby would consume 40
to 60 percent or more of the family's
budget. Commonly, formula is ovefdiluted
to make it last longer. Since the baby's
nutritional needs are not met, the child
becomes malnourished, thus lowering its

resistance to infectious diseases. This
vicious cycle of malnutritioned and in-

fection is the leading cause of infant death
in developing nations. Even if the child
survives, malnutiition suffered in infancy
may permanently impair physical and in-

tellectual growth.
Breastfeeding is especially appropriate

because it is nutritionally superior, it is

available in a sterile easily digested form,
and it contains immunological protection
against infectious diseases. It is also
inexpensive, and provides a measure of
fMitural contraception.

The infant formula companies have
claimed that they are providing a choice to

mothers about feeding their babies But
after a short period, infant formula, like

addictive drugs, is no longer a choice. Even
if a mother is using formula only as a

supplement, this practice gradually
diminishes her supply of milk until artificial

feeding is necessary.
There are other subtle ways of interfering

with the normal production of breast miHt,

and formula companies exploit their op-
portunities Advertisements and company
sponsored health care pamphlets imply the
process of breastfeeding is fraught with
hazards and difficulties

While the industry has reduced the sn

tensity of mass advertising under mounting
pressure from critics, promotion through
health care professions has intensified.

Cultivation of "cordial links" with medical
personnel is more difficult to measure or

control. Through generous offers of free

samples to clinics, sponsorship of con-
ferences, funds for research, nursery
equipment and other inducements, the
formula industry attempts to create ac-

ceptance of their product in the medical
world. Often the Western style of training

of the doctors makes them ill-suited to

understand the danger of formula use
under the conditions in which their patients

live.

Nestle is the world's largest producer of
infant formula and dominates the market in
many developing countries. Groups which
have sponsored shareholder resolutions
challenging American infant formula
companies (Bristol-Myers, Abbott) cannot
use this technique against Nestle, a Swiss
based company whose shares are not
available to American investors. Consumer
pressure is one of the few mechanisms
available to influence the company's
policies. A boycott will be effective
because the U.S. is Nestle's largest
consumer market outside Europe.
Nestle exemplifies the immense power

and pervasiveness of multinational cor-
porations. Nestle's annual sales exceed the
gross natioBal product of many of the
countries in which it operates. If left to the
large food companies. Third World families
will be drawn into more dependence on
imported products and less reliance on
local food not to prevent hunger and
malnutrition, but to increase sales and
profits.

Besides the products that bear the Nestle
name, there are many other items sold by
Nestle subsidiaries. Often the labels do not
mention Nestle ownership. Boycott tfie

following products: NESCAFE, NESTLE
CRUNCH, QUIK, TOLL HOUSE MOR-
SELS, NESTEA, DECAF, TASTER S
CHOICE, LIBBY'S canned foods,
STOUFFER products and restaurants
MAGGI, KEILLER, KAVLI, CRISP8READ,
WISPRIDE
When you see a Nestle product,
remember what it represents- Third World
babies who died for lack of their mother's
milk.

(i^ote: Information for this article was taken
from publications from Boston Infant

Formula Action Coalition)

Damon Thomas is a Collegian columnist.

To the Editor:
As a manifestation of its concern for
upgrading the appearance and utility of
the CC/SU complex, the Board of
Governors is organizing four competi-
tions during this winter and next sphng.
The competitions are for art work and
design-plans. Three of them contribute
to the ongoing process of renovations
and improvements which is underway in

the Student Union, while the other one
attempts to help humanize the Campus
Center.

The first competition is for a work of
art to be installed upon the exterior wall
of the Union Art Gallery [SU J26], in

the area between its two doorways' The

competition is CO sponsored by the
BOG and the UMass Arts Council, and
these groups will supply the cost of
materials for the project that is selected
to be done and also provide a stipend
for the student artistls] when the piece
is completed. Individual students who
pay either the Campus Center fee or the
fine-arts fee are eligible, also teams or
groups where such students are a ma-
jority of the membership. This competi
tion is open to proposals for ait in the
following categories: I] a triptych, or 3-

part, painting whether it's done by one
person or three; II] a shallow relief-

sculpture, and III] soft-sculpture.
Preliminary sketches and other entry
materials are due by Dec. It, in the
BOG office in CC 8)7 Further details
are on display at the Board kiosk out-
side the Coffee Shop or are available as
hand-outs from the Art Gallery in SU
326 It is hoped that the cost of
materials for the accepted project would
not exceed $300 and that the work
would get completed during the
January break, but exceptions to these
stipulations can be allowed at the
discretion of the students and pro-
fessors on the selection committee.
The second competition is for a

design-plan for a lockable display case
to be built into the south wall of the
Commonwealth Room, SU 323. The
room was redone entirely last summer,
when a permanent wall was added on
the north side. The display case should
be of the simplest construction, using
glass and wood painted to match the
rest of the room. It could be nothing
more than boards framing rectangles of
glass, but preferably it would be
decorated or ornate. Any elaborate
design would have to fit in with the
esthetics of the building, which can be
seen in the trim of the Ballroom or in

the arcs and perpendiculars of the west
and south sides of the SU. Plans would
have to be received at the BOG office in

CC 817 by Dec. 20, so that the case
could be budgeted for summer con-
struction.

Procedures for the third competition
are now being drawn up. It will involve
a competition for a unified design for 8
panels of art-work to be used in cover-
ing over the west entrance of the
Hatch, for times when the space gets
used as a concert-hall or nightclub.
Final funding for the fourth competi-

tion is being arranged. It will be for

works of student art that are installed

upon wall-spaces in the Lower Level of
the Campus Center.
In all these competitions, the entry

materials [except for the selected ones]
will remain the property of the student
who prepared them. The BOG may re-

quest to displav some of them. All en-

tries will be judged by a representative
selection committee assembled for each
competition, and some may be
evaluated through public opinion
surveys.

John Furbish
BOG Operations chair

UPC to rectify

past ommissions
To the Editor:

Thus far this semester there have not
been any concerts sponsored by the
Union Program Cnuncil involving Black
Music. U.P.C. has attempted to rectify
this problem by involving more Black St

Third World students in the planning of
concerts in the future.

On this Thursday. November 30. 1978.
U. P. C. is sponsoring a concert in the '^ine

Arts Center featuring Ms. Betty Carter,
one of the greatest female vocalists in the
world. Ms. Carter is recognized by Ray
Charles and many otheri, as the greatest
pure jazz singer in the world. Certainly
this means a lot considering the likes of
Sarah Vaughn and Ella Fitzgerald. Ms.
Carter's music has spanned three genera-
tions and she is just beginning to receive
the recognition due her.

Members of the Black community see
the Betty Carter Concert as a good
beginning in reversing some of the pro
gramming trends on campus this
semester. Tickets are still available and
are quite reasonably priced at $3.00 per
ticket. She played to a large crowd in
N. Y. C with tickets priced at $11 per
ticket.

The music of Black Americans has con-
tributed much to the development of
American Society. We urge all members
of the University community to be pre-
sent on Thursday and pay homage to one
of America's greatest artists ever Don't
miss an opportunity to witness one of the
greatest concerts ever at UMass.

Stanley Kinard

f^te MaanMchusctts DaMy Collegian
welconrtes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number. Organiza-
tions may submit letters, but they must
include a name and phone number for
reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages long They should be sent to
the Executive Editor care of the Col-
legian, or may be dropped off at the Col-
legian office.

Ail letters may be subject to editing for
either space or content according to the
judgement of the editor Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Hartford Ballet

Saturday, December 2 3 & 8 p.m.

Sunday, December 3 3 p.m.

FINE /RIS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. General
public- $7.50, 6 50, 5.50. UMass
students -$5.50. 4.50, 3.50. Senior citizens
and other students -$6.50, 5.50. 4.50.
Special matinee children's prices- $5.50.
4.50. 3 50

Call 545-2511 for group reservations
and information.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F » 4

a All Tickctron Locations.

ATTENTION
ANTHROPOLOGY

COURSE
DESCRIPTIONS
FOR SPRING 1979
Are not where they
are supposed to be in

'lus driver^^nIng
Five College Transportation will SDonsor a 3
Week Training program during January In-

terterm for those interested in getting a Class II

Bus Driver's License.

Get applications and instructions at the Stu
dent Employment Office, 239-A Whitmore, or

call the Five College Transportation
Office -586-4262.

^Xv:;:
Application Deadline extended to December 7.

t iOn the Other
Hand." They can be
found on pages 386
to 389 and on page

189.
Extra copies can be
picked up in the

Anthropology
Department Office

215 Maehmer Hall

Last day for Pre-registration is

Tuesday, Nov. 28

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore

S4S-15S5
service of the Dean oS Student

"V •"
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OnOM ROUND ROAST
U.S.D.A. CHOICE

r >.

BONELESS TIP STEAK
"•• - '»

U.S.D.A. CHOICE ROUND

ARMOUR STAR VERI BEST

PORK CHOPS gr
CARANOO HOT OR SWEET

ITALIAN SAUSAGE

GEM OUR DELI BRAND

BOLOGNA
GEM OUR OEU BRAND

SALAMI

LB

LB

LB
PKG

LB
PKG

$

$

$

$

1.79

1.59

1.19

1.19

• FROZEN FOODS •

STOUFFER

CRUMB CAKES

10 OZ

BLUEBERRY
OR CRUMB 89

'%

TASTE 0' SEA

FISH STICKS 16 OZ

TASTE 0' SEA BATTER DIPT

FISH & CHIPS ,. .7

99

99
BIRDSEYE 10 OZ

BROCCOLI SPEARS 2/89
BANQUET 5 OZ

B0IL-IN-BAGMEATS3/89

7 0Z l%t

.....

CELESTE

CHEESE PIZZA

SEALTEST

ICE CREAM

• DAIRY SPECIALS•

1-LB PKG QUARTERS

PROMISE

MARGARINE

15

59

1.09
KRAFT e

CHEESE FOOD SINGLES .2 oz^

SWEET LIFE P>^ ,

CREDMCHEESC ,» 55

r- WITH THIS COUPON r WITH THIS COUPON

DECAFHNATED

SANKA
COFFEE IB CAN40 OFF

VALID NOV. 27 DEC. 2

BEHY CROCKER

BROWNIE
SUPREMC 23.4 OZ25OFF

^ WITH THIS COUPON jp

UQUIO

LAUNDRY DETERGENT _
. .

HEAVY DUTY An^
OFF

WITH THIS COUPON

VALID NOV. 27 DEC 2

WISH GAL40
VALID NOV. 27 DEC 2

BUHERMILK

BAKING MIX

BISQUICK 40 OZ

\
I

I

I

VALID NOV. 27 DEC. 2

ICC I

ISOFFj
C. 2 I

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS \ JMIT UNt AT .OUIS FOODS % LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS ,% llMfT ONE AT LOUIS KKJUS »

^ WITH THIS COUPON r WriH IRIS COUPON T' WrrH THIS COUPON r WrTH THIS COUPON 1
ALL PURPOSE

GOLD MEDAL

FLOUR 5 LB BAG50 OFF
VALID NOV 27DEC. 2
LMn ONE AT lOUtS FOODS

MELLOW ROAST

COFFEE

BEVERAGE LB CAN35 OFF

VALID NOV 27 DEC 2
LIMIT OSE AT I OUIS FOODS

CARNATION

COFFEE

MATE 22 02 35
c

OFF
VALID NOV. 270EC. 2

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

GENERAL MILLS

BUCWHEAT
CEREAL 15 0220 OFF

VALID NOV. 27 DEC 2

LIMIT ONE AT I OUIS FOODS I

¥ WITH THIS COUPON r WITH THIS COUPON T Wm THIS COUPON T WITH THIS COUPON

MRS BUTTERWORTHS

PANCAKE

SYRUP 24 OZ15 OFF
VAli :c. 2

NATURE VALLEY

GRANOU OCO
CEREAL 16 OZ OFF

VALID NOV. 27 DEC. 2

FOR RNE WASHABLES

WOOLITE

UQUID 16 0225 OFF
VALID NOV. 27 DEC. 2

CONCENTRATED ALL

UUNDRY'^o'CAO
DETERGENT OFF

VALID NOV. 27 DEC. 2

% Ll»r" «1 lOWS-FOOOS 4%
• LMT ONI AT LOUIS FOboS % I IMIT ONI AT LOUIS FOODS \ LlMfT 0I« AT LOUB FOOOS

•^VA^^^kCl*^^ « «'* I \ v««<«l>%.««X • .

iCoJlsglan 9

^ ^ GROCERY SPECIALS ^ ^
N /

(ontadina

^ssoaj^

'^ATO PA«^

CONTADINA

TOMATO

PASTE

^

6 0Z
CANS

ALL VARIETIES

SOUP STARTER 6 s ,z

CHEF BOY AR-OEE BEEF OR

RAVIOLI
'"''''

KRAR CREAMY CUCUMBER

SALAD DRESSING i6oz

SWEET LIFE REG & THIN

SPAGHEHI LB PKG

SWEET LIFE STEMS & PIECES

MUSHROOMS 4 0Z

89

2/99

99

3/89

2/89

CARNATION INSTANT NON FAT ^
10 1 OT >

ENV.DRY MILK

GLAD 2 PLY. 2 MIL

TRASH BAGS
DUNCAN NINES PUDDING

CAKE MIX I8V2 OZ

2.59

99'

69'

r WfTH COUPON A $7 50 PURCHASE OR MORE o/i \
EXCLUDING CKAREnES 34

PENN DUTCH

EGG

NOODLES PKG39
VALID NOV 27 DEC. 2
LIMIT ONF AT I OUIS. FOODS

FRENCH & GREEN PEA •MINESTRONE n /^'i

HABITANT S0UPSi5.oz3/*l

RED ROSE

TEA BAGS
$

CUT RITE

WAX PAPER
KRAFT REG & MINI

100 FT 2/99

100 CT

1i^/\ KHAhT Kbti & MINI t\ /#\A
.79 MARSHMALLOWSl" 2/99

r WITH COUPON ft $; 50 PURCHASE OR MORE on %
EXCIUOINC CIGAPETTES

30

sconiES

FACIAL

TISSUES 200 CT39
VALID NOV 27 DEC 2

LIMIT ONE AT lOUIS FOODS

r WfTH COUPON 4 J7 50 PTJRCHASt OH M0«[

f XCIUOING CICARFTTfcS
40

NABISCO

CHIPS AHOY

COOKIES 13 0769
VALID NOV 27 DEC. 2

LIMIT ONi' Ai lOU'S FOODS

FLORIDA JUICE

ORANGES

99

• • PRODUCE SPECIALS • •

GRAPEFRUIT

MUSHROOMS

CARROTS

POTATOES
OOZ

PINK OR WHITE

SNOWHITE

^2 0ZPKG

FRESH CALIFORNIA

LB BAG

IDAHO BAKING

5 LB BAG

6/89'

4/4
79'

PLEASE GET YOUR GUZED FRUIT EARLY WHILE THERE IS A GOOD SUPPLY

r WfTH COUPON & $7 50 PURCHASE OR MORE An \
EXCLUDING CIGAREHES

^"

SCHWEPPES

GINGER

ALE

BUY ONE
GET ONE

FREE
VALID NOV. 27DEC. 2

LIMIT ONE AT I OUIS FOODS

W WfTH COUPON & $7 50 PURCHASE OR MORE

EXCLUDING CtGAREHES 38

r WITH THIS COUPON r WITH THIS COUPON

BEHY CROCKER

BROWNIE
SUPREME 23.4 0225

c

OFF
VALID NOV. 27 DEC. ?
LIMIT ONE AT LOUI.s fCOOS

BAKERS

ANGEL FUKE
COCONUT 7 0225 OFF

VALID NOV 27 DEC. 2

LIMIT ONf AT [0{>,: FOODS

SPECIALS

NOV. 27

-

DEC. 2,1978

STARKIST 6V2 OZ

CHUNK
LIGHT TUNA 49

VALID NOV. 27 DEC. 2

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

1 r WITH THIS COUPON r WITH THIS ''nijpON

BUHERMILK

BAKING MIX

BISQUICK 40 OZ15 OFF
VALID NOV. 27 DEC. 2

LlMfT ONI AT LOmS FOUUS

EASY OFF REG &

OVEN
^^""^

CLEANER 16 OZ25
c

OFF
VALID NOV 27 DEC. 2

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTTTIES

LOUIS
FOODS

N.PLEASANTST, AMHERST. MASS
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ATTENTION
Craducrting Seniors

Graduating seniors who are

the recipients of the National

Direct Student Loans are re-

quired to attend one of the
following meetings:

Tuesday, November 28, at 7:00 p.m.
in Room 101 of SBA Building

or

Wednesday, November 29, at 7:00 p.m.

in Room 101 of SBA Building

the Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

offers a complete

range of

Graphic Services

•typesetting

•layout

•camera

Let us prepare
your resume,

business forms,

brochures, etc.

for printing.

Fast. Professional.

Reasonable.

[MEET THE PREZil
UMass President David Knapp will

be making his first public appearance
before students.

r

Wednesday
Nov.29at 7:00 pm

in room 163

Campus Center

,^y.

%.Mn

Christmas

Cards
Send a greeting

and make someone's

Yuletide merrier!

ft .**• Crealive excellence IS an American tradition

^^^, at the Christmas Store

campus c«rit«f 'univ 0l mast amhers!

SPECIAL HOilDA Y HOUKS: OPCN WfC. NITCS 'VL 9. DCC 6, '3. X

He will be delivering a short speech
followed by an open question period.

Listen and decide

for yourself!

All students are welcome!

f eppRA 'JV^ STUDENT CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND ADVOCACY.

I J *^* Student Union 545 034

1

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col

Ujgian office (CC .1131 hetwRcri 8 45 a m
iirid 3 45 p m Monday through Friday, or

use OM' handy clip and mail fornn found in

nrHJSl issues of tho Colleqian Cl.issifi«'(l

(»i!i»dlin«' IS 3 45 4) n> two days m arlvancc

of pu»)lic.ition (fatf

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c

per line, five consecutive issues, 40c per

line per day; 30 consecutive issues. 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR SALE FOR SALE

'72 Fiat Sport Coupe new tires, brakes,

good engine, 5-speed, $750 or BO 6-4209

1970 Jeep Wagoneer 4wd, std. V8,

16mpg. Locking hubs, good off road and in

snow. $1300 or BO. Call Bill 546-9031

For sale: 2 used snows, Concorde F78-t4

4-ply, $20.00 for both. Steve, 546-6923.

1972 VW bug red,

253-7076 evenings.

one owner, $750.

'70 Cannaro perfect body, 4 Cragars, 60's

in back, eng. needs work, $750 or BO,

6-5304

Moving, must sell: 2 desks, $20 and $50,

bureau $40, sewing mach. $45, lawnnnower

$75, rug $100, floor scrubber $3, punch set

$3, misc. odds & ends & dishes, aquarium,

pump, fish, etc. $75, & lots of other stuff.

Most prices negot. 256-8038, can deliver.

16%^ off jewelry by Bill Karl in Campus
Center concourse with this ad.

ENTERTAINMENT

Soundsystem for hire perfect for discos,

coffeehouses, bands, call Rick, 584-4106

FOR RENT

Qlin Free-Style boots, dirt cheap, Ven-

tura hollow body-electric guitar, Honda 77

750K four-to-one pipes, double touring

saddle, 7600 miles, $1500, 546-5216 or

5468195.

1200 new rock and jazi LPs,

Underground Books, 264 N. Pleasant, see

Mike.

Paralegal for communications and
Outreach and special Projects— the LSO
seeks one academic intern for Spring, 1978

(full or part time) to work on special pro-

jects. We envision the person taking

primary responsibility for coordination of

needed Outreach-community education ac-

tivities^

Students wanted Freshman Work
Study who would like to learn to be Stu-

dent Trainers for Athletics/ Intramurals.

Contact V. Keedy or J. Laughnane in Room
9 , Boyden BIdg., Ext. 5-2866

^

Excellent opportunity in this area. Need-

ed pleasing personality and car, part time

or full, call 247-5740

Monty Python & the Holy Grail SUB $1.

6:15,8:00,9:30, 11:00 Nov. 30.

Rob & Laura: Why did Sue and Don come
home for Christmas? They were stapled to

a red Fiestal Reserve for 4 at TOC!

ROOM WANTED

Looking for 3 bdrm. apt. to sublet— Jan.

thru May or 3 to 5 bedrm. house, please call

Don, 6-4266.

Female non-smoker wants own room,

use of kitchen, start Jan. Karen 546-7628

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOST

1 or 2 girls to share Brit. Manor apt. start-

ing Jan. fully furn., call 253-3446.

Own room in house near bus route.

Cumb. Farm (N. Amh.) Puffer's, Mill River,

rent $110-i- (split), avail, now. call

549-5731.

1 bdrm. In 2 bdrm. apt. available 20 Dec.

thru Jan., rent $130 but negotiable, nd. to

know 19 Dec.. Karen-Amy, 253-5397.

Nortalia ski boots: Men's size 9, like new,

$30. Call Cheryl, 5-0320. 5-0321.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

HELP WANTED

1 bedrm. in 3 bedrm. Townhouse apt. to

sublet for spring sem. compar. inexpensive.

Call Don after 5 p.m. at 549-1716.

Room in 4 bedroom cooperative apt. in

Amherst on bus rt., $87.50/mth., incls.

heat. Nonsmoker, 253-9646, eve.

Attic for rent-$125 incl. utH., 1 bik.

UMass, woman preferred, must like kids,

549-6873.

Quiet non-smoker wanted for own rrn.

in 2 bedrm. apt., Amherst Center. Avail,

after 12/20. $92.50 -^. Call 253-7986, esp.

after 6 p.m.

Paralegal Interns wantodl The Legal Ser-

vices Office has 8 positions available for full

time paralegal interns for spring semester.

You can recieve up to 15 credits from the

Office of Internships located at Goodell.

These internships will provide exciting,

challenging, and rewarding work which will

include the learning of many legal skills, In-

terviewing clients, legal research and main-

taining a continuing caseload under the

supervision of attorneys. Third world

students are especially encouraged to ap-

ply. Application forms can be obtained at

the LSO in 922 Campus Center before

November 30. 1978.

Lost raincoat London Fog. Marston or

Campus Center, Nov. 13 rew. 253-3983

Prescription glasses,, blue-tinted, bet-

ween SBA & SW, please call 546-9817.

Lost at ski sUle-blue Atra down
vest -handmade-no ? asked -reward

$51 H 253-7566.

Prescription glasses, plastic light brown

round rim, please call, Tom, 6-9046.

Lost -gold chain at Pub, 11/9/78. sen-

timental value, please call 546-8654.

reward. _^ \

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

PERSONALS
^~~~~~

Roommates wanted to share 2 bdrm.

apt. in S. Amherst for spring sem. 253-7867

SERVICES

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.

Huge selection of gold, silver, diamond ear-

rings and unusual gifts. Silverscape

Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,

Mass. 253-3324.

TO SUBLET

One bedroom in two bedroom apartment

for spring semester, lease runs until June,

Cliffside Apts., $122.50 mo., 665-3501.

WANTED TO RENT

Puddlejumper Fever is sweeping UMass.

Catch it this Thursday and Friday in the

Campus Center.

Students looking for a part-time job with

flexible hours, excellent inconrw, and an op-

portunity to gain meaningful business ex-

perience? Northwestern Mutual Life intern-

ship training session starting in Dec., con-

tact Dana Barrows, 1-525-4691^

2/1-bdrm. apt. -bus
546-9817, keep trying!

route, Jan. -May,

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal. General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.

Tuesday, November 28, 1978 iCouegiaa

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PDZZLE
ACROSS

1 Gush
6 Cleaner
10 — accompli
14 Sharpenpf
15 Spindle

16 Peruvian na-

tive

17 Old woman-
ish

18 Favorites

19 Mix
20 Abhor
22 Act o( writ-

ing down
24 The East

26 Picks out

27 Gifts

31 Hurried

32 Roman
deities

33 f macialion

35 Article

3a Lab chemi
cat

39 Fluttered

40 Aloof
41 Desire
42 Peels

43 Tribunal

44 Indite

45 Ceitam
ships

47 Tirades

51 Clip

52 Footstools
54 Golf club

58 Flagrant

59 Newspaper
section

61 Cream
62 Noun ending
63 Ardor
64 Medicinal

plant

65 Dandelion.

e g
66 Liability

67 Walk

DOWN
1 Fish

2 Dixie bread
3 One
4 Liberated

5 Locks o( hair

6 Tire

7 Bovines
8 Voices
9 Bothered

10 Fix

11 Prank

12 Blockhead

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday s Puijio Soivad

13 Sea birds

21 Metal

23 Too bad!

25 Rose extract

27 Gambol
28 Newfound-

land cape
29 De Valera s

land

30 Rescues
34 Surpasses
35 Ripped
36 — glass

37 Trfes
39 Tr (ipsed

40 Assembler
42 Brief look

43 Prettiest

44 Ate bit by
bit

46 Extremity
47 Propeller

48 Heron
49 Hail 'int

50 Garment
53 An attempt
55 Creeper
56 Sicily sight

57 Peruse
60 Can prov
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YOUR BIRTHDAY
TUESDAY. NOV it

Horn (nday, you are bu.si

nrss onented Kvrn »s h

rhild. ynu had a knack for

wherlmK and draluiK - in

thf brsi s<-nsr of Ihr word
It wouH br difficult fur

anyone to gi-t the t>rtter iif

yoti. for you art* always
prrparrit lor rven Ihr most
remote of pn'^sibililirs

You arr inli'rrstiil in doint!

thinK'' the twsl. quicketl.
most prufitahir way - but

you arr not ready to >a« ri

ficr quality in ordiT to tiam
your pndv Kor you. quan-
lilv alwa>s romrs sirond
In quality

Vou lichi'Vf in srcond
( hanct's Yout iiiolto

mikiht. in fart, Ix' said to

IK- H at first you don't

su<ir<-d. try try anain
Wtiii h docs not mean at all

that you don t put full et

fort into fir.st attemolv'

Also born on this dale

are Gene«ir«« laggard
poet. Millicenl Mcintosh
educator past president of

Barnard
To see what is in store

for vou lomorrr)** . find

>our birthday and read the

1 (irrespondini! oara»!r.ir)h

U'l vour birUxiay slar be

your daily Kuid<'

WEDNESDAY. NOV 79

SAGITTARIUSlNov 72-

Dec 711 - [)i.s<ii.s.s chanties

with family If vou Hi>

ahead with plans without
consultation, you are in for

trouble
CAPRICORNlOcc it

Jan It) - You would do well

to tell the truth Tryinn In

truntp up stones will ex-

haust ynu rather than pro-

tert you
AQUARIUS! Jan 70-

Feb HI - A costly error

may be corr«ited li>day if

vou are both wise and

lareful Ask another's ad-

vice - now'
PISCES(F«b 1»-Mtrch 10)

- Seek logical answers to

reasonable questions
Don't be afraid to say you
don t know Admit to iKno-

rance
ARIESlMarch 71 April It)

- Confidenc** enables you
to articulate your distress

Ynu can get aid immedi
ately - if you ask for it

now
TAURUSlApril 70-May ?0)

- Depletion o( energy re-

sults from beinK overlv

active early in the day
lake your time, conserve
energy
GEMINKMay 71Jun«70)

• (lose frienrls rrvake the

best company today Be
sure tn share good news as

well as t>ad Seek optimis-

tic ground
CANCERfJune 71-Julv 77)

- The wise Cancer will

stick as close to home base

as possible Take care not

10 t>e misdirected - acci

dentally or otberwi.se

LEOIJuly 73 Aug 271

This IS a good day for

concluding business deals

important to your future

Take spontaneous action

late in the dav
VIRGOIAug 734S«pt 771 -

Self-motivalion is best for

busine.ss Don't fieglect to

confirm availability of

choices with those in

authority
LIBRAISapl 73 Oct 77) -

The strain of business

must not be allowed to rub
off on personal affairs

.Smooth away wrinkles
caused by arguinent
SCORPIOlOct 73-Nov 711

- Direct contact with high-

er-ups could do you more
harm than good You
would do well to remain
aloof now
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under $16
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UMass captures Lambert Cup
By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts football coach Bob Pickett will

fly to New York City Thursday to accept the Lambert Cup,
symbolic of mid sized Eastern college supremacy, for the first

time in the school's 99 year football history.

Pickett, in his first year as head coach after seven seasons as
an assistant at UMab. coached the Minutemen to their

second straight Yankee Conference championship, an 8-3

record and to the Division 1-AA playoffs. UMass will face

Nevada Reno on Dec. 9th, in Reno, for a first round playoff

game.
Pickett said he learned of the team's selection at an in-laws'

house Sunday night, after a day of recruiting in Maine. It

shouldn't have come as a surprise, however, since the
Minutemen were ranked No. 1 in the Lambert Cup poll last

week After the team s 27-0 victory over Boston College this

weekend, the selection appeared inevitable.

"I just think it's great fui our players," said Pickett last night

when reached at his home 'The Yankee Conference
championship was our first goal but this has got to mean a lot

more.
And what does it feci like to achieve such a high level of

success in his first year os Head coach?
"Just a feeling of ti*^rnendous satisfaction," said Picket-

t."...When you start out coaching you can't imagine that

these things could happen to you. I'm just so indebted to our

players.., and the ddmiptstratir-n. They've supported me in

everythifuj I've done.'

Pickett will be jomed m NY. by Athletic Director Frank
Mclnetr>f V <»nd also Joe Paterno. coach of the nation's No. 1

ranked Penn State Nittanv lior\s. Paterno will accept the

LamlM:rt Trophy for his undefeated team The Lambert
Trophy IS awarded fc Lastern supremacy among Division 1 A
schools

ankee Conference, Lambert
eason play should have long

The prestige of wiri

Cup and l>einy select

term as wt '• as short t» .
. ...

. Sornt' highly resper'-xs

Cotleyc game Saturd
positive attitude fo*^ K

and his i^sistants >.,t

themselves as coaches
east

Three weeks from now though, Pickett would like to in-

troduce himself as coach of the Division 1 AA champions.

recruits were at ;he Boston

'hey must have departed vvith a

It also won't hur when Pickett

he recruiting trail and introduce

the No 1 niiddle-si/ed college in the

UMass quarterback Mike McEvilly (15) didu : i.^m tory enabled them to win the Lambert Cup. (Staff photo
plete any passes on Saturday, but the Minutemen's vie by Steve Zack)

Swimwomen split meets
By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

The ride down to '~torrs Conn, was
dangerous last Tut^jday, the first

measureable snowfal! of the year sent
Toyotas without snow tires spinning off

the road. The UMass women's swimming
and diving team arrived at UConn safely,

and left with thei- first win of the season.
84-47, over Central Connecticut.

The first win was coupled with their

third '^he tri-meet involved UMass,
UConts, ana Central Conn. It was scored

as two dual meets; UConn defeated

UMass, 82 5-49.5.

UMass entered the tri-meet hoping to

beat Central Conn,, but looked at UConn
realistically.

"UConn is traditionally a strong team in

New England," UMass coach John Nun-
nelly said. "We didn't expect to beat

them, but we did give them a run in a

few races."

Caroline Benjamin took a first for UMass
when she won the TOO yard freestyle m
58 8 seconds.
Maryanne Primavera swam her best time

this year in the 50 yard breastroke, taking

second in 36.0. Deb Schwartz used a
strong finish in the last 10 yards in the
100 butterfly to take a second Kim Mur-
phy also swam her best time this year,
finishing right behind Schwartz.

In another personal best, Rachel Mack
won the 50 yard freestyle spring with a
fine 27.5. Cindy Piela swam what Nunnel-
ty termed a "fantastic race", winning the
50 butterfly in 30.2. Murphy was three
tenths of a second behind Piela for

UMass' only 1 .2 finish in the meet.
In the optional diving, Suzy Strobel

finished first with 209.1 total points. Lor-
ing Myles placed third with 157.2 points.

UMass closed the meet winning the 200
yard freestyle relay. Mack, Benjamin, Gail
Holland, and Betty Carrier won the spring
relay in 1.51 4.

Nunnelly was especially pleased with the
personal best performances in the meet of
Mack, Piela, Murphy, and Primavera.

"All those times. ..the personal
oests. that made the trip really worth it,"
Nunnelly said

UMass' first home meet is scheduled for
this Saturday 1:00 p.m , against UNH at
N.O.P.E. pool. Nunnelly said the public is

invited.

Icemen begin season;

travel to Lowell tonight

Sullivan, Sox confident
they'll sign Rice soon

By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

Opening up its 1978-79 campaign, the
UMass hockey team travels to Lowell,

Mass. tonight to face off against the
Chiefs of the University of Lowell in a
7:30 p.m. contest.

Playing only scrimmages so far, the
Minutemen may be at a slight disad-
vantage as the Chiefs have already played
five games of their schedule, earning a
2-3 record thus far.

Coached by Bill Riley, the Chiefs are

looking to better last year's 17-6-1 record
which made Lowell one of the best Divi-

sion II teams in the east. According to

Riley, the Chiefs will be looking for a lot

of production from right winger Tom
Jacobs who was the second leading

scorer for Lowell last year. Missing from
the lineup will be senior forward John
Costetio who will be sidelined jwith a knee
injury. Costello is property of the Mon-
treal Canadians by virtue of the draft two
years ago.

Defensively, the Chiefs have four return-

ing veterans among the six Lowell
blueliners. Included in the defensive corps
is Craig MacTavish who was the Division

II Rookie of the Year last year. Also,

Chief netminder Brian Doyle returns this

year after a fine season last winter when
he turned in the second best goals-

against average in Division II.

Last year, the Minutemen lost to Lowell
here at Orr Rink amidst a boisterous,

rowdy, crowd that had to be controlled

by local police before the game was
finished.

"Mass. always has a big team and it's

always a good game," said Riley yester-

day. "After last year everybody's looking

to knock us off."

The Minutemen, meanwhile have just

completed a 2-1-1 preseason slate in

preparation for tonight's "opener. Ac-
cording to assistant coach P.J. Flaherty,

the Minuterften have resolved their

goaltending question and will be starting

freshman Charles Scavone in goal.

BOSTON It/P/l-The Boston Red Sox
are confident they will sign Jim Rice in

the near future and eliminate the chance
the American League's Most Valuable
Player might seek free agent status. Presi-

dent Haywood Sullivan said yesterday.

"I think Jim Rice will stay here,"
Sullivan told reporters following the

showing of the 1978 team highlight film.

"He is important to this club both now
and in the future."

Sullivan and Rice's agent have been
negotiating intermittently for the past two
weeks.
"We have set the guidelines and I'm

sure there will be disagreement once we
come to numbers. But we're making pro-

gress, " Sullivan said.

Rice is under contract to the Red Sox
for next year plus his option year in 1980.

He IS looking for a long-term contract

which will tide him over for the rest of his

playing days.

Sullivan also said he might make a cou-
ple of deals next week at the winter

meetings in Orlando, Fla. But he ruled out

the possibility of trading one of the

team's front-line players.

"If you start trading your regulars,

you're creating a problem somewhere else

unless you have a surplus. We don't have
that surplus. If you trade a regular for two
or three ballplayers, you're just changing
faces. You won't do better than what you
have," Sullivan said.

"We will be looking for pitching and
bench help and both are top priorities. At
the moment, there's no trade you could

say 'yes' or 'no' to. But we have talked to

clubs in both leagues and trades are pen-

ding."

Sullivan said the Red Sox have made of-

fers to all the free agents selected in the
re-entry draft except pitcher Steve Renko.
He said the team made "a substantial of

fer" to Lee Lacy, the team's top selec

tion.

"I was honest with him-, though. I told

him our purpose in drafting him was to

give us a backup man. I don't think he
could break in with our roster either as an
outfielder or second baseman. I don't
want an unhappy player who wants to

play every day," Sullivan said.

The Red Sox General Manager also said

he was not surprised by the unfavorable
fallout after the New York Yankees signed
Luis Tiant. He revealed the Red Sox of-

fered Tiant a guaranteed contract for 1979
and said there were riders which, if Tiant

made the club in 1980. guaranteed he
would be paid for the entire year. The
same was true for 1981

.

"I knew there would be an adverse reac-

tion but I didn't let that overrule what I

thought was a fair offer and what is fair

to the ballclub," he said.

Sullivan added the thought the Yankees
might have trouble accommodating all

their starting pitchers.. The world cham-
pions also have signed pitcher Tommy
John as a free agent.
"The only thing I don't know is how are

the younger guys going to feel, guys like

(Ken) Clay and (Jim) Beattie. I don't

know what the Yankees have in mind;
maybe the young kids to the minors and
let the free agents pitch," he said.

"They can only have four or five starting

pitchers, but it's nice to have the backup.
You never have too much pitching."

Grapplers open up tonight
By MARTIN LUTTRELL
Collegian Staff

The UMass wrestling squad opens its season tonight with a home match against Har-
vard and Boston University. Coach Dave Amato and assistant coach Dave Foxen hope
to reverse last year's losses to the two teams, despite injuries to three Minutemen
starters.

Mike Vilardi and Jim Nelson, both scheduled to start at 1 18 lbs., are out with injuries.

Rich Schiarizzi will get the nod, with Mike DeMarco also suiting up.

At 142 lbs. Charlie Rigolosio is out for the season with a severe Charley horse. Taking
his place in the line-up is freshman Kevin Murphy.

Captain Larry Otsuka makes his return to competition at 134 lbs., after undergoing
surgery on his right shoulder earlier in the season. Also dressing for possible competi-
tion at 134 lbs. is Greg Johnson.
Rounding out the team will be Dana Rasmussen at 126 lbs., Mike Carroll at 150 lbs.,

Fred Goldberg at 158 lbs., Fred Gillelo at 167 lbs., Victor Dellatorre at 177 lbs.. Jack
Boyd at 190 lbs., and New England heavyweight cfiampion John Allen at heavyweight.

"This is a good match to open with," Amato said. "We lost to Harvard by one point

last year and B.U. by two points. We have a good chance to win both."
Tonight's tri-match begins at 7:00 in the gymnastics room of Boyden Gymnasium. A

sub-varsity match will precede, starting at 6:15.
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Lorraine Tears of the Registrar's office stands outside to receive the

stream of Pre-registration forms due at 4:30 yesterday afternoon. (Staff

photo by Jennifer Gear)

Belchertown may close

water wells in swamp
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

The town of Belchertown may pursue

legal action to shut down Amherst's

water wells In Lawrence Swamp if it can

be shown that a rash of dry wells in the

town can be tied to Amherst's use of the

•wamp, according to Chairman of the

Board of Selectmen Gerry Whitlock.

Belchertown selectmen agreed to ask

Amherst town officials to prove the wells

In the swamp are not causing the problem

fter 22 town residents attended the

regular Monday night Selectme^^
nrieeting to ask for help with dry wells.

The Belchertown Selectmen are seeking

I conference with Amherst officials today

V tomorrow to discuss the problem

.

The town has been trucking emergency

MBXet to eight families since last Wednes-

day, but the problem is apparently more

widespread than originally thought. The

water has come from Amherst fire-

lydrants, which has supplied the water

tee at the request of Belchertown Select-

nen last week.
All of the affected wells are in the north

md of Belchertown, near the Lawrence

>wamp, part of which is in Amherst.

Vmherst presently draws 900,000 gallons

lif vyater per day from the "Brown well"

n the swamp. The town has been facing

It own water shortage and has just com-

ileted a week long test of a new well site

»» the swamp, drawing close to another

nlMon gallons per day from a ten inch

Amherst town Manager A. Louis
~ laywsnj aaki studies have been done by

)Mhrty and Miller Associates, the

lydroiogiats conducting the test, of the

effect of the testing on Belchertown

wells. He said that no connection was

shown between the testing and the dry

wells.

But Belchertown selectmen said they

would hire an outside engineer to do a

study of the situation. Selectman Kenneth

Snow said, "We owe it to people to shut

Amherst down" if it can be shown the

Amherst tests caused the dry-up.

Residents expressed concern at the

meeting over the inconvenience, and

health aspects of the problem. Some
were worried about the affects on their

children, and said bathing and

dishwashing have been curtailed.

Most residents of Belchertown have

shallow wells since the water table in the

area is normally down only six to eight

feet. However, according to Whitlock, the

level may be down 20 feet now.

Residents at the nfteeting said that some

wells have run dry before, but the pro-

blem has never been so widespread.

Aim for under $3,000
I

Lower tuition
hil<e discussed
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Student leaders and adniinistrators met
yesterday and discussed the possibility of

keeping yearly non-resident tuition under

$3,000 despite an increase scheduled for

this fall.

The meeting, called by Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson,
was the first monthly meeting for

students and admin. strators to share in-

formation and ideas, Madson said.

Madson, who called the tuition increase

the "hottest item on campus", said he

expects there will be an increase in non-

resident tuition this fall and that he hopes
to keep the increase below $3,000 by us-

ing a revised formula to implement the in-

crease .

The increase is caused by legislation

passed this June in the Massachusetts

state house which changes the formula

for computing non-resident tuition. The
new formula determines non-resident tui-

tion by dividing the operating budget for

the University by the total number of

students. Non-residents comprise 5 per-

cent of the UMass-student body.
Madson suggested not including certain

items in the operating budget when
calculating the tuition such as the cost of

operating the UMass Worcester Medical

School and expenses from the UMass
graduate school. By reducing the size' of

the operating budget the tuition determin-

ed by this formula would decrease.

Another means of implementing the in-

crease was suggested in a November 17

memo from Dean of Students William F.

Field. The memo, sent to Madson, sug-

gested that $2,760 be recommended to

the Board of Trustees as the cost of non-

resident tuition. The Trustees will deter-

mine how to implement the increase-

In the memo, Field said, "My recom-

mendation is based on maintaining the

UMass charge at the same percentage

differential which exists currently between
UMass and SMU (Southeastern
Massachusetts University)."

Field said the percentage difference bet-

ween the two schools is currently 117

percent and a $2,769 tuition would main-

tain that percentage difference.

Field said he was not sure if the Trustees

would decide to implement the increase

by revising the operating budget, main-

taining the percentage difference between
state schools or choose a different

method.
Field also said in the memo the "current-

ly projected March 1 date for the an-

nouncement of the new fee is simply too

late. It does a disservice to our entire cur-

rent student body, both in and out-of-

state."

Both Madson and Field yesterday said

they hope to have a decision made by the

end of the semester.

Representatives of the Undergraduate

Student Senate said they could not sup-

port any increase. They also said the non-

resident undergraduate increase could

result in an increase for the graduate

students also.

Anti-tuition group
to hold rally in SUB
By JAMES CARTER
Collegian Staff '

The Committee to Stop Tuition Hikes will

hold a rally at 1 o'clock, December 6, in the

Student Union Ballroom, according to Jim

Meckle, a committee member.
Several speakers will talk on the irppact

of the tuition increase, Meckle said, and

then the group will march to the UMass
Board of Trustees meeting at Memorial

Hall, which starts at 2 p.m.

"Certain representatives will get into the

meeting to make presentations and to find

out where the trustees stand, " Meckle said.

The rally and protest march is an action

opposing legislation passed in June by the

state legislature which changed the formula

for computing non-resident tuition.

Howard White, a spokesman for UMass
President David C. Knapp, said tuition for

out-of-state students can be expected to at

least double from its current level of $1,550

a year.

The Committee to Stop Tuition HikQS

has also initiated a petition drive for

Students who wished to support the repeal

of the legislatipn. The committee has col-

lected about 3,500 signatures so far, accor-

ding to Meckle.

The table collecting signatures for the

petition is located in the Campus Center

concourse.

"The committee is also getting the

names of all the legislators and we're work-

ing on a survey to find what their stands are

on the tuition increase," said Meckle. "A
survey will be sent to all out-of-state

students within a week to find how the im-

pact of the increase will effect them," he

added.
State Rep. James Collins (D-Amherst)

said he will introduce legislation in

December which proposes to repeal the

legislation which would result in the tuition

increase.

"We're pinning our hopes on the repeal

going through. The Collins legislation

won't be acted on until maybe March,"

Meckle said.

"The impact of the tuition increase ef-

fects higher education in general, not just

out-of-state students," said Meckle. "It's

going to be bad for higher education and

may be a stepping stone for an in-state tui-

tion increase. The increases are totally

unrealistic and don't make a lot of sense. It

happened so late that students didn't have

a chance to react or make plans," he said.

The Committee to Stop Tuition Hikes

"generated itself," according to Meckle,

from "enough people coming up to the

SCERA (Student Center for Education

Research and Advocacy) office. The coor-

dinators are out of SCERA, but it is mostly

just students."

r White charged with SF murders
miiltinia miirHorc niinlifiAfi fnr th

United Press International

SAN FRANCISCO - Ex-city official

Dan White, a clean-cut law-and-order

legislator described as the "all-

American boy type," was formally

charged yesterday with two counts of

murder in the gunshot slayings of San

Francisco Mayor George Moscone and

Supervisor Harvey Milk.

Moscone, 49, and Milk, 48, were
gunned down in City Hall offices Mon-

day. A half hour later, White, a recent-

ly resigned member of the Board of

Supervisors, turned himself in at a

nearby police station.

Arraignment of the suspect in San
Francisco Municipal Court was set for

today at 9 a.m.

As filed by the district attorney, the

charges could brtntJh« death penalty

if White is found fvllV. Under Califor-

nia law, the speoW circumstance of

multiple murders jqualifies for the death

penalty.

The complaint charged that "the said

defendant, Daniel James White, did

willfully, unlawfully and with malice

aforethought murder George R.

Moscone, the duly elected mayor of

the city and county of San Francisco."

A second count covered Milk's

murder. Additional charges of using

and possessing a firearm in commis-

sion of a felony also were filed.
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Inflation running 10% yearly

Govt, says prices doubled in 11 yrs.
Associdted Press

WASHINGTON'fK dollar wili buy only
half as much as it d»d 11 years, ago, the
government yesterday said, as it released
figures showing a new surge in food
prices last month
In Its monthly report on inflation, the

Labor Department said increases in beef,
poultry and pork prices in October helped
push consumer prices up 8 percent for

the second straight month a rate of 9.6
percent if averaged over the entire year
President Carter's chief inflation adviser

called the new figures "God awful.
"

Alfred Kahn, chairman of the Council on
Wage and Price Stability, also said the
October price increases show inflation is

now running near 10 percent a year, near
ly 2 percent higher than any administra
tion official has yet admitted.
Prices have risen 8.9 percent in the fiast

year, and most economists have predicted

the iy/b inflation rate will end up bet-

ween 8 5 percent and 9 percent
The Consume' Price Index passed the

200 mark for the first time ever in Oc
tober hitting 200.9 That means it costs
$200.90 today to buy what $100 would
have bought in 1967
"It's not very comforting," said Adren

Cooper, Commerce department analyst,

of the price rjeport "Jt shows we still

have a high rate of inflation and it's per-

sistent"

The new figures prompted fiporge
Meany, president of the AFL-CIO, to

repeat his call for mandatory wag^ and
price controls to replace Carter's volun
tary anti inflation program
"The average worker's wages... just can

not keep up with the price tag in essen-
tials, " Meany said. "It is obvious that
speeches and threats not based on
legislative authority will not cure inflation.

Judge condemns firing of

female police workers
Associated Press

BOISE Idaho -A federal judge has ruled

the city of Boise improperly fired six female

police employees last year after what he
called an "Abysmal" investigation into

alleged lesbian activity. The women, who
have not denied they are lesbians, sued the

city for $10 million, claiming their con-
stitutional rights of due process were
violated and the city broke its own civil

service rules by denying them hearings.

U.S. District Judge Ray McNichols, in a

partial ludgment issued Monday, said he
could not understand "a city the size of this

about 100,000 people with the help it has
available to it going through such an
operation in 1977

He did not order the women reinstated,

but he ordered attorneys for both sides to

prepare memoranda on damages and
indicated arguments may be held next

spring on the women's request for $10
million plus legal costs

Chief of Police John Church, a defendant
in the suit along with Mayor Dick Eardley

and the 1977 City Council members,
yesterday said he was surprised at the

decision. Church has maintained he has the

right to run his department as he sees fit,

including firing when necessary
The investigation was launched after

citizen complaints the women were seen in

public as lesbian couples and made no
secret of their sexual preferences. A female
city employee also alleged that a fellow

female worker who was her roommate
made a sexual advance.
The six women who sued included two

dispatchers, a dispatch supervisor, two
officers and an animal control officer A
seventh employee was fired but did not join

in the suit. They key to their case are tape
recordings made on a telephone line in the

dispatch room
Church said tapes made secretly during

the investigation shov>. the women's sexual

preferences "clearly hurt their job per
formances ' He also said the women could
have been blackmailed because of their

sexual preferences.

The women claim the telephone line on
which the conversations took place was
tapped against department rules and
without their knowledge
The tapes have been sealed and given to

McNichols, who says he will listen to them
and decide whether the tapes show the
women had given their consent to be
recorded
Since the firings the women have held

|obs in the private sector, according-to their

attorney, Mike Donnelly.

FBI's King probe upheld
Associated Press

WASHINGTON [AP] - Former Attorney

General Ramsey Clark said yesterday the

Justice Department did not take control

of the investigation of Martin Luther

King's assassination because it would

have worsened relations between him and

J. Edgar Hoover.

He said that although there was a

"quality of racism" in the late FBI direc-

tor's attitude toward the civil rights

leader, the FBI investigation of the killing

was vigorous and thorough.

"The FBI's reputation was on the line,"

Clark said. "Failure to perform would

have had profound impact on public con-

fidence in the FBI."

Clark acknowledged that except for mak-

ing suggestions and keeping himself in-

formed, he gave the FBI a free hand in

setting the direction of the investigation.

He testified before the House Assassina-

tions Committee, which has criticized

both the FBI and Justice Department,

saying they failed to investigate adequate-

ly the possibility of a conspiracy in the

April 4, 1968, assassination of the civil

rights leader.

A committee report also has concluded
there was inadequate Justice Department
supervision of the investigation.

Committee investigators say they have
turned up indications James Earl Ray's

brothers may have played a part in the

assassination.

Ray is currently serving a 99- year prison

term for the assassination. He has
recanted a confession made before
pleading guilty to the assassination in

1969.

Clark said although the FBI investigated

various conspiracy theories while he was
in the Justice Department, "I don't recall

any presentation of evidence that ever im-

plied the direct involvement of another

person."
Clark said while he had frequent

disagreements with Hoover over various

law enforcement issues, including the use

of wiretaps, he does not believe the King

investigation should have been handled

any differently.
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Thf need for a statutory, across the
board controls program becomes daily
more apparent

"

The increase in the Consumer Price In

dex triggered automatic 19 cent an-hour
wage increases for about 820,000 hourly
workers for Ford Moior Co , General
Motors Corn and Chrysler Corp The
cost of living allowance is part of the
United Auto Workers' contract with the
Biq Three
Barry Bosworth, director of the Council

on Wage and Price Stability, indicated the
administration is considering some
changes in its anti inflation standards,
partly because too many companies are
trying to take advantage of loopholes.
He told financial executives from 70 cor

porations a revised set of standards will

be published Dec. 2.

The Labor Department report showed
the average worker's purchasing power.

after taxes, declined 1 percent m Or
tober the sixth decline this year
Grocery store food costs rose 0.9 per

cent after showing little or no increase
since summer. The department said the
jump was due primarily to higher mnat
prices which rose 2.1 percent after

declining in the preceding three months

Pork prices were up 3.7 percent, beef
- 1.6 pecent. Housing costs rose 1 percent,
about average for the year, while medical
care costs climbed 11 percent. And ec-
nonmists were particularly worried about
the 1.4 percent increase in gasoline
prices, the third increase in a row.

"We hope dealers are already discoun
ting the OPEC price increases " that are
expected next year, Cooper said.

The rise in the price index demonstrates
the difference in prices over the last 11

years

British-made Chieftan tank patrols square jammed with demonstrators pro-

testing Sunday's desecration of holiest Shiite shrine here during clash with ar-

my troops. Demonstrations and work stoppages were carried out in all major
cities of Iran in response to a call from Shiite fV/loselm leaders for a one-day
strike. (UPi)

Iran generals plan to quell

holy period protests
Associated Press

TEHRAN, Iran \AP\ — Iranian generals

said yesterday they will "mercilessly

"

quell street protests during next month's
Moslem holy period. The government
banned religious processions during the

period to head off violence directed at

Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.

The holy month of Moharram, which
starts Dec. 2 and peaks Dec. 11, whips

up religious fervor among the Moslem
faithful. Moslems urged on by mullahs, or

priests, run through the streets whipping

themselves.

The government fears the priests, who
lead the campaign against the shah,

might try to convert the fervor into riots

of the type that have killed more than

1 , 100 persons in Iran this year.

The only serious flare-up reported in Iran

Tuesday occurred in Tehran when troops

clashed with mourners at a funeral pro-

cession for a religious leader. Witnesses
said several persons were wounded by
gunfire.

Authorities had banned the procession
for Ayutullah Gharavi, who died Monday
of natural causes, but about 3,000 took
part in spite of the order.

Troops moved in on the procession near
Tehran's main bazaar, hurling tear-gas

grenades and firing. The mourners scat-

tered.

Wildcat strikes at refineries closed
Tehran's gasoline stations but crude oil

production, the mainstay of Iran's

economy, was reported back to its normal
level of 6 million barrels a day two weeks
after a 15- day oil industry strike ended.
Ayatullah Ruhollah Khomeini, the main

spiritual leader of the Shiite Moslem sect

who IS in exile in Paris, has called for

street protests and strikes during Mohar-
ram.

Dr. says rich drawn to cults
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Lower-class teen-agers

are less likely than their more affluent peers

to get mixed up with religious or racial cults

because they "can recognize a street hus-

tle," a California psychiatrist says.

"Very few of the cults are able to recruit

lower-class young adults, either black or

white," concluded Margaret T. Singer, a

professor of psychiatry at the University of

California in San Francisco.

In an article in a recent edition of "Jour-

nal," published by the National Association

of Private Psychiatric Hospitals, Ms. Singer

asserted: "Lower class youths in the United

States, primarily, know there are no free

dinners and no free meals. They can
recognize a street hustle."

This report was written before the

ritualistic mass suicide earlier this month in-

volving more than 900 members of the

Peoples Temple church commune at

Jonestown, Guyana.
Ms. Singer said there are some 250 dif-

ferent cults and that the larger and more
prominent ones use extremely
sophisticated recruitment methods which

are taught to their followers.

These methods include gettinjp close

enough to gaze into a person's eye to deter-

mine if the person is a warm, loving person
who would be easy to recruit or one who
would be hard to get.

"They begin their love-bombing of the

new recruit from that point onward," she
wrote. "Middle-and upper-class young
adults have not had enough experience
with street hustlers in growing up to know
how artful deceivers on the street can
operate."

The psychiatrist said she based her

research on interviews with 250 young peo-
ple with cult experience.

In times of changing social values, these

various groups offer a lure of simplistic

answers that some people find irresistible,

said Ms. Singer, who runs group therapy

sessions ror cult drop-outs. ,

Correction
The People's Market co-op is open

from 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday, Saturday 10 a.m. to 5

p.m., and Thursday evening until 8:30

p.m. The co-op's hours were incorrectly

listed in yesterday's Collegian.

Town firefighters

criticize dispatchers

V.

By HANS SCHULZ
Collegian Staff

Amherst Fire Chief John T. Doherty

refused to comment yesterday on
criticism from within his department of

a recently implemented civilian dispat-

cher program. Amherst firefighters

have complained about what they feel

is the inadequate training and inex-

perience of the civilian dispatchers,

whose hiring last August resulted in

the reduction of firefighters from the

permanent workforce.

Doherty and principal dispatcher
Robert Chisholm each declined to

comment on a front-page article ap-

pearing in last Friday's Daily Hamp-
shire Gazette about the complaints of

the firefighters. Doherty also respond-

ed with a "no comment" to all in-

quiries from the Collegian concerning

problems wfth\ the dispatch personnel

or any other matters involving the

department.
Citing a high turnover rate among the

dispatchers, firefighter Don Moran said

many of them fail to acquire the

necessary experience to become com-
petent dispatchers. "The longer they

stay, the better they get usually, " he

said

Dispatcher Randy Silveira, a UMass
Emergency Health Service major,

agreed, saying it is "a case of people

not having proper knowledge." Moran
added that problems did not occur as

frequently when the firemen

themselves shared the dispatching

duties.

Under the old system, four
firefighters manned the main station in

downtown Amherst during a given

shift, with one of the four having

assumed the dispatching job. But since

the new program has been im-
plemented, the size of the permanent
workforce has been cut by four
firefighters.

The firefighters also handle the
town's ambulance service, with two
men required for each ambulance run.

Requests for ambulances exceed those
for fire equipment by almost a two-to-

one margin.
Moran said a major problem with

some of the new civilian dispatchers is

that it is often unclear to the
firefighters "what sort of emergency
we're responding to." He said the

dispatchers sometimes fail to get the

needed information from people calling

in emergencies because "they either

don't ask or don't know how to ask

the right questions."

As an example, Moran, a thirteen-

year veteran on the force, recalled one
instance when a person reported to be
suffering from breathing difficulty ac-

tually turned out to be dying from a

full cardiac arrest. According to the

story published in the Daily Hampshire
Gazette, there hajve been incidents

when firefighters have been sent to in-

correct Of non-existant addresses. Amhei
Greene)

Dopartmi Kitcher K.ithie Bridges (Staff photo by Bill

Town lawyer rebuts housing inspection suit
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

A rebuttal by Amherst attorney John F.

Murphy, Jr. has been released in

response to a State Department of Public

Health letter issued earlier this month in-

structing Amherst to inspect UMass
jpartments upon request by tenants.

Murphy's opinion reiterated the town's
.>osition in a court case on behalf of Jose
frejo, a graduate student who filed suit

against Amherst for failure to inspect his

North Village apartment upon request.

A university official yesterday said he did

not expect the Hampshire Superior Court
case to be continued until next February
or March because of "legal
technicalities."

University Legal Service Organization At-
torney Steven Baumohl said Murphy's
statement was not a new stance because
the town has maintained they do not

have the jurisdiction or resources to in-

spect property on state-owned University

land.

A preliminary injunction against Amherst
for failure to inspect Trejo's apartment
was thrown out of court last month but
was followed by a state ruling from the
Department of Public Health which stated

local boards of health have authority and
responsibility to enforce the State
Sanitary Code on properties owned and
controlled by the UMass Building Authori-

ty.

Baumohl said he was unsure of the legal

support Murphy had for his opinion but

said the state Department of Public

Health's letter was a "thorough analysis

of the law."

"Courts often pay deference to an agen-

cy's interpretation of its own regulations,!'

Baumohl said. "It's become a problem
between the state agency and the town

-

the clients have been caught in the mid-

dle."

Trejo needs an inspection citing code
violations in his apartment to justify non-
payment of rent to the University, which
has sent him a "notice to quit"-the final

notice from the Housing Office before

eviction procedures can begin. He is one
of 120 tenants at university-owned family

housing units who participated in a two-
month rent strike in protest of a $19 mon-
thly rent increase. The rent strike officially

ended three weeks ago, but Trejo has in-

dividually filed suit in the matter.

If the court rules in favor of Trejo,

Amherst inspectors would be required to

inspect the units upon request but would
not have to perform periodic checks,

Baumohl said.

Dorm contract to seek
trustee board's approval
By KEITH BEASLEY
Collegian Staff

The Student University dorm contract

should start through channels by the end

of the week which could lead to itfe ap-

proval by the University board of trustees

in February, according to Vice-Chancellor

for student affairs Dennis L. Madson.

At present the contract group member
David Barenberg, "most of the changes

were minor" and were made to clarify the

original contract.

If the contract is approved the Residen-

tial Committee and the Appeals Commit-
tee named in the contract could start to

function next semester even though the

contract would not start until September
said Barenberg.

The Residential Committee will help to

set residential policy while the appeals

committee can act upon student

grievances and authorize rent refunds and

rebates.

Madson is the first official who must ap-

prove the present contract, which he ex-

pects to receive by Friday.

From Madson the contract goes to the

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, then to

University President David C. Knapp and
finally to the Board of Trustees.

//
Nutcracker Suite" set

By AMY KAPLAN
Collegian Staff

The enchanting and colorful tale of a

Christmas fantasy will dazzle the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall stage when "The Nut-

"The Nutcracker Suite," written by a

leader composer in 19th century Russia,

Peter llyich, was popular in Europe before

coming to the United States. In the 1890s

the ballet adapted a French retelling by the

Imperial Ballet of the Russian court city, St.

Petersburg.

Preview

Baxter Shumway tests the Christmas lights on the Amherst Common tree

last night A festival is planned for next Friday when the tree will be il-

luminated. (Staff photo by Bill Greene)

cracker Suite" ballet come to UMass Dec. 2

and 3.

The Hartford Ballet will perform the show
under the choreography of its artistic direc-

tor, Michael Utoff and Hartford Ballet

School Director Enid Lynn.

Songs from the ballet which have
become traditional Christrnas music fare in-

clude the themes from ttie "Dance of the

Sugarplum Fairy," "Dance of the Toy
Soldiers," and "Dance of the Dew Drop
Fairy."
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Black Affairs
Judge acquits

Tupelo reporter
United Press Internationa/

TUPELO, Miss. [UPf] -
Charges were dropped
yesterday against a Mem-
phis newspaper reporter

who was arrested at a Ku
Klux Klan rally June 10

and charged with inciting a

riot, assaulting a

policeman and three other

offenses.

The two felony counts
and three misdemeanor
charges were dropped
after the reporter, Joseph
Shapiro of The Commer-
cial Appeal, and the
newspaper agreed not to

press any claims against

the City of Tupelo.

"Throughout the entire

course of this unpleasant

episode, The Comrrtercial

Appeal has subordinated

all other considerations to

two: vindicating Joe
Shapiro and continuing to

report fairly and fully the

news of Tupelo," said

Michael Grehl, editor of

the newspaper.

"Those objectives have

been accomplished as we
felt confident they would

be^" Grehl said

The arrest occurred,

Shapiro said, when he

tried to prevent a city

police officer in riot gear

from prodding a female

reporter photographer with

the butt of his ntle during

the rally in front of the

Tupelo courthouse.

Shapiro, who was held

for nearly two hours

before being bailed out by

the publisher of a Tupelo

weekly newspaper, claim-

ed police were harassing

him because of his in-

vestigation into police cor-

ruption and his coverage

of black demonstrations in

Tupelo.

The reporter said he was

covering the KKK rally

when David Ohmes, a

Glen Mary Home Mis-

sionary Society minister,

interrupted Imperial Wizard

Bill Wilkinson and

shouted, "You symbolize

hatred, yet you call

yourself Christians."

Shapiro said several

hooded Klansmen sur-

rounded Ohmes and
roughed him up, promp-
ting the 65 Tupelo
policenrten in full riot gear

to cock their rifles.

It was then that Shapiro

saw a policeman begin

striking Susan Pearson of

In These Times, a

Chicago-based nrtagazine,

as she attempted to

photograph the scuffle.

LUTHER
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Shapiro said he tried to

tell the officer that the

woman was a reporter, but

the policeman struck him
with a rifle butt. When
Shapiro photographed the

officer, he was arrested

and thrown into a police

van.

Police charged him with
conspiring with Qhmes to

start a not, assault on a

police officer, interfering

with the efforts of a police

officer to make an arrest,

resisting arrest and failure

to obey the command of

an officer.

Ohmes has been ex-

onerated by a judge on the

conspiracy to riot charge.

The agreement dropping

the charges against

Shapiro was signed by

Tupelo Mayor Clyde

Whitaker; police officers Al

Kelley and Charles Aron.

Shapiro and Thomas J.

Gardner III, city prosecutor

and assistant district at-

torney.

Letter-to-the-Editor
'Rock and Don't Think About Nothing Else

Many Black students have asked the

question this past week: Who is Betty

Carter? What kind of music does she

sing? There are many reasons why we as

a community are ignorant of this informa-

tion. The cultural apparatus of this coun-

try has conditioned us to support and
identify with certain musical styles and
has suppressed much of the progressive

aspects of our culture. It is no mistake

that we are hesitant to pay a meager
$3.00 to see one of the great singers of all

time. Because of the brainwashing and
conditioning that we have been subjected

to we will miss out on the Betty Carters

just as we missed out on Cannonball Ad-

derly, Rahsaan Roland Kirk, and Billie

Holiday. They all passed away
unrecognized by this generation.

It is important that we recognize that our

support of Chaka Khan, Rose Royce, and
Heatwave is offering support to a com-
mercial culture and a commercial music.

As black collge students we have a

responsibility to learn as much about the

progressive aspects of our culture as we
can. I know of no one who has sat

through a Betty Carter concert and not

have been impressed. It's strange that

one does not have to write an aricle en-

couraging persons to come to the upcom-

ing Battle of the D.J. s. The brainwashing
has been successful. Rock on and don't
think about nothing else.

Understand that at the height of the
Black Consciousness movement in the
1960's vye were given Shaft and Superfly

as cultural heroes to replace Malcolm X
and Martin Luther King. The same game
was played on our music with us being
presented with a computerized,
monotonous, dry music called disco.

Subsequently, many of us have begun to

act accordingly. I am not trying to force

students to like Betty Carter or her brand
of music, but I am encouraging you to

unshackle the chains that have been plac-

ed upon our brains and only allows us to

go from the bump to the freak to the

rock. We need to think more objectively

and critically. I wait for a dance called the

Liberation. I'll see you at the Battle of the

D.J.'s and hope to see you at the Betty

Carter concert. P.S. On Friday at 8:00 a

free concert featuring the Bill Saxton
Quintet will be held in the Student Union
Ballroom. Playing with Bill will be Hilton

Ruiz on piano, David Jackson on bass,

and the great Billy Hart on drums. During
intermission the South African film,

"Freedom Rising" will be shown with the

soundtrack by Gil-Scott Heron.

Stanley Kinard

Kirby
sentenced
LAS VEGAS (AP) -
Comedian George Kirby,

who said he got into sell-

ing narcotics to "catch up
on my bills," was sentenc-

ed yesterday to 20 years in

state prison on his guilty

plea to charges of traffick-

ing in cocaine and heroin.

"I'm embarrased and
ashamed," the 52year-old

standup comedian told the

judge. "A friend got me
into it. It was an op-
portunity to get some
money to catch up on my
bills. I am no trafficker in

drugs."

Kirby, who also faces a
10- year federal sentence
on his conviction earlier

this year for selling heroin

and possessing heroin for

sale, was taken into

custody after the sentenc-
ing.

Christensen, in imposing

the sentence, said, "I have
appreciated and enjoyed

very much the great talent

Mr. Kirby has. It could be
he has more intelligence

and talent than anyone
else in this courtroom."

False Promises
FALSE PROMISES/NOS ENGANARON

(We've been had)

The country's leading, if not its only,

company of dedicated political satirists,

the San Francisco Mime Troupe, will be

performing Sunday, December 3, at

Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m. This is the

troupe's first east coast tour since 1974.

The S.F.M.T. is not a troupe of silent

mimes. It is a highly vocal, and musical,

comic ensemble which has been perform-

ing free in the parks of the San Francisco

Bay area since 1962. The Troupe was last

seen in the east in a "straigfa" piece

Brecht's THE MOTHER (1974), and

before that in an original Obie award^

wipning satire, THE DRAGON LADY S

REVENGE (1972). The company combines'

an epic style learned from Brecht with its

own cartoon-melodrama comic style m its

current production, FALSE PRO-

MISES/NOS ENGANARON.

The bilingual title reflects the central

conflict of the play: whites and Mexicans

in a Colorado mining town try to unite

and fight for the 8-hour day in the at-

mosphere of inflamed racism that sur-

rounded the Spanish-American war.

This "splendid little war';, ostensibly

fought to liberate Cuba from Spam,

resulted in U.S. annexation of the

Phillipines, Guam, and Puerto Rico. It in-

volved a number of false promises: to the

island peoples, to American blacks, to

workers. The play shows why big men

made those promises, and what price lit-

tle people paid -and still pay-for believing

them.
FALSE PROMISES, seen here in a revis-

ed and tightened final version, was first

produced in 1976, when many political

theater companies delved into "people's

history" to counteract the official images

of the Bicentennial. Most of these groups

assembled their material into documen-

taries); the Minr>e Troupe distilled its

research into a full-blown dramatic work,

with music, whose characters -black,

Mexican, and white-and issues belong as

much to 1978 as to 1898

Performance is on Sunday, December 3

at 8 p.m. Tickets at 93.00 are on sale at

TIX in the Student Union and at the door.

By Bruimic Brandon, Jr

KKK on the rise
part two

By BOYD LEWIS
Pacific News Service

OKOLONA. /W/SS. -When the Ku Klux Klan resurface-

in its bedhseet battle regalia in Okolona, a northeastern

Mississippi farming community last sp'ring. Black civ I

rights leaders discarded the nonviolent tactics c' i.lort.

Luther King, Jr. and began returning buUet for bullet.

Scores of shooting incidents and boatings invoivin j

both blacks and whites have flared in Okolona since loc,t

February, when marches, rallies and boycotts of mer

chants and the local high school were called to protest

charges of police brutality and job discrimination. Mar-

ches organized last summer by a relatively new move-

ment group called the United League o* Mississippi were

followed or confronted by Ktan rallies In Tupelo, 20

miles to the north, both sides, heavily armed, actually

. marched from opposing sides of a downtown street into

one another without incident at a Labor Day confronta-

tion.

In Okolona though, a siege mentality is as real as the

metal fence around Okolona High School, closed and

locked each school day to keep the gun bearing

Klansmen and United Leaguers off campus.

"If any person fires upon us, we aren't going to tuck

our tails and run," says the aptly named Dr. Howard

Gunn, Okolona organizer for the United League. "We're

going to retaliate with every available resource we have..

If any person ever fires upon any black person in this

' community, we're going to blow their doggone head

off."

Dr. Gunn made that statement the night of Oct. 18 at a

rural church some 10 miles south of Okolona after a

carload of whites had fired on Donald Pack, a black

bricklayer and Leon Lowery, a black filling station

operator, on U.S. Highway 45. The 100 or so persons

who had gathered to hear a progress report on the

school boycott knew Dr. Gunn was not engaged in mere

rhetorical flourish.

Only a few weeks earlier he was in his station wagon
with his son and friends when a group of Klansmen

opened fire with shotguns and pistols. Dr. Gunn fired

back and an estimated 100 rounds were exchanged.

Miraculously, there was only one casualty, a white

teenager treated and released at the county hospital.

Dr. Gunn, a minister, said a pattern has emerged in re-

cent months of Klansmen following League
demonstrators wherever they appear. Similar Klan tactics

were reported this fall at Cullman, Ala. where rallies were

staged for Tommy Lee Hines, a retarded black man on

trial before an all white jury for the alleged rape of a

white woman.
Skip Robinson, the director of the United League of

Mississippi, believes these clashes are signaling the end

of the nonviolent civil rights movement. "We still believe

very deeply in what Dr. King meant when he said that

love and understanding can overcome hats and killing.

But we don't feel he meant that we should be cowards.

"If the Klan moves into my neighborhood and shoots at

my neighbor, shoots into my house, I'm not going to fall

on my knees and say '0 Lord, stop him.' God stops man
through man.
"If the Klan shoots into my home, if I do anything I'm

going to say 'O Lord, help me to aim straight.'"

Skip Robinson is seen as the 'outside agitator' in

Okolona and Doctor Gunn is perceived as a malcontent

by many of the town's whites, especially the merchants

who have been suffering significant economic damage as

a result of the black boycott.

Most white Okblonans refused to be interviewed, but

one resident who would talk was Rev. Claude Johnson,

pastor of the town's First United Methodist Church. A
large black circle marks the site of a Klan cross burning

on the church's front lawn.
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Black Affairs

Well, I hope that you've already got your

tickets to the FA. (2. performance of "The
Wiz." They went on sale Monday and by

Tuesday I was told that they were sold out.

Those who have those precious tickets

should find the show a pleasurable ex-

perience. Also on the up and coming slate

is Betty Carter performing at the F.A.C. on

Nov. 30th. Ms. Carter is an accomplished

vocalist and delivers an impressive stage

performance. This should be an addition to

everyone's social calendar.

The biggest news of the last couple of

weeks is the emergence of Third World's

"Now That We Have Love" as a hit on the

Soul, Disco and Progressive fronts. This

distinctly reggae reworking of the Gamble

and Huff classic (done previously by the

Jays) has caught on with its unique flavor

providing the hook. Third World has come
up with just about the finest blend of

reggae and soul yet, by crossing oul's

harmonies with reggae's earthborn beat.

The percussion is driving but sharp with

some cute guitar chops thrown in. With

broad acceptance on all fronts, it seems

that nothing's holding this one back.

Speaking of Reggae, Bob Marley has put

his 78 tour on record. It's entitled "Babylon

On A Bus" and like Third World's 12" disc

it's on Island Records. The music is inspired

as Marley is angered, passionate, warm,

scolding and pleading whenever ap-

propriate to bring the emotions across.

Included in the set are "Kinky Reggae," "Is

This Love" and "Punky Reggae Party"

High Notes

which up until this release was unavailable

on a U.S. label. Beforehand, it was
available as a 12" single on Mango records

as an import. Also, Marley didn't perform

the song in any of his Massachusetts
performances.

Aside fromt he emotive and playful

material he engages, Marley also digs into

his Psalmic sphere as shown in "Positive

VJbrations" anad "Exodus." He preaches
here as if to assert his vow to never drop his

principles.

Marley parties, preaches and punches
where and when he sees fit. By showing all

his sides in this respect, the LP is a worthy
preservation of a Marley concert. He holds

class with 'Positive Vibration," calls recess

with "Jammin", then sets the pace for
extra-curricular ciciiviiit$:> vvmi ib mis
Love." Everything is there including the

truly beautiful background vocals of the

delightful I Threes.

If there's a better piece of funk out there

than Gonzalez' "Just Let It Lay" I haven't

heard it yet. No frills and all excitement, the

song is a high energy groover that starts

out tough and goes nowhere but up from
there. I'm spinning the 23" disco disc, but

the cut is available on their Capitol records

LP, "Shipwrecked" along with their pop-
disco flavored hit, "Haven't Stopped
Dancing Yet " The latter, by the way, has

been a rather successful (if not too quiet)

import for a year and then some.

On a more local scene, Boston's Johnson
Brothers are soon to release a new single,

"Burning Fire." The advance copies show
good potential and the cut is about to go
into the remixing stages and I think it'll

come out about as hot as the name implies.

Slide Hampton, appeared with the All Stars, and the University "Jazz"

Workshop at the Fine Arts Center recently. (Photo by Ed Cohen)

Announcements ""<*« "«'"''

Notice!!!
Drum Magazine has extended it deadline

to Friday, Dec. 1. Anyone interested should

submit articles to room 115 in the New
Africa House up to 12 midnight.

The San Francisco

Mime Troupe

The San Francisco Mime Troupe, one of

the country's leading political satirists will

be performing at Bowker Auditorium on
Sunday December 3, at 8 p.m. The troupe
will be performing a play called "False Pro-

mises." See news story on page 4.

Cultural night

ChristmasGlasses
Purchase a medium or

lar^ size serving of Coca-Cola
rar 59C: and keep the glass.

Ahora will present a "Cultural Night" Fri-

day, Dec. 1, at 8 p.m. in Goodell. The even-

ing will feature two films, one titled "The
Life of Julia be Burgos" a film about the life

of a Puerto Rican poet and a film about the

situation in Guatemala titled "My Country

Occupied." After the films Prof. Michael

Best, an economics professor at the

University, will speak on Guatemala. The
last event will be a performance by Ricardo

Zayas and his Conjunta Tipico, a musical

group. There is no admission charge.

Hilda Harris, the leading mezzano-
soprano with New York City Opera will ap-

pear in Bezanson Recital Hall in the Fine

Arts Center Dec. 7th at 8p.m. Please con-

tact the Fine Arts Council for free tickets

and more information.

Please make a note

The Commuter Office is interested in

rtolding a meeting of groups and organiza-

tions that are involved in political and social

action work.

The time and place has been CHANGED
to Nov. 30 at 5:30 p.m. in CC 174.

War
has been declared

The Battle of the D. J's will be jumpin' off

Saturday, Dec. 2 from 9 p.m. to 5 a.m. in the

Annex of Valentine Hall, Amherst College.

D'J's from the greater New England area will

be there. This event is a charitable benefit

sponsored by the Straight Ahead Executive

Committee of Amherst College. Come on
out and jam.

For further information, call (413) 542-23K
(2384)

LS.

M^

Collect
forChristmassifts.

Available at

the Coffee Shop^ the Hatch^

or the Blue Wall Cafeteria
ficg(^

^^ fashion Accesso^^^

Functional, of course— but more
important, our combs, barrettes,

headbands, and bobbies are beautiful

fashion accents. Classic tortoise-

shell designs, luminous enamels, rich

and subtle solids. A fine gift idea.

1.25-6.00.

A Store-full of Ideas

(Next to the Pbsl Of I ice

Downtown Amherst
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Grads offer last program
Students in humanities, fine arts, education, and social

«nd behavioral sciences are invited to the last session of the

Alumni Skills Bank Program tonight at 8 in Campus Center
coom917.
The program, sponsored by the Placement Office and the

Alumni Office, is designed th help students join the job

market through contact with UMass alumni successful in

ttteir field.

The six alumni participating in tonight's program are

Mickey Harris, American Telephone and Telegraph; Bob
Dalimeyer, United Technologies; Peter Chisolm, Secretary
of State's Office; Albert J. Sweeney, Boston Police Depart
ment; Rick Moriarty, The Provident Institute; and Stan
Smith, New England Telephone.
The evening will consist of a panel discussion followed by

irformal discussion when beer, wine and cheese will be
served.

ELLEN DAVIS

Puffton cars viofated
A rash of reports of vandalism against cars parked at the

Puffton Village apartrr>ent complex was received by Amherst
Police this week.
On Monday and Tuesday, there were 16 reports of scrat

ched windshields ar>d a broken one. Twelve such reports

were reported during the weekend, and four more on Mon
day.
A desk officer said no more calls had been logged as of 8

p.m. last night.

Police said a sharp object had been used but no other in

formation was available.

/funning - a show to topic

tf you've ever wondered what it would be like to run cross-

country -literally wonder no longer, Alan Tardy will be

speaking and showing slides on his cross-country run

1 hursday night at the Amherst Regional High school.

This past summer. Tardy ran from San Francisco to his

home in Florence. Mass., raising money to fight a child-

onppling disease called Spina Bifida. He later retraced his

route in a car in order to gather materials and slides for a

book he plans to write Tardy says he ran more than 60

miles some days.

The free program, beginning at 8 p.m., is sponsored by

the Amherst branch of the Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic

Club

GIVE A T-SHIRT FOR
CHRISTMAS

Choose from Thob, Glebe,

Mr. Igloo, Benb, Gerald,

Mr. Onion, Mr. Deadhead
$3.75 postpaid

T-SHIRT

42M Southwood

Amherst, Mass. 01002

state size, color (or two)

;^&

Suqdaes
We make the best, most delitious

Hot Fodge Sundaes at Baskin-Robbins.

Our creamy vonillo ire crerim is richer

our Hot Fudge sau< e ts rh.tolafe-ief,

our chopped olmorHs ntf cunch-Mfr?

Don t forget to tciV^- in.

of \nn of our special Boir P i:

Hoi Fudge Souce with your itt creom "»^^

BASKIN-ROBBINS ^

~

ICE CREAM STORES
2BMAIN ST ,

AMHERST MA 253 9?W

TOWN MALL BUS STOP.

BN and BNRD RTS.

Will UMass Become a Second-Class Alternative to Private Schools...

or

WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF PUBLIC
HIGHER EDUCATION IN

MASSACHUSETTS?

"Public Higher Education at the Crossroads"
an educational forum/panel discussion on the directions and trends in Public Higher Education.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2, 10 A.M.
BARTLETT AUDITORIUM, UMASS

Speakers: Joan B. Pinck, Asst. Sec. of Educational Affairs

Prof. Paul Puryear, Univ. of Mass.

Bruce Laurie, Faculty, Univ. of Mass.

and others

V

Sponsored by: STUDENTS UNITED FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION

THEfiftCTS:
1 HUNDREDS OF

THOUSANDS OF WOMEN
USE ENCARE OVALT.

Encare Oval ' was introduced to Ameri-

can doctors in Noverr^ber 1977 Almost

immediately, it attracted widespread phy-

sician and patient attention

Today. Encare Oval is being used by

hundreds of thousands of women, and

users surveyed report overwhelming sat-

isfaction Women using Encare Oval say

they find it an answer to their problems

with the pill. lUD's. diaphragms, and aero-

2
sol-foams

EFFECTIVENESS
ESTABLISHED IN

CLINICAL TESTS.
Encare Oval " was subjected to one of the

most rigorous tests ever conducted for a

vaginal contraceptive Results were

excellent—showing that Encare Oval

provides consistent and extremely high

sperm-killing protection This recent US.
report supports earlier studies in Euro-

pean laboratories and clinics

Each Encare Oval insert contains a pre-

cise, premeasured dose of the potent,

.

sperm-killing agent nonoxynol 9 Once
properly inserted, Encare Oval melts and

gently effervesces, dispersing the sperm-

killing agent within the vagina.

The success of any contraceptive

method depends on consistent and
accurate use Encare Oval" is so conve-

nient you won't be tempted to forget it.

And so simple to insert, it's hard to make
a mistake.

If pregnancy poses a special risk for you,

your contraceptive method should be se-

lected after consultation with your doctor.

4

of cases, however, burning or irntation

has been experienced by either or both

partners If this occurs, use should be

discontinued .

EASIER TO INSERT
THAN A TAMPON.

The Encare Oval' is smooth and small, sc

It inserts quickly and easily—without an

applicator Theres none of the bother of

aerosol foams and diaphragms No
device inside you No pill to remember
every day Simply use as directed when
you need protection

You can buy Encare Oval whenever you

need it . . its available without a prescrip-

tion And each Encare Oval is individ-

ually wrapped to fit discreetly into your

pocket or purse

5 BECAUSE ENCARE OVAL
IS INSERTED IN ADVANCE,
ITWONT INTERRUPT
LOVEMAKING.

Since there's no mess or bother Encare

Oval gives you a measure of freedom

many contraceptives can't match.

The hormone-free Encare Oval Safer for

your system than the pill or lUD Neater

and simpler than traditional vaginal con-

traceptives So effective and easy to use

that hundreds of thousands have already

found it—quite simply—the preferred

contraceptive.

S 1978 Eaton-M«rz LaboratoriM, Inc.

Norwich, New York 13815 ea i6i7

%Av(f/#iMi cunfMt:nuU\

3 NO HORMONAL
SIDE EFFECTS.

Encare Oval ' is free of hormones, so it

cannot create hormone-related health

problems— like strokes and heart

attacks—that have been linked to the pill.

And, there is no hormonal disruption of

your menstrual cycle

fvlost people find Encare

Oval completely satisfac-

tory In a limited number

Encare
Ovalv

Vaginal contraceptive

lof prtventton of pregnancy

The most talked
aboutcontraceptive

since ttie pllL
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BT'^^'J
With this valuable coupon A^E I :

/^

(SkOl:liM]^'^
,Tn^

With this valuable coupon

l^on a 10 or
Larger Purchas

Umit One Coupon Per Fanuly Good Nov 26- AP-2 650Witti a '5" or Larger M«at purchase

•XrWwW^ ^-'^^'^^"^^^^^^^^^^ ^-'^^ Jp :r ^ ^ Amh,rst''r>>g;trump,on A.P S..«. Only ^^jg/ C
|

I WHOLESALFbEEF SALE! J
Beef Chuck.Whole

BONELESS
CHUCK ROLLS

18 to 20

LB AVG I
49

lb.

CUSTOM CUT TO ORDER . BEEF RIBS, OVEN READY

WHOLE RIBS SHORT CUT

Beef Round, Whole

BONELESS $169
TOP ROUNDS I

\U^|ALliV AbP SlO'. •<.!>< M «p.< ,'<• .Dv '>iM.. t* I'M* .'1

OF BEEF
20to25lb.-avg-

$89

A&P COUNTRY FARM PORK SALE!

AVAILABLE AT STORES
W SERVICE DELIS

SltCEO' lbPastrami

Genoa Salami I'lcS-

Macaroni Salad mIm

Club Garden Salad m'w

Stuffed Peppers «"*'

^((( Jane Parker Bakery )

*1.99

'1.59

lb 59'

lb 89^

'1.49

Rib Side or e^^^U TO 17 LI AVG . 9fl'7Q
WHOLE ^ORKI^''
LOINS I lb.

$139
1

pork loin,

SIRLOIN
SIDE lb

PORK LOIN RIB END BONELESS

Pork Roasts
A&R BRAND

f^^,tcf\
Sauerkraut 2 p., 69
BOSTON BLADE ROAST (SLICED $1 39 LB )

V^Fresh Pork ButtsT ib'1
^^

,1
79

Center Cut

RIB PORK
CHOPS

$169
I lb.

Center Cut

LOIN PORK
CHOPS

S179
I lb.

CHOPS Loin

$|49

Pork Lom
FULL 7 Rll PORTION

BLADE
ROASTS

I lb.

RIB ROAST
7th & 8th Ribs

large

end

$199
I lb.

iBEEF m. OV?NRE ADY TjHl!jRLYTrR"5T ThM .^.^
Short Cut Rib Roasts™" lo Z*1

iBtEFRlBS spi9J

Pork Loin,

ilBLOIN s...

ROASTS p°">"

PORK LOIN WHOLE

Country Style Ribs

^RK LOIN LEAN 4 MEATY

PorK Back Ribs

FRESH SMALL SIZE

Pork Spare Ribs

$119
I lb

$129
lb.

It,
'139

j39
lb

Bone-In Rib Steaks ^„ ib

IBEEFRIBBONELESS-FORMERLVOELMONICO $099;
[Bone[ess Rib_Eve_SteakSjb_vr;J
HOTo'SATrr" your"" S-<79

*

Italian Sausage CHOICE it I

POL SKA BEEF or SMOKED $^69
Hillshire Polish Sausageib I

ALL VARIETIES 3 oz Af\c
A&P Sliced Meats P^g 4y
BEEF Of MEAT Mt, S^39
A&P Sliced Bologna pkg I

VLB PACKAGE SH49
Ann Page Sliced Bacon 1
A&PBEEFFRANKS-1LB PKG $119 Mt, j

A&P Meat Franks pkg 109

Fresh Baked

ENGLISH
MUFFBNS

pkgs

ot679

Jane Parker -Sliced

WHITE
BREAD

3 r I
Jane Parker -Cracked or 100% Whole

WHEAT BREAD
16 Oi Si

YOU II DO Better with ASPS FRUITS & VECBTABLES)y)

\U S NO. 1-SIZE A'-ALL PURPOSE-WHITE-EASTERN

P0TATOES1P7Q
Ley Florida-125 Size , -,**, Fresh-Crisp-Lettuce Ug ^m ^^^^

CAPN JOHNS QUICK FROZEN

Shrimp Cocktail
BATTER DIPPED QUICK FROZEN

A&P Fish Portions
WHITE &FLAKEY QUICK FROZEN

Turbot Fillets
AVAIL WED -SAT -FRESH

Haddock Fillets

i4oz
\ lars

1202 s-129
pkg

Ib

5-|69

5-149

s-|99

Juicy

ORANGES

10 I

cf

All Var Shampoo

BODY
ON TAP

$^09
1

ALL PURPOSE-YELLOW

ONIONS
Medium 1^^ fe|

¥"^,1.
i^y

ROMAINE

49*

\_ Size 12 lb.

30 ct

pHg

10' off Label

COLGATE
TOOTHPASTE

C
5oz
tube

8 01

coni

10 CI %t

7 0Z

cont _
Cream & Cocoa Butter

PONDS LOTION
Gillette Refill

ATRA BLADES
A4P Men's 9-15 or Boy's 7-11 Sizes

TUBE SOCKS
100 Free Stamps w/Coupon

G.E. BULBSieO 75 100W) ^1*8
50 Free Stamps w/Coupon-A4P Cosmetic

COTTON PUFFS 2c.'S?J
100 Free Stamps w/Coupon , . -»«

CAREFREE s^ ^,""^^9

A4P Personal i-i ^^^
DEODORANTS '"' 69

79
99'

219

pair f ^
092

1

1

COLLEGE INN

Chicken

Broth
4' 13% orI

cans

US NO. 1-2'. 'MIN

APPLES
• Mac Of 9
• Cortland lb. bag

'BETTY CROCKER-ASST VAR.

Cake
Hlxet

Daily-Mixed

WILD BIRD SEED

GOLDEN RIPE
YELLOW
BANANAS

5-lb

pkg 99'

19c Ib.

ALLaAVORS

Hawaiian
Puncffi

46 QZ
can49

18Vj oz.

pkg. 59
ELBOW MAC . REG. or THM

UNielieri

Spaghetti
3-lb

box99

ALL ©"IDS

Savarin

coffee
grkngianT""

Niblets

1

can'I
99

512 0Z. 1
cans

T PEAS 3-17 oz cans »1

FROZEN FAVORITES

All Flavors

SEALTEST
ICE CREAM

$fl29
I

half

gallon

carton | can

Five Varieties-Side Dishes

STOUFFERS
Rhodes

BREAD DOUGH
Seabrook-3 Varieties

VEGETABLES
Howard Johnson s

MAC and CHEESE
12 Pack -Cheese

JENO'S PIZZA

Minute Maid

ORANGE
JUICE

C
12 oz69

l8oz 7Qe
pkg. f 5/

19oz VQe
pkg '57

24 0ZS419

DOMINO SUGAR 5 lbs. 99c
UAWTVFAIR ^-. ANN PAGE-POURABLE-ITALIAN OR rtf\i

Bath Sues 6 ^:r 99c French Dressing '.?,' 39
100 FREE STAMPS W/COUPON

Calo Cat Food
COOKS-TOMATO

Ketchup
JANE PARKER-LIGHT

Fruit Cake

314o^ H
r.- lb S

pkg

BETTY CROCKER-READY TO SPREAD ^*jc
Frostings "cfyy
BAKED PEA *^> AQ'
B&M Beans "" HIJ

CHOCOLATE COVERED
soi CO'

Ann Page Thin Mints pi.o oy

DELICIOUS

C & C Cola
•'lOO FREE STAMPS W/COUPON

Mac & Cheese 'iS"
ANN PAGE

Spaghetti Sauce
50 FREE STAMPS »»/ COUPON

Saran Wrap

>i;oi
/cans

7. 01

79^

'1

99^

69'

Indiv Wrap Slices

CHED-0-
BIT CHEESE

C
12 oz

pkg

A4P Sharp or Ext Sh

CHEDDAR
CHEESE
$189

Wisconsin

WhiK lb.

A&P-Random Weight

COLBY CHEESE
Breakstone

RICOTTA CHEESE
Sealtest-Light & Lively

YOGURT
50 Free Stamps w/Coupon-Axelrod ^ggz

SOUR CREAM :il com

99
,b'1^

99^16 oz

cont

380Z QQC
contsO?/

SUPER SAVINGS SPECIAL

with One FiHk) Super Sjvingi Booklel

DECORATOR

CORONET
TOWELS

[ji

125

cf

SUPER SAVINGS SPECIAL

LAND-0-LAKES
MARGARINE

with On« FlltM Si(ifr Sav.nqs BoekWI

QUARTERS

I

SUPER SAVINGS SPECIAL

Wim One Tiind 5tip«i Ssvuigs Booklti

BREAKFAST CEREAL

KELLOGG'S
CORN FLAKES

SUPER SAVINGS COUPON

50
FREE

With The Purchase 01 3 Cans ot

COLO BOND
STAMPS i

•ISCOMMn

FREE
COLD BONO
STAMPS
•(IOCoW»n

tend

FOR YOUR PET

CALO
CAT FOOD

SUPER SAVINGS COUPON

FREE
COLD BOND
STAMPS ,

•(WCOtdM/
tanti

With The Purchase ot ICanot

LESTOIL

RUG
SHAMPOO

FREE
COLD BOND
STAMPS

,

With The Purchase ol 1 Pkg ot

CAREFREE

19 oz call

Limj' Om Coupon Pir Family

Valid Nov ?6 Oec ? 197!

SUPER SAVINGS COUPON

50*
FREE

^COLD BOND
STAMPS
•iSCotMn

t»n»i

.

I.
SUPER SAVINGS COUPON

I

With The Purchase ot 1 Pkq of

A&P AUTO

DISHWASHER
DETERGENT

50 02 pkg

50
FREE

COLO BOND
STAMPS
•HCoW«n

With The Piirrhase ol 1 Roll ol

CLEAR FOOD WRAP

SARAN
WRAP

50 tt roll

timi* OntCO'ioof ^» family

9^
^^ ^ Ik ^

limit Ont Coupon "tr Fimil,

VllKlNc. ?6 D« ?
!•»•

l-iLL^!

I'

•IIOCOHISfl
t«n«i

PANTY
SHIELDS

WITH ONION

AXELROD
SOUR CREAM ,_^._

16 02 cont I^^^^V 25 02

SUPER SAVINGS COUPON

CSMtT
Wilh The Purchase ot 1 Can ol *'

PERK OR AUTO DRIP

MELLOW
roast;;/

Cotfee & grain beverage

48 ct pkg

Limii Oiw Coupon Per Fjmily

SUPER SAVINGS COUPON

With ' *ie Purchase ol 4 Pkgs

GOLDEN GRAIN

MACARONI
& CHEESE

"'4 o: pkgs

Limit On« Coupon <^' family

OLD BONO
STAMPS
•nocoldcn i

t»IMI

With the Purchase ol 1 Pkg of

60-75 or 100 WATT

l iFTMi Off Coupon Pff Famdv
V^llC Nov ?6 D»c ? '9'

8

OLD BONO
STAMPS i

•incotMn
t»nii J

G.E.

LIGHT BULBS
pkg of 4

Vai'd'^nv ?6 Oft ? iSi'B

FREE
OLD BOND
STAMPS^
•i»C««<»*n

tens' 1

With The Purchase of 2 Pkgs

A&P COTTON

COSMETIC
PUFFS
300 ct pkgs

of

I imit Ont Cotipfin P|' f .»inilv

T8f i vliiOHn. <'fi Ok 2 19

!fimrL"flM€RUNlfS<;CI>»tHWlSf WJT>-" *roe«f.CI T<P'jijh»CHlCAi. EHROfii, l^lWSFut-0. .. I'J
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Collegian
Notices

The printing of notices is d service pm
vided by the Collegian ^ased on space
available for a specific date of publication
Therefore on any one day we cannot
guarantee the printing of notices

Paralegal For Communications And
Outreach and Special Projects- the

LSD seeks one academic intern for spring

1979. Full or part time to work on outreach
community education and vanous special

projects. Persons interested should have
strong skills and interests in oral and writ-

ten communications and be well organi/ed
Interested applicants should contact LSO
922 CC, 545 1995 and the Office of Intern

ships in Goodell

African Student a meeting of great im

portance to African students on this cam
pus will be held Friday, Dec. 1 at 6:30 p m.

in Room 917 CC More info, from John at

546 5524. ^
Ski Patrol meeting Thursday at 800
p.m., CC 168 All raffle tickets sold or un
sold must be turned in by 8 00.

Notice - Hampshire foil, vie Gay Caucus is

spotiboriny a disco on Satuiday. Dec. 2 at

9:.W until, in the Hampshire College fin-
ing Commons. Admission is $1 00.

Greeks -Candy Cane day is comir^l
Watch the Collegian for more info

"Jail Singer" — rescheduled to Monday,
Dec. 4 at 8:00 p.m. in Thompson 104.

Paralegal interns Wanted! -the Legal
Services Office has 8 positions available for

full time paralegal interns 'for spring
semester. You can receive up to 15 credits
from the Office of Internships located at

Goodell These internships will provide ex
citing challenging and rejfl^arding work
which will include the learning of many
legal skills. Interviewing clients legal

research and maintaining a continuing case
load under the supervision of attorneys.
Third World students are especially en
rouraged to apply. Applications due Dec
1 1978

Notice be suie to wi uside Wt'dnusdjy
to attend the UMass Folk Concert in Hamp
den Student Center in Southwest It starts

at 8:30 p.m., features some of the finest

musical talent in the Area, and it's free!

Don't miss it Wednesday, Nov. 29

Notice- UPC Publicity Committee: there
is a meeting at 5:00 p.m

,
Wednesday,

Nov. 29 in the office. Don't be late!

>

Notice- Kate Millet, Feminist author of

"Sexual Politics" will be speaking on
"Women Writers " on Monday, Dec. 4 at

8:00 p.m. SUB - free of charge.

Coffeehouse -skilled talent wanted for

Coolidge Upper Coffeehouse, Dec. 10. For
further info, call Diane at 546 8137.
Amateur and unusual acts welcome.

Notice -tyviflincj tryouts will be Wednes
day Of Thursday of this week, cuntar? Judy
546 6496, 1 min. routine required.

FCSCB Meting -the 5 Collecje Student
Coordinating Board will hold a rneetiny

Tuesday, Dec. 5 at 7:30 p.m., room 804 CC
all invited.

Florida Intersession! — ride with the Bicy-

cle Club in Florida this intersession. Cost is

about $200 for three weeks. For more info,

come to the Bicycle Club meeting this

Wednesday at 7:00 p.m in DD room 804.

Selected slites from previous trips .will be
shown. All are invited!

WHY ISTHIS RACE
DRIVER GRINNING?

Notice -UMass Rugby Club - meeting
Thursday, Nov. 30 at'8;00 p.m. CC

It's Your Campus Center! -Get your $79
worth. Join the CC Board of Governors.
Committees deal with food services,

finances, space allocation and others. Call

5 0194 or 5 0198 for more info.

FOR

I

BOOZE
&

BEER
C&C LIQUORS

THE FRIENDLIEST STORE IN TOWN

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091
FREE DELIVERY

(

jMEET THE PREZil
UMass President David Knapp will

be making his first public appearance
before students.

Wednesday
Nov.29at 7:00 pnJ

in room 163

Campus Center
|

u

S3

mi
<

i

QU

I

He will be delivering a short speech

! followed by an. open question period

I

^^^"i*(» ^(?ssp^

I
J

Some say it's because he

save up a promising film

career to head up the

Budweiser Racins Team!

But the real reason is that

he just likes to win. And he
• did plenty of that this past

season in a pair of

Budweiser-sponsored, Bob

Sharp-prepared Datsun •

race cars.

Fifteen races; Twelve wins!

On the pole eight times!

Three track records!

And in the SCCA National

ChampionshiDS at Road

Atlanta, ne took a second

place in his GProduction

Datsun 280-Z . . and a third

in the B-Sedan category with

his Datsun 200-SX.

Naturally we congratulate

him for his suoer season

and wish him even greater

success in 79.

From your friends

at Budweiser

For a 2 x3 color poster ot trie Budweiser Datsun

m action send S3 S>0 checK M O to
-,cQ.r

Bob S°arp Racng tnc 021 Sou-h S- D.r,t,.-v ^
nf.fi C
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To The Editor:
GATE committee

replies to article

To the Editor:

A \Aeek ago the staff of the Course
and Teacher valuation guide replied to

many questions raised by the publica
lion of the most recent guide in a
general way Since then it has become
necessary to reply more specifically.

The article in the beginning of the

book concerning outside consultations

by UMass faculty contained specific

allegations against professor Fergis

Clydesdale of the Food Science Depart-
ment which were false The article was
writter) in an attempt to show that con-
flicts of interest may exist when faculty

members work for some corporations.

This IS undoubtedly true at UMass and
at many other schools.

This commentary, however, quotes a

man named Rosenthal as writing an
unflattenng report accusing Clydesdale

and a colleague. Professor Labuia. of

conflict of interest. Rosenthal has since

retracted the report. The story in CATE
was obviously poorly researched and
unbalanced. Professor Clydesdale has
continually shown his commitment to

students here at UMass and hardly

deserves to be attacked in a student

publication. As editors of CATE next

semester we commit ourselves to

publishing a more fair and more useful

guide.

Mark Flaherty
David Aron

Academic Affairs Committee

Bus manners

bad for children

To the Editor:

It was Wednesday afternoon and I was
on the bus headed for campus. There

was nothing unusual about the bus ride

\in fact. I commented to myself how
well the driver took that impossible cor-

ner at the lights on J 16]. All went
smoothly until we came to the School
of Ed stop. A little boy about 10 years

old was walking the same direction the

bus was headed. The bus stopped to let

someone off and the little boy ran the

20 feet or so to get on. The bus driver

didn't acknowledge him and opened the

rear door only, while the boy stood at

the front door waiting. The rear door
closed and off we went, leaving the boy
behind I was shocked. The little boy,

who then turned into an adult gave
the finger to the driver.

Now I realize that children not ac-

companied by an adult cannot ride the

bus, but many drivers let lone children

get on. My gripe is not with the rule of
the bus company, it is with this par-

ticular driver. Since when are children

invisible? Since when do children not
have any feelings? Would he have ig-

nored an adult or I // the hat fits. ..\ a
fellow student? Couldn't he have ex-

plained the bus rule to the child? Not
being acknowledged is a slap in the face

at any age

Children imitate what they see. Un
fortunately, they grow up like us.

Lori Dolloff
Sunderland

SURE to hold

educational forum

To the Editor:

On December 2 at 10:00 a.m. in Bartlett

Auditorium, SUPE is sponsoring a con-

ference entitled "Public Education at the

Crossroads. " This conference comes at a
time when many vital issues are at hand,

here at UMass and throughout all public

colleges and universities statewide. At
UMass in particular oversubscribed
classes have resulted in students being
unable to meet their graduation re-

quirements. Also the physical condition

of the university is deteriorating to such
an extent that it will take millions of

dollars to bring it up to par. The threaten-

ed out-of state tuition increases serves as

a prelude to increase in -state tuition far

ther down the line. Statewide, public

money flows to private schools, budgets

tor (ill state universities und colleges are

cut and reorganization looms on the

horizon. Some plans suggested would
dismantle public higher education
through vocationalization and regionaliza-

tion as well as the elimination of the

liberal arts Many forces outside of the

university are trying to make this discus-

sion a "necessity.

"

How severe is the state's fiscal crisis?

What about the proposition 13 "tax

revolt" and Ed King? The state govern-
ment IS renegging on its committment to

public higher education It will take

massive political pressure to make them
meet their responsibilities to the elec

torate they allegedly serve.

Before we can act to halt the attacks on
public higher education we must unders-

tand the immediate issues that are facing

us and the interrelatedness of those

issues. We must also analyze the entire

political situation of this state.

SUPE IS sponsoring an educational

forum to do just this. It will consist of

presentations from varying political

perspectives on crucial issues as well as

discussions and workshops. We think

that with an understanding of the issues

plaguing public higher education, people

can enchance their ability to effect

positive and progressive change. We urge

all members of the UMass community to

attend this conference.

Ha O'Brien
Willibm Bluestein

Column insensitive

about Japanese

To the Editor:

This is quite late but that wasn't

enough'of an excuse to not write at all.

Regarding Mark Wilding's column of

two weeks jgo, it wasn't particularly

memorable except for its general lack of

dignity and its disturbing use of images

and comparisons, such as the

beleaguered American dollar portrayed

as a silly and helpless, old and faded

[and therefore devalued?] woman
whose color was like that on those "Jap

TV sets made by starving Formosans. .

.

"

Very tough-guy chic but I need more
stereotypes danced before rrvy eyes like

I need to see the word "Jap" printed up
in such blithe fashion, considering how
it does tend to clutter up a page with so

many fun thoughts and pictures

{Relocation, the 442nd, citizenship...];

like I need to see more eminently wor-

thwhile columns like this one.

Esther Shimazu

RSB does

more than talk

To the Editor:

Mr. Cain's letter last week in the Col-
legian telling the Revolutionary Student
Bngade (RSB) to do "something con-
structive or shut up" was quite a shock to

me. I believe that he expressed a
legitimate concern that is no doubt
shared by others on this campus when he
asked, why is the RSB "telling us how
awful the world is" and what can they or

anyone else do to constructively change
It?

I don't think that it is difficult to see

that there are many problems in the world

today and that these problems- will not

disappear by themselves. These problems
are not just something we label as things

that are bad; they are not some abstract

evils that must be done away with by
wishing and thinking good. . These pro-

blems are very real, to very real people. In

the United States the richest country on
earth, millions of very real people face the

problem of unemployment. In the United

States, the freest country on earth,

millions of people are discriminated

against. In the United States, land of

plenty, millions of people have nothing

but crime and inadequate health care.

These and other problems are not any
one individual's problems alone. They are

social problems that can only be resolved

by social action.

However, the reality of this situation

does not offer us the solutions with which
we can Change the world for the better

The system offers us little room to be

constructive First they tell us that You
can't fight city hall, " "You are only one
person, " "every man for himself. " This

kind of thinking does not promote the
fact that constructive change in this
country has comt about only through the
struggle that people wage in a united way
against the rulers who control the country
we live in.

The right to unionize in this country, to

maintain some kind of protection for the
workers who really make this country run,

was not a gift from those capitalists intent

on maximizing profits during the in

dustrial revolution, though this is what
we're taught in school. The right to

unionize was fought for and won by the

marchers, boycotts and sitdown strikes of

the 1930's.

The point at Kent State, last year, that

you seemed to have missed was that they
were trying to bury the united effort of
another generation of Arrwricans that had
in fact helped to end the U. S. role in the

unjust war in Vietnam.

What are the "construcive" ways of
change that are offered us? We can
become busiryess people and try to

change the rip-off corporations from
within. More likely they'll change us; after

a/I, the corporate heads have been mak-
ing a fortune by having things just the

way they are for many years. Many of us
think that education is the way to change
the world. Then we get out of school,

can't find a job teachiryg, and if we do,

there is one road block after another. The
schools are underfunded, understaffed,

and often times we can't teach the things

we want to.

What other ways does the system offer

us constructive avenues to effect fun-

damental change? The answer is that it

doesn't, that it cannot risk it. The RSB
does not just scream and shout because
we wart something to do. We are
students like yourself who see the pro-

blems in society, and feel that they are
deeply woven into the fabric of our socie-

ty - capitalism. We are trying to identify

the nature of our problems and offer a dif-

ferent solution to people than you usually

get. We want to work with other students
that want to do something right now
about the problems we face. During the
three years that Mr. Cain sat in his dorm
room we've had check cashing facilities

cut, a tuition increase, and attempt to

eliminate bilingual programs (BCP). and
the uncovering of the U.S. role in Iran

and the university ties to apartheid in

South Africa. These are also problems
that the RSB as well as many other

students have tried to do something
about and are inexorably linked to the

system we live under.

People are upset. They are frustrated.

We want to organize for the things we
need now and analyze our problems to

understand the basis for our oppression;
to get a handle on it to fight back. At
every chance, it's our duty to expose the
nature of problems. We are trying to take
the first step, to educate people to know
their real enemy-the system of capitalism;

to know that by uniting across the false

divisions we're offered, that we, in fact,

can fight back; that we can actively do
something to make some fundamental
changes in our world.

Alan Compagnon
EllieGitelman

Members of the Revolutionary
Student Brigade

BETH SEGERS

Letters policy
77w MaaaachtMccts Dally CollaQian

w9lcotn9s al l^tfrs to the editor. They
must be signed end include the euthor's
eddress end phone number. Orgeniie-
tions mey submit letters, but tftey must
indude e neme ertd pfione number for
reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, doub/e-speced.
et sixty spaces per fine, end no more tften

two pages long. They should be sent to
the Executive Editor care of the Col-
legian, or may be dropped off at the Col-
lagian office.

All letters mey be subject to editing for
either space or content according to the
/udgement of the editor Due to space
limitations, there is no guerantee that ail

letters received will be printed.

ICOMMENTARYi

This is higher education?
By FRANK BABBIT

After a long hard week of studying,
nothing is more welcome than a well
deserved weekend. For many the week
itself is just time spent in anticipation of the
weekend. In Umieland it is not uncommon
for people to live solely for weekends, from
one Friday to the next.

The weekend begins on Thursday night,

even earlier for some, and continues non-
stop until Sunday afternoon (or until you
drop in your tracks, whichever comes first).

Friday afternoon is the start of the real

weekend partying, the official smokeing
lamp is lit at three o'clock, signifying the

start of the festivities.

Around eight or nine in the evening there

is a mass migration to the Towers of the

Southwest where UMass has earned its

reputation for wildness. There are at least a

dozen parties to choose from, yet each one
is exactly the same as the other. Because it

is so jammed, a spot near the keg is most
favored; if you venture too far away you
may never be able to return. The air,

congested with tobacco haze and smoke
from a controlled substance, is so thick you
could cut it with the proverbial knife. The
party ends abruptly as the last clrop of beer

is drained from the keg and it's off in search

of more beer and greater heights. By the

end of the evening you will have visited all

five towers, a total of 110 floors, acquiring

an assortment of indelible hand stamps to

remind you for weeks to come of this wild

night.

So, after seeking out and consuming as

much liquor as possible, it is time to return

to the dorm to mellow out: you have to

save your strength for Saturday night.

Saturday you awake by one-thirty in time

to catch a DC. meal, guaranteed to give

you a hangover if you don't already have
one. Weekend meals are the worst with

their watered down eggs and orange juice

and cold toast, but it hardly matters

because your tastebuds have been so

abused that they are now inoperative. The
football game is the main attraction on

Saturday afternoons in the fall and af-

terwards, if we win, everyone goes to

Happy Hour at the Blue Wall (if we lose

everyone still goes but it's "UnHappy
Hour").

The Hatch is not much better than the
Blue Wall (disguised as a mild mannered
cafeteria during the day), it is just a bit

cleaner and more expensive. But as the

afternoon turns to evening and dusk turns

to darkness, it is time for what we have all

been waiting for, the biggest night of the
week, Saturday night.

If you are looking for a change of pace you
can try an off-campus party. By ten o'clock

these bashes are crawling with people,

each person has about three square inches

apiece. The most popular type of im-

bibement by far is punch. One in particular

is called Fish-House punch. After three

glasses of the stuff you'll be swimming.
After the party ends (it often ends early

with the arrival of the police), you can go
for after-hours at one of the many
fraternities. The bars in some fraternities

open at one in the morning and close at

dawn. This'is a last resort for those who
failed to get picked up earlier in the

evening, a sort of last chance saloon. Then,

as the sun rises it is time for all weary
bodies to drag themselves home to sleep

well into the middle of Sunday afternoon.

Awakening with a splitting headache and
severe nausea, all plans for studying are
soon forgotten. Was it worthwhile sub-
jecting your body to such pain just to have
a good time? The answer is a resounding
yes. Whoever said that college years are
the best days of your life undoubtedly
attended Umass.

As Sunday evening rolls around, the only
question on everyone's lips is "What are
you doing next weekend?"

Shopping Guide
The Art of Bad Taste

Jingle bells. Jingle bells, Christmas
comes in haste.

Time to stop and shop and spend on gifts

all in bad taste.

The chorus is heard everywhere these
days as the shopping season winds into full

cycle. After venturing into New York City
last week to join the masses in their dav-
after-Thanksgiving pilgrimmage to Macys
and Gimble, it was very relaxing to return to
the world of classes and the Hatch.
.Trampled by every bargain hunter within

a 50-mile radius, I made my destination
after a measly two-hour struggle. I wasn't
there to buy anything but to prove it is

humanly possible to cross the ground floor

aisles intact. The scene made yesterday's
visit to the registrar's office seem like

another visit to OSCAR.
I quickly found that nobody else was real-

ly shopping to buy either but to find thp
best bargain before seven million others
did. Salvation Army bands dotted every
streetcorner and psyched up the shoppers
before making that trek through the revolv-

ing door of their choice.

After a brief swing through Tiffany's to

watch the serious spender pick out a ruby
or two, I found the ultimate purchase.
Tucked away on a shelf in Barnes and
Nobles was the spirit of seasonal shopping:
"Kitsch -The World of Bad Taste. ' Inside

were photos and commentaries of the art

form known as Early American Tacky:
plastic sculptures and reproductions of

Greek architecture, swastica coffee cups,
photos of the Pope with fake seashell

frames, John F. Kennedy memorial
ashtrays and the like.

Instantly I thought of my owrj personal
appreciation of tackiness as an art-my col-

lection of weird fillers from newspapers
advertising various gaudy products. Rather
than enter the madness of this shopping
season then, I will offer an alternative by
suggesting certain items which are
guaranteed hits for every relative and
friend.

THE BAD TASTE SHOPPER'S GUIDE
-Original Reserved seats from Ya ikee

Stadium, $35.00 for two connected se?ts.

-Life Saver necklace. Diamond floa'.ng

in lucite crystal life saver. Fifteen inch st« rl-

ing chain, $75.00.

Sharkjaw ashtray -real jaw fron
maneating sharks of the South Atlantic.

Stimulating conversation piece, $8.98.

""Old Beat Up Mug" -looks as if your
grandfather used it for years. Made from
ten metals which produce the grace and
elegance of fine pewter, $10.95.

--Bugg's Bunny Mother's Day Plate (mis-

spelled in ad), $13.00.

--Living Doll-have your picture or a pic-

ture of someone special, heat transferred to

the face of a really fun rag doll, $15.96.

-Crossword puzzle toilet tissue, $2.50
each, 3 rolls $5.98.

-Needlepoint fly swatters -Kit has swat-
ter, design on canvas, Paterna Persian

wool, vinyl backing , needle. Pick "Rest in

Peace " or "Ouch" or "Frog and Fly." Each
$3.98.

-Non-Lethal Tear Gas Pistols, $12.95.

-Match-cover keeper. Ideal album for

match cover collectors, $7.25.

"X-Ray Birdhouse. Sticks to any win-
dovi/. See birds in birdhouse through one-
way mirror. Watch them build, see them
hatch, watch them grow. It's educational,

$4.95.

-Monogrammed Collar Stays, $9.00.

-Bag-a-zine. A stunnirig magazine cover
of hard-as-nails plastic shaped into a
pocketbook. Jetsetters have been putting

aside their $150 alligator bags and paying

up to $25 for them. Our modest price,

$5.99.

-The Incredible Square Egg Maker. This

unique little machine reshapes a peeled
hard-boiled egg and makes it square, $3.96.

-Araucana Chickens-layers of colored

Easter eggs. Send $.50 for BIG picture

catalog.

-Doggy Dent-toothpaste for dogs,
$3.98 a tube.

Beth Segers is a Collegian Columnist.
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To place a notice, drop by the Collegian

Office (CC 1 13) between 8:45 a.m. and 3:45

p.m. Monday through Friday. The deadline

for notices is 3:45 p.m. two days prior to

publication date.

Collegian
Notices

The printing of notices is a service pro-

vided by the Collegian based on space

available for a specific date of publication.

Therefore on any one day we cannot

guarantee the printing of notic^.

Notice— taking a Smith course? Your at-

tention please!!! Although it says in the

Five College Academic Schedule for

1978-79 that Smith College will be ending

its classes on Dec. 13, this is a mistake.

Classes at Smith will be ending on Dec. 16.

Please pass this info, on to any yvho may
need to know it. _^^

Blood!!! — c'mon down to the CC and give

a little to those that need it (through the
Red Cross Bloodmobile). Tuesday's, NOW-
Dec. 12, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Thanks, the Red
Cross.

Notice — Resident Assistant positions for

coed and female floors are available in

Coolidge Lower, ^ppplications are

available Friday, Nov. 17 in the 5th floor

Head of Resident's apartment. Deadline is

Friday, Dec. 1, before 5:00 p.m. Interviews

are the weekend of Dec. 9 and 10. For more
info, call Michelle at 546-4517.

Notice — the Career Program at
Everywoman's Center, 506 Goodell
Building, UMass will be offering several

new career/work related groups, in Dec.
for writing an effective resume, Dec. 5 and
Dec. 12 10-12, Dec. 7 and Dec. 14, 7-9 p.m.
A free "Job Search Techniques" workshop
will be held Dec. 11 7-9 p.m. Pre-register at

545-0883 or at 506 Goodell.

Notice— the Career Library, 119 Berkshire

House, will display a grab-bag of informa-

tion in four wide-ranging fields: medicine,

law, library science, and social work.

Beginning on Nov. 27 and continuing unit!

Dec. 15, the library will highlight its collec-

tion of career-oriented books and tapes,

and graduate and financial aid directories

aimed at these fields.

Relieve Menstrual Pain— techniques to

relieve menstrual pain will be presented in a

2-session workshop to be offered Thurs-

day, Dec. 7 and 14, 6-8 p.m. by University

Health Services. Interested women should

pre-register by Thursday, Nov. 30 at the

Health Education Office, room 250 of the

Health Center (549-2671 ext. 181).

Notice— attention Latin American Studies.

Course descriptions for spring 1979 are not

listed under "Latin American Studies" in

On the Other Hand. A list showing
courses and the locations of their descrip-

tions in On the Other Hand may be picked

up in room 424, Thompson Tower.

Notice — the. Shifting Winds Dance
Theatre Ensemble will present a premiere of

new pieces by Jon Harber called "Walking

the Earth with Balance" and "Warrior of

the Wind" Thursday, Nov. 30 at Thornes

Market, 150 Main St., Northampton, MA.
The show starts at 7:30 p.m. and admission

is $1 .50. The new pieces incorporate stories

and poems about native Americans.

Couples' Workshop — couples' self-

awareness, self-evaluation exploration us-

ing the unique Co = SEE format will be the

focus of a workshop on Saturday, Dec. 16

from 9:30 - 4:30 p.m. Leaders are Peta

Sabey, Campus Min. & Counselor or Ginny

Sabey R.N. Workshop is free and made
available by a grant from Grad. Student

Senate. For more infor. or registration, call

UCF at 5-2661 or G.S.S. at 5-2896.
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Nielsen rates "60

Minutes" No. 1
NEW YORK (AP) It was a coup of sort for CBS the

week s three top rated prime time TV shows, with "60

Minutes" at the top of the heap But the remarkable event had

little effect on the networ'ks' competition for No. 1 status.

CBS, in fact, earned no more than a tie for second place with

NBC, behind ABC, w^-ich listed five of the 10 most watched

programs for the week ending Nov. 26

The No 1 ranking for '60 Minutes" was the highest in the

program's 10 year history The program first broke into the

AC Nielsen Co s Top 10 Dec 12, 1976, and reached its

previous high, third place, on Nov. 5 of this year

The rating for the show of 29 6 was the highest ever. Nielsen

says that means of all the homes in the country with TV. 29.6

percent saw at least part of the program.

CBS' Sunday night lineup beginning with "60 Minutes

and followed by All in the Family" and "Alice " - finished just

that way m the ratings, nudging out some ABC heavyweights

like "Three's Company, ' which finished fourth, and "Laverne

and Shirley," No. 5.

NBC did well, as usual, with "Little House on the Prairie "in

eighth place, and with a couple of specials, "Steve Martin:

Wild and Crazy Guy, ' No 14, and amovie. Fire m the Sky.
'

No. 15
Here are the week's Top 10 shows;

60 Minutes with a rating of 29.6 representing 22.1 million

homes, "All in the Family, " 28.2 or 21 million, and "Alice,
"'

27.8 or 20.7 million, all CBS; "Three's Company," 27 3 or 20.3

million, "Laverne and Shirley, " 26 6 or 19 8 million, "Charlie's

Angels. " 26 2 or 19.5 million, and Happy Days, 25.9 or 19.3

million, all ABC. Little House on the Prairie, ' 24 9 or 18.6

million, NBC; "M*A*S*H,"" 24.1 or 18 million, CBS, and

Eight is Enough,"' 24 or 17 9 million, ABC

I

Vision
ShouiCQse

We are Specialists In:

• FasMon Eyewear
• Contacf Lenses
• En^ergeocY Replacements
•frt Adjustments Anytime

•We Clean & Polish contact

lenses on the premised.

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley 5—^32*

Just Shake it

and Let it Fall Into Place.

The Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your^

hair in harmony with the way it grows so it never

loses its shape

And because your hair falls naturally mto place,

all you have to do is shake it

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for )ust $14 00

whether you're a guy or a gal And no appointments

are ever necessary

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do It all, but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you

r^^^^^

rommand Performance
•; H'-'V 'i^'aH.' J *•

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart

Mon Sat., 10 a.m. 10 p.m.

586 0090

Squash Racquets £r Balls

Table Tennis Racquets. Nets,

er Balls

at

A.J. HASTINGS
newsdealer and stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

BliS DRIVER TRAINING
Five College Transportation will sponsor a 3

Week Training program during January In

terterm for those interested in getting a Class II

Bus Driver's License.

Get applications and instructions at the Stu-

dent Employment Office, 239-A Whitmore, or

call the Five College Transportation

Office -586 4262.

Application Deadline extended to December 7.

, H. IS the last dav ol our saic of men's traditional

^''''f'-;-^;-:^.;;;;:^;::';Z::^
(,.karat .old nn,s. The r.n. sou ehoose is custom-made

;' ->-^^' ;' ;V^,,,. Sce our

caturcs. This is an unusual opp<,rtun.tN to .et a custom-made r.n.u tor ,ust

I

10-

t

rings toda\

.

THE /IKKTIRVED REPRESENTATIVE has a large collection ol conege nngs AsK to see them

Date NOV 27. 28. 29 Place AT THE UNIVERSITY STORE

Deposit required Ask about Master Charge or Visa "Savings vary slightly Uom style to style.

10 a.m. 2:30 p.m.. each daY-$10 deposit

(:(^lle uiaiU-.3

jiiother service of

B[}d@
campus center/univ. of mass, /amherst

TIRED OF CHOOSING COURSES
VflTHOUT EVftLUflTIONS?

The majoritj/ is not silent

Some of the faculti;

aren't listening.

V

We ore trying to increose the

number of courses covered in the

Course and Teacher Evaluation, but

YiA need your hftlcL

Listed below are names of teachers

v^ho hove cooperated by releasing

their evaluations. If your professors

are not on the list, ask them to sign

the release forms they've been given

by the Student Government

Association.

LIST or FACULTY WHO HAVE RELEASED STUDENT EVALUATIONS

• IS II I \(.IM I
.

rh,irli>'.

Norftuf'tl ii»?rt K
Gpofqt^ Care/
lull's Chaiiipf ,'> V

.John C1<i/to'i

Wybert r.ri»od

tHUf '•I AF,np tj

Jean-i

"^hplmd '^ridM' i'/ifrt^

jnald Du'iaT"
nri'.t ian ^ i-- .-t-:

Paul Ma'il-ir

nani«>l Mart II

iiria Titlona

JosfOh rinrici

•I Tons fnnrtre
',.r rj'[ri-i'o

' ttian Katsh
RnnitH r. Mink In

•tier Watlirr-

PH^iIC

M^rv A'lfie^. '^'f'nnnor

Lttr) ,1, '1. U'hnr'or

'.'I'rn^r'i Mi 1 lnr

Mrtrfan Stan>jiviih
Alfrofl '1. .;,•'.

' " \',h I n»

Stanley M. Reititieri

.Ji n iam W. '"^ovc'

'
' t liamhioto'i

jtrhlnsoti
i> irharri '>

. fniii' <"(

"iward ''"".r-l 1,. •

Mnr^iro Pi-pil

Marshfl PiMfhin

'!avii1 M. Srtiipmif?!

'Mrvcy 'crihncr
[ i\r] Spiili'Mn

Pptfr Wa.i<;cti^1

Hnnalil W ' tp

I'l Jore .•;. Leed
Georr)t- R. McOowell
Robert Pcrlacl
Ihonia^ l(. Steven
David A. Storey
Clove Wil 1 Is

FOOD SCITNCr f. NUTR.
' K of ?

Virr|ifii,i [ii.fll

Ernest fi^/c^

Fergus Clyedesdale
Fredprir> J. Francis
Raymond R. Mahoney
Fr-inl; t . Pntter

IN"', r-jf",;-;. s, np[p. pr>:

Rn'prt F, Rikkprs

JPIJPNA
I
J ST I C_

'

jTiin i E S

1 nf a

Lawrenro Pinkh^m

JlinAIC STIiniES

Judftti Raskin

', M. O't.y.-.

'!(ert Pc^'., -,
;

J. i_(.warrt '.under Idfirt

fill: irno /innHjister

". ./.• ? of n

CI 1 fton JowflT
Albey Reiner

rnjRSKlG 4 of 31

Nancy Fisk
Christine King
PetroneJ.la Knickerbocker
Jeannine Muldoon
Robert Guyer

>J^y
VtrCRINAPv f, AMf'A.. l.r-

i-

'fenhPnlron Jhomas Fox
fiienn H. Snoeverhos

SPANISH g PORTimFSF «^ nf ?S

Pedro BarrcGi
Marttia Francescato
Trinidad '"lOnzalez

Jone Trnplas
Nina Srott
M»r*;i r^nfim;* Dnsontioir;*

PLEASE HELP
COME BY S.C.E.R.A. AND THE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

ROOM 424 STUDENT UNION TO PICK UP THESE FORMS. THANKS.

SCERAyDOE^^^J'^
STUDENT CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND AnvnrAr^^

m 426 Student Union - Call 545-0341

Ce J Great Graphics
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UPC Productions presents

i"^

*

jHi!^.:

::^:

*

Ss.^.

^:i

Thursday, Nov. 30
8 p.m.
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

All Seats $3.00

Gen. Adm.
Tickets now available at

TIX, Union Record
Service, and local

record stores

UPC Productions presents;

DflRVL JOBW
HflU OflTeS

Tuesday, Dec. 5
8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

UMass-$6.50, 7.00,7.50

Gen. Public-$7.50, 8.00,

8.50

Good Tickets Still

Available
at Fine Arts Center

Box Office

and all Ticketron outlets

no cans, bottles or alcohol

patrons subject to search

with special guest

CITY BOY
^7ti»-ft^»t

Wednesday, November 29, 1978, CoUeglaQ «

Courses
in racism
scheduled
The Center for Racial

Studies, located in

Moorehouse dormitory in

Southwest Residential

Area, is offering four

three credit courses focus

ing on institutional racism.

SW 190 E: Dynamics of

Race and Culture-A
Comparative Approach
The Course explores
several bases in the
development of racism.

Special focus is placed on
the role of culture as a

vehicle of racist ideologies.

A comparative approach
will be employed to com
pare and contrast racism in

the U.S., South Africa and
other countries. Instruc-

tor: M. Nkomo,
Thursdays, 3-5. C.R.S.

SW 190: Dynamic* of

Racism Institutions and
Attitudes
The course will examine
the process of "growing

up racist" in the U.S.
Students will develop
strategies for dealing with

racism in their own living

situations. Instructor: M.
Wexler, Tuesdays, 7-

10 C.R.S.
SW 290D: Perspectives

on Institutional Racism
The course will provide

students with a learning

experience that sensitizes

them to the pervasiveness

of r icism in American
society and offer through

field experience an op
portunity for students to

personally investigatge and
evaluate selected institu

tions utilizing criteria

developed for monitoring

outward manifestations of

racism. The course will

propose some alternative

measures for dealing with

the problem along vyith

<nehtods for their ini»

plementation.

Instructor: K Ali

,

Tuesdays, 7 10, Melville

Lounge
SW 290F; Dynamics of

Racial Oppression-A
Workshop in White
Awareness
This course is designed to

help white students come
to grips with the issue of

racism both cognitively

and affectively. Racism will

be explored on the institu-

tional, clutural, and in-

dividual levels. Special at-

tention will be paid to the

white identity and what it

means to be white in

America today in relation

to racism. The course will

be set up as follows: Par-

tici jants must attend a,

we?kend workshop Feb.

23ir24. Attendance at this

workshop is mandatory
and constitutes 1 of the 3
credits. Class will meet on
alternate Wednesdays,
7 9, C.R.S.
instructor: V. Young

FOR MORE INFORMA

TION STUDENTS ARE
URGED TO CALL:
545^0472, OR COME BY
THE CENTER FOR
RACIAL STUDIES,
MOOREHOUSE,
SOUTHWEST.

I

B

The UMass Music Theatre Guild's

Spring Production of

is looking for

Producer

Director

Musical Director

Choreographer

Lighting Crew
Stage Crew
Assistant Director

Stage Manager
Assistant Choreographer

If interested call Kevin 546-6078 or sub-

mit short resume with name, address,

and phone to the UMMTG mailbox 507

upstairs in the Student Union BuildinQ.

The
Transcendental
Meditation
Program®

Introductory

Lecture

Weds. Nov. 29
7:30 p.m.
Grad. Res. Cntr.

Room 308
Low Rise

MONTY PYTHON &
THE HOLY GRAIL

SUB NOV. 30
6:16, 8, 9:30, 11

Beautiful p(3ople serve you at

free and open to

public. For more
information, call

549-5335.

Start The

Revolution

Without Me

.^ EARN .r

''\>>^wiimiia ^ JKUUIBk

(^1 \i«W 0<nli l»" V/» *r «« '.-•

-
; M IH 14. ( ^ '" -> .

'

''

Time

V2 Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90

Always Happy Hour Prices

Super Sandwiches

3/ N, Pleasant St.

Starring:
Gene Wilder
Donald Sutherland

Thursday,. November 30
Thompson 102

7,9, 11.

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

NATI91IAI.

lAMlMAL
MUtI
Wpd and Thurs at (TIS 8 151 8 4b

Ft. and Sal at (TIS 5 151 7 46 10 15

nCK OlfVllR

THE
BOYS
FROM
BRAZIL

It rhrv \uf*tv* ..iH »*f

Wi-d and Thuu al IILS 6 00) B 30

Fr. and Sat al ITtS 5 001 7 30 » 56

iGokfleHoujn
Chevy Chos

So don't qo stTdiqhl

to see this movie'
|

CHEECH &
CHONGS
UP IN
SMOKE
Wed and Thou at (

Fn and Sal at ITLS

^^|TTTrT«-r:Trat¥
/]-ll'-*"''<*^^»l'''"^'*TilTOIi:

Wed and Thurs at ITIS « 001 « 30

Fn and Sat aKTLS 5 001 7 30 9 56
Wed and Thou at (TLS 6 151 8 45

Fn and Sat at ITLS 5 151 7 46 10 15

.i^^^U'^^^.

BAK
CAT BALLOU

Christmas

Boxed
Cards

v^

Remer:^ —-ing,

carini^; .. sharing aiL'

the ver^' srccial foys of Christinas!

at the Christmas store

campus center univ of mass amhe'St

/y^vember 29 Oecempsr 2
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Collegian staff-

Candidates Nighttonight

I

I

FROSH

You'll get a lot

more out of your

college

education when
you get into

Army ROTC

I

ATTENTION
ANTHROPOLOGY

COURSE
DESCRIPTIONS
FOR SPRING 1979

Are not where they

are supposed to be in

MANDATORY MEETING
of

UMass Fire & First Aid Unit

Tonight
9:00 p.m. CO 905
all members must attend

AN IDKA WHOSK TIMK HAS COMK

TIIK KIRST ANNl'AL

UMASS FOLK
GBNGERT
A SOUTHWEST EVENT

FEATURINC THESE PHESENT AND PAST UMASS WUKJIWWW

t &On the Other

I Call:
\

: MAJOR JERRY
: BOISSEAU I

545-1321/1322 S

Hand." They can be
found on pages 386
to 389 and on page

189.

Extra copies can be
picked up in the

Anthropology
Department Office

215 Machmer Hall

;-s

Russ Ann is

Bol) Koi^ser

Mike Oster

Wh Parlula

Wa>nt> Burns

Vin MiU'hell

-John ShilM

Kwin Kandel

Brad

irnsiHi

Kaufnian

s-

^r^,

?!<.&<>•
!t^^:.HIlMDER SIODENI CENIER

ft^^ SOOIHIESI ^1^

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 29
rtt

:3 (3
A.M.8:30 "'I*

DOORS OPKN AT »«) P.M.

TONIGHT
DON'T MISS IT!

To place a classified ad. drop by the Col

legian otfice (CC 113) between 8 45 a m
arid 3 45 () m Mv^nday throuqh Friday, or

use ouf handy clip and mail form found in

rrwst issues of the ColU'qidn Classified

(h'.idlinr is 3 45 4) n) two days in arfvance

of put)lic;»)!ion date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are daily, 45c

per line, five consecutive issues. 40c per

line per day, 30 consecutive issues, 30c per

line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 Ford F-100, 240-6 cyl., new steering,

batt. carb., mech. sound, asking S600, call

Bob,' 467-3880, after 5:00.

66 Volvo 122s SW, body great, best offer,

584 9203.

'72 Fiat Sport Coupe new tires, brakes,

good engine, 5-speed, $750 or BO 6-4209

ENTERTAINMENT

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing"

for bookings anywhere, call John,

546-4646.

Free concert. Orchard Hill presents a

dance with Lilith- Friday, Dec. 1,

Worcester DC, 9 p.m., all welcome .

Soundsystem for hire perfect for discos,

cpffeehouses, bands, call Rick, 584-4105

FOR RENT

1 bedroom In 7 rm. house, available during

intersession (maybe longer), 5 minutes

from call 549-1018.

Own room In house near bus route,

Cumb. Farm (N. Amh.) Puffer's, Mill River

rent $110-»- (split), avail, now, call

549-5731.

1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt. avaHable 20 Dec.

thru Jan., rent $130 but negotiable, nd. to

know 19 Dec., Karen-Amy. 253-5397.

1 bedrm. in 3 bedrm. Townhouse apt. to

sublet for spring sem. compar. inexpensive.

Call Don after 5 p.m. at 549-1716.

Room in 4 bedroom cooperative apt. in

Amherst on bus rt., $87.50/mth., locls.

heat. Nonsmoker, 253-9646, eve.

Attic for r«nt-$125 incl. util., 1 bik.

UMass, wornan preferred, must like kids.

549-6873.

Quiet non-«mok«r wanted for own rm.

in 2 bedrm. apt., Amherst Center Avail,

after 12/20. $92.50 -h. Call 253 7986, esp.

after 6 p.m.

Snow tires 078-13. $40 pr.. 666-4230.

For sale: 2 used snows, Concorde F78-14

4-ply, $20.00 for both. Steve, 546-6923.

Moving, must sell: 2 desks, $20 and $50,

bureau $40, sewing mach. $45, lawnmower

$75, rug $100, floor scrubber $3, punch set

$3 misc. odds & ends & dishes, aquarium,

pump, fish, etc. $75, & lots of other stuff.

Most prices negot^j56-8038, can deliver.

10% off jewelry by Bill Karl in Campus

Center concou rse with this ad.

Olin Free-Style boots, dirt cheap, Ven

tura hollow body-electric guitar, Honda 77

750K four-to-one pipes, double touring

saddle, 7600 miles, $1500, 546-5216 or

546^8195.

1200 new rock and jazz LPs.

Underground Books, 264 N. Pleasant, see

Mike.

Nortalia ski boots: Men's size 9, like new,

$30. Call Cheryl, 5-0320. 5-0321

.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732. bet. 9-10 a.m.

Excellent opportunity in this area. Need-

ed pleasing personality and car, part time

or full, call 247-5740

LOST

Reward -lost in Franklin DC, 1 Camp
Trails knapsack with Chem 112 notes, text,

lab materials, and SR-40 calctilator. Please,

I- need them or I'll fail the course. Andrew

Krumpe, 609 Grayson, 6-7016.

Bl. & Br. M dog, answers to Marley.

Last seeri^Arnh. Ct r. Sun. Call 253-2628.

Lost raincoat London Fog, Marston or

Campus Center, Nov. 13 rew. 253-3983

Prescription glasses,, blue-tinted, bet-

ween SBA & SW, please call 546-9817.

Lost at ski sale -blue Atra down
vest -handmade -no ? asked -reward

$5!!l 253-7565.

Students looking for a part-tinr>e job with

flexible hours, excellent income, and an op-

portunity to gain meaningful business ex-

perience? Northwestern Mutual Life intern-

ship training session starting in Dec., con-

tact Dana Barrows, 1-525-4591.

Monty Python & the Holy Grail SUB $1.

6:15, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00 Nov. 30.

ROOM WANTED

Looking for 3 bdrm. apt. to sublet -Jan.

thru May or 3 to 5 bedrm. house, please caH

Don, 6-4265.

ROOMMATE WANTED

HELP WANTED

Prescription glasses, plastic light brown

round rim, please call, Tom, 6-9046.

Lost-gold chain at Pub, 11/9/78, sen-

timental value, please call 546-8654,

reward.

1 F wanted for own room — nonsmoking F,

Jan. 1 thru summer, call 253-7149,

$136/mth. . .

1 or 2 girls to share Brit. Manor apt. start-

ing Jan. fully furn., call 253-3446.

Roommates wanted to share
2
J>dnTL

apt, in S. Amherst for spring senvjg^Z^
' SERVICES

FOR SALE

6 Hall & 0«t»a tteketa. excellent seats

call 549-0048, after 8:00 p.m.

Raiker ski boots-women's size 7. $20

Call25fr0642.

Paralegal Interns wanted! The Legal Ser-

vices Office has 8 positions available for full

time paralegal interns for spring semester.

You can recieve up to 15 credits from the

Office ;fif
Internships located at Goodell.

These internships will provide exciting,

challenging, and rewarding work which will

include the learning of many legal skills. In-

terviewing clients, legal research and main-

taining a continuing caseload tinder the

supervision of attorneys. Third world

students are especially encouraged to ap-

ply Application forms can be obtained at

the LSO in 922 Campus Center before

November 30, 1978.
^

Paralegal for communications and

Outreach and special Projects-the LSO
seeks one academic intern for Spring, 1978

(full or part time) to work on special pro-

jects. We envision the person taking

primary responsibility for coordination of

needed Outreach-community education ac-

tivities.
,

Students Vanted Freshman Work
Study who would like to learn to be Stu-

dent Trainers for Athletics/ Intramurals.

Contact V. Keedy or J. Lsnghnane in Room

9, Boyden Btdg., Ext. 5-2866

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

PERSONALS

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.

Huge selection of gold, silver, diamond ear-

rings and unusual gifts. Silverscape

Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,

Mass. 253-3324.

Disco your life away! I Fun and good

times to be had at the Quonset, Poor

Richard's and other havens of the disco

degeneracy. Meet the Dorchester disco

boy, Mikey Waldo Travolta, call anytime,

546-9641 or 545-3500, ooopi ooopil

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers 20%
off all reg. priced merch. to all college

students & staff. Remember your ID-

Dave Brin says your blood was delicious!

Thank you!

I M. Qalvln. being of sound mind and

body, do publicly declare fny love for one

H. Christopher Gauthier this Dec. 1, 1978.

Nubile, Nordic male seeks luscious,

lascivious lady for fun-filled nights of

coprophagy with boots, whips, and suction

cups. Major credK cards accepted. Call

Brad nights, 546-3600.

Puddleiumper Fever is sweeping UMass.

Catch it this Thursday and Friday in the

Campus Center.

TO SUBLET

One bedrm. apt. to sublet during interses-

sion, call 4 more info, after 6, 549-0183.

One bedroom in two bedroom apartment

for spring semester, lease runs until June,

Cliffside Apts., $122.50 mo., 665-3501.

WANTED TO RENT

2/1-bdrm. apt.— bus route, Jan. -May,

546-9817, keep trying!

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings^

CIRCLE OF GOLD

No risk, big returns, Rm. 404, Arnold

Hse.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal .
General

Practice, low cost legal represenWion for

UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.

W«inesar\, Nov:ii '"^ »,m* .^.
rN)ll(/man 17

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Of trie sun

6 Distant

10 Ram
14 Vanity

15 Card game
16 Buffalo of In-

dia

17 Starving

18 Last Supper
cup 2 Aords

20 Aberdeen s

river

21 Perished

23 French in-

come
24 Plait of hair

26 Sailors

song Var.

28 Flexible

30 Respond
31 Lanterns

32 Sin ack
nowledger

36 Arizona In-

dian

37 Wooden
shoe

38 Biblical

judge

39 Harbinger

42 Soundless
44 Strives

45 Draw back

46 Arranges
49 Baseball

ploys

50 Feudal lord

51 Scepter

52 Fixed

55 Counterac-

ters

58 Make erect

60 Comrade
61 For fear that

62 Presses

63 Life stories

64 Go out with

65 Paths

DOWN

1 Taler

2 French river

3 Ages
4 Hoosier fa-

bulist

5 Blushes
6 Residues
7 Nourish-

ment
8 The works
9 Man s name
10 Mom and

Pop
11 Praying fig-

ure

12 Join

13 James
Whitcomb—

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Tuasday s Pu/zie Solved
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Suf-

19 Charm
22 Fanatic;

fix

25 — session

26 Title Sp
27 Weapon

handle

28 Gage, eg
29 Recent
30 Togas
32 Confines

33 Withdrawal

34 Fetid

35 Ceremony
37 Tizzy

40 Cigars

41 Sinned
42 Plant organ

43 Make a

move
45 P«it of ERA
46 goes out

like
"

47 Mideast
peninsula

48 Contest

49 Strike

51 Direction

53 Thrall

54 Hardy
heroine

56 Archaic

57 Pekoe or

oolong

59 Macaw

I

STELLA W:LD!.K

YOUR BIRTHDAY

WEDNESDAY, NOV 29

Eiom today, you are a

natural" when it c-omes to

understanding finances

Undaunted by budgeting,

you know how to stretch

nunimurn funda to maxi-

mum purchasing power

Even more important, per-

haps, you are of such a

disciplined and deter-

rruned nature that you are

able to keep to the budget

you set yourself You are a

hard taskmaster in your

work relationships with

others, demanding of ev-

eryone his or her absolute

best under whatever cir-

cumstances prevail.

You are one of those

concentrated persons who
works when he works and

plays when he plays - with

no interchange between

the two aspects of your

daily life. Others envy your

energy and stamina.

Also born on this date

are: Albert Fitch Bellows,

artist; Amos Bronson
Alcott. educator, reformer,

father of Louisa May Alcott,

author of "Little Women."
To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.

Let your birthday star be

your daily guide.

THURSDAY. NOV.jq
"

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-

Dec. 2t) - One who is

touched by genius has a

profound effect upon your

career today. Welcome
seeming interference.

CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) " Keep your reser-

vations about another's

ability to yourself. This is a

day for cooperating - or

being silent.

AQUARIUS<Jan. 2»-Feb.

II) - If you wait much
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longer to set ill deeds

straight, it may be too late.

Apologize - ana get to

work
PISCES(Feb. ZO-March

20) - Seek peace and quiet

at home If you insist upon

arguing to gain your point,

vou may lose a great deal

ARIES(March 21-April 19)

- Speak softly, step lightly.

This is a day when you can

easily makes mistakes Be

wise, discrete.

TAURUS(Aprn 20-May 20)

- An invaluable word or

two of advice early in the

day leads you into the kind

of action that brings

rewards.
G^MINI(May 21-Jun0 20) •

Fame and fortune take

your mind today. You
would do better to work
with things as they are for

attainable goals
CANCER(June21-July22)

- Your exceptionally keen

mind spots answers to

questions before the latter

are even asked. Today is a

get-ahead day.

LEO(July 23-Auo. 22) - An
intuitive day leads you to

more gain than you'd even

hoped for. Accept the ad-

vice of an old friend.

VIRQO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)r

- Select companions with

caution today You have a

good chance of making
exceptional gains. Accept

help in AM.
LIBRA(Sept. 23-Ocl. 22) -

Your ability to remember
names and attach them to

the right faces serves you

well today. Accept an

ultirriatum.

SCORPlO(Ocl. 23-Nov.

21) - Whatever you do,

wherever you go today,

you are in excellent hands -

• your own ! Make your own
decisions!
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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Nothing Special by Joe Casey

Spam Slade, People 's Eye by Joe Carroll

KNOW "R)0 MUCH, SPAM! MY
TOUCH WILL SEND YOU TRIPPING!

7iJ

AT THE WIMDOW, THE
FAITHFUL WOORE: SEES
SPAM-/W THE 5HR00M
MQKf&TEft'S CLUTCHES !

I GOTTA FInUX
THE BRMNt <

THANK GOO SPfii^'^

tS SAFE UNTIL
TOnORMWS
STRIP! mFt

by Marky Freen
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The Lemon's gone sour in Umieland
By bob ROBICHAND
CoHegu/i Staff

Once, not long ago (1975 76 to be
precise), there played m the Kingdom of

Umieland a courtfull of basketball Joneses
whose talents, both collectively and in-

dividually, were matched by few
(especially when playing in their very own
Cage) in this, the northeastern section of

our country
So amazing, in fact, were these courtly

players that the fair people of Unneland

all believed, and rightly so, that by vinue

of their successful season(21-6) and in

view of the fact that there numbered
among them mere youngsters, to be ex-

act: two juniors-a man named Town (a

man who'd probably be a very valuable

sixth man in the NBA today if not for the

dropping of the two man taxi squad rule

by the same NBA) who was an all around
player's player, rebounder, shooter,

passer, defender; and another chap,

Donahue, a very able shooterlat least this

season)

Commentary
Not to mention the sophomores a

smooth. verv_smooth dude, Pyatt by

nanrie, who was destined to become the

all time leading scorer in Umieland history

and that was only part of what he could

do': an amazingly steady and dependable

performer, they call htm Claiborne (wht'fo

I come from, that stands for "Comsis

tent"): and a certain Eldridge who was
not just your ordinary ballplayer \r <dct,

he was not |ust your extraordinary

ballplayer he was better than that' But

he didn't show it, not yet. not all the time

ariyway, but in flashes he was magical,

incredibly so' Unbelievably so, that's why
I won't liother to describe what he could

do. you couldn't conceive of the genius

of this man through mere description

alone, you had to see him to appreciate

the talent of this court lester! .

.

Uh. where was P Oh yeah, by virtue of

these tacts, all of Umieland expected to

have a national contender -in Kingdom of

Kingdoms next season

But, much to the chagrin of all the peo-

ple of Umieland. it was not to be ith or to

be-ith it twas not, whatever-it just didn't

happen! This incredible quintet of im

mense courtly powers didn't live up to its

previously displayed abilities and ended it

all 20 11 Not bad you say? Not good, I

say Not for a team with five starters and
most of their bench returning. Well, there

was the new league and all, the black-

white tension on the team, or so they

said, and besides they wouldn't have
these problems next year. Next year.

"Wait 'til next year" became the battle

cry heard all thru the Kingdom of

Umieland.

And wait we did, indeed, wait we did.

The stalwarts. Town and Donahue, pass

ed on to that big court in the skylactually

they only graduated), but the aforemen

tioned chaps, Pyatt, Claiborne and

Eldridge were back for they hoped would

be the ultimate in basketball highs To
assist them in their quest, they were

bolstered by the services of a most

talented giant killer, Haymore by name
(not 'Hey! Moie!' as his performances

might incline one to shout), who became

the first Umieland player to be drafted as

H junior since the royal court jester of

them all. Dr. Julius.

Not to m^intion the dude Williams,

another of the all around Mr. Everything

sort, a chap by the name of Kohlhaas, a

dedicated player who could fill the middle

of )ust about anything; and a certain Mor
rison, whose smooth flashes of brilliance

were more than just promising. All this

and more, how could they fail, especially

after a more than encouraging eight game
winning streak to start the season' Im

possible, you say. That's what I had

hoped
But, by this time, I had learne"-; better.

Learned what? I had learned the real

reason, found the key to the puzzle, I

now understood the cosmic ramifications

behing the "How to snatch defeat from

the jaws of victory" syndrome that

plagued our seemingly invincible court

men. Well, what is it?

Lemon It's the Lemon. He's too sour, it

affects the players, he sours the whole
team. He puts the squeeze on the

players. He nearly squeezed the life out of

Eldridge, never let him develop to his full

potential. The Lemon forced him to play

set-up ball when it was common
knowledge that Eldridge played his best

when running and clowning,
simultaneously, not to mention the

multitude of things he could do while do-

ing those two!
When Eldridge clicked, the team, clicked;

when Eldridge quacked, the team quack
ed Simple as that. What happened? They
complenxented their win streak with a

7 12 skein to finish 15-12. They quacked.
We need something to take the bite out

of the Lemon, something that won't
make the players pucker every time they

get a taste of the Lemon. Like what?

Anything! Anything at all! Just please
get rid of the Lemon! Then, and only

then, will the Umieland B ball teams
develop and reach their limitless potential.

But, I know, and I nr>ean I know, that our
'78 '79 court jesters will go no placelone,

maybe two games above .500) with the

Lemon and the joke will be on us.

Unfortunately for us in Umieland, not all

fairy tales end happily ever after.

18 Main St
LIQUORS

253-5441

BEAT
THE WEEKEND CROWDS!!
EARLY-BIRD SPECIALS

KEGS
$21.00 and up
in store specials

SCHMIDTS
$5.49

12 oz. NR's

LIEBFRAUMILCH
$1 99

23 oz. 10% ale. by vol.

ST. JACOB LIEFRAUMILCH
$3.49

50.7 oz., 10% ale. by vol.

Skaters trail after 2

After two periods of play, Lowell State was leading

UMass by a score of 5 3

Both UMass goals in the first period were scored by

Jamie Bmelli and both were unassisted, the first being a

short handed goal.

The second period UMass tally was scored by co

captain Jay Milan, assisted by Nick Carney and John

Peters.

For a complete report on the outcome of the qame

catch Mark Marchand's story m tommorow's Collegian.

BUDGET REQUESTS

Any R.S.O. group tfiat wishes to

receiv" funding for the next fis-

cal y^isT can pick up information

in Rm. 420 Student Union. The

deadline for all requests is Dec.

21. Questions will be answered

on Nov. 30 in Rm. 163 Campus

Center at 7:00 p.m.

For THe M^n
BesT in science
FICTIOn -

in amr monTH
OF any Year -

LOOK FirST TO
ace science
FICTIOni A
ace science FiCTion ^4\
560 parK avenue south ^Vp
new voTK, n.v 10010 o r

THI MAGIC cots »W»V-* Stunning novel ol tantasy am) imaBtnafon by Urry Hmn co aulho. ol the snu* beslselle. ,«c>ws Hjr.-ne,

Prlsel, .lluswiec *.th Black ar«) *Mi. drawnfls by t s.Pb.-. Ma.otu yo» ii *an. lh,s specs! large we (6 - 3) eObon lo. you-seit - »«J^oV^"^
qifi as wHi S4 95 •

«Yf»lL- Authr. Harrv Ha-nson has CMtefl i It.nl1.Mq f>nv.. ot calasl.opht oul ol loOay s headlines- a *sasie. thai |Wl m^l happen tonwrw,'

iHYFAl 1 ha-, i t-niliitia nng ot autheni.r.tv thai *ili keep yiu breathless from lirel page to USI H.95 '•»*' '

0€ST1III£S-Tnt lirM edilion ot the >m hrslp^'t^^c^ c-f '«« ft- ftor, maq^ne Personally sel.(i(-*i.rt edited "^ J*™^ »*^'
'^'""'^J?'

"'

(M„ V^af,n, D( STINIES *i.l prev nt (he best .n science lichor and soenc lad as perceived by tN. top si *.«... tmm all nw. We *»'»
^^^«

PRO- The gropmq novel ol planetary adventure by Hugo and Nebula award winner Gordon R Oickson PRO
"'"'^^'l

m Iralur.' over 50 pages ot specially ronvmssiuned art (by lames Odbert On kson s lavonle arlisli II .B »w*tJ-t

RALLY

PARALEGAL
INTERNS
WANTED!

The Legal Services Office has 8 positions

available for full time paralegal interns for

Spring semester. You can receive up to 15

credits from the Office of Internships

located at Goodell. Duties include: inter-

viewing clients, legal research and main-

taining a continuing caseload under the

supervision of attorneys. Third World

students are especiaUy encouraged to app-

ly Application forms can be obtained at

the LSO in 922 'Campus Center, before,

November 30, 1978.

Out-of-state tuition is going to

rise by $2,500 next year. Students

can stop this if they organize. A
coalition has been formed to plan

a rally for the December 6 Board

of Trustees meeting. All groups

interested in joining the coalition

are urged to send representatives

to a planning meeting on Thurs-

day, November 30, at 7 p.m. in

Campus Center 165-169.

Collegiarr

QUICK COPY
AND TYPING

"Amherst Area's One-Stop
Copy and Typing Center

•Quality, low-cost copying
• Fast, professional typing

•Connplete dissertation, manuscript

and resunne service

In the Carriage Shops, Amherst
! 549-0557===

Tough rebounding from sophomore Cathy Harrington is one of the elements

Coach Mary Ann Ozdarski will be looking for in tonight's season opener

against Harvard. Harrington, shown here in action against UConn last year,

will back up sophomore Julie Ready at center and 5 foot ten inch Maura

Supinski at power forward (Staff photo by Patrick O. Dobbs)

(MEET THE PREZ!)
UMass President David Knapp wil

be making his first public appearance

before students.

Wednesday
Nov.29at 7:00 pm

in room 163

Campus Center

He will be delivering a short speech

followed by an open question period.

Listen and decide

for yourself!

All students are welcome!

PRETERM
Ifyou have*
an unwanted
pregnancy...
talk with one of our counselors about your

decision.

Abortion/Gynecological Care/Vasectomy/Tubal Ligation

licensed non profit Reproductive Health Center

1842 BEACON ST ,
BROOKLINE. MASS 02146

(617) 73^6210

PRETERM

ti^-t Hl'^o* ««(«
s \

SCERAyDESTVDENT CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND ADVOCACY.

426 Student Union 545 0341

• n-rtrr nnnnnr i
" - - - -—»»»»- ..^—...^^ai

AcafeerinUiw>
without lawschool

After just three months of study at The

i Institute for Paralegal Training in

Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding

career in law or business—without law school.

As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing

i many of the duties traditionally handled

only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal

Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of

law to study. Upon completion of your training, The

Institute s unique Placement Service will find you a

responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or

corporation in the city of your choice.

T'he Institute for Paralegal Training is the

nation's first and most respected school for

paralegal training. Since 1970. weve placed over

2,500 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide.

If
you re a senior of high academic standing

and looking for an above average career,

contact your placement office for an interview with

our representative. I

We will visit your campus on:

Friday, December 1

Th«
Institut*

for
Paralegal
Training

235 South 1 7th Street

Philadelphia. PA 19103
(215)732 6600

Approved by the Americar> Bat Association

BOOT
SALE
Men's 17

"

Laceups ^ _

_

Save $40 *499$

Ladies 16"

Pull on
Reg. $74 44oo

JACKETS
Fine Natural Leather

They are beautiful!

Wide selection from

Bombers to Blazers

Heartfelt
t>eather

'H4H!rSS.MMW
•*mIM.miI)*
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Curry Hicks Cage comes alive tonight when the Minutemen open the 1978

basketball season against Harvard at 7:30. (Staff photo by Patrick O. Dobbs)

Surprising stickers 4th

in AIAW tournament
fiK MIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

E ihanced by their deft at of second seed

ed emple in the quarte finals, the UMass
Minjtewomen placed fcurth in the AIAW
national collegiate championship at

Ellensburg, Wash, last w;ekend.

First year coach Pam hixon's squad upset

eighth seeded Southern Illinois and Temple

in the opening rounds bit lost to third seed

ed Delaware and San Jose State in the semi-

final and consolation games in the sixteen

team tourney held at Central Washington

State University.

UMass finished ahead of both the other

New England representatives. Fifth seeded

Dartmouth and sixth sf.eded UConn, both of

whom finished ahead of the stickers in the

regionals, lost their second round contests.

Excellent position defense was the key to

the 1-0 win over Temple. Hustle by UMass
fullbacks Karen Laverdiere and Gayle Hut-

chinson with backchecking by Carol Duffey

and Lynsie Wickman limited Temple to only

^our shots.

The Minutewomen got their goal at 18:30

of the second half when junior Jodi

Wickman flicked the ball inside, where Laura

O'Neil, who had an impressive tournament

at fonward, pushed the ball passed the goalie

for the game winner.

The game was a "total team effort" said

se lior co-captain Lynsie Wickman. The

cc ordination of the defense and the offense

wjs the best the team had been able to do all

year. UMass had 12 shots on the Temple's

goalie and came close to scoring several

times.

UMass might have defeated Delaware m
the semi finals if it was not for Delaware's

outstanding defensewoman Paula Petrie.

Petrie, a payer on the national team,

dominated p ay wi ene/er she got the ball.

"We went r ght a hei rather than around

her" said cOt ch Pam H xon after the game.

Both games were closer than the scores

indicate, hovever. In both games the two

goals for the opposition were scored within

three minutes of each other in the second

half. UMass had their chances too. In the

consolation <jame against San Jose, Lynsie

Wickman missed a chance in the second half

to put the stickers ahead when a penalty

stroke she took was in easy reach of goalie

Barb Vella, who made the save.

The bright spot in the two losses was the

goalkeeping of sophomore Karen Stifter.

Stifter had eleven and ten saves respectively

in the two games including several fully ex-

tended leg saves that kept the Minutewomen

in the game early on.

The tournament was also the last ap-

pearances of senior co-captains Lynsie

Wickman and Gayle Hutchinson, who con-

cluded their brilliant college careers. The two

have been starters for the team since

freshman year and according to Hutchinson,

casually called "Hutch" by her teammates,

"it seems like yesterday when we started

playing together." Both Hutchinson and

Wickman, this year's leading scorer, plan to

play club association hockey, who also had

their national tournament at Ellensburg.

Sims named Heisman wipner
/VfW YORK APAt\ the second closest

vote in history, Billy Sims, Oklahoma's

record-setting running back, won the 44th

annual Heisman Trophy yesterday

although he received 12 fewer first-place

votes than Penn State quarterljack Chuck

Fusina.

Sims, a 6-foot, 205-pound blend of

power and speed, came to Oklahmoa

from Hooks, Tex., in 1975 as one of the

most heavily recruited players ever but

suffered a string of nagging injuries and

was redshirted while missing almost all of

the 1976 season.

"his year, however, he. is the nation s

leading rusher and scorer and smashed

the Oklahoma and Big Eight Coriference

single season records by ronr^ping for

',762 yards in 11 games and averaging

7.6 yards per carry while scoring 20

touchdowns. During the season, he tied a

national record by rushing for 200 or more

yards in three consecutive games.

"I never thought I would win it, but I

thought I was going to be close," said

Sims, only the sixth junior ever to win the

Heisman.
Sims received 1S1 first-place votes, 152

second place ballets and 70 for third place

and totaled 827 pi ints on a 3-2-1 point

system. Fusina 's total was 163-89-83 750.

Michigan quarterback Rick Leach finish-

ed third behind Siios and Fusina with a

point count of 89-58 52 435 and Charles

White, §outhern California's junior

tailback, was fourth with 36-74-98-354.

"I give a lot of credit to the team, but

being healthy is the big thing," Sims said.

Hoop season begins;

Harvard visits UMass
By STEVEZACK
Collegian Staff

It all began 43 days ago on October 16, 1978. It was on that day that the

Minuteman basketball team began preparing for tonight's opening game against the

Harvard Crimson.

Gone from last year's lineup is the flashy play of Alex Eldridge and Mike Pyatt, and

the steadiness and consistency of Derick Claiborne. In their place Coach Jack

Leaman will start a backcourt of Tommy Witkos and Brad Johnson with a front-

court of team captain Eric Williams, Len Kohlheas, and Mark Haymore.

"I'm happy for the way the team is prepared and that we're getting started,"

Leaman said.

Harvard comes into the Cage a much changed team from last season, which saw
Harvard post an 1115 record. All five front line players from last year's time have

departed leaving Harvard in a questionable situation as far as this season is concern-

ed.

"Out of the twelve kids dressing for the game, three are sophomores and six are

freshmen,' said Harvard coach Frank McLaughlin. 'UMass is a big team with ex-

perienced big line players."

Coach Leaman is impressed with his team so far and exudes confidence in his

squad.
^^

"I think we have a very good team and we're going to prove that starting tonight,'

the coach said.

Catch all the action of Minutemen basketball onWMUA91 1 FM beginning at

7:30. Rick Heideman calls the play by play and Bob Levine does the color com-

mentary. After the contest, listen for the announcement of the Collegian Player

of the Game. -

For the Minutemen, this season marks a comeback attempt of sorts from last

year's 15 12 record. The 1977 78 Minutemen were a highly touted squad that got off

to a flying 80 start. Hard times fell upon them, which led to a 7-12 finish

culminating with an overtime loss to Duquesne in the Eastern Eight playoffs at Pitt-

sburgh.

The bench of this year's team will be a key to its success. Leading the backup

squad will be junior Bill Morrison. The 6'4" guard from West Hempstead, New York

provides quickness, good penetration, and a fine outside touch to the Minutemen

offense. Also adding depth to the backcourt are returnee Juan Holcomb and

newcomers Mark Roberts and Jeff Bierly.

Supporting the front line players will be George Dennerlein, Connie Nappier, Jay

Stewart, Bob Burton, and Mike Grammel. Dennerleirv Burton, and Grammel will be

counted on for instant offense while Stewart and Nappier provide rebounding

strength when needed.

Against Harvard Coach Leaman plans to use his entire team during the game

rather than rely on only the front line players. On the other hand. Harvard is in the

position where inexperience could be their downfall.

Mark Marchand

Frosty frolics

The month of November here at UMass

not only means the commencement o^

the varsity intercollegiate sports schedules

but, in conjunction with Monday's
snowstorm and the frigid weather, it

signals the start of some peculiar sports

and competitions that are unique to this

campus. These sports are basically involv-

ed with survival here as us UMass
students struggle against insurmountable

odds to attend classes and maintain some

semblance of a social life.

So, without further ado, here is my list

of the sports and competition that all

UMies must be involved with in order to

survive during the winter:

Waiting for the bus or: being thie last

one to freeze solid while standing still for

two hours: This is the game that probably .

involves that greatest majority of the

students. The object is to have the

highest body temperatures when the bus

finally arrives and to have full use of all

limbs. The second part of this competi-

tion is to actually board the bus without

being trampled by the four thousand

students who have now been driven

berserk by the cold.

The frozen hands competition or, how to

survive after forgetting your gloves during

your last visit home: The main object of

this competition is to be the first person

in your class to regain use of your numb-

ed hands to take notes. Wearing gloves is

prohibited in this competition in addition

to the use of a blowtorch to speed the

recovery of one's hands.

Beating the icy blasts of wind in Alumni
Stadium or; remaining coherent until the

game is finished: This is actually a
^

double-barrelled competition. The object

is to consume enough Jack Daniels

and /or Molson Golden Ale to stay warm
enough to watch the game without get-

ting drunk to the point where you think

you're watching the Russian Ballet.

Beat the UMass bus service: This com-

petition is meant only for the strong of

heart or polar bears. The first step in this

contest (you must be a Southwest resi-

dent) is to decide if you want to take a

bus to your 8:00 a.m. class in the

Graduate Research Center or to take your

life in your hands and make the ten-

minute (at the least) trek across campus
in the two-degree weather that one usual-

ly runs into at this ungodly time in the

morning during the winter. The object, of

course, is to beat the bus by arriving at

your destination before the bus. But, you

may find that the thrill of victory won't

last long as you may have been rendered

useless by your foolhardy journey.

Remaining alive while walking by the

main library or: sailing competition in the

winter: If you've ventured to walk by our

26 story library in the past few days,

you've already got an inkling as to what

this competition involves. The object is to

be the first in your group to walk by the

library and not have a serious case of

facial frostbite and /or chapped lips that

requries immediate attention at the in-

firmary. For the more adventurous

amongst you, the walkway by the library

along with the accompanying winds pro-

vides you with an excellent chance to

race your buddy in sailing. All you need

do is stand on one of the numerous ice

patches found there and open your jacket

widely to the winds.

These are but a few of the competitions

that you'll no doubt find yourselves in-

volved in this winter. Of course there ara

countless others of these mini-

competitions and I leave them to your im-

agination. It doesn't take much; just try

going to a class. Good luck.

Profsays nuke waste ups cancerdeaths
NEW HAVEN (API - Professor Ernest Ster

nglass says emissisions from four nuclear
reactors are a probable cause of increases

in deaths from cancer in South Windsor,
Manchester and Enfield.

But Northeast Utilities, which owns reac-

tors in Waterford and has repeatedly
criticized Sternglass' research, said Ster-

nglass has failed to show a casual relation-

ship between low-level radiation and cancer
deaths.

Dr. John Cagnetta, the company's direc-

tor of nuclear and environmental engineer-

ing, Tuesday night attended Sternglass'

speech at the annual rr»eeting of Peoples
Action for Clean Energy. He called the
presentation by Sternglass "totally ir-

responsible."

Sternglass, a radiology professor at the
University of Pittsburgh, said cancer mor-
tality increased significantly in the three
towns from 1965 1967 to 1973-1975.

Sternglass said drinking water for the
three towns comes from surface reservoirs
which are passed over by emission
"plumes" from the Connecticut Yankee
Nuclear Power Plant in Haddam, the two
Milestone Point nuclear reactors in Water-
ford, and a government-operated training

reactor in Windsor.
Sternglass hypothesized that radiation

from the emissions gets into the reservoirs
through surface run-off.

He said there may be other causes for

cancer mortality increases in the three
towns, but said he is "highly suspicious"

ttiat the emissions were responsible for at

leaet part of the increases.

The professor said that from the
1965-1967 period to the 1973 75 period,
cancer mortality increased by 64 percent in

South Windsor, 30 percent in Enfield and
17 percent in Manchester.
He said the cancer mortality rate for Hart-

ford area communities using a different

water supply declined 15 percent during the
same period.

Sternglass has repeatedly contended
that Connecticut nuclear reactors have
caused infant deaths and cancer-related
deaths to increase in Connecticut and
Rhode Island.

Cagnetta said, "Sternglass uses gross
statistics in a way statisticians would be

very upset with... Using his techniques we
can come up with an opposite hypothesis."

Cagnetta said the rate of cancer deaths in

1968 in Waterford compared with figures

from 1974 would show a decrease of 38
percent, contradicting Sternglass' sampling
from 1970 and 1975.

Northeast has also criticized Sternglass'
report on radio-activity levels in milk near
nuclear power plants in Connecticut. The
company says that in that study, Sternglass
selected only data supporting his conten-
tions, failed to consider facts that would
contradict his theories, compared of
unrelated data and erroneously interpreted
data.
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Knapp speaks
to Senate

President Knapp speaks before the Student Senate and other interested
students last night in the Campus Center. (Staff photo by Sharon Brezinsky)

By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

Blocking the possible doubling of out-of-

state tuition where it began-the state

legislature-will be the University's "major
effort" in fighting the increase, President
David C. Knapp said last night during his

visit to campus.

Knapp said University administrators,

working with state Rep. James G. Collins

(D-Amherst) and other legislators, would
attempt to pass an amendment to the

legislature's higher education appropria-

tions act nullifying the change in the for-

mula used to determine out-of-state tuition

made last year.

The new formula, which administrators

say was passed by the legislature in the

final hours of its last session in June, would
determine non-resident tuition by dividing

the total operating budget for the three-

campus University system by the total

number of students, and having non-

residents pay 95 percent of that cost.

Until the legislature convenes in January,

administrators will be working on a "clear

assessment, in terms of dollars" of how
much the increase might be, Knapp said.

"We're still sorting that out," he said.

Knapp was on campus last night to ad-

dress an open meeting of the

Undergraduate Student Senate, the first

time he has appeared on this carnpus

before a general assembly of students since

he assumed the presidency this Sept- 1 •

After fifteen minutes of opening remarks,

Knapp spent an hour answering questions

from the 125 students at the meeting.

Some students criticized Knapp after the

meeting for not responding to questions

with specific answers, particularly on the

issue of official student participation in the

University decision making process.

"He was talking about no input all

night," said Bill Fitzgerald, a member of the

Campus Center Board of Governors.

Fred Donavan, from the Student Center
for Educational Research and Advocacy,
said, "He's very tradition establishment. He
talked about a minimal, token student in-

put."

"But he's open enough to show himself.

He was pretty frank most of the time,"

Donavan said.

During his opening remarks, Knapp said

there were still many campus issues he was
not familiar with. "You can learn just so
many things in three months," he said.

Student Government Associaton Co-
President Herb Tyson said, 'it's clear there
are a lot of issues on this campus he has yet
to touch. Clearly, students need more con-
tact with him,"

"He's speaking from experience, but
clearly not from a UMass experience,"
Tyson said.

Knapp several times during the meeting
made references to his tenure as Provost
Cornell University in New York, a position

he served in for six years before coming to

UMass. He also spent two years in the early

60's as Dean of the College of Liberal Arts

at the University of New Hampshire.

In answering several questions about the
state of affirmative action programs af
UMass, Knapp said he expects the Univer-

sity to pursue affirmative action programs
"at every level" and "pursue it effectively."

"We do have the procedure in place. It is

my expectation that every individual will

seek out a pool of possible administrators

from every possible source," he said.

Knapp also backed state aid to public

higher education over aid to private higher

education, saying, "The first obligation of

the state is to those institutions it has
created itself."

At the end of the meeting, Knapp said he
would like to hold another open meeting
with students on this campus "relatively

soon.Campus Center Board of Governors. soon."

20 percent of Amherst's CETA jobs to be cut
By DAVE GRAM
Collegian Staff

About 20 percent of Amherst's federally-

funded CETA jobs will be cut as a result of

nationwide changes in the program's
funding policy. Assistant Town Manager

".
. . The original intent of

CETA was training rattier

than public service.

"

Donald Jacobs said yesterday.

Last year's CETA budget provided the

town and various non-profit public service

agencies with a total of 39 CETA positions,

but Jacobs said "about 50 percent" of

those positions have become vacant by

attrition since a hiring freeze wos instituted

in June.
He said with the new cutback, Amherst

stands to lose "six or seven more" CETA
employees. Of the 39 original positions, 19

were with the town, 13 with the school
department, and seven with public service

agencies. Jacobs said he expects to receive

final word on the new CETA budget late

this week, after which the town will

develop "a list of priorities" to determine
where cuts can be made.
William Kane, director of CETA's Nor-
thampton office, said the cutback in CETA
public service jobs results from the desire of

Congress "to get back to the original

intent of CETA, which was training

rather than public service jobs."

He said the purpose of CETA, as originally

intended and as redefined under the new
legislation, "was to provide training for the

hard-core adult unemployed." He said

since youth make up a large portion of the

unemploved in this part of the country,

the Northeast took a rap. Much of the

money cut back here is heading south."

Jacobs said he expects the cutback will

"have an effect on some departments, but

overall, it won't be that significant." He
said the town may seek to pay for some of

the positions cut from the CETA rolls with

local revenue.
He said the program was not designed to

provide federal funding for programs
normally funded by the town.

"If you have the capability to hard-fund

(with local revenue) a position, you're not

supposed to fill it with CETA people,"

Jacobs said.

Jacobs said some town departments will

be hard put if they lose their CETA em-
ployees because "...they have become
accustomed to having a CETA person

handle a part of the work load."

You build in regular [tositions and get

yourself committed before you know it,"

he said. "It's a trap you fall into It's like an
addiction."

The position of Office Manager at the

Amfierst Community resource Center is an
example of a CETA-funded position in a

non-profit public service agency.

Janice McCullough, who is filling that

position under a one year CETA grant, said,

"It would be difficult for us to fund the
position. We get most of our funding from
the United Way."

Jacobs said the "driver-maintenance
people" who provide transportation to

special needs children in the Amherst
Public Schools, are presently paid by
CETA.

"The school department doesn't have the
money in its budget to pay these people, so
if the CETA funding is cut they'll be
caught between a rock and a hard
place," he said.
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Trade deficit

continues

to climb
WASHINGTON (AP) A sharp decline in

exports of food, chemicals and gold pushed
the nation's trade deficit to $2.1 billion in

October, the worst in three months, the
government said yesterday

Both the U.S. stock market and the
world currency markets reacted negatively
to the news. The Dow Jones Industrial

Average was down by 9.70 points to 794.44
in the first few hours of slow trading, while
the dollar eased against most other major
currencies.

The trade deficit, which now totals 24.8
billion for the first 10 months of 1978, has
been a major cause along with inflation of

the steep decline in the dollar during the
past two years.

Officials estimate there already are about
$500 billion in U.S. dollars held abroad,
most of them from past trade deficits. As
the supply of dollars outpaces foreign de-
nnand, which it has, the value declines.

Chairnrtan G. William Miller of the Federal
Reserve Board said yesterday the decline in

the dollar has added about 1 percent to the
nation's inflation rate in 1978, and will raise

it even more in 1979.

The dollar decline alone, he said, is

costing Americans between $10 billion and
$15 billion a year in lost purchasing power.
The October trade deficit followed two

months of shrinking deficits and was the
worst since a deficit of just urxler $3 billion

in July. The deficit for September was $1.7
billion.

US. officials sought to put the best
possible face on the figures. Treasury
Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal said they
were "consistent with, if not below, our ex-

F>ectations...
"

Exports in October declined $415 million

or 3.1 percent to a total of $13 billion, down
from $13.4 billion in September, while im-'

ports were virtually unchanged at 5.1

billion.

The size of the decline in exports was the

largest in 10 months. But Blumenthal said

much of this was due to a $224 million

decline in gold exports that reflected what
he described as erratic overseas purchases
of U.S. gold, which were up sharply the

previous month
"Importantly, our balance of trade in the

area of manufactured goods and industrial

materials is continuing to show substantial

improvement," he said.

On the import side, Americans continued
to buy more foreign automobiles and elec-

tronic equipment than before.

It seemed certain the trade gap for the

year will surpass last year's record $26 5
billion deficit. However, the administration

expects the trade deficit to decline substan-

tially next year, perhaps by half, as other

countries increase their imports of U.S.
goods

MEXICO CITY - Red Cross workers pick up women vic-

tims suffering from nervous shock after an earthquake
measuring 7.9 on the Richter Scale shook this capital. At
least six persons died and hundreds were injured. (UPI)

Earthquakes shake Mexico;
cause panic, injure over 100
MEXICO CITY (AP) - Six strong ear-

thquakes and aftershocks jolted the capital

and much of southern Mexico yesterday,

damaging buildings and causing panic in

towns and villages from the Atlantic to the

Pacific.

Officials said more than 100 persons were
injured, but Capt. Juan Asencio Loredo,

head of the Red Cross national ambulance
service, said, "There are no deaths caused

by the earthquakes."
The quakes shattered windows, shook

buildings and sent thousands of offices

workers fleeing into the streets

In a downtown Mexico City hotel "the bed

started moving and a large opening came
between the walls," said Yvonne Nestro of

Pueblo, Colo. 'The new and old parts of

the building came apart about a foot and a

half. I jumped over the opening to get to

the stairs."

Vivian Garner, 38, or Hackensack, N.J.,

said she "saw everything shaking" and
there "was a tidal wave in the swimming
pool" at her hotel.

Federal inspectors said some buildings

were seriously damaged but that none were
destroyed. The inspectors said some
buildings twisted on their foundations, but

did not cave in.

The tremors - measured as high as 7.9 on

the Richter scale - rolled through this city of

13 million beginning at 2:53 p.m. EST The
first tremor was followed in 12 minutes by a

shorter earthquake and about an hour later

by another strong tremor that swayed tall

buildings on Paseo de la Reforma
Boulevard. The ground continued to roll

sporadically in a soft rocking motion
into the early evening hours.

Cornices and masonry fell from many
buildings. Some balconies hung crazily.

The subway system stopped temporarily

but was back in service soon after the

tremors stopped.

In Mexico City, hospital emergency rooms
reported more than 106 injuries. A nurse at

one huge medical complex said, "We have

1 1 people in the emergency room and they

are still coming in."

Fire department officials said at least four

fires were caused by the earthquake.

Television and radio stations warned about
fallen high power electrical wires.

Ambulance sirens whined through the

center of town, but electricity and other

essential services appeared to be func-

tioning normally.

The first tremor lasted 70 seconds, of-

ficials said, and was felt strongly in Oaxaca
City, Cuemavaca, and in Chiapas State.

Dr. Jaime Yamamota of the Tacubaya
Seismological Station here said all six

quakes qualified as earthquakes but that all

but the first were "remnants of energy"

from the first shifting in the earth's crust.

Seismographs measured the quake
between 6.5 and 7.9 on the Richter Scale.

A reading of 7 is considered a major ear-

thquake.

The Richter scale is a measure of ground
motion.

The San Francisco earthquake* of 1906,-

which occurred before the Richter scale

was devised, has been estimated at 7.9 on
the Richter scale.

White appears in court, arraignment postponed
SAN FRANCISCO (API Former City

Supervisor Dan White, charged with

murdering San Francisco's mayor and
another city official, made a brief ap-

pearance in a heavily guarded courtroom
yesterday but his arraignment was post-

poned to allow time for him to get an at-

torney.

White, wearing a bright orange prison

jumpsuit, was biting his lip as he was led

into court by two bailiffs. Police officers

ringed the courtroom. Outside, reporters

and spectators were thoroughly searched

before being admitted.

White did not speak during the three-

minute hearing. He nodded his head when
Municipal Court Judge R.J. Reynolds
asked if he waived immediate
arraignement, but he did not even glance

towards the spectator section where his

wife, Mary Ann, sat with other r^jaliyes.

White's temporary attorney, Gilbert

Eisenberg, did not seek bail for White. He
requested the continuance in White's

behalf.

"The family needs time. He needs time,"

Eisenberg told a crush of reporters and
cameramen outside the courtroom. He
refused to comment on White's emotional

state.

White, a 32-year-old former fireman and
policeman, was charged with two counts

of first-degree murder in Monday's gunshot

slayings of Mayor George Muscone and
Supervisor Harvey Milk, the city's first

avowed homosexual official.

District Attorney Joseph Freitas charged

White under a statute covering "special

circumstances" of murder which would
require the death penalty if White is

convicted.
California voters earlier this month ap-

proved a measure extending the death

p>enalty to the murder of public officials.

The death penalty already applied to

multiple murders.
Judge Reynolds set White's hearing for

Dec. 6 and said the defendant should be
prepared to enter a plea at that time. A
preliminary hearing would then be
scheduled.
"That's all we can do this nhorning," the

judge said as he adjourned court.

White was returned to a jail cell five floors

above th^ courtroom in the Hall of Justice
where ha is being watched around the

clock. '

While White was in court, the bodies of

Moscone and Milk were being transferred

to the ornate domed City Hall where they

were slain. The bodies will lie in state with

the public allowed to file past the
flagdraped caskets. Moscone's burial is

scheduled for today and Milk is to be
cremated Friday night.
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LONDON |>*P|-Former President Richard

M. Nixon told reporters yesterday he is not

worried and will feel "very much at home"
if students demonstrate during his speaking

engagement at the Oxford Union debating

society.

Nixon, who resigned in 1974 as a result of

the Watergate scandal, arrived at

Heathrow Airport from Paris, where he ap-

peared on a television show and answered

viewers' questions.

NiKon said tie would speak on foreign af-

fairs and answer questions at Oxford today

but added he hoped the questions would

not be longer than the answers.

American students at Oxford said they

planned to demonstrate against Nixon.

They code-named their operation

"CREEP" the acronym of Nixon's 1972

Committee to Reelect the President, which

was involved in the Watergate burglary.

Undergraduate student president Charles

Parsons said at least 1,000 demonstrators

would protest his lecture today because

they "remember very well the excesses of

the Nixon administration and are opposed
to this visit."

Nixon was dressed in a gray topcoat, look-

ing well and rested. He stepped off the

sidewalk to wave to onlookers peering from

windows of buildings opposite Claridge's,

his hotel in the elegant Mayair district near

the U.S. Embassy in Grosvenor Square.

The 64-year old former president said he

had "a nice, dicey meeting" when he last

visited Oxford as vice president 20 years

ago. He did not explain the comment about

his appearance before 400 students at Ox-

ford Nov. 28, 1958.

Britain's Labor government arranged rrtax-

imum security and minimum courtesies for

the arrival of Nixon, on his first visit to

Europe since leaving the White House.
An aide to Prime Minister James

Callaghan told a reporter, "The prime
minister has no plans to see Mr. Nixon."
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Amherst police
tovoteonnew pact
By KEITH BEASLEY
Collegian Staff

Amherst police will vote next week on a

new contract agreement tentetiveiy ap-

proved by the Board of Selectmen on Mon-
day night, according to Ed Montleon, presi-

dent of the police union.

The contract will be approved pending a

union meeting where the contract will be
explained and a vote taken, Montleon said.

The new contract, if adopted, will in-

crease salaries of the 25-person department
by an approximate total of $20,000.

Some specifics of the contract are:

-a six percent across-the-board salary in-

crease retroactive from July '78

-a three pJfercent salary increase in July '79

--a three and one-quarter percent salary

increase in January '80

The new contract was praised by both
sides as being an equitable settlement.

The proposed contract was reached on

Friday morning between town and police

negotiators with the aid of two mediators
sent by the state's Joint Labor and
Managerr>ent Committee.

The committee sent Michael Finn, a Spr-

ingfield policeman, and Richard Brown, the

town administrator of Bedford, as advisors

to the contract talks.

Negotiations for the contract stated in

December and continued until five or six

weeks ago when it was decided further

talks where pointless and outside help
would be needed to resolve unsettled
issues.

The contract will not be released until

after the formal signing.

The contract when finally approved wilt

need the signatures of the town manager,
assistant town manager, and police chief

for the town and the president of the polce
league, and the police negotiating commit-
tee for the police.

Students may join

vandalism task force
ByFRANBASCHE
Collegian Staff

The Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs is expected next week to name 10 students to

a 27member task force to study and recommend ways to curb vandalism at UMass.

Dennis L. Madson said the decision to form such a group was made three weeks ago

during a regular meeting with campus department heads while <iiscussing extensive

vandalism and alcohol abuse during the Homecoming Weekend in October.

The problem of vandalism at UMass has received much attention from local and area

media. Last year UMass spent over $150,000 in repairing damages stemming from

vandalism and the physical plant received over 3,000 repair requests on campus.

Madson said he will appoint one student from each residential area, the greek and

commuter communities, student government, the Campus Center Board of Governors

and a graduate student. He has sent letters and talked with representatives of each

group, or department asking them to appoint a representative, he said.

Madson said he hopes the task force, headed by Dean of Students William F. Field

will be "practical and action oriented." He said there will be representatives from the

Department of Public Safety-the campus police-faculty, student activities, the

physical plant and the Alcohol Education Project.

Representatives of the Community Development Center, heads of residence.

Residential Resource Management and Campus Center Operations will also be ap-

pointed Madson said.

Madson said the group will have the power to recommend policy changes to him and

other department heads after studying problems related to vandalism and violent

behavior such as alcohol abuse. A study conducted by the alcohol education project in

connection with health services found that 30 percent of vandalism cases are alcohol

related.

Field said he and Brian Harvey, a student affairs staffer, will meet vvith various sub-

groups of the task force that will present their findings and ideas before the entire

group meets formally. Field said he wants the group to meet before vacation, and
possibly during the six-week break for members who will be in the area.

Field said recommendations would be acted on as soon as the group arrived at

decisions throughout the semester. He said the change would be implemented through

the departments that already have the authority. For instance, changes in security

would be recommended to the department of public security and implemented by that

department.

Senate debates

football coverage
By DAVID WOLOCHOWICZ
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate

struggled last night to give the student

body the best coverage possible for the

Dec. 9 UMass/UNevada-Reno football

game.
In a discussion on the merits of radio vs.

print communication, the Senate voted

23-12 to appropriate $950 to WMUA to sent

two sportscasters to cover the game.

Meanwhile, the Senate turned down a Col

legian proposal to appropriate $629 to send

one sportswriter/ photographer to cover the

game.
Further discussion brought out the fact

approximately $180 could be saved if two

WMUA sportscasters took a charter flight

to Reno. Tack on an additional $100 ap-

propriation, some said, and the Collegian

could have a representative in Reho, too.

The Senate agreed, on a vote of 21-3.

In other Senate action, $5,000 was ap-

propriated towards the purchase of a

typesetter for the Senate. Presently, the

Seante rents a typesetter at the cost of

$5,000 per year. Together with $5,000

already set aside, a brand new typesetter

will be purchased, saving students a few

bucks.
The Senate also voted $750 to help fight

the out-of-state tuition hike.

Earlier in the evening, UMass President

David Knapp spoke before the Senate and

interested students, followed by a question

and answer session.

Elections for next Collegian

Board of Editors begins to-

day at 9 a.m. and ends at 6

p.m. All staff members are

urged to vote.

A lone observer gazes west toward Mt. Warner from Tobin Hall yesterday.
(Staff photo by Bill Greene)

No direct link made

Money allegedly

offered to kill King
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The House Assassina-

tions Committee said yesterday an alleged

$50,000 offer made by two St. Louis

businessmen could have provided the

motive for James Early Ray to assassinate

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

The committee said while its two-year in-

vestigation has been unable to establish a

direct link between those who made the of-

fer and Ray, "it did determine that they met
the necessary criteria for being considered

participants in a serious conspiracy..."

Before releasing a staff report on its in-

vestigation, the committee heard Russell

George Byers of St. Louis reluctantly

describe how he rejected a $50,000 offer to

either kill the civil rights leader himself or ar-

range for someone to do it.

Byers' testimony was disputed by Murray
Randall, a St. Louis criminal court judge,

who said he believed the story of the offer

was "fabricated and purposely planted."

before he became a judge, Randall was
Byers' lawyer.

Byers said that in late 1967 or early 1968

he was approached by John Kauffman, a

friend and business associate, who asked if

he was interested in making $50,000.

When he expressed interest, Byers

testified, Kauffman took him to the home
of a St. Louis patent attorney named John
Sutherland, where Byers was told details of

the slay offer.

Byers said Sutherland told him the

money was to come from a "secret

southern organization."

"I told them I didn't think I'd be in-

terested," said Byers, who at the time did

not know who Kina was.

Byers, who testified under a grant of im-

munity from prosecution, was surrounded
by four husky U.S. marshals throughout
his appearance.

He testified that he never again spoke to

either Kauffman or Sutherland about the

proposed murder contract, had no further

connection with any plan to kill King, and
does not know if someone else was per-

suaded to take the offer.

When the civil rights leader was slain in

Memphis, Tenn., on April 4, 1968, Byers

said, "It struck me it was an awfully funny

thing that I get the offer and the man winds

up dead."

Asked why he thought Sutherland and
Kauffman singled him out for the offer,

Byers said his brother-in-law, John Paul

Spica, had been convicted of carrying out

the contract murder of a St. Louis real

estate man and was serving a life sentence.

In 1973, and FBI informant in St. Louis

reported a conversation in which Byers

described being offered the $50,000 to kill

King. But the FBI never investigated, and

first reported the informant's report to the

committee last sorino.

Both Kauffman and Sutherland, who are

now dead, supported the 1968 American

Independent Party presidential campaign of

George Wallace, according to the commit-

tee's report.

Ray is currently serving a 99-year prison

term for the King assassination. Although

he pleaded guilty to the murder in 1969, he

has since recanted a confession made then.
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Composer to conduct
vocaljazz workshop
Mrs. Anne Barry Rothenberg, singer, pianist and composer of vocal jazz ballads and

tfwater music will conduct a workshop in vocal jazz styles for the class in Techniques in
Afro American Vocal Music in the Upstairs Lecture Room of Cottage C from 2 00 o m
until 3:30 p.m. on Thursday, November 30, 1978.
Mrs Rothenberg studied in the Julliard Preparatory School and graduated from

Brooklyn College with a major in Music, Under the name of Anne Barry she performed
as pianist, singer, arranger in night clubs and cocktail lounges of New York such as The
Lounge at The Pierre, The Inner Circle and the Purple Tree at the Hotel Vanderbuilt
bhe has recorded 32 sides as a vocalist under the direction of Cy Oliver popular band
leader of recording and night club fame.
As a composer. Mrs. Rothenberg's musical play, "Growing Up" was produced under

a State Council of the Arts grant in the Spring of 1978 in Hadley, Massachusetts
The workshop will open with several students from the class in Techniques in Afro-

American Vocal Music performing selections which Mrs. Rothenberg will critique The
last part of the workshop will present Mrs. Rothenberbg at the piano, singing selec-
tions, several of which are her own compositions.
The public is cordially invited to this open and free workshop.

Hanukkah
Gieedng
Cards.

Share in the tradition and beauty of this joyous season.

(^y^y/ie^/^
Creative excellence is an American tradition,

campus center univ of mass amherst

i^

r

v

Rock h Jazz LP s

Buy Sell - Trade

«ll»CROR(HtNO

BOOKS
264 N Pleasant

Godiva Chocolates

Beer-Wine-Cheese

We Mail
Anywhere

^

I
103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

MMfM Ml 9U» «U« lUImiMlimfM MH AA AM ^a^^^^MM^^

CAMPUS TEN PIN BOWLING
(Located in basement of

Boyden building)

Mon.-Sat. 4 p.m. -10:30 p.m.

60c per string.

Shoes free with UM ID

Phone 5-2239
•¥¥ VWtfWWMW WW tttf im «A« im in« in« Wtf WM MM MM WM »
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««You think only God
can make a tree!

Try coming up
with a mackerel.'*

BOOT
SALE

wItIi JohN Denver

& Georc,^ Burns

A/lahar Auditorium

Thursday, November 30- Friday, December 1

Hampden D.C .
Southwest 7, 9, 11 $1.00

Men's 17"

Laceups
Save $40 ^49i^f

Ladies 16"

Pull on
Reg. $74 ^44**

JACKETS
Fine Natural Leather

They are beautiful!

Wide selection from
Bombers to Blazers

Heartfelt
Leather

lOSNFUMMitSt.
t«4Mott.-8«t.tiS-tlS8

•MifM.Mrillt

This fnt«r«sting array of lines makos up one of the radio dishes found at the
Five College radio observatory at Quabbin (staff photo by Lynn Marion).

Musical groups to give

free concert Monday
The UMass Vocal Jazz
and Afro-American Music
Ensemble will present a free

concert on Monday
December 4 at 8 p.m. at

Bezanson Recital Hall in the
Fine Arts Center.

The program includes
selections by Jester
Hairston, Duke Ellington,

Andrea Crouch and Stevie

Wonder.
The free concert opens

with a group of Negro
Spirituals by Jester Hair-

ston, a well-known arranger

of spirituals and folk songs.

Hairston, who attended the

University of
Massachusetts in the 1920's

will be represented by
selections which include his

popular "Poor Man
Lazarus," and the West
Indian Christmas caro

"Ring De Christmas Bell."

The 25 voice choir will

perform Jazz songs by
Duke Ellington:
"Sophisticated Lady",
"Don't Get Around Much
Anymore", "Mood Indigo"

and the Ellington classic

"Take the 'A' Train",
arranged by Professor
Frederick Tillis of the
University Department of

Music and Dance.
Contenporary gospel

songs constitute the third

part of the program
featuring selections of

Andrae Crouch. Crouch
along with Reverend James
Cleveland lead the Afro-

American gospel field.

"Hallelujah", "Revive Us
Again", "Power In The
Blood" and "Take A Little

Time" for tenor soloist and

female choir are the Crouch
selections.

The program concludes
with songs by Stevie
Wonder. An addition to the
choral arrangement of
"Isn't She Lovely",
arranged by UMass student
Steve Ferrandino, is

featured as are Wonder's
ode to Duke Ellington, "Sir

Duke," and the popular
ballad "You and I."

The ensemble is a^.

companied by an in-

strumental quartet con-
sisting of piano, organ,
bass and drum, and is

under the direction of
Harace ClaTence Boyer of
the music faculty. Boyer, a
professioaal gospel singer,

teaches Music Theory and
Afro-American Music,

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
ARTS COUNCIL PRESENTS:

HILDA HARRIS
Leading Mezzo-Soprano, New York City Opera

A rich, well-focused

voice and a fresh,

vital spirit. All this and
beauty too!
— The New York Times

IN CONCERT
Thursday, December 7, 1978 8:00 p.m.

BEZANSON RECITAL HALL
FREE TICKETS*

UMASS Arts CouhcIL 125 Herter Hall/

Music Department/Fine Arts Center
^ADMISSION BY TICKET ONLY

Thursday, November 30. 1978
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Student gains credit for sailing experience

.Collegian s

ByJOYCEMUNROE
Collegian Staff

After 15 years on a sailboat with almost no formal
education before college, the UMass University
Without Walls program is giving 34-year old Gale Orion
Goodlander Kennedy a chance to earn credits from
experience.

According to program coordinator Ruth Hook, UWW
was set up in 1971 to serve students who did not have
access to the university and non-traditional students like
Kennedy.
Along with almost 250 other students enrolled in the

program, Kennedy is designing her own degree plan in

environmental concerns, her area of concentration.
Before coming to UMass, Kennedy graduated from

Mt. Wachusett Community College where she majored
in science.

Public Notice:

W\ S\(rrt (5r\^ ve>'»;Z

n1sale:

"When I heard about UWW awarding credits for life
experiences, I said that's for me, " Kennedy said, "after
all, that's what my life has been all about."
According to Kennedy, her family had always been

involved with sailing, but they formally moved aboard
the "Elizabeth", a 52 foot schooner built by John Alden
when she was seven years old. Her father, James
Goodlander, rebuilt the boat. '

It took the Goodlanders 15 years to sail from Chicago
to St. Petersberg, Florida with many stops along the
way where Mr, Goodlander earned enough money to go
on to the next port.

Kennedy said she recalls two incidents when the
Elizabeth sunk and her father refused to abandon ship.
And she remembers times when there was no money
for fancy presents on Christmas and the family ex-
changed paper "presents" cut out of a Sears Robuck
catalogue.

"It was just one big fantasy, but it was wonderful,"
Kennedy, who now has two children of her own, said.
"It vyas the best Christmas I ever had."
When the boat was docked and while her father odd

jobbed, Kennedy managed to go to school for a month
or two, was tested and promoted to the next grade. She
was double promoted twice.
"I read a book a day all my life and I learned a lot

through keeping the daily log and just being treated like
an adult," Kennedy said. "I certainly never felt
uneducated."
When she reached the 9th grade at 13, Kennedy's

former promotion success ended.
"They wouldn't promote me because they said I

hadn't been in school enough days, " Kennedy said.
She never went to school again until receiving a high

school equivalency certificate in 1976 and enrolled at
Mt. Wachusett, "because it was there" Kennedy said.
Now that Kennedy is enrolled in UWW she says she

realized she needs a degree to be able to do what she
wants to do.
"A liason between science and technology and lay

people " is the description of her career goal. "It is

important to educate people using words they can

HOUS^
DOWNTOWN AMHERST

When your #cct ncctf a
J«»st arrivAd-Winter Clogs

7 Moasant St. (corn«r of Main )

Downtown NortlMiMpton

understand," she adds.
"I see the need for myself more and more,"' Kennedy

said after a recent trip to the library when she couldn't
find a book for a project written in everyday language.
After she earns a degree from UMass, Kennedy hopes

to educate people through writing and speaking.
She said she plans to do this while sailing on the 41

foot schooner she and her panner, David Janser, are
building.

Kennedy doesn't claim to be Wonder Woman and
admits that Jansen has done most of the building while
she's been in school.

"David is a good carpenter, but he's not a sailor,
"

Kennedy said, "I believe my expertise will be truly
realized when we set sail."

Kennedy and her family are anxiously waiting for the
day they can set sail. But Kennedy, herself is most
anxious of all. For her, living on a boat is the closest she
can come to being one with nature.
When asked where she planned to sail to she said the

destination was unimportant.
"'lt"snot a voyage,'" Kennedy said, "it's a lifestyle.

'

Gale Orion Goodlander Kennedy

UPC Productions presents

•> •$•% -ix^w: v?„.\ ^ ^^ •• V

l[-« ^v

^^••L

^^ ^P

.iii^^i
«!r

Thursday, Nov. 30
8 p.m.
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

All Seats $3.00
Gen. Adm.
Tickets now available at

TIX, Union Record
Service, and local

record stores
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Bill Saxton and trio
to perform at S.U.B.

Thursday, November 30. 1978
Thytfdey^ Novfmbw30, 1978

By MAR/0 A. BARROS
Collegian Staff

Bill SaxtOf\ will be performing with his trio
Friday, Dec. 1 at 8 p.m., in the Student
Union Ballroom. Hs trio will include Billy
Hart on drums, David Jackson on bass and
Hilton Ruiz on piano. Saxton's name may
not be exactly a household word to many in
touch with the Black Classical scene, but
the only thing standing between him and
acceptance into that house is hearing the
man blow

Springing from the New York classical

scene, Saxton plays tenor and alto sax
along with fan flute. He also writes much of
his own material, but this doesn't keep him
from sensitive renditions of material from
other artists. »

Saxton's background is rich witti not only
the New York scene's influences but with
the wealth of experience he's had jamming
with other people. He's played with folks
like "Philly" Joe Jones, Clark Terry and
Roy Haynes. His expresson of this ex-
perience and his own compositions add up
to a warming performance.

Start The Revolution

Without Me
Starring: Gene Wilder

Donald Sutherland

Thursday, November 30
Thompson 102

7,9,11
$1

Nov. 30
M 7-9-11

J
J Thompson 104 *
* Cost $1.00 }

PINOCCHIO
DOESN'T
LIE
When he tells

you he's got
the best, and

the only
authentic

Italian pizza

in the area.

To prove it

he's giving

you 50c off a

large

pizza.

PINOCCHIO PIZZA
AND SUBS
Open till 2:00 a.m.
— Free delivery—

549-3669
1177 N. Pleasant St., Amh.

Pinocchio Pizza

50c OFF
Good up to Dec. 10 LARGE PIZZA

UNDER THE TREE:
n Crystal

n Decorative Boxes
n Wind Chillies

^ Mobiles

Stabiles

L Mugs & Tankards
n Teasets

Wine Glasses

, Decanters

Glass Storage Jars

Baskets

Hampers
Serving Trays

Placemats

Wooden Dish Racks
Mug & Glass Racks

Bedspreads
u Bamboo Shades
" Plants

i_j Hanging Lamps
Floor Lamps

D Lamp Kits

D Candles

D Fine Art Prints

Greeting Cards
n Stationery

D Book Ends

D Journals

D Address Books
D Leather Organizers
D Leather Wallets

D Disco Bags
D Combing Combs
D Hair Combs & Barrettes

D Hair Bands
D Earrings

D Necklace^

D Bracelets

Pins

D Fashion Hosiery

D Danskins

D Tights

D Leotards

D Skirts

D Shirts

D Dresses

D Panis

D Vests

D Fashion Hats

D Caps & Berets

D Wool Scari^es & Shawls
D Fashion Scarves

D Belts

D Gloves

D Slippers

D Chinese Shoes
Q Afgluin Socks

Q^^gmai

What makes Tech Hifi the best place to

buy stereo?

It's our unique combination of knowl-
edgeable salespeople, soundrooms you can
play in, selection of over a hundred quality

brands, and policies like our 3-month full-

credit exchange and moneyback guarantee.

Tech Hifi is the only stereo specialist that

offers you all this, plus discount prices.

Because Tech Hifi is the only stereo

specialist that has the buying power of 66
stores.

n89 «K TDC PhiKp.

Tech Hifl's SI 89 package is your best introduction to

component stereo. You'll get better sound than a similarly-

priced "compact" system, plus all of Tech Hifi's great

guarantees. It has a versatile ERC 1405 AM/FM stereo

receiver. TDC 1 loudspeakers, and a fully-equipped

Collaro 1252 automatic turntable by Philips.

^££\3 KCN\A/ooD harrnan kardon Philips

Our $229 package has some of the audio industry's best

names. And Tech Hifl's buying power brings you this

system at a budget-pleasing price! It has a Haiman Kardon
230E stereo receiver. Kenwood LSK 100 speakers, and a

Collaro 1253 automatic turntable by Philips.

^299 Philips PlOIVieC/l Garr^arcj

We think our $299 package has the best overall sound and
FM performance you'll And at this price. It has a pair of

new Philips 420 computer-vented speakers, a popular

Pioneer SX450 stereo receiver, and a handsome Garrard

730 M2 turntable with a Pickering cartridge.

«359 harman kardon Garrard <»419 Philip* audio technica

Consumer magazines rate the components in this package

"best-buys". And Tech Hifi's holiday price saves you

money. Our $359 system has Linear Sound EPI 70 loud-

speakers, a top-rated Harman Kardon 330C stereo

receiver, and a Garrard 730 M2 automatic turntable.

K E ivi v/voo o Tociinics

Tech Hifi's $419 system offers the best balance of per-

formance and features at this price. It has a pair of

smooth-sounding Kenwood LSK300 loudspeakers, a

Technics SA200 stereo receiver, and a refined Philips

GA437 turntable with a light-tracking Audio-Technica

AT3XE cartridge.

$449
Our $449 system delivers clarity once reserved only for

the well-to-do. The Infinity Qe loudspeakers in this system

use the same EMIT tweeter employed in Infinity's best

speakers. The receiver is a luxurious Marantz 22 1 6B, and

the turntable is a servo-controlled Sanyo TP728.

STOCKING
STUFFERS:
D Little Boxes
D Magic Bubbles
D Pens
D Change Purses

D Koala Bears

Q Coloring Books
D Puzzles

D Soap
D Key Rings

D Snoopy & Woodstock

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst, next to the Post Office

OPEN 10-6 P.M., MON.-SAT
am CertmcatM AvaHabto

MASTERCHARGE/ V»SA

^^999 KEIM\A/aOD Klffl Garrard. $849 Klffl QQS ^THOR|N5

This $599 package delivers some of the best "imaged"

stereo sound you'll hear at any price. Because Optimally-

Vented Ohm L loudspeakers reproduce all the front-to-

back "depth" in your favorite music. The stereo receiver

is Kenwood's powerful KR4070, and the turntable is a

handsome Garrard GT25P.

^PCKEinNG
TANDBERG

Tech Hifi's $ 1 200 package gives you the same sound heard

in the best recording studios. It has a pair of famous

JBL 43 1 1 3-way monitor loudspeakers, a brand-new (and

beautifully detailed) Tandberg TR2030 stereo receiver,

and a transcription-quality Thorens TD145C II turntable

(with a professional Pickering 660E cartridge).

HITACHI

For high accuracy and high volume capability , Tech Hifi's

$849 package is your best bet. It has a pair of high-per-

formance Ohm C2 Optimally-Vented loudspeakers, a

superb Marantz 2238B stereo receiver, an Hitachi 353

turntable (with sophisticated quartz-locked direct drive),

and a premium ADC 125QE cartridge.

techhifi
Come play.

15 East Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100
Marshall's Plaza, Boston Rd. & Parker St., Springfield 782-5544

Stores also throughout Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont, New York,

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan and Ohio.

V/S4*
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Shah's government
to be protested
To the Editor:

On Nov 5, 1978, the Shah of Iran installed a
military government as a last card in his hand and in

a desperate attempt to quell the year-old mass
uprisings which has shaken the foundations of the

Shah 's autocratic and puppet regime. In the bloody
clashes with the Shah's troops since this action,

many patriotic Iranians have lost their lives for the

cause of independence and freedom. In the past year

the Iranian government introduced a new tactic of
"liberalization" in the hopes that it can gain the

backing of some segments of population. Many
western governments, most noteably the U.S.,

which have until present indulged themselves in

plundering and exploitation of the natural and
human resources of the Iranian people, have ex-

tended their all-out support to the Shah.
At the head of this camp is the US government
which on behalf of the giant corporations, is in the

words of a pentagon spokesman, preparing

"contingency plans manned, equipped, and trained

by the Defense department to intervene if necessary

in the Persian Gulf area to protect U.S. interest".

The outcome of the present political situation will

be decided by many protracted battles of different

forms between the Iranian people and the foreign-

imposed regime of the Shah. But, the reactionanes

have already sensed the danger of the people's

anger. The striking employees of the Iranian National

bank have disclosed the names of 114 individuals

some of winch close relatives of the Shah, others

police and military generals and ministers who have
smuggled in the past two months $2.4 billion [about

a fifth of the annual national oil income]. These
reactionary culprits have no other aims but to join

their international cohorts, LonNol, andThieu. This

fact on the other hand sheds some light on the

Shah 's so called reforms, nnodernizations and just

distribution of the national income. There are in-

creasingly important tasks for all the freedom loving

and democratic forces in this country to support the

struggles of the Iranian people. Exposing the regime
of the Shah, the policies of the World imperialism

[and in particular the US imperialism] to maintain the

Shah's government and expressing solidarity with

the Iranian people are few of these tasks. The
Committee to support the people's struggles in Iran

is participating in a demonstration in Boston
sponsored by a number ofprogressive organizations.

The aim of this demonstration is to convey the just

demands of the Iranian people to the American
public. We urge all the freedom-loving people to join

us in this demonstration. The date of the demon-
stration is Friday Dec. 1. To contact us call: 665-

4215.

The Committee to support the people's
struggles in Iran

Collegian
Notices

Northampton

Only Area Showing
NOW -Ends Tuesday

eves. 7:00 ft 910

"A COMIC ASSAULT'
TIME /W^GAZlNf

(ft. -PGl

A lUDOERT ALTMAN RLM

OCy AWAl JK CAROL DURHFTT

MJAFAMOW VinOWO GASSMAN

VIVECAUNOfOW PAT McCOKMiCK

Notice — Children's Bazaar: shop tor hand-
crafted toys, games, stuffed animals, and
woodworking kits at reasonable prices at

the Common School's annual Children's

Bazaar on Saturday, Dec. 2, 10 a.m. - 4
p.m. at 521 So. Pleasant St., Amherst. The
Bazaar Cafe will serve international

specialties all day. There will be story tell-

ing, singing, cookie and candle decorating

for children.

"E E E"— guess who's having a candy cane
day! The Greeks are! Catch a Tri-Sigma to

fill you in on the details!

Notice— the Art Dept. of Thornes Super
market will sponsor a poetry reading by
Dyan Sublett on Friday, Dec. 1 at 2:00 p.m.

Ms. Sublett's reading is part of a continu-

ing series of arts events taking place on the

third floor of Thornes Supermarket, 150

So. Main St., Northampton.

Botany Seminar— the Oept. of Botany
Sen.inar speaker for Thursday, Nov. 30 will

be Dr. Tony Swain. His topic will be
"Chemotaxonomy The impossible
Dream." Dr. Swain is a member of the

Dept. of Biology at Boston University.

Notice -Public Higher Education at the
Crossroads, a forum sponsored by students
united for public education, Saturday, Dec.
2 at 10:00 a.m., Bartlett Auditorium all

members of UMass community urged to at-

tend.

House Church— all spiritual seekers are
welcome at this evening's gathering of
UCF's House Church, 7:30 9:30, 428 SU.
Format consists of brief biblical exploration,
and hour of personal sharing and en-
counter, and brief candlelite communion,
celebrated by Pete Sabey, Protestant
Chaplain. For more info, call 5-2661.

Student Health Advisory Board— tt>e

next meeting will be tonight at 6:00 p.m. in

CC room 917. Elections are coming up soon
- everyone is welcome.

San Francisco Mime Troupe— don't miss
False Promises on Sunday, Dec. 3 at 8:00
p.m. in Bowker. Tickets $3 at TIX and at

the door for the San Francisco Minr^e

Troupe,

BUS DRIVER TRAINING
Five College Transportation will sponsor a 3

Week Training program during January In-

terterm for those interested in getting a Class II

Bus Driver's License.

Get applications and instructions at the Stu-

dent Employment Office, 239-A Whitmore, or

call the Five College Transportation

Office -586-4262.

Application Deadline extended to December 7.

Mi.

Acaieerinlaw-
withoitt lawschooi

After just three months of study at The
/\ Institute for Paralegal Training in

Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding

career in law or busir>ess—without law school.

As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing

i many of the duties traditionally handled

only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal

Training, you can pick or>e of seven different areas of

law to study. Upon completion of your training. The
Institute's unique Placement Service will find you a

responsible and challenging job in a law firm, liank or

corporation in the city of your choice.

T'he Institute for Paralegal Training is the

nation s first and most respected school for

paralegal training. Since 1970. weve placed over

2.500 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide.

If
you re a senior of high academic standing

and looking for an above average career,

contact your placement office for an interview with

our representative.

We will visit your campus on:

Friday, December 1

International Student Association

presents

DISCO
Friday Night
10th tloorjC!

Instituto
for

Paralegal
Training*

235 South 1 7th Street

Philadelphia. PA 19103
(215)732 6600

Approved by the American Bat Asaociaiion.

.-..v.'.'.'.s-

University ofMassaC^uSefls/ A-nhC'St

FINE /PTS CENTER PRESENTS

Hartford Ballet

Saturday, December 2 3 & 8 p.m.

Sunday, December 3 3 p.m.

Flh£ /RIS CENfER CNCERT H4-L

I nnfMNMTIM
I tpicuiisn siMi int

I

Tickets w on sale
public J^7 uO, 6 50. 5 5<^

students $5.50, 4.50. 3 50

and other students $6 i/J, ^

Special matinee children's prices

4 50. 3 50

Call 545 2511 for group rr

and information

Fine Arts Center Box Office

& All Ticketron Locations

n e r a I

Mass
./ens

450
$550.
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Prepare for upcoming
er.ams. MCAT,

GMAT, GRE, LSAT.
Classes beginning

Dec. Er Jan.

ror lufermttton Me«t OtMr Caattare

In HajOf US OHta* « imnat
OwtaMa NY Stali

uu THi niui am-m-ina

COLORS AVArtABLE:
scarlet dark green

purple green and gold \^

light blue blue and guld \.

send $5.95 each cap

to:

The Thinking Cap Co.
11609 Pico Blvd.

LJ^., Calif. 90064

(in Calif, add 6% tax)

allow 2 le 6 wtiti for delivery

-L

Available:

Aristotle

de Bcauvoir

Burroughs

Camus
Chandler

de Chardin

Confucius

Conan Doyle

Einstein

Freud

Hammett
Huxley

Jung

Kafka

Kerouac

Kierkegaard

Marx

Nietzche

Nin

Orwell

Plato

Rimbaud
Sartre

Socrates

Tolkien

Tolstoy

COLOR la aioice/2nd Choice

m
lyourname

' and

, address; tifL.

LETTERS:
No students,

no lecture

To the Edhor:
In response to Mr. Maimer's letter to the

Editor: Botany 101, an introductory

course for non-science majors, has a cur-

rent enrollment of 299. Attendance at lec-

tures averages between 175 and 225, a

figure typical for large introductory

courses, but a sad reflection on many
students' drive to learn.

Mr. Maimer complains that I failed to

deliver a lecture scheduled for 2:15 the

afternoon before Thanksgiving. I was ful-

ly prepared to do so, but the class failed

to show up. A lecture was scheduled, not

a discussion group, and the eight to

twelve stalwart souls who did come con-

stituted only about half a discussion

group at tftat.

Let's face it, Mr. Maimer, we were both
had. But were you really surprised? I

wasn 't. The campus was literally deserted

by noon. Would that I had 299 students

with your apparent dedication to learn-

ing. As for my grin-well, some of us just

can't help it.

R.T. Wiice
Professor of Botany

Lack of attendance

dangerous

To the Editor:

/ recently attended an event at UMass,
"The Varied Voices of Black Women"
concert, October, 29 which left me ex-

tremely disturbed. The lack of Black at-

tendance that evening indicated to me a

calculated boycott of a Black women's
cultural event. As a Mount Holyoke alum-

na 1 751551 long familiar with the five-

college area and with the growth of a

Black and Third Worid community in the

Valley since my college years, it was ob-

voius to me that many Black people pur-

posely stayed away, undoubtedly
because the music and poetry were
created from a Black feministand Lesbian

perspective. It was also, I might add, anti-

racist and inherently opposed to every

other kind of oppression that Black peo-

ple face.

It seems dangerous for tfw Black com-
munity to exercise sentiments and ac-

tions that align it with Anita Bryant,

Phillis Schlafly, John Briggs and tens of

thousands of white-male reactionaries

who compose the far right Just as Black

and Third World communities must con-

front sexism, they must also confront

heterosexism and homophobia. I suggest

that you refer to Audre Lorde's "Scrat-

ching the Surface: Some Notes on Bar-

riers to Women and Loving, "The Black
Scholar, April 1978 for an enlightened

analysis of issues of sexual and
heterosexual politics as they affect Black

women. I sincerely hope that this kind of

boycott will not happen at UMass again.

Barbara Smith
Fallow W.E.B.DuBois Institute

1977-1978

"On The Other

Hand" ubiquitous

To the Editor:

Thanksgiving afforded me the op-

portunity to visit the heavily used second

stall in the back of McSorley's Bar on

East 7th Street, N.Y.C. Much to my
relief, a fresh copy of On the Other

Hand III was provided. What I found sur-

prising was not the use to which the

publication was put, of course, but the

widespread circulation it has I My sincere

appreciation to the editors of the course

description guide for their long awaited

contribution to the annals ofAmerica I

Ken Lee
Amherst

Nummo commentary

irresponsible

To the Editor:

This is in response to the guest Editorial

in the November 20th issue of Nummo
News. Actually it is in response to the

hatred and derogatory innuendos that the

letter presents. Printing comments like

"rich Jews" is irrerponsible journalism

that I would have expected out of Nazi

Germany.
I guess my complaint is directed as

much to the Nummo News staff as it is

to Tony Van Der Meer. Nummo News is

responsible to the University community
from which it is funded. I'm not talking

about cenorship, but eliminating in

flamatory stereotypes.

The Third Worid community would be
up in arms if I wrote about the "niggers"

who broke into my car in Hartford, burn-

ed my uncle's grocery store in Baltimore
or shot and killed my Aunt in her home in

San Francisco. As Tony Van Der Meer
protrays all Jews as rich masters of the

downtrodden blacks, it would be wrong
for me to portray all blacks as theives, ar

sonists and murderers.

Are we to believe that this is the kind of

Journalism that is designed to increase

the awareness of the University at large of

the problems of the black community?
What does Nummo News expect to

gain from this except further hatred be-

ween the races?
Jerry J. Manko

Notices hard

to get in

To the Editor:

As a student supported campus
newspaper the Collegian has a primary

responsibility to represent the needs of

UMass students. This is in direct contrast

to the present policy of the paper regar-

ding the printing of student organization

notices, whereby one notice per week
may be printed free of charge only "as

space permits.

"

As a publicity officer for two RSO
organizations I have been repeatedly

frustrated in attempts to beat this game
of chance. I can appreciate layout dif-

ficulties and considerations of relevant

subject matter, however, the importance

of student access to a tampus newspaper
is far greater. Any RSO group operating

on limited funds promoting non-profit

events in the interest of any citizens of the

Commonwealth should not have to play

second fiddle to Busch ads, etc. as far as

space prion ties are concerned. This policy

implies an attitude of neglect if not

downright contempt toward your most
important benefactor and beneficiary, the

student body.
Students, this policy means that you

will continue to miss out on many fine lec-

tures, meetings, and other opportunities

sponsored in your interest by RSO groups

because your student newspaper does
not see fit to allocate the space to print

notices of these events in any rational

manner.
I would like to ask you to spend five or

ten minutes at your typerwriters and send
the editor of your Collegian your ex-

periences and views on this state of af-

fairs, that he may understand that I am
not an isolated malcontent, but represent

a large number of people and organiza-

tions with a legitimate gripe.

Mike King

Moody Blues

concert not reviewed
To the Editor:

As a daily reader of the Collegian, /

have often read reviews of major concerts

given in this area. I was therefore a bit

disappointed that the recent performance

of one of the greatest groups of our times

went unmentioned except for a comic

strip, [Spam Slade 11-28]. After atten-

ding the Moodie Blues concert in Spr-

ingfield on Nov. 17, I was anxious to read

a review in your paper to get an idea of

the reaction to this event. The Moodies

have never relied on publicity to attract an

audience, but I do feel that these gifted

musicians deserve some recognition. The

Moodie Blues are back after six years.

After seeing this concert, I can say it was

definitely worth the wait!

An anonymous Moodies fan

NOTICE

Elections for Collegian Board of Direc-

tors positions are being held in the office

today from- 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. All staff

members are urged to vote. The follow-

ing positions are up for election: Editor-

in Chief, Managing Editor, Business

Manager, Graphics Manager, Campus
Editor for Student Affairs. Campus Editor

for Faculty and Administrative Affairs,

Town and Local Editor, Women's Editor,

Executive Editor, Sports Editor, and

Photography Editor.

MARK WILDIN

They did what they

ought, for nought
It is two in the morning and I am sitting in

a myrtle yellow armchair with a slightly

runny nose probing the lint in my navel (I

have an inny while my tired and rumpled
mind examines territory of its own,
reviewing the horrid events of a week
where reason gave way to madness and the
center fell out of humanity.
We live in a brutal world where injustice

and death are as bored ten-year olds,

wantonly flicking insects into oblivion, and
snipping lives as easily as pigtails.

(He's in a rather sullen mood this week.
Oh no, really? 'Fraid so, he's already started

on his pigtail routine. Oh dear, then he gets
all moody and despairs of existence and
wishes we were all as simple as Sherpa
guides. I've seen it before. If he does I'm

flipping to the sports page. Stuff and
nonsense otherwise. Gets damn maudlin if

you know what I mean. What's he doing
now? Don't know. Moving to his desk.
He's opening the middle drawer. Pulling

out some papers. Struth! I've seen this

before. It's the poems).
Come here my little ones, up on your

Daddy's knee. We would never suspect it

of ourselves but we are all as skilled as

Houdini in the art of escape.
(It was bound to happen. Last time it was

Blackstone. Now he'll go on about his is in

the form of small poems. J tell you I've seen •

it before.)

Mine is in the form of small poems. Not
limericks, I'm talking poetry; I'm talking art.

I appreciate art. I'm mildly cultured, sort of

like yogurt. In fact my first poem concerns
yogurt. It was written by a friend of my
tenth-grade high school teacher. Here it is.

The Dannon Revolutionary Dictum

Stir uo from botton

I've got others. A favorite small poet of

mine is W.S. Sundstrom. He has red hair

and a caring mother. Two of his in par-

ticular appeal to me.

Martyrs

They did what they ought
For nought.

Would you like to kiss a dead tree frog

soaked in urine?
'^

No

After a slightly drunk Norman Mailer tried

to stab his second wife he wrote a poem
about it. It is my favorite. It is untitled.

If you do it

with a knife

There's some
love left.

My two contributions are modest efforts.

Copies can be made available upon request

is you'd like though.

Marilyn
Marilyn.

Ear Wax?
Philosophy II

Is this

the philosophy department?
Well, it is

and it isn't.

Mark Wilding is a Collegian Columnist
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aH>^DENIMS

under $16
Velours $15.00

Faded Jeans $11.00

Western Flannel Shirts $11.00

^
^Next toTHEPUBAmherst

MAKE YOUR
RESERVATION
BEFORE IT'S

TOO LATE
TliMit dmminmw tatt sppiMeMno: To be wi^ of taving
your ttiMit profM«lonftlty typed, cat! Valley typtng and
make a reeervation now. /

We ateo prcMde hi^Miiiallfy Pftiiey6owea «opylno and
theaki blfidaca—for oomptete one^top earvicew

S^iua ¥tM&f Typl^ or «(ieiy>^ (Nn" iol9lc#-->«iid

b9 999m9d of hawing four lAttfo 0om rlglii ami

10-6 M-F
29 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

256^736 10-2 8

PavkaiiP Store
"DISCOUNT LIQUORS "

RUSSELL ST., HAOLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

MILLER
HIGH
LIFE

$6.29
12 oz.

cans— case

DONELLI
LAM4

BRUSCO

$1.49
24 oz. bottle

Seagrams I ^henlei|
CROWN

PAY ONLY
$10.89
1 .75 liter

1(59.2 oz.)

VODKA
80°

$3.99
quart— 32 oz.

Monday, November 27 to Saturday, December 2, 1978

Cash and carry prices

A'.I full cases of famous brand liquors

AvBilable at wholesale prices

We reserve the right to limit qujtitities

Tburt^aYf Noytrobtf-aL 1978

UWK AMI Kl( \i;i)

SPORTS STORE
AMHERST SHOPPERS PARK

DNIVIKSITY DRIVE

Flying Feet Makes Christmas
Shopping Easy!

FIRST QUALITV-MENS & WOMEN'S

DOWN VESTS
6 02. Down Fill

95
DESIGNER COLORS
AND PATTERNS
QUALITV EXCEEDS
FTC. REGULATIONS
FOR DOWN FILLED
PRODUCTS.

29
AMERICAN MADE FIRST QUALITY

DOWN FILLED

"SUNDOWN" JACKETS
With Nylon Jaftcta
Exterior or Very
Popular es/3f Shell
Both Materials
Down Filled
S Styles

^ ^ ->.BONUS SPECIAL^ ^
^^^ IWltfi This Ad I

L^'UCE? RECEIVE A PAIR OF
A^FmJLJElf DOWN FILLED MITTS

WITH THE PURCHASE OF A DOWN FILLED JACKET AND|
THIS AD! OFFER GOOD THRU DEC. 2 1978 ONLY.

(1 Pair of Mitts per person-per purchase)

HOCKEY
SKATES

BY

MICRON
DAOUSTC.CM BAUER
WITH THE NEW TUUK OR

l»C«M BLADES

-AUTHORIZED

-

TUUK BLADE INSTALLATIONS
•PUT THE NEW TUUK BLADE

ON YOUR OLD SKATES.

CUSTOM FIT HOCKEY
EQUIPMENT BY-

Pro Tec* Northland
Copper'CCM.
- STICKS

-

Koho • Northland • Titan •

Christian Brothers • Montreal

Canadian •

FIGURE SKATES TOO!

DOWN HILL SKI
DOWN HILL SKI

PACKAGE
For Intermediate & Beginners

"AMERICANA
SYSTEM"

Skis and Bindings are made by the

same manufacturer to complement
each other.

•Foam Core Fiberglass Skis

•Step-in Bindings Simple Safe

8 Release Modes^Factory Mounted
• Spalding Caber Boots

•Aluminum Poles (Dovre)

MENS & WOMEN'S
DOUBLE KNIT NYLON

WARM-UP SUITS
Two Zipper Pockets

In Jacket and Pants.

•Zipper Legs

•All Colors

»1995

Reg. J249
Special

Value Price 49999

X-COUNTRY SKI
PACKAGES
FEATURING

ADIDAS or SPALDING SKIS
Includes: Skis 'Leather Boots*Poles^New
Dovre Bindings Mounted^ C4 4 n

And Up

SKI BIBS
AU Nylon^

Wonder Fiber insulation

Unisex*Snow Cuffs

^2995
$39.95 Value

SKI
PANTS »2595

GREAT GIFTSUGGESTION
WORLDS FINEST ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR

(.IVl nil HI //V,\f K /,\ \()l IK llfi A (,nj CI RTIhlCATE
tKOM l^yl^(, irn (.oon ion rut (^hiaust
Ainu m I oorwf '\R soiDON via mahkit today!

S^P^R^sH "-YINGFEET
^^DDV ^^B Cotton bports^ T-SHIRTS

Free with any 20.00 purchasc^^^^.Free with any purchase under 20.00^

OPEN DAILY 10 to 9 SATURDAY 9 to 5:30

OPEN SUNDAYS THRU CHRISTMAS

Thursday, NoverT>ber 30, 1978i

iCollegjanii

Mountaineering *1.

FUNDAMENTALS OF
MOUNTAINEERING
What is mountaineeririg all about? Funnyyou should ask.

Becausewejust happen to have an answer. (Ah-h, life's little

coincidences.) Mountaineering is a skill, a science andan art.

Yet anyone
developed

.these.

jWith a thirst for excellence andnormally^
motor skills can master it. Simply study^

'

Ldamentals and followthem faithfully^

%
.-. "-'!n

571

z-i *'
'.<'•••'

•».
.•*'

Step one, '

appropri
^••ately enough,

'7 "starts by select-

r.ihg the correct site.

To do so, pick up
a bottle of Busch".

This is commonly
called heading for the
mountains.

2 Okay, here's
twhere the fun be-

gins. Hold the mountain
firmly in your left hand,

grasp the mountain
top with your right
hand and twist
the little fella off

There you go.

3Now for theL
• tricky part.

Neophytes, listen

up: the proper pour
Is Straight down
the center of the
glass. Only in
this way will

the cold, invigo-

rating taste of Q ,

the mountain
come to a head.

J
Once poured, pacing becomes paramount. As any seasoned
>• mountaineer will tell you, the only way to down a mountain

is slowly, smoothly and steadily - savoring eveiy swallow of the
brew that is Busch. Ifyou're a bit awkward at first, don't be /^
discouraged Perfection takes practice. Soon enough, having
emptied your gla^s and filled your soul, you too will be a
mountaineer

Dorit just reaoh for a beer.BUSOIHead for the mountains.
c 1978 Anheuser-Busch, Inc St Louis Mo
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SAN FRANCISCO

MIME TROUPE
PRESENTS

FALSE PROMISES
NOS ENGANARON

Sunday Dec. 3
Bowker Auilitorium

L. Mass. 8:00 P.M.

Tickets $3.00
Available at TIX & at the

door— 545-2166 545-2167

A BENEFIT FOR
CHE LUMUMBA SCHOOL

To place a classified ad. drop hy the Col
luQian offire (CC 1131 t>eiwpcn 8 45 a m
.ind 3 45 |) m Monday through Friday, or

use oil' hdddy clip and mail form found m
nrnisi lisueb of thr ColU»qiaii Cl.iS!.ili»'<l

(••UMliinr IS 3 45 p m iwo ilays in a<lvancc

of |)iil)iir..ilion «1jH">

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are daily. 45c
per line five consecutive issues. 40c per
line pel day. 30 consecutive issues. 30c per
line per day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters

AUTO FOR SALE

"70 Opel, needs work, 30 + mpg. best of

fer, call Nancy. 6-5658, or Marc. 6654542,

eves

exc. cond.
546^9870.

Stan.75 Gremlin. 31 .000 mi.

nev» tires/ snows. $1700^

71 Vega GT. 4 speed, low mileage. $300 or

best offer. call^546 1186, ask for Skip

1971 VW Squareback, good cond.. new
batt., strong engine, $860/BO, 549-4814,

eves.

1970 Ford F-100, 240 6 cyl . new steering,

batt.. carb., nnech. sound, asking $600, call

Bob, 467 3880, after 5:00.

66 Volvo 122S SW. body great, best offer,

584 9203^

'72 Fiat Sport Coupe new tires, brakes,

good engine.. 5-speed, $750 or BO 6-4209

ENTERTAINMENT

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing"

for bookings anywhere, call John,

546^4646.

Free concert. Orchard Hill presents a

dance with Lilith - Friday, Dec. 1,

Worcester DC, 9 p.m. , all welconrw.

Soundsystem for hire perfect for discos,

coffeehouses, bands, call Rick, 584-4105

6 Hall Er Oates tickets, excellent seats,

call 549 0048. after 8 00 p m.

Reiker ski boots -women's size 7. $20.

Call 256-0642.

Snow tires C78-13. $40 pr., 666-4230.

Bl. B Br. M dog, answers to Marley.
Last seen Amh. Ctr. Sun. Call 253 2628.

Lost raincoat London Fog, Marston or

Campus Center, Nov. 13 rew. 253-3983

Moving, must sell: 2 desks. $20 and $50,

bureau $40, sewing mach $45, lawnmower
$75, rug $100, floor scrubber $3, punch set

$3, misc. odds & ends it dishes, aquarium,

pump, fish, etc. $75, b lots of other stuff.

Most prices negot 256 8038, can deliver.

10% off jeweiry by Bill Karl in Campus
Center concourse with this ad.

Olin Free-Style boots, dirt cheap, Ven-

tura hollow body electric guitar, Honda 77

750K four to one pipes, double touring

saddle, 7600 miles, $1500, 546-5216 or

546-8195.

Prescription glasses, plast'c tight brown
round rim, please call, Tom. ^V9046.

Lost— gold chain at Pub, 11/9/78, sen-

timental value, please call 546-8654.

reward.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim. light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

PERSONALS

-0- Happy birthday Luv. -S-
Twirling tryouts tonight, if interested,

call Judy, 546-6496 or Joan, 256-8883.

Happy birthday, Laura, love the coach.

jazz LPs,
Pleasant, see

1200 new rock and
Underground Books, 264 N
M ike.

Nortalia Ski boott: Men's size 9, like new,

$» Call Cheryl, 5-0320, 5-0321.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732, bet. 9 10 a.m.

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

For rent—4 bdrms. in co-op veg. country

household in Sunderland. Near UMass bus

Wood & oil fieat. Women preferred Small

grps. welcome. Lease Jan-May, 665 7586,

665-4864

1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt, available 20 Dec.

thru Jan., rent $130 but negotiable, nd. to

know 19 Dec., Karen-Amy, 253 5397.

1 bedrm. In 3 bedrm. Townhouse apt. to

sublet for spring sem. compar. inexpensive.

Call Don after 5 p.m. at 549-1716.

Room in 4 bedroom cooperative apt. in

Amherst on bus rt., $87.50/mth., incls.

heat. Nonsmoker, 253-9646, eve.

Quiet non-smoker wanted for own rm,

in 2 tiedrm apt., Amherst Center. Avail.

after 12/20 $92.50-t-. Call 253 7986. esp

after 6 p.m. _____^
FOR SALE

Great buy) Brand new men's It. gr. ski

jacket, size med Only $36, w/ mittens.

1974 Pont G^and Prix, white, call 546-1487

or weekend (617) 872-7756. cost $2300.

Hieriing Lotus ski boots, 11 11% only,

used 3 times, mint condition, $75 or BO,

546-8875. __^
Hiking boots, new Vibram sotes, pd. $50,

asking $35 or BO, wm. sz. 7, Marsha,

584-2996.

Koflch ski bt.. L7V4, 5-buckl . exc. cond..

$20, S4e^X)61, eve.

Please buy my brovim leather jacket, size

46 too big for'me. Worn less than 20 times,

asking $90. Call Dave, 665-4237.

Clothea repair needed. Ron, 1230 GRC
Tower B or 545-0999, call today.

Paralegal Interns wantedl The Legal Ser-

vices Office has 8 positions available for full

time paralegal interns for spring senr>ester.

You can recieve up to 15 credits from the

Office of Internships located at Goodell

These internships will provide exciting,

challenging, and rewarding work which will

include the learning of many legal skills. In-

terviewing clients, legal research and main

taining a continuing caseload under the

supervision of attorneys. Third world

students are especially encouraged to ap-

ply. Application forms can be obtained at

the ISO in 922 Campus Center before

November 30, 1978.

Paralegal for communications and
Outreach and special Projects -the LSO
seeks one academic intern for Spring, 1978

(full or part time) to work on special pro-

jects We envision the person taking

primary responsibility for coordination of

needed Outreach-community education ac

tivities.
.

Excellent opportunity in this area. Need-

ed pleasing personality and car, part time

or full, call 247-5740

INSTRUCTION

French native offers tutoring, Evelyn*,

evenings, 546-9968.

Finals got you down? Conrie to the end of

semester party. Free Kool-Aid.

Hey Wass and Porter! Stop picking on
us. We are tired of you two putting us in

the refrigerator, cut it out! Love, Bart and
Kisses.

Disco your life away!! Fun and good
times to be had at the Quonset, Poor

Richard's and other havens of the disco

degeneracy Meet the Dorchester disco

boy, Mikey.Doran Travolta, call anytime,

665-2131 or 545-3500, ooopi ooopi!

Dave Brin says your blood was delicious!

Thank you!

I. M. Galvin, being of sound mind and
body, do publicly declare my love for one
H. Christopher Gauthier this Dec. 1, 1978.

Nubile. Nordic male seeks luscious,

lascivious lady for fun-filled nights of

coprophagy with boots, whips, and suction

cups. Major credit cards accepted. Call

Brad nights, 545-3500.

Puridlejumper Fever is sweeping UMass.
Catch it this Thursday and Friday in the

Campus Center.

Students looking for a part-time job with

flexible hours, excellent income, and an op-

portunity to gain meaningful business ex-

perience? Northwestern Mutual Life intern-

ship training session starting in Dec., con-

tact Dana Barrows, 1 525-459*1.

Monty Python £t the Holy Grail SUB $1

6:15, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00 Nov. X.

RIDE WANTED

Need ride to Madison, Wise., approx.

Dec. 10, gas b drivir>g shared, call

586^1795.

ROOM WANTED

SWF looking for 1 or 2 others to share 2
bdrm Presidential Apt. % mi. from Cam-
pus, call 549- 1083- for spring semester.

Female to share 2 bdrm. apt. in S.

Amherst starting Jan. Call 253-2018.

1 F wanted for own room — nonsmoking F,

Jan. 1 thru summer, call 253-7149,
$130/rTritfv

1 or 2 girls to share Brit. Manor apt. start-

ing Jan. fully »urn., call 253-3446.

Roommates wanted to share 2 bdrm.
apt. in S. Amherst for spring sem. 263-7867

SERVICES

Pro typing. 75c pg. Call Linda. 666-4789.

Typing, IBM Selectric. quick service, low
rates, call Larry or Patti, 586-4290.

Free ear piercing with purchase of studs.

Huge selection of gold, silver, diamond ear-

rings ar>d unusual gifts. Silverscape
Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst.
Mass. 253-3324.

TO SUBLET

Apt. to sublet for month of Jan., on bus.

price absolutely negotiable, 256-8491.

Desperately looking for 3 bedroom apt.

close to campus to sublet, Jan. -Aug., call

Debbie. 546-4280.

One bedrm. apt. to sublet during interses-

sion, call 4 more info, after 6. 549-0183.

TRAVEL
~

Spend New Years canoeing in tfte

Everglades; Dec. 27-Jan. 9. All included at

$287. Sponsored by Boston University,

- contact Allen Hollander at (617) 353-3201.

WANTED

TV set. working. B & W or color. Call

253-5731, evenings.

Only couples can do it! Dating couples

wanted for Psych Dept. research study.

Possible large time commitment if desired,

some houriy pay, call 545-1349.

WANTED TO RENT

2 fenuiles, mid 20's, seeking 2 bedroom
apartment in Amherst on or close to bus

route. Approx. $200/mo. Can rent im-

mediately. Call: 6667566, Debbie or Linda.

Keep trying.

2/1-bdrm. apt.— bus route, Jan. -May,

546-9817, keep trying!

One room kttchen bath privilegee, need

car, $125 monthly, cat! 549-6343 evenings.

LOST
Female looking for own room starting

Jan. 1 or Feb. 1. 66&7958 or 549 2803.

CIRCLE OF GOLD

Reward— lost in Franklin DC, 1 Camp
Trails knapsack with Chem 112 notes, text,

lab materials, and SR 40 calculator Please,

I r^ed them or I'll fail the course. Andrew

Krumpe, 609 Grayson, 6-7016.

ROOMMATE WANTED

No risk, big returns, Rm. 404, ArnoW

Hse. _
LEGAL SERVICES

1 F. roommate to sfwre rm. in 2 bdrm.

Brit. Man. apt., starting Jan. 1, call

2532868

Attorney Jaaon R. Rosenthal, Genera!

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.

ACROSS

1 Asian coun-
try

5 Destined
10 Flush

14 Singer Paul

15 Mideast
Arab

16 Rant
17 Hairdos
19 Frosted
20 Fastener
21 Colonists

23 Speech de-
fect

25 Fence bar

26 Allspice

30 Fuses
34 Divert

35 Ridge
37 Vaccines
38 Fuel

39 Kinds
42 U S S R
43 German

river

45 Food scraps
46 Sprees
48 Magazine

feature

50 Furtive

UNITED Feature Syndicate
W*dn««<jay s Puzil* Solved

tCQllggiaq 13

52 Stumble
54 Vended
55 Nervous
59 Fabric

63 Insect

64 Unqualified

66 Actual

67 Ecclesiasti-

cal law

68 Arguable
69 Possesses
70 Spills

71 Concludes

DOWN

1 Race units

2 Jean
Schopler

Pseud
3 Gumbo
4 Specimens
5 Best
6 Exist

7 Summer
tints

8 Record
9 Aversion

10 Auto parts

11 Edging
12 Finished

13 Marries

18 Straightens

22 NY Giants

SOLA "H*
P R 1 (Vr
_u N f t ojB?

HVT N E S ^
P L 1 A N JLLAMP OEl

T fills A

M E sjs e N Qrr R 1 E
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A N^T 1 0]O T

U A T E iai^ e"

|T I s^oT A

F A rI|)> our

0^ »JQ "AIL
1^ Jl 1. Jl X 1.

R f A c rlBilll
ONE I SJI R

TipfE L 1

r rIIt a c I t

iWn E C E D 1

|u N T SJH|
« j»L "JBS E I

E sJBR a r S E

tjTBL [a [n|e |s^

founder —
Mara

24 Atomic —
26 Calls

27 Embodiment
28 Ponderer
29 Denomina-

tions

31 Garden dor-

mouse
32 Honesty
33 Impudent
36 Itemizes

40 Art of gov-

ernment
41 German

' POW camp

44

47

49

51

53

55

56

57

58

60

61

62

65

Ceremonies
Of the past
Trickery

Dyestufts

Punitive

Hairstyle

flushed

Scrawny
Kidney:

Comb form

Black

Alleged
force

Seines
Hang
loosely

1 2 1 4

1
S « 7 S 9 10 II \1 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 21 22

2J 24 25 ^^^1
26 27 78 29 30 31 32 33

14 35 36 37

}< b 40 " 42

4) 45 46 47

48 49 L 51

^^^^HS2 " 54 ^^^1
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63
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64 65
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1
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rfELLA WILDER

YOUR BIRTHDAY

THURSDAY. NOV 30

Bom today, you are in

alinosi constant connict

between homr and rareer
- not t>eraiu^ one arts

af)ainst thr other, but be-

caujje both e»*rt upon you

a tremrndous puU, making
It neotiaary for you to

deridp brtwrrn them al-

most continuously You
havp a way with words:
indetKl. you have such a

Hair with language that

you are abie to inspire

others as well as youself

Yiiu inay well be gifted in a

literary vein, for you have
as much imagination as

Ulent
Vou are a Iwm leader At

the same time, however,

you are an intelligent fol-

lower, for you know when
and what to anticipate in

order to aid those in au-

thority to do their best by
you
Also born on this data

are Sir WInslon Churchill,

author, slatasman. British

laadar during World War M:

Mark Twain, author.

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birttiday and read the

corresponding paragraph

l.et your birthday star tit

your daily guide

FRIDAY. DEC 1

SAOITTARIUS(No« tl-

Oac 211 - One with whom
>ou do business from afar

IS important to your future

today Make your contact -

now'
CAPRICORN(0«c }}-

Jan If) - This is a good
time for investing both

your own and others' mon-
ey Don't hesitate to take
small risks
AaUARIUS(Jsn »-F*b.

II) - An upsetting experi-

ence at mid-day must not

be allowed to interfere

with your progress later in

the day.
PISCESfFab It-March

n) - Rsaential knowledge
must be applied to prot>-

lems as they present them-
selves'today Don't delay:

be practical
ARIESfMarch ?1-Aprll It)

- A reputable professiocial

helps you to establish your-

self in a new field of intar-

est Trust your iiutinct

TAURUS<Aprll lO-May 70)

- Fnends come to your
rescue.but only if you ask

them. Don't espect even
best fnends to read your

mind.

QEMINKMay n-Jun« 201

-

' Devote as much tune as

possible to family mem-
bers Evening hours can be

particularly rewarding to

stay-at-homes
CANCERlJuns ;iJuly 771

- Take care that Ijehavior

not befitting a person in

your position does not turn
higher-ups agairul you
LEOUuly 2)-Aug 12) -

Discretion is the better
part of valor Rest content
in the knowledge that you
could win the day - if you
would
VIROOIAufl. 2I-S«pt 22) -

Vou would do well to keep
your distance from those
with whom you work or

play closely Remain aloof

inPM
LIBRA(S«pl 21-Oct 22) -

You will do yourself harm
if you respond loo quickly

to another's criticism Try
to weigh your moves ahead
of time
SCORPIOIOct 23-No«

21) - Unexpected rewards
make this a special day for

you Children lend new
meaning to old home actlv'

iUes
CwnsM.int

IMM^PmH

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

OcAi, KiRBYmAJ
AUB Ua USAUY
AFmiHERB?PO
U/E KNOW U/HAT
0UR60ALIS?

TO L£ARN OF CKM.

eMS MOSTeWUfUNO
CONCEFNSl /fe M?HE m,L
MAUROIS PUT IT "IN QUOm!
LnejtAnjRtA^iNLove, Lsr'iQEr
mAiiaA5i0Ni5m>9y cracmio'
MiAT IS CHCSeN fff I

,' OIH&IS."

20NK£/f,

TMVSA
UPCOCe
PHlsaOKf

HMM. I
TH0U6HT
VeSTfLa
seeMBDA
urns
lAJOODBN

I

ystally Dorf by Rob Ranney

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

U*«i- >faar are.

Wo(*)oboutA

Spam Slade, People 's Eye

TERR0RI2E

by Joe Carroll

V/E WILL

,^__ITH0UT KN0CKIN6,
THEY aURST IN I THE WORLD/

^•tK

\

BELCHING IN
FURY, THE SH/^M
THING TEARS INTO

HtS ATTACKens/

The UMass Music Theatre Guild's

Spring Production of

is looking for

Producer

(director

Musical Director

Choreographer
Lighting Crew
Stage Crew
Assistant Director

Stage Manager
Assistant Choreographer

If interested call Kevin 546 6078 or su -

mit short rosunie with name, address,

and phone to the UiyiMTG mailbox 507

upstairs in the Student Union Building

THURSDAYS

aibrf Night
830 til 1030
Most Drinks and Beer

lestauranf

L^

>^!-,; ?SM^f

Soup*— So/fl</5—Sonrfu'irfc**— Quicfcfs

BageU and Spreads—Baked Goods

Yogurt Smoothies— Fresh Ground Coriee

at FacM next to the Amherst Poit Office

COMPLETE TAKEOUT SERVICE

M-Th 8-6:00

Open Sunday

Fri 8-9:00 Sal 8-5:00

256-89r>r.
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MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
1 ;>« ligw»il»n Ciim«t«>lrlMiH

Ifc^'H

Fn and Km al (TLS t Ml > 4»10 H

fiOtV LAUMK
ncx OlIVIUTHE

BOVS
FROM
IBRAZIL

W»d and Thun •! (TLS 1 001 • 30
Fri and Sat at (Tk.S»aOI ; »tSS

ChevyOKiseM^

foulRai|Bi
Wad and ThiM* at ITLS • OOl • 30

Fn and Sat at (TLS t 001 7 3»t U

So don't go straighi

to sec this ntovie*

CHEECH A
CHONG'S
UP IN
SMOKE!
Wad and Thur* at (TLS ( IS) • 4S

Fti and Sat at (TLS t 161 7 4S tO IS

RCOUCCO AOUIT & STUO(NT PRICfS fOR TIS TICKETS LIMITED TO SEATING

wmmm
BUDGET REQUESl S

Any R.S.O. group that wishes to

receive funding for the next fis-

cal year can pick up information

in Rm. 420 Student IMion. The

deadline for all requests is Dec.

21. Questions will be answered

on Nov. 30 in Rm. 163 Campus
Center at 7:00 p.m.

MINMIIIII mi

PARALEGAL
INTERNS
WANTED!

The Legal Services Office has 8 positions

available for full time paralegal interns for

Spring semestet. You can receive up to 15

credits from the Office of Internships

located at Gooilell. Duties include: inter-

viewing clients, legal research and main-

taining a continuing caseload under the

supervision of attorneys. Third World

students are especially encouraged to app-

ly. Application ^orms can be obtained at

the LSO in 922 Campus Center, before

November 30, 1978.

PHOMOBES!

Physically fit to hang in

there with Arrny ROTC?
Experience the physical

and mental challenge
of cjn adventurous
curriculum.

If you walk on walls

with Army POTC, we'll

get you fit to be tied.

Coll:
|«Ky J^RRY BoiSSEAU

545-2322

Army ROTC.

TOO
POOPED TO

POP?
L^t US do it for you...

Starting Monday, Novennber
27, the Massachusetts Daily Col
legian Graphics Department will

begin accepting outside job
work For all your production
needs- typesetting,

layout/pasteup, and
camera - the Collegian can make
your )ob camera-ready and do it

quickly, reliably, professionally,

and inexpensively

For rates and further intorma
lion, see us at Campus Center
113 or call 645 3500 We'll be

COLLEGE

^ ^C*^ The cosmetic center off Amherst 0^^
r

The cosmetic center off Amherst

This week's specials ^

"^oa

Good till

OVAL («|D)^
$1.00 \Q>
off .:^

Dec. 7

COUPON

COLGATE TOOTHBRUSH

39c
R«Q. $.88

a(Av) cur(ty cotton puffs

3;- 20c OFF
^

gM) $2 OFF
•J I* any Panasonic radio OR
555 / clock-radio in stock OR

ordered this week

jth^s $1 OFF If;;.:))
>^V:'"V any $10 purchase of \ /i
^ )'

' cosmetics \ >^

COUPON

'i^

-^

THE PRESCRIPTION STORE
OPEN MON-FRI 9-9 SAT 9-6

4 MAIN ST. AMHERST
CUP & SAVE CLIP & SAVE CLIP & SAVE CUP & SAVE CUP&S/lVE

I Thursday, November 30, ?978i 'CQllegiaa ^5

cf-

Courses:
Natural Environments of Nantucket

3 credits

History and Culture of Nantucket

3 credits

Methods of Interdisciplinary

Research 3 credits

Independent Research Project

6 credits

Faculty:

Martha CoHins-Associate Professor

of English and Co Director of the

Creative Writing Program,

UMass Boston Poet and critic,

author of A Single Woman of a

Certain Age' (poems}

Edouard A Stackpoie- Director of

the Peter Foulger Museum the

ma)or resr ch rt^nte' on
Nantucket and \ le author of The

Sea Hunters. Nantucket Rebel.

Whales and Destiny and Nantucket
Doorways

^Wesley N Tiffany Jr-Director of the

University of Massachusetts
Nantucket Biology Field Station

Information and Applications:

UMass'AmherstOffice of

Internships and History Department

UMass/Boston History Department.

English Department or

CAS Dean s Office

Or write to

Martha Collins

English Dept. UMass Boston
Boston, MA 02125

The semester is open to

UMass Amherst and UMass Boston
Juniors and Seniors

Lowell dumps icemen in opener
ByMARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

Three assists and a three-goal "hat trick" by Ontario native

Craig MacTavish paved the way for the University of Lowell

Tuesday night as the Chiefs spoiled opening night for the

UA^ass hockey team with a 9 3 pasting.

"Hey, they were skating four lines while we were skating

only three which was made even harder when we lost (Dean)

Liacos and (Steven) Macklin with injuries," related UMass
head coach Jack Canniff after the game. "We made some
mistakes on defense and they )ust had the depth on us

"

Offensively, the Minutemen held their own in the first period

which ended in a 2-2 tie by virtue of two unassisted goals by

UMass defenseman James Benelli. The first of his two was a

shorthanded marker that came about when the Braintree

native stole the puck from the Lowell defense at its blue line.

Benelli then took the puck into the zone and wristed a 25-foot

shot past Chief netminder Brian Doyle.

"(John) Peters forced them to give up the puck and I just

grabbed it and took'it in," explained Benelli.

In the second frame, the Minutenrien gave up three straight

goals for what UMass goalie Casey Scavone caMed, "their

biggest break of the night." Later in that second period,

Minuteman center Joseph Milan took a pass from Nick Carney

and John Peters to score the third and final goal for UMass.
If the second period was bad news for the Minutemen, the

third period was tragic. The Chiefs came roaring out and
scored three straight unanswered goals including two by
sophomore Dean Jenkins in less than a minute. Later in the

period, MacTavish put the topping on the cake when he got
the third goal of his hat trick with just 20 seconds remaining on
the clock.

"There was just no excuse," said Benelli after the game.
'We're in good condition and we just made some defensive

mistakes; we just need to play together a little more before

everything comes together"

Sports Notices
INTRAMURAL FOUL SHOOTING All participants

should come to Boyden between 6 9:(X) p.m. Monday,
December 4 thru Thursday, December 7.

ATTENTION ALL THOSE INTERESTED IN OF-
FICIATING INTRAMURAL BASKETBALLS
There will be a mandatory officials' meeting, Thursday,

Dec. 7, room 251 at 4:30 p.m. BE THERE!!!
BASKETBALL ENTRIES ARE DUE DECEMBER 6

7 OM Sovik SI.

Norllianiploii. Mus.

Dec. 3

LODE STAR

Little Jimmy and
the Bad Boys

Nobody Home

Dec. 6

Dec. 7

advance tickets $2.00

at club

at door $2.50

JEWELS

Neat attire required

Downtown Northampton

DVP Presents

KATE
MILLET

author of

"Sexual Politics"

to speak on
The Wonnan Writer

Monday, Dec. 4
at 8:00 p.m.

in the Student Union
Ballroom

this program is free of charge

I

WEATHER WINTER IN STYLE

"^

With quality outdoor clothing from

Let Gleason's take the worry out of

keeping warm and being fashion-

able this fall and winter. Visit

Gleason's expanded clothing
department that is overflowing with
the largest selection of quality fall

and winter outdoor clothing.
Gleason's offers quality outdoor
clothing that is very much the "in"

style and at the same time rugged,
practical and long weanng. Look us
over and let us outfit your for the
colder months.

We stock parkas bv: The North

Face, Sierra Designs, Camp
Trails, Camp 7 and Woolrich.

Vests by: North Face, Sierra

Designs, Camp 7, Camp
Trails, and Don Gleason.

Wool shirts, jackets, and
pants by: Woolrich.

Quality wool sweaters,
hats, socks, mittens, and
gloves by: Wigwam,
Norsewear, and Don
Gleason.

Long underwear by:
Duofold.
Boots by: Vasque, Dexter,

and Sorel.

Shell garmets of 60/40.

Goretex, etc. by: Columbia,

Sierra Designs, North Face,

and Woolrich.

We also have a complete selection

of equipment for the camper and
backpacker and there are over 40

tents on display.

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Store hours: weekdays 9-5:30 Saturday 9-5 phone 584-4895
[
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Shaky Minutemen win
in hoop opener, 79-65
By STEVEZACK
Collegian Staff

UMass 79 Harvard 65. It was supposed to be a runaway affair, a simple victory. After
all. Harvard brought a team into town with eight players who had never known what it

felt like to play in a varsity basketball gao^.
But from the opening tap until midway through the second half, the Harvard Crimson

battled the Minutemen from baseline to baseline.

"Harvard was better than I thought," UMass coach Jack Leaman said after the game.
And how right he was.
UMass captured the opening tap of the season but no scoring was done this year until

the one minute mark of the game when Brad Johnson popped in a baseline shot to put
the hometown heroes up 2-0.

From that point to the second half it was a dogfight with Harvard getting its only lead
of the game five and a half minutes into the contest on a Bob Hooft (15 points) lay-up
to make the score 6-4 in favor of the Crimson.
Harvard increased the lead to 8-4 before the Minutemen tied up the game on an 8 foot

bank shot by Mark Haymore, the game's leading scorer with 21 points, and a fine
alleyoop pass and lay up from Haymore to Len Kohlhaas. The Minutemen then jumped
ahead 10 8 at 8:01 of the half on Mark Haymore's first dunk of the season.

Throughout the rest of the first period of play. Harvard remained close and found itself
trailing by a score of 34-27 at the half.

A constant problem for the Minutemen was ballhandling, especially against the
ballhawking Harvard team.
"We've got some work to do; we've got to work against the press," Leaman

remarked.
Perhaps Billy Morrison (10 points, 5 assists) put in the proper perspective, "It felt like

they had six men back there."
The second half began like the first with Harvard remaining within shouting distance

until the Minutemen opened up an 8 point lead with 13:19 remaining on a baseline pop
by Haymore.
The lead hit double figures with 3:41 left in the game when Haymore took a feed
underneath from Brad Johnson, layed the ball in, got fouled on the play, and converted
the free throw for a 67-53 lead.

UMass got the lead as high as 17 with a minute remaining before it fell back to 14 for
the rinal score of 79-65.

Net note*.. .Mark Haymore shot 10 for 16 from the field while ripping down 14
rebounds and blocking 3 shots ..Center Len Kohlaas pulled down 11 rebounds, had 5
assists, and blocked 5 shots. On his defensive performance, "That's my job. I have to
clog up the middle and thSt's what I did"... The Minutemen shot 52 percent from the
floor and 88 percent from the line... the starting front of Williams, Haymore, and
Kohlhaas accounted for 32 of the team's 52 rebounds.

Brad Johnson (12) rips down one of the Minutemen's 52 rebounds against Har-
vard last night as Mark Haymore (44) looks on (Staff photo by Jim Mnhoney).

WMUA sports would like to apologize for the poor quality of last night's broad-
cast. All efforts will be made to return to the norrriai high level of performance
for the remainder of the season.

Super start for grapplers;
sweep BU and Harvard
By L OUIE SCHWECHHEIMER
Collegian Staff

It was a night to remember for coach Dave
Amato. The UMass wrestling team played

host to Boston University and Harvard in a

tri-meet Tuesday night The results were,

to say the least, shocking.

Before the meet, Amato felt his squad had

a fairly good chance of winning either

meet uit added with caution, "Both may
go down to the last match." Little did he

expect his wrestlers to totally dominate

Harvard 29-9, and then go on to hand

Boston University, the no. 2 school in New
England last year, a crushing 34-8 defeat.

The night started off m rough fashion with

UMass and Harvard splitting the first four

matches At 118, Rich Schiarizzi lost a

tough match to N.Y. State Champion Paul

Widerton, while capt. Larry Otsuka (134),

returning from shoulder injury, lost to Har-

vard's Bill Mulvihill However the ag-

gressive wrestling of Dana Rassmussen at

126, and Kevin Murphy at 142 left the score

even, and set the stage for the impressive

UMass surge.

In what proved to be the most exciting

match of the night, 150 lb. Mike Carroll

handed Jon Franklin a last minute 25-22

decision. The match was highlighted by a

bruising back and forth battle which (eft the

crowd on the edge of their seats.

At 158 Fred Goldberg then won easily,

and pins by Greg Dilello (167) and Jack

Boyd (190) set the stage for New England

Heavyweight Champion John Allen. Allen

ended the meet in impressive fashion by
easily pinning Harvard's Craig Beling. Allen

later said, "I was a little tense because it

was the first match since the Nationals. I

was hoping for a pin. I didn't want to go the

distance because I'm out of shape.
"

After watching B.U. beat Harvard, it was
tifne for the UMass- B.U. showdown. The
f^jial meet of the night proved to be no con-
test as UMass came out storming.

Mike Demarco started things off with a
hard fought 10-8 victory. Dana
Rassmussen then won a close, grueling 3-2

match over B.U.'s Gary Abbott, which left

both wrestlers exhausted. Otsuka avenged
his earlier loss with a 7-5 victory and Kevin
Murphy upped his record to 2-0 with a 2nd
period pin over Steve McPherson.
Enter John Carroll. Carroll seems to have

a flair for the dramatic as he again was in-

volved in a classic. Carroll and B.U.'s Barry

Albert locked up in another very tough
match. Emotions ran high as both assistant

coaches were given technical violations

and Carroll ended it with a clutch pin with

1 : 10 left in the nrwtch.

UMass was then home free as Victor

Delatorre came through with a tremendous
pin and John Allen wrapped up the victory

with a superior decision.

Wrestling Notes:
It was a banner night for Arrtato and

Assistant Coach Oavd Foxen as the sub-

varsity beat Harvard and Boston University

in injury reduced matches.

Hoopwomen win big
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's
basketball team began their

season in devastating
fashion yesterday, crushing

Harvard 86 49 in the Cage.

The score speaks for itself,

as the Minutewomen
demonstrated complete
dominance in every phase

of the game Sparked by

star performer Sue Peters,

who accumulated 29 points

in every way imaginable,

the victory was never in

doubt.

With the score 27 12

UMass' favor, Peters put on

a personal demonstration,

scoring the next 10 straight

points. It came at the end
of a 14 poim UMass burst

and it said farewell to

Harvard's fleeting hopes,

Peters was not alone
sharing the spotlight
though. Center Julie Ready
contributed 15 points and 9
rebounds while Cathy
Harrington also proved a

dominant force, taking in 9
rebounds and scoring 11

points. Jen Parker made
her presence felt, adding 10

points In a losing cause
Harvard's Caryn Currv
scored 20 points, but it was
not enough to rescue the

Crimson squad.

From the moment Sue
Peters put in the team's first

shot and basket the

Minutewomen could do no
wrong. The team shot an
impressive 57 percent from
the floor. Scoring virtually

at will against an outclassed

Harvard squad, UMass took

a 20 point lead at the half

37 17.

Coach Ozdarski was
naturally pleased with her

team's performance, "This

is the best )ob I've seen in a

long tFme, everybody
played super You can't

come closer to a team
victory than the effort they

gave tonight.
"

Steve Zack

The show has begun

Let the show begin. Opening night at the

Cage, the Broadway of UMass sports.

I have been at UMass for three years and
have been through past opening nights but

the Cage had a different feeling last night

than in the past two seasons. A feeling of

guarded anticipation.

For the first time in four years, the great

fans of MinuterT>en basketball would be

witnessing a new style, a new team. For

the past four years the fans had become ac-

customed to seeing a flashy style of play on

the Cage floor. The accustomed sight of

seeing Eldridge and Claiborne at the guard

positions and Mike Pyatt popping jumpers

from the top of the key. But those days

have past.

The crowd at the Cage last night would be

the first to see the new Minutemen, the

new style, basketball that the playbooks in

libraries are about.

What hasn't changed this season is the

enthusiasm the fans have for their

Minutemen basketball team. And I'm glad

for it. As I sat at the press table feeling kind

of distinguished and kind of lost from the

bleacher fans where I had enjoyed two
years of basketball viewing, I could still feel

the rush of anticipation that fills the Cage
just before the Minutemen take the court

for the first time in a season.

To watch the crowd and listen to them
cheer for the team long before it made its

initial appearance is in its own way a special

occasion that makes UMass that much
more bearable, that makes it worth while to

come to this school.

I possess a certain optimism about UMass
basketball that often has me looking far

beyond normal expectations. For example,

who in their right mind would have issued a

prcgame prediction that the Minutemen
would win by the lopsided score of 101 59,

the ractuai outcome being 79-65 I was close

to Harvard's score wasn't I?

This optimism has at times had me looking

at the team through rose-colored glasses,

but for the moment I will return to the real

world.

The most apparent flaw in the Minutemen
attack against the Crimson of Harvard was
the ballhandling. It was, to say the least,

shaky. Until this area of the Minutemen's
game comes around the team's success
will be indeterminable or unpredictable at

best.

Admittedly, Tommy Witkos is no Alex

Eldridge, nor will he ever be, he himself ad-

mits that. And Brad Johnson is a forward

converted to guard. Then perhaps the solu-

tion is just to work harder at it and hope for

the best.

As for the other aspects of the hoop
game, the Minutemen last night proved

that they can be a rebounding team, with

the starting three of Williams, Haymore and
Kohlhaas accounting for 32 of the 52 re-

bounds credited to the Minutemen, 7, 14,

1 1 respectively.

The shooting touch of this team lies in

number 44 and the Bomb Squad, i.e.

Haymore and the outside shooters. Last

night they shot 52 percent from the floor

and if that continues, fine, if not, the team
may find itself ir. trouble.

But for now let the show begin. Let the

season start and may the team roll on to

victory after victory. There is many a game
to be won and lost and many a ganr»e to be

played

.

Tfiere are also many issues to be decided

during the course of the basketball cam-
paign. The future of the seniors, the ques-

tionable ballhandling, the rebounding,

shooting, and lots more.
For now, let's put the quostioris and pro-

blems aside and enjoy the upcoming
season. The orange roundljall takes many a

funny bounce and maybe, |ust maybe, the

bounces will come UMass' way. Good luck

to the Minutemen and to the Minutemen's
fans.

The show has begun.



Cartersays he IIcurb Inflation despite risks
Associated Press
WASHINGTON President Carter,

living, he said,

at all."

I see no reason for despair

asserting his antiinflation program "is ex-

actly what the American people want,"
vowed yesterday that he is determined to

curb inflation even if it proves politically

disastrous.

Carter was asked ai his nationally broad-
cast news conference whether he would
risk being a one-term president by ad-
vocating government actions that could
alienate many groups.
"t would maintain the fight against infla-

tion," he said, adding that "
... I believe

thtt is exactly what the American people
want."
Then, when later asked if the nation's

economic problems rr>eant Americans
mi^ht have to accept a lower standard of

Carter also said the
mass murder-suicides

at J o n e s t o w*n ,

Guyana, were
atypical of American
life. And the presi-

dent acknowledged
he has been
sonr>ewhat discourag-

ed by the inability of

Egypt and Israel to

agree on a peace
treaty. CARTER
Of the nation's economic woes, the presi-

dent said, "We don't anticipate a recession
or depression next year."

A number of prominent <iconomists have
predicted a recession in 1979 as a result of

Carter's wage and pVice guidelines which
would generally limit wage and benefit in-

creases to 7 percent and price increases to

an average of roughly 5.75 percent.

Carter said details of his wage and price
guidelines still have not been made final

and that, while he has not yet made any
changes in his overall program, "with a
thousand different decisions to be made,
there will be some flexibility."

Carter also commented publicly about the
deaths of more than 900 members of the
Peoples Temple cult in Jonestown,
Guyana, saying he didn't think the cult
"was typical in any way of America.
"I don't think we ought to have an over-

reaction because of the Jonestown traoedy

by injecting government into trying to con-
trol people's religious beliefs," Carter add-
ed.

Turning to the Middle East, Carter spoke
more deliberately than at any other point
during the 30-minute session with
reporters He said that "tempo:ary set-
backs" experienced in the Egyptian Israeli

negotiations were no nwre serious than
those that occurred during the Camp David
meetings that produced a framework for
future accords.

However, the president said he was
"somewhat discouraged " by the talks'

slowdown and said that a lot of the
negotiations between Israel and Egypt were
"unfortunately conducted through the
press."
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Officials inspect

graduate towers
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

Spurred by continued health complaints

from fenr^le workers in tf>e Graduate
Research Center, and inability of campus
health officials to alleviate the problem, two
scientists from the National Institute of Oc-
cupational Safety and Health flew out from
Cincinnati yesterday to get a first-hand ac-

count of the mystery.

The two NIOSH officials wfu) came at the

request of UMass officials-are expected to

decide within two weeks whether to follow

yesterday's inspection with a complete pro-

be of the illnesses.

A problem surfaced last May when
women working on the eighth, ninth, and
tenth floor of the center reported ir-

regularities in their menstrual cycles and
both men ar>d women complained of

unusual dizziness, headaches, and
drowsiness. The center was shut down for

one week when high concentrations of

toluene were discovered in the workers"

blood and unne samples. The center was
later reopened, and toluene never was cited

as the cause of the problems.

A report released Aug. 29 by Dr. Barry

Levi from the UMass Medical School in

Worcester confirmed the women's com-
plaints, but could not locate the cause of

the problem. When phone calls in

September revealed women still suffered

the symptoms, Barry Averill, director of the

UMass Health Services, called in NIOSH to

investigate.

The Environmental Health & Safety Office

sent to NIOSH for analysis an inventory of

all the chemicals in 9th floor labs, and also

nine air samples taken from various places

on the A wing of the eighth, ninth and
tenth floors. NIOSH recommendations will

be based on the samples and yesterday'^

visit. The officials arrived on campus about

{Iceball fight?

Yes and No...
UMass Police and Physical Plant

spokesmen yesterday admitted no
knowledge of a damaging snow and ice ball

fight which involved 100 to 150 students

Wednesday night and Thursday morning.

The fight, reportedly between Van Meter

and Chadbourne dormitories, began about

11 p m. and continued through Thursday

morning.
"They came through here like a pack of

wild wolves," a Field House resident said

after the fight which resulted in his window
being broken. A student reportedly was in-

jured by flying glass, suffering arm and

chest cuts.

Another Field House resident, Sally

Morgan, reported the bathroom window on

the third floor of Field House was also

broken in the fight.

A participant in the fight, which started as

being harmless, said it was a "mob scene

with chanting."
Observers reported at least "five windows

broken in Chadbourne dormitory, and
several in Webster dormitory and the Field-

iGrayson cluster in Orchard Hill.

1 pm., met briefly with administrators.

Health services. College of Arts and
Sciences, and environmental personnel.

They then toured labs on the ninth and
tenth fk}ors of GRC A wing, and an exhaust

fan room on the 16th floor.

At 3:30, the visitors met with about ten

women suffering tf>e symptoms who cited

what they called the urgency and
widespread nature of the problem, as well

as mentioning possible solutions.

While the majority of the complaints come
from women working in Biochemistry labs

on the ninth floor A wing, the women say

the problenrw don't necessarily originate

there. They say the ventilation system in

the building causes fumes to travel exten

sively throughout the building.

Though the floors and wings were design-

ed to ventilate independently, continued

complaints this fall indicate some fumes

drift from floor to floor and wing towing.

According to Elisabeth Roman, in

September, fumes, bothersome enough to

cause evacuation of lab, traveled from A
wing into a radio astronomy lab on the

sixth floor C wing, via an inoperative dumb
waiter.

More recently, on Nov. 21, a highly toxic

chemical traveled extensively throughout

the building when the ventilation system on

the 14th floor once shut down.
The whole building is screwed up," said

Rosanna Falabella, a worker who left work

on the eighth floor last May when she first

noticed menstrual irregularities.

The environmental office has asked for

funds to improve the ventilation system,

and also for equipment to analyze air

samples, but is waiting for the NIOSH
recommendations. College of Arts and
Sciences Dean Seymour Shapiro said their

recommendations will carry "tremendous
weight."

Town recycling hurting, UM OK
_ .- t A. ^^ » «H».>^A *r> *Ka i^r\rr\rr\tir\%f\j an/4

By JOYCE MUNROE
Collegian Staff

^ While the Town of Amherst is currently

having trouble with their resource recycling

project, a similar program is working well

on the UMass campus.
Amherst"s new recycling project will be

temporarily discontinued on Dec. 7, but

glass and paper pick-ups will begin again in

March, according to Sup. of Public Works
Stanley Ziomek,
Ziomek says pick-ups will stop during

January and February because of difficulty

in picking up the recyclables when they are

covered by snow banks, and town
operators will be needed during the two
months for snow removal.

The recycling project, allocated $10,000

at the May Town Meeting, was proposed to

the town by the Special Committee of

Amherst on Resource Conservation and
Energy (SCARE). Pick-ups officially began
in August.
According to Ziomek, the project has not

been as successful as was originally hoped.

'"We haven't had the volumes (of glass and
p>aper) we had projected," Ziomek said.

Ziomek attributed the non participation

of townspeople to '"lacks of education and

public awareness. " He added that a need

for conservation has not "hit home yet" for

many Amherst residents.

The UMass project is "a success"' accor-

ding to Michael Maughan. the student ac

tivities economic development coordinator

on campus.
The student project brings in paper, glass

and aluminum, from various places around

town and from university owned properties

which are not covered by the town run pro-

ject.

Maughan says much of the success is

due to student input and dedication. He

considers it ""a worthwhile project.""

Moneywise, Maughan says the UMass

recycling project is "'breaking even" but he

said some of the people working on it are

work-study students and gas for trucks is

paid for by the state

Cheap labor is something the town

doesn't have Maughan said, but making a

profit was never the idea behind the plan,

he said.

"We're not in this to make money, we re

here to do a service to the community and

the environment," he said.

The original purpose of town recycling,

according to SCARE Chairman, Ralph

Hosford, was also seen from a conserva-

tion/environmental point of view.

However, it had to be presented to the

town from "'a dollars and cents view-point"

because townspeople would take '"the at-

titude of phooey."
Hosford claims the town has not spent

"anywhere near" the $10,000 allocated for

the project at town meeting, but said he

was "unable to get any exact figures from

the Highway Dept."

Hosford said he is discouraged with the

town recycling and is unsure as to whether

SCARE will resubmit a continuance for

r>ext year.

"That will depend on the figures when
we count up,'" Hosford said, "but if we're

anywhere near the breaking point we'll ask

for an extension."

Hosford says part of the discouraging

town results are due to poor publicity and

the need for more collection points.
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Black trek to cities

over; white flighit not
WASHINGTON (UPO The decades long trend of blacks
moving into large cities has ended, but city-dwelling whites
are still leaving for the suburbs and less populated areas, a
new Census Bureau study showed Thursday.

Since 1970, tfie study said, the number of blacks living in

the surburbs has grown by 34 p)ercent while the number of

white suburt>an residents has advanced by 10 percent.

The number of black city residents has fallen by 275,000
since 1974, the study showed, after increasing by 817,000
durir^g the first four years of the decade

Meanwhile, the white population in cities dropp>ed by 5
percent t>etween 1970 and 1974 and another 3 percent in

the 1974 77 period.

The only group thai has bucked the migration trend is

vweN-aducated young adults between 25 and 34, the study
said. The number of college graduates living in cities in-

creased by 44 percent between 1970 and 1977.

No King accomplice
.WASHINGTON (AP) Jerry Ray, the brother of James Earl

Ray denied Thursday that he is the mysterious "Raoul,"
r>am6d as an alleged accomplice in the assassination of

Martin Luther King Jr.

The House assassinations committee had said it appears
likely that Raoul was e<tt>er Jerry Ray or John Ray. another
brotfwr of James Earl Ray, wf>o is serving a 99-year prison

term for tf>e famed civil rights leader's slaying

Nesnng the conclusion of its two year investigation, tf>e

committee confronted Jerry Ray with irtdications that he
met and talked several times with brotf>er James m the

monttw imrr>edtate(y preceding the April 4. 1968, assassma
tion in Memphis, Tenn.
James Earty Ray pleaaod guilty to the murder t>ut then

recanted his confession. saytr>g he was drawn into tt>e

anaaairMtion plan by a rr^n he identified only as Raoul.

SF mayor mourned
SAN FRANCISCO \AP\ - Mayor George Moscones

ISyear okl daughter broke into sobs at his fur>eral Mass
Thursday while leading the cor>gregation — includir>g hun
dreds of public officials - m prayer.

The slain mayor's three ott>er children read Bible pnnaQOi
from the pulpit.

There were 3.400 people in St. Mary's Cathedral, in

eluding Gov Edmurxj G Brown Jr , who arrived with an
unprecedented six bodyguards: 36 mayors from around the
country, and ludges. congressmen and state legislators.

They shared pews wrth the people of San Francisco,
while on the broad plaza surrounding the huge catfiedral,

5,000 to 6.000 more people listened to the services over
kxjdspeakers Many more saw the Mass live on television

Mayor of San Francisco since 1975. Moscone and city

Supervwor Harvey Milk were fatally shot in their City Hall

offices Monday, allegedly by disgruntled former Supervisor
Dan White, who had resigned and tf>en asked for his |ub
back.

Grocery bUb up
The dollars you spend at the supermarket were stret

cf>ed a little further last month, but an Assocaited Press

marketbasket survey shows the November boost in

grocery prices was the smallest monthly irnrreaae so far tt>is

year

The AP drew up a rarnJom list of 15 commonly purchased

food and nonfood items, checked the price at one super-

market in each of 13 cities on March 1, 1973 ar>d has

rechecked on or about the start of each succeediT>g month.

One item, chocolate chip cookies, was dropped from the

list at the end of November 1977 because the manufacturer

discorrtinued the package size used in the survey.
t <

Natural gas l^ to rise
WASHINGTON (AP) New federal price ceilings ot\

natural gas taking effect Friday are expected to t>oost tfie

average household's gas bills by about $14 next year, to a
total of nearly $300
The f>igher price ceilings are irxirluded in legislation, ap-

proved by Congress after an 16-fhphth battle and signed by
President Carter Nov. 9, that is iritended to provide added
incentives for irxJustry to e^iplore for 'new natural gas sup-
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OXFORD. England - British Bobbies link arms to

try to hold back demonstrators outside Oxford
University yesterday where former President Richard
M. Nbton spoke. (UPI)

Nixon cheered, jeered in England
Associated Press
OXFORD. England - — Richard M. Nixon, showered

with jeers and applause, protesters' eggs and British courtesy,

told a student gro«jp m this historic university town Thursday
he has "not reti'ad from life" and will continue to speak out on
public affairs.

"I feel as long as I have any breath in me I will speak up for

wfiat I L>el«eve," the former president told an audience of 800
in the hall of the prestigious Oxford Union debating society

Nixon disclosed in his remarks tf>at as president he had
authorized wiretaps and brsakins to root out a group of

Palestinian terrorists in the United States

The ex-president arrived and departed from tfte 19th-century
tKiikJing through a battery of 500 noisy, egg-tossing pro-

testers, both British and American students During his 20
minute address on foreign affairs and the 90-minute question
and answer penod that followed, he frequently ftad to speak
over angry chants of 'We Want Nixon Dead'" arnf "No More
Nixon'" from the demonstrators outside.

As he left, protesters waving placards - "Why Shame Us
Here?," "Nixon, Crawl Back Into Your Hole" - grappled with

80 police officers who linked arm-in-arm in a vain effort to

Fiedler listed

in fair condition
Associated Press

BOSTON Arthur
Fiedler, 83-year-okJ white
haired corxluctor of tf>e

Boston Pops Orcf>estra for

nearly 50 years, was in fair

condition Thursday after

beir>g brought to the Tufts-

New England Medical
Center suffering from ex-

haustion, the hospital said.

Fiedler cancelled an ap-

pearance at the lighting of a
giant Christrr>as tree in

Boston Thursday.
The conductor was

brought from his home to

the hospital Wednesday
afternoon, and he was ex-

pected to spend at least one
rrK>re night tfiere, said Joan
Mittelman, a hospital
spokeswoman.
She said Fiedler has re-

keep them from pounding on Nixon's black limousine.
One U.S. Secret Service man swung his fists wildly at the

protesters as he lunged from side to side of the road and onto
the roof of Nixon's car to guide it through the crowd.

Police said there were 10 arrests, but a
p>olice spokeman said, "On the whole,
the demonstration was corulucted in a
good-humored way."
The ex-president, apparently unscath-

ed by the egg barrage, seemed calm and
cracked an occasior^l joke durir>g his

appearance iriside the high-ceilinged
hall. He fielded generally p>olite ques-
tions about, among other things, Viet-

nam, East West detente and Watergate,
the scandal that forced him to resign in

NIXON disgrace four years ago.

Climaxing a week -long tnp to Europe marking his active

return to international affairs, the pink cheeked Nixon told the

packed audience of Oxford University students and faculty:

ave retired from politics but I have not retired from life."
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FIEDLER
-qiiteted tl>at tt>e name of

his doctor and other details

of -his illr>ess not be releas-

ed.
"I don't know what is

WCong with him, if

an|rthir>g, " said Peter Gelb,

aipokesman for the Boston
S^phony.

I^iedler had been schedul-
atMo lead a sing-along dur-
tr>g the iightir>g of a tree at

the Pcudential Canter.

Gelb -said the conductor
still plans to direct the Pops
during a nationalty televised

tribote "Oec. 17 on Hi 84th
birthday. Gelb*said Fiedler

was expected ,
to start

/ehaarsing the orchesUa,
composed mostly of
rT>enibers of the Boston
Syrr^hony, O^. 9 for a
ChristmasNew Year's
series of concerts.

Gett) said the conductor
was in his office last friday.
The spokesman said

Fiedler had been hospitaliz-

ed for tests several times
earlier this year.

Fiedler has conducted
the Pops since 1930
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Commission to assess
state higher education
By CHRISTOPHER CASTIGLIA
Collegian Staff

"This is the /nost vital time for

Massachusetts higher education," said Tim
O'Leary, newly-elected UMass president of

the Massachusetts State Students'
Association yesterday.

O'Leary and other members of the
Association will be working with the State
Higher Education Reorganization Commis-
sion, which will reassess f/nd rr^ake recom-
mendations on the future of state higher

education.

Education
forum set

Saturday
A panel discussion open to alt students on

the future of public higher education in

Massachusetts will t>e held tomorrow at 10
a m in Bartlett Auditorium.

'The university is in for

some difficult years'

The discussion, entitled "Public Higher
Education at the Crossroads," is being
sponsored by Students United for Public

Education, a statewide organization of

students

Panelists will include Paul Puryear, a pro
fessor of Afro American Studies and
Political Science and a former Provost
here, and Bruce Laurie, a history professor.

Also on the panel will be Michael
Federow, a former president of the
Graduate Student Senate

.

"The conference will tie on tf>e future of

higher education," Laurie said. "The
University is in for some difficult years."

Joan B. Pinck, State Assistant Secretary

of Educational Affairs, was scheduled to

appear but yesterday said she would not at-

tend.

The 25-member commission, comprised
of members of the state legislature, private

citizens, and one recently graduated
UMass Boston student, will examine col-

lective bargaining, tenure, enrollment, tui-

tion, and graduate schools, as well as the

overall structure of the state public h igher

educational system, O'Leary said.

O'Leary said the student lobbying group
has worked with the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy to

send out questionaires and survey student

attitudes on reorganization.

A conference on the future of public

higher education in Massachusetts is

scheduled for tomorrow at 10 a.m. in

Bartlett Auditorium. Featured speakers will

be State Assistant Secretary of Educational
Affairs Joan B Pinck and University of

Massachusetts professors Paul L. Puryear
and Bruce G. Laurie.

The Association is also planning a con-

fermice in January to discuss key legislative

bills and to develop a platform and lobbying

strategy. Two representatives from each of

the 31 Massachusetts state colleges and
universities are exp>ected to attend the con-
ference, and lobby with the UMass chapter
in Boston from February until April when
the commission will make their recommen-
dations, O'Leary said.

Former President Larry Mandell said the

Association is interested in hearing
testimony from students who have been
"locked out" of required courses, feel their

teaching assistants were unqualified or had
a lecture or class which had too many
students for conducive learning.

Mandell also said Association members
agree reorganization is needed, but are not

sure how it should t>e accomplished.
State Representative Jarr^esG. Collins, D-
Amherst, vice chairman of the House
Higher Education Reorganization Commis-
sion said earlier this month student input is

very important to the commission and said

he expected state legislature to vote on
commission recommendations in a year

and ahalf.

Though a statewide organization, the

Association urges its members to tjecome
involved in local issues as well as state

ones. The Association recently was involv-

ed in having meal taxes repealed in

cafeterias. O'Leary said.

The new president said the Association is

currently struggling to t>ecome a Recogniz-
ed Student Organization on campus, but

has not been able to because they are a

state wide group. Postage, copying, prin-

ting, and office supply costs are paid for in-

stead by contributions from member's
schools in the Association and the UMass
Undergraduate Student Senate, he said.
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Rre broke out yesterday at the Amherst Motor Clinic, and Amherst
firefighters had the blaze under control eight minutes after the initiel alarm was
sounded See brief, page 6. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

Be^chertown may seek
pipeline to swamp
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

Belchertown officials may seek a pipeline

from Amherst wells in Lawrence Swamp
for residents there whose wells ran dry, ac-
cording to Board of Selectmen Chairman
Gerry Whitlock.
Tne possibility of the pipeline was discuss-

ed at a meeting yesterday between
Belchertown and Amherst officials The
meeting had t)een requested by Belcher-

town selectmen to discuss an apparent
conr>ection between Amherst's testing of a
new well site in the swamp and drying up in

the past month of some 30 wells serving

Belchertown households.
Whitlock said that it appeared there was

Something new for Underground fans
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

A new magazine has hit the Amherst
music scene.
What Goes On. a magazine dedicated to

the now-defunct rock group Velvet
Underground, made its appearance Tues-

day.

The magazine is the brainchild of Philip

Milstein, who admits his publication is "not

geared to the average person off the street.

It's for Velvet Underground fans."

Milstein said the idea for his magazine
came from an interview he read in another

fan magazine with Lenny Kaye, guitarist in

the Patti Smith group.

"They asked him what fan club he t>elong-

ed to, and he said 'none, there's never been
a Velvet Underground fan club,' " Milstein

said.

Thus, Milstein, produced the magazine,

with help from writers M.C. Kostek of

Amherst, and J. A. Viglione of Boston. .

The Velvet Underground was formed in

1966, featuring Lou Reed and John Cale. In

1966, they were discovered by Andy Warhol,

MO TUCKER

v.
DEATS ME

who started them on an international tour.

The Velvet Underground added a German
singer. Nico, and produced two albums,
"Velvet Underground arxl Nico" arxJ "White
Light/White Heat " Both Cale and Nico
eventually left the band, and in 1969 it pro-

duced "Velvet Underground." Undergoing
more personnel changes, including the loss

of Reed, the band toured several colleges in

England in 1972 before disbanding.

"They were great innovators, five or ten

years ahead of their time," Milstein said.

"They didn't fool around, they went out

there and did it. The sound of the band was
great... their attitude and sound, they were
so cool."

Of his future plans for the magazine, Mils-

tein said "It'll hopefully be the start of an en-

tire fan club, with a xerox service, tapes and

a t-shirt." He added he hopes to publish the

magazine four times a year, and distribute it

nation-wide.

no link is no connection, although all tests

on the matter are not in. He said it was
decided Belchertown officials would try to

come up with some prop>osals to help the
residents and would get back to Amherst
officials in "a few days."
Whitlock said that the first stop would be

a survey of the situation to get all the facts.

James Smith, Amherst town engineer,

said he showed a copy of studies being

done by Geghrty and Miller Associates of

New York to Whitlock Selectmen Shirley

Oorey, and Dave Tripp, a representative of

Huntley Associates, engineers for Belcher-

town. The studies show observation wells

drilled around the testing site had actually

shown an increase in water levels. The
studies also show the testing was being
done at a lower level geologically than the
shallow wells which ran dry are at.

Smith said a pipeline into Belchertown is a
possibility, but would be very expensive.

"We can't spend Town of Amherst water
money," he said.

Amherst already serves some customers
in North Belchertown, but Smith said the

new lines from the swamp would have to

feed the UMass area of town, and it would
probably be less economical to run the lines

into Belchertown first.

Both Whitlock and Smith emphasized the
towns are cooperating very well to solve

the problem.
Amherst has been providing emergency

water to the affected residents, which
Belchertown is trucking into the town to

the affected residents. Whitlock said the
project will continue. But he added, "they
may have to dig the wells deeper." He said

there was no possibility that Belchertown
would start a town water supply.

Testing of the new site in the swamp has
been going on for several months, as

Amherst searches for ways to solve its own
water problem

Collegian elects new board of editors
ByMARKLECCESE
Collegian Staff

A 20 year-old junior from Lowell was
elected last night to lead the Massachusetts
Daily Collegian into its 109th publishing
year.

o.seph A Quinlan, currently an assistant

dg editor and a formfir news e" '

fTted editor-in chief of the Co'
dtthe paper's staff elections yesterday.

Quinlan defeated Eileen M Foley, 20, a

juniof ' English. Art History major and assis

tar»t executive editor, 87-48.

Working to eliminate the paper's current

operating deficit arid making the Collcgipn

more responsible to the University com
munity will be Quintan's top two priorities,

he said last night.

Thwre are so many resources out tfiere

that can be used to po<;sibiy improve the

paper," he said

Rather than "\u^< it-.cictinq" to campus
problems, Quinlan said his administration

would be 'going out and seeing what pro

blems they (the students) have with i^;^ or

iwhat problems they have with anythr

Christopher H. Schmit! ;ophomore
Joyff^alistic Studi»'S/ Ecoivjaiics inaior irom

Narragansett, R t. was elected man-iqing

editor after tunning unopposed.

A 21 year old finance anri Management
maior from Amherst L3i;ia P Bassett, was
elected business manager in an un
contested r.^ce

The position of graphics managei went to

Mary B. Kinneavy, 21, a junior from
Bethpage, N.Y. Kinneavy, a Journalistic

Studies Hotel, Restaurant, and Travel Ad-
ministration maior, ran unopposed

Daniel P Guidera was elected executive

editor Guidera, 19, is a sophomore from

Bellingham majoring
Studies English.

in JournalisT'

R Segers, 19 a sophomore
major from Mendham, N.J.,

Elizabeth

economics
was elected campus editor for student af

taifs, and Laura M. Kenney. 19. a

sophomore Journalistic Studif- ' h

major from Longmeadow was ele , i-

pus editor for faculty and administration

The new town and area editor will be

Jonathan D Klein, 19, a sophomore Jour

nalistic Studies English major from Great

Neck, N.Y
In the closest race of the election, Amira I.

Rahman, 19, from Natick, was elected

photo editor over William C Greene, Jr.

22, by a margin of three votes

Richard Alvord and Perry Adier were
elected co-fine arts editors

Walter J. Chemiak, 21, a junior Jour-

nalistic Studies 'English major from
Mrriden, Ct , retained his position as sports

editor, running unopposed

A 19 ' more Journalistic

Studies , . ,- najor from West
Vlartford, Ct., Fran Basche, was elected

women's editor in an uncontested race.

Terrell Evans, 20, a junior Economics ma-
jor from Brooklyn. N.Y., will remain in the

position of biack affairs editor.

The new Collegian Board of Editors will

serve for the Spring and Fall 1979
semesters.

i'«'*'«'««v •«-•«> •-•««««'« »»-•wu^^v^w ^°a^ii«'*'&'m'«'«««%««.it«'
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Black Affairs

Betty Carter swings
attheFAC
By MARIO A. BARROS
Black Affairs Staff

When a performer comes out from the

beginning and totally takes hold of the au-

dience, you can only term that concert a

smashing success. Ms. Carter came out sw-
inging to be sure as she went into her forte

of "Be Bop" blazing a trail that was easy for

her audience to follow.

She began with a Theolonus Monk com-
position that was dealt with strict attention

to detail She went through the paces of the

number as though the "Monk" himself were

telling her everything that he wanted Even

though her manner would be very laid back

at times, one never felt as though she was
cutting any slack.

She swung low with another couple of

numbers but like a f>endulum, Ms. Carter

had to swing to both ends in keeping with

the laws of nature. At once, she went from a

beMx>red and almost stoic pleader to a

carefree arxl capricious spmt as she demand-

ed her tno to "Swing. ' She was living for

the nr»onr»ent here, but her momentary and

timely eruption was well taken as she made
it evident that she'd come prepared to deal

with some deeper and heartfelt topics as.

well With this assurafKe, the audience felt

free to put themselves totally m the hands of

Ms Carter and ride with her ever building

tide.

As tf\e evening went on, she got more arxl

more personal. When she came out arxl did

Cole Porter's "Gentlemen Don't Like Love,"

everybody took it persorwl (for better or

worse) and rightly so because that's the way
she delivered it. She did realize the bite of

her commentary and did defer some of the

lyrical responsibility to the song's creator At

this point, however, it was hard to tell if she

was apologizing for toes stepped on or em-

phasizing the fact that the piece was written

by a man.
As good as her relationship with her au-

dience was, Ms Carter's r^ationship with

her band was even better ltd be inaccurate

to say that they backed her up because they

weren't behind her at all. They were with

her. They rose and peaked at the proper

moments and came on strong only to fill out

the arrangement never drowning her out.

She did come with a new addition to her

trio since her last visit. The young drummer,

Kenny Washington impressed with a blister

ing solo in tfie opening of the concert.

Canr>eron Brown was on bass with the steady

keyboards of Ray Hicks providing the "glue
"

that held it together Brown also com
plenriented Ms Carter nicely at the intro of

one number. His bass was almost a primal

"boom " while at the otfwr end of the spec-

trum, Ms. Carter was the voice of hopes and

dreams for the future.

The show was a fine display of talent and
accomplishnrient, the tikes of whic^ are

welcomed on campus any time Ms. Carter

again exceeded her reputation arxl gave
tfH>se who've come to expect so much of her

just a tittle bit nnore.

Betty Carter (

mance proved
Mahoney)

above) appeared at the Fina Arts Canter last night. The perfor-

har value as a brilliant entertainer. (Staff photo by Jim

r

Guyana
survivors

arrive

I

LOS ANGELES iUPIl
Hyacinth Thrush, 76, who
followed the Rev Jim Jones
for 21 years but survivej his

death ceremony in Guyana
because she was sleeping, had

little to say earty Thursday
when she arrived home.
Mrs. Thrush, one of seven

survivors of the People's Tem-
ple cult ftown back to their

families on the West Coast,

didn't want to talk about her

life within the cult or her

escape from death.

"I don't feel like talking," the

STTkall. frail woman, sitting in a

wheelchair, explained
as she was helped off a TWA
plane.

Vve
'I don't feel too good.

t>een sick alt the way.'

'

Several family members nr»et

Mrs. Thrush and the other sur-

vivors, all of them elderly and

most of them blacks, following

their flights from New York.

They shreiked relieved

welconf>es as five of the suriv-

vors arrived at Los Angeles

Airport, but most of them were

reluctant to speak with

strangers, in part because of

fear of vengeance by alleged

People's Temple hit squads.

When one reporter asked

Mrs. Thrush's niece, Mary
Watkins, how oW she was, she

snapped

:

"Old enough to know bener

tf«n to go to Guyana."
Harold Cnmmon, 47, said his

aunt was sleep >g when the

Jonestown ritual murder-
suicides began and did not

wake up until the next morn-

ing.

"She slept through the entire

ordeal," he said.

"She woke up Sunday morn-

ing and went looking for her

sister. Then she went outside

and saw sonr^e people sitting

up and some laying down. She
thou.jht they were sleeping

"She spent two days trying to

wake up her sister."

Mrs. Thrush was one of

Jones" first followers, joining

up in IrKJianapolis in the 1960s.

Durir>g the years when the

People's Temple held services

in both San Francisco and Los
Angeles, they said, she often

commuted more than 800
miles a ««aek to attend as many
aapoasibie.

Joe ' McGowan, 54, of

Pasadena, Calif., waiting in

Los Angeles for his sister,

Alvery Faterwaite. 61. said

there were 29 people from his

family at the Jonestown com-
mune.

He said the 28 others nieces,

nephews, aunts and cousins-

all are dead.

UMass cheerleaders:

a different loolc

f^,^s^srxVii;i::'XA}.i'iSi%^'^iivinP^^^^^^^

By RENEE l\/IOBLEY

Collegian Staff

Many of us were surprised at the first

basketball game of the season held Tuesday

night in the Cage. There was color smiling at

us from the cheerleading squad.

Those who had not attended UMass foot-

ball games saw our two Third World

cheerleaders for the first time. Both are new

to the squad since the beginning of this

semester.

Carol Grady and Ivan Benitez survived

through two weeks of tryouts and two cuts

to become the first non-white cheerleaders

in over two years.

Carol, a sophomore business major said

she jointed the squad because she had been

a cheerleader in high school and she like it.

"My main purpose was that I wanted to

cheer for the football and basketball teams. I

think they should have somebody out there

to represent everyone," she said.

Ivan who is a fourth year industrial

engineering student said his trying-out was
quite accidental. "I was walking by and they

were practicing, they asked me if I wanted to

try out," he said.

Aside from a shoulder injury incurred at

the beginning of the season Ivan said he has

no problems and enjoys being on the squad.

Carol's first two or three weeks on the

squad vvere less than pleasant. She had in

jured a leg, while running track and could not

practice or cheer for the opening season

football games.
"They wanted me to give up my position

for the football season," she said. "Then

they wanted me to give up my place for the

whole season."
Carol says she worked hard to get back in

shape. The first game she cheered for was
none other than the UMass. vs. Morgan

Black Affairs
Black and Hispanic Youths:

Facing increasing problems
Pacific News Service

"It's real simple," a 28-year-old who has

never had a job said at a Washington, D.C.
bus stop. "If you're not dead, they get you
on a beef ar>d you spend three or four years

in jail. Maybe, if you're lucky, you go in the

Army. But they gonna get you off the streets

yne way or another."

Away from the street corners, the reality

of what it means to be young, poor and non-

white in this country will be affecting an in

creasing percentage of the population in the

1980's and 1990's. The number of voiceless

and voteless brown and black youths in the

society is growing, at the very time when the

young white population is declining ar>d

older, mostly white, Americans are increas-

ing by the millions.

Since 1970, a recent Cer^us Bureau
survey shows, the number of people 55 years

arxj older has increased by 5.3 million p>er-

sons, while during that sanrte period the

youthful F>opulation (save for non whites)

was growing smaller. The number of

Anwricarra 13 and younger has decreased

since 1970 by 6 4 million persons. In both

demographic shifts, the lion's share of the

char>ges (4.6 million of the older gain and 6.3

nmltion of tf>e youth decline) occurred among
whites America's black and Hispanic

population continued not only to grow but to

grow younger.
The significance of the changes is already

beginning to be felt in urban centers

throughout the country. As the largely

white, nwddle-class worker has fewer white

youth in his community in r>eed of services,

ha aaes less and less r>eed for services to the

dependent, nonproductive, youth minonty.

In the years ahead, population trends sug-

gest the nrtajority white population's birth

rale (ano corresponding numbers of youth)

is headed down; the black birthrate is slow-

ir>g but higher ttian the wf>ite. while the

Hispanic minority's birthrate is up The birth

statistics, along w.th other factors, irnjicate

that Hispanics will beconrw the largest

minority group in the country by tfie year

2,000 Many predict that in son>e ma|Or

State game.
Although she did not join the team

because big brother Grady was playing in the

band, Carol was grateful that he was close

by.

"Grady helped me. He gave me a lot of en-

thusiasm and kept me going," she said.

Carol says she hopes more Blacks will be on
the team in the spnng. She has been trying

to pursuade some of her friends to give it a

try.

One other Black who was on the team is

not sure if he wants to continue through the

basketball season. Mitch was Carol's cheer

ing partner during the football season but

could not be reached for comment as to

whether he would continue to be on the

squad.
Carol thinks she will be on the squad as

long as she is at UMass. Ivan is unsure if he

will remain after this year. An industrial

engineering major requires a lot of work.

Being on the squad is time consuming.
Cheerleaders practice five days a week dur-

ing football season and before each game
during Basketball season. They also cheer at

all the games held at home and away except

for those that the teams fly to.

Others expressed enthusiasm over the

new cheerleaders. "I was glad to see Third

World Cheerleaders on the squad. It should

inspire other Third World students to join or

at least try out for the squad," said Joyce

McLaurin, a fan at the Basketball game.

Basketball player Billy Morrison was happy

about the new cheerleaders.

"There should be more,'" he said. "I"rn

qiad she tried out. I think a lot of other girs

wanted to try out but thought they would

not make it because the squad has been

predominantly white for the last few years.

Southwestern cities, and in the state of

California, Hispanics will become an ab-
solute majority i^ present trends continue.

Black alarm over the crisis facing its youth

reached the chorus stage by summer, 1978.

"'Black males an Endangered Sp>ecies??"

Homocide largest cause of death for black

rr^les aged 15 to 35. . .700,000 black males in

prison.

Louis E. Martin, newly appointed Special

Assistant on Black Issues to President Jim-

my Carter, wrote similarly in his syndicated

column in black newspapers: "'It has been
said that the most endangered species in our

time is the young black male. This may seem
to be a gross exaggeration of the plight of

our young men, but there is enough truth in

the statement to be disturbing."

The National Urban League's research

division describes the problem as "tfie crisis

among black youth." Paradoxically, the

greater the concentration of non-white

youth in the inner cities, the dimmer the pro-

spects of ever finding jobs: there has yet to

be seen any strength in their numbers. More
and more of the ever larger pool of young
blacks are becoming part of the '"hidden

unemployed,"' according to an Urban
League study.

Through data on Hispanic youth
joblessness or hopelessness is scarce, one
Spanish surrtaitied expert analyzes the

employment picture in much ttie same way
as his black counterparts. "The way to make
new jobs is, first of all to create r>ew jobs,"'

said Leo Estrada of the School of Architec-

ture and Urtwn Planning at UCLA. "White
workers must also give up jobs through

retirement, attrition and disability. This than

permits minorities to move into them.

Without these possibilities, I think the con

flicts are going to get worse, " Estrada said.

Back at tt>e bus stop m Washington, O.C,
the young man continued his soliloquy. "I

kr>ow people older than me who've lived

here all their lives and don't know what the

White House is."

DENIMS
EUROPEAN
CUTS

under $16
Velours $15.00

Faded Jeans $U.OO
Western Flannel Shirts $11.00
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Free consultations

Walk-Ins Welcome
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Announcements
NIa Dance Ensemble Bill Saxton Quintet

The Nia Dance Ensemble presents a night

of authentic african dance and drama Sun-

day, December 3, at 7:30 p.m. at Buckley

Recital Hall. Admission is $1.00, Advance
tickets can be purchased at the Gerald Pen-

ny Memorial Black Cultural Center,

Amherst College, 11 a.m. 11 p.m. wk. days

or 1-9 p.m. weekends, telephone (413)

542 2386. Tickets also available at the door,

starting at 7p.m.
A reception for the performers follows in

the Gerald Penny Culture Center.

The Office of the Third World Affairs

presents The Bill Saxton Quintet December

1, 8:00 p.m. at the Student Union
Ballroom. Admission fro*

Black History Month

A meeting will be held Monday December 4

at the Malcolm X Center, at 5:00 p m. con-

cerning the planning of Black History

Month Feb. 79. These that are interested in

the planning it is very important that you at-

tend!!!

X.C SKI SALE the D«t ot L«ost

skis only

Hto.oo
105.00
95.00
75.00

100.00
65.00

RoclngSC

Gloss SL

Eufopo HC
Europo Gloss

Superstep-wQxIess

Step-wQxIess

Pockoge Price

M92.10
128.35
119.85
102.85
124.10
111.35

KARHU
H 09.00 TeofT^rVocer M31.75
94.00 Tfoining 119.75

71.00 Touring 99.45

Pockog^s include Rott*f*llo or Dovr* bindings, bonnboo pol^s ond

Tr«z*tQ l«oth*f boots.

(\entols ovoiloble ot Northompton Cojntr/club in Dec.

runner'shop 15 %uonq ove.. r>o»tho»np«o«

&a6-l97l

mou 01060

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

--•'A..

^ ^« 81 * ^
Mandurin >7orhiien

(.liiHine

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

SUN.-THURS. 11:30 10:00

FRI. & SAT. 11:30 11:00

A>7^

SPECIALS
$3.95

MON WED 5:00 8 00 P M

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS
$1.25 & UP
MOIM FRI 11 30 2 30

CHINESE PASTRIES
h COFFEE

SAT a SUN 11 30 3 30

BEGINS SEPT 16

10 BELCHERTOWN RD
RT 9, AMHERST

256 0251 256 0252
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New snow policy
based on parking
lot capacity

•Ffidav; Decerviber 1, 1978
Frt^. Deciimbar t. 1978
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By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

A UMass snow policy ef-

fective today was announc-
ed by campus parking
Operations Manager Mar-
tha McLean.
McLean said "it is impor-

tant for facutly. staff, and
students to understand the
policies and procedures
that will be followed in the

event of a severe storm,

and for all concerned to

know where to obtain
school closing an-
nouncements."
Any decision to call off

classes will be rr^de around
4:30 a.m. if road travel is

too hazardous, or not
enough parking spaces will

be available, McLeaosaid.
Announcements of class

cancellations will be made
on the following radio sta-

tions: WTTT Amherst,
WFCR Amherst,
WMUAAmherst, WHMP-
Nort hampton

,

WHATGreenfield, WARE
Ware, WCAT-Orange,
WHYN Springfield. WTIC-
Hartford, WAGE
Springfield. WTAG
Worcester, and WSPR
Springfield.

McLean said information
concerning cancelled
classes will rK>t ba given out
at tha university, and re-

quested persons not call tf>e

university.

Sufficient parkir>g capacity

is determined by the
availability of parking lots

62, 63, 40, 25, 65. 26, 31,

66, 34, and 71. which pro-

vide essential capacity for

the University to function

during and following a
severe snow storm,
McLean said

If the kns cannot ba open-
ed by 7:30a.m., classes wiM

be cancelled. If it appears
they can be opened by 11

a.m. classes will be cancell-

ed until than.

Overnight parking is pro-

hibited on any roadway
other than Thatcher Way,
effective today through
April 1. according to the

Motor Vehicle Regulation

Manual approved by the

Board of Trustees
Novemt>er, 1977, McLean
said.

Every effort will be made
to keep the bus service

operating. Snow day

schedule changes will be
announced on WTTT-AM
and WMUA-FM, or call

52086.
McLean said parking plans

provide for only a little more
than half of the parking lots

used on a nornnal day.

McLean suggests that all

university personnel make
use of bus service, or pool

rides whenever possible.

Other suggestions included

walking to campus or hav-

ing someone drop you on
campus so tha car does not

have to ba parked, (f space
is not available in your

aaaignad lot, go to either

par^haral lot west of the

physical plant or lot 25.

McLean said. It is also ad-

vised to use the Campus
Center Garage
The University Library may
be closed under cir-

cumstances after 5 p.m.,

weekends, holiday periods,

or during Intersession.

Such closings will be an
nounced on many radio sta

tions.

Students found innocent
UMass students Vincent J. Vulle and Christopher A.

Mamakes, both of Baker Dormitory, were found innocent to-
day in Hampshire County District Court of attempted larceny
charges. The two students were part of a group arrest on the
weekend of Nov. 6 and 7, on charges of stealing street signs
on campus.

Fire damages station
A fire caused by flying sparks "severely" damaged two

service bays of the Amherst Motor Clinic service station
yesterday morning, said Amherst Fire Chief John Doherty.

Doherty said the fire apparently started when the station's
wooden interior was ignited by sparks from welding tools. He
said mechanics were repairing a pick-up truck at the time of
tha flra. The truck and two cars were slightly danrtaged. No
injuriaa ware reported.

A first alarm was sounded at 11:06 a.m., and the fire was
"knocked down" at 11:13. Doherty said he would determine
the danr>age estirr>ate sometime today. The station is at the
intersection of Shumway and College Streets, about a mile
east of Amherst Center.

Dance-a-tifon tifis weekend
"The Great Mass Dance Marathon" is scheduled for Satur

day and Sur>day. The 1920's style dance-a-thon will feature
free entertainment, food donated by area sponsors, and cash
prizes for couples who collect the most money.

Registration ends Friday and is beir>g held in rooms 428 arxJ

416 of the Student Union or the Greek Affairs Office in 321
Berkshire house.

INTERESTED IN LAW SCHOOL?
Diane K. Youn, Director of Admissions,
Professor William Metzger, Chairman of
the Committee on Admissions & Financial

Aid, and Faith Arkin, a law student from
the School of Law at Western New
England College, Springfield, Mass., will

meet with interested students on Monday,
December 4, 1978 at 1 :30 p.m. in the Cam-
pus Center, Room 905-909.

Hf MMi mmmmmmmmmmtm

BUDGET REQUESTS

Any R.S.O. group tfiat wishes to

receive funding for the next fis-

cal year can pick up information

in Rm. 420 Student Union. The
deadline for all requests is Dec.

21. Questions will be answered
on Nov. 30 in Rm. 163 Campus
Center at 7:00 p.m.

Piilillc Notice:

3l«

CMOS

pAsM

30%
60%

HOUSJ^
DOWHTOWN AMHERST

QUICK COPYAND
TYPING, Inc.

Amherst Area's One-Stop
Copy and Typing Center

'Quality, low-cost copying

'Fast, professional typing

'Complete dissertation, nnanuscript and resunne

service

In the Carriage Shops
549-0557

KpOi;

Take a wann,comforteble TRAILWAYS or PETER PAN bus to

... Boston, New York and many other places. Play it safe!

TRAIUMnrS & PETER RAN DUSUNES

WHERE SECRET SANTA SHOPS
Dozens of 25c to $5 items

MAKE UFESIMPIERPORYOU

For trees and windows
Ornaments

Great Assortment

Unusual Cards

Many Affordable

Earrings and Pendants

Sterling & 14 KT

Candles

Rainbow, Drip, & Taper

Blouses £r Skirts

POSTERS
Area's Largest Selection

Snakes & Frogs

Lots of Fun Toys

Handpainted
Eggs

Chinese

Tins & Boxes

Vast Assortment

Tea Sets

Honey— Tea— Candy— Jelly

Great Gifts— Great Prices

UJ

Open Sundays 1-5 p.m.

MEI^CANTILE
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

For Information, Schedule* and Price*, contact:

Campus Center Bus Office - 545-2006, or 549-6000

£Sltegi2tQ7

Mountaaneeimg ""Z.

The Busch* label is where it

all begins. Note
the snowy,
j3raggy peaks

affixed
thereto.
They
are
the
moun-
tains.

ou are the moun
taineer. And this is

an ad.The subject of
which is selecting the
proper gear for
mountaineering.
(It all fits to-

gether so nicely,
doesn't it?)

First and
foremost, youll
need to pop Uie
mountain top. For
this task, faithful moun-
taineers use a church
kQT. Secular moun-
taineers use a bottle
opener. Don't be con-
fused by these antics
with semantics. Just
remember, the opener is
ycfyyr primary tool. Be
true to it and it will be
truetoyoa

Second, choose a
: glass. Here the options
become immense.
German steins, hand-

blown pilseners,
oldJeUyjars,

that cute
little

lurch key used by
faithful mountaineers )

^ „Ir. Boffo mug you've
had since third grade.

Be adventurous.
Experiment. Most

mountaineers have a
personal preference. You'll
develop one too.

Foodas next. Proper
mountaineering, not
to mention proper nutri-
tion, reqiiires a smorgas-
bord selection of snacks.
Some mountaineers
have suffered from a
potato chip deficiency,

a pretzel imbaJance or
other serious dietary de-
fects. Plan ahead

CJomfort is crucial. Ifyou
mountaineer in

public, pick
apadded
bar stool,

preferably
one that
spins
(to facili-

tate admir-
ing the

scenery). At
home, a com-

fortable chair or sofa will
do. Rule of thumb: if it

feels good, and the police
don'tseemto mind, do it.

Then turn on the
tube or spin a tune or
crack a good book. The
choice is strictly
between you and the
dominant hemisphere
ofyour brain. Ofcourse,
some mountaineers
say the smooth, re-
freshing taste ofBusch

is entertainment enough.
^And thank goodness

r?they do , because
'

it's an excellent
concliJSiorL

(Comfort is crucial

)

ikfi:

Dorit just reach for a beer.BUSCHHead for the mountams.
Anheuser-Busch Inc S! Louis Mo
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Update on Tupelo

freedom movement
By PETER ELLISON

Lasx Saturday 3000 people gathered
around the steps of the county courthouse
in Tupelo. Mississippi. They had come from
as far as California and Minnesota ar>d m
dose as the r>ext street to demand an end
to the injustice, discrimination, and oppres
sion faced by Black people in Tupelo and
throughout the country, and to show their

support for tf>e leadership given to this
struggle by tffe United League of Mississip-

P<

In Tupek), an initial stand against police
brutality had grown under tt>e League's
leadership into a demand for economic and
civil justice in aN areas of life, from the fac-

tories to the schooto, from the asseaaor's
office to ttw police da(>artnr>ent. Determir^-
tion had resulted in a boycon of aN mid
town businesses and a refusal of all partial,

compromiae offars by the "city fathers" in

surroufMling towns ar>d cities a similar story
had unfolded: the spontar>eous rebellion of
Black peopta aoairwt particularly blatant

acts of oppreaiioo transfonnir>g urnler

League leadership into a conacious. deter-
mined. sustair>ed battle for freedom.

TNa leadership has brought ttM League
toe-to-toe with an ecorH)mic and political

system rooted in inequality which wants
tf>e "civil rights struggle" to remain in

school history books as something that had
a happy ernjing somewhere back in the six-

ties Such opposition is rH>t bght: r>or is it

met lightly For example, on Aug 13 Dr.

Howard Gunn. state coordirtator for tt>e

League, and some friends were attacked in

tf>eir car by members of the Ku Klux Klan;

tf>e car was riddled by 17 bullets. The
League's starnl on self^lefense, however,
is well known: four Klansmen were in tt>e

hospital the next day while none of Dr
Gunn's party were injured Despite positive

identification of the assailants, the police,

FBI. and Justice Department all refused to

nr^ke any arrests In such fashion the

League sorts its frwruis from its enemies.

This was the United League- the crowd on
the courthouse lawn had come to support.

Yet the League was dear: support for the

'.eague was support for the people.

Workers at the local Pamell-Pride chicken

packing plant had been on strike for three

weeks, depending that Parneli Pride

bargain with their legally elected union.

Staunch anti-unionism had been a boon to

businessmen and capitalists in Tupelo, at-

tracting many runaway shops from the

North in recent years. Appreciatir>g this

fact. tf>e courts awarded an injunction for

bidding more than three pickets at a time

on the line at Parneir Pride Saturday morn-
ir^ the police watched helplessly from the

erMla of the street while the line swelled to

hundreds, chanting. "Pluck your chickens?

Hell, no! Without our union we won't gol"

L«ter. 3000 stror>g, ttie nrvrchers threeded
through Tupelo's •treats, past youngsters
and okJ people starHlirtg on ttwir porches
with raised fista. pest a few shivering
cowards wrappad in thaats with cartinai in

tt>eir harKls. makino tha atraats echo aa
they caHad in uniaon. "We're fired upl We
ain't takin' no more'" and, "Ku Klux Klan,
scum of xhm lar>dl " Speakers on the cour-
tfKHise steps racBMad tt>e struggles of the
sixties: "We ware taught to raae passive
raaiaterKe to the level of a phikMophy We
know now paaaiva raalatence can only *:ver

be orM tactk: antortg many and rKwr a
philosophy." Otfters poimed forward: "We
must ntfvmi rest again until our freedom ia

absolute* " People of all races and na-
tionalities stood togettwr in unity with tf^eir

minds on freedom.

Skip Robinson, president of the Urwted

League, said from tiKiae courthouse stapa.

"If a man doesn't have a cause worth dyir^
for, he doesn't have a life worth living."

Saturday night, returning from the march,

a Black supporter of tf>e League was killed

in front of his girl friend by three white men
who pulled alongside his car and shot him.

A car returning to Atlanta was stopped arnl

the occupants beaten: several were
hospitalized Another car had all its win-

dows smashed outside Jackson, Miss. Tfte

Black people of Tupelo shine in their

courage like fires in the night. Their cause,

freedom, has no price.

Peter Ellison is a member of the Revolu
tionary Student Brigade.
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Tothe Editor:
What 'red tape'

is all about
To the Editor:

Most any student at the University of
Massachusetts has run into some form of
red tape. It's virtually unavoidable at such
a large school. Recentl\: several fellow

students and I were fortunate enough to

break through one such example of this

hapless bullshit I'd like to bring this par-

ticular incident to attention in hopes that

It might encourage other students to use

tfie means we did to acfmve tfteir ends.

Consequently, the amount of red tape

we've seen in the past [and that we all

take for granted] may diminish.

In the fall, my roommate and I moved irr-

to our room \Jst floor Cance House]
knowing fully well that it was not present-

ly being heated. Apparently, this problem
had existed in several rooms on the 1st

floor and had originated some 2 % years

ago. Of course we questioned why this

problem exsted but we also assumed it

would soon be corrected. Thus, our
dilemma began. We informed our two
Heads of Residents and our counselor

was certainly aware of the problem as she

occupied one of the unheated rooms
herself We were told that something was
being done about the problem Evidently,

our HR's and our RA were doing quite a

bit of complaining yet nothing was being

done. The people who were receiving the

complaints were doing nothing to fix our

lack of heat. We were merely outfitted

with space heaters for "temporary" heat,

giving us the impression that our system
was being fixed.

The problem seemed tolerable until we
returned back from the Thanksgiving

holiday. It was then that half the residents

of the floor became aware that their

rooms might be awful cold during the

winter. And it was then that we heard the

stories of the previous residents of the

floor and how they survived through two
winters without heat, often sleeping in

sweaters and longjohns. Yeah sure! Well

that wasn 't going to be us. We promptly

took direct action on the matter, seeking

out John Findley of the Southwest
Resource Management office located in

Kennedy lobby. Once contacted. John
informed us that he'd take care of the

matter and sure enough, within 24 hours,

we got the heat we deserved. And this is

heat that the first floor hasn't had in over

two years!

Up to this point, the intentions ofmy let-

ter may seem ambiguous. Therefore, I'd

like to make myself clear. I have one big

question: Why was this problem allowed

to continue for so long a period? Is this a

casit of "passing the buck?" Oris it simp-

ly a case of irresponsibility on someone's

part? Frankly. I'd prefer to believe it's just

an example of the ted tape we all have to

learn how to deal with.

I am told out particutar problem, a
malfunction in the heating system, was
fixed by the mere turning of a valve. I

believe it. I believe it because this is what
red tape is aH about. If you know how to

employ the proper procedure when faced
with a problem such as ours, the solution.

you'U find, is usually quite simple. In

short, become directly invohred with the

problem at hand: deal with these people
in person. Thus, the problem would not
be why does such red tape exist but in

learning how to cope with it.

PersonaHy, I'd like to thank John
Findley. He showed me that there are

people around who do care about
students ' problems. The main thing for us
to learn is how to seek these people out.

We've got to learn how to bang on doors.

I hope this letter gives some students the

motivation to doj^ titet.

Robert B. Cargiil

Canca Houaa

Medium or rare?

To the Editor:

The following are quotes from a sports

column that appeared in the Collegian in

early September The title of the column is

"A Guaranteed Loss" by sports writer Walt

Cherniak.

"We here in Amherst are unique in that

we follow a football team which, although

entering each season with the same... op-

timism, also kicks off a new year with a

guaranteed loss imbedded like a tumor on

its schedule.

"

"This same BC team, who, incidentally,

played Texas even up most of the way,

FINISHED their season with UMass. Texas

and UMass. It's like UCLA playing basket-

ball against Kentucky and Framingham
State.

"

"...and whether because of stubborn-

ness or a desire to keep what used to be a

great regional rivalry intact, schedulers still

pencil in the name "Boston College" at the

bottom of the UMass schedule. A
guaranteed loss.

"

"(UMass). . . then to be tossed as though

a piece of meat to a lion into the grasp of a

team far superior to them.
"

"Rutgers, Villanova. and
Han/ard. . . Those games will be tough, but

unlike the BC game, UMass will stand, as

they say. a "sporting" chance.
"

Mr Cherniak. How do you like your

words. . . Medium or rare?

Jim Mulllna

Universityof Massachusetts

Amherst

Wintersession 1979
Credit courses and Credit-Free Workshops offered by the Division of

Continuing Education, University of Massachusetts at Amherst begin

January 2. For registration information and a catalog, call 545-3653
before December 15 and 549-4970 after December 15 or stop by the

Records and Registration Office, 113 Hasbrouck on the UMass campus.
Mastercharge, American Express and VISA are accepted.

i

........

......gQ^.:.:|.j|j^R TRA IN ING:;:*S^S|

Five College Transportation will sponsor a 3
Week Training program during January In-

terterm for those interested in getting a Class II

Bus Driver's License.

Get applications and instructions at the Stu-

dent Employment Office, 239-A Whitmore, or

call the Five College Transportation
Office -586-4262.

Application Deadline extended to December 7.

'j&k9:5:-x-:¥:.:v ::::•>:•:•»:>>:< ::-vx<

Wj GRADUATE
^^'^ SCHOOL

FuM-time and part-time

Earfy ChikJhood programs

leading to a Master's Degree In:

-Ct Reeding
it Children with Special Needs
it infant and Toddler

it Advanced Study In

Early ChHdhood Education

it Leedership (Administration,

Supenrlalon, Consultation)

it Teeching

A representative will be at UMass on Wedrwsday,
December 6, 2:00-5:00 p.m. For appointment come
to Hampshire House, Rm. 112.

H

sound
economy i\

WhmtlotkCatagiiQnakmmStitaU.Mfnwl
02216 (617)734 6200. Eirt 196

A FANTASTIC tICOtO r«OH*OTlON THAT riATUKES

MANY MAJOR ARTISTS AND MAJOR LARELS SOCM AS:

UA-ELO
OwtOf TtM
BltM-2LP

Cap -
AUman Braa.

B«i)tnnin9a—
2 LP

Col - Bruca
Sprmgataan
DartinaaaOn
ide«Of Towm

:ol -Ka
Point Of

Know Rotum

Ehnn Bishop
Raiain HaM-

2 LP

W8-AWB Uve
Paraon To

Parson -2 LP

Uvo AndUt
tJva-2LP

EMn Bishop
Stnittin My

Stuff

AH. -Gaits
Monkay Island

A£rM-
Rick Wakaman
Whita Rock

PMsrshalt Tuckar
Long Hard

Rklo

Charlia Daoials

Night RIdof

WeV» Got Something
Your Mottier Never Told Ybu About...

The Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows Sure your hair

eventually grows out. but with a precision haircut it

doesn't lose its shape
And because your hair falls naturally into place.

You '.vont have to keep fussing with it.

Now you've got something you can tell your

mother about.

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14.00

whether you're a guy or a gal. And no appointments

are ever necessary.

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all, but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you.

Csc
S«a Lave)

Cap.-Sb»*»
GraatoaiHRi

Danials. TuoMT'
Skynryd

<fi)

Command Pcrfformancc

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart

Men. -Sat., 10 a.wi.-IO p.m.

586-0090

Over 300 fantastic titles at unbeatable prices -all titles are by major recording

artists on all major labels such as:

Electric Light Orchestra*Yes, James Cotton Band»Firefall*Grateful

Dead*Klngfish*Garcia*Crosby, Still & Nash»James Montgomery

Band*Robin Trower'Nektar'Jefferson Airplane*. And many more.

,. »
.

at your record store ,•,"
.

•

campus center /univ. of mass./amherst

OPEN WED. NIGHTS TIL 9, DEC. 6, 13, 20
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Collegian
Notices

Notic* — India Association will screen the

movie "Upkar" (with English subtitled) on
Saturday, Dec. 2 at Campus Center room
163 at 7 00 p.m. for info. Call Surendra

546^1066/546^2707

Alpha Z*t« Members— there will be a
HDeeting on Tue , Dec. 6 at 6:30 p.m. in 909
CC. The Hitchock Center will make a

wildlife presentation. Please attendL

Notice -Anention all ECE students arvj

faculty are invited to a quickie luncheon to-

day from 11:45-1:00 at the thenth floor of

theCC.

Notice -happy holidaye to alt the
fraterruitiee and •ororitieal To show
your holiday spirit, send a candy cane
and holiday message to ail your Greek
friends. On sale for only $ 20,

December 4-7 in all houses • wetch for

times. Questions, call Tri-Sigma.
646-0046

Notice-SWA needs kinky sex and av
coordinator applications for av coordinator,

available at SWA office m Hampden D.C
arnl due Friday. Dec. 8.

Notice -undressed dances work by Cin-

dy Slartowi, Chris Van Raalte, Beth Popik,

Lirxla Mcllwaine. Lode Jealosk, Leslie Ben
nen and Stacey Goodrich to be presented

at Kendall Hall Studio I, Mt Hoiyoke Col

lege. Dec. 10 at 8:00 p m

Attention all BOP Students-Art
Jackson and Gloria Otiu from the Financial

Aid Office will be at the BCP Dec. 7 at 7:30

p.m. to assist students who have questions

or problems with financial aid or tuition in-

crease - it is important that Vou atterKl.l

Notice — film series on "Justice in

America" to be shown at First Congrega-

tior^l Church, Main St., Amherst in lour>ge

on Sum. at 5 00-6:30 pm. Refreshments at

4:30 open to all, no charge. First film

SurKlay. Dec. 3 "Justice Delayed, Justice

Denied." from CBS News.

Notice- 'tonight at 10:00 p m on WMUA
(91.1 FM) Thirsty Ear" will be featuring

A&M recording artist Peter C. Johnson.

Peter C. is unique. His show is compromis-

ed of half man, half tape. His new album

was recorded in his home studio in Boston.

"Thirsty Ear ' captures one of Peter C.

Johnsons unique performances. Coming:

The Dirty Angels.

Notice -the Patchwork Players, a mime

duo from Boston, will present new works in

"Street Theatre" format during the after

noon of Saturday. Dec. 2, throughout the

buikJing of Thome's market, 150 Mam St..

Northampton, MA. The players will per-

form 20-minute sets in various locatiorw on

3 floors of the 24 store complex. No admis

sion charge.

THURSDAY NIGHT
HAPPY HOUR
Relax and get primed for the weekend

HAPPY HOUR 8:00
TIL CLOSING
With dips 8t chipe; bring the gang along

Tiie
Hungry

U

55 University Dr.

Amliervt, Mass.
549-5713

m
^v /

A

TRY US OUT
FOR SIZE

We think you'll

like whot we're
offering...

Starting Monday, November 27, the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Graphics Department will begin accep-

ting outside job work For all your pro

duction needs typesetting,

layout /pasteup, and camera the Col

legian can make your |ob camera

ready and do it quickly, r(,'liahly, \)u

fessionally. and in(,'xpensiv(^lv

For rrilos and turltier inloim.ilKMi.

see us at Canif'"^' CfMitt^r IH oi f .ill

^b 3500 W''ll tv^ w.'iitinn tr^t vnii

^nday.. December 1. 1978
11 Collegian.

Christmas

Boxed
Cands
Remembering,
caring, and sharing are

the very special joys of Christmas!

Ctw*vj^^m^ ^^Aee&^^A
Creative excellence is an American tradition.

at the Christmas store

SPECIAL HOLIDAY HOURS-OPEN WED. NIGHTS TIL 9. DEC. 6. 13. 20

BENEFIT DISCO/DANCE
sponsored by V.S.O. a BETA CHI FRATERNITY
Friday, December 8 at 8:00 p.m. in the Hatch

Admission: A serviceable toy for a needy tot.

I

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
in conjunction with AMTRAK
IS DONATING AN EXCLUSIVE WEEKEND IN NEW YORK.

Includes: Roundtrip rail transportation. Hotel

accommodationa, and tickets to the King

Tut Exhibit. The winners will be guests with

our Special Group Departure January 27th.

THE VALUE OF THIS TRIP IS $263.00!!
for all of your travel needs call Campus Travel Center

other prizes donated by:

SPIRIT HAUS-TOC-UMASS PARATROOPERS CLUB
UNIVERSITY STORE -RAMBLING ROSE -RECORD CO-OP

CAMPUS CENTER BARBERSHOP-JOHN HARRISON

TOY cioiLicTION DEC. 1-8
AT ThESE loCATioNS:

— Newman Center— Worcester Commons—
— Hampshire Commons— Franklin Commons—

— Whitmore— Grad Center— Campus Center— Faculty Club-

Music by Mario Barros- Audio by Robert Dwelley in assoc. with

Audio Promedia (sound), Baystate Sound £f Recording (lighting).

OVER $600 In pmzEs to Be GIVEN AWAY!

I

I

i OVE

Friday, December 1, 1978

WMMVI CMMM (Ms
62 Main St 253 7S36
•Fr«sh Chines*
v«g«tabl«s from our
own farm

•Fully aif conditionod
•Closed Wadnoaday
•Luncheon specials

*1.2S and up

"High quality food at a
reasonable price"

"Recommended by the
New York Times"

BIN 1*7 a.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION sponsors a

TONIGHT
Campus Center 10th floor

J0\H -me BEATLES aboard the

MAHAR
AUD.

FRIDAY
DEC. 1

7:30, 9:15,

11 p.m.

To place a classified ad. drop hy i^e Coi

l<-<4idn ol«n •• iCC 113l »»«*tw»'<M> 8 45 d fT>

.in<1 3 4S |) m M.mrttjy Ihrouqh Fnrtdy. or

us* on' r^jntiy t lip jn<l m«jil form Ifjunri in

rrwsi •ssut.'S <>• Ihi' Coll«'<|Mn Cl<<s^il»'(l

(|«>.hIImm- is 3 4S J) n> t^o il.iys m .hIv<mici-

of piililK .•imn (ial<-

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are daily. 4Sc

per line tiwe consecutive issues 40c per

line per day. 30 consecutive issues 30c per

line per day Or>e lir>e is fOogWy equivalent

to 38 characters

AUTO FOR SALE

70 Opel, needs work. 30 4^ mpg, best of

ler, call Nancy, 6 5668. or Marc, 666^4542.

Stan.IBOramNn. 31,000fni , enc cond.

new tires/snows, $1700. 546^9970^

71 Vega QT, 4 speed, low mileage, $300 or

best offer, call 546 1186. asfc for Skip

Itn VW Squareback. good cond., new

ban., strong engine. I8E0/BO. 549 4814.

IflO Ford F-lflO. 240^ cyt.. new steering,

batt . carb . niech sound. askir>g $600. call

Bob. 467 3880, after 5 00.

86 Volvo 122S SW. body great, best offer,

584^9203

Tibet XMas cards, dragon paintings.

fug-caJI^Anerv^^1479^

Graat buy! Brand new men's It. gr. ski

jacket, si/e nned Only $35. w/ mittene.

1f|4Pont Grand Pri*. white, call 546 1487

or_weekend^(617) 872 7756, cost $2300

Hieriing Lotus ski boots. 11 11% only,

used 3 times, mint corvlition. $75 or 80,

546^8875

Ploose buy my brown leattwr jacket, sin

46 too big for me Worn less than 20 times,

asking $90 Cal l Dave, 666-4237

Reikor aki boots
Call 256-0642

MISCELLANEOUt

-women's size 7. 120.

Snow tires C7t-13, $40 pr .
866^4230.

ENTERTAINMENT

Hottest barKf aroui>dl "Smooth Sailing"

for bookings anywhere, call John,

546 4646^

Free concert. Orchard Hill presents a

dance with Lilith- Friday, Dec. 1,

Worcester DC, 9 pm , all welcome.

Soundsystem for hire perfect for discos,

coffeehouses, bands, call Rick, 584^106

FOR RENT

Must rent immedl 2 bdrm. apt.. N'hamp..

avail Dec 1 Aug 31, $195 Plus call after

1 1 pm ,
584 9205 or daily, 253 7436

Mature students, room in Belchertown,

on bus rt . 8 mi. for campus, please call,

323^782, ask for Mike or Burke, $150,

thanks.
^

Moving, must sell: 2 desks, $20 and ISO,

bureau $40. sewing mach $46, lawnmower

$75, rug $100. floor scrubber $3, punch set

$3, rmsc odds & ends & dishes, aquarium,

pump, fish, etc $75. & lots of other stuff.

Most prices negot 256 8038, can deliver.

10% off jewelry by BiU Karl m Campus
Center concourse with this ad.

Olin Free-Styte boots, dirt cheap, Ven

tura hollow body electric guitar, Honda 77

750K four to one pipes, double touring

saddle. 7600 miles. $1500, 546 5216 or

546^196

1200 new rock and jazz LPs.

Underground Books. 264 N Pleasant, see

Mike.

Nortalia ski boots: Men's size 9, like new,

$30. Call Cheryl, 5-0320, 5-0321.

Joweky psrtiM-have one in your dorm
or home and aam 15% of sales as credit

towards free jewelry. Call Bill

Karl - 2S6-8701 . evenings, or see me m ttw

Campus Center cor>cour»r

Happy birthday to the Wiz of SW from

one of many admirers wtw know of your

superr^atural delights. Love ya rrKtch.

HB Boo- Boo, you farty werKhl Don't

blow out the candles till you've dispelled

the stenchi And now that you're oW, exact

ly years twenty, you may freely
•"^9>J'^

"conversation" aplenty* Yours *"' ^'

Queenie, Bmdy, & Wu'

Onstage arMt. Farms Mall offers 20%
off all reg. priced merch. to all ct"

"

students 6 staff Remember your ID.

Happy birthday. RussI I still love^
Susan Pigface - happy 20th. Almost _
in Colorado Saturday, go for it PC, Tequia

and cookies -Leonard Cohen fans.

1 F wantad for own room
Jan. 1 thru summer,
1130/mth

-rwnsmoking F,

call 2S37149,

1 <K 2 girls to share Brit Manor apt. start

ing Jan. fuMy furn., caM 253^3446.

SERVICES

Pro typlwg. 76c pp. Gal Lindi. 8BM7a8.

Typir>g. IBM Solectric. quick service. k>w

rates, call Larry or PaHi, 586-4290.

Frae 9mt piercing with purchase of studs

Huge selection of gokf , sihwr, dtarrKKXl ear

rings and unusual o fts Silverscape

Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,

253 3324.

TO SUBLET

PERSONALS

Gift idee, have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap 256^8732. bet 9 10 a.m.

For rent— 4 bdrms. in co-op veg. country

household in Sunderland. Near UMass bus.

Wood & oil heat Women preferred Small

grps. welcome. Lease Jan. May, 665 7586,

666^4864.

1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm apt. available 20 Dec.

thru Jan , rent $130 but negotiable, nd. to

know 19 Dec.. Karen Amy. 253 5397.

1 bedrm. in 3 bedrm. Townhouse apt. to

sublet for spring sem compar..inexpensive

Call Don after 5 p m a t 549 1716.

Room in 4 bedroom cooperative apt. in

Amherst on bus rt., $87 50/mth., incis

heat. Nonsmoker, 253-9646, eve.

Quiet non-smoker wanted for own rm.

in 2 bedrm. apt , Amherst Center. Avail,

after 12/20. $92.50-1^. Call 253 7986, esp

after 6 p.m.

FOUND

Found: rir>g in Bcyden gym on Wed. nite,

Nov. 15. Call 546 5860, after 11 p.m.

HELP WANTED

Excellent opportunity in this area. Need-

ed pleasing personality and car, part time

or full, call 247 5740

Disco your life awayfl Fun and good

times to be had at the Quonset. Poor

Richard's and other havens of the disco

degeneracy. Meet the Dorchester disco

boy, Mikey Doran Travolta, call anytime.

666^^2131 or 545^ 3500. ooop! ooopM

Deve Brin says your blood was delicious!

Thank you! __^

I. M. Galvin. being of sound mind and

body, do publicly declare my love for or>e

H. Christopher GauthierJhjS Dec 1^1978

Puddlejumper Fever is sweeping UMass.

Catch it this Thursday and Friday in the

Campus Center.

StudeTits looking for a part-time job with

flexible hours, exceilent income, and an op-

portunity to gain meanir>gful business ex

perience? Northwestern Mutual Life intern-

ship training session starting in Dec., con-

tact Dana Barrows, 1 525-4591^

1 bedroom apt., on bus route. $170

utility, available end of Jan., 253-X18, after

6 p.m.

Apt. to sublet for month of Jan ,
on bus,

price absolutelv negotMible, 256^8491.

Desperately looking for 3 bedroom apt.

close to campus to sublet, Jan. Aug., call

Debbie, 546-4280.

Onebedrm. apt. to sublet during mterses-

sion. caN 4 more info, after 6, 5494)183.

TRAVEL

Spend New Years canoeing in the

Everglades; Dec 27 Jan 9. All included at

$287 Sponsored by Boston Untversity,

contact Allen Hollander at (617) 363-3201.

WANTED

TV set, working, B
250-5731, evenings.

& W or cokK. CaN

Only couples can do it! Dating couples

wanted for Psych Dept research study.

Possible large time commitment if desired,

some hourly pay, call 546-1349.

WANTED TO RENT

RIDE WANTED
LOST

FOR SALE

Giant 4x4 rock posters, many different

groups, call 6-7555, for prices and info.

Refrigerator Er hotplate - both for $75 or

BO, like new, call Kathy. 546-7271

Fender Band-Master, 50-watt guitar amp
head w/ speaker, $175, call Dave,

546-8028.

Women's Th 79 Model Caber boots,

never worn., perf. cond., rll., $215, sell-ng

for $170. price neg., call 546-6493

Stratocaster copy electric guitar, exc.

cond.-Ampeg Reverbojet amp, $300 for

both. 546-9821.
.

2 new anow tyres. 12". WO. 684-1616.

Yellow lab puppy, lost, 11/28, near

Bartlett Hall. Call 549 2838.

Lost -one left leg. . .1 feel awkward without

it. It has a normal calf and a slightly fat

thight, and has a size 10 Hush Puppie on it.

It has a lot of sentimental value, and my
right leg is getting pretty tired. If you find it.

please call Larry at 546 9186. '_

Reward -lost in Franklin DC, 1 Camp
Trails knapsack with Chem 112 notes, text,

lab materials, and SR-40 calculator Please,

I need them or I'll fail the course. Andrew

Krumpe, 609 Grayson, 6 7016.

BJ^ Br. M dog, answers to Marley. Last

seen Amh. Ctr. Sun Call 253 2628.

Lost raincoat London Fog, Marston or

Campus Center, Nov. 13 rew. 253 -3963

Prescription glasses, plastic light brown

round rim, please call, Tom, 6-9046.

Lost-golcTchai^n at Pub, 11/9/78, sen

timental value, please call 546-8654,

reward.

Need ride to

Dec 10, gas
586-1795.

Madison. Wise., approx.

Er drivir>g shared, call

ROOM WANTED

2 bdrm. apt. wanted in Amherst area in

bus route. 665 7938, 7 11 p.m.

Looking for rm. to rent for next semest.

Am quiet, vry. studious, mature. Jr. Eng.

maj. Call John, 6 6601.

2 bdrm. apt. in walking distarKe of

UMass. Pref. Puffton. Need Jan. 1. Call

Carol. 546-5863.

2 females, mid 20's, seeking 2 bedroom
apartment in Amherst on or close to bos

route. Approx. $200/ htk). Can rent im-

mediately. Call: 666-7565, Debbie or Linda.

Keep trying.

2/1-bdrm. apt. — bus

546-9817, keep trying!

route, Jan. -May,

Female looking for own room starting

Jan. 1 or Feb. 1 665 7958 or 549-2803.

Or>e room kitchen bath privileges, need

ca r, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

HYPNOSIS

ROOMMATE WANTED

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

1 M wanted, own room nonsmoking, Jan.

1 or Feb. 1 thru summer, $125 mo., Paul,

666-7549.

1 F. roommate to share rm. in 2 bdrm.

Brit. Man. apt . starting Jan. 1, call

253 2858.

SWF looking for 1 or 2 others to share 2

bdrm. Presidential Apt. % mi. from Cam-

pus, call 549 1083 -for spring semester.

Female to share 2 bdrm. apt. in S.

Amherst starting Jan, Call 253-2018.

Hypnosis Reading Inst, offering single

sessions for finals Dec. 7-21, improve

grades, concentration, recall, relaxation.

The best alternative yet For reservations Et

times, call K.R. Morse. 532 5703.

CIRCLE OF GOLD

No risk, big returns. Rm.
Hse.

404, ArnoM

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosentfial, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.
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FRIDAY and SATURDAY ^

- E^ly Disco Happy Hour

—

8:30 til 9:30

7S^ Drinks «

• 40^ Beers •

Come
Early!

««You think only God
can make a tree!

Try coming up
with a mackerel.'*

wiTk JokN Denvcr

& Cconqc Burms

Hampden D.C., Southwest
Friday, December 1

7, 9, 1.1 $1.00

GET YOUR
SHIRT TOGETHER.

iiM- dnd p'omotr clubt dorms
irjms « any groups forte ftmtinf

iMrti * complrtr t^lettion ul

I shifts toles aprons ft oeh^
priruabtes Ld (one n-inlinf help

you lo CM il on your ch«l

• rASHIONAMf AOVf ITISINC •

FORTE
PRINTING

OMic* IM-21M •

The UMass Music Theatre Guild's

Spring Production of

is looking for

Producer

Director

Musical Director

Choreographer
Lighting Crew
Stage Crew

Assistant Director

Stage Manager
Assistant Choreographer

If interested call Kevin 546 6078 or sub-

mit short resume with name, address,

and phone to the UMMTG mailbox 507

upstairs in the Student Union Building.

DVP Presents

KATE
MILLET

author of

"Sexual Politics"

to speak on
The Woman Writer

Monday, Dec. 4
at 8:00 p.m.

in the Student Union
Ballroom

this program is free of charge

Friday. Dece.-nber 1, 1978

27 Pleaunt SL/NorthampCon 586-0935

LIQUOR STORE

U.of Mass.Students

OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

SCHLITZ12 0Z. cans

HEINEKEN

LABATT'S ALE or BEER

RUDDLES ALE

SWAN LAGER

COKE QUARTS
COKE 64 oz.

$6.49 case

$3.49 six

$13.75 case

$1.99 six

$7.75 case

$1.354-pack

$7.50 case

$5.98 12-pack

2 for .89

.89 each

ALSO FRESH HOT POPCORN
MANY IN STORE SALES ON WINES

338 COLLEGE ST.

RT. 9, AMHERST
253-5384
256-8433

Not re8«>oo»it>te to» tvpogr»phtc»( •rrof»

How we con get you
there on Sundoys

iCollegjan 13

ACROSS

1 Rattle

5 Festive

9 Lassoed
14 Tip

15 So Yemen
capital

16 Cancel
17 Confined
18 Impart

19 Sample
20 Forest

heights

22 Pockmarked
23 Cheer
24 Poi source
25 Kind ot ring

28 Deviated
32 Map book
33 Confined
34 Beverage
35 Celt

36 Slept

37 Flurry

38 Guido s note

39 Opera figure

40 Spirit

41 Wooed
43 Season
44 Onus
45 Weight

46 Block
49 Fighters

53 Criticize

54 Greatest

55 Smooth
56 Similar

57 Routine
58 Partially

Prefix

59 Recording
material

60 Ending for

lob or mob
61 Journey

DOWN
1 Engrossed
2 Copy-cat
3 Unaspirate
4 Outer
5 Fellow

Slang

6 Skillful

7 Camera part

8 Plus

9 Withdrew
10 Speechifier

11 Ended
12 This Sp
13 Exploit

21 Digits

Ti Covered

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Th uf sd>y p u/iie Soivea
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

mm)u) :dnk.
MAYde I COULD
6tT AHAmB
On OUR TIMES
If I LOOKW
AT TH5MI PO-
UTCALLi

POLlTlOUy
ueu /£$, I
supposeTm
mflOACMiS
POSSIBU

24 Feline

25 Wiser
26 Eur nation

Comb form

27 Glow
28 Stunned
29 Haggard
30 Feminine

name

31 Stop
33 Contended
36 Former Eur

coin

37 Mildest

39 Humdinger
40 Talent

42 Yukon's
neighbor

43 Damper
45 Swiftness
46 Trolley

47 Sacred
48 Lament
49 Kick

50 Always
51 Oar Prefix

52 Cut
S4 Fern title

iOu

OPALL

1
*-'

m.L. LTKi TD

Be. AtCAsxsr
ICANTEU KJUB.

UBNOUIUVBIN
A SPECIAL IN-

ITS A TWtltHK'L£AlXfi^-
HAye BECOMEERRAND BOfS
IaJHEN NAVONAL POUCiHAS
succut^etD TO 5IN&LE issues.

I^ROCHlALISM Seif-IKTEtteST.

FRAbtAamTiON MomiND-
NUM»N6ARAJHV

^^

1 2 1 4

21

5 6 7 I

1

9 10 II 12 13
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Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

(jood ifV\OfniK^,

pot ^(ant.^ \

so big o-^d p<f>c fading

f

"STTlla wilder

YOUR BIRTHDAY
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Nothing Special by Joe Casey

Mou) ^fou«< done it*

SkUy \ C^ I Sk«%

f«tf up («»)-H\ you

\«ek^ oft her as
a StxaitV oVi^cc* \

y

mlfvl , i-oo
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by i^arlcy Freen

THE
COMMONWEALTH

,

STACr

America's neweal retldeni professional theater presents

|.M. Barrie's V2 PRICE
STUDENT RUSH

TICKETS
Available 6:00 pm each evening

of performance

>v^,
NOW

W THROUGH
DEC. 27

Frank Prentice Rand Theater

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

Resnrvfltions: 54S-1511

You can charge your ticleli on Visa and Master

Charge cards by phone
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Sports Notices
INTRAMURAL FOUL SHOOTING AH participants
should come to Boyden between 6:00-9:00 p.m. Mon-
day, December 4 thru Thursday, December 7.

ATTENTION ALL THOSE INTERESTED IN OF-
FICIATING INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL!!! There will

be a mandatory meeting on Thursday, December 7, in

room 251 Boyden at 4:30 p.m. BE THERE!!! IN-
TRAMURAL BASKETBALL ENTRIES ARE DUE
DECEMBER 6

WMUA
Listen to the Minutemen as they battle the tough Pitt

Panthers on Saturday at 8 00 WMUA, 91 1 FM, will be
carrying the action with Rick Heideman calling the play
by play and Bob Levine handling the color commentary.
At the end of the contest listen for the Collegian Player
of the Game.

Gymwomen start season at URI
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Virginia Evans is about to start her eighth year as women's
gymnastics coach at UMass; her team's first meet, at Rhode
Island on Saturday, will be "a good meet to start the season,"
according to Evans, "it will give the team some opportunity to
prepare for the second semester."

Preparation for the season has been one of recovering from
injury (vaulter Lisa Martin - bad wrist, uneven bar Chris Paul
-knee, all-around competitor Karen Clemente - bruised
back), and training five freshman (Paul, all-around Karen
Ginsburg, vaulter Lisa Martin, floor exercise specialist Heidi
Milender, and all around Amy Riuli) for collegiate competition.

Starting at URI will be senior Cheryl Morrier and Lisa Martin
in vaulting, senior Jean Anderson ("very strong," said Evans)
and Chris Paul on the uneven bars, junior Laurie Knapp and
Cheryl Morrier on the beam, and Heidi Miiander and Cheryl
Morrier with floor exercises.

All around competitors for the URI meet will include
sophomore Karen Clerrwnte, Karen Ginsburg, Amy Riuli, arnj
sophomore Debra Smith.

"URI hasn t been a particularly strorig team," said Evans,

if Gymnasts
CONT FROM PAGE 16

"Really coming through" for UM^s was freshman Ron
Silberstein, who scored 7 3 on the still nngs and parallel bars

to back up top man Donahue in those events.

Boston State was unexpectedly strong but Johnson admits
that even they were surpnsed at thetr performance Boston
State won the New England meet last year but UMass was not

invited because of their strength.

Aduii |mi."i... ..•.,.•.!
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ANYONE BUT V> •
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CAMPUS TEN PIN BOWLING
(Located in basement of

Boyden building)

Mon.-Sat. 4 p.m. -10:30 p.m.

60c per string.

Shoes free with UM ID

Phone 5-2239
•^yt w«tn«ir¥irtfirv«wi«Mintin«V¥i^iA«wMV«WM««iA<9

SKIFEVER . SKIFEVER • SKIFEVER • SKIFEVER • SKIFEVER •

vi

Northampton

MA Vf }Mf>

Showcase
Cinemas

ROUTES.RIVEROALERO
WEST SPIIINfinELO

TEL 733-5131

S3.00"'2:30
mMrmmn gvKRYDMf

UTE SNOWS-»t& SAT.

IE HONOR MASTER CNAR6I

2:00-7.15-9:25

THEBOVS
FROM BRAZIL

UPIN
SMOKE

Only Area Showing
NOW -Ends Tuesday

eves. 7:00 & 9:10

"A COMIC ASSAULT

(^MSi^
^ PG

A KOOeRT ALTMAH FILM

DCy AHHA2 IK CAWX OUHNTrf

MiAfAWOW VinOWOGASiMAf
VIVECAUNOfOW PATMcCOM«CK

>

^.

MAD RIVER GLEN
Vermont

5 days (Mon -Fri ) ALL LIFTS - S35

5 days ALL LIFTS & LESSONS - $50

Available each Monday. Jan 8 to Feb 9

(Jan 2-5a4-day ticket for $28)

;;i

t/^

m

<

frt

^
^

> YOUR month for great skiing at a

± nr>ost reasonable price
"2

i For pDore information and lodging:

> Mad illv«r OImi
u! Waitsfield. Vt 05673

i 802-496-3551

• UBAadlMS • MJA3dl)IS • U3A3dl)(S • a3A3JI>IS • M3A3JIMS
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MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 CO A aiC3 MOUNTAIN fXrMS MAIL
00*»'J'0«J RQuTtS-HAOHY MASS

^OUHS »?bO SruOt^tS » Si) C" /It.'. >»'IH tM: QUO 1.- no :a it Shoa u so CmhOHIN ii ?S '.p. «i (NCtCtMl^rs llCtUMO^

TWI LITE SMO^i/

2:00 7:30-9:25

2:007:209:35

^itm

tuairnnu.
LAMV««WV

MMAL ^^-i

ON SALF 30 PRIOR T-Q TLS

R

2007359:25

"r^i
1m "^

2:007.009 30

MESSAGE Fr.

FROM
SiPAQS

Fri and Sat at (TLS 5151 7 46^10 15

Sun thru Thurs at (TLS 6 15) 845
Matinees (Sat and Sun ) at 2 15

iGoldleHQUin
Chevy Chos

2 00 7:15 9 30

"^ HMT DiSNEr J

ranfasia
2:00-7:10 9 30

THE
BOYS
FROM
BRAZIL

CttGOmr LAURENCI
KCK OlIVIU

if rttev ur*K». ..*»« i

Fri and Sat at (TLS 5 001 7 30 9 56

I, Sun thru Thurs at (TLS 6 00) 8 30

Ipo

i!U

ft, rfnd Sat at (TLS 5 001 7 •» 9 G5

Sun thru Thu(s at (TLS 6.00) 8 30

Matinees iSat and Sun.) at 2 15

So don't go straight

to see this movie!

CHEECH &
CHONGS
UPIN jEM^^I

SMOK£i«Kl^l
Fri and Sat. at (TLS 5 15) 7 45 10 ^b

Sun thru Thurs at (TI.S 6 15) 8 45

Matinees (Sat. and Sun ) at 2 00

Sat and Sun ? (X), nil seats SV25

MICKEY'S '

BIRTHDAY PARTY
SHOW

r"

Mf.vFffyTiFi'ioiaiiH

»N Ml ^AIT DISNEY r«^JO<j"ON

eatutf I «'ii«r''» Produflittn

DAV> ^ROCKhTT
KI!NC. or THI
Wll D I K< )M H R

[Gl

"last year, they didn't make Easterns (top 15 of 60 teams), and
though we didn't compete against them last year, UMass
scored higher than URI. They have Ann Stranon, a bar person
who's scored an average of 8.0, Nancy Rayman, and recruits
who may be superior to what they have now, such as Tammy
Williams."

Coach Evans didn't give a prediction of the outcorne, not
because she's unsure about the performance of her team, but
that because scoring will be tabulated under a different
system.

"Before, scoring was based on a system being used at the
international level." said Evans, "This year, because of the
need for good gymnasts in the Olympics, the US has made a
system that's tougher. Scorir>g is now based like divir>g - the
more difficult the exercise, the higher the score. We've been
training with this new scoring system, and I know UMass can
perform the difficult tricks for this meet."

After Rhode Island, and about eight weeks to celebrate the
Christnr^s holidays, UMass traveb to Westchester State
January 20.

Beginning with Westchester State, UMass will compete
ainnost every Saturday; on January 27, they host Towson
State, and then travel to Penn State to compete against a
team which is considered by Coach Evans to be "UMass'
tougfiest competition all year."

**I really ei^joy my life as an Army

Nurse. And the salary is super.*'

—CAPTAIN JOANNE HOPKINS

*'l dunk I have a lot more

opportunity to take a leader-

ship poMiion here. I feel

ipecutl beint in the military.

If you d

like to join

Joanne Hop

kins in the

Army Nur»e

Corps, here

are a feM*

facts you

shmik) knowr.

Army nurs-

ing IS open

to men and women under the

dge of }3. with BSN detrecs.

Every Army Nune is an

officer Your pay is ekcellcni.

and you

(el 30 days

paid vacation

each year.

And your

initial tour is

three years

—

just enough

to try the

Job on for

size.

For more mformalion about oppuriunitie^ for RefistereJ Nurses in the

Army Nurse Corps. *nie Army Nurse Opportunities, HQ NF.RRC. Fort

Meade, MD 20755 (> phone coUcci to M)l4r7'4S9l.

The Army Nurse Corps

University ot Mossoc^uW*'^ / A"^rH»f<;t

FINE /1?TS CENTER PRESENTS

Hartford Ballet

Saturday, December 2 3 & 8 p.m.

Sunday, December 3 3 p.m.

Flhf /KTS CENFER CNCERT K4L

Tickets now on sale General
public S7 50 6 50 5 50 UMass
students $5 50. 4 50, 3 50 Senior citi/ens
and other students $6 50. 5 50. 4 50
Special matinee rhildien s prices $5,50
4 50, 3 50

Cdii 545 2511 for group rcsiMvatinns
and information.

Fine Arts Center Box Oflicfc M F 9 4

& All Ticketron Locations,
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Icemen face tough games
in weekend competitions
By JONATHAN HAMIL TON
Collegian Staff

After coming off a disappointing opening
loss to the University of Lowell, the UMass
hockey team will try to rebound this

weekend against both Norwich and Mid-
dlebury in Orr rink at Amherst College.
Coach Jack Canniff's charges were
hampered by defensive lapses and key in-

juries in their opening loss to the Chiefs,
9-3, The most serious injury occurred to
defenserr^n Dean Liacos, who received a
deep gash on his nose. It required 16 stit-

ches to close the wound and his return to
the lineup is indefinite.

UMass win meet a stiff challenge from a
deceiving 1-3 Norwich team Fridan night.

The Norwich team, coached by Bob
Priestley, has been in every game they've
played including a 6-5 OT win over Army.
Their setbacks have included Merrimack,
3 1, Lowell, 4^3, and a Division 1 foe Col-

gate, 5-4. Priestley employs an open style

of play with his players arid stresses good
puck -handling from them. Tommy Cronin
is the leading point getter on the team with

6 points (1-5). The leading goal scorer is

Ken Carlson with 3 tallies.

UMass' bright spots in early season in-

clude the play of defenseman James
Benelli, who collected two unassasted
goals against Lowell, Co-Captain Joe Milan
and senior John Peters have also con-
tributed with their steady play.

Coach Canniff's troops will have to have
their skating legs under them tomorrow
night against fast skating Norwich. Milan
noted that the Lowell team seemed to skate
right past UMass, especially in the third

period, "We've been used to skating at a
scrimmage pace and when we got out
there against them (Lowell) it was full

speed. We weren't really ready,"
Coach Canniff commented on the calibre

of teams that UMass plays, "All of them
are strong; none of them are easy wins for

us." Tomorrow night the fans will get an
opportunity to witness for themselves how
strong the competition really is. Both
games start at 8:00 p.m. Friday and Satur-
day nights.

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

No games played

TODAY'S GAMES
Hockey vs. Norwich at Amherst
Wrestling at Coast Guard Tournanr>ent

SATURDAY'S GAMES
Men's Baskettjall at Pittsburg

Women's Baskett>all vs. Maine
Women's Gymnastics at Rhode Island

Wrestling at Coast Guard Tournament
Hockey vs. Middlebury at Amherst 8:00
Men's Indoor Track at UConn
Women's JV Basketball vs. Maine

8:00 PM

8:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM

PM
1:00 PM
3:00 PM

Player of the Game
With a high 21 points and 14 rebounds aiong with 3 blocked shots and 10

for 16 shooting, Minuteman Mark Haymore was named the Collegian
Player of the Game for his performance Wednesday night against Har-
vard.

For each Minuteman game, a player of the game will be selected and
announced on WMUA immediately after the contest. At the erul of the
season a Player of tha Year Award will be presented to the winner.

SAN FRANCIUO

MIME TRNPE
PRESENTS

FALSE PROMISES
NOS ENGANARON

Sunday Dec. 3
Bowker Auditorium

U. Mass. 8:00 P.M.

Tickets $3.00
Available at TIX & at the

door— 545-2166 545-2167

A BENEFIT FOR
CHE LUMUMBA SCHOOL

STADIUM
"CATCH THIS

WEEK'S SPECIALS

LIQUORS

'1

}

A

BEER AND WINE HOLIDAY SPECIALS

MICHELOB BOTTLES 12 oz. T.tO cs.

MILLER 80TTLES 12 oz. --•.•• cs.

BUDWEISER BOTTLES 12oz.—•.Ocs.

SCHLITZ CANS 4.5t cs.

SEBASTIANI CHABLIS % gal. -—-*.••

SEBAST. CHENIN BLANC Vi gal. --3.4f

SEBASTIANI FR. COLOMBARD—S^f

LIQUOR SPECIALS

HARVEY'S BRISTOL CREME 5th —B.9M

i & B SCOTCH qts. -——^-^-^ 1

5th GLENLIVET SCOTCH 12 yr.

SEAGRAM V.O. V4 gal.

SEAGRAM V.O. qts.

SEAGRAM V.O. 5th ---.——--

CUTTY SARK SCOTCH 5th—

-

11.95

14.M
7.M

4.M
SMIRNOFF VODKA 1 .75 L 80 proof - 1••M
SEAGRAM GIN 1.75 L--—.——

—

f•
BACARDI RUN 1 .7£( L—-

—

'•-. 1••?

•

FLEISCHMANN VODKA 1,75 L -"--•.§•

SEAGRAM '7" 1 .75 L---~«Tr—— IO.fS
c- '..-^ ' <-" *:•-.

'.
'

- •

SBBJGRAM "7" 5ths ...1-.-:4^~.;?.€jM

•^ s

CANADIAN MISTqta- ^f4u;?^^-^,f*

CHECK OUR KW PRICim
lUOl SELECTION OF

JLU.

Just past the UMass Stadium^ nextio A & P

4 : in the new Shopper*s farli

life

253-9341 or'

DELIVERY ($7.0d mill.)

3

V

I

'1
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Donahue's 7.8 on bars
gives gymmen firstwin
By MIKE ESTRADA
CoHegian Staff

In the closest men's gymnastic meet in several years, UMass nipped Boston State by
.35 points in the season opener Wednesday night in the Hub.
It took the last person rn the last event, captain Bob Donahue and the horizontal bar

to decide the contest. Donahue needed a 7 5 on the bar ar>d the senior hit for 7.8 to

take the win for his teammates and first year coach Roy Johnson.
Donahue, an all around performer limited to four events because of a knee injury, s?id

he knew the score wk close but didn't tense up when he got up for the event, "i ap-

proach every event with the same attitude," said Donahue. "If I hit and we win that's

fine. If I break and we lose we lose; but I don't put any additional pressure on myself."

Coach Johnson was happy with his team's performance against the number one team
•t the New England's last year, but claimed the meet was "really unorganized"
Johnson said many of the events were "overjudged;" scored higher than the event was
MK>rth

Despite losing the last four events, the Minutemen won the meet with the lead gained

in the first two events UMass led 60. S^ 56.25 after floor exercwe and pommel horse, the

team's weakest event, according to Johnson.
Having only a single point edge after the fifth evem. parallel bars, it took strong per-

formances by juniors Frank Cohen (800), Tommy Thomson (8.35) and captain

Donahue to nip the warriors

Three top perforrr>ers were limtited or did not compete at Boston State. Besides the

minor knee injury of Donahue, ring man Steve Nunno is out with a pulled wrist musde
and floor man John Nelson is out with a bone bruise in his hand. Both are expected
t>ack for next week's meet with Lowell Tech. TURN TO PAGE 14

Minutemen travel to Pitt
By STEVEZACK
CoUegian Staff

With the initial game and first victory under their belts, or tucked into their shorts as
the case may be, the Minutemen hit the road and travel to Pittsburgh for a game with
the Pitt Panthers and 6'7". 2351b. Sam "Slam Bam" Clancy.
Clancy opened the season in impressive fashion by sconr>g 29 points and coNectir>g 28

rebounds against Rto Grande (the school, not the nver).

UMaw opened its season Wednesday night by tieating Harvard in the Cage by a score
of 79-65. But then. Pitt is no Harvard
• "The pressure that Pitt exerts is not the same kind of pressure as Harvard's: they're
(Pitt) bigger," said Coach Leaman
Last season Pittsburgh posted a 16 11 record. In the school's only contest with UMass

Iwt year, the Minutemen pulled out a 71 68 victory on Senior Night at the Cage.
The Pitt roster is not all that different from last season White all-time Pantfier scorer

Larry Harris has departed via graduation, Pitt has eight returning lettern>en from laj»;

year s squad including Clancy, forward Sammie Ellis, ar>d swingman Terry Knight,
brother of the Celtics Billy Knight.

"Pitt is very rTx>bile ar>d could give us some trouble, " Leaman said.

Should the Minutemen opt for a man to-man defense, the assignment of guarding ttw
human tractor, Sam Clancy, becomes the responsibility of Mmuteman Len Kohlhaas,
who opened the season against Harvard with 11 rebounds and 5 blocked shots. Mark
Haymore, 21 points ar>d 14 rebounds vs Harvard, will guard Prtt forward Sammie Ellis.

However, the possibility of a zone defense should not be ruled out. "We think a zone
could give them some trouble, " remarked Leaman
Pttt should provide a good test for the Minutemen as to whether or not they can battle

toe to toe with a physical ball club like the Panthers. Anotf>er area of concern is the
Minutem«n's ball handling; it must improve from the Harvard game otherwise a press

on defenso by Pitt could spell problems for the Massachusetts club.

One added note. Mark Haymore was named the Collegian Player of the Game on
Wednesday night in the game against Harvard.

Julia Ready (4).ahcf^<

during Wednosday -jii^Wt
Minutewomeh tak** on ^t# Oi

photo hy Patrick O. DoMMI

9 #-Har^rd player for the ball

Mf^uia^omen victory. Today tfie

ifW^ t>f Maine at 1:00 in the Cage. (Staff

UMass head football coach Bob Pickett is all smiles as he receives the
Lambert Cup in New York yesterday. The cup signifies the top middle
sized school football team in the East. UMass is only the second Yankee
Conference team to ever win the award. (UPI)

Collegian

ports
Walt Cherniak

This and that
A sports columnist, or one who professes

to be a sports columnist all too often finds

him or herself in an unenviable situation of

attempted creativity. Some weeks, a single

burning issue or event commands the

writer's immediate attention and coverage,

and then. welHI, there are those other

times...

Oh, I'm not saying that there is nothing
important for me to write about this week,
but It's just that there are a lot of little

thoughts running around my brain and I'd

like to deal with a bunch of them in this col-

umn. (Yeah, I know all of my thoughts are

little.)

As we all know by now, Oklahoma runn-

ing back Billy Sims, the nation's leading

rusher, was named the recipient of the

much coveted Heisman Trophy earlier this

week in a narrow victory over Penn State's

Chuck Fusina. Maybe it's a personal pre-

judice against running backs, but I have to

feel that both Fusina and Michigan quarter-

back Rick Leach (he finished third) were
victimized by the media image of Sims.

Sims plays one of the halfback positions in

OU's devastating wishbone attack. My
argument against his winning the award is

the same that kep^ Joe Washington and
Greg Pruitt, two ex-greats who played

Sims' position at Oklahoma earlier in this

decade, from winning Heismans. The
wishbone is an attack which lends itself

easily to running plays, especially by its

halfbacks. An awful lot of credit for Sims'

great statistics though, has got to go to the

man who makes the wishbone run-

quarterback Thomas Lott.

The quarterback is the real leader on the

football field. Sims is only as good as his

blocking and Lott's ballhandling. Not that

Sims isn't a great runner-his natural ability

is incredible, but I feel the award should

have gone to Fusina or Leach, who have

both done incredible jobs as field leaders

this year, and not only statistically.

Speaking of leaders, I and a lot of other

people I spoke with this week were shock-

ed with the announcement tfiat Sparky

Anderson had been fired as manager of the

Cincinnati Reds. Since taking over for Dave
Bristol, "Captain Hook " has averaged 97

wins per year. But I guess the trauma of not

making the playoffs for two straight years

and losing Pete Rose via the free agent

route was too much for the Reds' front of-

fice to take. Good luck, John McNamara. It

isn't going to be easy.

And as for the townies, our beloved Red
Sox, oh well, ho hum, I don't think the

public image of the Sox has been much
worse in recent years than it is right now.

Luis Tiant is gone, Ned Martin is gone, and

it looks more and more like the Red Sox
won't be signing any free agents at all this

year, mostly, it seems due to their own
cheapness. I think we can all expect a

blockbuster trade or two when the winter

meetings come around in a couple of

weeks, though.

On a brighter note, how bout dem Pats,

huh? It really looks as if they're going

places, especially after last week's im-

pressive win over the always pesky Colts.

This weekend's encounter with Dallas

should tell a lot about how well the Patriots

can stand up against the NFL's best teams.

No prediction on this one, fans, sorry.

For a week or so, it appeared as if Dave
Cowens just might be what was needed to

turn the sliding Celtics around, and he still

may be. Chris Ford, acquired earlier this

season, primarily for his defensive skills,

has turned into quite a proficient scorer in

Boston, and lends a stabilizing, if not

redeeming influence to their all too

unstable starting lineup.

Well, folks, the well has just about run dry

for this week. None of the above mention-

ed jottings can be termed controversial or

world-stopping issues, although Messrs,

Anderson and Sims might disagree, but

here they are, for better, for worse, and in

literary stereo, for your listening and
readir>g pleasure.

Shooting, tear gas in anti-shah protests
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) Imperial troops

fired into the air and used tear gas in battles
throughout Tehran with thousands of anti-

shah demonstrators last night.

Power went out in many areas of the
capital after the shooting started and the
fighting continued in darkr>ess.

Power plant employees had warned they
would cut off electricity if the shah's troops
opened fire on protestors.

There were no immediate reports of
casualties. Large groups of demonstrators,
nr>any clad in white shrouds signifying their

willingness to die, rallied in as many as 25

k>cations in the capital, officials reported.
They said at least 14 demonstrators have

t)een killed in clashes since Friday night, but
opposition sources claimed the toll was
closer to 70. More than 250 persons have
been arrested.

Before the night-time demonstrations
began, sporadic gunfire crackled across
this nervous city following a night of rioting

in which troops killed at least five protesters
and wounded 20 others. A general strike

called by Iran's exiled religious leader was
faltering.

Anti shah protesters circulated through

downtown Tehran yesterday tying up traf-
fic and taunting troops. Soldiers firing into
the air and swinging rifle butts chased them
down streets and alleyways, injuring
several.

Officials of the city's martial-law govern-
ment said the deaths occurred Saturday
night when soldiers fired on a crowd that

was leaving a mosque after the 9 p.m.
curfew. Anti-government slogans blaring

from loudsp>eakers on the mosque's roof in-

cited the crowd, which refused to disperse.

tne officials said

The crowd has been praying at services
marking Moharram, the emotional 29-day
Moslem mourning period which began
Saturday. The opposition has called for
stepped-up demonstrations and strikes to
make the holy month a showdown period
between Shah Mohammad Reza Paiahvi
and his foes.

The military government banned public
religious processions during Moharram and
said it would crack down "n>ercilessly" on
street disorders.
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Less liberal arts,

Ed. forum says
By DAVrO SeiDENPELD
CoOtgttn Staff

Panaiists at a forum on public higher

aducatkxi Saturday sakl they baliav
American universities may soon coaae thair

emphasis on liberai arts studies in favor of

more vocatior^l trainir>g.

Afro-American Studies professor and
former UMass provost, Paul L. Puryear, set

the topic for much of the forum in his open
ing stitement. He said public universities

must change the emphasis of their pro
grants in order to better tram students to fill

useful positions in ttte job market.
Puryear said tf>e American economy is

moving away from production of goods
toward service production. He said univer

sities must tfierefora place rrnxe impor-

tance than they have on "specialized tram
ing,"

Puryear discussed tfie proposal he rriade

as provost to move at>out 40 faculty

mernbers from liberal arts departments to

departments such as the Business Depart-

ment. He said met with a "storm of opposi-
tion, which no one has ever given me a ra-

tior>al reason for. " Puryear said he ap-

preciates tfie importance of a liberal arts

education, but that colleges have "always
existed to meet the realistic needs of socie-

ty" and those needs are now for more col-

lege graduates trained to fill p>articular jobs.

Faculty, particularly in the liberal arts pro-

grams, requested Puryear to resign in the

spring, 1977 shortly after he released i.is

five-year long range plan, which become
known as the "Puryear Plan." The plan,

faculty argued, woukl have cut drastically

into the number of faculty positions in

liberal arts departnrtents, arvd would have
led to the eventual elimination of the Slavic
arxl Asian studies departments.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery,
Puryear's immediate supervisor at the time,
fired the provost last January after an ap-
parent falling out over several iiaues. not
directly related to the long range plan.

Many of tt>e other panelists agreed with
Puryear that the trerxJ in public education
was nHxe toward "vocationaiization," but
expressed foars about the cortsequerKes of

such a trartd.

William Bluestein, a teaching assistant in

the Economics department, is a member of

Students United for Public Education,
which sponsored the forum.

Bluestein said that education exists both
to train people to fill |obs m the economy
ar>d to train p>eople to think critically Blues-
tein said removing tf^ liberal arts thrust of

public education woukl ftave some very urv
fortunate consequences if it resulted m less

emphasis on teaching students to think

critically.

Bruce Laurie, History professor was less

reserved m his criticism of the trend away
from liberal arts education. "I hate to be
histronic, but I'd say we could give rise to a
situation like Nazi Germany," he said.

Bluestein also said he though the move-
ment toward vocationaiization in public

universities is supported by private institu-

tions.

Snowy highways made driving difficult

for area motorists last night. Bus ser-

vice ran .on its Sunday schedule with

Professor Paul Puryear contemplates

a point during a forum for public educa-
tion hwld Saturday by Students United

for Public Education in Bartless
Auditorium. (Staff photo by Peter Lee)

IVIinor road accidents
abound in storm

no problems reported though. (Staff

photo by Patrick O. Dobbs)

By M/CHAEL S/MONS
Collegian Staff

Fender benders abounded as the second
snow storm in less than a week blanketed
Amherst with an inch of snow last night.

Amherst police officer John Burns reported
at least ten accidents early yesterday after-

noon, all related to the storm.

At UMass, campus police said snow
plows would be out all last night to alleviate

traffic problems today.

Hadley police reported several stuck cars.

An accident on Route 1 16 at the UMass ex-

it at about 9pm involved a car that skidd-

ed off the rr)ad and tore up four guardrails

[ioth Pelham and Sunderland roads were

. rough shape covered with slippery, icy

surface. Two minor accidents were

reported in Sunderland, none serious In

Pciham, plows and sanders were out all

Might to eise traffic conditions today

State Police said that there were several

"fender benders' all on Interstate 91,

especially in the Holyoke and Whately

areas. Police said all stalled cars had been

pulled off the road.

The weather today is expected to see rain

tapering off to si"'/wers by mid-afternoon
with the highs reaching the 50's-more than
enough to melt any remaining snow.
Chance of rain tonight 80 percent. East-

south-east winds from 15-25 miles per hour
with southerly winds diminishing are also
forecasted.

Elsewhere in the country, a storm front

blew into the Midwest and dumped a foot

of snow in Minnesota yesterday. The storm

sent temperatures to sub-zero depths in

Nebraska and left an icy glaze over nor-

thern Illinois.

Temperatures inched above freezing in

Chicago and turned ice into slush on streets

and sidewalks

. LasT night \A/as the most hazardous night
toi driving in the season for the Boston
area, said Metropolitan police Officer Larry

Gillis. The highways froze up and the pen
pie weren t prepared for it,

' he said.

About an inch of snow fell during the first

three hours of the storm in the Boston area

with highways quickly freezing.
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King halfwaythrough transition;

getting staff together top priority

begins tomorrow
The trauma and tragedy that took place at

Kent State University more than 8 and a

half years ago will be relived as jury selec

tion begins tomorrow for the Cleveland

retrial of National Guardsmen and others.

The retrial was made possible by the 6th

circuit court of apF>eals in Cincinnati, in a

September 12, 1977 decision.

The court ruled that Don Young, the

federal judge who presided in the original

trial, made several errors.

Named as defendants in the case are Ohio

Gov James Rhodes, former Ohio National

Guard Adjutant Gen. Sylvester T Del Cor

so, former Brig Gen Robert H. Canterbury

and 25 other Guardsrr>en.

Kent State was the site of an ami war rally

on May 4, 1970 that ended when a group of

Ohio National Gaurdsmen attempting to

dnpSTM the crowd, turned on the students

and fired. Four students died and 13 were

wounded

.

Report criticizes

volunteer army
WASHINGTON I4PI The Selective Ser

vice System is not capable of mobilizing

enough recruits to meet Pentagon needs m
time of a crisis, a congressional report said

yesterday

Even with the most optimistic assump

tions, the study said, it would take more

than twice as long as the timetable set by

the Pentagon to deliver the first recruits to

boot camp.
A pessimistic estimate is that it would take

more than three times as long, according to

the report

Space probes orbit

Venus today

LOS ANGEL £S\AP] The first American

spacecraft intended to orbit Venus will ar-

rive at the cloud shrouded planet today,

leading a flock of U S and Russian probes

that will attempt to investigate Earth's

nearest neighbor

Trailing the Pioneer Venus I orbiter are five

more American probes that are the first

US crafts aimed at the planet's surface.

The probes were self contained pieces of a

single craft that split apart as it neared the

planet They are to reach Venus on Satur-

day

Acupuncture in

state not regulated
BOSTON\AP\AcupuncXor\sts stick

needles into 1,500 people each week in

Massachusetts, and yet the industry is

largely unregulated.
The only regulation of acupuncture is by

the Board of Registration and Discipline in

Medicine, which also must oversee the

16.000 physicians in this state.

A total of 40 acupuncturists practice in 17

offices in the state. The only regulation af

fecting them is one that states that their

procedures must be,performed under the

general supervision of a medical doctor.

State Rep. William G. Robinson of

Melrose plans to introduce legislation this

week that would set up a service board of

acupuncture and require medical insurance

reimbursement.
The ancient oriental art of acupuncture at-

tempts to relieve pain by sticking tiny pins

in the body

Five die in Virginia

when train derails

ELMA, Va IL/f/1-Eight cars of a Southern

Railway passenger train derailed yesterday

on a steep uphill grade and tumbled down

an embankment, killing at least five persons

and injuring scores of others in the

wreckage.
The train, with eight passenger cars and

four diesel engines, was enroute from

Atlanta to Washington with 65 passengers

and 12 crew members when the accident

happened about 530 a.m. near the rural

community of Elma, about halfway bet

ween Lynchburg and Charlottesville. Seven

of the passenger cars overturned, and one

locomotive came to rest upside down.

The names of those killed yvere withheld

by state po'ice. At least 36 persons were

admitted to the University of Virginia

Hospital and two others were taken to a

hospital in Lynchburg.

BOSTON 1/4 PI Edward J. King is halfway

through the most complex gubernatorial

transition in Massachusetts history.

The incoming Democratic chief executive

has task forces delving into all areas of

government, and he is doing his best to

keep tabs on them as part of his own learn-

ing process. He is also facing up to, and is

swamped by, his top priority at this stage

putting together an operational ftaff

.

King is showing the

troops that his

reputation as a

workaholic was not a

press agent's dream.

Most of the par-

ticipants on the tran-

sition team will be

happy to return to

private business next

nrwnth. Edward J. King

"He's in here at 8 in the morning and

doesn't leave before 8 at night, when he

goes to other meetings," according to state

Sen Kevin B. Harrington of Salem, a key

aide.

So far. King has made final or tentative

decisions on six secretariats and a few of

the backup executives, according to one of

his supporters. He has a long way to go
t)efore he is ready to move into the "corner

office, " as it is called at the Statehouse.

The transition process on Beacon Hill is

relatively new and is a byproduct of the

nnany reorganizations of the past 15 years.

Gov Michael S. Dukakis went through it

four years ago, but, because he was more
familiar with the intricacies of state govern

nnent, it was not quite as ambitious an

undertaking At that, Dukakis made three

cabinet changes fairly early in his term.

Prior to that, it was not such a big deal. In

the intervening weeks between the election

and the takeover, a new governor was
prinr^rily concerned only with his personal

staff and the preparation of an inaugural

message.

The terms of department heads overlap-

ped administrations, and a new governor

had a few weeks in office before he had to

make any critical decisions. The require

ment, until late 1964, that practically all top

appointees be confirmed by the Executive

Council tended to slow things down.

Things are different today. King still has to

be concerned with an inaugural address

and his social obligations at ensuing

celebrations, but his administration is also

expected to be fully operational the day he

gets sworn in.

This means that, since most of the big

jobs are now coterminus with \hm governor,

he has, directly or indirectly, at least 2S0
major positions to fill in the cabinet struc-

ture and at the agencies. He knows that the

team a governor starts out with is not

necessarily the one that finishes, but it can

set the tone of an administration.

Architects

in disputes

get bids

BOISSIER CITY. La. (UPI) Members
. ^ . ^ t*.- »«,

of the Bolyer family attempt to salvage ing the roof off of their home '
he »or-

some things from their kitchen after a nado killed at leastfour persons and in-

tornado struck the area yesterday, tak jured more than 100 others.

Israelis favor talks
JERUSALEM 1/4 PI The majority of the

Israeli Cabinet was reported yesterday

favoring a resumption of the stalled

Washington peace talks based on the US.
proposed target date of late 1979 for mov
ing loward Palestinian autonomy in oc

cupied lands.

Semi official Israeli Radio said no formal

decision was made at the Cabinet meeting

but most ministers were inclined toward

reopening talks The question of linking an

Egyptian Israeli treaty to Palestinian self-

rule through some kind of timetable has

been the major stumbling block to a settle-

ment.

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat has an-

nounced his country's acceptance of the

U.S. target date proposal in a letter to

President Carter. But the Israelis have balk-

ed at setting such firm guidelines, saying it

could lead the Egyptians to abrogate the

entire treaty if a timetable for Palestinian

autonomy is not met.

The U.S. proposal calls for setting the end

of 1979 as a target date fo/ moving toward

Palestinian self rule in the West Bank of the

Jordan River and the Gaza Strip. It also

calls for language in the treaty preamble af-

firming the two nations' commitment to

eventual Palestinian autonomy. Israel has

accepted the preamble language but not

the target date idea.

Last week, Sadat sent a secret letter to

Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin

about the deadlocked talks. Begin yester

day began drafting a letter in response.

Though government officials refused to

say whether the letter would reply directly

to American and Egyptian calls for resum

ing negotiations, Israeli television said it

would reject the latest demands by Sadat,

demands that have not been made public.

Associated Press

BOSTON Architects involved in millions

of dollars in design disputes with the state

continue to be recommended for new state

jobs because of an apparent gap in co-n-

munications.

State Auditor Thaddeus Buczko criticu

ed the system that* allows tlie state's

Designer Selection Board to continually

give favorable recowirnendations to firms

with spotty track records

Among those recomrr^nded for state

jobs while their earlier work was still urnler

question were C.E. Maguire. Inc ; Ritchie

Associates, and two politically influential

firms Masiello arKi Associates and Des-

mond h Lord.

In most cases, the Designer Selection

Board, which recommends three can-

didates for each state jobs, and the com
missioner of administration and finance,

who makes the final selection, are never

told of the firms' records, which may in-

volve court suits and possible design errors.

The job of passing on such information

lies with the state Bureau of Building Con-

struction.

In many cases cited by the auditor, the

architect in question was passed over for

the job by the commissioner of administra-

tion and firwnce, who makes the final selec-

tion.

In others, however, the design firm got

yet another state job.

Buczko's report has been turned over to

the Special Commission on State Building

Contracts, which ' investigating such pio

blems.
"The, point we're making is that if the

selection is made by the commissioner of A
& F, he should have all the facts before

him," Buczko said.

"I felt there should be some input from

the staff of the Bureau of Building Con-

struction to the Designer Selection Board

where an architect has run into some pro

blems in the past.

"They should have a track record of a

particular concern and whether it's con-

tinually involved in court suits or in projects

that have cost the state money to corrject,"

Buczko added.
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Black says suffering
links blacks, Jews
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

"Suffering is what links us," said one

black to a predominantly white Jewish au

dience. "The problem is that because we
have both suffered we assume we unders-

tand each other."

At a brunch yesterday in the Com-
monwealth Room of the Student union,

Julius Lester of the Afro-Am Department

and Rev Gill Caldwell of the United Chris

tian Foundation spoke to the Hillel Founda

tion about "Black and Jewish Problems

and Possibilities."

Lester said "problems have to be

recognized before there can be any

possibilities. " He outlined three differences

between the black and Jewish experience

that he said inhibited understanding.

Unlike blacks separated by the slave trade,

he said Jews have maintained their cultural

continuity through 1 ,000 years of oppr%-

sion.

Lester also distinguished blacks from

Jewish people because "blacks are made
to feel ashamed of suffering," whereas the

Jewish people use their suffering in a

positive way

Different perceptions of America "maybe

at the heart of tension " between blacks and

Jews, Luster said. "Systematic discrimina-

tion
" has made the black experience very

different from the Jewish, he said. "For us,

America has not been a land of opportuni-

ty, not to say its been easy for Jews
"

Rev. Gill Caldwell said "too many people

have bought into the mythology that a cer

tain quality is associated with whiteness

and a certain unquality associated with

blackness."

He said being faithful to one group gets in

the way of relating to other groups.

Caldwell said Jews and blacks approach

racism differently. Jews have the op-

portunity to demonstrate their competence

before their Jewishness has been

discovered This, he said, has allowed them

to gam a foothold in political institutions.

He said this is different for blacks.

Caldwell said no one has assessed the

historical differences of arriving in this

country as immigrants versus arriving as

slaves.

A fifth "problem ", Lester said, is the con

tinued existence of communities of poverty

in places like Roxbury, Bedford Stuyve

sent, and Wans.

Lynn Connors and Mike Miller were among the many students that par

ticipated in the dance marathon this weekend. It was sponsored by the Greek

Area Council and Miller Beer for the benefit of Muscular Dystrophy. (Staff

photo by Peter Lee)

Greeks set raid policy: vandalism prohibited
By FRAN BASCHE
CoOegian Staff

The majority of UMass sororities ar>d

fraternities have ir>stituted a raid policy

which prohibits danr^ge to property and
outlines various actions the Greek Judiciary

should take if the pohcy is violated.

Vice president of Greek Area Council
Cynthia Canava, who chairs the judiciary

board, said the punitrve rr>easures outlined

in the guide "will act as a deterrent," of

varxlalism during raids.

Canavan said tf>e punishments irKlude

susper^sion of raid arxl social privileges for

at least two weeks for tf>e first violation, a

fine of $4 per active member and pledge for

xhe second violation and suspension or

revocation of the houses UMass charter

for the third violation.

Cartavan said four houses decided not to

participate in the policy passed by tf>e

Greek Area Council a month ago. She said

Phi Kappa Alpha fraternity, Lamda Delta

Phi sorority and Kapp>a Kappa Gamma
, sorority have sent formal notices to each

house saying they will not raid houses and

do not wish to be rai»ied. She said Phi Mu
Oetta fraternity is in the process of sending

the same type of notice to othet houses.

Anne Lodigiani, president of Kappa Kap-

pa Gamma said her house voted not to par-

ticipate in raids. In an October raid on her

sorority by 30 members of Phi Mu Delta

fraternity at least $200 worth of damage
was done. Lodigiani said after tf>e raid she

said the decision of the house ""had nothing

to do with that (the raid).
"

Paul Ryan, president of Phi Kappa Alpha,

said his house is "'trying to use our energy

for nrwre corwtructive things, like commur^i-

ty projects."

Robin Foster, president of lota Gamma
Upsilon sorority said she thought the policy

was a good idea. "It gave us some
guidelines she said. "It's a way of controll

ing It It was going on anyway." Foster

estimated f>er house is raided about once a

Shannon Ellis, director of Greek Affairs

said Edward Bowe, the former director of

Greek Affairs had banned raids Bowe left

after the 1977 spring semester Ellis said it is

possible danrtage wilt still occur but the

policy "makes people more aware of tf>e

consequences."

Dean of Students William F. FieW said he

IS aware of but has not seen the policy. He
said he is "mote than willing to give it a

try."

UM grad, ran across U.S.,

speaks in Amherst

A holiday shopper wistfully con

templates w.^at to buy her Secret San-

ta. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

By I\4ARTIN LUTTRELL
Collegian Staff

Former UMass student Alan Tardy ran

across the United States last summer, car-

rying a 26-pound pack of provisions on his

back. Tardy gave a talk and slide presenta-

tion about his trip last Thursday evening at

the Amherst Regional Junior High School,

in front of a group of 30 people.

Tardy, 23, told of his preparation arxJ

lourney across the United States, in a run

to raise funds for the Spina Bifida Associa

tion of Anr>erica. Spina Bifida is a birth

defect where the infant's spine is open and

outside the body.

Tardy said he took up running as a hobby

in 1976. By late in the year he said he was
running 25 miles a day, but was held up by

torn muscles. After he recovered his foot

was run over by a car he said.

Milton Cole, Sports Editor of the Daily

Hampshire Gazette suggested that Tardy

find a chanty to run for Tardy said. At that

time the Corvette Club of which he is a

member was raising money for the Spina

Bifida Association, and Tardy said he

thought this was a worthy organization. He

left his )Ob at Chartpak, in Leeds, to make

final preparations.

Because of the intense stress his feet

would undergo, Tardy Had special or

thopedic pads made for his shoes by Dr.

' Robert Fleischner, of Sprinfield.

Unlike the others who have run coast-to

coast before him. Tardy said he did not

have a support team travel with him with

supplies and a van to sleep in. He said he

carried a lightweight tent, extra shoes, a

rain poncho, fructose pills and other sup-

plies.

Tardy started his run on May 22 at the

Golden Gat Bridge in San Francisco with

three members of the Corvette Club and

three members of the Spina Bifida Associa

tion to see him off. Within five days he had

reached Carson City, Nevada Tardy said

he averaged about 75 miles a day for the

first few days.

'"After Carson City it was about 70 or 80

miles between towns,"" he said. "'The

snakes out there kept me going Most of

the time I was going across the desert I ran

in the middle of the road because the

snakes' kept poking their heads out from

the sides of the road when I'd come by."

Once Tardy began to get into the Rocky

Mountains the increased elevation slowed

him to about 40 or 50 miles a day. The low

temperatures at night were uncomfortable

at times. Tardy said.

"I pitched my tent on wet ground one

night between towns in Utah, and the

temperature dropped to about 35 degrees,
'

Tardy said "I didn't have a sleeping bag, so

I wore a pair of socks on my feet and one
'*

pair on my hands and lit a cigarette lighter

long enough so that it would wa'.^i me a lil-

tle and not be overcome with fumes. I rock

^d back arid forth Jo keep warm and make
.

the time pass, apd a,few tioi.rs inter the sun
,

canr>e up! That was at about 6,500 or 7,000

feet."

Tardy said "media people" gave him

some problems as well He said he does not

like publicity for himself, but went along

with some publicity events for Spina Bifida

Association contributions "I had to run 10

miles on Mpfwit as part of a publicity thing

near Denver, and got pretty bad shin splints

as a result. The next day I ran 79 miles, '" he

said.

"Anotf>er time I was to run into a count y

so that they could get a picture of me pass

ing their county sign. I had to run next to

the passing lane of a divkJed highway, with

the trucks missing me by about a foot.

After that there times when I didn"t call my
sponsors to let tf>em know wfiere I was,

mostly to avoid media people.""

By the time he had reached Illinois Tardy

said he had lost 15 pounds. He took a ten-

day break to go to Charlotte, N C to attend

a fund raising for the Spina Bifida Associa

tion. Fifteen thousand dollars. was raised,

and Tardy regained about eight pounds

before going back to his run. He acquired

some company along the way.

"A guy in El Paso, III. made a bet with

two of his friends that he would run with

me for 10 miles. His two friends bet him $30

each that he wouldn't, and he did it. He
won $60 and donated it to spina bifida,

'

Tardy said.

When he .eached Youngstown, Ohio

Tatdy said his knees and ankles were hur

ting badly, and the orthgpedic pads in hii

shoes were worn out from thousands cf

miles of running, and getting wet Thre':

doctors told him not continue with the nj.

but with only 600 miles left he sairi he fet'

ed to end there. On August 5 he enter^^-i

the town of Florence, his home * •»

lardy averaged 13-14 hours of running

per day, and used up eight pairs of snnes.

His trip lasted 75 days, 14 of which he did

not run. After the run $50,000 was donated

anonymously to the Spina Bifida Associa-

tion.

"There were times when I thought I

wouldn"t make it," Tardy said 'Especially

when I was hurting When my feet swelled

so bad they would hardly fit into my shoos

It got pretty tough. Thinking about the ;)eo

pie depending on me helped me a lot.'

"When It was over I didn't feel gund. I

felt kind of bad. It was like I had completed

my life dream, and I just *elt a void; like I

had nothing left to work for," he Sriid.

Tady kept a diary on his trek. ' nd is

writinq a book from it, with the help ' Ben
jamin Ricci, ir' Ever.size Science pr • ssof

hX 'v'Maas.
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Nestle meeting draws 6
By DAVID GRIP
Collegian Staff

The Nestle Company
would have been pleased
with the attendance at

Thursday night's meeting
of the Western Mass.
branch of Infant Formula
Action Coalition, a national

coalition tx}ycotting Nestle

products because of the
company's practice of pro
moting infant formula in

Third World countries as a
desired substitute for breast
milk.

Six membrrs of the coali

tion's local chapter, which
was mentioned in a recent
Newsweek article, showed

up at the Unitarian Church
on North Pleasant St. to

assess their progress and
future plans in educating
and organizing local citizens

and businesses behind the
Nestle boycott.

One member of the local

group, Amherst resident

Sarah Fischer, said "we
have more sympathizers
than actual members," but
said the branch has only
formally existed for about a

month.
The coalition charges that

Nestle and other smaller

companies who produce in

fant formula exploit their

market in the rapidly grow-

ing Third World countries

by "unethical promotion"
of milk formula. The
coaliton claims the use of

formula contributes to the
widespread infection and
malnutrition in Third World
infants.

The group has stated it will

not call off the boycott until

Nestle stops "all promotion
of infant formula." The
group expanded its growing
regional coalitions with the
recent organization of the
Western Massachusetts
branch.
Another member of the

local group. Harriet Carter,
said "few people know

about itlthe boycott) in this

area. Most of the action has
been done through the local

CO ops, all of whom, she
said, at least in Amherst,
have agreed to boycott
what Nestle products they
carry."

She said "more than just
thT food services" are
needed to organize an ef-
fective boycott in the area.

"The chief consumers in

this area are the colleges-

-

we'd like to get enough
students to know about the
boycott so they can start at-

tacking the organization."
Carter said.

Tenants to file

complaint

Rob Holmes and
members of Amherst
Pelham Boy Scout Troop
#503 brave yesterday's

storm to sell Christmas
trees. (Staff photo by
Amira Rahman)

Teddy bear studied
GLENWOOD SPRINGS.

Cok). <AP) Everybody
agrees the teddy bear is

named for Theodore
Roosevelt, late president
and btg game hunter, but
local historians say its too
early to celebrate the cuddly
toy's 75th birthday.

The Smithsonian institu-

tion in Washington current
ly IS exhibiting a collection

of teddy bears to coincide
with what it says is the 75th
anniversary of one of the

most popular toys of the
century.

The Smithsonian says it

has traced the toy's origins

to a 1902 hunting trip

Roosevelt to<^ in Mississip-

fM. After an unsuccessful
day in tfie Mississippi wilds,

tfie Smithsonian says, the
president refused to shoot a
small bear cub brought to

him by other members of

the hunting party.

By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

Colonial Village Tenants
Union expects to file a for-

mal complaint in Hampshire
Superior Court charging the

owners of the apartrnent

complex with violations of

the Ijw in the operation of

the Belchertown Road
apartments.

Louis R. Cohn Associates
has not responded to a let-

ter sent to them Nov. 8 by
the Union ur>der the Con-
sunr>er Protection Act, said

Mary Wentworth speaking
for tfie ter^nts. S^e said

the ter^nts are seeking a re

furnl of security deposits,

payment of electricity bills

for which she said tertants

were 'rnproperly billed, and
insolation, weatherstripping

:ind other wmterization
measures from the
landlord.

Alan Cohn, who lias

denied the charges, is re-

quired by law to respond
within 30 days or the con-

sumer may proceed to

court.

"It looks like the landlord

doesn't want to settle.
'

Wentworth said.

Cohn contends he is not
required to refund security

deposits because he has
made available information

about the r^rne and loca

tion of the bank wfiere the

security deposits are held

arxf the account number.
The tenants claim tie is re

qutred to "give a receipt" to

tenants for any secunty
deposit held on or after

Sept. 1.

Cohn also contends he
never agreed to install in

sulation. In a letter to the

Union he said weatherstrip

ping doors has been com
pleted arxl caulkir>g win
dows would begin Nov 17.

Wentworth said caulking

has not t)een done. Ther
mometers for thermostats

have been back ordered

Cohn said.
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Rents and Fees
Committee Report

The folfowing is a partial list of

the fees that will be reviewed on
Monday, December 4th at 7:00

in Campus Center 803. Included

is the amount of the proposed in-

crease and the percentage of the

increase.

Horseback Riding - $ 1 5=25%
University Without Walls - $200

no previous fee

Oxford Summer Program - $50=

4.55%
Athletic Trust Fund - $8=26.67

Intramurals- $6=30% (freshmen)

And Many Others!!

Rally
Against Out-of-State

Tuition Hikes
Wednesday, Dec. 6

1:00 p.m. S.U.B.

to Board of Trustees Mtg.
(Memorial Hall- 2:00p.m.)

Demand
• that the Trustees not
raise tuition

they act in support of

the repeal bill

r^ fj

Don't let the trustees get on top of you!

Coalition to Stop Out-of-State Tuition Hikes

Monday, December 4, 1978 Collegiap 5

Anti-nuke author
to speak at Amherst

Sidney Lens, author and activist in the

peace and labor movements is scheduled to

speak on "The Lunacy of the Arms Race"
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in Johnson Chapel
at Amherst College.

Lens' most recent book, The Day Before
Doomsday has been acclaimed by
reviewers as a brilliant and urgent analysis

of the world's nuclear situation.

A former editor of Liberation nrtagazine.

Lens IS presently contributing editor of Pro

gressive, and a columnist for the National

Catholic Reporter.

He CO chaired the New Mobilization

Committee to End the War in Vietnam,
which organized demonstrations against

the war. Lens was also a co founder along

with Daniel Ellsberg, George Wald. and

Salvador Luria of the Mobilization for Sur
vival, a coalition formed in 1977 to work
towards ending the arms race, and
abolishing nuclear weapons and power.

Lens will also be speaking on organized

labor and the arms race at the Labor Center

at UMass this Thursday at 10 a.m.

Feminist author

to speak tonight
Radical feminist, Kate Millett, is schedul-

ed to speak on women writers tonight at 8
in the Student Union Ballroom. Millett's

visit IS sponsored by the Distinguished

Visitors Program.
Millett, a vocal member of several

women's groups has worked in the Con
gress of Racial Equality, and has chaired

the Education Committee of the National

Organization of Women.

Millett received her doctorate from Col-

umbia University and recently taught a

course on women writers at the University

of California at Berkley and at the Women
Writers Institute in Cazenovia New York.
A workshop and press conference is

scheduled before the speech from 4 to 5
p.m. in Campus Center 917.

Michelle Pouliot

Students for search
screened at Amherst

The Amherst College Student Assembly
will start screening candidates today for

five student positions on the Amherst
Board of Trustees presidential search ad-

visory committee.
The trustees are searching for a new

president to succeed incumbent John
William Ward who has announced his

resignation effective in June. The advisory
committee will compromise of five

students, four faculty, four Amherst alum-
ni, and six trustees with only the trustees

able to vote on candidate recommenda
tions to the full board.

Student Assembly President Michael

Barach said last night students have

guaranteed input from the trustees despite

their inability to vote.

Students and Trustees have said they are

looking for a conservative president,

hopefully an .Amherst alumnus, to lead the

college througb changing economic condi

tions.

Barach said the student assembly will en

sure there are women or minority student

representatives as well as one student from

each class.

Gayle Young

sound
economy

A FANTASTIC RfCOffO PROMOTION THAT FEATURES
MANY MAJOR ARTISTS AND MAJOR LABELS SUCH AS:

A
Cd B'uce
Sp»in<jste*n

Darhnsss On
Edge Of Town

.|«N II I'Ik-

' ;jKi*^^iiiiiiicr

* SINGERS •

* INSTRUMENTALISTS *

DisiKiilond

Jan IS 10 a m C P m
BOSTON UNIVERSITY6 CommonwaaltH Ave
Bo«ton. Mat* Q221S

WJ GRADUATE
^^'^ SCHOOL

f Ivi" Bishop
Raisin H«M-

2 LP

An Cii'iis

Monh«v Island

VVB AWB I'^f

Person To
Person ? I

P

Mf-rc lOcC

Live And Let

Live -2 LP

Cd Kansas
Point Of

Know Return

Cap
Elvin Bishop
Struttin My

Stuff

AttM
Rick Wakeman
White Rock

Charlie Daniels

Night Rider

r^
'"St^B^i

\

Cap '

Sea Level

Cap South
GfBetest Hi6

Danieis. Tucker.

Skytiryd

Over 300 fantastic titles at unbeatable prices — all titles are by major recording

artists on all nnajor labels such as:

Electric Light Orchestra*Yes, James Cotton Band*Firefall*Grateful

Dead*Kingflsh*Garcia*Crosby, Still & Nash*James Montgomery
Band*Robin Trower*Nektar*Jefferson Airplane*. And many more.

at your record store

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

OPEN WED. NIGHTS TIL 9, DEC. 6, 13, 20

Cdl*9*

Full-time and part-time

Early Childhood programs

leading to a Master's Degree in:

<r Reading
•ii Children with Special Naeds

<r Infant and loddlor

it Advanced Study in

Early Childhood Education

-Ci Leadership (Administration,

Supervision, Consultation)

-ir Teaching

A representative will be at UMass on Wednesday,

December 6, 2:00-5:00 p.m. For appointment come

to Hampshire House, Rm. 112.

WheekiO Coiige Qreduele School. i54Th«Rwef>«y

02215 <eir) 734 5200 Ext 1»5

Hiving in the past
can be wonderful.

Frt>m ;i world ot kinu> and kingdoms, m a

l.ind u litre mosN ^rowv on all sides ot the trees,

out oi the eerie darkness ot Medieval days,

emerncs this brilliant epic sajsi of Parsival. Like

The Lord t>f The Rini-s md The Su or4of Shan-

nara. it is a timeless legend. ^^B^^ v.,^, ,„

"Epic scop«.-...aKMinds in ^^r-tJB^^ p-ifx-rKh*

the trappinns or' Arthurian \^^ ^^^ tr„m
^

n^mance"-L('.v Anvil's /Z^KRS\lf'
§'^

SlOultlV TiTTU-N ^^Mm B( )( )K^
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The possibility that R Buckminster Fuller,
world reknowned author, educator!
futurist and architect may be coming to
teach here at UMass remains only that a
possibility.

According to a School of Education of

ficial, the mam problem in bringing Fuller

here is finding the money to pay him.

Allan Peakes said last week that the
School of Education, where Fuller would
teach if he came here, is currently looking
into funding a position for Fuller through
various foundations

As of now, Peakes said, no foundations
have offered any money

Provost Jeremiah Allen, who is responsi
ble for hiring University faculty, said last

week that the University itself has made no
offer to Fuller, and said he has "no expec
tation any one will be

Fuller, 83, has been serving as World Pro
fessor in Residence in a consortium at four
Pennsylvania colleges: Pennsylvania,
Haverford, Swarthmore, and Bryn Mawr
according to Peakes Fuller lost funding for
that position last month.

A former Harvard professor. Fuller holds
more honorary degrees from American
universities than any living person.

Peakes said that representatives from the
School of Education have been "keeping in

touch" with both Fuller and foundations
that might supply Fuller with the funding to
teach here.

According to Peakes, Fuller would accept
a position here, and would also cut down
on his traveling on the lecture circuit to

teach classes and seminars.

Decisions from foundations contacted by
the School of Education are expected
within the next few weeks, Peakes sdid

Buckminster Fuller

Don't miss

the thrill

of a

livetime-

Daryl Hall

and

John Dates

in concert

Includes: I Don't Wanna Lose You
It's a Laugh

Melody for a Memory

IfQ/l The Last Time

And
on their

latest

smash
album

"Along

The
Red Ledge

11

See them Tuesday, December 5 at the Fine

Arts Center Concert HaH.

"Along The Red Ledge" is available at Platter ncil ^

pus RecQrd3. Har)F»p Plaza in-Northamptoa. LP '^°'^t

•ft

1

^

WE WAHT
YOUR JOD,
AND WE
WAMT IT

MOW

Starting Monday,
Novennber 27, the

Massachusetts Daily

Collegian Graphics
Departnnent will

begin accepting

outside job work.
For all your produc-
tion needs —
typesetting,

layout/pasteup, and
cannera — the Col-

legian can make
your job cannera-

ready and do it

quickly, reliably,

professionally, and
inexpensively.

For rates and fur-

ther infornnation,

see us at Campus
Center 113 o\ call

545-3500. We'll be
waiting for you!

• » »»» *»»
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MOSEYS POINT CUT

CORNED

BEEF"

$103
\'\FLAT

CUT

DUCKLING

J I

WITH THIS COUPON ^°

AND $7.50 PURCHASE

DISH DETERGENT _ ^^ I'

10* OFF

LABEL

UQUID 22 OZ 69
VALID DEC. 4 9. 1978

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

T WITH THIS COUPON ^^

AND $7.50 PURCHASE

CHARMM

BATH

TISSUE 4PK 59
c

MY

BEEF

UVER 11 79

MUELLERS

PASTAS
3 LB BOX

C CUBE

STEAK

•ibowa

%^
VALID DEC. 4 9.1978

LlMfT ONE AT LOUIS FOUOS

3 LB BOX j^^l ^^^

mM ^^ VAGMcni ON I ^^

$189 HOT

• •• DOGS

SHORTENING

CRISCO
3 LB CAN

$109 YANKEE

1 BACON
IB 99' ^

79

PWNCE

CURLY

LASAGNA

HUNTS

TOMATO
SAUCE

1102
101

tflU
CM

59

69<

Mons

APPLE

SAUCE

SWEn UFE

MANDARIN

ORANGES
SWEET LifE

GRAPEFRUIT

JUICE "fJJ"
CHEEZ ITS

SNACK

CRACKERS 'If

COOKIE o*^<^«i

MIXES
**" r

NESTLES

COOKIE

miJ^
CNOCOIATE CNT ,4 q^

MMUTE RICE

O MM X

Zc.^89

r 89

79'

99'

SWEET LIFE

CUT GREEN OR

CUT WAX BEANS

SUCEO BEHS
SUCEO CARROTS

WHOLE KERNEL CORN

"N

SWEHLH

VEGETABLES

4$i
^B CANS Jt

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

r
I

! PRO

WITH THIS COUPON
AND $7.50 PURCHASE

MOHAWK 7 OZ

FOAM S
CUPS SI CT

30

29
VALID DEC 4 9 1978

LMT ONE AT LDU6 FOODS

WITH THIS COUPON

AND $7.50 PURCHASE

79

i
TOOTH S"

I
BRUSHES o*"'FREE

VALID DEC 4-^.1978

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

^L » PRODUCE

iflpP^'^k 2 V« MCH MINIMUM

^^^ ^K MAC HALF

^Igr APPLES Tt'

• HEALTH & BEAUTY
MMFLUOROE

TOOTHPASTE
ClAMOI. CONOTUMNG

99
<

NORMAL

SHAMPOO -*
OILY

BAN ROLL 0'.

ANTIPERSPIRANT
VASELINE MTENSIVE CARE

LOTION
STAY FREE

MINI-PADS

64 OZ TUBE

n49
$^49

$129

$159
30 CT X

89
BROCCOLh"" BUNCH

CUKES

POTATOES

PEPPERS oSZe^h u

LONG
GREEN

US
NO. 1

ORANGES
CALIF. NAVEL
(SEEDLESS)

59'

4/59'

69'

39'

$|29

lt>

10 LB

BAG

WMUXJtlm lyuif TMB COUPON
•tttrieS 1 AND $7.50 PURCHASE

DUNCAN NINES

BROWNIE
OOUBLf
FUDGE

23 OZ 89

44

c

VAUO DEC 4 9. 1978

LMT ONE AT LOUB FOOOS

^MmmmHMMWi^^

? , 07

10 02

• DAIRY •
CHIFFON 9

MARGARINE & 69'
PILLSBURY CRESCENT

55'DINNER ROLLS ':i

RONDELE GARLIC & HERB

CHEESE 'Z 85'
HOOD BELLA COHA

RICuTTPN**'iRAL ,go,
89'

HWZENRMDS

BIRDSEYE

ORANGE PLUS
MORTON

1?02

CAN
79'

UUNUlO GLAZED9 0Z PKG VW
HOWARD JOHNSON 11 oz /> ^ <fl

MAC & CHEESE 2il
69'

59'

$109

REDEEM THIS VALUABLE S^ COUPON

DOUBLE
S&H GREEN STAMPS

MON.TUES. A WED. 01^' Y

WTTN ANY PURCHASE

M

VALID DEC 4 6 197S

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOOOS

EKClUOMGtICARETTES

:^

m
T.I ?

^^dJlsl){))i^l5)sMW{)ls)S)iWo(.onvvSi

MCCAINS

SUPER FRIES 24 OZ

POLY BAG

ROSES 7 0ZPKG

GARLIC BREAD
BREYERS Al L NATURAL

ICE CREAM

SPECIALS DEC. 4-9. 1978
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTTTIES

LOUIS
FOODS

N. PLEASANT ST, AMHERST MASS
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Health&
BeautyAid

99SALE!
• Don't miss th»s opportunity to restock the " medicirTe'chesl

Each Item sokj in the c^iantities indicated t)elow

8.2 Ounce Tube 24 Ounce Bottle

Aim Signal
Tootltpaste Moutitwash

Package of 1 Bottle of 24

Capsniles Dristati
Contac Cold Tablets

Gillette 5 Ounce Aero Gillette 11 Ounce Bottle

K^tGuanl CntraMax
Deodofant Shatiqioo

Normal, Dry or 0«^

Four pkgs. of 5

WUkinsoti
Blades
Stainless Steel

Package of 40

Polident
Tablets

Bronze

Package of 400

»wa
9 Ounce Aero

MissBreck
HairSpray
Super Hold. Regular Super

Unscented. UltrahokJ or Unscented

Package of 1

6

Package of 5

Playtex Lady Flicker
Shaver

Three Bottles of 36

StJosephs
Asmrin

for Children

Stop & Shop3-1 6oz. btls.

Tampons
Regular or Super

Three 4oz. Bottles

Cutex Polish
Remover

Regular or Lemon

Stop & Shop
320Z. btl.23|yy

Shampoo

Vrv^ . EnhanceyourhoHday table...
T^^-y^^BVy^ You d e«oect to pay much more kx guaMv stemwrare

*< iJ^''^^'^' •**" '^^ Beautihjt crystal thai comotements any

if
' v/ •^^VVN '^**^ setting Its a great grft «Jea loo'

^^v^vl ^earthsKfc ^oyal Elegance
Classic Old World. Genuine 24% Lead

11 U

7^

Crystal Stemware
Enjoy Table-Sparkling Excellence

Water Goblet

Rav^ess. briHanl crystaMrare adds the regal touch ol

perfection to your table Each glass radiates with ttie

sparfckng t>eauty and the symmetry o( stunning

highk^j^s only created by gerxiirte FuM 24% Lead
Crystal A gracefully sculptured shape with the

pedestal stems found on only the

rrxjst expensive crystal

White
Wine

1f^

pwf

Beverage

ii iir

'FuM 24% Leao Crystal created m a centuries

o*d tradition o< fine craftsnwnship

•Deep Etched witti a mtjiti diarTxx>d design ttiat

reWecIs spectnjms of txHkant light

'Classic Shape with the balance arxl heft to

nestle comtortabty m yoor tiand and to stand

up securely on your table

•BeM like Ring when lapped The hallmark of

fme quaWy leaded stemware

•Handcrafted m Yugoslavia by experienced

artisans skilled m the art of crystal making and
destined to become a treasured possesion

HOW TO SPOT THE Going my way?
PAUL YANOWITCHI

TJNir TO
<>0 HOME"'

Christmas, it has occured to me is. or
should be, an extremely depressing period
of time for most sentient human beings.
This is due to the fact that the holiday has
long since lost its real value, which was
canonized in its religious origins. Today,
any ritual, practice, or event that is tinged
with 'goodness', or normally associated
with feelings of joy and elation is quickly
usurped by the hounds of society and made
into a pagan ritual for all to share. This
means that we have lost sight of the logic

behind the emotive rush to altruism, and
are perlorming on faith' alone, not unlike

rats in a Skinner box.
This is not to say that the religious origins

are lost in the shuffle: people still dutifully

drag their nativity models out for priminent
display on the well manicured front lawn, if

only to appease their christian conscience-
penance for missing nr^ss the last three
months in a row. The minute one stops to

ponder the ecumenical aspects of the holi-

day, depression inexorably sets in: the
number of churchgoers is dropping steadi-

ly; there seems to be an irrevirsible slide in

the nrx>rais of today's society, cults, the
alternative to traditional religious orders, as
well as traditional society, are spreading
like poison ivy; religious leaders are being
convicted of emt)ezzlement or similar fjetty

white collar crimes; and the numt)er of

young people enteririg the clergy is declin-

ing drastically. In addition, wars and bloody
riots, many with origins in religious

animosity, staip the rose tinted view of the
world we see during this holiday.

Christmas is not, however, solely a
theological event; it has become a time
wfien people may actually be nice to one
another without fear of being ridiculed. It is

a time for giving, and thankfully, receiving;

a time when the collective conscience of

society bears down on us and rips asunder
the forces that blind our money and charity

to our own selves. Let he/she who is stingy

bear the ire of an entire civilization.

Christmas, as a sociological phenomenon,
cuts across almost all racial and ethnic ter-

riers: hundreds of thousands of troops,

engaged in some of the bloodiest conflicts

the modern world has seen, lay down their
weapons in order to celebrate a holiday, the
origins of which are not believed by millions
in the world. Frankly, one can hardly in
veigh against any form of humanity in war-
fare, but it does seem somewhat ironic that
two atavistic urges, war and altruism,
themselves antithetical, can exist so har-
moniously for a short period of time. It

would not surprise me if the fleeting reality
of an Israeli Egyptian peace accord were
realized on Christmas day. It may seem a
romantic token gesture, but anything that
can bring together the world's most embit-
tered people is nothing to be sneered at.

On the domestic scene, however,
Christmas causes untold headaches Traf
fie jams are the rule, not the exception;
people pack stores in search of trivial items
for obscure aunts and uncles, spurred on
despite an intense disinterest in the whole
process, by a burning desire to practice
one upmanship on their relatives and
friends; they flock, like frenetic lemmings,
to retail stores to purchase the most inap-
propriate, useless, gaudy remnants of the
modern manufacturing process, knowing
full well that their gift' will be stored in the
back of sonr>e closet (until you come over,
an event once a year for which the electric
muffin butterer is dusted oft and placed on
the table the most thoughtful and utilitarian

gift we've ever recetvedl!!). And if you
think that you have troubles, try reading
the Times these days, each edition chock
full of stories of the Neediest; try as I may. I

can't read more than two before my knee
starts jerking madly and my Keynestan
blood begins to bubble-and the checkbook
comes out.

On the lighter side of Chnstmas, (you
knew there was one), tf>ere is the carolling.
This happens to be my favorite: standing in

the snow, belting out songs I have never
learned the words to, off key, while being
subjected to a bombardment of snowt>alls
and last year's leftover hard candy. Having
pondered this phenonnena, I realize that tf>e

problem lies with the carols (after all, who
could object to my meliflous tones) . I have
therefore created a few carols of my own.

which, with or without your p>ermission, I

have reproduced below. Sb, Merry
Christmas, and remember- -ther^a re only 3
weeks of shopping left! ! ! ! I ! ! ! M

Hark, Filene's and Stiegers cry.

come you fools, corrw in and buy;

Load up with assorted toys,

for the yelping girls and boys.

Fire trucks and tonka toys

One's that scream and just make noise.

Buy right now, or be stingy and dumb.
Even though you're on fixed income.

Deck my halls with lots of gifts.

Fa la la la la, they had better be good.
A machine to take fat off my hips.

An ersatz Rolls Royce emblem for my
hood.

Join us now as we go spending.

Up until household Finance will stop their

lending;

Buy some war bonds for Israel,

Just in case the peace talks happen to fail.

Silent night. Holy night.

All IS bought.
Your credit ran shorty

No young virgins on sale this year,
Give Penthouse and Viva so others may

leer;

Get a t>ottle of Ripple for ail the louses.
And give last year's hard chocolates to all

their spouses.

I'm dreaming of a microwave oven.
So I can broil the cat next door;

All I want IS quarts of Vodka,
Herring salad and potato latices.

From tf>e son'sof-bitches on my floor
I'm dreaming of a new ski sweater.

So I can look cool at the bar;
The redeeming feature of this ritual.

Is the chance to eat good victuaMsl;
But with eight days, the Jews have it best

by far.

Pau/ Yanowitch. the little known Collegian
Columnist, will be making his yearly hejira
over the campus on Christmas, in a sleigh
drawn by the old Board of Editors.

To Tbe EclitOlT* '-'"•^ without inertia

COMMENTARYI

Southwest articles

uninformed

To the Editor:

For the past three years, I've been
reading Collegian commentaries regar-

ding the obnoxious noise levels in

Southwest, wild Southwest parties and
the general ignorance and apathy of
Southwest residents.

As a Southwest resident, I feel that it's

time to respond to some of the myths and
folklore surrounding ttie quahty of life in

Southwest.
I often vender if the p0opie writing

these degrading articles live in

Southwest, or if they've /ust 'heard'

about the area. I say tftis because
sometimes the descriptions of Hfe in tfie

towers are so grossfy inaccurate tftat I

must question tfte credibility of the

autftors.

I en/oy Hvir}g in Soutftwest. I've been
living in tfte towers for three years artd

I've ne^er regretted Irving ftere. I feel tttat

ttie mafority of tfie residents here pro-

bably feel the same way. I can support
the previous statement through the use of

some data on student opinion corKeming
ttte residence hail system.

In a recent poll (Nov. 2, 19781 con-

ducted by SAREO (Student Affairs

Research and Evaluation Office!,

students were randomly selected and
contacted to grve their opinions about
their dorms and living areas. This survey
was comjucted by SAREO in an effort to

see what student satisfaction levels were
with the living areas. In the area of "con-

cern shown in helping each other with

academic and/or personal problems,

"

55% of the Southwest residents felt that

their fellow students were concerned as
compared with Sylvan's 58%,
Northeast's 42%, Orchard Hill's 40% and
Central's 32%. In looking at "involvement
of people on the floor with each other,

"

51% of the students living in Southwest
felt that people wore very involved as

compared with Central's 36%,
Northeast's 33%, Orchard Hill's 27% and
Sylvan's 10%.
And of course, NOISE. Where would

Southwest's reputation be without it's

legendary ear drum-splitting noise level?

In the area of 'Satisfaction with Interper-

sonal Environment' concerning noise

levels; a whopping 5%. of the Southwest
residents felt that Southwest was very

noisy as compared with Central's 28%,
Northeast's 16% and Orchard Hill's 7%.
The only area with a lesser percentage
than Southwest was Sylvan (which had
0%).
Why then the constant barrage of

grossly exaggerated descriptions of tt}e

Southwest environment.^ I think tfiat

these commentaries are merely the waste
products of unimaginative minds. When
one has an article to write and no original

ideas, it's easy to coryure up a bizarre tale

degrading Southwest. Personally, I think

tfiat this idea is a Httle to overused and ex-

ptoited; let's try and be litde more
creative.

AnnBolg«f
HMd of RMklence—, rlohn Adame Uopf

ones in Roanoke, N. C. that voted in 1974

to be represented by the union. The
boycott has received widespread support
from other unions, community and
church leaders. Just the other day, Nov.

30, in NYC, some 3.000 demonstrators

marched against the J. P. Stevens head-

quarters in NYI

Our support of the boycott and tfta

boycott committees can be a real shot >n

the arm for the struggle of the non-
unionized workers in the South.

Joel Weissman
Presdient

Revolutionary Student Brigade

Maintenance ills

blamed on tape

J. P. Steven's
still at it

TottMEdHtor
We would like to thank Jennifer Cohen

for Iter letter concerning the selling of
J. P. Stevens and Co. products at the
"1978 Great Ski Snatch

"

We are sure that many students, in-

eluding the RSB, are heartened by Ms.
Cohen 's recognition of the J. P. Stevens
boycott and her desire to comply with it

in the future.

In 1963. the Amalgamated ChtNrtg and
Textile Worker's Union began to organize

workers at J. P. Stevens and Co. 's 80
plants for union recognition, better work-
ing conditions [against the infamous
brown lung] and against discrimination.

The J. P. Stevens and Co. responded to

these efforts by firing over 100 union
organizers, threats, phone taps, and in-

creased discrimination. The Company
has been found guilty of coercion, in-

timidation, and illegal firing of workers,

surveillance and threats in 15 separate
National Labor Relations Board decisions

between 1964 and 1976
A national boycott has been launched of

all J. P. Stevens products to increase the

strength of Stevens workers such as the

To the Editor:

Tfte Cdlagion edition of 12/ 1 included

a letter from Bob CargHI, a Cance House
feaident. thanking me for resolving the

difficulty he and others have expehertced

with a lack of heat in their rooms on ttte

first floor of Cance
Mr. CtrgH/'s thanks are appreciated,

but not entirely desemed. His Heeds of
Residence did make every effort to cor-

rect the heating problem to wfvch fte

refers. Tfteir requests were directed to

me, as was ftis request. I fted, in fact,

'been aware of the problem for a period of
-weeks. All related information /tad been
tetayed to Dick Lannon, Supervisor of

Residence Hall Maintenance, who
cooperated fully by repeaterPy sending

tradespeople to attempt to identify the

cause of the problem. It is simply coin-

cidental that a plumber who happened to

know what to look for, Jeff Silva, was
able to correct the problem the day after

my conversation with Mr. Cargill.

An alternative interpretation of the "red

tape" phenomenon is that this system is

indeed large and that its size dictates that

it be managed cooperatively bv numbers
of individuals and agencies. Responses to

legitimate problems are therefore often

frustratingly slow. Few of us do much of

anything, successfully or otherwise, in

Isolation

.

John Findley

Area fS/lanagement Coordinator
Southwest

By RITA ZEIDNER and KAREN LEDERER

Remember the old Coca-cola commer
cials where everyone was holding hands,
smiling, and with love in tt^eir eyes singing

of a world in "perfect harmony'" The pro-

blem with such a vision, appealing as it is. is

tf>e failure to realize that not only is it dif-

ficult to move quickly when evryone is

holding hands, but there are many direc-

tions in which to move.

What we have found is that no social

change moverr>ent can meet the goals of
every oppressed group. It is impossible to

carry out a strategy for social change
without alienating an oppressed group
other thian the one for wtiom you are work-
ing. There are two ways in which ttws pro-
blem can manifest itself. Either the group's
solutions are too simplistic and don't take
the underlying reality of ttte problem into

account, or else tt>e group disregards some
problems t>y having a one-dimensionei ap-
proach.

One example of ttte first type of problem
is viewing an escort service as the solution

for rape. While ttiis is dor>e with good in-

tentions arvl may even help to decrease
rapes, it doesn't come anywtiere near to

solvir>g the problem permanently. Keeping
a tMiler han&y is useful for a leaky t>oat. But
doesn't it make more sertse to fix ttw leaks

ttun to tMjy a bailer?

Anottter instance where ttte whole pro-

blem is obicured is ttte furKtion of many
middle-class women's organizations where
job training is encouraged. While, on ttie

level of the individual, this may be a valid

"solution," teaching a woman to make it in

a "man's world" (by teaching women to be
masculine-aggressive, carrer-oriented, and
urtemotior^al). so that they too can get a

piece of the pie, this outlook doesn't take

into consideration that this pie tastes lousy.

"Making it" in the male mode, implies an
inclination to exploit. Trading women's ex-

ploitation for exploitation of other oppress-

ed groups is still wrong.

The other manifestation of the problem
inherent in effecting social change is that

the group feels it can fix all problems with

one approach. While oppression of any
group has economic roots, a Marxist group

that assumes they are fighting racism and
sexism by challenging capitalism is being

naive. By now. oppression has grown
social arKl psychological roots as well as
economic ones It is very scary to talk to

revolutionaires who think that women ana
third world people will be nriagically freed

under socialism.

One way to discern a group's attitudes is

to look at the way they present themselves.
An all male panel at a "radical" educational
forum is one example. An anti-rape movie
ttiat shows only black rapists, or a Saturday
morning strategy meeting where women
make and serve the coffee clearly show the
inability of such groups to deal with their

own supremacist problems. As a result of
their short sightedness, their strategies
t>ecome tainted with hypocricy.

Take the example of health care. A Marx-
ist analysis would identify capitalism as ttie

obstacle to adequate health care for work-
ir>g class people. A feminist analysis wouki
detail how men's historical control of

medicine has prevented women from con-
trollir>g ttieir own txxJies. A Third Worid
group would focus on health care if

presentty used in a wtfite society to keep
Third Workj people urxler wtnte domina-
tion. Clearly health care sssms to be an
issues involving alt people, aixl one of tttese

approaches wrould exclude ttie others.

Needless to say, Htm presents a dilemma.
While it wouk) be worKierful if tt^e

hypotftetical health care organizing coukJ
be tHjilt to fulfill everyone's needs, we feel
ttiat at this point in history, ttwt is an im-
possibility. But on the other hand, or>e can-
not successfully attack capitalism without
attacking the sexism and racism that are in-

herent in it. All three are inextricably linked.
Imperialism is another example -it is a male
way of domination, as well as a white
capitalist one.

Unfortunately, we feel that right now it

would be impossible to have a multi-racial,

mixed sex, mixed class organizing group
that could attack a complex problem such
as health care on all levels. Realistically,

practice has to be different from theory.

Right now the problem lies in the inability

of the oppressed to work alongside their

oppressors. Social organizing groups just

haven't gotten their heads together enough
to be able to "hold hands on the mountain
top." The instances cited earlier, describing

an all rnale panel put on by an enlightened

educational group, or a progressive rap<>

documentary with racist overtones are bia
tant examples of groups which have t>een

oblivious to their discriminatory practices.

We do not necessarily hold the individuals

culpable for their mistakes While educa
tion might never be seen as an issue invol-

ing the sexes, an all male forum implies that

women have nothing of value to say on the
subject. The repeated portrayal of black
rapists implies that blacks are the only ones
who rape. Neither of these implications
were deliberate. We can't just erase our
socialization. All of us working for cfiange
must constantly t>e aware of our prejudices
as well as our cor^scious t>eliefs.

The ottter reason why we are not yet

ready to work for a "united front" is due to

tfte rteed for groups of oppressed people to

boryl together anA txiiU strength within

tttemselves. TTtis.again justifies the rteed for

separate organiiirtg such as gay political

groups, ethnic political groups, artd

women's political groups. An all women's
recording studio proves the rarely accepted
reality that women are capable of masterirtg

electrortic equipment and tMJsiness finarK-

ing. Etttnic or gay organizing devekjpes a
self-controHed supportive environment
wtttch woukl be lacking in a group tttat did
not have ttte same shared experiertoe.

Our corx:lusion is tttat wttile ttte rteed is

to have a comprehensive worM view. i.e.

one that takes irtto conskleration racism,

sexism artd class distinction, tttat fact of ttte

matter is tttat this is easier sakl ttten dorte.

Irtdividuals and groups alike must be able to

accept a compreftensive outlook (one that

will not alienate others while accomplishing

their objective) with a focused ot)jective.

Groups have to remain in close contact and
struggle things out together. White groups

organized against racism must look to third

world groups for leadership. Men organiz-

ing against violence against women just

contact Feminists for guidance. Yet, even

upon the development of such a

multidimensional viewpoint, organizing

groups should focus in on concrete issues

while enriching their analysis.

All the problems can't be attacked at

once on all fronts. With a comprehensive

approach though, we can at least develop a

united front in thought, if not in action.

1 • I 1 1 1

1 1 • I • I < •i«tiiiit<tiiif«
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SPECIAL DEC. SKI WEEKEND PACKAGES
BEAT THE CROWD SKI IN DECEMBER

Oacambo We;-liends complcl* Ironi MS p p 4 or rnox >i< 'm
Inrluda* P(i«at« room with bath • maal* 6 tr«a cocktail panics

Rl chart*! trantp from Malfopotilan NVC liwa bandt

SPECIAL MID WEEK
SKI PACKAGES

Party! Party! Party!

S1«-M»«430

CALL MOW

Grttmp Orfmiur Frt^

Adult Entertainment
MAJESTIC CINEMA

84 Cottage St (Rt 141)

E hampton MA S27 2346

Nov 29 Dec 5

CANDY STRIPPER 7 »
FANTASEX 8 SO

Mat Thurs C» Fri 1 30
Under 21 not admitted

Amiitrtt CliiiitM Fo«d

62 Mam St 2S3 7835
•Frosh Chinese
vegetables from our
own farm

•Fully air conditioned
•Closed Wednesday
•Luncheon snecisis

>1 2S and up

Hiijh quality food at a
'«dsonable price"

Recommended by the

New Vork Times"

find it fast

in the Collegian

Classifieds!!!

RflOflT RANCH

AshortGoiiisein
BondedBooibon.

First lesson:

Bonded Bourbon is

unique that it tot^k

act ot Congress (in

to establish the

standards for

Old Grand-Dad
and other Bonded
whiskeys.

100 is perfect.

Bonded Bourbon
must be 100 proof.

No more. No less

Final exam.
You need'only one
sip to recognize

the clearly superior

quality and taste of

Old Grand-Dad.
Cheers!

Old Grand-Dad
Bonded is authentic

Kentucky sour-mash
Bourbon, made with

pure limestone water,

the finest grains,

and aged in new
charred-oak barrels.

Only Bonded
whiskeys have a green

tax stamp. It's your guar-

antee that the whiskey is

at least four years old.

Old Grand-Dad Bonded is

always agad longer
Ki'ntuckv Sfr.iiphl Bourbon Whiskey. 100 proof.

Bon\e^\ in Bond Old Gr.ind-Dad Disliiiery Co., Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
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nEntertaintngf\ \
LetourDeliFolks g

fixthefood.
Think of our deli platters when

you're planning £ party. Whatever
size your group whether ifs a
family gathering, a holiday open
house', or the annual office bash
just give our deli folks 24 hours
notice and they can make any of

10 different platters heaped with

our tender luicy roast beef, roast

turkey breast, corned k)eef, baked
ham, pork stnps. cheese, salads.,

or any combination you perfer.

We'll fiave your instant buffet

ready on a nice plastic tray you can
keep and use again and again.

And we' II pack it in a special tx)x

tfiat fits nght in your refrigerator, so
your food stays good and fresh

until you serve it Cotne in and see
our party platter menu.

All Stopcf Shops €»pen Sunday 9 ain-spiii
^2^ •iSiop t Shop Coupon |MW^JWMMIs^t snop CouponjBMWW^^j^WWW siop ^ ghop Coupon[****|*^W****^ 5^Slop t Shop Coupon I

39
STOP&SH
BATHROOM
I |r^^J|^| Assorted ColOfS

_ •^^(stop & Shop Coupon[
,

kV.1'' Iftii f -xOOfi *>d .1 S" S) pi<c vise Vrf

6 '2 oz. can

STARKIST
T"l IKI A Chunk Ught

I \«^INrA m Oil or Water

Dupon

Wrth ihi& tOtipon anv3 >
S

' V> pi/ -^m^

100"

Pure

Grocery

69
STOP&SHOP
ORANGE
JUICE

^[^]BM»»iL_2£!:yJ

64oz carton
from concentrate

jv.m lOi cowwo mi a $7 50 pi*chas»

'""''?

STOP& STOP
ENGL
MUFF

SH Regular
Of Spdt

1:' ounce
pkg of6

.J Baker . ;tmiM

ouns:U^

1^ self service delioort,ast

\^ quality is you> be%\ valu*

1 lb. pkg. Stop 8 Shop

Meatorbeef
Bol^iaf^
Bologna and Salanfii .-', '1.29

Stop & Shop Bacon Z M.29

Ss^Omer deli Good food & service .

AvaMM w> stores •e.ilriim] a s«rMCC da*

Deutschmacher

logna
German $V39
Style ^,„

^OUr kitchen rme fresh foods

21b. pkg. Stop & Shop

Rice Puddiits
or l^^acaroni Salad

SeSfOOd Cit, h these real buys

Haddocknilets
stop & Shop H^S

Frozen ^&">
stuffed Clams "-^Sr '1.7a

stop & Shop Shrimp r.^ '1 .49

MMMW^SloptSnop Coupon^
With Ihs couoon and a t7 SO pmchav

ssaveSO
S STOP & SHOP
I FRESH PIZZA
I Rus a 25C off coupxjn inside

each package good toward

I your next purchase of a

I Stop& Shop Fresh Pizza
M Good Sun Dec 3- Sat Opc 9 Limit ong pv customgf J—3—^aJw

t i"-t

on
any

Stop&ShopBrand Si le
Our good name saves you moi ey!

Stop& Shop "
Great Beef'USDA Choice

BeefBottom
Roiind»ti46
RoastW'^-A-ib
Beef Rump Roast -^ ci^^'c^e *1 .69.

Beef Eye Round Roast .^^'c^; ^.89
Bottom Round Steak s^klSak M .89

.

Underblade Roast "^^ '1 .29.

Beef Loin Strip ^o.^2^s^1^rr^ *2 .79.
.^

icken
2-2V?

lb pkg
lt»

WNteGem" CQ«Breast ^/iS *1 .09. Wings 22 .t, ^<,

Fresh Ducks USGradeA4^pounds 99

1^^/ uolonial Master

^SmokedPork
Shouldierpc|409

D&ShopRegular or Diet . ^^ .^ . ^

un Glory F^eget tble
Soda '

'^26 ounce
NR»btl

;t] Asstd
Flavors41

S0IW

Pretzels

Hard Candy
3.;; M
O i« » I

59=

Stops Shop

Apple
Sauce
2-89

stop & Shop Ketcljp
21b Grape Jelly

Stop & Shop Cut

Green
Beans

t9i

41
Fruit Punch
Toaster Tarts

S 6&
2:2? 89

r-rrn^ stops Shop

cSiBardett
'

1 Pears

Mixed Nuts aV;:?^ «1 59
Stop & Shop Peanuts c.: 99*

Sjpp&SI-

Skcedof
H^ves

Pancake Syrup ...'.•."-. 89
Complete Pancake Mix 59

Macaroni& Cheese i:.' 5
Hot Cocoa Mix ^.*2r 99*

dairy come and get your Stop & Shopswortfi o« freshfH-ss'

An economical way to serve lots of good
meals Makes a delicious boiled dinner

"^z"
^

2 "2 Ib^^
pkg. ^Itanait

Sausage
Countrvfine Hot or Sweet ^^Countryfine Hot or Sweet

Breakfast
Coontrytifx; PixK

one pound pkg
qtr lb oticks

Sour Cream
Swiss Style Yogurt
bioot s»<ae*»v

8 our>ce pkg

DiSCUIlo x^v.-.* -....•

Cottage Cheese

Stop & Shop

Cream
eese

2;:;29'
'::? 69=

frozen tOOOS Extra savings on our own quality brands' y\

c*,g

Sausage
1.39t

"'^ stops Shop r-- 1 Sun Glory

^Frozen UjFr«nch
fi^^tables ^ Ides

-^* v*^
produce vegetables

Freshness and value
from Stop & Shop'

Ul' S MSunkist ~ _ .^^.^^^^W .^^^RCalifornia Navel ^^^ ^^m^^k
Oranges o o9

99

w
r- .. -i

2 pounc
bag S9

Broccoli Spears
Fish Portions

Orange Juice

'zGal Ice Cream
59=

'1.19

Fresh California

bakery Quality yo») can trtjst from the Stop & Shop Bakery

Stop^ Shop

Apples Fancy Red Delicious
OfMclntosh-2' Vmin

ifornia M^^^t

Otwg/y weiery c^fomasta*. oy^^

Poinsetta Plant empoi *3.99 Christmas Cactus fSS, '3.99i.

Duraflamell nreiogs 99t. Wreaths """!aS"^ '2.99
..
JI

'T'-'-^wft*, The Perfect Gift ^sfsi^rsi?
^ ^v^^EjrtraFancy Fruit'4f99
V -<

X' TraV 1 2 pieces large fruit Mt^

Daisy
Breaa

Variety Breads

.1 ^..>1 Sliced

»<litt"'W White

)p & Shop

A mle
Pie

y

'umpkin or
Jquasfi 22oz pkg Mf

Shop ^ kM««& I Daisy Donuts '];:^' i "^r '1
rVr\ SuUW L^v^imon iv Asiurled

i^/^)^''Tray

Photo Processing Sale!
1 2 exposure color print

film processed Reg $3 29 save $i 30

20 exposure color print

film processed Res $4 89 save $1 90
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SouthwestMen
By LARRY COHtN
Collegian Staff

The Southwest Men's Center offers a
support consciousness raising group
where men can talk, listen, and share ex
oeriences. The topics covered mdude'mar
-^lage and divorce, competition, sex roles,
jroticism and violence, homosexuality and
feminism
The group meets at 730 p.m. on
\^ednesdays at the center's office in the
'obby of Kennedy tower in Southwest, ac
ording to their new coordinator, Scott
Weston
Weston said he views the center as an
educational service, started in 1976 as a
:onsciousness raising effort to deal with
^xism and men s roles

Besides support groups, the center spon

sors a colloquium course, "Men and
Masculinity, ' being taught throughout
Southwest The center has also shown
movies on campus dealing with the
damaging effects of traditional masculini-

ty, " rape, power and violence Weston, 24,
a former UMass student, has been active
with the center as well as other men's
groups. He is also a member of Males
Against Crimes Against Women, a group in

the Pioneer Valley.

Weston said the majority of his time is

spent dealing with sexism and oppression
of women "I m personally repulsed by the
state of siege that women in our culture are
under, and that state of siege is at the
hands of men." he said It's that respon
sibility I take upon myself, to help men
change in the right direction

, '

'

One of Weston's main projects as the
center's new coordinator is to make the
program more community oriented, he
said. 'We want to establish a liaison with
the Southwest community that hopefully
helps to create a public forum for discus-
sion and to help create a sense of support
between the men's center and the com-
munity, " he said.

The center currently is compiling a referral
list for men's groups in the valley, expan
ding the center's library, and working with
the staff and community to present dif
ferent views.
A drop-in peer counselling service is one

of the center's most important functions,
Weston said. The office is open daily from
noon to 5 p.m. for men to come in and talk.

A trained staff member is always tnere to
help, make referrals, or just to listen,
Weston said Though some men have
taken advantage of this service, traffic has
been relatively slow.
"Many men won't come to the Men's

Center because most men are afraid of be-
ing feminized in some way," Weston said.
"Therefore, the Men's Center will be
reaching out into the community to talk
with men about how resistance to feminism
is part and parcel of being a man."

Weston said his commitment is to
"feminist dignity and justice." The way to
support this is not just by getting rid of sex-
ual stereotypes, but by cultivating among
men a feminist attitude and a women
focus.

BLduiiiui people servti yuu at

Time

Vi Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90

Alwcjys H ippv Hour Prices

Sufif'f bcifidwiches

.•!/ N Pleasant St

Uii ivc^rsitvof Massacluisotts

Aiiilu'ist

Wintersession 1979
Credit courses and Oedit-Free Workshops offered by the Division of
Continuing Kducation. I'niversity of Massachust'lts at Amherst begin
January 2. For registration infornution and i catalog, call 545-3653
b«'fore Doctmber 1 5 and 549-4970 after December 15 or stop by the
Rirords and Registration Office, 1 1 3 Hasbrouck on the UMass campus.
-Mastercharge, American Express and VISA are accepted.

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Duster, excellent cornJition. $1700,

546 4599 _
69 Volvo 142. good corKlition. AM/FM,
snow tires, new clutch. 549 0156, even-

ings

"TB Gremlin. 31.000 mi, exc. cond , stan ,

new tirps snows. $1700. 546 9970

71 Vega GT. 4 speed, low mileage. $300 or

best offer, call 546 1186, ask for Skip

1971 VW Squareback. good cond
,
new

ban , strong engine $850 BO. 549 4814,

eves.

66 Volvo 122S SW. body great, best offer.

584 9203

ENTERTAINMENT

Hottast band around! "Smooth Sailing"

for bookings anywhere, call John,
5464646.

FOR RENT

2 rooms available house - Montague,
$106/mo , all utilities included, wood heal

Avail immed 367 2424, eves

Must rent immed! 2 bdrm apt., N'Kamp.,

avail Dec 1 Aug 31. $196 Plus call after

11 p^, 584 9205 or daily. 253 7436^^

Mature students, room m Belchertown.

on bus rt., 8 mi. for cempus. please call,

323 4782. ask for Mike or Burke, $150.

thanks _
For rent — 4 l>drms. in co-op veg country

household in Sunderland Near UMass bus

Wood & oil heat. Women preferred. Small

grps. welcome. Lease Jan. May, 665 7586,

665^4854.^

Quiet non-smoker wanted for own rm.

in 2 bedrm apt., Amherst Center. Avail,

after 12/20. $92 50+. Call 253 7986, esp.

after 6 p.m.

FOR SALE ~7

Wet suit, xiarge, white stage, used five

times, exc. condition, $70, Brian, 546 5089.

72 Toyota, newexhajst, radials, AM/FM,
35 mpg, needs heaier, $225, call Joe,

247 M28^

Hexcel comps 196c w look nev binds mint

cond., must sell, besx offer, 586-651 9.

For sale, 1 pair brand new Solomon 555 ski

bindings. Only $60 ! John, 546 1442.

Giant 4x4 rock posters, many different

groups, call 6 7555, for prices and info.

Refrigerator & hotplate -both for $75 or

BO, like new, call Kathy, 543-7271. _
Fender Band-Master. 50-watt guitar amp
head w/ speaker, $175, call Dave,

5466028

Women's 1V» 79 Model Caber boots,

never worn., perf. cond.. rtl
. $2 j, selling

for $170. price r>eg , call 546 6993^^

Stratocaster copy electric guitar, exc.

cond Ampeg Revert>0)et amp. $300 for

both 546 9821

2 new snow tyres, 12 $50. 584 1616

Tibet XMas cards, dragon p>aintings,

rug call Allen, 549 1479

Hieriing Lotus ski boots, 11-11% only,

used 3 times, mint condition, $75 or BO,
546 8875

Please buy my brown leather lacket, size

46, too big for rT>e. Worn less than 20 times,

asking $90. Call Dave. 665 4^^^
Reiker ski boots — women's size 7. $20.

Call 256 0642

Moving, must sell: 2 desks, $20 and $50,

bureau $40. sewing mach $45, lawnmower
$75, rug $100, floor scrubber $3, punch set

$3, misc odds & ends & dishes, aquanum,
pump, fish, etc $75. & lots of other stuff.

Most prices negot. 256 8038. can deliver.

1200 new rock and jazz LPs.
Underground Books, 264 N. Pleasant, see
Mike

Gift idaa: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732. bet. 9-10 a.m.

HELP WANTED

Jane — you sleaze woman -fiappy 20th'

You're getting older, not t)etter, the red

light is dimming - how's business? Tf>e

nunnery.

Happy

SERVICES

birthday
arrtateur friend.

to Zambu from your

Jim — a great friend ar>d even better room-
mate, happy birthday, love Andi, Lir>da,

Phyllis, Coach, the Disco Kid, Steven, and
by the way sit on my face.

Party in Oaytona Beach for spring brk.,

sign up bfr. Xmas and save, all inclusive,

call Joe, 2M 2259^

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers 20%
off all reg. priced merch. to all college

students & staff. RerT>ember your ID.

Susan Pigface— happy 20th. Almost legal

in Colorado Saturday, go for it PC, Tequila
and cookies Leonard Cohen fans.

Students looking for a part-time job with
flexible hours, excellent income, and an op-
portunity to gain meaningful business ex-

peiience? Northwestern Mutual Life intern

ship training session starting in Dec, con-
tact Dana Barrows, 1-525 4591.

RIDE WANTED
Need ride to Madison, Wise, approx.

Dec. 10, g^s h driving shared, call

586 1795.

Don't let Santa's halpers rip you off. If

you've had a consumer problem while
Christmas shopping, call Consumer Action,
545-0781 or 5450199, Mon. Fri., 9 am -8

p.m., sponsored by MassPIRG.

Pro typing, 75c pg Call Linda, 665-4789.

Typing, IBM Selectric, quick service, low
rates, call Larry or Pani, 586 4290.

TO SUBLET

1 badroom apt., on bus route, $170 -»-

utility, available end of Jen , 253 3018, after

6 p.m.

Desperately looking for 3 bedroom apt.
close to campus to sublet, Jan Aug., call

Debbie , 546 4280^

One bedrm. apt. to sublet during interses-

sion, call 4 more info, after 6, 549 0183.

WANTED
~

Woman looking for room in house
(preferably) or apt. in Amherst area,

Feb. May. Please call collect: 1-1617)

471-1364 (before 3 p.m.) or write: JL 10

Eustis St., Wollaston, MA 02170.

TV set, working, B 6 W or color. Call

253-5731, evenings.

Community service rep., grass root

public contact work as a liaison between
Red Cross blood services and UMass
students and employees. Experience
desired in community organization /educa-
tion field or public relations. Part time posi-

tion approx. 20 hrs. per wk Send resume
to Red Saulnier, Northeast Regional Red
Cross Services, 63 Springfield St., Spr-

ingfield MA 01107, eg. opp. emp.

LOST

6 mos. old Ger. Shthair. male, brown &
grey, lost in N. Amherst, call 549-1144.

$25 reward for return of lost male Siamese
cat (tost near Dr Ruder's - needs
medicine), 256 8756 or 253 7932, evenings.

Reward — blue h white handmade mittens,

in Whitmore, 1j / 28. Please call 6 8266!

Yellow lab puppy, lost, 11/28, near

Bartlett Hall. Call 549 2838.

Lost -gold chain at Pub, 11/9/78, sen-

timental value, please call 546 8654,

reward.

WANTED TO RENT
ROOM WANTED

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

PERSONALS

Needed! — home for intelligent, adorable

nine week old puppy. Free!! Has shots. Call

2537274 »

2 bdrm. apt. wanted in Amherst area in

bus route. 665 7938, 7 11 p.m.

Looking for rm. to rent for next semest.

Am quiet, vry. studious, mature. Jr. Eng.

majjCall John. 6-6601.

Female looking for own room starting

Jan, 1 or Feb. 1 665 7958 or 549 2803.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Non-smoker to share two-bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood,
South Amherst, rent $127.50 + utilities,

253 3886, evenings and weekends in Jan.

1.^
Share apt., bus rt., kp. trying -Janet,
549 1822^

1 M wanted, own room nonsmoking, Jan.

1 or Feb. 1 thru summer, $125 mo., Paul,

6657549.

1 F. roommate to share rm. in 2 bdrm.
Brit. Man. apt., starting Jan. 1, call

2532858.

Female to share 2 bdrm. apt. in S.

Amherst starting Jan. Call 253-2018.

1 F wanted for own room— nonsmoking F,

Jan. 1 thru summer, call 253-7149,

$130/mth.

2 bdrm. apt. in walking distance of

UMass. Pref. Puffton. Need Jan. 1. Call

Carol, 546 5863.

2 femalea, mid 20's, seeking 2 t>edroom
apartment in Amherst on or close to bus
route. Approx. $200/mo. Can rent im-

mediately. Call: 665-7555, Debbie or Linda.

Keep trying.

One room kitchen bath privileges, need
car, $125 monthly, call 549 5343 evenings.

From pillows to pottery to pipes. We have
the greatest gifts around. We also feature

ceramics, silver jewelry, plants and sup-
plies, toys, stained and etched glass,

lamps, and lots of Calico stuff. Come visit

us at 5 North Main St., Rt. 202, Belcher-

town.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Inst, offering single

sessions for finals Dec. 7-21, improve
grades, concentration, recall, relaxation.

The best alternative yet. For reservations &
times, call K.R. Morse, 532-5703.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.
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ACROSS

1 Rattle

5 Fesliwe

9 Lassoed
14 Tip

15 So Yemen
capital

16 Cancel
U Confined
18 Impart

19 Sample
M Forest

heigrits

22 Pock marked
23 Cheer
24 Poi source
25 Kind of rmg
28 Deviated

32 Map book
33 Confined
34 Beverage
35 Cell

36 Slept

37 Flurry

30 Guido s note

39 Opera figure

40 Spirit

41 Wooed
43 Season
44 Onus
45 Weight

46 Block

49 Fighters

53 Criticize

54 Greatest

55 Smooth
56 Similar

57 Routine

58 Partially

Prefix

59 Recording
material

60 Ending tor

lob or mob
61 Journey

DOWN
1 Engrossed
2 Copy cat

3 (Jnaspirate

4 Outer
5 Felloi*

Slang

6 Skillful

7 Camera pa
8 Plus

9 Wilhdie\M

10 Speechifie

11 Ended
12 This Sp
13 Exploit

21 Digits

22 Covered

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Thufsdfty Pui/i« Solved Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

iOU KNOU) ZONK
MA'/Be I COULD
Ger A HANdB POtmcAay
Onouhjimbs
If I LOOKtD
AT 7H6*f PO-

UTCAUi.

rt

24 Felme
25 Wiser
26 Eur nation

Comb form

27 Glow
28 Stunned
29 Haggard
30 Feminine

name

31 Stop
33 Contended
36 Former Eur

com
37 Mildest

39 Humdinger
40 Talent

42 Yukon s

neighbor

43 Damper
45 Swiftness
46 Trolley

47 Sacred
*h Lament
49 Kick

50 Always
51 Oar Prefix

52 Cut
54 Fem title

ueu yes. r
SUPfOSBTWr
AffVOACHIS
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Cr 7«flr»

ii£U, I TKYTD
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\NaUy Dorf by Rob Rannay
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State mirrors U.S. moods
f Former Amherst

California signals country baseball coach dies
f^AN FRANCISCO An Eastern

newspaper ednor, still Sick with images of

corpses, was pr»?pared with a quip when he
heard that Stirt Francisco s mayor An6
homosexual supervisor had just been gunn
ed down California, land of fruits and
nuts he said

But no matter how convenient it might be
to laugh oft the eruptions here as distant

tales from the land of loonies, California

signals America For here, again arid again,

the cultural myth has met its test Aiid all

\\\e cliches and )okes will not change the

fact that this, more than any other place in

the cour^try, is the terrain of possibilitv It is

the place where people have the greatest

fretfdom to try

California is taking it on the chin now for

all those Americans who come from all over

to eriact their fantasies The first th'tnj they

hear when they arrive is the permission.

You are free to be what you are.*' said poet

Bob Callahan For him. that sense of per

mission opened doors toward artistic fulftll-

rrwnt But, if you give a climate of total

permtssior^. you get a n^argin of violence,
'

he satd "Some of the fantasies were sick

tiefore they got here We get the walking

wounded from the rest of the country

"The dream was always to the West,
"

Callahan mused "It started with Europeans
moving west out of \he Caucasus in search

of minerals. Then they came here for gold

There is this westerning thing And then.

Mfhen you finally get here there is that

kickback when you realize tfie whole thing

was bullshit because tf>e world is round

Here you have to learn that or go to t^>e

stars You must have frontier mtelliqence
"

Historicatly. frontier intelligence f^ere took

a Startingly different form than in places

settled by tf>e Puritans Many of Califor

nia's European ancestors were robber

barons, outlaws, adventurers, elegant pro

stitutes. Their descendants built univer-

sities ar>d museums but their memory is

cherished because they were outrageous,

defying tradition ar>d mockir>g institutional

power
The indigenous people they extinguished

were diverse- 17 languages in the Mt
Shasta region alone and they were
peaceful They inhabited places where food

Why
rtnoi!
Over

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

113 CAMPUS CENTER

Classifieds have
been bringing
results to your

classmates for

years. Why not

put your, money
on a sure thing

was plentiful, the climate benign, and they

seemed to have little contact with one
another

That native legacy was earned on by 19th

century Utopians who built settlements on

visions of harmony, by factory weary im

migrant garment workers who came from

Eastern cities to raise chickens while pursu

ing scholarly or artistic inclinations; by

more recent back to the land pioneers.

But the legacy of the outlaw frontiersmen

has been far more assertive symbolized by

mammoth works that confine rivers and
refuse to recognize the power of deserts.

That legacy has made politics volatile,

dramatic, unpredictable and unusually

responsive to popular sentiments. It lives

on as a tradition for taking matters into

one's own hands
University students did it here with the

Free Speech Movement, then with student

strikes that set off others across the coun
try Citi/ens do it regularly by passing in

itiatives that compel their legislature to

abide by their will

During the height of environmental con
cern the initiative process brought the

strongest coastal protection plan in the na

tion Last June, it led to the passage of the

most extreme property tax cut, which set

off a national rush for the same.
This fall, that process put on the books

the nation's most extreme and complex
doath penalty law and prompted over a

miMon people to vote for a bill that would
have launchtxl a witch hunt against

homosexuals m public schools

The tradition in California of personal in-

itiative returned to the frontier past this

week when a young elected official ap
patently shot and killed San Franc'»co

Mayor George Moscone and Supervisor

Harvey Milk.

There is, of course, the context to con-

sider. The afterimage of the People s Tem-
ple horror may have beer* enough to push a

person losing contrci into destruction of

self and others

That, however, will not explain it at rtl.

California is the place where events

become myths It is the theater for enact

ment of national rrK)rality plays. It has room
for epic thoughts

DVP Presents

KATE
MILLET

author of

"Sexual Politics"

to speak on
The Woman Writer

Monday, Dec. 4
at 8:00 p.m.

in the Student Union
Ballroom

this program is free of charge
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PaulW Eckley

Funeral services are scheduled for tomor
row morning for former Amherst College
baseball coach Paul W. Eckley, 83, who
died Saturday in Cooley Dickinson
Hospital, Northampton.
Eckley, of 18 Dana St , coached from
1936 until his retirerrient in '965. His teams
compiled a record of 223 wins, 168 losses
and two ties over the 29 year period.

He was inducted into the American
Association of Baseball Coaches Hall of

Fame in 1967 and served on the National
Collegiate Athletic Association Baseball
Rules committee from 1959 to 1963
Eckley coached both baseball and football

at Cornell University, from which he
yraduated in 1917, before coining to

Amherst.
He was a native of McKeesport, Pa.

After graduation from college, he entered
the Army, serving as a 1st lieutenant with
the 316th Infantry in World War I

He married the former Mona M. Acklin in

1917, who died in 1943
He married the former Anna Hadow two

years later Besides his wife, he leaves two
sons, Paul W Jr of Bradenton, Fla., and
J William of Gaffney, SC, five grand
children and five great grandsons.
Burial at Wildwood Cemetery will follow

funeral services at Douglass Funeral Home
on North Pleasant Street

nifm.

»-'i.
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Cont. From page 5 Hampshire student

^ ^ . .. in critical condition
Free concert tonight

Afro-Am , Jazz groups

The UMass Vocal Jazz and Afro-
American Music Ensemble is scheduled to

present a concert including selections from
Jester Hairston. Duke Ellington, Andrae
Crouch and Stevie Wonder tonight at 8 in

Be/anson Recital Hall

The free concert will consist of black
Spirituals, Duke Ellington arrangements by
Frederick Tillis and Jacob Epstein of the
UMass Music Department, contemporary
gospel songs and Stevie Wonder songs,
one arranged by UMass student Steve Fer

randino.

A Hampshire College student whose
heart shopped Friduy while he was )ogging

on campus was listed in critical condition at

Bay State Medical Center in Springfield.

Hampshire officials said that two
students with Cardio pulminary resuscita-

tion training, known as C.P.R. arKJ a secun
ty guard revived Frank B. Stiles, 20 of Win
Chester after the 2:45 pm inci<^ent.

Stiles collapsed near the Cole Science
Center in the middle of the campus and was
then rushed to Cooley Dickinson Hospital in

Nortfiampton where he was later transfer-

red to the Medical Center.

The cause of the collapse was not releas

ed by the Center.

Michael Simons.

VETERANS
SOPHOMORES

FIRST YEAR STUOENTS
UMASS ARMY ROTC

VETERANS EARN A US NAVY
COMMISSION AND $2500 WHILE YOU

EARN YOUR DEGREE

SOPHOMORES TRY SOMETHING COMPLETELY DIF-

FERENT WITH ADVENTURE, TRAVEL, AND LEADERSHIP
EXPERIENCE T! at wil L BE AN ASSET IN ANY CAREER.

FIRST YEAR STUDENTS INCREASE YOUR
OPTIONS FROM THE BEGINNING

545-2311/2322

HELP WANTED/PART TIME
Special Asst. to the Commuter Office

WORKSTUDY OR NON-
WORKSTUDY

Possible 10-15 hrs. per week~$3.00/hr.

Pick up applications at Commuter Collective Office, Rm. 404,

SUB.

Women and Third World People are urged to apply
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Talented UNH splashes

in home debutswimwomen
By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

After the UNH meet, no one stood around

clicking their heels with their eyes closed

saying "There's no place like home," a la

Dorothy in Emerald City. A talent laden New
Hampshire swimming and diving team han

dily defeated UMass in the home opener

Saturday, 92 38, at NOPE pool.

UMass coach John Nunnelly was far from

disappointed. "We swam exceptionally well.

I know the score doesn't indicate that, but

we came into this meet knowing UNH is a

power," Nunnelly said. "The girls overcame

tfiat subconscioois thought of losing ar>d

went out there and turned m some good

times."

Deb Schwartz won the 500 yard freestyle

in 5:46.9 with Lynn Lutz placing third.

Schwartz also won the 100 yard butterfly.

Gail Holland took a couple of thirds, m the

100 freestyle and 100 backstroke. Cindy Piela

swam secorxl in the 50 butterfly, while

Rachel Mack took third in the 50 freestyle. In

the 100 individual medley, Maryanne

PrinfMvera took second in 1:10.3, while

Caroline Benjamin finished third, three

tenths of a second behind.

Kris Bullard placed second among p tough

field in the onemeter required diving In the

optional diving, Suzy Strobel scored well on

her last two dives and won the event with

143 5 total points. Bullard was third in the

optior^l

UMass has yet to lose in the 200 yard

freestyle relay. Betty Carrier, Mack, Ben
jamin, and Lutz kept the streak alive as they

closed the meet winning the event in 1:51.4.

New Hampshire, one of the best teams in

New England, displayed their power, sweep-

ing several events. UNH's power, for the

most part, stems not from the pools of the

Granite State, but from a healthy scholarship

program; UMass has no scholarships for

swimming.

After most people had left, Nunnelly stood

by the scorer's table chatting with UNH head

coach Carol Rowe. Rowe asked Nunnelly

where a suitable restaurant might ac-

comodate a swimming team of 30 girls. Nun-
nelly suggested several places in the

Amherst area, but Rowe seemed reluctant.

"You know, " Rowe said. "I have some
Southerners on the team, arvd my biggest

problem is feeding these kids after a meet."

Nunnelly glanced at the score sheet, lifted

his eyes to \Ue ceiling and seemed to think,

"If I could only have such problems."

NOTEBOOK:
Hollis Coblentz placed third in the 50

breastroke with an impressive 36.5

Laura Frank picked up almost a full second

on hei best previous time in the 50

backjtroke Nancy Field improved her

time in the 500 yard freestyle for the third

consecutive nr>eet UMass' next meet is

scheduled for Tuesday night, 7:00, against

Mt. Holyoke at NOPE pool

BU honors UMass prof
Not only is this to be a

week of honors with

Dennis Dent being
presented the Golden
Helmet Award by the

Boston Gridiron Club

(see p. 16) but last week
was also a time for

honors as the first an-

nual Boston University

Matt Zunic Award was
presented at a dinner in

Boston's Blossom
Restaurant last Wednes-
day night.

Matt Zunic. former
head coach of basketball

at BU and later UMass,

is currently a professor

in the School of Physical

Education here at the

university.

Zunic, 59 years old, is

in fine health for his age
and can be seen every

morning walking around
the basketball courts in

Boyden to keep in

shape.

The award was
presented to former Cin-

cinnati Royal Jack
Twyman, a member of

the basketball Hall of

Fame, for his work with

charitable organizations.

The award is presented

for outstanding con
tributions to the sport of

basketball.

Also present at the

award dinner was
Boston University head

basketball coach Rick

Pitino. Pitino is a former

backcourt standout from

UMass.
Pitino will lead his Ter-

riers into the Cage this

Tuesday night to face

the Minutemen, losers at

Pitt this past weekend
and currently 1-1 on the

year.

^Grapplers
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

"The scorekeeper
acknowledged the referee's

mistake, " Amato said. "He

told the ref after the match

that he had given Vic a

point for an escape, and the

ref said he didn't.

"Those two team points

that were deducted were

the difference between
fourth and eighth place in

the end. Vic beat the cham
pion (from Trenton State)

104, and probably would
have won first place." The
tournament was won by

Temple.

UNDER THE TREE:
D Crystal

D Decorative Boxes

a Wind Chimes

n Mobiles

G Stabiles

n Mugs & Tankards

Teasets

Wine Glasses

Decanters

Glass Storage |ars

Baskets

Hampers
IJ Serving Trays

n Placemats

n Wooden Dish Racks

n Mug & Glass Racks

J Bedspreads

Q] Bamboo Shades

D Plants

D Hanging Lamps

D Floor Lamps

D Lamp Kits

D Candles

D Fine Art Prints

D Greeting Cards

D Stationery

D Book Ends

D lournals

D Address Books

D Leather Organizers

D Leather Wallets

G Disco Bags

G Combing Combs
G Hair Combs & Barrettes

G Hair Bands

G Earrings

G Necklaces

Q Bracelets

G Pins

G Fashion Hosiery

G Danskins

G Tights

G Leotards

G Skirts

G Shirts

G Dresses

G Pants

G Vests

G Fashion Hats

G Caps & Berets

d Wool Scarves & Shawls

G Fashion Scarves

G Beits

G Gloves

G Slippers

G Chinese Shoes

G Afghan Socks

STOCKING
STUFFERS:
G Little Boxes

G Magic Bubbles

G Pens

G Change Purses

G Koala Bears

G Coloring Books

G Puzzles

G Soap
G Key Rings

Q Snoopy & Woodstock

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst, next to the Post Office

OPEN 10-6 P.M., MON.-SAT
Gift Certificates Available

MASTERCHARGE VISA

The Jazz

Singer

starring

Al J Olson

TONIGHT

in

Thompson 104

at 8 p.m.

FREE
SpoiMored ty B'nai Brith HUM

The Precision Haircut

Explained Precisely.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows Sure, your

hair eventually grows out but it doesn't icse its

shape with a precision haircut No more fussing,

that's what it's all about.

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14 00

whether you're a guy or a gal. And i .o appointments

are ever necessary
Permanent waves, colonng, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all, but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you.

(8)

Commaiid PgrfformaMce

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart

Men. -Sat., 10 a.m -10 p.m.

586 0090
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Minutemen clawed;
Panthers win 70 - 54
by STEVEZACK
Collegian Staff

"We got whipped every way you can con-

ceive of We got whipped offensively,

defensively, and on the boards, " UMass
coach Jack Leannan said after the game.
And so it appeared as the Pitt Panthers

pulled away early and defeated the

Minutemen by a score of 70-54.

It was a case of Pitt building up an early

lead, headed by Terry Knight's 13 points

and 10 rebounds at the halfway mark, and

adding to it m the second half to run away
with the game.
"I think our guys knew what they had to

do. You gotta give our kids credit for what

they did, " said Pitt coach Tim Grgunch.

The first two minutes of the game t>elong-

ed to UMass with Eric Williams connecting

on a baseline jump shot and Mark
Haymore. Minutemen high scorer with 15

points, sinking a couple of foul shots to

give Massachusetts a 4 lead Pitt

answered back immediately with 8 straight

points on baskets by Knight, Dave Los

inger. Sammie Ellis, and Kntght again to go

up 8-4 and Pitt never looked back

The Panthers upped their lead to ten after

consecutive baskets by Sam Clancy, game
high scorer with 21 points. ar>d Pete

Strickland which gave the Pitt team a 28 18

edge At halftime the Pitt Panthers had
built up a 34-22 lead

One constant factor that infuriated the

UMass players ar>d coach was the of

ficiatir>g that occurred Saturday night. It

would be safe to say that some of ttie calls

made during the game were of a ques-

tionable nature.

For example, in the second half UMass
had the ball out of bounds in their

backcourt The inbounds pass went over

the head of Minuteman Tommy Witkos and

definitely apeared to have been touched by

Pitt s Pete Strickland. The ref closest to

play declared that he didn't see the play,

nor did the second ref. For some reason,

perhaps the calls from the Pitt bench, tf^

baH was given to the Panthers.

The second half strangely enough did not

begin with a tapoff at center It began with

Pin's Sammie Ellis shooting two foul shots

as a result of a technical foul on Minutemen

coach Jack Leaman, who also didn't agree

with the officiating

With Pitt up 52 38 and 11:43 remaining

the Minutemen made a final run at the Pan-

thers on consecutive baskets by Len

Kohlhaas. Eric Williams, and Bob Burton to

cut the lead to 8, 52 44 But that was where

the fun stopped Pitt then outscored the

Minutemen 12 4 and coasted on to a 70-54

victory.

One .hing occurred during the

Minutemen's comeback attempt Mark

HayrT>ore was on the bench. From the 15

minute mark to the 8 minute mark of the se

cond half, Mark Haymore with only two

fouls was on the bench. I can imagine that

only Jack Leaman and God know why.

And maybe God isn t too sure.

After the battle, Sam Clancy. Collegian

Player of the Game, convnented. "I r>ever

thought it would be this easy '

Nerther did the Minutemen.

Collegiaov

ports
Staubach rifles Dallas

over New England, 17-10
IRVING Texas (UPI) Two second half touchdown strikes by Roger Staubach one

on a trick play and a one handed interception by defensive end Harvey Martin helped

rally Dallas to a 17 10 triumph over New England yesterday, clinching the NFC Eastern

title for the Cowboys , ^ „, ^^ i_ . .k.

It marks the 12th tiirie in the past 13 years Dallas has qualified for the Playoffs, but the

Cowboys had to overcome a bland first half m which the Patriots had a chance to break

open the game ^ . . .
^

New England would have clinched a playoff spot of its own with a victory, but now

the Patriots have only a one game lead in the AFC East over the Miami Dolphins, a 16

winner Sunday over Washington.

Staubach completed 15- of 27 for 243 yards, setting a team record for nr>ost comple-

tions and most total passing yardage m a single season.
.. .w .. ^ .k,.

It was Staubachs 40 yard TD pass to Tony Hill with 1:56 left in the third period that

drew Dallas even with New England. Until that point, the Patnots had domiriated play,

after taking a handoff from Staubach, slipped the ball back to the quarterback, who

then found HiH behind the New England secondary
.l. .

Three plays into the fourth quarter, Martin, still recovering from a knee injury that

slowed him at mid season, reached behind his back and picked off a screen pass from

Steve Grogan that was intended for Sam Cunningham.
u u . ^^

That set up the Cowboys at the Patriots' 39 and on third and seven, Staubach eluded

a bliti and hit Billy Joe Dupree with a 36-yard TD pass behind Raymond Clayborn and

Douq Beaudoin. .... ,.« j -m _ k...

New England had taken a 10-3 halftime lead, thanks chiefly to a 52^yard TD run by

Sam Cunningham on his first carry of the day, the longest run against the Cowboys this

^^Dallas' Rafael Septien kicked a 36-yard field goal in the opening quarter and New

England's David Posey kicked one from 30 yards out in the second Pe""d But Posey

was unsuccessful on three other field goal tries of 46, 37 and 39 yards in the first half

- two of them blocked by Ed Jones and Randy Hughes. And Grogan had a 14-yard

touchdown run called back in the second quarter when tight end Russ Francis was call-

ed on a motion penalty.

UMass' Dent to be honored

Skaters drop 3rd straight
fiy JONATHANHAMIL TON
Collegian Staff

The UMass hockey team suffered back to

back losses this past weekend at Orr Rink;

dropping a thriller to Norwich in OT 7-6,

and then receiving a drubbing by Mid-

dlebury, 8-0. In tf^at thriller Norwich's Jay

Rice scored his 3-goal hat trick at 8:34 of

OT, stealing an errant clearing pass from

UMass goalie Casey Scavone and«hot it in-

to an empty net to clinch the victory. Rice's

teammates swarmed onto the ice, con

gratulating him and thems.^lves for an ex-

citing come from behind win. On Saturday

night, Middlebury's Bob Nicholas and Jim

Hagy notched two goals apiece plus a freak

goal credited to Chris Clark which enabled

the Panthers to coast to an easy 8-0

triumph over the Minutemen.
The Norwich game proved to be a crowd

pleaser all night with the lead changing

hands several times during the contest.

There were 12 penalties called in all, in-

cluding a lopsided 9 against UMass. But

nrHJSt of all, there were the many goals that

provided the nr»ost excitement for everyone

concerried UMass' first score was a

beautiful break away goal by Kenneth

Richard. Richard deked the goalie to the

left and then tucked it in the right corner.

After the first period, it was tied at 1 1. In

the second stanza, Norwich tallied three

times off Scavone while UMass had two
lamplighters including Co-Captain John

Peters' blazing slapshot from the point on

the power play.

In the third period it appeared that UMass
would hold the lead and go on to win as

they tied it early on Peter's second goal and

then led two times late in the period, or>ce

on Peter's hattrick goal. But it was not to

be as Norwich answered back on both oc-

casioris, as Rice ^nd Greg Cull got the

equalizers. Both teams skated and pressed

hard in the OT. UMass nearty won it on a

tip deflection froWi Co-Captain Joe Milan.

But then the puck got by the UMass
defense and Rice raced after it. Scavone
beat him to the puck but inadvertantly

passed it back on Rice's stick in an effort to

clear it up ice. Rice took the puck and shot

it into the empty caqe for the win.

Coach Jack Canniff spoke of the winning

goal. "It was the miscalculation on his

(Scavone) part He should have cleared it

to the boards instead of up ice." Canniff

did praise his team saying, "We showed
alot of determination comir>g back from

4 2. We didn't give up." Norwich's coach

Bob Priestley was subdued but happy say

ing, "It's too bad somebody has to lose this

type of game. It was a good win for us."

The Minutemen came out flat the follow-

ing night against the Panthers of Mid-

dlebury. In the first period Umass goalie

Mike Gruberski gave up the only goal, a

hundred foot clearing pass that sorr>ehow

managed to elude him. UMass seemed to

have scoring opportunities but missed the

net often. Matters got progressively worse

in the next two periods as Middlebury

players shot at will, scoring three times in

the second per'od and adding four more in

the final period. UMass lacked poise and

were lackluster. Frustration was evident as

both Milan brothers were ejected with

game-misconducts for pushing the referee.

Wrestlers take 8th in tourney

By STEVEZACK
Collegian Staff

. Things seem to be turning out very wei!

for the Minuteman football A playoff berth

in Reno, Nevada, a second straight Yankee

Conference championship, the Lambel
Cup, se>.Hnteer. men named All-Yankee

Conference, and now, the Golden Helmet

Awrfrd is to be presented to UMass' Dennis

Dent
The Golden Helmet Award it, presented by

the GridKon Club of Boston at their annual

Coach's and Captain's dinner along with

some other football awards The dinner is

being held at Famtasia's in Cambndge
tonight. The award is believed to carry with

It a $1,000 general scholarship to be

presented to the school of the player that

wins the award.

Dennis Dent was unavailable for com-

ment, due to practice for the UMass- Reno
game, but head football coach Bob Pickett

spoke on his behalf

"Dennis 'eels good about it; he handles

these things well He's a team man, he's in-

debted to the team. He's intorested in the

team and not just imerested in himself.

He'r>a great kid"
This se.ison Dent became the first UMass

football play^;r to rush for over 1.000 yards

in a season So fhi. Dent has gained 1,042

yards smashing the previous single season

record of 904 held by Billy Coleman.

The Minutemen will be heading out to

Reno this Thursday for "Saturday's contest

with the JJniversity of Nevada Reno m a

semi final game. The winner of this game
will head out to Wichita Falls, Texas to play

in the Pioneer Bowl for the NCAA Division

1 -AA championship

By MAHTY LUTTRELL
Collegian Staff

NEW LONDON, Con/?. -Minuteman
heavyweight John Allen took first place in

the 16-team wrestling tournament at Coast

Guard Academy, held Friday and Saturday.

The UMass team finished eighth, and lost

two starters in the tournament to injuries.

Captain Larry Otsuka tore ligaments in his

thumb in the first penorl of his first round
match He lost touqh matches 4-3, and 6-5,

to the eventual 3rd place finisher, Candella,

of C W. Post. Larry will be out of action for

several Aeeks.

Four other Minutemen remained in the se-

cond round of the double elimination tour

nament Kevin Murphy, Dana Rasmussen,
Victor Dellatorre, and John Allen made it to

Saturday's competition. The minutemen
were 4th at the end of the first day, but

dropped to eighth the next day as a result

of two team points deducted in a con-

troversial match.
Rasmussen, at 126 lbs. won his first three

matches, then dropped the next two. Kevin

Murphy, at 142 lbs. won his first four

before losing to Parise, of Temple, 8-3.

Parise was the champion in that weight

class. Murphy then lost to Depersis, 8-4,

whom he had beaten in the first round.

Murphy finished third.

Mike Carroll lost his first 6-5. won 24-1

against Harvard, and lost again, 7 6 against

Columbia. Greg Diilelo, at 167 lbs. lost.

Fred Goldberg won his iir'^t match. 12-1,

and lost the second to the chiimpion, 12-7.

He lost the third by default, due to an in

jury. He will be out for two weeks.

In the 1/7 lb. class Victor Dellatorre won
his first two matches, and lost a controver-

sial match, 7-5. During the match Coach

Dave Amato was given a technical violation

for protesting an official's call. Dellatorre

was given a technical violation for un-

necessary roughness. One point was
deducted from the team score for each

violation.
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Weathergotyoudown?
Don't worry. It seems
to happen this time of

year.

By CHRISTOPHER H SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Yesterday had to be the worst day ever.

Never mind you had to trample through
ankle deep sludge to walk to classes. Never
mind you couldn't see the library from the

Campus Center Never mind final exams
are )ust around the corner

The weather can be downright depress-

ing.

Several psychological type people at

UMass yesterday said the weather can af

feet how you feel, and judging by yester

day's weather, that was probably dismal.

So if the weather's got you down, don't

despair

"There are all sorts of anecdotes about
that," said University Mental Health Ser

vices Director David P. Kraft. "Many peo
pie blame it on psychological things. There
hasn't been any scientific study."

Kraft said the threat of final exams,

scheduled to begin Dec 18, can often

cause people to tense up. and after that, a

bit of nasty weather doesn't help things

Many p>eople are feeling blue or tense

already," Kraft said "They're tense, and
then something else comes along. The
weather just adds insult to injury '

Several professors surveyed yesterday in

the psychology department also said there

appears to be some correlation between
bad weather and feeling bad. but said

there's probably no firm basis for the belief.

"But." said one of them, "I'm feeling

pretty good, even though I can't see outy
my vvindow "

Fear not, though today's forecast calls for

clearing skies, with a 20 percent chance of

precipitation. High's should be in the mid to
jpper 40'

s

V_

Women writers finally emerging

Author Millett calls for truth

Lost in the fog recently? So are many, as exam time nears. (Staff photo by
Dan Vullemier)

by PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

Women writers have no history, but are

now beginning to merge, according to

feminist author Kate Millett, who last night

spoke to a crowd of over 300 in the Student

Union Ballroom.

Millett, author of several books including

"Sexual Politics, " argued within the

context of Virginia Woolf's "A Room of

One's Own. She said the future looks

more promising than ever before for

women writers, expecially m view of the

number of women involved.

"We are creating a tremendous kind of

cultural explosion." she said. "Enormous
amount of people are becoming involved

and exposing themselves.
"

"Our history as women writers is that we
have never been published, " she said

pointing to a question of literature and

culture as primary examples.

"Culture is built on the bones of dead

heroes, both real and imaginary, ' said

Millett. The center of literature, too, is the

hero, she said, and it is his aspirations

which come to represent the values of

society.

This influence is a "collective psychic

projection, " she said, which works to

suppress most of women's heritage.

Truth, she said, is what will overcome this

suppression and the falsehoods concerning

women'within society.

"Onct; you know you are going to tell the

truth," she said, "you also begin to arrive

at it."

Inhibitions and self consciousness block

many women's attempts to write, but

Millett said the state of knowing and not

knowing and of asking if one knows
enough, is now being overcome.

When you are scared as you write, that is

a very good sign, " she said. "You should
be scared, lots

"

It's time, she said, for women to create a

tradition of their own, one which "records,

transcends, and creates a new human
condition as defined by us, created by us,

from the ground up "

"It is that which we are embarked upon,"
she said.

Millet referred to an entire new culture of

writing which needs to be plugged into and
used The audience, too, she said, is

needed very much.

"The audience is to protect you from
everything else the agents, the critics,

and the publishers, " she said. "They can't

shut you up then.
'

She quoted several passages from Keats,

Miller, Kafka and oth^s, drawing analogies

between male and female beliefs, attitude*

and realities, and bringing forth laughter

from her audience

Millett emphasized the necessity to find

ground, a place to stand, where you can be

true to yourself and your experience.

'You must insist that what you have

learned, experienced, and felt matters

enough, " she said.

Kate Millett (Staff photo by Lynn

Grebenstein)

Out-of-state

tuition hike

rally planned
By JAMES CARTER
Collegian Staff

The Student Coalition against an out-of

state tuition hike put finishing touches on
their plans for tomorrow's rally and protest

march at a meeting held in the Campus
Center last night.

The rally is scheduled to begin at 1 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom, and will be
followed by a protest march at 2 p.m. to

the Board of Trustees Meeting held in

Memorial Hall.

Student representatives will be allowed to

speak for 30 minutes at the meeting, ar>d

they will demand that the trustees not im-

plement any tuition hikes, and that they act

in support of a bill which would repeal

legislation which caused the increase in

out of state tuition according to coalition

Chairperson Carol Lubin,

"The purpose of the rally is to organize

students around the two demands that we
will present to the board," said Lubtn "We
also want to educate and inform students

on the issue involved and how it fits into

other attacks on public education.
'

Legislation p^»sed in June by the state

legislature changed the formula used to

compute non resident tuition, and Univer-

sity officials have estimated tfwt out-of-

state tuition could double by next fall. Non-

residents comprise five percent of the

UM.iss student body, and ;he current non

resident tuition is $1,550.

State Rep James G. Collins (D Amherst)

has said he will introduce legislation tomor-

row to repeal the legislation.

"We hope the Board of Trustees will take

a stand against the increase and work in

favor of Collins' repeal bill," said Lubin.

Trustees Chairman Joseph Healy last

Tuesday changed the time of their meeting
from 2 p.m. to 10:30 a.m. so board
members could participate in an executive
board meeting usually held at 10:30. The
coalition did not learn of the time change
until yesterday, according to Lubin.

There was speculation among coalition

members that students may not be on the

agenda for the rr>eeting and will not be able

to give their presentations because of the

time change.

"No one formally contacted us about the

time chanqe. " said Lubin. As chairman,

Healy should t>e responsible to tell us when
we should be there. This messes us up in

terms of organizing."

"I think they will have us on the agenda,"

said Student Government Association co-

president Herb Tyson. "They're not

suicidal."

Student representatives scheduled to

speak at the rally and meeting will include

Mike Federow for the Graduate Student

employees Union; Uavid Barenberg for the

Student Center for Education Research and
Advocacy (SCERA); Lisa Desmarais for

Students United for Public Education

(SUPE), Jules Chametsky for the
Massachusetts Society of Professors

(MSP); Rob Goetz for the Revolutionary

Communist Youth Brigade (RCYB); Stan

Kinard for Third World Affairs; Carlos

Valdes for the International Students
Association; Elise Kohke. an out of state

student; and Eda DiBiccari from SUPE.

Meal prices could rise

A $30 per year increase in the cost of

University meal plans is being sought. Page

3.

UM prof probes Venus

A UMass professor is assisting in gather

ing data on the first in a series of am-

bitious probes of the mystery planet

Venus. Story, photo page 2.
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Protestors, oil strike plague Shah
Collegian wire reports
TEHRAN, /ran- Imperial troops battled

armed demonstrators after curfew in riot-

torn Tehran last night and a new strike by
oil workers seriously threatened the already
shaky government of Shah Mohammed
RezaPahlavi
The martial law governor of Tehran

disclosed for the first time yesterday that
troops had confronted armed
demonstrators in the past several days,
raising fears of an even tougher crackdown
on anti-shah protesters

Power blackouts hit sections of the
capital, which was reported retatively calm
in the fourth straight night of clashes,

despite protesters running through the
streets shouting. "Down with the shah!"
Gunfire was heard in several sections of

the capital, but most of the shots were
reportedly aimed over the heads of
demonstrators There was no word on the
type of weapons used by the protesters

Youthful protesters also set fire to a bank
in the heart of the city, causing con-

siderable damage. But otherwise the ar-

mored military patrols stationed at key
points in the city seemed generally in con
trol.

The government reported its troops killed

17 persons and wounded 50 in Tehran and
the southern city of Isfahan since the latest
violence exploded Friday night. But
diplomatic sources put the death toll at
more than 30 here and in provincial cities,

and some of tf>e shah's opponents claim as
many as 3,000 persons have been K ^

' a
figure most observers believe to be wildly
exaggerdted

Were fighting to the death now. We
have shed too much blood to stop, " one
militant who identified himself only as
Hassan told a reporter at the burial of a
half do^en slain protesters in a Tehran
cemetery

The US Embassy warned the 41,000
Americans in Iran "very discreet behavior is

required" during the approaching Moslem
holy days of Tessua and Ashure, Dec. 10

Abortion laws may
violate church-state split

Associated Press
NEW YORK Propor>ents of women's

abortion rights said yesterday that "an
intense religious mobili/ation led by the
Roman Catholic Church " has produced
laws restricting government funding of

abortions for the poor
RhornJa Copalon an attorney for the

Center for Constitutional Rights, told a
federal court that the laws, particularly the
Hyde amen(1m«>nt limiting federal funding
of abortions, violate the constitutional

separation of church and state

"There must be a reason why the abortion
issue defies traditional political alliances.

"

Ms Copelon said The reason is none
other than the religious nature of the
mobilization The religious goal of the laws
become clear

"

U S District Judge John F Doulmg Jr .

who presided ov€fr the final day of hearings
•n a suit over federal funding of abortions,
challenged Ms Copelon's cootention that

the anti abortion position is irrjtional and
based solely on religious tenets

"I don't think its fair to say that because a
particular view parallels a religious espousal
we can say it is religious. Dooling said

We know vou don't have urwmmity in any
feligion

Richard Caro. the assistant U S attorrwy
representing the federal government,
argued that opposition to abortion under a

variety of circumstances may coincide with
a religious belief but can be reached
philosophically or politically"

"We don't thing the motivation of per

sonal congressmen who favored
withholding of federal abortion funds nnay
be examined, ' Carosaid
The plaintiffs in the case, women who

were pregnant at the time the suit was
filed, their physicians and abortion njhts
advocates, contend that Congress woulo
not have restricted federal funding tor

abortion if the Roman Catholic Church had
not made the issue its principn! political

issue

They presented documents to the court to
show that the self stylod "nght to life"

movement is heavily influenced by tfie

Roman Catholic hieiarchy and church
funds
Ms Copelon said that most Protestant
and Jewish religions reject the Catholic
doctrine that the fetus is a human t>eing,

and that abortion is tantamount to murder.
Abortion may t>e desirable or personally

unthinkable," she said, adding that the
U S Constitution prohibits imposing one
intensely religious view on another
Earlier, abortion rights advocates,
government attorneys and Doling agreed
that federal law could require states to

abarvlon their Medicaid programs if they
refuse to pay for medically necessary
abortions

None of those involved in the key abortion
funding case rtscommended abolishing
Medicaid for the poor, but they suggested
there IS a conflict between the 1965 law
establishing the Medicaid program and the
Hyde amendment, which withholds federal

money for nearly all abortions

Japan: More dollar aid needed
Associated Press

TOKYO Japan's new prime minister,

foreseeing continued troubles for the

dollar, called yesterday for a tripling of

President Carter's $30 billion "defense

fund' for buying up surplus dollars around
the world

.

"We need a fund tf>at is capable of

withstanding the effects of speculators."

Masayoshi Qhira said in an interview with

The Associated Press just two days tiefore

he IS to be parliament ''^''^f"©*^ ^s prime
minister by Panament
In a party election last week, the 68- year-

old former finance minister ousted Prime
Minister Takeo Fukuda from the leadership

of tf>e ruling Liberal Democratic Party.

Qhira also said in the interview he sees

little chance that Japan will . meet its

promise of achieving a 7 percent economic
growth rate for the current fiscal year, a

goal set by Fukuda at the Bonn summit
meeting of Western powers and Japan last

July

After a two year slide in the value of the
dollar against other currencies. Carter on
Nov. 1 announced a comprehensive plan

for t)olstering the US currency. A key
measure is the borrowing of up to $30
billion in strong foreign currencies,
primarily Japanese, West German and
Swiss, to buy up surplus dollars on the

money market
Since then dollar purchases by the US

Federal Reserve, in partnership with the

government banks of Japan and other

nations, have sent the dollar soaring
against major currencies
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The opposition is both religious and
political orthodox Moslenns who want to

reverse the shah's Westernization of this

traditional Islamic society, and political

dissidents who want to end his

authoritarian rule.

Sources said the new slowdown by many
of the 37.000 man work force in Iran's

southwestern Khuzestan oil fields im-

mediately cut Iran's daily oil production by
2 million barrels, one third of the normal

level.

"We expect tf>e slowdowns to get worse
tomorrow and production to drop even fur

ther. ' one well placed source said.

Sources in the oil fields said the refinery

at Abadan on the Persian Gulf was not af-

fected by the slowdown yesterday but pro-

bably would be today along with at least

two of four offshore fields in the gulf.

Iran, the world's No. 2 petroleum ex-

porter, depends heavily on its oil revenues.
A 15-day strike by oil-industry workers last

month cut the flow of oil to a trickle and
cost the national treasury more than $1

billion in lost revenue.

Gen. Gholam Ali Oweisi. martial law ad-

ministrator of Tehran, said for the first time
in a radio broadcast last night that troops
ahd been killed in clashes with armed
demonstrators.

An artists conception of Pioneer Venus I as it goes into orbit around the

planet. (NASA sketch)

UM prof sits In mission

control wijiie first U.S.

satellite orbits Venus
By KEITH L BEASLEY
Collegian Staff

and United Press International

America's newest pioneer went into orbit

around Venus yesterday morning while

Prof George McGill, head of the UMass
Geology Geography Department, watched
from mission control.

Pioneer Venus I ended a 300- million mile

trip just before 11 a.m. yesterday when a

30 second retro rocket blast sent the Or

biter into an elliptical path around the

planet.

McGill, a part of the scientific team
assigned to the mission, will analyze radar

information sent back from the Orbiter. The
information hopefully will enable scientists

to develop a contour map of more than half

the planet's surface.

"I'm supposed to use the information to

describe and interpret the surface of the

planet." said McGill.

McGill has studied planetary geology for

eight years and has met with the mission's

Science Steering Committee several times

each year since 1974.

The mission is controiieo trom the Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, California

by a team of engineers and over three

dozen scientists from the SSG.
The satellite entered orbit behind Venus

out of contact with earth tracking stations.

After nineteen minutes it emerged almost

exactly when predicted.

"The spacecraft operated precisely as an-

ticipated," said Robert Hosteter, mission

operations manager, at a news briefing

following the maneuver.
On Saturday, Pioneer II and it's four pro-

bes will arrive and plummet into the dense
Venusian atmosphere. Pioneer II will take

measurements of the upper atmosphere
before it burns up, while the probes con-

tinue down for measurements of the lower

atmosphere. The probes are spaced 6,000

miles apart and not designed to survive im-

pact. It will take about an hour for the pro-

bes to reach the surface.

Scientists hoF>e data accumulated from

the mission will provide new clues to the

origins of Venus' deadly hothouse at-

mosphere, where the swift-moving clouds

trap sunlight which keeps the planet's sur-

face hot enough to melt lead.

"People are wondering how it got that

way," said McGill. (They want to know)
"are we doing anything to our atmosphere
that might nudge ours in that direction."

The Orbiter will dip within 90 miles of

Venus at its closest approach and swing

out 41 ,000 miles into space at its outermost

point. It carries 12 experiments, most of

them taking measurements of the planet's

outer atmosphere during its closest ap

proach.

The new satellite is expected to circle

Venus for at least 243 Earth days. A Venu-

sian year is 225 days.

DC seeks
$30 hike

in plan
By ELL EfV DAVIS
Collegian Staff

The University Food Services director last
night requested a $30 per year increase in
the cost of University meal plans
Director Arthur Waren said the increases

are needed because of an expected 8 10
percent increase in food costs, according
to economists, and scheduled rises in
student and emjjJoyee salaries.

Warren made his request of the Student
Government Association Rents and Fees
Committee, which last night began
hearings on proposed budget increases for
fiscal year 1980.

The Intramurals Office also requested a
$8 50 raise in the General Recreational and
Intramural Fee of $20 being paid by fresh
men and first semester transfer students.
The hike is needed to cover an increase in

salaries of student employees, an ex
pansion of the club sports program, and
increased costs of equipment, according to
Intramural Director Ted Schmitt
If the increase is not granted, recreational

sports activities may have to be cut,Schmitt
said This is the first increase the depart
ment has sought in the last ten years. The
department currently has a $65,000 deficit,
and IS predicting a $90,000 deficit for fiscal
year 1960.

John Voipe and Al Rufe of the Athletic
Department also presented a proposal to
increase the cost of one string of bowling at
Boyden Gymr>asium to 75 cents from the
current price of 60 cents The irKrease is

necessary because the bowling alley had a
deficit of $3,400 from last year, and more
money is needed to cover rising costs of
equipment, maintenance, and labor, they
said Hours of the bowling alley may have
to be cut if tf>e increase is not granted,
Volpesaid.
The committee's hearings will continue

tonight at 7:00 p m in Campus Center 162
175. Proposed budget increases will be
presented from the Community
Development Center, Recognized Student
Organizations, the Distinguished Visitors
Program, Health Services, Residence Halls,
and Family housing
The committee's recommendations on the

increases will be given to the student
senate tomorrow. The ser^te's recom-
mendations will then be given to the Board
of Trustees, who will make the final

decision on the increases in the spring.

Vets seek
'tots toys

'

By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

UMass senior Marty Kaplan is a retired
Marine who "loves little kids " Because he
said he feels the University should be doing
more for the young, Kaplan is starting a
new Christmas program on campus Toys
for Tots.

The program, sponsored by the Veterans
Service Organization and Beta Chi - the
veterans fraternity on campus wifl seek to
collect usable toys which the Manne Corps
Reserve will distribute to local hospitals,
orphanages, churches, and the Salvation
Army, where they can be picked up by the
needy, Kaplan said.

Kaplan, a member of both veterans
groups, said money for the program was
also donated by the Undergraduate and
Graduate student senates and the com-
muter collective

To collect toys, a disco dance is scheduled
for Friday at 8 p.m. in the Hatch.
Admission to the dance will be one ser-
viceable toy, unwrapped. A $2 donation
will also be accepted, but toys are
preferred, he said.

The dance is open to everyone and $600 in

door prizes will be awarded to participants.
Prizes include a weekend in New York
worth $263, donated by the Campus Center
Travel; 12 bottles of hard liquor from
Spirit Haus; any record from the Student
Record Co-op, jewelry from vendor John
Harrison; a wine, cheese and fruit basket
from People's Market; and more.
Those unable to attend the dance FriJay
may donate toys this weekend at collection
centers in'the Newman Center, the Faculty
Club, Whitmore administration building,

the Campus Center and all three dining
commons on campus.
Kaplan said he plans to make the Toys for

Tots program. an annual event with even
bigger prizes next year.

"it's one thing the University can do for
the town," he said.
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Selectmen consider request on
Belchertown water problem
By PA TRICIA KEEFE
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen n>et a
half hour early m executive session last
night to discuss a request from Belcher
town selectmen that Amehrst consider
water main extensions to Belchertown
Collective bargaining strategy was also
discussed.

Amherst recently completed tests of wells
in the Lawrence Swamp area, where some
Belchertown residents have claimed their
wells have gone dry. Test results are ex
pected soon and a consultant's report says
the incidents are unrelated.

Selectman Nathaniel Reed said the water
main extension is a long term solution.
"We will do all we can to help Belcher-
town; they have been good neighbors," he
said "But it all depends on the reports
from Geraghty and Miller. Inc

Reed said a decision to build an extension
to the center will depend on whether there
is sufficient water and whether treatment
of the water is both feasible and mexpen
sive If those conditions are met, he said,

implementation would probably take 3-4
years.

Currently, Amherst is supplying Belcher-
town with water for a 1500 gallon tank, us-
ed to deliver water to those in need Town
Manager A Louis Hayward said he told
Belchertown Selectmen W.G. Whitlock
and Shirley Dorey that Amherst would con
tinue to supply the town with water three
times a week. Hayward described the
amount as "a minimal amount in terms of
our water supply."

Hayward also suggested at that meeting
that Belchertown could formalize what its

needs were in a report to the Amherst

Selectmen, including individual interests of
people involved, possibility of state and
federal aid, and whether it might be feasible
tor individuals involved to dig deeper wells

Selectman William C Atkins said This is

a touchy situation, people are mad, they
talk to their neighbors and begin to believe
things aren t true." He cautioned the board
to be careful in their actions

In other business, the board unaninxiusly
approved a bid of 5.04 percent interest on
bonds that were submitted by Valley Bank
and Trust Company. The town plans to
borrow money in anticipation of $64,700 in
state grants to finance construction on Bay
Road

The board also approved a proposal for a
Special Allocation Grant from HUD by
Chris Palames of the Stavros Foundation.

Report on new strain of VD
'sensational/ says UMass doctor
By DONNA SULLIVAN
Cnllegian Staff

A University Health Services doctor is

dismissing as s/?nsationalism a report about
a new strain of venereal disease that is

"found predominantly among middle-class
suburbanites and college students (and) is

spreading like wildfire throughout the state,
nation, and world."

The doctor, who asked not tc be iden-
tified, said the new strain, known as NGU,
has not been neglected by health officials,

as an article in the Boston Globe stated.

"NGU hasn't been neglected," he said.

"There's just been no label to put on it."

Judith Sharpe, a part-time public health

registered nurse, said the new strain,

"though not easily identified," has drawn
the attention of health officials.

One cause of NGU, said the doctor, is a

germ known as Chlamydia, which is hard to

detect and doesn't show up in cultures.

According to the Globe article. Dr.
Nicholas Fiumare, director of the state
Division of Communicable Diseases, warns
that "NGU does not cause severe pain in

men that often leads to treatment, but can
inflame pelvic organs, leading to sterility.

There are, in some patients, no symp-
toms

"

The Globe article states that "in 22
hospital clinics in Massachusetts, NGU is

the No. 1 venereal disease." The health
services doctor said he concurs with that

statement, and said NGU is the most
prevalent type of venereal disease at

UMass because it encompasses several

germs.

The doctor said the disease "hasn't been
seen more in this past month than it has in

the past two months or the past year.

"Spreading like wildfire," is blown up and
over-amplified, Sharpe said. Where the
emphasis was on how fast and far NGU is

spreading, it should have been on the
importance of treating contacts, as females
are threatened with the consequence of
sterility, she said.

NGU is similar to NSU, or non-specific
urethritis, another strain of VD, according
to Sharpe. NSU is the rr>ost common
urologic problem among young adult men,
a health services pamphlet says, and there
are many causes of NSU. Some cases are
reported to have been caused by factors
other t^an sexual activity, such as poor
hygiene and consumption of large amounts
of alcohol, spices, or caffeine, which may
irritate the urethra, it said.
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Grad student unit again renews recognition push
Tuesday, Decembers, 1978 j CoHe^ian 5

By MAR/E STUCKEY
Coilegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate last night
voted to "urge the University ad
ministration to recognize the Graduate
Student Employees Union as a legal
bargaining unit for graduate employees and
to begin negotiations with the GSEU on a
graduate employees contract

'

'

They also voted to support a GSEU
proposal to raise the current $3,600
graduate stipend to $6,250 This figure
would be half the normal salary for
beginning professors, which the ad
ministration has said would be a fair stipend
for teachers' assistants.

After a discussion of the Amherst Board
of Health s refusal to inspect University
housing, the senate voted to oppose any

Senate leader hurt,

wife killed in crash
ANCHORAGE. Alaska (AP) Senate

Minority Whip Ted Stevens. R Alaska, was
seriously hurt and his wife. Ann, reportedly
was killed yesterday when the pnvate plane
they were in crashed at Anchorage
international Airport
Stevens was listed in serious but stable

condition at Providence Hospital here,
according lo nursing supervtsw Yvonne
Cairns She said he suffered possible head,
arm and neck injuries

She said Stevens was "alert and awake "

Witnesses at the scene said Mrs Stevens
was killed

Another passenger in the plane was
reportpd in stable ronrlifinn ,if thp hosnifal

but his injuries were not immediately
known It was not known how many others
were on board the plane.
In his post as whip, Stevens is the

assistant minority leader in the Senate
Stevens wife, Ann, also was reportedly

on the plane.

The Ldar jet crashed while attempting to
land. It broke into four pieces
The plane was en route from Juneau,

Alaska s state capital, to Anchorage It was
owned by Inlet Marine Inc

Stevens, 55. was re elected to his second
full term in November, winning more than
75 percent of the votp

Ne^rslines
Live tree banned in dormitories

Holiday season dorrmtory decorations may not include live trees, in compliance with
state Fire Prevontmn Regulations and University policy Metal and artificial tree;, are
allowed in «1ormitnrtes. but indirect lighting is recomrrwnded by the UMass Environ
mental Health and Safety Office
The «! nt also suggestetl siuflpnts not use extension cords and remembrr to

turn oti .; ;,:i'.*nd extinguish all candles before leaving dormitory rooms
Flammable decorations are not allowtiil in rorndors. stairwells lobbies and lounges of

•f of UMass ftfp ni '^d state law Noncombiist'hie or flame
r> art- allowed in tht

Panel set on downtowns' futures
A panel i' n on the future of downtown areas is scheduled for Thursday at 8pm in th« , Community Center
The panel is expected to include the Mayor of Ithaca, NY. Edward Conley, Frank

Keefe. Director of the Massachusetts Office of State Planning, Amherst Selectman
Nancy Eddy. Merle Howes, president of the Amherst Economic Development Cor
poration, and William McKeen of the Amherst Chamber of Commerce Representatives
of Pyramid Companies of Dewitt, N Y

, developers of the Hampshire Mall in Hadley,
have also been invited

The discussion will center on revitaliMtion efforts for downtown areas It is sponsored
jointly by Hampshire College, the Valley Advocate, and the Amherst Redevelopment
Authority.

TODAY!
AIR-BRUSH DEIVIONSTRATION

By a professional illustrator

Robert Pascal.

Sponsored by the Badger
Air-Brush Company and
the University Store.

If you are interested in what
air-brushes can do or if you have

specific air-brush technique

questions—

COME IN!

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
PRICES ON OUR AIR-BRUSH
EOUIPMENT

at the art store within a store

CBTPpus center /univ. of oiass. /amherst

rent increases until housing conditions
comply with the Massachusetts sanitary
code.

In committee appointments, the senate
elected Jill Berkson as senate represen
tative to the newly formed Committee for
the Prevention of Vandalism on Campus.
Berkson said she favors realistic en
forcement of alcohol regulations, and urges

construction of more intimate dorm
communities to discourage student
alienation.

Graduate assistant stipends have not been
increased since 1973, and the union feels
the increase will allow for the 50 percent
cost of living increase since then. The
increase, says the union, will also allow for
a heavier teaching load.

TUESDAYS

^•Happy ^*I loijT

8:30 til 1

— Free Food til 11 —
|V(hil< it Lasts.)

•Special Drinks •

• Promotions

•T-Shirts»

Oldies •

^

cJjarlies
TONIGHT-

Shof & Beer

Night

S^eeial

Prices

IIX III

(ILYT^

till one

DAILY

HAPPY HOUR
3-8 P.M.

LARGEST DRAFT
IN TOWN .50

MOST BAR DRINKSI
.85

P^AY ST^ Amherst. Mass. 549-54031

Around the nation
Execution stayed
for Utah killers
SALT LAKE CITY \AP\J\\e Utah
Supreme Court stayed the double execu
tion of convicted killers Dale Pierre and
William Andrews yesterday less than three
days before they would have been shot.
Their attorneys said issues involving race

and capital punishment had not been
heard. They will be able to make their

arguments in an appeal before the state
Supreme Court. No date has been set for
that hearing.

Oh boy, we got a stay," said defense at
torney John Caine as the ruling was read.
Pierre and Andrews, both black, were

convicted in the torture slayings of three
persons during a holdup in Ogden four
years ago.

Guyana victim left

son $7.5 million
M£\4PHIS. re/jfi.|(/f/l-Lawver Mark
Lane said yesterday the son of an eJderfy
member of the People's Temple m?y be the
sole heir to the cult's $7.5 million estate.
Lane said the cult's founder, the Rev. Jim

Jones, transferred funds in two bank ac-
counts in Panama and in Switzerland to the
woman who is i>e'ieved among the more
than 900 victims of the cult's mass suicide
in Guyana latt month without her
knowledge

Kent State trial

opens in Cleveland
CLEVELAND IC/P/I The Kent State civii

trial over the shooting of students on the
campus in 1970 began yesterday with pro
spective |urors filling out private question

naires and being questioned in the trial

judge's chambers.
Jury selection is usually held in open

court, but US District Judge William K.
Thomas, apparently mindful of a threat to a
juror in the first trial of the case, chose the
private route in the retrial of the case.
Besides secret questionnaires and in-

camera questioning, lawyers for both sides
in the case must file written challenges to
any prospective juror.

San Francisco names
woman
SAN FRANCISCO 14^1 City Supen/isor

Dianne Feinstein, who tearfully announced
the assassination of Mayor George
Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk last
week, was named yesterday to replace
Moscone and becorrw San Frartcisco's first

woman mayor

.

One of her first duties will b^ appoint
three city supervisors- one to replace
herself, one to replace Milk and one to
replace former Supervisor Dan White, who
recently resigned and has been charged
with the shootings of Moscone and Milk.
Ms. Feinstein, 45, is the ninth woman in

the country to run a city with a population
over 100.000. Only women mayors in San
Antonio and Phoenix have larger consti-
tuencies.

Ford suggests Nixon
stay out of politics
PROVO. Utah \UPI\former President

Gerald Ford yesterday said Richard Nixon
should stay out of politics

"I think Nixon will be well advised to stay
in the background, and I think that would
be the reaction of most party leaders across
the country, " Ford told a news conference
at Brigham Young University, where he is

spending two days lectunng on law,
business and political science.

Arrest made in
Bellotti kidnapping
DEDHAM (UP!) Arrest warrants were

issued yesterday for Alfred C. MacKinnon,
25. of Quincy, for allegedly kidnapping the
daughter of Massachusetts Attorney
General Francis X. Bellotti.

MacKinnon, the son of Quincy physician
Dr. George MacKinnon, was still at large
last night

Hit-and-run police
death arrests made
NEWTON (AP) Five Boston men were

arraigned yesterday on charges of first

degree murder, armed robbery and larceny

of a motor vehicle in connection with the
hit and run death of a Newton Police
sergeant.

Arraigned on the charges m Newton
District Court were Kevin Blackwood, 22.
William J. Foley. 22; William G. Lydon, 20;
Harold D. Crewe Jr , 22; and Harold Gray,
20

Fiedler released
from Tufts" hospital
BOSTON (UPI) Arthur Fiedler, oc-

togenerain conductor of the Boston Pops,
has been released from Tufts New England
Medical Center following a five-day stay for
exhaustion.

i I i 1

itieii% nite...

2€% €fff!
ALL NGN SALE' ITEMS

wed. dec.e-(^pm til?

mai^ic cicthes
VISA AND MASTERCHARGE

HAMPSHIRE MALL

HOUSTON - Linda Boyd, 16, carries a coat and a pair of wooden shoas away
from her home which burned early yesterday Nine oersons died in the fire,

which she escaped. Six of the victims were children, and firefighters blamed
the blaze on a makeshift, illegal gas connection. (UPI)
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advertisement

Against Out-of-State
Tuition Hil<es

Wednesday, Dec. 6
1:00 p.m. S.U.B.

IVIarch

(Memorial Hall -1:00p.m.)

Mtg

Demand
that the Trustees not
raise tuition

they act in support of
the repeal bill

Don't let the trustees get on top of you!

Coalition to Stop Out-of-State Tuition Hikes
Say Jay. you did it again

LETTERS
University

wastes energy

To the Editor:

/ would like to bring to general atten
tion the outright waste of our valuable
energy throughout dorms, lecture halls,

and other such rooms throughout this

campus where students, as well as facul-

ty, spend much time
I am referring to the high and

sometimes unbearable temperatures
which these places are kept at And, if the
temperatures aren't high then they are
seemingly below freezing conditions.

Whichever case, the classrooms or
dorms are never /ust right, temperature
wise. Tftere extsts a definite heat distnbu
tion problem ^nd nobody seems to tie

correcting this problem.
In one of my classes, room J 13 in the

Graduate Research Towers, it was 76
degrees Most of the students in that
class found it very ftard to breathe never
mind concentrate.

Some students have found one way of
solving the overheated problem in tfteir

dormitory. They open their windows to

let the fresh cool air in and tt>e stuffy air

out
Now. this IS a sinful waste of our fieat

energy but what other alternatives are left

with to relieve these stuffy conditions^
We have no control of thie tttermostats

We complain but that doesn't guarantee
prompt service.

I can think of one solution but it might
require a little extra work on somebody's
part. A sofution is to set tfte tftermostats

at 68 degrees everywhere so tfuit they
don't fluctuate from room to room or
from dorm to dorm This is much like pert
of President Carter's request for he^ir}g
to conserve energy in our country

This fteat distribution problem is real

and needs prompt attention. NOW Set
ting tfye ttternwstats at 68 degrees wiK be
rrwre conducive to comfortable condi
tions and conserve energy in the long run

Oonrui Magrath
Orchard Hill

A community
college

To the Editor:

This summer Beacon Hill approved a
rider on education bill no 7061 001 1 tfiat

amends the formula for calculating the
tuition for non-resident students at the
University of Massachusetts This
amendment mandates a tuition hike of up
to $4,200 per person, an increase of
$2,650 from the present $1,550; a 170
percent increase applying to both
presently enrolled students at the
University and incoming students. The
purpose of this amendment is to gain
revenue for the commonwealth but this

.attempt to procure monies, presumable
to improve the quality of education at
UMass . will be totally ineffective'

There is no guarantee that tuition money
will be added to the University's budget
as all ' wfi.es are deposited into the state's
general budget and then dispersed among
the various state departments Secondly,
a ma/onty of the out of state students will

be forced to leave if iuch a drastic hike is

implemented lover 60 percent of these
students come from families that have an
annual income of $ 18, 000 or less. This
would also cause the financial aid form
the federal government to drop because
the government bases the amount of aid
given on the cost per capita per
education. If the full time enrollment
dropped due to out of state students the
average cost of an education at UMass
drops \as out of state students do pay
more] causing the amount of aid available
to decrease.

Not only is this ammendment ineffective

but It IS harmful to all the students at

UMass resident and nun resident alike.

One of the main goals of a university

structure is to provide students exposure
to different valuse and lifestyles, enabling
them to achieve a realistic view and
tolerance of varied cultures. If a radical
tuition hike isjyut into effect, UMass will

become a cultural exchange program
between Boston, Worcester, and
Springfield as non resident students will

be forced to leave.

The university one attends is an im-
portant decision that should be based on
the academic curriculum available, the
location of the school and its atmosphere
ard sue. This choice of an educational
institution should not be determined on
the basis of how much one inherits from
one's grandmother or how rich one's
parents may be Most other nations in the
Western World recogniie that people
attend institutions of higher education to
acquire skills that members of the society
must have if it is to survive. Because of
this belief, university education is free in
almost every country Education allows
for a 50 50 trade off between society and
the individual the person supplies his or
her time in educating themselves and later
provides their skills to the society, while
the society furnishes the educational
labilities at a portion of the cost
Ultimately it is the society that loses by
proicing people out of an education

i

Granted, cutbacks on our exhorbitant
government spending must begin
somewhere, but this is an example of
perverted pno/ities Our country prides
Itself on being a land of growth, a land in
which one is able to nse utilizing the tools
of education This amendment is denying
a value that has long been established in
America, the right of one to an education
Economic class pre/udice is every bit as
insidious as racism, sexism, anti-
semitism. and every ottter bias which has
been used to deny human beings their
right to equal treatment in general, and
equal access to fugfier education in
particular.

Inflation is a recognized economic factor
so one IS able to understand the request
for some increase in tuition but only a
drastically reduced hike; 'he Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education states
that increases in tuition should not exceed
to 12 percent. Carnegie Commission of
Higher Education states tf)at increases in

tuition should not exceed 10- 12 percent.
Carter has set an anti inflationary limit of
6 pefcent, the non resident UMaas
students are being presented with a
possible 170 increase. This is beyond
inflationary' I am a voting, tax paying
resident of Massachusetts, hence
financially unaffected, and find this

amendment totally unacceptable

As It stands, students will be required to
pay the determined increase in the fall of
1979, regardless of their class standmq
Nancy Friedland, a sophomore at UMass
from New Jersey, is now in an upsetting
and frustrating dilemma The major she
came here to participate in, STEPIC, is

unique to this university, she can not
allord to pay a large increase in tuition
and would be forced to transfer to
another school of such an exorbitant
increase is implemented, her situation
would be worse if she was one of the non-
resident juniors already firmly established
in their ma/or.

The University of Massachusetts at
Amherst is located in one of the most
beautiful areas of the country, has an
abundance of cultural opportunities and
offers almost every possible course
imaginable, it would be a shame to see it

change into a community college.

Melanie Collier

Southwest

NOTICE
The Editorial department of the

Collegian will be taking applications for

the paid position of Assistant Executive
Editor and a graphic arts person who
would be responsible for graphics on the
editorial pages and for other Collegian
departments If you are interested, come
down to the Collegian office and ask for

Daniel Guidera, Executive Editor, or call

the Collegian office at 545 3500.
We are also looking for people to write

columns, do occasional art work, learn

newspaper layout and copy editing. If you
are interested in writing or doing
graphics, come down to the office with a
sample and leave your name and
telephone with the editorial department.
If you are interested in layout or copy
editing, leave your name also, and we'll

contact you at the beginning of the
semester
The Colleguin office is located at the

bottom floor of the campus center. The
Collegi.in is an equal opportunity em
ployer. •

Collegian
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'No' to tuition hike
By MICHAEL HILLARD
The proposed increase in out-of-state

tuition >s a matter of major concern for all

students in the Massachusetts system of

higher education. The increase, which
could amount to 250 percent, would have
a far reaching affect on tf>e university as a
whole. For this reason, it is important to

understand the immediate affects of the
increase on the UMass community, as
well as its long run ramifications. In light

of the damage that would result, SURE
believes that action taken to stop its im-

plementation is of the utmost im-
portance.
The proposal was first passed as a rider

attached to the 1979 educational budget
allocated by the Massachusetts State
Legislature. Tfie state rationalizes the
measure in several ways First, increasing

out of state tuition is viewed as a means
of increasing revenue for the University.

Since out -of state students do not con-
tribute to the cost of higher education
through state taxes, it is argued that they
should compensate for this by paying
more tuition. However, this assumed
parallel between increased tuition and in

creased state expenditures on education
is grossly inaccurate. The tuition col

lected by the University is not directly

channeled to the University budget,
rather, it is placed in a general tax fund.
This general fund, in turn, is distributed

by the legislature to many different areas
in the state's overall budget. In light of

this. It is false to assume that any increase
of tuition would have an impact on the
University budget.
Fitting such a drastic proposal into a

larger picture of the retrenchment in

public higher education shows how ad
ding a relatively small amount of revenue
to the state tax fund dows not merit the

drastic changes that would result for out-

of staters and the decrease of quality

education as a whole. The increases
would eliminate a large percentage of

foreign students It would also place
hardship on those that remain, since few
students are able to obtain work permits
in this country Implementation of the in-

crease would destroy the diversity that
helps make our university the quality in-

stitution that It IS. Finally we can not
stand back and allow our fellow students,
whose lives will be drastically affected by
this act, to just "fend for themselves."
This points to a second concern. In-

creasing out of state tuition is fully con-
sonant with the national and state trend
of public higher education. First proposed
by tf»e Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education in 1969, and presently em
bodied in the spirit and letter of the Parks
Plan for reorganisation, Massachusetts
politicians and private educational institu-

tions have backed a plan requiring a ma-
|or overhaul in the state system The goal
of this reorganization is to make the
private and public sectors more com-
petitive by raising tuition in public col-

leges and universities. Secondly, through
the guise of "eliminating duplications and
marginal programs "

it seeks to reduce
public educatic.i to a vocationally
oriented program.
Even though this issue, on the surface of

things, appears to affect only a few, it in

fact affects us all. If the powers that be in

higher education can take advantage of
this situation, they surely will feel com-
pelled to implement the larger agenda as
well. A next step will be an increase of in-

state tuition. SUPE, in coalition with
other groups on campus, is organizing a
rally to stop the proposed increase of out-
of state tuition on Wednesday Dec. 6th,
at 1.O0 p.m. in the S U.B. We will then
proceed to the Board of Trustee's
Meeting at Memorial Hall to present our
demands. We urge all to attend the rally.

The university must not become a thing
of the past.

Michael Hillard is a member of Students
United for Public Education
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Tha Collugmn it a member of the Associated Press and subscribes to United

Press Intarnatioral. Publication of their material does not constitute andorsamant
The Colltgitn is a member of Columt>ia Scholastic Pre«s Association, The

College Pr«as Service, The Tacific News Service ar^d the CKnattan Science

Monitor News Service

The Colltgitn strives to prini only advertising which i* truthful and complata.

but final rvsponsibiMv for all advertising lias with tha mdhriduf ' advartiear*.
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Adult Entertainment
MAJESTIC CINEMA

84 Cottage St (Rt 141)

E hampton MA. 527 2346

Nov 2»^D«c 5 •

CANDY STRIPPER 7 30
FANTASEX 8 50

Mat Thurs ft Fri 1 30
Under 21 not admitted

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

MATISIIAli

OOH aiOJ Quit* «»DH» u>s

MIMAL
IMUfV

Starring John Balushi
Today at (TLS 6 15) t 45

When f««t need a frienda

htm9 •rHvsd—Wl«t*r CI«i|S
y M««saMt St. (c«n»«r of Main )

Downtown Nortkampton

ISRAEL BOUND?
Need info on:

Univ. in Israel

Kibbutz volunteer

Ulpan

W.U.J.S.. etc.?

All Questions Answered

on Tues., Dec. 5

from 4— 6:30

in

C.C. 804

To set up interview or for more info

call Julia 253 7138 or 545 2526

sponsored by the UMass Zionist Alliance

To
• *•

piai«>

.tf i.H

} 4S

» c Id^sified dd S' .(

1 l»t K M«4t.l>

.-•
i

AUTO fOR SALE

1972 VW Bus Piir-fht; type fncjirte four

s{)»**h1 "ijnudi 9000 rti, on < omp(ete eng
'»'t)uiiO BO will consider Iradp call Brian

M5 0479

1974 Ouster (iceltent condition $1700.

546 4599

69 Volvo 142. ijOMd uumlitiun AM fM.
snow tires new dutch 549 0156. eve»i

ings

71 Vega GT. 4 speed, low mileage $300 or

best offer can 546 1186 ash for Skip

1971 VW Squareback. good cond tiew

batt strong enq ne $850 BO. 549 4814

•v«r

W Volvo i22S SW. body great, best offer.

584 9203

ENTERTAINMENT _

Hottatt band around' Smooth Satimg
'

for book '^gs anywHe'e can John.
546 4646

FOR RENT

LQE aunny room private entrance kitchen

priveieges DS'iong $30 whiy includes

util.ties, 584 1542

2 roomt available house -Montague
$105 mo

.
8" utilities included, wood heat.

Avail immea 367 2424. eves

Must rant immedl 2 bdrm apt . N hemp
avail Dec VAug 31. $195 Plus can after

11 p.m . 584 9205 or daily 263 7436

Mature atudantt. roon^ m Beichertown.

on bus rt . 8 n^i for campus, please can,

323 4782. ask for Mike or Burke $150.

thanks

For root -4 bdrms m co op veg country

household m Sunderland Near UMass bus
Wood & Oil heat Women preferred Small

grps weicorrve Lease Jan May. 665 7586.

665 4854

Quiet non-smoker wanted for own rm
in 2 bedrm apt . Amherst Center Avail

after 12 '20 $92 50 • Call 253 7986 esp

after 6pm
FOR SALE

Yamaha FG2eO 12 string $130. 6 8479

6-string guitar: Ovation Balladere only 4

months old. with case $325 00 call

2683M1
Humanic Oynafit ski boots Sue 12

Good condition $35 00 546 4552

Sears BSR Turntable new $85 or BO
Bruce. 546 7083

Studio bed. sofa (needing repair) 9 • 12'

pink rug. hike ski rack Call 367 2130

For sale 69 Dodge Coronet 500 w crack

ed block, new battery brakes m cylinder

water pump $100 or rest offer. Boh 5 2150

Koflich ski b* i > 5t)uckl exc conri

S20 S49 0061 pve

Puma Zephyrs si/e 9% branrl new best

oHer, call 665 4849

Uniwfsitv Of 'V^asscJChuSi^rts/ Arr.hit'rs:

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESEIMTS

SPRINGFIELD
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

ROBERT GUTTER
C onduclor

Orchestra and Chorus

hANDeL's
MessiAh

Wednesday. December 13 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale General public $7 6 5 UMass
sluOenis $*) 4 3 Senior citizens and other students

$6.5 4

Fine Arts Center Box Gifice M-F 9-4. 545-251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations

HcMJun

Chevy Cho!

fQulRai|l
A New Comady Thrillar

Today at ITLStOO)$30

BOVS
FROM
BRAZIL

Final Week
Today at ITLS 6 00) 8 30

Tuesday, December 5, 1978 ,
iColle^ian

S<> dun'l g<> stTdighl

to see this m«»vie'

CHEECH &
CHONG'S
UP IN
SMOKE

5th Smash Weak
Today at ITLS 6 tS) 8 46

TT.Tnumil.li.ni.MWil/TllffTITyrfPTTTHMMTf.^il.T'

SPORTS PHONE!
Dial New York d irect for

• national scores and features!
Isi Addl
Mm Mm

Mon Fii 8a m Sp m 44< 30«

Sun Fn ip m II p m 28c 20(

Sun Tfi 1 1 p m '8a m I7« I2C

AIIDaySai I7e 12*

Sun 8o m -&p.m. 17« I2C

V212-9S9-1313
^M f^M Er>gland Telephone

Collegian
Classifieds

Wet suit. I i>irg<- Aihiu- stage used fv*

ii'M,.s e« condition $70 Brian 546 5089

72 Toyota, new exhaust radials AM FM
35 ">p<}. neods h»»ater S225 call J or-

247 5428

Mencel comps 195c w look nev bmds mint
Lond must sell l>est offer 586 6519

For sale. 1 pair brar>d new Solomon 555 ski

bindings Only $60' John 546 1442

Giant 4 N 4 rock posters, many different

groups, call 6 7555 U>t prices and info

Refrigerator ff hotplate both tor $75 or

BO like nfw ( all Kalhy. 546 7271

Fender Band Master. 50 watt guit<-ir amp
head w speaker $175 call Dave.
546 6028

Tibet XMas cards, dragon pamtmgs.
'ug call Allen 549 1479

Please buy my brown leather lacket. si/e

46 too big for me Worn less than 20 times,

asking $90 Can Dave 665 4237

Reiker ski boots women s si/e 7 $20
Call 256 0642

1200 new rock and lait LPs.
Underground Books 264 N Pleasant see

Mike

Gift idea; have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Deiap 256 8732 bet 9 10 a m

HELP WANTED

Community sarvica rep., grass root

public contact work as a liaison between
Red Cross blood services and UMass
students and employees Experience
desired m community organization educa
tion field or public relations Part time posi

tion approx 20 hrs per wk Send resume
to Red Sauiniei. Northeast Regional Red
Cross Services 63 Springfield St ,

Spr
ingfield MA 01 107, eq opp emp

LOST

Silver Eagle pin on Dec 1. extrenne sen
timentai value' Large reward, please call

586 4058

6 mos old Ger Shthair male, brown ft

grey, lost m N Amherst, call 549 1144

Reward - blue b white handmade mittens,

in Whitmore. 11 28 Please call 6 8266'

Lost -gold Cham at Pub, 11 9 78 sen

timentai value, please call 546 8654
reward

Prescription glasses, plastic nm light

pinkish gray please call Karen 546 6993

PERSONALS

Pat, to the greatest person I know Hap

py 19th, keep enioying' June

Singing Telegrams deliverjed on cannius

Ha»n'y Bir'^ulav siipcialty call J 6 9328

Hotel, an4 Restaurant management
Studenl WDu'fl 'ik»' to hf;,(r *foni i)th<n niaifs

in show "H" statf Photo snaps exrha'Mjed'

FCSCB meeting 5 College Student Boaid
•tiwfitii) TufSffdv De*. 5 Rm 804 CC
/ 3(1

Mike Haipin Mopf 21 is as good as 20
Aas' Best fri«»nds forever' Happy b rthday'
Lovi' Debbie Cmdy and Paul

Needed' - home for intelligent, adorable
nine week old puppy Free" Has shots Call

253 7274

Jane - you slea/e woman happy 20th'
You re getting older, not better, the red
light IS dimming how's bus«r>ess? The
nunnery.

Party in Daytona Beach for spring brk

sign up bfr Xmas and save, all inclusive,

call Joe. 253 2259 ^
Susan Pigface - happy 20th Almost legal

in Colorado Saturday, go for it PC. Tequila
and cookies Leonard Cohen fans

Students looking for a part time |ob with
flexible hours excellent income, and an op-
portunity to gam meaningful business ex
perienre' Northwestern Mutual Life intern

ship training session starting in Dec . con
tact Dana Barrows. 1 525 4591

RIDE WANTED
Need ride to Madison Wise , approx
Dec 10, gas ft driving shared, call

586 1/95

RIDERS WANTED

Driving to Florida after exams Need 2 or

3 people to nde along and share expenses
Call 253 5889 ask for Clyde

ROOM WANTED

2 or 1 bdrm. apt wanted for Spring sem
.

must be on bus route Call 546 9817

2 bdrm apt wanted m Amherst area in

bus route 665 7938. 7 11 p m
Looking for rm. to rent for next semest
Am quiet, vry studious, mature Jr Eng
maj Call John 6 6601

Female looking for own room starting

Jan 1 or Feb 1 665 7958 or 549 2803

ROOMMATE WANTED

Non-smoker to share two bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood.
South Amherst, rent $127 50 utilities.

253 3886, evenings and weekends in Jan
1

Share apt . bus rt
,
kp trying Janet.

549 1822

1 M wanted, own room nonsmoking Jan
1 or Feb 1 thru summer. $125 mo .

Paul,

665 7549

1 F roommate to share rm m 2 bdrm
Bnt Man apt . starting Jan 1 call

253 2858

Female to share 2 bdrm apt m S
Amherst starting Jan Call 253 2018

1 F wanted for own room nonsmoking F

Jan 1 thru summer, call 253 7149,

$130 nMh

Collegian classified rates are rla>iv 45c
D." i . 'ivP consecutive issues 40c per

lay 30 consecutive issues* 30c (ler

t ,.. ddy One line is roughly equ>valen|
lo 38 ' »>«!'.« ters

SERVICES
^

Cut heating bills -Caulking & weather-
strip |obs for January, call 527 5538

Don't let Santa's helpers np you off if

you ve had a consumer problem while
Christmas shopping, call Consumer Action.

545 0781 or 545 0199 Mon Fn
. 9 a m 8

p m . sponsored by MassPIRG

Pro typing, 75c pg^^^Lmda. 666^4789

Typing. IBM Selectric. quick service, low
rates, call Larry or Patti. 5864290.

TO SUBLET

Female roommate wanted. nor>smokar.
neat, responsible starting January $100
plus electricity, call 2S3-5347

1 bedroom apt., on bus route, $170-1^

utility available end of Jan . 253 3018, after

6pm
Desperately looking for 3 bedroom apt

dose to campus to sublet, Jan Aug . call

Debbie. 546 4280 ^
WANTED

160 skis «v/out bindings. Call 546^8321.

One used refrigerator for dorm use If in

lerested contact John. No 546 6089

Woman looking for room in house
(preferably) or apt in Amherst area,

Feb May Please call collect 1 (617)

471 1364 (before 3 p m I or write JL 10

Eustis St . Wollaston, MA 021^0

TV set, working, B & W or cok>r Call

253-5731. evenings.

WANTED TO RENT

2 bdrm. apt. in walkirig distance of

UMass Pref Puffton Need Jan 1 Call

Carol. 546 5863

2 females, mid 20's, seeking 2 bedroom
apartnwnt m Amherst on or close to bus
route. Approx $200/mo Can rent im
mediately Call 665 7555. Debbie or Lmda.
Keep trying ^
One roomlkitchen bath privileges, need
car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

From pillows to pottery to pipes We have
the greatest gifts around We also feature

ceramics, silver jewelry, plants and sup
plies, toys, stained and etched glass,

lamps, and lots of Calico stuff Come visit

us at 5 North Mam St., Rt. 202, Belcher

town

HYPNOSIS _^
Hypnosis Reading Inst, offering single

sessions for finals Dec 7 21. improve

grades, concentration, recall, relaxation

The best alternative yet For reservations ft

times, call K R Morse 532 5703

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R Rosenthal, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass (omrrmnifv appt only, 253 7617

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Do/es
S Bags

10 Son ol Noah
M Nigerian

tiibesman
15 Persian
16 Heart
17 Very

iearned

2 Mords
19 Among
?0 Greek let

ters

21 Coll mound
22 Bifocal e g
23 Delay

25 Roman
t)ron/e

26 Leg part

30 Pub product
31 Filament

34 Shades
36 French riv»r

38 Gill s name
39 Ford or

Cord 2

«ordS
42 Honshu t)ay

43 F'osting

44 Austere
41 C^r.A

4 jnler

49 Gratis

50 Inlerieclion

51 —handed
53 TV routine

55 Article

56 Pastille

61 Scoi island

62 Connected
again

64 Outline

65 Bay iMindo*

66 Weary
6T Season
68 Alloy-coaled

steel

69 A|ar

DOWN
1 Saiamarder
2 Endorse-
ment Var

3 Ration

4 Sediment
5 Midday nap
6 Airline abbr

7 Day dreams
4 words

8 Genuflect

9 Kind ol bet

10 Climber

11 Potential

house buyer
1? Ireland

13 Drugs Abbr

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Monday s Puzzle Solved

18 Organic duel
24 Excuse
25 Attention

attracting

suuruis

26 Stile

27 Dwelling

?8 Kind of »lu

29 New Prefm
31 Three It

32 Ward off

33 Mends
35 Simpering

smile

S7 British com
poser

40 Month
AbOr

41

Standstill

46 Circle part

48 Fortitude

51 In that place

52 Time period

53 Tastes

54 African tree
•.f) Jog
5' Eight Prefix

58 Potato —
59 In this place

60 Paradise

63 Sawbuck

•

m. Hi

i

'

TKI 1 A WtLL>KR

YOUR BIRTHDAY
TUESOAT, OCC i

Bom today ,
you lakr

grrai pains first to rstaly

bah a tine rvputatum tor

int«'Knt> . honar and cotir

fr aitd try la HMMain
llMt reputation tta uwab rv-

•rydsy artiviti»« dnnort-

ilraUNS thoar qualittn

You arv a rarrful pUiiNtr.

ItavuiK noUunK lo chance -

riaUy in matters
:
upon your futurr

Van have no fear of the

new. thr diflrrml or the

myilerioui - you are a

runous individual

You are popular with
wturh rruiy l>e

nt to your
than thr popu-

lartty you Ram *it^ thoar

Mpenor to you in wealth or

iMluefM-e Your peers add
loatrr to your life bcrauar
they trust you. confide in

you. unitate and aikiurr

you
Also bom on ttite data

ra Martin Van euran, U S
^•wdanl. Wall Otonay,

nolad Amarican lUm pro-

tfucar and craator of

Mickey Mousa
Tn see what is tn stare

for you tomorrow, find

your tMrthday and read thr

r(>rrr<ipnrKlini; paragraph
(>rl your birthday .star t>e

your daily xuide

WEONESOAV, DEC, I

SAQITTAI«IUS(No* »-
Oac ?t( - A rarrfrrr ilay

from which you run imm
miirh Makr tt a point to

confidr in those you lovr

CAPf(ICOnN(0ac ZI-

Jan 111 - Kamily fellow-

ship IS more than impor
tant for the spirit today, it

helps you fill thr family

coffers
AOUAMUSfJan Z«-Fab

III - Turn your attention to

a new pha-se of your work

Krfiue to icivr in to the fear
another's failurr t>rinKs

eiSCESfFak l»-March
It) - liiok toward anoth-
er's future lo find your
own Children Krani you
small favors wiuch add
Kreatly to life

AIIIES4l|arch fl-April 111

- Pay cloae attenbon to

directives that ran mean
the difference between
beifnt adequate and brinft

TAURUS4Apr« ZS-May Zi)

- Patience a the key la

(aminR another's ronti-

dence Your ability lo wait

In silrnrr and calm is

Irxtrd now
OCMINMMay Zl-Juna 7«l •

- Di^Mites ovrr money nuy
rause a nft hetwrrn you
and your relaUves l/>ved

ones on the home front

stand tty you
CANCERfJiMM Zl-July tt)

- Promiaes early in the

day must be kept before

day's end. otherwise,
friends lose ronfider>ce in

you
LEOtJuly Z}-Au« W -

The achievement of the

early mominit Imurs rubs

off on afteriMKin activities

of little ronsequenre Don't

be fooled
VtMCO(Au« Zl-Sapt ZZ1-

Protect valuables today,

rspecially those left tiehind

wtien you leave Itir home
dunnit dayliffht hours
LISRAtSapl Z}Ocl ZZ|

-

lx>fus-term coninulments
may throw a monkey
wrench into present plans

A<-tions speak louder than
words
SCORPIOlOct ZI Nov

Z1| - Approach children

with affection even as you
lay down lite -rules of con-

duct Home-front affairs

must come first

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
aoss. I DMNoeft.

If WUCOULO
ClARJFY THAT
AbSJ6NM£NrwU
JUST aAVBMt..

UHfil'STHB

MAneH, RBO-

oan K/^
eiecnoN

I

CHAflSS 01666,2^ COUNTS OF
MOi FfiAup, RteiBowiemu
FLOOD. IHaCTBP FOn f¥tiOFfS. RB'
ei£CTW miBAL. lAlllSON.BT AL,
CAU6HT »4 The KOKJtN oootae J/Vl

ALL RBUECTW!

lumr TOKNouiim, RBOffwi
liUANT TO XSOW lAlHAT THB:

MBILS UnH6 U/ITH THIS COUN-
Tffy THATPeOPLB LIKB THAT
AR£- f^rURHED TO RJBLIC

OmCB! \
t

USTBN.BOS^

UNDBtALOT
OFPftBSSUK:
LATiU. AMD..

KID JOINtNe

TmMOoms
HA^Honme
TDPOtU/TH
This'

Wally Dorf

Good *u>r»\iiv^ ^/dtlli(^g( 1
-fir\a((u citcuied

c>t\.A career

by Rob Ranney

it '3 out*] 7 50.

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

Plies. X-r's 3e"*^^'nQ

dour\ +0 -kirxxt

>teQh , X Kftio ^

B.a by Johnny Hart

*5fC?w ^\e A zoo-noo^v BALLe/?l^4A

Ck . m

AMD I LL -S-HOW \tXJ \ Turu

wirn heliuaA.

P'lLJ-EC? j

Peanuts

.^

by Charles Schuiz

|'A\ still LL)0KKiN6

ON AW BOOK A&Q\}J
THE LIFE OF SeETMOVEN

f?EM£M6El?HOU)lNCHAPrE<^

ONE THEf^E Ll)A5 THIS
F(?U5n^TE(7 Gll?L mO
KlCK£PHl5plAN0?

u;ell, 6UE56 u;hat
HAPPEN51M CHAPTER TUlO

'c^"̂ ^\
^1^,^

The Future of New England Forests

Speaker: Dr. Carl H. Reidel

President, Ameriean Forestry Associution

Thursday, Dec. 7, 1978, 7 p.m.

Room 203 Holdsworth Hall

S|Mni«orecl by:

Tlie So<'iety of .\meriettii Forester*

UMuss Student Chapter

TI-1750
Pockct-portible

LCD calculator with mamory
and axtra-long battary life.

From IwMM Inatrumanta.

So light. 9o smal. So acorwmical. Ybu'N get

up to 2.000 hours o( opefaiing time on a
sHgte sal of taMertM. Has a 4 -key memory
for aiilrB warMMWy in evaryday math. Altrac-

tiva Kyino. oomaa oofTtpMa wtth brown
yiny4 Mdar wNh nola pad and insert pockets
for buainaas carda.

Tb% gin ararysw would tf proud to own

at the caicultiitor store "
v,

THE UNIVERSITY STORE li^
campus MnlirrM. mass , amherst T^

II 1

•

"

IX.. I

Only

sug. prlce^24"
•vn' n*
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Former hoopman returns;

UMass meets BU tonight
Bs STEVE iACK
Collegian Staff

Fresh from the jaws of defeat at the hands of the Pitt Pan
thers, the Minutemen will try to rebound tonight against the

Boston University Terriers at 7:30 in the cage
The game will mark the return of former UMass player Rick

PitifK), who IS happy to return to his alma mater. "It feels good
to come back to UMass, the people I played for are close

friends of mine I have a lot of loyalty tor them and for the

school."

UMass coach Jack Leaman is also happy to have Pitino

returning "It makes me feel proud and also reminds me of my
age

The key to BU's offense may well be its backcourt duo of

Tom Channel and John Ray Wall, although Coach Pitino in

tttts "we're not a guard oriented offense we're a team of-

fense We have two players averaging 20 points a ganr»e, one
forward (Steve Wright) and one guard (Channel)."

The Terriers are coming to the Massachusetts campus with

one of the most interesting garrte plans ever.

We're gonna play for a 10 8 score and then take the air out

of the basketball; we re gonna bring a pm with us to let the air

out." satd Pitino

One of BU's main problems may be the guarding of UMass'
Mark Haymore. But the BU coach has a plan for this too

"I'm thinking of renting a pro out to guard Haymore," Pitino
said. "Maytje I can trade my secretary to the Celtics for Marvin
Barnes."
Minutemen coach Jack Leaman takes a more serious ap

Catch all the action of Minuteman basketball on
WMUA. 91.1 FM. tonight at 7:25 when the Minutemen
take on the BU Terriers coached by former
Massachusetts backcourt star Rick Pitino. Rick
Heideman calls the play by play with Bob Levine doing
the color commentary. Listen at the end of the contest
for the Collegian Player of the Game.

proach to the gamt;. They le (BU) a tough rebounding
team," Leaman said

For the game UMass wil employ a man to-man defense as a
result of the Pittsburgh game. "I was very unhappy with the
way our zone played against Pitt," commented Leaman

For the Minutenrwn, BU marks the first of a three game
week On Thursday the team plays at Northeastern and on
Saturday they face Vermont at Burlington, Vt.

J

¥
¥
¥

Positions Available

STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE is searching

for two (2) part time Business Unit Assistants

(20 hours week) for academic year to work in

the following areas: Analysis and Auditing of

financial documents, assist in Systems
Analysis, and work with Busiriess Unit in

developing procedure and informational

material. Positions available during interses-

sion.

Qualifications: Knowledge of and experience

in the job area applied for; ability to work close-

ly and communicate with students and staff;

organizational skills; undergraduate student in

good standing; able to start work immediately.

Remuneration: $3 00 $3.25 per hour.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office

(SU 416) with resume and three letters of

reference by noon, December 15, 1978.

THIS OFFICE IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER, M/F., AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
EMPLOYER.

iV> GRADUATESCHOOL

FuB-tlme and part-time

Earty Childhood programs

leading to a Master's Degree «\:

<x Reading
ix Chlldran with Special N«mS«
-ti Infant and Toddlar

ix Advanced Study in

Early Childhood Education

-Ci Laadar^nlp (Administration,

Suporylsion, Consultation)

it Taaching

A representative will be at UMass on Wednesday,
December 6, 2:00-5:00 p.m. For appointment come
to Hampshire House. Rm. 112.

¥W<i1oc» Coa»9» Ofaault Sc*»oot 1»ITH» Wi.«ri
BoMon Mm* 023tS («iri 734 S200 Ul 19S

UNIVERSITY
HONORS PROGRAM

presents
A Symposium for

Students £r Faculty

r- THINKING ^¥ A DECADE AHEAD ^
J Wed. Dec. 6 at 3 p.m.

J CC 805 809

"J
"Self-sufficiency & Alternative Energy" .

J by Prof. John R Nelson, Eng., UMass ?
T^ Refreshments will be served J
^•••••••••••••••T

Public Notice:

v.e>»»

jJiSlKHMj^iMt

SM. UP
TO

30%
60%

sale:
D^IKJlTCUr the

HQUSf^
DOWNTOMm AMHERST

vO MAKE YOUR
RESERVATION
BEFORE irS
TOO LATE
•rt tail sfipioscMe^ To be $«if» of havino

your tfiMit profMsionslty typed, cell y/MX^ Typing and
make a raaanratton now.

Wa alao piovlda htgtvqiiatffy PttnayPowaa oopyino and
tnaaia oinaara lof oon!ip'**e oneeiop aannoe.

So eotf ^9ll^ Typtoy or wilop kf cur
rtgbfml

FIVE COLLEGE LECTURE

1CV6M-F
29 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

256^736

Dr. Walter Rodney, Author off

^How Europe Underdeveloped Africa**

EFFECTS OF THE CURRENT
WORLD CRISIS ON AFRICA AND
THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Thursday, Dec. 7, 1978 8:00 p.m. Thompson 102, UMass
Sponsored by: DVP, UMASS. FIVE COLLEGE BLACK STUDIES

and the UM AFRO AMERICAN STUDIES DEPT.

10-2 8

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
ARTS COUNCIL PRESENTS:

HILDA HARRIS
Leading Mezzo-Soprano, New York City Opera

A rich, well-focused

voice and a fresh,

vital spirit. All this and
beauty too!

— The New York Times

IN CONCERT
Thursday, Decennber 7, 1978 8:00 p.m.

BEZANSON RECITAL HALL
FREE TICKETS*

UMASS Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall/

Music Department/Fine Arts Center
ADMISSION BY TICKET ONLY

THf.

*) ' COMMONWF.AI TH «MHiiiH_HB^Bi-K^M»—

^

^tac;f.

Aacrica't b«wm4 rMid«Bt fn-ofeMional theater preMni*

|.M. Barrie's 1/2 PRICE
STUDENT RUSH

TICKETS
Available 6:00 pm each evening

^ of performance

M NOW
^i;}

I

THROUGH
DEC. 27

„ Frank Prentice Rand Theater

/University of MaBMchusells Fine Artt Center

^ Reservations; 545-.1S1

1

You can charge your ticlietii on Visa and Master

Charge cards by phone
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Sports calendar
Yesterday

Women's Basketball 86 St. Mary's(Canada) 40

Today

Men's basketball

Men's swimming
Women's swimming vs.

B.U. Home?
at WPI

7

Mt. Holyoke Honr^e 7

Tomorrow
Women's basketball at Springfiekl College 8:00
Women's JV basketball at Springfield College 6:00

Today's sports notices

Pats'dream:

Dallasrematch
FOXBORO. I^ASSAUPIVlhQ New England Patriots

are hoping to get another shot at the Dallas Cowboys,
preferably in January. They can help achieve that goal

with a win Sunday over the Buffalo Bills.

The Pats, 17 10 losers to the Cowboys on Sunday, still

can clinch the AFC East title with a win over Buffalo. A
victory would assure them of their second playoff berth

in three years and a Dec. 31 game, possibly at Schaefer
Stadium

.

"Our game with Buffalo will be tough. They gave us a
good ganr>e out there," wide receiver Stanley Morgan
said Monday. "We're just going to have to play tough if

we' re going to win
. '

'

Defensive end Tony McGee said he hoped the Pats

would get a chance for a rematch with the Cowboys in

the Super Bowl next month in Miami.
"I hope we play these guys again, I really do," McGee

said. "In my opinion, we looked like the better team out
there. We controlled the ball more and played well

enough to win."
The Pats outgained the Cowboys 363 to 329 in total

yards. But they missed one field goal, had two blocked,

and had a touchdown caUed back on a motion penalty.

Dallas quarterback Roger Staut>ach, whose two
second-half touchdown tx>mbs sealed the Cowboy vic-

tory, said he wouldn't mind a secornJ meeting.
"I'd love to play New England in the Super Bowt. I'd

like to be rematched But there are too many games left

for both teams to even talk about that now." Staubach
said.

t
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^ Runners
CONT. FROM PAGE 12

and flopped his way to victory in the high
jump and to the first UMass track points of

the winter campaign. Both Pat Boucher of
UConn and Dowden cleared the bar at
6'6", but the latter was awarded first place
because of fewer misses.

"Don has been hampered by shin splints,"

said O'Brien. To krK>ck off a top com-
petitor in Boucher is an outstanding per-
iformance."

The first leg of the distance races on the
day's card served as exhibit A to the op-
por>ents that UMass has carried an im-
pressive yndurance crew into another year.

Bob Martin and Kevin Motteni unlaced their

cross country shoes 8r>d slipped easily into

a pair of track ones, as they finished first

and third in the mile run.

ATTENTION!!! All those interested in officiating in-

tramural basketball, there will be a mandatory meeting
on Thurs.. Dec. 7, in Boyden 251 at 4:30 p.m. BE
THERE!!!

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL ENTRIES ARE DUE
DECEMBER 6

ATTENTION HOCKEY CLUB MEMBERS -Teanrw for-

ming now for spring competition. Money must be in by

December 21 . Details available at IM office.

TABLE TENNIS UMass table tennis tournament will

be held Sat., Dec. 9 beginning at noon at 101 NOPE
Gym. Winner and runner-up represent UMass at New
England regionals in January. Entry fee is one dollar.

Registrations can be made at the Games Area located

across from the Hatch in the basement of the Student
Union. For more info call 5^-2527.

SKI CLUB
Meeting Tomorrow

p.m. Mahar Auditorium

Sugjarbush Trip

raffle drawing
and Sign—Ups

A

MIMIIIfHMMIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIlnia

Rents and Fees
Committee Report

Tlie folbwinp b a |>jrHil list of

the fees that will K- rcvic\*vd on
Tuetday December Sth at 7 00

in Campus Center 917 InchulcJ

is the jiiM<uiit t»f the |Ti»|H»seiJ in-

treusc aiul tlie i^reenljjie «>l the

increase

Residence Halls

Family Housing

I

$48 5 99%

SIS 8%
DVP SO 50 33 3%
Health Services *13 11 11%

R S O »5 50 7 8%

Bowling fee S0 15 2S%

wmmmmmmmmmmm

WEATHER WINTER IN STYLE
With quality outdoor clothing from

Let Gleason's take the worry out of
keeping warm and being fashion
able this fall and winter Visit

Gleason's expanded clothing
department that is overflowing with
the largest selection of quality fall

and winter outdoor clothing.
Gleason's offers quality outdoor
clothing that is very much the "in"

style and at the same time rugged,
practical and long wearing. Look us
oyer and let us outfit. your for the
cQtder months.

( 1..,
>

»

-.,*•.»

\n^4 Steele parkas by: The North

Face, Sierra Designs, Camp
*
^''^

'- Tr8fls;A>amp 7 and Woolrich.

, ,^ Vests by: North Face, Sierra

Designs, Camp 7, Camp
Trails, and Don Gleason.
Wool shirts, jackets, and
pants by: Woolrich.
Quality wool sweaters,
hats, socks, mittens, and
glov.s by: Wigwam,
Norsewear, and Don
Gleason.

Long underwear by:
Duofold.

Boots by: Vasque, Dexter,

and Sorel.

Shell garmets of 60/40.
Goretex, etc. by: Columbia,
Sierra Designs, North Face,

and Woolrich.

We also have a complete selection

of equipment for the camper and
backpacker and there are over 40
tents on display.

^^^ ^%^ r.AMDPQC CIIDDl V iKir*CAMPERS SUPPLY. INC.

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
Store hours: weekdays 9-5:30 Saturday 9-5 phone 584-4895

Rock b Jazz LPs
Buy Sell Trade

UNDERGROUND

BOOKS
264 N PledsdMt

ONSTAGE
off.>i-8 all college
students& staff a
2()'K> discount on
all regular priced
merchandise.
Bring your ID!

Mt. Foftm Moll.

Nodtoy
Op*A Mon.-Sot.

10-9:30
»#*•#*»•»***#***»»»*<'
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Just Shake it

and Let it Fall Into Place.

The Precision

2spin§ie :

Northampton

Precision haircutting is our method of cuttir>g your

hair in harmony with the way it grows so it never

loses its shape

And bfcause your hair falls naturally into place,

all you have to do is shake it

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

ston cut and Wow dry your hair for just $14.00

whether you're a guy or a gal. And no appointments

are ever necessary

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do It all. l>ut we really shir>e with the

precision haircut, and so will you

fi^NgV^^

Command Performance
IQ7S *''l' '^••""^•C-'J* .ff^'**-'

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart

Men. -Sat., 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

586-0090

Only Area Showing
NOW— Ends Tuesday

eves. 7:00 £r 9:10

"A COMIC ASSAULT'

^HgffliW

A ROBERT ALTMAN FILM

DESIARHA2JR. CAROL OUHNETT

MIAFAWWDW VrrrOWO GASSMAN

VIVECA UNOFORS PAT McCORMiCK

AT THE GAJ6S
Jt SPvllTH C0ULE(M.[l I Wi
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Second half flurry

lifts hoopwomen

12

Jen Parker (44) lets fly with her patented jump shot against St Mary's of

Canada (Staff photo by Dan Vullimierl

Gymnasts windebut
By DAVE BRADLEY
CoMggmn Staff

The UMass women's gymnastics team, led by Amy Riuli and Karen Ginsburg,

dCKnmated every event m their first meet of the season while defeating thi University of

Rhode Island last Saturday. 126 108 25
Riuli won the all around competition with a total 33 10 potnts while Ginsburg finished

second with 32 05.

In a telephone interview, UMass coach Virginia Evans said she was "very pleased
"

with her team's performance but felt there were "some rough edges we have to

smooth out"
Lisa Martin and Karen Clemente, two starting all arounders for the Minutewonr>en,

were hampered by injuries received during the week before the meet and could only

perform in one event each Martin who fractured her sturnum placed fifth among

UMass gymnasts by sconng 7 35 m the vaulting competition. Clemente came in third

place in the uneven bars with a score of 7.86. A problem with her back kept her out of

further competition
Martin, a top recruit from Miami said, "This is rrry year for injunes. My wrist is still bad

so I'm in bad shap>e right now I'm sick of it."

Oebra Smith, expected to perform all around, injured her thigh ten minutes before the

meet began while warming up on the uneven bars The URI trainer advised her to

scratch the meet entirely but Smith perfo'med anyway, placing third in the floor ex-

cercise witha7.55.
'I guess I'm just stubborn, "Smith said. "I did what I could."

UMass had a 31 90 27 45 lead after completing the first event, vaulting. Karen Gin

sburg had the best vault of the day, scoring 8 25 out of a possible 9 5 points with a

handspring full twist. Riuli came in second, performing a half on, full twist off vault* to

score 8 15 out of a possible 9 2 points. Heidi Milender grabbed third place by collecting

7 8 points for her Yamashita, and Smith had the fourth best UMass vault scoring 7.7.

UMass increased its lead after the uneven bars competition Riuli had the highest

score of the day in this event with an 8 55. Included in her bar routine was a back

somersault and a sole circle front somersault dismount "Nothing great, " she said

Ginsburg scored 7 9 on the bars, Clemente had a 7.85, and bars specialist Jean

Anderson chaulked up 7 6 points despite falling out of her dismount At the end of two

events UMass led 63 80 54. 10

In the balance beam competition, co captain Lauri Knapp tied Karen Ginsburg tor first

place honors by scoring an 8.15 Knapp's routine included two side aerials and a front

flip but was marred when she fell off the beam while attempting a compantively easy

split leap Ginsburg said her beam excercise 'was the routine I was most pleased

with " Riuli placed 2nd in this event and Milender took 3rd with a 6.7 mark

Riuli's 8 3 gave her first place m the floor excercise, followed by Ginsburg's 7 75 and

Smith's 7.55 Milender, who performed well all day, scored 7 4 in this final event.

Co captains Knapp and Cheryl Morrier expressed satisfaction in the team's opening

performance They both feel the team is definitely better than it demonstrated two

-' weeks ago in an intra squad scrimmage, and that it will continue to improve.

UMass was ranked 7th in the nation in a pre season coaches poll but Coach Evans

feelsthisisnot an accurate rating.
u u h

"Right now we're definitely not 7th in the country," she said, explaining that the poll

IS based on how the team is expected to do according to the talent on the roster, not on

actual performance.
Heidi Milender said, "I'm expecting to see a lot more next semester. I can t wait to see

the team really cook.
"

UMass travels to West Chester for their second meet, January 20.

Trackmen lose in opener

By PA TRICK O DOBBS
Collegian Staff

The score didn't seem quite right, 86-40-

UMass The half time score was 36 21,

UMass In an awesome display of basket
ball, the Minutewomen blew past St.

Mary's of Canada last night before approx
imately 125 people in the Cage.
"At halftime, we talked about intensity

and execution," Coach Mary Anne Oz
darski said. "They (the Minutewomen) saw
them and didn't take them seriously, " she
said

Spearheaded by tough defense and an
unselfish offense, the Minutewomen held

St Mary's scoreless for nine minutes dur

ing the second half.

"Our big girls rebounded really well

tonight, ' 0/darski said Big Julie Ready
ripped down 15 rebounds against the

shorter Canadians. Jen Parker and Kathy
O'Connell snatched 5 apiece and Sue
Peters helped out with 6 more bounds.
UMass outrebounded St. Mary's 48 26,

corralling 29 bounds in the second half

alone
Cathy Harrington lead all UMass sconng

with 14 points.

Sophomore Mary Halleran lead the

Minutewomen through the game with 12

fXJints, 3 rebounds, and 10 assists

"St Mary's was quick." assistant coach
Steve Jefferson said "They play interna-

tional oall; they're used to running all

game, " he said

UMass alternated between a zone and
man to man defense. Although the

quickness of the Canadians was a big fac-

tor in the low halftime score, the

Minutewomen's press was awesome in the

second half, forcing many turnovers.

Crime did pay in the second half as UMass
tore off 40 points to St. Mary's 11. UMass
scrambled for every loose ball as Cathy
Harrington, Mary Hallaren, Maurie Supin-

ski, Julie Ready and Kathy O'Connell dove
all over the court forcing jump balls

Bench depth was on the UMass side as

Cathy Harrington, Diana Taff and Gracie

Martinelli were shuttled into the game, con
fusing the Canadians with a deliberate of-

fense and a stifling defense.

The Canadians left the Cage without a

dime in their pockets as the Minutewomen
picked off 13 steals during the game.
"We held them scoreless for over nine

minutes." said Jefferson, "That can break

any team's back."
Superstar Sue Peters had another good

game, dishing off 4 assists and grabbing 6
rebounds. Peters continued playing ex-

cellent basketball after her 26 point, 6 re-

bound performance last weekend.
Execution was the key to the

Minutewomen's explosion in the second
half. Harrington scored many of her points

on pick and rolls to the hoop, while Julie

Ready scored easily over the shorter Cana-

dians with short jumpers

FREE THROWS Grace MartineUi was
th^ only player on eitfter team to block a
shot. Every team member scored in ttie

blowout ..Freshman guard Sherry Collins

provided strong leadership in the backcourt
subbing for Mary Halleran.

Colle^nauv

Rich Eckel

It's playoff week

By KEVIN f^cCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

The UMass indoor track team began its

winter season on a sour note Saturday,

with a last place finish in a quadrangular

contest at Storrs, Connecticut. Defending

Yankee Conference champion UConn won

the meet on its home surface with a final

tally of 64 points. Boston University finish

ed next with 45, Seton Hall wa.^ third with

37, and the Minutemen, in fourth place,

concluded the afternoon with 25

Transportation on the road to victory for

UConn was provided by its scoring effort in

every event except one. UMass, despite

the promise displayed by four individuals

who tasted victory, veered off the path by

surrendering all possible points to the com-
petition in nine of 14 events.

"We had twelve performers graduate last

spring," said coach Ken O'Brien. "Con-

sidering the hole left by their departure, this

wasn't a bad day for us."

Sophomore Dan Dowden ran, planted,

TURN TO PAGE 11

Its playoff week.
The pfione rings constantly. There's the

media - the ever present media now that

you're a playoff team - asking for in-

terviews...a few moments of your time.

Then there are the well wishers, the p>eople

who just want to say good luck and that

we're proud of you and that we know you'll

do a great job and .

Then there are the meetings. What are we
going to do about hotel accomodations?
What about the flight? How many players

will make the trip? What time do we leave

^

When do we arrive? Questions. Just one
long string of questions.

"Can I steal a few minutes of your time,"

asks the timid reporter "Well, I've got a

meeting in fifteen minutes, another one at

one o'clock... But sure I've got time, he

says, what do you need."' Another
meeting. More questions. More answers.

And don't forget the banquets. Last week
It was New York City and the Lambert Cup.

Last night it was Cambridge after practice

for the Gridiron Club dinner. Wednesday
afternoon it's the football boosters lunch at

theVFW. Next week?

So this is football coaching. This is what
success is all about? What happened to the

x's and o's? What happened to the

strategy, the tendency charts, the game
plan, the football?

"It's been hectic, says the football coach,

Bob Pickett ...but I'm trying to take it all in

stride."

It's playoff week.
The men running the athletic department

are running. There are regulations to be

followed, budgets to be considered,

deadlines to meet. They move from office

to office, meeting to meeting, and since

this is the first Division 1 AA playoff

nobody's quite sure about all the details.

The decisions?

Should we charter a plane? The NCAA
says the squad limit is 48. Can any other

team members make the trip? And what

about the money? "We simply don't know.

There's no history, there's no guidelines to

follow," says one administration official.

They do know one thing though. This is

not going to be the jackpot that nrwny

people believe This is an NCAA sponsored

event and the television money, along with

ticket, program and concession sales go

into a F>ot . The four participating teams will

share the pot, that is after the NCAA takes

fifty percent off the top.

Forget all those grandoise thoughts of

$500,000 from television, one athletic

department official said. "Quite frankly,

said another department official," we don't

anticipate big money. . no windfall profits."

So it's playoff week and the athletic

department is trying to remain fiscally

responsible while at the same time

providing the team with first-class ac-

comodations. It's hectic and there's a

deadline and pressure, but no one says

they don't enjoy it.

It's playoff week and Sports Information

Director Dick Page has been especially

busy. He's had to make arrangements for

five local reporters who'll giake the trip.

Ernie Roberts of the Globe, Kevin DuPont

of the Herald, Jerry Radding from the

Springfield Republican, Nick Manzellofrom

thp Worcester Telegram, and Milt Cole of

Hampshire Gazette depend on him. He
settles their traveling arrangements, makes

sure they'll be able to transmit their stories

and provides the needed information.

Last week, he prepared and delivered a

packet to ABC television to acquaint them

with the team. He's sent imformation to

Nevada Reno, Wichita Falls, Tex, site for

the championship game, and the NCAA.
He's done this, of course, while trying to

stay update with other UMass sports (he

flew to Pittsburgh this weekend with the

basketball team).

"The only problem,"Page said, "is that it

upsets my regular routine. It means other

teams, like wrestling, become subordinate

to football, which is too bad because it's

really their season."
Back in the football office the phone rang

once again. "It's WBZ from Boston,"'

someone informed Pickett. "Hello, this is

Bob Pickett... hello, yes this is Bob
Pickett... Yes, we'll be practicing this

afternoon, tomorrow and Wednesday.

Then we fly to Reno on Thursday and

then...."'
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CHRISTIV1AS
GUIDE

Christmas Supplement



Legends Surround Custom Of
Trimming The Christmcts Tree

(-rom itx top

(iU^N iTtt ornament . prithaNy

«n rarlv \m<t$ie of Sania. t. I'M)

SiUcr «.(>U»i gljw duck orru

mciN L l<MD-IVIO

[X)g N Uc« iMi (hrer \tdcd ti»\\

urnamcnt c l*WO

Pttoiiifraph^ vtHirtrw i>f The
Oakland Museum Hisiof > IVp I

1 he Chrislmas tree anil the oinamenis \*e hang on il are
Gennaiunoiigtn and Icgoml ilalc's Ihont hack inan\ ^.elllllrlc^ St
B»»niface. an I iighxh niiN>itonaiA x^ho C'hnsliani/Cil the (icrnian
l)riinN in ihc 7ih ccnliirv, siippuscilU lopplcil a hols t»ak t»f ihe
pagans uiih a single blim i»n (hiistnuis nighl MchimI ihc oak
was a small ovcigrccn. uhich ihe niissionaiy explained uas a
hol\ lice, and a svnibol t»f endless life S| B»»niface decreed thai
Ihc fir ^*as itt he rcc»»gni/ed as ihe tree of the Chiist child.

Another legend lelK that Mai tin I iither improvised a Chiist
mas nee in .in elTt»rt to explain to his wife and children. Ihe
impression the nighl sk\ made on him He placed lighted candles
on the branches t>f a fir and saw mvriad stars in them'

(ietinan settlers brought iheChrisimas tieecusUtni lo America
where it became ptipnlar in the eaiU IHlH)s I he custom was st»

unique thai for some \ears churches and pi i\ate businesses often
set up decorated tiees and charged adntission to mcw them
Craftsmen in the Ihuiingian Mi»untains in (iermans starletl

priHluclutn of delicate glass «>rnaineiiis to dccoiate then evei-
greens m Ihe mid-IH7tVs.

B\ the turn of the cenliir>. the Yule tree moxctl from the
church auditorium into the home and tree trimming became a
famiK tradition Heclric lights and tinsel leplacetl candles, but
inan> traditional liims. like pt»p«.t»rn anil cranberr\ garlands.
still grate fragrant trees

I «Hla> »»ur tree trims are as v.iried and peisonal as our people
Corn husk dolls and ornaments have been lediscitveied . .ind

quilted, patchwork stars, animals and figures are gav and popu
lar Trees are hung with (r«»sted pine cones. >ain figures, minia
lure lo>s and gla/eil ciHtkie dough iMnaments In this land of
endless creative talents there's no end to the imaginative direc-
tions tree trimming takes.

Ihe wonder of C'hristnu<i is enkinced hv this lovcl> cust(«m
and we share the special beaulv il brings lua bewitching, festive
seas*>n

»»»>»»»»»»»»»»»»»«»»

A space-age Christmas
by MARK WILDING

He looked like death warmed over when I

went to see him. He had a three-day stub-

ble, eyes that an organ bank would refuse,

and a blue shrivelled nose, which he said

was because of the cold. The heady trace

of ginger brandy and anisette under his

breath told me otherwise.

Gently tapping his Blackfriar meershaum

against the sole of his boot be looked at me
with the curious sorrow of a Modigliani

sketch and began to answer questions he

must have answered a thousand times

before and a thousand times before that.

"It's all a job like any other, isn't it? People

think it's all elderberry wine and crumb

cake. It's not. I mean they think I only work

one night of the year and then do flip-all. In

the old days, maybe. Then it was credits in

the left hand column and debits by the

door. Now it's wage cost analysis and the

marginal efficiency of capital. Boggles the

mind really"

The phone buzzed and the portly

gentleman shifted his paunch to afford

himself a lunge at the interrupting object.

Going slighly red in the face, and remarking

my puzzled stare, he muttered while pick-

ing up the receiver, "Play squ^h occa-

sionally and I've got several thousand

copies of The Complete Book of Running

but I don't get the time anymore.

As he calmed the tinny sputterings at the

other end of the line I looked about the of-

fice. It was a typical oak paneled affair with

an olive shag .ug, lined by bookcases

stocked with Security Exchange Comniis-

sion reports, marketing analysis portfolios,

and faded copies of "The Wall Street Jour-

nal". In the far corner was a Ping putter

and two 90 compression Ounlop golf balls.

Framed on one of the walls were various

pictures of the family, including one of him

bestowing a plaque on some frightful look

ing soul with a nose as red as the old man's

was blue Tacked onto a burnt cork bulletin

board was a letter from some woman called

Virginia, probably a pushy ad consultant

the old man had had an affair with many
years before.

He put the receiver back on its cradle,

gave a Wagnerian sigh, and continued.

"Accounting department They're having

trouble figuring out where to place the

recall items. All sound stuff vou understood

CONT. ON NEXT PAGE

Tis the season to be in
fashion. Come to the
Regency/Cellar for
everything from Precision
Cuts to Great Colors.

For that special individual
g}ve a gift certificate.

^
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• Tricks • Illusions

Ciim Atfft

l^stauram

^n/// Sl
TEL 2S3 9S2e TEL 2S3 7341

1M N PLEASANT ST
AIMHERST MASS

• Clown Supplies • Juggling Supplies
• Theatrical Costuming
• Theatrical Makeup

• Jokes, Tricks
586^6816

Across the Aisle from K Mart
Hampshire Mall, Hadley, Ma.

^xi

-<> ^

Samp»Smlm4»Smm4wicWtt—Qmkkn
Bagth aitJ SprtaJt—Bmlifd Goods

Yogurt Smoolhie$—FrtMk GroQtid CoHt*

ak Facet Mit to tlw Kmkent ?ott OHice

COKPLEU TAKEOUT SERVICE

(VaSw^ay IS
Fri 8-9:00 Sat S-S.OO

Z56-89SS

WHERE SECRET SANTA SHOPS
Dozens of 25c to $5 items

For trees and windows
Ornaments

Great Assortment

POSTERS
Area's Largest Selection

Unusual Cards
Snakes 8- Frogs

Lots of Fun Toys

Many Affordable

Earrings and Pendants
Sterling & 14 KT

Handpainted
Eggs

Chinese

Candles

Rainbow, Drip, & Taper
Tins & Boxes

Vast Assortment

Blouses & Skirts Tea Sets

Honey — Tea — Candy — Jelly

Great Gifts — Great Prices

Open Sundays 1-5 p.m.

MEI^CANTILE
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
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* Computer Chrfstnias
CONT. FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

but the government cooks up these regula-

tions and we stew in them. Regulate us

right out of existence."

Sensing an opening I interrupted, "You
mentioned before that you've had some
Icbor difficulties. What I don't understand

is that you have elves working for you.

Surely elves don't. "

"Ah but thdy do. Mind you back in the

days of work or want it was different. If you
didn't work you wanted, simple as that.

Now they complain of tahe cold and the

long hours. Even insisted they needed hand

warmers last Christn^s. Cripes. this year

it'll be hot-buttered rum."

"Then there was dinner in every pot. Now
there's pot in every dinner. One of the

young ones came in the other day. Told me
he wants to start an outfit of his own. He
doesn't have a chance, tight market you
know all the religious holdiays are taken

up; you can only lobby for so many national

holidays. The real bonanza's in plastics, I

suppose."

I protested "But you seem to have miss-

ed the point of the whole thing Mr. CI. .

."

"The point? You mean to say you don't

think the future's in plastics. Computer
chips I suppose, heh?"

The old man glanced at his calendar and
gave a hrrrmph of disgust. "You'll have to

excuse me, I'm late. Have an appointment
with the boys in quality control. Seems one
of the elves has been chucking his butts in-

to the candy vats. No respect anymore."

And with that the old man picked up his

attache case and trudged out of the panel-

ed office And as the heavy steps of this

top dog of top dogs faded and died I heard
him exclaim "Healthy profits to all and to all

an upward marginal revenue curve."

;;THE RAFH.K KOR the <:ilR|ST!VfAS C;CK)SE"- Drawing I.7TT:T». . t TiT

A Traditional Christmas Dinner
Features Delicious Roast Goose

GRAB-BAG OF GIFTED ENTERTAINING
IDEAS AND OTHER GOURMET TREATS
A buNkct of delicacies is a wonderful way lo sjiy "Merry Chrislmas! Put one together yourself

imaiiinalivcly with unusual gtuirmol irems or the makings of a festive dinner. A dinner basket lined
wiih holiday greens or a hnghll>col»»rednapkincanincludea chicken or duck, read) lo cook or just
roasied and carefull> wrapped, a K>iile of wine, a gathering of fresh vegetables, cookies or a
Iruilcake.

Another welcome gift basket could include one t»r two firie cheeves. bright red apples and green
pears, ajar of homemade preserves, holiday ctM>kies and a b*»ttle of wine or brand>

Kver think of sending >»hii favorite recipe as a C hrisimas card ' t hiH>se one of yi»ur most unusual
dishes

. .ine that you know is really great A liKal printer can set it up and rcprtxJuce il on colored
paper or you can t\pe it on the inside »>f a prettv . hl.mk greeting card Use a ci>lored nbb»>n in your
t>pewriter and sign ii bnghllv with a matching felt tipped pen A really original greeting'

SirKC the holiday brings out the best t»f your cakes, pies and ctK>kies. whv m>t have a desserts
only evening for friends Ymi might serve lh*»se really sumptu*>us cakes vou love that are Hx) rich
aflci a complete dinner .Set vtnir table with a seasonal centerpiece and several cakes, pics and
holi-Jay ciH)kies Rich, sicammg coffee and an interesting spiced tea should fill the bill.

.i,^''^'^ir''*^^''*^V
'^*^*^ •'^*' ^P*^'-'i«l"^"rpnse. lo end a holiday dmner party Buv a siyrofoamcone m

the liKal five and ten cent su»fe. chtH>sing the si/e that best fils yinir needs. Using liKilhpicksand a
v.,riel> o dried and fresh Iruits. candies and berries. y,Hi can create a colorful climax to your mealArrange them at iand»>m «h^ in a design, until the cone is completelv covered Place on a platter ofgreen leaves and enjov the ct»mpliments as sou place it on the table'

A savory . fal rt»asi goose has long been the
favorite choice for a traditional Chrislmas
dinner Pilled with delectable fruit stufTmg il

becomes a sumptuous gourmet treat as well.

KOAST<;(M)S|-:KITIi
APPI.K-PKI >K STl<FKI.N<;

I <;«M>iir— 18-19 Ilia.

SiufTinK • rfriiH- |»«>|uw

SmIi anil |tf|t|>4T lo laMr
I rlo\<> ofnarlir
I <-u|t ro«r»cl> rhop|»«*«i it-iery

I «-ii|i 4'our««-l> rho|i|M'<l onion*
*! nip <-o«i>rl> «ho|>|»«-«l rarrolM
I lt«» i<*«r

I «-|l|t MNltT
Preheat oven to 4()0 degrees—goose will

lake approximately ^ hours to ctntk Fill

gtH>se with slufTing. truss and sprinkle wiih
salt and pepper Place hird breast side up in
shallov^ baking pan and bake I hour Baste
iKcasionally. Pour excess fat olTand add the
garlic, celery . onu>ns. carrots and bay leaf all

around the gimse. C'tmk one hour more, bast-
ing frequently IfgiHtse limks like il is gelling
Uh» brown. c»>ver with aluminum foil Con-
tinue roasting for one last hour. then remove
g»H>se to warm platter. Drain fal from rtiasi

ing pan. add the cup of water and stir, scrap-
ing brown bits from sides and bottom of pan.
Strain lo serve as gravy Remove trussing,
carve. Makes Ml generous servings.

with the sun!
Cross country skiing is booming. And equipment choice can be a

difficult decision ...ELAN makes your equipment choice easier Seven
great skis are available in waxable and waxless models. So, whether
you're in world class competition, or just out for an afternoon of fun,

ELAN has a ski for you.
This year enjoy yourself. Winter can be fun, or it can be terrific,

and ELAN cross country skis can make the difference.

Pfck«T«M 1 i Pleasafif St
Amhprsl
549 6904

16 Stdtp St
Norlhjmpfon
S84 Mlfi

APPLK-PRIINK STLFFINt;
1 goo»r livrr, I hraii and I itizzarri

3 TahlfftpfMin* kulirr
1 rlove ufiiarlN- fho|ipr«l finrly
2^ rup« onionn finrly rhupprH
2 nipt. fin«*l> choppi'd rt-lrry

I cup finciv choppfd par»lcy
1 bay leaf

1 Talil<>Kp«»<>n <-hopped nanc
V» lea«>poon chopped ihtmc
I <-up dry Mhilr Min<*

1-12 oz. \h*\ pilled prunm, rhopprd
h cup., applro. pvf Ird. piin-d und xlit-rtl

inio ihin M«><l|tf n

2 lightly In-alfn ork yolk*
2 riipn roariM- lircad rriimlt»
Sali and prppt-r lo la»lr

Trim off outer coating of gizzard; remove
veins from liver Thoroughly blend pieces of
heart, liver and gizzard in AhhI priKcssor or
electric blender Heat butter in l.irge. heavy
skillet, add onions and celery, ctwking until
glassy Add liver mixture Mix and add gar-
lic, parsley, bay leaf. sage, thyme and \K\nc.
CiHtk about 5 minutes, stirring all the uhile.
Add remaining ingredients and using hands
blend well. Cool, fill go«>se. then proceed
wiih g(H)se recipe.

Be inventive when planning the other
dishes for your grand feast and make this a
really memorable meal!

BENEFIT DISCO/DANCE
sponsored by V.S.O. & BETA CHI FRATERNITY
Friday, December 8 at 8:00 p.m. in the Hatch

Admission: A serviceable toy for a needy tot.

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
in conjunction with AIVITRAK
is DONATING AN EXCLUSIVE WEEKEND IN NEW YORK.

I

I

Indudw: Roundtrip rail transportation. Hotst

accomnrHxtetiont. and ticfcats to the Kir>g

Tut Exhibit. The v»»r<na- ^M be guests with

our Special Group Oe|. lurs JarHiary 27th.

THE VALUE OF THIS TRIP IS $263,001!
for all of your travel needs call Campus Travel Center

other prizes donated by:

SPIRIT HAUS-TOC-UMASS PARATROOPERS CLUB
UNIVERSITY STORE-RAMBLING ROSE- RECORD CO-OP

CAMPUS CENTER BARBERSHOP-JOHN HARRISON

TOY COLLECTION DEC. 1—8
AT tNese locATioNs:

— Newman Center— Worcester Commons—
— Hampshire Commons— Franklin Commons—

—Whitmore — Grad Center— Campus Center— Faculty Club-

Music by Mario Barros- Audio by Robert Dwelley in assoc. with

Audio Promedia (sound), Baystate Sound & Recording (lighting).

I

j
OVER $600 iN pRizEs to be GIVEN AWAY!

I
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Men's 17
"

Laceups
Save $40 '499f

Ladies 16'

Pull on
••

Reg. $74 ^44

JACKETS
Fine Natural Leather

They are beautiful!

Wide selection from
Bombers to Blazers

Heartfelt*
Leather

103 N PtfAMnt Sf AmhvrM
lOfaMon S«i 2S3SI3S »•

i

!

America's
most
popular

gift

pen

S?'".-^*

i

PARKER 45

A tine writing

instrument teaturing

two-wdv tilliniiwith

convenient lartridgt's

or etiinornic al bottled

ink Writes smoothly,

anddtM 7S its

Parker quality at a

bargain price

^PARKER

I

A.J.

HASTINGS
newsdealer and stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst
.>>'5i^5i^>'>>Ci^;-><J->>>'5ii!^

FLATTERYOURSELF

wrmnjitmiimmmtir^

with beautifully

designedeyewear
Eyewear that will fit and flatter your entire

family and protect their priceless vision

is ready for their selection Corrie in and
see our fabulous collection today Our
professional staff is ready to help you.

195 N. PLEASANT ST./256-6403

170 UNIVERSITY DR./253-5412

!» -.^^ .ChrlstfR^s Supplerrtent* ••.•/ y,^/f ••.•/.',<;-0'-..T.-- -J
• ^it.; •- iiMf-^ - . ^ ' ^gk^-^^^

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

SAVE 30%-50%
Book now for spring break

PAY LATER
No paynnent until 30 days

before departure
CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS 545-0500

I

I

BUY DIRECT FROM FACTORY OUTLET

SAVE UP TO 70%
1

PARKAS-VESTS-SKI ENSEMBLES

Hours:
Daily 10-9

Sat. 10-5

Sun. 12-5

Jacket Wor/d

SKIWEAK
•No Sales Tax

FACTORY
OUTLETS

VBA
Hill 8 Dale Mall
King Si (Rt Bl

Nofthampion

584-3490

400 Memorial Ava
Rear ot Middb Muf
ler, W Springtietd

733-7381

W'5»>5i5i'!i^-^»5i'!i'5i>'S<;a^^^^

SKATES
by: • CCM

• HYDE
• BAUER

WESTERN AUTO
WESTERN VILLAGE
SKI SHOP 32 MAIN ST.

NORTHAMPTON

»^'

LOOKING
FOR A

CHRISTMAS

LIZOTTE'S

10% off all

pipes in stock

76 MaIn Street
NoRThAMpTON

mmmmmr

lit It

mexican
sweater,
hats and
scarves

150 main st. northampton

I Thornes Market 2nd floor

\^
584-3958

DANIEL'S
Haberdashery

Fine Men's Clothing

Main St.,

Northampton

TRADRESS
Silver magic wands

Thome's Market
2nd floor

150 Mam St.

Northannpton

The Cushmctn
General Store
the everythinp store for the one stop trip

(Formerly Whittehiore's)

Order your fresh

Shaw Turkeys
Also fraluring all >our HnKday Koods

SPECIAL
Miller A Schlii/ 12 U2. can $7.50 case

491 Pine Si Cushman (Amherst ) 549-0464

Mon.-Sai. 8ani-9pm, Sun Sam-^pm

COLLEGE DRUG
STORE

has
Panasonic*

FOR CHRISTMAS

Tape Recorders
AM/FM Clock

Radios
Orders will be taken

(allow one week)

v^r^c^^Wi^o:

:^S«^

;:*^«^vi
yyy

S.
5»:

k'

GREAT SAVINGS
GIFT CERTIFICATES

AVAILABLE

m

:¥:

Comfortable, cozy, and casual . .

.

Our knee-length socks, hand knit In a

cheerful array of colors, are so thick

and warm you can wear them as
slippers. Tie tops are an interesting

detail. Moderately priced at 6.95

children's sizes too!

Open Moiia-Fri. 9-9 Sat. 9-6

4 Main St. Amherst
^'.tSriWwWsSupptehterJt'^^-^"^-^^**'*'^* SVNKVKWWXV^ VVWV"^ v •

.
• V>0.>

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst, next to the Post Office :$..

§1 Open 10-6. Mon.-Sat./ startf>g Dec. 11. 9-9
||i
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^TNEGIFTSa^HERE!

WARRANTED TO Bf

Pendleton\WoolenMillsPORT LAND, one GON
• PO '^» VIOGIM WOOL

at

thompson's

Gloves
Shirts

Pendleton Woolens
— Shirts

— Scarves
— Caps
— Coats
— Cashmere Sweaters

100% wool cabled Shetland sweater

Reg $1925

Now $15.00
many colort

s

^^ood m
^'''^^^

DooKshop

Yoya * Mrdilation • Aatroloffy

• SpirttiikI Trarhinir* • WholittK- H*«lth Caokbook* •

Appro^ialr Trrhnolocy • Childbirth • Childrvn
• K<iur>Uoli«£oiiM-ioutn»«> Ecp«n*ion • Naturr Phola

<.CARD» '-^ GIFTS-'
• F«rrjtda)r and Chriatmas Card« •

Imported Stationrry • Blank Booki

•"N»» A|rr 'Rrrord« A Tap»«* Inrrn«f * Hold»r«»
Po«Ur« * Charts •Calrndara'Woodvn Boart* Tarnt Card*

Utornr't H»tkrt ISO <faiii <>»_ 'Snrlhamplon SHtt t304 J

HERBARIUM

'VV
'.'*'

• Herbal Wreaths
• Essential Oils ?^:ir\j!-T' »

• Havana Weed Products^ .')V* ""^J
*• Sachets • Potpourris

• Medicinal Herbs
Chinese Gijls:

• Fans • IVa// Hangings •

• Bonks • Tfo Sf f v

A- More.'

«̂
CA

f>:*'

)*v

150 Main Street Northampton

Antique Cards lUustrate Santa Claus's
Mythical Excursions From Frosty North

Santi* s nu»de of Iranspttrta-
tion wasn I always as lighlfiHX-

ed as his eighl happy reindeer.
Mailer of fad. Sania didn I

meet up wuh Dasher. Dancer.
Prancer. CDmel. Hlil/en.
IX)nder. (iipid and Vixen until

IK:2. vvhen Clemoni Clark
Mi>i»ie penned his popular
poem I he Nighi Before
Christmas

Before the Ketormalitm.
Dutch children pictured Si.

Nick riding about on his pi>ny
Suarie Piet (Black Pete)
Ihe Pennsylvania Dutch
turned the animal into a white
mule and called the rider KrisA
Kringle!

Antique cards in the
Hallmark Cards Historical
C"ollectit)n. show Santa riding
evei\ thing from a locket ship
to a Pennyfarthing — essen-
lialK a unicvcle with a small
Kick wheel I he father of the

American Christmas card,
I.ouis Prang, showed Santa
pedaling through the snow
with a holly branch in hand and
reindeer in pursuit.

A |y()y postcard pictures St.

Nick at the helm of a ship, one
from 1915 shows him flying an
open airplane Kven contem-
porary cards portray jolly
Santa gelling around in a vari-

ety t>f ways. fri>m motorbike lo
reindeer.

Santa himself has been
portrayed in many shapes and
si/es. He is alternately pic-
lured in Christmas archives as
a white bearded, priestly link-
ing man. a black bearded buc
caneer, a roly-poly elf and a
I'aunt old man!
Whatever his means of

Iransportatittn. .Santa is Santa,
beaming and jolly, and
C hrisim IS would surely not be
the same without him'

Have you herd ?
December is a month of magic, dance, and children's theater,

with special events and performances happening every Saturday.

...All this, and 24 unique shops, restaurants, and galleries

offer a shopping experience you'll never forget!

... 24 UNIQUE SHOPS

THORNES
THE CENTER OF

MARKETS
DOWNTOItfH NORTHAMPTON

Performing Arts • Galleries 1/2/3 • Restaurants • Children 's Programs

GloHous Natural Beauty ofPoinsetUa Plants
Creates Exotic and Colorful Yuletide Displays

The great celebration of
Christmas inspires the most ex-

travagant decorations, among
them brilliant and beautiful

poinsettia displays. These large

exotic flowers, used to decorate
homes and churches in Mexico
at Christmas, were intnxluced

to the United States by Joel

Roberts Poinsett, our first Am-
biissadorto Mexico. He brought
the plants home to his

greenhouses in .Svuith Carolina,

more than lUH years ago.

Joel Poinsett propagated
these vivid plants which he
called "Painted Leaves." and
sent cuttings to botanists and
nurserymen all over the coun-
try. Although they were later

named 'Poinsettia" in his
honor, his original name more
accurately describes them
with their flaming red petals

surrounding small red. yellow
and green flowers.

In their wild state in tropical

Mexico and Central America,
poinsettias are tall rangy
shrubs growing thirty feel tall

and blooming irregularly. Hor-
ticulturists have, over the

years. developed shorter

bushy plants that bUxtm pro-

fusely in time for the holiday

season. Cuttings for thousands
of florists all over the world

Poinsritia Plants In Miin> .Shapes at the Planting Fields Ar-
burelum. Oyster Bay, New York. Highlights in the dramatic dis-

play arc tree shaped and hanging poinsettia plants.

have come from commercial
greenhouse growers in the

United States, making pi>inset-

tias a true international

Christmas symbol.
Glorious poinsettia displays

are part of the holiday season.
Elaborate exhibits are pre-

sented at the Planting Fields
Arboretum in Oyster Bay. and
the Brooklyn Botanic Garden.
Brooklyn, both in New York.

Some two thousand poinset-
tia blossoms are featured in the
hothouse at the Planting Fields
Arboretum. Dramatic new red
varieties are set off by addi
tional plants in while, pink,
pink with white stripes and a
dazzling newcomer "Jingle
Bt'lls". which is pink with red
Hecks Some are gri>wn as tall

treelike plants with a full circle
of blooms att>p a four ft>ot

stem Others are trained with
graceful branches that hang
handsomely from baskets.

A free standing C^hristmas

'tree." formed by over one
thousand poinsettia plants, in

assorted colors, stars at the
BriK>klyn Botanic Garden.
Many of the varieties in the

show have never been seen by
the public before. Almost

three thousand flowers in
reds, pinks and while brighten
the winter scene. The annual
display is open lo the public
through the end of January.

VisitoHi from many places
throng to these festive exhibits
adding lo the natural wonder of
their holiday celebration'

•.-N*'t

Fre« Standing Christmas "Tree" build of more than
a thousand poinsettia plants in bright colors. At
the Brooklyn Botanic Gardan. Brooklyn. New
York.

If

Power-Soler System of Amherst
363y2 Main St., Amherst, Tel. 413-263-5229

FAST
3 5 DAY
SERVICE

Running
ShM
Heel

Replacement

$3 50

N«xt to WholewhMt Pizza

Mon.-Fri., 1-5:30; Sat. 10-4

DONT THROW THEM AWAY...
RENEW THAT

EXPENSIVE SHOE

Sport Shoe Repair
ALL BRANDS

Tennis

Jogging

Track

Basketball

master charge VtSA
>J

HOLY MEANING OF CHRISTMAS
The English word for

Christmas comes from CriMv.\

Vlaewe. which means "the
Mass of Christ." Most nations

A Chanqing scene at

THE CAPTAIN'S TABLE
t DAMON ROAO. MONTHAM^TON

For the young at heart sat...

EVERY NIGHT
•:30 p.m.-l a.m.; 7:30-9 p.m.
Happy Hour (Most Drinks 69c
Dinners served Thurs Sat

Happv Hour 4 6

COMTttr tno cOMtTf <o« r»i/ii roa <hi ro* i (uriHtt

derive their term for Christmas
from the lengthy Latin name
Fi'Mum Sitliviltttis lyomhu
\o\tri Jt-.Mi Christi (The Feast
of the Nativity of Our lord
Jesus Christ) or the shorter
form nif\.\alalis Dtmiini (The
Birthday of Our Lord). In

Spain Christmas is called /.<i

\a\iilaJ. in Portug;il. \tital.

and in Italy. // .Sninlt'. Christ-

mas is called Ri>:hJc\i\tt
Khrisui in Russia, and the

German word for Christmas,
Wfiinu hivit stands for Holy
Night or Blessed Night, refer-

ring to the Nativity only by im-

plication.

NEIM l»AMt

J£_ ynQS-i j^tiL.

.»- •*>' FENTON'S ,.^-^-'

WHOLESALE & RETAIL

SOCCER

SWIMMING

TENNIS

TRACK

VOLLEYBALL

SQUASH
BADMINTON

Supplying the
Amherst area with
the finest in

athletic supplies
and equipment!!

TENNIS RESTRINGING
&

SKATE SHARPENING

SPORTSWEAR

JOGGING

TABLE TENNIS

LACROSSE

SOFTBALL

HANDBALL

377 MAIN ST. AMHERST ^^'
253-3973 -^^

%,7^A-.^ •.,'- r,'r. ,>»' ^^'at •,.>'' r.'r tA .'-^^^ i./' ^-^ tA .*^ rjs-- •>>'- r^-r. -..^^r^r

SANTA'S
OPTICAL
HELPER

•BINOCULARS
•MAGNIFIERS

•HAND LENSES
•CONTACT

" CARE
KITS

jivenchy
Dptyl
jeoffrey Beene
Dorothy Hamill
Pscar de la

Renta

&^ call

Jura
Diane Von
Furstenberg

B E» L Ray Ban
Joe Shagnasky

Amherst & Hadley's

First Optician

56 MAIN ST. 253-7002

Christmas Supplement

6 Christmas Supplement



LOOK YOUR
BEST THIS
HOLIDAY
SEASON

We feature the latest
techniques in haircutting

We specialize m all types oi:

•Coloring •Tinting •Frosting
•Afros •Luminiiing •Perma
nent Waves •Body Waves

I (Mils HOftn OT

l7AMnr>l>tfu»m

Hi C3 Amh«f»i

-UNISEX HAIRSTYLING-

(THE aristocrat)
549 6255

"Where it

costs less to

go first class"

Christmas

B()xed

Cards
jring.

cari^, and sharing are

the veiY special joys of Christmas!

(y^ Ŷe^/r/7^y ^Aem/f/74
Creative excellence is an American tradition

at the Christmas store

i

CSmpu* C«nf«f univ o< mass amn«rsi

SPECIAL HOLIDAY HOURS OPEN WED NIGHTS TIL 9 DEC. 6. 13. 20

10% off on ALL items with this ad

alvergcgpe

,v.

THF YEI-lOW HOUSE 2M n plejisjni

dmhersl mj 01002 <413) 253 3324

DENIMS

under $16
Velours $15.00

Faded Jeans $11.00
iVestem Flannel Shirts $

Next toTHEPUBAmherst

THANKS • ••

FLYING FEET
BONUS
COUPON

I

I

THIS
COUPON
WORTH

IC/t
OFF

O ANY
PURCHASE

...At Flying Feet Sports Store.

Coupon good at Amherst store thru Saturday,

December 9, 1978 only.

The Staff & management of Flying Feet
Sports Store would like to thank our
many new customers for making the
grand opening of our new Amherst
store such a huge success.

TH/S BONUS COUPON
IS OUR WA Y OF SA Y/NG

THANKS.
If you haven't visited Flying Feet take
this opportunity to get acquainted and
save.

FLYING FEET
AMHERST'S NEW
FULL SERVICE

SPORTS STORE FEATURING...
Downhill skis it cross countrv skis • ski b winter down parkds

and vests • basketball equipment • hockey skates b equip

nent • figure skates • wartn up suits and more more more'

OPEN SUNDAYS 1 TO 5 P.M.

lE

^.^heese Gift ShojL,^^
Has: K
— Godiva Chocolates ^

^ —Fruit Cakes

1

5

Beer & Wine
—Wide assortment of cheese 8- cheese
wheels

Gourmet Gift Packages

Custom Made To Order

—We Mail Anywhere—

103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

Why
settle
for
the
or-

dinary?

Distinctive
Gifts

Conser-
vatively
Priced

from te.SO

J. :\i;sn\.
.ii:\\ 1.1 IK

^yi'l'B I 8l'm"l"»T» I .;

CROSS-
COUNTRY

SKIS

Complete Ski

Packages
from $69.95

P (list $88.75)

Ski Rentals

Available

31 S.
Pleasant St.,

Amherst

Silva

Huski

Handsem
Splitkein

Amherst
Cycle Shop

253 Triangle St.

549-3729

Northampton
Bicycle

"J^lafterpus

///*///.• •
. ^ • 4 < < 4 4 • .'. < t,^*,,ff,f»* «/.«///•///,•//.//'.•.•.

TAPES
ACCESSORIES
@Ticif.rrw3N

CHRISTMAS
HOURS

Sun. 12 6 p.m.
Mon Sat.

10 p.m. 10 p.m.

Tel

586 5882

WE HAVE IT!
.Join the people who shop the valley's

most COMPLETE record Er tape store

Our store is locally

owned and people-oriented

TODAY'S HITS AT GIFT-CIVINC PRICES

n
BIUV JOEL
Wnrt STRfET

4.99
sefies 898

BARRY MANIIOW
tiREATEST HITS"

8.99

GRATtfUL DEAD
SHAKEDOWN
STREET

4.99
io'H'S 798

sefies 798

1398

2lPse!

EARTH WIND
6 ORE
BEST Of

5.49

ERIC CLAPTON
BACKLESS

4.49
trfw-. 798

ELP
LOVE BEACH

3.99
se«>e« 798

BARBRA
STREISAND

•GR HITS VOL «••

5.49

VAN MORRISON
WAVELENGTH

4.99
setips 798

NEIL DIAMOND
"YOU DONT BR
ME FLOWERS

5.49

QUEEN
JAZ7

4.99
wi«n 798

STEELY DAN
GREATEST HITS

7.99
1198

2LP SPt

maxell
CASSETTE TAPES

UD 90-2.99
reg. 3.89

UD 60-1.99
reg. 2.69

salfe erxls 12/8

SELECTION is what makes Platterpus different from

other area record stores. Our huge stock includes

classical, rock, disco, folk, show tunes and easy

listening, as well as the nxjst complete jazz depart

ment in the valley. Now, in time for Christmas, we of-

fer with this coupon:

ALL
series 798

LPs & TAPES

NO
LIMIT

coupon expires 12 8

WHY WAIT IN LONG LINES?

*Trr- r.

Ptatterpus is the Northampton area's most convenient

^TICWTWSN outlet, offering tickets for most major

Eai t Coast entertainment and soorting everits.

g Christmas Supplement



THE
STUDENT
BODY.

The/ladeleine
79 S PleaMuit St . Amherst Ma.
Daily 1 1 6 283 34*4

DAT

MCAT

LSAT

CMAT
PCAT

OCAT
I

GRE / I

SAT / I

VAT/NU

ECFMG
FLEX

VQE

NCB

GRE GMAT MCAT
Special Winter

Classes!

Enroll Now
Cwlirt

ENJOY THE
DISTINCTIVE
DIFFERENCE
OF DELL'S

€S Dr. TtLS4MMl

A. i^s:

Free consultations

Walk-Ins Welcome

CC^^

^^>M CAN HAPPEN TO YOU"

.^

^ Give your Sweetheart, Beau or
Friend a Gift Certificate toward
a new experience in Hair
Design.

Hennas $12.00 reg $i6.oo

584-9625

VISA
209 Main St. (2nd floor), Northampton
Mon. 9-9 Tues.-Fri. 9-9 Sat. 9-9

CHRISTMAS
PRESENT
FROM
ITALY...

\

THE ONLY AUTHENTIC ITALIAN
PIZZA IN THE AREA

(AND PINOCCHIO DOESN'T LIEf!)

-FREE DELIVERY-

[JPinocchio Pizza and SubsJ

^^T/ N. Pleasant St., No. Amherst
open till 2 a .m

.

549-3669

rrcdiHouik
Jeweler

The just-right gift

for just about
everyone on your
Holiday list...

65 N. Pleasant Sjt., Amherst, Mass. 253-7615

LOOMS ?
Simple, hardwood tobl^ & top#stry
looms by Northfi«ld Looms & Stanley
Derroco yarns!

Great for gift giving & for making gifts

Free warping & weaving lessons with
each loom purchase! All looms under
$45

^^ naimal icMtllei
AMMftST WAMK CIHriK

(•oi i S» ft. plaoioni iir»*i. oirtwtu
hourt, I04r 'Ml }5«-«4}7

^i
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Symbols Adorn Greeting Cards
Chrislmas card artists have

a wealth of symbols from
which to draw when preparing
illustrations. Holl> is symbolic
of chastity, flying birds sym-
bolize spiritual life and a

feacock stands for eternal life,

.ambs call attention to the
sacrifice on the cross: beasts of
burden often stand for humil-

ity. And a while rose recalls

the little shepherd girl whose
tears were lurned to while
roses by an angel. The child
had burst into tears at the man
ger because she had no gift

Christmas lights symK>li/e the
Cilory of (iod and holly berries
the drops of bl«H>d caused b\
Chrisis crown of thorns.

STOCKING STUFFKRS

Many people put i»ff buying
small stiK'king siufTets until

the very last minute Christ-

mas stockings arc as much a
part of the holiday as decora!
ingihe tree, family dinners and
gifts, and should be -hosen
with that in mmd. Hi>w about
some of the following'
• Mini-pu/zles for children and
adults.

• Finger puppets for the little

kids. Imaginative itnes are

available in stores or try

criKheling them yourself.
• Key chains with appropriate
hobby charms t)r nameplale.

• Small change purse or minia
ture bank.

• Toast y sleep-siK'ks rolled

into a colorful ball.

• Art supplies, box of crayons,
safety scissi>rs

• Soft sculpture dt>lls.

• Pretty hair barret is

• Multi-purpose Swiss knife.

JD |.CItar

•

TS

Where jewelry h to penonal

you can meet the man mho made it.

Dtttinctivc Custom

Made Jewelry ^
Mountain farmi Mall. Hadlcy . 1

DON MULLfiR

Allow Df to help you select that

perfect Christmas gift for tfiose very

special people in your life. Choose

from our fine selection of jewelry,

blown glass, leather accessories,

pottery porcelain, weaving, wood,

and pewter.

199 nort/l^j/iaaant atrot omAerrt »mw6 01002.

\HolicUiy Drinks That

II
Warm Up The Crowd!

>
1

' >

Holiday parties call for somethmg a little more spectacular !

than ordinary cinrktail part> bar fixings. You'll find these 1

I
recipes for hot and cold drinks the answer, whether yt>u re !

; having friends in for dinner, a festive midnight supper or a

;
great big "invite everybody " open house I hey re sure lo add

;
a spirited touch to that extra special occasion

' >

I <

< <

> >

<
.

rRAlllTIO>AI. SI LLAHIB
I ru|i whi|i|>ins <-r<*«m

.) lultlcKiMxinn !>u|i«r

1 tH|i. Irnitin juirr
'/^ <-u|i l»r«n<l>

2 vfif whilrit. t>iim> IM-Nlcn

In large mixer bowl or electric blender, blend cream and
|

;
sugar ;H low speed. Add brandy . Iemt»n juice, and egg whiles

;

I

last Continue mixing at low speed for . itr .^ imtie minutes
\

;
Serve prt»mplly. refrigerating any leftovers. Makes ^ cups

' >

<>
I.

' >

'>

miNK-Tf.APrxii
3'^ ru|»K i-hill«-<l Klronn !•«

2- h ox. (-«nK rritya-n linifutlc

I - t/S Im>I||«- «if rhillcti Mhila- ilinntT «>in<-

' t lo '2 <'U|i «UK<ir. iiiMMirtli ns li> iMoIr

Mini i>|tH|i*

Iff HItM-k iir l«il« «>r !•*• < iiltr*

t\»mbme firsi l«uir ingredients, stirring until sugai i> «.i»n>

! pletel) dissolved and limeade IS thawed Ptmr into punch K«w I
<

t»ver previous!) fro/en bl«Kk «>f ice Serve t»ver cubes in tall.
'<

slim glasses garniNhed with mint sprigs. Makes two ifuaris ot i

liquid If voii re having .1 reallv big crtiwd double the recipe
|

.ind reserve halt in a pitcher t«» be used as neetleil

KI-D/IPPKK
t t'lliio \«-|ti-lalil<- jliii-i-

l)ii«h of I'uliuoro or hut |M'|t|MT oiiUft*

luii-f iif I It-nioii

l>|l. ••••|«T» '•4-«-||

' t fU|t l>ull<*r

2 «-ii|»« «lr% «h«Tr»

l.cnion olirr*

Ct»mbine first ftuir ingredients in a saucep.tn Bring to boil

ing point i»ver medium heat, siiiring ,dl the while Add butter

!

;; and wine .ind pt»ur into warmed punch bowl .Serve garnished
!

!; with lemon slices in punch cups. N'leld I' : quarts.
;

;; Skoal'

#»»»»»»#»#»#»»»»»#»»»»»»»#»#»»»»#»»»##»###»»»»»»»»»#»#*

$12
Heavyweight
sportshirts.
Bold, brawny Big Mac" plaids Detailed with
bias chest pockets, banded collar and long
tuck tails Choose from hearty yarn-dyed plaids
in all cotton or cotton polyester S-M-L-XL

I— This
isdCPenney

Special holidays

deserve special desserts.

Like Baskiii-Robbiiis

Hully Mint Ice Cream Pi&
Window-shop the specialties of the season
3f Baskin-Robbins Festive cakes, pies

cheery creations of every kind :n your choice of

31 flavors

We ve got a freezerful of holiday spint why not

take a little honne with you''

BASm-ROBBINS

ICE CREAM STORE

n MAIM ST . AMHERST MA S3 97M
TOWN HALL BUS STOP.
BN and BNRO RTS.

• !••• ••HIM KOaaiNt ICt COtHM COM»*NT

Danish
School Bags

in

convQs

sturdy

handsome,
Qiid versatile
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Tuition hil<e protest set
1,000 protestors to march, meet with trustees

By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

UMass students will get their chance to protc»st the out-of
state tuition increase before the University Board of Trustees
today when the the board meets at 10 30 a.m. in Memorial
Hali.

A student demonstration against the increase, expected by
Its leaders to draw more than 1,000 students, is scheduled to

begin at 1 p.m. 4n the Student Union Ballroom, followed by a
march to Memorial Hall at 2 p.m.

Four students will have a half hour to make presentations

to the trustees at tf>e t>eginning of the board nrweting.

The non-resident tuition irKrease. which resulted frpm a

change in the formula used to determine out of state tuition

riMde in the last session of the state legislature, will also be

reported on at the nteeting by the trustee's Faculty and Educa
tional Affairs Committee, acccvding to University spokesman
Howard White.

State Rep James G Collins (D Amherst) yesterday filed a
bill in the state legislature to repeal the section of the state
higher education appropriations act that would raise tuition
(See related story this page)

Tf>e board of trustees is responsible for setting a final dollar

figure on University tuition ar>d are expected to do so at their

February, 1979 meeting.

One student who wiH speak at tfie meeting, Oavid
Barenberg from the Student Center for Education Research
and Advocacy, said students will ask tf>e trustees not to ap
prove any tuitKKi ir>crease, worit wtth students in lobbying the
state legislrture in support of the Collins bill arnf hold the
February meetirvg of the board here on campus for "rrKxe stu
dent input."

Professional artist Robert Pascal demonstrates the use of an air brush yesterday in the University

(Staff photo by Lynn Marion.)!

Resident heads want hike
By ROB STEIN
Collegian Staff

Residential Resource Management last night requested a $15

monthly rent increase for University owned family Housing

units ata student senate Rents and Fees Committee meeting.

The committee was scheduled to discuss the $15 increase

and two other rent increase proposals requested by the

Housing Office after its regular fee planning session.

Tenant representatives from the 391 units at Lincoln,

University and North Village Apartments opposed any in

crease claiming it could not be met by the tenants who have

not received a stipend increase in five years.

Tenant leader Scott Balfour said the tenants would support

an eight percent inflationary increase (about $12, Balfour said)

rather than the $15 increase or a.$39 monthly increase, which

would be necessary to meet maintenance costs. All three

proposals follow a $19 increase effective this September 1st

passed by the University trustees last May.

Tenants at the meeting claimed the units were in violation of

the state health and sanitary codes which have not been

corrected by the University health inspectors Balfour said

tenants will call a state building code inspector to venfy the

complaints early next week.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson said

he hopes to help secure state funds to aid in repairing the

housing units.

Only the $39 monthly increase would not require sub

sidi/ation from the Dormitory Trust Fund to meet operational

costs Family Housing units are currently financed both from

tenants rents and these loans from dormitory trust funds.

Balfour said if tenants could not meet next year's increase

they would be forced to organize a rent strike similar to the

two month strike held earlier this year in protest of the $19

increase.

In other business. Health Service Director Barry Averill

requested a tentative 12 percent increase for health services.

Averill said there has not been an increase in Health Service

costs in three years and the proposed increase would "catch

up " to the ongoing inflationary rise in employees' salaries and

operating expenses "Students have been living off the ac

cumulated fees paid by students for the past six years, " he

said.

Averill said Health Services needs the increase to compete

for quality employees and continue delivering the level of

service it has in the past.

The Community Development Center requested $4a$45

.ncrease for infant day care centers. The increase would be

"sed to Nre one full time teacher for the center and more

work study aids

The increase has already been approved by the parents who

would be paying the additional fudns, said the Rents and Fees

Committee Chairman, Craig Sherwood.

Barenberg said he will also present to the board the first

results of a SCERA survey, polling 1,750 out of state students
aryj asking tfwm how they would respond to a proposed
doubling in the non-resident tuition.

According to Barenberg, with ten percent of the polls
returned, 80 percent said they would not be able to afford to

] return to UMass r>ext year.

Almost 90 percent of those resporxling graduated in tf>e top
five percent of their high school class, with the rest graduating
in tfie top ten p>ercent. according to Barenberg.

The other three speakers at the meetir>g will be: Carlos
VakJes, a student from Bolivia speaking for the Interr^tional

Students Association; Eda DiBiccari from Students United for

Public Education; and Elise Kohke. an out of state student.

Several otfwr students will also speak at the beginning of
the rally in tfw Student Union Building.

Also on tf^ tnistee's agerxla for today's meeting:
An executive seMion of the board will be called to cfKXJse

ftorKxary doctorate recipients for this year's comrr>encements
in Amherst and Boston. Honorary degrees will not be an-
nounced, however, jntil late spring, so those who are chosen
will have, a chance to respond, said University spokesman,
Howard White.

A proposal to transfer control of the University's er>dow-

ment, which totals less than $2 million, from tfie trustee's

Finance Committee to the University treasurer. Robert H.

Brand

A resolution, submitted by Cfwirman Joseph Healy, to

reaffirm the University's corrwtntment to affirmative action m
lis hiring policies.

A proposal to establish a Center for x\\e Study of New Rus-

sian Literature, operating, out of the Slavic Languages and
Literature depamnent f>ere on tf>e Amherst campus

Recommend preliminary approval for extensive renovation

in Knowlton House Tfw renovptions. expected to cost bet-

ween $600,000 and $660,000 would close the Northeast dorm
for the spring 1979 semester and make it ready for occuparKy
by Fall 1979

Collins aims to

blocl< non-res.

tuition increase
By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

State Rep. James G. Collins (D Amherst) yesterday filed a

bill with the State House of Representatives in Boston to

block the increase of out of state tution at UMass.

Collins bill calls for the repeal of a paragraph added to the

Education Appropriations Act that would mandate more than

a doubling of the current non-resident tuition of $1,550 and

raise the residency requirement from 12 months to 18 months.

An aide to Collins, Maureen Malley, yesterday said Collins

would not file a bill setting up a new formula for legislative

determination of non-resident tuition, leaving the UMass
Board of Trustees with the full responsibility of setting tuition.

The sentences added to the Appropriations Act by the

legislature in June 1978, call for the trustees to set non-

resident tuition at 95 percent of the total UMass budget divid-

ed by the total number of students, leaving the trustees to

determine the total University budget.

The additions to the Act also changed the residency require-

ment for students from twelve months to "at least eighteen

continuous months with the intent of... living in the com-

monwealth indefinitely."

Collins' bill would nullify both these additions.

Collins, a 1968 graduate of UMass Amherst, was re-elected

to the state House of Representatives last month. The House

will begin its 1979 session on January 3, 1979.

Weather

Partly sunny today with highs 45 to 50. Fair tonight

with the lows in the 30s inland and in the 30s coastal

sections. Tomorrow, variable cloudiness with highs in

the 40s.
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Area mother protests

student testing
Associated Press *

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. - Rita Benoit says

Massachusetts schools are resorting to

minimum competency testing of students

only because it's easier than testing ad-

ministrators and teachers to see if they're

doing thteir jobs.

So Benoit a motf>6f of eight and wife of

the city's economic development director -

says she wont allow her school age
children to take the standard achievement

tests mandated by the state's planned

"Basic Skills Improvement Policy
"

In a letter to Massachusens Education

Commissioner Gregory Anrig, she accused
administrators of trying to use a new set of

student achievement tests due m 1980 to

hold teachers accountable for their

classroom performance.
If they're worried about that, let them

test the teachers, " she said in an interview

with The Associated Press They re using

KkJs to measure the competency of the

adults in the system "

Benoit, 46. has been active for several

years in educational and community affairs

in this western Massachusetts community.

She admitted some of her views on

education are out of fashion.

Standing in the living room of her com-
fortable home in the suburban Indian Or-

chard section of Springfield, she even had
good words for that nx>st embattled of

educattortal policies, social promotions.
"For a kid who isn t doing well or who's

poor, )ust coming to school is a real

sacrifice. " she said "we ought to

recognize that

However unorthodox her philosophy of

education, Benoit claimed to have support

for her opposition to minimum competency

tests:

"I've heard from a lot of people who say

'You're right, Rita.' I didn't realize how
much interest there was on this."

But why the uproar over competency
testing, especially since in Massachusetts it

apparently will not be accompanied by

more stringent standards for promotion or

graduation
In Benoit's view, there is too much testing

in the schools now. She said they serve

mostly to label certain children as unfit,

increasing fear and pressure on them.

"The important thing for the student is

self expression, and that's lost sight of,

"

she said.

As 1980 nears, Benoit may find she is not

alone Parents who demand that educators

"get back to the basics" sometimes see
things differently after being told a child is

being put m a special class because of an
inability to master those basics.

"I can understand Mrs. Benoit's point of

view," said Barbara Krysiak, director of

English for Waltham public schools and
member of a task force working on details

of the state's basic skills program.

"Any movement that labels kids without

helping them is immoral, and there have

been testing abuses in other states You
can't blame it all on the kids," she said.

"There are going to be challenges from

parents and test cases," she conceded

But the tests can do a lot of good.

Wednesday, December 6, 1978
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WALOEN. Col-Rescue workers fight through heavy snow and blizzard condi-

tior.s as they remove the injured from the wreckage of a twin engine Rocky
|

Mountain Airways ^rcraft which crashed during a flight from Steamboat Spr-

ings, Colo., to Denver. Twenty one persons, including a baby, survived the|

crash (UPI)

Separation leads to Senate
WICHITA. Kan I4PI Nancy Landon Kassebaum says her

place as a woman wouW still be m the home, rather than the

US Senate had she and her husband not separated

When she and Phil Kassebaum, an attorney and

businessman, decided to separate three years ago, it was not

a result of any desire to break out and become her own per

son, she said m an interview

But although she won t say what caused the split it wk;

reaWy sorr^ethmg that's hard to explain " Kassebaum believes it

war partially responsible for giving her a taste of Washington

politics that later led her to run for the Senate.

Had she and her husband been together a year ago when

Sen James Pearsons announced he would retire, the

Republican senator elect said. Kansas would not have had its

first woman senator

"Sen Pearson made his decision and I was from this area ot

the state and it was a good time for a woman and the children

were at a point where I felt I could be gone and my own

marital status had changed. " she said.

"Othenwise. I would not have been able to participate-

because I would not have left home to go off on my own

career As I've said, my first prionties were family and they still

are. really, but they've changed so that I feel I can utilize in-

terests I've always had "

The 46 year old Kassebaum has gained as much attention in

becoming the first woman elected to the Senate without

following her husband to Congress, as she has for being the

daughter of 1 936 GOP presidential nominee Alf Landon

But in interviews at her campaign office and comfortable

home in a rural area west of Wichita, she said she felt no

special responsibility to the women's movenr>ent when she

becomes the only woman senator in the 96th Congress.

Among other points she made were:

She hopes to serve in the Senate two terms and has no

desire to seek higher office as her father did

The person she admires most « Abigail Adams, wife of the

second presidenl because somehow I myself have admired

women who have been strong behind the scenes and I still

do " She counts her own mother in that category.

Kasscibaum had left Wichita with three of her four children in

19"^ to work for a year on Pearson's staff in Washington

because she believed maybe it was a good tinr>e to get a little

breathing space " That experience, she said, led to her can

didacy.

PuUic Notice

?Ati
Amherst

W\ stare. <j^,V

approves alliance policy I..6(om Gii^^*^
A new policy to deal with relationships between Amhefst

College and agencies such as the CIA has been approved by

the college faculty this week.
The new policy will allow the College administration to "ac

cept and administer only grants or contracts, the sponsorship

of which are openly disclosed " In addition, the policy states

that a faculty member must also be "free to publish the result

of his or her research "
The policy statement, approved by a vote of 85 to 12. with

seven abstentions, also prohibits the administration from

cooperating with security investigations by the agencies per

taming to recruitment of faculty, students or staff without ad

vance consent by the individual.

But the faculty also upheld the right of agencies to use the

school's facilities "for public recruitment of faculty, students,

and staff for employment
A report submitted last May by a four member faculty com

mittee that studied the relation between Amherst College and

intelligence agencies had recommended the policy.

•••^ aw •w60%
DCPii^iircu<
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DOWNTOWN AMHERST

at the SALT BOX

CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR THE
WOMEN IN YOUR LIFE!!

*

t" Rs'its
° ^^''''"^^

HAND KNIT SWEATERS
PATTERNED NOVELTY SWEATERS
CABLED and CREW-NECKS .,r.l^nl^f!^n^
CARDIGANS NORWEGIAN HANDKNIT TUNICS

STRIPES COWL-NhUI\b

Suits dresses, pants, skirts, sportwear dresses, nightwear,

robes' and evening wear. Jewelry, monogrammed tote bags,

belts Scottish woven scarves, shawls and plaid lap robes.

MM
Hanukkah
Greeting

Caids.

^

Share in the tradition and beauty of this )oyous season.

Starting Dec. 8
nightly till 9:00

Sun. 12:00-5:00

16 MAIN ST.
AMHERST

253-9800

(^^np?ie/f/(

Creative excellence is an American tradition.

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

New service

Univ. employees will

get counseling service
By TOMLUTZ
Collegian Staff

A new referral and counseling service for
the 7,000 University employees has begun
at the Health Center by Occupational
Health Physician Dr. Roy Kendrew.

The Employee Assistance Program offers

information on where to get help for

various health related and personal matters

including marital, family, alcohol, drug,

vocational, psychological, legal or financial

problems.

"There is a feeling among employees that
the administration is hostile towards them--
this is not true. This program is something
very positive being done for the workers
and we hope they reali2e it and take ad
vantage of it," Kendrew said.

Begun on a limited basis this September,
the Employee Assistance program has been
used by 40 staff persons, who said the ser-

vice was "helpful in dealing with their pro-

blems," according to program coordinator

Jeanne Martin.

Martin said the program was begun to

"demystify' the process of getting personal

help and to make it accessible to staff

members on campus A similar program for

students is also available at the Health
Center where they can go to the Mental
Health cfinic for advice and counseling.

"We want p>eople to have a place to go
when they have a problem where they
don't have to feel "crazy" or "defective"

just because they walk in the door," she
said.

Martin has compiled a referral list of all

programs between Springfield and Green-
field where individual counseling is

available and whether the programs require
waiting lists and cost.

The program also has information on
several free financial counseling services,

Martin said.

All contacts are strictly confidential and
cannot be disclosed without the
employee's written permission.

'Teople who know they have a difficulty

but don't know what to do about it can
come here and we'll give them the informa-

tion they need to make a decision. This way
they won't have to fumble through the

yellow (>ages just to end up making a

mistake, like going to a high-priced physi-

cian they might not be able to afford," she
said.

"When people get up the motivation, the

courage to come m and ask for help, half

the battle is won." Martin said.

Playboy photographer

questions Harvard's refusal

to run advertisement
CAMBRIDGE. Mass MP) Playboy

photographer David Chan is puzzled that

Harvard's newspaper banned the bunny
logo and an ad seeking female Ivy Leaguers
for the magazine's September 1979 issue

>'l never thought it would happen here at

Harvard, where people supposedly think

for themselves," said the 41 year-old

photographer, "i guess they don't."

In a statement, the campus newspaper
said it rejected the ad because most staff

members decided the ad was "not only of-

fensive but also would have contributed

directly to the furthering of sexism in

American thought.
"This was most definitely not an act of

censorship. It was an exercise of our

perogative to refuse to run any advertise-

ment that would directly further an explicit

evil such as the exploitation of women in

our society."

Chan approached the university's

rtewspaper, The Harvard Crimson, last

week with the ad asking for "a cross sec-

tion of women for the upcoming 1979

September issue."

He sard he paid $181 for the ad and was
assured Thursday it would run through the

weekend.

But Thursday night, he was told by Crim-

son president and publisher Francis Con-

nolly that 30 editors voted to reject the ad

because it was "too offensive" and violated

the publication's policy of "condemning
sexism."

Chan was surprised. He admitted in an in-

terview published in yesterday's Boston
Globe that he'd run into anti-sexism pro-

tests from other colleges over similar ads.

But he said no one had ever refused to

publish.

"I couldn't believe it. I got censored. I felt

very sadabout that," he said. "I've been to

about 25 schools in thb past two years and
not one of them has ever censored my ad."

Connolly apparently shared Chan's views

on free choce without endorsing what he

described as the photographer's
"degrading line of work" in an editorial for

his Sunday edition. The ad presented "...a

clear choice to mature, educated women-
women who are completely within their

rights to refuse the offer of a few hundred
dollars should they find the price, in terms

of personal degradation, too high..." he
wrote.

Chan said Monday that despite the cold

shoulder from Harvard, he has received a

number of calls in resfwnse to an identical

ad in Boston newspapers and soon will give

it another try at other Ivy League schools.

"I'll see what happens," he said,

see if they play follow the leader."

"We'll

FOR

**.»•»•

BOOZE
&

BEER
C&C LIQUORS

I

THE FRIENDLIEST STORE IN TOWN

61 Main St., Amherst 253-5091

FREE DELIVERY

The Campus Center reconstruction is unearthing some unfavorable looking
specimens. (Staff photo by Jennifer Gear)

Millett asks women to get

out of literary closets
By JOYCE MUNHUt
Collegian Staff

The literary field has been dominated by
men for years but according to feminist

author Kate Millett who spoke at UMass
Monday, now is the time for women to

"climb out of the closets, buy a 39 cent
notebook and write."

The history of women writers, Millett told

a predominantly women's audience, is that

"we haven't been published." But now it is

time to build up a women's literary

tradition, she added, and to stop being

"brushed under the rug."

Millett admits this will not be easy because
of roadblocks such as unwilling publishers

and unsympathetic critics who "treat you

While Millett s quick satiric interjections

lightened her talk and produced chuckles

from the audience her message was clear:

Wpmen must write and be published to

counterbalance the predominant literary

attitudes.

When many women authors get into the
literary scene there will be "a collective

creation of voice," Millett said, "a com-
munication between women"

Millett also stressed the imponance of a

writer's audience which is a valuable asset

because it helps to protect the wnter from
critics, publishers and editors. Surely there

is no greater way to feel valuable than to

have a waiting readership.

"But mostly," Millett said, "we need an
audience so we can create a new human

News Analysis
like a little girl who better be good, and if

you're not you must be a tempermental
little bitch."

But the biggest roadblock faced by
women who want to write, Millett said, is

that "women have not been taught to value
their ideas. The patriarchal culture gives

you no sense of self.

"

In her subtle and sometimes humorous
attack on patriarchy, Millett used literary

examples to show the ways women have
been mistreated and mispresented by male
authors.

There is something MiHett calls the

"manical concern with chastity" in

literature." She used Shakespeare as a

prime example of this in his plays where
"the plot revolves around if she did or she

didn't."

created by us.condition as defined and
One that is more human."

Millett's optimism and enthusiasm were
well appreciated by her own audience
Monday night. One man in the audience
commented that "we should print a
transcript of it (her speech)."

Another person in the audience said she
"came across as being very human."

There are many descriptions one could

give to Kate Millett - human, bisexual,

sculptress and lecturer. But perhaps most
importantly she is a writer who has broken
into a field men have cornered for a long

time.

She is battling traditional literary formulas

in an attempt to create a new tradition. She
is asking for some help.

FIVE COLLEGE LECTURE

Dr. Walter Rodney, Author of

**How Europe Underdeveloped Africa**

EFFECTS OF THE CURRENT
WORLD CRISIS ON AFRICA AND
THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Thursday, Dec. 7, 1978 8:00 p.m. Thompson 102, UMass
Sponsored by: DVP. UMASS. FIVE COLLEGC BLACK STUDIES

and the UM AFRO AMERICAN STUDIES DEPT
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Black Affairs

The Nestles boycott

Th« Bill Saxton Quintvt p«rform«d at the Student Union building last Friday

night The avant antKlad An Evening of CuKure and Education' was t-uly in-

spiring for thosa who attended, (photo by Ed Cohan)

For several months, an international

campaign to urge the boycott of Nestle

products has been spreading Its purpose is

to focus world attention on, and prohibit,

the promotion and distribution of baby
formula to mothers in Third World
countries.

Residents of the Amherst community
have ioined the effort and are organizing

the t>oycott on the UMass and Amherst
college campuses.

The campus effort to urge the boycott of

all Nestle products will continue until that

company ceases its promotion and
marketing of baby fomiula to mothers who
do not have the means to prepare, uae ar>d

store the formula safely.

By encouraging r>ew mothers to use

formula milk instead of breast feeding.

Nestles and several American companiaa
are caijsing a sickening increase in the

number of infant deaths attributed to

malnutr tion and digestive tract diseasaa .

Proper use of the formula requires sterile

water bottles, aruj refrigerated storage of

unused prepared formula. The majority of

impoverished Third World motfiers do r>ot

have access to thaea aaaentials.

With their median annual incomes of

$300 $400, or less, they are forced to

stretch the formula by adding additional

water. The t>aby is likely to receive diluted,

and possibly contaminated formula as a

substitute for the nnother's natural nourish-

ment of breast milk

.

Nestle, a Swiss company, is the largest

distributor of formula in Third World
countries. A t>oycott of their products is the
only pressure we, in the U.S., can bring to

bear on that company.

The Amherst office of the Infant Formula
Action Coalition (IN FACT) is sponsoring •
movie entitled, "Bottle Babies" on
Thursday, Dec. 7 at 8 p.m., in Mahar
Auditorium The film docunwnts the

medical communities' diagnosis of infant

mortality in their village hospitals and
clinics as bottle baby deaths.'

A tx)vcott organization meeting wiW be

held on December 13, at 7:30 p.m. at the

Unitarian Community Center on N.

Pleasant St.

John McCormick
Member of INFACT

Infant Formula Action Coabtion

Letters to the Editor
Nummo News
anti-Semitic?

I c^ upon enlightened people to correct

the absurdities of logic tttat accuse

Numnrto News of anti-aemitism I am
sincerely exhausted reading such ignorar>ce

battered around by those claiming

poiieninn of good reason. Mr. Fetdman

arxl ttie rest of his ztontst supporters can

rant arnl rave all they want, but it will never

drown out the cries of tf>e oppressed who
suffer under their logic.

It is no infantile stereotype that Mr. Van
Der Meer spoke of; there are too many
Black sons and daughters wtw remember
it The only infantilism is to imagine even

you attempting to apply the same epithet to

Blacks. We wouldn't have a "campus wide

uproar" demanding your crucifixtion for it,

we would demand you be put on the

Richard Pryor show to tell the same joke

I'm tired of this Zionist bellyaching over

the plight of the Jews. You contir. le to

count your six million casualties under

Germany Have you tried to count how
many Africans you Europeans murdered to

build America? And don't start that crap

about you Jews had nothing to do with it.

Even If we discount all your vile merchants

wfx) took part, you still are responsible for

receiving stolen goods (i.e. slaves, profits,

and one of your most viscious, moral

contradictions - Aparthied covenant).

I'm tired of hearing about your peoples

homeless wanderings. In ancient and

modern times what did the Palestinians do

to your people to j'ustify the theft of their

larKl under Joshua, ar>d the expulsion of

two million into refugee camps under that

terrorist murderer Begin? What about the

state of Isreal with the blood nwney from

southern Africa, their strongest ally. Are

you counting the dead in the ghettoes,

Bantustans and refugee camps your people

brought us?

It was Germany who committed atrocities

against your people and it was your peoples

anti semitism that herded two million

Semitic Arab Palestinians, off the homeland

that they have lived on for thousands of

years. It was Anr>erica who turned thumbs
down to two million Jews on the Nor-

mandy coast while Hitler goose-stepped

through the Arc de Triumphe to ex-

terminate them.

It was not anti-Jewish sentiment, it was

the correct castigation of the three most

vile settler colonialist states on the planet;

America, Southern Africa and Isreal. If this

is not true ask the Native Americans who
lost theit land and over 80 percent of their

people, dead from smallpox and starvation.

Ask them because they are still dying and

losing their land.

, Ask the African Americans who still

remain clear-minded enough after what has

happened and still transpires. Ask them

what happened to their land, their 1(X)

million ancestors whose bones still blanket

the bottom of Atlantic and whose blood still

fertilizes American soil. Ask the Black

populations of Southern African wfiat

happened to their land and their people,

who still today are butchered with impunity

by white southern Afr>cans fiun paid for *

with Yankee and Zionist money.
When will you liberal, bleeding heart,

berievolent racists come up with a con-

structive ar>d a sane alternative to theae

conditions? You cry anti-semitism because

you don't have the guts arxj moral con-

viction to raze this viscious system ttim

your ancestors built with our blood.

There vvas nothing of "hatred ar>d

derogatory innuedos" in the Nov. 20th

issue of Nummo News. It was a k>r>g over-

due castigation of the benevolent racist

classes of pretentious liberals and nght<

wingers.
If ttie Jewish communitv doesn't want its

contradictions, let them organize against

the oppression thar own take part in. Let

tf>em organize against the Klan who is

rmirdering unarmed Blacks in Mississippi,

let them organize against the Hasidic

racists who are murdering our people in

Brooklyn. When these self proclaimed

allies of tf>e Blacks rise up against the vile

covenant Isreal has had with apartheid in

Southern Africa, and support the total

liberation of Palestine, then "Jews " as a

collective group won't be listed with tf>e

rest of the racists of the world. Send Begin

t)ack to Switzerland to collect another three

million doUars originally for the theft of

Palestinian land and have him collect it for

liberation struggles in Africa and America.

When Jews collectively stop ignoring their

compatriots crimes we will stop exposing

them. When they uae the rT>edia they

control to dispel the stigmas that are still

prevalent today, we will stop exposing

tf>ese injustices.

The sixth century AD. collection of oral

traditions of the Jews called the Talmud
stated that the descendants of Ham ara

cursed by being Black, and depicts Ham aa

a sinful man and his prophecy as

degenerate. The middle ages found Jews
continuing this degrading myth of Ham.
Benjamin of Tudela typified their attitude

in the twelfth-century by stating, "...they

go about naked and have not the in-

telligence of ordinary men. They cohabit

with their sisters and anyone they can

find...ttiey are taken as slaves and sold in

Egypt and neighboring countries. These
sons of Ham are black slaves."

Your people while philanthropically

supporting civil rights for blacks, were at

the same time economically exploiting us

and removing all the money profits from

our community.
When the non-semitic whites cut you

down you are quick to tell them what you

did for them. This is as much your

respons *^ lity as the rest. So don't be

surprise ! we are no longer' fooled by your

tric'<';

Tony Craton

Student Senator

Inquest into Seta's death

Due to the unclear circumstances
sunourKlir>g tt>e death of Sita Rampersad,
a University of Massachusetts student, tt>e

District Attorney's office will continue tfw

inquest into the cause of her death today at

the GreenfiekJ District Court.

Ms. Rampersad was found dead at the

Motel 6 in Deerfield on September 13.

Police at the time termed her death

suspicious but coukj not conclude whether

she was murdered. Police did say there

were no signs of violence in the room or on

the body A subsequent autopsy and follow

up investigations failed to reveal any

cor>clush« evidence.

At the request &f the TNrd World
Women's Task Force, the University had
agreed to present Sita's parents with tt>e

degree she would have received in

December for her completion of her un-

dergraduate work. The Third World
Women's Task Force is also demandir>g of

the University ttwt it set up a comnWttee to

gather information on, arKi establish

concrete programs to solve the problem of,

violence agairut Third WorkJ people in the

area.

Third World Women's Task Force

Latin Community at Amherst College

fights for a cultural center

The members of La Causa
are writing this letter

because we wish to inform

the comnmjnity as a wf>ole

about our effort to secure a

cultural center for the
Latino students of Amherst
College. La Causa has been
petitioning the
Administration for a room
to serve as a cultural center

for the past two years. In

recent weeks the effort has
intensified. On November
Ist members of La Causa
and Afro Am met with

President Ward ar>d Dean
Bishop and were promised

a "solution"' to their space
needs. Tf>e solution which
was offered the following

Monday, November 6th,

consisted of a 10' x 15'

cubicle in the basement of

Stone dormitory.

The Administration's offer

is an insult to the

aspirations and needs of the

Latino community. The
Administration had been

made aware that La Causa

desired a room that would

serve not only as a business

office, but also as a place

for Latino students to meet,

study, socialize and to

display their culture to the

entire Amherst community.

This basement cubicle is

not even large enough to

comfortably contain the

memt)ership of La Causa
and is furthernwre situated

on the periphery of the

campus, not readily ac-

cessible to the Amherst
College community.

Amherst College prides

itself on its diversity, but

diversity entails more than

the mere admission of

minority groups and
women. It is iK}t enough to

simply accept Latinos,

Blacks, and Asians and
women, and then expect

them to adapt to and feel

comfortable in what has

loeen an exclusively white,

upper-class, male in-

stitution. The institution

must also adapt to their

needs if these groups are to

be included. Too often the

paths of inclusion and
integration into the larger

community require a

sacrifice of personal values

and group identity.

The provision of a cen-

trally located cultural center

for Latino students is so

important because it would

signal a comrpitment by the

college to both include

Latinos into the community
and at the sanr>e time to

recognize and value their

unique and different

cultural tradition. The
latest Administration offar,

much like the previous

offers of space in the

Observatory and the

basement of the White
Homestead, demonstrates

that the Administration is

not ready to make such a

committment to its Latino

students.

Such an administration

policy has long term ef-

fects. Not only does it make
life at Amherst more dif-

ficult for Latino students, it

also makes Amherst less

attractive to Latino ap-

plicants. In the past few

years, large numbers of

Latinos accepted by the

Admissions Office have

chosen not to attend

Amherst. The end result

can only be a reduction of

the cultural and economic

diversity Amherst sup-

posedly prices so highly.

1 he members of La Causa
are continuing our efforts to

secure an adequate cultural

center and would ap-

preciate the support of any
members of the college

community in our struggle

to do so.

La Causa

Black Affairs
High Notes...
by MARIO A. BARROS
The Blackbyrds haven't

been in the studio for a
while but they do have a

new LP out. Their latest,

"Night Grooves", on Fan
tasy Records, contains
some stellar remixes of their

classic movers like "Do It

Fluid", ""Happy Music"",

and "Gut Level", the cut

that started it all for them.
Also included is a cut from
the "Lookin' Ahead" LP in

"Supernatural Feelings".

This LP has the first com-
mercial release of the disco
mix of ""Happy Music"
featuring the guitar and
vocal intro that was "wow-
ing" the people about 3
years ago. "Gut Level",

their first smash, and tfte

follow up to that, "Do It

Fluid"' are much clearer and
snappier than tiefore with
some apparent touching up
at the mixing board
All this adds up to a very

slick conceptual greatest

hits collection. The big

joint, though, is the fact

tf>at their classic "Walkin"
In Rhythm'" is there in all

it's mellow, rolling splendor
nrtaking this LP a definite

must for both the devoted
Blackbyrds fan and anyone

else who wants a fine

sampler of this group's
music.

Its taken H&L a while, but
they've released some new
products this past week
with three 12 " singles com-
ing off the line. Their
mainstay group, the
Stylistics popped out with

an impressive remake of

"The Lion Sleeps Tonight".
This cut is better than
anything on their last LP
(Sun & Soul). It starts with

the falsetto of Airion Love,

builds into a tight harmonic
structure and then breaks

into their customary Philly

stride. This is all that's

typical, however, as from
the drumb^eak (complete
with full percussion, animal

noises, etc.), this song
smokes tike nothing they've

ever done. If this cut-

backed with a solid mellow
effort, "Fly"' is any indica-

tion of the LP to come,
there will be some of the

most serious action on this

group since their classics,

like "You Make Me Feel

Brand New" and "People
Make The World Go
Round"'.

H£rL also strutted out a

very Memr^his sounding

Timothy Wilson doing
"(Wear Your) Red Dress
(Tight)'". It's very reminis

cent of "Mustang Sally"

and her "High heeled
Sneakers" ntaking for a
very fun kind of entry into

the music scene. Musically

tight, this song has just

about all of the bases
covered and should chart

nicely.

Their third release is Bren
da & Herb (not to be con
fused with Peaches Et Herb
who seem to have been
around forever) and their

cover of "I Who Have
Nothing" which envies tf>e

drive of the version includ-

ed in Theo Vaness' ""Back

To Music"' medley. Theirs is

funkier and simmers a little

nfHwe.

Trust fund

for Wilson

NEW YORK (UPI) Actor
Ben Vereen Tuesday an-
nounced formation of a
medical trust fund for

paralyzed rock 'n" roll singer

Jackie Wilson.
Wilson, now 45, has been

paralyzed and unable to

speak since c'ollapsing of a
heart attack during a
performance in Cherry Hill,

N.J.Sept. 25, 1975.

"This trust will do
everything possible to bring

to Jackie Wilson every
available medical facility

and opportunity to restore

him to maximun health,"

Vereen said. ""All funds will

go towards the trust, all

funds.
'"

However, since the singer

was striken with the heart

attack. his financial

obligations have exceeded
his funds.

His medical exj^enses at

Medford Leas Nursing
Home in Medford. N.J., are

in excess of $3,000 a month
.alone and the Internal

Revenue Service holds tax
liens estimated at $500,000

iFuur *raiutiui
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DISCOUNT LIQUORS "

RUSSELL ST., HAOLEY at ttie Mt. Farms Mall

MILLER
LITE
BEER
$6e29

case

12 oz. cans

ATEUS
ROSE

$2.6911
fifth

PRINCE
OF

WALES
SCOTCH
S4.99

quart.

POPOV
VODKA

$7.99.
1 .75 liters

59.2 ozs.

Monday, December 5 to Saturday, December 9, 1978

Cash and carry prices

We reserve the right to limit quantities

Hilda Harris, (above) leading mezzo-soprano with the New York CHy Opera.
will be appearing Dec. 7 at 800 p.m. at Bezanson Recital Hall, in the Fine Arts
Center. Tickets for the concert may be obtained at the UMass Arts Council
office at 125 Herter Hall, also at the Music Department of the Fine Arts Center.
All tickets are free of charge, there will be no tickets given out at the door the
evening of the performance.

Announcements Biack journalists

African Art
Prof. Robert F. Thompson of Yale Universi-

ty wilt speak Dec. 6 at Gamble Auditohum,

Mt. Holyoke College. The topic will be
African Art as a Classical Tradition.

Lecture on world

crisis in Africa

Dr. Walter Rodney, author of "How Europe
underdeveloped Africa" will speak Thurs-

day, Dec 7, 8:00 p.m. Thompson rm. 102,

UMass The topic will be the effects of the

current world crisis on Africa and the

developing countries.

conference
Boston University students fwe organiz-

ed a free, day-long seminar Dec. 9. called

Black Journalists: Commitm,jnts and Posi-

tion in the Media. Journalists in the Boston
media and media in New York.
Washington, D.C. and other cities are

scheduled as the guest speakers in a series

of discussion panels.

The seminar will also address the issue of

opportunities for Third World journalists.

Tlie seminar will be held from 9:30 a.m. to

5:30 p.m. at the George Sherman Union
building, 775 Commonwealth Ave.,
Boston

.

There is no admission charge, but there

will be a $2 charge for a luncheon.

mlp^lOSO
Economical, attractive,

and power-saving LCD calculator.

ArH>ther great pocket-portable

from Texas Instruments.

Perfofms tjasic math functions, percent-

ages and square roots Plus a 4 -key mem-
ory found on more expensive models

APD" automatic power down feature turns

off calculator after approximately four min-

utes ol non-use. preventing accidental

power dram and providing long battery life.

All with the quality you ve come to expect

from Texas Instruments

Mak»s a great gift lor anyone in the fanyly

»l the

citlculinor srore

caniout ctntcf ' untv of mMt arftihvrsi

Only p

$15.75 ^
sug pnce 16 95

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

The Co//egian has openings in the following positions for the spring

semester:

•Assistant managing editors

•Copy editors

•Layout technicians
See Chris Schmitt in the Collegian office, 113 Campus Center, or call

545-3500, for applications. Applications due Dec. 13. The Collegian is an

equal opportunity employer.
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RallyAgainst Out-of-State
Tuition Hikes

Wednesday, Dec. 6
1:00 p.m. S.U.B.

March
to Board of Trustees Mtg

(Memorial Hall -1:00p.m.)

Demand
that the Trustees not
raise tuition

they act in support of

the repeal bill

Don't let the trustees get on top of you!

Coalition to Stop Out-of-State Tuition Hikes

^s

>K

n
LY Featuring the hits

"5. 7. 0. 5/'

and
"What A Nighf'

Available at...

Platterpus Records

Amherst Record Shop
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Christmas

.A Caids
/Wff Send a greeting

and make someone's
Yuletide merrier!

///^. ^ Creative e«ceilence IS an American tradftion

S/NGLE CARDS * BOXED CARDS

O. ^

the University Store will give you $2.00 off the jacket

price of any hardbound book appearing on that week's

New York Times Best Seller list fiction and general.

A list of the eligible books will be posted next to the

Best Seller section in the store. If we do not have the

book you want, we will order it for you under our

regular special order policies and still give you the

discounted price. (Special sales void this offer.)

STOCKING
STUFFERSI
CANDY * BOXES *

TINS * GAMES *

PENS * BOOKS AND
MUCH MORE!!

ODBOOlvidffiSOW Sff(o)ffi(l
campus center/unjv. of mass./omherst

Cj special holiday hours
^ WEDNESDAY NITES TIL 9, DEC. 6. 13. 20

'm^n€<^'ST'T^
CARDS GIFTS • GAMES B * CANDY
NOVELTIES • BOOKS • MAGAZINES

and MUCH MORE

CALENDARS
AND ENGAGEMENT BOOKS

A FABULOUS SELECTION

-

OVER 60 TITLES

A GIFT FOR ALL YEAR

GNOMES • ART * ATHLETICS * WILDLIFE *

ANIMALS * HUMOR * PHOTOGRAPHY • CRAFTS
• CHILDREN * FANTASY * SIERRA CLUB * DOWN
EAST • WALT DISNEY * ERIC SLOANE *

AUDOBON • ELIOT PORTER
HUNDREDS OF CALENDARS

Christmas

GitilTrims
-^.' '>

A beautiful package
makes a gift even

more special!

(^yH^ne/fi//V^i?'/

Creative excellence is an American tradition.

ROLLS * FLAT * BOWS * RIBBONS * TAGS
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FBI agents fired for monitoring radical group
Associated Press
WASHINGTON FBI Director William H Webster yesterday

said he will fire two FBI agents for their part in conducting
allegedly illegal surveillance against the radical Weather
Underground in the ear!y 1970s, i)ut will take no action against
59 other agents.
In addition to firing two agents, the director announced he

will demote one agent and suspend one for 30 days. All four
had supervisory responsibility, Webster said.

He also said he will reprimand two street agents who con-
ducted unauthorised surveillance against the Weather
Uriderground.

Webster said he decided against any discipline for 59 other
agents, including one supervisor, on grounds they were acting
under orders from superiors and without clear legal guidance
from FBI headquarters or the Justice Department.
"It seems clear to me that to discipline the street agents at

this late date for acts performed under supervision and
without needed legal guidance from FBI headquarters and the
Department of Justice would wholly lack any therapeutic
value either as a personal deterrent or as an example to

others, ' Webster told a news conference. "It would be
counterproductive and unfair '

Webster announced the results of an investigation of 68
agents and supervisors accused of involvement in break ins,

wiretaps and mail openings that were intende to ferret out

Weather Underground fugitives between 1970 and 1975

The remaining three FBI agents involved in the investigation

have retired and are beyond disciplinary action.
Three former ranking FBI officials former Acting FBI Director

L Patrick Gray IIT ar>d two of his top aides are to stand trial

r>ext month on charges they conspired to violate the civil

rights of friends and relatives of Weather Underground
members by authorizing the surveillance

Webster said he hoped his decision would resolve the trauma
that the Weather Underground case has caused the FBI.

"The lessons nave been learned," he said. "The bureau is

committed to° doing its duty under guidelines which fully pro-

tect today's p>erceptions of privacy and reasonableness."
The four supervisors who were disciplined have 10 days to

appeal to Webster to reconsider his decision. After that, if

Webster stands by his action, they can take their cases to
court and three of them who are veterans may appeal to the
Civil Service Commission.

Last day for ROOM
CHOOSING is Friday,

December 8.

Last day of classes is Sat..

December 16.

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore

QUICK COPY
AND TYPING,

Inc.
Amherst Area's One-Stop
Copy and Typing Center

•Quality, low cost copying

•Fast, professional typing

•Complete dissertation,

manuscript and resume service

•Binding services available

In the Carriage Shops
549 0557

To place a classifiad ad. drop hy the Got
k.Hjtan office tCC 113i Ih'I^'H.mi 8 45 d nt

.ind 3 4S p m \ ifHjrfv through f >iday. O'

us* txi* haiHJv {'p d"<f "^d'l ffvm >i>un<1 in

»nosl 'SS*M*i of tho Cull<-t|i<t<' Ci.«ssitt«Hl

<tl'.MilllM- IN 3 45 11 HI l^<< itlyS in J4lViJIIC«-

o4 iHtlttii til<0<i (itili-

Collegian
Classifieds

Co4legian classifiad rates are 't.niy 4&c
[>«»f lifw liv«f tot»«>«f< iiliw*' i'.».ii»~« 40" |>«ff

111- tH'i ilay. 30 coniectitiv*- issut"* 3f> per
lin«> fiei rt,fv One lirnr is rou<)hly ••qiJivak'ftt

to J8 chdraf ters

AirrORNItAU

IS Datsun B210. 4 tpd.. radiais. trHMW.
50.000 miles Mt Hotyoke (aculTy. asking
$2200 16171 347 7488

75 Bradley Gt 14.000 milas FM stereo

RadMis Excettent corvjition Can 546 7575.

aftar 11 p nn ar»d on. a m dunng
weekends

1972 VW Bua - Porsche type engine, four

speed manual 9000 mi on complete eng
rebuild. BO will consider trade. caH firian

545 0479

1974 Duster. eaceMent cortditKXi. $1700.
546 4599

69 Volvo 142. good condition. AM/FM.
snow tires. r>ew ckjtch. 549 0156 even
•ngs

1971 VW Squareback. good corMl.. nawr

batt , strong engine. $850 BO 549 4814
eves

66 Volvo 122S SW, body great, best offer.

584 9203

Yamaha FG2W 12 string S130 6 8479

6-string guitar Ovation Balladere or>ly 4
rrtonths old.

2683111

Humanic

with case $32500. caN

«l4ze 12

new $86 or 80

Dynafit ski boots. **-•

Good cofKlition $35 00 546 4562

Sears BSR TurnUbki
Bruce 546 7083

Studio bed. sola (nc«>dtr>g repair I. 9x 12*

pink rug, bike ski '<»ck Call 367 2130

For sale 69 Dodge Coronet 500 w 'crack

ed block. r\c>H battery, brakes, m cylirxJer.

vyater pump $100 or best offer. Bob 5 2150

Puma Zephyrs sire 9!4 brand rxiiw, bast
oHer, call 665 4849

Wet suit. K large, white stage, used five

times, e«c corxjition. $70. Brian. 54&5089

radials. AM/CM,
$225. caN Joe.

ENTERTAINMENT

exchange 1 std. 1 nonstd tickets

eve for Wi/ against same for matmee
Must be in 2 or 3 section Call 665 7518

Hottest band around* "Smooth Sailing"

for bookings anywhere, call John.
546 4646

FOR RENT

Apartment sublet. Two bedroom
townhoose Squire Village. UMass bus
route. $240 plus utilities Call 665 3495,

after 5

2 rooms available house - Montague.
SlOSmo , all utilities included, wood heat

Avail immed 367 2424, eves

Must rent immed! 2bdrm apt ,
Nhamp ..

avail Dec 1 Aug 31. $195 Plus call after

1 1 p m . 584 9205 or daily, 253 7436

Mature students, room in Belchertown.

on bus rt
. 8 rni for campus, please call,

323 4782, ask for Mike or Burke, $150,

thanks

Quiet non-smoker wanted for own rm.

in 2 bedrm apt .
Amherst Center Avail

after 12 20 $92 50* Call 253 7986. esp

after 6 p m.

FOR SALE

72 Toyota, nawr exhaust
35 mpg, needs heater.

247 5428

Hexcel comps 196c w look nev binds mint

cond , must sell, best offer. 586 6619

Refrigerator h hotplate - both for $75 or

BO. kke new. caM Kathy. 546-7271

Fender Band Master, 50 watt guitar amp
hi'dd w speaker. $175, call Dave.
546 6028 ^
Tibet XMa« cards, dragon parntirtgs.

rug call Allen. 549 1479

Please buy my brown leather lacket, si/e

46, too big for me Worn less than 20 times,

asking $90 Call Dave. 666 4237. __
1200 new rock and jazf LPs.
Underground Bool.s. 264 N Pleasant, see

Mike ____
Gift idea: have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Delap. 256 8732, bet 9 10 a.m

-t-lhank you^ kiv-C-.

Sax - any man interested in \he best sax

you ever had with attractive, voluptuous
woman, caH Oenise after 5 pm at

546 9634. First 10 calars racarve the

ultimate m plaaaure.

Onstage at Mt Farms MaN offers 20%
off all reg priced merch to aM cc

students b staff Remember your ID,

A well trained golden retriever dog
urgently rteeds a home Two years, okj and
free of charge Qarokrte Press/253 9284^

Melinda. Moiinda. Melirtda - «yfwre are

you' How atKKit giving your old frierKl Ken
a caH' I miss ya kid' Love, Ken^

Neadad! - home for inteHigenl. adorable

mne week okf puppy Free"" Has shots Cai

253^74
Jana— you slea/e wonun fiappy 20th)

You're getting okJer. r>ot better, tfie red

light IS dimming - Imw's buimess^ The
nunnery.

Party in Daytorui Baach*for spring brk .

sign up bfr Xmas and save, all ir>clusive,

can Joe, 253 2259

Susan Pigface- happy 20th Almost legal

in Colorado Saturday, qo for it PC, Tequila

arxl cookies Leorwrd Cofwn fans

Students looking for a part time |Ob with

flexible hours, excellent income, ar>d an op
portunity to qatn meaningful business ex

fierience' Northwestern Mutual Life intern

ship training session starting in Dec., con-

tact Dana Barrows. 1 525 4591

Sftare apt., but rt., kp trying Jartet.

549 1822 ^_
Female to ahfra 2 bdrm. apt m S
Amherst startw^Q Jan. Cai 253 2018.

SERVICES

Fast, efficient typing, 80c page w ' minor
grammaticall editir>g if desired, 549 1731

Cut f>aating bills- Caulking 8 weather-
strip jobs for Jarxjary. call 527 5638

Don't let Santa's ftalpars np you off If

you've had a consumer problem while

Christmas sfHipping, call Comumer Action.

5450781 or 5450199. Mon Fn
. 9 a m^

p m.. sponsored by MassPIRG

Pro typing, 75c pg Call Linda. 666 4789_

Typir>g. IBM Selectric. quick service, low
rates, call Larry or Patti. 586 4290.

TO SUBLET

HELP WANTED

RIDE WANTED

Need ride to Madison, Wise., approx.

Dec. 10. g^ h driving sfuired. call

586 1795

a place for Jan? 2 bdrm apt in

SurwlerlarK). on bus route Call Sandy or

Tracy at 666 7957, mghtt^

Jan. sublet, 1 bedroom apt , bus route,

walking distarxre to campus, price neg CaN
256 8246 keep tryirx)

1 bedroom of 2 tK>droom apt., in Brittany

Manor, to sublet during intersession, price

negotiat>te. call Lisa. 253 5482

Female roommate wanted, nonsmoker.
neat, responsible starting January $100
plus electricity, call 253 5347

1 bedroom apt., on bus route, $170 «^

utility, available erxl of Jan.. 253 3018, after

6 p m
Desperately looking for 3 bedroom apt

close to campus to sublet, Jan Aug , caH

Debbie, 546 4280

WANTED

Community service rep , grass root

public contact work as a liaison between
Red Cross blood services and UMasa
students and employees Experience

desired in community organization educa
tion field or public relations Part time posi

tion approx 20 hrs per wk Send resume
to Ted Saulnier, Northeast Regional Red
Cross Services. 63 Springfield St., Spr-

ingfield MA 01107, eq opp emp,

RIDERS WANTED

Driving to Florida after exams Need 2 or

3 people to nde along and share expenses.

Call 253 5889, ask for Clyde

ROOM WAfTTED

LOST

Electric typewriter. S C M. Poweriter

battery/ AC , $65 253 9886.

Series tickets to Broadway and dance

productions at discount, best seats, must

sell, moving away, 256 6611.
^

Yamaha folk £t classical guitar. $40, $80

Asanuma 200mm lens^ S50, call 253 3779

Leather jacket - new - $50 - 546
5563 Linda __
Women's 79 model Caber boots, si/e 7%,
never been worn, perf cond ,

retail, $215,

selling for $155, price neg., call 546 6993

For sale. 2 Continental contact, 165SR15

rad snows. 2000 mi , $40, exc deal,

253 3971

Ultimate component stereo; Lafayette

LA 125TA Integrated Amplifier, Realistic

TM 101 AM FM tuner, GE TA 700

Cassette Tape Deck, BSR automatic turn

table with Shure Shibata M71, 2 famous

KLH SIX speaker systems' Must sell fast

$375 Superb 19' portable TV, VHF UHF,

rollaway stand, antenna $55 Honda C 90,

1969, very low mileage. Needs detail work

$125! 584 1629. nights after 7

Please* I Anyone who found a pocketbook

in a white Dodge Friday night at the maze,

call Judy, ^7344.

Silver Eagle pin on Dec 1, extreme sen

timental value" Large reward, please call

586 4058.

6 mos. old Ger Shthair male, brown &
grey, lost in N Amherst, call 549 1144

Reward - blue 6 white handmade mittens,

in Whitmore. 11 28 Please call 6 8266'

Lost -gold chain at Pub, 11/9/78, sen

timental value, please call 546 8654,

reward

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish gray, please call Karen. 546-6993 .

MTsCELLAfiEOUS

Looking for 3 bedroom apt. to sublet

Jan thru May or 3 to 5 bed house Call

Don, 6 4265 or Tom, 6 4720 anytime.

2 or 1 bdrm. apt. wanted for Spring sem ,

must be on bus route. Call 54&9817.

2 bdrm apt. wanted in Amherst area in

bus route 665 7938, 7 11 pm
Looking for rm. to rent for next semest

Am quiet, vry studious, mature. Jr. Eng.

mai Call John, 6 6601

Female looking for own room starting

Jan, 1 Of Feb 1. 666 7958 or 549 2803

To buy: car ski rack, r>eed before XMas.
call Cynthia. 546 9323, if you have one to

sell

160 skis w/out bindings. Call 546 8321

One used refrigerator for dorm use. If in-

terested contact John, No 546 6089.

Woman looking for room in house

(preferably I or apt in Amherst area,

Feb May. Please call collect: 1 (617)

471 1364 (before 3 p m ) or write; JL 10

Eustis St ,
Wollaston, MA 02170.

TV set. working, B & W or color. Call

253-5731. evenings

WANTED TO RENT

Desperately looking for two bedroom
apt. If you can helpj:ajl 6 8930/6 535JL

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, ca ll 549 5343 evenings^

CALICO CRAFTS
~

ROOMMATE WANTED

Jewelry parties -have one in your dorm
or home and earn 15% as credit towards

jewelry Call Bill Karl, 256 8701 evenings or

see me in Campus Center a good way to

get your Christmas gifts^for an^hour^swork^^

PERSONALS

What the hell is a puddlejumper? Why is

puddleiumping so contagious And what

about Naomi' For answers to these and

other "questions, come to the Campus
Center on Thursday and Friday.

1 F nonsmoker for own rm in 4 bdrm
apt $110 mo ,

all ults , on bus rt., starting

Jan 1. call 253 3779

1 easy going but responsible female

roommate wanted to share 5 bedroom
house in Beic 5 miles from campus on bus

route, wooded lot, two firepalces, etc..

$80 mo , 256 0158, Jan 1 May 31.

Female wanted, quiet & nonsmoking to

share Bnt. Manor apt , avail. Jan /Feb.,

fully furn, call 253 7685.

Non smoker to share two-bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood,

South Amherst, rent $127.50 f utilities,

253 3886, evenings and weekends m Jan

1.

From pillows to pottery to pipes. We have

the greatest gifts around We also feature

ceramics, silver jewelry, plants and sup

plies, toys, stained and etched glass,

lamps, and lots of Calico stuff. Come visit

us at 5 North Main St., Rt. 202, Belcher

town.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Inst, offering single

sessions for finals Dec. 7 21. improve

grades, concentration, recall, relaxatiori.

The best alternative yet. For reservations &
times, call K.R. Morse, 532 5703.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt only, 253 7617.

LETTERS:
"Death to Shah"
justified

To the Editor:

Until Monday a banner hung in the Stu-
dent Union saying "Death to the Shah",
declaring sobdanty with the struggle of
the Iranian people. That banner has c
ome down [temporarily] due to the
whims of William Harris. Director of the
Campus Center.

Poor Mr. Harris. Really, he assures us
that It's not that he is against the Iranian

people. It~45 /ust that the word death is

"offensive". And anyway the whole thing

IS a matter "between the Iranian people
and their government".
"Death to the Shah" is a very heavy

slogan. The situation in Iran it a very,
heavy situation. For twenty five years the
Iranian people have lived under the boot
of both the Shah and U. S. imperialism.

I Sorry Mr Harris, but it is not /ust the
fascist Iranian government; the U.S. is

the main force behind the Shah\. This has
meant death for the Iranian people. Not
/ust the death caused by the Shah's
troops when they burn people alive \like

the Abadan movie theater fire\. or
machine gun crowds of demonstrators.
For twenty five years the Shah has
sentenced an overwhelming ma/ority of
the Iranian peopte to a much slower
death. The Shah's rule has meant death
by starvation, malnutrition, and a lack of
basic health care To the Iranian people it

15 eitfier "Death to the Shah" or death to

the people Tfw continuation of tfte

Shah's rule means a continuation of
economic backwardness and total

dependence on foreign imperialists, as
well as an ongoing reign of terror.

Mr Harris claims to find advocating
death offensive But the situation is not
quite that abstract. Is it offensive for the
Iranian people to refuse to be slaughtered
like sheep ^ Is it offensive that the Iranian

people are out in tfte streets preparing to

battle the Shah's troops and all others
who stand in tfieir way for freedom and
independence^ What is offensive is that

Mr Harris thinks he can slander the Ira-

nian people's /ust struggle. "Death to the
Shah" IS the battleery thundering
through the streets of Iran. Mr. Harris' at-

tacks on our ability to gain support for the

people's struggle in Iran will not be
tolerated.

Karen Salovitz

Missed meeting

and angered

To the Editor.

/ was angered by your report that the
Nestle Company has nothing to fear in

Amherst. Certainly not, when only six

persons attended a meeting to discuss
strategies for accelerating an education
campaign in this region to generate
awareness of the fact that the sale of

Nestle's baby formula in impovensfwd
areas of the world has contributed to the
death of many thousands of babies.

What angered me was my having missed
the meeting because I was unaware it had
been scheduled. Perhaps there are others

who missed it. We can go to the movie
entitled, "Bottle Babies", on Thursday,

the 7th, at 8:00 pm in Mahar Auditorium.
Then we can begin to speak out against

the sale of baby formula to mothers who
do not have access to clean water,

refrigeration, sterilized bottles and nipples

\all essential to the proper use of the

formula]. Fortunately, most of those
mothers do have a natural source of
nutrition for their babies and it includes

essential immunization properties: breast

milk.

I am in full agreement with Mike King's

letter 1 1 1 30 78\. The Collegian should be
more responsive to the needs of the

students who support the paper. It would
serve the Editorial Board well to take the

initiative in reviewing policy toward
providing more space for student
organization notices. In my case, the

notice for the Nestle boycott meeting was
published the same morning it was
scheduled. Not much time to reorganize

my schedule so that I could have attended
had I seen the notice in time.

John L. McCcrmick

UVC discusses
strategy
To the EdKor:

Recently, staff and members of the

Union Video Center and interested

observers met in the Dukes Room for a

Southwest too noisy

To the Editor:

The Collegian edition of 12 '4 included
a letter from Ann Bolger, the Head of
Residence of John Quincy Adams Upper,
concerning the noise level of Southwest.
Bolger seems to feel that degrading ar-

ticles written about Southwest are un-

/ustifled She calls these articles "grossly

inaccurate". She states that the people
writing about Southwest probably have
not lived there.

As a resident of Southwest for half of a
semester, I cannot understand her apathy
concerning the noise levels of
Southwest. Stereos can be heard
blasting on any weekday or weeknight.

Studying in my room was almost impossi-

ble

The recently conducted poll by the

SAREO \ Student Affairs Research and
Evaluation Office] is her "evidence" as to

the fallacies with respect to the noise
level. Southwest is compared to the other
living areas of the campus and is found to

have a lower noise level than all the other

areas except for Sylvan.

These results are not very realistic.

Southwest is the largest living area on
campus. With this fact alone, it is evident

that the noise level be higher. Orchard Hill

does not have half the population that

Southwest has and yet they are supposed
to have a higher level of noise. I question

the results of this poll, and of the

students asked to participate in the poll.

. Orchard Hill is known throughout the

campus to be a quiet place of residence.

After living in Southwest and now in Or-

chard Hill, the level of noise is nowhere
near the level it was in Southwest. In

fact, it IS possible for me to study in Or-

chard Hill or. any given night, which is not

true for Southwest.
Jane Puskas

strategy session. David Skillcorn, the
Center's full-time coordinator, reported
how the program set up last year, was
'meeting its wildest expectations " in

terms of activity. Thus far this year, as
many people were trained as in the
previous three years Every month, thirty

to forty individuals and teams check out
equipment to build up their skills and to

complete productions, while a greater
number work on editing and studio pro
/ects. Also this year, the UVC has added
on a business-like production service
which is responsible for generating all the
operating expenses ISATF money goes
only for staff and purchase of
equipment). New projects are being com
pleted for the spring
A general discussion followed about

the problems faced by the UVC:
maintenance (a perennial thorn), training

procedures (it takes a long time to

develop students as producers, then they
graduate), space Ihow to expand services
or facilities), and distribution (as things
stand now, all the activity is happening
only for those who use video there are
few avenues for reaching audiences).
Showing of finished tapes are the
weakest link in tfw chain
Jeff Thrasher, student program

coordinator, stated tftat video had a
potential for becoming "the third media
outlet" on campus (along with WMUA
and the Collegian),Z)(yr that its potential
could not be realized until tfyere mas an
effective network for the circulation of
tapes all across campus. "And program
mng will lend further incentives to pro
duction, " f)e added, offering a suggestion
that the UVC focus its energies upon
establishing a cable system in the Student
Union. With cable link-ups. people in the
studio could play tapes (on more than one
channel) as they provided for equipment
access. Some TV sets could be per
manentfy installed, while others could be
carted around and hooked into cable
outlets.

After a consideration of other
possibilities. Thrasher was assigned the
responsibilities of organizing a task force

of UVC members and others from special

interest groups to increase the avenues
for the distribution of video shows and
also to plan for cable systems in the SU
and in residential areas. He will try to

organize a phone survey in the spring to

see how interested people are and what
kinds of things they would want to see I

was given the tasks of preparing budgets
for the three annual funding sources and
trying to link the Center with other media
groups, especially as regards training pro
cedures to generate producers of Public

Service Announcement- type spots and
mini-documentaries about student
groups and campus services

John Furbish

•Collegian 9

This is the SHAH. He
is a despot who lives in Iran

... he's sneaky, crooked,
and. not loved hy his people...

Oh,wow this is familiar...

For some reason, he reminds
me cf soTTieone I or>ce l^r^w.

He likes power, money...

E^bably, just my imaginatic

BETH SEGERS

A long, strange trip

The new 23 story Memorial Hall glistened

in a slight drizzle as middle-aged men arvj

women straggled past the "Welcome Class
of '81" sign and into the lobby. Still hazed
from a reunion party in John Adams the

night before, the returning crowd stumbled
into the reception room and tried

desperately to straighten their "Hello. My
Name is. " tags on lint-covered wrinkled
leisure suits.

Memorial Hall, renovated sometime in the
1990's, didn't resemble the former fortress

used by trustees in their occasional visits to

the Amherst campus. It's well-worn protest

paths had l)een replaced by concrete
sculptures and gave no sign that rallies and
picket lines had over occupied its space.
Inside, forty five year olds discussed the

2006 state elections and what they had
been doing since leaving campus. But this

gathering was not the normal 25th reunion-

none of those assembled graduated from
UMass but all had studied-partied here until

the out-of-state tuition hike.

And now, 25 years after they graduated,

non-residents stood around in Memorial
Hall and relived their UMass days. Juniors

when they left, some had transferred, some
dropped out of school permanently, some
established residency, and others entered

various jobs and careers.

Former ' student leaders, now slightly

balding with a modest paunch, huddled in a

corner and argued over what went wrong.

"Remember the day we organized a rally

against the increase when the trustees

were here?* We even sent letters to every

student and surveys to non residents

asking them to support the fight...why
didn't the trustees change their minds. . .

?"

"Money -you know that's always the

answer. So where did you end up
anyway?"

"Qh, I went with Mark and John to

University of Nebraska. Not a bad place

and we knew they were holding an election

in three months so we walked right in and
swept it. Kind of fun not having to work
with a deficit too. How 'bout you?"

"I went it alone. Transferred to a small

private school in the South which was

pretty boring but great weather. Hey, did
you ever run into any old UMass friends

while you were away?"
"Nah, they pretty much split up and went

back to their own state schools. Rutgers
established a UMass wing in their
Livingston campus dorms so I visited there
a few times. It was pretty depressing there
anyway the transfers spent all their time
talking about the Hatch. Cage, dining
commons. Blue Wall and the campus
pond. What a drag."

All across the room, similar conversations
filtered through the air. One woman told

another of stories she had heard from a
younger brother who established residency
and attended UMass. Like soldiers
returning from the war, crowds flocked to

hear the "real story" from an outsider or

two who crashed the reunion to tell of their

adventures while remaining there.

It was learned that out -of -staters who
remained at UMass were given first choice
of dorm assignments, special dining

commons privileges a separate RSO
group, guaranteed space in the newspaper,
and other advantages which later turned

them into an elitist faction from the rest of

the campus. A new sorority -Ino

Comefrom Here -was founded two years

after the increase to encourage non-
residents to apply.

Reunion party games were held and
winners recieved mugs engraved with

UMass 1981 Connecticut; UMass 1981-

New York; UMass 1981 Virginia, etc. The
most difficult game-Name That
Abbrievation- was a popular memory tester

for former students. Each person was given

a list of ten abbrieviations: BDIC, FAC,
OSCAR, CASIAC, RSYB, OH, PIRG, TOC,
UWW, STPEC and asked to provide its

correct equivalent.

Maybe it had been too long since they

were here to remember or maybe it was the

hangovers. Or maybe the reunionites just

didn't care any more-nobody could answer
the question.

How soon we all forget.

Beth Segers is a Collegian columnist.
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B'nai B'rith Hillel presents

^ the Oscar-winning film

^^The Shop :

On Main {

Street^' |
Starring Ida Kaminslca

Wed., Dec. 6 at 8 p.m.

in Thompson 104

FREE

^<o^

StyauxxLse
Cvnenyas

ROUTES.IIIVEIIDAiERS^

VESTSPIIIifinELB

ni. 733-5131

Thurs., Dec. 7

Hampshire College

M«*'r. Lecture Hall,

FPH
8:00 p.m.. 75c

S2.00"'3:30
EVtPrOMf

LATESMWS-nH.4UT.
IE MOHOR WASTER CMAR6I

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
,'t -n \ tm%\ *

st4 91&3 gy.'nxr'jy.

THE
BOVS
FROM
[BRAZIL

MCK OlIMU

M*4 M>« TIMM •« ITL> • Hi • 41

f,< t»* kal al iTlf » IftI T • W H

Ch<yyChQse£\3
Pkulipiuinaiil

TaMvMiTtStWai

So <*o«"l 90 stiaiqhl

CHEECH ft

CHONG SI

UP IN
SMOKE 1

?o«M •< ITU •»»'•<

Too7i?5!^

THLBOYS
FROM BRAZIL

UPIN R
SMOKE

M^-« t««>«r> -j'.mii't!

bt/rrn^NiLEGonr
SOUTH

^STnsie

UPC Productions

and Afro-Am presents:

2.00-7.20-9:36

^iCM

Norlhamplon •

Exclusive showing
NOW. Ends Tuesday

at 7 00 and 9 20

2:00^7:35 925

T-l 1=-
-1

2:007:009:30

A BRIIUANT FILM.

NOT TO BE MlSStOr
M«. «•••>•<*

Pi;

FROM

2:00^7:15-9:»

ISNCT $,

lasia
2:00-7:10-9:30

P6T€RaT00L€
K\rHARlN€ H€PSURN|

UON IN WlNTTeR

the Black Homecoming Cabaret

featuring: the The vary best Porn Film ever made" -Al Gojdgtgin

IfffflHokO^g
Friday, Decembers 9 p.m. to 3 a.

m

Student Union Ballroom

Donations $2.00 before 12 a.m.

At the door $2.50 after 12 a.m.

Mn jpans or sneakers please!
DEEP THROAT

Collegian
Notices

Notice— Foreign Students

important meeting Thurs

day at 7:30 p.m., CC rm.

904-906. Discuss constitu-

tion, tuition hike, plans for

spring. Please attend

Notice- Hang Gliding Club

meeting tonight in CC at

7:30 p.m. rm 811-815.

Notice -Marketing Club

Happy Hour Thursday,

Dec. 7 from 4:30-7:00 p.m.

CC rm 1101. Free beer plus

cash bar. Members only.

Honors Forum -Proefssor

John Nelson Today CC
805-809 3 p m. setf

sufficierx:y and alternative

energy -refereshments will

be served j)ublic^ inyited.

Coalition for En-
vironmental
Quality - general meeting

and filling party, Wednes
day Dec. 6 at 7:30 p.m. SU
mi 306 It's not too late to

get involved. For info.

50618.

Attention BCP
Students-Art Jackson
and Gloria Ortiz, from

Financial Aid, will be at the

BCP Dec. 7 at 7:» p.m. to

assist students who have

questions or problems. It is

important that you anendl

NTbTw-the Amherst
Area Chapter of NOW
meets Thursday, Dec 7 at 7

p.m. in the Jones Library of

Amherst. A slide show on

sex role stereotype will be

shown $5 dues.

Greeks- have you bought

your candy canes yet? Only

two days left to buy them!

They're yummy and a good

way to send your holida|r

spint to some special Greek

friends! Remember, we
deliver them on Dec. 10!

Any questions? Call Tri-

Sigma 545^)046

Notice-John Perrault,

New York art critic for the

Soho Daily News, will be

speaking on Pattern Pain-

ting at 8 p.m. in rm 227 of

Herter Hall, on Thursday,

Dec. 7. A reception will be

held at Herter Gallery

following the talk.

Notice — Boston bash
Boston's biggest all college

winter carnival at Waterville

Valley, N.H. January 7-12

includes skiing, lodging,

meals, swimming, skating,

beer blasts, bands and

disco every night only

$12450 Contact Justine

6-8489 sponsored by: B.U.

Ski Assoc , Mass Ski Club,

the Real Paper.

Environ man tally
Awa re? - positions
available on coalition for

Environrrwntal quality task

force. Come to rrieeting in

306 SU Wednesday, Dec. 6

at 7:20 or stop by anytime

call 5-0618 for info.

Florida Intersession — ride

with the Bicycle Club this

intersession. Cost is low for

three weeks of sunny vaca-

tion. For info, come to the

Bicycle Club meeting
tonight at 7:00 in CC rm
192. Slidwwill[bejhown.

"Shop on Main
Street" - Hillel film tonight

at 8 p.m. in Thompson 104.

CrAA

N^Sce^aiTThi^ "WorW
Engineers who wish to have

their resume put into the

Third World's Client's

resume book.et must be

present at the meeting Fri-

day. Dec. 8 at 6:00 in the

3rd floor lounge N AH. A
new format is being used

arxl everyor>e must com
plete a form. Any questions

call Marilyn 665-4348 after

11:00 D.m.

Positions Available

STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE is searching

for two 12) part time Business Unit Assistants

120 hours/week) for academic year to work m

the following areas: Analysis and Auditing of

financial documents, assist m Systems

Analysis, and work with Business Unit m^

developing procedure and informational

material. Positions available during interses-

sion.

Qualifications: Knowledge of and experience

in the job area applied for; ability to work close-

ly and communicate with students and statt;

organizational skills; undergraduate student in

good standing; able to start work immediately.

Remuneration: $3.00-$3.25 per hour.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office

(SU 416) with resume and three letters of

reference by noon, December 15, 1978.

TMl<; OFFICE IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

ImPlSyER M/F./AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

EMPLOYER.

cMrlka

in color

THE
COMMONWEAITH
STAGE
•. MWt TMldeot prof«.lon.l the.t.r pr—U

l.M. Barrie'8

MICH NIGHT

Tonight

69c Michs

Live entertainment

lix

(ILYVL

one

gootifoalLS^tihnU
pRAV ST.. AmhBrit Mum .

549-

V2 PRICE
STUDENT RUSH

TICKETS
Available 6:00 pm each evening

k\. of performance

NOW
})1THROUGH

DEC. 2J

I w Frank PrenUc« Rand Theater

VLveraity of M.Machu.ett. Fin. Art. Center

^ Reservations: f)45-35n

YOU can charr^ your ticket, on Vi« and Ma.ter

Cbarge card, by plione

« •

Country Opensup!
^^regoxarprices

10 VSS duringthe
GrandOpening Celebration
December 7, 8,9& 10

If you've got a head for the great outdoors, then
you ought to head for Open Country. At the Open
Country store* you'll find the most complete array
of outdoor foo^ear this side of the great divide.

Famous brands include: Herman Survivor, Top-
Sider,lYye,Timberland,Nike,Justly
Quoddy, Tedmisport, Vendraxnini and Open
Country. All top quality, rugged outdoor tbotwear
and aJil a part of todays wilderness fashion look.

And if you're into backpacldng, you'll be glad to

know Open Country carries the tried and true

Trailwise brand.
So head on down to Open Country. Outfitters

of quality footwear for the great outdoors.

Free drawing for

^^y^^w Ikvflwise Backpacks
y^l M^V I No piirchase neces-
^ ^ sary to enter.

Drawing each day of

grand opening
celebration.

.•-•y

• ? ' . »•*.

"
. .1. ^ -w;•' '- ••

. .. .' %.* ^

—

t. i- —=-—

*

*9tepping&ito WQdemess"
booklet with any footwear purchase

FDotwear for Uie GreatOutdoors

HABnPSmBEMALL
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Ne^vslines...
Board of Assessors fills vacancy

Francis LaMontagne has been appointed to fill a vacancy in the Amherst Board of

Assessors
LaMontagne, originally from Northampton, has lived in Amherst for the past 14 years.

She worked as a broker for D.H. Jones Reas Estate Agency for 6 years and is now
working with her husband in a family business.

When asked if her work with D.H. Jones raised a possible conflict of interest, she

said, I haven't worked in real estate for a long time, so I don't think so " Her ex-

perience in real estate, she added, qualifies her for the job "I think that's why they

were interested in me," she said.

LaMontagne s appointment runs through June of 1981

.

Sig Ep won 't sell out; membership up
Sigma Phi Epsilon has received several offers to buy the fraternity's Chestnut Street

house but the chapter is not going to fold, the group's president said last night.

Christopher DeLuca said the structure, which can house up to 52 people, would not
be sold unless the fraternity had another house to move into. DeLuca said there are
now 35 men livir>(j in the house.
"We are not going to fold," he said "Our membership is going up." He said he ex-

pected last night to meet with the group's alumni, who act as a Board of Directors for

the house, to discuss the fraternity's finances.

Israeli Dancing — Israeli

darnring wiM rtot be held

again til February.

Notice -UPC Publicicty:

tfiere wilt be a meeting to-

day at 5:00 p.m. in tfie of-

fice. Don't be late (per-

order of aopher!).

Notice — Charlotte
Waterlow will speek on the

topic 'Rich and Poor Coun-

tries: Models for World
Transformation" at thd CC
rm 171-173 on Wednesday,
Dec. 6 at 4:00 p.m. Ms.
Waterlow teacf>es history at

Browne and Nichols School
in Cambridge. MA and is

Xhn author of Europe 1946
to 1970: Superpowers
and Victinns: Tribe. Stae
and Community, and In-

die.

Notice— Acupuncture lee

ture Dr. Jonathan Klate

will give a lecture on
acupuncture at 7:00 tonight

in Arnold 120 All welcome.

Pi Sigma Alpha
Members -there will be a

meeting Thursday, Dec, 7

in rm 806 CC at 7:30 p.m.

Events for r>ext semester

w«U be discussed.

BUDGET REQUESTS

Any R.S.O. group fliat wishes to

receive funding for the next fis-

cal year can pick up information

in Rm. 420 Student Uhion. The

deadline for all requests is Dec.

21. Questions will be answered

on Nov. 30 in Rm. 163 Campus
Center at 7:00 p.m.

Aspiring Minuteman player Tim Blshko of Hadtey displays good form during

halftime of a recent women's basketball game. (Staff photo by Peter Lee)
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Ski Club Meeting
Tonight, 8:00. Mahar Aud.

UMass Ski Club
Sugarbush £r

Glen Ellen Ski &
Party Week
Jan. 21-26 Sun.-Fri.

days
odging

•Meals
huttle bus between areas

^oer & wine party

mERVCTS:
1 HUNDREDS OF

THOUSANDS OF WOMEN
USE ENCARE OVAL!

Encare Oval ' was introduced to Ameri-

can doctors in November 1977 Almost

immediately. \\ attracted widespread phy-

sician and patient attention

Today. Encare Oval is being used by

hundreds of thousands of women, and

users surveyed report overwhelming sat-

isfaction Women using Encare Oval say

they find it an answer to their problems

with the pill. lUD s. diaphragms, and aero-

^^sol foams

^ EFFECTIVENESS
ESTABLISHED IN

CUNICAL TESTS.
Encare Oval" was subjected to one of the

most rigorous tests ever conducted for a

vaginal contraceptive Results were

excellent—showing that Encare Oval

provides consistent and extremely high

sperm-killing protection This recent US.

re(X>rt supports earlier studies in Euro-

pean laboratories and clinics

Each Encare Oval insert contains a pre-

cise, premeasured dose of the potent,

sperm-killing agent nonoxynol 9 Once

properly inserted. Encare Oval melts and

gently effervesces, dispersing the sperm-

killing agent within the vagina

The success of any contraceptive

method depends on consistent and

accurate use Encare Oval " is so conve-

nient you wont be tempted to forget it

And so simple to insert, it's hard to make

a mistake.

If pregnancy poses a special risk for you.

your contraceptive method should be se-

lected after consultation with your doctor.

4

of cases, however, burning or irntation

has been experienced by either or txjth

partners If this occurs, use shoukJ be

discontinued

_ EASIER TO INSERT
THAN A TAMPON.

The Encare Oval* is smooth and small. so

It inserts quickly and easily—without an

applicator Theres none of the bother of

aerosol foams and diaphragms No
device inside you No pill to remember

every day Simply use as directed when

you need protection

You can buy Encare Oval whenever you

need it it's available without a prescrip-

tion And each Encare Oval is individ-

ually wrapped to fit discreetly into your

pocket or purse

BECAUSE ENCARE OVAL
IS INSERTED IN ADVANCE,
ITWONT INTERRUPT
LOVEMAKING.

Since theres no mess or bother, Encare

Oval gives you a measure of freedom

many contraceptives can t match

The hormone-free Encare Oval Safer for

your system than the pill or lUD Neater

and simpler than traditional vaginal con-

traceptives So effective and easy to use

that hundreds of thousands have already

found it—quite simply—the preferred

contraceptive

1 1978 Eaton-Maa Laboratortaa, Inc.

Norwich. New York 13815 ea i«i7

5

y/»Hfti\mi fwnlr

$115

Call Jennifof Cohen 2iA 8065

Ken SilvO'Sfem S46 9616

Cli.h OH.cp CC 106 W6 3437

3

TOTAL
^ «Mrri>c! *
*" Free Sugarbush Ski Week *

% Value $115.00 (one person) •#

#M.iil in coupon or deposit at CC 106 or*

*af Ski Club meetings. ^
*NAME *

. NO HORMONAL
SIDE EFFECTS.

Encare Ovar is free of hormones, so it

cannot create hormone-related health

problems— like strokes and heart

attacks—that have been linked to the pill.

And, there is no hormonal disruption of

your menstrual cycle

Most people find Encare

Oval completely satisfac-

tory In a limited number

4

Vaginal contraceptive

lor pffvfnttoo of pregnancy

^ADDRESS

JPHONE
^ Dro'ving Mahar^ _., , Dec. 6 Ski Club fleeting

**************************

The mosMcdked
cy^outcontracepHve

sincethepi.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Knife wound
5 Bits

9 Stoop
14 Tar Prefix

15 Leave out

16 Revere
17 Diminutive

suffix

18 Ceremony
19 Gunpowder

ingredient

M Exist

21 — Abbey
73 Swamps
25 Allot

K Female
swan

27 Happy
29 Color

32 Acadian dia-

lect

}5 Boast

M sense
of fiumor

37 Algerian ciCy

3S AlcorK>l SI

39 Suit at law

40Cr>oose
41 Prong
42 Arrives

43 Tibetan ox
44 Maliop

45 Distant

46 Pallid

48 Stamper
52 Trial

56 Before
57 Esteem
58 Mexican

president

99 Group
60 Awake
61 Eng com-

poser

62 Continent

63 Lairs

64 Sky ligru

65 Fruil Skin

DOWN
1 IMist

2 Tropical fish

3 Ad|ust

4 Apis

5 Girl's name
6 Go — Err

7 Boitard

• Sulk
9 Criticued

10 Shelley e g
11 Netherlands

city

12 liKlian o<

Ontario

13 German title

21 While

Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

UNITED Feature Syndicate
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22 Double
24 Courage
27 0ink

26 Thrash

30 Gaelic

31 Tints

32 Imitation

33 Solo
34 Evergreens

2 words
35 Surety

36 Kind of nut

36 Tok>ghen

42 First mur-
derer

44 Btabbefs

45— food
47 Thwart
46 Baby grand
49 Make fun o(

50 — Banks
Cubs great

51 Royal

52 Comparison
word

53 Part

54 — Smith
Economist

56 Beginner
Var

56 Disparity
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"STELLA WILDER

YOUR BIRTHDAY

WCONCSOAT. OCC •

Bars taday. y«i
urvly K*in ytN
mvrtaUoM
MSCfS4f«a •<

return

itttNtoHMl
hsw to Uk« tlM

M«al and Mmnttarm rt inU
Uw mrium%. Vm ar* i

wim^ !• take Mt as H

f uw May CB^v 7^w iw
tinu laliiprtw l«« pk

r yaa to tea ta aa

a* H «(• by Yo« haw
nMk ifdM iptm if a*w»-

•dvcnUirF In

voivfd in

You arr gMteruua. pa-

tHM and lympaUMtic You
*n|oy your asaociationa

wiUi the very young and
Ihe vrry old. lor you have
parUrular arfrrtion (or

bolti You enjoy thoae ac-

ttvtttis wtedl allow you to

fioUnci of

and

AIM bom on IMa data

•ri If* GortlMrtn. lyHcid.

Sb tda>nni( AnOroi colo-

iM tavorwoi ol Now York

To we what is in store

(or you tantorrow. (irMl

your Mrthday and read Uw
cofTfipondim paragraph
Let your birthday »Ur be

' daily guide

TNtlMSOAY. OCC T

SA0irrARIUS4No« tl-

Oac tl) ' Pressure front

(anujy and fnenda ntahe*

a diffirtiH for ynu to main-
tain a cool head Even so.

try'

CAraiCORNfOac. It-

Jan. m - Tak future plans

over with a doae friend It

rill not do U nnnc new
activttiM oa itiicra aa a

A'OUANtUt<Jan. M-Fak.
tl) - Your generous att^

tude when you arc a gucit

in another's houae wtH

nwkerfi tn
la prepare far

activities. Daat
a day U go by

wMhoutyour sinrere atten-

Uon
TAUNUStAprfl IS-May Ml

- An increase in income
comes aa a surprise You
may want to rearrange

your future, but Uhe your

time about it

GIMINKMay >1-Juno It)

. Fellowship on the em-
ptoymiiH acewe may wA
bnng a gaM In profit or

pewiwal satisfaction Try
N even to.

CANCEIKJuno }1-iuty it)

- rinanrial matters in-

volving relatives took leas

inviting now than they did

RemnsMtrr a past deci-

sion

LE04July }1-A«f. 10 -

Pay attciMMn to your diet

Thii IS the time to l«gin

paying attention In mat-
ters of health Act vigor-

ously
vmCOtAug 71-Sapt »)-

- Work with your partner

toward new goals, rven
though they may not be
fully expresiicd At home,
enterpriaes progress
LieNAtSapl Il-Oci m-

Imagtnation saves the day
Allow your fancy full sway
and you will come upon the

solution to new problems
SCOMPIOtOct » No*

tZ) - Buauieas proTiU are

beoalcd by your new un-

der«Undir« of old ways
and means Gaui personal

satisfaction.

IF YOU ARE
PLANNING
A PARTY

Be sur^ to eheck with us. Our new ad-

dition was designed with you in mind.

57 N. Pleasant St.
' 253-5141

.Collegian 13

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
AND IF THEOiPHWHAS

MJiUOy, I'M 5UR£ IHE STJKX
mi BB PA6B ONE you HAVE
AfOfsueeasTiofSA^TOHou
1 5H0uu>APfnofiCH nr

mil. AHi SIOKf ABOUT
^£TWHN6 MSCAL'i JUST f^j^
H0STOL£APOFfliim THfijr
cmfiesamN KnaAL ,

HE'S &iSiU THE MOST /[\
CYNICAL.

IWBAL'S AN mSMNlCUNO 60T
CAU6HT DANCJNe Uin»A CEfHAlN

KOREAN MHEN HIS fttOnseO iXfU-
SUNItJfiSmXMIDlDAf&lim^C
HE PWQAUHED (TA MMOK. CIVIL

/tt6Hrs¥tcwfyf

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

-feci gi^ltj on

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

B.C. by Johnny Hart

by NIarky Freen

«H THEOtfl*

ui«iVtt VDU
xnn I

IT IB R aEfl

EfiOUBSMUBS
ITM3 fclKikI

Srx.iUrirFc

URVC UllLU

RLL-Nl^HT
PHRTIEB..

.

Vision
ShoujCQ$e

W« 9n Spcdallttt In:

• Faihion Eyw—

r

•ContAct LtfMM
• Em«rg«ncy R«plac»m«nH
•^r9% Adiuttmcntt Anytime

•Wt CiMn A Polfsh contact

l«nsM on tho promlaok

Mt. Farms Mall, Nadlay St4-«324

COPYING
SAU

Copies on bond— 5c
6th copy and up—4c

Low cost, high quality copies
when you need them most —
just in time for thesis and paper
deadlines.

*Offer good during December
with this ad only*

I
I

I
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Sports Calendar
Men's basketball63
Men's swimming
Woman's swimming

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
vs.

vs.

vs.

TODAY S GAMES

72 B.U
WPI

Mt. Holyoke Home

Women s basketball at Spnngfield College 8:00
Men's gymnastics vs. Univ. of Lowell Home 7:00
Women's JV basketball at Springfield College 6:00

TOMORROW'S GAMES
Men's basketball at Northeastern 7; 39

Hoopwomen to take on Chiefs
By PA TRICK O DOBBH
Colleqian Staff

"This will be the big game for Springfield.

They'll really want to knock us out," said

Coach Mary Anne O/darski as the women's
basketball team travels to Springfield Col

lege tonight to battle the Chiefs.

The Minutewomen, coming off their third

win in a row, the lastest victim St Mary's
of Canada, aren't overconfident, according

to Coach Ozdarski "Were nox a cocky
team They want to play good ball, she
said

Springfield isn't a big team. It does have a

6 foot freshman center. Deb Halstead who
"looked impressive " when O/darski
scouted the Chiefs O^draski said that

Hatstead will be the first sub off the bench
Five foot nine inch senior Lon Smith and
lunior Lon Clark are the other players that

the Minutewomen will have to look out for,

0/darski said

O^darski was impressed by the bench per

formances of senior Grace MartirvMli

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

at

A.|. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

freshman Diana Taff. sophomore Cathy
Harrington and sophomore Kathy O'Con
nell in Monday night's game, an 86 40 win.
The Minutewomen had a rough time of it

against St Mary's press. "The team knows
that's a weak point." 0/darski said. "I

don't expect Springfield to press though."
UMass was very effective in the second

half against St. Mary's with its own zone
press and zone trap "We like to use a zone
trap and a 3-2 zone defense," Ozdarski
said.

UMass goes against the Chiefs with
center Julie Ready, who swept the boards
clean against St fy^ary's with 15 rebounds,
sharpshooter Jen Parker, aggressive Maura
Supinski at power forward, hustling Mary
Halleran whose reckless play has been
characteristic of the Minutewomen and
Sue Peters who is looking towards tf>e 1000
point plateau this season as a lunior.

Game time isSp.m at the Springfield Col-
lege Fieldhouse.

I
SKI & PARTY WEEK |

Jan. 21-26 $115 complete ^

t
$ Sugarbush & Glen Ellen *

t Raffle Drawing Tonight t

I 8 p.m., Mahar, at the

Ski Club Meeting

Wednesday, December 6. 1978
( Collegian is

RAFFLE!
Free Sugarbush Ski Week
Value $115.00 (one person)

Mail in coupon or deposit at CC*106 or

at Ski Club meetings.

NAME
ADDRESS

PHONE
Drawing -Dec. 6 Ski Club Meeting -Mahar

Sports notices
ATTENTION! All those interested in officiating in-

tramural basketball, there will be a-mandatory meeting
on Thurs., Dec. 7, in Boyden 251 at 4:30 p.m. BE
THEREI

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL ENTRIES ARE DUE
DECEMBER 6.

ATTENTION HOCKEY CLUB MEMBERS Teams
forrning now for Spring competition . Money must be in

by December 21 Details at IM office.

TABLE TENNIS UMass table tennis tournament will be
held Sat.. Dec. 9 beginning at noon at 101 Nope Gym.
Winner and runner-up represent UMass at New England
regionals in January. Entry fee is one dollar

Registration can be made at the games area located
across trom the Hatch in the basement of the Student
Union. For more info call 545 2527.

Matmen losemore thanmeet;
Larry Otsuka outsixweeks
By L OUIS SCHWECHHE/MER
Collegian Staff

The just completed Coast Guard Tournament provided
UMass wrestling coach Dave Amato with his fair share of grief
for the week.
The wrestling team, after losing a controversial 2 pt. decision

in the 177 weight class, dropped from fourth to an un-
deserving eighth place finish Amato, however was fairly
pleased with his team's effort, saying "everyone knew we
finished fourth, these tournaments are a good testing ground
for tfie guys

"

The tournamenvdid prove costly as captain Larry Otsuka tore
ligaments in his thumb and is expected to be sidelined for 3 to
6 weeks.
In losing Otsuka, the Minutemen are losing the team leader.

Larry Otsuka is to the wrestling team what a Brad Park is to
the Bruins

As Amato put it, "losing Larry really is tough. He is a hard
worker, I wished everyone worked as hard as he does."
And work hard he does. Beset by a series of injuries (nbs,

dislocated shoulder, and now thumb!, Otsuka strives ori

,.8J0M1 98..
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VVe couldn t

make our Roast

Beef Sandwich better,

so we mode it bigger.

With 50% more

tender roast bpef, sliced

thin and piled high and

|uicy, with your choice of

three sauces, on a toasted

sesame seed bun.

Use this coupon for a big

deal on two Big Roast Beef

Sandwiches.

CJ a
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WeVe Got Something
Your Mother Never TokJ You About...

The Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows Sure your hair

eventually grows out. but with a precision haircut it

doesn t lose its shape
And t)ecause your hair falls naturally into place

You won t have to keep fussing with it

Now you've got something you can tell your

mother about
At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14 00

whether you re a guy or a gal And no appointments

are ever necessary
Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do It all, but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you

y
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T¥IO NEW [iJ]3 1;.

SANIMVICHESlOR
qNEjjmjEjmcE'

CETINEW

MR«t89L
Good at all paiticipating Hardee s. Please piesent this coupon before ordering.

One coupon [)ei customer, please. Customer must }xiy any soles tax due

on the f)ui chase puce. This coufson not good in combination with any othei ofFei:

Hampshire Mall, next to K Mait

Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m. 10 p.m.

586-0090 .

Hardee's of Hadley
430 Russell St

Hadley, Mass Hacdeei. Coupon expires December 19, 1978

SPORTS PHONEI
Dial New York direct for

national scores and features!
Ut Add I

Mon Fn Ba m Sp tn

Sun Til Sp m 1 1 p m
Sun Fn 1 1 p m Sam
Alt Day Sat

Sun 8o m Sp m

lb* no* HirliKlx

1-212-999-1313
^M N««w England Tslephone

Larry Otsuka

hoping to capture that no. 1 ranking so many think he
deserves. Because of the injuries, Otsuka has wrestled very
little since last season. He opened the season with a loss to

' Harvard, and a win over Boston University. Then suddenly in
the opening match of the Coast Guard Tourney the thumb let

go. Showing a tremendous desire, Otsuka continued with the
torn ligament and was eventually eliminated.

Will things ever work out for Otsuka? Only time will tefl. As
Otsuka put it, "I won't miss too much action. We have a four
week layoff between semesters so I'll catch up. The only
problem is when you don't wrestle for a long time you go into
a slump. Moves that usually flow just aren't there. As long as
we win I'll be happy.

"

To keep in shape Otsuka is running five miles a day. In ad-
dition, as soon as the thumb is strong enough, it's back to
weight lifting and maytie a few scrimmages.

After working so hard, for so many years, it would only seem
fitting that Otsuka go out in style His goals are to win the
New Englands, and place in the Nationals. With his talent and
desire it would seem a very good bet that Otsuka just may
make good on both dreams.

In other wrestling notes, Amato and his squad are prepanng
for the Eastern Athletic Association Championships to be held
on Qec. 8 9 at George Washington University in Washington
DC The lineup will remain basically the same with two ex
ceptions. Greg Johnson, a freshman wilt be stepping in to fill

Larry Otsuka s shoes while Bob Soloman will replace the ailing
Fred Goldberg.

"Goldberg should be back for our meet with Army next
week, " said Amato The coach is not overly optimistic about
the teams chances to go up against Penn. State and Pitt. I

expect us to go anwhere from 4th on down. I'd be very happy
with 4th."

By far the biggest UMass threat is heavyweight John Allen.
As the se»on progresses, the only way to describe Allen is

awesome Allen started the year with impressive victories over
Harvard and Boston University, and was the only UMass
wrestler to win top honors in the Coast Guard Tourney.

To watch Allen is like watchir>g poetry in motion, as ttie oW
saying goes. For a big man he moves quickly and confidently
with little fear of the opponent. Returning as the club's only
New England champion, Allen appears to be unbeatable.
Amato was recently overheard telling a new wrestler, "I knew
you would like watching Alien wrestle, he's really slick."

STAR ^1^^
TREK
LIVES
J^ Club meetir>g -
_« Dec. 6
*« Time 7 10 p.m.

J^ Rm 911915

^^ Slides, info
*/• for ST
j< and S.F. Fans.

^T All welcome'

Rose signs with Phillies

for record high salary
ORLANDO, Fla l/tA'l-Pete Rose made it official yesterday, ending one of baset>airs

most spirited 'ree agent auctions by agreeing to a four-year contract with the
Philadelphia Phillies which makes him ttie game's highest paid player

Terms were not announced but it was learned that Rose will get about $800,000 a year

to join the Phillies, who hope he can end their frustration of three straight playoff

failures.

The fat contract actually was for less money than he had been offered by other teams
but the determining factors apparently were Rose's close friendship with several

Phillies players and Philadelphia's willingness to add a fourth year to the offer he had at

first rejected.

Only last Thursday. Rose had eliminated the Phillies from the sweep^akes and left

four teams in the running Pittsburgh, Atlanta, St. Louis and Kansas City. But one by
one, those teams were ruled out on Monday and Philadelphia resurfaced.

Karolyn Rose, Pete's wife, said Monday night she never had seen her husband more
upset than he was after leaving Philadelpfiia last Thursday.
Even as that news conference ended, eliminating the Phillies-prematurely as it turned

out, there was a touch of indecision in Rose. He turned to Ruly Carpenter, owner of the

Phillies, and said, half joking, "If I change my mind on tf>e plane going home can I

come back 7"

Eventually, that was exactly what Rose did.

Rose flew to the winter meetings with his agent, Cincinnati attorney Reuven Katz, to

officially announce his decision and explain how he made up his mind.

"It was a tough decision," he said. "Up until Sunday morning, nobody knew where I

was going I didn't know myself."

At that point. Bill Giles, executive vice president of the Phillies, called Rose, fulfilling a

promise he had made tr e 37-year old superstar on Thursday.

"He said he would gei ack to me if anything developed," Rose said. "That's when
the door to Philadelphia opened again."

Rose said the Phillies' offer was the lowest of the five finalists. "I didn't take the best

offer, by far, " he said. "Bui it wasn't bad. You could stack it up and a show dog
couldn't jump over it."

18 Main St.

LIQUORS
253-5441

BEAT
THE HOLIDAY PARTY RUSH!!

EARLY-BIRD SPECIALS

VETERANS
SOPHOMORES

FIRST YEAR STUDENTS
UMASS ARMY ROTC

VETERANS EARN A US ARMY
COMMISSION AND $2500 WHILE YOU

EARN YOUR DEGREE

SOPHOMORES TRY SOMETHING COMPLETELY DIF-

FERENT WITH ADVENTURE, TRAVEL, AND LEADERSHIP

EXPERIENCE THAT WILL BE AN ASSET IN ANY CAREER.

/

KEGS
$21.00 and up
in-store specials

SCHLITZ
$6.99

12 oz. dans/bottles

LIEBFRAUIVIILCH
$1.99

23 oi. 10% ate. by vol.

FIRST YEAR STUDENTS INCREASE YOUR
OPTIONS FROM THE BEGINNING

545-1321/2321

riiil

ST. JACOB LIEFRAUMILCH
$3.49

50.7 oz , 10% ale. by vol.

ALL IN STORE BEER
SPECIALS ARE COtD
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Scrappy Terriers claw
slumping Minutemen
By WAL T CHERNIAK
Cuftegian Staff

For head coach Rick Pitino, it was a happy
homecoming, as the former UMass player's

Boston University Terriers out scraped, out
hustled and generally outplayed the
Minutemen in a sloppy but impressive 72 63
win at the Cage last night.

UMass h«^ad coach Jack Leaman, who
coached Pitino in his playing days, summed
it up bluntly, "There's nothing to say; they
just kicked our ass." The UMass mentor ad
ded, "I'll say this. I'm one hell of a teacher."

The two teams started slowly, as tur

novars and cold shooting plagued both
aides. The Terriers took a 7 2 lead at the

outset, but Brad Johnson tossed in a lumber
from the corr>er, and Mark Haymore and
Tom Wttkos added hoops after offensive re

bounds, ar>d UMass fournj itseff ahead but
not for lor>g

Tf>ere were 13 lead char>ges in the first

ha\i, as the play continu€»d to be ragged A
short iurrU>er by Haymore knotted tf^ score

at 21-21, and a Johnson free throw put tf>e

Minutenrten afiead but for the last time m
the game BU forward Steve Wright, who
led ail scorers wtth 24 points, 13 of tf>em in

tfte first haH. sank two free throws to give

BU a 23 22 edge, artd from that point on. it

was off to the racw.
Brad Johnson missed a breakaway dur^,

and Tom Chanr>el came back with a drivir>g

runner. tf>en forced a steal which resulted in

a Wright tayup and a 27 22 Terrier lead After

tfie dust had cleared with 2 38 remaining in

the half, Wright had scored seven straight

points, the last two on a stuff shot following

yet another steal, and BU had a comfortable

32 22 buk}e The halftime margin remair>ed

at ten points, as the Terriefs and Pitino went
Mto the k.t.Vijr room leading. 35 25
Mark H.iyrnore, wtM) led all UMass ptayers

with 20 points and 15 rebounds, opened the
second half with a dunk, but BU continued
to play their aygressive, pressing zone
defense and pushed the lead up to 47 33
when Channel grabbed an offensive rebound
and scored on an acrobatic, twisting lay up.
And that, as the saying goes, was all she
wrote
Coach Leaman took the opportunity to

shutfly his line up around Mike Gramnx?!,
George Dennerlain and freshman Bob Bur-
ton all saw considerable playing time, but to
no avail Bill Morrison threw in five long-
range jumpers in the second fialf . and finish

ed with 11 points, joining Haymore as the
only Minutemen in double fingers, but it pro-
ved to be in vain.

Forward John Teague complimented
teammate Wright quite well, chipping in 18
points and eight rebounds and playing a key
role in tf>e full court Terrier press which stole

the t>all nine times and forced 28 UMass tur-

novers.

Needless to say, Pitino was pleased with
the outcome. "It hurts to beat Jack
Leaman." he said, "He's one of the best
coaches m basketball" Pitino added,
though, that he felt he had "an advantage"
because he kr>ew tt>e UMass system so well.

"Everything you saw out there," he said, "I

learned from him (Leaman I"

DRIBBLINGS Before the game, the BU
players stood in a line at half court staring at

the UMass warm ups in what Pitino called an
atempt to "give the players some con
fidance". UMass, rtow 12, plays at Nor
ttieastern Thursday night. The Minutemen
shot 38% from the floor to BU's 37%. but
tfie story was told on tfie foul lir>e, wf>ere tf>e

penetrating Terriers hit 34 of 52 (66%). while
UMass took only 17 trips to tf>e cfvantv

strip>e. hitting 9.

On Tuesday night,

the birthday boy sat
By STEVEZACK
CoMegian Staff

On Tuesday. December 5. Len Kohlhaas
turned 21 years ok) Birthdays are a time for

celebration and gifts Kohlhaas' gift against

Boston University last night was a total of

ten minutes of (Maying time, which oc
Curred in the first half

In preseason theory, it was believed by
many that UMass' success this year would
lie in the hands of the two biq men Yet.

Commentary
only one of them played last night But
then, there are always excuses for such
things and there is one for this In ten

minutes of playing time, Len Kohlhaas had
orw rebound
"He wasn't in the game," coach Jack
Leaman said afterwards This made me
wonder, how does a player get in the game
if he isn't in the game'' To clarify, how does
a player regain his playing edge if he isn't

allowed to play' It's not going to come
back by sitting on the bench, is it?

2500 people in attendance at the Cage last

night not only saw Boston University

humiliate the Minutemen in front of their

home folks, they also saw one of the most
bi/arre substitution systems I have seen in

my three years of watching Minutemen
basketball

It was as if Coach Leaman was rolling a
pair of dice and whatever number came up,
that player was inserted into the game
"You can t say that nobody didn't play for

us tonight, " Learr>an said and boy was he
right

Players were going in and out of the lineup
like housewives going through the doors of

a department store on the day of a sale

First Kohlhaas comes out and Burton goes
in Then Burton comes out and Stewart is

in. Then Brad Johnson moves from guard
to forward because Witkos and Morrison
are in the backcourt or was it Morrison and
Holcomb Could ve been both for all I

know One second there are three guards
in. then five guards or was it three for

wards, two guards and a partridge in a pear
tree' I was almost sure I saw assistant

coach Ray Wilson suited up and put into

the game in the second half

there are still many games to be played
this year for the Minutemen, but there are

also many problems to be solved. First, find

a system of substitution with order, and se
cond, let this team play basketball the way
they know how For everyone's sake, I

hope these solutions come quickly and
painlessly

Gymmen take on Lowell

in home opener tonight
By t\/fIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

Coming off their narrow defeat of Boston State last week, the UMass gymmen will

open their home season against Lowell University tonight at 7:00 in Boyden Auxiliary

Gym.
The Minutemen hope to score much higher than Lowell, a team reputedly weaker

than Boston State. State surprised everyone, including first year coach Roy Johnson,

when they came within 35 points of the Minutemen, in a meet filled with overscoring

and inconsisterit judging

Junior Frank Cohen, who had a 8.00 on the horizontal bar was disgusted with the per

formance of.the judges in Boston. "They were inconsistent," said Cohen. "I dont care

if they're high or low but it has to be consistent for a fair meet "

Lowell is led by all around competitor John Alberghini. Alberghini's top e- it is the

paralle' bars, the event in which he narrowly missed the New England championship

last yea I

Other top performers are Danny Gillin, a transfer from Suffolk Community College in

New York and the co captains: Douglas Chin and Nick Badala, pommel horse and all

around, respectively. *
_ •

Coaching the Chiefs is three year veteran Dick Erenson and assistant coach Rich

Bisson, last year's top all around performer UMass beat Lowell last year 177.1 166 1.

Pommel horse is the weakest e'vent for the Minutemen, but coach Johnson is not con-

cerned "We only hit in 37 percent of our routines against Boston State but I wanted to

score 182 and we scored 184 Lowell is a weaker team, we should do much better."

Connie Nappier (left) and Bill Morrison (right) shown in action last night m
UMass' 72 63 loss to Boston University at the Gaga.

^

Mark Marchand

He can only watch
This Saturday when fhe UMass football

team takes the field in Reno, Nevada for its

Division 1 AA playoff game against the

University of Nevada it will be doing so
without the services of one of its finest

defensive players. Watching the game from

the sidelines will be Minuteman defensive

back John Beerworth who won't par-

ticipate due to a ruling by the NCAA.

The senior safety from North Troy,

Vermont, had a particularly outstanding
campaign this year enroute trying the

UMass record for passes intercepted with a

total of eight thefts. Beerworth was an

integral part of the Minuteman success
story this year and he will most definitely be
missed in Saturday's game.

The NCAA ruling that barred Beerworth
from the playoff game is actually a conflict

of judgements between the ECAC and the

NCAA. The decision stems from last year

when Beerworth was a senior and he was
injured in the second game against Maine.

Beerworth then played in the next game
with a bruised kidney befo>e being advised

by his doctor to sit out the rest of th eyear.

That game was a scrimmage against

Dartmough and, according to the ECAC,
did not count as a real game. But, this is

where the conflict came in; the NCAA
classified it as a regular contest thus

meaning that Beerworth had played three

games last year and not two as per the

ruling of the ECAC.

This meant that the senior safety would

lose his "red shirt " status and not be

eligible for playing this year. A player who
IS red shirted can only play two games
before he loses his eligibility for the

following season. Thus, this meant that

Beerworth couldn't play at all this year if

UMass coach Bob Pickett didn't appeal to

both the NCAA and ECAC. That's exactly

what happened and Beerworth was
allowed to play by the ECAC while the

NCAA stood firmly against it The NCAA
said that they could'nt stop Beerworth
fror playing in any ECAC contests but,

the iaid it wouldn't allow him to play in a

playoff contest that was controlled by the

•NCAA. This is exactly what has come
about and the only action Beerworth will

see this Saturday is on the sidelines.

"We knew the situation at the beginning

of the year but none of us were even

thinking of the playoffs at that time, so it

really didn't seem that bad," related

Beerworth. "After we beat Holy Cross

though, I started to think about it."

"It's frustrating to go through the whole
season and sit back now," continued

Beerworth. "I feel like I really was a pat of it

all and I still am now."
Saturday, according to Pickett, Beer-

worth's spot will be filled by sophomore
Bob Manning; a 6'2 ", 173 lb defensive

back from West Newton, Mass.

"Bob is currently an adequate'
replacement and we believe he can do the

job," said Picket yesterday. "The loss of

Beerworth was certainly a blow but, it's not

one we weren"t proud of."'

"Beerworth was very solid and was a

stabalizing influence on our defense,"
concluded Pickett.

So. one of the finest safeties to ever play

for UMass will not be able to cap his career

with a playoff fame. Not outwartly
disappointed, Beerworth will finish his

Phys. Ed. studies here after this semester

and pack his fags for North Troy where he

plans to work for a while before he decides

what to do.

Wrapping this up, I'd like to wish the best

of luck to the Minutemen this Saturday and
will be flossing my fingers in hopes of a win

and a trip to the Pioneer Bowl for the

National 1 AA Championship on December
16. The gridders have had an epic reason

and have nowhere to go but up.
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70 Stores plus park-like Cafe Square

Exciting gift ideas for

every member of your family.

Bring the kids and
watch them thrill to our
"Christmas Gnomeland. "

Shop for Christmas indoors -

Relax and enjoy!

Acres of free parking

m/r- ;^Ifc^Ju- - «- IlM

r
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!^
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Santa's Hours
Monday-Friday 2 to 8PM
Saturdays: 10 to 8PM
Sundays: 12 to 5PM

We're easy to get to!

Mall Hours
Mon-Sat lOAMtolOPM
Sundays: 11AM to 6PM
Now *til Christmas

RT. 9 AT INTERSECTION OF RT. 116 BETWEEN NORTHAMPTON & AMHERST
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^1V STORK FOR IJ:VI'S

Free Give-Aways!
Book Covers & Posters fh;°"a's«

Men's Levi Panatela

Corduroy
dress slacks

Ass I colors ct Sizes

reg to 21 95

I'
^

Now12"

Complete Selection

AIIMens"'Movin'On"
retails to S22

Fashion Jeans now12'°
Asst Sizes Latest Pocket Treatments

Complete selection of

''Little Levrs''
Sizes 2-14 in regular, slim, huskies, and student sizes.

Special selection of

Men's

Flannel Shirts
Sizes S.M.L

Plaids. Solids. Some Tails

retail to S17

Now' «

Ladies' The ''Annie Hair' look.

Denim Vests
Sizes 3-15

reg M9«' ii CO
Nowr"'

Gals' Straight Leg
Latest Fashion

Denim Jeans
Sizes 5-13

reg. $19.95

Now

MY STORE FOR LEVI'S

l\x^hml, id Kout opm at die

Hom|)»lute WIM

lice d^i»Ut (imd. (M mimpmiv^ iptHkvmfi,

dnmu. and. lamioim.

L^ 4 s-^y^ mjklqmni and. lebeA.

hmk ad. tmlm. ihulfeq 'fitm.

CtuNe qmI 5ee file beftt MieeiiM. oi Lmb^mMi.
Anqmi, wd o&ujCtc c«iiiCi(eci» oial tuieoietft.

IMA
CONTEMPORARY SPORTS>A/EAR

586-5554

Plaids,

Tweeds,
Solids
Machine wash Tumble dry

Polyesters & Acrylics

58" Wide

ORIGINALLY PRICED TO $4.49 A YARD

GABARDINES. TWILLS. KNITS

PLUS MUCH MORE'

YARDS

t •

Scissors Sale!
WISSGift Pak

8" Dressmaker Shears A%" Needlecraft Scissors

—OR—
LIGHTWEIGHT

Pinking Shears
YOUR FABRIC STORE WITH STYLE

EACH

HURRY,
FROM TALON SUPPLY

LIMITED!!!

SOFRO FABRICS

V\ '

/

/'

/

\

HAMPSHIRE MALL
HOLIDAY SALE
STARTS TODAY...
SAVE UP TO 50%
AND MORE
NOW THRU SATURDAY

FAMOUS MAKER
SCARVES AND HATS

1/2 Off

Hats Reg 6 00 2.99
Scarves Reg 9.00 4.49
Orion and acrylic multi-striped knits.

Fashion Accessories

BOBBIE BROOKS
JUNIOR SWEATERS

5.97 Reg to 28.00

JUNIORS' LONG
BRUSHED NITEGOWNS

10.97 Reg 14.00

A variety of styles and colors in 80%
acetate/20% brushed nylon are
perfect for gift-giving. 7 to 13.

Lingerie Shop

BOBBIE BROOKS
JUNIOR PANTS

12.97
Assortment of styles in poly gabar-
dine. All the newest dark and light

colors. MBchine washable. Sizes 5 to.

13.

Junior Separates

POLY/COTTON PRINT
QUILTED ROBES

12.97 Reg. 23.00

Fiber filled with zippered or button
front, in full length. S-M-L.

Waltz length Reg. 20.00 9.97
Lingerie Shop

Long-sleeved fairisle, crew neck and
V-neck sweaters in an assortment of

colors S-f^-L. Great gift!

Junior Sportswear

YOUNG MEN'S LEVI'S

NYLON OUTERWEAR

19.99-23.99
Reg. 30.00-35.00

Poly-filled jackets with zip front. Ski
type and baseball style in tan and It.

blue Knit cuffs. Save 30%!
Directions

MEN'S DRESS/SPORT
SLACKS BY HAGGAR

13.97 Orig 20.00

Solid colors and plaids in machine
wash and dry fabric Styles for both
dress and sport wear 32 to 42.
The Man s Shop

GIRLS' POLY-FILLED
NYLON SKI JACKETS

19.97
Reg 27 00-32.00

Fantastic savings on girls' sizes 7 to
14 ski jackets Two styles in nylon
with polyester filling.

Girls Shop

MEN'S 35" LENGTH
LINED RAINCOATS

49.99 Reg. 70.00

Zip-out acrylic pile lining, large
pockets and natural color, washable
polyester/cotton shell. Not all sizes

The Mans Shop

MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
BY A FAMOUS MAKER

11.99a.. 12.99 11.97-18.67
Fully machine washable and dryable
shirts with traditional look and fit;

fashion looks with tapered fit.

The Mans Shop

BOYS' PLAID
FLANNEL SHIRTS

5.97 Reg. 9 00

Well tailored, fine quality flannel in

an assortment of popular plaids.

Wash and wear Sizes 8 to 20.

Boys Shop

GEOFFREY BEENE
DESIGNER SHEETS

4.97-10.97
Reg 10 00-1900

Multi-color tattersall pattern in fine

percale Twin full, queen or king
flat/fitted Matching cases 4.94 and
5.94.

Domestics

THREE-QUART
ICE BUCKET

6.97 Reg 16 00

Save more than 50% on this great
holiday special Big 3-qt. size in

white, butcher block, black or
burgundy
Gift Shop

CRYSTAL AND SILVER
3-PC. SALAD SET

5.97 Reg. 12.50

"TRIPOLI" DESIGN
TABLECLOTHS

Reg. 18.00-28.00

No-iron poly/acrylic from Sleater.
52x70': 60x86'; 60x104" oblong. 70"

round. Napkins Reg. 2.00, 1.27
Domestics

Bettina" pattern in
crystal/silverplate by Adams, with
servers Matching mayo set Reg.
6 00. 2.47
Silver Shop

70-PC. STAINLESS
FLATWARE SET

19.99 Reg. 39. 95

8 ea. dinner knives & forks, salad
forks, dessert forks, soup spoons,
tall drink spoons. 16 teaspoons and
6 serving pieces.
Housewares
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Now ... in

the Hampshire
Mall

Jfutrgejnt.

Come sec our new location

in the Hampshire Mall ... a
happy addition to our other
stores in Faneuil Hall, Cape
Cod Mall, Harvard Square,
Allston, Salem, Rockport.

Our famous handmade
fudge is available in a wide
variety of flavors which we
are pleased to cut and pack
to your order.

r

HMXJBJ

Igifts
TO GIVE...

GIFTS
TO GET...

L

y

$1.00 $1.00

ONE DOLLAR
DISCOUNT

on a one pound purchase of
our famous Belgian Fudge
at the Hampshire Mall only

This Holiday Season, be
sure to see our fine

selection of sportswear at

Foxmoor! There's plenty of

jeans. ..The latest in

sweaters, dress pants,
colorful shirts, blouses, and
vests. Great selection in a
variety of colors, fabrics,

and styles. We've even got

accessories to matchi
Terrific gifts to give. ..better

gifts to get. ..from Foxmoor
of course!

2

^

Someday all watches will be made this way
Zaies makes sua- every moment is right with

a fine collection of Seiko watches!

Men s17-|ewelself-

twinding watch, water-

fesiedtolOOtt

blue or while dial

stainless. $C9.S0

100-Ft water-tested

quartz watch luminous
hands and markers,

$125

Chronograph alarm

quartz watch, stainless

steel $250

p^ ILa:."..' !•'-»-'

ZaIes and Friends make wishes come true!

ZALES
The Diamond Store

This Is Christ
•Hompihire Moll Wed D*< 6, 1978 &

Women's
Warm-
Lined
Fashion
Boot.

$19.99
Warmed lined dress boots
with easy on/off side
zipper, vinyl upper, slip

resistant sole. Basic
colors for women's sizes.

This
is

Women's
Sweaters

Your Choice

6.99
70% acrylic/30% wool pullover
sweater with cowlneck & nbbed
bottom 1,1 asst Stripes Rm.
$14. ^
Long sleeve 100% acrylic
pointelle pullovers Choose
either V-neck or Crewneck
styles Available m White. Black
and asst colors SML. R«g. $14.

100% acrylic mohair type yarn
sweater with scoop neck and tie
trim or collar with Keyhole neck
and tie trim R«g. $16.

100% acrylic long sleeve
shawlcollar wrap with self belt
and 2 pockets Asst. colors.
R«g. $16 not shown.

JC Penney 1200 watt
Pro Dryer.

^^^i^y® 1200

V

<ttfV«-«*

Only
9.99
Orig. 16.99

JC Penney 1200 watt ad
justable pro dryer with ad
justable heat/air flow
White with black.

tiS^PD^
e 1978 jC Penny Co., Inc.

Hampshire Mall

So. Maple St.

St. Hwy. 9
Hadley, Mass.
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Now ... in

the Hampshire
Mall

r

in Victorian settings

^XKXHHXXXXXXXXVHXVHHXVXXXXXXXHXXXXVXXXXXVHHXXXXX^

^^M!l!.5 ^1!\'QV1^]y

%XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXX>OOOOOOlXXXXXXXX>

Let our Photographers
Recreate an Antique Portrait

with YOU as the Star in a

Nineteenth Century
Setting. No Appointments
Necessary . .

.

•i"-

*^
Special

Group
Rates

Antique
Style

Frames
Available

Prof, liOod|OOd's

Also in the Natick Mall, Hanover Mall,

all, Rockport, Warwick, R.I.

California, and Florida
Cape Cod

Hompshire Moll Wed Dec 6. 1978

IT^Lim

GO
CH^in
15" serpentine link

19»*
Regularly 27"

Complete line of 14Kt gold, ster-

ling silver, and 12Kt gold till includes

bracelets, chokers, anklets, chain,
earings, stickpins, and scatterpins.

ferafts > pottery * beads^ jewelry

Consumer Value Stores

HAMPSHIRE MALL
RTE. 9. HADLEY. MASS.

OPEN Mon -Sat 9 30 to 10
Sunday 12 to 5

Sale Wednesday, Dec. 6th I

thru Sunday, Dec. 10th |

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED LIMITED QUANTITIES SORRY NO RAINCHECKS

. •Hc«iiOu^'

USTERINE
ANTISEPTIC

32 ounce

Our Regular 2 19

AIM
TOOTHPASTE

8 2 ounce

Our Regular 1 47

BATH SIZE

IVORY SOAP
4 5 ounce

5 BARS FOR

CHARLIE

SPRAY
COLOGNE

5 ounce

Our Regular 4 50

JEAN NATE
FRICTION

BATH LOTION

8 ounce

Our Regular 3 25

LOVES BABY

SOFT TRIO SET
2 ounce, cologne
1 5 ounce, body powder
2 5 ounce body lotion

ARM & HAMMER
BAKING SODA

1 Lb Box

Our Regular 47' ea

Our Regular 6 00

FABERGE
ORGANICS
Wheat germ oil & honey

SHAMPOO
15 ounce. All Types

Our Regular 1 59

SCHRAFFTS
"Home Style"

CHOCOLATES
3 Pound Box Our Regular 4 79

mff]

ENGLISH

LEATHER
GIFT SET

•2 ounce After Shave

•2 ounce Cologne

Our Regular 4 50

OLD SPICE

SOAP ON A

ROPE

5 75 ounce

CVS CHRISTMAS

] GIFT WRAP
^ 7 different designs

16 sheets, each sheet
18 X 22

BAG OF

BOWS
Assorted Colors

25 count stick-on

Our Regular 69*

Our Regular 2 39

GILLETTE

MAX 1000

HAIR DRYER
Model no 9060

1000 watts

Our Regular 11 99

PLANTERS
DRY ROASTED
PEANUTS

16 ounce Party Pack
PLANTERS

Our Regular 1 59

BRUT 33

SPLASH-ON
LOTION

7 ounce

AGREE
CREME RINSE

& CONDITIONER

8 ounce, All Types

Our Regular 1.34

Our Regular 2 79

CRAYOLA
ART KIT
Includes watercolor

paint & brush,

16 crayons. 12 colored

chalks & art glue

Our Regular 2.39
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Welcome Back to Freshness

TIFFANY^
Bakery

Comes to Hampshire Mall

Cinnamon Buns
&

Pecan Rolls

All items made fresh daily

at the Mall

THE PRECISION HAIRCUT EXPLAINED.

PRECISELY.

Because your hecxj is un»que the way your haw ^ows is equally unique

PrectSHDo hqircutting is a technique tor cutting the hair m harnnony with the

way it grows So as it grows it doesn t lose shape Arxj because the hair

IS cut to tall naturally into place, you don t have to keep fussir^ with it

Usually a shake ot the head does it.

The precision cut, with shampoo ar»d bkDw dry is tourteen dollars tor gals or

guys we also otter permanent waves coloring trosting aryj conditioning But

we really shine with precision And so will you

No appointments necessary

.^^S. irt

Hampshire Mall

NexttoK-Mart
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

1

1GRAND OPENING
OF THE

(f, mimma 4// .^S^

Travel the world ... or shop right here at Viking Hus for a huge Viking Hus selection

of gifts imported from all over the world. Select from the Crystal Collection,

Stemware, Punch Bowl Set, Barware, Wine Sets, Bowls, Compotes, Decanters and

much more. Also visit our Gourmet section and Candle section.

(])LQ(jS — Largest selection of Clogs in New England

SPECIAL ITEMS YOU WILL FIMD
German Nutcrackers Royal Copenhagen Christmas Plates Pottery Mugs Swedish Christmas Cards

German Pyrmids Bing k Grondahl Christmas Plates Cutting Boards Christmas Ornaments

Christmas Candles Angel Chimes Serving Trays Swedish Door Chimes

Jewelry Boxes

Jewelry

SPECIAL '/2 OFF OPEMIMG SALE
SELECTED

Nutcrackers, Christmas Ornaments, Music Boxes

and other handcrafted German items.

mingftus; Ham;i0l|tr? iiaUFree Gift Wrapping
Lay-away

LimiMnMM«m«MIM«MiM»«MM)ttH»MMMlMMMIMMMiMm

ih'i^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'!^^^^^^
$
«
d
«
$
d
^
$
^
d
$
$
$
^

Cfcisic cfiristnm Qifts

for Qentfcmen jronL-

S CLIFFORDM.CLARK |
«
^
«
$
$
«
«
d
«

TOBACCONIST
''lifiyulmdccujars^ briar vms^

i)ieYukci Uhaicos^ and ajmamuj of

mcud aifu jor ntcn^. q^ Su^duii //-b
J CJyJ J ^. L .~lJ.^*tnus

At Hampshire Mall Open 10 to 10, Monday - Saturday 586-6212

<ft^^^^^^^^^^^^^<»^«<Sf^^

The Gift as Personal
As a Signature!
Precision writing instniments from Hedlmark. Each
is crafted from rare woods to create

a truly remarkable gift. Choose
from walnut, teak, tulipwood,

wenge, cordia or rosewood.

Pen and
pencil set. $30.00

© 1978 Hallmark Cards. Inc.

VlLv EVENSON'S
^HBr HALLMARK CARDS & GIFTS

HAMPSHIRE MALL

^

WW

onQfo

lagway
has^fts

tortt
everyone
inyottr
familY:
For quality gifts to fit Mom,

Dad and the kids, come to

Togway Shoes. You'll find

a great selection of the

latest styles in slippers,

shoes, boots and outdoor

casuals, all at prices you

can afford. And you can

choose fi'om a variety

of accessories to go

with them.

This season, do your holi-

day shopping at Togway. .

.

and give your family gitts

they'll love to wear

ty
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SYMBOLS Oh lOVF

%\}
'<^>

^\x

<? >

\«» pel (t 1 1 .!> tin- lin i \ lUi

sh.irt* .1 Kt't'psakf

di.imond >;uaranttfd m
v\ritin>; h>r perffit

il.irity, fitu- whitf

y iolur and preii^e i ut

^v- " KeepsakeH(NOO*t

2f>

HrKi«irrrU l>ijm>irwJ KinK%

oUa^ou
Keepsake Diamond Center

HAMPSHIRE MALL

tRopic
isle

Plant Shop
Beautiful

Pointsettias

n 40
and up

4 "9" pots

inc. hanger-

Christmas
Wreaths
Fresh Balsalm, Cone and straw
wreaths — There is one just for you.

Holly, Christmas Cactus and otherJlowering plants,

perfect for gift giving.

Exotic House Plants
Unusual gifts - imported and local craft - for giving.

Pottery and planting & grovnng aids and accessories.

SPKCIAL Weds.. 12 6 Sat. 12 9

5 oz. Orthor Liquid 6-10-5 Plant Food
Limit one per customer (reg. Si. 29)

Tropic Isle Plant Shop • Hampshire Mall

'^'^^^3^

^*K\

^\%
fKogtc

• Tricks • Illusions

Qjbvm Alb
• Clown Supplies • Juggling Supplies
• Theatrical Costuming
• Theatrical Makeup

(l(we£ited

'#OUR
^PRINTS
IS HERE!

'"^C-'^i.^
|ver 1000 different fr<jmed pictures, from the great

masters to gallery posters and limited editions.

in your choice of mat color and complete with frame
and glass Our low cost and fast custom framing

offers you a choice of silver, gold or colored metal

frames, and 30 different wood finishes. Its here!

it's open! Its a whole new approach in quality graphics!

Just look at these Enchanted Prices!

8x10 7 95 2 for 1100 11 x14 11 95 2 tor 20.00

10x12 8 95^ tot 15 00 12x16 12 95 2 fo( 22.00

12x12 1195 2f()' 20 00 16x20 14.95 2 for 25.00

22 X 28. 24 X 24. dnd 24 x 30 29 95

Prices intiude silver metal ffdme.

other frames available at a slight additional charge.

Comparable values on limited editions.

The ^^^
EnchaniTu

Prints

/ NOW OPEN IN

dHAMPSHIRE MALL
South Maple Street

Near J. C. Penny's

586-0223

HompshiteMoll W<»d D« 6. 1978 11

m^r^VV is where the
#%Ji^BKK fun starts!

Come to Musicland for the greatest

selection of best-loved children's rec-

ords, book & record sets, 45's, and
cassettes.

Walt Disn«y'»
PINOCCHfO

Walt Dianay'a
BAMBI

BAMBI

DUCK WARS
BUGS BUNNY

AND HIS FRIENDS

MICKEY MOUSE'S
50TH BIRTHDAY PARTY

BIRTHDAY P.^RTY
M«IM»<«*lMMtf«Wt4

DISNEYLAND

3.66
SESAME STREET

4.77
PETER PAN

2.49

CHARGE ITI

.Hiislei I hdiyt VISA'

WONDERLAND
CAPITOL

3.66

REMEMBER WE HAVE GIFT CERTIHCATES

HAMPSHIRE MALL
HADLEY, MASS.
Phone 586-2837
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SWEATERS

All of our reg, $11

Soft and flanenng' Our fabulous

collection of crew- neck. V-neck,

turtleneck and cowl neck styles all in

easy care acr\lic A rainbov^ of

beauDful colors to choose from

All of our reg. $20

Just in time for all your holiday

parties, festive, feminine dresses

styled with sweeping flowing lines

and many lovely details m soft, easy

care fabrics Choose from the latest

looks of the season, including the

blouson. now at a sensational price'

Gift Certificate
Andcnon-LMr Grf» ri-mltcMn

xKttom

HIBHIIMMHUWI

mm^>^m

ALL STORES OPEN SUNDAYS
TILL CHRISTMAS

Open pverv nite Mon thru Sat-

Master Charge. VISA and Uyaway Plan

Anderson-Little

PANT
COATS
All of our reg.

$52-$55

FASHION
COATS
All of our reg, $70

STORM
COATS
All of our reg^ $50

59
42

95

95

Save on the latest looks in fine quality

wool blends, poplins and polyesters

Hooded, belted and pile- lined styles

plus many more for a warm, snug

winter.

M

SHIRTS

795
/ Allofourreg.$9&$10

Beautifully tailored shirts in woven
plaids ana stripes to pair with slacks

and skirts for the holidays. A classic

look to give or to wear!

HAMPSHIRE MALL
Hadley

HAMP PLAZA
Northampton

EASTFIELD MALL FAIRFIELD MALL
Springfield Memorial Drive. Chicopee

Students in occupation at Amherst College
page 3
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650 rally to protest tuition hike

UMass students protesting the proposed tuition hike outside Memorial Hall. (Staff photo by Rich Newman)

Trustees vote unanimously
to work against tuition hike

By MARK LECCESE
,

Coihgimn Staf '

The UMass Board of Trustees voted ur>antmously yester-

day to work for repeal of the state legislation that could

double non-resident tuition.

The vote, nr>ade on a motion presented to the board by

Amherst can^pus student trustee Herbert L. Tyson, came
after four students addressed the trustees.

One of the students, Elise Kohke from New Fairfield, Ct.,

said the increase would make non-resident students "or-

phans of the University" and turn UMass into a "glorified

community college."

State Rep. Janr>es G. Collins Tuesday filed a bill to repeal

the increase.

University President David C. Knapp expressed cautious

optimism about the repeal movenr>ent's chances in the

legislature.

"In my talking to legislators I've gotten some feeling that

it can be passed early in the legislative session," he said.

But, Knapp said, "there is the other feeling, that it may run

into trouble."

The state legislature is scheduled to convene their 1979

session on January 3.

Board Chairman Joseph P. Healy told students lobby

legislators in their districts and said, "Don't underestimate

your capacity to get The Great and General Court (the

legislature) to do this."

The trustees approved Knapp's appointment of Bernice

E Bradin as University vice-president for management.

Bradin, a 1968 graduate of Cornell University, currently is

director of Harvard University's Office of Budgets.

The board also approved the appointment of Robert H.

Brand as University treasurer, a position he has been acting

in since Kenneth Johnson died in September, 1977. Brand

had been associate treasurer since 1963.

The board gave the go-ahead for the Amherst campus to

begin a $650,000 renovation of Knowlton Dormitory in Nor-

theast that will close the dorm next semester and have it

ready for occupancy by fall, 1979.

A Center for the Study of New Russian Literature was

set up on this campus in the Slavic Languages and

Literature department, the board voted. A University

spokesman said professor Laszio Tikos has over a hundred

underground manuscripts smuggled out of the Soviet

Union.

The board's committee on budget and finance reported

they have asked the state Board of Higher Education for

$87.5 million for the Amherst canr>pus for fiscal year 1980,

and the BHE has offered $86.7 million.

That is not the final BHE appropriation, however, accor-

ding to Howard White of the president's office.

A resolution reaffirming the University's conr>mitment to

affirmative action in its hiring policies was tabled, t>ecause

two of the motion's sponsors, trustees Daniel Dennis and

Ogretta MacNeil, could not be at the rT>eeting.

The trustees met for a half-hour in executive session to

vote on honorary doctorate recipients for tfie Amherst and

Boston corrwT>encements.

By JAMES CARTER
Collegian Staff

An estimated 650 students, carrying picket signs and
chanting against an out-of-state tuition increMe, rallied

yesterday afternoon in the Student Union Ballroom ar>d

marched to Memorial Hall where the UMass Board of

'Trustees were meeting.

Ten speakers, representing various campus organiza-

tions, spoke to the orderly protesters about the impact of

the increase, decline of public education, and demands
subnnitted to the trustees.

The demands, prepared and presented to the trustees in

the nrKjrning by a student coalition that organized the rally,

urged the trustees to suppKjrt legislation introduced Tues-

day by state Rep. James G. Collins (D Amherst) which

would repeal earlier legislation which resulted in the ir>-

crease.

The legislation, passed last June, may double the out-of-

state tuition for next fall according to University officiate,

Non residents, comprising tive percent of the student
population, currently pay $1 ,550 a year.

The coalition also demanded the trustees not implemerrt

any tuition increases.

"We wanted to inform the students of the issues and

show the tKtard that a lot of students are concerned with

this issue," said Carol Lubin, coalition chairperson. "I

thought the rally was excellent, we had a great turnout
"

The rally began at 1 p m. in the Student Union Ballroom,

where David Barenberg from the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy and Lisa Desmarais

from the Students United for Public Education (SUPE)

spoke to a growing crowd of protesters.

After Barenberg had explained background of the legisla-

tion, he told the cheering crowd that "if the t)oard of

trustees is so good legislatively then it wouldn't have been

passed in the first place."

"Low cost education must be preserved," added

Desmarais. "We won't settle for a form of education that is

diluted and vocationalized under the guise of efficiency arul

marketability."

The protesters then marched to Memorial Hall carrying

picket signs and chanting, "tuition hikes we must fight,

education is our right", and "no tuition our position ".

The protesters heard Carlos Valdes from the International

Students Association; Jules Chametsky from the

Massachusetts Society of Professors; Rob Goetz from the

Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigade; Stan Kinard

from Third World Affairs; Elise Kohke, an out of-state stu-

dent; Greg Tarpinian from SUPE; and Mike Federow from

the Graduate Student Employees Union. All spoke against

the tuition increase.

Between speeches, Lubin told the crowd tfiat the trustees

were in Memorial Hall dining on lot>ster and cheesecake.
'

The crowd responded with ieers and hissir>g.

Near the end of the rally, when most of the crowd hed

dispersed, trustee Chairman Joseph Healey enr^erged from

the meeting and addressed the crowd with a megaphone
provided by students.

Healey urged students to lobby the legislature for repeal

of the legislation and said trustees had voted unaninrKXJSly

to support the student effort.

"We're with you and we're willing to work with you,"

Healey said. "You've got to get sorne grass roots support

in the system from in-state students."

"If we see the support then we'll believe it," Lubin said

after Healey left immediately following his speech. "From

past experience with tt>e trustees we know that they teH

students that they agree with them 100 percent and the

next thing you know there is a tuition increase."

Inquest wafts for new testimony
By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

GREENFIELD-An inquest

into the mysterious death of

20 year old Seta T.

Rampersad will stretch into

one more session sometime
next week, to allow

testimony from one and
possibly two nqw
witnesses, according to

Assistant District Attorney

Bernard J. Whalen.

Whalen refused to identify

the witnesses , but said they

have not previously

testified. However, a

source knowledgeable of

earlier testimony said one of

the witnesses will be a

neurologist.

The inquest resumed
yesterday for a two-and a

• half hour session before

Judge Allan McGuane at

the Greenfield District

Court, following a recess of

more than three weeks. But

the inquest was not com-
pleted yesterday as Whalen
had earlier said he hoped it

would.

And because the inquest is

closed to the public and

press, the many questions

surrounding the cir-

cumstances of the Sept. 13

motel room death of the

part-time UMass student

remain unanswered.

For three months police

and doctors have been un-

successful in accounting for

the cause of the young
woman's death, and have

also been unable to pin-

point the time of death.

Two days after Ramper-
sad's body was found in a

room at the Motel 6 in

South Deerfield, police

were terming the death

"suspicious".

Early in their investigation,

police said Rampersad went

to the motel with three

companions, but have
refused throughout the in-

vestigation and inquest to

name them. District At-

torney John M. Callahan

has also said throughout he

felt there was no foul play

involved in the woman's
death, but admitted there

was need for the inquest to

fill in missing pieces of the

night's events.

Sources knowledgeable of

testimony said Ramper-

sad's companions told

police of a "seizure" she

suffered around 3 a.m. on

Sept. 13 and said later

testimony said she was to

have several more such
seizures throughout the

night. Testimony has also

said a man, the last compa-
nion to leave Rampersad,
called an ambulance before

leaving the motel around 1

p.m. Seta's nude t)ody was
found by motel employees
before the ambulance arriv-

ed.

According to police

medical reports, Ramper-
sad died of "pulmonary
congestion and edema"-a
filling of the lungs with

body fluids-but doctors
have been unable to deter-

mine what caused the con-

dition. Family and friends

have also said there is

nothing in her medical
history to explain any
seizures.

TURN TO PAGE 2
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New mall's thriving

Business down in towns

Thursday, December 7, 1978

By DEBBIE WALLACE
CoUegian Staff

Business in Amherst, at the Mountain Farms Mall, and
Northampton has apparently decreased for this time of
year, a Collegian survey shows, while stores in the new
Hampshire Mall appear to be thriving and store managers
repK)rt revenues above what they had projected.
Most merchants surveyed saw the r>ew mall as the major

•cause of the decrease in business
Clothing, shoe, and book sales were affected most this

year the survey shows. Merchants are mixed as to whether
tt>e Hampshire Mall's effect on business will decrease as
the r>ewness of the mall wears off

Thompson's Department Store in Amherst reported
business has decreased due to the new mall. "We hope it

wilt not have a long lasting effect " owr>er Al Thompson
wm6.

In Mountain Farms, tf>e Paperback Booksmith was
representative of tfie feelir>gs of most store managers con-
tacted. "We had an unusually slow few weeks The pull of
the mall « it's newness salesclerk Andrea D'An^are said.

In March, many local merchants and townspeople op-
poeed construction of the new nr^all, arxl tf>e Amherst
Board of Selectment agreed a new mall would draw
business away from the downtown areas of neighboring
communities, especially Amherst.
Some stores are leaving Mountain Farms to move into

the mall So Fro Fabrics manager Joseph Lukiwsky said
'we are nxiving because there is better potential in the
Hampshire Mall. There are better stores, arvj more traffic."

Even though the rents in the Hampshire Mall are two to
three times higher than Mountain Farms rents, Lukiwsky

said he feels business will compensate.
The Weathervane in Mountain Farms is planning to open

another store in the Hampshire Mall. Kay- Bee Toys and
Hobby, and the General Nutrician Center also have a store
in each nnall.

Mountain Farms Mall President Paul Bacon agreed
"there is not enough traffic, people or nrtoney to support all

of the businesses,"" but said Mountain Farm's rent struc-

ture is nrK>re favorable, arnl merchants there will survive.
Bacon said "the mail has been there for five years, and
although people are goir>g to the new mall out of curiosity,

they will come back."
He said stores in the Mountain Farn^ Mall will do

nothing to compete.
Yet, Amherst Chamber of Commerce President Adrian

Wilkins said '"Amherst has hired an advertising agency, and
launched a year long ad campaign to combat their competi-
tion. Merchants in Amherst have raised funds, and have
held meetings to discuss further means of competing.""
He also said he does not '"anticipate the mall doing

damage to Amherst stores this year, but a year from now
when the mall has their act together will tell."

Some stores in Amherst are also nnoving to the Hamp
shire Mall Wearhouse mariager Carol Kaplan said "it is

because of space problems. Our customers are demanding
a bigger stock, arnl while we have gotten hassles at>out
moving to the Han>pshire Mall, we need more space."
Kaplan said.

Amherst redevetopment director. Bill Condo said "a lot

of people do riot realize the effect the mall will have on
business. Looking at other towns in the state tf^i have
huge malls tfiat have moved in, thie local business has been
badly hurt."

Little hope for

world unless
arms race ends

Americans join other foreigners

in exodus from Iranian violence
Associated Press

TEHRAN, /ran-Hundreds
of US. dependents left Iran

yesterday, joining the grow-
ing exodus of foreign
workers fleeing the anti-

govemment violence that

has enveloped the country.

Oil production continued to

turnbte t>ecause of the chpl

ing three-day strike by Ira-

nian workers
Were not takir>g any

chances," said one
American woman as she sat

in the lobby of the Tehran
Hilton waiting to go to the

airport "These troubles are

getting on our nerves.
We ve had death threats

and abuse and we've just

had enough I don't know if

we'll come back aqain."

Meanwhile, reliable
sources reported that Iran's

political opposition leader,

Karim Sanjaby of the Na-
tional Front, had been
released from detention last

evening The report gave
rise to speculation that the

71 year old Sanjaby, who
was arrested Nov. 8. had
been freed to help form a
coalition government to

stem the street violence.

Two of Iran's political op-
position leaders, Karim
Sanjaby and Dariush
Forohar, both of the coali-

tion National Front, were
released from detention last

evening

.

This gave rise to specula
tion that the 71 year old

Sanjaby, who was arrested

Nov. 8, had been freed to
help form a coalitic.i

government to stem tf>e

violence. Reliable sources
said another front member,
Shapour Bakntiar, had
been suggested as a deputy
prime minister. Gen.

Gholam Reza A/hjri, nam
ed prime minister Nov. 6,

would retain his post in tf>e

coalition to show it had the
blessing of the military, the
sources said

Sanjaby, in a telephone in-

terview with French radio

shortly after his release,

said he was not wUling to

take part in a new coalition

government "in the existing

conditions in Iran."'

The US and British em-
bassies issued warnings to

their nationals to stay off

the streets as fears grew
that opponents of Shah

Mohammed Reza Pahlavi

planned a showdown for

Ashura on Dec. 10-11, the
peak of religious fervor dur-

ing the holy month of
Mohar'^m.

By r^lCHAL HYNES
Collegian Staff

"'Unless the arms race is

stopped in this generation,

there is little hope for the

future of the human race,""

said Sidney Lens, author

and activitist in the peace
and labor movements, who
spoke to 80 people last

night in Johnson Chapel at

Amherst College.

"The United States
alone," Lens said, "has
31,000 nuclear weapons,
enough to destroy the

worid 12 times over."

Lens said the American
people should not feel

secure with the thought the

United States would not

dare enter a nuclear war.

"During the past twenty
years," he said, "the United

States f^s come close to

nuclear war at least nir>e

times." Lens cited the

Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962

as one of the most obvious,

when Russia tried to put of-

fensive nuclear missiles on
the island.

Lens said the National

Security Council was split

in half between memtwrs
that wanted to use nuclear

weapons during the crisis,

and those that didn't.

"The government has Xhe

right to execute the
American people without

due process of law," Lens
said. "The President and
the National Security Coun-
cil have tfie power to deter-

mine wfiether or not Xhe

United States will use
nuclear weap>ons without

even asking the American
people.

"The average American

t>elives there is no danger of

nuclear war because every

President since Truman has
promised nuclear disarma-
ment," Lens said. ""But

everyone of them has con-
tinued to develop and pro-

duce nuclear weapons.""
Lens said the stated

United States policy of in

creasing its nuclear
weapons capability to

create a deterrent is "the
greatest hoax ever
perpetrated on the
American p>eople.

"One United States
Poseidon submarine arrrwd

with nuclear weapons can
destroy any nation on
earth, " Lens said. "The
Defense Department says
these submarines cannot be
stopped. Then why does
the United States continue

to develop more weapons?
Not because they want to

build a deterrent, because
they want to win a nuclear

war.

"Is tf>ere f>ope7" asked
Lens, who participated in

sitdown strikes by workers
in Detroit in the 1930s "'I

think there is. People are

beginnir>g to realize the

dangers of nuclear power."
Lens also said current

economic problems such as
inflation, and the declir^ of

the dollar, can be attributed

to the nuclear arms race

Lens said if the American
people fought for a
moritorium on nuclear
weapons manufacturing,
and use<t the rrwney for

hurr^n needs, many of the

country's economic and
social ()roblems could be
solved.
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Besides the questions over

cause and time of death

(one medical examiner has
said she was dead for

several hours before her

body was found. Others
have said she was dead for

only a few minutes.),
Rampersad's friends and
family said they fail to

understand why she was at

the motel, what occurred
there, why no one sought
medical help in time to save
her, nor waited for help to

arrive.

Seta's freinds around
campus described the 4-

foot, 9-inch native of

Trinidad as "friendly,"

"quiet," "hard working,"

and "dedicated."

"She was out here in

Amherst for the summer so

she could take two courses

of Latin, one intensive and

one regular course, so you
know she was pretty

dedicated, " said Bo Clem-
mons, a friend.

Her father. Sonny
Rampersad of Milton, said

she would have graduated
from UMass this semester,

and was working toward
going to law school.

"She wanted to be a

lawyer so we could be pro-

ud of her," Mr. Rampersad
said.

Rampersad worked as a

waitress at The Captain's

Table Restaurant in Nor-

thampton while living in an

apartment on Chadwick
Court in Amherst. Police

said she worked at the

restaurant the night prior to

her death.

FIVE
COLLEGE
LECTURE

Dr. Walter RcNlney, Author of
**Hoiv Europe Underdeveloped Africa**

EFFECTS OF THE CURRENT WORLD CRISIS ON
AFRICA AND THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Thursday, Dec. 7, 1978 8:00 p.m. Thompson 102, UMass
TONIGHT

Sponsored by: DVP. UMASS, FIVE COLLEGE BLACK STUDIES
and the UM AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES DEPT.

Thursday, December 7, 1978
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Proposed bus merger
may improve service
Pv Fi fAOcru A i/ciccD oercent of the ooeratinn rnstKBy ELrABETH A. KEIFER
Collegian Staff

A proposed merger of the Pioneer Valley
Transit Authority and the separately run
and financed Five-College Inc. busline may
result in some improvements in commuter
service for town residents and students
alike.

The merger was proposed to end
duplication of regular bus lines with those
that service the Five-College exchange pro-
gram.

Robert Jordan, n^nager of Five-College
Inc., buslines said the proposal has been
considered for the past three years. He also
said an independent transportation
specialist has been hired to make a study of
the merger, and a final decision is exp>ected
by January 15th.

The merger may save money, for the
town of Amherst, Five-College Inc.,

buslines, and ultimately students of the five

colleges Amherst Town Planner, Jim Cope
said.

The Five College Inc. busline currently
pays full operating costs. The cost in part
conries out of students" pockets. But if Five
College Inc. merges with the PVTA, 50 per
cent of operating costs would be picked up
by the federal government, and 15 percent
by the state. Cope said.

If the buses pick up fare-paying
passangers, then the state will assumed 25

percent of the operating costs.
Some changes resulting from the merger

may include a requirement that students
present student identification cards to not
have to pay a fare. The move would be
necessary to differentiate between regular
commuters, and students. Cope said.
Cope said there would be no chance of

students having to pay, however.
Cope also said there were "'hard deci-

sions to be made along the way." He said a
study of the proposed merger must be done
to determine if there will be any negative af-

fects on Five College students, such as the
trip between schools taking longer because
of added stops to pick up non student
passengers.

But also in the proposal is a tentative op-
tion to increase the frequency of the buses
to every ten minutes, from its current twen-
ty minute interval. He said that the increas-
ed frequency might compensate for the ad-
ded stops.

"One central policy board would also be
more efficient with maintenance, cleaning,
proper accounting procedures, etc.,

'"

Cop>e said referring to the new policy board
that would be formed in the merger.

"'We have one of the most extraordinary
bus systems in the world, or at least in this

country," Cope said, adding the town of
Amherst should strive to try and find the
most efficient system to service the people
of the Pioneer Valley.

Latin students occupy
snackbar at Amherst
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Memt)ers of an Amherst
College Latin students
group occupied a school-

run snack bar yesterday
morning and say they will

not leave until suitable
space IS provided by the ad-

ministration for Hispanic

cultural center.

Amherst senior Edwin
Camacho, a spokesman for

the group of approximately
20 occupiers, said yester-

day evening he and several

otf>ers intended to spend
the night in the snack bar

and speak to Amherst
President John Williams
Ward this morning.
The students were unable

to speak to Ward yester-

day, because he did not
return until late evening
from a trip in Austria.
Camacho said his group
refuses to negotiate with

Dean of Students James
Bishop because he is "inef-

fectual'" Bishop could not

be reached yesterday.

Camacho said La Causa, a

Latin student organization,

has requested the ad-
ministration for years to

provide them with an office

which is accessible, visible

and large enough to serve
as a cultural center. Several
months ago, administrators

offered La Causa office

space in Stone dormitory,
but the group says the
room is inadequate.
"The room is a ten-by fif-

teen foot basement cubicle

on the periphery of the

campus," Camacho said

yesterday. "It's difficult to

get to, and not visible. It im-
plies we are an
underground organization
and do not belong centrally

on campus," he said.

La Causa has its eye on
102 Fayerweather Hall, ad
jacent to the occupied
snack bar, which is being
used as an art gallery. In an
open letter. La Causa said

the art gallery is displaying

works predominately by
UMass students, and there
are alternative spaces for

the exhibits, including the

Robert Frost Library and
Mead Art Building.

Those administrators con-
tacted by the Collegian

yesterday refused to com-
ment on the occupation or

available space for the
Hispanic center. President

Ward said last night it

would be "unwise" for hirp

to comment until he has
talked to the protestors this

morning. He said he was
unaware some students
had elected to spervj the
night in the snack bar.

However, a spokesman
from the schools public

relations office said "an ex-

haustive search was made
for space" for La Causa,
and Amherst is overcrowd-
ed already. The school
plans a capital fund drive

within tfie next three years
to raise nr>oney for new
buildings.

Camacho said the current
situation is not an isolated

incident-"it's continuing
neglect," he said. La Causa
has maintai.)ed the ad-
ministration"s policy makes
Amherst less attractive to

Latin applicants. Their letter

charged many Latin
students accepted by the
Admissions office have
chosen not to attend
Amherst.
"It is not enough to simply

accept Latinos, blacks,
Asians and women," the
letter read, '"and then ex-

pect them to adapt to and
feel comfortable in what
has been an exclusively

white, upper-class, male in-

stitution."

Jomes E. Mascrostie, inventor of the "Mother Fogger #1, a special effects
fog machine for theatre productions, demonstrates his new device made out of
new. used and recycled materials, at the Fine Arts Center. (Photo by Jim
Mahoney)

IVIotorists could face
unleaded rationing

Associated Press
WASHINGTON Alfred Kahn, the Carter

administration's chief inflation fighter, said

yesterday if price regulation is causing a

shortage of unleaded gasoline, motorists

face a choice of gas lines, rationing or

higher prices.

Kahn, chairman of the Council on Wage
and Price Stability, said a panel of

economists should have a report ready

within a week on how the shortage of

unleaded fuel and steady price increases in

ho ne heating oil will affect the fight against

inflation.

But, Kahn added that he already has

decided for himself the reason for the spot

shortages of unleaded gasoline-which most
late model cars require is continuation of

government controls over the price of

gasoline and other fuels.

He did not say why he thought controls

could cause a shortage of unleaded

gasoline when other types of gasoline are in

abundant supply. Shell Oil and Amoco
have reported shortages of high octane

unleaded gasoline, but say there is enough
low octane No other shortages have been
reported.

Conceding ""the tension between the infla-

tion problem on one hand and the energy
problem on the other is tearing us apart,""

he added, "In the long run I believe the

government has to let the price of energy

go up."
The longer the domestic price of oil is held

below the world market price, the sharper

the increase will be when controls finally

end, Kahn said, adding: ""There's no way I

can esolve that dilemma I can't find a*

panacea."
Kahn testified before the congressional

Joint Economic Committee, which is in-

vestigating whether President Carter's pro-

gram of voluntary wage and price

guidelines has a chance of success against

inflation.

Rep Margaret Heckler, R-Mass., told

Kahn that many Americans have trouble

understanding why the government is

fighting price increases in every business
except the oil industry.

She said recent price increases for heating

oil already had led to one incident of

violence against an oil company in

Massachusetts.

^Ifiif

A portion of the group occupying a building at Amherst Colloge yesterday.

(Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Groups to discuss

women's safety
An open forum to discuss violence

against women on campus will be held
tonight at 7 in Campus Center room 801.

According to Jeannie Hesselschwerdt of
the Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy"s women's issues
team, the meeting has been called to
organize a "coordinated strategy against
violence against women. "

Possibilities for long and short range ac-
tion will be discussed, including con-
sciousness raising, security and lighting on
campus, taxi and escort services, and for-

mation of a student auto pool.

Participants will include such groups as
campus women's and men's center,
residential areas, University Health Ser-
vices, the Rape Task Force, the Resource

Network, a vice chancellor's Commission
on the Quality of Life, the Health Education
Project, and the Sensitive Crimes Commis-
sion of the campus Police Department.
The meeting will be open to all interested

persons.

Eileen M. Foley

Tab/e tennis

tourney slated
The annual UMass Table Tennis Tourna-

ment is scheduled for Saturday at noon in

NOPE gym. Winners of the UMass Open
will advance to regional competition

against winners from the Boston area.

A one dollar registration fee is required

for participants and interested students

should register before 10 p.m. today at the

Games Room in the Student Union. The

winner will receive a $20.00 check.
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BENEFIT DISCO/DANCE
sponsored by V.S.O. & BETA CHI FRATERNITY
Friday, December 8 at 8:00 p.m. in the Hatch
Admission: A serviceable toy for a needy tot.

*••.

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
in conjunction with AMTRAK
IS DONATING AN EXCLUSIVE WEEKEND IN NEW YORK.

Includes: Roundtrip rail transportation. Hotel Tut Exhibit. The winne" will be guests with

accommodations, and tickets to the Kir>g our Special Group Dep > \ure January 27th.

THE VALUE OF THIS TRIP IS $263,001!
for all of your travel needs call Campus Travel Center

'••^p^*** »••. ^••^ 'e».^«a.,

Other prizes donated by:

SPIRIT HAUS-TOC-UMASS PARATROOPERS CLUB
UNIVERSITY STORE-RAMBLING ROSE-RECORD CO-OP

CAMPUS CENTER BARBERSHOP-JOHN HARRISON

TOY COLLECTION DEC. 1

AT These locATioNs:
8

—Newman Center—Worcester Commons—
— Hampshire Commons— Franklin Commons—

—Whitmore— Grad Center—Campus Center— Faculty Club-

Music by Mario Barros— Audio by Robert Dwelley in assoc. with

Audio Promedia (sound), Baystate Sound & Recording (lighting).

OVER $600 In orizes to bE GIVEN AWAY!

L.

Now •ii Millertime.

t 1977 Miller B'ewng Co Mihwauhe* \Mt

7. 197t



Center Struggles to Survive
By Mario Barros

/'w never met Bheki Langa. and even
after long hours behind my typewriter typ-
ing and editing the following piece I have
yet to meet him Well, maybe personally /

haven't met him I feel I know quite a bit

about him through the way he has affected
otfter people m our community, his work
and his poetry He's a multifaceted in

dividual who. if in your rrvdst, will make his

presence felt

Bheki IS from South Afnca and is here on
our campus serving as the Director for the
Southwest Center for Racial Studies Ttte

following IS fas account of the day to day
struggle that the Center faces merely to

save Its existence in tfte face of "ridiculous"
poUctes and those old, ominous budget
cuts tfist I know we've all heard about
Read the following and you 'II see an euam
ph where they are truly for real and totally

apt to affect your existence ftere.

Through mutual friends. Bfteki gave this

manuscript to me for publication. It was
hant^^mrten, which is about as close to the
tpokan word as you can get without actual
fy opening your mouth. I've prepared it for

you and sincerely hope that you read it in

aamest I assure you, you wiH be informed,
educated and provoked

Last semester (Spring. 77) the

Southwest Budget Committee had
a series of meetings to determine
the following years budget for

various funded units In these
negotiations, the issue of the salary

increase for the director of the

Center for Ratnal Studios was sup-

posed to come up. In rtKx>gnition of

the fact that the position's salary
had been cut almost in half with the
job destTiption rt^maining virtually

the same, the consensus wsls that

the issue was one of top priority

When It came time for the negotia
tions. however, the issue was shelv-

ed and the stance of the Center had

been changed to insure the salaries

of the staff members rather than
pursue individual salary increases.
We were willing to accept cuts in

progiam support money but we
sought to keep the salaries of our
staff members secure so as to

keep them active at the center and
thus niaintain a crucial continuity.

When the Fall did come, we were
$900 00 short. After cutting
through seemingly endless red tap>e

and the actual dropping of one
course, we were able to make up the
initial t900.00 deficit. To help fur
ther mend this loss, one of our staff
members was receiving work study
(not from Southwest loinds) but as
soon as this bit of good news reach-
ed the ears of the hackers, they had
their knives sharpened and at the
ready to shear off this boon.
The most curious event

associated ^th this butchery was
that when a final vote was taken on
a resolution, the sponsors knew
that the staff member in question
^ms no longer able to receive work
study funds. Their major motiva-
tion for the cuts were gone (in tak-
ing away the $900 00 course fee).

Rather than restore the fee, there
were more stringent conditions for
its reinstatement. These included a
minunum of 12 students enrolled in

a CRS class.
Incidentally, the Malcolm X

Center was also to fall prey in this

onslaught They. too. lost $900.00
But actually, CRS was down $ 1 .800
(the t>quivajent of 2 courses) before
the semester was even to start In

actuality, the cuts were geared to

shear 15% due to scarcity of funds.

Also, with a 15% cut acrc»s the

board. I see no reason why the

brunt of the suffering couldn't be
equally shared by all the groups in

volved.

The decision to enforce a minimed
enrollment went through
something less than the proper
channels. It was also made without
the consultation of the Center
itself. I find this disturbing as we
have T.A.'s on stciff to whom such a
decision would be of paramount im-
portance. Without the minimal
enrollment, these people were in
jeopardy of losing half their salary.
In order not to lose that half, an
agreement was si^ed letting CRS
develop an altenative program as a
way of boosting enrollment and in-

terest in our courses for the Spring
*78 semester. Needless to say,
before the pre-registration for that
Spring ended, the slash was made.
We feel that this made the negotia-
tions on their part in bad faith-
particularly when nit-picking, post-
facto interpretations of the agree-
ment violate the spirit in which it

was made.
What aggravates the situation is

the existence of certain provisions
in the draft of the Personnel Policy
document which require/expect
future CRS directors to teach a
course as an educational eu;tivity. I

have been graciously assured that

the provision will not affect me, but
I still object to it in principle, as
future directors will be required to

performe more duties for less pftv.

Curiously enough, in spite or the
cuts which directly hinder the per-

formance of the center, the job
descriptions have not been amend-
ed. Thus, an inbuilt mechanism has
been created to . assure, a poor
evaluation for the entire staff.

This, to us. is a method of blam-
ing the CRS staff for the sins of the
University. It seems that the artist

of double talk had a penchant for

mending walls as the facade
crumbles. Lately, one of the

reasons advanced for the axing of

our funds is that, unlike other
centers (there are 5 all together),

we have one more T.A. The argu-
ment is that some parity ought to

be achieved by the Centers. Can you
name any depeu^ments of govern-
ment or private industry or a
university that have this parity?

Anyone with an elementary
knowledge of economics will

dismiss that argument as
ridiculous Objectives, goals and
the history of various organiza-
tions are different and therefore

are reflected in the relatively dif-

ferent budgets of the organiza-

tions. This proposition is as
ridiculous as suggesting that
because Sweden is able to solve

most of its problems over its Gross
National Product, therefore the

same GNP should work in the
U.S.A.!
Programs like ours hold out the

specific mandate to cater to the
needs of White students. The
$20,000 figure should reflect the
seriousness with which the pro-
blem was addressed by both the
creators and supporters of the
center. Also helpfiil to the center,
before my arrival here, was the fact
that Southwest used to have a
policy that required all the Assis-

(TURN TO PAGE 7)
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Biggest Lie

I knew a man
Who told himself a little lie

And sought a bigger lie to shield it

And spent his life

Looking for lies

To make his lies seem true
In the end he found the biggest lie

Himself!
Bheki Langa

V

All Foreign Students
to a General

Meeting —Tonight!
Campus Center Rm. 904-908

7:30 p.m.
— ISA Constitution

— Update tuition hike, & others

COLLEGE
.or/n _ ....... cAVt

Used Books
In Good
Condition

Paperbacks &
Hardbacks, Old &

Recent, all Subjects.

VAlUy BookSliop

Carriage Shops
Amherst

10-5:30 Men. -Sat
Thurs. h Fri. nights

til 8:00

OPBSI SUNDAYS 10 5

soft
Uppen THE PRESCRIPTION STORE

OPEN MON-FRI 9-9 SAT 9-6
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Anthropology Seminar to Travel

By Barbara Johnson

A seminar win travel to Cuba for
10 days this interterm. allowing 15
students from the University of
Massachusetts to continue the
study of Cuban culture which they
began first semester in An-
thropology 590H. Much of the
nK>ney for the trip has been raised
collectively by participating
students, who plan to share public
and classroom presentations on
Cuba next term.
The trip marks a first for the

University and for the United
States, according to Anthropology
Professor Johnnetta B. Cole, leader
of the group. "This isn't a tourist
trip, but a traveling seminar, with
progranuning that speaks to the
topic 'The ^rican Bcuse of Cuban
Culture.* she expleuned. "As a
result of the Blockade, this sort of
trip had not been made k)efore."

Professor Cole referred to the
U.S. ban on its citizens traveling to

Cuba. Lifted less than a year ago.
the ban waa first imposed as part of
a total economic blockade of Cuba
after the Cuban Revolution of 1959
" an economic blockade which is

still In effect. Between 1961 and
1977, U.S. citizens could travel to

Cuba only by way of other coun-
tries. Little information about post-
Revolutionary Cuba has been
available in North American
academic or popular literature "To
the best of mv knowledge, I am the
only North American an-
thropologist involved in a research
project based in Cuba." she stated,

in reference to her current research
on the efforts of the Revolution to
eliminate racism in Cuba.

Using experience and contacts
from, pervious trips to Cuba, Pro-
fessor Cole has arranged a full
schedule for seniinar participants.
Mornings will be spent visiting
such institutions as agricultural
centers, schools, factories and day
care centers. In the afternoons,
group seminars will be held with
writers, folklorists, musicians and
other experts on Afro-Cuban
culture. One speaker will be Pablo
Diaz, a member of the original
group of guerillas led by Fidel
Castro, who will discuss the Cuban
Revolution's struggles against
racism. Another afternoon will be
spent with "Los Papines," one of
the island's outstanding Afro per-
cussionist groups.
Being in Havana on January 1.

1979, for the 20th anniversary of
the "Triumph of the Revolution,"
will certainly be a highlight of the
trip. Professor Cole anticipates.
"Although the anniversary is
celebrated every year, this will
nutrk an enormous celebration.
Cubans put it this way: As an in
dividual reaches maturitv at this
a^. so does a revolution. I imagine
Fidel will speak in the Plaza of the
Revolution to a couple of nullion
people - including us!"
With the expectation of seeing

Cuba first-hand, students in An-
thropolo^ 590H (Cuba: Culture in
Revolution and Revolutionary
Culture) have found unusual
academic motivation this term.
They organized into work groups
which have met regularly outside
class and are presenting seminar
reports on Cuban education, health
care, women, arts, and agriculture.
According to their professor. "This
Cuba class has the most serious,
highly motivated, hardworking

Robeson Tribute Set

By Daniel Gilden

CUP&S/VE CLIP&SWE cup&syvE CLIP&S/^^E CLIP&S/VE

There are very few figures in

American history whose reputa-

tions of integrity and selflessness

have stood the acid-test of time.

The heros we have all been taught
to respect in our hi^h school

history classes - the presidents, the

generals, the businessmen, the
philantrophers - have, on closer ex-

amination in the sixties and seven-

ties, been found to be opportunists

and scoundrels who are unworthy
of respect and emulation. The
disappearance of heroes from
American culture and the growing
preoccupation with violence, drugs
and television have all contributed

to the prevailing mood of cynicism
among young people today. The
seventies have brought home to

American youth some hard realities

about our system of government
euid commerce, they have destroyed

many myths about our society that

previous generations, for the most
part, accepted as fact. What the

seventies have not done is to en-

couragd young people to re-

examine our American heritage

and to search out new heroes, men

and women who truly deserve our
respect and who can serve as ex-

amples for edl of us to follow. One
such man who is just now being
recognized for his true worth is the
great singer, actor, athlete,
political activist Paul Robeson.
The necessity of a rediscovery of

our democratic heritage is a traves-

ty. The life of Paul Robeson and the
bves of men and women like him
seemed to be subject to a historiced

blEickout that leaves their convic-

tions and deeds unrecorded and
unremembered. Paul Robeson
began life as the son of a former
slave in 1898. He grew up in an
America that was rapidly becoming
a world industrial power. Paul
Robeson entered Rutgers Universi-

ty in 1915 on a full scholarship.
While at Rutgers Robeson became a
two time All-American .football

player whom Walter Camp, one of

the patri8U3hs of the sport, termed,
"the greatest end that ever tread

the gridiron." Robeson excelled

academically, as he had athletical-

ly, at Rutgers he was admitted into

the elite ranks of Phi Beta Kappa,
became a debating champion and
mastered 26 different languages.

(TURN TO PAGE 4)

group of students I have had in all
these years of university teaching.
The quality of their academic work
is exceptionally high -they are
reading everything they cem get
their hands on about Cuba."
Alfredo Almeida, First Secretary

of thel Cuban Legation to the
United Nations, spoke at the
University on November 14. at the

AlfnHlo AlmoKte Pinil StK-n>Uu-v ol Um* Cutmit

L«<t|sUon to the IJnilad Nauona >ddrf> « etninar
TTw baantod timrmlmtor m our amm ramfiua (tevid Ruzao

invitation of the class After his
public lecture, on Cuban interna-
tionalism, seminar students met
with him at an informal luncheon.
There they also talked with
Oeorgina Chabau. a delegate to the
current General Assembly of the
UN. who shared insights on the
changing role of Cuban women.
Other guest speakers for the course
have included Dr Tim Liveright
from Albany, showing his slides on
Cuban health care; Professors
Ernest Allen and Micha«'l Tlielwell

from the Afro-American Studies
Department, and economist Robert
Cole.
The combination of class work

groups and collective fundraising
efforts has brought an unusual
degree of unity to the seminar, ac-

cording to anthropology graduate
student Meltia Sanchez Ayendez.
"There's a sense that everyone is

working together, not just for one
individual, but for the whole group
oup. A lot of friendship has
developed...Sometimes in classes

together in fundraising has given
us the opportunity to learn to

operate as a collective unit. The ex-

perience ^11 mean even greater
academic success for our trip A
higher quality is coming out
because of the group work. As Che
said, 'Quality is respect for the peo-

ple.' When we are the people, look-
ing over each other's shoulders, we
have no choice buat to produce
quality work." Both students men-
tioned appreciating a recent group
meeting wherein frustrations
about fundraising were discussed
openly and "We realized that we
can work together as a unit."
Ms. Sanchez-Ayendez also com-

mented that the trip will be par-
ticularly meaningful because she is

from Puerto Rico. "As a person
from the Caribbean, it's very impor-
tant to me. Because of Cuba's prox-
imity and relation to Puerto Rioo
ever since the Spaniards came, I

want to see what has been
acomplished in Cuba. Going to
Cuba is something I would have
wanted to do earlier, if it had not
been for the Blockade. ..And we are
very privileged to be able to go in

this way VJe'ra going there to see
and understand We can be objec-
tive and inquisitive, because we
have some background."

Fundraising efforts tiegan early

in the fall with a spirited 'Tiesta" at

Johnnetta and Robert Cole's house
which drew a variety of party goers
from the University and the com-
munity. Their consumption of free,

salty, and highly spiced popcorn in-

creased proceeds at the popular
Havana rum punch bowl; and danc-
ing to a Cuban beat was interspers-

ed with the auctioning off of sundiy
Caribbean items. More sober ef-

forts have gone into a tag sale,

movie and raffle. Class memk>er«
are still selling posters of Che
Guevara, silkscreened by Julie Far-
rar, and original photographic
postcards by Redfem Larrabee.
Both artists are undergraduate
students in the seminar
A cross-country ski package

(skis, boots and poles), a down vest

and ice skates will be raffled on
December 16 to tienefit the project.

Class members can be found every
weekday until then at a table in the
Campus Center, selling raffle

Uckets for $.50 or 3 » 1 GO
In recognition of the academic

and cultural contributions which
the group will make next semester.
funds have been contributed by the
Undergraduate Senate, the
Graduate Senate, the Anthropology
Department and the Women's
Studies Program. Campus groups
interested in having group presen-

tations about Cuba are encouraged
to contact Professor Cole.

The seminar group will leave for

Cuba from Tampa. Florida, on
December 27.

DUSTOUTFOR

TRAILWAYS and PETER PAN offer frequent .service to Boston, New York

and many other great Get-A-Way places.

nUillMflarS & PETER RAN DUS UNES

MAKE UFE SIMPLER FORYOU.

For Information, Schedules and Prices. Contact:

Campus Center Bus Office - 545-2006, or 549-6000

Thursday, December?, 1378
Thursday, December?, 1978



Robeson
(FROM PAGE 3)

After graduating; from Rutgers
Robeson worked his way through
Columbia Law School by playing
pro-foot ball. Paul Robeson, after
finishing his education directed his
enormous taents toward the stage
and screen.
Paul Robeson first achieved in-

ternational r€Kx>gnition and acclaim
as the star in the record breaking
American rendition of
Shakespeare's Othello. As
Robeson s fame grew as an interna-
tionally renowned singer and actor.
Paul did not forget his heritage
Robeson did not use his taent to for
ward personal aims, but to promote
the liberation of men and women of
all oolora from oppression.
Throughout his acting career
Robeson refused to take on roles
that did not befit the dignity of
black people and of working people
in general

By 1945 Robeson was being
characterized by the American
media as "Amierica's most
distin^ished living negro" and
seen in general as a man who
"travels across the world as an ex-
emplar of the humanity and
greatness of our democratic
heritage. ' Paul Robeson, however,
never allowed his fame and
popularity to interfere \vith his
strong political and social convic-
tions.

The artist must elect to fight for
freedom

or for slavery. I have made my
choice. I

had no alternative. The history of
this era

is characterized by the degradation
of my

people-despoiled of their lands.

denied equal
protection of the law, and deprived

of their

ri^tful place in the respect of their
fellows.

As McCarthyism reared its ugly
head. Paul Robeson stood as firmly
as ever upon his convictions. He
refused to tow the safe line of
virulent anti conununism and anti-

Sovietism. Paul Robeson was an in-

ternational sponsor of the first

Stockholm Peace Appeal to stop
nuclear devastation. He firmly
believed that economic cmd social
progress could onlv be achieved in a
world at peace. For these convic-
tions and his support of peaceful
coexistence between the Soviet
Union and the United States
Robeson was fingered as a traitor
and as a "n -{deleted racist ex-
pletive)- -r gone bad." Paul Robeson
lost his position as "America's
most distinguished living negro"
but kept his integrity.

As the Cold Warprogressed there
was a concerted effort on the part of
the government and media to
silence Paul Robeson. Besides con-
tinuous harassment and
surveillance by the FBI Paul
Robeson found himself out off from
his audiences Record companies
would no longer record and sell his

songs, the television networks
would not allow him to perform on
the air. concert halls were no longer
available for his performances and
publishers refused to print his
writings. Despite all this. Paul
Robeson remained as determined
as ever to speak out for what he
believed in. He gave concerts
whenever the opportunity allowed,
he travelled abroeul promoting
peace and freedom and denouncing
racism and he refused to be silenc-
ed. Robeson never backed off. he
took his stand and did not let the
consequences turn his convictions.
Even when an outdoor concert in
Peakesville New York became the
scene of an assault on the audience
by vigilante groups, Paul Robeson's
kept his voioe rolling on.

Elvery artist, every scientist, must
decide now where he stands. He has
no alternative. There is no standing
above the conflict on Ol3rmpian

heists.
There are no impartial observers.

Through the destruction in certain
countries, of the greatest of man's
bterary heritage, through the prop-

r
On December 16 in the Felt Forum in

New York City there will be held a concert
commemorating the event of the birthday
of Paul Robeson. Let ua show our support
for Paul Robeson by attending The Youth
Salute to Paul Robeaon Concert and rally
around his memory. Among the sponsors
of this event are Julian Bond (Georgia state
senator). The Rev. Ben.famin Chavia
(political activist). Osaie Davis (actor &
director). Arlo Guthrie (composer, singer).
Jessie Prosten (Meatcutters & Butcher
Workmen's Union. II.). Pete Seeger (com-
poaer. singer). Rip Torn (actor, director)^
and Roberta Wood (USWA trustee, local
66). Among the dancers and muaicians par-
ticipating in the concert will be Stephanie
Mills. David Amram. Pete Seeger. Nona
Hendryx. Conjunto Libre, and the entire
Bolahoi Ballet.
Take the day off from school work, show

where you stand and attend this important
event. For more information on tickets and
transportation to and from the concert call
5494078.

Positions Available

STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE is searching
for two (2) part-time Business Unit Assistants

(20 hours /week) for academic year to work in

the following areas: Analysis and Auditing of

financial documents, assist in Systems
Analysis, and work with Busir>ess Unit in

developing procedure and informational
material. Positions available during interses-

sion.

Qualifications: Knowledge of and experience
m the job area applied for; ability to work close

ly and communicate with students and staff;

organizational skills: undergraduate student in

good standing; abte to start work immediately.

Remuneration: $3.00 -$3.25 per hour.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office

(SU 416; with resume and three letters of

reference by noon, December 15, 1978.

THIS OFFICE IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER, IWl/F./AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
EMPLOYER.

Thorns'* Morfi*t and Morto A. lonos prs—n t o

"SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL"

DISCO PARTY
Tbs "SMs Door" ot Thomot Morliot on 1 SO Moln

St. In Northompton will bo "Kockln" from
/ 10:00-0:00 on Soturdoy, Oo<. 911

MMinVE 1.0. AND
PROfCK ATnUE WILL M REQUIRED.

%—t ond WIno wIN bo modo ovoiloWo by Poul
fr Elizoboth't Rostouront

(oponing soon In tho morfcot)

Musk Is by DJ Morlo A. 5orro«

Audio by Robort Dwolloy,
Disco ond Audlopromodio

nooso use tho SIdo Door ontron<o locotod on
0(d South St.

(noxt to tho Dus Station

and across from Rohor's)'

Admission: S2.00 por

%I% T
SALE
Men's 17

"

Laceups
Save $40 ^49'*

Ladies 16"

Pull on
Reg. $74 •44**

JACKETS
Fine Natural Leather

They are beautiful!

Wide selection from
Bombers to Blazers

Heartfelt^ ij

Leather
L

103 N PIraMntSi Amh^rat
l0 6Mon Sat 253 5135 ««'

^ op*n Fri unHl9 •

ANORAK
Lightweight storm parka of windproof,

water repellent 60/40 Ramar cloth. Cut
extra full for wear over down parka or

vest. Two-way zipper with snap storm
flap, four expandable cargo pockets with
velcro closures, handwarmer pockets,

back stowage pocket, snorkel hood with

leather locktab drawcords. Velcro-closure

cuffs.

Available in navy, forest green, red

wood, tan, slate blue and orange. $52.50

Tlu> (KacA SM»

Dai 111 ' vV'^ tn S "^C ?'-^ ' "!"...!

LIQUOR STORE

OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

MILLER 12 oz. cans or N.R.'s $6.90 case

LITE 12oz. cansorN.R.'s $6.90 case

FALSTAFF 12 oz. cans $5.25 case

-IMPORTED BEERS-
HEINEKEN

ST. PAULIGIRLcansor
bottles

RUDDLES ALE

SWAL LAGER

$3.49 six

$13.75 case

$3.49 six

$13.75 case

$1.354-pack
$7.50 case

$2.99 six

$5.98 12-pack

ALSO FRESH HOT POPCORN
MANY IN STORE SALES ON WINES

338 COLLEGE ST.
RT. 9, AMHERST

253-5384
256-8433

Christmas

Caids
/ They span the miles and the

years— and show you've rememtjered.

iA£e&r^4
Creative excellence is an American tradition.

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

OPEN WED. NIGHTS TIL 9/DEC. 13 and 20

QUICK COPY
AND TYPING,

Inc.
Amherst Area's One-Stop
Copy and Typing Center

•Quality, low-cost copying

•Fast, professional typing

•Connplete dissertation,

manuscript and resume service

•Binding services available

In the Carriage Shops
549-0567

Ml

Thurs., Dec. 7

Hampshire College

Main Lecture Hall,

FPH
8:00 p.m., 75c

ALL RESUMES
TO BE PLACED IN

THE THIRDWORLD SCIENTIST'S
RESUME BCK)KLET

MUST BE TURNED IN FRIDAY, 12/8/78.

All Third World Engineers that wish to have their

resume placed in the resume booklet must attend

the meeting Friday, Dec. 8, 1978, 6:00 p.m. at N.A.H.

3rd floor lounge. Any questions call Marilyn

(665-4348) after 11:00 p.m.

mmmmmmtmmmmmtmtimmmmmmmmmmmm

Last day for ROOM
CHOOSING is Friday,

December 8.

Last day of classes is Sat.,

December 16.

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore

S4S-1SSS
a service of the Dean of Student* Office

FREAK & ROCK CONTEST
CAsh PrIzes

All White Liquor 75c all night-50c cover

New Years Eve tickets available— supply is limited to 300, so hurry!

0HHM«MHHHWWMfVlllilMlil«IMIillWMIMIiWMMffA"MM"M^M

Aawrica* mwmI rMidaat prole««lon«l tiiaatcr prMants

Not (espons'tiip toi typographical eirois

Resources Judaica

Greneral Meeting

Thursday, Dec. 7th

Campus Center 169

8:00 p.m.
b

HORDES
OF

CORDSJ

Tons of them Gap cords.
Levt's' cords Cords n loft of
colors and m every styte and sue
Student cordt. Adutt cords
Hordes o« coid». That's the Gap
And. base Levf* ard Gap coidt
areiust $11.90.

the,

Mt. Farms Mali,
Hadley, Mass.

Are You Concerned About
Campus Violence
Against Women?

Vi PRICE
STUDENT RUSH

TICKETS
Available 6:00 pm each evening

of performance

.,v,\ NOW
}B'iTHROUGH

DEC. 27

Frank Prentice Rand Theater

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

Resi^rvalions: 545-3511

You can charge your tickets on Visa and Master

Char;te cards by phone

come to an open forum
to discuss possible solutions:
— Campus-wide escort system
— Student auto pool taxi service

— Improved lighting

— Better security

Representatives from campus
women /men's centers, members
from the Rape Task Force, Health

Education Project, & Sensitive Crimes

Division of the UMass Police will be

on hand to discuss ideas.

SCERA.

ALL ARE WELCOME
Thursday, December 7th,

Campus Center, Room 803,

at 7:00 p.m.

If you have any questions, call Carol

Petroph at 256-6078

Thursday, December 7, 1978
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Center Struggle
(FROM PAGE 2)

tant Heads of Residence to take a
course on racism as part of their job
description. That policy no longer
exists in spite of the fact that 67%
of students in Southwest who filled
out a questionnaire we prepared in
September said that they felt that
courses on social issues should be
mandatory for Assistant HRs.
The Master/Director of SW not

only sees this policy impractical,
but questioned its propriety visa-
vis academic freedom of choice
which, strangely enough, doesn't
apply to Rhetoric! On several occa-
sions, he has implied that the free
market of supply and demand for
SW courses is such that from all in-
dicators - particularly student in-
terest - SW ought to pack its goods.
Consensus! That fine product that
sent 6,000,(XX) to death in gas
chambers and many more to d^th
in chains! We simply cannot allow
educational institutions to be
followers and not initiators. Many
times in the pat. universities have
produced a hoard of evil geniuses
who had a "well-rounded, liberal
arts education."
The fact that CRS has no ready

constituency, no mandatory course
requirement policy to help satisfy
the ridiculous 12 student per
course minimum means we have to
start hustling for students which is
exactly what we're being advised to
do
The cuts tell us that the

Southwest Administration does not
see the CRS as a prioritv or being
important enough to vigilantly sup-
port. Of course, there eure other in-
dicators. Some of the advocates for

>^
' Rock h Jazz L.P.'s

Buy Sell - Trade

264 N. Pleasant

from us, but from others too most
mterestingly. the Third World com-
munitv.

Social Issues cu^n't as popular as
they used to be. To be Black, in par-
ticular, is no longer in vogue. This
attitude flourishes in spite of the
publication of a recent New York
Times report on the review of the
Kerner Report of 1968 revealing
that there has been virtually no
chan^ in racist attitudes. Con-
sidermg that this is 1978 and that
the rate of inflation cmd unemploy-
ment have gotten worse than in the
era of "The Great Society. " the
situation can be safely construed as
having gotten worse.
However, in 1972. social issues

were popular enough to motivate a
lar^e number of Southwest
residents to institute the
Southwest Center for Racial
Understanding (which has now
become the Center for Racial
Studies). The Center started with a
modest budget of not more than
•3.000. which grew to a budget of
•20.000 in three years. Incidental-
ly, the Center was started by a
white South African with the
hope for a harmonious transition of
attitudes and ensure that students
will be exposed to a systematic
studv of racism, which eminent
scholars such as DuBois have label-
ed the profile of te 20th century.
Should people have to go out in

the street and destroy before any
constructive attitude gets into the
think and arrogant heads of some
administrators and politicians?
Can anvone like me. from South
Africa, believe one babble of pious
incantations about human rights
when, at Southwest, some eui-

ministrato^iare actually standini

in the way and undermining pro-
gressive programs?
Should underdogs die first before

others are assured of their con-

stitutional rights? Do most U.S.
citizens belive in Justice, Freedom
and the Pursuit of Happiness? We
at CRS can justly and freely say

that we're unhappy with the ap-
parent trespessing of these ideals b
y a non-consultive, arrogant and ex-
tremely insensitive power struc-

ture. This is the power structure
that has brought about the death of
three of our five courses this com-
ing Spring semester.

"The very best Porn Film ever made" - Al Goldstein

Showcase
Cinemas

R0UTE5.RIVERDALER0
VEST SPRINGFIELD

TEL. 7335131

•AMQ4MV 1 2 GO "' 2 30

[EHgNOR MASTER CHARGI

i«Mt •rrlvs*!—Wlatsr Ci«^
f Pls«MMit St. (corwr of

•owiifsws Woftliompt—

2:00 7:15-9:25

THE BOYS
FROM BRAZIL
M they %urvK« . wW *•*?

UP§M R
SMOKE
2:00 7:30-9:25

BUDGET REQUESTS

Any R.S.O. group that wishes to

receive funding for the next fis-

cal year can pick up information

in Rm. 420 Student Union. The
deadline for all requests is Dec.

21. Questions will be answered

on Nov. 30 in Rm. 1 63 Campus
Center at 7:00 p.m.

MM

DECEMBER GRADS!

2:00-7:20-9:35 R

^itMa
2:00-7:35-9:25

7>1

^
2:00-7:00-9:30

FROM
PG

2:00-7:15 9:30

2:007:10-9:30

Some People
Graduate from college

Get a job

Get married

Start a family

Get promoted
Retire at 65

Other People
Graduate from college

Join Peace Corps or VISTA
Travel & experience the

world

Get a job, get married, etc.

Retire at 65

DEEP THROATin color

TI-1750
Podwt-fMrtabto
LCD calculator wNh iiMmory
and axtra-long batlary Ilia.

From Ttoaa InatiumaiHa.

So kght So imal. So •oonomic^. >bul o«l
upio2,000hoimafapsfsHnQiinw ons
iingti—IdtMKii. HMa4-ii«yma*nory
•orMttawwMlMylncMrydBymamAMrK-

^*fyl toMv ««i noltpM and mMfi pockMs
lorr

Ttmgmtmtryoim wouldb9 proud lo own.

at the calculator store

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
campus caot«r/u. mass., amharat

Only

sug. price »24»«

the choice is yours...

For free information, write, or call:

P3aceCorps/VISTA
12 Draper Hall, UMass
Amherst, MA 01003

(413) 545-2105

NamP Sr.hnni

Address
,

Mainr

nPparP Tnrp*: or VISTA?n

BAK
* Sat. Dec. 9

HAPPY HOUR
1:30-6:00

Color Wide Screen
r

UMass vs Univ.

Nevada— Reno
Football game

Thursday, December 7, 1978 11



Tom Heinsohn
Famous Basketball Coach
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The Trustees in Disneyland
By Andrew Fish

During a mouth-watering lunch yester-
day, the UMassTrusteeswere given a rare
opportunity to taste the flavour of stu
dent life at UMass. Tragically they have
been allowed to go home believing that it

is cheese cake and roses all the way. By a
propaganda exercise that would do credit
to Goebbels, they have seen a student
body which would classify Mickey Mouse
as a subversive.

The lunch was scheduled for 12 p.m.
and most of the students invited to atter>d

arrived on time. The Trustees were
rH)where in sight and not until after 1

p.m. did they descent from tfieir business
meeting to the students' level. By that
time the students had not only been fed
to a point where a contended doze was
more likely than a lively discussion, they
had also gnawed UMass' problems to the
bone. But at last the Trustees were sitting

down to eat, and with the arrival outside
of vociferous demonstrators protesting
the out of State tuition hike, some meaty
discussions were started.

The censorship was subtle, but almost
totally effective. Within ten nrwnutes,

silerKe was demanded for a group of
madrigal singers. They lined up in front of
the windows, partly obscuring the crowd
of demonstrators outside. For a student,
the surreal juxtaposition was t>eautiful.

the merry and colourful medievalists sing-
ing "Deck the halls with boughs of holly"
with several hundred jeering students as
their backdrop. For the trustees the
madrigal singers' 'merry japes" were pro-
bably the truer representation of student
life. In medieval costumes and with smiles
that matched the sweetness of their sing-
ing, they were surely more reassuring
tfwn the evidently sincere crowd outside.

The speeches which followed were
self-congratulatory. The intellectual life of
the university was said to be symboli/ed
by the Chancellor's Lecture Series, arni

undergraduates were represented by a
sorority member who enjoyed student life

without reservation. The "star" of the
show was undoubtedly the graduate who
had come from the University of Califor-

nia to study in the Physics and
Astronomy Department, putting UMass
at the front in a new field of research.
That he had come from outside the State
was not emphasized.

ArvJ still the banners waved outside the
windows. With the conclustion of the
speecfies, the Trustees swallowed the
last crumbs of cheese cake, and ascend-
ed once again. Having said little and
achieved less, the nr>ore committed
students walked outside to join the
demonstrators and watcf>ed the Trustees
on the 2nd floor closing the windows.

It's up to you,

President Knapp
To the Editor
President Knapp,
I listened to you speak on the Amherst
campus last Wednesday night. I was im-
pressed with your hortesty, if with
nothing else.

I was upset by your attitude that
students are too ignorant and do not have
enough stake in the University to be in-

volved in its decision making processes. I

must renmnd you that hundreds of
students are effected by each academic
decision, each personnel dedson and
each legislative decision.

By not supporting student involvement,
how does the University expect to teach
students to be involved citizens in a
democratic society^ So many of us are
trying desperately to believe that our
voices will be heard and that we can ef-

fect positive change in society and in our
own lives. All we discover is that our
voices are not heard and that we can not
effect change. We are taught that we can
either move up or drop out of the present
system, but we are not taught that we
can build a better system. Then we are
asked why our generation is apathetic! By
assuming student ignorance you will

breed student ignorance.

You said in your opening statement that

we are all here to learn. However, it.

seems that the vast majority of students
were taught that learning is not as impor-
tant as the financial security to which tfte

college degree is supposed to lead. The
responsibility for tftese dangerous at-

titudes must be placed equally on the stu-

dent and those that taught them.

All of this leads me to tfte conditions ex-

isting in the classroom. For those of us
who seek academic excellence, it is a ma-
jor battle to find it on this campus. Most
of the professors that I know direct their

classes either toward the apathetic stu-

dent or toward those who can easily spit

out the right answers. They rarely direct i.

toward the student who is seeking a
challenge. Some professors accept
academic dishonesty in their classroom
as par for the course. It is very difficult to

be excited about learning when your pro-
fessor is not.

As questions were fired at you on
Wednesday night, you received a small
taste of how concerned resonsible
students are. Is it your intention to foster
this involvement or to suppress it? If

educational institutions across this coun-
try continue to suppress concerned

student and breed apathetic ones.
America has a very bleak future to look
forward to. In twenty short years we wHI
be the ger>eration leading this country.
But. perhaps the assumption is tf)at the
leaders will come from Harvard whUe
UMass will only turn out derks.

Mary Henderson

HRs protest

"Deep Throat
rr

To the Editor:

In a community that has shown a total

commitment toward improving the en-

vironment for women through support
groups and various other programs aimed
at sexism awareness, it is disconcerting to

see tftat a small group of students can still

show on university premises the move
"Deep Throat " This movie and movies
like it are the antipathy of such an
awareness. Sexist exploitation takes
many forms, some of them subtle, which
take time to become aware of, and some
forms such as pornography which is very
clear and obvious. It is argued, validly,

that this notwithstanding, people have
the right to see whatever they want It is

not this right which is being called into

question but rather it is the University's

sanctioning of this exploitation by pro-
viding the place and the equipment This

is a clear contradiction to the effort put
forth in otfter endeavors and com-
rry'tments for social improvement and an
injustice to the women and men who live

in this community.

We are protesting tfte showing of
"Deep Throat" on Thursday Dec. 7th

because tfte fUm is blatantly exploitive

and degrading to women. We feel that
we cannot condone such a film as it is a
direct affront to the consciousness raising

of womens oppression that we work so
ftard for In view of the frightening in-

crease of sexual violence in campus living

areas and the prevalence of rape and
assaults against and within the conrtmuni-

ty we feel obliged to protest the showing
of such an insulting and pornographic
film.

As heads of residence, we feel that we
are responsible to the university popula-

tion to maintain as much as possible a

healthy ssnse of dignity and respect for

all of the residents in our houses.

Because of this film's abusive,
persecuting and destructive nature in op-

pressing women we encourage and sup-

port students in choosing not to patronize

this film.

Tom Rienzo an(^ 15 others

News iTgM : pete rose:

HUSTL^a INTO A NEW
UNIFORM.

OM THE WHOL£\
I'D RATHER BE IKI
PHIUDELTMlA^V

MARK WILDING

Diary of a killer

"Patience is a virtue for which there is

often a reward. Wilfred Diemand of 31
Powell St., Florence knows that is so. The
49 year-oW security guard at the University
of Massachusens realized a 32 year old
dream yesterday, shooting his first deer in

more than 3 decades of hunting.

Wilfred has hunted since 1946, and usual-
ly in Chesterfield. The last several years he
ha? gone with one of his sons.

It was a time of celebration around the
Diemand home. And Wilfred hung the deer
high from a tree branch for all to see. It was
a long time coming."

The Dally Hampshire Gazette
12/5/78

It's kind of ironic in a way. I hung that deer
in the same tree where I hung my sons after

a couple of mishaps. Those were the lean

years of course.

I've never t)een much good at any sort of

killing really. I mean I like to kill. After all if I

hadn't killed that deer, who's to say he
wouldn't have killed me? Deer have sharp
teeth you know.

I started with flies. Horseflys, not just your
regular bluebottle jobs. That took me 17
years. It was strange, dealing out death as
easily as clipping your toenails. I still

remember that horsefly as dear as if it were
yesterday. I had just got back from a young
Rotarian's nr>eeting vvhen I saw this fly on
my bed. It sat there, real passive like con-
gealed mint sauce, and geez I thought, it's

now or never so I grabt>ed a copy of Field £r

Stream and smashed it out of existence. I

shivered a little at first but It felt kind of
nice, sort of like halftime at a football

game.

After a while I got tired of horseflys and
moved on to spiders and praying mantis'
and stuff. Still I thirsted for the big kill, the
kind of thing that I coukl write to Marlon

Perkins about. At the age of 18 I killed a
frog but that was for biology so I don't
know if that counts. I mean I didn't break
its neck or anythir>g, if frogs have necks. I

just gave it an anaesthetic and its little soul
did a quick hop out of this world.

After that I did a couple year stint in tt\e

Army and went about killing make-believe
Koreerra in South Carolina. I didn't deal
much in death in thoae days 'cept for one
time when I went out rabbit shooting with
some of my t>uddies but I just wir>ged a
tractor and got a hoM of a nx>le and buried
him alive, which was pretty cruel, looking
back on it, but then again those were cruel
days.

When I got out of the service t enterwu
wfiat I call my "trapping p>enod". I don't
know, I think over all that was my favorite

time. Tf>e kids were just growing up so if I

didn't want them going near my collection

of Playboys or whatever I set traps near tfie

magazine rack. My oldest son, Stumpy,
was the most curious of all the boys.

You know what the trouble's been' Waft
Disney films. They've given hunting a bad
name. I mean tfiere's Bambi's father runn-
ing up a hillock one moment and blam, tf>e

next he's feeding a family of twenty and
that doesn't even include the venison soup
they have for an entree the next day. It's

not as easy as that. I mean, it took me
thirty-two years.

Blame Hemingway too. If he'd done It

with a luger or something that would fiave

been fine. Instead he uses a shotgun to

coat the barn floor with the inside of his

head. Naturally wives don't let their

husbands clean shotguns after that, let

alone own them.

Finally, we should kill deer cause I think
they are responsible for plagues. They have
fur and fur gives rise to fleas and fleas

cause the plague. So don't blame it on me;
I'm just doing my civic duty.

Mark Wilding is a Collegian Columnist
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CAMPUS TEN PIN BOWLING
(Located in basement of

Boyden building)

Mon.-Sat. 4 p.m. -10:30 p.m.

60c per string.

Shoes free with UM ID

Phone 5-2239
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**A classy, fast, fresh, funny flick."
— People Magajine

•4 i^

aNira||«oii8!
Friday, Dec. 8th 7. 9&11
Thompson 104 $1.00
(you know where that is)

SPORTSPHONE!
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EXTRAORDINARY DELUXE DINNERS
N«« » 0«c
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AUTO FOR SALE

1970 Cutlass Rally new yellow patnt

w/blk int. radials FM 8 Xtk. ne<M brakes

& radi. rare & e«c crutsirig $1960 or BO
68826
'74 Maverick bright red 6 cyl auto

p steer Only 44 000 rm Great shape

throoghoot $2000 call 546 4560

75 Datsun B210. 4 spd ,
radials. srHMvs.

50 000 mites Mt Holyoke faculty, asking

$2200 (617) 347 7489

75 Bradlay Gt 14 000 rr^iles FM stereo

Radials E«cellent corwlition Call 546 7575

after 11 p.m ar>d on. a rn during

weekends

1972 VW Bus - Porsche type •»ngir»e. four

spaed rrwnual 9000 mi on complete eng

rebuild. BO will consider trade, call Brian

545 0479

1974 Duster, exceltent cor>dition, $1700,

546 4599

09 Volvo 142. good condition, AM FM,

snow tires, new clutch. 549 0156, even

ings

66 Volvo 122S SW, body great, best offer.

5B4 92U3

ENTCRTAINMENT

WHf exchange 1 std. i nonstd tickets

eve for Wi/ against sanne for matinee

Must be in 2 Of 3 section Call 666 7518

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing

for bookings anywhere, call John
5464646

FOR RENT

Available immediately 1 bedroom apt in

Brandywine Apts Sublease, call 549 5162

Sunny room for rent in N Amherst house.

1 Vi mi from campus For Jan on

5495993

Furn room, Lincoln Ave 2 blocks from

campus shared kitchen $155 mo md
utilittpsjan Aug Scott Realty, 549 5315

Apartment sublet. Two bedroom
townhouse Squire Village. UMass bus

route, $240 plus utilities. Call 665 3495,

after 5.

2 rooms available house Montague,

$105/mo., all utilities included wood heat

Avail, immed 367 2424, eves

Must rent immed! 2 bdrm apt ,
Nhamp ,

avail Dec. 1 Aug 31, $195 Plus call after

11 p.m., 584 9205 or daily, 253 7436

Mature students, room in Belchertown.

on bus rt
,
8 mi for campus, please call,

323 4782, ask for Mike or Burke. $150,

thanks.

FOR SALE

Hanglider bl ft wh flown 25 flights, bet

ter than new. $650 or best offer 549-6791

Electric typewriter. S CM. Poweriter

battery'A C , $65 253 9886

Series tickets to Broadway and dance

productions at discount, best seats, must

sell, moving away 256 6611

Yamaha folk & classical guitar, $40, $80

Asanuma 200mm lens, $50, call 253 3779

Leathei jacket- new $50 546

5563 Linda

Dial New Yorkd rect ior

national scores and features!
i J.I Add 1

M.I. Mir,

Mon Fii 8am 5p m 44C 30e

Sun Fn 5p m 1 1 p tn 28c 20c
Sun Fn Up m b>j n. I7C I2C

All Day Sat I7C I2C

Sun 8 a m Sp m I7e I2C

^OftTSfHONCitawiviroBaifkotPhurio Ptugicim* li»

1-212 999-1313
^M New England lelephorte

.1. :\i;Sli\

proudly pretcaU

Northampton

• krtlliaat arrajr oi worlu

•I art io |oM & femt ior

your cltfUUBM ocMlt.

31 So. PlooMot. A»iwtit

A BRILLIANT FILM.

NOT TO BE MISSED!
-H4fpa« t B«i«*f

iO*t«»t U\i*w .„-

P6T6ROTOOL€
KATHARINe HePBURN

THe LION IN WlNTtR

A^ THE GATES
Qc SMITH COLLEGE

Thursday, December 7, 1978

Women's 79 model Caber t^ouis, si/e / 'w.

never been worn, perl cond ,
retail. $215,

selling for $156. price neg , call 546 6993

For sal*. 2 Continental contact, 166SR15

rad snows. 7000 mi
. $40, exc deal.

253 3971

Ultimate compor>ent stereo: Lafayette

LA 125TA Integrated Amplifier, Realistic

TM 101 AM FM tuner, GE TA 700

Cassette Tape Deck. BSR automatic turn

table with Shure Shibata M71. 2 famous

KLH SIX speaker systems' Must sell fast

$375 Superb 19 portable TV. VHFUHF,
rollaway stand, antenna $56 Honda C 90,

1969, very low mileage Needs detail work

$125 584 1629, nights after 7^

Yamaha FG2eO 12 string $1». 6 8479

6 string guitar: Ovation Balladere only 4

rrxjnths old, with case $325 00, call

26831V

Humanic Oynafit aki boots Si/e 12

Good condition $35 00 546 4552

Studio bed, sofa (r>eeding repair!, 9x 12'

pink rug, bike ski rack Call 367 2130

Puma Zephyrs sixe 9H brarnJ new. best

offer, call 665 4849

Wet suit, x large, white stage, used five

times, exc condition, $70, Brian, 546 6089

Refrigerator b hotplate - both for $75 or

BO like new (,cill Kathy. 546 7271

Fender Band Master. 50 watt guitar amp
head w speaker. $175, call Dave,

546 6028

Tibet XMas cards, dragon paintings,

rug call Allen. 549 1479.

1200 new rock and jarz LPs.
Underground Books, 264 N Pleasant, see

Mike.

Gift Idea: have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Delap. 256 8732. bet 9 10 am

PERSONALS

Seasons and Hotiday greetings. To
everyone on 5 South Grayson, the crew at

Worcester D C and my friends around

canrHHJS Special greetings to students

named Sally, Laura, and Karen May new
hope follow you daily.

Don

Don't forget 6th annual pottery sale Mun
son Annex. UMass. Friday Dec 8, 10 8

Dear Sue its realm cold mmmm' Bobby^

What the hell is a puddleiumper? Why is

puddleiumping so contagious And what

about Naomi' For answers to tfiese and

other questions, come 1 1 the Campus
Center on Thursday and Friday.

Jane -you sleaze woman -happy 20th'

You're getting older, not better, the red

light IS dimming hows business' The

nunnery

Party in Daytona Beach for spring brk.,

sign up bfr Xmas and save, all inclusive,

call Joe, 253 2259 _
Susan Pigface - happy 20th Almost legal

in Colorado Saturday, go for it PC, Tequila

and cookies Leor>ard CohenJar»^

Students looking for a fjart time job with

flexible hours, extellent income, and an op
portunity to gain meaningful business ex

perience' Northwestern Mutual Life intern

ship training session starting m Dec, con

tact Dana Barrows. 1 525 4591

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Long Island Wednesday,
12 20 after 6:00 pm or anytime Thurs

,

12 21 Will share driving and $expenses$

Call Rich at 546 8734

Collegian classified rates are daily. 45c
p«'f liru- live conserutivH issues 40t per

line pel day 30 consecutive issues. 30c per

line j)er day One line is roughly equivalent

to 38 characters

Non-smoker to share two b<:droom

townhouse apartment in Southwood,
South Amherst, rent $127 50 utilities,

253 3886, evenings and weekends m Jan

1

Share apt.

549 1822

bus rt , kp. trying-JanM.

SERVICES

Moving? Houshold moving, reasonable

rates, call Jeff 549 5993 or 666 2462 _
Pro typing 75c pg. Linda, 665 4789 cash.

Fast, efflciant typing, 80c page w/ mirxx

grammaticall editing if desired. 549 1731^_

Cut heating bills -Caulking b weather-

strip )obs for January, call 527 5538

Typing, IBM Seiectric, quick service, low

'ates. caii Larry or Patti. 5864290.

TO SUBLET

Dec. 4 -Jan. 30 SAhfih cin furn quiet

Ibdrm gd for cple $190 inc util 253 7959

Need a place for Jan? 2 bdrm apt in

Sunderland, on bus route Call Sandy or

Tracy at 665 7957, nights

Jan. sublet. 1 bedroom apt . bus route,

walking distance to campus, price neg. Call

256 8245. keep tryir>g.

1 bedroom of 2 bedroom apt ,
in Brittany

Manor, to sublet during mtersession. price

negotiable, call Lisa, 253-5482.

1 bedroom apt., on bus route. $170 +

utility, available end of Jan.. 253 3018. after

6 p.m.

WANTED

RIDERS WANTED

FOUND

In Orchard Hill -male Ger

prox 3 mos
description

call Pris.

Shep , ap
6 6771, give

Driving to Florida after exams. Need 2 or

3 peopl*^ to ride along and share expenses

Call 253 5889. ask for Clyde

ROOM WANTED
HELP WANTED

Community service rep., grass root

public contact work as a liaison between

Red Cross blood services and UMass
students and employees. Experience

desired in community organization /educa

tion field or public relations Part time posi

tion approx 20 hrs per wk Send resume

to Ted Saulnier, Northeast Regional Red

Cross Services. 63 Springfield St., Spr

ingfield MA 01107. eq. opp. emp.

M. exchange student seeks accommoda
tion lor 1 sem. spring 79, 546 5303.

2 or 1 bdrm apt. wanted for Spring sem..

must be on bus route Call 546 9817.

2 bdrm. apt. wanted in Amherst area in

bus route 665 7938. 7 11 p nv

Looking for rm. to rent for next semest.

Am quiet, vry studious, mature Jr Eng
maj. Call John, 6 6601

Small sorority seeks boarders for spring

semester 21 meals, pleasant atmosphere,

other benefits Call 256 6887. __
One used refrigerator for dorm use If in

terested contact John. No 546 6089^

Woman looking for room in Htjuse

(preferably) or apt in Amherst area,

Feb May Please call collect: 1 (617)

471 1364 (before 3 p m.) or write: JL 10

Eustis St., Wolla^ton. MA 02170.

WANTED TO RENT

Desperately looking for two bedroom

apt if you can help tall 6 8930 6 5351

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549 5343 evenings.

CALTcO CRAFTS

LOST
ROOMMATE WANTED

Sapphire ring lost 12/4 in Boyden, sen-

timental value Call 546 9640

Lost between Fearing b Morrill gold

pendant cross b bird, 549 3626 reward

Silver Eagle pin on Dec 1, extreme sen

timental value' Large reward, please call

586 4058

6 mos. old Ger Shthair male, brown b
grey, lost in N Amherst, call 549 1144

Lost -gold chain at Pub, 11/9 78, s(?n

timewal value, please call 546 8654,

reward.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish gray, please call Karen, 546 6993

Female grad to share 2 bdrm. apt. in

South Amherst, call eves 253 2742

Fe. wanted for own room Jan 1 thru sum
$130 mth Call 253 7149 Southwood Apts

1 F nonsmoker for own rm in 4 bdrm

apt ,
$110 mo ,

all ults., on bus rt., starting

Jan 1, call 253 3779.

1 easy-going but responsible female

roommate wanted to share 5 bedroom
house in Beic 5 miles from campus on bus

route, wooded lot, two firepalces, etc.,

$80 mo . 256 0158, Jan 1 May 31

Female wanted, quiet b nonsmoking to

share Brit Manor apt . avail Jan Feb
.

fully furn., call 253 7685

From pillows to potter/ to pipes We have

the greatest gifts around We also feature

ceramics, silver lewelry, plants and sup

plies, toys, stained and etched glass,

lamps, and lots of Calico stuff. Come visit

us at 5 North Mam St., Rt. 202, Belcher

town.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Inst, offering single

sessions for finals Dec 7 21. improve

grades, concentration, recall, relaxation

The best alternative yet For reservations &
times, call K.R. Morse, 532 5703.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt only. 253 7617

'Collegian ts

TODAYS CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Artificial

6 Model
to Lichen
14 Ground Fr

15 Lat>radorore

16 Square
footage

17 Nom de
plume

18 Kind oi col-

lege

?0 Alan —
Astronaut

21 Deity

22 Wash
23 Music term

25 Wheel parts

27 Glade
30 U S Navy

worker
31 Pudgy
32 Chums
33 Maul
36 Negative

contraction

37 Meat cuts

38 Soccer great

39 Was ahead
40 Clews
41 Strainer

42 Pieces of

music
44 Song

45 Golfers'

concerns
47 Legend
48 — Presley

49 Pull

50 Pour forth

54 Animal han-

dler 2 words
57 Pell

58 Ad|Oin

59 Air

60 Author of

fables

61 Express der-

ision

62 AnirTK)Sity

63 Usurp
DOWN
1 Pierce

2 Distant

Comb form

3 Tune
4 Most stately

5 It IS so
6 — light

7 Toward the

mouth
8 Progeny
9 Extremity

10 Serviceman
11 Marmalade

ingredient 2

words
12 Feel

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Wednesday's Puzzle Solved
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13 Gratifies

19 Up for —
21 Obtain

24 Put into play

25 Certain

plants

26 Boys
27 Pheasant,

eg
26 Instrument

29 Tryst

30 Navigates

32 Europeans
34 Thomas —

Edison •

35 Tare

37 Cheryl —
38 Column

wife

40 Rupture
41 Decline
43 Infects

44 Catch
45 Ashur s

46— Ike

47 Billow

49 Camping
Item

51 Footwear
52 Eve s grand-

son

53 Corp div

55 Residue

56 Down
Urtder bird

57 Tod
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Wa//y Dorf by Rob Ranney

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

A n^ cf fun at6
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by Marky Freen
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BOYS
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ICES roR ns tickets umiteo to seating

KINGS OF THE ROAD
A film about society and change

international Cannes Film

Festival winner—76
THURS. DEC. 7th

THOMPSON 104
FREE ADMISSION

8:00 P.M.

Wh/
run all

over
tCM/ni

THURSDAYS

2lbrt Night
830 *til 10:30
Most Drinks and Beer

he Piriis.iiil M I icaliT

The Fute$l in Foreign and Recital Film.

Held Over-Third Week—
ONE OF THE BEST FOREIGN FILAAS

OF THE YEAR ! A lov«ly bl«nd of

comedy and pathos." arc ' ^

Franco Brusoli s

:^l\4;l i.
Ill j

"DELICIOUS.

I ABSOLUTELY
I DELICIOUS!"

-CBS TV

H Storring Nir>o Monfredi ond Anno Korino A World Northol Film

I 7:00 and 9:20

27 Pleasant St/Northampton 586-0935

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

113 CAMPUS CENTER

Classifieds have
been bringing
results to your
classmates for

years. Why not

put your money
on a sure thing

IF YOU ARE
PLANNING
A PARTY

Be sure to check with us. Our new ad-
dition was designed with you in mind.

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141
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Peters' 31 keys hoopwomen wir
fly PA TRICK O DOBBS
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD Sue Peters burned the Springfield College

Chiefs last night at Springfield College with 31 points as the

Mtruite>^omen rolled to thetr fourth win in a row 88 60
Julie Ready proved to be the difference on the boards for the

Minutewomen, scoring 22 points and grabbing seven re

bounds Ready was removed with three fouls in the first half.

Or>ce again the bench strength of the MInutewomen show
ed. as they ripped apart the weaker Chiefs Cathy Harr

ington, Kathy O'Connell, Diana Taff , Sherry Collins and cap
tain (jracte Martinelli combined to contribute 22 points and 18

team rebounds
The Minutewomen outhustled the Chiefs, scrambling for

every loose ball Mary Hallaren's outstanding defensive play

left the Chiefs wondenng where the ball went to as she stole

for sure hoops With 406 left in the game, Hailaren dished
ott to Peters to up the score to 72 t>4 In the nent piay,

Hailaren stole an inbound pass, scrambled under the basket
and broke for a bunny shot.

We only had seven turnovers alt game,' said coach Mary
Anne O/darski These kids played tremerwlousiy They were

super, |ust super "

The UMass height on the boards was the difference as

Ready, Harrington and Maura Supmski cleared tfie boards.

The Minutewomens big players scored on easy pick ar>d roll

piays and inside jumbers. Ready had tfie touch outside, burn

ir>g the Chiefs with two straight jump shoots from 14 feet

ine zorye really kept us in tfie ganrw," 0/darski com-

mented The UMass /one kept the Cheifs outside the wt>o»e

game arvl denied tfie Chiefs tf>e high percentage shot.

Jen Parker got the Minutewomen back on tfie track after a

brief lull in tf>e action Her "downtown " jumpers blasted

UMass into the lead for good, 19 16. with 7 46 left in the first

haH.

UMass nrtamtair^ed a total team rebourKl edge over Spr-

ingfield College 41 26

THROW INS Intensity was the key to UMass' 4 record,

maybe tfie whole team should wear kr>ee pads like Mary

Hailaren so they have knees left at tfw season end Springfield

should have known tfwy couldn't win, in both warm-up
periods the Chiefs jammed the nets with so nrtany baUs they

Qot s;urk.

UMass guard Soe Peters 122) passes off to a

teammate In last night's victory over Springfield

Peters led all scorers with 31 points, as the

Minutewomen upped their record to 4-0. (Staff

photo by Leo Fredette)

Swimwomen win in rout
By KEVIN CULLEN
Coffegian Staff

It was almost like or>e of those Miller beer

commercials You've worked hard you

got slaughtered by a team before, but r>ow

you ve slaughtered a team you gave it

everything you had. and now its time for

the best beer money can txjy " The

UMass women's swimming ar>d diving

team put together their t)est overall per

formance of the year Tuesday night as they

easily defeated Mt Holyoke. 96 36, at

NOPE pool

The win was especially satisfying con

sidering UMass came into the Mt Holyoke

meet )ust three days after being over-

wt>elmed by a talented UNH team

"It all jelled tonight.' UMass coach John

Nunnelly said "We don't hke to run up the

score kke tf^at, but when you start winnir^

it's hard to slow tf>e momentum"

UMass' domination was awesome, ae

they captured 10 of a possible 13 first place

finishes After an easy win in tf^ 200

medley relay for UMass. Deb Schwert2

started the string of persor^el victories as

she won the 600-yard freestyle by over a

pool length

.

Carolir>e Benjanrtin and Rachel Mack
swam even throughout tf>e 100 yard

freestyle, with Benjamin touchir>g first for

the win in 594. Gail Holland swam to a win

in ttie 50^yard backstroke, while Ellen

Bluver swam her k)est time of the year to

take third Maryanne Primavera and Hollit

Coblentz finished first and second, respec-

tively, m tf>e 60^yard backstroke Schwartz

and Cindy Piela provided UMass with

another 1 2 finish in the 100 yard butterfly

Piela won the 60 yard butterfly in 30.3,

while Kim Murphy swam secornJ.

Mack had a false start hold her back a bit.

but she still managed to win the 60 freestyle

sprint, while Betty Carrier placed third.

In a race Nunnelly called "phenomenal."

Coblentz cut four seconds off her best time

this year and one second off her lifetime

best in the 100 breastroke, placing second

in 1 18

In the 200 freestyle, UMass took the first

three places but, in accordance with scor

ing regulations, was awarded only first and

second Benjamin won the evem, Luti

finished second, arnj Nancy FieW toucfied

third In competitive swimmir>g, no teem is

allowed to claim all points in one race

It took a stror>g anchor leg swim from

Benjamin to keep a five-meet wm streak in

the 200 freestyle reiay alive. Benjamin

teamed with Laura Frank, Mack, arKl Luti

to win the event in 1 :62 flat

In the or>e-meter required d»vir>g, Kria

BuUard had only or>e dive scored below five

as she won th9 event with 125.2 total

points Lorir>g Myles finished third in tf>e re-

quired. BuUard also won the one meter op-

tional diving, compiling 162.8 points, while

Myles finished third.

Sports Calendar
Women's basketball
Women's JV basketball
Men's gymnastics

at

vs.

TODAYS GAME
Man's basketball at Northeastern 7:X p.m

YESTERDAYS RESULTS
Sphngfield College
SphngfiekJ College
University of Lowell

Steve Zack

The keys to success

IVIinutemen meet Huskies
By STEVEZACK
Collegian Staff

Tonight the Minutemen will search once
more for the secret ingredient to lead them
to victory as they take on the Huskies at

Northeastern.
The Huskies are on a youth movement

kick with sophomores Pete Harris and Chip

Rucker leading the way.
"The young kids have played pretty well

and Pete Harris has played super." said

Huskies coach Jim Calhoun.

and there s a lot ot muscle between them.

We have to box them out, " said Calhoun.

The key to the Huskies offense is their

speed. "We'll try basically to use our

quickness," remarked the Huskies coach.

As for the Minutemen, who were run over

by Boston University on Tuesday night, the

time has come for them to get their act

together
"They "re (Northeastern) a physical and

aggressive team that works hard defensive-

ly,
" assistant Minutemen coach Ray

Listen to all the action of Minutemen basketball on WMUA. 91.1 FM. Rick

Heideman calls the play by play with Bob Levine doing the color commentary
starting at 7:25 p.m.

Pretty well indeed After four games the

Northeastern team is 3 1. opening the

season with a 20 point victory over Brown.

Following the victory. Northeastern drop-

ped a 3 point decision to Siena and then

won successive games against Lowell and

Brandeis

"Without demeaning the other teams,

tonight will be our first true test We have

to keep UMass off the boards; both

Kohlhaas and Haymore can hit the boards

Wilson commented, "so wp'M have to be

prepared for them coming at us"
"We'll have to execute our offense, play

tough defense, and rebound the ball well,"

Wilson added.
The Minutemen are currently 12 on the

season with an opening night victory over

Harvard, artW subsequent losses to the Pitt

Panthers on the road and to the BU Terriers

at the Cage. This weekend, UMass travels

to the University ot Vermont to take on the

Catamounts.

Not reelly being in the mood to sit down
ar>d write a column, I hereby bequeath my
space alk>tment today to my typewriter. So
without furtfwr adieu, I present the one and
or>ly CoHegian Sports typewriter.

"Thank you, Steve."
'"You're welcome oh king of the

keyboards.
"

'King of tt>e keyboards, not bad. WeN.
What does a typewriter talk about? Actual-

ly, we, er, me, er, I don't say anything, I

print it. Ha, ha, ha. Not funny? Oh weH. I

tried."

"Let me tell you a bit about myself. I was
delivered to the Collegian office several

years ago ar>d my first location was in tfw

News department. Very boring place, you
know All facts, no opinions. How woukj
you like to be relaxing some night and tf>en

have a novice reporter charge in, shove a

piece of paper in you, and slam your car-

riage over harder than Jim Rice hits a home
run ball? Let me tell you, the life of a

typewriter is not all that it's cracked up to

be
"

"Anyway, I got rather bored with news,

and tieing an avid Red Sox fan I printed out

that I preferred to be transferred to the

sports department, and I made it."

"Typing of the Red Sox (I guess to you

humanoids it means speaking of the Red
Sox), what about this last season? I was sit-

ting on top of the desk down here at the of-

fice on Monday, the day of the Sox-

Yankee playoff game, waiting for someone

to sit down and press the keys that would

make me realize that the Bosox were vic-

torious. Didn"t have to wait though. Stupid

AP machine in the wire room, a Yankee fan

at heart, was hooping and hollering the

minute the story came through its circuits.

Goddamn AP always has the best of

things!""

Next tning l know, sports editor Walt

Cherniak is sitting down and typing out

some morbid cutline for a wire photo on the

game. How humiliating, a cutline of the

Yankees winning being typed on me."'

"Ugh!""

""Ah, but Tve some good times down here

too. Like this year with the football team

going to Reno, Dent setting all kinds of

records ar>d seventeen of those guys mak-
ing the cortfererwe all-star teem. I wish I

was goir>g to Renol" It wouldn't cost

much. I couW travel in ttie baggage conv
partment and I wouMn't even r>eed a
repr ter. I've been able to type by myself

sifKel wasseven."
"But enough whimperir>g. I have had tfie

thrills of typing up stories about Greg Lan-

dry (yes, I'm that okJ), Al Skinner, Mike
Flar^gan, Eldridge, Claiborr>e, Pyatt, and
Dr. J. Whew, I coukj actually feel tfie

spir>s, leaps, ar>d gyrations that Erving and
EMrklge made as the stories were being

typed. Imagine if those two played
togetf>er."

"And tf>e people I have had to deal with

daily. The columnists especially.

Rememeber Russ Smith? So do I. Spring
'78, before the occupation (which I'll avoid

for fear of embarassment), a beautiful

night. Not much copy to be typed, every

team being a winner, and then Smitty

walks in and promptly spills f^lf his can of

Falstaff into my guts. So you think it's fun-

ny? And ZACK, the marvelous hack.

There's a case for you. If the sport of

basketball ever dissolved, Zack would be at

the welfare line before you could say

"Dunk!"'

"Then you have the criticisms. Eckel and
Cherniak. The last time any of these guys

complimented someone was when, was
when, oh forget it. There's also the

newcomers. Bill Tarter and Mark Mar-

chand. Tarter shows promise, gamecocks
over beavers, huh Billy, and Marchand is

well, Marchand. And Mark, my boy, I had

nothing to do with the mistakes in your col

umn yesterday."

"Game stories are always fun. I can

always tell when a team is victorious. The
reporter's fingers just zip across the keys

like a figure skater. If a team loses, each

key is pounded with the fury of the stake

being pounded into Dracula's heart."

""But as I look back on my experiences and
what lies ahead in the future, I wouldn't

give it up for anything. Except a job with

Playboy."
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Lawyer discloses

inquest testimony

Sunderland tax rate

result of "carelessness"
By DEBRA ROTH SANTA
Collegian Stall

SUNDERLAND Selectman Paul Korpita
yesterday said that part of a 29 percent in

crease m the town's tax rate set by assessors
last week was the result of ""carelessness" by
Town Assessor. Joseph Bagdon, Jr.

Sunderland"s tax rate has been set at $18,

$4 higher \han last year's rates.

Although Bagdon blamed an appropria
tion for Pioneer Valley Transit Authority bus
service as the primary cause for the increase,
Korpita said the assessor failed to realize that
a major portion of the PVTA bill would be
refunded.

Assessors filed the PVTA bill away instead

of sending it to the Bureau of Accounts and
found it this week after the tax rate had

.

dlready been set, according to Korpita.

"Now it's too late. The tax rate should not
have been set before we received the

check," he said.

The exact cost for the town's bus service if

$22,131, but Sunderland is required to pay
only $111 of this amount of supplement ad-

ministration costs, said Al Patashnick, PVTA
assistant to the administrator.

UMass reimburses towns when they
receive the money from the state, according
to UMass bus operations manager Al Byam.
"Selectmen didn't quite understand the
reimbursement policv." he said.

Bagdon said he though the amount was
necessary in order to have buses stop in

Sunderland. He said assessors had con
tacted a state official to get an explanation

but weren"t given proper instructions.

"Sunderland never wouldve appropriated

so much for buses," said Korpita.

Korpita attributed the town's re-evaluation

to 100% evaluation as a primary reason for

the increase since $14,359 was returned to

wasland owners when the re evaluation
romplete<) Inst year.

B.iydon s.iid other reasons for the increase
..'f 'oad work appropriations not yet reim
bufsed Is, ' le state, and an increased police
department budget.
UMass has received the Sunderland PVTA

bill and the t town will be reimbursed The
$22,020 they receive will be considered free
money according to Korpita, but it is too late
to reduce this years tax rate. When asked if

the reimbursement would lower next year's
tax rate Bagdon could not speculate about
it's effect. "It will be all the better when we
get it back, " he said

By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

Convinced law authonties are ignoring
evidence of negligent conduct by the three
companions with Seta T Rampersad at the
Motel 6 on the morning of her death, the
Rampersad attorney last night publicly
disclosed substance of much* of the
testimony from the closed inquest into the
young woman's death.

Saying he was acting with full permission
of Rampersad's parents. Atty. Ozell Hud
son of the University Legal Services Office
called a press conference and drew upon
inquest testimony to sketch the events and
circumstances leading up to Rampersad's
death.

For the first time since the initiation of

tfie investigation and inquest into the death
of tf>e 20 year old UMass student the three
companions to accompany Rampersad to

the Motel 6 in South Deerfield, were iden-

tified.

Hudson said the persons accompanying
Rampersad to the motel were Demetnos E.

Konstanlopulos of Northampton also
known as Jim Kosta and Jimmy the Greek;
Brian Pitzer, and Carol Newton. None of

the three persons were able to be contacted
last night by the Collegian.

Hudson then went on to describe the
events of the early morning which
culminated with motel employees finding

Rampersad's body on Sept. 13 in room 240
of the Motel 6.

"I have listened to all of tfie testimony,

but I have not been clear on the cause of

death of the victim," Hudson said, "And I

said she was a victim because I believe she
was a victim of negligent misconduct."
Hudson went on to say that negligent

misconduct could be translated into

manslaughter charges against the three

companions.
"Even if Seta's death was not inten-

tional, three or four pieople with access to

the motel room, and who knew of the alleg-

ed illness seemingly should be liable for the

reckless disregard for human life, which is

legally termed manslaughter,"" Hudson
said.

Hudson pieced together the morning of

Sept. 13, starting with the time Rampersad
left her job as a waitress at The Captain's

Table restaurant in Northampton.
He said that according to the testimony,

Rampersad left the Captain'r Table soon
after the 1 a.m. closing time in the com-
pany of Konstanlopulos, Pitzer and
Newton. He said the four persons went to

the Castaway Lounge in Whately, which
Konstanlopulos owns.
Hudson said the testimony showed that

while the four were at the Castaway,

another individual attempted to enter the
lounge, thinking that it was still open The
four then decided to leave the Castaway so
it would not appear the club was still open.
Hudson said according to the testimony,
one of the four persons called the Motel 6
and reserved a room. The party of four left

the Castaway somewhere between 1 and
2:30 am.
Upon arrival, testimony indicated

Konstanlopulos registered for a room, and
the group proceeded to Room 240 Upon
entering the room some or all of the party
consume marijuana, cocaine and some
other substances. According to testirrwny,
Rampersad consumed little of these
substances, if she consumed any at aN.
Hudson said.

Based on tf>e testimony. Hudson said the
four persons divided into pairs.
Konstanlopulos and Rampersad in or>e bed
and Newton and Pitzer in another bed.
"Sometime during tf>e night, " Hudson

said paraphrasing testimony. "Seta came
down with a seizure, one or two, three or
more seizures they claim she fwd."
Hudson said the first seizure occuned at

approximately 3 a.m.
Hudson then said that according to

testimony, Konstanlopulos was the first to
notice Rampersad's seizure, and he
testified that he slapped her slightly across
the face in an attempt to revive her. Hud-
son said Newton later testified the slap was
of a force more than just mild, but all

testimony indicated the slap was done out
of frustration in Konstanlopulos' attempt to
revive her.

The testimony then indicated that
Rampersad was carried in a semi-comatose
state to the bathroom and given a cold
shower by Konstanlopulos. Testimony fur-

ther indicated that Rampersad was unable
to stand under her own power in the
shower.

Hudson said the testimony revealed
Rampersad was dried with one of the
room's bed sheets, but while being carried
back to the bed she was dropped on her
head and back.

According to Hudson, testimony then
said Konstanlopulos attempted to stick a
spoon into Rampersad's mouth to allegedly
keep her from biting her tongue.
Konstanlopulos then awakened Newton.
Pitzer also awoke, and upon observing the
attempt to put a spoon into Rampersad's
mouth, tried to insert his wallet into her
mouth to keep the woman from biting
down on her tongue.
Testimony then showed that between 6

and 6:30 a.m., Konstanlopulos and Newton

TURN TO PAGE 8

Student published guide called

ignorant attack against faculty
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

Provost Jeremiah A. Allen told the Faculty
Senate yesterday "the future allocation of
$8,000 for future student published course
and teacher evaluation guides was dubious
after the senate criticized the guide as "an
ignorant attack against faculty."

Senate Secretary Harvey Kline said he has
no respect for the students who authored
the first two pages of the guide "On The
Other Hand III" and that he considered the

content libelous.

Allen said the provost money was agreed
upon to be only for the course description

section The Student senate funds the rest

of the guide. "I don't think the agreement
was honored," he said, adding that he may
put the money "into an alternative guide to

help students choose courses.""

Student Government Association co
president Jon Hensleigh said the first sec-

tion of the guide was irresponsible

editorializing and was not reviewed by the

Student Senate "It won't happen again,"

he said, "I hope '

Steven Kropp and Joseph Connolly, the

authors of the guide, graduated before the

guide was published, said a staffer who
wished to remain anonymous.
In other business, the senate voted

unanimously to start the spring semester
one week earlier to facilitate better coor-

dination between the Five Colleges, said

Peter Manning, chairman of the space and
calendar committee.

The Spring semester will begin on
January 28 rather than February 4; Spring
recess will fall exactly half-way through the
semester and final examinations will end
before Memorial Day.
A proposal to establish an optional

undergraduate minor was referred back to
the committee after lengthy debate, to
clarify its administrative procedures. The
proposal will then go to the Program and
Budget Council for a cost impact state-

ment.
"A minor will formalize what many

students are doing now anyways and will

give them credit for it on their transchpt,"
said senater Stanley Moss.
"Tm in favor of it provided the extra

bureaucracy doesn't ruin what is going well

now, " another senator said.

A special report by the Academic Matters
Council cited two rationals for the minor:
enhanced career potential for an Arts and
Sciences major with a vocational minor,
and a presumptive increase in enrollments
in departments that don't usually attract

many students.
The provost said he favors establishing a

minor but feared many students would
choose a minor in areas already overcrowd-
ed such as Hotel, Restaurant and Travel ad-

ministration, and that as many as 100 pro-

grams would have to be rewritten.

The report defined a minor as a selected

package of 15 or more credits offered by a

department, a group of departments, a pro
gram or a school. It would be coordinated
by a student's major advisor and include

both required courses, electives and
possibly prerequisites.
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Welfare increases delayed

Women in Garden City. Kan. demanded their money
back after purchasing this stamp because they con-

id«r«d th« child too voluptuous. " (UPI photo).
I

BOSTON \AP\ Cost of living increases for about 370,000
Massachusetts welfare recipients amounting to $32.3 million

have been held up for five months because of fourteen words,
state officials say.

The SIX per cent cost-of living hike for general relief reci-

pients and families on Aid to Families with Dependent
Children were due to go into effect after the state budget was
passed in July However there are doubts about the legality of

a 14 word phrase that provides the increase for AFDC, half of
which is financed by the federal government.

Although the legality of the increases for General Relief -
which IS financed entirely by the state was never in ques-
tion, state officials also delayed paying those extra benefits,
too.

The cost of -living legislation means $9 a month more to the

average single person on General Relief who now receives

$154 a month. To a family of four receiving $360 a month on
AFDC. the cost of living increase would amount to $22.

Welfare officials now say the retroactive cost of living in-

creases for 20,000 recipients will be paid this month or next,

but there is still no estimate on when the AFDC recipients wii:

receive their overdue payments.
The 14-word phrase would prevent the broadening of the

welfare rolls that normally results each time benefits a raised.

This usually happens because people earning less than the
new, higher benefit level then become eligible for welfare.

But the phrase appears to violate the federal law governing
AFDC benfits, according to Welfare Departnr^nt counsel Van
Lanckton, who added that it was doubtful it would be approv-
ed by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

Lanckton said it will probably take a special act by the

Legislature to correct the language before AFDC recipients

maybe paid.

Administration and Finance Secretary John R. Buckley,
refusing to discuss his role in drafting the provision, said it was
the problem of the incoming governor, Edward F. King.

"That's something the new administration will have to deal

with," he said.

Lanckton said the Welfare Department was still awaiting
word from HEW on the provision's legality, but he said he ex-

pected the matter to be resolved by the Legislature.

"I would certainly hope that would be one of the first things

the Legislature will do," said Lanckton. "With inflation runn-

ing 10 percent, a six percent cost of living increase barely

keeps them (welfare recipients) even."

Lanckton said it was also possible that a suit would be filed

against the state for failing to pay the cost of -living increase.

N. Y. mayor warns againstshopping ma//s
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Coflegian Staff
"The people m Amherst are going to be raped We are in an

economic war against Pyramid Corporation, ' Ithaca New
York Mayor Edward Conley said last mghtln a panel discus-
sion on the future of downtown Amherst.

Amherst merchants, townspeople and town officials hav«
to fend off inevitabie death. ' Conley satd
Conley said residents in Ithaca fac«d a similar situation when
Pyramid Corporation built a malt there. Mayor Conley said the
impact of the mall resulted in an immense dedir>e in town
bus<r>ess. Conley said he fought Pyramid by cutting off the
water supply to the mall, and passed legislation prohibiting

private bus companies to take people out of the town to tr>e

mall

Conley said he de8igr>ed a revitalization program for Itfiaca

using the town's existing resources. He said he arranged for

V anous events, and built expanded parking facilities. He said

Amherst is not yet in as bad
situation but should battle agair^t the mall just the same. "I

would put a moat around the city with alligators to battle

Pyramid if I had to," Conley said.

Conley said he is travelling to towns in New York. Vermont,

Canada, and other states to warn towns about what they face

the effects of malls on downtown business and to help

;# «
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Northampton youth^Campus
Center employee injured
An 1 1 year old Northampton youth was undergoing surgery

last night for injuries he sustained when he was nding a freight

train earlier yesterday afternoon.
Northampton police said Martin Strys/ko either fell or "was
knocked down " from a box car of a Boston and Maine freight

tram, on the tracks near the Main Street overpass
Police said Stryszko sustained injuries to his left arm. He was

first taken to Cooley Dickinson Hospital and then transferred

to the UMass Medical Center in Worcester, where he under-
went surgery.

Police said Strys/ko was apparently attempting to ride tfie

freight train, which was beginning to slow down for a stop in

Northampton, when the accident occured at about 2:30 p.m.
A companion notified police of the accident
The box car Stryseko was riding was about a quarter of a

mile behind the locomotives, which were near the North
Street overpass, police said The train was travelling north
In Amherst, a UMass Campus Center employee sustained

lacerations to his chin m a head-on collision at the Notch, at

about 6 30 last night.

Amherst Police said David Temkin, 31, of Spnngfield, was
driving a Chevrolet Vega south along Rte. 1 16 when another
car crossed the lane and collided with Temkin's vehicle head-
on. The roadway in the Notch, about a mile south of Hamp-
shire College, was slippery from rain.

Temkin was treated for the lacerations and released from
Cooley Dickinson Hospital Police issued a citation for driving

to endanger to the driver of the other car. Daryl Hernck. 19, of

Belchertown.
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build up the town's downtown areas.

William McKeon, president of the downtown Chamber of

Commerce Promotion Association, with 73 other merchants
has begun to fight. McKeon said Amherst needs to use the

free bus system, the education society, and the cultural artstic

resources of the town to make it a thriving nnarketplace.

Conley said the Pyramid Corporation "will do anythir>g" to

change people's buying habits. "Pyramid spent two million

dollars to get a mall into the Burlington, Vermont area and fail-

ed"
Conley said Amherst merchants ar>d town officials have said

they will suppKjrt a revitalization effort, and the townsp>eople

"Nneed to make a committment or they will suffer. "If there is

nothing to attract new tenants to the downtown area, the ex-

isting area will decline.

McKeon said there is a 30 percent profit decline and a 12 to

15 percent pedestrian traffic decrease in the last 10 years.

Mayor Conley said the only Amherst residents trying to fight

the mall are young people, "who have guts."
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December Specials
by SIM

Permanents Hair Cuts
$3.50

Fof Men Women 4 Cn'id'en

S^^lk inn S^flrome or (all MMS22 Qoen Mon -Sat
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University of 'Massachusetts/ A^^herst

FINE AilS CEI^ER PRESENTS

SPRINGFIELD
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

ROBERT GUTTER
Conductor

Orchestra and Chorus

bANDeL's
MessiAb

Wednesday, December 13 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7. 6, 5 UMass
students - $5. 4. 3. Senior citizens and other students

$6. 5.4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4. 545-251
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SSt A Store-full of Ideas

I

Downtown Amherst next to the Post Offce

Comfortable, cozy, and casual . .

.

Our knee-length socks, hand knit in a

cheerful array of colors, are so thick

and warm you can wear them as

slippers. Tie tops are an interesting

detail. Moderately priced at 6.95

children's sizes too!

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst, next to the Post Office

Open 10-6, Mon -Sat starting Dec. 11, 10-9

Friday. December 8. 1978
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Hospital
patients
moved
By l\^ARY FRAIN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON A consent decree was ap-
proved in Federal District Court in Boston
yesterday which will transfer the care of all

but 50 75 of Northampton State Hospital's

380 mentally ill patients to community
based centers by 1981 . The remainder are
patients placed by the court who will need
a secure treatment center. The decree will

be effective "immediately" according to a
mental health official.

Raymond Brien, regional services ad
ministrator for the State Department of

Mental Health, called Judge Frank H.
Freedman's decision a "landmark " He said

the decision asserted the right of people to

be treated in the least restrictive setting."

The decree is the result of a two vear old

law suit brought by Steven J. Schwartz, a

lavwer for Western Mass Legal Services

the director of the Mental Patients
Advocacy Project at Northampton State,

on behalf of the decree.

The legal services group and the mental
health departnrtent have been nrieetirtg

regularly for over a year to work out details

of the phase out. Brien and Schwartz said

in separate interviews with the Collegian

last month.
It has not yet been decided where the SO-

TS patients committed by the state will be
cared for or what will be done with the

groufKls of the state hospital, which has
been in existence for 120 years Brien said

the department was "committed to a

secure treatment center, " for the patients.

Richard J. Lasetle, president of Local 166,

a union that represents over 600 of 734
people employed by the hospital said the

union plans to fight the decree on behalf of

union members and employees.
"We do not intend to stop the battle or to

let the battle subside without making sure
everyone of our employees retains a
position," Laselle said, "unless they
voluntarily quit."

Tom Whhford. head of residence in Pierpont dornfiitory
in Southwest hands an anti-pornography leaflet to a
student entering Bartlett Auditorium for the 9:00
showing of Deep Throat Whitford was part of a group

of Southwest heads of residence who wara protMtIng
the showing of the pornographic film on campus. (Staff
photo by Richard Newman.)

Laselle ^said the union had withstood the
closing of Foxboro, Grafton and Gardner
State Hospitals without losing one job. He
said the union was "very proud of that
record."

Laselle charged that the phase out of the
Northampton hospital would result in
patients "being dumped on the com-
munity " He said he feared the patients
would not be adequately cared for outside
of the hospital.

"Employees do give money out of their
own pockets to patients, " Laselle said. He
said the employees buy the patients
"treats" such as cigarettes, cigars, that
you would give to your family, your
children, that patients would not receive
otherwise.'"

79 will be "year of the
bottle" for MassPIRG
By JOYCEMUNROE
Collegian Staff

Next year will be the "year of the bottle"
for the Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group.
Mass PIRG. a statewide, non-profit,

student based program that concerns itself

Amherst occupation
must end by Monday
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Amherst College President John William

Ward has given 20 members of a student

Hispanic group until Monday morning to

end an occupation of a school run snack

bar

Members of the La Causa organization

occupied the snack bar Wednesday
morning and said they would not leave until

the administration provides "adequate"

space for a Hispanic cultural center. Ward
met with the students yesterday morning

and said he would look into available space.

He also said the students must leave the

Fayerweather Hall snack bar by 9 a.m.

Monday even if a solution is not reached.

"My hope is I will be able to resolve this by

then, " Ward told the Collegian last night.

'"But when students come to me with

demands and threaten to remain (oc-

cupied) I am forced to take some sort of

disciplinary action," he said.

Senior Edwin Camacho, one of the oc-

cupiers, said La Causa has requested the

administration for a centrally located office

since 1976 Camacho said they would not

accept a room previously offered because ti

was "a 10 by 15 foot basement cubicle on

the periphery of the campus."
During the meeting yesterday morning.

Ward told the students he would send

them an assessment of available space

today Ward also said he might be willing to

move the offices of some organizations to

make room for a centrally located La Causa
office and Hispanic Center.

Camacho said the group was pleosed with

Ward and the progressing negotiations

"He (Ward) is very sincere," Camacho said

yesterday

The students said they will continue to

occupy the snack bar. They said they have

spent the last two nights sleeping on the

floor, leaving individually for classes and

food
Camacho said the group hopes to

assemble a large number of students

Monday morning when school ad-

ministrators expect to take names for

disciplinary action.

Malcolm Quint, staff organizer for

MassPIRG, makes plans for the group's
upcoming bottle bill campaign. (Staff

photo by Jim Mahoney)

with consumers, energy artd the en-

vironment, will push full speed ahead in

1979 to get the Bottle Bill passed in

Massachusetts.

The $2 PIRG fee UMass students donate
through the university billing system will go
toward the effort, officials said.

Joseph Vallely, speaking for the group's
Amherst office, said the fees paid by
students are rationed out to individual arms
of the organization, such as the consumer
advocacy program here on campus which
IS staffed by UMass students.

Vallely said students throughout the state,

including some from UMass, will be lob

bying steadily for the bonle bill at the State
House during the upcoming year.

"Some students may even take a
semester off from ciassas and get credits
for their lobbying," he said.

Along with working toward the bottle bill,

Vallely says the group will deal with other
issues

"The other bills deal with energy and
consumer issues and a couple deal directly

with Boston Edison," Vallely said.

Th^ group will work toward passing a law
prohibiting winter month gas or electric

service shut-offs of consurrters who have
not paid their bills, Vallely said.

Vallely said the organization is also
workir>g together with other consumer
groups to prevent Boston Edison from
getting advance money from consumers to
build the Pilgrim Nuclear power plant.

"This is a way of paying for something
before they have it," Vallely said.

Along with their planned goals for 1979,
Vallely said MassPIRG deals with "a whole
menagerie of issues."

"Our purpose is to do research and make
change,"' he added.

EveryWOman's Center moves
by DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

"We are located in Goodeli Hall, Room
506, near the main library," reads the cur
rent Everywoman's Center pamphlet But
watch out. That centralized location soon
will be vacated by the center, making way
for renovation of the building. The second
floor of Wilder Hall, a more remote loca-

tion, will be the new, temporary home for

the center.

According to Ed Simpson, campus ar-

chitect, the center is scheduled to move
back to Goodeli by September, 1980, or the

following spring at the latesf. "So many
factors are completely beynd our control,"

said Simpson. "It could even be sooner.""

Work to be done is extensive. All of the
old Goodeli building and the top two floors

of an addition will be rennovated into office

space. Half height partitions will be
erected, and carpeting will be installed to

make individual offices accoustically
private Other plans include removing the
central stack aroa of the former library, re

inn>Hii>9 fl')*|rn oi- »lio r^<,f, f,pf^ sixth HOG'S,
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and installing air conditioning, according to

Simpson.

The fate of the center doesn't seem to be
an unhappy one. A mezzanine will be built

to create more usable floor space. "The
mezzanine will not reach the walls, in order

to try to keep the paneling and architectual

features," said Simpson.

He further explained there will be almost

no changes visible from the exterior. The
entrance will be a little different, with plans

underway to upgrade the landscape in front

so it reaches the doors, eliminating the

need for stairs. Inside the portico, a ramp
will be constructed to make the hall more
accesible to the handicapped. The only

other change noticable from the outside

will be storm windows, installed to reduce

leakage.

The changes mean the center must
sacrifice a centralized location for a more
remote one. Cindy Leere, counselor at the

center said she is "not sure women know
where Wilder is. Because of the location,

vvjnTera .miijht 'not take ddyafitaqe of the .

opportunities."

Counselling is offered for nearly every

problem a woman might have, from family

and couples counselor to career

counselor," she said.

"There are even walk-in emergency
hours for problems that can't wait."

"There are groups on assertiveness train-

ing, resume writing, ar>d career goals

clarification. There is a poor-woman's task

force designed to help single parents anc

welfare recipients wfio want to re-enter

school. We also offer opportunities for in-

ternships, a Third World women's ad

vocate, and a rape counselor advocate

group,"' she said.

One counselor from the Southwest
Women's Center said the move "is taking

the EWC right out of the center of campus
and it might be hard for women to get used

to."'

"I hope that despite the more obscure

location, women will continue to take ad

vantage of the opportunities at the

EvuiVAvrn^(V?< CgAtCr-'.-^^K^iLcofer. .^
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Black Affairs
Problems with SW groups
ByRENEEMOBLEY
Collegian Staff
During the last Southwest assembly held

Tuesday, members of the Black Caucus of

that body were dissatisfied with the con
duct of CO vice president Tim Condon
During this meeting as with ail meetings

concerning budget cuts tempers were
arua:>ed and the conversation became
heated Condon allegedly made derogatory
and ambiguous statements concerning the
Center for Racial understanding and the
Malcolm X center.

Sherry Williams, co-coordinator of the
Malcolm X center and chairperson of the
Civil Liberties Committee of Southwest
said "Condon's statements amounted to an
attack of the Center for Racial Studies."
Ms Williams paraphrased Condon as say
ing, "You run a sloppy organization and
"We're doing you a favor." by giving you
our money ' These statements were made
to Bheki Langa, director of the southwest
Center for Racial Studies of the MXC and
theCRS
Members of tf>e caucus felt the budget

reviews were much more stringent than
any of the other budget reviews of centers
in Southwest
Apparently two members of the

Assembly, Dave ClairrrK>nt and Li? Mc
Clean walked by the door of the center and
found the lights were out and the staff per

son who was supposed to be on duty at the
center was not present The Malcolm X

Center is supposed to remain open from

12 00 noon until 11:00 p.m. everyday
Members of the Black Caucus which is

essentially the political arm of the X center,

were questioned about this at the

Assembly's budget meeting Maryanne
Dinatale. treasurer for the Assembly stated

that any staff member for any centc *">

does not work his or her hours receiv . - a

dock in pay She said that she brought up
the question about the closed center on
this point

Ms Williams felt that the assembly was
deliberately using underhanded methods to

check up on the center by going over there

to see if It was open McClean and Clair

mont asserted, however, that they just

happened to be walking by when they

discovered the center was not open
Contrary to the many rumors and opinions

circulating around campus at this time,

Malcolm X s budget was not cut They
received the al'ocation they asked for.

Tim Condon "ould not be reached for a

comment on his alleged statements, but

the matter will t^e brought to public atten-

tion once agmn at the Southwest
assembly's next meeting to be held next

Tuesday.
The Malxolm X staff has requested that

Third World students attend the Malcolm X
meeting on Monday November 11 at 500
p.m in the X room This issue and issues

concerning the Center for Racial

understanding will be discussed in detail.

Baby formula may cause

disease and death
The decline of the birth rate throughout

the developing world was celebrated as a

hopeful sign that the race against over
population was being won However, the

end of the baby boom " signalled a decline

in sales for a dozen companies who pro

duce and market baby formula To over-

come their dilemma, the companies- Nestle

being the largest turned their sales pro-

moters on third world countries where
population increases are three times greater

than those of developed countries

The consequences of their sales promo-
tions can be seen in the increase in reported
infant deaths directly attributed to improper
use of the baby formula This and subse
quent articles will try to provide some
understanding of how this tragic situation

developed and why the Nestle boycott is

being organized

In the early ISTO's, lower birth rates and a

renewed interest m breast feeding in

developed countries began to cut into salec

of baby formula. Trade publications looked
upon the situation as a 'baby bust": a case
of "too few mouths to feed ". To
counteract their sales slump and secure

their investments, rr«nufacturers turned

their Sights on the expanding baby market
in the third world countries.

US pharmaceutical companies (Abbott

LatM, Ross, Bristol Meyers), dairy product

distributors (Borden, Carnation),

Japanese, Dutch, German and Swiss (Nes

tie) companies began an intensive cam-

paign to corr^er the baby formula market in

Latin America, Asia and Africa Relying on

media advertising and promotional distribu-

tion of free samples, they infiltrated the

cities, t>arnos, rural villages, hospitals,

clinics and the homes of the new mothers

in those countries.

Their efforts were guaranteed to succeed
as the companies portrayed their products

as "better than breast milk." Using slick

advertisements depicting strong, healthy

black and white babies, the mothers were
being told that millions of American babies

have grown healthy on baby formula . They
appealed to the mothers' natural instincts

to give their babies the best of care.

Soon, however, medical personnel in the

government and private cliiiics began to

notice an alarming increaoe in the incidence

of infant diseases. Diagnosed as gastro-

enteritis, diarrhea, marasmus, and
kwashiorkor; these diseases some fatal-

affect infants and children The ca jse was
traced, m most cases, to the improper use

of baby formula, and a new phrase was
coined, "bottle baby death."

The babies weren't victims of con
taminated products, although cases of con
taminated products have been reported.
Rather, they had been fed baby formula
which had been prepared without using
boiled water, and sterilized bottles. Also,
the prepared formula may not have been
stored under refrigeration. Many Third
World mothers do not have the facilities

Given the economic hardships of these
mothers, the formula was probably
watered down to make it last longer.

The tragic results of improper use of the

formula were being discovered when the

mothers reported for their baby's six month
post natal check up. By this time, the

damage had already been done and they

were probably suffering from severe

malnutrition, gastro enteritis, or were close

to death because of the debilitating affects

of excessive diarrhea and dehydration.

Is the mother to blame' The instructions

are printed on the containers In many in-

stances, though, they were not printed in

the mother's native language More impor-

tant is thie fact that families with annual in-

comes of $300 or less generally do not have

running water, electric or gas stoves or

refrigeration in their homes. How could the

mother prepare the fornxjia properly even if

she could read the instructions.

The companies and their sales represen-

tatives dispensing free samples of formula

in the maternity wards and in tfw homes are

aware of the mothers' ir>ability to use the

formula properly. And, they are aware of

the consequences of its misuse This does
not deter their promotion though. To them,

a sale is a sale.

John L McCormtck is a member of ttte In-

fant Formula Action Coalition \INFACT\

Community meeting

The Malcolm X Center and the Center for Racial Studies in Southwest have
currently come under scrutiny by the Southwest Assembly. The centers have
been accused of not supporting, or fulfilling the needs of the Third World
population. Though the centers are not in current danger of budget cuts, the
survival of the center depends upon most support at its meeting Monday 500
at the Malcolm X Center.

Help needed for Kwanza
TALENT IS NEEDED FOR KWANZA CELEBRATION DEC. 16th. Contact;

6-8123, 6 8122 by Sunday night.

Or Walter Rodney, author of the book How Europe Underdeveloped Africa.

spoke last night in Thompson Hall at UMass.
The topic of the program was the "Effects of the current world crisis on

Africa and the developing countries (Photo by Ed Cohen)

Letters-to-the-Editor
It's time for Internal Unity

The National Black Student's Association

INBSA) will be having its first meeting dur

ing the 1978 1979 year for all U.S. African

students. The meeting will be held Tues.

Dec 12, at the New World Center, B 17

Baker House at 5:00 p.m. The nr>eeting will

be held to explain the purpose of the Na-

tional Black Student's Association, locally

and nationally and also to help plan activities

for next semester.

The NBSA was organized in 1975 at a

Black Students Conference at Tufts Univer-

sity in Medord, Massachusetts. There were
speakers at the conference from around the

country who were active in the Black Libera-

tion struggle in the 60's, and early 70's.

The students discussed organizing
themselves and anticipating the Bakke Deci-
sion and Affirmative Action cutbacks around
the country. I think that it is about time that

NBSA in Amherst take bold steps to make
Affirmative Action more than just promises
but a reality.

The NBSA will involve collective leader-

ship BT\6 self criticism. We will not tolerate

sexism among our ranks; brothers like myself

have decided to fight other brothers who
desire to exploit sisters by running a revolu-

tionary tine. This problem has been with

NBSA in the past and it will not be allowed

this time around.

We have to come up with viable plans for

our people concerning the present, not the

future. Too much intellectualizing about our

people's concrete condition is being done by

people who like to impress others with their

knowledge of struggle. NBSA will hold a

study group if people want them to know
how to begin to combine theory with prac-

tice.

If we do not come together and discuss

our differences, our common oppressors will

never allow the unity of our people. We are

looking for students and sincere faculty

members for advisers in aiding the group.

NBSA is for the people, not for individuals

who pride themselves with the correct way.

Please come to NBSA's first organizing

meeting, Tues., Dec. 12. For more informa-

tion about NBSA call 546-4538.

Nkrumah Olinga
fcOitors note -

Nkrumah Lumumba Olinga is a graduate

student living in the head of residence apt. in

Butterfield house. Nkrumah is tfie coor-

dinator of the Central Area New World
Center which deals with counseling and
sponsors cultural events in the Central Area.

Unite or perish

This letter is a call for a united front

t)etween the oppressed U.S. African ar>d

oppressed Jews. In the past Jewish and
US African relations have not been very

good. These two ethnic groups should be

working together rather than at each

other's throats.

I can only speak for myself and state that

the lack of unity between Jews, and Black

Americans is serving the interest of the

oppressors.

There is no reason why the two groups of

people can not sit down and at least at-

tempt to have meaningful diologue about

their differences and come out a united

front. I am aware that only concious Jews
and Africans will act at first.

Today in the U.S. and around the world

there has been a right wing rise of the

oppressors. The American Nazi Party is

attacking Jews and U.S. Africans, and at

the same time, the Ku Klux Klan is openly

organizing around the country. For the last

ten years the Ku Klux Klan has been

organizing underground; at present the

Klan and the Nazi party have lifted up their

heads together around the country.

Why at this time in history are these two
groups coming out of the closet? There is a

workj wide depression occurring in im-

perialist countries, the oppressors set

oppressed people against each other, and
the principal oppressors just laugh at the

different groups fighting.

I am not advocating the idea that Jews are

not racist towards U.S. Africans, and I am
not stating that the present world
homeland of the Jews was settled

correctly, and that this country granting

them Palestine for a homeland was correct.

I do not condone imperialism regardless of

where it occurs in the world, why didn't the

U.S. give them Texas or Nevada instead of

the home of the Palestinians? I maintain

that the principal reason that the U.S. used

a Ralph Bunche and others to negotiate for

a homeland for the Jews was to have a

ready made ally in the Middle East, and a

buffer zone between the oppressed people

of color around the world.

Ralph Bunche's function was that of the

modern day Andy Young with his role in

southern Africa. These two U.S. Africans

were and are used by U.S. foreign policy

around the world.

Africans are still without their human
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Black Affairs
Wilimington 10 near

dropped charges
WASHINGTON \UP/\ A federal judge,

urged by the Justice Department to clear

the Wilmington 10, has ordered pro-

secutors at their 1972 trial to provide
defense lawyers a document detailing ma-
jor changes in the testimony of the key
witness in the case.

U.S. District Judge Franklin Dupree Jr. of

Raleigh, N.C., also accpeted the Justice
Department's unprecedented friend-of-the-

court brief submitted on grounds the nine
black men and a white woman were denied
their constitutional right to a fair trial and
their convictions should be thrown out.

The rulings, issued last week but not
disclosed until Thursday, indicate Dupree is

seriously considering granting a writ of
habeas corpus that would clear the civil

rights workers convicted of a firebombing
during racial strife in Wilmington, N.C., in

1971.

A writ of habeas corpus would free the
Rev. Benjamin Chavis, leader of the "10"

and its last jailed member, and would
clear the other nine members of parole
restrictions.

Besides ordering prosecutors to turn over
to the defense the "amended statement"
of Allen Hall, Dupree also accepted the
government's submission of an analysis of

that document.

The Justice Department and defense
lawyers contended that Hall the only
witness who could place all members of the
Wilmington 10 at the scene of the
firebombing signficantly changed his
sworn testimony prior to the trial but pro
secutor Jay Stroud failed to provide
defense lawyers with his "amended state
ment."

The amended staterr>ent contained a
number of handwritten notations by
Stroud.

In its brief asking that the convictions be
thrown out, the Justice Department said

defense lawyers could have used the
amended statement for impeaching Hall's

credibility which was the "critical issue" in

the case.

Hall recanted his testimony in 1976, saying
it was provoked by promises of leniency as
well % threats from prosecutors.

Letters
CONT FROM PAGE 4

rights. It is thus fair to say that American
Jews are not suffering like the U.S.
Africans.

I also have problems with some Jews who
believe that the country of Isreal can do no
wrong, in their present position in South
Africa. "Azania", Isreal is the second
largest supporter of apartheid which is a
system against all free people around the
world especially the Black South Africans.

I am not against the Jews having a

homeland; at the same time, I am not
happy with the rationale of some Jews that

since the U.S., Japan and other exploitive

countries are oppressing the black South
Africans, it is alright for them to do the

same.
I and other oppressed Africans are

concerned about the present concept of

"Zionism is Racism". I do not personally

U. of Mass. Students....

Now we con get you
there on Sundoys

FREEBUS
SUNDAY SCHEDULE

SW CCC MALL
12:00 12.05 12:15

12:30 12:35 12:45

1:00 1:05 1:15

1:30 1:35 1:45

2:00 2:05 2:15

Driver break period

-

-2:45

3:00 3:05 3:15

3:30 3:35 3:45

4:00 4:65 4:15

4:30 4:35 4:45

5:00 5:05 5:15

5:30 5:35 5:45
- - 6:15

Schedule effective _
Dec 3, 10, 17. 1978

Hilda Harris appeared at the Benzaon Recital Hall last night to exhibit her
talent as an meizo-soprano opera singer.

believe that Zionism has to be racist both in

Southern Africa and in the U.S. It appears
by the relations Isreal has with southern
Africa, that it is supporting racism, and
aparthied.

I do not agree with Unde Tom Africaru
when they are incorrect, and I do not see
why Jews will support Isreal even when it is

incorrect by supporting apartheid in

southern Africa.

If sincere Jews and U.S. Africans desire

real diologue, these and other questions
must be addressed in a proper forum, t am
proposing a forum on these and other

relative issues and I will be willing to help*

organize such a forum. If anyone is in-

terested they can acquire my address and
phone number from this News staff. "In

Unity there is strength", but there must be
struggle before a lasting United Front will

appear.
NkruRiah Lumumba OHnga

, Foshton
Accessories

Functional, of course— but more
important, our combs, barrettes.

headbands, and bobbies are beautiful

fashion accents. Classic tortoise-

shell designs, luminous enamels, rich

and subtle solids. A fine gift idea.

1.25-6.00.

MASTERCHARGE VISA

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst, next to the Post Office

Open 10-6, Men -Sat .starting Dec 11 10-9
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\ CwasMeis
DOielw!

IF YOU ARE
PLANNING
A PARTY

Bu sure 10 check with us. Qui ih}v\ dd

(iilion was designed with you m inmd

f)€Lano§
57 N. Pleasant St.

2535141

COLLEGIAN
COUNTDOWN

5
Publishing
days l«ft

in fall ••m«st«r.

The final day for place-

ment of advertising,

either display or

classified, is Wednes
day. December 13. 1978

The final fall issue of the

Massachusetts Daily

Collegtan yvtil appear Fn

day, December 15, 1978.

Used Books
In Good
Condition

Paperbacks &
Hardbacks, CHd h

Recent, all Subiects.

VAllfy BooitSkop

Carnage Shops
Amherst

10-5:30 Men. -Sat.

Thurs. & Fri. ntghts

til 8:00

OPe^ SUNDAYS 10-5

Torgo by Sheofler puts

it in writing.

The soft-spoken look

ot brushed stomiess steel

creates a r>ew foshion

$Tatorr»ent m writirtg in

$trurr>ent design

Torgo Dv
Sneoter is ovoii-

opte c» a foun
ram pen rrtarker

DOiiporif Of

pencri.

and pencil sen

for the best setection

in writing instruments

campus center /univ of mass 'amherst

BUDGET REQUESTS

Any R.S.O. group tfiat wishes to

receive funding for the next fis-

cal year can pick up information

in Rm. 420 Student Union. The

deadline for all requests is Dec.

21. Questions vvill be answered

on Nov. 30 in Rm. 163 Campus

Center at 7:00 p.m.

TOHIGHT!
^^TriicThe Money And Run*

is nuttiness triumphant.**

cmcklng

—mOiTN CRIST

ff

LOOK MAGAilMl

"Hnsancly
Itimiy*^

foiobow
prisms

Former Bruin coming to Amiierst

Men's 17
"

Laceups
Save $40 •49**

k- -^

PALOMAK PICTURfS NTfRNATtONAL PWtSeNtS

WOOOT ALIENS

"TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN-

WOODY ALLEN JANET MAR60UN
MK)M TMt AMIMCAN eeOAOCASTWe C
CMSTMeuTfO •« CMCMAMA MCltA&M6 CON^OMAIKM caofi

Fri.. Dec. S, 1978
6:30 - 8:00 - 9:30 - 11:00

Mohof Auditorium

ladies 16"

Pull on
Reg. $74 44

JACKETS
Fine Natural Leather

They are beautiful!

Wide selection from
Bombers to Blazers

Heartfelt
Leather

103 N PtfaMnt St AmKerM
l0 6Mo«« S«l 2S3SI3S ^

oprtiFrt uwrtK •

Aialitrtt Cliiatst Foo^

62 Mam St 2S3 7B36
*Fre«h Chm«a«
vegetable* from our
own (arm

•Fully air conditioned
•Closed Wednesday
•Luncheon specials

$1 25 at>d up

High quality food at a
r—tonabte pncn

'

Recommended by the
New Vofk Times"

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

'^ ^« ® itj ^

A fine collection of hand cut strass

quality crystal, high lead content and

exquisite shapes project color and

form when hung in a window. A
perfect gift for your home; from

1.75 to 25.00

MASTEFOHABGE VBA

Northampton

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst, next to the Post Office

Open 10-6. Mon Sat starting Dec 11. 10-

9

A BRILLIANT FILM.

NOT TO BE MISSEDr
-W«r»t' iftM**'

\ z-^:

IOHM<WV«N<.

F6T€R0T00L€
KATHARIN6 HCPBURN

TH€ LION IN W1NT6R

AT THE GATES
Ji- SMITH COLLEGE

The Precision Haircut

Explained Precisely.

F>recision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows Sure, your

hair eventually grows out but it doesn t lose i. 3

shape with a precision haircut No more fussing.

that's what it's all about

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14 00

whether you're a guy or a gal And no appointments

are ever necessary
Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and cond^

tloning we do it all. but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you

Command, Pgrffomiaiice

Hampshire M«ll. next to K-Mart

-...-. NIon.-Saji.. to am. -10 p.m.«,vr»

586 0090

STARTING DECIIth

LUNCHEON BUFFET $2.55

1 1:30-2.00

DINNER BUFFET $3.95

5:00-7:30

(MON.-THUR. ONLY)

CHOICE OF 5 DIFFERFNT DISHfS

CHANGED EVERY DAY'

MIX YOUR FAVORIILS

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
SUN.-THURS. 11:30-10:00

FRI.-SAT. 11:30-11:00

WHERE SECRET SANTA SHOPS
Dozens of 25c to $5 items

2560251 256-0252

For trees and windows
Ornaments

Great Assortment

Unusual Cards

Many Affordable

Earrings and Pendants

Sterling & 14 KT

Candles

Rainbow, Drip, & Taper

Blouses &• Skirts

POSTERS
Area's Largest Selection

Snakes & Frogs

Lots of Fun Toys

Handpainted

Eggs
Chinese

Tins &• Boxes

Vast Assortment

Tea Sets

Honey-Tea -Candy- Jelly

Great Gifts— Great Prices

Open Sundays 1-5 p.m.

Open weeknights 'til 9 p.m

HEI^CANTILE
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

By MICHEAL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

For all the mvriad hockey fans out there,

this Saturday should be circled on your
calendar. That's the day Johnny Bucyk,
formerly of the Boston Bruins, will par-

ticipate in a "skate-athon" at Amherst Col-

lege's Orr Rink, to help raise money for the
American Heart Association and the town
of Amherst's youth Hockey Program.
The event is sponsored by the Amherst

Hockey Association. Tom McAvoy, a
UMass Chemical Engineering professor and
the hockey group's vice president, said

Bucyk may be accompanied by some
Bruins players sidelined because of injuries.

Bucyk is chairman of the Massachusetts
Heart Association.

Most of the nrK)ney for the hockey pro-

gram is raised through registration fees and
donations. The "skate athon" represents a

switch from door-to-door solicitation of

past years, McAvoy said. McAvoy cited

lower fees and increased registration as

reasons the group needs additional funds.

The day starts with a breakfast in Valen-

tine Hall at Amherst College, sponsored by
the Kiwanis CUih from Rto 11 a.m.

After the breakfast, some 200 Amherst
youth, who have been soliciting pledges for
laps completed, are scheduled to skate ac-
cording to age in half hour segments.
McAvoy said that Bucyk will skate the last

five minutes with each group, and sign
autographs the rest of the time. Area mer-
chants have donated prizes for the most
pledges received, McAvoy said.

Hockey sticks and pucks autographed by
Rnjins players will also be raffled, he said.

McAvoy said the event will be highlighted
at noon with a 2 on-1 match between the
team of Amherst Town Manager Louis
Hayward and State Representative Jim
Collins (D-Amhersr), against Bucyk.

McAvoy said there is a charge at the door,
and tickets to the breakfast include admis-
sion to the Amherst vs. Holy Cross game at

3 p.m. or the Boston State vs. UMass
game at 8 p.m.

McAvoy said his involvement with tt>e

hockey group is "long story, " as his

children are involved in hockey here.
Another UMass Chemical Engineering pro-
fessor, Jim Kittrell, is president of the
association.

Christmas

Giftlrims

A beautiful package
makes a gift even

more special!

fAeeH^/if^

Creative excellence is an American tradition.

campus canter /univ. of mass, amherst

OPEN WED. NIGHT TIL 9! DEC. 6, 13, 20

Anticipation.

in many ways. Christmas is a Season of Anticipation.

And m Downtown Amherst, this feeling of pleasureable expectation is

heightened by the joining together of the Community in Music. Song and

neighborly Warmth.

Clustered beneath the brightly lit Merry Maple are choirs, bands and choral

groups from our schools, churches and institutions of higher learning.

Throughout December these volunteer musicians will serenade residents

and visitors alike with Carols and Songs of the Season.

And lining the streets of this picture postcard New England marketplace are

scores of fascinating shoppes, like presents waiting to be unwrapped. Inside

are hundreds of gift ideas from around the world.

Fine restaurants abound in Downtown Amherst, too, beckoning the visitor

to partake of food or Chnstma= Cheer.

But come and see for yourself. You will discover an atmosphere that is

friendly, a pace unhurried and the reason why we say . . .

TlKL^ne's N(i F^x:e iJke r3(A\T>i(Avn

/VTiherst, Massachusetts 'ff'

'-•.'.•.VV*.«AVVVVVK*VXVVO.
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Around campus
Committee recommends no hike
By ROB S TEIN
Collegitiii Stiiff

The Rents and Fees Committee Wednesday recommended the
Undergraduate Senate reject any rent hike for family housing, the
Student Committee's chair Craig Sherwood said yesterday.
The senate on Wednesday approved the recommendation of

the committee, he said

Sherwood said there are serious questions surrounding health
and safety regulations at several of the complexes."
Residential Resource Management had requested one of three

rent hike proposals $15. $12, or $39 be approved at a Rents
and Fees meeting so the University could meet operational costs
of the units

Tenant representatives from the 391 units at Linclon, University

and North Village Apartments opposed .^ny increase claiming it

could not be met by tenants who have not received a stip>end

increase in five years. A large percentage of the tenants are

graduate students employed by the Univ« rsity.

In other business, a $48 increase requ( >t in dormitory fees was
reiected by the committee. Sherwood said The committees'
refection was based on the expected
million in excess construction funds cu
said. The senate approved the committe
Health Services' request for a 12 perc

service fee was reduced to an eight p>er

by the committee, said Sherwood.
Sherwood said the eight percent in

enable Health Services to "stay com'
market for quality employees and conti

service It has in the past "

The Senate rejected the committees'
food services fees, said Sherwood. Fo<

a $30 increase

elease of f>art of $2.4

ntly held in reserve, he
s' rejection

it increase in the health

nt inflationary increase

•ase would adequatly
ive with the outside
'ivering the level of

r <posed $20 increase in

'Vices had requested

An $8 increase in athletics fees was rejected by the committee.

Committee members questioned the athletics compliance with

Title IX, a federal law requiring equal funding for men's and

women's athletics, he said

This recommendation was approved by the Senate, said

Sherwood
The Undergraduate Student Senate will make its recomen

dations to the UMass Board of Trustees who will vote on them in

the spring.

Senate funds women's magazine
By FRAN BASCHE
Coilegian Staff

The Student Senate Wednesday night allocated $662 to the
Women's Media Pro|ect to produce a women's magazine ex-

pected to corrw out some time in February.

Central Area Women's Center coordinator Janice Eggleston
told the senate the money would cover the costs of printing and
mailing one issue of the 8 p>age tabloid.

The senate also rejected a request by WMU A, the campus radio

station, for $3000 to increase their payroll Undergraduate Stu

dent Senate Speaker Brian DeLima said the station was allocated

$6350 this year, a $3000 decrease from last year. He said the sta

tion was operating as if it's budget had not been cut and
therefore the station requested the additional money to maintain
it's salaried staff

Last week the station was given $2800 to cover tf^e costs of

reporting on away basketball games. He said the senate gave the
station $8834 three weeks ago to cover maintenance and basic
operation costs for the rest of the year.

The senate also allocated $360 to the Collegian to cover travel

expenses to Reno. Nevada where the UMass football team plays

the University of Nevada in the Division 1 AA semi finals.

^ Rampersad
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

went out for coffee, returning a short time

later. During that period, testimony placed

Rampersad alone with Pitzer.

Between 8 and 8:30 a.m.,
Konstanlopulos and Newton returned to

the Captain's Table to get Newton's car

and then Konstanlopulos went honr^e.

Meanwhile at the motel, testimony had

Pitzer requesting additional towels at ap

proximately 10:30 a.m. At 12 p.m., Pitzer

phoned a friend who is a registered nurse

and asked him to come to the motel. Ac-

cording to testimony, the friend arrived bet-

ween 12 and 1 p.m., met Pitzer outside tf>e

room, got the key and entered the room to

examine Rampersad, who, according to the

testimony was still alive. Pitzer then joined

the nurse in the room and his friend sug

gested he call an ambulance Tf>e friend

later testified that he was not sure if Pitzer

ever called the ambulance.
Testimony revealed the ambulance was

called at approxirr^tely 1 p.m., arrived at

1 10. and at 1:15 the ambulance attendant

entered the room and noticed a rigidity in

the hand of the victim. The medical ex-

aminer arrived at approximately 1 :30,

followed by state police officers. The
undertaker arrived at 2:30 p.m. and the

autopsy was performed by Dr. Ambrose
Keeley at9:30p m.
The Rampersad family did not view the

body until the next day allegedly observing

marks and bruises around Seta's mouth.

CAMPUS VEL CENTER

SAVE 30%-50%
Book now for spring break

PAY LATER
No paynnent until 30 days

before departure

CAMPUS TRAVIL CENTIII
CAMPUS CENTER

54S-0500

GOOD PARTY
SWA PRESENTS

THE JEWELS
Hampden D.C. Southwest

9-1 admission $1.00

Good music, food, drinks, time

NIGHT-PARTY HEARTY

Eleven

extraordinary

men have earned

the world's most
prestigious

award.

An exclusive broadcast

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 12, ON MOST
PUBLIC TELEVISION STATIONS

Made possible by a grant from Rockwell Intematfonal

(Check your local listings)

DotoClip

A rich-looking,

super-compact LCD calculator.

High fashion from

Texas Instruments.

A ftch-looKtng full lunction memory cal-

culator so handy that it tits in your pocket
with youf pen and pencil set Texas Instru

ments DataClip is so handsome your
friends and family will want it as part of their

daily accessories on looks alone Comes
complete with attractive full prain cowhide
Larryi,Tgcase

Only

$29.95
sug. price 34.95

So beautiful you might just Mant to treat * '^ ^
I , »

-

'"""''"at tf.e cafcufator store ^^ ^&(M^^ 'S^^X^
^1'

campus center /univ of mass 'amherst

LIQUOR STORE

OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

MILLER 12 oz. cans or N.R.'s $6.90 case

LITE 12 oz. cans or N.R.'s $6.90 case

FALSTAFF 12 oz. cans $5.25 case

-IMPORTED BEERS-

HEINEKEN

ST. PAULIGIRLcansor
bottles

RUDDLES ALE

$3.49 six

$13.75 case

$3.49 six

$13.75 case

$1.354-pack

$7.50 case

SWAL LAGER $2.99 six

$5.98 12-pack

ALSO FRESH HOT POPCORN
MANY IN STORE SALES ON WINES

338 COLLEGE ST.

RT. 9, AMHERST
253-5384
256-8433

Not r8»pon»ible foe typoqraphical errors

LETTERS:
White for

surrender

To the Editor:

Wf}t/e attending tfie protest against tui

tion increases at Memorial Half on
Wednesday. I noticed that there were

severaf folks sporting white arm bands. I

assume that they chose the colour for

some specific reason, however, to the

Ciisual observer, white connotes sur-

render. 1/ should hope that was not tf}e

symbolism they sought to achieve '\ In the

war against public education, we
defenders of the institution should adopt

a standard colour that is less apt to be
misinterpreted and more historically ger

mrune to the struggle Sorry, RGB and
company, it is not red It is yellow.

Yellow for quarantine^ No During the
protracted strike of public school
teacfters in Franklin. Mass. in 1977.

scores of teachers were interned for their

civil disobedience at a state prison camp
Townspeople of Franklin sympathuing
with and supporting the strike tied yellow
ritibons onto trees in the front lawns of
llie incarcerated educators, in order to il

lustrale tf>eir desire for the strikers' swift

release Poetic, no^

Because of this incident, I feel there is

no more appropriate colour to represent

the sentiments of the people in this Com
monwealth who are committed to

preserve and encourage Massachusetts

public higher education Therefore, all

the groups here at UMass Amherst and
.ill the organizations at tfw various other

c.iinpuses fighting tuition increases and
siinil.ir atrocities should adopt yellow as

tlie colour of L a Resistance Ye/low flags.

posters, .trmhands. clothing and lyanners

ought in he displayed across this campus
to show everyone tf^at we are not
prepared to allow the lovelies on Beacon
Hill to legislate our education down the

Charles. We are pissed off so show it!

Jeffrey L. Teixcira

Anti-semitic

letter misguided

To the Editor:

/ hesitate to respond to the misguided

letter appearing in the Black Affairs issue

of 12 6. simply because such interethnic

squabbles serve only to delight the domi-

nant maiority I feel obliged, however, to

reply to certain accusations Mr. Craton

If'vels at my letter \1t>22\ charging Num-
mo News with anti Semitism.

Mr. Craton, I speak only for myself, lam
unacquainted with any "Zionist sup

porters" Not only am I not bound by

sixth century Jewish thought. I do not

recall belly aching over Nazi atrocities

suffered by millions of Jewish people.

Nor have I belly ached over the Egyptian

enslavement, the Babylonian captivaity.

the Masada massacre, the Spanish In

quisilion, or the European ghettoes I

agree with you a recitation of past m
justices exhausts one's sensibilities.

Nevertheless. you echo an un

documented litany of barbarism suffered

hy Blacks, then you proceed to lay all

blame on the hands of Jews I submit

that the Jewish people have never been

in a position to influence world politics to

the extent you imply: "You cry anti

Semitism because you don't have the

guts and moral conviction to raze this

VICIOUS system that your ancestors built

with our blood"

Furthermore. Mr Craton, to say Jews
control the mass media is as malicious

and infantile a slur as any of the unmen-

tionable slurs unthinking bigots

siigni.iti/e Blacks with. Your letter,

f.iscinates me because it perpetuates an

iiftwrance that is the very seeds of

racism You claim the Jew is the root of

.ill evil in the world, but this paranoiac

rhetoric has been applied to a host of

minorities \including Blacksl in order to

abstain from offonng genuine solutions to

social problems So. /ask you, what's the

point of your letter^ Is it to demonstrate

you haven I learned from the mistakes of

f^ease reread your history books, and
you 'II see that, long the victims of oppres-

sion. Jews consistently participate,

without ulterior motives, in the progress

of civil liberties Lastly, let me remind you
that hatred, truth- twisting, and adoles-

cent name calling are fatal to enlighten

ment.
Steven Feldman

Avoid ''infantile

stereotyping
, /^

To the Editor:
Re letter from
day's Collegian.

Tony Craton in yester-

Excuse me. Mr. Craton. but if you wish
to make a somewhat vafid statement, in

response to the accusations tftat refer to

Nummo News as anti Semitic, you
might have done weH to avoid lowering
yourself to what you call "infantile

stereotyping

All Jews don't beMyache. all Jews
don't talk continually of their homeless
wanderings, all Jews don't collectivefy

ignore their compatriots, and Mr Craton.

your term "your vile merchants" only

shows ignorance and hypocrisy in tfiat

you settle for what you deplore infantile

stereotyping. Your choice of wording
sfiows a lack of personal, professional,

/ournalistic and ethical consideration

Your point would not have been so poor
if you ftad expressed yourself in a more
dignified argument the same dignity you
claim others deny you the right to

Marcia Brooks

Who will guard

the guardians?

To the Editor:

Heg.irtluig Tom Rienzo and 15 others,

who .ire you, Mr Rienzo^ What right do
you have to condone or not condone a

film as you see fit^ You imply that you feel

responsifyfe "to maintain as much as
possible a healthy sense of dignity and
respect for all of the residents. " yet you
I. ike It upon yoursetf to attempt to deny
them the right to decide for themselves.

Wfw will guard the guardians. Mr.

Rienzo' If you are disconcerted tyecause
".» snuill group of students can still show
on University premises the movie Deep
Throat then I would be even more
disconcerted if your actions were to deny
this film, or any other film, from being

shown

In your ill conceived attempt at instilling

.sexual integrity upon the students of this

cim/His. you demonstrate the simplest

conception of communication theory

possible I suggest that you seek out any

Ireshperson taking a 121 Mass Comm.
course and ask them to discuss the validy

ol the "bullet theory " model of com
munication.

We are not passive receptors of stimufi.

Mr Rienzo We actively perceive,

structure and critique our environment

and the iryessages within it.

Anyone with an awareness and concern

for women will be offended, if not

outraged, by the film Anyone without

these concerns will not gain them for not

viewing the film.

Jonathan C. Cue
Southwest

Letters policy

The Massachusetts DaNy Coltegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They

must be sigrjed and inchjde tfte autftor's

address and phone number. Organiza-

tions may submit letters, but tftey must
include a name and phone numfyer for

reference purposes
Letters must be typed, double spaced,

at sixty spaces per line, and no more than

two pages long They should be sent to

the Executive Editor care of the Col-

legian, or may be dropped off at the Col-

legian office

All letters may be sub/ect to editing for

either space or content according to the

lodgement of the editor Due to space

limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be pnnted

CHRI5TMA5 SHOPPING WITH THL N.R.A.

THIS >5 A LOVABU, (D HE" is A TDy @ HE \5 5C3rT
CUEPuy TEPDY ^^^. I^ECOMENDED BY THE

NATIONAL -RIFLE. ASSOC

-

lATlOM.

TtDDY PE^Is WlU. TEkA
VOi^ CHILD GOOl>,Ct^»/
AMERiCAN VALUES

A OIILD COULi)
5WOLLOW.

Editorial
Give a toy

Rennember the Christmas when you were six years old and finally got the

Willie Mays baseball glove or Suzy Homemaker play kitchen that you had your

heart set on? Santa (or Mom and Dad) seemed to know exactly what you

wanted.

Well, for a lot of little kids in hospitals and orphanages there will be no San

ta, no baseball glove or play kitchen no matter what anyone says.

Not, however, if the Toys for Tots program can help it.

Toys for Tots, the brainchild of UMass senior Marty Kaplan, will try to bring

a bit of joy into the lives of these youngsters. The program will collect usable

toys and redistribute them to children who happen to be less fortunate than

you or I might have been.

It may seem a bit corny, or goody-two shoesish to give a toy to a needy

child in this age of rampant cynicism. After all, Christmas has become merely

a vehicle to hawk merchandise. Santa really moved to the North Pole for tax

purposes. So why bother?

For the simple reason that a toy, something the price of a couple of beers at

the Wall, will make a little child's Christmas mean something. It will let the lit

tie boy or girl know that there is still a bit of love to be found in this world. It

says, "Hey somebody cares about you."

Besides, there is something in it for you, too. Toys for Tots will be collecting

the toys at a disco to be held in the Hatch tonight at 8p.m. Just bring a usable

toy, unwrapped, and you can disco the night away. Or bring $2, but toys are

preferred. Also, $600 worth if trips, booze, records and other swell stuff will be

awarded as door prizes.

It isn't very often that you get a chance like this to help someone. Why not

join Marty Kaplan, the retired Marine who "loves little kids" in bringing the

true spirit of Christmas to these children.

And God bless us everyone.

All unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the Collegian Board of

Diretors
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Pot theft resembles
French Connection

A/5W YORK \AP\ The theft of 1.300 pounds of marijuana

worth $400,000 on the street and being held as trial evidence
in a heavily guarded, government leased warehouse may have
been an inside )ob, authorities said yesterday
"We've narrowed down quite substantially the field of

suspects," said Michael Costello, deputy chief of intelligence

for the Federal Drug Enforcement Administration.

The theft recalled the famous 1972 "French Connection'
case in which 81 pounds of heroin worth $73 million was
stolen from the New York City Police Department's property

clerk's office

The Brooklyn building, leased by several federal agencies,

had controlled access and the Drug Enforcement Administra

tion said people entering the facility had to sign in whenever
they entered.

Once inside, "a bonded employee would take you around
until you've finished your business, " Costello explained

Even the agents who went to the warehouse to investigate

the theft had dificulty gaming access because their names
were not on a limited list of those authorized to go inside, he
said

He identified the building as the Eagle Warehouse at 28
Cadman Pla/a West, near Brooklyn's civic center

The break in was discovered by a warehouse worker on
Tuesday

Distinguithad Visitors
Program — final meeting
for this semester! Monday,
Dec. 11 at6:30p.m CC rm.

901. All members are re

quested to attend so tfiat a

final vote rnay be taken^

Fraa Rim Serias - secorxj

film in a series on Justice in

America on Sunday. Dec.

10 at First Congregational

Chorch, Mam St,
Amherst Titled "Some Are

More Equal Than Others,"

40-min doc. film by CBS
News, winner of the

American Bar Assoc
award. Tea served from

4:30-5:00 ana film begins at

5:00 till 6:30. Open to all

and free.

Notic* — the Amherst
Stamp Club will meet Mon-
day, Dec 11 at the Farley

Lodge on the UMass Cam-
pus for the annual holiday

party. Tf>ere will be door

prizes, grab bag, and
refreshments. In addition,

members will display
philatelic items related to

the season Guests
welcome . Doors open at 7.

Shabbat S«r-
vicas — tonight in CC
811 815 at 7.

Notica— con>e to a special

dinner at the Kosher Kit

cf>en, Hampden DC SW
Friday, Dec. 8 56 p.m If

not on Kosher meal plan

supplimentary tickets
available at Hillel, 302 SU or

Worcester Food Services.

Notice-WMUA (91 1 FM)
will begin complete live

coverage of the UMass
Minutemen at the 1-AA
Division Play offs in Reno,

Nevada at 1:40 p.m. on
Saturday afternoon, Dec 9
Anchoring the broadcast

wtll be WMUA's Charles

Holmes and Andrew Harris.

Notica — the University

Ensemble Theatre will hold

open auditions for its spring

production of Richard
Brinslex Sheridan's The
Critic and Moliere's the Im-

promtu at Versailles (Ver

sighs), Dec 13 and 14.

Times of auditions a'e 2-5

and 7 10 arxl they are being

held in rm. 201 Er 204 in the

UMass Fine Arts Center

For further info, call the

Theatre Dept. at 545-3511.

Notice — Chinese Christian

Fellowship take a break

from the studies and join us

in our special meeting

tonite. Message will be

given by Brother Daniel Luk

from New York. Meeting

will start at 7:30 p.m. in

First Baptist Church (across

from Newman Center) on
N. Pleasant St. See you
there! For more info, call

Sylvia 256 8257.

Notica— Benvenuto a Tutti

- the 5 College Italian Club

is having a Christmas (jarty

Saturday, Dec 9 at 8:00

p m. in the basement of

David Dorm on the Amherst
College Campus admission

IS free and refreshments will

be served. Ci vediamo!

Film — "Some Are More
Equal Than Otf>ers" - a
40-min. documentary film

by CBS News, winner fo

the Amencan Bar Assoca
tion awar«i. Discussion

COPYIHO
SALE

Copies on bond — 5c

6th copy and up— 4c

Low cost, high quality copies

when you need them most —
just in time for thesis and paper

deadlines.

•Offer good during December
with this ad only*

leader: George S. Odiorne
In lounge First Congrega-
tional Church Main St.,

Amherst. Sunday evenings

5:00-6:30 p.m. No charge,

open to public.

Notice -Country, Blues
and Bluesgrass, aired week-

Jy Sunday afternoons 2 6
p.m. onWMUA(91 1 FM in

Amherst). Is featuring live

this Sunday, Dec 10 tf>e

legendary cadillac Bennie
Sloane and No Time Flat, a

string band from southern
N.H. The live feature runs

from 2-3 p.m. Stay with us
for an informative presenta-

tion. All interested in

becoming involved with the

program call 545-2876.

Notica-the Sporting
Goods Co-op is located

next to the Post Office in

the Student Union arnJ is

open Mon-Fri from 10-3.

Next week is our end of

semester sale

ShQfUXXise
Cinemas

R0UTE5.RIVER0ALERO
VESTSPRIifiFIELO

TEU733-5l3i

S3.00"'3 30
mATtMmM9 EVERYDAY

LATE SHOWS- Ftl.& SAT.

IE HONOR MASTER CHAR6I

2:00-7:15-9:25

THEBOVS
FROM BRAZIL
H rt>*y survive w*M wr>

UPIN
SMOKE
2:00 7:30-9:25

2:007:209:35

^i^Ma R

2:00-7:35-9:25

fpn" ^^

2:007:009:30

MESSAGE pn

FROM

2:007:159:30

II
WALTDISNEYS ,

aiUasia
2:00 7:10-9:30

HORDES
OF

CORDS.^

Tons of ttwn. Gap oordi.

Levi's^ cords. Cotds i lots of

colors and in e\«ry ttyto and aoe.

Studant cords. AduK cords.

Hordaa of cords. Thafs tha Gap.
And, baaic Lavf* and Gap cords

are just $11.90

the,

Friday, December 8, 1978
iCoJJi^^i^n n

Mt. Farms Mall.
Hadley, Mass.

1S7 n. pleasant St., amhcrst

Mountaineering, as all but the chronically misinformed know, Is the skill, the
science and the art of drinking Busch Beer It begins by heading for the mountains
( i.e., a quickjaunt to your favorite package emporium or
wateringhole ) and ends by downing the mountains ( i.e..

slow slaking swallows of the brew that is Busch ).

^ However, between those two points lies a vast area
of personal peccadilloes sometimes called technique
and sometimes called methodology ( depending on
your major ). Hence, this ad. SI Sipping vs. chugging.
Both have their merits, of course But generally speak-
ing, except for cases of extreme thirst or a leaking
glass, sipping is the more prudent practice for serious.

sustained mountaineering. SI Next the proper posi-

tion. Some
swear by sit-

ting; others by
standing. Suffice it to say that the most successful
mountaineers are flexible, so you'll find
both sitters and standers.

( Except on New Year's Eve,
when it's almost impossible
to find a sitter ) SI Which
brings us to additives. Occa-
sionally a neophyte will

sprinkle salt in his Busch;
others mix in tomato juice;

and a few on the radical

fringe will even add egg.

While these manipulations
can't be prohibited ( this is, after all, a free country ), they are

frowned upon. Please be advised that purity is a virtue, and the

natural refreshment of Busch is best uncompromised.
SI Finally, there's the issue of containers. Good taste dictates a

glass be used But bad plarjiJig sometimes prevents that. Ifyou
find yourself forced to drin)'. from the can, you should minimize
this breach of etiquette. Be ibrmal. Simply let your little finger

stick out stiffly ( see Fig. 4 ). Happy Mountaineering!

Don't Just reax3h for a beer.BUSCHHead for the moimtams.
.KK\KTJtja mm^^s^
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CAMPUS TEN PIN BOWLING |
(Located in basement of

Boyden building)

Mon.-Sat. 4 p.m. -10:30 p.m
60c per string.

Shoes free with UM ID

Phone 5-2239

3.

QUICK COPY
AND TYPING,

Inc.
Amherst Area's One-Stop
Copy and Typing Center

•Quality, low-cost copying

•Fast, professional typing

•Complete dissertation,

manuscript and resume service

• Binding services available

In the Carriage Shops
5490557

SPORTS PfMME!
Dial New York direct for

national scores and features!

Mm Mil.

Mon.Fri. 8a.m.-ip.m 44« 30«

Sun. Fri Sp m U p m. 28< 20«

Sun Fn 11 p m 8a in. 17c 12<

All Day Sat I7« 12«

Sun Ba m Sp m 17c 12c

included /^^ X^^

SK)RTSPHONE ISO Mrvic* mark olPhoM Piogianic. Inc

1212'999*1313
@ New EnglandTtlephone

To place a classified ad. drop by the Coi

legian oHtce (CC 113) t>etween 8 45 a m and
3:45 p m Monday through Friday, or use our

handy clip and rnail form fourtd >n most
issues ot the Collegian prior to 1955

Classified deadUr>« is 3 45 p m two ddys m
advance of publication (i<4t»> H Collegian

Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45r
per line; five consecutive issues. 40c per line

per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per lirw

per day One line is roughly equivalent to 38
characters One ounce is roughly equivalent

to 28 grams Is anybody really reading this?

AUDIO FOR SALE

Sony PSI800A trdi>iu-«iptioM turntable,

walnut bdst? dust rover, illuminated

strobe. magr>etodHXie auto return, servo

DC motor 50 60 cvcl« 120 240 v Mint

condition must be heard 549 1698 $125

Harman/Kardon 330C reciever. Jenson
bookshett speakers. Micrcoid turntable,

reciever b speakers urKler warranty, four

mofiths old Can Frank 253 7637

Sansui AUMt stereo amplifier SOW/ch
rms Top of line unit, extraordinary swit

ching ft connection faaiities mc tape- tape

replay Mint condition $175. profeuiorvl

black finish 549 1688

AUTO FOR SALE

IfTO CutlMS RaNy-newr veWow paint

w/Wk int., radials. FM 8trV. new brakes

b radi, rare b exc. cruwng $1950 or BO,

auto.,

shape
'74 Maverick - bright red 6 cyl

,

p/ steer Only 44.000 mi Great

throughout »2000 call 546^4560

75 Datsun B210. 4 spd . radials. srtows.

50 000 miles, Mt Hoiyoke faculty, asking

$2200. (617) 347 7489.

75 Bradley Gt 14 000 mites FM stereo

Radials Excellent condition Call 546 7575,

after 11 pm and on, a.m. during

weekends
.

^972Wi Sua -Porsche type engine, four

speed manual 9000 mi on complete eng

rebuild. BO, will consider trade, call Brian

545-0479

1974 Ouster,
546 4599

excellent condition. $1700.

69 Volvo 142, good condition, AM/FM.
snow .ires, new clutch, 5490156, even-

ings.

66 Volvo 122S SW, body great, best offer.

5849203

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Limited no. of tickets available for the

Bermuda Strollers Christmas Party to be

held Dec 16 at the Roseland Ballroom.

Taunton,. Mass Rt 138, at 8 p m. Tickets

are $5 They're great" So don't miss this

opportunity if you're m the area. If in

terested call 256-6941 after 6 p.m. Keep try

ir>g. It's worth iti

Will exchange 1 std 1 nonstd tickets

eve. for Wiz against same for matinee.

Must be in 2 or 3 section. Call 666-7518.

5-ft. cu. ref. $80 good cor>d Hotplate $5
Call 6 8230 keep trying'

Creative 23V spaakara: ax. cotkI:

546^6402.

Head ski b Marker binds & figurr skate

rrwn's S210 b women s 35PD bikj all exc

cofvl Call David 564 2146 best offer.

Hanglider bl & wh flown 25 flights, bex

ter than new, $650 or best offer 549 6791

Electric typewriter, S C M. Poweriter

batter>^ A C $6F. 253 9886_
Yamaha folk Cr classical guitar, $40, $80
Asanuma 200nf>m lens. $50. can 253 3779.

Leather jacket- new - $50- 546
S^^J^inda

Woman's 79 modal Caber boots, size 7 V^

.

never been worn, perf cor>d.. retail, $215,

selling for $156 .
pnce neg ^call 546^9W

For sala, 2 Continental contact, 166SR15
rad snows, 2000 mi , $40. exc. deal,

263 3971

Ultimate compor>ent stereo: Lafayette

LA 125TA Integrated Amplifier, Realistic

TM 101 AM FM tuner. GE TA 700
Casaette Tape Deck. BSR automatic turn

table with Shure Shit>ata M71, 2 fannous

KLH SIX speaker systems' Must sell fast

$375 Superb 19" portable TV. VHF/UHF,
rollaway star>d, antenna. $56. Hor>da C 90,

1969 very low mileage Needs detail work.

$ 125 584 1629, nights after 7

Yamaha FQ290 12 string $130. 6^79
6-string guitar: Ovation Balladere only 4

months old, with case $325 00. call

268^3ni

Humanic Dynafit ski boots. Size 12.

Good condition $35 00. 546 4552

HORSES BOARDED

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing"

for bookings anywhere, call John,
546^4646.

FOR RENT • ~
Room 4 intaraaaaion fur. 253-9894 l^ura.

1 bedroom apt. all utilities inc. with stove,

frig., dishwasher, on bus route, avail.

January Call 665 3823.

To rant Ig. furn. bedrm. study, priv bath,

Amh. ctr. near bus, $35 wk. priv. home.
Favor tenant Dec. -Sept. plus 253-2488.

Available imi.ediately 1 bedroom apt. in

Brandywine Apts. Sublease, call 549 5162

Sunny room for rent in N. Amherst house,
1 '/j mi. frC'. campus. For Jan on.

5495993.

Furn. room, Lincoln Ave. 2 blocks from

campus shared kitchen $155 mo incl.

u tilities Jan. -Aug. Scot t Realty, 549 5315

Apartment sublet. Two bedroom
Townhouse -Squire' Village. UMass bus

route, $240 plus utilities Call 665 3495.

after 5.

Puma Zephyrs size 9]^ brand new, best

offer, can 6664849.

Wet suit, X large, white stage, used five

times, exc. cortdition, $70 , B rian, 546-5089.

1200 new rock and jazz LPs,
Underground Books, 264 N Pleasant, see

Mike.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Deiap, 256 8732. bet 9-10 a.m.

FOUND

Found UM kaya naar ftball fiald. W/nail

clip and adj. wrench 546 1080
.

Found -calculator Mon. December 4 liet

ween 6 and 7 p.m. Franklin DC call

546-7060.

HELP WANTED

4 large box stalls %mile from campus b
Tibon Farm. $100 per mo. Call 253 7168.

LOST

Sapphire ring lost 12/4 in Boyden. sen-

timental value Call 546 9640

Lost between Fearing b Morrill gold

pendant cross b bird, 549-3626 reward.

Silver Eagle pin on Dec. 1, extreme sen
timental value* Large reward. p>lease call

58&4058

6 mos. old Ger. Shthair. male, brown b
grey, toat in N. Amherst, caw 549^1144.

Loat-gold ct^in at Pub. 11/9/78, serv

timental value, please call 546 8654,

reward^

Prescription glasaas, plastic rtm, light

pinkish gray, please call Karen, 5466993

PERSONALS
~

Don't forget 6th annual po\tary sale Mun
son Annex, UMass, Friday Doc 8. 10-8.

Dear Sue Happy Anniversary, this past

year has been the best! Love, Bobby.

K.L.-You better not pout, you better

not cry Why? Brown eyes ate watch-
ing. S.S.

Come to a special dinr>er at the Kosher

Kitchen, Hampden DC, SW, Fn. 12/8

5-6:M.

Gary and Shawn — Happy Chanukuh Er

Merry Christmas to both of you' From your

friends in Puffton.

Anyone in Riverglade around 3 a.m. on
12/2 and knows anything about who hit my
yellow Cougar, please call Todd at

253-5060. Any info might help. My in-

suratKe won't cover it. I'm out $2000.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers 20%
off all reg. priced merch to all college

students arxi staff. Remember your ID'

What the hell is a puddlejumper? Why is

puddlejumpifig so contagious. And...what

about Naomi' For answers to these and

other questions, come (o ihe Campus
Center on Thursday arid Friday.

Party in Daytona Beach for spring brk.,

sign up bfr. Xmas and save, all inclusive,

call Joe, 253 2259.

Students looking for a part-time job with

flexible hours, excellent income, and an op
portunity to gain meaningful business ex

perience? Northwestern Mutual Life intern-

ship training session starting in Dec, con-

tact Dana Barrows, 1-525-4591.

Share apt.
549-1822.

bus rt., kp. tryirig- Janet.

SERVICES

apt. UMass area Jan. 1

2 rooms a«.citable house - Montague,
>106^«rv>

,
all uPUtie* mclufled, wood heat .

Avail tmmed 367 2424, oves

Will provide the home, the salary, the

supportive staff, the training and the kids.

You provide the supervision, the care and

the expertise of dealing with teens- young

boys and older girls who need a home at

mosphere Couples preferred. One part of

couple can work outside the home or be in

gradyate program. Salary is $9,000 plus liv-

ing expenses For more information call the

Center for Human Development, 52 Maple

Court, Spnngfield 733-6624

TA wanted to coordinate academic pro-

grams Mackimmie Humanity House, duties

include teaching, planning and cooking

Salary $3600 per yr Applications (Resume

and a letter of ref ) must be recieved by 15

Dec. H.R Mackimmie Humanity House,

SW, UMass Amherst.

Community service rep., grass root

public contact work as a liaison between

Red Cross blood services and UMass
students and employees Experience

desire* tn community organization/educa-

tion field or public relations. Part time posi-

tion approx 20 hrs. per wk. Send resume

to Ted Srfulnier, Northeast Regional Red

Cross-Sarvices.. 61.Spcioa*ifiid. 3ti^ JSa'infl.

t'eld VIA 0)107, eq. opp emp.

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Long Island. Wednesday,

12/20 after 6:00 p.m. or anytime Thurs.,

12/21. Will share driving and $expenses$.

Call Rich at 546-8734.

RIDERS WANTED

Driving to Florida after exams Need 2 or

3 people to ride along and share expenses.

Call 253 5889. ask for Clyde.

ROOM WANTED

Working woman needs apt./rm. in Roll-

ing Green or Amh. Ctr., Dec. 21 -Feb. 1.

665 7947.

M. exchange student seeks accommoda-
tion for 1 sem. spring '79. 546-5303.

2 or 1 bdrm. apt. wanted for Spring sem.,

must be on bus route. Call 546-9817.

ROOMMATE WANTED LEGAL SERVICES

1 room in great 3 bdrm. apt. in Amherst

avail, now. Fireplace, bus route. $134 +

util. Call Rob 323 4363 btwn. 6 -,9 p.m.

Attorney Jaaon R. Rosenthal, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

UMass community, appt. only, 253-7617.

mFemale grad to share 2 bdrm. apt

Sooth Amfwst, caM eves 253^2742.

1 F nonsmoker for own rm. in 4 bdrm.
apt., $110 mo , aN ults , on bus rt., starting

Jan 1. call 253 3779.

Fontale wanted, quiet Gr rH)nsmoking to
share Brit Manor apt . avail. Jan./Feb..
fully furn . call 253 7686

Non-smoker to share two-bedroom
townhouse apartment in Southwood.
South Amherst, rent $127.50 «- utilities,

253-3886, evenir>gs and weekends in Jan.
1

Moving? Houshold moving, reasonable
rates^ call Jeff 549 5993 or 666-2462

Pro typirtg 7Bc pg . Lirvja, 666-4789 cash.

Fast, efficient typing, 80c page w/ mir>or

grammatical editing if desired, 549-1731.

Cut heating bills — Caulkir^ Er weather-
strip )obs for JarHiary, call 527-5638.

Typing. IBM Selectric. quick service, low
rates, call Larry or Patti. 586 4290

TO SUBLET

2 badroom townhouaa on bus
route. $240 utilities, call 666^3617.

Dec. 4— Jan. 30 SAmh cin furn quiet

Ibdrm gd for cple $190 inc util 253-

7

959.

J<in. sublet, 1 bedroom apt . bus route,

walking distance to campus, price neg. Call

256 8245, keep trying.

1 bedroom of 2 Ijedroom apt , in Brittany

Manor, to sublet during intersession, price

negotiable, call Liaa. 253-5482.

WANTED

ST Comps, K2710, Olln VI, I need a pair

W/O bind. 190-200 cm must be in good to

excl. cortdition price neg. Mike 546-1 060.

Small sorority seeks boarders for spring

semester. 21 meals, pleasant atmosphere,

other berwfits. Call 256-6887.

One used refrigerator for dorm use If in-

terested contact John, No. 546-6089.

WANTED TO RENT

24 year old M stu. w/car seeks rm. or sm.

apt. for spg. sem. Er possible long term

basis. Quiet b pnvacy essential. Write Mike
McManus, 67 Dearisorn St. Salem, MA.

2 bdrm.
546 9362

2—3 bdrm. apt. in Amherst on bus route.

Need Jan_1 . Call Chris 6-4856/253 8257.

Desperately looking for two bedroom
apt. If you can help call 6-8930/6-5351.

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

.

car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

CALICO CRAFTS
~

From pHlows to pottery to pipes. We have

the greatest gifts around. We also feature

ceramics, silver jewelry, plants and sup-

plies, toys, stained and etched glass,

lamps, aruJ lots of Calico stuff. Come visit

us at 5 North Main St., Rt. 202, Belcher-

town.

HYPNOSIS
~

Hypnosis Reading Inst, offering single

sessions for finals Dec. 7-21, improve

grades, concentration, recall, relaxation.

The best alternative yet. For reservations Er

times, call K.R Morse, 532-5703.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Fiovi/er part

6 Mrs Truman
10 Ari/ona cily

14 Ridge
15 Moviemaker
— Tors

16 Danish
measure

17 Trie — grilly

18 Metric area
unit

20 Colo
71 Man
?? Wire meas

ure

23 Among Pre-

fix

75 Building

27 S^ecotTMnen-

dalion

30 Te«as coll

31 Eastern
riame

32 S Amer In

dians

34 Fragments
38 Digits

40 JeMish
month

42 Body lOinl

43 Conlound
45 Motor part

t7 — Liiiie

Can born
actress

48 SEATO e g
50 Coi* for one
52 Experts

56 Drive back
57 Cunning
58 Artist s need
60 Insect

63 Tennyson or

Stevenson ?

words
65 Five Prefix

66 Teutonic
fate

67 Irish river

68 NecKtie

69 Speechless
70 Places
71 Seethes
DOWN

1 Rational

7 Mr Amble'
3 Scared to

death
4 Adiust
5 Rumanian
com

6 Competitive
cyclist 2

Mords
7 Sinful

8 De la — Fr

explorer
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

9 Hairnets

10 Pad
11 Resin
12 Silk Prefix

13 Anoint

19 Skmny-dips
21 Maidenhairs
24 Part of TNT
76 Panic

27 Fi|i chestnut
26 Alleged

force

29 Work
33 Soaks
35 Wrong ratio

36 Hammer
part

37 Chair

39 — machine
41 Volumes
44 Standing

46 Kind of tide

49 Concords
51 Most recent

52 — cum
laude

53 Dart

54 Firm Prefix

55 Stertor

59 Airhole

61 Pack
62 Taps gently

64 Also

65 Dance step

': i!
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Nothing Special by Joe Casey

~?TrLLA WIl.DKR

YOUR BIRTHDAY
rmoAv. Ofc i

Bom today you »rr a

budcrt duiMird prrsnn oho
tat* It diffM-un tn Npmd
hmrt) »ithou( thr itamfi

•r nrrraMly markinN thr

punhakf rsxrnlial
Frirndx aitd Uivpd nor*

may .•! lun<-» mrcttar you.

and rtKhllully mi. of brin« a

»rt blanket." and nf nr*

brin«( .«blr «o rnlrr inln (un

llowfvrr. when >ou <rr noC

wfirrird by thr cinooniK s

nf yiHir rvcryday <uluatii>n

V nu havr a« mwlt fun ' aN

anytiody
Vou < om rntralc hravil)

nn yi>ur lan-rr. Jirn linn

all yiHir cnrrttir^ toward
thr whirvinM Koal% tlial

will bnnt you t>o«h tmttr-

nal profit and MM"*''*'
saliifartion You rnjoy

vour asNori.itinn<i with

nthrr pmplr. l>ut Ihc) srl-

dom romr (iril in ><iur

IhnuKhLt
AIM born on Ihra dalo

*>• Jamvi ThurbOf car

loom*!, wrilor €lt Whtlooy

mvoniof al tho coilon ^m
Ti> NTC what IS in storr

(or you totnorrow. find

your lurlhitay and rra<l Ihr

< orrrsKindinti paragraph
1 4^ your tNrthda> <ar br

kour dailv KUidr

SATURDAY DEC «

SAGITTARIUS4NO* »
Doc tl) - Any chanK<- tn

routuir may rawr y<iu I"

lir r««fwnvrly nrr\ou> 1 1«

uxuai i-haVTA thr ilhiimI

»a»
CA^MtcoNNfOac rr-

iatt tn ~ Make ''un- to

(.tmtati lin-rd itnrs al :i
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in nrw ml«rpri*r»
PiSCESifab ItMafCh
m - If you ripn-t ntorr

rrfnunrralKwi than usual

(or thr «an»r work you vr

brrn dotntt all a\nn$t. yoai

Will lir di^appotntrd
ARIESlMarch 71-A«ril t«|

~ You ri\li t> -nn muMndrr-
rtnod l<ida\ unlrvs ynu mrr

willmiito Irllair rrtiard

inn rr< rnt a< tivilir\

TAUMUSlApril fM»i Ml
- Avid spri t.ilor> nui\ not

4p(ir<-< lali' Ibr Iroubli' mmi

havf Konr through I" br

1 iHTv »n aitm- i iwnprli-

liir I- xpUin only ooi r

CEMIMKMay ?1Jun« Itl

l*rivalr itwllt-rs arr up
(iir difuu-^Mon nn Ihr boon-

Ininl ttatat l>irr« t a lovrd

no«- N atlrnlion lo rnrnl
ihan«r>.
CANCERlJunall July»l

.. Makr rvrry rffort lo

rrmain nn Kond Irmis wilh

all (amil\ mrtnlx-rx ITiil

drrn ma\ Ukr \prtial

b.<n<1lini!

LEOtJuly JJ-Aufl l?) ••

You should Main ymir iMi;

jjrM rewards tnday from
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Nfxrrthrlc-w. >0« woukt
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r Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S GAMES

Men's basketball Northeastern

TODAY'S GAMES
Hockey vs Arnny 8:00 p.m.

Wrestling in EAA champtionships at Geo. Washington Univ.

TOMORROW'S GAMES
Football in NCAA playoffs vs. Nevado/Reno at Reno 1:30 p.m.

fnUy k Saturday

. FREE DRINKS from ^9
99c covtr

W« will b« op«n W«dnMd«ys beginning Dec 20 with Disco Dance

Instruction

I

Don't forget to get your New Year's Eve Party tickets!

Supply is limited

nmmmmmmmmmmtmtmmm

Chiefs rout JV hoopwomen
The UMass J V women's basketball team suffered a solid defeat Wednesday night

to Springfield College 76 32, at the Memorial Field House on the SC campus
Springfield, behind the strong offense of their two • enter Monica McGannon (18

points), and Gayle Allen (15 points) outplayed the Minutewonrwn in every aspect of the

game.
The bright spot of the game for UMass was the fine outside shooting of Joanne

Quinlan. who lead their limited offense with 16 points.

The Minutewomen's next game will not be until January 30, when they square off

once again with the Springfield College Chiefs, this time at the Cage

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
— E^arly IMsco Hs^py Hour—

8:30 'til 9:30

• 7Sfi Drinkii •

• 4rOf^ Beers •

TNI
COMMO^MKAITH,
STAGK

AsMrica't MWMI rMldrat prafMaioaal IkMtor prM««U

|.M. B«rrie*t

t^^%

Vi PRICE
STUDENT RUSH

TICKETS
Available 6:00 pm each eveaiag

of pcrformaaca

M NOW
%iTHROUGH

DEC. 27

^ rrsak Praatic* tmmd TiMalar

^tMvwiily af MatMcliuMlU Flaa Arts Caatar

Ri'st-rVrtlnHih 545-3511

You c«B chart* y*^ Ikkat* aa Visa aad Maalar

CharRe cardt bv plioa«

BAK
Sc)t Dec. 9

HAPPY HOUR
1 30 6:00

Color Wide Screen

UMass vs Univ.

Nevada- Reno
Football game

iilacl^ffonicconiiiicj

Cabaret

Treseqts

ELLIS HALL
GROUP
• ,t^. 3 S^IOKLV DJ.'s

DATE: Friday Dec. 8th

TBIE: » p.m. - 3 a.ia

PLACE: S.I.B., UMASS.

IM)XATI()X
ATTHEIKK)R

S'ZXH) BEFORE mX)
$2.50 AFTER V^m
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Icemen seek first win
by MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

Looking to bring their current three-game
losing streak to a screeching halt, the
UMass hockey team will open up a two
game weekend series by hosting Army
tonight at 8:00 p m. in Orr Rink. The
Minutemen will then wrap up the weekend
with another 8 00 p m contest at Orr Rink
when they host Boston State Saturday
night.

After losing their first three games this

year, the Minutemen are looking to break
into the win column for the first time.

"Right now, our problem is health."

related UMass head coach Jack Canniff
yesterday "We've had a lot of injuries and
we just want to skate three full, solid lines

"

So far this year the Minutemen have had
their share of injuries with key players Dean
Liacos. Steve Macklin, and Nick Carney all

missing stretches of action due to injuries

All three should be in action tonight with

the pKJSsible exception of forward Carney,

who )ust started practicing last night after

suffering a shoulder injury in last Saturday
night's game against Mtddlebury.

Canniff says that there will be no major
changes for tonight's game and that he will

be giving freshman Casey Scavone his third

start in goal.

If UMass has had problems with injuries

this year they should ask Army how to deal
with them, because the Cadets have found
their ranks decimated with injunes. Ac
cording to Army coach Jack Riley one auto
accident this year alone has put three key
players out of action, including high scorer
Dan Murrett, who still remains in the
hospital after several weeks. Currently 2 2,

Army has also lost several players who
must sit out for one year due to poor
grades.

"We're certainly ru)t as strong as I

thought we would be at the beginning of

the season," said Riley yesterday 'We've
got an awful lot of JV and plebe players
with us."

Boston State, meanwhile, has skated to a
1 3 record thus far, with its only win com
ing over Stonehill by a 9-5 score. Coached
by Ed Barry, the Eagles have a lot of ex-

perience on their roster. Included is senior
right winger Bill Curley, who leads the
Eagles in scoring and senior defenseman
Mike Hooper, who forms the backbone of

the defensive crew Goaltending wise the
Eagles have had some problems and pro-

bably will start sophomore Terry Whately in

net tomorrow night

"The season s major unheralded
surprise. A gem."

OHiiruf|<MNi»!

"A tender, touching, exotic love
story. -Li/Sinilh Ccsmopolilan

(Niitfsm«oini!

Friday, Dec. 8th TONITE!
Thompson 104 7, 9, & 1

1

(you know where that is!) $ 1 .00
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(TLS) INDICATES TWI LITE SHOW-TlCKETS ON SALE 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO TLS
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Donahue leads gymmen
to victory over Lowell

Fri. ami Sat. at-TTLS 5:1S)-7:4S-10:1S

SttB. thru Tbiir. at-(TLS 6:15)-8:45

By ERIC CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Led by captain Bob Donahue's winning

performance on the all around, the UMass
men's gymnastics team defeated Lowell

University Wednesday night 179 60 170.35

to win their second consecutive meet
Their home opener saw a strong vaulting

performance, as a pair of 90 scores were
turned in by Steve Craig and Bob Lamb
Coach Roy Johnson thought his team
could have been "a little better, " but all

things considered, was quite satisfied with

the victory

Leading a game Lowell team was Dan
Gillon. as he won the pommel horse and
finished a close second to Donahue in the

all around competition Others turning in

good performances for the Minutemen
were Dave Buegler. winning the floor exer-

cise with a score of 8.75 and Frank Cohen
in the vault and on the parallel bars.

Coach Johnson, while pleased with the

win. felt that his team would have to turn in

a much t>etter performance, particularly on
the rings, which he termed "a disaster," for

the gymmen to have any hopes of

defeating a strong Army team. The Cadets

will come to Boyden Gymnasium this

Saturday in what should be one of the

closest meets of the season
"If you see any meet this year, see the Ar

my meet, " said junior Tommy Thomson
'The Boston State meet was close (a

UMass win by 351, but that was unex

pected. We know the Army nneet will be

that close."

bEffm
^eNILE'

Fri. and Sat. atlTLS 4:45) 8:00

Sun. thru Thur. at(TLS 6:30)

jpc Matinees (Sat. & Sun.) at 2:00

>

Rkhard
Dreyfuss in

Fri. nd Sat. at-TTLS 5KMK7:30-9:SS

Sun. thru Thurt. at-TTLS 6:00)8:30

Pfi Matinees (Sal. & Sun.) at 2:15

jkiChmaiOLSCXi
in

COIN'
SOUTH
Fri. and Sat. at-(TLS 5:15)-7:45-10:15

Sun. thru Thur. at(TLS 6:15)-8:45

Matinees (Sat. & Son.) at 2:00
ra

Sat. & Sun. at 2:15

All seats $1.25

PG ';

REDUCED ADULT & STUDENT PRICES FDR TLS TICKETS LIMITED TO SEATING

STADIUM
"CATCH THIS

WEEK'S SPECIALS"

LIQUORS

» t.T.TJ'l,t)•..•,•^•A•^'ll \ '.'A-v^:«L*.4>.V«.^

BEER AND WINE HOLIDAY SPECIALS

MICHELOB BOTTLES 12 oz. 7.90 cs.

MILLER BOTTLES 12 oz. 6.90 cs.

BUDWfclStR BOT'^LES 12oz. 6.90cs.

SCHLrZ CANS 6.S9 cs.

SEBASTIANICHABLIS V2 gal. 2.99

SEBAST. CHENIN BLANC V2 gal. --3..49

SEBASTIANI FR. COLOMBARD - -3.49

LIQUOR SPECIALS

HARVEY'S BRISTOL CREME 5th -S.95

J & B SCOTCH qts. 8.90

bth GLENLIVET SCOTCH 12 yr. -- 1 2.95

SEAGRAM V.O. V? gal. 14.60

SEAGRAM V.O. qts. 7.95

SEAGRAM V.O. 5th 6.39

C ITTY SARK SCOTCH 5th 6.80

SMIRNOFF VODKA 1 .75 L 80 proof - 10.30

SEAGRAM GIN 1.75 L 9.99

BACARDI RUM 1.75 L 10.79

FLEISCHMANN VODKA 1 .75 L 8.59

SEAGRAM "7" 1.75 L 10.95

SEAGRAM "7" 5ths 4.95

CANADIAN MIST qts. 5.99

CHECK OUR KEG PRICES!
HUGE SELECTION OF WINE!

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A & P
in the new Shopper's Park

^JJ^!J^Mf•J•.^\^K^•^K^Xi»^fMi>^^1l^M^^r^^ryyJr*\*^ffJrJrXJr_ti^X ^t\ml\ »IIM ^\^^ 0^**%»V •^m^%%^^^>t%•*%%miV

253-9341 or 253-9342
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UMass title quest begins

Dennis Dent

By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football seasdn began on
August 20th with a multitude of question marks.
How effective would first-year head coach Bob Pickett be

after seven years as Dick MacPhersons defensive coor
dinator? Could a quarterback with only one games varsity ex
p>erience engineer an offense? Would the team's major scoring
threat, who weighed only 150 lbs . survive an entire season?
And would a traditionally stubborn defense remain just that

stubborn?

Well, three and one half months later alt those questions
have been answered in the affirmative; and because of that

the Minutemen departed for Reno., Nev
,
yesterday morning

f(ir a first round Division 1 AA playoff game (actually it's a

Ml final game since only four teams are involved) against tfie

Wolf Pack from the University of Nevada Reno.

The game will be played at Reno's Mackay Stadium beginn
ing at 10 40 am PST, 1 30 EST, and will be televised

regionally by ABC (channels 5 or 40) and broadcast locally by
WMUA

The winner will advance to Wichita Falls, Tex., (if yoo con-
sider traveling to Wichita Falls in mid December an advance)
for the Pioneer Bowl and face either Jackson St ite of Florida

A & M, who also p< •• tomorrow

UMass. 8 3 during the regular season and idle since its 27
victory over Boston College two weeks ago, is looking for

ward to playing the division's number 1 ranked team The
Wolf Pack cruised to an undefeated 1 1 season and amassed
Sonne impressive statistics along the way
Nevada Reno, idle since its 37 victory over IdafH) State on
November 18th. boasts statistics like these;

The Wolf Pack averaged 35 6 points a game this season.
while allowing an average of just seven

The offense averaged 473 yards total offense a game, while
the defense surremjered an average of 1 72.

FuHback Frank Hawkins, a 5' 11", 198 lb. sophomore, rush

ed for 1,445 yards on 259 carries for a 5.6 yard per carry

average. ("He's just an excellent football plaver"-Pickett).

Quarterback Larry Worman. a junior, threw 17 TD passes,

while totalling 1,702 yards through the air His completion

H^IV

orts
Cagers even record

with win over Husl<ies
By STEVEZACK
Collegian Staff

BOSTON Utilizing a tough defense and

strong control of the boards, the

Minutemen fought their way into the lead

and went on to a 76 72 victory over the

Northeastern Huskies

UMass head coach Jack Leaman was
understandably pleased with his team's

performance, especially the defense, which

had been shaky in earlier contests "We
played a very good zone, " he said, "we had

good aggressiveness and good reboun-

ding
"

"It's the first time we put it all together.
"

Leaman added, "I had to do some time,

turn around, and this was the team to do it

against."

The game opened in slow fashion, with

defense being the key. The scoring opened

up in UMass' favor with Eric Williams hit-

ting a foul shot to put the Minutemen up

10 at the 28 second nnark. The Huskies'

Peter Harris came right back to

put the Huskies on top 2-1 before the

Minutemen began to assert themselves.

Following a rash of Northeastern fouls and

a Dave Leitan jumper mixed into make it

4-1, Northeastern, UMass ran off six

straight points, capped by a Mark Haymore

dunk with 14:48 remaining. Haymore put

on a super show in the first half, scoring 17

points and ripping down eight rebounds.

The Huskies cut the lead down to 9 7 on a

three point play by Herb Caesar. Following

that play, the two teams began trading

fouls and baskets before the Minutemen

decided to put a little daylight between

themselves and the Huskies. The nr>en

from Massachusetts opened up a 23 14

lead on two Haymore free throws, an Eric

Williams jumper, and a fine, "alley-oop"

play from Williams to Brad Johnson.

But the Huskies were not about to be put

in the doghouse The Northeastern group

stormed back to tie the game at 39 39 on

baskets -by *^er Karris and Eric Johnson

and two foul shots

by Chip Rucker with six seconds remain

ing, but the scoring didn't end there. Brad

Johnson took a court length pass from

Mark Haymore and rammed it home to give

the Minutemen a 42 39 halftime edge.

On the second half tapoff, Minuteman

Len Kohlhaas picked up his fourth foul, but

he remained in the game nonetheless and

proved to be an offensive factor for the

UMass team.
The Minutemen uppeo the lead to seven

on baskets by Haymore and Kohlhaas to go

up 46-39 and went on to their first victory

since the season opener against Harvard.

The Massachusetts team seemed to put

the game away for good on eight straight

points on hoops by Kohlhaas, Bob Burton,

and Burton again, mixed in with a Johnson

foul shot to go up 60-51. Northeastern

charged back to cut it to 74 70, but it was

too late

.

The Minutemen finished up the evening

with a 76 72 victory. Center Len Kohlhaas

scored a career high 20 points, and was

named co CollegianPlayer of the Game,

along with Mark Haymore, who scored a

team high 21 and snared 14 caroms. Nor

theastern's Peter Harris led all scorers with

22 points.

The victory evens UMass' record at 2 2 as

they travel to face the University of Ver

mont on Saturday.

UMASS Brad Johnson 3-2-8; Mark
Haymore 8-5 21; Len Kr ' Ihaas 7 6-20;

Bill Morrison 1-2-4; Bob Burton 2-0-4;

Marc Roberts 0-0; George Dennerlein

0-0-0; Eric Williams 5-9-19. Totals:

26 24-76. Fouled out: Johnson.
NORTHEASTERN Dave Leitan 1-0-2;

Chip Rudker 4-6-14; Bob Shoening
1-1-3; Bill Loughnane 2-3-7; Peter Harris

11-0-22; Eric Jefferson 3-1-7; Herb

Caesar 4 1-9; Perry Moss 3-2-8; Jerry

Pollard 0-0-0 Totals: 29-14-72 Fouled

out: Shoening, Jefferson.

average is 57 percent.

The key to tomorrow's outcome may lie in Wormans
physical condition. Nevada Reno's sports information direc-

tor. Bob Shriver, said yesterday that Worman's status is "ten
tative " Shriver said the Wolf Pack's number 1 QB, who has
knee problems and underwent a knee probe last week, will

dress, however, he doubted Worman would start.

Thus, freshman Kevin Wheeler, who played in every game
this season and started two, may get the starting nod.
Wheeler completed 31 of 67 passes for 408 yards and four
touchdowns.

Both schools exchanged game films, and after watching the
four sent here last week, Pickett and his staff came away duly
impressed In fact, the coaches had problems straying from
superlatives

What can you say? ' mused Pickett." They're an 11
team they're just an excellent team."

Clarence Brooks, an assistant who examined the films for

hours, was equally eloquent. "They're solid all the way
through. . .they're just an excellent football team. "

But, then again. Pickett has showered upcoming opponents
with superlatives all season and is obviously engaging in some
diplomatic banter

UMass, though it enters the game with three losses, is not in

awe of its opponent, however. They have titles such as the
Yankee Conference championship, Lambert Cup and No. 1 in

New England ranking to toss around Reno's casinos

The Minutemen left yesterday and practiced in the afternoon
and were scheduled to practice this morning Pickett took 51
pla/ers, although the NCAA stipulates that only 48 may dress.
John Beerworth and Dave Bemis also made the tnp, though
both will not play

The two senior's absence from a defensive unit that allowed
Its opponents an average of just 11 points per game is a con-
cern to Pickett (Beerworth is ineligible under NCAA rules and
Bemis suffered a broken ankle in the B.C. game).
Dan Petrie, a freshman, will substitute for Bernis, while Bob
Manning will replace Beerworth.

More than three nrwnths of work have come to this. A na
tional championship that was only a dream in August lies just

around the corner "We're ready, ' says Pickett

Pno«o b» B* G'»

Mike McEvilly

A ripe season
Editor's note - Andy Harris has been tfte cofor convnentator on WMUA tftrougfiout tfiis foot-

ball season, and composed tNs poem, a week by-week account of tfie 1978 Minuteman grid

season

by Andrew Harris
This is tf>e story of a rati mal dream
Tf>e yearly quest to be the best team
Its also the story of a team with real guts

And a new coach to guide them through tf>e glory and the ruls

Vilianova was first for the Minuterrwn this year

And although we were beat little cause to despair

The year would be long, many more to be played

So men, don't let your emotions be swayed

Week number two was a long trip up to Maine
But that was alright cause we played a strong game
UMaine scored a touchdown the first in eight years

But we were the winners and Maine had the tears

And now for the annual battle in Cambridge
Our team' fell asleep and the Crimson were famous
The score was ten-zero, UMass was shut out

The Ivy had beat us now they had the clout

The team was down hearted from their record of late

But no time to rest cause the state will not wait

Morgan State had tradition and a past record of fame
But we beat them by thirty and they left town in shame

The next week a clash with B.U. in bean town
The Terriers undefeated and the talk all around

UMass well prepared came ready and willing

And on that rain drenched field made B.U. its third killing

UMass had begun its surge to the top

Kingston Rhode Island was our team's next stop

The Rams are a building and a bucking at that

But our newborn squad hit them hard knocked them flat

The record improving the team was sky high

And its time for the Huskies of UConn to drop by

Its homecoming weekend with Alumni at hand

The team wins another — Hey, strike up the band

The team keeps on winning that's four in a row
We've beat our toughest Yankee Conference foe

Now the road gets real tricky the Scarlet Knights are in town

And they leave victorious while we wear the frown

Five and three is our record, not bad you'll agree

But to make it seem right we must win our next three

We travel the Pike to the town with the Cross

We win it there big, our pride is not lost

On the tenth week the beanpot title on line

And New Hampshire in town our team feeling fine

We jumped on them quickly and beat them real good

The team was elated cause they played like they should

Ten games behind us and one left to go

But it's Boston College in town, that's always a show

The Eagles are struggling and it's very plain to see

We beat them badly. ..our record eight and three

That is the story on the road to the West
And now for Nevada, it will be quite a test

So if you've got the time and belief in our team

Then sit down and listen to a National Championship dream.

Iranians talce to thie streets pq. 2
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And now. . . brinq on Florida A & iVI

cowboy hat during a
night (Photos by Jim

'

\

Quaterback Mike McEvUly fakes a handoff to scatback Den
nia Dantin Saturday's game against Reno. At right, offensive

right fckle and co-captain Bruce Kimball oeatures with his

^Meir to be buried tomorrow

UlVlass remembers Golda

rally in the Student Union Ballroom last

Cain and David Rodgers.)

By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

RENO- Frank Ditommaso had the hat. He
had bought it up the street from the El

Dorado Hotel where the team was staying,

and suddenly it had become a chic item.

He had bought a big ten gallon cowboy
hat, the type that's very popular in Texas.

And Wichita Falls, Texas is where the

UMass football team will be this week
when they face Florida A&M for the Divi-

sion 1 AA National Championship.
The Minutemen earned the tnp Saturday
when they dismantled previously unbeaten
Nevada Reno, 44-21. Meanwhile, Flonda

A&M was defeating Jackson State, 15-10

to set up the charnpionship showdown.
It was nothing different for the
Minutemen Saturday; they were the same
quietly efficient team that had proven itself

to be the best in New England.

Since arriving Thursday, they had read

local newspaper stones about how boring

they were and about how they were a six

and one half point underdog And they had
read the quote in the local pap>er from Wolf
Pack Coach Charles Ault, who had
"guaranteed" his team would be in Wichita

Falls next week.
Meanwhile, UMass remained low key, or

as former Republican gutiernatonal can-

didate Frank Hatch was wont to say.

"cautiously optimistic.
"

After UMass had demoralized the Wolf
Pack before 14,026 at Mackay Stadium, the

Minutemen stood around their jubilant

locker room and impersonated Rodney
Dangerfield.

They did a lot of talking," said linebacker

Joe McLaughlin, who was absolutely im-

mense in helping shut down the Wolf

Pack's highly regarded offense. "It seemed
like they didn't respect us. We respect

every team we play But talk is cheap. We
proved who was the best where it counts-

on the field."

UMass Coach Bob Pickett said he felt

UNR's pre-game comments had helped

psyche his Minutemen.

TURN TO PAGE 16

By JULIE E^GL£
CothgiMn Staff

'In terms of endurance and stability,

Gotda Meir was a towering figure," UMass
Environmental Science Professor Haim

Gunner said yesterday about the former

Israeli prime minister, wfKJ died Friday.

Gunner founded a kit}butz in Israel in 1949

and is now a visiting professor at the

University of Tel Aviv. He and other

members of the Jewish community at

UMass spoke about Meir this weekend.

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter of the UMass Hillel

chapter, said his congregation at their Fri-

day evening Sabbath service paused for a

moment of silence in honor of Meir, who
served as Prime Minister from 1965 to 1973.

"We talked about her life and what it

meant to the Jewish people. What she

valued in her life was not what most people

value- not things like money She wanted

to find a place where her people could live

in peace in a free country. She was never a

rich woman, but because of her goodness,

was a great example for us all," Perlmutter

said.

He said Meir "achieved some of her goals

toward peace." He added that perhaps her

ultimate goal -total harmony between Israel

and its neighbors- will be realized eventual-

ly.

"Hopefully that peace will blossom in our

own lives," Hillel member Barry Krieger

said.

Gunner said Meir will be "denied the fruits

of her striving" if her dream for peace does

not materialize.

He said, "It's ironic Begin should be in

that position of striving toward peace

because he's much more of a militant and

much less yielding than Meir.

"But history is filled with ironies," he add

ed.

Hillel member Elana Adior called Meir a

"vpry self-less woman dedicated to work

ing for the people of Israel to set up an ideal

community."
'"It's sad she didn't get to see peace but an

example from her can be learned and we
can still continue to strive for peace," Adier

said.

Meir, 80, died of complications from blood
cancer that she had kept secret for 15
years. She will be buried tomorrow in

Mount Herzl National Cemetery in

Jerusalem, near the grave of the father of

Zionism, Dr. Theordor Herzl. Meir's burial

site will be next to the gravestone of Prime
Minister Levi Eahkol, her predecessor and
long-time political ally.

Born in Russia, Meir orew up in

Milwaukee in the early 1980's, where she

developed her interest in Zionism.
Milwaukee mayor Henry Maier is among a

42-member delegation, headed by Presi-

dent Carter's mother Lillian, who will at-

tend the funeral. Other political figures and
prominent Jewish leaders are also expected

to attend the services.

Victorious football team
honored at SUB rally
By MARK MARCHAND
and WAL T CHERNIAK
Collegian Staff

Over 100 people, including faculty and
students, attended a rally held in the

Student Union Ballroom last night to honor
the UMass football team after returning

from its 44-21 thrashing of the University of

Nevada-Reno in Saturday's Division 1AA
semi final game.
Arriving at Bradley International Airport at

5:30 last night, head coach Bob Pickett and
his players were all smiles as they boarded
the bus for Amherst.
"We've got to get back to reality," said

Pickett before he boarded the bus. "It's just

fantastic. I never thought that it would
mushroom into this."

Later, at the rally, Pickett told the excited

throng he was proud to be representing

UMass and he couldn't wait to start

practicing again. "I'm going to need a little

time to sit down and think about the impact

this is going to have on me," said Pickett.

Also speaking at the rally was UMass
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, who

showed the players tt>e headlines from ttia

local morning papers, in addition.

Goverr>or's Counselor Ed O'Brien. UMaas
trustee Fran McNulty and Minutemen co-

captains Bruce Kimball and Joe
McLaughlin spoke to the crowd.
Waving his newly purchased cowboy hat

to the crowd, McLaughlin said "next week
is what really counts." The senior

linebacker was referring to the national

championship contest tfiat will take place

next Saturday in Wichita Falls, Texas
against Florida A&M. Kimball strengthened

that stand when he said "I hope we can
bring everything home next week."
Providing music at the rally was the

UMass marching band which played

throughout the rally and closed it by
playing "When Twilight's Shadows
Deepen," the UMass alma mater song
The offensive star of Saturday's game,

Dennis Dent, said after the rally he was
speaking for the whole team when he said

he felt "real good about the rally," and was
very surprised that it was held.

"We went out and did it; it feels good,"
said Dent.

King wishes UMass luck

Golda Meir

Governor elect Edward J. King sent a

mailgram Friday to UMass President David

C. Knapp congratulating the football team

for Its winning season, and wishing it luck

in the playoff game Saturday against the

University of Nevada at Reno. UMass won
the game 44 21

.

Knapp sent a copy of the message to cam-

pus Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery,

who telephoned Dean of the School of

Physical Education David C. Bischoff in

Nevada, to inform him. Bischoff read a

copy of the message to the coaches and
players at a pre-game luncheon Friday. "It

must have spurred them on," Bromery said

yesterday.

Both Bromery and Knapp said yesterday

King's message was a good sign of his in-

terest in the university. Bromery said, ""It

(the message) is something I'd expect from

a Governor who considers this his state

university."
- GAYLEYOUNG
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^Referendum in the streets

Anti-shah protest drawsthousands
Associated Press
TEHRAN. Iran Hundreds of

thousands of Iranians surged through the
heart of Tehran yesterday in a mammoth
anti-Shah protest, a "referendum in ttM
streets," that ended without the violence

many had feared

The great march demonstrated that the
people want 'to put an end to the dic-

tatorial, authoritarian and corrupt regime,"
said a key opposition leader, Kanm San-
laby He said it was "the best evidence that

force cannot stop this national movement.
Estimates of tf>e number of rruirchers

varied. The army said 300,000 paraded
along the 5 H mile route. March oroar>iz«rs

claimed up to 2 million people took part in

the six hour procession. The official Iranian

news agency estimated the crowd at

400,000, but said the march was in honor of

World Human Rights Day, which was
yesterday

The protesters cairied thousands of ban

ners and placards, many written in English

for the berwfit of foreign journalists and

television cameras One placard crudely

written in "halk demanded Yankees Go
Home!" University students stopped

reporters, demanding they "tell Jimmy
Carter we want democracy and not a royal

tyrant."

Westerners, especially Americana, hava

become the symbol of foreign support for

Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi. and anti-

West hostility has touched off a mass ex-

odus of some 9,000 foreigners, including

about 5,000 Americans.

President Carter has repeatedly stressed

support for the Shah, but the State Depart-

ment has said the United States will not in-

tervene. State Department spok«woman
Mary Ann Bader said Sunday it was inac-

curate to describe the exodus as an

"evacuation" and that between 36,000 ar>d

40,000 Americans are still in Iran.

"No blood was spilled," an official of San-

jaby's National Front said of the march.

Fiedler listed fair
BOSTON [AP] - Arthur Fiedler, the zesty

showman who conducts the renowned
Boston Pops Orchestra, remained in fair

condition Sunday at Tufts New England
Medical hospital were he was readmitted

Saturday with undisclosed ailments.

Fiedler, who will be 84 Dec. 17, re-entered

the Tufts New England Medical Center
Hospital for therapy and will not be con-

ducting any concerts for at least three

weeks. He was at the hospital from Nov. 29
to Dec. 1 and continued recuperation at his

Brookline home.
Peter Gelb, orchestra spokesman, said

Fiedler was "experiencing difficulty in

mobility and otfier areas. The hospital ex-

pects to conduct some therapeutic
measures to improve his condition."

Group, Harris argue over banner
By DOROTHY A. CLARK
Cottegtan Staff

Members of the Revolutionary Com-
murust Youth Brigade supportirtg tf>e fight

of ttw Iranian people, last Friday marched
to confront Campus Center Director

WiHtam Hams about his request that the

group not dmplay a banrwr in the Campus
Cemer
Rallying behir>d a banner that read "Death

to the Shah" and chanting "The Shah is a

butcher." about 30 members of the group
aryj their supporters met Harris in a con-

ference room on xhe eighth floor of the

Campus Cemer just down the hall from his

office.

Crtir^ Its offanaiva r^ture, Harris aarflar

last week requested the RCYB either

remove the banner or substitute the word
"down" for "death" after a number of

students and campus organizations ax-

pressed dsimay that the banner war.

dtsptayed,

"As director of this building I was con-

cerned with the use of thv word
'death. "'Harris explair>ed to the group.

Harris's explanation was countered by
accusations of "standing with US im-

perialists and all th^r lackeys" and in-

consistent censorship when several

members of the group asked him why he
allowed banners promoting tfie por-

nographic film "Deep Throat," which
appeared on campus last week in Bartlett

Auditorium.

"Deep Throat is not tfie issue here,"

Harris said. "The Campus Center, more
than any ' building on this campua, ia

t>eterogeneous .'Death to the Shah' was
offensive to a numt>er of people who saw it

on (last) Monday and expressed dismay
that it was shown in ttie Campus Center."

The film Deep Throat,' he said, was not

shown in the Campus Center.

Labelting Harris a "hypocrite," or>a

woman said, "We demar>d tfut tfws banner
stay up We're going to put this banner up.

It's the just damiar>d of the lrar>ian people."

Other members of tf>e group responded

by saying the slogan was raised in Iran

because the Shah has been saying death to

Iranian people for 25 years It would be
"either death to the Shah or death to the

peopto."
RCYB member Peter Kracht told Hanris,

"Whether you like it or not, whether this

banner goes up or not, that's what they're

(the people of Iran) are goir>g to do.'"

Harris aaked the group to '"debate the

issue ratfwr than exploit it."

Harris said some campus organizations
are willing to confront the banner, although
he didn"t expect any reaction

Amherst may sell water
fl5^C/y5/?TOW/V--Residents of the north

end of town whose wells have run dry are
scheduled to meet Tuesday night to
discuss the possibitity of buyir^g water from
Amherst.
Chairman of the Belchertown Board of

Selectmen, Gerry Whitlock, said ttie pro-
posal would involve conr>ecting two ex-
isting water lines. One line is r>ear the
Belchertown -Pelfiam town lir>e. the other
runs alor>g North Street. The connecting
line would run through the affected area.

Whitlock said that the families would have
to discuss whether they wanted to pay for

tfw water and for a portion of tf>e cost of

constructir>g tf>e line. "The town of

Belchertown can't pay for it," he said.

Whitlock also said the line could not be

constructed until spring. In tf>e meantime,
residents will have to consider digging their

wells deeper, he sakj.

The Amherst Board of Selectmen are also

expected to discuss the proposal tonight.

The meeting here will take place at 7:30
p.m. in the Dwight Chapel on Federal
Street.

The Belchertown wells, which f>ave run
dry over the p>ast two months, are mostly in

the north end of town near a site that

Amherst has been testing for water to solve
its own water problem. Although there has
t>een some discussion over whether tf>e

testir>g caused the drying of the wells,

preliminary reports irniicate that there » rK>

conr>ection.

Michael Sussman
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Mederios celebrates
Mass before 600

Humberto Cardinal Medelros gives a

student communion at a Mass last

night at the campus Newman Center.
(Staff photo by Patrick O. Dobbs)

By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

"He IS very sensitive, very warm. I had the

feeling he was talking to me," said

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery.
"Let's be honest, he's a very powerful

* man but he's also very down to earth. It's a

trick to be at the top and have heart," said

Newman Center Director Fr. Joseph F.

Quiqiev

Sue were the reviews for Humberto
Cardinal Medeiros, Roman Catholic Arch-

bishop of Boston, after he celebrated a

High Mass for over 600 students, faculty

and other townspeople at the Newman
Center last night.

With the heavy smell of incense hanging
over the full chapel, Medeiros gave a 15

minute homily which urged the listeners to

"learn the simple wisdom of Christ ' and to

"'follow the way of gentleness, the way of

humility, the way of love "

Reaction to the sermon ranged from a

middle aged woman who beamed
throughout to a small child who slept.

A choir of some 25 people, including five

acoustic guitarists, one organist and a

trumpeteer, played often.

At the end of the ceremony, Quigley

presented the Cardinal with a silver chalice,

noting that "college students often have
beer steins but we know that a prince of the

church does not drink so we are presenting

you with a silver cup."

Quigley also presented Bishop Joseph
McGuire, Archbishop of Springfield, with a

silver plate. The crowd gave a sustained
ovation to both men.
Quigley also quipped that the Cardinal had
"brought UMass luck in its win over
University of Nevada Reno." "They were
nice fellows, but they didn't have a Car
dinal," Quigley said.

At a reception after the Mass, Medeiros
greeted people and posed for nunnerous
pictures and answered questions from the

press joking "We have to be nice to the

press."

Medeiros said if his homily seemed simple

and without heavy doctrine it was because
"it's all I know. I spoke about the Lord
Jesus Christ."

Medeiros described Pope John Paul II,

whom he knows personally, as a "brilliam

man, very simple, a man of profound faith

and a very strong man.""

Medeiros said although he had not seen
the full text of the Pope's recent statement
on religious clothing, he did agree with

what he had read in the papers.

"I think religious people should return to
some sort of habit to identify themseh^es."
he said.

When asked about women in tha
priesthood, Medeiros said he was in

agreement with the formal church stand
which states that it is not "authorized" to
admit women to the priesthood.

"It is the Lord's authority, " he said.

UMassprogram aids studentsandeconomy
By MICHAEL S/AfO/VS
Collegian Staff

MILLERS FALLS Mark Qualien looked

up from his rusted hydro-electric turbine.

With any luck, it would be operable in a few
months provided the spring thaws con>e

early.

Qualien, a UMass graduate last spring,

first learned of the plant after being part of

a unique course offered by the School of

Business Administration called "New
Enterprises."

New Enterprises, a course open to

ur>dergraduated and graduate students,

endeavors to develop the entrepreneurial

talents of students by encouraging them to

identify economic needs and then to deter-

mine how these needs might be translated

into economic opportunity.

One of those needs was for cheap energy

sources and that's where Qualien came in.

"There were a lot of defunct hydro-power

plants located near rivers and streams.

They were built around the turn of the cen-

tury for individual mills, but when central

generating came along they began to aban-

don the Hydro-power plants for economic
reasons, " he said.

New Enterprises made an extensive

search for these plants in New England and
rlisrovered out of the thousands of plants

that used to be in operation, less than 10

percent were still in good enough sfuipe to

be economically rejuvenated. The research

has resulted in the small hydro refurbishing

project, now underway here. Qualien has
purchased the right to op>erate the sight for

the next 25 years. The plant is now used as

a book annex.
Qualien hopes once the plant is in opera-

tion, other members of the class will work
with him and help him build his business.

He initially plans on selling the power back
to the local utility, in this case Northeast

Utilities.

'"The class gave me the opportunity to

learn about hydro-electric power. I was able

to sit down and evaluate it without risk and
when I explored the situation, this is what I

decided to do," he said.

Tf>e course is taught by Robert "Bob"
Glass, special consultant to Dean Harry

Allan of the School of Business once a

week for a three hour session, but as

Qualien points out, most of the work is

done outside of the classroom.

"The class seeks out opportunities by
yvriting to different companies and
municipalities trying to find where there is

p>otential for economic opportunity. In

class, F>eople exchange results of the

week's work. Tf>e class is actually a forum
for the exchange of ideas, not just an
academic exercise. The most important

thing is students can continue with their

projects after the semester ends," Qualien

said.

Area businesses seem to be in favor of

this type of course being taught at the

University. Steve Lesser, a graduate stu-

dent in Master's of Business Administration

program at the University is currently work-

ing on a different project in the New Enter-

prises class.

"The class decided to work on a oroject

brought up last sen>ester by Cfwrles

Housen, president of tfie Erving Paper Co.
in Erving. Tfwy fwve a bi-product from tf>air

papermaking process called "waste waster

sludge." It is basically 60 percent fiber ar>d

40 percent clay. Right now the company is

paying to hiave the sludge trucked away to

a landfill. Housen felt something could be
done with this bi-product, possibly use it as

a raw material, in a manufacturing
process," Lesser said.
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New anti-theft system

to be installed in library

Amherst protest ends
By GAYLE YOUf^G
Collegian Staff

Twenty Amherst College Hispanic

students ended a three-day sit in Saturday

and accepted the college administration's

offer of office space and the use of school

facilities for Hispanic cultural events.

Members of La Causa, an Hispanic

student group, took over a school-run

snack bar in Fayerweather Hall Student

Center Wednesday morning protesting the

office room offered to them by the ad-

ministration.

Representatives of the group said the

office was too small and on the periphery of

the campus and said the administration

was implying the group was an un-

derground organization.

"Some may feel I'm perverse," Amherst

President John W. Ward said yesterday,
"

but I found this a truly pleasurable ex-

perience. These are pleasant students and I

was struck by their dignity and respect-

fullness.

"I felt better about Amherst after this," he

said.

Ward had given the students until this

morning to end the sit-in before the school

would take disciplinary action.

Both Ward and the protestors agreed

Saturday morning to use centrally-located

space at 108 Fayerweather Hall, currently

an art classroom, as an office for La Causa.

Ward said yesterday he had not perceived

the originally offered office room on the

periphery of the campus as implying La

Causa was an underground organization.
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"Let your madness run with mine" -

Sally "Dancer" Morgan
Joe "Grinch" Quinlan

Patricia "prancer" Keefe

M. "Cupid" Doran
SueGi "Donner" Lue
Linda "Comet" Reyer

Peter "Blitzen" Lee
Mike "Vixon" Simons
Eileen "Dasher" Foley

Candyce "Rudolph" Carlon

Bill "Santy" Sundstrom

By DEBRA ROTH SANTA
Collegian Staff

University library officials plan to install an
electronic anti-theft system this summer,
said the library's Associate Director for

Public Services, Gordon Fretwell.

Specifications are now being drawn for

the system which may cost $70,000 for

ecuipment, supplies and labor, he said. It is

hoped the system will be in use by fall

semester.
The results of study on a $20,000 elec-

tronic system installed in the Physical

Science library were studied and because

the system has been proven an economical

success, said Fretwell, the officials at the

main library have decided the system is

worthwhile. ... mc nurary will have to be

treated with sensitized material, and a

detector must be installed by the exit door.

The detector would be able to detect

books not desensitized, Fretwell said.

Treatment of the books will be with an
invisible material and the only difference in

the check out system will be getting books
desensitized before leaving the library.

The last inventory at the library which
covered a ten year span, discovered 17,600

volumes missing at an estimated
replacement cost of $312,000. If staff time

and processing are included in the figures

then the amount totals $465,000, Fretwell

said.

"If we assume the system stops all theft,

then we would save $46,000 a year, and the

system will take less than two years to

repay itself,
" he said. The system is ex

pected to stop about 75 percent theft and

repay itself in three to four years, he said.

If the system is successful, the library

should be able to purchase new books and

beg.n replacing those lost. "We will have

the money for it as opposed to 65 percent

that we are doing now," Fretwell said.

Fretwell said he is "very concerned about

people wasting time looking for books "
"I

am 100 percent upset about the loss of

money but I am 120 percent upset about

people trying to get books that don't

exist, " he said.

Responding to other complaints about the

library, Fretwell said the problems stem

from the original library designs to serve

primarily as a graduate research library.

Initially, smaller undergraduate libraries

were intended to be spread throughout

residential areas. But, "in '72-'73, the

money was cut back for the others, so

we're stuck with the one."

Slow elevators are a result of insufficient

funds to purchase the best equipment, and

a lack of funds to fix them, Fretwell said. "I

don't have any confidence the problems

are going to get solved. We've been

working on it for five years. I've gotten to

the point where I don't feel defensive about

it anymore."
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Teaching awards presented
Six classroom teachers, including three

graduate students, were cited with the
annual Distinguished Teachers Awards bv
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery Friday

afternoon.

The teachers, presented with a $1,000

stipend and a certificate of commendation,
were selected by a committee of faculty

and staff after nominations were made
from all members of the University.

Faculty members include theater

Professor Doris Abramson. zoolojgy

Professor Lawrence Bartlett, and physics

Professor John Brehm. Graduate students

selected were mathematics teaching

assistant Gove Effinger, English reaching

assistant William Scullenberger and
economics teaching assistant Jonathan
Goldstein.

Criteria for the award, supported in part
by a grant from the Amoco Foundation,
includes " the ability to stimulate students
to challenging ideas and effective com-
munication; knowledge of subject matter;
ability to interpret and relate the results of
contemporary scholarship, ability to relate

to students, and performance in both large
and small classes."

Faculty recipients of the award must also
provide evidence of a consistently
distinguished teaching record over the past
three years at UMass, according to
guidelines of the selection process.
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Mondale shouts at Carter critics

Vice President Mondale

United Pnss International

MEMPHIS, Tenn Vice President Walter
Mondale vigorously defended Prestdent

Carter Sunday from critics who charge the

administration is taking money from the old

and the poor and giving it to the military.

Clapping his harxJs, shouting to the
delegates at the final session of tf>e

Denr>ocratic midterm convention, Mondale
said Carter was elected "to restore the

social progress of America that had been
ravaged in eight years by the Nixon and
Ford vetoes arvj impKHjndments."

The buc'^et must be cut to controi ''
i

tion, Mondale said, and it will be done oy a
man "who has added more to education
furwjing than any president in American
history, nrtore to housing arxf cities, more to

economic developrnent and jobs, more to

health."

"Don't worry about the compassion of

ttxs president*", he said.

Controversial resolutions dealing with
abortion and sanctions against Democrats
who do not support tt>e Equal Rights
Arr>endment failed to gain tf>e necessary
signatures for debate in the final session.

Nobel winners talk peace
Associated Prvss

OSLO. Norway Menachem Begin and
Anwar Sadat's stand in accepted tf\e 1978
Nobel Peace Pri/e at a gata royal ceremony
yesterday while 5,000 Norwegians marcfted
in protest nearby arvl diplomats struggled

eteewhefe to keep abve tf>e promtse of

Egyptian- Israak peace.

Four police helicopters rumbled over the
haavily guarded Akershus Castle, site of tf>e

caranxKiy, as the Israeli prime minister and
the Egyptian president, speaking through
his representative, renewed their pledges to

settle the Middle East conflict

Begin praised the Camp David
agreements, the primary accomplishment
for which both men received the peace
pri/e, as "a good treaty of peace between
countries that decided to put an end to

hostility and war and begin a r^ew era of

understanding and cooperation."
In his speech, read by personal artvoy

Saved Ahmed Maret, Sadat said he bagan

Peace talks stalled

his peace initiative "because I am convinc-

ed that we owe it to this generation not to

leave a stone unturned in our pursuit of

peace."
Sadat had declined to come to Oslo to

pick up the prize personally. The official ex-

planation was that he was busy with the

peace negotiations, but Egyptian officials

satd privately Sadat felt he could not meat
with Begin here while the talk^ are

deadlocked because of what Cairo calls

Ivaeli "stubborness
"

Sadat instead was meeting Sunday in

Egypt with Secretary of State Cyrus R.

VarKe, who was launching a new U.S
shuttle effort to keep the threatened peace
process on track.

In Stockholm, meanwhile, the '>ir>e otfier

Nobel Prize winners m the sciences ar>d

literature - received their awards and gold

medals from King Carl Gustaf of Sweden
before 17.000 guest« m the city's concert

Hall Six of tfiie winners were Americans.

The prize this year was worth $166,000.

Vance meets with Sadat
Associated Press

CAIRO, fpypr Secretary of State

Cyrus R Vance began a r>ew rourxJ of shut

tie diplomacy yesterday to try to break the

deadlock m the stalled Mideast peace talks,

meeting for 90 minutes with Egyptian Presi

dent Anwar Sadat
Neither Vance nor Sadat would comment

after the meeting, but there was specula

tion Vance tried to persuade the Egyptian

leader to send a toplevel official to Israel to

revive direct negotiations between the two
countries and perliaps attend the funeral of

former Israeli Pnme Minister Golda Meir.

Vance is to hold another round of talks to-

day with Sadat and acting Egyptian Foreign

Minister Butros Ghali before flying to Israel

for Mrs Meir's funeral tomorrow He had

expected to end his Mideast trip Wednes-

day after talks in Jerusalem with Israeli

Prime Minister Menachem Begin, but Mrs.

Meir's death has caused a day s extension

Var>ce's plans for after the funeral were
not known Tf>e State Department said he
might return here for more talks with

Sadat

As Vance and Sadat met. Begin was in

Oslo, Norway, to receive the 1978 Nobel
Peace Prize, which he and Sadat shared for

their peace efforts Sadat decided not to at

tend the ceremony and sent Sayed Ahmed
Marei. a top aide, to read a speech and ac-

cept the award on his behalf.

In the speech, Sadat pledged to pursue

"the road to peace" and said Egypt will

"spare no effort, we will not tire or despair,

we will not lose faith " in the peace process.

But he also said a "moment of truth" has
arrived that requires both sides to "take a

new look at the situation.'

Biopharmaceuticals
. . .your chance to get

a foot in the door.
Instead of an end. your graduation could l>e |ust a

t>eginning The Biostatics/EpKJenrK)logy Progrann

Area of the Division of Public Health, School of

Health Sciences here at UMass is now accepting ap

plications for their r>ew graduate program in the

Biopharmaceutical Sciences
This program combines training in biostatics,

epidemiology, pharmacology, and other related

dtsciplir>es to prepare our Master's (arxJ t)efore too

long. Doctoral) graduates for exciting careers in the

pharmaceutical industry and associated government

regulatory agerKies It's the only program in the

country which is geared toward training profes

sionals in Biostatics /Epidemiology with particular

emphasis in the biopharmaceutical sciences, and it's

happening right here. So. If you're interested in

an exciting and challenging career in this area,

call us today at 546-2151; or sign up for our in-

formational session on Dec. 14 at 2:30 by calling

the Placement Service at 545-2224.

On Sunday morning, both groups k>eliev-

ed they f>ad more than the required 406
signatures needed to bring the petitions to

the floor for debate during the final con-

ference session.

But Paul Tipps of Ohio, head of the par-

ty's Committee on Conference Procedure,

announced to the convention that both fell

short of the required amount and were
therefore out of of order. He said the ERA
petition had only 330 signatures arid the

abortion petition had only 390.

Betsy Chotin, head of the National Abor-
tion Rights Action League, said the abor-

tion rights petition had 575 signatures wf>en

har>ded in, and her group had validated

nfMjre than half the signatures and thrown

out only six during that process.

"That would mean nearly everyone of

the remaining signatures -more than

200-would have had to have been thrown

out," she said. "Thats absolutely not possi-

ble.
"

Millie Jeffries, chair of the National

Women's Political Caucus, said ERA sup-

porters thought their petition carried more
than 450 signatures.
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PROVOLONE
Stella-Sharp

itaHan-Table
CHEESE R).

Baked in Store |
,^3,i3„ $|89

Fresh ir'*""" "eC
Bagels ^!J!««* '^^gg

c Cheese cake lb I

for
I
Delicious

j Beef stew lb.

AMHERST SHOPPERS PARK
Rt. 9 & university Drive
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HARD SALAMI
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PEPPERONI

SUCING PEPPERONI
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PRESSED HAM
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HOT HAM
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PROVOLONE
SI*** SiM'P IKKWl

TABLE CHEESE

JTAUANSAUSAGE *1?
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A&fsLICED BOLOGNA ;::1»

slkJed bacon ;t *i
*

a&psliced meats \:i
99'

MEAT FRANKs.r;ir« ;.: 1^

SHRIMP COCKTAIL S^'^ 1^
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COOKED SHRIMP
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MEDIUM SHRIMP S
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CREAM
CHEESE
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COTTAGE

24 02

cont 99

74 m
4*
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•*« I
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CHEDDAR CHEESE IzTi

Cut Up. Split or

QUARTKID
3% to 4 Km.

ROASTING
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X

Fresh CMck¥\

UG
QUARTERS

f59:

FrMh Chicken

IRIAST
OUARTiRS

Fresh

CMCxm
LIGS

e

69: 1 .79
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A&PISA COUNTRY FARM PORK SHOP

Pork Loin i

CENTER CUT I

__
I

Pork Loin
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W!« CHOPS j^^17»j!^'«C»*0W

FROZEN FAVORITES

LOIN IftL^^J
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rr
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I
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heinz pickles ^
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1
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STAY FREE
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Peter Pan for kids
By JANIEPORTNOY

He flies through the air

with the greatest of,

er. assistance. So what if

you can see the strings that

help Peter fly If you have
any "kid" left in you at all.

that observance is quickly

set aside in order to fully

appreciate the fantastic

display of "Peter Pan" on
the Commonwealth Stage.

Peter Pan. deligfrtfully

played by Timothy Doyle, is

the symbol of eternal

youth. Refusing to enter

into the realm of nine to-

five |obs and class

struggles, he enlists the aid

of Wendy (Jan Deveraux)

in a make believe mother
role, to coddle him and
other "Lost Boys." Her two
brothers, Michael and John
(Marc Gundersheim and
Michael C. Smith), also

become one of the

motherless herd.

While Wendy's authentic

mother and father (Lois

Battle and Jerry Rodgers)

anxiously wait for their

children to return home
(and back to reality),

Wendy, Michael and John
are engaging in a fantasy

world of pirates and
Indians, alligators and
mermaids and fairies

Good or Tinker Bell is a

series of soar«;elv set lights,

tal

Intersession^positions available

with student government

association.

Apply 420 student union or for

more information call 545-0341

.

Deadline for all applications is

Thursday, December 14th at 4

p.m. Third world, women, and

handicap students are urged to

apply. SGA is an Equal Oppor-

tunity Employer.

Looking lor a room over interfetsion?

(t)MA
PHI MU DELTA

•Attractive living quarters

•Many single and double

rooms available

•Full use of kitchen facilities

•Quiet location

•Cable TV
•Reasonable Rates

•Located in Frat/Sor Park

Call Jerry or Mark at 253-9034

545-2163

Earn University

Credits While
in Paris

Oct. 15- May 20

y Dec. 27- Jan. 23

July 1- Aug. 4

Learn: French \

Art History

Music

Art

Dance
» Theater

Fashion Seminar- Jan. /June/Sept.

Have your own apartment, share one,

or even live with a French family.

For m"ore mforrrnatron— eoW -<!»««• »t-

5492803

with synchronous bells that

tinkle as the lights flicker.

This IS one of the many
marvelous theatrical
gimmicks the play employs.
There are sliding, trap

doors, slithery alligators

and the suggestion of a

body of water on stage. I

was truly impressed with

the special effects of Never-

Never L3nd. Also, the
combination of professional

actors, college students

and children from the
Amherst area put on an
elaborate, cohesive show.

I must admit, at times my
adult cynicism prevented
complete involvement in

this fantasy world. There

were many sexual in-

nuendoes going on bet

ween Wendy and Peter;

somehow I felt that if there

were no children in the

audience, she would've

seduced him on stage.

This, and the fact that

Deveraux clearly was not

the youngster she por
trayed, lessened the

credibility of innocence in

the play.

Peler Pan is at the Rand
Theater, at the Pine Arts

Center Complex, for the

next two weeks

«^««^w^»«#w^»*#««^«<#ii#«i#«

i
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December Specials
cvSIM

Permarients Hair Cuts
$3.50

(Q- Vf 'Ao'^*'' 4 ' - f*"'

ik ins *nri>nif or Can S46-^£
206 Kuss*il St Hidiev

nrw to Wilirr "• of Had ev

OptT. Mon Sat

9 J m -8 pm

W^

\tionSy 1

paper & tree lights

at

A.J. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

Christmas

Canis
Send a greeting

and rrtake someone's
Yuletide merrier!

'ee///f^4

Creative excellence is an American tradition.

SINGLE CARDS * BOXED CARDS

SI

ODBO[]\yX§ffi§[]WSuto)ffi(I
campus center/univ. of moss./amherst

special holiday hours
WEDNESDAY NITES TIL 9, DEC. 6. 13. 20

CARDS • GIFTS • GAMES B • CANDY
NOVELTIES • BOOKS • MAGAZINES

and MUCH MORE

Uii iversitAof Massachusetts

Aiiilierst

Wintersession 1979
Credit courses tnd Credit-Free Workshops offered by the Division of

Continuing Education, University of Massachusetts at Amherst begin

January 2. For r^istration information and a caUlog, call 545-3653

before December 15 and 549-4970 after December 15 or stop by the

Records and Registration Office, 113 Hasbrouck on the UM«ss campus.

Mastercharge, American Express and VISA are accepted.

P

iS^irS^LQjdl

CALENDARS
AND ENGAGEMENT BOOKS

A FABULOUS SELECTION-
OVER 60 TITLES

A GIFT FOR ALL YEAR

GNOMES • ART * ATHLETICS * WILDLIFE '

ANIMALS • HUMOR * PHOTOGRAPHY * CRAFTS
• CHILDREN • FANTASY * SIERRA CLUB * DOWN
EAST • WALT DISNEY * ERIC SLOANE "

AUDOBON • ELIOT PORTER
HUNDREDS OF CALENDARS

i

the University Store will give you $2.00 off the jacket

price of any hardbound book appearing on that week's

New York Times Best Seller list - fiction and general.

A list of the eligible books will be posted next to the

Best Seller section in the store. If we do not have the

book you want, we will order it for you under our

regular special order policies and still give you the

discounted price. (Special sales void this offer.)

STOCKING
STUFFERS!
CANDY * BOXES *

TINS * GAMES *

PENS * BOOKS AND
MUCH MORE!!

Christmas

GmTrlms

A beautiful package
makes a gift even

more special!

Creative excellence is an American tradition.

ROLLS * FLAT * BOWS * RIBBONS * TAGS

• • • • « a « • f « « * • *A * *
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Attrition to absorb cut

ZmSim 4 firefighters' positions slashed

Monday, December 11, 1978 Collegian q

4
Publishing

days left

in fall semester.

The final day for place

ment of advertising,

either display or

classified, is Wednes
day, December 13, 1978

The final fall issue of the

Massachusetts Daily

Collegian will appear Fri

day, December 15, 1978.

Bv CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Stall

Four firefighters' salaries

will be cut from the 1979 80
Amherst town budget,
amounting to about
$64,000, according to

Amherst Town Manager A.

Louis Hayward
The four firefighters will

not be fired, however
because stipulation in their

contract forbids laying off

full time firefighters.

Rather, positions which

have been empitied through

fQiobow
pnsms

A fine collection of hand cut strass

quality crystal, high lead content and

exquisite shapes project color and

fornn when hung in a window. A
perfect gift for your home; from

1.75 to 25.00

MASTEFJCHARGE VISA

A Store-full of Ideas

f Downtown Amherst, next to the Post Office

resignation or retirement

will not be refilled, Hayward
said

The cut of four positions

from the 40 member staff is

so far the largest cut in the

town budget, which is

currently being drawn up by
town department heads,

Hayward said.

Hayward attributed the

declining need in

firefighters to a change last

year to civilian dispatchers,

a p>osition previously filled

by one of the full-time

firefighters.

"As we reviewed our fire

experience and our
emergency medical ex-

peri«>nce, we found we can
operate with four less fire

fighters," he said.

Amherst Fire Chief John
T Doherty said the fire

department will not suffer

from the reduction of the

four positions. The
department, which is

divided into four shifts,

previously needed seven
firefighters for every shift,

with one working as a

dispatcher. Since the

implementation of the
civilian dispatcher, Doherty
said, the department has
had one extra firefighter

each shift.

The force, which will

consist of 24 firefighters, a

fire chief and a deputy fire

chief, is backed up by part-

time firefighters and an
auxilary force.

"Six men can never
handle a fire and can't be
relied upon to handle a

fire," Doherty said. In the

event of a building fire, he
said, a radio signal is sent

out and the off duty, part-

time and auxilary

firefighters (which consists

of volunteer UMass
students) come to aid in the

firefighting.

The decision to cut the
four positions was made
this summer Doherty said.

Five or six positions have
been vacated by retiring

and resigning firefighters

duhng the 1978 79 fiscal

year, he said.

icStudents key on hydropower
CONT. FROM PAGE 3

Lesser said the company
once sponsored a master's

thesis to firnl out if there

were any economic use fbr

the sludge. Tf>e recommen-
dation was that it could be

pressed togetf>er and used

as wall board Wall boards

are now commonly made of

gypsum. Housen thought

the wallboard was viable,

but since they were a paper

company they didn't want

to get involved. The class

started out with this thesis

and took the approach the

sludge could be used as

anything. While the class

did further research, letters

were sent out to different

companies offering them
tfie sludge if tf»ey could tind

a use for it.

"A company in the

acoustics field called us up

and askerl if we could send

sonr>e ot the sludge out to

theni, they were definitely

^iterested, " Lesser said

Lesser said the acoustics

company would take all

they could get if it cost

them less to use then tf>eir

present materials The com
oanv IS still m the process of

Ladies 16"

Pull on
Reg. $74

Fine Natural Leather

They are beautiful!

Wide selection from
Bombers to Blazers

analyzing the possibilities.

Housen, a UMass
graduate, is enthusiastic

about the class' project and
said his company is willing

to do anythir>g it can to

assist the project, said

Lesser
Lesser said because New

Er>gland is so deF>endent on

imported produce, a third

class project involves con-

trolled environmental
agriculture. Utilizing this

technology, produce can be
cultivated intensively in-

doors. The old mill

buildings which the aban-

doned hydroplants are

located in are ideally suited

'.o this application as tfiey

usually have high ceilings

and open floors. The
hydropower can be used to

generate electricity for the

lighting equipment at a very

low cost.

Sources close to Dean
Allan said that money or the

lack of it may be the cause

of the class' demise as the

University tightens its finan

cial belt.

Disc jockey Mario Barros consults with Santa at the Toys for Tots

benefit disco Friday. Veterans groups sponsored event. (Staff photo by
Peter Lee) —

Soov Cassette Recorders.

Different styles for different fifest^.

SOnV TC-62
CASSETTE-CORDER

SONY TC 62

•One touch recording system

•Cue and review functions.

•3 digit tape counter

•LED record level 'battery indicator

Optional access AC adapter

Batteries not included

sug. price $49.95

only $45.75

^T ifn

CASSETTE-CORDER
FM/AM RADIO

Heartfelt.
Leather

103 N Ple««ant Si Amherst

10 6Mon Sat 253 5135 »«•.

^ op^-n Frt until 9 •

CF160
•High performance FM.

•One touch recording system.

•Cue and review functions

•3 digit tape counter

•LED record Ibattery indicator.

•AC cord included.

Batteries not included

sug. price $79.95

on ly $72.95

other models available

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

OPEN WED. NITESTIL9DEC. 13.20

Editorial/Opinion
PAUL YANOWITCHI

Requiem for a Columnist
Fortunately for almost all concerned, I

shall not be back next semester - at least on
these hallowed pages of jingo journalism.

On the whole, this represents a savings, or

a benefit, to all concerned; I benefit im-

mensely, for my Sunday mornings may
now be spent leisurely reading the Sunday
Times for edification, and not wildly

scanning its recesses for absurd material on
which to comment (if one may call it that -

other appelations have been applied to my
work); my editors, Michael Doran and
Eileen Foley, will no longer have to call

three or four hundred people in the

Amherst area to find me, not knowing each

week if I will complete my obligation and
send over 15 inches of bland copy by carrier

pidgeon; and most importantly, you, the

readers, will be spared the insufferable

drivel which has spuriously made its way
into these pulitzerian pages each week.

Most columnists spend their last fleeting

moments of monopolistic glory by
reminiscing: the enderaring traits of the

University, the subtle, unpretentious

nuances of Amherst existance, the

humorous or ironic events that have
transpired in the last year, and all the

people who will be missed, like Xhe last

glass of Stolichnaya to a dying Cossack I

instead, in a rare break with precedent and
tradition, am filling this vacuum with self-

effacing tripe: it is the last column, so I

might as well be daring.

There are basically two schools of thought

which have sprung up around my writings

(soon to be translated into English ar>d

brought to the big screen); the first, and by

far the vast majority of those who even care

about my writings, think that I am boorish

(quite correct), trite (observant), sexist,

racist, anti religious (however could one
tell?) and overall, quite boring. The other

group, composed of a few misguided souls

who ignorantly put friendship before ability

and acumen, constantly encourage me on
Monday mornings by informing me that my
column was cute, or something of that

amorphous ilk. Most of my friends have

actually been sending their condolences

Mondays, confidentally revealing to me
that the last one wasn't very funny; I took

this as well considered criticsm until it

became a trend, form whence it turned into

a movement, and it is now a fully

established tradition. I prefer to follow the

words of Harry Truman, who once said that

"flattery is wonderful and probably har-

mless; you only get into trouble if you start

believing it."

I have always tried to shy away from

boring, repetative, heavy, material,

spattered on tf>e written palette in didactic

and condescending prose, for those who
practice such an art betray their self-

exaggerated value, much like Salmon P.

Cfuise, the long gone Supreme Court

Justice, of whom Abraham Linclon said:

"Chase always knew that he was in-

despensible to the country but just could

not understand why the country did not

realize it."

And so, instead of trying to force upon

you regurgitated ideas culled from

Newsweek, Time, the Globe, and

Esquire, I opted for an approach that

wouki force upon you semi outrageous,

cynical, often offensive bits of trivia. I freely

admit that this approach is much easier, my
own principles and beliefs harder to pin-

point and hence liable to be anacked; Paul

Samuelson, of all people, once said that "It

is cheap sport to lampoon the forecasts of

others from a safe perch of noncominal

agnosticis." , I claim only that cheap sport

can be just as much fun.

I tried to goad people into replies; attack

the sacred, border on the iconoclast. Yet

no one chose to express their own views,

to take umbrage at my foul muttenngs, nor

even to haughitly correct my misuse (some

say mortal woundings) of the English

language. There is an old Gaelic aphorism

that states;" if you want an audience, start

a fight " The few editorial replies that

appear in the Collegian are usually from

the same people, and when, God forbid, a

member of august faculty should lend a

holy hand and submit a short piece to set

the population right, it is invariably virritten

in a style that is far inferior to that which a

student is his her first semester of Rhetoric

IS capable of producing.

There are many events, national and 'ocal

that I had wanted to comment on dunng

my short tenure at this paper: the faculty

Tai£5 QFTGRRaR
contract arvl the Yeshiva University Court

decision la federal court found that the

faculty were so involved in the ad-

ministrative processes that they were

management, and tfierefore incapable to

bargaining separately); the concept,

pervasive on the 4th floor of the Student

Union that tf>ere is no divergence of

student opinion (after all. students think

alike, and if one doesn't agree with the

leadership of the senate, you are not

representing student opinions - God forbid

you should work for the administration, for

you will certainly stop thinking like a

student and become a hairy ad

ministrationpogre. whose sole concern is

the repression and mistreatment of

students), Martin van Buren day in

Columbia County, New York; the sale of

letters, whose authors rank among the

criminally infamous (Berkowitz, DeSalvo);

and other topics most of which failed to

hold my attention, too.

In summation, which you knew I would

get to one of these days, I have to thank my
roomates. Jon Hite and Bryan Harvey, for

faithfully refusing to read my material, and

hence allowing me to live a free and un-

fettered life. And remember; G B. Shaw
once said that "the hottest places in hell are

reserved for those, who in terms of great

moral crisis, remain neutral. " See you all in

Hell.

Paul Yanowitch was a Collegian Columnist

Letters to the Editor:
Invective in letter

called saddening

J

To the Editor:

/ was deeply hurt and saddened by Tony
Craton's letter in the December 6
Collegian While I disagree with the

views expressed, my pain and sadness

corpes Irom the way in which those views

were expressed.

One does not have to insult a people to

express anger. One can express disagree-

ment without resorting to invective,

name-calling or stereotyping. Mr. Craton

generalizes about Jews the way whites

have always generalized about blacks.

Because I have been hurt by the

generalizations of whites about me as a

black person, I find myself equally hurt

when blacks generalize about Jews.

I do not think that we. as blacks, can

allow ourselves to do unto others as we
have been done unto. To do so is to be

unworthy of our foreparents, people like

Frederick Douglass. WEB. DuBois. and

Malcolm X, who never bit their tongues

on any matter but never lound it

necessary to try and deprive any people

ol their humanity. And when Mr. Craton

says that he is "tired ol this Zionist

bellyaching over the plight of the Jews
"

he is not only insulting Jews, he is giving

them and every non-black permission to

announce that they are "tired of black

bellyaching over the plight of blacks and

Alricans. '
If I want others to be sensitive

and caring about my suffering as a black,

then I must be sensitive and caring about

the suffering of others.

I feel tarnished and diminished as a black

person by the way in which Mr. Craton

expressed his feelings. It is not necessary

for blacks to denigrate Jews to call atten-

tion to their own suffering. To do so is to

be anti Semitic. But. It is as easy for

blacks to be anti Semitic as it is lor Jews

to be racists. What is so agonizingly dH-

ticult IS to be human, to treat every

human being with dignity and respect.

What I have learned from black history is

to hate the sin and respect the sinner. Or

as Che Guevara put it: "We must grow

tough but without ever losing our

tenderness.

"

Julius Lester
Professor

Dept. of Afro-American Studies

'Vicious collection

of half-truths'

To the Editor:

/ have just linished the most vicious col-

lection ol subjective slop, hall truths, and

innuendo I have ever had the misfortune

to read! I reter, as if there were any

doubt, to Mark Wilding's "article" Diary

of a killer.

This particular "article" is so filled with

slanderous assertions, acid sarcasm, and
snide slimy remarks, that I at first had dif-

liculty trying to find a place to begin my
criticism.

I will begin, however, by asking you,

Mr. Wilding, it you eat meat? II so, then

you are guilty of a perverted double stan-

dard, as well as the complete absence ol

any journalistic objectivity. If you reply

that you are a vegetarian, that you don't

eat meat, lowl, or lish in any way, shape,

or torm. then I begin to see how you

might begin to rationalize your "article".

In any case, Mr. Wilding, allow me to

clue you in to reality; you are living in a

dream world!

The lact is that humans are part of

nature, and we kill to survive, whether

deer. cows, fish, fowl, or plants,

something dies in order that we live!

The lact is that without organized aid

Irom sport hunters {Ducks Unlimited],

and license fees from sport hunters [Mr.

Diemandl and taxes on guns and am
munition \again, Mr. Diemandl the

wildlile now on this continent would not,

to a large extent, exist!

The fact is that the greatest threat to

mankind and the environment \esp.

wildlife] IS not and never has been the

responsible sport hunter; it is the

development and or pollution ol habitat

by irresponsible industry!

The lact is that. yes. there are a lew en-

tities 1/ her'tate to call them people] such

as you describe, who buy guns and hun-

ting licenses, and decent, law abiding

hunters I the vast majority] have them to

blame ]as well as wnters like yourself] for

the misconceptions the public has on

hunting.

The lact is, Mr. Wilding, that you have

not the least conception of the concen-

tration, dedication, and variety of skills

necessary to a successful hunter, and

that you do not realize what a decent,

courteous, and well mannered group of

people you have maligned!

I could go on. but the lact is, since you

and your paper have violated one of the

prime rules of journalism, objectivit/, that

I consider you to be hopeless, and the

linal lact is that I hope to get my position

on the record; this campus should have

heard it stated long ago!
Lawrence Marshal Wright

Banner "protected"

by first amendment
To the Editor:

The Revolutionary Communist Youth

Brigade is demanding that they be allow-

ed to display their banner, which was

removed Irom the Student Union, despite

the lact that some members of the

University community may tind the

slogan "Death to the Shah" offensive.

I, lor one, have lound this banner and
the literature distributed by the sup

porters ol Iran's struggle very offensive.

For two years I have belonged to a group

ol people who reluse to sanction killing

for any reason whatsoever, and I lirmly

believe that love and non violence can

overcome any conllict. However, I also

believe that the right ot Free Speech, as

guaranteed by the First Amendment to

the Constitution, is not to be abridged in

any way.

The issue here, as I see it, whether the

Shah ol Iran deserves to die or not. The

issue is whether Mr. Harris or any other

administrator should be allowed to censor

the material used by any legitimate RSO
on campus. But when I tried to speak to

the man leading the demonstration today

about this, he refused t ten. He was

very hostile to me. ar'f jed said that

their motive was not the question ol free

speech versus censorship, but the ad-

vocation of death to the Shah. He said

specifically that he would not advocate

free speech for the American Nazi Party.

Should we defend the right of free speech

only lor groups whom we agree with?

I support the ideals behind the struggle

ol the people of Iran. I believe the Shah is

dangerous and should not be in power
anywhere. But there are ways to solve

problems without killing, methods other

than death and destruction, and until

people realize this, power-mad maniacs

like the Shah will be in authority.

Susan Leehey
Northeast
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Former Bruin's hock«y captain John Bucyk

signs autographs at Orr Rink on the Amherst Col

|«g« campus Saturday, as part of a Heart Fund

skate-a-thon. (Stafi photo by Bill Greene)

Pols tour at
taxpayers expense
WASHINGTON \AP\ -
More than one third of the

eligible senators and at least

59 House members have

nnade overseas trips at tax

payers' expense since Con
gress adjourned in mid-

Oaot>er State Department

and congressional records

show
One trip ended in tragedy

Rep Leo Ryan, D Calif ,

three newsmen and a

Peoples Temple member
were gunned down after an

inspection of the religious

Congress may
flush out waste

settlement founded by Rev.

Jim Jones in Jonestown,
Guyana Witnesses said the

visit triggered the attack on
RyAn and led to the mass
murder suicide of Jones

and nxjre than 900 of hiS

followers

The most popular destina-

tions of House members
during this congressional

travel season were the Peo

pie s Republic of China and

Japan
I ne cost of the trips is not

known.

WASHINGTON \AP\ -

If House leaders have

their way, members of

the new Congress which

convenes in January will

spend most of thetr time

routing out government

waste and corruption,

and less time on new
fedteral programs
Klemtoers of the hierar

chy cff both political par

ties say the demand
among the voters is for

less expensive, more ef-

ficient government.

"People want more for

their money." said Rep.

John B Anderson of Il-

linois, the thirdranking

Republican leader in the

House.. "I would like to

see us convene an over

sight Congress, " he said.

Last week. House
Speaker Thomas P.

O'Neill arranged three
days of meetings for

House staff members on
how to pinpoint govern-
ment fraud and find out
which federal programs
are wasteful or have
outlived their usefulness.

KQieiDOScope
Happy Ballpoints

by SheaHer^

What a way to write! Refill-

able ballpoints m your

choice of cheerful designs

For example

e Plump red strawberries

e Black and white

musical notes

• Vivid rainbow stripes

e Classical nautical pictorials

e Exotic jungle flowers

e Soft spring blossoms

for the widest selection

of writing instruments

^
BCD® [iMycsosfi&j? Steff®

campus center/univ of mass amherst

OPEN WED.NITE TILS

Two restaurants

open in Amherst
By DAVID BIEDERMAN
Coflegtan Staff

In a town the size of

Amherst, the opening of a

new restaurant is big news.

But when two new
restaurants open within a

week, with a combined
seating capacity of 367

why, it's positively

headlines.

Plumbley's is an antique

and stark yellow buikjirig. It

starxis on the former or

chard and gardens of Noah
Webster, former Amherst
citizen and dictior>ary ty

coon The building was
built in 1852 for Enos Foster

Cook, prorronent citi/en

who owned the stagecoach

line which ran between
Northampton ar>d Amherst.

Cook's house rennair>ed a

private residence until 1956

when It became a nursing

home. Robert Mecca,
Plumbley's general
manager, bought the
buikling test January arKJ

spent six months on exten-

sive renovation and pain-

ting. It finally operwd last

The main floor of

PturT4>iey's is elegant to say

the least, but one can dine

on waffles, omlettes arxJ

burgers at about tf>e same

price as other local

restaurants. Liquor, wirw

and beer are available. Mec-

ca, who takes pride in each

and every dish on his menu,

also offers dinners up to $10

and a tempting dessert

nr>enu.

The downstairs
restaurant specializes in

"finger foods" like fondue

chicken wings and onion

hngs. The decor dowr^tairs

is dark arxi intimate.

Plumbley's is a huge
place A greenhouse should

be completed in a week or

two, to provkle a aefftrat*

dining area wf^ere up to 40

customers can dine
amongst year-round
foliage The upstairs will

have a seating capacity of

150, the downstairs is 125.

Fifty efTH>k>yees keep the

place going and a "no
smokir>g" dining area is also

offered.

Taco Villa oper>ed two
weeks ago. It is located

berwath Logos bookstore m
Amherst center, where the

okl Yellow Sun co-op uaad

to be. It can be reached via

a narrow alleyway ak>r>gside

Logos
To avoid any confusion,

owrwr MaunCe Laflamme
emphasizes thaf his

restaurant rs neither a chain

nor a franchise. His Nor-

thampton establishment
was successful enough and
the demand for Mexican
food great enough to war
rant the opening of another
branch in Amherst, he said

Renovation of the old Co-
op took six weeks and was
difficult, Laflamme said.

Looking like its name im
plies, Taco Villa is an infor-

mal place with a seatir>g

captacity of 92. The villa

boasts low prices and
wholesome food.
Customers can stuff
thamaeives on tacos, bur

ritos. enchiladas, and
tostadas for about $3. The
$5 "Feast " is the most ex-

pensive Item on the menu;
bean tacos are only fifty

cents and much vegetarian

fare is available.

Response has been fan

tastic Laflamme claims,

with the restaurant filling to

capacity every night. Taco
Villa offers very good Mex-
ican food for the price: a
refreshing alternative to the

horrendous Mexican
cuisir>e available at other

places.

There you have it,

citizens, two new
restaurants. Get out your

bibbs ar>d gorge

i, PORK SALE ^ ALL OF OUR PORK IS CUT FROM ARMOUR

5 STAR VERIBEST BIADELESS PORK LOINS

CENTER CUT PORK CHOPS

$
1.79

LOIN HALF $1 CO
PORK ROAST lb1.%|9

RIB HALF

PORK ROAST LB

JANIK'S

POLISH

KIELBASA

$
LB 1.79

WE ARE TAKING ORDERS FOR YOUR SPECIAL

HOLIDAY MEATS - GLENN SHAW NATIVE TURKEYS

CAPONS. ROASTING CHICKENS,

GEESE, DUCKS, CORNISH GAME

HENS. ROAST BEEF & HAMS

LEAN 5 LB PKG *6.45

GROUND BEEF

BONELESS BEEF

BLADE STEAKS

UNDER THE TREE:
n Crystal

Cj Decorative Boxes

D Wind Chimes

a Mobiles

n Stabiles

D Mugs & Tankards

n Teasets

n Wine Classes

... Decanters

D Glass Storage |ars

n Baskets

D Hampers
D Serving Trays

D Placenuts

D Wooden Dish Racks

D Mug & Glass Racks

D Bedspreads

D Bamboo Shades

a Plants

D Hanging Lamps

D Floor Lamps
D Lamp Kits

D Candles

n Fine Art Prints

D Greeting Cards

D Stationery

D Book tnd% j
'-'

D lournals

D Address Books

D Leather Organilers

n Leather Wallets

D Disco Bags

D Combing Combs
D Hair Combs & Barrettes

D Hair Bands

D Earrings

D Necklaces

D Bracelets

D Pins

D Fashion Hosiery

D Danskins

D Tights

D Leotards

D Skirts

D Shirts

D Dresses

D Pants

C Vests

D Fashion Hats

r; Caps & Berets

: Wool Scarves & Shawls

L": Fashion Scarves

; Belts

r Gloves

! Slippers

[Z Chinese Shoes

.

G Afghan Socks

OTNAMO MU¥V DUTY M OZ _
LAUNDRY DETERGENT
KEf MVnU OR STACM 4 MEATBALLS

CHEF BOY AR DEE

AaflA¥0«

HAWAIIAN PUNCH

4tOZ

turn

^m_«mmmmm
REDEEM THI3 VALUABLE Jtm COUPON

DOUBLE

S&H GREEN STAMPS
MQN TUCS A WED ONLY

WTTH ANY PURCHASE

IMn Ml tl IMS >M*1

iiaMMt«««rtit

UAL 10' OFF LAOa

BATH SOAP

2 BAR
PK6

WHM COUrOM ( t ' so HiMCMASf OR MOW .g
tiuuoM* ccAHtrns

CARNATON

HOT

COCOA MIX

JELLO

ALL FLAVOBES

GELATIN

DESSERT 3 0Z

12ENV.
PKG

VAlltMC 11 II

*fTM COUWH 4 » ' SO niBCMJSI 0» MOW - \
fxCLuowc ce»«nis "

CAMPBELLS

VEGETABLE

SOUP 10/2 oz

fe^OUd
iy)\)\(\)un^^

TETLEY

TEA BAGS
SWEET UFE

FLOUR

VALM MC 11 It

100 CT \ ymi m. »T LOUS fooos Jf

njwotf 5 LB BAG
(ICIUOMC Ce»«ITTtS

4r * FIESN PMMCE * •
• •HEUTHtlEiUITYMtS**

LAKE
WKMKMB)

TOMATOES

LI

TBMEHSKBI

CAIMGE

CMSpm

RAMSMES

FKSM GNEEN

BROCCOLI

SEEDLESS WMTE

GRAPEFRUIT

R.OMDA

TANGERINES

SWSTLFE
REGAMPPLE

POTATO

CHIPS 8 0Z

KN

H»

OOZ

If Off Wtfi AW * MMT

CREST TOOTNPISTE ,oi

SmiRPM .«^

'1.19

20' OFF SURE MUL ON

DEODORANT
OLLETTE

TRACK II BLADES

79* i,.

n.«9f
«M.aMC 11 «•

LMT ONI *T lOUB FOODS

WITH COUWM « $7 50 PUKMASt 0* MOBt
jq

f icioowc cc»«ms

5CT

PLAY

STOCKING
STUFFERS:
D Little Boxes

C Magic Bubbles

Pens

n Change Purses

D Koala Bears

D Coloring Books

D Puzzles

D Soap
D Key Rings

D Snoopy & Woodstock

A Store-full of Ideas

• • FROZEN & DAIRY ••

GREEN GIANT

..:..l ,jlNIBLETSCORN«

1 V^l MEDIUM PEAS

MASTERCHARGE VISA

Downtown Amherst, next to the Post Office

J
"f^ *- '^ ^m— '. •••«&« »%%*%.».«.«,^«,^«,.^., --^j.^^.

SEALTEST

YOGURT
STOUFFfR

POUND CAKE

or

10^. 02

A.J^A STOUFFEB DELUXE FRENCH BREAD C^ |%||

99 PIZZA ««*i.ys

89* rOTTAGE CHEEsf . 75*

. 55*

500
S*H GREEN
STAMPS

SWEET UFE
DMNER

MACARONI
&CHEESE7A0Z

( VAlAOtC n 1i .

\ IHdT 0M€ »T lOUlS fOOOS „_„^'

WHH COUfW • t'SOPURCMiSf 0« MOW 2%
(iciuomb cc*R(TT(s

I
SORWEVE

I
BAmooi

, ^,L
I TISSUE PKG I

I

I VAIN DEC 11 1i

\ IMMT flK »T lOUlS fOOOS

SPECIALS B=FECTIVE not «S«MS«1£ FW TYFOGWrnCAl ElWOflS

DEC 11-16 ^ '*^"''' ™* "^^ ^° LIMIT QUANTtTj

LOU
• !•

LEiERSBAGELS 2/89* MARGARINE
^^^

.S&FlEfilCH _.o^29* ORANGE fUlCE -.ui1.09 I
1^. PLEASANT ST.. AMHERST. MASS
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with stopwatch and alarm.

From Texas Instruments.

Everything a person on-the-go needs m one

attractive package Handheld versatility al

Its best A memofy calculator, a clock with

calendar and beeper alarm and a stop-

watch with lap timer One set o( batteries

lasts up to a wtyjie year

For th* person who hes everything

>^ Only

!te $43.79
at the calculator stora

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

The Collegian has openings in the following positions for the spring

semester: —
•Assistant managing editors

•Copy editors

•Layout technicians
See Chris Schmitt in the Collegian office, 113 Campus Center, or call

545 3500. for applications. Applications due Dec. 13. The Collegian is an

equal opportunity employer.

I

*I!<I<*!P*

To place a classified ad, drop by the Col

legian office (CC 113) t)etween 845 am and

3:46 p m Monday through Fnday, or use our

har>dy clip arxj nr^il form found in most

issues of the Collegian pnor to 1956

Classified deadlirw is 3:46 p.m. two days in

•dvar>ce of put>lication date.

Collegian
Classifieds

Collagian classified rates are: daily, 46c

per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per line

per day; M consecutive issues, 30c per lir>e

per day' One line is roughly equivalent to 38

characters. Or>e ounce is roughly equivalent

to 28 grarm. Is anytxxly really reading this?

AUDIO

Realistic reel to reel recorder. 3 speed, 4

track stereo. 2 mikes, review edit fast for-

ward. 2 recording meters, 2 speakers Good

cond. Call Eu nice, 5-0341

Sanyo JCX 2100K receiver. Garrard 440m

t'table ,
Advent 3 spkrs., $250 80.

253 2800

Sony PSI800A transcription turniabJe.

walnut base, dust cover, illuminated

strobe magnetodiode auto return, servo

DC rrwtor, 50/60 cycles, 120/240 v Mint

cor>dition. oHist be heard. 549^ 1696 ^125.

Harman/Kardon 330C~reciever. Jenson

bookshelf speakers, Mtcrcord turntable,

reciever & speakers under warranty, four

months old. Call Frank 253-7Qr

Sansui AU»9 stereo anr>plifier 50W/ch

rms. Top of line unit, extraordinary swit

ching & connection facilities inc. tape tape

replay. Mint condition $175, professional

black finish 549-1898.

1975 VW Sunbug. low mi., many extras,

call 54&^4879. snow tires, fog lights, rer.

def.

Greet buyl Men's It., gr. ski i»ck^sue
med. w/ minens, brand new' 546-8389.

Yamaha G60 guitar w/ case, Toshiba tape

recorder, Gitane 10 speed, cal l 546^^_
HeedTGK-RTkla 170cm w/ Saromon 202

bindings, good corxl., ask 175. Mike,

546-8898

5-ft. cu. ref . $80 good cond. Hotplate tS.

Call 6 8230 keep tnringi

Creative
546 6402^

Heed ski fr Marker binds b figure skate

mens S210 & wonwi's 36PO bike all exc.

cond CallJ^avid M4-2146 best offer

Yamaha folk b classical guitar. MOJjW
Asanuma 200mm lens, »S0. call 253-3779.

Leathe^r jacket - new - $50 - 546-

5663- Linda

Lost at coffee shop. Brooks running

shoes, size 7'/., call 2568662.

Lett— if anyor^ four»d a wetch between

Roe Arts parking lot and SBAJues pleaae

return for reward, call 5^8699.

Loat between Feering Ir Morrill goW

pendant cross & bird. 549^3626 reward.

Silver Eagle pin on Dec. 1, extreme sen

umental valuel Large reward, please call

F wanted to ahere 2 bdrm. apt. in Mon-

teoue. $75-1^ . Jan. 1. 367 9578.

1 room In great 3 bdrm. apt. in Amherat

avail now Fireplace, bus route, $134 •

util Call Rob 323 4363 btwn 6-9 p.m.

male gred to share 2 bdrm. apt.

ith Amherst, call eves. 253-2742.

in

1 f nonsmoker for own rm. in 4 txJrm.

apt., $110 mo., all ults.. on busrt., starting

Jen.' 1. eel 263-3779.

23V speakeia: ex. corHf;

Loet-goM chain at Pub. 11/9/78. ^jen

timental value, please call 546-8664.

reward.

Preacription gleaaes. plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, pieese call Karen, 5464883.

SERVICES

PERSONALS

AUTO FOR SALE

1f74 Detsun B210, 4 dr.. 4 spd,. very

clean, $1700 firm, call Don, 549-5818.

lf74Vega GT. 4 speed. Good tires Very

reliable transportation. Asking $560 or of-

fers Call 666-4035. ^___
70 VW bug— new clutch, trans, tires.

Good condition. $560 or BO. 584-3673^__

1970~Cutlaas Rally -new yellow paint

w/blk int , radials, FM-8 trk, new brakes

& radi, rare & exc. cruising S1950 or BO,

6«26
•74 Maverick -bright red. 6-cy1., auto.,

p/steer Only 44,000 mi. Great shape

throughout. $2000 call 546-4660.

75 Detsun B210. 4 spd ,
radials, snows,

50 000 miles, Mt. Holyoke faculty, asking

$2200. (617) 347 7489.

75 Bradley Gt. 14,000 miles. ^^J^?^
Radials Excellent condition. Call 546-7575,

after 11 p.m. and on, a.m. during

weekends.

1972 VW Bus -Porsche-type engine, four

speed manual. 9000 mi. on complete eng.

rebuild, BO, will consider trade, call Brian

5460479 ^

86 Volvo 1228 SW. body great, best offer,

584-9203.

Women's 79 model Caber boots, sue 7 %

.

never been worn, perf cond ,
retail, $215,

selling for $1 56, price neg ,
^H 546^69^^

For sale 2 Continental contact, 166SR15

rad. snows, 2000 mi., $40, exc deal.

2^3971.
Ultimate compor^ent stereo: Lafayette

LA 125TA Integrated Amplifier, Realistic

TM 101 AM/FM tuner. GE TA 700

Cassette Tape Deck, BSR autonr«tic turn-

table with Shure Shibata M71, 2 famous

KLH six speaker systemsi Must sell fast.

$375. Superb 19" portable TV, VHF/UHF,

rollaway stand, antenna. $55 Honda C 90,

1969 very low mileage. Needs detail work.

$ 125! 584 1629. nights after 7.

Yamehe FG260 12 string $1X, 6-8479

6-string guitar: Ovation Balladere only 4

months oW, with case $325.00. call

268-3111

Wanted -good looking stock for grafting

tongue, stab or inlay only. Call Scion at

886-790? Keep trying.

Tall Paul -there's a key to the next one.

Watch for it. SS.

Happy birthday, Zook*!

Moving? Household moving, reasonable

rates, call Jeff. 549-5993 or 666^2462

Pro typing 76c Pfl- j>>^iJg^:JZ^ <^gg?li

Feat. eHlcient typing. 80c page w/ minor

grammatical editing if desired. 549-1731.

CuTheating bills- Caulking b weather-

strip jot)s for Jaeuary, call 527 5638

TypingriBM Selectric. quick service, low

rates, cell Larry or Patti^864290.

TO SUBLET

Humanic Dynafit ski boots. Size

Good condition. $35.00. 546-4562

1200 new

12.

rock end
Underground Books, 264 N.

Mike.

jazi LPs.
Pleasant, see

Heppy birthday. Staphrtn! Reedy for fun

ar>d games??

Sex can be good.. .but puddlejumpmg is

even better More details to follovv^

Hey Melon-how about a partridge in a

palm tree baby? Or a present in the 5 south

broom closet? Love secr^ Santa^

Ortstege et Mt. Farms Mall offers 20%
off aH reg. priced nwrch. to all college

students & staff. Rerrwmber your ID!

There will be a SCAC meeting today,

Dec. 11 at 6:30 in Skinner Lounge, this is

tf>e last meeting of the semester.

Secret Santa says: steal sneaker & sock

from all on second. Secure together from

the second sink 2 the last. See USoon.

Congrets to Roi & Little Mike on their

new arrival -Alex. Julia. Woos, Jen..

Jayne.

Cindy H.. heppy 1«th-stay sober -from

all of yor frier>ds on the 4thl

6 loves 9.

1 bdrm. of 2 bdrm. apt., on bus rt., until

May, w/ option to stay, eves,j^7g7_
SquTre Vill.-2 br. Twnhouse, available

Jan. 1 -666-2242.

Sublet 2 bedroom townhouse on bus

route. $240 -t^ utilities^^all_666-3617.

Dec. 24- Jan. 30 SAmh cin fum quiet

Ibdrm gd for cple $190 inc util 253-7959.

WANTED

Garage to rent during winter moottw. neer

Univ. of Mass. call Eric at 546-6441, eves.

from 6:00 to 12.00.

STComps. K2710. Olin VI. I need a pair

W/0 bind. 190^200 cm must be in good to

excl. condition price neg. Mike 546-1080.

SmaH sorority seeks boarders for spring

semester. 21 meals, pleasant atmosphere,

other benefits. Call 256-W7^

WANTED TO RENT

Gift idee: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 ST^^t 9-10 a.m.

FOUND

ENTERTAINMENT

Will exchange 1 std. 1 nonstd. tickets

eve. for Wiz against same ^OJJ^J'"^
Must be in 2 or 3 section. Call 666-751B^^

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing"

for bookings anywhere, call John,

546-4646.

FOR RENT m^IZ

Found UM keye neer ftbell field. W/nail

clip and adj. wrench 546-1080.

HELP WANTED

Looking for a room over intersession?

Come to Phi Mu Delta. Singles and doubles

available, full use of kitchen fac.lmes

reasonable rates. Call Jerry or Mark at

253-9034 or 545 2163.

Room 4Jnterse8sion^fur. 253 9894 Lau ra.

1 bedroom apt. all utilities inc. with stove,

frig dishwasher, on bus route, avail.

January. Call 665-:^-

2 rooms available house -Montague,

$105/ mo., all utilities included, wood heat.

Avail, immed. 367 2424, eves. ^^

Jewelry perties-have one in your dorm

or home and earn 15% as credit towards

jewelry Call Bill Karl, 256 8701 evenings or

see me in Campus Center -a good way to

get youiXhristnnas_g[fts^r ari hour'sj^jwk.

InlersessiorT positions available with

Student Government Association, apply

420 Student Union, for more info call

5-0341 deadline for all applications is

Thursday, December 14 at 4 p.m., Third

World women and handicap students urg

ed to apply, SGA is an equal opportunity

employer^

T/Twanted to coordinate academic pro-

grams Mackimmie Humanity House, duties

include teaching, planning and cooking.

Salan/ $3600 per yr. Applications (Resume

and a letter of ref .) must be recieved by 15

Dec. H.R. Mackimmie Humanity House,

SW, UMass Amherst. ^^^

Anyone In Riverglede around 3 a.m. on

12/2 and knows anything about who hit my

yellow Cougar, please call Todd at

253 5080 Any info might help. My in-

surance won't cover it. I'm out $2000.

Party in Daytona Beach for spring brk..

sign up bfr. Xmas and save, all inclusive,

call Joe, 253-2259.

Students looking for a part time job with

flexible hours, excellent income, and an op-

portunity to gain nr>eaningful business ex-

perience? Northwestern Mutual Life intern-

ship training session starting in Dec., con-

tact Dana Barrows, 1-525-4591.

2 bdrm. apt. UMaes eree Jan. 1

546M^^
,

2-3 bdrm. apt. In Amheret on bus route.

Need Jan. 1. Call Chris^fWe^^Se^ffiST^

Desperately looking for two bedroom

apt. If you can help call 6-8930/6-5351.

Oneroomkitchen bath privileges, need

car, S125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

HORSES BOARDED

4 large box stalls %mile ^^om^rnpusb

Tilson Farm. $100 per mo . Call 253-7168.

CALICO CRAFTS

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Long Island Wednesday.

12/20 after 6:00 p.m. or anytime Thurs.,

12/21. Will share driving and $expensesS.

Call Rich at 546 8734.

From pillows to pottery to pipes. We have

the greatest gifts around. We also feature

ceramics, silver jewelry, plants and sup-

Dlies toys, stained and etched glass,

lamp's, and lots of Calico stuffy Come visit

us at 5 North Main St., Rt. 202, Belcher-

town.

ROOM WANTED HYPNOSIS

Working woman needs apt./rm. in Roll-

ing Green or Amh. Ctr ,
Dec. 21 -Feb. 1.

665 7947.

mT exchange student seeks accommoda-

tion for 1 sem. spring 79, 546 5303.

Hypnosis Reading Inst, offering single

sessions for finals Dec. 7-21, improve

grades concentration, recall, relaxation.

The best alternative yet. For resen/ations a
times, call K.R. Morse, 532-5703.

FORSALE
LOST

Ski jacket-fits wm. sz. 12^14 or men's

sm. -hardly worn, now_.$2a^ ortJJ. i^,
256 8883

Lost-Chem. lab notebook, ID # onJ^'O'J'

#9833818. Please bring to Goes. 241 by

Mon 17fTT/78. V<!rv important.../award

ROOMMATE WANTED
LEGAL SERVICES

Your own room in nice house, $67 mo.,

fan May GrnfKJ., 772-0e^J*re
-

'

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, General

Practice, low cost legal representation for

1 Monday, Decemt>er V1^,JI978 Coilegjap 13

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Booted
5 Italian poet

10 Black t>ass

14 — sapiens

15 The Hunter

16 Stockings
17 Algerian

port

18 Turning
points

20 Utopia

?2 Stop

23 Muscle con-

dition

24 Greek por-

tico

25 Aim
28 Star-shaped

32 Through
33 39 37 inches

35 Pry

36 about

38 Seventy
40 W German

stale

41 Flowers
43 Was listless

45 Equal Pre-

fix

46 Railroad

t>ridges

48 Higher

50 — in full

51 Sup

52 Hitler was
one

55 Dead
59 Cheerful
61 Be t>old

enough
62 Lytton

heroine

63 Wisconsin
city

64 Shield: Var

66 Notices

66 Squandered
67 — and file

DOWN
1 iwlarkei

2 Ethnic

dance
3 Gen —
Bradley

4 Italian as-

tronomer
5 Tyrannise

6 Originate

7 African

river

8 — the line

9 Sword-
shaped

10 Certain

hymns
11 Give an

edge to

12 Consumes
13 Most excel-

UNITED Feature Syndicale
Saturday's Puzzle Solved

c *

T (

c tIIc 1 »£ L

k T uIn nine
( A

C I

P

I

D

C R A •1
P 1 A H aJ

A NptcT V

^KfilA il £ £ ^
' mV°Q* * *

« omTlei A A

NJEpfl E I T

«« N A L E

r V

A

m E

d U

\ I

l A SlT 1

1 A N TJB
N T T W
t 1 W*
A o|m f

«jl P P i L" i ^m e I oJBHJI
1 A « Mies P A

t ITIir N T E L

L rHin 6 s E

L tHg rati
lent

19 Fish from a

t>oat

21 Univ bidg

24 Barter's ac-

cessory

25 On the left

26 Spanish man
27 Literary

form

28 No Amer
plants

29 Use
30 Flirt

31 Mistake
34 Used a

stopwatch
37 Reprieves

39 Reserved
42 Put away

44 Scandina-
vian

47 Volume
units

49 Chief

51 Devil

52 BasetMll
stats

53 Century
plant

54 Movie
house, for

short

55 Data

56 Long narra-

tive

J Shamrock
land

56 Office piece

60 Small drink

"STTlla wilder
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

MMJCMI lUNOaeSTAND.^mmh 9/THOUDOiou
! FenNfm
fiCWHAi lACKOFOONCifS

/Noawfvu.
T»JN6*6a000?

fWeXAL MONEYDOW
SJPfOSeBMeLJ.FWOD
BROuemNioHiiptsmicr
AFTER mHASDGASmW
9tHUIffHCANtA6NE3IN

\C ^=^ ^ MB-

OVSKONB
BtLUON
DOLLARS iOUfiB

J0KJN6.

AtMfTNEfV,

OOLiARKR.
DOLLAR. UOULOtn iOUMEAH.
iOuAsnea.. wtmBt},
f nJU6HTH£

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

Spam Slade, People's Eye by Joe Carroll

GR£G, THE !SN«00M|
GIANT, BATTERS ,

—

*

TME P.L.O. \
>

• HE Lies
HELPLESS.
FROn THE

TOUCH.

I MILES AWAV^

I GOTTA
F»WD THE

6AAIK/. HE'LL
STOP THAT
Tfl^STOOL/

WHERE IS
OUR HEROk
SPAn -)

SLADEr

Peanuts by Charles Schuiz

I'm making ILLU5TRATI0N5

FOR MV BOOK ABOUT
THE LIFE OF BEETHOVEN

6»^

HERE HE 15 JUST A
FEUI MINUTES AFTER
HE UAS BORN... _

-7^

AMP HERE H£ IS

JUST BEFORE HE PIEP

B.C. by Johnny Hart

I
WHO (^ 6»lVEM CfZ&yCr R3K THE WlOf?LOs

lOtiGft'^, F«ee -<=AUU T^KAOAvJTt JUMP
'

ml f'T

\\v:»

Dance Studio # 1 Club
Presents

DISCO
December 15, 1978 9-1

10th floor C.C. $1.00
Everyone invited

D.J.—Mario
• •••• • •••••••••«•••9 •.••r

COjuSSJtOIISo spomsokso sv
\
\

The Peoples Gay Alliance

Ji Jarley Codge (across Univ, 'Drive, near S. W.)

OH Zucs.. Dec. 12. 1978

POT LUCK-6:30

ENTERTAINMENT-7:30

SECRET SANTA-9:00 fbring a $2

^
ryy//yy//////////////yyyyjttouutt.v.* •V.\AVr.\V/AVV\\\\\XVA-.\\^^V/i/x//.A\vVV//.>r-V-V,V.*.V.V.V»\\V
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AH
^ <'Letour

deUman
belpyoit
planyour #3"^
iMliday ;«-
party- ^p
Whatever number

of guests you __

plan to serve just give us 24

hours notice and w>^ can make any

of 1 drtterent platters heaped with

good food We II have your "instant

party"ready on a nice plastic tray

And we H pack it m a speaal box

tt^at fits right tn your retngerator^

self service deli save on

Stop & Shop

Mid

Shops open Simday^OTUjywn
__.^t^—«—^ ;:: •i^i***rsiop t Stiop Coupon ^"™„p'W

;z;niM«««P""**^Slop * Shop Coopon|"»» ^,yg- \__± .

^
l wie^

vv^,«ca*PO"
I Ml 7b ' —— r vsMh to cojxw «nd « «? SO SAKi>me mmli USIWB «

—

49
Half Gallon Btl.

COKE ,«, - r^
,

ORTAB »JFLJ

19
I STOP & SHOP

19
STOP & SH

FACIAL
TISSUE AsstdCokxs

-ply

Pkg of 200

'Isiop * Shop Coupon|

VVitn t«» co.4>on and s $7 aO purchor

free
16oz. can -_

CAMPBELL'S
PORK & BEANS

c

^ipJiS&l

Q^^rStop&Shopgwcrth! MM ^.M

ilaii

V Oscar Mayer rzT'lT *1 59

Buddma Sliced Meats ;. 49;

rolonia!

^corner deli Siic«»d lo oidef

Stop & Shop ^

Wlilt*
Gem

Gem''

tketm
syVhole2y2-3lb&

'?'!

Cranberry Juice

Cocktail 480Z. WL

AppleJrtg

V:Macaroni
Salad ^ 59i

<, our kitchen Quairty loods-

Roasted or BB.Q style

CookedCM^Den
J5VWhite Gem '^^09

a# mMly. al rwiurat

ctacfcan from Mara Drtoous

stuNad «wlh a »awo»v dressn»/

^tUporSplitJ:49i " »
Chicken Breasts ^^jr^^'^t-JS
Legs ^'Sr 79i Wings ^^^^ 69.

WERDW

€lJ:^ '

TosN served ^ ,^

Fresh Cheese Pizza " M 09
r

'««. t fit

s. frozen meatsoeciaivaiui-s

1 lb pkg. Levitt's

ived Steak

If

iPerduewboi

ickens
CutUporSplit2^^59i %^^^n»
Perdue Chicken Breasts 3.^ *i.Ty.

Legs a-^aa 89*. Wings 3?3K 79i

Stop & Shop
64 ounce bottle

c .; rr^wtail ? 89' Mushrooms SiSZ 2 *^ 89*

CranberrySaiMC Greeillieaiis

^ f-w: rv ~,^i.ir. <* «— qpT Whole Onions **4"shw 2'i;^'1

gSSSi:^,?'::-
-4 ^"^ Royal Pnnce Vams^ -VT^

PieCrustMx
Betty

Crocker ^^t^g^^ Stop & Shop 32oz
,
»ar

Stove Top Mix ^^-S.M.19 [Xirt.ee_Cqconut -.. 69=

Ocean Sprav
Jellied or

'-

^no^l Pickles nOf^•pkgsM Stop&Shop32oz, »ar^^^F

29

Steak-Umm Steak zr. ';: *1 89

qtucK easy
meals

y^eafood

Roast <£&'t^Stop& Shop -Great Beef-USOA Cho«e Jj^ »

Rllsbury Bread Mix

Sundory
Regular or 0«t
Assorted Flavors

Marichino Cherries

Sea rood Cocktail

ST* Vlasic Difl Pickles eff

Planters

For txXtday entertaining

RcshPotlodi
FilleU *tl*
Shnmp Cocktail 3'"t.'^;i.79

Shnmp Rolls JISV— 109
targe Shnmp 'iS? 4.99

Blue Shell Crabs 'i» 189

Boneless Beef Chuck Steak '1 .59.

Chuck Stewing Beef .lisj'c^ '1-^»

Underblade Roast "SSSS* '1 .39.

Dry Roasted or

Cocktail Peanuts

12 ounce )ar

Hard Candy ^^JS- ^.tII
Planters —-?s:r.2- '1.69

Potato Cliii»
stop & Shop ^•eoz*^
100% Natural ^^^bags^

now ' "-i^-

SeliectOlives
Early California ^BQf
Pitted 6oz can ^^^P
Manzanilla Olives

Hershey Mint-Chips

Hot&Cold
InsulatedFoam

pkg of 50

Cold Cups
250ct Napkins

Cheese Crackers ^' 2 IS *1

Shoulder Steak
Beef Chuck

fa London Brol

99*

•GrertBeK" «i QQ
USOAChoce I.O%7t>

bakery Baked m our ovens
Only at

Stop & Shop

Empire Apples

are part Mcintosh

ayj part Red Deltcwos

Good for baking,

oookmg or snadung

Stops Shop Yah Yah

Biitterm^
sliced

Lemon Pie

Countrystyle Donuts

ir*.Empire ^3ib.bag

fAppUs

Peanuts

dairyMoney-savmg values occur dairy trash products

Minute Maid

OrangeJ
64 ounce carton
from concentrate

Breakstone

PaperPla|^.
pkg of 100 #^^

Coffee Creamer ^^ *1^
Lindsay Olives ••"» ^^

Blue Bor,. .et

Margarine
59

Breyer's Yogurt ^
Whole Milk Ricotta

one pound pkg.

quarter lb. sticks

69* Cottage Cheese
3^*1 Crescent Rolls e<» *«-•

•1 89 Pillstxjry Cookies^^^

Li*<WlA«<. ftQ*

r^ C»q '^fr *«M <:» C *T'^*'«''

K health & beauty aids
\^ Save on our vour tavonte brands

Maine us no i ^fl^Blf

Potatoes49
—^—ir:-^,- Fresh Green

I

BeamyL0l«n^4» £S°„r" 38f.Beauty Lotion

ounce tx}ttle ^^^

ist Chance toget your...

ircelain

Chiiia
DINNER ^jDk

_ PLATE f^«a
With every $3 food purchase

Beautiful I Fresh Florida

ia TMnatoes
Plant *i90 I

Firm & npe ^ ^f
eJTf^l^t Jea I

tor salads Jtos^

^ I In time for Holiday & Christmas \

stemwarensS,. *'*^SS
Your Choice g ^ftQ \}Sm^ Y*,!f^ , ,

^'^^^
lvol.r4o.1 99C^^
SET Vol 1-1 2 $22.88

frozen foods over 700 items for quick-to-tix rrwals

Stop & Shop

eJuice
36oz*«

Coffee Creamer
Grapefruit Juice

Suoisnoc '>Cy

SHptSnac 59*

a 10 Oi »<»Tt«0O»fT
.'CM <«0W|»«_

, 10 OZ CM»»r»«0»«/St«WrT

Haddock Dinner 9^^ 79*

Half Gallon Sun Glory

Cream
99

John's Pizza '^?^-'5r'^^99;

La Pizzeria '^^'^•^L.T^
Camatton Shrimp^',SSSr»4.59

Peas & Carrots,

Corn or Mixed Vegs.

Oven Fries sk**?^?^^ oy^

Sweet Potatoes ..~f?5a 5»

Green Giant •>-.»—«• ^••i' '

Mrs. Smith's

Rich's Bread Dough %%

Whipped Topping
""*'Sloc»Slx» AQf
9oi booi *Tv3

Pie Crust Shells i?5Sr-. 69'

iS^ Or lOSai Ok i« |"<i
..„....^K«,....~»*t..»..>-1M>.«~.»M."-->'-

'«*-*"

^)^<

f I Ki>if«»i<m\<»nt%%\tj^4lkM>.1i V%%aAikaCCm9*i€^%XW\%XX%3S.^'*
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The UMass
Music Theatre Guild

is looking for a

PRODUCER
to produce

next semester's show
Anything Goes

If interested

call by Fri., Dec. 15

Kevin -546-6078
Mary Anne -549-0877

Iceman beat Boston State;
break 4 game losing streak

Beautiful people serve you at

Time

By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

After four straight losses since thie opening of the season,
the UMass hockey team finally earned its first win with a 7-5
decision over Boston State Saturday niqht at Orr Rink.

It didn't come easy though, as the Minutemen needed a

three goal hat-trick from co-captain John Peters, some flashy

goaltending by freshman Casey Scavone, and a goal from Ken
Richards with 1:24 left in the game to clinch the win.

Earlier in the wveekend, the MirMitemen had lost their fourth

straight game with a 10-5 pounding Friday night at tfie hands

of a touqh Army team.

UMass assistant coach P.J. Flaherty was definitely en-

couraged by Saturday's game saying, "We finally played like

we should be playing. We played the last two periods against

Boston State like we should, " continued Flaherty. "Boston

State's not really that good; this game shouldn't have been

that close."

As has t}een the case in the past, the Minutemen came out
in both wfiekend games looking flat and not carrying the play
at all. Friday's game saw the Minuter^en fall behind by 7-1 in

the second period before they finally woke up ar>d scored a
few goals including two by junior co-captain Joe Milan. The
flashy center now has scored eight goals irKluding his two on
Saturday to lead his team in that category.
"Some of our forwards were just leaving our defense nak-

ed," said UMass head coach Jack Canniff after the Fnday
lOM. "We've just got to contain them in their er>d."

It appeared to be the same story on Saturday night against a
1 -3 Boston State team as the Minutemen fell behind by 3-0 in

the second p>eriod before Minuteman Bill Estes scored on
passes from linemates Ken Richards and Jack Heslin at 5:24.

After one more Boston State goal by James Murphy x\\o

Minutemen fought back with two straight goals by Joe Milan
and John Peters to make it a 4-3 contest. Near the end of that
secorxj period, Boston State added another goal scored by
Don Harrington from his twin Ron. It carr^e on a freak play that

saw Minutemen netmirxjer Scavone knock the puck into ttte

net while sliding across the crease.

In the third frame the Minutemen came out flyir>g and tied

ttw contest with two straight goals from the awesome
wristshot of Peters.

With the score now at 5-5 the stage was for Rictiard's game
winning goal. The Fitchtnjrg native took the puck on tt>e left

side near his own blue line, skated it into tf>e Boston State
zone, and fired a wrist shot from tt>e top of the circle tttat

whistled oast State netminder Terry Whately's right slKHilder

"I was pretty undecided as to whether I shoul^ kMp it and
shoot It or pass it to center, " related an excited Richards after
the game. "But, that was our strategy; try lo outskate them
and get around them."

With less than a minute left, Joe Milan added his eighth
goal of the season into an empty net to ice the victory with a
7-5 score.

The Minutemen, now 1-4, must prepare for Tuesday night's
game against last year's national Division II champion Mer-
rimac, at Merrimac.

Peters nets 31 as hoopwomen win

Vi Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90

Always Happy Hour Prices

Super Sandwiches

3/ N Pleasant St

By PA TRICK 0. DOBBS
Collegian Staff

BURLINGTON, Vt. -

Guard Sue Peters tossed in

31 points in a sluggish 61 -51

victory over the University

of Vermont Catamounts
Saturday afternoon.

Peters also dished out

three assists and grabbed
four retx>unds to hightlight

the Minutewomen's fifth

win in a row.

The Minutewomen are

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

SAVE 30%-50%
Book now for spring break

LATER

now 5^0 for the season.

Julie Ready dominated the

middle and grabbed 12

ret>ounds to lead all UMass
rebounders. The
Minutewomen controlled

the t>oards outrebounding

the Catamounts 33-27. Jen
Parker hauled down five

retxjunds in the cause and
Maura Supinski and Cathy

Harrington corraled four

rebounds each.

Vermont started the

scoring with 1735 left on

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

the clock. The
Minutewomen, behind
t}askets by Sue Peters, Jen
Parker and Julie Ready
pushed the score up to 31-

25 with 1:50 remaining in

the first half, holding the

smaller Vermont team
scoreless for 4 minutes.

UMass had problems
getting the ball down to the

Ready under the hoop in

the second half and found
themselves depending on
Peters' drives to the l)asket

and short jumpers.

Jen Parker kept things hot

from the outside hitting a

couple of downtown
jumpers in the first half.

Julie Ready drove the final

nails into the Catamounts'

coffin by sweeping the

defensive boards in the last

minutes of the second half

limiting the Catamounts to

only or>e shot each trip

downcourt.
"We played with a lot of

poise," said coach Mary

Ann Ozdarski.

PAY

KQ^ QIKt MOW AM. >««« MMl

"

" RkSanl

the,

MAnmuu.

FifMl WMks
Today at (TtS 6 151-8 «

It until 30 daysNo paymen
before departure

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS 545-0500

IbEflTM

Starring Batta Davis

Today at ITLS 6 38)

Bipix
A Naw Comady ThrWar

Today atCfLS 6 00)41 30

jfCKmcMOison

Goirr
SOCTTH

62 Main St 2S3 7836

•Fraah Chinaaa
vagatabia* from our
own farm

•Fully air conditionad
•Closad Wednasday
•Lunchaon »paciala

t1 .2S and up

High quality food at a

reasonabia prica"

Recomrrtendad by tha

HtfN Yort Tuna*"

Co-Starring John Bahishi

Today at (TLS 6 1SI 8 46

6 6

Hanukkah
Greeting

Caids.

u

»*^»<'•••

Share .n the tradition and beauty o\ this joyous season.

Creative excellence is an American tradition,

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

SPRINGFIELD
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

ROBERT GUTTER
Conductor

Orchestra and Chorus

bANDeL's
MessiAh

Iwednesday, December 13 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6, 5 UMass

students - $b. 4. 3. Senior citizens and other students

$6.5,4.

Fine ^r^s Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations
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Wichita Falls here we come
CONT FROM PAGE!

Since you asked,' Pickett said, "their coach guaranteed

he'd be in Wichita Falls next week. Hell, I could have

guaranteed that, only I didn't want to pay my own way
there "

Talk IS cheap,' said quarterback Mike McEvilly when asked

about UNR's pregame comments, "You ve got to prove it on

the field We proved ourselves today."

Indeed they did. The Minutemen, though outgained in total

offer>se, dominated from the start as they opened up a 21-7

first quarter lead Capitalizing on six interceptions three by

defensive back Kevin Sullivan who was named the game's

outstanding defensive player by ABC TV UMass rolled to a

44 7 lead before UNR answered with two late and futile

scores.

The 44 point total is the largest offensive output for the

Minutemen this year and the most allowed by Nevada-Reno

all season Cliff Pedrow, who had watched from the sidelines

as Dennis Dent rolled up big yardage the last three weeks of

the regular season, emerged v.ith three touchdown runs (1,

20. and 30 yard launts) for UMass
Dent, the game's outstanding offensive player (as voted by

ABC TV), added a 96yard kickoff return for a touchdown;

Sullivan returned an interception 59 yards for a touchdown;

Kevin Connor caught a 47 yard TD pass from McEvilly; and

Sandro Vitiello, who was one for five in field goal attempts

and two for four on extra points, accounted for the UMass

season high point total

UMass players and coaches had felt if they could control

possession of the football and avoid turnovers, they could

defeat the No 1 ranked Wolf Pack.

The first poBMSlion was a good omen Aided by three UNR
penalties (they VMere penalized 15 times for 146 yards), the

Minutemen marched 80 yards in five plays to gam a 7 ad

vantage )ust 1 47 into the game. Pedrow rambled the final 20

yards off the (eft side for the score after a great block by left

guard Alec Westerlmd
After UNR had tied the score on a John Vicari three yard run

after Sullivan had fumbled a punt at the UMass 29 yard line.

Dent made tf>e first of two key plays by the UMass offense.

Dent proved to the crowd and the national television au

dience |ust how lightening fast he is. when he took the kickoff

following Vicari's TD. and raced 96 yards for his second

kickoff return TD this season

The front wedge did a great |Ob then I managed to get

pasx that one guy (Steve Dankworth). " Dent said. I )ust had

some great blocking

The other key offensive play for UMass came with )ust 15

seconds remaining m the first half Leading 217 (Pedrow had

scored m the first period from one yard out). UMass got hold

of the ball with less than two minutes left in the half But in-

stead of just silting on the lead. UMass went into its two

minute drill and it paid off for another seven points
• That was Mike's (McEvilly) decision,' said Pickett, "He

came up to me and said 'Let's go with the two minute of

ferwe "

How Jim Jones Moved In To San Francisco^ s Blacic Community

Hank SareauK heads downfield

head down south to Wichita Falls

and the Minutemen
Texas to face Florida

So, rather than sitting on the ball. McEvilly tossed a 47 yard

TD pass to O'Connor, who beat cornerback Roy Hamilton and

then outleaped him for the ball UMass 28. UNR 7

"It was a streak. explained McEvilly. who completed seven

of 1 3 passes for 94 yards Saturday

"The baH was right on the money, " said O'Connor. "All I had

to do was catch it. I guess."

AfrM for the NCAA Division 1-AA chammpionship this

coming Saturday IPhoto by Jim Cain, special to the

Collegian).

That touchdown pretty much decided the issue. Nevada

Reno, who had trailed only once before all season, never did

recoup J I I. 11

"It was a con^ination of them Being a very good football

team and us making too many mistakes, " surmised Auh.

"They're |ust a fine team "

This week, the Minutemen depart for Texas with dreams of a

National Championship tucked under their ten gallon hats

Williams beats pressure

and Catamounts, 69 - 68
By STEVEZACK
Collegian Staff

While the snowy weather and quiet cam-

pus of the University of Vermont provided a

serene setting outside, inside the Patrick

Gymr«8ium the Minutemen, after a 15

point advantage distoh/ed, squeaked out a

69^68 victory over the Catanx)unt8 on 2 Eric

WiMiama foul shots with just two tick* of

the clock ren^ining.

After Mark Haymore converted a one-

arKJ or>€ situation to put the Minutemen

ahead 67 66 with 10 seconds remaining,

Vermont called a timeout. With time

dwindling down. Catamount Mike Evelti,

20 points in the second half, drove down

the lane and layed one in to give Vermont a

68^67 lead and for all intents and purposes

the oame BUT, Evelti was called for a

charging foul which sent Williams, the Col-

legian Player of the Game, to the foul line

tor the winning shots.

"When I saw the first one bounce on the

rim. I wanted to run in and tip it, " Williams

said afterwards.

Leading 15 14 after 9 minutes of action,

the Minutemen played their best ball of the

year scoring 15 unanswered points. The

streak started with a Brad Johnson driving

layup and ended with Len Kohlhaas sinking

two free throws as a result of a technical

foul called on Vermont coach Peter

Salzburg. In between were mixed in 4 of

Mark Haymore's game high 23 points, a

layup and two foul shots by Kohlhaas, and

a Brad Johnson jumpshot and free throw.

With the Minutemen up 30-14, Vermont

came back with 8 straight points of its own

on a 3 point play by Jim Nocera. a long

bomb by Dane Correll. a tip in bv Bruce

Beynnon, and a foul shot by Jeff Brown.

With UMass leading 34-24, Brad Johnson

scored 5 points in a row followed by a Cata

mount basket by Jeff Brown with three

seconds remaining in the half to make it

UMass 39, Vermont 26 at the split.

Early in the second half with the

Minutemen ahead by a score of 44 31, the

Catamounts put 8 consecutive points on

the scoreboard on 2 jumpers by Tom Per-

nn, 2 foul shots by Mike Evelti, and a Mike

Kern baseline pop.

The Minutemen answered this spurt with

a six point binge of their own and two

minutes later an 8 point flurry, consisting of

two Eric Williams jumpers, a pair of free

throws by Billy Morrison, and a Mark

Haymore turnaround to put the Minutemen

up 60 45
It would appear at this po«nt that tf>e

Massachusetts team waa on its vi«y to a

blowout over the Vermonters. Right?

Wrong. Trailing by 15 points and 10

minutea remaining, the game of streaks

continued, this time with 10 straight points

by the Cats to cut the lead to 60-55 and the

race to the wire was on

With the score tied at 64 and 2.15 remain-

ing, Eric Williams connected a free throw to

put the Minutemen ahead by one, 65-64.

Following a Vermont time out. Mike Evelti

followed up his own miss and popped the

ball through the nets to put the Cata

mounts up by a point with 45 seconds re-

maining.
,

With just ten secnds left, Vermont s Jim

Nocera fouled Mark Haymore which sent

the 6'8" forward to the line for one-and-

one. Haymore sank both shots to put the

UMass team back in front in the seesaw

battle. ^ . .. .L.

At the two second mark, Evelti drove the

lane scored, and fouled Eric Williams in the

process to set up the game winning foul

shots. . , .

After the ganne. Minutemen coacn jacK

Leaman offered this comnrwnt, "We played

30 minutes of excellent basketball but in the

last 5 minutes we did our damnedest to

snatch defeat from the jaws of victory."

NET NOTES...Of the nine players that

saw action for the Minutemen, 5 of them

accounted for all 69 points the next game

for the Minutemen is on Wednesday night

at 7:X when they face the UConn Huskies

in the Cage.

Massachusetts (69) Johnson 5-4-^14

Witkos Roberts 0-0-0 Morrison 2 2

Williams 7 3 17 Nappier 0-0 Haymore

8 7 23 Burton Kohlhaas 4 5-13. Totals

24 21 69.

Vermont (68) Thode 00 Brown 33 9

Perrin 4 08 Nocera 124 Brunton 1-0 2

Kern 6 3 15 T. Johnson 10 2 Correll 2-0 4

Evelti 8-4 20 Beynndn 2 0-4. Totals

28 12 68.

[One dream shattered;
one stillto come true
By RICH ECKEL

^RENalfJe m the third quarter, with UMass holding a 4V7 «*vantage, a group

of students began deflating the blimp that had flov^ above Mackay Stadium

Saturday and proclaimed Nevada-Reno was N0.1.
i «„^ .k^ .K-ir

By then it was obvious that the Wolf Pack was no longer Na 1 and that their

dSlm for' a National Championship had been deflated by the UMass MmutemerK

T^wilf pJck had trail^ only once before during their ""defeated unt«d

season, and now, as the minutes ticked off and the Wimp was slowly deflated,

UNR was no longer an undefeated football team.
„««L;H.««r

"Somewhere along the line I did a poor ,ob of P:««>1"'^ ^V' ?«^ hL^Ji?fl?
something like this," said UNR Coach Char'es Auh. after watching his team faM.

*tndled the WoH Pack had rw^ seen anything like UMass. Their 1 1-0 record

J» afdecTptive as the green grass of Mackay Stadium, which »^-rf b«»n pain ed

green for television purposes and subsequently caused some tough footing or all

^'uN^^had led the nation m almost every statistical c«ego'V^7^«V had averaged

473 yards a game in total offense (they outgained UMass 361 to 337 Saturday)

they had allowed only seven points in the first quarter a season an^ Saturday

UMass scored 21; and through the season they had allowed but 24 first-half

points yet Saturday UMass scored 28 in the first half. ,^^„«
No they had not seen anything like UMass The UMass defense recovered one

fumble and intercepted six passes to deflate UNR's sconng machine.

A^d whii; the dllense fSrced the turnovers, the offense took advantage of

superior field position to roll up the teams largest sconng output o^th^season.

"As I tolc the team, nothing that happened today surprised us, said UMass

"^U mSy^m havel'urprised Pickett, but It definitely shocked the 14 026 Wolf Pack

fans who had been guaranteed by Ault that their team vvould not lose.

For UMass there were many standouts. Among the <?bvipus vvwe Kevin

sivan who Intercepted threeVsesC Right now it's P^o^«^V the b«t day of

my life" Sullivan); Dennis Dent, who scored on a
fj"^^„'*'^^S" '**Xh

'

althouQh he gained only 58 yards rushing on the day; and Cliff Redone, who

Sed three touchdowns on runs of 20, 1 and 30 yards. And then there were the

Thrent^e* oMensive and defensive lines, who consistently controlled the line of

sinmmaae Kevin Manning, who made a [jev
ime^<i5R^«>y,?Sive^^Stan

^

Sullivan had fallen down and the ball bounced off UNR receiver ^lan vy"a'» »

helmet; and Joe McGlaughlin, who simply played another of his long stnng of

^But S^UMass players were enjoying some of their best performances some

UNR players were expenencing their worst. Quarterback Larry Worrriar. who

had thrown for over 1 700 yards and 17 touchdowns, completed only ^our of 14

passlsTd was intercepted three times before being
;«P'f^^^J^V

J^evin Whee e

late in the third quarter. WorrYian was not supposed to play because of knee n-

jury however as a local paper reported, he had recovered miraculously.

L
^And so It was. An effort that inflated one team's dream for a National Cham

pionship and deflatec^ another' s.

We know they died from a mix-
ture of cyanide, deranged leader-

ship, automatic gunfire, jungle
isolation. unrealized idealistic

goals and the fear of enemies
both real and imagined.
T-he question is why they died.

VVhy did over 900 people, most of

them black and many of them
elderly, follow a white minister in-

to an isolated rain forest and then

to eternity ?

The answer, or at least a piece of

it. must lie back in the San Fran-

cisco ghette into which Jim Jones
moved his church nearly a decade

ago. His arrival coincided with the

last embers of the incendiary riots

that had swept through black

communities from New York to

Watts. The Kerner Commission
had just warned that American
society was becoming two na-

tions, one white and affluent and

the other black and poor.
The civil rights battles had been

fought, and the spoils were being
divided up mostly by those who
bore little or no kinship to the

blacks in whose name the strug-

gle had been waged.
Black faces were beginning to be

seen in banks, auto dealerships,

diesel truck cabs and ad agencies.
But most of these newly
employed were led to believe that

their success was a result of their

personal qualifications, rather

cent, on page 3

Seta^s Death

Still A Mystey
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On September 13, 1978. the

dead body of Ms. Sita Rampersad
was found in room 240, Motel 6 in

South Deerfield Although three

months have passed since her

death, her parents, frieruls and
people of the Third World
community continue to question

why it happened? Where' What
caused her death?* Why the in

vestigation has been so secretive?

And. why. three months later, so
many questions still go unan
swered?

On Thursday. December 8. 1978,

Ms. Suman Bohm. a friend of Mr.

and Mrs. Rampersad and a

member of the Third World
Women's Task Force and
Attorney Ozell Hudson of the

University Legal Services Offices,

called a press conference and
revealed alleged circumstances

that led up to Site's death as yet

uncovered at the inquest. The
press conference was open to the

general public. Many who at-

tended the conference Agreed
that much of the events revealed

from the testimony was con-

tradictory, at the least.

Mr. Hudson stated that allegedly

present with Sita the night of her

death were Demetrios E. Kon-
stanlopulos also known as Jimmy
the Greek, Brian Pitzer and Carol

Newton. These individuals ap-

parently testified that Sita ex-

perienced several seizures at

different times during that

evening and that no medical aid

was sought at that time. In ad-

dition, that in supposed attempts

to revive her. Sita was slapped
several times, given a cold shower
while in a semi-conscious state

and allegedly accidentally

dropped on her head and back.

Attorney Hudson, present at aU

the inquest hearings, stated that

many questions were still

unresolved. There are many
contradictions in the testimony.

First, there is the question of the

time lapse. Testimony given by a

registered nurse, a friertd of

Pitzer, alleges that Sita was alive

between noon and 1 p.m. when
he examined her. Yet when the

ambular>ce arrived at 1:15 p.m.

there was already rigidity in parts

of her body. In addition, Dr.

Keeley, the local medical
examiner, sets the time of death

at between midnight and 6 a.m.,

many hours before her body was
uncovered.

by Carmen M. Cadiz

noted that no fingerprint samples
were taken from the nnotel room
and compared with the finger-

prints of those who were in the

room or had access to that room.

According to the police, said Mr.

Hudson, they (the police) already

knew who had t>een in the room.
Yet. throughout the testimony no
one mentioned that a registered

nurse had entered the room until a

motel employee testified to have
seen another person enter that

room the day Site's body was
found.

Many other contradictions were
pointed out by the lawyer. There

were supposed lapses of memory
on part of the state trooper where
he could not remember the time

he arrived at the motel room."

Also, bruises around Sita's mouth
as well as other points still remain

a mystery. There is still no
agreement among the tvvo

nr>edical experts that examined the

body as to the actual cause of

death. The only agreement is that

Sita Rampersad, 20 years of age,

4 feet, 8 inches tall and weighing

84 pounds, is dead.

Ms. Suman Bohm. in a

statement to the press, men-
tioned how violence on Third

World individuals often goes

unprosecuted. Says Ms. Bohm.

"...if you are a Third World
person and you come from a

regular hard working family you
can be sure your death will be

about as important to local of-

ficials as the death of the squirrel

on the road."

The inquest will be continued

until a neurosurgeon has had a

chance to examine transcripts of

the inquest, medical testimony

and Sita's U Mass medical record

to determine whether these
seizures could have caused the

death of the young woman.

Despite the obvious con-

tradictions in testinnony, what is

the purpose in calling a

neurosurgeon to examine mere

testimony? Why not call a

pathologist to exhunr>e tf>e body?

We of the Third World corn-

munity must question the cir-

cumstances surrounding the

sister's death. So much violence

against our community goes

unnoticed and unresolved by

police officials. History has

proved that the U.S. judicial

system has never worked m favor

of Third World peoples.

Seta's Death

Who's At Fault?
by Suman Bohm

With Mr. and Mrs. Rampersad
and attorney Ozelle Hudson. I

attended the four day inquest into

the death of Sita Rampersad.
After listening to the testimony, I

have to say that the reason for

Sita"s death seems to me more
suspicious now than before. The
inquest was supposed to

determine the cause of Sita's

death. It didn't. My interpretation

of the testimony at the inquest is

that the judge and DA, if they are

actually interested in justice, will

have to set up a trial to fir>d out

what really happened. But to be
honest I'm not sure these men are

interested in justice.

Before I say anything about the
inquest itself. I want to say
something else, something that

goes beyond what happened in

the courtroom. To some p>eople

what I wilt say may sound sen-

timental and not connected to the

inquest but to others it will make
clear political sense.

Sita was a nice yound woman.
She was also somebody's child,

the child of hard-working people
of color form Trinidad who came
to the US because this is the place

where dreams are supposed to

come true. Unfortunately we all

know what this means: it usually

doesn't work for Third Worid
people. The willingness of the

police and the DA's office and the

whole court system to obscure

wf>at happened to Sita is no
surpise. As a person of color

Sita's life is not seen as important

as a white person's. What
cements this is that she comes
from a family of working class

people. Her father is a repairman

for Sears and her nnother is a
nurse's aid. I have spent time with

them and they are horrest good
intelligent people, but un-
fortunately they do not have
either the money or political in-

fluence to nr>ake the court deal

with Sita's death at the level of

what it is: a serious and heart-

breaking tragedy. There are clear

indications that the death may
have been caused by criminal

neglience of her companions of

that night or maybe in some other

way. The death of a white woman

would have been handled dif-

ferently. But if you are a Third

S^ta Rampersad

World person and you come from
a regular hard-working family you
can be sure your death will be
about as important to local of-

ficials as the death of the squirrel

on the road.

Now let me say some things

about what happened at the
inquest -two of three examples
that either weren't cleared \jp at

the inquest or that were made
even nx>re confusing than before.

First, tf)ere's still no good ex-
planation for why Sita became ill

at 3 o'clock in the night and yet
the ambulance did not get there

until 1 o'clock the next aftemoon,

more than 10 hours later. Yet all

this time she was with people. It is

also interesting to see that the

police were so interested in

protecting the nanr>es of these

white people, and so would not

reveal them. When a few years

ago Craemen Gathers and Earl

Brovim, 2 Black brothers, were
arrested for a crime they did not

commit, their names were not

protected.

Second, another confusing thing

about the inquest is why the local

county medical examiner, who
said there was a possibility of

homocide, was seemingly
ignored.

One last thing before I stop -I

want to make it clear that the

university, as far as I and many
others are concerned, is also

involved in Sita's death, is to

some extent responsible. With 2

courses left, the University cut off

her financial aid. Beacjse of this

she had to look for a job and
found one at tfie Captain's Table

and through this job she met the

people that she was with the night

of her death. Too many times

Third World people are anracted

to the University with financial aid

packages and tf>en their financial

assistar>ce is cut off and they can
hardly survh^e. It is obvious that

this causes Third Worki people

from poorer working class
backgrounds a lot of anxiety and
it is or>e more example of irv

strtutionalized racism.

rsl

Nota: Suman Bohm la

mambar of tfta Third World
Women 's Task Forca as waM as
a closa friand of Mr. and Mrs. |
Rampersad, the daacaasad's^

flIfOTtti ^
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International
National

NAMIBIANS
AGAINST U
PLAN

SPEAKS OUT
N S ELECTION

TSANDI. Southwest Africa,

Dec 6 At this remote tribal

settlement in the semidesert of

OvafTif>oland. where two thirds of

the people are illiterate and all but

a handful live in thatched huts.

even goatherds have opinions

about the United Nations
The people at that place must

leave us alone. " said Joseph
Shivute. a 47 year old tribesman

who lives with his wife and seven
children in one of a small cluster

of huts 15 miles from here
Mr Shivute. barefoot, spoke as

he voted m the election here that

IS controlled by South Africa and
that ttie United Nations has
dismissed as illegal The United

Nations, with Western support, is

pressing for internationally

support, IS jjressing for in

ternationaHy supervised elections

next year to lead the territory to

independence as the black nation

of Namibia
Many ofMr Shivute's com

panions spoke to reporters in

similar words, suggesting that

they could have been tutored for

the occasion by tribal leaders But
the vehemerKe of the tribesmen

suggested that the feeling toward
the United Nations was their own,
even if the way they expressed it

was not.

Reporters Are Flown In

Mr Shivute. a goatherd, and his

companions met reporters flown

in by South African Army
helicopter from a military camp at

Ondangua, 85 miles east of here

The reportrers were on a tour of

OvamtKjIand, which with more
than half South West Africa s

750.000 blacks, has become the

center of the struggle over the

terntorys future

The contest h^ boiled down to

or>e between two groups, an
alliance of whites and black tnbal

leaders that is backed by South
Africa, and the South West
Africa Peoples Organization,

which has formal United Nations

endorsement
In the past, private surveys have

indicated that SWAPO, as the

Peoples Organization is called,

had the support of as much as 40

percent of the black population in

the territory Church grou p^^ctive

in Ovamboland, where the black

nationalists claim their strongest

support, for the South African

backed group, the Democratic
Turnhalle Alliance

Yet the trend in the election has

run against the unofficial

soundings. Although the People's

Organization has boycotted the

balloting. South African officials

say that more than 60 percent of

the territory's registered voters

have cast ballots m the first three

days of the five day voting period.

The turnout in Ovamboland is said

to have been only slightly less

Moreover, observation at polling

stations along a 100 mile arc close

to the Angloan border suggested

that most Ovambo votes were
going to the tribal alliance.

Although several tribesmen
spoke against the United Nations,

few v.ould discuss SWAPO.
which has conducted a low level

guerilla war in the territory for the

last decade. Despite inhospitable

terrain, the guerrillas say they

have taken root in thousands of

tiny settlements m an area more
than six times the size of New
York State
South African officers deny this.

saying that no more than 300 of

an estimated guerrilla force of

5.000 are in the territory at any

one time, and that most spend

only a day or two here before

returning to sanctuaries in

Angola.
South Africans do not try to hide

their backing for the Democratic

Turnhalle Alliance. Tribal

government trucks, said to have

been offered to all parties, have

been ferrying alliance supporter to

the polls.

SOUTH AFRICA TO CONTINUE
PROJECTS DESPITE SCAN
DAL

CAPE TOWN. Dec 7 (Reuters)

Prime Minister P W Botha said

today that South Africa would

continue secret proiects despite

the scandal involving a slush fund

for activities of s now defunct

Inforrnation Department

Mr Bortha was speaking to a

special parlianMjntary session on

the misuse of money by the

department, which has been ac

cused of attempting to

manipulate the press at home and

abroad
Taking the ofiensive. Mr Botha

also warned the press and other

critics of his Government that

"We are sick and tired of being

represented as thugs He said

that no matter how much criticim

was leveled at the Government, it

was not prepared to endanger the

state by revealing all its secret

projects.

NICARAGUAN LEADER
AGREES TO CONCESSIONS
FOR TALKS

MANAGUA, Nicaragua, Dec

7 lAPI President Anastasio

Somoza Debayle says he will lift

martial law, free all poiitical

prisoners and end restrictions on

radio news broadcasts to keep

talks going with opposition

There was no immediate reac

tion from the Broad Opposition

Front, which had threatened to

break off negotiations unleis the

President agreed to the Siree con

ditions

General Somoza said that details

on lifting martial law, freeing

prisoners and ending censorship

of radio news would be worked

out during talks with opposition.

He said late last night. "I am do

ing this at the request of the

mediators' from the United

States. Guatemala ai.-i the

Dominican Republic

The mediator had proposed

direct talks between the Govern

ment's Lil>eral Party and the

Broad Opposition Front begin to

day to work out details for a

plebiscite to determine whether

President Somoza stays in office

They proposed that the specifics

be worked out m the next 60 days,

that the referendum be held in late

February and that General

Somoza resign immediately if he

loses.

The President balked at the idea

of immediate resignation He said

that if he loses there should be a

second election for a constituent

assembly to choose his sue

cessor. and that he would resign

only after his replacement is pick

ed

EXILES ARRIVE IN HAVANA
FOR TALKS WITH CASTRO
HAVANA. Dec 8 (AP) A

delegation of Cuban exiles is in

Havana for meetings with

Presidents Fidel Castro and the

signing of an agreement to free

political prisoners and provide for

the reunification of families

The emigration of all corrent and

former political prisoners and their

families, along with all Cubans

with relatives abroad, could result

in more than 50.000 Cubans going

to the United States

A group of 96 exiles from the

United States arrived in Havana

yesterday Other exiles are already

in the Cuban capital or are sch

dule to arrive later, bnnging to 150

the number expected here

Tupelo Marchers Demand Rights
In Its largest and most spirited

action to date, the United League
of Mississippi (UL) staged a

march of nearly 3000 people

through the commercial distnct

here (Tupelo Mississippi!

November 25.

Supporters came . from
throughout the South. Midwest
and the East Coast to show their

support for the league's 8 month
struggle for rrwre |obs for nor

th^'rn Mississippi Blacks and an

end to racist terror and in

timidation.

The solidarity of the marchers
prevented members of the Ku
Klux Klan IKKK) which has
continually Harassed and at

tacked the United League, from
making a move during the

demonstration. But the Klan

resorted to more underhanded
techniques, sabotaging a UL bus
and severly beating two UL
supporters as they drove home to

Birmingham.

The Nov. 25 march was the most
recent in a series of league actions

to support an economic boycott

of local merchants in protest of

racist hiring practices, racism in

the schools, land theft and other

forms of discrimination. The
boycott was first called last March
by the league to force the firing of

two white cops involved in the

beating of a Black prisoner in

Tupelo.

A weekend of activities in

support of the antiracist fight also

included a November 24 con-

ference of legal workers in nearby

Oxford, Mississippi, and a

memorial service dedicated to

four Blacks who have been
murdered in the past three years

The Nov. 25 march tiegan in

front of the C C Augustus
Center, a city recreation facility in

the middle of the Black section of

Tupelo. (Five months ago the city

government was defeated by

court action in its attempt to keep

the league from using it for

political activity ) Protesters

marched through the Black

section of town and then through

a downtown business area,

ending at the steps of the Lee

County Courthouse.

The chanting. singing
demonstrators marched through

the streets carrying huge colorful

banners with slogans coined for a

fight against racism and an end

to the KKK.
Meanwhile, two dozen bed
sheeted Klansmen armed with

rifles, shotguns and clubs-

anembled in front of the federal

building. At one point, the

groups were a scant block and a

f>alf apart. After the marchers
reached the county courthouse,

the Klansmen reassembled in

friendly territory in front of the

Tupelo Police Department about
three blocks from the rally

Because of the league's massive

show of force, the Klan made no

attempt to interfer with the

demonstration The tone of the

march and the rally showed the

tremendous energy and solidarity

among the participants and the

fierce determination *o stand up

against intimidation and threats

Speakers repeatedly stressed

that they intended to fight for the

rights of Blacks despite gover

nment and business opposition.

They also announced that they

intended to defend themselves

against the Klan.

Lewis Myers, an attorney with

North Mississippi Rural Legal

Services (NMRLS) and a lawyer

for the league, sounded the

theme for the action by declanng

that the struggle of the people of

Tupelo was part of an in

ternational struggle which linked

their derT>ands with the liberation

movements of Southern Africa

and Palestine. He also declared

that nonviolence must be seen as

not a philosophy but a tactic and

that they would not be the

aggressor but will defend

themselves if need be

The crowd also heard from

Alfred (Skip) Robinson, the

president of the league; Robin

son's brother James, who is also

a league leader; Rev. Wendell

Phillips, a Black civil rights activist

from Baltimore, and a local

minister who has been active in

the struggle in Tupelo

It was not until after the
demonstration that the Klan
struck. On the way from Tupelo
to Oxford, a bus carrying 37
league members went out of

control on a darkened highway
when the steering went out of

commission. Despite the
potentially treacherous situation,

no injuries were suffered.
Investigation showed that the

steering mechanism had been
tampered with.

In a more serious incident, four

members of the Southern
Conference Educational Fund
were followed by a carload of five

or SIX white men arnned with

shotguns for 30 miles. They were
finally forced off the road near

Guinn, Ala. Two of the activists.

Alec Valentine and Roy Gellau,

were pulled from their cars and
severly beaten. They were treated

in the local hospital for serious

injuries and released.

Tfie night before the march, a

memorial service for four Blacks
murdered in recent years drew
over 250 people to the Augustus
Center.

Skip Robinson declared that it

was time to realize that the civil

rights movement of the 1960s did

not solve all of the problems of

Black people, and that now is the

time, to rise up and demand an
end to racism. The service was
completely organized and run by
tht! female members of the
league.

Earlier that day in Oxford, Miss.,

20 miles east of Tupelo, an
NMRLS sponsored conference

was held on the tax and the First

Amendment rights of legal

workers.

At the urging of the National

Conference of Black Lawyers,

theational Lawyers Guild and the

National Organization of Legal

Service Workers from all over the

country converged on Oxford to

discuss the means for countering

the attacks on NMRLS and
progressive legal activists

throughout the country.

NMRLS is one of over 300
community based offices funded
by the federal government to

provide legal services for poor
people, it has been an agressive

advocate of the clients that it

serves, fighting for school
desegregation, prisoners rights,

tenants and consumer rights. As a

result, NMRLS has been under
constant scrutiny and attack.

Most recently, Myers has been
charged by the city of Tupelo with

violation of the federal law that

set up the legal services

programs.
After a full day of organizations

in attendance established a

coalition to initiate a letter writing

campaign demanding that the

investigation be dropped. Plans

are now being made for a

demonstration at the Legal
Services Corporation office in

Washington, D.C., on Jan. 15,

. Martin Luther King's birthday.

Indian Child Conference:

Speaker after speaker at the

three day meeting of the Ndtior^l

Indian Child Conference held

Nov 14 16 in Phoenix, Ariz.,

denounced the Bureau of Indian

Affairs"^ (BIA) boarding school

system.

The schools for Indian children

woaken Indian families and foster

the colonial dependency
mentality of Indians," charged

LaDonna Harris of Americans for

Indinn Opportunity

The BIA schools have for years

taken children far away from their

parents at the age of six. Once at

school they are punished for

speaking their native language. In

a typical case discussed at the

conference, an Eskimo child was
sent to a BIA boarding school in

Ok'ahoma.
Speakers charged that BIA

schools were part of a federal

program to "pacify" Indians.

"These boarding schools have

had their day, " Hopi tribal

chairman Abbott Sekaquaptewa

told the conference. The
American Indian Movement
(AIM) has already set up Survival

Schools, and other tribes are also

trying to establish reservation-

administered day schools to
counter BIA boarding schools.

Dr. Karl Menninger, a teacher
long active in Indian affairs, said

at the conference. "Boarding
schools are certainly an in-

strument -of the devil if there ever

was one."

On Unity

Letters To The Editor

Sex And Oppression
In Black Affairs, December 8,

1978, Letter to the Editor, Mr.

Nkrumah Lumumba Olinga called

for the unity of "oppressed U.S.
Africans" and "oppressed Jews."
But why call for unity between
these two groups of people and
not the whole of oppressed peo
pie in the U.S.A ? This letter was
obviously in response to Tony
Craton's letter concerning NUM-
MO NEWS alleged 'anti Semitic

"

position. The liberal position

assumed by Mr. Olinga in his

statement and by others in the

U.S. African community, in

regards to the anti Semitic issue,

has to be combatted. This posi-

tion only helps to rj^tard

the understanding of con
tradictions between antagonistic

groups Why call for unity when
the debate has |ust begun?

Unity cannot be based on sub-

jective conditions but on the ob"

jective reality. We have to unders-

tand that when we call for unity it

is imperative to outline all the

points of unitv on which we have
based our call. It is not enough for

5 or 6 people to get togetfier in a

room and come out saying that

unity has been achieved. For unity

to be possible we have to accept

some points of views from the

otfiers and give m where we can.

This means compromising some

principles or being flexible. The
leadership of these two groups
have yet to develop a political

consciousness that would allow

them to understand the objective

reality of these groups' (And, the

reality is that none of these
groups, as a whole, is conscious
of the class oppression as
workers that they are subjected
to under the U.S. economic
system.) It is simply an easy way
out to call for unity merely for the

sake of unity or as a universal

solution. It is not possible to unite

everybody on every issue.

Personally, I believe a unity of

the oppressed U.S. Africans and
Jews, at this moment, is out of

the question. Each group must
first unite itself under a common
banner. Only then can these
groups be brought together
toward a common objective.

"The unity of opposites is the

fundamental concept of
dialectics. We shouM first wage a
struggle to nd the wrong
ideas MaoTse-Tung

(Dialectics: arriving at the truth

by disclosing tf>e contradictions in

tfie argument of an opponent and
overcoming these con
tradictions ) g^lggQ OARCIA

On December 4, 1978, in But
terfield House, there was a
discussion on homosexuality that

was attended by over fifty people
in the dormitory. By the number
of people attending this

presentation, very good dialogue

occurred in the sitting, questions
such as: why people became gay
and why they chose their sexual

preference were discussed. For

many people, this was the forum
for them to express their true

feelings about their friends
becoming gay and how they
related to them. I think that the

session brought many more
questions about how the society

oppressed all people and how we
all have problems dealing with

conflicts. I think this was a

healthy forum and should happen
more, since many family and
friends of students are coming out

and declaring their sexual
preference.

It was also discussed how p>eople

need to deal with being warm to

anyone regaedless of sex. I

personally think that a large

problem men have in this society
is the men and women's healthy
sexual approach towards one
another which is based on false

myths of masculinity Some
problems this society has that

inhibits sane masculine behavior
is that mothers condition their

sons not to cry and state boys are
not supposed to cry. I think that in

the above statement lies the
central problem that causes
sexism and oppression of women,
which of course leads to op
pression of men as well. In this

society, if a man displays af

fection in public, they are often
looked upon as being gay even if

they are not. The problem of

sexuality will remain with this

society until people begin to

struggle with question of sexuality

and sexual oppression. I would
hope though that people look at

the problem from a political

perspective. Oppressed people
come together and have more
dialogue of sexuality, sexism, etc.

I think that tf>e two problems are

interrelated.

Silent

There is a growing depression
coming about in the U.S. that will

affect the entire world market.
The struggle in Iran is finally

catching up to the gas pumps.
The prices of gas will go up more
because of greedy oil companies
that take advantage of their so
called oil reserves when the
Iranian oil workers refuse to go to

the oil fields. There should be alot

of dialogue occuring about this

problem because all people will

feel the effect at the gas pumps
and of their heating costs The oil

compjanies are going too far with

over 300 per cent profits after the
1973 so called oil shortage which
they have never rationally ex-

plained to the people.

Today, in 1978, they are thinking

about doing it again and we still

have basically remained silent.

Where are tf>e economic students
of change? Why don't you whte
us and let us hear your ob-

servation about this growing
prblem.

Nkrumoh L. Olinga
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Trance
by Paul Zimmerman,,Jr.

Economtra; materialize to mesmeriia
Progressions of outer life

Economize what's inside

For a rainy day '

Three-piece suited facades
Stroll through the forest of ego
Hat size too big

For a Halo
Materialize to mesmerize
For those who need no rehearsal
Fiberglass vehicles

Canned life form
For future use
Nutritional abuse
Actions taught by commercials
Stagnation; enemy of contentration
And the beat goes wrong
Marching to economic cadence
No end in sight

No faith in sight

Mid-day heartburn is ov«r
Back to the daily plight

Future seems less than bright

copyright 1978

JIM JONES, cent, from page 1

than the bloody social upheavals
which precipitated the jobs.

Thus conceptually isolated from

the struggle which gave them
new opportunities, these blacks

had no notion of continuing the

battle to increase participation of

those blacks they left behin-

d. Much of the indigenious black

leadership was itself

separatedfrom effective par-

ticipation in black community
affairs by absorption into the

sprawling government
bureaucracies- HEW, HUD,
EEOC.
The two most vital responses to

racism, the Black Panther Party

and the Nation of Islam, were also

undergoing internal changes
which would render tfiem in-

capable of maintaining the

political and moral leadership they

had once exerted.

These two organizations, one
political and one religious,

symbolized in their own decline

the fact that both the black

church and black politics were
caught in a paralyzing indentity

crisis.

Indeed, the black churches in

San Francisco's Western
Addition, where Jones set up his

ministry, were already moving
away from the spark of militancy

which ignited some of their ac-

tions when they were part of the

movement that produced and
supported Reverand Martin
Luther King.

These churches as a group went
along with the redevelopment

prdcess that was destroying the

neighborhood in which their

parishioners lived. Some of them
benefited from the process by
having their own church building

upgraded ot rebuilt. In a supreme
irony of the times, Wilbur
Hamilton, a Black minister's son,

was appointed to the
Redevelopment Agency a sf>ort

time after his father's church was
destroyed to make way for a

commercial development.

There were other striking

symbols. Jones's interracial

ministry was established in wfiat

had been a synogogue in the days
before working class Jews were
"redeveloped" out of the neigh-

borhood -and with them the junk

shops and old furniture stores

which provided many black

families with sturdy but inex

pensive used furniture. It was
located next door to Muham-
mad's Mosque number 26, itself

undergoing trauma from internal

and external sources. In an earlier

life the Mosque had been the

Fillmore auditoriun, home of Bill

Graham's multi-million dollar

rock and-roll empire, a symbol of

San Franciso which brought
noise, increased traffic and no
money to the neighborhood.

The view from the back of the

Temple was a wasteland created

by the wrecking ball and enclosed

by a cyclone fence. It was
inhabited by drug| addicts, their

street wise suppliers, and the

lonely old people who hung out in

a nearlby mini park- a

Redevelopment Agency gesture

to community beautification in

the heart of devastation.

Jones' ministry was an instant

success.
To the old people, many of

whom needed nothing more than

some intimate pastoral concern,

he offered his hands and became
known as a faith healer. And to

the extent that he gave them
renewed faith, he was a healer.

For the young, he offered

spirited social aM political ac-

tivism, and concrete programs of

community survival- medical
clinics, food prograrris, day care.

He used his pulpit as a forum for

social issues. In doing so, Jones
was in harmony with only one
other church in San Francisco.

That was Glide Memorial Church,

composed, ironically, of a largely

white congregation led by the

Rev Cecil Willaims, a black

minister.

Rev. Jones' anti-racist, pro-

socialist, community-oriented
church program endeared him to

a congregation which had been
deprived of the promise once
advanced by the civil rights

movement and robbed of the

excitement of the vision of

revolution that had evaporated in

the years between the
assassination of Malcolm X, the

murder of Dr. Martin Luther King,

and the bullet-ridden suppression

and internal subversion of the

Black Panther Party.

In the process he made enemies,

some of whom were in the black

community. Black ministers,

some with half-filled churches,

condemned Jones and claimed

that he was using trickery to

attract the loyalty of blacks who
had once attended their churches.

But it was Jones' church which
celebrated activity, Jones'
parishioners who were extorted to

carry on the revolutionary

traditions of Martin Luther King,

and not his black minister

detractors.

Jones was on the move, and
his
growing congregation moved
with him. He moved on the

NAACP, gaining a position on the

executive board of the San Fran-

cisco chapter ilon
,
with several

of his followers. He moved on the

Black Leadership Forum, sending

a representative to lobby for his

admission by claiming that Jones
was partially black. Throughout
th^ black community, the
parishioners moved as a body,

establishing their pastor as a

political and religious force.

Downtown white politicians,

whose meetings were also subject

to Jones' packing techniques,

quickly accepted him as a force in

the black community. Jones
could produce bodies- campaign
workers particularly -who could

swell a crowd for a presidential

candidate's wife and beat the

pavement for a mayoral hopeful

like George Moscone.
Jones was rewarded with the

chairmanship of the San Fran-

cisco Housing Authority, a posi

tion which previously had been

held by a black minister whose
church was located just around

the corner from People's Temple.

But with this power came the in

evitable hostility. Traditional black

ministers shunned Jones and ex-

horted their congregations to vote

against those candidates Jones
supported. The resulting isolation

of the People's Temple in the

black community was heightened

by phyiscal and mental assaults

on the congregation. Temple
vehicles were set afire, the church

was firebombed and members
were shot at. There were
threatening phone calls, in

timidating letters and attempted

arson.

The congregation began to

withdraw into itself, into a world

in which Jones and his followers

were increasingly unable to

distinguish between legitimate

criticism and illogical hostility.

Cracks began to appear in what
had seemed to be a solid front. In-

dividuals resigned, stories of

disciplinary beatings increased,

and the local media became
curious

Jones reacted by tightening

security, enlisting the help of

members of the Nation of Islam

next door. Ushers vyere

transformed into sentries, pacing

the aisles during services, wat-

ching for anything suspicious. Up
front, two church members sat in

elevated chairs flanking the pulpit,

looking over every member of the

audience.
But the temple congregation

continued to shrink, becoming
more closed off to the world

which Jones sought to reform. In

the quest for security, in the futile

efforts to cover the cracks in its

facade, the temple barred it doors

against the larger brotherhood

and the faith in the future which it

preached.
Approximately 1200 of the con-

gregation retreated finally to

Guyana. Before leaving, Jones
said from his pulpit, "I know there

are people in the audience who
would like to see us destroyed."

He predicted that People's Tem-
ple would prevail over its enemies.

Today. 912 bloated corpses are

the legacy of Jones' vision.

Just one week before the ritual

of death in Guyana, Wilbur
Hamilton, San Francisco's black

redevelopment chief, announced
that 100 units of new housing,

costing $65,000 to $100,000 per

unit, would be erected in the

Hunter's Point neighborhood, one

of the city's last outposts of low

income blacks. The process that

had already pushed a black com-

munity out of the Western Addi

tion has moved on to fresh con-

quests.
'Those who do not remember

the past are condemned to repeat

it." read the sign over the grisly

scene of death in Jonestown.
'What goes around, comes

around," is the way many blacks

would put it.
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Malcolm X Center Course Offerings

The Malcolm X center located

in the basement of Berkshire Din-

ning Commons would like to an

nounce its programs for the next

semester. Three courses will be

offered at the X They are Race

and Biology offered by Mike

Blakey, Issues m Black Health by

A Rosool and Black theatre by

Judy Bront
There will be a lecture series

beginning next semester featuring

distingushed members of the

Third World community Each

participant will discuss the ser

vices that they provide on the

campus and how students can
better utlll^e them
In February a celebraticn of the

life of Malcolm X will take place.

The celebration will commenorate
Malcolm's life and the social

issues he fouhgt for. This will in

volve a lecture given tentatively

by Mohammed Akbar. who knew

Malcolm. There will also be a film

shown about Malcolm X and his

life

The library at the center is being

reopened with some minor
changes to make materials more
accesible to students. This will

provide more in the way of

academic and cultural awareness.

In addition to the cultural and
academic functions the X will be

available for social events that will

bring together the Third World
community.
Malcolm X center will be open

from 12 nooon to 1 1 p.m. This will

enable folks to come down and
utilize the center for a variety of

purposes as in the past.

The Third World community of

the Five College area are welcom
ed to come down and participate

in these functions and utilize the

resources of the X.

The Molcolm X staff hos requested that Third World students attend the Malcolm X meeting
on Monday. December 1 1 at 5:00 P.M. in the X room. This issue and issues concerning the
Center for Racial Understonding will be discussed in detail.

The sun beats down on the par

ched and dusty earth as the visitor

is invited into the home of the

new mother. In the dim light of

the small room, the visitor can see

the faces of several small children

playing on the earthed floor.

There are no fancy stuffed
animals or toys for them to play

with; this scene is m a barrio in

Mexico City or in a rural village in

Botswana The visitor, a sales

representative of a baby formula

manufacturer, has come to talk

with the mother about a new pro

duct being promoted by an
American, Japanese. German or

Swiss company. The mother is

about to t>e introduced to the

"white man's white milk

powder."
The visitor known as a 'milk

nurse' is equipped with a free

sample of the product and slick

propaganda designed to convinc

ed the mother that, for the well

being of her infant, she should

consider using formula to

"supplement" breast feeding

Nestle (a Swiss company and the

largest promoter of formula in

third world countries) suggest;

"..it may happen that you do not

have enough milk to feed your

baby. In this case the meal must
be supplemented by bottle

feeding" By offering the mother
the alternative of bottle feeding at

the same time she is being in-

timidated by the suggestion that

her breast milk may not be suf-

ficient for her baby, the promoter
is preying upon the woman's fear

of ir^adequacy and her instinct to

want only the best of care for her

child

Other families in the village have
begun using the formula and it

has taken on the symbolism of

higher status. The new mother is

eager to join. She takes the free

sample. The hook has been set; a

new customer hae been found.

What she and her friends have

not been told are the dangers
intterented in the improper use

and storage of the formula or of

the countless thousands of babies

throughout third world countries

wt>o have died as a result of

ingesting contaminated formula.

Those deaths were not at-

tributed to mixing a contamir>ated

product, although incidents

resulting in infant death have
t>een reported where tfie formula

powder was found to be con-

taminated. Rather, the fatalities

came about after prolonged
feeding of formula that had been
improperly mixed and stored.

In order to use baby formula

properly, the following
requirements must be met: II tf>e

cost of the product must fit into

the family budget so that other

nutritional foods and related care

are not neglected; 2) medical

personnel must be available for

proper guidance to the user; 3)

sanitary water must be available;

41 the water must be boiled and
the bottles sterilized; 51 the mixed
formula must be refrigerated if it is

not consumed; and 6) the user

must be able to follow the

direction on the label.

The companies agree that illnes?'

may result if those requirements

are not nnet While there is not

untversi agreement on tlie types

of illnesses, gastro enteritis and
other diarrheal diseases,

avitaminonses (and other

nutritional deficiences), and
various infectious and paracitic

diseases appear to be most
common.
Few, if any, of the essential

conditions can be met by most of

the mothers using formula milk in

the third world In the regions

where Nestle promotes formula,

the per capita GNP is less than

$1000 In East Africa, it averages

$210; in Botswana, $410; in Sri

Lanka, $200; and in Haiti, $200.

Under these economic con-

ditions, it is not surprising that

more than half of the formula

customers do not have a safe

water supply, electricity or fuel to

Ik)iI water and sterile equipment.

In Bristol Myers territory (Latin

America), it has t>een estimated

that 56 percent of the families

using formula for their babies do
not have electricity supplied

them, and therefore cannot
properly use the formula.

Literacy rates among women of

child bearing age in these
countries is generally low Where
Bristol Myers promotes sales, 31

percent of the mothers cannot

read. In some instances, the

instructions on the containers

were printed in English and
marketed in Spanish-speaking

villages m Mexico. In Haiti, where
the predominant language is

French and Creole, the in-

structions were printed in English

and Spanish.

After the free sample has been
consumed, the mother's breast

nrvlk may have dried up if she had
not been nursing. In that event,

she has no option but to buy the

formuts until the baby is old

erHMigh to est solid food. The
high cost of the formula might

induce her to weaken the mixture

with additional water to ntake it

last longer. This leads to furihar

malnutruition of the infant.

Public health doctors and nurses

in Botswana have a name for

infants malnutrition. They call it,

"Granny Disease ' As one nurse

said, "The men are all in the

mines and very ohen the women
go to Jo'burg leaving the babies

with their grannies. They take

these children to the lands in

winter and stock one or two tins

of Lactogen (Ntotle product)

before they go Of course, this is

not enough The milk is so diluted

that IS almost looks like water...!

see the children again in the clinic

when they are half dead from
diarrhoea and dehydration, if I see
them at all."

When brest feeding was
widespread among third world
persons, malnutrition usually did
not become severe until the
second year of the child's life But
the decline of breast feeding over
the past two decades has caused
the average age of children
suffering from severe forms of

malnutrition to drop from
eighteen to eight months in some
parts of the world.
Whatever inequities between
mothers in developed and un-
derdevelped countries, one thing

they share in common is their

ability to provide their infants with
safe and sufficient nutrition
throuqh the first six months with

mula in impoverished countries.

In the developed world, birth

rates have fallen t>elow 1 percent
and there has been renewed in-

terest in breast feeding among
young mothers. This combination
of circumstances led to a decline

in sales of baby formula. As one
trade publication describes the
situation, "a case of to few
mouths to feed." In an effort to

bolster sales, the companies
began an intensive campaign to

promote sales in undeveloped
countries where the birth rate is

several times greater.

In 1976, the U.S. birth rate was
15 per 1000 person; in Mexico, 41
per 1000; and the average for the

West African countries was 49
It wa.'.n't too k>ng after the sales

promot.ons and advertising began
that doctors and nurses in urban
hospitals and rural clinics

becaome aware of the alarming

breast milk It is generally agreed

that only 5 percent of mothers are

not able to breast feed for

physiological reasons. Even a

malnourished mother can nurse

her baby and the milk is

satisfactory without extra food for

the mother, but the infant's naeds
are met at the expanse of tha

moif>er's tissa. However, pur-

chase of expensive formula and
its improper use do rwt remedy
that problem. Both mother and
baby ar>d the entire family will

suffer a greater hardship since

cutbacks in the budget must be
made to accommodate the

formula. The tragedies of baby
formula
feeding in third world countries

are recently gaining world-wide

recognition. The problem is

relatively new since the com-
panies have, in the past ten years,

stepped up their promotion of for-

increase in the number of

malnutrition cases and gastro-

enteritis deaths among infants

less than one year old. By 1970,

doctors were reporting that a link

had been between the escalating

infant deaths arxl irKreasad sales

of baby formula in their service

regions. By 1973. the World
Health Organization and the

U.N.'s Protein Advisory Group
were advising that the "early

abandonment of breast feeding

by mothers among lower
socioeconomic groups can be
disasterous to infants, particularly

when this occurs without ade-

quate financial resources to pur-

chase sufficient formula and

without knowledge of and
facilities to follow hygienic prac

tices necessary to feed infants

adeuately and safely with breast

milk replacements."
A British group called. War On

Want, published a shocking
report on infants malnutrition and

the promotion of baby formula in

the Third WorW. The report entitl-

ed, "The Baby Killer," was later

translated into German in 1974

and the title changed to "Nestle'

Kills Babies, " as that company
had liecome a symbol for 'he op-

position since it was the largest

distributor in those countries.

The U.S. Interfaith Center on
Corporate Responsibility began to

organi/B stockhoder proxy fights

at the annual stockholders

meetings to pressure American
firms into curtailing promotion
and sale of formula where it is ap-

parent it cannot be used properly.

A few companies began to res-

pond by putting an end to the
more blatant forms of promotion
such as company representative

visits to the maternity wards of

hospitals but sales are continuing
to increase.

Since Nestle is a Swiss corpora-

tion, the only means of pressure

that can be brought to bear is an
economic boycott. A group of

Minnesota, Infant Formula Action

Coalition (INFACT) called for a

national boycott of all Nestle pro-

ducts in July, 1977. Organizations

in Germany. England and

Switzerland have also organized

boycotts against Nestle for the
same purpose.
Congressional inquiry has been

long overdue and several resolu

tions have been adopted in the

U.S. Congress but nothing formal

has materialized.

These organizations nave vowed
to continue the Nestle boycott un-

til that company cease all iormt of

promotion and marketing of baby
formula in third world countries.

Pressure on U.S. companies will

continue until they do the same.
Meanwhile, safer and less ex-

pensive alternatives must be
found for those mothers unable to

breast feed. Nutritionist fiave

developed nourishing, low-cost
infant-feeding regimes that will

not require refrigation arni only

limited cookir>g.

Govarhmeot programs to assist

nursing > mothers in those
countries is esaantiai where ttte

mother has to work. But, mora
than that, we have to work to

change a system that allows, in

the name of free enterprise,

companies to prey upon mothers
for the increased sale of baby
formula which has resulted in the

deaths of milliorts of third world

babies.

UMieshope to donate $10/KX) to Globe Santa
By ELLEN DAVIS
Coihgian Stuff

"Please help me... they are such good kids and I don't
want their hearts broken again this year."

Every day, letters like this pour into the Boston Globe's
>.

Santa Fund. According to the Globe. 50,000 needy
children in Massachusetts are nsking for their help this

year.

Here at UMass, some students are collecting money to

send to the Globe Santa Fund, on behalf of the University.

Organizing the campaign is Michael Cohen, a freshman
from Needham.
Cohen onginaly was going to send nnoney only from

students on his floor in McNamara Then he decided to in

elude his whole dorm, then Sylvan, and finally the whole
school.

"We want to show Massachusetts that the University
cares, " he said.

Starting last week, Cohen began putting collection
buckets in the dining commons, the Hatch, the Blue Wall,
the Top of the Campus, and the Student Federal Credit
Union. More recently, they have begun door-to door col
lections in the dorms to get contributions. They are also
hoping to go to Thompson. Herter. Banlen. and Whitmore
to get donations from faculty and administrators.
"It everyone did with one less beer this weekend, we

could give them $10,000, '" Cohen said. Cohen and cam
paign treasurer Bennett Price are hoping the fund will

receive between $5,000 10,000 dollars.

Cohen said he will go to the newspaper and present the
check in person on Dec. 24. The check will also include
money raised by the Arnold Air Society at a table in the

Campus Center, Cohen said.

Cohen and Price currently have about ten students help
ing them, but said they need more to make signs, go door
to door, and collect money from the collection buckets.
There will be a meeting at the Campus Center Information
desk at 7: 15 tonight, they said 'We know it's a tough
week, but its a very worthy cause, " Cohen said.
All money sent to the Globe buys toys and games which

are sent to needy homes m unmarked boxes in time for
parents to get them under the tree on Christmas Eve. All
homes which get the toys are verified as being needy by
social workers., Cohen said.

Interestingly enough, both Cohen and Price are Jewish.

"What kids are doesn't matter," Price said.
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Anti-Shah demonstrators march In the streets of Tehran.

A Peeping Tom visits Southwest
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Shadows lurking in Southwest are not always just shadows.

When two Melville dormitory residents spent Sunday night

chasing a Peeping Tom away from their first floor room, it was

not considered highly unusual. "This kind of thing happens all

the time," the floor's resident assistant said yesterday.

But Peeping Toms usually are not caught and rarely hold

public office.

So when a Vermont state representative pleaded guilty

yesterday in Northampton District Court for allegedly peeping

in the windows of Melville and Thoreau dorms, it ended a

bizarre weekend for the women residents.

Robert J. Harris, 28, of Windsor, Vt. was given a 10 day

suspended sentence on charges of being a disorderly person

after a 1045 p.m. arrest Sunday. UMass police said Harris

told them he had been on campus to use the library and was

looking in the windows to find a place to sleep.

"You'd be surprised at the weirdos walking around here,"

the junior resident assistant said, who asked not to be iden

tified. She said two women on her floor who also wish not to

be named, came to her with repeated complaints of someone

looking in their windows.
"One woman walking back to the dorm saw him outside the

windows and yelled at him to get away,"' the assistant said.

"Later she was in her room when she thought she heard so-

meone outside the ledge at her window so she went upstairs

and yelled at him agan
"His political career is shot to hell now, I hope," the animal

science major said.

Harris was seen again at 10:30 p.m. by another woman stu-

dying at her desk against the wall. The assistant said when the

woman stood up to go tell her what.happened, Harris ducked

from sight and ran away.
Two calls to campus police by the Melville head of residence

and the resident assistant brought UMass officers to the

scene, where they spotted footprints outside windows of

I
Melville and Thoreau. Harris was arrested minutes later out

I side* Emerson dormitory, another all-female low rise in

I Southwest, she said.

MELVILLE

Riots

shake
Iran
Associated Press

TEHRAN, lranJ>NO days of orderly but

massive demonstrations against the shah

exploded into violence and bloodshed

Monday m the ancient city of Isfahan,

where at least five persons were reported

killed when soldiers fired on rampaging

crowds
In Tehran, hundreds of thousands of fist-

waving Iranians streamed through the

streets chanting "Down with the shah!"

After tf>e march ended peacefully and
night fell, the government reasserted its

authority, sending tanks and troops back
into the center of the city and reinstating a
full curfew and ban on demonstrations.

Official sources said the violence in

Isfahan, 300 miles south of Tehran, begary

when a similar protest march turned into a

riot. They said thousands of demonstrators

badly damaged downtown banks and
public buildings, including the head-

quarters of the SAVAK secret police, and

toppled statues of Shah Mohanr^ad Reza

Pahlavi and his father. Shah Reza tf>e

Great

Troops moved in, first using tear gas, then
opening fire with their rifles to disperse the

crowds, these sources said. Early reports

said at least five were seen killed in

Isfahan's main square and many wounded.

Reports from the provinces said marchers

also attacked banks and public buildings in

three other cities, and in each city statues

of the shah were torn down There were no

immediate reports of casualties from those

cities, however.

At the Tehran demonstration, a huge
throng massed around the towering, arch-

like Shahyad monunnent-end point of the

march and symbol of the shah's rule-was

told by opposition leaders, "'We will con-

tinue until victory is won!"

Reliable sources said anti shah rioters

stormed the U.S. owned Hyatt Hotel in the

northeastern city of Mashhad on Sunday,

wrecked the ground floor and made an

abortive attempt to set the hotel's

nightclub on fire. No casualties were

reported.

The Tehran marchers took over the center

of the city, parading down main avenues.

The military led government had
withdrawn its troops and tanks from

downtown Tehran to avoid a bloody

showdown in the streets.

A proclamation read by opposition leaders

demaruled "the fall of the dictatorial

monarchy" and the establishment of an

Islamic government under the exiled

Ayatullah Ruhollah Khomaini, head of

Iran's dominant Shiite Moslem sect and
leader of the anti shah movement.

Anti American sentiment, stemming from

the United States' long-standing support

for the shah, was scrawled across

countless placards carried by the marchers.

"Criminal Americans Go Home," read

some, or "Iran Will Become Another Viet-

nam."
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There are many areas on campus isolated from the crowds, like this or»e off

Fearing street near Patterson dorm in Southwest. (Staff photo by Dan

Vullemier)

Hampshire gets lOyear re-accreditation
Hampshire Coltege has been re accreditated for a ten year period. PresKJent Adele

Simmons announced this week, the nr«ximum term given by the New Englanc

Association of Schools and Colleges.
, u i. •

Franklin L Ford. Chairman of the State Commission on Institutions of Higher Learn

ing wrote in a letter to Simmons that the commission had recommended the re

accreditation because of "the calibre of the faculty and its commitment to quality

teaching " and the availability and constructive use of educational resources of

Amherst.' Mount Holyoke. and Smith Colleges, and the University of Massachusetts.

Summer counseling applications ready
Applications for student counselors m the June 3 July 23 1979 New Students

Program are.now being accepted.
.. u ^ ij i».» ;„ .ks cnrirvi

Train.na sessions for the 30 selected counselors will be held late m the sprir^

Jr^niSe? aS^dur.pg the week of May 29to June 1. 1979. Eleven sessions for first-yeaj

«uTnts w^l be held along with fiCe transfer programs, and all
^P^J't'O^f '«^";?

f^SenoB in an assigned residence hall and meals m dmmg commons for the nine week

^D^ications may be obtained from the Community Developement Center 'n Berlishire

HoS?^ Qua'ficat'ons include successful work e'^P^^^^^^'^Pf^'Xf f^H^amJ^^r
University l.fe, and a "high energy level." said program Director Sarah J Hamilton.

UM Marching Band

won 't go to Texas

Some member-, of the UMass Marching Band ap-

parently are upset the band may not be able to ac-

company the football team when they jet to Wichita

Falls, Tdnas this weekend to compete in the national

Division I AA championship.

Band members yesterday came to the Collegian office,

asking the newspapers help in bolstering public support

for the trip, which they estimated to cost some $60,000.

Joseph Levens. a band member, said the trip affords a

"once in a lifetime" opportunity to help the University

"both as a whole and to both athletic and music pro-

grams" ^ ,^ . , ^
But School of Physical Education Dean David C.

Bischoff said last night no money is available. Game
receipts are due to be partially shared by the competing

schools
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Publishing

days left

in fall semester.

The final day for place-

ment of advertising,

either display or

classified, is Wednes-

day, December 13, 1978.

The final fall issue of the

Massachusetts Daily

Collegian will appear Fri-

day, December 15, 1978.

Positions
Available at
the Collegian

Assistant Business Manager

Sales Representative

(experience preferred, car required)

Delivery Person

Work Study Clerical Position

Contact Laura Bassett in the Collegian off ige^ 113

Campus Center, -for infornnation and^applications.

Around the nation
Pot—the newest
prescription drug?
BOSTON (API - You could be snrtoking

marijuana for your health in Massachusetts

under proposed legislation, but only after

getting past three federal agencies and a

star studded medical board designed to

weed out those who don't really need it.

Researchers at the University of California

at Los Angeles have found evidence Ihat

marijuana relieves the nausea caused by

cancer chemotherapy, as well as glaucoma

and asthma pain, noted the sponsor of one

bill. Rep. Louis P Bertona/zi, D Milford.

Carter inflation plan

gets railroad boost
WASHINGTON [APVlhe Interstate Com-

merce Commission yesterday awarded the

nation's railroads a 7 percent overall freight

rate increase, a key victory for President

Carter s anti inflation program.

The ICC said the increase, which meets

the administration's anti-inflation

guidelines, would take effect Friday. It

could provide the financially pressed

railroads $1 .5 billion in new annual revenue.

The rail industry last nxKith agreed to trim

its proposed 8. 1 percent freight increase re-

quest to 7 percent to comply with Carter's

program.

Fiedler scheduled
for surgery at Tufts

BOSTON (UPI) Boston Pops conductor

Arthur Fiedler, recently readmitted to the

Tufts New England Medical Center, was

scheduled for surgery last night, a hospital

spokesman said.

"The last tia>e I checked he had not gone

into surgery. the spokesnrian said. "The

latest information I received was tfwit he

was scheduled for surgery this evening
'

Surgery is usually done in the morning.

Hospital officials would not say what kind

of surgery was to be performed.

CIA says it saved

US from terrorists

WASHINGTON \UPI\A top CIA official

told Congress yesterday that his agency

has saved the lives of both public figures

and private citizens in this "age of ter

rorism" after learning of plot', that en

dangered them.

Frank C Carlucci. deputy director of the

Central Intelligence Agency, testified

before the House Assassinations Commit-

tee, which is reviewing government plans

to deal with ^assassination attempts. i.

Carlucci said that although the CIA has no
investigative role in the United States, it

has learned of assassination plans through

its intelligence apparatus and apparently

was able ^o avert tragedies.

Gunmen net millions

in NY airport heist

NEW YORK IC/Pfl-Masked gunmen stag-

ed a daring raid at a Lufthansa airlines

cargo hangar at Kennedy Airport early

yesterday, handcuffed nine employees and

fled in a black van wrth up to $5 million in

cash and $300,000 in jewelry

.

The money five shipments of U.S.

currency-was destined for Chase Manhat-

tan Band headquarters from a bank, in

Frankfurt. West Germany, according to a

spokeswoman for the New York bank.

High court reviews

discrimination case

WASHINGTON lUPI) - The Supreme

Court yesterday stepped into the middle of

a new "reverse discrimination" dispute that

could prove even more significant than last

year's highly publicized Bakke case.

The justices agreed to review lower court

rulings won by Brian Weber, a Kaiser

Aleminum and Chemical Corp. worker, to

the effect that whites were illegally

discriminated against by a union-

negotiated )ob training progiam reserved

half of all openings for blacks.

Unleaded gas

shortage foreseen

WASHINGTON (API - Supplies of

unleaded gasoline will probably be tight

next year aruJ "market disruptions" are

likely by 1982 unless* gas prices are

deregulated. Deputy Energy Secretary

John F. O'Leary tojd a congressional

committee yesterday.

O'Leary said, however, that the current

supply problems of four refiners do not

reflect a general nationwide shortage of

gasoline at the moment.
He testified at a Senate Energy Committee

hearing called to investigate whether the oil

industry is manipulating supplies to raise

prices.

Intersession positions available

with student government

association.

Apply 420 student union or for

more information call 545-0341

.

Deadline for all applications is

Thursday, December 14th at 4

p.m. Third world, women, and

handicap students are urged to

apply. SGA is an Equal Oppor-

tunity Employer.

Earn University

Credits While
in Paris

Oct. 15- May 20

> Dec. 27—Ian. 23

July 1 — Aug. 4

;

Leafn: French \

Art History

Music

Art

Dance
Theater

Fashion Seminar- Jan. /June/Sept.

Have your own apartment, share one,

or even live with a French family.

For more information -call Jane at

549-2803
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Selectmen suspend CC |^
liquor licence for a day
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen voted

last night to suspend the Campus Center's

liquor license for one day.

The license, held in the name of the Top
of the Campus but which governs alcohol

policy for both the Campus Center and the

Student Union, will be suspended Monday,
Feb 12. The vote was 5 1

.

The action came in response to a com
plaint filed by acting Director of Public

Safety Gerald T. O'Neil. The complaint

stated that on Nov. 25 the Blue Wall

violated state law which prohibits sale of

alcohol to intoxicated persons, or persons

who have been intoxicated in the last six

months.
O'Neil read from a report by UMass police

officers which stated the police had observ

ed intoxicated individuals being served in

the Blue Wall.

Paul Barbado, manager of the Blue Wall,

said the bar had been in the process of clos

ing early that night, when about ten

students who had refused to pay for drinks

began shouting at the supervisor who was
attempting to collect money. Campus
Center security called the police, but in the

meantime the students had been escorted

out of the bar.

When police arrived, the students were on
the concourse, Barbado said. The police

went into the Blue Wall but found
unspecified damage had been done to the

cars. They returned to the bar, which by

that time had closed.

Much of the discussion by selectmen
revolved around a report done by a fact

finding committee through Dean of

Students William F. Field's office, which
found the evidence "inconclusive" that

drunks had been served. Chairman Diana
Romer suggested, however, that the board

consider only the evidence presented at the

meeting.
Selectman William Atkins said the board
must "let the students know that it is a

privilege to go to a bar and have a beer.

When rules are broken a penalty must be
paid."

Grad senate to help fund

programs for couples
By I^ARIE STUCKEY
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate last night

voted to fund a couple's enrichment

workshop, headed by Chaplain Pete

Sabey, with $500 Sabey and his wife will >

work with Dorothy Howard of Older Stu-

dent Services to help couples and single

older students improve their lives.

The senate also voted to ignore^a remain

ing $200 deficit in the Prince House budget,

providing the Prince House dorm council

will meet with the executive committee, in

an effort to prevent future deficits. Prince is

a graduate students' dorm in Southwest.

Last year, the dorm had requested $600

from the senate to fund a party, which did

not take in enough revenue to cover ex-

penses. Four hundred dollars of the deficit

has been covered by withheld revenue

sharing funds, but the senate decided that

since gnost of the residents and officers are

new to the house, they should not be

responsible for last year's deficit.

The senate rejected a proposal to fund the

Minority Student Program of Engineering

with money for more than one Hispanic

student to fly to California for a Mexican-

American engineering symposium. Most
senators agreed one student would be

enough to gather information from the

symposium, to be attended by various

southwestern engineering students and
corporations.
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* '' ' They span the miles and the -^
^ years — and show you've remembered.

Creative excellence is an American tradition.

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

OPEN WED. NIGHTS TIL 9/DEC. 13 and 20

Students m Prof. Mary North's art claw put finishing touches on their 3-D

fence" yesterday near Worcester Dining Commons. Each student contributed

a six foot panel to the class proiect. (Staff photo by Carolyn Br/ezinski)

Stockbridge elects vice president
By JUDITH ROUSSEAU
Collegian Staff

In their last meeting of the semester, the

Stockbridge Student Senate last night

elected Sally Jablonski, a freshman
Floriculture major, as new vice president.

The senate also appropriate $50 for the

following charities: The Boston Globe

Santa, the Worcester Telegram Gazette

Santa, the Springfield Newspapers "Toys
for Joy" "Toys for Tots" sponsored by the

U.S. Marines and Alpha Tau Gamma.

The senate Ways and Means Committee

announced that orders for Stockbridge

jackets will be taken January 29 31 m
Stockbridge Hall. Cosi is $11, and the

lakkets are scheduled to be delivered in

March.
The senate also voted to hold its second

annual Stockbridge Night at the Pub. and

formed a committee to make plans. The

annual Holly Jolly Christmas party will be

held Friday m the Student Union Ballroom.

The event is a semi-formal affair.

CAMPUS CENTER
PRINT SHOP

• offset printing

xeroxing

resumes
pockoge deols ovoiloble which includes

typesetting, printing on quolity poper ond

motching envelopes

expert typesetting
troditionol composing end the lotest in

phototypesetting

many Other services

SEE US IN THE
CAMPUS CENTER
next to the Trove! Center ond ocross from the Coffee Shop
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UM chorus,
chorale
to perform
Performing in combination

with the Festival Chorus,

the UMass Chorale will

perform its winter concert

tonight at 8 under the baton

of Director Richard Dubois.

The two groups will join to

sing Vaughan Williams'

"Mass in Gm" and Mozarts'

"Vesperae Sotennes de
Confessore." The chorale

Itself will perform Alberto

Ginastera's "T^le
Lamentations of
Jeremiah".

Soloists for Vaughan
Williams' "Mass ' are

members of both the

Chorate aiKl chorus, and
include Elaine Sabio,
soprano, Amanda Maffei,

alto; David Hodgkins,
tenor; and Chris

Biemesderfer. t>ass.

The Mo/art work will be

accompanied by »^ or

chestra consisting of

Universitv students, and

Will have as soloists such

distinguished performers as

Sheila Bushman. Laura

Nichols. John Humphrey,

and John Lemly

Although this is the

chorale's first performarKe

on campus this semester,

part of their program has

already been performed in

St Paul's cathedral in

Boston, and in the

Congregatior^l church of

Hadley earlier this month

Rock & Jazz L P s

Buy - Sell - Trade

MMNCS
264 N Pleasant

The idea of touring off

campus to spread the |oy of

music to others, however,
is not a new one for the

Chorale.

Last summer, Dubois ked
the chorale on its fourth

European tour, visiting five

countries and singing in

such awe inspiring places

as tf>e French Cathedrals of

Notre Dame and Chartres.

So for those interested in a

pleasent break from their

studies and a free musical

experience, the doors of

Bowker auditorium will be

open at 7:30 p.m and all

are encouraged to attend.

Saturday. February 3

3 pm and 8 pm
FINE >«TS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

TICKETS NOW ON SALE MatlitM GvfMral

Public M. ', *. UMass students V. *. S Senior

citiitns M. *, $ Evening General public »». «.

1 UMUss stwdenta M. 7. *. Senior citiiens U. 7

*.

Fine Arts Center Bei OHke cloted

De< U J«n. 21.

Fhm Arts Cinltf Bat OHiM M-F 9-4 MS-251

1

Pens that express you on
paper and off.

That's No Nonsense.
Whatever you want to say, you'll say it

better with NoNonsense* It s the rugged,
refitlable pen by Sheaffer. Three writing
points to choose from to match your life

style One low price to fit your budget
Now that s NoNonsense"!

Sign it wifo^

at

campus cent9r/untv. of mass./amherst

Photo Contest '78

The UMass
-Music Theatre Guild

is looking for a

PRODUCER
to produce

next semester's show
Anything Goes

If interested

call by Fri., Dec. 15

Kevin -546-6078

Mary Anne -549-0877

HV^*^ ff.

FULL
SERVICE

SPORTS"
STORE

PfcL«T*ll QUALITY CROSS COUNTRY OUTFITS
LARGEST SELECTION IN

WESTERN MASS

Oovre Waxless Skis

Appalachian Boots ^q qc
Bamboo Poles /iJ.5#*/
Fenix Bindings

Elan Petrex 2000 Ski

Saranac Full grained

Leather Boot
Exel F'glass Poles

Dovre Binding

124.95

AMHERST SHOPPERS PARK
UNIVERSITY DRIVE

NOT FOR

HOT POGGERS
-' "THE AMERICANA SYSTEM"
^ DOWN HILL SKI PACKAGE

ICJ'

Im.

iQii

AMERICANA SKIS AND
BINDINGS COMPLIMENT

EACH OTHER.
THEY ARE THE ONLY SKIS AND

BINDINGS-rN THE
WORLD-THAT ARE MADE BY
THE SAME MANUFACTURER.

ON THE COVER CLOCKWISE: Below, the

winner of the color-people category. Untitled,"

by Mary Beth Yanchewski, shot with an Olympus.

Bottom, the winner of the color-still life category,

"Untitled." by Sue Lezon, who shot it with a

Nikkormat EL. Left, the winner of the black and

white still-life, "Untitled," by Jeremy Daniel Drieson,

who used a Minolta SRT-101.

Oj

|Q>

. . . FOR THE RECREA TIONAL
AND INTERMEDIATE SKIER..

V

Asnes MarkaWood Skis

Laurentian Boots qc C\f\
Bamboo Poles OO .UU
Fenix Bindings

Elan Fibreglass RBT Skis

Appalachian Boots
Exel F'glass Poles

Dovre Bindings

109.95

Huagen Waxless Skis

Appalachian Boots qq Qfr
Exel F glass Poles *>^ •^^
Dovre Bindings

Asnes Mountaineering Ski

HaugenFull 1 CA i\{\
grained Boots |QU .UU

Exel Arctic Fibreglass Poles

Dovre Bindings

FLYING FEETS
EXCLUSIVE

AMERICANA SKI PACKAGE

INCLUDES...
AMERICANA SKIS-FOAM
CORE FIBERGLASS FOR
STRENGTH.

'

AMERICANA
BINDINGS -STFP IN CON
TR0L»blMPLt«SAhb»8
RELEASE MODES.

CABER BOOTS -#240 BY
SPALDING.

» DOVRE ALUMINUM POLES.

CHILD'S PACKAGES FROM $29.95

More Than 12 Other Outfits

Available

25 MODELS OF SKIS

16 MODELS OF BOOTS JN STOCK

Boots may be substituted in any package with

price available

GET STARTED SKIING
WITH THE

AMERICANA SYSTEM
FOR UNDER $200.00

TOTAL
PACKAGE

REG.
$249.00

$ 1 99««

RENTALS
WAX CLfWIC AMHERST STORE

EVERY THURS 7 P M

CROSS COUMTRV SKI PACKAGES, TOO!

featuring

ADIDAS or SPALDING SKIS
iNlLUDlrS SKIS-LEATHER BOOTS'^ « « ^1
.POLES.NEW DOVRE BINDINGS > 1 f ^ „,, ;,
(BINDINGS MOUNTbD) " "

WE CARRY A COMPLETE UME OF

DOWN FIUED VESTS ft PARKAS FOR

SPORTS a SKIING

OPEN SUNDAYS 1 P.M. TO 5 P.M.

PlkL#T#li 1 E Pleasant. Amherst; 15 State, Northampton

OPEN Thurs. & Fn. nites till 9: Sun. 12-5; Mon.-Wed. 10 6

J t

<
» *.A tt •>W)CVKv;kAH*>•*«^irf:«*t:x.t.'VW\XNS\\V.'.SW*'*'f »'i'J» •A.»-»J'.».V• f » » * •
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"Eddie." the winner of the black and white people category is the product of Jeremy Daniel Orieson and his Minolta XD 11

December Specials
by SIM

Permanents Hair Cuts
$3.50

Halk in« Welcome or (all 5«6-«5Z2 On
206 Kuvv>ll St Hadlfv ^

nn\ to Walter * of Hadle\ ' '

Open Mon -Sat

9 am -8 pm

AHenfion Com^ IH Majors!

PIcuM* rome j(»in \in for ('hriwtniiiM fiiti

on W«'dn«'«*da\. l)errmb«T 13. .'i-.> p.m.

in lli(> (onip. Lit. l)(*|>unm<Mil. lliird

floor SiMilh <'.oll<>g<'. We'll luivr hut <*ider

piinrh. and HHNortrd |£<M»di(>*«.

( !oni«' r«>l«'brHl«*!

! ONSTAGE
offers all ooUeg*
tudents ^ staff a
20% diaoount on
all regular prioed
merchandise.
Bring your ID!

i

Mt. rOflM MqH«

0|p#CI M0A.*3O».
lO^tOO

M»>»«w»<»<**»»»»»»^

WHERE SECRET SANTA SHOPS
Dozens of 25c to $5 items

POSTERS
Area's Largest Selection

For trees and windows
Ornaments

Great Assortment

Unusual Cards

Many Affordable

Earrings and Pendants

Sterling & 14 KT

Candles

Rainbow, Drip, & Taper

Blouses &- Skirts

Snakes & Frogs

Lots of Fun Toys

Handpainted

Eggs
Chinese

Tins £f Boxes

Vast Assortment

Tea Sets

Honey— Tea — Candy — Jelly

Great Gifts— Great Prices

Open Sundays 1-5 p.m.

Open weeknights 'til 9 p.m.

MEI2CANTILE
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

Meaning.
The Merry Maple, with its hundreds of glistening white lights, is a symbol of

many things to many people.

In a world darkened by conflict and fear, its lights remind us of Hope. And

the bands and choirs and choral groups which gather beneath it and along

the streets of Downtown Amherst reflect this Hope with Songs of the

Season.

The shops and restaurants in Downtown Amherst contribute to this

hopjeful Season, too. They cluster along the streets and down colorful alleys

brim full with fascinating and surprising gift ideas, fine food and warming

spirits.

But Downtown Amherst is primarily people. The merchants who serve you

with warmth and friendliness and the shoppers and browsers who pass and

pause and saunter off again.

We invite our neighbors throughout the Pioneer Valley to share the Merry

Maple with us this month and to see, thereby, what we mean when

we say ...

Tlx'K's N() lliKC iJkc" IXAvnlovvn
iVTiherst, Massachusetts

The winner of the black and white scenic category. "Untitled," by Harry Abraham, with a Minolta SRT 101.

COPYING
SALE

Copies on bond — 5c
6th copy and up— 4c

.FosWonW**^
Low cost, high quality copies
when you need them most —
just in time for thesis and paper
deadlines.

*Offer good during December
with this ad only*

SINCE 1B<ie

Writing Instruments

in 12 Karat Gold Filled

at

c»oip«.iC«iltr/un<v of man /»mher»l

OPEN WED. NITE
TIL 9

^j^^.jss f:ii

University of Massac huS(?tts / Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

SPRINGFIELD
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

ROBERT GUTTER
Conductor

Orchestra and Chorus

bANOeL's
MessiAb

Wednesday, December 13 8 pm

FINE /RTS CEWER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6, 5 UMass
students - $5, 4. 3. Senior citizens and other students

$6.5.4.

Fine /Vrts Center Box Office M-F 9-4. 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

Functional, of course— but more
innportant, our combs, barrettes,

headbands, and bobbies are t)eautiful

fashion accents. Classic tortoise-

shell designs, luminous enamels, rich

and subtle solids A fine gift idea.

1.25-6.00.

MASTERCHARGE VISA Downtowp Amherst, next to the Post Office

A Store-full of Ideas
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"Three Ladies" by Michael Chan walked away with the prize for the best color-nature category.

BOOT
SALE

SOFT

WEATHER WINTER IN STYLE

Mens 17"

Laceups
Save $40

Ladies 16"

Pull on
Reg. $74

«44ee

JACKETS
Fine Natural Leather

They are beautiful!

Wide selection from
Bonnbers to Blazers

:•:

Heartfelt
Leather

_ N P1«aMnt St. Amherst
lO-6Mofi Sat 253-S135 "«"

open Frt until 9 O

LUGGAGE
MASTHRCHARQE VGA

A Store-full of Ideas |

Downtown Amherst, next to the Post Office ixji

•:::vlv:v;:-Xv:v::v:-:-Xv:xv>;-:::::::::v::::::::::%^^

With quality outdoor clothing from

Let Gleason's take the worry out of

keeping warm and being fashion-

able this fall and winter. Visit

Gleason's expanded clothing
department that is overflowing with
the largest selection of quality fall

and winter outdoor clothing.

Gleason's offers quality outdoor
clothing that is very much the "in"

style and at the same time rugged,
practical and long wearing. Look us
over and let us outfit your for the

colder months.

We stock parkas by: The North

Face, Sierra Designs, Camp
Trails, Camp 7 and Woolrich.

Vests by: North Face, Sierra

Designs, Camp 7, Camp
Trails, and Don Gleason.

Wool shirts, jackets, and
pants by: Woolrich.

Quality wool sweaters,
hats, socks, mittens, and
gloves by: Wigwam,
Norsewear, and Don
Gleason.

Long underwear by:
Duofold.
Boots by: Vasque, Dexter,

and Sorel.

Shell garmets of 60/40.

Goretex, etc. by: Columbia,

Sierra Designs, North Face,

and Woolrich.

We also have a complete selection

of equipment for the camper and

backpacker and there are over 40

tents on display.

>>V>

PEARL STREET
Store hours: weekdays 9-5:30

CAMPERS SUPPLY. INC.

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
Saturday 9-5 phone 584-4895

iCollegian

Send the band

to Wichita-land

To the Editor:

T'was the week before Texas,

And all was not well

The team was going
With narry a yell.

No one was cheering.

Songs were not sung,

UMass was silent

As Reno was hung.
Though they had labored.

And although they had tried

The Band was told

They couldn 't have rides.

They called every one.
From the Pre/ to the Brom.
Only to find

They still couldn 't come.
So after Nevada.
And the Team 's sure win.

The Band played on
Hoping to win
Despite bad news.
They continued to try.

Polishing horns
Hoping to fly.

No one knows.
More than the team.

What It's like.

To hear the brass scream.
What It means.
When It's fourth and ten

And the Band strikes up
Do It Again.

It's important to win.

So everyone says.

from the fans to the Team
Let's do It again.

The Band's worked hard.

Let's give them a cftance.

Let them kick AftM
In the seat of their pants.

Joseph D. Levens

NRA cartoon

"pisses hinn off"

To the Editor:

This letter is in response to Dan
Guidera's editorial page cartoon of 12/8

involving the gun toting homicidal teddy

bear. I'll get right to the point It pisses

me off that the Collegian would publish

thut kind of crap To suggest that the Na-

tional Rifle Association is directly to

blame for and supportive of crimes that

involve handguns is absurd The NRA is a

respected organization of people who

stuire a genuine interest in the history,

use, and safe handling of firearms They

are not the trigger happy schmucks that

Guidera would have us believe. I hope the

Collegian realizes the narrow

mindediwss of the cartoon and refrains

from publishing similar material in the

future As for Gunlora. well, nothing per

sonal. but I hope he knows whete he can

put his teddy he^r

Tom MacLean
Southwest

.

Another ugly

incident

To the Editor:

/ would like to report a grave and horri-

fying incident to the UMass community.

On Thursday afternoon. Dec. 7, two

young men approached my friend from

behind and mumbled "Lezzie" and

"Lez. " When she turned around to look

at them, one of the men puncft6d her in

the stomach. She is 5'2'. Fortunately,

this woman holds a brown belt in. karate

She kicked the man who punched her,

under the chin, causing him to fall

backwards, then quickly fended off the

second man with a lateral punch. Instead

of turnirxg to run, she faced them as they

got off the ground. They swore at her as

they got up and walked away
This' incident occurred in broad

daylight, near the Fine Arts Center, where

the angles of the building made witnesses

to the incident unlikely

A few points should be stre.ssed here-

J) This caliber of violence does in fact

occur here at UMass and elsewhere

21 Levels of homophobia are alarmingly

high. (What made these men think that

she was a Lesbian?)

3) Many women are strong, brave, and
educated in self defense. (On the other

hand, many are not.

)

41 This incident has been reported to

the police.

It is important for women to report all

incidents of violence, regardless of the

level of the violence (an attack may be

verbal. I The police and the community at

large must be made aware that such

violence exists and will not be hushed up.

Violence of this sort is shocking and in

tolerable and must be combatted by

everyone.

Michele Szymkiewicz

Trust the

Trustees

To the Editor:

The Students United for Public Educa
tion now want to put pressure on the

Massachusetts Legislature not only to

repeal the tuition raise on out of state

students but also to be very careful not to

put riders on other bills that never would
pass on tfteir own ments. Send letters to

your representatives and senators. Send
letters to your local papers. You have the

Trustees of the University of

Massachusetts behind you. as well as

many people who have any idea of what
higher learning is all about.

It IS too bad that many students did not

know what tlie Trustees' attitude was on
this proposed increase. Some
misunderstanding could have been avoid-

ed; much time could have been saved.

Nevertheless. I believe the meeting with

the Trustees was a success Nq one who
attended could have come away from it

without realizing that there will be a

closer relationship between the trustees

and the student body; and because of the

frankness of both, each will be more
careful of the feelings of the other.

However, careless criticism should not be

overlooked in anyone; it was not.

Henry Buber

Lab requirement

"childish"

To the Editor:

The time has come for someone to

speak out agamst a childish rule set down
by the Spansh department I am refernng

to the department's requirement that

students attend a Janguage lab at least

oncv <i week.

The kwguage lab. itself, is not a bad

thing I am sure it is of use to every stu

dent t.iking ' Spanish, at nne time or

another. It is very helpful to me when I

,im luiving tiouble ^-^ilh a particular

lesson Although it can be helpful, I don't

feel ih.it It IS neces.^.iry tu require every

Mtidiiu to attend a lab ever, week.

The only problem With language lab is

ih.it if's nvindiitory. I thouqht students at

tiM.iss weif mature persons who cdme

fu-re because they wanted tu further their

educations Can't these students make

their own decisions whether or not a par-

ticular language lab will help them^

It IS definitely time the people in the

Spanish department realize they are

teaching adults and start treating us like

that.

Kevin O'Malley

Here is your:

Financial Aid
iorm

ABANDOM AU. HD«

l«k>

name: • ADDRESS,

crry. statt

(fun* Ttn) iType.fkset)

(fJittt MhAt ttpe. cf vtetnjo

art yoo, ftt?)

^ Qtrestion5
FtU OH fO(M ^-U9

How MUCH MoNCy you oor P
Wha-. A80U7 Your pad?
He IN tm NQp?
YEAH?
W^MT DO YtoO VVAWT OUR BOOCS

FOR ANYWAy, you JfRK f

WHO PUYEP TMiRD FOR THE Mit$W |9<,5P

^wj4ucH^ IS A eea^ IN BarsooitiS?

By the way: the answer is

•NO.

Total Weilth: \
USr INDiVIDUAuy- I

A.HowiMftyWillift

Qifds do you
own ?

B .Awwer truth-

full/

C Do not tf«k«thi4

DAMON THOMAS I

The nneaning of gifts
This past week. I took the opportunity to

read a small paperback fc>ook entitled The
Meaning of Gifts by Dr. Paul Tournier, a

noted Swiss psychologist. In the t)Ook, Dr.

Tournier examiries the physical,

psychological, and spiritual aspects of gift-

giving, and comes up with some interesting

findings. The findings are especially

relevant at Christmastime, since it is during

the Yuletide season when many people

think most about gift giving.

Dr. Tournier's main point is that the great

hunger for gifts is not so much a hunger for

pleasure as for affection. Man's need to be

loved is universal and limitless; it is of the

essence of life. Jean Paul Satre, in one of

his early writings, states that the thing

which counts in human psychology is not

the facts, but the meaning of those facts,

what they mean to the men involved. The

meaning of gifts is in the love that they

express, the love both given and received.

All men have this need to give their af-

fection and to feel that it is appreciated. All

are equally seeking proofs of their being

loved, and of feeling that those who love

them have great pleasure in this.

In some respects the great quest for gifts

is a means by which we deceive ourselves,

and by our little gifts we numb our longing

for the greater ones that escape us And

yet, despite this, the concept of a greater

happiness to come stands above this race

for incomplete and partial gifts, and indeed

gives the concept meaning. If each gift is a

symbol of love, no matter how small the

gift, then surely there must be a love, total

and supreme, one that doesn't fail This is

what men intuitively await, ans what they

are seeking in the smallest gifts received

each day. It is as if successive little

payments assure us of the final payment in

full

Sooner or later we Tt\i\izt: that all human

gifts are relative, limited, and uncertain,

even the most beautiful and costly of them.

Everything that we receive we can also

lose Men can always deny the love which

they have been offering, and their gifts are

never completely free of ott>er motives:

pride, self interest, or the desire to

dominate There must always be new gihs

to complete and confirm those already

received.

Dr. Tournier maintains that the universal

quest for gifts is nothing other than a

seeking after God. by whatever name we
may call him, for only the one who has

made all things and who owns all things

can give them without asking anything in

return except our gratitude.

Dr. Tournier concludes that tt>e great gift,

the unique and living one. is not a thing,

but a person. It is Jesus Christ, the very

subject of Christmas In him God has given

himself, no longer just thir>gs which he

created or has created, but his own person,

his own suffering, and his own solitude,

given unto death itself This gift of all gifts

IS the self commitment of God himself.

The unbelievable news of the revelation is

that it is really a gih. It is free, without

reservation and without recall. Also, we

can enjoy all the little gifts of this earthly

life, seeing in them so many signs of that

great and final gift which awaits us But

we must be willing to accept the gift of

Jesus Christ, the central figure of

Christmas. The New Testament tells us

repeatedly that if we ask Jesus to enter our

lives he will indeed do so and bless us with

his love. But we must take the first step and

be willing to give of ourselves by saying

Yes" to the offer.

In countless ways whirH we are rarely

aware of, the gifts we off*" • 't more about

us than words can ever re- <-y. Is it a gi'i

of love? Or an offerin-? that trades

dominates, manipulates, dt oys?

To cjive is to live To '

oneself. What do your gifts

s to commr
,v about you?

Damon Thomas is a Collegian columnist.

Letters policy

The MasMchuMtts OaMy Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor They

must be signed and include the author s

address and phone number. Organiza-

tions may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for

reference purposes

Letters must be typed, double spaced,

at sixty spaces per line, and no more than

two pages long They should be sent to

the Executive Editor care of the Col-

legian, or may be dropped off at the Col-

legian office.

All letters may be subfecf to editing for

either space or content according to the

fudgement of the editor Due to space

limitations, there is no guarantee that aU

letters received.will be pnnted
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TODAY S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Brawls
5 Freight

10 Seafood
14 Correct

15 Greatly Ar-

chaic

16 Cache
1/ Mess up
19 Slime

20 Amer v^ild-

cat

21 Wittier

23 Balances
26 Flightless

bird

27 Chose not to

accept 2

words
30 Hanging or-

nament
34 Last word
35 Raises
37 Before in

time Prefix

38 Depressing
W Second

vendings
41 Narrow inlet

42 Midi season
43 Latent
44 Enghsh rivei

45 Cease
47 Premier

50 Sea Trench
51 Exhaust
52 N Y lake

56 Short sur-

plices

60 Gelatin sub-

stance

61 Handy
64 Instrument

65 More stead
last

56 Nursemaid
67 Trial

68 Paik in the

Rockies

m Snatch
OOMN

1 Change the

decor
2 Of some po-

ems
3 Sensible
4 Tntest

5 Conveved
6 Candlenut
tree

7 Fled

8 Carriages
9 Approx

39 37 2

words
10 Voca! group
11 Disorder

12 Tool

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Monday s Puzzle Solved
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Wal/y Dorf by Rob Ranney

l ]o^ CLtw/n ^^ctnc^j ^flil^

^oogjg a^, ^^^I

13 Pub product 44 Shading
18 Wander 46 Turkish inn

22 Pile up 48 Speedsters
24 Suckle 49 Great

25 Lanced Britain's

27 Perched embl«m
28 Dimmish b2 Sodium
29 Lateral part: chloride

31 Fling 53 Chill

32 N Amer In- 54 Rodents
dians 55 Hearts

33 Smallest Anat

36 Constella- 57 Lacerate

tion 58 Girl s name
39 Resurrected 59 Pierce

40 Intermis- 62 Acorn
sion 2 63 WWII vic-

words tory Sign

Nothing Special by Joe Casey
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Spam Slade, People 's Eye by Joe Carroll .
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WMAT THE HELL,
LET'S 5AVE HIS

LIFE! WHICH WAY
TO THE MONSTER?.

5^ 'I^A\Sl.*f '<"«

YOU'RE SPAM'S
LAST HOPE. QBAIU

LErs HEAR FROM
THAT MONSTER—

by Marky Freen
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THE
^"' COMMONWEAI TH

,

STAGE

Aaerica't newest resident professional theater presents

J.M. Barriers 1/2 PRICE
STUDENT RUSH

TICKETS
Available 6:00 pm each evening

^ of performance

. NOW
JiTHROUGH

DEC. 27

Frank Prentice Rand Theater

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

^ Reservations; 545-3511

You can charge your tickets on Visa and Master

Charie cards by phone

STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE is sear

ching for a full time "03" Junior Clerk. Individual will act as

counter clerk... assisting organizations in preparing purchase

orders, deposits, check requests, etc. and direct inquiries to

proper individuals for resolution.

QUALIFICATIONS: Ability to work closely and communicate

with public, staff and students; good command of oral and

written English. Knowledge of business office procedures and

equipment helpful. Position available immediately. Remunera-

tion: $3.85 per hour.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office (Student Union

416) with resume and three letters of reference by December

22, 1978.

THIS OFFICE IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
M/F/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER.

Tuesday, December 12, 1978 .Collegian n
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AMERICANS

ssAsess
"••rving am«rican ffomiliM coast to coost"

^ FOREIGN OBJECT
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IMAL

Final Weeks
Today at (TLS 6 1514:46

JK]

flQflTnflCnRl5Tlf5

\

Starring Bene Davis
Today at ITLS C 30)

l:ii.iii.n.gi.mn.TOn.Tnginfaft^

Richard
Dreyfussin

Bigfix
A New Comedy Ttiriller

Today at ITLS 6 00) 8 30
pa

FIVE COLLEG]
DISCO

Wednesday, Deccmbar 19

SPONSORED by
UMASS LACROSSE TEAM

at the

j«\riiCMOison

ck>ipr
SOUTH

Co- Starring John Baluthi

Today at (TLS 6 15)8 46

)ISC€
$1.00 Donation

Quonsat/Rta. 9, Hadlay, Mass.
TBiwidnwinni.i

To place a classified ad. drop by the Col

legian office (CC 1 131 between 8:45 a.m. and
3:45 p.nn. Monday through Friday, or use our

handy clip-and-mail form found in most
issues of the Collegian prior to 1955
Classified deadline is 3:45 p.m. two days m
advance of publication date.

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c
^

per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per line

per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per line

'

per day. One line is roughly equivalent to 38
characters. One ounce is roughly equivalent

to IR grams. Is anybody really reading this?

AUDIO

Sony cassette deck. nrKXiel TCI 38, mint

condition, plus over 125 90-minute casset-

tes, best offer, call Dave, 549^)601

.

Realistic reel to reel recorder. 3 speed. 4

track stereo, 2 mikes, review edit fast for-

ward. 2 recording meters, 2 speakers. Good
coTHl. Call Eunice. 5-0341.

Sanyo JCX 2100K receiver, Garrard 440m
t'table.. Advent 3 spkrs.. $250 80.
253 2600.

Herman/ Kardon 330C reciever, Jenson
bookshelf speakers, Microcord turntable,

reciever & speakers under warranty, four

monttw old. Call Frank 253-7637.

AUTO FOR SALE

08 Triumpt> TR250, $850, 67 Ford F250.

$500, call 253 5210. after 5:30.

66 Renault, good buy, r>o rust, in runnir>g

condition. $1 50. call 549 6591 . after 6p^
1974 Datsun B210, 4 dr , 4 spd,, very

clean, $1700 firm, call Don, 549 5818.

1974 Vega GT. 4 speed Good tires. Very

reliable transportation. Asking $550 or of-

fers. CallJ65 40^^
70 VW bug -new clutch, trans, tires.

Good condition, $550 or BO 584 3573

1975 VW Sunbug. low mi., many extras,

call 549 4879, snow tires, fog lights, rer.

deT

Great buy! Men's It., gr ski jacket, size

med. w/ mittens, brand new! 546 8389.

'Yamatta G60 guitar w/ case, Toshiba tape

recorder, Gitar>e 10-speed, cal l 546^7159.

Head GK-R skis 170cm w/ Saromon 202

bindings, good cond., ask $75, Mike.

546^696.

5- ft. cu. ref . $80 good cond. Hotplate $5.

Ca]l 6 8230 keep trying!

Creative 23V speakers: ex. cond;

546^402.

H««d ski Cr Marker binds £r figure skate

men's S210 & women s 35PD bike all exc.

cond. Call David 584-2146 best offer.

Leattier jacket — new - $50 -546-
5563 Linda.

Lost, elderly female. Airedale,* brown
legs, black body, Bartlen Halt, call John
Nelson. 549-6025 or 545-0533.

Mike witti fast F-10, you have something I

need in your backseat, Eileen, 549-6017.

Reward — gokl earring lost Fri. 1. en>o-

tiOTwl value, call 253-9865.

Lost— if anyone found a watch between
Fine Arts parking lot and SBA Tues. please

return for reward, call 549 6^
Lost between Fearing Er Morrill gold

pendant cross & bird. 549-3626 reward.

Lost -gokl ctiain at Pub. 11/9/78. sen-

timental value, please call 546-8654.

reward.

Room— aulble country hse., coop living,

easy access, $84 -»- , 665-2253. eves.

Stiare apt., bus rt.

5491322.
kp. tryir>g; Janet,

1970 Cutlass Rally -new yellow paint

w/blk. int., radials, FM-8 trk, new brakes

h radi, rare Er exc. cruising $1950 or 80.
6^)^26

74 Maverick -bright red. 6-cyt., auto ,

p/steer. Only 44,000 mi. Great shape

throughout. $2000 call 546 4550.

75 Datsun B210. 4 spd , radials, snows,

50,000 miles, Mt. Holyoke faculty, asking

$^0q. (617) 347 7489 .

'

75 Bradley Gt. 14,000 miles. FM stereo.

Radials. Excellent condition. Call 546 7575,

after 11 p.m. and on, a.m. during

weekends.

66 Volvo 1228 SW, body great, best offer,

584 9203 __^
ENTERTAINMENT

Women's 79 model Caber boots, size 7 %

,

never been worn, perf. cond , retail, $215,

selling for $155, price rieg _^call 546 69^.

For sale. 2 Continental contact, 1%SR15
rad. snows, 2000 mi., $40, exc. deal,

253 3971.

Ultimate component stereo: Lafayette

LA 125TA Integrated Amplifier, Realistic

TM 101 AM/FM tuner, GE TA 700

Cassette Tape Deck, BSR automatic turn

table with Shure Shibata M71, 2 famous
KLH six speaker systems' Must sell fast.

$375. Superb 19" portable TV, VHF/UHF,
rollaway stand, antenna. $55. Honda C-90,

1969. very low mileage. Needs detail work.

$125! 584 1629, nights after 7.

1200 new rock and jazz LPs.
Underground Books, 264 N." Pleasant, see

Mike.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732. bet. 9-10 a.m.

HELP WANTED

Will exchange 1 std. 1 nonstd. tickets

eve. for Wiz against same for matinee.

Must be in 2 or 3 section. Call 665 7518.

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing
"

for bookings anywhere, call John,

546 4646.

FOR RENT

Rm. available in large house, Pelham.

Jan. or Feb., call 253 5307, $96/mo., heat

incl^

Looking for a room over intersession?

Come to Phi Mu Delta. Singles and doubles

available, full use of kitchen facilities,

reasonable rates. Call Jerry or Mark at

253-9034 or 545-2163.

Room 4 intersession fur. 253-9894 Laura.

1 bedroom apt. all utilities inc. with stove,

frig., dishwasher, on bus route, avail.

January. Call 665 3823.

2 rooms available house— Montague.

$105/mo., all utilities included, wood heat.

Avail, immed. 367 2424, eves.

FOR SALE

inFor sale, refrigerator, 3 cubic feet,

good condition, call 6-4417.

Waterbed Er frame, king, slo Ik,

80-665:2253.

Ski jacket-fits wm. sz. 12-14 or men's

sm. -hardly worn, now $23, orig. $40.

256 8883.

Intersession positions available working

for the SGA. Apply 420 SU or call 5 0341

for more info. Equal opportunity employer.

Will provide the home, the salary, the

supportive staff, the training and the kids

You provide the sup)ervision, the care and

the expertise of dealing with teens -young
boys and older girls — who need a home at-

mosphere. Couples preferred. One part of

couple can work outside the home or be in

graduate program. Salary is $9000 plus liv-

ing expenses. For more information, call

the Center for Human Development, 52

Maple Court, Springfield - 733 6624.

TA wanted for spring 1979 in area studies,

graduate students with international ex-

perience, foreign language(s), familiarity

with univ. acctg. system are urged to app-

ly , contact Prof. Tikos, 5-3427.

Intersession positions available with

Student Government Association, apply

420 Student Union, for more info call

5-0341, deadline for all applications is

Thursday, December 14 at 4 p.m.. Third

World, women and handicap students urg-

ed to apply. SGA is an equal opportunity

employer.

TA wanted to coordinate academic pro-

grams Mackimmie Humanity House, duties

include teaching, planning and cooking.

Salary $3600 per yr. Applications (Resume

and a letter of ref.) must be recieved by 15

Dec. H.R. Mackimmie Humanity House,

SW. UMass Amherst.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim. light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

PERSONALS
~

48 loves 48.

Intersession Practicum: earn 3 credits,

work 5 afts. per wk., Jan. 4-26, in after

school day care. Call Nancy Ross, 549 6170

rrwrn. arxl eve. or 549-1507. aft.

Steve Martin and John BelushI T shirts

in Campus Center concourse on Wed.,
Thurs. and Friday.

The boys from 10th floor Washington
thank the Wizard, for a job well given last

weekend.
NanC. Put out the fire by Ed's closet. Clue:

same sign. Your SS.

Special bulletin: puddlejumper fever

sweeping UMass. Thousands stricken by

compulsion to fly. Authorities unable to

stop it. Details Thursday and Friday in the

Campus Center.

Paul, even with your smirks and broken

"promises" you'll make a fantastic leader!

Lots of luck, FF.

John -you twisted dack piece of string.

Those evil jups — you gotta to love

it- Ralph.

Circle of Gold -call 546 9256.

F rmte. needed to live w/ 2 women in 2
bdrm. apt., bus rte., 6664366, $67 incl.

Wanted 1 M Cr 1 F to share 2 bdrm. apt. in

Brandywine, $185, includes heat, call Craig

or Debbie, 549^20, Jan to ?

Your own room in nice house, $67 nx>.,

Jan-May, Grnfld., 772-0663, fire place
.

F wanted to share 2 bdrm. apt. in Mon-
tague. $75 -^ . Jan. 1. 367 9578

1 room in great 3 bdrm. apt. in Amherst
avail, now. Fireplace, bus route, $134 -f

u til. Call Rob 323 4363 btwn. 6-9 p.m.

Female grad to share 2 bdrm. apt. in

South Amherst, call eves. 253-2742.

SERVICES

Moving? Household moving, reasonable

rates, call Jeff, 549 5993 or 6^ 2462.

Pro typing 75c pg. Linda, 665 4789 cash.

Fast, efficient typing. 80c page w/ minor

grammatical editing if desired, 549-1731.

Typing. IBM Selectric. quick service, low

rates, call Larry or Patti, 586 4290.

TO SUBLET

1 bdrm. of 2 bdrm. apt., on bus rt , until

May, w/ option to stay, eves., 665-7527.

Squire Vill.-2 br.

Jan. 1 -665 2242.

Twnhouse, available

Happy 21st birthday, Sally Gigliotti! Love,

Melanie, Susie and Nancy.

Party in Oaytona Beach for spring brk.,

sign up bfr. Xmas and save, all inclusive,

call Joe, 253 2259

Students looking for a part-tinne job with

flexible hours, excellent i^-come, and an op-

portunity to gain mear jful business ex-

perience? Northwestern Mutual Life intern-

ship training session starting in Dec., con-

tact Dana Barrows, 1 525 4591.

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Long Island. Wednesday,
12/20 after 6:00 p!m. or anytime Thurs.,

12/21. Will share driving and $expenses$.

Call Rich at 546-8734.

Sublet 2 bedroom townhouse on bus
route. $240 -t^ utilities, call 665 3617.

Dec. 24— Jan. 30 SAmh cin furn quiet

Ibdrm gd for cple $190 inc util 253-7959.

WANTED

Garage to rent during winter months, near

Univ. of Mass call Eric at 546-6441, eves,

from 6:00 to 12:00.

ST Comps, K2710. Olln VI. I need a pair

W/0 bind. 190-200 cm must be in good to

excl. condition price neg. Mike 546-1080.

WANTED TO RENT

2 bdrm.
5469362.

apt. UMass area Jan. 1

ROOM WANTED

Looking for 3 bedroom apt. to sublet,

Jan. thru May or 3 to 5 bed. house. Call

Don, 6-4265 or Tom, 6-4720, anytime.

M & F seeking 1 Vi or 3 bdrm. apt. in Puf-

ton Village, call Julie or Rich, 549-6920,

Jan.

Working woman needs apt./rm. in Roll-

ing Green or Amh. Ctr., Dec. 21 -Feb. 1.

665-7947.

M. exchange student seeks accommoda-
tion for 1 sem spring '79, 546 5303.

2— 3 bdrm. apt. in Amherst on bus route.

Need Jan. 1. Call Chris 6-4856/256-8257.

Desperately looking for two bedroom
apt. If you can help ca ll 6-8930/6 5351.

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

HORSES BOARDED
~

4 large box stalls %mile from campus Ef

Tilson Farm. $100 per mo. Call 253 7168.

CALICO CRAFTS
~

From pillows to pottery to pipes. We have

the greatest gi^ts around. We also feature

ceramics, silver jewelry, plants and sup-

plies, toys, stained and etched glass,

lamps, and lots of Calico stuff. Come visit

us at 5 North Main St., Rt. 202, Belcher-

town.

HYPNOSIS

LOST ROOMMATE WANTED

Silver Eagle pin. on Dec. 1, extreme sen-

timental value! Large reward, please, call

586 4058.

M F for large house near Amherst College,

Jan. or Feb. 1 till July, mature, neat, $90 +
,

share cooking, etc. 253-3619 -Beth.

Hypnosis Reading Inst, offering single

sessions for finals Dec. 7-21, improve

grades, concentration, recall, relaxation.

The best alternative yet. For reservations Er

times, call K.R Morse, 532-5703.

Rent It wil^]^ m Collegian Classified!
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Hoopwomen remain unbeaten
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

Thelistofconquestscontinues.lt began with Harvard,

and then Maine, St. Marys, Springfield College, and Vermont
followed Last night Central Connecticut became the lastest

victim in the pwth of the women's basketball team.

The Minutewomen made it six in a row en route to a 73 54
triumph. UMass utilising their entire squad made it look easy,
taking an eight point advantage into the half (36 29) and
gradually pulling away to their 19 point margin at the buzzer.

After surrendering the game's opening basket. UMass
answered with six straight points, and never trailed again. On
numerous occasions CCSC closed the gap. coming closest at

22 21, but after a Diana Taft offensive rebound and sub
sequent hoop the Minutewomen were never in trouble. Sue
Peters supplied 14 of her 22 game high points in the first half,

while Taft scored all 8 of her points in the opening stanza.

CCSC's Laura Hungerford contributed 14 points to keep her

squad in contention. Playing without their starting center, the

Blue Devils didn't have the height to compete inside with the

Minutewomen. Their offense was continually limited to one

shot and it eventually wore them down.

The pace quickened in the second half, and the
Minutewomen began to assert their dominance. After a well-

executed pick and roll from Peters to Julie Ready 18 points)
the lead was stretched to ten. Coach O/darski, showing faith

in her t>ench, elected to rest her starting five. The nx)ve ap
peared to pay off. as the reserves increased the lead to 14, but
CCSC bounced back, making its final charge. Outbconng
UMass 11 1 . tf>e Blue Devils closed the gap to 50 46. Ozdarski
brought back the starters, and they immediately halted
CCSC's momentum, outscoring their rivals 10 2 over the next
three minutes.

Opposing coach Brenda Reilly was very impressed with the

UMass squad, "t couldn't really ask for anything more from
my team tonight. UMass is by far the strongest team we've
faced this year They are a very sound team

.

"

UMass coach Mary Ann Ozdarski echoed Reilly's comments
about her team, "They're a true team, you can't say that

about too many squads
"

Ozdarski's troops will hope to maintain their magic formula m
their next contest when they face rtationally ranked Queens
College, Dec. 22 in Springfield.

UMass players Tricia Corcoran (23) and Cathy
Harrington 133) scramble for a loose ball in last night's
game against Central Connecticut. The Minutewomen

won. 73-54. to run their record to 6-0. (Staff photo by
PatrickO. Dobbs.)

Tough BU squad
splashes swimwomen
By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

Last year, the women's swim teams of UMass and Boston University swam to a tie in

a dual meet Saturday, at NOPE pool. BU swam away easily, 86 40.

"Tf>ev're (BU) the best team money can buy, " UMass coach John Nunnelly said

Nunnelly's words are not sour grapes, but in reference to an enormous scholarship

program for BU swimming arxj diving.

"It has been quite a change," BU coach Ray Wetmore said "Last year we had the

scholarships, but we also had a lousy attitude on the team We had a couple of full

scholarship girls who skipped practice, and when one gets down they all feel bad. That

was last year... but, this year it's different."

Different, indeed. UMass could only claim two first places in swimming, both coming

from CO captain Deb Schwartz who had an outstanding meet. Schwartz continued her

domination in the 500 yard freestyle this year, winning by over a pool length in 5:43.

Schwartz was liehind by a body length on the last turn of the 100 yard butterfly but

kicked her way to a win in 1 :04.4. Schwartz also swam well in the 100 yard breastroke,

placing second.
Gail Holland in the 100 backstroke, and Caroline Benjamin gave UMass its other se-

cond place finishes UMass got third places from Lynn Lutz in the 500 freestyle,

Maryanne Primavera m the 50 breastroke, Betty Carrier in the 50 freestyle, Cindy

Boyack in the 100 backstroke, Rachel Mack in the 200 freestyle, and Cindy Piela in the

50 butterfly.

Along with SchwarU, the UMass divers were a bright spot. In the required diving

Suzy Strobel scored sixes on her last two dives, winning the event with 125.55 total

points. Kris Bullard finished third. In the optional diving Bullard dueled BU's Cathy

Butler, both performing high degree-of difficulty dives, with Bullard winning with

153 70 points Strobel finished third m the optional.

Monday special
Win or lose, the Collegian will be publishing a football special which will

be out on Monday morning. It will be packed with photos and stories

from this Saturday's championship game as well as reflections on the en-

tire season. Don't forget to pick up your copy.

Rich Eckel

In the public's eye

Army topples

UM gymmen
Last Saturday the UMass men's gym-

nastics team fell to the Cadets of Army by a

score of 202.2 191.2.

Army won the opening floor exercises by

.25 points due to strong performances by

Chris Bowling and George Rhynedance. In

the next event, the pommel horse, UMass
fell far behind as Army's Marty Shubert

won the event with a score of 8.5

The Minutemen came back to win the still

rings event by .10 points, highlighted by

Steve Nunno's 8.90. The UMass team

followed its win on the rings with a victory

on the horse vault but only . 10 points could

be shaved off of the Cadets' lead.

The Army squad locked up their victory on
the parallel bars, winning the event by 4.05

points led by Cadet Bob Caliva's 8.95.

The final event of the meet, the high bar,

ended in a deadlock with Minuteman John
Nelson and Army's George Rhynedance
both finishing with 9. 10.

UMass team captain Bob Donahue finish

ed third in the all-around competition.

Eric Chapman

Icemen face
Merrimac
With only a short time to savor their first

win of the season last Saturday against

Boston State, 7 5, the UMass hockey team
faces a stiff challenge from defending Divi-

sion II champion. Merrimac tonight at Mer-

rimac.

The Warriors boast a 6-2-1 record which

includes impressive showings against Dart

mouth, a 6-6 tie, and national champ
Boston University, a 7 4 loss.

The Warriors' triumphs include Westfield

State, Norwich, AlC, Framingham State,

Northeastern, and St. Anselms.

"We've played solid hockey this season.

We're a wide open team that forechecks

well. We also have some fast skating

players that beat opponents to the puck

regularly. We're a tough team," said Mer-

rimac coach Bruce Parker,

Five Merrimac players have scored in dou
ble figures with center Jir Toomey (22

points) and left wing Al Magauson (21

points) leading the team.

UMass must prepare for a difficult en-

counter with the Warfiors. Joe Milan and

John Peters have led the offensive attack

and mdit produce while the defense must

contain Merrimacs strong forwards.

-Jonathan Hamilton

Saturday's Division 1 AA national
championship game between the
University of Massachusetts and Florida

AErM (the Pioneer Bowl) can be the

catalyst.

It can signify the beginning of a new era at

UMass, not only for the football team, but

the entire university. UMass currently

suffers from an incredible inferiority

complex that begins with students and
filters its way to the administration.

Quite simply, this university has a public

image problem. It is a university that must
compete with Harvard, MIT, lutts... Not
many other state universities must compete
with such formidable in -state institutions.

It is a' university where many of its

students apologize for their presence.

We've all heard the scenario. "Well, I could

have gone to... and I got accepted to... but

I couldn't afford it, so I came to UMass.

It is a university whose majority of press is

negative. Maybe a student might consider

browsing througfTpast issues of the Boston
Globe to consider what opinion of UMass
its readers must have.

In past years there's been the education

scandal, construction problems, student

demonstrations, the occupation of Ran-

dolph Bromery's office, last semester's

occupation of the Collegian, even last

week's tuition hike protest.

Indeed, imagine what you, if you had
never seen UMass or attended here, would
think of this school from press coverage.

Indeed, if I was a taxpayer, I'd be won-
dering what the hell was going on up here!

It is a state university whose football team
is not considered next to God and country.

It is a team that has played in the obscurity

of the Pioneer Valley, 90 miles from the

state's major media market. It is a team that

has played in Boston College's shadow.

These circumstances have added up to a

negative self-image; a negative public

image; and thus, a negative attitude. This,

in an era when I'm okay you're okay; and
this, in the era when me is the most im-

portant word in your vocabulary.

When President Carter was at his lowest

ebb in public opinion polls before the Camp

David Summit, what did he do? Hell Jerry

Rafshoon. Goodbye public image problem.

When New York City was three cents

from bankruptcy, and New York state

tjegan to feel the effects of national

negative publicity, what did it do? It hired

an advertising agency to mount possibly

the most effective public relations cam-
paign ever. We all remember the "I Love
New York" commercials. Goodbye
negative image.

T^ n look at olde State U. What s its

greatest reputation? It's the 'fjarty school'.

No one asks about the superior engineenng
department, no one asks about the
business school, no one asks about the

history department. What do they ask?

"When is the next party," they ask.

So now. with the football team playing for

a national championship, it is time for this

university's students, the community and.
yes. even the entire state, to take pride in

olde State U. It is tinr>e for UMass to

capitalize, time to improve its image.

Why not have the band go to Wichita Falls

Saturday and gain national television

exposure? Why not have the cheerleaders

go? They, too, can provide a positive image
for the school.

Saturday night, as I sat in the lobby of the
Eldorado Hotel in Reno. Nevada, the
hotel's shift manager, Dom Russo, made it

a point to stop and talk.

He said that he'd never met a nicer group
of individuals than the UMass entourage.
He said that the UMass' players had
reaffirmed his faith in the youth of America.
Corny? Maybe. But it is an impression of

Massachusetts and this university that he
will always remember.

1 hose of you who don't take an interest in

sports or consider football a barbaric, ugly

sport shouldn't dismiss this game.

Your future employer's impression of

UMass could be determined by this game.
Right now, the employer may only know
that the Blue Wall has the largest over-the-

counter beer sales in New England.

The employer might have a different

impression after Saturday.

Saturday can be the difference. It can be
the catalyst. Take pride.
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Carter opposes boycott

of price control violators
Associated Press
WASHINGTON \AP\ - Prewdent Carter,

rejecting a suggestion by his chief anti-

inflation adviser, yesterday said he opposes

consumer boycotts of firms that violate the

administration's price guidelines.

"I don't personally favor any organized

boycotts, " Carter said at a nationally

broadcast news conference. The president

added that he hop>es consumers and state

%nA local governments will act as "prudent

shoppers" by refusing to purchase goods

whose prices increase too rapidly.

Alfred Kahn, chairman of the Council on

Wage and Price Stability, had suggested

the idea last Friday as an anti inflation en-

forcement tool.

Although Carter rejected the notion, he

seemed to leave the door open to a Kahn

suggestion of seeking legislation to reduce

revenue-sharir>g funds to states or localities

that violate the anti-inflation wage
guidelines.

The president observed only that such

reductions would be 'illegal " under present

law Kahn said he was studying possible

changes m legislation.

The administration's anti inflation pro-

gram seeks to hold wage and benefit in-

creases to 7 percent and price increases

under a complicated formula that would

average roughly 5 75 percent.

Carter said he is reserving judgment on

whether to seek an end to federal controls

on gasoline prices Lifting the controls

would almost certainly lead to increases in

some prices at service stations.

Deputy Energy Secretary John F. O'Leary

had warned in Senate testinwny Monday
that "we are going to be m deep trouble by

1982" unless these controls are ended.

O'Leary predicted shortages or tight sup

plies of unleaded gasoline.

On other subjects. Carter indirectly but

sharply criticized French-based conser-

vative Moslem opponents of the Shah of

Iran, referring to "uncontrolled statements

from foreign nations that encurage blood-

baths and violence."

And he repeated an indirect warning

against Soviet intervention in the rebellion

in Iran, saying "we have no intention of

permitting others to interfere in the internal

affairs of Iran."

Carter said there is "good progress" being

made toward a U.S. Soviet agreement to

limit strategic arms, but would not confirm

reports that a tentative agreement already

has been reached.

Within an hour of the president's news
conference, the United States and the

Soviet Union announced simultaneously

that Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance and

Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko
would meet m Geneva on Dec. 21 and 22 to

discuss SALT. The terse announcements

did not go beyond that fact that a meeting

is scheduled.

And, turning to the U.S. political scene.

Carter said, "I don't consider there is a

growing schism in the Democratic Party"

despite recent criticism by liberal

Democrats and other labc leaders of his

proposed fiscal 1980 budget cuts.

U.S., Egypt work on treaty
Associated Press

CAIRO, Egypt - Secretary of State Cyrus

R. Vance and President Anwar Sadat

yesterday worked out a new formula to pre-

sent to Israel aimed at overcoming two key

obstacles to a Middle East peace treaty.

The Washington peace talks have been

stalled over Egypt's demand the treaty be

linked to steps toward Palestinian

autonomy on the West Bank of the Jordan

River and the Gaza Strip. The second issue

is a provision in the treaty designed to

restrain Egypt from joining other Arab

countries, should they go to war with

Isrsol

"We have finished with these two

issues," Vance told reporters as he climbed

in his black limousine outside Sadat's villa.

"I would say it was a positive and helpful

set of meetings which we've had and now
we're going to meet with the Israelis star-

ting tomorrow morning. We've made good

progress."

Egyptian sources indicated acceptance

of the new formula by Israel was highly pro-

blematic. "This will prolong the negotia-

tions," said one highly placed Egyptian of-

ficial, who refused to be named.

The formula, described by the source on-

Kuchinich seeks

more tax bucks

ly as "new ideas" was worked oul m a

70-minute meeting between Vance and

Sadat
Vance is flying to Israel today to try to sell

the package to Prime Minister Menachem
Begin.

In a brief exchange with reporters outside

his Nile residence, Sadat said Vance then

would return to Egypt, but he did not

specify a date.

Vance met with Sadat in Cairo Monday,

flew to Israel Tuesday for the funeral of

former Prime Minister Golda Meir, then

returned to Cairo for more talks with Sadat.

Vance's mission was to persuade Sadat

to drop his demand for a timetable on

achieving Palestinian autonomy in Israeli-

held territory and acccept a target date - the

end of 1979 - for elections there.

Palestinian self rule in the occupied

zones is one of the goals of the Camp David

peace accord. Sadat wants the steps

toward autonomy tied to simultaneous

Israeli moves, such as troop withdrawals.

So f«<r, Begin has obejcted to any links

tying a peac»treaty to self-rule on the West

Bank of the Jordan River and the Gaza

Strip, fearing if the goals aren't met, the en-

tire treaty would be annulled.

Associated Press"
CLEVELAND-Ma\fOT Dennis J. Kucinich

last night asked voters to increase the city's

payroll tax by 50 percent to prevent

Cleveland from becoming the first major

U.S. city to default since the Depression.

Earlier in the day, federal marshals posted

guards around $3 million in city property

that could be seized in payment of a debt to

a private utility.

In a speech carried by local television and
radio stations, Kucinich said, "Unless this

tax increase is approved by the people, we
will be short millions of dollars each month
next year.

"The city will be so deeply in debt that I

will be forced to cut services to such a

drastic level that everyone living and work-

ing in Cleveland will suffer.

"There is no service area which will not be

touched: waste collection, police ar>d fire

"rotection, snow removal, health, recrea-

tion and others will all be cut back to levels

which would be unacceptable, not only to

myself, but to" you, the people of

Cleveland."

Kucinich said that to avoid default, the ci-

ty would have to pledge $15 million in an-

ticipated income tax receipts as security on
notes that are due Friday ar>d will have to

work out strict guarantees agair>st future

misuse of funds.

City Council George L. Forbes said after

the speech that the council will meet in-

formally with the mayor Wednesday to give

Kucinich a chance to "sell his program."

Three times since 1968, Cleveland voters

have overwhelmingly rejected any income

tax increases. A 0.5 percent increase in the

gross payroll tax would raise taxes $100 a

year for a person earning $20,000.

Kucinich said the tax would generate $38

million, enouogh to avert layoffs of safety

forces, prevent a rate increase for city

sewer services and pay off accumulated

debt. He said the tax increase would fall

most heavily on suburban residents, who,

the mayor said, pay 68 percent of the

payroll tax.

He said the city would attempt to sell a

$90 million bond issue in March to con-

solidate and extend the life of short term

debt, replace misspent funds from years

past and buy new garbage trucks and snow
removal equipnrwnt.

Earlier, the Cleveland Electric Illuminating

Co. said it had begun isolating city property

that it might later seize such as repair

trucks-by putting identification *ags on it

and getting n^rshals to post private guards

arouruj it.

The company said it took these steps "in

view of the city's deteriorating fir>ancial

situation to ensure our claims against the

city for past due debts are protected to the

fullest extent possible."

Pro-shah supporters

attack demonstrators
TEHRAN, Iran \UP/\ - Sword wielding

pro-shah farmers and soldiers yesterday

unleashed a war of revenue on anti

government demonstrators in •he ancient

captial of Isfahan Doctors said 40 people

died and up to 700 were wounded
New stnkes in the oil fields cut production

to near records lows, costing the govern-

ment $56 million a day and diplomats warn-

ed that Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi

must act to end the "economic sabotage"

or suffer disastrous consequences.

Rival groups of soldiers clashed at the

Lavizan military base outside Tehran Mon-
day, sources reported. Casualty reports

were not reliable but sources said "many"

were killed in a lunchtime shootout bet-

ween cadets and young officers.

The Isfahan clashes, the most vicious

counter-measure by supporters of the shah

since the military government took over

Nov. 6, erupted as the martial law

authorities lifted a 48-hour immunity on

street demonstrators and swung back into

position in Iran's troubled cities.

The pro-shah demonstrators smashed
cars and shops carrying photographs of

Ayatollah Rohollah Khorrwini, the shahs
arch foe leading the Iranian opposition

movement from French exile.

Diplomatic sources said troops in Isfahan

opened fire from helicopters on rioting

demonstrators, but a government official

denied it, calling the report "absolutely

ridiculous, utter nonsense.""

No reliable estimates of casualties were
available in the Isfahan rioting. Doctors in

hospitals reported 40 killed and between
600 700 wounded, some by swords, but

authorities dkj not revise a Tuesday figure

of nine dead.
"There are at least 200 wounded in one

hospital alone," said an official of the Op-

position National Front.

No casualties were reported among the

8,000 Americans who turned down a

chance last week to join the mass evacua

tion and remained in the anc-ent capital 248

miles south of Tehran.

Opposition spokesman charged the army

had trucked in hundreds of pro shah

farmers, many carrying swords, and turned

them loose on the streets to battle the an-

tigovernment demonstrators.
*

Witnesses said the Isfahan violence began

Monday night after nearly 1 million people

there marched through the city in an anti-

shah protest coinciding with a parade by 2

million in Tehran.

On Tuesday, the rioting resumed soon

after the end of curfew. Troops opened fire

on streams of anti shah demonstrators,

triggering a city-wide rampage. Diplonr^ts

said that among the shops looted and burn-

ed were the city hall, five banks, the aban-

doned American school, the postal

telecommunications center, eight liquor

stores, a restaurant and a hotel.

Similar attacks on private property were

reported in Mashad, Arak, Tabriz, Ardebil,

Zanjan - all in the populated northern Iran.

In addition, eight demonstrators were

reported killed in Arak, but it was not clear

how.
.

In the shootout at the Lavizan base,

sources said four of the soldiers who open-

ed fire on the officers were killed by other

soldiers, two were arrested and one

escaped .
,
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UM grad

makes it

tresgrande
fly CHERYL A. SIL VER
Collegian Staff

Ever wondered about life after College?

Does fear of facing the working world

pervade your daily thoughts? Well, fear

not. Here's the story of one UMass
graduate who made it, and even likes it.

"Facing the cold, new working world

hasnt proved to be so bad after all, " said

Mary Picard, a 1978 UMass graduate with a

bachelors degree in French and a Cer-

tificate of General Interpretation.

Mary went to Europe after graduation.

'"My goal upon coming to Europe was to

make it to Pans and establish myself there

for as long as possible, ' she wrote in a

recent letter to Dr. Daniel Martin, head of

Interpretive Studies at UMass.
When she first arrived in Europe she got a

job at "McDonalds" in Brussels with

another UMass student.

"It was certainly no joy but it was an

experience like anything else, " she said.

Mary was most impressed with the fact

that French h Flemish are both spoken in

Brussels "Everything is written or said

twice (in French and Flemish), even the

advertisments," she said

After a brief stay in Brussels she was off to

Pans "Before the dnd of my first week in

Pans I dound a job for which I was well

suited," she said Mary is presently

working for an English company called

Iceberg Transport International (IITI) Ltd

"The purpose of the company is to

transport icebergs where fresh water is

needed, such as to Saudi Arabia, South

Africa, and thw west coast of the U.S.,"

Mary said.

"The president of the company, who
shows up on occaison, is a prince (Prince

Mohanned al Faisal al Saud) from Saudi

Arabia." she said.

She added, "My position is that of a

bilingual secretary Anwng the tasks Im
given, I compose letters, edit letters,

translate and Im often asked to take

dictation which is where my notetaking

from consecutive interpretation comes in.

This is a real opportunity for me to apply a

lot of the technical terms I learned in my
interpreting classes. The point is that,

having been a deligent and conscientious

student, though not always the best, I have

managed to gain a substantial amount from

my studies of which interpreting has

proved to be more valuable than literature

in a practical sense, and it wasn't until now
that I have realized how much I retained."

Interpretative studies is becoming a

popular major for students fluent in

languages. Although the opportunities for

jobs may not seem obvious or even clearly

evident, they are however, existent and

easily found. In our present day working

world many businesses prefer to hire help

who are bilingual in an effort to aid em-

ployee customer relations. Also, in

terpreters are found in many courts across

the country and overseas.

Snow exam
schedule
Final exams rescheduled because of

snow cancellations will be made up through

the following procedure, as released by the

UMass scheduling officer:

Room assignments do not change for

finals but two additional exam periods have

been scheduled if campus is closed. If cam-

pus is closed until 1 1:00 am . the 8:00 a.m.

period is rescheduled to 6:30 p.m. and the

10:30 a.m. period is rescheduled to 8:45

p.m. the same day.

If campus is closed for exams all day, but

open at night, the morning exams follow

the same rescheduling procedure and the

1 :30 p.m. exam is rescheduled to 6:45 p.m.

the next day, and the 4:00 p.m. is

rescheduled to 8:45 p.m. the next day.

If campus is closed in the afternoon and

night, morning exams will be held as usual

and 1:30 p.m. exam is rescheduled to 6:30

p m the next day and the 4:00 p.m. exam

is rescheduled to 8:45 pm the next day.

If campus is closed all day and night, ex-

am periods will be rescheduled as follows:

the 8 00 a.m. is rescheduled to 6:30 the

next day, and the 10:30 a.m. exam, is

rescheduled to 8:45 p.m. the next day. The

1 30 p.m. exam will be held at 6:30 p.m.

two days later and the 4:00 p.m. exam will

be at 8:45 p.m. two days later.

The University does not plan to close

campusr for exams on December 22 or 23

because of snow. Exams scheduled on

those two dates will not be rescheduled.

Bills may up student input
ByJONHITE
Collegian Staff

UMass students may gain more
representation on University boards and

committees if legislation introduced in the

State House last week is passed by the

legislature.

Four of the five bills drafted by the

Legislative Issues Team of the Student

Center for Educational Research (SCERA)

and Advocacy, call for additional student

representatives on the Board of Trustees,

the UMass Building Authority, depart

mental personnel committees, and at

collective bargaining sessions between the

Faculty and Administration. The final bill

would pave the way for release of student

evaluations of their courses and professors

The bills were filed by Representative

James G. Collins, D Amherst. Collins also

filed legislation proposing the state assume

part of the construction costs of the

Campus Center Currently, the buildings

bonds are paid by students as part of their

Campus Center fee.
' SCERA staff member. Ken Mosakowski

said the most important bill drafted by

SCERA is the building authority bill which

would add two students to the nine

member authority. UMass Building

Authority fiscal agent for 25 of the 41

UMass dormitory structures as well as tfie

Dining Commons and the Campus Center.

Mosakowski said the bill would provide a

direct avenue of input for students into the

Explores effects of lying

authority This is needed he said, "because

we don't think they are responsive to the

r>eed for major repairs in the dorms." To
emphasize their claims, SCERA is presently

conducting a survey to determine if there

are code violations in the dorms which

could be corrected at UMBA expense.

The UMBA presently has a $2.4 million

reserve fund according to Ashoke Ganguli,

Associate Director of Residential Resource

Management(RRM). According to an audit

conducted last year by Peat, Manwick and
Mitchell, this money could be used by the

authority for needed repairs. Some
authority members claim, however, the

money can only be used legally to ac-

celorate the payment of the bonds.

Robert L. Campbell, Director of RRM,
would welcome the addition of students on

the authonty. "When you enlarge the

scope of any commission you increase the

•nput by adding different perspectives

which have been missing before," he said.

The second bill drafted by SCEPA would

add a UMass Amherst graduate student to

the Board of Trustees. At present there are

two students on the Board of Trustees, one

from Amherst and one from Boston Both

of these students are undergraduates.

Undergraduate representation on the

Trustees was granted by the legislature in

1969. There are currently 26 members of

the Board of Trustees. The SCERA bill

would create a twenty seventh trustee.

The bill involving collective bargaining

negotiations between the faculty and

administration woujd formalize an

'The Children's Hour
#/

By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

The emotional intensity of the University

Ensemble Theaters production of Lillian

Hellman's "The Children's Hour,"" is chill-

Theatre
Review

ing.

The play is about a lie and how deeply it

hurts those it slanders. It is also an intense

character study, in which human flaws and

weaknesses are drawn out.

Set in 1935 at a New England girls

schook, the grace of the oast is revealed

with muted lighting, and appropriated

costumes.

Karen Kepler as Martha Dobie, was too

rigid at first but she progressed well, put

ting more feeling into her character and

movements.

The school's other headmistress, Karen

Wright, was superbly portrayed by Valerie

Fitch. She brought an emotional complexi

ty to her character, and seemed to know
each appropriate movement and reaction.

She created a softness, a strength, show-

ing a true understanding of her role. Mary

Tilford, a student at the school will do

anything to leave school so she can live

with her grandmother, Mrs. Tilford.

O'brien brings out all of the psychological

reasons for Mary"s behavior, and succeed-

ed in making Mary clever, sharp and very

agreement between the University and the

Student Government Association. If the bill

passed a group of five students would sit at

the negotiating table.

The students would be allowed to make
proposals, ask q;i' stions and comment on
issues raiseo at the session. Students

would not have a vote, however.

The fourth bill would authorize the

release, "for public inspection," of faculty

and course evaluations written by students.

Currently evaluations are released only by

those faculty members desinng to do so.

According to Mosakowski, making public

the evaluations "would help to weed out

terrible faculty and point out great

teachers.""

There has been friction between the SGA
and the administration and faculty over the

release of the evaluations. The University

maintains the evaluations are confidential,

personnel material while the SGA has

claimed they are public documents.

Late this summer the SGA filed suit in

Hampshire Superior Court against

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, the

academic deans and most department

chairpersons m an effort to gain access to

the evaluations.

The last bill drafted by SCERA would

require the Trustees to establish depart

mental personnel committees, with student

representation, which would make faculty

tenure recommendations to the ad-

ministration and Board of Trustees. These

committees presently exist but without

student representation.

a chiller
realistic.

Mary runs away from school and tells her

grandmother that Martha and Karen "have

had sinful sexual knowledge of one

another" to persuade her grandmother not

to send her back. Blinded by her love for

Mary, belives the lie and tells the parents of

the other girls at the school of what she has

learned. The school is closed.

Mrs. Tilford (Deborah Adams Parker) did

not look old enough to be a grandmother

depsite her grey hair, nor did her voice or

movement denote maturity. Judy Trolt as

Mary's friend R '.alie is excellent.

After losing a slander suit against Mrs.

Tilford, the two headmistresses have been

labeled by the townspeople as lesbians.

Martha, ironically, reveals her love to Karen

at this tramatic time.
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Black Affairs
SW Assembly
groups clash
fiy RENEE MOBLEY
Black Affairs Staff

The Southwest assembly was adjourned last night*

amongst loud and heated debate over the presentation of

three conroverstal motions that attempted to deal with pro-

blems that arose last week.
Sherry Williams, chairperson of the Civil Liberties Com-

rmttae asked that the assembly deal with a motior^ on the

agenda asking for the resignation or impeachment of Tim
CofKJon who had allegedly made racist, derogatory and
ambigous remarks about the Center for Racial Understan-

dir>g.

Williams asked that Tim Condon either resign or give

written apologies to tf>e Third World Community in the

form of a letter, to the CoHegian. Bheki Langa and to

The speaker refused to deal with the issue at that

saying that it was out of order.

The Southwest assembly rrwved onto other business in

their agenda and a nrK>tion sponsored by Bheki Langa came
upon the floor.

The nrKJtion presented by Langa requested that the

Southwest assembly allocate 900 dollars for a Center for

Racial Understanding sponsored course The course ac-

cording to Langa was one tfiat » used for residential

••istants and other southwest residents.

The Southwest budget s committee made a recommen-

dation to the asserT>biy that the course not be funded, but

proponents of the motion felt the rteed for the course was

great The course referred to in the motion has a pre

registration enrollment of 10 people

Southwest area Director Jim Matiack said that most

Southwest courses enroll at the beginning of each

semester and that a pre-registration enrollment of 10 peo

pie is very good for any Southwest course The enrollment

number required by the Universitv for any course is set at

twelve
Joshua Chernin, a rr^ember of the assembly opposed the

motion of the allocation of funds to the Center He explain-

ed his reasons in a prepared statement to the Center

Tm not a bigot, I'm not a racist, I'm not a sexist,, but I

believe these iMues are greatly overemphasised. The

amouont of energies and mor>ey voted to these issues is

disproportior^ate to tf>e importance of these issues. " Cher-

ntn said.

Chernin in his statement referred specifically to the

Southwest Women's Center, Men's Center, Malcolm X

Center and the Center for Racial Urvlerstanding.

In response to CherT>in'8 statement Julie Roberts, a

member of the Malcolm X staff said, "I cannot conceive of

the fact that the affairs of another body of individuals can

arbitrarily be determined by someone who cannot unders-

tand the goals and directions of the Third World's ex-

istence on this campus."
Debate over this rrwtion and subsequent amendnwnts to

it at times reached the level of personal shouting matches.

At one point in the meeting the chairperson supposedly a

neturai position, shouted across a room full or people to tell

a black person speaking to shut up.

At about 10:00 p.m. the motion sponsored by the Civil

Liberties committee once again was put on the floor.

The motion in it's entirity read:

"Whereas: Tim Condon, an elected official who is man-

dated to uphold and support the goals and purposes of the

SW residential area by all members of the community is

perceived to be both insensitive to the needs and interests

of the Third World community ana to be waging a

derogatory and libelous attack on the Center for Racial

Undei standing, which undermines the activities of the

Center and deprives the entire community of a viable

resource for racial homogenity. Be it resolved: that the pre-

sent position of CO vice president be reverted to a single

position by the impeachment or resignation of Tim Con-

don
Condon in repsonse to the allegations of his statements of

the previous Southwest assembly n>eeting said that his

statements referred to fiscal matters only and that he made

no statements of a personal or racial nature to Bheki Langa

about the Center for Racial Understanding.

It's unfortunate that my comnr>ents of a purely fiscal mat-

ter was misconstrued to be racial bias," he said.

He sponsored a counter motion to the Civil Liberties mo-

tion virhich called for the resignation of Sherry Williams on

the basis that she had "slandered an other member's

reputation in the Collegian and that this "was an irresponsi-

bleact."
Ms. Soid of Condon's motion "I represent the Civil Liber-

ties Committee and the Malcolm X Center but this motion

is a personal attack against me. Julie Roberts said the mo-

tion asking for Condon's impeachment was proposed and

signed by the Civil Liberties Committee but it appeared on

the agenda as Sherri Williams' motion. "What they are do-

ing here is scapegoating her, " she said.

Upon reading of the Civil Liberties motion a Southwest

assembly member Bruce Levy made a nxition objecting to

the consideration of the motion. No rationale was given for

his objection and in fact when an observer tried to get him

to state his rationale they were told they were out of order,

and the rationale was never explained.

Under "Roberts' Rules of Order" an objection to the con-

sideration of a motion takes precedent over all other mo-

tions and is non-debatable.

Before the objection could be voted upon, co vice presi-

dent John Reuban called a quorum, which means a count

of the members present. If two thirds of a voting body are

not present when a quorum is called, the nneeting in ques-

tion IS automatically adjouorned.

This was the last meeting of the semester, which means

that all matters not yet dealt with are postponed until the

following semester

Reuban said that he called quorum on the meeting

because as he put it "I ran with Tim Condon and I support

everything he does and says." Reuban added that he will

not serve as vice president without Condon.

Members of the Malcolm X staff and community sup-

porters who attended the Southwest Assembly meeting
last night, (photo by Ed Cohen.)

"The Wiz"—

A visit to

Emerald City
By NDAMBI NASSOMA
Black Affairs Staff

Surxlay, Decemhi»r 10.

UMass Arts Council
presented th« stage pro-

duction of 'The Wiz, " at

tt>e Rr>o Arts Center. For

those wtK) gained entrance

into Emerald City the visit

proved to be well worth the

time spent.

In the openir>g scerie.

Aunt Em played by Juanita

Fleming, tallowed like a

cannon as she did "The
Feeling We Once Had."

One got the sensation of

elevation as her voice lifted

up and wrapped around

you I thought if this is an

example of what the r>ext

two and half hours is going

to be, I was going to get

comfortable for the ride.

The company went into

the Tornado Ballet, the Tor

nado played by Leah Ran

dofph took the light moving

with the grace of a cat-

blew the house down. Ar

riving into Muhchkin Land

and greeting the good
witch "Addaperle," the feel

good girl, played by John
Ann Washington kept you
entertained as she tried to

do her magic tricks.

Dorthy, played by Lillias

White nr>ade you feel the

spirit with "Soon as I Get

Home," her sincerity made
you want to take her there.

The Scarecrow, played by

Garry 0. Lewis, had you
jumping as he said "After

15 minutes on this pole I

knew I wasn't going
anywhere." He was amus-

ing in another scene as he

retorted "I'm not scared, I

just like to keep a low pro-

file."

The Tinman played by Jai

Oscar St. John, had you

rocking place as he sang

"Slide Some Oil To Me,"

Let me lubricate my mind
"

While the Lion played by

Bobby Hilt, drew you to

terKlerness as he asked

"What good is a heart, a

brain, if you ain't got no

courage?" as he meowed
in Speaking to Dorthy arnJ

friends. The Wiz, " played

by Charles Douglass, was
witty at he remarked "I only

wanted the simple things in

life; Power, Prestige and

Money, " he became pro

found as he added "You
must believe in yourself

right from the start," before

you saw him floating up in

his balloon

The cast had you respon

ding as they displayed their

artistry, while they pro

nr>anaded, bumped, and
jerked to the medodious
tune of "Everybody Re

joice," played by the or-

chestra The costumes
were like a kaleidoscope en-

circling you with their

brillance.

Even though the perfor-

mance was mostly fast

paced there was a scene I

felt was too slow, in the

"West Witch Castle,"

where the wicked witch of

the west "Evillene, " played

by Vanetta Evans, talents

was not fully displayed. The

winged Monkey played by

Germaine Edwards, hopped
in and saved the spot as he

twisted and contorted in

the air.

As I vaguely remember
the original production of

"The Wiz, "
I found the

stage production more
memorable and more
realistic, geared to the

roads of life, sometimes
disappointing and yet full of

excitement. The songs
seemed to relate to the ex-

periences being felt by the

cast.

As people were leaving I

could hear pieces of "If You
Believe In Yourself" as they

Eased On Down The Road.

Upon adjournment of the meeting shouting, threats and

accusations broke out from separate areas of the room.

Williams, obviously angry, said "This will be brought up

again next semester. We will call for his (Condon s) im

peachment."

One assembly member. Crystal Banks said that she heard

the CO vice presidents telling people to leave shortly before

quorum was called.

Others expressed discontent over the obvious bias of the

chairman in what they termed an abuse of parliamentary

procedure.

Stan Kinard, who was present at the meeting, called for a

community meeting to be held in 308 Student Union

building at 6:00 this evening.

Letter to the Editor

A response to some letters

Mr. Feldnr^n's response to my Dec . 6th lettei is specifical-

ly why it inflanr^es me to extend my reaction in less than

diplomatic terms. The method of interpretation used by

him typifies why reactions are so strong.

This "interethnic squabble"' as he called it, began with his

accusation N->v 22 against Nummo News being anti

Semitic. He claimed without documentation, that the

Nummo News staff allows the "rampant anti semitism

that regularly disgraces the pages of Nummo News. If he

had a complaint he should have talked to the staff first.

Let me start first with comments on my letter. I did not

echo undocumented litany of bartjarism suffered by

Blacks "
I yelled out a well documented litany of barbarism

suffered by Blacks, Native Americans, Southern Afncans

and Palestinians.

Van Der Meer's article made ohe reference to "rich

Jews ". but the letter was dealing with white racism in

general Your paranoia made me notice two other matters

that his article illustrated as it related to your other

criticisms.

Neither my article or the guest editorial ' jid the blame on

the hands of the Jews. I specifically sai. for Jews to "use

the media they comrol to dispel the stigmas that are still

prevalent today..."

There are Jews who are in influential positions in the

media, Louis Harris and Daniel Yankelovich are two out of

three major national public opinion surveyors Barbara

Walters. Elie Abel, Herb Kaplan. Mike Wallace, David

Suskind and numerous others do hold some semblance of

public influence. How about the Ochssulzberger family

who owns the most important paper in the western world

The New York Times.
Nummo News is not on a crusade against Jews. For them

to print an article critical of a segment of the Jewish Com-
munity IS just as relevant as to print comments on the Irish

in South Boston. That doesn't make it anti-Irish or anti-

Semitic.

Where was the reaction from Feldman, Manko, and

Brooks, to the sick April Fool's issue of last year that Matt

Rogers called "responsible journalism"'? Israel was

reported to have attacked the Lebanese port city of Tyre

with a nuclear blast that killed 150,000 people. It was riext

to impossible to see that front page spread and not initially

believe it. Where was your sensitive caring over how
Palestinian students felt over that joke?

I didn t degrade Jews who have consistently struggled for

people on a real level. If you're on a real level you know
what your own people have done or not done.

To criticize what relations Blacks have had with Jews as a

collective group is not anti Semitic. If what Malcolm X had

to say about them didn't "deprive them of their humanity,"'

then neither did I

.

I would think a re-reading of the attitudes expressed by

Lester's book. Look Out Whitey Black Power's Gonna
Get Your Mama, would serve to illustrate my irritation

with this issue.

"'Black Power is not anti-white people, but it is an anti-

anything and everything that serves to oppress."

It is oppressive to me that Nummo News is characteriz

ed as anti-semitic for telling the truth about a particular

historical experience. The minute someone uses the terrn

Jew in a negative context, they are stigmatized as anti-

Semitic.

I can't help but wonder why these responsible journalists

can't seem to write about anything else but Nummo
News' guest editorial. I feel the writers expect Blacks to

refrain from criticizing Jewish groups because of their sup-

posed support of Black civil rights Nummo News
condemns Israel's covenant with apartheid in Southern

Africa. Nummo News condemns Israel's theft of Palesti-

nian lands. Anyone with a degree of political sophistication

condemns those segments of the Jewish community that

supported Bakke.
Distortions cannot hide the lack of concern for Third

World people's issues. Respond to our criticism but do not

actively deal with the root causes of our criticism

Silence breeds consent and, on the issues I have mention

ed, you have been most silent. Clean the anti-Black, anti

Palestinian racism in your community and you won't have

to be listed with the racists of the world.
Tony Craton

Black Affairs
High Notes...

In what appears to be a

last-minute attempt to beat

the holiday deadline, James
Brown has popped out with

another album on Polydor.

The name of it is "For

Goodness Sakes, Take A
Look At Those Cakes" and
if you're looking for more of

that J.B. boogie a la "Get
Up Offa That Thing " and
"Body Heat", this one's
definitely for you The
highlite is surely the title cut

cast in the same vein as his

usual steamers. Maybe
there aren't as many
gyrations as before, but

then, James isn't getting

any younger. In fact, you
might even say he's

become a "dirty old man."
While James hasn't at-

tacked any new horizons,

he hasn't become tired

either He still has energy in

his music and that same
urgency is still there. His

back up bands have always
contributed largely to this

urgency and this one is no
different. The rhythm is

tight and in time with
James' tinr>ely eruptions.

On the other side of James
is his slow and sensitive

side from which we haven't

really heard anything im-

pressive in quite awhile. I'm

not saying that Mr. Brown
f>as any offerings on this

LP that'll rival "Please,

Please, Please", "Mama
Don't Cry", or any of his

other memorable ballad

performances, but he does
have two sets of fans and

his more contemporary fans

should welt appreciate "A
Man Understands".
Perhaps we could say that

there could be a female

James Brown arriving on

the scene with Ms Caroline

Crawford coming out with

her debut LP on Mercury
Records entitled "My Name
Is Caroline". Most of her

work has been background
work with the quiet genius,

Hamilton Bohannon. She
was in the spKitlight on his

latest "Summertime
Groove" with her
screaming, twisting and
burning vocals on that LP's

"Let's Start The Dance"
and "Me And The Gang"".

She shouts, stomps and
whoops it up in that same
style on her own '"Comin"

On Strong" ar>d a couple of

other infectious numbers
(all penned by Bohannon),
but she can be just as
convincing when she's
slowed down. While the

fast and furious
arrangement seems to set

her free, the slower groove
proves to be no shackle

upon her urgency and
pointed delivery. Witness
"It Rains Because" and
you'll hear a talented
vocalist who wrenches all

she can out of the lyrics and
lays them t>efore you pale

from her draining the life

blood from them.
I liken her to James Brown

because of her delivery and
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her ability to reach out and
simply grab the listener

without repeating the now-
tired, "Ain't it funky now"
(Take not Stargard, Rose
Royce, Bros Johnson, et

al.). Her appeals for you to

get up off of your butt are

genuine, timely and totally

credible. Like James knew
the music was bad and that

it had to make you want to

move, so be it with
Caroline. When she
wonders aloud, "Ain't You
Tired Of Sittin' Down?",
she knows that Bohannon's
driving rhythms and
punching, jabbing per-

cussion have your feet just

itchin' to move. She's
confident and it shows in

her powerful delivery.

Prelude bows another
solid release in the

"Lemon " LP. Produced by
Kenny Lehman (who did

extensive work on Chic's

debut LP) it has a happy
sound that's still rich

enough for some serious

partying. There's some
child's play going on but

not the type that makes the

music too thin. The in-

strumental version of

"Freak On" is here to show
that along with a strong

"Chance To Dance". The
flavors range from disco to

funk blending the two at

many junctures.

Prelude has had a long line

of disco success and this

Aria production shouldn't

be the one to break the

chain by a long shot. This is

a totally fun and danceable

LP that should really get the

people rockin", droppin'

and freakin' or even hustlin'

after a few spins of the

turntable.

Blacks to fill judge ships
(UPI) - President Carter plans to fill

20 to 25 newly created federal
judgeships with blacks, particular-

ly in the South, a highly placed
black appointee of the administra-
tion said Thursday.
The official, who asked not to be

identified, said the black judges
would include some women and
other minorities. "I can safely say
there will be a significant number
of blacks named to the federal
bench, primarily in the South," he
said.

Carter has 152 new federal
district judgeships to fill, and the
black Democratic leader said, "I

think we're going to have 20 to 25
of those judgeships."

The estimate was encouraging to

Ben Brown, deputy national
Democratic committee chairman
and a black former* Georgia
legislator whom Carter took to
Washington with him in 1976.

Brown said Carter has not kept
ail his campaign promises to blaclcs

but "We're moving in the direction

to nr^eet those expectations."

"The emphasis the president has
placed on jobs, with the Humphrey-
Hawkins bill, expansion of the
CETA program, revitalization of
urban areas and commitnr>ent to in-

crease black representation in the
federal judiciary are all encourag-
ing to us."

He said Carter has doubled the
number of black embassadors in

the diplomatic corps, installed four

black members in the White House
domestic council and appointed
such prominent blacks as UN. Am-
bassador Andrew Young, Army
Secretary Clifford Alexander and
Equal Opportunity Employment
Commissioner Eleanor Holmes
Norton.

"I know he hasn't done all the

things blacks would want to do, but

we're so far along that if you look at

any other two-year administration,
there is no comparison." Brown
said. Brown agreed that the
southern black vote was decisive in

putting Carter in the White House,
and acknowledged that the ad-
ministration may lose some minori-
ty sup>port in 1960.

"There will be some defection
because people have expectations
that are disappointed, but when you
look at the total scorecard blacks
have fared very well," Brown said.

Announcements
Kwanza celebration

Saturday December 16, at 8 p.m. in New
Afrika House there will be a Pot Luck Kwan
Celebration in the Lumumba Hut.
On Thursday, December 14, 5:30 p.m. a
meeting will be held for all interested peo-
ple. Anyone who can give time or talent are
urged to attend.

Forum on Iran
There will t)e a discussion on the

rebellion in Iran in Room 917 of the Campus
Center on Wed. Dec. 13, 1978. The forum
is sponsored by the Revolutionary Com-
munist Party.

SGA Jobs
The Student Government Association will

"

be hiring students this intersession to assist

in the compilation of the course and
teacher evaluation for next semester. We
may also hire a student to do clerical work
and we are also interviewing students that

may be interested in doing research and
organizing work over the intersession

period. For more information call 545-0341

or apply at 420 Student Union.
Applications are due on December 14 at

4:00 p.m. Douglas Moreton and myself

would be able to answer your questions.

BriaoOe Liraa, Speaker

ye Curling Iron

Shompoo, Cut, ond
. Dlow Dry^Sd.OO
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Positions
Available at
the Collegian

Assistant Business Manager

Sales Representative

(experience preferred, car required)

Delivery Person

Work Study Clerical Position

Proofreaders & Pasteup

Cpntect Laura Bassett in the Collegian office, 113

Campus Center, for information and applications.
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National briefs
Pres' surveillance

cut by Justice Dept.
WASHINGTON I C/P/1-Justice Depart

ment restrictions on domestic surveillance

have cut sharply into the supply of in-

telligence the Secret Service needs to pro

tect the president's life, the head of the

agency told Congress yesterday.

Secret Service Director H.S. Knight told

the House Assassinations Committee the

rosult of guidelines the attorney general im

posed in 1976 to prevent abuses in

domestic surveillance "has been
significantly less information."

The Secret Service depends on in

telligence it receives from the FBI, which

was placed under the guidelines because of

past illegal invasions of privacy and other

constitutional violations.

FBI Director William Webster told the

committee Monday the FBI now has much
less information to make available to the

Secret Service t)ecause of the guidelines

Such information, which usually comes

from informants or secret surveillance, has

been reduced by the guidelines, Knight

said

The committee is preparing legislative

recommendations based on its two year

review of the assassinations of John Ken

nedy in 1963 and of Dr Martin Luther King

Jr in 1968
Congress next year will consider writing

tf>e intelligence gathering guidelines into

law in the form of charters for the FBI and

the CIA. Knight said he had no objection to

including the Secret Service

Carter is "stirred
"

by national anthem
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Carter

said yesterday he is "stirred" every time he

hears the national anthem, and believes the

practice of playing it "before sports events

has a good influence on all Amencans.

"I persor^ally don t think that frequent

playing of the national anthem downplays

its importance," Carter satd when asked at

his nevy/s conference if tf>e Star Spangled

Banner was being "downgraded" by being

played too.much.
"No matter how often I hear the national

anthem I'm always stirred within myself

toward more intense feelings of patriotism

and a realization of what our nation stands

for," he said.

The president began his reply with the

remark, "That's rwt any more frivolous a

question x\\an I've gotten in the past. I think

It's a very good question."

I think for audiences at sports events to

hear the national anthem played is good,"

he went on to say, "and not contrary to the

influence that the national anthem has on

all of us."

"Baby beer" has

less alcohol now
WASHINGTON [APIA replacement was

announced yesterday for a new soft dnnk

that was cntici/ed as a "baby beer " that

would condition children to drink beer.

Anheuser Busch Inc held a news con-

ference lo introduce its new Chelsea soft

drink to replace the first version, introduce^

in Gaobcr and quickly withdrawn after be

ing criticized by religious and medical

groups.

The new Chelsea contains only a trace of

alcohol, the company said. The first version

contained .4 percent alcohol Beer usually

contains about 6 percent alcohol

Sun flares occur,

more expected
BOULDER, Colo. IUP1) Two major flares

have occurred on the sun this week and

additional flares are expected, the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

yesterday said

The second flare, recordud at 8:09 a.m.

MST, caused some high frequency radio

di^uptions, according to NOAA forecaster

George Wortham. He said yesterday's flare

was twice as powerful as one Monday and
both occurred in the sun's southern

hemisphere

.

Additional large flares are expected

because the active area will face the earth

another three days, he said.

The flaring region is facing the earth,

which means it is well-oisitioned to cause a

disturbance in our nr^gnetic field when low

energy particles begin arriving here in

another day or two," Wortham said.

Monday's flare caused wide-spread short-

wave radio blackouts and disruptions in

some telephone systems, he said.

Radio active gas

missing in shipment
KING OF PRUSSIA Pa [APIA four-

inch-long bright red lead cylinder contain

ing two glass vials of radioactive gas is

missing in shipment by air between Boston

and Cleveland, the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission here yesterday announced.

"As long as the vials rennain inside the

cylinder, they do not represent a safety

hazard, " the NRC said of the substance, a

gas called xenon used by doctors in the

diagnostic testing of respiratory problems.

"If removed from the shielding, however,

the xenon in the vials would cause a signifi-

cant radiation exposure if held close to a

person's body for several hours or longer.

Though radioactive, the gas is chemically

inert.

"If the vials are broken, the gas wouW
dissipate quickly, and the radioactive

hazard would be minimal."

The N?^C urged finders not to keep the

cylirKler and to notify authorities im-

mediately.

The NRC said the New England Nuclear

Corp , Billerica, Mass , shipped the

cylinder by truck to Logan Interrwtional Air

port for shipment aboard a United Airlines

nonstop flight to Cleveland Monday night.

The trucking company which picked up

the shipment in ClevelarHJ discovered the

loss, said Karl Abraham, NRC spokesman.

He said the NRC was certain the vial was
placed on the aircraft. Abraham said the

NRC was notified of the loss Monday night.

Retirement trend

hurts pension plans
WASHINGTON (AP) - The number of

men retiring between the ages of 60 and 64

has increased sharply during the last 20

years because of improved retirement

plans, and the trend is creating strains on
Social Security and private pension plans.

In the future, as a result, "incentives may
be needed to encourage older people to

continue to work," according to a new
sttjdy by a Labor Department economist.

•

The study shows that the percentage of

men aged 60 to 64 who are still in the labor

force has fallen from 83 percent in 1967 to

63 percent in 1977, with the trend ac-

celerating in recent years.

About 38 p>ercent of men 65 and older

were still working in 1957 But 20 years

later, only 20 percent of that age group was
still at work

.

U.S. favors better

trade relations

WASHINGTON I L/P/l President Carter

yesterday said his administration favors im-

proved trade relations with the Soviet

Union and China.

However, he said in order to accomplish

that goal, better overall relationships must

be established with the two Communist
powers and U.S. security restraints also

must be considered when "high

technology" items are involved.

"We have to put trade in a proper

perspective," Carter cautior>ed. "We can't

assess trade itself completely separated

from our overall relationships with Com-
munist countries, particularly those who
are potential adversaries of oors-like tf>e

Soviet Union."
But he said the United States wants "to

have increased trade with the Soviet Union

and with the People's Republic of China '

Treasury Secretary Michael Blunenthal

and Commerce Secretary Juanita Kreps

n>et with Soviet officials in Moscow last

week to discuss trade matters.

One year ogo this week o petition wos signed by

1 500 students.

It was a request given to the Administration of the University, stressing the urgency for the

establishment of a permanent Department of Judaic Studies. The students were assured by the

Administration that a plan in accordance with our request is going through the approval pro-

cess Now after one year, the enactment of the plan is nowhere in sight, and indications are

that it will, 'in fact, not be enacted. Moreover, if the program is not approved, even the currently

offered courses may slowly be phased out.

There Is no excuse for the present locli of courses

in JudoiC Studies, judaic studies is a viaWe and essential department io a public

institution for higher learning. We need to have Judaic Studies available at the publicly sup-

ported University. Other state universities have Judaic Studies Departments, why not

Massachusetts?

Think about It. Is the University really serving the needs of the community? We take our educa^

tion seriously. Our needs are not being met. Perhaps it is time for our tax dollars to serve the

needs of the community.

Tell your parents Write to your legislators An informod pUbllC Will nOt

qIIow itself to be sold short.

Student Committee for Judaic Studies
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DSB IS A DIVISION OF GARLAND I

Starts today at the new DSB store in

the Hampshire Mall at Hadley...

"SWEATERS
FOR CHMSTMAT

entirely new styles made
for DSB by Garland

expressly for thb sale:

^ would be »13 to »23 at any other time.

What a beautiful spedal group!

You will fall in love

with the lacy stitches

the whispery feminine textures

the flowing sleeves

the fashion necklines,

tie front vests, little tabs,

dressy stripes, tiny collars.

These are not imports, but

quality through and through,

knitted right here in New England

by Garland, our parent company
At 6^ to 9^, they are perfect

gifts-at sensational Christmas savings.

And more, much more! Other gift

sweaters and Holiday fashions in skirts

and pants and jackets and tops at

spedal prices. Come in early tomorrow
for this last sale before Christmas!

a division ofGarland

DOCK SQUARE, BOSTON
Facing Faneuil Hall

Opentill9, Thurs.-Fri.

142 NEWBURY ST.

Corner Dartmouth. Till 6.

HARVARD SQUARE
Galeria, Boylston St.

Open till 9, Thurs.-Fri.

WORCESTER
Worcester Center Galleria

Till 9:30, Mon.-Sat.

WELLESLEY
45 Church St. Till 5:30

S. WEYMOUTH
Pleasant Shops. Rte 18

Till 9, Mon.-Sat.

SALEM, MASS.
Hawthorne Sq., Highland Av.

Till 9, Mon.-Fri.

BURLINGTON MALL
in the Town Meeting Area
Till 9:30, Mon.-Sat.

CANTON: VILLAGE MALL
Cobb Corner Till 9:30, Mon.-Sat.

NASHUA, N.H.

Royal Ridge Mall Till 9, Mon.-Sat.

LINCOLN N.ALL, R.I.

Till 10. Mon.-Sat.

PROVIDENCE, R.I.

489 Angell St., Wayland Sq.

Fridays till 9.

CRANSTON, R.I.

Garden City Shop. Ctr.

10-9, Mon.-Sat.
HADLEY, MASS.
Hampshire Mall

ALL STORES OPEN SUNDAY AFTERNOONS TILL CHRISTMAS-Layaway Master Charge VISA
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Regional briefs

BOOT
SALE
Men's 17"

Laceups
Save $40 •49'*

Ladies 16"

Pull on
Reg $74 *44**

JACKETS
Fine Natural Leather

They are beautifull

Wide selection from
Bombers to Blazers

Heartfelt
Leather

103T4 PlraMitt Si Amherst
10 6 Moo S«l XS3 SI3S

^ oprn Ffl until <

find It fast

in the Collegian

Classifieds!!!

Dems deny
nuke financing
CONCORD. N H. \AP\Mouse Minority

Leader Chris Spirou says he told Public

Service Co. officials that House Democrats
do not feel obligated to find an alternative

to help finance the Seabrook nuclear plant.

Spirou and other top Democrats met with
Public Service President William Tallman to

talk about financing the project because of

the possible repeal of Construction Work
inProgress charges which now help pay
for the plant.

Governor elect Hugh Gallen campaigned
strongly against the controversial sur-

charge and has promised to help repeal the

charge after he becomes governor. But
Spirou said that does not mean that Gallen

or the legislature are responsible for

developing an alternative.

"No voter told me and I don't recall any of

them telling Hugh Gallen that 'if you are go
ing to repeal CWIP you will have to find a

solution,'" he said.

Spirou called the meeting "frank and
respectful"

Fiedler listed in

stable condition
BOSTON I

>*f| Arthur Fiedler, the 83

year old conductor of the Boston Pops Or

chestra, was listed in stable condition

yesterday after brain surgery to relieve

pressure caused by brain and spinal fluid.

The hour-long surgery "in the brain area"

was performed Monday night at Tufts New
England Medical Center, said Hank Wilson,

hospital spokesman.
'He IS well now and in the hospital's

neurosurgical special care unit where his

condition is listed as stable," the hospital

said in a statement yesterday.

He described it as a "limited neurosurgical

procedure" and said it was "to correct pro

blems that had had been affecting Fiedler's

mobility and gait."

Wilson said physicians reported that

Fiedler "tolerated the procedure well...",

but that "it will be several days before a full

post surgical evaluation can be made."
He said the surgery "was indicated follow-

ing detailed neurological examinations."

Wilson said on Monday ti at Fiedler had

been having trouble walking, "along with a

few other ailments." He declined to provide

details on the other ailments or descnbe the

walking problem.
Fiedler, who will be 84 Sunday, entered

the hospital Saturday, about one week
after he had been discharged following

treatment of what had been descnbed as

exhaustion. He stayed four days during his

previous visit.

Supreme Court:

dmg plea out
BOSTON (AP) Drug addiction is not a

mental disease which can be used to base a

plea of insanity in criminal cases, the

Massachusetts Supreme Court has ruled.

"Where the defendant voluntarily con-
sumes drugs knowing that such con-
sumption will cause a mental disease or

defect, a finding of lack of criminal

responsibility would not be warranted,"'

wrote Justice Herbert P. Wilkins last

Monday.

The decision upholds a lower court

conviction of a Salem man charged with
robbing a drug store on March 22, 1975. A
psychiatrist in the 1976 superior court trial

claimed Richard H. Sheehan, due to drug
use, was unaware of what he was doing
when he forced a pharmacist to turn over a
bagful of drugs. Sheehan was sentenced to

two to 10 years at Walpole State prison and
ordered to take drug addiction treatment.

Spld. group may

sue for censor
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. I>4P| Civil liberties

activists threaten to sue Springfield Mayor
Theodore E. Dimauro if he censors tapes

on birth control and abortioin prepared for

a medical information telephone service.

A sopkesman for the Hampden County
chapter of the American Civil Liberties

Union said Monday the city would be sued

for infringement of free speech unless it

handed back the tapes to the Tel Med
system within a few days
Dimauro told reporters he w88 not censor-

ing the sef,ments on abortion and birth

control.

"I just want to see what the city is paying

for," he said, adding that he was concern-

ed the tapes might offend some people.

When the city and Blue Cross Blue Shield

of Massachusetts last month announced
plans to CO sponsor the call-in service,

Dimauro praised the idea.

But late last week the mayor ordered six

tapes withdrawn from the series.

Dimauro said ha did not withdraw the

tapes tjecause of his personal views But

later he told the Morning Union of Spr-

ingfield his actions were "partly" the result

of his own support of the right to-life, anti-

abortion position.

Tel Med is a national Blue Cross- Blue

Shield program used in 178 communities,

often with local government or a hospital as

co-sponsor. It offers about 200 tap>es on

various health topics prepared by panels of

medical. The caller dials Tel Med and asks

by number for a subject such as asthma or

backaches.
The same tapes have beey played in

Boston for the past four years without inci-

dent, according to Blue Cross Blue Shield.

A Christinas

Checklist
Plan ahead now so you won't forget anyone .^'^

or anything

Special cards
for special people

I

Boxed cards

Moneyholders

I

Gift Wrap

Ribbon & Yarn

Gift Tags

,
Gift Decorations 1

1
Parcel Post Wrap ^

!
i

Partyware

[_] Invitations

[ 1
Stocking Stutters

[ j
Qandies

[ 1 Thank You Notes

y

y

r

Shampoo, precision haircut,

blow dry styling, only $10.00.

No appointment ever.

SHMCIiiTMIRS^^^ PRECISION HAIRCIITTERS

and

Rl 9 H.«'iiev

Sundays IDec I 11 6

k\

l\.

Creative excellence is an American tradition.

the Christmas store

campus center/univ. of mass, amherst

OPEN TONIGHT TIL 9

LETTERS
Kosher D.C.

"a friendly place"

To the Editor:

When I go to dinner, I know every single
person in the Dining Commons and they
all know me. When I go to get my food,
the cooks and servers greet me by name,
and know what I like to eat. Does this

describe your situation? Probably not,
unless you're on the Kosher meal plan in

Hampden D. C. in Southwest.

While most people complain about the

D. C. food, I can only commend the food
at the Kosher D. C. Since the food is being
cooked for a smaller group of people, it is

really homemade and or high quality.

I look forward to going to my fwrrw
away from home, where I can relax with a
group of friendly and interesting people.

There are no lines and plenty of seconds.

Even walking from my dorm in Central

doesn't seem like much when I think

about the benefits of tfte Kosfwr meal
plan.

This is definitely one of tfte finest

programs food services offers, and I think
that it's t nne tfiat it is given the credit it

deserves.

Sherryl Franklin
Central

Fan mail from

Arizona

To the Editor.

Out West, we usually think of Eastern
college football teams in terms of big.

strong, powerful, incredibly slow, and
dumb. with fat. beastly, ugly
cheerleaders. But after your game with
Nevada Reno. I think we nnjst re-

evaluate. Are you sure you 're really in the
proper NCAA division?

Edgar B. Heylmun
Tuscon, Arizona

Two views of sexism
by SCOTT WESTON
Noi0</it»d
Concvrning the "Southwest Men's

Center ' article printed tn the Colleoian
on December 4. 1978
Larry Cohen once wrote an article

something like the aforementioned. He
submitted the origir>al to the Collegian for

publication After live weeks of neglect and
numerous reminders the Collegien.
through bureaucratic bullying, would strip

him of his authorship by utterly re-

arranging his lournaltttic voice ar>d deletir>g

most of his interview story I know,
because Larry Cohen ar>d I worked closely

together to ensure that the interview tftat I

had agreed to would authentically repre-

sent my voice arKl the sexual political focus
I want (O bring to the Southwest Men's
Center

What you have iust read above was sent,

nearly verbatum. to the Collegian on
Oecemt>er 5ih. as pan of a letter to the

editor On December 5th Michael P Doran.
'

eiecutive editor. caHed me to tell me that

he couldn't (sicl print this particular part of

my letter According to Ooran. I had

neglected (one) to tell the reader that

Cohen signed his name to the December
4th article, (two) that I did not give any

facts" to substantiate what I call the

Collegian's bureaucratic tKillying. and
tthreei that I did not show a factual " con-

nection t>etween the re arrangement of

Cohen's article and the deletion of our in-

terview The following, tt>en, are the facts

as I know them
On the night of December 4th I called

Larry Cohen and asked him what had hap

pened to his ongmal article He told me that

after five weeks the Student Affans Editor

agreed to "tighten up ' hia story During

this editing session Cohen repeatedly

argued to keep his interview quotes

because, he numtamed. the point of his

original article was to show not only what
services the men's center offered but how
the new coordinator would personally

facilitate these He was told that our inter

view wasn't necessary He was told that

our interview made his story too many col

umn inches long

Cohen ended our phor>e conversation by

saying that he (onel had become tired of

arguing with the editor, (two) had become
discouraged to see what he oi.ce thought

was>a good article getting cut up. (three)

thus lost interest m his work, and (four)

finally decided that because of the

Collegian's drastic revisions they must

know more than he, hence his signature

Since that phone call, I must sadly say

Cohen no longer even accepts the validity

of his own experience he tells me he does,

not agree with what I write To me this is

clearly evidence that an author has again

been divided and conquered by news
media convention The author is taughtin

theory and m practice that ytiu must not

expect to get what you've written printed

like you wrote it You are not, however,

truly told why You are not told that an

author's voice will be denied authonty

t)ecause of arbitrary laws for conformity,

that IS. number of column inches and style.

You are not told that an author's authen

ticity will be negated because an original

must" be hacked and gutted in order to

become newsworthy You will not be told

that il you challenge too strongly the con

ventions of mastulmitv and femininity that

you will be silenced. You will not be told

that this sexual political censorship is very

much the reason why women occupied the

Collegian just seven months ago
I want It to be known that such censorship

continues at the Collegian.As evidence. I

offer the following interview quotations

from Cohens original article which fh'e

Collegian both misquoted and erased

I was misquoted in the fourth paragraph,

referring to the "damaging effects of tradi-

tional masculinity." This quote is inauthen-

tic because I would not say that the pro-

blem with masculinity is its tradition, but

tftat such gender identity exists at all. In the

original article traditional masculinity"

was loosely quoted as a euphemism from

the film "Men's Livaa."

Alao m this fourth paragraph. tt>a ap-
parently touchy faa tftat MACAW « "a

political activist group ' has b«an omitted
from the origirval article, along with a nwat
important qualifier to nty work at SWMC
that "wfut MACAW does does not

nacaaaanly raflact upon the Man's Center,

artdvica varaa."

Th« tenth paragraph makes very little

sense when laad without the foilOwir>g,

from trie ortgir\al When I go out into tf>e

community what I say wiH be both
threatening and encouraging Sure, some
men wiN ba artgry and afraid But there will

be tf>o«e who aren't, and those men might

tjegin to live their lives m such a way that

ripples out mtagrity amongst other men
Our abuse of woman must stop ArKftf>at, I

believe, would certainly mean a repudiation

of masculinity and manhood We should

want to support a public integrity that says

loudly artd claarly stop male violerKe stop

opprassion of women'' Tf>ere will always

ba man wfH> are threatened by this

message, but I'm worried about those men
who II respond by stepping up their abuse
of women This sort of backlash is a cons
tant actie m my conscience

"

And in the eleventh paragraph, "feminist

dignity and justice " is not so empty a quote
when the reader has the above and the

following (from the original) to refer to "If

men are only paying attention to wtvat's

good for men,' he explained, tfien they are

iust doing what's always t>een done, that

IS, to trivialize, distort, and censor women
'

However. VVaston feels that his goal is at

tamable 'I believe m that future,' he said I

would like to see m tf>e future that personal

sense of responsibility amongst males I

think there will be a time in history where
we can go^ completely beyond the bovm-

driesof gender
'"

In order to explain why Cohens e«-

penenc*? and mine are related, I would like

to adapt an analysis of Mary Daly's, from

her book Beyond God The Father
The tyranny of (the Collegian) hinders

new discoveries It prevents us from raising

questions never asked before and from be
ing illumined by ideas that do not fit the

pre established boxes and forms The wor
shippers of (the Collegian) have an effec

live way of handling (thought) t^at does
not fit into the Respectable Categories of

Questions and Answers They simply

classify It as (nonthought), thereby render

ing It invisible It should be noted that the

god (Collegian) is in fact a subordinate dei

ly, serving Higher Powers These are social

and cultural institutions whose survival

depends upon classification of disruptive

and disturbing information as inon
thought) "

It IS by this practice of rendenng non
conformity invisible that the Collegian

maintains an ignorance of sexual political

censorship. After all, the root of ignorance

IS ignore And in order to ignore, one first

sees what is happening then turns away
one's eyes This turning away is an act of

will And whereas acts of will involve

choice, the Collegian has again chosen to

serve the status quo; in this case, the op
pression of women.

I am angry I am angry that the Collegian

has penetrated an author's work , therewith

violating that author's voice I am angry

that the Collegian has censored salient

words my words which, in themselves, are

actions against woman hate I am angry

because the Collegian need not be this

way, though, lemembering the women's
Collegian Occupation, I am not at all sur

prised

Scolt Wf-iion IS the director of the

Snulhwpst Men s Cvnter

By MICHAEL P. DORAN
To be fair to Mr. Scott Weston, I would

like to point out that it is not usual practice

for the Executive Editor to reply, even to

the smallest extent, to letters wntten to tf>e

editor, and therefore Mr. Weston wrote the

piece next to this column without the

foreknowledge that it would t>e up to direct

scrutiny on these pages. I do not, however,

apologize fo' my criticism of Mr. Weston's

views, as I perceive them to be deluded,

badly thought out, and dangerously

popular amor>g college students in the five

college area.

The problem which provoked Mr.

Weston to write his article was, as he

points out, descrepancies between what he

was reported as saying by the author (Larry

Cohen) of an article about him, and what
Mr. Weston was reported to have said in

the article which appeared, after editing, in

the Collegian. In order to see this type of

thing in perspective, I will state here une-

quivocably that the Collegian has mis-

quoted, probably misrepresents some per-

son or event in this very issue, and will

commit cirmes of omission, bad news judg-

nrwnt, and poor spelling in the future. Could

you expect less from a group of p>eople who
1. are learning tf>e trade, 2. are practking

the trade in their spare time, and 3. are

fallable (gasping - did your coffee just do
down the wrong pipe?) as are all human be-

ings. But of course Mr. Weston is not com-
plaining of mistakes of any kind; he is com-

plaining of the Collegian's conscious and

unconscious determination to keep the

UMass community from learning about

issues of sexism and violence against

women

.

This is a serious charge and comprised

the main criticism from the people who oc

cupied the Colleoian offices last semester.

As was pointed out time after time to the

Chancellor's Commission on Women's
News in the Collegian which met this sum-

mer, all such accusations of sexist editorial

policy were based on incidents similar to

Mr. Weston's alleged deletions and mis-

quotes, but none, I repeat none of these

complaints were found to be substantial

enough to conclusively lay sexist blame on

a single person or the editorial process as a

whole. The documents from the commis-

sion are in the library for anyone who
wishes to look deeper into such accusa-

tions.

Having said this much, I would like to

shift my focus from this alleged incident to

Mr. Weston's real problems of interpreta-

tion and political sexual theory as manifest

in his letter. Looking at the sixth

paragraph, we are told that the author of

the article about Mr. Weston once agreed

with him that the editorial process at the

Collegian made him put a piece of writing

not wholly his in the paper, but now is re-

jecting the validity of his "experience"

because he does not agree with Mr.

Weston's interpretation of the incident. In

plain English he is saying that "I, Scott

Weston, am able to interpret this author's

experience because I, being more
enlightened on the matter of sexist coer-

cion, am more qualified."

This attitude is nothing new to many of

us. This summer we were informed that

even though half of the Collegian staff was

female, they voted not to have women's
pages because they were not sufftcientty

enlighter>ed about the problem of women's
oppression. In the Commission files you
will also find a statement by the women's
community that explains that Collegian

women are rr>ere tokens, dominated by the

male hierarchy.

The question that must be asked of

anyone who places himself/herwH above
and somehow apart from any group by
claiming a critical insight lacking in that

group is this: how do you account for your

superior knowledge? By what criteria do
you separate yourself from such a group.

When you're talking about a shared

characteristic like sex or race, as Mr.

Weston IS, the only way to justify you're in-

tellectual superiority is to repudiate the in-

tellect of the group you are disagreeing

with. Thus, histoncally, women were seen

as intellectually inferior, blacks were seen

as intellectually inferior, and now, males

and (ironically) women who agree with

males on even the slightest level are seen as

intellectually inferior. Mr. Weston, true to

his logic, repudiates his own nnasculinity in

his letter, along with gender identity in

general.

Which leads to another and more
dangerous assumption inherent in Mr.

Weston's thinking. "Our abuse of women
must stop. And that, I belive, would cer-

tainly mean a repudiation of masculinity

and manhood." Do not misinterpret this

statement as meaning a repudiation of the

all too heralded identification of

agressiveness with masculinity must be
repudiated. The baby is going out with the

bathwater in this ideology - manhood itself

must be eradicated because of this violent,

aggressive behavior. In his next statement

Mr. Weston identifies the real problems

with the promulgation of this idea - "I'm

more worried about those men who'll res-

pond by stepping up their abuse of

women." This is exactly the problem. The
choice we are given by those of Mr.

Weston's school is either repudiate your

gender (an act not so easily accomplished

one might add) or identify with the rapist

within you.

This is simply wrongheaded. Most males

are noi rapists, and will not repudiate their

gender.

If Mr. Weston is angry, I am frustrated

and disillusioned. Has the politics of

minorities come to the point where each
group which is recognizing its oppression

must in turn oppress all other groups with

similar sexist and racist attitudes? Are peo-

ple like Mary Daly (ontology recapitulates

theolqgy) to become spokespersons for

a legitimate movement? Are university

students lacking in the essential ability to

make critical distinctions between real

wrongheadedness and viable theory? Un-
fortunately, my dealings with many political

groups on campus forces me to leave these

questions unanswered.
I will, however, continue to identify with

my gender, con» ii,3 to respect the rights

of women, and I hope, continue to be will-

ing to support any movement which has as

a purpose the recognition of the humanity

and rights of every group, race, or sex.

Michael P. Doran is the Collegian's Ex-

ecutive Editor

• .«.>.*,*<•.
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We're Across The Bridge
iCoii^gianTi

In NORTHAMPTON
>»»»llB>BlUU b

Something for every night of

the week at

THE CAPTAIN'S TABLE
44 DAMON RD., N'HAMPTON
(2 mins. from 1-91, North or South)

For the younger set lunder 18), Sun.

Disco Dance Lessons & Prizes. 1-6

For adults 118 and over)

Sun. - Party from 8:30 1

Mon Singles Night 8 30-1

Tues. - Disco Dance Lessons 830-1

Wed - Ladies Night (most drinks 69c)

8:30-1

Thurs. Sat. - Dinner served from 5-9

Happy Hour from 4-6

Party Hearty from 9-1

'V^ '/ '* ^'Vi r,^'* ^;V» r/ '?. ^.Tt -/

LIZOTTE'S
Tobacco

10% off all

pipes in stock

Stocking Staffers
Season Lottery Tickets

Gift Certificates

76 Main Street
Northampton

.,/- rj.r ,.*' r.-r. •,,'- .r/,r t..*- r-

Let's be
Practical!

PRACTICAL
GIFTS from

THE
TYPEWRITER

SHOP
I

Electric Portable

Typewriters from
$161.75 and up.

The Typewriter
Shop. Inc.

Office
Machines B
Equipment
21 State St.,

Northampton
586 0680

•«^>«*^'«M

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS

— Guitars

— Banjos
— Amps
— Drums
— Sh&et Music
— Repairs

nOWNTowN
KrtSOUNDS

NOIT HAMPTON

open til 9 M-F
sun. 12/17 12-5

SKIWEAR FAC1DRY OUTin

UNBELIEVABLE

SAVIN€S

Over 3,000 men's, wom-
en's, and children's prime

down parkas, ' vests, ski

ensembles ond snow-

mobile suits in stock at oil

times. Complete range of

styles, sizes & colors.

Ladies' finer wool & storm

coots from America's

leading factories.

^Aon Fn 10 9
Sat 105
Sun 12 5

SMNEIR
MILL & DALE MALL

' RT. S, KING ST., NORTNAMFJON
TIL. SI4-3490

• No S«»S Til

FACTORY

OUTLETS

Whenyour #ee< need a friend.
A unique Christmas gift

7 pl««S«illf St.

WOOL PRESS, Ltd.

A house of sheepskin and pure virgin wool

NOW AVAILABLE FOR CHRISTMAS
Shearling vests for adults and children

WARM SHEARLING FOOTWEAR
for indoors and outdoors

Jn
town;

150 Main St.

5860774
Northampton

9:309:00
Sundays 12:00 5:30

STUDENTS
Tok*

Advontog*
of th»

Fivo Coll#9»
Dus

Leaves the

Campus Center

for Northampton:

I

I
^ IZE

I

Friday

12:35 p.m.

12:55

1:15

1:35

1:55

2:15

2:35

2:55

3:15

3:35

4:15

4:35

4:55

5:15

5:45

Saturday
9:30 a.m.

10:30

11:30

12:46 p.m.

1:45

2:45

3:45

4:50

5:56

7:00

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I.

6:05
Fof other tifTwt tee tt»«

F.C. Bus Schedule

Schedule in effect

until 12/22

I

^;^^ Something new
^^ can happen to YOU!

Bccauc wc arc progreutvc Saloa for

Men & Women
Introducing the European Coppola

Spiral Pcm
Yonr Long Hair can luive

BODY & WAVE
Now!

iga Henna's for ALL
from

Gray shades to Blonde

$12.00 rcg. $16.00

584-9625
2m Mala Si. NorthaaiptMl

Mo«. »•• TM*.Fri. •« S«i. «•«

WMK INSWMCOMI • FRFttONSin \IIO>

I

Come to Northampton Today!
Have you been to Northannpton latefy? If you haven't then

you've missed a lot. Northampton is a fantastic collection of

unique businesses and craft shops, charming dining and
drinking spots and the best in evening entertainment.

With Christnoas fast approaching, Northampton is the

perfect place to spend your shopping day. If you are shopping
for clothes. Sienna features the best and the latest. The Wool
Press and Panda's feature fine wool products. And the

Leather Shed and Strut have the best in shoes.
If you are looking for the unique gift, Northampton has many

small gift and Craft shoos. New Horizons is a non-profit shoo
which features jewelry and even boats enclosed in glass

Tradress features gifts and custon sewing and there is a

Scrimshaw craftsman in Thome's Super Market.

Speaking of Thome's Super Marhet, it is one of the most
interesting shopping malls you will ever see. Located on Main
St. in the heart of downtown, Thome's is an old three story

building which houses over 25 small shops including Woo/
Press, Pandas, Strut, Herbarium, Two's Company, and Ma/n
St. Records.

If skiing is your winter pleasure then Western Village Ski

Shop on Main St. and the Ski Shop at the Hill and Dale mal
on King St. (rt. 5) for your supplies. If you prefer camping, the

Don Gleason's Campers Supplies has everything you need.
While you're in town shopping you can go to the many

eating and drinking establishments- -f/'firw///y's, Sheehan's
Cafe, Beardsley's Restaurant, or Packard's Restaurant to

name a few.
And after a busy day, Northampton offers the finest in the

arts. Academy of Music and Pleasant St. Theatre show the
best in area foreign films as well as exclusive showings of new
and old films. City Studio Theatre offers live stage produc-
tions every weekend.
So, if you want a different and exciting Christmas shopping

atmosphere, then come to NORTHAMPTON.

SKIS

by Yamaha»K-2»Head«
Olin*Kastle

BOOTS
by Nordica*Dolemite

BINDINGS
by Tyrolean*Look*Salmon

WESTERN AUTO
WESTERN VILLAGE

Winter Sportswear
Jackets*Down Filled Jackets

Sweaters

dlLl dnV/r UTkBTUAUPTrNORTHAMPTON

Zmdress
AHTIQUES

THINGS HEW AHD OLD

Thornes Market
2nd floor

150 Main St.
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POSITION AVAILABLE
Editor, University Directions

Applications are now being accepted for the
position of Editor of University Directions.
Directions is the official guide to campus
published by the Office of the Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs and distributed to students an-

nually.

The Editor is responsible for gathering informa-

tion, writing and editing copy, selecting

photographs, designing a format, and consulting
with production personnel. The position requires

strong language skills, awareness of the major
programs of the University, and the ability to

organize a complex project and work in

dependently.
The position is open to alt full-time

undergraduates, including those without
work/ study awards Work will be full time during
intersession and part-time during the spring

semester Experience in writing, publications, or

related fields is desirable

Applicants should contact Ruth Green or Bryan
Harvey. Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs (545 2334) as soon as possible

If your equipment was SOLD AT THE
GREAT SKI SNATCH REPORT to the Ski

Club, Room 106 CC, BEFORE INTERSES-

SION. Bring your ticket stubs!! For

more info call 545-3437, 549-8056.

Sorry for the delay!!

IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT
meeting for those going on SUCARBUSH
TRIP 8:00 Mahar Aud. 8:00 TONIGHT

Tragedy hits novice skier

Changes in skiindustryadd to slope safety

A SPECIALTY SHOP

Silk cr6pe de Chine
blouses A Pants.

great fitting imported

trench jeans.

ALSO, selective shirts

arxi pleated trousers

for men.

THAT'S REO
266 No. Pleasant St. Amherst ^

open daHy 9.30 to 5'30 thurs-Afn. til. gpm

Aj^DENIMS
(^Alp EUROPEAN ^

under $16
Velours $15.00

Faded Jeans $U.OO
Western Flannel Shirts $11.00

,,^
Next toTHEPUBAmherst^

Positions
Available at
the Collegian

Assistant Business Manager

Sales Representative

(experience preferred, car required)

Delivery Person
'-"^ Work Study Clerical Position

( Proofreaders & Pasteup

Contact Laura Bassett in the Collegian office, 113

Campus Center, for infornnation and applications.

By Pacific News Service

With a number of ski areas planning early

openings this season, thousands of skiers

will soon be heading for the slopes and the
inevitable sprains, breaks and bruises. But
thanks to a 26 year old novice skier, whose

personal tragedy led to a court ruling that

drastically affected the ski industry, most
skiers this year can expect lots more educa-
tion about the hazards of the sport, if not
si^fer runs.

James Sunday has been confined to a

wheelchair for the past five years, survivtr>g

only with the help of a nurse's aide. He was
paralyzed from his shoulders down on Feb.

10, 1974, when his ski tip caught on a bush
hidden by powdery snow on a beginner's

slop>e. He took a spill and hit his head on a

rock.

Sunday sued the Stratton Corporation,
operators of the Stratton Mountain ski area

in Vermont, charging that the firm was
negligent in the maintenance and grooming
of the novice slope and in not warning him
of the hidden danger- -the bush below the
surface of the snow.
On June 7, 1977, a jury in Burlington, Vt.,

awarded him $15 million in damages, the
largest judgement ever in a downhill siciing

case. The size of the sum was enough to
touch off panic in the ski industry national-

ly. But in addition, Judge Wynn Under-
wood handed down an opinion that seem-
ed to strip ski area operators of their tradi-

tional defense against accidents.

Historically, courts around the country
have rejected claims similar to Sunday's,
reasoning that people who take part in

potentially dangerous sports submit willing-

iy to the hazards. The legal doctrine of
volenti non fit injuria--no injury is done to
one who consents" -was so well establish-

ed that only a tiny percentage of iniured

Christmas

Boxed
Cards
Remembering.
caring, and sharing are

the very special joys of Christmas!

Ct^.
Creative excellence is an American tradition.

OPEN TONIGHT TIL 9

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

FlYiNGFEET
PRESENTS THE HRSTANNUAL "FLYING FEEV

Frisbee Contest
SATURDAY DEC. 16, 1978

10AM -3P.M.

TO BE HELD AT THE FLYING FEET STORE PARKING LOT
Rain or SiMMv dale Sun. D«c. 17. 1978

AVOID LINES- PRE-REGISTER AT FLYING FEET STORE

•ACONTESTOFLUCK-SKILLNOTA FACTOR

FREE
"FLYING FEET"
FRISBEES GIVEN TO
ALL CONTESTANTS

ALL AGES WELCOME GIRLS»BOYS»MEN & WOMEN
•3 TRYS TO WIN DONATION: Sl.OO

ALL PROCEEDS TO GO TO THE
UNITEDWAY FUND OF HAMPSHIRE COUNTY

Try as many timn as you like at 3 try u for 1 .00 donation.

THREE EXCITING PRIZES

FIRST PRIZE
Pair of Americana System

SKIS&
BINDINGS

Your Choice
of Length

Retail

Price 150

SECOND PRIZE
Your Choice One Pair Of JOGGING
OR BASKETBALL SHOES

THIRD PRIZE

DOWN VEST
First Quality

Your Choice

Color Size Style

DETAILS & REGISTRATION -INSIDE FLYING FEET STORE
IN CASE OF TIE TIE BREAKER SHOTS WILL BE TAKEN FREE.

FLYING FEET
AMHERSrS NEW

"FULL SERVICE"
SPORTING GOODS STORE

Featuring....
Worlds Kinpsi Down Hill Skis • Cross Countrv Skis • Ski & Winter Down Parkas &

Vests • Basketball Kqiiipmeni • Hockey Skates & Kquipment • Figure Skates •

Warrr I Ip Suits • Baseball Gloves • Darls • Billiard tquipment • All Types Of Sports

Shoes • Runninq Cloihinq & More-More-More. .

Open Mon thnilri 10 to 9 Sat 9 lo 5:30

OPEN SUNDAYS 1 to 5 P.M.

skiers ever sued, and those who did in

variably lost. The Sunday ruling changed
that.

"One who partakes in the sport of skiing,"
Judge Underwood wrote, "accepts the
dangers that inhere in it only insofar as they
are obvious and necessary." A skier could
sue for damages, he ruled, if the operator
"fails to exercise reasonable care to protect
him against the danger."
Judge Underwood noted that "the ski in

dustry changed dramatically" over the
years. Ski area operators contend that their

trails "have been groomed and manicured
to the point where they approximate a golf

course fairway," observed the judge, an

avid skier himself. Consequently, he con-

dluded, "the ski area operator can no
longer, under all circumstances, hide

behind the doctrine of volenti non fit in-

juria."

The decision has touched off steep jumps
in insurance costs. A spokesman for the
U.S. Ski Association in Denver says many
ski areas have seen their insurance rates
double and triple as a result of The decision,
and those costs are being passed on to
skiers in higher lift ticket prices. "For jvery
$14 lift ticket, at least $3 is going to pay for
insurance," he said.

Consequently, the situation also set off a

scramble across the country for state

legislation that would alter the effects of

the court opinion.

The National Ski Areas Association
drafted a model code which was distributed

to friendly lawmakers in every state with a

ski area. I' was based on the industry's

view that its proper role was to get skiers
up the mountain safely but that after that
they were strictly on their own.

The code required skiers to acknowledge
skiing as hazardous, to know and respect
the limitations of their own abilities, to heed
warnings and boundaries, and to avoid
conduct potentially injurious to others.

Legislators responded promptly. By last

summer, what the industry calls "skier
safety legislation" was in various stages of
introduction or completion in almost every
state where there is skiing.

Vermont, Maine, New Hampshire and
New Mexico passed laws following the
NSAA model. California amended its penal

code to require skiers to observe boun-
daries and warnings. Other provisions
sought by the industry are up for considera-
tion this year.

Part of the rush to pass such laws is ex
plained by the fear of economic repercus
sions if ski areas close When Vermont
passed its law last January, 11 of the 26
areas in that state had been notified that
their insurance would be cancelled if the
rr>easure was not approved. One ski area
had actually closed and five others had an-
nounced they would do so without in-

surance.

Lack of organized opposition also speeded
the bills. Skiers have been generally
unaware of the legislative developments
and have not seen them as a reduction of
their legal rights.*

fQJobow
prisms

A fine collection of hand cut strass

quality crystal, high lead content and
exquisite shapes project color and
form when hung in a window. A
perfect gift for your honne; from

1.75 to 25.00

MASTEFICHARGE VISA

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst, next to the Post Office

^^^^!'^^^^^^r«^^^^^^^T

Shguxxise
Cinemas

R0UTE5.RIVER0ALERO
WEST SPRINGFIELD

TEL. 733-5131

$2.00"' 2 30
mAnmm eVERYDMT

LATE SHOWS-ni.& SAT.

IWE HONOR MASTER CHARGI

I
2.007:159:25

« * .«.*:•.•-*.••/./.« .•/^/•.v.'.
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Letter
vision

ShouiCQse

W* an SfMclallttt in:

• Fashion Eywf
•ContAcI L«ntM
• Em«r9«Ky R«pl«otm«nts
•fraa Ad|ustm«ntt Anytim*
•W« CiMn & Polish contaci
konsM on tho promlsak.

Ml. Farms MaN, NaMay IM4IM

UPC: Collegian

"forgets"

To the Editor:

/ apologize to those people who
were uniformed about Union Program
Council meeting times and locations

due to an oversight by the Collegian
to print the notices. I realize the

tremendous responsibility the Col-
legian has to its advertising communi-
ty. As with any business, it takes a
great deal of money to produce such
an informative publication. Where else

whould the students look to find out
where the sales are and what type of

I I

sound
'eeononeconomy

STEREO RECORD ALBUM SPECTACULAR
Ten of America's best selling stereo record albums featuring

America's greatest entertainers:

7^
Kansas

Two For The
Show

A«ro*mith
Live/Bootleg

only $8.59

- - • - ]
1

Ti« rttVC iraxEn BAMO
Th. '

STEVE MILLER BAND
OrMlMl Hit< 1974-7«

Swngtowr Jj^gieLOve T»*e Th# ,

Mon«v And Run Rock n M* Serf

nM* Tru» r.B» lox Th« StM*
Th* Jg*«r fly Lik* An Eaglo
Th>»»noi<l J«l *in.n«' Dancr
0*nc« Oincr Winl*r TinM WiKl

Mount*" H<K»y
1

the
Steve Miller Band

only $5.59

;
ijimin KiMukiib

T«| _y*_*

Linde Ronstadt
Living in the

USA

QUEEN

t ? ? ^ :-

Quaan
Jut

\3

only $4.69

Commodore*
Greatest Hits

CMC
C'est

J.Gens Band
Sanctuary

r^^
lATUAIMTICI

nm
AMERICA

Sea Level
On the Edge

1 Ca&
I C O k • t

Wings
Greatest Hits

only $5.59

at your record store

campus center /univ. of mass./amherst

OPEN WED. NITETIL9

beer to purchase?.' Perhaps a sugges-
tion to the editors would be to have a
charge for notices. With a policy as
the forementioryed, we would be
assured of our student interst notice
being published. For the affluent

organizations on campus, they could
purchase display advertising for their

notices. The size could be dependent
on the importance of the meeting. Ob-
viously, I thought of this idea too late

for our past Tuesday UPC meeting,
the deadline for our ad would have
been Friday.

Welt, for those people who missed
the meeting, we only discussed a few
topics. We had a post-concert report

on the Daryl Hall and John Oates/City

Boy concert. In that discussion, we
raised the question of why the Col-

legian sent a reporter and
photographer but then, "forgot" to

print a review. For those people who
forgot to go see the show, I guess
you'll Just have to ask someone how
the show was. As for tfte review itself,

it sits in the Collegian office. Perhaps
we could also make some deal with

the editors to buy space to have our

news stories printed (relatively soon
after the event). But. getting back to

r/)e meeting, we also discussed the

shows for next semester. I wonder
wftaf wftould happen if we forgot to

book and present concerts? Well, we
didn't, arid we tiave started to put
together a good series. The last topic

covered was that Spring Concert. I

forget right now the names of the

groups that are coming, but give me
some time, and perhaps they'll come
back to me. Oh weO, I do tharik the

Collegian for what support they have
provided us. and hope tfwy don't
forget to print this letter. Once again,

thanks to all thbse who have helped us
this semester.

Union Program Council

December Specials
bvSiM

Permanents Hair Cuts
$3.50

V^^ Ik ins Welcome or (all 586-652 Ooen Mon Sat
206 Ku«ell SI Hadley ^^^ _ .g p ^

next to Walter s of Hadlev '' «* "^ '* *'

Q9

Stationery notes

make good presents...

at

A.j. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

Earn University

Credits While
in Paris

Oct. 15- May 20

y Dec. 27-Jan. 23

July 1— Aug. 4

Learn: French \

Art History

Music
Art

Dance
Theater

Fashion Seminar— Jan. /June/Sept.

Have your own apartment, share one,

or even live with a French family.

For more information— call Jane at

549-2803

»v\»> V»^t ^TTTT 7>j,<jV.oy. .. I «-> A A'^ t . t_. . r . • . V
»• » • » . » . • .
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CoJU^iiin 15

The girl B 12. The guy is a taxi driver.

What happens to both of them wiM shock you. Thursday
Dec. 14

1 <«UM«* m UJWspinm,

ROBERT DENIRO
TAXI DRIVER

6:46
9:00

11:15

^•kalao'wwr.ht Ikvn IVi^« Nfwt* ^B^^
... *i <.«i»^<«« Jit' Ml -m ^ViX%l nckiM<k.

Admission
$1.00

Mahar Auditorium

Entertainment
MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 S84-Q1S1 W0u*>'4S (OMi MAJOH aiaj 1,0^,1 , „^uu,UA..^

lTL»l INOIOTIS TWI LlTt SnOW TlCxfTS ON S*

Saturday, February 3

3 pm and 8 pm
FINE >«TS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

TICKETS NOW ON SALE. Matinee: General
Public • M, 7. 6. UMass students S7, 6, S. Senior

citiiens $7, i, 5. Evening : General public $9, 8

7. UMass students - $S, 7, 6. Senior citiiens - $4, 7,

4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office closed

Dec. 16 Jan. 21.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4. 545-2511

lMIMAL •l,*^-*;

Wed and Thura ai^TLS 8:15) 846
iFrl and Sal ( (TLB S:1S> 7 4& 10 I&

^eNILE
WmI and Thura al <TLS tt:30|
Fn and Sal at (TL8 4 45) M OO

Dreyfussm

Wad and Thura al^TLS 8 OO) 8 30
Frt and Sat at (TLS 5 OO) 7 30 » 66

n»

j^asmcMOLSoh

COIN'
SOUTH
Waid aad Thura atfTLS 8 16) 8 46

Fri and Sat at <TLS 6 15) 7 46 lO I6|

r»ICTiTinitTm».H.M<,UI.H

THURSDAY. DEC. 15

THOMPSON 104

The UMass
Music Theatre Guild

is looking for a

PRODUCER
to produce

next semester's show
Anything Goes

If interested

call by Fri., Dec. 15
Kevin -546-6078

Mary Anne— 549-0877

.^"U'^t*.

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

SPRINGFIELD
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

ROBERT GUTTER
Conductor

Orchestra and Chorus

bANDeL's
MessiAb

Wednesday, December 13 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6. 5 UMass
students - $5. 4. 3 Senior citizens and other students

$6,5.4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4. 545-2511

& New England TIcketron Locations.

TMr
COMMONWFAI TH,
STAGf

Aaarica't affWMl re«idenl profnsiotial theater pretealt

|.M. Barrie's V2 PRICE
STUDENT RUSH

TICKETS
Available 6:00 pm each eveninx

of pcrformanc*

,^A
NOW

r? THROUGH
DEC. 27

/ Frank Prpntire Rand Thnatrr

I'nivcriilv of Massarhuselts Finf \rls Ccnler

KfMTv^Uiinis 545- 151

1

-^ You ran charRp vour lirlpls on \ Ua and Master

Charge cards by phone j

CHANGES
Wed. -Sa t.. Dec. 10-16

cljarlka

Merry Christmas to all from the Blue

Wall staff

MICH NIGHT

Tonight

69c Michs

Live entertainment

Lviii

YVL
IVi

onf

goolifoaliSrlinnh
PRAV ST.. Amhftrst Mass. 549-
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LCD calcutalor wNh mMfiory
and txtre-lona bfltliry lift.

From "texM Inslnmwnls.

80 MghL So amU. 80 eoonomicai Moul get
up to 2.000 hour* ol oparaHnQ lime on •

•.HasaiamgtoMtof
lor

-liey memofy
in ewyilay rnalh. Allrac-

t*iy( Wdirwih noli pad «id mMrt
lor'

f9mgm9imyeimwoul0f proud to

at the calculator store

To place a claaslfiad ad. drop by tha Col
legian office (CC 113) between 845 a.m. ar>d
3:46 p.m. Monday through Friday, or use our
barK*y clip-and-mail form four>d in most
•aauwof the Co'legian pnor to 1966.
Clanifiad deadline « 3 46 p m two day« in
•dvaiKe of publication date.

AUDIO

Sony caaaana deck. rrxxJel TC138, mint
condition, plus over 125 90- minute
tea, best offer, call Dave, &4»^oe01

.

AUTO FOR 8AU
« Trtumplt TR2S0. «8G0. 67 Ford F260.
>500. caM 2S3-5210. after 5 30.

M RaOBult, 900d buy, no rust, in runn<r>g

condition. $150 . call 549^691, after 6 p m
1174 Dataun B210. 4 dr . 4 spd,. very
clean. »1700 firm, call Don. 549-5B18.

1f74 Vaga OT. 4 apaed Good bres Very
raiiabia tranaportabon Asking $560 or of
far*. CaN 686-4036

clutch.

$560 or BO
trarw. bras.

584^3673

70 VW bug-
Good cor>dition

IfTO Cubaaa Rally -new yellow paint
w/blk int., radiata. FM-8 trk, new brakaa
& radi . rare £r axe cruising $1960 or 80,
6^826

74 Maverick — bright red 6-cy<., auto.,

p steer Only 44,000 mi Great shape
throughout $2000 call 54&4660

EWTtRTAIHMENT

Umitad no. of tickata available for The
Bermuda Strollers Christmas Party to be
held Dec 16 at The Roseland Ballroom.
Taunton, Mass RT138, at 8 p m Tickets
are $5, tf>ey're great'^ So don't miss this

opportunity if flHj're in the area. If in

terested, call 256 6941. after 6 p m Keep
trying, its worth itM

Hottaat band aroundl "Smooth Sailing"
for bookings anywhere, call John
54^4646.

FOR RENT

One furnished rm. — kitchen privileges,

2V, miles from UM-$n5/mo Call

549 3764

Female wanted for beautiful Southwood
apt., immediately $71.25/rTx>nth. Pleaae
call us at 253 2966.

Fum. room, Lincoln Ave., 2 blocks from
campus, $156 mo., includes util . avail.

Jan 1, kitchen & bath shared w 3 males,
private entrance, Scott Realty, 549-5315.

Rm. availabia in large house, Pelham.
Jan. or Feb.. call 253 5307, $96/mo , heat
ind.

Lookir>g for a room over intersession?

Come to Phi Mu Delta. Singles ar>d doubles
available, full use of kitchen facilities,

reasonable rates Call Jerry or Mark at

2S3 9034 or 545 2163 _
Room 4 intersession fur 253-9894 Laura.

1 bedroom apt. all utilities inc. with stove,

fng., dishwasher, on bus route, avail.

January. Call 666 3823.

2 rooms available house- Montague,
$105/ mo., all utilities included, wood heat.

Avail, immed. 367-2424, eves.

FOR SALE

Oak daak. $70 & bookcaae. $18, 549-5178 .

Super guttarl Stratocaster Cody, exc.

condition -$250, Ampeg Reverbujet
amp -$100, $300 for both, 546-9821, Larry .

For sale- man's air force wool dresscoat,

excellent condition, asking, $30, telephone
546-9713, after 5:00.

Head akis Cr Marker binda ft figure

skates, men's S2. 10 & women's 3-sp>d.

bike, all exc. condition, best offeis, David,

584-2146.

2 parrota, must sell soon. Deb. 546-0162 .

For aala, rafrigarator, 3 cubic feet, in

good corHJition, call 6^417.

Watarbed Cr frame, king, tlo Ik,

80-686-2253.

Yamaha QiO guitar w/ case, Toshiba tape

recorder, Gitane lO-speed, call 546-7159.

Head GK-R akia 170cm w/ Saromon 202

bindings, good cond., ask $75, Mike,

54e4eB8.

Collegian
Classifieds

Creative 23V apaakara: ax. cond;
546^402.

Leather jacket - new - $50 - 546-
SG63-Linda.

Woman's 79 model Caber boots, si/e 7 V,.

never been worn, perf cond
. (etail $215

seiling for $156. price neg., caM 546^883.
'

UKimata component stereo: Lafayette
LA 125TA Integrated Anrtplifier, Realistic
TM 101 AM/FM tuner. GE TA 700
Caiaette Tape Deck, BSR automabc turn-
table with Shure Shibata M71, 2 famous
KLH SIX speaker systemel Must seN fast.
$375. Superb 19" portabie TV, VHF/UHF
roMaway atand. antenna. $56. Honda C 90.
1988. vary low mileage. Needs detail wr5.l1.

$125. 584-1629, nighta after 7.

1200 new rock and jest LPa.
Underground Books. 264 N. P'leaeant see
Mike.

Gift idea: have your rortrait drawn Call
Dennis Delap, 25fr8732. bet 9^10 am.

HELP WANTED
Kitchen help rteeded at Pi Kappa Alpha.
en|oyat>le cornjitions. excellent meals, call

545-2150. ask for Al or Shawn
intersession positions available working
for the SGA Apply 420 SU or call 5^)341
for more info Equal opportunity employer.

Will provide the home, the salary, the
supportive staff, the trainir>g and the kids.
You provide the supervision, the care aruJ
the expertise of dealing with teens young
boys ar>d older girls who need a home at-

mosphere Couples preferred One part of
couple can work outside the home or be in

graduate program. Salary is $9000 plus liv-

ing expenses. For more information, call

the Center for Human Development, 52
Maple Court, Springfield - 733 6624

TA wanted for spnng 1979^in area studies,
graduate students with international ex-
perience, foreign language(s), familiarity

with univ acctg. system are urged to aF>p-

ly^contact Prof. Tikos, 5^3427.

intersession poaitions available with
Student Government Association, apply
420 Student Union, for more info can
5-0341, deadline for all applications is

Thursday, December 14 at 4 p.m.. Third
World, women and handicap students urg-

ed to apply, SGA is an equal opportunity
employer.

TA wanted to coordinate academic pro
grams Mackimmie Humanity House, duties
include teaching, planning and coor-
dinating. Salary $3600 per yr. Applications
(Resume and a letter of ref.l must be
recieved by 15 Dec. H R Mackimmie
Humanity House, SW, UMass Amherst.

LOST

Lost- gold watch in the Crampton area.

Reward offered, please call 546-9913 if

found, sentimental values attached.

Lost— prescription glasses. It. brown hor-
nrimmed, help, I can't see! Reward
Please^caM 6 6537^

Goldish scarf w/ swan pin, call 6-5642.

Loat: small black puppy near Townhouse
Apts. Lost Saturday . 549-6064.

Silver Eagle pin, on Dec. 1, extreme sen-
timental value! Large reward, please, call

586-4056.

Mike with feat F-10, you have something I

need in your backseat, Eileen, 549-6017.

Lost between Fearing ft Morrill gold

pendant cross b bird. 549 3626 reward.

Loat— gold chain at Pub. 11/9/78, sen-
timental value, please call 546-8654.
reward.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

PERSONALS.

Stuart lovea Lyn.

Well all right — it's your b-day. Peter, hope
you have a happy one! MEF

**Jgg!y>*^^<**V' V**' *r^i^ 5 North FieM.

Needed — a person vtho WM invoh/ed in
the Advocate Program for confidential in
terview for class paper Pteaae call Debbie,
54fr6604

Onatage at Mt. Farma IMaN offers 20%
off all reg. priced march, to all collage
students & staff. Remember your ID.

To: the dogleg crew, etc ; was this the beat
birthday and best semester ever - or what?
WiH mas you all -much love, Eltorw.

Tar what can you say? Leave em a note.

Knowtton women seeking large college
men for nights of nirvaru in ravioli - filled

orgy tubs Call Beth 546-3600.

Doug L. from 3rd Sunaet wfiiie reacftirtg

too high for a piece of tt>e sky you may
bump your head upon my thigh If my
name you can gatf>er, I'll give you a three
foot stapiaddar so then we can see eye-to^
eye. Your eveready S.S.

Avon -I've heerd it said tf»at your great
head has magazines ar>d weeklies read on
women's teams arnl biting sharks themes
But I a siliy iester fly an acrobat m the big
blue sky. S.S.

Hollv happy 19th, tove aiwaya. C.H.

It's your S.S.. Lynne Coulomb. I hate to
tell you, your S S is not the person you
caught m longiohns.

interaeaaion Practicum: eam 3 credits,
work 5 afts per wk., Jan 4^26, in after
school day care Call Nancy Ross, 549 6170
rT>orn_ar>d eve. or 549-1507, aft.

Steve Martin and John Beluahi T shir^
in Campus Center concourse on Wed.,
Thurs. arxJ Friday

Special bulletin: puddlejumper fever
sweeping UMass Thousands stricken by
conr>pulsion to fly Authorities unable to
stop it Details Thursday and Friday in the
Campus Center.

John— you twisted deck piece of string.

Those evil jups-you gotta to love
it -Ralph.

Circle of Gold -call 546^9256.

Party in Oaytona Beach for spring brk.,

sign up bfr. Xmas and save, all inclusive,

call Joe, 253 2259.

Students looking for a part-time job with
fle»ihlp hours, excellent income, and an op-
portunity to gain meaningful business ex-
perience? Northwestern Mutual Life intern-

ship training session starting in Dec., con-
tact Dana Barrows. 1 525-4691.

RIDE WANTED t ~
North Jersey. Morristown area by Thurs.
Will share expenses - Paul 6-7108.

Ride needed to Long Island. Wednesday.
12/20 after 6:00 p.m. or anytime Thurs.,

12/21. Will share driving and $expenses$.
Call Rich at 546-8734.

ROOM WANTED
Working woman needs apt./rm. on bus
rte.. needed by Jan. 30 thru spring

665^7947^

Spring sem. beg. Jan. 1 in Amherst in apt.

Call Judy 549-6699.

Looking for 3 bedroom apt. to sublet,

Jan. thru May or 3 to 5 bed. house. Call

Don, 6-4266 or Tom, 6-4720, anytime.

M e F seeking 1 !4 or 3 bdrm. apt. in Puf-

ton Village, call Julie or Rich, 549-6920,

Jan.

M. exchange atudent seeks accommoda-
tion for 1 sem. spring

'

79 546-5303.

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Friendly couple seeka third roommate to

share cozy 3-bdrm. house in Hadley, 2 mi.

from UM, plenty of garden space. $100 +
Vj util., non smoker & veg. or semi-veg.

desired, 549-681 1

.

Older peraon wanted to share 2 BR
townhouse. Squire Village. Comfortable,
w/good atmosphere to study. On bus
rpute. Rent $120 plus. Call Margi at

665^3153 after 6.

Only

$18.95
sug. price $24.95 ^

Collegian claaaifled rataa are: daily, 46c
per line, five consecutive iaauea, 40c per Mne
per day 30 consecutive iaauea, 30c per line
per day One line is roughly equivalent to 38
characters. One ounce is roughly equivalent
to 28 grama, la anyt>ody really reading this?

Female roommatea in four bedroom co-
op house own room living with other
woman ar>d nr»en in Sunderland co-op norv
smok. $120 incl. utilit. wood & oil heat, a
lot of open space, laundry facilitiea. caM
666^4864, pets vweteome

Own room in 3 bedroom Puffton apt.
Many extras. $100-«-util. Grad student or
serious undergrad only. Non smoker
546^789 or 54&Oa81.

Own room ina 3 bdrm. Puffton apt. Quial
mature person preferred. 549-5310

M F for large house neer Amherst CoMaga,
Jan. or Feb. 1 till July, mature, neat, $90^.
share cooking, etc. 2S3-3619-Beth.

Room-ault>le country haa., coop Mvir^g.

easy access, $84 * , 686-2253.

Share apt., bua
549-1822.

rt.. kp. trying, Jarwt.

F rmte. needed to Kve w/ 2 wonf>en in 2
bdrm. apt., bus rte., 866-4366. $67 ind.

Wanted 1 M fr 1 F to share 2,bdrm. apt. in

Brandywina. $186^ includes heat, caN Craig
or Debbie, 548-6920, Jan to ?

Your own room in nice hbuae, $67 mo.,
Jan May, GrnfM., 772-0863, fire place.

F wanted to ahare 2 bdrm. apt. in Mon-
tague, $75 + , Jan. 1, 367 9578.

Femele grad to share 2 bdrm. apt.
South Amherst, call eves. 253-2742.

m

SERVICES

Need help moving out? I have tnick and
will help with labor. Neil 549-6064.

Moving? Household rrroving, re&sonable
rates, call Jeft. 549-5893 or 666-2462.

Pro typing 7»c pg. Linda. 666^789 cwh .

Typing. IBM Selectric. quick service, k)W
rates, call Larry or Patti, 5864290.

TO SUBLET

Cheap rent Jan. 1 -30. CaH 548-6219!

To sublet bdrm. in 3 bdrm twnhse. on bua
$87 50+ no pets fenwie pfrd 253-2600.

Sublet 2 bedroom townhouse on bua
route. $240 + utilities, call 666-3617.

Dec. 24-Jen. 30 SAmh cin fum quiet
Ibdrm gd for cple $190 inc util 253-7969.

WANTED
Uaed kickwheel.
Barry, 666-2747.

any corKlitk>n. CaN

Apprentice pilot seeks lessons by
private owner, will work or pay reasonable
rate, any aircraft. Call Luis 634-5626.

Garage to rent during winter months, near
Univ. of Mass. call Eric at 546-6441, eves,
from 6:00 to 12:00.

ST Comps. K2710. Olin Vi. I need a pair

W/0 bind. 190-200 cm must be in good to
excl. corKlition price neg. Mike 546-1080.

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted or 3 bedroom apt. for interses-
sion. Call Gary 545-2150 or 546^)047.

2 bdrm. apt. UMaaa area Jan. 1

546-9362.

2-3 bdrm. apt. In Amheraton bus route.
Need Jan. 1. Call Chris 6-4866/256-8257.

Desperately looking for two bedroom
apt. If you can help call 6-8930/6-5361.

One room kitchen bath privilegea. need
car, $125 nrranthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

HORSES BOARDED

4 large box stalls % mile from campus B
Tilson Farm. $100 per mo. Call 253-7168.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Inst, offering single

sessions for finals Dec. 7-21, improve
grades, concentration, recall, relaxation.

The best alternative yet. For reservations &
times, call K.R. Morse, 532-5703.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Where Cal-

gary IS

Abbr
5 Sires Inlor-

mal
10— Rulh
14 Slip

iSOusI
16 Declare
17

Beautiful

19 Not any
?0 Fro«A/ns at

21 Missions
23 U K natives

25 Poetic con
traction

26 Tooth de
posit

29 Its capital is

Hobart
14 Do¥»n under

birds

35 Furniture

style

37 French river

3fl BoM
39 Nutriment
41 Cram
42 Drift

44 Church area

45 Allot

46 Bestride

48 Angry lool(S

50 Saul s

grandfather

51 Dravv off

53 Aquatic ro-

dent
57 Unconfined

2 words
61 Opposed
62 Formal at-

tire Slang 2

Mords
64 Ending for

man or ten

65 Arab chief-

tain

66 Winnovi/

67 Male deer
66 Kernels

69 Poker stake

DOWN
1 Armadillo

2 Fruit

3 Letters

4 Stops
5 Of the chest

6 Sailor s

shout
7 Depression
8 Pain

9 Metric units

10 Cra/y Slang
11 English river

12 Attachment

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Tuesday s Puziie Solved
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13 Female ani-

mals
18 Early South

American
22 Send a

check
24 Impressed
26 Big tops

?7 Lifeless Ar

chaic

28 Less civil

30 Souls Fr

31 Later

32 Angry

33 Mosquito
genus

36 Tune in

39 Snake
40 No-men
43 Chinese oort

45 Dempsey s

birthplace

47 Plays

49 Flower
52 Ransacked
53 Maiority

54 Piece

55 Portico

56 Volume
58 Ravage
59 Gratuity

60 Diminutive
Suffix

63 Formerly
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

FIVE COLLEGE
DISCO

Wednesday, December 13

SPONSORED by
UMASS LACROSSE TEAM

^^ at the

$1.00 Donation
a

Quonset/Rte. 9, Hadley, Mass.
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Spam Slade, People 's Eye by Joe Carroll

"y FMZtN SOLID.'

/ WAKE UP SWXM,
( WOOFJC, AND WE'LL
\BLCM THIS JOINT

A SINGLE BLAST
HALTS THE GlAMT

Nothing Special byJoe Casey

Peanuts by Charles Schuiz

BEeTHOVEN'5 BiRTHWVV

15 THI5 SATi/RPAv.' I

UANTAA'^eOOKINALL
THE 5TOf2E5 BV THEM

50 GET IF UiE CKAN6EP THE
NAME TO BACH, IT

UJOULP (50 FASTER

PRETERM
Iflfou have
an unwanted
pregnancy...
talk with one of our counselors about your

decision.

Abortion/Gynecological Care/Vasectomy/ Tubal Ligation

A licensed non profit Reproductive Health Center

1842 BEACON ST BROOK LINE. MASS 02146
(617) 73»6210

PRETERM

AMERICANS
SSASAS

"serving americon families coast to coast"

^"^ FOREIGN OBJECT
TNUfBOAT, MC. 14

SOUTHWDT • UMASS
NAMOiNLOUNGI

1:30 p.m.

COSHAMia
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Lawyer issues list;

"10 worst toys
/#

BOSTON (AP) A Boston lawyer has issued his annual
"10 worst toys of the year " Edmund M. Swartz, also a

longtime advocate of safe toys, issued his sixth list in as

many years on Monday.

National Commission on Product Safety regulations take

effect Dec 22, but Swarti said that's "too late to protect

anyone this holiday season.' He also said many toys which

meet federal safeguards or manufacturers' voluntary

standards are dangerous.

Risks of blindness, asphyxiation, burns and amputation

are aniong reasons he uses to classify a toy as dangerous

But other reasons, this year, he said have nothing to do

with safety One toy on the list, Vegetable Playfood

distributed by Lash Kanwron, got a "worst vote because

Sw3rT/ said "eating should not be treated a play' activity.

Sw.iM^ b list of the 10 worst toys includes: Shogun
Warriors and Battlestar Galactica Colonial Scarab Land
Speed Vehicle by Mattel Inc.; Star Worlds Shuttle by
Steven Mfg. Co.; Vegetable Playfood, Dairy Department
Playfood and Fruit D^pt. Playfood by Lash Kamaron
Distributors.

Also, Microrange Microwave Style Electric Bake Oven oy
Coleco Industries Inc.; Tool Set in Holster by C. R. 6 S.

Toy Manufacturing C; Baby be aplayskool Inc ; Cap.
Grenade by Callen Manufactunng Corp.; Magna Kit by
Smethport Specialty Co.; and The Brain by Funstuf Inc.

World briefs

ILLEGIAN

COUNTDOWN

2
Publishing

days left

in fall semester.

The final day for place-

ment of advertising,
either display or
classified, is Wednes-
day, December 13, 1978.'

The final fall issue of the

Massachusetts Daily
Collegian will appear Fri-

day, December 15, 1978.

With predictions of another harsh winter, conditions look favorable for

those captive deer at the Gray Game Preserve, Dry Mills, Me Coyotes,
wild dogs and lack of food will make winter life hard for those in the wild

to make it to the spring. (Photo by UPI.)

Arabs to study

oil marketing
ABU DHABI (UPI) Arab oil ministers

yesterday agreed to study ways to gain
more control of the refining and marketing
aspects of the industry now largely

mo'^opolired by the industrialized West.
The decision was made at the end of a

one day meeting of the Organization of
Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries
OAPEC in the Persian Gulf state of Abu
Dhabi

.

The 10-country conference was a prelude
to the larger ministerial meeting of the 13-

member Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countires scheduled to begin
Saturday.
Oil price increases in 1979 were not part of

the formal OAPEC agenda but the issue

was expected to t)e discussed informally as
the Arab ministers prepared for the larger

OPEC meeting.
A statement issued by the OAPEC council

said the ministers "discussed a joint Arab
refining policy and decided to form a high
ranking committee to carry out studies and
to make recommendations about this

matter
'

Golda buried

among leaders
JERUSALEM |/4f»|-Former Prime Minister

Gotda Meir, the pioneer and stateswoman
who helped build modern day Israel from a

dream, yesterday was buried as her coun-
trymen and foreign dignitaries mourned.
A driving rain pattered on a throng of um-

brellas as Meir's simple pme coffin was
lowered into the damp earth on a hilltop

overlooking Jerusalem in a section of a

Mount Herzl cemetery reserved for national

leaders

Prime Minister Menachem Begin and

members of Meir's family dumped clumps

of dirt into the fresh grave after a military

chaplain intoned a reaffirmation of Jewish

faith:

"The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh

away Blessed is the name of the Lord."

Mrs. Lillian Carter, representing her son.

President Carter, and Secretary of State
Cyrus R Vance were among the front

ranks of the 400 guests attending.

Meir, the last of the pioneer leadership

who came when Jewish statehood was still

a vision, died Friday at 80 after a 15-year

battle against lymphoma, a disease of the
lymphatic system.

Ousted Chinese

Pres. hailed
HONG KONG <UPI) Deposed Chinese

President Liu Shao chi was yesterday

described as "a leading comrade" by a

Chinese news agency in an apparent first

step to rehabilitate his tarnished image.

Liu, once the heir apparent to the late

Chairman Mao-Tse tung, was deposed
during the Great Cultural Revolution of the

1960's. At the time of his ousting, his

party's central committee called him "a

traitor to the working class and a lackey of

imperialism "

The China News Service, a subsidiary of

the official news agency, used the

favorable term to describe Liu in an article

about two letters written by Mao in the

1940's.

The report, however, was not carried by

the New China News Agency which

transmits stories overseas

It marked the first time since Liu was
ousted in 1968 that he has been depicted in

a favorable light. The former president is

believed to have died though it was never

been officially reported.

Used Books
In Good
Condition

Paperbacks &
Hardbacks, Old Er

Recent, all Subjects.

VAlUy BookSkop
Carriage Shops

Amherst

10-5:30 Mon.-Sat.
Thurs. & ^ri. nights

til 8:00

OPB^ SUNDAYS 10-5

DAT
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GMAT
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MCAT prep
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Enroll now.
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CAMPUS INFORMATION
Wh«r« you CAN Whkr* you CANNOT
park owsrnight during park ovarnight during
•noMi •••son anow s«a»on
(Dm. lApHI 11 (Dae 1 April 1)

P Lot 9 Siadnim StadHjm P Lot
back of lot or>ly (Front SectionI

P Lot* 9 Fral Sof Park Lot 21 (Two North
b tMhirK) Lot 2S Rows)

Lot 21 laxcapi two Lot 25 (South of Road-
North roMTtl way to P Lot)

Lot 22 Lot 26
Lot 24 Lot 31

Lot 25 (Nortti of ro«J Lot 32 (East of Lirtdoln

way to P lot only! Ave 1

Lot 2i Lot 34
Lot 32 (West o( Lincoln Lot 40
Ave ontyl Lot 46

Lot 41 Lot 47 (Except tor HOR
Lot 42 h HP)
Lot 43 Lot 62
Thatcher Way (East ttda Lot 63

only Lot 64
Lot 44 Lot 66
Lot 46 Lot 66
Lot 49 Lot 71

Lot 50 Any Can^HM Roadway
Any ParkifK] Meter

If you b«li«v« you ware improperly itaued a ticket for
violation of snow regulations, you may appeal it, within 7

days from its date of issue, to the Parking Appeals Board,
Dickinson Hall

Information Data Baffkk

2Z7 Whitmore

a service of the Dean of Students Office

I SPECIAL FOR EXAMS Dec. 16-22

*

18 Main St.

LIQUORS

a
a
1

LATE HIGHT COFFEE O'S

253-5441
a Exam Studlers & Other Night Owls— Continuing An "Old"

Amherst Tradition:

a
a
a
a
a

BEAT
THE HOLIDAY PARTY RUSH!!

EARLY-BIRD SPECIALS
KEGS

$21.00 and up
in-store specials

SCHLITZ LITE
$6.99

12 oz. cans/bottles

ST. JACOB LIfFRAUM1LCH
$3.49

S0.7 oz., 10% ale. by vol.

LIEBFRAUMILCH
$1.99

23 oz. 10% ale. by vol.

• FREE
GIFT WRAPPING

m Amherst's only all night store Is running its usual exam special

fj^-" during exam week. Fresh hot coffee only 3* a cup from 12 mid. to 7

^.m.! Hungry too? Try our Pastry, Hot Sandwiches, Cold Cut
Gii'^ders, Candy, Donuts. Cold Soda, & Assorted Munchies as well

as oii groceries and dairy products. We also have Eggnog for

holiday parties.

AMHERST ALL STAR
"Not just a Milk Store"

87 Main St. • Amherst open 24 hours
Town Hall Bus Stop— SN/NA/BR Bus Route a
We accept Food Stamps. (Sorry, no checks.) 5)

HHHHSa

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

ALL STAR
uAinv Fouos

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

• • •i^ff* • • • •] •][•]!• h^ • • • Mif • • • • •
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The UMass hockey team, shown in action against the Cadets of Army last weekend,
took on Eastern p>ower Memmaek College io a road contest last night. The Minutemen
won their last game, topping Boston State, 7-5. Their record stood 1-4 as they prepared
for the Merrimack game

'Conies' win IIVI v-ball title
The Johnson House Con-

eheads captured the in-

tramural volleyball cham-
pionship last Thursday
against Iowa Tech from
Washington Tower.
After losing the first game

15-6, the Coneheads came
back to capture the second
and third games by scores

of 15 8 and 20 18

The third game featured a

tremendous comeback by

Iowa Tech, led by
Washington Head of

Residence and UMass
Volleyball B' Team Coach.

Kirk Peters.

Iowa trailed 14 7 but

fought back to tie it ^t 14- 14

before falling by the final

scoreof 20 18.

In the women's division,

the Pumas, campus cham-
pions the last three years,

defeated Waldo's Women
from Emerson dorm by
scores of 13 15, 15-4, arKi

15 13.

1l&itt@vpm
TAPES
ACCESSORIES
MUSIC BOOKS
TICKETRON

Jotn tt>* p*opi* »f>0 *i>oo

tn*»»ll»y $ mott
comp40t0 r0cora A l»P»

ttort Our tlOf»l»

locaihf-omn^ tntt

p0Ofil0-orif>t»d

finishMr

SELECTION is what makes PLATTERPUS different

from other area record stores. Our huge stock Includes

classical, rock, disco, folk, showtunes and easy

listening, as well as the most complete jazz depart-

ment in the valley.

NOW
-IN TIME FOR THE HOLIDA YS-

WE OFFER THIS

3mm^
ALL '?r LP'S & TAPES

WED THURS. & FRI.

DEC 13.14 & 15

NO LIMIT

ALL LABELS
ALL MUSICAL
CATEGORIES

(g)Tin(SEnNON

Plaitarput is the areas
newest and most convenient

)Ttck«tron outlet. oKering

lickets to most maiof East

Coast entertainment and
sporting events Remember,
tickets to a Broadway sliow

make great gifts

586-5882

HAMP PLAZA NORTH KING ST NORTHAMPTON -
HOLIDAY HOURS: SUN. 12-6 PM, MON.-SAT. 10 AM-10 PM

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
Hockey at Merrimack (night)

TODAY'S GAMES
Men's basketball vs Connecticut (Home) 7:30 p.m.

TOMORROW'S GAMES
No games scheduled

Sports Notices
VOLLEYBALL FORFEIT FEE REFUNDS will be given back DECEMBER 18-22
ONLY. - You must see Mrs. Laramie, Intramural Office, Rm. 215, Boyden.

• CIIATieaAL ACTIVITY FftfCBAM

riNAl. eXAMUMTIOHS

OMMbar U tn DccoAar ti. Ifli

ALL PACILITIIS AU P<» UmvnSITV StV^Sl- rACVLTT . AM) SIArr . rlaaa* rreaent I.D.

(Urda when •nccrtns tpprnfrlttt factiitr'.

Mtal Mnn lASicmALL COURTS WIU. CLOSt AT 12:00 P.H. Ftl.. fCC. 15.

ASrtnALL COURTS WILL CLTSE AT »:nO P.M. FSI., IWC. H,
M-OPfll
RZ-OPCM

roots

Mnn.-Tri. llrM-ltOO
Non. y»4. 7;)0.*:)0 PM

IPTP"

UP SHIM:

OPtH 9WTH
NAIBICAPPtri:

mntALL OOORTt:
riror-MitlMn la. tIS tllHmn)
Men. TImn. •rflOANf^MPM
Prl4ay S;00 AM-)-M PH

•OreOi HT. RM.

Hoa.-Ttwr*. tcOO AM-t:ie PM
Prl4ay trOO MI-9:)« PM

MVLIHC ALLITSt
MMi.-Prt. 12:00-10:30 PM.

MPPt

Hr>RC

Tuti . Thun

.

Mb-. Prl.

mats TRACT:
NKi<4af-Prl<UT

W-n weiCMT RM.

N»n. -Ttwri.
trtUy

S:00 AM

MC. 2t.

MC. 2t.

«:M PM
'«:00 AM

•iOO AM 1:00 m

*:«« AM-
•rOA AM

«:M m
1:M PM

HI A;X PAClLITItS cteto Pec.
UBERnBt until rakraary. If7«.

»-2).

UMass' Kimball honored
Yet another honor found its way to the UMass football team yesterday, as offensive

guard and co-captain Bruce Kimball was named to the Associated Press Little All
American Foott)all Team for the second straight season. '

Kimball, a 6'2, 268 pound senior from Rowley, Mass.. has been the mainstay of a
Minuteman offensive line which helped the team average over 250 rushing yards per
game this season. He has been named All-Yankee Conference twice in his career at
UMass, and was named All-New England this season.
Kimball, who is considered by many to be a pnme pro prospect, will make his final

appearance m a UMass uniform this Saturday when the Minutemen face Florida A&M
for the NCAA 1AA championship in Wichita Falls, Texas.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE is sear
ching for a full time "03" Junior Clerk. Individual will act as
counter clerk... assisting organizations in preparing purchase
orders, deposits, check requests, etc. and direct inquiries to

proper individuals for resolution.

QUALIFICATIONS: Ability to work closely and communicate
with public, staff and students; good command of oral and
written English. Knowledge of business office procedures and
equipment helpful. Position available immediately. Remunera-
tion: $3.85 per hour.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office (Student Union
416) with resume and three letters of reference by December
22, 1978.

THIS OFFICE IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER,
M/F/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER.

SPIRITS AND STUFF

The
Hungry

U
"Christmas gift certificates

are now available*'

BUY a friend dinner
55 University Dr.,

Amlierst, Mass.
549-5713
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EASY AS 1. 2. 3.. Dennis Dent (9), UMass' explosivs tailback, is shown her* as
he returns a kickoff 96 yards for a touchdown in last Saturday's big playoff w«:i

Hoopmen seek victory

againsttough Huskies

over Nevada/ Reno. This Saturday, the Minutemen battle Rorida A €r M in

Wichita Falls. Texas for the NCAA-1AA championship. (Photo special to the

Collegian by Jim Cain.)

By W>4£ T CHERNIAK
Collegian Staff

The UMass basketball team, coming oH
two consecutive narrow victories, will try to

make it three straight tonight when they take

on the University of Connecticut Huskies at

the Cage.
UConn sports a 3 2 record, which is iden

tical to that of the Minutemen, but are rank

ed fourth in New England, and have already

felt the benefits of perhaps the best

recruiting year m the school's history

Led by freshman Cornelius Thompson,

one of the most highly recruited high school

players m the country a year ago, and Mike

McKay, who averaged 28 points a game m
his senior year, UConn has added.some scor

ing punch to their forward line But the

Huskies may be without the services of for-

ward Jim Abromaitis, who averaged 14.5

points and 8.8 rebounds last season.

Abromaitis, one of UConn's tri captains, has

had knee problems this year, and may not

play

UMass coach Jack Leaman had con-
siderable praise for the UConn squad, which
is ted by second year mentor Dom Perno
They're a itne club," said Leaman. "Corny
Thompson is one of the finest players in New
England, and they have great size."

Leaman will start senior Len Kohlhaas at

center, with Mark Haymore, the team's scor-

ing leader at 20 points a game, and Eric

Williams, team captain and hero of the 69 68
victory over Vermont, manning the forward
positions. Billy Morrison and Brad Johnson
will comprise the backcourt tandem for the
Minutemen,
UConn IS expected to start Thompson,

McKay and burly senior Jeff Carr up front,

with Randy LaVigne and freshman Jim
Sullivan, who scored over 2,000 points m his

high school career at Boston's Dom Savio
High at the guards.

Despite UConn's credentials. Leaman is

confident. "I think we're playing better," he
said, "and this team is going to impress peo-
ple as we go along." "I think we have the
ability to beat them and beat them hard"

CoUegieui

orts

(^
Bill Tarter

P/ay it again, ref
1

Allen 1st, grapplers 6th

in EAA championships
By MARTY LUTTRELL
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON Heavyweight John Allen

continued his winning ways last weekend

as he went undefeated, taking first place in

the Eastern Athletic Association Cham-

pionships, held at George Washington

University

The Minutemen finished sixth overall in

the Eastern Eight tournament, with Penn

State taking first, followed by Pitt and

Rutgers.
Allen defeated Dave Jevic of Rutgers by a

fall at 2:51 of the second period. In the

finals he defeated Steve Smocharski of Pitt

in a 7 2 decision. At one point in the con-

test Allen locked up with the 6'9", 400 lb.

Smocharski and threw him over his back in

a lateral drop.

"When John did that," said coach Dave

Amato, "the place went crazy. That guy hit

the floor and the whole gym shook."

UMass freshman Kevin Murphy took se-

cond in the 142 lb class, pinning Rodney
Johnson of West Virginia in the semifinals,

then losing a decision to George Medina of

Penn State.

Mike Carroll finished fourth in the 150-lb.

class, defeating the number one seed,
Brian Surage of Rutgers, in the first round.
The Minutemen moved from eighth to

fifth-ranked in New England this week, ac-

cording to the Boston Globe. The next
match for the Minutemen will be at the

Boyden Gymnasium on Saturday, when
they take on Army. The dual meet is

scheduled to start at 2:00 p.m.
NOTES: The UMass sub-varsity wrestling

squad defeated Springfield College's JV
team last weekend, 27-13. Mike Vilardi,

Greg Johnson, Alan Levy, Dave O'Brian
and Steve Joyce won superior decisions.

Brian "Buzz" Faucet won by a pin, and
Dave Daly and heavyweight Bob Radowicz
both tied.

Monday special
Win or lose, the Collegieh will be publishing a football special which will

be out oiv Mondays mornina. It will be packed with photos and »to"«»

from thie Saturday's championshii) flame as welras reflecttena on tHft en-

tire season. Don't forget to pick up your copy.

I have abstained from judgment on this

issue in the past but I think the time has
come to asist NFL referees with electronic

camera aid.

The clash between Dallas and New
England a couple weeks ago was just one
more example for the need of such
assistance.

In the second haH of a close contest,

Dallas' running back Scort Laidlaw, while

twisting and squirming for extra yardage,

lost control of the football. The Patriot

defense recovered the loose ball, insisting it

was a fumble. The referee claimed Laidlaw

was already down, thus allowing Dallas to

maintain possession. On the replay it was
clear he had fumbled. The two network an-

nouncers conceded that the referee had er

red, but left it at that. The game continued
with the Patriots fnd their fans grinding

their teeth and complaining to deaf ears.

This incident was minor compared to

some colossal officiating blunders from last

year. New England and Miami fans won't
easily forget Bert Jones' infamous "phan-
tomfumble", in the waning moments of last

season's crucial game between the Colts

and Patriots. The frustrated fans sent peti-

tions to Pete Rozelle protesting the call

which deprived their team of a spot in the

playoffs. Of course it was to no avail.

Then again in last year's playoff between
Oakland and Denver, Denver's Rob Lyttle

clearly fumbled while diving toward the

goalline. Oakland recovered the only pro

blem was the referees' view had been
screened and he didn't see the fumble.

Denver scored on the next play and even-

tually won the game, earning them the

right to continue on to the Super Bowl.

In an era when the game has become so

scientific and sophisticated it seems only

appropriate that the officiating should

maintain a similar level. No team of

referees, however capable-as many are-

should be given sole responsibility in crucial

games where human frailty can be influenc-

ed by the mtiimuating presence of some
60,000 one sided hollering, honDe fans.

(Coincidentally, the home team got the

benefit of the call on each occasion that I

mentioned! Human error, in very close

call? must always be reckoned with. Split-

sec .id "judgments ' affecting the out-

come of a crucial game reviewed by
millions should no longer be left to that

human frailty.

The referees should at least be entitled to

the same benefits as the home fans judging

the instant replay. Proposals have been

suggested to have an overseeing impartial

judge in a well positioned judges' box.

When -and only when referred to from the

referees on the field, the judge would relay

his viewpoint for consideration. This seems
both a logical and efficient means of solv-

ing the problem.

A common complaint against it is the

"delay of game " excuse. What about the

calling for the chain measurement on close

first down situations? Nobody complains

about delay in those instances and personal

judgement is given technological aid there.

What at)Out those interminable, ever in-

creasing "timeouts" for TV commercials?

A game today is never short of three hours.

Let's face it, if coaches from the press box

can relay electronic messages into the

team's huddle for every play, certainly the

referees can receive similar instantaneous

communication.

Some critics of the proposal claim the

camera's replay would still be inconclusive.

Disputing the advantages of the TV camera

in making a decision is as stupid as to deny-

ing the efficacy of the photo finish camera

in horse racing. Just think of all the uproar

quelled by that electronic introduction into

horse racing.

Games should not be won or lost through

bad judgement when we have the capacity

to rectify those errors. Let the outcome be

determined by the players, not the officials.

Let's bring on the cameras.
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UMass police probing

homosexual complaints
By JOSEPH QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

UMass police are inve^igating an
anonymous complaint about homosexual
propositioning in a men's room in the

basement of Herter Half.

The Daily Hampshire Gazette, the local

newspaper in Northampton, yesterday

afternoon reported that its own in-

vestigation has uncovered evidence of

possible "criminal" activity" sexual

harrassment and open lewdness" -in the

rest room

.

UMass Chief of Police Robert G. Joyce
said the complaint, received by the

department earlier this month, did not

mention any physical harrassment in the

rest room. He also said it did not complain

about sexual coercion for grades. The
unidentified author of the complaint

clainr>ed to be a professor.

Joyce also said the police department has

not received any formal complaints about
any specific incidents of sexual
harrassment in the men's room or the

building.

"None of the people have come forward"

about the complaint, Joyce said. "They're

rr>ore or less tying up our hands" if there

were any actual criminal incidents.

The Peoples Ga/ Alliance, a campus
organization, issued a statement yesterday

about the news coverage of incidents in the

men's room in Herter Hall.

"The existance of gay meeting places on

campus has been common knowledge for

some time," the statement said. "We must
not let the newness of the media report to

sensationalize an issue that has been of

concern to both the gay and straight

community...

"...A proposition does not constitute

criminal activity," the statement also said.

Jeff Tagen, treasurer for the alliance, said

the Herter Hall men's room is one of the

meeting places referred to in his group's

statement. Tagen said he has not heard of

any physical harrassment in the rest room.

The rest room, a seven-stall unit, is in a
basement corridor that has no classrooms.

A women's rest room and several storage

closets are also on the corridor. The two
rest rooms serve the first floor and
language laboratories in the basement of

the wing of Herter Hall

An office worker in Herter Hall yesterday

said propositioning has occurred in the

basement rest room for the c>ast few years.

The worker, who asked not to be identified,

said he has been propositioned when he
has used the facilities. He also said he has
not heard of any physical harrassment

there.

The worker also said a University

locksmith installed a lock on the door to the

rest room a few years ago, to prevent any
incidents there at night The lock on the

door, the worker said, is frequently jammed
so that a key cannot open it. The Gazette

story yesterday also quoted a faculty

member who said there is "equally un-

professional" heterosexual activities in

Herter Hall.

Provost Jermiah Allen, the chief academic

officer on campus, yesterday said he had

not heard anything about incidents in

Herter Hall until the Gazette reporter in

terviewed him for the story.

Chancellor Randloph W Bromery, in a

statement, said "We are concerned about

sexual harassment whether they are

homosexual or l\eterosexual and we will

make a serious investigation."

GRC probe to continue

Stephenie Blinn of Martha Faisons first grade class at Fort River School in

Amherst enjoys one of her last free moments before the push of "finals"

begins. (Staff photo by Bill Greene)

By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

New studies will be undertaken in the

towers of the Graduate Research Center in

an effort to pinp>oint the cause of a

mysterious illness among workers.

A new health survey of workers is

scheduled next week, said University

Health Service Director Barry W. Averill,

and a study of the building's ventilations

system will begin in January.

Also, for the first time, students who have

worked more than 10 hours a week for a

two month period in the center will be

surveyed to identify possible health pro-

blems, an administration official said Mon-
day.

Meanwhile, laboratory analysis of air and

water samples taken from the building last

month continues at the Cincinnati offices

of the National Institute of Occupational

Health and Safety. Results are expected

next month.

The towers of the 19-story structure were
shut down for a week last May when high

concentrations of the chemical solvent

tolulene were found in blood samples of

headaches and nausea, and the women
reported irregularities in their menstrual

cycles.

The center later reopened, but tolulerte

never was cited as cause of the illnesses.

When the health complaints continued this

fall, Averill requested NIOSH officials in-

vestigate the problem.
Averill said again yesterday the health pro-

blems represent no immediate danger.

"There's no cause for alarm," he said. "No
health impairments have resulted."

Averill said the second study, prepared by
NIOSH official Mitch Singal, will be con-

ducted to "get a better handle" on the

health problems.
"They're going to do a more careful

assessment of the problem," he said.

"We're waiting to be advised on what to

do."
Averill said the university would "ab-

solutely" follow NIOSH recommendations
to solve the problem. He said he has re-

quested $30,000 for the coming year to

fight the problem, along with other "high

risk" areas on campus.

UMprofpresentspiiysics finding
A UMass astronomy professor will present this week the first experimental evidence

directly supporting the existence of gravitational waves, the National Science Founda-

tion announced yesterday.

Dr. Joseph H. Taylor and a research team here said gravity waves, one of the

longstanding but yet untested predictions of Albert Einstein's theory of relativity, have

not been observed, but changes in the orbit of a distant, invisible star appear to be

caused by gravity wave emissions.

Gravity is the force that makes things fall to the ground and keeps bodies from drif-

ting off into space. It is also the 'glue' that holds our solar system, galaxy and universe

together.

Taylor will present his findings at a symposium on relativistic astrophysics currently

being held in Munich, West Germany, and attended by hundreds of astrophysicists

from Europe and North America.

The new data comes from using the powerful, 1,000 foot diamter radio telescope at

Arecibo, Puerto Rico, to study radio waves from a pulsar 15,000 light years from earth.

A light year is the distance light can travel in a year at 186.000 milfi«; npr «;pcond.

UMass research on pulsars has been funded by the National Science Foundation

since 1968, a few weeks after the first pulsar was discovered by radio astonomers in

Cambridge, England.

Pulsars are thought to be the remants of dying starts that collapse into super-dense,

rapidly spinning objects after exploding. Powerful waves of unknown origin beam from

them in pulses like a lighthouse beacon.

Einstein's theory predicts that such a system should emit gravitational waves which

slowly extract energy from the orbit, thereby causing the pulsar and its companion to

move closer together. As the site of the orbit decreases, the length of time required for

the pulsar to complete a revolution also decreases.

Taylor said the results probably would not directly aid those scientists who for years

have tried to build gravity wave detectors. "But it is at least proof that the radiation they

are looking for exists and that they are not on a wild goose chase," he said.

Relativity theory predicts that the orbit period of a pulsar should decrease at the rate

of one-ten thousandth of a second per year. The measured amount is almost precisely

this value, and Einstein's application has been verified.
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Iranian soldiers naar tha GovarrxHS ratidanca in "ticks tarroriiad tha chy. forcjno avary auto to tapa a

Isfahan damonstrata thair support of the Shah yestar picture of tha Shah on the window or be beaten for thair

day. Soldtars and oroupa of men armed with heavy refusfl. (UPI)

Iranian violence continues;

hospitals fill with wounded
Associated Press

ISFAHAN, /ran-lranian troops firing automatic weapons kill-

ed three more persons yesterday in assaults against op-

ponents of Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi in Isfahan, well-

placed sources say The death toll reported by various sources

after three days of vtole*>ce was 44. but the government con

firmed only nine.

Soldiers sprayed volleys in the streets and military led mot»

of loyalists roamed this picturesque central Iranian city in

search of shah opponents to beat up with clubs and wooden

staves.

Isfahan hospitals, crammed with 700 gunshot casualties and

victims of savage street beatings, reported the 44 dead since

rioting began Monday night m connection with the Shiite

Moslem holy period of Ashura.

As doctors in blood spattered white coats tended the

wounded Dr. Fiarwoosh Sehhat, a US. -trained surgeon at

Isfahan's Soraya hospital, said "This is unbelievable The

soldiers have been shooting at people who came to donate the

blood for the wounded."

Moments after he spoke, a man reported to have been shot

Tuesday as he waited in the line outside Askarieh Hospital to

give blood, died m Soraya' s operating theater.

A large force of soldiers with armored vehicles plastered with

portraits of the 59-year-old shah, controlled the streets while

helicopters patrolled above the tense city of one million peo-

ple.

Authorities so far have confirmed nine dead and 65 wounded

since Monday night when anti shah protesters attacked with

dynamite satchel bombs the local headquarters of SAVAK,

the shah's secret police, and other government buildings.

At Askarieh Hospital, a gynecological center transformed in-

to an emergency aid station for the casualties, doctors

reported troops were dragging bodies away in an apparent ef

fort to camouflage the size of the death toll.

The violence in Isfahan, a historic city of domes, mosques

and tree lined boulevards 250 miles south of Tehran, is anrx>ng

the worst that has torn this oil-nch nation since opposition to

the shah erupted in January.

Ayatullah Khomeini, the self exiled leader of the Shiite

Moslem sect, has been encouraging his followers to rebel

against the shah's Westernization campaign. He said yester-

day oil supplies to countries supporting the shah would be cut

off if his religious forces come to power and would remain in

force "as long as these heads of state stay in power "

In a communique written in his home outside Paris, the 78-

year-old Khomaimi singled out the United States, saying Con-

gress "must take issue" with President Carter to stop backing

the shah.

New problems hinder future

of Egypt-Israeli peace treaty
Associated Press

JERUSALEM - New
snags clouded ttw future of

an EgyptianVsraeli peace

treaty yesterday. Secretary

of State Cyrus R. Vance,

citing "urgiiant business,"

said he would finish his

ahuttia taNca with Prime

Minister Manacham Begin

arx) return home aariiar

than schadulad.

Israeli state radio said

proposals from Egyptian

President Anwar Sadat car

ried by Vance to Begin were

found to be unacceptable.

The secretary's char>ge of

plans was announced by a

spokesman after Vance
held two meetings with

Israeli officials and talked

with President Carter in.

Washington by telephone.

The U.S. spokesman,
George Sherman, said

Vance would fly today to.

Egypt, then to the United

States tomorrow after a last

talk with Sadat. He had

planned to stay in Israel at

least until tomorrow

Sherman said Vance
"feels hn wil! have achieved

pretive letters" linking it to

elections among the

450,000 Palestinians in

Gaza. Israel has refused to

tie the peace treaty to steps

toward self-government for

tt>e Palestinians.

The new proposals
Vance and Sadat worked
out also recognized Egypt's

right to defant itself and act

in dafanaa of other Arab

countries if they came
ufKlar attack.

Evidently, ttiaae two pro-

posals nettled Begin arnl

other Israeli officials. Begin

contends Palestinian
autonomy is to be
negotiated separately under

the Camp David
agreements. The Israelis

also want a provision in the

treaty giving Egypt's obliga-

tions to the treaty
precedence over its obliga-

tions to other Arab states.

But the Israelis appeared

cool to the proposal and
', Vance admitted that he was
encountering difficulties.

Vance told reporters after

his second meeting with

Israel leaders that "there are

differences of views bet-

ween us"' and that negotia-

everything he could by the

time he leaves the area and

he has important business

in Washington." Sherman
would not say what
business called the

secretary away.

Sadat had also expressed

optimism, saying in Cairo

he was "quite ready" to

sign a peace pact with

Israel.

Earlier, Vance indicated

he had some hopes for his

session in Israel. He told

reporters on arrival from

Cairo he believed he was in

the "final stages" of his

Mideast shuttle.

Vance shuttled to

Jerusalem from Cairo carry-

ing Egypt's conditional ac-

ceptance of a peace treaty

-which the U.S. envoy and

Sadat had. worked out in

several sessions in Cairo

-suggesting the treaty be

linked to a commitment for

elections among the Palesti-

nians in tne Israeli occupied

Ga/d Strip.

Apparently with U.S. en-

dorsement, Egypt proposed

the treaty include "inter-

tions were at a 'delicate

stage."
Begin, referring to what

he called Egyptian "pro-

posals which we hear about

for the first time," said

Egypt ar>d Israel had dif-

ferences of opinion on a

treaty.

Council
won't back
tax boost
Associated Press

CLEVELAND - A hostile City Council yesterday

told Mayor Dennis J. Kucinich it was not inclined to support

his plan to raise taxes as a way to save the city from defaulting

on $15 5 million in notes.

After almost three hours of discussion, the council, in a non-

binding straw vote, cast only 13 votes in favor of the mayor's

proposal and 14 against, with six members absent.

Unless the city of 625.000 repays or refinances the notes

which rrtature at 5 p.m. tomorrow, Cleveland will become the

first major U.S. city to default since the Depression.

Council President George L. Forbes said the mayor needs 22

votes - two thirds - to get his plan through before tomor-

row and asked the administration to return this morning with a

more detailed program.
Councilmen E.T. Caviness told Kucinich that fie would not

approve any plan that did not include the sale of Cleveland's

long neglected 46,000-customer Municipal Light system.

There appeared to be widespread sentiment in the council for

making the sale a condition for approving Kucinich's fiscal

bailout plan.

"It's sort of like trying to run a race where you have to clear

hurdles, " Kucinich said earlier when a councilman expressed

skepticism about all the pieces falling into place. "If you don't

start to run, it is sure you are going to lose."

Kucinich said that unless the council takes action on his plan

late yesterday or today, Cleveland will default tomorrow and

would have to sell its assets, cut expenses or otherwise in-

crease its revenues.

The council heard from John R. Carhuff, managing pantner

of the municipal division of the First Boston Corp., the aty's

financial adviser. Carhuff presented a timetable for action by

the city, its banks, the public and the Ohio Legislature for

resolving Cleveland's financial dilemma.

Carhuff said the plan could run into trouble in several areas,

but that he felt it contained significant checks and balances to

give comfort to all the parties involved.

City Council Majority Leader Basil M. Russo said the

toughest hurdle woukj be legislative approval for a plan to sell

bonds to replenish city coffers for money improperly soent in

past years. He said such a practice is currently illegal and that

the legislature may be reluctant to condone it.

The council's support for the inconne tax hike and bond

measures is essential before tomorrow's default deadline.

Kucinich has said that layoffs loom in any case, but if the city

defaults, there also will be cuts in health, recreation, sewer

construction, road repairs and waste collection.

Three quarters of the city's general fund is spent for salaries

for its 10,000 employees. Two thirds of-the general fund sup-

ports the city's 1 ,900 police officers and 1 ,000 fire fighters.

White enters

innocent plea
SAN FRANCISCO - Former Supervisor Dan White pleaded

innocent yesterday to the Nov. 27 City Hall murders of Mayor

George Moscone and supervisor Harvey Milk.

White, 32, a former policeman, fireman and Army

paratrooper, sat quietly next to his attorney, Douglas Sch-

midt, as Municipal Court Judge R.J. Reynolds set bail at $1

million. A preliminary hearing was set for Jan. 17.

White, clad in a bright orange jumpsuit, was calm during the

hearing, glancing twice at his wife, Mary Ann, who sat

nervously next to White's father and three family members in

the small courtroom.

When the judge asked White whether he understood tha

plea, he answered clearly, "I do, your Honor."

White is charged with two counts of first degree murder

"with special circumstances" in the gunshot killings.

If White is convicted under a new "special circumstances"

statute covering murder of public officials, the death penalty

would be mandatory.
The judge granted Schmidt's request that his client be

allowed to plead innocent by reason of insanity in trial court

and challenge the "special circumstances."

White also is charged with using a firearm, a .38-caliber

revolver to kill his two colleagues.

Schmidt said his client has been in "a prolonged state of

shock" since he surrendered to police within an hour after the

shootings. - ,. -^
"He is continuing to be in a state of shock," Schnriidt tokl

reporters after the hearing. "He's certainly depressed."

Under a recent state Supreme Court ruling on insanity pleas,

a defendant must prove that he had a mental defect or disease

that resuKad In his lacking "the capadtv...to conform his

conduct to the requirements of the law" or to "appreciate the

criminality of his conduct."
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Amherst offers to sell

water to Belchertown
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Co/iegian Staff

The town of Amherst offered this week to

sell water to residents in the north end of

Belchertown whose wells have run dry.

The official offer came in a letter to

Belchertown selectmen, and from Amherst
officials present at a meeting of the af-

fected people Tuesday night.

The letter, approved by Amherst selec-

trT>en Monday night, expressed their

willingness to provide water, but included

an attached memo which contained some
reservations and preliminary conditions.

The board was concerned with limiting the

number of potential tie ins, and the sale of

water to about 10,000 gallons per day.

The water would come from an eight-inch

main connecting two existing lines, one of

which is in P Ichertown, and run through

the affected area. The tine would serve

about 20 30 households.
Shirley Dorey. a Belchertown selectman,

told residents at the Belchertown meeting

the line would cost each household about
$120 per month for fifteen years. She said

the Federal Farmer's Home Administration

would pay about 75 p>ercent of construction

costs.

Present at the Belchertown meeting, held

in the ti y Dwight Chapel in the north end of

town, were about sixty residents,

Belchertown selectmen, and engineers

from both towns.

The engineers were present to discuss
charges by some residents that recent
water testing by Amherst in nearby
Lawrence swamp to determine viability of

getting water has caused the drying of

wells. Amherst engineers have said they
are convinced that there is no connection.

But according to Ed Tolzdorf , spokesman
for the residents, they are not convinced.

"They haven't put any concrete proof in

front of us," he said. He added residents

are usually more careful with water in the

fall because levels decrease, but said no
one can remember a similar situation of

widespread drying. A shortage earlier this

year in Amherst led to declaration of a

water emergency, with selectmen asking a

25 percent reduction in use.

Tolzdorf said he hopes his neighbors will

decide to accept Amherst's offer, but
expressed concern that when wells begin

to fill in the spring, residents will give up the

idea. "It will just happen again," he said,

"and Amherst may have its own problems
then."

Carter announces plan

attacking fraud and waste
Associated Press

WASHfNGTON-President Carter an
nounced a government-wide campaign
yesterday to attack fraud and waste and a

new program aimed at saving the $3 billion

a year he says complex federal re-

quirements add to the cost of welfare.

Speaking to a conference of 1,300 local,

state and federal prosecutors and program
administrators. Carter vowed to cut losses

hf said may be small in terms of the federal

budget but are "huge and demoralizating"

in terms of the average American's tax bill.

In another speech. Gov. George Busbee,

Carter's successor as chief executive of

Georgia, blamed unreasonable, inflexible

and often contradicatory federal rules for

n>any of the billions of dollars the govern-

ment admittedly loses to fraud, abuse and
error.

But Mayor Richard Hatcher of Gary, Ind.,

was pessimistic about any efforts to fight

fraud and abuse in government prograrr^

for the needy. "Little can really be done" to

eliminate leakage in the welfare system

without "systematic reform" to simplify the

whole process. Hatcher said.

The Carter administration failed in the last

Congress to win approval of its proposed

major overhaul of the welfare system

.

Hatcher also suggested that "the same
people who have fits about welfare fraud

have very few fits about equally illegal and

much nrwre egregious fraud in the Defense

Department or in the professional, cor-

porate and business side of American life."

He suggested racism and the class system

may be behind the politics of fightir>g

welfare fraud.

Carter said his campaign against waste
will not be restricted to the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare, which is

sponsoring the national conference.

He said he is directing each agency and
department to prepare a plan "for

eliminating waste and frau in its own ac-

tivities and. ..designate a i ngle official to

oversee the preparation and implementa-

tion of that plan."

Administration officials familiar with the

president's program said he does not con-

template lots of "little inspectors general"

operating independently throughout the

government as they soon will in 12 federal

departments and agencies designated by
Congress.
The government-wide program to be

oyerseen by the White House Office of

Management and Budget will be more of a

"consciousness-raising exercise" to em-
phasize the need for efficiencies, they sakl.

The president also said he is asking 0MB
Director James Mclntyre and HEW
Secretary Joseph A. CaHfano Jr. "to head

a major effort to simplify and streamlirie the

hundreds of complex eligibility re-

quirements which contribute $3 billion each

year to the cost of public assistance and
other human services programs."
The president said the effort will be

directed at procedures at the state and local

level "where it really counts." But there

was no immediate indication how much
could be done administratively and how
much would require new legislation.

Peter Heymanns picks out a Christmas tree for sale at tha corner of East and

North Pleasant Street. Tha sale is sponsored by the Amherst-Pelham Scouta.

(Staff photo by Bill Greene)

New women's paper

to appear in February
By DAVID BIEDERMAN
Collegian Staff

The first issue of the Valley Women's
Voice, a new monthly newspaper, is

scheduled to appear sometime in February.

Cindy Leerer, a newspaper organizer and

a staff member of the Everywomen's

Center, said the publication invites par

ticipation from women in all Five Colleges

and the community at large.

Goals of the newspaper include reaching

beyond the colleges to the general com-

munity, to reflect the diversity of and to

unite area women and to demonstrate,

through news analysis and issue oriented

articles how women can get involved," a

newspaper statement says. While not

stressing a particular political position. The

Voice's bottom line will be feminism, ac-

cording to the staff.

The idea for the paper began to take

shape last September. Leerer and staffers

sent out notices to about X women's
groups in the area and a meeting on
November 2 had representatives from

about seventeen of those groups at-

tending. Many groups got in touch later.

Leerer cites the inadequacy of women's
news coverage in most area publications as

the main catalyst for the Voice.

The Undergraduate Student Senate has

allocated $662 to finance the first issue.

Twenty five percent of total costs will be
covered by advertising, with the remaining

mor^sy coming from sales and mail sub-

scription, staffers say. The first issue will be

free, but successive issues will cost 25

cents. Subscriptions will be three dollars

for six months. There will be another rate,

for those who want to be sponsors, which

has yet to be established, said Leerer.

Study claims fedsmake arson profitable
•' ': ._^±' "..^...^r^oi r.MAan' CWA rr\r\r^rt:^np mfsurancfi oroaram an

Associated Press

BOSTON - Federal housing rehabilitation programs

are often to blame for putting the profit in arson for-profit,

says the most comprehensive arson study ever compiled in

Massachusetts.
Almost a how to do it manual on arson, the 121 -page report

also recommends a value index of types of buildings in various

neighborhoods to prevent overinsurance.

The innovative report, compiled by the Massachusetts Arson

Prevention Task Force, developed its recommendations by

analyzing different types of arson and the motivation behind

them.
Researchers in the task force chaired by Lt. Gov. Thomas P.

O'Neill then determined the best method and local, state or

federal agency for counteracting the crime.

The arson profiles follow a burned building's history from

sale to arson, detailing the roles of owners, mortgagers,

building inspectors, tenants, insurance agents and arsonists.

The study details how building insurance can be inflated by

second and third mortgages, and then cashed in by arson.

"HUD programs which were aimed at rehabilitating houses

in the cities are proving to be providing the pre-conditions for

arson, " said Robert Owens, who worked on the draft report.

The report, he said, criticizes HUD's policy of providing

rehabilitation loans only to owners of vacant buildings in order

not to displace tenants.

That policy forces some loanhungry landlords to start fires in

their own buildings to force tenants out, Owens says

The report also criticizes HUD for "redlining " neighborhoods

in Boston, Lynn, Springfield and Worcester by designating

them "high risk" areas and 'recommending them for HUD's

Special Risk Insurance Fund."

That federal "redlining" discourages conventional mortgage

investment in urban areas, the report says, often leaving arson

for profit the only way out for owners.

Alsc recommended bv the study is termination of the

"scandal ridden ' FHA mortgage insurance program and ag-

gressive enforcement of the Community Reinvestment Act to

assure availability of conventional mortgage funds.

With the regular lending institutions pulling out, secondary

mortgages - sometimes fictitious - come into play,

boosting the apparent value and insurance on a property,

Owens said. ...
Also coming under fire is the state's FAIR Plan, a high nsk

pool which provides insurance for homes in run-down urban

areas.

"By insuring buildings at questionable rates, it may be rewar

ding arsonists," said Owens. The report recommends greater

latitude for FAIR to cancel or refuse a policy.

The value index the report recomends may be a way to pre-

vent insurance companies unwittingly feeding the arson fires,

said Owens.
'Insurance companies and banks do not comnriunicate on

such very basic issues as the valuation of property, " he said.

The index of value would provide a way to inform the owner,

assessor, insurer, banker and prospective purchaser of a

building's true value.

"The most important tool people at that level have is shared

information to combat arson," said Owens.

"As soon as the people start to comunicate, the guy whose

going to burn a place for profit.

Among insurance safeguards recommmended are industry

guidelines on what constitutes over-insurance; mandatory

underwriter inspections shortly after policies take effect; fee

schedule changes to reduce the incentive for overinsurance,

and the right of an insurance company to examine The books

and accounts of the insured.

Also, under the more than 200 recommendations, insurers

would be given immunity from damage suits if they held back

claims payments in suspected arson Also, the state

mandated $750 relocation allowance to tenants displaced by

fire would be eliminated as an incentive to arson
^
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A lone jogger it momentarily visible as she runs under the lights at South
Wood Apts. Despite the snow and cold, many dedicated runners still

persevere. (Staff photo by Joanne Quinn)
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Around Ne^w England
PC holds mass
for fire victims
PROVIDENCE. R.I. I (yP/l Nearly 2,000

students, facuhy and friends jammed St.

Pius Church near Providence College
yesterday for a mass in memory of 10
women students killed in a dormitory fire a
year ago.

Participants lined the aisles and jammed
the rear of the huge church. Those crowd
ed in the lobby listened to words of remem-
brance being unable to follow the mass.

College closes;

no money left
PUTNEY, Vt. (AP) Windham College

will close its doors this week, the victim of

declining enrollment and an international

students program that backfired, college

officials said yesterday

"When the money goes out faster than it

comes in, there is nothing else we can do,"

said acting President Stanley Zielinski.

Lecture halls and classrooms were
deserted as Zielinski delivered the news to

the more than 200 students who jammed
into an auditorium.

The students jeered as Zielinski announc-

ed that they must be off campus by Satur-

day and that the college has no money to

refund tuition.

Fiedler receives

millions of cards
BOSTON (API Flowers and getwvell

cards from across the nation poured into

Boston yesterday for Pops conductor

Arthur Fiedler, the spirited ma^tro who is

recovering from brain surgery.

"We've received buckets of flowers and

millions of cards," said Fiedler's wife, Ellen.

Meetings train for

Seabrook action
The Hampshire County Alternative Energy

Coalition will hold a nonviolence training

session this Saturday in preparation for a
planned blockade of a ship carrying the
Seabrook, N H. nuclear power plant reac
tor vessel
The training session will include discus-

sions on nonviolence, concensus decision

making, etc It will take place in the

Unitarian Church on Pleasant St. at 10 a.m.
In addition, the group plans to hold a

special meetinq on the btockade on Mon-
day at 7:30 p.m. in room 302 of Converse

Hall at Amherst College. The group would

like those who plan to take part in the

blockade to attend both events.
Michael Sussman

Globe Santa
recruits tonight
The Globe Santa drive on campus to raise

money for Christmas toys for needy

children has collected nearly $1,000, stu-

dent organizer Michael Cohen yesterday

said A meeting tonight at 7 p m. next to

the Blue Wall is scheduled to recruit addi-

tional volunteers to assist in the collection

process, he said

INDEX maybe
here by Monday
INDEX '78, the UMass yeartKX)k, is

scheduled to arrive on campus by Monday,
staffer Pat Doyle said yesterday

Copies of the t)ook are now being shipped

from the American Yeart)ook Co. plant in

Kansas, and a delivery truck is due to arrive

in front of the Student Union building

Books will be given out from 9 a.m. to 5

p.m. to sophomores, juniors, and seniors

on a first come, first.served basis.

Cost for the book is $2, an increase of $1

over last year, and students must bring

their INDEX c*rd or proof of two
semesters' enrollment to be able to pur-

chase a copy.

Positions
Available at
the Collegian

Assistant Business Manager

Sales Representative

(experience preferred, car required)

Delivery Person

Work Study Clerical Position

Proofreaders & Pasteup

Contact Laura Bassett in the Collegian office, 113

Campus Center, for information and applications.
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__-j Charger snaps onto module

Gt UMAnVatn with batteries available in AA,

REGULAR PRICE $5.98* C D and 9 Volt sizes

Now Only 2.98*

Less 2.00 Rebate from GE

Your Cost 98C ^, T''"'l^ c?r^

campus center /univ. of mass/amherst

Ohio River floods,

peaks at Cincinnati
United Press International

C//VC/A//V>» 7"/- Rain -swollen Ohio River floodwaters churned downstream yesterday,

heading for a crest nine feet above flood level in Louisville, Ky., after peaking six feet

above the flood line in Cincinnati.

Although the Ohio River floodwaters were the deepest in more than a decade, com
plications were minor compared with past flooding thanks to early warning, new flood-

wall protection and the fact that last week's heavy rains which produced the flooding

abruptly ended.
However, the death toll from much more severe flooding this past weekend of Ken-

tucky rivers rose to three when authorities late Tuesday found the body of Robert Earl

Johnson in his flooded home near Ravenna. Authorities believe he may have drowned

when the Red River overflowed Saturday.

The bodies of a Bowling Green, Ky., woman and her young daughter had been found

Saturday in their car, submerged at a low point in the road.

But it was Louisville which faced the brunt of flooding from the Ohio River yesterday.

Above McAlpine Dam, where flood stage is 23 feet, the river figured to crest at 32 feet

late yesterday. Bdow the dam and lock system, where the flood level is 55 feet, a crest

of^5 feet was anticipated.

"We expect a long term crest in the Louisville area of about two days," said officials

at the National We.ither Service's Ohio River Forecast Center.

"The level should stay within a foot of the crest for about the next 48 hours.
'

Kentucky Disaster and Emergency Services spokesman Gordon Nichols said some

residents of Jefferson Conty, which includes Louisville, and Carroll County, where the

Ohio and Kentucky Rivers meet, already were affected.

"Eight people were evacuated in Jefferson county and 18 houses are reported sur

rouonded by water, he said. We still have water in Carroll County because there's

what they call a bump' or a hump' in the Kentucky River there.
"

Carter wants to end
newsroom searches
United Press International

WASHINGTON President Carter yester-

day proposed legislation to prohibit police

from searching newsrooms or the private

files of people preparing material for

publication except in extreme cases.

The proposal was drafted in response to

fears raised by the Supreme Court's deci-

sion upholding a surprise police search of

the student newspaper at Stanford Univer-

sity.

The administration bill to be presented to

the next Congress would protect from a

search or seizure "the work product" of

journalists, authors or others preparing for

publication, plus any other documentary

material they have gathered

"The media, no less than law enforce-

ment, needs to protect its confidential

sources from disclosure," Attorney General

Griffin Bell said in a statement on the pro

posal.

"The heart of the administration's pro-

posal is a no search' rule protecting the

work product of any persons preparing

material for dissemination."

The proposed legislation, outlined at a

news briefing by Bell and assistant attorney

general Philip Heymann, would include two

exceptions permitting unannounced sear

chfiS'

Searches would be permitted where

there was "immin nt danger" to life or

serious bodily injur,

.

Searches would be allowed where the

target was a "suspect in tfie crinne for

whtgh the evidence is sought."

Sally Volkman discovered yesterday that a snowman makes good company
in a big world At six years old. Sally likes to have someone look up to her.

(Staff photo by Joanne Quinn.)
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% IfiStauranf
S/7/s is first woman director

NEW YORK (UPI) Beverly Sills, red haired diva of the

Metropolitan Opera, yesterday was named general director of

the New York City Opera, the first wonrwn ever to hold the

post.

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
iNOICiTIS TWi L '( S". ^^

mMnmuAL

MIMAL

. W»d •ndThurm ••(TL,8e:18»«:4»

I Frt and 9«t •MTUS 6 15) 7:4» laiS

584 9153 • Oi ( - •**Di*_^__M*Si

IC"»'^ ON SAif JO MINUTtS P»IO" 'O TI.S

Sampt—Stlait—Sandwkhtt—Quichu

BmteU »nd Spr«ad»-BmM G«e^
Yogmrt Smoothiti—FnJt Cntmitd Cofftt

at Faces scxt to Ibe Aakerst Po«l OHice

COMFLETE TAKEOUT SERVICE

Opes Nitet til 9
256-8955

SadUy til 5

^

Richard
DreyfttSSin L4Mi;|

Bigfix
Wad and Thura at (TLS « OO) 8 30
Frt. and Sal at (TUS 6«») 7 ao » 66

ro

|flQ4Tnfl CHRISTIE'S

i^eNILE^ ^

Wed. and Thura. at <TLS 6 30)

Frt. and Sat at (TLB 4:4«)-8:06

J^ChPflCM0l5On

SOOTH
Wed and Thura. at^Tl^ « IS) 8:45

Frt and Sat at (TUS 6:16) 7 46 J0:I6|

POSITION AVAILABLE
Editor, University Directions

Applications are now being accepted for the

position of Editor of University Directions

Directions is the official guide to campus

published by the Office of the Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs and distributed to students an-

nually. . .

The Editor is responsible for gathering informa-

tion writing and editing copy, selecting

photographs, designing a format, and consulting

with production personnel. The position requires

strong language skills, awareness of the major

programs of the University, and the ability to

organize a complex project and work in-

dependently. '

^ „ .

The position is open to all full-time

undergraduates, including those without

work/study awards. Work will be full-time during

intersession and part-time during the spring

semester. Experience in writing, publications, or

related fields is desirable.

Applicants should contact Ruth Green or Bryan

Harvey, Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs (545-2334) as soon as possible.

Earn University

Credits While
in Paris

at the Paris American Academy

Oct. 15- May 20

i> Dec. 27-Jan. 23

July 1-Aug. 4

Learn: French \

Art History

Music

Art

Dance
Theater

Fashion Seminar- Jan. /June/Sept.

Have your own apartment, share one,

or even live with a French family.

For more information— call Jane at

549-2803

7 Old Soatk SI.

NortlMmploe. Mi

Thurs. George T. Gregory

Fri. — Sat. Fred Martin

Sun. Hexx and the

Scientific Americans

Mon.-Tues. the Electras

Wed.-Thur. Prana

Neat attire required

Downtown Northampton
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Letters
Problems with

Fine Arts Center
To the Editor:

y attended the Sunday afternoon per-

formance of "Tfte Wu" at the Fine Arts

Center and was greeted at the door with

the news that I would have to waitiout-

side in tfie co/d\ because there was a pro-

blem with the two seats I had reserved
and paid for The reservations were for

seats in tfie "Para" [paraplegic] ramp
tf>e only seating accessible to disabled

people It seems that the sound system
for the performance had been installed

there. They had squeeied two people in

tfyere already, and there was no more
room for myse/f and my friend.

After first being told that chairs would
be set up in a section for us, we were
tfwn informed that they had found two
regular seats, together, available for us in

Section 5. As I was in an electnc

wheelchair I was carried down to tfte

seats, only to find they were already oc
copied I was left sitting in someone
else 's seat while waiting for the situation

to be straightened out again We ttad

mistakenly been given seats which were
available for tfte evening performance.

Tfie result, after much confusion, was we
were seated in cf^airs put at tfte end of an
aisle. Of course. I ftad to be earned to

tfiere again The firte Arts Center staff

was very polite and ftelpful in trying to

assist me in these circumstances I hiave

no real complaint about them
However. I went to the performance en-

pectmg to sit where my seats were
designated I had to put up with the risk,

and the hurrylity of being carried all tfie

way to the seats, and once again, ex-

perience the feeling of being "different".

Tfie questions to be asked are Why was
tfte only accessible seating for disabled

people made unavailable to them? Wfw
was in charge of this decision and were
tftere otifections made^ Why wasn't the

fine Arts Center, a fairly new building,

designed ftarner free, thus avoiding this

entire situation^ Why are these kinds of

questions still being asked, with no real

answers given?
Susan Oowni*

Southwest

Information Data

Bank helpful

To the Editor:

With all the things that don't work at

this University. I was surprised to find

something (hat does. I received a notice

stating that I had to pay a commence-
ment fee in order to graduate This would
seem reasonable except for the fact that I

had already paid the fee for Spnng '78.

thinking that I was going to graduate at

that time. This didn't seem very fair to

me. Since I had seen ads for the Informa

tion Data Bank, I decided to try calling

them.
They were very helpful in instructing me

that a second payment was not
necessary, and also in explaining the

route to lake in correcting tfie error. The
value of such a service is considerable,

and I only wish (he IDB were operating

during my entire stay at the University. It

would have taken a lot of snags out of

this bureaucratic mess
Edward P. Lynch

Northampton

"Irresponsible" and

biased policy

To the Editor:

/ would like to protest the editorial

reply to Scott Weston's charges
[Two Views of Sexism", Wed. Dec.
13\. Weston makes several serious ac-

cusations which were never ade-
quately answered by the Collegian.

Did Executive Editor Doran refuse to print

part of a previous letter because informa-

tion was omitted and "factual" subs(an-

tiadons were no( supplied? If so, (his is ir-

responsible abuse of edi(orial power. The
Le(tcrs section mus( be an open forum
for personal opinions, substantiated or

not! It is up to the editors or other letter

writers to follow up with corrections,

clarification, objections, and defenses.

Weston also claims to have been
seriously hiisquoted. Mr. Doran's we
areonly-human excuse is ndt adequate.

Quotation marks should be sacred. The
difference between a quote and a

paraphrase must be immediatley obvious

to the reader.

The Collegian could have made a very

credible defense by pointing out
Weston's obvious failure to understand
the difficulties of putting out a
newspaper. For example, the limited

availability of column inches is an un-

fortunate reality, not necessarily "ar-

bitrary laws for conformity". Instead.

Doran chose to shrug off Weston's
charges of "sexual-political censorship"
by speciously linking them with previous
ly unsubstantiated cfiarges. He then gave
some credence to Weston's accusations
by devoting the majority of his editorial to

an attack on the letter-writer's ideology.

Finally. Mr Doran seems to ftave "tfte

essential ability to make critical distinc

tions between real wrong headedness
and viable tfieory. " tf this is so, I suggest
that he be promoted from Executive
Editor to god.

Patricia J. Langley
Greenfield

Mysterious Dr. Tobin
- no experiments

To the Editor
Several UMass students have called our
Department to inquire about an alleged

psychology experiment in which a Dr.

Tobin asks individuals to remove their

clothes and tfien threatens to "spank"
them We hope that stuoents are not be-

ing beguiled or exploited by this person.

We have no knowledge of who this rmght

be or how this individual is actually

operating We would like to remind any
students who are approached by person."

representing themselves as psychologists

to be especially wary about involving

themselves in any unorthodox and or

unethical experiences. All of the ex

penments which are conducted under the

auspices of tfie Psychctogy department
are carefully screened by the Depart-

ment's Human Subjects Committee and
are forwarded to the University Human
Subjects Committee for additional review

when necessary A listing of current ex-

periments can tye found in the lobby of

Tobin HaU One of our secretaries. Ruth
Egbert is also available in Tobin 401 to

discuss any questions that you mght
have

If you are approached by the mystenous
Dr Tobin or anyone else threatening to
' 'spank you

'

'. we would advise you to call

the police Also, we would appreciate

your contacting this Department at any
time that you are suspicious about
psychology experiments.

Bonnie R. Strickland, Ph.D.
Professor and Chair

Statement from the

Gay Alliance

To the Editor:

Regarding the article about Herter

Hall, The People's Gay Alliance would
like to make the following statement:

In a society where the open expression

df homosexuality is the target oil hatred,

violence, and repression, it is inevitable

that such expression will surface in other

ways. Recent reports of physical attacks

and property vandalism to gay men and
lesbians indicate that UMass is no excep
tion. Gay meeting places, where
anonymity is a protection against

homophobic attacks, will exist until such
time as society will freely allow us to

share our love openly.

I fie existence of gay meeting places on
campus has been common knowledge for

some time. We must not let the newness
of the media report to sensationalise an

issue that has been of concern to both the

gay and straight communities.

The implication that these meeting

places are an organized activity, by term

ing them "homosexual massage parlors.
"

IS absurd. The forces that cause (he ex

istence of such meeting places also serve

to divide and marginalise the par(icipan(s

through fear and threats.

A proposition does not constitute

criminal activity. The People's Gay
Alliance feels it may serve as an alter

native through its services and functions

aimed to th^ gay community We are

foremost concerned with educating the

general community and dispelling the

myths held about gay people.

People's Gay Alliance

Parting words
By Jon Hite

Somewhere between the start of a long

night of Steeley Dan and the end of a bottle

of Jameson's the reality of graduation set

in It IS terminal. It has yielded only to

confusion and an unrealistic desire to stop

the clock for say... five semesters or so. In

some respects, this all comes about too

soon.

There is an old story about a man whose
daily labors consisted of raking a pigsty.

After a year of smoothing mud and manure
for his unappreciative boss and for the even

more unappreciative residents of the sty

the man quit his job complcining that he

was tired of doing something that didn't

seem to matter to anyone. The man, whose
only marketable skill consisted of moving a

stick with an apendage attached to its end

in a forward and backward motion, next

found work sweeping slippery steel filings

off a warehouse floor. This made the floor

safe for the other employees they ap-

preciated this and he was happy After a

few years of this, the man quit. His boss

asked him why he was giving up a job that

was so meaningful. "Because," the man
said, "I miss the sunshine."

That's the confusion I feel as I leave

UMass. I have a limited marketable skill - a
political science degree the ability to read
the Boston Globe with a goodly degree of

acumen. I like to do meaningful things, yet

I cherish the sunshine. There are no out-

door steel filing warehouses. What then is

UMass for? Was it worth it?

In a few words: a lot, and yes. Simple

answers to complex questions. I learned

that from attending a Board of Trustees

meeting.

From the moment we enter UMass we
learn how to cope with bureaucracy; a

societal infection more malignant than

cancer. By the time we graduate we have

become accustomed to dancing the

Whitrrwre shuffle and waiting in unmoving
lines, peering over the shoulder of the

person in front of us in an attepmt ot find

out why we ain't goih' nowhere. And we
reach the front of the line and realize that

bureaucracy is, for t^e most part , rr^ade up
of people )ust trying as hard as they can to

do the best job they can. And shock of

shocks, sometimes they manage to

comfort you with a smile. There are no

Nobel prizes for eliminating red tape.

The best things about UMass come at

absolutly no charge I will miss Guidera
cartoons. I will never miss Hatch coffee. I

will miss the quiet, unpaid dedication of the

Collegian p>eople and the loud, paid

dedication of the SGA people I will never

miss getting stuck twenty floors up in a

library elevator. I will miss the ability to

walk into the Journalism office and learn

from Ralph Whitehead the complexities of

the next campaign. I will never miss the

p>erpetual puddle in front of the Old Chapel.

There is a small sign, hidden in the deep
recesses of the ChanceUor's office which
reads, "In twenty years only two things

have remained unchanged; the mission and
the mountains." If this is true than I'm in

good company as I plan which drawer I will

stick my diploma. Education is not sup-
posed to supply answers, just raise more
questions. That it has done.

I will miss UMass, all of my friends, a few
who aren't. It has all been meaningful... but
I miss the sunshine. Thanks.

Jon Hi(e IS a former just about everything.
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1978-
THE CRITICS* CHOICE N

1. Elvis Costello—This Year's
Model (Columbia)
2. Talking Heads—More Songs
About Buildings and Food (Sire)

3. Rolling Stones—Some Girls (Roll-

ing Stones)
Patti Smith Group— Easter

(Arista)
5. David Johansen (Blue Sky)
6. Dave Edmunds—Tracks on Wax
4 (Swan Song)

Nick Lowe—Pure Pop for Now
People (Columbia)
8. Devo—Are We Not Men? (WB)

Pere Ubu—The Modern Dance
(Blank)
it). Blondie— Parallel Lines
(Chrysalis)

We are
s

Proper
Gander!

% m » «*«•
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Perry Adler
EInough Good. Not E^nough Great
1 Da^id Johanaen (Blue Sky): Com-
eback of the Year
2 Elvis CoBtello—ThU Year'*
Model (Ck>lumbia): Follow-up of the
Year
3 Willie Alexander and the Boom
Boom Band (Ist album) (MCA):
Local Artiat of the Year
4. The Motors— Approved By
fVirffin): Underrated of the year
5 Nick Lowe—Pure Pop for Now
People (Columbia): Plagiarisms of

the Year
6 The Cars (Elektra): Breakout of

the Year
7. The Dictators—Bloodbrothera
(Asylum): Patriots of the Year
8. Blondie—Parallel Lines/Plastic
Letters (Chrysalis): 1-2 Punch of

the Year
9 Ramones—Road to Ruin (Sire):

Compromise of the Year
10. Patti Smith Group— Easter
(Arista): Bullshit Artist of the Year

on reputation, the import follow-up
Imports Too Recent to Rate: the
Jam, Johnny Thunders, X-Ray
Spex
Should-Be-a-Single:
Dictators— "Stfu^" & Willie Alex-
ander—"Radio Heart"
Disa|»olntments of the Year: DMZ.
2nd Willie Alexander, the Boys.
British punk in general
R.I. P.: Sex Pistols, Television.
Dwight Twilley Band
Congratulations: Nick Gilder, for
"Hot Child m the City" making ul;
the Pop & the Shoes, for excellent
indep»endent albums
Best Live Shows: David Johansen,
Cheap Trick and. as always, the
Ramones
Keep It Up: Lou Reed
Better Luok Next Album: Flamin'
Groovies. Dead Boys
Disoo Sucks: Eric Carmen
About to Conquer the World: Cheap
Trick, who are not Devo

3. Patti Smith Group-Easter
(Arista)
4. The Who -Who Are You (MCA)
5. Jethro Tull-Heavy Horses
(Chiyscdis)
6. Talking Heads-More Songs
About BuikUngs and Food (Sire)

7. Van Morrison Wavelength (WB)
8. Renaissance- -A Song for all

8easons(EMI)
9. 10 C.C -Bloody Tourists (Mer-
cury)
10. Neil Young -Comes a Time
(Reorise)

1 Plastic Bertrand—"Ca Plane
Pour Moi ' (Sire): Best Ramones
Record of the Year
2. Little Roger and the
Goosebumps— "Stairway to
Gilligan's Island" (unavailable):
Best Led 2ieppelin Record Ever
3. Cheap Trick-"Surrender" (Epic)

4. Patti Smith Group—"Because
the Ni^t" (Arista)
5. Bonnie Tyler/Ronnie
Spector— **It*s a Heartache"
(RCA Alston)
6. X Ray Spex—"The Day the
World Turned Day-Glo" b/w "I Am a
Pooeurj' & "Identity" (EMI import)
7 Magazine—"Shot by Both Sides"
(Virgin import)
8 Tom Petty and the Heart-
breakers—"I Need to Know" &
"Listen to Her Heart" (Shelter)
9. Tie: both Clash smgles euid both
Cars singles
10 Token Funk Foxy—"Get Off &
Rick James—"You & I"

Ptok-to-Cllck: The Police, as
evidenced by "Roxanne" (A & M) &.

Rick Alvord
1. Little Feat—Waiting for Colum-
b%is (Columbia)
2. Jesse Colin Young—American
Dreams (Asylum)
3 Ian Thomas Band— Still Here
(Atlantic)
4. John Hall-John Hall (Asylum)
5. Bob Marley and the
Wailer—Babylon by Bus (Island)

6. Dan Fogelbery and Tim
Weisberg—Twin Sons of Different
Mothers (Full Moon)
7 David Bromberg-Bandit in a
Bathing Suit (Fantasy)
8 The Band—The Last Walts
(Capitol)
9. Keith Jarrett. Jan Garbarek.
Palle Danielsson. Jon Christen-
son—My Song (ECM)
10. Lee Ritenour—The Captain's
Journey (Elektra)

Tom Anderson
(in no particular order)
1. Elvis Costello This Year's Model
(Columbia)
2 Bruce Springsteen--Darkness on
the E^dge of Town (Columbia)

Tom Avei
Studio

1. Neil Young -Comes a Time
(Reprise)

2. Todd Riuidgren -Hermit of
Mink HoUow (BearsviUe)

3. Jean Luc Ponty-Cosmlc
Messenger (Atlantic)

4. UK (Polydor)
5 Manfred Mann's Earth Band-

Watch (WB)
6. Marshall Tucker Band--

Together Forever (Capricorn)
7. Roy Buchanan You Are Not

Alone (Atlantic)
8 Steve Haclett- Pleaae Don't

Touch (Chrysalis)
9 John McLaughlin-Johnny

McLaughlin. Electric Guitarist
(Columbia)

10. Grateful Dead-Shakedown
Street (Arista)

Uve
1. Todd Rundgren -Back to the

Bars (BearsviUe)
2 Van Der Graff Vital (PVC)
3. Kansas- Two for the Show (Kir-

hner)
4. David Bowie- Stage (RCA)
5. Hot Tuna -Double Dose (Grunt)

3. Devo—Are We Not Men? We Are
Devo (WB): Best New Music
4. The Rooky Horror Picture Show
(Ode): Best Soundtrack
5. The Cars (Elektra): Best Local
Artist Makes Big
6. Qato Barbieri—Tropico (A & M):
Best Jazz Album
7. Talking Heads—More Songs
About Buildings and Food) (Sire):
Best New Wave
8 Rolling Stones—Some Girls (Roll-
ing Stones): Best Album by a
Legend (Tie)
9. The Who-Who Are You (MCA):
Best Album by a Legend (Tie)
10. Southside Johnny and the
Asbury Jukes—Hearts of Stone
(Epic): Best Rock and Roll Dance
Album
The Worst
1

.

The Wis. the Soundtrack
2. Grease, the Soundtrack
3. Sgt. Pepper's, the Soundtrack
4. Gene Simmons. Ace Frehley,
Peter Criss. Paul Stanley—Once
Kiss Always Kiss
5. Lou Reed Live

David Kantor
"All the Rock that's Fit to Roll"
The Best
1. Tom Robinson Band—Power ja
the Darkness (Harvest): Best
Album of the Year
2. Little Feat—Waiting for Colum-
bus IVfB) Bept T ,ive Album

Brett Milano

1. Steeleye Span Storm Force
Ten (Chrysalis)

2. Talking Heads- More Songs
About Bidldmgs and Food (Sire)

3. Rush Hemispheres (Mercury)
4. Van Der Graff Generator-Vital

5. Yes Tormato (Atlantic) .

6. The Kinks MisflU (Arista)

7. Maddy Prior- Woman in the

Wings (Chrylasis)
8 lx)l Creme and Kevin Godley--L

(Polydor) ^ ^ .

9. The Ramones- -Road to Ridn
(Sire)

10. Peter Gabriel- -Peter Gabriel

(Second album) (Atco)

Philip Milstein

Albums
1. David Johansen (Blue Sky)
(debut)

Johnny Thunders—So Alone
(Real import) (debut)

EXOTIC FISH & Pn WORLD
on* of the

Hadley Village Barn Shops
49 RuM«ll St. (Rtt. 9). Hsdiey

ansnosM
SPCCULS

i*iaasiuiiui»m»m»mm»*m»wima^aaa^»^asaaa^

CAMPUS TEN PIN BOWLING C
(Located in basement of

Boyden building)

Mon.-Sat. 4 p.m. -10:30 p.m.

60c per string.

Shoes free with UM ID

Phone 5-2239
.>IViVIVi'l'IVIVlM'IVIVIVIVI,ITIVIVirr

December Specials
by SIM

Permanents Hair Cuts

$15 $3.50
Fo' Me" Wof^e" A Children

Walk ins Wplcome or (all 586-6Sa Qp^n Mon -Sat
206 Huwll St Hadlev g^ -8 D m

next to Walters of Had e>

-

^ ^ "^ ^ *'

\vl

• BeeBee
Parrots *70''

• Half Moon
Parrots »59

• Nanday Conure'65

• Tame Red Lored

Amazon '450

• Tame & Talking

Spectacled Amazon
Parrot •255'^

• Blue Crown Conure
Parrc^ *^3S**

^10-9 Daliyi

10-6 Sat

A Sun.

586-3362

1978 BASKIN-ROBBINS ICE CREAM COMPANY

«192

Sincere Wishes for a Joyous

Holiday Season from your neighborhood

BASm-nOBBINS ICE CREAM STORE

28 MAIN ST.. AMHERST, MA 2B3-9774

TOWN HALL BUS STOP.
BN and BNRO RTS.

u/J
Collegian 9
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2. Dictators— Bloodbroth«r«
(Asylum)
3. Pere Ubu—The Modem Dsnoa
(Blank) (debut)

(I feel that when I finally set to
hear it. Ubu's new LP, Dub Hous-
tDjK. will probably wind up in a tie
with The Modem Danes—I have
that much faith in these
Clevelanders).
4. Wrsoklsss Erie (Stiff import)
(debut)

Wreokless Brio—The Wonderful
World of Wmnklsss Brio (Stiff im-
port)
5. Ores Kihn Band—Next of Kihn
(Beserkley)
6. Talkixiff Heads—More 8on|[s
About BulkUiurB and Food (Sire)
7. The Akron Compibaton (Stiff im-
port) (mostly debuts)

Spltballs (Beeerkley)
S. Blondie— Plastic Lsttsrs
Chrysalis)

Patti Smith Group-Easter
(Arista)
10. Ramones—Road to Ruin (Sire)

(Their best yet!) fBullshit?—Ed.]
Devo—Q. Are We Not Men? A.

We Are Devol (WB) (debut)
Blondie— Parallel Lines

(Chrysalis)
Rachel Sweet—Fool Around

(Stiff import) (debut)

1. Jeff Scott & Joeef Marc—"The
One I Like" (Mirror) (debut)
2. B-52's—"Rock Lobster" (no label
named)
3 X Ray Spex—"The Day the
World Turned Day-Glo" (EMI im-
port}
4 Buzzcocks—"What Do I Get?"
(UA import)

Buzzcocks—"Love You More"
fUA import)
5. Half Japanese—"Calling All
Girls'" (50.0OO.OO0... Watts) (debut)
e. Generation X—"Ready Steady
Go" (Chrysalis import)
7. Electric Chairs—"Eddie and
Sheena" (Safari import)
8. WrecklesB Eric—"Reconnez
Cherie (Stiff import)

vhgpq5#>5 f

SOFT

'Tiny Steps"

9. Earle Mankey—"Mau-Mau"
(Bomp) (debut)
10. Wazmo Nariz—"Tele-Tele-
Telephone" (Fiction) (debut)

Johnnv Thimders—"You C^an't
Put Your Arms Round A Memory"
(Real import)

Pubbc Image Ltd —"PubUc Im-
age" (Virgin import) (debut)

Elvis Ck)steUo—^'Tiny
(Radar import)

Tom Petty and the Heart-
breakers- "I Need to Know"
(Shelter)

Clout—"Substitute" (Epic)
Rookie of the Year: B-52^s
Golden Glove: Blondie
Coaoh: Brian Eno
Comeback: Johnny Thunders
Manager: Stiff Records
MVP: Wreckless Eric
Pennant: New York

Kihn, Magazine—Real Life, Shirts,
Shoes—Black Vinyl Shoes. Talking
Heads—More Songs About
Buildings and Food, Van
Duren—Are You Serious?.
Kinks—MIsflto.
46's Deserving Attention
"Come On"—Ian Gomm. "Psycho
Chicken"-The Fools, "Tiny
Steps"—E. CosteUo. "Stairway to
Gilligan's Island"—Little Roger &
the Goosebumps.
"Surrender"~Cheap Trick.
"Tomorrow Night"—Shoes.
"Because the Ni«ht^—P. Smith. "I
Need to Know"—Tom Petty

Eric 8. Myers
1 Elvis Costello—This Year's
Model (ColLunbia): Best Record of
the Dec^e
2. Dave Edmunds—Tracks on Wax
4 (Swansong): Best Rock Guitarist
of All Time.
3. Ian Gomm—Sununer Holiday
(Albion): Best Unknown Deserving

lition (former cohort of Nick
Lowe)
4. The Pop—Automatic
5. Devo-Are We Not Men? (WB)
6. Nick Lowe—Jesus of Cool (Radar
import)
7. XTC—Whits Musk) (Virgin im-
port)
8. Patti Smith—Easter (Arista)
9. Ramones—Road to Ruin (Sire)
10. Blondie— Parallel Lines
(Chrysalis)

Other Than Top 3 These Can
Be Considered Just As Good
(I object to arbitrary top ten lists
and am cooperating under protest)
Willie Alexander. Capt.
Beefheart—Shiny Beast. The Cars.
Cheap Trick—Heaven Tonight. Dic-
tators— Bloodbrothers, David
Johansen. Greg Kihn—Next of

Kenneth Stephen Shain
Mixed Market
1. Ralph MacDonald-The Path
(Marlin)
2. Weather Report -Mr. Gone (ARC-
CBS)
3. Phil Hurtt-Givlng It Back (Fan-
tasy)
4. David Amram Havana New
York (Flyina Fish)
5. Culture -Two Sevens Clash (Joe
Gibbs)
6. Third Workl-Joumsj to Addla
(Island)
7. Bob Marley & the Wallers-

-

Babylon by Bus (Island)
S.Herb Alpsrt and Hugh Mssekels
(A&M)
9. The Clash -Give *Em Enough
Rope (Epic)
10. Elvis Costello -This Tsar's
Model (Radar)
Most valuable Player: McCoy
Tyner- The Greeting ^blilestone)
Rookie of the Year: Steel Pulse

-

Handsworth Revolution (Mango)
Comeback of the Year: Betty
Wright--Live (Alston)
Best Greatest: Jimi Hendrix--
Essential (Reprise)

ingStones)
3. Dave Echnunds-Tracks on Wax
4 (Swan Song)
4. Pezband—Lauf^dng in the Dark
(Passport)
5. Nick Lowe—Pure Pop for Now
People (Columbia)
6. llie Shirts—The Shirta (Capitol)
7. Ramones—Road to Ruin (Sire)
8. Elvis Costello—This Year's
Modal (Ck>lumbia)
9. The Clash—<Hve 'Em Enough
Bops (Epic)
10. Spltballs (Beserkley)
Tbps in singles '*- •»

1. The Tweeds— "Underwater Girl"
2. B-52's— "Rock Lobster"
3. Peter Tosh—"(You Gotta Walk
and) Don't Look Back"

1. Patti Smith
2. Cheap Trick
3. Blondie
4. Jonathan Richman
5. Greg Kihn

Jeff Stein
Bring Back the 60's. Man
1. Blondie- Parallel Lines
(Chrysalis)
2. Rolling Stones—Some Girls (RoU-

Lisa Wait
1. Tapper Zukie—Man ah Warrior
nJLer)
2. Patti Smith Group—Easter
(Arista)
3

. Rolling Stones—Some GIris (Roll-
ing Stones)
4. Pere Uou—The Modem Dance
(Blank)
5. Johnny Thunders—So Alone
nieal import)
6. Akron C<wnptlation (Stiff import)
7. Clash—Give 'em Enough Rope
(Epic)
Singles ,

1. Twinkeyz—"Cartoonland" b/w

2. B-52's—"Rock Lobster"
3. X-Ray Spex—"Identity"
Waiting for more from Jane Aire
and the Belvederes. Celia and the
Mutations. John Cale; still waiting
for a rock and roll revival.
Booby Prise: Dead Boys
Pick Hit of 79 (that is if they get
their shit together): Saucers

UIGGAGE
MASTEFCHARGE VISA

A Store-full of Ideas I

Downtown Amherst, next to the Post Office VA^

Utataoesto

Shampoo, precision haircut, and

blow-dry styling, only $10.(X).

No appointment ever.

cxcflnr

&l^€ClilTI0IIS
PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

Hampshire Mall

Open daily 10 10

Rt 9 Hadley
Sundays (Dec I 11 6

J EINOJS SINCE

CARBURS RESTAURANT

LOUNGE

^5»95 buys our most
expensive meal...

75Cbuys our least
expensive...

THERE ARE OVER
lOO SELECTIONS

SANDWICHED BETWEEN
THESE PRICES

ite. 9 Hadley 586-l97|!

IBctwccn Amherst & N^hamptoni
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Ease on down the road..

The trucks arrive at 7 a.m., the crew begins

setting up, and a Broadway show has come to

tpwn! The workers unload the trucks and

begin setting up the props, ironing the

costumes, and hooking up the sound system.

Immediately after the last performance,

theater and road crews begin taking down the

sets, and packing the tracks; the exact op-

posite of what was done in the morning. As

soon as the trucks are packed, the drivers

leave on their next long trek.

Staff photos by Jim Maiioney,

Amira Rahman and Rich Newman
Special thanks to Dave Letters.

THEUnZ

1
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Collegian 13

18 Main St.

LIQUORS

BEAT
253-5441

THE HOLIDAY PARTY RUSH!!

EARLY-BIRD SPECIALS

The girl is 12. The guy is ataxi driver.

What happens to

both of them will

shock you.

rCXUMBIA PK TUKE^ pr«smi%

ROBERT DENIRO

TAXI
DRIVER

KEGS SCHLITZ LITE

$21.00 and up $6.99

in store specials 12 oz. cans/botttes

ST. JACOB LIEFRAUMILCH
3.48

S0.7 oz., 10% ale. by vol.

LIEBFRAUMILCH
$1.9i

23 oz. 10% aic. by vol.

FRCE
GIFT WRAPPING

£1

TONITE
TONITE
TONITE

Show
times

6:45

9:00

11:15

Mahar
Auditorium

UMass

$1
TONITE
TONITE

TONITE TONITE TONITE TONITE

Just in the nick' o' time...

Dance Studio #1 Club
Presents

DISCO
December 15,1978 9-1
10th floor C.C. $1.00

Everyone invited
D.J.—Mario

^ ^C"^ The cosmetic center ef Amherst 0^^P ^... .., :^,^ HThe cotmotic center eff Amherst

This weel<'s specials

Traoka on Was

(Swan Boag)

Thm 4th aolo album by Dava Bd-

munda, founding member of hia

praaant band Bookpile and hia old

band, Liove Sculpture (an ex-

psriinantal 60'a rook bluea band)
ia even better than I had expected
'Ptou^ Dave ia one of the beat

kept aeoreta in rook n' roU. he haa
a Uat of oredenliala that few oan
lay claim to aa a reoordinc artiat.

guitariat extraorttinare. expert

iptodltoer and live performer TTua
tfnM be'a oaptured hia total wuar
dry on the knookout LP I alw^ya
felt he waa capable of. but
wondered if he would ever record.

Tm aura the ohamiatry betwaan
Waaalf and Nick "Pure Pop"
l4N*a waa a oatalyat for tha

auprama axoellence of thia plat-

tar Mr Liowe ia coutoidentally

alao a producer of other peo|ila'a

LJ>'a (Elvia Coatello. Oraham
Parker, etc ). and not ao ouinoidMi-

taUy the album'a opening out.

"Troubia Boya" uaee hand clapp-

ing to profial it akmg almoat tha
•ama wajr it waa uaad in CoataUo'a
"Lip Sarvioe

"

Oava. who haa worked m juat

feetit mmry pop ganre aaan oiated

with tha BO'a and eo'a (though
onoa ha raoordad a 1 1 min. varaion

of Khachaturian'a "Sabre Dance"
for you claaaical fana). goea

imitaiion of theaa aidar

to tha point ef taraathlac
' Ufa into them In the paat ha

only exhibited a aingular In-

fluanoa per eon Now he'a taking
the iiialaiiala aupplied by the likaa

' Hotly, tha Bvarty Broa..

wto. rMI Spwlar and
Chuck Paiiy and tntarwaavinf^-

them with hia own to create a vital

OkuMoal fabric With Buddy dead.

Spaolor aenile. the Bvarly'a too in

oo^ipatibie to harmooiaa. and
Mtry and chum riatatg on thatr

it ia fortunata that Bd-

la around to contribute

additiona to a previoualy

at^nant atookpUe of rook n' roll

vinyl

Hia other 3 high quality LP'a

Biat with no aucceaa even though

tha claaaio RoekpUe contained the

46 "I Heak Yuu Knocking that

0okl 3 million ooptea Maybe tha

raoant moderate aucceaa of aoma
rook artiata with merit ( B.

Coatello. P Smith. Talking
tha Cara) bodea well for

Bunda' ohannaa at gaining the

audience and recogmttori

hlaganiua deaervea
However , two aeparate but iden-

tical inoidenoea in different

oafetariaa lead me to baliava

otherwiae Both of their
jukeboxea were playing the
Kinka' recant flop on the radio
and in the oharta, "Live Life."
Thua. I find it eaay to relate to
Dave crooning
"If you were in my ahoaa/you

woukbi't feel amart/
'oauae I'm A-1 on the jukebox/

and nowhere in the oharta
"

"A- 1 On l^e Jukebox"
Don't ooncem youraelf with do-

ing him a favor though, be aelfiah
and do youraelf one pick up tiie

record, |Mit on your blue-atiede
ahoea and dance to him along with
Nick live at the Paradiae in
Boaton aomatime thia fall

iMyara

Ciaay Horae
Craay Moon

(BCA)
Cttmf Moon la the firat Crasy

Horae album m many yaara. and
eaaily their beat ainoe Craay
Horae csame out ui 1 97 1 Although
Billy Talbot. Ralph Molina and
Prank Sampedro have backed up
Nail Young aa Crazy Hora« aince

1978. Craay Moon ta the firat

album they've produced
Sampedro haa performed ad
mirably in his laak of filling the

late Danny Whitten'a ahuee m the

band
All the muaio waa written by the

three band member*, and it is top

notch throughout The vooala

come acroaa strqng and full of ex
preaaion. but it is the inatrumen
tation which really makea the

album work Neil Young play
acme of the fieroeat. aquaakieat .

raw electric guitar he'a ever

pl«yed on five of th«- tunsa Moat
of theae cuta (including "She's

Hot" and "Thunder and
Lighting ") date back to 1975.

whan Young and Crazy Hocva
were recording hardcore aonga
for ZuoMi like Danger Bird and
Cortex the Killer Ouitanat Jmy

Or^ydon's t>eautiful eledric lead

makea "End of the Line" and
That D»y " work wonderfully

Ben Keith, on pedal steel and
Barry Goldberg on keylxjarda alao

aid to make Love '^on't Come
Eaay and Lost anc lely Peel

ing" fine numbers

All that I can a«y about thia

album waa that it really surprised
me I didn't expect anything and I

got everything There is not •
weak aong here, and there an
many great onea

> Avaraa

Profile: Beat of

Bnunylou Harris
(Wamar Broa.)

Moat avid music listeners and
collectors will agree that the ma
jonty of "greateat hita ' and "beat

of" albums leave much to be
deaired They serve to sell the per-

former to a new audience, while
boring the already acquired au
dienoe
ProfUa: Beat of Enunylou Har-

rta IS such an album. . almoat Pro-
duced by Ms Harna' long-time
producer. Brian Ahem, the album
is a collection of twelve songs
from her four preceding albuma.
The only factor which saves thia

LP from being a completely
stereotypic "beat of" record is the
very nature of Harria' voice Her
singing haa a changeable quality
to It. aounding amaxingly dif

ferent m different typea of aongs.
while still retaining its

characteristic tremor and high
pitch

Pour tunea on Praflla""lf I

Could Only Wm Your Love.'

""Sweet Dreams. ' "Together
Agam. " end "Two More Bottle of
Wine" were each number oi)a

country hits in 1975. 1976. and
1977 The other tracka have rang
ed from number three to number
eight on the country charta C>t>^

vioualy, Emmylou Harna haa
aohtavad great aucceaa aa a coun
try singer
Ms Hams' music show now

aenms to be striving in the direc-

tion of country-rock, her voice

leaning more toward Linda
Ronsladt's aound and farther
from Dolly Parton'a "Two More
Buttles of Wine " off her lateat LP
Quarter Moon la a Tsa Cant
Temtk, IS an example of thia
country-rock tendency, aa ia the
Chuck Berry tune. "C'eat la Vie"
from Luxury I Inar.

In aaaence. ProlUs is worth buy-
ing if you are either unfamiliar
with Emmylou Harris, or in

tereated m tracing her muaical
development from pure country
tunea. like "Bouldvr to Birm
ingham." through her current
country- rock attempts

Lisa Capooa
Ulttmvoix

Byslams of Romaaoa
(Antilles)

Delve into your memory tianka

aalacA the Ultravox program acan

all related data, and read out

Incomplete incomplete in-

complete . .incomplete in-

complete not aurprising
Chances are you bio-uniu out

there diamiaaed Ultravox aa just

another plastic nunroat«l New
Wav»- Mrchano Hype following

the rapid fade into oblivion of
their only two singles. Lonely
Hiwlar and Daagaroua Rhythm
Perhapa.though, you decided (in a
fit of benevolence) to give their se-

cond album Ha Ha Ha a trial sptn;
after all, maybe their arty-
fartineaa left with Brian Bno (who
produced their firat effort) 'Pr%id
not. in fact, in an attempt to
become "aenous" they only suc-
ceeded in elevating their urbane
gothic horror visions to new
heights of pretentiousness At
this point, any rational humanoid
would have deleted the word
"Ultravox" from his musical
vocabulary-but then, I always did
have latent maaochistio tenden-
ciea

Anyway-fortunately. third time
out the Ultravoida have come up
with a winner Their aforemen
tioned penchant for splinted glaaa
nihiUam haa been swept under the
carpet They have abandoned
their "kill them with diaaonanoe"
attitude for a more streamlined
aproach Bystsms of Wnmaans
pulsates irrrepresibly onward
with the preciaion of an
automoUle assembly line riveter,

and with juat about aa much
cheerfulneaa
The overall theme here

(Ultravox theme?) aeema to be the
favored New Wave preocxrupation

with emotional ahenation from
aelf and others, and the reaulting

asnse of frustration and
halplsaaneaa

Thia aenae of laoiation ia am-
emplified in "Dislocation" in
which vooaliat John Poxx ainga of

"speaking to aomeone |and| never
aeeing hia face. ' of swimming
madly, never, never going under."
meanwhile, a choppy sludge of

guitar and ayntheaiaer ooses from
one apeakar whilst a tmpipe per
cusaive ""rhythm" reverberates
from the other—exceedingly po
tant music And. if you prefer to
be brain stomped into quivering
submission. tr> "Slow Motion."
"Blu^ Light. " or "Maximum Ac-
celeration. " three surrealistically

vivid numbers which sound like a
stripped down Hawkwind —dark
metalo rhythm buildups which
constantly teeter on the brink of
hysteria, sliced into by the aural
whine of Bill Cume's violin and
synthesiser and new Ultravoxian

Robui Simon's guitar

No way will Ultravox ever get

PM play again with this stuff, but

I doubt if they particularly care,

for by eliminating moat of the

pretense. and becoming
sompwhat introspective, they
havi- munfvfit'd in producing an

album which indicates a myriad of
future poaaibihties. m both a
musical and a oommercuU seruwi

Andrew Woolf

(Elaktra)

Lenny Whits's fourth aolo
album laavea the liataner with
mixed feelings On his previous
two albums. Lenny threw in one
vooal number, which, although
diffarant. did not upaet the ooo-
tinuity of the predominantly
fuaion-type albuma Btraaoiltaas,

however, featurea both fosicn
outa and funk flavored vooal
aonga. Depending on your taata in
muaic, thia can be oonaidarad
good or bad

Lenny's band on nnsaiiiMiis la

without question a talented bunch
of individuals Nick Moroch snd
Berklee graduate Janue Olaaer
are two fine guitariats Don
Blackman and Marcua Millar pro-
vide keyboards and baaa Chaka
Khan sings lead vooal on a
remake vereion of the Beatlea"
"iMdy Madonna" (a low point on
the album) Of oourae the amaaim
sx Return to Forever drummr
doaa aoma thlnca that are far
beyond 80 paroant of aU drum

No one pl«ys jass-rock quits
like Lenny White, and I

dnvea this point hoow at
tbrn problem is that tha album is

not totally satiafying The album
palaa what compared to% City
or AtNanturss of Aatral Hialsa
Lenny 'a moat raoant albums
Soma of tha tunaa (

" 18 Bars from
Mara", -ini Baa You Soon . and
"Night Oama") are aome of
WhitaV faaat evar. but othara

nt to mare fillar on tha
I ia deflnintaljr a

Itwhila aoqiiiaition for hx^
Lanny fana, but I have my

doubta if it will ba iiniiiiiaallj

harmldad aa a landmark album
I Asaraa

James Dean Hevialted
photos and text by Dennis Stoek
PangulB Books SSSe
America wilt never let him mat
After numerous surgical diaaao-

tiona of Jamea Dean as a legend.
the enigmatical symbol of adotes-
oent strife is now the subject of an
attempt to give him recognition
on the human level llirough 128
pages of photographs (many
never before published) sup
plemented with a flat barely in

formative text. Jaasa Daaa
Ravtattad recorda the mechanical
and paaaionate Dean in the
private and public realms of his
life

Accompanying, and befrien-
ding. Dean on three geographical
locations (Fairmount. Ind . New
York and Hollywood) while on
asaignment for Life magaxine,
photojournalist Dennis Stock
developed this portfolio of Dean to

portray him before the
gatekeepera of thia legend of aa a
man As could be expected, Jaasaa
Dean Rovlsltsd manages to
•tren^hen that legend w^ile

revealing only a glimpae of the
aoul behind it

Stock's simple text inadequalia-

ly relates Dean to his family,

friends, strangers and paattimea.

while offering little elae. except to

briefly reocdl incidents which led

to ha faacination of Dean
Pew of Dean's personal imprea

sions are included What he said

and what he felt off screen is to be
extracted from the often intimate

photoa And iromcally. a panaive.

troubled look Uvea m each photo-

stiU Uvea of a mood, a geature of

innocence and frustration that

characterized him for hia public

The book is divided mto thoae

three geographical locations,

beginning with Dean'a return
home to Fairmount after the com-
pletion of "Baat to Edsn." Attemp-
ting to bridge a oonfUct between
hia onguis and his present life.

Dean provided Slock with aen-

siUve subject matter He oan be
seen with fanuly members, farm
animals and reviaiting the first

stage upon which he performed It

waa during thia time. Stock s«ya.

that Dean realised he cnuld never

go home again
"Hte New York stop-over fOr

Dsan IS repreaentad by Timaa
Square, inaomnia and bongo
drum jam sessions Stock
speculatea that Dean's preoccupa-
tion with hia drums waa a
laafMiai to ita vibratory powerful
aound. related to his mtereat in

motorcycles and sports oars
Hollywood symbolized Dean's

loaa of anonynuty . Stock portraya
this by filling the laat chapter
with stills from "Bdsn." "Bsbal
Without a Cause" and "OUal,"
rathar than focusing on the stars
^vate Ufa. A hauntlngly Intimate
spUogue eloass tha ptoturebook
with quotas from Dsan himself
and a btsarra photograph of hi^
poasd sitting In a eoffla a few
monlhs before his death And
flaally. the gravestone; pteeas of

avhtak fans have chipped away to

haap as sourvenlera.
Ha will never let Amariea raat.

Dorothy A. Clark

:*¥

Comfortable, cozy, and casual . .

.

Our knee-length socks, hand knit in a

cheerful array of colors, are so thick

and warm you can wear them as

slippers. Tie tops are an interesting

detail. Moderately priced at 6.95

children's sizes too!
ft<v

A Store-full of Ideas

'' Downtown Amherst, next to the Post Office

„_, Reg. 2.89 $1.99 \<S^

Good tilt Dec. 21

COUPON
THI PMtCRIPTION STORI

OPIN MON-FRI 9-9 SAT 9-6

4 MAIN ST. AMHERST

.*V«EWAt.

CLIP&S/VE CLIP & SAVE CLIP&S/VE CLIP&SAVE CLIP&SWE

. »'««»i'«^ijniv*."W*Vs"A**v»T»-»-.*»'•*•:•'•'...".*..'••

THE
COMMONWF.AI TH ,

SIMif

Anarica't Bewatt realdeni professioaal theater pretenU

f.M. Barrie's

BAK

CHANGES
Wed. -Sat, Dec. 10-16

*•»

Vz PRICE
STUDENT RUSH

TICKETS
Available 6:00 pm each eveniog

^ of performanct.

NOW
) THROUGH

DEC. 27

Frank Prentice Rand Theater

University of Ma««achu«ett« Fine Arts Center

Reservrttions 54.'>-.15 1

1

You can charge your tickets on Visa and Master

Charge cards by phone

cljarlii^
MICH NIGHT

Tonight

69c Michs

Live entertainment

Merry Christmas to all from the Blue

Wall staff

Lviii

YVL

one

goolifoati&tinnli
|
1 PRAY ST„ Amhurat. Mass. 549-
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A
Z>i4tiH€Uvc

An eliciting ne\^ gift

idea from C ros»

-

ictillahic s<>n tip

pen in 1 2 Karat

Cold Filled. gm
packaged Si 8.50

Mechanically

Ciuaranteed For
A Lifetin>e

Si%CE ^846

son
Uppen

SAVE!

BOOTS
and
SHOES

on SALE!

LeiK)
group of

iho«»— HS.OO

the
SIKW:
BIN

f
MMTHE SAGA OF SCOOPff

1*7 «.

FRIDAY,
DEC. 15th

7-9-1

1

C.C. 163

A STUDENT PRODUCED MOVIE BY
MARK GUNNING AND ED GUILIANi

AND IT'S FREE!

1

Beat the high price of

PRECISION
HAIRCUTS
For His
and Her

(

/ 1 ^
Includes:

FIRST—a professional
consultation

SECOND—a precision
style cut selected
individually just for you

THIRD—oiu- stylists will

sho^v you how to take
care of your hair

All for
$5.50

With personal style cut,

shampoo & blow dry $8.00

long hair slightly more
with this coupon only

limited to new customers
only

Styles by
Deborah

call for appt. 549-5610 '

UNDER THE TREE:
Crystal

Decorative Boxes

Wind Chimes
Mobiles

Stabiles

Mugs & Tankards

Teasets

Wine Glasses

Decanters

Glass Storage |ars

Baskets

Hampers
Serving Trays

Placemats

W(M>den Dish Racks

Mug & Glass Racks

Bedspreads

Bamboo Shades
Plants

Hanging Lamps
Floor Lamps
Lamp Kits

Candles

Fine Art Prints

Greeting Cards

Stationery

Book Ends

Journals

Address Brmks

Leather Organizers

Leather Wallets

Di<to Bags

Combing Combs
Hair Combs & Barrettes

Hair Bands
Earrings

Necklaces

Bracelets

Pins

Fashion Hosiery

Danskins

n Tights

n Leotards

U Skirts

{Z Shirts

n Dresses

G Pants

n Vests

n Fashion Hats

D Caps & Berets

D Wool Scarves & Shawls

D Fashion Scarves

D Belts

D Gloves

D Slippers

D Chinese Shoes

G Afghan Socks

G
G
G

STCKKING
STUFFERS:
G Little Boxes

D Magic Bubbles

G Pens

G Change Purses

G Koala Bears

G Coloring Books

Q Puzzles

GSoap
D Key Rings

D Snoopy & Woodstock

A Store-full of Ideas

m MASTEHCHARGE VISA 1^
Downtown Amherst, next to ttie Post Office3

What do we do?
This concourse is too much! A constant array of tables,

peopled by groups as divergent as the Ski Club and the

Young Socialist's Alliance, Where are they from? How do

they get here? A good question. And it is strange, really,

that it is a question because they get here via one of the

most visible organizations at the University: Student Act-

ivities.

Above and to the right of the Candy Shop, as you enter

iie main doors of the Student Union, is a cubby hole un-

like the others up there • the Commuter Collective, VSO,

the Student Revolutionary Brigade - in that it is a large

office. A real office with receptionists, day-room part-

itions and the hok of organtzation-beyorui-the-scope-of

the-casuahobserver that you see in newsrooms, campaign

headquarters and Mercedes-Benz engines. S.U. 416 is the

home of the Student Activities Office, the group of peo-

ple who, among other things, handle recognized student

organizations, fondly condensed in that little abreviation

RSO.
What is interesting about the office, besides the trans-

lucent pastel plastic partitions and the maze quality of its

subdivisions, is that it is undergoing a fundamental reorg-

anization along philosophical lines. What was once a^ of-

fice primarily concerned with regulating money (over one

million this year) given to Student Activities by the Stu-

dent Senate for RSO use, b fast becoming an organization

with SER VICE looming up on the brain in big neon let-

ters.

In a sort of Lewis A Clark extravaganza of exploration,

the Student Activities Office is seeking out new areas and

types of service rather than merely shoring up old chan-

nels and burrowing into the relative safety of established

activities. Like any successful expedition, however, they

need support not to be left up the creek without a paddle.

In other words, into what really is a burgeoning, bene-

ficent vacuum ofintent must come you, the students. The

participation of the Student Activities Office in, and the

effect it will have upon, the quality of life in future years

win be directly proportional to your involvement with the

office. The more you put inyour glass the more you 11get

out of it. Which is nothing magical but ifyou*re thirsty

it's a good thing to keep in mind
Now, more than ever, the Student Activities Office

wants to be filled, to expand So call them for an appoint-

ment or walk in and talk with them about your needs,

your ideas, and the opportunities they offer. Hey, you
may even get a table ofyour own and sit on the concourse

for a change.

Call us at 545-3600

Student Activities
\

We 're here because you are '

The Student Activities Office is funded by the Student Government Association

.y«>^a«ft'» t-^^^*-** «-•.• • ' • • • wv
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CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

SAVE 30%-50%
Book now for spring break

PAY LATER
No payment until 30 days

before departure

CAMPUS TRAVIL CSNTtll
CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS 54S-0S00

TI-1750

To plac* • classified ad, drnp by the Col
le\}ian oMice ICC 1131 between 8 45d m. and
345 p.m MoiHldy through Fudav, or use our

handy clip andmail form found m mo%\
attuas of the Cdtegian prior to 1965

CMmified deadline m 3 45 p m two days m
advance of pubitcation date

AUDIO

Sony cesaette recorder w/ Dolby TCI 31.

Cai Chip Shearer. Honors office 5 2483

TUTO FOR SALE

•72 Triumph TR$ 52,00 mi no rust, runs

strong $2660 or BO, call Barry 253 3071^

« Triumph TR250. $850, 67 Ford F250.

IGOO. call 2S3 5210. after 5:30.

K Renault, good buy, no rust, in running

coTKlition, $150. call 549-66Q 1, after 6 p.m .

1974 Datsun B210. 4 dr , 4 spd,, very

dean. $1700 firm, call Don. &4»5818.

1974 Vega GT. 4 speed Good tires. Very
reliable transportation Asking $560 or of-

fers Call 666-4035

70 VW bug— r>ew clutch, trans, tires.

Good condition. IGGO or BO. 584-3673.

ENTERTAINMENT

Limited rto. of tickets available for The
Bermuda Strollers Christmas Party to be
held Dec 16 at The Roseland Ballroom.

Taunton. Mass RT138. at 8 p m Tickets

are $5. they're great!! So don't miss this

opportunity if you're in the area. If in-

terested, call 256 6941. after 6 p m. Keep
trvir>g, it's worth it!'

Hottest band aroundl "Smooth Sailing"

for bookings anywhere, call John,
546^646.

FOR RENT

One fumiahed rm.- kitchen privileges.

2% miles from UM-$115/mo. Call

5493764

Female wanted for beautiful Southwood
apt . immediately $71 25/ month Please

call us at 253 2985

Fum. room. Lincoln Ave., 2 blocks from

campus. $156 mo., includes util , avail.

Jan. 1. kitchen b bath shared w/ 3 males,

private entrance, Scott Realty, 549-5315.

Pelham.
heat

Rm
Jan
incl.

available in large house.

or Feb., call 253-5307. $96/mo

Loolcing for a room over intersession?

Come to Phi Mu Delta. Singles and doubles

available, full use of kitchen facilities,

reasonable rates. Call Jerry or Mark at

253 9034 or 545^2163.

l^oom 4 intersession fur. 253-9894 Laura .

1 bedroom apt. all utilities inc. with stove,

frig., dishwasher, on bus route, avail.

January Call 665^3823.

2 rooms available house— Montague,

$105/mo., all utilities included, wood heat.

Avail, immed. 367 2424, eves.

FOR SALE

KLH 101 spealters brand new tweeters &
woofers. List $190, will sell $120. Call

6-5392

For sale Fischer C4 Comps 195cm with

Solomon 555E bindings, great shape, all for

$100. Call 256^8065 ask for Jen.

Women's ski boots 6-6 Vi Raichle with

boottree $35, 6Vi Koflach $5, 43" Cober

poles $3. call Jackie 376-2695.

Oak desk. $70 & bookcase, $18, 549-5178.

Super guitar! Stratocaster Copy, exc.

condition -$250, Ampeg Reverbujet

amp -$100, $300 for both, 546-9821, Larry .

Head skis Cr Marker binds Er figure

skates, men's sz. 10 & women's 3-spd.

bike, all exc. condition, best offers, David,

5842146.

2 parrots, must sell soon, Deb, 545-0162.

Waterbed ir frame, king, slo Ik,

BO -666^2253.

Creative
546-6402.

23V speakers; ex. cond;

Pock«(-portable

LCD calculator wHh mamory
and axtra-kMHi battary Ufa.

From Ikxaa Inatrufnants.

So light So smal So •conomical Vbu'N gat

up to 2.000 hours o( Ofwratir^ tima on
«r^ set ol batlanes. Has a 4 -Kay memory
lor axtra varsaMrty m avaryday math. Altrac-

iva tfyttng, comas oomptala wtth bro«m
«ir«y( loidar with nola paid and Inaart pockets

for buainsss cards.

Ttm ffitt •vfyon* would bt proud to own

at the calculator store

'M^s lijbx •" 0«

Only

$18.95
sug. price $24.96

Collegian
Classifieds

Leather jacket
5663 Linda

new- $50 546

Women's 79 model Caber boots, size 7 V^.

ntivef been worn, p>erf cond.. retail. $215,

selling for $156, price r>eg., call 546 6993.

Gift idep: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap. 256-8732, bet. 9^10 a.m.

FOUND

Found—my mind, after 51 not so straight

nights. Thanks to the crew for keeping the

bowl lit and the bor>g full - Scott.

HELP WANTED
~

Typist — accurate, clerical work, up to 10

hrs./week late afternoons, call Rita at

ECCO - 549 1433 9 3Mon.-Fn
Kitchen help needed at Pi Kappa Alpha,

enjoyable conditions, exrtHlent meals, call

545 2150, ask for Al O' Shawn.

TA wanted for sprirtg 1979 in area studies.

graduate students with international ex-

perience, foreign language(s), familiarity

with univ. acctg. system are urged to app-
ly, contact Prof. Tikos, 5-3427.

Intersession positions available with

Student Government Association, apply

420 Student Union, for more info call

5-0341, deadline for all applications is

Thursday, December 14 at 4 p.m.. Third

World, women and handicap students urg-

ed to apply, SGA is an equal opportunity

employer.

LOST

Loaf: brown wallet ID's r>eeded. Keep the

nrH>r>ey. Ken Hanson- 303 Lewis 6-5458.

Set of keys and small metal knife con-

nected by two nngs. $REWARD$ Call

6^5392.

Lost mealbook at NOPE pool 12/10. Not
important, only want license and photos,

please call Mary 546-5018 anytime.

Lost — gold watch in the Crampton area.

Reward offered, please call 546-9913 if

found, sentimental values attached.

Lost — prescription glasses. It. brown hor-

ru'imrr>ed, help, I can't seel Reward'*
Please call 6^6637.

^

Goldieh acarf w/ swan pin, call 6-5642.

Lost: small black puppy near Townhouse
Apts Lost Saturday. 549 6064.

Silver Eagle pin, on Dec. 1, extrenf>e sen-

timental value! Large reward, please, call

586^4058

Mike with fast F-10. you have something I

r>eed in your backseat, Eileen , 549-6017.

Lost— gold chain at Pub, 11/9/78, sen

timental value, please call 546-8664,

reward.

Prescription glasses, plastic rim, light

pinkish-gray, please call Karen, 546-6993.

MISCELLANEOUS

Free Chriatmaa gift small kitten 6-6867.

PERSONALS

Sue Happy Hanukkah, your roomie, Lori.

Karen Perry (423) -This is your last day to

guess. Merry Xmas. Your Santa.

Puddlejumper war has broken out. All

students are being called into service. For

assignments, please report to the Campus
Center today or tomorrow.

Snake loves Clam.

Penelope, this is your debut. Hope your

21st isn't a sober one. Warning — Vivie has

contacted AA in all states. She's an-

ticipating the 1980 trip. Love, Felicia.

Doris, the masseuse formerly of the

Swedish sauna reading, is pleased to an-

nounce she is accepting clients in the

greater Amherst area. Just call for an ap-

pointment. Reasonable rates.

Happy No. nine! You're the best, even if

you're not perfect. Love always -Rick.

MPG Je~f'aTrne Sal.

To the benevolent captora of Tax:

Thanus for not cutting off his ear. It will be
good to have all of Taz home for the

holidays, laz toved the wine I

Kathy, Al Green and I want to wish you a

ver/ merry Christnnas! Love, Andrea.

Hey Big BoyI You're tail, blond, bespec-

tacled, arKJ "slim." We think you work for

UPC, but we're not sure. In any event, we
absolutely adore you! -2 Ladies.

Hi Mark F. I'm even, so are you— guess

who?! Love-your secret Santa.
P.S. — see — freshmen aren't that dumb!

Billy B. Hi it's me S.S.t Please be nice and
go 2 roof w/ice, take a pig ar>d kiss her big!

She'll have a new, 4 you.

Wiz-kid Hi it's me. it's lime for a quiz! But

1st some fun at the playground. See ya

there at 2-»^2. Love, Secret Santa.

D.P. in the midst of winter I carry with

me the memories of an invincible Cape Cod
summer my love L.C.

Ride wanted for 180 -t^ members of ex

cellent marching band to Wichita Falls,

Texas in time for Bowl Game.

Needed — a person who was involved in

the Advocate Program fo confidential in-

terview for class paper. Please call Debbie,

546-6604

Intersession Practicum: earn 3 credits,

work 5 afts per wk., Jan. 4-26, in after

school day care. Call Nancy Ross, 549-6170

rrxjrn. and eve, or 549-1507, aft.

Steve Martin and John BelushI T-shirts

in Campus Center concourse on Wed.,
Thurs. and Friday.

Circle of Gold -call 546-9256.

Party in Daytona Beach for spring brk.,

sign up bfr. Xnrws and save, all inclusive,

call Joe, 253 2259.

Students looking for a part-tinr>e job with

flexible hours, excellent income, ar>d an op-

portunity to gain meaningful business ex-

perience? Northwestern Mutual Life intern-

ship training session starting in Dec, con-

tact Dana Barrows, 1-525-4591.

RIDE WANTED

North Jersey. Morristown area by Thurs.

Will share expenses— Paul 6-7108.

ROOM WANTED

Spring aem. beg. Jan. 1 in Amherst in apt.

Call Judy 549-6699.

M & F seeking IVi or 3 bdrm. apt. in Puf-

ton Village, call Julie or Rich. 549 6920,

Jan.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Collegian classified rates are; daily, 45c

per line; five consecutive issues, 40c per line

per day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per line

per day. One line is roughly equivalent to 38

characters. One ounce is roughly equivalent

to 28 grams Is anybody really reading this?

Housemate wanted to sublet second

semester $125, phone 253-9894.

Wanted 1M - IF to share 2 bdrm. apt. in

Brandywine, $85 includes heat, call Debbie

o r Craig 549-6920 Jan. to ?

Friendly couple seeks third roommate to

share cozy 3-bdrm. house in Hadley, 2 mi.

from UM, plenty of garden space. $100 -»-

% util., non-smoker & veg. or s€fmi-veg.

desired, 549-681 1

.

Older person wanted to share 2 BR
townhouse. Squire Village. Comfortable,

w/good atmosphere to study. On bus

route. Rent $120 plus. Call Margi at

665-3153 after 6.

Female roommates in four bedroom co-

op house own room living with other

women and men in Sunderland co-op non-

smok. $120 incl. utilit. wood & oil heat, a

lot of open space, laundry facilities, call

666-4854, pets welcome.

Own room in 3 l>edroom Puffton apt.

Many extras, $100+ util. Grad student or

serious undergrad only. Non-smoker
549-4789 or 545-0881^

Own room in a 3 bdrm. Puffton apt. Quiet

mature person preferred. 549-5310 eves.

M F for large house near Amherst College.

Jan. or Feb. 1 till July, mature, neat, $90 + .

share cookir>g, etc. 263-3619— Beth.

Room— aulble country hse., coop living,

easy access, $84 -^
, 6^2253, eves.

Share apt., bus rt.. kp. trying. Janet,

549 1822.

F rmte. needed to live w/ 2 worr>en in 2
bdrm. apt., bus rte , 665-4366. $67 incl.

Your own room in nice house, $67 nno.,

Jan. -May, Grnfld., 772-0663, fire place.

F wanted to share 2 bdrm. apt. in Mon-
tague, $75+ , Jan. 1, 367-9578.

Female grad to share 2 bdrm. apt. in

South Amherst, call eves. 253-2742.

SERVICES
~

Need help moving out? I have truck arid

will help with labor. Neil 549-6064.

Moving? Household moving, reasonable

rates, call Jeff, 549-6993 or 666-2462.

Typing. IBM Selectric. quick service, low
rates, call Larry or Patti, 586-4290.

TO SUBLET

Apt. auMet aiffaide $200/month -»^util.

Will go V^ Jan's, rent. Margie 666^2988.

2 bdrm. apt. avail. Feb. 1 . Ht. and hot wtr.

incl. Brandywine Apts. 549-6685.

Apt. to sublet 12/21-1/30. 2% furnis.

rms. full kitch. w/util. Bus rt. Negot. 6-1263

Cheap rent Jan. 1 -30. Call 549-6219.

To sublet bdrm in 3 bdrm. twnhse. on bus

$87.50 + no pets female pfrd. 253 2600 .

Sublet 2 bedroom townhouse on bus

route . $240 -^ utilities, call 666-3617.

Dec. 24-Jan. 30 SAmh cin furn quiet

Ibdrm gd for cple $190 inc util 253 7969.

WANTED

Wanted— a horn ring from a '68 Mustang.

Will pay up to $7. Call David, 546-9408.

condition. CallUsed kickwheel,
Barry, 666-2747.

any

Apprentice pilot seeks lessons by

private owner, will work or pay reasonable

rate, any aircraft. Call Luis 634 5526.

Garage to rent during winter months, near

Univ. of Mass. call Eric at 546-6441, eves.

from 6:00 to 12:00.

ST Compa, K2710, Olin VI, I need a pair

W/0 bind. 190-200 cm must be in good to

excl. condition price neg. Mike 546-1080.

WANTED TO RENT
~

Wanted 2 or 3 bedroom apt. for interses-

sion. Call Gary 545-2150 or 545-0047.

2—3 bdrm. apt. in Amherst on bus route.

Need Jan. 1. Call Chris 6-4866/256-8257.

Desperately looking for two bedroom
apt. If you can help call 6-8930/6-6351.

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549-5343 evenings.

HORSES BOARDED

4 large box stalla V* mile from campus &
Tllson Farm. $100 per mo. Call 253-7168.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Inst, offering single

sessions for finals Dec. 7-21, improve

grades, concentration, recall, relaxation.

The best alternative yet. For reservations &
times, call K.R. Morse, 532-5703.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Cul
6 Cold dish

11 Buddy
14 Ari20r>a city

15 Figure of

speech
16 Beverage
17 Trouble-

some
19 Mauna —
20 Woody fiber

21 Erelong
22 Scr>emes
24 Sour
26 The •boob

tube'

27 Layer
30 Pure
32 Sarcasm
33 Kind of berry

34 Nonsense
37 Pollution

38 Poet
Thomas —

39 Variable star

40 Author —
Rand

41 City in Illi-

nois

42 Of musical
quality

43 Tarry

45 Lacerate
46 Animal

groups
48 Chinese dy-

nasty

49 German
weapon

50 Revolve
52 Musical

composition

56 Residue
57 N Amer

bird 2 words
60 Mesh
61 Heath genus
62 Questioner
63 Letter

64 Gluts

65 Coarse
grasses

DOWN
1 Dunlin

2 Golfer Tony

3 Elect units

4 Noticing

5 Pronoun
6 Dwarf
7 Italian river

8 Temporary
funding

9 Lifcely

10 Most pro-

found
11 Talking idly

12 Solitary

13 Rent

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Wednesday's Puzzle Solved
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IB Ancient Irish

city

23 Allow

25 Some
26 Vetch
27 Mona —
28 Military force

29 Has two)Obs
30 Smfling

group
31 Cornucopia
33 Aroused
35 Phonetic

36 Story

38 N y team
39 Cobra killer

41 Penetrates

42 Color
44 Verse
45 Old Gr

weight
46 Level

47 Tricks

48 Mythical

King

50 Agitated

state

51 Step
53 — bonnet
54 Employed
55 Asian weight

units

58 Macaw
59 Needlefish
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Doonesbury
rrs A iHREE PMJ seaes,
AJss. IM ST/miNe lum con-
eHeSSMON ROiBAL AND HIS

EAftNEST Oef&Ha THAT t€V
BeiM 51N6CW OUT BecAuse

HBUASHISPMlC.
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IH PAm TUO, I MUf^ TO TUB
HONOMBLB CUMlES PldOS.UIHO

useo A SIMILAR oeKNse. Aimr
LESS C0NVINaN6Ly ONCE HB
HAP B££N CONVICTED Of- HIAUD

Si A JU^ lUTTUeiBV

ENBLAOaONlT

by Garry Trudeeu^
UH-HUH. LISTEN,

noFtm lAenu
ItlTTH TUB PCmr YOUl^
MAKM6 HBRB. BifTIQJ
JUST CAtfT LlftD UJITH

KMBAL

UjHY

BOSS?

I

fTLOOKSLIKB
UBIiB SIN6LIN6

anAN HISPANIC Nou. uAn
I A MHJTB..

Wa/ly Dorf by Rob Ranney

Soakfc/ ?/

W« mt (ju'tik <joo(

Please [

~

Nothing Special

soefte rn t*^
(foajsa^ is heft

io bring on \r)

E oeui VQor...

9T9

byJoe Casey

i«mienen.uiiih-HTe

Si LCMB*DC!

rfELLA WlLDtR

YOUR BIRTHDAY
TNUMOAV. OfC 14

Bani la^ay. you srr an
MMUMial pmon who ol-

t«i lacks llir wuidatn
needed to keep emotjanal
rti^nom i undrr 'wrajM
Vnit ipvr youTM-lf and ynur
frellflits away almond
rvrry limr you opm your
mouUi to sprak In so

damn, you may rrvral

prrnsrly Ihnvr thinns
about ynunrir - unpa
lirn<r prrjudicrs.
«iraknr<iar> - ynu would
rattwr kvrp hiddrn K.vrn

ao. you arr a favnrttr with
alhrr% if mithinK rise 'hry

usually IitI thr urKr In

protrt-t you
You Kavr an wtivr ami

al limrs rsrrcdinid)
drprrs.sinK iniaKinalion
You ran lauw yourwlf
murh ncwllc*^ worry sim-
ply b> foTKrlOnn Ihr diffrr

rnrr brtwrrn faci and fan-

cy
Alto bom on IfM «o«a

ira GaOfQO VI ol England
Bishop P»Mlanda< Cha»a
lound*' ol Konyon Collaea
To att what is in storr

for you tomorrow, find

your tMrthday and rrad thr

corrrspnndmK paraKraph
|4^< your birthday <>tar tir

your dally KUidr

FPIOAY DEC IS

SAGITTAniUSINov it

Ooc ill - AKitrrvMon and
imiepondrncr join forces In

rroalr an active, profita

trie, and rsceedintily rnjoy-

aMeday
CAPNICONNlOec II-

Jan H( -- Whrn it comrs to

lalrnt and rnrrxy. hold

tta<°k un nrithrr Ynu ran
crratr your own rewards
sinKlr-lundrdly today
AOUARtUSIJan It-Fob

III " If you would have
your work aircplrd by

titoar m rhariie of your

advancetnenl. moke your

PISCESlFob 1»-Hareh

Itl - Set your own price lor

your labor and do not devi

•Ir You ran have things

your own way by nicMfall
ANICSIMaraK 71Apr« Itl

- A wifllncnnw to involve

ynwrsrlf in a<-tivitirs nth

rr^ may ronuder tMt out

ol ynur IraRur pays off

TAUauSlApril 7t-May Itl

- Stick to rnuline Unless

you do. you ri.sk failure

alona new lines of rndeav-
nr t>is«ppointmrnt < auses

drprrvslnfl

SCMINHMar Il'-luno Itl -

If you tell an rsawterated
tale today, ynur .straiithi

\tiiry may not lir lielieved

tomorrow llont set your
self up
CANCEIMJuno Il-Julr III

- Homanre ii in the air

Take care not to reveal

your favoritism Make an
effort to keep everythinK
equitatjie

LEOlJulv I}-Au« m -

(tffrr all the rsruaes you
wish, few arr hsteninti

Take heart, however, you
will succeed the nest time

•round
VINGOtAug IJ-SopI II)-

- You have the stamina to

stirk with an all-out effort

until your Koal is reached
K.sercise it .Set fear a.side

lltHAfSopI I3-OC4 II)-

Vour need to succeed may
be a little obvious Make an
effort to appear more non-

rhalanl and lasual
SCOnPlOlOci Il-No«

11) - Innovation secures

for you the kind of success

you've been hopmit for

Take another's su««(estion

10 heart

I Mlfif > i-Mwrr ^«iMlli «lr Iw

Spam Slade, People 's Eye
Alice. WORk, BRAIN
Vqwt- caw you... -

by Joe Carroll

CHUtik£ OF THE rH«0«M
MAW SLOUGH QFf. SOON,
ONLY GREG REMAINS-
AND ^57 LQS. or FREEZE
DRIED MUSHROOM CHIPS.

by Marky Freen

If your equipment was sold at the

GREAT SKI SNATCH
- Report to the Ski Club, Room 106 C.C. .

I BEFORE INTERSESSION!!! I
Bring ticket stubs. For more info., call

sorry, for the delay!!

545-3473 t
549-8056 #

COPYING
SALE

Copies on bond— 5c
6th copy and up—4c

Low cost, high quality copies

when you need them most —
just in time for thesis and paper

deadlines.

*Offer good during December
with this ad only*

I

I

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Sports Calendar

Men's basketball
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

No games scheduled
TOMORROW'S GAMES
No gari>es scheduled

UConn
TODAY'S GAMES

^

Sports Notices
VOLLEYBALL FORFEIT FEE REFUNDS will be given back DECEMBER 18-22

ONLY. You must see Mrs. Laramie. Intramural Office, Rm. 215, Boyden.

There will be a basketball officials meeting Thursday, December 14 in room 253
of Boyden at 7:00 p.m. All interested should attend.

*EC*IATieH«L ACTIVITY r^^CR&M

piNAi n*MiMrin«s

0«««^«r 18 f OMa^r* 21, |1}«

ALl rACILITlfS ARt Tf UHTVEtSTTY yTWHIffS . MOOTS. AMD CTAFT . rl««»« prnMt I.».

C«r4« when •ntarlng •pfrnyrtal* laclUrv.

!.<»«»• trmmm msvctmu cowrrs wiu ctrsf at ij oe p.m. m. Pfc. i». m ortu Bte. l».

Mopt BAstrrreAU couiTs WIU curst at tne p.m. Pti.. wc. I), te-opta otc. H.

P A I S

UP SHIM Nnn.-Prl. llM-t OS
ortu mnm Mnn. ti«4 7;)e.* 10

MWICAPPPr HOHi

NkHMAU courrs-
(••(•rMCIoiM Urn 1)^ BpOnnt)
NBA. Thur« tno AM « 10 Pn
Ptl4ar aOO AN •^ M tW

orocM WT. tM.

mm.-Thvt* •(» AM-9)n PM
Prt<Uv 8 M «N-4 10 M

Tw«s .TH«it».

Hi*-, ftl

«C« THACT-
Mnf«4af-Pri<tay

Wf^t WIICMT KM.
Han. -Ttwra.

Prlday

n:00 AN -«:00

•;0B AM - ):0n

:«« AH- «tM f
«:(M AH - IrM

/"
Rock h Jazz L P s

Buy - Sell - Trade

IMKMMMD
MMNtt

v^
264 N Pleasant

Shf/uxMse
Ctnemas

ROUTES.RIVEROAURO
VEST SPIIIH6FIEL0

TEL 733 5131

>3.00"'3:30

LATE SMIIIS-nn.A SAT.

IE HOiOR MASTER CNARGi

2:00-7:15-9:25

The UMass
Music Theatre Guild

is looking for a

PRODUCER
to produce

next semester's show
Anythmg Goes

If interested

call by Fri., Dec. 15

Kevin -546-6078
Mary Anne -549-0877

THE BOYS
FROM BRAZIL
M thry *urv*v* <mM **r

»

UPIM RJ

SMOKE
2:00^7:»-9:25

2:00-7:20-9:36 R

^i^M
2:00-7:35-9:25

Wl=^
2:00 7:00-9:30

PG

FROM

2:00-7:15 9:30

2:007:109:30

Wh«r« you CAN
park ovArnight during
sno^M season
IO*c 1 April 1)

Wh«r« you CANNOT
park overnight during
srtow season
(Dec. 1 April 1)

P Lot @) Stadium —
back of lot only

P Lots @> Frat'Sor Park

ft behind Lot 26
Lot 21 (except two

North rowsl

Lot 22
Lot 24
Lot 25 (North of road

way to P lot only)

Lot 28
Lot 32 (West of Lincoln

Ave only)

Lot 41

Lot 42
Lot 43
Thatcher Way (East side

only

Lot 44
Lot 46
Lot 49
Lot 50

Stadium P Lot

(Front Section)

Lot 21 (Two North
Rowsl

Lot 25 (South of Road-
way^to P Lot)

Lot 26
Lot 31

Lot 32 (East of Lmcloln

Ave )

Lot 34
Lot 40
Lot 45
Lot 47 (Except for HOR
& HP)

Lot 62
Lot 63
Lot 64
Lot 66
Lot 86
Lot 71

Any Campus Roadway
Any Parking Meter

SUPERMANi

2:00 4:30 7:10 9:50

If you believe you were improperly issued a ticket for

violation of snow regulations, you may appeal it, within 7

days from its date of issue, to the Parking Appeals Board,

Dickinson Hall __^.^__

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore

S4C-1SSS
a service pf the Dean of Student* Office

^J^DENIMS

under $16
Velours $15.00

Faded Jeans $U.OO
Western Flannel Shirts $11.00

Next toTHEPUBAmherst

Thursday. December 14, 1978

Christmas

GiftTrims

A beautiful package
makes a gift even

more special!

r^

(^^^/i^rie^/{

Creative excellence is an American tradition.

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

Amherst Area's One-Stop
Copy and Typing Center

•Quality, low-cost copying

•Fast, professional typing

•Complete dissertation,

manuscript and resume service

•Binding services available

In the Carriage Shops
549-0567

Men's 17
"

Laceups
Save $40

Ladies 16"

Pull on
Reg. $74 '44••

JACKETS
Fine Natural Leather

They are beautiful!

Wide selection from
Bombers to Blazers

Heartfelt
Leather

lOS N riiiiMil Si Ai»Mrl
10-«M«« Sat tSS^SISS ««<

Wh/
rmall
ever
toA/ni

>4. »«g *<^ ^1,*

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

113 CAMPUS CfNTER

Classifieds have
been bringing
results to your
classmates for

years. Why not
put your money
on a sure thing

There's no place like home, and we make it easy to get there.

TRAILWAYS and PETER PAN offer convenient express

service to Boston, New York,and many other points.

TMVIIWiOrS fr PETERMN DUS UNES

MAKE LIFE SIMPLER FORYOU.

For Information, Schedules and Prices, contact:

Campus Center Bus Office - 545-2006, or 549-6000

Guaranteed challenge:
If you re a young person looking for some real challenge,

novv's the time to look into the Army From law enforce-

ment to medicine, from cooks to combat arms, the Army
has more challenging opportunities to offer than anyone

Over $400 a month to start

Army pay is better than ever And with meals, lodging and
medical and dental care provided, you II be surprised how
far that pay will go

Skill-training courses
Ever wonder where to get that experience necessary

'

the classified ads always ask for? A good place is the

Army With hundreds of training courses, the Army can

teach you skills you II be glad to have later on.

Educational opportunities

You can take classes on post, or at nearby colleges and
universities, with the Army paying up to /S'o of tuition for

approved courses taken on your own time (and under the

Veterans' Educational Assistance Program, you can build

an $8,100 education fund in just 3 year?).

Travel opportunities
Joining the Army can mean a chance to work and live in

Europe. Alaska. Hawaii. Korea, the Canal Zone, or almost

anywhere in the continenlal U.S.

Join now, go later

You can do just that - join now and. if you qualify, you

can report up to 365 days later - with the Armys special

Delayed Entry Program A terrific option for high school

seniors and others with unfinished business ahead of

them.

Serve yourself.
Serve your Country

jrams are open, and to have the

want, call us now

Collegian 19

UMass quarterback Mike McEvilly prepares to hand the bail off to Cliff

Pedrow (33) in last Saturday's playoff victory over Nevada/Reno. Pedrow ran

for three touchdowns in the game, and will be counted on heavily this Saturday

when the Minutemen play Rorida A C> M for the fSICAA 1AA championship.

(Photo special to the Collegian by Jim Cain)

Monday Special
Win or lose, the Collegian will be publishing a football special which will be

out on Monday morning. It will be packed with photos and stories from this

Saturday's championship game as well as reflections on the entire season.

Don't forget to pick up your copy.

.?^'

^^ f '^^»^LIqoor Store

OPEN TIL 11 P.M.

HEINEKEN $3.49 six

MILLER 12 oz. cans +NR $6.90 case

MILLER LITE 12 oz. cans +NR $6.90

case

ilf-i

RUDDLES ALE $1.35 four

$7.50 case K>j

MOLSON ALE, BEER & GOLDEN
$2.50 six $9.75 case

FALSTAFF 12 oz. cans $5.75 case

VISIT OUR NEW DELI DEPT.

OPEN & READY TO SERVE YOU.

GOOD THRU 12/22

338 COLLEGE ST.

RT. 9 AMHERST
OPEN TIL 11 P.M.

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL

253-5384

256-8453 J

ERRRORS 1

^^^^̂ W&
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Comeback falls short;

Huskies win, 65-62
By WAL T CHERNIAK
Collegian Staff

Highly touted freshman Cornelius
Thompson led all scorers with 20 points, in-

cluding a game-clinching free throw with
four seconds left, as UConn withstood a
furious UMass comeback to nip the

Minutemen, 66-62 at the Cage last niqht.

UMass eclipsed a 33-26 halftime deficit,

and took their first lead of the ball game
when Mark Haymore dropped in a layup

with 3:56 remaining to make the score
58-57 and bring an enthusiastic Cage crowd
to Its feet. An Eric Williams banker a minute
later gave UMass some breathing room at

62 59, but the Huskies' Bob Oulin tossed in

a long jumper, aruj Jeff Carr tipped in a

Thompson shot with 1:10 left to give

UConn the lead for good.

UConn jumped off to a big early lead, as

Thompson scored five quick p>oints, and
ran all the way up to 18-6 on two Randy
LaVigne free throws But the Minutemen.
who struggled throughout, rebounded with

nine unanswered points to close the lead to

18^15.

The Huskies' Clay Johnson bombed one
in t make it 26^19, but Haymore hit a

jumper, and Brad Johnson convened a

three- point play following a Jay Stewart

block, and the margin was down to 26 24

The teams exchanged hoops, arxj Thomp
son swished an 18-foot fadeaway jumper at

the buzzer, and UConn went into the locker

room with a 33 26 halftinr>e bulge.

Billy Morrison kept the Minuterrten in the

game in the early minutes of the second
half, as he scored all eight of his pwints m
the first nine minutes of play, including a

long jumper to start a 10 1 UMass spurt

which brought the lead down to 47 46 with

8:10 remaining.

Thompson tossed in a jumper to break
the spell, and after a Stewart layup, hit a
turnarourid in the lane Mike McKay con-
verted both ends of a one and-one, and the

Huskies had it back up to five at 53-48.

Thompson added a short jumper and two
more free throws, as UConn held tight at

57 52 with 4:57 left. The Minutemen began
their late surge, but eventually fell short.

UMass coach Jack Leaman didn't seem
too discouraged with the loss, which drops
the Minutenr>en's record to 3 3. "We've im-

proved a lot, " said Leaman. 'Connecticut
is a fine team; don't count them out."

Huskies coach Dom Perno seemed reliev-

ed after his team's win. "We knew it woukl
be tough here," he said. "It always is."

Perno praised the defensive work of center

Jeff Carr, who f>e(d high -scoring Mark
HaynrKDre to just 14 points. "You could tell

they would try to work it in to him," he
stated, "Jeff forced some key turnovers in-

side."

Eric Williams played an outstar>ding game
for the iwlinutemen, leading the team with
19 points and aarnirtg the Collegian Player

of the Game Award for the second straight

game. Haymore was the only othter UMass
player in double figures with 14.

UConn was paced by Thompson with 20.

and had three other players in double
figures, as Jeff Carr tallied 13 arnj Mike
McKay and Bob Oulin each netted 1 1

.

UMass(62) Brad Johnson 2-2-6:Tom
Witkos 00 Bill Morrison 4 8: Eric

Williams 8 2 18; Connie Nappier 0-0^:
Mark Haymore 54^14: Len Kohlhaass
4 8: Jay Stewart 4 a8. Totals: 77 8-62.

UCONNI65I Mike McKay 4-3 11: Bob
Dulin 3 5-11: Jim Fearon 0-0 0: Clay
Johnson 3-0-6; Randy LaVigne 1-2-4:

Jeff Carr S-3-13: Cortiolius Thompson
7 6-20 Totals: 23 19«.

Losing ways continue
for stumbling icemen
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

ANDOVER After jumping in front by 10
Tuesday night, the UMass hockey team saw
seven straight Merrimack goals scored on
them, the Warriors rolled over the now 1-5
Minutemen here by a final score of 7-3.

"It was one of our better perfornrwinces

this year," related UMass head coach Jack

Canniff yesterday "Our defense played

much better, but Memnrwck is a good
skating team.

Freshman forward Mark Giordani opened

the scoring for the Minutemen, when he

took a pass from John Reidy and slipped the

puck past Warrior netminderMon Petronella

at 6:02 of the first period. Seven Merrinr^ack

goats and a period and a half later, the

Minutemen scored their second when junior

Bill Estes lit the lamp after taking a pass from

Ken Richards (the hero of Saturday night's

win over Boston State).

Just over a minute later, at 12:33 in thiat

third period, co-captain John Peters wrap-

ped up the scoring for the night when he
scored his seventh goal of the season on a

pass from a tough Guy Kidd.

According to Canniff, Minutemen
goaltender Casey Scavone played well;

especially the third period when the

freshman netminder faced 17 Warrior shots

and only allowed one in.

"It was like they were stormin' the

Bastille, " said Canniff of the third period.

The Merrimack win boosts its record to

7 2 1 this season as last year's Division II

champs continue to dominate eastern col-

legiate hockey.

The Minutemen now face a seven-week
layoff before they continue their season
against Maine on January 26. They will

return from intersession and start practicing

on the 15th before travelir>g to Maine

Thompson's debut a hit
by STEVEZACK
Collegian Staff

Cornelius Thompson came into the Cage
last night with a sizeable reputation and
nr>ore than lived up to it as he scored 20

points in sparking the UConn Huskies to a

hard fought 65-62 win over the Minutemen.

Pressure is often a deterrent to young
players with big images heaped upon them,

but not to this 6'8", 2X lb. child' from
Middletown, Connecticut.

"When I go out, I go out to play. When
there is pressure you can't play," Thomp-
son commented.

There had been great anticipation going

into last night's game of the confrontation

between Thompson and UMass forward

Mark Haymore. Although the two played

little against each other due to zone

defenses, each managed to block a shot on
the other, something that doesn't happen
too often to the big Minuteman.
"I don"t call myself a weakling," Thomp

son asserted. "I have pride in myself."

"For us (Thompson and Haymore) to go
against each other's team, we try to hurt

each other's team. It's a battle of the two
big men," Thompson added.
Massachusetts coach Jack Leaman had

praise for the freshman. '"They (UConn)
went to him in pressure situations and he
produced. They played like they needed
him out there," Leaman said.

While Thompson is the main thrust of the

Connecticut team, the rookie center gives a

lot of credit to the Huskies' power forward,

Jeff Carr.

"Jeff has improved a lot and he's one of

the keys on this team. He controls us,"

Thompson said.

Cornelius "Corny"' Thompson came to the

University of Connecticut via Middletown
High School where he earned a solid

reputation as one of the finest high school

players in the country. In his high school

career Thompson scored 2,185 points and
exceeded 1600 rebounds. He led his team
to a 76 game winning streak , and 92 wins in

93 games.
On the season, Thompson has averaged

right aroung 20 points a game along with 8

rebounds.

Before this season even began Thompson
was nam^ to the All New England team
but he shrugs it off for the meanwhile say-

ing, '"I don't worry about it, I just play the

game."
And he plays it well.

Minuteman center Lan Kohhiaas takes it to the hoop against UConn's Corny
Thompson but the big senior was called for a charge. (Staff photo by Bill

Graana)

Steve Zack

That feeling
It is often hard to put one's feelings into

words, and this could well be one of those
cases; the feeling that comes Saturday
evening the Minutemen and the University

of Massachusetts nrtay be national cfiam-
pions. Us. You. me, the campus, the
players, even the faculty could be part of

something that only one school in the
country can enjoy.

It kinda sends these chills up and down
my spine, chills that only championship
schools enjoy. But has anyone taken the

time to consider how a championship
school is supposed to react or what we
should do with the championship?
For instance, if, or should I say when, the

Minutemen capture the title, should

Southwest start its bonfire on the 'mids im-

mediately or wait until darkness sets in?

(Northeast and Central people should

substitute the Quad for 'mids; off-campus
and Orchard Hill Sylvan people, feel free to

set Whitmore on fire.)

Perhaps we should take the snobby, snot-

ty approach and walk around with our
asses and noses up in the air, bragging
about our new found fortune. I mention
this method only in retort to the Ivy

Leaguers to the south (Yale) who mention-
ed in the Insiders" Guide to the Colleges,

"...the average student at UMass is rather

boorish, not very intelligent, and really not

very interesting." Maybe not, but we'll be
national champs and you won't be, ha ha.

But I suppose the best method of accep-
tance would be to sit back and enjoy with a

smile and a bit of pride for this school that

has been badmouthed for so long.

This brings us to the problem of what to

do with a national championship.
We could store it for future generations to

gawk at and admire, but that's being a little

too nice to the future undercl§^men.

We could give it to Chancellor Bromery,

con? dering x\\e fact that hell probably ex-

pel e football team and fire Pickett if they

doii t let him keep it in his office.

We could forget completely about it and
go on as if nothing happened, but that's

about as likely, or was as likely as, well,

UMass winning a national championship.

We could claim recruiting violations and
forfeit the title.

We could put it up for grabs against the

Division 1-A champion; you only go around
once in life so you gotta grab for all the

gusto you can get.

We could offer it to all the UMass teams
that unfortunately will not capture a na-.

tional championship of their own this year.

We could throw it in the garbage and bank
our hopes on the whim that the garbage
will never be picked up so we'll always have
it

Or better still, we could leave it with the

football team and just enjoy the pride that

goes with being a national champion...

a

national champion.
It's a nice thought, isn't it?

Author's note: One of the nicest things

about winning a championship is the

celebrations that take place following the

victory. As I mentioned before, the various

bonfires* around campus. Southwest
shouting matches and toilet paper bom-
bardments, of which I was once a part, and
other on and off campus activities are

great, but one of the nicest of all would be
if there was a huge deluge of people to

greet the team at Bradley Airport on Satur-

day night.

The team will be leaving Texas a couple of

hours after the game and should arrive at

Bradley around midnight. Be on hand to

congratulate them for a job well done.
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Teacher shot in apparent holdup
DAILY COLLEGIAN. FRIDr^x. xJECi^MBER l6. 1978

NEW HAVEN \AP\ - Police believe they know who fataUy

shot a business education teacher Thursday at Wilbur Cross
High School in an apparent holdup attempt, a police detective
said.

The detective, who asked not to be named, would not say
whether the susp>ect is a student.

The teacher, identified by officials at Yale New Haven
Hospital as Anthony Annunziata of Orange, died at 2:50 p.m.
in the operating room from a wound caused by a large caliber

bullet, officials said. He was shot once in the abdomen-chest
area while he was tending a school concession stand.

Annunziata, 56, was shot about 1:15 p.m. as he and a stu-

dent ran the food stand, open only during the school's sixth

period and for special events, officials said.

The detective, who asked not to be identified, told WCBS in

New York that police know who they are looking for. But the
officer declined to give details about the suspect.

The lone male assailant ran down a 120 foot corridor and into
a parking lot which exits on Mitchell Cfrive and is bounded by a
wooded area, school officials said.

Annunziata ran the distributive education program and was
reported to be well liked

Assistant Superintendent John Doyle said another teacher
heard the gunshot, fournJ Annunziata lying on the floor and
ran after the assailant but could not catch him.
He was still conscious by the time an ambulance crew arrived

at the school
Doyle said several students were in the hall near the store,

which is in a busy section of the school, when the shooting
occurred. Witnesses are being questioned by police and Doyle
said no other injuries were reported.

The shooting occurred near the end of the school day and of-
ficials canceled seventh period classes and sent students
home.

Landlords may defy deposit laws
By BETH SEGERS
Coilegian Staff

A University official yesterday charged three area apartment
conx>lexes with possible infractions of the state security
deposit law by their use of standardized deduction rates in
charging tenants for damages
University Legal Services Attorney Steven Baumohl said Clif

fside. Squire Village and Brittany Manor Apartments' use of
standardized deduction rates often result in unreasonable
fees charged to tenants" not in compliance with the updated
j.ecurity deposit law, effective last September.

The law states the landlord must "itemize in precise detail the

nature of the damage the repairs necessary to correct such

dannage, and written evidence, such as estimates, bills,

voices or receipts, indicating the actual or estimated cost."

in-
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Globe Santa needs help
With approximately $1250

already collected, the
UMass Globe Santa fund
drive IS only one quarter of
the way towards their goal
of $5,000. and is appealing
to students for help in col-

lecting more money
Michael Cohen, one of the

drive organizers, is asking
for help in the following
ways for dorm staff
members (and other
students) to go door to

door on their floors coHec
ting and to turn all money

collected into the student
credit union and to donate
$50 to collection buckets
scattered around the cam-
pus, i e. the Blue Walt.

T O.C , Campus Cof-
feeshop etc. The group is

also k>oking for students to

sign up to go door to-door
collecting in office buildings

next week. Those in

terested can call 6 4332 or

6 4447

Remember, these kids aie
counting on you!

Electric Co. seeks
shares In Seobrook
The Massachusetts

Municipal Wholesale Elec

trie Co (MMWEC) an
nounced Tuesday it will

seek to buy additional

shares m the SeabroQk
nuclear power plant

The MMWEC is a state

organization compiised of

30 members of the state's

city and town light depart-

ments. The organization

was started to finance the

ownership and construction

of power generating
facilities

Currently, the organization

owns about six percent of

Seabrook, but hopes to buy
additional shares from the

Public Service Co of New
Hampshire which owns 50

percent.

The MMWEC members
say their departments need
more power for the 1980's.

The first Seabrook unit is

scheduled to begin opera-

tion in 1982.

A statement by the

MMWEC board of directors

stated, "The public utility

systems need increase
generation capability in the

1980's. To stop or impede
the progress of Seabrook at

this stage of its davelop-

detriment
regional

ment would be a

to the overall

power supply and the New
England economy."
The Clamshell Alliance, a

group organized around
stopping the construction
of nuclear power plants,

has recently announced
plans to blockade the ship

ment of the plant's reactor

-Michael Sussman-

Baumohl and attorney Michele Leaf said the use of stan-

dardized rates is not precise and results in higher costs to

tenants than specific damage complaints. Leaf said all three

complexes are owned by Kamins Real Estate Agency which

could not be reached yesterday for comment

6aunx>hl said it was yet unclear how many area apartments
use the standardized rates and said he needs this information

before a lawsuit can be filed.

A lawsuit may be imminent to stoo landlords from making
potentially unlawful deductions for people moving out of their
apartments this January," he said. He said the Legal Service
Organization had recently become aware of the prar tice
through client complaints but "we expect it has been gomg on

, for some tinrve
'

The Consumer Action Center on the fourth floor of the Stu
dent Union building wi>! be open until Tuesday to any tenants
bringing in specific c jmpfaints about current or past problems
with security depostis. he said. Baumohl said he hoped
students from ail area complexes would bring in copies of ex-
isting deduction rates and said these rates may later be used
as evidence in the case.

Lea^ said the standard rates do not represent the actual cost

of iepairing or replacing nr»any items.

"Some complexes are charging two dollars for missing ice
cube trays when we all know we cay buy them for 59 cents in
the drugstore." she said.

Other specific complaints vo'ced by tenants include a five

dollar charge for stickers left on apartment walls and the $25
fine for failure to clean stoves, Baumohl said Baumohl said he
could forsee serious problems with the security deposit law
next May when many tenants leases end.

"We hope to be well on the way to resolution of the case

before people move out of their apartments for the summer,"

he said.

The revised state law requires inspections when tenants

move into the apartments and allows Ihe landlord to collect

the security deposit and the final month's rate along with the

first month's rent The security deposit must be placed in an
interest earning escrow account for tenants, and tenants are

eligible to sue for triple damages if the security deposit is not

returned within thirty days after termination of occupancy.
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ff your equipment was sold at the

GREAT SKI SNATCH
t Report to the Ski Club. Room 106 C.C.

1 BEFORE INTERSESSION!!! .

« Bring ticket stubs. For more info., call 545-3473 $
^ /yV 549-8056 #
# sorry for the delay!!
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The UMass
Music Theatre Guild

is looking for a

PRODUCER
to produce

next semester's show
Anytl\ing Goes

If interested

call by Fri., Dec. 15

Kevin -546-6078
Mary Anne -549-0877

Positions
Available
at the
Collegian

Assistant Business Manager

Sales Representative

(experience preferred, car required)

Delivery Person

Work Study Clerical Position

Proofreaders & Pasteup

Contact Laura Bassett

in the Collegian office,

113 Campus Center,

ynS*' for information and

applications.

TIGHTS
&

LEOTARDS

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst, next to the Post Office

Open 10-6, f^ton -Sat/starting Dec 11,10-9

UMass gradstudent cranks out Guyana book
By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

A UMass graduate student has joined th«
list of "instant" book authors with his con-
tribution on the tragedy of the Peoples
Temple in Jonestown Guyar^.
John Maguire, a student in the Masters of

Fine Arts and Creative Writing Program
wrote the book, entitled "Hold Hands and
Die," with his wife Mary Lee Dunn, Spr-
ingfield Union and Republican Feature
Editor, and with help of a fellow student
and his brother.

"The book is a compilation of everything
in print We hired people all over the coun-

try to send us newspaper clips," said
Maguire.

Maguire, a former
reporter for several
newspapers, was able to

locate about 15
newspapers acquain-
tances in cities like

Sacramento, San Fran-

cisco, and Indianapolis,

who sent him informa

tion from local papers.

When Maguire heard the story on Mon-
day, November 20, he thought it was "one

No improvement in

graffitti at library

of the greatest news stories ever," and by
Tuesday night, a New York agent had a
publishing contract for him with Dale
Books, Inc.

Within two days of the first call, the clips

began arriving from across the country.
Within eight days, the book was finished
and on its way to the printer, just 16 days
after California Rep. Leo Ryan was gunned
down in Jonestown. Maguire said he and
his wife worked from 8:5) a.m. until mid-
night every day

.

Maguire said compilation of other printed
stones IS "perfectly valid journalism," ad-
ding that Newsweek and Time use "the

careful funneling of local newspaper
material" for parts of their stories every
week.
"This is a very important piece of news

about human nature," Maguire said,

Maguire called his book journalism,
"much like a newspaper, just trying to get
the news out real quick." He said he does
not expect his book to have a long life and
he doesn't know if it wiV sel.

Maguire's book has six chapters on the
weekend evems, twelve cf^apters on the
life of Jim Jones and six chapters on
analysis of cults and the Peoples Temple.

By I^ICHAEL SIMOMS
Collegian Staff

-Graffiti... alive and well at UMass. It has
been a little over a year since I took my first

trip down the 26 floors of the library walls to

read the graffitti. {Collegian 11/23/77). This
time I was curious to see if there had been
any improvement in their condition. Since
the answer was an immediate "no"; they are
more covered than ever, I decided to check
and see if the student body had changed
their thinking over the year. All quotes have
been printed verbatim and may be found on
the stairwell wails on the left hand side of the
library.

Gratitude: I'd like to (hank the voters of

Massachusetts, the good taxpayers of this

commonweaith for providing for my educa
tion at a small expense to myself. I will be
furever grateful. My life has been truly

changed for the better Richard Nixon.

FactCr: Debaters do it orally!

Commercial: Exxon paid for this spot, so
here it is X.

Satire on Star Trek: Go where no man
has gone twfore, the worrwn's nudist colony
on Tauras 6 Mad 1967.

Politics: Stop S.A.T.F. increases, it's

your rT>oney not the senate's.

Lyrics: It's just a jump to the left and then
a step to the right. Put your hands on your
hips and bring your knees in tight, but it's

the pelvic thrust, that really dirves you in-

sane. Let's do the Time Warp again. Rocky
Horror Show

Disbelief: Judy you're too good to be
true, but I love you anyways.
Be grateful: Farmers are the II back

bone of America. Think about it.

Conservation: Eat a beaver save a tree.

Eat Euell Gibbons save them both.
Least we forget: Have you ever sat to

ponder while walking along the strand, that
life IS just a rotten apple' And if you knew
when every man could meet the final test,

life is just a game my friend and it's not
whether a man wins or loses, a woman gets
the blame. And your mother is your dog's
best friend. Then mighty Casey stepped up
to the plate and Sheridan was 50 miles away.
For it takes a heap of loving to make a horr>e

like that out in the road where the flying

fishes play-Groucho Marx
Philosophy: If the Blues were Whiskey,

I'd stay drunk all the time.

Warning: Beware' Vapid, the man eating
mongrel, is loose on this campus.
Commercial: LSD consumes 47 times its

own weight in excess reality.

Paranoid: The C.I. A. is watching you,
but then again so is Santa Claus.

Greetings: Welcome to the UMass library

walls, home of a thousand different ways to

draw a hurrwn penis.

Only at UMass: My frustration has a first

name it's

O'S'C'A'R*
My frustration has a second name it's

C*0*M'P"U*T*E*R'
Oh he twists my head 'round each day
If I could ask him why he'd say,

"Cause it's my job to get in the way of your

AMERICAN GRAFITTI?
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A typical example of the graffiti that
covers the library's walls and stair-

ways. (Staff
Newman).

photo by Richard
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reasonable aquisition of a B.F.A."
One opinion: Bigamy is one spouse two

many Monogomy is the same thing.

Someone's idea of a joke: What do you
get when you cross a monkey with a com-
puter? A Hairry Reasoner
Greek to me: Frank sum est fornicius

ablidum et infinitum femesinae (heh, heh).

What's new on the walls this year is the

constant floor by floor fight between those
who write Nazi slogans and propaganda an'J

those who try to obliterate them and tell the

sloganists off.

No trip to the library walls would be com
plete without one quote of the Star Tre*

trivia which decorates /defaces at least one
wall on every floor. "Kirk- we have no neec
for your gods. We find one sufficient. -Who
mourns for Adonis."• • — F I ^* *• --*-F «• r***-' v«fiw« <» ifV-VT VI • H Hi VVOII^ LI 119 JCOI 19 1 1 IC I I IVTU I f U IVfl r-ivivfiis^.

Last Christmas for Amherst president
Sitting in his spacious office, Amherst

College President John W. Ward is full of

seasonal spirit. Every year at this time the

family of a deceased alumnus sends the

school a crisp new $100 bill to be awarded
to any student in financial need as a

Christmas bonus.
This year, like every other Christmas for

the past seven years, Ward will give the

money to the student of his choice this

week. Although he particularly enjoys this

aspect of his job, this will be the last time

Ward will participate in the tradition.

After 15 years at Amherst College, seven

of them as president. Ward has decided to

resign in June although he hasn't the

"faintest notion" what he'll do next.

"It's kind of exhilirating," he said yester-

day in a Collegian interview.

Ward announced his resignation effective

in June last month, stating he did not want
to commit himself to a three to five year

capital dfive that the college is planning.

The drive's expected to raise money for

new buildings.

Ward is also chairnnan of a blue ribbon

commission formed to investigate state

building contract discrepancies and said

yesterday he would like to concentrate
more of his time on the commission in the
future. The commission was established

after two state senators were convincted
last year on extortion charges involving a
firm hired to help in the construction of

UMass- Boston.
Several state legislators have called for the

commission to investigate UMass-Amherst
buildings, including the $10 million Tillson

heating plant which was only in operation

for eight months before breaking down in

1974. But Ward said the commission "will

not respond to suggestions from any
quarter," and will establish "rational

criteria" for investigations.

Of his past seven years as president Ward
said he was pleased with the changes at the

College and is proud of the school where he
is popular among students and faculty.

During his tenure in office, the College

became co-educational and adopted a new
liberal arts curriculum.

Ward said the College's going co-
educational four years ago was inevitable,

and would have happened no matter who
was president, but thought the transition

went smoothly. Ward has been credited

with dealing well with sticky situations, the

most recent of which was an Hispanic stu-

dent sit-in staged last week.
"It's not that we at Amherst College are

any better or smarter than the University,"

he said, "but we are smaller and things take

on a personal aspect."

Ward said he favored de-centralizing

UMass and taking smaller state colleges

and building on them. "Large campuses

are a mistake," he said.

Development of tf>e Five-College com-
munity was also inevitable no matter who
was president according to Ward. He called

the growth of Five College cooperation

"astounding,"

Ward refused to speak about his sue
cessor. "t don't think I should have
anything to do with the process and pro-

cedures (of picking a new president)", he
said. "As you look forward you see what
will be needed (for Aml>erst) then choose
someone who will nneet those projected

needs," he said.

Amherst students and trustees have said
they are looking for a man, preferably an
alumnus, who has a strong educational
commitment and the ability to handle
finances, to be the next president. "So-
nf>eone like Ward," a student said last

week.

Looking: for a room over interteMion?

(t)MA
PHI MU DELTA

•Attractive living quarters

•Many single and double

rooms available

-^:M use of kitchen ^ac'lities

•Quiet location

•Cable TV
•Reasonable Rates

•Located in Frat/Sor Park

Call Jerry or Mark at 253-9034

545-2163

Earn University

Credits While
in Paris

at the Paris American Academy

Oct. 15- May 20

>• Dec. 27-Jan. 23

July 1 — Aug. 4

Learn: French \

Art History

Music
Art

Dance
Theater

Fashion Seminar— Jan. /June/Sept.

Have your own apartment, share one,

or even live with a French family.

For more information— call Jane at

549-2803

^^^ ^9 .^
V

Amherst Area's One-Stop
Copy and Typing Center

•Quality, low-cost copying

•Fast, professional typing

•Complete dissertation,

manuscript and resume service

•Binding services available

In the Carriage Shops
549-0557

*
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BLACK AFFAIRS
Letter-to-the-Editor

'Comments out of context'
To the Editor:

During the past couple of weeks there has been much
controversy concerning statements made by myself during
the Southwest Assembly meeting on Dec. 5. 1978. My
comments were first described in Black Affairs as being
"derogatory and ambiguous" and in a subsequent article
described as being racist in nature. The result of these ar-
ticles was great indignation from the Third World Com-
munity. My resignation or impeachment was demanded.
What did I say that could cause such anger? Basically I

referred to the Center for Racial Studies "as running a slop-
py organization," screwing up and running their affairs in
an incompetent manner. My comments must be taken in
the context of which they were said, which has not been
reported yet. During the meeting on the 5th, one of the
motions to which we were addressing concerned the CRS.
The Center was requesting the SWA to transfer the

money already allocated for a course that was taught this
semester. This was the second time this semester that the
CRs had come before the SWA to request a transfer of
funds to pay its staff Also before the Assembly, under new
business, was a motion from the CRS requesting an addi
tional $1,250.00. This allocation represented a large portion
of our remaining funds for the year which totaled
$7,67774.

I did not feel that the SWA could afford to allocate this
money. The CRS is the only center that has requested
transfer of funds, and is the only center that has requested
additional funding of such a large sum. In addition the
Center, has deficit spent $270.00 in Provost work study
money. If this deficit is not corrected by funding from the
Master /Director's office it would be up to the SWA to
make up this deficit. With these factors in mind, my com
ments were made in support, of a binder which would have
blocked the allocation of the additional $1,250.00.
My comments were made on a purely fiscal matter on

which I felt my decision was a valid one. My comments
were not intended to be a personal attack on any one per
son or group of persons. However, I am not a professional
politician or a semantics major. My phrasing is not apt to be
perfect. I admit I could have used more diplonwtic words.
However, my comments did not warrant the abuse that I

have received in the form of attacks on my personal reputa-
tion, slanderous insinuations and threats of physical
violence I have received.

I ran for office in Southwest because I was concerned
about the deterioration of the quality of life in Southwest, I

felt that I could help in developing a community spirit to
rr^ake for a healthier environment. Obviously the elimina-
tion of racism is necessary for this community development
to occur. What are the causes of racism? A major cause is

the lack of understanding between people of different

-

races and cultures.

Vto\TfQShW

The key to understanding different cultures is com-
munication. People have to exchange their thoughts, learn
where each person is coming from and listen to each
other's viewpoint. Only then will consciousness raising oc-
cur to the level of each group understanding the wants and
needs of each other. When this occurs, the death of racism
is iminent.

This is what the courses at the CRS attempt to ac-
complish. However, they reach only a limited number of
people. I had plans for activities that would try to ac-
complish the same goal on a mass level, such as a
Southwest Day. It's a shan>e that some people are so quick
to judge, so quick to condemn someone who had the
courage to speak what he felt. It can happen to anyone at
anytime, if we let it happen. Always remember the lesson
of Pierpont.

Tim Condon
Co-Vice President Southwest Assembly

'Injustices are occurring'
To the Editors:

I am writing this letter, because I feel as if great injustices
are occuring. What is worse, these injustices are being
perpetuated if not created by this very paper. Tim Condon,
my vice-president, has been under a vicious media assault,
charging him with "racial anacks. " His comments which
were made on 12/5/78 were in reference to an amendment
on a bill dealing with the Center for Racial Studies Spring
budget. His remarks were made in regards to fiscal
management i.e. you run a sloppy organization and we
are
doing you a favor, (in actuality his statements have been
made to look worse i.e. he was paraphrased by Sheri
Williams)

In Renee Mobley's first article, she described these com-
ments as allegedly derogatory and libelous. In her second
article she added the word racist.

I wish now to bring this matter down to earth. Legislators
have to ask questions! How else can son^eone make in-

telligent, informed decisions? Tim Condon voted in favor of
the bill which transferred $900 from the spring half of their
budget and also voted in favor of giving the CRS their
budget as presented.
Now in light of these remarks, they are asking for his

resignation!? Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I ask you
does this warrant his resignation, his defamation of
character? In closing, I would like to point out that Tim
Condon is the only unpaid officer, he has refused the $600
that is his due. I think Tim Condon has done an admirable
job this semester and that if anything, he is owed an
apology.

Richard LaVoice
Co-President

2106 John Adams 546 8894

Wliat is Kwanza?

Tn^^Z ?;.?' "'r ""? "^'"^ ""S'nared Zb^^'^
fh.T™ ^'""L'^ togmher to caMnte the han^estino o<^ srw^;rtrwrL^^d^^^^

cxrz::rthi-cxu^^^^^^^^
warar:?;^:°-a-s^ K^a-- '?Sa?/--5H
crtr;i."°"'^ ^--^ -^- ^v had g^o^ras^tfS;

fou^nda^tl'onnMh'.J^^^ ^""^'P'« °^ Blackness) are theToundation of the Kwanza celebration. They are:

1. UMOJA (Unity) - To strive for ar>d maintain unity in the
family, community, nation ar>d race.
2. KUJICHAGULIA (Self Detennination) To define
ourselves, name ourselves, and speak for ourselves, in
stead of being defined, and spoken for by others.
3 UJIMA (Collective Work and Responsiblity) - To build
and maintain our community together and to make our

* brothers' and sisters' problems our problems and to solve
them together.

4. UJAMAA (Co operative Economics) To build arxi
maintain our own stores, shops and other businesses and
to profit together from them.
5. NIA (Purpose) To make as our collective vocation the
building and developing of our community in order to
restore our people to their traditional greatness.
6. KUUMBA (Creativity) To do always as much as we
can, in the way we can in order to leave our community
more beautiful and beneficial tf«n when we inf>erited it.

7. IMANI (Faith) To believe with all our heart in our
parents, our teachers, our leaders, our people ar>d the
righteousness and victory of our struggle.

Notice
The Collegian and Black Affairs

wish to apologize for allowing the re-

cent letter-writing debate between
members of the Black and Jewish
communities to deteriorate to the
point where racial slurs were used.

The Collegian and Black Affairs will

strive in the future to prevent similar

occurances.

SUNDAY DKUNCH

only at

10:30-2:30

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

Across from the fire station

Used Bool(s
In Good
Condition

Papert>acks £r

Hardbacks, Okj &
Recent, all Subjects.

VaU^ BooliSlwp

Carriage Shops
Amherst

10-5:30 Mon.-Sat.
Thurs. & Fri. nights

'til 8:00

OPBM SUNDAYS 10-5

A Store-full of Ideas

Functional, of course— but more
important, our combs, barrettes,

headbands, and t}Qbbies are beautiful

fashion accents. Classic tortoise-

shell designs, luminous enamels, rich

and subtle solids. A fine gift idea.

1.25-6.00.

'*^'^^^^^'^^^^^. )^
, . Downtown Amherst, next' to the Post Office

> /

Christmas

Canis
They span the miles and the

years— and show you've remembered.

iAee&^4
Creative excellence is an American tradition.

the Christmas store

campus center/univ. of mass./ar^''herst
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Students prefer viorks on
Camfius life says study
By James Egan

Students would rather see
paintings on campus life

than the current im
:)ressionistic work currently
being displayed on campus,
a survey taken last nx)nth
revealed.

The survey, conducted for

the Campus Center Board
of Governors, asked
students what tfiey though
about current patntmg
exhibits (such as tfie James
Hendricks Exhibitl and
what they would like to see
gracing the Campus Center
in the future

The interviewers at-

tempted to contact 504
randomly selected
students. Questions asked
included; "What do you like

?hout these paintmgs or

dislike about them?"; arMl

"What other types of
dispiays would you like to

see on the Concourse
walls?, (i.e., official

university announcements,
orientation materials,
photography, promotional
material for student groups,
or sculpturel?"

Almost three fourths of
the respondents indicated

they were aware of the
paintings on display.
Slightly more than one third

of the students questioned
were pleased with the large

scale abstract, im
pressiontstic work of James
Hendricks Almost one
third of the students sur

veyed were indifferent

towards the "Moonscapes"
and other impiessionistic

works.

When asked what the

displays shoulo reflect, less

than hall of the respon

dents wanted societal

issues to be displayed,

while slightly more than

three fourth wanted topics

concerning student liie to

t>e displayed As to the

specif. r mode of art

preferred, photography
scored higii (95.7) followed

by large scale murals (89 2)

Commenting on these
findings, John Furbish,

Exhibit Coordinator, said

"The student population

should be very pleased with

the upcoming displays,

they will be getting what
they want, large scale

realistic murals p>enatning

toUMass
"

1950 will be installed over
intersession to be viewed
from February to f' ,

These murals are examples
of "Realistic art com
missioned for and hung in

the Hatch sonte years back
The murals are currently in

the process of being
restored and should prove
to be a pleasant change
from the bare concrete
walls of the Campus Center
Concourse.

Beat the high price of

PRECISION
HAIRCUTS
For His
and Her

Includes:

FIRST—a professional
consultation

SECOND—a precision
style cut selected
individually just for you

THIRD—-our stylists wiD
shoiv you Yiovf to take
care of your hair

All for
$5.50

With personal style cut,

shampoo & blow dry $8.00

long hair slightly more
with this coupon only

limited to new customers
only

Styles by
Deborah

call for appt. 549-5610

Positions
Available at
the Collegian

Assistant Business Manager
Sales Representative

'(experience preferred, car required)

Delivery Person

Work Study Clerical Position

Proofreaders & Pasteup

Contact Laura Bassett in the Collegian office, 113

Cannpus Center, for information and applications.

OPEN HOUSE
TONIGHT

at

SIGMA ALPHA MU
8-1 a.m.

395 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
Beer^ wIne, sodA & MUNchiES

Music!!

(No books or pencils)

All of UMass invited— be there!

Articipation.

in many ways, Christmas is a Season of Anticipation.

And m Downtown Amherst, this feeling of pleasureabic expectation is

heightened by the joining together of the Community in Music, Song and

neighborly Warmth.

Clustered beneath the brightly lit Merry Maple are choirs, bands and choral

groups from our schools, churches and institutions of higher learning.

Throughout December these vClunteer musicians will serenade residents

and visitors alike with Carols and Songs of the Season.

And lining the streets of 'his picture-postcard New England marketplace are

scores of fascinating shoppes. like presents waiting to be unwrapped. Inside

are hundreds of gift ideas from around the world.

Fine restaurants abound in Downtown Amherst, too. beckoning the visitor

to partake of food or Christmas Cheer.

But come and see for yourself You will discover an atmosphere that is

friendly, a pace unhurried and the reason why we say . . .

riKTc^s No Plcxx^ Lik(^ IXAvntown
.^Tiherst, MassachUvS^tts s-

Person of
the year
Who would argue that ours has not been a rewarding year, a year

that swept us up as if by some great repossessed Cleveland santitary
vehicle in January and deposited us slightly bruised in December?
And now, applying the ice, in this our third and final "Person of the
Year," in this year of tumult and Perrier, we humbly nominate the in-

dividuals who we feel most embody the vitality and hope for our
confused but gung-ho world.

Aesthetic controversy still rages
over Norman Rockwell's pointing,

but American's favorite illustrator

continues to create his works un-
daunted. As for the critics who claim
Rockwell is not a serious artist, surely
it is not too late for this master to ex-
pand his talents and become a
mature creator in the tradition of
Roghko and Pollock. Rockwell's pic-

tures still reflect the vitality and
warmth of America, reaffirming our
values and the spirit of frontier ex-

ploration that pulses through the
veins of every American, including
Norman himself.

knother nrMjnument of our times is anthropologist Magaret Mead.
Now you're probably saying to yourself, why the hell are they
nominating an anthropologist, and what the heH is an anthropologist
anyway? I mean, what do they do apart from rummaging through
old bones and taking pictures of monkeys acting out their wildest
fantasies? Mar^ret Mead, for one, has published 21 books. She has
explored tribes as far away as Bujumburi and Bangui. She has gone
on so many lecture tours that sf>e herself says that she has lectured
the topic into the ground. But she continues forceful arnJ
resourceful. It isn't certain where Margaret's next trip will take her
but she has hinted it will be a long one, and is right rww drawing up a
contract with f>er next publisher

No imitators
There can be no imitators. Elvis is still king. Presley's stage show

thrills tf>e people like no one else's. In pubic he still finds himself
buried by young girls hoping to touch the flesh of their idol Though
age has brought along its little friend, paunch, Presley's gyrations
and locomotions stir up a frenzy. An indication of Elvis' unflagging
popularity was at a recent concert where the King came on stage
with a miserable cold -the audience offered a standing ovation to his
coughin'.

The Washington rumor mill is buzzing with speculation that
Hubert H. Humphrey will make one last run for the presidency in

1980, as well he should. Son of the New Deal, father of the Great
Society, this Minnesota farmer epitomizes all that is liberal and
generous in the United States Some folks say the aging politican
should retire to leisurely farming but Humphrey, ever the intrepid old
veteran of political battles, refuses to buy the farm.

There is a man in Rome, a man who carries on when others

despair, a man who prays when others blaspeme, in short, an endur-

ing man. He is Pope Paul. At a time wlien the Chuioh is being

criticized by many for its staid and traditional posture, he clings to

Old World beliefs. There is something noble in this stance, in his

determined refusal not to buckle under to the popular and transient.

The Christian world is still in shock over the tragic death of Pope
Paul. But in the wake of that solemn event came a successor to tf>e

Pope, d man of such integrity and moral virtue that the wound seems
healed already. This son of an Italian worker, a Socialist in fact,

would take the names of his two predecessors and enter the

spotlight of the world's peoples. His name is John Paul I, and his ho-

ly mission is to unite the
diverse, even fragmented Church. It may be an arduous task, but

we are convinced John Paul will succeded,

God-willing
Aldo Moro— "El dulce capitaine," the great healer, the Milanese

boy who absorbed the art of compromise in the smoldering grottoes

and pasta shop>s of wartime Italy, wheeling and dealing in olive oil

and linguini, to earn the money for "el universidad." If anyone can

reunite an Italian nation riddled with economic and political strife, it

is he. He has talked recently of packing his trunk and leaving the

government, but as Moro goes, so goes Italy, and perhaps Europe.

"We musta alia bita de bulleta." he has maintained. He, undoubted-

ly, will set the example.
With the release of The Who's latest Album, "Who Are You,"

Keith Moon has proven once again that he is rock 'n roll's greatest

drummer. A dynanx) of power and rhythmic intensity. Moon is the

rock solid foundation of that venerable band. At an age when other

drummers jecome mere deadbeats. Moon's rhythm remains always

fluid, never stiff.

As the world traipses on a high wire of its own, who best represents

our fascinating struggle to walk with our heads high in the face of

cosmic indifference? Who else but that man who treats death as in-

differently as you treat, say, the roof of your car - that teasing king

of the high wire, Karl Wallenda. The winds of fortune are by their

nature capricious and our lives are as dust. In such a world of

gruesome uncertainty, it is gladdening to see a man who provides us

with stability and balance, who remains at the top of a profession

when most men his age have fallen onto hard times.

Finally, there is a young man in the back by streets of San Fran

Cisco whose work has gone largely unnoticed by the rest of America,

and who has moved to Guyana in South America as a result. This

relentless minister and healer has a problem, though. A grave pro-

blem. His name is Jim Jones, and he is running out of money. You

could give your house and worldly opssessions to Jim, or you could

turn the page True, Jim has his douDts sometimes, but nevertheless

swallows the difficulties and urges his 900 followers to do the same.

Send him a little money, won't you? It.could mean the difference

' Jveen a ^. iis jS of .,.rawiing dt'ir' > oi or^, of abjc ' -^overty.
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THE QUESTION
On Saturday, the UMass foot-

ball team will be playing for a na
tional championship. On a scale
of one to ten, what is your degree
of enthusiasm for the game, the
team?

THE ANSWER

Barclay Herscott

Kent Barclay, Brandywine: "A
seven. I never reaMy followed the
football team until I watched the
game (Nevada Reno) on national
television. If the game was at home
I'd go.

"

Beth Herscott, junior, McNannara:
"I love football, so I'd say about an
eight. I like the whole team spirit, the
enthusiasm. I'm a transfer from
Fairleigh Dickinson (in New Jersey)

so this IS big time football to nr>e. I do
go the games and this is really ex-

citir>g."

Statz Burke

Ingrid Statz, sophomore, Webster:
"A zero. I'm not a big sports fans I

hiaven't followed the football team
this year but I'm aware that they are

playing for a national championship.
I'd prefer us to win, because, after

all, I am still part of the school."

Patrick Burke, junior, Amherst:
"An .eight and a half. I'm a big sup-
porter of all sports at UMass, but I

don't think there has been that much
enthusiasm from other students. A
lot of people claim to be fans once
the team starts doing something. Our
sports program is one of the best in

-New England, but it lacks the publici-

ty that it needs. Hopefully the new
Governor can do something about it.

I was encouraged by the telegram
that he sent to the football team."

Gondkind San*a

Dale Goodkind, sophomore,
Wheeler: "Eight. I've sort of followed
the team, and I'll probably watch
some of the game. I'm psyched for

UMass to win. I think they will win.
I'd go if the game was at home, and
I'll go if they'll fly me down there!"

Globe Santa, North Pole: "I'd

definitely say a ten. I'm really excited

about the game and I'm going to skip

work to watch it. I'm sure they're go-
ing to win... hot dog! It's going to be
great! Ho! Ho! Ho!"

Mahan Brackett

W.A. SUNDSTROM, President and Publisher

D.A. CLARK, General Manager
M.P. DORAN, Executive Editor

LAURIE WOOD, Secretary-Treasurer

Ken Mahan, freshman. Field; "I'd

say aoout a six. I hope they win, and I

wish the football team the best of

IUV.K. I think they can win because
they've got the ability."

Liz Brackett, junior, Pufton:
"About a three. I'm not really a fan,

but I'd be interested to see who wins.
I probably won't watch the game,
though, because I have to study fc
final exams. If the game was being
played at home I'd probably go."

VOICE OF THE PEOPLE
CHAIR UNBIASED

Amherst: As an observer of Tues-
day night's Southwest Assembly
meeting, I am somewhat dismayed at

what can best be described as biased
reporting in the Collegian's article

"SW Assembly groups clash." One
point in particular I find disturbing is

the sentence, "At one point in tf>e

meeting the chairperson supposedly
a neutral (fbsition, shouted across a
room full of people to tell a black per-

son to shut up. "
I fed this sentence

puts that particular situation totally

out of context. At the time, the
chairperson was asking for order in

the meeting. Even after this request
was made disorder was occurring,
and onr person in particular kept
talking. This person happened to be
a black person. There were several

other times in the meeting when the
chairperson had to tell people to shut
up and sit down. These incidents in-

cluded many different meml>ers of

the Assembly and members of the

audience alike. I feel citing this one
incident is an injustice to the fine job
the chairperson did in running a very
difficult meeting (because of the
many controversies and conflictir>g

personalities involved). I feel the
chairperson did an excellent job in

running the meeting, and should t>e

commended not condemned for it.

He in no way abused his powers in

running the meeting, and did his best
in being fair in giving everyone their

chance to speak, while preserving

these chances by using parliamen-

tary procedures.
DON BISHOP

WHY THE QUORUM
Southwest: This letter is to clarify

some points about Tuesday night's

Southwest Assembly Meeting. The
first clarification that has to be made
is about the chairperson of

Southwest Assembly Richard
LaVoice. In spite of intense pressure

including threats made to him, Rich

LaVoice showed beyond a doubt that

he is definitely a leader of Southwest
government and worthy of being a

president. He was an impartial chair

going by Sturgis rules of order in

order to remain impartial. Although
he may have had deep moral com
mitments tone side or the other ne
was ^air to both sides throughoj' '.lie

meeting. LaVoice has suffered great

anguish and criticism due to the

events tha occured at Tuesday
night's meeting and the article that

followed it in Wednesday's
Collegian. This should be corrected

immediately.

Another disturbing matter that con-
cerns this meeting is the alleged

reason quoted in the Collegian for

the calling of the quorum. The
reason that I called the quorum was
my dissatisfaction with the lacV of

communication that was going on at

the meeting. Interaction and data
flow within the group were low, and,
because of this, neither side was get-

ting satisfaction. I felt great hostility

from great parts of the Assembly,
and also felt that we needed more
time before we discussed this issue.

If tf>e meeting had been under con-
trol, and people were respecting the

chair, Ixjth sides would have t>een

heard.

Instaed, neither side was heard.
Renee Mobley quoted me as saying
that I called the quorum on the
meeting because, "I ran with Tim
Condon and supported anything that

he does and says." I never said any
reason for calling the quorum to her.

I merely told her that I was tf>e one
that called the quorum, and that also

as general information I supported
Tim Condon anything that he said or
did, concerning fiscal matters con-
cerning Southwest. This misinter-

pretation by Renee Mobley deeply
disturbs me.

I am not calling for any resignations

or impeachments. I am only asking

that at the next meeting that people
respect the chair (Rich LaVoie) so
that the meeting can be one in which
both sides of the issue are heard, and
not a yelling match between two
sides of the room.

JOHN REUBEN
VICE-PRESIDENT

SOUTHWEST ASSEMBLY
HE LIKES ECKEL

Amherst: Rich Eckel's column in

Tuesday's paper was the first in-

tellegent and perceptive comment I

have seen in the Collegian since I

have been reading it (Two and a half

years).

A big send-off crowd would have
boosted moral and spirit. A bigger

welcome home (win or lose) crowd at

Bradley Field (Windsor Locks, Con-
necticut) might even rate a few
seconds on channels 4, 5 or 7.

LARRY WHEELER

HE DOESN'T LIKE ECKEL
AMHERST: This Iciier .s written in

response to the Collegian sports arti-

cle of December 12 by Rich Eckel.

The author's argument that -the stu-

dent body should take pride in this

Saiijrtiay's football game, as it may
be a turning point in the UMass
public image, leaves me pjz/led. He
moans that UMass is negatively judg
ed through a "partying" image, yet

at the same time he sees nothing
wrong in positively evaluating the
school because of a championship
team.
To me it just seems like the other

side of the coin. The problems he
describes are internal to the state and
Univert,ity and cannot be alleviated

by any superficial glow.

ED TALLENT
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Campus events of the past semester encompassed the UMass stu
dent from every direction. The administration blessed us with a new
president, David Knapp formely of Cornell University. Knapp was
selected for the job after President Robert Wood announced his
resignation effective at the end of last spring semester.
UMass sports enjoyed a very successful fall season, soccer team

on the ECAC championship for the East beating Long Island Univer-
sity and Army for the championship. The cross country teams also
enjoyed winning seasons The Minutewomen field hockey team sur
prised the East by going to the nationals and finishing fourth in the
country The team had placed fifth the year before.
UMass professors, working without a contract threatened to walk

off their jobs in October. After months of negotiations the
Massachusetts Society of Professors and the University agreed to a
contract in November.
Amherst faced a severe water shortage in November, and the

University was faced with a possible shutdown unless water corser
vation was enforced.
Over 1,500 UMass students jammed the Fine Arts Center to hear

the captain, Carl Yaztremski speak Yaz was just part of an in
teresting Distinguished Visitors Program which also brought to cam
pus notibles such as Georgian representative Julian Bond
The football team kicked off in October with a pep rally that spur

red the Minutemen to their first Lambert Cup, symbollic of Eastern
small school superiority, and their first national championship game
tomorrow.
One heated campus issues was that of parthenogenesis, technical

largon for virgin birth. Advocates of parthenogenesis claimed female
animals, including humans, were capable of giving birth without the
aid of a male. And others disagreed.

The Semester in Review

6.ej)Hm> SNEEZE

rj^^iY ti»- PENGUIN. /)b fiK Pv/'tKf .f, jpDN /I

Pacts or life
(- 19/8)

"^
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SAVE!
selected

DOOTS
and

SHOES
on SALE!

M ol»o group of

II >hoo»—HSOO

take home a Tiger

on

$33

each

Enduro Montrezdll

Montreal III L.A.84

&
QOt o Tiger T-shirt for only $2.«>

trrm-i tt-, MnhtTVt

runner*shop
15 strong
northomptonA sport'shoes

I008 mom
Springfield

WHERE SECRET SANTA SHOPS
Dozens of 25c to $5 items.

For trees and windows
Ornaments

Great Assortnnent

Unusual Cards

Many Affordable

Earrings and Pendants
Sterling & 14 KT

Candles

Rainbow, Drip, & Taper

Blouses & Skirts

POSTERS
Area's Largest Selection

Snakes Ef Frogs

Lots of Fun Toys

Handpalnted

Eggs
Chinese

Tins & Boxes
Vast Assortment

Tea Sets

Honey— Tea — Candy— jelly

Great Gifts— Great Prices

Open Sundays 1-5 p.m.
Open weeknights 'til 9 p.m.

MEI^CANTILC
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

HUNAN X
GARDEN ^

RESTAURANT

fi /« ai * ^
Mandarin >rrrhuen

< uiNine

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
SUN. THURS. 11:30 10:00
FRI. & SAT. 11:30-11:00

SPECIALS
$3.95

MON WED 5 00 8:00 P M.

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS
$1.25 & UP
MON. FRI 1130230

CHINESE PASTRIES
if COFFEE

SAT a SUN 11 30 3 30
BEGINS SEPT 16

10 BELCHERTOWN RD
RT 9, AMHERST

2560251 2560252

ii 6 u u

4^i Haiuikkali

Greeting

CaiKls.

\.

,v

" •.;' II .ind beauty III f.H
. )",

Crfat*«e i»( ciu-ice is an American traO*t)on

campus center univ of rnass amherst

OPEN WED NITE TILL 9

on

^•n'

^^^\^^^y^s
HOi^

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
ANOTHER SERVICE OF THE UNIVERSITY STORE

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

DECEMBER 18 THRU 22

9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

^ § ^^ ^ Liquor Store

OPEN TIL 11 P.M.

HEINEKEN $3.49 six

r MILLER 12 oz. cans ^- NR $6.90 case

MILLER LITE 12 oz. cans + NR $6.90

case

i:*'i

RUDDLES ALE

vr>;

$1.35 four

$7.50 case

MOLSON ALE, BEER & GOLDEN
$2.50 six $9.75 case

FALSTAFF 12 oz. cans $5.75 case

VISIT OUR NEW DELI DEPT.
OPEN & READY TO SERVE YOU.

GOOD THRU 12/22

338 COLLEGE GT. , 253 5384 m
RT. 9AMK2RST 256-8453 M

OPEN TIL 11 P.M. Hi
NO^ RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRRORS i.iill

%^^^!:;iiL"^^j^^^^^M

Product exploits third world

Boycott Nestle Co.,

says action coalition
The white button pinned to the shirt of

Bob Cutler of the Western Mass. Infant

Formula Action Coalition has CRUNCH
NESTLE QUIK printed in black letters, over
a black skull with crossbones shaped like

baby bottles. Under the symbol, the button
reads BOYCOTT NESTLE.
The button is just one of a number of

items, from holiday cards to T shirts that

the Infant Formula Action Coalition (IN-

FACT) is selling to help fund the organiza
tion of a boycott against the Nestle Com-
pany.
A non-profit organization based m Min-

nesota, INFACT was formed in January of

1977 "to halt the unethical promotion of in-

fant formula by multinational corpora-
tions."

INFACT charges that Nestle and other
smaller companies who produce infaht for-

mula exploit their rapidly growing Third
World market by promoting formula the
coalition claims contributes to the
widespread infection and malnutrition
found in Third World infants.

Created three weeks ago, the Western
Mass. branch of INFACT grew from in-

formal meetings organized by Cutler and
David Sige<man, a Holyoke (}ediatrician.

In 1976, Sigelman worked in Colombia,
South America, one of the developing
countries where Nestle sells its infant for-

mula. He said Nestle's "large scale efforts"

to sell formula there were "offensive."
"The way things were (in Colombia),"

said Sigelman from his Granby home, "was
that women would go to a maternity
hospital and someone dressed like a nurse
would leave them with a week's supply of

formula."

Within a week, said Sigelman, the

rrwthers would have to buy more milk from
the so-called "milk nurses", because their

own supply of breast milk has dried up.

"Daily, we treated kids, ' said the pediatri-

cian, "who were dehydrated and
malnourished, a significant number of

whom were bottle fed."

INFACT advocates breast-feeding as a

"convenient, nutritious, economical, and

5>dte alternative to bottle feeding.

Sigelman said Third World mothers who
buy the expensive formula-the cost of a
year's supply can use up to one-thiid of a
family's income over-dilute it with water to
make it last, thereby cutting down on the
essential nutritional intake of the infants.

He said improper sterilization and refrigera-

tion in Third World countries also con-
tributes to the spreading of infant disease
Sigelman said he "really thought a lot

about what was happening" in Colombie,
and returning to the Uniten States in 197'',

he got in touch with Mir ta INFACT,
and began organizing a Ic leeting about
the boycott.
Cutler, also interested in c. ^anizing a local

boycott, heard about Sigelman's planned
meeting, and together they arranged the
first local meeting at Jones library.

After several informal meetings, the group
decided to call itself Western' Mass. ;N
FACT, although its only association with
Minnesota INFACT is the newsletter it

receives from Minnesota.
Western Mass. IN FACT'S "working group

of about 12 to 15 people" work out of an
office they share with two local collectives
on Main St. adjacent to Amherst Auto
Parts

"Breakir>g down the initial barrier is a pro-
blem with people who don't know what the
issue is and write you off or try to avoid
you," said Cutler, "but we're trying to get
people involved, and we've gotten a sur-

prising amount of support."
Although "quite a few people" have sign-

ed up to work with Western Mass. IN-
FACT, the group has not received enough
financial support to keep it from operating
in the red.

Church groups around the country have
been working with INFACT- -the Natior^l
Council of Churches endorses the boycott -

and Gerrett said he would like to ask area
churches for donations.
Gerrett said he "would like to get the

University involved" in the boycott, and the
group has made plans to solicit money from
UMass dorms.

WHEKE DO YOU THINK
SANTA BOUGHT THE
SKIS FOR HIS SLED?

PbL«T«M
OF COURSE! WHY?

(1) 17 complete ski outfits starting at $79.96

(2) 16 models of boo'.^

(31 25 models of sk =

(4) Alpine ski fashions by Alpine Designs, Profile.

Lovers, and hot gear

(5) Cross country skiwear by Spectrum
(6) The most complete line of hats, gloves, and

sweaters available

For the non-skiers on
your list we have:

(1) Complete runner's

shop
(2) Bicycles and

accessories
(3) Swimsuits and

accessories
14) Skateboard

equipment

PfcL#T«ll
Open Tfi & F nites till 9

Sun 12-5, M W 10 6

1 E. Pleasant, Amherst
15 State, Northampton

' ^ " -"-

k
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T1-1750

LCD calculator with mamory
and axtra^ong battary IHa.

From Ikxaa InabuiiiaiHa.

SoligM Soanwi. So«oono(nical Xbulgvt
upto 2,000 hour* of opsrakng time on a
aingi* Mt ol banartM. Has a 4 -k»y mamory
•or aj*a varasMKy in avvryday ma«h Allrac-

vinyt loklar «»Mh nola (wd and inaarl pockata
lof'

Th» gitl •wfform wouU t» ptxHjd to own.

at the calculator store

c«npuf canta> unn, of mau •mhaot

JJ< SAOA OF SCOOP"

Only

$18.95
sug. price $24.95

FRIDAY,
Die. IStli

7'9-11
C.C. 163

A STUDENT PRODUCED MOVIe¥y
MARK GUNNING AND ED GUILIANI

AND IT'S FREE!

To |. a claaaifiad ad. oiop by the Cut
teyia' ce tCC 113' twtwcfn 8 45d m and
3 45f 1 Monday t^>'oiJi4h Fr 1(1jy or use our
handy dip and rnail foim found 'n rivjst

issues of the Colteq'an pnot to 1955
Classified dead'nu* is 3 45 p rn two davv ">

advance of publication datf

AUTO FOR SALE

runs well $200 BOt6 VW bug
253 9646 eve

72 Triumph TR6 52 00 "n no fust funs
sffong $2650 or BO cati Barry 253 3071

n Triumph TR2S0 $850 67 Forrl F250
$500 call 253 5210 after 5 30

1974 Oatsun 8210. 4 dr 4 spd ve'v
clean $ 1 700 firm call Don 549 5818

1974 Vega GT 4 speed Good tires Very
reliable Kansportatio" Askmq $560 or of

fers Call 666 4035

74 Maverick -brMjht red 6 cyi auto
p steer Or>iy 44 000 mi Great shape
throughout $2000 call 546 4550

ENTERTAINMENT

Limited no of tickets available for The
Bermuda StroMers Christmas Party to be
held Dec 16 jt The Roseland Ball»«x>m

Taunton Mass RT138 at 8 p m Tickets

ati $5 they re great" So don t miss this

opportunity if you re m the .«rea If m
terested caM 256 6941 after 6pm Keep
trying it s worth it"

Hottest band around* Smooth Saiimg
for t)0<jk ngs anywhere call John
546 4646

FOR RENT

Housemates wanted. '<« e sunny place

available Jan 1. H.i()i»>v $80 •
. 584 4105

2 rms . 8 mites from campus on bus ri m
Beiche'town $150 inc'ue call 323 4782

One furnished rm -kitchen pi^ileges
2'j miles from UM $115 mo Call

549 3764

Female wanted for beautiful Souihwood
apt . imn'>edia>fv $71 25 month Please
rail us at 253 /3R5

Furn room. Lincoln Ave 2 blocks from
campus, $156 mo includes utii avail

Jan 1, kitchen ft t)ath shared w 3 rn^ies

private entrance, Scott Realty 549 5315

Rm available in large house Peiham
Jan or Feb can 253 5307 $96 mo heat

irtcl

Looking for a room over mtersession'
Come to Phi Mu Delta Smgies and doubles
available fuM use of kitchen facilities,

reasonable rates Call Jerry or Mark at

253 9034 or 545 2163

2 rooms available house Montacjue
$105 mo all utilities mriuded wood heat
Avail immed 367 2424 eves

FOR SALE

Americana bindings Nor
10'; $100 Craig 8 track

$50 call 6 9455

y

Hart USA skis

dica boots s/

recorder player

Photo odds and ends safelight.

darkroom timer, 49 and 55mm red filters

electric movie ligfit buib flash leather

camera strap Call 584 6743 keep trying

Great Christmas idea, giant 4' n 4' rock

posters, many diff groups, call 6 7555 m
fo

KLH 101 speakers brand new tweeters it

woofers List $190. will sell $120 Call

6 5392

For sale Fischer C4 Comps 195cm with

Solomon 555E bindings, great shape all for

$100 Call 256 8066 ask for Jen

Women's ski boots 6 6'/^ Raichle with

boottree $35, 6V, Koflach $5. 43' Cober
poles $3, call Jackie 376 2695

Oak desk, $70 b bookcase. $18. 549 5178

2 parrots, must sell soon, Deb, 545 0162

Waterbed ft frame, king, slo Ik.

80-665 2253

Women's 79 model Caber boots, si/e 7 %

.

never been worn, per^ cond . retail. $215.

selling for $155, price neg , call 546 6993

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn Call

Den^^ Delap, 256 8732 bet 9 10 a m~~
~ HELP WANTED

Sunday school an<^ ffebrew teachers

needed for Amherst Jewish Community
School, experience desirable, call 549 0223

Typist — accurate, clerical work, up to 10

his /week, late afternoons, call Rita at

ECCO 549'.>493 9 3Mpn 7=r.. .

Collegian
Classifieds

Kitchen help needed at Pi Kappii Aipiui

enioyaple conditions excellent meals c di'

545 2150 ask for Al or Shaw-

TA wanted for spring 1979 in cn. .. .;.,dies

graduate students with international e«
perience foreign languagelsl fan»iKaritv

with univ acctg system are urged to app
y I oniai t Prof Tikos 5 3427

Intersession positions available witfi

Student Government Assorution. apply
420 Student Union for more info calf

5 0341 deadiirie for all applications is

Thursday Decemt)er 14 al 4 p m . Third

World women and hand-cap students urg
ed to apply SGA is an equal opportunity
employer

LOST

Lost brown wallet ID s needed Keep tf>e

rTX)ney Ken Hanson 303 Lewis 6 5458

Set of keys and small metal kmfe con
neited by two rings $REWARD$ Call

6 5392

Lost mealbook jt NOPE pocji 12 10 Not
ini|K»rtdrit only want license and photos
please .all Mary 546 5018 anytime

Lost gold watch m the Crampton area
Reward offered please call 546 9913 if

found, sentimental values attached

Lost - prescription glasses. It brown hor
nnmmed help I cant see' Reward*
Please call 6 6537

Lost smalt !)larh puppy f)e«»f ToAirmuse
Apts Lost Saturday 549 6064

Silver Eagle pin, on Dec 1 entreme sen
timentai value' Lci'ge feward ple.ise call

586 4058

Mike with fast F 10, you have scjmethmg I

need m yo • backseat. Eileen 549 6017

Lost -gold chain at Pub, 11 9 76, sen
timentai value please call 546 8654
reward

Prescription glasses, plastic nm light

pinkish gray please call Karen 546 6993

MISCELLANEOUS

Free Christmas gift small kitten 6 6857

PERSONALS

We've been running these rKliculous ads
alf ser^iester We can t decide whic h of

these IS better so come to the CC and tell

us which one you liked

There once were 'vvo guys. Dave it Bruce
Who one day turned puddleiumpers loose

They started a fad

On account of these ads.

But the Collegian still does not consider

It news
You've seen your friends fly it around

It doesn t tjreak when it hits the ground
It s a fantastic gift

It will give you a lift

And lets you soar to heights never found

To my favorite Chief the end has finally

come Congrats'' Now you can sit around
it reminisce about the good olc times

Merry XMas

Judi M , go wild on your 19th b day""
Wishing you the best love alway. A J

LP don t let any of us come between all

of MS And 111 the end Your Heart

Beatle Learning

Onstage at Mt Farms Mall offers 20^0

off all reg priced merch to all college

students b staff Remember your ID

No Cum Loves Shaky

Hey 206' Merry XMas see you m 79 The
Phantom

I hope you know it s your birthday If you
don t. happy birthday Pat Hollis. you are 18

now and legal Hope it s a good one your

rooniie K M
Happy birthday, Cindy' y old

bat love Ralph

Deb, you're really special to me Thanks

for another grecit semesfer Love always

Disco Lou

Pumpkin- to my soon to be 22 year old

college grad, husband all my love from

now til eternity From your honeybuns

Green o seniors Ellen Nick John, Rich

good tuck love someone on the 22nd

Amy, what you want to do' I know I could
stay with you for a while, everi longer wheri
I do' Happy 18th love Mark

Fellow Brown dormies - my semester at

UMass was jreat' Tfianks for you' fnend
ship and the ij>Kltimes I miss you already
Love ya Chns

Patti Smith. Jackson Browne. Bruce Spr
ingstfen Maria Muldaur Asbury Jukes.
'ive .n concert photos by working photo
lournalist Top guality BbW 8 x 10 prints
only $2 ea Send money to PO Box 845
Amherst 01002

To the boys from 10th floor
Washington anytime' Love ya all the Wi/
of SW
Wuffo. I )ump out of airplanes' because
the (people are so fme' Thanks UMie
Sky divers for a wonderful year Dave

Sweet Melissa it s been 4 lonely months
here at Ui<^ass without you Look forward
to July 19 1982 Love Skip

Goofy you're so cute Thanks for a
great semester Love, Sally T

Friands - Merry Chnsimas to all and to all a
c)Ood high' Ho ho ho Captam Bu//

Philbert, Timi ft 2? Loodeedoo I'll miss
you'

Beth Schnitier hapy birthday' Athena

22 years ago today the world was disgrac

ed by the buth of Cynthia Egliert Webb
To my naiva and innocent roo nmate, r»ext

semester I hope vou get luckier ihar a jar of

vaseline

Pumpkin. Merry Christmas I still love

you T B

Sue. one of the nicest people I know so
glad we met. thanks for everything
especially the dress' Love ya'

To a steamin' hot shit, happy b day. NJC
Sherlock - when m doubt mumble' I love

you totally Nitty

Loser Club opening Call King Loser Tim
Welch for details

MPG Je T aime Sal

Needed a person who was involved m
the Advocate Program for confidential m
terview for class paper Please call Debbie
546 6504

Steve Martin and John Belushi T shirts

in Campus Center concourse on Wed
Thurs and Friday

Circle of Gold call 546 9255

Party in Daytona Beach for spring brk
.

sicjn up bfr Xnids and save all inclusive

call Joe 253 2259

Students looking for a part lime |Oh with
flexible hours, excellent income, and an op
portunity to gain meaningful business ex

penence' Northwestern Mutual Life intern

ship training session starting in Dec , con
tact Dana Barrows, 1 525 4591

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Central New Jersey (Toms
Hiver areal for Sat . Dec 23 Will share

driving and expenses Call Ken, 546 9183
Keep tryinc)

North Jersey. Momstown area by Thurs
Will share expenses Paul 6 7108

ROOM WANTED

F sr for spring semester, on bus ft m apt

or house, call 665 7535, after 7pm
Female wants shared or single room m
apt or house, spring sem ,

Diane,

549 6780

Spring sem t)eg Jan 1 m Amherst m apt

Call Judy 549 6699

M ft F seeking 1 '; or 3 bdrm apt in Puf

ion Village call Julie or Rich, 549 6920,

Jan

ROOMMATE WANTED

Housemate wanted to sublet second
semester $125 phone 253 9894

Wanted 1M + IF to share 2 bdrm apt m
Brandywine $85 includes heat, call Debbie
or Craii) 549 6920 Jan to '

Own room m a 3 bdrm Puffton apt Quiet

mature person preferred 549 5310 awes

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c
per line five consecutive issues. 40c pe' line

per day: 30 cons^utive issues. 30c per line

' ly One lir>e is roughly equivalent to 38
ters One our>ce is roughly equivalent

lu 28 grams Is anybody really reading this'

Friendly couple saeks third roomn^te to
share co/y 3 bdrm house m Hadley 2 mi
from UM, plenty of garden space $100 *

'
> util

.
non smoker b veg or semi veg

desired 549 6811

Older person wanted to share 2 BR
townhouse Squire Village Comfortable,
w good atnvMphere to study On bus
route Rent $120 plus Call Maigi at
666 3153 after 6

Female roommate* m four bedroom co
op house own room living with other
women ar>d men m Sunderland co op non
smok $120 inci utilit wood ft oil heat, a
lot of open space laurnlry facilities call

666 4854 pets welcome

Own room m 3 t>edroom Puffton apt
Many extras. $100«util Grad student o
serious undergrad only Non smoker
549 4789 or 546 0881

M F for large house r«ear Amhierst College,
Jan or Feb 1 till July, mature, neat $90 *

.

share cooking, etc 253 3619- Betfi

Room — aulbte country hse coop living.

easy access $84 • 665 22^. eves

Share apt . bus rt , kp trying. Jarwt.
549 1822 «

F rmte needed to live w 2 women m 2
bdr- us rte 665 4365, $67 mcj

Your own room m mce house. $67 mo .

Jan May G'nfid 772 0663 fire place.

F wanted to share 2 txJrm apt. m Mon-
tJi^e $75 • Jan 1 367 9678

Female grad to share 2 tidrm apt <n

South Amherst call eves 253 2742

SERVICES

Need help moving out' 'mv.* ., !• and
will help With labor Neii 549 6054

Typing, IBM Selectric ouick sf?rvicr low
rates call Larry or Patti 586 4290

TO SUBLET

To sublet- 1 bdrm ^pt on bus. $175, utH.

included, you can move in mid Jan . pay
starting Feb 1 call 665 7^1

To sublet -2 br townhouse, Riverglade

Apt , avail er>d of Jan , call 256-8012

Apt sublet Cliffside $200 month » util

Will go '1 Jans rent Margie 665 2988

2 bdrm. apt avail Feb 1 Ht and hot wtr.

inci Branclywine Apts 549 6686

Apt to sublet 12'21 1 30. 2% furnis.

rms fullkitch w/util Busrt Negot. 6 1263

Cheap rent Jan 1 30 CaTi 549 6219 _
To sublet bdrm in 3 bdrm twnhse on bus
$87 50 • no pets female pfrd 253 2600_

Sublet 2 bedroom townhouse on bus
route $240 utilities, call 665 3617

Dec 24 -Jan, 30 SAmh cin furn quiet

Ibdrm gd for cple $190 inc util 263 7959

wanted""
~

Keyboard player needed for newly form

ed classical rock band Into Jeff Beck, Ted
Nugent, Stanley Clark, Yes, Chick Corea,

etc Includes professional lighting and
sound Serious inquiries only Call Janis.

MF, 95 584 1644, ext 303

Wanted - a horn ring from a '68 Mustang
Will pay up to $7 Call David, 546 9408

Used kickwheel, any condition Call

Barry. 665 2747

Apprentice pilot seeks lessons by
private owner, will work or pay reasonable

rate, any aircraft Call Luis 634 5526

Garage to rent during winter months, near

Univ of Mass call Enc at 546 6441. eves,

from 6 00 to 12 00

WANTED TO RENT

2-3 bdrm apt in Amherst on bus route.

Need Jan 1 Call Chns 6 4856 256-8257^

Desperately looking for two bedroom
apt If you can help call 6 8930/6-5351.

_

One room kitchen bath privileges, need

car, $125 monthly, call 549 5343 evenings .

HORSES BOARDED

4 large box stall* %mile from campus b
Tilson Farm $100 per mo Call 253 7168
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Noah's son
5 Behave bad-

ly 2 words
10 Netting
14 Starchy

roofstock

15 Dissonance
16 Mishmash
17 Cartoonist

Peter —
18 Fall into ruin

20 Bushed
22 Man s nick-

name
23 European

title

24 Monarch
26 Everyone
27 E>plamed
30 Sanctified

34 Climbs
35 Liability

36 Pub product
77 Rant

38 Hue
40 Musial or

MiHita

41 Compass pt
42 Labor
43 Renounce
•15 Lectures
47 Beaches

48 Harvest god-
dess

49 Step
50 Allotment
53 Title

54 Leeward is-

land

58 Shrunk
61 Chop
62 Robert or

Alan
63 Joined
64 Laceration
65 Negotiate
66 Hits

67 European
capital

DOWN
1 Depots
Abbr

2 Instrument
3 Sea bird

4 Nighttime
event

5 Plus

6 Wound
1 Floor work-
man

8 Vadic dawn
goddess

9 Energy
10 Mock-ups
11 Spirit

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved

t 1*1. nHs a 1*0
* I EWL *

T 1« e E piT N OPE
1 M ^ O lMo n * T E

DODO aaoa aaaocoaaa annnnn
I aIh i "I^rn^^ * *" tI1 mIo n » w|h ^0 N T

oaaa jaaaa ^aao

CmF E R 1 InIIt O M a I

1 T E rWm|a n a I e

P^• 1 ID [DOaGl
I U Q f

S nM
mm

•t » TP P ujs
: « M « 0*0 $Je(NIC a < K eU
I 1*1 T [e SHU E E 0|S

12 Food Prefix

13 Gardener
19 Small land

body
21 Melody
25 Instructions
26 Where Banff

IS

27 Confronts
28 Eliminate

29 ' ? sawbuck
30 Pallet

31 Lucifer

32 Atr an-

telope

33 Hollows
35 Pigeon pea
39 Pronoun

40 death
42 Drinker
44 Eire

46 Human
47 Boulevard
49 AiaSkan city

50 Fish

51 A — in one
52 Time — —

half

51 Cargo earner
55 Contends
56 Ending tor

com Of con
57 Watery
Comb form

59 Yeas
60 Denldl Oeg

r" r 3 4 5 A 7 i T-

1
10 II 7F" TT"
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STELLA WILDER

YOUR BIRTHDAY
raioAT DEC 1}

Bom (odo, ynt arr a
tfrtrmunrtl ulpalui who

to five aa inch

i(ainini{ thr support erf

»imiKrf mriitbrrn al thr

Von would ralhrr (ail rofn-

plrtel> in \ht ryn of thr

mrU than fail M>CTr<l> m
yuur (Mtn judnnml Vou
brilrvr m Ihr valur •(

inlrKnl) and tionor, \ou
mil triMtr nrilhrr (or an
r**> rttatrria' luccvai

V>c >ou Fn|o> inatcrtal

thwiip and «iU wnrk. hard
to altaMi Ihrni VouamnK
onr wIm myiy\ ^(irrtalwa-

tmn Your piraMirr rotiwn
fmm involvrmrni 1 in .1

Krrot many divt-rsifird

artivitirk Y<>u iirr not

ho«rvrr. a jark-irfall-

tradn (or >nu lr> In tiaiii

as miK'li lino» Irditr ax you
poauhiy ran about wt^at-

ever you ifitrr into

AIM born on this data
(la Alaiindar EKfol.
r^anch aft^maor. ooaienor
ol th« filial towof. Karmll

Bloomgardan Puliliar

prita mmnknq dfamalial

To »er what i.s in storr

for you tomorrow find

your tMithday and read thr

rormpondirm paragraph
I.rt your birthday star b*
your daily Kuidr

SATURDAY. DEC 1(

SAOITTARIUSlNoo }7-

Ooc HI - Vour .warch for

a worthwtuir Irisurr-limr

activity may br al an rnd
Ixmk mlo nrw opportuni-

tir%

CAPRICO(«N(0ac 27-

Jan It) ' Your atMlity to

spot a fraud srrvrs you
wril today Anothrr may
try In takr" you hr will

not sur< red
AOUAItlUStJan n-Fab

III - You can (;:rthrr an
idea for family (un by

MSCCStFok tt-Ma<ch
IS) - Vour own rniatuifuil

rnponar may rauar you
more harm than thai
•hicti '-aa^r^ your rrartion
<n thr (iril |il.«< r Hvralin
ARIES(M*rch 71-Aprtl ttt

' Irii >iul *i\rt wlwt v«u
ianl with vim. viKor .tnd ,

viUlllN >nu would do wril.

too to drvrlop a lalrni

TAURUS<AprH »-W«y ttt

- Shuwnuuuiiip M thr way
to MiiTrM today Ham*
front a<tivitia« lirinK jroa to

thr <«tlmtinn of a profr*-

Monal
CEMINIlMay ;i-Juna Nl

- If M>u don t \u>\v thr tkill

lc» a('rom|>4i!ih your komU.
M-rk thr hrip o( onr who
dor« I Ion 'I br falsely

modeKl
CANCEHtJuft* ?1-Juty »|

~ Brighlcn lh» grnrral
mood al h<«iw- by vimr own
opIimLUTi Thr future will

apprar more Mcure l>y

days rnd
(.EOlJuly 7)-Au« m -

Vou w«Mjld ^^erve yourself

and another well by taking
the first step toward tlie

healins of a rrrrni breach
VIRGOIAug 7S-Sopl it)-

A romantic interlude

early in the day inay cauar
you to iru^judRf your pow-
ers for ttw rest of the day
Iton't lie bliiHled

LIBRArSopI ?3-0cl Kl -

Be i'rp»rrii to take on
more responailMlity than
vou'd planned An excel-

lent day for im|>re^nK
those In authonly
SCORPIOlOcI 23-No«

}t| .- If you can keep
yourself and your work
before another's eyes, you
have a Kood chance of

serurmii advancvment
' -^tttiM irt

DotoClip

A rich-looking,

super-compact LCD calculator

High fashion from

Texas Instruments.

A rich-looking, full tunction memory cal-

culator so handy that it fits m your pocket

With your pen and pencil set Texas Instru

ments DafaClip is so handsome your

friends and family wfll want it as pan of their

daily acfessortes on looks alone Comes
complete with attractive *u)) o'airv cowhide
carryi.ng case

So beautiful, you might fust Mant to treat

yourkeli' . ; , ,

'-
• nn

• at the cafcu/ator store

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
SE£. BCB5. -ma SimiCAHbLB IS

K&!W!BlSARB50CimCALUM
MOVnUB-OONPUCrOFPUBUC

\ OmCAS im THEY «W«E IF

; Tt€Y HAVe TO a£CrA aOOK. (T

I^Km fiS UJBil da
ae OF THOff. OUJNi

mi.mAraxpiANs
WmOL ANP PI666,

BUTHOUPOaSA
6urur£Fincp
GETRteLeCTW

FIDOD?
JVSTMMC
PO¥OUTHINK

¥IMA6AINST

FiOOPT

i^^^Jv^^^M
.^MW—jj
«i^3^»NL- ^^1^

r . / 1

'KPBfUUHOusamaMNeL
J FWOP HEALTH ONTBi.? THE
FOUGUCUatKATTNEtM^EL
FUW MXJStML RAKK? tUHCSe
KIDS 60 WFiCwet&mmifr^

tHiRBmEAJTm
OANFLOOPEiDOtU

AmUTALB fAcsrr.
PfinmSOF 90SS.THB
IM6ES6. HOHf 6UV 6tVES

I QK£ATf>atK
BARPSL.

Wally Dorf by Rob Ranney

C'otfa jet Ofyi j /<fatut(4>4i(<

of there

Nothing Special byJoe Casey

Spam Slade, People 's Eye
£XC£f^r ON f'\ZZfK.

NEVER TO
DO ^HMat^s
AGA/N.

GREAT IDEAi I'M

STARVED, kNO I

KNOW THIS LITTLE

PIZZA CO-OP... .

JoON, ALL
IS QiMtr
IN THE
EMPTY
GLOOM.
AND WHO
SHOULD
APPEAR ?

by Joe Carroll

LOOK, RUDOLPH. TOME-
-0N£ LEPT A PILE
OF MUSHROOM CWf^S
FOR OLD SAMTA /

LET'S DO UP A FEW.'

Marky Freen
jTtrV e*rs «RE tM pPj^vlKS

irrCTPHTnflN
'OBf rtTTTTJl so
:v nutjTRETimtaTn

FFTVtU£tL HY FRlEKDS
X LLRVE V3^^Tms
XP7ftS&FT.(^^55?BrE

Only

$29.95
sug. price 34.95

^^
e»««4t*«

b*(>ib^s oMtfe'/'*AiTv".-e1 wSasft ;VrlH»r6t . .v r///-/>
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Sports Calendar
YESTFRDAYS RESULTS

No games scheduled
TODAYS GAMES
No games scheduled

_ ^ .. ^ TOMORROW S GAMES
Football vs Florida A&M in Pioneer Bowl at Wichita Falls. Texas 1 30p m

Wrestling vs. Army (Home) 2:00 p.m.
Men's indoor track vs. URI/UNH at Rhode Island

Sports Notices
VOLLEYBALL FORFEIT FEES will be returned Dec. 18 22 only. See MRS. LARAMIE

in the IM office, 215 Boyden.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL SCHEDULES are ready Pick them up at the intramural
office, 215Boydan.

^Gridders
com. from p. 16

tice "We've been able to throw the ball this year, and I

know I can throw the ball."

UMass linebacker Joe McLaughlin has a high opinion
of Chester. "He looks good, real good on film," said the
senior cocaptain
The Rattlers defense, led by nose guard Harrell Oliver,

had top billing in almost every defensive statistic this
season. They allowed just over 11 points per game. And,
like the offense, they rely on their quickness. "We've
stopped the rush all season," said Hubbard.
McEvilly, the junior who hased all season, thinks

Florida AE»M could provide some excellent competition.
"I think they're going to be one of the t>e8t teams we've
faced dll season."
MINUTEMAN NOTES The UMass tuam is scheduled to

arraive at Bradley Airpon somewhere between 10:30
and 11:30 Saturday night. They will be arriving on an
Allegheny chartered flight.

ShQuxMse
Cinemas

R0UTE5.RIVERDALERO
WEST SPRINCFIELO

TEL 733-5131

mAMQAm s 2 .00 "' 3 -30

UTISII0WSmi.4SAT.
fEHOMOR MASTER CHARfil

2:00-7:15-9:25

TNC
rOMMON«r4l TN,
ST*<.»

Aa*rica'* b«w««| r««id«nl profcMional lh«at«r preMaU

|.M. Barries

^ \^

Vi PRICE
STUDENT RUSH

TICKETS
Available 6:00 pin each evening

of Derformance

|y^^^R^^^MR^»^MMR^MiUnm>»naai>a«nnw

CAMPUS TEN PIN BOWLING
^ (Located in basement of

Boyden building)

Mon.-Sat. 4 p.m. -10:30 p.m.

60c per string.
Shoes free with UM ID

:>'<x NOW

v^.-..

fXTHROUGH
DEC. 25

Frank Praalice Rand Theater
I'nivarailv of MaaMchuMlU Fine Art* Ceatar

Hc-iTN iiiiiD'. 5*i 1^1 I

^o«i can ckariie vour lirk'.M en Vita and Master
(^harfe raid* b\ phone :

Phone 5-2239 „

THE BOYS
FROM BRAZIL
W tttry vurvKv wM ««r?

UPIM R
SMOKE
2:007:309:25

— _ —

MICH NIGHT

Tofiijkf

69c Michs

Live entertainment

m

QooVjunes

tiU^-^OPf

FRIDAY
Happy Holidays

I0« Beers
PUB MUGS
~ 3 'ta 4 —

2:007:20935 R

^i^M
2:007:359:25

vn^
2007:009:30

MESSAGE PC.

FROM

2:00-7:15 930

^ WALT DISNEY'i .

aniasia
2:007:109:30

SUPERMAi
AAiiux7JQ»cr

2:00-4:30 7:10 9:50

gootifoaHJltinnli
-PRAY ST.. Amh^r^t Mms S^Q-

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
*0Ol'j '.: ')0 3'UCfN'S S Z' C ' /us W "< »M. f*°i I. ^r

tiQA QIK') MOUNTAIN FARMS MAUJO** JIJJ R0uTt9 MAOlty MASS

TLS) INDICATES TW! LITE SHOW-TICKETS ON SAlE 30 MINUTES PRlO» TO TLS

NATieiUU.
LAMP««ir'a

lANMAL ^>>5^-•l

;i

Fri and Sat at (TLS 5 151 7 45 10 15

Sun thru ThufS at (TLS 6 151 8 45

M.itinee (Sal and Sun I at 2 15

f^Aim QnRI5TIE*5

°" NILE

tx
%.

Richard
Dreyfussin

HG.

Fri and Sat at (TLS 5 00) 7 30 9 55
Sun thru Thurs at (TLS 6 001 8 30
Matinpe (Sat and Sun ) at 2 15

iriE

Ipc;

Fn and Sat at (TLS 4 451 8 00
Sun thru Thurs .it (TLS 6 Xl
M^tinwp (S^t ?nd Sun I at 2 00

ji'vcKniCMOLSori

COIN' /r

SOUTH
Fn and Sat at (TLS 5 151 7 45 10 15

Sun thru Thurs at (TLS 6 15) 8 45
, Mafinne (Sat unci Sun ) at 2 00

-tK

Coia\mgVR\dry Dec. \S

Jumh',

S;[P®fflC3[l)^ B^eff Frank

\t\VodjuLcies

-tw. ^ SuP£R DOG> " 99*

\ I / y

PC

ENTERTAINMENT IS

THE PERFECT GIFT!
Gfft Cartificatas »f always

.
aw^|i»^t# at Mir ^)i9tf^#.

. , .

'lift T, l/lTifnff

EDUCED ADULT & STUDENT PRICES FOR TLS TICKETS LIMITED Tl
«V»'.^H-. », \ M % n \ .•<.,...,.

1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 ii
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FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Early Disco Happy Hour-

8:30 til 9:30

• 75fE^ Drinkis <

• 4^0f!^ Beers •

Come
Early!

a
a
®
®

®
®
®
®
®
®
®

SPECIAL FOR EXAMS Dec. 16-22

^ LATE NIGHT COFFEE Of

Exam Studiers & Other Night Owls— Continuing An "Old"
Amherst Tradition:

Amherst's only all night store is running its usual exam special

during exam week. Fresh hot coffee only 3' a cup from 12 mid. to 7

a.m.! Hungry too? Try our Pastry, Hot Sandwiches. Cold Cut
Grinders, Candy, Donuts, Cold Soda, & Assorted Munchies as well

as our groceries and dairy products. We also have Eggnog for

holiday parties.

AMHERST ALL STAR
"Not |ust a Milk Store"

87 Main St. • Amherst open 24 hours
Town Hall Bus Stop— SN/NA/BR Bus Route
We accept Food Stamps (Sorry, no checks )

AUSTAR
uaiMv rouo»

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
s

§

Brushed stontew steel txjilpont

and pencil sets

for the best ^election

in writing instruments

campus center/univ. of mass amhersi

Nofthiimplon

-Double Feature-

NOW. ends Tuesday
First at 7:00

-A TANTALIZING TEAM.

l.iiikliuiiud's

Tliat Obscure
Object

OfDesire

X* «<.•.! «.I.Uillc»M

PLUS at 9:00

An ^1 too
human comtd).

U. 'Mi

D-^,'f3hv YVES ROBERT

Note: no show Sat

Due to Ballet I

'

I- ML UA'Lb
Of SMITH COLLEGE

SYADIUM
"CATCH THIS

WEEK'S SPECIALS"

LIQUORS

^^^^

beer and wine HOLIDAY SPECIALS

IVIICHELOB BOTTLES 12 oz. 7.90 cs.

MILLER BOTTLES 12 oz. 6.90 cs.

BUDWEISER BOTTLES 12 oz.--6.90 cs.

SCHLITZ CANS 0.59 cs.

SEBASTIAN! CHABLIS '^ gal.---

—

2.99

SEBAST. CHENIN BLANC Vi gal. -3.49

SEBASTIANI FR. COLOMBARD -3.49

LIQUOR SPECIALS

J & B SCOTCH qts. 8.90

5th GLENLIVET SCOTCH 12 yr. - 1 a.9S

SEAGRAM V.O. '72 gal. 14.60

SEAGRAM V.O. qts. T.9S

SEAGRAM V.O. 5th 6.39

CUTTY SARK SCOTCH 5th 6.80

SMIRNOFF VODKA 1 .75 L 80 proof -

1

0.30

SEAGRAM GIN 1.75 L 9.99

BACARDI RUM 1 .75 L 1 0.79

FLEISCH.VIANN VODKA 1 .75 L 8.S9

SEAGRAM "7"
1 .75 L 10.95

SEAGRAM "7" 5ths 4.95

CANADIAN MIST qts. 5.99

CHECK OUR KEG PRICES!
HUOE SELECTION OF WINE!

\\

^

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A & P
in the new Shopper's Park

a53-9341 or 253-9342

DELIVERY ($7.00 min.)
mm

»<*««<
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LARGEST
CIRCULATION

OF ANY
COLLEGE DAILY
IN NEW ENGLAND

Junior Mike McEvilly (15) will be manning the quarter-
back position for the Minutemen tomorrow afternoon
when they take on Florida ACrM in Wichita Falls. Texas
for the NCAA-1AA championship. McEvilly has improv-

ed consistently as the season has progressed, and has
been a key to UMass' 9 3 record. (Staff photo by Jim
Mahoney).

Minutemen seek
national grid title

Walt Chernlak

Tfie /asf worti

By rich ECKEL
Collegian Staff

WICHITA FALL S TEXAS As the Univer

s)ty of Massachusetts football team's
chartered Altetjt^HPv fhght began its des-

Ptckett, "Is that

coach I V. • - :'

No, A
and
^f •',.«. :.

/.(.-. As
Pictett .•

by the re

ins Auit i Nevadii Reno s

ig to greet P'ri<#tt

-ather large cw
...,^^*,wple and NCAA , ::.. ,.,..

the team filed off tt»e plane,
• •• ' qallon cowboy h.jt

,,
• . ittee and the rest of

the team was greeted wttti a good dose of

down tiome' hospitality

A local high school band performed, along

with a high school version of the Kilgore

Rangerertes arid, of course, the Pioneer

Bowl princesses were there also After

that, the team was given a police escort

from the airport to their hotel.

The billtward outside the hotel welcomed
the UMass A^inutemen, while the

employees added a "Welcome to Texas
Y'all," greeting.

All of this attention helped remind the

Minutemen that they do indeed have a mis-

sion here. The mission, being billed in the

local papers here as a battle between North

and South, is to defeat Florida A&M
tomorrow afternoon (1;30 EST, national

television) and return to Amherst as the

first Division 1AA champion.
The field of 38 Division 1-AA contestants

"has been narrowed to two, and tomorrow
last week's two underdog teams will face

each other. The Florida A&M Rattlers,

ranked No. 3 in the nation, defeated No. 2

ranked Jackson State, 15 10, last Satur-

day, while fourth-ranked UMass was taking

care of business in Reno, Nevada,
defeating the No. 1 racked Wolf Pack.

44-21.

The teams are similar, in that they both re-

ly on the run, throw mainly to help set up
the ground game. Both teams boast strong

defensive units. And, as is customary in

these sort of affairs, both teams have great

f~?pect for each other s talents

! think they are a much better football

leam than Nevada-Reno. " said Pickett

yesterday, t^fore his team got it«! first

workout on the artificial turf of Memorial
Sladium " If they had any weaknesses they

woulrln t be here
"

Pickett is especially impressed with the

Rattlers' team speed "They have great

pursuit to the ball and tremendous speed in

all the skill positions," he said.

Meanwhile, Florida A&M Coach Rudy
Hubbard, who in the last two seasons is

22 1 (111 this year), is just as respectful of

UMass
"They (UMass) are a well coached team

that really goes to the ball," he said. "Of
fensively, they are versatile in that they

have a strong runner up the middle (Hank

Sareault) and they have the little guy (Den
nis Dent) who can break it any time. I think

the quarterback is the key, though. You
can't overplay the other guys because he'll

(Mike McEvilly) burn you."
Florida A&M rushed for more than 3,0(X)

yards this season, however, as last week
proved, statistics can be misleading. In this

case, the statistic is misleading because the

Rattlers leading rusher, Ike Williams, was
injured in the Rattler's 31-7 victory over

Grambling in the 'Orange Blossom Classic'

two weeks ago.

Thus, the Rattlers main man on offense

becomes senior quarterback Albert

Chester. Though he hasn't passed much
this season (69 of 159), Chester says the of-

fense isn't predictable.

"We try to mix it up," said the three-year

starter at yesterday's early afternoon prac-

turn to p. 14

I really wish I didn't have to write this col-

umn. I mean, here we are on the verge of

the biggest sports story in the history of

this university perhaps on the verge of a

r>ational football championship -and I feel

compelled to throw literary stones in the
direction of our beloved Minutemen.
Now I realize that I'm a columnist wfw

tends to criticize more than priase, but it

really does disturb me thai I have to

become a 'spoil sport' of sons, especially

now. However, it just may be that it is

because everyone is so psyched about the

r'Oi>sibility of being NCAA champs that

people ignore, or choose to ignore, some
grave injustices being dealth to some peo-
ple who are just as much a part of the
UMass football scene as Dennis Dent and
Mike McEvilly.

All week -long, I've been hearing and
reading a lot of things about the "image" of

UMass, and about how this championship
contest will make us nationally famous and
respected, etc., etc. I'm not really sure I

want the "image" of my university to be
determined by how well our football team
looks and plays Saturday, but that's beside
the point. What is the point is that this

whole athletic spectrum is darkened by the

presence of ingratigude and injustice on the

part of both the athletic department and the

administration as a whole.

When the Florida A&M contest begins,
the UMass contingent will include 67
players, coaches, coaches' wives, a hand-
ful of cheerleaders, and a few other choice
individuals. Unfortunately, this select

gathering will not include the UMass mar-
ching band, a campus group which has
been as malighed as it has been unap-
preciated. A group of dedicated volunteers
who don't receive a red cent for all their

practicing and performaing all year, the
band is perhaps the most spirited group of

UMass football boosters anywhere.

Now I'm not naive enoligh to presume
that the athletic department has the

necessary $60,(X)0 to send the band to
Wichita Falls, but the plain and simple truth
is that the band members, denied the op-
portunity to go to the Nevada Reno game,
had been flat out promised they would be
going to Texas if we got that far. And
now...
How would the football team, whose

thirst for publicity and support never seems
to be satiatod, feel next season if band
members decided not to go to any gaMws?
Sliqhted? Hurt? Unappreciated?-Smiie, o
gridiron gods, the mirror is before you.
While we're all concerned with the
irnage" of UMass at! seen by others

,around the country, why the hell don t we
start being concerned with our actions nght
here in Amherst? 1 he marching band, as
well as a couple ot other dedicated m
dividuals who come immediately to mind,
are being deprived of what f feel is their

right to share in their team's most shining
moment.

I don't want to blame Bob Pickett. He's
done an absolutely tremernjous job in his

first year as head coach, and as I unders
tand had nothing to do with deciding who
went and who stayed. Bu the athletic

department and the administration should
be ashamed. The whole thing is a disgrace
to this institution and a gross injustice to its

students.

It is no secret that this university an$J its

athletic department are in trouble, but god-_
dammit, we have teachers who are under-

~

paid, proposed tuition hikes which are
unethical, and an athletic department
which may lose its hockey team for

economic reasons. Somewhere, someone
is mismanaging an awful lot of money, and,
as always the case, the innocent suffer.

I for one hope we win the national
championship-not for Bromery, not for
Mclnerney, but for the fans, for the band,
for the people of UMass who really deserve
it. After all, as quickly as we may forget it,

it is their team. In spite of the peop _

manipulate you, Minutemen, good luck.

Don't forget Monday's grid special
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UMass title hopes
corralled in Texas

Hank Sareault, UMass leading rusher Saturday, tries to break loose from the

grasp of Florida A&M defensive back Dorsey Hutchinson. Sareault and his

teammates couldn't offset the Rattlers potent ground game and lost the first-

ever NCAA Division 1-AA championship game, 35-28. (Staff photo by Dave
Rodgers)

Minutemen can't contain run, fall to Florida 35-28
By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

WICHITA FALLS. Texas - The

dream season of the University of

Massachusetts football team fell one

dreanrt short Saturday at Memorial

Stadium.

The Florida A&M Rattlers, led by

running backs Mike Solomon and

Melvin McFayden who combined for

384 of the Rattlers' 470 yards rushing,

ground their way to the Division 1 AA
national championship with a 35-28

victory over UMass in the Pioneer

Bowl.

With a fierce 25 mph northerly wind

whipping through the stadium to chill

the announced crowd of 13,604 and

cause havoc with the passing and pun-

ting facets of the game, both teams

relied heavily on the run — as they had

all season.

The Rattlers had more success than

UMass. The Minutemen were limited

to 116 yards rushing, with Dennis

Dent, the team's breakaway threat,

held to only 35 yards on 15 carries. At

The end of a good season
They gambled on the wind and lost, page 2

UMass players dispute- close call, page 3

It was a somber time at the BluewalL'page 5

Minutemen set numerous records, page 9

the same time, the UMass defensive

team was surrendering the most yar-

dage and points it had all season.

The Rattlers, who had averaged just

over 31 points a game coming into

Saturday, managed their high offen-

sive output without the aid of a com-

pleted pass. Quarterback Albert

Chester, who battled the wind along

with UMass' Mike McEvilly, missed on

seven attempts.

But, with the likes of Solomon,

McFayden and Chester and the block-

ing of All-American guard Tyrone

McGriff, Flordia A & M's I formation

offense needed little help through the

air. The Rattlers widened their line

splits to take advantage of their

TURN TO PAGE 2
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* Windr Florida runninggame turn bac/cUM
CONT FROM PAGE 1

quickness, opening large holes that led to
numerous long gainers.

"We caught on to their linebacking
stunts from seeing the films," said McGriff,
a junior from Vero Beach, Florida 'We

opened up our line sptlts more than normal
ly to get that cross blocking against them."

"Massachusetts is a big, strong football
team We had to spread out," said Chester,
a senior from Jacksonville who had been
the Rattlers Most Valuable Player the

Wind decision not hard
but strategy didn't work
By RICK ECKEL
Coifegtan Staff

WICHITA FALLS, Texas - Universitv of
Massachusens football Coach Bob Pickett
saKJ It really wasn't much of a decision, he
knew what he was going to do.
The decision?

With a strong 25 mph northerly wind
whipping Its way through the tundra
known as Memonal Stadium Saturday, it

was obvious tf>e wind would be a factor.
In the pre-garr>e warmups tf>e punters

were watchir>g tt>e ball float back towards
their fac« at they kicked into the wind's
gala and the coacf>es were having trouble
getting through their driMs.

"I was having trouble throwing the ball to
the defensive backs, and they were only
eight yards away. " said defer^ive tiackfield
coach Mike Hodges.

So, when UMass won tfie opening toss,
instead of electing to receive the ball,

Pickett decided that his team would take
the wind at its back.

"It really wasn't that difficult a decision,"
said the first year coach, who led his team
to a Yankee Conference championship and

Lambert Cub fame. "Our objective was to

get the opportunity for a couple of quick

scores."
They had the opportunity; however, the

Minutemen didn't take full advantage. Four

tirT>es UMass had the ball in the first

quarter, with their worst field position

beginning at their own 40 yard line. The
otf>er three times UMass began series in-

side Florida A £r M territory.

But wf>en the period eroded UMass had
only a 20 yard Sandro Vitiello field goal to

show for Its effort

"In my own mind I knew that first quarter

would come back to htaunt us," said

Pickett

Florida A & M Coach Rudy Hubbard said

he would have made the same decision had

his team won the coin toss.

"They made the right decision, " said

Hubbard. "But our defer>se did a great job

of shutting them off."

'The first quarter was the key," said

Pickett. "If we'd have been able to get a

couple of early scores, it might have been

different."

It might have t>een.

previous two seasons. "If we'd have stayed
tight, they'd have beat us to death

"

Fumble turns tide
Even though UMass was out-gained

decisively, it was leading until an un-
characteristic mistake the Minutemen had
committed only 15 turnovers all season- -in

the fourth quarter turned the game in favor
of Florida A Et M.

UMass was leading, 22-21, six minutes
into the fourth quarter, when on a third-

and five play Dent and McEvilly collided on
an intended handoff. What ensued was a
scene that would have gotten lead billing in

a football follies film. First, McEvilly lunged
for the loose ball, then Dent and finally Cliff

Pedrow appeared to pounce on the ball. All

the while, the ball kept moving towards the
UMass er>d zone until Rattler linebacker
Joe Yates recovered it at the UMass
27-yard line.

"It was a wingback 407, " explained Dent
afterwards in the solemn UMass locker
room "I'm supposed to stay tight to the
lir>e on the play, only I guess I stayed too
tight. The play was tf>ere. I might have
been able to break it."

But instead of Dent breaking it,

Solomon, wfio scored tfte Rattlers' fir^l

three toucfnlowns, broke for a 27-yard TD

launt on the r>ext play. The Rattlers added a
two- point conversion. Flordia A & M 29,

UMass 22.

Then, on the Rattlers' r>ext possession,

Solomon capped a 56-yard, eight play drive

with a 20-yard scamper. The Minutemen
answered with a 34- yard TD pass from
McEvilly to Chns Kurtz as time ran out.

UM tries wind strategy
It was obvious in the pre-game warm-up

that the wind would be a decisive factor, so
when UMass won the coin toss Coach Bob
Pickett elected to kick off and take the
wind. His strategy was to pin the Rattlers in

their end and capitalize early.

It appeared they might. However, UMass
was unable to take full advantage of

superior field p>osition (they began drives in

the first quarter at the Florida 43, 37,

UMass 40 and Florida 48) and could only
muster a 20-yard Sandro Vitiello field goal.

Vitiello added another 20-yard field goal

4:46 into the second quarter, but then the
Rattlers, with tf>e wind to their backs,
began to move.

After the kickoff following the field goal,
the Rattlers drove 55 yards in five plays
with Chester prancing the final yard for the
score. The big play of the drive was a

McFayden 53-yard gallop off tackle to the
UMass two-yard line. Vincent Coleman ad-

ded the extra point to give A Er M a 7 6
leKl.

Four minutes later Chestercapped a
seven play, 49-yard drive, taking the ball

tf>e final four yards to give the Rattlers a
14-6 halftinne lead.

"They fiad some great open field runners
wtK> could really cut back well," said

UMass' Joe McLaughlin, the game's
Outstar>dir>g Defensive Player voted by
ABC TV. "But I don"t know, we just didn't

get the job done.'"

TURN TO PAGE 3

THEfiftCTS:
1 HUNDREDS OF

THOUSANDS OF WOfy^N
USE ENCARE OVAC

Encare Oval ' was introduced to Ameri-

can doctors in November 1977 Almost
immediately, i^ attracted widespread phy-

sician and patient attention

Today Encare Oval is being used by
hundreds of thousands of women, and
users surveyed report overwhelming sat-

isfaction Women using Encare Oval say
they find it an answer to their problems
with the pill: lUD s. diaphragms, and aero-

sol foams

2 EFFECTIVENESS
ESTABLISHED IN
CUNICAL TESTS.

Encare Ovar was subjected to one of the

most rigorous tests ever conducted for a

vaginal contraceptive Results were
excellent—showing that Encare Oval
provides consistent and extremely high

sperm-killing protection This recent US.
report supports earlier studies in Euro-
pean laboratories and clinics

Each Encare Oval insert contains a pre-

cise, premeasured dose of the potent,

sperm-killing agent nonoxynol 9 Once
properly inserted. Encare Oval melts and
gently effervesces, dispersing the sperm-
killing agent within the vagina.

The success of any contraceptive
method depends on consistent and •

accurate use Encare Oval * is so conve-
nient you won't be tempted to forget it

And so simple to insert, its hard to make
a mistake

If pregnancy poses a special risk for you.
your contraceptive method should be se«-

lected after consultation with your doctor.

4

of cases, however burning or irritation

has been experienced by either or both
partners If this occurs, use shoukl be
discontinued

5

EASIER TO INSERT
THAN A lAMPON.

The Encare Oval ' is smooth and small, so
It inserts quickly and easily—without an
applicator There s none of the bother of

aerosol foams and diaphragms No
device inside you No pill to remember
every day Simply use as directed when
you need protection

You can buy Encare Oval whenever you
need it it's available without a prescrip-

tion And each Encare Oval is individ-

ually wrapped to fit discreetly into your
pocket or purse

Today's staff

Layout
Planning

Head Darkroom Tech
Ad Layout
Blue Wall Editor

Chris Schmitt
Joe Quinlan

David Rodgers
Laura Basset
Sean Morgan

'Good-bye and good luck"

BECAUSE ENCARE OVAL
IS INSERTED IN ADVANCE,
ITWONT INTERRUPT
LOVEMAKING.

Since there s no mess or bother. Encare
Oval gives you a measure of freedom
many contraceptives can t match

The hormone-free Encare Oval Safer for

your system than the pill or lUD Neater
and simpler than traditional vaginal con-
traceptives So effective and easy to use
that hundreds of thousands have already

found it—quite simply—the preferred

contraceptive

^1978 Eaton-Merz LaboratoiiM, Inc.

Norwich, New York 13815 ea leir

Bcantitttl
HOLIDAY
SEASON

FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES

At Atkins Fruit

>J^*i^^m^ cc^riirAv^mj

3NO HORMONAL
SIDE EFFECTS.

Encare Oval' is free of hormones, so it

cannot create hormone-related health

problems—like strokes and heart
attacks—that have been linked to the pill.

And, there is no hormonal disruption of

your menstrual cycle

Most people find Encare
Oval completely satisfac-

tory In a limited number

^^^
Vaginal contraceptive

tor preventkxi of pregnancy

The most fcited
aboutcontraceptive

sincethe piL l

Featuring more than six varieties of Atkins

Farms apples and pears, plus a complete line of

fruits and vegetables. The quality you will be
proud to serve your family and guests.

FRESH SWEET CIDER
DONUTS AND COOKIES

Fruit baskets— an
appreciated gift for

those hard to please

on your list — filled

with the good things

of the earth.
Whatever combina-
tions of fruits and
nuts, cheeses, honey,
and other specialties.

Attractively wrapped
with cellophone and
topped with a bow.

We will deliver fruit baskets-Two Days
Only: on Dec. 21 and 22 (Thurs. and Fri.) in the

Amherst and Northampton area only. Call

253-3243 at least 2 days in advance.

CHRISTMAS
TREES

A New Delivery! You are sure to find the

perfect one for your home. Douglas Fir,

Spruce, Scotch Pine and Balsalm.

Cemetery Boxes Wreaths and
Roping for Sale

ATKINS FRUIT BOWL
Corner of Bay Road and
Rte. 116. So. Amherst
Open every day, 9-6

Closed Christmas

UMass fullback Hank Sareault plunges toward goal line as he's met by Har rell Oliver (67). Oliver then pushes Sareault back across goal line on controversial second
period play. (Staff photos by Dave Rodgers)

^ Ul\^ass /oses
CONT. FROM PAGE 2

Two yard punt
UMass regained the lead in xhe third

period when Pedrow carried over from the

one, er>ding an eight-yard "drive" after a

Sam Knight two yard punt into the wind.

Vitiello then booted his third field goal of

the afterrKX>n to give UMass a 15-14 lead.

But that didn't last long Solomon, wtK)
finished the day with 207 yards in 27 car-

ries, displayed a few nnore moves that made
him the game's leading rusher, as he raced

66 yards, outdistancing Steve LeMay. The
TD can>e just 26 seconds after UMass had
taken tfie lead.

Early in the fourth quarter, John
McDonald blocked a Sam Knight punt
(Knight had a rough day with two punts
blocked and a nir>e-yard average), thai was
recovered by Steve Telander at tf>e A & M
13-yard line. Three plays later, McEvilly hit

Pedrow with a short swing pass and UMass
regained the lead for the final time. 22-21 . It

was the Minutemen's last lead of tf>e

season.

A 'treat season'
So, the season ended for UMass with a

9-4 record, while Florkla A ^ M finished

with a 12-1 mark. The Rattlers, ur>der

Coach Rudy Hubbard, are now 23-1 in two

seasons arxJ most likely will be named
Black college champions for tf>e third

straight vear.

"I toM our kkls that they^had a great
season and tfiat tf>ey sf>ould rerriember the
good things that happened," said Pickett.

"I told them not to dwell on today."

MINUTEMEN NOTES - The Florida A &
M Rattlers Fabulous Marching "100 " Band
arrived by bus Saturday mornirig in tinr>e to
perform a nwmorable halftime show...
UMass defensive back Kevin Sullivan suf-

fered a broken ankle in the first period. He
was taken to a local hospital where his in-

iiirv was diagnosed

Steve Telander, playing his last oame at

UMass, injured an already seriously
dannaged right knee. The extent of his in

jury was not imnr>ediately known... Former
UMass manager Charlie Bradshaw witness-
ed his 184th consecutive UMass foottiall

game Saturday.

The Ludlow H.S. Latin teacher began the
string in 1961... No rest for the weary
Dept.: Coach Pickett hit the recruting trail

SurKlay and won't have a day off until

Christnr^as...

UIVI piayers dispute

close goal line play
By RICH ECKEL
Cdhgian Staff

WICHITA FALLS, Texas - Cliff Pedrow
had his arms raised high in tf>e air. He was
signaling a touchdown.
Hank Sareault had just plunged toward

the goal line on a first and goal play from
tt>e Florkla A Er M one-yard line, following

Scott Crowell's block of a Sam Knight punt
on the previous play.

There was Pedrow, his arms raised, but
unfortunately for the University of

Massachusetts football team, the officials

dkln't have theirs raised.

"He scored," said Pedrow, "there's no
doubt in my mind. He scored. He broke the
plane (the ball must go over tf>e goal line). I

don't know how the ref's missed it. They
muffed that one."

Instead of signaling a touchdown, the of-

ficials placed the ball on the one-foot \ine.

The Minutmen tt>en tried a quartert)ack

sr^ak; however, Mike McEvilly was stop-

ped and on the next play he fumbled,
though the ball was recovered by UMass at

the three yard line. Tfie Minutemen settled

for a 20-yard Sandro Vitiello field goal.

Thus, instead of a 10-0 lead, UMass led

6-0.

At f>alftime ABC cok>r commentator
Frank Broylas was asked wt)etf>er he
thought Sareault had scored. The former
Arkar^sas coach f>64d his handa approx-
imately two feet apart, indicatirtg how far

he thought Sareault had been over tf>e goal
line.

"The problem is," said Broyles, "when
the officials hesitate you krK>w you're not
going to get the call."

"Sure, I thought he made it," sakl

UMass quarterback Mike McEvilly, "But it

doesn't matter, they (tf>e officials) call the

shots. ...I thought I was in too, but I got
pushed back."

UMass Coach Bob Pickett wasn't as sure
atxxjt tfie call.

"I wasn't in a positkx) to see it," said

Pickett. "I wasn't aware he was even ttiat

close. It shouldn't have to come into ques-
tion though, we shoukl go in decisively.

'

The Minutemen dkln't want to dwell on
the call. They dkln't want to sour>d as if

they felt tf>e play had determined tt>e game.
But Pedrow felt that the r>on-call by the of-

ficials and the fourth quarter fumble ihat

led to a Rattler TD were tfte turning points.

"What can you say," said Pedrow, "it's a
matter of ifs.

"

Today's Collegian is a
special edition in

recognition of the
UMass football team in

their bid for a natk)nal

championship.
This edition of the

Collegian is also the last

issue of the fall

semester. The Collegian

staff would like to wish
our readers a joyous holi-

day season and success
in final exams this week.

THE SPORT STORE

fmjm

^nT679 Pot Ljour -fouoritc

*/ t » andup

WHERE DO YOU THINK SANTA
DOUGHT THE SKIS FOK HIS SLED?

OF COURSE! WHY?
(1) 17 complete ski outfits starting

at $79.95

(2) 16 models of boots
(3) 25 models of skis
(4) Alpine ski fashions by Alpine

Designs, Profile. Lovers, and hot
gear

(5) Cross-country skiwear by Spec-
trum

16) The most complete line of hats,
gloves, and sweaters available

For the non-skiers on your list we
have:

(1) Complete runner's shop
(2) Bicycles and accessories
(3) Swimsuits and accessories
(4) Skateboard equipment

17Sa Noztb Plvotaat Stt*«t Amh*T(t 333-2719
ea ft tuM. 10-« w«d.-til.tO-l rat.lO-* lua-l-S

1 E. Pleasant. Amherst
15 State, Northampton

Open Th £r F nites till 9
Sun 12-5, M-W 10-6

"*-'*-* *^ *- T *r '-I Taa*fAi« -Oift
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What do we do?
This concourse is too much! A constant array of tables^

peopled by groups as divergent as the Ski Oub and the

Young Socialist's Alliance. Where are they from? How do

they get here? A good question. And it is strange, really,

that it is a question because they get here via one of the

most visible organizations at the University: Student Act-

ivities.

Above and to the right of the Candy Shop, asyou enter

the main doors of the Student Union, is a cubby hole un-

like *he others up there - the Commuter Collective, VSO,
the Student Revolutionary Brigade - in that it is a large

office. A real office with receptionists, day-room part-

itions and the look of organtation-beyond- the-scope-of-

the-casuahobserver that you see in newsrooms, campaign

headquarters and Mercedes-Benz engines. S.U. 416 is the

home of the Student Activities Office, the group of peo-

ple who, among other things, handle recognized student

organizations, fondly condensed in that little abreviation

RSO.
What is interesting about the office, besides the trans-

lucent pastel plastic partitions and the maze quality of its

subdivisions, is that it is undergoing a fundamental reorg-

anization along philosophical lines. What was once an of-

fice primarily concerned with regulating money (over one

million this year) given to Student Activities by the Stu-

dent Senate forRSO use, t fast becoming an organization

with SER VICE looming up on the brain in big neon let-

ters.

In a sort of Lewis A Clark extravaganza^ of exploration,

the Student Activities Office is seeking out new areas and
types of service rather than merely shoring up old chan-

nels and burrowing into the relative safety of established

activities. Like any successful expedition, however, they

need support not to be left up the creek without a paddle.

In other words, into what realty is a burgeoning, bene-

ficent vacuum ofintent must come you^ the students. The
participation of the Student Activities Office in, and the

effect it will have upon, the quality of life in future years

win be directly proportional to your involvement with the

office. The more you put inyour glass the more youllget
out of it. Which is nothing magical but ifyou're thirsty

it's a good thing to keep in mind
Now, more than ever, the Student Activities Office^

wants to be filled, to expand So call them for an appoint-

ment or walk in and talk with them about your needs,

your ideas, and the opportunities they offer. Hey, you
may even get a table ofyour oufi and sit on the concourse

for a change.

Call us at 545-3600

Student Activities
-

—

r^We're .here because you are

The Student Activities Office is funded By the Student^ Government Association

Free flowing suds didn't

hide disappointment
By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

THE BLUEWALL - For the standing
room only crowd here Saturday, the

somberness of the moment began to

dawn somewhere near the end of the

fourth pitcher of beer and the last fatal

bounce of The Fumble.

And the boisterous crowd of Unr^ass

faithful packed into the Wall (really,

the Wall hasn't rocked like this since

the infamous Red Sox-Yankee playoff

game) had no choice but to squirm in

painful helplessness as the ball bounc
ed crazily away from a trio of UMass
players and into the hands of a Florida

State Rattler. It was Snakebite City,

and one play later the venom had
worked its way through the victim and
was met by collective swearing and
shouts of consternation from the au-

dience.

For, at that point it was over and they
knew it. But the fact of the loss could
in no way dim what had come before
it. For over three and one half quarters
the UMass faithful in the Wall had

drank and cheered the Minutemen
with equal intensity. Afterall. this was
a game to decide the national cham-
pionship, and the people who packed
the Wall were equal to the task.

As the beer flowed freely, the crowd
kept their attention on the giant televi-

sion screen which brought back to the

relative comforts of Amherst the
events which unfolded on the
phonyturf in some god forsaken place

called Witchita Falls. Texas. They
cheered loudly for anything resembling

a good UMass play (and usually

cheered louder for the replays) and
screamed their disenchantment
whenever Florida State was remotely

successful. As expected, it was only a
slightly partisan crowd.

And through it all, certain things
stick in your mind. Such as the genuine
enthusiasm of the crowd for the
Mtnutemen, the amusement of a
crowd giving a giant television screen a
standing ovation and color commen
tator Frank Broyles' inability to say
Massachusetts. Massatusetts. indeed,
Frank

UMass quarterback Mike McEvilly reaches for loose ball after a fumble in the
fourth period pf Saturday s game. (Staff photo by Dave RodgersI

CONGRATULATIONS
UMASS FOOTBALL!!

WM^.MMMMMM.WMMM.M.M^M.'k^.'^.'^.'^.

Q^^mhei^t cT^Iassachusetts

CONGRATULA-
TIONS TO THE

UMASS
MINUTEMEN ON

A GREAT
FOOTBALL
SEASON

Center* of distinction

sp(>nsorcd h\

tl»c jinhcrsi (.lumber ^^i umiwuc r^c

A SPECIAL FLYING FEET "BONUS OFFER"
SAVE FOR YOU. ..NOW.. .BEFORE CHRISTMAS

FLYING FEET'S WAY OF SAVING HAPPY HOLIDAYS.
AN AOOITIONAL

V3 OFF
Prices reduced before Christmas to ssy thank

you for tffe super response to our new

Amherst store

OUR ALREADY
EVERYDAY
LOW. LOW

SALE PRICES
Vz OFF ON ALL

AMERICAN MADE
"SUNDOWN" DOWN FILLED

JACKETS
Many styles to choose from. Vi off

down vests'down mitts & gloves»ski

warm-up'pants and bibs'winter hats

also

Vi off the Americana ski pkg. and cross

country ski pkgs.

.....CUP N' REDEEM-—
ANOTHER SUPER FLYING FECT CHRISTMAS GIFT ITEM

FLYING FEET BONUS COUPON

10% OFF
ALL SPORTS

FOOTWEAR
(Skates and sale items ext'ludedl

Sale ends Sat , Dec 23, 1978
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Wichita Falls

Clockwise from upper left: An attractive Wictiita

Falls cowgirl bundles up to protect herself from an
especially strong Panhandle chill; UMass' offen
sive line practices under the late afternoon Texas
sun; dressed to kill, UMass' Frank DiTomasso
practices his draw after stepping off the plane at

Wichita Falls Municipal Airport; UMass defensive

coordrnator Jim Reid goes over tJth hour
strategy; We've done all tfiat we can do. now all

that can be done is to play the game Reid confers

with linebacker Steve Mclnnes.

Photos by David Rodgers

Plonur
Bowl '78

1978 PIONEER BOWL GAME
NCAA DIVISION l-AA CHAMPIONSHIP

WHERE SECRET SANTA SHOPS
Dozens of 25c to $5 items

^

For trees and windows
Ornaments

Great Assortment

Unusual Cards

Many Affordable

Earrings and Pendants
Sterling & 14 KT

Candles

Rainbow, Drip, & Taper

Blouses £f Skirts

POSTERS
Area's Largest Selection

Snakes & Frogs

Lots of Fun Toys

Handpainted

Eggs
Chinese

Tins & Boxes
Vast Assortment

Tea Sets

Honey— Tea — Candy — Jelly

Great Gifts — Great Prices

Open Sundays 1-5 p.m.
Open weeknights 'til 9 p.m.

MEI^CANTILE
Amherst carriage shops

Gift Wra^

A beautiful package
makes a gift even

more special!

¥2 PRICE "07.22
now thru

wie/f/e////f^

Creative excellence is an American tradition.

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

CON-
GRATULA-
TIONS ON A
FINE
SEASON
UMASS
FOOTBALL
TEAM

o-

K^
a ski touring center

hostel-style lodging

rentals

instruction

miles of woodland trails

50 minutes north of

Amherst

RIVERWOOD
No. Ashburnham Road
Winchendon, Ma. (617) 297-2257

TUESDAY NIGHT

—First Time Appearance—

-MOXIE-
(Live rock & roll)

8:30^1:00

Happy Hour
Prices

A
Amherst Area's One-Stop
Copy and Typing Center

•Quality, low-cost copying

•Fast, professional typing

•Complete dissertation,

manuscript and resume service

•Binding services available

In the Carriage Shops
5490557

OPEN WED. NITE TILS

cljarlii^
Cofi|rafilali»fit UMatt

Fo«tbaN Ttani

Appearing
Friday and Saturday
The Ernie Buck

Band

Lvill

(ILYVL

fill

IVi

one

goolifoatiS^tinnli
RRAY ST.. Amherst Mass . 549=54021

I

I
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S»»PSunda»9*m 4pm
.CHRISfMASEVE

LARGE NAVEL
ORANGES

For gilt givtno m ltd tmnt tradition, wtty not ordw an attrac ^'iV<^<^ i

tivt HoMay Fruit Bo«< or Tray trom our Product Oi(>artn«nt7 [ c.^>» .^
StiH unbacidatf' Vow trwnda and r«lativ« wM to MMitad k ;V<^«*«
•ntt» an A&P Food Gitt Cartificatt good for Twlitys. mm. l.TTZ .. .

Hut CakM or n S5 ft $10 dwwmnatnm lor loods of Viair
\^r*t^^

COCKTAIL FRANKS
!• Tan Slat* OaMt

SHARP CHEDDAR
^5^

A&P\^ A SEAFOOD SHOP

Oi* fi JM> • SianMx 'act I u cam

FRESH OYSTERS

'2«
S089
iL lb

S089
cL lb

SO 39
R)

S

QUCXMIXMG

JIFFY PIE
CRUST MIX 4:;1
COOKIES

STUFFED OLIVES

ROYAL GELATIN 6il*1

?iQH^rS^bLOCK '.:*1*

clfouTETTES

NATURALLY CARBONATED

23 02

btlWATER 59

FOR£ST GROVE

MANDARIN
ORANGES 3~l

C4» n mi I Owe* f'*tm ^MM ^rt

COOKED SHRIMP
C4» n JMl » Qmc* l<UW 3 SH 69
SHRIMP COCKTAIL «« ^'
C« n Mn I Owe* ffUin 'hM a Orwwd SO '^
MED. SHRIMP J::i ".V O

99

49

cliotot Juit ask your Aftf> Stor*

Switt ft Juicy r Y^
AnJOU PEARS or^/^

c

lor data*!

Wasn 2W mm Extra Fancy

Red Del. 'w:.
APPLES ^?^

)UtmO STOCKf^C STuffEffS

PEARS '4

ORANGES M w.
APPLES "-«°nr
G«APE-^,,

\FRUIT

rom CHOKE THE NATURAL SNACK

Red or '"^

White

rour
CNOKB

POTATOES us «,,,-.

APPLE CIDER c*::

YELLOW TURNIPS

TANGELOS sJ:m«, " 9

10i'1«
6« •249

•
12'

.99'

HOLIDAY SALAD FIXINS

SCALLIONS

RED RADISHES Z
Cl)CUM8ERS r'"

rouioaa
IftorMMcM

PASCAL CELERY SS »-c*59'^

ORANGE JUICE ';:srcir r 'I*®

FRUIT BOWLS ,."""•

POINSF.TTIAS'

St*r<>C99
(I w
si»t«Q 99
al

MIXED NUTS
DIAMOND WALNUTSsT
WALNUT MEATSa.1!:.

A&P RAISINS
11.1*199

MlLanl

MUSHROOMS *Z 39*

P7f]rg5"5LivES 'z59'

£rab meat u^ *1»

tiWy shrimp eS 89*
QQ<W llii|-»«.|»

PEANUT butter
BO«.EO

o&c
ONIONS

THIN MINTS
lai

•m49

CHEEZ-ITS

CANADA DRY
METRO cherries";'
EicatVaoMn^acaa*

MIXED NUTS
Anr »aai Saitad

PARTY NUTS
PEANUTS
SPANISH PEANUTS 2^.

69'^

L^79'

49'
«»399

jM, $249

can

40 SI

can

SENECA

LEMON
JUICE 49

rSKScR'TA'KEs "ii
69*

SgNl'SKWiES V49*
POTATO CHIPS mSQ'

SWEET PICKLES 09
VHEIfiZ KETCHUP ">.r 69

fir fswket Hskrrv

JANE PARKER-MINCE-APPLE-PUMPKIN

ypcfir

POCBFRESH

PIES 22 02

pit

Jane Parlter-Ptain. Flaky or

BROWN &"'"*""'

SERVE ROUS
Jane Parker -Plain

STUFFING
BREAD

all 12 Ittms of

99'
212ozl

P«OS

1-^

DAIRY DELIGHTS ,

Be sure to Check our fun
assortment of fresh Christmas
Candy- all moderatelY prtced!

REG OR OCT

PEPSI-
COLA

Moi

bottit 79

ENRICHEO

RONZONI
LASACNA

«0I
boi49

MiQHrVt^OQ 4*::'1

ALuKilNUM FOIL SS*

RDAMCUPS ^39*

PAPER PLATES X" 79*

yiv/TNAPKiNS y 49*.
OCEAN SPRAY

CRANBERRY
SAUCE "^^0

^z I

A&P

CREAM
HEESE

BREAKSTONE

SOUR
(|>/lCREAM

?VVnr^ 'Sorrento'

^^^ Hurry' offgf Ends Dec 23

59
EGG NOG
kU tfMtcanam C>«aM

CHEDDAR Sharp

Eitri

cm I

Hoodmaiioi fitxooti

CREAM
*4P Ciiwawoii

ROLLS

WINe'stTcKS *2f CHEDDAR y:; *1^
Hanchmanr s Oirs AAP Ooowtic i oi pk|

MARGARINE i, 79 SLICED SWISS 99'
MmuKMaid i Gallon v^ r«j

A4I> Domaatw

ORANGE JUICE "°^ BLEU CHEESE *2f

ALL FLAVOf

BREYERS
ICE CREAM

59/i\$|
<C gallon <^
7 cartoni"

Louiui Mound

BIRDS EYE
COOL WHIP

RAVIOLI
BuiJjEyt 10 01 paa

CAULIFLOWER

BROCCOLI pa.

BHdsEya Cookad

SQUASH

Oo; QQ«
pag S7%7

'»>119SUM
49'

RiKKtK Btaad

DOUGH
BwdsEy* to 07 pag

STRAWBERRIES 59*
BedsEy* Kl02 pkg

MIXED FRUIT 59*
Mmuti Maid

4 Si' 1 LEMONADE 4?:;*1

wo, 3g.

TSct

t4«*l

luka

7ei
Ml

4 01 5'

cont

(-BISMOL
For HoMay StuMxais R««ia( Origmal

ALKA-SELTZER
>lunf<«aiad

AIM TOOTHPASTE
'•i OM Coupor On Boltla Rao t Oity S^am»oo

ULT^A MAX
RIGHT GUARDS.;:;

A&P ASPIRIN 250."
E««rHdy C A« & 9 Volt '1 00 o« mail m LOUpon oflaf .. c^
ALKALINE BATTERIES .Si 1

CRICKET LIGHTER ..88
Trump fjiiCoKx Calio Wrap Bfidga M t^ nn
PLAYING CARDS 4*c« 1°°

SPONGE MOP ..
3*^

H49

79'

99'

99'
5-|19

79'

II

FREE
I

C010 80N0
STAMPS

g

y»l•^ tha <>ufci«»aa o' ' iaf o'

Sweet

HEINZ PICKLES
24 02 Jar

.imit Ona Coupon Pf Family

VaHdOac 17 ?4 1971

SUPf » SAVINGS COUPON

sai

FREE
COIOBONO
STAMPS

SUPIB SAVINGS COUPON
Wlt^ tha Purchaaa oi 1 ptg of _

Round-Frozen I

GUISE'S RAVK)Li|
13oz.pkg 8, J I

liimt Ona Coupon Hr Family -
Valid Ok 17 24 1*78

FREE^
GOIO BONO
STAMPS ,

iwith tlia Pwchaaa of I III of I I
Tomato I

HEINZ KETCHUP
20 07 btl

50
FREE

1

FREE
GOIOBOND
STAMPS i

SUPEI SAVINGS COUPON
WllA ttia PurclUM oi 3 pkgi of

Birds Eye-Chopped Broccoli or

CAULIFLOWER
Frozen-IOoz pkgs Qg,

Limit Ona Coupon Par Family

VihdOac 17 ?4 197a

SUPI« SAVINGS COUPON

(

I

tKMJMl XMAS BULBS f
'mSESmm C-7 IrHloor C-9 Outdoor „ , Im^v .mt ona C«<aonPa' family , -—^ - l3^V Limt Ona Coupon Par Family ^w-^^| 5WV VaUdOac 17 ;4 H7g Qiiiy .^flV VihdOac 17 ?4 ItTS^ KJutK V

wltn ttia Purcnaaa ol 1 pag of

GE -Replacement 4 pack

XMAS BULBS
C-7 Indoor C-9 Outdoor

FREE
COIOBONO
STAMPS

Willi ila Pucchaaa oi

Any Brand

CANNED HAM
3 lbs or larger

Limil Ona Coupon Pat Family

VaMOac 17 24 1978

11

I

200
FREE
COIOBONO
STAMPS t

•?0 Colo»n

I
lanii

100
FREE
;Ol.DBOND
STAMPS i

'110 Colo^n

SUPf B SAVINGS COUPON
With IIM PurchaM ot IJai I
Reg or Decaf Coffee I

TASTER'S CHOICE I
8oz Jar

Lant Ona Coupon Par Family

VaMOac 1724 1978

SUPIB SAVINGS COUPON
With tha Purchaia ol 1 pkg ol

Jane Parker

FRUIT CAKE
Any Size

SUPER SAVINGS COUPON
W)tMhaPwclias«ol7Jar>ol -
Assorted Varieties |

HEINZ GRAVIES |
12 oz jars

|
Liimi Ona Coupon Par family -
ValidOac 17 24 1978

G8S

oaa i liMiiljy *"y^'"
M, I OFF'/ ^^"^^ ^''"o!

11 Ml n 5 MpMllf Limii Ona Coupon Par Family ""Jl Z ^^" / l-imit Ona Coupon Par Family ^v?^
tJl^iPl I^MilUir valid Oat 17 24 1978 ^^^Qj^i 1| / ViMDa^l^l97« Cil^V!

Atp trow coupon

Purchaaa Piica ol Any 3

Extracts or

DURKEE SPICES
Any Size ,p.j^

Limit Ona Coupon Par Family

PRICES EFFECTIVE OtCbMBtH 17 24.1978

UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST
Wf HESERVE THE^IGHT TO LIMIT OUANTITItb I U J KUbb AND TO CORRECT TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS ITEMS ^^ SALE NOT AVAILABLE TO WHOLESALERS OR RETAIL OEALERSj

. *. •.te«.v^<.'«^>v>'«1•W*«WXH'^»V
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UMass tailback Dennis Dent, who was held to just 35 yards in 15 carries Saturday, dives for a couple of

yards. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Gridders set records
INDIVIDUAL RECORDS

Dennis Dent set a single season rushing mark, rambling
for 1 , 139 yards, surpassing Billy Coleman's record of 904 yards
set in 1977.

- Dent tied Noel Reebenacker's record set in 1951 for the
longest kickoff return 102 yards — in the Morgan State
ganf>e.

- John Beerworth tied Steve Rogers and Don Junkins for

the most interceptions in a single season eight.

Sandro Vitiello tied Denis Gagnon's record set in 1972
against New Hampshire fcK the longest field goal — 52 yards.

Vitiello kicked his against Boston College.

-Vitiello also broke the career mark for field goals of 13, ibt

by Dave Croasdale in ?975.

-•Vitiello also broke (he single season mark for field goals of

eight, kicking 15 field goals this season. Croasdale had set that

record in 1975. Vitiello is a junior and will return next year.

-Fullback Hank Sareault set the single-season record for

rushing attempts, carryir>g the ball 202 tirT>es. He surpasses
Paul Metallo's record of 195 carries set in 1972.

TEAM RECORDS:
-Tied for most wins in a single season— 9.

-Set record for most points scored in a single season, roll-

ing up 343 points to surpass a 1972 mark of ^4.
--Set record for most net yards rushing in a single season,

with 3,035. breaking a 1972 rrtark of 2,454.

-Set record for total yards rushing, gaining 3,388, to sur-

pass a 1972 rT\ark of 2,712.

Set record for total offensive yards, gaining 4.153 to sur-

pass a 1972 record of 3.888.

-Set record for most interceptions in a single season with

30 thefts. The previous high of 24 was set in 1963.

^DENIMS

under $16
Vekxirs $15.00

Fackd Jeans $U.OO
Western Flannel Shirts $11.00

NcartMTHEPUBAnhent

* TheUMseason
CONT FROM PAGE 12

season with on 8-3 record. They had won
the Yankee Conference, they had won the

Lambert Cup and nwre importantly they
had won a Division 1-AA playoff berth.

UMass, by virtue of their record and tough
schedule, were rated fourth in the nation

and would face No. 1 ranked Nevada Reno
On December 9.

Bob Pickett was now standing outside

the locker room at Mackay Stadium as

Steve Tetander. a senior defensive end,

walked up and sihook the coach's hand. No
words were passed The two stood there

and squeezed each other's har>ds, stanng

into each other's eyes.

It was symbolic. Twelve weeks earlier he

had been shaking his head wondering how
his team had let one get away, now he was
shaking a players hanjl trying to com
prehend how he had come this far

Bob Pickett and his team had arrived.

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

M<M< lb<i, T«M»> ITlt • m • 4«

m

Oe^ J'JJ mo^'x% ^*»,|» m^xy

Drrjffvaa*

BigHx
f IIVAi WCCH

tSTeNILE
kl«*i«f*a ft«lt* 0av*4

Mon i«»<i Tvin lUSaai

COIN*
SOUTH

( o •f*f *tr*« J«*«n ••«««•(*•

^^ 1K.U rHut« (US • wit

4

ENTERTAINMENT IS {""""'^"\
THE PERFECT Gim S» ._ 5

rmiwrrTiTTm ttiu.iiHJ TTJtar.i nmuufll'.IUlilT*mil

Starts Wednesday
"Invasion... is scarier and timelier than ever..."

— Kevin Thomas. Los Angeles Times

".
. .considered one of the most intelligent science fic-

tion films ever made." |H
- Cinemafantastic

Don Siegel's ORIGINAL

af,mM\m<A r>* Ht^fSt CtVffAl »fC*tfMS

Globe Santa

O.K. UMies. pat
yourselves on the back . We
did it. We showed the state

and each other that we real

ly do care and that we
weren't going to let the

needy children of Boston
wake up to an empty stock-

ing on Christmas morning.
Even though this is the
busiest time of the semester
we came through with a

display of concern and spirit

of which we can all be very

proud. To this date, the

Glove Santa has collected

approximately $2,000, more,
than twice the previous
UMass high, and we expect
an additional contributions

of $500 $1,000 by this Fri-

day.
Michael Cohen

Globe Santa Campus
Campaign Chairman

Northampton

Double Feature-
j

NOW. ends Tuesday
First at 7:00

IHVASioM
OF THE

mm.
NATCHE'»5

AT^NTALIZINCTtASi:..
11 ;':tmi »!<.! \.. .

I lll>HlllMI<-|'>

lliat Obscure
( )l)iect

Ol llesire

R»
PLUS at 9:00

An 2J\ too

human comeSy.

^Mon

!V%kBBi

A S k, ''kMsanl St.

27 Pleasant Street

Northampton Ma 01060

I
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thruSiiii>»
mt Of IM( S'OP 4 ^~^.e i.OM»»Nili

18-23lbs. lU.S. Grade "ATrozen

n/
>L.PtHMAHMIS

V

U. S. Grade "A"Hens 10-1 2lbs. 85»^^ '^ ^^^»

S Blltt6fll3ll ^ep Basted 18-22lbs. Sl9L
BUTTERBALLHENS 10-13lbs. 96V

reshTiiik!eysU.S. Grade ^A** ^^-^^ SSL
FRESH us. GRADE "A'HENS 10-13lbs. 95»

Stop&ShopButterBastedTuifceys

.
'^4':^ 'Xr-^^i^ V//

V

10-12lbs
17 20lbs

-•K

> n Ucvvs •»*> aerMcc (**•

LeitheSanta's
inourdelis
helpyou enjoy
t^risimaswith
apartyplatter.
They'll make any of

our 1 2 different party

treats to serve 5. 1 0.

20 or more. Meats, rolls,

cheeses, salads, all

sliced and made up to

your own order. Try

TheGreat
Entertainer'22.99
Serves 10-12 people

Loaded wtlh 1 1> eacti o( roast

beef, roast turi«ey breast Danish
ham, CNnoM style portt stnps.

4t» of potato salad or cote slaww,

arvJrols'

V>^eafOOd Gt9»i tw ho^day entertam^ig'

80Z. pkg Stop & Shop

Shfinip

Ourbestnvishes
forChristmas

Salad ^430
Size "^^fco/en

Fresh Oysters •».i» •1.79

MatlaWs Stuffed Clams '^ ^*1 .89

Dressed Smelts "KST HW
3lbs Squid(Calamari) ST •1.79

Cooked Shrimp '-^S'Si^ •2.89

Shell On Shrimp tt: •2 39

^^Omer deliourtHytoryourbi'flels'

Stop& Shop Comer Deli

Roast BetgE
Mtoyb—t.»MMy ^^^m^w9
akcad to your ordv ^^^^^ •.

Cararxjo Pepperoni

USDA

Carando Hot Ham
Carando Genoa Salami
Cocktail Franks

•2 9d.>

•299w
•2 39.

^

DeflPlatter^24.99
Serves 10-12 people

Heaped wi»)l b
each o( coot«ed corned beef . roast beef

.

grazed ham. roast turVey breast, assorted

otrves. 4t)S of assorted potato or macarom
salads & cole slaw. 2t)s ofsicedrye

self service deli speaai values
on fine tyands you can trust

Extral^md
Franks
99

m
tWti mild Stop&

Shop
i») pkg

Stop & Shop Bacon '^.:^2:r 'r39
. Herrud Kielbasi '^ZXP 'I.ea

V Hebrew National Franks 'H '1.69

^yjDUr kitchen T^t^c savmq foods

Fresh PfcEza

Please order 24 hours ahead so
\we can give you wfiat you want.

Twin
Pack
12oz pkg

\Coie Slaw .»<»»<

Cranberry Nut Gelatin

We hamu deUeiaus varletjf for your hoUday dlimgi 's

OnrownUSDAChoke^Great
Beef'^ryourholidaymeaL

Round
vRoast ^

Beef Round Tip Roast *1 .69. ^^« ify
Fresh Beef Brisket »,o:rSlr,'1 .99. ^1^

POffcLohiRoastRibHatf 1^
POrfcLohlRoast SiiloinHaH J?
FreshHams Whole or EidicrHas

BeefTenderlohi
BonelessBeeiLohiStr^
Boneless BeefRib l^e.ep<»« '3^

PerdueRoastingChickene 7.. 8ft
Freshl>atklingS4 6o»^ ML
JrFSSH ^^i^pOllS 7-9 pounds, gourmet delight eeeeeeeeeeeeM^

6-7lbs.

7 poundseee

59"

*1 19

<Jilm & flash sale

Kodacolor Print Filmi1.39
Szes 1 10 Of 126 - 20 Exposure

Sylvania Magicubesil.29
12 "Perfect Shots

Sylvania Flip Flash JI1.29
10 Perfect Shots

'ania Flash Bars ^1.79
10 Perfect Shots

..^--Pprcelalii
rf-^CWiia
X] I This Weeks
V / Feature Piece

^=^ 3ISSCOFFEE CUP ^^^a

Quick '& thrifty nneals

26^* Ground
Contains It^AC

more ^^SSx
than 26% ^^29

b
•1.79*

6^
M^^A.
CROt'NDRLFI fat. •V
Pork Chops "-^ST.-

Boneless Blade steak <5S. *1.89t,

Pork Sausage Meat foi*^ .2T„. 99*

Breakfast Sausage jo-r»*- *1.39*

[Qy^l^^y Imported from Poland

3IbCannedHam
5lb. Krakus Canned Ham. '10.75

31b. Cudahy "Bar S" Canned Ham '5.99

Semi - Boneless Ham s-, qq Boneless Ham .^ ^q
Cotomal. Water Added I .>7\^ib nonnelCure 81 . Water Added O.^C^

Colonial Boneless Ham sectionedSSS^ water Added*2.59i.

OuTOMVnStop& SHopExtra* TntnHem an vacuum sealed for freshness

Shank Portion water Added. .
*.1 .49«> Rump Portion water Added . .

*1 .59..

With every $3 food purchase

Genuine 24% lead

Crystal
Stemware
Your Choice
. 10 02 W*TV< OOaLTT

10 02 CMM»*aM/»«MrT

Last chance to complete your set.

Jn time for Holiday & Christmas

le Street

•P*^^:"^
I This
Week

I Volume 12
IVollsk)1 99$.^^. .

COMPLETE SET Vot 1-12 $22.88 j

ea

Amost
welcome gitt!

Stop& Shop Gift Certificates make holiday
shopping easy because they re gifts everyone

can use. Take your choice of three kirxJs. Food,
Turkey, All Purpose for $5, $7 50. $10, or any
amount you wish Buy em at our Customer
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Open Sim^ Pec IT 9ani«S iwn, Sun^ Pec a4» 9 ani'3 iwn
W** [Slop * Shop Coupo^*ffiyM^top > Shop Coup^*MMM*^Slop 4 Shop Coupon|MWyiWllsiop > Shop Coupon|**jl ^JHlHHHHHHHHHiJ^HHHHHIilHj

and a S7 SO puOiHa'

STOP & SHOP
1 1 lb. can

: COFFEE
Reg, Auto Drip,

DriporElec Perk
m QM«awt. OKI' awi. okm

Wim ns (CH4xin and a 17 60 DucftMC

— «v] a t7 JO
pi«cnaa«

COTT ""^^ I STOP & SHOP
NoRet^t,« GRADE A

GINGER ALE LARGE
oJirtS^ater SEGGS ^^®"
OdMSim. Qac \T Swv OkM. Qaa«ai«v.OK 17 9m. Ok M
UaMoMMTI

! STOP & SHOP
S 16 ounce can

cranberry!
!SAUCE Je"'*^ "

:i7awi. OacM H ODD* aiM. uac u^Stfv OK a*. b ooaa aiav.ok ir^am. Die a*. b uaoo atn. ok ir^suv. dk ?«

&ourbestfoods
Whether yoi/re celebrating the Birlh of Christ orChanukah, the

Festival of U^hts, you can trust Stop& Shop for all ttie special foods
you"! need From everyone in our Stop& Sfiop famify to you and yours,

our warmest wishes for a happy holtday seasoa

• «*

GreenBeans MediumPeas
Stop&Shop J^ $4
Cut Green or ^Kl!^
French Style ^M*^^

Stop&Shop
Grade A Fancy Quality

316o!^

Whole Sorted Onkxis 'S:2':s*^

Stop&Shop Sliced Beets 4^*1

PieCrust
Betty Crocker 34
CXirkee Flake Coconut 'XT es*

Rllsbury Bread Mix '*«" BT

Sweetl^Oxed
Pickles 89f
stop* Shop 3202. jar ^^^^Stop&Shop

Pitted Select CHrves

Heinz Dill Pk:kles

l^rC 59*

69*

AppleJuice
stop€#shop f2|Qr
64 ounce bottle ^^^^
Stop&Shop Tomato Juice "« 49*

Apple Cranberry Juk)e 2rU£ 99*

Re&orPiet
Sooa JL"^
Sun Glory Asstd Flavor^* ^^ ^^
Maraschino Cherries ^'^^IT' 49*

100% Natural Potato Chips 2S.M

VlasicIHIL
Pickles S9Kosher or Po»tsh 46oz jar^^%^r

Cc^ktail Sauce "-r^-T- 59*

Hershey's Mini-Chips '1^ M .49

Cranbeny Sauce SSSr^^Z, 33SM
Cranberry Juce Cocktail 'ai5r79'

Peanuts
Stop&Shop ^^^y
12ouncecan ^^F^^F

Dry Roasted Peanuts 7SV M .09

Cheese Crackers Sf 2SSM

PaperPlates
9 inch White ^P^mT
pkg of 100 # ^^

Sun Gkxy l^apkins »,'<r»o 59*

Hot or Cokj Foam Cups 1* 2Sf

Triscuits
Nabisco
9y2 ounce pkg

100% Whole Wheat Watars

Pepsi Regular or Diet n?;ss'» 89*

Hi-C Drinks '^^SSS: 55'

^^m Yellow^^ «
CliiigPeaches
Stop&Shop ^Ki6otV
Slk;ed or Halves ^^^^J^
Stop & Shop Fruit Cocktail 2 'c:^89'

Flako Pie Crust Mix 3 *^ *1

frozen foods Quk* meat specals

9 ounce pkg Green Giant

Ifegetables
In Butler Sauce

5 vsoetvs

Camatkxi Shrimp "TfJiSr:

Stop & Shop Vegetables
cam Past Mwi r afm > >.ta»< .o^^MMa

MeatTorlellini iSi-lS 79*

•459
69'

Mrs. Smith's

lePie
26or
pkg

Whipped Topping
Richs Bread Dough
Coffee Creamer

aoa#v«

anpt SMavMDKOMPy
B(U<E*camr

Half Galton "Natural'

ceCream
1Stop&Shop ''^SQ

Asstd Flavors

BirdsEye Mixed Fruit ^««p., 69*

Brady Mixed M^on Balls 'S 89"

Stop&Shop Twin Pizza 3? *1.49

9 inch Mrs Smith's

e Shells
17cxjnce
pkg o(2

EggNoodl

Frerxjh Fried Shrimp STST *1 .89

Oven or Steak Fries '55.*S3" 99*

Mrs. Paufs Sweet Potatoes it 59*

D3kery Oelcious goodies from our ovens

Stop&Shop

lePie
Penn. Dutch
Fme. Medium or Broad

1 lb pkg

Heinz Tomato Ketchup '^^' 59*

Stop & Shop Mushrooms 2 S.89'

"^ ourx:e
package

Money-savmg specials for all your holiday recipes.

Hood

SwrCream
79SOUR

CREAM
16 ounce

cup

Gallon Jug Stop & Shop

OrangeJuice
from concentrate *^B fi9

100% Pure A

Stop & Shop Daisy Dounts ';;t?59'

English Muffins -ISfilye 2,^*1

Stop & Shop Party Breads 2 1%, *1

Stop & Shop Big

ButterCop
Bread %'^\

Stop & Shop Cream Cheese r. 59
Breakstone Temp-tee T^:^i::z 79

Kraft Partway

Pillsbury Crescent Rolls

Borden Dips

59*r*ij iTte

f>»»nchO'*onofCi.irT'« Lr<«lt- f?Q*

Honey & Egg Rolls

High Fibre Bread
Variety Breads

:AnoS'*VD CO'

sncisnop r\ \*

1 pound pkg
qtr lb sticks

:0\ '-0

Pillstxjry Cookies

Kraft Cracker Ban-el

Sun Glory

32 ounce
carton

iA(xfK»pita

tOoi ptig

Instant Whipped Cream -.'SS.^, 79*

21b Calabro Ricotta ...jZ^ M.89

healty & beauty aids
Save on personal care needs

Gillette Blades

racISn.49
ALka Seltzer

package OQ<l
of 25 KJsJ

Say Merry Christmas
with a beautiful plant

_;a: li;

Oinsettia
'299
^^^B ea

6 inch pot

Wrapped in toil,

.ideal fK)liday gift.

'Decorative

Hd^dav
p^o^^/e^s

Plant
5 inch pot
Assorted cokxs

Mum Plant

ea

6 Inch Foled Pot $A QQ
Assorted Cotors H".vywL

^UmhO White Seedless 27 size

Indian River
Pink 32 size

Dole Pineapple ^ 79L
IdahoPotatoesS^79

coli
Frm. (^aen «id

landar G(w(«Mt)
arChtmmSmjcm

bunch'

Sunkist Navel Oranges ST 6«»M

Fresh Broccoli Rapini 79*

Imported Ita'ian Chestnuts 89**

Fresh Yellow Turnips 1 5*

Sweet Potatoes orYams i^ssss 3^^1
For soups, saladsFresh Anise

Calif. Celery Hearts
Yellow Onions *
Red Emperor Grapes
White Calmeria Grapes
Empire Apples 2y,\^

Fresh Rorida Avocados

bunch

Large

GiftFruitTrays&Bowls
^ "The Perfect Gift" S

Hostess

v^.
t:

Ejilra

Fancy

jm

OftFmitTray^
Mirwnum we«gh( oyer6bs

' Fancy Oval Wood Tray
Mmmum Weight over 4'/? lbs

Square Wood Tray
, Min»Tx*n weight over 7 lbs.

I Fancy Gift Bowl
Mmmrxjm weight over 8lbs

Deluxe Gift Bowl
Minimum weight over 1 4lbs

Deluxe Fruit Tray
Minimum weight over 9lbs

jExtra Fancy
Gift FruitTray
Minimum weight over 5lbs

'4.49.

•6.99.

•6.99.

•9.99,

^ExtraFancyJumbo
Holiday Fruit—
Choose your ov^m fresh fruit

for your holiday fruit bowl

Oregon Bosc Pears 59^
USin. 80 size

Anipu Pears ^ 49^
Washington State 80 Size

Jumbo Navel Oranges 4ior*1
56 size

Delicious Apples .^e 491
Red or Golden Waihingtcihington State

f5u< Ow • Su" !.-?< mU»n»M1o»«««Lu»hm«s ^ ,n-^"~ f"' ..~.< vW»>.. '^•»»p« >*|H "' ^-y >'•"'' «>'«'>»'»<1I'>«~'»»'V)1M l^»<T.^ ci»^M lo. M» no! •rti«»" ^ r»w ws ,» o 3»». *»»>» «»>o»««»'? 'COWKIM l>»'8tP»Sloo« VioI>S>«)»'m^m «•
. ^« .»«»n»<l Nol •»<r.*«)» »y M««)>«<yw» -"">
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The UMseason that was
With YanCon title, Lambert Cup, gridders arrived

»*1

Monday, Decembef 18, 1£

By RICH £CKEL
Cofleytan Staff

It IS September 16, of this fall and Univer

sity of Massachusetts first year head coach
Bob Pickett has just watched his debut
spoiled as Villanova scores with 44 seconds
rematninq in the qame to escape with a
come from behirtd. 25 21, victory

He IS sitting in the room adiacent to his

coaching quarters, wrestling a Coke can
between his palms "What can I say," he
mumbles, "we should have won it we
should have .

"

It IS Saturday December 9 arnl rK>w
Pickett IS standing on a table in tf>e locker

room at Mackay Stadium in Reno. Nevada,
where his team has |ust defeated Nevada
Reno. 44 21, m the semi final round of the

NCAA Division 1 AA playoffs

Pickett IS wearing a smile that could
stretch the state of Nevada His team has
come d long way since that opening loss,

and he has come a long way too The team
has endured the toughest schedule in the

scfKKJl's history, and now they are one
game from a national championship
"Nothing you guys did out there surprised

me today," Pickett tells his team, which
now boasts a 9 3 record

It may not have sur(>iised Pickett, but
what the Minutemen have accomplished
sir>(:e that first Saturday certainly has sur

pristKl more than a few casual observers
Yankee Conference

His team has won the Yankee Conference
for the second straight year, it has defeated
Boston College (27 0) for the first time

Since 1972. it has captured the Lambert
Cup. emblematic of football supremacy
among Eastern mid si/ed schools, for the

first time in the school's history, it has
readied the finals m Division 1 AA. and is

headmg to Wichita Falls Texas, for the

Pionet^r Bowl
When th«» season becjan, prognosticators

figured UMass would continue the winning
tradition that Dick MacPherson. who had
left to accept a coaching |ob with the

Cleveland Browns of the National Football

League, had instilled But there were ques
tion marks
first there was Pickett Could this quiet

man who had served seven years as an
assistant to MacPherson make the transi

tion to head coach?
Then there was junior quarterback Mike

McEvilly. who had minimal varsity game
expenence. Everyone knew he had the
leadership qualities needed for the position,

but did he have the arm that his

predecessor, Mike Fallon, had**

Finally, there was Dennis Dent, the 5'6".

157 lb senior from East Boston Could he
survive the entire season as kick returner,

wide receiver and tailback ? Pickett planned
to incorporate him nK>re into the offensive
scheme, thus he was susceptible to cons-
tant punishment
Dent didn't take long to show his detrac

tors what kind of season he intended 1978
to be Though UMass lost to Villanova,

Dent scored three touchdowns, while
amassing 222 total offensive yards on the
afternoon He gained 178 yards rushing on
|ust seven carries

Beat Maine, 40-6
Tf>e next week saw the Minutemen travel

to Maine, where Pickett would return to his

home state and his alma mater. As usual,

UMass had tittle trouble with its weak Yan
Con rival, and defeated the Black Bears,
40 6 Clifford Pedrow. a junior tailback,

was tf>e offensive star

Week three saw the Minutemen travel to
Harvard Stadium where they proceeded to
play their worst garr>e of the season The
fir^i Harvard 10. UMass Blah. " said

Pickett, describing his teams performance.
So now. UMass sported a 1 2 record and if

they hoped to make any post seaso'i ap
paarances. it would have to improve.
After two weeks away from horie. UMass

returr>ed to Alumm Stadium to face
Morgan State, an all Black school, for the
first time in its history Dent took the open
ing kickoff 102 ya'ds (tieing a UMass
recordi in 13 secrjnds and the Minutemen
never looked back They beat Morgan
State. 38 6 Though the game had been
decided in the ' , minute, many of the
6.700 fans in .-. ,nce stayed until the
end to listen to the Morgan State band pro
vide sorm? great entertainment

The Golden Bears band olaved such

popular disco hits as "Shame " and
"Boogie Oogie Oogie.

'

Evidently UMass got the beat, because
for the next three weeks it boogied past
previously unbeaten Boston University,

31 7; Rhode Island, 19 17 (that was the
ganr>e Sandro Vitiello, UMass outstanding
kicker, normally a left footed kicker booted
with his right foot); and Connecticut on
Homecoming Day, 17-10.

The Minutemen had won four straight

and now boasted a 5-2 record. But the
toughest portion of their schedule loomed.

First, It was Rutgers, who visited Alumni
Stadium with only one loss, that to the No.
1 ranked team in the nation, Penn State.
The Scarlet Knights left Amherst one win
richer after defeating UMass, 21-11
Though UMass had lost, it had proved tha^
it was a physically tough team. The
Minutemen had physically beaten Rutgers
and after the game Rutgers Coach Frank
Burns had nothing but praise for two
UMass linemen, Dave Bemis and Bruce
Kimball.

Top Holy Cross. 93-8

Early in the fall, tfie New England 'sur-

prise' team had been Holy Cross Thie

CriiSaders had won their first five games.
However, when Umass traveled to
Worcester the Crusaders had lost their last

two games. The Minutemen made it three

straight, 33 8
The game was significant because Dent,

who had been averaging only nine carries a

game, rushed the ball 26 times for 206
yards. That trend would continue through
UMass' next three games.
The Minutemen returned to Alumni

Stadium the following week and captured
their second straight YanCon title by
defeating New Hampshire. 34 7. This (the

YanCon title! was our first goal," said co
captain Bruce Kimball.

Next. Boston College. Tf>e Eagles were
8 when they arrived in Amherst and when

they left they were 9 The score: UMass
27, B C. 0. It was the defense's first

shutout of the season Dent became the
first UMass rusher to ever qain more than

1*1*1 "IVWW^P^P«^«^^^W««^P
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Cliff Pedrow crosses the goal line for

one of his two TD's he scored Satur-

day. (Staff photo by Dave Rodge'S)

1,000 yards in a season as he ramblea tor

, 206 yards on 20 carries.

End at 8-3

Thus, the Minuterrwn ended their regular

TURN TO PAGE 9

STADIUM
"CATCH THIS

WEEK'S SPECIALS"

LIQUORS

BEER AND WINE HOLIDAY SPECIALS

MICHELOB BOTTLES 12 oz. 7.90 cs.

MILLER BOTTLES 12 oz. 6.90 cs.

BUDWEISER BOTTLES 12oz. •.90cs.

SCHLITZ CANS 6.59 cs.

SEBASTIANI CHABLIS Vj gaL 1.99

SEBAST. CHENIN BLANC Vj gaL - 3.49

SEBASTIANI FR. COLOMBARD - 3.49

LIQUOR SPECIALS

J & B SCOTCH qts. 8.90
I

5th GLENLIVET SCOTCH 12 yr. -12.95

SEAGRAM V.O. V2 gaL 14.00

SEAGRAM V.O. qts. 7.95

SEAGRAM V.O. 5th 0.39

CUTTY SARK SCOTCH 5th 0.80

SMIRNOFF VODKA 1 .75 L 80 proof 10.30

SEAGRAM GIN 1 .75 L 9.99

BACARDI RUM 1 .75 L 10.79

FLEISCHMANN VODKA 1.75 L 8.59

SEAGRAM "7" 1.75 L 10.95

SEAGRAM "7" 5ths -4.95

CANADIAN MIST qts. 5.99

CHECK OUR KEO PRICES!
HUOE SELECTION OF WINE!

L^
Just past thte UMass Stadium,'next to A & P

in the neu) Shopper's Park

253-9341 or 253-9342

FREE DELIVERY ($7.00 min.)

^ »

••;<>

'AN . t-^'.-' VW >* -

X. 1*-

•^1: • • •

^ ,/

« »4*

i- ;

^:.

••*•/•

>•• .

T"WMSports
440*

Intersession was not

at all kind for either the
mm. H• 1

nnen's or women's
basketball teams. The

» —.y-x

•

J:S^\

4 ^rii
w iiiii

Minutemen suffered ^-«* mJlk. —

i

through a six-game los- T'^^ *^^
ing streak and a 2-6 i 1^ • ya
record during the break.!^MV^^^C
The Minutewomen did

not fare too well ^.^^^Ib^lFJ^J
themselves, going 1-4 ,,g

'•Vl
over the vacation period, ki_£.-1^
including a three-game ^^bib

skid. On the brighter '^^^ ^ . » "^

side, UMass football it F% -

1.coach Bob Pickott was named ECAC Div

1-AA coach of the Year.

These stor.es and more start on page 25.

Asbestos
Campus of-

ficials and
employees differ

on the potential

danger of

asbestos, a

fibrous material

used for insula-

tion. Page 5.

l.tf»'.«Mf,«!>.^^

b

Arts/Living

There's a busy season of per

formances upcoming at the Fine

Arts Center. Dance, music, jazz,

and comedy head the list. Page

24.

Nuclear hard times

Faced with soaring costs, licensing

headaches, and opposition from en

vironmental concerns, utilities are now

beginning to shy away from nuclear

power. See the first of two parts,

beginning on page 17

Courses
If you're look-

ing to fill some
holes in your

s cti e d u I e

turn to page
44 There

you'll find late

course additions

and changes.
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News while you wereaway
Amherst

Authority gets

handicapped funds
The Am^wrst Housing Authority Mdy

this month was awarded a $370,000 grant
for construction of 10 specially designed
apartments for the handicapped The
grant, from the state Departn>ent of

Community Affairs, was the third housing
grant the town has received m tour

months.

The authority initially wit! receive an
expected $10,000 of the grant for plannir>g.

OrKe construction is completed, the
authority will manage the dwellings while
the Stavroe Foundation, a local group that

works with harKlicepped people, will

coordinate programs aruj other services for

the residents.

The protect is a "congregate" to a grant
secured last fall for cor»truction of housir>g

for the ekleHy

Reed to leave

Amherstselectmen
Amherst Seiectman Nathaniel Reed eariy

this month announced his resignation from
the Board of Selectnrwn, effective Feb. 6.

Reed said he will t>e on leave-of alMerKe
March 1 June from his job as executive

director of the Massachusetts Foundation
for the Humanities and Public Policy, in

order to tour Europe with his family.

Elected to a three- year term in 1977,

Reed replaced Michael Sullivan, who did

not run for a third term. His vacancy will

mean a second seat is now open on tfH!

town's top policymaking board, to t>e filled

m an April election

Deadline for filing nomination papers for

town-wide office is Feb. 9 Nomination
papers canr>ot be accepted from candidates

aaektfvg to fill Reed's post antil the vacancy
actually exists, making a Feb 6 rr>eeting the

last in which Reed can participate.

Reed chairs the Republican Town Com-
nrwttee Fornr>er dean of students at

Amherst College, he also served for seven
yaars on the Amherst School Committee.

Olver fails in bid
for chairmanship
John Oh/er, D-Amherst. failed to ascend

in the new legislative session to chairman

of the Senate Ways and Means Com
mittee, instead remaining the committee's
vice chairman. Senator and chairman of

the Democratic State Committee Chester

G. Atkins, D-Concord, was appointed by

Senate President William Bulger to suc-

caad former chairman James Kelley to one
of the most powerful positions in state

government.
Kelley, D-Oxford, declined to run for re-

election after being narT>ed in MBM
scandal, which also saw former Senate

President Kevin Harrington depart the

senate, tainted by the scandal. Bulger

succeeded him.

A former anti-war protestor and son of a

rich fanr>ily, Atkins was elected state

representative in 1970 and senator in 1972.

A view looking out a window in the Old Chapel, looking toward Herter Hail.

(Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

State AG suffers setback
in real estate agent cases

That state attorr>ey general's office in

late December suffered a setback in its suit

on alleged antitrust law violatior>s against

two major area real estate agencies.

A Superior Court ruling by Judge John
Moriarty prevents the state's new antitrust

law from being applied to any offense

which occurred prior to Aug. 10, 1978, the

date the law took effect. The attorney

general's office requested an appeal to the

ruling, which was turned down earlier this

month. The office may seek a second

appeal.

The suit, filed against D.H. Jones Real

Estate Agency ar>d Town and Country
Realtors, both of Amherst, sought a

$25,000 civil penalty against each of the

defendants, damages on behalf of all

persons who paid fees for real estate

brokerage, and a court order ending alleged

practices.

The suit was prompted by a state-wide

six-rrwnth investigation. It was alleged that

the defendants conspired to move their

commission rates up from 6 to 7 percent,

and to change the split between listing and
selling brokers.

UMass
UM, '03'workers
reach agreement
Twenty two University workers classified

as temporary employees, paid from 03' ac-

counts, early this nrwnth signed a consent
agreement with UMass officials in Suffolk

Superior Court, settling a long-standing

dispute over classification.

The staff members, both professional

and clerical, filed suit against the University

last June, protesting that they did not

receive frir>ge benefits or pay raises as other

state employees, and could not join unions
representing University employees. Some
of the 03' workers have been employed for

as long as seven years.

The consent decree provides those
employees daasified as temporary for more
than a yaar with the same pay raises given
to permanent '01' employees with similar

jobs. All workers wfio had been employed
as of Sept. 1. 1978, will be transferred im-
rrwdiately to full tin>e, full t>enefit )ob
status. A personr>el policy also will be in-

stituted to prevent recurrence of the pro-
blem

There are about 400 '03' workers on cam-
pus, tHit it is uncertain how many of tf>am

have been employed for more than a year.

Crackdown set for

UMIoan defaulters

Former UMass students who have not

repaid University loans will be subject to

court action, according to UMass press

secretary Howard White.

Previously, coliacyon agencies hired by
the University were not authorised to

prosecute former students who had not

repaid loans. White said, but a decision

was made to authorize the legal steps.

"We feel that our first obligation is to our

present and future students, " UMass
President David C. Knapp said. "Every

dollar that goes uncollected is a dollar than

could have been made available as a new
toan."

According to Knapp, the collected

money will be loaned out to current

students.

Fieldgets
nationalaward
UMass Dean of Students William F. Fielo

last nrK>nth received the Continuous Service
Award of the National Association of

Student Personnel Administrators, Region
I.

Field was cited for his 'inordir>ate ability

to support felk>w professionals, and his

visibility as a rote model for those entering

the student personnel orofession."

A former research analyst for U.S.
Public Health Service, Field was appointed
to the UMass staff as guidance officer in

1951,

BASKETS
A Store-full of Ideas

OPEN 10-6 PM , MON.-SAT Next to the Post Office Downtown Amherst

People's

Market
OPEN

Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30

Saturdaysl 0-5:00

Wednesday evenings
Till 9:00

No Nukes-Yes Cukes-Go Zukes

Located in Student Union BIdg., down hall fronr- ''ost Office
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Drinking age could rise to 21
Go V. King wants increase Ul\/Ibars face disaster
By JEANNE MOONEY
Collegian Staff

Approximately 50 bills have been filed in

the state legislature to raise the drinking

age in Massachusetts, and most of them
propose to raise it to its forager level of 21

.

Although the bills vary in degree of

restriction and age, sponsors say they all

are intended to prevent a continued rise in

traffic fatalities associated with drunken
driving in the 18 to 21 age group.
Another purpose of the bills is to attempt

to remove alcohol from high schools and its

influence upon younger kids.

Legislation was passed last year in the

House and the Senate to raise the drinking

age to 19, but was vetoed by Gov. Michael
S. Dukakis. This year, it will again receive

strong supp>ort from both houses, and in

keepir>g with his camp>aign promise, also

from Gov. Edward J. King.

Before reaching the legislature, however,
a proposal must first receive a favorable
report from the Government Regulations
Committee, which is scheduled to begin its

public hearing Feb. 6.

Among those at the hearing who will be
against the proposals are state Sen. John
W. Otver (D-Amherst), a longtime advocate
of the 18-year old dnnkinp age.
An aide said Sen. Olver feels that lower-

ing the drinking age is a simple solution to a
complicated problem. The aide said Olver

recognizes statistics show there is a higher

accident rate for the 18 to 21 age group, yet

Olver refuses to pinpoint alcohol as the sole

determinant.

Other factors noted by Olver's aides were
changes in driving patterns, changes in the

number of drivers on the roads, an inclina-

Turn to page 6

ByJEANNEMOONEY
Collegian Staff

UMass bars are going to face financial

disaster while police and liquor licerwe

holders are going to have to deal with dif-

ficult enforcement problems should the

drinking age in Massachusetts be t^ised to

21.

At least that's how a Campus Center of-

ficial and the Amherst Chief of Police feel.

"It's definitely going to mean a big finan-

cial change in our business here," says .'aul

Barbato, Campus Center Beverage Direc

tor. "Business is going to go way, way
down. Restaurants off campus won't be af-

fected, but it will nnean a real financial

disaster on campus."
Referring to business at the Bluewall, Bar-

bato says, "Now we're only drawir^. It

would be different trying to draw in a few
thousand over the age of 21. It would be
alot less than we're used to."

Barbato says the average turnover on a

Friday night is between 1500 and 2000
customers, but the amount of alcohol con-
sumed averages two beers per person and
is not all that much.
"Personally I think it should go up to 19 or

20 because of the 15 and 16-year olds that

are drinking," he says. "But for business
reasons, I'd like to see it stay.

"We'd probably change the entertainment
if the age went up," Barbato says. "We'd
cater to the older styles of the clientel.

We'd try and attract them with eating,

drinking and quieter atmosphere. In any
case, it would mean a serious increase in

prices."

Donald N. Maia, Amherst Police Chief
said, "I'm a law officer in a college com-
munity largely made up of people age 17 to

23. I was around when the drinking age and

- Turn to page 20

GRC ills cause
still not known

LINES: The architecture of the Graduate Research Center produced some in-

teresting lines for staff photographer Dan Vullemier.

By LEE BURNETT '

Collegian Staff

While federal health inspectors are "not

totally confident " they can explain the
cause of persistent illness among workers
at the Graduate Research Center, they
now have narrowed down possibilities

hinted at recommendations.
From Jan. lU-1^, tor tne secono ana

last time, a three man team from the

National Institute for Occupational Safety

and Health in Cincinatti visited the

towers. Then, they tested the building's

ventilation system, generally believed to

be part of the problem.

Since last May, women, predominantly

those working in biochemistry labs in

Tower A, have suffered menstrual
irregularities, and both men and womeri.
have reported unusual dizziness and
headaches. The center was shut down for

a week in last May when abnormal levels

of toluene, a common lab solvent, were

found in blood tests of workers. The
towers were reopened, and toluene was
never identified as the cause of the

problems.
Since then, a report released in August

said the problems were statistically

significant, and in September,
gynecological exams revealed the

problems could not be cured by
medication. Women did report that

symptoms subsided and disappeared

when they left the building for a month or

more.
Equally as puzzling and possibly related

IS the center's ventilation system. While

all floors and wings are design^ to

ventilate separately, there are widespread

stories of fumes travelling extensively

through the building.

NIOSH officials have narrowed down
the list of possible causes of the illnesses.

Air samples taken at various locations on

the eighth, ninth, and tenth floors in

November and sent to NIOSH labs in

Cincinnati for complete analysis revealed

traces of many chemicals. But NIOSH

team leader Clifford Mosely said the

results "could be expected"
With the knowledge that there was no

single chemical cause for the illnesses,

investigators focused on the vehicle by
which chemicals travel -the ventilation

system The tests this month, according

to Mosely, were to characterize air flow

patterns in the building and to determine
if fumes in one lab could t}e detected

elsewhere.
A non-toxic chemical, sulpha

hexafluoride, was released in a lab on the

fourteenth floor of Tower A, one place

suspected as the source of nriany odors
detected throughout the building Air

samples were then taken in rooms where
odors had been noticed before.

The test was repeated with an in-

strument sensitive to the chemical instead

of taking air samples to be analysed later.

The test led James McGlothin, NIOSH
health inspector, to conclude, "You need
a really big shot to really circulate through
this building." Mosely said, ''\ don't

believe (the source of illnesses) is a toxic

suListance. There just isn't enough of

anything at any one time to cause
widespread problems."

"It's possible for a particular odor from
one place to end up somewhere else but

not (in concentrations) to cause
problems," Mosely said.

The other tests conducted included

sampling air flow at 14 places on each of

the tower's 16 floors. A puff of smoke
released at various foors on each floor

indicated positive or negative pressure.

Mosely said he hoped to determine air

flow patterns throughout the building this

way.
Some of the workers in a ninth floor lab

said they were disappointed that no tests

were done when the ventilation system
was malfunctioning. "When the ven-

tilation hoods aren't working is when the

fumes travel, " said biochemistry major

Turn to page 14
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University

lighting

examined
ByPRANBASCHE
Collegian Staff

"How can we see what's going on in a

parking lot if there are no lights" a UMass
police officer asked Terry McDonald as she

surveyed lighting around campus one night

last week

.

McDonald, a professional staff member
of the Student Center for Education,

Research and Advocacy, walked through
campus, along with four student staffers,

in an attempt to pinpoint dimly lit and
dangerous areas for people — especially

women — walking along at night.

McDonald instructed Carol Petroph,

James Meckel, Jeanne Hesselschwerdt
and Carlos Valdez to look for shrubbery and
walls that would obstruct the view of

passers-by if an attack were being made or

Turn to page 4

Garage repairs jump to $57,000
ByJIMPAULIN
Collegian Staff

The cost of repairing the cracked and
chipped cement in the Campus Center

Garage has risen from *23,000 to $67,000

according to Evan V. Johnston a UMass
Building Authority member who chairs the

authority's Policy and Procedure Com-
mitte.

Johnston, who now heads the authority's

office here in the Campus Center as a

privatre consultant said that the consulting

firm of Loomis and Loomis of Windsor

Locks, Conn originally estimated the cost

of repairs at $40,000 and later agreed that

the low bid of $23,000 would be sufficient.

The area of greatest concern was two
stress-cracked G-8 beams above the first

floor of the garage near the entrace from

the Campus Center councourse which is

now cordoned off from traffic.

Loomis and Loomis, in a letter to the

UMass Physical Plant dated Sept. 8, 1978

regarding the Campus Center Garage read,

"Many structural conditions are very

serious, and I strongly recommend that

proper repairs be done on those members

which are apt to be dangerous to life and-

property during the next winter cycle. The
type of repairs required involves epoxy
binders and injuctors which can only be in-

stalled in relatively warm weather, perhaps

up to the middle of November. This

weather problem and the urgency of repairs

from a danger point of view is why I am
writing this interim letter hoping that you
can get a headstart on funding. The
estimate for doing this emergency work is

•40,000.
"

The beams are now supported temporarily

by wooden uprights a preventive measure
and are enclosed by plastic tents to allow

the epoxy injected into the crack to harden.

The epoxy being used is industrial strength

and costs ^40 a gallon. Also, after the

epoxy was injected into the cracks, more
epoxy was sprayed on the outsir<e of the

beams to bond the steel reinforceu cement
that was poured around the beams.
However, the work was not started until

this month. According to Evans, the

UMass administration said "they didn't

want any publicity. The result is that they

got plenty."

Less serious repair work was also required

around the stairwells and elsewhere, but
the $31,000 cost override was nrwinly to

repair the two G-8 beams. DESCO Pro-

ducts of Connecticut, Inc., of West Haven,
Conn., which was the low bidder later

learned that the cracks, of which there

were eight in all, were much deeper than

they initially estimated after they chipped
away the loose concrete on the outside of

the beams.
This summer the building authority ex-

pects to spend 5140,000 to put a rubberized

mat on the roof of the garage to prevent

water from leaking into cracks and rusing

the steel reinforcements which expand and
cause further cracking. Johnston said he
hopes the price doesn"t skyrocket like the

other costs did.

According to Raymond Loomis of Loomis
and Loomis, the reason the two beams on
the first floor cracked was due to an inade-

quate amount of steel reinforcements in the

top of the beams. Loomis also said that

those two beams were under more stress

than any other beams in the building since

there is earth above them.

Turn to page 6
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* Lighting
Con't from page 3

that could serve as a place for an attacker
to hide behind

''etfoph, who works on the group's
len's issues team with Hesselschwerdt

i a path from Orchard Hill R*- ' • n

J to the Sylvan Residential A
oiie of the worst areas
Meckel said the area behind the Hi'-

office buildir^ neai the Central Rtsidet

Area was "isolated and ver\

said the parking lot near Fru;. .., „o ,

Park, and a pathway to the area was
.nt-emely dark ' Police officers

muikI encountered whilt? surveying the

^west Residential Area also cited the
r Titv Sorority parking lot as par-

\ . dark.

officers who asked not to bt?

I txi - said they regularly f©port burnt

out and broken bulbs to the WorkControl
Center in the Physical Plant but said it

takes a long time for items to be replaced.

Once officer said some lights have t}een out
for over a year

Physical Plant Director George Norton
said his department attempts to keep up
with repair and replacement requests, but
that delays Are caused by a lack of money
and workers Last year. Physical Plant

received 3,000 repair requests

Norton said energy conservation is

anotf>er rerisjn some lights are out. "In

certain areas we've taken tf>em out for

energy conservation ~ in some of the

parking lots," he said Norton said ad-

ditional lights ai9 put up when incidences

are reported in dimly lit areas. Ixit stressed

that funding is a ma(or problem when
dealing with improverrwnts.

Public Safety Director Gerald O'NettI said

f>e thought Physical Plant was doing "an

excellent )ob " of keeping up with work
requests O'Neil said sodium vapor lights

would provfde more light and woukj use

electricity more efficiently, but initial cost

of purchase would be more than in-

candescent ai .1 mercury vapor lights noe
used on campus.
The two of< --ers in Southwest McDor^ld

spoke with were on foot, but O'Neil said

when classes *'e in session only one officer

patrols the > et ter of campus on foot, while

three other; : atrd in cruisars.

"When .oy re in the car you don't get to

talk With p- t te- the only tme you get out

of the car .> to make trouble for them — to

arrest thC" one officer sanl

Neil Sold until two years ago there

were mounted police who coukj go places

a c ser could not. O'Neil said the cost of

ke* ig and feeding a horse was "a luxury

thi; ^partn*?nt couldn't a^ord
"
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Monday, January 29, 1979

Carol Petroph and Jjm Meckel, both staff
members of the Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy, simulate the events

leading up to an attack during a survey of campus
lighting near Orchard Hill. (Staff photographer Dan
Vullemier used a flash to take this shot).

Out-of-state tuition to $3,1 50 7
By LAURA M. KENNEY
Cottegian Staff

Out of state UMass undergraduates may
expect an increase in tuition to $3, 150 next
fall, or in stages spread over several years,
loading up to that figure.

A rider attached fo the state budget pass-
ed last July imposed a new formula for
determining out-of state tuition, and
University officials said tf>e fee could dou-
ble by next fall.

Tuition for non residents currently is

$1,150 per year, ar>d in-state students oay
$525 per year.

The legislature mandated that thd figure
for the new out-of state fee be derived by
dividing tf>e UMass "maintenince budget"
by the total number of students, and taking
95 percent of that number Last nx)nth, a
committee of p>eoplp from each University
campus, including Amherst campus
Budget Director George Beatty, Jr., met to
determine a number resultir>g from tf>e for-

nrHjIa -$3,150.
Prior to the imposition of the formula,

the figure for out of state tuition was
decided by the board of trustees.

Student trustee Herb Tyson said the

legislature's desire to raise the out-of-state

fee is an attempt to bring tuition to a l«vat

comparable to that of other statn schools in

the region. Yet Tyson said two of

Massachusetts' bordering states. Vermont
and New Hampshire, charge tfie highest

non-resident university tuition in tfw coun-

try.

The trustees' Student Affairs Committee
nrwt last week to discuss tf>eir recomnwn
dations on how to carry out the increase

The committee's suggestions will be

brought to tfie full board at its nwnthly

meeting Feb. 7 at the Boston campus,
wfiere a final decision will be reached.

According to students actively involved

in fighting the increase, UMass President

David C Knapp wrote a letter to tf>e

trustees earlier this month suggesting an in

crease to the full $3,150 effective next

September. However, it is expected thiat

the trustees' sub-committee will propose a

motion that the increase be staggered over

a three- year period.

Tyson, who is a member of tfie Student

Affairs Committee, said he intends to in

troduce an arr>endment which would stag

ger the increase over a five-year p>eriod.

"We'll fight tfie increase in any way; if that

fails we'll try to minimize the irr>pact by
staggering the increase," Tyson said. He
also said he will try to initiate a program
whereby out-of-state students may be able

to make payments in several installments

over a few month^.
The trustees will be discussing also rais-

ing the graduate out of-state tuition fee.

Since the announcement of the tuition

increase, much f>as been done to fight it.

State Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amfferst,
introduced legislation last month to repeal

the budget amendment, eliminating the tui-

tion increase altogether. No hearing date
fias yet been set for Collins' bill.

However, most opponents of the in-

crease agree that the repeal legislation

do^n't have much of a chance. David
Barenberg, a spokesperson for the Student
Center for Educational Research and Ad
vocacy, said, "With King as Governor.
anythir>g that will produce revenue for tf>e

state isn't going tg be cut." He and several

others from SCERA have been heading the

fight against tf>e increase and this month
have finished compiling results of a survey
taken of out of state students Results are

NEW LUNCH AND
DINNER MENU
CREPES
SPINACH PIE

OMELETTES
BURGERS
SALADS
DELI SANDWICHES
And much more
Low priced Specials Daily

BREAKFAST SERVED 7 DAYS A WEEK!
Weekdays 10:30-1 1 :30 Weekends 9:00-2:00

fix
»

lVIII

YlX

II

III

IV.

ENTERtAINMENT
BLUEGRA&S MUSIC

ROCK
ACOUSTIC GUITAR

JAZZ

HAPPY HOUR DAILY
Longest Happy Hour in Town!

3-8 p.m.
Most drinks .85

LARGE 12 OZ. DRAFT IVIUGS .50

Free Munchies

one

4-RrayStr-^mharst, Mass. .>549b54Q3ol

Asbestos:
UM, employees differon its danger

.Colle>zian 5

By LEEBURNETT
Collegian Staff

The threat of hazardous' levels of asbestos exposure at

UMassAmherst has triggered a dispute between the
Campus Office of Environn^ntal Health and Safety and a

state employees union over the potential danger of

asbestos and methods to monitor it.

No or>e yet knows either the extent asbestos is used on
campus or who may be contaminated.

Al Sorenson. of the health and safety office, which is

cf^arged with monitonng asbestos levels on campus, said

"probably" only those people exposed to asbestos dust
eight hours a day for prolonged periods of time could be
contaminated. He said no one on campus falls into this

category.

Jonathan Turtle, president of local No. 1776 of thie

American Federation of State, County, and Municip>al

Employees said, "Tftere is no safe level of exposure."
Ciiing cases in which people have contracted asbestos
related diseases from light intermittent exposure he said.

"You can bet some of our plumbers who have worked with

the stuff for 20 years have sufficient exposure."

Can Cause Cancer
Asbestos is a common insulator found in ceilings and

arourMl coolir>g and steam pipes. In bulk form it is fiar-

mless. Not so, asbestos dust.

Inhaled asbestos fibers tf>at remain in tf>e lungs and after

a latent period -usually more than 20 years — can lead to

respiratory disease. It begins as a mere shortness of breath

and develops into a r>ear paralysis tfiat makes breathing

and bodily movement increasingly difficult. In the end
victims lungs function so marginally that if they do not

suffer death from respiratory illnesses, tfiey will eventually

suffocate The Journal of the National Cancer Institute

ranks asbestos dust second only to cigarette smoking
among the known causes of cancer.

Asbestos dust is present when a worker rips through
insulation to repair a pipe, when a deteriorating ceiling

begins to drop particles, or when a mechanic blows out

brake lines with compressed air.

OSHA Standards
Wfvie UMass, as a public institution does not fall under

tfie jurisdiction of OSHA. the health ar>d safety office has,

nonetheless, adopted the OSHA standard for asbestos.

The standard permits average airt)orn concentration of no
more tfian two fibers, of five microns in length, per cubic

centimeter of air for an eight hour day. This standard is tfie

subject of controversy

.

Sorenson said, "We go by it because it's all there is."

Tuttle said, "We'd be happy if they used the OSHA
standard, but they don't. They never take air samples
when people are actually working with asbestos." OSHA
standards require air samples to b9 taken wf>en and wfiere
asbestos work is done. Rebecca Cornwall, occupational
hygienist for the heatlh and safety office, acknowledged
that only one air sample in the past year has been taken
while someone is working.

Efforts to monitor asbestos on campus t>egan over a year
ago when a building inspector suspected asbestos was in

the ceiling of the storage room off the bake shop in

Hampden Dining Commons and in the ceiling of tfie Tobin
Hall machine shop. Cornwall said bulk samples confirmed
his suspicion but air samples showed insignificant con-
centrations. She said when she called the pfiysical plant to
determine where else on campus astiestos might be, no
one knew. "The building design may call for one insulator

bu the contractor may substitute a comparable one," she
explained.

A handfu' of other samples taken at various locations
around campus through the spring and summer last year
showed asbestos was, indeed, widespread but of no
apparent hazard .

Committee gets to work
By last September, the Labor Management Safety

Committee, established by the nrK>st recent AFSCME
contract, got under way. The committee, comprised of
four nrwmbers of tfie union and four members of the
physical plant management, is charged with interpretation

of the health and safety clauses of tf>e contract. Janitor
and Union representative Gordon Roberts said tfie com-
mittee began to dispute the fiealth and safety office claim
that asbestos exposure on campus was of no hazard

Roberts echoed Tuttles claim that the health and safety
office was not following the OSHA standards. He also said
the standards themselves were inadequate. "No wonder
Environmental Health and Safety claims there is no
hazard." He explained that asbestos fibers are often much
smaller than the fibers identified by the standard. He said
the union was unsuccessful in its attempt to accompany
health and safety officers on their rounds, another OSHA
standard.

Last November, a janitor who was ordered to rip out
insulation in tfie Fine Art cooling system asked for

protective clothing and a respirator. When none were
forthcoming he worked only "under protest." Rotwrts said

wfien the Labor Management Safety committe sought to

shut the job down until protective devices could be
provided Health and Safety officers soon provided these.

Asbestos insulation on a pipe in Goodell Hall.
(Staff photo by Bill Greene)

Through December and this month the committee
formulated an asbestos program that included disposing of
all unused asbestos; requiring protective equipment
provided to all empbyees working with asbestos, revising
work practices to minimize exposure, and conduct a
medical surveillance program wfiere air sampling shows
exposure is exceeding p>ermissable limits.

In addition. Cornwall said the health and safety office

has hired a full-time assistant to survey expltcitfy hazardous
asbestos situations and take air samples.

According to director of Physical Plant George P.

Norton, all unused asbestos has been dispoeed. respirators

have been provided and protective clothing ordered. A
change in work practices has been adopted, permitting

asbestos cutting only after it has been wet to minimize

airborn fibers, and an initial list of 62 employees with

potentially hazardous exposure has been forwarded to

UMass Health Services for physical examinations.

Medical checkup stalled

Tfie attempt, by medical cfieckup, to discover M^yo
might be contaminated has been stalled. Director of Health

Services Barry W. Averill said "Wklespread medical exams
could not begin yet because Occupational Health program
at Health Services only provides the p>hys«ctan for four

hours a week. "We're deialmg with limited resources."fw

said. But. Averill also said $35,000 mvouU be avaitabto

beginning in February, enabling more widespread medteal
exams. "We'll assess all people on campus exposed to
hazards and compare the risks before we do any tests." fw
said, "tfiere is no urgency I am aware of."

Averill said he expected 'some" of tfie slated f^ysicsl

Plant employees wouki receive exams sometime between
February and July. He said the tests wouM include a
detailed work history, cfiest X-rays, and a pulmonary
function to determine possible diaaasa. If thasa tests prove
positive more comprehensive tests woukJ fotow.

In tfie meantime, 62 plumbers, steamfitters, power plant

employees and brakeshop mecfianics avwait tfie physical

exam William Pleppo. a plumt>er and staan ifilier for 20
years, has already been operated on for cancer of tfie

throat. He said. "I'm not worried. If you qoi it you got it.

wfiat can you do?
Another plumt>er said. "I'm apprefianaive. I guess I'va^

worked with it enough. I'm sure I got it in my system."

"Back To School Savings At Alnt;^
One Week Only—Now Thru Feb. 3

$2.00 OFF
the regular price of any

Levi's denim or

corduroy jeans

(Men's Dept.)

20% OFF
the regular price of any

Texas Instruments
calculator

(Stationery Dept.)

20% OFF
the regular price of

any rug

(Rug Dept.)

10% OFF
list, price of any
paperback or

hard cover book
(Stationery Dept.)

Monday-Saturday 10 a.m. -9 p.m. Mountain Farms Mall
i 4mmjm\j'*rM.'i T-Mtftpace^tf^ 1. ••«».•* ; -"itu^wp**^ I J ILlJ—W .--^—mm 'A
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Library hours

expand today,

nextweek
Even though it seems like final ex-

anns — and the hours a lot of people spent in

the library — just got over, the new serr^ester

has rolled around. So chances are you'll

pain be spernlir^ tinr>e in the library,

wmettier you want to or not

The library's hours for the first part of the
semester will be: 8 a.m. -6 p.m. today; 8
a.m. -10 p.m. tomorrow through Friday; 10
a.m. -6 p.m. Saturday; and 10 a.m. 12
midnight Sunday. Regular hours for the
rest of the semester will be announced in

the r>ear future.

faculty members planning spring
semester courses which may require in-

dependent use of the library by their

students are invited to contact Paula F.

Mark, instructional services librarian. They
may make arrar>gements for course related
•essions based on special guides to ap
propriate library materials CaH 546 1050.

For those people wf>o still don't kr>ow
how to use the library, tours will be offered

three times daily during the first week of

the semester, at 10:30a.m, 1 :30 p m , and
2:30pm

I he tours, lasting about 46 minutes, will

leave from the entrarKe lobby on the first

floor

After the first week, tours will be given
Wednesday at 2 30 p m and at other times

by appointment

fo
,/J^^

* Drinking ia\/v
Con't from paqe 3

tion by police to report alcohol related traf

fie accidents, and selective enforcement of

traffic regulations

San. Olver says that roughly half of all

traffic accidents or fatalities involve

alcohol. 'There is far too great a lenience

on drunken driving," he adds. "But the

answer is not to place a social constraint on
one group of adults. The constraint should

be put on dfunken drivir>g."

Douglas M. McGarrah, a Sen. Olver aide,

claims, "We're dealtng with the symptom
ar>d not the problem itself We should deal

directly with the alcohol problem, educa
tion might be the solution."

Though he personally feels age 19 will be
the eventual limit, McGarrah and other

aides are preparing for an "absolute" bill

imposing a 21 year -old limit.

Also working agaioftt the proposals is

state Rep. James G Collins, (D-Amherst).

He said raising the drinking age is not con-

sistent with full legal responsibilities assum-
ed at aqe 18, such as the right to vote.

eligibility for the draft, and ability to siyn

contracts.

Rep. Collins feels that it would be wise to

institute more forceful health education in

high school
Aide to Rep. Collins Jon Hite said,

"Alcohol training has got to be impressed
upon people. You don't use drugs unless
you know how to take them."

• CC Garage
Con't from page 3

'Loopths noted that any parking garage that

is not heated expands and contracts alot

more than one that is due to dramatic

changes in terr>perature.

Loomis denied that the problems with tfie

beams were due to either incompetence or

neglect by the architect or contractor, in-

stead saying it was the "state of the art at

the time, " and future "feedback of pro-

blems ' indicatted that stronger members
were needed

HOURS

MON TUES. WED. THURS. FRI. SAT.

JAN. 29 JAN. 30 JAN. 31 FEB. 1 FEB. 2 FEB. 3

9^5 9^9 9-9 9-9 9-5 10^3

MON. TUES. WED. TMURS. FRI. SAT.

FEB. 5 FEB. 6 FEB. 7 FEB. 8 FEB. 9 FEB. 10

9-7 95 9-5 9-5 9-5 9-5

REMAINDER OF SEMESTER
MON. -FRI. 9^

SAT , SUN. -CLOSED

f^ textbook annex is a service of

Monday, January 28. 1979
yCQiiegiaQ

Getting from here to thiere
So here it is, the beginning of a rww seniester, and you need to get from

here to there. Printed here are most of the bus schedules for the UMass cam-
pus. Unfortunately omitted due to space limitations are Campus Shuttle, Or-
chard Hill, and Five College schedules. For more information, call the UMass
transit office at 545-0056. The transit service, now using a new, modern fleet.

ifB miVERSITYSrORE

WESTERN VILLAGE SKI SHOP
downstairs in WESTERN AUTO, 32 Main St., N-hampton

-SKI PARKAS & WARM-UP PANTS 20% OFF

-SKI SWEATERS "LIDO MEISTER" 20% OFF

-KEMBI SKI GLOVES 20% OFF

-MANY OTHER SPECIALS IN THE SHOP

Next time youWe in the

Hampshire Mall visit

74e

V'RSAM
FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

With this ad £r college ID you can
receive 4 free games, during the week,

and 6 on Sunday

and many many ^^
more <ft

So come on down between 10:00 a.m.
and 9:30 p.m. Mon.-Sat. and

1-6 on Sunday

Offer good until Feb. 28, 1979

Sorry, one ad per person per day

is sponsored by the Pioneer Valley Transit Authority, the UMass Transit
Authority, the UMass administration, and the UMass graduate arid

undergraduate student senates.

Schedules are for university class days only, except for the weekend
schedules at the bottom of the page.
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^ .^" .H lip^^pp^w-^ New survey reveals

Class of '82 attitudes

UMass frosh more liberal

Compt/ed from reports

Today's average first year college

students are political moderates who favor

legalized abortion aruj homosexual rights,

but also believe in ending preferred admis-
sion for theiT disadvantaged classmates, a
r>ew nationwide survey shows.
And UMass students, as a whole, are

more liberal than their nationwide peers.

The information comes from a survey
released last week by the University of

California at Los Angeles and the Amencan
Council of Education, arxi also data sup
plied by UMass office of Student Affairs

MKl Research Evaluation.

As for political labels, 57 8 percent tfte

highest number even in the history of the

UCLA/ACE survey describe themselves
as middle of the road. The trend shows that

while conservative students are holdinp 'ast

at about 16 p>ercent. the number of lil irals

had declined nxKO than 10 percent since

1970.

Nationally, here is wfiat first year

students think about current political

issues:
— Support for busirtg to achieve inter<)ra-

tion ir^reased over last year - from 40 G to

41.5 percent.
— There was a or>e percent increase -

up to 56.7 percent - in the number of

students advocating legali/ed abortions.

-Support for outlawing fKKiiosexualtty

dropped from 48.6 to 46.3 percent.

-There was 66 4 percent agreement
that "tftere is too much concern in ttie

courts for tfw rights of chmirwls."
— Support for legalizing marijuana

Hazy sun pokes through the clouds as snow falls on a beaver pond in the
Quabbin Resecvoir near Pelhem. (Staff photo bv Dayld Rodoers)

—And only 35 percent advocated
p*eferential treatment of disadvantaged

students in college admissions. That figure

was down from 44 p>ercent in 1970.

While the results aren't in yet on the
UMass Class of 1962, the Class of 1981 at

least appears to be following the liberal

tradition of the state most of them come
from. They scored nrwre liberal tfwn tf>eir

national counterpiarts on a number of

issues legalization of abortion <70 percant
vs. 60 percent), pre-marital sexual relations

(66 percent vs. 49 percent), and a national

health care plan (72 percent vs. 57 percent).

UCLA/ACE survey director Alexander
W. Austin said "gradia inflation" continued
to increase last year, providing tf>e Class of

1982 with the highest school grades of any
previous first year class.

When these grade increases are con-
sidered in light of declining scores on col-

lege admissions tests, it seems clear that

tfie secondary school's grading standards
have been steadily declining since the late

1960's," Austin said.

Even 63.7 percent of the students, he
said, agree tfut gradir>g in high schools fMS
twcome too easy.

UMass first year students last year,

though, are generally optimistic about wtiat

may happen in the course of their college

study.

— Nearly half, 49 percent, said there was
a good cf)ar>ge they would score a 8

or better,

than tVM> percent felt there was a

strong chance ttwy would fail one or nr>ore

courses and/or drop out of sct>ooi per-

manentty.
— 56 percent tfxHjght there was a good

chance they would firnj a job in tfietr prefer-

red field.

Beat the high price of

PRECISION
HAIRCUTS
For His
and Her

Includes:

FIRST—a professional
consultation

SECOND—a precision
style cut selected
individually just for you

THIRD—our stylists wiU
show you hoi^ to take
care of your hair

All for
$5.50

With personal style cut,

shampoo & blow dry $8.00

long hair slightly more
with this coupon only

limited to new customers
only

Styles by
Deborah

call for appt. 549-5610

Certified Techniciant lo repair all

models including IBM typewriters

AUTHOMZEO •taii
OCALERS •••

Double Special

New Enterprise:

•Power return

•Changeable cartridge

•Half space ^

Retail 239.50
Now 177.00

WfECANSnUBE

New "improved"
SCM 2200:
•Paper ejector

•Check protector

•Interchangeable characters

•Free carrying case, ribbon

Retail 349.50
Now 277.00

Sales-Sen/ice-Rentals

Open 8:30 to 5:30, Mon.-Sat.

274 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
Phone: 253-5067

You can learn to lose weight without saying

good bye to many of the foods you love

On today s Weight Watchers" Food Plan,

you'll eat food like hot cx>m oh the cob, juicy

cheeseburgers, bananas, real cocoa milkshakes

and more, all within limits Even desserts and

snacks To keep you happy and satisfied as we
teach you to lose weight and keep it off.

So say hello to Weight Watchers

And say heUo to foods you never thought you

could eat on a dtet.

Losing weight never

tasted ao good.MJOCNEIIS
The Authority

YOU'RE THIS CLOSE TO LOSING WEIGHT

EASTHAMPTON - WtodnMday* 7 PM
AmariCMi L«gion, Plaawnt Str««

AMMERiT - Tuwcteyt & PM
UMaw Camput Center Building

AMHERST-HAOLKV - MMneMteyt 9:30 AM. S i 7 PM
Ho««erd JohnMn't, 401 RuaaH StrcM (Rt. 9)

NORTHAMPTON - Morld Wv II Veta. Ami.
80 Com Street

TueadaytTPM
VWedneaday* 930 AM
YMCA, Proapect Street

Tburadaya 7 PM

ForMomMtionCeH:
(413)78S4ei1or«»riSi
022 Main Sirwt,

01028

itiWfInt
Lowar RalM for

r. nr. •

•tJOO
CItlZMM
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JEANS,
SHIRTS &
LEOTARDS

Lee JEANS • Hundreds of jeans • several styles •

denim and corduroy • all reduced to only

$6.99, on our bargain table.

FLANNEL SHIRTS • Just in time to keep you warm!
25-50% off our regular low prices.

Dozens of shirts in a wide selection

of colors and patterns.

XD'^^Kis LEOTARDS • A repeat of our most popular fall

sale! $1.00 off our already low
price on any Danskin leotard in

stock!

all this and more in our campus sportswear shop I

tfe UNIVERSITYSOE

& BOOK SALE
50-75% °"'?£i

50% OFF on a huge selection of quality

paperbacks from leading

, publishers. Most books are

ifrom the active, in-print lists of

the publishers. Dennand is great

and the books are limited — so

hurry!

75% OFF on books chosen from our own
stock — most are hardbounds.
A wide range of books in-

cluding many reference titles.

While they last!

on special tables in the book department

theUNIVKSITYSOE

^^.

&<f4^Calculators

I

.»*•
/••

ew'

TexQS Instruments

Pro9fommoble%K/

- suggested price $124.95

our
price

only $99.95

Choose from
•Electronic Engineering

•Civil Engineering

•Fluid Dynamics
•Blackbody Radiation

•Oil I Gas/Energy

•3-D Graphics
•Mathematics
•Statistical Testing

•Marketing ISales

•Production Planning

•Astrology

i^ Health &
<^ Beauty Aids

at the

calculator store
tfeLNIVERSITYSDRE

JOHNSON'S
BABY

POWDER
14 oz.

$1.24

OXY10
1 oz.

$1.89

also:

PONDS COCOA
BUTTER LOTION

12 oz.

$1.24

for the
more^

stubborn

pimples

NOXEMA SKIN
CREAM
6 oz.

$1.14

CREST
mint & reg

9 oz.

$1.13
WATCH FOR OTMEB SALES
THROUGHOUT TH^ YEAR

tfemiVERSITYSIDRE
*r ,^«i*5»j;^*
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It's next to Hadley
'Unknown' Northampton offers a lot

Part of downtown Northampton, where there's
lots to do. (Staff photo by Bill Greene)

Bv JON KLEIN and
CHRISTOPHER H SCHMITT
^oJ/egian Staff

Northampton .

To a lot of UMass students, it's merely a place
son>ewhere down Rt. 9, after you pass the new Hamp-
shire Mall. Next to Hadley, maybe. They have a ritzy

women's college there, too.

In reality the city is much more than that. It's a cultural

mecca. you can go shopping there without having to

face that monster called suburbia, and in many
respects, it offers the urban services of Springfield, but
without the 20 mile trip.

Noihampton is also steeped tn history. It's an educa-
tional center. And you can get good food there.

But not a lot of UMass people get into the city

much, even though it's so easy All you haved to do is

just hop a Five College bus and it takes you into the

center of town.
High on the list of things to see and do in Northampton

IS arts and culture The city is home to a number of

theaters and performing companies, and local, regional,

and national talent is featured.

The City Studio Theater at 49 Pearl St. offers live per

formances of non traditional work, says busineaa

manager Pat Collins. "We take chances." she says.

Sunday at the City Studio features tfie People's Music
Festival, and some "very serious jaz2. " Collins said. In

April, City Studio will play host to a New Plays Festival,

and also performances of plays by Russian dissidents.

CoHins says the play from the Russian urulerground are

given to a Umass professor, who she doesn't know, for

translation and then are performed.
There is a $1 admission for each play at least once dur-

ing its run. Admission is $2.75 of $3 at other times.

The Violet Ray Theater Arts Inc. on Hawley Straat

also presents performances. The duo of Suzin Graan

and Irene Yesner-Ringawa in February will present
"Double Visions, Tales, and Dreams," and other per-

formances are set as well. The non-profit community
organizations will begin offering a series of voice and
d«rice classes beginning Feb. 12. Call 586-5886 for in-

formation.

The performance center at Thornes Super Market is

part of a unique operation. The former five-story

department store has been renovated into a 25-store
shopping complex that general manager Augie Cohen
says "is not a mall."

"'Dance Gallery" is a part of the performance center

and features resident artists who for the past year have
taught and given concerts.
A theater portion of the center regularly presents

plays, put on by local and travelling theater groups.

Some even come from off Broadway in New York City.

There are also two small art galleries.

A Hampshire Mall Thornes is not. "We created it

especially to fight that kind of thing."' Cohen says. "It's

not really a rruill, because most of the shops are unique
one of a-kind."

The complex also has a natural food restaurant, a form
of dinir>g ^specially popular among college students.

There's also a bit of Africa in Northampton. The Nfa

Nfa Gallery at 35 West St. is a store of African art on
display and for sale Owrwr Tony Vacca travels to West
Africa to get the items. There are also music, dance,

arnj poetry performances. But it costs you.

Smitfi College is in Northampton. Contrary to wfiat

you might have f>eard, there are good things at Smith.

There's a whole host of activities going on that you'd
associate with a college arts, sculpture, recitals,

movies, dances, photography, exhibits and a Five Col-

lege bus takes you nght to the doorstep

Unusual item: While it's not well known, Northampton
is the home of the Graham cracker. Syh^ster Graham,
who else, invented tf>e famous cookie.

' \d€in^e4t ^^jtetCoM. ut t^ afteja

7 Pleasant St. (corner of Main)
Northampton 586-2528

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

SAVE 30%-50%
Book now for spring break

PAY LATER
No payment until 14-30 days

before departure
CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS 54S-0500

Monday, January 29, 1979

POLnE9HADLtYMA
2 MILES FROM NORTHAMPTON OR AMHERST

MICHELIN - QOOOVEAR - LEE - SEIIERLINQ - B F

GOODRICH ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL • DUNLOP PLUS
OTHER MAJOR BRANDS.

•urcnscocs *ii otmck *o«

TIRE SAVINGS
COMPARE OUR PRICES BEFORE
YOU PURCHASE ELSEWHERE
Whol09al9 to f/i« Public.

Wa can arrang* to hava your tiraa mountad.
» MOTl ABOUT COMPARING PmCtt ALL OF OuR TiRfS ARE MAJOR
BRA'.: • H't ,s Lrtf v )«.' fiusTusE AND Guaranteed tmev are
N' • BLEMt .V'<H M - ARM. NO ..jAMANTEE FOR RiDE OR APPEARANCf
SCCONOS AMiC M ARE NOT i. lAOAN'EED OR STAMPED NA ,N()T
ADj .'i'l, F ^O JVMfN rOu ruMPARF PRICES ASx ;VhAT ,, ,i ARf

BIAS PLY
POLYESTER

BIAS PLY
FIBERGLASS - BELTED

SIZE

878x13

C78i13

C78i14

078x14

C78i14

General Wht

Zenith Wht

DLC - BIfc

General BIk.

Lae BIk.

,

F 78x14

G78k14

H78x14

560x15

G78x15

H78x15

L78i1S

/.nilh HIk

Zenith BIk.

Zenith BIk.

Goodyear BIk.

Zenith BIk.

Zenith BIk.

Zenith Wht.

22.95

24.95

22.95

23.95

24.95

2595

26.95

28.95

'20.95

26.95

28.95

33.95

SIZE typeJZiS
A78x18 Zenith BIk. T995

C 78x1 4 CaravelleWht. 29.95

078x14

E78x14

B.FGWht. 32.95

B.F.G. BIk. 31.95

F78x14

G78x14

B.FG. BIk. 32.95

Zenith BIk. 29 95

G78x14 B.F.G. BIk. 33.95

H78x14 B.F.G. BIk. 35.95

G78x15 B.F.G. BIk. 34.95

H78x1S B.F.G. BIk. 36.95

J78x1S Lee Wht. 40.95

41.95L78x1SOLC-SRB Wht.l

ALL^niCCCrLUSr t TAI4«ALfBTAX

CASH AND CARRY
VISA
OR''

MASTER CHARGE

OPEN
MON Fni

9 JO AM rOSOOPM
WtO «SAT «30 AM

TO 1 P M
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Applications decreasing
from out-of-staters
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103 N.PLEASANT ST AMHERST (413)256 8810

By CAROL ROSENBERG
Co/legian Staff

The number of out-of-state applications

for University admission is currently down
from last year due to uncertainty over a
possible increase in out-of-state student
tuition, according to Freshman Admissions
Director Diedre L. Kedesdy.
Meanwhile, applications in general are

recovering from a decline since im-

plementation of an application fee in 1977

cut the number of applications con-

Sida'^ably, the director said.

See related story p. 4

In response to the low number of out-of-

state applications, Kbdesdy extended the
application deadline fromFeb. 1 to March 1.

She said the extension is in anticipation of a
February decision on the tuition increase by
the UMass Board of Trustees.

The Co/legianfWsx learned of the possible

increase in a Faculty Senate meeting last

November. Under the increase, the out-of-

state tuition could amount to $3,150.

Currently tuition is $1 ,550 annually.

"We expect applications to be down until

a firm out-of-state figure is announced."
Kedesdy said. .

As of Jan. 19, out-of-state applications

had decreased by 22.9 percent from the

sanne date last year. Kedesdy added the
o>it-of-state application situation is notably

improved since December, when the
figures were down 60 p>ercent.

Application fees - $26 each - also have

been refunded to 50-60 prospective out-of-

state students who were unaware of the

possible increase at the time of their ap-

plication.

Eighteen percent - 2,477 - of laat

year's total 13,434 applications were from

out-of-state students, Kedesdy said.

Although applications are down from last

year, "the gap could be closed by next Fri-

day." she said.

A letter from the office of UMass
President David C. Knapp was also in-

cluded in this year's application packets.

The letter, signed by Kedesdy, pointed out
the imp>ending tuition increase to potential

students, Kedesdy said.

But, general applications are "on th«
upswing again,now that people have
adjusted to the fact of an admissions fee."

she said.

UMass Boston Dean of Admissions
Douglas Hartnagel said he so far has been
unable to gauge the effect of the possible

tuittionhike.

"I haven't really been doing a lot of

processing of fall applications," he said,

but added the Boston campus has two to

three per cent of out-of-staters, rTK)8tly

transfers from other Boston area schools.

According to Kedesdy, the Trustees

have mandated the admissions offices of

the two campus maintain a five percent

quota of out-of state students.

Hartnagel said the Boston campus is

unable to meet the quota because "moat
freshman usually don't go into this kind of

environment -
1 have no dormitories."
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WILDER HALL
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Morrill Science Center

Come visit, or call
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Return ofstudents
ruffles a quiet time

By BETH SBGERS
CoHegian Staff

OverstuHed station wagons and

course schedules hit cannpus last week

at about the same time, as indications

that the slow paced intersession life

would soon transform into the mad

rush and long lines of spring semester.

But any signs of spring or the long

lines remained to be seen in the area

this month, where the only lines where

those of trash barrels and buckets to

catch ceiling drips in Whitmore and the

Campus Center from the incessant rains.

The slow motion activity, caused

more by the exodus of students than

occassional power failures, had

diehard residents praising the friendly

atmosphere and lack of pressures,

while condeming sporadic bus service,

early closings of the coffee shop and

other minor inconveniences.

Preparations for the influx of

students could be seen in some cam-

pus offices, but for the most part, the

university continued its easy-going

speed of intersession classes (com-

plete with finals taken only days before

preregistration) and various student

jobs, in addition to regular yearly ad-

ministrative positions.

Cashing a check, going out for piz-

za, shopping in Amherst oj just sitting

on a couch in the Campus Center

became a lonely activity rather than an

overcrowded routine for those who re-

mained behind.

And what seemed to be a normal

semester reaction to a ringing alarm

clock had virtually no conse-

quence— tjrning over for another

precious hour of sleep — meant only a

later lunch... or dinner, depending on

how highly you value your sleep.

January residents who loped around

campus all month must now adjust

their time clock to fast forward and get

ready for the UMass rush to add/drop

classes, buy books, change grades and

finish incompletes, along with the

other 25,000 students.

But the real test is whether the

sheen on the concourse floor has worn

off by the time you read this. They've

been waxing and making ready for

your arrival all week. You probably

missed it — along with the other sights

of a January in Amherst.

The photos: Left, a church in Shutesbury provides and interesting study in

black and white. Use of a red filter produces the dark sky. Above left, a lone

trees stands out starkly from the rest of the landscape. Above, some of the

snow the area received over Intersession coats a small tree. Above right, a

Canada Goose flies over a local farm. Geese have been taking advantage of

exposed cornfields as they search for food. Right, Sun reflects off snow near

the THIson Power Plant off East Pleasant Street.

Above, above left staff photos by Dan VuMemier. Left right above left

staff photos by David Rodgert.

mlI
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Forhome heaters:
Ways to savemoney

nmm nmmtmmm

r !;» -. -

H«at co«ts money. A lot.

Any UMaw student living off cam-
pus -in a house, apartment, or
whatever - that has to pay utility costs ill

twM you th. What many people don't
know is that energy costs don t have to be
as expensive as they acuully are, especially
now that the winter heating :aaason is

here.

For instance, did you know:
— A one-eighth inch oeo arournj a

.window is equal to a six irKh hole in the
waN. Keeping windows closed tightly can
save about $18 a year

-You can cut your water heating bill by

25 percent by adoptir^g hot water con-

servation habits Like taking showers in-

stead of baths.

It costs eight cwits a day in heat loes to
open and close the front door 10 times.

Translated, that means $50 75 a year for

rH>t shutting doors promptly.

-Closing shades ar>d drapes at night
and during overcast days cuts heet loes
through windows by half Opening them to
sunny windows gains solar heat

- Using appliar>ces sparingly can cut the

electric bill from one quarter to or>e-third.

This means ck>thes dryers ar>d dish-

washers. now four>d in many off-campus
apartments.

-Keepmg uiHMed rooma artd cioeM
doors shut nn cut bMs No need to heet

I at 18 each

-Sening the thermoetat five

k>wer during the day and 10 degrees lower
at ntght can save 13 percent on your ertergy

by efimir>ating 8on>e of theee coeify
energy wasters. b«H payers can chatc up
some hefty savings. And stepe to eliminete
moet of the weete don't take aN tt»at much
effort

KZEOKAMA
AKEDGOODS

^V afvtfitfW «a^

LJi -_j

HORDES
OF

CORD&,
I

Tons of Ttwm. Gap cords.

Levi's* cords. Cords in lots

of colors and in «v«ry style

and six*. Studant cords.

Adult cords. Hordes of

cords. Levi/Gap straight or

flare corduroys for $11.90.

the,

Mt. Ferms Mall-
Russell St.

Hsd'ey, Mass.

But there s dMu o..mi tmngs you can do
to cut heating and energy bills. Such as:
Keeping basement doors closed, because
the stairweN acts as a chimney, pulling heat
out; sleeping T)»ai% warm wails; not blocking
radiator heat; removing air-conditioners In
winter, ar>d using exhaust fans sparir>gly.

If you take n>ost or all of the steps, you
might find the savings coukj add up to a
month's rent or more.

if Grad towers
Con't from page 3
Paul Lambert. Others said they expected
much more testir>g. Mosely said, "We
didn't get around" to testing when
equipment is malfunctioning "but it

probably wouldn't have told us much.
"

A fir^ report, r>ot due until late

February or early March, would include
recommendations from data collected by
Mosely's crew as well as medical and
work history data collected by Or. Mit-

chell Singall.

Mosely said his recommendations
woukj include an emphasis on improving
work practices and work policies. "On an
individual basis people are expoaed to
harmful amounts used carelessly," he
said. He also said tf>e ventilation system
f^eeded "upgrading " to balance pressures
on aM tfte floors. According to building

engineer Henry C. Fay. 'Thia is a major
ta^. adjusting aN tfte deni0er, fan

speeds, ar>d all tfte thir>gs that regulate air

flow."

^•^^i'Ba ^^.^i^^^f^^^ '-M
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'A lb. COOKIES
Chocolate Chip
Oatmeal Raisin

Whole Wheat

SINFUL SWEETS

Peanut Butter
Chocolate Choc. Chip

Molasses

Carrot Cake
Banana Nut Cake
Frosted Brownies

German Chocolate Cake
Cheesecake

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

In the Carriage Shops, next to Sun Music

Old-fashioned Natural Goodness— No preservatives

wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmtm

WINTER FLIGHT SALE!

fly at tremendous savings!

BRADLEY to

AeMnratfons can ffO( be made mofv (hcfi 3 d>|rs

prior ^oihpmitum. SMisNmMied

NEW YORK (La Guanlia)

PORTLAND, ME.
BURLINGTON, VT.
LEBANON, N.H.
KEENE, N.H.
BOSTON. MASS.

ONEWAY

»21.

*25.

*25.

»17.

»15.

»15.
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Forf••rytforw call your travel Bg^nt or

AirNow Englondat

1 (800) 732-3450
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Abig sak fin*smallpeo|de.

Lee Overalls

IVt'washi'd (liMiim ovt'l•all^

Ki'Kularly $22.()()

.95$19
Women's Shirts

$0.95

Lodge Chino-cut Cords
If ><)u wear lietueen a size 24 inch and a

.'W) inch waist, we have a very special pur(*hase

for you . . . l><Klge chino-cut corduro> pants.

Orinnnally priced at $I().5<) to $18.95. they are

now s|XH'iall> priced at only $I2.1>5. Iliey are

availai)le in IM) to .'M inch lengths and
se\ eral colors, from brown to cadet blue.

$12-95
A full line of Capezio and
Danskin dancewear . . . shoes,

tights, skirts, leotards

. . . available in a kaleidoscope
of colors and styles.

,It«uiU'5>. HiulU'v. r)H4 <;<¥>.

Momlav to Frulav. 10:<MM»:<M». Salunlav till li:<H).

Sweatshirt Robes
Your favoiMte c<»zv

sweatshiil i-oIk', rt'giilarly $12.95.

Sale ends February 3, 1979.

Women's Winter Tops
A laixe selection ol U)\)s

an<l sweateiN at iuilH'lit'val)ie saving.

Sebago Docksides
Men's, regularly $.'J4.()().

Women's, regular! v $.'V2.()().

$32&$29
Timberland Boots
(V high oiled leather

lxK)ts, for men and women.

mllBiiBE
'^ Thi' LfMJKt' at Harvard Squart'

I

y^

m
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Math anxiety
There 'shope forwhen
numbers are too much

Compiled from reports

Until a few years ago, nobody talked

much about math anxiety, that numb p>anic

that overcomes rr^any p>eople when they

have to deal with numbers.
Be it Math 127 at UMass, or someone

trying to balance the checkbook, a lot of

people have a phobia when it comes to per-

forming even the most routine calculations.

Just ask students who failed their calculus

tests because they "got a mental block."

Now, suddenly, everyone is talking about
It. and for the first time, help is becoming
available.

No doubt math anxiety goes back to the

dawn of mathematics itself. Just imagine

mankind's prehistoric ancestors, ready to

divide up the day's kill - each hanging
back in hopes that someone else would
volunteer for the calculation. During the en-

suing millennia, as mathematics developed,

and spread, math anxiety must have follow-

ed in Its wake.
It even entrenched itself in academia,

where at UMass and many other colleges

and universities across the country, there

are more male mathematics majors than

female. Fall. 1977 figures at UMass show
nr^ale math maiors outnumber female 69-39.

Only now is the secret finally coming out:

hardly any of us are good at n^th, and
rrxMt of us hate it.

Credit for nr^th anxiety's abrupt respec-

tability must go to Sheila Tobias, author of

the recent Overcoming Math Anmety.
Others had long labored in the sheltered

groves of the educational joufnals, but

Tobias tossed the issue into the public glare

with a 1975 article m Ms. magazine.

It drew a staling response. Overnight,

math anxiety came into vogue. Proudly

confessing one's troubles with
mathematics became de ngeur in trendy

conversation. Colleges arxj universities

hastily combed their facilities for math-

anxiety counselors and struggled to meet
the sudden demand for special courses.

Scholars and charlatans alike fell to their

typerwriters in droves, flooding the mails

with proposals for grants and brochures for

clinics, respectively.

The case for math anxiety is no different

for students at UMass and the other
schools in the five college community, ac-

cording to a number of local math
authorities. Math anxiety is prevalent

among many students in the five colleges,

many professors have said, particularly in

lower level introductory courses.

Tobias, along with other authorities na-

tionwide, says the problem is sex -based,
but local authorities disagree on whether it

is shared equally by both men and women.
"I'm not sure that it is purely a female

problem," one UMass math professor told

'Vm not sure

that it is purely

a female problem'

tfie CoHegtan recently. "It's difficult to

nrtake blanket judgements. The specific

situation at UMass is that there are more
male than female majors."

Tobias has tied math anxiety tr feminist

concerns, a link; tfiat remains in the public

mind today. Men are good at math, accor-

ding to this argument, while women are

not. The disparity fosters sex-role dif-

ference and employment discrimination.

These, in turn, contribute to math anxiety

in the next generation of women, in a conti-

nuing ^ncious circle.

Tobias concludes that women are en-

couraged to drop math gracefully when the

going gets rough, while men hear that they

ought to stick it out.

Valentine'sDayCards
Heart-to-heart expressions for those

you love and care for.

Creative excellence is an American ttadition.

Valentine's Day -Wednesday, Feb. 14

fe UNIVERSITYSTORE
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Costs, licenses, protests
slowing nuke plant building

M«mb«rs of the Clamshell Alliance scale • fence
at the site of the Seabrook, N.H power plant dur-

ing a rally last October. Such demonstrations are
among reasons that are now causing nuclear
powar plant proponents to reconsider. (AP Laser-

photo)

Editor's Note:
Soaring costs, licensing headaches and protests from
environmental and anti-nuclear groups have caused
electric utilities (p shy away from nuclear power This is

the first of a two part series looking at the problems and
potentials of nuclear power in the United States

By FLOYD NORRIS
Associated Press -

NEW YORK - In 1968, Consumers Power Co. an
nounced plans to build two nuclear plants in Midland,
Mich., at a total cost of $349 million. One plant was to
begin operation in 1974, the other in 1975.

Eleven years later, neither plant is operating. The
company expects one to start in 1981 and the other in

1982. The cost estimate has risen to $1.67 billion, a 378
percent increase.

"We will not build another nuclear plant," Robert
Fit^patnck, a Consumers Power official says now. "The
risk is too great. It's not fair to the stockholders or the
customers."
The refusal of Consumers Power to consider another

nuclear plant highlights one part of the problem con-
fronting the nuclear power industry in thfe United
States.

Beset by environmental protests, huge cost overruns
and prolonged delays in licensing of new nuclear plants,

-some exF>erts doubt whether the industry can survive to

play a meaningful role in meeting America's power
neecis.

The view is drastically changed from 1973, whin the
price of oil shot upward and seemed to nnake nuclear

power the economical way to meet future power needs.
The government then estimated nuclear power would

provide 60 percent of tf>e country's electric energy by
the year 2000 Last year it revised that figure down to 26
percent, still a brg increase from the current 12 percent.

There are private experts who think even that figure is

vastly overstated. "It's going to take a lot of luck and a

lot of skill to keep that percentage constant through the
rest of the century," said Irvin C. Bupp, a Harvard
Business School lecturer and expert on tf>e economics
of nuclear power.

Still like nukes
Despite the problems, some still remain optimistic

about the future of nuclear power. "We're quite
satisfied with the nuclear option," said Bill Harrah, an
administrator with Commonwealth Edison, the large

Chicago utility. "It's the least expensive way to produce
electricity for our ctjstomers."

Commonwealth Edison, the utility with the largest

commitment to nuclear power in the country, ordered
two reactors from Westinghouse Electric Corp. last

nrwnth.

That was the only order placed by any U.S. utility for

a nuclear plant in 1978, a year that saw 12 orders for

nuclear reactors cancelled by utilities.

The price of nuclear power has been one of the major
selling p>oints since the first wave of nuclear plant orders
in the mid- 19608, but tfie cost estimates have con-
sistently proved to be below the actual costs.

There are many reasons for the increase in costs.

General inflation played a role, but so did the constant
changes in design and in safety features that have been
required as public concern grew over the risks of nuclear

plants.

A study by William Mooz of the Rand Corp., a

reseatch institute, concluded that, even after adjusting

for the general rate of inflation, the cost of building a 1

million kilowatt plant, about the size now being built by
most utilities, rose by about $700 million in the five years
mding in 1971.

Mooz says later information shows the prfife escala-

tion is continuing. "You have to wonder if nuclear can
be competitive, " he said. "The lesson I see is that if

costs don't begin to taper off, nuclear won't be here any
more."
The cost of building a nuclear plant has always been

significantly higher than the cost of building a similar

coal-fired plant, but nuclear proponents maintain \hax

k)wer fuel costs rr>ean lower overall costs.

Commonwealth Edison estimates it will save about 10
percent by building a nuclear ratfier than a coal fired

plant, and the Department of Energy agrees nuclear is

less expensive.

Turn to page 20

''All

PIZZAS
ARE

NOT
CREATED
EQUAL"

Of course you can live without Bell's

Pizza.

The question is, how well?

65 University Dr.

Tel. 549-1311
WW*

(Aero— trow I ladHy VWje Bam)

Mom9 Stfh Cooking

CocktaNs. Take-Out SenHoa

LUNCHEON SPECIALS
Hours Mon-Thurs 1130«m-10pm

Pri. 4 8a( n 30 am-l am Swn A HoNOevt
1pm-10pm LunctMona 11:30 am -3 pm

SAVE ON
USED

PAPERBACKS
The Valley Book Shop, at the Carriage
Shops in downtown Amherst. The
largest selection of used paperbacks in

Western Mass. Outstanding stock
right now in fiction, drama,
psychology, Shakespeare, Greek &
Roman classics, philosophy, art.

women's studies, history, etc.
.

10-6:30 daily
Thurs. & Fri. nights tiU 8:00 549 6052
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nep^T^rpn hjippc 2? »»p«iay«
o CTO.;:^*!. CeT'OflHq k
BeaeHMiO rtHOJI0r|»iieCKHX
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If you can easily read the above lines, you may have the kind of langua^je talent that the

National Security Agency needs.

Opportunities now exist for candidates skilled in the languages shown, plus certain other

unusual foreign languages as well. Hiose selected will be able to make valuable contributiona

in the production of nationafdcfense intelligenf^.

The National Security Agency offers a variety of challenging assignments for language majors

. . . translation, transcription, area research projects, to name a few. Newly-hired linguists

raceive advanced training in their primary languages and can plan on many years of continued

professional growth.

Intellectual challenge is part of NSA's. language, too . . . plus attractive surroundings in our

•ubuiriMn Maryland headquarters. Salaries start at the GS-7 level for BA degree graduates, plus

all the usual benefits of Federal employment.

U. S. citirenship is required.

Schedule an NSA interview through your Plaf^ment Office.

NAnONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Attn M321

Fort George G. LVleade. Maryland 207.S5

An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f
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Black History month begins February2nd
An opening
statement

Monday, January 29, 1979
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Bl«ck America facM a life or death situa-
tion. The Ku Klux Klan, the most vicious of
Anr>erica's white supremest organizations is

gathering morT>entum in 1979. One out of
every two young Black people is

unemployed, approaching adulthood
without adequate educatior>al skills. Nar-
cotics have devasted every mator Black
metropolitan area leaving entire com-
nHinities in decay. The American legal in-

stitution accuses Black people of nvnne
discrimination: tt>e Bakke decision is sim-
p*e, the system giveth and tf»e system
taketh away. The Black family reflects the
chaos of a perverted American dream We
need not recount the horrors of slavery to
understarKl brutal oppression. Gerx>cide is

a word which we have perhaps taken for
granted although it is knocking at our front
door.

it is at our front door that «ve must
revitalize our liberation struggles. A Univer-
sity should ideally serve as a repository for
the developnrwnt of human values, it

should r>ot be an institution perpetrating
racist ideology ar>d cultural exclusively. In

ttWs chauvinistic tradition the University of
Massachusetts continues to regard Black
hiatory as a sida show. Afro-Anwrican
studies have yet to be successfully in-

corporated into the overall university cur-
riculum at any level. Following Black na-
tionai protest, specificaHy Black Studem
rebellion on this campus during the sixties,

various enrollment, academic and cultural

programs were implemented. Unfortunate-
ly, these progressive measures were done
in the peculiar American mode of planned
obeelosence During the past decade we
have seen a steady declir>e in their scope
and influence. Even at the height of the

Turn to page 19

Enowill
perform at
Malcolm X

Eno Washington is an Afrikan-American
dancer, choregrapher and teacher Bom in

St, Louis with roots in Arkansas and
MiaaiaBippi, Eno has performed and taught
•xtansiveiy on the west ar>d ttte east coast
for two decades Although formerly trairted
in professiortal dance, he considers himself
a "natural" darKer, recieving his greetest
inspiration i and krH)wledge from his mother
ar>d fatt>er. He is dedicated to preeervir>g
and creating from Afrikan and Pan-Afrikan
folkkxe The February 21st performarKe in

Hanxxlen Conwnorw at UMass will include
dances from West ^frika. Capoiera,
Afrikan martial arts from Bakia, street
dance, poetry, and a drum orchestra in-
cluding special guests.

Five Colleges will host many events
February 2

Lady Sings the Blues
Mahar Aud. 7:00 Cr 10:00. $1.00

February 2
Hotep Cecil Barnard
South African Pianist

Amherst College

' February 3
Official Opening Black History
Month
Playthell Benjamin • Keynote
Spaaker

Eno Washington will be at the Malcolm X on Feb. 21st.

PIZZA-RAMA
FREE DELIVERY

Open
Sun.-
Thum.
11-1 a.in.

Fri.-Sat.
11-2 ajn.

For faat dallveiy caU

263-3808 2660116
366 CX)LLEGE ST. AMHERST. MA.

ZS ao: SB zs

Henry /V, Part I
by Williaa Skakuftan

DirKts4 k)r Walter BmiMm

Feb. 1X4 S.-00p,ir.

Kirky Memorial Theater

Amiheni College

Re$ervatioiu SZSO

in Offict OMas Jaa. 12

2-unSAU
WMUajt If am-S MiL

GitlMH
S1.50

PRETERM

Time Cr place to be announced.
February 9

Lionel Hampton
Fine Arts Center. 8 p.m.

February 9
Hilton Ruii

Amherst College

February 10

Victor Good lecture •

National Council of Black Lawyers
New Africa House

February 14

Denlse Cathy Benia-Lecture
National Council of Black Lawyers

February 20
Ossie Davis ir Ruby Dee-
performing
Inside/Out. 8:00 p.m.. Rne Arts
Center. $3.00 Cr MOO.

February 21

Rededicetion of Malcolm X Center

with Eno Washington, Hampden
Center S.W.. 8:00 p.m.
The FBI Campaign against Black
Leaders

Chuck Hopkins-lecturer. Mt.
Holyoke College.

February 23
The Dynamic Hattie Fox-lecturer,
musical concepts and poetry
reading. New Africa House. 7-10
p.m.

February 24
Archie Shepp Concert, Fine Arts
Center, 8 p.m . $3.00 & $4.00.

March 1

Norma Jean-lecture on book
"Spoonbread & Strawberry Wine."
Mt. Holyoke College.

March 2
Nahame Nahaliel-lecture on Black
Women

Undoubtedly

Delicious

Frozen Yoghurts

Freshly Squeezed
Fruit Juices

Fresh Fruit and
Veg. Salads

Cafe Square
Hampshire Mall
Rt. 9. Hadley

Bearer of this ad is entitled to a free yoghurt
cone with any purchase. Offer expires Fob. 7.

Catch of the Day
Shrimp Cocl^tail Clam Ctiowder

Shrimp & Shellfish Salads

Clams on Half Shell

Cafa Squara. Hampshire Mail, Rt. 9. Hadlay

Bearer of this ad is entitled to a free soda with any
purchase. Offer expires Feb. 7.

Ijyou have
an unwanted
pregnancy...
tallt with ona of our oountalors about your
dachion.

Abortion/GyrMoologicAl CtnfVwuttomy/ TubaJ LifMion

A lioanwd non profit Rcproductivt HMlth Center
1»«3 BtACOM ST . BROOMLINf. MASS 0214*

I0171 73a«210

PRETERM

Patti O'Naal will be at Bowker
.JKuditorium on March 3rd.

Ruby Da«. left, and Ossie Davis will be performing at th« Fine Arts Center on
Feb. 20th.

Archie Schepp will be at the Fine Arts
Center on Feb. 24.

* Statement
Con't from page 18 • •'

'

Black Revolution our history was given ttie

status of "special interest"; as if anyone
could function intelligently in the United
States without a basic understanding of the
dynamics of Afro-Americans.
Black History Month is conceived with

this basic premise: we are at a critical nrto-

nr>ent in our development. We can choose
to continue on the road of regression or lay
the foundations for a renaissance of Black
America, manifest in our culture and
political direction. A historical retrospective
makes the fact crystal clear: on this conti-

nent as well as Africa our history is

glorious. We can call on thousands of years
of Black civilization to formulate positive
future projections Internationally, we have
a wealth of cultures, fantastic in diversity,

explosive with creative energy. We have a
heritage of unrelating struggle to inspire us
further. A Black renaissance is within our
grasp; we have more material resources
now than at any other point in Afro-
American history. It is our spiritual resource
as a unified people, which we must now
tap.

^rOUMAKB CBNTS SHOPPiA/G ARCHSRKBNT
'mmmm^^:^'

WELCOME
BACK TO
SCHOOL

This
isdCPenney

Hampshire Mall

£^l
/flrjjji!!

ARCHER KENT REG $1.43

ARCHER KENT REG 98c

FILLER
PAPER
2 for 99c

200 sheets S200

,-k.-d

ft{t<f<((««(««{{af«({{i(({{{{({({({{4

LISTERINE
antiseptic

99c

usmtmc
O0\fti«r

uupmno
TnBL6T.
U"1i^l?0

ARCHER KENT REG. 57c

WRmNG
TABLET
29c
6x9 ruled or unruled

ARCHER KENT REG. 22c

BiC
pens
3 for 44c

bluered-black

ARCHER KENT
REG 45c

Magic
Marker
hylyter

25c

ban
roll-on

99c

ARCHCR KINT REG. $2 17

baby
shampoo

$1.78
11 oz.

1.50Z
scented

or unscented
2.7 oz. tube

No Nonsense
"Sheer
to waist

panty
hose"

only $1.39

Sheer
towaist
panty

hose"

AMHERST
191 NORTH PLEASANT ST

QUANTITY
RIGHTS

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^5%

buy one at regular price

RESERVED

PRICES EFFECTIVE
THROUGH FEB. 3, 1979

NORTHAMTON
114 MAjN ST.

COLOR PRIWT FILM DEVELOPED 110 or 126 12's only $2.99
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Con't from page 3

th« age of majority were 21

.

Enforcement was a big pro-
blem then for the cops and
those with licenses."

Maia says tfwre is a cor-

relation with alcohol and
fatal accidents, but he
questions whether or not
there would be a change in

statistics if tf>e drinking age
was hiked.

"I've never seen anyor>e
who wanted alcohol have
any problems getting it," he
says. "It always tastes bet
ter when you're r>ot sup-
posed to have it."

"Somewhat jealously I'd

like to see it stay at 18,"

Maia adds. "It woukj mean
less problems for the cops,
the bars and the package
stores."

Gerald T. O'Neil, director

of campus aecurtty. would
like to see a change in the
drinking age.

"Just what the fuH con-
sequences will be I don't
know." O'Neil says, "but I

su(>port raising the drinkir>g

age I feel it should be rais-

ed."
O'Neil says he will take a

back seat to the issue ar>d

leave it in the hands of tt>e

legislature.

Evelyn K. Duston. Direc-

tor of the UMass Alcohol
Education Project, is op-
posed to raising the drir>k-

•r>g age to 21

.

"I don't think it's a par-

ticularty good idea for a col

lege population, " Duston
says. "It will incredibly
complicate problems. I

forsee dnnktng in the dorm
rooms, ojncontrolled parties

and sneaking. People will

dnnk anyways."
Duston also foreaeM pro-

blems enforcir>g the issue.

She feels some authorities
will enforce it while others
ignore it.

* Nukeproblems
Con't from page 17

"It's scared the hell out of a lot of our customers,"
said O.R. Thurnher, the domettic marketing manager
for General Electrics reactor systems. "That sort of pro-
blem IS the major reason why we're not seeing more
utilities come forward with nuclear orders."

Without such a bill, Thurnher thinks there is "a fair
chance" six reactors will be ordered by U.S. utilities in
the next 18 months, but adds, "There's also a chance
there will be none."

Westinghouse, GE's chief competitor, is more op
timistic, predicting eight to 10 such orders. But both
companies agree the orders will likely have escape
clauses allowing the utilities to cancel for up to several
years at minimal expense.
Many industry officials feel there is little they can do

but wait for the government to act, both to shorten the
licensing procedures and |o solve the problem of dispos-
ing of nuclear waste Despite recent cancellations, reac-
tor producers still have a sizable backlog of orders,
unwilling to gamble when the stakes run into the
billions. A nuclear plant can easily cost rrwre than the
net worth of a small or medium-size utility.

"I think nuclear will be more economical than coal,
but there's so much ur>certainty that it's hard to say."
said W.S White Jrr, who chairs the American Electric
Power Co . which operates utilities in seven states. It

will defer until 1962 the decision on whether to build
arK>tf>er nuclear plant.

President Carter won election calling nuclear energy.
"a technology of last resort," but his administration has
concluded that resort is r>eeded.

Carter bill fails

The administration last year propiosed a bill it claimed
would cut the period for licensing and building a plant
from the current 10 to 12 years to 6 years, but only
gradually The bill ran into fire from both utilities, which
tt>ought It didn't do erKHigh, ar>d opponents of nuclear
power, who thought it did too much. It died then and
congressional sources say it is unlikely to pass this year.

Passage of such a bill « considered vital by utilities

and the makers of nuclear reactors, who hope it would
prevent a repeat of such delays as have been expenerK-
ed by Consumers' Power stmI Public Service Co. of New
Hampshire, wtKMS Seebrook plants have become a.
focus of protest arKl have been repeatedly delayed by
regulatory agencies.

"If we didn't get another order for three or four years
we would still have a profitable business," said Gordori
Hurltjert, the president of Westinghouse Power
Systems.

"It's an uncertain future," said-GE's Thurnher. 'The
country needs the power We hope sanity will prevail."

Tomorrow: Do We Need ft

Do You Sing Or Play An Instrument?

Or Want To Learn?

The Department Of Music And Dance
And Its

Performing Arts Division

Has Opportunities For You!

»•* $

University Ensembles
The University's ensemoles are composed mainly of

non-music majors. Each ensemble offers a unique

experience in the type of music it performs and where
the performance takes place (on-campus or off-

campus). And you can earn one academic credit. Audi-

tions are being held now, so contact the Music Office at

545-2227.

FOR SINGERS
University Chorale Vocal Jazz Ensemble

University Chorus Madrigal Singers

University Chamber Choir

- FOR INSTRUMENTALISTS
University Orchestra Wind Ensemble

University Chamber Orchestra Symphony Band
Group for New Music Concert Band

Jazz Workshop I and II Minutemen Marching Band
Chamber Jazz Ensemble Percussion Ensemble

Brass Choir UMass Marimbas

FOR DANCERS
University Dancers

Performing Arts Division

Credit And Non-Credit
Instruction In Music, Dance

And Drama
Walk-in registration for private and small group

instruction in classical and popular music, dance and

drama, 10 a.m. to4p.m., January 29-February 9, Room
251, Department of Music.

Open House, 2-5 p.m., Sunday, February 4, Room
263, Department of Music. Demonstrations and perfor-

mances, 3 p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall.

Performing Arts Division, Department of Music and

Dance, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA
01003 (545-0519).
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<^ CASH
for
^BOCKS./

UP TO 50% PAID
FOR CURRENT

TITLES!

Buyback Hours
MON., JAN. 29-9-5
TUES., JAN. 30-9-7
WED., JAN. 31-9-7
THURS., FEB. 1-9-7
FRI., FEB. 2-9-5
SAT.. FEB. 3-10-3

located m the

Plant Building

'Briefcase ofBlues'
strains to begood
Reviewed by PA TRICK DOBBS
With an impressive array of blues artists

behind them, the Blues Brothers, Jake
(John Belushi), and Elwood (Day Aykroyd)
have managed to produce "Briefcase Full
of Blues," an album that strains to be
good. N

Sure, the act is good on Saturday Night
Live, but without the act in front of you the
music loses something. Although the cut
"Soul Man" was a hit on the Top 40 charts,
the constant screech of Belushi and the
non existence Aykroyd grates on the ear
throughout the album.
The group behind the Brothers carry the

album, in songs like Messia with the Kid
and "B" Movie Box Car Blues. Guitarists
Matt Murphy and Steve Cropper team with
the other musicians to provide a more than
adequate backup.
The album, recorded live in California,

begins hard with a good rendition of Hey
Bartender. It starts going down from there,
hitting bottom with a silly boJnce with
Rubber Biscuit.

A bastardized version of Groove Me com-
pletes the damage and the album flounders
after that.

Good things abound about the album
though: a nice cover photo and back.

Briefcase Full of Blues'

Record
review
Musically speaking, no dice with this one.
In spite of all its flaws, the album is a good
rowdy album to get drunk by, but that's

about it.

'Lost Amherst' on display;

features rare photographs

EXTBOOK ANNEX
fb UNIVERSITYSrO^a service of

ByAMY KAPLAN
Co/legian Staff
- "Lost Amherst," an exhibition of over
fifty photographs, is' on display at the
Jones Library in Amherst for January.
The photographs were drawn from the

permanent collection of the Jones Library,

and the archives of UMass and Amherst
College. They include old views of the town
center and rural areas, local landmarks that

have been demolished or radically altered,

and scenes of student life in the late

nineteenth century.

A rare picture of the house on North

Pleasant Street where Emily uickinson
lived before her family moved to Main
Street is a particular attraction included in

the exhibit.

February hails the opening of another
exhibit at the Jones Library, which consists
of texts and book jackets from the UMass
Press which spotlight the art of book
design. Many of the works have won
national recognition for Mary Mendel,
press designer, and her predecessor, Rich
Hendel. The exhibit will be on display

through Feb. 14.

WELCOME
BACK!
to the

BLUE-
WALL
BAR

The
HATCH
BAR

with

CUCKOO'S NEST
Tubs., Jan. 30-

Sat, Feb. 3

Coming next week
ROUNDHOUS.E

^e Qreat 'T'reteqders

Thurs., Feb. 1-Sat., Feb. 3

Coming next week OAK
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Th« Massachusetts Dolly Colleglon
Non-paid positions are available for the spring

semester in the following departments: News,
Sports, Editorial/Opinion, B^ack Affairs. Women's
Affairs, Business, Advertising, Graphics, Fine Arts,
and Photo.

Visit the Coltegion in Campus Center 113

A sc«n« from the upcoming performance of Shakespeare's "Henry IV — Part
I" at the Kirby Memorial Theater at Amherst College. Performances mtm Jan.
28^28 and Feb 2-4 at 8 p.m. (StaH photo by Dan Vullemier)

Skis, Poles,

Boots,

Bindings,

Waxes

Stiva Splitkein

Huski

Pels Handsen
Swix

Amherst
Cycle
Shop

253 Triangle

5493729

Northampton
Bicycle

21 Pleasant

586 3810

Monday, January 29, 1979

Collegia^ 23

One of the new murals on the Campus Center concourse. (StaH photo by Bill Greene)

Physics 119 (El No prerequisites Sched #570041

ARMS POLICY AND
NATIONAL SECURITY

SALT. MIRV. cruise mtssilos, ABM, neutron bombs. 7 How serious is the threat

of nuclear war?

MW2:30 3:45, Has. 134 Prof. Kalkstein. For details, see the Course
Oescnption Guide under 1 1SA

INTRODUCING
Career Opportunities for graduating students
Over 50 comF>anies are coming to town to talk to you about working for

them. Here is how your can plan to be there.

If you wuanl to know what companies in the Boston area and across the counlrv have kev
positions available ncww m v6ur field then this rs the of^fortumtv v^hj have been \Maittr>g for

'A Atv t ftrr

^1 IIT'I riH'M' rompdnit'^

4H>ktfvj !" t ntl And hir*> gtj.i ' .

fiadualini} «ludmt> )of pris i " -

in ^nqirw^\nq buMn^^s manA^j^

mvnl stUts and rifclronx ddia

And 'low voo can m»*l lh»*#

cnmpsntt^ youncH Th«t» af» n<>

Vtlrtf nl introduction to writir

You wtII 90 through no aijitn(\:

And vou will not uwaMf vnur

^ aluablv tim* on an\. K»b *'V^^r^ h

technique vou hav« uMfd anri

found lacking in ihr pa«l

At ihit meeting Icalled a Lendman
College Conference) you will hear

about everv position ihete

companies have |r) offer vou m
uourlield Then vou can pick thf

companies vrju are interested m
Talking to Vou will meet those

companies lace to face before vm
ever interview tci give vou a

chance tfi learn more about the

company the position your

working environment all the facts

thai make viur decision about the

'ipenirig the right one

You can expect in depth interviews

with these ompanies 'ihev ci>me

ilalled and prepated to interview

and negotiate with yrjul In **ne

dav vou can learn ah^iut and start

the hall rolling '»n m'lre j'lh

'>pp«>rtunties than you wiuld

normallv find in months of Icxiking

• in your own

How ran we make this offer to y»)u '

The simple fact is ihal companies

pay us to organi/e these programs •

We work to bring companies and

students hke yours«lf together m nne

place Alter that we step aside

that makes these
• 'Mes *ti \uccesslul

\. • -^sults I*--! vear akitse 27H'I

peop*«- found It ^ opening they

wanted with the rumpartv ihey

wanted ihtough t endman
f onteterxes That number is

WHO
SHOULD ATTEND:

p*eAMf ctvcK votif «ir«fA of

ENGINEEHING
^ flectrical iJ Inifusinal

r. F.lectronic NucU'ar
"^j Mechanical DCnil
.JChemKfll n Other

i J Oualitv A^uraiici

T»'chMi(rt1 Srtle^

BUSINESS

r J Accounting L! Other

[2 PriMluclHin SupvT\i*.ioii

rj f inaiict' I MBA pnli-rri'ili

n >;^i..v

SVSTEMS/EDP
, Pi'xjraitimiiiit

7.'. Analysis

[J DP Management
U Businesv AppllCali'i'i*

' " Scientific Application'-

? . Sv-tems Engineering

: Hither

n I am also interested in

ritl«nding the sp^ial

affirmative action confereiKv

'same day I designed to

ntroduce qualified minorities

rtnd females to participating

C'lrapanies

i')diw«»%i>u

If tther itnpnnani pmni
i-otj * T>ie>e IS no cost

to V ervH'e A*
menltr»ned ati«ae ihs* citrnpanu-s

that attend pas the full cost ni this

C'inlerence You need pay only

V'ur pergonal e«r>.'n«.es to attend

Whi. .r««H hcmr

elfeclive ynui inb search can be hv
talking wrth os'er Ml cooipanies

v,»ii/kn<>w have prisilHms to oflei

V 111 Appli, today t<i attend this

Boston Conference There is no
better way to luHy evaluate »nd
compare the manv important

positions vou shcmid know aNiut
in vour lieltl

APrLVTODAYlToh,
C'lnsitfered for v'lur place in this

imp«>rtant tcinference send one
fopv of \,«our resume alor>g with

this ati iwith your area of interest

< becked m the WHO SHO( II.

D

ArTFNf>hk--ki '..

LBIMOIVIAIMAaaociATca
Mr. Kerry O'Hara
L«Ndaian A«*o€l«t«a
P.O. Boa 742
School Hon** Plasa
MUlbMm.NJ 07*41

When we receive yotu resume v 'u

will gel a reply m writing concerning

this conference its exact location

the lime it starts and all directions

v*>u need 10 allenii.
*

Mr o"ara«t(2()l) '<7'» 7621

Monday through Friday H V\ AM
tohOfipM

< i'».rvAAs
F.RST SMOWW S2- 00 mVsVeR CHARGE

' '^1C1IIP»«

OfOHOfCSCOT

liiiiiiiMtMiMiMiiiiiiiiiMl

iWmil^^H^HMi^HI^^H^^AHBBiiHi
Arts calendar

Andre Watts March 6
Garrick Ohisson May 10

^Side by Side by Sondheim Feb. 7

Boston Symphony Feb. 17

All performances start at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Center concert hall. Tickets are available for the
general public, UMass and other students, and
senior citizens. Prices range from $7 to $3.

STUDENT
NOTICE UNION NOTICE

GALLERY
' University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

FEB 1/29 2/2 "Th« At of IM«rfi*««
Itary Fandal and Rab«<l Pwc«l Wort*
olafl

S l« Cotnic Art
A Ime coaaction Irom lb* MuMum o<
Conwc An. Pon Cbesto New VoHi
L«ctu>c by A/i Spwgeiman WadnMday.
Fabruary 14

\%-Vi Afficwt Am
Ma*t. uiMarwn ab|K« and ciott<

A two fumk (Isowr in con|unction «ntb
mMrnanonal iwoman« iM«*k

3M/« Anion ClwlMin
Prmn aod drawwtgi by a turopoin
•t«t

APRIL 9 20 Art Bora Orewp Stiow
Paintinc^ by UM«s An Major*

23 27 Lynri Com mnt Chorios Braboror
Gattory mMaMafon

BFA Pamtmq eilsibition

MAV 7 11 Chrn AQOr arsd Poaa** Mork
B^A Pool and PaKilinq ei»>*>'lion

1* 2% OrOMp Show
Fest year Graduate tludw«M Patntmn
mifors eih^Mtion

Mow ^<iBMn wiM ba«« operwsg raceptions lo> Itie artnt* ItwM anr 0(Mn lo tl««

vitMM. For dam and tuna* pleaic contari the Student Urnon GaHavy at

Mb 0792 PVate tan to coolwm rlaies times and toe atxms c>l iH"<'»manceii and
latks

• 'Chicago 'at FAC
Cent, from page 23

perform a program of English and American music,
including works by Handel, Ralph Vaughn Williams,
Stanley, Persichetti, Hewitt, and Richard Dirksen
The concert will be performed in Room 36 of the Fine

Arts Center, and is free.

The Danco Art Gallery ih Northampton through early

February wilt present an exhibit of ceramics, featuring

artists from the United States, Canada, and Denmark.
The works represent a variety of styles and techniques,

and include salt-glazed forrrw, overglaze enamel
techniques, and photo ceramic imagery.

The exhibit, entitled Clay: Eight Viewpoints," will be
on view from Jan. 21 through Feb. 11. The gallery is

located on the upper floor of the danco Design Centre,

269 Locust Street.

Just Shake it

and Let it Fall Into Place.

Ttie Precision Kkiircut.

Precision haircuttir^ is our method of cutting your
hair in harmony with the way it grows so it never

loses its shape.

Ar)d because your hair falls naturally into place,

all you have to do is shake it

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and btow dry your hair for )ust $14 00

wt>ett>er you're a guy or a gal And no appointments

are ever necessary

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all. but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you
'

ZS zs ^x, zx: ac ^

Paul's
Shoe Service

Invisible soles and heel repairs

for men's & women's shoes

Put "sole" in your shoes

with Vibram soles

Tennis soles & docksider soles

No. 10-103 N. PiMMnt St., Amherst
Downstairs

as zs zs zs

For the two
of you...

j^^^^.
Command Performanee

1Q78 trfji .•>»^r<-.t<.'- j; ,§"^'f\ Kt

iHampshire Mall, next to K-Mari

Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m. 10 p.m.

5860090

international

^TEducation

Services

S»«N MSO BUHOtt^G

K>-7. DOGCNZAKA 2 CHOMe,

SHtBUYA-KU

TOKYO 130 JABAN

TfltPMONf 463 53*6/5364/5346

CABIE AOOMSS INrt«OSHfV<tS

it ir It

343 Main Street. Northampton 586-6457

TEACH IN JAPAN
Anyone with a bachelor's degree in different

engineering fields, acxx>unting and finance
wishing to teach full-time for one or two vears in

Jap^ should write to International Ekfucation
Services at the above address.
The position involves teaching Japcuiese

businessmen and engineers the basic
vocabulary in vcuious fields.

No Japanese-language is required for
classroom instruction. Teaching experience is

not required. An orientation is given in Tokyo.
Information on salary, transportation and

housing can be obtained by providing Interna-
tional Education Services with a detailed resume
and a letter indicating an interest in the posi-

tion.
Personal interviews will be held in your nmH at

the end of January.
Selected applicants would be expected to ar

rive in Tokyo from March through August.
1979

'•\^'//////////////^^^^^^^
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f>lCgets ready forbusyseason
Music, jazz, dance

awa'rt theater-goers

By amy KAPLAN
CoMegtsn Sfsff

Students can look forward to a 1978 spring semester

at the Fine Arts Center featuring Broadway musicals,

world famous orchestras, )az2, dance, and comedy.
Thk Concert Series is now completing its third season

and 250,000 people soon will have entered the Firte Arts

Center sirKe its doors oper>ed in October, 1975.

Special attractions for the upcoming semester iclude

the "Master of Good Vibes,' band leader and
vibra(>honist Lionel Hampton. He and his orchestra will

viait Feb. 9. Jazz drummer and bandleader Buddy Rich

and his bend will perform Apnl 11. A western
Massachusens favorite, the 1940's swing t>and

Widespread Depression Orchestra, can be seen April

27
Comedian and master impressionist David Frye will

bring his repertoire of 1,000 voices and faces to the

CorKert Hail March 11. In addition. Prof. Peter Schickle

will bring h» irreverent and hilarious musical spoof,

"The Intimate P D Q Bach" to the Concert Hall for a

return engagement Feb. 13. "Intimate P.DO Bach"
features Prof. Schickle and tfie "Semi Musical

Antique
"

Music fans can look forward to a number of exciting

performances this semester. The Boston Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Seifi Ozawa. returns to UMass
Feb 15 and 17. The orchestra, recently invited to tour

China, will present music of Mozart, Weber,
Tchaikovsky, and Brahms In addition, the Boston Pops
Orchestra will perform on Feb 16. It is not known
whether tf>eir renowned conductor Arthur Fiedler,

recently hospitalized, will appear
Another musical attraction will be the (jerformance of

the Mc»cow Philharmonic Orchestra on Feb. 22. The
orchestra has performed throughout the world, and has

recorded a vanety of material which has proven

enormously popular t>oth in Russia and abroad.

The fame Canadian dance troupe, Les Ballet Jazz of

Montreal, will present a performance at thie Fine Arts

Center on Feb. 27. The program will include

choreography by Richard Jones, a faculty member of

the Department of Music and Dance at UMass.
Two musicals will open the Broadway Theatre series

at the FAC The season opens with the hit Broadway
musical "Chicago," starring Don Murray, on Feb. 3 and
Stephen Sondheim's "Side by Side" will be performed
Feb 7

Vocalist. ar>d jazz and rock guitarist Jose Feliciano

can be seen April 4 in the Concert Hall. Feliciano won a

Grammy Award in 19€9 as t)est new artist, and has l>een

a consistent winner in Guitar Player and Playboy polls.

In addition, he ha-, earned 32 Gold Records since 1969.

His most recent hi;, which he wrote and recorded, is the

theme song for the television show "Chico and the

Man "

Tickets for all events go on sale two weeks prior, to

the event, and can b .• purchased at the Fine Arts Center

box office and all TicVetron locations.

The Fine Arts Center, where a multitude of activities are scheduled for the spring semester. (Strff

photo by Bill Greene)

A chance for 'pick-up 'success
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

"Wanna come •p to my place and see
my etchings?"

,

Most people would probably recognize
that as one of the all-time universal pick-pp
lines. A guy spots a girl he'd like to know
better (or vice-versa) and walks on over to
her. What he needs is some line to get
himself established and make the
"pickup."

Sometimes they work, depending on
what kind of pecple are involved. Most
often they don't. But now, there's an
opportunity to make the failures work
again - earning big bucks.

#

A California firm, Baronbrook Publishing

Co. of San.a Monica, is sponsoring a
"What's Your Best Pick-up Line?" contest.

"Now you can pick up something other

than the opposite sex with a good
line — some cold cash," trumpets the firm's

advertisement. "We're having a contest . .

. It can be funny, direct, serious, in-

tellectual (I'd like to take your brain to bed),

tough, flattering, or anything — as long as it

works!
Pick up cash you can. One thousand

dollars awaits the first prize winner, with

four second prizes of $100 each. There will

be 501 winners ina'l.

UMass was selected as an advertising

area because of its location; 35 colleges

and universities, each selected for their

"geological diversity," are being surveyed,

said Baronbrook public relations Vice

President Ron Tepper.

He said that not many entries have been

submitted yet (deadline is Feb. 28) but

among those received so far include:

The Familiar Approach: "You probably

don't remember me, but didn't we used to

be married?"

The Shy Approach: A guy approaches a

girl, explaining that for all his life, he has

been shy. As a result, he says, he joined an

all-male encounter group. One of his

assignments to get over his shyness is to

approach at least one girl every day that he

doesn't know. So, he says, "It really

bothers me, but can I talk to you for a few
minutes?"
The Direct Approach- "You look like a

sharp gal. I don't want to waste your time
or mine. Do you screw?"

You might think the contest, and most o'

the lines, would be almost exclusively foi

men. After all, women's liberation ant

feminism haven't yet pervaded all forms o
social behavior.

Not so, Tepper says.

Pickup lines are being solicited fronr

women too, and another purpose of the

contest is to see what kind of lines women
like and respond to, he said. "Is the guy
using what the girl is interested in7" he

asks.

A winner is expected to be named March
31 , and the book should go to press about
60 days later, he said.

"I would be surprised if it wasn't a best
seller," Tepper said.

Arts briefs:

'Chicago' will

perform at FAC
ByAMY KAPLAN
Collegian Staff

"Chicago," a musical vaudeville
featuring fil.Ti and Broadway star Don
Murray, will be presented at the Fine Arts

Center Saturday at 3 and 8 p.m.
"Chicago " recreates the Chicago of the

roaring 20's, an era of flaming youth and
shimmying flappers; of gangsters and
bootleg booze; of hi-jinx and merry
mayhem. The musical is the retelling of the

late 1920's, but set to a jazz score.

Don Murray, who recently starred on
Broadway in "Same Time Next Year, " is

remembered for his role opposite Marilyn

Monroe in the hit film "Bus,Stop," which
won him an Academy Award nomination.

Tickets are now on sale at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office.

Faculty members Walter Chestnut and
Ernest May will be presented in recital by
the UMass Department of Music and
Dance on Wedr>esday. The two artists will

T4jm to page 24
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Minutemen lose six,

win two during breal<
BySreVEZACK
Coihgian Staff

H all «v«m according to plan, thia ahouM
b« tha first aports atory to appaar bafora

your ayaa so let ma taka the time to beetow
aamaater graatinga upon you from tha Col-

legian Sports Department.

While you were away the Minutemen
baskett>aN ac^Md wn busy at work, playing

eight ganrws over the interseaaion period,

winning two ar>d loair^g six.

To bring you up to date on the ex-

perierKes of the team, joggle your memory

a bit to the last game played at the Cage. It

waa againat UConn and the Minutemen

suffered a tough 66-62 loss to the Huskiea.

This was the first leg in a six game skid for

the squad

Following the Connecticut loss, the

Minutemen took on tt>e Crusaders of Holy

Cross at the Spnngfiekj Civic Center on

Dec. 22.

At the start of the contest it appeared as

though neither team had come to play This

became more apparent as halftin>e ap-

proached and Holy Croas went into the

k>ckerroom leading 31 16.

The second halt provided much of the

same as the Minutemen suffered through a

cold shooting touch ar^l innumerable tur

rK>vers before the buzier sounded and the

Croaa had a 77-57 victory

If you've been wondering about Ronnie

Perry, yes. he was high scorer with 22

points. M^k Haymore canned 18 for the

loaars.

On Christmas Eve celet)rations were going

on throughout the larvj for many people

but not for the Minutenwn Instead it was a

night of rest because on Christmas Day the

team, alor<g with a 3-4 record, boarded a jet

ar>d headed down to Jacksonville, Florida

to participate m the Gator Bowl Baskettjall

Tournanient

.

In tf»a openir»g round game against Florida

Urwversity, the Minutemen banled tooth

and r«il through the first half and were trail

ing by only five, 38 33, to the pre tourney

favorites when halftime approached.

But as has happer>ed on numerous occa

sions this year, tf>e team was unable to play

weN in the aacond haH and saw Florida run

away with tf»e game, 89-65 Malcolm

Ceaare tallied 22 for the victors but the

play«r of ttie game was undoubtably

UMaas' Brad Johnaon.

Ptaying wf>at may weW have been tt»e

greatest game of hia collegiate career, the

6'4" senior guard acored 18 points, blocked

5 shotJ, and ^t— aM o^f the court showing

the kind of huMie coaches dream about

In the tournament consolation against Pit-

tsburgh, UMass again ran into misfortune

disguised as Sam Clancy and Sammie Ellis

(combined 55 points and 25 rebounds) as

Pin pulled away from a 33-33 halftime score

and went onto an 87-88 win.

If you can imagine how delightful a road

trip such as the Florida excursion rmist

have been, image a 32 point loss to West
Virginia at the Mountaineers home arena.

88 bS was the final score as Mountaineer

guard Dan Perno scored 20 points in the

West Virginia triumph

From West Virginia it was back to the Spr-

ingfield Civic Center for a battle with league

rival Villanova. Unfortunately the outcome

waa another k>ss, the sixth in a row. 86-51

to the Wildcats. The loss gave the

Minutemen a 3 7 record and it appeared as

though it was going to be a lor>g seaaon for

the team.

However, redemption was in sight The
location was the Providence Civic Center

wtwre an equally despondent Friar ball dub
was held at arms length all night as the

Minutemen broke their six game losing

streak arnJ came away with a 66 62 victory.

Mark Haymore notched 23 points for the

victors who shot 61 percent
,
but

late heroic* from the tout line by Tommy
Witkos and Len Kohlhaas put the game
away for the Minutemen. Brad Johnson

continued his fine playing during the

semester break by scoring 15 points while

handing out 8 assists.

Alas a winning streak was not forthcom-

ing as the squad )ourneyed down to the na-

tion's capitol to the Colonials of George

Washington University.

Unable to overcome a 17 point hdlftime

defeat, the Massachusetts squad fell to

GW by an 81 69 margin with the Colonials'

Mike Samson tossing in 33 points.

There may have not been a winning

streak, but there >^*a8 not going to be

another losing streak either as the

Minutemen headed into the confines of the

University of New Hampshire and left with

a 61 57 victory to up the record to 5 9

With SIX minutes gone in the contest, the

Minutemen had built up a 19 8 lead and

looked as though they were on their way to

th«r first blowout of the season But as

luck, bad luck, would have it, the

Minutemen went scoreless over the next

nine minutes as UNH went on a spree

which saw them outscore UMass 20 5 over

the final 14 minutes of the first half and

come away with a 28-24 lead at ther split.

In the second half UMass asserted itself

on the boards, from the field, and from the

foul line and came away with the victory.

For the game UMass hauled down 50 re-

bounds (30 in the first half) led by Len

Kohlhaas' 13 caroms and Mark Haymore's

10.

USED STEREOS*
AMPS, PRE-AMPS, DECKS,
TURNTABLES, SPEAKERS,
ETC. ALL BACKED BY OUR
UN-EQUALED GUARANTEE!

USED EQUIPMENT IS OUR BUSINESS.
WE BUY, SELL, TRADE AND REPAIR USED

AUDIO EQUIPMENT, ALL MAKES, ALL SORTS,
FROM COMPACTS TO ESOTERICA. TRADE-IN ARE
ALWAYS WELCOME (EVEN THOSE BEAT-UP

OLD PORTABLES)!

•WE SELL MANY NEW AND DEMO UNITS, CAR-
TRIDGES AND ACCESSORIES AT VERY LOW PRICES!

HI-FI EXCHANGE!
"DEALERS OF QUALITY USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT"

6 BRIDGE ST. (RTE. 9). N'HAMF
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Stii6 Peters: • .

The first 'grand'woman
in UMass history

m u'ltH^ ' JSi:
1^ . jT

t ^HliF _m1 ^^^F -jy

^mm

By PA TRICK OOBBS

Su« Peters found herself open and drove tor a tviro hand •coop shot Nothing

unusual thara t>ui Peters set a naw UMass sconog record wtth her lOOOih po.nt with

16 34 left in tha t.f»t half sgatntt St John » University et St John • January t«h

1 »w«av« thought I cooW do .1 Peters —d Peters a iun«r physicai educatny^

rnsK)' ''om Southbf.dga Maesachuten. ^m a rr^amber of tha lOOOih po*>t dob ••

lunior in high school She fin»hed with app»o«»mate»y 1800 po»ntt

Currently Peters is a pomt guard wnha the Minutewomer According to Peta r» she

prtfer* her new ro*e with the team fro<ti her former role as a w»ng I bnng the ban up

now It » my decision on ths court to decide whKhoMenae to caH Peters laid

Peiera haa aiwey* been • icorer but »r>e feett that tha added fesporia«b.i.t*s aa po«^t

Quard doeen t chanoa the pressuce on he' Moat of "ly pcnts v from ,ump %hott

now I don t get many of my pcms from tha doves and the outsKja »hot lAa i <h6 whan

I Ilka to create opponunmes if thara • devotion m a rn»n to>nan defansei taka

hkailp»«MS of the Jama »f i dK*n t ratoound or had a k)t of turnovers wt»an i scored I

«,K>M»dn tfeei good You have to piay both ands of tha court _ ^. ..
p2ers haaWed the respect of har teemmatas through he. three yeer, Maura

SupJ.SX^ K).ned the team th. .ama year a. Pt.rs and played agams, har m

h^^ .cKooi remarked She navar kat up She iutt kept on
'^o^'^^f'^S^.^Hm-, inns^1 knavv the wat good and thai .ha deaarved evervthmg she got Tha fraahrnen too^

up to^^rfoTjJirShip She . to good thay era .w«J rrxK. than .nythmg Supmsk.

Fraahrnen Fran Troy summed « up: She s a atar ' \

The Minutemen had an off intersession 2-6 but guard Brad Johnson was on

the right track averaging 12 points and 3.4 assists during the eight geme
stretch. Above, the senior guard from New York City alams the ball home
againat Holy Croaa. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobba).

MasterCharge
|

586-6!290 Visa
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Minutewomen forward Kathy Harrington stops and pops against the Scarlet

Knights of Rutgers. The Minutewomen lost by a score of 74-61 insert: Coach
Mary Ann Ozdarski watches her team at work. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs).

SALE

Women drop four
during intersession
as PATRICK O DOBBS
Collegian Staff

Despite a 14 record the Minutewomen
floated through a stormy intersession

schedule. The team skidded through a

three game losing streak falling to Queens
College 54 56, William Patterson 55-70 and
St. John's 57 60. "St. John's was the

killer," said Coach Mary Anne Ozdarksi.

"There had to be a shake-up."
Ozdarksi replaced starters Maura Supin

ski, Jen Parker and Mary Halleran with for

wards Cathy Harrinton and Ginger Legare

and guard Fran Troy to face the University

of Rhode Island.

Troy stunned St Johns with a 4 for 11

performance off the t)ench that kept the

Minutewomen in the game.
Legare, a 6'1" transfer who played her

first game tor the Minutewomen against

URI.. scored 16 points and grabbed 8 re

bounds before fouling out late in the se

cond half She provided the spark that

snapped the losing streak 72 66 UMass.
Julie Ready continued to score at will

throughout the intersession Ready turned

in a superb performace against St. John's

scoring 18 points and grabbing 18 rebounds

and blocking three shots. She remained the

top percentage scorer, shooting nearly 60

percent and averaging over 10 febounds a

game
Part of the shake up has been shifting Jen

Parker, a forward to guard "Jan can do
what's asked," Ozdarski said.

Guard Sue Peters is the heart of the

team

.

"Sue Peters is becorning a mature basket

ball player We're asking a lot from her

running the ball club, thinking of things to

do on the court, passing. She's come
through for us, " Ozdarski said

Although UMass has had a larger front

line than every team that they have lost to;

the four losses were all dependent on the

performances of Julie Ready and the for

wards
Against Queens the Minutewon^en were

unable to score on turnovers duhr>g the

final minute that would have tied the game.
The game slipped away when Julie Rwdy
was called for an offensive foul in the final

minute ancT fouled out. The momentum
went to Queens
Ozdarski is hoping that she will be able to

use the 3 2 zone defense more effectively in

th^ future "

It takes time to learn. We've
got to talk on defense and keep our hands
up; but we've only played this defense for

11 games. It's getting stronger and
stronger, she said

The Minutewomen, playing lethargically

against William Patterson let the opposing

team off the hook in the second naif after

building up an 1 1 point lead in the first half.

William Patterson got on track during the

second half picking off passes at will and
running up the score.

At St. John's the Minutewomen faced an
All-American candidate in Ling Ling Chou.
Despite Ready's brillant performance and
Peter's 20 points it wasn't enough. Peters

set a UMasss record scoring her 1000 point

with 16.minutes and 34 seconds left in the

first half

The shake-up Ozdarski planned started

with the next game at the Cage against URI
and their frosh sensation Naomi Graves
Over 500 showed up to cheer Graves wtio

hails from Hampshire Regional but the

Minutewomen controlled the game with
Cathy Harrington, Julie Ready and Ginger

Legare deanir^ the glass better than
Windex grabbing 8 rebounds each.
Although ail three fouled out in the final

minutes, the Minutewomen kept the heat

on with Kathy Connell and Diane Taft

holding on to win 72-66.

Ranked number 12 in the nation. UMa»
was a heavy underdog against the Scarlet

Knights of Rutgers. Rutgers scored from
long rar>ge aruj the baselir>e picking UMass
zone apart. The Minutewomen were unable
to get the ball in to Ready. Legare or Harr

ington during the game.
Sue Peters found the range scoring 32

points and shooting 57 percent to take up
the slack in the offense The Scarlet

Knights pulled ahead to a 12 point lead that

became 13 at the final buzzer winning
74 61

The 14 record does not reflect what the

team is capable of. "Inte'rseesion is the

toughest part of the schedule.

"

U. of Mass. Students....

Not even vocation could
moke me forget Annie !

REVISED SCHEDULE
Nov 13, 1978
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Winter sports sciiedules
ftASKITtAU OYMNASTiCS INOOOI TRACK

(Mm)
sn

Jan.

Ftb.

Feb.

Feb.

31

3

6
10

M». 12

Duqu««n*
Miod* UUnd
Connecticut

Main.

@ SpOd. C.C.

Horn*

Away

F.b.

NbL 31

34

15

17

I*

G«o. WaaKington
tut9»ri

^•nn Siata

Villanova

COACN: JACK

Away

Away

7:30

7:»
7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

• :00

7:30

1:00

Jan. 38 Cornell

Fab. 3 Syracuta
Fab. 6 Oartmouih
Fab. 10 Navy
Fab. 15 So. Connacticui
Fab. 19 Springfwld
Feb. 34 Temple

Away 3:00
Ho«ne 1:00

Away 3:00
Away 200
Away 700
Home 7 00
Home I 00

Feb. 6 Dartmouth (V.& J. V.)

Away 1 :00

Feb. 10 Maine Away 1:00

Feb. 17 Yen-Con Championthlpt

@ UMaine
Feb. 34 NewEngtandt

@UConn
COACH: KEN O'MIEN

COACH: ROY JOHF4SON

UAMAN
SWUMUMO

J. V. lASKniiai
(We«wi)

VA0ITV ASnTBAa

Jan. 31

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

I

3

«
10

13

17

30

Home

Springfield Colleoe
Co} Spftd. C.C.

Providence CeUeea
Brooklyn College

•ridgewater State

Mortheaatern Urtiv.

Connecticut

New Hampahire
So. Co(«necKc«4

3:15

• 00
3:30

«00
300
7 30
300

COACH: MARY ANN OZDARSKI

Away
Away
Away
Home

Jan.

Nbw

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb
Feb.

30
I

6
10

17

30
33

Springfield Collage Home 6:00
Frartfciin Pierce College

Home 630
Bnigawaier Slate Away 4:00
Northeattern

New Hampthira
So. Conrtecticwl

Smith College

COACH: STEVE

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

3:00

7:00

3:00

700
3:00

7:00

Away
Home

Away

1:00

I 00

6:00
7:15

JEFFERSON

3 Rhode Island Home
7 Connecticut Away
10 Vermont Home
14 New H«mp»hire Home
1

7

Maine Home
30 Cent. Ccnr«eciicut Homo
32 Amherst Away 7K)0

1-3 New England*

@ SpringMd
e

COACH: BEI MEIAMED

SWIMMINO

(Wo*e«)

Fab. 3 Plymouth Stale

Waiervillc Valley. WalarviRe Va.ia/.

N.H.

Feb. 4 Nonkeaatern Giant SUIom
WatenrUle Valley, Waterville Valley.

N.h.

Feb. 10-11 UCofw SMam
Sugarbuah. WaHsfiaUl VI.

Feb. 16 Boaton Collega
Pleeaani MoMwtaiiv

F.b.23-24-2S Caalem Chanyior^iip Slaloms
Middlebury Sn»«owI. Middlebury. Vt.

Mar. 3<«-S NEISC Oiamptofhlp
«Udd!ebury. Vt.

Aftiherst CoHegc, Boatwt CoMega. Btowm U., UCorn,
Northeastern Univ.. and Plymout*i Sate CoMege
•II ski in the above evenla.

HEAD COACH: MU MacCONNHl

VARSITY WtflTtING

J. V.

• Springfield

10 Cent. Connection Away 1:00

COACR DAVIO FOXEN

Feb. 3 Maas. MarMm»'URI Home 7K»
Feb. 7 New Hampshire Away 3K)0
Feb. • Sprirtgrield''St. Lawrence

Home
Feb. 10 Cent Corw>acticut Aw«y
Feb. 30 ConnecKut Home 700
Feb. 33-34 New EngUnds (•>' URI

COACH DAVE AMATO

Jan. 31 Boston College Away 7:00
Feb. 3 Springfield College Home 1.00

Feb. 10 Rhocie Island Home 1:00

Feb. 24 So. Conrtecticut Away 3:00

COACH: JOHN NUNNELLY

7:00

1:00 NOCKEY

•YMNAHKS
INOOO* TRACK

(Weesee)

Feb. 10

IS So. Conrtecticut

IS Spr.ngr.eld Collage

Feb. 2S New Hempshire

3 M«ch.gen State

IKX)

7 00
too

Away
Honta

Away 3:00

CO
COACH: VIRGINIA EVANS

Feb. 1 1 Vermont Albany ^PIsHtburgh

<P Burlington. Vt 12.00
Feb. 15 U. N H. Away 3 00

24 New EngUnds Boston. Ma.
COACH: JANf WEUEl

Un. 31

Fab 2

Feb. 3

Fab. 6
Feb. 9
Fab. 10

Fab. 14

Feb. 16

Feb. 17

Fab. 20
fab. 34

Feb. 28

Nofth Adams
Si. Ansalm's

N E Collage

Babson

New Mavan
Marrim«ck

A. I. C.

Corwtecticut

Boston State

Holy Cross

Salem Slate

Williams

Home
Away
Hor»»e

Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away

4:00

7:30

BOO
7:00

7:30

8:00

800
8:00

7:30

800
730
7:30

COACH: JACK CANNIFF

Feb. 3 Plymouth State Slalom
Watervtilc VaUey. Waierville Valley.

Nil

Feb. 4 Northeastern Giant Slalom
Waiervtlie Veliey. Waiarville Valley.

N.K

Feb. 10-11 UConn Slaloms

Sugarbush, Wattsfidd. VI.

Feb. 16 Boston College Staloma

Pleasant Mountain, Bridgton. Me.

Fab. 23-34-35 Eastern Ch«.npiortship Slaloms

Middlebury Sn»Bowl. Middlebury, VI.

Mar. 3-4-5 WtSC Championship Slaloms

Middlebury Sno^owl. Middlebury, Vt.

Amherst College, Boston Collega. Univ. of Cortn..

Smith College, and Merrimack College MMka up the

Wise league and aH ski in tite above evertts.

COACH: GEORGE MAYNARO

STADIUM
"CATCH THIS

WEEK'S SPECIALS"

LIQUORS

) ;

Tuborg Gold 12 oz. N/R. . . 6e90 cs.

Almaden Chenin Blanc 1.51 2*99
Almaden Ruby Cabernet 1.5L. . 2*99
Seagram V.O. qt 8e59
Schlitz 16 oz. N/R. ........ 6/ 1 .95

7*60 case

CHECK OUR KEG PRICES!
HUGE SELECTION OF WINE!

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A & P
in the new Shopper's Park

2S3-9341 or 253-9342

FREE DELIVERY ($7.00 min.)
L. •acM MM WMMiMeawv.- >-»»*if«r«4 MMMMti HMMMWaMiii
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Cima Wants You
To Start 1979
With Savings!

Save on a select group of great fall

and winter fashions including the

famous quality labels and more at

great reductions. Find extraordinary

savings from 25% and up to 40% on
the fashions you've grown to expect

from Cima.

liiA
CONTEMPORARY 8PORT8>A/EAR

111 MAW ST.

NMTIIAMPTON. MASS.

SI4 OSSO

NAMfSNIII MALI
NADIIT, MASS.

SM-SSS4

43 N PtMSANT ST.

AMNEIST, MASS.

25* 1337

Valentine^s Day Specials

1—4 X 6 portrait .29, sittings taken

Feb. 3rd, 11-6

Darkroom courses & rentals

Possible credit

Join our photo club

Try our 3 For 2 Sale

5x 7's-8x JO'S

Kodak processing

New & experienced

Cameras sold

Monday, January 29, 1979

PHOTO LAB I
Hampshire Mall

Open from 10-9 M-S

The area's professionals

/

decorating?

I tir<i

i-ii»

tROpIC
isle

Plant Shop

Special
Tues. 1/30 thru Sat. 2/3

l^ifr
-<«;

oiso .iw:>

472'' Assorted Hanging
Plants (Philodendrons,

Swedish Ivy, Pothos El-

others)

$1.75 each

Exotic House Plants
Unusual ^fts - imported and local craft - for giving.
Pottery and planting A groxoing aids and acceaaories.

228 triangle st, amherst
549-3853

hours: 10-6, mon.-sat.

fridays 'til 9

SPECIAL Tu»« 1/30 thru S«t 2/3

5 oz. Orthor Liquid 5-10-5 Plant Food Qfl^
Reserve right to limit

Tropic Isle Plant Shop • Hampshire Mall

CoHegian 31

UMass' Pickett honored;
named coach of the year
By STEVEZACK
Collegian Staff
When the scoreboard showed a final score of Florida

A and M 35 Massachusetts 28 it appeared as though the
good fortunes of the Minutemen had come to a close.

Such is not the case. Last Thursday head football coach
Bob Pickett was honored by the New York Football Writers
Association as ECAC Division 1 AA Coach of the Year.

"That's really something," a happy Pickett said. "It's been
an unbelievable year."

An unbelievable year indeed. Aside from coming within a

touchdown of a national championship, the Minutemen
broke nunr>erous school records, captured the Yanl^ee
Conference Championship, were awarded the Lambert Cup
signifying eastern football supremacy by a middle sized

school, and knocked off arch rival Boston College, a feat in

itself according to Pickett.

As is the case with other honors accorded to the gridiron

version of the Minutemen, Pickett feels that the team is the

recipient of the award, not just himself.

"It's a credit to everyone around here. I don't consider it an
kKJividual award and I am sincere about it," Pickett com-

mented.
Aside from the honors and victories that came this past

season, there is always next year to consider.

'We hope to improve next yeai . I think we still have a lot to

do. We have to establish consistency, " said Pickett while
noting that his team did lose four games.
One of the keys to the future of any team is recruiting and

Coach Pickett has indicated that recruiting for next year is

going well.

"Just so many things have happened this year,"
Pickett said.

And how right he was. Along with a number two national
ranking, the Minutemen <9-4) placed 17 men on the Yankee
Conference All Star squad and had the first 1,000 yard rusher
in UMass history in tailback Dennis Dent These were just a
couple of the many achievements of the Minutemen this past
s?ason.

Brad Johnson: staff photo by Joann* Quinn
Ginger Legare: staff photo by Patrick Oobba

Hckott. (Staff photo by BIN GrMna).

Enter the

"Sunshine Giveavray"
Heres your chance to win a TRIP FOR 2 to sunny
JAMAICA.* Just fill out an entry blank at any of the
following participating businesses. Or mail your name.
address and telephone number to:

FM-99 SUNSHINE GIVEAWAY
P.O. Box 268

Northampton. Ma. 01060
Limit one entry per person You must be 18 or older to be eligible
to vwn

NOaTNAMPTON/FLORIMCC
ACME AUTOMOTIVE CENTER
AGWAV
AUTO iNFlFtMARV
A W BORAWSKI
BRAN WIN PHARMACY
BAK TIRE COMPANY
BiQWElL TRAVEL
CAMILl AND HODGES
CAHIILANI MOTORS
CALVIN ICE CREAM
COCA COLA BOTTLING CO
COOPERS DAIRviANO
CORLISS CUSTOM DRAPES
DANRICH BEAl Ty
H A DRAGON
ELFIN
G A FINCK A SON INSURANCE
FINE S MENS STORE
FIRST NATlONAl BANK OF AMHERST
FLORENCE CLEANERS
FLORENCE SAVINGS
FLORENCE TEXACO
E J GARE JEWELERS
GERMAN AUTOMOTIVE
GOULD FURNITURE CO
HAMPSHIRE LUMBER CO
HERLIHYS
L a H TV AND APPLIANCE
LABBEE CHEVROLET
LASALLE FLORISTS
MORRISON OPTICIANS »

THE MEDICINE SHOP
MEISSES TV
MORIARTY DRUG
NONOTUCK SAVINGS BANK
NORTHAMPTON iNSriTuJlON FOR SAVINGS
NORTHAMPTON NATIONAL BANK
O BRItN DRUG
PIONEER SPORTING CENTER
SANDY S CHICKEN KITCHEN
SERIOS MARKET
SEAiOS PHARMACV
SMITH GLASS AND MIRROR
STATE STREET FRUIT
TAN YOUR HIDE
TEDS BOOT SHOP
TRIPOD CAMERA
WEAR ;T wm
WEST CLOTHIN3
We-STERN AUTO
WHALEN STATIONERY
WOODWARD AND GRINNELL
WOOD AND STRAND JEWELERS

CA8THAMPT0N
CEHNAK BUICK
DEGRANDPRE JEWELERS
DOTY FORD
EASTHAMPTON CHEVROLET
EASTHAMPTON CO-OPERATIVE BANK
EASTHAMPTON SAVINGS BANK
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF EASTHAMPTON
C4D LAMOUREUX INSURANCE 4 REAL ESTATE
LANDRY FURNITURE
JOHN MORIARTY FURNITURE
NORTHAMPTON INSTITUTION FOR SAVINGS
SCHRAN^ MUSIC CENTER
TOMS APPLIANCE

AMHERST
AMHERST SAVINGS BANK
ATK'NS FRUI'^ BOWL
BOYDEN AND PERRON GARAGE
ELDER LUMBER
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF AMHERST
TRIPOO CAMERA

NADLfV
AMHERST SAVINGS BANK
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OP AMHERST
MT FARMS MALL
NORTHAMPTON NATIONAL BANK
NORTHAMPTON INSTITUTION FOR SAVINGS
PIllOW TAl K

STOVE SHOP
WHITE CAT SKI « TENNIS

HATFIELD
AMHfcRST SAVINGS BANK
AGWAY LUMBER
LABBEE AUTO BODY

LEARN

DARKROJM PHOTOGRAPHY
Techniques and skills for developing and printing your own work.

Just one of our 97 Credit-Free Workshops for Spring 1979.

Expand your personal and/or career skills in a Credit- Free

Workshop this spring. If you are not interested in

academic credit, we have a workshop for you I

Our 97 workshops, under the following catagories,

begin February 26, 1979.

• LANGUAGE AND WRITING
• MUSIC
• PERSONAL GROWTH
•PHOTOGRAPHY
• PLANTS
•RED CROSS TRAINING
•TEST PREPARATION

• ARTS AND CRAFTS
• ARTS MANAGEMENT
• COMMUNITIES IN ACTION
• DANCE
• EAST/WEST FOUNDATION
• FOREIGN LANGUAGE
• HEALTH AND FITNESS

Plus BARTENDING, READING IMPROVEMENT. BICYCLING,
and a very special seminar on SPACE!

For more information and registration tel. (413) 549-4970

Or stop by room 113 Hasbrouck on the UMass/Amherst campus

THE UNIVERSITY IS AVAILABLE TO YOU
Through the

CREDIT-FREE WORKSHOP PROGRAM
Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

W« accept VISA, MASTER CHARGE, arxl AMERICAN EXPRESS

*
WILLIAMSaunO/HAYOENVILLE
rHESTERFIELO

BiSBEt LUMBER COMPANY
UNITED SAVIN(.S HANK
MILLSITE CERAMIC GIFT SHOP

DEERriELO
ELDER LUMHLH
RUSSTELLS COiONiAl SHOP

OREENFICLD
ACML ALTOMOTIVE CENTER
BAHTLETTS
BILL S RESTAURANT
HERMS

WPM-gg and the Jamaica Tourist Board
will give away an 8-day/7- night trip for

two to Ocho RiQs Jamaica The trip

includes fansportation or car allowance
from Northampton to New YorK
roundtrip air fare on Air Jamaica from
Kennedy International Airport m New
York to Montego Bay Jamaica transfers
to and from Montego Bay to Ochos Rios,

a double room for two at the new
Mallards Beach-Hyatt Hotel in Ochos
Rigs, breakfast and dinner daily

Your Only Choice
for PRICE and QUALITY

SPECIAL!
100 copies for only $1.65
if work is left overnight

•Quality Low-Cost Copies
•Typing for as low as 80c a page
•Resume, dissertation and
nnanuscript specials

Amherst Carriage Shops
233 N. Pleasant

549-0557
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PIZZA AND SUBS

-FREE DELIVERY-
TO AMHERST

DINNER SPECIALS DAILY
Lasagna, Ravioli, Spaghetti,

or Eggplant Parmigiana

''77i€ only authentic Italian pizza in town,

...and Pinocchio doesn^t lie!!!

Open 11 a.m. till midnight
Sunday 4 p.m. -11 p.m.

1177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
549-3669

sssisssa

>»

50c OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA |

WITH THIS COUPON-Good till Feb. 25j |

'^^fi9»»i!>S^''^^''»9ff!Sf^^

Mark Haymora skies against the potent zone defense of Holy Cross in the Spr

ingfield Civic Center over intersession (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs)

fi Save an Additional jg^

i(l5%Off3

mrit^ms mrif^ms ^rit^wss
LIQUORS DELI REFRIGERATOR RENTALS

Tuborg 12 oz. cans

Miller 12 oz. cans
Miller 12 oz.NR

Molson's

1.80 six

6.90 case

6.90 case

2.50 six

9.75 case

Mt. Burgundy
Mt. Claret

Mt. Chianti

Almaden
50.7 oz.

oz.

Popov Vodka
80*qts.

Paul Mason champaghe
25.4 oz.

3.49

4.99

DELI

STOP IN AND VISIT
OUR NEW DELI

SANDWICHES

MEATS

CHEESE

APPETIZERS

C-29
50c OFF
reg. price

TURKEY SANDWICHES
with coupon

offer ends Feb. 3, 1979

$30.00 plus tax & deposit

Our refrigerator trucks will be
in the following areas

(or available at liquor store)

Tuesday, Jan. 30 and Wed., Jan. 31

Rt. 1

10-5 Southwest Munchies

Rt. 2
10-11 Sylvan (behind McNamara)
11-12 Northeast (In Quad)
12-2 Central (between Wheeler &

Brooks)

Central (between Baker &
Greenough

Orchard Hill (in courtyard)

2-3

3-5

338 CQU-EGE ST.

L..

l8CQy.E«
*^»-

253-5
256-

DUFFELS
TOTES

CARRY-ALLS

fixmi 8S5 to 18.00

I "A Store-full of Ideas |
Next to the Amherst Post Office

v^ Qp«ftia:0o<am.Mao^-S8).. d

Athietesandfalsepromises:

A case for the blackathlete
By EARL OFARI
Pacific News Service

Dwight Slaughter majored in criminology during his

four years at California State University, Los Angeles,
<CSLA). But he took no criminology courses. He played
on the university basketball team instead.

Today, he, along with seven other black athletes, is

suing CSLA. They are charging the university with
"fraud and deceit" in the administration of the school's

student loan and scholarship programs. Their multi-

million dollar suit, the first of its kind in the country,

points to exploitation and frustrations of rrtany black

athletes on campuses across the country.

Slaughter had his choice of colleges after he was
selected as a high school All-American during his final

year at Verbum Dei High School, a small Catholic

school in the heart of the Watts district in Los Angeles.
He had twice led his team to league and sectional

basketball championships.
In 1972, Slaughter accepted a scholarship offer to

CSLA. "The coach (Bob Miller) made me an offer I

couldn't refuse," he told PNS. That "offer," as he
understood it, included promises of tutors, counselors,

a complete educational package leading to a degree in

criminology, and a full four-year scholarship.

The National Collegiate Athletic Association, which
governs school athletic programs, stipulates that

scholarships to athletes such as Slaughter be limited to

the costs of room, board and tuition.

When Slaughter got to CSLA. he found that a special

set of rules seemed to apply to him and some of his

teamnnates. The courses he took during the next four

years, on the advice of his coach, consisted of such
toughies as beginning baseball, badminton, rugby, golf,

backpacking, and water polo. Four years later,

Slaughter discovered that he was not about to get a

degree. Furthermore, what he though had been a

scholarship turned out to be a government loan, which
he was expected to repay.

The other seven athletes who are Slaughter's co-

plaintiffs in the suit tell similar stories. Their complaint,

filed December 28 in Los Angeles Municipal Court

against CSLA and officials, also charges other abuses,

including under-the-table payments, use of stand-ins to

take their exams, waiving grade requirements and ad-

mission standards, misuse of financial aid checks, lack

of course plans, misrepresentation of financial aid op-

(Kirtunities, and scheduling of illegal practice sessions.

Randy Echols, who initiated the suit with the aid of

the Western Center on Law and Poverty, noted there

were basketball and football players on the Dean's List

with 3.5 and higher grade point averages. "These were
guys." Echols said bitterly, "who in some cases would

be classified as functionally illiterate."

Michael Ingram, a co-plaintiff who was a teammate ot

both Echols and Slaughter, said in an interview that he
rarely went to any classes and often did not even know
who his instructors were. "The coaches would just say

to do what I tell you and leave the education to me," he
explained.

Tests were taken care of. A student was paid to stand

in for him at the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), given

to entv^ring freshmen. Slaughter said. He was credited

with a score of 900. "When I took it, I could only get a

score of 450," said Slaughter.

According to sports sociologist Harry Edwards, more
than 90 percent of the black athletes never graduate and
"20 to 25 percent" of those at four-year colleges are

functionally illiterate.

Not receiving an education or a degree was bad
enough, say the CSLA plaintiffs. But being made to pay
financially for it was the final insult In his senior year,

each athlete was notified that he would be required to

pay back part of the financial aid package, which was,

he learned, a government loan.

"The coaches," Echols said, had "always made it

clear that these were 'scholarships' and that all we had

to worry about was playing good ball."

However, the State of California confiscated the state

Income tax refunds of four of the athletes F>ending

repayment.
The university "red flagged" their transcripts. This

means that the athletes will not be allowed to transfer to

another college until their debts are repaid.

The athletic department ar>d university officials so far

have refused comment on the charges.

'

Within the past five years, several schools have been

placed on probation by the NCAA for recruitment rule

violations, usually involving black athletes. The schools

include California State University at Long Beach.

University of Nevada at Las Vegas. Oklahoma Universi-

ty, Soutfiwest Louisiana University, the University of

Reno and Michigan State University.

Blacks have been a particularly susceptible target

because of their backgrounds of poverty and poor

education in ghetto schools.

It is this last point that has brought attorney Michelle

Washington of the Western Center on Law and Poverty

in Los AngeJes into the case and led her to draw up the

suit.

The ahtletes' charges indicate there was a "ripoff," as

she calls it, of the school's Minority Admission Pro-

gram. "The officials at the school admitted each of the

athletes to the campus under this program, thus depriv

ing other ghetto youngsters of a chance at an educa-

tion," she said.

new used rare strange

records

Afnh*rtt Cofrtoy* Shop* 549-i»30

-"fiiix^i minrfjffll IVlLliLB ,

for Men \Norr.^r\ t. Children

Walk ,ns Welcome or Call i«fr«52 nn,
»6 Raisell St Hadiev ^^

next to Walter s of Hadleyi ^ «

Open Mon -Sat

9 a.m -« p m

wm:mt)i:€m.i.f.€m£.i£mm\

comiriQ—

WELCOME TO THE JOB MARKET

What's your best bet in today s marketplace? What

can you expect from your first job? Need it be a nine-

to-five one? These and many other questions related

to entering the job market will be discussed in this

issue of "Insider'-the free supplement to your

college newspaper from Ford.

Ford hopes these tips about what awaits you in

the job market will help you start your career off on

the right track. And if you re in the market for a

new car or truck, we also hope you'll check out the

great lineup of 79 Fords.

Look for "Insider"-

Ford's continuing series of

college newspaper supplements

FORD
ro«o Division

!••<««•-• «•«%•»»»«<
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Gymwomen score second win
Sk LAURA BASSETT
Collegian Staff

While most UMies were frolicking in the rain during in-

tersession, the women's gymnastics team has been hard at

work preparing for the bulk of thetr season. Throughout
January the team have been putting in four to five hour prac
tices SIX days a week which has resulted in their second win of

the season and renewed optimism in Coach Virginia Evans.
On January 20, the Minutewomen travelled to Westchester

for their second meet of the season. The gymwomen came
away with their second victory in as many outings this season
with a score of 127 Oa 121 30 for 'Westchester

Strong performances were turned in by Karen' G-nsburg
who tied for the all around title with a four event toal of 31 85.
Karen Hamberger continued to regain her strength with
scores of 8 25 in floor exercise and 8 30 on the uneven parallel
bars Freshwoman Amy Riuli received a score of 8 55 to lead
tfw team on the t>alance beam.
Coach Evans has seen "marked improvment this week"

during practices as the gymwomen continue to work out the
rough spots in their routines "This has been a breakthrough
penod for us, the team has alot of talent and they are really
beginning to believe they have the potential to do well this
season," said Evans.

Evans continued by saying "We've had alot of time to work
on the basics and I feel we've had a very positive January
experience" *

The team will face Towson State University in its first home
meet of the season on January 27. Evans is interested in
working on strengthening her four all around positions, as
most of her gymnasts are suffering from some kind of injury.
Karen Hamberger will compete in three events against
Towson; floor exercise, bars, and balance beam. Lisa Martin,
recovering from a fractured sturnum, will compete in vaulting
as she continues to get back into competition. Freshman Heidi
Milender, Amy Riuli and Karen Ginsburg will all perform in
four events for the Minutewomen against Towson.
Towson IS expected to give the gymwomen a good warm

up before UMass faces Penn Slate, the 1978 national champs,
and Indiana in a tn meet during the first week in February The
Minutewomen were the only team to defeat the national
champs last season.
FLIPPING FORWARD; There was some other good news

and some other bad news during intersession The bad news:
Chris Paul will out for the season because of an injury which
will require surgery The good news: the gymwomen have
moved up from seventh to fifth in the AIAW coaches poll
dunng January.

Collegian

Player

of the Game
The Collegian Pleyer of the Game honors for

Minutemen contests during intersession are as follows:

Dec. 22 vs. Holy Cross: Ronnie Perry (HC)
Dec. 26 vs. Florida University IGator Bowlt Brad

Johnson (UMass)
Dec. 27 vs. Pittsburgh IGator Bowl): Sam Clancy

(PittI

Jan. 6 at West Virginia: Dana Perno (WV)
Jan. 10 at Villanova: Tom Sienkiewicz IVIII)

Jan. 13 at Providence: Mark Haymore (UMass) TIE
Brad Johnson (UMass)

Jan. 17 at George Washington: Mike Samson (GW)
Jan. 23 at New Hampshire: Len Kohlhaas (UMass)

JUST For tIk Fun oF It!

'otne 00 c^ownf%

AMHERST DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS

rtediHoutk
Jewelef

Always at the lowest
price -without sacrificing quality

•Sunglasses
•Variety of frames

"Friendliest optical
service around"

Givanchy
Optyl
Geoffrey Beene
Dorothy Hamill
Oscar d« la

^o^ call
Munta

Tura
Diana \Jon
Furstenberg

B & L Ray Ban
Joa Shagnasky

Amherst & Hadley's

First Optician

56 MAIN ST. 253 7002

STRUT STRVT STRUT STRUT

I SALE!
i UP TO
I 50% OFF
1 ON BOOTS

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
•2 Msin St.. Amhsftt Td 2S3-7t3S

''Good Dining Avvard fronn

Amorlean Diner's Society"
Eat in or take out

Luncheon specials from $1.25

Recommended by
The N.Y. Times

"High quality food
at a reasonable price.

"

»Closod Wednesdays

Spring Intramural schedule
OPEN PLAY

Space and time are provided for those individuals who desire to participate in an inDpromptu and informal
method of their choosing. These activities include but are not restricted to the followina: BASKETBALL
VOLLEYBALL, RACQUETBALL, SQUASH, JOGGING, WEIGHT TRAINING. SOCCER AND BOWLING.

'

COMPETITIVE PROGRAM
The competitive program consists of different sport activities organised In Round Robin League Play with

Single/ Double Elimination Championship Playoffs:

SPORT
SQUASH MEN'S WOMEN'S
WRESTLING MEN'S WOMEN'S
BOWLING CO REC
SWIMMING MENS WOMEN'S
SOCCER MEN'S WOMEN'S
SOFTBALL MEN'S WOMEN'S CO-REC
PADDLEBALL MEN'S WOMEN'S
TENNIS MEN'S WOMEN'S
BADMINTON DOUBLES MEN'S WOMEN'S CO-REC
SWIMMING CO* REC

ADMISSION

ENTRY DATE STARTING DATE
2/6/79 2/13/79
2/8/79 2/20/79
2/21/79 2/28/79
3/1/79 3/8/79
3/1/79 3/26/79
3/1/79 3/26/79
3/5/79 3/12/79
3/8/79 3/26/79
3/8/79 3/26/79
4/11/79 4/11/79

ALL SPRING 1979 UNDERGRADUATES, GRADUATES, CONTINUING EDUCATION FACULTY § STAFF

ENTITLEMENTS: Locker/ Basket, Lock, Towel Exchange § Shower Facilities Clothing ...T-Shirt Shorts
Socks
Use of All Boyden, Nope I Curry Hicks facifities AS SCHEDULED
PLEASE NOTE: UMASS ID CARDS ARE NECESSARY FOR ADMITTANCE TO ALL FACILITIES AND

PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVITIES.

THORNES MARKET. NORTHAMPTON

F

A wide-ranging
selection of
jewelry, Seiko
& Bulova
watches, Cross
writing
instruments, &
pewter gifts—

Expert repairing of

jewelry, watches &
clocks

FENTON'S
Athletic Supplies

Wholesale & Ftetall

65 NORTH PLEASANT STREET

AMHERST, MASS. 01002

PHONE: >SHEA 413 - 253-7615
4i««4l44t4« **f**««*«1<

b

SOCCER
TRACK
SWIMMING
HANDBALL
SQUASH
BADMINTON
VOLLEYBALL
LACROSSE

S9pp9j/I»§ tki Mmh§ftf TENNIS
SPORTSWEAR
TABLE TENNIS
JOGGING
SOFTBALL
RUGBY
RACQUETBALL

Distributors of Rawling's, Medalist, Nike, Spalding,

Wilson, Cooper, COM, White Stag-Speedo,
Ocean -Pool, also Adidas, Onitsuka- Tiger,

Converse and Pony.

•.:«;vA*.v/»vA*»v.'«v.M»v

Tennis Restringing £f Skate Sharpening

377 Main St., Amherst
253-3973

MON.-FRI. 9:00-5:30

SAT. 9:00-4:00

VeicoAE Back SpeaAL

•fO®

five items at one low^, lov price !

!

SHOP AUMCHYS

The SALT BOX
opens today

at 1 p.m. following inventory!!

Hurry In for our great wind-up sale

up to 70% off on
clothing, accessories, & jewelry

c«sh-€h«ck-

MMt*rchar9*-VI8A

Op«n Mon.-Sat.

9:00-5:30

16 Main St.

•Ni

Amiwrst 2BS-tnO

To get into Medical School
you probably read over 2,000,000 words

Read just 112 more and you may get
a full Scholarship.

The Armed Forces need physicians. And we re

willing to pay for them. Full tuition. Books. Fees.

Necessary equipment. And S400 a month tax free.

Once selected for a Health Professions Scholar-

ship - available from the Army. Navy or Air Force

-you are commissioned a second lieutenant or

ensign in the Reserve. Serve a 45-day active duty

period annually. And agree to serve on active duty

for a period dependent on the duration of your

participation in the scholarship program.

As a fully commissioned officer you receive

excellent salary and benefits More importantly

you get the opportunity to work and learn beside

dedicated professionals

For more information merely mail m the roupon

below
ARMED FORCFS

lUf

a Amy
DNa«y

a Air PofM '

nNyet)e(ogy(PW»*

PfOlMilOnt QOnoiannip opporwnn^.

I!'!* \\f

CWrolMat.

Tb gradual* In ,

(Month VMr)
Vawrtnary and Podiatry not avaiiaWa m Navy Program
Podiatry and Ptychology not avaiiabta in Army Program

i;auHu iiiii^iiJiiMinunH I ';ii!«vKij:'iUu I •!•

BRiqhTEN Your Room

Over 200 Different

POSTERS

Area's largest selection

Bedspreads-Small rugs
Dosens and Doaens of

Unusual Cards
Great Gifts-Great Prioes

Open Sundays 1-5 p.m.

Open weeknights 'til 9 p.m.

MEI^CANTILC
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

•
1 • ! ? •'IHiii.I

,^:*ik.*$ i ,ri,t'aiMt'tft «."< J .'(•<".'yrr -vVfu-/ i.T^r
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Pro|ect
Yourself—

Cain Practical
Field Experience

Be a volunteer in the

for more info call 323-6311 ext. 449

TilC

QUALITY COLD CUTS
& SANDWICHES

Bill's SHOE REPAIR
LOCATCD IN THE CENTER OF AMHERST

We repair - Clogs, Earth Shoes, Birkenstocks, Frye Boots,
Hiking Boots, Leather Jackets, Purses, Dr. Scholl's and
Carry alls

^///////////////////M/M^^^^

BBHH^

J. "AL^TL\
jh\vi:li:r

EJven in January we're aglow
with a brillicuit selection of

lovely golden things

\ -| Elegance you can afford
l-^

'

. .__

31 South Pleasant St. Amherst 253-3986
rT*

FEBRUARY

Styles for Men & Women

Come in, no appointment
necessary

Campus Center Barber Shop

Campus Center Concourse

SUNDAY

Ytslon
ShoujCQ$e

W* mr% Spcclallttt In:

• Fashion Ey«w«ar
•Contact Lansat
• Emargancy Rapl«camant«
•Fraa Adiu«tmant« Anytlma

•Wc Claan & Polish contact

l«naas on ttta pramlaik

Mt. Farms Mall, Nadlay SM-CIM

H«al Bnach. 11 •m..

kitofiTiawon S«mon. 7:30 p.i

Cap* Cod Loung*

HilM Bruch, 11 am. Com-
monwealth Room

ABE YOUR HAIRCUTS
ALWAYS A SURPRISE?

Then come to Th* Aristocrat. Where a designer will tell you

how your hair wi41 look before you sit in the chair. Our staff

are experts in every area of hair care and styling.

We're just a cut above the rest.

Complete unisex hair services.
Open evenings for your convenience.

fThe Aflstocfot)
17A Montague fid.

Rt. 63, Amherst
Mon.-Fri. 9-8 p.m.. Sat. 8-4 p.m.

549-6255
m

MONDAY

mm. "NMum el •>• Pir*

ew."?. t. llp.M.. tl

TUESDAY

MmM POQ Bwh. FAC, •
p m

Fflfn, HiQri AAMSfy. ai9D,

7:1ft. t:t6. 11:tt».m.. tt

Laa Ballet Jan. FAC. 8 p.m

WEDNESDAY

Thonvaon IM. Spa*, tiaa

laraat dw-i*. 7M PJ>

Ooitmmi—mitt) Naaat.

Ski Ch* iiiaiw u. I M
S«A l»

7. •. 11 pm OCA. 91

Ski Ck*
S8A 1»
Craak Va

p.m.. CC W

I CIA

Ski Ok* maa**. • pm..
SBAiaO

•Kailta. • FAC. • p m._
twaak dancaic 7:30 pjm.,

COfrvnofiwaaMi MoofW.

Urn. "HMorr Book," p.m..

Tttonipaon 10^. I^aa.

THURSDAY

»ML. CCA. tl.

\.- h % »»

Mm. XmI Hand UAa." %.

•m llpmCCA. •!

Mn. -mm Coaai. - •.•.!•
rm . Mataf Aua . »1 90

CHptft Ow». t pm.. CC
wa. tl.

Rbn. "\Mt«(i« Way ti Up." 7.

•. II p.m . WUtm Aud.. 11

Moacow P1i*»ariiionic . FAC.

p.m.

FRIDAY

•«L».lL

itpm. sua. •!

Flm. "tadyWii
7. •. Ilpm. «t

tmiai Nampian OvdiaMWt
FAC. • p m

and Mack Lagnn," 7. •. 10 30

p m . T>ictnpaan KM. Ma
Fam. Tna Fwai cvoIk Fam

Faa»«a«." 7.0. 11pm SU«. tl

ymmmm dwtoa. CC MOi

ftm. Ihm Poan/Tlta Oe< and

»• Una." 7. •. II p m . SUS.

•I.

oalen l>epa. FAC. • p m

Hm. Downhill Racat" 8. 10

p m Mahat Aud . fraa

SATURDAY

XtaHpa." FAC. 3. B p.i«.

•JB. B:tt. W. l14Bpm. 81

Ck* Oai*. CC

»lpiL "Tlia CiPdkn Om.- %.

r. t. II p.m . 81

F*n. "TliaPaaN/TttaOMand

»m Um." 7. B. II p.m.. SU«.
•I

Boaion Symphany Oi Lhaan a.

FAC. 8 p.m

Pssst!

Wanna job?

F»n. -Nacky," 7. B. II p.m ,

CCA. II

Th« MMsachusatts Daily Collogian

is interviewing for the position of

Assistant Business Manager. If you

ttiink you may t>e interested, contact

Laura Bastatt. Business Manager,

Mass. Daily Collegian, Campus Center

113, 545-3500.

y/.*>iK*>,K\v

University Supplies

^Notebooks
*Pens
*Paper
*Typewriter Ribbon
*Office Supplies

*etc.

at

A.I. HASTINGS
45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

Xji^DENIMS

under $16
Velours $15.00

Faded Jeans $U.OO
Western Flannel Shirts $11.00

Next toTHEPUBAmherst
mm • ••••**ti»*»
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Although the saranity may show through now. it cartainly will ba ovarfiowing
with studants now that tha spring samastar is undarway. (Staff photo by Dan
Vullamiar). ^_^_

com-
PLAINT?

caff. .

.

CONSUMER
ACTION
545-0199
545-0781

THEHBREWUNNHtaTY

1979/80 PROGRAMS
FOR AMERICAN STUDENTS

nMVUI nMMH-tor goIIh* MPlwtnorts vd lumert.

Cmtms taufM in botti Hebrew and tn|4l1^

WiMHTtttffl V coll«|t Irtfisfr ttudtnts \amm4

BAandBSc dtrttt

Q MMMMn HNKS-Muttf t. Ooctortt and Viutmi

CradMt* pregrMns

QSMMn CtWSCS-rvtn in Enctali.

PLEASC CMtCX DtSlWtD PWQQRAM

for AppliCJtiOfl Md InforiTMtion. witt

Ottict Of Uttimtt Aftfirt.

tawf wja rriM* e< Ttw HcbfMi IMnnitv
1 1 EMt M SI Ntti Tort. N Y tOUi • Q12> 472«»

UPPEP /,,

CUT f

"SOMETWWG JV£W CAiV

Hi4fP£W To yocr

At UPPER CUT we shampoo, precision cut and btow

dry you hair for just $12.60 whether you're a guy or a gal.

And no appointments are necessary.

Permanent waves, coloring, trostir>g and condition-

ing -we do it all.

584-9625 •

209 Main St (2nd floor) Northampton

Visa Mon.9 9 Tues Fri. 9 9 Sat. 9-9 MastarCharga
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fSlop t Shop Couponi'

\MWi««oi»«on««lai7SO(uchaM

S9
L21I

119 count Iply roll

BIG ROLL
SCOTT TOWELS
Good Morv. Jan 29 - Sal Feb 3 Im* one pc customef

J Grocery [_ 261

"jSlop t Shop CouponJ
WMhti* coupon and as? 50 (Mchaie

'^^*^^^[Stopt Shop Couponp
WMhihsoakOonandaSTSOpurctwaa

L19

€19

Ssave'leOO
! FILM PROCESSING

s

On any size roll or cartridge of color print film

txought m to tie developed this week only
Coupon expires Feb. 3. 197.9

Good Mon Jan ?9 Sal Feb 3 Linwt one pe< cuslomef I _^^
i j Grocery

JmmmmiiL^

64 ounce bottle .. . ,

LINCOLN "-«^l

APPLE JUICE
Good Mon Oan 29 • Sal Feb 3 Limit one pe» ctislome'

,,^,^ I
Grocery l.p„^^g[tglL,

jSlop 4 Shop Couponj ^ L-22|

Wittithaca«onandaS7 50pt«chaM

**"^^StopiShopCouponP^
WilMh»ooK)on«ida$750p33f!55i

LlM
Slop t Shop CouponM

39 awmtmese
8 ounce package

STOP & SHOP
CREAM CHEESE
Good Mon Jan i^j Sal Feb J Limii jne p« cuslomef

-J

29
Gallon Jug

STOP & SHOP
BLEACH

Sat F

, 1
Grocery

\ ^

Dairy

Slop » Sfiop Coupo

Wimth«coi4>Qnanda$7S0[)un:hase

69
CV»>) M<)>' J.iri ?9 Sal Fab 3 LmH one per cuslomef

262
r——^ ^joodl,

1 2 ounce package

SUNSHINE c^^.e
"CHIP-A-ROOS" cSS,

With thie ooK»n and a $7 so puchaae
LIS

9
^ii^!|JaHBBaB»i
onj L-20| |SI(

20 ounce loaf

STOP & SHOP ^e
BIG DAISY BREAD
Good Mon J«i 29 ' Sat Feb 3 Limil one per cuslomef

Wim th« cokpon and a $7 SO purchaac

Mor Jan ?y Sal Ft* J Lmil one

ounce can frozen

MINUTE MAID
ORANGE JUICE'
Good Man Jan 29 - Sal Feb 3 L«nil one per cualomer r

ij
Grocery

ie per customer I ^ Good Man Jan 29 - Sal Feb 3 L«nil one per customer r —

i

]...S'J»<L......JZ!^£°i:ii.-^lMl

!»«•«St«P
fiSboip

Econuny • good
«noie«ome kMd& and aarvKaBia

houaaMM producH tNri cast* you IMS tian

brwHls less *w«oi« sup •SfiopBraralt

II can hs^ you cop* «M*i ««ai«n

ECONOf^Y ^ ^^
Com Oil *1.99
46 Oz Bottle

ECONOMY
Bathroom Tissue 59'
4 pacK 1 pty Sheets

ECONOMY ^ ^_
Trash Bags "^n .49
ECONOMY ^
Tomato Ketchup 33*
14 ounce txsttte

ECONOMY
Pancake Syrup 75*
24 ounce bottle

ECONOMY
Macaroni & Cheese 1

9*

T/*oz. p»»9

Economy
Dish Detergent ^2 39«
White. Pmh or Green

p t«jMM «* tiWau it js J
t,4tor«M »*.^<.- *»*^<P*w

CouponSav

Stop& Shop "Big Eye"Pork Sale!

CenterCut
PorkChops
^^K^^^^^ Our very best, leanest chops ^^^^^|^^^^^^
Wiav ^M^^^ ^"* ^^"^ your>g. tervtor, gov- ^^^^H9^K^|S
IFI^ VJrV^ errvTfent nspected porfc toma ^^H^^^^^^

2.19.
. Center. ' .BtadeSi ^Q

Siftom Chops I .\Jv7lt)

'
I

<^lf service deli

\3paver Chicken

^^^ lib pkg^^^^

Thin Sliced *1.99

Sirloin Pork Cutlets

Asstd. Pork Chops
CountiyStyle ^^ _

^

PorieRibsl^
Pork Loin Roast Rib portion *1.39

Pork Loin Roast
Rib Portion

Sirloin Portion

lb

1.49«>

I

Beef Franks -^.l^'T^ M 19
Stop & Shop Bologna ;*. '1 .29

Hebrew National «.;;^' '1.89

Colonial Bacon "^«°" *1 49
t^^MJt »M4CI*>

x^orner aeli '

siiced'cTcxder'

CookedHam
Domestic ^^^30

Sectioned ^K^^^
& Formed ^Plt»

Turkey Breast s«,.s«, *4.49t.

Amefican Cheese ""r^^r^M .89.

Potato Salad c^;:^ 49i

^WhiteGetn^

ChickenLegs
Chicken Wings

2 - 2y;lb pkg

lb
White Gem"
2-2y?lb pkg 69?,

Chicken Breast ^\^^ *1 . 1 9ib
4 to 5 lb "TO cBreast Quarters

Leg Quarters

With Wing
"White Gem"

With Back
"Whrte Gem"

pkg

4 to 5 lb CQC
P»^g Dv7lb

^seafood All excellent values'

FreshHaddock
Finets^99
Stop & Shop ^H Ify

'1.99

69i

BonelessBeef

ChuckRoast

I
I

Varied Weights 1
STOP & SHOP CHEESE !
JARLSBERG OR REAL SHARP
CHEDDAR- Bar or Wedge I

CkxM Mon j.y< 70 Sal r«e 3 L>n4 one pa>

-I P'-^* L-.'""
Slop t Slop CouponJ

SaveTS*
24 ounce bottle

LISTERMINT
MOUTHWASH

I Grocery

"jSlop t Shop C
^*f-. tr^s

. ,,4. /

111

**^*fStop k Shop Couponf^^^^B

SatvelS
PILLSBURY 32oz pkg

j ,^

HUNGRY JACK
PANCAKE MIX
EXTRA UGHT OR COMPLETE
Gooo vior jax 29 Sal F«e 3 Lm« one pm oj»cf^

G^ocery* |_ 2«St
[Slop t S»op Coupon^

Save30V22 ounce jar r I*

CARNATION I

^*
COFFEE- MATE

^

NON - DAIRY CREAMER '

I
I
I

266

jSlop « S»K)p Coupor>P

.J OroCfY

SaveTS'
Bottle of 100 '

^"^

TYLENOL ^ TVUNOJi g
TABLETS

G'oce'v *

Good Mon JM 79 ' Sal Ft* .3 Hwl on» tm ciAlafm_

2671^1
Slop & Shop Couponj'""' L2ei

A.IMI« c<

Save
1 pound bag

GRAW TRAIN
DOG FOOD

pkg of 36 sheets

CLING FREE (^4

FABRIC SOFTENER'
Good Mor Jar> 79 ' Sd Feb 3 Lmt one pc oa»om«» ™

264'

1^ Grocery*

Groceries

Grocery

Slop » Shop Coupon) » ls^

Save1S#

;

64oz NR bottle "XJ^ g
REG. OR DIET '^ I

C&C COLA 4m I
GoixJ Men Jon ?q^ "^M '(* I I J-iit '.np r»^ rwsl, .'I*..

Grocery* ihIM

FREE
just by txjying

these
products

HERFS HOW:
1 . Buy one package each of Handi-Wrap

(201). Ziplock Storage Bags (Galkjn

Size). Ziplcc SarKMtch Bags and Dow
Bathroom Cleaner (1 7 ounce)

2. Pick up your redemption certificate at

the store and mail with one proof of

purchase from each product

3. Receive by mail a coupon good tor

$4 00 worth of groceries at your

favorite Stop & Shop

dairy B^ sure to put these special values on your list

USOA Choice Great Beef

,

naturally tender

rich m flavor

LighthPLive^ Cottage Cheese
3... ^^^^c stop & Shop ^C^KLupsVkH^^A cup ^^^SV

' ^^P^^ Small or Large Curd^^%i^

y
Sealtest

Yogurt
Asstd Flavors

Delicious baKed
slulled or broiled

Fried Clams
Cherry Stone Clams
Medium Shrimp »
SM>t ;y«P I>*w i1* [T^gnwl F'oyn

iWWil^Slop > Shop Cuupoiij^

sancain »c OQ

FreshBroccoli
Icdieig Lettuce

California

Bunch

Calif.

59
49

frozen foods ^^ ^^^ y°" money on the famous, quality brands. ^^

TreeTavern Ore- Ida _
^109 Crispers^tt
^^ 10 ounce package ^^P^^F1 6 ounce package

save30
STOP & SHOP

FRESH PIZZA
Any Size

L 229

Celebrate the ChineseNew Year with^,. ^\
I Fresh Ginger Han pourx^ 69* Won Ton Wrapper , », p^g 99*

Sno-Peas ^^ 99* Bean Sprouts loozpKg 39*

Steamed Noodles pL* 69* Fried Noodles so: c*q 59*

Egg Roll Wrappers, pkg 99* Tutu soyBeanc*eiib(*q 69'

lAGaLHendri^s HungryMan
IceCreaiii^f29 PiesswansoniVA
Assorted Flavors ^ cm 3 vaneties - 16oz. pkg^^^
bakery Rushed to you from our own spotless bakery' y
VarietyBread
Stop & Shop
Sliced Oatmeal
or Swedish Rye

2160/ ^M
loaves ^^B

DaisyDonuts
stop & Shop

1 1 Vjoz pkg of 1

2

Cinnamon or Assorted 59
*»-"»»r1 No»'ev>or.**i»f •yr Vooyap'-t*' •''')"

HADLEY-AMHERST Routes at the H?.dlei:/to We redeem your Federal fcod.Staiwp§.
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Forlife-saving doctors,
tlie deadare important
By ALLEN HAMILTON
Harvard Medical Atumni Association
CAMBRIDGE - The dead have a great deal to do with the

process of educating doctors.

I owe therri much as a medical student at Harvard. My
encounters with the dead have become a subtle group of

landmarks in the memories of my first year

My first encounter was in October It was a passing glance

into the room of a 19-year-old boy dying of cystic fibrosis in

Childrens' Hospital.

It was a quick glance. He was sitting up; he had his

shoulders hunched and his arms braced against the rolling tray

across the bed. He wore a transparent green oxygen mask.

What stood out most was the piercing concentration in his

face; his whole being was focused on a single purpose of

getting his next breath.

My ar^tomy dissections taught me he was bracing himself

against the table edge to solidly anchor his shoulder girdle In

this way he might call into play all the accessory muscles of

respiration.

As the group of students of which I was part moved hurried

past his open door, the resident calmly remarked:

"That one in there is dying."

It was so effortlessly and tranquilly stated: I was filled with a

sort of childish admiration that the resident felt no rude shock

when tacing death He had been tempered by the years ot

training and discipline on the wards.

"Why is he dying?" I asked
"All the CFs finally die here, ' he said.

My second encounter was m anatomy lab in February Or

Elio Raviola, the head of the gross anatomy course, prefaced

our first dtssection with a short remark

.

"You will all have a reaction of some kind to these bodies,"

he said "I myself would not trust the physician who did not

have some sort of emotional reaction to his or her cadaver. So
treat these cadavers with the same respect their fami'ies have

shown to the medical profession by donating them to tf>e

students at Harvard
"

Named his cadaver

My cadaver was a woman. I was glad it looked more like an

Egyptian mummy than a real human form. It made all tf>e

incisions and dissections easier - more like digging at an

archaeological site than aaually intruding into a human body.

My lab partners and I gave her a nickname, LaComtesse
Innomine'e de L'Anatomie. It had class; it smacked of the

aristocracy, fine breeding, noble carriage and masquerade
balls with champagne.
We all secretly intruded on the past life of our cadavers. We

saw scars of old operations, the discolored arms where the IV

lines had gone in the last days. But looking deeper, we could

get much closer.

The scars that had faded from years ago wwe there for

interpretation The one at>ove the eyebrow suggested a fall

from a swing or a tricycle, tattooes on the forearm conjured

'My cadaver was a woman

I was glad it looked

like a mummy.'

up years as a deckhand on a tossing tramp steamer.

There was the younger woman with a curious tattoo on her

inner thigh that reminded us that there was real human
passion and love here once. It was blood and not formalin in

their circulation then; everything had been moving, rolling,

pumping where we now peered and probed so indiscreetly,

viewing ruins .

, Talked to Innomin**

It is funny how familiar my anatomy partners and I acted

toward Innominee. We talked to her as we worked. She was

our first patient in rrwny ways.

We thanked her for being lean when it came to dissecting

out the musculature and we cursed her when her abdominal

organs were too adherent with canfcer to be properly

diMected She taught us a lot nwre than arvtomy in her

patient, silent way ,

My most jarring encounter with death occurrad latw m the

spring. I was with a young internist' ^^° '**• ^''•** *°

pronounce a patient dead.

The patient had died of pneunwnia. The internist felt for xhe

pulse in the wrist, at the neck and in the groin. He listened

with his stethoscope over the chest for what seemed like an

eternity; he listened also for her breath. He tested all he

reflexes. He listened for a heartt)eat again.'

I reached out and touched the body The skin was so warm

it felt as though it could burn. The skin was so pliant my
fingers sank into it. It was like touching human warmth for the

first time in my life.

A last breath lost in the motionless lungs escaped in an

awkward kind of burp. I thought. "This is it. This is the great

dividing line; this is the absolute irrevocable step."

The doctor simply looked at me with a mixture of curiosity

and compassion. As he left the room in front of me. he said

r^ver his shoulder: "lalwaystakethissortof thir^ very

seriously."

He recorded the facts about the end of this life, the

examination he had performed and the time- always the time._

I have learned that death is the Alice-in Wonderland

through the looking glass topsy-turvy wo d through which

the pathologist learns about disease, through which the

student learns anatomy and through which we perceive the

antithesis of health and all those benefits and reprieves we
hope that medical care can bring to the living.

^rt?^^''^^****'*
\\t^v^:.etReti

ADVERTISED
ITEM POLICY

Each of these advertised items is required to be readily

available for sale at or below the advertised price in each
A&P Store, except as specifically noted in this ad.

Shop A & P for all of your back to school

needs The selection is great right along with

the savings So for a real lesson in savings

come down to A & P today!

StretcMrvg on into the sky. stretching
on into the semesier. (Staff photo by
Dan Vullemler)

r CUT AND SAVE

PIZZA
Small

Pepperoni $2.60

Anchovies 2.60

Hamburg 2.60

Ham 2.60

Sausage 2.60

Plain 2.00

Onions 2.10

Peppers 2.20

Onions Peppers 2.35

Mushrooms . 2.60

Salami 2.60

2 way Comb. 2.90

3-Way Comb. 3.20
Super Special 4.00

Large
Extra Meat 70c

Extra Cheese 80c

ORINDIRS
Large
460
460
4.60

4.60

4.60
3.70

4.00
4.20

4X
4.60

4.60

5.10

5.50

6.00

Small
50c
50c

Salami
Meatless
Genova
Meatball

Sausage
Tuna Fish

Ham
Italian

Roast Beef
Ham & Egg
Pepper & Egg
Pastrami

Turkey

^hole Half

$1.95 $1.20

1.85 1.10

2.10 1.35

2.10 1.36

2.10 1.35

2.40 1.45

2.10 1.35

2.10 1.35

2.60 1.60

2.30 1.40

2.30 1.40

2.60 1.60

2.40 1.35

I
I

SPAGNITTI
with Sauce
with Meat Balls

with Sausage

$2.00
2.30

2.30

I

DELIVERY
PEOPLE
NEEDED

STIAK eaiNDIRS
Small Large

Plain $1.25 $2.00

with Cheese 1.40 2.35

with Onion 1.35 2.25

with Peppers 1.35 2.25

with M'rooms 1.45 2.45

»V^/'

SUPERIOR PIZZA
"UMass' Favorite Pizza"

We deliver every day from 5 p.m.

Sundays from 2 p.m.

17 Montague Rd.

(next to North Amherst Post Office)

549-0626

"^^^^i
9^^

»o»^

'•'•'••'•'• *'J
COMPLETE FOR SlO.OO

^<^^-^^t(^

lla.l.lU««f

BEEF
FRANKS

III Ml

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
NATIONAL SPIRAL 8 ilOVt

3-SubJect 120

NOTEBOOK Vr

AftP ENVELOPES SO ir 100 ct ar UNRULEO ir

Ruled CMC*!

TABLETS

CAMPSIN6LE SUIJECT

Spiral fov 70 CI.

bMks

RUilERMAIDCOVEREDASST. COLORS

Waste $099
BASKETS 1# t.

miKDMAIDIIECTtlieULARw SOMKE

Laundry $049
BASKETS ^ II

C«mOII'CHECKEMD ir W«FFIE_

Dish 2
CLOTHS iMM

FmZEM'TUIWET. SAIISIIIIIT. IEEE

STEW. OH CHICKEI «IID OUMrUMS

Banquet
ENTREES

UNIV
TNRAMHE

^J^LIi|J|AltSHSf»CJ( OR SALi NOT AVDILA ll^U OR RETAIL DEi

I
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Righ t-wing students

gaining influence
By NOREEN McGRATH
Chronicle of Higher Education

Bolstered by a new assertiveness, the

doctrine of the "new right," arKl a healthy
national organization, politically conser-
vative students ate increasing their in-

fluence on college campuses.
While campus conse^vatlve^J are still a

minority, even liberal student leaders admit
that identification with "right wing" causes
ts on the rise. Last year saw student groups
lining up to oppose affirn^ative action, to

support Allan Bakke's reverse-
discrimination suit, and to advocate that

the Panama Canal and the B 1 bomber not

be given up.

Effort Paying Off
"An organized effort by young corwer-

vatives in Your>g Arrwricans for Freedom.
the College Republicans, and other groups
on the right of tf^ political spectrum is pay
ing off," says Robert C. Heckman, director

of services in the national office of tfie

Y.A.F. in Sterling, Va
Young Americarw for Freedom, the na

tional organization of young conservattvas.

'is getting stronger on campuses," agreaa
Joel C. Packer, legislative director for the

United States Student Association, which
IS scorned as "too liberal" by young conser-

vatives.

"The conservatives work against
•varything we are working for." he adds.
"We must stop them before they stop us."

He cites a number of reasons for the

growing strer>gth of the campus right: "The
new conservative groups seem to hiave

more money than we do The r>ew right is

using new tactics. They have become very

good at orgar>tzir>g grassroots support and
using the media."

Another reason for the growing influence

of ttie conservatives, according to Packer

and several otf>er U.S.S.A. represen-

tatives, is the continued strength of the
Y.A.F. as an organization

They say it has been able to embrace
both the old and new elements of the right.

Furthermore, the 55,000 nrwmber of Y.A.F.
has not had any real problem with splinter

groups' breaking away from the main
organization, a tenderKy Xha\ has con-
tinually plagued more liberal organizations.

The Y.A.F. has also been aided by the in-

Turn to page 43

Who's who
in campus
conservatives
Chronicle of Higher Education

Whfle Young Americans for Freedom is

the major organization of conservative

students and other youths, a number of

other groups have been forrr>ed, many of

them started by the Y.A.F or some of its

former members. Amor>g tf>em:

College Republicans: The youth arm of

the Republican Party.

Committee for Responsible Youth
Politics: Sponsors educatior^l semir^rs

•rour>d the country to tram youth coor-

dinators for election campaigns. Head-

quarters ts in Falls Church, Va.

Intercollegiate Studies Institute; The
think tank for young conservatives. Staff

meml)ers write on the conservative SK**-* of

issues in position papers and in a qi'drterly

journal . Intercollegiate Review. The in-

stitute's headquarters is in Bryn Mawr, Pa.,

1 urn to page 43
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BOOZE
&

BEER
WC'ffg

NEAR & HERE!!
NEXT TO THE TOWN HALL,

RIGHT IN THE HEART OF AMHERST

Sav9 YOUR f/me, Hrtt, fravl, traffic,

gas, oil, highway accidents, money, otc.

DISCOUNT SPECIALS

on liquor, boor and wino always

ovaiioblo on a coah C carry basis.

C&C LIQUORS
61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FREE DELIVERY
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^ Wednesday
Disco Dance Lessons

8:30-9:30

85c Molson €r Mich from 9:30-11:00

Thursday

Free drink from 8-10 o'clock

Friday and Saturday

Free drink from 8-9 o'clock

Sunday

75c drinks all night

PARTIES AVAILABLE

99c coter every night

Proper Attire Required

^HadUy/Amherst lint/Route 9/253-9214^

i¥*u>^aie .ffiii

* Rigi%f-wingersgain

TEST PIEPkRATtON
SPECUIISTS SINCE 1938

I

KflPLA
Eiucjiitnjt Centtr

Call ••n [vMiM* A WMkM«t

m Amherst 14131 2S3 SIQt
• n Boston 16171 482 7420

Spring MCAT classes for

ming now Picas* call (or

information and regtstra

tion Coma visit our
cantar'

for Inlormtlion A^ut Ottitr Cvnitrt
In Major US Citwt A Abroad

Owtti«« MV Stat*

CM.I TOll nil MS-123 ITU

Con't from page 42
fluential positions now occupied by some
of its older members and alumni.
"The new yoong conservatives are a

smarter bunch," says Wesley McCune, a
researcher for Group Research, Inc., which
monitors the right for liberal politicians.

"They are an intelligent collection of young
politicians, who learned from the 60's, who
have more political savvy, and who are in-

creasingly powerful."
In articles for Group Research Report, a

newsletter, McCune has reported on "a
trained cadre of right-wing student
leaders," who were once active in suppor-
ting the Vietnam war and countering left-

wing protests. Now, he says, those ac-

tivists have moved into legislative p>ositions

across the country. Former arKl present
Y.A.F. members are "in great demand on
the Hill" as staffers for Republican Con
gressmen. he says.

The most obvious example is Robert E.

Bauman, a former national chairman and a
founder of the Y.A.F., who now represents
Maryland in the House of Representatives.

"No other youth organization can match
the kind of opportunity provided by Young
Americans for Freedom," Bauman says.

As the otder conservatives move into

higher p>ositions in the Republican Party,

McCune notes, younger conservatives are

"rapidly replacing tf>em. . .fillir>g the campus
ranks.

"I often find that they are outworking,
outlobbyir>g, arnj outspending nrrare lit>erai

causes."
Instead of merely countenr>g the left, as

they once did, the young conservatives are

now actively campaigning for conservative

causes and candidates both on and off

campuses. To the positions traditionally

championed by leaders of the right -anti-
communism and opposition to big govern-
ment—they have added some new issues,
such as abortion, women's rights, and
homosexuals' rights.

On campuses, a number of issues stand
out as important to conservatives. Increas-
ingly, liberal students say they find a vocal
group of activists epousing the conser-
vative side of affirmative action, mandatory
fees for student activities, anid abortion.
Those same conservatives demand a role in

student governments, a column in "the
knee-jerk liberal newspapers," and conser-
vative speakers to balance liberal speakers.

Student conservatives argue that affir-

mative action is a form of reverse
discrimination against whites. "Every in-

dividual should be judged, color free, on
the basis of his or her own ments, ' says
Francis Connolly, head of the Y.A.F.
chapter at Columbia University.

The Y.A.F., in addition to sponsoring
anti-affirmative action lectures on cam-
puses, submitted a friend of the court brief

to the Supreme Court in support of Bakke.

* Who 's who
Con't from page 42
and it has representatives on various col-
lege campuses.
Young America's Foundation: Holds
conservative seminars arxl panel discus-
sions on campuses arour>d the nation Also
gives $1,000 scholarships to young conser-
vatives Based in Sterling, Va.
Charles Edison Youth Fund: Runs a rrm<-
semester every summer at Georgetown
University for conservative students from
arournJ the country. Based in Washington.
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DON MURRAY
Sot., Feb. 3 3 pm & 8 pm

Flhf >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

TICKETS NOW ON SALE. MatiitM: G«n. Pub. • U, 1. «.

UMats stwtfants S7, «, S. Sr. Cit. $7, 4, S. Ev«nin«: 0««i.

Pub. If. I. 7. UMats ttwtfantt • It, 7, «. Sr. Cit. - M, 7, 4.

HERMIONEGINGOLD

^ 'C^ The cetmefftc center eff Aeiherst ^ *^^
t:

The cesmetic center eff Amherst

This week's specials

in

SfflEfeSIDEfe

Music ind I i'K% Dy

STEPHEN SONDHEIM
dfW music by

Leonard Bernstein Mary Rodgers

Richard Rodgers Jule Styne

Wednesdoy, Februory 7 8 pm

FIISE >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

TICKETS: Oen. Pub. - M, 7, «. UMass stutfentt M. S, 4. Sr

Cit. & ottter students - S7, «, S.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 54S-25n

& New England Ticketron Locations.

Good till

ff $1 .09
^^1

Feb. 8

COUPON

OPIN MON-PRI 9-9 SAT 9-6

4 MAIN ST. AMHMST
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Best Piekn^ line?
Or yiMt The Best One Yoa'«e Heard?

That's right Matilda, now you can pick up something other than the opposite sex with a good line—SOME COLO
CASH! We're having a contest for the best pk;kup line. It can be funny—direct—serious—intellectual (I'd like to tai

your brain to bed)—tough— flattering—or anything, as long as it worics! Just write those seductive lines on the

coupon below and setKl it to us.

M,000 Cash First Prize

SOI Chances to Win

4 Second Prizes of MOO.OO Each!
Ttw second prizes will be awarded for the best line from each region

of the nation. West, South, North Central and Northeast.

496 Awards of MS.OO Each for Runners 0^.

All Winners' Lines to be Published in a Book "501 Best Pickup Lines"

RULES- Enter as many times as you wish Entrants must guarantee their entry All entries must be postmarVed before February 28. 1979 Awards will be distri-

was not taKen from any copyrighted material whether book, magazine, radio, TV buted on March 31. 1979 Taxes are the sole responsibility of the prize winner

or movie All entries become the properly of Baronbrook Publishing Co. Deci Mail entries to Lines Contest. BaronbrooK Publishing Co
.
631 Wilshire Blvd..

sions of the judges will be final Contest void m states where prohibited In Santa Monica. California 90401 (A division of Chase Revel, Inc.) ^ Copyright

event of repetition of entries those postmarked earliest will be considered 1976 by Baronbrook Publishing Co

r

1
Hera's A Winning Line--Enter Me In Your "Best Pickup Lines ' Contest
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COLLEGE OR IJNIVERSITY_

USE AOdlTlONAL SHEET Of PAPER IF NECESSARY
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BEST LINES CONTEST. BARONBROOK PUBLISHING, 631 WILSHIRI
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Course revisions
Course Add- Drops can be made in department of-

fices Bring completed forms to the Registrar's Office in

the Whitmore Administration Building.

This is only a partial listing of course and
schedule changes. Not all revisions could
be obtained by press time. For more in-

formation, call the Calendar and Schedule
Office in the Whitmore Administration
Building, at 545^2605.

Additions
Art 641 - Printmaking-lntag I. Lecture 2

No. 067547.

Educ H3S1U-TU 1930-2130, MILS 483,
No 210991, M Christopher, Sem-Deb
Appr to Delq, three credits.

Educ M 691R- By Arrgi. D. Forsyth, K.
Blanchard, No 217156, Sem-Adv
Counseling, three credits.

SBA e86P-By Arrgt, No. 675392,
Independent Study, one to six credits.

Educ H 406- By Arrgt, D. White, No.
212404, Org Dev Hum Sr Persp, thrM
credits.

Educ H 691K-By Arrgt, D. Forsyth.
No. 215606, Semllntern Sign Lang, three
credits.

Educ I •»!S- By Arrgt, L Lockwood. L.
Konicke, No. 237750. Sem Curs Ruri Env,
three credits.

Educ P 7910- By arrgt, W. Lauroesh.
No 215505, Sem- Intern Sign Lang, three
credits.

Room, time changes
F & R EC SOS, Lecture 2. No.

296235-from MWF 1:25 Stk 111 to MW

1.25 STK 31 1 and Tu 2:30 Chen. 227.
Zooi 568, Lecture 1, No. 746999-from

Mor420toFren 106.

Rh«t HOC. sec 26, No. 662204-from
GTWR113toBanl25.

Engl 713, Lecture 1, no. 276H2-from
first time block from Bart 314 to Bart 126.

second time block from Baa 302 to Bart

121

PolSci 762A. Lecture 1, No.
614068- from Tu 1990-2230 to W 1990-

2230.

Deletions
Physics 630- Radiation Physics.

Lecture 1, No. 577388. Lab 1. No. 5773B9.
PEP 397A- Sp Tpc-Per Psy Sp Ex.

Lecture 1. No. 568649. Lab 1, No. 558670.
Hist. 201 — NeMf Approach to Hist.

Discussion 6, No. 366161.
Art 104A- Basic Studio. Lecture 1. No.

050928. Lecture 3, No.060880.
Art 104B- Basic Studio. Lecture 1. No.

051341
Art 501 — Advanced Drawing. Lecture 2,

No 065261

Art 502-Adv8rKed Drawing Prod.
Lecture 1, No. 066472. Lecture 4. No.
065561

HOMPSON'S
13 North Pleasont St., Amherst

253-2070

CLEARANCE
SALE

30%
•HI

ALL

WINTER
«ND FALL

Stock Must Go!
(tictft Mmi'i PMidtotttN Shktt)

Shop at your Local

Center* of distinction

' 6^61 '6Z Ajenuer Abduouvi

Monday, January 29. 1979
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BerlLsshireEast
Ski 6 hours at
night for $6
4PM-10PiM
MONDAY thru Satuntoy

$4forCMIdrMi

I

BUSCH WINTER PEST
I BERKSHIRe EASTf^.2A
BU8CH CHALLENGE SLALOM RACE

Sundiy Ftto4._t2.000 PrtMt
Pptn Comptltton. 0¥f 18 yr«. otd

Night skiing to ttw top

$4 Monday night for adults. $2 for childran

$4 Friday night with coNaga 1.0. card. $2 for chitdran

$8 par ooupla Saturday night

$125 Ski Waak/$60 Waekand fyiolei. Food. Lifts.

Uve Alee Tu. a TU.

BERKSHIRE EAST
m a eW l-fi

East Amherst Texaco

Complete Car Seivice

on all American & most foreign cars

Tsae-apt faroa $25

Open 7 days a week

36 B«tch«rto«vn Rd
256 60:9
Sun 1huf»7-10

(Rto. 9)

•crow from Poor Richards
Fri. Sat tiM a m

WeIcome BAck

INDEX '78
is srill AVAiUblE

uaii:>c'?t^

. V

2^MnilS ^f^lEJ^^^

CARBURS RESTAURANT
&

LOUNGE
SAYS...

WELCOME BACK!

with this ad

X0% DISCOUNT
SUN.-THURS.

P<Wfc>i Drinks For
A SINGLE DRINK PRICE

MON.-FRI.

4-6 8r 9-11

IB«r«ir*«n Amhcrat €# N*hamptenj

Pick up youRs at our taBIe on

tIie CO Concourse. $2
xliEy IastII

Hot Sundaes
for Cold Months
Get that warm and cozy feeling with a

Baskin-Robbins Hot Fudge or Hot

Butterscotch Sundae Or. if you're super

chilly try our three-scoop Super Heater.

Dig in and start a heal wave.

BASKIN-ROBBINS
ICE CREAM STORE

26 Main St.

Amherst, MA 01002
phone (413) 253-9774 * '•^' ••"•n noaaiNt icb cue*- company

opp. Tn. Hall Bus Stop
BR ft BN Routes

#207

How serving

breakfast from
7-11:00 a.m.

Come Join us for a
quick, but
comfortable
breakfast
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Beautiful people serve you at 1

Time

y^ •V'^*'''

V^ Gal. Miller or Bud 2 90

Served with popcorn

Always Happy Hour Prices

PASTORAL: Covered under a blanket of ice from a storm during Intersession.

this house in North Leverett makes for a peaceful scene. (Staff photo by David
Rodgers)

I

Super Sandwiches
37 N Pleasant St

r 4^

$5(MM) FEIKIVVSHU»S *

Special teiiowsnips of $5,000 PLUS FULL TUITION

are available to Ph D applicants m Chemistry.

Computer Science. English. History. Mathematics. M.crobiology.

Physics. Political Science. Psychology, and Statistics

Other assistantships, fellowships, and scholarships

are available on a competitive basis

MANY PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

«Jvaiiwcu u.y.... . ^ , - - ence Master ot Art^

Master of . . 'oal Planning and Master ot Busmess

Aanfwnistration Programs are available m 67 degree programs m

New Brunswick and Camden

RUTGERS i
'ri j'A't Jt .bV'ji' •

I

Of N€*A/JE(?S£v
I

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
NEW BRUNSWICK

Return coupon !o

Graduate Admissions Office

Rutgers-The State University

ot Mew Jersey

542 George Street

New Brunswick NJ 08903

or ca// 201 932-7711

ATTENTION SENIORS

INSURANa CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Unionmutual, America's fastest growing life insurance

company, is looking for talented and ambitious individuals to

join us to contribute to our phenomenal growth. We have

opportunities both in our Home Office in Portland. Maine and

throughout the United States at our Branch Sales Offices.

Our needs this year are for:

Position

Branch Sales Trainees

Programmer Trainees

Underwriter Trainees

Actuarial Students

No. of Openings

15-20

3-5
1-3
1-2

Location

Major U.S. Metro
politan Areas

Portland

Portland

Portland

Please send caiatof and application

PROGRAM ___„

6N

NAM£

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

We will be recruiting on campus on February 9. If you would

like to find out more about the exciting opportunities that are

available, please see your Career Planning and Placement

Department.

« Unionmutual

An Equal Opportunity Employer

The/ladeleine
Amhernt Ma.
263 34A4

Lots of
winter
clothing
in stock

Winter coats
on sale

—

20^K. off

9

i

1

I

Cheese Gift 5fiopu,^«^

Has:
— Godiva Chocolates
— Fruit Cakes
— Beer &• Wine
—Wide assortment of cheese & cheese

wheels

Gourmet Gift Packages

Custom Made To Order

—We Mail Anywhere

103 N. Pleasant St.

-
-I

Amherst L

Our Customers

Are Our Best

Advertising

llMtiM
Inlll*

to

So wliy ai*«w running thlt ad?

, wiifi wt9 swi some peofiie wno ooni Know
gHRMide ttM test (end the fasteet) typing eorvloe

And evon If tliey know al>oiit our typing,

^ dont know ttiat wre sleo provide Word
end high quality Pitney-Bowes copying, not

e wkie eelection of papers end type styiee.

So gh0 ffs • callacome Into our office

eiHl findout about ua.

Valley Typing—don't wait for

yotir best friend to tell yonl

New lower

copying rates

29 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
2566736

IH PRIZES

1979 LIDEMY SCHOLARSHIP
ESSAYCONTEST

OPEN TO ALL HIGH SCHOOL AND
UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE STUDENTS

Nom«

AddrMS

City Stotc. Hp-

School

.

Pt)or)t

10-6 M F

10-2 S I

ENTRY DEADLINE: JUNE i1979

In honor of the rtcent publication of Murroy N. Rothbord's

provocoftve new bool<. For o N#w Ub«rty (The Mocmillon Co.,

197»). the Coto Insrtfufe is sponsoring the 1979 Liberty Scholorship

Essoy Contest. Through thb Importont program, the institute

seelu to encouroge a more active dbcussion of the role humon

freedom should ploy in contemporary public-polky decbions.

Students in the high school ond college divisions ore invited to

submit original essays on the topic. "Whot should the stotui of

liberty be In todo/s Amerkof" after having read Professor

Rothbord's remarl<able work. A distingubhed panel of judges

wHi then select four contest winners in eoch dh^lon.

For complete informotlon and Contest Entry Form, please de-

tach and return thb coupon to: Liberty Essoy Contest. Coto Insti-

tute. 1700 Montgomery Street. Son Froncbco, CA 94111.

YES! Pleose rush me complete Information

on the 1979 Liberty Scholarship Essay Con-

test plus one copy of Murray N. Rothbord's

exciting new book, For o Mew Liberty, at the

Special Dbcount Price of $2.95 (50% db-

count). Full poyment b enclosed.

MASSACHUSTTTS DAILY

<1<1

USPS 333 220

Back-To-School Issue

Christopher H. Schmitt

Sports layout

Photo staff

Steve Zack, Pat Dobbs
David Rodgers, Dan Vullemier, Bill Greene

Pat Dobbs
Janis Levine, Jean Fugere, Martha Yoder

Mary Kinr>eavy, Carol Rosenberg, Jeff Bianchi

Laura P. Bassett

Steve Silverstein, Steve Lesser, Joan Daly
Jeff Gordon

Advertising Manager Beth Goldstone

Special thanks to Janis Levine, Carol Rosenberg, Laura Kenney.
There's lot of others, too, that I probably forgot. Sorry.

Typesetters

Graphics
Ad layout

Ad reps

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

Off-campus deliveiY

Qn-campus delivery

Semester
$9

Year
$15
$9

Mail detivery to Amherst area same day of business day publication In MaauchuMtta, the

following day. Outside Massachusetts, no delivery guarantee. SerxJ check or money orda^ to The

Daily Collegian Allow two weeks for delivery start.

The office of Me Datl^ CoMeffmn m in Room 113 of tt>e Campus Center on the campus ol tha

University of Massachuaetts. Taiaphone 545-3500

Second class postage is paid in Amherst. Massachuaetts 01003 The Oaity Coffegi»n pubBehaa

Monday through Friday during tt>e academic yeaf, except dunng vacation, exam periods, and

holtdays. Accepted for mailing under the authority of »n act of March 8, 1879; as amended by an

act of Jurw 11, 1943

inmi iMsmfi
.. STEttO COMPONENTS

^ KEPAIKS ON ALL BRANDS

^-^^SK*.

a7« i« S«.. AaMMKST

REASONABLE RATES
lifUf Thru SMurdair

10 •.m. T* %30 p.m.

Call Amherst

256-0524

FLYFOR
im* lo Ivvt ttw b*«t 'Outing and kwavti po wOli pre* lex you

w.ttWut t*>»C» Cl>ar9» •• lOu aMOw u« lo <wM yow lc1t«< Ak MT'
Okf* co>*^m*%%(on from a.*I«i#% cm* r^nlal GompAnivt and ho(«H f^o^ ^i^ytn

fou l^*t^ •* you mttm '•••'vaianf dKvct M <j% iMua i«v i<iw<

vbuM •voMi aMpo'i tKkm coun(*< Oatmr* "» po***iMy c0 (x^'cha'^Kig

w < m,t*aa *i«hi At auttwrijsd bondad agsnt «o> a» avkoM m«
r^v* Kkctt ••ghi r< ow c4hca if t^ow* -n a hk»iy m«II tttkx^) tck«<«

w yokx dooi C'Vdii catH accmp*m6 Iommi fsrvt guarantMd

odvenluro travel ?!?J^
233N PiMsant St

Amherst
m the AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

COMPUTER SCIENCE
GRADUATES, WE'D LIKE TO
TALK WITH YOU ABOUT
OUR FUTURES.

We're a computer and management consulting firm

serving government and business. As the nation's

leading developer of integrated financial and

distribution systems, we offer you the opportunity

to apply your business, systems or applications

talents in a challenging environment.

We'll be on campus to talk with you on Monday,

February 12, 1979.

Or, send a copy of your resume to:

Mr. Carl Golob, Campus Recruiting Coordinator

American Management Systems, Inc.

1515 Wilson Boulevard

Arlington, Virginia 22209

L

AMERICAN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS. INC.

Washington, DC. New York City Detroit

Chicago San Francisco

MMNNIIOII
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/Vew England's

largest college

dally

.

. . serving

YOU-atUMass,
InAmherst,

and the Five

Colleges

Monday through Friday, the Collegian is at

work— providing readers with timely news, and

advertisers with a proven marketplace. The

Collegian circulates 1 7,000 copies daily, but

actually reaches many more readers.

Massachusetts DallyColleglan. 113 Campus Center, UMass, Amherst (413) 645-3500

MASSACHUSETTS DAILY Vol. CVIII, Issue 7J January 30, 1979
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Pierpontapartment torched
.

Suspect sought in homicide attempt
By DOROTHY A. CLARK
and CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

An attempted homicide by arson on a

Southwest area head of residence early

yesterday rrK>rning has prompted an in-

vestigation by the UMass police and the

Hampshire County District Attorney's of-

fice.

Shortly before 3:43 a.m. the door of

22-year-old Thonrias Whitford's head of

residence apartment in Pierpont dormitory

was set ablaze, apparently by an overturn-

ed wastebasket and a flammable liquid, a

police spokesman said. Whitford, awaken

ed by the smell of snrwke, escaped through

a window He was treated at the University

Health Services for smoke inhalation and

released.

Police also reported a janitorial closet had

been broken into and the electricity in Whit

ford's apartment had been shut off, caus-

ing the smoke detector to fail.

Police said they made no arrests and

would not disclose a possible nwtive for

this attack, or several others which have

Another line forms at Herter Hall, as students attempt to change their French

courses. (Staff photo by Leo Fredette).

Students move in dorms
with only 'usual hassles'
By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

It could have been worse. , .

What if all 10 000 or so dormitory residents had decided to move in at exactly the same

time on Sunday afternoon? What if it had been raining, or, worse, snowing? What if every

dorm on campus were a tower. ^^ . ,„^ ^K^ro am
But the movers came in at different times, the ram was intermittent, arid there are,

thanks heavens, only five towers, leaving students with what vanous administrators

described as only the "usual" hassles. ,«,^,., .1,0

Gerald A Quarles, the University's housing assignment coordinator, said yesterday the

moving in of dorm students went "pretty good with only a few bunips and g^nds.

QuaHes said the dormitory system had more spaces than students to fill them, with

close to 1 ,000 vacancies, but that 'everybody's not in the spot they want to be.

The spring semester is usually easier on the housing office than the fall semester

because fewer students are enrolled in the spring, according to Quarles.

Man^ sTI^dents who had been suspended from the University for academK: reasons

returned to appeal their suspensions and found their names had been^taken off the

^°The deadline for faculty members to turn in their grades to the registrar was nearly a

week later than in past years, and as a result suspended students did not receive notice Of

ttieir suspensions until last week. *

»»/ ^» ck^v.. eaiH xy^tprHav
Associate Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences James West Shaw Sf'd yesterday

that students will be ineeting with academic deans throughout t^is week to ask tor

reinstatement. According to Shaw, about 500 students remain on academic suspension.

Because of the delay in determining suspension, these 500 students appea ed or. the

computer housing print-outs and were crossed out manually, according to Quarles

n-^ere are no problems in numbers, just where they want to be," Quarles said of the

suspended students.

happened to Whitford since he began the

head of residence job last Septemt>er. An
anonymous source said Whitford had been

the victim of both physical and verbal

harassment during last serr>ester.

Acting Director of Security Gerald T.

O'Neil said a security guard has been plac-

ed in the dormitory from 11 p/n. until 6

a.m. to patrol the corridors and public areas

"for as long as necessary." No professional

housing staff members have been assigned

to Pierpont, said Sally A. Freeman, director

Turn to page 3 THOMAS WHITFORD

Third World students
reject paper's proposal
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Amherst College Third World students
last night decided to reject a compromise
proposal from the college student
newspaper and said they will settle for

nothing less than separate news pages
devoted to black and hispanic students.

Students have been demanding the
pages %ince the er»d of last semester when
what they claim was a racially siarnterous

issue of the Amherst Student was
published. Members of the college's Third

World community say the Student has
printed racist remarks for years, usually in

humor columns, and has contained little

coverage of black affairs. Last year a small

contingent of black students staged a sit-in

demanding an apology for a humor piece

which used the name of a leader of a black

college organization.

Editors of the Student, a twice weekly
publication averaging between eight and 10

pages, issued a suggested compromise last

week in which one Third World Affairs

editor and two additional staff editors

would be added to the paper. A Student
press diease said the "addition of the
editors will greatly improve coverage of
often ne^ected events and viewpoints."
The compromise was rejected flat out by
the minority students last night.

The Third World community and the

Student staff plan to meet tomorrow
evening in an attempt to continue
negotiations and hopefully iron out the

deadlock. But spokespersons for the paper
and the Third World students said they
refuse to alter their positions regarding

pages
"They (pages) tend to build up more

vvalls than they tear down,' said Student

editor Richard Read. "The paper wi]| stand

firm . . . there will be no pages "

bdwin Camacho ot La Causa, an
Hispanic organization, said Third World

students will accept nothing less than
pages "The Amherst Student has no ott>er

choice than to accept our presence,"" he
said. ""We want the college to accept our
difference and the page is symbolic of

this."

The minority students have been
referring to the Black Affairs pages of the

/{Massachusetts Daily Collegian as an
example of successful Third World pages.

Those involved in the page struggle say
they are aware of similar conflicts ex-

perienced by the Collegian during the past

few years. In 1976 black srudents
demanding separate pages occupied
Collegian offices and received four pages a

week Last year about 40 women
barricaded themselves in the newspaper's
office for almost two weeks demanding
similar p>ages which were voted down by
the Collegian staff

Read said he is confident the Amherst
College conflict will not "deteriorate to the

level of the Collegian's" because of

productive negotiationfi between the two
groups Third World members said they

had not yet considered occupation but

were not ruling out the possibility. "If we
want anything we have to go out and take

It," Camacho said.

Camacho's La Cause organization oc-

cupied a snack bar last semester in an effort

to get adequate space for an Hispanic

cultural center. Amherst College ad
ministrators found a centrally located room
for the group a few days after the oc

cupation began.
The newspaper issue which started the

protesters' demands contained a traditional

feature called the Holonculy Awards. The
humor article contained a reference to

Gerald Tenny who died in 1975 while taking

a mandatory swim test. The Tenny
Memorial Black Cultural Center at Amherst
is named in his honor. The Student also

offered a "'Taco Award " in reference to the

snack bar occupation by La Causa.

President Jimmy Carter yesterday welcomes Chinese Vice Premier Teng
Hsaio-ping before their first meeting in the Oval office. (AP Laserphoto)
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Form«r President Richard Nixon talks with his
former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger at a din-
ner honoring Chinese Vice Premier Tang Hsaio-
pinq. (AP Laserphotol

Around the world

Pots forcesdoseui
BANGKOK. Thariand[AP\
The forces of fallen Premier Pol Pot claimed yesterday to

be closing in on the Vietmanese-and rebel held Cambodian
camps some of which were confirmed by IrnkKhina analysts
here.

"The country is settling in for a long, hard fight," said one
diplomat in Bangkok.
The fighting is said to vary from minor skirmishes to sharp

engagements, especially in key communication and resupply
points held by the Vietnamese.

Fires rage in Tehran
TEHRAN, Iran \AP\ — Moslem rioters furious over the

government's refusal to bow to Avatullah Ruhollah
Khomeinis leadership went on a vengeful rampage of arson in

lehran yesterday. Later it was announced Iran's airports

would reopen, allowing Khomeini to return from his long exile.

As fires raged in southern Tehran, troops opened fire to

scatter the angry nrtobs of protesters, and at least three were
reported killed

At his home outside Pans, Khomeini's aides said he was
ready to fly to Iran as soon as the airports reopened.

Around New England

Flooddamage costly
BOSTON (AP) Damage from last week's storm arxJ

resulting floods was estimated at $25 million to $30 million

yesterday by Gov. Edward J. King.

The governor told a news conference that he expected to

hear by today whether the Small Busir>ess Administration

would declare several Massachusetts counties disaster areas,

making them eligible for low interest loans.

CivH Defense Director Robert Cunningham said about 300
or so were still unable to return to their homes. Most of those,

he said, were Billertca residents displaced by the swollen Con-
cord and Shawsheen Rivers.

Chad's casepending
BOSTON [AP\ — An Appeals Court judge said yesterday

tttat a k>wer coua had "good reasons" for ordering the
parents of Chad Green to stop giving doses of Laetrile and
vitamins to their leukemia -stricken son.

However, Judge Alan Hale did not make an immediate
decision on the request by the Green's lawyer for a stay of the
Plyrr>outh Superior Court order pedning an appeal.

Last week, the Greens fled Massachusetts and took their

son to a Laetrile clinic in Tijuana, Mexico, rather than obey the
demands of Superior Court Judge Guy Volterra.

After hearing the arguments of George Donovan, the
Green's lawyer, and Jonathan Brant, an assistant state at-

torney general. Hale said, "It looks like he, Volterra, had good
reasons for the findings that he made."

Hearst to leave prison

after serving 22 months
AssociatedPtess
WASHINGTON

- President Carter,
agreeing that
newspaper heiress
Patricia Hearst "needs
no further Vehabilita-

tion" or punishment,
acted Mortday to set her
free thisweek.

Carter granted ex-
ecutive clemency . to
Miss Hearst, perhaps
the nation's most
celebrated federal
prisoner, and commuted
her seven-year sentence
fort)ankrobt>ery.

An announcement of
the president's action,
taken on the recommen-
dation of the Justice
Department, said Miss
Hearst will be freed
Thursday from the
federal prison at

Pleasanton. Calif. She
has served 22
her sentence.

months of

The White House said
Miss Hearst, who will

be 25 next month, "has
been punished substan-
tially" for her part in the
holdup of a San Fran-
cisco bank two ntonths
after she was kidnapp>ed>
by the Symbionese Lib
rationArmy in 1974.
The announcement

said she "r>eeds no fur-

ther rehabilitation, and
it is the consensus of all

involved in her pro-
ceedings and confine-
ment that she is no risk

to the community and
that, on the contrary,
she will be a law-
abiding citizen."

To win her freedom,
Miss Hearst had to
agree to a series of
parole-like conditions
that she must observe
for a oneyear period.
Terry Adamson. a
Justice Department

PATTY HEARST

spokesman, said a
department official
spoke to Miss Hearst
earlier in the day and
won heragreement

.

The corHJitions include

requirements that she
not leave the country
without permission of

the attorney general.

that she avoid anyone
who has a criminal

record, that she keep no
firearms and that she
submit to possible

unspecified additional

supervision by the at-

torney general.
In announcing

Carter's decision, the
White House said
freedom "will not end
the suffering she will

experience from the in-

vasions of her privacy
and the aansational and
embarrassing commer-
cial exploitation of her
experiences."

in recommending that

she be freed. Deputy At-

torney General Ben-
jamin Civiletti told

Carter that Miss Hearst

had suffered "degrading
experiences. .as a vic-

tim" of her kidnappers,

who abducted her on
thenightofFeb 4, 1974

Craig Demer, 8, one of the victims of sniper fire on tt»a campus of the
Cleaveland Elementary School in San Diego, is carried to ambulance. (AP
Laserphoto). *

Two die in school shooting
Associated Press
SAN DitGO - A
teenaged girl who said
she wanted to "liven up
the day" sprayed a

crowded elementary
school with automatic ri-

fle fire Monday, killing

the phndpal and a custo-

dian and wounding a

police officer and at least

eight students before
surrendering.

The girl, identified as 16-

year-old Brenda
Spencer, barricaded
herself inside the fami-

ly's modest honne across

the street from
Cleveland Elementary
School for 6 'A hours
before she quietly agreed
to come out.

A policeman on the
scene, Sgt. Dave Kelly,

said Miss Spencer

emerged from the house,

put two guns on the
ground, then calmly
went back in the home
and brought out her am-
munition before heavily

armed officers grabbed
the girl.

Miss Spencer was
whisked to a nearby
patrol car and driven to

police headquarters.

BRENDA SPENCER

"I just wanted to," the
girl told the San Diego
Evening Tribune in a
telephone interview. "It

just popped into my
head, about last Wednes-
day, I think "

When the shooting
began, students ran in

panic from the school
yard and teachers told

others to huddle beneath
desks and keep away
from windows. Later,

students were ushered
to safety in the school
auditorium. Nearby
homes were evacuated.

All those hit by gunfire
were outside the school.

Authorities said all the
injured students were in

good condition. Condi-
tions of the policeman
and the other injured

im-adult were not
mediately known.

"We're in the process

of negotiating with the

sniper before we decide

to go in," said Police

Chief William Kolender.

Authorities said Miss
Spencer was firing 'the

.22-caliber rifle from her

horr>e across the street

from Cleveland Elemen-

tary School.

She was described as a

"pretty good shot" by of-

ficers on the scene and
was reported to have 500
to 600 rounds of ammuni-
tion.

Police spokesman Bill

Robinson said "she is

willing to talk to a

degree. She is under a lot

of pressure. There is no
more danger at the
school."

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

SAVE 30%-50%
Book now for spring break

PAY LATER
No payment until 14-30 days

before departure
CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS 545-0500

WANT A REAL JOB
THIS SEMESTER?

Ik

10 workstudy positions open to students in-

terested in helping organize a COMMUNI-
TY SELF-RELIAT. C^ FORUM dealing with
agriculture, ecr _,, and energy. Skills
needed in organizing workshops, publicity,
landscaping and management. Approx-
imately 15 hours per week. Call Rick
Taupier at 549-4970. An Affirmative Ac-
.tion/Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Students march into Whitmore attempting to solve many problems (Staff
photo by Leo Fredette).

Town Meeting to convene
overAmherst water issues
By ARNOLD WARSHAW
Collegian Staff

Water, and where the town of Amherst-

-

and UMass -are going to get more of it,

once again was the prime toptc of the town
selectmen as they voted unammousJy last

night to call a special town meeting on the

issue.

The nr)eetir>g, scheduled for March 26.

will, among other things, decide whether to

appropriate rrK>ney needed to get an
estimated one million gallons of water from
the Lawrence Swamp in South Arriherst.

The one million gallons was the amount
estimated by the New York hydrology firm

of Geraghty and Miller, Town Mar^ger A.

Louis Hayward said. The tests were done
after a water shortage hit the town for a

few weeks last fall.

Town Engineer James Smith told the

board that about SO percent of Amherst's
water revenues comes from UMass.

Selectman WilUam C. Atkins argued the

town should find out if Hadley would be
willing to sell water to UMass, thus

eliminating the need for water from the

Lawrence Swamp.
The Board of Selectman would be

derelict if they don't send a letter to Hadley
asking if they'd want to sell water to
UMass," said Atkins.

In the past, Hadley residents have voted
against' selling water to the town and the
University

Smith said Amherst should concentrate
its efforts on getting water from the
Lawrence Swamp, since Hadley "doesn't
have the water to sell us now."

According to Smith, the extra water
Hadley has is not yet chemically suited for

use.

"If I had any inkling that there were
water in Hadley..., ' said Smith. "I'd be the
first one to advocate this action. I do not "

In other business last night, the Select
man listened to recommendations from
Umass professor Janries W. Male on char>g-
ing the rate structure for selling water to

town residents In order to encourage con-
servation, Male said residents should be
charged by the number of bedrooms in a
house or apartment.

Another possibility he said, is "to charge
at a relatively high rate for all users during
specific water short periods."

GO'S activist Coffin
denounces arms race
By JIM PAULIN
Collegian Staff

The Reverend William Sloane Coffin,

former Yale chaplain who was active in

the civil rights and anti-war movements in

the 1960's denounced the arms race in a
speech at Amherst College before about
200 people Sunday night.

Coffin currently is the pastor of Riverside

Church in New York City and founder of

the Riverside Church disarmament pro-

gram .

Coffin said that it is now a "time for

consciousness raising," particularly in the
intellectual community, and called for

teach-ins, reminiscent of the anti-Vietnam
war movement, to mobilize sOpport
against the "insane as well as immoral"
arms race.

Coffin said he is speaking out because
"the other folks don't make speeches,"
referring to experts in the Pentagon" and
the "military industiral comples in

general."

The present stand of nuclear deterrence
he said, is comparable to an anti-crime

measure that would have not only the
perpetrator of the crime killed, but also all

the criminal's relatives and friends kiNed.

He added the use of computers in-

creases the chance of an accidental
holocaust, as a U.S. computer could
misread "15 geese flying south" on a

radar screen as a nuclear attack, anc'

counter with a nuclear attack on the
Soviet Union. The Russian computer
would then respond in kind.

Coffin attributed the constant improve-
ment of -defense technology not so much
to evil, but as to human cjriosity and

oativity. The "technological imperative,"

he said, "dictates the strategy and policy

of tomorrows." He added so much of

America's brains go into the defense in-

dustry that other areas are neglected, and

as a result, other countries, such as

Japan pick up the slack.

Coffin cited the biblical commandment
against bearing false witness against

one's neighbor when referring to the

"hawkiah right wing lobby" that claims

America is declining as a world military

power because the USSR, is spending

77 percent of its Gross National Product

on its military budget while the U.S. is

only spending five and one-half to six per-

cent of its GNP on defense. However, he

claimed those statistics were misleading

because the U.S.'s GNP is twice that of

Russias', therefore the same amount is

spent.

Jobs and national security, he stated,

are not the real motivation for the

"clamor for increased arms spending," he

said. Defense spending is capital inten-

sive, not labor intensive, and provides

relatively few jobs.

He said the word "defense," is irrele-

vant, because while the military can wage
war, it can't defend the country, because

in a nuclear war "everything would be

blown to hell.
"

Instead, according to Coffin, the motiva-

tion is one of "mahco pride - a 'we're

number one', we're the Hertz of the

world mentality, an irrational love of

loveless power."
Coffin mocked tributes being paid to late

former vice president and multi-millionaire

Nelson Rockefeller, as being a selfless in-

dividual committed to duty and service,

when in fact he was primarily motivated

by pride and the number one mentality.

Ironically, the New York Times reportec

yesterday Coffin will be conducting the

memorial service for Rockefeller on Friday

at the Riverside Church.

Out-of-Staters may g
if tuition hits $3 III
By LAURA 1^. KENNEY
Collegian Staff

Eighty-six percertt of about 400 out of-
state undergraduates polled said they would
leave the University if the tuition were raised
to $3,000 or more.
The UMass Board of Trustees next week

will consider a proposal to raise the out-of-
state tution to $3,350. probably in stages
spread over three years Current non-
resident ttiition is $1,550 per year, arxj in-

state tuition is $525.
The Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy sent out surveys to
about 1,2000 of the approxinr^tely 1,400 out-
of staters on campus in early December,
asking various questions about what they
would do if tuition were raised. About 400
students responded to the questionnaire, the
results of which were compiled into a full

report late last week

.

*

About 70 percent of the respondents said
they decided to attend UMass pnmanly
because of its academic reputation. Eighty
five percent said they would continue as
UMass students if their tuition were not
raised at all However, the percentages of
people who would stay dropped drastically if

the tuition were increased to $2,000 or more
Most said they could take an increase of up
to $500
Most students polled sard they would go

to their home state public colleges or
•..•niversities if they left "UMass because of a
tuition increase, and only 15 percent said
they would transfer to private Massachusetts
colleges.

Twenty five percent of the un-

deraraduates surveyed are enrolled in

other universities, such as Hotel, Restaurant

. and Travel Administration, University
Without Walls and the Inquiry Program. One
woman, who is in a special program at the
School of Education, said that if tuition were
increased she could not afford to continue at
UMass, and she could not transfer to
another school because her program is not
offered anywhere else. Her credits would not
be transferrable at most institutions, she
said, and she would have to quit school
altogether.

UMass was the first choice school for 68
percent of those surveyed. About one-fourth
of the respondents were also accepted at the
State University of New York. 51 were
accepted at the University of Connecticut, SO
at Rutgens University, and 37 at Boston
University Several others had been ac-
cepted at Harvard, Cornell. Brown and Tufts
Universities.

A great amount of the students said they
were involved in many different campus
organizations and activities, including varsity

sports, intramural teams, dorm governance
'

and the Collegian

One student who responded to the
questionnaire, a sophomore from Penn-
sylvania, said that although he could afford a
raise m the tuition, he would not stay in

support of the other out of state students
who did not have the finances to stay. "I

have to live with my conscience longer than
I'll have to live with UMass. and continuing
enrollment >>ere if such an increase did go"
into effect would be quite actually sup-
porting the measure whrch may rum th«
educational plans of those less fortunat*
than I." he said.

Many others who said they could afford

to stay said they would leave because tt>ev

said they believed the quality of the
University would decrease because of tfm
exodus of out of staters

. nysical Plant workers Fred Mielnikowski (left) and Henry Bouffard replace the

door to the Head of Residence apartment in Pierpont. Invesitgation is under-

way for attempted murder of the Head of Residence. (Staff photo by Amira
Rahman)

* attemptedhomicide
Con't from page 1

of the Community Development Center,

adding that she would not comment as the

situation "was under police investigation."

According to an unnamed source, Whit-

ford left New England yesterday after he
was treated and released from the Universi-

ty Health Services and met with University

officials. At press time he could not be

located for comment.
Also under police investigation is a

similar door-torching of the head of

residence apartment on Dec. 19. During

that incident Whitford was alerted by the

smoke detector and escaped unharmed.
According to the UMass News Bureau,

Whitford was also attacked on Nov. 10

when he attempted to break up a dorm
scuffle. Police arrested one student on
charges of disorderly conduct and three

others were taken into protective custody-

a non-arrest violation.

On another occasion Whitford was hit on
the head when he tried to break up a party

during Halloween weekend, the news
bureau said. It was reporter* he received

stitches above one eye atitr ^ was hit with

a bottle by a woman. Whiuord did not

press charges. .

O'Neil described the police investigation

as a "definite, heavy one," but said he had

no idea of the problems affecting the dor-

mrtofY- Freeroao declined to comment on

whether Whitford had been forced to leave

the dorm on other occasions due to har-

rassment from Pierpont residents.

"It's a serious situation," she said.

"I don't want to do anything inadvertent-

ly to hinder the resolution of this." Freeman
did say this was an extraordinary situation

for a head of residence.

"We have to be clear about this situa-

tion... There has been lots of consultation

since last fall. This is not something that

has been ignored."

Pierpont residents met last night with

Southwest residential staff members Floyd

Martin, associate director of

Southwest,James Matlack, master director

of Southwest and Maurianne Adams, a

Southwest academic coordinator, to

discuss the events of the day and the focus

of life in the dormitory.

"Clearly these are people who are

demented - willing to kill," Matlack said.

"We're here to pull together as a communi-
ty," he added as he opened the dormitory

discussion.

Many issues were discussed by the dor-

mitory residents including the image of the

dorm in the media, police security, and
Whitford's welfare.

Adams said as a personal comment,
"He's a realy gutsy guy. Under the cir-

cumstances he's remarkably o.k."
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Many buildings in Tehran ware destroyed or damaged yesterday as big riots got

underway again in tha Iranian city. Saa briaf. Page 2. (AP Laserphoto)

No clues on missing
Deerfield bank employee

DEERFIEID \AF\ - State police

reported yesterday they had no clues to the

fate of Timothy J Maki, a 27 year otd bank

ernptoyee missing since last Thursday.

Maki. a father of three boys, was
reported missing by his wife. Laurie, last

Friday morning, after he failed to return

Thursday rWght to thetr Deerfield home.
He was supposed to have driven the 60

mile roundtrip to West Springfield and back
on a business trip. But officials at the Third

National Bank of Hampden County office

where he was to have gone on Thursday
said he r>ever arrived, accordir>g to state

police at the Shelburne Falls and Nor

thampton barracks, wf>o are investigating
the missing person report.

Maki works for F.P.M., Inc., a sur>:>idiary

of Pioneer National Bank of Frariklm and
Hampshire County.

Pioneer National and Thi'J National are
seeking state approval of a merger
folk>wing initial rejection of the proposal by
the state Bankir>g C;>mmission.
A weekend savch along Interstate 91,

the mam connecting road between
Deerfield and Wast Springfield, and in tfte

We$t Springfiald area, failed to locate
Maki's car, a 1974 maroon Plymouth
Duster, police said.

Attention All

RSO Groups!

If you have not submitted

a Semester Report or have

reason to believe that your group

has not, please contact the

Registrar of Student Organ-

izations at 5-0341 .

If a semester report is not

on file it will lead to your groups

funds being suspended.

So far, over 200 Groups
hrve not filed reports.

Alliance group split

over anti-nuke protests
By LEE BURNETT
and ALAN SHEPARD
Collegian Staff

A divided Clamshell Alliance conference

held last weekend at Hamp>shire College

resulted in stror>g disagreements within the

anti-nuclear group as to whether to

establish s(}ecific guidelines concerning

property damage which could result in the

upcoming blockade at Somersett, Mass.
Member groups from all over New

England convened to decide the future

course of the Clamshell Alliance, a regional

anti nuclear coalition formed in 1976 to

mount a grass-roots strategy to halt nuclear

proliferation.

The primary focus of the group has been
to halt construction of a nuclear power
plant in Seabrook, New Hampshire.
Adoption of Several proposals was

hindered at the conference when Clamshell

members could not agree on strategy and
tactics in their fight against nuclear power
plants.

Alliance members are currently preparing

a land and sea blockade in the southeastern

town of Somersett, where a vital com-
ponent of the Seabrook power plant is

located and awaits its transferral to New
Hampshire.
The component, a reactor pressure

vewe!, is a 16 foot diameter stainless steel

contair>er designed to hold a nuclear fission

reaction. Members will attempt to block

transportation of the vessel at the Brayton

Point Station dock in Somersett and the

cove near shore.

Further proposals werb stymied at the

conference until this conflict coukj be

resolved Eventually a small group left the

Plenary session, the final adoption
meeting, in a futile anempt to devise an
agreeable proposal for the property

damage guidelino issue.

Another similar conference will have to

be held within the next two months to

finish adoption of proposals postponed by
the disagreement.

In the meantime, defendants of past

Clamshell Alliance civil disobedience ac

tions are being arraigned at a rate of 25
people a day in Rockingham, New Ham-
pshire Sup>erior Court. An estimated 1,400
people are scheduled for a February tnal,

nearly two years since defendants appealed
a district court decision, predominantly for

a criminal trespassing offense. The
maximum sentence is one year in lail or a

$1,000 fine

Penn Moulton, a Boston lawyer working
on legal defense, said motions will be filtKJ

asking for a number of mass tridls in ex-

change for a "competing harms defense."
A mass trial would be cheaper for the

state and a "competing harms defense"
would enable defendants to argue that

breaking trespassing laws is justified as an
attempt to prevent the greater harm posed
by nuclear power, Moulton said

An educational campaign on the
programs and plans of the Clamshell
Alliance will be launched shortly as the

result of one of the proposals approved at

the conference.

A proposal by a public education work
group within ' the organization was ap-

proved for a maior educational campaign to

include an anti nuclear program prepared
for elememtary and fugh scoote to be
presented by Clamshell members.
The group will also begin a canvaaair>g

effort throughout New England by local

chapters to distribute information con
earning anti nuclear activities.

Attending members will report back to

local chapters for further discussion of

issue* raiaad at conference workshops.

January 30, 1979

Physics 119(E) No prerequisites Sched #570041

ARMS POLICY AND
NATIONAL SECURITY

SALT, MIRV, cruise missies. ABM, neutron bombs,

of nuclear war?

> How serious is the threat

MW 2:30 3:45, Has. 134 Prof. Kalkstein. For details, see the Course
Description Guide under 119A

Coliegfan 5

yott can economize^
"™
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FREDA FULLY COOKED

BONELESS

HAMS

WITH COUPON t (7 SO PURCHASE OR MORI JO %
EXCLUOMG CKAKnES

y / EXTRA
LEAN

BY THE PIECE

»2.09 LB

BY THE SLICE

»2.19
J

CANADA DRY

GINGER ALE OR

BARREL HEAD

ROOT BEER 64 oz 59

f
VALD THRU FEB 3

LMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

WITH COUPON & S7 50 PURCHASE OR MORE 3Q \
'^^XCLUOING CIGAHETTES

USDA CHOICE

TOP ^
ROUND >
ROAST LB

TOP

ROUND

STEAK LB

2.09

CARANDO HOT OR SWEET

ITAUAN SAUSAGE
USDA CHOICE

SHOULDER CLOD LONDON
BROU

BEEF ROUND

CUBE STEAK
TENDER BABY

BEEF UVER

SWEET UFE REG OR RPPLE

POTATO

CHIPS 8 0Z

E

39

r
VAUO THRU FEa 3

LIMIT ONE AT LUUIS FOODS Jf

WITH COUPON A S7 50 PURCHASfOW MORf 40 \
EXCIUOINC CIGARETTtS

12 OZ PKG

Rin

CRACKERS 59
VALID THRU FEB 3

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

r WITH COUPON & S7 50 PURCHASE OR MORE 45 %
EXCLUOMG CIGARETTIS

ALL PURPOSE

GOLD MEDAL

FLOUR Iag 59

k._^

VALID THRU FEB. 3

UMfT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

r Vmn COUPON & $7.S0 PURCHASE OR

EXCLUDING CIGARETTES 28

I

/

SOR WEVE

BATHROOM

TISSUE
2 ROLL

PKG 29
VALID THRU FEB. 3

.^';>.FR02EN FOOD SPECIALS^

20 oz

CORN-MIXED

VEG-GREEN PEAS

SWEET LIFE

VEGETABLES

C

69

CLAM 6V; OZ

SEAFOOD 9 OZ

•TASTE SEA

PIAHERS

99*
ORE DA

SHOESTRING POTATOES
AUNT JEMMA ECONO PACK

WAFFLES
KPfENOGE FARM *^ ^A
LAYER CAKES ^.z ^1.^9
KAITEST a CRIAM ^

20 OZ

1S0Z

59

79'

SANOWCNES
NOW

ORANGE JUICE
QUARTERS tmg^

FLEISCHMANN MARGARINE i.b 79

12MGK X.09

n.09% SAL

-f
^ PRODUCE ^

DOLE OR

CHIOUITA

BAMANAS

Clbs 51

^ UMT ONE AT LOUB FHOOS /

KRAFT I

MAC & CHEESE

LARGE HEADS

ICEBERG

\^ LETTUCE

EACH T%/

LARGE TEMPLE

ORANGES

MACINTOSH ^3^^^j.^

APPLES QUALITY

ZUCCHINI

SQUASH

7/n

3 LB 7AC
BAG I it

2- 89'

37V.OzQA
PKGS Q^

CARNATION INSTANT HON FAT

DRY MILK

SALAOA

TEA BAGS

1.69

COLLEGE MN

CHICKEN BROTH

i°^^2.59F^3-89
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPNKAL ERRORS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTTTKS

LOUIS
FOODS

'^ ^ ^ o>.

N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST, MASS
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Collegian

TV airs documentary
on CIA mind control

A 90 mingte televtsjon documentary on mind control which

reveals Central Intelligence Agency funded research at many

universities across the country will be aired tonight at 1 1 .30 on

Channel 40.

ABC News Closeup -MISSION MIND CONTROL," will

report on U.S. Intelligence Agencies thnty year eflort to

perfect mind control, the attitudes which led to the research,

and victims' descriptions of their treatment and its lingering

consequences, Paul Altemyer ABC corresporKlent said.

The documentary includes interviews with officials who
detail CIA experiments with LSD and other drugs conducted

in hospitals and prisons which has resulted in death to two

subjects

Altemyer said other subjects were prostitutes, drug addicts

and other petty criminals, tiecause they were most vulnerable

^d least able to seek revenge. The ABC report will also ex

amine what has been done to guarantee that these activities

will not recur.

Parking regalations

forsnow season
Snow parking regulations in effect until April 1 on campus
have been released by the UMass department of Public

Safety The regulations will be enforced from 7:00 am to

6 oo pm daily in all lots except Lot 21. which will be enforc-

ed from 4;00am to 6:00pm.

Vehicles may be parked overnight during the snow season
in the following areas: the back of P lot. Lots 21, 22 24 26
(north of roadway to P lot only), 28, 32 (West of Lincoln

Avenue only), 41. 42, 43, Thatcher way (East Side), 44, 46.

49, 50, and P lots at Fraternity /Sorority Park and behirKJ

Lot 25
Overnight parking is prohibited in xhe following areas:
Stadium P Lot (front section). Lot 25 (south of roaoway to
P Lot), Lots 26, 31, 32 (East of Lincoln Avenue), 34, 40. 45,
47, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 71 and any campus roadway or park
ing meter
Anyone who is issued a ticket for violation of snow regula-

tions who feels it was improperly issued may appeal it

within seven days at the Parking Appeals Board in Dickin
son Hall.

SeveraIbreak-ins
during intersession

UMass police reported several break ins to University
buildings during intersession.

Police reported six dormitory rooms were reported broken
into but the value and exact items missing have not yet
been determined, according to a New Bureau spokesman

The break ins include two rooms in the John Adams
Tower, two roorr>s in MacKimmie dormitory, one room m
Kennedy Tower, and or>e room in the New Africa house
Also illegally entired were Morrill Science Center," th«
Campus Center and Clark Hall All items removed from ths
buildings did not exceed 100 dollars in value

A camera and film were removed from Hasbrook
Laboratory valued at over 500 dollars.

No arrests have been made.

No fundingspurs court

action onstudentloans
The critical reason for the University's recent decision to

bring court action against those who haved defaulted on
National Direct Student Loans is the unavaiMMlity of furnis
for new students, according to a UMas^ spokMperson;
Howard White.

White said loans collected from past students are made
yiMltiln to new students, so more money can be loaned to

rmm applicants if money ts collected from those who owe.

Each debtor s c«s« is reviewed individually after unsuc-

cessful efforts to collect on the loan, and agencies can take

students to court only after specific authorization from the

UMass lunancial Aid Office and the President's Office.

The cost ot the court action will be paid by the collection

agerKtes. which are entitled to a percentage of the funds

collected.

Wnite said the court action is now being sought becauM
defaulted loans have built up significantly over the years,
and because the federal government has become increas-
ingly concerned about the collection of defaulted loans

DEBBIE WALLACE

PHILOSOPHY NOTICE
Because of space limitations.

Philosophy 160, section 1, In-

troduction to Ethics, taught by
Ann Ferguson has been
rescheduled from MWF 11:15 to

MWF 2:30 in Herter. Discussion

sections will be arranged.

/ GAMMA SIGMA
SIGMA

will sponsor its annual Book Ex-

change. We try to sell your books
for you on a non-profit basis.

Book drop-off is Jan. 31 -Feb. 2 in

SU 304. Selling begins Peb. 5-9 in

CC 165.

SAVE ON
USED

PAPERBACKS
The Valley Book Shop, at th^ Carriage
Shops in downtown Amherst. The
largest selection of used paperbacks in

Western Mass. Outstanding stock
right now in fiction, drama,
psychology. Shakespeare, Greek &
Roman classics, philosophy, art,

women's studies, history, etc.

ia5:30 daUv
Thurs. tk Fri. ni^^hts tiU 8:00 549-6052

WeWe looking

for a Five-College

Delivery Person

Must be free every morning (M-

'twixt 10 a.m.-nooa jt^A

Contact Ron Volpe—256-6536-
the Collegian office, Campus Ctr

Now is the time tomake a great deal
onaTI programmable.

Pre«r*m>nabl« "5S/A*

•»«ctallv Pakatlaa
laclranic n«iita«rtn4

Tl rroKrammahle 58 Tl froKrammabU* 5f)

A Texas Instruments programmable calculator can
make a big difference in the way you work this semester

and in the years to come And if you buy a TI-S8 or 59
between January 1 and February 28. 1979. you can take
advantage of a special money-saving offer

Choose 2 FREE software Specialty Pakettes-a
$20 value- when you buy a 11*58. Choose from:

• Electronic EngiiiMrini • Mathematics

Civil Englnterinf • Stalittical Testing

Ruid Dynamics • Marketing/Sales

Blackbody Radiation • Production Planning

Oil/Gas/Enoriy • Astrology

30 Graphics

The economical TI-50 key-programmable providea up
to 480 program steps or up to 60 data memories. Tt's

Specialty Pakettes can help extend its usefulness with
ready-to-use programs written by professionals in a
wide variety of fields Each pakette contains step-by-
step program listings, apphcations notes, instructions
and sample problems i Just key-in the program you
need and you can put it to work right away TI-58. only
$125.00-

Get a $10.00 rebate when you buy a TI-59.
Extra savings on the most advanced handheld pro-
grammable calculator ever made. Up to 960 program
steps or up to 100 data memories. You can store the

Texan InstrumentH ttchnnlogif—
bringing affordahlr electrttnicH to gour Hngertipit.

Texas Instruments

of

INCORPOR A! t D

(9 '9 '9 fem inst'uiTwiils IncorpafMed 4M?6

proorams you write on handy magnetic cards Addi-
tiorial ready-to-use programs are available through Tl's

Professional Program Exchange (PPX-59) Ti-59.

$300 00*

The TI-58 and 59 are versatile computer-like tools
specifically designed for solving complex problems
They can get you into programming quickly and easily
-allowing you to concentrate on learning while they
find the solutions Both feature Solid State Software'"
libraries with plug-m modules containing up to 5000
steps of prewritten programs The Master Library is

included with each calculator- an instant tool kit

25 programs in key areas Twelve optional
libraries are available

See the TI-58 and 59 at your dealer today
and take advantage of one of these limited
time offers
' U S WQgniM rtttii pnct

< SfKuity PatMinM nol mdv* plugm moMn o> AxyncK cprOs

Q I ve MMflN fny Tl SS pluse wnd OK mete l«>o Irn Tl piMttn

D IvckOiJOMmyTi M pletteMndrntmytlOOOrebjle
'

Ttus lnilrum«ms rtiil tuiMl Itit oNtf you lM«t s<«KKd ibove «htn you 1 1 1 rMtn ma complMed
CMPOA mcludinq sfrm numMt (7) atong wim your compMM cuitomcf mltxmjtion card
(packed m Ml) and (3) a dated copy of proof of yov purcnaie verrtying purchase of i Tl Pro
grafflfniWe M or H twtictievei is tfpUcMt] titttMOi January 1 and February 7t 1979

~

Mm kf fttmuUt m mMtn Mtfck 7. tin; M «N<Hy ItrMt iHtM •*•(

taut la num tpwial ODti P !• U. UMw*. Tim 7MM

Name

Addreu

City

SHie 7«

CMCUlMor S«rui NumMi
llroffl back of calculator)

PIMM allow 30 days for delivtry Otter void where proliiOiled by law Offer good mU S only

J
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Editorial/Opinion
Watch the

Language
A proposal to raise out-of-state tuition

over the next three years appears accep-

table to legislative leaders, including the

author of the existing budget language that

would double or triple the $1,560 rate now
charged to out-of-state students here at

UMass.
The propK>sal for the gradual increase, if

indeed passed, would nnean out-of-state

students would pay $2,150 for the

academic year that begins in September;
$2,750 for the next year; and $3,350 for the

year 1982 83. This proposal, made last

week by the Student Affairs subcommittee
of the UMass Board of Trustees, is pro-

bably the only alternative available t>ecause

t)oth the stale legislature and Gov. King are

intent on providing substantial relief to pro-

perly owners. The two areas eyed for cuts--

or revenue- -are human services and educa-

tion, both supported by property taxes.

Ttie proposal, which awaits approval by
the entire 20-memt>er Board of Trustees at

its meeting r>ext week in Boston, could

pave the way for the passage of two bills

sponsored or co-sponsored by Rep. James
G Collins, D- Amherst, to remove the

JOEQUINLAN

budget language that has caused a corKern
•monq UM«ss students.

Thr jrtguage in this year's state budget
eliminated vaguer>ess from budgets of

previous years and requires UMass to

charge out-of-state students substantially

higher tuition rates than in-state students.

The formula for determining tfie rate

divides maintenance costs of the three

campuses (Amherst, Boston and
Worcrtter) by the number of enrolled

students. The language also instructs the

University to set the higher rates for the

academic year beginning in September and
lengthens the time required to become an
in-state resident-and pay a lower tuition--

from 12 to 18 months.
The author of the language. Republican

Representative Jonathan L. Healy claims

he began to file legislation seeking higher

out-of-state tuition only after he addressed
his concerns to the state Board of Higher

Education. Healy, who represents mostly
hilltowns in Berkshire and Franklin coun-
ties, aiso claims the board of higher educa-
tion ignored him.

While some UMass officials disagree

with Healy's reasoning, the fact is that ouf

of-state tuition at UMass has remained at

$1,550 for the past four years, while other

New England states charge as much as

$3,700 for out of-state students.

UMass President David C. Knapp and
rhembers of his office have either met or

written to various House and Senate

leaders to get their feelings about phasing

in higher tuition rates and fep>ealing Healy's

language. Healy himself said he has no
qualms atx>ut seeing his legislation repealed

as long as some measures are taken to in-

crease the rates eventually.

House Majority Leader George Keverian

said the out-of-state tuition debate falls into

a "political netural ground" for legislators.

"It's a non-courageous act (by legislators)

to increase" the out-of-state tuition, he

said. Keverian, an Everett DenrKJcrat, also

said legislation ( Collins' bills ) that vyould

decrease state revenue "begins with

chances against it" because "everyone
here is cost conscious."

Sen. Gerard D'Amico, who chairs tht

Senate Committee on Education, a4so

favors Collins legislation and would prefer

the phase- in process rather than a drastic

increase. Another likely ally is Rep. John J.

Finnegan, Chairnnan of the Ways and
Means Committee, who is a UMass alum-

nus.

But the success of Collins' legislation

ultimately depends upon the cooperation of

House Speaker Thomas W. McGee, whom
Collins successfully fought last year for the

passage qf a property tax bill. McGee, con-

tacted this weekend, echoed Keverian's

views about budget-cutting, calling this

year "the.year of austerity." But the Lynn

Democrat also said the idea of gradual in-

creases in out-of-state tuition "make more

sense" and "certainly Jim Collins has a

grasp of the situation."

Afterword on the

Death of Salt

To the Editor:

For years the Index ignores Be/ow The
Saft (now known, for the time being at

least, as Proper Gander A arid when it

finatly gets around to doing a piece on this

venerable UMass tradition, it is a full page
pack o' lies, purporting to be the true

story of the dissolution of Salt, and as a
long-serving and faithful Fine Arts staff

member here I cannot let these falsifica

tions go unanswered.

Were the article in question (on p. 164

of the Index, to which I refer the in

terested reader immediately) published in

the daily Collegian or even the bi-weekly

Proper Gander it would be easily

dismissable, forgotten torrmrrow by all

but those directly involved. Seeing,

however, as it was printed in tfte year-

book—which is intended to "last a
lifetime" and be a ready rememberance of

the year it covers— the offence takes on
new and horrific dintensions. If the article

was intended seriously, its author (Ken
Shain, coincidentally the outgoing editor

of Below The Salt /Proper Gander) is

presenting as fact some grave and
downright libelous lies; intended as satire,

Jt is unfortunate and irresponsible tftat so
^many people will take it as fact, which
they wHf, and the article remains libelous.

A point-by-point enumeration of tfw

so-called "facts"proferred by Shain is no\

necessary here; take it for granted thai

each of his points came not from truth but
from Shain's ratfter warped imagination.

In fact, I challenge him to prove one, just

one, statement he has committed to print

in this article.

In traditional Shain style, the things he
accuses others of doing (for instance: the

end of the popular weekly activities

listings in the Salf the reduction— in

length, size of type, and number used— of

record reviews; the ultimated death of

Below The Salty are the very things he
himself is guilty of.

Several questions remain: 1) why did

the usually responsible Index editors fail

to check the "facts" (even in quotes, the

term is used lightly) of this article?, 2) why
was the article not signed?, and 3) what
ulterior motive did its author have for

writing it, and for such a wide and lasting

'

forum as our yearbook?

Name Withheld by Request

The Social

Neanderthal
By Jlf^JORDAN

It is fitting to ring in the new guber-

natorial administration with words of

doom, foreboding and impending chaos.
All the actions of King and f>is court have
gebt)ed such description, so it is not only

one's political biases that make the
descriptions appropriate.

Much was said about the distance that

the Democratic' leadership out between
itself and the candidate King. Mostly,

political differences over issues like capital

punishment, abortion and tax-cutting were
offered as the reason for the absence of

Kennedy, the O'Neills, etc, from the King
campaign.

While one might yearn to believe that
these fellows really have basic differences
with King over these fundamental social

questions, such a desire is unrealistic.

The real reason for their absence is that

King is a social neanderthal and a fool and
they are not. While King is busy alienating

and destroying the traditional Democratic
base in the Commonwealth, Kennedy and
company want enough distance such that

they can reassemble the pieces with at least

a straight face if not toal integrity.

King as governor is a product of the

massive sense of insecurity operating
among the white lower middle and working

classes in the state (especially in and
around Boston). He offered himself and
was accepted as the "strong man," the

"can do" leader who would pull the state's

moribund economy out of the supposed
clutches of "welfare statism," militant

unions and high taxes.

Even on these terms, however, he has
nothing in his past nor, apparently, in his

future that suggests his ability to pull it off.

He is a man unused to operating with even
the light reigns on his authority that the
legislature and courts will hold his only

other 'public' position, head of the
Massachusetts Port Authoority, showed
him, almost free of any democratic
restraint, unable to be a competent one-
man show. His legacy there is a too-small

container facility on the Charlestown
docks; a too-tall control tower, unused

runway ana over sized international ter-

minal at Logan Airport; and the now-
famous "golden handshake" severance
deal when he left MassPort.

King is a successful con. His late 19th

-century Robber Baron tuxedo is a bit short

in the sleeves, and smeared with the stain

of his hulking failures on the chest. The old

mule called Free Enterprise that is drawing
his travelling salvation show" is about

kicked out.

King is reactionary enough, but not

skilled enough, to carry off the massive

attack on human services that he promised
in his campaign. One is led to believe that

the words of an Everett factory worker will

come back to haunt the governor; "he talks

to us like we're Donald Duck."

Jim Jordan is a Collegian Commentator.

Bits and Pieces

Sen. George S. McGovern on
Republican Presidential hopeful John Con-
nelly: "He combines the worst elements of

Watergate and the Vietnam era." Connelly:

"I guess he won't k>e heading 'Democrats

for Connelly.'"

Sinners and Saints: In the same week Sir

Jimmy the Ethical commuted the sentence
of The Robber of Banks Patricia Hearst and
invited The Subverter of Justice Richard

Nixon home for dinner.

Great Moments in Politics: Asked what
his first action as mayor of New York would
be. Conservative Party candidate William F.

Buckley Jr. solemnly replied: "Demand a

recount."

Unemployment Line: Shah Mohammad
Reza Pahlevi, Bella Abzug, Ed King's High
School All-Stars.
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Chicago father blames
church in wife's death

Associated Press

CHtCAGO The father of a woman
who died m chitdbtrth after refusing

medical help because of her religion

says. "She'd be alive today if it wasn't
for the church

"

Luther Brent, a 64 year old founiitv

worker, said that ihe Bethel Apostolic

Church on tfie.South ^ide "had people
coming m ifiat apartment and prayiny

and smqing cvei her ... That didn't

help If she would have had a doctor.

sf>e would be alive

His daughter. Delaine Gaines, 28
died in labor while rmsstonan^ from
her church stood by

Medication is for sinr^ers, not the
church. " sa^d Bishop David Mc
CuMough. head of the TOO member
church It was hw decision and we
iust fottowed It It was an act of God
and nobody could have kept t>er alive

It looks like she couldn't bring the baby
so she died

"

A spokesman for the state's at

tomey. who asked not to be identified.

iaid. "There ts nothing in the books to

my knowledge that covers such a
thmy Refusing aid or\^ religious
grounrls hdpper>s every dav
Wrs Games, mother of st'\

chilrl:en, was eight months preyr a'

She was pronounced dead at a hospttal

arKJ her urtborn baby could not he sav

ed. doctors said An autQpsy was to be

Wt-i.'i vifi Gaines went into labor

Saturdav at 9 p.m , her husband
William, called a fire department am
biilance Po'kh said she refused aid,

bdyiny ^t\ • wvanted a natural childbirth

Police said the ambulance team ^^ad

no choice but to leave, that it did not

have the nght to force someone to go
to thb hospital who didn't want
medical attention.

McCuiioit^h s^d several sisters were
n at'' • • tying and comfoning
her ,1 "f rmnd untii she and
trw baby died at 3;30 am Sunday

^ th«? husband again sum
'ibulance and his wife was

'jken to the hospital He was not
availalJle for comfrwnt
McCullough said Mrs. Gaines, a

iitember of the church for 10 years,

sought church assistance for a natural
childbirth because she "suffered dur
ing her last two childbirths" by
Caesarean section
The bishop said, "The only time we

take medication is when we're having
1 tooth putracted As far as childbirths

go, we ' 'dve it up to th«' husband and
wife, though if they desire to go to a
hospital, they are liable before the
Lord, not us

TOWN OF AMHERST
1979 ELECTION CALENDAR
Last Day for Sqtectmen to Publish Calendar Noticf
Last Day to have Registwed Before Town Caucus
Last Day to File Town Officer Nomination Pai>ers witli Town Clerk
Caucus Call fif necessary

)

Drawir>g Date for Town Caucus Placwtwnt (if necessary)
TOWN CAUCUS
Last Day to File Town Meeting Member Nomination Papers
with Town Clerfc

Last Day to Register Before Town Election

Town Meeting Warrant Closes
Drawinq Datf for Town Flection for Apr 3 Ballol

TOWNtLECTlOf^
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING

l!l79

Jan 19

Feb. 7

Feb. 9
Feb 13

Feb. 15

Feb 27

Mar 6
Mar 14

Mar 16

Mar 16

Apr. 3
Apr 30

Town Meetir>g. Apul 30 will be held in the Amhfirst Regional Junior High Auditorium
at 7:30 p.m.

Town Offices to be filled at Town Election

Town Meeting Members
MrxJerator for one year

Selectmen. 1 for three years

School Commrtte, 2 for three years

Elector, Oliver Smith Will, 1 for one year

Jor>es Library Trustee. 2 for three years

Housing AutfK>rity, 1 for five years ^

Redevelopment Authority, 1 for four years; 1 for five years

ECWiMICAL

FMQUEHr
. TRAILWAYS and PETER PAN offer service to Boston,

New york and many other destinations.

TRAHWAirS 6 PETER RAN DUSUNES

MAKE UFE SIMPLER FORYOU

For Information. Schedules and Prices, Contact:

Campus Center Bus Office - 545-2006, or 549-6000
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send a

to someone / anyone!
BOYFIIWNB, OIRL FRIEHD. SWEETH, ROOMMATE, PAOF, COACM, ENEMYETC,

V«l

Dally Coll««i«ii is «IvIihi yow ffh* fn
7Sc, *o iMva fomr ValantliM WIsbas

W«4., Pab. 14.

€mr4 ymmr
witty, sailaHs,
rMI b« « V«l«atliM

•fflcsby y,P«b. ISaf^S

EXAMPLES:
To; ^oryA.
Have a Happy Valentine

Day. H eupid doesn't come
around I will.

Rosfy

"8"fl B"8 8 8 8Tnn"8"B~8"8B"nnnnnj

To: Room 365 S.W.

i¥»'r» looking forward to

toeing you again. Happy
Valentino Day I

ThoGlHt

9 i.9 t.8.t,8,«.U„9,tJU>J.U>XlAJLuAl

Bring Hils tom by Mon., P«b. 1 2 at 3i45 p.m. I

LIMIT20WORDS
I
I
I
I
,
I

__^___^^^ ^' I

COST 75c

iCoWviXiim ^

AOVERIISIO
ITEM POl ICY

Eia 0' IMM MartiMd ilMii a i«gui/M to M ««*!, j¥«iMI«
<» MX <l V (iMa Hll atfvf lOM (Diet IT ttcti «iP SlIKt II

You'll do better with ^mtat ^iis^is^every vveek at A&P! •:>

With ii f^Hieci

$up«r savmos Booklet

Or>e-i3 ox can

CONTADINA
TOMATO PASTE

Thick -Rich

With II Filled

Sup«r Savings Booklet

Two- 5 oz pkgs

JELL-0
GELATINS

AN Flavors

;«MCtALJ

With ii FUied
Super Savings Booklet

Two-lO'; oz cans

CAMPBELLS
SOUP

Chicken Noodle

With r Filled

Super savings Bookler

One-6 oz can

ORANGE
JUICE

Minute Ma«d Frozen

With u Fitted

Super savings Booklet

One M-oz eti

HEINZ
KETCHUP

Tomato

With n FMIM
Super Savtings Boofetet

One stb bag

WHITE
POTATOES

AW Purpose

*s^^ii —jHQ Country Farm Pork Shop 3)1

CHICKEN BOLOGNA 99^
CHICKEN ROLL «,

*1^®

TURKEY BREAST it
'2"^

cooked ham * *2"
hard salami » *2'*

pr6v3lone «.
*?•

COLE SLAW tb 49*

i.'mmvi

beef PATTIES ^:'3**
c««*.s«B*.«s

,^ $i89
OH

»="•••_ .» $i591

BEEF FRANKS .; 98c
SLICED BOLOGNA <.''ri

BACON
SLICED BACON
"If

FULLY COOKED-SHANK PORTIO

'^.^ Smoked ir>

HAMS
Ham steaks Sf99 Whole 2?^^ or $f09 ! Portliin ^V^^' ClO< /

or Roast 'i:\rV ^t Shank Half ^\J ^'^''Sl^'bii^VJij, !

C AAPSA SEAFOOD SHOP )
^A&P IS A BUTCHER SHOP\

^
( AtP IS A POULTWY SHoT)

"

COOKED FISH
SHRIMP FILLETS

to ^ -rfm \ Mrt l><,ji 1

(io<. ' l/BT. s<»>«a( I' tonw
'»mji' SiijH! >/# H«n*

$149
1 01

PN

$119

SHRIMP COCKTAt
»i - joUt .. '>»f f.; 4 >.»«»i Juki <'•<•>

MEDIUM SHRIMP "^^

MEDIUM SHRIMP ';;'*6*^

$349

BmIR*

Rib
STEAKS Bont

In

Bwf Rib-i

Rib Eye
STEAKS

$T99
lb

399
MMMW
kwau

Ribs Of
20-25

bt.«v»M99
it).

cunom M
antm « iM

A&P K)0% PURE
BUTTtR BASTEDBOX-0-

CHICK» I TURKEYS
SlitOTMS 1«CU 3

NWS 16«iTr*CIS

wiaiNr-u»rMw
V^*t tit

69! 1 89f
• '»• USD* irM ^O C
CHICKEN LEGS Do '

TURKE

Y

breasts' r.
USOA bri* A

cornTsh hens 99f

,

HOT Of SWHT
Italian

SAUSAGE
A&P PiPPEROM G£NOAO(

511^^ HAM) SALAMI

MEATS 99*4 0Z

pkg

COOKED SALAMI
U*!* SW** %inm ^

SLICED PEPPERONI

ITALIAN VARIETIES

SALAMI 4 pRovoco€ •-

PEPPERONI .
*2^®

i&bT?TTDELLA'^UM°»

;. $-|09

•^' $i89
4 o.$-|39

Wittt Coupon Betow

CARUSO
\ Vy Gallon Cont

-^$299

Del Gauo

ITALIAN
TOMATOES

35 02 can

\ .

stems and Pieces

'MT. LAUREL
MUSHROOMS

4 01 can

39*
Ragoizino

SPAGHETTI
SAUCE

3? 01 lar

Tomato

CONTADINA
SAUCE

ts 07 can

•'•MM'' ^^^ "
3.s|

^-^
Regular <k Thm

ANN PAGE
SPAGHETTI

1 It- pkg

j*N( PAMtl' Sl.N'.fD

WHITE jSUo02ooz$H
BREAD «^* O '« I

DUTCH „ „ $ i 2 9
APPLE PIE p" »1

ULTREX
BLADES
CHUtWNS

BAYER
ASPIRIN

4ct
pkg 99

, Jfci V? V/

79* g99*^7#4«l
(<mh6tmnS^i—K

ZUCCHINI 3 lbs./$1

EGGPLANT «
"'**49"

JUMBO

Temuie
ORAIiCES
INDIAN RIVER- JUMBO W*

WUIT 3i

SNOW WHITE

FRESH
MUSHROOMS

12 oz. pkg.

c
MhKHiuf, *> iM« f\r\e
POTTING SOIL 99*

SEED 'i: 99*
Sunllgww

\eiBD

RED ONIONS .t,
39*

.49*PEPPERSth

49
"sweet ft JWCY

Anjou
PEARS

Russet 5 bagQQv
IfOTATOESO^^
BIRD FOOD '^, 99*

THISTLE SEED ^3^?

*1)> SMAlt MID V I ARM

LATEX
GLOVES
COFFEE 100 C\Q^

Ct DKC \JW
pair

FILTERS

ENGLISH
DINNERWARE

p<;8UWi s*viwcs cowowJm mj wwt sAvwcs co<»o>i>i pf tuwt Mvwcs courowK

50* FREE m IOO*FREE fH 50* FREE
COLD BONO STAMPS

I* COMrti f»B»'

With (»utcn«M 4I Oiw Pug ot

WHOLE MU-K

i!
11
II

COLD BOND STAMPS
• le c«ia»n T»mi

Wilti PikOmu of r«m Pkgs o<

BAMBINO SIZE

COI D BOND STAMPS

II
II

' 5 Cold«n T»n»

Wilh PurdUM o< Oni Jaf 01

CREAMY

AXELROD II CELESTE fl ANN PACE j

ozzarella! I PIZZA
I
|mayonnaise|

12oz. pkg. II
9oz. pkgt !.! 32 oz. jar |

M* STOW courow \m j^w^w

III

I!

^»^i«yjS^j [ yM 1. 1 1 ! I
Far Winis

|
^1 d *4 H ^H mm\ t JmB 3 *< ^ ^B 1 ! English Qmnerwa'f J
Pllil ll'l .ll l IfcfmffllgtTOl! I TA-a ^IIM !

50* FREE

With Coupon « $7 SO Pixcluse

BLENDED ! I

COLD BOND STAMPS

Wim PutclUM o( One PI<o o'

CHOCOLATE COVERED

AXELROD
RICOTTA

2 tt> Cont
I

CALLON ! ! ANN PACE I

CARUSO OIL
j j THIN MINTS

\
Gallon Cont. | ! 8 oz. pkg. i

Limrt On CouMK Pr Fwmly 68 I Lnwi Om CoMi Pir Finily Ot Z S S l.«««t Oiw Coi»on P« FjiKllr Gl 3 L«« Ono Cotton P»f FanM »P ? MPg Limit Ont Coi«an P»r FdMIr 68 « B | (.wttt (kM Cwpon Pte Family 6" ^ . iimi unt wn*n»i r„ ,,niny Mip^
V«M JM> ?n« 3 *97t t p^ I ViM JM Zl-f* 3. 1978 <g|l | VlMJMV 2t-Hb 3. 1878 /jTBfcl | vmjmH-f* 3. 1878 OS! I V*M J« »-^ 3. "T*^Qll £^**' -^ ^^ ' **" 9Rb I^""* -^^^jL^ "iM—Sm""""""""* ""

NEWSPAPERSVeME FILL IN STORE ADDRESS TOHLL wTdTH AND DEPTH
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUAWTlTtS TO 3 PER CUSTOMER AND TO CORRECT TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS ITEMS FOR SALE WOT AVAIABLE TO WHOLESALE OR RETAIL DEALERS^

50* FREE
COLD BOND STAMPS

I? CoWfn T»n«;

Witn PuccM»« 0' Oi» Co^t 0'

WHOLE MILK

I i
Tea Cup i

Witi) cai«on ant ii'S!

w. 17 SO pwctaw

ex ! I ^ - - , »'' ' •« 'wl ' Slimii On« Coupon Pr Family

PRICES EFFECTIVE JAN..28-FEB. 3. 1979
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New York's futurehoksbrighter
Associated Press

Finally, New Yorkers feel that
something good is m the air, that the
worst iS over Tourism is booming,
theater tickets are hard to get, a
surplus of office space and apart
ments four years ago is now a shor-
tage as more people see Manhattan
as the place to be.

As for the bad. anyone needing a
reminder that trouble lies ahead for
the city will get it on Feb. 7 dunng a
hearing on the city's progress before
US Sen William Proxmfre's Banking
Committee.
The city on Jan. 15 announced

plans to cut its workforce by 4 per-

cent a year through 1982 to help close
budget gaps of $433 million next year
and about $1 billion in each of the
next three years.

But the city's plans, as outlined by
Mayor Edward Koch, do not reveal
fully how these enormous deficits will
be closed. And Proxmire aide Eleanor
Bachrach said in an interview that the
Senate would be more than a little

curious for details from the mayor.
In human terms, r>o one doubts that

the kinds of cuts the mayor will be
forced to make to satisfy Washington
and Wall Street will mean dirtier
streets, potholes, bridges in disrepair,
cutbacks in hospital care, fewer

police and firemen, fewer and more
crowded schools.
New York's budget problems have

grown even more acute in recent
weeks. President Carter in his elec
tion campaign and thereafter had
made commitments for more aid to
the city - specifically, massive help
for the slums in the South Bronx,
assumption of the city's $500 million a
year welfare burden, and about $100
million in extra cash to help balance
the city's budget next year. But
Carter's austere budget proposals
make those commitments optimistic
at best.

Carter's budget will also coat the ci-

ty about 3,000 federally funded jobs,
added to a loss of about 2,000 such
jobs because of a change in eligibility
rules.

New York State hae problems too
- new projections show a deficit of
$200 million or more looming in its
budget - while the city expects $200
million in state aid next year to
balance its budget.
And the city's own estimates do

not account for any wage increases
for city workers through 1982. If, as is

virtually certain, labor demands in-
creases, they could add $150 million
to the budget gap in 1981, and
another $350 million in 1982.

Food
Technologists/Ghemists

The General fotv/s Corp.
invites you to explore career opportunities

in Research and Development.

Contact your career center for an interview on

February b. 1<>79

Our New York and New Jersex^ research facilities near
Neu^ York City have openings for B S . M.S. & Ph.D. degrees.

^ Ceiwral Foods is a leading processor of packaged conxjenience

foods Familiar brands ^Aaxwell House. lell-O. Post. Gaines.
Birds Eye KoolAid. Sanka. Tang Shake N Bake Cool Whip.

^ GENERAL FOODS CORPORATIOIV
An t^u4tt Dpportunily trnfU'ver M f Ht

^JitDENIMS
V^EimO^EAN.

under $16
Velours $15^00

Faded Jeans $11.00
A^estem Flannel Shirts $11

Next toTHEPUBAmherst

_

GERMAN 362

"C" Core

3 Credits

MODERN GERMAN
WOMEN WRITERS

IN TRANSLATION

\Nom*n t tanguaga and woman'* Maratura braak through a long
hiaiory of Mtanca by givmg voKa to wonm>% axpananca How doas
woman s writing diffar from man* writing? How ar« *»oman» con
earns and awfanaiaai g-van form m thaw literatura? Thaaa are
•oma o( Iha quaationa ««a «mN try to anawar thia lamaatai

We wia atao look mora tpacificaMy at itw aapanartcaa of contam
oorary Garman woman What was tt hhe to grow up m a country
which had lust emargad from Na/«m> What kind* of hopes and
d'sappointments 0)6 Eaat Garman socialism mean for women' How
>*d Wast Germany raapond to the new German worT>en s move
ment' Arxl finally, how can tf»e Questions *r>d answers of German
women help us American woman deal with our own dilemmas?

lnstructo» Sara Lenr>ox

Meeting Time and Ware T Th 2 » 3 46. Ht-nm 114

fo' more information, call 54&23fiO or 566-3487

Spec/a/ offers make this the time to
buy a Texas Instruments programmable.

Programmable ^«8/S9
Spacialty Pakattae
Civil Enginaaring

Programmable T<58/Stt
Specialty PakaMaa
Elactronic Enginaaring

Engineering and

Sdence MojJBrs To

Help Moke History.
1W5. A small dedicated team of scientists and
engineers began to design and construct the first
submarine-launched ballistic missile, the Polarig.
The team made history.

1965. The creation of the second-generation
mi.ssile, the Poseidon. This follow-on design chal-
lenged the Nation's best engineering talent.

1978. The Trident Project. Continues past ex-
perience with state-of-the-art technology.

The Strategic Systems Project Office of the
U.S. Navy has a limited number of career open-
ings in three of the most important projects in
recent hi.story— Polaris, Poseidon and Trident.
As part of this team, you will be directly involved
in R&I), T&E, production, logistic support,
field maintenance and training.

Contact your Placement for an interview with
the Capital Area Personnel Services Office, Navy

oJ^tnti^:'^^
'*""'"'**'*'" February 16, 1978

Sfrot«9ic Systems Profect Offtce
Department of the Navy
Washington, D.C. 20376
ATTN: Recruitment Committee
An Kqual Opportunittf Kmplouer.

Coupon
available

at the

store

Buy a Tl«58 and choose OPllv
two free software specialty *on oc

Pakettes from T»l— a $20 value. 9™.95
lexQS Instruments

lexQs Instruments

PlroQfomffrKiblejy
only $224.95

Buy a Tl»59 and get a

$10 rebate from T»l.

Coupon
available

at the

store

at the calculator store

G[jD@ [!ftjDDW@ffi^[!j Ska?®
campus center/unjv. of mass./amherst

OPEN TUES. Cr WED. NIGHT TIL 9

Jaouafv 30. 1979
.Collegia^ 11

U.S. money backs
Phillipine regime
\AP\ BOSTON - The same type of U.S. tax money which
reinforced the regime of the Shah of Iran is propping up the
martial law government of Philippines President Ferdinand E
Marcos, says a Filipino dissident who fled the country after
running in elections there last April.

"Your tax money is used to support a dictator who one day
must fall like the Shah of Iran, " said Charito Plana, 49, making
a Massachusetts speaking tour. She referred to a recently
concluded agreement giving the US. rights to keep military
bases in the Philippines in exchange for at>out $500 million ir

military and military aid for hve years.
"The money you are givir>g to Marcos is arming our army. It

becomes an instrument of hatred, as in Iran, where two
Americans were murdered and the people scream, "Go
Home, Yankee."

"In the Philippines, we are asking American policymakers to
leave us alone."

In an interview, Ms Planas said it would take another five
years for Filipinos to topple Marcos.
"We Filipinos are very patient people," she said. "But it

took 32 years in Iran."
'

She spoke yesterday in Springfield, and will speek during
the week at Harvard, Boston University, Brown University and
Tufts, which has received the promise of a $1.5 million grant
Marcos
Ms Planas ran for an interim assembly seat last April in the

first election since Marcos imposed manial law in Septeml>er
1972 Before martial law, she ran for the mayor of the former
capital, Quezon City. After the proclamation of martial law,
she spent 14 months in detention, most of it at home. She
said she fled the country last April after troops surrounded her
house.

"The opposition needed a woman to answer Mrs Inlelda
Romualde Marcos," Ms Planas said of Marcos' wife who
headed the loyalist slate m an election which aroused
widespread complaints of abuse.

"That burden fell on my shoulders t>ecause for a pian it

would t>e ungentlemanly.
"I waited in my house to t>e arrested. After I left, they said

they found a gun on my t>ed and said I was leading a
revolution. If I was leading a revolution, why only one gun?"

Mailmain Edward Demers is caught in a'mailbox,
which looks like a mailman eater. The truth is the
snow had been pushed up to the front of the

mailbox making Demers kneel forward to get the
Tiail. (AP Laserphotol

SKI
AND

PARKA
'«.^.

SALE THROUGH FEBRUARY 10th

CLEARANCE SALE
ittens and Gloves in stock 25% off

Pre Mount Package YU Uwett R jnmng Ski 41 F»chef Step

..>-~

Lyte Step

A,....., nw
Holmenhoilen

Kartiu Picnic

»*; tar X

Blizzard Fascination

iOlM '' MC95 •*^»«<»

61 Blizzard Blue Bell 'tO Kmisl Touring WD

Fischer Europa Glass
JC195 '^•««'

Lovett Ugtit Tour 61*

I t

%

MASTERS AND DCKTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
DEGREES IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

Puuacial aid it a«ailabi« i«r EafiMcri^ tad Scieact Majwt
for fradvatr il«dy ia NocUar EafiaMriag. fmma Ffieinr
iaf, tmA Hcallk Pkytici Gradaale Rrwartk aad Tcackiag
A»(i<taa(slMp ttipcad* raar (roa S5000 to mtXi per year
pim oat-d-tlale l«itioa waiver Prcsidrat's Fellowiliipt lor

o«lttaa4iiag applicailt fnmlt* a i>ipied o4 SSOOO « ^ar
1b* iail tvitioe waiver For iafwMtioa write: Director,
kool ol Nadcar Eagiacenag. Ge<wfia lutitatr ol

Ti rbeilip. AtlaaU GA 3M32.

mmmmmmmmmtm

^4P^ KnottslTouriiigW ^5P^ ^^* " »*»^»" ^^^
95

'41 95
Blizzard Mohair '51»

•^ SKOO

Trak Rallye
$700072

Downhill Ski Clothinq 35% off

3-Pin Binding

EMS Low Brown
«»« »39 V

EMS Runner I

EMS High Tourer

Mfa Brown Lined

P«g ti«O0O $7Q50 '^ »"*»

/ 7 Nofdica Mistral

^/" Scott Strapless Pole IL Swedish Ski RKk iO Raichle Jet Flow

— f^ Soil siarxlanJ H»fl »is » Cf f QA "^ i'«« w
5*" standard Grip Pole 11 Fischer figef

o»; »* X

$27^ ^^^^ 150
Reg 138 00

*34'^ TfioliaSOJr.

$2950

$22"

»e« t'J »

Eiel Pole

»39»
B'./iax) Reg tt'O 00

Total Compact

$g>5

Dekiie Bamboo Pole «)

a»5 »J^ »

Raichle Jr. kt
M »•« %(A 30

Nordica Elite 72«
Hummer Jr.

n»g I" 19 V3

Lovett GLM

72«
J3450

$29^
S4950

»69"

n«g

Foi River Wool Mitten
n«g til 00

EMS Jr. Mittens
EMSnag »i? V)

Polar Guard Mitten
Ko<T«< OaiuM Rag t25 00

Insulated Mitten
Komb. R»g \yi 50

X-Country Glove

EMSSj£*r n»g t24 00

All Ski Goggles 25% off All Wool Hats 40% off
i^igwarn n«g M iO

Knicker Sxks
EMSRcg t'9 »5

EMS Down Booties
FMSRag ti8 M
Polar Guard Booties

««fl tin

Wool Ear Band
Kaulmar Reg %n SO

Sorel Arctic Pac
K«otm»o Reg 135 40

Sorel Premium Pac

$1:50'%"' Scan4>aSliiongtM«>m«n'«n«g ftC m» t%tM

SI 09S ^^^^ Underwear

1^ ScmoiaSiii'^DAoTivnsRag 111 •

$1 J95 Mbol Underwear

$l«„^^,pp^
*16=»o

»m pac Ouo FoM Monwn I R«g 110 SO C

25

1450

15^" Underwear Top

»^r95 Duo Foid WoTwnjheg I10SO S095
ZD Underwear Bottom O

M«ntn«g IISOO SOA
Bass Squeejun Z«J
EMbo9M»eigrMR«g 130 95 f «« « CA
Katahdin Boot ^ ^^

EMS MM Weight Rag tSC SO

Wasatch Boot

8'^ Fabiano Nicole Boot ^5P^

THE ARK
GOD'S CHANGELESS WORD
TO THE CHANGING WORLD
EUCHARIST & STUDY

WEDNESDAYS 1:00 P.M.
NEWMAN CTR.

SUNDAYS 6:00 P.M. ARK

FRV\N MONTGOMERY
(EPISCOPAL CHAPLAIN)

AM~758 N. PLEASANT
549-5929

Reg »?' 9b

Insulated Glove 1/ Sorel Premium Pac ^J Underwear Bottom

PP^VRag S74S0 S 1 "TSS '^ US SO SilOSO '^^ *'> M
VjJM EMS Child's Parka 1/ Snowlion Palisades 49 Gerry Super Sweater
pP^RagUISO $OQM Rag 182 50 tJASO «ag J88 SO^IJ EMS Reversible Vest L^ Town and Country W Gerry Monaco^Wm «eg »69 50 J ji #)95

E;^ Columbia Cascade 'M. 11^^^ ^ ,.
MiA^ ;:;T^r>*''''^

Fabiano Mountain '57»«j

I

Reg K9 50

Columbia Cascade

Reg U1 50 Sil il!

Snowlion Stormcoat 'W
^*" EMSMonadnock

195

:Pj|50 ""xxxlRag S?9

34 EMS fitzroy

EMS

liS^so*54 Sierra"^'"""T """"'Z '
' EMS Mansfield {^so ^^V^ Sierra "^ «"«

lil.K,- «ao JftZSO^A/'O Beg t92 60 tC^qS * '"""O ««S «?

»

Smrt Oasigni Man's

I

Bag 171 00

* ' ftood Reg K2 50

$CQ50 :««»'^» $i;095
r «I7 Gerry Nassau OZf
C^ AKA Mentt Women s«/f>oo(J t^ ^SA
*bZ^° EMS Patagonia

^"•"*74^

(C^50 Swn Designs Rag 188 00 {"7795
U*f Whitney //
$CC95 Mer ,» women » w/hooo t^Alsn
00 EMSYeti '^"•» */9
t^A^n Mens » Wcmens Reg |139 50«A ^"in

*b9 Eastern Slom Coal *94"

JUST For tIk Fun oF irl

Cross-Country Waxes and Accessories 20% off

Sa^m^Tft T/fcuatlUcicft Sfix^^itl, ^^tc.

All S«l«t Final

No Bulk Olscounls
on Sal* Pricas

Rout* 9, Amh«f»t-H»dt«y Town Lin« /Hartford Civic Conlor

Opw> M«n.-Fri.. t:30-9:00 Sal. 9:30-5:00

253-9504

Ouanliliat. Siiat

and Colors Limilad on |

Soma Hams
All itamt wf nol K^J

•vailabia in avary slora

All Parka Hoods 50% off All Pants 20% to 30% off

%7e on ^o^"foi^

AMHERST DOWNTOWN MERCHAfMTS

>« ft« *'*^igw^>edk »'^i0%

.
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Todaij's

Crossword

Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Children

5 Greeh letter

10 Planet
14 Declare
15 Estranges
16 Corn —
17 Goddess of

night

18 Pedestrian
K Door fea-

tures

22 Metric

measures
,Var

23 Siberian

people
24 Strap

25 Xmas tree

decor
28 Dawn
32 Man s name
33 Danger
35 Scoff

3£ Fashion
r^me

38 Agreed ^m
40 Flexure

Anat
41 Gtrl s nicK

name
J J Bogged
46 Aves

46 Mock sere-

nade
48 Best
50 Currier and

51 Man s nick-

name
52 Up
55 Crackers
59 Defiance
61 Rescue
62 Clay Comb

form

63 Arab chief

64 Jacket
65 Danish

measure
66 Loam
67 Bishoprics
DOWN

1 Speak
2 Klin

3 Commotion
4 Hits hard

5 Chirps

6 Listens

7 Jug handles
8 Explosive

9 Man s name
10 Staining

11 Circuit

12— Boleyn
13 Maroons

UNITED F«alur« Syndicate
Saturday's Puzzle Solved

19 Beaks
21 Retain

24 Bundler
25 Ebb and np
26 Hibernian

27 Ruth s

in-law

28 Diaper
Colloq

29 Fowl
30 Obtains

Archaic

31 Fatlh

34 Frosts

37 New version

39 Polluters

42 Roof parts

44 Exertion

47 — unit

49 Sounds
51 Cyprinoid

fishes

52 Musical in-

strument It

53 Spool
54 Key
SSDtrk
56 Man s nick-

name
57 Bacchanal-

ian cry

58 Japanese
coins

60 ' love Latin

1 2 J 4 J^Mi 6 7 s y H'" " '^

^^IS ^1'^

|^H2j mM^* HHH
2i ii 27 kV^ -'^ ^'

3) ^ 3:>

j^HHJi !^H4v
4^^BB43 4^^H4:,

" _H" I.Hc- _py -MMS2 iJ i* Hi^^ ^^ '"^ ^'

io Udl
ii

^H^*
Hm I^'

Aluminum Foil

ONE PAY /jHii_E aoNiNC i>P

^— Picked jp the

&ENB U>AS AMAZED'

by Steve Laflet

g£ THB Cob Of THE TClE

. .£ ANALYTICAL. CC R

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

f

•ti»iri«j -out.

T'ii b^ he's \><to

No thing Special

Hcie'<, S/2Y Si»)fncrs,

|-»o htr^c return for

foo and fri\clrry ..

.. but 00^ 05^ /Not only (tester

jj+ -That damn or/y^JutrASdnaijIe aifcu) IrtHe

'fcf Icosing up her / j-tirfe fer schcbfly

^h€dul€ again
! I

jj/fssoach dunnq tfr-rhs^feSQoch dunnq tft day

>'A

by Joe Casey

It nioUes it

YifibDlh^. impossible

Itc l^eap up <in

gossip I

Shoe by JeffMacNelly

To place a classified ad. ^jrop by the

Collegian office (CC 1131 Desweeo 8:45 a.m.

and 3 45 p.m. Monday tlirough Friday, or use
our handy clip and mail form found m most
issues of the Collegian. Classified deadline is

3 45 p.m. two days in advance of publication

date. ^H Collegian
Classifiedsj^l

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c per

line; five consecui ve i.bues, 40c per line per

day; 30 consecutiv»; issues, 30c per line per

day One line is ouyhly equiva'ent to 38
characters.

ENTERTAINMENT

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing";

for Dockings anywhere call John, 546-4646 .

FOR RENT

Part time jobs: excellent pay...work
whenever you have time... no obligation.

Write: Sunchoice, Box 530, Sta'e College,

Pa. 16801...and start earning next week.
Please enclose 25c handling charge.

Sales management trainee, salary to

$15,000 plus commission. Contact Tom
Branchini, 785-1331. Seniors & alumni on-
ly.

PERSONALS

Stuck for a truck to move your stuff?

Checl' out the best price in town,
Dandelion Trucking, 58*-7932!

Looking for 4 people to do kitchen work.
10% hours/wk. Good home-style food, get

meal book lefunded! Uniforms. Social

benefits at UMass frat, call Jim, 545*0211.

Practicum: Spring Semester. Earn 4-6

credits working in after school day care on
campus. For more info call Nancy Ross at

549-6170, morning and evening.

FOR SALE

For sale — women's leather coat, size 9-10,

$1

1

or -80, call 549-6405. please!!!

HELP WAPiTEl)

Men! Women! Jobs on cruiseships,

freighters. No experience. High pay! See
Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So. America.

Ca summer' Career. Send $3.86 for info to

Seaworid, 8B Box 61035, Sact. Ca. 95860.

Full-time internships in Community Men-
tal Health available for spring semester at

Maple House, an adult psychiatric transi-

tional residence. Responsibilities will 'n-

clude: instruction in basic independent liv-

ing skills, case management, informal

counseling, etc. Stipend of $50 per week,

supervision, and credit available. Send
resume to: Maple House, 450 Maple St.,

Holyoke, Mh 01040.

Want a job with good pay, flexible hours,

and freedom to be your own boss? If you're

a self-starter
,
you II enjoy selling a reference

directory to ;nedical personnel in your area.

A car is .ssential. Call Beth at (617)

261-8787.

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn $^00/$1000 stuffing envelopes, free

rjetatis, rush stamped addressed envelope,

Justus S;j!es, Box 112, l.udlow. Ma. 01056.

wmmmmmmtmr- ..WiWlWJJ»W IM..,JiW

$$»$$»»$»»»»$$$$$$$$$$»»»»»$

Who doesn't need 17 Financial aid pro-

vides just that; learn how the financial aid

system works! I'l' help you do that and
more! Call 545 3984 jn campus, 549 5997
off campijfi, betwf>«;n "i ft 7 p.m.

wmmmmmBBxamssarmammmmmmmm
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Wanna job?

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

is interviewing for the position of

Assistant Business Manager. If you
think you may be interested, contact

Laura Bassett, Business Manager,

Mass. Daily Collegian, Campus Center

113, 545-3500.

III! IINIVrKSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
ARTS COUN*. IL

presentM

\ rilKILUNlG CONTHMPORARY PIANIST*

fuli ncKCT» availamx at

M SANSON RetUAl HAll
tWk AKTS C(.NrtR

UMASS AKTS ClNMtm U» fK, I

IB HTirTHI »«ttl |T«* MMmi

MlMl UfFAIITMENT
nw NKTS ITMTTII rr«i MMBD

S'T*!
in»»««

DON MURRAY
Sot., Feb. 3 3 pm & 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

TICKETS NOW ON SALE. Matinet: G«n. Pub. • U. 7. «.

UMast ttwdentt • %7. «, S. Sr. Cit. - 11. «. S. Evening: Oen.
Pub. - tf , •, 7. UMass studtnts - SS, 7, «. Sr. Cit. - M, 7, «.

HERMIONE 6ING0LD

SIDEkSIDEfe

^ £Sazziing ^iusicml %ntertminment
W'.j'.ic and I v'ics riy

STEPHEN SONDHEIM
Leonard Bernstein Mary Rodgers

Richard Rodgers Jule Styne

Wednesdoy, February 7 8 pm

Flh£ >RTS CENFER CNCERT WLl
TICKETS: Gcn. Pub. - M, 1, «. UMass students - U, 5, 4. Sr

r.it. A ettitr students • t7, «, S. .

Fine Arts Center Box Office MF 9-4, 545-251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.
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UM ski teams
both enjoying
strong seasons
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
CoJ/egtan Staff

In this winter of more puddles and mud than snow,
we "down south" look to the north for the best coruii-

tions for the winter sport of skiing.

Over the intersession, the UMass ski teams
(Women's and Men'it took to the slopes up north (and

wast, to the improving Berkshires) with otfter ski teams
from New England. Three meets later The Inter-

coHagiate Canadian-American Invitational at Waterville

Valley, Berkshire East, aruf Dartmouth - - UMass boasts
a record of three first -place finishes overall, and several

placings in the top ten individually.

At Waterville Valley, where four events (two slaloms

and two giant slaloms) were skiied, andlhree out of five

finishers were tallied for the overall victory. UMass nip-

pad out Plymouth State, 20S-202. Co captains Nancy
Hayden (two firsts, a fifth, and a second) and Kathy
Shinnick (a secorxl, a tf^rd, and a fifth), and Connie
Pratt (two ninths and a fifth) contributed to the win for

the women's team. The men finished second overall,

t)ehind UMair>e at Farmirigton. They earned that spot by
wtnnir>g two out of their four races. Six teams par-

ticipated in women's action; ten teams raced in men's
competition.

The naxt waakend (Jan. 20 arnj 21), UMass travelled

to Beffcshire East. The women, MB by Kathy Shinntck's

firM ptaoa in tha giant siakims, again carrw out on top,

baating Boston Coiaga and frva other teams. The men,
lad by Brian Pnngle's third and Bob Grout's fourth place

finishes (alor>g with a sixth, seventh, and a tenth, for

men's competition tallies five out of ei(^t). helped

UMaM to arwttiar first place overaN, over BC ar>d si»

At Dartmouth Jamiary 27 and 28. Kathy ShinnK:k.

Carls Anderson. Cari Ntckerson, arnl Val Hansen helped

UMass to another first place overall in slalom and giant

slalom, again beating out Boston College for top spot.

The brotfws Pnngle (Scott ar>d Brian), Bob Crout, and
Ted Crobek. all of UrTiass, tallied ar>otf>er first overall

with fine perfornriarKes. PlyrrKXith State settled for se-

COTMl.

Said coach Bill MacConr>ell of tf>e teanrs' perfor-

mancae. "We train hard; we ftave trained Monday thru

Friday from January 20 to now. We do it our way."
UMass travels back to Waterville Valley this coming

waakend.

Ur.ivefsifv of MassachuwHs/ Amrvrsf

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Tuesilay, February 13 8 pm

FIhE /«TS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets new on salt. OMtcral Public • t7, *, S. UMass
student* - %%, 4, 3. Senior Citiiens • $7, 4, S.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F t-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

After completing three weeks of intensive trein-

ing over imersessk>n. the women's swimming
and diving will be facing Boston College et

Boston tomorrow. Shown here in eerlier com-
petition is junior Susy Strobel. (Staff photo by

Ellen Devis)

WELCOME
BACK

University of Massachusetts/ A^.herst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

LIONEL
HAMPTON
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Friday, February 9 8 pm

FINE m% CENTER CNCERT hUL

Tickets now on -sale General public - $7. 6, 5

UMass students - $5, 4,
3

" Senior citizens and
other students - $6. 5. 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

A New England Ticketron Locations.

Tues.,

Jan. 30

CCA
7, 9, 11

Ad-
mission

$1.00

Don't
miss it

this time
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Sports Calendar

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
No games scheduled

TODAY'S GAMES
J.V. women's basketball vs. Springfield College 6:00 p.m.

TOMORROW'S GAMES
Men's basektball vs. Rutgers at Springfield C.C. 7:30 p.m.

Wonnen's basketball vs. Spnngfiekj College at Springfield C.C. 5:15 p m.
Women's swimming at Boston College 7:00 p.m.

Hockey vs. North Adams State at Orr Rmk 4:00 p.m.

Organuational
meeting for UMass

S0CIALIS1/
FEMINIST ^
UNION i

Students, faculty, staff

arwj all interested

wonien invited

THURSDAY.
FEBRUARY 8

4 30 Campus Center 903

yiTTIT^
CAN MAKE
MONEY
FOR YOU!

Stii tudio KM»in«nt at your

coM«g« No imrtitmant. u-
p«ri«nct() itlti tttip and m-

cantivi progrimt providtd

Ow 60 lop brandi Submit

ratum« or cjN

Sariout inquirias only

Aidio Ou<«t. Inc.

10 C«MMrc8 Court.

Ravn 217, NMMrk, NJ. 07102

(201)B22 32S0

ENTER
'^MEDICAL
SCHOOL

IN AUGUST
Pay Only On Acceptance

-W H O Recognized-

Orientation By
MatncuUled Student

For application tt,

information write

PROVEN MEDICAL
STUDENT PLACEMENT

SERVICE
l(X) LaSalle St

New York, NY l(X«7
or call (212)865 4H49

SELF
DEFENSE
And Dody
Mov*m*nt
ond Ex»rcis»

Bangs Community Center

Boltwood Walk, Amherst

Mon , Feb 5, 6-7 p.m
•etfy Mev*m*nt

(yoga. Taichi exercisel

Mon ,
Feb 5, 7-8 p m

S«M 0«f*nM for oN

Classes go for 5 Monday
nights; S15 for each, $25 for

both

Tony Flof*, Rvf. Stock

••It, U.S. Judo AMOclotlorf

CoH 25»-3«2« for Info

Sports notices
INTRAMURALS Forfeit fees for bowling can picked up at the Intramural Office,

215 Boyden, From 8:X 4:30. You must see Mrs. Laramie only.

Intramural Squash entries due Feb. 6. Health forms are required.

INTRAMURALS There will be a recreation supervisors meeting Thursday, Feb. I,

8 :00 pm in Boyden 251.

WATER POLO All- numbers of the ^ater polo club are urged to come to an

organizational meeting, Thursday night at the Campus Center, room 911. This in-

cludes worrwn's swim team members interested in playing.

HOCKY CLUB There will be a meeting m room 917 of the Campus Center,

Wednesday, Jan 31 at 9:00 pm. All n^nagers referees, arKi players that want to

sigr^p must attend.

Sports staff meeting
There will be a mandatory meeting for all members of the Collegian
sports staff on Thursday, February 1 at 7:00 p.m. at the sports desk. The
meeting will deal with both reporters and layout people, and any other
people interested in working on the staff will be welcome to attend

THE FABULOUS

D.J. SULLIVAN
RET URNS

TUESDA Y, JAN. 30

HAPPY HOUR PRICES

. OLDIES •

SING-ALONG
• PRIZES •

. T-SHIRTS •

CONTESTS

• BEER •

I at 111 iJ A: DnnkiiiL'

January 30, 1979

Ci>lk:^»imi5

UMass center Julie Ready (4) puts up a shot over a Boston University
player duing Saturday's 73 66 win over the Terriers. Ready led all scorers
with 29 points. The Minutewomen battle Soringfield College on Wednes-
day night. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman).

TOMORROW!
From ilie noirel by

KURTVONNEGUT, Jr

SIAMOHTIRHOUSI-
FIVE

f. n f.m,

CSH^M C#Mlf MMHlfHIM

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 wto** JIJJ R0UTt9-MA0itY MAS5
kOUl TS S? SO SruDf NTS & -jR CITI/FNS WITH AlVtC CARD *P OO TWI L'TF SHOW »1 SO

CMILDHEIM »1 2S SPE CIAL (NGACC MENTS E XCLUnt-n
TLS NDiCATCS '•Wi-ciTE SmOW -

nKWIZifNISURSi
nfMUSKiviowl

THE
Iwiz
DIANA ROSS

WEEKDAYS AT (TLS 5:46) 8:15

ON SALE 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO TL6

DAILY AT (TLS 5:00) 7:00-9:00

M II SJMi i\ s

c:aur«.\u
SI I TK

lh('lM'SllH4»-lMlur

«;ii''<itiiNi in limn!

H>M«uJ>> MiiltMtf lYxM

kMi liwii Maoni >aMli

WEEKDAYS AT (TLS 6:00) 8:30

PI

an impreksive movie
BrH<e HillMmkoa.
PI«Kbo\ H*4««ia«

WEEKDAYS AT (TLS 6:00) 8:30

REDUCED ADULT RICES FOR TLS TICKETS LIMITED TO SEATING

^rif^aoi ^rit^^ ^rif^«ll
LIQUORS " DELI REFRIGERATOR RENTALS

Tuborg 12 oz. cans

Miller 12 oz. cans
Miller 12 oz.NR

Molson's

1.80 six

6.90 case

6.90 case

2.50 six

9.75 case

Almaden Mt. Burgundy
50.7 OZ. Mt. Claret

OZ. Mt. Chianti

3.49

Popov Vodka
80*qts.

Paul Mason champagne
25.4 oz.

4.99

DELI

STOP IN AND VISIT
OUR NEW DELI

SANDWICHES

MEATS

CHEESE

APPETIZERS

C-29
50c OFF
reg. price

TURKEY SANDWICHES
with coupon

offer ends Feb. 3, 1979

$30.00 plus tax Er deposit

Our refrigerator trucks will be
in the following areas

(or available at liquor store)

Tuesday, Jan. 30 and Wed., Jan. 31

Rt. 1

10-5 Southwest Munchies

Rt. 2
10-11

11-12

12-2

2-3

3-5

Sylvan (behind McNamara)
Northeast (in Quad)
Central (between Wheeler &•

Brooks)
,

Central (bet^^een Baker &
Greenough

Orchard Hill (in courtyard)

338 COLLEGE ST.
AMHERST

253-5384
256-8433

Not responsible
for typo errors
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Minutemen fourth in Classic;

losses drop record to 5-1

1

By STEVEZACK
CoUegtan Staff

Bad times have onc9 again befallen the Minutemen, as the

UMass basketball team lost two tough decisions at the

Cxiionial Classis at the Boston Garden last weekend. The
Minutemen dropped an opening round decision to tourney

champ Boston College, 82-70. and lost a heartbreaker in the

consolation game to Holy Cross, 78-74.

fri the op>enef. UMass battled the hometown Boston
College Eagles even until halftime where the Eagles held a 35-

30 advantage The Minutennen were sparked by the play of

Brad Johnson who had amassed 12 points at the half

But the second half was a different story With 17:30

remaining in the contest, the Eagles asserted themselves,

outscoring the Minutemen 1 1 4 over the next 3:26, on t>askets

by Chandler, Beaulieu, Cobb, Shrigley, and Bowie.
The final 14 minutes of action saw the two teams trade

baskets, as the Minutemen cut the lead to six on three oc
casions before falling back.

In the final 1 32. xhe Eagles went to ttm foul lir>e 10 times as
compared to UMass' free throw attempts for tf>e entire game.
On the whole, Boston College shot 38 times from the charity

stripe

Mark Haymore led tfie Minutemen with 18 potnts. ar>d 12
rebounds while Ernie Cobb headed the BC attack with 19
points, and Mike Bowie added 17

The consolation matchup was a chance for revenge for the

Minutemen as they faced the Crusaders of Holy Cross, losers

to UConn in the ooeninq round 109 102 in overtime

In the early going, the Minutemen opened up an eight point

lead over the Crusaders, who earlier in tf^ season ha6
trounced tf>e Massachusetts squad 77 57 at Spnr>gfietd.

With the score knotted at 10, UMaaa ran off four unan
swered baskets by Mark Haymore. Len Kohlhass, Haymore
again, and a long bomb by Tommy Witkoc.

Holy Cross was in no disposition to give up. nowever,
scorir>g eight points of their own on bMkets by Ron Perry,

Kevin Greaney, and two hoops by Tom Seaman UMass
interrupted the spurt with a lumper by Len Kohlhaa«5

Holy Cto9& tied the game up at 28 buckets by Perry, game
high scorer with 31, Greaney and two foul shots by Gary
Witts

The lead see sawed back and forth for the final four minutes
of the opening half with UMass going into tfie locker room
leading % 34
The second half proved to be as tough a battle as the first.

With 13:02 remaining Holy Cross tool a lead of 52^9 on a
Perry jumper.

The Crusaders increased the lead to five on two Brian Kelly

free throws before the Minutemen countered with foul shots

by Mark Haymore and Brad Johnson to cut the lead to 54-52.

Holy Cross increased the lead to 58-52 on two Perry hoops
and for tfie next four minutes held the advantage at intervals

of four and six points. With 540 remaininq in the game and
down by six points the Minutemen made a surge. Brad
Johnson dropped one in the cut the lead to tour and following

a Brian Kelly travel and a John O'Connor foul, Eric Williams

converted two free throws to bring the lead down to a single

basket.

Following an O'Connor bucket, Haymore converted four

'oul shots to tie the game at 68 with 4:08 remaining. Holy
Cross then reopened the lead to six on two Gary Witts hoops
and a couple of foul shots by Perry.

Trailing 74 68 with 1:45 left in the contest the Minutemen
were forced to start fouling their opponent in hopes of Holy
Cross missing free throws, but that was r>ot the case as the

UMass squad was forced into fouling Perry, one of the
nation's oremier foul shooters, and the 6'2" junior calmly sank
his attempts to end any hopes of a Minutemen victory. The
final score was 78 74 Mark Haymore led UMass with a season
nigh 25 points

Net Notes MARK Haynrwre Was nanned to tfie all

tourney team along with BC's Ernie Cobb. HC's Ronnie Perry,

and UConn's Corny Thonnpson and John Delagrange. Perry

received the tournament MVP award, scoring 77 points in tf>e

two games . . UMass guard Bill Morrison was missing from

both games due to an mfured foot BC defeated UConn
78 77 for the campionship CoMegian Players of the

Game vs BC, Ernie Cobb, Mike Bowie ar>d Vin Caraher and
against Holy Cross. Mark Haymore and Ron Perry the

Minutemen resume actior^ tttis Wedrwaday against league

opponent Rutgers at the Springfield Civic Center. Game time

IS 7 30

UMASS (701 ~ Qierty 2 GrammelO Havmore 18 Johnson 16
Kohlhaas9 Roberts 6 Stewart 4 Williams 9 Witkos6
BOSTON COLLEGE Chandler 6 Bennett Sweeney 8
Cobb 13 Shrigley 8 Bowie 17 Caraher 10 Chase Beaulieu

12 Kuhn2 FoyO CrevierO
LMASS (74) Kohlhaas 12 Willianw 8 Haymore 25
Johnson 12 WitkosB Roberts 3 Stewart 4 Burton 2
i40LY CROSS Mulquin 14 Witts 12 O'Conner 2 Perry 31

Kelly 5 KaneO Seanrian4 Greaney 10

Forward Mark Haymore scored a season high 2S
points against Holy Cross Saturday ^nd was named to

the All-Tournament team during last weekend's Colonial
Classic. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman).

Hoopwomen win eighth

as Ready scores 29
By PA TRICK DOBBS
CoMegian Staff

Center Julie Ready burned Boston
University Saturday with 29 points and Sue
Peters added 26 as UMass destroyed the

Terriers 73-66 at Boston University.

"It was a team effort" said Coach Mary
Anne Ozdarski." I told the kids that we had
8 more games left in the schedule, all of

them in New England. New England's
where we want to be competitive." Ozdar
ski said.

UMass cleaned the boards against BU
outrebounding the Terriers 46-26. Ginger
Legere nabbed 15 caroms to lead the

Minutewomen, with Julie Ready and Trisha

Corcoran helpihg out with 8 a piece.

UMass broke out of a zone press to score
\^ith Ready doing the honors from sharp
passes by Peters and Cathy Harrington.

Ready scored the first five hoops off the

zone press and continued to burn the Ter-

riers shooting 65% hitting on 13 of 20 at-

tempts.
"Sue Peters played a superb game. She

passed off and shot when she had to, " Oz-

darski said.

The Minutewomen, now 8 ar>d 4 on the

season will travel down to the Springfield

Civic Center to play archrival Springfield

College. UMass downed them earlier in the

season at Springfield College 88-60

Correction: In yesterday's Collegian over-

view of intersession I didn't mear to imply

that four losses were due to the perfor-

mance of Julie Ready on the front line.

Ready's performance speaks for itself

(59.5% shooting 10.1 average rebounding).

A team, and this team especially, wins as a

team and loses as a team.

CeKics forward Cedrio 'Cornbread' Maxwell and |}is dancing partner.

Golden State's Ray Townsend, perform the "Dance of the Basketball"

during^ last Sunday's Celts 1(^-102 victory over the Warriors. (AP

Gymnasts stay unbeaten
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

It wasn't what one would call a classic, as far as mistake free, perfect per

formances were concerned. Nor would it have been called domination, of any sort.

The UMass women's gymnastics team did win last Saturday here at Amherst,

against Towson State University of Baltimore. The margin of victory was just over

two points (124.35 122.25).

"It was much too close for comfort, " said coach Virginia Evans. "Though the

team took first in valuting, beam, and floor exercises, we made mistakes. On the

uneven bars, everyone fell at least once (either on the bar or to the floor), and our

highest score in that event was a 7.4 by Karen Clemente; first place had a scdre of

7.85, which is pretty low.""

UMass' Amy Riuli took first in vaulting with an 8.6, with Towson's Susan Owens
,

in second, tallying an 8.55, and UMass' Lisa Martin a half point behind, at 8.5.

With Towson taking first in uneven bars, the score shifted in favor of Towson,

62.4 62.05, going to the beam. At beam, UMass' Laurie Knapp, with a first place

score of 8.1, and Amy Riuli, tied for third with a 7.35, helped UMass regain the

lead, 92.05-91.15
.. o xc .

First place in floor exercises went to Karen Hemburger, who scored 8 4b tor

UMass. Towson took second with a score 8.2, and a tie for third with Karen

Ginsburg's score of 8.1. ,--> -,ci

All around honors went to Towson's Conyers (31.76) and Owens 75). Amy
Riuli took third spot with an all-around score of 30.05.

"The most I can say is that we won," said Evans, ""We'ye a lot of work to do this

week. But we're coming along; Karen Clemente and Karen Hemburger just came off

from injuries, and did pretty well

I can't say we were lucky we won. I say the meet shows our strength against

Towson; it proves we could perform disasterously and still win.
"

With a 3-0 record, UMass' next competition comes Saturday, when they travel to

Penn State and compete in tri-meet action with Pen State and Indiana.

pagel

Nummo News would like to send its deeply felt sorrow to the family and friends of

Jose Ponteswho was found dead in his room on the tenth floor of Washington Tower

on December 17, 1978 (after the campus newspaper had stopped publications)

.

The cause of his death has not been determined.
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First Improve U. S. ,Then Aid S. Africans

by John Pinkerman

Copley News Service

EAST DRIEFONTEIN, South Africa -
Sixteen thousand blacks (and 1,700 whites)
tabor 22 days a rrwnth as far down as 6,000
feet below ground in this highly productive
gold mine.

Their eight f>our day is a tough or>e but for

most of them life is far nriore pleasant and
more profitable than it is where they come
from — Mozambique, Zambia, Rhodesia.
Botswana, Lesotho, Transkei, Malawi,
Swaziland and Namibia.

Seeing these rT>en (and women, above tfie

ground in platinum mines) work, seeing
their schools, their hostels (living quarters),
their hospitals, their eating facilities, their

recreation facilities, and other aspects of
daily life, they are also far better off than a
sizable segment of the American minority
working force.

Withthis firsthand evidence con-
sidered, one has to wonder why President
Carter, his "human rights" surrogates and
assorted U.S. left — wingers don't do more
crusading for improvement of minority
working conditions at home rather than
seek to destroy South Africa, a nation
strategically important to America and one
that seeks to remain a friend of the West.

Mr. Carter et al might take a look at

working and living conditions among the

Mexicans and whites on the California fruit

picking and general agricultural circuit.

They might like to take a look at the Puerto
Ricans employed in the tobacco fields of

Connecticut and Massachusetts. Most of

all, they might like to cease long range
criticism and come here and see the

situation firsthand.

There is a paternalistic aspect to the way
South African industry the blacks, and
there is segregation and denial of voting

and other civic rights.

However, there are some healthy factors

in black workers' daily lives, and they are

improving, even in the face of

foot— dragging by the government and
strong opposition by some white labor

unions.

To put the situation in focus, it must be
remembered that African blacks in south
African industry are only a few years, in

some cases only a few days, emerged from,

a primitive tribal life.
,

They come here from Mozambique and
other African countries most times with a

maximum of three years' education (often

with norteK

.^».« ^.''^K<•Mtl

They must be taught a special language
because the 16,000 at this mine (600,000 in

mines throughout the nation) speak
perhaps 100 different languages. The
approximate 400 word tongue taught near
here is called Fanak aoo (do it like this), it is

also learned by white executives and
supervisors, and it provides work — hour
communication. At night, in their hostels,

the black workers speak their own tribal

languages but they can talk only with men
of their own tribe.

Tf^ average pay of a black mine worker is

$150 a month, from a low of $80 to a high
of about $475, depending on his job. He
may work at one of 68 different gold nriines

(42 major ones), and he also is provided
housing, food, medical care and other
fringe benefits. He has u$e of a "change
house" where he showers every night after

his mine shift and gets clean clothing every
morning or at such a time as he starts a
work shift. His hostel accommodations are
excellent, and I have seen them, and the
same can be said for his kitchen and dining
facilities. He even gets a nightly portion

by the bucketful of an alcohol
drink he savors, but one I gagged on.

The mine worker is recruited in countries

throughout southern Africa for six to nine

months.

He can send part of his pay home, take it

all home at the end of his contract or spend

^'.
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it f)ere. He usually goes home to plant his

crops, then returns for another turn at the
mine, leaving his women to tend the crops.

For the American liberals who deplore

his situation, they might bear in mind that

he is doing far better in South Africa than
he would be doing in one of the so — called

front line black nations that are the
favorites of the U.S. left— wing.

The blacks of South Africa still have
considerable distance to go in the quest of

equality. However, the circumstances here

are much different than in Jimmy Carter's

Georgia (itself considerably short in terms
of equality), and it might be more
productive for many Americans to stop
shouting at South Africa and concentrate

more on correcting abuses endured by the

working black at home.

[Note: The above first appeared on
December 13. 1978 in the Greenfield
Record, a Massachusetts newspaper.
Its' purpose is to defend the South
African apartheid system. In addition,
the article deals with the conditions of
the oppressed within the United
States. Although it is written from an
obvious reactionary standpoint, the
feet remains that American liberals

often igrtore the plight of the op-
pressed at home. E. Garcia.]

Medical History Made
By Indian Surgeon

BYAMRITKAKARIA
A vascular surgeon from Hyderadad, In-

dia, was one of a team of four doctors who
created medical history Dec. 31 by reat-

taching the severed leg of an 11 -year-old
giri.

The leg was sliced in two above the knee
when the child tripped as she ran across a
railway track before an approaching train in

Central Islip, New York.
The Indian Surgeon, Dr. Sultan Mohiud-

din, 37, told India Abroad in a telephone in-

terview that the operation was the first suc-
cessful reimplantation of a leg in U.S.
medical history.

Mohiuddin, whose job was to sew the
arteries and veins together, said that many
such attempts had been made in the past,

but invariably they had resulted in failure

and forced a reamputation of the limb.

Successful reattachment of severed fingers
or thumbs, however, was fairly common,
he added.
According to Mohiuddin, he and his three

colleagues-Dr. Gerald Wertlied, orthopedic
surgeon. Dr. Bruce Nadler, plastic surgeon,
and Dr. Michael Mamakos, plastic and
micro surgeon-made a thorough study of
the structure of the severed ends before
deciding to attempt roimplanation. They
then talked with the girl's parents, who
were told that chances of a successful
operation were very good.

The team worked on the severed limr for

six hours. They rejoined the leg by inserting

a steel rod into the marrow of the femur
and then connected arteries, veins and
nerves the latter being the highly crucial

task performed by the Indian surgeon.
The reattachment of a leg p sents for

mindable problems because the sciatic

nerve, the main nerve in the body, has to

regrow successfully from the cut down to

the foot. In Elizabeth's case, that meant
from about three inches above the knee.
A factor contributing to the success of the

operation was the swiftness and the care
with which Elizabeth and her severed limb

were brought to the Smithtown General
Hospital from the site of the accident. A
medical volunteer happened to witness the
mishap and quickly called for help and gave
immediate medical attention to the injury

For Dr. Mohiuddin and his colleagues the

happiest moment was when the severed
limb started turning pink from the lifeless

grey color it had taken on. Her parents said
it was a "miracle."
Mohiuddin, who talked with India Abroad

Tuesday afternoon, said that nine days
after operation there were no signs of rejec

tion of the rejoined leg. Though Elizabeth

probably faces more surgery, the doctors
were optimistic of it becoming normal
again.

o<«»»i
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Editorial
«

Repression Against Thiird

World Community

That Time Of The Year Again
by PaulE.Zimnrierman Jr.

As in previous semesters, we must begin

this semester asking ourselves why there

exists such an obvious tack of organization

on this campus Why is there an attitude of

apathy not only among students but in the

larger community as we<l. How can we
begin to reorganize ourselves to combat
the growing repression that is plaguing the

Third World community ?

Although the answers to these questions

are not easily determined, it is clear that in

thfi, past no organization. Third World or

otherwise, has been able to isolate and
organize around issues to poiitically con-

front the university This is indicative of a

scarcity of persons capable of dedicating

time to issues that affect us as Third World
individuals, as oppressed individuals. Often
times we do not even know what tools to

use to combat the oppressor Many times

we choose to ignore our responsibilities

and form part of the apathetic nnajonty."

We fall into the traps set up by the educa-
tional system I cannot get involved in

struggles t>ecause I came here to study and
there is no time left over for anything else.

except maybe an occasional party every
weekend or so ' Thece individuais ignore

the fact that we are here bacauM of a long

history of struggle that preceeded us. Too
many disregard the fact that special pro-

grams, minority recruitment arid finarKial

md packages are reduced as we become
more corriplacent and acceptingj Arnl. as

we allow our egotism to take priority o>nt

our r>eeds as an oppressed people.

Because we ignore our responsibilities and
disregard the reality of our precanous posi-

tion at U Mass and within the Valley, the

system feels free to openly abuse and com-
mit bartiarous acts agairwt us A few ex

amples of attacks against the Third World
community are the KKK burnings of the

cross both at U Mass and Hampshire Col-

lege last year, the Craeman Gethers
frameup , nr^ny acts of physical and vert>al

abuse against brothers and sisters

(remennber Jill Oickerson and Sita Ramper-
sad). distortion of racist incidents by t>oth

tfie commercial and student newspapers,

etc.

In 1975, CrJeman Gethers, then a U Mass
student, was framed and convicted along

with Earl Brown, another U Mass student.

It is alleged that they robbed Mac Donalds
on route 9 in Hadley Although there were
clear contradictions m testimony and
evidence clearing both individuals, both
were jailed Earl Brown is now free and at-

tending classes here at the University. But.

brother Craeman is still serving time in

Framingham for a crime he did not commit.

Don^t Mourn
Organize

On December 17, 1978, Jose Pontes, a

black student from Cape Verde, Africa,

was found dead in his room in the South

West dormitory. Some claim it was suicide

by hanging Nonetheless, the contradiction

remains that this alleged suicide victim was
found sitting in a chair. Local authorities

have taken a secretive attitude in refusing

to release information regarding the

mysterious death of the young black stu-

dent How is <t that Jose Pontes hanged

himself, then sat himself in a chair* How is

It that the Valley newspapers have not

reported the death of the second Third

World student to die this year under such

strange circumstances* (Remember Sita

Rampersad.) Whose interests are being

protected by overlooking the death of

Jose Pontes* Whose interests do the U
Mass police and local authorities serve*

How IS It that they are so quick to harass

the Third World community, yet so slow to

take action when the victim is Third World*

While we mourn the death of Jose

Pontes, we must also demand answers

regarding the circumstances of the deaths

of bo-h Sita and Jose It is the responsibili-

ty of all to protest against injustices and

abuses committed against our commuriity.

We cannot allow the aggressor to seek its'

own justice.

signed,

Eliseo Garcia

In the case of Sita Rampersad, local en
forcement agencies as well as the press
were involved in a massive distortion of this

fatal racist incident. This Trinidad woman
was a U Mass student On September 13,

1978, she was found dead at Motel 6 in

South Oeerfield. Through the efforts of Mr.
' Mrs. Rampersad (the deaceased's
parents), the Third World Women's Task
Force, and other interested parties,
pressure came to bear upon the relevant

agencies involved. The end result was a
drawn out inquest heanng. Statements
from individuals present at the inquest
mention Sita as a victim of physical abuse
the night of her death. Much testimony
was conflicting if not outright contradic
tory The police, first to uncover Sita's

body, suffered lapses of nnemory wf^ere
they could not pinpoint the exact time tf>ey

found her body As mentioned earlier, most
newspapers also played an important role

in the coverup. They concealed names
from the public, denied the racist overtones
of tf>e case, distorted facts and did not pre
sent Sita's death as one more incident in a
chain of atroaties committed agair^st Third
WorkJ irxlividuals in this area. The Universi-

ty feigned a passive role - clearing its' cons-
cience and public image of any complicity
in fier death. Yet, it is clear to nwst thiat are

knowledgeable of the facts, tf^t the univer

sity played the active role of fir>ancialfy tur

nir>g away a poor Trinidad women (of

working class parents) and forcing her to
look for work outside of the "liberal" con-
fir>es of tf>e University. As Sunrtan Bohm,
member of tf>e Third World Women's Task
Force and a friernl of tf>e Rampersad fr.ni

ly, said at the December 8, 1978 pre^ con
fererKe, "Too many times Thirj World
people are anracted to the University with
financial aid packages and then theirfinanctal

assistance is cut off and tfiey can hard
ly survive. It is obvious that this causes
Third World people from poorer work-
ing class backgrounds a lot of anxiety
arHJ It IS one more example of irwtitu-

tior>alized racism.

Again. I question our attitudes of
complacency and disunity just wtien
the crisis IS at hand.

Carmen M. Cadiz

Member, Third World Won^^n's Task
Force

Taking the time, we can analyze all un-
necessary habits

Common sense gifted us with valuable
wisdom

And as we approach another holiday

We shall again watch those who remain
ignorant to evil's law

Evil's law

Yes.broughttoyoubyanunlimitedamountof
sponsors

Thru degraded areas of communication only
to

Keep us from reality

Think for one moment

Of the famous phrase

The names have been changed to protect the
innocent

All of a sudden Santa

Tf>e letters have been rearranged to hide tf>e

guilty

The Satan Claus

Hkfing behind an artificial being

The Satan Claus

A stamped custom to form a perfect mold

Sitting on top of the world of fantasy and
deception

The Satan Claus

Funny how all the helpers are very, very snull
people

Linedupanddownabusystreetrtngingbelisto
remind us of

Our worship of mass - production

Oh yea, mass producing toys xhax hinder,
confuse ar>d

Program c hildren whilebreedingthei'lusionof
war within

Ar>d outer space

The Satan Claus

Witnessing ignorant parents and drugged

children stand in line

At any big - name department store to see a

dream

The Satan Claus

Nicknamedhimself a Saint and demanded to

be called St. Nick

Another type of vampire that travels only in

darkness and sucks

The blood of righteousness

The Satan Claus

A careful brainwashing method of "what do

you eant unstead of

What do you need

Accepted byweak parentswhousefantasy to

raise children

The Satan Claus

The heel end of a Turkey sandwich with

Thanksgiving in the middle

And Holloween on the other end

Offered to us in the form of a three- course

holiday dish

The Satan Claus

Anothersteptowardtheoneswhoareafraidof

The truth about Jesus

The Satan Claus

Anotherchaptertakenfrom thewritten lawof

Continued confusion

The Satan Claus

As innocent children are again the victims of

An unnecessary habit.

Interview with

Paul Zimmerman
on page 7
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Letter To Editor

Dear Readers,

This is a lener of apology concerning my
article about my first impressions of Lagos,

Nigeria In all fairness I shouW have taken

time to find out more about the people and

culture before I'd write about their country.

Tfie people here are aware of their pro-

blems and they do carry that integrity of

thought and preception that will allow their

country to flourish.
Yours Truly,

James W. Lewis, Jr.

The Need For Security
This past Friday morning, a robbery was
discovered in the basement of New Africa

House. Thieves and / or vandals broke the

door of the snack bar and broke into a room
containing expensive sound euipment.

Food was stolen from the snack bar, and

was thrown into the sink and onto the

floor. Sister Yvonne had to replace some if

not all of the food with her own money.
Valuable speakers were kicked in and other

more valuable pieces destroyed. Owner
Fred Clayton informed Nummo News that

the expensive equipment could not im-

mediately be repaired or replaced.

Last month, a white male who was acting

very strangely was seen entering New
Africa House late at night. Fearing for the

safety of several sisters studying late for

finals. This individual was searched for, but
could not be located in the building.

These and other incidents point to a

definite need for security for New Africa

House. Amherst is not immune from
violent crime, and leaving New Africa

House unsecure is an invitation for tragedy

to occur. This is the third time that the

snack-bar has been robbed; holes have
been punched in Lobby walls, pictures rip-

ped off walls, tr^isk thrown onto the floor,

paint spilled, etc. To wait for violent crime

to occur before action is taken is a sad state

of affairs. Keeping th6 building locked and
hiring student security guards is not an

unreasonable request to make. There have

been too many incidents such as finding

Sister Jill Dickinson neariy dead on the
' Umass campus, and the discovery of the

death »f Sister Seta Rampersad, not to

mention finding Brother Jose Pontes dead

in his dorm room of an apparent suicide.

Nummo News hopes that action will be

taken quickly, before more violence hap-

pens to Third World People in the Amherst
area.

Afro-Am Course Offerings For Spring 1979

AFRO AM 102 INTRODUCTION TO
• BLACK STUDIES II (Dl

* TUTH 1.00^2: 15 / NAH 109 / Allen

^ MWF 11.15-12.05/ NAH 114 /Terry

* This course provides a basic introduction to

the writing of research papers. It covers

^ library orientation, research methods, the

^ use of outlines in projects development,

note taking, footnotes, and bibliographies.

* The content bf papers written will focus on

various aspects of the Afro-American ex-

« perience. It is recomrr>ended that the stu-

^ dent have a grasp of basic sentence struc-

ture and gramnrwr prior to enrolling in this

course.

•» AFRO-AM 132 AFRO AMERICAN
* HISTORY: 1619 TO CIVIL WAR (C)

TUTH 9:30 10:45 / NAH 315 / Allen

* Development, organization, practice, dr>d

consequence of slavery and historical

^ survey of the American scene covering ten

phases: beginning with the Revolutionary
* Era and the paradox of slavery amidst the

struggle for American political freedom.

* '"UTH 9:30-1045 / NAH 114 / Thelwell

MWP1 25 2:15/ NAH 110 /Terry

« TUTH 2:30 3:45 /NAH 110/ Meade

AFRO AM 152 BLACK RHETORIC
(Bl

*

¥
¥
¥

¥
¥

¥

¥
¥
¥

¥
¥

¥

¥
¥

¥
' ¥
¥
¥
¥

¥

Through the use of selected Afro-American

Literature, this course will be an introduc-

tion to Afro-American rhctoncal modes and

devices as seen in various periods of its

histoncal development. Although readings

are used, this is not a survey of strategies of

expression. Since the means of expression

hold the key to communicating ideas,
,

specific instruction is given on the major

rhetorical modes and students are asked to

use these in a series of short papers. Sec-

tions 2 and 4 will place their writir>g em-

phasis on the more basic gramnr«tical

forms stressing writing skills i.e. the

development of sentences, paragraphs and

therr>es.

AFRO-AVI 156 REVOLUTIONARY CON-
CEPTS IN AFRO AMERICAN MUSIC
IMC)
MWF 12:20-1:10 / NAH 315 / Shepp

African American music from the beginn-

ing of the twentieth century to the present.

Development of traditional forms through

Black classical music. Special attention

paid to Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington,

Charlie Parker, and other leading figures in
* ,

Black American music . Second semester of Preparation and performance ofchoral music

two-semester sequence, but may be taken^intheBlacktradition, i.e., spirituals, goepels,

independently. .^worksongs, chants, hollers, etc. (Auditions

^and experience in Afro-American church

AFRO-AM 161 INTRODUCTION TO necessary-l Credit).

AFRO AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE*
... „. .^^ ^u. .o,«u

,0) AFRO AM 222 THE BLACK CHURCH
MWF 10:10 1100 /NAH /Strickland « TUTH 9:30-10:45 / NAH 110 / Caklwell

ij'he Afro-Am Dept. is offe ing the following

courses for Spring 1979. For more

information contact the Afro-Am

Dept. in 325 New Africa House.

¥
¥

¥
¥
•¥

¥
¥

¥
¥

¥

¥
¥
¥

¥

¥
¥

¥

¥
¥

¥
¥
¥

AFRO AM 297K
PERSPECTIVE
TUTH 1:00-2:15 / NAH 114 / Austin

ROOTS: A LITERARY «

¥
¥

¥

¥

¥

Tstruggle for a reveant black politics in The church as a continuing and powerful

America Theimplicationsoftheblackpoliticaf* institution among Black Americans. Therole

experience for traditional Americanof the church during different periods of

"democratic" theory and the different history; the history of the Black preacher;

ideologies organizationsandindividualswho religion and Black folk culture; gospel music

.

have «;haped black political history.

"

(Prerequisite: One course in Afro-Amencan

History of AFRO AM 101

)

AFRO AM 190G INTRODUCTION TO* „. .^.,
AFRICAN STUDIES AFRO Am 232 HISTORY OF BLACK

TU 19:00-21:30 / NAH / Afesi, Richards ^NATIONISM
MWF 2:30-3:20 / NAH 315 / Stnckland

a basic one semester introduction to Africa * Examination of Black nationism in the

from an interdisciplinary perspective. The United States from the Nationisl

« approach is historical in the sense that it will Movements of the 1870's to the present. In-

^ follow a chronological sequence from pre- ^eludes Martin R. Delaney, Marcus Garvey.

history to contemporary times, but h will Elijah Muhammad, Malcolm X. the Pan-

examine political development processes, '"African Congress, and severaMittle-known

arts, and their role in African culture, '•movements of the early twentieth century.

¥ ethriography, social structures, economies, .^„« ...cm/- am
^ and modernnation-building processes. Asa ^ AFRO-AM 291A AFRO-AMERICAN

strvey course, it is inevitably limited in the AUTOBIOGRAPHIES
intensity with which it can explore specific * MWF 2:30-3:20 /NAM 110 / Terry

areas of interest, it is, however, designed to •*

_. ^- u- «

utilize the experience of the core facultyteamA study of selected autobiographies of

^ which will offerthecoursetobestadvantage: Afro-Afnerican men and women of the 19th

each of the four units is carefully integrated ^and 20th centuries noting the individuality.^

with the others for this purpose. ^of expression in these works which adhere

« *to a common structure that makes them a

AFRO-AM 212 AFRO-AMERICANDANCE* distinct type within the genre.

*^'^Tl^T?^1^S"20^°/^NAH STUDIO /* AFRO-AM 293B POLITICAL ECONOMY
Gresham OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
°'^''^'"

TUTH 2:»-3:45 / NAH 114 / Wa
Internrwdiateclass.Emphasisonperformance^Nsanga •

techniques and improvisational methods^
i. *« •

- withinthefremeworkofmovenrientstylizatlon Looking at the relationship of Soutf) Africa

^ .1 ...i.:.u «!.,...,. «r<«.nor./4 ra«ia/<««^ aa a ciih-imnArialist Center dominatino the

A study, first, of the popularity of Alex

Haley's ROOTS through consideration of

its style, structure and tone; its major

themes, characterizations of Blacks and

White, exotic settings and selected

historical references. Second, a com-
parison between ROOTS and other modem
worksonAfrican Americansorgenerationsof

Blacks (Harold Courlander's "The African,"

Margaret Walker's "Jubilee, " Frank YeriOy's

"The Dahomean," and Lucille Clifton's

"Generations" ) Third , on ROOTS '
admirers,

critics and the teleplay's variations on the

lovel.

Cross-listed with English 297KJ

¥

*

¥
¥

AFRO-AM 392A
FICTION
TUTH 11:15-12:30 / NAH 110 / Thelwell

and language, which flows from and reflects* as a sub-imperialist center dominating the

movementandrhythmicpatternscommonto*' entire region; the role of transnational

Black communities, e.g., walking, socials corporations, liberation movements, and

dancing, bodyattitudesduringconversation,.,i the possibility for social transformetion and

^ etc M economic developement. Course will use

: (Prerequisite: AFRO-AMl15orpermissionof* United Nations, government, and liberation

Instructor) * movement documents as well as

background reading. Students are en- ^

AFRO-AM 219 VOICES OF NEW AFRICA^ coufage to conduct research projects as in-
^

« CHOIR ^dividuals or in small groups on topics of

^ W 19:00-21 :M / NAH BASEMENT /their special interest.
**

Jackson (Cross-listed with Economics 293B)

¥

¥
¥

¥

¥

¥

CREATIVE WRITING:*

Workshopintheartofwritingfiction,focusing

on the basicskillsandtechniquesofthegenre.^
Emphasis on the writing of the novel and the*

material and cultral resources of the Blacky

Experience. ^

AFRO-AM 394A SEMINAR IN AFRICAN*
ART *

W 19:00-21 :» / NAH 114/ Richards ^

Reliable chronology for African art history or

puttingthea rtformsofsomeAfrica 'snriajorart-*

producing cuKural groups/associations in a*

historical perspective. Class lectures and*

dicussions will Temphasize the ethnographic^

and aesthetic approaches to the study of the

key art producing societies in West, Central*

and Southern Africa. Allied disciplines of^

history of art in the societies studied. Ora"^

sourses relating to African art will be

discussed.AFRO-AM 123 AFRO'
AMERICAN PEO- *

PLE *
MWF 3:25-4:14 / NAH 315 / Jackson.

.>

N. ^

This course is an introductory course on*
the life of Black people. We will investigates

the forces that impinge upon and shape the^

African-American culture. We shall deal^

with the implications of institutional, in-

dividual, and cultral racism which will*

hopefully bring to all a greater awareness of

some of the major problems facing society ^
today. M

AFRO AM 191B RACE BIOLOGY AND
SOCIETY
M 2:X5:00 / Malcolm X Center /

Blakey

This course is a thoughtful excursion
tlHough the myths and realities of racial

'variation. Primary emphasis will be placed
on biological variation including theories
linking t>ehavior and intelligence to genes,
eg . race. The ways in which ethnic dif-

ferences are treated in various societies will

be discussed Such questions as are some
ethnic groups more primitive, sexual, or in-

telligent than others'-will be answered
among many t>eliefs surrounding race.

(Cross listed with Southwest 191 B)

AFRO AM 311 AFRO AMERICAN DANCE
WORKSHOP III

MW 1800-20z;00 / NAH STUDIO /

Wa^ington

This courseisastudyofnewandexperimental
techniques in contemporary Black

choreography and body language. Includes

combining elementsofdanceanddramaintoa

unified form.

AFRO AM 318 BLACK MUSIC AND THE
THREATRE
TH 19:00 22:00 / NOAH 104 / Shepp

Workshop in composing, arranging and

performing music for Black theatre. Involves

work with faculty members in theatre in

creating a musical score for a play.

(Prerequisite: ability to play a musical in-

strument; passable skill in reading music;

some knowledge of scales, chords, and

harmony.)

AFRO AM 320 CONTEMPORARY BLACK
URBAN EDUCATION (D)

TU 2:00 4:00 / MT. Holyoke College /

Davis

Examinationandanalysisofpresentcondition

of education for Black children in northern,

urban schools. Study of social science

assumptionswhichinfluenceeducation(e.g.,

Coleman , Moynihan, Jencks, Jensen), in-

tegrated vs. all-Black public schools, the

"innovation" movenr>ent, and independent.

Black community schools.

AFRO AM 362 WRITINGS OF FRANTZ
FANNON(D)
MWF 12:20-1:10 / NAH 109 / Strickland

In-depth examination of Fannon'sanalysis of

colonialism and his contribution to un-

derstanding of revolution and politicalaction.

Includes his concepts of Negritude, par-

ticpation in Algerian revolution, involvemerit

with European liberal left, and search for his

own identity through struggle.

AFRO-AM 391B IMPROVISATIONAL
TECHIQUES IN BLACK MUSIC I

W 2:30-5:00 / NOAH 104 / Shepp

Preparation and performance of literaturefor

jazz ensemblesandschoolstagebands. Open

to all students by audition of permission of

instructor.

(3-6 Credits)
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February is Black History IVIonth ^ Black History Month Events

page 5

1

1960 sit insfordvilrightbegininGreensboro.

n. Carolirva.

Langston Hughes. Afro-American poet and
writer born in 1902.

SouthAfrican Pianist, HotepCecilBamard,

J

The Tony Jackson Upright Piano Series,

I
Gerald PennyMeoiorialBlackCuituralCenter,

I
Amherst College, 8:00pm

"Lady 'Sings the Blues", film, Mahar

Aud.,7:00 9;OOpm, $1.00 ^

1961 the beginning of the Liberation War
against the Portuguese in Angola.

Black in«/entorW. Johnson receives a patent

for the egg beater 1884

11

New York: Emma Goldman arrested for

lecturing on birth control.

SeattleGeneralS t rikesupportsdockworkers
who refused to load arms against the Russian
Revolut»on 1919

12

Founding of the NAACP in New York
City 1909

18

1 965.US beginsbombingofNorhtVietnam

8

Greenhaven State Prison, NY fornnation of

first prisoners union in nation 1972.

Fard Muhammed began the movement that I

later became known as the Nation of Islam in
|

1930

Slavery began in the U.S. in 1619, when 20
Black peoplewverabroughttoJamestown.Va.
to be sotd as alavw.

Hilton Ruiz. Gerald Penny Black Cultural
Center, Amherst CoMege. 8:00pm

LionelHamptonConcert,F. A.C, 8:00pm^,

13

'J>'^ ^

C«fl<>' G Woodson
1875 1950

Jegro History Week was initiated by Black

listorian Carter G. Woodson in 1926.

1942, 112,000 Americans of Japanese
descent put in internment camps.

1919-first Pan AfricanCongress organized by
W.E.B. DuBois in Paris.

Laws are passed in the American colonies

paying rewards ofr Indian scalps. 1745.

I Death of the honorable Elijah Muhammed,
(spiritual leader of the Nation of Islam. 1975

20

Raymond Yellow Thunder died afterabusebyl
four white youths, who drove him to the local I

American Legion Club where theyforced him I

to undress and dance for the 100 persons!
present, and then threw him out into the I

winter's cold.

Ozzie Davis and Ruby Dee, F.A.C.,

8:00pm, $3.00& $4.00 ^

\
V

1973-Liberatlon of Wounded Knee, S.D. by

the Oglala Nation

14 |F

FortJacksonGI'srevolt.BlackGlsrefusetodo
riot duty. 1968

Date commemorated as the birthday of

abolitionist leader Frederick Douglas. 1817

j^TDeniseCartyBenia "BrownvsTheBoardof
Education", Mt Holyoke College, 7:00 pm

15

Henry Lewis became the first Afro-American
toheadasymphonyorchestraintheU .8.^f>en

he was named director of the New Jersey
Symphony. 1968.

Susan B. Anthony, leader of struggles foi

women's rights, born 1820.

16

Amine Myers. Gerald Penny Memorial Black

Cultural Center, Amherst College, 8:00pm

21

Malcolm X assassinated in N.Y.C.1965

Lecture, "The FBI's Campaign Against
Black Leaders' , Mt. Holyoke College with
Prof. Chuck Hopkins

Rededication of the Malcolm X Center,
with Eno Washington, Hampden Student
Center ^

1873 Slavery abolished in Puerto Rico

,1883 Afro-American inventor Wade
[Washington received a patent for the corn

I
husking machine.

28

23

1868W.E.B. DuBois
Barrington, Ma.

born in Great

Hugh Lawson, Gerald Penny Memorial Black

Cultural Center, Amherst College, 8:00pm

Lectureand Music with Hattie Fox, 7:00-
10:00pm, New Africa House k^ -

1

Discussion, Norma Jean, Mt. Holyoke

College ^
Joe Chambers, GeraldPennyMemorialBlack
Cultural Center, Amherst College,8:OOpm

In 1 889, Black inventor B . F . Jacksonreceived |

a patent for a gas burner.

182t , Elizabeth Blackwell, firstwonrtandoctor
|

in the U.S. born.

openingofBlackHistoryMonth.NewAfrica
House, 7:30 pm

10

1834 this week, 800 women working in the!

I Lowell Textile Millswalk out, after their wages
I

lare cut and one leader is freed. Next day,they
I

tissue a proclamation stating "UNION IS[

|Power" and 1200 more women responded.

VictorGood, Nat'lConferenceofLawyers,!
Lecture, New Africa House

17

Birth of Huey Newton , cofounder ofthe Black

Panther Party, together with Bobby Seale

1941.

24

Archie Shepp Concert, F. A.C, 8:00pm,
$3.00and$4 OOBenefitPerformanceforthel

Che Lumumba School

Dance Concert, Patti w Neal and Trade

Winds, Bowker Aud., 8:00pm
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International

Chronology Of Iranian Revolution
TEHRAN, Iran departure of Shah
Mohammed Reza Pahlevi was the culimna-
tion of a year long crisis that began with
religious protests and gradually swelled into

a popular revolt against the monarch's
autocratic rule.

Here IS a chronology of the crisis:

Jan 7, 1978 Religious riots erupt in the
holy city of Qom, on the 15th anniversary
of the shah's land reform and women's
emanicipation decrees two measures
despised by Iran's 180,000 Moslem
preachers Seven demonstrators are killed,

setting off a cycle of anti shah violence on
each successive 40th day of Moslem mour-
ning
Feb 2 Thirteen Anti shah demonstrators

are killed, by official count, in religious

violence in Tabriz near the Soviet border
Religious leaders claim the toll reached 300
Banks, hotels, and movie theaters are burn
ed The government blames the distur-

tiances on "Islamic marxist." a designation
rejected by the puritanic religious opposi
tion

March 12 The shah orders 348 prisoners
released on the 100th anniversary of the
birth of his father, Reza the great, founder
of the Pahlavi dynasty Spurred by Presi

dent Jimmy Carters human rights cam
paign. some nonviolent demonstrations are
being tolerated by the shah and press cen-
sorship IS loosened.
May 5 Troops chasing rioters burst into

headquarters of religious leader Ayatullah
Shariatmadart in Qom and kill a theological

student More anti shah demonstrations
follow Prime Minister Jamshid Amou/egar
warns he will no longer tolerate derT>onstra-

tions

June 6- Shah replaces the chief of the
dreaded SAVAK secret police, Gen.
Nematullah Nassin later is arrested on
charges of corruption and torturing
prisoners.

Aug. 11 Martial law declared in Isfahan,

Iran's 17th century capital, after four riot

ters killed in clashes with security forces.

Aug. 18 Shah charges that communists
are behind the mounting violence.

Aug. 20 A packed movie theater in

Abadan, site of world's largest oil refinery,

catches fire after its doors are locked and
377 4)ersons p>erish. The government
blames Islamic Marxists; the shah's oppo-
nent accuse SAVAK of setting the fire.

Aug. 23 Karim Sanjaby, close associate
of the late Mohammad Mossadeq. who
was deposed in 1953, announces the reac

tivation of the National Front, a loose
alliance of 30 opposition parties.

Aug. 27 Prime Minister Amou/egar
resigns and fornner Prime Minister Jaafar
Shanf Emami replaces him To appease op
ponents the shah dismisses a number of

high ranking members of the Bahai
religious sect, incuding his personal physi
cian, and orders gambling casinos closed
Sept 8 Martial law imposed in Tehran and

1 1 other cities after 100,000 anti shah
demonstrators stage a protest march.
Troops open fire on demonstrators in the
capitals Jaleh Square, killing 121 and
wounding 200 others.

Sept 11 Carter reaffirms support of shah.
Sept. 26-Shah bars members of the royal

family from having financial dealings with
the government or from controlling
charitable organizations.

Oct. 2-A wave of civil service strikes

spread throughout Iran.

Oct. 25 1 125 political prisoner released in

Iran.

Oct. 31 -Iran's petroleum exports, the
world's second largest, are disrupted, as
37,000 oil workers begin a series of wildcat

strikes that ultimately reduces production
from six million barrels daily to a trickle.

Nov. 5 Anti shah demonstrator in Tehran
set fire to the British Embassy, hundreds of

shops, hotels, liquor stores, banks, foreign

car showrooms, restaurants and buses. Ten
demonstrators are reported killed. The army
does little to intervene.

Nov 6.Prime Minister Sharif- Emamils
cabinet resigns and is replaced by a military

government headed by Gen. Gholam Reza
A2hari,thecountry'sfirstmilitarygovernment

since 1953 Several newspaper editors are

arrested and censorship is reimposed,
prompting a newspaper strike.

Nov . 7 The military governnnent arrested 35
persons, including former ministers and the
ex SAVAK chief, on charges of corruption

and abuse of power Two days later former
Prime Minister Hoveida, 73, is arrested on
similar charges
Nov 1 1 NationallaborfroritleaderSar^iabyis

arrested following his returnfrom Panswh ire

he met with Ayatullah Khomeini, leader of

Iran's 32 million Shiite Moslems and of the

religious opposition to the shah His arrest

came as he was about to hold a news con
ference to demand the shah's departure.

Nov 13 Anti Americanism intensifies ar>d

200 American technicians are escorted from

the telecommunications organization -^

building in Tehran under police protection
aftert)eingthreatened by localemployees An
exodus of Americans from Iran begins that
reducestheirnumberfrom45,000to 12,000by
January Manyother foreign workersbeginto
leave.

Nov. 22 Gen. Azhari wins a pariliamentary

vote of confidence after pledging to restore

order and maintain the shah on the throne

Nov. 25 Khomeinicallsforresistanceagainst

the military government.
Nov. 29 Iranian troops move in to operate

Tehran's strike bound refinery

Dec. 2 Martial law forces open fire on
crowd of demonstrators at the start of the

Shiite's holy month of Moharram. Nine

demonstrators are killed and 35 wounded in

Tehran
Dec. 6 National Front leder Sanjaby and

an aide released after 40 days in jail

Dec 7 Chaos at Tdhran airport as
foreigners began mass exodus.

Dec. 8 Rioters burn headquarters of a US
aircraft company at Isfahan

Dec. 9 A military evacuation of US
military dependents t)egins.

Dec 10 Hundreds of thousands of ami
shah demonstrators march peacefully The
military government permits the march to

stave off bloody clashes

Dec. 23 Paul Gnmin. American managing
director of operations for the Oil Service

Co. of Iran, is assassinated m Ahwaz.
Grimm was the first American assassinated

in Iran since 1976.

Dec 24 US Manne guards lob teargas

cannisters to drive away a mob trying to

storm the US Embassy
Dec 29 Shah asks Shahpour Bakhtiar, 62

year old No. 2 man in the opposition Na-

tional Front, to form a new civilian govern
nnent.

Dec 30 31 More bloody clashes between
troops and demonstrators m Mashad. near

the Soviet border.

Jan 1, 1979 The shah says he "would

love" to go on vacation "if tfie situation

permits " Bakhtiar reveals his acceptance

of tfie premiership was made conditional in

the shah's agreement to take an extended
leave of absence. Gen.Azhan resigns M
prime rr>inister.

Jan 4 Bakhtiar appointed prime minister

and shah leaves Tehran for the first time in

three nrK>nths to spend the weekend at a ski

lodge north of the capital. Two days later

Bakhtiar formally presents his Cabinet to

the shah saying the shah will remain as a

constitutional monarch Military cenorship

is lifted and newspap>ers end a two-month
strike.

Jan. 9 The shah turns over personal

holdings in Iran estinnated at more than

$200 million to the crown sponsored
Pahlavi foundations. -

Jan. 11-Bakhtiar goes before parliament

for a vote of confld-nce and tells the Majlis
the lower house, his government will shut

caw°aI'^?^' ^"^ ^°"'^ '^'"ca. dissolve
bAVAK, fire unneeded foreign workers,
free political prisoners, and closely
cooperate with religious leaders

Jan. 13 The shah appoints a regency
council to r;p.c»ent the crown during his

absence, while Khomeini announces from
Paris the formation of a revolutionary coun
cil to prepare for an Islamic republic.

Jan. 16 The shah flies himself and Em-
press Farah out of Iran on an indefinite

"vacation."

Nigeria Facing Civilian Rule
James Lewis is a Umass student on ex-

char>ge at the University of Lagos, Nigeria.

Nigeria wilt witness it s first civilian

government elections in 12 years since the
military took over in 1966
Nigeria was granted full independence on

October 1, 1960 from Great Britian who had
colonized Nigeria since 1914.

On January 15,1966 the Nigerian National

governnnent was ousted by a coup at-

tributed to young Ibo Officers. The Federal

Prime Minister, Sir Abubakr Lafawa
Befewai and the premiers were among
those murdered. Many riots occured acros.'S

the nation.

A new military coup July 29, 1966, killed

the Chief of State Aquiyi Aronsi (an Ibo)

and brought to power Lt. Col. Yakubi

Gowan from the north. Under this new
leadership some 30,000 Abo were
massacred and over one million were driven

from the north.

On May 30, 1967 Abo leader Col.

Odumegari Ojukwa proclaimed the In-

dependence of the Republic of Biafra, a

29,484 square mill region In the east. This

started the Biafra civil war tf>at lasted

almost three years, with the Biafrans

holding out against overwhelming odds.

On January 15, 1970 the Biafra leaders sur

rendered.

After the civil war Nigeria went through a

period of reconstruction ar>d adjustment

with the growing demand for moderniza-
tion and stability for its economy. The last

attempted coup (which was unsuccessful)

was on February 3, 1976 and resulted in the

death of Gen. Murtala Muhammed who

had overthrown Gen. Gowan. His reign

lasted only seven months.
The first nationwide elections in over

eleven years were held on August 31, 1977

to chose members for an assembly to write

a r>ew constitution. The 231 member body
began meeting Oct. 6, 1977 and have
finished the constitution.

Today, Nigeria is the world's richest ar>d

most heavy populated Black nation. It is

diso the worid's sixth leading oil providing

nation .

The present Head of State, Lt. Gen.
Olusegun Obaranjo is presently promising
regularly to hand over power to an upcom-
ing civilian government. Their proposed
switch from military to civilian government
has ushered in tremendous new
assurgence of political activity across the

nation. At the peak of this national momen-
tum are thirty five political parties.

Everyone is waiting anxiously to see what is

going to happen.

The three major parties are the Nigerian

People's Party (N.P.P.), Unity Party of

By James Lewis Jr.

Nigeria »U.P.N.), and National Party of

Nigeria (N.P.N.). The presidential can-

didates from the three parties are Dr. Nram-
di Azikwe N.P.P., Dr. Obalemi Awolowo
U.P.N, and Dr. Alhaji Sheliu Shagari.

Dr. Awolowa has worked the hardest for

the Presidency organizing- his party and
campaigning since the summer months of

1978. These two seem to be the top con-
tenders, but the election may go before the
electoral college.

Nigeria's return to civiliam can be seen as
momumental in regard to its position as the
richest and most populated African nation,

taking a step out of disunity and
disorganization into a powerful biack na-

tion.

If Nigeria is successful, we pray that other

African nations will followl Ghana is also

scheduled to return to civilian rule in the

near future.
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Looking To The Future

National News
' Will File

Just over two years after she was con-
victed by an all white jury of murder at
torneys for Black militant Assata Shakur
will file a Feb. 1 appeal on her behalf in aNew Jersey cc.uri.

Shakur was framed on charges of murder-
ing a New Jersey State trooper and her
own companion, Zayd Malik Shakur The
charges stemmed from a May 1973
shootout on the New Jersey turnpike
Assata Shakur, Zayd Malik Shakur and
Sundiata Acoli. all alleged to be members
of the Black Liberation Army, were travel
ing south on the turnpike when they were
accosted by troopers who opened fire on
them. Assata Shakur was shot with her
hands in the air

Despite overwhelming evidence pointing
to her innocence, and a mass of
COINTELPRO documents showing that
she had been subject to tremendous federal
surveillance and harassment, Shakur was
sentenced to life plus 30 years in prison.
Supporters of Shakur, who is currently In-

carcerated in Alderson Federal Penitentiary
for Women in West Virginia, fear that she
may be moved from prison to prison in the
period before her appeal. This would pre
vent her from doing legal work. She has
already been moved into an isloation unit,
where, according to her supporters, she is

surrounded by members of a Nazi group.
To demand that Shakur be transferred to

the general section of the pnson, wnte of
telegraph: Norman Carlson, Director
Federal Bureau of Prisons, 101 Indiana
Ave. NW Washington, DC. 20534 tel

202 633 2000, Gov. Brendan Byrne
Statehouse, Trenton, N.J. 08625 tel
609292 6000; William Fauver, Commis-
sioner of Corrections, P.O. Box 7387, Whit-
tlesey Rd., Trenton, N.J. 08628 tel
6092924036.

lUegal Mexican Aliens

Illegal Mexican aliens working in the
citrus groves of the Southwest, may
become symbols of a new era in Mexican
American relations. The Mexicans were
hired by Blue Goose Growers Inc., a sub
sidiary of a Los Angeles conglomerate, the
Pacific Lighting Corporation. That corpora
tion, through another subisidiary, the
California Gas Company, hopes to become
one of the major beneficiairies of an agree-
ment between^rfeSi'dent Carter and Presi-
dent Jos6 Lopez PortiHo calling for the ex-
port of vast arnounts of Mexican natural
gas to the United States. The expprts and
the aliens will be on the Presidents' ager>da
whan thay meet naxt month in Mwdco.

Hathaway Dies
Sir>ger / composer Donny Hathaway,

who first gained national prominence with
his album "The Ghetto " in 1972. died
January 13 in New York City.
The 33 year old native of St. Louis was

found after he plunged to his death from
his hotel room window on the 15th floor.
The cause of death has not been determin-
ed. Close associated of Hathaway have dis
counted suicide, although the police have
said it IS a likely cause of death.
Most recently, Hathaway, a blues-

oriented popular Black singer, was best
known for songs recorded with fellow
singer Roberta Flack. Their latest hit was
"The Closer I Get to You." which was
recorded in "Flask's 1978 album "Blus Light
in the Basement." They also recorded
"Where is the Love " and "You've Got a
Fridnd."

'People compare him to Otis (Redding),"
Flack said immediately after Hathaway's
death. "But Donny was greater. He was
not only a singer, but also a composer, ar
ranger, conductor, singer and teacher.
When we met in the studio to do 'You've

'

Got a Friend,' he wrote the music at mid-
night, scored, did the whole job and we
were finished by 2am."

California Lettuce Strike

EL CENTRO, Calif., With yet another
walkout, the strike against iceberg lettuce
growers in the Imperial Valley expanded to-
day to include 3, 100 workers and two more
growers.

Members of Cesar Chavez's United Farm
Workers Union yesterday refused to attend
a meeting with Federal mediators, conten-
ding that Federal intervention was un-
necessary.
The strike, which began Monday, halted

harvesting by eight of the 28 growers that
produce 95 percent of the nation's winter
iceberg lettuce crop.
The latest walkout involves 350 workers at

Growers Exchange, which produces lettuce
and celery. Another 90 workers struck Col-
ace Brothers Farm.

Thousands Of Vietnamese

Thousands of Vietnamese "boat peo-
ple " have found refuge in southern Califor-
nia, but many of them are living in poverty,
made worse by loneliness, homesichness
and feelings of guilt over families left

behind. Even so, they are hopeful about the
future.

Paul E. Zimmerman Jr.

Interview ' by Terry Harris

Paul e. Zimmerman has submitted
much of his poetry to Nummo News.
Many of our readers have requested
that we offer some information about
this new. young poet. Following is an
interview with Mr. Zimmerman.

Who are yoi 7 What is your life story ?

P.E.2. My life story is basically still going
on or just starting as far as a story is con
earned. I have a history. I was born in
Philadelphia, a very confusing city, like
nrK)st cities in this country. I was in a
neighborhood with "confusion as a
neighbor " as I said in one poem From
there I went to private school, military
school, which increased my awareness of
confusion. The structures are very confus
ed. That results mainly because of the
necessities that are not dealt wit^, that are
not put into action, where the non
necessities are turned into rules and regula
tions. That's how academy life is anyway.
Then coming back on the outside, after
dealing with this, I'm saying, "ok, well now
I m a civilian. I'm free of the confusion."
But I only see the rules and regulations, just
less exaggerated. It's into a very complex
drugging type of atmosphere Drugging
from say tv, radio, newspaper, mannerism,
tradition. I'm just searching right now, to
find out who I am ancfto find out what I can
do as a person, my sq called debt to socie
ty. What I have to pay since everyone has
to pay so much, has to pay dues so we
always hear. Well, I know who collects and
I know who has to pay.

Whora do you gat the subjact matter
for your poams 7

P.E.Z. The subject matter deals with
thoughts. I think a lot more than the
average person because I don't have what
you would call a struaural job. My job is

basically developing as a poet and as a
musician. That's my work. It's not on the
mechanical level that makes you execute.
It's on the creative level that makes you
search. So by searching for ideas you
develop a uniqueness about yourself
because you find out more about it. You're
able to express yourself in different ways,
in different types of colors So material is

basically a manifestation of thaf type of
thinking. I just look at it honestly -I look at
everything very honestly. And I realize that
we as a human race have a very great pro-
blem - communication. We cannot com-
municate with each other. My subject mat-
ter conf>es form that.

Are you trying to deliver a massage^ If

so, to whom and what is it 7

P.E.Z. An opinion of one man or one
group of people is the wrong opinion
because it's only their opinion. But, the opi-
nion of all people is the right opinion
because it is the oneness of the truth,
which is the only way truth can stand. It

cannot stand as a big system that has the
visions within it.

Ok. Clarify.

P.E.Z. For example. Religion... Christiani-

ty, it cannot stand as Christianity wiih
Presbyterians, Anglo-Saxon Protestants,
Baptists, Methodists. I mean you can go on
and on and on. It cannot stand that way. It

has to stand as a united being. That's
vvhere human being comes from. That's
what it's about - being human. It involves
all that. That's the message and I want to
get it across to everyone.

Assess your goals both musically and
poetically.

That Time Of The Year Again by Paul is
found on page 2 of this issue.

P.E.Z. First I would like to take care of
practical matters such as eating, shelter,
raising a family if I want oi»e. So I want to
have some type of financial foundation as
far as being an artist is concerned. Of
course, that's what every artist wants so he

ice^p being an artist. I guess after that
it's more of a spiritual thing. If you can
communicate with someone, if you can
communicate with a mass of people, say
something that they are going to be able to
use instead of saying something they are
going to be able to use over and over again.
Using it over and over again only means
that they need different types of aspects of
it. Such as music, disco, they need it over
and over so it's mass produced. It gets
monotonous, it gets very fictitious, it gets

ignorant, it gets arrogant. I mean it gets so
negative because the communication isn't
there for the use of communicating. It"s

iust there to show something in front of so-
meone and say "here take this" And they
take it, and you take the money and run
and then you come back If you're going to
communicate with the masses, say
sonr^ething that they can think about after-
wards.
Now this IS musically. This is musically,

poetically, this is me. Music and poetry are
so closely related, it's just that the system
separates it. Because then they. get into
poems and lyrics. That's how ndiculous
they get Well what are lyrics and what are
poems* Lyrics are sung, poems are recited.
When I give readings I feel as though in a
way I'm singing. Because I recite different
poems in different ways That is a musical
form Many poets do that. It doesn't have
flatted third chords in it artd all that so as far

as the society is concerned, it's only
poetry. It's not music. We have categorized
and sub -titled so many things that we are
not even lookir>g at tf>e truth of it. We are
just looking at the complexity of being able
to do that. As a goal I would like to use that
communication effectively. And develop as
a musician and a poet. That's very hard. It

takes a k)t of time.

What instruments do you play ?

P.E.Z. Drums, vibraphone,
general percussion.

timbales.

I've noticed that your poetic form
varies from time to time. Why is that
and just what type of styta do you
have*

P.E.Z. It varies in growth. The more you
write the better you know how to write. It

varies very spontaneously. I try to stay
away -from traditional structures and forms
of writing because that really doesn't do nr>e

any good knowing the structures and forms
of writing because that really doesn't do me
any good knowing the structure. If you
don't have anything to say, there's no use
in writing anyway. If you have something
to say and if you can rhyme, fir>e. If you on-
ly want to use one word, fine. As long as
you say something. It depends on how the
thought comes out. That's how the form is

developed. The style, I guess, is sonnething
cerebal. Something that is very thought
provoking. It's thought provoking to write
it, it's thought provoking to read it and to
understand it. Sorr>e poems are very
abstract. That comes from the nature of
the subject matter...! want to tell people.
That's the type of thing that people shouW
understar)(j because we are depending on
the system to do everything for us. And
we're doing nothing for ourselves but being
a part of the system. We are so systematic
that if you have a child you just throw your
child into a system. You don't really get in-

to the child. Parents are systematic. They
go to child psychology people and child

care this and child care that. When the
basic element between mother and child,

between child and father is the unity that
they have, the love that they have, the
peace that's around us is a lot of different

mannerisms. They don't always function in

a positive aspect, the mannerisms of socie-
ty. That's why we have so many problems.
People don't really understand how far it

goes. It's pretty intense. It goes to the point
where money is the only thing that's

necessary to have. Status is the only thing
that's necessary. Living the good life when
any reason is alright. That's very
dangerous. Because of that we had WWI
and II, which were serious. It's gettong to
the point where pretty soon they'll be no
more of us around. People don't want to
look at that and realize that. They just say
"Oh some scientist will find a cure." Well,
when is he going to find the prevention.

Never, because the prevention lias

within each person.

P.E.Z. Well put. I should be interviewing

you.
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Announcements
Progressive Films

Series
Piano Concert Series

At Amherst College

PROGRESSIVE FILM SERIES FOR THE
SPRING 1979

FEBRUARY 7. BATTLE OF ALGIERS

14. CIA CASE OFFICER (NE^l/RED SQUAD
21. HISTORY BOOK Animated

history of the world

28. CONTROLING INTEREST/THE
CONSPIRACY/THE

MARCH 7. JOE HILL

14. THE INHERITANCE/I'am SOMEBODY

21 SPRING BREAK
28 FRESH SEEDS IN THE BIG AP-

PLE/CHILDRENOFTHE
REVOLUTION&HIGH SCHOOL
RISING

4. SELLING OF THE PEN
TAGON/WHO INVITED US?

11. WITH BABIES AND BANNERS

18. ARMS FOR SOUTH AFRICA

THE FINAL FILMS FOR THIS SERIES
HAVE NOT BEEN CHOOSEN YET BUT
WE WILL SEND YOU A MASTER LIST
WHEN IT IS COMPLETE.

Hotep Cec/tBarnardperforming February2

APRIL

Amherst Film Series

On The Battlefield February 18

Float Like a Bunerfly. Sting Like A Bee February 26

Women of the Third World Prof. H. March 11
Weaver

Malcolm X Speaks May 6

Hampshire College Progressive Film
Series

Blow for Btow

inside Women Inside

Independence Day

Wilmington Ten

Harvest 3000

Blood of the Condor

Spikes to Spindles

Other Films:

Lets do it Again

St. Louis Blues

Attica

Chile with poems

Aluta Continue

Film dates and times were not com-
plete at this date. Information is
available from:

Melinda Goodman
Hampshire College *

549 4600 ext. 334

There is also an excellent film course ar
Smith College by Professor Harold
Weaver CURRENT ISSUES IN THE
T W Call 584 2700 ask for the Afro Am ,

Dept.

Hampshire College Films on Labor

April 3

Noted South African pianist. Hotep Cecil

Barnard will be p>erforming a solo piano

concert at the Gerald Penny Memorial

Black Cultural Center at Amherst College

on Friday February 2 at 8:00pm. The con
cert is part of a series which will be offered

at Amherst College this spring called Tony
Jacicson Upright Piano Series. Mr. Bar

nard, who was born in South Africa and
came to the U.S. in 1962, has performed

throughout the world. In 1973 he perform-

ed at the Montreaux Jazz Festival with the

Bobby Hutchinson Woody Shaw Quintet.

There also was a ten day engagement at

Ronnie Scotts Club in London, and in the

fall of 1976 he was called to take the piano

chair for a week in John Henricks' "Evolu

ion of the Blues" in San Francisco in the

fall of 1976. His band experience includes

working with Letta Mbulu , Hugh
Masekela, Charles Loyd, Sonny Stitt, Bob
by Hutchinson Woody Shav/ Quintet, Ed-
die Herderson, John Handy, Hadley Col-
eman, and Mongo Santa Maria Mr Bar
nard feels that "music, the universal
language and healing force " transcends
all psycholog ical and cultural barriers.

Coming up in the same series will be
Hilton Ruiz February 9, Amina Claudine
Myers February 16, Hugh Lawson
February 23, Joe Chambers March 2, and
Dave Burrel March 19.

Ail concerts will take place at the Gerald
Peony Memorial Black Cultural Center at
Amherst College and all performances will

start at 8:00pm.
See you there.

Babies and Banners

Union Maids

Salt of the Earth

Controlling Interests

Blow for Blow

Children of Labor

April 3

April 10

April 17

Mayl

March 6

Nummo News will be having its first meeting of the semester

in room 103 New Africa House at 7:00 P.M. Wednesday
New members are strongly encouraged to join.

International

oc zs ZB ZS ag a e

Call To Rebellion

Juma Prayers
Muslim Student Association will be

hoding regular Juma prayers very Friday at
the Campus Center, Rm 806. On February
8, 1979 all are invited to the birthday
celebration of. the birthday of the Prophet
Mohammed (Mawlid) 5:30-9:00 at the
Campus Center. All are invited.

Milton Obote, former Ugandan president

whose regime was supplanted by the Amin
coup of 1971, has called upon Ugandans to

rebel to overthrow the dictatorial regime.

According to reports quoting from
Obote's statement, the former president

charged Amin's regime with the "crime of

genocide." He warned that unless the

tyrant is forcibly removed he will "continue

to kill Ugandans. There is only one answer

and it is Uganda-wide rebellion." Obote

also cautioned Ugandans to rely on

themselves and not on outside forces to

wage a war of liberation from Amin's

regime.
It was also recently reported that an anti-

Amin coup attempt, allegedly led by two
top leaders in the regime, was foiled after

the plot was revealed. The alleged plotters,

Maj. Gen. Yusf Gowon and Brig. Isaac

Malyamungu, have been loyal Amin
backers. If tha reports are correct.the coup

attempt may be an example of the corwtant

jockeying for pofwar among the mUitary

officers.

Former President Obote represents one of

a half dozen or so exiled groups with
varying political orientations seeking
Amin's ouster. According to observers, the
groups do not yet pose any serious threat

to the brutal regime. This weakness is due
both to their organizational looseness and
their lack of unity. The revolutionary and
Marxist-Leninist-oriented groups are small

and have not yet succeeded in exerting

much influence on the anti-Amin
movement.
Meanwhile, reports indicate that the
Uganda -Tanzania border war in October-
November has not died down. Ugandan
officals claimed Jan. 22 to have defeated a*
Tanzanian military detachment allegedly

occupying a piece of Ugandan territory last

weekend. Tanzania has re(X>rtedly not-

issued any statement on the Ugandan
charges.
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Pierpont apartment torching
Campus reactions Arsonists fiadfcey to closet
By ERNEST PIPER
Collegian Staff

Public reaction in ttic University com-
munity to an arsonist's attempted homicide
of a Southwest dorm's head of residence
was limited to guarded statements and "no
comments" from other HR's, and few
words from the dorm's residents.

Pierpont's MR, Thomas Whitlord, was
forced to flee his burning apartment eariy

Sunday morning after he was awakened by
the smell of smoke from a fire authonties
say was deliberately set.

Moat of the heads of residence in other
University dorms offered 'no comment"
on the rruittar, and one said he felt he
shoukl not make a statement because his

"superiors " had suggested f>e say r>othir>g.

Marjorie Harrison, Thatcf>er's HR, sakJ,

"It's upsetting to me - it's upsetting to

everyone - - but it doesn't make me
question my job. I like being a head of

residence. I'm in a different dorm, and I

can't even begin to speculate on the
relatk}ns Tom Whitford had with his dorm.

"I'm ar>gry. I'm mad. I'm mad that it's

happenir>g to someone we know, but I

don't krK>w what else I can say"

A Pierpont resident blamed the incident

on a "lack of communication," Pierpont

resident Steve Haskell said "Theresa lack

of communication between those why are

laying down the rules and those who are

receiving them But that's awfully vague,

really. You could quote me all the way back
to the sixties on that," he said. He added,

"This isn't very much of a community dorm
anyway. I mean, Tom's a nice guy and all

that, but he's trying to put in someone
else's rules."

TTiere were unofficial reports yesterday
that Dean of Students William F. Field was
besieged with telephone calls from con
cerned parents inquiring on the situation,

but a spokesperson in his office said the
reports are untrue.

"I haven't had any calls at all today about
it." Actir>g Assistant Dean of Students Dr.

Bernadine Young said. "I know this is

somethirtg that Dean Fiekj is talking about
himself, but we haven't had any calls on
the matter. This doesn't mean that there

won't be any calls later, but at this time we
haven't received a single call," she added.

No students have called the office

requesting dorm transfers. Dr. Young sakJ.

By DOROTHY A. CLARK and
CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

A janitors' closet opened by the
assailants in Monday morning's attempted
homicide of Thomas Whitford, Pierpont
head of residence, was reportedly opened
by a key and not forced open, according to
workers from the Physi.cal Plant and
Residential Resource Management, the
Collegian learned yesterday.

UMass police reported, in its statement
to the press, the door had been forced by
the assailants who disconnected the power
to the head of residence apartment's smoke
detector prior to setting the fire outside the
apartment door at 3:43 a.m. Monday.

The Physical Plant spokesman said,

however, that the lock had not been forced
and entry was definitely gained by use of a
key. Pierpont janitors Jay Wales and Jane
Pipczynski said they were certain the door
had been locked and added University

employees were only accessible to those
keys. The locks in the dormitory had been
reduced sometime before intersession, they
said.

Both janitors comnrtented only the door
to the circuit breaker, in the janitors' closet,

had been forced open.
Sally A. Freeman, director of Community

Development Center, which oversees the
residential staff yesterday said she was
ur>certain as to when Whitford wouki be
returning to campus ar>d would not
speculate on what job he would be doing.

"He's still recuperating from the shock of

what happened to him."
She added she didn't expect his return

"until this thing is cleared up."
Whitford was contacted late last night

and would not speak to specifics of the

case, but said, "Right now I'm fine. I'm

gonna come back in a while."

Whitford, who said he could not answer
questions until he spoke to his

"supervisor." was unavailable for further

comment after he had spoken with a
UMass official.

Whitford left the campus after release

from the University Health Services Mon-
day morning after he was treated for smoke
inhalation. Freeman said she had contact
with him yesterday afternoon.

The investigation of Monday morning's
arson, termed by p>olice as an "attempted
homicide," continued yesterday with no
significant break throughs disclosed by the
police. Investigating Sgt. Philip J.

Cavanaugh of the UMass police force
reportedly travelled to the state police crime
laboratory in Boston yesterday to deliver

evidence from the case for analysis Includ-

ed in the evidence were parts of the charred
door which had been set ablaze Monday
morning.

In a similar incident last Dec. 19, the door
of Whitford's apartment was set afire.

Alerted by the smoke detector, Whitford
escaped unharmed. No suspects were ap-
prehended although the incident is also a
part of the current investigation.

Robert L. Campbell, director of Residen-
tial Resource Management received word
from Police Chief Robert Joyce late yester-
day afternoon that investigation within tf>e

apartment had concluded and the room
had been made ready for rennovation.
UMass administrators met eariy yester-

day morning to discuss tf>e imnriediate

future of the Southwest dormitory.
Freeman yesterday said Whitford would
not be returning to Pierp>ont dormitory as
head of residence after she had com-
municated with him about the matter.

"There is no question of his ability to
work, " Arthur S. Clifford, director of the
UMass News Bureau, sakl yesterday after

the meeting. "He was doing the job he was
hired to do."
Freeman said a senk>r staff meeting from

tf>e Community Development Center will be
assigned today to work with Pierpont
residents in the dormitory for about eight

f>ours a day.

An unarmed security guard will continue
patrols in the dormitory from 11 p.m. to 6
a.m. and police patrols throughout
Southwest will be increased, Clifford said.

Whitford, a 1977 graduate of the univer-

sity, has been head of residence of Pierpont
dormitory since last Sept. On occasions
during that period Whitford was victim of
both physical and verbal harrassment and
was forced to leave his apartment, accor-
ding to a source who asked to remain
nameless.

'03'workers unhappy
with suit settlement

The overpaM between Bartlett Hall and Tobin Hall provides an interesting

•tudy in linas and angles. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemiar)

By JEANNE MOONEY
Collegian Staff

Not all UMass professional and clerical

personnel are happy with the settlement of

the suit filed last summer by 22 workers

against the University protesting
misclassification and misuse of funds.

The consent agreement, signed Jan. 4.

provides for immediate transfer of 20
professional and two clerical workers,

previously paid from the '03' fund category,

to '02' professional and '01' clerical

positions, according to plaintiff Julienee

Berwald.
Benrt/ald said other workers presently

classified as '03' staff members may apply

for desk a jdits at the Personnel Office for a

change in classification in order to receive

benefits.

The '03' category designates employees
who have been hired for service for one
year or less. These employees are not

entitled to sick leave, paid vacations,

retirement benefits, group insurance,
industrial accident coverage or other

coverage.
The '02' category identifies regular

employees of the University who receive

full benefits but are hired on a year-to-year

basis. The '01' category includes all regular

employees of the University who receive

full benefits and are hired for more than one
year.

Those '03' workers who have held their

jobs for at least a year as of July 1 . 1978 are

now eligible for salary adjustments to cost

of living increases, retirement benefits,

group insurance benftts. industrial accident

coverage, sick leave, p>aid vacations and
classification as regular employees. The

benefits and salaries are retroactive to

Sept. 1, 1978.

In addition, the agreement limits the
length of employment of newly hired '03'

workers to one year or less, and it further

bars the University from hiring and firing

practices to maintain positions on an '03'

status.

John E. Wiltshire, a staff assistant in the
Bilingual Collegiate Program reclassified

from an '03' professional position to an '02'

position, said he is unhappy with the
settlement because he believes he should
have received retroactive benefits and
raises from the day he was hired. He is now
receiving retroactive awards from last Sept.
1.

Willshire added he believes the clerical

workers are not getting what they deserve.
He said they are getting the benefits but are
taking home less money.
The professional personnel are those

employed for teaching, research, ad-
ministration, extension, enforcement,
regulatory service, technical service and
academic support staff.

Those in the clerical, or classified

position, are the non-professional staff

such as clerical, custodial, security, labor

and maintenance.
"A good number of people are not happy

with the settlement," Curriculum Coor-
dinator for the School of Education Cheryl
Curtis said. "Many people feel they were
backed into a corner, especially with the
threat of Governor King's hiring freeze on
all state positions. There would have been
no negotiations because of the freeze and it

means we could have spent a number of
years fighting it."
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DIGEST
Around the nation

Bush criticizespolicy
MCM^TPELIER. VT \AP\ Republtcan presidential

•spirant George Bush satd yesterday President Carter's

hurnan rights policy helped "undermine the stability" of

.Iran's governrr>ent.

Bush, in Vermont to boost his candidacy with state

Republican leaders, said the Shah of Iran lost power
because he attempted to modernise the country too

quickly.

He said by catting for "char>ge. change, change,"

Carter's human rights campaign contributed to

dissatisfaction with the shah's reg(nr>«.

Courtprohibits laetrile use
BOSTON \AP\ - The state Appeats Court yesterday

refused to set aside a lower court order that prohibits

Laetnte treatments for Chad Green, a young leuttemia

victim taken to Mexico to receive tt>e controversial therapy.

Judge Alan Hale turned down a request by a lawyer for

Chads parents, who wanted the ban stayed pending an

appeal of an order by a Plymouth Superior Court Judge.

In his decision. Hate noted the lower court judge. Guy

VoHerra, made "findings to the effect that administration

of Laetrile and other substances endangered the health of

the child, and they rr^y be counter productive to the

medical treatment that the child is currently receiving for

his actue lynrH>hocytic leukemia
"

Serio stays with King
BOSTON \AP\ - Joseph Serio. a Western Electric

executive who served on Gov Edward J King s transition

team, is staying with the King administration as an unpaid

King's office yesterday announced the 62 year old in

dustrial relations nr^nager would be a special idviser

handling a variety of assignments. Up to now, he has been

helping King organize and staff the governor's office

Serio, 62. of Maiden, also heads the University of

Lowell's board of trustees.

Reports say Teng may (not)

use force against Taiwan
By ROBERT M. ANDREWS
Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Vice Premier Teng Hsiao-ping was

yesterday reported to have declared China wants a

peaceful resolution of the Taiwan issue, but "cannot com-

mit herself not to resort' to the use of force.

The account of Teng's remarks at a Senate luncheon

came from a serwtor who took notes Another senator,

Thad Cochran, R-Miss., quoted the Chinese leader as say

•ng: "You can raly on our assurance that we don't intend to

use force" arvl "tfwe has been no discussion of boycott"

against Taiwan.
Tha senator ¥¥ho made notes declined the use of his

name. His notes quoted Teng as saying:

"We will permit the present system on Taiwan and way

of life to remain unchanged We will allow the local govern-

ment of Taiwan to maintain peopJe-to-people relations with

other people, like Japan and the United States.

"With this policy, we believe we can achieve peaceful

reunification Like you, we want to resolve the issue by

peaceful means. We Chinese have patience Howevac,

China cannot commit herself not to resort to Other means

because if we did it would not be beneficial to peaceful

"^AiIS*fen?ly agreed on a wide range of scientific and

cultural exchanges but still believed divided over a common

approach to the Soviet Union, Carter and Teng shook

hands vigorously on the chilly White House South lawn.

Ott>er accounts came from Sens Henry M. Jackson.

D Wash , and Jesse Helms. R-N.C
Jackson said: "He iTeng) didn't say he would rule it (uaa

of force! out because then he would lose all his bargaining

power. I don't think you could expect a different answer,

and t don't think there's any danger o^ the use of fwce.

Over and over again he referred to Chinese patience."

Helms said he thought Teng ducked the question of

whether Peking would renounce the use of force against

Taiwan. "What he was saying is, of course, somewhere
along the line we are going to use force." Helms said.

During the luncheon in the cavernous, ornately furnished

Senate Caucus Room, atter>ded by nearly all 100 members

of ttie Seriate, Teng was quoted by another participant as

saying Taiwan "will be returned by peaceful means. We
have patience."

Tang clearty sought to allay the fears of many members
of Congress about the future security of Taiwan, the isiaryj

stronghold of the Nationalist Chir>ese.

Teng attertded the luncheon after he and President

Carter ernJed two days of formal talks with a hearty "har>d-

shake between the two paoptas" and Teng's promise of

many new ways for the United States and China to develop

tfietr budding friendship.

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst^

FINE>«TSCENfER
PRESENTS
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Plumbleys
olT I he common

l««W«

NEUARD and DR. JAZZ

"a saucy combination of doctured blues,

jazz, & razz-a-ma-tazz..."

Thurs., Feb. 1

9-nnidnight

Pfumbfey's; a little bit of everything for everyorw.

"bON MURRAY
Sot., Feb. 3 3 pm & S pel

Fir>f A(\% CENTER CNCERT H4.L

TICKETS NOW ON SALI. Matin**: 0*n. ^wS- - M. ^ «
UMatt ttwdtntt »;, «. } Sr. Cit. %f. 4. $. Iv*«ii»a: 0*n.

PuS ». I, ; UM«tt Itw4«nts «,».•. Sf . Cit. M, 1. ••

HERMIONEGINGOLD

SBEbSIDEK
SONDHEIM
^ £SmzzUn§ ^iusieml Oniertminmettt

STEPHEN SONDHEIM
j'lfl fT>U». 3>

-..r-r«'<

Leonard Bernstein Mary Rodgers

Richard Rodgers Juie S^yne

Wednesday, FebruQry 7 8 pm

Fir^ /«TS CEI^ER CNCERT K4.L

TICKETS: ©•« Puto U. 7, *. UM*»» »t»»a*lltt U, $, 4. $r

Cit. A •tD*r »twtf*nts • t1. 4, S.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9-4, S4S-251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.

Have YOU
Considered Course in Asian Studies?

China IS opening up. What does th.s mean to the United Stages? To

San' Japan is one of the top econorr^.c leaders .n the world today

What do YOU know about East Asta^

^^Z^i;^[;;^;;]iiil^o7rroX^^^ vou owe .t to vourselt to learn

something about the other half of the world^ _

§^;;^7ar^^J7^eg;,^ni language courses and introductory courses

taught in ENGLISH are still open" ^

g^^^T^^Tf^^^r^i^dep^^t^T^'at a public institution in all of N«^ ^n^land^o

mL; ,k« n A m rhinese and Japanese (Language, Literature, ana

lXs res'. We'^so^^feMh'. As.an Stud.es Cert.f.cate (a supplement to

any other ma,or .n the Un.vers.ty or F.ve College system )

PLEASE COf^E AND SEE US ^ ^ :

OPEN COURSES -NO PREREQUISITES

Beginning Language Courses
r-^.^^^o i

Chinese 110 Non Intensive Elementary Chinese I

Jaoanese 1 10 Non Intensive Elementary Japanese I

Japanese
""^g^^^„^g^, j.^.^ed in Chinese /Japanese 110)

Introductory Courses Taught in English

Asians 150 Development of fy/1odern Asia (D core)

Asians ?q7B Beginning Chinese Calligraphy

TA^ns 3<r7A Intermediate Chinese Calligraphy will

be offered)

Contemporary Chinese Literature

Chinese Literary Tradition (C core)

Japanese Literary Tradition (C core)

Seminar Modem Japanese Novel

Chinese 241

Chinese 254

Japanese 244

Japanese 492A

(••Students in Natural Sconces, Business, Education and Human Sen/ices benefit

by and are especiailv encouraged to look into the.)

ASIAN STUDIES PROGRAM
2B THOMPSON HALL (Behind and Below the Auditoriums)

Committee speeds
search for chancellor

^^^llrrjijn 3

By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

A UMaas-Amherst chancellor search
committee is working at full speed this

month narrowing down a candidates list

to urKter 20 in an effort lo meet UMass
President David C. Knapp's directive that

a new chancellor be in office by June.
Knapp has told the committee the new

chancellor should immediately follow
outgoing chacellor Randolph W. Bromery
who is leaving in June. Bromery resigned

from his post last March.
Knapp has given similar instructions to a

UMass Boston chancellor search commit-

tee. A committee searching for a UMass-
Worcester chancellor is expected to nnake

its final recomnr>endations to Knapp later

this month.
Members of the Amherst campus com-

mittee, formed last November, are now
studying resumes from numerous can-

didates who have been nominated by
students and faculty or who have
answered advertisements placed in jour-

nals nationwide by the committee Com-
mittee memt>ers include faculty, students,

trustees, an administrator and an alum-

nus
According to natural science professor

Terrenes Burke, who chairs the commit-

tee, the committee hopes to narrow the

list of carxlidates to between 12 and 20
this month and make a final recommenda-
tion of three candidates to Krtapp in late

March or aarty April. Krtapp hopes to

make the final decision on the new
chancellor before June.
Burke said the committee is considering

candidates from outside the University as
carefully as those from within, denying
rumours that the committee was concen-
trating mostly on the latter because
UMass does not have the money to at-

tract an outside candidate. Burke said the
University Board of Trustees will discuss
salary with the final candidates when they
are selected.

Outgoing Chancellor Bromery has an an-
nual salary of $43,000. but said last night
the "comparable level now is in the mid
50's" Bromery said he had been offered
chancellorships at other schools but had
turned them down.
A spokesperson for Knapp said a budget

increase for academic programs requested
by tfie president this year was not meant
to lure outside candidates. The
spokesperson said Knapp simply felt addi-
tional academic funds, controlled in part

by the chancellors, were desirable.

The official also said Knapp has in-

dicated to the committee that candidates
should have a strong sense of academic
value and should provide strong academic
leadership and show considerable ad-
ministrative experience.

Burke refused to name the possible can-
didates. One runx>ured candidate. Dean
of Natural Sciences and Mathematics
Seymour Shapiro, said last night he had
been nominated but declined to be con-
aidared as a candidate.

Residential assistants
want tuition waivers
ByROBSTBIN
CoMeg$an Staff

Although Residential
Assistants in all UMaaa
dormitory areas have
received pay irKraaaaa in

accordance with the new
minimum wage of $2 90 per
hour they are seeking
further compensation such
as tuition waivers.

Community Develop-
ment Director Sally
Freeman and a committee
of RAs are researching
alternate compensation for

RAs in the form of room,
board and tuition waivers.

"RAs are paid for 6.6
hours a week which is a

very unrealistic figure of the
number of hours the RAs
actually work," Freeman
said.

"Alot of the other
schools we've looked into

give tuition or room and
board waivers to their RAs.
Other schools give wage
increases to keep their good

RAs. We have a big tur-

nover in our RAs because
they just aren't paid fairly,

"

Head of Residence Ann
Bolgarsaid.

Freeman said tuition
waivers were voted out for
all students in 1975 durir>g

an ecorK>mic crMis.

"On the average an RA
actuaUy works 10-20 hours
a week. To get paid $20 a
week is somewhat
ridiculous, " Southwest RA
Bfian Cummings said. "The
air of responsibility
deserves something more.
We're the lowest paid RAs
in New England, " he said.

Bolger said the RA
committee is exp>ected to
present a list of possible
packages of wage com-
pensations for the RAs to
the UMass administration
and Board of Trustees.

RAs are paid $560 yearly
while Cluster Resource
Assistants (CRA) receive
$848. CRAs assist cluster

coordtnatf}rs which have
replaced Heads of
Reaidence in Central arKl

Orchard Hilt dormitory area.

CRAs take on more
programming and coun-
seling responsibilities
formally held by heads of

residence. Cummings said.

Funds for the minimum
wage increase have been
allocated from the area
government's budgets
without drastically cuttir>g

any other services, Nor-
theaet-Sylvan Area Director

Jacqueline Lehenysaid.

Freeman met with a

committee of RAs and HRs
during intersession to

discuss whether RA's hours

would be cut to be able to

meet the minimum wage,
Bolger said.

The committee decided it

would be able to continue
paying the RAs for 6.6
hours per week and set up
an RA grievance committee
to deal with future com-
plaints, she said.

Students shop at the Text Book annex
on the first day of classes. Those who
did managed to avoid the long lir>es

guaranteed for the reat of the weeli.
(Staff Photo by Eiaii>e Whhrowl

Planning grant request

approved by selectman
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

The Town of Amherst Monday night

took a step in the direction of economic
planning as selectmen approved a request
to apply for a Federal planning grant.

The application for the $25,000 grant is

being made jointly by the town planning
department and the Amherst Economic
Development Corporation.
According to Town Project Planner, Ed-
mund Mossey. the grant money is

available through the State Office of Plan-

ning because Massachusetts was one of

four states to receive money for such
development from the U. S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development. He
said the grant is administered on the basis

of a town's decline in population,
unemployment level and other considera-

tions.

Because of the affect of the University

population on income and population
statistics in Amherst, Mossey said he
believes the town has a good chance to

receive the grant.

The money would be used to develop a

plan for economic development in

Amherst. Moaaey said ttw money would
probably be given to the Development
Corporation, which would hire con-
sultants aruj develop a plan in conjunction
with the town plannir>g department.

The Amherst Economic Development
Corporation was set up by a group of
local businessmen last year to "undertake
downtown projects, " Mossey siad The
group has no official staff and no money
to operate, Mossey added. The develop-
ment grant wouW be the first step he
said, and would lead to other grants and
concrete projects, such as sidewalks
renovation, and new construction.

Mossey said the opening of tfie Hamp-
shire Mall and other new businesses in

neighboring Hadley, virttich have caused
concern among downtown Amherst mer-
chants was not really a factor in the deci-

sion to seek the grant. The Hampshire
Mall, opened last October on Rt. 9 only
one mile from Amherst center, contains
room for about 70 stores.

"The main affect of the mall was to
throw a scare into the local people,"
Mossey said.
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Itifough Friday during tlia academe year, eicepi durmg vacation, exam penoda. arxi hoifdayt Accepted fot

msJIinQ under the authority of an act of March 8. 1879. aa amended by an act of June 1 1 . 1M3

Classifieds have
been bringing
results to your
classmates for

years. Why not

put your money
or^ a sure-thing

M. >M > \> . 1 1 IIHI' \M> S. I97P •« M p n>

tHU rii »<r.m <vAti.mt.t at

S»:2ANSON RECIT/U HAI.L

FINF AUTS CKNTm

I MISS \Hrr' tOCHtl (»H" 1

.7'. HflTKH ll-Ui .: ' JT,! "•

SAVE ON
USED

PAPERBACKS
The Valley Book Shop, at the Carriage
Shops in downtown AntiherBt. The
largest selection of used paperbacks in

Western Mass. OuUtanding stock
right now in fiction, drama,
psychology, Shakespeare, Greek &
Roman classics, philosophy, art,

women's studies, history, etc.

10-5:30 daily

I

^ THE AUK
GOD'S CHANGELESS WORD
TO THE CHANGING WORLD
EUCHARIST & STUDY

WEDNESDAYS 1:00 P.M.
NEWMAN CTR.

SUNDAYS 0:00 P.M. ARK

iSSUSm
..J -
III I

im I 111 MIM

HUAN MONTGOMBKY
(EPISCOPAL CHAPIAN)

ARK -758 N. PLEASANT

I l l I II
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BLACKAFFAIRS
Are we losing

what others fought for?

Collegian 5

BLACKAFFAIRS

Bv JUL/ANNE ROBER
TSON
Black Affairs Staff

As the students of

UMass are about to embark
upon a new seniester and
thus new learning ex
periences, there are several

pressing problems which
we all must ponder in order

to acheive a more har
monious and productive
school term. These
problems do not necessarily

concern only one segment
of the campus population,

but the entire student
community. Ultirttateiy all

students are affected by the

various action initiated by
Its subgroups and factions.

When UMass students
work collectively towards
ennching their intellectual,

cultural and socio political

consciousness, we will

have made a giant step
towards a more promising
future.

The literary war
waged last semester by
members of various ethnic

communities was filled with

petty differences, but much
of what was said was
factual I find it unforiunate

No minorities

on board

SPRINGFIELD I -4 Pi The
selection of a white
Springfeild Technical Com
munity College professor

to fill a vacancy on the

School Commitee has

been blasted by leaders of

Sprmgfield's black com
munity
Andrew Scibelli, nephew

of State Rep Anthony
Scibelli. D Springfield, was
elected Monday night at a

joint meeting of city coun
cilors and school commit

tee members
Scibelli was elected on

the 35th ballot by a 10 3

vote The election became
necessary after the death

Jan. 3 of School Commit
teeman Francis P
Coughlin.

Mayor Theodore Dimauro

was criticized by blacks in

the audience for not

casting any of his 35 votes

for a candidate who
belonged to a racial

minority group
Springfield has no black

or Hispanic school tx)ard

members, even though
about half the students in

the school system are

black or Hispanic.

Leory Clayborne. presi

dent of the local chapter

of the National Association

for the Advancement of

Colored People, called the

vote "a backward step in

racial understanding and
tolerance.

Special programs

BOSTON I/4PI The state

Department of
Education has asked nine

communities who appear

to be placing a dispropor-

tionate number of minority

students in special educa
tion classes to explain

why.
Education Commissioner

Gregory Anrig has sent let

ters to school officials in

the nine cities and towns
su-jgesting that they may
be denying some minority

group students equal op
poitunity.

Anrig said he wants
detailed explanations from
the school districts by Feb.

9
The communities under

investiyation are Boston,
Springfield, Worcester,
Lowell, l-vnn, Holyoke,
Brockton, Chelsea and
Woburn.

that vital members of the

community cannot reach

beyond the minor con-
sciousness barriers which
have been placed upon
them by the negative racist

attitudes of American
sodety It is our respon-

sibility to ourselves and our

children to reject those
attitudes and replace them
with those of compassion,
humanity, and un-
derstanding
The political activities

and trends which were set

into motion last semester
troubled me deeply. Many
truly unjest events took
place within the framework
of the student government
which must be revealed and
analyzed by the campus
community, overtly racist

and discriminatory acts by a

few of "our" elected of

ficials. at both the area
government level and
S.G.A. We must confront

those who use their political

power and influence to

achieve oppressive ends
This very vocal minority of

officials are gifted at the use

of gilt edged rhetoric to

obscure their true in

tentions Why must they

attempt this deceit? It is

futile and coun-
terproductive to the har-

mony which IS essential to

our development, and well-

being within the framework
of their institutions.

The answers to many
questions which are per-

tinent to the Third World
community can only be
found within itself We can

no longer sit back in

complacenr>? and accept

the gams ana acheivements
of our predecessors to

remain intact and effective.

No' It IS our direct

responsibility to develop an
active spirit of work and
obligation to each other, to

ourselves, and to our
community
The strongholds which

were fought for and
protected by the strong
brothers and sisters who
were educated here m tfie

past are now endangered
primarily by our silence and
nonuse. This painful reality

must quickly be reversed by

the self determination of

each member of our
community

N-^ted author, historian, and musicologist Playthell Beniamin (L) interviews
McCoy Tyner during the Black American Music Festival. Beniamin wiN be the
keynote speaker at the opening of the Black History Month celebration on
Feb. 3 at 7.30 pm in New Africa House.

By tempering this active

spirit with the Third World
concept of love and
solidarity towards op
pressed people and people

in general, we will help

ourselves to become total

human beings with ob
lectives, o.utlooks and
means for solving the ever

present problems of UMass
and humanity

WEBD Radio is looking
for people in the Five Col
lege area interested in radio

communication and broad
casting for this Spring
semester Such facets of

broadcasting include pro
ducing news and public af-

fairs shows as well as music
and cultural programs.

WEBD has openings
Monday. 5 February at 7WEBD Radio, formerly

WBLK, IS a Recogni/ed

Student Organization
dedicate<< to providing an

outlet tor music, culture

and issues c)ertaining to the

Tmrd World and pro

gresstve experience

WEBD will have its first

meeting of the semester on

)f I vefS'fv of Vossacnuwtts / A'^.h^ts'

FINE /1?TS CENTER PRESENTS

LIONEL
HAMPTON
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Fridoy, Februory 9 8 pm

FINE >RTS CEMER CNCERT hUL

Tickei?- now on sate General public %f b b

UMass students - %b. 4. 3 Senior citi/enb ana
other students- $6. 5 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4,545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

p.m. in Rm. 315 New Africa

House All students in ttM

Five College Community are

invited to attend this most
important meeting Third

World students are
especially urged to |Oin At

tendance is required of all

members. For more infor

mation. please contact Kan
at 545 2090 or 256 6934
Welcome back'

Vfere \ookin.» <

Delivery Person

for a FiveCollege TT ^^

Must be free every morning (M Fl

twixt 10 a.m. -noon J^^

^

Contact Ron Voipe 256 6936 or at

the Collegian office, Campus Ctr 113
••M «««•*••• ••• M M»rMl

"OlSCOUNt LIQUORS"

RUSSELL ST, HADLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

BUD-
WEISER

$6.29
case

12 oz. cans

GOLD SEAL
PINK

CATAWBA

$3.19

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

/

Tuesdoy, February 13 8 pm

Flf^ /RTS CEMER CNCERT K4.L

Ticket! rww on salt Gentral Public t7, i, S. UM«»t
studtntt - IS, 4, ). Senior Citixtnt %1, *, S.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9-4, 545 251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations;

50.7 02S.

BOURBON
GORDON'S

GIN

$9.99
1.75 liter

(59.2 ozs.) "n-
. 'J

$5.49
quart

Tuesday, January 30 to Monday, February 5, 1979

Cash and carry prices

We reserve the right to limit quantities

Editorial/Opinion
The Return
It is eight in the morning and old Mr.

Flim-Flam finish me off with hands like a

eunuch that don't do a thing but point at

something that's not there (must disprove
time for my doctoral thesis'), and the

jackboot alarm stomping my REMS into

gaudy morning phlegm and I don't want
to go to school. I don't want to get up. I

want to ke in bed and dream of stem
Christies and modus ponens and the
kersy sweatered victim on the T-bar-the
poor girl, I convinced her she didn't exist.

She broke down, pleading please make
me exist, please make me exist. Read
Descartes and stop dragging the T bar, I

said, looking to the spoondrift moguls,
the qibbous. glairy hills where I would fall

as dusk took over trom the late afternoon

watch, stabbing myself m the nght calf

with the Solomon pole, and I asked for j

leave of absence to recuperate and
disprove time.

But was turned down.
Maybe the sun hasn't risen, mayt>e it's a

facsimile. Maybe I'm lying next to Heady
LaMar arn) not a blob.

I nnust get up because I must lecture in

mark Wilding
an hour because the blob wants to eat

and so do the little blobs.

I don't want to get up, I don't want to
get up, I don't want to get up, I don't
want to get up, I don't want to get up.

I'll get up.

And I will talk in front of the University

children, the camotoeed, the overdosed,

the utterly groea, ttie 8tahr>g and glaring.

r>ot fearing anymore faces, white as legal

cap and solemn as Windermere, the
doodling and the drooling, I was one
OTKe. In ttuM* days a professor was God.
Now he's a mid-wife. I forego the morn-
ing coffee. It comes from pods you krMw.
like students.

Look, there's orw rtow, httchtr>g. I wiN

pick him up because I am nice. I will pull

over to the side of the road and open tt>e

door artd say "Hop in" in a friendly voice.

I will ask where he wowkj like to go. I will

ask him what he wants to do in life. I

might even tell him a philosophical joke.

I am approaching him. I have put on nrry

blinker. He is smiling. He is cold. He has

been there sonr>e time.

I heve passed him. I look at him, frown-

ing in my rear view mirror. He is

demonstrating his disapproval with a

finger gesture. He is unhappy, but I am
safe.

Into the Otis elevator where my flip^nd

chipper secretary who caught n>e i)in-

ching the bulk of the coffee fund'^fo I

could afford a modest tuna salad is stan-

ding, the Vail acedia tan starting to chip.

That is to say, she didn't really catch

me, she deduced. Saw me skulking about

the butternut tin ai»d found me twenty

minutes later scoffing my prize.

Reducto-absurdum, unfair really. Must
get her to read Hume.
I'm back I'm back I'm back I'm back I'm

back.

The sentence begins.

Mark Wilding is a Collegian Columnist.

Bits and Pieces

Late sportswriter Jimmy Cannon on The

Boring One: "If Howard Cosell was a sport,

he'd be roller derby." And, "His name is

Howard Cohen, he wears a toupee, and he

says he tells it like it is." Cosell, who did

Monday night's pro Bowl will be mercifly

dormant until baseball season, providing Ali

doesn't try to box again.

Radio talk show host Bob Grant: "Cabs

in Manhattan aren't driven. They're aimed

by maniacs."

-DAN GUIDERA

FearlesgLeacbr^IlbwIiuangress

Pierpont outraged

at TV coverage
To the Editor:

The Pierpont community wouM Hke to

express to aH members of the campus
that they are outraged and angry over the

violent action that has been directed at

Tom Whitford, • our Heed of Resideryce.

Though we may have had political dif-

ferences with Administration officials in

the past, we are working in full

cooperation with them to end these
vicious acts of violence.

What lias happened in our dormitory

goes far beyond a college prank and
canrtot be conceived by us as anything

hut inhumane and sick. We in no way
consider the person or persons who have
done this to be heroes, but rather

criminals who should be found and
prosecuted.

At a community meeting held Monday
night, many members of the dorm ex-

pressed their concern for Tom's safety

and for the well-being of our community.

We feel that this terrorism that is being

directed personally at Tom damages our

community as wel.. Beyond concern for

our safety, we have once again been
sub/ected to the unsubstantiated slander

of the local news media.

Due in part to our past experiences with

members of the press, and because we
wished to cooperate with the

Adnrtinistration officials, most members of

the dorm chose not to be interviewed.

Therefore, our concern and infuriation

were not conveyed. However, the reports

were able to find members of the campus
who were willing to give their

"knowledgable" opinion of what Pier-

point is like from what they have heard.

It is very maddening to hear your home
called a "den of iniquity" on the local

television news. It is very easy to put a

fancy name on something when you

don't know what you're talking about. It

was very painful for several residents to

hear an outsider tell a television reporter

that nobody cares what happens to Tom,

without even identifying himself as a non-

resident. The residents of Pierpont care

very much.
The residents and staff of our dorm

and, in particular, Tom Whitford, came
back this semester with plans to work

toward building a good community in

which to live and learn. Our hopes have

been temporarily shattered, but we are

trying hard to revive those plans and build

that community. We hope that we can

include Tom in these plans.

The Residents of Pierpont

Karl Marx and the

"Jewish Question'
By YITZHAK SANTtS

The radical Left is made up of seemingly
hundreds of disparate groups and each
group claims theirs is the one and only true

Marxism while disclaiming the "legitimacy"

of thteir socialist comrades. However, they

all seem to agree on one thing; while many
other peoples in this troubled world deserve

liberation and self-determination, the
Jewish people somehow do not. What lies

behind this double standard?

In my readings of Marx, I've discovered

that he was a genius of gigantic propor-

tions. His tremendous critique of

capitalistic society Das Kapital is a master

work done in a scientific, rational manner.

I've also come across a lesser known work
by Marx entitled Essay on the Jewish
Question. Emotionalism overtakes Marx as

he bodly declares that, "the Jews god is

money and their ritual rites are commer-
cialism." This sounds more like a passage

from Hitler's Mein Kampf than from the

supposedly cool, rational and progressive

nature of Karl Marx. (It is also interesting to

note that Marx, in coming across ideas and
people he did not like called them "dirty

Jewish.",

Marx was born to Jewish parents that

converted to Christianity, not out of love or

belief in Jesus but in order to be able to get

ahead in anti-Semitic 19th century Ger-

many. For some reason, he developed a

sort of empassioned "self-hatred" towards

Jews and went out of his way to write the

Essay on the Jewish Question. His self-

hatred had to have been empassioned for

the Jewish population of Germany then

was less than one percent, so therefore the

question about the Jews rested only in the

minds of anti-Semites. Needless to say, the

self-hating assimilated Jew Karl Marx was
caught in this Judeophobia and bent over

backwards to prove himself not a Jew.

Now this is significant in the context of

the aforementioned Marxist groups (of

whose ranks are filled with a dispropor-

tionate amount of Jews, self-haters one
and all). They believe that the "Jewish
question" (I think it to be interesting, as

well as discomforting, that there is a ques-
tion at all c.bout the Jews) should be solved

by the assimilation of the Jews or in other

words, the Jews should self-destruct by

dwappearir>g into oblivion (something that

would give Hitler post-mortem
satisfaction). While many Jews do take this

course consciously (or even unconsciously)

nrwst do not and history has proven that

assimilation is not a secure haven for the

Jews. The Naxis destroyed six million Jews
during World War II and many of these

Jews did not consider themselves as such
(this assimilation occured only in Western

Europe where the Jews had been given full

rights in the aftermath of the French
Revolution). They were either converts to

Christianity, non-religious "citizens of the

world," or only one-fourth or one-eighth

Jewish from an obscure Jewish ancestor

(and therefore not really Jewish at all). But

this did not stop the Nazis from gassing

them and then atomizing their bodies in the

crematoriums of Auswitz. Clearly the

assimilation experiment ailed as Zionism,

back in the 19th century, had predicted it

would.

I invite all readers of this article to read
any comprehensive history of the Jews, to
witness the incredible oppression the Jews
have suffered and endured for over twenty
centuries, to witness the devotedness they
have had during this stretch of time to the

Land of Zion, to witness the strength they
have that held them together as a people in

their oppression and to witness the high
ethical values of this "stiff necked" people
that kept it non-violent even during the
most severe oppressions.

Zionism is the liberation movement foi

the Jews and no emotional, self-hating

dogma by Marx declaring assimilation for

the Jews will ever become a dominant
force in Jewish thought. Those people that

do call for the assimilation of the Jews are

doing nothing less than asking for Jewish
self-destruction. It is in this light which I

can say with conviction that anti-Zionism is

anti-Semitism and those self-proclaimet

Marixst, "progressive" organizations
declaring the Jews not a people, deman
ding Israel's destruction and preaching anti

Zionism are rabid anti-Semites, including

and especially the self-hating Jewish-
members.

Yitzhak Santis is a Collegian commentate

•>.»>J)>U»»iL«i^«iki>Vi> .cctcue^;/.Ci:'«j.'#j»^.
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Advocacy group calls for

Mental health officials fired
By^ LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

A state wide advocacy group for the mentally retarded,

headed by a UMass physiology professor, yesterday asked

Gov Edward J. King to fire two top ranking officials of thy

State Department of Mental Health

In a letter to King dated Jan 30. Citizens Alert for All

Retarded Persons said the officials, Commissioner Robert

Okin and Assistant Commissior>er for Mental Retardation

Linda Glenn, were ineffective and should be replaced by
"visionaries who can accomplish much for the

developnr>entaity disabled with a minimum of antagonism
to parents, relatives, and guardians

"

the letter was released during a 90 minute press con-

ference at the Newman Center yesterday afternoon.

UMass professor Benjamin Ricci. president of the

citizens group, said the organization has a membership of

7,000 persons from schools and centers for the mentally

retarded and other community groups across the state He
is also chairman of the board of the Belchertown State

School FrierwJs, Inc. His son attends BeJchertown State

School.
He criticized Okin and Glenn for their method of running

the department, citing one instance in which an administra

tion at Be<chenown State School was using patients'

money to earn bank interest, but not crediting the interest

to the patients' accounts The letter said the practice is il-

legal, but has "traditionally" been violated by the depart

ment.
"As long as they are m the«r positions, we're going down

hill on the rollercoaster," Ricci said

Ricci said the citizens group acted after his discovery

that sonr>e recently passed legislation would extend the

department's pKJwers and could result in the addition of 50

employees to the department's payroll. In addition, Ricci

said the legislation would create more paperwork and ex

pense for guardians of the mentally retarded

"It renders the whole guardianship process ineffective,"

he said, "because it scares prospective guardians away '

The legislation also allows the department to deal with

guardians directly m certain legal rruitters.

"The Attorney General is set up to do this, " Ricci sakj.

"We don't need the Department of Mental Health to put

their greasy mitts on this little aspect."

Ricci said the discovery of the legislation was only one of

"a series of eruptions " that caused the citizens group to

act. Another of the group's concerns is the so called

"dumping campaign" of the departnr>ent Ricci said the

"campaign" includes the departnrtent's releasing several

rrtentally retarded persons from state centers before they

¥V«re ready to live in society so certain quotas could be

achieved.
The letter to King said the legislation, unless it is repeal

ed. would add anotfier "layer of bureaucracy in the form of

department minors " The citizens group wants the legisla

tion repealed and King to ask for the immediate resignation

of the two officials.

Ricci said he is optimistic King will carry out the citizens

group's wishes because of pressure from the area and state

legislators and the nr>edia

He has nothing personal against Okin, Ricci said, but

believes he is a damn inept " administrator

"I'd debate the nr^n anywhere and anytime on the fun

damental issues of how we care for the mentally ill, " Ricci

said "I'd even skip class to do it"

^

Colk^^iqn

EYEGLASSES
OR

lASfCf
THE CHOICE
IS YOURS'

.t '.^' .. d^mAimm^ i^fa

Summerpositions oper
Applications for student counselors in the Summer

Counseling Program are now being accepted by Director of

the New Students Program Sarah J Hamilton

The Counseling Program, which runs from June 3 July

23. 1979. IS an orientation session for first year arxl transfer

students
Counselors selected nnust live m the dormitories during

the counseling period arnj attend training wssions held m
late spring and from May 29 June 1 immediately prior to

the program
Application deadlines have been exter>ded until February

9 and forms may be obtained in the Community Develop
ment Cenrt»t in Berkshire House

UMassprofessor dies
• ornas W Copelarxl, a retired UMass English pro

f^aor, died Sunday in Cooiey Dickinson Hospital m Nor
tfwmpton.

A resident of Amherst. Copelar>d is survived by ha sister

Margaret Copelar>d of New York City

Many people have improved their eyesight naturally,

Mithout eyeglasses or lenses EYEGLASSES is a weekend

training in visual improvement vwhere you can learn the key

elements to improved sight. The execcises are simple to learn,

easy to practice and effective*

FREE PREVIEW
THURSDAY. FEB 1. 7 » 9 30 P M.

CAMPUS CENTER RM 906 909

with Martin Sussman EYEGLASSES Co founder

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 549 6370

Meeting for people
interested in reviewing

Theater, Film,
Records, Books and

Dance
for the Fine Arts Dept. of

the Collegian:

Thurs., Feb. 1. CC 113
7:30 p.m.

Correction

The snow parking regula

tions on campus from

Decemt>er 1 April 1 are ef

fective from 1:00 a.m. 7:00

am and not from 7:00 a.m.

to 600 p m. as reported

yesterday

Wh/
run all

oer
tcwni

SILVER STREAK
Gene Wil<ier & Richard Pryor

FRIDAY, FEB. 2
5, 7. 9, 11

SUB
$1.00

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

PHILOSOPHY NOTICE
Because of space limitations,

Philosophy 160, section 1, In-

troduction \o Ethics, taught by
Ann Ferguson has been
rescheduled from MWF 11 15 to

MWF 2:30 m Herter. Discussion
sections will be arranged.

WILD Tops INC
"The family T-shirt store"

GRAND OPENING
Hampshire Mall

Over 1000 different T-thirt designs

Custom lettering while you wait

113 CAMPUS C6NTER

ZETA PSI
FRATERNITY
X wants ^
YOU

OPEN
RUSH

THURSDAY
2 ' ;9

8 11PM
r.cstxB

REFRESHMENTS

OPEN
RUSH

^V use

trying girls.

J HI

irresistablc

i

ALl UMASS MEN CORUIAI LY INVITED

/••Trt Psi (ratf'ni tunfhprhoD'l thtrnnjri

'TNE SECRET SOCIETY'

$1»« OFF ANY SHIRT

with this coupon

WILD Tops INC

Hampshire Mall

Offer expires Feb. 28

I i.t
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COSTELLO

AflMEO

FORCES
mcludmg

Okw* Army

AccKlcntt

^, WiHHaMwn
(Wh«t»So

Funny Bout)
^•«c«. Low* And
Und*r«Undmg

SwMor Sarvic*

Party G«1

ELVIS COSTELLO
'ARMED FORCES'

EDDIE MONEY
'LIFE FOR THE TAKING'

MiAFVOAf
BafOufKHHmll

Mdudina:
HM««n C«n \MMyrof Cry«n9 Out Loud

'hm Owl 0« T>WM Aini lad

TOTO
mdudinQ

II St«ply The LowWHotd Tit* Una
Wertirnafcar/Angala/Ort Qeei^ya

MEATLOAF
'BAT OUT OF HELL'

TOTO
TOTO'

YOUR
CHOICE . .

.

427 Series
G798

including
r Piayad Th« Foo(

Haarta Of Sion* T«k«NlnMda
tappad Agam TaA To Ma

Dan Foji'elherfi&
Tim hi'isbcrfi

Tnin Sons oj Diffeivnt \hther\

Tail Ma To My Face
S«Ka >ftou va Askad/Tba Powar Of Gold

IntNTitdalion/GuitarEtudaNo 3

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY AND
THE ASBURY JUKES
•HEARTS OF STONE'

DAN FOQELBERG & TIM
WEISBERG 'TWIN SONS
OF DIFFERENT MOTHERS'

DAN HARTMAN
INSTANT REPLAY

inchMflng:

Countdown-Thia la R/Ooubla-O-Lowa
Lova Is A Natural 'tnatant Raplay

^^i^EsSmm ksRs
iOQOD?^Kn^ n?fjaPDZiqgo?j^^

T>e4tauf
including:

Btama It On Tha Boogia/Blaaa Hi* Soul
A« Night Oancm/Thtnga I Do For ¥iw

^MMMaAway

SkP -^i:

dto

DAN HARTMAN
•INSTANT REPLAY'

THEJACKSONS
'DESTINY'

3 WAYS TO CKARQE
•CALOOR CHARGE
• MASTER CHARGE
• VISA/BANKAMERICARD

Burhni
StrrisandK
(inuilest
Flits,

volume? 2
mc Hiding

WouOonlBrmg
MaFlowar*
IDuvt With
NaiiOiamofwl)

Lova Thama
Ffom A Star

htBom
(E« t)

' ne Wwy wPB WM^e

Slon^yEnd

'BARBRA STREISAND'S
GREATEST HITS'
VOLUME 2

TttUVuUMHd
1(9tt V«Mt Sumf "TKt "Plati^ex*

f^
including:

^tou Don t Bring

MaFtowar*
(OuatWi»

Bartra Strai««nd)

ThaAmarKan
PofMilarSong

Y ThaOancmg
BumMaBaa/

BumbtaBoogM

Diamond Oirta

NEIL DIAMOND
'YOU DON'T BRING
ME FLOWERS'

YOUR
CHOICE a .

.

4.76 Series
H89a

THE BESTOF
EARTH.WIND&FIRE

VOLUME 1

mcludvig:

0«( lb Oat «Bu mto My Li«a/Singaaang
Gataway/Shining Star

'
That tTha Wtoy 0« Tha Wtortd

'THE BEST OF EARTH
WIND & FIRE' VOLUME 1

MUTjeELK d 1
H!"ST»TK 2^^ 1
inciudbia; K f^B 1
UnMTIiaMBM K^I^V
MyUto

^^^P-» ^^^^^^^R

Big Shot BBJ^^V
^^S^^H

SWatiB ^KS&2^H

BILLY JOEL
*S2ND STREET

2 RECORDSET

KANSAS.
T\fVO FOR THE SHOW

including:

Carry On Wayward Son/Dual In Tba Wind
lcarua-BorT>a On Wing* Of Staal/Lor>aiy Wir»d

Song For Amarica

2 RECORDSET

AEROSMUH
LIVE BOOTLEG
IfYCluding 4-Cok>r Postsr

inckidlrtg:

Coma Tbgatttar /Draam On /Walk This Wtay
Last Child/ Chip Aaray Tha Stona

r-i«

iilta

KANSAS
'TWO FOR THE SHOW'
2REC0RDSET

AEROSMITH
'LIVE BOOTLEG'
2REC0RD SET

YOUR
V CHOICE . .

.

7.79 Series
1398

5709—10x16—Wed. Jan. 31
STORE HOURS: DAILY & SATURDAY, 1^ AM to 9 PM

1^

SALE PRICES
EFFECTIVE

THRU
SATURDAY

50% off P&'cl*
OUTSTANDING CURRENT AND
BACKLIST TITLES FROM AMERICA'S
LEADING PUBLISHERS.

75% off W"-
A GREAT SELECTION OF BOOKS
FROM OUR OWN STOCK.

OPEN TL,

TONIGHT
TILS

ON OUR SALE TABLES

at "the bookstore"

UheUN^ERSITYSra^E

.^:l^

&
^^^-

$6"' a pair LEE JEANS
denims and corduroys!

^HUNDREDS OF JEANS
^SEVERAL STYLES & COLORS
>ALL REDUCED TO ONLY $6.99!

^ON SPECIAL SALE TABLE

OPEN
TONIGHT
TILS

J'vVfr*.V«'.%'.Vi',N'j

a// this and more in our campus sportswear shop

.*jx: ilimX'i ,'>

Collegrari 9

WOIJNIAIN [ARMS 4
,

584-9163 gy.'rjyyji>^-
r*OuiTl,l»e TUOiNT^M CITIMWS WITH *MC CAmo »1 OO rw. L.Tt a»40W( »l to"

[WIZiMaAU!
IMMBKIWONVI

ITHE
IZ

1
DIANA ROSS

9tm thru TtuM* at ITL« • m-t It
MatincM (Sat an^ tun I ai I

«

Nt II MM >s s

CUJRDRI^U
SITTE

Ihrbrsiitio-lHMr

>i«raliM in Nma!

^< an^ ta< ai (TIS •qm 7 »t•
tun thni TtMM* at ITLS SSOta S
Matinaaa (tat and Sun i at I H

OaMy at ITLS I «• 7 a»-t

«

Matinaaa iSat an4 tun I at 1 M-li

ro

'DotVtLj

M an4 Sat at (TLS ( tM 7 «t«
tun thfu T«Hin at (Tit • IBI • »
Matinaaa (tat and twn i •< 2 W

r.HMiii.riinii.mnonjj:iuM/ii:BMn.i^fc^

SELF
DEFENSE
And Body
Movement
ond Exercise

Bangs Communiiy Ceniar
Boltvwood Walii. Amharst

Mon Feb 6 6 7pm

(yoga. Taichi aaarciaa)

Mon Fab 5 7 8 p m

Ciassa* 90 tor 5 Mornlay
"•gN» t1Sicr«Mii 125 for

twin

Tony FJara. Kag 0to<li

•alt. US iudo AuoiMtion
CoH 3SS-M2A lot into

Attention All

RSO Groups!

If you have not submitted
a Semester Report or have
reason to believe that your group
has not, please contact the

Registrar of Student Organ-
izations at 5-0341 a

If a semester report is not

on file it will lead to your groups
funds being suspendeda

So far, over 200 Groups
h?ve not filed reportSa

• ^^*A.**.,*.*JJJJJJJJJJJJJ^'m'J.''.'.'j.'^jj.<.'^ dkriklk^^
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Todajj's

Crossword

Puzzle

Aluminum Foil

btNB \mA5 REAllY
AiVVrtiEU AT THE
Pl/0- OiMENSionjAc
i'.AC'lTiE'. OF
THE PHONE/

/^K Steve Lafier
HO^t^'jE^f- , HE DiOKiT LOOK
roRvAjAfeD TO COuCeCTiWC
PHoN)e aiuL.*:: p^^om pli^mnT
ur^AS5 'CTUUEMTC ...

ACROSS
1 Jack, e g
5 Cream

10 Drenches
14 — Khayyam
15 Gas
16 Confess
17 Certain

holes 2

Kwords

19 Song refrain

20 Awn
21 Stridently

23 Soupv —
26 Jogged
27 Supporter
30 The —

Cometh
34 Needy
35 Threefold
37 — Gardner
38 Young seal

39 Lauded
41 Native

Abbr
42 Ibsen

Moman
53 Fortification

44 — Michaels
N Y Jets
coach

45 Greek island
47 Discard

2 words

Nothing Special
50 Emmet
51 Collar types
52 Rather

56 Surgeon
Joseph —

60 Garment
61 Music

machine
64 Heraldic

bearing
65 Industrialist

Cyrus —
66 Eng river

67 Close
68 Phases
69 Journey

DOWN
) Stupor
2 Muslim
prince

3 Hindu prin-

cess
4 Bureau
5 Emit air

6 Grassland
7 Data Abbr
A Small ones
9 Cherish as
sacred

10 Like the sea
11 Elliptical

12 — tax

13 Oscillate

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Monday s Puzile Solved

byJoe Casey

• V o wMw t > W SW|> O N I|

i- l.J2.3Bl!i.^ ^ >« _» o^ u wto

[7 N o c ji.X.?.!OBi ' ^ * t i»l

T I W[S TT||p •|y I I 6 Mm

1! J. ^3Kr i. £ lI£Hl£X Z 5
s M I* V A wit "tBfr I N[t $ T]

» • I
"$ I "SbP • r t t m £ $1n^ •» >^ >^ B—. —^1^^^ „ K_ ^_ „_ _^ ^^ „^J

w t{ s I » _L ^ j; ^ 3bi JL JL 3j
^ 7 ji ]mb7 M _i ^ ^mT t ow
» T I '•^T o € s sBTiTiTtT

I ' I I IM I I I I IB I III
18 Night sight

22 Sped
24 Inward

Anat
25 Mark with

furrows
27 Horrify

28 Extinguish

29 Desires
31 Arara

32 Spanish
provirKe

33 Sharp
36 Negative

phrase 2

words
39 Tending

40 Presents a

play again
44 'He

in the back"
46 Raw cake
48 Sages
49 Bit

52 Image
53 Thames es-

tuary

54 Parlor 5p
55 Mild oath
57 Ciriyuit

58 Else: Scot
59 Stench
62 Dined
63 Swab

V«5i T,JaafelQA|^l.^ |«'nif^<?uej^(^l'W really. ujfe^iVW lost winute t> f«;pX^;*, ^
\^, "^iStT'"^

"'= rmhdfi^.

^ iDGr

Zoo State U i}y Rob Ranney

> i 3 4 Hi i' i i i Ho u ia tT

w wtiT Hi4ti
I2J 24 2^^IH36 lltlHl

n 79 ^|^° r " "
^ib Ih^^^ 43 ^1''

^Hii iHIlP^
|H|47 41 49

^^|:>u ^H^'
L_^|^|^

5^ T^^HBllsd S7 58 59

^idi 62 63

^HdS 66
^^68 ^1^'

Ok, til <vi did

I

fr&m bock

^AndBrvTIeo are -rAKiNO a
I

STRoU tn The ^tK PuncNSieN

4} BRPLCD, UiE(T?U5T
^ CfHSPWK ON R_

Hucsr TD finU
THE uNNPrJpeiT.uM-
lrtfl6IWQLE,iMFJNm
IMF?ruR£ or LIFE ^
AND RCRL/ry.

/>K Frank Emery
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Celts deal White to Warriors
for a first round draft choice
BOSTON [AP\ -Veteran Boston Celtics guard Jo
Jo White, a former all-star who was unhappy with the

National Basketball Association team, was traded

yesterday to the Golden State Warriors for a No. 1

draft pick.

White had announced the deal earlier this month,

but it was temporarily called off.

"I'm still kind of up in the air. I don't know how I

feel," said White. "Nothing surprises me anvnr>ore.

but I heve mixed feelings.

"Boston is my home, but the way thing* were going

here. I guess I couldn't stay. Tha is my 10th season

and part of me will be left here. I've made a lot of

friends and evwyone's always been great to me.
"If I had to be traded I wanted to go to a team with

people who get along. I hope that's tfte caee with

Golden State."

White was a favorite of Auerbach. But the

two-ak>r>g with former owner lrvir>g Levin- hed a

contract banle last year White wanted a new pact

ttiat guaranteed full payment regardless of injury.

The 6-foot 3 guard said Tuesday Auerbach "still is

one of my favorite people."

White appeared in 47 of the Celtics' 48 ganries ttiie

year, averagir>g 12.5 points.

Deep in the Atlantic Ovision cellar with a 17-31

record. Boston moved to fill White's spot on tfw

roster by activating veteran guard Don Char>ey. who
had been on the injured list.

Char>ey, however, cannot be placed on ttie active

roster until White reports to Golden State ar>d

a physical examination.
Cheney and White teamed in the Boston backcourt

for an NBA title in 1974. White played on two Celtics

NBA championship teams, in 1974 and 1976.

It was the third trade in two weeks by Boston. First,

the Celtics sent forward Billy Knight to the Indiana

Pacers for forward-center Rick Robey. Then, Auer-
bach shipped backup center Dennis Awtrey to Seattle

for a 1979 No. 1 draft choice.

Boston now has two first round picks, in addition to

its own—and rights to Indiana State star Larry Bird,

last year's first pick as a junior.

The first round pick gives Boston three in 1979.

"Jo Jo has been a great player for the Celtics." said

the team's president, Red AuertMch. "But we are in a
rebuilding program ar>d in order to get quality you
must give up quality.

"It's no secret that Jo Jo has been unhappy here for

the past two years arni we all hope ttws move will be
beneficiel to him.

"

A nir>e-year pro with Boeton, White had an 18.8

point average coming into the current seaeon. He was
chosen for the NBA aMstar ganw seven times, from
1971 77.

The fornrter University of Kansas guard, however,
was hobblid by foot injuries last year which ended a
488-consecutive game streak and forced him to have
surgery in the off-season.

This year. White's play has been occasionally
brilliam. but he is rK>t on good terms with player-

coach Dave Cowerw.

TONIGHT!

FroM Hm noMi bf

KURT VONNEGUT, Jr

PIVI
Jm.I1

7, f, H ^M,

Sports notices
INTRAMURALS Forfeit fees for bowling can picked up' at the Intramural Office,

215 Boyden. From 8 M 4 30 You must see Mrs Laramte only.

Intramural SquMh entries due Feb 6 Health forms are '•<l"i'»^, .^^ ^.
,

INTRAMURALS There will be a recreation supen^sors meeting Thursday, ^eD 1.

8:00 pm in Boyden 251

.

WATER POLO- All members of the water polo club are urged to ^ometo an

orgar^/atkjnal meeting. Thursday n^jht at the Campus Center, room 911. Th» in-

cludes women s swim team members interested m f*Bvir>g

HOCIW CLUB- There will be a meeting in room 917 of the Campu* Center

WedrSsday. Jan. 31 at 9:00 pm. All managers referees, and players that want to

signup must atter>d.

VOLLEYBALL The UMass Men's voUeyball team will have its first honw nr^eet of the

season against West Point on Sunday. February 4 at 10:00 m NOPE.

To place a classified ad. drop by the

Collegian office (CC 113) fcietween 8:45 a.m.

and 3 45 p m Mor>day through Friday, or use
our handy clip ar\6 mail form founri m most
issues of the Collegian. Classified deadline is

3:45 p.rri. two days m advance of publication

date.

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c per
line; five consecutive issues, 40c per line per
day, 30 consecutive issues, 30c per line per
day One line is roughly equivalent to 38
characters.

BLUEWALL
BAR
CUCKOO'S NEST

Wed. -Sat.

Coming Attractions:

ROADHOUSE, Feb. 7-10

SKINNY KIDS, Feb. 14-17

"Where they spiced the food vmth love
'

Onty Persian Gourmet Restaurant in the Area

Featuiirxi n>osi extensive menu to« lamb, vegetarian,

seafood, crepes, and urtique tw kraiis

Located mtdway l)etw«'en Noithaminon
and Amherst on Rie 9

find it fast .

in the Collegian

Classifiedslll

mmk

Sun Thurs 4 00 10 30 Fri Sat
1413) 584 9797

4 0011 ytyiM

ENTERTAINMENT

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John, 546-4646.

FOR RENT
~

6.0 cu. ft. fridge. Plenty of room!

$40/semester ft deposit call: Dana,

256-6662.

Roommate wanted to share 2 br.

townhouse on br, $115 -f util., avail. 3/1,

665^3282.

Master bedroom at Brandywine Apts.

Available imnr>ediately, 549-5458.

Looking for a great place to live? We've
got it! Marvelous home-cooked meals, kit-

chen, laundry facilities -all cheaper tf^an

the dornrwl Three minute walk to campus.

Interested women call 253-9P66 or

546-0046.

Must sacrifice like-now skis, Rossignol

K25 h Hexel comps. with quality bindings

& poles, $95-$125/set. 549 6829.

Skis 4 sale. Head 320 6'1" new Besser bin-

dings, Trappeur boots, 9Vi 2 sets poles,

$125, Bill. 666^7527, after 9 p.m.

For sale — wonr>en's leather coat, size 9-10,

$110 or BO. call 549-6406. please!!!

HELP WANTED
~

Housepersone wanted at Pi Kappa
Alpha, free home-cooked rr>eals, call Ai or

Shawn at 546-0042 or 546-2150.

Once again Amherst's finest eating

establishment is looking for kitchen
help— need nnoney? Good food, call

253-9230, aak for Joel or Gary, Delta Chi.

Stuck for a truck to move your stuff?

Check out the best price in town,

Dcir^ciion "^rucking, ^fJA-l^T.
_ __

FOR^A
"

VW h6 bug, parts exc. trs, b«t '.49-1195.

i! Women! Jobs on cruiseships,

freighters. No experiertce. High pay! See
Europe. Hawaii, Australia. So. America.

Ca. sumnwr! Career. Sertd $3.86 for info to

SeaworW, BB Box 61036. Sect. Ca. 96880.

Part time jobs: excellent pay...work
whpiieve! y^u have time . no obligatiofv

\A/rtte SvinchO'Ce, Bor ^"VJ Ht.VP Colir.n3f»

•'•
. • "..;•. •. '•

. ) 'H'.- v»-»-i

Please enclose 26c nandlimj r.haiga.

Full-time internships in Community Men-
tal Health available for spring semester at

Maple House, an adult psychiatric transi-

tional residence. Responsibilities will in-

clude: instruction in basic independent liv-

ing skills, case management, informal

counseling, etc. Stipend of $50 per week,
supervision, and credit available. Send
resume to: Maple House, 450 Maple St.,

Holyoke. Ma. 01040.

Seles management trainee, salary to

$15,000 plus commission. Contact Tom
Branchini, 786-1331. Seniors £r alumni on-

ly.

Looking for 4 people to do kitchen work.

10% hours/wk. Good home-style food, get

meal book refur>dedl Uniforms. Social

benefits at UMaas fret, cafl JIm, 546-021 1

.

LOST AND FOUND

Lost F cat. Puffton. Jan. 17, black &
orange-green eyes, white collar, reward,
call 253-5950, until 11 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn $600/$1000 stuffing envelopes, free

defSils, rush stamped addressed envelope,
Justus Sales, Box 112. Ludlow. Ma. 01066.

PERSONALS -

Daytona Beach, spend spr. brk. in

Daytona. all indsu.. Joe, 253-2258.

Practicum: Spring Senr>ester. Earn 4-6
credits working in after school day care on
campus. For more info caM NarKy Roes at

549-6170, morning and evening.

INSTRUCTION

Guitsr :essons-.)im Kimbalf. for-Tieriv

new students. 549 5458.

Who doesn't need $7 Financial aid pro-

vfilps just that; earn how the fii>anrial aid

system works' I'll hffp you do that anri

•v.. 'i\t t'^l'i U'\ ' t'ti'lM^. MC^ J'

»^
oil cjiinpus, bftlween b h 1 p.m.

HATCH BAR

r^

Phyaics 119(E) No prerequisites Sched 1570041

ARMS POLICY AND
NATIONAL SECURITY

SALT, MIRV. cru.se m.ssiles, ABM. neutron bombs. ' How serious is the threat

of nuclear war?

MW2 30 3 45. Has 134 T>rof Kalkstein For details, see the Course

Description Guide under n9A

Charlies

J^e QreatT'reteqders

Thurs.-Sat, Feb. 1-3

$1 cover Thursday

Coming:
OAK, Feb. 8-10

IMAGE, Feb. 23-24

Miektiob NisM

TonifM

69c Mielifltk

WWnttiayit

MHioii Niflit

for EnttrlaiiiiiMiit

Lviii

YlL
IVi

llU^-^OPf

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-85C

goolifootiS^timh
1 Pray St. Amherst, Mass. 549-5403

tMMJUUAM4Ut^MmS»^A,iUi*W,»^.t^jf^4t^,tm* k«.SA.I.t VJISJULI '^l*4»Sr90WmK*l f aaeesaeeaei 'MM*0P00000i iMtAfi
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Hoopmen face Rutgers tonight
By STEVEZACK
Collegian Staff
Tonight the Springfield Civic Center will

be the scene of not one, but two battles,
as the UMass Minutemen face the Scarlet
Knights of Rutgers and Mark Haymore
faces James Bailey.

Bailey, a 6'9" leaper from Boston, is

regarded as one of the nation's premier
centers although his stats for this season,
17 points and 8 rebounds, are somewhat
less than expected.
In the past, Bailey has been a thorn in

UMass side. "He's hurt us every time he
has played against us, ' said UMass coach
Jack Leaman
But when Bailey is on the bench, the

Scarlet Knights appear to lose their offen-
sive poise and continuity. Rutgers
however, is blessed with several high
school All Americans, such as guard
Darius Griffin, forward Kelvin Troy, arKl
swingman Daryl Strickland
"They're good athletes, but we can play

with them if we keep the tempo.' added

Villanova (a 66 51 UMass defeat)," he ad-
ded.
A hindrance to the Minutemen which

has been overlooked to a degree is the
fact that the team has played only three
of its 16 games in the Cage. Six of the re-
maining ten games will be played in the
confines of Curry Hicks, one m Spr-
ingfield (Rutgers), and three on the road.
"We haven't been able to make the

game breaking play. Now that we're play
ing at home, maybe that'll happen."
remarked Leaman.
As for Haymore, the 6'8

" forward is
coming off an impressive showing at the
Colonial Classic, scoring 43 points and
hauling down 21 rebounds in the two-
game tourney, along with being named to
the all tournament team. On the season
he IS averaging 17 3 points and 9.6 re-
bounds per game while shooting 553
from the field and 826 from the free
throw line.

Also playing well for the Minutemen
over the past few games have been

Catch all the action of Minutemen Basketball on WMUA. 91.1 FM. tonight at
7;X when UMass battles the Rutgers Scarlet Knights. Rick Heideman and Bob
Levine describe the action. At the end of the contest listen for the announce
ment of the Collegian Player of the Game.

the UMass coach.
On the Minutemen side. the

Massachusetts squad is coming off two
tough decisions in the Colonial Classic.
but Coach Leaman is satisfied with the
way his team has been playing of late
'The last five games were good for us.
It's that the breaks came at the wrong
time." Leaman said.

"Against BC we played especially
well if we had gonen a fair shake (in

reference to the officiating).. " Leaman
•aid "We played very well against

guards Brad Johnson and Tommy
Witkos. and center Len Kohlhaas.
Johnson ever the last six games has
averaged 14 points and Witkos appears to
be gaining the confidence necessary to
make him an effective player. Kohlhaas
has averaged 10 rebounds over the last

three contests and has shown tf>at he can
hit the boards well.

Game time is at 7:30 following the game
between the UMass Minutewonien and
Springfield College, which sta.ts at 5. 15.

Matmen win consiste
second in New England

ntly

By MARTY LUTTRELL
Collegian Staff

The Minutemen wrestling squad climbed
from eighth to second in the New
England ratings, while extending its

record to 8-2-1 over the month-long
semester break. UMass defeated Army,
Yale, Southern Connecticut, C. W. Post,
Coast Guard and Albany, while losing to
Temple and a controversial decision to
Cortland State, and tying Colgate
On Dec. 16, in front of a sparse crowd

in the Boyden gymnastics room, the
UMass wrestlers overcame an early deficit

to defeat Army, 24 18. After dropping the
first two matches to the Cadets, Greg
Johnson, filling in for captain Larry

Otsuka at 134 lbs., won a close decision
over Al Gomez.
Charlie Rigoglioso, out early in the year

with a leg injury, won his first match of

the season, 11-7. Rigoglioso started
quickly, taking his opponent down and
scoring a near fall in the first ten seconds
of the 142 lb. match.
Kevin Murphy came from behirvl to pin

his opponent at 2:06 of the third period at

150 lbs. Mike Carroll followed suit at 158
lbs. with a pin at 1:34 of the second
period.

Army won the 167 lb. match by a fall,

followed by a closely contested match in

the 177 lb. class, won by Minutemen Vic
Dellatorre, 9 8. Army then took the 190
lb. match by a fall, putting the overall

team score at 21 18, UMass. Heav
yweight John Allen put the dual meet
away by virtue of an 8-5 decision over Ar-

my's Steve Buck.
This was the first time in Dave Amato's

reign as varsity coach that UMass has
defeated Army. The Cadets had previous-
ly ended Princeton's winning steak of 32
straight. Army coach Ron Pifer said he
expected a close rriatch

"I see the matches at 134 through 158
lbs. as being crucial. We haven't been
able to win consistently at those weights
this year."

Coach Amato praised his team.
"The guys deserve a lot of credit. They

were behind and came back tough. Mur-
phy's match was pivotal, when he came
from behind to pin his man. Last year Ar-
my beat us pretty bad."
The UMass team wasn't so fortunate the

next time out, losing to Cortland State,
23-17. Corltand State is currently ranked
second in the nation in Division III.

A superior decision by Larry Otsuka arvl

a tie by Charlie Rigoglioso kept the score
close, with Cortland wrestler taking four
decisions after forfeiting the first match
The 177 lb. match was a disputed win

for Cliff Moore of Cortland State, over
Vic Dellatorre. With the score tied in the
third period Moore appear3d to be tiring

badly, and indicated to the referee that he
had injured his back. The referee gave
Moore injury time over the two minutes
allowed by the rules, and the Cortland
wrestler went on to win the match.
Coach Amato has filed a protest with

the NCAA Rules Committee and the New
England Wrestling Association. He said
that the extra time given to the Cortland
wrestler could well have cost the overall

match.
"You never win a protest, but we want

to make sure this doesn't happen again,"
Amato said.

John Allen finished the match with a pin
over Ed Quirk in 1:50 of the second
period.

On Jan. 20 the Minutemen travelled to
New Haven, where they topped Yale, tied
Colgate, and lost to Temple.
Superior decisions by Rich Schiarizzi,

Charlie Rigoglioso, Vic Dellatorre, and
pins by Larry Otsuka and John Allen pac-
ed the Minutemen to a 25-17 win over
Yale. Dana Rasmussen and Fred Goldberg
both tied.

Against Colgate Lou MacDonald, Greg
Johnson, Charlie Rigoglioso and Vic
Dellatorre won, and John Allen tied to
give UMass an overall tie with Colgate,
18 18.

Powerhouse Temple defeatged UMass
27 9, with the only Minutemen winners
being Fred Goldberg and John Allen.

The Minutemen went on to win their

next four straight, defeating Southem
Connecticut, 26-12; Coast Guard, 32-7; C.
W. Post, 25-13; and Albany, 34-8.

Heavyweight John Allen remains
undefeated in dual meet competition, only
being tied once. The Minutemen will try

to take over first place in New England on
Saturday evening when they take on
powerful Rhode Island at Boyden Gym-
nasium.

Sports staff meeting
Tlwre will be a mandatory meeting for aH memtfbrs of the Collegian
sports staff on Thursday, February 1 at 7:00 p.m. at the sports desk. The
meeting will deal with both reporters and layout people, and any other
people interested in working on the staff wW be wetcome to attend.

Marc Roberts (201 ocas to the hoop against Holy Croes during Colonial Classic
last weekend.(Staff photo by Emir Rahman)

Collegiain

Bill Tarter

The finalsalute
He was called the "Say Hey Kid." As a

rookie he had a habit of forgetting the

names of his teammates, addressing them
ail with a carefree "Say, Hey! " His

teammates returned the favor, providing

the nickname.

With his youthfvl exuberance and love

for the game of baseball it became a
nickname he never outgrew, despite a

career which lasted twenty-two seasons.
His real name was Willie Mays. Beginning
with his entrance into the National League
in 1951. it was a name no one associated
with baseball was ever to forget.

Last week the one and only Willie Mays
was elected into baseball's Hall of Fame. It

was the crowning touch, the final salute to

this special athlete who brought so many
exciting moments to the millions of fans of

our country's national pastime. With this

highest of honors Mays now joins the
baseball elite who adorn the Hall of Fame.
Glorious names of the past such as Koufax,
Musial, Williams, Feller, DiMaggio, and of

course the immortals Cobb, Ruth, Wagner,
Gehrig, will provide Willi's company.

Mays will eventually rank right up there

with the very best of these names. Few
players, if any, demonstrated his com-
parable skills in every phase of the game.
Today's liberal definition of a superstar is

an injustice to Mays, who was a genuine
superstar of his time. He was a blend of

power and speed, leading the league four
times in both home runs and stolen bases
(a forgotten fact). Beyond his bast was his

remarkable fielding. For twenty years he
patrolled the centerfiekj turf with unrivaled

finesse. His catches and strong throws put
him in a daas by himself. Unfortur>aialy,

many fna only raeai hia waqing ymn

when he was reduced to underarm throws
and a mere shadow of his prime.

His 660 home runs ranks him third on tf>e

all time list behind Aron and Ruth. The fact
that Mays was deprived two seasons in the
middle of his prime due to military service
coukf have made a big difference in the
fineloutconrie.

Twice Willie hit more than 50 home runs
in a season (something even Hank Aaron
never achieved). With his 51 homers in '55

and 52 in 1965 he became both the
vounoest and oldest olavers ever to ac-
complish that feat. He was twice M.V.P.,

played in the All-Star game 21 consecutive

years, you could go on and on, but the real

thrills he provided and the added dimension
he gave to the game cannot be translated

into statistics. They are shallow ways to

remember him.

Each Mays worshipper will remember
him differently. Some will remember the
helter skelter way he used to run the bases,
always running out from beneath his cap.
Others will envision his bold and mighty
swings which enabled his relatively sn^ll,
5'10" 165 lb., frame to launch so many
home runs. Still others will recall his
distinctive basket catches. He had non-
chalance, making everything look so easy,
which, of course, it was for him.

His philosophy of baseball was a far cry

from Ted Williams' science of hitting.

Mays' own interpretation of the game
avoided all complications "When they

pitch, I hit 'em, when they hit 'em I catch
em.

Mays made the game seem simple and
ftn. arfd that's what he provided for aN
thoee that watched him fun. And that's

wfwt sports is al about. So long WWe.

Gorman R,A, 's fightingroom switc/jes. Page 3.
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Case closes on
Rampersad death

Craig Miller practices his craft on the lower level of the Campus Center.

Several jugglers meet there Wednesday nights. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

The father of Seta Rampersad, a UMass
student found dead in a Deerfield motel
room last September, yesterday said he will

hire a Boston lawyer to see that "someone
goes to jail" for the death of his daughter.

Hampshire Franklin county District At-

torney Thomas Simons yesterday officially

closed the case, saying results of a closed-
door inquest found no evidence of any
"unlawful acts of any individual, and fur-

ther the death was not caused by the
negligence of any individual."

SirrKjns also announced he concurred
with Franklin County District Court Judge
Allan McGuane's decision the case was
closed.

Sonny Rampersad of Milton charged the
case was being closed because of "racial

prejudice in Amherst and in the United
States.

"If It was a white girl there would be
rrwre concern but because it is a black girl

there is no further investigation,'" said

Rampersad.
Rampersad said he was satisfied with his

current attorney, Ozell Hudson of the

student-funded Legal Services Office at

UMass, but that he wanted someone closer

to Milton, a Boston suburb.
Hudson would not comment on the case

last night because he said he had not seen
the report on the death.

Rampersad said he did not know what
alternatives were open to him now, but he
would hire a lawyer to take whatever action
was necessary. He said he was not in-

terested in filing a suit which could lead to a

financial statement.

"I'm not interested in money, a million

dollars won't bring her back. Someone
should go to jail. Someone is responsible

for her death, especially with those marks
on her face," said Rampersad.
The Rampersads said there were scrat-

ches s»"«i bruises around their daughter's

mouth when they viewed her body the day
after her death. The inquest report noted
'"slight scratches but no bruises, broken
bones, contusions, of external signs of
trauma," on the body.

Rampersad said that he could not believe
the inquest report that stated Rampersad
was suffering from sonr>e sort of seizure the
morning of her death.

""That"s bullshit. She never had a seizure.
No one in the family has any history of
seizures and she never had an accident."
Although Dr. Samuel J. Brelander

testified that the victim had numerous
seizures during the night which "were in-

dicative of epilectic episodes,"" the doctor
said the episodes "would not cause death."
The report does assume, however, xhaX

the seizures would account for any sign of a
struggle.

The report states the autopsy done by
Dr. Ambrose Keelye the "victim was not
beaten to death, was not strangled, was
not shot, was not stabbed, was not poisen-
ed, was not intoxicated."" It also states
there was "no evidence of drugs in her
system," and could not determine the
cause of death.

Rampersad believes his daughter"s com-
panions the night of Sept. 12 and the morn-
ing of Sept. 13 - Demetrios E.
Konstanlopulus, Brian D. Pitzer and Carol
A. Newton are responsible for his
daughter's death.

Rampersad was found dead at 1 :30 p.m.,
Sept. 13, in a room at the Motel 6 in Deer-
field. District Attorney John M. Callahan,

who has since left office, called for the
judicial inquest to determine the exact cir-

cumstances surrounding the death.

Court testimony indicates the woman
and her three companions went to the
motel for a party and that Rampersad had
three seizures through the night, Jb\iX

Konstanlopulus, Pitzer and Newton did not
call a doctor at any time.

Pierpont break-up discussed; no action planned
By DOROTHY A CLARK and
CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

University administrators and the
president of the Southwest Assembly
Tuesday morning discussed an idea to

break up and disperse the residents of

Pierpont dormitory throughout the UMass
residential system, but no plans have been
made to act on that discussion.

In meetings of the Southwest Heads of

Residence Tuesday afternoon, the do/m
leaders voiced support of the idea.

Southwest Assembly President Richard
LaVoice, who disagreed with the plan at

Tuesday morning's meeting- said, "The
HP's are scared. They don't feel as if a staff

member would be safe in the dorm. Their
friend Tom was alnx>st killed, " he said.

"We focused on what we can do im-
mediately to make the situation safe, ar>d

what we can do immediately to aid the
investigation," Vice Chancellor of Student
Affairs Dennis. L. Madson said.

The meeting was called Tuesday mor-
ning to discuss Pierpont security measures
and media communication procedures after

the Monday morning homicide attempt by
arson on the life of 22 year old Pierpont

Head of Residence Thomas Whitford.
"There's a lot of resentment against

Pierpont," LaVoice said, adding "I don't
think that's the solution right now."
Madson said the idea was tabled because

"the people at the meeting were not
considering actions beyond ensuring the
safety of the people of the dorm."
He added, however, he thought "some

of the heads of residence were justifiably

concerned."
Also in attendance at the UMass ad-

ministration meeting Tuesday morning
were Sally A. Freeman, Director of the
Community Development Center, Director
of Residential Resource Management
Robert L. Campbell, New Bureau Director
Arthur S. Clifford, Southwest Master-
Director James Matlack, Acting Director of

Secuirty Gerald T. O'Neil, and Associate
Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs,
Fredrick Preston.

LaVoice and Campbell reportedly voiced
the only objections to the plan. "It's like

punishing a whole dorm for something a
sick person had done." LaVoice said.

"I'm trying to keep on top of things,"
LaVoice said, adding that he would call for
an injunction in Hampshire County District

Court to block such a plan, if there was
serious intent by the administration to
implement it.

LaVoice said he also suggested Peirpont
become student-run for the remainder of
the semester. "They can run it as well, if

not better," he said.

Tiredofbattles, "Alice's Restaurant'^closes
Associated Press

LENOX -Residents of this Berkshire
resort town are waiting and watching to

see whether Alice's Restaurant has shut

down for the last time.

Alice Brock says she's plain worn out

from battling with town and state officials

and really doesn't want to reopen her

restaurant again.

.Alice's — the place where Arlo Guthrie's

folk song says you can get anything you
want — closed this wt ek, leaving 65 per-

sons without jobs. Ms. Brock blames the

restaurant's demise on winter weather
and the cost of a sewage system
authdrities demanded that she install.

But Ms. Brock, whose first eatery on a

back alley in Stockbridge became the

subject of a song by AHo Guthrie, a film

by Arthur Penn and a counterculture
landmark, won't say for sure if she's clos-

ing for good.

She said Wednesday she has closed the

latest incarnation of Alice's Restaurant —
Alice's at Avaloch - at least until spring,

and declared herself "exhausted."

"I don't want to talk about it any more.
"

she said "I don't want any more stories

and I don't need any more publicity."

She said she closed the restaurant and
resort complex because business had
been slow all winter and because the

state had insisted on a tight tank sewage
system that cost her $20,000.

"That nrKiney should have been used to

tide me over during the slow winter mon-

ths," she said. Ms. Brock has a court suit

pending against the state, disputing a fin-

ding that the expensive sewage system
was installed improperly.

In 1976, Ms. Brock bought Avaloch, a

resort near Tanglewood, the summer
home of the Boston Symphony Or-
chestra. It became the third restaurant

she had operated in southern Berkshire

County.

"I would much rather sell than attempt
to reopen this spring," she said. "I am
definitely exhausted after being involved

since 1966 in cooking, the restaurant
business, writing cookbooks and the
whole Arlo Guthrie experience."

TURN TO PAGE 3 Alice Brock
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DIGEST

Prvtident Carter tharaa a laugh with Marjoria
Bell Chambers, left, and presidential adviser
Sarah Weddington at a White House meeting
yesterday Chambers has been named temporary
chairwoman of the Natiortal Advisory Commis-
sion on Women. [AR]

Chad'sparents in contempt
PLYMOUTH. Mass \AP\-Tb9 parents of Chad Green

«vere found in civil contempt of court Wednesday because
they fled to Mexico to give their leukemia stncken boy
Laetrile treatmer<ts against the wishes of a judge
Judge Guy Voiterra. wfu) prohibited Laetnle treatnrwnts

for the 3 year old boy last week, ordered the parents to

bring their son back to Massachusetts by Feb 7

However, the Plymouth Superior Court judge did not say
what -if any-pervHttes could be imposed if ttie Greerw
ignore his order.

George Donovan, the couple's lawyer, said he did r>ot

know whether the Greens woukl return.

Navalradiation isprobed
KITTERY. Maine |><P1- Fifteen occupational health

experts searched through records at the 179-year -old
Portsmouth Naval Yard Wednesday, trying to determine if

low level radiation is killing atomic submanne workers
Although several investigators insisted they did not want

to be "spoonfed by the Navy" on how things were done,
the visitors spent more than half the day taikirn) to Navy
officials.

The tour of the sprawling installation across from
Portsmouth. N H . was prompted by skepticism that the

Navy wouM be discussing the possible radiation dar>gers
ana over the accuracy ot government nuclear exposure
records

Senate boarddoubles staff
BOSTON l-4PI-The staff ot the Senate Ways and

Means Committee has doubled under its new chairman.
Chester G. Atkins. D-Concord. whose first act as chairman
was to fire all the employees of his predecessor.

However, Atkins said that while his staff will be larger, it

will not cost a dime more. A survey Wednesday showed
that salaries where cut and other expenses eliminated to

provide money for the additional help.

Atkins, also chairman of the Democratic State Com-
mittee, succeeded former Sen James A. Kelly Jr., D-

Oxford. who did not seek re-election last year. "Committee
costs had been going up at about 10 percent a year and we
are going to levelfund this program," Atkins said

Recession not far off?
WASH/NGTON |>4Pl-The government's index of

economic indicators declined for the second consecutive

month in December, giving support to predictions that a

recession may not be far off.

The index declined 5 percent in December, the sanne

as in November, the Commerce Department said Wed-
nesday.
The figures "appear to be consistent with the slower

growth of the economy, which we expect for this year,"

said Courtenay Slater, the department's chief economist.

"I certainly would not leap to the conclusion they are

forecasting an actual recession," she added.

Teng urges world solidarity

against Soviet agression
Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Vice Premier Teng Hsiao ping on

Wednesday urged the United States. Japan, Western
Europe and the Third World to join China in "solid,

down to earth united action" to thwart Soviet aggres-
sion around the world.

In separate interviews with American print reporters

and television correspondents, the Chinese leader

suggested this might mean acting in concert to deny
the Russians "strategic resources and dependable
bases for wagir^ aggranton
But, he said, "we do rx>t need any kir>d of a pact or

alliance."

To deter Soviet aggression - which he called "tt>e

main hotbed of war" - Teng said: "What we need is

not this or that treaty or resolution, but solid, down-
to earth united action."

N earing the end of his threeday official visit to

Washir^gton, Teng said he did not specifically propose
the idea to President Carter. "I just said that we must
deal in a down to earth way with the Soviet
hegemony," he satd.

ler>g also denounced Cuba for a>akir>g trouble in

Africa in behalf of the Russians, and cnticized the

Soviet backed Vietnamese as "the Cubans of the

Orient" for their invasion of Cambodia.
The Chinese leader lideatepped a question, however,

whether China would intefvef>e militarily to support its

aHy, Cambodia. "Any action taken by the Chir>ese is

through careful consideration," he said. "We will not

take any rash action
'

"We hold the view that the danger of war comes
from the Soviet Union, ' Teng said, repeatir>g a tf>eme

he sounded at a reception Tuesday night in which he
accused ttte Soviets of threatening a new world war.

Teng struck at the Russians anew at a luncheon
meeting with American reporters at his guest quarters

ar>d at midafterrHXKi with television interviewers,

shortly before joining Pr«sidem Carter in the White
House East Room to S'gn scientific, cultural and con-
sular agreements with the United States.

The accords, aimed at boosting Chirp's great leap

toward modernization, reportedly focused on space.
agricultural leeearch and student exctianges. They
represented the climax of Ter>g's ttwee-dey official

visit to Washington He leaves Tburaday morning for

visits to Atlanta, Houston and Seattle before returning

MoTKlay to Peking.

Earlier. Teng did a bit of sightseeing in ttw capital,

received an horH>rarv degree and conferred privately

with former President Richard M. Nixon.

During the midday interview, Teng joked expansively

about his grandchildren and how he wished he were
12 years old instead of 74 Bufwhen the conversation

turried to workj affairs, Teng got tough.

Speaking through an interpreter, he said: "We
Chinese mean what we say

"

Before the White House sigr>ing ceremony. Teng had
breakfast with members of Carter's Cabir>et at Blair

House, the presidential guest quarters across Penn-

sylvania Avenue from the White House, and made
hurried tours of the Smithsonian Institution's Natior^l

Madame Cho Un, wife of Chinese VIce-Premief
Ten Haiao-ping hugs Amy Carter yesterday dur-
ing a visit to Amy's school in Washington. IMeen-
while, Teng told reporters that western nationa
ahould unite to oppose the Soviet Union. lAP
Lmsmrphoto]

Air and Space Museum and the Lincoln MenrK>rial.

At the space museum, he was accompanied by Apllo
1 1 astronaut Michael Collins, now undersecretary of the
Smithsonian. His private tour included a two minute
ii-apection of a full-size replica of the Skylab orbital

apace station.

At the Lincoln Memorial. Teng walked up the 56
nr^rble steps ar>d. with the help of an Army enlisted

man. laid a wreath at the foot of Lir>coln's massive
statue. He raised his right arm in salute as a bugler

played Taps.

Around campus
Students arrestedin theft

Police arrested two UMass students in the parking lot of

Wheelter dorm early yesteray morning for attempting to

steal a school bed and bed springs valued at $120.

Junior Peter Turner of Southboro, Mass., and Alan

Swar>son, a post graduate student living in Southwood
Apartments, Amherst, were charged with larceny.

Program wants volunteers
The Alternative Learning Program on campus

currently is looking for volunteers to teach spr-
ing semester classes for credit. Located in "Cot-
tage B" in the old infirmary complex behind
Worcester Dining Commons, the program in-

volves 15-18 year-old high school students from
Hampshire County.
Volunteers are needed to teach classes in

english, math, history, drafting, and other voca-
tional courses. Students wishing to teach should

write a description of ideas for class subjects

and call 545 2584 for further information.

MassPIRG against increase
A spokesperson for Massachusetts Public Interest

Reeearch Group said the group will not support pro-

poeala to raise the drinking age in Massachusetts.

•^e're endorsing not to raise the drinking age."

MassPIRG regional Director Susan Kohler Gray said.

"Our approach is from the standpoint that the drink-

ing problem is complex and serious and needs to be

attacked with serious solutions, hot simple ones. We
need widespread education programs so we can get

to the root of the problem."
After meeting Monday night at Clark University in

Worcester, MassPIRG's Executive Committee decided

to join forces with Sen. John W. Olver, D-Amherst,

and^ deliver testimony aga nst the proposals at

thefeovernment Regulations Committee at the State

House Tuesday. The hearings are scheduled to

begin at 11:00a.m. in room 466.
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Gorman R.A/s fight room switches

Gorman R.A.'a meat to diacuaa houa-
ing. (Staff photo by Marc Schultz)

Bi MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

Resident assistants of Gorman dormitory
in Central residence area are resisting an ef-
fort by housing officials to move them out
of rooms they now occupy and convert
their rooms for double occupancy.

According to Gerald A. Quarles, universi-

ty housing assignment coordinator, moving
the 10 Gorman R.A.'s from double rooms
to single rooms would bring Gorman in line

with the housing policy of assigning R.A.'s,

wfK) are entitled to live alone, into single

occupancy rooms.

This new policy was set by a housing
task force appointed by the office of the
vice-chancellor of student affairs after 400
students were left without rooms in the
housing crunch of Fall 1977

Used books bring cash
at 5-College bookstores
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

Are you trying to unload some old,
unwanted textbooks?

Besides selling them yourself, here are a
few other possibilities:

-At the UMass textt>ook Annex, used
textbooks currently needed for UMass
courses are bought back from students at

50 percent of their retail value by Follert

College Book Co., which acts as a buying
agent for the University. The booka are

tf>en re-soM at 75 percent of their retail

value.

— Text Books which are not currently
needed for UMass courses are bought by
FoNett at wholesale prices, as listed in tfieir

"Blue Book." These prices can range from
0^70 percent.

- Paperbacks which are not textbooks,
such as novels, are bought back at 10
percent of tfieir retail value.

Although many students complain about
these prices, ihey fairly closely match xhose
offered by school bookstores in the Five-

College Area and New Engtar>d.

The bookstores at Amherst, Smith, ar>d

Mount Holyoke College are all run by
Brennan College Service, Inc., which pays
the same prices UMass does.

The Hampshire College bookstore pays
50 percent for used ftardback textbooks if

they are currently needed, but only 20
percent for used papertMcks. Books not

currently needed are bought at various

prices as listed in a Barnes and Noble
guide. Books not listed in the guide are

bought at 15 cents on the dollar.

At the University of Connecticut

bookstore, run co-op style, both types of

used books are bought at 50 percent of
their retail value if they are needed, those
which are not needed are bought according
to prices in the Nebraska Buying Guide,
according to store manager Madeline
Dolengwitz.

The bookstore at tf>e Unh^ersity of Maine
in Orono gives the same amounts for

needed books as Umass, and also uses the

"Blue Book, " but students get a ten

percent discount on all purchases, ac-

cording to Store Manager Ann Amero.

Another option for re-selling books is

local bookstores, such as Valley Bookstore
and Logos Bookshop in Amherst Neither
of these take hardcover textbooks,
however, according to owners Larry Prur>er

and Bill Heintzelman. Paperbacks are
bought at 20 percent of their retail value,
providing they are not excessively marked,
they said. These books are then marked up
30 percent for re- sale.

Students who want to set their own
prices for used books, but don't want to
sell them themselves, might try the book
exchange spor^ored Feb. 5-9 by Ganrvna
Sigma Sigma.

Books to be sold can be dropped off in

SUB 304 today and tomorrow. Only a
service charge of 36 cents for one to ten
dollars worth of books or 75 cents for nfx>re

than ten dollars worth is required, with no
charge for less than $1 of books. Mor>ey
ar>d books not soW can be picked up Feb.
12-14 in CC 165.

Used books are be)r>g bought at the

textbook annex from 9 7 today. 9-5

tomorrow. ar>d 10-3 Saturday.

^Alice 's Restaurant
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

In 1966 Ms. Brock and her husband at

the time, Ray Brock, were running a small

restaurant in Stockbridge. Guthrie, atten-

ding a private school in the area, visited

the Brocks just before Thanksgiving and
was arrested for improper disposal of the

Brocks' trash.

He turned his brush with the law into a

rambling humorous talking-blues folk

song later made into a motion picture

directed by Arthur Penn and starring

Guthrie as himself.

Alice, meanwhile, hr^ opened another

restaurant called Take Out Alice. She was
locked in a battle with Stockbridge select-

men over the restaurant's operating
hours, ar>d its entertainment and liquor

licenses.

She fought with selectmen for three

years before giving up and moving to

neighborir>g Lenox to open at Avaloch.

Although the resort traditionally has
been popular during summer, its obscure,

hillside location has been a detriment,

particularly since Lenox strictly limits the

posting of signs.

"You need Boy Scouts, a compass ar>d

a CB radio to find the place," said An-
drew Campoli, Ms. Brock's lawyer.

The oversight in Gorman resulted from a

"communications problem" between the

various university agencies that set housing
policy and the dorm, according to Quarles.

One of the R.A.'s, Cathy Piemonte, said
yesterday the group is refusing to move on
the ground they did not receive ample
notification.

"We found out Monday night. They told
us that wed either have to move or take on
roommates." she said.

Joseph J. Battista, Jr. said yesterday he
will appeal to the Community Development
Center and Residential Resource Manage-
ment to exempt the Gorman R.A.'s from
the regulation that assigns counselors to
single spaces, "because of the
geographical location of the singles, " he
said.

R.A. Shubarth said if housing officials at-

tempt to move the group "I don't think
they'll be very successful."

1 don't honor those kind ofultimatums.

Joseph Batista

Spokesman for the R.A s say they will

be unable to do their jobs effectively if they
are nfK>ved to single roorrw located on the
ends of the corridors in Gorman, or if they
are forced to take on roommates.

"With a larger room, we'd have better

access to group counseling, and if for any
reason a student needed a place to stay,

wed have an extra bed, "' said R.A. Linda
Shubarth.
Central-Orchard Hill Area Director

If the exemption for the R.A.'s does not
come through, they will be expected to
move into the singles, Battista said.

"I don't honor those kind of ultimat unrw.
They have been told they will have to make
the move," he said.

The R.A.'s have been in contact with the
Student Legal Services Office, but no
enr>pk)yee of that office was available for

corrtment last night.

UMass archive produces
Soviet dissident drama

A t City Studio T/teatre

Associated Press

NORTHAMPTON A theater company is

puttir^ together a production of a "neo-
absurdist"" Soviet drama picked from an
obscure archive of dissident literature at
the University of Massachusetts.
City Studio Theatre, a new and struggl-

ing theater in this college community,
views its production of ""Emergency Exit"'

as the core of a tentatively planned
festival of Soviet undergrourtd literature

and art work in Northampton.
Other parts of the presentation also are

to be based on the UMass collection,

composed mostly of smuggled works.
most of them still untranslated.

The staging this spring of "Emergency
Exit" is described as an apparent first in

the United States, according to Mark
Cuddy, City Studio Theatre's general
manager. He said fie knows of r>o otfier

such play from the Soviet underground
produced by a professional American
theater.

Several exiled dissidents, including one
of the authors, will gather to work on the
production.

"It's a neo-absurdist, antiutopian play,"

Cuddy laughs, saying. "It doesn't really

deal with plot at all."

A cabaret sf>ow of political satire also

culled from tfw UMass collection of bann-
ed Soviet works and translated into
Er>glish will follow each evening's per-

formance of '"Emergency Exit."

The play was written in the Soviet Union
about 10 years ago by two dissidents,

both now living in the West. Fear of
reprisals runs deep amor>g the exiles, and
Cuddy refused to identify the co-auttH>rs

until after both have been consulted fur-

ther.

Or>e of the playwrights, now in Paris, is

coming to Northampton to work on the

script. Cuddy said in an interview this

week. The stage will be designed by
another Russian artist exiled in New York
City. The second co-author is a scientist

now living in Israel.

The play, to be cast from among

western Massachusetts actors and
presented in April, is set in Russia, featur-

ing "a fireman who sort of is the nar-

rator," Cuddy said, "three brothers arnJ

one's a biologist, one's a physicist-

mathematician and one's a writer.

"And then there's a talking computer
named Eda. Then there"s an android,

Gleb. There's an organ grinder and hia

beautiful chimpanzee, Monika."
Cuddy, 24, piloting City Studio Theatre

through its third season of staging nx>stty

new works, political plays and offt>eat

nnaterial, said he is working on a plan to

exhibit some Soviet dissident art. pertiaps

at nearby Smith College.

"Emergency Exit" is amomg about a fialf

dozen plays in the collection of some ISO

pieces of literature - also includir>g fic-

tion, essays and poetry - at the UMass
campus in Amherst, eight miles east of

Northampton.
Curator of the archive is Laszio Tikoa.

director of the Center for New Russian

Studies at UMass and a Slavic languages

professor. He is a political refugee who fl-

ed his native Hungary following tf>e 1956

revolt that was crushed by Soviet troops.

About ten years ago, Tikos said, he
began receiving dissident writir>gs sent

out of the Soviet Union, "passed from

hand to hand^' in the political

underground.
Some of the works were written by labor

camp prisoners, others by dissidents fac-

ing commitment to mental hospitals

because of tf>eir political views, he said.

"We want to go through the materials

and eventually start publishing some of

them. Now, there is no money for transla-

tions. When we will be able to get finan-

cial support, we will do more," Tikoe

said.

Some time after "Emergency Exit"

found its way to his file, one of tf>e co-

authors visited Amherst, leafed through

an index of manuscripts and told TJkos

the play - written anonymously - was his

work. The surprised playwright had no
idea the tattered manuscript had survived.

High schooldropouts findUMalternatives
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

What can a poor high school dropout do; save
sing in a rock ar>d roll band? Join theLearning
Program, of course. Located in Cottage B behind

Worcester Dining Commons and staffed by past
and present UMass students the purpose of the
program is to provide an educational option for

area students who are not fitting in or achieving

in their hometown high school's atmosphere.
"For most of the kids this is their last shot at

graduating from high school," said Alan
Shepard. a former student teacher in the pro-

gram.
"I was a trouble-maker at my old high school."

said student Robyw Crawford of Ware. "If I

wasn't here, I'd be expelled by now."
While the program follows the basic high

school curriculum of English, history, and
science.' it also includes auto mecf>anics, carpen-

try, an energetic outdoor program and non-
competitive sports. The major featvire of the pro-

gem is that students take responsibility for

designing tlieir own curriculum.

"A lot of people are happy to go along with a

system," said student Joe Zurau from Hadley.

"Others (like me) want to take charge of what
they're doing." Zurau, who has built two solar

collectors for the school, said he hopes to major

in alternative energies when he goes to college.

The full-time staff of three, all Umasa
graduates, solicit student teachers through the

University's School of Education.

Shepard said he liked teaching in the program
because "the students aren't out to please the

tGdcHor
"

"At other high schools with basically good
students they do what's askect of them. These
kids question."

He added that while some students don't know
what they're Interested in, "there's more
creativity under the surface; it just needs to be
scratched."
The program of 14 students and 18 student

teachers is or>e of more than a dozer) within the

Hampshire Educational Collaborative. The
county-wide collaborative is funded through

, Chapter 766 to serve students with special

needs. One feature of the prog ~^ ^t bo»K
students and teachers eniov Is its smal* <*

Head teacher Marc Simon said. "We really get

to know students pretty intimately." Crawford
said she learns more because techers "know
what's going on in our lives."

This month most students have landed jobs.

They earn some money and some credit toward
graduation for their labors. Otf>ers work on pro-

jects at Cottage B. There is a Mustar>g engine in

one room. In another the scent of varnish in-

dicates that someone is putting finishing

touches on a carpentry project, in another, a stu-

dent practices guitar as the radio plays. The at-

mosphere is relaxed. "They don't push you
around here," said Zurau.

While the Alternative Learning Program is out-

side the area school system, students must app-

ly credits earned through the program toward
graduation from their former high schools.

Sinrwn said most students in the program earn a

year-ahd-a-half's credit in one year.

When asked if there was anmything he missed
about his old high school, Coig Andrews «">n>
*--^''— . "I doa'» z^, :z .•:— i;c!l —
buclcsMivs

'•«'
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Iranian unrest may threaten Mid-East talks
Israel worriedabout oilshortages arid Irarjian Jews

Associated Press

TEL AVtV The strife in Iran casts a dark shadow
over Israel by complicating the peace talks with

Egypt, threatening energy supplies, possibly en-

dangering Iranian Jews and undoing a rare tie bet-

ween the Jewish state and a Moslem nation.

When demonstrators in Tehran burned portraits of

Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi, Israelis saw a nrajor,

though silent supporter of Israel under attack Now
that the shah has been driven from his country, there

IS a deep concern here over what comes next.

Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan worries that Iran's,

surge of Islamic fundamentalism may spread to the

Arab nations, including its peace talks partner, Egypt

It IS like throwing a stone in a lake," Dayan said

this week in his first public speech on the subiect.

"The waves around it are really spr©adir>g towards all

the Arab countries .. We have to give another

thought to what kind of a Middle East we might see

in a few years' tinr>e
"

Whatever happens, it is not likely to be tranalated in-

to a direct nulitary threat, Israelis believe Iran is more
than 600 miles away, and Iran's Persian population -

not Arab, though Moslem like them is not expected

to take an active role in the Israeli Arab conflict.

One official, imag«nir>g the worst possible military

lineup said that Iranian acquiescence might aNow Iraq

and Syria to solidify an alliance of radical adverMfiea

on Israel's eastern front the two er^mies have

already indicated tf>ey are getting togett>er. Such a

Soviet backed alliance could dominate Jordan and

threaten the conservative monarchiea of Saudi Arabia

and the Persian Gulf oil kingdoms, said the official.

This combir^tion - a radical wedge with Israel at the

sharp and also couM challenge Egypt's claim to

leadership of the Arab woM. But this is m the cloudy

future. ar>d Israel faces immedtate problenrw more
directly related to Iran Among tf>em te
-The Israel Egypt peace talks, difficult at best, are

stuck as Israel resists the Egyptian Amencan desi-e

for a strong link between the peace treaty arxl pro-

greas on the Palestinian question The Shah of Iran

supported the peace process and was seen as the

northern link in a chain of pro Western countries in a

future peaceful Middle East The shah's potential sue

cessors have indicated they are not as pro Western

and are likely to distance themselves from the

negotiations.

The result, Israelis fear, is the loss of the shahs

moderating influence, plus more instability in a region

that desperately needs quiot for peace to succeed.

The loss of oil from Iran, which had supplied at

least 60 percent of Israel's energy needs, seems cer-

tain Israel claims to be well prepared, with substantial

reserves and an American guarantee to make up any

shortfall for the next five years. But Washington has

made no promises about prices, and Israel has stiffen

ed Its demand to receive oil from Egypt after Israel

leaves the Suez Gulf oil field it developed off the oc

cupied Sinai Peninsula

The oil issue has become a must for Israel in peace

negotiation. "We are ctose to most of the worid's oil,

but only coutriaa far away will sell it to us, " an official

complained, emphasizing that Israel wants to avoid as

much as possible paying to transport oil across

oceans when there are surpluses next door.

Iran's comnuinity of 80,000 Jews is the focus of

discreet Israeli government efforts, so far not very

successful, to encourage them to come to Israel and

escape a possible pogrom if Moslem fanatics gain the

upper hand. 'There are examples of forced conver^

sions of Jews in Iran, even in the 20th Century, said

Aryah Shmuelevitz. Iran specialist at Tel Aviv Univer

sity.

Iranian Jews flourished under the protection of the

shah, said Shmuelevia, but their future is not so cle»r

if the shah's main religious opponent, Ayatullah Kho

meini. wms the power struggle with his vague con

cept of Islamic rule.

An Israeli just beck from Iran daima tf>at a National

Front of Iranian Islamic Youth " has circulated a pam
phlet vilifying Jews m "blood thirsty" and telling

them to leave Iran or be killed.

Iranian soldiers riding a truck during a military

parade in Tehran yesterday chant pro-Shah and
pro-government slogans in a demonstration
support and show of strength. [AP Laserphoto]

of

How would Einstein

Uieorize alxxit O'Keefe?
A(thooghth«0 Ke«>e formula is *«c ret certain factors in the

equation are well known
1 O Keefe has a hearty full bodied flavor

2 It IS smooth arid easy going down
3 Its head commands respect

Our theory is that Einstein would have concluded It 5 foo good to

gulp Relatively speaking of course

electronic cobjbtors

For the student or professional on

the go. Powerful LCD scientific

calculator from Texas Instruments

TiBxos IrtstAimenU

5imir>^25
sciertfic coteulotor

Followers crowd around exiled Iranian leader
Ayatullah Ruhollah KhomenI as he prepares to
depart his French home for a return to Iran after

• 14-year absence. [AP]
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Amherst minorities may
occupy college's newspaper
ByGAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Amherst College minority students who are demanding
separate black affairs pages in the school newspaper will

decide tonight whether to occupy the paper's offices in

protest.

Minority groups have been demanding pages in the
Amherst Student since December and earlier this week
vehemently rejected a compromise proposal offered by the

Student which called for a black editor in lieu of black

pages.
A ten page issue of the twice-weekly paper will be

published today but a spokesman for the minority students

said It may be the last one. Kimball Smith, head of the

Afro-Am society, said last night it is possible there are

enough angry students to vote in favor of a takeover.

"There are substantial number of people at that point," he
said.

A meeting between the Student staff and the protestors
is scheduled for Saturday at 4 p.m. at the Gerald Penny
Black Cultural Center, but a Third World representative
said they may not want to wait that long to decide whether
to occupy. He said nruiny were offended by the Student's
attitude and wanted "basic respect."

Richard Read, editor of the Student, said last night he
was "disappointed" by the response to the compromise
proposal and satd the paper intended to star>d by its deci-
sion to reject Black pages Read has said pages would build
up more walls than tear down.

According to Read the paper has taken no precautions in

case of occupation ar>d is hopeful a settlement can be
reached at Saturday's rrieeting.

Memories

only $24.95
suggested price $32.95
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By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

A 24 year-old UMass grad will be running for a one
year term on the Amherst Board of Selectmen in the

upcoming Apnl 3 town elections

Bryan Harvey, who graduated from UMass in 1977
with a bachelor's degree in political science, told the

Collegian last night that he had taken out nomination

papers for the term vacated by the resignation of

Selectman Nathaniel Reed.
Reed, whose resignation becomes effective February

6, said he resigned with, "deep regret," but was
unable to devote enough time to the job.

Harvey said he is running for Reed's seat t}ecaua6,

"the Board is not as diverse as it might be."

He said he was formerly a

f Republican but now an In-

dependent. A forn>er stu-

dent senator, he added,
"In student government I

was a reactionary, which
made me left of center
from the rest of the
work!"
Presently, there is only

one other candidate in the

race. Chauncy Simmons, a

member of the town
finance committee and
owner of Meadowbrook
Stores and Meadowbrook
Cleaners, is in his third bid

for a board seat.

"I'm not running an anti-Simmons campaign. He's •

good person but will tend to perpetuate a point of

view already well represented on the Board," Harvey

said.

Simmons has been very cntical of the budget recent-

ly proposed by town manager A. Louis Hayward

which would close two branch libraries in Amherst

and cut some recreational and hunrwn services.

Harvey said the closing of the libraries is "not a bad

idea, but said judgement on the budget will hinge on

the outcome of a special town meeting which has

been called to discuss the water problem in Amherst.

The town has experienced a problem for several

months which became severe enough last October for

a ban on non essential water use that lasted several

weeks.
Harvey referred to the housing situation in Amherst,

which has a one percent vacancy rate, as deplorable,

rent control in Amherst, "is clearly not a viabia
political solution right now Even if it coukj be im-
plemented, it IS not necessarily a sound idea."

Harvey said the University takes some pressure off

the housir>g ovirket by maintaining a high occupancy
rate in the University housing system He also said

selectmen's fears about the affect of the recent hous-
ing exemption for UMass juniors seem to be unfound-
ed, since there are more juniors and seniors in the
dorms this year

Bryan C. Harvey
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Use of a wideangle lens makes Thompson appear

to be blowing away. (Staff photo by Marc Schulti)
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Around the ^nrorld
Iran stages massive strength display
Associated Press

TEHRAN, Tanks and thousands of
troops staged a massive display of
strength in the streets of Tehran on
yesterday to show that Ayatullah
Ruhollah Khomeini's imminent return
does not signal government surrender to
his creation of an Islamic state

Pnme Minister Shahpour Bakhtiar, say
ing Iran is in a "very critical and
dangerous period." toki Iranians in a radio

and television broadcast that the govern-
ment would "resist chaos ar>d doubtful
e*en>ents " He said. "The governnrtent will

r>ot permit the reins of the country to be
he<d by anyone except the central govern-
ment "

Three anti government demonstrators.

including two shot by troops near volatile

Tehran University, were killed Wednes
day, hospital sources said.

In Pans, Khomeini said he will retum to

Iran on Thursday, ending nearly 15 year

of exile. Millions of cheering Iranians are

expected to greet the opposition
religious leader, and he said Wednesday
he was not intimidated by the show of

military force

A spokesman for Khomeini conceded
that, after reports reached Pans of troops

taking up new (>ositions near Tehran's

Mehrabad airport, some followers urged
him to p>ostpK)ne hts return.

"But the Ayatullah has made his deci-

sion and that is it," the spokesman,
Sadegh Ghotbzadegh. told reporters in

Paris

John Paul IIleaves Mexico
MEXICO CITY \AP\ - Pope John Paul 1

1

bade an emotional farewell to Mexico City

yesterday, the final day of his week long

pilgrimage of faith "

He told a gathering of students to "work
for a better future for Mexico and otf>er

Latin American countries "

The pope, sunburned after speaking for

days n the boiling sun, addressed the

students shaded by an umbrella

"The Polish born pontiff drew long and

louo applause trom his prepared text arnl in

almost faultless Spanish told the crowd. "I

lack tfie words to explain wfiat I feel deeply

in my f>aart. I lack words .1 just lack

words "

Police estimate the pope's appearances
have drawn nearly 20 million people dunng
h» travels m Mexico.

The p>ope's remarks were interrupted
tinne and again with the cheer, "Viva el

Papa* ' Many in the crowd, estimated by
police at 250.000. waved white and yellow
har>dker chiefs the Vatican colors.

John Paul appealed to Latin American
students to develop "a climate of integral

conception of the human being, scientific

rigor, a Christian outlook of man, life arxj

society, and of nnoral and religious values."
Pope John Paul II chats with children prior to his departure from Mexico. (AP
Lasarphoto)
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Singershighlight 'women 'sweek'
byFRANBASCHE
Collegian Staff

Plans for the third annual lnterr>ational Women's
Week have begun and for the first time events are
planned for all the Five College Campuses, a member of
the steering committee said.

Highlights of the week — which begins March
8th— include a concert by singers Holly Near and Meg
Christian, speakers on the theme for the
week — "Struggle and Revolution" and daily
workshops.

Irene Richard, student activities program director ar>d

a HDemeber of the 2&-member steerir>g committee
yesterday said Near ar>d Christian have not signed a
contract but the March 4 concert at the Fine Arts Center
"will definitely happen.

expects the costs for the
- > .'

Richard said she

week — about $7500— to be covered by contribution
from various student groups.
The Student senate, the graduate studunt senate and

the Southwest Assembly have each contributed bet-
ween $800-$1200 in the past, she said.

Richard said she expects money from Smith. Mt.
Hotyoke. Hampshire and Amherst Colleges for events
held on those campuses. She also said she expects
finarKtai backing for the Near Concert from the UMass
Union Program Council.

Richard said the original theme for the week was
changed from "Violence Against Worrwn," because the
steering committee felt the issue of violence was
primarily a white American middle-class problem.

Richard said the theme of revolution and struggle
"implies changes are being made— the theme portrays
stror>g women." It is more in keeping with the "in-

ternatioruir' aspect of Women's Week, Richard said

k' BOONEVUE MUMNSU
NEEDS HUHIIY DOdOilS

501/67S-2M

Billboards like this one in Boon««ville Ark are
appearing in cities west of the IMississippi River.

Like other small commurtities. Boonesville is

expanding its quest for family doctors. lAP
Lasarphoto]
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All Sales Final
.

No Bulk Discounts
on Sal* Prices

Rout* 9. Amh*rM-Hadt«y Town Lin«/H*rt(erd Civic C«nt*r

Op«n Mon.-rri.. ttSO-t.OO %t\ tiSO-SOO

OuanlilMt Sizas

and Colors Limited on
|

Soma nam*
An itam* are rtot

•vaiiabi* in every tiere

All Parka Hoods 50% off All Pants 20% to 30'/o off

The vveek long event, actually 10 days this year,
began as a or>e-day event, comnr>emorating a march on
Nev»> York's Lower East Side by women garment
workers in 1867 in protest of their working corxjitions.

Three years later the women founded their own union.
Sixty-one years later women needle trades workers

nr)arched again, proclaiming March 8th as International

Women's Day.
Since then March 8 has been celebrated by women ail

over the world, many marching for women's rights,

legislation against child latx>r and better working
conditions.

JEMSagem
in placing jobs
By ELLEN DAVIS
CoUagian Staff

H used to be that the UMass Placement Office tried to
match students up with jobs by har>d, usir^g index cards.

But not any more "We just couldn't do it," said Clark

Edwards, assistant placement director.

Beginning this semester, the Hampshire House office

will use a computerized system to match students and
employers. The system is called JEMS, which stands for

Job Employee Matching System.
"We're quite excited." said Edwards. "This will help us.

emptoyers and students." Alumni can also use the system,
he said.

The computer will help the placement office, by telling

them what students are seriously looking for jotM arnl

showing long-term trends in employers contacting Umaas,
Edwards said.

It wiH help employers, especially small and medium -sized

companies, by making it easier and cheaper for them to
contact students, he said.

Students using the new system will have over 200 type*
of job categories to list as their preference. "It includes

everything up to PhD teaching in college," Edwards said.

Students can also indicate a geographical preference,

desired salary and starting date, and willingness to travel or

work on commission.
The system will also be used for student employment on

campus, and will be shared jointly with the UMass- Boston
campus, Edwards said

According to Edwards, computer matching systems
similar to this became popular six or seven years ago. Th«
UMass Placerpent Office decided to implement the system
after seeing it working successfully at other schools, such
as the University of Albany in New York. Funds to im-

plement the system here came from Student Affairs and
the President's Office, he said.

WeVe Got Something
Ybur Mottier Never Told You Al30ut...

The Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows. Sure your hair

eventually grows out. but with a precision haircut it

doesn't lose its shape
And t)ecause your hair falls naturally into place.

You wont have to keep fussing with it

Now you've got something you can tell your

mother about
At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14 00

whether you're a guy or a gal. And no appointments

are ever necessary.

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all. but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you.

Commaiid MVrffoniiaiice

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart

Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m.-10 p.m.

58M)080 >
fjij
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Letters to the Editor
Attack on Marx a

"criminal misreading"

To th« Editor:

Students with a reasonable
background in Kart Marx's thought will

find Yitzhak Santis' commentary of Jan
31 ("Karl Mam and tfte 'Jewish Question'
'1 laughable at best Unfortunately, most
American students lack that background
and may find that Santis' criminal

misreading of Marx agrees with aH tfte

other nasty things they've been taught
about that thinker

While Marx, like many other Europeans
of his time, may have had some anti

Serrvtic sentiments, tf>e final verdict has
not come in And to cite, "On the Jewish
Question" is to miss the point entirely In

that work Marx is refuting some thinkers

of this time who claim Jews must be
'•'assimilated " Tfte essay is one of tfte

first clear presentations of what ftas come
to be known as Marx's "materialist"

method. What he is saying is that the

elirrvnation of the problem of European
w/e*vs would require the elimination of the

material conditions of Judaism which,

like aH religion, is an ideology that merely
obscures the real conditions of social life

"On the Jewish Question" is not a
malicious attack to be separated from tfie

body ot Marx s works, but an integral part

of It

Willi«m A. Sundstrom
Sunderland

Q: Are we not Reds?

A: We are Maoists!

To th« Editor:

Yes, we are Maoists' We are the ones
the press called fanatics wtien we spalsh

ed white paint on the Chinese embassy

(white, because there's nothing red about
China now) They labelled us wild when
we battled the Washington cops who
tried to block us from givirtg Teng Hsiao-

Ring tfte kind of welcome he deserved.

Well I'm sure the rulers of the country

think it's going /ust a bit too far when
people raise the banner of Mao, and start

talking about revolution I don't think it's

going far enough
Mao stood not /ust for revolution in

China, but all over the globe, from Viet-

nam to Detroit China under Mao was a

source of inspiration and strength to op-
pressed peoples around tf*e world.

Teng Hsaio Ping was tftrilled to get his

picture on the cover of Time as tfte

American capitalist's "Man of the Year.

'

He deserves every bit of the credit,

although we'd rename the award
"Bootlicker of the Year " He Itas outdone
even Jimmy Carter in warning us aH about
tfte Russian threat to peace m the world
At the same time he s done a hell of a lot

to show what a isogressive force tfte

U.S. government represents Teng
repeatedfy urges the U S imperialists to
stengthen their NA TO war alliance and

particularly beef up their forces in the
Pacific. While the Iranian people were
revolting in the streets a few months back
China's leaders were shaking hands with
tfte U S. 's puppet the Shah, praising him
as a bastion against Russian imperialism.
Could tfte U.S. ruling class ask for a

better bootlicker, especially at a time
when the lines are getting drawn more
and more between tfte two superpowers
heading towards a Third World War>

Mark Brier.

Revolutionary Communist
Youth Brigade

No thanks, fella!

To the Editor:

re: A Chance for Success; in tfte Arts-

Living section of tfte Jan. 29 Collegian:

This article reduces women to sexual
ob/ects who will or will not be tricked,

persuaded or manipulated into a "guy's"
bed

The reporter uses the guise of humor in

his writing, as if there is anything
humorous about abusing women's
bodies Not to women anyhow.

Hf. presents many ways that men use
to get us into their beds, including' wttat

tte caHs "the shy approach: a guy ap-
proacftes a girl . . . explaining that . . . he
has been shy. . . fte joined an . en-

counter group. One of his assignments to

get over his shyness is to approach at
least orte girl that he doesn't know.

"

He acts lonely and scared to play on
women's sympatfties in order to screw
Iter over [in more than orte way\.

Tfte reporter says. "A guy spots a girl

he'd like to know better" [in his otfter

words a female fte 'd like to screw, or vice

versa] Obviously fte is writing for men.
Why on earth would we assume tfiat

anything written in the paper is wnften
only for men^ Except that everyone

assumes that everything in this world is

written for men. everything exists for

rrten. including women's bodies. The
reporter says his article is different, and
that he wants to know some lines women
use. More importantly, he wants to know
which lines women best "respond to"! He
wants women to tell men how to lure

them into their beds. He does not ask
men which lines they best "respond to.

"

His assumption is men are perpetually
horny, but women perpetually resist

these rrten luring tftem to bed.

Now men can acquire women's
genitals with their tricks. They can also
win money, a pme for tfte best pick up
linel The article is an unlabelled ad-
vertisement. once again using women's
bodies for men to make money.

He then has the nerve to say. "after all.

women's liberation and feminism ftaven't

yet pervaded all forms of social
behavior, " meaning women don't have
lines to pick up men. Any kind of sexual
market is oppressive to women. Our
liberation has nothing to do with being
able to reach out to horny men, with their

erect egos, waiting to/ump into our beds.
No tftanks'

Pat Myerson
Amherst

Drop US a line
What's on your mirnl, yes, you out

there. Ed Kir>g? Tuition? Abortion? The
Shah? The Brom? We'll never know
unless you drop us a Une. A Letter -to-the-

Editor should include your name.
residence (we will withhold both on re

quest! and phor>e number <for verificatton

purposes, only) and be typed at 60

characters per line. Most importantly,

keep it at short as possible, because the

shorter it is, the more it will be read.

Brandeis University K^H

JACOB HIATT BB
INSTITUTE IN ISRAEL
\A^x3f does it oMar you''

• o sem*>s»e< o» sfixJv "^ isfaei m the fci term

• ccxrsework n fn^Bh on the ported ecoromc and
sockJ devetoprrient of isroel and r> its longunge
tustofv orxj orcrvaeotogy

• a strong program ot Hetjrew language study

• mporfonf r^femshc oppcxtumties r> socici service

ogencies m Jerusdem

• fieW tr%yi study tnps mtervie^^rt with prominent

israetis o ktotxjtz visit

• finaroal OKl is cxvdctote

Appicafion deodkrw^ March IS

For ttrther nlo»TTx3tion see vCKi S»ucJv

Afcfood cx^flvoi a wnte
Ote of mteTOhoncl f^ograms
ftondets I Jmvefstv

'* wanvxn ^A^ssoc^xfiens 02lW
(617) M7 2422

\».« K)pr»NT«ti » I •• .'* |» «» r" < »••»y» <•!>

Single Title Order Plan
Now you can order those hard to find

books from over 500 publishers.

Approximately 3 week delivery.

EATON'S CORRASABLE
typewriter paper

800 sheets, med. weight

50c off

with this

coupon

Nemfsfrand
"The place to look

for card or book"

University Drive

Behind Steak Out
Amherst

Hamp Plaza

North King St.

Northampton

Meeting for people
interested in reviewing

Theater, Film,
Records, Books and

Dance
for the Fine Arts Dept. of

the Collegian:

Thurs., Feb. 1, CC 113
7:30 p.m.

ZETA PSI
TNE SECRET SOCIETY

INVITES ALL UNIVERSITY MEN TO AN

OPEN RUSH MEETING

WHEN: THURSDAY, FEB. 1, 8-11 P.M.

WHERE: CAMPUS CENTER 804-808

WHY: WE THINK WE HAVE GREAT OPPOR-
TUNITY FOR A SELECT GROUP TO GET
INVOLVED IN A GREAT ORGANIZATION!

/tTA PSI FRATERNITY PROMOTES A STRONG BROTHERHOOD
THROUGH A NON ABUSIVE ASSOCIATE MEMBER (PLEDGE) PROGRAM

^J^DENIMS
EUROPEAN
CUTS

under $16
Velours $15.00

Faded Jeans $U.OO
Western Flannel Shirts $11

„ NexttoTHEPUBAmhent

,
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The beginning of a new semester usually

finds most UMass students muttering into

their Hatch coffee that they have to buckle
down this serriester and get sonr>e good
grades. Here are some helpful hints pur-

suant to this goal.

Don't take hard courses. Some ways to

spot the really stiff courses are as follows. If

the professor mentions DesCartes or
Wittgertstein the first day ask him to sign

your drop form immediately. If, however,
he pror>ounces the latter name with a W
instead of the proper V, you prot>ably know
more than this clown and shoukJ keep the
course. If tt>e Professor t>egins to explain

his method of marking by first explaining

the catastrophe theory, or mentions he is

concerned about grade inflation, you
should consider a good Hotel and
Restaurant course. Check the bookstore,

and if the books are longer than 900 pages
or there seem to be an awful lot of them,
you owe it to yourself and your beer money
to drop the course. A general rule to follow

is steer dear of any course over the 200
level taught by a good profaaaor who has
published recently.

Brown nose, but discreetly. If you don't

mind the shit from your favorite professor,

and are prepared to sper>d a good two
hours a week waiting outside his or her

door to get a chance to say how marvelous
his or her article was in such and such a

magazine which you assidously read an
hour before, brown nosing could be your
ticket. The rewards are long in coming, and
the work is hard, but if you're really good at

it you're in for some good grades. Problems
arise from classrr^ates if you are too obvious

though. If the professor caUs you by your
first r>ame the first week of classes, you
mvght as weM forget becoming friendly with

that nice person who sits next to you.

michael Doran
ferrying and sex aire good in excess, but

moderate excess. A good night out at

Barseloni's the night before the test will

loosen up the brain cells and limber up your

cognitive faculties. However, you should

steer away from a pitcher at the BlueWall

immediately before the test if you are not

used to thinking in an alcoholic stupor.

Also a good roll in the hay never hurt

anyone's grade average (would probably

help mine, 6iK-2131) but timing is the

crucial factor here. If you like to engage in

•ex that is not, how shall I say, solely for

reproductive purposes, make sure you

leave enough time at the end of your little

menage to untie yourself, dismantle any

mechanical devices, remove the popcorn

and rwxzema from your rMvei or let the

animal out for a walk before your test.

Don't take Yoga. Most people who
meditate or twist their limbs in insect or

vegetal shapes are class A twits who make
dumb comments about human energy and

•lurp lentil soup in lectures. I don't know if

it's yoga that rrwkes them like that or if they

were born twits, but stay away from these

1 credit mind-repair gatherings.

Smoke. Drink coffee and Coke, stay up

too late, use one subject notebooks with

plain white paper, grow a scraggly beard or

wear long skirts, keep your hair greasy and
talk about Proust, never remember
anybody's name, and wear old suitcOats. I

don't know why, but all really smart people

do or>e or more of these things to them-

safves.

Make your room a not very nice place to

visit. H your room or apartmant ia clean,

Ofdarty, and comfortabla paopla down the

hal or next door win alwaya be droppin9 in

to escape thair pig'styea. so make your

room massy. Needless to day, if you are

unlucky anough to have to take a course

that antaas aoma work you will not want to

spend your time solving your friends

saxual proMams or diacuaaing Blondte's

nMv album. If. howavar. thay seam to Rka

you room, youl have to gat crafty to gat

soma studying dona. Soma hints: study in

the nuda- they'll think you're waird; laave

sharp knives and broken bottles around

•your room ai>d toas tham at the waKs wt»an

aomaona dropa by; put laad ktoanax up on

your buHatin board -if that doaan't work,

aoma U.T.P. wBI; ta» tham you've aaan

God and want tham tosaa hkntoo: borrow

monay from tham avary time thay walk in;

aak th«n If thay maaturbata atot. H you try

ai thaaa aoonar or lata only your vve

friends wli ayar atop by. And who nMda
the other paopla whan you'va got a tot of

worktodowirMV*
MkhMtP. DonnksC^mgtm eoktmmst.

1S79P
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The Inquiring Photogropher
bs|L*«6urn«tt and flmlra Rahman

THE QUESTION: What Is the most
sarious problem in the country today?

Randolph Guntar

Diane Randolph, Electrical and Con>puter

Engineering, Sunderland,
Violence. Violence against innocent peo-

ple. The government could help it by mak-
ing it easier to go to school or offer employ-

ment. When there are more things to do
with your time you won't think of violence.

Mark Guntar, gas station attendance,

Belchertown
Unemployment. When there's not

enough work it makes people restless and
unfulfilled. I guess you could promote
business but then you'd have to sacrifice

other things, the environment mainly.

Richard Connolly. Mechanical Engineer-

ing, Sunderland

Energy because increased energy con-

sumption is crucial to this phase of society.

Based on the mechanism used in world af-

fairs, there won't be enough to go around.

That time is approaching very quickly.

Monica Vasquaz, French. University

Apartnr>ents.
Apathy, like voters, because anytxxly

could take over the country. It's important

to have a voice in the country. You just

have to care. People are beginning to

realize this but not those that aren't happy
with their life.

Rolo Britton

Bob Role. Marketing, Pi Kappa Alphs,

Energy. It's going to affect us potitically

and militarily. Something has got to be
done in Iran. We need that oil. With our

government supporting the Shah until he

was ousted people look at us in a bad light

ar>d screw us with high prices. It could lead

us to war.

Richard Britton, 8,

Trying to get away from a bear. It couki

kill you.

Watch for The Inquiring Photograpfier

every Thursday on the Op-Ed page.

Connolly Vasquai

Bits and Pieces

Rev. Jesse Jackson: "We attow our

chiWren to watch junk, eat Junk, read junk,

lalk junk, and think junk. Then we wornler

wfiy thay turn out to be social junkies."

Jacques Ptanta on the abstract art of

hockey goal-tending: "You think your job is

tough. When i make a mistake a red light

goes on and 15.000 paopla boo."

Back to tha Good Old Days: Mourning

the loss of his oM town of Ptairts, Tha Na-

tkmal Embarassmant. BiHy Carter blurted:

"Got so as where you can't even take a pias

in tha straat on Sunday morning anymore."

Waa. Bily, that oM santimantalist, nrtistook

an airport runway for Main Straat.

However, it was a fitting wek»ma for tha

planatoad of viariing Libyans that ha mat.

DANGUIDERA

BOARD or DtMfCTORS
JOSCPH A OUINLAN, Edttor io Chi^ CHRISTO^HtB H SCHMIT7. Managinfi E*tof. LAUWA P.

BASStTT BiMinMt M«n»B«f MARY B KrNN€AVY. Gr»p»»c» Manager. DANIIL P GUIDtRA, Ek

•cutiv* tdhw FRAN T BASCHE. Woowi » Idrtw; TERRELL C EVANS, Bl»cfc Atf«r. E<Mor:

ELIZABETH R SEOERS. C»mp«i Ediiw \o> Stu<J«oi AM«»»; LAURA M KENNEY, C«Tipo« imw »or

FtcuHv •"<« A<JminiwrMkin Mm*. JONATHAN 0. KLEIN, Town and ArM Edrtof; AMIRA I.

RAHMAN. RtKWo i»o>. PERRY AOLER uni RICMARO ALVORD. Fin« Artt Wlor«: WALTER J.

CHERNIAK. SpCHi* Editor.

ASSOCIATI EMTOAS
Anwid WMh«»». Jul* Eagto. Qm^ Voung. Mwk R Honn. A«i«wnt Managing E<»tof»: Ja*wa

MeofMV Aaaiwant E»aeutiv« Etfitor: Ranaa MoMay. AaaiaiafM Stack Afta« Editor; Lao J. Fradatta,

AaMaiant Ptwto Editor , Michaot H. Simow and Oora«»iy A. Clart. Aartatam Fina Artt E«Kks; St»»an

S. Zack. Aaaiatant Sport* Editor.

BUSINBSS OCRARTMCNT ^^
Baitt Cotdatona. Advartajng Managw Kannalh A Grand Pra, AaalataiM AdvanWng Managar; Rort

Volpa. CircuMort Managa r ; Micttaal Gantuaa. F«>anca Managar.

eRATNICS DIPARTIMtNT

Carol Reaantarg. AMiatani GrapMca Managar

jjn \i tttPniftT *!- '• "*'* "^ «->«*"• ««
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Premier Giulio Andreotti leaves Chigi Palace in Rome Wednesday on route to
handing in his resignation to President Sandro Pertinit. (AP Laserphoto)

WANTED
WORK STUDY STUDENTS
By SCERA Resource Center and Advocacy Teams
Residential, Town, Womens, Legislative,

Tuition £r Fees
CONTACT the Student Center For Educational Research

and Advocacy
422 Student Union as soon as possible before

Thursday the 8th at 5.00 p.m.

Take a wann,comfortable TRAILWAYS or PETER PAN bus to

-• . .Boston, New York and many other places. Play it safe!

TRAUMnrSC PETER RAN DUS UNES

MAKE UFE SIMPIER FORYOU

Cancer risk declines

if estrogen use ends
By DAN/EL Q HANEY
Associated Press

BOSTON Although women who take

estrogen during menopause run a "very

high' risk of developing uterine cancer, the

threat declines dramatically when they stop

using the medicine, a new study finds.

The report showed middle aged women
who use estrogen are 20 times more likely

than non users to develop cancer of the

uterine lining. But six months after they

stop using the drugs, the risk declines to

alrr>ost the same level as the non users.

"In the face of the very high nsk that

lor>g term users run - about 1 to 3 F>ercent

per year - it should be very reassuring to

learn that this risk can be reversed so quick-

ly." said Dr. Hershel Jick, who directed the

study.

A report on the research, conducted at

Boston University Medical School, was
pubished in Thursday's issue of the New
England Journal of Medicine.

The researchers based their conclusions

on ar>alys<s of the health records of women

V

between the ages of 50 ar>d 64 who were
enrolled in the Group Health Cooperative of

Puget Sound in Seattle. .

After the first reports were publishedin i

early 1976 linking estrogen with cancer, the

number of women in the health program
taking the drugs fell by two- thirds. The
doctors found that six months later, the

number of new cases of uterirw cancer also

declined by about two-thirds.

Women take estrogen to relieve hot

flashes and other unpleasant symptoms of

menopause.
The BU doctors said the risk of cancer of

the endometrium - the uterine lining - is

greatest in those who take the drugs for

more than five years.

"Discontinuation of estrogen intake is

associated with a striking disease in risk for

endometrical cancer within six months,"
they wrote. "Whereas the annual risk in

non users is about one p>er thousand, the

annual risk among all current users is very

high -^ of the order of 20 per thousand.
Anrtong long-term users, the risk is even
higher."

The doctors' discovery that women who
use estrogen have a 1 to 3 percent risk each
year of developing uterine cancer is Xhe first

time that the absolute risk of this therapy

hM been calculated. The risk for non-users

is 0.1 percent.

Despite this, however, the doctors said

that short-term use of the medicine is pro-

bably relatively safe.

The doctors noted that over 30 percent

of American women over age 50 have had
hysterctomies, so they do not risk uterine

cancer.

About 400,000 Anr>erican women who
still have their uteruses currently take

estrogen during nr>enopause, the doctors
said.

Birth control pills also contain estrogen,

but the doctors say they have never been
linked with uterine cancer.

Wise buys
^l^h so many stereo systems to choose from, how can

you be sure the one you get represents the best |A>ssibk

value?

1. LOOK FOR A GOOD
RECEIVER. Onkyo
receivers are known
for low distortion, out-

standing FM and excellent

reliability. At 40 watts-per-

channeltheTX-2500
Mk U is our very most

popular receiver and an

especially good value.

CI • W H M M *>«»e V^ v^

2. LOOK FOR EXCELLENT
SPEAKERS The Advance
V-li is a refinement of the

traditional New England

two-way acoustic suspen-

sion design . Each speaker

is finished in walnut

veneer, carries a five-year

limited warranty and

sounds superb.

ADVANCE

V
3. LOOK FOR A QUALITY
TURNTABLE AND
CARTRIDGE. In terms

of ruggedness, tone arm
performance and simpli-

city of operation the Dual

CS-504 is miles ahead of

the competition. Its light-

tracking Stanton 680EE

cartridge reduces record

wear and brings out a

clearer, more musical

sound.

4.)
BUY FROM A TRUSTWORTHY DEALERWHO CAN PROVIDE
LOW PRICES AND EXCELLENT SERVICE. That's where we come in

V

For Information, Schedules and Prices, contact:

Campus Center But Office • 545-2006, or 549^000

-miis total system: «52^ "

SOUND&MUSIC
Good Advice - Honest Price

90-92 King Street
^^^"^ nounr^houn

.p 'Vv ^^^ ^iBi Thursday 4c Friday til 9

Northampton
Mon.-Sat. 10-5

564-9547

Mouiitaiiieering *1.

FUNDAMENTALS OF
MOUNTAINEETONG
What is mountajneering all about? Funnyyou should ask.

Becausewejust happen to have an answer. (Ah-h, life's little

coincidences.) Mountaineering is a sMll, a science andan art.

Yet anyone g^with a thirst for excellence andnormally^
developed /^vmotorsldUs can ]Tiaster it. Simply stuc^i

ktheseJrVfundamentals and followthemfaithfuUy^fc^^^)

r<\..V-

.: ••••J

T<

>;'i'

•" ... •.
•- •.^'".^.•••'.•'•?*i'V.».V<~H
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Step one,
••appropri-

^••ately enough,
'starts by select-

s ing the correct site.

To do so, pick up
.. abbttleofBusch".
This is commonly

called heading for the
mountains.

V^ SnO^^f^

Okay, here's
•where the fun be-

gins. Hold the mountain
firmly in your left hand,

grasp the moimtain
top with your right

.^ , hand and twist

Fr^"tt\ |aI the little fella off.

IXed iKe Ŷl .There you go.

3Now for the|_

• tricky part.

Neophytes, listen

up: the proper pour
is straight down
the center of the
glass. Only in

this way will

the coli invigo-

ratihg taste of

the mountain
come to a head

Once poured, pacing becomes paramount. As any seasoned
• mountaineer will tell you, the only way to down a mountain

is slowly, smoothly and steadily - savoring every swallow of the
brew that is Busch. Ifyou're a bit awkward at first, don't be
discouraged Perfection takes practice. Soon enough, having /
emptied your gla^ and filled your souljrou t^p will be a
moimtaineer

Don't jiost reach for a beer.BUSCHHead for the mountains.
c 1978 Anheuser-Busch. Inc St Louts Mo
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Carter health pian

would guarantee care
Associated Press

WASHINGTON -The Carter administra-

tion'* tentative r^ational health insurance
pian would guarantee every American
basic protection against illness, either

through a private ir>surance policy or a
government-run program along the Itnea

of Medicare.
The plan would require everyor>e to carry

a standard ber>eftt package that would
pay at least 75 percent of the cost of ail

hospital btils, physicians' fees, preschp-
tion drugs, outpatient, laboratory ar>d X-

ray services and treatment for alcoholics,

drug addicts and the mentally ill

Portions of the pian. called HealthCare,

were obtained by The Associated Press.

HeaKh, Education and Wetfare Secetary

Joseph A Califano Jr. irwisted Tuesday
that Carter is keeping his optior>s open
and has not committed himself to propos-
ing the plan.

However, sources who asked not to be
identified said, "This is the only option
now before the president

.

"

Other sources said Carter may change a
number of elements in the plan or alter

the phasing schedule.
A summary of the plan says, "in-

dividuals enrolled in either HealthCare or
private plans would be covered for the
same standard benefit package and
treated equally by health service pro-
viders, becauae aH insurance plans would
reinr>burse providers at the same rates."

Full implementation of the plan mjght

take years under the proposed phase-in
schedule beginning in 1963.

Sources familiar with the pian said even
after it is fully implemented, families at>ie

t.o would be required to pay 25 percent of
all expenses up to a limit of $1,500 a year.
The rates paid to providers woukJ be set

each yvar by the secretary of HEW and a
special rate negotiation board made up of
providers, corwumers and insurance com-
panies.

The government also would establish a
special re- insurance program to under-
write all catastrophic health costs so r>o

individual or company could be

[Thursday, 1, 1979 Thursday, February 1,_1?79

bankrupted by huge, unanoopitad costs.
To finance the plan, employers would
pay a minimum of 75 percent of the
premium for each employee.
The poor, unemployed, uninsurable and

elderly would be guaranteed insurance
through HealthCare, even if they couldn't
afford to pay a premium, and the cost of
that coverage would be paid from general
tax funds.

The plan doesn't carry a specific price
tag, and much still depends on how it

would be implemented, but earlier
government estimates for a similar pro-
gram said it would take "a rough
minimum" of $40 billion in new rr>oney to
pay for the propoeed system.

Judge tells father to stop

Santa, Tooth Fairytales

Logan hazards
alleged by pilots.

Inquest called
Associated Press

BOS TON - A Revere state senator yesterday called for

two separate investigations of Logan Interrvtional Air-

port in the wake of allegations by air traffic controtlers

that the airport is ill-equipped and unsafe.

Sen Francis Dons, D Revere, satd he has filed

legislation calling for an investigation of safety conditions

at the airport by the Federal Aviation Administration ar>d

by the legislature's Committees on Public Safety and
Transportatiion

Dons said he was concerned by the conflicting

statenrwnts issued by the air controllers and the FAA of-

ficiats

"These individuals represent the same airport, but with

two divergent opinions. " Doris said. "Frankly, it scares

tttehelloutof me."
Ooris' call for an investigation follows a series on airport

safety, which has been running on WBZ redion in

Boston.
In that series. William Ferman, president of xha Logan

Airport local of the Professional Air Traffic Controllers

Organziation. charged that field lights at the airport had

been blowing out in recent weeks and that airport radar

has a 15 mite blind spot between Gardr>er and Bedford

He added that there have been a number of "near

misses" at the airport because of such system errors

"I would hope no one is using the public for resolving

any internal stnfe." Doris said. "I hope that isn't the

case."
In particular. Doris satd he wants to have the charges of

light failures, radar problems and problenns caused by

flight patterns investigated.

Robert Whittington, regional director of the FAA. said

he has offered to take Doris on a tour of the Logan con

trol tower and hopes that will help resolve some of the

senator's doubts
"I did assure him we fed Logan is one of the best air-

ports in the country." Whittington said.

He called the charges "exaggerated." He acknowledged

that there is a 15 mile blind spot in the airport's radar but

added that the territory in question is covered by radar

screens at other satillite airports.

TIGHTS
&

LEOTARDS

A Store-full of Ideas

N«xt to the Amherst Post Office

Open lOrOOSiOO. Mon.-Sat.

run all

O/er
tewni

- fc.
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By RICK HAMPSON
Associated Press

SPRINGHELD. Mass. -A divorced father
went to court yesterday to fight a judge s
ruling that prevents him from telling his

young daughters there is no Santa Claus,
no Easter Bunny and rx) Tooth Fairy.

Wayne F Felton, 36, a firefighter wiw
belongs to the Jehovah's Witnesses
religious sect, asked a state appeals court
to overturn a lower court order that he stop
reading the Bible to his daughters ar>d

talking to them about his fur>damentalist
views of Christianity.

Hempden Probate Court Judge Frank
Placzek on Tuesday had ordered Felton to
either stop discussing religion with his

daughters on visiting days or forfeit his

right to see them.
Felton had asked for the court hearing to

obtaifi a finding of contempt aqairist his ex-
wife for denying him visiting privileges with
Deborah, 7, and Jennifer, 4.

But after hearing Diane C. Felton's
account of the visits, Placzek warr>ed
Felton against "proselytizing."

"He was confusing tfiem by telling them
there was no Santa Claus, no Easter
Bunny, no Tooth Fairy." said Mrs Felton,

32, a Congregationalist. "And I had toM
them there waa."

Mrs. Felton said her husband does not
believe in celebrating religious holidays

such as Christmas, adding "But that's hia

religion. These are my children, and I'M

raise them my way."
The couple was divorced after a two-year

separation Felton, who also had been a
Congregationalist, was baptized last year
as a Jehovah's Witness. He has remarried a

woman who also is a Jehovah's Witness
and is raising her two young sons in that

faith.

"I was shocked by the ruling, " Feiton

said. "I had expected the judge would
uphold my right to see my children and my
right to religious freedom.

An invitation from IBM
to discuss yourcareer.

Wednesday& Thursday,

February 14& 15,

at the U.Mass Placement Office.

If you are thinking about a career in chemical, physics,

mathematics, engineering, computer science or sales/

marketing, IBM is certainly one company you should consider

IBM provides a uniquely creative environment in which talented

people are encouraged to accept the challenge and responsibility

offered by one of the prime growth industries: information

technology.

We can offer you a remarkable variety of career opportunities

in many areas. Come and talk with us. We'll be interviewing at

U. Mass. all day February 14 and 15. The Placement Office will

be happy to set up your appointment

In the meantime, if you would like to know more about us and
the many opportunities we offer, our career brochures are

available at the Placement Office.

MeM
Wayne Dickert

Corporate College Relations Manager
IBM Corporation

One BarkerAvenue
White Plains, NY 10601

An Equal Opportunity Empfoyer
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To piece a notice, drop by the Collegian
Office ICC 1 13) between 8 45 am. and 3:45
p.m. Monday through Friday. The deadline
for notices is 3:45 p.m. two days prior to
puk>lication date.

•couegiaa «

Collegian
Notices

Notice— there will be a free introductory
lecture on the Transcendental Meditation
Program entitled "Developing Your Full

Potential" on Feb. 6, Rm. 902 Campus
Center, UMass at 413-549 5335

Union Stereo Co-op— monthly meeting
7:X p.m. Monday February 5, 1979. All in-

terested p>eople are encouraged to attend.

Persons interested in staffing our office are

especjjlly asked to attend.

"Kismet" at MHC- "Kismet" - a tale of
the Arabian Nights; musical to be perform-
ed at Chapin Auditorium, Mary Wooley
Hall, Mount Holyoke College Friday Feb. 2
at 8 p.m., Saturday Feb. 3 at 2 p.m., Sun-
day Feb. 4 at 8 p.m. Ticket info-call Chapin
Aud. Box Office.

Elective Riding — elective riding begins
Friday Feb. 9 for all beginner levels only.

Sign up Monday Feb. 5 in the horse barn
on campus. Elective riding for all other

levels begins in March.

infirmary Visitors— last semester's Infir-

mary visitors are asked to contact Pete at

UCF to work out visitation schedule and
times for in-service training. Others who
may be interested in this volunteer service

shouM contact Pete Sabey, Protestant

Chaplain, UCF, 428 Student Union,
546-2G61. NOTE: this is an ecumenical pro-

ject shared by Hillel and Newman Center.

Hy Tying— a course in Ry Tying is being
taught this semester in Southwest. If in-

terested, call Mark at 546-9226 evenings for
more info.

Minority Engineering— a mandatory
meeting for all Minority Engineering
students on Wed., Feb. 7 at 4:30 p.m. in

the Engineering Auditorium. Please attend.

Minority Engineering Tutoring— free tutor-
ing will be offered to all Minority Engineer-
ing students starting Feb. 12 in nKWt
engineering courses - please come by EBE
210 for more info.

Karate Club to meet - UMass Karate Club
will start practice tonK)rrow at 4 p.m. in

Rm. 24 NOPE. Instruction by Prof. Sara
Grinries, 2nd-degree Black Belt, Interna-
tional Shotokan Karate Federation (JKA).
For more info, call 546-1376.

Self-Defense- Self-defense workshop
will begin Feb. 12. Registration ends Feb.
15. Several styles of martial arts will be
taught by qualified Black Belt instructors.
For info, call: Goerge at 549-071 1, Ramin at

546-0589, or George at 549-0306.

Notice -dancir>g-Oisco on Saturday on
the lOth floor, CC at the usual time.

NAIADS-NAIDS an all club meeting will

take place Wed., Feb. 7 at NOPE main lob
by. If you cannot attend, please call B.W.
at 666-3142 meeting time 6 p.m.

Spect -um Liveel - Spectrum magazine

The printing of notices is a service pro
vided by the Collegian based on space
available for a specific date of publication.

Therefore on any one day we canrK>t

guarantee the printing of notic^.

will hold its first organizational meeting to-

day at 4:30, Rm. 104, CC. New members
welcome. Spectrum is the literary fine arts

magazine of UMass and the five college

area.

Intramural Ice Hockey
Deadline— reminder: all team fees are due
Fr, at 5:00 p.m. in Boyden 215. Turn in

money-pick up schedules. Play begins
Monday.

Sporting Goods Co-op— the Sporting
Goods Co-op will re-open on Feb. 5 at

10.00 a.m. Any one interested in volunteer-

ing should contact Bob 549-0571 or sign up
on the Co-op door. Thanks.

Percueaioniats— anyone interested in the
spring marching p>ercussion program - call

Seve Gron at 549-6125 or sign sheet on Old
Chapel bulletin board. Todayl

Ski Patrol — important meeting for all

members tonight and every Thurs. at 8:00
p.m., 9th floor CC. We need everyone for

binding checks, training and testing the

next 6 weekends!

Science Fiction— Science Fiction Society
meeting - come discuss tfie library and club
activities today Feb. 1 at 7:00 p.m. Meeting
will be in the Library above the People's

Market in ttie SU.

Nursing Students — there will be an im-

portant informational meeting for all nurs-

ing students - Div. of Nursing regarding the
upcoming N.L.N, accreditation visit on Fri-

day, Feb. 2 from 1:25 to 3:30 p.m. in the
Public Health Auditorium. Come with ques-
tions and student handbookl.

Notice— RA position open in Washington
UpF>er - all interested in applying must pick

up an application from the Head of

Residence 19th floor by Fri., Feb. 2. Wash.
Upper is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Third World Scientist Society
Meeting— important TWSS meeting Fri-

day, Feb. 2nd at 6:00 p.m., 3rd floor New
Africa House. Concerns resume booklet,

events for this semester. Bring resume to

meeting.

Notice—UMTS Bus Drivers - mandatory
organizational meeting Feb. 1, 7:00 p.m.,

CC 101. Notify the office if you can't at-

tend^

Conference on the Ministry— students
interested in exploring Christian ministry as
a vocation are invited to a conference on
the ministry at Andover-Newton. Speak to

Pete Savey, Protestant Chaplain at UCF.
428 SU, 5-2661.

Movie: Controlling Interests— this im-

portant film on multinational corporations

and how they effect life here in the Pioneer

Valley as well as 3rd Worid rations will be
shown this Friday, Feb. 2 at 12:05, followed

by a brief discussion at 12:46.

IIAHJEE^ TLACE
"Where they spiced the food with love"

Only Persian Gourmet Restaurant in the Area

Featuring most eilertsive menu for lamb, ve^ietarian.

seafood, crepes, and untque cocktails

Located mtdway betw«««»o Northampton
and Amheist on Rte 9

Sun Thurs 4 00 10 30: Fri Sat 4 00 11

14131 584 9797

Thursday

Free drink from
8-10 o'clock

Friday and Saturday

Free drink from
8-9 o'clock

Sunday
75c drinks
all night

PARTIES
AVAILABLE

D.l JR "Disco Wizard"

Largest N.Y. style disco

Proper Attire Required

Hadley/Amherst line

Route 9/2S3-9214

All-star lineup<

SlimllMTl-SI' Slimli««TI-2S'

T>-S5

Performance and price are the keys in choosing a cafculator.

One erf these Texas Instruments slide-rules is right for you.

Capability. Quality. Valua The right

combination can help you make short

work of problems in fields like math,

engineering, science and business

statistics and give you more time for

other important things. Choose the Tl

calculator that s right for you and get

ahead of the game

TI-5S. Atfvancsd tlMe-rale functions wllti

statistics, programmabllity and valuable

problem-solving applications book.

The versatile TI-55 calculating system

is packed with the features and func-

tions you need to handle almost any

mathematical operation, from loga-

rithms and trigonometry to advanced

statistical problems. Thirty-two steps

of programmabllity add new dimen-

sions of accuracy, speed and ease to

performing repetitive calculations and

what-if analyses You |ust teach the

TI-55 a series of operations and it per-

forms those steps for you

For more help in making quantita-

tive decisions, the

TI-55 comes with

the Calculator De-

cision - Making
Sourcebook. a$5 00

value. The book, 140

pages of easy- to

-

understand, real-

life applications.

shows you how to use the power of

statistics, financialmath and program-

mabllity in analyzing relationships in

data, verifying quality and perfor-

mance, measuring change, forecast-

ing trends and projecting returns, in

short, how to make better decisions,

today and tomorrow. Calculator and

book combination, only $50.00'.

Slimline TI-50. A powerful, stylish slide-rule

witb new Constant Memory'" feature.

The pocket-portable Slimline TI-50 is

today's most powerful liquid crystal

display (LCD) slide-rule calculator It

has 60 functions including common
and natural logarithms and six tngo-

nometnc operations that can be per-

formed in three angular modes (de-

grees, radians or grads)

Seven built-in statistical functions

make it easy to boil down large

amounts of data so you can perform

accurate analyses and draw reliable

conclusions

Two constant memories retain their

contents even when the calculator is

turned off. so frequently used con-

stants and other basic values are at

your fingertips when you need them.

Two miniature batteries provide

over 1000 hours of operation in normal

use; TIsAPD^" automatic power down

feature helps prevent accidental bat-

tery drain by turning off the calculator

after approximately 10 minutes of

non-use With imitation leather wallet.

$40 00*

Slimline TI-2S. Slide-rule power at a small

price.

Economy and value go hand-in-hand

with the Slimline TI-25. a pocket-

portable LCD scientific calculator that

has what it takes to handle advanced

math It provides the most-needed

slide-rule functions Trigonometry in

degrees, radians or grads Plus basic

statistical power, too Mean. Variance.

Standard Deviation

Three levels of parentheses can
handle up to three pending operations

to make your work easier Four-key

memory allows you to store and recall

values, add-to memory contents and

exchange stored and displayed

numbers.

The TI-25 goes far on a pair of min-

iature batteries- includes APD'^ cir-

cuitry Vinyl wallet included. $33 00*

See the complete lineup of Texas

Instruments slide-rule r~[o
calculators at your dealer

J ^r
today. There s one ex- ^^
actly right for the work
you're doing.

Texas Inatruments technology - bringing affordable electronics to your fingertips.

Texas Instruments
INCORPORATED

'U S suggested reud pnce

® W% kus InstfuKWils mcocpofiM
4S6»

<^ki N»»n>w*ilw mm MM i^WW»iV*<i« m0m*
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Henry IV, Part I
by Willi«a Skakct^ar*

Dincto^ by Walter BMfbiM

JCiroy Memorial Theater

Amherst College
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1 NEUARD and DR. JAZZ i

B "a saucy combination of doctured blues, M
H jaz2, b razz a ma tazz. .." H
H Thurs.. Feb. 1 Q
H 9-midnight D
H Pkjmbley 's; a UWe bit of everything for everyone. B

Oac^ uportjj time

ifwrc ura5 3 miracle

Knour»t«35 4lollya»oo<l...

huwphrew boqari

IKurs, ftfbH L*.c.A.

7.-3.11. ^1""

DON MURRAY
Sat., Feb. 3 3 pm & 8 pm
FINE >RTS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

TICKETS NOW ON SALE Matinct: Gtfl. Pub. M. 7, «.

UMass Students »7, «, s. Sr. Cit. %1. «, S. Evanin«: 0«n.
Pub. - S«. 1. 7. UMass stwdants - ftt, 7, «. Sr. Cit. - M, 7. «.

HERMIONE GINGOLD
in

^ S^xxiin§ ^iusicml ^tntertminment
MuSiC aofl lyics Dy

STEPHEN SONDHEIM
and mustc Dy

Leonard Bernstein Mary Rodgers

Richard Rodgers Jule Styne

Wednesdoy, February 7 8 pm

FIISE >«TS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

TICKETS: Gan. Pwb. - M, 7, «. UMatt itwtfanta • »«, S, 4. Sr.
Cit. A otnar stutfantt - $7, 4, S.

Fine Arts Ccnfcr Bex Office M-F f-4, S45-2Sn
4 New England Ticketren Lacatiens.

University of Massochusetts / Arntvrsf

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

BOSTON
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

SEIJI OZAWA
Mmsk Dirtctor

Thursday, February 15 8 pm

Weber-Overture. Mozart-Concerto in A for
Clarirxi . Tchaikovsky-Symphony No. S in B
rninor.

HAROLD WRIGHT, Qarinet

Tickets now on sale. General Public $8, 7, 6.

UMass Students and Senior Citizens - $7, 6, 5.

Saturday. February 17 8 pm
Brahms-Piano Concerto No. 2 in B flat and
Symphony No. 4 in E.

PETER SERKIN. Pianist.

Tickets now on sale General Public - $8, 7, 6.

UMass Students - S5, 4, 3. Senior Citizens and
Other Students - $7, 6, 5.

BOSTON

POPS
ARTHUR FIEDLER

Conductor

Friday, February 16 8 pm

ERICH KUNZEL, Guest Conductor

PROGRAM: Music of Offenbach, Bizet,
Tchaikovsky, Gould, Bernstein, M. Hamlish,
Sondheim, Denver- Danoff, Beethover-Murphy.

Tickets now on sale. General Public • $8, 7, 6.

UMass Students and Senior Citizens - %7, 6, 5.

fU AilS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Hm km CMrtw lei Office M-F 9-4, 545-2Sn
AHewl
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TODAYS CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Ports

45 Sharpest
48 Marry UNITED Feature Syndica

6 Russ news 51 Contemn
agcy 52 Claim

10 Conceited 54 Custodian
14 Catkin 58 Peewee n

15 Droop 59 Hence
16 "TorD 81 —- Gables.

Thumb" Fla

composer 62 PoKer term
17 Room 63 Evening; Fr

18 Stench 64 Gives off 21
' was 39 Discourtesy

19 Inlets K Lacerate saying" 42 Animal Dial

20 Stepping 66 Resorts 23 Grain 43 Charming

sound 67 Import 25 Cowards 46 Andersons

22 Dye DOWN 27 Levantine High —

"

24 Jazz, e g 1 Bee ketch 47 Armistices

26 Emergen- 2 Kaffir warri- 28 Boy Sp 48 Small fish

cies ors 29 Oil country 49 Dried fruit

27 More curt 3 Adroit 33 Editors 50 hand

30 Relatives 4 Sets up 34 Toward shel Helped

31 Tunes tents ter 53 Fall

32 Collector s 5 Increase 35 Wire meas- 55 One triplet

Item: 6 Double- ures 56 Consumes

2 words layered 36 Bombard 57 Other

37 line 7 Relief 38 Set 60 Ms Scala

Queued up 8 Swill

38 Forestall 9 AHlicted

40 Falsehood 10 Rascal Dial.
41 All over 11 The ram
43 Healthy 12 Empty
44 Math abbr 13 Nides

Aluminum Foil

HI FOLKS' EV£RyON£S
e»£EN ASKING ME THE
"iAME aue-STlON LATELY'

by Steve Lafler
ALL STARTED ONE

IGHT LAST FALL IN

THE &OC/-

Nothing Special byJoe Casey

I yo6 So ti^yri^

^1+ a)OiJidri< ojorvout ,

/a<ier la Sfmr so /

rr^udri -time^gonriM \\.

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

^C%\ ^nHe

tlvt 4p«^t,yk«ww>

Pto tfvt cwtfsf ccxk<t, "rtien

o. t«t.. ^=f So u/k«j a<t Of
b«ick dX co^<«tf?

"VF

I uxwiMa^ [iUf.^ CZ<af>e ike

T<iisi5-rtc

To place a clasaifiad ad. drop by the

CoMegisn oHice (CC 113) between 8 45 a m
arnj 3 45 p m Monday through Frtday. or use
our handy clip and mail form four>d in most
issues of the Collegian Classified deadlir>e is

3 45 p m two days in advance of publication

date ^H Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c per
line; five consecutive issues, 40c per line per
day: 30 consecutive issues. 30c per line per

day One line is roughly equivalent to 38
characters.

AUDIO

Fine car stereo system. 2 yr. old orig..

over $200, goes for $110- PiofieerKP- 250
FM-Cass. — 1 pr. Jensen co axles — 1 pr.

Pioneer TS100'$-exc. cond., tel. 6-7150.

AUTO FOR SALE

72 VW sqbk.. gd bdy./int., beblt. eng..

for more info call 546 3339. ask $1200.

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave Cr O.L. Disco Inc. provides

sound, lights & DJ for your parties - disco,

rock & oldies. The best at affordable prices.

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567-1715.

Hottest band around! "Snnooth Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John, 546-4646.

FOR RENT

6.0 cu. ft. fridge. Plenty of room!
$40/semester b deposit call: Dana,
256 6662.

Roommate wanted to share 2 br.

townhouse on br, $115 + util., avail. 3/1,

6653282.

Looking for a great place to live? We've
got it! Marvelous home-cooked nneals, kit-

chen, laundry facilities— all cheaper than

the dorms! Three minute walk to campus.
Interested women call 253-9066 or

545^X)46.

Stuck for a truck to nr>ove your stuff?

Ctieck out the best price in town.

Dandelion Trucking, 584-79321

Rossignol skis. 175cm., WISalonDon 444

bindings; Lange t)oots sz. 11, 253-9469.

4 sale, k>ox spring €r mattress, $65 or BO,
549 5443, Donna or Scott, never
used — r>ew.

Refrigerator-5 cu. ft., call 253-3646.

VW 96 bug, parts exc. trs, bat. 549-1195.

Must sacrifice like-n^iw skis, Rossignol

K25 h Hexel comps. with quality bindings

& Doles, $95 $125/set. 549 6829.

Skis 4 sale. Head 320 6'1" new Besser bin-

dings, Trappeur boots, 9Vi 2 sets poles,

$125, Bill, 665 7527, after 9 p.m.

For sale— wonf>en's leather coat, size 9-10,

$110 or BO, call 549 6405, please!!!

HELP WANTED
~

Houseboys wanted. Sorority near cam-
pus seeks houset>oys for luncfi and dinner

kitchen work, in exchange for meals. Can
get exemption from university meal plan!

Call Mary Ellen at 253 9215.

Want a job with good pay, flexible hours,

and freedom to be your own t)oss? If you're

a self-starter, you'll enjoy selling a reference

directory to medical personnel in your area.

A car is essential. Call Beth at (617)

261-8787.

Men! WomenI Jobs on cruiseships,

freighters. No exp>erience. High payl See
. Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So. America.

Ca. summer! Career. Send $3.85 for info to

Seaworld, BB Box 61035, Sact. Ca. 95860 .

Part time jobs: excellent pay...work*
wfienever you have time...no obligation.

Write: Sunchoice, Box 530, State College,

Pa. 16801...and start earning next week.
Please enclose 25c handling charge.

Full-time internships in Community Men-
tal Health available for spring semester at

Maple House, an adult psychiatric transi-

tional residence. Responsibilities will in-

clude: instruction in basic independent liv-

ing skills, case management, informal

counseling, etc. Stipend of $50 per week,
supervision, and credit available. Send
resume to: Maple House, 450 Maple St.,

Holyoke. Ma. 01040.

Sales management trainee, salary to

$15,000 plus commission. Contact Tom
Branchini, 785-1331. Seniors & alumni On-

ly^

Looking for 4 people to do kitchen work.

10% hours/wk. Good home-style food, get

meal book refunded! Uniforms. Social

benefits at UMass frat, call Jim, 545-0211.

PERSONALS

•••••Back by popular demand!*»^^»
Puddlejumpers in a special one-day return

engagenr>ent. This will be your only ctiance

to get last Christnrias' biggest item. So
come on down to the Campus Center. Fri-

day! Be there! Aloha!

Men! —Women! Jobs on ships! American.
Foreign. No experience required. Excellent

pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job or

career. Send $3 for information. Seafax,

Dept. G 11 Box 2049, Port Angeles,

Washington 98362.

Dorms, frats, sororities! T-shirts silk

screened. Fast work, good rates, 256-0478.

inDaytona Beach,
Daytona, all inclsu.

spend spr. brk.

Joe, 253-2259.

Practlcum: Spring Semester. Earn 4-6

credits working in after school day care on
campus. For more info call Nancy Ross at

549-6170, morning and evening.

WANTED

INSTRUCTION

Exper. handyman
549-6478.

for bidg. maint.

FOR SALE

Stereo for sale, $75, priced to sell quick,

gd. sound, more info call Joe, 549-5911.

Portable B Cr W TV, Sanyo FM cassette

car stereo. Head Killy skis, lx)Ots, bindings;

all items priced for quick sale. Mike,

369 4979.

Seeking persons 18-36 for 2-3 hrs. color

vision testing, especially persons with color

vision deficiencies, $2.50/hr. Call Ms.

Greenbaum, Mt. Holyoke Coll., 586-3100

X2086 for appointment.

Housepersons wanted at Pi Kappa

Alpha, free home-cooked meals, call Al or

Shawn at 545-0042 or 545-2150.

Once again Amherst's finest eating

establishment is .looking for kitchen

help - need money?, .^opc^. fopd^ call

253-9230, ask for Joel or Gary, DeltaChi.

Guitar lessons— Jim Kimball, fornierly

with the Bricker Band, has openings for

new students. 549-5458.

LOST AND FOUND
~

Lost F cat, Puffton, Jan. 17, black &
orange-green eyes, white collar, reward,

call 253-5950, until 11 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS

Christian bible study every Monday even-

ing at 7:30 in Webster Hall, Room 513.

Earn $500/$1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope,

JG8!ti%^3tSSrB6tf^3.*C0tW^, Md. 01W6. •

Wanted, piano lessons — willing to

negotiate rates. Please call Andrea,
546-3341 , keep trying or leave message.

Wanted, keyboards to guitarist to form
part-time on campus band, Steve,
546-4978.

WANTED TO RENT

Small sorority near campus seeks any
boarders for this semester. Good at-

mosphere, 21 meals/wk., open kitchen,

quiet study. Call Mary Ellen at 253 9215.

Female UMass undergrad needs room in

house or apt. in Amherst or near bus route.

Can move immed. Call eves. Bartiara,

549-0250.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$»»»»$»$$$$$$$»»M

Wfio doesn't need $? Financial aid pro-

vides just that; learn how the financial aid

system works! I'll help you do that and
more" Call 545-3984 on campus, 549-5997
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Sports Notices

INTRAMURALS Forfeit fees for volleyball can be picked up at the Intramural Of
fice, 215 Boyden, from 8:30-4 30. You must see Mrs. Laramtefor the fees.

INTRAMURAL SQUASH ENTRIES are due February 6. Health forma are required.
D
INTRAMURALS There will be a recreation supervisors meeting on Thursday,
February 1 at 8:00 p.m. in Boyden 251

.

WATER POLO AB members of the water polo club are urged to attend an
organizational meeting tonight in room 911 of the Campus Center. This includes
women's swim team members interested in playing.

VOLLEYBALL -The UMaas men's volleyball team will have its first home meet of
tfw iliion againet West Po<nt on Sunday. February 4 at 10:00 a.m. in NOPE.

WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE SOFTBALL There will be an organizational
meeting on Monday, Febmary 5 at 7 00 p m at NOPE, Room 22 for «r persons in-

terested in trying out for the Intercoltegtate Softball Team. If you canrxn attend the
meeting, pleaae contact Coach Chet Gladchuk at 224 Boyden or call 54S^2338.

GENERAL P.E. CLASSES WILL BEGIN ON FEBRUARY 6.

Sports Calendar

., .
YESTERDAY'S RESULTSMen a basketball vs. Rutgers

Wonrien'a basketball vs. Srpingfeild CollegeMen s swimming at Tufts
Wornen'a swimming at Boston College
Hockey v.a. North Adama

TODAY'S GAMES
Women's basketball va. Providence 8 00 p mJV women's basketball vs. Franklin Pierce College 6:30 p.m.

TOMORROWS
Hockey at

GAMES
St. Anslem's 7:30 p.m.

LEARN

DISCO DANCING
Learn the Hustle and many more of the latest disco dances!

Just one of our 97 workshops for Sprmg 1979.

Expand your pergonal and/or career skills in a Credit Free

Workshop this spring. If you are not interested in

academic credit, we have a workshop for you*

Our 97 workshopw, under the following catagories,

begin February 26, 1979.

• LANGUAGE AND WRITING
• MUSIC
•PERSONAL GROWTH
•PHOTOGRAPHY
• PLANTS
• RED CROSS TRAINING
•TEST PREPARATION

• ARTS AND CRAFTS
• ARTS MANAGEMENT
• COMMUNITIES IN ACTION
• DANCE
• EASTWEST FOUNDATION
• FOREIGN LANGUAGE
• HEALTH AND FITNESS

Plus BARTENDING. READING IMPROVEMENT, BICYCLING.
aiMl a very special seminar on SPACE!

For more information and r«qistration tel. (413) 549-4970
Or stop by room 113 Hasbrouck on the UMass/Amherst campus

THE UNIVERSITY IS AVAILABLE TO YOU
Through the

CREDIT FREE WORKSHOP PROGRAM
Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

W« accept VISA. MASTER CHARGE, and AMERICAN EXPRESS

BkiqlfTEN Your Rooivi

Over 200 Different

POSTERS

Area's largest selection

Bedspreads-Small rugs
Dozens and Dozens of

Unusual Cards
Great Gifts-Great Prices

Open Sundays 1-5 p.m.
Open weeknights 'til 9 p.m.

MEI^CANTILE
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

SPECTACULAR
INHI XKDOF
S\VI\(,S

F ITS M I
•

SHORT STYII
DOWN lAC Kf TS

l()N(, STYI \

DOWN lAC Kl TS

MOINTMN
C lOTH
lAC Kf TS

NYl ON
lAC Kf TS

INISI \
JAC KFTS

A// \>U Hl( VN

MM)}

\\ I

DOWN HI I I D

ALLDOWN
FILLED JACKET

SALE!
SUPERSAVINGS
YOUR CHOICE OF
A^fY AMERICAN

MADE DOWN FILLED
JACKET

IN OUR STORE!

Valuw From »g5.00 to $105.00

...ALSO DOWN filled'

VESTS S^*u«GE '19^
VahMs to t35.00 .

TOMtFT
THF DriMAND
Tor down
JACKHS

I MIHI ( I ns| < >l I

I >VI Ks I. « K 1 i(

\M» Kit \N VI MK
M U M I |)« >UN
Ml I M> IA( Kl [s

I Hi )M \ U< >Ki I)

I \M( »l ^ M \M I M

m C ADSL
< 'I IHIs sl'l I lAI

I AM AS III

sAV.IN(,s c

SHOPTARIY
V^HII I sM M IK »\S
\H\ HI si

MOREDOWN
SAVINGS...

1/3 OFF ALL
DOWN FILLED

GLOVES & MITTS

LEATHER
PALMS
Reg. $12.00 7 And

up

... ADDITIONAL 20% OFF

AMERICANA SYSTEM
SKI PACKAGE

Includes

SKIS •BOOTS •BINDINGS
POLES

20% OFF
OUR ALREADY
EVERYDAY

LOW LOW PRICES

RUNNING BOSTON?
ITS TIME TO

GET IN SHAPE!!!
B( )Sr()N IS JUST AKOlJNDTHi: CORN! R FOR
n\\ sr RI( )l IS RUNNKR AND NOW IS THf: TIME.

TO BRI AK IN A NF.W PAIR OF RUNNING SHOFIS. WE
CARRY ONI V ^T^F WORLD'S FINEST RUNNING SHOES

AND ACCESSORIES.

.w .."1-.

-"•T^ihW* v.V%V"^>. s-\V*.^
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SELF
DEFENSE
And Dody
Mov*m*nt
ond Ex#rcis*

Bangs Community Centar
Boltwood Walk, Amherst

Mon , Feb 5. 6- 7 p m
lei#y MevMiwAt

{yoga. Taichi exercise!

Mon . Fab S. 7 8 p m

Classes go for S Mornlay
nights. 115 for each, l2Sfor

both

T««y nun. Ii«9. Modi
UH. U.S. iwdo AtMCtotlon
CoN aSd-MM to* Into

\ ssSQiiSie
Noflh.irrplon

Only Aroa Showing
NOW Ends Tuesday

at 7:1Sand 9 00

giri
friends

-A
stunning
•ucccsa."
L.A Time*

Mil. •» 1 MMiM «k*dl

>hirrin$i MrUnn- Miivriin

Icemen continue slide;

fall to North Adams, 6 - 4
By JONA THAN HAMIL TON
Collegian Staff

The Minuteman hockey team continued their losing ways, dropping a 6-4 decision to

North Adams State College in a rare afternoon contest in Orr Rink at Amherst College.

NASC tallied five times in the first two periods before UMass could answer back with a

four-goal flurry in the final stanza. Jim Harrison and Dave Lewis led the way for North

Adams, notching two goals apiece.

In the first period NASC struck early, with Harrison connecting on a pretty feed from

Lewis. Harrison took the pass just inside the blueline and fired a wristshot past the

stickside of g'^alie Jeff Moore. The rest of the period remained scoreless due in large

part to NASC's goalie Karl Anderson, who made a brillant save on UMass' Barry

Milan's breakaway attempt.

In the second period NASC scored four times. Harrison at 4:10, Oave Keating at

11:13, Ben Johnston at 13: 12 and Lewis 18:12. UMass continued to play ragged

through the first two periods allowing NASC many scoring opportunities. Some chippy

play broke out on both sides as both teams tempers flared.

Perhaps the chippiness fired up the Minutemen, for they answered back with four

goals from the sticks of Kenny Richard, Mark Giordani, Mark Ferragamo and John
Reidy. However, it was too little too late as NASC walked away with its seventh win

against eight setbacks. The Minuteman record now stands at 1 -8. Jeff Moore made 20

saves, while his counterpart, Karl Anderson, registered 27 saves.

"We've been really depleted by injuries of late. Joe Milan, John Peters and Guy Kidd

are hurt. We were playing with make shift lines this afternoon. A lot of the younger

players are getting ice time but it's tough to lose those key players, " spoke Coach Jack

Canniff after the game.
"We're hoping to improve with our next few gannes. The layoff is terrible from the in-

tercession break. We'll regroup," added Canniff.

Injured Co-Captain Joe Milan echoed the same sentiments, but added that he sees

potential in the younger players as they get more ice time. "It should help their con-

fidence, getting the ice time. I'm hoping to get back in a week or two myself."

The other injured Co-captain John Peters who will maybe be out for the rest of the

season with a knee injury, was disappointed with the team's perfornrwnce. but ex-

pected improvement in the next few games.
UMass travels to Manchester, New Hampshire to face St. Anselms Friday night. The

following night the Minutemen host New England College at Orr rink. They hope to re-

bourKJ arxj get back on the winning track with a couple of r>eeded victofies.

Sports staff meeting
There wtN be a mand{>tory meeting for aN members of the Collegian

sports staff on Thursday. February 1 at 7D0 p.m. at the sports desk. The

meetiftf wiN doa' wHh both reporters artd layout people, and any other

imeresie« in woHiirtg on ttte staff wHI be welceme to attand.

University ot Massachusetts / Ar^herst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

LIONEL
HAMPTON
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Friday, Tebroary 9 8 piii

FINE >RTS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7. 6. 5

UMass students - $5. 4, 3 Senior citizens and

other students- $6. 5. 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.

THURSDAYS

aibrf Night
8:30 *til 10:30
Most Drinks and Beer

Collegian i?

UMass goaltender Jeff Moore (1) looks behind ttte net

for the elusive puck in yesterday's §-4 loss to North

Adams State. The loss drops UMaaa' record to 1-8. (StaH

photo by Lisa Watts)

Uf.iversitv ot Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

Tuesday, February 13 8 pm

Flhf >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. General Public $7. «, S. UMass
students - $$, 4, 3. Senior Citiiens - $7, *, S.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9-4, 545 2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

FOlg BOOZE cljHrlies

BEER
C&€ LIQUORS

THE FRIENDLIEST STORE IN TOWN

.61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FREE DEUVERY

Gforfi McNamart'i

OMIm SIim

Rock 9i4 Roll

RmImI

TrMa
Cofittth~~Gwwwtyi

II

X

lYIll

Yl_.

Ill]

IVi

tiu^'-^onf

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-85C

gootifootiSctimH
1 Pray St. Amherst, Mass. 549-5403

//////// .^/Z.*^,*.'

.

v.*
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Tufts crushes
UM swimmers

BOSTON - The Minutemen swimmers were crushed by a
very powerful squad from Tufts University here yesterday.
Coach Meiarr>ed knew the loss was inevitable but he didn't

expect such a humiliatir>g score of 88-33.

"We were only able to take or>e first of the 13 events, " stated
coach Metamed disparagingly.

"Jib " Bowers was tti« sole first place finisher for UMass. He
took the 200 yard butterfly stroke with a 2:02 1 pace
Tom Dundon finished in second place in two events, with

times of 23 2 m the SO yard freestyle and 50 5 in the 100 yard
fraastyle

The rest of the Minutemen scoring came by the way of four
individuai seconds.
The first of thtm was garnered by Tom Nowark in the 200

yard individual medley Then came LeIarKJ, Oeconnick and
Fulford in the 200 yard back stroke. 500 yard freestyle, ar>d 200
yard breast stroke.

Tufts claanad up on everythirig else Melamed could only
biama the bad showir>g on a few factors, such as lack of con
fidanca. UMaaa want m knowir^g thay ware prolMibly going to

loaa arvl didn't put out their bast pisrformanca. ar>d conse
quantly thay were beaten badly.

'Th^ is ont of ttw stronger taarwa wa mat this year and it

had to coma right after intafcaaaion." said Matomad. Reflec
tir>g a httle bit k>r>ger. Meiamed added that tfie most important
factor that hindered the Minuteman's performance was that

the team was not prepared for tfia meat (Tufts had been prac
ticirtg vary hard Of^t%t mtarcasaion), which hurt UMass' con-
fidarica, as ttwy ware not as well prepared.

Coach Malamad faais that although they nf>ight be better

prepared and morale will be high, tha laam will have a hard
time i«nprovir>g ttiair 1 -3 record because of lack of depth arxl

nnssirtg of playars.

UMias hm savan mora meets before tt>ey travel to Spr-
ii^fiald for ttw Naw England's

Five of thaaa meats are at ftoma. ttta next of wf>«ch is this

Saturday whan thay meat tf>e University of Rfxxle Island at

2.-00 m Boydan gym.

M Thursday, February 1, 1979

fiTKl it fast

in tt>e Collegian

Classifiadslll

Barnessuspended
BOSTON (AP) - Unpredictable Boston Celtics fonward

Marvin Barnes, frequently anrH}ng the missing of late, was
suspended for two games yesterday by the National Basket
ball Association team thats struggling to regroup.

The suspension through the NBA all star game break was
considered mild punishment for Barnes, who had missed prac-
tices.

Earlier in the day there was speculation in the Celtics office
that Barnes would be suspended indefinitely and possibly
placed on waivers.

Celtics President Red Auerbach took the action after
locating the temporarily missing Barnes in St. Louis and
Ofderinq him back to Boston for a showdown yesterday.

The suspension left the Celtics last in the Atlantic Division
with only eight healthy players for last night's game against

the Houston Rockets at Boston Garden.

Scuba course offers

trip to Florida Keys
How would you like to learn scuba dh/e, spend Spring

Break in the Florida Kays, and get four University
credits for it? It is happening this spring Students who
take PE 100 Basic Scuba on Monday night with Kathy
Guild will be eligible to go to Key Largo, Florida, March
18-24 enrolled in UMass Protect OEEP's Sport Diving
Course.

Basic Scuba is an introduction to scuba diving and is

worth two credits. Sport Diving picks up from there and
gives the beginr>er more advanced experience. It is also
worth two credits Together, these two courses are a
great opponunity to learn to dive and gaio invaluable
experience diving in tt>e Caribbean waters off Key
Largo.

For more ioforrrwtion, come to Curry Hicks pool on
Monday, February 6 at 700 p m arxj speak with Kathy
Guild, or call 546 233S days or 586-3448 nights.

'Neiv Course
Offering

Ceramics 280
3 cr., core C — req.

Tu Th 7-10 p.m.
Munson Annex

Enroll Immediately

#

on
On

Subscription Rat«s
USPS 333 220

Vwr

It

V SusraMM Sand c*i*ck » money orear lo Thf Omt^ C

Tha »o« r^a 0»*r CaSifii 1 m »» Woew 113 o« itta Campus Camar on itia ca>npu« of rtta UnM«r«tv o(
Taiapnona S*3B00

Swwnd ctaaa poaiaea « pma m Amhar*t. ^aaaachuaaoi 01003 rrte OUr Co0»9>sn puMwhaa Monday
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Oanskin,

leotards

SI"" OFF
OUnREGULAM

DISCOUMT FUCES

in our sportswear shop

theUN^/ERS^^SDRE

Attention All

RSO Groups!

If you have not submitted

a Semester Report or have

reason to believe that your group

has not, please contact the

Registrar of Student Organ-

izations at 5-0341 a

WILD Tops INC
"The family T-shirt store"

GRAND OPENING
Hampshire Mall

Over 1000 different T-shirt designs

Custom lettering while you wait
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itCagers
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

After the game, UMass Coach Leaman
was satisfied with his team's performance.
"The kids played very well. I thought it was
the best game we played all year," Leaman
•aid.

"Tommy Witkos and Marc Roberts
played super in the first 10 minutes and
kept the game where we wanted it. Brad
Jonson and Billy Morrison did a fine job
coming off the bench

, '

' Leaman added

.

James Bailey was named the Collegian

Player of the Game.
Net Notes: A crowd of only 1,823 people

showed up at the Civic Center last night
bringing the average Springfiekj crowd for

the three ganies played there this year to
approximately 2,000 per game which is an
embarassing figure . . . Bailey and Haymore
exchanged "alley-oop" dunks during the
course of the evening . . . Haymore played
the entire 40 minutes . . . the Minutemen
return to the Curry Hicks Cage on Saturday
might at 7:30 when they face B.B. Flenory
and the Ouquesne Dukes in an Eastern
Eight contest.

UMASS (55) -Johnson 5-1 11 WitkosO-0-
0- Roberts2 15 Morrison 3-0 6 Williams
5-3 13 Haymore 8 16 Kohlhaas 2 0-4

Stewart 0-0- TOTALS 25 5-55
RUTGERS (60)- Anderson 4-2-10
Madlinger 2-0 4 Bailey 9-3 21 Griffin 2-0-4
Strickland 3-0 6 Mc Daniel 0-3 3- Brown 4
8 Clarke 0-0 0^ Troy 1 2 4 TOTALS 25^

10^

^r W /^^^ Liquor Store

If a semester report is not

on file it will lead to your groups

funds being suspended.

^ouse
trying girls.

Tm
irresistable

So far, over 200 Groups
have not filed reports^

$P OFF ANY SHIRT
i

with this coupon j

WiLD TePS .nc
|

Hampshire Mall

: Offer expires Feb. 28

Tuborg 12 oz. cans

Miller 12 oz. cans
Miller 12 oz.NR

Molson's

Almaden
50.7 oz.

oz.

Popov Vodka
80° qts.

Paul Mason champagne
25.4 oz.

Mt. Burgundy
Mt. Claret

Mt. Chianti

1.80 six

6.90 case

6.90 case

2.50 six

9.75 case

3.49

4.99

4.99

3 cu. ft. Refrigerators Available
For Rent At Liquor Store

featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

338 iBOLLIOI ST.
AMNIRST

2S3-S384
256-8433

Not responsible for typo errors

.Collegian ts

Ginger LoGare (31) looks for someone to pass off to in last night's victory

over Springfield College. (Staff photo by Leo Fredettel

SHYER STREAK

Friday, Feb. 2
SUB;5, 7, 9, 11; $1.00

'Typinglm!cesi
iVlca From 80* a pa<«l

lauta Vrom $1.08 • page!

Bindings
[Soft Covers .... Vrom 79 •;

.Hard Covars . . Front $3.90

1

IRBStrMB • DISSERTATION • MANVSCRIP!
;OTHER PACKAGES AVAILABLE:

WliUe
Ton
Walt

84
Hour
Service

110
11-80
81-40
41-70
71- 100

101- BOO
801-1000
over 1000

gall of our work is guaranteed
'volume discounts are available^

Note: These are approximate prices-
actnal prices may be less.

Copy prices based on copies of one original,
done on SO lb. white bond.

AMSJUyULOARRXAaiB SHOPS
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Cagersfallto Knights;

record drops to 5 - 12

UMass Brad Johnson (12) drives in for a layup against Rutgers last night at
the Springfield Civic Center. (Staff photo by Leo Fredette)

iai\
N

orts
Hoopwomen rally to win
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - Clutch free throws by
Naura Supinski ar>d Sue Peters in the waning
seconds last night gave the Minutewomen a

come from behir>d 82-77 victory over Spr-

ir>gfieid College.

During the course of the ganrte the lead

changed hands countless tirr>es, with the

momentum swaying back and forth till the

last minute. The Minuteworr>en gained the

last burst scoring the final six points; chang-

ing a 76-77 deficit to the 82 77 final. Trailing

with only 49 seconds in the game Supinski

put UMass ahead to stay at 78 77. With 16

secnds left Peters assured the victory with

two more clutch free throve.

It was an esp>eciaUy hard earned win for

the Minutewomen, their season's record to

9-4. Earlier in the season they had disposed

of this same Springfield squad with ease.

But from the opening whistle this game was
a seat squirmer.

Springfield put a quick halt to any

thoughts of another rout in the OF>ening

moments when they jumped on UMass for

10 straight points while taking a 14-10 lead.

Springfield's constant full court pressure

forced UMass into many careless errors.

Midway through the half the Minutewomen
offense just couldn't get untraced, going

through a seven minute stretch scoring only

four points. At this point Springfield opened

up their widest lead at 29-20.

UMass coach Mary Ann Ozdarski was

forcad to caM upon her barKh, and it pfx>vad

to ba tha tumina point in tha ©ama. Triaha

Corcoran came on to provide 12 of her game
high 20 points in the remainder of the first

half. The 20 points (9-13 from the floor) sur-

passed her season's total ar>d it pumped
some much needed life into the UMass at-

tack. Also rallying from the bench was
Supir>ski, who combined her 15 clutch points
with a ganr>e high 9 rebounds. With the

bench supplying the points, UMass chipped
away at Springfield's lead, till with just

seconds to go Cathy O'Connell's two free

throws gave UMass the lead at the half

3837.

In the second half Ozdarski went back to

the bench, resting high scorers Sue Peters
(who eventually came on to finish with 16)

and Julie Ready. Ozdarski's faith paid off as
they began to build an 1 1 point bulge 53-42.

But Springfield warmed up their outside

shooting and went on an immediate tear,

outscoring the Minutewomen 17-1. Spr-

ingfield's Anita Thomas and Randi Zola hit-

ting from all angels finished with 14 a piece,

and were among five Indians in double
figures. Just when it had seemed UMass
could afford to coast they found themselves
in a dog fight. For the last 10 minutes it was
anybody's game, and a big break or impor-

tant call appeared and would determine the

outcome. But it was eventually the clutch

free throws that saved UMass.

•
Ozdarski was pleased with the win, but felt

the team was suffering a letdown. She prais-

ed her bench who ultimately rescued the

ganr>e. 'We'll have to play a lot better tomor

row (today) if we expect to beat

Providanca/' she actdad.

BySlEVEZACK
Collegian Staff

If first halves are to be any indication of
the entire game then this by rights should
have been a lackluster affair. But such was
not the case as UMass rebounded from a
nine point halftime deficit only to fall short
at the wire, losing to Rutgers by a score of
60 56

The early going was filled with missed
shot after missed shot, turnover after

turnover. In the first four minutes, UMass
gave the ball up five times (21 on the night)

and didn't score from the field until tfie

16:29 mark when Mark Haymore grabbed a

rebound off of a Kohlhaas miss and
deposited it into the basket to make the

score Rutgers 6 Massachusetts 3.

Trailing by eight, 15-7, the Minutemen
came to life in the next 2:51 and went on an
uncontested spree to tie up the game. The
spurt was led off with a Haymore spin and
followed by a Brad Johnson drive, an Eric

Williams bomb, and a Johnson jumper.

Ped up with watching the other team
score. Rutgers came back to life, scoring
flight straight points of their own including

a Jammin' James Bailey trademark to go
up 23 15.

On the evening Bailey bucketed 21 points
and collected 10 rebounds. 'Usually he
had two guys on him," commented
Rutgers coach Tom Young, "but tonight
he was getting a little more freedom."

The rest of the first half saw the Rutgers
lead fluctuate between six and nine with
the halftime score being 31 22 in favor of
the Scarlet Knights

Unofficially, in the first hald UMass
committed 13 turnovers, Rutgers 9. Mark
Haymore collected 9 caroms in the first

stanza and finished the evening with a
season high 17.

The second half opened with the
Minutemen going on a tear, scorir^ 10
unanswered points in the first 4:20 of the
hald to take a 32-31 advantage. The surge
staned with a Brad Johnson slammer on a
fine pass from Mark Haynruire and ended
with an Eric Williams jumpshot.

Daryl Strickland hit a jumper to put
Rutgers back up by one. This was followed
by two Minutemen hoops from Williams
and Haymore to give the Minutemen a
three point lead, their biggest of the night.

With 12:37 remaining in the game,
Rutgers' Daryl Strickland hit an off balance
fall away to put the Scarlet Knights ahead
39-38. Rutgers would never trail again but it

woukl be in for a scare or two.

Rutgers had the lead up to 1 1 on a Abdel
Anderson driving lay up increasing tf>e

score to 57-46 with 4:50 remaining. At the
2:56 mark, the Minutemen made a final

charge at the Scarlet Knights.

A Haymore offensive rebound and
basket cut the lead to 58-50. Following a
Bill Madlinger foul, a result of which was a
foul shot by Brad Johnson. James Bailey

was called for goal tending a Haymore shot
to cut the score to 58-53.

On the r>ext possmsion, Rutgers Bill

Clarke travelled with the ball to give the
Minutemen another chance The op-
portunity was a welcome one, as Mark
Roberts hit a jumper with 42 seconds left to

pull the Minuterr)en within three. 58 55 and
set the stage for the miracle comeback.

But It would not be. as Eric Williams
missed a jumper with 13 seconds
remaining. Rutgers grabbed the rebound
and tossed it down court to Bailey who
lammed it home to make the final score 60
55 in favor of the Scarlet Knights
As a result of the loss, UMass' record

drops further below the 500 mark to 5-12
while Rutgers upped its mark to 12-6.

TURN TO PAGE 19

Steve Zack

Fun and frolic

Having t>een both a coach and player of

intramural basketball, as well as a referee of

this fine brand of hooF>ery, I wish to bestow
upon you the wisdom and advice of an IM
veteran as the season gets underway.

First, one must realize that the games are

played in the Boyden gymnasium and not in

the Cage, thus putting to end all the dreams
you might have had of scoring on the same
court as Julius Erving.

You can also eliminate the thought of

hurling a 90-foot court length pass which
leads to the garrie winning bucket. Boyden
courts 80 feet long.

As for the competition, remember that the
first priority for most intramural teams is to
score a hoop, never mind winning theganie.
On most teams there are shooters and more
shooters; defense is a thought, not an ac-
tion.

To dwell on the past for a moment,
perhaps there was never as fierce a com-
petitor in intramural hoop history than Russ
Smith.

Smitty, as he was better known, is to
intramural hoop what Hie Nastase is to
tennis. He would rant, rave, pout, and shout
until his point was made to the referee, no
matter how futile and pointless it may have
been.
And if it was ever necessary to be given a

technical foul to get a point across, Smitty
would find new and conventional ways to

get the 'T,' such as yelling "Shit!!!" and
chucking the ball into the lights overhead.

Ability wise, Smitty had a shot selection

that makes LLoyd Free's long range look like

"bunnies." I suppose he thought that half-

court one-handed pump shots were the

vogue.

Back to the present. Strategy is a key to

any successful venture, including IM
basketball. Realization no. 1 comes in the

fact that you do not need five men to start a

game.
The rules state that only three players are

needed to start a game, and that players no.

4 ar>d r>o. 5, when they artiva, can ba in-

serted under standard substitution rules.

Now. you. tha coach, ara saying to yoursalf.

why should I start only three people, and
how do I conveniently hide my other players
at the start of the game?

By starting these players, your opponent,
who I am assuming has the fully allotted

number, will become used to playing against
only three players When players 4 and 5 are

inserted, the opposing team become con-
fused, thus allowing you to make a massive
offensive surge, cutting into your now thirty

point deficit accumulated when you only had
three men on tf>e court. The easiest way to

hide players 4 and 5, atong with the rest of
the bench, is to give tnem the wrong
starting tinr»e, for which they will probably kifl

you, but that's a chance you'll have to take.

But tfien, intramural hoop coaches are the
daring type. I know, I was one. To prove my
bravery just look at my record; a neat 1-4.

After losing the first four games, that fact

that I dared to show up against should be
enough. The win, by the way, was a forfeit.

Obviously my opponent was not as daring.

But one must not forget that IM coaches
are a special breed of people. They are nr>en

and women with the ability to substitute
players in the most absurd manner possible,
and often arguing with the red on matters
they know nothing about, such as how the
game is played.

The last p>osition of importance to be
recognized is that of the intramural referee.

Please remember that the refs are merely
amateurs who are out to make a little cash or

fulfill an officiating class requirement. They
are at times nervous, jumpy, and subject to

crying spells when yelled at in an unruly
manner.

But they can also be your best friend, in

which case the team the ref is friends with is

set. Above all remember this, when a ref

makes a bad call, just cross it off against one
of the team's bad plays and it will show you
that the refs have made less blunders than
your team.

Concluding, there is a competltiver>ess to

intramural hoop, but it is mainly there for fun

and frolic. So enjoy the upcoming seaaon

ar>d may each team hit double figures in tha

firatgama.

Outcast Khomeini arrives triumphant in Iran
Associated Press

TEHRAN Ayatullah Ruhollah Khomeini,

the voice from afar who rocked Iran into

ousting the shah, came home triumphant

ly from 14 years of exile Thursday.

He challenged the shaky government
and warned Americans and others he will

"cut the hands" of foreign influence over

this nation.

Pandemonium welcomed the frail, white-

t>earded hero of the anti shah revolution

back to his homeland.
More than a million ecstatic Iranians,

chanting "Allah Akhbar! " ("God is

great "I, cheered the 78 year old Moslem
patriarch as fie rode into Tehran after fly-

ing from France, ending his 14 year exile

and climaxing a year long protest that

drove Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi out

of the country.

Khomeini immediately set the stage for a
showdown with the government of Prime
Minister Shahpour Bakhtiar, and possibly

with tf>earmy.

"I am going to establish a government
with the backing ''of this ration," he told

hundreds of thousands of supporters at a

rally in the rr^in Tehran cemetery, burial

place of many "martyrs" of the bloody
antishah upheaval.

He denounced as illegal the mor^archy,
the shah endorsed Bakhtiar government
and the national Parliament. He accused
the shah of "tyranny" and vowed the
monarch and his associates will never
come back to Iran.

"There cannot be a country with two
governments, so the illegal (Bakhtiar)

government has to get out," he declared.

Khomeini wants to establish a religiously

oriented but vaguely defined Islamic
republic

.

In a radio address Wednesday night,
Bakhtiar defied Khomeini's claims to
leadership, declaring, "The government
will not permit the reins of the country to
be held by anyone except the central
government."
Khomeini damned Iran's foreign military

advisers, many of whom are American.
"Our victory can be achieved only when

the f^nds of these foreigners are shorten-
ed," he said in an airport arrival speech.
"... I thank you all and beg the Almighty
to cut the hands of foreigners."*

Bakhtiar's 27 day old government, which
has Washington's endorsement, issued no
official statements as Khomeini hopscot
ched across Tehran by helicopter and
limousine through the wildly enthusiastic

crowds. The nation's armed forces,
whose commanders have pledged to pro-
tect Bakhtiar, also kept a low profile,
even providing a military helicopter to
Khomeini.

The government television broadcast of
Khomeini's arrival stopped after only 20
minutes and a picture of the sha!i ap-
peared on the screen. The break off was
not fully explained.

At the cemetery, Khomeini had been ex-
pected to announce his plans for an
"Islamic Revolutionary Council" to lead
the nation toward an Islamic republic. But
a top Khomeini aide, Mehdi Bazargan,
told reporters Khomeini shelved the idea
in favor of undisclosed "measures" to
achieve the same result.
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'Lledtke forPresident?
'

Northampton
dishwasher set to

run.
By MICHAEL SUSSMAf^
Collegian Staff

The 1980 campaign for president of the

United States heated up this week when a

33 year old dishwasher at Northampton
State Hospital announced his candidacy for

the position.

Fred Liedtke, who says he represents the

working people of America, has filed

papers with the federal government to run

on the American Independent Party ticket.

He said yesterday this will be cheaper since

he does not have to enter the election

primaries or go to political conventions

Liedtke IS short, powerfully built and very

confident He said his chances are "fifty

fufty"" of winning

"For the last 30 years or so most
presidents haven"t been very good for the

working man,'" he said. He edded Carter

has not done a good job of making
government accessible to the common
people "'Can you go up to ftis front door

and knock on it?" he asked.

Liedtke said he will improve his platform

in the upcoming months, but he already

has strong positions cutting across

traditional, liberal and conservative lines.

On the economy, Liedtke had some good
words on Carter's proposed budget. But he

feels tf»at rrwre youth |obs should be cut,

for adults who need money from the

budget more. He also favors more defense

spending.

He said enough money is being spent on

public higher education. Liedtke said ha

would like to see more money spent on

vocational education instead, especially in

the nations penal institutions.

Frad Liadtka (Staff photo

On foreign policy. Liedtke supports
renewed relations with China but said tfie

U.S. has dealt poorly with Taiwain.

He said the U.S. should stay out of Iran

completely. However, he supports full

military intervention if Iranian Prime
Minister Bakhtiar requests it.

Liedtke feels the SALT agreement is a

disaster. "It limits our ability to defend our

country," he said. He added the U.S.

should build more guided missiles arKJ

submarines, but not more aircraft carriers

because they sink too easily.

Liedtke strongly supports the Equal
Rights Amendment. But he would deny
federal money for abortions. "It cuts down
the cfwnces they'll take if they realize tf>ey

won't get tfiese funds," he said.

by Amira Rahman)
Liedtke's platform also includes bailing

out cities, investigating the gas shortage,

expanding public transportation, im-

plementing wage and price controls, and
researching into alternative energy sources,

although he feels nuclear energy is

necessary for the near future. He also

advocates the breaking up of large cor

porations to increase competition. Liedtke

said he feels President John Kennedy was
assassinated because of his trust-busting

attempts.

Liedtke has a campaign manager and

headquarters in his hometown of Meriden,

Ct He said he will be the required age of 35

by the time the presidential elections come

up.

Liedtke added he has two more things

going for him. He and Lyndon Johnson

were born on the same day; and he will

3nly be the second bachelor in the White

House.

UMaaa atudants took advantage of tha cold waa'thar

yastarday to play ica hockay on tha campus cantar pond.
Wind and coW are forecast for tha

^••i^'^iSilTnrJl"^
chanca of snow Sunday. (Staff photo by Jim Mahonay.)

Instructors

want out

of towers
By MARK LECESSE
Collegian Staff

Instructors in tfie Classics and Rhetoric

Departments are asking to have their

classes moved out of the Graduate
Research Center because of unresoh^ed

questions of potential health hazards in

the towers, the Collegian has learned

Several members of the Classics Depart-

ment. arKJ what one staffer termed "a
sizeable number'" of teachers in the
Rhetoric Department, since the beginning

of the semester have asked the University

Calendar Scheduling Office to nx>ve them
out of the building.

The Graduate Research Towers were
closed May 19 after a large number of

women, all working in tf>e same area of

the building, reported serious health pro

blems. The towers remained closed for

seven days, and reopened after tests

ascertained the building was safe.

A report released by University officials

on Sept. 11 concluded that workers in tt^e

towers showed a significantly higher in-

cidence of menstrual and other f>ealth

problems than other workers on campus,
but did not conclude what was causir>g

these problems.
Marie Dion of the scfteduling office said

yesterday teachers "'didn't want to go in

there (the Center) until something came
out to clear up the mystery."
"I had a lot of people telling nr>e ttwy

didn't feel safe," Dion said.

Stephen A. Berard. a visiting instructor

of Latin from Berkely asked that his two
classes be moved out of the Center.
"There seems to be at least a potential

health hazard in there, if not a real one,"
he said.

Director of the University Department of

Health and Safety Donald A. Robinson
said he has not talked with teachers who
have asked to move out of the buildings.

"I am not aware of their reasons, other

than the publicity the Graduate Research
Center has received." he said.

"I can see no justifiable reason for mov-
ing. I would not recommend it," he said.

Berard. however, said. "I didn't see any
reason to take any chances."
Teachers have cited other reasons
wanting to move out of the center, in-

cluding noise problems and the location

of the buildings o.i the edge of campus,
but the potential health hazards are a
chief concern to many, according to
Dion. '

The Massachusetts Society of Pro-

fessors, the campus faculty union, recent-

ly named Arlyn Diamond of the English

Department as chair of its Graduate
Research Center committee.
Diamond said yesterday that because of

her recent appointment, she has not yet

been able to study the situation.. The
union has formally filed a grievance with

the administration asking to be kept in-

formed of the progress of the health
hazards investigation tftat is continuing.

The committee will be working for the

next two weeks and will "decide wtiether

or not the union should take further

steps," Diamotxl said.
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DIGEST
Nixon - Mitchellreunite
WASHINGTON [AP\ - Richard M. Nixon had a lengthy,

unannounced reunion this week with John Mitchell, who
served a 19-month prison term for his part in the Watergate
cover up. "They're still good fnends," said a mutual friend.

It was the first time the former president had seen his
former attorney general, law partner and campaign
manager since Mitchell was released Jan. 9 from a federal
prison camp in Alabama.

China Cokeprotested
Associated Press
ATLANTA A national organization of conservatives
headed by former New Hampshire governor Mekjnn
Thomson denounced Coca-Cola as "Teng's soda"
yesterday and called for a boycott to protest sales of the
soft drink to China
"Because th« company is willing to put profit before

patriotism, I have bought and drunk my last Coke I

hope my fellow citizens will make the same resolve,"

Thomson said.

Thomson, chairman of The Conservative Caucus, said

the group opposes tf>e firm's recent agreement to bottle

arHJ sell Coke to China
Demonstrators, several wearing American Party but-

torw, carried placards saying, "Does Coke Add Life To
60,000.000 Chinese? ' and "The Conservative Cauois
Says ShamR On Coke and C.nn^ "

Brooke ruled Improper'
WASHINGTON \AP\ Former Sen Edward W Brooke,

R Mass
, was called before the Senate Ethics Comminee

VMterday amid reports that the panel's staff has concluded
that he acted improperly duhng divorce proceedings last

year.

Although Brooke was defeated in last November's
election, he has ir^sisted that the comminee complete its

investigation into the handlino of his fir^ancial aff»"^«!

Soviets question policy
MOSCOW (AP) - The official Soviet r>ews agency Tass

urged the Carter administration yesterday to clarify the
U.S. stance toward ami-Soviet staterrtents made by
Chinese Vice Prerr,ier Teng Hsaio-ping during his visit to
Washington.

Tass said Teng s just completed stay in the American
capital was punctuated by "a whole series of speeches and
statements containing slander against the Soviet Union
and its policy."
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W««rir>o • smila »n^ • Pardon Ma t-shirt, Patty Hearst, with h«r fiartc* Barnard
Shaw, yasterday talked to news paopla outsida har mothar's home in

Hillsborough. Calif, after she was fraad from a fadaral priaon. The hairaaa-
turnad-bankrobbar had her savan year santanca commutad by Praaidant
Carter Monday. Haarat said she plana to take a k>ng vacation but rafuaad to
say whara.

Technology blankets the cold for Teng
By harry F ROSEN
THAL
Associated Press

ATLANTA - Chineae

Vice Premier Ter>g Hsiao

ping traded Washington
and the rigors of statecraft

for the frigid south yester

day to see first -harnj the

American technology he

covets for China's catch-up

race with today's world.

Teng walked toward a

small welcoming crowd at

an airport outside Atlanta

and shook hands in the

style of an American politi-

cian on a campaign.
"I am sure that our visit in

\tlanta will leave us with

fine memories and that we
will learn a lot from you,"
Teng said in a brief reply to

Georgia Gov. George
Busbee's welcoming ad-

dress.
In remarks that had been

prepared in advance, Teng
thianked Busbee for giving

him the key to the city. But
there was no presentation

arKJ the paragraph was
deleted when Teng
delivered his speech.

Jwig, who wants Chir>a

to become modern by the

year 2000, was to get his

first look at an American
plant. Arripog those on the

list to accompany him were
Henry Ford II. chairman of

the Ford Motor Co.. and

Douglas Fraser, head of the

United Auto Workers.

About GO demonstrators

stood in 23-dagree cold out-

side ttw hotel when Teng
and his party arrivad.
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still do to land one!
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Want to sper>d this sumnrwr SAILING the Canb
bean? The Pacific? Europe? Cruising other parts of

the world aboard sailing or power yachts? Boat

owners need crews' For tree information, send a 15c

stamp to Xanadu, 6833 So. Gessr>er, Suite 661,

Houston, TX. 77036.

MADRAS SALE
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''THE CULTS-
a personal p«rsp«ctiv«"

Former members of cults will be

speaking of their experiences

Sunday, February 4
11 a.m. in the

Commonwealth Room
Fee for food only

Sponsored by B.B. Hillel
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Arson probe continues;
Pierpont refutes image
ByDOROTHY A. CLARK and
CAROL ROSENBERG
CoUegian Staff

Evidence crucial to the investigation of
Monday morning's attempted homicide by
arson of Pierpont Head of Residence
Thonr>as Whitford will not be examined
until sometinr>e next week, according to a
chemistry laboratory spokesperson from
State police headquarters in Boston.

Meanwhile, many of the 300 Pierpont
restdenu expressed concern about their
nriedia image at a dormitory meeting last
evening At the meeting Southwest
Master Director Ja^mes H. Mattack In-

troduced senior staff member Lloyd
Adalist, who has been assigned to Pier-

pont during Whitford's absence on an
•ight hour daily basis, beginnirtg Sunday.
Laboratory spokesperson Frank

Hankyard yesterday said a package of
crirmrial eviderKe to tie examined by state
police has remained unopened since
UMass' Sgt Philip A. Cavanaugh
dalivared the material Tuesday.
Cavanaugh, who describe<j the investiga-

!• "active," would nox comment on

its progress or say how many, if any,
students had been questioned by his
department.
Pierpont resident Assistant Maggie Car-

son, speaking on behalf of the student
staff of the dormitory, yesterday said she
was alarmed at the reputation Pierpont
has on and off campus.
"It is no longer one of the major drug

centers, and that is mostly attributed to
Tom ar>d his work in the dorm," she said.
"If kids were to walk through this dorm
they would not think it was any different
than any otfwr."
Carson said 60 percent of the dormitory

residents were riew this year and that
Whitford had encouraged a lot of policing
by students to decrease incoming traffic,

looking for drugs
"A lot of people think we're drug

addicts -radicals, " she continued, "I think
you'll find we're really conservative-
politically that is " She said the residents
were very concerned about social issues.
Carson said there is an unfounded mysti-
que associated with the dormitory
throughout the campus. "When people
moved into this dorm they inherited tt>e

history of Pierpont." she said.

UiVI dormitory security

switches hands again
ByLEOPELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

The UMass Department of Public Safety
has once again been assigr>ed to run the
dormitory system in an effort to curb
dorm vandalism and quiet increasing stu-

dent dissatisfaction with dorm security.

But the change, which is being gradually
phased in this semester, won't cost stu-

dent security worker^ their jobs nor will it

mean students will find policemen sta-

tioned inside dormitories according to
UMass officials

"People who are doing the job are going
to remain," said Gerald O'Neil. acting

director of Put)lic Safety. "They're rKM
beir>g kicked out. That's rH>t our intent."

The intent of the move, according to

O'Netl and officials from the Community
Development Center &tt>e agerKy cur-

rently running the securtiy program), is to

put the problem of security back into the

hands of people who are trair>ed to solve

it.

"What we have now is not as effective

as it should be," said Kenneth Burnham,
tf>e center's coordinator of finance and
special projects. "If it's going to be ad-

ministered right, it should be administered

by department professionals trained to

handle ft."

The decision to make the switch was
finalized over intersession, O'Neil said,

after meetings between officials from
Public Safety, the Community Develop-

ment Center, and the Office of Residential

Resource Management. But he said he
first made the proposal following a i»//

survey by the Student Affairs RFesearch
and Evaluation Office that showed
students were unhappy with dorm securi-

ty

The idea is to "tighten up" the present

program, according to James Fitzgerald,

the Public Safety officer assigned to head
the new system.

"We've had different buikjinqs doing dif-

ferent things and answering to different
departments for a long tim, " he said.
"This way, they will all be channeled into

one."

Under tfie new program, expected to be
totally operational by the end of the
semester, security personnel will t>e work-
ing for the Public Safety Department and
not for the dorms. If student workers
don't do their job. they will be replaced
with otf>er students. Fitzgerald said.

He said the new system will "bend" to

the security systems of the individual
dorms and not try to standardize a securi-

ty procedure. Currently, the Community
Devekipment center is still in charge of
the security program. Burnham said, but
by the en6 of the semester the Public

Safety Department should have "the
whole ball of wax."

The key to the switch was Residential

Resource Management's decision to
underwrite the new program for $60,000-
money from the agency's dorm damage
fund. Since the project is in the organiza-
tional stages still, there is no cost
estimate.

"It's an opportunity cost anyway you
look at it," said agency director Rotiert L.

Campbell. "But if the new security
system is as good as it should be, it

should cut down on dantage costs."

Public batety used to run dorm security

until 1972, O'Neil said, but because of

"the times' (student unrest with police),

the assignment was switched. He said the

main goal of the department's program is

to protect the safety of the students.

"I don't guarantee anything earthshak-

Ing, " he said, "but we're going to try to

cut down on some of the problems."

cftHrlies

UMms grachiata Lt. Susan Ingalte is one of the first woman comn>arKl«rs of a
Coast Guard vessel. She is currently off the coast of the Northeaatem United
States. (AP Laserphoto.)

UM woman graduate
takes command of ship
ByFRANBASCHE
Collegian Staff

A 1975 UMass graduate from Longmeadow will become one of tf>e first women to
corrvnand a Coast Guard vessel, it was announced earlier this week.

Lt. j.g. Susan Ingalls is expected to take over the 95-foot cuner Cape Current at Port
Everglades, Fla. in June.
The first woman commander will be Lt. j.g. Beverly Kelly who will take comrrwnd

over tf>e Cape Newagen in April.

Ingalls' mother said her 25^ year old daughter, who majored in fish biology, had an
internship at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute while she attended UMass. She
said her daughter entered the Coast Guard officer's candidate school at Yorktown, Va.
where she was commissioned as a lieutenant junior grade in December of 1975.

Ingalls' brother William is a UMass sophomore majoring in accounting and her sister
Debra graduated from UMass last May.

Bill Ingalls said his sister last month wrote the family a letter while she was patroiir>g
around Cuba on the Cuner Gallatin to tell them about her appointment.
He said his sister always wanted to be in the Coast Guard. "I'm happy for her -she's

doing what she wants to do," he said.

Proposed dome a

question of viability
By JULIEEAGLE y

Collegian Staff

A decision on the proposel of an $8

million dome to be built over Alumni
Stadium is "a long way down the road,"

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery said last

night.

The decision on the project, instituted by

David C. Bischoff, dean of the Physical

Education Department, rests on whether
the University Board of Trustees views the

dome-enclosed stadium "as a viable

facility," Bromery said.

Bischoff's proposal, last fall termed
feasible by Geiger Berger Consultant
Engineers of New York City, would include

both hockey and basketball facilities en-

closed under a fiberglass roof on the
football field's 50 yard line. Seating
capacity would involve jhe 17,500 seats

already in the stadium in addition to 3,000

new seats for hockey and 7,500 for

basketball.

Bischoff presented details of his proposal

Jan. 24 at a meeting of the trustees' Joint

Committee on Student Affairs and Building

and Grounds.
The trustees, who were perturbed that

they read about Bischoff's proposal in the

press before being contacted, wanted to

know of the $8 million plan "was the best

solution" to improve upon UMass' Athletic

facilities, Bischoff said.

Haskell Kassler, Chair of the Buildings

and Grounds Committee, said he opposes
Bischoff's plan because of the cost in-

volved. He said he is interested in less

expensive facilities, such as a new skating

rink and basketball building with "a rrK>re

modest numt}er of seats."

"I was (also) upset as an individual

trustee that an $11, 000 expenditure (for the

feasability study) had been made in regard

to a proposed building costing $8 million

without ever touching bases with the
trustees, sassier said.

Bischoff said he told Bromery at>out "his

unique proposal," and the chancellor
approved financing the feasbility study

using revenue the football team earned

from televised games last year. "It was
unfortunate" that the dome proposal
appeared in the press before the trustees

learned of it, Bromery said. He said he
discussed the dome last tali with interim

President Franklin K. Patterson and former

Buildings and Ground Chair Robert J.

Spitler. But when Bromery learned David

C. Knapp would replace Patterson, he

wanted to wait until "Knapp came on
board" before announcing the proposal

publicly. Meanwhile the plan "leaked out"

to the press. Bromery said.

Bromery said there are three possibilities

for funding Bischoff's proposal: state

funding, in which the Massachusetts
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Blackhistoryandculture:

Renaissance orregression
The history of Black Americans has been

greatly distorted and denied as being a valid

field of study This distortion and denial of

black history was the result of a very brutal

and repressive campaign waged by the
American government which continues to

this very day Some of these repressive

acts involve the institution of slavery in

which millions of blacks were killed on the

way to America ID organized legal lyn

chings (21 legislation which denied blacks

the right to vote (3) the rape of our women
by the insar>e white slave masters Some of

these crimes of a psychological and
physical nature have continued to this very

day. We saw in with the Assassinations of

ou. {^«at leaders of tfw 1960's. with the

fsemergence of tf^ Ku Klux Klan, with the
high level of black unemployment arnl with

situations like South Boston, Crown
Heights. Brooklyn and Topek) Mississippi.

At tf>e University ^7 Massachusetts in

Amherst we find similar trends such as the

lack of Black faculty, the cutback in Black
Student enrollment and financial aid, the

imprisonment of Cramen Gethars and the

murder of Sita Rampersad.
These atrocities against the Black

community have been met with orgarM/ed
rasisidnce. such as the slave revolts led by
Nat Turner and Denmark Vessey. the
Underground railroad led by Harriet

Tubman, the Abolitionist Movement ted by
Fredrick Douglas, the Reconstruction
Movement continuing through the black

protest nw^err.bnts of the 1900's lad by
WEB DuBots, Marcus Garyey. Malcolm
X. and Martm Luther King.

In ttie ISeO's students at the University of

Massachueetts revolted challer>ging this

UrWversity to change its racist policies

which at that time had only 40 Black
students, rx> black curriculum, lees than 10

Week faculty and no black admiTMStrators.

itock students physically occupied the
buildirtg rww known as the New Africa

House establishing it as the black cultural

center, thev occupied Whitmore
'•••nandino such tttir>gs as

iTKreased black student enrollments, more
black faculty and staff, an Afro African
Studies Department and more social
awareness programs for white students. As
a result of this protest F>eriod much of
which was accomplished, such as the
establishment of the DuBois Department of
Afro American Studies, the survival of the
CCEBS program and the appointment of

more t}lack faculty ar>d staff One of the
results of the movement was the ap
pointments of Dr Bromery as a special
Assistant to the Chancellor and sub-
sequently as Chancellor We suffer no
iHusion however recognizing that much of
what we gamed 10 years ago is rKMv beir>g

systematically taken away iust as the gains
of blacks during reconstruction was taken
away

This being the first generation of black
coNege students that have been able to
walk into college without a fight at the
door, now have a responsibility to the
communities that they came out of. Much
of this generation knows very little of the
history of the 1960's and the heroic
struggles waged there in or of the battles

that are riow before us
it IS for this reason that the month of

February has been declared Black History
month nationally, it is important that we
regain our sense of history recognizing that

our future as a people arnj a r>at!on is

deper>dent upon our urnlerstanding of

history

Although tliere are many events pteiined
for this month it should not be loofci*d upon
as a month of mere celebration. It should
be a month that Macfc studsnis reaffirm
tfiev commitment to ttrugi^. chiienginy
ih« Ur>iversity to and itii raost poicles once
agam

Black History wn6 Culture-Rene*

or Regreaeion has been selected

tt>eme for this rTx>nth Hope to aee you al

at tomorrow s opening ac tivities M 7:30 in

Africa House ^
Stanley KInard

-Announcements
'Lady Sings the Blues'
Lady Sir>gs the Blues will be showir>g at

Mahar Auditonum. Friday. Fetxuary 2.

There wiN be two showings 7:00 end 10:00

• •1.00.

WFCR presents "Images
As part of Black History Month WFCR

wiM present "Images," heard Tuesdays at

1:00 and 10:30 p.m., will present four

specials starling February 6 with "An Even-

ing with Fredrick Douglas."

In several series of programa ttie

historical and cultural heritage of Macfc
Americans, as weN as some observations
on the current black experiences in Africa.

wiN be examined through documentary,
musical and dramatic means.

WEBD meeting
WEBD the radio station located in the

New Africa House wiN be holding an
organizational meetir>g Monday, February 5
at 7 p.m in room 315. Anyor>e interested in

broadcasting or any other facets of radio

journalism should attend.

Black History month wil officially open Saturday, February 3, with a special

Keyrnne addraaa by PlaytheM Benjamin, "A Comment on the State of thm

Race." This address ««• concern many pertinent issues facing Blacks in

American Society today.

Ptayttwl Beniamin ¥was one of the founders of ttw WEB DuBois Depart-

mem of Afro-American Studies. He is remembered for a three hour preaenta -

tion before UMav's ftiatory department wfw wee then at wrfiita. male and
elitist The history depertmem at tf>e time questioned Black h^ory as a

legitimate fiekj of studies. They were also questioning the capability of Blacks

then teachirtg at thm University. At tfie conckision of Benjamin's preaentation

tttey were aM silenced.
Ha also participated in the controversial Bakke debete tfiat took place last

yeer. Those who heve seen him wW attest to his briNarKe as a speaker and as

one of America's foremoet ciitics.

Men andwomen ofancientAfrica

Hannibal of Carthage

Noted South African pianist Hotep C-c" Bernard will be performing a

solo piano conci»rt at the Gerald Penny IVIemorial Black Cultural Center

at -nherstCbflege tonight^« p.m. »-x".

Hannibal of Carthaga

Fatt>er of Military Strategy

(247 183 B C.)

Hannibal has the reputation of being tf>e

greatest nf>ilitary leeder anA strategist of all

time Napoleon, after selecting the seven

supreme military genioaes of the world,

ranked him as the first in daring. "And this

Hannibal," f>e said, "The nrK>st audacious

of all; the most astonishir>g, perhaps; so

bold, so sure, so great in everything; who,

at twenty-six conceived what is hardly con

ceivable, executed what one n^ay truly call

the impossible
"

Nap>oleon had also crossed the Alps, but

by an easier route, and under much more
favorable circumstances.

Hannibal was born in 247 B.C., when
Carthage, then the greatest rr>aritime

power, was beginning to decline. The Car-

thaginians were the descendants of the

Phoenicians, a Negroid people, who were

great merchants. They traded with India,

the peoples of the Mediterranean, and the

Scilly Isles Carthage was founded by them

as a central base for this commerce.
The Phoenicians, like nxist commercial

p>eoples, were not warriors. Their immense
wealth and their luxurious manner of living

had rendered them still softer. It was in

evitable that they should inspire plunder in

the heart of their powerful neighbor, Rome,
which was less than a hundred miles across

the Mediterranean.

Rome, then in the prime of her youth,

had concentrated on military power. Her

fleet also dominated the Mediterranean.

Now reaching out for world supremacy,

she demanded Sicily from Carthage as an

appetizer. When Carthage refused, the first

Punic War followed, in which Carthage lost

Corsica and Sardinia to Rome.
Carthage forgot her defeat and con-

tinued her commerce. But there was one

citizen to whom it was as gall: Hamilcar

Barca-the Lightning. Determined on

revenge, he aroused his lethargic fellow

citizens with his oratory and raised a large

force. Attacking tf>e Ronrwns, he won a

series of brilliant victories on land and sea.

Then he decided to exteri4»Carthaginian

power ir>to Sqmn. Aboutl to. leaire. he

sacrificed to the gods AnrK)r>g those stan-

ding at tf>e altar was his son Hannibal, wfK)

though only r>ine years oM had ttie spirit of

a conqueror. For years past he had been

imitating in play the battles in which his

father had slain tf>e Ronr>dr». Now he

thought himself old enough to go to war.

Throwing his arms about his father's neck,

he begged to be taken along.

Seventeen years later Hannibal succeed-

ed to supreme commarKJ of the peninsula.

He defeated all the tribes until only one re-

mained -the Sagentum. The latter were

allies of Rome and to attack them nr>eant

war with her. But Hannibal, true to his

vow, did not hesitate, and after an eight

month's siege and a bloody battle, defeated

them.
Rome immediately sent her ablest

general and foremost counsellor, Fabius

the Great, to Carthage to demand the

withdrawal of Hannibal. The Carthaginians,

who had been receiving loads of plundered

treasure from Spain, refused and the se-

cond Punic War began.
Rome felt sure of victory. She was im-

pregnable. Her navy, stronger tfwn that of

Carthage, would prevent a landing

anywhere on the Italian coast. As for the

northern approaches, they were guarded

by the frozen fortress of the Alps, the

crossing of which with an army had lohg

been pronounced impossible.

When the war opened, Hannibal, who
was in the northeast of Spain, decided to

attack the Roman outpost in Gaul, and

marched toward the Pyrenees. He had

80,000 infantry, 12,000 cavalry, and 40

elephants.

When he neared France, Hannibal took

leave of his wife, a Spanish princess, and

his son. When some of his men took fright

at the prospect of the unknown journey,

Hannibal sent back 10,000 of them. Then

he marched on, defeating the tribes of

white savages, who fled in terror at the

sight of his dusky legions and his

elephants.

The series entitled "Men and Women of

Ancient Africa" will run once a week in

Black Affairs as part of Black History

month.

The local

senator
With Paul E. Tsongas as the new junior

U. S. Senator for the Bay State, Western
Massachusetts residents who sometime
feel ignored by Boston politicians should
expect improved constituency services.

The 37-year-old Democrat has hired at

least two staff members who will devote
their time to working on Western
Massachusetts activities. One of them.
Bill Bradley of Ware, will begin driving a
mobile van in March to Western
Massachusetts communities as a consti-

tuency outreach program. The other staff

member. Doug McGarrah, a former aide

to Amherst state Senator John W. Giver,

is Tsongas' economic coordinator for

Western Massachusetts.
Here at UMass, students at the Center

for International Education, which is part

of the School of Education, are expected
to be in contact with Tsongas' advisor for

African affairs, Chris Chamberlain.
Tsongas will also hold his first "town

rr>eeting" in Western Massachusetts; it's

scheduled for Feb. 17 in Springfield.

And while Tsongas appears committed
to providing good constituency services

to Western Massachusetts, there's pro-

bably few people west of Rte. 128 who
know much about him, except that he
was a two-term congressman from Lowell

who defeated Edward Brooke.
"I do not apologize for defeating Ed
Brooke," Tsongas said, during an inter-

view at his Boston office last month. But
Tsongas added he understood how
Brooke, as the only black in the U. S.

Senate, was a symbol to his race. He
also said he would use his own ex-

perience as a Peace Corps volunteer in

Ethiopia in the sixties, and Chamberlain's

assistance, to work to gain the con-
fidence of Blacks.

As a congressman, Tsongas and U. S.

Rep. Ed Markey, another Massachusetts
Derr>ocrat were key members of an in-

formal. ad hoc monitoring group on

JoeQulnlan

Southern Africa. The monitoring group,

on the House level, helped to introduce

and pass a resolution of disapproval of

South Africa, in October 1977, shortly

after the death of Steve Biko.

Now Tsongas, as a senator, appears to

be recruiting collegues in the upper
chamber to expand the group in size and
functions, to possibly monitoring activities

in Rhodesia and other countries in

Southern Africa

.

Chris Black, a reporter with the Boston
Gk>be, said Tsongas will probably nnake

: "a lot of mistakes, public relations

mistakes... not thought out..." in his first

few months as senator.

Black, as a reporter for the Lowell Sun
in the early seventies, met Tsongas when
he was a city councilor.

After he was almost defeated in his bi(l

for reelection for a second term in the

council, Tsongas ran on a reform slate

with S. Lester Ralph against two incum-

bent Middlesex County commissioners,

who were linked to graft. Black was one
of the reporters who conducted the in-

vestigation of the two incumbants.

Two years later, Tsongas defeated
Republican incumbent Paul Cronin to gain

a seat in the U. S. House of Represen-

tatives. And, at about the same tinr>e,

Black became the Washington correspon-

dent for the Sun.
Tsongas has "developed so nicely" in

his political career, Black said. He's

"always improved."
Black also compared Tsongas' career

with former Gov. Michael Dukakis. When
Tsongas began his congressional career,

Dukakis began his term in office. While

Tsongas threw a fundraiser for the former

governor in Lowell, back around 1974,

Dukakis "wouldn't lift his fingers" for

Tsongas in his campaign against Brooke

last fall. In that four year span between

1974 and 1978, Tsongas became a "very

good inside man" and Dukakis remained

the same. Black said.

Black also said Tsongas "senses the

shadow (of Kennedy) and doesn't want to

be under it."

Joe Quinlan is Editor-in-Chief of the

Collegian .'..>.

'Your column

was a rip-off'

To the Editor:

Enough! Enough/ Enough! This

campus has been suffering through an
image crises. There appears to be a need
to counter the low approval ratings of the

public that most students feel have been
unjustly measured out. Several students
felt, last semester, that the outcome of
the UMass football team's postseason
games would turn the voices of ridicule to

praise.

One more plausible way to appeal to

the public's view might be to concentrate
on publishing a first-rate newspaper. That
effort may be the job of the Collegian

editorial staff but it is the responsibility of
the student body to see that they
produce.
Anyone who read the column by

Michael Doran [Feb. 1] will have to agree
that he is only handing the campus critics

more ammunition to use against the
University. An Op-Ed page of any
newspaper is one measure of that paper's
worth. The claptrap that Doran served to

his student readership makes a sham oi

the Collegian and relegates it deeper as a
second-rate newspaper.

The UMass paper is not in competition
with the Harvard Crimson but it can
provide a valuable service as a daily news
and information source and as an image
builder.

Before the spring semester progresses

much further, the Collegian Staff should

think seriously about its responsibilities to

the campus. If more relevant "opinions"

than the likes of Doran 's cannot be found,

it would be better to leave the column
blank. Michael Doran. your column was a

rip-off and this University deserves better

representation. If you are serious about
Journalism as a career, I would not advise

you to include your most recent work in

your portfolio.

John L. McCormick
Belchertown

The Maaeechueetts DaNy CollegJan
¥¥a/comas aK httars to the aditor. may
must be signed artd inch/da tha author's

address and pfujna numdar. Organiza-

tions may submit lattars, but tftay must
induda a name and ptiona rmrnbar for

rafaranca purposes.
Lattars must ba typed, double-spaced,

at sixty spaces par Una. and rto mora than
two pages long.

Another view of

Oscar-mania
By RONALD DUFAULT
God, how I hate lines!

As this first week of the 1979 spring

semester comes to an end, 1 finally unders-

tand what people rr>ean when thev call this

University a "zoo." It's not the "Animal

House" tyfje of partying that occurs over

the course of the year, it's the madness and
frustration of running around from one end
of the campus to the other, standing in one
line after another, tryinq to pick up courses.

After five semesters of doing just this, I

decided to try to put an end to this

mayhem.
So, yesterday, I marched down to Whit-

more and demanded to see OSCAR. For

those who don't krww, OSCAR is the com-
puter in charge of scheduling, arnJ it is this

mass of integrated circuits that spits out all

those restricteds' and oversubscnbeds' on
our schedules, forcing me to do all that run-

ning around.

OSCAR was not the menacing figure I

had expected. A few lights, a few buttons,

a few assorted gadgets here and there, but

not something one would expect to be so

sadistically inclined.

Confidently, I lashed out at OSCAR, with

vicious insults such as "your storage tap>es

have tapeworms," and, "your memory
banks need some deposits." Much to my
surprise, OSCAR remained calm
throughout my barage of insults. No smoke
rising or sparks flying, just a calm, rational

voice from a speaker at the right side of the

machine offering me a chair.

As I sat down, a bit startled by it's

politeness, it explained that it had heard

that the students of this University have

been bigming nr>e for problems with their

schedules for years. "I am pleased that I

finally have a chance to clear myself of

these unjustified critisisms," it said.

Typical bureaucratical bullshit, I thought,

but I wasn't ready for it.

"If you're not screwing everything up,

then who is?" I asked. "The people who
put the forms into you can't be messing up

that much, so who is?"

Hal I had it by the nuts and bolts now, I

thought. There was no way it was going to
squirm out of this.

OSCAH explained that no one 'screws

up' as you say, but the professors in each
department fill out the cards telling me
what to do, making the restrictions regar-

ding each course."

Alas, I couldn't have been mote wrong.
This metalic beast of burden proved once
again that machine is smarter than man. In

fact, it pointed out that our complaints
should be directed at some of our fellow
humans, our professors to be specific,

rather than at the innocent and unerring
OSCAR.

Ah, the truth was all too obvious, it's the
professors who are to blame for all these
early senr>ester hassles, not OSCAR, wtK>
simply follows instructions. Like everyor>e
tells you, computers really don't make
mistakes, people do, arnf xhax fact had just

smacked me in the face.

Today, I'm going to tangle with far easier

opponents; my professors.

Ronald Dufault is a Collegian commentator

Bits and Pieces

Creeping Newsophobia: When asked
what her future plans would be, Alice

Brock of Alice's Restaurant fame replied:

"Not to grant anyrrK>re interviews."

Great Moments in Politics: Upon learning

of the Senate's vote to censure him in 1954,

the late Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy said:

"That's the most unheard of thing I ever

heard of."

Gone the way of the dinosaur: After to-

day's edition, the Boston Evening Globe

joins the Boston Record-ArT>erican, the

Boston Post, and the Boston Herald-

Traveler in the Hub's journalistic graveyard.

Official at NBC are concerned because
the Tomorrow show featuring Tom (huh-

huh-huh-huh-huh) Snyder is pulling low
ratings. Insomniacs really don't get the

credit they deserve.

With John Connally and a cast of

thousands running for the GOP presidential

nomination, it truly makes some
Republicans long for Harold Stassen.

DAN GUIDERA

ifi .: T7T ' <.r.<.
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Campuses plagued by growing violence
[gjifegimi 7

Editor's note: Tha
Associated Press recently

dsdded to survey campus
rowdyism and violence on
CoMaga campuses m New
England

By RICK HAMPSON
Associated Press

AMHERST - "Even up
'til around 1 1 o'clock it was
quiet, ar>d then. Boom!,
they started pounng in...!

couldn I believe the number
of lacerations we had to
harnJie that mght.

"

An Army medic recalling

Vietrtam? No, just UMass
Health Center orderly
Michael Hart talking about a
Saturday night on canr>pus.

UMass Police Chief
Robert Joyce had heard
there was a new wave of

rowdiness on American
campuses; it did not

prspw him for \Mhat hap
panad one weekend U»x
faM.

in tfw apace of 57 flours

h« men anaw>afad more
than 180 amarqarxry caUs
and arrested 29 people

-most of thern drunk - on
charges ranging from
larceny and assault to
disturbing the peace.

After the action died
down it was estimated the
vandals had cost UMass
and the people who pay its

bills $15,000, one tenth of

the university's vandalism
tab for all year.

"The problem is

everywhere," reported
UMass Amherst Chancellor
RarKtolph W. Bromery after

more than a dozen
telephone conversations
with colleagues around the

nation.

Most people typically ac
cuse a small minority of

students, and some also

point to lax discipline, out-

siders arKl alcohol.

Whatever tt>e cause, ran-

dom violence, a problem
big-ctty high schools have
been dealing with for years,

has suddenly moved onto
some of the nation's better

campuses
— in North Adams, a mill

community in the

What is the evolution of

O'Keefe according to Darwin?

Fire«.«h«e was the idea
... ^

A bfew with a hearty full bodied Havor ^ quaff smooth and easy

gomg down A tankatd with a head full of pf ide That is the origin

of the species OKeefe ^^ . a
Having adapted and differentiated ilsetf , O Keefe prospers and

nromerales thrfxjghout the land Hs a perfect example of the

suortval of the fittest And it s also t>w ause. It s too gorxl to gulp

OlKeefe
Ale

K'stooj^oodtogulp.

li,^ort,rf liom C*i«^ by C««ury Vnportm. tTK . rtew >*>*. NY

Uerkshires police liken state

college dormitories and stu

dent apartments to "animal
houses." Student police

tertsion p>eaked when a fake

land mine was tossed at a

police cruiser, causing tfie

officer to crash his squad
car.

- About 500 students
gathered at the University

of Nebraska one night arid

began heaving objects,

such as a vending machine,
into a bonfire. Police arrriv-

ed and fighting broke out;

17 people were arrested.
— The Dartmouth Col-

lege faculty has asked for

the closing of campus
fraternities, saying they
cause alcoholism and
mist)ehavior.

Robert Brown, a history

professor at Westfield State

College. explair>ed tt>e new
rowdyism this way:
"The '60' s saw the death

of the docthne whereby
colleges acted in loco
parentis, in pl^e of and
with the authority of

parents. Nothing has arisen

in ttie '70b to take its

place."

Also, some schools are

getting more resident
students from welfare or

working class
r>eighborfK>ods with high

crime rates and racial ten-

sions, and, in some cases.

Brown said, "violence came
with tfiem."

But even at Wellesley

College, a prestigious in-

stitution for women outside

Boston, a student dance at

Tower Court residence hall

was er>ded early one night

last fall by a fist fight

.

Scare stories are rebutted

by students, parents and
administrators who claim

reports of campus violence

are overblown. North
Adams State student Jef-

frey Couture wrote. "Thw
coNege lias been scarred by
a few journalists who
couldn't find any real r>ews

to wnte about."
A broadcast reported in

Amherst agreed: "Van
daiism has always been on
campus, even durir^ ttie

605. It just wasn't covered."
To three groups - faculty,

police and residents of

r>eighborhoods near col-

leges historical perspective
offers little solace.

Students at North Adams
State "hold chariot races

down Church Street at 2
a.m. in shopping carls," a
neighbor complained.

At Westfield State, the
issue of hooliganism was
raised in a petition signed
by atXHit half the faculty.

Brown ar>d ar>other pro
fessor told reporters that

administrators had covered
up violence on campus and
tfie teachers said college

President Robert Randolph
wrote private letters of

apology to two teacfiers

wfK) fiad t>een assaulted
and intimidated by
student.

Since then, Westfield
State has curtailed tf>e flow
of alcohol arnj visitors on
canripus.

Some administrators call

drinking the major problem.
"Alcohol IS tt>e real drug of

abuse today. ' said UMass
Dean of Students William

Field.

Much of the trouble is

caused by drunken non-
students, referred to by a

UMass spokesman as "peo-
ple who consider UMass a

good place to go for an ex-

citing weekend."

Correction

The theme of International

Women's Week, scheduled
for March, was changed
from "Violence Against
Women," as was repiorted

in yesterday's Collegian to

"Struggle and Revolution,"

Irene Richard, a coordinator

for the week said.

Richard said although
violence is a concern to

worrien arour>d tfte worid.

Third World women face

otfier problems, such as

racism tlMt white middle-

class women do not. The
new theme is meant to sym-
bolize worT>en around the

world.

SlVim STREAK
Gene Wilder ft Rickard Pryor

FRIDAY, FEB. 2

5. 7, 9, 11

SUB
$1.00

University of Massachusetts/ Arr^herst^

FINE >«TS CENTER
PRESENTS

>V-

r/-

UW
st^^g"

\H0

DON MURRAY
Sot., Feb. 3 3 pm & 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

ItiCKETS now on sale. Matin**: Qan Pwb. »'JJ
UMass students V. 4. $. Sr. Cit. »7. *. $• Ev*nm«: Oen.

I Pub. ». •, 7. UMass stwdmts »«, 7, *• Sr. Cit. M. i. •

HERMIONEGINGOLD
in

snE&snEfe
SONHPIM

Music ind l yrics by

STEPHEN SONDHEIM
dnO music t>y

Leonard Bernstein Mary Rodgers

Richard Rodgers Jule Styne

IWednesdoy, February 7 8 pm

FINE >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

I
TICKETS: Oen. Pub. M. 1. *• UMass stwtfMits - M, 5, 4. $r.

1 Cit. A other stttdeots - »7. *. S.

Fine Arts Center Box Office tA-f 9-4, 545 2511

A New England Ticketron Locations.

Engineering & Computer Science Ma)ors

WATCH FOR THE
HUGHES

RECRUITER VISITING
YOUR CAMPUS SOON.

Contact your placement office

for interview dates.

HUGHES

AN (QllAi OPrORTUNITY EMPtOYER M F

The Precision Haircut

Explained Precisely.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows. Sure, your

hair eventually grows out but it doesn t lose it s

shape with a precision haircut No more fussing,

that's what it's all about.

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14.00

whether you're a guy or a gal And no appointments

are ever necessary
Permanent waves, colonng. frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all. but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you.

J^^^^,
Comiiiaiid Pgrformaiice

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart

Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m.-10 p.m.

586-0090

Moaintaaiieeprng *2.

The Busch'label is where it

all begins. Note
the snowy,
j^ra^gy peaks

affixed
thereto.
They
aj?e

the
moun-
tains.

"T'

Ibiiare the moun
taineer. And this is

an ad The subject of
which is selecting the
proper gear for
mountaineering.
(It all fits to-

gether so nicely,

doesn't it?)
First and

foremost, you'll
need to pop the
mountain top. For
this task, faithful moun
taineers use a church
key Secular moun-
taineers use a bottle
opener. Don't be con-
fused by these antics
with semantics. Just
remember, the opener is

your primary tool. Be
true to it and it will be
tjmetoyou-

Second, choose a
glass. Here the options
become immense.
Grerman steins, hand

blown pilseners,
oldjeUyjars,

that cute
little

lurch key used by
'faithful mountaineers )

^ .Jr. Boffo mug you've
had since third grade.

Be adventurous.
Experiment. Most

miountaineers have a
personal preference. You'll

develop one too.

Food is next. Proper
mountaineering, not
to mention proper nutri-

tion, requires a smorgas-
bord selection of snacks.
Some mountaineers
have suffered from a
potato chip deficiency,

a pretzel imbalance or
other serious dietary de-

fects. Plan ahead

CJomfort is crucial. Ifyou 1
mountaineer in

public, pick
apadded
bar stool,

preferably
one that
spins
(to facili-

tate admir-
ing the

scenery). At
home, a com-

fortable chair or sofa will
do. Rule of thumb: if it

feels good, and the poUce
don't seemto mind, do it.

Then turn on the
tube or spin a tune or
crack a good book. The
choice is strictly

between you and the
dominant hemisphere
ofyour brain. Ofcourse,
some mountaineers
say the smooth, re-

freshing taste ofBusch
is entertainment enough.

rAnd thank good
^they do , because
it's an excellent
conclusion

( Comfort IS crucial

)

Don't Just reach for a beer.BUSCHHead for the mountains.

Anheuser-Busch Inc St Louis Mo
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Campus Center
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BlueWall Bar
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Fri. & Sat.

Hatch Bar

Disco
with

Disco
Eric

Top tS.Campus

To pl«c« • claMifkKl ad. drop by the

CoMtgi»n office (CC 1131 betwewi 8:46 am
and 3:46 p m Monday through Friday, or use

our handy clip and mail form found in most

aaues of the Coihgttn. Classifiad daadhne is

3:45 p.m. two days m advarica of puWtcation

data.

Collegian
Classifieds

AUTO FOR SALf

72 VW tqbk.. gd. bdy./int.. bebh. •ng..

fof more info ell 546-9g9. aik $1200.^
ENTEWTAiWMENT

"~

Di«co D«v« ff D.L. Onco Inc. providm

sound, lights & DJ for your parties- disco,

rock b oWies. The best at affordabie prices.

Cefl Pave or Bryan collect at 567-1715.

HottMt iMnd aroundl "Snrwoth SaHing";

for bookings anywhere call John, 546-46<6.

Rossignol skis, 175cm.. WISatomon 444

bir>dings; Lange boots sz. 11. 253-9469.

R«frig«nitor-5 cu. ft., cal 253-3846.

VW m bug, parts exc. trs, bat. 549-1196.

Must sacrifica like-new skis. Roaai^
K25 & Hexel corrips. with quality bindings

& poles. $95-$125/set. 54»6B29.

Skis 4 sala. Head 320 6'1" new Ouisar bin-

dir>g8. Trappeur boots, 9y4 2

125, BiM. 866^7527. after 9 p.m

Collegian classifiad rata* ara: daily, 46c per

line; five consecutive is-iues, 40c per line per

day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per line per

day Or>e line is roughly equivalent to 38

characters.

FOR RENT

For sale-women's leather coat, slie 9-10,

$110 or BO. call 549-6406. pieaaalll

One furn. room vith kitchen, priv., 2Hm
fronn campus. $115 d frtonth, 549-3764.

Roommate needed for a house in Nor-

thampton, $80 -I- , utilities, available imm.,

584-4846.

Furnished apt.. 2% rooms. AC pkg. Pool,

$250 mo., incl. utils. Amherst Motel. Rt. 9

opp. Zayre's.

ftoommate wanted to share 2 br.

townhouse on br, $115 -^ util., avail. 3/1,

866^3282.

Stuck for a truck to move your stuff?

Check out the best price in town.

Dandelion Trucking, 584-7932!

HELP WANTED

Full-time internships in Community Men-

tal Health available for spring semester at

Maple House, an adult psychiatric transi-

tior>al residence. Respons«b<lities will in-

clude: instruction in basic independent liv-

ir>g skills, case nr>anagement, informal

counseling, etc. Stipend of $50 per week,

supervision, and credit available. Send

resume to: Maple House, 460 Maple St..

Holyoke. Ma. 01040.

Looking for 4 paopla to do kitchen work.

10% hoursAwk. Good home-style food, get

meal book refundedl Unifornr^. Social

benefits at UMass frat. call Jim. 546-021

1

INSTRUCTION

Dorms, frats. aororiti«sl T-shirts silk

screened. Fast work, good rates. 256-0478 .

Daytona B«ach. sperKl spr. brk. in

Daytona, all ir>clsu., Joe, 253-2259.

Practicum: Spring Semester. Earn 4-6

credits working in after school day care on
campus. For more info call Nancy Ross at

549-6170, morning and evening.

SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Roaantlial-low coet

legal representation for UMass community.

Income tax preparation, appointrT>ent only,

253-7617.

WANTED

Third World aiHl foreign students erv

couraged to apply. We are a coHectivB

vegetarian restaurant. Applications

available on SUB kitchen door. Room 107.

Restaurant skills helpful. Accepting ap-

plications through Tuesday. February 6 ur»-

til 6:00 p.m.

Guitar lasaona—Jim Kimball, formerly

with the Bricker Band, has openings for

new students. 549-5468.

LOST

Looking for

carpet in good
586-2239.

chest of drawers,

condition. Call Alex,

Houseboys wanted. Sorority near cam-

pus seeks houseboys for lunch and dinner

kitchen work, in exchange for meato. Can

get exemption from university meal plani

Call Mary Ellen at 253-9215.

Lost— goki serpentir>e bracelet, Jan. 31.

reward, call 546-6081, sentinr>ental value.

Loat F cat, Puffton. Jan. 17, black £f

orange-green eyes, white collar, reward,

call 253-5960. untH 11 p.m.

Wanted, piano lessons— willing to

negotiate rates. Please call Andrea.

546-3341, keep trying or leave message.

Wanted, keyboards to guitarist to form

part-time on campus band. Steve,

546-4978.

WANTED TO RENT
MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE
Expar. handyman
549-6478.

for bkig. maim.

Auto ski rack. $15. call Bill. 253-5978.

$36, lot 46 pkg. stk.. nr. Chen.. $26.

549 6644.
.

Leather jacket-new-$50 -call Linda at

546-5563. Also leather women's
boots -size 9— worn only 4 times -only

$23
1986 Galaxy SOO. runs good, no rust, $500,

call 253-2193.
.^

Selling Technics receiver, less than $100,

call Mike, 6-5103, exclnt. dond.

sTereo for sala. $75, priced to sell quick,

gd. sound, nrx)re info call Joe, 549-591 1

.

Portable B h W TV, Sanyo FM cassette

car stereo. Head Killy skis, boots, bindings;

all items priced for quick sale. Mike,

Shaking parsons 18-36 for 2-3 hrs. cokx

vision testing, especially persons with color

vision defk:iencies. $2.50/hr. Call Ms.

Greenbaum. Mt. Holyoke CoH.. 586-3100

X2086 for appointment.

Christian bible study every Monday even-

ir>g at 7:30 in Webster Hall, Room 513.

Earn $eOO/$1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stanfH}ed addressed envelope.

Justus Sales. Box 112, Ludlow, Ma. 01056.

PERSONALS

Housepersons wanted at Pi Kappa

Alpha, free home cooked meals, call AI or

Shawn at 546-0042 or 546-2150.

Onca again Amherst's finest eatir>g

establishment is looking for kitchen

help -need money? Good food, call

253-9230. ask for Joel or Gary. Delta Chi.

Men! Women! Jobs on cruiseshlps.

freighters. No experience. High pay! See

Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So. America.

Ca summer! Career. Send $3.85 for infoto

, . .$—wK>dd> PB Box.61036. Sact. Ca^jMgO.

Junzo-wow, a first! Hope thetp is lots

rrwre. Love ya. Ronzo.

••••Back by popular demand!***^*
Puddlejumpers in a special one-day return

engagement. This will be your only chance

to get last Christmas' biggest item. So
come on down to the Campus Center. Fri-

day! Be there! Aloha!

Man!-Women! Jobs on ships! American.

Foreign. No experience required. Excellent

pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job or

career. Send $3 for information, Seafax,

Dept. G-11 Box 2049, Pfert Angeles.

Washington 98362.

1 bdrm. apt. on bus route in Sunderland,

tennis and pool, $190, all utils. included,

call evenings, Joel, 666-7116.

Small sorority near campus seeks any

boarders for this semester. Good at-

mosphere. 21 meals/ wk., open kitchen,

quiet study. Call Mary Ellen at 253-9215.

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COD

Summer rental Cape Cod. S. Yarmouth,

4 apts. avail., one studio, 2-2 bdrms., and 1

three bdrm. Very close to water. Fully

furn., Mem. Day to Labor Day. Prices from

$1500 to $3000 for season, call (617)

394 6323, evenings and weekends.

$$»»»$$»»»WM»M$»»»»»»»»»»$»»$»M»

Who doesn't need $7 Financial aid pro-

vides just that; learn how the financial aid

system works! I'll help you do that and

more! Call 545-3984 on campus, 549-5997

off campus, between 5 & 7 p.m.

I
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Crossword

Puzzle
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1 Price
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events
14 Brain lamina
15 Monster
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17 Bible book
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19 Uneven
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Travel
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DONT
GRADUATE

without talking to tlie

Hughes Recruiter visiting
'

your campus soon.

Contact your placement office

for interview dates.

; HUGHES ;
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THE ARK
GOD'S CHANGELESS WORD
TO THE CHANGING WORLD
EUCHARIST & STUDY

WEDNESDAYS 1:00 P.M.
NEWMAN CTR.

SUNDAYS 6:00 P.M. ARK

FR. IAN MONTGOMERY
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Mon.-Sat.
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Sports Calendar

TODAY

Hockey at St. Ansierm, 7:30.

SATURDAY

Men's basketball vs Duqueene. Home 7:30.

Women's basketball vs Brooklyn College. Home 2:30.

Men's gymnastics vs Syracuse. Home 1:00.

Wrestling vs Mass Maritime/URI. Home 7:00.

• Men's swimming vs URI. Home 2:pm.

Women's swimming vs Springfield College. Home 1 :00.

Hockey vs New England College. Horrw 8:00. ^

Men's ski team at PlynxHJth State Slalom, Waterville Valley, NH.
Women's ski team at Plymouth St. Slalom. Watervill^, Valley, NH.

SUNDAY

Men's ski team at Nonheastem Giant Slalom. Waterville Valtey. NH.

Wonr>en's ski team at Northeastern Giant Slalom, Waterviite Valley, NH

Sports Notices

INTRAMURALS Forfeit fees for Vollyball can be picked up at
the Intramural Office, 215 Boyden. from 8:30-4:30. You must see Mrs.
Laramie for the fc

"\

*Domepropose/
CONT. FROM PAGE 3
Legislature would be asked to appropriate
funds as they have for other University
buildings, e.g. the Fine Arts Center; in-

dividual contributions and grants; ar>d

student billing, in which students would
pay a fee.

Student billir>g "is way at the bottom of
my list. You'd have to look awful long and
hard before anyone accepts another
student fee,' Bromery said.

Student Senate Speaker Brian DeLima
said. "The whole issue (regarding the
dome) should be discussed through the
student body. Students having a say over
usage is a key. Our input should be
valued."

Bischoff sees his proposed facility as one

that woukj have "enormous general use for
the student population." He cited ttie

University's lack of a hockey rink, lack of
adequate locker and restrooms in all its

present sports buildings, "it's er>omrK>us
demand for intramural hockey and skating
and the inadequacy of Curry Micks Cage"
as problems which the domed facility could
alleviate.

Mike Mc Evilly, varsity football quar-
terback, said a positive decision on
Bischoff's proposal "would do nothing but
help the school." He said one fear of the
dome opponents is that people would not
attend games in the new facility. "But I.

peraonally don't think that's goir>g to come
about around here." he sakl.

INTRAMURAL SQUASH ENTRIES are due February 6. Health forms are re-

quired.

VOLEYBALL -The match between the UMass men's volleyb all team <>«id

West Point, scheduled for this Sunday, has been cancelled.

WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE SOLFTBALL There will be an organizational
meeting on Monday. Feb. 5 at 7 00 pm at NOPE, Room 22 for nJt persons in

terested in tyring out for the Intercollegiate Softball Team. If you cannot at

tend the meeting, please contact Coach Chet Gladchuk at 224 Boyden or
call 546 2338.

*

GENERAL P.E CLASSES WILL BEGIN ON FEBRUARY 6.

WANTED
WORK STUDY STUDENTS
By SCERA Resource Center and Advocacy Teams
Residential, Town, Womens, Legislative,

Tuition €r Fees
CONTACT the Student Center For Educational Research

and Advocacy
422 Student Union as soon as possible before

Thursday the 8th at 5:00 p.m.

Mel Brtxjks'

VLKZiNG
SODDLESl
*«HMrOa

SAT., FEB. 3
6:30. 8:15, 19, 11:46

$1, CCA

BREAKFAST
at

Only Arm* Showing
NOW- Ends TuMday

at 7:15 and trOO

girl

friends
-A
stunning
success. **

oeumov
7-11:30 a.m.
Mon.-Sat.

Paneakti to eggs,.,

the u>ork$

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

Amherst

LJi. TU

^tntnng Mrlanir Ma\rf>n

(Across from Hadtoy VWa08 Bam)
«.

wflRIVW
Honf% Sfyte CopkktQ

CocktaMt. Taka-Out Sarvlo*

LUNCHEON tPCCIALS
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 11 :30 a.m.'10 p.m.

Fri. « SaL - 11:30 s.m.-l s.m. Sun. « litHOmit
1 p.m.-10 pm Lunchaons 11:90 a.m.-3 p.m.

HF WANT A REAL JOB
THIS SEMESTER?

%

10 workstudy positions open to students in-
terested in helping organize a COBOfUNI-
TY SELF-RELIANCE FORUM dealing with
agriculture, economics, and energy. Skills
needed in organizing workshops, publicity,
landscaping and management. Approx-
imately 15 hours per week. Call Rick
Taupier at 549-4970. An Affirmative Ac-

jJtion/Equsd Opportunity Employer. ^^

T^ ,1 y

LAST
CALL

78 Yearbooks
will be on sale

thru Wed. Pick

up yours while

they last, from
9-3 at the

INDEX table in

the CC
Concourse.

$2

' Friday, February 2. 1979

1

Collegian
PHOTO STAFF MEETINO

Tues., Feb. 6
7:30 p.m.

Collegian office

Ne-wcomert w^elcome

.Collegian "

Valentine'sDayCards

(^y^JT/lS^ /̂/'/7^ 'ee/i/^4
Creative excellence is an American tradition,

the Va^ntine store

campus center /univ. of mass./amherst

ATTENTION!

DEPARTMENTS
AND CAMPUS

ORGANIZATIONS

The Collegian notice

policy is changing.

Beginning Monday, February 5, 1979 notices

will be published once a week on an On
Campus listings page sponsored by the RSO
office.

Deadline for notices

will be each Monday at

3:45 p.m.

I"Matmen host URI
By LOUIS SCHWECNHE/MER
CoUegian Staff

Well folks get ready for Saturday night when the UMan wrestling teann, cur-
rently hding high on an 8-2-1 record, prepares to take on the powerful Univer-
sity of Rhode Island here in what could be the biggest meet of the season.
URI' is currently ranked nuniber one in New England, while UMass is ranked

secoTKl. Also partk:ipating in the tri-meet will be fifth ranked Mass Mantime.
Coach Amato k>oks at the contest with Rhode Island as being a preliminary

to the New England Championships to be held later this nwnth. "They're
ranked number one. and we are number two," said Amato. "Whoever wins
shouM be top seed." Amato feels that his team can compete with URI,
stating. They're stror>g in the same weights that we're strong "

And strong they are! Although URI sports only a 4-4-1 record, they have fac-
ed the stiffest competition of any team in the east.
The top matches, according to Amato, shouM be in the 134, 142. and ISO

lb. weight classes.

At 134, Captain Larry Otsuka will be kx>kir>g for a return to form, while
Charlie Rigoolios^ will have his hands full with returning New Ertgland Cham-
pion Amel at 142.

Gym squads both in action
The talents of injured captain Bob

Donahue wil tie sorely missed wtien ttte

UMass men's gymnastics team entertains

42 year veteran coach Paul Romeo and the

Syracuse Orangemen at Boyden Auxiliary

Gym tomorrow ahernoon at 1 :00 p.m

.

Donahue, a iunk>r, arnJ the team's top

performer in all arour>d competition, was
hMt to a progressive shoukler injury that.

accordif>g to coach Roy Johrwon, capped
wtwn Doruhue was pfepahng for last

December's meet «vith Army, a kMtng
cause for UMass 191 202.

Syracuse, 4-2. is led by four all arouruJ

men. each of whk:h has led the team at one
time or anottter. Captain Mickey Kiefer

pacad ttw Orar>gemen against Souttwm
Conrtecticut, hitting for 9.1 on the
horizontal bar whtle totaltmg 50.90 for tna

meet.

* Swimmers
CONT. FROM PAGE 12

Somewf>at overshadowed by Drisco(|'s expkxts was a fine diving performance by

Suzy Strobd. Strobel. wtw was nursir>g a cokl, dove consistently taking third in the

required diving and placed second in tt>e optional by onfy 8 points above the third

place diver.

During the k>ng ride back to Amherst, at about 1 a.m., tt>e voice of Joan Spiedowis

rose from the back of a UMass van where she lay half asleep. "We shocked tfie shit out

of 'em, huh, John?" shesakJ.

Coach NunneHy turr>ed around, startled, and nodded with a smite

The UMass women's gymnastics team
begins its weekend this morning when it

t>oards a van destined for University Park.
Pennsylvania, where it will compete in a tri-

meet against the Penn State Nittany Lions
ar>d the IrnJiana State Sycamoree.

Easily the nr>ost challenging meat ao far

this year, the UMass Minutewoman face
last year's National and Eastern Champions
(Penn State) and a 4 1 1ndiana State Team.
UMass ranked 7th in the National

Coachaa Poi. has managed a 3^ record so
far thk season with victones over the
Univefsity of Rhode Island, West Chester,
and nx)st recently Towson State CoMaga (•

two point margin of victory).

Coach Evans said the team's mental
attitude had l>een saggir>g for ttie paM
couple of meets, but "It's improving." "It

rained a tot" over intersession. she said.

^ ^^ W /^^^ 'L\Q,\so\ Store

Tuborg 12 oz. cans

Miller 12 oz. cans
Miller 12 oz.NR

Molson's

Almaden
50.7 oz.

oz.

Mt. Burgundy
Mt. Claret

Mt. Chianti

Popov Vodka
80° qts.

Paul Mason champagne
25.4 oz.

1.80 six

6.90 case

6.90 case

2.50 six

9.75 case

3.49

4.99

4.99

3 cu. ft. Refrigerators Available

For Rent At Liquor Store

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

338 COLLIOI ST,

AMNIRST
353-5384
256-8433
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Friars upend Minutewomen
BY PATRCIK DOBBS
CoMegtan Staff

The UMass Minutewomen lost a heart
breaker before 200 people at the Cage last

night to Providence College 68 72 The loss
drops the Minuteworr>en's record to 9-5.

"Both teams played very hard, ' said
Coach Mary Anne Ozdarski. Our defense
didn't do it," she said.

The Minutewomen blew the game open
in the early going leading 22 10 with 11:50
left in the first haM, but PC caught fire, as
Kathy Dwyer arul the McCoy sisters, Mary
Anne and Madeline, burned the nets, put-
ting tt>e Lady Fnars into the lead for good
with 2:03 left in the first half, 31 30 The
haH time score was UMass 32, PC 34

The Minutewomen carr>e out sputtering
in the secorKi haH with tfw Lady Friars scor
ing SIX unanswered points, until Sue Peters
caught on fire. Peters bombed away with
two beautiful twenty feet plus set shots.
Peters tfien scored on a break away layup
artd a steal brought the Minutewomen to
vMthm one, 45-46.

The Lady Friars were not idle though,
arwl 6*2" center Mary Ellen Buchanan
•cored with short turnaround jumpers
whenever ttie Minutewomen threatened.
Buchar^n, despite scorir>g only orte hoop
m the first haN. scored three hoops in three
minutes keepir^ a three-point lead intact. A
three^pomt play by sub Gir>ger Legare with
10:58 left in the game brought the
Minute«vomen back within two 48 50

Buchanan's guns had not been silenced

ttxMigh. Oeapite tough defer^se by Ready
the big Friar scored two more jumpers giv-

ing tfie Lady Fnars a three point cushion
with 9 rrwHites to play.

Coach Ozdarski subbed frequently to find

tfte right combriation using Kathy O'Con-
nei and Sfterry Collins to spur the defense

wnA qrve tfte Minutewomen a fast team.

Coach Tim Gilbide of Provider>ce was
well aware of UMass' deadly fast break."
We knew UMass had an excellent break,

"

Gilbride said. Gilbride was worried about
Peters though "Peters can push the bait

upcourt well. She can score off the drive;

she can pass off for scores and dish off. We
played her to make sure one guard got back
to cover her."

Despite excellent defense from the PC
quintet Peters scored on bombs and
twistir>g scoop shots that left the fans
holding their heads.
With a 7 point lead with 6 minutes on the

clock PC looked like it was in control but
the explosive Minutewomen scored with
Sherry Collins leading the way with two
pretty jumpers and Sue Peters arnl Julie
Ready adding four points in tfie flurry that
eventually cut the lead to two points with
two minutes to go.
PC scored their last 8 points from the

line, using the bonus to their advantage for

6 of tfte 8 points.

The final minute was confusing to tt>e fan
with referees contradicting one arvitfter,

leading to a crucial jump between Julie
Ready and Friar Mary Casey with 31
seconds left to go. Ready won the tap. but
PC regained the ball. With three secor>ds
left Maura Supinski fouled Lynn Sheedy of
PC. Sheedy put m two clutch free throws
to put the game away.

UMass outrebourMJed the larger Friars

36 29 but the Lady Friars out scored ttte

Minutewomen in the secor>d half 40-34.

"It's very tough to play two games m a
row," Ozdarski said.

The Minutwomen received fine parlor

mances from center Julie Ready and gu^rrf

Sue Peters. Peters led all scorers for UMass
with 25 points Maura Supinaki played
strong off the boards grabbir>g 8 rebourxls
and pickir>g up loose balls in key situations.

Hoopmen return to Cage;
face league rival Dukes
By STEVEZACK
CoMegtan Staff

Hoping to snap a three game losing streak, the Minutemen return to the ftoor of tt>e

Curry Hicks Cage on Saturday night for the first time since December 13 to do battle

with B.B. Flenory arvj the Duquesne Dukes.
"I'Ibe anxious to see what we can do in the Cage," said coach Jack Leaman.
The Minutemen are coming off a 60-56 loss at the hands of the Rutgers Scarlet

Kr>igttts, which saw the UMass squad play improved defer^se.

Against Duqueane. UMass wilt try to employ the same style. "We'll try to play tf>e

same kind of game as we did against Rutgers; contain them inside and force them to

tfte outside." said Leaman.
As for Duquesne, rookie coach Mike Rice has molded his offense around 6'2" guard

B.B. Flervxy, wtK> is averaging over 22 points for the season. Other keys for the Dukes
are forward Bruce Atkins 110.5 ret>ounds per game), guard Ronnie Dixon, and center

Fred Moon.
One of the problems surrounding the Minutemen this season has t>een the lack of fan

Catch aN the action of Minutemen besketbell Saturday night at 7:30 on
WMUA, 91.1 FM. when Massachusetts takes on the Duquesne Dukes. Rick
Heideman ar>d Bob Levine call the actk>n. After the contest listen for tlie an-

nourtcemem of the Collegian Player of the Game.

support. This yeer's crowds have been around the 2.000 mark, as compared with

capacity crowvds of over 4.000 in the past "I hope there are a lot of people thereto see

us." rernarked Leaman commenting on his team's return to its home court.

Going out on a Kmb to make his first prediction of the year is UMass forward Jay

Stewart. "We're going to win Saturday night. We're going to put on a magic show."

For the sake of tfie 5^ 12 Minutennen, let's hope so.

Merwomen surprise BC
By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON -They were the ultimate
clicfie: a secret weap>on. No one expected
them to be there; least exF>ectant was the

Boston College coaching staff. The UMass
women's swimming and diving team
"surprised"BC with a 71-59 victory
Wednesday night at Chestnut Hill.

The "surprise" was a threesome of new
additions to the UMass team, two of whom
combined for first place finishes. Nancy
Schifflet, a transfer from Boston University,

won three races in lier first UMass meet.

Schifflet won the 100 yeard backstroke, the

200 yard individual medley, and the 200

breaststroke. She also swam a leg on the

winning 400 yard medley relay team

.

Kathy Driscoll, a transfer from Northern
Illinois, won both the one-meter required

ar>d optional diving events, compiling an
excellent 206.6 total points in the optional

diving.

The third surprise was Michelle Wong
«vho, in her fkst meet, qualified for the New
England trials as she swam to a second in

the 200 yard butterfly.

UMass swimminq coach John NunneMy

and diving coach Bruce Parsons had
scouted BC well and, consequently, knew
the strengths and weaknesses of the Eagle
swimmers. BC was prepared for a team
(UMass) that had gotten walloped by BU
and UNH; they got a different team.

"There's no doubt in my mind that we
are a much improved team," Nunnellysaid.

"And I just don't mean the new kids.

Everybody is swimming with a better at-

titude."

UMass began workouts three weeks
before the start of the current semester,
swimming 10,000 yards per day. The hard
work reaped benefits at BC.

Deb Schwartz continued her outstarKlir>g

personal string as she won the 400 yard
individual medley in 5:03. W[hat made the
swim more remarkable was that minutes
before the stai^ of the 400 I.M.. Schwartz
had swam a brisk 1:02.7 split in the 400
medley relay. Schwartz also won the 100
butterfly, beating her nearest competitor by
a full six secor>ds, and the 200 butterfly.

TURIXTOPAGEtl

UMaee center Julie Ready (4) puts up a shot in last night's game as Jen Perker
looks on. (Staff photo by Mike Leonardo.)

Colle^iaih
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Walt Cherniak

Looking to the future

For al the problems the Celtics have
gone ttwough in the last couple of seasons,
for aR the personnel problems, both on arxj

off the court, you've stiN got to hand it to

Red Auerbach, the wizened genius of the

Celtics' championship seasons.

In the last tfwee or so weeks. Red has

made ttwee moves which at least promise
to make tlw darkngs of Boston Garden
cutiipetitive again, and at tt>e most cham-
pions again. To begin with. Red shipped

BAy KrMJght to IrKfiana for center-forward

Rkk Robey. AHtKMjgh Knight has been one
of tlw NBA's top scorers in ttie last three

years, he had been nothing but trouble

since comirtg to Boston, his turnover totals

alrmst equaHing his point totals.

Robey was one of the top big nrien in the

1978 college draft after being an All-

American last season for NCAA champion
Kentucky, andigives the Celtics not only a

steady power forward wtto can rebound,

but a man who can rest player-coach Dave
Cowerts in tf>e pivot as welt.

The secorxl Auert>ach trade was a

downright steal, as he shipped journeyman
Dennis Awtrey, wfiose market value was
believed by many, including myself, to be
near zero, to the Seattle Su p>ersonics.

Desperate for any center. Seattle gave the

Celtics a first round choice in the 1979

draft.

Then, of course, came this week's ex-

pected move, in which Auert)ach and the

CeltKS shipped veteran guard Jo Jo White,

)ong a star in Boston, to the Golden State

Warriors for yet arK>ther first round choice,

giving the Celtics, akMig with their own
clMMce, tftree first round picks in the 1979

draft.

Basically, wttat all this means is that the

Celtics have resigned themselves to

mediocrity for the rest of this season, as if

such a resignation was necessary, and are

satialied to start anew with the draft.

i><Bwukee had a similar situation three

years ago, and reaponded by picking up
Kant Banaon. Emia GrunfaW, andMarques

ba the bast aB-

around forward in the NBA eight now. The
Bucks have becon^e a winning team,
thanks to their wise draftir>g, but can we
expect the same of the Celts?

In the past, the Celtics have wasted first

round choices on such blue-chippers as
Rex Morgan, Steve Dowrw>g. and Clarence
Glover, so or>e as to be at least a little aware
of the possibility that these chioices rnay not
help. No or>e can tell wfx) the choices wilt

be. but ttte Celts already own the rights to
the best player in college basketball right

now. Indiana State's Larry Bird. Bird, a 6'9

forward wf>o leads the nation in scoring, is

also a great rebounder ar>d a scrappy defen-
sive player. The Celtics drafted him first last

season, hoping to lure him away from his

senior year. They stilt have until June 1 to

sign him, or he will go back into the draft,

but there is still a good chance, provided In-

diana State doesn't get too far in the tour-

nament, that Larry Bird may be wearing the
Celtics' green before the season is uo.

So what's left for the Boston Celtics?

"Celtics Pride" is a thing of the past. NBA
players today simply do not play the way
old Celtics players did. Basketball is a
razzle-dazzle, run-and-gun game in 1979,

and you've got to have the horses to play.

The Celts do have something left. Cedric
Maxwell has. taken advantage of the bad
season to develop into a fine offensive
ballplayer this year, and Cowens and guard
Chris Ford are both steady veteans who will

still hustle tilt they drop. Add Jeff Judkins,

a pleasant suprise as a rookie, Robey, and
whatever the men of Auerbach get in the
draft to this list and you have the nucleus of

the future for this team.
Red Auert>ach is old now. His triumph

and championship flags live only in

memories and the Garden rafters. His years
in the game wilt probably not be alt that

many, but he sure seems ihtent on leaving a
well-oiled machine behind him. Despite last

place in the Atlantic Division and an
atrocKMJS 18-31 record at press tinr>e, the

future of the Celtics tooks pretty bright.

Bakhtiarconcedespower to Khomeiniru/e
ByROBERTH. REID
Associated Press

TEHRAN, Iran - Prime Minister Shah
pour Bakhtiar said Sunday he would not
oppose the creation of a "shadow "

government by Ayatollah Ruhotlah
Khomeini, but he warned he was prepared
to "answer Molotov cocktail for Molotov
cocktail" if his foes resort to force.

Opposition sources said tfiey expect
Khomeini, who returned to Iran Thursday
after forcing Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahtavi from the country, to designate the
head of a 'provisional government " within
a week.

Khomeini followers marched in several
snrwll, peaceful dennonstrations Sunday in
various parts of Tehran. Some carried signs
and shouted slogans warning of a "holy
war

"
if the 78^year old Moslem religious

leader is not allowed to establish an Islamic
republic.

The Tehran office of United Press Inter
national was the target Sunday night of
two fire bombs that exploded in the yard
outside the office, causing slight damage to
the building but no injuries, a UPI
spokesman said.

He reported that a telephone called warn-
ed of the firebombing before it happerted

and said a pro Khomeini religious group,.
Moiahedeen, would be responsible.

The problems facing Bakhtiar, struggling

ll ^^°'<? a bloody showdown withKhomeinis forces, were dramatized by
troubles within his own office Some 400
civil sen/ants who work for the pnme
mmister went on strike to protest the army s slayirig of more than 30 people lastweek in violent Tehran protests.
A spokesman for the strikers said only

Bakhtiar's chief of staff and personal
secretary remained on the job.

In an interview with the Tehran daily
newspaper Enelaat, Bakhtiar likened a

Khomeini appointed government with a
European "shadow Cabinet"" named by
opposition parties waiting in the wings to
take power.

"Many opposition political parties in
progressive, democratic countries
designate their own prime minister,"
Bakhtiar said. ""But if this prime minister-
designate starts creating disorders and riots
and wants to interfere with the legal order
of the country, I will arrest him."'

Intensive negotiations are under way
between Bakhtiar's shah-appointed
government and Knomeini in an effort to
steer the country away from the brink of
civil war
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o competency
tests likely

at UM-Amherst
BOB MORGAN
Coftfqian Staff

Students in the UMass Boston College of Liberal Arts
will be required to take a competency test in order to
graduate from now on, but students of the Amherst
campus will not have to take the test, according to Ac-
ting Provost Jeremiah M Allen.

I haven't heard of anything like that for here" Allen
said "As far as I know, there is no talk of any type of
test for the Amherst campus.

"

When asked if tests administered here would replace or
change the Rhetoric Program. Allen replied that it

"probably won't."
Dean of Arts and Sciences Richard W Noland said he

hasn t heard of tests for the Amherst campus either
According to theBOSTON GLOBE yesterday. UMass
Boston Associate Dean of Arts and Sciences James
Broderick was quoted as saying the test will be ad-
ministered because of the "growing dissatisfaction on
college campuses with the number of students who lack
basic skills."

See related story, page 3

' Incoming students are not trained as well as they
should be. It's fantastic how widespread the deficiencies
are," Broderick said in the GLOBE interview.
The test, which is based on three junior year level

readings in three different areas, was given to 35
students in January. About 60 percent of the students,
most of whom are transfer students, passed.
Those students who failed will not be allowed to go on

to higher level work and will be required to take a writing
course until they do pass.
The test, which is an attempt to make up for poor high

school training, was drawn up by the UMass Boston
faculty It will be given to all transfers and students who
have finished their sophomore year.
In order to pass the test the students must write a
polished essay" of seven to 10 paragraphs on one of

two questions from the readings.
The students are given a booklet with the nine elements

of writing proficiency expected of them in answering the
questions. This includes "answenng the questions direct-
ly, supporting answers with clear, welt developed
arguments, showing an ability to have read source
materials accurately, focusing on intellectual issues
without digressing into personal anecdotes, using ap-
propriate language, varying sentence structure in length
and complexity to hold the reader's attention and using
correct grammar and spelling," accordino to the
GLOBE.

Unification Church 'dangerous' — ex-Moonie
By SniCHAEL SIMONS
".ollegian Staff

A former member of the Unification
Church under the Rev. Sun Myung Moon
yesterday told a campus group the
"Moonies"" pose as '"giving, sharing peo
pie"' but are actuaty egocentric and
dangerous.

Rich White, addressing a brunch spon-

sored by the UMass Hillel organization,

said he spent three weeks at a Unification

Church "workshop" when he finished

high school at the age of ir . r^White ana narvanj siuucnt Jim Cronin

both spoke .of their dealings with the
church as former cult members who have
since been de programmed. White said he

realized after he joined Jhe organization

that the "giving, sharing people" of the

cult were mis-representina themselves.

The speech by the former cult members
comes just mon ths after over 900
members of the People's Temple, led by
he Rev. Jim Jones, committed a mass
suicide in Jonestown, Guyana following
the instruction of their leader.
Describing the "Moonies," Cronin said

the Unification Church has intentions of
taking conrot and power over the rest of
the world.

"You have thousands and thousands of
fanatically devoted people who will give
their life to this cause," he said.

"The man (Rev. Moon) wants power- he
has p>otiticat power, millions of dollars,

arms factories and is producing
everything from anti aircraft guns to
drugs," Cronin said.

The Harvard student also compared the
UnificatkHi Church to other cults and their

members. He specifically mentioned the
Church of Scientology, which has 600,000
American members and nearly three and
a half million members throughout the
world.
Scientology is more of a psychological

exploitation than religious exploitation,

Cronin said. Their leader, EIron Hubbard,
used to be a science fiction writer and
had a very fertile imagination and knew
much about psychology. He combined
these two things to figure a plan to make
lots of money," Cronin said.

Hubbard organized a religous cult
because he realized, and went on record
as saying so, that if you wanted to do
these things and get away with it, you
had to set up a tax-free religion." Cronin

continued.
Cronin sakJ Hubbard protected himaelf

against external investigation by claiming

his activities were religious and the p>eople

had a right to do what they wanted as

oart of a religious belief.

Cronin said the most dangerous aspect
of Scientology are the ""auditing ses-
sions,"" and said '"what they are is a com-
bination of a psycho-analytical session
with someone who has a basic grasp of
psychoanalysis and the Scientology doc-
trine, but also pure hypnosis."
"They have this kind of gadget which

sends electric cur rents through your
body with two ends that can measure the
impulses," Cronin said. He said this pro-
cess enables the cult to measure the emo-
tional impact the session has had on its

members.

TUfW TO PAGE 5
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DIGEST Mistrial declared - Flood expresses
regrets, upholds innocence

R*p. Daniel Flood. D-P«nn., shows his pleasure after

Saturday's decision of mistrial. (AP Laserphotol

Associated Press

IV/4SA///VG70/V Rep Daniel J Flood, saying he is inno

cent, has expressed regret that his bribery and perjury

trial ended m a mistrial, apparently caused by one
holdout among the jurors.

I maintain my innocence of any wrongdoing m the

'n irqfs that were considered against me," the 75 year

oi 1 P. niisylvania Democrat said Saturday night after the

deadlocked federal jury of eight men and four women
was dismissed, ending nearly three days of deliberations.

Jurof Johnnie Lyies said the panel WM 11 to 1 for

conviction on six of the seven bribery counts and that "it

was |ust a contrary old man who held out on everything

he didn't want evidence, he wouldn t hear anything

we had to say."

Assistant U.S. Attorney David Hinden of Los Angeles,

one of the three government prosecutors, refused to

speculate over whether the congressman would be tried

again.

That IS up to the Justice Department," he said, ad-

ding that one factor would be how and why the jurors

were split and what problems they found in the govern-

mentscase
Axel Kleiboemer, Flood's lawyer, also expressed disap

pointment He said the congressman had spent more
than $100,000 defending himself

Flood was charged with one ccHjnt of conspiracy in a

scherr>e to collect payoffs for political favors, seven
counts of bribery in recetving about $50,000 m a six year

period and three counts of lying under oath that he ever

got any such illegal cash

Teng s/ows as tour ends
SEATTLE \AP\ - Chir>ese Vice Premier Teng Hsiao ping,

apparently tiring, slowed his pace Sunday as fie neared the

end of his American tour.

His morning activities included only a brief courtesy call

paid be former Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger, in

Seattle to help pronx)te a soccer garr>e in his capacity as

the honorary chairman of the North American Soccer
League, and a meeting with U.S Sen. Henry Jackson, D
Wash

Jackson said Teng h»ad "indicated fie would give public

assurances " tfiat China's emigration policies will conform
to tf>e requirements necessary for the country to attain tf>e

low tariffs and credits it wants to enable it to buy expensive

modern equipment
Jackson is the co author of the Jackson Vanik amen

dment to U.S. trade law which prohibits granting the

favorable tariff rates and credits to comrrujnist countries

which do not allow free emigration.

Acid rain hitting Vermont
NORTHFIELD. Vt \AP\ -Noyes Johnson, a Dartmouth

College geologist, said acid ram and snow, caused by
sulfur and nitrous oxide in the air, are falling on Vermont.
Johnson said that studies show that the amount of acid

in ram and snow has increased substantially in the past 15

years.

He said actd m Vermont's ram is about 70 parts per

million, a concentration roughly 35 times as great as \ha\

found on the West Coast
Johnson said much of the acid ohginates in tfie West,

but IS earned into atmosphere and brought to Vermont by
wind
The ram and snow contain sulfuric acid from industrial

burning of coal and oil and nitric acid from automobile
emissions, he said

Action for overspender?
BOSTON \AP\ Criminal action may be taken against

Boston service departments heads if they spend more than

their departments were budgeted. City Council President

Joseph Tierney suggested Sunday.

"The Ways and Means Committee has been conducting

more or less post audit conrunittee hearings to find out

where the various departments are six months into the year

to see if there will be any deficit spending," Tierney said

"Unfortunately, the only way the department heads can

be held accountable is through cnminal action, and I think

you may see a department head or two in the Boston

Municipal Court this year, " he said.

Tierney made his remarks when inten/iewed on radio

Station WEEI's "Bay State Forum," which was broadcast

taat night.

Anti-inflation program faces

serious debate in Housepaneis

By ROBERT PARRY
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Two key elements of President

Carter s anti inflation program face a trying week in Con

gress as one House panel continues to ponder wage in

surance and another questions the legality of tf>e wage-

and price guidelines

The House Ways and Means Committer ends six days of

hearings Monday on the president's novel plan to use tax

credits to give inflation insurance to workers who abide by

his seven percent wage guidelines.

"What support the administration has is soft and what

opposition It has is soft,' summed up one committee aide

wfx) asked not to be named. ?-»c said the week ahead would

see hardening of position*: on both sides, but no final dea

sion.

Meanwhile, the House Government Operations Commit-

tee's subcomm'ttee on commerce, consumer and

monetary affairs opens hearings Monday on Carter's

overall anti inflation program.

Leadoff witr>esses from the General Accounting Office

are expected to challenge the legality of the president's

plan to deny contracts to companies that violate his volun-

tary wage and -price guidelines.

According to sources, tf>e testimony from tf>e congres-

sional investigative agency will say the president needs

specific authorization from Congress to deny contracts

under the plan, which formally takes effect Feb. 15.

The White House conter>ds the president does not needs

congressional approval to tie the awarding of contracts to

compliarice with if»e guidelines. Senate Majority Leader

Robert C Byrd has agreed
Administration economic experts also face another busy

week as they continue to defend Carter's budget proposals

before congressional committees. Tf>e focus of their

testimony, however, will shift this week from the House
money committees to the Senate Budget Committee

The president is recommerxJing a budget for fiscal 1980

tfwt calls for $531.6 billion in spending and a $29 billion

deficit.

igeration is no problem for these Peking dairy workers as winter temperatures remain below zero.

'Something New Can

Happen To Yov"

At UPPER CUT we shampoo, precision cut and blow

dry you ha.r for )ust $12.50 whether you're a guy or a gal

And no appointments are necessary

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condition

tng we do it all.

584-9625

209 Mam St (2nd floor) Northampton

Visa Mon 9 9 Tues Fn 9 9 Sat 9 9 MasterCharge

Five items at one low^, lov price !

!

SHOP /iUMCHYS
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Rhetoric Student

exemptions denied
BvL/SACAPONE
Coltegian Staff

Seven students of Martyn Taylor's
Rhetoric 100D class left UMass in

December assured exemptions from
second level rhetoric courses.

"It was like a Christmas present," said
Irwin Schwartz, a freshman political
science major.

"She told me Taylor did not understand
the conditions for exemption," said
Swartz, "and asked me to bnng back
samples of my wnting "

SwartJ said he gave Rottenberg his final

paper, which Taylor had told him was his

finest effort

According to Swart/, when he picked up
his paper later, Rottenberg denied him an
exemption, criticizing his final paragraph,
and "mostly cntici/ing Taylor"

"She's fighting Taylor t>ecause he's

really liberal and she's conservative," said

Rearick
*

Janine DeCoste, anotfier class member,
agreed
"Ms Rottenberg is questioning his

quality as a teacher," she said "She made
judgements on us before seeing any of us

or our grades It has to be something
tietween Martyn and her "

Swartz Friday told the CoHegian he had
been told by a member of one department
that an article about the problem would not
"be to my advantaqe"

Swartz said his joy was short lived,

however He and Taylor's other students
received letters during intersession from
Rhetoric director Annette Rottenberg,
stating the exemptions would be reviewed,
and instructing students not to drop their

second level rhetoric courses.
Swartz and Anne Rearick, also in

Taylor's class, met with Rottenberg last

week, he said

DeCoste said Taylor's students are now
enrolled in second semester rhetoric
courses because they have "no choice."

Rottenberg Friday refused comment on
the students' charges but said granting
eight exemptions in one semester is un
precedented and "absolutely unheard of."

She said the issue is a misunderstanding
on Taylor's part He was a first semester
teacher, and didn't understand the con
ditions for exemption, she said.

"Students must demonstrate such
competence that they can in no way
benefit, from a second semester of
rhetoric." Rottenberg said

Special programs vital,

organization questioned
By DAVID BIEDERI^AN
Collegian Staff

Nearly everyone involved with special

programs at UMass say they feel the pro-

grams are crucial to the University. There

are considerable differences of opinion,

however, as to how the programs should

be organized, directed and funded
There are currently 12 transdisciplinary

experimental studies characterized as

special programs, including Women's
Studies, Legal Studies, International Pro

grams and the Office of Internships Five

academic services are also considered

special programs, including the Com
munication Skills Center and the

Everywomen's Center. Twenty percent of

the UMass student population is involved

with the special programs as well as 46

faculty and staff members

Last semester a proposal to establish a

tenth dean was given to a joint meeting of

the Faculty Senate Academic Matters

Committee and the Budget Committee by

Acting Provost Jeremiah M. Allen and
Special Assistant to the Provost John
Hunt

In effect the proposal would have mcor
f)orated all of the special programs into a

separate college, to be called the School of

Interdisciplinary Studies and Academic
Services, and would therefore create the

position the dean of the new college. The
joint committee rejected the proposal and
sent it back to the special programs office

for review and discussion.

Honors Program Director Jack Tager

said the "internal working document" was
proposed as a means to call attention to the

problems of funding and organizing the

special programs under an "organizational

umbrella."

Special programs currently receive their

funding directly from the provost's office,

Hunt allocates funds, and according to

Jack Tager, he does so "as he sees fit."

While Tager had only praise for the way
Hunt handles the job he said he feels so

meone riMjie Uirectly invoiveu in dcdUemic
matters could better handle the job.

Tager cited the lack of a peer evaluation

process as another of the problems in the

current Special Programs structure

"In the regular University departments,

colleagues m related disciplines as well as

the Dean"s Personnel Committee make
evaluations. Now there's no one to

evaluate us but John Hunt There are also

Grievance and Policy Committees, none of

which any of the special programs have."

Taqer also said many important posts are

in a state of transition, making it difficult to

"stabilize" the special programs now.
Ellen Wolf, program coordinator for the

Office of Internships, said "One of the pro-

blems IS the special programs have become
much more sophisticated than when we
started out Every department in the

University uses the special programs to

some extent now."
The reverse is also true, that the Sp>ecial

Programs use professors from many of the

regular departments at the University, Wolf
said.

Wolf also said "student use of all of the

special programs has increased greatly and
it would be appropriate to have a jjerson in

charge with a title that recognizes the im

portance of the special programs. I am in

ifavor of something like the tenth dean pro

posal if funds are available, although we
don't know how all of the reorganization

would affect our programs academically."

In the proposal itself special programs are

described as "a major budgetary unit with a

budget of $17 million. No new monies are

required to create this school."

Budget is obviously a primary concern.

Most of the faculty would be against a

proposal like the tenth dean because it

would mean the creation of more ad-

ministrative posts, and that is something

the faculty is wary of," Tager said.

Two conflicting views of special pro

grams are offered by the Undergraduate

Student Senate and Acting Dean of the

College of Social and Behavioral Sciences,

To ourreaders
Beginning this week, the Collegian will institute several new features, each designed

to provide readers a more comprehensive look at what's happening, both at UMass, the

other four college campuses and the local community.

Appearing in the centerfold each Tuesday will be a specific advertising /news feature

on Northampton the city right down the road from Amhest. Northampton advertisers

will use the space to let the Collegian readers know what special buys and attractions

can be found in the city. An interesting feature story about Northampton wi'l highlight

this. addition. -

, i

On Wednesdays, also in the centerfold, the Collegian will bring you a listing ot stu

dent activities for the veek ahead. These include movies, club meetings, special events

and Recognized Student Organization news. This centerfold feature is a joint effort bet

ween the Collegian and the RSO office.

Besides these new features, specials for the spring semester also include skiing,

Valentines Day, International Women's Week, Careers, Ajinl Fool's, Fashion, Dining

Out and Graduation, Each will feature a special pull out section.

Meanwhile, the Collegian invites the campus community to donate blood to the

American Red Cross blood bank tomorrow from 12 5 p.m. in Campus Center 169,

sponsored by the Collegian

Two year-old twins Deborah (left) and Jill Hicci and their mother Patty
aren't as concerned with watching Saturday's women's basketball game as
they are with watching their father referee. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

Thomas O. Wilkinson.

A Senate letter dated Dec. 8 states "a
director in the form of a c'.in or a head of

special programs is necessary to maintain
stability and insure continuity of administra-

tion. Special programs, both services and
acadeiinic, should be kept together under
this single administrative head."

Wilkinson offered a different view.

He said, "When the special programs
were set up 10 or 12 years ago, the rationale

was that such program needed special

treatment, with space to grow and develop
with the ultimate goal of changing the cur-

riculum structure of departments already in

the University.

"The idea that they would permanent
was not one that I was aware of. Moving all

of them under one dean and one college

would keep them permanantly isolated

academically. I would like to see them all in-

corporated into the regular departments or

this University; the traditior^al departments

need the newness and the innovativeness."

Dale Melcher, a staff assistant in

Women's Studies, sees some value in

"isolation."

While she agrees with the Senate that

"we need some sort of clearer structure

committed to working together with alt the

special programs," she added that "we
prefer to remain a special program because

of the interdisciplinary nature of Women's
Studies. We list courses in Humanities,

Behavioral and Social Sciences, Fine Arts,

etc. There's no one department we fit

into."

The Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy, working closely

on the Special Programs dilemma, recom-

mended that a proposal be drawn up and

implemented by next fall.

UMass womantakes life
A UMass freshman jumped to her death

from the 21st floor of George Washington

tower Friday afternoon, in what is termed

the third suicide on campus this school

year.

Karen S Messner, 18, of Framingham,

reportedly had no connection with

residents of the floor, and had not been

seen bv the residents of room 21 1 1 until she

bolted through their open doof and jumped
out the window dropping about 220 feet.

Messner, according to the UMass News
Bureau, hit the hood of a car in the tower

parking lot, boardering Fearing Street,

before falling to the ground.

Medical Examiner Dr. Henry E Donais of

Easthampton pronounced the woman dead

shortly after three p.m. Friday.

Messner, a first semester freshman who
had been on campus for five days, was a

resident of 221 Melville, a low-rise women's
dorm in Southwest. Reportedly, police had

found a note in her Melville room written by

the student irv^-t^^ting her intended suic''^"

Police said they were unable to identify

the student at the suicide cite because she

had no identification in her possesion.

Investigating Sargeant Philip J.

Cavanaugh , said a final report will not be

available for five U> six weeks. Donais said

there was no initia' indication of drugs or

alcohol involved.

The two previous suicides, both last

semester, involved two students who were
found hung to death in their dormitory

rooms in separate incidents. Both students

were freshman.

Messner leaves her parents, Emil and
Phylis Messner of Framingham; two
brothers, John of Tampa, Fla., and Craig of

Framingham; one sister, Vivien of Fram-
ingham and a grandmother, Mrs. Mary
Patrick of Sterling, Va.

Memorial services will be held Wednes-
day at 10 a.m. «f the Wadsworth Funeral

Home, Fr;"*^

f\
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So Oeerfieid Police Chief John Skroski (center) is surrounded by supporters after Saturday's rally

Polish police chiefrquses crowd

-

in protest ofethnic discrimination
By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

SOUTH DEERFIELD More than 100 people met Saturday
night to stage a political rally in what nr>u8t be the only

club around where a picture of the pope hangs above
the bar

Citi/ens of this small town gathered at the Polish-
American Citizens' Club to plan action after the town's
policy chief resigned, charging the chairman of the
town's finance committee with making an ethnic slur

about his Polish heritage at an open meeting

Supporters of the 32 year old police chief. John
Skroski, say that at tt>e Jan 24 meeting of the finance

committee. Skroski asked for a pay raise to bnng him to

the salary level of the town's Supennter>dent of Roads,
an Irishman.

Allegedly, Chairman of the Fianance Commitee Thomas
Scanlon told the rr>eeting, "Do you expect a polack to

rrwke as much as an irishman'"

Skroski oromptly resigned. "I've been fighting with \\\ax

guy for six years That was the straw that broke the
camels b.^ik." he said Saturday night

Scanlon initially told local newspapers the remark was
made "m lest

" Saturday night, an hour before the rally,

-he denied making the remark, and declined further com

ment.
The rally was called by retired state police staff sargent

Walter Dzenis to try and form a Polish American coali-

tion in the town's March 5 election.

I personally did not and still do not believe this was a

)oke It was said by a town official at a town meeting.

He was asked a legitimate guestion, " Dzems said.

"He's never made a public retraction or apology," he
said.

The meeting ran for an hour -and a-half, and opened
with a speech by Dzenis. dre^ed in a red tie and red

windbreadker. with a state pdicv name-tag on each col

lar

Dzenis. who is also running for town clerk in the up
coming election and has applied for the vacant police

chief's position, pounded on the top of a piano on the

stage and tokl the crowd, "We have let these people

lead ar>d use us. We of the Polish heritage must rise and
unite

"

Skroski arrived at the end of the meeting, and was
greeted with cheers and applause. "I'm very proud to be
a Polish person. I hope this never happens in the town
of Oeerfieid again," he said.

A colleague of Scanlon's on the finance committee,
Frank "Chick " Cackowski. said after the meeting he ex
pects Scanlon to make a public a(}ology to Skroski and
the Polish community soon, '"he says he'll apologize,

"

he said

Minorities

unrelenting

at Amherst
by GAYLE YOUNG
Co/feyicin Stuff

Amherst College minority student spokespersons re

affirmed yesterday their commitment to accept nothing

less than separate Black Affairs pages in the student
newspaper and will announce today what they intend to do
to get them.
The students have been requesting black affairs pages

since last December but the Amfrerst Student rejected the

idea earlier this month. Instead the Student offered a

compromise proposal of a Black Affairs editor which was,
in turn, rejected by the minority community.

Three minority groups: La Causa, an hispanic group;

Afro-Am, a black organization and Straight Ahead, an
unaffiliated group, spent yesterday organizing themselves
into a single Third World Coalition " to better deal with the

pages controversy.

They will make their first collective statement on their

intended course of action son>e time this afternoon, said a

group spokesp>erson

Negotiators from this coalition were to meet with editors

of the Student Saturday, but the meeting was called off

Thursday after an apparent deadlock developed between
the two groups Minority students said they will settle for

nothing less than pages and the Student editors said their

proposal for a Black Affairs editor was a final offer. The
two sides said they refuse to meet until the other changes
their stand

Minority students did meet with college dean William

Bishop over the weekend to discuss the controversy. A
college official said administrators do not plan an active

role, but will informally push for r^gotiations.

The official said the Student is independent from the

school and is primarily funded by student fees. Bishop

coukl r>ot be reached for comment.
Some minority students were in favor of occupying the

Student offices but one spokesperson called that "a last

resort."

Members of La Causa occupied a snack bar last fall until

college administrators found "adequate" room for an

Hispanic Cultural Center

A La Causa official said the pages controversy was
"different" because it was a case of student against

student instead of student against administrator.

An issue of the Student, a twice weekly paper, is ex-

pected to be published today.

The new minority coalition hopes to publish a prepared

statement presenting their side of the controversy in the

next issue of the Student. Student editor Richard Read
said he would be willing to publish such a statement.

Bedspreads *'ALL

PIZZAS
ARE

NOT
CREATED
EQUAL'

Of course you can live without Bell's

The question is, how well?

65 University Dr.

Tel. 549-1311
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Use of such methods and hypnosis by the

cult exposes moments in people's lives

which are very disturbing "Once they have
dug up these experiences, they can use
them against a person to exploit them in

any way and this is how they oprate,"
Cronin said.

"Actually they are very egocentrical in

the sense that they are doing all these
good things, but in their head they are

saying, boy. I'm way ahead of these other
p>eople. They don't know where it's at."

wnite also said the church disguises
itself to get potential members "They tell

you about tf>eir church as they feel you
can accept it. When I first met them, I

didn't think it was a religous group. They
don't want to tell you things about their

church, because it mtght turn you off,"

he said.

Lronm. who originally becanne involved
with the Unification Church while doing a
research paper on cults, yesterday said

the indoctrination into their "truths" are

very "subtle and systematic, so you can't

actually see the mind enslavement, the
control, the reality that takes place m the
cult until you're in there too"

White said it was difficuK to tell who the

leader of the organization actually was.
"You woukl not kr>ow that Rev. Moon
was the leader of the church Some peo-

ple don't know it for a month even after

they become a member .

"

"Thay slowly give you thetr "truth" over

waeks... until you begin to look at things

through their eyes." White said.

Cronin. wIk) now helps to de program
cult members, said it was important that

people understand what the cults were
about, that they were not "just a bunch
of weirdos people just hooked on
drugs trying to find a solution to their

lives. I think these cults can get anybody
given the situation, such an unfortunate

circumstance."
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Vt. Human Services urges Church help

Clergy gives spirit, not fuel
MONTPEUER , Wt l>»P| -Verownt's

clergy may minister to the spiritual needs of

their parisioners. but it's doubtful they can
meet more of their flock's material needs.

That, at least, was the response of
several church officials when asked
recently whether they could provide ad-

ditiorial help for poor people who can't pay
their heating bills.

It has been suggested by Human Ser-

vices Secretary, Sister Elizabeth Candon,
that churchies- along with families arKl

friends - might assume more of the bur-

den, now that the Snelling administration
wants to end the state's emergency tuel-aia

program.
"We have a difficult time enough

now - taking care of emergency fuel arnl

food." said the Rev. Frank Prive pastor o^

Burlingtons St. Joseph Roman Catholic

Church. Prive said the churches and "the

p>eople of the state ' have a responsibility

for caring for the poor
""We do have a heart for the poor but we

have limited funds." echoed the Rev.

Joseph Lively, pastor of Rutland's St.

Peters Roman Catholic Church.

Gov. Richard Snelling's fiscal 1980
budget, recently introduced to the
Legislature, does not carry provisions for

the emergency fuel program which this

year, received a $500,000 state ap-
propriation. Snelling said fuel needs will be
met with federal funds and otf>er state
welfare programs
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DEPARTMENTS
AND CAMPUS

ORGANIZATIONS

The Collegian notice

policy is changing.

Beginning Monday, February 5, 1979 notices

will be published once a week on an On
Campus listings page sponsored by the RSO
office.

Deadline for notices

will be each Monday at

3:45 p.m.

1
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78 Yearbooks
vvili bp on sale

thru Wed P-ck

up yours while

tht'v idst from
9 3 at the

INDEX table m
the CC

Concourse
$2

Chehumumba School

presents an exhibition

and sale of Fine Art

prints (over 400)

9 a.m. -5 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

Mon., Feb. 5-Frl., Feb. 9

This Week Only
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Postal

deficits

to end
B'^ JEFFREY MILLS
Associated Press

WASHINGTON -The
Postal Service may finally

be headed for its first year

in the black after failing

throughout the 1970s to
achieve its goal of
eliminating deficits

This year, we have our

bMt shot to accomplish the

maior purpose of living

within our income,"
Postmaster General William

F Bolger said m an m
terview

Bdger said the current

protection IS for a $180
million surptus for the fiscal

year that erKls Sept 30
"Inflation is giving us the

tame problem that

everyone else has. but I still

think we can have the
surplus t>ecause the volume
of mail continues to go up,"
Bolger satd

When Corvgress voted m
1970 to abolish the Post

Office Department and
establish the Postal Service

in Its place, one of the

maior goals was to have a

mail system that would
break even financtaHy

The new agency was
organi/ed like a business

corporation in the hope that
'

' bu SI ness like'
managerrtent could make
the new agency work more
efficiently than its politics

laden predecessor
Ho«vever, the U S mail

has been run at a deficit

ever since In the mid
1970s, the red ink was
com«r>g to about $1 billion

per year and there was
serious talk about the
Postal Service becoming
insolvent 1 hat was avoided
only by fwavy borrowings
from the U S Treasury

Foreign
trade to
aid Mass
Assoc Iftted Press

CAMBRIDGE
Massachusetts would
benefit financially if the

Soviet Union and China are

allowed most favored
nation status m tradir>g with

the United States. Sen
Paul E Tsongas. D Mass .

said Sunday
"Under the Jackson Van*
Amendment to the Trade
A.t," he said, granting
most favored nation status

IS linked to public

assurances that the country

IS movir>g towards a policy

of free emigration
"

Most favored nation status

would mean that a country

is guaranteed long term

low interest loans when
trading with the United

States

He said the Soviet Union

has lost most favored nation

status because of its

emigration policies and
China IS presently asking to

be granted most favored na

tion status

Tsongas said hign

technology inMassachusetts

IS desirable to the Soviet

Union and China.

Marceau
returns

Marcel Marceau, world

famous pantomimist. will

be at the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall or. Sunday,

February 18 at 8 p m
Marceau set FAC atten-

dance records with his per

fornrwnces there in 1978 ^nd

1977.

Tickets for the perfor

mance are now on sale at

the FAC box office and all

New England Ticketron

locatioos. .*-....-

Attention—
OLDER
UNDERGRADUATES
Paul Vasconcellos is available for

academic counseling in CASIAC,
Machmer E-27, the following

hours:

Tubs. 9-12

Thurs. 1-4:30

Fri. 10-12, 1-3

Appointments are preferred.

Jr=Jf=ifezlnaJfaJI=Jr

BREAKFAST
at

r)GLano§
7 11 30 am
Men -Sat.

Pancakes to eggs.,

the works

N. Pleasant St

2535141
Amherst

•, ^fr^U

Cima Wants You
To Start 1979
With Savings!

Save on a select group of great fall

and winter fashions including the

famous quality labels and more at

great reductions. Find extraordinary

savings from 25% and up to 40% on
the fashions you've grown to expect

from Cima.

IMACONTEMPORARY 8PORT8>A/l
111 MAM ST.

NOtTNAMfTON, MASS.

514 OSSO

NAMPSNMI MAll
NAMIT, MASS.

SI* SSS4

*3 N. niASANT ST.

AMNIIST, MASS.

2S« 1337

WINTER FLIGHT SALE!

fly at tremendous savings!

BRADLEY to

|les«rv«(ions can not be made more than 3 days

prior to departure. Seats limited.

NEW YORK (U Guana.)

PORTLAND, ME.
BURLINGTON, VT.
LEBANON, N.H.

KEENE, N.H.

BOSTON, MASS.

ONE WAY

SAVE ON EVERY SINGLE ITEM

!

WERE DOING OUR BESJ TO HELP YOU KEEP YOUR COST OF LIVING DOWN

PRICES EFFECTIVE FEB. 5 thru 10

Cai^ONS

PORK SALE
ARMOURn 5 STAR VERIBEST PORK

"^ WELL TRIMMED EXTRA LEAN

RIB
4-7 LBS

$
HALF I.

LOIN

HALF" "^

1.43

lbXbvO

NEW YORK to HARTFORD HARTFORD to NEW YORK

NONS'O*

PORTLAND to HARTFORD

T lit v '
•

' I-

S«oc<

BURUNGTONto HARTFORD

\0N f'OC

••0«IS'0»>

LEBANON to HARTFORD

Slow

V'ooi ? 401 S' U Sti" ""O* STOP

tTfU <>00i :' (iSur •«ONSIO»

• OOi ' 401 83 t« Su" •«»• STOP

«H» 1tM» 91 Onh, MONStW
4 1*» 4M» »•> biS4l mot STOP

7lt« IM» 9b UU\ NONSTOP

HARTFORD to PORTLAND
ie4M Ai .» S'.^M t;«Qu»nr» Stops

«)!m SSVi 9? t-iSun NGN SIOP

4 M» I M» 9< L. Si! lO*! STOP

HARTFORD to BURUNGTON

in* I nt 8< b S4I NON STOP

1 4S» to j«» n ^ u Sii 7

HARTFORD to LEBANON

1C30J 401 ijiSur

KEENE to HARTFORD
S«oo«

HARTFORD to KEENE
-

i-.i • n'>) K f, Sj- NON STOP

HARTFORD to BOSTON

1 4lt ; }St 80 t« S4' "ON STOP

• 4

For reservations call your travel agent or

Air New England at

1 (800) 73a-3450

NeuiEngbnd
•^ .ikM&iki..

CENTER CUT$1 77
PORK CHOPST.1 . f I

^^1

WITH COUPON & $7 SO PURCHASE OR MORE

EXCIUOWC CICAREHES ^^ ^^
34 35

i REGULAR OR DIET

^^

I SWEET LIFE

I SODA 28 ozFREE
VALD THRU FEB. 10

LMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

r WITH COUPON & $^ 50 PURCHASE OR MORE

'XCLUDINC CICAHETTES
50

FOLGERS

GROUND $1 QQ
COFFEE LBCANl.O%y

VALD THRU FEB. 10

LIMIT ONt AT LUUiS (^OODS

PENOBSCOT
FRESH MUTING CHICKEN

5-6 LBS (b^I
LB

ARMOUR

SKINLESS FRANKS

LEAN MINUTES FRESH

GROUND BEEF
SWIFTS PREMIUM

BACON

LB
PKG

5 LB PKG
»7.15

LB
PKG

$
LB

$

1.19

1.49

1.39

r WHH COUPON 4 $: 50 PURCHASf OR MORE

EXCLuONC CICARETTIS

STARKIST CHUNK

TUNA 6y2 oz

28

59
VALK) THRU FEB. 10

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

r WITH COUPON 4 S 50 PURCHASE OR MORE \
1^ EXCLUDING CIGAREHES 23

ROYAL ALL FLAV

GELATIN

DESSERTS 3 ozFREE
VALH) THRU FEB. 10

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

r WITH COUPON 4 $7 SO PURCHASE OR MORE

EXCLUOmC CKiARETTES

7

34

SCOTTIES 2-PLY

FACIAL

TISSUES 200 CT 39
VALID THRl> FEB. 10

UMT ONE AT LOUS FOODS

;. /JOI/V- "'""7

ALL NATURAL
V2 GAL

FROZEN FOOD SPECIALS n^

BREYERS

ICECREAM

1.79
r

IMPORTED FROM HOLLAND

EDAM CHEESE

1$
LB 2.15

TROPicANA e%r\

ORANGE jUICEi2oz85
BIROSEYE INTERNATIONAL

ALL VAR rA

I

VEGETABLES 10 oz 59

# PRODUCE •
\

CALIFORNIA

AVOCADOES

1^,39
JUMBO SIZE

LEMONS

INDIAN RIVER WHITE

4/49
INDIAN RIVER WHITE /% /AAC
GRAPEFRUIT 6/89

29'

19'

CALIFORNIA

CARROTS
BUHERNUT

SQUASH

LB

PKG

i-i^SWEH LIFE VEGETABLES
POTATOES _^

kJ=^r js. 1^^154 OZ CUT GREEN

".J!^ mTim 4 WAX BEANS

VUlV^ .nrJTT- ^" ^^^•^^^ CORN

ifff^^Miil^l SLICED BEETS

^*iliP'^i^5r/R WH WHITE POTATOES4/99
SUCEOPtMWi

swiniiH

SWEET LIFE PEACHES

iV
\* ' YELLOW CLING

V ) HALVES 4 SLICED

16 OZ 2/79
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTTTIES

.\x..^VW

X'* -SN'

LOOIS^
FOODS

N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST, Mass

> «0d*gjtfjr^
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Around campus

Internship office announces Spring plans
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

The UMass Internship Office, which
places students all over the country m order
to give them practical work experience, an
nounced plans recently for its semester pro-
grams from Its new location in Curry Hicks,
room 16.

Relocated from Goodell, the n«w office is

half the previous size, but Kathy Douglas,
Assistant Program Coordinator said service

is still at fuN force. She said plar>s are under
way for three events this semester a
c«t6bratK>n for Alumni Interns, an Agency
Fair and an introductory meeting.

"Tfie celebration for Alumni Interns will

be held on February 9th from 4 to 6 p.m at

the Faculty Club on campus It is for

anyone who has completed a UMass in-

ternship and their faculty advisors,"
Douglas said

Among the interns Douglas said she ex
pects a student who did Public Relations
work for the New England Patriots, a past
intern from the UMass Nantucket Field Sta
tion ar>d an intern who worked for Hawaiian
Congressman Akaka in Washington.
Several ex interns ate expected to bring
presentations All present interns and

future interns are also invited to attend.

Douglas said there will be an Agency
Fair, February 21 st in the Student Union
Ballroom from 11:30 3:30 p m , featuring

several state businesses and agencies seek
ing interns.

Douglas said the office has over 750
listed agencies actively seeking interns.

Students have the opportunity to look

through the agencies' files or send out an
internship application with an office cover
letter to any place they choose

Douglas said the internship office helps

place students outside the university and
tfwn aids students as they return to UMass.
"To enter a full-time internship, you must

have at least a 2.0 average, a declared ma
jor and at least 45 credits towards gradua-
tion Part time internships can be dope for

less than the usual 15 academic credits

given and are usually in tt>e Amherst
Springfield area. These students can also

attend classes while on internship,"

Douglas said.

An introductory meeting for those
students who are interested in summer and
fall internships will be held on February 28th

and again on March 1st at 7:00 in Campus
Center 101, Douglas said.

Everywoman'sCenter sponsors internships

By RITA ZEIDNER
CoM^gian Staff

The Everywoman's Center will be spon
soring several on campus internships this

semester, to provide training and ex

perience for women in various fields,

Publicity Coordinator Cindy Leerer said.

Leerer said t>etween 30 to 4C positions

are available each semester, in fields rang
ing from counseling and advocacy to media
work The center has offered mternshigs
for several years.

Ten to 12 positions are currently available
in referral and rnsis intprv»»ntion five in

reporting and three in video program, nmg,
she said.

Students can earn from one to four
credits through the program, Leerer said,

depending on the type of position and the
amount of time people want to invest.

The referral positions will provide
students with practical experience in

counseling, front desk staffing, research
and self he<p programs, Leerer said.

Student services displaced by renovations

By GALE BARRY
Collegian Staff

The renovations of Goodell Hall,

currently underway, have caused a tem
porary move for three student ser

vices — the Everywoman's Center, the
Bilingual Collegiate program and the Office

of Internships

The women's center and the language
program moved to Wilder Hall, behind the

Morrill Science Center and the internship

office moved to Curry Hicks Hall

The cost of the renovations is estimated
at 2 5 million dollars and are expected to be
complpteri by September 1980 when rh»»«!<«

services will return to Goodell.
Maria Bettencourt, an advisor in the

bilingual program said that although the

center did not have a choice, the moved
has not had any bad affects.

"At first we thought that many students
wouldn't corr>e here because it is located in

a less central area but the first week has
been busy, " Bettencourt said. "Once
classes start they may come by less

frequently"
Cindy Leerer, publicity coordinator for

the Everywoman's Center, said that the

change in location does not appear to be
hurtinq the program so far.
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% lb. COOKIES
Chocolate Chip
Oatmeal Raisin

Whole Wheat

SINFUL SWEETS

Peanut Butter

Chocolate Choc. Chip
Molasses

Carrot Cake
Banana Nut Cake
Frosted Brownies

German Chocolate Cake
Cheesecake

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

In the Carriage Shops, next to Sun Miisic

Old-fashioned Natural Goodness— Mo preservatives
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Army ROTC
helps put you ahead.
You've heard that before.

/

So, make us prove it We think wwe can.

Army ROTC helps keep all your options open That means a lot unless you're absolutely cer

tain how you want to spend the rest of your life It prepares you for success in both civilian and
military careers

How?
First (and maytie foremost) Army ROTC teaches you leadership Practical leadership How

lo deal with and influence people; how to make things happen Business and government
always pay a premium for leadership*

While you take the Advance Course, you also earn $100 per month That'll help pay your ex
penses
You earn your commission while you earn your degree The commission, by itself, testifies

to your leadership abilities You have the option of an Army career with all the pay, prestige

and travel opportunities of v\ officer.

There are plenty of other reasons why Army ROTC makes sense for a your>g man or woman
destined to get ahead We'd like to tell you more

CALL: Ma|or Jerry P Boisseau
1413)545 2321/2322
Univ of Massachusetts

tmtc

AKMY ROTC. Uain mha( it lakes to lead.

Our Customers

Are Our Best

Advertising

So ¥rhy ere we runnlnQ this ad?

Because there are still some people wtK> don't Icnow

that we provide the iMSt (and the fastest) typing service

in the area. And even If they Icnow al>out our typing,

some people don't know that we also provide Word
Processing and high quality PItney-Bowes copying, not

to mention a wide selection of papers and type styles.

and findout about ua.

Valley Tsrping—don*t wait for

your best friend to tell youl

New lower
copying rates

29 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
2566736

10 6 M F

10 2 S

• r

LEARN

DARKROOM PHOTOGRAPHY
V

Tecliniquesarid skills for tieveloping apcfcprilSttng yotif own work

Just ori6 of oifr 97 Crtidit Pr^ Workshops fbr Spring 1979.

Expand your personaf and/or cIredF sicilh in a Credit Free

Workshop this spring. If you are not interested in

academic credit, we have a workshop for you!

Our 97 workshops, under the following catagories,

begin February 26, 1979.

LANGUAGE AND WRITING
MUSIC

PERSONAL GROWTH
•PHOTOGRAPHY
PLANTS

•RED CROSS TRAINING
•TEST PREPARATION

• ARTS AND CRAFTS
•<ARTS MANAGEMENT
• COMMUNITIES IN ACTION
« DANCE
• EAST/WEST FOUNDATION
• FOREIGN LANGUAGE
• HEALTH AND FITNESS

Plus BARTENDING. READING IMPROVEMENT, BICYCLING,
and a very special seminar on SPACE I

For more information and rcqistt ition tel. (413) 549-4970
Or stop l)y loom 113 Hasbrouck on the UMass/Amherst campus

THE UNIVERSITY IS AVAILABLE TO YOU
Through the

CREDIT-FREE WORKSHOP PROGRAM
Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts at Amherst *
We Kcept VISA, MASTER CHARGE, aitd AMERICAN EXPRESS

V

Miehelob Nighf

Tonight

69e Miehelobs

Wednesday is

Audition liight

for Entertainment

[IXm
YlX

II

III

1V>

Soobltyme^

one

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

IM-'V'J

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN- 50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-85C

footrSrtrrinli
1 Pray St. Amherst, Mass. 549-5403

NEED MONEY?
HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE?

As a result of the new Middle Income Assistance Act, you may be eligible for a Basic Educational Op-

portunity Grant that could amount to as much as $1800 for the Academic Year 1979-80.

Everyone should apply for this Federal BEOG Assistance Program and also for other Campus-based

Financial Aid programs such as: SEOG, USS, DVD, CWS, etc.

HOW: by using the Financial Aid Form, Academic Year 1979-80

that is. WHERE: now available at the Financial Aid Services

Office, 243 Whitmore from 9 a.m. -5 p.m., Monday-Friday (telephone

FILING DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 15

Summer College Work Study

Applications—due March 1

AVAILABLE NOW
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Editorial/Opinion

Can do
Can do!
By JIM JORDAN

fiOSrOA/ Bishop Ediward J King told the

audience at his installation as the Ar

chbishop of Cliche that he planned to

t'VcH iidte the western two thirds of the

Cof'iitionwealth and build 13 nuclear
power plants and a reservoir

The Archbishop, clad m a red, white and
blue sweatsuit with rr^tching robe, |ogg

ed into Holy Cross Cathedral here with his

450 member State Police guard filling the

aisles and most of the seats

The concelebrants of the five hour
ceremony, led by Monsignor Edward T.

Hanley. sang the Gregonan hymn that

has been the theme of the Archbishop's
reign to date Cut Back, Roll Back. Can
Do Can do '

According tc observers, the hymn is an
exorcism against the satanic presence
widely tjelieved by the Archbishops court

to be at work in human services agencies,
unions and news media in the Com
monwealth.

Near the end of the ceremony, the Ar

chbishop and several unnamed con
celebrants retired to a small room off the

altar, where the ritualistic 'golden hand
shake" was exchanged The ritual, in-

troduced into the liturgy by the Ar-

chbishop while Bishop of fS^assport. was
called by him an "appropriate show of

respect"' amonq the hierarcv

The Archibishop said that all but a two
mile perimeter along the New York, Ver

mont. New Hampshire,. Conncecticut and
Eastern Massachusetts lx)rders would be

sumberged for the combination reservoir

and cooling pool The 13 100 billion watt

nuclear facilities would, he said, be built

on the perimeter

He said that the residents would be
relocated in high rise apartments built

around the outside face of the 1,000 foot

cbolinq towers

The Archbishop also said the Minister of

Consumer Affairs Eilleen Schell. a consul

tant on consumer behavior for banks in

the Commonwealth, saw no violation of

conumser rights in the housing relocation

plan

Although no check has been made by

his office, the Archbishop siad that

neither is alleged to have lied to their in

terviewers about their qualifications for

their positions

He said his "plan for the west is the

foundation of his economic revitalization

program for the Commonwealth As well

as the 14 computer programmer and eight

janitorial )obs that would be created by

each plant, the Archbishop siad that the

billions of unnecessary watts of power to

be generated opened up "as many Can

Do possibilities as Massport '" Citing his

capitalt/ation program at Massport, which

included a too small container facility, a

too tall control tower at Logan Airport

and an over sized international terminal

there, the Archbishop mentioned a trans

Atlantic power line connecting the plants

with European markets was " as likely as

-»ny other proposal we might come up

with"
JIMJORDAN IS a Collegian Commentator

Bits and pieces

Fop of the Week: Fearless Leader Jimmy
(I'll never lie to you) Carter, for his release

of Machine Gun Hearst Classic story of the

girl with the rich daddy....

The Brom saw his shadow last Friday

That means he'll be Chancellor for at least

six more weeks.

Wall scrawls: Written on a wall in Bartlett

Hall: "Amherst College supports people's

struggle i.i Iran." Penciled in below it: "Quit

writing on my walls, Preppie."
OANGUfOCRA

Letters to the Editor
A fellowship

for Christ
To the Editor:

/ ,tm involved in the Campus Crusade
fur Christ, an interdenominational student

group on campus We believe that

through the resurrection, teachings and
example of Jesus Christ, people can
ftperience the, feelings of love, respect,

and brotherhood needed in the world

today
If you would like to know more about

Jesus and the Campus Crusade for

Cfirist. we cordially invite you to attend

our weekly times of informal fellowship

and instruction The meetings are in

Room 904 908 in the Campus Center each

Wednesday at 7 30 p m We hope to see

you there.

Glenn Carter

Feel like your'e

getting screwed?
To the Editor:

Do you ever get the feeling that as a
student you are a second class citi/en^

Now the rumblings in the 1979
Massachusetts State Legislature are in-

dicating that the drinking age will go up
and that this will happen soon Thus, for

the ma/ority of undergraduates, consum
ing alcohol will become an illegal activity.

The media are handling this issue in

such a way as to suggest that the
legislature has already decided and that it

IS only a matter of time before a new
drinking age becomes law Zhere are

many state representatives who would
like to raise it to 21 years old and place an
emergency rider on the bill which would
put the age restnciton into effect as soon
as Governor King signs it, possible as ear

ly as mid April Presently some represen-

tatives are endeavoring to seek a com-
promise by raising the age to a less drastic

19 This would be an in/ustice to our
rights as citizens.

Raising the drinking age will not solve

the problems of alcohol abuse but it will

help to push them into the closet. It will

become extremely difficult for Alcohol
Educatiqn Programs to reach out to col-

lege students if these people are discuss

ing involvement in an illegal activity.

Alcohol auuse is far too complex a pro-

Mem to be solved simpty by raising the

drinking age.

Do not give the State Legislature the

power to discriminate ag.imst people 18

to 21 years old.

Marco Theodoras
Amherst

To the RCYB:
Grow up!

To the Editor:

As the multitude of interest groups
warm up to their absolute right to inun

date the airwaves and print media with

their varied messages, one among them
stands out as particularly ludicrous. This

IS the Revolutionary Communist Youth
Brigade

The RCYB seem to be a band of
unguided. or undirected children, who
have been bitten by the bug of mindless
radicalism. You don't like corporate
America? ' Sure, why not shine an
idealistic beacon on the opposite. You
wouldn't want to establish a thoughtful,

moderate position No, that would be too
reasonable.

You read in the papers, or are informed
by the electronic media, of Red China's

move towards the West. It must have
been much better during Mao's regime,

purges undoubtedly clean out the clotted

arteries of a nation Imagine, Teng Hsiao
Peng survived two of the And university

professors serve a much more useful pur
pose on a ten year sabbatical dunng
which they work in the good, clean out
side air of a farm; or investigating a con
centration camp from the inside; or dead.

Isn't It ironic that, despite its overtures
towards Washington, Peking had the in-

sight not to totally abandon Mao's revolu-

tionary ideology? I mean they had the

good sense to invest in revolutionary

stock by backing Cambodia, er, excuse
me, Kampuchea. Now there wa a purge
for all of you revolution fans out there.

One million, one and a half million, two
million pieces of superfluous deadwood
eliminated lust like that^ A government of

the people, by the people, for the people;
after all, what good are intellectuals^

You would have fared well in that

revolution, all of you comrades in the

RCYB, you would have been leaders.

Jeff Kern
Nc^rthampton

Marx is a liberator,

Not a Jew-hater
To the Editor:

It was with tremendous dismay that I

read Yitihak Santis' piece of rhetoric

"Karl Marx and the Jewish Question
"

Since I'm not so sure that Mr. Santis

has in fact read the entire essay, a/low me
to guote: "As soon as Jew and Christian

come to see in their respective religious

nothing more than stages in the develop

ment of the human mind snake skins

which have been cast off by history" .

"they w.ll no longer find themselves in

religious opposition. " Of course, since

Mr Santis supports "The liberation

movement of the Jews, " namely
"Zionism, " one can excuse his lack of

concern for good Christian souls, but

hardly his misrepresentation of Marx's

disapproval of any religion, irrespective of

creed.

In the 1843 essay, there are also a lot of

indications of where Marx was headed -

the "abolition of private property " Marx

ism doesn't view Jews in terms of

religion, but seeks to liberate all who are

exploited and systematically lead to ex

ploit others. Considenng Israel, with the

shining example of collective living on the

Kibbutz's one most ponder where Mr.

Santis is 'getting off as far as his relation

to the Jewish homeland.

So why does our modern day critical

critic try to tie radicals now with ideas

that even Marx disposed of only a few

years later^ And moreover; why does Mr.

Santis consider Jews who become Marx

ists "self haters, one and all"^ Is it

because these people have not realized

the abstract essence of Judaism'? The

anwser to this self hate must lie in "the

mist-enveloped regions of philosophy"

IMarx) and we shall probably never be

able to grasp it.

Lastly, I am left with a large question as

to what Mr. Santis means by Zionism. If

he means a free homeland for the Jewish

people and complete self-determination

for the Palestinian people, then I am
wholeheartedly behind him. But if he

does wish to end Ibis quote, my inserts)

"the incredible oppresion the (Palesti

nians) Jews have suffered and endured

for over twenty (years) centuries, " given

"The devotednesf (the P.L.O.) they have

had during this stretch of time to the

Land." then I must cast his lot with

hypocrites and fools.

Robert Drago
Dapt. olEconojnJSi,
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jhere are lots of reasons why
You'll do better
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SPECIAL NOTICE

To A4P Shoppers Effective February

25 A&P will no longer give Gold Bond

Stamps in our stores Meanwhile we

will continue to give stamps so you

can till Gold Bond t)oohlets tor use on

Super Savings Specials we will offer

every week until February 24th

rmad

SERVICE DELI ««Jr-/<Sr«,

PORK LOIN

•i"^
Ip

The Gotd Bond Stamp Company will

continue to redeem stamp books or

booh'ets tor premiums at their re-

demption center locations listed be-

low Customers may also utilize the

mail order services offered m the Gold

Bond Catalog to redeem stamps tor

premiums

I COLD BOND REDEMPTION CBfTVtS
1 ess Liberty St ISO Boston Po»l Hd

QUICK FROZEN

Haddock
or Perch
FILLETS

$599

ROASTS
$«7
lb.

fUCl

PORTtOK

ROASTS
$147

/CENTER CUTS(<

Rib

lb.

smoM
PONTKM

'« ^* I *%'*^ ' -**'•* (H" 4 ^'' "* V' ••'•^

Asst. Pork Chops ^VJ
RIB SIDE *1VI SIRLOIN SIDE'1"

71«P IS 4 BUTCHER SH

CHOPS
$187
lb

Bnls. Pork Roasts

OP \

Loin
CHOPS
$197

lb.I
>rm .>*<•(« $197

I ID

WHOLE RIBS M" BACK RIBS *r'

$199

$109

MEDIUM SHRIMP

SHRIMPcocKTAic 3.;* r"
FISH N" CHIPS^ *.

SO(Jf> MIX

UPTON CHICKEN

NOODLE SOUP

^' pkg

139

BEEF RIB FORMERLY DEL MONICO ,
BEEF BRISKET BONELESS

299
Whole
Boneless

RIB EYES Hi lb

eti^ Rie BONELESSfOAM 0€i MOtnCO

Rib Eye $999
STEAKS 9 lb

Fresh
Whole
BRISKETS lb

Point cut *n
Flat Cut ^

$169
) 9 IC it>s

^

(^4*P IS 4 POULTRY SHOP )

A4P 10U% PURE FROZEN

Butter
Basted
TURKEYS

'< M89C
lb

BOX-0-CHICKEN 69 ^

'CHIck?N LEGS 89*

CHICKEN BREASTS '1.

PASTRAMI
LIVERWURST
VEAL LOAF ^V^
AMERICAN CHEESE *1®^

SWISS CHEESE *1^®

EGG & POTATO SALAD r 49
BAKED BEANS *

69*

TAPIOCA . 79*

SOUR
CREAM

so mn
STAMPS
« COUPON

69'

MARGARINE
QUARTERS

79'i^«g

ftfOZm FAVORITES

ORANGE
JUICE

39'
•m. •• '.*-_

TASTI FRIES

HENDRIES
ICE CREAM

$|39

59*

i,Of I

1I»3

39*

RCG or MARSHMALLOW

NESTLES
HOT COCOA MIX

12 ct pkg

.. «'(» . '»

Peanut Butter 89^ /^

REFftESMMG

SIX-PACK

etc COLA

ASSORTED HAVOfiS

FRISKIES

DOC FOOD

6-.89*li4""*lJ b."49

OfCORATOR

CORONET
TABLE NAPKINS

baisk

LIPTON FLO-THRU

TEA BAGS

100 $159
ct pkg 1

8 $129
I

Prune Juice /9
Rltz Crackers 79

(xo
YOU II *3 better *y(rn "\

ntadina;
Tomato Paste 4 :' M
Tomato Sauce G'^n'l

Stewed Tomatoes ' S9^

Tomato Puree » 59^

Potato Chips 69
Hydrox ;.; 89

$C29
Purina Dog Meal O

/ YOU II 00 t)etTer nwrfi N

tmne Rmrher BMherv

jANt PARKtR

APPLE s*)J. ., ^

PIE "^
p««

vANE PARKER ^yfi

Lestoii
<.Ob«>iA

99«
ffijasssss-zi

CmiKAL MfPCHANCXU

ea

MALINA ASSi COLORS

ACRH.AN 4 oz

YARN
RUBBERMAIO RECT OR SO ^^^ m t^
LAUNDRY 5^49
BASKETS A ea

Shape up Naturailyr

II 00 better nitn

Egg Noodles .: 49'

Peanut Butter **;' 'P
Peas rs: 5?.: 89'

Dry Milk «: 'S"kit MO In

"^ Handi-wrap
"*

Bath Cleaner

Zipioc Bags

Lysol Cleaner

79*
99*
69'
$|29

With Fresh Florida Citrus

Temple oranges

9
64

Size
99^^

Florida Oranges

75
-•2

^ Qaten savwcs couxwQ,- ^^(supm saviwc^ cowow),

Family-Pak
TOMATOES

c
pKg 99

I) S "1 SIZE A ^»

White
POTATOES

20$M9
bag I

$|S91PINEAPPLE

BUNCH CARROTS 39^

BOSTON FERN ^9 ,

m
WhiteGrapefruit

_991
Red Grapefruit

4 m

GET '4.00 REFUND .Vii

WMH TM lUT ANT • Of TMiU ITfMS

Tylenol Tablets

$«5

abv
Shampoo

$90t

Band Aid >•••>'
"I V • ll«.it<* .1 ^

Ob
0.1. Tampons

Body
Powder

«12«*1

.— •—" Cotton

89

89* r
t

alls

69'

[iuet9 SAVINGS COO^OW

M.uj.jddirrpnrmi!

II DOM II

i LESTOIL I I HANOI- Ij

I CLEANER !! WRAP !!

I l,»,1 On. CJUPOO 0*. f.m.., " | | l-' !« < oucor P.- >,-', ^M I ^ - >-' '^"x**" °."
'"^

4) ^tu»»» SAVIWCS COUWI),— pj^SUPf* SAVmCS COU^OMJ

•II

I ALL PURPOSE

COLO BONO STAMPS
•110 coHM-n Tent'

BIRDS EYE

TASTI-
FRIES
20 01 pkg

COLD BOND STAMPS
•110 cotorn '•rmII

I I OOW

iilusmi i
COLD BOND STAMPS

•(10 ou»<«*n TUMI

I AXELROO I I DOW

11 BATH 1

1

SOUR I!
ZIPLOC

! aEANER 11 CREAM j BAGS
II 17 oz com .. i ! '6 0/ com .,,

20 ct pKg

A«P STORi COUPOM 1T
I

f;iii W'dds English Omnerware Z

Saucer i

only I

11
1/ 01 com

ll.r.' (Vw Coupon P"" •»<" II i>m-' Oot CouOC" P«* *«mtiT

UN/VERS/TY DR/VE,AMHERST
V PRICES EFFECTIVE FEB 4-10 .,79 WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIM.T QUANTITIES TO 3 PER CUSTOMER UNLESS OTHERWISE >^TED AND CORRECT TYPQ.RAPH.CAL ERRORS ^EMS ^0R SALE NOT AVAILABLE TO WHOLESALERS OR RETA.t DEALERS^
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"Chicago" dazzles crowd
with jazzy flapper musical
ByFRANBASCHE
Collegian Staff

The cast of the jdeville

musical "Chicago raz/le

dazzled a sell out crowd at

the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall Saturday
night, transporting them to

the glitter of the flap(>er era

for a few hours

her the page one celebrity

of Chicago's
newspapers for a while.

Susan Streater's high

energy performance as
Roxie Hart combined with

Don Murray's charm as her

fancy pants lawyer Billy

Flynn, poked fun at the

penal and justice systems.

assure a verdict of jj^t
guilty, but as a stepping

stone for a career in

vaudeville.

In the number 'Razzle

Dazzle, " Billy tells Roxie

justice plays no part in her

trial. "Give em the ole

raazle dazzle," he tells her:

"How can they hear the

Theater revie^/ir
Set to a lazz score, the

clever songs and superbly

choreographed dance:
numbers tell the story of

Roxie Hart, a chorus girl

w^»o •wot^ h*f lovof w>t*er>

he tries to give her the gate,

and how the deed makes

the sensationalist press,
lawyers and the gullible

public
.

.

Roxie and Diana Bear
Morgan as Velma Kelly,

another tm|»««»en«d
murderer, manipulate the

Chicago media, not only to

truth above the roar?" The
Chicago press eats it up.

In one of the best
numbers, Roxie acts as
Billy's ventriloquist dummy,
^swering questions from
the pr«ss Before the

TURN TO PAGE 13

7mfMTiiiiiifiii»fifiiiiiiiiiinni\\\!mV

AMimi%T
MU

QUALITY COLD CUTS
& SANDWICHES

vmm///mmiummm\m\mm\m\m\mm\m\\\m\%\m\^^^^

BASKETS
A Store-full of Ideas

^. ^::<\ }C

Say something loving on February 14

' >>v

//

Valentine'sDavCards

Creative excellence is an American tradition

OPEN 10-€ P.M. MON -SAT. Next to the Post Office Downtown Amherst

the Valentutf stitrf

- :::^ .t--

.

STADIUM
"CATCH THIS

WEEK'S SPECIALS'

LIQUORS1

Tuborg Gold 12 oz. N/R. . . 6*90 cs!

Almaden Chenin Blanc 1.51 2i99
Almaden Ruby Cabernet 1 .5L. . jL*99

Seagrann V.D. qt 8»59
Schlitz 16 oz. N/R 6/1.95

T«60 case

CHECK OUR KEG PRICES!
HUGE SELECTION OF WINE!

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A & P

in the new hopper's Park

253-9341 or 253-9342

FREE PELIVERY ($7.09 mill.)

if Chicago
CONT. FROM PAGE 12

conference, Bill tells her,

"They'd love you more if

you hanged ya know
why? It would sell more
papers '

The audience meets the

other women prisoners
early in the first of two acts,

in a clever piece called "Ceil

Block Tango. " Set to
tango- like music, they teil

the story of their passion
murders, to the chorus of

"He had it com«ng." Two of

the crimes: "He ran into my
knife — ten times" and
"Some men just can't
handle their arsenic."

Hunyak, a Hungarian
woman who speaks no
English except to wail "not
guMty, " and thus cannot
win the sympathy of

newspaper readers
becomes the first woman to

be hung in Cook County.
M. O'Haughey was

excellent as Mary Sun-
snine, a radio sob sister

wfK) tHoadcasts the stories

of the women in a high,

shrieking voice. At the end,

the audience discovers she
is actually a man. as Billy

tells Roxie "things are not

always what they seem."
Donald Norris' sym-

pathetic portrayal of
Roxie's Sad-Sack husband
Amos, was well done. He is

one of those people you
can look right through, he
sings in "Mister
Cellophane."
The trial scene was

cleverly done, with Peter

Pederson playing all the
members of the jury,

alternately becoming hard

of hearing, lecherous
prudish, bored and several

others.

The set design was
creative, appropriately
jaz2y, 8r>d the up-beat jazz

music complemented it.

The musical, written by
Bob Fosse ("Pippin,"
"Cabaret,") with lyricist

Fred Ebb and composer
John Kander dragged in

some of the longer num
bers. Diana Morgan's
Velma didn't match the
vitality of Streater's Roxie,

but the intended hardness

of her character came
through.

^Pln§ie
So'injrrplon

fifKj it fast

in the Collegian

Classifieds!!!

Ortly Area Showing
NOW Ends Tucbday

at 7 IS and »-00

girl
friends!

^tiinnmie
•« u »• «• f «• s .

'

ICI CREAM 4
BAKED GOODS

ffrilmt k^frf fOoA «• 'M*"

^ieftatr'f*'*:

Beautiful peoph serve you at

Time

yt Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90

Served with popcorn

Always Happy Hour Prices

Super Sandwiches
37 N Pleasant St.

University ot Massachus^ns/ Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Tuesday, Februory 13 8 pm

Flhf /«TS CENfER CNCERT H4.L

Tickttt new en sala. Oenaral PwMic • M, *. S. UMats
itudanH - SS, 4. 9. Senior Citiient • %1, A. S.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9-4. S4S 2511

A New England Ticketron Locations.

I

Universify of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESEI^S

LIONEL
HAMPTON
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Friday, February 9 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets novw on sale General public - $7. 6. 5

UMass students - $5, 4. 3 Senior citizens and
other students - $6. 5. 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F f 4. S4S 2S11

& New England Ticketron Locations.

K^

UPC Productions

and the

U of Mass Arts CouncU
present

KflPLA
Educational Centar-

Call Days Evcninf* & Wttttnat

m Amhefst (4131 253 5108

in Boston (617) 482 7420

Spring MCAT classes tor

ming how Please call for

information and registra

tion Come visit our

center'

for Information About Other Cent*'<i

' In Majof US Citiei *-*&ro«tf

Outside NY State

Just Shake it

and Let it Fall Into Place.

Ihe Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harnnony with the way it grows so it never

loses its shape

And because your hair falls naturally into place,

all yoo have to do is shake it

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

s»on cut and t>low dry your hair for just $14 00

whether you're a guy or a gal And no appointments

are ever necessary.

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do It all, but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so witl you .^k

TOIL rail 223 1Ta3

_^^^^.
r^witwaiid Pierffonaanec

«'J :••»! —•••c:'*.' -i

Hamps^Tre Mall, next to KMart
Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m. -10 p.m.
. ^- ' 5860090 -^^

8 p.m.Wed., Feb. 21st

Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall

TICKETS ON SALE TODAY
at the Fine Arts Center Box Office and Ticketron outlets

UMass stifdents: $6.50, 1, 7.50

General Public: $7.50, 8, 8.50

upcoming
Muddy Waters, Monday, March 12
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send a
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to someone / anyone!

or»»MO,GIM raiffNO, SMfffSrW, KOOMMATM. prof, COACN, IMIMrffTC.

•ally C«ai*«l«a Is yiv
ff«r TSc, t« lHiv« ymr V

V«4., P«k. 14.

bavla^ •^•<l«l yf |m«
TiMy cmi b« witty, fHi
•• ht TMs will b« « V«lMtto«

V«l««tl«« will iMv«r ff«r««fff

t« ffW C*ll««i«i« offk* by M

IXAMPLISs
To. Mary A.

Hove a Happy VaUntint
Day. Hcupiddomm'tcom*
around I will.

Kutty

Tra~8 8 8 8 s 5 a a a jTnnnnmrB

To: Kcom 365 S.W.

W9 re looking forward to

%o»ing you again. Happy
Valtntine Day!

The Girit

BriMa tfete t« •( by Mml, Mb. la at li«s p.

LIMIT10WORDS

OflflimBBBBBPOBQPOOl i COST 75c

To place a classified ad. drop by the
CoHegian office (CC 1131 between 8 45 a^wi
and 3 45 pm Monday through Friday, or use
our handy clip and mail form found in rrwst
issues of the Coltegtan Cl»sif»ed deadline is

3:45 p m two days in advarnre of publication
date ^M Collegian

Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c per
hne. f>ve consecutive issues. 40r per line per
day; 30 consecutive issues. 30c per Ime per
day One lir>e ts roughly equivalent to 38
characters.

AUDIO

Teac A-400 tape deck, 2 yrs. old. used on
ly 6 mos

.
new condition, $200, call Jim at

546 7083 Keep trying.

Seart fridge,

eves.

6 <iv. ft., $60, 2539491,

AUTO FOR SALE

72 VW sqbk., gd. bdy /tnt , beblt. eng.
for more info call 546 9339, ask $1200.

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire, perfect for cof-

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

Disco Dave & D.L. Disco Inc. provides
sound, lights & DJ for your parties — disco,

rock & oldies. The best at affordable prices.

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567 1715.

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John, 546-4646.

FOR RENT

1 rm. In 3 bdrm. Puffton apt., on bus rte.,

$77.50/mo., call John collect, (617)

696-5710.

1 rm. in Belchertown on bus rt., 323-4782.

Need the comforts of home away from
home? Local sorority is taking boarders, 3
home-cooked meals daily. Say goodbye to

the dorms forever. Call Barbara at

545-0162.

Nice bedroom at Amherst, available now
on bus route,, $105/mo., included
256 6624

One furn. room with kitchen, priv., 2!^m
from campus. $115 a month, 5^3764.

Furnished apt., 2Vi rooms. AC pkg. Pool,

$250 mo., incl. utils. Amherst Motel, Rt. 9
opp. Zayre's.

Stuck for a truck to move your stuff?

Check out the best price in town,

Dandelion Trucking, 584 7932!

FOR SALE

Sony component set— paid $375 new,

asking $160 or best offer -has Sony
receiver, 15 watts per channel w/ dual turn-

table, call 546 9290, ask for Earl, spkrs. incl .

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of

Bose, 50 watt power cap, John, 546 5990.

Snow tires, E78 14 SB radials, 542 4202,

X country skis, new, 195cm,
Scot -542 4202

Man's Air Force \^ol dresscoat, medium,
asking $300, call after 3:00 p . m., 546-9753 .

Auto ski rack. $15, caJBill. 253 5978.

$36, lot 46 pkg. stk.. nr. Chen., $26.
549 6644^

Leather jacket — new — $50 -call Linda at

546 5563. Also leather women's
boots — size 9— worn only 4 times — only
$13.

1966 Galaxy SCO. runs good, no rust, $500,
cal[ 2532193.

Selling Technics receiver, less than $100,
cal l Mike, 6-5103, exclnt. cond.

Stereo for sale. $75, priced to sell quick,
gd. sound, more info call Joe, 549-5911.

Portable B Cr W TV. Sanyo FM cassette
car stereo. Head Killy skis, boots, bindings;
all items priced for quick sale. Mike,
369 4979;

VW 66 bug, parts exc. trs. bat. 549-1195.

Must sacrifice like-new skis, Rossignol
K25 & Hexel comps. with quality bindings
& poles, $95 $ 125/set. 549 6829.

Skis 4 sale. Head 320 6' 1" new Besser bin-

dings, Trappeur boots, 9'/? 2 sets poles.
$1 25, Bill, 666-7527 . after 9 p.m.

For sale — women's leather coat, size 9-10,

$110 or BO, call 549 6405, please!!!

MISCELLANEOUS

Christian bible study every Monday even-
ing at 7:30 in Webster Hall, Room 513.

Earn $500/$1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope,
Justus Sales, Box 112, Ludlow, Ma. 01056 .

MOTORCYCLES

Must sell 1976 Honda 500, M.QO0~n^.,
runs great, $900 or BO, evenings, 549-1062 .

PERSONALS
~

Was it worth it? Found pr. eyeglasses in

blue Pinto 1/27, Brittany Manor. Exchange
for 2 cases of Molson's, respond in this col-

umn.

Men's workshop; "Loving Myself", 2/7,
7-10 p.m., CC 815. fee $5. An opportunity
to examine our attitudes towards our sex-

uality in a gentle way. Ron Wright, c/o
Southwest Men's Center, 5-0263 or 5 0863,

eve.

Are you funny... urbane, pointless? Call

549 6000 ext. 634, Top of the Campus com
edy hour.

Michael.
Joanne.

happy anniversary. Love,

Scubtf diving classes -starting Feb. 5.

those interested inquire at
Boyden- 545^2338.

Men! —Women! Jobs on ships! American.
Foreign. No experience required. Excellent

pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job or

career. Send $3 for information. Seafax,
Dept. Gil Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

Daytona Beach, sper>d spr. brk. in

Daytona, all inclsu., Joe. 253-2259.

Practicum: Spring Semester. Earn
credits working in after school day care 01

campus. For mbre info call Nancy Ross
549-6170, morning and evening.

- ~ ROOM WANTED
Two women need 1 Ig. room or 2 room in

a house or apartment, bus rte., call Patty,

256-8195, evenings.

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Grad student wants to share two
bedroom apartment with quiet, non-
smoking considerate female. Good location

on bus route. Call Sofia, 256-6245, eves.

Roommate for feminist household in

Northampton. Prefer older student/worker.
Woman, near bus, $77/month + utilities,

call 584-7923 evenings/weekends.

SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal— low cost
legal representation for UMass community.
Income tax preparation, appointment only,

253 7617.

WANTED
~

Wanted: one couch/sofa, preferably

opens to bed; price discussed, call

256-8065.

Wanted immediately! Equipment locker

manager, 10 hrs./wk., minimum wage. Ap-
plications being accepted thru Wed., 2/7 at

the UMass Outing Club Office -428BSU
(above People's Market). Work study or

non-work-study.

Wanted: electric typewriter. Must have
tabs and be m very good cortdition. Call

Doug at 6 9262 between 7 10 p.m. or 10- 12
p.m.

Looking for desk, chest of drawers,
carpet in good condition. Call Alex,
586-2239.

Wanted, piano lessons — willing to
negotiate rates. Please call Andrea,
546-3341 , keep trying or leave message.

Wanted, keyboards to guitarist to form
part-time on campus band. Steve,
546-4978

WANTED TO RENT

1 bdrm. apt. on bus route in Sunderland,
tennis and aftol, $190, all utils. included,

call eveningirJoel . 666-7116.

Small sorority near campus seeks any
t)oarders for this semester. Good at-

mosphere, 21 mtmk/vA., open kitchen,

quiet study. Call Mary Ellen at 253-9215.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Institute. Free in-

troduction ft hypnosis session, greatly im-
prove reading speed, comprehension &
concentration, etc. Wed., Feb. 14. Rm. 804
Campus Center at 7-8:30 & Wed., 21, be
prompt. K.R. Morse, med. prof, hypnotist .

EARTHFOODS NOW HIRING ~

Third World and foreign students en-
couraged to apply. We are a collective

vegetarian restaurant. Applications
available on SUB kitchen door. Room 107.

Restaurant skills helpful. Accepting ap-
plications through Tuesday, February 6 un-
t il 6:00 p.m.

SUMly^ER RENTAL CAPE COD

Summer rental Cape Cod. S. Yarmouth,
4 apts. avail., one studio, 2-2 bdrms., and 1

three bdrm. Very close to water^ Fully

furn., Mem. Day to Labor Day. Prices from
$1500 to $3000 for season, call (617)

394-6323, evenings and weekends.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$^

Who doesn't need $7 Financial aid pro-

vides just that; learn how the financial aid

system works! I'll help you do that and
more! Call 545-3984 on campus, 549-5997
off campus, between 5 & 7 p.m.

Monday, February 5 197Q Collegian ,5
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Aluminum Foil

.

Today's

Crossword

Puzzle

ACROSS 49 Of birth 12 Macrame

1 Sully 51 African river 13 Flat boats

5 Mart 54 Cocktail — 19 Inhabitants:

9 Pancho — 58 — de mer Abbr
14 — le Moko 60 Heavy mud 24 View
15 Cod or Sable 61 Kind of 26 Requires
16 Close meal: Fr 28 Hit sign
17 Wickedness phrase 30 Court
18 Moun- 63 Ending tor 31 Environmen-

taineer s top or log tal

staff 64 Curved 32 Mislay
20 — Home 65 Passage 33 Tardy
21 Sanskrit 66 London gal- 34 Hormone

school lery abbr
22 Expiates 67 Surges K Monk parrot

23 Some 68 Fellow 37 Circuit

punches 69 — machine 38 Sing softly

25 Salaman- 40 Consume
ders 41 WWII org

27 Garlands DOWN 46 Fat

29 Step 1 Trance 48 Restricts

30 Hale 2 Dike 49 Necessities
34 Wing Anal 3 Go 50 Old lan-

36 Wheat, eg — Burn guage
38 Beverage 4 Associate 52 Lyric muse
39 Return in 5 Vamoose 53 Rent again

retribution 4 6 Claw 54 Sky sight

words 1 Dessert 55 — Rud Iran

42 Goodie 5 words river

43 Singer 8 Golly' 56 Basics
44 Shelter 9 Immensities 57 Painter Paul

45 Multitude 10 Preposition —
46 — Abner 11 Author — 58 European
47 Aria Uns 62 Witch

1 1 ] 4

1

s 6 7 •

1
« 10 II i} ^

14 IS 1^

:; < 19

20 2' 22

n " 2i 76

11 78 79 JO Ji 3? 3J

34 1& 1" J7 }8

J9 40 41

42 43 b 44

\i 46 47 48 PH
49 50 51 52 53

i4 » S« 57 w 59 60

6) 4?
-

63

64

1
6S 66

67 68 69

PRETERM
Ifyou have
an unwanted
pregnancy...
talk with one of our counselors about your

decision.

Abortion/Gynecological Care/Va»ectomy/ Tub<il Ligation

licensed non profit Reproductive Health Center

1842 BEACON ST BROOKLINE MASS 02146
I6W) 73&6210

PRETERM

by Steve Lafler

M6ANVUWiu£,IN A RfeALlTY MDJACtNT
TO THE. BQC, THE BATTLE r, lt_\H'',\

OBSERVED fy-^ ^—JP" L
FOlLHEAD ><iLL BE

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

<*^t IS -f licre

(I

to lisfcn to

T^i- r.fff Til 6e

to Hear -^.t Mfcjt^ 5tye
c^ nx.k^cao4lr^^aM^U*^Z,
t^'fk lets of 900^ orUio^

I m^ixk it

kjeog. T^e4

«et f,*id^

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

ti;riunjbi»lc to

3̂1

f^meht cv(m^h^i'^^^\'^^ mJcorti strtl -Hie heat i

^^^^^^^'Sm.^ "^ "'

•c* I

JGI

0.

by Frank Emery

Spam Slade, People's Eye by Joe Carroll

-^UNE ^3^ fl55 — sonewHERE on r^oore »a jn touth Dakota...

FUMKir. THIS TOWN WAiWTA
ON THE MAP . OUT »T ft£T7£^ j
' HAVE A OAS STATION. ^^_^^^^

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

DONT
GRADUATE

without talking to the

Hughes Recruiter visiting

your campus soon.

Contact your placement office

for interview dates.

HUGHES

AN tQUAL OPPOHTDNITY tMJ'lOVfM M f

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

DONT MISS TALKING
TO THE HUGHES

RECRUITER VISITING
YOUR CAMPUS SOON.
Contact your placement office

for interview dates.

CfWSttng « ne* wofHJ wilh ein: tronic s

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY tMPLOYtR M F

'Li.riiltiiiHni,HiHHM,Hiiiiu.i«fiuiiHOiiiMNi'HiiiMiifcMi.iirH:rHVMiiu,tMUU^knii
; [ ; 1 1 1 i
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Sports Calendar

Men's basketball 67
Women's basKelbail 114
Hockey 5
Men's gymnastics 192 60
Wrestling 13

Wrestling 37
Mens swimming 49
Worrien's swimming 70

FRIDAY S RESULTS
Hockey 2 St. Anselm'sS

SATURDAYS RESULTS
Duquesne 68

Brooklyn College 63
New England College 5

Syracuse 206 80
URI26

Mass. Maritime 9
URI64

Springfield College 61

Mens ski team in Plymouth State Slalom, Waterville Valley, N H
Women's ski team in Plymouth State Slalom, Waterville Valley, N H

YESTERDAY S RESULTS
No games scheduled

TODAY S GAMES
No games scheduled

Sports Notices
INTftAMURALS- Forfeit fees for volleyball can be picked up at the Intramural
Office, 215Boyden. from 8:30-4:30. You must see Mrs. Laramie for fees.

WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE SOFTBALL -There will be an organizational
meeting on Monday. Feb. 5 at Room 22 NOPE for all persons interested in
trying out for the Women's Intercollegiate Softball team If you cannot attend,
please contact coach Chet Gladchuk at 224 Boyden or call 545 2338.

INTRAMURAL SQUASH ENTRIES are due February 6. Health forms are
required.

GENERAL P E CLASSES WILL BEGIN ON FEBRUARYS.

Monday, February 5, 1979

Ld,U

Collegian
PHOTO STAFF MEETINO

Tues., Feb. 6
7:30 p.m.

Collegian office

Ncw^comers 'welcome

J. AU§TL\,
.ji-:\vi:ij:r

Elven in January we're aglow
with a brilliant selection of

lovely golden things

WANTED
WORK STUDY STUDENTS
By SCERA Resource Center and Advocacy Teams
Residential, Town, Womens, Legislative,

Tuition & Fees
CONTACT th» Student Center For Educational Research

and Advocacy
422 Student Union as soon as possible before

Thursday the 8th at 5:00 p.m.

' '.dan^e^ ^€luU»*t in tnc anea^

Elegance you can afford

31 South Pleasant St Amherst 253-3986

7 Pleasant St. (corner of Main)
IMorthampton 586 2528

nnoutk
Jewelef

A wide-ranging
selection of

jewelry, Seiko
& Bulova
watches, Cross
writing
instruments, &
pewter gifts

—

Your Only Choice
for PRICE and QUALITY

SPECIAL!
100 copies for only $1.65
if work is left overnight

•Quality Low-Cost Copies

•Typing for as low as 80c a page
•Resume, dissertation and
manuscript specials

Amherst Carriagp Shops
233 N. Pleasant

549-0557

USED STEREOS*
AMPS, PRE-AMPS, DECKS,
TURNTABLES, SPEAKERS,
ETC. ALL BACKED BY OUR
UN-EQUALED GUARANTEE!

USED EQUIPMENT IS OUR BUSINESS
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AUDIO EQUIPMENT, ALL MAKES, ALL SORTS,
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You can leam to lose weight without saying

goodbye to many of the foods you love

On today 3 Weight Watchers " Pood Plan ,

you'll eat food like hot com on the cokf. lukry

cheeseburgers, bananas, real cocoa milkshakes

and more, all within limits Even desserts and

snacks To keep you happy and satisfied as we

teach you to lose weight and keep it off

So say hello to Weight Watchers

And say hello to foods you never thought you

could eat on a diet

WEIGHT
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The Authority.

Losing weight never

tasted »o good.
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Thursdays 7 PM
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For Information Call:

(413) 786-6611 or writ*
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Eatt Longn««dow, Ma». 01028

$0^ first niMtina. than $4.00 wMkly
Lower Ratef for Senior Citiieni
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Gymmen show good form
but Orangemen set record
Bv DAVE BRADLEV
Collegian Staff

It will go down as a loss in the UMass record book but just

about everyone involved came away a winner from Saturday's

gymnastict, meet which saw the Ufy/lass Minutemen fall to

Syracuse University 192.00 206.80.

The Minutemen were "definitely satisfied" with the meet

because they performed better than they had expected to; the

Syracuse Orangemen were elated because they set a new

record for total points scored in a meet; and a UMass crowd of

250 strong were happy because they saw a fine exhibition of

gymnastics.
"I was really satisfied," UMass coach Roy Johnson said

after *he meet "definitelv
"

Johnson had explained before the meet that UMass was
unquestionably the underdog in the competition "but if we
could improve our score (over the last meet), I'll be happy"
UMass scored 182.35 points in their last meet, a victory over

Cornell University The Minulemen's record now stands at 3

2* Syracuse's 5'2-

competing without top all arourw* performer Bob Donahue

(out for the season with a shoulder in)ury), UMass received

career best perofrmances from Tommy Thomson (42.75

points- "I had a great day"), Frar^t Cohen (47.00 point-

s- "That's damn good, man. I'm happy "). and Bob Lamb

(43.45 points). Syracuse's Jon Bean won the all around

competition with 48.65.

"I think we did an excellent job, " said UMass captain Steve

Nunno, who earned a 9. 15 on the rings while performing in his

first competition since he suffered a torn tendon in his forearm

two months ago Then, looking toward the future -and to

UMass' next meet against Dartmouth in particular - Nunno

said, "It can only go up hill from here . . . we're gonna kill

Dartmouth." tA ic
UMass opened the meet in winning fashion, scorwig ja !•>

points to Syracuse's 33.95 in the floor exercise. Minuteman

Dave Buegler was top man in this event, capping off a strong

routine with a crowd pleasing twisting dismount for a score of

9.10 Buegler said he was "very satisfied" with his routine, as

wellasthenr^eetasawhole. "Wedid well, " he said.

Syracuse's Tony Lombard came in second in the floor

event with an 8.60 followed by Orangerr^n captain Miceky

Kiefer 8 55 and UMass' Bob Lamb, 8 45. Steve Craig scored

an 8.35 for UMass, Frank Cohen tallied 8.25, and Tommy
Thomson chalked up a 7.45.

.. ^ ^ i.

UMass' no«t finof exPrri«A ""stinn was sho't Mv^n thonnh as
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Beat the high price of

PRECISION
HAIRCUTS
For His
and Her

Includes:

FIRST—a professional
consultation

SECOND—a precision

style cut selected
individually just for you

THIRD—our stylists will

show you how to take
care of your hair

All for
$5.50

With personal style cut,

shampoo & blow dry $8.00

long hair slightly more
with this coupon only

limited to new customers
only

Styles by
Deborah

call for appt. 549-5610

they fell behind by more than eight points after the second

event, pommel horse, 60.40 to 69 25. It was plain to see that

UMass missed Donahue in this event. Syracuse took the top

five finishing positions here with scores ranging from 9.40 (Ed

Saunfers) to 7 95 (Jon Bean) UMass' "Skip" Buckwald
placed sixth with his 7.65 mark

In the still rings segment of the competition UMass edged

their opponents by a tenth of a point, 34.55 34 45, to bring the

running score total to 103 70 to 94.95 in favor of Syracuse.

First place honors went to Ron Tibett of the Orangemen
(9.25) with UMass taking second and third spots with scores

of 9.15 by Nunno and 8 90 by Ron Silberstein Nunno looked

very smooth on the rings and Silberstein hit a nice routine

which included an impressive iron cross with his legs extended

forward at a 90 degree angle to his body.

Fine nng routines were also handed in by Minutemen
Thomson 18.55), Cohen and Paul O'Neil (7.95 each) Bob
Lamb rounded out the UMass scoring with a 6 10.

During the vaulting segment of the comp>etition the crowd

sensed a UMass comeback as the Minutemen continued to

chip away at the Syracuse lead. UMass topped their op-

ponents in this event, 36.05 35. 20.

Bob Lamb, who had felt poorly for a couple days leading up

to the meet, captured first place with a high flying double

front sommersault vault which earned him a. 9.4 mark from

both judges. Lamb was followed m the scoring by two
teamates: Craig with a 9 15 and Buegler with a 9.10. Rich

Roberts came in fourth, leading Syracuse valuters with an

8.90 score. At the conclusion of four events UMass trailed

Syracuse 138 90 131.00

But the Minutemen would come no closer for the remainder

of the meet. After the parallel bars compeition - in which

UMass could muster no better than a tei for firth - and the last

event, high bars, the home team had fallen behind by more
than 14 points.

Syracuse coach Paul Romeo, retiring this year after 32 years

of coaching, praised UMass for its effort.

About his own team's performance, he said, 'I'm elated. I

was very pleased with the way our team worked."

Coach Johnson remarked, "It's tough when you're down
ten points after pomrr>el horse."

UMass hits the road for their next three meets against

DartnTKjuth (tomorrow). Navy (Feb. 10). and Southern

Connecticut (Feb. 15) before they come home to face

Springfield on February 19.

SHOW YOUR FACE

For the two
of you...

243 Main Street. Norttiampton 586-6457

»««•*««
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Thompson top star Haglerko 's Sea/es
PONTIAC. Mich \AP\ Dazzling David Thompson of the

Denver Nuggets scored 25 points as the West raced to a 23
point lead and held on to defeat the East 134 129 yesterday in

the 29th annual National Basketball Association All Star
Game
Thompson was voted the most valuable player of the game

by sports writers and broadcasters
Like most NBA All Star Games, it was a frantic affair

featuring spectacular dunks and free wheeling offenses And
the record crowd of 31.745 at the Silverdome loved it, roaring
Its approval as each player displayed his best playground
moves

Paul Westphai of Phoenix, Thompson's backcourt mate,
added 17 points, 13 of them in the first half

The East s Julius Erving of the Philadelphia 76ers led all

scorers with 29 points and George Gervm of the San Antonio
Spurs, the leading vot getter in the fan balloting for All Star
berths, added 26

BOSTON \AP\ Given a run around in the strange world of
boxing politics, Marvin Hagler, self proclaimed "Marvelous

"

and uncrowned middleweight champion, wants only one
more fight a shot at the title

I've waited a long, long time, and now I think they can't
pass me by for a title fight," Hagler said SAturday after
flooring Sugar Ray Seales. a 19720lympic champion, three
times for a technical knockout at 120 of the first rourid of a
scheduled 10 rounder at Boston Garden

With the tight taped for later showing on national television,
Hagler, a southpaw with a whopping right hand punch, put
his credenitals on the line, wasting little time in fashioning his
43rd victory, including a 36th knockout, against two losses
and a draw since turning pro after winning the National AAU
championship in 1973.

I thought only destruction and destroy, " Halger said after
failing to seven break a sweat.
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Moiu 'y-s. jvii Kj special on meaty, delicious ham!

. ^CookedHam
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Icemen lose to St. Anselms;
improveto tie N.E. College
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

The UMass ice hockey team played its best hockey ot the

season this past weekend against St Anselms and New

England College, but ail the Minutemen could Tianage was

a loss and a tie to bring their record to 1 9 1

Playing at St. Anselms on Friday night, the struggling

Minutemen were beaten in a 5 2 contest that was much

closer than the score indicated. After falling behind by two

goals UMass got tallies from Bill Estes and Ken Richards in

the third period to bring the score to 3 2 and put the

Minutemen back in the contest These two goals were

sandwiched around a Hawk goal by Randy Casey scored at

7:22 of that third period. Estes' goal came on a beautiful

drop pass from junior defenseman Dean Liacos.

But the contest didn't remain close for long, as Hawk

winger Henry Cotto grabbed a rebounding puck with 5.45

left and poked it past the out of position Minuteman net

minder Casey Scavone. Just over four minutes later Randy

Casey notched a shorthanded goal for the Hawks to put the

game out of reach Casey stole the puck at the UMass

blueline and skated around Minuteman defenseman Jamie

Benelli before delivering a slapshot that beat Scavone.

Returning to Orr Rink on Saturday night after the loss,

UMass faced a tough New Enaland Co<leae sauad before a

partisan crowd of just over 200. The game was a ^^t f^u.-mer

that saw the score tied no less than four times

oetore botn teams settled tor 5 b tie after a ten minute

sudden death overtime period. Like Friday night, the

Minutemen were in the game at all times and never tell

behind by more than one goal.*

Sophomore fon^ard John McDonnell opened up the scor-

ing for UMass when he slipped the puck past New England

netminder Rick St. Laurent while thj Minutemen were shor

thanded A minute and half later. New England's Mike Bar

bati got the equalizer when he beat UMass' Joe Moore. A

freshman. Moore wasn't even dressing for the Minutemen

last semester and turned in a brilliant effort in this his se

cond start

After falling behind 2 1. Bill Estes tied the game for the

Minutemen when he deflected a Ron Valicenti slap shot

past St. Laurent. In the second period, both teams traded

goals with Ken Richards scoring for Umass and Mark

Brown tallying for New Engaind

With the score tied at three all, the stage was set for the

third period that captivated the attention of everyone pre

sent.

New England forward John Griffin commenced the

festivities when he beat Moore to put New England on top

by a goal Then, with less than eight minutes left

Minuteman Al Paulsen scored a controversial goal to even

things up On that play. New England Goalie St Laurent

made what looked to be a save when he gloved a wrist

shot But St. Laurent apparently didn't have complete con

trol of the puck when Paulsen unintentionally hit the net

minder's glove with his shoulder and knocked the puck in

New England argued that the puck was intentionally knock

ed in with Paulsen's shoulder but it was to no avail

Several minutes later, UMass' John Reidy scored what ap

peared to be the same winner when he tallied on a pass

from JarT>es Bennelli But with only 2:57 left in the game,

Roger Carrian slipped the puck under Moore to tie the game

at 5 5 where it remained after the overtime.

"It's like working all week and going to the paymaster and

finding out that you don't have a check, " was the way

UMass coach Jack Canniff described the game "Were

moving in the right direction; we might have overplayed a

little on offense."

"We just coukjn't finish off some plays, " said a tired Ron

Valicenti after the game. "Our new style of double checking

la workir>g now though; we're punir>g some pressure on
"

Blueline Banter: The Minutemen are still without the ser

vices of both co captains John Peters and Joe

Milan ...Peters may be out the rest of the year with his knee

injury. A tip of the hat to the UMass hockey cheerleader;

they drove all the way out to St. Anselms Friday night and

dressed up an otherwise drab Orr Rink on Saturday night

ZS zc zs zz:

UNION VIDEO CENTER
seeks competent staff for

the following positions:

Technician
Operations Asst's.

Call 545-1336 for nnore info
zs zz zz zz

Applications for the UMass Bus Driver

Training Program will be given to the first 100

qualified people on Feb. 6, at 7:00 p.m., CC

Rm. 168.

You must be over 18, have held a car

license for at least 1 year and be a UMass

degree student with at least 3 sennesters re-

maining. Bring proof of class year and

license.

The UMTS is E.E.. A. A. employer.

The/ladeleine
79 S. PleaMOit St . Amherst M».

Daily 1 1 6 253 34H4

DUFFELS
TOTES

CARRYALLS
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winter
clothing
in stock

Winter coats
on sale—
20'M. off

from 8.95 to 18.00
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I SALE!
: UP TO
I 50% OFF
^ ON BOOTS

A Store-full of Ideas

Next to the Amherst Post Office

Open 10:00-6:00, Mon.-Sat.

Gymwomen split

at Penn State

BvKfM WHI TELAW
Colleqian Staff . ^ ,„^ ...
On Saturday night before a crowd of 3,885 people the

UMass women's gymnastics team finished second to defen

diny national champion Penn State in a tri meet at Rec Hall,

Penn State. The Nittany Lions compiled an impressive total

score of 140.60. UMass hit their highest team score of the

season with a total of 132 95 Indiana State University was
third with a score of. 126. 75

Coach Evans was pleased with the team's performance

She said, "It was a tremendous team effort "

Penn State looked real strong and was praised loudly by

their home crowd. Marcy Levine, Lisa Ingebretsen, and Jan

Anthony, all from Penn State, took the top three all around

fxjsitions

Karen Member ger was the top all-around performer for tf>e

Minutewomen. It was Karen's first time competing on all four

events because she had been nursing a knee injury. Her per

forn^ncw added inspiration and points to the final outcome.

UMass started the meet off with the vaulting, their

strongest event of the nr^eet. Hemberger received her highest

sco're in this event with a 8.9 for her tsukahara vault. Karen

Ginsberg received a 8 65, Lisa Martin vaulted with a hurt wrist

and got a 8.45, and Amy Ruili was awarded an 8 4 to give the

Minutewomen an event score of 34.4 Vaulting was also the

strongest event for Penn State with a score of 35.3.

The uneven bars routines from all three schools showed a

victory of original and difficult combinations Penn State cap

tured the top three positions and Hemberger and Ginsburg

were right behind the lady Lions with scores of 8.7 arvl 8.6

respectively Karen Clemente showed a big improvement over

her past performances
The crowd cheered on the UMass women on the floor exer

cise mat and hissed when low scores were given to some

routines Hemberger again scored high for the Minutewomen

with an 8.4. Marcy Levine, a freshman from Penn State won
the event with a 9 2 for a very impressive routirw.

The t>alance l>eam was the lowest scorir>g event for both tfie

Penn State and UMass gymnasts Laurie Kr>app canr>e through

with an 8 55 for UMass but it was not enough to catch Penn

State, who took the top three positions.

The gymnasts were pleased with their overall perfornr^ances

The tri meet added both a win and loss to the gymnasts'

record. The gymnasts will enter their next meet agair>st Tern

pie with a 4 1 record If this last weekend is an indication of

the performances to con>e from the women gymr^asts it looks

as if they are on the way to the top.

* Matmen
CONT FROM PAGE 20

After watching URI crush Mass Mantime 51 it was back

to the mats for UMass. The Minutemen avenged the loss to

URI by winning eight of the ten matches against the

beleagured cadets.

The meet was highlighted by pins scored by Louis Mac-

Donald at 118, Victor Dellatorre at 177, and John Allen in

the heavywieght division Larry Otsuka continued his winn-

ing ways at 134 with a 12 4 decision Also breaking into the

win column were Mike Carroll at 158, Greg Diliello at 167

and Jack Boyd at 190

After the meet, coach Amato stated, "We weren't down
Our kids came back Now we'll just look forward to the

New Englands"
The split leaves UMass with a 9-3 1 record while URI im-

proved its own mark to 6 4 1

WRESTLING NOTES UF{\. top ranked in New England had

a deceiving 4 4 1 record going into last nights meet All four

losses came to national super powers. (Syracuse, L.S.U.,

Kentuckey, and Lehigh). The 51 shutout of Mass Mantime

was URI's second, having previously shutout So. Conn.

600

new used rare strange

records

Amh»t»t Coffioq* Shops J49 2800

GERMAN 274

C Core
3 credits

GERMAN EXPRESSIONISM
(in translation)

Expressionism dominated German literature, art, music, and other

forms ot intellectual life m the period 1910 1920 It is a period of m

tense unrest, embodvmii a violent revolt aqamst traditional values

and the vision of a future Utopian society Enpressionism reflects the

cnsis of World War I, hut also, as the German Avantgarde. give birth

to significant modernist' tendencies in literature and art.

The course treats typical writers (of drama and poelryl Expres

sionistic tendencies in Art (the Brurke group, the Blue

Rider Kandinsky, l^^arcl are discussed, also with reference to their

theoretical foundation of abstract' art Several films are shown, and

the political implications of Expressionism in the light of subsequent

German history are discussed

Instructor Lawrence Ryan

Meeting Time and Place T T

For more information Tel b4^

«' 10 46 Herier 114

-W 549 3960
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Cagers go down to the wire;
lose to Duquesne, 68-67
By STEVEZACK
Colhgian Staff

\Neie pJaying the best we've played, but we can't seem to
get over the hump, Minuteman captain Eric Williants said
after \\>e team s one point defeat at the hands of the
Duquesne Dukes last Saturday, 68 67
The Minutemen came into the game with aspirations of

proving something to the fans and to themselves that they
can play winning basketball.

The Minutemen opened the scoring for the evening off the
opening tap wfien Len Kohlhaas fired a pass to Mark Haymore
who promptly deposited it into tf>e basket, dunk style.
Duquesne can>e right back to tie it on two foul shots by fresh-
man center Bruce Atkins.

Atkins rrxjved at will on tt»e inside for most of the evening
and ended up with a 24 potnt effort "We really wanted to go
iriSKle, " said Dukes coach Mike Rice

For the entire first half, the two teanr« traded baskets with a
four point Duquesne lead at the 12:00 mark being the widest
margin

.

The offensive power of tf>e Minutemen m the first 20
minutes was supplied by Haymore and guard Tommy Witkos.
Haymore shot seven for nine in the opening stanza On the
evening, the big man collected 22 points along with 11

rebound*.

As for the iTHJch improved Witkos. he was a ball of fire in

the first half, totalling eight points on four for six shooting
including a fine drive in the early going to tie the game at six

When he wasn t scoring points, he was hustling for loose balls

and playir^ solid defense.

A prayer shot by the Dukes' B B Ftenory at the first ftatf

buzzer gave the Pennsylvania team a 32 X tead at the split.

The second halt opened up much the same as the opening
half, with basket trading by the Minutemen and the Dukes
until the 17:55 mark when Duquesne scored 10 uninterrupted
points to go up 46 36

But tf>e Minutemen would not lay down and die Trailing

48 39, the Massachusetts squad notcf>ed six quick points on a

lumper by Len Kohlhaas and two more outside pops by Brad
Johnson.

Kohlhaas was the second half offensive force fcK the

Minutemen, hitting on five of six shots in the half, rnost di
which touched only the net

Down by five, 63 58, with just over five minutes remaining,

the Minutemen put on the pressure and knotted the game at

64 on two free throws by Haymore, a Billy Morrison bomb,
and a Kohlhaas baseline pop following two missed freww
throws by B B. Flenory.

The Dukes went up by two, 66 64, on a Flenory short shot
with 2:42 left but the UMass squad came right back on a
Morrison long distance basket.

With 1:27 left to go in the game, Duquesne 's Ronnie Dixon
missed the front end of a one and one situation and Eric

Williarr^ picked off the rebound and the Minutemen called

timeout with 1:17 on the clock.

At the one minute mark, Doug Arnold fouled the
Minutemen captain, sending Williams to the line for a chance
to put the Minutemen in the lead. The 6'5" senior sank tfie

first attempt to put the Minutemen up 67-66, but the second
shot was off and at the 0:47 mark, Bruce Atkins layed the ball

in to put the Dukes up 68-67.

With 20 ticks left on tf)e clock, Eric Williams tied up John
Moore for a jump ball but Duquesne won the tap. Not satisfied

with the outcome, Williams tied up B.B. Flenory with 18
seconds to go and this time the Minutemen took control of the
toss only to have a Brad Johnson lay up fall off the rim and a
subsequent tip go astray.

In a desperate attempt for the ball, Len Kohlhaas fouled
Flenory with )ust two seconds left, but the B.B. was off target
and UMass grabbed the rebound setting the stage for a one
second play, basketball's classic hero scapegoat situation.

Brad Johnson was accorded thy position of throwing the
inbounds pass and fie had two options open to him. One was
to toss the ball to Morrison, Witkos, or Williams, all situated at

midcourt for a prayer shot, or attempt a 60 foot "alley oop"
pass to Mark Haymore at the far end of the court. Johnson
opted for the latter, only to have the ball fall short into the
hands of Duquesne's Bruce Atkins

"We played hard we've played well the last six or seven
games. " said Umjss coach Jack Leaman. 'They (the team)
deserve better," he concluded.

We expected it to be tough, " commented Duquesne
coach Hice. "They've been playing close basketball games
and you have to be careful of going in against a team that
relays close We had to stay on top of our game."
UMASS (67) Johnson 32 8 Witkos 4 8 Roberts 1 2
Morrison 6 2 14 Williams 1 1 Haymore 10 2 22 Burton 0-

Kohlhaas 5^2 12 StewartOOO TOTALS 29 9 67
DUQUESNE (68) Flenory 7 3 17 DixonOOO Arnold 4 1 9
Baldwin 40 8 Moore 5 10 Thomas 00 Atkins 8 8 24
Davila TOTALS 28 12 68

Tommy Witkos goes to the hoop during Satur-
day's 68-67 Minu'jmen loss to Duquesne Universi-
ty. (Staff photo ay Lynn Marion).

Minutewomen romp
fly S TEVEN A ROSENBERG
Colfegian Staff

Oh Mama can tfits reaffy be tfie end? To be stuck inside of Mobile with the

Memphis Blues Again Bob Dylan
Integrating a Dylan Story into a story about a women's basketball gan.e may

seem somewhat bizarre and ostentatious to some readers, but nevertheless, it

may appropriately sum up the bewildered Brooklyn College women's
basketball team, who were defeated by the UMass Minutewomen at the Cage
last Saturday afternoon. They lost by 51 points. 114 63
A sparse, but enthusiastic group of 300 watched the UMass squad race off

to a 19 6 lead after five minutes of play It was 63 36 at the half and 84 49

midway through the second half

Brooklyn College had only seven healthy players for the game.
"Most of our players are either sick or were forced to quit the team for

personal reasons," Brooklyn College coach Mary Jaceqiz said. "Realistically,

with a 2 15 record goir>g into the game we hoped that the score would remain

respectable.
"

Overall, UMass shot 49 per cent from the field and 81 per cent from the free

throw line. Perhaps the key to the blowout was the play of forwards Dede Taft

and Maura Supinski. Their rebounds accounted in setting up several second

and third shot opportunities. Six UMass players scored up several second and

third shot opportunities. Six UMass players scored in double figures with

centers Julie Ready and Ginger Legare combining for 38 points.

I\^ark Marchand

UMiegoespro

Matmen lose to URI;

defeat Mass. Maritime
By L OUIE SCHWECHHEIMER
Collegian Staff

Hopes were high Saturday night as the

UMass Minutemen, currently second in

New England, squared off against the

powerful Rams of the Univesity of Rhode
Island Visions of a number one ranking

soon faded as URI captured a hard fought

26 13 decision before a large crowd at the

Boyden gym.
Also participating in the trimeet were

the cadets of Mass Maritime.

In the opening match URI wasted little

time showing they were serious in keep-

ing their number one ranking in New
England. URI quickly jumped out to a 6-0

lead by solidly winning the 118 and 126

weight divisions.

Capt. Larry Otsuka excited the crowd by

winning an impressive decision at 134. Ot-

suka proved too quick for Jeff Buxton as

he totally controlled the nwich from the

outset.

At 142, New England Champion Scott

Arnell increased the Rhode Island lead to

10-3 with a ctose aggressive decision over

Chariaa RigoglkMC.

In what may hava baan tha moat ax-

citing match of the night, from a UMass
standpoint, Kevin Murphy squeeked out a

54 victory over National Greco-Roman
Champion Bobby Eon.

In another crowd pleaser, Mike Carroll St

158 locked up with Earle McQuade. Tied

after two periods, Carroll took control

midway through the third period. A
UMass victory would have cut the lead to

one point, but it was not to be as Mc-

Quade scored a reve-sal at the buzzer.

The result was a tie which left the score

URI12UMass8.
This was as close as UMass would
come, as URI went on to dominate the

next three weight classs running the score

to 26^8 in the process.

With the outcome decided, John Allen

kept his undefeated streak alive in the

heavyweight division, by virtue of a

superior decision over Evans Brantley.

The big URI freshman received a wrestl-

ing lesson a9 Allen continued his domirifl.-

tion of this weight class.

"We were confident coming In," stated

a happy Gary Barton. The URI coach said^^

"wa dkJn't expect to run away with it'

TURN TO PAGE 19

Last semester in this same column I

wrote about the soccer program here at

UMass and its steady improvement over

the past several years under the direction of

coach Russ Kidd Well, the past few weeks
have brought us some more news to

substantiate that claim. On January 8th,

the North American Soccer League held its

annual amateur draft and the first player in

New England to be drafted was none other

than UMass' own Tasso Koutsoukos. A
veteran of two seasons here and a

sophomore, Koutsoukos entered his name
in the draft for the first time this year and

risked losing his eligibility here if he wasn't

drafted.

But for a soccer player of Koutsoukos'

caliber it really wasn't much to worry

about, as theMontrealnative was drafted by

the Chicago Stings of the NASL in the

second round. According to Bernie Mullin,

an assistant professor in the sports studies

department here, Koutsoukos will be

signing an eight-month contract with

Chicago tomorrow morning. At the request

of Koutsoukos, Mullin did all the

negotiating with Chicago after the draft.

Also included in his contract is a clause that

pays Koutsoukos" tuition over the next four

years as he finishes his work for his degree

in the off season.
In addition, Mullin said yesterday af-

ternoon that Koutsoukos' salary was
"substantially higher" than the average

salary of $15,000 in the NASL. It makes
Koutsoukos one of the highest paid players

for one of the most solid franchises in the

NASL.
The signing of UMass highest scoring

player comes as no surprise to Tasso's

teammates and coach. Former teammate
and now coach of the UMass JV soccer

team Ed Niemiec said that he expected

Koutsoukos to go high in the draft and that

he would be wasting his time if he stayed

around college soccer any longer.

According to most sources it seems to be

the trend in professional soccer to draft and

amateur as early in his career as possible as

some of the players that want in thia nnost

recant draft ware not yat out of high

school. Niamiac goaa on to wy that ha

thMtt Taaao got • "good" dial coiwidaring

the financial situation of Chicago.
The signing of a UMass soccer player to

a contract is going to have a very positive

effect on coach Kidd's recruitment
program. Without any scholarship money,
Kidd has been travelling around New
England and visiting with high school

players and their coaches. His biggest

catch has undoubtedly been Koutsoukos.
Now, Kidd appears to be ready to reap the

benefits from his recruitment efforts as

more high school players are indicating a

desire to play soccer at UMass. According

to Kidd, the amount of correspondence
from players who are requesting in-

formation about playing here has doubled
since last year. Also, Kidd says, the fact

that UMass was ranked fourth in the final

New England Division One poll for this past

season has helped.

As if the NASL isn't enough. Kout-

soukos has been reportedly talking to

several NFL teams regarding a possible

position as a place kicker. One only has to

go as far as John Smith of the Patriots to

see how successful soccer kickers are in

the NFL.
Another one of Kidd's players who

appears ready to enter pro soccer is senior

forward Joel Mascolo, who leaves this

week for a three-day tryout with the

Atlanta Chiefs of the same NASL. Not
picked at all in the draft, Mascolo sounds
optimistic about his chances to make a

positive impression on Atlanta.

Personally, I'm elated about the signing

of Koutsoukos to a pro contract. I've

watched him play myself and am very

confident about his chances to become one
of tf>e top scorers in the NASL. As a matter

of fact, I think Tasso's scoring will probably

increase in the pros with the better calibre

of players that will be feeding him passes

and Chicago probably realized that when
they drafted him.

So, add to the ranks of Julius Erving, Al

Skinner, Greg Landry, and Milt Morin the

name of Tasso Koutsoukos. All these
players have gone on to the pro ranks from
UMass and have left a legacy in their wake.
Who says that UMass sports are smaH^

tima? Who aaya that non-scholarship
•porta don't turn out pro athlataa? Juat aak

RuaaKidd.

Anff-Weber Task Force Formed continued on
pages

The anti-Weber movement took a step
forward last week as more than 40 in-

dividuals and organizations met in New
York City to defend affirmative action.

The group grew out of a meeting last

month sponsored by the Affirmative Action
Coordinating Center (AACC); it decided to

constitute itself as a tack force for the

organizations of national anti-Weber
conferenced.

The conference would seek to organize
nationwide activities promoting affirmative

action and calling for the reversal of the
Weber case, now before the U.S. Supreme
Court. The case is a "reverse
discrimination " suit by white Kaiser
Aluminum worker Brian Weber against a
training program at his Louisiana plant that

accepted equal numbers of Blacks and
whites, overriding seniority in the interest

of affirmative action.

The New York group is hoping to organize

the anti Weber conference sometime in

early March. It hopes that a unified plan of

action can emerge from the conference
capable of influencing public opinion about
the issue Among the new particapnts at

last week's meeting were a number of

national left groups, including the Women
for Racial and Economic Equality (WREE),
the Guardian, the International Socialists,

the national Committee to Overturn the
Bakke Decision, and the Socialist Workers
Party ISWP). A number of community and

trade union based groups in the New York
area also attended, giving the group fairly

good representation of the progressive
community in tfie city.

The group felt, however, that it was not
representative enough to form itself at any
higher level of organization, and set up only

temporary structures aimed at planning the
national conference at which a much
broader representation will be sought.
Labor and women's groups are two key
areas in this context.
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Soutli Afrikan Pianist

Friday. February 2. in the Gerald Penny
Memorial Black Cultural Center, at
Amherst College. Hotep Cecil Barnard,
South Afrikan Pianist, opened the first of
the Tony Jackson, Upright Pianist Series.
The therr>e of the series "Afrikan thought
as It relates to our liberation, ' will be held
every Friday at 8 p.m , featuring different

guest artists

Hotep Cecil Barnard, a self taught
pianist, has played with such reknowned
artists as Hugh Masekela, Bobby Hutchin-
son, Woodie Shaw and Eddie Henderson,

stoi-y by Dedan Klmathl
Playthell Benjamin opened Black History

Month at New Africa House Saturday
night with a serious discussion on the

state of black folk throughout the world.

Professor Benjamin stated that our pre-

sent status derives from the collapse ^
chattel slavery, from the African sl^^
trade, colonialism and legal aparthied
(segregation). The result of this is that the

black world is scattered in various political

entities or nation states of Africa and the

Caribbean. Millions of other black folk live

as national minorities in the United
States, Brazil, Columbia and Britain to

name a few.

Another segment of our people are in-

digenous, but are ruled by white facist

regimes exemplified in South Africa,

Namibia and Zimbabwe. The policies of

these fascist government are directed

towards depopulating these areas as was
done to the Indians in the United States.

Each segment of the black populations

are experiencing problems of development
that are directly linked and stem from our

common enemy.
The quasi independent black states are

currently experiencing pitfalls on the road

to economic development. The
economies are unable to provide mean-

Photo by Barron Roland

ingful work and the essentials of life to

the people This is due to lack of skilled

labor and capital that are important to the

development of a modern economy.
There are some nations that have the

good fortune of possessing oil such as

Nigeria that enables then to raise capital

and gain skilled expertise.

If they do not possess oil, the black na-

tion states must turn to mult-nationals

and international banking institutions such

as the International Monetary Fund
(I.M.F.) and the World Bank. These na-

tions are torced to provide tax holidays

for the mult nationals or comply with a

long list of restrictions imposed by the

IMF. before they can obtain credit.

Black folk that are indegenous but ruled

by racist fascist regimes not only ex-

perience genocide, but also denials by the

whites to teach the black majority certain

skills. Thus when the whites are run out,

they make sure that there will be chaos

left behind.

National minorities in countries fac*

peculiar situations, in their country of ex-

istence, and with the exception of Cuba,

rascism is a daily experience. In Braizil,

the colossus of South America, there ex-

ists rafctem, but 'on a slightly different level

than in the US Brazilians are color con

ecious whereas Americans are are race

conscious. There is a strange denial of

blackness in Brazil. If you are mixed with

anything but black, you are white. In the

U.S. if you have any trace of black you
are considered black The official position

of the military government is that Brazil is

a racial democracy. If a person wants to

disagree with this statement, they can be

charged with disturbing the r»'-ial tran

quility of Brazilian society, a law that ts

on the books. In Brazil 'sracial democracy,
however, the major choices open to

blacks are soccer and samba. The situa

tion there is more insidious than it is here.

In Britain, the black folk are regarded as

immigrants even if they were born in

England and speak with a cockney ac

cent. They are constantly faced with

threats of exportation from aspiring politi

cians on campaigns.

The Black folk here in the U.S. ac

cording to Playthell, are affected by three

major obstacles. Firstly, there are

numerous court cases challenging Af

firmative Action Recent examples include

the Bakke case and the case by Sears

that is challenging hiring practises under

Affirmative Action. These cases are

threatning to halt any chance that we
have of "catching"up in this society, an

impossible accomplishment since white

people have had a big head start.

Secondly, btacks own about one tenth

of one percent of the American economy
making it even more difficult for blacks to

advance economically. Finally we care

faced by tax revolts of the Proposition 13

form. These revolts are cutting the essen-

tial services from black folk.

Professor Benjamin believes that black

people are in a state of siege. We must

continue to struggle. The affluent blacks

cannot sit back and worry about getting

another house but extend their concerns

to all the people. He is concerned
because black college students are not in

terested in the 60's or discussing political

issues. We cannot afford to be compla

cent about out situation, but must
organize our people to free ourselves and

other black folk in the world.

There is no choice but to continue to

struggle.

to name a few, gave his first solo per-

formance tf>at evening. He played such

recognizable tunes as Lush Life and^
Didn't Know Time It Waa. .^^mm
He floated into each piece. Ilka n^H

to a chain, mixing rag time. do\^V
home blues in skat fashion, and black
classical, in a combination not fre-

quently heard. Hoteps' distinct and
original improvizations and melodic
sound, accented the personal quality

of his style His unusual statement in-

corporated many cultures; gospel,
Cuban, raggae Caribbean and Afrikan

beats, offered a new experience to

the listener. Without the accompa-
nients of other instruments you wera
given the opportunity to hear tha
complete richness of his sound.
The audience in deep meditation,
started tapping their feet, and bobb-
ing in their seats to an original com-
position King Tut Strut, an upbeaf
rhythmic tuna, inspired by King
Akhenaton. His coordination waa
timely,
and he never overdid a piece.

Hotep says, "I play of my life ex-

periences." an experience the au-

dience
was pleased to hava shared.

Ndambi Nassoma
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The Four-Hundred
Year Struggle

Black History Month A celebration of

the four hundred year struggle of African

Americans for Human Rights

First in a Series of three

Last semester on December 4. 1978 a

meeting was convened in the Malcolm X
Room to discuss the development of

plans for a Black History month, to take

place during the nx)nth of February

The session was well attended and and
the groundwork was completed for fur

ther solidification and implementatnon of

the plans.

But this Black History month we want
African American Students not |us1 to

Rock and Finger Pop when you go to the

events but to have an understanding of

what this special time is all about We
want you to understand how it relates to

you. because it is not just a series of

entertainment events that you attend,

observe, applaud than go home and
forget about the entire thing No, it

means much, much more than that

First of all, Black History month is not

iust a tribute to Black entertainers sports

figures and scholars that feed the ego of

the whites, with stereotyped images of

African Americans, and are this acclaimed

as a credit to tf\e race Black history rrx>th

IS not a tribute to tfie Uncle Toms and
Aunt Jemima's that are constantly t>e«ng

thrown up in your and my face as ex

amples of those who "made it" and are

thus supposed to be our role rrnxlels

These are negative examples of African

American history and positive examples to

Caucasion history (our oppressor's
history) That is why they have such wide
acclaim, and coverage by the caucasion

media There are even a few on this cam-
pus
Why does this happen with our African

American History rrninth Why are these

r>egative heroes constantly propagated

before us as examples of what we should

strive for Because it is counter to tf>e

desires of the racist government to have
the truth about African American people

exposed That collective Caucasian guilt,

that n^akes the European American so

VICIOUS (you know what I rr>eanl when
dealing with the African American people

cannot stand up to the light of truth That

entire false inr^ge of caucasion supremacy
that reflects from theirs infantile egotism,

and in the minds of many of our confused

Sisters and Brothers, will crumble into the

dust that forms its foundation In the Bi

ble. one of the first books from which

many an Afnkan slave learrjed to read

english, plainly states that the truth will

set you free" I'll wager that many a

rebelling slave believed in those words
Than what is the truth behind African

American history month What is it all

about
African American history moth revolves

around positive contributions of the

decendants of African slaves, for the ad

vancement of the African American peo
pie here in the United States

There have been many contributions

made by Black people m every field of

work that exists in society, be they

Political, Professional, Scientific, Cultural,

of At'.letic, African Americans, we have

held our own
The very first contribution that our

ancestors made to the advancement of

our race was to rebell against slavery and

try to separate themselves from the

Caucasians, with idea of economic and

political self determination Whether it

was running away, or killing the slave

master, it was a manifestation to the

desire to be free and independant

This IS the foundation of our history, our

heritage in America Rebellions against

tyranny and oppression is a good thing

not a bad thing as you and I are led to

believe Slaves do not rebell for nothing,

they are exercising their human right, that

IS, the right of the opressed to over throw

the oppressor Afnkan Americans have a

long history of rebelling, right up to the

19€0's The historical continuity of this

fact alone cancels all the propaganda that

Blacks are satified with their conditions '

One thing that we must understand and

take pride in, a fact which is not widely

known, that js. that most of the slave

rebellions were spontaneous and many
were highly organized, with concrete

goals other than )ust destroying the plan

tation system, and other were aimed at

establishing a free Black State right there

in the South
Another fact that is not widely known is

the frequency of the slave rebellions.

From 1710 til 1860 approxinr^tely a one
hundred and fifty year period, for an
average of every e«ghteen years, there

were major waves of slave rebellions,

lasting for average of every eighteen

years, there were ma|or waves of slave

rebellions, lasting for a eight years per

period This doesn't, count minor
rebellions and aborted plots

Some of the major slave rebellions in the

United States were tf>e Cato rebellion of

1 739. the Gabriel Prosser Plot of 1800. the

Denn^rk Vesey Rebellion of 1852 and the

Nat Turner Rebellion of 1831 One very

important slave revolution that took place

was led by Toussamt Loverature in Haiti

in the 1790 s This Brother was the first

man ever to defeat Napoleon's so called

invincible army, and was primarily respon

sible for the Louisiana purchase

In the United States after 1860 rr»any of

the (former) slaves and free Black men
fought in the civil war Not because tf^ey

believed m the United States as an ideal,

but because they wanted to fight for

freedom for their Brothers and SistefS stiM

in bondage, and win respect for

themselves as men. |ust as they did m the

Revoluntionary war of tf>e 1770's

This spirit has lived on and manifested

Itself in the creation of countless African

American organizations and movements
throughout the twenieth century for the

recognition and respect of our human
rights At times ihese struggles have

e to the point of armed self defense,

„._ open warfare against the Ku Klux

Clan and other racist forces At present

ir Black United Fronts For Human
jhts in Tupelo Mississippi, Brooklyn,

York, Philadelphia, Pa Cairo, II

lirH>«s.

What road will you take Brothers and

Sisters The road of continuing our

history on the road of betraying our

history

We Will Win

Chaka Zulu

Weber... continued from page 1

The group aiso put out a call for the

formation of anti Weber committees at the

local level throughout the country Work
was begun on educational materials such

as a fact sheet and a pamphlet.

STEP FORWARD The Weber fightback

also took a big step forward on the legal

front last week as the AACC announced

that.it had gotten the support of 64 civil

rights, women's and labor organizations for

its anti Weber briefs Sponsors included

the Congressional RIack Caucus; the

Coalition of Black Trade Unionists; and the

Southerners for Economic Justice. Union

endorsers include the National Ad Hoc
Committee of Black Steel Workers, the

Farm Labor Organizing Committee, the

Teamsters for a Democratic Union and the

Texas Farm Workers oniorr. . .

Many of the other organizations filing

separate anti Weber briefs agreed to in-

clude a common "Statement of Principles"

on affirmative action in their briefs so as to

let the Supreme Court know they were

united on basic issues.

In addition, the Justice Department filed

Its brief, arguing that the court should

reiect Weber's arguments and allow af

firmative action.

Women Conference

ByPhylis Winfield

The Women* Colleges Conferer>ces

took place at Smith College this

weekend and was attended by Smith.

Keuka, Simmons. Douglass Vassar.

Bryn-Maur, Radcliff.

Women's Colleges Con
fererice Minorities

The Women's Colleges Conference
hosted by Smrth's Student Government
Association centered on the various

issues facing all women's colleges. The
most intense forum was the one on
minorities, which dealt extensively (lasting

approximately ninety minutes tonger than

sche<luled) with pertir>ent issues effecting

minority students i e , academic and
social issues, and the mterdeptodence of

the two
There does exist an interdependence

f>etween social and academic life in col

leges, consequently, social pressures on
minority students will result in additional

academic burdens for minority students

What happen tf>en alienation minority

students, by nature of their being a

minority, are subjected to the draining ef

fects of dealing with racial stereotypes

perpetuated by the ignorance, and the

lack of concern to overcome this ig

norance, of their white counterparts.

"Tf>e stereotyping of black students as

manifested by the myth of a black

perspective,' in the sense that many white

students, in a classroom situation, con

sider the views of the one. or more black

student /s in the class to be representative

of all black " Sharon White, president of

Smith's Black Stqdents' Association.

PfK>to by Quentin Stewart

The delegates of the women's colleges

discussed another aspect of racism, the

minute percentage of black faculty

number wtw have tenure, which makes

the need for them seem dispensable. That

is. the necessity for black faculty

members is not pertinent enough to en-

sure their positions in a predominantly-

white institution And those who do

possess tenure, oftentirrWh. fit the 'black

role" of the particular community; they

are tfw contemporary stereotype of the

"good nigger" Having an Afro American

Studies department in itself is indicative

of black alienation from mainstream col

l<«ge society it is modern day segregation.

Alienation of blacks within predominatly

white colleges is, inherently, a conse

quence of this segregation process

The forum also dealt with the myth of

Black Students' Association as having

merely social connotations; that is, tf>ey

only serve as a nr>eans of organizing par

ties, etc , rather than being an organiza

tion that effects activities that are

culturally, and thus, intellectually con

ducive in nature Thus, the pervasive

assumption of the non black college com
munity that their existence serves no pro

ductive end Consequently, the Black

Students' Organizations "Who is respon

sible for this anti black organizational

atmosphere' " Sharon White "Does the

guilt lie on the colleges administration'"

As many questions were raised by this

minority students answered questions

about the apathy of minority students in

dealing with discrimination; questions

about the end for which we are sear

ching The forum lasted two and a half

hours: yes we had so much to do.
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Or>e more person dead. Wf>at we're

supposed to do, it seems, is forget about

it

So what it new? nothing. We're ex-

pected rK>w to calmly go back to our daily

corKerns. At most, maybe once in awhile

people from tf>e Third World community
can asked themselves, "Which one of use

is next'" But not too loud.

That's )ust wttat they woukl like us to

do. Calm down Cool out. Don't make
any fuss.

But we should forget about what they

want. Screw them.
I wonder what their excuse is going to be

next time they kill one of us, or mess or>e of

us up bad.

There is no doubt it will happen again. If

you don't think so, just look at the past

Seta's gone, dead. But the ones who
were with her, who let her die in front of

their eyes, they are free It's no surprise

that these people had connections with big

lawyers and politicians in Greenfield and

Northampton.
Brother Craemen is still in jail, since 1974,

for a crime he did not commit. But the US
Judicial System's word is final. Of Course.

Brother Earl Brown is still on probation for

a crime he wasn't involved in. To say the

least, he was convicted on the sloppiest

evidence. Main witnesses against him

literally couldn't tell the difference between

the photograph of one black man arnj the

photograph of another. But today Earl

Brown is still paying his dues to the

probation officer.

Then there is Jill Dickenson's case. Last

year in April 1978 Sister Jill Dickenson was
found seriously hurt at UMass. Some
residents of Butterfield Dorm on their way
back home one night heard nrKwning in the

bushes and went to look They saw an

unconscious woman, soaking wet for some
unexplained reason. They went and told

the dispensary. Then an ambulance was
called and Jill was taken to the hospital in

Northampton. Today one side of Jill's body

IS paralyzed and she suffers from memory
loss The UMass police of course did their

work well: no one knows yet who hurt Jill.

As in Seta's case, there is still a lot of

"mystery" surrounding what happened to

Sister Jill Dickenson. The police found

some paint on Jill's pants and they did

some tests to find out where it came from.

To this day, neither Jill nor her parents

have been notified about the outcome of

these paint tests. A year has gone by. Jill is

half paralzed and suffers from memory loss

and those responsible haven't been found.

Well, don't worry about it too much. It's

just the life of one more sister.

Also, listen to this from a report on
working class Puerto Ricans living in the

area:

"In 1974, at a block party in South
Deerfield, a fight broke out over the fact

that some Puerto Rican men wanted to join

in the fun. The situation grew to semi-riot

proportions when local whites began
throwing rocks. Eventually, as if it were a

huge gang war, whites and Puerto Ricans

lined up on different sides of the town

comrTKMi and prepared for battle. The state

police came and quelled the disturbance by

forcing the migrant workers back to their

barracks Two Puerto Ricans were
arrested. No whites were."

So the sanr>e thing goes on, year after

year.

Now let's get back to Seta Rampersad, to

the thrilling story of how she was found

dead nude in Motel 6 and how nobady was
held responsible for her death.

The papers covered the case in a foolish

but predictable way. For journalist like

Sean Hogan of the Collegain and Cliff

Teutsch of the Hampshire Gazette, the only

important thing was that kind of sen

sational parts of the story, that the human
parts that give us an idea of what happ>ened

were left out. For instance, they did not

find it necessary to tell the public that this

20 year old sister had books with her next

to her death bed She had school books

with her because she did her studying

whenever she had a chance. She was a

Sister in a bind: no money to go to school,

had to work to get the money, a lot of

worries on her mind.

It was Seta who died, but it could have

been somebody else, one of us. This is a

fact.

Last week the front page of one of the

Collegains said: "Case Closes On Ram
persad's Death " As if to say this should be

a surprise At least the Collegian had the

names of people who were with Seta on

the night of her death: Demetrious "Jimmy
the Greek " Konstantopulus, Brian D. Pitzer

and Carol A. Newton. But before, when
printing those names might have helped

create public pressure around the case,

most papers didn't want to print them.

Nobody wanted to point out how
suspicious it was that Demetrious "Jimmy
the Greek " Konstatopulus, a nightclub

owner, was able to get one of the most

politically powerful lawyers in the area to

ehip him out.

The fact is that what happened to Seta

still has not been explained At the very

least, it is known that she was with the

people mentioned above for 10 hours. They

literally watched her die. If adults act so

irresponsible as this, you would think they

should be kept off the streets. But not

according to the courts. On top of this, the

doctors still have not been able to ascertain

the cause of Seta's death and yet the case

is over. What we are supposed to do now is

forget it.

The history of this country is famous for

picking up Third World people, putting

them in jail and then lynching them. Now
the methods are a little more refined and

the US legal system does the same thing by

protecting white criminals at the expense of

Third World people. You can be killed and

the US legal system, along with local police

and important political figures, will protect

the murderer, especially if he is white and

has some money in his pockets.

Suman Bohm

Member, Third World Women's Task Force

Seta T. Rampersad
Case Closed

Carmen M. Cadiz
editorial commentator of

NUMMO NEWS

Seta Rampersad

On January 31, 1979, the racist court

system of Franklin County closed the case

on Seta Rampersad's death. Understan
ding the corrupt and biased legal ap-
paratus in the Valley, I never expected a

fair investigation or for justice to result.

Nonetheless, neither did I expect that

Thomas J. Simons, District Attorney for

the Northwestern District, to clear the

criminals of any responsibility in the

sister's death.

In my opinion. Judge McGuane's final

decision was a farce, a bad joke. Tf>e in-

vestigation into Seta's death was in-

complete. The MAN admits that "Both
the pathologist who performed the autop-

sy and the medical examiner testified that

the cause of death was unknown... Dr.

Samuel J. Brendler, a neurological

surgeon, testified that in his opinion the

symptoms described by the various

witnesses which were exhibited by the

victim were indicative of epileptic

episodes and further that these episodes

would not cause death." The- final con-

tradiction is when Judge McGuane states,

"I further find that the cause of her death

was not caused by the unlawful acts of

any individual and further was not caused
by negligence of any individual."

The inquest was originally called to

clarify the cause of her death. Yet, why
did Judge McGuane close the case when
the major contradiction (Seta's death)

was still unresolved, when so many other

contradictions were uncovered and when
more questions were raised than were
answered ?

Sources close to tfie case have repeated-

ly pKjinted to conflicting testimony given

at the inquest. How was it that Seta had
bruises about the rrK)uth^ What was the

role of the police in tf>e coverup Who, in

terms of power within the Valley, were
the people who were with Seta the night

of her death? Why were so n^any signs of

complicity simply overlooked or disregard-

ed?
The Collegian and Hampshire Gazette

also played their puppet roles so well.

Seta was yet anotfier victim in a long

series of abusive acts committed against

p>oor and Third World individuals in the

Valley. Yet to the newspapers, mere tools

of the oppressive ruling class. Seta was
just anotf«sr rtatural death. Let us never

forget the role of thiese newspapers to

distort, deceive and
inwash us to

believe tf>eir "objectivity." Can we afford

to be objective when Setas are occurring

all about us? When Jose Pontes is found

dead and no official within the University

or the Valley is asking Why? When a

Craeman Gethers suffers, innocently, in

jail? When a Jill Dickinson suffers from
brain damage and people don't even ask

Who?"
It is clear who controls the nightmare

the poor, progressive and Third World
suffer in this Valley? U.S. justice is a lie.

Justice responds to who pay$ best. He
who controls the money controls the

justice.

Remember Seta.

Vihat Is To Be Done
Historically, the Third World community

has suffered repressive attacks at the

hands of the police, the University ad

ministration and the most reactionary

elements within the Valley. Beginning

with Craeman Gethers and, most recent-

ly, Jose Pontes, the University administra-

tion has allied themselves with the police,

against our community. We must never

underestimate the power administrators of

the 5 Colleges hold over local authorities;

when Whitmore whistles a song, all

Amherst dances.

It was not under p>olice insistence that

the University handed over the pictures of

its' black students so that Craeman
Gethers could be innocently picked out

(after a Springfield minister was also

mistakenly identified as the culprit). It is

not mere coincidence that the Valley

newspapers, U Mass administrators and

the police should completely overlook the

death of Jose Pontes. While, a white stu

dent gets his door charred and a

thorough investigation is called for( as

well as a massive press coverage.) And, it

is not coincidental that a racist judicial

system should close Seta Rampersad's

case without yet accounting for the cause

of her death.

We are in a politically ultra conservative

lily white community. Any Third World in-

dividual and all progressive ideas, be they

from a white or black individual, will meet

with resistance. We must remember that

it was precisely in Massachusetts that wit-

ches were hunted down. And, that this

practice only ended as Blacks and Puerto

Ricans began to also be hunted down and

persecuted. While witches were hunted

by religious fanatics, the Third World is

hunted by the judicial and political ap

paratus.

As the ruling class moves forward in in-

timidating the Third World community,

its' target becomes white progressive

elements.lt is about time that we began

to view the problems that confront the

Third World in the Valley from a realistic

perspective, where the problem is not on-

ly racial prejudice but class repression. As
objective conditions indicate, Third World
individuals and progressive white forces

that struggle against oppression will meet
the same fate. Where today the Third

World is the target, tomorrow will be

anyone who demands change.

As the political climate in this country

moves further right, the same is occurring

within the Valley, perhaps a bit more ex-

aggerated. As the KKK is nationally on
the rise, crosses are burned in the Valley.

As BaKKKe gains entrance into school, in

the Valley hundreds of minorities are tuni-

ed away. As Patty Hearst buys her

freedom from a jail resort, Craeman
Gethers innocently suffers through a jail

sentence. Examples are numerous.
At U Mass organizations that previously

represented progressive ideas are now
controlled by reactionary elements. Those
that once called themselves radical are

now liberals. And the "special programs

"

that once represented the students, are

now instruments dominated by the ad-

ministration (B.C. P., C.C.E.B.S., etc.) In

addition, self proclaimed "radicals' are not

meeting their political responsibilities.

These individuals, be they Third World or

white, must be brought down from their

ivory towers and true dedication to the

struggle must be demanded.
We have suffered enough without yet

defending ourselves. It is time that we set

up a defense, organize ourselves. It is not

sufficient to recite Marx and Lenin and

remember the 60's. But, to improve our

forms of struggle. If we do not already

possess (political) organizations, ready

and capable to struggle for our deserved

rights, then we must create them. If the

system does not work for us, then we
must change it. We must not allow the

continuing attacks against our communi-

ty. As repression grows, so should

grow our resistence and combativo
force. What is to be done* Just that!

Eliseo Garcia

The Third World hnofa gmographkal mnflfY. but rafhmr fhm world afopprmuodpoopit In fhoirsfr^gglo for llboraflon.
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P 'pumry S. 1979 Numamt>i

Ammornm
BLACK HISTORY MONTH

FEBRUARY

2 FRI LADY SINGS THE BLUES ,

FILM. MARHAR AUD, 7 00 9;00pm,

$1 00

3 SAT OPENING OF BLACK
HISTORY MONTH NEW AFRICA
HOUSE. 7 30pm

9 FRI LIONEL HAMPTION CON
CERT, FAC.BOOpm,

10 SAT VICTOR GOOD, NATL
CONFERENCE OF LAWYERS. LEC
TURE, NEW AFRICA HOUSE
10. WED D«ni«« Carty ^f^'*'
" Brown v« Th« board of Education",

Mt Holyoka Collaga. 7 00pm

20 TUE ...OZZIE DAVIS and RUB*
DEE, FAC, 8:00pm. $3 00&4 00

21. WED LECTURE. THE FBI •

CAMPAIGN AGAINST BLACK
LEADERS
MT HOLYOKE COLLEGE with Prof.

Chuck Hopkirts

23 FRI LEC & MUSIC WITH HAT
TIE FOX. 7 00 10 00pm. NEW AFRICA
HOUSE

21 SAT ARCHIE SHEPP CONCERT.
FAC 8 00pm $3 00 b *4 CO

BENEFIT PERFORMANCE FOR CHE-
LUMUMBA SCHOOL

MARCH

1 THUR DISCUSSION. NORMA
JEAN MT HOLYOKE COLLEGE

3 SAT DANCE CONCERT. PATTI

O NEAL AND TRADE WINDS.
BOWKER AUD. 8 00pm

ALL information listed here is as com-

plete as possible at this printing For

further information on any event

listed here please call STAN
KINARD 545-2517

ATTENTION!

BLACK COMMUNITY MEETING!!!

WHEN MONDAY FEBRUARY 5, 1979

WHERE YVONNE S PLACE IN NEW
AFRICA HOUSE

WHAT TIME 7 30 PM.

VERY IMPORTANT ISSUES TO BE

TO BE DISCUSSED.

The following courses are offered by
the Center for Racial Studies and the

Malcolm X Canter in SouthWest.

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

All CCEBS students should note that

on Wednesday. February 14th, an equal
employment opportunity officer from the
Social Security Administratioin will come
to the New Africa House The govern
ment representative will talk with students
about the PACE exam and employment
opportunities with the Federal govern
ment This information session will take

place from 3 00 p m 430 p.m. in the

second floor Study Libruary of tfie New
Africa House AH interested students are

asked to sign up for this visit with Brian

Maher m Room 209 New Africa House as
soon as possible.

SW109 SECTION 3 DYNAMICS OF
RACISM INSTITUTIONS AND AT
TIUDES

The course will examirie the process of

"growing up racist " in the US. Students

will develop>e an analysis of racism in the

US by using a comparative approach.

We wilt deveiope an analysis of racism in

the US by using a comparative ap

proach We will focus on Cuba as a coun

fy whose efforts towards eliminating

racism have much to offer as example.

M Wexler
Tuesdays. 7 10 pm C R.S

WEBD the radio station located in the
New Africa House will be holding an
organizational matting Monday.
February 5 at 7p.m in room 315
Anyone interested in broadcasting or
any other facets of radio journalism
should attend.

SW291C Topics IN RACIAL
AWAFiENESS 11 SECTION 1

PERSPECTIVES IN INSTITUTIONAL
RACISM.

The objectives of this course will be to 1)

provide students with a learning ex

penence that sensitizes them to the

seriousness, the pervasiveness of Racism

in American society, 2) provide brief

historical background of racism and its

manifestations within organized struc

tures; 3) describe selected theoretical

frameworks that have been developed for

ananyzing and understanding racial

phenomena The course will offer fie

d experience an opportunity to

personally evaluate local institutions uttfiz

ing criteria

established by class cor>sensus.

K ALI
Tuesdays. 7 9 30p.n' Melville

AFRO AM 1918 RACE BIOLOGY
AND SOCIETY
M 2:30 5:00 Malcolm X Center
Blakey

This course is a thoughtful excursion
through the myths and realities of racial

variation Primary emphasis will be placed

on biological variation including theories

linking behavior and intelligence to genes,

e.g., race. The ways m which theories of

race have changed through time with
changing economic and political motives

and the ways in which ethnic differences

are treated in various societies will be
discussed. Such questions as are some
ethnic groups more primitive, sexual, or

intelligent titan others* will be answered
among many beliefs surrounding race.

(Cross listed with Southwest 191 B)

A CONTINUING SERIES OF COLLEGE NEWSPAPER SUPPLEMENTS

DID YOU KNOW.

NOTICE: All Third World Caucus
(SGA) members are requested to at-

tend a meeting at the office of the
Third World Affairs, 317 SUB. on
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 7th All

concerned community members are
also invited.

non whites die six years earlier than
whites

the average black man w9l not live to

collect Social Security

infant dealth 's 70 percent higher among
blacks

blacks are four times as likely to die from

hypertension than Caucasians. 50 more
likely to die from diabetes, and 60 more
likely to die of tuberculosis

LEARNMORE.

ISSUES IN BILALIAN HEAL TH

SW190H THURSDA Y 6:00 8:30

fl.i^<e!ii!gf»ff>S^SSSg9SiS!SSS:^!^^

Career Close-up
An Inside Look at *s Job Market



Right now! Ford Future gives you advanced styling v/ith the look of

tomorrow today. A sporty coupe with all the style and flair that s |ust

right for the life you re livin! You don t hove to wait for the future to

afford an expensive personal cor. You re ready for Future- now!

mentis you ve gol y
and weve goi the cor to match

means luxu'y touches and high style,

I

LuHiing and going Why not the optional

I
touch of power windows?

I

,s a sporty way of life. Futura matches it with a sporty rack and pimon steer ing and

an economical 2.3 litre overhead cam engine with 4 speed manual transmission*

means }>ersonal style. Add your own

touch Order your own personal Future to

your own personal taste

•EPA eslimoled MPG 10. Highway eil.moie 31 MPG
Fo' cOTipo'iion to ottie' can You' mileoge may

diffef, depending on ipeed, i*ea»he' ond tup length

Colifofnia MPG i\ lower Acluol highway mileoge will

probably be lower rt>oo e»»imo»e

IS a flip up open air roof open

up your roof and let the sunshine in

Now IS comfort The luxury of 5-passenger

uummess

FORD FAIRMONT
FUTURA

FORD DIVISION L/ord

The future isn t someday, its now. Why wait? Step into the 79 Futura- now!

TheBig
Career Picture
When kids plan glorious futures as pilots or

models or lefthanded pitchers, they dream not only

of the work they want to do, but also who they want

to be. That's because your job tends to be a

reflection of yourself, a showcase for your skills and

personality. Deep down, most people want their

work to be a personal adventure that explores new

challenges and brings their special talents to the

surface.

Finding that kind of satisfying job isn't easy. In

fact, it can be a life's work in itself. The first big step,

though, is planning out a career strategy, gaining the

skills you need and finding the right kinds of

practical experience. The second vitally important

step is standing back to get the big picture -trying

to really understand what's out there in the working

world, how it operates and where you fit in.

Last fall. Insider's Career Consciousness issue

focused on that first step of getting your plans and

caree. goals on track during college. This issue takes

the second step with a close-up look at today's job

market how it changes and what it holds for

college graduates in a variety of fields.

For starters. "Job Evolution" examines some of

the key forces that are creating new types of jobs

while turning scores of others into dinosaurs. "News
from the Workplace" highlights some of the day-

to-day details of life on the job—from new types of

workday scheduling to fringe benefits to studies

about human behavior on the job. "Their Work Is

Play" talks with six young people in highly unusual

jobs while "Your First Job" discusses some of the

big changes and adjustments that nearly every new

worker has to face. And for a final overview, there's

"Career Forecast," a look at the trends and growth

areas in eight major career fields.

Ford's Insider: A Continuing Series of College

Newspaper Supplements is sponsored by Ford

Division of Ford Motor Company and published by

1 3-30 Corporation (which also produces such famil-

iar campus publications as Nutshell and The

Graduate).

Ford's sponsorship of this publication is an

indication of their desire to provide services to

college students. Please take the time to let us know
how you like this supplement by returning the

postage-paid response card found on page 8. And
for more information on Ford's product line, use the

card on page 16.

Good reading!

ART CREDITS: Cover—Joe Acree Joe
Acree—page 15; Hugh Armstrong— page
9: Ken Harper—page 3; Neal McPheeters—
page 8; Janine Orr—pages 8. 21. 22. 23;

Mary Revenig—page 4

PHOTO CREDITS: Bruce A Etsbman—
page 10; Thorn Roberts—page 10; NASA-
page 11; Tony Spina— page 14

« 1979 13-30 Corporation All rights

reserved No portion of Ford's Insider: A
Continuing Series of College Newspaper
Supplements may be reproduced m whole

or in part without written consent of 13-30

Corporation, 505 Market St . Knoxville. TN
37902 (615-637-7621)

Insider is published by 13-30 Corpora-

tion for Ford Division of Ford Motor

Company Opinions expressed by \he

publisher and writers are their own and

are not to be construed as those of Ford

Division of Ford Motor Company. Like-

wise, the publisher assumes responsibility

for the technical accuracy of the material

used throughout the articles herein Direct

editorial correspondence to Wendy Lowe,

Associate Editor Direct requests for addi-

tional copies to Anne Akridge.

Inside the Insider
Job Evolution 4
Will your chosen career still exist when you graduate?

Stay tuned for some of these big changes.

hv Patricia Westfall

News from the Workplace 8

Flexitime. .. What Workers Want . . . Fringe Benefits. . .Job Stress. .
And More. ..

.

Their Work Is Play 10

Six Who Found Adventure on the Job

by Tim Smight

Your First Job 15

What To Look For, What To Expect

hy Don A kchin

Career Forecast 21

Tracking the Trends in Eight Major Fields

hv Gina Pera

INSIDER



Evolution BY PATRICIA
WESTFALL

Will your chosen

career still exist when
you graduate? Stay

tuned for some of

these key forces.

Consider the chimney sweep.

Once, every urban neighborhood could

support at least one sweep and his

assistant The lop-hatted sweep, clothed

in lore as well as soot, was essential to city

life. Then came modern home heating

syrtems and fuels The sweep disappeared

That was progress

Now comes the current energy crisis,

and some people are shifting to wood

stoves or rediscovering the fireplace To
serve them, the sweep has re-emerged,

complete with top hat and Yellow Pages

advertising.

This too IS progress. Technological

change eliminated the sw«p, and atti-

tude change re-created him But in each

case, change was the moving force.

There's nothing new about this pro-

cess The creation and elimination of jobs

within an economy occurred long before

the chimney sweep evolved and re-<volvcd.

In fact, some historians believe the pyra-

mids were built by pharaohs to make
work for Egypt's unemployed.

Change has always affected jobs What
is new and frightening m this era is the

rate at which change now tKCurs.

Herman Kahn. B. Broce-Briggs and

numerous other futurologists say change

IS now happening at exponential rates.

This means that by the time we spot a

social trend or problem, it's almost too

late to react In their book Things To

Come, Kahn and Bnggs use a bathtub to

illustrate the concept. If it took a year to

fill this tub one-tenth full of pollutants,

and if events proceeded numerically,

there would be nine years left to do

something before the tub spilled over

But if the tub were filling at an exponen-

tial rate, then at the end of a year, when

the tub was one-tenth full (and its owners

had only just noticed the problem), there

would be only 2.3 years left to do

something.

In our time, knowledge is doubling

every ten, years; resources are dwindling

monthly; population is exploding daily.

The process creates enormous problems

for society. In the four years an under-

graduate spends in college, four million

people wilt starve to death and 40 million

more will suffer brain damage or physical

ailments from malnutrition. Massive un-

employment, shortages of raw materials,

inflationary pressures, breakdowns in

international cooperation all are details

of the larger crisis that Alvin Toffier calls

"future shock."

No stable Niche

No career is sheltered from the pres-

sures of this rapid change. Law, for

example, has traditionally enjoyed a

stable niche in society. No longer The
new field of jurimetrics is emerging,

which could even eliminate the need for

many lawyers. Computers would store

and correlate legal information to such

an extent that plaintiffs could bypass

lawyers entirety. Instead they could go to

a "law bank." much as people now go to a

computerized bank window for cash.

They would punch in the facts of their

argument; the computer would then ana-

lyze all histories of similar cases and

"decide" on the basis of the data which

party should win the case. A computer

would be able to scan precedents far

more thoroughly (and cheaply) than a

lawyer could, and might even decide

more impartially than a judge.

And what about computer science, one

of the youngest and mmt successful fields

in the job markef The computer per-

vades almost every aspect of our lives

Surely it's one job area a college student

can safely assume will exist at gradua-

tion"*

Wrong. The very success of the com-

puter is eliminating the need for some

computer workers. The job of computer

programmer, first created in about 1955.

IS going the way of the iceman People are

becoming so familiar with computers

that soon they will operate them as

readily as they drive cars Programmers

will be as superfluous as chauffeurs.

Psychology is another relatively young

field which is undergoing a profound

evolution. Recent advances in brain re-

search have begun to untangle some of

the elaborate chemistry of the nervous

system. Many doctors now think that

much of mental illness is chemically

based; already there are a host of drugs

which may actually cure certain mental

disorders. MAO inhibitors, tricyclics, and

other medications have allowed many
manic-depressives and depressives to re-

turn to productive lives.

If indeed mental illness is found to be

largely biochemical, then its treatment

would logically return to medicine, where

it began. This would eliminate the need

for the nonmedical skills of psycholo-

gists. But as the role of psychologists

declines in this area, it is increasing in

other fields. In business, for example, a

new and growing career is that of job

enrichment specialist. This person, usu-

ally a psychologist, studies production

methods and designs factory or office

systems that workers find comfortable

and stimulating.

Inevitably, rapid change has given

birth to entirely new fields. One such field

INSIDER

is futurology, which uses scientific meth-

ods to study current trends and project

their logical consequences for the future.

These methods range from statistical

analysis to brainstorming, but the goal is

always to measure not guess what

could happen.

Futurologists argue that society can no

longer afford to wait until its tubs are

one-tenth full before reacting. If prob-

lems aren't anticipated before they occur,

we won't make it to the year 2000.

Apparently society is making an effort to

anticipate these crises, because the num-
ber of futurologists is increasing—expo-

nentially.

Pressures for Cluint>e

Meanwhile, business, journalism, en-

gineering, physical education, and any-

thing else you care to major in are

undergoing similar change at this mo-
ment. It's possible that the information

you studied as a freshman will be out of

date by the time you're a senior. Careers

that were hot when you were in high

school may not even exist by the time you

finish graduate study. But why? What
pressures are creating such rapid evolu-

tion?

The most obvious pressure for change

is population. Four billion of us currently

fuss, fume and jostle for housing, food

and jobs. Six billion of us (at least) will

similarly jostle by the year 2000. Even in

this country, blessed with a falling birth-

rate, population will continue to grow

because the death rate continues to fall.

Jobs, unfortunately, are not expanding

as rapidly as the job-seeking population.

At present, our society "solves" the popu-

lation/employment problem by encour-

aging youth to stay in school and by

forcing older workers to retire. Yet there

is growing resistance to both these solu-

tions. Recent court cases are challenging

the forced-retirement concept, and stu-

dents likewise are growing resentful of a

system in which graduate study isn't

required to do the work, but is required to

get the work.

Technology is another great force for

change. In part, technology has caused

the population explosion; many of us

wouldn't now be alive if it weren't for

advances in health, agriculture and in-

dustry. But in part, technology helps

resolve the population problem, too. It's

a never-ending cycle. The need for more

food stimulates development of better

technology which naturally keeps more

people alive which enlarges population

which stimulates more technology to

keep more people alive. And there's no

going back to a simple, less technologi-

cally complex time. We're born. We're

here. We're hungry.

At the same time that technology

makes it possible for four or even six

billion of us to exist, it also eliminates the

jobs we exist by.

It is theoretically possible that all the

goods and services the world needs could

be produced by only 2 percent of the

population. This tendency of technology

to make workers superfluous while at the

same time allowing their numbers to

grow so large is creating critical psycho-

logical tensions.

Traditionally, work defines our lives.

But if98percentof us don't need to work,

what are we to do with ourselves? Some-
thing other than work must be found to

determine both income and meaning in

life—or 98 percent of us could be both

hungry and frustrated.

A third force now putting enormous
demands on our social institutions is

interdependence; some thinkers call it

complexity. No nation exists independ-

ently of any other now. The needs of

population and technology force us all to

trade and cooperate with one another in

order to keep our systems going. We buy

oil and sell Coca-Cola. Our universities

train engineers and generals for scores of

nations. Scores of nations sell us raw

materials for our industrial processes.

The consequence is to exaggerate the

effects of any local problem. The paraly-

sis of Italy by terrorists, the droughts in

Africa and Russia all have social and

economic consequences for the entire

world. Writes Harold Shane, "Anyone's

problems anywhere arc everyone's prob-

lems everywhere."

A fourth pressure is the depletion of

resources. As technology, population

and interdependence all escalate, the

world's reserves dwindle. Either better

methods of recycling materials and pro-

ducing energy must be found, or new
resources (from the moon** the asteroids?)

must be developed. Or both.

Fitting into an Uncertain Future

This oversimple list of pressures only

begins to describe the problem. All of

these forces interact, and all are changing

irreversibly the work and the life you are

going to have.

But where do you and I fit into this

picture? Social action occurs at a level far

removed from our daily reality. How
does an ordinary person, with limited

powers and ordinary ambitions, prepare

for an uncertain future? There are three

steps that can help.

The first step is to accept change for the

force it is. If change is the only thing we

can count on, then change is the only

relevant major in school. "Minor." if you

like, in business, economics, law, com-

munications, science, whatever. But "ma-

jor" in change, by trying to see in every

subject you study how that field is being

affected by the forces of change. Only by

understanding these forces can you hope

to prepare for their impact on your life.

The second step is to diversify your

talents. Many students already attempt

this by double-majoring. The sociology

major will take business courses; the

business major, communications courses;

the communications major, science

courses. This double-nuijoring is an at-

tempt by students to hedge their bets and
give themselves more value in the job

market.

An even wider diversification may be

necessary. Perhaps we need to make
career training itself less central to our

educational lives. It is argued by many
that work is going to be less important in

the future. It may take less time in our

lives through such practices as perma-

nent part-time work or regular sabbati-

cals. Or it may be less important psycho-

logically taking as much time as it does

now. but involving less of the spirit.

This suggests that you should prepare

for greater leisure and less-taxing work
by fostering in yourxlf other types of

skills and interests.

The inability to handle leisure in a

satisfying way is a real danger in our

soaety. Workers whose unions have won
them three-month vacations sometimes

discover that all that free time is actually

frightening. Those with well-developed

hobbies and interests do all right, but

those without such involvements have

been known tospend vacation time at the

plant, watching others work.

School is one of the few environments

that give you both the time and the

resources to pursue a wide variety of

interests, pastimes and skills. And these

sideline activities may become a larger

part of your working future than the

career you now envision.

The third step in preparing for a trans-

formed future is to develop in yourself

the strength to cope with change. This

means finding a sense of self that allows

you to keep things in perspective even

during moments when the job market

and the world don't seem to need you.

The popularity of interpersonal relations

courses and self-development philoso-

phies is one sign that people are groping

for this strength. And while focusing on

self-awareness can sometimes lead to

selfishness, it also has the potential to

generate a feeling of stability—a sense of

worth strong enough to sustain you

through daily upheavals in the world. If it

happens that the career of your dreams

becomes extinct, you will be strong

enough to find, or create, alternatives.

None of this will help you get a job, of

course. But by being aware of the forces

of change, by developing many different

skills and interests, by having a genuine

feeling of your own worth—you will, at

the very least, be poised for the uncertain

future.

Patricia Westfall is a contributing writer

for 13-30 Corporation.
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Get into the Free-Wheelin spirit with tough
Free Wheeling Ford Trucks and Vans.

Factory-customized machines direct from

=ord. with special interiors, stripes, wheels.

blacked-out grilles, and more

Freewheeling Bronco, left, comes
standard with styled steel wheels. RWL
tires, tri-color tape striping, black bumpers,
dual black low-mount mirrors. Bronco
panger XLT shown has optional chromatic

*tape stripe. I0xl6 tiras, swing-away
spare, Privacy"' glass m

Freewheeling Flareside, center.

Ford s famed Shorty-packed with good
looks including pinstriping. blacked-out

grille, black front and rear bumpers Styled

steel wheels. RWU tires, black low-mount
western mirrors optional.

Free W^heeling Styleside, right.

^g^^^^mih special intpnc

^^-

blacked-out grille, black front bumper,
black GT bar. styled steel wheels and
required rear bumper. Chromatic tape
stripe RWL tires, black low-mount
western mirrors optional.

Trucks customized direct from Ford.
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....Freewheeling Coi
Shown with custom-appearance thre

.

color accent tape stripe, cast aluminum
wheels. RWL tires, black GT bar, black push

bar. Sport Group and rear bumper optional.

CruisingVan and Freewheeling Van.
Cruising Van. left, comes customized inside and out. Free Wheeling
Van. right, offers custom interior and exterior packages, plus other

available options like portholes, push bar. fog lamps and special tires.

Ford Motor Company otters »n
Extended Service Plan. Ask
your dealer for details.

Based on 1978 retail deliveries

of all Ford Trucks.
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New Ways
To Work

Work is a source of identity

and self-respect. Yet studies

reveal that for most people,

work is an unsatisfying exper-

ience. Workers at every level

of the system complain of

feeling like cogs in a huge,

inefricient machine that can't

fully utilize their talents and
skills.

This complaint has sparked

a series of reforms in both the

office and the production

plant. In scores of Oigani/a-

tions. "job enrichment" spe-

cialists are rest; ucturing tasks

so that workers have more
control over their own jobs

and more time for other activ-

ities.

In some offices and factor-

ies, working schedules are set

by teams of employees rather

than by one foreman or super-

visor. This gives the workers

more personal responsibility

for gettmgthe whole job done.

Another teamwork trend is

the "open office." in which

furniture and fixtures are re-

arranged to create more con-

tact between workers. Setups

like this seem to encourage the

exchange of ideas and to make
people feel better about their

working environment.

Flexible scheduling allow-

ing workers to decide when
and how much they will work

is yet another idea whose time

has apparently come. While

the 40-hour week is still the

norm, increasing numbers of

workers are able to opt for

News
from the
Workplace

Flexitime . . . What Workers
Want . . . Fringe Benefits . . .

Job Stress . . . And More.

To the average 19th-century office worker,

paradise was an eight-hour workday and a

lunch break. Things have changed a lot since

then—and major innovations like the shortened

workweek, unemployment insurance and paid

vacation time are now merely business as usual.

Attitudes toward working have altered as well,

and people now want more benefits, more
flexibility and more satisfaction from their jobs

than ever before. These rising expectations—
along with an increasing volume of research on

job behavior— are triggering even greater

transformations. Here are just a few recent

developments that are making changes in the

way we work:

shorter or longer workweeks
and spread that time out to

allov tor child care, education

or more leisure time.

A fringe benefit that many
companies offer their high-

level employees is sabbatical

leave, a paid year off to travel,

do research or study Corpor-
ations are also providing more
educational programs, recrea-

tional centers and counseling

services to improve worker
morale.

All these services contribute

to an employee-centered work-

ing climate which its propo-

nents say is humanizing the

workplace. But critics argue

that these changes don't affect

the substance of work. What
does it matter when you come
in, they ask. if the tasks you're

required to do are trivial?

However, follow-up studies of

workers who've experienced

some of the reforms reveal

that the changes do make a

difference in the way people

feel about their jobs.

Futurologists see still larger

changes coming. One pattern

that's expected to take hold is

the work education sabbati-

cal cycle. Under this system,

your life would contain alter-

nating periods of work, school-

ing and leaves of absence

rather than blocks of educa-

tion (in your twenties), work
(in your middle years) and
retirement (in your sixties).

The cycle pattern would allow

people to develop a larger

number of outside interests

and to stay abreast of techno-

logical change by keeping their

educations up-to-date. Accord-

ing to futurologists. young
workers today can expect a

lifelong pattern of work, study

and play in the years ahead.

Job
Satisfaction

Most college-educated work-
ers don't wartt more money -

they want more psychological

satisfaction from their work.

In a recent Psychology To-

day poll, readers said that the

job benefits they prized most
were the opportunity to learn

and grow and the chance to

exercise thefr talents and skills.

Most were willing to work
hard and ^ut in k>ng hours, if

they fell they were doing
something worthwhile. If not.

they said, they'd just as soon
quit and move on to some-
thing better.

Although the survey's find-

ings cannot be generalized

(the sample wasn't randomly
taken and respondents tended

to be younger, better-educated

and more highly paid than the

population as a whole), Psy-

ihology Today's report on the

survey did contain some in-

teresting results.

• Almost two-thirds of those

polled would not accept a

higher-paying job if it meant
less interesting work. On the

other hand, almost one-half

said they would not accept a

more interesting job if it paid

less than their present one.

• Only 68 percent were sat-

isfied with their jobs. Of those

who weren't, the most keenly

dissatisfied were young work-
ers (under 24). blacks, and
those with an annual income
of between $5.0(X) and $ 1 0.0(X).

Most people agreed that the

most satisfying jobs were those

in which they could feel good
about themselves.

• Among the things respond-

ents considered least important

(though not necessarily unim-

poriani) were fringe benefits,

chances for promotion, physi-

cal surroundings at work and

the friendliness of co-work-

ers.

The Fringes Mount Up
There's a lot more to the average salary offer

than meets the eye. Employee fringe benefits can
add from 25 to 40 percent to your base pay. The
number and total dollar value of fringe benefits

vary considerably from company to company, but
these eight types of benefits are most common
among entry-level jobs:

• Paid Absences. Included
here are sick leave, paid jury

duty, vacation lime and sev-

erance pay. Some companies
don't credit you with paid

absences until you've worked
for a certain length of time

and the amount of vacation

time may increase as the length

of time you've worked for the

company increases.

• Caik BoMHCt. Such extras

as Christmas bonuses and
awards for good performance
fall into this category. In some
cases, employee contracts stip-

ulate that if company profits

rise above a set level, workers
receive cash bonuses.

• Employment Security. The
company pays into workers'

compensation and unemploy-
ment compensation funds for

each employee
• Employee Services. These
include odds and ends like

free parking, recreational fa-

cilities, discounts on company
products, etc. Other typical

services include educational

assistance and free travel.

These can all be real financial

boons.

• Stock Acquisition. Many

companies offer a share in the

business itself. However, stock-

buying ptans are often reserved

for lofif^tne employees.

• Insurance. Heahh and life

insurance coverage is offered

by most companies as a fringe

benefit, although employees
often pay part of the total

cost. One very desirable type

of coverage to watch for is

dental insurance.

• Retirement Plan. Many em-
ployers oKcr some kind of

company retirement or pef»-

sion plan to which employees
may contribute through pay-

roll deductions. Such plans

vary a great deal, but often

invoke paying in a percentage

of your salary.

• Credit Unions. A credit

union is a savings organiza-

tion owned and operated by
its members. If there is one
available where you work,
you can use it to get loans at

low interest rates or to save

automatically. Payments on
loans are usually deducted
from each paycheck. You can
save regularly by arranging

for the credit union to receive

a sum from each paycheck.

What Personality Traits

Lead to Job Success?
I he most successful men

and women are not necessar-

ily the most competitive, ac-

cording to two University of
Texas psychologists

Using a questionnaire de-

signed to measure how strong-

ly certain aspects of personal-

ity relate to success. Robert
Helmreich and Janet Spence
tested a group of scientists,

students and business school

graduates The researchers

found that the most successful

men and women scored high
on Work (the desire to work

hard and keep busy ) and Mas-
tery (the preferernre for chal-

lenging tasks) but low on
Competitiveness (the desire to

best others). Competitiveness

was a key to success only for

those who scored low on the

other traits.

Spence and Helmreich con-

tend that "a strong need to live

up to inienully imposed stand-

ards of excellence, combined
with a willingness to work
hard, may be the most effec-

tive recipe for outstanding

performance."

Job Stress

Jf/ifl/ kind of worker undergoes thef^reatesi amount
of Job stress^ Maybe a surgeon whose patient's Ufe
depends on his skill? Or an airplanepilot responsiblefor
hundreds ofpassengers each working day? How about
teachers' aides—or dental assistants?

A study by the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health seems to indicate that many com-
monplace occupations can generatejust as much stress,

if not more, as jobs usually considered stressful

Doctors, for instance, placed low on the study's list of
occupations ranked according to stress. But the people
who help them—the heahh technicians, nurses and
other assistants—ranked very high.

The' study showed that besides nurses and health

technicians, the workers most under stress from their

jobs include: waiters and waitresses, inspectors, musi-
cians, public relations workers, clinical lab technicians,

dishwashers, warehousemen, nurses' aides, laborers,

dental assistants, teachers' aides, research workers and
computer programmers.

Psychological

Testing

Seated at student desks in a

small room, prospective Delta

Air Lines pilots pore over a

battery of psychological tests.

Hanging in the air are the

mutterings of bewildered ap-

plicants. "So I like to sing in

the shower! Will that make
me a better pilot?" "Can it

really matter that I hate cut-

ting the grass, or what the best

time of my life wasT'

For many jobs, it does mat-

ter. More and more compa-
nies are using psychological

tests to screen job applicants

and judge employees' fitness

for promotion. A thumbs-
down ruling from such a test

inay not spell instant doom,
but it is beginning to carry a

lot of weight with employers.

Standardized tests for assess-

ing workers have been around
for years, but lately the tests

have become much more com-
prehensive, sophisticated and
reliable. Most are designed to

ftjrret out psychotic tenden-

cies, determine mechanical
ability and measure breadth

of vocabulary. A whole bat-

tery of tests can take hours.

If you find yourself apply-

ing to a company that requires

psychological assessments, just

relax. You can't study for the

tests, and while companies
often say they aren't manda-
tory, people rarely refuse to

take them. Many of the ques-

tions may seem ridiculous,

outrageous or downright in-

vasions of privacy but be
sure to answer as truthfully

and realistically as possible.

Psychologists and person-

nel workers emphasize that

the tests are not given to

knock people out of the run-

ning for a job opening. Far
from being meant to disqual-

ify you, the tests are for form-
ing conclusions that both you
and your employer will find

useful in selection and place-

ment for jobs. Many of these

tests not only gauge your psy-

chological fitness for a certain

job, but also indicate the kinds

of work you'll find most satis-

fying. And that information

can be of great value in plan-

ning a career.
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Paul Woessner, Balloonist

"I think I like the pure joy of balloon-

ing the most." says Iowa State University

graduate Paul Woessner. "You're flying

around in this huge toy, and everyone

who spots you becomes an instant kid."

At age 25, Paul is the current world

champion of ballooning. He's also vice

president and co-founder of the world's

largest ballooning concern. World Bal-

loon Corporation of Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

"We fly promotions, give rides and

lessons, sell and repair balloons," says

Paul. "Everything that can be done with

balloons, we do."

He discovered ballooning six years ago

when two "aeronauts" landed in his

family's suburban Chicago yard. "They

gave me a ride, and it was just a pure rush

of excitement," Paul recalls. "The next

day I sold my motorcycle and skis and

Most Jobs are anything hut tailor-

made. While occupations grow more

specialized, the work experience itself

becomes more homogeneous. Architect,

lawyer, clerk and banker, all seem to

exist in a nine- to-five world that leaves

too little room for individuality.

Of course, it doesn't have to be this

way. The six young people below

wanted work that was unusual, excit-

ing, and uniquely theirs. Theyfound—
or created—specialjobs to .suit them-

selves. And their stories prove that

working can be a very individual

adventure.

Six Who
Found
Adventure
on the Job

BY TIM SMIGHT

started learning to fly." He soon bought

his own balloon and began flying promo-

tions at Iowa State, where he was a senior

studying to become a veterinarian. It

wasn't long before most of Paul's spare

time was spent in the air.

"My interests just shifted to balloon-

ing, and by the time I graduated, my
G. P. A. was a hair too low for vet school,"

he recalls. While interviewing for work in

the field of animal science, he was offered

a job with an Illinois ballooning club as

flight instructor.

"I snapped it right up. I figured I'd ride

this horse for a while and sec how long it

ran. It's still running."

That same summer Paul achieved na-

tional recognition by becoming the first

balloonist to cross Lake Michigan. With-

in six months he'd moved to Albuquer-

que—where he won the biennial World

Championships last year- and had started

World Balloon Corporation.

When not involved in World Balloon

activities, Paul spends a lot of time

competing and flying promotionally at

fairs and races across the country. But he

enjoys fun flying most of all.

"The freedom and the unpredictability

of ballooning just can't be matched by

anything else," Paul says. "You never

know where you'll land, or who youll

meet, so eac': flight is unique and fresh.

That's why I'll never tire of it." He

currently plans to help start a professional

racing circuit and he sees a bright

future for what he calls "the sport of the

gods."

"I think ballooning is about to explode,

especially after the Atlantic crossing.

There's nothing I'd rather be doing in the

way of employment. Sometimes it's very

hard to believe this is my job because

it's so much fun."

Rick Sawaya, Stuntman

Rick Sawaya. 26, makes his living

getting into fistfights, jumping off build-

ings and crashing automobiles—as a

professional movie stuntman.

"A lot of people tell me I'm crazy to be
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he says.

Rick, a Los Angeles native, is a second-

generation practitioner; his father was

and still is a stuntman. But Rick never

gave any thought to going into the family

business himself. Instead, he spent several

years pla> mg semi-pro baseball and drift-

ing in and out of college without choosing

a major. "I've always been very athletic,

but I wanted to make it with my mind and

not my body." he explains. Finally he

dropped school and the diamond to

pursue a career in sales.

"I worked as a sporting-goods sales-

man for two years, and did very well at

it." he says. "Then one morning this guy

called and asked if I'd like to be a gorilla

in Planet of the Apes. I had to ride a horse

through land mines, and I loved it. I was

hooked."

That was several years ago. and since

then Rick has worked on dozens of

movies and television shows, from Char-

lie's Angels to The Big Fix.

"Once you're established, the calls

keep coming in." says Rick, who uses an

answering service and "beeper" to keep

up with them. "You have to be good or

you won't get work. That means knowing

how to fight, fall, ride horses, drive like a

maniac everything.''

All of this, of course, involves a certain

amount of pain and hazard. Rick has

been hurl several times, and once broke

his kneecap jumping off a bridge onto a

moving train for a .?>f/4 7* episode

"I enjoy the challenge and the danger."

he says. "I can look in the mirror and

smile like crazy, knowing I've done

certain things. Of course, a lot of times

I'm scared, but that's when you know

you're alive. I've never turned down

anything because of risk."

For Rick, "anything" has included

hand-to-hand combat with clubs, being

set afire, and taking a 50-foot fall from a

building backwards.

"That was in the movie / Wanna Hold

Your Hand. 1 had to do it seven times."

Rick recalls.

There's more to stunt work than physi-

cal abuse, however. Even a simple fight

scene must be painstakingly choreo-

graphed. somctimcN b\ computer "Stunt-

men used to be shut out of production

meetings, but today we take an active

part in everything." Rick says. "Pulling

off a difficult stunt and doing it well gives

me immense satisfaction. That's what

this job really provides a feeling of

accomplishment."

Sally Ride.

Astronaut

By the early 1980s, more Americans

than ever will be journeying into space

to live, work and conduct experiments

under NASA's space shuttle program.

Among this new generation of astro-

nauts will be Stanford graduate Sally

Ride. 27. Sally, holder of a Ph.D. in

physics, is one of just 35 Americans

selected from over 8,000 applicants to

participate in the NASA project. She and

five other women are destined to become

the first female astronauts in the 20-year

history of the U.S. space program.

"I wasn't really looking for an uncon-

ventional job." says Sally, who recently

began a two-year training program at

NASA's Johnson Space Center in Hous-

ton. "But when NASA notified Stan-

ford's physics department that they

needed astronauts. I applied right away.

It's something important, and it seemed

logical for me since I was studying

astrophysics. When they accepted me. it

was pretty exciting."

Sally had six months to finish up

school before reporting to Houston last

July. She's spent most of the past 10 years

at Stanford, earning B.A. degrees in

English and science, a master's in science

and a Ph.D. in physics. At NASA. Sally

still spends most of her time in the

classroom pursuing subjects like astron-

omy, geology and space shuttle systems.

"Astronauts don't do physical training

anymore." Sally says, "but later on we'll

be working in simulators. After two years

we'll be assigned to Hight." Sally is being

trained as a mission specialist. Her duties

will depend on the fiight mission. She

may be involved in retrieving and repair-

ing satellites, or in performing scientific

experiments.

When the program is in full swing. 30

to 40 astronauts each year will be sent on

missions lasting from a week to a month.

These missions will involve everything

from satellite maintenance to earth ob-

servation and scientific research. In the

future, the manufacture of drugs, metals

and solar power stations may go on in

outer space.

When missions are completed, coming

home will be a lot easier than in the

splashdown days. The shuttle, which will

reach a maximum ahitude of 600 miles,

can return to land at Rorida's Cape

Canaveral or California's Vandenberg

Air Force Base in a matter of minutes.

"I can hardly wait to go up." says Sally

"My whole family is really excited about

it. Someday this may be ordinary but

right now I feel like a real pioneer."

Bob Osborne,

Killer-Whale Trainer

Bob Osborne's teaching job requires

patience, sensitivity and raw nerve For

the past five years. Bob has trained the

killer whales at San Diego's Sea World.

"I'm known as a 'behaviorist,' but

basically I'm in charge of everything

involving the whales." says Bob. 30. "I

train them, feed them, play with them

and perform with them.

"Fear? Let's just say I have a deep

respect for the potential of the animals."

Although he holds an advanced degree

in zoology from San Diego State, Bob

got into this line of work in a roundabout

way. "After I finished school, I worked

for two years in business management."

he explains. "I was miserable, trapped

behind a desk. I applied for the job at Sea

World because I wanted something

unique, personal and outdoors."

Bob and his staff spend up to 12 hours

a day working and performing with the

park's four killer whales. They teach the

whales tricks and routines that range

from fetching objects to performing elab-

orate dance numbers.

"The whales are incredibly smart and

curious." Bob says. "They don't have to

channel their energies toward survival

here, and that opens the door to more

INSIDER
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Here's a whole new breed of

Mustang. It s the exciting Turbo-

charged Mustang from Ford.

Dramatic sports car styling

with an excellent combination

of responsive performance and
fuel economy*
Turbocharger: Mustang's
AiResearch TO-3 1\irbcx:harger is

actually a turbine compressor
driven by wasted exhaust gases.

At higher engine speeds, it

Optional 2.3 Litre Turl>o Engine

Atmospheric Air

Pressurized Air

Exhaust to Turbo

Exhaust from Turbo

•0-50 MPH:
7.1 SECONDS.
Average of 10 Ford

tests on 3 cars

EPA estimated mpg 18.
Highway estimate 28 mpg
For comparison to other cars Your

mileage may vary, depending on speed,

weather and trip length California mpg is lower

Actual highway mileage will probably be lower than estimate

compresses more fuel/air

mixture into the cylinders,

enhancing combustion for

increased power output.

Additional power thats only

there when you call for it.

That means you get 4-cylinder

economy combined with

performance comparable to

larger V-8 engines.

Michelin TRX Tires: Mustang s

optional Michelin TRX 190/65R

X 390 ultra-low profile tires are

mounted on metric 390MM x

1.50MM forged aluminum alloy

wheels. Included is a specially

tuned suspension system. This

system gives Mustang its high-

est level of handling, directional

stability and steering response.

Aerodynamics: Mustangs
dramatic sports car styling with

a drag coefficient of .44 on the

3-door and .46 on the 2-door

gives it one of the most efficient

aerodynamic designs of any car

built in .America. \ vehicle with

a low drag ciK»fficient requires

less engine power to, propel it to

any given speed in low ambient
wind conditions.

Full Instrumentation: All

Mustangs feature easy to read

instrumentation including an

engine tachometer, oil pres?iure,

ammeter, engine temjxTUture

and fuel gauges with inter-

national symbols, a six^edometer

marked in l>oth miles and
kilometers per hour, and a trip

(Klometer.

1-.t

^wt*,.

iaiiilM
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4-Speed Manual Transmission

AiResearch TO-3 Turbocharger

\ 2 3 Litre TurlK) Engine
i-t OntirtnOption

/ '

Precise Handling: With sports

car features like a modified

MacPherson front suspension

.

Jour-bar link rear suspension,

rack and pinion stt?ering and
front stabilizer bar. all Mustangs
have precise handling.

For even Ix'tter handling,

there's the optional Handling
Suspi'nsion and radial ply tires.

Included are radial tuned springs

and shock absorlwrs plus stiffer

susjx'nsion bushings and a rear

stabilizer bar for increased

roll control.

To get the ultimate in Mustang
liandling order the optional

.Michelin TRX tires, metric

forged aluminum alloy wheels

and specially tuned suspension.

This system provides Mustang
with cornering ability compa-
rable to high performance sports

cars costing thousands more.

Kxperience the exciting new
Mustang 'Purbo for yourself.

Test -drive one at your local

Ford Dealer.

Four-Bar Link
Rear Suspension

Michelin TRX Tire

Option

Modified MacPherson
Front Suspension

Rack and Pinion
Steering

Front Disc Brakes

^^'
^
kV

THE NEW
BREED

FORD MUSTANG
FORD DIVISION C^^)
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creative behavior I try to c^siablish a

rapport with each animal The idea is to

teach them to pe-form <.i//i mc, not /or

me"
Developing that cooperative method

of instruction helped Bob overcome his

initiat apprehensions about the job

"1 was very intimidated at first Killer

whales have big mouths and big teeth

They have a bad reputation, and I feh

very vulnerable in the water with them

But I siwn learned they're not malicious

at all

"

Bob says he has no desire to quit or

return to an office position "I consider

my job a rare privilege fm outside all

day. and working with the whales really

fascinates me Few people in the world

get an opportunity to work with such

magnificent animals."

Cathy Guisewite,

Cartoonist

Like many college students. Cathy

Guisewite dreamed of a job thai would

offer independence, recognition and a

chance to be creative. Three years after

graduating with an English degree from

the University of Michigan, she reached

that goal as the youngest nationally

syndicated cartoonist in the country Her

dailv strip. Caihw runs in over 120

newspapers and is read by millions of

people each day.

"I still freak out sometimes when 1

wake up in the morning and reali/e I'm a

cartoonist." says Cathy, who entered the

field in true Cinderella fashion two years

ago How did it happen?

"My mother had a lot to do with it."

explains Cathy. "I was working for an

advertising agency in Detroit as a writer,

going through all the traumas of young

adulthood. I used to send my mother

stick-figure drawings of me in certain

situations."

Cathy's mom thought the cartoons

were good, and at her urging Cathy sent

them to Universal Press, the syndicate

that handles Dooneshury and Z/g^.v •

"Two days later they sent me a con-

tract. Suddenly 1 was a cartoonist and I

could hardlv draw!"

For a year Cathy kept her ad agency

job she'd risen to vice president and

tried to work on her new strip nights and

weekends "The pace got to be too much,

so last year I quit the agency to work full

time on the strip." she says

Indeed, the cartoon's title is not coin-

cidental Much of what befalls Cathy-

the-cartoon is uken from the real-life

experiences of Cathy-the-cartoonist

"The strip is about being young and

female in the '70s. with the conflict

between traditional roles and the new

feminism." says Cathy, no v 27 "A lot of

what happens to Cathy' happened to nK

first.

The young cartoonist works out ol her

Southfield. Michigan, condominium, and

spends about two hours drawing each

strip. She tries to keep three weeks ahead

on the dailv strip. "There's a good deal of

pressure, since the strip is solely my

responsibility," Cathy says "But I love

doing it Sometimes I miss working with

other people, but this is quite a rewarding

channel for self-expression. I want to

keep it going as long as I can."

Craig Pennington,

Treasure Hunter

Craig Pennington spends his days in

scuba gear, scouring the ocean floor in

search of gold, silver and precious arti-

facts For the past year, he's worked as a

treasure hunter in Key West. Florida.

The outfit that employs him. Treasure

Salvors, has pulled up over $25 million in

booty in the past 15 years. Half of it has

come from the wreck of a single Spanish

galleon, the Aiocha. which sank in a

squall off the Keys in 1622. Its total

payload. 47 tons of gold and silver worth

over $600 million.

"We've found hundreds of coins and

artifacts from the Aiocha, and five 75-

pound silver ingots," says Craig. "There

are 896 more listed on the ship's mani-

fest
"

Craig, 23, graduated in 1977 with a

B S. in biology from Indiana University

of Pennsylvania. He went to the Keys on

vacation ihc toilowing summer, planning

to relax while deciding whether to tack'e

graduate school or look for a job.

"I just sort of stumbled on Treasure

Salvors. They have two boats, and 1 met

one of the captams," says Craig, who

quicklv contracted treasure fever. Al-

though he had no scuba experience and

had never even been on a boat, he was

hired as a diver.

"1 got my diver's certification m nine

days," he adds "Experience didn't really

matter thev wanted people they could

tram. The fact that 1 had a degree got me

the job."

Treasure Salvors, founded by noted

treasure hunter Mel Fisher, employs

about a do/en divers on its two boats. In

1975. company divers found the first

evidence of the Aiocha 12 cannons and

two silver ingots. They've been bringing

up treasure ever since.

Craig is now first mate of one of the

boats, the SworJOsh He makes $100 a

week plus room and board.

"It's just living expenses, but if we find

the Aunhas midsection well, there's a

lot of treasure down there," he says.

As first mate, Craig is in charge of his

boat and the crew of eight divers. They

comb the Aiocha site, an area about 45

miles from Key West that's marked by

buoys. Craig has found a lot of coins, and

a few swords and daggers, but so far no

more silver bars. Most of them were in

the Aiocha s midsection, which Fisher's

crews have yet to locate.

"We'll get it eventually," Craig says

firmly. "We're always finding clues, and

that keeps us going. It's a real rush to find

something. 1 found the first coin of the

season, and it was pure jubilation."

Craig plans to continue hunting treas-

ure indefinitely. "This is a once-in-a-

lifetime opportunity." he says. "I'm gam-

ing so much knowledge working with

Mel, just learning about the sea. You

can't get an experience like this in the

classroom— or from a conventional job."

Tim Smight is a 13-30 staff writer who

had to beforcibly restrainedfrom gomg

after one of these jobs himself.
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Yaar First
What To Look For, What To Expect
BY DON AKCHIN

A ^ industrial relations special-

i&\IE ist once compared enter-

ing the work world to being an
immigrant in a new country. In

both cases, you must cope with a

new language, a new environment,

and different customs, rules and
mores. The challenge of a first

job, then, is as much handling the

culture shock as it is mastering

the particular work task.

The more forays you make into

the work world before graduation

—

through part-time jobs or intern-

ships—the easier the transition

will be. Though there will still be

surprises, nearly everyone who's

new to working faces similar

adjustment problems, as career

experts and recent graduates can
tell you.

Your First Job
Means
Starting Ova*.

No matter how brilliant your profes-

sors thought you were, your first job

means starting over- from the first grade.

"As a senior in college, you're at the top

of the scale," says Becky Troth, a 1978

graduate who works as a research analyst

for a small San Francisco firm that leases

railroad cars. "I was an R. A., and sopho-

mores came to me for advice. I felt old

and wise. Now at work I'm back to being

on the bottom. Everyone thinks I'm

extremely young and extremely naive. In

college, people told me I looked older.

Now I have people telling me 1 look 16."

SontK recent graduates react with the

"I'm a genius" attitude. They know

they're brilliant, and people who don't

see that must be incredibly stupid. Con-

sciously or unconsciously, many new

graduates come across to others as elitist,

smug, superior. These traits aren't be-

coming to beginners, and in the eyes of

your co-workers, you are a beginner.

Another common reaction is the oppo-

site, the "I'm an idiot" feeling. You
thought you knew a good bit, but sud-

denly you're overwhelmed with new data,

new ways of doing things, and you can't

possibly make sense of it all. That's more

the attitude your co-workers were ex-

pecting you to show but only till you've

had a chance to settle in and gain

confidence.

Perspective is the key. If you're humble

enough to recognize that you have a lot to

learn, but self-assured enough to know
you can learn it eventually, you can steer

a middle path toward making your job a

INSIDER 15



success. You can't possibly know every-

thing the day you walk in. If you did.

you'd be bored the second day. So admit

it. and let the pieces gradually fall into

place.

Suddenly,

You're a Member
of a Team.
You can't take too long to figure out

what you're doing, however People are

depending on you and on the way you do

your job. That makes it imporunt that

you master your work as soon as you can

Being depended upon is :iot a typical

part of the student experience. "As a

student, if you screw up you're hurting no

one but yourself." says Troth **ln a busi-

ness situation, you're affecting everyone

else by what you do." Until she started

working. Troth didn't realize how much

independence students have. Most can

pursue their own interests without worry-

ing about other people

You arc. in other words, a member of a

team (the most junior member, remem-

ber), and the team's success depends in

part upon you That adds a weighty new

responsibility, one that calls for more

discipline than studentdom demands.

"If I woke up and didn't feel like going

to class. I didn't." says Susan Archer, a

personnel trainee with a major national

retailer headquartered m New York City.

-It's an adjustment just to go to a job

every day. And I still find myself think-

ing, 'Well. I've got Christmas vacation

coming.' But then I realize that I don't.

"1 guess what I'm saying is. you're

faced with a lot more responsibility at

work than you ever were before, and you

have to start taking things a lot more

seriously. That in itself is an adjustment."

Options

for theUnderemployed

Performance

Is the Only
Measure of

Success.
The first and foremost goal of any

company is its own financial success. In

college the fact that your term paper is in

on time and reasonably good is impor-

tant to you. perhaps, but nwkcs not a

whit of difference to the university. In the

business world (and to a lesser extent in

government and nonprofit agencies),

your work affects the organization's sur-

vival. You can cost the company money if

you do poor work that must be done

again by someone else. You can bring

money into the company or save it money

Your first job may be far less than the

job you feel you deserve Economists

estimate that between one-fourth and

one-third of all workers are under-

employed that is. working at jobs that

do not use all the skills or training they

have aajuircd. This problem is likely to

continue, because each year the number

of new college graduates exceeds the

number of job openings for college

degree-holders.

What can you do if you're in this

situation? First, decide whether to keep

pursuing the job of your choice or to

lower your expectations. "Some peo-

ple, somewhere along the line, ought to

stop beating their heads against a wall

and accept something less than they

have been taught to fight for They

ought to bnng their sights down a bit,"

says Chuck Sundberg. dean of UCLA's

Placement and Career Planning Cen-

ter. "But I wouldn't presume to advise

anybody about that."

Psychologist Harry Uvinson takes

the view that everyone is underem-

ployed. "All of us could do a lot more

than we do on any g'ven job. You have

to accept that," he says. Levinson sees

several alternatives if your only job

opportunities are disappointing:

• You can do the best you can at the job

you can get, and earn a reputation at

that work.

Levinson's own consulting firm hired

a college graduate as a typist The new

employee said she deserved a more

challenging job. "Well, we don't have

any challenging jobs for people who

don't have doctorates." he told her.

"We do have a typing job." If the

employee does well at it, she may get to

edit manuscripts and build a reputation

that will earn her good references for

later, more creative jobs.

• You can keep looking for a more

stimulating job.

Lcs Szwajkowski, a journalism school

graduate, applied to newspapers across

the country without getting a nibble.

After graduation he took a bartending

job at a restaurant. But he didn't stop

looking. One night a waiter told Les one

of his customers was "looking for a

writer." Lcs walked up to the cus-

tomer's table and introduced himself.

The next day he went in for a job

interview and was promptly hired to

write for an in-house magazine.

• You can use free time on a non-

demanding job creatively—to broaden

your understanding of the business and

find new work for yourself.

A woman with a degree in criminal

justice stumbled onto a job in the

warehouse of a large shipping com-

pany. She discovered that she liked the

people, the work and the money. She

also discovered that there were no

women in supervisory positions at the

warehouse, and she signed on as a

trainee Three years later, at the age of

25. she supervises 40 people, makes a

comfortable salary of $25,000. and

doesnt worry about using her criminal

justice degree.

What you should ntu do. if you feel

underemployed, is let yourself get com-

fortable. The first reaction to under-

employment, typically, is anger at not

getting what you (Jeserve; this is fol-

lowed by a feeling of worthlessness, a

sense that perhags this job is the best

you deserve or can expect. When that

feeling strikes, look out. You are setting

yourself up for chronic lethargy, which

frequently deteriorates into terminal

ennui. The longer you stay at a job

that's "too small" for you. the harder it

will be to leave. (And abo, the harder it

will be to explain to another employer

why you stayed so long.)

On the other hand, a short stay in a

nondemanding job might have positive

benefits particularly if you set a firm

time limit on the length of your stay.

Tom Elfin, a Macalester College grad-

uate in economics, decided to reject two

job offers related to his fi. Id and instead

is temporarily advising cidv'smers about

wines in a St. Paul. Minnesota, liquor

store He loves his work, and he has no

doubts about whether he made the right

decision.

"A lot of people take the first job

offer that comes along in hopes that it

will work out, instead of making sure

the job will work out before they take

it," says Elfin. "I wanted my first job to

be something quite special." He rejected

the two offers because "there didn't

seem to be any room for creative

involvement" or "any significant re-

sponsibility." So he is waiting, and

continuing to look, and in the mean-

time having fun at his work. He con-

siders the liquor store job the one before

his first job. And he plans to be moving

on to that first job, in the financial

arena, within a few months. "I probably

could be a lot more comfortable had I

taken one of the other jobs I was

offered," he says. "But I wouldn't really

be serving my needs."
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Compare Pinto: It may be the best
small car buy In America today.

INSIDER

A NEW DESIGN PINTO.

Pinto for 79 has o new design New
up front, new in back, new inside.

With more standard features than last

year — it's a complete small car

fMNTO VALUE PQICED.

Compare Pinto's low sticker price to

other comparably equipped cars.

You may be in for a surprise

PtNTO RUNABOUT IS:

$1,168 USS
ttian Toyota Corolla Liftbock

$997 LESS
than Datsun 210 Hatchback

$642 LESS
ttxan Honda Civic CVCC 3-Door

$531 LESS
thon Omni Horizon Hatchback

$366 LESS
than Monza 2 + 2 Hatchback

Comparison of stickef pnces of comparabfy

equipped models excluding destination

charges which may affect comparison m
some areos

PINTO STICKER PRICE $3,787.

The Pinto Rur>about. shown below, is

sticker-priced at $3,787 (including

optional white sidewalls), excluding

title, taxes arxi destination charges

NEW PINTO RUNABOUT

MORE STANDARD FEATURES
THAN LAST YEAR.

Steel-Belted Radials • AM Radio
(may be deleted for credit) • Tinted

Glass • Protective Bodyside Molding
• Full Wheel Covers • Rear Window
Defroster . Front Bucket Seats
. Deluxe Bumper Group • 2.3 Litre

Overhead Cam Engine • 4-Speed
Manual Transmission • Rack and
Pinion Steering • Front Stabilizer Bar.

EPA ESTIMATED MPG[^ .

Highway estimate is 32 mpg. Com-
pare this to other cars. Your mileage

may differ, depending on speed,
weather and trip length. Actual high-

way mileage will probably be lower

than estimate

REDESIGNED FUEL SYSTEM.

Of course, all 79 model Pintos, like

the '77s and 78s before it, have
redesigned fuel system features,

Including a longer filler pipe, plus

a gas tank shield.

OVER 2V2 MILUON
PINTOS SOLD

SINCE ITS INTRODUCTION.

FORD PINTO
FORD DIVISION 2w^



by your efforts, too.

In this environment, there can be only

one measure of success performance.

•*Once you're in the door, they don't care

what your background is. Your perform-

ance is all that counts." says Gordon

Tucker of his employer. Procter &
(iambic "They want to see results."

This means pressure. There's more

pressure at Procter & Gamble than at

many companies because it is company

policy to dish out heav> responsibility

right away. "You're thrown into the fire

and expected to hold your own alongside

some of the most brilliant marketing

people m the country," says Tucker,

whose first job. as a brand assisunl.

made him responsible for a budget of

several million dollars. "There's an ex-

treme amount of pressure «nd a lot of

competition between pee:s. But it's not

like a bitter rivalry. It's very perform-

ance-related."

Some students can earn top grades

with a ba'c-minimum effort, and in

school that's all it takes for an automatic

annual promotion to the next grade. In

the business world, promotions arc nei-

ther so regular nor so automatic, and

sliding by is not enough

Office

Politics

Can't Be Ignored.

Even doing a good job may not be

enough. Success often means both per-

forming well and making sure the right

people know about your performance. In

other words, you have to use politics to

your advantage.

Many discussions about office politics,

or any politics, start from the assumption

thai politics is negative at best, a neces-

sary evil- and something that ought to

be avoided if possible. That's an unrealis-

tic view. Politics is simply dealing with

people to get things done, and wherever

there are people, there is politics. The job

that's free of politics does not exist.

Says Chuck Sundberg. dean of the

Placement and Career Planning Center

at the University of California at Los

Angeles. "Your supervisor has his own

needs, wants, desires and aspirations,

and those are going to affect the way he

deals with you and the projects he's

supervising. You've got to be aware of

that. And if anybody suggests that's

wrong, then they'll never adjust to life,

because that's life, friend!"

Once you understand that office poli-

tics is a factor, you must deal with it

constructively. "If you're going to move

in an organization, you need to find what

are the political pathways," says Dr.

Doing a good
job may not be

enough. Success

often means both

performing well

and making sure

the right people

know about your

perfomiance.
^^

have to be sensitive to the cues you're

getting in hallway conversations, such as

comments about the paper this person

did or the job that one did." says Sund-

berg. "Most evaluation is quite informal

and appears to be off the cuff."

Troth says her supervisor seldom com-

ments about good work, but gives ne/(a-

live feedback loudly and clearly. "I've

had to adjust my expectations of what 1

expect to get back from him." she says.

But she has also found that "if you do one

thing well, you're given other things to

do." That. too. is feedback "It's exciting

to know someone has enough faith in

your abilities to keep handing you pro-

jects," she says

Troth describes a lesson her first job

has taught her: "You can't think you're

worthless if you're not getting reinforce-

ment from other people You've really

got to rely more on your own self-

confidence."

Harry I.evinson, a clinical psychologist

who heads the I evinson Institute "You

cannot assume that just by doing a good

job, you're going to make it. ^ou won't.

People have to know who you are and

what you can do.

"That doesn't mean you have to be

manipulative." contii ues I.evinson "But

it does mean you have to take the time to

get acquainted with people in an organi-

zation. Find out what different people

do. what different departments do. and

let people find out what you do your

skills and competencies If you ignore

that, you may find yourself getting the

short end of the stick not because

people are malicious, but because they

don't know vou."

There's

A Lot
Less Feedback.

Mapy recent graduates find it hard to

get an idea of just how they're doing.

Feedback tends to come less frequently in

the business world than in college, and

some new employees find this frustrating.

"You don't have grades, so you have

no way to gauge how good they really

think you are," says Troth. "You want

something to latch onto, and there's

nothing really tangible to say that you're

doing all right, or that you should

improve."

On most jobs, there is some formal

evaluation of your performance after six

months—or certainly within one year.

But a lot of feedback is informal, and you

must be attuned to it to pick it up. "You

You Have
To Watch for

Opportunities.
Self-confidence may be in short supply

those first few weeks on the job. when

you're trying to cope with all the adjust-

ments this sudden dose of culture shixrk

requires. Your immediate goal will be

simple survival. But once you're on your

feet, don't forget what you came for

Your first job is more than a simple

entry into the world of work. It has an

important long-range effect: it starts your

career in a direction. Ideally it will lay a

solid foundation that your career can

build on and it will help you decide,

early on. if thedirect ion you're heading in

is the right one.

But the job itself doesn't do these

things for you. A great first job can offer

you opportunities, but you have to act on

them.

"You can't put yourself in the hands of

the organization and say, 'I3o something

with me,'" says Levinson. "The organiza-

tion can try, but it can't take responsibil-

ity for your life. You have to take your

own initiative."

Here are some things you should gain

from your first job:

• Solid experience, "What students

ought to try to get most out of that first

job is experience that is marketable for

the next one ' either in that organization

or elsewhere," says Sundberg. The most

useful experience comes out of jobs that

offer real challenge and serious responsi-

bilities.

Charles Guy Moore, executive direc-

tor of the National Institute of Career

Planning, suggests in his book The

Career Game that you select a job you

18
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can grow into, then plan to,^jow out of it.

A job that you can easily handle from day
one doesn't stretch your mind or test your
mettle And once you've mastered a

difficult job and learned all it can teach

you. It makes sense to move on to a

greater challenge.

• Varied exposure. Within your career

field there arc many different kinds of job

possibilities. Your first job can be an
opportunity to explore many of the op-

tions or at least observe them at close

range. For surters, this means finding

out what other people in your company
do. and what their work offers them.

People who are hired as trainees have a

head start. Susan Archer's job as a

personnel trainee began with three

months spent touring different divisions

within the personnel operation at her

employer's New York hcadquaners. "We
got to see what happened in each one,

and we were doing little mini-projects."

Then the trainees were assigned to divi-

sions "I asked for training and develop-

ment, and thev asked for me, and here I

am." she says. "I like this division. I like

what they do here " One of her assign-

ments uill be to design next year's

program for trainees

• Flexibility. The foundation of career

knowledge you lay should be as broad as

possible. The world changes rapidly, and

today's glamorous occupation may be

obsolescent tomorrow. You should get

exposure to all the work experiences you

can and try to keep your options open. In

the direction you've set, there are any

number of interesting side roads.

• Visibility. As Levinson noted in dis-

cussing office politics, you must not only

do good work, but also have your good
work noticed by those who count. In

many cases, you can make yourself

visible both to key people in your com-
pany and to people in your field outside

your company. (One good way is to

attend conventions or trade shows.)

• Personal satisfaction. This is what

work ought to be all about "That's the

elusive goal satisfaction with work."

says Tucker of Procter Si Gamble. "With

me it means satisfaction with my own
personal performance. I like doing a

good job in anything I do. In many cases,

you have to be able to derive satisfaction

just from knowing you've done a good
job, not from any praise you receive

"

Whatever
Happens,
You Learn from Iti

Despite all your efforts, you could find

yourself m a company where you don't

belong, in a career you're not really inter-

ested in after all. in a job that isn't suited

to your talents. These things happen.

"No matter how thoroughly you re-

search your own psyche and your own
interests and the world of work." says

Sundberg, "when you take a job you're

going to plunge into something that re-

mains fairly unknown. You might find

yourself in the wrong company or the

wrong field. You won't know that until

you get your feet wet. Because of that,

you might not do well.

"One might call that failing, t wouldn't

call it failure. I would call it learning a

lot."

Don Akchin. a survivor of Firsi-Job
Shock, is now a senior writer for 13-30

Corporation.

The Art of Matching
A Company*s Personality with YourOwn

Companies have personalities just

like people. You'll probably enjoy your

first job more and you'll probably be

more successful at it if your com-

pany's personality matches your own.

Dr. Harry Levinson of the Levinson

Institute says that business firms have

structures similar to those of families.

The company personality is set by the

example of its top executives, by the

way it is organized and by the kinds of

people it attracts.

How do you determine whether your

personality fits the company's? Levin-

son says there are a number of signs to

look for, both in the company and in

yourself:

• Handling affection. Some companies

shower praise on employees daily or

weekly; some project the image of the

strong, silent, never-completely-satisfied

father. "Some of us need to have a lot of

close personal relationships, other peo-

ple tend to be loners, still other people

need a lot of applause," says Levinson.

"Some people need to please other

people."

• Handling aggression. A government

bureau may be a comfortable niche

for a cautious person, but stifiing to

an aggressive risk-taker who would

be quite at home in certain companies

that share his head-on style. "Some
people do better vigorously attacking

problems or undertaking projects by
themselves." says Levinson. "Others

don't want to take risks; they're more
cautious. Some people bend over back-

wards trying not to be seen as aggres-

sively hostile; they have difficulty tak-

ing charge. Some people need to com-
pete and vanquish people."

• Handling dependency. "Some may
do better in highly structured situations

where someone tells them what to do.

Other people can't lean on anyone else,

they have to do it all themselves," says

Levinson. "Some can work interde-

pendently, on a team. If you need to

depend on a highly structured organiza-

tion, you might do fine in the Army but

you'd have a hard time selling Fuller

brushes door to door."

• Ego ideal. Levinson: "All of us have a

picture in our own minds of how
we would like to be. That's called the

*ego ideal'; it's what we're always striv-

ing toward. We need to know what
things we do make us feel good about

ourselves, give us a sense of moving
toward our ego ideal; and what things

make us feel less good about ourselves."

Companies also have idealized images

of themselves. A humanitarian may feel

better about working for an organiza-

tion that stresses the ideal of service

over profit; a pragmatist might not.

Discovering the company's personal-

ity is a simple matter of on-the-scene

observation and asking the right ques-

tions. "You can get a sense of a com-
pany just by walking in the front door."

says Levinson. "You can tell by how
people act toward you when you're

being interviewed. You can look at the

way the office is painted and decorated;

whether it's congenial or uncomfort-

able; whether people are smiling or not;

whether the place feels tense."

Talk to employees about what they

do at work, what they like and don't

like, and what the company likes and

doesn't like them to do. Find out how
long they've been there— and whether

people generally stay or move on
quickly. Read the bulletin boards.

Listen to determine whether people are

proud of the company or constantly

complaining and what they complain

about.

After sifting through all this informa-

tion about the company and matching

it with what you know about yourself,

you can decide whether you'll fit. Un-
like the family you were born into, the

company family gives you the choice of

whether to join.
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YDU DESEPYE SOME CREDIT
..:ifOirVE EARNED IT.

Once you've earned a college

degree. Ford Motor Credit

Company thinks you've earned[

the opportunity to have credit

too. That's why we developed

a finance plan that gives

special consideration to college

graduates and seniors within

four months of graduating.*

If you presently have a job

or can supply proof of future

employment, you may be eligible

for financing on any new Ford

or Lincoln-Mercury product. And
this financing can be tailored to fit

individual budgets—from delaying the

first payment for up to three months, to a plan where
your monthly payments start out small and gradually

increase each year—even 48 month financing, if needed.

If you don't have a job lined up just yet, keep Ford Credit in mind, because you

could qualify for this special plan for up to one year after you graduate.

Ford Credit wants to give you the credit you deserve. Ask for us at any Ford or

Lincoln-Mercury dealer.

* IfV^ere permitted by law.

"For example, contract dated March 15. 1979; Cash Price $5,300.00; Total Down Payment

$800.00; Amount Financed $4,500.00; FINANCE CHARGE $1,577.52; ANNUAL PERCENTAGE
RATE 73.50%; Deterred Payment Price $6,877.52.

Payment schedule: first payment due July 15. 1979; 45 payments consisting of: first 9 monthly

payments of $109.31; next 9 monthly payments of $120.89; next 9 monthly payments of $133.70;

next 9 monthly payments of $147.86; and 9 monthly payments ol $163.52.

Ford Motor
Credit

Company

v>
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BY GINA PERA

Tracking the Trends in fight Major Fields

When a job market forecast hits the headlines, it

tends to seem as black-and-white as the page it's

printed on. New lawyers face a long, hard search,
the news reports declare. A dozen applicants appear for
every job in .journalism—and computer science is the
sure-fire ticket to secure employment. Meanwhile,
teachers haven't got a chance.

In reality, the employment picture isn't quite that
simple. Within almost every field, job growth and job
crunches exist side by side. If you have a strong yen for
a field that looks tight, the solution is not to abandon
ship for a different career, but rather to locate the key
growth area in that field and go for it. Sure, newspaper
jobs are scarce—but well-trained technical writers are
in high demand. And law jobs may open up for

graduates who can handle new methods of legal

practice. And so on.

On the other hand, if you're headed for a career
that's currently booming, it's not yet time to relax.

Find out which jobs in the field may not hold steady in

the near future. Some computer jobs, for instance, may
be wiped out by fast-approaching technical advances,
while others will enjoy more growth than ever.

Of course, it's impossible to predict exactly what will

happen, but teachers, journals and professional

associations can often provide inside information about
future trends. It pays to seek them out and keep
yourself thoroughly posted. Moreover, it's a good idea

to go beyond the headlines and find out what the

official job forecasters have to say about specific jobs
in your field. The federal Bureau of Labor Statistics

produces a number of publications that can be helpful

guides. Many are available in your campus placement
center or library.

The following is an overview of the trends, growth
areas and prospects that forecasters have observed in

eight major career fields:

Communications
More

Technical Writers Needed
The mind-boggling concept of black holes in

space . ethical issues in genetic engineering . .

.

environmental causes of cancer. The sheer
complexity of topics such as these has boosted
the demand for skilled technical writers who
can translate equations and lab results into

readable prose for both the scientist and the

public.

The federal government employs a large

number of technical writers and editors in such
areas as agriculture, health and space explora-
tion. Especially in demand by the government
are writers and editors to prepare manuals and
training aids for military weapons and equip-
ment.

The most promising future, however, lies

with industry. Reports to stockholders, pro-
posals for funds to conduct a project, instruc-

tions for a home microcomputer—the number
of business publications is increasing, creating

niches for qualified people who have writing

ability combined with a scientific or technical

background. Such writers may also prepare
instructional material needed by sales repre-

sentatives who sell machinery or scientific

equipment. Meanwhile, popular magazines and
trade journals need people who can make terms
like photovoltaic, biomass conversion and mi-
crotechnology meaningful for the general
public.

At the moment, there are no standard
credentials for entering the field—but a strong
technical or scientific background is encour-
aged, especially one in computer science, engi-

neering, chemistry, and chemical engineering.
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Job
Outlook

Here's a look at the hiring

prospects and average start-

ing salaries for IB of the

most popular college-level

jobs

The Ratings: X ^ Prospects
Excellent G -- Prospects
Good. H ^ May Have To
Hunt Some. P '- Prospects
Poor

Actuary.

Ml3QO>t12.00e X

Majority work for msurar>ce
companies Prospects excel-

tent tor those havir>g strong
math background and pass-
ir>g at least two actuarial ex-

ams before graduating.

Architect.

$«.400-$10.SOO H

Most work lor architectural

firms, builders, real estate

firms Prospects best m
South

Bank Officer.

$10.000- SI zooo o
Opportunities in brar>ches of

large and small t>anks all

over the country.

Civil Engineer.
$14,900- SIS. 300 Q
Most work for federal, state

and local government agen-
cies or in the construction

industry

College/Univeraity

Teacher.
$12.000-$1 6.000 P

One-third in universities,

two-fifths m two-year col-

leges

Dietician.

$11.30O-$11.5O0 Q
More than 50 percent work
in hospitals, nursing homes
and clinics.

Home Economist.
$«,a00-$12,400 H

Competitive conditions in

most areas of home eco-
nomics, especially high

school teaching positions

However, prospects in uni-

versity teaching will be good

Hotel/Restaurant
Management.
$10,000-$12,000 G/H

As leisure-time expands, job

openings will increase

Industrial Engineer.
$14.S0O-$16.000 X

More widely distributed

among industries than any
other type of engineer; most
work in manufacturing.

Sourc0 Occupational Oulloo* Handbook

Health
A New Breed

of Paraprofessionals
The trend toward better and lowcr-cosi

health care for everyone is expanding estab-

iLshed medical careers and creating new ones.

Ne>* types of health paraprofes.ionals

nurse practitioners and physician's assistants

are being trained to provide an increasing

amount of pnmary health care in the US The
purpose is not to replace doctors, but to

increase their productivity by talcing care of

routine medical treatments and commonplace
illnesses the sore throats, cuts, bruises, sprains,

rashes and itches that often make for inefficient

use of a specialist's linowledge and expertise.

Both the nurse practitioner and the physi-

cian's assistant are educated in medical centers,

but most programs last no longer than two
years. The physician's assistant is limited to

practicing under the supervision of a doctor

The nurse practitioner, on the other hand, must
already he a registered nurse before entering the

program and may work either as part of a

medical team or in private practice, depending
on state laws For this reason, nurse practi-

tioners often have an easier time getting jobs,

especially in areas hard-pressed for doctors.

The Arts
Managers Are Hot

As theater, dance and music companies

spread from big-city concert halls to small-town

auditoriums, more administrators are needed

to manage the business end of the arts Half of

the nation's 200 arts councils have full-time

directors with salaries ranging from SI 0.000 in

small towns to S60.000 in the larger cities plus

lots of free tickets.

The arts manager has to be prepared for a

variety of odd jobs, from negotiating contracts

to arranging publicity to budgeting the costs of

a nationwide tour. Yet the arts manager's most
important role is often that of fund-raiser

shaping a well-planned program proposal as

part of an application for government funds, or

locating alternate sources such as local business

donations or major grants made available by

corporations.

A love of the arts, sound business sense, and
courses in statistics, accounting, marketing and

labor-management relations are good qualifi-

cations; larger museums and companies, how-
ever, often want business administration or law

graduates.

Several schools, including UCLA and the

University of Wisconsin at Madison, offer

programs in arts management similar in struc-

ture and course content tothe master's degree in

business administration. UCLA's program is

probably the largest in the country, although

almost 30 colleges now train arts executives.

Most curriculums even include an internship

with an arts organisation over the summer or

during a semester.

Science
New Specialties Replace

Old Computer Jobs
From the mom-and-pop grocery to :he

doctor's office, lower-priced computers are

appealing to businesses of every kind As a

result, the market for computer- related jobs is

experiencing both rapid growth and change.

New products and setvices geared specifically

to the problems of smaller firms require more
programmers, designers and analysts, plus

many new computer specialists. For instance,

the "network specialist." an engineer-scientist,

designs and operates a collection of small

computers that can function independently or

he hooked up as one big unit to take on tougher

jobs

Another growing specialty is computer secur-

ity. As more information, much of it confiden-

tial, is filed in computers, guarding the stored

data becomes crucial. The threat may be most

pressing in the business world, where white-

collar crime has gone electronic. The security

specialist is a computer expert with a sharp,

analytical eye and a good background in

business techniques. For now, these specialists

work mainly for government agencies and
universities. But the greatest demand for secur-

ity specialists is expected in the business world,

especially as automatic banking machines be-

come more widespread.

Meanwhile, the demand for computer pro-

grammers may actually decline as techniral

innovations allow more consumers to program
and operate their own machines.

Social Services
New Market for Lawyers

Relief may be at hand for the current bumper
crop of law school graduates. Law school

admissions have tripled since 196.^. and this

year more than 30.000 law grads will compete

for only 2 1 .000 jobs. But two big changes in the

legal field are likely to increase demand for

lawyers.

No-frills law offices and prepaid group legal

plans are allowing lawyers to reach a largely

untapped market the middle-income client.
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These two innovations permit law firms to cut
their own costs and offer services at moderate
rates And since the Supreme Court lifted the

ban on advertising by lawyers, the news of
lower-cost legal services is reaching a broader
audience.

Hundreds of storefront firms, usually called

"legal clinics." are now specializing in routine

legal services offered at cut-rate prices At one
Cleveland storefront firm, for example, the fee

for a no-fault divorce is $200 At conventional
firms in the area, the same service runs S400 to

$750. The lower-priced firms are receiving

enthusiastic response all over the country.

Prepaid legal plans are also drawing on a

greater pool of clients. Right now. more than
two million American families, largely blue-

collar or middle-income people, benefit from
prepaid legal programs which operate much
like medical group insurance plans. In some
stales, the programs are fast becoming a major
industry creating more jobs for new lawyers.

Engineering
No Shortage of Energy Jobs
Engineers in energy-related fields can expect

plentiful joh offers both now and in the

foreseeable future. In fact, the search for new
and more efficient forms of energy is causing oil

companies to boost their starting salaries for

new petroleum engineers to $1,645 a month, the

highest pay for any specialty.

The U.S. [department of Energy is spending
more than $273 million a year to develop
potential sources of energy that can supplement
diminishing supplies. The solar industry, now
in its infancy, is also expected to boom, depend-
ing on support from government and industry.

Although statistics aren't available, the indus-

try is growing currently at the rate of about 500
percent a year. In the words of one solar

spokesman, a solar engineering degree is cur-

rently a license to starve but forecasters ex-

pect that situation to change dramatically in the

coming years.

Many colleges and universities are preparing

for the expected need by offering courses in

solar engineering, and at least a do/en offer a

four-year degree program in this specialized

area.

Ekiucation
Teaching Older Students

While the number of younger students is

Icvehng off in this country, the enrollment of
older students has skyrocketed more than
doubling since 1970. And by 1980. these senior
scholars are expected to account for 40 percent
of the campus population. That's why the best

opportunities in the overcrowded teacher's
market will be in areas of higher education that
serve this older student group.

Many of the older collegians will be seeking
occupational development, so demand will be
high for those courses closely tied to the
working world federal tax trends, everyday
law. business English, estate planning and real

estate Other students will be looking for

cultural and intellectual enrichment with
courses ranging from European cuisine to
philosophy to bluegrass banjo as well as
traditional studies in philosophy, psychology,
history, economics and science. That's why
more teachers will be needed in all of these
areas, especially at the community college level

In addition to these two developments,
prospective teachers shouldn't overlook other
subject areas where there might be spotty
shortages industrial arts, vocational skills,

mathematics and sciences and should check
out some geographic areas, especially the Span-
ish-speaking sections of the U.S.. where bilin-

gual teachers are in short supply.

Business
Personnel Jobs Gain Ground
Once upon a time, the personnel department

was the graveyard of the business world.

Workers were expected to process application
forms and cherish few hopes for advancement.
No longer The rapid increase in job discrimina-
tion suits, pension laws, federal regubtions.
and labor disputes has made the personnel
worker's job more demanding and more impor-
tant to the company than ever before.

Big corporations often have a si/able staff of
personnel specialists who handle recruiting,

employee counseling, psychological testing,

wage and salary administration, training, af-

firmative action, fringe benefits, and compli-
ance with government regulations. Training in

business or personnel administration can be
good preparation for entry-level jobs but the

personnel field is still open to ambitious gradu-
ates with liberal arts degrees.

Advancement often requires more education,
however Highly paid negotiators who handle
collective bargainingcontracts often hold either

a law degree or a master's in industrial relations.

One thing seems clear, though: the personnel
department is no longer a corporate backwater.
In fact, some companies have decorated their

top personnel staffer with the lofty title of Vice
President for Human Resources.

Gina Pera is an editorial assistant for 13-30

Corporation.

Journalist.

tCOOO-$10,000 P

Newspapers, magazines,
book publishers, radio and
TV stations, and some privAe
companies hire journalists

Competition is especially stiff

for newspaper reporters

Marketing Researchar.
$it.ooo-$is.aoo X

Manufacturing companies,
advertising agencies and in-

dependent research organi-
zations have largest number
of marketing researchers

Madical Technologitt.

S10.40O-$10.«)0 G
Most work in hospital labs,

others hired by independent
labs, clinics, public health

agencies

Rehabilitation Counselor.
$10.400-S14.a00 G
Majority work in state and
local rehabilitation agencies.

Securities Sales Worlier.

$7,S0O-S10.2O0* G
Most jobs m large cities

Opportunities best for those
willing to learn all aspects of
the securities business
'Salary is during training

only After training commis-
sions can reach $25,000 or
higher—depending on abil-

ity and luck

Social Worker.
SS.S0O-S12.000 Q/H

Opportunities good for those
with advanced degrees; in-

creasing competition for

bachelors-degree holders

Due to budget cuts m many
cities, job prospects may be
better in small towns and
rural areas

Systems Analyst.
$12,800-$13,200 X

Majority work for manufac-
turing firms, banks, insur-
ance companies, and data
processing service organiza-
tions in urban areas of the
Midwest and Northeast,

Urban Planner.

$11.000-$14.000 G
Many employed by city,

county or regional planning
agencies State and federal

departments dealing with

housing, transportation, and
environmental protection em-
ploy a growing number

Wholesale Trade
Sales Worker.
$9.500-S1 2,000 G
Wholesale houses usually
found in cities, but sales
workers assigned territories

may t>e located in any
section of the country.
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TRACTION OF
FRONT WHEEL DRIVE

QUICK
ACCELERATION

EXCELLENT
FUEL ECONOMY

BUILT IN GERMANY RACK AND PINION STEERING

SOLO AND S6RVICE0 AT OViR
S.000 foud dealers WIDE HATCHBACK DESIGN

FIESm.tUUNDERCRR!
Imported From Germany.

Ford Fiesta is Europe s most suc-
cessful new car in history (Based
on new car nameplate sales in the
first 16 months.) It's an import
buyer s dream A car that s at home
on the San Diego Freeway as well

as on the high-sp)eed autobahn
Fiesta— Wundercar.

Excellent Performance.
Performance is what Ford Fiesta

is all about With front wheel drive

and Michelin steel-belted radials

to help take you up hills, through
mud and over ice and snow.

Rack and pinion steering for

direct response. And acceleration

that will absolutely move you In

Ford tests. 1978 Fiestas acceler-

ated from to 60 MPH in an
average of about 9 seconds. And
their front disc brakes brought
them from 50 to MPH in an aver-

age of 3.3 seconds.

Excellent Fuel Economy.
Fiesta gives you excellent fuel

economy. EPA estimated mpg:
|28| . Hwy. estimate: 39 mpg. Com-
pare this to other cars. Mileage
may differ depending on speed,
weather and trip length. Calif, mpg

is lower. Actual hwy. mileage will

probably be lower than estimate.

At Over 5,000 Ford Dealers.
Fiesta is sold and serviced at over
5.000 Ford Dealers and backed by
Ford Motor Company. Dearborn.
Mich. Test-drive a Fiesta and see
why we call it Wundercar.

FORD FIESTA
FORD DIVISION
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IRAN:
UMass Iranian students

glad to see Shah gone
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

Iranian students (nterviewed on campus
this week have no inside tracit on the ongo-
ing revolution in their country but they do
know what life was like under Shah
Mohammed Reza Pahlevi and hope they

have seen the last of ail he represented

A handful of Iranian students sitting

around a table in the coffee shop told this

reporter why they were glad to see the

Shah go.

Thf entire country was run on bribery."

said one who wished not to be identified

He said his family was only aWe to leave the

with visas his uncle obtained after

<1 everybody in the airport.

You could pick up a Persian newspaper
anytime and read stories of millions of

dollars stolen out of government
contracts." said another

Though none in the group said they had
tjeen beaten by the Iranian secret police

the Sdvak they said an atmosphere of

fear prevailed, especially around univer

sittes. "If two people met on the street,

»ach tfwught the other was Savak," said

mechanical engineering student Saeid

Salashoord He said trucks full of guards

often parked outside the gates to the

university in Teheran,
Vahid Abbaspour from Teheran said

soliders often shot at vans carrying pro

fessors going to give blood to wounded
people "And it was natural for soldiers to

cut the serum tubes in hospitals."

"At the university in Teheran there was a

poetry reading that 10,000 people came
to." said a student who wanted to be iden

tified only as Keveh. "The second night

soldiers started to beat people up and they

had to go back to the Mosque." He said the

Mosques were the only place the govern

ment didn't get inside. It was a source of in

formation for many, he said.

Many blamed the Shah for Iran's heavy

dependence on foreign products.

"Before the Shah's 'white revolution'

Iran supplied 80 to 90 percent of the goods
in the country,' said Kaveh. "He complete

ly destroyed our agriculture."

"Now bread comes from the United

States, fruit from Israel." he said

Kaveh related stories in which Iranian

professionals lost first their jobs to higher

paid foreigners, then their ambition
because their skills were not utilized.

"Many engineers who have to work in

factories because foreign engineers have
the jobs have the attitude 'what do I care?'

he said.

"We don't need to be dependent on
other countries," said Kaveh, "We do
possess educated people "

Kaveh is one of about 50 Iranian students

at UMass Some students are handpicked
and sent on government scholarships,

others are here because they have obtained

university teaching assistantships, and still

others are here on perso.ial income. Almost
all are concentrated in the technical fields

Iran is now the largest foreign use of United

States education with nearly 37,000
students here

Some in the group held the Shah ac-

countable for the maldistribution of income
in Iran Kaveh said that in downtown
Teheran, which was to have benefited from
the Shah's "moderam/ation" plan, there

was a shanty town with no drinking water

As events unfold in Iran students here

watt expectantly for the day they will

return

"If It is a popular government we '.ill go
back and work very hard," said Saeid.

Ayatollah Khomeini announced that Mehdi Bazargaz will head his provisional

government as prime minister (AP Laserphoto)

Khomeini names his 'prime minister'
By ROBERT H REID
Associated Press

Tehran Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
tok a fateful step in his fight for power
yesterday, naming a veteran anti-shah

politician to head a "revolutionary" regime
rivalling Iran's shaky government and warn
ing the military they risk God's wrath if they

try to stop him.

The Moslem holy man called on the peo
pie of Iran to obey the new "transitional

government " of 70 year old Mehdi
Bazargan, which is to pave the way for

an Islamic republic. He urged them to

show their support through peaceful mar
ches nationwide.

Khomeini declared the U.S.
endorsed government of Prime Minister

Shahpour Bakhtiar "must go" and that

"all those who were identified with this

regime must go," including Bakhtiar
himself, who was appointed by Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi before the
monarch left Iran Jan. 16.

Western diplomats said Khomeinis move
•heightened the danger of a confrontation

between his revolutionary movement and
the armed forces, whose commanders
have vowed to support the monarchy and
the constitutional government. But some
say a compromise is still possible.

Reactino to Khomeini's challenge; the

army sent troops into the offices of

government ministries, apparently to

maintain discipline among workers and

head off a possible takeover by the rival

group For the third day m a row no
political violence was reported in Iran

Khomeini, who made his announcement
at a news conference, urged civil servants

and soldiers to cooperate with Bazargan,

who insisted his was not a "shadow
government "

But the new "prime minister." reportedly

the key intermediary in secret contacts
between the two camps, also said he did

not intend to try to physically move into

the Bakhtiar government offices.

Barber cuts through many hairy years
By LISA CAPON

E

Collegian Staff

One long time UMass institution, which
IS interested in trimming your hair rather

than the university s budget is Campus
Center barber Nelson Major. The tall,

thin, white haired man is 66, and his still

steady hand will cut your hair for $3.00.

Major has been a barber in the Campus
barbershop since 1933, when, he says, a

haircut cost |ust 50 cents. His barbering

career began while still in high school,

following the example of both his father

and his grandfather.

In the 46 years MajOf has worked at

Umass, the barbershop has had four dif

ferent lorations, and has been the birth

<nid death of many a hairstvie

In the "firly 1930 s, people had very lit

tie money ' Ma)or said "As a result, they

got their h.iir cut very short, and T^^
•

:! fjfow for SHVPral months
'

ipt

SHAVE AND A HAIRCUT TWO BITS? Thats what it may have been when
barber Nelson Major first began cutting hair 45 years ago, (Staff photo by Jim

Mahoney).

Duriiuj the late 193U b and 1940s Ivy

League styles and crew cuts were "in .

said" Major More recently, he has seen

men's hair go from very long to

moderate, neater lengths "

Most of Major s customers are students,

whose youth and vitality, he says, keep

him young He said there is nothing he
would change about his job, and that

meeting interesting people is the best part

of it.

I cant single out any one incident in

my career thats been more interesting

than others, ' Major said.

From the Prince of Siam, /'hose hair he

once cut, to "everyday' people. Major

says he thinks UMass students are a

"nice group of kids
"

Over the years, Major has seen several

changes at UMass He remembers a great

deal of confusion when UMass changed
from Mass State to a university m
1946 47. Major also recalls student take-

overs of the Student Union during the

.mt i Vietnam War years.

Ther. 'ewer students getting hair

cuts during that era," he said "although

the decrease in my business was no
greater than it was during the Depres

The amiable Leverett resident said he'll

keep his now part time job, which earns

him $3 000 a year, until his contract ter

minates at the end of 1981 Until then,

Nelson Major wiM continue to be a UMass
tradition, holding his clippers a-id wearing

a smile.

f r « t T f » T » f » r •
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Th« Carter administration yesterday told the
Senate Energy Committee that the finishing
touches are being put on a standby federal
gasolme rationing program This ts a photo of t^e
coupons printed for possible use in 1974 during the
energy crisis.

*

Moore escapes prison
ALDERSOf^ Sara Jane Moore, convictged of an

assassination attempt agamst then President Gerald

Fofd escaped from the Federal Reformatory for Women
here, authorities said yesterday.

Marguerite Gardetteassociate M/ardeen at the prison,

said Moore and another inmate Mere found to be missir^g

during a count of inmates conducted about 9:20 pm
The other inmate was identified as marlene Martmei

The associate warden said Mrs Moore 48, was placed
n the prison s mammum secunty unit when she arrived
in July 1977 She was moved out m October 1978. and
transferred to one of tf»e conages that house the general
prison population

Fourth victim strangled
4 \%ociared Press

BOSTONlhm fourth Wack female slam m Boston m a

week was found yesterday nxKomg near tf>e rear of the

Lemuel Shattuck Hospital m the Jamaica Ptam section

Police said Caron Prater. 25. of theRoxbury section, was
a murder victim She had been reported nmssmg Sunday
Authorities said they have no evidWK* to conr>ect the

latest homtcide to the other three, ad said to be strangi

irigs The body found near Boston Parks Department

greenhouses was said to have been cut ar>d bruised

A week ago. bodies of two btack teen age girts were

found in trash bags in Ronbury. ^>d the neiit day. tfie

body of a third young woman was docovered m tfie ci

ly s Dorchester section

Yesterday's victim was found less than 24 hours after

black community leaders called for more pokce to pre

vent violent cnme m neighborhoods

King axes commissioner
A ssociiited Pre^^t

BOSTON Gov Edward J King says he is axing the cur

rent youth services commissioner because of

philosophical differorKes" and puning his support

behiruJ an effort to provide new "secure facilities "
for

more than 160 youthful offenders

King yesterday made the statment at a news con

fererice called to introduce several new appointees m the

human services area, including his new welfare commis
sioner. John Pratt

King confirmed reports that John Calhoun, the current

head of the Department of Youth Services, has been

asked to resign

Teng ends tour of U.S.
Associated Press

SEATTLE-China's Vice Premier Teng Hsiao pmg yester

day ended his get acquainted visit with American. e%

pressing hope U S and China will "live in friendship from

generation to generation."

Nursing a cold and slight fever and too weary for one
last meeting, the Chinese leader said he is returning

nome laden with the warm sentiments of the Amencan
people ' He called "nriost unforgettable ' the friendship

shown him in his eight day visit.

Subscri^ion Rates
USPS 333 2X

t

Charges made
against 21

in racing scandal
Bv DAVID HERN
Associated Press

BOSTON Twenty one
men, some with alleged ties

to organized crime on the

East Coast and m Las

Vegas, were yesterday
r^med in a million dollar

federal race fixing indict-

ment
The charges, which in

dude strong arm tactics,

climaxed a two year
racketeering prot>e by the

Justice Department's
Organized Crime Strike

Force and the Federal

Bureau of investigation.

Related indictments are ex

pected from federal grand
juries in Brooklyn and
Philadelphia

It was alleged more than

$1.5 million realized by six

of the principals was sub
lect to forfeiture to the

United States

A Somerville man,
William Barnoski. alic»gedly

received $630,000 and five

others. $180,000 each
The defendants include

two men now m state

prison on extortion
charges, three jockeys one
of whom. Norman Mercier.

47. of AttletMjro. has ridden

2.501 winners and two
owners. Payoffs for the so-

c?' ed fixed races between
December. 1973, and
November. 1975
represented many
tfiousands of dollars.

Evidence was presented
to the grand jury by Assis-

tant U.S. Attorney
Jeremiah O'SuHivan in

association with Gerald E

McDowell, chief attorney of

tfie New England Organized
Crime Strike Force, and
US Attorney Edward F

Harrington

Details of the secret in

dictments were released
jfter Sidney Tildsley. 47. of

Somerville. the only defen
dant arrested by noon, ap-

peared before Federal
Magistrate Lawrence
Cohen Tisdale. who has a
record for bookmaking,
was scheduled to be ar

raigned Feb 15 A divorced
father of five, Tisdale said

he IS assistant manager and
"more or less runs" El Sids
Lounge in Somerville

Police said Howard T.

Winter, 49, of Lexington,
and James M Martorano.
37, of Quincy. are now in

prison on other convictions,

and two others are fugitives

- Joseph M. McDonald, 61,

Somerville. and James L.

Simms of Maiden The
owners were identified as
Charles DeMetri. 38. and
James DeMetri. 34. of

North Reading Indicted

jockeys, in addition to Mer
cier. included Guy Con
trada, 45 Cumberland.
R I., and Edward Donnally,

35, Chrystal Beach. Fla.

Tracks mentioned in the
54 page indictment includ

ed Suffolk Downs m
Boston; Rockingham Race
Track in Salem, N H , Lin

coin Downs in Lincoln. R.I.;

Pocono Downs m Plains

Township. Pa . and Allan
ticCity Race Track and
Garden State Park in New
Jersey

The indictments report

the schemers held back the

horse "Spread the Word"
so that It lost several races

and then entered the horse

against inferior comfjetition

where It was planned to

win

Yesterday's freezing temperatures and high
winds didn't stop these two friends from taking
a walk . I Staff Pfioto by Bill Greene]

Shell shocked vet not prosecuted
DEDHAM \AP\ A Vietnam veteran who allegedly fired

a sawed off shotgun at a police station will not be
prosecuted because he was suffering from shell shock at

the time of the incident, officials say
Norfolk District Attorney William Delahunt says his

office has decided not to prosecute John. R. Coughlin. 33,

of Bramtree, who was charged with possession of a

sawed off shotgun and assault with a dangerous weapon.
"We have determined his actions were clearly at

tributable to his experience in Vietnam." said Delahunt.

"He wasm a combat situation over there and was under a

lot of fire '

Coughlin. who suffered a severe leg wound while ser

ving in Vietnam in 1966 and 1967 was arrested last Mnv R

after ne allegedly snot at a Uuincy police station from Mt.
Wollaston Cemetery. No one was hurt m the incident

Authorities coaxed Coughlin into surrendering by
pretending to be Vietnam service buddies. They later

learned that two of his friends are buried in the cemetery.
Delahunt said Sunday the decision to drop the charges
came after Veterans Administration doctors diagnosed
Coughlin as suffering from "traumatic war neurosis."

"we had discussed and reviewed it with people who have
dealt with this type of illness," Delahunt said. "He saw
hmself back in Vietnam and pictured himself in a combat
role during the course of the incident."

Delahunt said his office had received asurances Coughlin
will continue to seek medical help.

•w

Chehumumba School

presents an exhibition

and sale of Fine Art

prints (over 400)

9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom

Mon., Feb. 5-Fri., Feb. 9

This Week Only

BURROUGHS CORPORATION
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS
Diversified or Focused:

You'll determine your own path at Graphic Sciences.
Graphic Sciences, a Burroughs subsidiary m Danbury Connecticut,

IS the largest manufacturer o( facsimile products— a technology

that IS rapidly becoming as common as the computer

While reshaping the concept of communication, you II have the opportunity

to expand your knowledge and gam exposure to state-of thean in

• Microprocessors • Optics • Document Scanners
• Modems • Reprography • Non Impact Printers

• Image Processing • Fluidics • Ink Jet

If working m a truly creative environment r, important to you,

let s get to know each other Ask your Placement Officer

to set up an interview with Burroughs Corporation, or write and

tell us at)out yourself and your ambitions We will be on the

University of Massachusetts
Campus conducting interviews Feb 13 1979

Hurrou|^hs Corporation
Office of Professional Employment/GSI

PO Box 210. Paoli. Pa 19301
An f rjo*' OopO'1'j''*ty f, mpiny9t M F

o
In addition to the above opportunities with Graphic Sciences

In Connecticut we will be interviewing individuals with majors in

MBA. Management Information Systems; EE, ME-Manufacturing Engineering

for several East Coast locations.

Sign up at the Career Counselling and Placement Center NOW!
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Arson investigation
slowed by suicide
By DOROTHY A. CLARK and
CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Further investigation of last week's attempted homicide by arson of a Southwest
head of residence was temporarily slowed by Friday's campus suicide, but it continues
this week in full force, the UMass director of security yesterday said.

"We are working on an investigation, following up in all leads, " Gerald T. O'Neil said

of the attempted murder by arson last Monday of Pierpont head of residence Thomas
Whitford. UMass detective Sgt. Philip J. Cavanaugh yesterday resumed the probe after

investigating Friday's suicide over the weekend, O'Neil said.

An official at State police headquarters in Boston also rep>orted yesterday that

analysis of evidence from the first Pierpont homicide arson attempt, on Dec. 19, has
been completed and sent to Cavanaugh.
A second report on last week's homicide arson attempt is expected to be sent to

Cavanaugh later this week. State Fire Marshall Joseph O'Keefe of Boston, said.

On the campus scene, police are also investigating an incident early Sunday rrrarning

in which a fire alarm was pulled inside Pierpont, The dormitory was evacuated from
about 1 a.m. until 2:30 a.m., a UMass News Bureau spokesperson said.

Police took one UMass student into protective custody a non-arrest violation.

Another student is considered a suspect in that incident, the spokesman said. Neither

are Pierpont residents.

Also, head of residence selection procedures slated for two Southwest dormitories

has been postponed by the Community Development Center, according to spokesmen
from Emerson and James dormitories.

Sally A. Freeman, the center's director, said the head of residence selections for the

dormitories have been put off for about a week to keep options available for Whitford.

"Ultimately he's going to make some choices too," she said. "We haven't wanted to

bother Tom about any decision at this point."

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson called Freeman's decision a
"temporary hold" and said Whitford isn't being considered for a head of residence posi-

tion "until we know what he wants." Madson also said Freeman will be in contact with

Whitford about the matter. Whitford, he added, is still under University contract.

Madson also said he could not account for a noticable quiet at Southwest residential

area this weekend, "I hoF)e some of it reflects the past two incidents Ithe attempted
homicide by arson Monday morning and Friday's suicide by a UMass freshman! the

recent tragedies, and has a sobering effect," he said.

Localbusiness sales
not affectedby mall

iCollegiaja ^

One of the many lovely winter scenes found along Rt. 47 in North Amherst.
[Staff Pfioto by Bill Greene]

NEL MOELLER
Coilegian Staff

Despite the pre Christmas opening of the
Hampshire Mall, fears of a resultant decline
in business at other stores apparently never
materialized and local retailers yesterday
said they were generally pleased with
holiday sales.

Sales were down somehwat only at

smaller retail stores in the Mountain Farms
Mall.

"It wash't one of our better Christ-

mases," said Paperback Booksmith
manager Paul Bacon. "The large stores,

the anchors, were about even. The smaller

stores were down, I'd say they were off as

much as twenty per cent at Christmas, But

remember the new (Hampshire) mall

opened near Christmas time.

Bacon said he thought Hampshire Mall's

main attraction is its novelty.

"We have, since Christmas, had a return

of customers, business is now off only

about ten per cent. We've been here 6

years, we have established clientele who'll

come back to us," said Bacon.

Hampshire Mall manager Anne Kelleher

said holiday sales were "excellent."

"The department store people I talked to

reported an excellent season," said

Kelleher, who indicated she expected
future improvement, noting stores were
opening throughout the Christmas season.

Will the Hampshire Mall adversely affect

business at other area stores?

"No, " said Kelleher. "I think if you're a
strong established retailer, you're going to

continue to do well. Certainly we're
competing for the retail dollar, but
established retailers will continue to do
well "

Amherst Commerce Chamber President

Adrian Wilkins said downtown retailers also

had "an excellent year."

"The students are more interested in the

variety available in town," said Wilkms

Did the new mall affect business?

"I don't think so." said Wilkins.

'Downtown put together a good ad
campaign. I saw two things -there was
loyalty to the small specialty shops and the

small stores seem to have the ability to

meet pieople's needs better than the big

impersonal department stores,"

'My impression is that if the malls

compete with downtown anywhere it's in

clothing and shoes." said Wilkins.

However, according to a salesperson for

the House of Walsh, the season's sales

were "right to our expectations.
'"

"Regular customers went to the mall and
came back to the people they knew and for

the atmosphere," she said. "There was less

foot traffic but sales were the same."

Selectmen won't separate

UMass water from Amherst

By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of

SelectnDen voted last night

not to pursue a policy of

separating UMass and town
water supplies

The decision came after

Town Engineer James
Smith presented a

preliminary report on a

proposal to ask the
University to seek water
from the Town of Hadley.

The proposal is one of

several which are being
studied by Amherst to deal

with a water shortage
situation. According to a

1977 report by Tighe and
Bond Associates, a Nor
thampton engineering firm,

Amherst needs an ad
ditional supply of 2.7 million

gallons per day in the
immediate future. UMass

uses an estimated 2 million

gallons per day.

Smith said Amherst
would need to raise its

water rates by 50 percent if

the University were
separated from the system.

He said the separation

would cost the University 3

to $5 million and would
have a negative effect on

University town relations.

"We have a relationship

with the University where

we deliver water to them
and take sewage from
them, a relationship which

can't be revised without

alot of consideration,"

Smith said.

Selectmen also agreed to

send a letter to Hadley
asking the town to make a

firm offer to sell water to

Amherst
The Board is seeking an

offer before the special

town meeting which has

been called to discuss the

town's water problems.
The meeting is set for

March 26 The Board also

voted to close the warrant

for the meeting on February

26
In other businesses, a

UMass student was granted

a livery license to run a

weekend taxi service to the

greater Lawrence area

Joseph F Ringland, Jr.,

of 201 Kennedy Lower, was
granted a permit to run the

taxi service He said he
plans to charge $10 round

trip He will leave UMass
each Friday at 5 p m and
return on Sunday at 8 p.m.

with 4 to 8 people
Ringland said he sought

the permit to "avoid legal

hassles,"

INFORMAL
ySORORITY
RUSH
Orientation on Sunday,

Feb. 11 in the basement

of the Cannpus Center at

6:00 p.m. Sign up at the

Campus Center Con-

course on Feb. 6, 7, 8.

For ,(viore iNfoRWATioN

caU J45-0J21 or
545-2711. 'i^rv -.r-s

GO GREEK,
UMASS!

FRATERNITY RUSH
BEGINS SUNDAY, FEB.

11. ALL UNIVERSITY
MEN ARE INVITED TO
ATTEND AN INFORMAL
INFORMATION SES-
SION AT 7:00 IN THE
CAPE COD LOUNGE.

I FOR FURTHER INFOR-
! MATION FEEL FREE TO

I
STOP AT THE FRATER-

1 NITY RUSH TABLE
\ LOCATED IN THE CC

I
CONCOURSE FEB. 6-8.

I .-

f

I

Univefsify of Massachusetts / Arriherst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

LIONEL
HAMPTON
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Fridoy, Februory 9 8 pm

Fll^ /RIS CENTER CNCERT hVLL

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6. 5

UMass studenis - $5. 4, 3 Senior citizens and

other students- $6, 5, 4

Fine Art» Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

A New England Ticketron Locations.

,^
:^«*#y^fjyf^f^1^V»Jr>
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WASHINGTON Thousands of pro

testing farmers jarrt the capital's road-

ways in a demonstration launched by
the American Agriculture movement
The farmers, who want crop prices

raised chanted, "We've raised enough
corn, but not enough hell" Police ar

rested 14 farmers and impounded a

doren vehicles as sporadic violence

broke out throughout the cityi^P
Laserphoto\

Suicide victim called

'happy, serious' student
By L eiGH ANNE VARNEV
Coiltfgutn Sfiiff

Karen S Messner. the UMass freshman
who lumped to her death last Friday, was
described yesterday by neighbors and
friends as a happy, serious and intelligent

student
Messner, pronounced dead shortly after

3 00 p m Friday, by Medical Examiner Dr

Henry E Donais. dropped about 200 feet

from Room 2111 of George Washington
Tower in the Southwest Residential Area

There was no indication that drugs or

alcohol were involved

According to Messner's neighbor, Jana

S Sonnenfeld. of 130 Winter Street.

Framingham. 'Karen got good grades and
travelled tor a year before entering

college
'

' Messner spent the past year with

her brother in Florida and her sister in

Washington, DC. while trying to work to

save money for coHege
Neighbors believed Messner. who was

a 1978 graduate of Framingham South

Hign School, to be self sufficient and
organised "She wanted to find out what
field she was interested in She was
happy. Sonnenfeld said

Me4ville Head of Residence Sharleen
Dickinson, spoke of former resident
Messner at a dorm meeting Friday night

ApproKimately 75 out of 175 students
attended the emotional meeting, praying
silently in memonam

Dickinson emphasi/ed the fact that the

Messner suicide is not a reflection of

Melville, and encouraged residents to take

even greater pains to get to know one
another on each floor and througnout the

entire dorm
Investiqating Sqt. Philip J. Cavanaugh

has declined comment as to whether a
suicide note had beer, found following the

incident

Messner will be cremated after a
memorial service on Wednesday at 10 a m.
at the Wadsworth Funeral Home in

Framingham

ATTENTION!

DEPARTMENTS
AND CAMPUS

ORGANIZATIONS

The Collegian notice

policy is changing.

Beginning Monday. February 5, 1979 notices

will be published once a week on an On

Campus listings page sponsored by the RSO
office.

Deadline for notices

will be each Monday at

3:45 p.nn.

'Side by Side 'plays

Tuesday. February 6. 1979 iCollegian 5

Side by Side by Son-
dheim. " starring Hermione
Gingold. is coming to the

Fiiie Arts Center on
Wednesday at 8 PM The
musical consists of

numbers by Stephen Son
dheim, who composed the

music to "West Side
Story" and "The Seven

Percent Solution.

"

Some of the songs have
words and music by Son-
dheim. while others have
Sondheim lyrics to the
music of Leonard Berns
tein, Mary Rogers. Richard
Rodgers, and Julie Styne.

Hermione Gingold has
been working as an enter-

tainer since 1908 and
played "Side by Side" on.

Broadway, in Los Angeles,
and now in a coast-to-
coast tour.

Tickets for the production
are now on sale at the
Fine Arts Cehter Box of-

fice and at all Ticketron
'ocations

C/.MPUS CENTER/
STUDENT UNION
SPACE ALLOCATIONS
Applications are now available for

all persons interested in applying

for space for 1979-80. All groups

wishing to renew or change space

for next year nnust apply. Fornns

are available at the Board of

Governors office, 817 Campus
Center, and must be returned no

later than Tuesday, February 20,

1979.

The CC/SU Board of Governors is

an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative

Action organization.

.d ISSI

KODAK DARKROOM EQUIPMENT
& SUPPLIES

WE MOVED ALL OUR DARKROOM EQUIPMENT TO OUR ART &
GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT' MORE CUSTOMER SERVICE

SAME lOW PRICES

SLIDE TRAYS

DRY MOUNTING TISSUE

SPECIAL ORDER SERVICE

AT THE ARTS b GRAPHICS
COUNTER

u

n

TANKS

h TRAYS

BLACK & WHITE
FILM CHEMICALS

|»DEVELOPERS
•STOP BATHS

•FIXING BATHS
•TONERS

PADDLES

b BRUSHES

PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPERS

POLYCOIMTRAST
KODABROMIDF
PANALURE

•DARKROOM LAMPS
•MOUNTING CEMENT
•MOUNTS
•PHOTO CHAMOIS
•REMOTE CONTROLS
FOR PROJECTORS

ALL AT
GREAT PRICES'

Editorial/Opinion
A rep that

won't die
Pierpoint now teeters under the weight

of its own reputation. Administrators again
are confused by the dorm that has been
confounding them for years, the only dorm^
that protested when the University tried to'

take away its lounge space during the

housing crunch of 1977, the dorm that led

last spring's Whitmore occupation after

officials tried to break up Pierpont. and the

dorm that now has been the scene of an
attempted murder.

Head of Residence Thomas Whitford,

22. was sleeping in his apartment on the

night of January 29 when an unknown
assailant or assailants (as the police say)

broke into a janitor's closet, disconnected
Whitford's snrK>ke alarm, and lit his door on
fire.

The door was Whitford's only exit, and
when the smoke finally woke him. the only

way out was a fourteen foot jump to the

concrete beneath his bedroom window.
The heat in his apartment was great
t;iiough to melt his telephone.

When an event as bizarre as this or>e

occurs, many people, including the press

and University administrators, c^nt around
ior some explanation And when Pierpont

has been inv 'ed. the explanation comes
quickly: drugs.

Both University officials and the press.

when asked for explanations of the
behavior in Pierpont, intirrwte that the

dorm has had "a history of drug related

problems. " Skimming through their

morning papers, readers are satisfied with

this hint After all. don't drugs and violence

always go together'

mark

Leccese

Simple explanations in cases such as
these, however, are at best misleading, and
at worst simply false.

There is no denying that Pierpont has

had a history of drug problems, andthatits

reputation as laden with drugs and drug

addled people was once legitimate.

The fact is. ' r, the reputation is no
longer legitime . he drugs and the drug

addled people oie for the most part gone,

but the reputcition lingers, and continues to

hurt the people in the dorm.

Whitford was the latest in a series of

three heads of residence the dorm has had

over the past three years, each of whom
has worked, with the help of the passage of

time and the changing habits of students,

to clean the dorm up Under Whitford. the

dorm had finally established a night tinr>e

security system.

At one time the name Pierpont alone

attracted certain kinds of people to the

dorm. It could have been the Inquiry

Program, an alternative education program

housed in the dorm, or. it could have just

been the drugs. Whatever it was, the result

was probably the most solid community of

dorm residents on campus. The dorm's

problems are still dealt with in what is

known as a "community meeting," where

all the residents of the dorm gather in the

Main Lounge to hash out the most
workable solutions to problems.

I was a resident of Pierpont for six

semesters, and those community meetings

often could be childish, and the people in

the dorm often could be selfish and in

considerate. But sometimes the people in

the dorm could band together, and through

a collective process, come up with creative

and intelligent solutions.
«

The old drug addled Pierpont is dead.

But its reputation refuses to die.

Mark Leccese is a Collegian columnist

Letters to the Editor

Some of US need

a sense of humor
To the Editor:

Re Letter to the Editor in the February

1 Collegian which begins: A Chance for

Success in the Arts Living section of the

January 29 Collegian.

Pat Myerson, you are overreacting.

What you. like so many other women,
should try to cultivate is a sense of

humor.

Pick-up lines are not only amusing,

they are virtually harmless. They alone

could never succeed in luring women into

the dreaded dens of the male species

They merely give us the option of putting

ourselves there according to attraction,

circumstances and scruples.

It stands to reason that intelligent, self

respecting women do no allow
themselves to be reeled into bed by every

guy with aline. We are not the perpetual

victims that you seem to imply we are.

Most of us are capable of calling a line

when we hear one.

So relax. Look at the pick-up line con

test as an exercise in creativity or for the

silly gimmick that it is. And while you are

at it, give men a little credit for some real

human emotion. The line does not always

have to be aimed so low.

Karen D'Amato
Amherst

'Zionism is racism'

To the editor:

First of all. Yitiak Santis I
"Karl Marx

and the Jewish Question'] misinterprets

and distorts the essence of Marx 's "On

(he Jewish Question " The underlying

motivation of this essay is not "Marx's

empassioned .self hatred towards Jews"

as Mr Santis feverishly asserts, but

Marx's essential animus was against the

dehumanizing alienation of civil society. It

IS very important to emphasize here that

the is.sue at stake is not simply the em
pineal relaitv of Jewishcommunities in

Europe but '/The spirit of Judaism"; i.e.

the internal principle of European social

developments culminating in the

emergence and stabilization of capitalistic

society "The spirit of Judaism,"
therefore, must be understood, in the last

analysis, to mean "the spirit of

capitalism
"

Secondly. Mr Santis loosely accuses
Marx of emotionalism and of wnting

passages sounding like those of Mein
Kampf. / would refer Mr Santis to
examine the Zionist leader Weit/'s 1940

diary declaring that "the only solution \to

the Jewish problem] is a Palestine

without Arabs, and there is no other road
than to transfer all the Arabs from ttere

\ Israel] to the neighbonng countries,

transfer all of them: not one home, not

even one tribe ought to remain.
"

Mr. Santis mentions the Jewish
holocaust in Germany but fails to cite the

Palestinian holocaust, the Deir Yasin

Massacre of 1948 where 250 Palestinian

women, children, and elderly were
slaughtered by Zionist forces, the Ein

EIrummaneh Massacre of 1975 nor the

VICIOUS attacks on the refugee camps of

Tal Al Zaatar in 1976.

Finally Mr Santis. Zionism is not the

liberation movement of the Jews
\especially the discriminated Sefardic

Jews], but a political, colonialist, and
expansionist movement, cloaked by
religion, but tied from its origins to world

imperialsim. first the British and then

Arryerican Zionism is racism and anti-

zionism is anti-racism, not anti-semitism

as you would have us believe.

William and Socorro Gonzalez
Amherst

Nix to King and

drinking age hike

To the Editor:

On Tuesday. February 6th. the State

Legislature's Government Regulations

Committee will hear arguments on more
than a dozen bills intended to raise the

legal drinking age in Massachusetts to 21

years.

Such a drastic change in the law will af-

fect most UMass students, as well as col-

lege undergraduates all accross the Com-
monwealth.
Many students I have talked to do not

seriously believe that the state could- and

would take away the drinking rights of all

18 to -20- year olds In point of fact,

however, many influential legislators, in

eluding State Rep Robert Ambler of

Weymouth. Chairman of the Government
Regulations Committee as well as our
new Governor. Edward King. strongly

favor raising the drinking age to 21. with
all possible speed

This could very well happen soon
unless those affected take concerted ac
tion to show their opposition

Lisa Gershon
Southwest

'We will fight to the

last drop of blood'

To the Editor:

/ am writing in response to Collegian 's

February 2 article, about Iran in which

Ayatollah Khomeini had been called an

outcast.

Ayatollah Khomeini is the leader of the

movement and the symbol of our struggle

against dictatorship and foreign domma
tion. He has spent his life fighting the

tyranny and in/ustice. He has lost both his

father and his son in this battle, but he

has never taken a single step back He
has been exiled for 15 years. Fifteen long

years far from home; but never

"horpeless. " His home is in the hearts of

35 million Iranians'

The Iranian people under his leadership

have beeri able to kick out the traitor

Shah. In the same fashion we will kick out

those who try to interfere in our interna/

affairs.

There have been reports that some are

plotting coups to put the power back into

bloody hands.

By now, the CIA should have realized

the stupidity of going against God's will, i,

trying to destroy people's freedom and
neglect their human rights.

By now. the American people should

know that the West cannot prosper at the

cost of misery for the rest of humanity.

We are determined to fight to the last

drop of our blood las our martyrs did) in

order to establish freedom, independence

and a just, popular government, an

Islamic republic in Iran.

Remember, it is we who write our own
history. This is us who decide for Iran's

future and this is us standing tall behind a

bloody Revolution.

Iranian Moslem Students
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Kinks' fansjam Fine Arts Center
By KENT BARCLAY
Collegian Staff

Approximately 800 1 ,000 Kinks' fans yesterday jamm-
ed inside the lobby of the Fine Arts Center waiting for

concert tickets that went on sale at 9 am.
The crowd, which started filtering in as early as 10

p.m Sunday, was "pretty calm," according to Union
Program Council Public Relations person. Peter
Keenan

Keenan, along with UPC Chairperson Jack Albeck
and Head of Security Brad York, arrived on the scene
about 5 30 yesterday morning to find a crowd of about
300 loyal fans already waiting by the door Many had
slept there overnight
Keenan said he figured tickets for the 2,000 seat Fine

Arts Center auditorium had been sold out by those who
purchased tickets there and at the Ticket'on office in the
Campus Center He also said several hundred people
waiting outside the Fine Arts Center when the box of

fice opened ten minutes earlier than scheduled would
not be able to get tickets for the concert

Michael Akrep, of Kennedy Tower of Southwest was
the first to arrive, at 10 00 p m Sunday night. l)ringing

provisions with him for an overnight camping trip As he
proudly stepped up to buy the first eight Tickets Th»i on
ly words he had were "I'm psyched

"

The second person in line was Stephen Lynch of

Dickinson Dormitory in Orchard Hill, who got there at

1 1 30 p m Sunday At midnight, an expedition of

seven, mostly from Mackimmte. showed up with a keg
of beer and a tape player and staged their own mini
Kirtks concert through the early morning hours
UPC Chairperson Albeck. who is largely responsible

for the t)OOking of the Kinks, the UPC's most expensive

show yet, said that this year's Hall and Oates concert

came close, (about 25 seats were left unsold).

Albeck said he hopes the UPC will be able to bring

"other big concerts" to the UMass campus, if they con
tinue to sell well According to spokesperson Keenan,
though, "UMass doesn't have the facilities for a really

big concert, except for the Cage and the Stadium,
which are hard to get."

Other UPC productions scheduled for the spring

semester are Muddy Waters, who will be at the SUB
March 12. and the Spring Concert at the stadium May 5,

artists for that will be announced later.

Unique college

retains identity

despite takeover

A few of the lucky Kinks fans that got out of bed ear

ly enough to get tickets Many slept at the FAC over

night to get insure their place in line (Staff photo by

Kent Barclay)

GREAT BARRINGTON.
Mass (API The unique
Simon's Rock Early Col
lege, founded 15 years
ago. will maintain its

separate identity following
surprise takeover of the
school by Bard College of

Annandale on Hudson,
N.Y., Bard officials said
ye&terday

Simons Rock, with 275
superbright students ad
mitted to a regular full col

lege course after their

sophoiTiore year in high

school, had been struggi

ing to increase enrollment

.ind improve its financial

condition

Bard, a 1 19 year old,

fouryear liberal arts college

with 675 students, said

Samuel Magill, Simon's
Rock's president, would be
provost of the Great Barr

ington campus. Bard Presi-

dent Leon Botstein
becomes president of both
schools and Simon's
Rock's board of trustees is

dissolved

The sale follows several

months of discussions and
negotiations, according to

a )oint statement by both
schools Margaret A
Flaherty, Bard's director of

public information, said no
money changed hands in

the deal

The agreement gives ad
ministrative control of

Simons Rock to Bard,
while Simons Rock is to

keep Its educational
autonomy

MASTERS AND DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
DEGREES IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

Fiuacial aii U available tor EafiM^nai aad Scieacr Majori

for graisale itadjr io Naclcar EafiBCvriig. Fiiiioo EafiB'vr

!«. and Hraltk Fkytio. Gradvalr Rrwarch and TeacliiBf

Auistanitkip ttip^ndi raagr Iroa SSOOO to S8300 per year

plat oat-o4-tlate IoiIhm waiver Presideot'i Fellowikip* tor

ovtttaadiBg applicaatt provides a ilipead oi SSOOO per year

plus tall taitioa waiver For iBiormalio* write: Director,

xkool oi Nttclear EafiMenac- Georgia iaatilate ot

Tfckaolory. Allaala GA 30332

VfECANSnUBE
FRIENDS"
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WEIGHT
MATCNERS
The Authority

Losing weiyht never

tdStcd SO goorf

EASTHAMPTON Ae<lneKl»yi ^ PM
Amp' < ,) 1 «)()n Pie»»«ni Street

AMHERST TjMdnyibPM
UMa»» Campui Ct'i^r' Buildmq

AMMf RST HAOLEY WeUneKjjyj 9 30 AM, 5 * 7 PV
Mo*»at') Johnjon » 401 Hu««ll Street (Ri 91

NORTHAMPTON WofM Wa' M Veti Ann
50 Con/ St-eet

Tuevlay$ 7 PV
WedneiMayt 9 30 AM
VMCA I'-ojoert Street

Thur$d«y» 7 PM

For Information Call

(413) 786-6611 or write

622 Mam Street .

Eart Longmoadow. Man 01028'

$8 00 firvt moatint, than $4.00 waakly
Lowar Rata* for Senior Citi2ar>t

WBGHT
WKIO«RS
The Authfxity

VALEffTINFS CARDS
HEARTS & CAWY

at

A J. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant Amherst

Don't get

Lost
In the

Computer
Career

Maze...

START
AT •]i

IVIME

I

IInou iliink Imding your way around the computer career ma/e has lo be confusing, think

smart.

11 you think all computer companies olVer the siime challenges and opportunities, think

twice.

And ilyou know there's a dilTercnce between a computer Job and a computer career, think

Prime.

Prmie Computer is the fastest growing high-technology computer manufacturer in the

world. We need bright, career-minded engineers who are ready to meet the challenges ol

t()da\s technology and make original contributions lor tomorrow s computers.

Prime C omputer will be here soon and il >()ud like to talk lo us about a computer career,

we'd like to Uilk vMth you. In fact, if you find our interview sheets at the Placement Office are

tulLsign up anvway. We'll make the time to meet with you. And voull Uilk with members ol

our engineering department who'll tell you about a computer career at Prime.

While you're signing up, Uike one of our brochures. It includes our answers to some

questions we think you should ask any college recruiter. And when you read the-brochure

you'll see what lour recent graduates have lo say about why they came lo Prime.

Prime Computer Ihink about us.

A representative will be on campus Tuesday. February 20

I'llLXlE

Visit Northampton
Premiering today in this space is a Nor-

thampton advertising /news feature special

which will appear in the centerfold of every
Tuesday's Collegian. The city's businesses
and merchants will use the space to alert

readers to SF>ecial buys and attractions in

Northampton, and an interesting feature

story about the city will also highlight this

addition.

On Wednesdays, also in the centerfold,

the Collegian will bring you a listing of stu

dent activities for the week ahead. These
include movies, club meetings, sp>ecial

events, and Recognized Student Organiza-

tion news. This centerfold feature is a joint

effort of the Collegian and the RSO office.

Both these changes are designed to pro
vide readers with a more comprehensive
look at what's happening, at UMass, the
other four college campuses in the area,

and the local community. Tuesday's Nor
thampton special will highlight the city

"just down the road" from Amherst, and
Wednesday's listings will give an account
of events that are more campus oriented.

Besides these new features, specials for

the spring semester also include Skiing,

Valentine's Day, International Women's
Week, Careers, April Fool's, Fashion, Dm
ing Out and Graduation. Each will feature a

special pull out section. Besides the nev

weekly features, be sure not to miss thes

specials.

A portion of downtown Northampton Begin

ning today, the Collegian will print an advertis^

ing /news feature special in the centerfold of

every Tuesday's issue (Staff photo by Leo

Fredettel

qifffCRjIirs

Thome's Market
Mam St . N'hamplon

\^ 09t^i^C9..tf3=d tfVC»k.Q9„^^d 9ft::^J»^>^3% g?rwO^^^

\ Bec-n-Bon's \

flower shop
150 Mam St.

Northanrtpton. Ma.

\ FOR YOUR
\ SPECIAL VALENTINE-
1 ROSES IN

)
\ Single bud vase 4.39 s

k Double bud vase 5.39 \

V
G
A
M
E
R
O
O
M
O
P
E
N

^
Electra City

formerly

iUFfi

.;s<*

VLAFF

Tues., Feb. 6 $1.00

*=> Every Tuesday with

HIP STREET
Starting Tues., Feb. 6

$1.00

GEORGE T.

GREGORY
Sunday, Feb. 11

$2.00

JAZZ NITE
Every Monday

Monday, Feb. 12

GREG WALL and

NOW APPEARING

H
A
P
P
Y

H
O
U
R

3

7

Jtou 7 Old South St., across from

bus station in Northampton
<^

I'RIMF (omputer. Inc., 3 Newlon FAfCuri>

\ '' \^ S \\ vi '
. .

'•ark; Newton MA 0?W (6r 4-1730

eonmrnK
THORNES's Mkt.

Northampton, Ma. 584 5496

The place to shop for oil your cullnory needs
woks
crepe pans
omelette pans
fondue pans

unique and proctlcol kitchenwore for apartment or dorm
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EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL!

SAVE ON COLOR REPRINTS

OR ENLARGEMENTS
12 REPRINTS OR
2 5 7 ENLARGEMENTS OR
18 10 ENLARGEMENT
FROM 1 OR MORE COLOR
NEGATIVES

ONLY

OFFER
EXPIRES '

MARCH 31

Coupon Must Accompany Order

at the tobacco candv fifrrt counter

jhsLNIVERSITY STORE

The following divisions of

UNITED TECHNOLOGES
CORPORATION

• Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft Group

• Hamilton Standard

• Sikorsky Aircraft

will be

CAMPUS
FEBRUARY 15

to interview candidates

for attractive opportunities

in HIGH TECHNOLCXIY

Consult your Placement Office tor

sign-up information and degree/ field

of study requirements

To plac* a classified ad. drop t>v thf

CoMfquin otftce iCC n3i t>et>%*H>n 8 45 a m
and 3 45 p m Monddv throui^h Fridav. o» uw
ou' handy clip and mati form found m nwsf

issues o* th«» Cnllequvi Classified deadline is

3^ p f" l^o days m ddvdn<f of putiiicatioc

date

Collegian
Classifieds

AUDIO

T«ac A 400 tape deck. 2 yrs old. used on

ly 6 mos new condition, $200, call Jim at

546 7083 Keep trying

AUTO FOR SALE

72 VW sqbk.gd t>dy mt
.
bebit eng .

for more info call 546 9339. ask $1200

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for fiire, perfect for cof

feehouses. discos, t)ands, Rtck. 584 4106

Disco Dave fr D L Disco Inc provides

sound, lights b DJ for your parties disco,

rock b oldies The best at affordable prices

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567 1715

Hottest band around! Smooth Sailing";

for iKJokings ar>vwbere call John, 546 4646

For sale women's leather coat, size 9 10,

$110 Of BO, call 549 6405. please'"'

FOUND

Found - long haired F dog w' NH license,

white face, tan black markings. 665 4324

INSTRUCTION

Guitar lessons — Jim Kimball, formerly

with the Bricker Band, has openings for

new students. 549 1383.

MISCELLANEOUS

HELP WANTED

FOR REI^

1 rm. In 3 t)drm Puffton apt., on bus rte.,

$77 50 mo ,
call John collect, (617)

6965710

1 rtn. in Belchertown on bus rt , 323 4782

Naed the comforts of home away from

home^ Local sorority is taking boarders, 3

home cooked meals daily Say goodbye to

the dorms forever. Call Barbara at

545^0^62

Furnished apt.. 2V, rooms AC pkg Pool,

$250 mo . inci utils Amherst Mold, Rt. 9

opp Zayre's

Stuck for a truck to move your stuff?

Check out the best price in town.

Dandelion Trucking, 584 7932'

FOR SALE

Woman's Frye boots. Used in good

condition, $35, size 8, call Jan. 2568642.

Vivitar Zoom Lens, 90 230. like new.

$125. call 546 7506, keep trying

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of

Bose, 50 watt power cap, John. 546 5990

Snow~tirearE78"l4 SB radials, 542 4202.

X country skis, new, 195cm.

Scot -542 4202.

Sears fridga. 3 cu. ft.. $60. 253 9491

eves.

IVIan's Air Force wool dresscoat, medium,

asking $300, call aifter 3;00^p.m , 546 9753

Leather jackeT-new-$50-call Linda at

546 5563 Also leather women's
boots- size 9 -worn only 4 times only

$13. _
1966 Galaxy 500. runs good, no rust, $500,

call^53 2m
VViTse bug, parts exc trs, bat 549 1195

Must sacrifice like-new skis, Rossignoi

K25 & Hexel comps. with quality bindings

b poles^$95$125/set 549 6829

SkUi 4 sale. Head 320 61" new Besser bin

dings, Trappeur boots, 9'/? 2 sets poles.

$125, Bill. 665 7527. after 9 p m

Addressers wanted immediately! Work
at home no experience necessary ex

cellent pay Write American Service, 8350

Park Lane. Suite 127, Dallas, TX 75231.

Overseas jobs - summer/year round.

Europe, S America. Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields. $500 $1200 monthly Expenses

paid Sightseeing Free info write IJC,

Box 4490 MC. Berkeley, CA 94704

Comedians wanted for Top of the Cam
pus amateur comedy hour Call 549 6000

ext 634 after 3pm
Wanted immediately: excellent
typist /receptionist. 40 hrs./wk.. thru

month of February Bright, efficient and

quick to learn. Human services agency in

North Amherst Call Rita, 549 1433.

Tired of eating tasteless dining commons
food' Be a housepersons at local sorority

and get three home cooked meals daily

Mikey likes it! Call Lynn or Marsha at

5496076

Work study student needed for Hillel, call

545 2526 for mfo

Needed: Jr. high leader for Sun. eves, 5-7,

Feb May Reasonable compensation. Call

253 5055 in am or 256 8425 iri p.m.

Houseboys wanted. Sorority near cam-

pus seeks houseboys for lunch and dinner

kitchen work, in exchange for meals. Can
get exemption from university meal plan'

Call Mary Ellen at 253 9215.

Exper. handyman for bidg. maint.

549 6478

Seeking persons 18 36 for 2 3 hrs. color

vision testing, especially persons with color

vision deficiencies. $2 50/hr. Call Ms
Greenbaum. Mt Holyoke Coll., 586 3100

X2086 for appointmenr

Once again Amherst's finest eating

estatjiishment is looking for kitchen

help need money' Good food, call

253 9230, ask for Joel or Gary, Delta Ch^

IVIen! Women! Jobs on cruiseships,

freighters. Uo experience. High pay' See

Europe. Hawaii, Australia. So. America

Ca summer' Career Send $3 85 for info to

Seaworld, BB Box 61035. Sact. Ca. 95860

Full time internships m Community Men
tal Health available for spring semester at

Maple House, an adult psychiatric transi

tional residence Responsibilities will in

elude: instruction in basic independent liv-

ing skills, case management, informal

counseling, etc Stipend of $50 per week,

supervision, and credit available. Send

resume to: Maple House, 450 Maple St.,

Holyoke. Ma 01040

Earn $500/ $1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope,

Justus Sales. Box 112 C. Ludlow, MA
01056.

MOTORCYCLES

Must sell 1976 Honda 500, 12,000 mi
,

runs great, $900 or BO, evenings. 549 1062.

PERSONALS

General sewing. Fair rates/call 6-8328.

Help* I lost my personal journal in the Cam-
pus Center. Contains invaluable material. If

you finished reading it call 545 2876 and

leave a mes'^age for Lisa please. Thanks.

DRP-congratulations! Things just

wouldn't have t)een the same without you.

Looking forward to another great semester

of mystery tragedies. Love ya, LMA.

Was it worth it? Found pr. eyeglasses in

blue Pinto 1/27. Brittany Manor Exchange
for 2 cases of Molson's, respond in this col-

umn.

Men's workshop: "Loving Myself". 2/7,

7 10 p m , CC 815, fee $5 An opportunity

to examine our attitudes towards our sex

uality in a gentle way Ron Wright, c/o

Southwest Men's Center, 5 0263 or 5 0863,

eve.

Are you funny... urbane, pointless? Call

549 6000 ext 634. Top of the Campus com
edy hour

Scuba diving classes -starting Feb. 5,

those interested inquire at

Boyden 5452338.

Men! - Women! Jobs on ships' American.

Foreign. No experience required. Excellent

pay Worldwide travel. Summer job or

career Send $3 for information. Seafax,

Dept. Gil Box 2049, Port Angeles,

Washington 98362

Daytona Beach
Daytona. all inclsu

spend spr, brk.

Joe, 253 2259
in

ROOMMATE WANTED

Grad student wants to share two

bedroom apartment with quiet, non

smoking considerate female Good location

on bus route. Call Sofia, 256 6245, eves.

Roommate for feminist household in

Northampton Prefer older student/worker.

Woman, near bus, $77 /month + utilities,

call 584 7923 evenings/weekends.

_ _ SJRVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal -low cost

legal representation for UMass community.

Income tax preparation, appoigtment only,

253 7617

»- («»«< Ottff--

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c per

lir>e: five consecutive issues, 40c per line per

day: 30 consecutive issues. 30c per lir>e per

day One line is roughly eqi valent to 38
characters

WANTED
Wanted one couch/sofa, preferably

opens to bed; -price discussed, call

256 8066.

Wanted: electric typewriter. Must have

tabs and be m very good condition. Call

Doug at 6 9262 between 7 10 p m or 10 12

p.m.

Wanted immediately! Equipment locker

manager, 10 hrs./wk., minimum wage. Ap
plications t)eing accepted thru Wed , 2/7 at

the UMass Outing Club Office 428BSU
(above People's Market). Work study or

• non-work-study.

Wanted, piano lessons — willing to

negotiate rates. Please call Andrea,

546 3341. keep trying or leave message

WANTED TO RENT

1 bdrm. apt. on bus route in Sunderland,

tennis and pool, $190, all utils. included,

call evenings, Joel, 665-7116.

Small sorority near campus seeks any

tx>arders for this semester Good at

mosphere, 21 meals/wk., open kitchen,

quiet study. Call Mary Ellen at 253-9215.

$$$ MONEY $M

Laarn tiow to maximize your financial aid

package Call 545 3984 on campus,

549 5997 off campus, between 5 & 7 p.m.

References available. Try it — it works!

WORK STUDY STUDENTS

Athletic trainer (freshman preferred), no
experience needed, contact J Laughnane,

Athletic Injury Care Office, Rm. 9, Boyden,

ext. 5 2866, laundry room, Tues. & Thurs.,

bet. 7 a.m. & noon, contact A. Smith, Rm.

31, Boyden, ext. 5 3836, secretary: gen. of

fice skills, typing essential. Contact A
Rufe, Rm. 205, Boyden, ext. 5 2691.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Institute. Free in-

troduction b hypnosis session, greatly im-

prove reading speed, comprehension &
concentration, etc. Wed., Feb. 14, Rm. 804

Campus Center at 7 8:30 & Wed., 21, be

prompt. K.R. Morse, med. prof, hypnotist.

EARTHFOODS NOW HIRING

Third World and foreign students en

couraged to apply We are a collective

vegetarian restaurant. Applications

available on kitchen door, SUB Room 303.

Restaurant skills helpful. Accepting ap-

plications through Tuesday, February 6,

6:00 p.m. -

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COD

Summer rental Cape Cod, S. Yarmouth,

4 apts. avail., one studio, 2 2 bdrms., and 1

three bdrm. Very close to water. Fully

furn., Mem. Day to Labor Day Prices from

$1500 to $3000 for season, call (617)

394 6323, evenings and weekends.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Gap
5 City of Peru
9 Shirk

14 Vertical.

Prefix

15 Icon

16 Piebald
17 Sensational

history:

2 words
19 — (xjle

20 Straighten

21 — o'shanter

23 Misplace
24 Denies
27 Mature
29 Cedes
31 Astaire. eg
35 Massage
37 Classifies

39 '^righten

40 USSR city

42 Begets
44 Release
45 Anew
47 Fleshy fruits

49 Nav rank

50 Teacher
52 Outing
54 Neat
56 Leading
59 Appoint-

ment
62 Immerse
64 Run away
65 Unmoving
67 Startles

70 Young ox
71 Cedar, e g
72 Tidy

73 Fudge
74 Bark
75 Annoys
DOWN

1 — l)ear

2 As :

Normally

3 Legume
2 words

4 Black eye:

Slang
5 Rim
6 Crete moun-

tain

7 Greatest

8 Church area
9 Relevant

10 Severity

11 Hep
12 Natives Suf-

fix

13 Cupola
18 Remove air

22 In the center

25 Adarrv'a

UNITED Feature Syndicate
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grandson
26 Bare
28 Step
30 Sharpen

32 Neared
2 words

33 Eire

34 Soaks flax

35 Wander
36 Entreat
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Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler
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Nothing Special by Joe Casey
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The Town Line by Joe Carroll
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4 by Frank Emery

GRADUATE RECORD
EXAMINATION WORKSHOP

Wednesday, February 7

7-10 p.m.

6th Floor Thompson Hall Lounge

Free, 3-hour workshop to include information

and tips for taking the Graduate Record

Examination. It is designed to alleviate stress

and to help students test to their full capacities.

For further information call:

Beth Schneider, Pre Grad Advisor, 5-2191.

I Attention—
OLDER
UNDERGRADUATES
Paul Vasconcellos is available for

academic counseling in CASIAC,
Machmer E-27, the following

hours:

Tues. 9-12

Thurs. 1-4:30

Fri. 10-12. 1-3

Appointnnents are preferred.
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Tracksters battle

Dartmouth today
fly KEVIN MCCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

The results from last years' U Mass Dartmouth in

door trat * Li)ntest were posted yesterday on the

bulletin bt. lui m the track lockerroom, complete with

the coaches comments, "This meet is always close'
'

Last year the Minutemen nipped the Big Green,
72 63 Today m Hanover, New Hampshire, coach Ken
O Bnen will unleash a full squad to do battle once
again with Dartmouth
Last winter seven individual winners paved the way

for the Minutemen's winning margin Today five of

those p>erforinefs are back
Coming off an eye opening performance at the

Princeton Relays over the weekend, All American
Mike Quinn will attempt to tuck away another race

victory as he did m the 3000 meter race in Hanover
last year. On Saturday. Quinn recorded a personal

best time of 4 06 4 in the mile as anchorman of the

distance medley team who finished seventh at

Princeton
Sophomore Rich Cady ran the 440 yard leg of that

relay, and will test his forturtes today m the sprint

comf>etitton which produced a 55 meter victory last

winter against the Green

Skaters to face Babson t^yYlTJ"^"
By JONA THAN HAMIL TON
Culleguin Staff

The Minuteman hockey team, now into the second half ol its season,

squares off against Babson College m Wellesley tonight at 7:00 p m Despite

their abysmal 19 1 record, coach Jack Canniff's charges have played their

best hockey in the last two outings A good showing against St Anselms (a

5 2 loss) and an exciting performance against New England College (a 5 5 tie)

have given the Minutemen renewed spirit in the hope of pulling off an upset

against Babson
I think It shows people that our kids haven't given up. When you have a

season like this you worry about the spirit of the players The last two games

have really helped, said an optimistic Canniff Asked about the rest of the

season, the UMass coach added 'Well, we'll see We're not about to give

up
Babson on the other hand has enjoyed a successful campaign with a 9 3

record It IS coached by former BU All American Steve Stirling Assistant

coach Bill Rogers is pleased with Babson's play this year in spite of dropping

two of their last three. We're having one of our best seasons ever We're

right in the fight for playoff contention but we'll be cautious about UMass.

Every game down the stretch is important to us, " f>e remarked

Babson is led by right winger Mark Reynolds who has 9 goals and 7 assists

Just behind him is center Charlie Ryan who has 8 goals and 6 assists Babson

got past St Anselms 6 4 Saturday mght but lost to New Haven 2 last

Wedr>esday.
Several UMass players have looked impfessive recently They include

defenseman James Bennelli who has been the stalwart of late at his position

Kenny Richard and John Reidy have contributed with important goals and

Jeff Moore and CaseyScavone have had good showings in net A big win at

Babson could be the start for a second half of continued improvement for the

Minutemen.

CONT FROM PAGE 12
yard backstroke with Leiand snagging first

The lead was now down to 5 with
another probable sweep in the 3 meter
diving, only two events away.

UMass scored 4 more points in these two
events by way of a Deconnick 3rd in the
500 freestyle and a Fulford second in the
200 meter breast stroke

The diving team did the expected and
again did a number on the URI squad by
sweeping the 3 meter diving contest. It was
the same order as in the 1 meter contest,
but with Anthony losing to Antonino by
only 5 points, and beating Vernaglia by
32 2

All UMass needed to do now was win the
freestyle relay and they would win the meet
by 1, but It was not to be as URI fielded 3
lanes against UMass' 1 and once again the
mermen lost on account of lack of team
depth, dropping thetr record to 1 -4.

The men's swim team's next meet will be
away against Connecticut on Wednesday
at 7 00
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CHEAP SKIING
JOIN THE SKI CLUB
TUESDAY AND
WEDNESDAY

9 A.M. -5 P.M.
C.C. CONCOURSE

****************************************

*

*

*

r
TUTOR WITH N.E.S.

You'll help kids who want it while you get

experience. Stop by Room 428 SUB
(5-0910) or call Paul -545-0845.

Available— 3 cr. Free Transportation

!!• IT TODAY

international

Education
Services
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TEACH IM JAPAN
Anyoni- witti a Imu tulor s d«'gi«'«- in diffrn'nt

enjcuK-^-niiK fii-lds. a« •count inj? and finan<f

wiHtunK to t»'ac'h full tiim- for on«- or two yr-ars in

Japan Htiould wriH- to lnt» nmtional Fldiicalion

S«'rvK''»a at tfu- atxwi- iwldrcHH
Tlu' |K)8ilion iiivolvrs tfac-hiiiK JapancHc

busincHHrncn and rnginiM-iH th«' basu
vcK-abiilary in vanoim firldn

No Japan«'K«- lanK""K<" '•* ifquirt-d for

claRRnxim instriution T«a< tung ixixrirnc** ih

not roquirt-d An ori«'ntation ih given in Tokyti

Information on salary. tranRjiortatuni and
houRing ran bo obtaint'd by providing Int»rna

tional duration Scrvi<-<>B with aditailfd rc-sumr

and a U-ttt-r indicating an int«ri'8t in thf jjosi

lion
PrrBonal int«'rviewB will b<- ht'ld in your ar«'a at

the end of January
Selocted appliranls would b*- i-xpi-iU-d to ar

rive in Tokyo from March through August.
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FINE AilS CENTER PRESENTS

Tuesdoy, February 13 8 pm

Flh£ /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

TKliets now oti »«i«. General Public S7, •. s. UMau
ttwtfents IS. 4. 3. Senior Citiiens • %1. *. S.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4, S4S 251

1

A New England Ticketron Locations.

SHOW YOUR FACE

AUDITIONS
for the UMass Music Theatre Guild

production of

^'ANYTHING GOES"
^ CC 176 7 11

-<C^ TonigM and Wed.
by appointment

^ for info call 545 0783 or ^,
665 4840 a^

STUDENTS—UMASS— (ON CAMPUS ONLY)

Have the Boston Globe delivered to your dormitory at the special half

price rate to students at this college.

* Each student ordering the Daily h Sunday Combo for 2nd semester
will get a FREE UMass knit hat! it

Delivery begins

Feb. 11

A Week

§ 1 00 ^^^ ^^® MorningV I V/V/ And ?;iinHavAnd Sunday

65c A Week
For The Morning

40c A Week
For The Sunday

Delivery beoins
Feb' 11

Please fill out this form and give to Student Rep who will be contacting you If not contacted within a week return to either party listed below.

All orders received after Feb 11 will be pro rated. - DMorn. & Sun. $12.75D Morning $8.25

Name
Campus Address

D Sunday $5.00

Fred Berger
414 Prince House

Larry B«rger
M-4 CliffSid* Apt*
Sunderlsrfd, Mass.

Tii«^s(1av *-f»biu^»v b, 19/9 ( olk^ VJldl-l n

Sports

Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

No gannes scheduled

TODAY'S GAMES
Men's basketball vs URI
Women's basketball at Bridgewater State

Women's JV basketball at Bridgewater State

Men's gymnastics at Dartmouth
Men's indoor track at Dartmouth
Men's JV indoor track at Dartmouth
Hockey at Babson

7:30p.m.
6:00 p.m.
4:00p.m.
3:00p.m.
1:00p.m.
1:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

TOMORROW'S GAMES
Wrestling at New Hampshire

MeiVs swimming at Connecticut

300 p.m.
7:00pm.

Skiers have ups and downs
BiMAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

At cold and windy Waterville Valley in New Hampshire last

weekend, the UMass women's and men's ski teams continued
to dominate their divisions.

The UMass women's team swept every event; they
defeated Boston College in the rain postponed Amherst Giant
Slalom, 239 71 seconds to 253.34. Caria Anderson (78 33),
Nancy Hayden (78 59), and Kathy Shinnick (79.21) nailed
down the top three spots for UMass.
The Northeastern Giant Slalom, the first scheduled event,

saw much the same thing UMass defeating BC, 485.11
498.42, with Amherst College, Smith, Merrimack, and UConn
trailing in that order. Gretchen Dietze of BC nosed out CarIa
Anderson, 156.99 157 08, while Nancy Hayden and Barbara
Raynard rounding out the score for UMass (a three out of five
scoring system serves women's skiing).

Afterward, at the Plymouth State Slalom in Cannon
Mountain, UMass enjoyed a comfortable overall margin over
BC, 342.22 364 41 CarIa Anderson topped individual scoring
times with a 107.45. Other UMass finishers included Nancy
Hayden in third place (108.37) Connie Pratt in fourth (116.15),
and three in the top ten (Barbara Raymond, Kathy Shinnick,
and Valerie Hansen).
Though not managing a first overall in its events, the men's

team did stay within the top five (out of seven teams). In the
Amherst Giant Slalom, UMass finished second to Nor-
theastern. 360 46 364 77. NE's Jeff Lyon and Wayne Kirk
raced first and second, while Peter Dill's 71 .66 nailed down
third Brian Pringle of UMass finished fourth with a 71.73.
Other finishers in the five out of-eight scoring system in-

cluded Chris Wakefield (9), Kevin Nolan (10), Scott Billings

(13), and Scott Pringle (6) Northeastern took its "home"
Giant Slalom with a 725. 93, Plymouth State was second with
a 733.78. UMass, with a 734,32, settled for third Jeff Lyon
and his 140 63 won top individual spot. The closest UMass
finisher was Scott Pringle, in fourth with a 144,45.

The finale of the weekend, the Plymouth State Slalom
witnessed a rare sight the sight of the UMass men settling
for fourth place ( "a poor fourth," according to Coach Bill Mac
Connell), with a 555 49 almost 30 points behind BC's
winning tally of 528.86 seconds Scott Pringle finished third
individually with a 102.44; the rest of the UMass team faded
into the snowy background.

Sports Notices
INTRAMURALS Forfeit fees for volleyball can
be picked up at the Intramural Office, 215
Boyden, from 8:30 4:30. You must see Mrs.
Laramie for fees.

INTRAMURAL SQUASH ENTRIES
February 6 Health forms are required.
INTRAMURAL WRESTLING ENTRIES are
Feb. 8. Health forms are required.
GENERAL P.E. CLASSES WILL BEGIN
FEBRUARYS.
UMASS FENCING CLUB Foil, sabre, and epee,
Tues , Wed., and Thurs., 8 10 PM, ROOM 8,
NOPE. Ail are wiecome. For info, call Sean.
549^0303.

are due

due

ON

Collegian
PHOTO STAFF MKETINO

Tues., Feb. 6
7:30 p.m.

Collegian office

Ne^ivcoiners inr«lc<»ine

TONIGHT ON THE

SPORTS
CAFE

TALK WITH LESLIE VISSER OF
THE BOSTON GLOBE AT

545-2876.

RICK HEIDEMAN AND BOB
LEVINE ARE YOUR HOSTS

FROM 6-7 ON WMUA (9I.I)

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

univefiity ot Ari^oru otte's

more trun 40 coursM i c

anmropoxtgv tMmguai adu

ration Ixsiory SMmsn
«c it GujKUUtVi Meiico

July 2 Au^st 10 Tuition

S?6'j Board and room w<in

Me«it<in 'armiy $300

Write

Guadalajara

Summer School
Alumni 211

University ol Arizona

Tucson 85721

(602) 626-4729

LAST
CALL

\ilhii>Ct^

\

78 Yearl)ooki
will be o" sate

thru Wed P'ck

up yours whip
t>H'V idST IrO"^

9 3 at 'h,'

INDEX lablo -
the CC

Corn OiJfSe

$2

TUESDAY

Cavln^s Musical
Trivia

1st PRIZE - 25.00 2nd PRIZE - 10.00

3rd PRIZE - Current Album

• HAPPY HOUR PRKB •

\

• Free T-Shirts •

• Special Drinks •

8:30 - 1:00 • 0^Lrv >/ 15 East PleaHanI St. <V^
AftftSfiEMS lT

THREE GREAT
SCIENTIFIC INNOVATIONS.

HEVfLETT-PACKARD

SERIES E.

The HP»31E- Scientific.

Our new standard scientific

Trignometric, exponential,

and math functions Metric
conversions Fixed scientific

display modes witfi full 10
digit mantissa 4 user

memories.

only $54 00

The HP«32E Advanced
Scientific with Statistics.

Everytfling the HP»31E
IS and more. More math

and metrics 15 user

merrwries Hvperbolics.

statistics, and ENG SCI FIX

display modes Decimal
degree conversions

only $72.00

The HP»33E -

Programmable Scientific.

49 lines of full-merged
keycodes Editing keys,

control keys and full range

of conditional keys. 8 user

memories

only $89.00

SERIES E ACCESSOf^lES AND SOFTWARE ARE ALSO AVAILABLE
Visa, MasterCharge and American Express accepted

the calculator store

ie DIVERSITYSTORE
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The women's swim team broke a school record in the final raco Saturday to

defeat Springfield College, 70 61 (Staff photo by Joe Paul)

Cagersfaceno.1 URI
BvWALTCHERNIAK
CoHegian Staff

The UMass basketball team, struggling with a 5 13 record, will face perhaps their

toughest oppor>ent ot the season tonight when the University of Rhode Island Rams
invade the Cage at 7 30
Rhode Island, sporting a da^^lmg 18 5 record, is ranked first and in New Ef>gland.

and IS led by All American forward Sylvester "Sly" Williams, who UMass head

coach Jack Leaman calls "the best ballplayer m New Engaind "

Williams is one of the top ten scorers m the nation, averaging well over 25 points a

game, and is joir^d on URI's big forward line by senior center Irv Chatman and
sophomore forward Jimmy Wright At 67. Williams is equally adept at scoring both

mside and outside, and UMass will probably use a variety of defensive strategies to

try to coml>at him. Leaman said

Catch all of tonight s basketball action on WMUA, 91.1 FM, beginning at 7:25

p.m Bob Levine and Rick Heideman will be your announcers. Be sure to stay

tuned after the game for the announcement of the Collegian Player of the

Game
We'll start out using a man to man, said Leaman. but you'll probably see a lot

of zone out there " UMass who has defeated URI 10 of the last 11 times the two

teams have met. will start captain Enc Williams. Len Kohlhaas and Mark Haymore.

the team's scoring and rebounding leader up front Tommy Witkos and Brad

Johnson will man the backcourt positions, while URI coach Jack Kraft will counter

with sophomore Nick Johnson and streak shooting senior John Nelson at his

Despite the fact that the Minutemen have lost four striaght and 10 of their last 12

games, Leaman maintains that the team is "not as bad as our record might in

dicate We've been in each of the last six games we've played and have played

well enough to win, but things haven't gone our way "

UMass played its best game of the season in Saturday nights one point loss to

Duquesne. and Leaman feels the fact that tonight's game is being played in the

Cage should help the team immensely. "A roaring Cage crowd could mean as much

as 10 or 12 points to us." he said

Swimmen improve but,

URI triumphs, 64 -49
Bv STEVE CARIGLIA
Co/leguin Staff

Although the UMass men's swm team

dropped yet another decision this Saturday

ai Boyden. their 64 49 loss to the University

of Rhode Island was a victory, in that the

Minutemen improved vastly over their

performance last Wednesday
MMass placed m every eve 'ook

-
I. right to the wire where the whole

match depended on the very last event

The meet started off great for UMass ?»s

Leiand. Hcirry Fulford, Jib Bowers, and

"Tom Dundon handily beat the two URI
lanes with a time of 3;43 7 This is a good

solid time and according to coach Bei

Melame'i it is the relay team's best time this

•jeasori

UMass hit the doldrums in the next four

events, however, by sconng only 8 points

out of a possible 36

The first of the four Minutemen who
scored the 8 points was Deconnick in the

grueling 1000 yard free style who captured

third place with a time of 1 54 7.

Then it was Tom Dundon grabbing a

second in the 50 yard free style and Bowers

finishing off these events with a pace of

2 04 3 to earn a second m the 200 individual

medley race.

Now came the 1 meter diving where it

was no contest as UMass totally

dominated. Minutemen divers Jim

Antinino Dan Anthony ano Mike Vernaglia

gave good dive after good dive with some

meat dives mixed in. The URI. diver was

no match as he was totally outclassed by

what is probably the strongest part of this

v<'ar's UMass men's swim team

The only contest in the 1 meter aivmg

MW I 'W w hiit nidnr thii UM ar^ dn . prs wni il fl

place Antof.ino won top honors with a

score of 199 35 points as Anthony

squeaked by Vernaglia for second place

Af^er the divinq fiasco the team scores

were UMdSS 23 URI 29 UMass slipped a

little further behind in thf! noxt two events,

but were still able to mairitain striking

distance as Bowers and Dundon took

seconds i;^ the 200 yard butterfly and 100

yard freestyle, respectively.

The Minutemen got a clutch per

formance from Leiand and Mukaney as

they pulled off the top two spots in the 200

TURN TO PAGE 10

Victorious merwomen
splash Springfield
By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Stafff

It took them two school records, soo^e

strategy, and a lot of hard work, but they

did it. In what was easily the most exciting

meet of the season, the women's swim
ming and diving team defeated Springfield

College Saturday for the first time in UMass
history, 70-61.

After the meet, UMass coach John
Nunnelly was shaking his head in ecstatic

disbelief. To be honest. I didn't think we
had a chance, " Nunnelly said. "I knew it

would have to take the best performance

from every individual on the team. And
that's exactly what we got "

The win was er^ineered by Nunr>^ly.
who studied times of various Spnngfield
swimmers trying to determine where his

team's strengths could be maximized.

I was in my office for three hours Friday

(ust looking over tf>eir (Springfield! times,"

Nunnelly said. I never finished my lineup. I

came to practice Fnday and we went over it

as a whole team This was ttuly a team

victory
"

UMaas got an unexpected victory in the
400 yard medley relay to open the meet. A
very underratud relay team of Gail Holland
Kathy Countie, Cindy Piela, and Cindy
Boyack took first to give UMass a quick 7

lead

After Deb Schwartz won the 400 m
dividual medley. Nancy Schifftet set a
school record in only her second meet for

UMass. winning the 200 yard freestyle in

2: 12 9 Schifflet also won the 200 butterfly,

while Cris M'""'"; " »"nk third 't^n <..riior's

first point)

Kathy Driscoll won the one meter
required diving for UMass, scoring 158.30
points, while Suzy Strobel finished third.

Schwartz was behind by a flip-turn in the
final lap of the 200 I.M.. but the powerful
senior co captain kicked in, winning by a
body lenqth.

The divers responded in their optionals

by sweeping Springfield. Driscoll won the

event, followed by Strobel in second and
Lonaie Mvles in third

The score was 63 61 . in favor of UMass,
coming into the final race, the 800 yard

freestyle relay The crowd of about 100 at

N OPE. pool came alive, realizing the

meet came down to the last race. It was
deja vu for UMass as Deb SChwartz stood

upon the starting blocks In the first meet

of the season. Vermont defeated UMass in

the last relay, setting a school record in the

process This time it was UMass' turn

Schwartz gave UMass the lead by a

touch in the first leg. Caroline Benjamin
widened it to three body lengths. Rachel

Mack maintained it. and Schifflet kicked

home with a school record (8 26 491 and
the victory amid a deafening roar

It was one of those cases where paper

t)ecom» * Moelly said, referring

to the b tjy.

Most everyone had left the pool when
senior Lynn Lutz returned to retreive a

forgotten swim cap "I remember when I

was a freshman," she said as she paused at

the scorer's table. "It came down to the last

relay aqainst Springfield Just like today"
if she had forgotten to say sometfiing

"Only," she said with a laugh, "we won
today."

Colle^is^

orts

inger Legare (40) puts one up against Brooklyn College during last

Saturday's 114 63 Minutewomen triumph. The hoopwomen are back in

action tonight against Bridgewater State at Bridgewater. (Staff photo by

Amira Rahrnun)- **

Welcome
Back?

This is the staff of the RSO/Student Activities Office. These people are here to help you in any problems you may

have with your student organization. (Photo by R.B. Goodchild). *

That IS what everybody says.

"Welcome back." But sometimes it

may not feel that way; the lines are

long and at the end of them you pay

somebody a lot of money; its cold,

wet and too early even for stones to

be awake and when the bus comes it

is not only late but full; the food you

had while home for the holidays is

finally gone from your cheeks and you

are back on a soup and rice diet, or

"eating" at the D.C. The University

seems as inviting as a cold porcelain

pillow, or wet socks. But there are

people who do care that you are back,

and among them are the people at

Student Activities. Which is the

reason for this insert; we want you to

know we're happy to have you back.

We would also like to let you

know more about the office itself;

how it works, where it works, who

works It and how much coffee they

drink. There are times when it seems

the only point in your being here,

besides going to classes, is to count

the cracks in the sidewalk between

Hasbrouck and town. But there is a

great deal going on at the University

other than traditional classroom

education and elevator racing. If you

care to take the time you can make

your educational experience here

rounder than a cue bail and more

varied than a granola bar.And we have

a great deal to do with a lot of that

extra-curricular activity. We want you

to know where those events come

from, how they were put on and by

whom. We want you to know how to

involve yourself in those events, as

spectator or sponsor, and how to

organize and present ideas of your

own.

So put this pull-out with the other

things that make your daily life more

livable; your wool socks, swiss army

knife and soup spoons. It will not tell

you who the Penschii are but if you'd

like to find out about what's going on,

what It is about the University that is

more welcoming than movies for less

than three dollars, it will at least put

you in the right place to begin:

consider it your very own ball of string

for easy passage through the maze

college life can become.

Student Activities
—"We're here because you are

The StadSnt Activities. Office is funded ty the Student Government Association



The Program Unit
Getchour programs heah!

Cant tell the players thout a

program! It is a cry hawked every-

where teams collide and it always

seems that the programs, from

where they lie strewn about, do
more looking up at the spectators

than the spectators ever do look-

ing at them. Who was that

player?" is a sentence that has

seen almost as much use at sport-

ing events as dirt. True, the es-

sence of spectatorship is game-
watching and not identification/

fill-in-the-blanks, but if you know
about the players you participate

more fully. And you won t make the

mistake of suggesting a particular

player should go deep if you

know he stuffs his shoes with peat

moss and likes to wear his helmet

backwards.

The program unit of the

Student Activities office can help

you understand the range and type

of players involved in the

Registered Student Organization

program, what they do and when.

The office has been restructured

to improve the quality of their

coordinating of groups events and

presentation of them. All of which

will make things easier for you

to digest; you wouldn t want to

eat a week s worth of food in, say,

96 seconds- you d have to find

a rock in the sun and lie down
for a month. The programming

unit exists in order to make events

as accessible and, ultimately, as

rewarding as possible. And though

the list of events already being

planned is a long and compre-

hensive one, the people in pro-

gramming are open to suggestion.

(Someone suggested to Irene, the

unit director, that she throw her

desk out the window and she

would have if she hadn t wntten

her phone number on it.)

The assistance lent the RSO s

by the program unit realty is stag-

gering. They help conjure an event

or program if the group hasn't

got one in mind; they lead groups

or individuals with ideas but no
money to groups who may want
to sponsor them; they assist in the

scheduling of the event, facilities

for it, staging, security, publicity

(posters, press-releases, etc., so

as to constitute a campaign),

budgeting, contract negotiations

with speakers, bands, or other

performers. In short, they educate

the willing in the fine art of

organizing an event. (Your laundry

will be a snap after coordinating

a program with the Program

People.)

Some of the groups

And if the range of services the

unit provides is varied the groi'ps

with which they work are even more

so. To give you an idea of the

diversity. The Union Program Council

which brings you the Spring Day

Concert, and m 77-78 brought David

Bromberg. Woody Shaw. George

Benson, and Robert Palmer to the

University. The UPC also founded

Cross-Campus Concerts in 78 to help

specific residence areas at the Uni

versity put on their own concerts. All

of the programs done by the UPC

are fione by students-all phases of the

show, from concept to concert anri

clean-up. If you d like to get involved

you can call them at 545-0983.

The DISTINGUISHED VISITORS

PROGRAM, which brought such

diverse and thought provoking

speakers as Eldndge Cleaver, Daniel

Schorr, Angela Davis. Mel Blanc, and

Nora Ephron to the University in

the past. This group is also a wholly

student-run organization, working to

keep you in touch with as many

news and opinion making people

as possible. If you d like to work

with them, or have suggestions for

speakers, you can call them at

545-0920 or drop by 415 S.U.

AHORA. the organization represent-

ing the Spanish Community at the

University also works closely with the

Program Unit. AHORA recruits Span-

ish speaking students, promotes a

number of educational programs, and

works to counteract the problems

of language and culture barriers.

They are located in 407 S.U. and can

be reached at 545-2479.

AFRO-AMERICAN SOCIETY.Iocat-

ed in Room 304 of the New Africa

House, IS a student organization

sponsoring films, speakers, music to

reflect the varied nature of Afro-

American culture. If you'd like to get

in touch with the Afro-American

Society drop by New Africa House or

call them at 545-0794.

All five residential Area Governments,

(Southwest, Northeast. Central.

This IS the Program Unit of the Student Activities Office. These people can help your RSO group with any

programs or events that you may wish to produce to benefit your group or cause. (Photo by R.B. Goodchild).

Sylvan, Orchard Hill) as well as the

two off-campus resident communi-

ties, the Greeks and Commuters, work

with the Program Unit in planning

many of their events. Contact Student

Activities for more information.

RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS.

Many of the religious groups on

campus work through the Student

Activities Office as RSO's. They range

from the BAHA'I CLUB.the UMASS
CHRISTIANS, the ECKANKAR
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY, to

HILLEL.

And many, many nr)ore groups.

Over 400, in fact. Ifyou are inter-

ested in contacting an organization

but can't find where to do so, or if

you are not sure an organization

exists to meet your needs, call the

Student Activities Office at 545-3600

and we'll help you out.

Planning events with -specific

groups is a l^ge part of the Program

Unit's job, but they also organize

craft courses, skills courses,

seminars on racism and sexism, self-

actualization workshops and/or a

trip to California, and run a scheduling

board which includes all University

events as well as publishing a Five-

College calendar.

Coming this semester will be

groups of events relating to topics of

special interest, and the Program Unit

will be coordinating those events so

that you can see as many as possible.

In February, we will have Black His-

tory Month, in March will be the Inter-

national Women's Week, in April the

Latin American Week takes place, and

in May, since the aii should then be

warm enough to transmit sound,there

will be the Spring Concert as well as

other outdoor events.

Throughout the semester the pro-

gram unit will be involved in the

presentation of lectures, films, con-

certs, dances and much more. But

don't let the plethora of events

overwhelm you-it is possible to at-

tend alot of them and still have time

to brush your teeth.

After ail that it is still plausible

that what you would like to see or hear

is not being presented. If not, come

by and see us, we would like to know

what your ideas are. Maybe we can

put you in touch with an RSO that

feels the way you do. Maybe not. In

which case you may want to start your

own group. And doing that isn't as

hard as, say, not eating an entire

pack of mallowbars in one sitting.

Just find nine people like yourself

and go on down to the Student Sen-

ate Office in Room 420 of the Student

Union. There you'll find all of the

forms and information you need to

start an RSO.

Whatever you do,get involved. We
know as well as you do that you

can't have a Program without players.

The Business Unit
It takes money to do the kind of

things the Program Unit is doing, and

It takes even more money to do the

things the many vaned RSO groups

would like to do When you were

younger, perhaps 15, you could ask

your parents for some extra change

and they d usually say, "sure, if you

can peel me a tomato in ten seconds.
'

Now though, at Student Activities,

money is a fixed sum; about a million

dollars worth of peeled tomatoes.

Each year the Student Senate allo-

cates your student activities tax

money to a number of RSO s, related

services and the Student Activities

office Itself All of that distnbut-

ing. the cutting-of-the-pie, takes

place over a period of time but

culminates in the Budget Committee.

The Budget Committee is made up

of students. They enforce the regula-

tions governing the use of student

money as described by the Finance

Committee, also made up of students

Each Fall student groups, RSOs, sub-

mit to the Budget Committee requests

for funding for the next fiscal year.

The groups present a proposal as to

how the funds will be used, to what
purpose, who they serve, what their

constituency is and so forth. Over the

Spnng groups are heard by the Bud-

get Committee, and something which
to the untrained eye probably resem-

bles a seance/apple-dunk contest

more than a governmental meeting

takes place. The upshot being that

the Budget has been set; money has

been parcelled out to various RSOs
and to related student services. None
of which has ever been easy. For this

fiscal year the Student Senate re-

ceived budget requests in excess of

two million dollars. With only one mil-

lion to work with, the budgeting pro-

cess can get, well, attenuated.

Once the money has been doled

out It is the job of the Business

Unit to see that the funds are kept

track of, that the organization which
received money know how quickly, or

how slowly, they are spending it. With
a computerized accounting system
and alot of work each RSO is kept up
to date on its financial status. And that

includes all RSOs, not just those'fund-

ed by the Student Senate. Over 400
organizations to look after, keeping

the bankbooks balanced is like doing

the hustle with an egg on each ear.

But the Business Unit does not

conform to a banker s image—they

not only take care of money, they

counsel groups on all aspects of their

financial programs frorVi basic budget-

This is the Business Unit of the Student Activities. These people are responsible for the financial welfare

of the entire RSO system. (Photo by R.B. Goodchild).

there are groups which deal in the

necessities of life; the Union Stereo

Co-op, the Record Co-op, the Bicycle

Co-op, the University Photo Co-op,

the Sporting Goods Co-op, the Stu-

dent Auto Workshop (are we not pilot

fish').

For the hard realities of life there

are: the Senate Note Service; the

Student Federal Credit Union(the

largest student-run credit union in the

world, doing more business daily than

any other bank in Amherst); and the

People's News Stand.

Some very important accounts at RSO
are services funded by the

Student Senate— by you-for vou;the

Economic Development Office, a

coordinating body for the many

student-run businesses and co-ops, it

provides assistance in auditing, ef-

ficiency analv^sis, accounting,

replacement of capital equipment,

and generally for improved ecomorr.ic

development for individual

businesses as well as the student

body as a whole; the Legal Services

Office, which provides free legal

pounsel and representation; the

Student Senate Transit Service,

whose Darth-Vader-and-friends

busses provide efficient and com-

fortable service to approximately

1 7,000 people daily; and the Student

Activities Office, right here in 416

S.U.

Another group that is not an RSO
but a service provided by the Student

Senate for you, and whose accounts

are handled by the Business Unit, is

SCERA—the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy.

This IS also a big service, costing

nearly as much as Legal Services to

sustain. SCERA is a student-run

academic research office. It offers

a course in research methodology for

credit,and gives credit to UMies who

research through the Center. If you

have problems researching a paper,

other than using the elevators in the

library, or want help finding

something to research, or would just

like to lay a foundation for later papers

and projects, stop by the SCERA
office in the Student Union or give

them a call at 545-0341 . While you re

there you might want to ask about

some reports and other projects done

by students which the SCERA people

have issued for general student use.

The topics range from a look at the

local housing problem, and an

examination of the athletic program,

to a look at the effects of the

State economy on educational

funding for the University.

All of the above groups require

enormous amounts of money to

operate. The Legal Services, Student

Activities and Transit System services

alone took nearly one-half million

ing and the rudimentaries of balanc-

ing an account to payroll problems.

The Unit also provides a competitive

bidding process that insures groups

of competitive prices in the purch&se
of major equipment.

Many of the RSO groups exist to

provide services and entertain speci-

fic constituencies and to enhance the

awareness of the University in gen-

eral. The Afro-Am Society is an exam-
ple of an RSO that does all three.

But there are also groups here that are

businesses—a wrinkle you might not

expect from organizations like this

one. But they do exist, groups that

make money—that come out of one
fiscal year as deeply embedded in the

black as a clam in mud, or hoping to.

So th^t the business unit has the addi-

tional task of keeping track of "non-

profit "/profits in order that your

student businesses can serve you bet-

ter. The Collegian is an obvious

example of an organization that

makes money-it is a student-run publi-

cation, the largest in New England,

with circulation up from 4,500 in

1 963 to over 20,000. But there are

many smaller student businesses,

DORMITORY SNACK BARS The

Greenough Snack Bar, John Adams
Snack Bar, Subway Sylvan Snack and

the Washington Pizza Kitchen are all

student operated enterprises. They

provide you with competitivly priced

foods and many job opportunities.

EARTHFOODSacommunally-run
vegetarian cafetenastyle restaurant in

the Commonwealth Lounge of the

Student Union, was begun m "76

with funds granted by the Student

Senate

PEOPLE S MARKETstocked
with fresh produce, dairy goods,

great breads and canned and packag-

ed goods, opened in 1973 with Stu-

dent Senate funding. It also is run

wholly by and for students.

In addition to food co-operatives

dollars to operate this year. The many
other student businesses and co-ops,

publications and all of the diverse

RSO programs take a great deal of

time, effort, and money. The bottom

line in so many things is money,

and the Business Unit at Student

Activities does a lot to insure that

what little there is is used the way

you want it to be used, when you

want to use it.

Like the Program Unit, the

Business Unit has grown to meet

the increased needs of the RSOs

and related service groups. Along

with the computer, and this may seem

old-fashioned but thats the kind of

people we are, we have also added

somu very friendly and capable

humans to the staff.

So come m and see us; you ve

already peeled your tomato, the

moneys yours— involve yourself in

the spending of it.



tvhat We're Doing
Hopefully this brochure has given

you an insight into Student Activities

and all of the related things going on

here. Keeping track of all that that

entails is like watching single cells

reproduce; the first few are easy, but

the rest— it )ust gets harder to follow.

Only, however, if you look for

specifics, here process is the thing

and the process is service. Whenever

the purpose of an organization is ex-

pansion of possibility and the doors

are open to fresh ideas, as is the case

at Student Activities, sifting through

the range of services offered can

become a little bizarre: a simple

question, "What goes on in here?," is

being answered with our whole cul-

ture, only broken into each of its

atoms and dribbling through one s

fingers like a Jackson Pollock jigsaw

puzzle. We know because that is the

question we ve tried to answer in this

pull-out. We also have a Jackson

Pollock puzzle in the office an haven t

been able to put it together now for

nearly two years— at least we don t

think so. It s hard to tell with J

Pollock.

A few other things. For general in-

formation give us a call at 545-3600,

but if you know what you'd like to

talk about please check the list of

names and numbers below; you'll

see that each unit has a different

number rather than the general one.

If you do call on the general line you

may bounce around a bit before

reaching the person you want to talk

to. If so, It IS unintentional and merely

the result of a new system in con-

junction with a hive of activity that

isn't always easy to handle Which
brings us to complaints. Not everyone

can get all they d like to get out of the

office, as much as we d like to see

that happen, so if you have trouble

seeing someone or getting an idea

across please let us know—negative

feedback is as much a part of progress

as positive reactions; it helps keep a

system supple and responsive.

So, where are we^ At the

beginning, really. We hope you see in

the Student Activities Office what

we see in it: Potential. Since you are

the object of that potential, it will

take your participation to realize it.

Now that you know what we are come
in and see what we can do for you.

The Student Activities Staff

1. Paul Hamel

2. Walter Dent

3. Suzanne Jean

4. Judy Gagnon

5. Mary Wardwell

6. Blanche Dzenis

7. Denise Crayton

8. Glenn Goldberg

9. Irene Richard

10. Loretta Messinger

1 1 . Martha Keeney

12. Virginia Goldsbury

13. Diane Severin

14. Dorothy O'Connor

1 5. Steve Fanshier

16. Skip Walsh

1 7. Jeff Krunig

18. Leslie Bridges

19. Betty Konieczny

Appointments—as in any busy place,

riding in on an air current is not unlike

fortunetelling usingmice(myomancy);

it might work out to your advantage

but who knows for sure? Nobody who
walks into the office will be turned

out, but to ensure that you have time

to talk with the right person without

constant interruption, we suggest you

make an appointment.

Office Hours—Our doors are open

from 9am until 5pm Monday, Tuesday

Thursday, and Friday. On Wednesday

we're open from 12:30am until 5pm.

It may be inconvenient that way, and

we're sorry, but the paperwork

generated here requires a lot of time

all for itself. Weekends, of course, the

office is closed.

Student Activities I

We're here because you are ^

The Student Activities Office is funded by the Student Government Association
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Massachusetts Gov. Edward J. King addrassad tha state lagislatura last
njght. urging tha drinking aga ba raised immediately to 21 because of "an
epidemic of adolescent misbehavior and crime. " lAP Laserphoto)

Goodbye beer: drinking

age will be upped soon
By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - State Rap. Reobert E.

Amblar, 0-Weymouth. said yesterday there

was "no question tf^ drinking age woukl
be raised this year," although he "hor>estly

coukl not say what form it would take."
Ambler is co-chairman of the Joint Com-

mittee on Govarnrrwnt relations which
yastarday heard over four hours of

testimony from more than 40 witnesses, in-

cluding Governor Edward J. King,
Registrar of Motor Vehicles Richard C.
McLaughlin, and student leaders from most
of Xbm state's major college campuses

Ambter said fve would t>e "surprised" if

hia committee does r>ot recommend a
21 -year-old drinking age when it goes into

executive session todav.

"Unforturtately, Governor Dukakis made

a poor judgeoient last year in vetoing a
rea$onat)le btli (that bill woukl have raised
tt>e age to 19), ' Ambler said, "now there is

a lot of emphasis from the voters to raise it

to21 '

0r>e of Goverr>or King's major issues was
tf>e drinking age.

Amt>ler said there is a "stream of
legislators" wtu> support raising the drink-
ing age because of constituent concern in

the campaign last fall.

Numerous compromises were discussed
at yesterday's hearing, which was also
chaired by State Sen. Dennis L. McKenna.
Many secondary school authorities voic-

ed support of raising the minimum age to
19.

"The prot>lem is that 18^ year olds

TURN TO PAGE 14

It's cold now,too

Yearago: Blizzardof78
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Cof/agian Staff

Gee, it's been cold out lately, huh?
UMass, along with the rest of the

Pioneer Valley, has been locked in a mass
of frigid air, and temperatures have
plunged into the single numbers. With
gusty, bone-chilling winds, nighttime wind
chill factors have dropped well below zero.

Beside that, there's also snow oh the
way. The Natior>al Weather Service is

forecasting snow for today and tomorrow,
with an fX) percent chance of seeing the
white stuff tonight. Amounts are unknown.

But the real weather story happened a
year ago. It was a year ago last night that
the great Blizzard of '78 struck the state,

paralyzing the eastern half, while being
mostly a nuisance here in the western
portion.

A year ago today, classes were cancelled
for the first time since the spring semester
of 1975, when students last awoke to find

school called off for the day.
For a while, though, UMass students

didn't know a year ago if there would be
classes. Student-run radio station WMUA
apparently was tricked into announcing
there would be no classes more than eight
hours before the official announcement
was made.

Appare'ntly, a caller to the station.
identifyirHI himself a* CftanceMor Randolph
W. Bromery. Mid there would be no
school. Station peflMfWMl nevet csNed beck
fo cnack tne Minoniiciiy of the

using a code to confirm the cancellation.

Eastern Massachusetts literally got
buried under snow, which was whipped
into drifts by sometimes gale force winds.
A region stretching from Boston to
Worcester was shut down for days, after

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis imposed an all

but emergency travel ban. Even Logan
International Airport, New England's
largest, closed for days. Boston police
threatened unauthorized motorists with
$500 fines if they were found driving on the
city's snow-choked streets.

Today's anticipated snowfall shouldn't

be as bad, but forecasters are promising
more frigid temperatures and strong winds.
Today's forecast calls for cloudy skies,

highs in the 20's, with a 40 percent chance
snow will begin to fall by mid-afternoon.
Chance of snow jumps up to 80 percent
tonight, with northwest winds 10-20 miles-

per hour.

If It snows hard enough so classes for

tomorrow night might be cancelled, don't

wait up for the decision. George Beatty,

Jr., vice chancellor for administration and
finance, last nipht said if it does snow, a

decision on Thursday classes would be
made 4:X Thursday morning.

If it is then decided roads and parking

lots cannot be cleared, or that people
coming to campus woukl hirnler clearing

operations, then classes win be cancelled,

ha said.

UMass Steam
subject of suit
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

State Attorney General Francis X.
Bellotti yesterday filed a $7 million civil suit
against the engineering firm that designed
a UMass steam heating plant which
operated only eight nwnths before it broke
down in 1974.

The suit charges the Philadelphia-based
firm, Jackson and Moreland, negligently
designed the Tillson farms heating plant
and misrepresented the capacity of the
steam system it designed. The Tillson plant
cost $8 million to construct and $3 million
to connect the steam lines.

Bellotti's suit alleges the Tillson plant
never adequately produced steam after it

was completed in August 1974 and after
constant failure of the system UMass
ceased operation of the plant. Since that
time UMass has been heated by a coal fired

plant built at the turn of the century.
John H. Fullerton, head of Jackson and

Moreland's Boston branch, was
unavailable for comment last night.

A year ago this week several members of
the state legislature, including Amherst

rep. James G. Collins, publically requested
an investigation into the Tillson plant be
included in an overall investigation of the
state Bureau of Building Construction's
handling of contracts. Amherst President
John William Ward is chairman of the blue
ribbon commission set up to investigate the
Bureau.

This was the secornj major construction
suit to be filed by the attorney general's
office in the last two weeks. Last week
Bellotti filed suit against the architectural
firm of Desmond and Lord in connection
with the firm's work on the Cape Cod
Community College Campus.
The Tillson suit is being handled by

Assistant Attorney General Edward J.
Quinlan and Edward F. Vena. So far, a
hearing date hasn't been set.

The Tillson plant was proposed in 1969
when there was a projected need for an
extensive heating plant which ran on oil.

The UMass Board of Trustees voted to
"mothball" the plant two years ago and
allocated additional fur>ds to bhng the old
coal heating plant up to environmental
standards.

This was the scene a year ego. when the Biiierd of '78 struck, cloaing
for • doy. aod parts of the state fernoofly •

'
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DIGEST
Lab tech indicted
in blood selling scheme
DEDHAM \AP\ -A laboratory technician has been in

dieted for allegedly taking part in a scheme to sell blood

stolen from the hospitals where he worked.
Albert Smith, 44, of Newton, was indicted Monday on a

charge of receiving stolen property.

State police said two cases of blood, worth $1,300, were

seized from Smith in Avon on Jan. 1 1

.

That blood allegedly was stolen from Childrens and

Faulkner hospitals m Boston and Glover Memonal Hospital

in Needham. Smith works part time as a blood technician

at all ttiree.

N.E. clericslowestpaid

BOSTON \AP\ - The cost of living is the highest in the

continental United States, but clerical workers in New
England are paid less than those in other areas, a federal

survey shows.
Clerical salaries in the sixstate area were listed as the

lowest of 73 metropolitan areas surveyed by the Bureau of

Labor Statistics

Boston clerical wages were 3 percent below the national

average, followed by Portland with 11 percent below. Pro

vidence 16 percent, Hartford 7 percent and Worcester 6

percent.

The study was rataaaad by the New England regional of

fice of the US Labor Oapartment.
The survey showed New England's reputation as a

highwage area, earned when manufactunng jobs were

plentiful, has declined, according to WecKJell D Mac
Donald, regtor»al commissioner of the labor statistics

bureau
Bureau researchers atso said cierical salaries are good in-

dicators in the cost-of-living picture because New Englarnl

service industries continue to grow white manufacturir^g

shrinks.

Kidnapperpleadsinnocent

BRA TTLEBORO. Vf. {AP\ -A SS^year old IMaw York City

man pteaded innocent yesterday in Vermont District Court

to a charge of attempted kidnapping

Roben John Palmer was arrested Mor>day after police

received a call from a resident who said he saw a man coax

a 10 year old Brattteboro girl into his car

Judge John Laury set bail at $25,000 and ordered Palnrter

to seek psychiatric care.

State's Attorney John Rocray said Palnr>er faced sio^iJar

charges m Allentown, Pa. He said Palnner had pleaded in-

nocent to those charges and was released on $3S,000 bail.

Iran: No oil,jets

The West feels

Iranianpinch
LONDON \AP\ —Europe and Japan have started to feel

the pinch of the oil cutoff in Iran and the impact is beginn-

ing to ripple through the energy hungry industrialized

world, a survey showed yesterday.

No longer bankrolled by $22 billion a year in oil revenues,

Iran has been forced to cancel huge contracts that could

cost |Obs in many Western nations.

In the United States, President Carter ordered federal

agencies yesterday to press their fuel saving efforts in a

drive to head off mandatory conservation. Government
and industry analysts warned that several more months
without Iranian oil could lead to gasoline shortages this

summer, heating oil shortages next winter and higher

prices for both products.
The US. Department of Energy has put togacher a plan

for limiting gasoline consumption, such as requiring

gasoline stations to close early and on Sunday. That plan

coukj be put into effect April 1 if there's no sign of im-

provement in the situation.

Iranian oil workers striking against Shah Mohammad Reza
Palavi cut off exports which normally amounted to about
5.5 million barrels a day in Decembior. Output had been
reduced since the end of October.

Iran's religious leaders, known as mullahs, raise

their fists as a flight of Iranian Air Force jets pass

overhead during a peaceful demonstration for

Ayatollah Khomeini yesterday in Tehran. (AP
L*s«rphoto)

BakhtiarreaffirmsStrength
By OTTO C DOELUNG
Associated Press

TEHRAN. Iran -Waves of jet fighters and
helicopters flew in tight formation over Tehran yesterday in

a new show of government force as supporters of a rival

government named by Ayatollh Ruhollah Khomeini march-

ed through the city.

The thousands of demonstrators supportir>g Khomeini de-

fiantly waved their fists at tf>e aircraft, shouting "Allah

Akhbar" (God is great)

.

The flyover punctuated the resolve of Prime Minister

Shahpour Bakhtiar to stay in power until elections can be
held

A top aide to Khomeini claimed the threat of a military

coup had passed and ttiat the ayatollah now has some
military support. But he hinted broadly that nrwre violence

was likely L>efore Iran's crisis eased.

The aide, Dr Ibrahim Yazdi, formerly of Houston, Texas,

said many elements of Iran's 430,000man army had swung
over to Mehdi Bazargan, Khomeini's choice as prime

minister of a provisional revolutionary government.

Yazdi also claimed yesterday's flyover was a display of

backing for Bazargan He did not elaborate.

Residents of Isfahan, Iran's second largest city, said Kho-

meini backers had assumed police functions and ad-

ministration of city departments there.

"The time for a coup has come and it has failed," Yazdi

told reporters at Khomeini's commarxl post in Tehrari.

"We f^ave very good reason to expect no problem in this

regard."
Referring to clashes yesterday between pro and anti

Khomeini groups at Zahedan, near the Pakistani border, ir

which three persons died, Yazdi said, "We're at a ver^

critical and sensitive stage. It is not as rosy as one might

expect. There are remnants of the old regime (of Shah

Mohammad Reza Pahlavi) still operating and seeking to

cause violence"
The exodus of foreigners continued with the departure of

400 Americar>s and 70 Canadians from Tehran aboard

military transports A U.S. Embassy spokesman said the

number of Americans in Iran is 5,000, dowp from a peak of

up to 50,000 before political strife began a year ago.

Wednesday, February?. 1979.
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Jones lawyer cites cover-up
Associated Press

SOUTH KINGSTOWN, Rf -Mark
Lane, the lawyer who represented the

People's Temple, says the 900 people

who died in Jonestown might be alive to-

day if the US State Department had
listened to him.

Lane told a University of Rhode Island

audience Monday the State Department
knew about the possibility of a mass
suicide, and should have warned U.S.

Rep Leo Ryan not to visit the cult in

November.
"I begged the congressman not to go. I

had no idea that everyone was going to

die But I knew that Jim Jones was not

well.' Lane said.

He said Jones, the leader of the cult,

had been taking drugs and "had no grasp

of reality " at the time of the mass
murder suicide.

Lane also suggested the government and
the American press are covenng up the

truth about the deaths "We can't let the

State Department close this issue... just

like they told us 15 years ago that the

death of Kennedy was a closed case,"' he

said.
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Out-of-state fees may be raised
By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff
The UMass Board of Trustees are ex-

pected to approve today a proposal that will
more than double out of state tuition bv
Fall 1981.

The proposal, submitted by the board's
Committee on Student Affairs and follow
ing the passage of an act by the state
legislature mandating an increase, will raise
rwn-resident tuition $600 in each of the
next three years, according to Howard
White, a spokesman for the University
President's Office.

Out-of state tuition, now at $1,550 a
year, will increase to $2,150 in Fall 1979
^2,750 in Fall 1980, and $3,360 in Fall 1981

'.

The increases, less than called for by the
legislative act, are 'being passed by the
board in the expectation that between now
and April 15 the legislature will reconsider
the legislation," White said.

btate Rep. James G. Collins (D-Amherst)
has filed a bill in the state legislature calling
for a repeal of a paragraph added to the

Educations Appropriations Act last June,
changing the formula used to compute out-
of-state tuition. The bill has not yet come
before the House of Representatives.

In other business, the trustees will con-
duct their annual mid-year budget review
for the three campuses and the central ad
ministration offices, vote on approving
$100,000 to build an incinerator here to
dispose of biological and pathological
waste, vote on extending the Women's
Studies program here for another five years

arid vote on sening up a student exchange
with the Universie Haute Bretagne in
Wrenns, France.

Reports to the trustees will include Presi-

dent David C. Knapp's report on the pro-
gress of chancellor search committees on
all three campuses, and a report from the
Buildings and Grounds Committee on
Physical Eduction Dean David C. Bischoff's
proposal to put an $8 million dome over this

campuses Alumni Stadium.
The meeting will be held today at 2:30

p.m. on the Boston campus.

Fitzwilly's will appeal

labor board ruling
NORTHAMPTON-Mtorne^s for

popular restaurant nightspot Fit/Willy's,
plan to appeal a recent National Labor
Relations Board ruling charging the
restaurant's management with unfair labor
practices against employees involved in
union organizing, restaurant owr>er Ro^er
Kirwood said yesterday.

In a wntten opinion by administrative law
judge George F. Mclnerny, Fitz Willys
managerT>ent was ordered to reinstate a
cook with back pay allegedly fired because
of union sympathies, and to post the
restaurant's rules for employees.

The cook. Lorena Alper, of 20 Graves
Ave., Northampton, declined to comment
on the results of the ruling, saying, "It

hasn't been settled. Nothing's happened
yet. I'm not going to say any more."

Roger Kirwood said the ruling is not a
final decision, and only included the judge's
"suggestions.

"

"This is only his suggested action."
Kirwood said. "We've found the judge to
be very inconsistent in his decision,
because the fact is we never fired anyone

for union activity."

Kirwood contends Alper was fired
because of constant violation of the rules
the restaurant had set concerning punc-
tuality and other in house conduct.

Between October 1977 and April 1978,
some employees had been trying to
organize for Local 116 of the International

Hotel, Restaurant Employees and Bar
tenders' Union. A union election was held

that April,and employees voted 36-22 to

remain unrepresented.

Alper was fired after the election, ar>d

filed a complaint with the NLRB, charging

she had been dismissed for union activity.

Kirwood said Alper's dismissal was
"ridiculous." He said, "Some of the people
who were more active than her are still here
working."

The decision also stated Kirwood had
made a "veiled, but nonetheless plain
threat" to employees during the union
organizing, and had implied benefits might
be reduced because of the expense of a
restaurant union.

pho« •bv"ol:n"vui;;'S
""' """* """"" • """" "• "•• ••'•""»'"«•' '«'•"

"I may have said something like If a
union were here it would be more difficult

to talk to me, because they'd have to go
through a shop steward," Kirwood said

He added FitzWilly's offers employees
extensive benefits, including vacations.

Outing club builds mountain hide-away
By DA VID BIEDERMAN
Collegian Staff

After two years of searching, waiting and
building, the UMass Outing Club finally has

its cabin. A grand opening last week was a

"low key affair" with only the "hard
cores" — students who had lived and
breathed "cabin" for two years — on the

scene, club president Doreen Walsh said.

The 16 X 40 foot cabin, designed and
built by club members and other volun-

teers, is situated on a nine-acre. University-

owned plot on the edge of the White

Mountains.
Equipped with propane heat and a loft

that sleeps 20, the cabin is open year-round
at a cost of $1.00 a night per person for

UMass students. $1.50 for the general
public ar>d $.50 for club nwmbers. In ad-
dition to being an ideal base camp for

hiking and packing trips, the cabin is close

to some of the best canoeing, kayaking,
rock climbing, fishing and cross country-
skiing areas in the east.

The cabin and land were funded by the
club. After paying a $6,000 loan from the

Student Denate, the club raised an ad-
ditional $4200 from club alumni as well as
$1,000 from last year's spring concert,

raffles and donations.

The property was selected by a Cabin
Committee in May, 1977 after which the

club asked the University Board of Trustees
for permission to purchase. The trustees

told club members they would discuss the
purchase June 20, but did not discuss the
issue until September 2nd.
Walsh said administrative changes

caused the delay and UMOC bears no

holidays, sick pay, and some dental care,
and restaurant policy for employees is now
in a manual available to the workers.

Local 1 16 business manager Ed Wall said
he knew very little about the case, since the
union was not directly involved in the
complaint.

grudges despite the fact they could have
purchased the land and had the cabin built

by the end of the summer.
The Bethlehem property had three

separate owners, and it took nine more
months to assemble all parties to sign
purchase documents. The deal was closed
May 30 and ground was broken that
weekend.

Construction continued through the
summer with anywhere from five to 50
people hauling logs, digging foundations
and clearing land. With the exception of a
cennent mixing, all of the work was done by ,

hand.

er:An audiologistparexcellence
By BOB HORGAN
Collegian Staff

Most students probably do not know Dr. E. Harris
Nober, or ever heard of him before, but the work he is

doing could save their lives someday.
Nober, an audiologist with the UMass Com-

munication Disorders Department, was recently
awarded a one-year, $9,000 research grant from the
federal government. He will study the smoke detectors
and the reaction of people awakened at night by smoke
detectors.

"The purpose is to look at the behavior of people
when faced with this situation. We want to see who
takes command, who wakes first, how coherent they
are, etc., " Nober said.

The idea of research first came to Nober when he
went to purchase a smoke detector for his home. He

work with them and help them. We are trying to make
the most effective use of the smoke detectors that

people are purchasing." In the future Nober hopes to

explore different alarm signals.

Nober is working on the project with three other
UMass professors who are faculty research associates.

They are Henry Pierce, Arnold Well and Charles Clif-

fton.

A well-known figure in his field, Nober has had much
practice with research of this type. In the early '50's, for

his Master's thesis, Nober studied "the honesty of the
hearing-aid industry." Posing as a person with impaired
hearing, he visited different hearing-aid dealers to see
what they recommended.

Nober's findings were picked up by the Health
Research Group, a Ralph Nader organization for which
he agreed to do volunteer research.

Faculty profile

Dr. E. Harris Nober addresses his students. (Staff

photo by Jeremy Daniel)

became "quizzical" about its effectiveness, and decided

to test various smoke detecting units. After his

research, he found the units produced the sound they

claimed to within the specified 10 feet, but beyond that

range their loudness dropped rapidly, Nober said.

"The units are only designed to put out 85 decibals,

but the problem is most people put them in the hallway

or downstairs, and sleep upstairs in the bedroom,"
Nober said. "The signal becomes much weaker if there

are rugs, draperies, wallpapered walls, etc. And with

the door closed, and the TV going, people may not hear

the signal."

Nober said he was also worried about the elderly and
people with impaired hearing, who may not hear the

signal as loudly even under near-ideal conditions.

"The purpose of the study is not to attack the smoke
detector industry," Nober said. "In fact, we want to

Nober has been with the UMass Communication
Disorders Department for 10 years. His first seven and-
one half years he headed the department but stepped
down to resume full-time teaching and research.
Students of Nober describe him as "funny," "in-

teresting," and "a well-informed person."
The audiologist's background is as extensive as his

education. Before coming to UMass, Nober spent
seven years as chairman of the Audiology and Speech
Pathology Department and the Education of the Deaf
Department at Syracuse University. Prior to this, he
taught at Adelphi University for five years.

Nober's schooling has included Brookline College^
King's County Medical Center, (the largest of its kind in

the world), the University of Michigan, and finally Ohio
State for his Ph.D. He did his dissertation at the Navy
Research Lab in Pensicola, Fla.
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Above are scenes from the Kwan/a celebration held last December 197d in

the New Africa House At the left participants hold hands by candlelight sym-
bolizing unity: at right children of the Che Lumumba School lead the audience

4 murdered
no suspect
BOSTON [AP\ -Four
young bUck girls have been
slain in the soace of a ¥ve«l(

,

and police are puzzling over
which of the kitltngs we
related

As of yesterday , a day
after the latest body was
fourHJ, investigators said

they had no solid laads
They said tt>are is a char>ce
the first three are linked,

but the fourth is not.

The latest killing was
discovered Morxlay morn
ing when the slashed and
beaten body of 25 year okj
Caron PtB\%t was found
behind the Lemuel Shat
tuck Hospital in Boston's
Jamaica Plain section

.

The latest killing prompted
Mayor Kevin H White to

put 15 detectives on the
cases and to annour>ce that
"every available resource

"

it committed to the probe.

Just nine days ago, the
t}odies of two women were
found on a street in the ci-

ty's Roxbury section. One
was inside a trash bag and
the second was wrapped in

a blanket Police say both
had been strangled.

The very next day, the
body of a third woman -
also strangled — was
discovered near Park Street
in Dorchester, not far from
her home. Police say this

victim had a scarf knotted
about her neck.

The killings have promp-
ted black groups to dennand
more police protection in

their communities.

in song. Special thanks is given to sister Ndambi for organizing a celebration

that will rse'^e^ be forgotten. (Photo by Ed Cohen)

WFCR's Black History Month

LUTHER

WFCR FM will assume »t\ impoi tarrt part
in presenting materials related to Natior^
Black History Month m February In several
series of programs the historical and
cultural heritage of black Americans, as
well as some observations on the current
black experience in Africa, will be examir>ed
through documentary, musical and
dramatic means
The Reverend Martin Luther Kir»g, Jr.

was our most vivid wn6 effective 20th
century leader in the movement for civil

rights for blacks And rt was the violent
assassination of the proponent of non-
violence in 1968 which produced the most
dramatic post Civil War response to the
legal and extra legal subjugation of tt»e

American black minority
One of the most interesting and

widespread responses to this event was the
introduction of "Black Studies to the
curricula of American schools

Or>e task was to correct the misl«adir>g
stereotyped descriptions of slaves which
prevailed in school textbooks It has t)een
necessary to counteract stereotyping with
more information about the actual ex-
perience of t>eing enslaved, including the
psychological changes that occur to people
who live in total dependence on the in-

dividuals responsible for their incarceration
It was Carter G Woodson, an early 20th

century pioneer in studies of black history,
who introduced Negro History Week '

iri

1926, as an experiment designed to reach
the larger public as yet untouched by
scholarly efforts Gauged to embrace the
birthdays of Abraham Lincoln and
Frederick Douglass, it was observed on the
second week of February for fifty years.
With United States Bicentennial ob
servations in 1976 the observance was
extended to one month, as it continues
today.
On WFCR this month Options in

Education will present a two part program
on the status of black studies programs in

schools across the country.
Images, heard Tuesdays at 1:00 and

10:30pm, will present three specials.
February 13 Images will be devoted to

the folksinger and actress Odetta, whose
special interpretations of work and prison
songs, blues, lullabies, ballads and
spirituals have led her to national

prominence She will discuss her life and
music in an interview wtth Jill Shapiro.

February 20 Images vviil praaant "The
Colored Musicians Local 533" of Buffalo
New York The program is an oral history of
the segregated union, fomiad in 1917.

On February 27 Images will move to an
examination of South African apartheid.
adding the perspective of other race
relatiorw problems in the world today.
Donald Woods, a South African journalist

given a five year )ail term for his anti-

government editorials, discusses his
dramatic escape from jail to his current
residence m exile in Britain, as welt as the
suspicious death of t>lack leader Steve Biko
and the South African apartheid practices
which precipitated it.

Folk Festival USA, heard regularly
Sundays at midnight, will offer three
programs in observance of Black History
Month February 11 will be the 1978 John
Henry Festival in West Virginia. The legend
of the black hero is a focal point for the
cultural celebration of black Appalachians,
whose musical influence on the region far
exceeds their numbers. Sunday February
18 at midnight, the Georgia Grass Roots
Music Festival from Atlanta s Civic Center
celebrates the Souths musical heritage.
Blues singers, gospel groups, fiddle t>ands
and t>anjo players gather together for this
huge assembly of indigenous traditional
musicians And February 25 John Lee
Hooker, versatile blues singer and guitarist
will be featured. Hooker spent his youth in

the South and migrated to northern cities in

the 1930's He adapted his art form to an
expression of the struggles of urban
existence.

Three other WFCR programs currently
running in longer series are relevant to the
Black History Month observances. Bnght
Moments, a program examining the roots
and progression of black classical music
and the artists who perform in that
tradition, is heard with host Jose Tolson
Saturday evenings at 1000. This month,
programs will be heard on Betty Carter
(February 3), Gil Scott Heron (February
10), Mary Lou Williams (February 17), and
Benny Carter (February 24)

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr

NEXT SUMMER,
HARDCORE I

By B£N££MOBLEY
Collegian Staff

A group of concerned studant leadars met Ounsay Feb.
4 in Butterfiekj's Head of Raeidanoa apartment to discuss
probtems between the Black ar>d Jewish communities at
UMaas.
The main purpose of the meeting was to provide a forum

where people coukl converse in a free and open at-
moaphere about tensions and contradictioris surrounding
these two groups

Both ethnic groupis were observed in a histoncal con-
text. Common forms of oppression and also areas of

Blacks and Jews
discuss racism
on Campus

antagonism were discussed in an effort to educate and at
the same time gain knowledge.
Some feh that such a forum would not attract large

participation from the student body but thirteen students
and community leaders did attend, showing that they were
ready to deal with an issue crucial to the peaceful
progression of both groups

Questions and issues raised at the meeting covered a
wide range. Participants attempted to discern criterion and
definitions of both racism and anti-semitism. Genuine
advances toward new political and cultural alliances weie
discussed.
A few of the more concrete suggestions that came from

the meeting were a desire for workshops dealing with the
issues and a desire for more informal meetings.
One participant who was enthusiastic at)out the meeting

said, "It's a start at trying to get two communities together
who are at odds, but it's only a start."

Another participant, Ari Freeman Cohen said of the
meeting "It was productive because we were able to raise a
lot of issues and begin to get a handle on the problems."

Aside from local issues Israel's role in South Africa was a
popular topic.

Just Some Conversation

I just wanna I just want to

I just want to look into you eyes and say...

Peace! Peace be unto you

I just wanna I just want to look Into the

windows of your mind . . . And see you

I just want to sit in quiet solitude and talk

About talk leaving the ratrace, the fuss, the mistrust

That's what I wanna do/that's what I want to do.

Time out! From the discotwodollarhigh reefer-

madness
Grampemania hesay shesay theysay the physicializa-

tion

of intentions time out!

Because I just want to communicate with you, to

you,

about you to transcend the

Level loins concentration a.

dominatp the conversation

That's what I wanna do

it, irop c

I t' 'th an

'he waist

r.incoMty
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Course offerings

Pianist Hilton Ruiz will be performing live at Amherst College Fridav Feb 9 at ft fWp.m. in the Gerald Penny Memor«l Cultural Center. He has ^rfo m^l a^ recirdS

Xouoh'c^t'r ul^^'r^^^'^" r^"^ ''"' ^"^ ^^^•^'^ McLean Rufz has t^':3

^ntTiL^ ^f .J^?"*^f '

'^""'^''^
r*^

^^^ ^''^'*"<^' Paving at clubs and in con^

SSuwltterS^
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GRADUATE RECORD
EXAMINATION WORKSHOP

. Wednesday, February 7
7-10 p.m.

6th Floor Thompson Hall Lounge

Free. 3-hour workshop to include information
and tips for taking the Graduate Record
Examination. It is designed to alleviate stress
arid to help students test to their full capacities.

For further information call:

Beth Schneider, Pre-Grad Advisor. 5-2191

SWI90E- TOPICS IN RACIAL
AWARENESS: SECTION I: DYNAMICS
OF RACIAL
OPPRESSION-A WORKSHOP IN WHITE
AWARENESS:

This course is designed to help white
people come to grips with their racism,
both cognitively and affectively in a sup-
portive, non threatening clinr^te. We will
explore institutional and cultural racism.
Participants will attend a 2 day workshop
(Feb. 24 25) as an introduction to
racism -Its definition and how it differs
from "prejudice," how it functions and is

fostered both consciously and un
consciously. Action strategies will be
examined and developed in order to ef-
fectively combat racism. Following the
workshop we will be meeting every other
Wedneday, 7 10 p.m. C.R.S., 545 0472.

SWI90E - SECTION 2- DYNAMICS OF
RACE AND CULTURE: A COMPARATIVE
APPROACH

The course explores several bases in the
development of racism. Special focus is

placed on the role of culture as a vehicle of
racist ideologies.

M Nkomo, Thursdays, 3-5:30, Center for
Racial Studies.

o . ^?o^'^^ SECTION 3 - DYNAMICS OF
RACISM-INSTITUTIONS AND AT-
TITUDES
The course will examine the process of

"growing up racist " in the U.S. Students
will develop strategies for dealing with
racism in their own living situations
Tuesdays, 7 10p.m. C.R.S.

LioneiHampton
Vibe Great Lionel Hampton will be perfor-

ming live at UMass Friday Feb 9 at 8 00
p.m. in the F.A.C. Tickets are $3 and $4

Victor Good
Victor Good will lecture on the Natiortal

Conference of Lawyers on Feb. 10, at UMass
in the New Africa House.

Drum l\/lagazine
You are invited to express yourself
Contribute your poems, short stori^
and works of art to:

DRUM magazine
Room 115
Phone 545^0768
New Africa House
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Mass 01003
Deadline for submissions: April 17th
"SHARE YOUR MIND WITH THE WORLD"

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

DONT
GRADUATE

without talking to the
Hughes Recruiter visiting

your campus soon.

Contact your placement office
for interview dates.

HUGHES

AH EQUAL OrrONTUNfTV EMPLOYER X/F

PROFESSIONAL & TECHNICAL REFERENCE BOOKS

Attention—
OLDER
UNDERGRADUATES
Paul Vasconcellos is available for
academic counseling in CASIAC,
Machmer E-27, the following
hours:

Tues. 9-12

Thurs. 1-4:30

Fri. 10-12, 1-3

Appointments are preferred.BAppi
^ TX zz

so 9%

books

BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
from Prentice-Hall

HANDBOOK
of

MATHEMATICAL
and

STATISTICAL
TECHNIQUES

for

ACCOUNTANTS
ti> Donald H Taylor, Ph.a.CrA

HANDBOOK
of FORMULAS

a/7£/TABLES
Second Edition

LAWRENCE LIPKIN
IRWIN K FEINSTBIN

LUCILE DERRICK

A. Giordano

COLLEGE
BUSINESS
MATHEMATICS

Features unique explanation
example tryout approach that in

volves students directly. Material is

thorough, practical and up to

date

•BASIC MATHEMATICAL
PROCESSES IN BUSINESS

•MATHEMATICS OF INTEREST

•MATHEMATICS OF
MERCHANDISING

•MATHEMATICS OF WAGES

•MATHEMATICS OF
ACCOUNTING

•MATHEMATICS OF TAXES

M. Tryan

COMPUTERIZED
ACCOUNTING
METHODS AND
CONTROLS 2nd
Ed.

Fully revised and expanded, this

profit oriented handbook offers a
detailed analysis of the latest ad
vances in accounting systems
computerization Covers data
gathering, applications for control

of cost accummulation, direct and
indirect expenses, accounts
payable, order processing, com
puter utilization, cost control, and
strategies and procedures for set

ting up an effective management
budget.

Pints//Diamond

BASIC
BUSINESS
MATHEMATICS
2nd Ed.

Revised text/workbook develops
fundamental arithmetic skills and
their applications to specific

business functions.

•BASIC MATHEMATICAL
COMPUTATION AND THE
METRIC SYSTEM

•CONSUMER MATHEMATICS

•BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

Focuses on computational skilis

and applications.

Donald H. Taylor

HANDBOOK OF
MATHEMATICAL
AND
STATISTICAL
TECHNIQUES
FOR
ACCOUNTANTS

A concise reference guide for ac
countants, operations research
and management personnel This

book shows how to improve pro-

fits, increase the efficiency of

operations ar>d effectively interpret

ever growing amounts of data by
combining current convential
statistical ar>d quantitative techni

ques with practices successfuify

implennented in business.

Lipkin/Feinstein/

Derrick

ACCOUNTANT'S
HANDBOOK OF
FORMULAS AND
TABLES 2nd Ed.

Gives you scores of time-saving
formulas, quick solution tables,

and mathematical shortcuts for the
swift, sure handling of your ac-
counting work.

Offers dozens of worked-out ex-
amples sfHJwing how those for-

oKilas are applied to typical sc-
counting situations.

many other business and computer titles are in our
Professional 8t Technical Reference Section.

at "the bookstore"

B[aX§ QDffiDWCgffc^tJJ) §G®ff(S
'itjimamam^iiimmmia^ carrrpus center/univ. of mass. /amhersi
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In Rhodesia,
anything old
brings cash
fly SeRGE SCHMEMANN
Associated Press
SALISBURY Rhodesia Police are watching street

ligns bearing .lames of Rhodesian pioneers lest they be
hfted as souvenirs And flags, old books, anniversary beer
mugtk stamps medals coins — even T »h<rts - are br
inging biy prices

With Rhodesia s white colonial hatory fast fading, its

relics are suddenly collectors' items.
A Salisbury businessman recently went to court to force

the registrar general to supply him with 100 copies of Prime
Minister Ian Smith's marriage certificate and the records of
other prominent Rf>odes<an whites
John R Lenteli toid the court he wanted the documents

as "speculative investnwnts since he believed the political

situation — in which the black mai^rtty is expected to taka
over the reins of government in April elections placed a
collector's value on them.
A related demand has developed for souvenirs of tf>e col-

onial life style and the vicious bush war, with shops paddl-
ing produ,:ts ranging from zebrabanded bush hats to pane
and bottle openers fashioned from spam cartridge ahaMs.
Tfte buyers irKlude white Rhodasians hankering for a

tangible piece of a lar>d and life they may toon have to
abandon, speculators hoping to cash in on what tt>av aaa
as future collectors' items, and foreign tourists simply suc-
cumbing to a mortHd desire for a chunk of a world they
beiiave may soon be swallowed up in civil and racial war.
Anwng the current bastsaMars:

-Full SIM, officiai RhodMian flags - the country's arma
aat in green and wtute - are aold out. artd shops report
k>ng waitir^ lists of cusiomars who have already paid up to
145
- Beer mugs with Ian Smith's portrait arvj quotes from

his 1965 unilateral declaration of ir>depandarKe from Bn
tain, put out on the 10th anniversary of the declaration,
cost $3 SO a year ago The few remaining ones go for 10
timaathat
- A book of reprints from the RfKXlesia Herald r>awspapar

tracing Rhodesian history. The Valiant Years, " is aInxMt
sold out

- Stamps, coins and medals are m big demand, especially
from the pre 1965 British colonial era when they bore tfia

likeness of the British monarch The mam biuyers are
Rhodesians who cannot take more tf>an II .200 out of the
country arKl hope to resell the mementoes abroad if they
leave

The ever popular "Rhodesia is Super" T-shirt has been
lomed by scores of new creations, soma with rather racist

overtones One bears the legend 'The Rhodesians Are
Coming ' ar>d shows a cartoon of black soldiers fleeing in

utter panic and disarray.

The boom m memorabilia has gor>e so far that police are
keeping an eye on street signs tjeanng the names Henry
Stanley, the journalist who found Dr Livingstone, Cecil

Rhodes, tf>e diamond n)ir>e magnate who first colonized
Rhodesia, and other pioneers — which will certainly disap-
pear after independence
Arr>ong the most valued items are flags or books personal-

ly signed by Smith, the leader who led Rhodesia s 260.000
whites to independence to avoid black rule

At the annual Independence Ball last Nov. 10. an alt white
affair that many believe was the last, "Old Smitty" was
besieged by followers seeking his signature. He smilingly
obliqed

Mob influence

in films probed
Associated Press

BOSTON -Movie producer Dino DeLaurentiis testified

yesterday before a federal grand jury probing alleged mob
influence in the film industry, but not before he angrily

swatted a tape recorder out of a reporter's hands
The grand jury is probing allegations by NBC News that

the Teamsters and the Boston underworld extracted

payments from the company that filmed "The Brink's

Job," a $12 million movie produced by DeLaurentiis that is

based on the famous 1950 robbery in Boston.

DeLaurentiis told NBC last December that the Teamster
union's role in the filming of the movie in Boston's North

End cost an extra $1 million.

In a related development, NBC reported last night that

DeLaurentiis is himself a target of an investigation.

NBC reported that federal customs officials are in-

vestigating DeLaurentiis' movement of money in and out

of the United States. However, a federal official refused to

confirm the report when contacted by The Associated

Press.

"I don't know how NBC would have known what hap-

pens inside the grand jury. I doubt if anyone here would
have told them," said Gerald McDowell, head of the New
England Organized Crime Strike Force.

NBC reported that a grand jury in Miami is also in-

vestigating alleged payoffs in the film industry.

Officials there were not immediately available for com-
ment.
The 'iroducer's lawyers said DeLaurentiis is furious

because his remarks last December allegedly were taken

out of context.

Before riding an elevator to the grand jury room yesterday

DeLaurentiis knocked to the floor a tape recorder held by

NBC newsman Brian Ross, who quoted him as saying, "I

don't >«/ant to talk."

DeLaurentiis had no comment after his grand jury

testimony.

The FBI has indicated that the movie probe centers on
possible violation of the Hobbs Act, a federal statute deal

ing with extortion in a commercial enterprise.
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Why you should buy your ring now!
1. You deserve it.You ve accomplished a lot.

2. Save $15 on any 10K gold or Siladium ring instead of the

5% or $10 you might get from any other company

3. Different Rings' The largest selection to choose from.

Over 20 different ring designs! See traditional and con-

temporary men s designs and t>eautiful fashion rings for women.

CLASSIC BLAZON COLORADO SONNET SUNFLOWER MINI

/JRTCTIRVED
^COLLEGE RINGS

REBATE CERTIFICATE
GET A $15 REBATE ON ANY ARTCARVED COLLEGE RING WITH THIS CERTIFICATE.

Valid on any ring in the ArlCarved Collection (even gold) Choose from a wide variety of

traditional contemporary, or fashion rings custom made to your individual taste.

How to get your SIS rebate by mail after purcriaae.

1

.

This coupon must be presented with your order

2. Limit one refund per purchase Purchaser pays any sales

taxes

3. Otter valid only on rings ordered during this sale

4. Rebates can be issued only after final payment on your ring

hastjeen made

An AnCarved Representative will be at

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
FEB. 7. 8, 9

5. At that time of order your ArlCarved Representative will

give you a Rebate Request Certificate This certificate must be

mailed along with proof of full payment, to ArlCarved within

three months after you order your ring Rebate void after this

period Allow four weeks for rebate processing

10-2:30

the UNIVERSTY STORE
OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 9

^
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Bus, studentsgain entrepreneurialexperience
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff
New Enterprises, a School of Business Administra-

tion course, in which students initiate business ventures
continues to thrive, according to Professor Robert
Glass.

Glass, a special consultant to Dean Harry Allan of the
tHisiness school, holds his class three hours once week-
ly. The class is designed to encourage students to iden-
tify specific economic needs of the community and then
develop business opportunities with the help of area
companies and entrepreneurs.

"The class looks for opportunities by contacting dif-

ferent companies and municipalities trying to find out
where there is potential for economic opportunity. In

the classroom, people exchange results of the week's
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WATCH FOR THE
HUGHES

RECRUITER VISITING
YOUR CAMPUS SOON.

Contact your placennent office

for interview dates.
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AN EQUAL OfPORTUNITV EMPLOYER M F

Biopharmaceutical Sciences

an exciting new career devek^ptnent

The University of Massachuselts at Amherst. School

of Health Sciences, Division of Public Health is

pleased to announce the development of a program

designed to train biostatisticians and
epidemiologists to undertake studies in the areas of

drug research, development and regulation

This new program combines coursework in

biostatistics, epidemiology, pharmacology, and other

related disciplines. Together with field studies, these

courses prepare graduates for challenging careers in

the pharmaceutical industry and associated govern-

ment regulatory agencies

For further information concerning this unique.

government-supported program, call (413) 545-2151 or

write:

Biostatistics/Epidemiology Program Area

Biopharmaceutical Research Unit

Division of Public Health

University of Massachusetts
Amherst. MA 01003
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work," graduate student Steven Lesser said after taking
the course.

Lesser said most of the work is done outside the
classroom ar>d students "may continue their projects
after the semester has ended."

Glass said two benefits of the course are its

assistance to local communities by starting new
business ventures and by providing students with an op-
portunity to gain entreprenerial experience.

Projects of former students include the revitalization

of a hydro electric plant in Millers Falls, a joint venture
with the Erving Paper Mills, and work with acoustics
company.

Glass said New Enterprises is a course which requires
a business background and would suit best older and

Hampton toplay

FA.C. Friday
Lionel Hampton, renowned jazz vibraphonist, will

p>erform with his orchestra Friday, 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall.

A former member of the Benny Goodnnan Quartet during
the 1930's, Hampton then lead a band that has produced
such luminaries as Illinois Jacquet, Dexter Gordon, Dinah
Washington and Annie Ross.

Last year's Newport Jazz Festival was dedicated tp

Hampton for his efforts in founding Hampton Gardens, a
non-government subsidized low-income housing project in

Harlem.
Tickets to the Hampton concert are available at th«

center's box office and Ticketron. *

graduate students. Clan size is limited to ten students
ideally and memt>ers need not be business majors.

"Students shouldn't take this course cokj," Glass
said.

Because the class is not listed in the Course Descrip-
tion Guide or the scheduling booklet, it nriay be added
only by speaking to chairman of the Management
Department Arthur Elkins before Feb. 12.

Correction
In yesterday's story on the Pierpont arson investigation,

it was incorrectly reported last week's attack on Thomas
Whitford's life was "attempted murder." It should liave

read "attempted homicide." The Dec. 19 attack was incor

rectly referred to as "attempted homicide." It should have
read "an attempted attack by arson."

ftWfECANSnUBC

You can leam to bse weight without saying

good bye to many of the foods you love

On today's Weight Watchers" Food Plan,

you'll eat food like hot com on the cob, )uicy

cheeseburgers, bananas, real cocoa milkshakes

and more, all v/ithin limits Even desserts and

snacks To keep you happy and satisfied as we
teach you to lose weight and keep it off

So say hello to Weight Watchers

And say hello to foods you never thought you

could eat on a diet

WiEIGHT
WAICHEI
The Authority

Losing w«ight never

tasted so good.

YOU RE THIS CLOSE TO LOSING WEIGHT

EASTHAMPTON - Wednetdayt 7 PM
American Lagion, Plaaiant Str««t

AMHERST - Tu««days 5 PM
UMsM Campus Ctntar Building

AMHERST HAOLEY - VWednMdavi 9 30 AM, 5 A 7 PM
Howard Johnion't. 401 Ruaall Siraet <Rt. 9)

NORTHAMPTON - World War II Va» Amo.
50 Com Straet

TuMdayi 7 PM
Wadnasdayt 9 30 AM
YMCA. Proapact StrMt
Thurtdayt 7 PM

For Informetion Call

:

WHCWT
(413) 786-6611 or writt

622 Mairt StrMt.,

Eait LongmMdow, Man. 01028

80iM fint mMttfifl, thenHM weekly
Lower Rate* for Senior Citiient

The Authority

"«|I«MT WATCMaSS"
MTtMMTKMAL, MC..

MOiaTIMO TMAMMAMta 0» ««)«MT (MTCMlM
HV •MIOMT WATCMIM IWTtWIOTlOWL. lOT

Just a short hike away one can find Puffers Pond in

North Amherst (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

Financial Aid applications

Available in Room 245,

Whitmore
Ontime Deadline: Feb.

15, 1979
Summer work study
applications also available

in Room 245, Whitmore;
Due March 1, 1979.

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore
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Letters to the Editor
A poetic interlude

To the Editor:

The ladies, it seems, can do no wrong.
the gents can do no nght;
with diatnbes for dialogues,

how nearly black and white.

Amo Dmnml

Back off and give

a guy a break

To the EdKor:
For quite a while women were t>eing

very vocal about being looked at as a sex
ob/ect and being called anything that

inferred they were of a weaker sex. But
some people go too far It got to a point
where men could no longer open a door
or offer to carry a package or to even
compliment a woman on her looks
without being called a "male chauvinist
pig

Many women have dropped from the
ranks of Woman's Lib because thay
»n/oyed being pampered and having men
make tfie opening move

Today, it seems that there are a few
handfuls of people left who are still

fighting for Women 's Liberation and wtiat

they think it stands for. These same
people tiave a tendency to blow things

out of proportion such as Pat Myerson's

NoMharrpion

Only Arsa Showing
W«<i TuM . Fab 7 13

•t 700 mn^ t:00

UnaWferbTiLier

letter in the February 1 Collegian blasting

the article entitled "A Chance for 'Pick-

up' Success" which appeared in the

January 29 Collegian

.

According to Pat. pick-up lines are
used solely to obtain entrance into
women 's pants.

It's strange to see someone shoot
down my primary way of starting a
friendly conversation. Many times I'll go
to a bar to look for a woman I'd like to
meet I'll even use a pick-up line most of
ttte time to break the ice. In fact, tfte more
obvious the line the faster the con-
versation rolls.

One of the many problems of the world
today IS that people usually think the

worst about someone's motives before
giving ttie person a chance. Pat is doing
just that Pick up lines aren't used just to

obtain a quick lay.

Men aren 't as bad as Pat would like you
to believe It you would like proof, just try

taking to some of them first and if they
want to lump in the sack with you you can
a/ways say "no" Remember that word
Pat? It's a major defense against "horny
men with their erect egos waiting tojump
into [your\ beds.

"

To coin a phrase, you've come a long
way baby [no offense intended].
Women's Liberation has done a lot and
has let the public know that some women
are strongly against being treated like a

screwing machine. I. for one, am also

strongly against that image. But people
like Pat are making it hard for a guy like

me to get to know more women.
How about backing off a little and

giving a guy a break?
A. Carl Olsen
John Adam*

The Housing Office

strikes again!
To the Editor:

Recently I had the singularly unplea-

sant and degrading experience of dealing

with the Housing Office. At the beginning

of the semester I was supposed to move
into 804 McNamara with a roommate. We
both requested each other and paid our
bills on time. I even received confirmation

of 804 McNamara in the mail, which I

subsequently misplaced.

On arriving here, however, I found
much to my confusion that my room
assignment was 505 Cashin. No one
seemed to be able to tell me why so I

went to the Housing Office. The student

worker was sympathetic but I found that I

would tiave to wait until this coming Fri-

day to move in even though no one had
moved into the room in question. Indeed
there are now two vacancies in 804.

This seemed like just another story of

bureaucratic unresponsiveness until last

weekend wnen a copy of the form letting

me into 804 McNamara appeared in the

mail. Could the UMass bureaucrats ac-

tually have corrected their own mistake
without letting the innocent student suf-

fer for it? No. I was told upon going to the

Housing Office today, tftat form was
worth nothing and my roommate and
myself each had to fill out another form
and wait until Friday.

Now it seems to me that the totally in-

considerate airheads at the Housing Of-

fice haved progressed from mindlessly

sticking to the rulebook to deliberately

cruel practical joking. It might seem like

an insignificant thing to them, but then

again they are not waiting when I want to

get into McNamara on weekends, nor do

they have to come downstairs and let me
in. I realize that you can not have im

mediate individual response when you are

dealing with a group as large as our stu-

dent body. However, sympathy and
politeness from non-student employees.

(I hearby thank the student employees of

the Housing Office for their sympathy!,

correcting one's own mistakes, and
refraining from false mailings seem to me
to be prerequisites for successful interac-

tion between administration and student.

Clark Carter
Sylvan

Watch for The Inquiring Photographer
tomorrow and every Thursday in the

rditorial/ Opinion page of the Collegian.

WINTER FLIGHT SALE!

fly at tremendous savings!

BRADLEY to

Reseryations can not be made more than 3 days

prior to depaiture. Seats limited.

NEWYORK(U.G.»nlla)

PORTLAND, ME.
BURLINGTON. VT.
LEBANON, N.H.

KEENE, N.H.
BOSTON, MASS.

ONEWAY

*25.

*25.

»15.

*15.

NEW YORK to HARTFORD
1M»« Ar"vt '•gi' '-equf'-y Siopi
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HARTFORD to BURLMGTON
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Editorial/Opinion
A plague 'o

both your

houses...
"Ayatollah Rudollah Khomeini yesterday

threatened to unleash a 'holy war' in Iran

unless Premier Shahpour Baktiar resigns.
"

— Boston Herald American
"Ayatollah Rudollah Khomeini took a

fateful step in his fight for power yesterday,

naming a veteran antiShah politican to

head a 'revolutionary ' regime rivalling Iran 's

shaky government and warning the military

they risk God's wrath if they try to stop
him. " — The CoMegian.
Scene A room, sparse, save for a gouged
old desk, the color of cumara nut, and a
high-backed swivel chair, the sort you'd
find in a bookie's (>arlor. Lying on the desk,

a set of Reader's Digest Condensed Books;
a plaster bust of Amadeus Mozart, slightly

chipped; a red marking pencil; a copy of

"The Complete Book of Running."
Enter God
He IS prying into his lower jaw with a mint-

flavored toothpick. The toothptck cracks
and slides into tf>e upper gum. For a second
there is tension, as if all hell might break

loose. But instead of wrath there is wry, the
slight smile assuring one that rK> harm has
been done.
God-'\o himself). "Foolish of nr>e, never

thought to buy Stim u-dents yesterday.

Mjch easier on the gums. Between those
and brushing with baking soda I keep the

clapper in fair shape."
He picks up the day's Collegian ar>d starts

to read it when Gabriel enters.

Gabriel "Brooding again, heh? C'rrK>o.

there's work to be done. We're talking holy

war again."

God- "It's not fair. Why am I always dragg-

mo^k ^
Wilding \^r;^

ed into these things? If only you'd have
listened to me, we could have sunk our

money into rubber plants. They're very

gentle, you krww."

Uabnel- "Listen, we've got to get moving
on this. We've still got half the Beirut crew
stacked up like mammee apples in a fruit

basket."

God- "Bad PR., lousy P.R.. story of my
life. Blame it on Paul..."

Gabriel- "I've got a wholesale deal on a
couple gross of seraps and they say they'll

throw in some balaclava helmets..."

God (ignoring him) 'It's not fair I mean it's

all right if you're actually fighting in one of

these holy wars, say, you're a Shiite ar>d

the other guy's a different kind of Moslem
and you're sitting down to a nocn-day meal

of halvah arnt lamb cous-cous ar>d the next

thing you know he's come along with one
of those curve-shaped wossnames, the

type I can never remember the r^rr^e of ex-

cept that it begins with "sc," and a good
cous-cous is ruined because your head is

rolling about in it like a shooter in a salad

bowl. Well, let's suppose now that, our

Shiite friend chokes on an olive pit in front

of his eight wives, only they can't save him

on account of they're all wearing veils and
aren't allowed to look directly at him
because that would be sinful, and wt^t's

more, they're too busy arguing about

whether or not you have to get an exact roll

to win in Parcheesi. So. then they're both

entitled to go to heaven which mear>s

traveling papers, extra help in the kitchen,

that sort of thir>g. Pain, really."

Gabriel- "AH right, it's off your chest..."

God- "We've got to...

'

God- "Sqimitar. I just thought of the

word. Used it on half a dozen Saudi Ara-

bians last week-charming region."

Suddenly God spots something just off-

stage. He mov?s over to it. bernls down,

and lifts it to his bosom.
h is a rubber plant, (curtain fails)

Mark WikMng is a CoHoffian Columnist
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Bits and Pieces

I'll bet you didn't know: The fatt>er of the

plan to increase tuition for out of state

students is nor>e other than Frank Hatch.

Libaral Extrodmarre, gubinatonal washout,
and plantation owner And to think, he
wanted to save us from Ed King. Bah!

A report on Chicago sports franchisas

recently reported: "The reason that tha
Bears do not nr>ake the NFL playoffs is

because they don't win ernxigh gamas.
Moreover, they usually don't score as rrtany

points as the team they ate playing."

Statistics: There is a blur>der committed
every 21 seconds in Whitmore; a total foul-

up every 56 seconds; arnl a check cashed
every 19 days.

Don Meredith, CoseM's alter-ego: "Tha
quickest way to start a fight with a Texan is

to mess with his truck."

BiH Russell, or>e-time Celtic: "Boston m
the most racist city in America.

"

Paul Szep of the Boston Globe, upon
winning the Pulft/er Prize for editorial car-

tooning: "Three years ago I was half cynic

and half optimist. Now I'm a total cynic."

Fop of the Day: Dapper O'Neill for his

performance at the hearings on the pro-

posal to raise the drinking age to 21 . Scary
part is, he thinks he is making sense.

DAN GUIDERA

Our perspective

Keep those cards

and letters

coming intfolksl

What's on your mind? Ed King? Bernard

King? Tuition? Abortion? The Shah? The
Brom? We'll never know unless you drop us

a line. A Letter to the- Editor should include

your name, residence, (we will withhold

both on request) and phone number (for

verification purposes or\ly) and be typed at

60 characters per line.

Letters are subject to editing for space
and content. Most importantly, keep it as
short as possible. Thirty-five lines of copy is

a good rule of thumb as a maximum, as the

shorter letters will always be read more.

We'N be lookir>g forward to hearing from
you.

The tuition hike

Inevitable, but...
Today in Boston the Board of Trustees will finalize their plans for irKreasing

tuition for out-of-state students at UMass.
Briefly. Sonne background: Legislation was passed that would, in effect,

raise the out-of-stater's tuition from $1,560 to $3,350. This plan was passed by

a weary legislature by a voice vote with state employees breathing down their

collective neck, since no state budget had yet been passed.

The administration did not inform students of the June legislation until

November.
At today's meeting of the Trustees, the Student Affairs comrtiittee will

recommend that the tuition increase be phased in over a three-year period, ris-

ing $600 each year.

Any increase is bad
We are opposed to any tuition increase. One of the fundamental principles

of this institution is to provide quality education at a relatively low cost. Many
students who believe that UMass stands for this ideal could be forced to leave

the campus. An increase of this magnitude would make this situation a reality.

There are some rather important and disturbing questions that are raised by

this scheme. First of ail. the volume of non-resident applications is down by

approximately 25% already. Is there such a pressing need to reduce this

number any further?

These students are a great asset to the University. Out-of-staters "have

traditionally been of high caliber," accordir>g to the director of admissions.

They make up a good share of our athletes, and are involved in a great deal of

campus organizations. Why must the University surrender its diversity?

However...

Despite all this, a tuition increase appears to be inevitable at this point. Out-

of-staters are easy political targets; in the Era of the Tax Revolt it seems unlike-

ly that the state politician will rise above the petty politics of this situation,

even if the revenue to be raised is minimal.

Realistically, if a tuition increase is to be foisted upon us by the legislature, a

graduated increase would be the more humane course. Humanity would be a

welcome departure from the callous tone that this affair has taken. Non-

residents have been on hold for months now, unsure of where they will be in

the fall, or whether they will be in school at all. With such a short notice, a

phased-in tuition increase will allow some breathing space to the students who
wish to stay.

Ah unsigned editoriats represent the majority opinion of the Collegian Board

of Directors.
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"AU the print
that fits."

ADVERTISEMENT
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UMass, February?, 1979

Commuter Collective

Explains Its Work to

Students
Like the other 6,999 undergrad

commuters at UMass, you've pro-

bably never heard of something
called the Commuter Collective.

Well, here's your chance.

The Commuter Collective is the

area government for full-time, com-
muting undergrads at UMass. Like

the on-campus residence area

governments, it is an elected body,

whose 14 members are elected an-

nually from the undergraduate

commuter student body.

Every undergrad who lives off-

campus is a commuter.
As an area government, the

Commuter Collective receives a

percentage of each commuter's
Student Activities Tax (SAT). With

this money, programs and services

of need and interest to the diverse

commuter population are funded.

In the school year 1978-79. the

February Is

Black History Month

A performance by acclaimed ac-

tors Ruby Dee and Ossie Davis in

the Fine Arts Center at 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, the 20th; and a concert

by Archie Shepp there on the 21st

at 8:00 p.m. are a couple of the
' highlights of Black History Month.

The politics of liberation; dance;

and music are major themes of the

full schedule of activities this

month. Everybody owes it to

themselves to see even one.

' For more information and details,

watch the Black Affairs section of

the Collegian and Nummo News, or

call Third World Affairs spokesper-

1 ton Stan Kinard at 545-2517.

Collective administered $55,600,

i.e. roughly $8.00 for each of 7,000
undergrad commuters.
About 40% of the budget goes

to services like the Off-Campus
Housing Office, childcare, lockers

and information and referral. In the

past few years, funds from the

Commuter Collective have helped

the bus system off the ground;
helped upgrade the Peoples'
Market; and supported the Che
Lumumba School.

Another 38% of the budget is us-

ed to provide cultural and educa-

tional programs designed to enrich

and entertain the varied commuter
student population. Activities like

the Progressive Film Series and this

year's Commuter Day are part of

this attempt.

The remaining 22% of the money
funds the Commuter office in 404

Women's Week Planned
By Area Women

Workshop suggestions and people to help out

with childcare are t>eing sought in preparation for

this year's celebration of Women's Week, March
2 10

People with suggestions should call

Everywomen's Center at 545-0683 and childcare

workers-should call Irene Richard in Student Ac
tivities at 545 3604.

Watch for publicity of activities for this

celebration of women and their struggle for

liberation!

Student Union. This is the place

where the work of the group is

coordinated and carried out.

HAVE A SEAT...
Right now, 11 Commuter seats

are open in the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate. These are separate

from the Commuter Collective, as
the Student Senate is a "separate
branch" of student government.
The seats are filled by appoint-

ment by the Commuter Collective.

If you're interested call, write or

drop by the office: 404 Student
Union, 545-2145, 0059.

Commuter Day Planned By
Commuter Collective
On Saturday, April 22 the Commuter

Collective will sponsor a day-long pro-

gram of multi-cultural music and enter-

tainment at the Campus Pond.
Commuter Day will feature Rock,

Salsa, Black Classical and Women's
music...and much, much more.

There's also a chance for all the un-

discovered talent out there in Com-
muterland to get the "big chance" (see

below).

That's Saturday, April 22 by the

Pond. Don't miss it!

MUSICIANS AND PERFORMERS
At the event there will be a talent contest with cash prizes of-

fered to community musicians and acts.

ir auditions for participation in the festival will take place on

MONDAY. MARCH 26, and you will need to register. There is a

$2.00 registration fee.

• prizes:

1st: $100.00

2nd: $ 75.00

3rd: $ 50.00

For further information and registration blanks: Commuter Col-

lective. 404 SUB

Craftspeople who want to display their wares should also re-

gister in the Collective office, or call 545-2145. The fee is $5.00.

SPONSORED BY: The Commuter Collective Office, Area Government for

those who live off Campus.

UMass Events Calendar

WEDNESDAY

Films
Battte of Algiers, 8 p.m. Thompson 104

Meetings

Spectrum Maga/ine, 4;X p.m. 104CC
Astronomy Club, 7 p.m. HAS44
Gamma Sigma Sigrrta rrweting, 7-8:30

p.m SU 304
Everywomen's Center Open House, 5-7

p m. Wilder Hall

Society of American Foresters, 7:00

p.m. Holdsworth 306
Wildlife Society Meeting, 7:30 p.m.
Hotdsworth 203
WMUA Station Meeting, 7:30 p.m.

804^08 CC, 5^2425

Distinguished Visitors Program, 7:30

p m. CC 177

Community Development Center,
"Making a Career Decision" 6-9 p.m.

322 Berkshire

Flying Club, 6:30 p.m. 917 CC
Women's Studies Policy Board
Meeting, 9-11 a.m. CC 815
Student Senate Meeting. 7-11 p.m. CC
163C
Student Health Advisory Board, SS
p.m. CC 188-170

Ski Club Meeting, 8 p m. S6A 120
Campus Crusade for Christ. 6 10 p.m.,

CC 904 908. 906. 909
Chug Irvi, Sun. 7 p.m. SUB 302,

Hebrew Conversational Group
Local Women's Music Festival, 7 p.m.
Rm 911 CC
Karate Club, Mon Thurs. 4:00 p.m.
NOPE 5^1376

Lectures

"Interactions of Ligands with Triose

Phosphate Isomerase Spectroscopic

Studies." by Dr. Peter Kiener, 4X

p.m., Rm 203 Grad Research Tower A
"The Political Crisis in Nicaragua
Today," by Alejandro Bendana, 7 p.m.,

Rm 102 Thompson Hall.

Univ. Health Services Workshop on
back pain, Feb. 22£rMar. 1,4:X-6p.m.

pre-register at Health Education by
Feb. 9
Melville's First Annual Semi-Formal Din-

ner Party on Feb. 16 - deposit on Feb. 7

Social Events

Israeli Dancing, 7:30 p.m. Com-
rrwnwealth Room
Organizers & Performers needed for SW
coffeehouse, 5-0239, Paul

Mis.
Used Book Sale, CC 166

Society of Women Engineers, Engin.

Resume Book, Deadline 4:00 p.m.

Women's Health Education Workshops
available. 549 2671. ext. 181

Off-Campus Housing Office hours,

M-W9a.m. 8p.m., T, Th, Fri. 9a.m. -5

p.m.
Seminar, History of the Educ. of the

Minority Child, 5-0327

Betetegeuse. UMass Science Fiction

Society Magazine. SF-reiated works
welcome, 434SUB
Season Ticket, UCF, 428SU. 9 a.m.-l

p.m., 3 p.m. -5 p.m. daily

Photo Coop, now open 9:45-3 00 daily

Strategy Games, 3 p.m. -12 midnight,

CC 806 809
SIMS Meditation, 7:30 9 p.m., CC 915
Vandalism Task Force, 4-7 p.m., CC 901

Five College Course Registration

Deadline, Fri.. Feb. 9
Fly Tying Colloq, Mark 546 9226 even
ings

Career Library, 119 Berlishire House.

now-Feb. 28. display on opportunities in

writing £r related careers

Credit Union Workers, Contact Person-

r>el Director

Central Area Students, Greenough Craft

Shop open SunThurs. 6 10

Concerts
Side by Side by Sondheim, FAC Special

Attraction. FAC Concert Hall, 8:00 p.m.

THURSDAY
February 8, 1979

Films
Cool Hand Luke, 6:00, 8:00. 11:00 p.m.

CCA
Blue Collar, 6:00, 8:00, 10:00 p.m.,

Mahar Aud.

Meetings

Socialist /Feminist group, 4:X p.m. CC
Israeli Folk Dance Troupe, 917 CC,< 8
p.m.

Stockbridge Turf Management Club,

7 11 p.m. CC 168, 170, 172

Safety Committee/ University Health,

1:303 pm CC 902
Photographers Guild, 4-5 p.m. CC
904 908
Society of Women Engineers Sundae
Party, 730 p.m , 1033 GRC Towers
Eliminate Lar>guage Requirement, 902

CC, 7:00 p.m.

SW Men's Center. "Men Against Sex-

ism, " 802 CC, 7:Mp.m.
Muslim Student Assoc. 5^9 p.m., CC
904 908

Concerts
UMass Dance Dept. Dance Concert, 8

p.m. Bowker Aud.

Mis

Alcohol Education Training. 1-4:30 p.m.

CC815
Jewish Arts Festival, Challah baking,

6:30 p.m., 5-2526

MONDAY
February IX, 1979

Films
The Return of the Pink Panther, 7. 9, 11

p.m. CCA

Social Events
Winter Carnival, 12 noon - 1 a.m.. Blue
Wall £r CC Concourse

TUESDAY
February 13, 1979

Social Events

Zeta Phi Rush, 8 p.m 804 806 CC
Beta Chi (Veterans), 8:00 p.m. Farley

Lodge

Films
High Anxiety. 5:30. 7:15. 9:15. 11:15

p.m.. CCA

Meetings
International Student's Association,

7:00 p.m., 176 CC

Concerts
The Intimate PDQ Bach. FAC Celebrity

Series, 8 p.m., FAC Concert Hall

Weekend Events:
FRIDAY

February 9< 1979

Films
The Maltese Falcon and Black Legian, 7.

9, 10:30 pm.. 104 Thompson

First Erotic Film Festival, 7, 9, 11 p.m.

SUB

Meetings
Music Theater Guild, 7-11 p.m., CC

162 175

Graduate Linguistics Colloq, 3-5 p.m.,

CC 903
Third World Scientist Society, Third

floor. New Africa House. 6 p.m.

Concerts
Lionel Hampton Concert, FAC, 8:00

p.m. _
Hilton Ruiz, pianist, Gerald Penny

Memorial Black Cultural Center.

Amherst College, 8 p.m.

UMass. Dance Dept. Dance Concert, 8

p.m.. Bowker Aud.

Social Events
Valentine's Day Dance, 9 p.m. CC 1009

Mis
Jewish Arts Festival, Musical Shabbat

Service, 7:00 p.m. SU 310

Community Development Center, b

pm. CC917 r t- Q 11
Antioch Prayer Community, Feb. an,
253 2265, Mary

SATURDAY
February lO, 191

Films
The Goodbye Girl, 5, 7, 9, 11 pm SUB

Meetings
Community Meeting, CC 805, 10-2 p.m.

Concerts
FAC Special Attraction, Nat. Theater for

the Death, FAC Concert Hall. 8:00 p.m.

UMass Dance Dept. Dance Concert, 8

p.m. Bowker Aud.

Lectures
Victor Good, Natl Conference of Black

Lawyers, New Africa House

Social Events
Liberation Disco, 7 p.m.. CC ^O^^

Zeta Psi Rush, 4:00 p.m., CC 804 808

Mis
Union Video Center, porta-pak

workshop, sign up in SU near Hatch

Coffeehouse, 8 p.m. Hampden Dining

Sh^bbSrServices, 310 SU, 10:30 a.m.

( SUNDAY ^

\^ February 11, 1979
^

Concerts

Music Faculty Recital, Nigel Coxe,

Piano, 8:00 p.m.. Bowker Aud.

Social Events

Zeta Psi Rush, 7:30-11 p.m.. Cape Cod

Lounge
I.F.C. (Greek Council) Rush Info. Ses-

sion, 7:30 p.m., Cape Cod Lounge

Panhellenic Rush, 6:15 p.m., CC
162 178

Mis

Grad. Brunch, 11 a.m.. Suffolk Room
Backgammon, Whist, Monopoly Tour

nament, 6:30 p.m., CC 163

Chug Irri, informal Hebrew conversa-

tion, 7:00 n m., 302 SU

Student Activities]
We're here because you are ^
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Around the nation

A group of protesting farmers place a cap on the head of a Washington police

officar yastarday attar the group surrounded his car The cap has a patch with

tha inscription "Wa support Amarican Agricultura." (AP Laaarphoto).

Farmer 'sprotest
labeleda disaster
WASHINGTON \AP\ -Militant farmers

vowed a return to the streets but most
managed to drive in nothing but circles

yesterday as Agriculture Secretary Bob
Bergland assailed their demonstration as
"an unmitigated disaster."

As the protesters fumed and threatened,
in the words of Michigan farmer Jerry Han
ning, "that all hell will break loose," it was
the capital's commuters who were freed to

go their own way.
Police kept hundreds of tractors and other

farm vehicles penned on the Mall, the
usually lush grounds between the Capitol

and Lincoln Memorial.

Ex-Staffer: Rocky
was a great boss
LOS ANGELES [AP\ - The young woman
who was with Neteon Rockefeller when he

suffered his fatal heart attack said two
weeks before his death he was "the moaX

caring nr«n and considerate boss I've met."

"Has such an exciting man to work for,"

Maqnn Marshack. 25 recalled in an inter-

view published in the Valley News of subur-

ban Van Nuys two weeks before the former

vice president's death Jan. 26.

"He's terribly creative, and he's as in-

terested in your work as you are in his,"

Miss Marshack said. "Without question, he

is the nnost carir>g man and considerate

boss I've nr>et - and that's something that

m^es all the difference to me and my
work."'

Miss Marshack was with Rockefeller at his

Manhattan townhouse office at the time of

his death.

Carteradheres to

wage- punishment
WASHINGTON [AP\ -The Carter ad-

ministration defended its right to punish

companies which violate voluntary price

and wage guidelines established in the anti-

inflation battle.

Questions about enforcing President

Carter's anti inflation program were raised

anew as Alfred E. Kahn, his chief inflation

adviser, disclosed that more than 200 of tha

Fortune 500 companies — the nation's

largest — have promised compliance with

the price standards.

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

FT
March 17-24

LAUDERDALE
$186.00

Hartford Departure

Booking deadline Feb. 16

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS S4S-0500

TUTOR WITH M.E.S.
^

You'll help kids who want It while you get

experience. Stop by Room 428 SUB
(5-0910) or call Paul -545-0845.

Available-3 or. Free Transportation

IT TODAY!!•
V

Lliid CLOSEOUTS

DELUXE CUFF BOOT
ALL SIZES REG. $90

SALE $49"
LADIES 17" RIDING BOOT
ALL SIZES REG. $102

95
SALE $49

16"STITCH BOOT
LIMITED SIZES REG. $77

SALE $3900

OVER 800 PAIRS ON SALE

Heartfelt Leather
1*3 N. riMuat St., Aakant

t«flp^

Skaiipoa. PracwM Hairoit

COMPLETE FOR $lt.W

lli.f.liaJhr

Moore hitchhikes back to jail

Sara Jana Moore facaa tha

praas yastarday in an intarviaw at

Aldaraon in tha Fadaral Corractions In-

stitute for Woman. Sha said sha didn't

axp«K;t to ratum. and had to aacapa in

ordar to ratain har sanity. (AP Laaar-

photo)

ALDERSON. W.Va. [AP\- Sarah Jane

Moore, who attempted to k\\\ then-

President Gerald R. Ford, was returned to

prison yesterday after only hours of

freedom, saying her capture represented a

double failure.

Ms Moore, who admitted she tried to Icill

Ford in 1975 during a presidential trip to

San Francisco, scaled a 12-foot fence sur-

rounding the Federal Reformatory for

Women late Monday. She and another in-

mate were apprehended by police about 30

miles away as they tried to hitchhike.

"I did not escape to be caught," Ms.

Moore said in an interview with the

Associated Press in Davis HaM, which

• H0M£COOKep

ME.ALS

•spac\ous

o ROOMS 4 Board

US5 EXPtMSWe

THAN DORM
• PARTCIPATIOM

'W iNTtRMURAlS

SPORTS

Bar vg-p^me

Roon
• Social nfE
AMD LlTTL'E
sifters pro-
grams

CALL TOR 1^1 p6

MAKING A DECISION

ON A MAJOR?
ON A CAREER?

The Career/ Life Development

Staff in Berkshire House
can help.

•Career Resource Library. Room 119, Berkshire House

•Personal and Career Counseling, Drop In, Room 123, Berkshire House

•interest Testing for Personal/Career Planning

Programs for February. March and April:

•MAKING A CAREER DECISION -WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW"
A one-session workshop to get you started

6:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m. -Room 322, Berkshire House

Feb. 7, Mar. 7. Apr. 4 or May 2 -Pick one and come,

No sign-up is necessary for this session

CAREER/LIFE PLANNING WORKSHOPS-for majors in Art, Com
munications Studies, English, Languages, History, Psychology, Social

Studies.

WOMEN -LIVING WITH A CAREER

ALTERNATIVES TO MEDICAL SCHOOL

EFFECTIVE TIME MANAGEMENT
COPING WITH PRESSURES

PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL INTERVIEWING

STUDY SKILLS

ASSERTIVENESS SKILLS

Workshops are open to all interested undergraduate and graduate students.

To sign-op, just phone 5-0333 or drop in to Room 123, Berkshire House.

For more information on above programs, call 5-0333.

houses the high -security detention unit.

She also said her capture will be used by
prison administrators as an excuse to make
life harder for inmates. She has complained
loudly about conditions at the prison.

"By my escape, they'll say, security isn't

great enough. We must control the

prisoners more," Ms. Moore said.

Ms. Moore. 48, probably will be pro-

secuted on escape charges, according to

U.S. Attorney Robert King of Charleston.

"If the facts bear out what the news
reports say, I would contemplate pro-

secuting Sara Jar>e Moore and her cohort

to the fullest." King said.

Warden Ken Neagle said he had no plans

to beef up security just because two In-

mates escaped.
"Ninety-nine percent of the inmates will

do their time in a constructive fashion,"

Neagle said.

Ms. Moore and the other inmate, Marlene

Martino. 47, were reported missing during

a count of prisoners at about 9:20 p.m.

Monday. Both were serving life sentences.

Ms. Moore was sent to the prison July 17,

1977, two years after pleading guilty to try-

ing to assassinate Ford on Sept. 22. 1975.

Ms. Martino was convicted of conspiracy

to commit murder on a government reser-

vation for the contract slaying of a soldier

at Fort Bragg, N.C

A unique view of Southwest from Tobin Hall. (Staff photo by Dan VuNamiar).

Campus center

UMass
Roundhouse

Wed . Thurs..

Fn.. Sat.

Feb. 7, 8. 9. 10

BlueWall Bar

DISCO
with
ERIC

Fn . Sat , Feb. 9. 10 Fri & Sat

Hatch Bar
Top
of the
Campus
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* King calls for raise in drinkingage
CONT, FROM PAGE 1

associate with the 15, 16, and 17 year olds
in our high schools," Massachusetts
Secondary School Association Robert S
Margraves said.

Margraves echoed the concern of most
legislators and school officials who fear that
the 18- year -old law has made alcohol too
accessible to junior and senior high school
students.

Another major compromise would make
it illegal for a person under 21 to buy
alcohol at the package store but 18 21 year
olds would be able to drink at restaurants
and bars. Proponents of the bill say this

would help stop the "trickling down effect"

now present in the schools
Yesterday King called for an immediate

raise to 21 saying the lower aoe limit has ac-

counted Tor nru>re than 400 fatalities

because of teenaged drunkedness.
State Sen. John Olver, D-Amherst, said

King's accident figures were "deliberately

misleading." Olver presented the commit-
tee with numerous statistics which refuted

the correlation between the 18-year -old

limit and traffic fatalities.

Students in the audience arnj many

THE DIFFERENT
COLLEGE RINGS

Now you have a choice

Classic

Men's
contemporary
rings

Seahawk

PcUtc

Women's
fashion
collection

Say a lot about yourself

without saying a word.

This new. distinctive ArtCarved collection gives you the

choice beyond the traditional Select styles, stones and

options that make your ring distinctively yours Each of

these different coMege nngs says something different

Choose the one that speaks for you

/^RKTIRVED
^COUEGE RINGS

$15 DEPOSIT

See the ArtCarved Representative

Deposit required. Ask about Master Ch«rg« <w VIm.

date FEB. 7 FEB. 8 FEB. 9
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

niare- AT THE UNIVERSITY STORE
P IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

10 a.m. -2:30 p.m.

the UNIVERSITY STORE

legislators said they were dismayed at the
behavior of McKenna who continually in-

terupted Olver and Sen. John A, Businger,
D-Brookline, tx>th opponents of the drink-

ing age raise.

Student Govemnrtent Association co-
president Hert)ert Tyson said McKenna's
behavior wds "entirely inappropriate for a
Massachusetts state senator." Tyson also

questioned whether the "democratic pro-

cess was at work in the hearings" in light of

McKennas apparent refusal to listen to all

sides.

McKenna left before any students
testified.

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 b84 91S3 :

kM> ( *f»o v/ no tiAr< I '** hmOM *i ^

STARTS FRIDAY

•VTtOOU'

•.1 II ,i\».\

I^JJHRNU
SI n>. ^,

tun llMu f><w'« M IllSfOO' • JO

lilUMJ

STARTS FRIDAY

«i>o«» «i IT IS tOOi 7 00*00

Wiitasloip

M«!">««« <S*t tn4 tun I • 2 H

KICfS fOK TiS TICKITS IIMITCO TO SUTikC

'

Ur^iversify of Massachusetts/ Amr»^rst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

LIONEL
HAMPTON
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Fridoy, Februory 9 8 pm

Fll^ >RTS CENTER CNCERT WLl

Tickets now on sale General public - $7. 6. 5

UMass students - $5. 4. 3 Senior citizens and
other students - $6. 5. 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F f-4, $45-2511

A New England Ticketron Locations.

INFORMAL
ySORORITY
RUSH
Orientation on Sunday,
Feb. 11 in the basement
of the Campus Center at

6:00 p.m. Sign up at the

Campus Center Con-
course on Feb. 6, 7, 8.

For more iNFoRiviATioN

caLI $4^-0721 OR
545-2711.

»»mjiiBt»u<»y. rwofuary /^ 1979

1

Collegian .,,

Around Ne^iv England

Spaaking at a public hoaring yesterday in Boston sponsored by the Gover-
nors Commission on the Status of Women. Rep. Philip Johnston,
D-Marshfield. complained about the number of state departments with
overlapping responsibilities for assisting families. The women's commission is

collecting information about possible solutions to domestic violence. (AP
Laserphoto)

CAMPUS CENTER/
STUDENT UNION
SPACE ALLOCATIONS
Applications are now available for

all persons interested in applying

for space for 1979-80. All groups
wishing to renew or change space

for next year must apply. Forms
are available at the Board of

Governors office, 817 Campus
Center, and must be returned no
later than Tuesday, February 20,

1979.

The CC/SU Board of Governors is

an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative

Action organization.

First self - contained
villageproposed
AGAWAM \AP\ - A $50 million residen-

tial and business development described by
its promoters as "the first selfcontained
village in western Massachusetts" was pro-
posed yesterday
The developers, Beltrandi Associates, of
Agawam, will ask the Town Council to
specially zone 252 acres for the project, ac-
cording to Peter Caputo, Agawam's town
manager.
The development, called Feeding Hills

Commons and Business Park, would in-

clude up to 300 condominiums, a 30- acre
shopping mall, hotel, medical center, cor-
porate offices, athletic facilities, convales-
cent home, restaurant and two movie
theaters.

Senators call for

Clifford 's removal
BOSTON [AP\- Two state senators

yesterday called for the removal of Stephen
Clifford as the state's insurance commis-
sioner, charging him with attempting to

dismantal tf^e once consurr>er-oriented

agency.
Sen Francis Doris, D Revere, and Sen.
Alan 0. Sisitsky, D Springfield, both
members of the legislature's Insurance

Committee, called on Gov. Edward J. King
to remove Clifford after just two weeks on
the job.

Doris said the actions taken by Clifford
during that time will mean "a return to the
dark ages of insurance in this state."
Sisitsky said because of the new commis-

sioner's actions "the insurance industry in

this state is in a much better position today
than it was three weeks ago."
Both men said massive resignations within

the State Rating Bureau -that agency
within the Insurance Department which
gathers data and recommends rates to the
commissioner would hamper its work on
behalf of consumers.

Groton may
lose Nautilus
GROTON, Conn. \AP\ -The Nautilus,

the world's first nuclear submanne, will be
moved to California in April for overhauling
or decommissioning, the office of U.S.
Rep. Christopher Dodd said yesterday.
Groton has been home port for the

Nautilus since it was commissioned in

1954. Area residents and politicians want
the ship to be part of a museum on the
Thames River and are trying to have the

submarine returned to Groton after it is

decommissioned.
As of April 15, the official home port for

the Nautilus will be Vallejo, Calif., where it

will either be decommissioned or overhaul-

ed at Mare Island Naval Shipyard.

Valentine's DayCards
Heart-to-heart expressions for those

you love and care for:

(^^/i^ie^/4/^?//V7^ 'ee///^4
Creative excellence is an American tradition.

the Valentine store

campus center/univ. of rriass./amfierst

Tn 11rn 1 1 » d Im ri 1 1 in 11x11 ri rnviTi ri-i-o-nrg-m-n-Bi » 1 » » » » » s e aia-nnnnnrB » a b-»-68 > sn » 58 a-raxa-ftird-rg a t » inn titi » 1 1 * > tv

send a

to someone/
BOYFRWMD,CIM nUMMD, SWKKTU.ROOMMATE. PROF, COACM, CNIMYETC.

••Ily C«ll*«lflra to flvliiv y«« Hm ep-

r, ff«r 7U, — lMv« y««r V«Imi«Im WtohM

|M»t «sl^ f«r y««r
••rl««e, •ytMi»« yo«

to ht TM« win hm m V«l«iitiiM c«rd yowr

VMleirtliM will iMv«r ff«r««f1

f« fflM Colle«ian oHI«e by Monday, Pob. 12 of 3i4S

IXAMPLISt
To: Mary A.

Have a Happy Valentine

Day. If cupid doesn't come

around I will.

Rusty

rrrrrirrnrrrsTrrrTrrirs

To: Room 365 S.W.

We're looking forward to

seeing you again. Happy

Valentine Day!

The Girls
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•riiHi tills to M by m^m., Fob. 12 at 3i4S p.m.

LIMIT 20WORDS
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COST 75c
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Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

TODAYS CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Dress parts

6 Army base
10 Docile
14 Estuary
15 Portal

16 Ellipse

17 Deadlocks
19 Solitary

20 Unruffled

21 Deciding
23 Rhytrim

25 Letter

26 Age
27 Employ
29 Elevator

man
31 Flounder

33 Turf

34 Corrodes
36 Flatboats

40 Friend

42 Fuels
44 Shadow
45 Anteroom
47 Was dor-

mant
49 Native Suf-

fix

50 Small boy
52 Biblical king

53 Brawl
54 That girl

57 Acme
59 Build

61 Green
shade Var

64 Beetle
67 Aware of

68 Limit of tree

growth
70 Adored one
71 Stew
72 Winged
73 Polynesian

pigeon
74 Chilean

workman
75 Bundles

DOWN
1 Hiss
2 Shield pan
3 In a fright-

ened way
4 Brawl
5 Greek her-

ald

6 Goiters gp
7 Farm crop
8 Soak
9 Tried

10 Knell

11 Shun
12 Divine food
13 Sad poem
18 with:

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney
UNITED Feature Syndicate
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Encounter
22 Rip

24 Ascends
27 Mil org.

79 Aria

30 Trite

33 Club
35 Inscribed

slab

37 Unbiased
test 2 words

38 Josip Broz

39 Killed

41 Still

43 Not dense

46 Fiji chestnut
48 Cancer

2 words
SI Physicien

S4 Decay
56 E Indien

56 Prevent
58 Sleuth —

Vance
60 Lily

62 Allure

63 Send forth

65 Pay up
66 Bu^y bugs
60 Ghost word'

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

Coodm the UHas6

bogletfaaU ieotn

The Town Line by Joe Carroll
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CHEAP SKIING
JOIN THE SKI CLUB

TODAY

9 A.M. -5 P.M.
C.C. CONCOURSE

*

«
I

as
BERMUDA

S259

Vv
NO HIDDEN CHARGESl

^

ALL MCLUSIVE PRICESl

MCLUDES - tut 15% tax

ft itrYlct chargt

FT. LAUDERDALE DAYTONA
$319 $349

Call your Campus Representatives for further

information. Ask for Jane at 549-6195.
I ! I
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Spikersgo 4- 1 in opener;
debut athome this week

CQJIeaian 17

J|«',».:,ij,*4^J«(%;

By DAVID CHOU
The UMass men's volleyball team is a

force to be reckoned with this year in the

New England Collegiate Volleyball League.
Player head coach, Arnie Roberts, who
was an all-star from last year's squad, com
mands the A-team comprising of only two
other returning players (A! Morel and Jim
Groesslein). Assistant coach. Kirk Peters,

who was also a member of last year's team
heads the 8 team consisting of only one
returning player (Mike Picardil. The
newcomers to this year's squads have
worked together with the coaches and
returning members to put together
awesome competition for the older and
more experienced teams of the league.

Both squads participated in the annual
league Jamboree held at the Wentworth In-

stitute in Boston last Saturday, February 4.

Both teams played five, 15 point games
against divisional and non divisional teams.
Harvard was the A team's first victim, fall-

ing by a score of 15 10. UMass then utilized

its quick middle attack, centered around
Hawaiin setter Kale Feldman, to defeat a
lifeless M.I.T. team, 15-6.

A strong Northeastern University squad,
diving and scrapping up all UMass spikes,

handed the A team its only loss of the day
by a score of 7-15. Pulling itself together,

the A team beat the crew from B U in a

tight and exciting game, 15 12. Hitter, Jim
Groesslein, passed and pounded the ball

with unshakeable consistency while alter

nate setter- hitter, Arnie Roberts, also
played error free ball. Pat Ryan showed his

freshman power by hitting ail well all

through the day. In the last game of the day
for the A team, Williams was trounced in

the only divisional game played by the
A-team, 15 6. The Northeastern University
team was later beaten by Harvard, thus
allowing UMass to finish tied with N.U. for

first place in the highest bracket.
The B team played strongly at times and

finished with a three and two win-loss
record for the Jamboree. The B-team
started off on a high note by beating
Westfield State, 15 9. Two disappointing
back to back losses to host Wentworth
(0 15) and Clark (1 15) followed. Worcester
State and Worcester Tech both lost to the
determined UMass B-squad by scores of
15-6 and 15-9, respectively. Outstanding
hitter for the B team was Neil Bluck while
setters Dave Holliday and Mike Picardi did
commendable jobs.

Both teams play scheduled matches
through April. The A team will hold their

first home meet this Saturday, February 10,

at the N.O.P.E. gym. Starting time for that

match will be 1 :00. The opponents for that
match will be Amherst and Williams.

Player-coach Arnie Roberts (1) and his players keep an eye on the ball during
recent action. (Staff photo by Dan Rosenberg)

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Colleguin office (CC 113) between 8 45 am
and 3 45 p.m Monday through Friday, or use
our handy clip and mail form fouruj m most
issues of the CoUegian. Classified deadline is

3 45 p.m two days m advance of publication

date.

AUDIO

lnter«u«Mo 2000 speekers, division of

Bose, SO watt, power cap. John. 546 5990.

AUTO FOR SALE

to seN your car? Let experierKed
professionals do it for you. Over 180 sold

last year 665 4452

Florida car — 1973 Pontiac Grar>dville, im-

maculate cor>d. inside & out, PS, PB. Vinyl

roof, PW, a/c. asking $1960, make offer!

Must be seen! 66&4462.

74 Pinto. 4 spd.. AM/FM stereo, tape

deck. 36,000 mi., exc. cond.. $1500. Call

549 1445. eves.

72 VW sqbk.. gd. bdy./int.. beblt. eng ,

for more info caM 546-9339. ask $1200.

CALCULATORS

2 calcMtotora. $10 ea., 549-3837, after 6.

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Sound system for hire, perfect for cof

feehouses. discos. bar>ds. Rick, 564-4105.

Disco Dave fr D.L. Disco Inc. provides

sound, lights £r DJ for your parties - disco,

rock Er oldies. The best at affordable prices.

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567-1715.

Hottest band around! "SnrxMth Sailing";

for bookings anywfwre call John. 546-4646 .

FOR RENT
~

Room for quiet nonsmkng. M, share

kitch., bath. Ir>ge.; on bus rt.. 4 mi., $105.

253 7841.

1 rm. in 3 bdrm. Puffton apt., on bus rte..

$77.50/mo.. call John collect, (617)

696-5710.

1 rm. in Belchertown on bus rt., 323-4782 .

Need the comforts of home away from
home? Local sorority is taking boarders, 3

home-cooked meals daily. Say goodbye to

the dorms forever. Call Barbara at

545-0162.

Stuck for a truck to move your stuff?

Check out the best p'ice in town.

Dandelion Trucking, 584 7932! •

1966 Galaxy 500. runs good, no rust. $500.

call 2532193.
._

VW 66 bug, parts exc. trs, bat. 549-1195.

For sale— women's leather coat, size 9-10,

$110 or BO. call 549 6405, please!!!

FOUND

Found— k>ng-haired F dog w/ NH licer>se,

white face, tan-black markings. 666-4324.

HELP WANTED

Student opportunities are available at

Belchertown State ScfK>ol: work study,

practicum, and Boltwood volunteer
p(acerr>ents. The Boltwood Project consrsts

of 14 social and recreational programs.
Gain practical field experience. For more in-

fo, call 323 6311, ext. 449.

Men! Women! Jobs cruise
ships 'freighters. No exper^ence^ High pay!

See Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So.

Anr>erica. Career summer! Send $3.85 for

info to Seaworld, BB Box 61035, Sacto.,

Ca. 95860.

Be involved with the New England Artist

Festival. Work -study positions available.

Clerical assistance needed on this exciting

event. Willingness to type arnj make phor>e

calls. 10-15 hrs. per week. Call Barb,

545-2013.

INSTRUCTION

Guitar lesaons— Jim
with the Bricker Band,
new students. 549-1363.

Kimball, formerly

has openings for

Collegian classified retes are: datfy, 46c per
line, live consecutive issues, 40c per tme per
day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per line per

day One line is roughly eqt valent to 38
characters.

SERVICES

Singing valantinas daWvarad anywtwre
on campus. Call Jortatfian, 69309, eves.

Typing — fast,

549 6391

efficient, call Beth.

LOST

Loat—four keys on a leattier strap with in

itials RCH- reward!! CaH Bob or Steve at

546^7129.

Lost —female cat. black Gr orange w/ green
eyes, in Pufton on Jan. 17. ca« 253-5950.

reward.

Lost — eyeglasses in brown case, Feb. 1, on
N Pleasant St., reward, call 323 6907.

MISCELLANEOUS
~

Earn $600/$1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope.

Justus Sales. Box 112-C. Ludlow. MA
01066.

MOTORCYCLES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal — k}w cost

legal representation for UMass comnHinity.

Income tax preparation, appointment only,

2537617.

WANTED

ConvartMrfa car in good rurw>ir>g cond.
will pay up to $7S0, can 549 1809.

Wanted:
opens to

256-8066.

one couch/sofa, preferably

bed; pnce discussed, call

Summer work.
01002.

Box 213, Amherst MA

FOR SALE

For sale — Kastle 170cm skis with Salomon
bindings, used once. BO, 665-7966.

68 Chevy van. fully carpeted, 4 new radials

& battery, FM/AM, great engine, $1250,

call 665-4971

.

Brand new women's Timberline boots,

8V4 med., $35, were $60, call Leslie,

546-4095.

Mini refrigerator, like new, used only 2

semesters. $65 firm, call Jon. 6 6622.

Used

Addressers wanted immediately! Work
at home — no experience necessary — ex-

cellent pay. Write American Service. 8350

Park Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX 75231

.

Overseas jobs — summer/year-round.
EuroF>e, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500 $1200 monthly. Expenses

paid. Sightseeing. Free info — write IJC.

Box 4490 MC, Berkeley, CA 94704.

Comedians wanted for Top of the Cam-
pus amateur comedy hour. Call 549-6000

ext. 634 after 3 p.m.

Tired of eating tasteless dining commons
food? Be a housepersons at local sorority

and get three home-cooked meals daily.

Mikey likes it! Call Lynn or Marsha at

549-6076.

Needed: Jr. high leader for Sun. eves, 5-7.

Feb. -May. Reasonable compensation. Call

253 5055 in a.m. or 256 8425 in p.m.

Houseboys wanted. Sorority near cam-
pus seeks houseboys for lunch and dinner

kitchen work, in exchange for meals. Can
get exemption from university meal plan!

Call Mary Ellen at 253-9215.

Must sail 1976 Honda 600, 12,000 mi.,

runs great, $900 Of BO. evenings, 549-1062.

PERSONALS
~

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers 20%
off all reg. priced n>erch. to all students Er

staff. Remember your ID!

Auto repair go sour? Burnt toast ur>der

warranty? If you have a consumer problem
call Consumer Action, 545-0781, 545-0199

M-F 9-8, sponsored by MassPIRG.

General sewing. Fair rates/ call 6-8328.

Help! I lost my personal journal in the Cam-
pus Center. Contains invaluable material. If

you finished reading it call 545-2876 and
leave a message for Lisa please. Thanks.

Was it worth it? Found pr. eyeglasses in

blue Pinto 1/27, Brittany Manor. Exchange
for 2 cases of Molson's, respond in this col-

umn.

Men's workshop: "Loving Myself", 2/7,

7 10 p.m., CC 815, fee $5. An opportunity

to examine our attitudes towards our sex-

uality in a gentle way. Ron Wright, c/o
Southwest Men's Center, 5-0263 or 5 0963,

eve.

Are you funny.
549-6000 ext. 634,

edy hour.

..urbane, pointless? Call

Top of the Campus com-

Woman's Frye boots
condition, $35, size 8, can Jan

Vivitar Zoom Lens, " "> ?.1K'

$^25, call 546-7501, k.

Snrw tires, E78-14

X J n t r V skis

Sco, 542-4202^'
^

.eather ja' Ket -ni;

)46 5b63 Also
)OOts — size 9 - wo
••13.

in good
256-8642

like new.

^2 4202,

195cm,

Exper. handyman
5496478.

for bidg. maint.

i.inda at

)men's
"!S— only

Seeking persons 18-35 for 2 3 hrs. color

' sion testing, especially persons with color

.iBion deficiencies, $2.50/hr. Call Ms.

onbaum, Mt. Holyoke Coll., 586 3100

,j6 for appointment.

,i! Women! Jobs on cruiseships,

hters. No experience. High pay' See
pe, Hawaii, Australia, So. America.

summer! Career. Siend $3.85 for info to

jworld, BB Box 61035, Sact. Ca. 95860

Scuba diving classes— starting Feb. 5,

those interested inquire at

Boyden- 545 2338.

Daytona Beach, spend spr. brk. in

Daytona, all inclsu., Joe, 253-2259.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Person mterested in quiet living to share

apt. in Sunderland on bus route, $120 mo.
incl. utilities, move immed., call Patty,

665-4194, either very early or p.m.

Woman wanted to share bdrm. in Puffton

apt., $88 per mo., call eves., 549-4797.

Grad student wants to share two
bedroom apartment with quiet, non
smoking considerate female. Good location

on bus route. Call Sofia, 256 6245, evns

Wanted: electric typewriter. Must f>ave

tabs and be in very good condition. Call

Doug at 69262 between 7-10 p.m. or 10-12

p.m.

Wanted, piano lessons -willing *o

negotiate rates. Please call Andrea,
546-3341 , keep trying or leeve message.

WANTED TO RENT

1 bdrm. apt. on bus route in Sunderland,
tennis and pool, $190. all utils. included,

call evenings, Joel, 665-7116.

Small sorority near campus seeks any
boarders for this sen>ester. Good at-

mosphtere, 21 meals/wk., open kitchen,

quiet study. Call Mary Ellen at 253-9215.

BOBALOU
~

Just want you to know I'm thinking about
you. Stay in good spirits because
everything is going to be alright. Can't wait
to see you well again, babe. Much love.

Deb. P.S. The 13th sends their love.

»»$ MONEY $$$
~

Learn how to maximize your financial aid

package. Call 545-3984 on campus,
549-5997 off campus, between 5 & 7 p.m.
References available. Try it — it works!

WORK STUDY STUDENTS ~
Athletic trainer (freshman preferred), no
experience needed, contact J. Laughnane,
Athletic Injury Care Office, Rm. 9, Boyden,

ext. 5-2866, laundry room, Tues. & Thurs.,

bet. 7 a.m. ft noon, contact A. Smith, Rm.
31, Boyden, ext. 5-3836, secretary: gen. of-

fice skills, typing essential. Contact A.

Rufe, Rm. 205, Boyden, ext. 5-2691.

HYPNOSIS
~

Hypnosis Reading Institute. Free in-

troduction & hypnosis session, greatly im-

prove reading speed, comprehension Er

concentration, etc. Wed., Feb. 14, Rm. 804

Campus Center at 7-8:30 £r Wed., 21, be

prompt. K.R. Morse, med. prof, hypnotist .

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COD

Summer rental Cape Cod, S. Yarmouth,
4 apts. avail., one studio, 2 2 bdrms., and 1

three bdrm. Very close to water. Fully

furn , Mem. Day to Labor Day. Prices from

$1500 to $3000 for season, call (617)

394 6323, evenings and weekends
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Sly Williams the number one man on th« nurttber on*
team in New England (Staff photo by Patrick Oobbs).

Whether Williams is a quick, rebounding forward or a
rebounding, quick forward is of no real concern to the man. "I

guess I'm a scoring forward but I can rebound if it's

necessary, " he said.

There is still another year of college ball left for the junior

from New Haven, Connecticut and it may be something to

watch for. "They can expect Sly to play as hard as he can and
do the best he can in school and on the court," remarked the
All American,

Against UMass, Willianr^ banked in jumpers and hit the
boards when there was a loose ball to grab. And when the
going got tough. Sly was there to take his part of it.

"I thought that they (the Minutemen) were going to play

hard. It was a close game with some tough calls, both ways,"
Williams remarked after the contest.

URI coach Kraft agreed with Williams in that there were
some tough calls. Kraft commented that the refs were calling,

"a lot of picayune fouls."

At the end of the game there was a squirmish between
Minuteman Billy Morrison and Ram guard Nick Johnson.
Both benches were cleared but no punching ensued. As a
result, when Johnson went to shoot some free throws from a
foul before the squabble, a new or more correctly, quite

ancient ball was put into play. Where it came from no one's
sure, but it brought a few remarks from the URI players and
coaches.

"That (thing) made me shoot a brick," remarked Johnson,
who missed his first shot.

"That ball looked too fat to go through the rim," com-
mented Kraft

For the evening. Sly Williams made his presence felt. The
fans, coaches, players, and press were treated to his show.
He is regarded as one of the best forwards in the East, and he
m deserving of that recognition. As URI roach Kraft remarked,

"it's always great to have a player of his talents
"

Indeed it is

Vision
ShoujcQse

Wt ar* Specialists in:

• Fashion Eyowaar
•Contact Lansas
• Enrtargancy Raplacannants
•Fraa Adiustniants Anytlma

•Wa Claan A Pollah contact
lansas on tita pramlsak.

MM. Farms MaN, Madlsy st»4IM

"A DAMNED
GOOD MOVIE."

Tin

The Campus
Premiere of

The Brothers of

SIGMA PHI
EPSILON

Invite all University
Men to an

OPEN RUSH
Thursday, Feb. 8 at 8:00

Refreshments will be served

N. Pleasant

Tired of Dorms? .^ >"e piej^
Visit us at Sig Ep^^^*^ ""
For info or rides

Call: 253-9295

'assachusetts / Amherst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

Tuesday, February 13 8 pni

Flhf m% CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now en sale. Oeneral PuMic - $7, 4, S. UMa»»
students $S, 4, 3. Senior Cittiens - VI, *. S.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9-4, S4S 251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.

THE FIRST

NEW YORKEUO I iC ASA
FILM FESTIVAL

Friday, Feb. 9

Student Union Ballroom

7:00, 9:00, 11:00

$1.00 J

Wednesday. February?, 1979i

IM sports - a way of life

By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Intramural sports are a part of university

life for a great deal of undergraduate
students. There are thousands of par-

ticipants as well as hundreds of staff

members, all devoting a few nights each

week to supervising, officiating, and most

of all participating.

There are currently 216 teams competing

in basketball, the only intramural sport

underway so far. The teams are divided

into nine different categories, each

category divided into leagues.

Men's and women's residence hall teams

are composed of students living in dor-

mitories. All of the members of one team

are from the same dorm. Men's residence

hall is the most popular category with 94

teams.
There are 66 independent teams, 60

being men's. Independent teams are those

composed of students who are not from

one dorm, fraternity, sorority, or Stock

bridge School.
Fraternities, sororities, graduate

students, faculty memlfers, and students of

Stockbridge School, are each separate

categories.

There is also a co recreational league, a

different style of basketball with its own set

of rules. "Each team will consist of five

players, two men and three women. Male

players are not allowed to step in or break

the plane over the entire free-throw lane

area from the free throw line to the base

line at anytime on either end of the court.

Field goals scored by men shall be worth

two points each Field goals scored by

women shall be worth three points each '

According to Fian Nooi)en, a grad
student in charge of women's intramurals,

"The team with women who can take
advantage and score on a fast break will be
the team with the advantage, as women's
field goals are worth three points.

Another major part of intramurals is

officiating Mitch Kaufman, a grad student
in charge of officials, chooses the
schedules and supervises about 60-70

students who will officiate and supervise

the games. Most of the officials earn wages
but some are Physical Education majors
who earn credits.

"I look for those most qualified," said

Kaufman, "because everyone takes it very

seriously, just as seriously as if they were
on national TV."
Kaufman provides officials for basket-

ball, wrestling, softball. and soccer, trying

to schedule everyone to work at>out two
nights a week.

For the basketball games currently being

played, there are two officials and or>e

supervisor per game.
The supervisor controls and watches

over the game He is the time and score

keeper, and also helps with fights that

sometimes occur.

The officials, who also control the game,
work for a variety of reasons. "For the

money," said Bill Leary, then added, "I

love it." Leary, a Physical Education major.

has been officiating for three years, over

200 games.
Present eactt night is an athletic trair>er

who administers first aid if any injuries

occur According to Steve Dahl, an un
dergrad PE ma|or, "Some of these guys
aren't conditioned athletes. There
injuries."

Sports Notices
INTRAMURAL WRESTLING ENTRIES are due Feb. 8. Health forms are required.

UMASS FENCING CLUB Foil, sabre, and epee. Toes , Wed , Thurs., 8^10 p.m..

Room 8, NOPE All are welcome. For info, call Sean 5^ 0303

LACROSSE There will be a final rT>eeting for ail varsity and junior varsity lacrosse

candidates, Thursday, Feb 15 at 500 p m m Bodyen 251.

JFuitr ^raiunui

DISCOUNT LIQU08S "

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

SCHLITZ
BEER

$6.Z9
^ case

12 oz. cans

DONELLI
LAMBRUSCO

$2.89
magnum
(50.7 ozs.)

SCHENLEY
VODKA

S3.99
quart

OLD
MILWAUKEE

$4.99
case

12 oz. NR botties

Tuesday, February 6 to Monday, February 12, 1979

Cash and carry prices

We reserve the right to limit quantities

.Collegian n

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAYS GAMES
Men's basltetball vs. URI

Women's basketball at Bridgewater State
Women's JV basketball at Bridgewate State

Men's gymnastics at Dartmouth
Men's indoor track at Dartmouth

Men's JV indoor track at Dartmouth
Hockey at Babson

TODAY'S GAMES
Wrestling at New Hampshire
Men's swimming at Connecticut

TOMORROW'S GAMES
JV wrestling vs. Springfield

Wrestling vs. Springfield /St. Lawrence

3:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.
7:00p.m.
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THE HP-38E-ADVANCED
FINANCIAL WITH

PROGRAMMABILITY.
Our first financial programmable.

All thepowerof theHP-37Eanda
lot more Routine and sophisticated

problem solving at the touch of

a key. No programming experience

necessary
IRR and NPV for up to 1980 cash

flows in 20 groups. 2000-

year calendar 5financip!/20

user memories. Up to 99

program lines.

ONL Y $108
suggested price S 120

SERIES E ACCESSORIES AND SOFTWARE ARE ALSO AVAILABLE
VISA. MASTER CHARGE. AND AMERICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED

at the calculator store

THE HP-37E- BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT.

Your best choice for basic

business and finance Has ournew

"cash flow sign convention" lor

intuitive problem solving. Handles

PV, PMT and FV simultaneously.

Calculates, discounts. %. mark-ups

and amortization schedules Stat-

istics. 5 financial/7 user memories.

0/V/.V$67
suggested price $75

UNIVERSITY STORE
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Minutemen drop fifth straight
Bv^ALTCHERNIAK
Collegian Staff

All American forward Sly Williams
scored 17 points and grabbed 15 rebounds
last night as the University of Rhode Island

Rams fought off a stingy UMass team, 68-

63 last night before the largest crowd in the
Cage this season

Wi'liams, who sat out much of the
second half with four personal fouls, led all

first half scorers with 1 1 p>oints as the Rams
battled UMass and took their first lead with

2 19 left in the half

UMass jumped off to a quick 4 lead on
baskets by Len Kohlhaas and Mark
Haymore, before URI's Jimmy Wright hit

on two free throws to make it 4-2. The
Minutemen jumped out to an 8 2 lead as

captain Eric Williams canned a jump from
the corner and then came back down and
drive past the URI zone for a reverse layup.

Sly Williams banked in a pretty side

lumper with 938 to play in the half to knot
the score at 16 16, and the two teams
traded baskets for seven minutes before

Wright hit one of two free throws with 2:19

remaining to give the Rams a 27 26
edge their first lead of the game and a

lead they never relinquished The Rams
converted seven of eight free throws over

the next two minutes, and went into the

locker room with a 34 27 halftime lead

URI opened up their biggest lead of the

night when guard Nick Johnson tossed in a

long lumper to up the margin to 49 34, but

Brad Johnson made an impressive block

and fed Billy Morrison for a breakaway laup

and the Minutemen began yet another

surge
With 7 45 rematnir>g in the game. Len

Kohlhaas missed the front end of a orte

and-one. but Mark Haymore. whoequaNed
his season high with 17 rebounds, grabbed
the ball, latd it in ar»d converted a three

point play to cut the lead to 56-47

.

Kohlhass cut the lead to six potnts wf>en

he converted a one-and-one with 5:17 to

play to make it 59-53, but Jimmy Wright
countered with a quick hoop for the Rams.
A three point play by center Irv Chatman
upped the lead to 65 55, before the

Minutemen began their final rally, as
Williams hit two free throws.

Haymore dropped in a little jumper in the

land, and then Tom Witkos fed Williams

with a beautiful pass on the fast break to

cut the lead to 65 61 and bring the Cage
crowd of 3500 roaring to its feet.

But Sly Williams was fouled with 1:07

left, and calmly sank two free throws to ice

the win and hand the Minutemen their fifth

consecutive defeat.

The crowd began filing out with 17

seconds left, but quickly returned as both
benches cleared following a UMass foul

with 01 showing on the clock. Luckily, a

brawl was avoided by both sides.

Eric Williams led all scorers, as the

UMass captain tallied a career high 22

points Mark Haymore added 15 for the

Minutemen, while Sly Williams scored 17

to lead URI and was followed by Nick

Johnson and Irv Chatman, who each
notched 14

URI s Sly Williams and Nick Johnson
were named as co Collegian Players of the

Game. The vcitory lifts the Rams, who are

ranked first m New England, to a record of

19 5. while UMass falls to 5 14

UMASS (63) Brad Johnson 13 5; Tom
Witkos 113: Marc Roberts 0-0-0; BiN

Morrison 5 10; Eric Williams 6 10-22;

Mike Gramnnel 0^0 0; Mark Haymore 5 5

15; Bob Burton 10 2; Len Kohlhaas 2 2 6;

Jay Stewart 0^0 Totals: 21 21-63. Fouled

out Kohlhaas
URI (68) . Nick Johnson 5^4 14; Phil

Kydd 3 0-6; John Nelson 1 5^7; Ed Bed-

narcik 0-0; Jimmy Wright 1 5^7; Ro'dr>d

Houston 10-2; Sly Williams 5 7 17 oitson

De Jesus 0- 1 1 ; Irv Chatman 6-2 14. Totals:

22 24 68. Fouled out Wright.

iAn

orts
Babson ices skaters
By MARK MARCHAND
CoMegmn Staff

WELLESLEY - A power play goal by
Mark R«yrK>tds only 7:51 into the game was
all Babson College r>eeded here last night at

the Beavers went on to shtst out the UMass
hockey team with a 6-0 blanking.

In a game stopped numerous times for

in)uries, defer>se was the key as the Babson
b(ue-lir>ers continuaHy stymied a stror>g

Minuteman offense led by Joe Milan, Mark
Ferragammo, ar>d Bill Estes.

In ttie first period it was all UMass as the

Minuterr>en forechecked well and bottled

up the Beavers in their er>d for most of tf>e

period. The only goal Babson needed came
when UMass' Jack Heslin was off for

holding at 7:45. it was tt>e Beaver's second
power play of the period and they didn't

waste any time as Reynolds poked the puck

past a sprawled Minuteman netmirxler,

Casey Scavone, only 11 seconds after the

call. The goal came after the freshman net-

minder had made two initial stops on the

strong Babson pKJwer play. That was the

only Minuteman mistake in an otherwise

strong p>eriod.

In the second frame, the nrH)mentum

definitely shifted, as a goal by Foley, and a

power play goal by Charlie Ryan was how
the scoring went against the new UMass
goalie, Jeff Moore. Moore was cleanly

beaten on two of the goals but reacted slow

on Ackerly's goal wf>en the junior center

skated behind the net and tucked tf>e puck

home before Moore could cross the crease

and cover the far post. The Minutenrven had

several chances to score in that second

period but just couldn't cash ir; even on

two power plays. Several times the

Minutemen set up good scoring oppor-

tunities only to be denied by Beaver net-

minder Gary Whear.
In tf>e third, it was nx>re of the same as

Babson scored twice more to bring the

score to 6-0 wf>ere it remarried. Goals by

Jim Merlin and Jim Fitzgerald put the icing

on the cake as UMass never really threaten

ed in this period. This was especially evi-

dent on the Minutemen power plays which

never really got untracked.

"I just don't know what happened,"

related UMass coach Jack Canniff after the

contest. "They play this rink well and were

beating us to the puck."

Williams provides scoring for

top-ranked Ram squad
By STEVEZACK
Collegian Staff

. ^ ^ »„ ,„«
Making his first appearance in the Cage since his freshman season two years ago

Sylvester 'Sly" Williams notched 17 points and hauled down 15 caroms as his URI

team took a 68^63 decision from the Minutemen last night.
, . , ^

The 6'7" is a show in himself, with his avant garde, free wheeling style of play and

his off the court happenings. When one thinks of the sly one, there are remernbrances

of his arrival at URI when he had signed a letter of intent to attend Providence College.

But URI coach Jack Kraft has no guilty conscience when reminoed ot the event, i

don't ever think of it any more. My conscience has been clear from day one. He s a

man wfK> just changed his mind," said Kraft. ^ wui-.

SlyTahw a man of incredible basketball talents. He can^shoot, rebound dnbble.

"I'm an aM-around player. I can score and rebound but I'm also « team player, he sa>d.

TURN TO PAGE 18

Eric Williams (33) goes to the hoop as URI's Irv ChatnrMin tries some come from
behind defense. Williams scored a career high 22 points. (Staff photo by
Sharon Brezinsky).

Bill Tarter

On theroad
Having attained senior status, I'm

confronted with the constant
query -"What are you going to 'do wt>en

you get out?" Unable and unprepared to

deal with the realities of settling down. I

have planr>ed to jump into the car and see

the country, following in tf>e illustrious

P9ths of John Steinbeck and Charles
Kurault. Along the way, in each state, ttiera

are a few sports fantasies to fulfill.

With a road nruip in or>e hand arxl a
baseball glove in other other here is a list of

some sportir>g diversions to see and do.

Starting close toViome in New Englar>d;

Af>4//V£- Hiking the last few miles of the

Appalachian trail (or is it the first.

)

NEW HAMPSHIRE- S\9\QhT\&mg I 'to

grandmother's house we go"), and if you

don't have a grandmother try a little

bobsledding.
CO/VA/fCT/CfyT- Mingling among the

basket cases at Hartford Jai Alai.

RHODE /SZ./4/VD- Sipping some Gin and

Tonics in Newport while watching tfie

yachyting regattas.

Slipping into new york to see Forest Hills

and praying I would get a chance to see

Borg womp McEnroe in straight sets.

PENNS YL VANIA - Finally watching the

Doctah do his "stuff."

INDIANA~Go\ng deaf at the Indianapolis

500.

//./.WO/S- Singing along with the gang at

Comiskey PARK, "Na, Na, Na, Na, Na, Na,

Na, Hey, Hey, Hey, Goodbye."
MICHIGAN -Joinmg the 105,000 other

crazies at the annual Ohio State-Michigan

battle.

W/SCOA/S//V- Shivering in Green Bay
while watching the "Pack Come Back."

MINNESOTA -F\sh\ng each of the 10,000

lakes 'till I catch something.

/OW/4 -Watching an Iowa or Iowa state

wrestling match (NCAA champs 7 straight

years) and trying to find out what they put

in their cereal.

COLORADO- ^ite chickening out from

riding the Wild Water of the Colorado

River, heading for the Rockies for a little

packed powder.
(yr>*A/-Fk)ating on my back for the first

time >Milhout ainMng Nke a stone, in '

Great Salt Lake.

WYOMING Doing a little stargazing at

the top of Devils Tower. Watching . and

waiting . . .

/D-4//0- Try»r>g to throw a frisbee cr^w the

Snake River and watching it land next to

Evel Knievel's Sky Cycle.

C>U/fO/?/V/>4 -Putting on the shadea and

watching the Rose Bowl.
WASHINGTON -Joggirt' along with

Washington State's Henry Bono for about

SO yards.

ARIZONA - Schlumping around the Grand

Canyon on top of my trusty jackass (no-not

my roonrMte)

.

TEXAS - Practicing my 'Hook am Horns

'

and watching how "footbawf" is really

played. Of course I didn't forget the DaHas

Cheerleaders.
OKLAHOMA -Taking a little "pinch

between my cheek and gum " ar>d taking in

a little rodeo.
ARKANSAS' Jak\ng a bath in Hot
Springs National Park where the water

readies 147 degrees F.

NEVADA -Las Vegas -Being lucky

enough to still afford a seat to a cham-
pionship heavyweight fight.

Z.0t//SM/V>4 -Taking off my cap and
watching the Super Bowl in sports' most
impressive cathedral -the Superdome.
ALABAMA -Looking at all the southern

belles. One needs a break from such a

grueling routine.

f/.0/?/b/4- Throwing a little batting

practice to some prospective slugger in

spring training.

GEORGIA -Being a member of "Lee's

Fleas" (Trevino) at the Masters in Augusta.

NORTH CAROLINA -Water Skiing around

Cape Hatteras.

KENTUCKY-BeXXing a winner at the

Kentucky Derby.
M>4/?/Z./4/VD -Watching laCrosse

Kamikaze style. .

NEW JERSEY-Maty/eVtng at the im-

provement of pro soccer in the

Meadowlands. .

And finally, heading home, hopefulty in

time for the 7th game of the World Sariea

at Fenway Park.

SCERA: Where We Came From
Until this year there were two other

offices that worked for and with students;
they were the Student Center for Ed-
ucational Research (SCER) and the
Student Organizing Project (SOP) They
have merged to form the Student Center
for Educational Research and Advocacy,
SCERA.

Students working on issues in areas

of residential, academic, campus-wide,
and off-campus issues are assisted

through SCERA. SCERA serves aa a
' resource back-up to the Senate and its

committee structure Students are en-

couraged to do independent research
projects but are urged to follow up
research through the appropriate com-
mittees to insure action. SCERA assists

students in protecting their nghts and
interests on the campus and in the
community through a coordinated pro-

gram of direct, lobbying, economic de-
velopment, watchdogging. advocacy,
and negotiation. A number of skilled and
experienced full-time staff serve as re-

source persons as well as directly

working with students in each of these
areas.

The Resource Center is a centralized

information source of materials relevant

to educational and social research. Its aim
is to provide student researchers and
campus organizations with a complete
file of educational and social alternatives.

This information has been generated
from university, state, and national levels

to assist in the production of research
projects. Anyone engaged in higher edu-
cation research, organizing, "watchdog-
ging" and other student advocacy work
will find the Center an invaluable

resource.

Incorporated in the Resource Center

is a computer indexed data collection of

all the information to be found in the Re-
source Center files. Over 50 local and
national periodicals are regularly coded in

the computer. Material pertains to both
UMass and national issues around higher

education. All materials are easily access-
ible by the computer.

The Resource Center is available to all

students, staff, and faculty at the Univer-

sity and the Five College area (but prefer-

ence is given to students), and is open
during normal office hours, it is funded by
the Undergraduate Student Government
Association.

Law Making in Massachusetts
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Procsdure of Senate Bills indicated by the black line:

Procedure of House bills indicated was: . . .

(1 ) Senators present petitiona to clerk of Senate. Representatives present petitions to clerk of House. With few exceptionsfthose

which go to the Rules Committee), petitions then go to joint committee after concurrence by both branches. All meetings of commit-

tees are open to the public.

(2) Bills mcy be reoorted in either branch. If reported m Senate they are called "Senate Bills." If in House, "House Bills."

(3) Bills involving expenditure of state or county money, after first reading in Senate, ere referred to Senate Committee on Ways and

Meant or Counties.

(4) Bills affecting state finances or involving expenditure of county money, after first reading in House, are referred to House Com-
mittee on Ways and Means or Counties.

(5) First stage of debate in either branch on the mam question.

(6) All bills must be approved by Committee on Bills in Third Reading of either branch before being read a third time.

(7) Committee of Conference may t>e requested at any stage of a bill if difference anses between the branches.

(8) Bill ready for enactment m both branches.

(9) Govemor may veto bill. Bill may become law without his signature if passed by two-thirds vote in both House and Senate. Bill

becomes law if Governor does not sign it within ten days (legislature still being m session). Govemor may send back bill with amend-

ment recommended. If again enacted, it may not t>e sent back a second time.

All bills affecting the General Laws become law in 90 days. Special bills become law within 30 days, unless bill cames different

provision. Bills containing an emergency preamble become law immediately.

OUT-OF-STATE TUITION INCREASES
The recently nrwndated tuition hike for

out-of-state students is an issue which

concerns the entire UMass community.

SCERA and other involved students have

been researching the effects that a pro-

posed increase from $1650 to an ex-

ected $3350 will have on out-of-state

students and public higher education in

Massachusetts. The University admin-

istration did not even realize the tuition

hike had been passed, let alone its impact

on UMass, until months after the State

Legislature enacted it last July.

This drastic hike originated in the new
formula used to determine the "cost of

education' for students attending

UMass. Under that formula, the cost for

out-of-state tuition will include the total

maintance budget of UMass, i.e. research

stations, medical school. The $3350
figure was developed by the President s

Office and will be voted on at the Board of

Trustees meeting today, February 7th.

ThfrTrustees are presently discussing the

possibility of raising out-of-state grad-

uate tuition, with a vote slated for March,

and have initiated talks on raising in-state

tuition. The out-of-state tuition hike is

only the first step in raising tuition for all

students. And as most students realize

from past articles, an increase in tuition

has no bearing on UMass budget. Tuition

goes into the States General Tax Fund;

the same place that taxes on meals and

cigarettes ^re channeled.

The campus has already begun to feel

the impact of the proposed increases. By

the end of January, out-of-state appl-

ications to UMass had dropped by 62%.

There is no way to determine the number

of current students transferring to other

schools, but a SCERA survey of 450 out-

of-state students stated that over 60%
would leave UMass if tuition were raised

over $3000 a year. Especially hard hit are

juniors, who, with only one year left in

their education, can neither transfer or

afford to stay. Students enrolled in the

Leisure, Women's, and Hotel and Rest-

aurant Management programs. The Uni-

versity Without Walls and the Legal

Studies program will have no place to

transfer.

UMass cannot afford to let the tuition

hike go through; not in monetary costs, or

in the cost to the future of all students.

There are ways to fight it. Representive

James Collins (D-Amherst) has filed

House Bill # 3085 (H3085) to repeal the

changes m the tuition formula. This bill

must have the support of the entire

UMass community. All those who want to

become involved are urged to write to the

Legislators listed below. In-state stu-

dents and parents should contact their

local representatives and senators. There

are plans to attend the February 7th

meeting at the Boston Harbor campus.

Anyone who wants to volunteer for the

SCERA Campus-Wide or Legislative

teams now engaged in lobbying efforts,

please come to the SCERA office, SUB
426, or call 545-0341, ext. 24.

Senator Gerard D'Amico

Senate Chairman of the Joint Committee

on Education

Room 413-E
State House
Boston, MA 02133

Rep. Frank J. Matrango
House Chairman of the Joint Committee

on Education

Room 473-G
State House
Boston, MA 021 33

Senator William M. Bulger

President of the Senate

Room 330
,

State House
Boston, MA 02133

Rep. Thomas McGee
Speaker of the House
Room 356
Boston, MA 02133

Senator John W. Olver

Room 217
State House
Boston, MA 02133

Rep. James G. Collins

Room 473-G
State House
Boston, MA 02133

STUDENT CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND ADVOCACY,
—

422 Student Union Universify of Mcssochusetts Amherst, MA 01003 (413) 5450341



On Beacon Hill:
Th« Massachusetts state legislature

began its new session January 3rd faced

with a full docket of legislative measures
which could directly affect the lives of

some 30.000 students, faculty, and staff

associated with the University of

Massachusetts.
With the political pendulum swinging

back towards fiscal austerity and dim-

inished student involvement in decision-

making, the SCERA Legislative Issues

Team ant-icipates an intense battle over

billsconceming tuition hikes and in-

creased student power.

The Legislative Team has targeted

several key btlls to be "watchdogged
carefuify during this legislative session,

with strong hopes of house and senate

passage.
First on the priority list is a bill H3085,

filed by State Representative James
Collins (D-Amherst) to repeal an ap-

propriations nder passed last year which
mandated a huge tuition increase for out-

of-state students attending UMass.
The Legislative Team will also be

working for passage of several bills

petitioned by UMass students, including

legislation to:

-Expand the UMass Building Auth-
ority to include one undergraduate and
one graduate student (H2536)

-Add a graduate student to the
UMass Board of Trustees (H3239)

—Invoh^e students in the collective
bargaining process (H3358)

Residential Teann To Tackle

Varied Dorm Problems
Last semester the Residential Issues

Team of SCERA worked on many issues

dealing with dorm finances and physical

cornlitions ar»d with student represent-

ation in housing policy decisions. In

pursuir^g these issues, the team has

finished negotiations on a lease for the

deems; surveyed residence haH occu-

pants arul found mar>y structural and

mamter^arKe problems, as well as in-

adequate facilities in all dorms, and

irwestigated the possibility of releasing

$2 5 million currently in excess Uni-

versity reserve and building accounts to

be made available for dorm repairs.

This sen>«ster the Residential Team
will follow the lease through admin-

istrative channels and will present it to

the Board of Trustees for ratification to be

implemented next fall. The Team will also

assist area governments in establishing a

Residential Committee which was ne-

gotiated, along with the lease, m order to

make students voices heard in resident-

ial policy making. Another committee set

up under provisions of the lease is the

Residential Appeals Committee which

will decide appeals and grievances

arising under residential policy. The Team
will also continue its work on the release

of the dorm repair money
One of the mBtor priorities of ttte

Team this semester will be to help dorm
councils become a stronger force m the

day-to-day operation of the University

•r>d to organize dorm councils as ef-

fective and informed representatives of

student r>eeds and opinions.

In addition, the Residential Team is

presently watchdogging the Resdalism

Task Force instituted t>y Vice-Chanceilor

for Student Affairs Oiints Madson The

Task Force, consisting of seventeen

students and twelve administrators, is

examining the vandalism problem from

several different angles • alienatir>g

physical surroundings, frustrations re-

sulting from the size of the University, and
the bad reputation of Zoo-Mass'. Work-
ing from these perspectives, the Task

Force hopes to develop a policy that will

effectively curb vandalism

Students interested in becoming in-

volved with these and other important

dorm issues should contact Kanella

Turner of the Residential Issues Team.
545-0341.

Town of Amherst To Debate

Human Services Cutbacks
Threats of a state cap on municipal

spending. cf>mbined with growing prop-

erty owner unrest over high taxes, have

prompted Amherst town officials to take a

'lard line against increased town ex-

t penditures as the debate over town

f budget priorities for Fiscal Year 1980
^. begins to heat up.
' The Amherst Board of Selectmen.

f
chaired oy Diana Romer. last year issued

guidelines to Town Manager A. Louis

Hayward allowing a spending increase no

larger than 3 5 percent over last years

town budget At the selectmen s January

22nd meeting Hayward brought in a

budget proposal calling for elimination of

funding for eleven "human Service items

including: the North and South Amherst

branch libraries; the North and South

Amherst branch libraries; the North

Amherst School, which houses the

Survival Center and Youth Center, the

positions of Project Planner and Budget

Officer; mental health agency support;

the Conservation Fund; the Fort River

Bikeway project; the town s experimental

recycling program; and several recreation

programs.
The SCERA Town Issues Team, set up

last Fall to study and respond to local

issues affecting UMass students, feels

that the proposed cut-backs will ad-

versely affect the quality of life of many
students who use those town services

earmarked for cuts.

Local housing issues-landlord tenant

disputes, inflated rents. secJnty deposit

defaults by landlords, a ioning bylaw

prohibiting more than four unrelated

persons from living together --constitute

another area of serious problems faced by

UMass students living off-campus Last

Fall, following defeat of a rent control

bylaw by Amherst Town Meeting, the

Town Issues Team joined with local

tenant groups to bring the rent control

issue to a townwide referendum. When
the referendum was defeated. Team
members conducted a detailed analysis

of the voter turnout, intended to help

tenant advocates m organizing future

campaigns to pass an effective rent

control law m Amherst.

Looking ahead to the forthcoming

town election in April and subsequent

Town Meeting, the Town Issues Team
intends to spearhead a drive to register

students to vote for candidates who will

oppose critical human services cuts while

supporting tenants in their fight for rent

control and other housing reforms.

Twelve town -wide offices will be

contested in the election, including two

seats each on the Board of Selectmen.

School Committee, and Jones Library

Board of Trustees; two seats each on the

Housiny Authority and Redevelopment

Authority; and the offices of Town
Moderator and Oliver Smith Will Elector

In addition, more than 80 Town Meeting

Member seats will be up for election in

the town s eight precincts

The Town Issues Team strongly en-

courages students to become involved in

local issues which directly affect them

Concerned^tiidents are urged to contact

Karia Leihowitz or Rich Scire, Room 426.

Student Union Building, 545-0341.

•-Classify coursa/faculty evaluations
as public records (H3244)

Include students on academic de-
partment personnel committees (H3243)

Not far down the road, skirmish lines

will also be forming over priorities for

legislative cutbacks in the Fiscal Year
1980 UMass budget, prompted by "Prop-
osition 1 3" fever as well as a yet-to-t>iB-

fulfilled campaign pledge by Govamor
Edward King to chop $500 million from
the overall state budget this year.

Of equally serious concern are the

forthcoming legislative recommendative
recommendations of the Special Com-
mission on Raorganiztion of Higher
Education--which could drastically alter

the shape, scope, and quality of public

higher education in Massachusetts
The Legislative Team has begun a

concerted effort to interview each of our
1 60 State Representatives and 40 Stata
Senators to record their views on these
critical higher education issues. Interview

results are being integrated into a h*9 on
each legislator, along with data con-
cerning the legislator's background, key
bills sponsored, and voting records on
education and related issues

The success or failure of the Legis-
lative Team's fight for student rights will

dapand-graatly on the support of tha
UMass student body. Concerned stu-

dents willing to volunteer some time to

work with ttia Team should contact John
Brawar or Tim O'Leary. Room 426,
Student Union Building, 545-0341

Rents & Fees Women's Issues

1979 ELECTION CALENDAR FOR THE TOWN OF AMHERST

80 Town Meeting Seats Are Vacant
Seek Town Office

Caucus Call February 13

Town Caucus February 27

Last day to file Town Meeting Member
nomination papers with Town Clerk March 6
Last day to register to vote in Town Election March 14
Town Meeting Warrant closes March 16
Town Election (first Tuesday in April) April 3
Annual Town Meeting (first session begins

April 30on fourth Monday following Town Election

Committees, Boards &
Councils

The University and Faculty have
numerous committees concerned with

issues affecting students. There art

currently thirty-two committees on which
there are student openings. It is im-

perative that students become irwolved in

these committees, that individuals part-

icipate in University policy-making as

representatives of student interests. The
following IS a list of these committees:

Affirmative

CAMPUS-WIDE
Athletic Council

Balanced Transportation Gr Parking

Campus Physical Planning

Fine Arts Council

Health Council

Housing Exemption

Human Subjects Review

LS.O Governing Board

Mass. State Student Association

Meal Ticket Exemption
Multi-Campus Budget B Planning

Parking Appeals Board

Program £r Budget Council

Scholarships b Financial Aid

Space h Calendar

Status of Women

ACADEMIC
Academic Honesty C.A.S.

Academic Matters Council

Academic Priorities

Alumni Board

Arts & Sciences Curriculum

Campus Distnbution Requirement

Discipline Board

Distinguished Teacher Awards

Educational Liason Project Advisory

Extension Council

Foreign Language Requirement

Freshman Year

Library

Rhetoric Board

Teacher Evaluation & Improvement

Information on each committee and

applications for appointment can be

obtained from the Student Senate Office.

Getting involved is well worth the effort.

One gains a sense of how things at the

University are actually run and realizes

that s/he can effect some changes.

In the past, the Affirmative Actior

Office has concentrated on monitoring

compliance with hiring procedures anc

guidelines. Recently, in an effort tr

increase its impact, this office has ax

panded by establTshing a task force tt

advocate programs, services, and aca

demic curricula that advance the interest

of Third World people, women, handi

capped and gay people. This change wa
initiated because this office feels th«

new and wider areas away from th

traditional concepts of monitoring coir

pliance with affirmative action guideline

IS needed.
This office will concentrate it

services to the university community ii

three areas. It will:

1 . Continue to monitor compplianci

with the affirmative action guidelines if

the hinng of professional and studen

positions. If there are problem areas tha°'

are not within the stated guidelines, then

this office will continue to investigate and

take corrective action to rectify such

problems. This office will continue to sit

on search committees for selection of

important positions that are to be filled in

the administration.

2. Initiate and facilitate programs and

events that will support the movements of

discriminated and oppressed peoples.

Our efforts in this area will be aimtd

toward a goal to gam recognition of these

groups and their respective attributes.

3. Develop a workirtq program to

implement a Human/Social Awareness

core requirement This core will affect the

incoming class of freshpersons in the fall

of 1980 and will not add to the existing

number of courses presently required on

the university level. The proposed

characteristic of this core is to take one

requirement from each of the "C" and "D"

cores and shift the requirement to a new
"G" core on Human/Social Awareness.

This allows for a more equitable dis-

tribution of coverage in all the areas:

social science, humanities and Human/
Social Awareness. Extensive work has

already been performed in this area, but

much more work is needed.

Although our final goal is to pass the

"G" core requirement, much work in the

process leading up to its implementation

is needed. This office will seek to develop

new courses and to make existing ones fit

the definition of the Human/Social

Awareness core.

If you are interested in working on any

one of these areas, please stop by room

420 Student Union Building. All it takes is

a few hours a week and credits can be

arranged for independent study/

practicum.

Tha Rents and Fees Team of the

Student Canter for Educational Research

and Advocacy and the Special Committee
on Rents and Fees reviews the Univer-

sity's budget, tuition, rants and fees and

reports its racommandations in to the

Senate. It also investigates the fiscal

policy processes of tha University and

initiates racomendations in the form of

motions to the Senate. This team serves

to represent the student's bast interests

and are a major source of student input to

the University's budgeting procedures.

Each fall the Rents and Fees Comittee

reviews each ar>d every proposal of the

administration to raise fas on campus.

This entsils anslyzing 43 trust funds

watchdogging. auditing, and developing

counter proposals to arry increases in

fees.

Issues of concern this past samastar

include investigating the Athletic Fee an

excess $2.4 milion reserve fund held by

the UMass Building Authority which can

be utilized for dorm renovations and
repairs, the repairs on the Campus Center

Garage, and a prop>osed parking fee

increase scheduled for rtext faH.

The investigation of tha Athletic Fee has

uncovered the fact that the Athletic

Department had been collecting an $8
per student fee to pay off the debt service

on the Stadium bonds since the

Univesrsity enrolled 10.000 students. But

«vhen the student population doubled to

20.000 the department continued to

collect the fee to pay off the debt service,

diverting tha rest of the money into their

own tMi^loat. During the Fee Review
which the Rents and Fees Committee

conducted in December, the Athletic

Department stated they had not in-

creased its fee over the past decade. From
our point of view, they were actually

increasing the fee over the years as the

student population rose and the fee did

not go down.
Another issue we have been involved

with is the 2.4 million in excess funds

held by the UMass Building Authority.

The fund had accumulated from excess

construction and reserve funds which
acccording to the auditing firm Peat.

Marwick, and Mitchell should be made
available for the initial repairs in tha

dorms. These funds would go towards the

repair of over $20 million worth of work
that needs to be done to restore the

cantpus, and it could, in addition, be used

to prevent the proposed $48 residents

hall fee increase slated for 1 979.

This semester the Rents and Fees

Team intends to channel their energies

toward the proposed parking fee increase

and the title nine compliancy by tha

Athletic Department in relation to the

distribution of funding for its programs »%

well as preventing any additional fee

increases. Because of the nature and tha

importance of the work the cominee

encourages any student to join, but

students with interests in accounting,

finance, economics or any other subject

dealing with fiscal matters is more than

welcome. The work will prove to be a

valuable experience t>y turning textt>ook

learning into a practical expenence. The

comittee plays a vital role in direct

student input into the University's

financas.

Campus-Wide Issues

The Csmpus Wide Issues team deals

with a diversity of issues of concern to all

students.lt is comprised ot three students

assisted by professional staff-person

Terry McDonald. It is their job to conduct

research and make themselves available

to students working to improve the

quality of life on campus. The goal of

these efforts is to increase the control

students are capable of exerting over

policies and decisions which determine

the direction the university will follow.

This can be accomplished most readily by

a well-informed and organized student

body. The Campus Wide Team has at its

disposal the information students need to

solve problems that confront them.

Last semester the Campus Wide

Team committed itself to establishing

users councils on campus as a means of

improving the quality of student services.

Users councils provide students an ex-

cellent opportunity to supply input into

the planning, financing, and evaluating of

programs designed to serve their needs.

There are multiple advantages to users

councils including improved staff ac-

countability, increased responsiveness to

changing student needs, and the

aquisition of educational and practical

knowledge unavailable in the classroom.

Becoming involved in a users cour>cil

provides students a chance to do some-

thing truly meaningful and personally

rewarding.

The most successful functioning

users council is the Student Health

Advisory Board. It is officially the voice of

the students in matters relating to Health

Services. Its membership is open to all

students who pay the health fee. and

voting rights are extended to anyone

attending two consecutive meetings. The

Board functions strictly in an advisory

capacity to the Health Sen/ice Director

and staff. Students have found that

meetings are conducted in a spirit of

mutual respect and that their suggestions

are taken quite seriously. The successes

that SHAB has experienced in improving

services encouraged similar attempts in

the Placement Service and Financial Aid

office last semester.

Last semester a small group of

students concerned about student place-

ment needs drew up a constitution for a

Placement Sen/ice Users Council, laying

the groundwork for student involvement

in issues 'related to placement. The

Council now needs people interested in

devoting some energy to insure students

will be heard. Council members would be

responsible for reviewing staff hiring,

handling student grievances, and pro-

viding input into planning and policy

decisions. The goal is for students and

staff to work together in an atmosphere of

sharing to improve the quality of services

for all students.

The Financial Aid Users Council is still

very much in its formative stages.

Students continue to experience frus-

tration dealing with the Financial Aid

Office, and little headway has been made

in involving students in" the operation.

The Campus Wide Team has compiled

information on ways students improve

financial aid process on campuses.

National organizations of students exist

that share information on financial aid

matters. Students can be very instru-

mental in making concrete changes in the

Financial Aid office that would benefit a

majority of students at UMass. Anyone

who would like to get involved in working

on this issue should contact a member of

the Campus Wide team. Team members

would like to share the information they

have and to hear some of your ideas.

The Users Council concept is not

restricted to the places already des-

cribed. It is a very flexible format which

can be molded to fit specific needs. Last

semester a student made a proposal to

start a Users Council consisting of all

media groups on campus. The Campus

Wide team would like to expand councils

into new areas on campus. Anyone who

has suggestions for places where stu-

dents could get involved should stop in

the SCERA office and talk them over with

the staff. The more places students are

able to share their ideas, the more

responsive the University will be to the

needs of students.

The Campus Wide team has in the

past and will continue in the future to

work on improving the conditions of

student employees on campus. Due to the

transitory nature of students, many are

treated unfaidy with little or no recourse.

Of primary concern to student employees

are hiring practices, guaranteed hours,

rehiring, an adequate grievance pro-

cedure, safe work conditions, training,

and a clear description of the job.

Students experience a sense of power-

lessness on the job that nothing less than

a union would solve. Last semester an

effort was made to identify places on

The Women's Issues Team of SCERA
has been expanding rapidly since its est-

ablishment last semester. With one full-

time student coordinator and a few velun-

taars, the Team has begun to deal exclu-

sively with problems that confront

women on the U/Mass-Amherst campus.

The basic goal of the Team is to facilitate

other women's groups in helping them to

combat sexism.

Last semester the group concentrated

on violence against women. In

December, the Team held an open forum

with other students as well as admin-

istrators to share needs, goats, and ideas

and to target specific work projects. They

compiled a list of possible strategies

«vhich ranged from extending night bus

service to lobbying the Senate to stop

supporting RSO groups that show porno-

graphic fHms.

Another task undertaken was a night

excursion to examine the safety of the

campus. The excursion uncovered a

variety of problems. Not only, are many
areas inadequately lit. but many places

are inaccessible to police cars, sra

obstructed by trees, and are not within

shouting distance of t>uildings. Hopefully,

this information will enable us to factually

support our demands for t)etter campus
safety.

The Team has also been working on
Title IX policies, affirmative action and
other women-related issues. One part-

icular proposal was an attempt to have

'sexism awareness courses included in

the University core requirements. Rather

than add more core requirements, these

courses would replace one "C" core and
one "D" coca.

Over intersession, the Women's Isues

Team had developed an initial outline of

tasks for next semester. One of the most
important tasks is to try to assist other

women's groups in formulating a network

to coordinate the efforts of the diverse

services and women-oriented organiza-

tions in the community. A basic problem

of women's groups on campus is the

duplication and overiapping of efforts and
services. With a mechanism for infor-

mation and communication all groups

will ifKrease the effectiveness of tha

feminist community in genera'..

It IS hoped that all students will

contir>e to support the Women's Issues

Team by utilizir>g its resources and by

aiding the Team in its fight against

institutionalized sexism.

Why Not
Join A Team

"A relevant educational practicum,

enhance your undergraduate experience
§t

Legislative Team 3 p.m.

Town Team 4 p.m.

Campus-Wide 4:30 p.m

Academic Team 4 p.m.

Residential Team 5 p.m.

Rents & Fees 4 p.m.

Women's Team 6 p.m.

Affirmative Action 3 p.m.

Tuition 4:30

Resource Center 4 p.m.

Mondays
Mondays
Mondays
Mondays
Mondays
Tuesdays

Wednesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Tuesday

Dukes Room
Dukes Room
426 S.U.

423 S.U.

Dukes Room
423 S.U.

423 S.U.

423 S.U.

423 S.U.

422 S.U.

For Further Information Contact SCERA

Room 422 Student Union 545-0341

campus that were experiencing poor

work conditions. The concept of a

workers grievance council was de-

veloped and will be implemented this

semester. Any student who is exper-

iencing problems at work or who want to

get the grievance council off the ground

should contact the Campus Wide Team.

The grievance council would informally

mediate disputes that students found

they couldn't settle through normal

channels. A grievance council is only part

of larger plans for student involvement in

the workplace.

Since the Campus Wide Team is re-

sponsible for such a broad area, issues

come up on a daily basis that require

attention. A large amount of the Team's

time last semester was spent researching

and organizing opposition to the outof-

state tuition hike. SCERA staff along with

many helpful volunteers devoted count-

less hours working on surveys, collecting

petitions signatures, and organizing

meetings and rallies all in an effort to

keep tuitions from skyrocketing again.

This fight is far from over and will require

the energy of many people over the next

semester to continue the struggle.

Besides the tuition fight, the staff

researched the proposed greenhouse

closing, motorcycle parking on campus,

and a variety of womens issues, including

violence against women. The Campus

Wide Team also did some initial work on

developing a center for alternative

careers to meet the needs of students

interested in social justice. A worksfiop

on community organizing was con-

ducted last semester and more work-

shops are planned for the future. For

those interested in alternative careers,

the resource and counseling center will

be opening hopefully with independent

hinding this semester. This center will be

able to offer students a resource library of

alternative careers and ways to find jobs

in those fields. Anybody who is interested

should contact Mark Wilhelm through the

SCERA office.

This briefly describes some of the

major areas the Campus Wide staff has

been wortiing on. Invariably there are

more issues pending than the staff can

hope to accomplish in one semester.

Therefore they are always looking for

students interested in devoting some

time to do some meaningful work. If any

of these projects interest you or if you

have some ideas of your own you want to

work on stop in at Room 426 S.U.B.

Someone will run over your ideas on ways

to improve university life. If you have

questions or want to just find out more

information stop in anytime or call 545-

0341.



Academic Issues
The work being done by SCERA this

semester is some of the most exciting and
effective ever Students have had a

number of long-standing student gnev-
ances and have lacked an effective

mechanism to make neccessary changes
Thus, the faculty and administration have
been able to monopolize University

decisionmaking

Formerly, the major concerns of the

student body have been non-academic
(housing, social policies and fees). Now.
there seems to be an increased ed-

ucational involvement, particularly re-

flected in academic affairs. The Student
Center for Educational Research and
Advocacy has shifted to back up student
efforts by working on the academic issues
identified by the Student Senate.

Following the identification of a
problem, i.e., what's wrong?, comes an
analysis of the student needs that are not
being met Then alternatives to programs
or policies are formulated and written m
proposal form. These are submitted to the

appropriate governance units for review
and recommendation. SCERA also helps
students "watchdog " University com-
mittees and determine what forthcoming
decisions will affect students. We can
then develop rebuttals and build support
to advance our positions. Other areas

SCERA IS involved in are student rights in

the negotiations between faculty and
administration, and the reorganization

and improvement of the Course and
Teacher Evaluation Guide publication.

The last area is the strengthening of

student/academic roles in departments
by helping to organize departmental
councils and building support for de-
partmental issues.

You, as students can get involved in

any one of these components and
contnbute to the process of effecting
change within the University system. The
SCERA office is located upstairs in tht
Student Union building, room 426, phone
545-034 1

. Please come by to give us your
ideas, have us help you with any aca-
demic issues, or just to talk.

Collective Bargaining Departmental Councils
After more than a year of struggle, the

faculty union (Massachusetts Society of

Professors) has reached as agreement
with the UMass administration and
ratified their contract This contract

defines working conditions, salaries, and
personnel issues As of now, student

input. I e.. CATE. is not recognized by

either of these committees for personnel

and tenure recommendations
Students did gam admittance to

collective bargaining sessions during

recent contract negotiations as ob-

servers, but have no assurance of third

party status in the future Presently there

•re no laws which guarantee student

nghts to invofvement. The Collective

Bargaining Task Force is now working on
a legislative proposal for legal rights of

students in negotiations Along with
third-party status students seek the right

to (I) pre-and post- negotiation with both
parties on clauses, (2) raise questions and
objections during negotiations. (3) call a
caucus, and (4) have counsel present.

Hopefully, this will open the door for

student input into academic and per-

sonnel issues, in addition to the allo-

cation of their tax and tuition payments.
For more information or involvement

in research, contact Bette Roth at SCERA.

What is a department council? It is an
organization of students who are con-

cerned with and want to become involved

in, the issues and operation of their

department, and who want to become
more familiar with their academic field.

What can these councils do? They can
discuss and get involved m the planning

of degree requirements, course require-

ments, curriculum changes, class sizes.

the advising system: air student griev-

ances, become involved in departmental

personnel and executive committees;
develop projects, trips, lectures, sem-
inars; air their concerns and problenru

Tenure
Tenure is an issue of vast importance

to students and faculty alike, as it lies at

the heart of the* teaching system of this

University If granted tenure, professors

can remain at this school for the rest of

their career regardless of the quality of

their leaching It denied tenure, a pro-

fessor must leave no matter how well

s/he teaches m our classrooms SCERA is

working on increasing student input into

this decision-making process through
attempting to establish student member-
ships on the departmental personnel
committees, which review and grant or

deny tenure to faculty We have sub-

mitted a proposal to the Faculty Senate to

establish one undergraduate student
position on each departmental personnel
committee on campus

in order to guarantee student input

into the review process for hiring, merit,

and tenure decisions, we are also

developing guidelines for the use of

student evaluations by departments in

.reviewing professors teaching effectiv-

eness
For information on the progress of

this work, contact Fred Donovan.

with the facuHy. In short, they can
become an integral part of the decision-
making process of their department. Why
are these councils important? They are a
means of working towards gaining a
voice in the running of their department
so that we will have more control over our
education. SCERA has been working on
organizing new councils and strength-
ening existing ones. This semester we
will push even harder to form more
councils and get existing ones involved in

their departmental decision-making
processes. Your by SCERA. Join or help
start a council We can help.

Special Programs

The University currently offers

eighteen Special Programs. The service

programs aid students who might not
otherwise be able to attend the Uni-
versity, and the academic programs draw
students interested in non-traditional

curricula. Th« programs offer traditional

students the opportunities to gain ad-

ditional eKperiences in learning and
enhance their undergraduate careers.

A proposal by the Head of Special
Programs was submitted to the Faculty

Senate in June. 1978. It recommended
the establishment of a School of Special
Programs with its own dean. A Faculty

Senate committee decided that the
proposal did not deal effectively with the
problems of status, administration and
personnel policy of Special Programs. It

has been suggested that a new com-
mittee composed of Faculty Senate
members and Special Programs staff and
students be set up to work on this high
priority issue.

For further information and opport-
unity for improving the status of Special

Programs, contact Peggy Schader at

SCERA

Language And Rhetoric ^ . n ^^^ ^
. Grievance Procedure

Requirements
Academic Advising Add/Drop Pass/Fail

Many students are also unhappy with

the University language and rhetoric

requirements They feel that they should

not have to take a foreign language if it

does not pertain to their major. The

University, however, sees two years (or

the equivalent) of a language as a

necessary component of a college ed-

ucation. Courses in rhetoric are viewed

similarly. Students may attempt to pass

exemptiori examinations in either of

these areas but are otherwise unable to

get out of the requirements. People at

SCERA are investigating alternative

policies and will be proposing innova-

tions in the present system. For instance,

a proposal to offer sign language as an

alternative way to fill the foreign language

requirement has been written.

Come to SCERA to give advice, assist

on resolving these issues,and become
involved. Contact Mark Goldstein.

If a student has an academic dispute

there is presently no authorized gnev-

.ance procedure for undergraduates which

s/he/ can utilize. There is a critical need

for an eqquitable campus-wide student

grievance policy where students can

appeal grades, challenge departmental

requirements, complain about cases of

inaccurate advising, unavailable profes-

sors or courses, rascist and sexist bias in

the classroom, and difficulty with pro-

fessors about making up missed exams or

paper deadlines.

During fall semester '78, SCERA
surveyed students feelings over the lack

of a formalized procedure and collab-

orated with faculty to draft and implement

a proposal for a working grievance

procedure. This policy can be initiated

only if students show a need and support

It.

If you want to be able to file a

grievance and get results, contact Leslie

Greenberg at SCERA.

The present academic counseling

system at UMass is not providing ad-

equate advising services to students. It

has a high student to advisor ratio, is

inconsistent, disparate, impersonal and
generally inadequate. It simply does not

meet students', needs. As a result.

CASIAC have not been able to obtain

departmental counseling.

Long-overdue changes in the pre-

sent system must overcome adverse

attitudes of faculty and departments and

lack of funding. From CASIAC and choice

of department to departmental choice of

curnculum and career planning a coun-

seling program that continues to benefit

students throughout their University.

For further information and opport-

unities for participation in changing the

system, contact Nancy Bronstein at

SCERA.

Because there was dissatisfaction

among students with University policy

concerning Add/Drop and Pass /Fail

deadlines, proposals were submitted to

the Faculty Senate at the beginning of Fall

Semester 1978. In preparing the pro-

posals SCERA staff interviewed faculty,

surveyed studentss, and examined former
UMass academic policies as well as poli-

cies at other institutions. As a result of

student negotiations the extension of the

Add/Drop from two to four weeks was
approved by the Academic Matters
Council and will be presented to the

Faculty Senate for approval on February
15th. A similar proposal for extension of

the Pass/ Fail option deadline was not ap-

proved. Though this policy changes was
supported by many students, was sup-
ported by many students, some profes-

sors felt that the original intention of the

Pass/Fail policy was to explore various

courses and not simply to receive credits

for a minimum of work.
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Trustees hike out-of-state tuition
ByMARKLECCESE
Collegian Staff
BOS TOA/ The UMass Board of Trustees

voted here yesterday to more than double
out of-state tuition, but the board's chair
man said the increase may not be final.
Chairman Joseph P. Healey said the in-

create was passed to bring non-resident
tuition up to the level mandated by the
state legislature last June, when a rider was

attached to the Education Appropriations
Act, changing the formula used to deter
mine out of state tuition.

A bill to repeal that rider will be voted on
the legislature Feb. 28, and Healey said if

the repeal passes, the board would "take a
new look" at the inaease. The repeal bill

was filed by state Rep. James G. Collins (D-
Amherst).
The rider imposed a formula for determin-

Local fight brewing
on new drinlcinq limit

By JEANNEMOONEY
Collegian Staff

Area liquor salespeople and students are

organizing to amend and oppose yester-

day's legislative recommendation to raise

the drinking age to 1 9 and eventually to 21

.

The recommendation, approved by the
Government Regulatiorts Committee by a
9-4 nr^rgjn, proposes an immediate hike to

19 and a six-month delay before the
minimum age becomes 21

.

Tlie bill does allow 18 year-olds to work
in warehouses and in restaurants that are

predominantly food establishments. It also

increases the penalty for procuring alcohol

to minors from $300 to $500 and relieves

the bartenders of responsibility of a phony
identification is presented.

Bar owners from Amherst and across
the state met Monday afternoon at the
Marriott Hotel in Boston to debate the
moril and financial aspects of the
legislation.

Bradford Parker, owr>er of the Village Inn

(The Drake) said the group was fighting to

prevent a raise to 21 but had reconciled to

the fact it would be raised to 19. He said he
is in favor of an off-premise drinking
proposal making it legal to buy liquor in a
bar or restaurant. He feels that on-premise
drinking is more controlled.

Mark Scyocurka, manager of Poor
Richards III, said he is trying to get petitions

to oppose the recommendation.
Scyocurka said he would like to see the

drinking age raised to 19 to get the alcohol

out of the high schools, but he said it will

not prevent the traffic accidents or the
many incidents of vandalism.

"I'd hate to be a head of residence in

Southwest," Scyocurka said. He said that
if he were a student, he'd go crazy sitting in

his room on a Saturday night unable to see
entertainment in a club. 'Gerald R. Jolly,

manager of The Pub, said he would try and
fight the recommendation. If raised to 21,
Jolly said he would reduce the work crews,
revamp the entertainment to suit an older
crowd and have longer hours for serving
food.

Sandra C. Sojka, manager and owner of

Stadium Liquors, said raising the drinking

age would promote drinking in cars,
making it more difficult to control by police.

William M. Harris, director of the
Campus Center, said, "A great deal of

opportunities to socialize will be lost." He

TURN TO PAGE 4

Raise in drinicingage
stuns students, iiberais
By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

With State Governor Ed King looking over

its shoulder. The Legislature's Government
Relations Committee has stunned students
and liberal legislators this week with it's

severe, abrupt recommendations to raise

the drinking age to 21 in six months.

News analysis

The committee yesterday approved a bill

that will raise the age to 19 when it is passed

by the legislature and signed by Gov. King,

its strongest proponent. The drinking age

will then be raised to 21 six months later.

Students and some legislators who
testified at public hearings on the bill Tues-

day were outraged at the way the bill was be-

ing, as one legislator put it, "railroaded

through."
Student Government Association co-

president Herbert Tyson questioned whether
the "democratic process was at work," at

the hearings. A Holy Cross College student

leader blasted the committee for their ob-

vious disconcern with the testimony from
those speakers against the raise.

The drinking age proposal is being used as
a political football. Legislators who are op-
posed to the raise such as Sen. John Olver,
(D-Amherst), Rep. James Collins,
(D-Amherst), and Rep. Richard Roche,
(D Springfield) are dismayed at the bill's

unusually swift passage through the commit-
tee and the drive to get it passed.
The bill is expected to receive a "rubber

stamp" approval from the House Ways and
Means committee later this week and will

move on to the House floor on Monday. It

will move quickly to the Senate after House
approval and could be signed into law within
2 weeks.

"The governor made a lot of promises in

the campaign and he hasn't delivered on one
yet." said Rep. Barney Frank (D-Boston),
explaining the bill's swift movement. "He
needs this one," Frank said.

"My guess is the governor needs a
political victory," said Rep. Decas,
(R-Wareham), a Regulations committee
member.

TURN TO PAGE 4

ing out-of-state tuition that may more than
double, and possibly triple, the non-
resident rate by next fall. In the past, tuition
has been set solely by the board of trustees.
The increase passed yesterday by the

trustees calls for non-resident tuition to be
upped by $600 in each of thd next three
years. Now set at $1500 for both the
Boston and Amherst campuses, the in-

crease would set out ot state tuition at

$2,150 in fall, 1979, $2,750 in fall, 1980, and
$3,350 in fall, 1981.
The trustee vote was 20-2. Voting against

was trustee James 8 Krumsick and Amherst
student trustee Herbert L. Tyson.
Haskell l^assler, a member of the board's

Student Affairs Committee which propos-
ed the increase, said the increase will be
reconsidered by the trustees "as soon as
the governor signs the repeal

.

"

Kassler said the increase voted yesterday
attempts to balance the legislative mandate
with our obligation as trustees and our
obligations to the state at large and to the
students.

"The intent of the legislation is quite clear,

and we are obliged to respond, " Kassler
said.

UMass President David C, Knapp said the
increase was passed because "there is little

chance of repeal without some indication
(to the legislature) wftat trustee policy will

be."

Healey also said he has received indica
tions from several legislators including the
rider's sponsor. Rep. Jonathan Healey, (R-
Charlemont) that the repeal will pass.
Seventy UMass Boston out of state and

foreign students marched into the board's
meeting to protest the increase and speak
to the board.

In other maners, me ooard heara a report

from the chairman of the Building and

Grounds Committee, Haskell Kassler, on

Amherst campus Physical Education Dean

David C. Bischoff's proposal to construct

an $8 million, all weather dome over Alum-

ni Stadium on the Amherst campus.

Kassler said Bischoff had reported to the
committee last week, and told the board
the dome proposal would include a 10,000
seat basketball arena, a 10,000 seat hockey
arena, and would call for resurfacing tfie

football field with artificial turf.

Kassler told the board Bischoff's proposal
did not deal with how the dome woukj be

Related Story, p. 3

funded, how the new structure would
receive upkee0 and maintenance funding,
and whether the existing stadium could
support the additional weight of the dome.
The stadium is built on swampland, ac-
cording to Kassler.

A decision on the dome by the committee
will be put off until further studies are done
on alternative proposals and the building
and funding problems, Kassler said.
In other business:

The board voted to extend the Amf>erst
campus Women's Studies program
another five years as recommended by tf>e

faculty senate.

Approved construction of three new ifv

cinerators to be used for biological and
technological wastes, costing a total of
$100,000.

Knapp told the board the search for a
r>€w Amherst chancellor has been narrow-
ed to 10 candidates.
Approved a one for one faculty ex-

change program with the Universite de
Haute Bretagne in Rennes, France.
Uphekj Amhest Chancellor Randolph W

Bronr>ery's denial of tenure to Southwest
master director and English professor
James H. Matlack.
Approved the February graduation list for

the Amherst campus, conferring 948
bachelor's degrees, 244 master's degrees,
and 75 doctoral degrees.
Reappointed Joseph P Healey, president

of the Masachusetts Bay Bank Middlesex
Bank, as its chairman.

«
—

leth Tibbetts and Patty Salamone staff the Campus Center Assistance Desk. It

is a place for all the answers for the Campus Center. (Staff photo by Leo
Fredette)
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considered bv the administration
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China's Vice Premier Tenq Hsiao-ping smiles for the
press yesterday prior to beginning talks with Japan's
Prime Minister Masayoshi Ohira lAP Laserphoto)

WASHING TON iAP\
The Carter administra-

tion is considering forc-

ing gas stations to close

on Sunday as part of a

program to reduce oil

consumption and build

public awareness of the
energy crisis prompted
by instability in Iran.

Energy Secretary
James Schlesinger told

the Senate Energy Com
mittee yesterday the ad-

ministration still hopes
voluntary measures will

be enough, but a
package of mandatory
controls is being studied.

He ruled out the
possibility that gasoline

rationing would be part

of a mandatory conser
vation program.

Saying he has seen no
indication "that the slide

of Iran toward chaos has
been arrested," Schles
inger said the cutoff of

oil from that Mideast
country is forcing the
United States to draw on
reserves to make up part

of the 900,000 barrels a

day once imported from
Iran.

"Unless we are able to
restock for next winter,
our inventories could be
dangerously low," he
said.

The secretary said oil

consumption could be
reduced by more effec

tive uee of new supplies
of natural gas, elimina-
tion of unnecessary driv-

ing and adherence to the

55 miles per hour speed
limit.

Beyond that, he said
several mandatory
measures are being con-
sidered.

"We do not know the
extent to which we
would need to turn to
mandatory measures if,

indeed, they are re-

quired, " said Schles
inger.

He said the administra-

tion IS drawing up a plan

now and "by April 1, we
should have firmly in

mind, within this govern
ment. what we are
prepared to do."

"I think the Sunday
closing may be a

necessary part of the

kind of package we may

have to put together," he
added.

Other possibilities
under consideration are:

-Setting limits on
heating and cooling in

public and commercial
buildings.

Limiting the number
of parking places.

-Barring non essential
lighting such as advertis-

ing signs.
- Pressing for addi-

tional conversions from
oil to coal in power
plants and other in-

dustrial facilities.

Schlesinger said the na-

tion now has a 70-day
supply of oil in reserve.
At the time of the 1973
Arab oil embargo, the
normal reserve was 54
days, he said.

Green's parents ordered arrested

Teng assails US' on Iran

TOKYO \AP\- Chinese Vice Premier Teng Hsiao ping,

fresh from a trip to America, told Japanese leaders

yesterday the United States showed a lack of direction

on Iran and mishandled the crisis there, an official

^TetnTtold former Japinte Premier Take© Fukuda the

United States has shown indecision and that the

United States' handling of the crisis lacks direction

Fukuda s secretary Yoshiro Mori told reporters.

Teng stopped in Japan for two days of talks with

Japanese leaders after his four city tour of the United

States He called on the former premier because Fukuda

was in office when the Chinese Japanese peace and

friendship treaty was signed last year
^ ^ «

The Chinese official toW Fukuda he thought the Rus

sians were already in Iran and that they would surely

beco«TW a destabili/mg influence on the area. Mon said

Angry farmers storm Capitol

WASHINGTON \AP\~ Chilled and weary after their

camp was blanketed by one of the city's worst

snowfalls in years, militant farmers trooped to Congress

yesterday and warmed themselves to the heat of battle

with Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland

Bergland was leered and booed by about 300 farmers

who packed a House Agriculture Committee heanng at

which the secretary reiterated his opposition to mcreas

ing crop price supports and declared that 1978 "in vir

tually every respect . was a good year" for rural

America.

Fiedler to play White House
WASHINGTON \AP\- Boston POps conductor Arthur

Fiedler, known for that orchestra's outdoor concerts,

has been invited to lead another orchestra m a per-

formance on the White House lawn.

The 84 year old maestro was one of four conductors

asked to lead the National Symphony Orchestra on the

Capitol's west lawn this summer.
The series, with concerts scheduled for Memorial Day,

July 4, Aug. 9 and Labor Day, will be the first per-
formance at the Capitol by the 104- member National

Symphony.

PL YMOUTH. Mass
\AP\ - A judge ordered
the arrest yesterday of

Chad Green's parents,

saying the couple had
flouted the dignity of

the court " by fleeing

with their leukemia
stricken son to Mexico.

However, John
Wyman, Chad's court-
appointed lawyer, said

authorities probably will

not be able to force tKe
parents to conr>e bark to

the face the court unlew
they voluntarily re-enter
the United States.

"The court finds there «
probable cause to
believe that the parents
have openly flouted the
dignity of the court and
willfully conducted
themselves in a manner
calculated to hinder the
administration of justice

and to degrade the
court. " Volterra , said in a
statement.

Volterra ordered war-

rants issued to force the

parents to return to court

"to show cause why they

should not be found in

criminal contempt." He
also ordered warrants

issued so he could

sentence them for civil

contempt.

Volterra ordered that

Lietrile doses be stop-

ped because Chad was
being poisoned by
cyanide, one ingredient

of the controversial

substance. Instead, he
ordered them to allow

the tx)y to be given con
ventional chemotherapy
treatnr^nt for his illness.

"I'd say they are im-
rTHir>e from any of this,"

Wyman said. "So long as

they stay there, this is

iust a piece of paper.

Wyman said he was
worried about reports

that Chad had not been
getting court-ordered
chemotherapy treatment
while in Mexico.
"The fair conclusion is

that we are not sure
what is happening, " he
said. "We feel so
helpless about it. We
wish the parents would
do something positive in-

stead of playing the mar-

tyr role."

In Tijuana, an official at

the Laetrile clinic

reported that the family

remained nearby, and
the youngster's condi-

tion was unchanged.

The body of a school bus is upside down and torn

from its chassis after a collision with a freight train

on Chicago's south side yesterday. The bus was

carrying kindergarten pupils. Two were
19 reported injured. (AP Laserphoto).
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Dean quells

big heroin

rumor here
By DOROTHY A CLARK and
CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

"That's an old one. I heard it yesterday,"

Dean of Students William F. Field said

yesterday, ending a days Collegian
investigation into a rumor shrouded by
University staff replies of "no comment."
The rumor, still bouncing off the walls of

dormitory rooms from Sylvan to Southwest
residential area, alleges the existence of a

shipnnent of pure, uncut heroin on campus
Field could not verify whether the claim

had any validity but said "occasionally there

are rumors without any hard facts behind it."'

Director of UMass Security Gerald T.

O'Neil admitted to passing the rumor to

dormitory life director Sally A. Freeman. He
said. '"When you get a rumor like that on
campus you can't ignore it.

""People have got to be aware," he said.

Yes, Freeman said she heard the rurrnir

from O'Neil and passed it on to the
residential area directors, who in turn

notified the heads of residence in their

respective dorms.
UMass police are the "ones who wanted

the word out," Southwest Master Director

James E. Matlack said. He said he notified all

the heads of residence, but didn't know if the

rumor was true.

The Southwest Coolidge tower staff

wanted to notify its residents of the possible

heroin threat, so every mailbox was stuffed

with a grave warning which stated:

URGENT - PLEASE READ

To All Residents:

Word has come to us that a shipment
of purm, uncut tfroin is expected
to come on to campus sometime
today. Be warned that this substance
IS 0Mtr»m0/Y dangerous, possibly

lethal. Please share this information

with your friends. Contact your R. A.

or MR. in the event of an
emergency

.

The Coo/idge Staff

2 6 79

A chemist from the Western Mass. Public
Health department yesterday said "There's a
good chance uncut heroin could be lethal,

especially the white variety."

UMass News Bureau Chief Arthur Clifford

said yesterday he hadn't heard the rumor but
expressed deep concern
Dean Field said he couldn't "give the

rumor any credibility," but could speculate
on how it might have begun Heroin has
been in the news lately, he said, with the
death last week of Sid Vicious, former Sex
Pistols drummer, and three recent heroin-
related deaths in Springfield.

Students shiver in South Amherst, while waiting for buses to take them back to campus. (Staff photo by Leo Fredette)

Boston students protest hike
By BOB HORGAN
Collegian Staff

BOS 7UN - The proposed out of state

tuition increase was met with opposition
here yesterday as 70 UMass Boston students
entered the University Board of Trustees
meeting
The students, carrying signs and shouting

"No tuition hikes," entered the meeting
minutes after it began, and demanded to be
heard.

"Many people feel that foreigners are rich

and come to the U.S. to reap the benefits of

your higher education to get rich," said

Ardeshir Batmanghelidj. a sophorr>ore from
Tehran, Iran.

"The truth is, though, that most of us are

havir>g a tough time as is, and when we
come here, it gets worse," Batmanghelidj
said. "We have to pay tuition and property

and income tax. We cannot, and we will

have to leave."

Michael Letwin, a sophomore from
California, delivered a list of four demands

with which he said he "not only expects, but

demands the board comply."

"We demand that there is no hike for out
of state tuition; that there is no extension of
the residency requirement; that there is no
tuition hike for anyone; and that there is no
difference in tuition' for anyone." Letwin
said.

After Letwin delivered his list of demands,
most of the students marched out of the
meeting shouting. "No tuition hikes."
Afterwards. Letwin said he feels the

trustees are not taking the matter very
seriously, which is what he expected. "The
important thing was the media coverage to

get my people psyched." he said.

Letwin also said the real reason behind the
tuition increase is because "the legislature

wants to get rid of us.

""The other schools around here, such as
Northeastern and BU (Boston University),

see us as competition, so they put pressure
on the legislature to get rid of us," Letwin
said. "Naturally, they can't just close us up,
not after «pcr!Hing over $100 million. So
instead, they'll just raise the tuition out of our

react., so we will have to leave and the place
will just peter out."

He also said the state wants UMass-
Boston closed because "the state feels it has
no commitment to the higher education of
the working class.

"

When asked why he chose to attend
UMass Boston, Letwin said he did so
"'because it"s cheap, and the quality of tf>e

teaching staff here is good compared to
those other schools."

The bill filed by state Rep James G.
Collins (D Amherst) to repeal the legislation
increasing the out of state tuition will be
heard by the state legislature Feb 26. The
Student Center for Educational Research
and Advocacy on the Amherst campus is

coordinating efforts for the next two weeks
with a state-wide media and lobbying
campaign.

A meeting to discuss strategy will be held
tonight at 4:30 in room 164 of the Campus
Center. All interested students, faculty and
staff are invited to attend this meeting.

Attorney cites lease violations
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Possible violations of a new state security

deposit law exist in off-campus housing, ac-

cording to a letter sent to six area landlords

and the State Attorney General by a UMass
official.

UMass Legal Services Attorney Steven
Baunx)hl sent a letter to the Consumer Pro-
tection Divsion of the attorney general's of-

fice citing Brittany Manor, Puffton Village,

Squire Village. Cliffside, Colonial Village and
Presidential apartments with violations of

the law for their use of standardized deduc-
tion rates in charging tenants for damages.

Baumohl said his office began researching
the case last semester when students com-
plained of unreasonably high fees charged
them for damage repairs. He also said he has
requested a full investigation by the Attorney
General's office into the use .of standardized
deduction rates, not in compliance with an
updated security deposit law effective last

September.

Landlords involved in the policy were sent a

letter by the Legal Office which stated "It is

our opinion that the use of a standardaized
deduction scheduled such as yours is

unlawful and constituted an unfair deceptive
consumer practice."

Examples of the deduction rates include:
failure to clean stoves, $25; paint damage
(per wall). $10; missing ice cube trays. $2;
stickers on wall. $5 (each); and failure to

'

clean bathroom. $15.

All area landlords were notified of the
F)Ossible infraction, which Baumohl said con-
flicts with the terms of the updated law,
which states "the landlord must itemize in

precise detail the nature of the damage, the
repairs necessary to correct such damage,
and written evidence, such as estimates,
bills, invoices, or receipts, indicating the ac-
tual or estimated cost."

Baumohl said he would wait to hear froni

the Attorney General's before pursuing ac-
tion, but added he might attempt to get a
court resolution on the matter if students
cited specific deduction violations.

"Valley Women's Voice
to be on campus today

#/

j>nack and a Song. Eric Barman's guitar playing and Steven Nestel's harmonica
accompanient entertained patrons of Earth Foods Restaurant in the Student
Union. (Staff photo by Lisa Watts)

By BRENDA RIZZETTO
Collegian Staff

The Valley Women's Voice, a new
feminist newspaper, is expected to be
distributed on campus today. Cindy Leerer

managing editor said yesterday.

The newspaper was started "because
there is a real need for women's media and
communication and no other paper in the
area does this." Leerer said.

According to Leerer. the newspaper staff

is a collective organization of 10 women
who are students, area residents and
University staff members.
The newspaper is part of The Women's

Media Project, a Recognized Student
Organization and received $662 from the

UMass Undergraduate Student Senate.
Local business advertisements and sub-
scriptions will also help finance the paper.

The staff is limited to women and Leerer

said only articles written by women will be
accepted. The Valley Women's Voice will

feature articles on women's health,
feminism, and childbirth. She also said that

the paper will advocate change in women's
rights and conditions in society.

The newspaper will be distributed to

businesses in the area, the Catalyst
Newsstand in the Student Union and the

UMass Everywoman's Center in Wilder
Hall.

Leerer said the newspaper staff hopes to

reach women in the area with news and
information that affects their lives.

The office of the paper is located in the

Everywomens Center and is expected to be
published monthly.

In the upcoming issues the newspaper
will have extensive in depth coverage of

International Women's Week which is

scheduled for the first week in March.
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* Drinking
CONT, FROM PAGE 1

added that raising the drinking age will

effect the student payroll, forcing underage
bartenders to look elsewhere for jobs.

"Financially, we'll rr»ake an adjustment,"
Harris said. "We are going to hurt, but it

doesn't mean that we'll close down "

Harris said the losses in the Campus Center
Blue Wall will be offset by revenues earned
in the coffee shop and restaurant.

Jack Albeck, chair of the Union Program
Council, said the Student Senate, Union
Program Council and Student Center for
Education Research and Advocacy were in

-kAnaiysis

the stages of planning a rally Friday, in the
Student Union Ballroom to oppose the
recommendation.

Albeck, who is responsible for planning
the Spring Concert, said, "There would be
tremendous difficulty coordinating the
Spring Concert" if the legislation passed.
He said he felt the necessary liquor

license would not be signed by the Amherst
and Hadley selectmen.

Albeck also said all dorm events, Greek
area parties, and total student population
would be greatly effected.

CONT, FROM PAGE 1

Liberals, legislators, alcohol lobbyists,

student groups are now hoping the bill can
be weakened on the floor. Frank, considered

the liberal leader on the Hill, yesterday said
an amendment will definitely be proposed.

'We will probably propose the raise to 19
If we lose then we will probably try for the
'18-on premise' bill," he said.

"That bill would raise the drinking age to
21 at package stores while keeping it at 18 at
restaurants."

Olver, who testified against the raise at the
hearings on Tuesday, yesterday said
students "have to start writing to their

legislator in their hometown."
Olver also said he thought the bill was be

ing pished through quickly "to avoid the real

truth about supposed highway statistics

whioh supposedly indicate the 18 year-old

drinking limit is responsible. Olver testified

that the figures, cited by the governer ar>d
the Registry of Motor Vehicles, are
"deliberately misleading."

Collins, Olver and Frank all agree it will be
an uphill fight to weaken this bill. The com-
mittee, which is made up of mostly conser-
vatives, is obviously working with the
Democratic leadership and the leadership is

trying to save the governor.
What's worse, many legislators are con-

vinced their older constituents, the ones they
think vote most often, want this bill.

As David Barenberg of the Student
Center for Educational Research and Ad-
vocacy, a student government group, said
last night," young people are being made
scapegoats for alcoholism and the
governor," On Beacon Hill, it doesn't nrwt-

ter.
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A Store-full of Ideas
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Next to the Post Office Downtown Amherst
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LEARN

BLUEGRASS BANJO
Learn banjo care and tuning, and study the styles of the

3luegrass greats. Just Die of 97 workshops for Spring 1979.

Expand your personal and/or career skills in a Credit-Free

Workshop this spring. If you are not interested in

academic credit, we have a workshop for you!

Our 97 workshops, under the following catagories,

begin February 26, 1979.

* LANGUAGE AND WRITING
•MUSIC
PERSONAL GROWTH
PHOTOGRAPHY
PLANTS
RED CROSS TRAINING
TEST PREPARATION

* ARTS AND CRAFTS
« ARTS MANAGEMENT
* COMMUNITIES IN ACTION
* DANCE
* EAST/WEST FOUNDATION
* FOREIGN LANGUAGE
« HEALTH AND FITNESS

Plus BARTENDING, READING IMPROVEMENT, BICYCLING,
and a very special seminar on SPACE!

For more information and registration tel. (413) 549-4970

Or stop by room 113 Hasbrouck on the UMass/Amherst campus

THE UNIVERSITY IS AVAILABLE TO YOU
Through the

CREDIT-FREE WORKSHOP PROGRAM
Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

We accept VISA, MASTER CHARGE, and AMERICAN EXPBCSŜ

SGA vote asks state

to let 18-yr, olds drink

At the Information Data Bank, Mary Lynch assists • stu-

dent. (Staff photo by Judy Delfrate)

Info-bank may shorten
long Whitmore lines
fly SERENA RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Have you waited in your last Whitmore
line, thumbed through your last course
description book and reached every busy
signal on campus? If you answered "C, all

of the above," then it's time to turn to the
Information Data Bank.
The new telephone service (545-1565),

working out of the Dean of Students Of
fice, began operation last fall, and already

contains information from over 500 campus
offices, siad its coordinator Ron Corriveiu

yesterday. He said any UMass-related
question can be answered by his staff if

given sufficient time.

"Our task is to eliminate the run-around at

UMass," Corriveau said. "Students can
call one place and get one answer that's

correct."

The bank has been receiving as many as

100 calls a day since the beginning of this

semester, Corriveau said. Typical questions
may be about bus schedules or hours for

recreational facilities.

Corriveau said some of the more bizarre

requests have included where to test bear

meat for trichinosis, how to grow strcwt>er-

ries at home, and how to ir>stall soiar

energy panels. He said the bank has bean
able to answer all these questions, as well

as how to fill out an add-drop form, where
to get a paper typed in Amherst. ar>d in-

formation about Five College library hours
and current college events.

"As soon as you don't know where to

look for something, that's when you shoukl
call us," Corriveau satd

Although the data bank is funded through
the Dean of Student's office and sponsored
by Dean William F. Field, it is entirely stu

dent run. according to David Perlow
Publicity Manager.

Corriveau said before the creation of the

bank last year, it was difficult to obtain in-

formatio.T from any or>e place on campus
"Last semester was a success in everyone's
terms and this semester we are receiving

three times as many calls, " he said.

The bank is working on expanding its

hours to include Saturdays: It is currently

operating 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday
through Thursday, and 8 am. to 5 p.m.

Fridays in room 227 of the Whitmore ad-

ministration building.

By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association last
night voted to ask the Massachusetts State
Legislature Government Regulations Com
mittee to allow 18-year olds to continue to
consume alcohol in bars and restaurants but
ban liquor store purchases to those under 21

.

The vote would act as a compromise solu-
tion to the committee's bill which woi.ld
raise the drinking aye to 19 immediately after

(Muage and to 21 six nwnths later. Student
'^^'^^atf Speaker Brian DeLima said last

DeLirr^ encouraged senators to attend a
rally Friday in the Student Union Ballroom to
lobby for amendment of sections 12 and 14
of Bill 138 proposed by Rep. William Ku/ick
(D-Arlington). Section 12 states 18 year okls
may continue to drink in bars and
restaurants, and section 14 states the
Amherst Board of Selectmen may grant one-
day licenses for University social fuhcttorw.

such as dorm and Greek area parties

Ken Mosakowski, legal issues coordinator
for the Student Center for Educatiorul
Research and Advocacy, said amerKJmant
supporters will go to the State House on
B«acon Hill in Boston Morxtoy to lobby for

•actions 12 and 14.

DeLima said the legiaiator's are wndomng
the 21 drinking age to reduce aicohoi-ralated
accident fatalities of those under 19 and to

filtration of liquor into high schools.

Union Program Council chair Jack Albeck,
however, cited a study made by Rep. John
W. Olver which shows alcohol related

deaths of those under 19 have actually

decreased in the past three years.

The legislators are using the bill "as a
political tool to say they are the saviors of

youth," DeLima said.

Albeck said UMass bars. The Blue Wall
and The Hatch and Poor Richard's bar m
Amherst "would close down if the 21 drink
ing age passes ' He said all University func
tions serving liquor would also cease to exist
if the bill passes.

In other business. David Barenberg, stu
dent director of Student Center for Educa-
tional Research and Advocacy, said he
hopes there will be "a large student
showing" at a legislative public hearing in

Boston February 26. James G. Collins
(D-Amherst) will present his bill repealing an
increase in tuition for out-of state students
at UMass.

Student senator TirTK>thy O'Leary and
head of Collective Bargaining Task Force
Bette Roth yesterday went to the State
House to support a bill they had submitted
last November. The bill would give students
"a legal right to atternj collective bargainir>g

sessions between the Massachusetts Socie-
ty of Professors and the University ad-
ministration." Roth said.

E. Bovenzi ar>d Noel Collins an
nounced their co-candidacy for Student
Governnwnt Association co presidents, as
have Barenberg and Herbert Tyson.

Potreformersseek

to adopt constitution

I

By CAROL YNJ ROBINSON
Collegian Staff

The initial meeting of a UMa» chapter of

The National Organization For The Reform
of Marijuana Laws met last night in Mach-
mer Hall to adopt a constitution and elect

officers

NORML officials said the group concerns
the education of usage and control of

marijuar>a use and abuse. It is a vehicle for

students interested in changing current

laws whether for decriminalization,

legalization, or regulation.

The campus group will not be affiliated

with the national chapter, although they

will share similar goals, according to Scott

Elliot, meeting chairman. Elliot said the

group's goal is to become a Recognized
Student Organization in accordance with

chapter nine of the Student Government
Association bylines Fifteen members were
inducted last night which was only half of
the expected turnout for the group, which
has no membership fee.

Elliot, a UMass graduate student, wfH) is

a memt>er of the group's Western
Massachusetts chapter, said although
NORML missed the deadline for RSO
budget applications, it would still seek to
become a recognized group for the other,
non-financial benefits it would bring.

Future events for the group will be
planned at its second meeting scheduled
for February 19th. The Western
Massachusetts chapter is sponsoring a film

on February 27th in the Campus Center
Auditorium with guest speaker Dick Evans
from that chapter.

X
TIGHTS
&

LEOTARDS

A Store-full of Ideas

Next to the Amherst Post Office

Open 10:00-6:00, Mon.-Sat.

ASK US FOR EXTRA
COLOR PRINTS
BY KODAK

• Made right from your favorite color prints token

with instant or conventional cameras
• Order as many extra prints as you wish

• Ask about KODAK Color

Enlargements, too

Sweet Hearts
for Sweethearts

Day $12.50

the best processing

at discount prices/

Sterling

Silver from

• TOBACCO/CANDY/FILM COUNTER

lb UNIVERSITY STORE

' ni.u

^ IfKUhK'iSii'u
.

) Beautiful heart-felt expressions of love that

{ speak for themselves. Communicating a message
beyond words. Give it to someone special •

for keeps!!

ALMY'S, Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley

o^"*.*. •.^•.•.« *.*.• •.'ffffrtt^
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Around Amherst
Fraternity to host

conference Friday

The UMass chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity this weekend will sponsor a Nor
theast area membership conference, public

relations Director Michael DeMattia an
nounced yesterday.

He said the conference scheduled to begin
Friday night and end Saturday, will include

representatives from schools including the

University of New Hampshire,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the
University of Pennsylvania, Cornell,
Carnegie Mellon, and Seton Hall.

The conference will open with an in

troduciion at the Pi Kappa Alpha house at

418 North Pleasant St Other conference
meetings and seminars will be held in the

Campus Center. Topics will include rushes,

membership, and a keynote address by
UMass Prof. George Ordione will deal with
fraternity management

National executive director of the fraterni

ty Pat HaMeran will also be present. The con
ference will end Saturday night with a dinner
party

IVIeeting tonight
Students interested in joining the

Boltwood Belchertown Project, a Five Col
lege organization in which students
volunteer to work at the Belchertown State
School, can attend an informational meeting
tonight at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room
803

Participating students work three hours
weekly in various social and recreational pro-

grams at the school, a residential facility ser

ving individuals with developmental
disabilities.

Credit is available for students, who can
also participate in related workshops, and
receive orientation and peer supervision,

coordinator Cindy Rogers said.

Ti/son firm sued
The engineering firm of Jackson and

Moreland has not yet decided how it will

respond to a civil suit filed against them
Tuesday by the state Attorney General's
office for the firm's design of a UMass
heating plant according to a firm official

Firm Vice President John Fullerton refused
to comment on the suit or on the con
struction of the UMass Tilson heating plant.

The plant which was built in August 1974
was abandoned later that year after it broke
down completely The state is suing the firm
for $7 million on charge of negligence and
breach of contract
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Slot Editor

Copy Editor

Editorial Layout
Sports Layout
Ad Layout
Head Darkroom Tech

OH c«n«pus daHnfmry

On campua a>»>)T»

Today's Staff

Subscription Rates
USPS 333 220
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Gayle Young

Michael Simons
Dan Guidera
Steve Zack
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Leo Fredetto

•9
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m^ CLOSEOUTS

DELUXE CUFF BOOT
ALL SIZES REG. $90

SALE $4995

LADIES 17" RIDING BOOT
ALL SIZES REG. $102

SALE $4995

16"STITCH BOOT-
LIMITED SIZES REG. $77

SALE $3900

OVER 800 PAIRS ON SALE

Heartfelt Leather
I03N. Pleasant St., Amherst 10-6 Mon.-Sat. 2S3-S13S

SUPERIOR PIZZA
"UMass' Favorite Pizza"

We deliver every day from 5 p.m.
Sundays from 2 p.m.

17 Montague Rd. g
(next to North Amherst Post Office)

549-0626

r CUT AND SAVE

J

Pepperoni
Anchovies
Hamburg
Ham
Sausage
Plain

Onions
Peppers
Onions Peppers
Mushrooms
Salami
2 way Comb.
3 Way Comb.
Super Special

Extra Meat
Extra Cheese

PIZIA
Small
$260
260
260
260
2.60

200
2 10

220
235
260
260
290
320
400

Large
460
460
4.60

ORINDIRS
Whole

4

4

3
4
4
4.

4
4

5.

60
60
70
00
20
.30

60
60
10

550
600

Salami
Meatless
Genova
Meatball

Sausage
Tuna Fish

Ham
Italian

Roast Beef
Ham & Egg
Pepper & Egg
Pastrami

Turkey

$1.95

Half

$1.20
85
10

10

10
240
2
2

10

10

260
230
230
260
2.40

10

35
35
35
45
35
35
60
40
40
60
.35

Large Small
70c 50c
80c 50c

SPAGNITTI
with Sauce
with Meat Balls

with Sausage

$2 00
230
2X

STEAK GRINDIRS

1^

I

i:

,3

s
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Editorlal/Oplnlon
Love Song
of J . Alfred

Kumquat
Grocery shopping is an existential ex-

perience; it poses more questions than

answers. To those of you who have ex

perienced ttte twinge of anxiety I feel

whenever I walk through those automatic

doors; to those whose p>alms sweat when
they walk past the vegetable bins; to those

who find lettuce an impossible concept: to

tl>ose kindred spirits I dedicate this poem.

Th« Love Song of J. Alfred Kumquat

Pmttm fm toot inm youn mym. owe poof.
Ewell never feend dee cheze keke
micke
ine dat eyell. Die eyell ii dee dogg fewd
und de katty Kdder. git awn der boll,

pixiapuas.
•Oanta

Let us go then, you and I,

When the evening is spread out against the

sky
Like crearTKheese on a whole wheat bagel;

Let us go, through certain half deserted
parking lots

To the jars of Mott's
ArnJ the Cmapbeil's soup on well stocked
grocery shelves.

And to the cookies baked by elves:

Supermarket aisles that follow like a
pecuniary argument
Of culinary intent.

To lead you to that overwhelrrung ques-
tion...

Oh do not ask "what is it?"

"If we drink it well only wi22 it."

In the aisles the women come and go.
Talking of boysenberry Jello.

Ar>d indeed there will be time
For the Shoppers who glide among the

aisles

michael Doran

To sriatch an eye-round from an unwatcfi-

edcart
There will be time, there will be time.

To find the cleaner for the bathroom tiles;

There will be time for sniffing and squeez-
ing

And tinrte for all the works and days of

hands
That lift and drop a can of V-8 on the angel

cake
And time for yet a hundred indecisions.

And time for a hundred visions and revi-

sions.

Before deciding which breakfast cereal to

take.

In the aisles the women come and go.

Talking of Boysenberry Jello

And indeed there will be time, to wonder
do I dare?

Time to re shelve the color for the hair,

and pick up the wife a can of Nair.

They will say, "my, how his ha-' is getting

grey."

Do I dare disturb their rasa tabula

by purchasing the Grecian Formula?

And would it have been worth it after all,

after the chicken, the ziti, the vegetable

medley.
Among the radishes, among tafk of Lipton

Tea;
Would it have been worthwhile

To have bitten off the pepperoni with a

smile, I

To have squeezed the creamsheese into a

ball

and rolled it down the aisle towards a

scolding mother?
To say, "Why don't you quit yelling at the

snot.

With mothers like you, it's no wonder they

shoot presidents!"

If she, grabbing her purse, should say,

"Beat it creap, at least I'm not beatin' his

head in."

I grow starved...! grow starved,

I can't wait for the ham to be carved.

I have lingered in the chambers of this

market
By ladies dressed in housecoats red and
Brown
Until the checkout counter finds me, and I

frown.
Michael P. Doran is a Collegian Collum-

nist.

The Inquiring Photographer
by L** Burnett and L*o Fredett*

The Question: If you could design a
course curriculum for Jimmy Carter,

what course would you most want him
to take?

The Answer:

dohmer Cohen
Pete Bohmer, Economics graduate
student— "A course on the crimes of

imperialism ' He talks of 'human rights' but

at the same time he supports qovernrrwnts

around the world (Nicaragua, Iran, South
Korea, and Puerto Rico) that are

responsible for maintaining poverty, on the

one hand, and incredible wealth, on the

other. He's using 'human rights' as a

smokescreen for anti-communism. I don't

think the course would do much good, but

hopefully he would cut off aid to the most
repressive regimes."

Ilene Cohen, Education,
soohbmore — "A Communications

course, so he will learn how to express
himself better and be more honest in what
he says."

Kathy Sullivan, Psycholoov
senior — "A Women's Studies course. I

don't think he's very aware of the problems
women are up against. He should get an
understanding of where women are today
and where they've been in history, and do
something about the way women are
treated on a day to day basis."
Melvin Thomas, assistant cook,
Worcester Dining Commons— "A Food
Science Course. He should realize what
food is doing to the American
system - there's not enough nutritional

value. So much written about food is not

true. He could legislate for better in-

stitutional food."

Ti
Mattern Wysocki

Sullivan Thomas

Meg Mattern, Physical Education,
sanior— " 'Drugs and Society.' It would
make him aware that it's normal to take
drugs, that they have a place in all

societies. Maybe he would legalize

marijuana so people wouldn't get fined."

Jim Wysocki, Storeroom helper - 'How
to make up your mind dealing with interna-

tional affairs. He doesn't seem to make
definite enough decisions. I don't believe a

country should support both sides in war-
selling arms to Arabs and Israelis. He
doesn't have any idea what's good for the

country, militarily."

Letters to the Editor
Cartoon was an

insult to. Khomeini
To the Editor:

77»e people's struggle in Iran continues.

Shahpour Bakhtiar's puppet regime has
the support of the Iranian armed forces

and the United States Government, but

not of the people of Iran. Ayatollah Kho-
meini is forming a provisional government
and so far there has been no visible

resistance from the Bakhtiar regime, but

there is a serious danger of a fascist

military coup. The armed forces in Iran

are trained and equipped by the United

States government and act in its in-

terests.

The interests of the Iranian people and
the U.S. government are fundamentally

opposed. At the same time, the interests

of the American people are the same as

those of the Iranian people. Therefore, it

is extremely important that Americans

learn the facts of the situation in Iran,

especially since the U. S. media
misrepresents the struggle of the Iranian

people.

The cartoon in the editorial pages of

last Monday's edition of the Collegian

was a typical example of this distortion of

the facts. It portrayed Khomeini, the

symobile leader of the Iranian people's

movement, as a dictator comparable to

the fascist Shah. This cartoon was an in-

sult to the courageous struggle being

waged by the Iranian people. The people
will not tolerate any kind of tyranny nor

any kind of foreign domination.

Committee to support the People's
Struggle in Iran

'I thought it stunk'
To the Editor:

/ am writing about the article con-
cernmg the UMass Alternative High
School. I thought it stunk because I was
interviewed and I said a lot more than the

reporter wrote. All he wrote was the bad
things we had said, and he should not
have. I love the school I am at and I would
not trade it for anything. For another
thing, we are not high school dropouts. I

will tell you one thing, we are a lot smarter
than many of the students in regular high
schools!
We are beginning a new semester and

are looking for teachers to teach in our
school. After reading that article many
people wouldn 't want to. I am not looking
for an apology, just a new article that

would say the real story about the school.

Robyn Crawford
Alternative Learning Program

Watch for Joe Quinlan's column,
tomorrow and every Friday on the

Editorial/Opinion page of the Col-

legian.
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TotalEclipse "drink
ready for totaleclipse
fly DA VID L LANGFORD
Associated Press
The two Chinese astronomers who

got drunk 4116 years ago and forgot to
scare off the serpent swallowing the
sun would get a kick out of Russ Cox's
knockout cocktail, the "Total Eclipse "

If the Chinese astronomers, named Hi
and Ho, were still around, they could
be at Cox's bar in Richland, Wash , on
Feb 26. when this country's final total
eclifjse of the century occurs.
Cox, manager of the Hanover House,

invented the "Total Eclipse, " a mixture
of rum, gin, sloe gin and orange juice,
for armchair astronomers who want to
celebrate the first such eclipse visible
in the United States since March 7
1970
Hi and Ho won't be there, of course,

since their names appear in the earliest
surviving written record of a total
eckpse of tlie sun It says they lost their
heads to the royal executioner in 2137
BC for partaking of strong spints and
neglecting to bang drums and shoot ar
rows at the offending serpent, which
the ancient Chinese blamed for an
eclipse of the sun
Americans have more scientific ex-

planations for an eclipse, but sonr>e of
their rituals seem almost as strange
When the moon blocks the view of the

sun, everybody wants a front row seat,
even if means scores will permanantly
damage their eyesight, as 121 did in
1970. by looking directly at the sun.
Thousands are jockeying for a good

position when the moon's shadow
touches land first at 8:12 a.m. at Agate
Beach. Ore

. just west of Portland,
then sweeps a path 180 miles wide up
the Columbia River and across much of
Oregon, Washington, northern Idaho
and North Dakota into Canada. In
other areas of the United States, it will

be seen as only a partial eclipse, of
varying degrees.
For those who want a view above the

clouds, the Seattle Science Center has
chartered an Alaska Airlines 727 jetliner
to take observers - at $115 to $135
each on a champagne flight 40,000
feet above the Columbia River gorge.
A tour.jt agency in Berkeley, Calif ,

has already sold out its 'Moonshadovv
Expeditions," which will leave San
Francisco and Los Angeles on Feb 23
for a resort on Hecia Island off Canada
Ms. Wendy Weaver, the tour cor
dinator, said 60 persons have paid $445
to $475 50 for the trip, but she could
have sold many more tickets

"The response has been
unbelievable," she said "We are
already making plans for next year's
eclipse in Africa."

'Intimate PDQ- Bach'
to play FAC" Tuesday

Professor Peter Schickele comes back to

the UMass Fir»e Arts Center Concert Hall this

Tuesday, Feb 13, for another evening with
"The Intimate PDQ Bach."

Anr>efica's most famous dassical music
satire. "PDQ Bach" is the recently-

lliacovered son of Johann Sebastian Bach
Hit works to be performed at the up>coming
show irKlude "The Toot Suite for Calliope.

Four Har>ds," "Divers Aires" and "The

Notebook for Betty-bue Bach"" ("'a ^roup of

simple piano pieces for simple ponists"').

The concert will also feature "noted
bargain-counter terwr" John Ferrante, who
IS pan of the Serm-Pro Musica Antiqua, and
a slide show on the life and times of PDQ
Bach Such rare instruments as the Worm,
the Snake, the Windbreaker and the Baro
que Calliop>e will be demonstrated.

Tickets are available at the FAC box office

arul Ticketron.

^r ^^^J Liquor Store

Tuborg 12 oz. cans

Miller 12 oz. cans
Miller 12 oz.NR

Molson's Golden Ale Beer
And Regular Ale

1.80 six
6.90 case

6.90 case

2.50 six
9.75 case

Almaden
50.7 oz.
•oz.

Mt. Burgundy
Mt. Claret

Mt. Chianti

Popov Vodka
SO^qts.

Paul Masson champagne
25.4 oz.

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

3.49

4.99

4.99

338 COLLEGE ST.
AMHERST

253-5384
256-8433

Not responsible for typo errors

J

Enter-

tainment

University of Massachus(?tts / Amh«?rsf

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESE^4TS

LIONEL
HAMPTON
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Fridoy, February 9 8 pm

Flhf /«TS CENTER CNCERT K4-L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7 6. 5

UMass students - $5 4 3 Senior citizens and
other students - $6, 5, 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, $45-2511

A New England Ticketron Locations.

Norlhjrrplon

Only Ar** Showing
W*d.-TuM.. F«b. 7 13

•t 7:00 and 0:00

LJnaWertmuler

the end of the world

in ou- usual bed in a

MgMFtJIor
ifoaour

(S GIANCARIO GIANNINI

**
'CANDICE BERGEN

OifecledbvliNAWERIMULLEI^

AREA PREMIERE
Starts FEB 14

INGMAR BERGMAN'S
AUTUMN SONATA

The

Campus Center
atUM

Thurs.

cover $1

Fri. and Sat.

cover $1.50

Hatch Bar

Fri., Feb. 23, 8p.m.
$3 admission

UPCOMING -

AZTEC TWO-STEP

HURS. NIGHT ONLY TO Oak

ADMISSION

^•••••••••••***i^

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

"BRILLIANT" ^^^
Valley Advocate ^

LENNY
a play by Julian Barry with
Live Jazz accompaniment

^ FINAL (3) PERFORMANCES 0.

¥ ^^ Thurs. -Sat. 8 p.m. 7
^ Call 584-3978 for reservations ?

J CITY STUDIO THEATRE ^
J. PcarI St., NoRTkAMproN T

m
^IUCWVCaVSIC

I CINIIiAViAV^ «

RT.5 RIVERDALE RO. WWEST SPRINGFIELDTEL 733 5131 BARCAIM MATINEE oillY-FIRST SHOW S2.00 MASTER CHricE

WHICH IMnr
•VTlOOK'

ItUM

FORCE TEN
Pi;

TK

iqpf

1 T^o • ' e ' * J

OfO«OfC5CaT

MMM

(

rusty nail
JOHNNY WINTER

Thurs., Feb. 8
$5 advance, $6 door

a

Advance tickets
available at all

Ticketron outlets in

eluding Campus-
Center Travel at

UMass

THE RAMONES
Thurs., Feb. 15

$4 advance and door

JAN HAMMER
Sat., Feb. 17

$3.50 door only

JONATHAN EDWARDS
Thurs., Feb. 22

$4 advance and door

DERRINGER
Sunday, Feb. 25

$4.50 advance and door

Sunderland, Moss.
665-4937

24 hour taped message

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
IiZ2Sa3Q3SniIKZEQBH^

5849153 » 1

STARTS FRIDAY

•wtLoosi'

f«* Thtwt Th* Wi#
StMMvn al ins S «6l • 1»

• ALIH R\U
t Im In->4 |H4| iMMir

f- am) S«t •! ITISSOOI 7 X>9«
Sux Ihtu rhu,« atiriStOOllW

u>;.»r-Bii I

STARTS FRIDAY

li<4t rhu>t BvtmiKU Tfutn^t*
S»Mn*n al (TlS&OOi 'OOllOO

"Don ILj

fr> and Sal al I TIS i tfti 7 46 > «S
Su<> thru Thu>* aliriSiOOi*K>u>t ir»u lhu>« atlTlStODlin >u<> tnru irtui* al ITIS i Wl ( ]

Mal>ri»r\ ISal st\ti Sw I <l ? IS I Mat.>i«"» iSai arid Sur> i a> ? 15
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«A DAMNED
~~\

. GOOD MOVIE." I

The Campus
Premiere of

I

i

I

I

I

I

Ull...-OF^ BP.'----^^^ i'M" "" ^KMI» X

IRICHARD PRYCfi • HARVEY KETTEL
! YAPHET KDTTO

I

i

Thursday, Feb. 8

Mahar Auditorium

6, 8, 10 p.m.

Admission $1.50

Collegian' 9

r^ THURSDAYS

2lbrf Night
830 *til I030
Most Drinks and Beer

CIZ

Universttv Of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

BOSTON

POPS
ARTHUR FIEDLER

Conductor

Friday, February 16 8 pm

ERICH KUNZEL, Guest Conductor

PROGRAM: Music of Offenbach, Bizet,
Tchaikovsky, Gould. Bernstein, M. Hamhsh,
Sondheim. Denver- Da noff. Beethover-Murphy

.

Tickets now on sale. General Public $8, 7, 6.

UMass Students and Senior Citizens $7, 6, 5.

FINE /mS CENfER CNCERT HKL
Fine Arts Center loi Office M F 9 4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locotions.

University ot Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

BOSTON
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

SEIJI OZAWA
Music Dirtctor

Thursday, February 15 8 pm

Verdi- Overture, Mozart- Concerto in A for Clarinet,

Tchaikovsky-i^ym^Aonv No. 6 in B minor.

HAROLD WRIGHT, Qarinet

Tickets now on sale. General Public $8, 7, 6.

UMass Students and Senior Citizens - $7, 6, 5.

Saturday, February 17 8 pm

Brahms-Pf'ano Concerto No. 2 in B flat and

Symphony No. I in C minor.

PETER SERKIN, Pianist.

Tickets now on sale - General Public $8, 7, 6.

UMass Students • $5, 4, 3. Senior Citizens and
Ott)er Students - $7, 6, 5.

FINE >RTS CENFER CNCERT hUL
Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-251

1

A New Enflwirf TkketrM Locations.
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IT'S NOT TOO LATE
New courses through Continuing Ed.

DRAWINC-COMPOSITION-1 04

CERAMIC$-280

Fulfills Core C requirement
Contact Cont. Ed., 549-4970

Brandeis University

JACOB HIATT
INSTITUTE IN ISRAEL
>Mhaf doM tt ofler you?
• a semestef of stmrjy n israei r> the K< terrn

• cxxisev*ork n Enc^ on m© poitcol. economc and
soctd devetocrr^eot of Israel and r» rts longunge
historv and orcNoeoloov

• a strong pro-am of Hetarew language study

• rxxDTtant ntemshf} ocpoii\jrhes r> vxxl >ervfc«

agencies r» jerusdem
• field tffx. study tnps nterv««^ wtlf\ promnerd

israeiB a kttxit; visit

• fWvroc* ad is avoloble

Applcalion dsodbw: Moch 15

Rx htnye> rtormotan see yoir Shjdy

Abroad odMior Of «Mnle

OfKc«o> miBwom'iol f»oqrcyns

%ar«3e« l**(«f«ry

VycatNxn McBKCfHJtettS 0?IS4
(617) 647 242?W

The Brothers of

SIGMA PHI
EPSILON

invite all University
Men to an

OPEN RUSH
Thursday, Feb. 8 at 8:00

Refreshments will be served

N. Pleasant

Tired of Dorms? ,^ >^e pi^HT

Visit us at Sig Ep^7
'^^

For info or rides

Call: 253-9295

nt

up to

50%OPP

ciunrHWAfte
B R I C & YARN

X)3 N. PLEASANT ST AMHERST (413) 256-8810

RESIDENTIAL POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Res.dentidl live in positions available at UMass Amherst

for academic 79 '80 Head of Residence full time position
starting at $7830 annually Assistant Cluster Coordinator
fialf time position at $3600 for 9 months Furnished apart
meni provided (no pet allowed) Qualifications Bachelors
Degree or equiv exp Duties include, administration, pro
y/am design & implementation, counseling.

Request application from Anne Hardy, 213 Berkshire
UMass, Amherst MA 01003 Deadline for receipt of com
pleted application materials March 16 for first recruitment
period May 25 for any additional vacancies
The University of Massachusetts is an Aftirmative

Action /Equal Opportunity employer

VALENTINES CARDS
HEARTS & CANDY

at

A.J. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant Amherst

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
UPJOHN BEGINS WITH YOU

Representatives from the Upjohn Company will be on cam
p«is Tuesday, February 20 to interview in ttie following

area

CHEMISTRY B S M S ct>emists for positions as

chemistry laboratory assistants and laboratory analysts

Why interview with Upjohn?
tni' UpiohP Company is an ernpiov«'*'-f"'i'iiir'ci

pharmacHuiicai chemical firm with cor potati'psearr'i

pfodiiclion headquarters m Kalama/oo Mich^ya" inO

wilt) vaiioiis other chemical pharm.»criiti( iil .hjh' w

(•ir.il .tiifl l.itxti.ilury op«>rnlu>n;. tl«iiMi«ilMMii i»"' •' ' Alt

I l|l|llllll I'll . II tl '.',«• I, ill lllllIlM .III I Hill Ml II. I . •! 1111(11 •villi,

Itlf i|ll ilily III lllr fill lllilll.llllty

Mi-MMii li I'. t|iyf>i .1 tup priiirily twilli liiiM |>i ii I'lil i>l

,al»»;. Of t*';' Sfib 000 b«!inq reiriveslcd in !<•>. .in ii ''.

n^'vi'lopmMiit in ir»/6) Our efforts in sm h imm-. i
I'l

fi'itiiiii |)iMM i-s (:Nr« r>i;ih»*ti«s ,\ Aiiifin-.i ii-ti

HypiM .CM .i1ivil> OisiMSi'S feitilily M«»s<m>. li .mil ( r

<tiov.is<..il.ir OisrMSes are resulting in i.>xienr.>v<' piixlur i

Imc. .inrl oicitiiig new product polnnlial

Wp Ivivi^ over 6 000 employees wo'King m K.ii.iMin-

.•oo j'ul jMott>er 6 000 or so working al othw U S s^lfs

A q'i;at •ri.^iny nt these are professional specMi'Sts ihus

jflord ng .-» stimulating atmosphere tor work ji'cl qiowi''

in .1 miilti disciplined enwiror^ment And allhouoh wo .nc

l.iiily larqr o»if internal |Ob posting system t.'tjtmn.ii

li.unng pr.HV'i'^'' "" ^onr\e areasj .ird tii-riHl >• uoim

UJtf.s »*nivincf^ motiility and growth poiens.il

iipiohn offers excellent salaries ami .i cor i.h'I>im>

si\»> ttenefils package (including life m»»iln.,ii I'lO

iloi'i.i' nsiiiain.p plans! assistaiKe lot i o-n <'u i',

V ,it.v»'' iini I r.hfistr^as Bonus P'ooim'
I' .inal^if to iMterviow pl,«se Ioim.uiI s< h' •

I'u'les'iion.il Heciiiiin (•

Tilt" I 'p|Ol>n ronip.iii»

'1 Port.ige Ho>i(1

K.^l.)ina7oo Ml 490i"

.111.

Financial Aid applications

Available in Room 245,

Whitmore
Ontime Deadline: Feb.

15, 1979
Summer work study

applications also available

in Room 245, Whitmore;
Due March 1. 1979.

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore

S45-ISSS

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

WeV» Got SonwtNng
Ybur Mother Never Tdd You About.

The Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cuttir>g yoi
hair in harmony with the way it grows Sure your ha
eventually grows out. but with a precision haircut
doesn't lose its shape
And because your hair falls naturally into plac<

You vvon t have to keep fussing with it

Now you've got something you can tell yoij

mother about
At Command Performance, we shampoo, prec

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $140f
whether you re a guy or a gal And no appointmenti
are ever necessary
Permanent wav^, colorir^. frosting and condi

tioning, we do it all. but we really shine with th4

precision haircut, and so will you

« ^"^-^^

C^ommand F\i:rfomiaii<

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart
Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

586-0090

WINTER

Savings To:

on latest
fashions

the

HOUS£^

^ i Save an Additional ^l

f 15% OFfjlj

A lone skier looks over snow encrusted trees on

the top of Mt. Raimer on the Massachusetts-New

#

BESTEAnirAUAROUND!
Next time you're hungry for roost

beef, head for Hordees. And

bring a friend and this coupon

along with you. It'll get you

two tender, |uicy, sliced-thin,

piled-high Big Roost Beef

Sandwiches for the price of

one. Once you sink your

teeth into Hordees delicious,

succulent roast beef, you ve

iust got to know you've got the

best eotin' in town, up n' down,

all around. .^0^Mt

t

THE BESTEMINISKCIM:

Hardee's of Hadley

430 Russell Street

Hadley. Mass. Hacdeci Coupon expires February 20, 1979

Four hold up bingo game^

leave one woman dead
OAKLAND. Calif. \AP\-- The cafeteria at St. Louis Ber-

trand Parish school was crowded with elderly bingo

players when four gunmen stalked into the room, an-

nounced a holdup and suddenly opened fire on the ter-

rified group.

Panicked players dove in all directions. When the

shooting was over, one woman was dead and one man

was wounded. The thugs fled empty handed, leaving

behind a scene of panic and death. A pair of eyeglasses,

shattered by bullets, lay on a table.

"It was just awful," said Lydia Raven, a regular at the

church sponsored weekly game.
^ ,. j

It was utter chaos," said Samuel Reeves, who heads

the church bingo committee. "The thing started and

ended in a minute and a half. It was stark confusion and

terror. I never saw anything like it in my life."

Dorothy M. Taylor, 49, of Oakland, died of a gunshot

wound in her back. Henry Hutchinson, 64, was m stable

condition at Kaiser Hospital in Oakland with a bullet

wound in the leg.

Snqwstorm socks Northeast
NEW YORK [AP\ - A major snowstorm socked the big

cities of the industrial Northeast yesterday, snarling

rush hour traffic, closing schools and disrupting air

travel.

The storm, which blanketed much of Dixie and the

mid Atlantic states with up to 10 inches of snow, moved

into the the Northeast almost a year to the day after the

disastrous Blizzard of '78 paralyzed much of the region.

On its way north, the storm dumped up to 10 inches of

snow in Tennessee, eight inches in some parts of

Virginia, and similar accumulations in Maryland and

Delaware.
An ice storm knocked out power in much of South

Carolina and north Georgia.

Washington's National Airport was closed with eight 8

inches of snow expected in downtown areas and 10 in

ches in the suburbs

Schools were closed throughout the region and road

crews were busy in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New
York City.

Next to the Amherst Post Otiice

Open 10 00-6 00 Mon Sal

SHOW YOUR FACE

%

FEBRUARY SPECIALS by SIM

SPECIALS PERMANENTS $19

Hair Cuts $4.50

For M«n. Women & Children

, Walk-ini Welcome or Call SSMSB (Wn Mon -Sat
' m Ruawll St .

Hadley 9 a m -* pm
I

,n«t 10 Walter J of Hadley) ^ * "" ^

1^-

A.

•X-

•X-

X-

•x-

•x-

SALE
X-C Skis, Boots, Poles, Bindings

30% off (40% on some skis)

% Skis from $28.88

* Boots from $17.15

t Complete Packages from under

•x-

•X-

•X-

•X-

¥:

$64

Amherst Cycle Shop
253 Triangle

549-3729

IMorthampton Bicycle

21 Pleasant

586-3810

*

•X-

<x-

l*************************"^

• • • • • I • » * * • • • .•.f/' y/-
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UMass provost search

narrowed down to six
By JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

The campus search committee for a

UMass Amherst Provost is in the process of

notifying six final candidates The list in-

cludes acting Provost Jerimiah M Allen and
the chairman of the campus political science
department, Glen Gordon, the Collegian

learned last night.

Sources also told the Collegian the com-
mitee, composed of six faculty and two
students, is apparently leaning toward Allen

and Gordon, because of so many other ad-

ministrative changes on campus.
Math professor Mary K. Bennet. who

chairs the committee, would not comment
last night The committee is expected to

meet within two weeks to schedule the dates

on which final candidates will be interviewed

by the committee, and other members of the

faculty, UMass administration and student

government.
The other four finalists are Estelle James, of

the State University of New York at Stony
Brook, Charles Neff, of Hilo College m
Hawaii: Irving Weiner, of the University of

Rochester, New York; and William Prokasy,

of the University of Utah at Salt Lake City.

The four outside candidates are faculty

members at their institutions, sources said

The source also said James is favored
among the outsiders.

Sources said there were no blacks and
about five other women among a list of 40
candidates before the search committee
trimmed the selection to six.

Both Allen and Gordon said they have not

been notified of their status m the search pro
cess, during telephone interviews last night

They said their names had been nominated
for the position

UMass President David C Knapp reported

ly has said he wants a permanent provost

named by the end of the spring semester He
has also said he wants a permanent
chancellor the provost's immediate
supervisor chosen to replace Chancellor

Randolph W Bromery. who steps down in-

June. before a provost is named

Allen has been acting provost since

January. 1978, when Bromery fired Paul L.

Puryoar

A Mesa. Ariz., policeman points his gun at Robert Urton. 31, as Urton was
taken into custody by police. He allegedly stabbed a woman at a nearby
construction site (AP Laserphoto).

To place a classified ad, drop by th«

CoMegian office (CC 113) between 8 46 a.m
and 3:46 p m. Monday through Frnlay. or use

our harKly clip and mail form fourxl m most
issues of the CoMegian Classified deedtine w
3 45 p m two days m advance of publication

date

Collegian
Classifieds
^^ .
1 Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c per

hne, five consecutive issues. 40c per line per

day; 30 consecutive issues. 30c per line per

day One lirw is roughly equivalent to 38

characters.

AUDIO

Natural Sound Beck to School Stereo
Sale. JVC JLA20, turntable w/ cartridge.

JVC-Jr561W stereo receiver - 18 watts per

ch. Amb«ent 110 speakers, sale price

$299.95. regular $460. Guarantee: 5 yr.

100% trade- up, alt stereo components
available at lowest prices ar>d with best

guarantees ever offered - on campus
demo -call Dave, 546*5015. Mark.
546-8831.

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of

Bose, SO watt, power cap, John, 546-5990

Volkswagen meets Porsche - 1963 366

1600 motor, rebuilt 8000 miles ago, full ftow

oil system, headers, competition clutch,

balanced dual Zenith 2 barrels, fits right in

a Volks.j)r Porsche $350 or BO 546 6707

2 sporty rims. Fit 13" bras. Exc.

Asking only $25. Gal 54fr«06.

COfKl.

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Audi 100LS, runs

¥vork, $500, neg. Tom, 253-2521. 9>fm

Naad to sail your car> Let experienced

professionals do it for you. Over 180 sold

last year 665 4452.

Florida car -1973 Pontiac Grandville, im

maculate cond. inside & out, PS, PB Vinyl

roof. PW, a/c, asking $1960. make offer"

Must be seen! 666-4462.

Pioneer SX S60 receiver, exc. corvi' , 20

w ch $100, also 1 Kinks ticket- BO.

666^3032^

68 Chevy van, fully carpetiKi, 4 new radiate

& battery. FM/AM, great engine. $1250,

call 666 4971.

BrarMi naw woman's Timberline boots.

8% n>ed 535. were $60. call Leslie,

546-4095.

Mini rafrigarator. like naw. used only 2

semesters. $S5 firm. caH Jon. 6-6622.

Wontan's Frye boots. Used - in good

condition, $35. sue 8. call Jan. 25&8642

Viviur Zoom Lane. 90-230, likT^new,

$ 125, call 546-7501 . keep trying^

Snow tires, E78 14 SB radials, 542^202,

X-country skis, new, 195cm,
Scot - 542^202.

Tired of eating tasteless dining commons
food? Be a housepersor^ at kx:al sorority

arnJ get three honw cooked meals daily.

Mikey likes it' Call Lyrm or Mentha at

549 6076 __^
Needed: Jr. high leader for Sun. evas. 5-7.

Feb. May. Raesonabia compensation. Call

253-5066 in a.m. or 256-8425 in p m.

Houaaboya wanted. Sorority near cam-

pus seeks houseboys for lunch arvJ dinner

kitchen work, in exchange for n^eals Can

SI exemption from university meal plan!

H Mary Ellen at 253 9215.

Seeking persons 18-36 for 2 3 hrs color

vision testing, especially persons with color

vision deficiencies, $2.S0/hr. Call Ms
Greenbaum. Mt Holyoke Coll ,

586-3100

X2066 for appointnr>ent.

ManI WomanI Jobs on cruiseships.

freighters. No experience High pay' See
Europe. Hawaii, Australia. So. America.

Ca. sunrwner' Career SerxJ $3.85 for info to

Saavwrtd. SB Box 61036. Sk^ Ca. 96880 .

INSTRUCTION

Daytona Beach,
Daytorw. all inclsu.

sperKJ spr brk.

Joe. 253 2259.

in

RIDE WANTED

To Spmtifld.. M-F, h/e. 9a.m.. rat. 6p.m..

will share $, 546^9622.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Wantad for Brittany Manor apt.

nonsmoker. ctaan. Call 253-9890.

maie.

Person interested in quiet living to share

apt. in Sunderland on bus route. $120 mo.

ind. utiiibas. move imn>ed., call Patty.

666-4194, eitf>er very early or p.^n^

Woman wanted to share bdrm. in Puffton

apt . $88 per mo., call eves .
549-4797

Qrad student ^ants to share two

bedroom apartment with quiet, non-

afnolur>g considerate female. Good location

on bus route. CaM Sofia. 256-6245, eves

SERVICES

74 Pinto, 4 spd
deck, 36,000 mi.,

549 1445, eves.

, AM/FM
exc, cond.

stereo, tape

. $1500. Call

CALCULATORS

2 calculators. $10 ea., 549^3837. after 6

Leather jacket-new -$50 -call Linda at

546 5563 Also leather women's
boots -size 9 -worn only 4 tinr>es-or^

%y3.

1906 Galaxy SOO. runs good, no nist, tSOO.

call 253 2193.

For sale— women's leather coat, size 9 10,

$110 or BO. caU 549-6406. pleasell!

Guitar lessons— Jim Kimball, formerly

with tf>e Bricker Band, has openings for

new students. 549 1383.

LMT

ENTERTAINMENT FOUND
Don't miss it! The First New York Erotic

Film Festival will be showfi this Friday, Feb.

9th at 3 times-7, 9and 11 at the SUB. Ad
rr>ission is 1 dollar.

Sound system for hire, perfect for cof-

feehouses. discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

Disco Dave Cr D.L. Disco Inc. provides

sound, lights & DJ for your parties -disco,

rock £» oldies. The best at affordable prices.

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567-1715.

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing";

for bookngs anywhere call John, 546-4646.

Found— religious medal

Kathy, 546-4861.

by NOPE, caM

Found — woman's watch
last Wed., call 546^9458.

in Mahar Aud.

Found -long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan-black ir^arkir^gs, 666-4324.

HELP WANTED

Orange backpack containing file of Col-

legian info please return to Collegian of-

fice or call 546 6789.

Lost-K2 810 skis w/ Look N77 bindings,

reward! 546-6626.

Lost— four keys on a leather strap with in-

itials RCH- reward!! Call Bob or Steve at

546^7129.

Lost— female cat. black Er orange w/ green

eyes, in Pufton on Jan. 17, call 253 5960,

reward. _^____
Lost— eyeglasses in brown case, Feb. 1. on

N. Pleasant St.. reward, call 323-6907.

MISCELLANEOUS

Typing -fast, efficient, call Beth.

549^391.

T-shirts silkscraartad. fast sennce, pro-

fessional work, good rates, 256-0478.

Singing valentines delivered anywhere

on campus. Call Jonathan^ 6 9309, eves

AttomayJason R. Rosenthal - low cost

legal representation for UMass community.

Income tax preparation, appointment only.

253^7617.

WANTED

4 Kinks tickata or 2 pairs. 536-7993- Joe .

Convertible car in good running cond.,

will pay up to $750. call 549^1609.

Wanted: one couch/sofa, preferably

opens to bed; price discussed, call

256-8066. ^____
WANTED TO RENT

FOR RENT

Roommate wantad to share 2

twnhse., $115 + util., 665-3282.

1 bdrm. apt. on bus rte.

Richard, 256-6731, eve.

br.

Amherst, $170-^,

One bdrm. apt., avail, immed., bus route,

rent negotiable, call Lisa, 549-5057.

Room for quiet nonsmkng. M, share

kitch., bath Inge.; on bus rt., 4 mi., $105,

2W-7841.

1 rm. in 3 bdrm. Puffton apt

call John$77.50/mo
6965710.

1 rm. in Belchertown on bus rt

on bus rte.,

collect, (617)

323-4782.

Need the comforts of home away from

home^ Local sorority is taking boarders, 3

home cooked meals daily. Say goodbye to

the dorms forever. Call Barbara at

545-016Z

Stuck for a truck to move your stuff?

Check out the best price in town,

Dandelion Trucking, 584-7932!

FOR SALE

TV-20" diag. RCA B & W w/ stand. $30

or BO. Bob, 549-6499, eves.

Student opportunities are available at

Belchertown State School: work study,

practicum, and Boltwood volunteer

placements. The Boltwood Project consists

of 14 social and recreational programs.

Gain practical field experience. For more in-

fo, call 323-6311, ext. 449.

Men! Women! Jobs cruise

ships' freighters, no experience. High pay!

See Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So.

America. Career summer! Send $2.75 for

info to Seaworld, BB Box 61035, Sact., CA
95860.

Be involved with the New England Artist

Festival. Work study positions available.

Clerical assistance needed on this exciting

event. Willingness to type and make phone

calls. 10 15 hrs. p3r week. Call Barb,

545-2013.

Summer work, Box 213, Amherst MA
01002^ _
Addressers wanted immediately! Work
at home no experience necessary ex

cellent pay. Write American Service, 8350

Park Lane, Suite 127, Dallas,JX75g1_
Overseas jobs — summer/year round.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500-$1200 monthly. Expenses

paid. Sightseeing. Free info -write IJC,

Box 4490-WtC, Berkeley, CA 94704.

Comedians wanted for Top of the Cam-

pus amateur comedy hour. Call 549-6000

ext. 634 after 3 p.m.

Earn $600/ $1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope,

Justus Sales, Box 112-C. Ludlow, MA
01056.

Small sorority near campus seeks any

boarders for this semester. Good at-

mosphere, 21 meals/wk., open kitchen,

quiet study. Call Mary Ellen at 253-9215.

$M MONEY $$l

MOTORCYCLES

Must sell 1976 Honda SOO. 12,000 mi.,

runs great, $900 or BO, evenings, 549-1062.

Learn how to nr^ximize your financial aid

package Call 545 3984 on campus.

549 59Q7 off campus, between 5 & 7 p.m.

References available. Try it -it works!

WORK STUDY STUDENTS

PERSONALS

Kinks tickets-3rd row front and center,

$20 each. Call Mike 6-7703.

Aryian wonder dog: my Grm. shep. pup

py needs more attention than I can give

him. Free to deserving home. 586 2564.

Auto repair go sour? Burnt toast under

warranty? If you have a consumer problem

call Consumer Action, 545 0781, 545 0199

M-F 9 8, sponsored by MassPIRG.

General sewing. Fair rates/call 6-8328.

Help! I lost my personal journal in the Cam-

pus Center. Contains invaluable material. If

you finished reading it call 545 2876 and

leave a message for Lisa please. Thanks.

Was it worth it? Found pr. eyeglasses in

blue Pinto 1/27, Brittany Manor. Exchange

for 2 cases of Molson's, respond in this col

umn.

Athletic trainer (freshman preferred), no

experience needed, contact J. Laughnane,

Athletic Injury Care Office, Rm. 9, Boyden,

ext. 5-2866, laundry room, Tues. & Thurs.,

bet. 7 a.m. & noon, contact A. Smith, Rm.

31, Boyden, ext. 5-3836, secretary: gen. of-

fice skills, typing essential. Contact A.

Rufe, Rm. 205, Boyden, ext. 5-2691.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Institute. Free in-

troduction a hypnosis session, greatly im-

prove reading speed, comprehension &
concentration, etc. Wed., Feb. 14, Rm. 804

Campus Center at 7-8:30 h Wed., 21, be

prompt. K.R. Morse, med. prof, hypnotist.

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COD

Are you funny...urbane, pointless? Call

549-6000 ext. 634, Top of the Campus com-

edy hour.

Summer rental Cape Cod, S. Yarmouth,

4 apts. avail., one studio, 2-2 bdrms., and 1

three bdrm. Very close to water. Fully

furn., Mem. Day to Labor Day. Prices from

$1500 to $3000 for season, call (617)

394-6323, evenings and weekends.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS 54 Greek god-
1 Shelf dess
6 Shouts 55 Hindu
Obs weights

11 Youth org 56 Purposive
14 Frighten 58 Tracker
15 Praise 60 Mistress
16 Swedish 63 Pointer

measure 66 Ldg craft

17 Eyelashes 67 Sought ore
Comb form 68 Cobra, e.g.

18 Cooked 69 Letter

slightly 70 Dodge
20 Regard 71 Creed
22 Goose DOWN

genus 1 Resin
23 Row 2 Man's name
25 Dens 3 Flash

28 Girl's name Gordon's
29 Golf term girl

30 English —

:

4 Gram
PI 5 Issue

32 Hindustan 6 Cancel
34 Painted 7 Test

39 Toothless 8 Damage
42 Old galley 9 Ju|ube
43 Sir — 10 Portico

45 Delay 11 Corkwood
46 Case again 12 Hail

49 Asian holi- 13 — Gide
day 19 Pen-and- —

50 Some silver: 21 High note
Abbr 23 Pitch

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Friday s Puul* Solved
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24 Bear cat

26 Dwarf
27 Asterisk

30 Irrigate

31 Grin

33 Business
abbr

35 Eon
36 School ath-

lete

37 Arab chief

38 Hollows
40 Danish

measure
41 Sites

44 Jogged
47 Scrape
48 Oolong,

50 Plover

51 Taut

52 Gladden
53 Edge
55 Net
57 Arrive

59 Mold
61 Stream:

Abbr
62 Collection

64 Piece out

65 Soak

eg.
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Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

a he»o comic sin'p v^

Wkaieirr ka ^f>ei

~ to kArnta r

O \

a
o

/^•^n

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

The Town Line by Joe Carroll

UST THEN
MAYOP .^

4 by Frank Emery

TMRf)

Proiect
Yourself—

Gain Practical
Field Experience

Be a volunteer in the

Boitwood-Belchertown Proiect

informatior I meeting tonight, 7-8:30, CC 803

;or more info call ) 6311 ext. 449

TUTOR WITH N.E.S.

You'll help kids who want it while you get

experience. Stop by Room 428 SUB
(5-0910) or call Paul -545-0845.

Available— 3 cr. Free Transportation

DO IT TODAY
<^«^»»»«»«*lH^\%V^v'^%>'fc%%V^>v»..>vy«^i4.rf«».<«».^.|«>.*W.^«<PT*^« .M ^N/W >lJ<^«t^^^llW^^.^SV«VX\>vvvV
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Advertisement

MEK!, AREYOU
l.n Interested in finding out more about

yourself?

2.D Looking for an exciting social life?

3. D Able to work with people?

4.D Eager to meet some of the most in-

teresting people on campus?
5.n Willing to accept responsibility?

6.D Interested in participating in Homecom-
ing, Wintercarnival, and Greek Week?

7.D Looking for a stimulating academic,

athletic, and social environment? .

S.DTired of being confined to a four-walled

room?
9.D Eager to accept a challenge?

10.D Interested in finding out how you can

combine all of the above to enable you

to get more out of your UMass ex-

perience than you possibly dreamed?

If you answered yes to these questions, then

a fraternity could be for you. Fraternity rush

begins this Sunday, Feb. 11, at 7:00 in the

Cape Cod Lounge. Representatives from

each house will be there to answer ques-

tions. So if you are interested in joining a

fraternity, or merely curious, please come.

FRATERNITY
An idea whose time hos come

.Colle aiarr \^

^ BOOZE
&

BEER
C&C LIQUORS

THE FRIENDLIEST STORE IN TOWN

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091
FREE DEUVERY

RUSSELL'S

Brad Johnson (12) goes high into the air to reject a Nick Johnson (10T

shot during the UMass URI game Tuesday night. The Minutemen fell to

the Rams, 68-63. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs).

18 Main St.

KEGS
$21.00 and up
in-store specials

LIQUORS
253-5441

SCHLITZ LITE
$6.99

12 oz. cans/
bottles

UEBFRAUMILCH
$1.99

23 oz. 10% ale.

by vol.

• Tracksters victorious
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

To the small crowd on hand the best

display of the Minutemen's strength came
1 the 3000 meter run. The maroon lerseyed

;rio of Rich Walls. Kevin McCusker, and

Jerry Pratt, repectively, controlled the

finish line with a 1 , 2, 3 sweep of the event.

All three performers registered personal

records in that event. It was a solid finish,

and a solid victory for the Minutemen track

team

CASE OF BEER
$4.95 and up
12 oz. NR's

ALL IN STORE
BEER SPECIALS
ARE COLD AND
READY TO GO

TIMELY
VALUES
ALL DAY
LONG
Warn SCOTCH
to noon HIGHLANDER
CASSETTES
60 minute

3
BAG

$199

ONE DAY
FRIDAY
FEBRUARYS

SALE STORE HOURS
10 a.m. -12 midnight

REG.
#2.99

mKK. MEMOREX
to 2 p.m. SLANK

120 minute
CASSETTES

3
BAG

$599REG.
Id.79
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2p.m. MEMOREX
to4 p.m. BLANK

90 minute

8-TRACK
TAPES

2
BAG
4Q49
W^^^ »4.99

ONE DAY ONLY!
FRIDAY, FEB. 9

ENTIRE INVENTORY of LPs
698, 798 and 898 SERIES

Blue% Brothers
flncfcabc Full nt Blues

FANTASTIC
SPECIALS

THROUGHOUT
THE STORE

ENTIRE 4pm to

STOCK OF •**"•

SINGLES

59 «

YOUR tp.in.

CHOICE •••»»'"

Buy 4 Max«R
90-m«nute S-tracks

Of

9&^nute LN cassettw
GET STORAGE
BOX FAEE

9.TflACKTAP€8 8 p.m.

AND to

CASSETTES cio«in«

0%
off

MANUFACTURER'S
LIST

ENTIRE STOCK
OF CASSETTES

$t 8-TRACK TAPES

THE LARGEST SELECTION AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES AT...

i^cofd town
VISA MASTER CHARGE

MT. FARMS MALL
HADLEY
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There 's no place likehome
By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

It was as if it were made for the headlines; the prodigal
daughter has returned. Kathy Driscoll has conie home, and
the UMass women's swimming and diving team is pleased she
has.

Driscoll, a second semester freshman from nearby
Florence, joined the UMass divers this January and has been
more than impressive in her first two meets. Driscoll won both
the required and optional diving events easily against Boston
and Springfield Colleges.

Driscoll, who was one of the state's finest high school
divers at Northampton, was originally scheduled to attend
UMass last fall A full scholarship offer to the University of
Northern Illinois changed all that.

I was all set to come to UMass until I got a letter from
Northern Illinois one day, " Driscoll said as she sat in the lobby
of the Boston College sports complex. "They (Northern
Illinois) made it sound so good, but it wasn't."

Most everything at Northern Illinois made Kathy Driscoll
long for home The business school, one of the major reasons
she accepted the scholarship to N.I. , was overcrowded and
she could not be admitted She settled for a semester of liberal
<jrts Primarily, though, Driscoll was disappointed with the
diving program.

They (Northern Illinois) talked up their diving program
much more than it actually was, " Driscoll said with a laugh.
"They said they had a video tape machine and gymnastic rope
and ring system (used in training) They had them all nght.
But when I got there, no one knew how to operate tfwm.

"

Driscoll finished out the semester at N.I. , then transferred
to UMass. She commutes to classes and practice from her
family's home in Florence.

Part of Driscoll's diving success stems from the fact that
she performs dives of unusually high difficulty in her op-
tionals.

'Kathy is not afraid to do a dive, any dive, " said UMass
diving coach Bruce Parsons. "She does dives that men won't
do

'"

Driscoll attributes her high scores, in part, to a change in

her diving style. "Throughout high school, I did all tuck
(position) dives, " she said. "Last spring I began to do all my
dives in pike position."

Driscoll, an attractive, petite brunette, says she seldom
feels pressure. "I do get nervous once in a while," she said.
"Not very often, though; usually just when I'm hitting all my
dives and I want to keep diving well."

Driscoll was expected to do well in the upcoming New
England Championships, possibly even win, but she will
probably not get a chance to prove herself. As a transfer,
Driscoll was required to appeal to the Association of Inter-
Collegiate Athletics for Women for permission to dive in the
New Englands. The A.I.A.W. handed down a ruling Tuesday,
denying Driscoll's appeal

"There's still a remote possibility that they (A.I.A.W.) «mII
let nr>e dive, " Driscoll said Tuesday. "But, I doubt it."

Drfficoll,

possible.

hiding disappointment, was as optimistic as

Well. I'm a freshn^n," Kathy Driscoll said. "I'll be back.

Gymmen beat Big Green
as Cohen wins all-around
By MIKE ESTRADA
CoMfg$an Staff

Led by a winning performarK* in the all

arourvl by junior Frank Cohen, a tired and
•onriawhat iniusred UMass men's gym
nasties team dowr>ed DartnxKith Tuesday
night, 182 15 177 55
It was the first time in his college career

that Cohen, taking up tf>e slack for the in
jured Bob Donahue, has won the all

around, and he is pleased with the increas-
ing consisterKy that has made coach Roy
Johr>son label him as one of this year's ma-
ior improver*.
"Things are starting to come together for
me after a long time, ' said Cof>en. "I'm
happy with tf>e improvements I've made,
but I still have a couple of events that need
alotof work.

'

The gymmen, now 4-2. expected to do
much better than the 182 15 scored at
Hanover, but they were without the ser-
vices of number two all around Bob Lamb
mni top ring man, captain Steve Nunno
Lamb is suffering from a virus and Nunno is

still having problems with the pulled wnst
tendon that enabled him to see only limited
action earlier this season
There were several standouts agair^t

Dartmouth Sophomore Steve Craig hit for
a 9 05 on vault and freshman Ron Silbers
tein gatf>ered an 8 on the rings in a
routine coach Johnson called "probably
the best routine of his life

"

But the Minutemen were not themselves
on this night, despite the improvements
After earning a five point lead after floor
e'ercise (Dave Bueqier was tops with
8 95). UMass lost one point in their weak
pommel horse, and held on for a three
point lead after rings Coach Johnson ad
mitted to being more than a little nervous

after parallel bars, which UMass lost by
three, enabling Dartmouth to climb within
one point

But the Dartmouth high bar routines were
weak and UMass, led by a 8 66 by John
Nelson, won the event 30 80 25 35 to cac
the victory on a meet that shouldn't have
been that close.

"We had no motivation, '" said Stave Nun-
no. who takes over as captain from the in-

jured Donahue, "We just c«.ne off a meet
two days ago.

"

Coach Johnson, not 'iieaning to make ex-
cuses for the degenerated showing of his
squad, expressed some displeasure with a
couple of facilities at Dartmouth. Ac
cording to Johnson, the Dartmouth gym
had no runway for vaulting ar>d the rings
were looser than his team is accustomed
to "That just shows that a good team has
to be able to do it anywhere," Johnson
said In any given meet, the same two
teams are using the same set of equip-
ment"
The gymmen now prepare for tough Navy

this weekend, in a meet that should seethe
return of Lamb and Nunno to the list of
competitors.

ROUTINE RAMBLINGS: Though he is

not able to work out or compete. Bob
Donahue continues to help the team out by
coaching and keeping some statistics . In

six meets the gymmen have scored an
average of 185.3 points, somewhat below
coach Johnson"s personal goal of
190. Sophomore Tim Barry leads in the
team's "Hulk" competition. Instituted by
coach Johnson in the hope of improving
pommel horse scores, the Hulk trophy will

be given to the man who has been most
consistent without major breaks in his

routine.

Trackmen down Dartmouth
By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

Sandwiched between foul calls at last

night's U Mass Rhode Island basketball
game was the announcement of the
UMass Dartmouth indoor track meet
results The trackmen present at the Cage
applauded themselves, as several hours
earlier the team defeated the Big Green at
Hanover, 83 53. It was the Minutemen's
first winter victory after eight setbacks.

"We've had good showings prior to this

meet but it hasn't been visible because of
the strength of the competition we've been
up against, " said head coach Ken O'Brien.

After surrendering all possible points to

Dartmouth in the first two events of the

contest, O'Brien's men proceeded to cop
nine of the next 1 1 events.

Highlighting the UMass stay in the
beautiful indoor facility was the breaking of

two Minutemen school records, and
several personal ones as well. After the 35
lb weight throw and shotput events were
completed, sophomore Bob Martin started

whistling the first notes of a victory march
as he gave UMass its first five points on the
board with a school record time of 3:54.3 in

the 1500 meters. Teammate Steve Mac
Dougall snared the runner up slot, just the
«rqth of a spike behind in the second
pluce. His time was also 3:54.3.

Martin broke the standard he set this

year at the University of Connecticut

Federation meet January 7th After sitting

out eight events to catch his breath, Martin
came back to engineer another 1 2 finish in

the 1000 meters His tinne of 2:31.4 was a
second better than second place finisher
Micky Baugh of UMass.

Baugh and freshman John Kelley
xeroxed the finish of the 1500 in t^e 5oo
meter run. In the fourth event of the af

ternoon, UMass delivered another one-two
punch to the Green as Baugh won in

1:06.2, with Kelley following him into the
tape in second. Kelley 's time of 1:06.3

established a new freshman record for that

distance.

First year man Mike O'Neal became the
second double winner for the Minutemen,
as he led a team sweep of the long jump
while still retaining enough energy to take
the 55 meter dash. His time of 6.4 in the
dash was one tenth of a second ahead of
freshman teammate Bill Oevarney in

second place.

"The dash is a difficult race for a fresh-

man to do well in," said O'Brien. "O'Neal
and Devarney in only their first season have
given us a one two sprint as good as any in

the conference."
In the hurdles, Ed Iwanowitz broke the

eight second barrier and all other com-
petitors with a locking of 7.9. Juriior Bruce
Parsons, who lat^ won the triple jump,
added three second place points to the
Minutemen total with his' time of 8.3.

llegian

orts
Sports Notices

SKI CLASSES—The GPE ski classes with Cummington Farm Ski Area will begin on
Tuaaday, February 13. Those who have pre registered for tfw course but fwve r>ot

signed up for a specific time, please come to the GPE Office, Boyden 224, to sign up
before Monday.

BOWLING CLINIC—The GPE department will sponsor an open bowling clinic for aN

interested persons in the Un versify community on Tuesday, February 13, at 4:00

p.m. in the Boyden bowling alleys. Vesma Grenfields, a top ranked professional

bowler, will be ttie guest lecturer.

Steve Zack

Nothingandsomething
,
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. TURiSi TO RAGE t6

Here's a few tidbits to line the bottom of
your bird cage with.

A constant item among basketball af-

ficianados has been that the Boston
Celtics, holders of the prestigious rights to

Indiana State forward Larry Bird, have until

June 1 to sign the man. But how many of

you realize that the same situation exists

between the Philadelphia 76ers and UMass'
Mark Haymore? ... If the Washington
Bullets signed the fat lady that Dick Motta
worships, imagine the pick you could have
with her and Wes Unseld. The BeHin Wall
should be so sturdy . . . Try to conceive in

your mind the San Antonio Spurs if they

could get hold of the rights to Michigan
State's 6'8" guard Earvin "Magic"
Johnson. With him and George Gervin in

the backcourt, the ball would never make it

to the front line.

I've come to the conclusion that of-

ficiating in the Eastern Eight will always be
at the level of absurdity . . . and speaking of

absurdity, isn't it about time that the Board
of Trustees stopped playing the role of

mighty ruler of the campus and started the
construction of the dome over Alumni
Stadium? The concern should not be with
the cost, but with insuring the already
damaged athletic reputation of UMass.
Suffering most of all is the hockey team,
which must absorb the embarassment of
having to play its games at nearby Amherst
College. With no home rink, and being the
only Division II sport left at this University,

there comes the realization that the team
may be facing extinction.

Basketball is also suffering the effects of
no dome. It takes little insight to realize that
the Cage is hardly an attractive sight to
show a recruit. While it is A "homey"
place and possesses innumerable
memories, in truth it is a miniature version
of the Chicago stockyards.

In order for the basketball team to stand
a chance at handling a top flight player, his
tour of the campus must be timed to
coincide with the season and the university
schedule. Therefore, recruiting can only be
done from September through December,
and February through the eariy days of
March.

If the Board of Trustees is adamant
about not spending the eight million dollars
needed to complete the dome project, then
money should be allocated to refurbish and
update existing athletic sites such as the
Cage before UMass athletics, once held
with the highest esteem in New England,
go the way of the nickle candy bar, into
oblivion.

Worldly wonders department: Why
would the Los Angeles Dodgers want to
sign Yankee reject Andy Messersmith to a
two-year contract? Didn't they learn a
lesson when Messersmith was previously in

their employment? . . . Sifting through all

the hoopla about the Celtics holding the
rights to Larry Bird and three first round
selections in this year's draft comes the
realization that there is no way that the
team can financially afford the foursome in

a sport where the average salary is

$147,000, and first round picks make at

least that and a little more . . . despite what
I had heard about Sly Williams and his

attitudes, I found him quite a pleasant

person to talk to . . . and finally, possibly a

better battle at the URI UMass game than
the Rams and Minutemen was going on
between referee Ed Batagowski and UMass
fan Ed Miller. When Ed the official called a

foul on Umass' Bill Morrison and relayed it

to the scorer's table by saying "22, tip,

tip!," Ed the fan shouted back, "I'll bet

you've tipped a few in your day too!" Ed
the official was not appreciative of the
remark.
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UMass prepares for battle
DRINKING:
Debate on age rise

to begin Monday
By JEANNE MOONEY
Cotlegian Staff

Legislative debate is scheduled to begin
Monday following yesterday's approval
from the House Ways and Means Commit
tee of a measure to raise the drinking age in

Massachusetts to 21
The legislation proposes to raise the drink

ing age immediately to 19 and to 21 m six
months It allows eighteen year-olds to
work in warehouses and restaurants that
prinnanly serve food
The bill increases the penalty of serving

alcohol to minors from $300 to $500 and
removes bartenders from liability if they
serve liquor to someone presenting false

identifications

In response to the legislation, area liquor

merchants met yesterday at the Village Inn
(The Drake) to discuss opposition to it

According to Gerald Jolly, manager of the
Pub, local liquor merchants are suppprting
UMass groups that oppose the bill, such as
the Student Center for Education Research
and Advocacy
The merchants have offered space in their

establishments for posters' opposing the
raise of the drinking age. Jolly said.

Jolly also said the liquor merchants are
trying to encourage other businesses m the

BUDGET:

Where the bill goes noy^...
The drinking age bill recommended by the legislature s Government Relations Com

mittee on Wednesday could be signed into law within two weeks. The bill is being
Rushed swiftly through the legislative process by the Democratic leadership
The bill will be on the floor of the House of Representatives Monday vvhere it should

be hotly debated Amendments to the bill will be proposed and voted on at that time
The HousejMnll eventually vote on a final bill which couW be lesssevere than the onerecommended by the committee
After the bill is voted on in the House (probably by Tuesday at the latest) the exactsame process will be followed on the Senate floor Most opponents to the raise think a

compromise is more likely in the Senate The Senate will probably debate the bill
Wedr>esday or the following Monday at the latest

If there are discrepencies in the two bills proposed by the two chambers then the bill
will go to a "conference committee " composed of leaders of both chambers Thev will
propofe the eventual bill

As soon as a final bill enwrges from the Legislature, Gov. Eduward J King is expected
to sign it into law.

area to contribute money to the opposition.
Mark Scyocurka, manager of Poor

Richards III. said he and other merchants
are in touch with Sen John W Olver (D
Amherst) and Rep James G Collins (D
Amherst I, also opponents of the bill

Scyocurka said he had circulated over 200
petitions in clubs in the Spnngfield area He
also said disc jockeys at Poor Richards III

and the Pub were encouraging clientel to
fight the legislation

While merchants off campus work to op
pose the age hike, officials and students are
trying to accomodate the loss of revenue in

Campus Center activities

Both William Field, dean "of students and
William Harris, Campus Center director,
agree that Campus Center fees will not be
affected if the dnnkmq aqe is raised.

Yet Brian DeLima, speaker of the Student
Senate and Bill Fitzgerald, a member of the
Board of Governors, said the loss of
revenues in Campus Center beverages will

have to be supplemented by an increase in

student fees

Dean Field said, "If we're creative, there
shouldn't be an increase in fees. The Cam-
pus Center has a lot of resources A lot

more revenue might be generated by
movies and live performances "

Field said looking at the Campus Center's
prospect in terms of the Blue Wall's life or
death is a "feebleway of thinking "

With regard to the issuing of one day li

quor licenses. Field said he is processing
applications and warning students, "don't

TURN TO PAGE 11

King tells UMass toput fiscal 1980request
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Gov. Edward J. King has given UMass 10
days to cut its budget request for fiscal year
1980, his office announced yesterday.

But UMass President David C. Knapp
and Amherst campus Chancellor Randolph
W. Bormery both said last night they are
optimistic King can be convinced that most
of the requested budget increase is

necessary to maintain the quality of the
University. "One can only be optimistic,"
said Knapp.

For the past week King has been meeting
with Joseph P. Healey, chairman of the
UMass Board of Trustees, and other of

ficials from the boards of state colleges and
universities, who have also been ordered to

cut their budget requests. The governor's
full state budget for the fiscal year's starting

in July is to be filed with the legislature by
Feb 28.

Kinq said yesterday his goal is "to main
tain a high quality of public higher educa
tion at the lowest possible-tosts "

Although Knapp was not pleased with
the governor's mandate hf? said he had
been expectihq it

' Ive been around
budgets long enough to know how people
will react," he said. In his budget request
cover letter Knapp said an increase was
needed /or inflation, increased faculty

salaries as specified in a contract agreed
upon last semester, and an allowance for

"modest growth" of academic programs
"There is a serious need for support of

academic programs on all campuses,"
Knapp said of his last increase request.
Bromery said the "modest growth" is

simply an attempt to get UMass back up to
the academic levt. it had in 1975, when the
first serious UMass budget cuts began
under former governor Michael S. Dukakis.

King is different from Dukakis according
to Bromery because King is willing to work

with UMass officials to determine cost
cuts. "If reductions have to be made it's

better to cut programs rather than percen
tages," Bromery said. He said he thought
the largest cuts would be in personnel and

TURN TO PAGE 11

PROTEST:

Rally set toprotest

drinkingage rise

By ROB STEIN
Collegian Staff

A rally to organize protest and lobbies in
opposition to the proposed raise in the
drinking age to 21 will be held today at
noon in the Student Union Ballroom.

"We have to take action quickly - people
|ust arent taking it seriously This is the
fastest action I ve ever seen the legislature
take and people have to understand tfwrt
this is a real problem, ' said Ken
Mosakowski. Legislative Issues Coor
dinator for Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy
The primary objectives of the rally are^to

inform the student body of the impact of
the law, to convince them of its reality and
to initiate their involvement in blocking its

approval, said Mosakowski,
Students attending the rally will be asked

to write letters to their legislatures op
posing the bill and will be able to sign up to
travel by bus to Boston to lobby at the
State House, said Mosakowski
The Student Senate has voted to en-

dorse a compromise that would allow 18-
year olds to drink in bars and restaurants.
The compromise would also allow the
Amherst Board of Selectmen to grant one-
day licenses for University social functions,
said Timothy O'Leary. head of the SGA
Collective Bargaining Task Force.

Speaking at the rally will be Sen. John
Olver from the Franklin Hampshire district,
Student Government Association co-
president Herb. L. Tyson, student director
for Student Center for Education Research
and Advocacy David Barenberg and
O'Leary.

"It's a life and death situation in terms of
campus fees and student jobs," said
Tyson.

Nancy Grodberg pauses in the Campus Center to enjoy the flowers on sale. (Staff photo by Carol Nunley)
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DIGEST
A Wild and Craxy Guy"

the latest recording by
comedian Steve Martin,
IS being banned by K
Mart Corp because it

contains offensive
language, a K Mart
spokeswoman said
yesterday

Gov'tpushes education
WASHINGTON \AP\ -Almost two years after warning

pregnant women that drinking increases the risk of birth
defects, the government said yesterday it will push a na
tional education program before considenng a requirement
for warning labels on alcoholic beverages.
The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco ar>d Firearms said it

would use warning labels on beer, wine and liquor bottles
as a last resort if the education program fails to arouse the
public to the problem

.

Even though the Food and Drug Administration and
others have called for warning labels, Assistant Treasury
Secretary Richard Davis said labels may be premature
because the problem is not fully understood
"Scientific evidence establishes clearly that the offspring

of women who drink heavily dunng pregnancy could suffer

mental and physical defects known as the fetal alcohol syn-
drome. ' Davis said.

Fiedler wants China
BOSTON \AP\ Boston Pops conductor Arthur Fie(Mer,

recuperating from bratn surgery, says he wants to go to

China with the Boston Symphony next month if he is well

enough
The 84-year okj rrtaestro also said Wednesday night he

wasn't sure if he could accept an invitation to be one of

four corKluctors to lead the National Symphony Orchestra

on the Capitol's w«t lawn this summer m Washington.

"Who knows what you'll feel hke in two months'" said

tf>e conductor by telephone from his horr>e in Brookline. "I

can't make any definite commitment
"Vm working on trying to get to China next month

Woodcoci< to face senate
—The Senate Foreign Relations

for confirmation of

ambaMador to China

-Hs said Woodcock's
a Senate floor battle

WASHINGTON \AP\

Connmitee voted 12 1 yeste'day

Leonard Woodcock as t^' * •=• J S

since 1949
Despite the vote, committee rricjir

nomination will tiecome entangled :

over the future security of Taiwan.

The Foreign Relations Committee is considering a resolu

tion that would commit the United States to maintaining
strong military forces in the western Pacific to "resist arm
ed attack and othier forms of external activities that would
jeopardize" Taiwan's security

Sen Frank Church, D Idaho, committee chairman, said

he will seek to delay full Senate confirmation of Woodcock
until the panel has voted on the Taiwan legislation.

Carter wants tax-cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) Treasury Secretary Michael

Blumenthal said yesterday the Carter administration in

tends to rely in the future on income tax cuts, rather than

higher spending, to stimulate the economy.

Although it would be dangerous to reduce taxes in 1980,

he told the Senate Budget Committee, the economy may

require a tax cut in 1981 .
Blumenthal conceded the necessi

ty of such a reduction would further delay President

Carter's goal of balancing the budget

"We can't have tax cuts until inflation is under control
'

he said. If economic growth next year falls significantly

short of current expectations, Blumenthal added, the

Carter administration would take a careful look at the

feasibility of tax cuts.
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Troops march in Iran

to support Khomeini
ByOTTOC.DOELLING
Associdted Press
^EHRAN Iran Hundreds of soldieirs marched

along with a million other Iranians in Tehran yesterday n a
show of suppprt for an antishah revolutionary government
But Prime Mirtister Shahpoui Bakhtiar held his ground,
vowing he will not surrender power to a "rrwb
The leader of the 'transitional government" trying to oust

Bakhtiar was quoted as saying Washington has "indirect
ly " expressed a desire to establish good relations with a
future revolutionary regime
Marches here and in otfwr Iranian cities were generally

peaceful, but new political violence flared in two provincial
towns
In Gorgan, on the Capsian Sea, nine persons were

reported killed and 26 others wounded when troops open
ed fire on anti Bakhtiar protesters setting fire to banks,
shops and other buildings, the state radio said.

Opposition spokesmen said that in the town of Koi, near
the Turkish border, a group of mullahs, Moslem preachers,
was attacked and badly beaten by a rival faction while en
route to an oppossition rally.

State radio said fnore than one million people took part in

the Tehran march in support of Ayatullah Ruhollah Kho-
meini's designation of a rival government headed by
Moslem nationalist Mehdi Bazarqan

Khomeini, who returned to Iran last week after leading the
anti shah movement from exile, wants the Bakhtiar
government to resign, the monarchy to be abolished and a

'pliqiouBly oriented Islamic republic to be established
The welt disciplined marchers recited in uriison from

slogan sheets. Bazargan, Bazargan, you are our phme
minister'" and "Bakhtiar, Bakhtiar, you take orders from
theU S A.'

'

Among them were more Iranian servicemen in uniform
than had been seen before in such demonstrations here,
raising new questions about the loyalty of lower-ranking
troops to the Bakhtiar government. Khomeini spokesmen
said between 2,000 and 3,000 soldiers took part. Reporters
on the scene counted at least 200 airmen in blue uniforms.
Demonstrators carried five fatigue clad soldiers on their

shoulders, chanting "The army must obey BazarganI" and
tossing flowers at them

.

A Tehran newspaper published a photo purporting to
show a throng of uniformed airmen saluting Khomeini out-
side his headquarters Bakhtiar called the picture a
"complete fabrication, " but a Bazargan spokesman in-

sisted it was authentic and said the photo was taken from
behind to prevent reprisals against the servicemen.
The allegiance of the armed forces is expected to be the

key to a resolution of Iran's political crisis.

A farm vehicle burrts

test of low farm prices.
on Mall in Washington after it was set fire by farmers continuing their pro-

Egypt agrees to new talks;

Israel likely to participate
Associated Press

Egypt accepted an
American invitation yester-

day to take part in

ministerial-level peace talks

aimed at breaking the
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deadlock with Israel.

Israel also is expected to

agree to attend the talks,

which probably will be at

Camp David, Md., later this

month.
The likely participants are

Egyptian Foreign Minister

Mustafa Khalil, Israeli

Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan and Secretary of

State Cyrus R Vance.

Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat accepted the invita

tion delivered in Cairo by

U.S. Ambassador Hermann
Eilts. The Israeli Cabinet

met to consider the invita-

tion, but put off a decision

until its regular meeting
Sunday.

Israeli officials said Dayan
almost certainly would at-

tend the talks. Eilts said the

date and place of the

meeting will not be disclos

ed until Israel announces
whether it will attend.

President Hafez Assad of

Syria, who opposes the
Egyptianlsraeli peace talks,

said in^ Damascus the issue

should be handled by the

United Nations instead.

The Israeli Egyptian
negotiations have been
stalled since November.
Shuttle diplomacy by rov-

ing Ambassador Alfred
Atherton last month failed

to get them going again.

Each side has dug in its

heels on what the treaty

would mean to prior Egyp-
tian defense pacts with

Arab nations and whether
the treaty should be linked

to progess toward Palesti-

nian autonomy in the West
Bank and Gaza Strip.

Eilts told reporters yester-

day he could not predict

whether i ministeral
meeting at Camp David
could lead to another sum-
mit of the type held by
President Carter, Sadat and
Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin there last

fall

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

FT.
March 17-24

LAUDERDALE
$186.00

Hartford Departure
Booking deadline Feb. 16

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS 545-0500

The Hilltop
Snack Bar
has several openings for workstudy

students. No experience necessary. Ap-

plications available 103 Dickinson House

(OH) or contact Vin Irwin, 546-7032. Ap-

plications due Monday, Feb. 12. An affir-

mative action, equal opportunity

ennployer.
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Scalpers are selling

high-priced Kinks' tix
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

Ignore those Kinks' posters around cam
pus that say the rock groups Feb. 21 con
cert at the Fine Arts Center is sold out
Tickets can still be bought illegally for

$20 $35 apiece from "scalpers.
"

Originally, the tickets for the Union Pro
gram Council's most popular show ever
went on sale Monday at 9 a.m. at the Fine
Arts Center Box Office and the Ticketron
Outlet in the Campus Center The official

limit was eight per person and the 2,000
tickets were gone by noon.

Then, a classified newspaper advertise-
ment surfaced yesterday, offering choice
seats for $20 a piece. Later m the day a
Campus Center official reported three dif

ferent sources said officials of the Union
Program Council had bought the first three
sections of seats for themselves.

The charge against the UPC is false, said

Program Concil Chairman Jack Albeck.
"There is an unwritten policy in the Coun-

cil that if you work for the organization,

you can buy a couple of tickets," he said.

'We didn't go and take all the seats up to

section four."

Albeck said the 140 members of the coun-
d bought 140 tickets total. About 120 seats
in the first three sections have been reserv-

ed for the media, the Kinks (and their Arista

record company), and sound equipment,
he said.

As for the scalping, Albeck said nothing

can be done unless the scalper is caught in

the act. State law outlaws scalping
although the (penalty for the offense is not

-tear.

"We will press charges on them," he said.

"The police are our backup on that"
The prices when the tickets went on sale

were $6.50, $7 00, and $7 50 for UMass
students (and a dollar extra for non-
students), but there was no,official limit

(one student from a dorm floor often buys
for the whole floor, Albeck explained) on
how many could be purchased. Because
the Union Program Council is supported by
student funds, its officials are determined
to discourage scalping before it becomes a

maior problem at popular campus cortcerts,

Albeck said.

The problem hasn't come up before, said
Bob Humphreys, a UPC public relations

man, because no show had ever sold out as
fast as the Kinks.

UPC happens because of student. Tha
entire organization is run by students," he
said "That's why we are concerned how
students are treated with this ticket thing."
Michael Akrep, of Kennedy Dormitory tf>e

scalper who placed the ad for the $20
tickets, was first in line to buy tickets when
the box office opened. He had waited since
10 p.m. Sunday. His philosophy on ticket
scaipir>g?

"People are paying for the fact that I slept
out overnight. " he said.

Akrep «aid last night he had sold four of
the eight tickets he purchased %n6 pianrMd
to sell two more.

Albeck said he's concerned about the per-
son who has to pay the inflated ticket pnce.
"If he's not satisfied with the show for any

reason, he will take out his frustrations
right there. " he said, "slashirtg seats, star-

ting fights, and the rest "

R.A/swant more pay,

housing, meal waivers
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

A group of Southwest Area resident

assistants last night began a dnve to get

salary increases for all RA's on campus,
possibly in the form of free room, board or

tuition.

"RA's at UMass are the worst paid in the

state," said Richard LaVoice, organizer of

the drive and Southwest Assembly
president.

RA's here currently get $19.47 a week,

which adds up to $616 a year. This amount
can vary however, depending on residential

area and job description. But according to

LaVoice, RA's at other schools often get

room, board, and a stipend Because they

are paid more they are more respected, he

said.
o^^^. ^^^ ^^4 »^Kft Itfw^*' *^^».^ **^^faH RA'm

tt>is situation is "not a new issue." Cam-
pbell said the reason such proposal have
failed in the past is because the increased
cost woukj be passed on to students in tfte

form of higher rents.

The 28 RA s at the meettr>g in Crampton
last night were fairly evenly divided as to

which option they would prefer.

The group is also proposing to give

secor>d year RA's a $100 $150 bonus to

encourage returning. According to
LaVoice, Madson is in favor of this

proposal.

Any proposals will probably not be for

this year, however, according to Patty
Dorman, an RA in Coolklge Lower.
The pay RA's currently receive comes

from state funds, which are hard to get
increased. LaVoice said

here, the quality of RA's and the numt)er of

applicants for RA positions has declined,

LaVoice said. Meanwhile, the turnover rate

for RA's is up.

Many RA's are also forced to take oti.er

iot>s to supplerr>ent their incomes, which

reduces their effectiveness, he said.

LaVoice has been working since

November on a number of proposals he

hopes to present to Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs, Dennis L. Madson.
The proposals include giving RA's the

current stipend of $616 plus room (valued

at approximately $1372)' reducing the

stipend to $250 a year but adding room and

tuition (Value $1,531); or eliminating the

stipend in favor of free room, board, and

tuition (value $2,115).

Residential Resource Management
Director Robert Campbell, last night said

LaVoice said he is optimistic, however,
that they will get their demands. "The
chances are good," he said.

According to LaVoice, he has the
suppor* of RA's ^rom other area on
campus. Joe Battista, Central Orchard Hill

area director, last night said he was "totally

in support" of the effort.

According to Battista and LaVoice, RA's
here used to get room and tuition free plus

a stipend to $400 a year. The room and
tuition waiver was dropped by University

trustees in 1975.

Besides setting up a committee to study
the proposals, the RA's also decided last

night to form a board to deal with RA
grievances.

They also planned a meeting for all RA's
on campus March 5 at 8 p.m. in Hamden
Dining Commons in Southwest.
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Correction

I

In yesterday's lead
story regarding the out-of-

state tuition hike, the date
of the Legislature's
Educatron • Committee

hearing was incorrectly

stated as Feb. 28. The
hearings will be held on
Feb. 26 beginning at 10:30

•».iw
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The UniversitY Dancers win perform tonight and Saturday evening at 8 p.m. in

Bowfcer Auditorium. \Stmtfphoto by Doug Paulding]

Winter Carnival offers

fun without alcohol
By KATHLEEN
GOLDWAIT
CoMeqian Staff

No matter how wet it is

outside, Monday will be a

dry day in the Campus
Center for drinkers and
r>on -drinkers.

The Amherst Board of

Selectmen voted last

December to suspend^lhe
Campus Center's liquor

license for one day after

bartenders at the Blue Wall
were seen serving alcohol

to intoxicated persons

A "Winter Carnival,"
scheduled from noon until

midnight in the Blue Wall,

Hatch and the Campus
Center Concourse, will be
sponsored by the Campus
Center, Student Activities

and the Alcohol Education

Project.

"All we are saying is that

people can have a good
time without alcohol. We

are hoping that people who
don't usually come to the

Blue Wall corr>e down on

Monday. " said Joanne
Gravel, a nwmber of the

Alcohol Education Protect.

Gravel said there will be
all kinds of activities on the

Campus Center Concourse,

featuring Ken Stewwt^ a

party, stage and street

magician who specializes in

card, coin, and rope tricks

A variety of non-alcoholic

beverages will be offered in

the Blue Wall all day as well

as silent movies, including

Charlie Chaplin films.

Gravel said.

Mr. Slim the SideShow
Man will also participate as

a self-contained oneman
band, playing steel-body

guitar, banjo, harmonicas,

kazoo, nose flute, goose

call bicycle horn and foot

operation percussion in-

struments. Mr. Slim will

also be doing a whole
roundup of nostalgic

American jug and string

band tunes.

Other featured events wil

include Cheezo tfie Ck>wn,
The HaHa Puppet Theatre,

Latin Music by RaphaeT"
Jimenez Y Su RInKiKaYa
and a iazzband.

Southwest resident Bob
Padula, a folk rock sir>ger

and composer will perforrr.

in the Blue Wall from 10

p.m. until 1 a.m.

Gravel said the effort to

keep the Blue Wall op>en for

non alcoholic activities was
made by both the Alcohol

Education Program and
officials of the Campus
Center.

• • • • • t«s»««*t««ef

State Police sergeant

cleared of rape charge
GREENFIELD \AP\ -David D. Baker, a

suspended Massachusetts state police

sergeant, was found innocent yesterday of

raping a 19-yearold UMass student.

A jury of seven women and five men at

Franklin Superior Court acquitted the 40-

year old Baker after about 4Vi hours of

deliberations that followed an eight-day

trial.

Baker was expected to return to duty.

Before being charged with rape in an alleg-

ed incident last summer, he was night

patrol supervisor at Troop B, the regional

state police headquarters for western
Massaohusetts in Nertbamptorv • . i

A 16 year state police veteran. Baker cried

when the verdict was announced. His wife
gasped. The young woman who testified

that Baker forced her to have oral sex with
him in the basement of a Greenfield bar

also cried and walked quickly from the
courtroom.

In presenting its case, the defense em-

phasized that the young woman - a

Greenfield resident and a long-time ac-

quaintance of Baker - was seen with the

defendant later on the night of the alleged

attack and waited eight days before com-

. • plainiQg to police U\al sb^ h^^l ^>epn ,r9pe<i
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BLACKAFFAIRS
Economic and
military ties with

Latin America
Taken from Feb 4 Gramma
•

THE US imperialists have historically viewed Latm
America as thetr private property and as a region which
must remain subordinated to Washington's dictates and
the economic interests of the transnational Yankee com
panies They feel it must provide abundant and cheap raw
materials for US industry while purchasing finished goods
that l)ecome ever more expensive as the problems which
plague the capitalist economy increase.

Ever since reactionary US presiderw James Monroe
(1758 1831! proclaimed the doctrine which is named after

him. paving the way for US domination of Latin America
while apparently opposing European intervention under the

deceptive slogan America for the Americans.
Washington's relations with Latin America have developed

on a master serf basis

There is a close relationship between the economic and
Xhe military relations which US. imperialism maintains with

Latin America The economic ties which the US imposes

on the region for the beneft of the big monopolies are

safeguarded with ferocious ^eal by the military and police

institutions which are organized, armed and advised by the

Yankees
US. military links with the region exist precisefy to en

sure the continued exploitation of Latin America's natural

resources by Yankee investors

Thousands of Yankee companies are now active in Latin

America, where direct investments of US capital come to

more than 27,000 million dollars The investments are in-

creasing at a rate of 3,000 million dollars a year

This economic defiendency of Latin America on Yankee
capital has given rise to huge foreign debt for the countries

of Latin America that now comes to a total of more than

100,000 dollars

These economic relations between the United States and
Latin Arr>ertca are a direct cause for the poverty of nnillions

of Latin Americans
They are economic relations of absolute inequality. For

example, while US exports to Latin America in 1977 m
creased by 2 5 times the 1972 figure, the US continued to

maintain high tariff barriers limiting thie import of industrial

goods made in Latin America while re/ecting or blocking

the efforts of countries to demand higfier prices for their

raw materials.

The protectionist measures taken by the United Sta'es

are becoming more and more numerous and cover, among
others, sugar, textiles, meat, wool, tomatoes, citrus fruit

and footwear.

Victor Goode will

speak at UMass
Black History month continues with a presentation by

Victor Goode entitled 'Blacks and the Human Rights

Struggle' on Saturday at 2 p m in the New Africa House

Goode, the Executive Director of the National Con

ference of Black Lawyers will address a recent petition

presented to the UN by the National Conference of Black

Political Prisoners in the U S This is the first petition of its

kind filed before the UN since 1951 when Paul Robeson

and William Patterson filed such a document addressing

human rights issues.

The Black students interested in pursuing careers in law

this presentation would be an excellent opportunity to gam

insight into what the role of a Black lawyer should be in

today's society.

Announcements
W.E.B.D. radio

W E B.D. Radio will hold its second meeting of the

semester for recruitment and organizational purposes.

There are still positions that have not yet been filled.

W E B D. radio is a Black oriented am radio station,

located in the New Afnca House. Valuable expenence can

be gained by those who participate in on and off the air

media production Come to the New Afnca House at 7:00

p m. on Monday February 12 and support WE. B.D.

Course on Carribean cooking
Do you want to learn the art of Carribean cooking? A

course IS now being offered that can teach you )ust that.

The date and time for this course will be announced at a

later date. All interested persons should register in the

baserr>ent of New Africa House. There is a $35.00 lab fee

which will pay for all materials used. Register today'

Dr. O.C. Bobby Daniels. Sherry Williams. Walter

Davis, and Dr. Horace Beyer are a few of the peo

pie shown above who attended the first meeting of

the Minority Students Symposium last Tuesday.
The meetings will continue and are designed to br-

ing administrators and students together. (Photo
by Ed Cohan)

This protectionism poses a severe limitation on exports
for the countries o! Latin Amenca and thus reduces the«r

foreign exchanq^ earnings.

We should also mention the high level of concentration
of Yankee investment in Latin America. Statistics show
that 200 transnational corporations account for 75 percent

o* private US investment in the region. In some countries,

such as Mexico, the concentration is esp>ecially high. In

that country, ten companies control more than half gf US.
investments, while in Bra/il 15 companies control 60 per

cent of the capital.

The economic relations of tfie United States with Latin

America have led U.S. capital to seize key positions in \\\e

manufacturing industry after having taken over the extrac-

tive industry. All this has contributed greatly to the dena
tionalization of the economy of the region. For example, in

Brazil, foreign, largely U.S. capital controls all tfw

AMHERST, MA -W E B DuBois relaxing in a

hammock, date and place unknown. This is one of
several hundred photos in the DuBois papers
collection at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst, many of them uncaptioned. The UMass
Press has finished the last volume of a three volume
set entitled "The Correspondence of W.E.B.
DuBois."

LUTHER By Brumsic Brondon, Jr.

automobile marnifacturing. 94 percent of the phar

maceutical industry and 91 percent of the tobacco industry

In order to uphold its economic donr>ir«tion of the

region, Washington has historically spons«jred military in

stitutions, including above all those of the bloodiest

regimes Yankee military aid to the pro imperialist regimes

of the hemisphere has been directly proportional to the

degree of support arvl protection which they provide for

U.S investments.

The United States f^as given hundreds of millions of

dollars in military aid to regimes like the ones in Brazil.

Nicaragua, Haiti. Paraguay and Guatemala, while US aid

has made thie army the dominant force in countries like

Chile and Uruguay.

The Pentagon plays tfie leading role in the inter-

American system of military cooperation upon which the

reactionary forces of tf>e Latin American military deperKf

DuBois'works
published at UMass
The University of Massachusetts Press has publisfied tt»e

final t>ook a three volume set of "Tfw Correspondence of

W.E.B. DuBois" to favorable reviews.

At the UMass Library, the task of putting the DuBois
pap>ers in order is in its final stages and the 200,000 item

collection IS ready for the next step: microfilming

These are milestones m the work that's been going on
for more tfian five years on the papers of the

Massachusetts native who is generally regarded as tfie

country's outstanding Black scholar and one of the

outstanding Black leaders of the century.

DuBois was born in Great Barnngton in 1868 and died in

Ghana m 1963. "Scholar, poet, agrtator, father of pan

Africanism, founder of the NAACP, his career embodies

virtually the whole of Afro Amencan history," the New
York Times says of him.

Publishing of the correspondence has been a ma)or pro

ject of the UMass Press and H'jrbert Aptheker, DuBois's

friend and colleague: The press director, Leone Stein, calls

the third volume "an incredible book" and one of truly

great works that the press has done. The New York Times,

in a recent review, refers to the three volumes as "a

milestone in the coming of the age of Afro American

history."

One more volume, possibly two, are on the way, accor-

ding to Ms. Stein. Definitely planned is a book of his un

published papers, to be brought out within two or three

years. Tentatively planned is a volume of his personal cor-

respondence because "few of the letters in the three books

of correspondence so far published show his personal

side, " she said
The collection itself is housed in a corner room on the

25th floor of the University Library. Humidity and

temperature are monitored and controlled and the papers

are stacked up the walls in grey fiberboard containers.

Preservation and repair wa§ the first priority. Since paper

tends to self-destruct from its own acid content, the entire

collectibn had to be de acidified, according to Robert W.
McDonnell, archivist-professor in charge of the collection.

All the papers were washed in an anti-acid chemical solu-

tion by the New England Document Preservation Center.

There was also quite a bit of repair work on torn or tattered

oieces. Some of the more worn ones had to be encap-

sulated in plastic.

Of the 200,000 items m the collection, about 150,000

represent correspondence. The remainder are speeches,

articles, drafts of plays, poetry, and several hundred to

1,000 photographs. The biggest single job for McDonnell

and the library staff was the correspondence arranging it

into yearly segments, and arranging it within those years by

names of coirespondents.
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BLACKAFFAIRS

Spectators at luesday nights game are filled
with excitment as the Minutemen play Rhode
Island who is number one in the East Coast Divi-

sion The Minutemen's next home game is Mon-
day, February 12 against the University of Maine at
7:30

Announcements
Relations between
Bfacksand Jews

The next organizational meeting for the "Forum for
Exploring the Relations Between Blacks and Jews in the
United States" will be held on Sunday^ February 11 at 4
p.m. The meeting will be held at the Head of Residence's
apartment in Butterfield dorm The meeting after the
organizational mee.ing is scheduled for February 25th in
the Campus Center Auditorium at 1 :00 5:00 p.m.

BMCP meeting

The Black Mass Communications Project will be holding its

first meeting of the year on Sunday Feb. 11 at 2 p.m. The
meeting will be held at BMSP's office — Student Union
room 402.

Tutors needed
TUTORS NEEDED for Business, Psychology. Physics,

Zoology, Math, Statistics, Chemistry and Astronomy

The tutoring will be provided for minority

undergraduates on a one-to-one, and/or small group basis.

The number of hours per week will depend on the demand
for tutoring in your particular area.

Applications are available in New Africa House, room 217,

CCEBS

OPIN RUSH

t^'^^

at BKO

The Brotherhood of BETA KAPPA PHI
Fraternity invites all university men

on: Monday, Feb 12 8:00 p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 13 7:00 p.m.
Thursday. Feb. 15 8:00 p.m.
Tuesday. Feb. 20 6:30 p.m

to an open rush

One of tf>e IntranrHjral athletics

most active social current leaders

calendars on campus ^ 78-79

FA KAPr^ P«i
545^10 545-0211

388 N Pleasant St (large white brick building)

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

DONT
GRADUATE

without talking to tlie

Huglies Recruiter visiting

your campus soon.

Contact your piacement office

for interview dates.
---- »

; HUGHES

;

AN EQU/U. OTfORTUNrrV EMPtOYER M/F

ABC

A hook and craft shop

Now open every day^ ^6
We have everything from used books, pine
furniture, and leather goods to
string art, macrame, and ceramics.

Rt 116, Saadcrlaad center

OB bat route— next to car wasli

RESIDENTIAL POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Residential live in positions available at UMass/ Amherst

for academic '79- '80. Head of ResiderKe full time position

itar^jng at $7830 annually Assistant Cluster Coordinator,
half tirr»e position at $3600 for 9 months Furnished apart

m«nt provided (no pet allowed! Qualifications Bachelor's

Oagrce o> equiv exp Duties include, administration, pro
gram design Et implementation, counseling

Request application from Anne Hardy. 213 Berkshire.

UMass. Amherst, MA 01003 Deadline for receipt of com
pleted application materials: March 16 fof first recruitment
period. May 26 for any additional vacancies.

The University of Massachusetts is an Affirmative

Action/ Equal Opportunity employer.

DUNHAM FACTORY OUTLET DUNHAM FACTORY OUTLET DUNHAM
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RlhKl DAYS
RING DAYS
RING DAYS

JOSTEN'S RING DAYS
TUESDAY &
WEDNESDAY
FEB. 13 & 14

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
FROM $59.95

$10 DEPOSIT
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Dunham Durofl^x®
Seconds
This Is no imltotiOA.

H'l the 9*nuln«, ort9inol Dwrofl*x' boot.

Thoro's notMng Ilk* It. Anywhofo. At ony

prtcol

Only 30 minutes away
Off Exit 1. Rt. 91 North
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Mens $42.95
Wos. $39.95
Sug. Retail

$65 to $75

Dunhom Continental
Tyroleans® Soconds
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Mountaineermg, as aJl but the chronically mismformed know, is the skill, the
science and the art of drinking Busch Beer. It begins by heading for the mountains
( i.e., a quick jaunt to your favorite package emporium or
wateringhole ) and ends by downing the mountains ( i.e..

slow slaking swallows of the brew that is Busch ).

SI However, between those two points lies a vast area
of personal peccadilloes sometimes called technique
and sometimes called methodology ( depending on
your major ). Hence, this ad. SI Sipping vs. chugging.
Both have their merits, of course. But generally speak-

ing, except for cases of extreme thirst or a leaking
glass, sipping is the more prudent practice for serious.

sustained mountaineering. SI Next.

[
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compromised

}

the proper posi-

tion. Some
swear by sit-

ting; others by
standing. Suffice it to say that the most successful

mountaineers are flexible, so you'll find

both sitters and standers.

( Except on New Year's Eve,
when it's almost impossible
to find a sitter ) SI Which
brings us to additives. Occa-

sionally a neophyte will

sprinkle salt in his Busch;
others mix in tomato juice;

and a few on the radical

fringe will even add egg.

While these manipulations

can't be prohibited { this is, after all, a free country ), they are

frowned upon. Please be advised that purity is a virtue, and the

natural refreshment of Busch is best uncompromised
SI Finally, there's the issue of containers. Good taste dictates a

glass be used. But bad planning sometimes prevents that. Ifyou
find yourself forced to drink from the can, you should minimize

this breach of etiquette. Be formal. Simply let your little finger

stick out stiffly ( see Fig. 4 ). Happy Mountaineering

!

Don't just reach foe a beer.BUSCH
AnhPuserBusch inc St Louis Mo

Head for the mountains.

Editorial/Opinion
The end

of an era
There was a decent crowd at the Bluewall
Wednesday night. The band Roundhouse
was filling the lounge with its own nnusic
and tunes of bands like Aerosmith. Moody
Blues and Steve Miller.

Last night, with a coupon clipped from the
CoHegun. people gained free admission to
watch, dance and drink to Oak in the
Hatch

And, in the town, the usual crowd flocked
to the Pub, Poor Richards and the Quonset
for disco entertainment, or to Time Out,
Barselotti's and other small bars to drink
with friends, play pinball or watch TV.

Every spring, the student government
sponsors a free all day concert in the foot-
ball stadium, and residential area govern-
ments throw smaller free concerts. Lot of
the money for these concerts comes from
beer sales.

But next week, with some "rubber
stamp" approval never granted to decent
legislation, campus nightlife and outdoor
entertainment, as we know it, could
become ancient history in the fall.

Social consciousness has guided Gov. Ed
King and his Registrar of Motor Vehicles,
Gerieral Richard McLaughlin, to " stop an
epedemic of adolescent misbehavior and
crime..." by pushing for the re instatement
of a 21 -year-old minimum drinking age in

Massachusetts. And state legislators are
going along for the ride.

On Monday, busloads of students from
UMass Amherst and other campuses
statewide and representatives of tf>e liquor
establishment will travel io tt'-~on Hill in

Boston to protest the imminent r'H>«ge of
ass backwards legislation. The bill, the

Joe Quintan

result of a token public hearing and an ex

ecutive session among narrow minded
legislators, would raise the legal drinking

age to 19 immediately and return it to 21

within six months.

And it's all in the name of curbing

alcoholism in high schools and decreasing

the number of traffic fatalities caused by

drunk driver's.

It's all bullshit.

Once again. Beacon Hill lawmakers
believe a law will solve a societal problem.
They actually think a higher legal drinking

age will stop 13-year olds from roaming city

streets and getting cocked, or stealing their

parents booze when left alone in the house.
•Everyone knows it won't happen.

What this legislation would do is curb
drinking at the Wall, Top of the Campus
and Hatch. Less drinking at these campus
spots could easily mean less entertainment

there, less student employment, higher

prices for non-alcoholic beverages and
food on campus, and a higher Campus
Center fee.

And, if students stopped drinking as
much, they'd probably start using more
drugs.

But while the consumption of alcohol in

campus and town bars may decrease, the
consumption in dorm rooms and apart-
ments probably won't. After all, are the
UMass and Amherst cops going to follow
21 year old students back to their dorms or
apartments and check out their friends'

IDs?

Even thoug' jie legislation won't do a
damn thing to curb alcohol abuse, the ma-
jority of the politicians who vote on the bill

next week dont care. They just want to

wash their hands like Pontius Pilot--of an
issue that's been nagging them since the
legal minimum drinking age was lowered to

18 in 1973. Back then, the age was lowered
to appease the 18 20 year olds who were
sick of being old enough to be drafted into

the Army 'and die in Vietnam, but too
young to drink.

And now, since there's no Vietnam or

draft, why should they be allowed to drink?

The great Sunderland wait
ByMfCHAEL S/MONS

There's a new fad at UMass that began
when the Housing Office let Juniors and
Seniors move out of their dorms. As more
of these students rr>oved Northward, the

fad grew and grew until it became one of

the most popular on campus.

So Toga partiers trade in your sheets.

Time Warpers, it's all over. Punk Rockers
save your Money! All you need to play is a i

dubious nature, the times; 5:30, 5:40, 6:10,

6:43, 7:13 etc., and have' a lot of patience.

That's it' You are now ready to play the
Sunderland Wait.

The Sunderland Wait for the uninformed,
is when your classes are over, the sun has
gone, your stomach is just starting to let

you know it's empty, your bus schedule
clutched tightly in your har>d you stand on
the corner at the stop and wait, wait, wait.

No, it is not a comspiracy. The UMass
Transit Service informs me that my
schedule and alt the others they distribute

are accurate. While this is hard to believe it

is generally true for all other bus lines ex-

cept the Sunderland /South Amherst.

Seeking another reason for the constant

wait, I spoke to my friend R. H. (not real in-

itials, his real initials are PL.) who works

for the Transit Office and asked him if the

Sunderland drivers are any different from

the others He said like all other PVTA
drivers, Sunderland drivers must be human
beings, know how to open and close the

bus door with a flurish, have at least once
beat the electronic "Death Race 2000"

game in the Campus Center, and be pan
polar bear. Being part polar bear is the

reason why they leave the doors open so

long in the winter even though nobody is

entering or disembarking.

Since playing the Sunderland Wait takes

lots of time and it's not uncommon to see

seven Out of Service and an Orchard Hill

go by before the Sunderland (which is

always a chic five minutes off schedule)

finally comes by, here's ten things you can

do to make the time go by a little faster.

1) Translate the Bible into Serbo Creation.

This may never be good for anything but
then aaain...

2) Open a concession stand. Why, the Ar-
nold House stop alone is worth it's weight
in hot chocolate revenues.

3) Bet fellow waiters how long it will be un-
til the next bus comes, if ever. I've already
k)st 30 cents this way myself!

4) Read War and Peace or any other
lengthy classic, after all you're not going
anywhere in a hurry.

5) See how many creative new insults you
can come up with to shout at the passing

Out -Of Service busses. The old record was
15 set on December 18, 1977.

6)Conduct a community sing Songbooks
soon to be available at the Campus Center
Assistance desk

.

7)Take up a new profession, like pimping or

prostitution. After all, you're hanging
around a post anyways and your time is just

as valuable as anybody else's.

8) Give that speech you've been saving for

class. The other waiters will be able to give

you all sorts of advice from length, "that

idiot has been talking for hours," to con
tent. "Damn Commie Radicals are
everywhere"

9) Pick you nose. This for several reasons.
One you really never know what you'll find

up there. Two, it will keep at least one
finger warm. Three, since it is rather
disgusting, other people will probably move
away from you when the bus finally arrives

you'll be able to get on first and have a bet-
ter chance of getting a seat. '

10) Write that letter to your great Aunt
you've been putting off, thanking her for

that great sweater she sent you for your bir-

thday... in 1975.

Any other suggestions can be sent to the
third person to the left at the Morrill stop,
I'm sure I'll be there waitina.

MICHAEL SIMONS is a Collegian Com-
mentator.

Letters to the Editor
U.S. too self-centered?
To the Editor:

A campaign is presently underway on

this* campus to eliminate the foreign

language requirement.

To any American who has ever travell

ed in a foreign country, the fact that the

average American assumes that the in-

habitants of that country will speak

English as a matter of course, is all too

painfully apparent.

In view of the fact that America
engages in hundreds of millions of dollars

of international trade annually, and that

many more businesses are attempting to

expand beyond our boundaries, there is

no excuse short of physical disability for

not fulfilling this requirement.

Are we, as Americans, becoming so

self centered.' self-assured, and conceited

that we would attempt to foist our speech

off as being necessary for the entire

world? I, for one, sincerely hope this is

not the case.

Nathaniel E. Parkinson II

Northeast

The sky is falling!

To the Editor:

From an out of-state viewpoint, this state

IS falling apart at the seams. On the one
hand, we will not be able to drink legally

here very soon. On the other hand, it does
not really matter because we will not be
able to come here in the first place with

the tuition hikes. Choosing a college is

difficult and will have to be re-done by
many out of-staters as we are railroaded

down the path to transfer. Ma, send up
my old "college profiles" book.

Richard S. Blitz

Central

U.S. and China

Friends at last

To the Editor:
Normalization has finally come. After

more than 30 years of trying to encircle

and ignore the People's Republic of

China, the United States government has

finally caught up with the times. It is a

tribute to the accomplishments of

People's China and the importance of

their role in world affairs, that the U.S.

has been forced to do this.

"seek truth from facts. " Mao ZeDong
Alan Compagnon

Amherst

more letters, page 8
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Two views on the hike
To Che Editor.

It we follow the reasoning that the
ij'jduated tuition-hike tor out of state
students is more humane than an im
mediate hike, it would be/ust as logical to

iwume tfiat a guillotine is more humane
ifian a hanging. Whether the increase is

gr.idudted or immediate, it still means the
beginning of the end to quality public
higher education is Massachusetts

One of the myths that still persist is that
.>'» increase in tuition wM mean in increase
III the University's budget all tuition

funds go directly to the state'sGeneral
'

. i' 'loi to the University Other
Uilhn..f:> jre that increases will be limited

to the out of state students A recent
SCERA survey of 450 out of state

students revealed tfiat 65 per cent of them
wtH leave if tuition climbs over $3,000.

The University has already begun to feel

the effects of the tuition increases in ttiat

out of state applications are down almost

25 per cent

The time to act is now The State
Legislature has set the heanng date for

Amherst Representative Jim Collin's

repeal bill no H3085 on February 26th
This gives students less than two weeks
to effectively organue and help this biH to

pass
Student Center for Educattoruii

Research

To the Editor:

The Students United for Public
Education and many other groups on
campus are outraged that the Board of
Trustees is considering ways to take the

"sting out of higher tuition " with its own
proposal to the legislature to increase

tuition in "small increments
'

' of $600 over
a period of three years Not only is the
Board now an advocate of higher tuition

but the proposal has received the
blessings of our University President.

David Knapp How are we to understand
the clanns of Chairman Healy and the

Board who profess to be supporters of

high quality low cost education when
they are directly engineering the
destruction of our education and
diversity^

It IS a hard reality that if the Board
passes this motion that some students
will not be able to return because of the
mabifity t^ raise the additional $600. Their

education witf be disrupted if not
destroyed. Many foreign students will not
he able to raise the additional monies for

next .semester and will have to return

home. 30 credits short of graduation,

without a diploma, without the necessary
credentials and training to qualify for a
productive /ob.

The choices being made by legislatures

and administrative bodies are eroding the

vital social services that the working
people of this state and this country have
a right to.

Students United for Public Education
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Public's rating of Carter lowers
NEW YORK (API -The

public's rating of Jimmy
Carter's vA/ork has sunk
almost to the lowest levels

of his administration in the
wake of the turmoil in Iran

and the lack of a peace pact
in the Mideast, a new
Associated Press NBC
News poll shows.
A significant part of the

drop for Carter - which
totaled eight points since

December came among

Democrats, an important
group for him just a year
before the start of the 1980
presidential primaries.

Twenty eight percent of

those questioned nation
wide Monday and Tuesday
said the president is doing a
good or excellent job.
That's down from the 36
percent found by the
December AP NBC News
poll.

Lower ratings of Carter's

work came in June 1978,
when it was 27 percent and
in August, when it was 26
percent. Neither of those
ratings is significantly dif

ferent from the current fin

ding.

Fifty three percent of the
public this month said he is

doing "only a fair " job. And
17 percent rated his work
poor, up from 12 percent in

the last poll. Two percent of
the 1,600 people question

^^ o ^ oj^.
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Valentine's DdvCards
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Creative excellence is an American tradition.

the Valentine store

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst
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sponsored by UMass B'nai B'rith Hillel
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ed by telephone in each poll

said they were not sure.

The major source for the

drop in Carter's rating was
foreign policy, the area
where successes last year

gave his standing such a

boost

.

Right after the Camp
David summit, Carter's
foreign policy rating soared,
with 56 percent giving him
good or excellent ratings in

mid -September,

But as the "framework for

peace" worked out in the
meeting of Carter, Israeli

Prime Minister Menachem
Begin and Egyptian Presi-

dent Anwar Sadat came
apart, the public's estima-
tion of Carter's foreign
policy work dropped.
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UMass grad withdraws from town selectman race
ByMARYFRAfN
Collegidn Sldff

Bryan Harvey, 24, a 1977 UMass graduate, withdrew
from the race for the Amherst Board of Selectmen early

yesterday He instead took out nomination papers for a five

year term on the Amherst housing authority and for Town
Meeting membership

Harvey, a staff assistant in the office of the Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs, cited the recently an
nounced candidacy of Donald (Skip) B. Routh, Dean of

Financial Aid at Amherst College, as a rr«)or factor in his

decision to quit the race for the one year selectman term
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The selectman position was opened by the resignation of
Nathaniel Reed, who has one year left in his term.

Harvey said he had decided to run for selectman because
"I thought I'd make a better selectman than (Chauncy)
Simmons (Jr.)," who was running at the time. Simmons is

a resident of Middle St in Amherst.
Harvey said he decided to withdraw because he felt

Routh would make a better selectman and would be able to

gather more support Routh, 43, of Lincoln Ave., an
nourKed his candidacy on Tuesday.

"it's very important that whoever is elected recognize
the diversity of the town," said Harvey. They should be
able to "appeal to a targe number of people,' he added.

Routh said he felt it was "very good" that Harvey had
decided to withdraw. "Not just for myself but that he's
willing to serve the town in this position (the housing
authority term)."

Besides Simmons, Routh will be opposed in the race for

the selectman's seat by Marguerite Wright, of North
Pleasant St. She is an employee of thie First National Bank
of Amherst.

Harvey is currently unopposed tor the term on the
housing authority. Candidates for all but the Town Meeting
positions must have returned their nomination papers to
the town clerk by today. The election will be held April 3.

Friday, February 9, 1979
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Musics/comedy comes alive

ICEf-ANDIC^.n^
^
i

ByAMY KAPLAN
Collegian Staff

The magic of musical comedy came alive Wednesday
night when "Side by Side By Sondheim ' played to &
packed Fine Arts Center auditorium. The musical, a revue
documenting the work of one of America's most talented
sonqw iters, proved the reason for Sondheim's
popularity

Steven Sondheim won Tony Awards as Best Composer
and Lyricist for three consecutive years for shows such as
"Company," "Follies," and "A Little Night Music " His
ascent on Broadway began with his lyncs for "West Side
Story," "Gypsy, " and "Do I Hear a Waltz? ' and continued
with music and lyrics for "A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum" and "anyone Can Whistle "'

In ad
dition, Sondheim is presently completing the music for

"Sweeney Todd,"" to op>en on Broadway this season.
"Side by Side" consisted of twenty-nine songs by

Sondheim from such shows as "Gypsy," "A Little Night
Music," "Follies, " and "West Side Story " Barbara
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Heuman, Jack Blackton, and Stephanie Cotsirilos sang the
music to the accompaniment of one piano, but generated
enough enthusiasm and pep to make the audience believe
that an entire orchestra provided the accompaniment.
Despite the fact the audience was probably ignorant of
each individual show, the three singers made each song a
self contained, enjoyable performance and nnade the
knowledge of plot unnecessary.

Interspersed with individual songs. Hermione Gingold's
humorous commentary provided a delightful contrast to
the singing and dancing of the other three characters. In
addition to serving as narrator, she added jokes and witty
comments that often had little to do with Sondheim. but
gave the audience good laughs.

Gingold's deep , throaty voice and charming British

accent complemented the sarcastic humor which she
added to this light, carefree show. The only criticism

against Gingold is that she appeared to be reading jokes,
which took away from the alleged spontaneity of the
humor.
The other tfvee characters were fluid, confident, singing

beautifully. Blackston's lovely bass complemented Ms.
Heuman's high soprano and Ms. Cotsirilos" low contralto.
Cotsirilos' vivacity and enthusiasm proved her to be the
most versatile of the three singers. She made each role

believable and humorous.
To any fan of American musical comedy, "Side by Side"

is a must.

Pops, symphony
top/ayatFAC
next weekend
ByNEAL CALLEANDER
Collegian Staff

The Spring classical
music season begins next
week when the Boston
Symphony Orchestra and
the Boston Pops come to
The Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall.

The BSO, with Seiji

Ozawa conducting will start

the musical weekend off

next Thursday night. There
will be a special Boston
Symphony Youth Concert
on Friday morning at 10:30.

The Boston Pops, with
Erich Kunzel's replacing
Arthur Fiedler, who has
been ill recently, will

perform on Friday night.

The BSO will present

Mozart's Clarinet in A,
Verdi's "Power of
Destiny," and Tchaikov-
sky's Sixth Symphony
during the Thursday show,
which begins at 8.

The Pop's program
Friday night includes works
by Bizet, Gould. Hamlish,
Tchaikovsky, Denver-
Danoff and Beethoven-
Murphy, at 8.

The BSO's Saturday
concert will feature two
pieces by Johannes Brah-
ms: Piano Concerto No. 2
in B Flat and Symphony
No. 4

Tickets are available at

the Fine Arts Center box
office and at all New
England Ticketron
locations

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Tuesday, February 13 8 pm

FINE m% CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. General Public - %1, *, s. UMau
students - $S. 4, 3. Senior Cititens • XT, «, S.

Fine Arts Center Box CMfice M F 9-4, S45 2511
& New England Ticketron Locations.

* Drinking
CONT FROM PAGE 1

do anything that isn't reversable."
William Harris agreed that creative ad

justm'ents had to be made and the biggest
adjustment had to be made by the
students.
He said the Blue Wall could turn into a

gathering place where juice, coffee arnJ piz-

za would be served He added that tfie

losses of money in beer would be gained in

food
"We wont panic." Harris said "We're

not going to lose our shirts
'

'

Brian DeLima said Campus Center
revenues come from alcoholic beverages
and pay for the building"s construction.

• Budget
CONT FROM PAGE 1

said the faculty union contract for increas-
ed salaries would be honored by the State.

According to Bromery and George Beat-
ty, budget director for UMass Amherst, it is

up to Knapp and the board to convince
King to keep most of the budget request in-

tact

Why you should buy your ring now!

1. You deserve it You've accomplished a lot.

2. Save $15 on any 10K gold or Siladium ring instead of the

5% or $10 you might get from any other company.

3. Different Rings' The largest selection to choose from.

Over 20 different ring designs! See traditional and con-

temporary men s designs and beautiful fashion rings for women.

w^i^
CLASSIC BLAZON COLORADO SONNET SUNFLOWER MINI

/^RKTIRVED
^COLLEGE RINGS

REBATE CERTIFICATE ---

GET A $15 REBATE ON ANY ARTCARVED COLLEGE RING WITH THIS CERTIFICATE.

Valid on any ring in the ArtCarved Collection (even gold) Choose from a wide variety of

traditional, contemporary, or fashion nngs. custom made to your individual taste

How to get your SIS rebate by mail after purchase.

1

.

This coupon must be presented with your order

2. Limit one refund per purchase Purchaser pays any sales

taxes

3. Offer valid only on nnqs ordered during this sale

4. Rebates can oe issued only after final payment on your ring

Has been made
An ArlCarved Repr^seniative will be at

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
FEB. 7. 8, 9

5. At that time of order your AnCarved Representative will

give you a Rebate Request Certificate This cerlificate must be

mailed along with proof of full payment to ArtCarved within

three months after you order your ring Rebate void after this

period Allow tour weeks for rebate processing

HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE?

As a result of the new Middle Income Assistance Act, you may be eligible for a Basic Educational Op-

portunity Grant that could amount to as much as $1800 for the Academic Year 1979-80.

Everyone should apply for this Federal BEOG Assistance Program and also for other Campus-based
Financial Aid programs such as: SEOG, USS, DVD, CWS, etc.

HOWl by using the Financial Aid Form, Academic Year 1979-80

that is. WHERE; now available at the Financial Aid Services

Office, 243 Whitmore from 9 a.m. -5 p.m., Monday- Friday (telephone

5-0801). -

FILING DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 15

Summer College Work Study
Applications— due March 1

AVAILABLE NOW
I

*Mi
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HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

^ « ai * i*!

Mandarin Szrrhiien

< iiinine

•OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK»

MON. WED
THURS. SUN

11:30 10:00

11:30 12:00

To place a classified ad (1un> t>y ti»

Ci>*ev<'«»» oMice iCC n3» b«'«\A«e«*n 8 46 d-<«'

.«nrl 3 45 p m Monday thioutjh Finldv «• "'»•'

out K»nd> dtp a»id ma<i twm loijr>«l m most

i*si,«^ ot the Co*i»«<-«i Clasvl»«Kl dedrtlme i>

3 4S |. rt, t«M) days 'o advantt? o« publication

AUDIO

Natural Sound Back to School Stereo
Sal*' JVC JLA20. turntable w cartridge.

JVC Jr%61W stereo receiver 18 watts per

ch ArT>bient 110 speakers, sale price

$299 96. regular $460 Guarantees S yr

pans labor Im store repairs) 5 yr 100%
trade up. all stereo components available at

lOWSt prices arKi with best guarantees ever

ottered on campus demo call Dave.
546 5015 Mark 546 8831

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of

Bose 50 watt, pow*-' rap John. 546 5990

AUTO FOR SALE

tt Chevy, good condition good rubber.

relwbie auto. AM FM $400 or BO.

323 3574

73 Audi loots, runs well needs some
work $500 neg Tom 253 2521 eves

N««d to sail your car> Let expenencrvl

professionals do >t for you Over 180 sold

last year 665 4452

Florida car 1973 Pontiac GrandvtHe im

maculate coTHl ms'de b out. PS PB Vmyl

roof. PW. a c. ask.ng $1950. make offer'

Must be seen" 665 4452

74 Pinto. 4 spd . AM FM stffpo tape

deck 36000 mi . e«c cond $1500 Call

549 1445 eves

CALCULATORS

2 calculators. $10 ea. 549 3837. after 6

ENTERTAII^MENT

Don't mist •!• The First New York Erotic

Film Festival will be shown this Friday. Feb

9th at 3 times 7 9 and 11 at the SUB Ad

mission IS 1 dollar

Sound system tor hire, perfect for cof

feehousps dis( OS bands. Rtck. 584 4105

Disco Dave b D L Disco Inc provides

sound, lights & DJ for your parties disco,

rock b oldies The best at affordable prices

Call Dave, or Bry n co"«*ct at 567 1715

Hottest band around! 'SmcMJth Sailing'

for bookings anywhere call John 546 4646

FOR RENT

Roommate wanted to share 2 br

rwnhse $115 • nt'i 665 3282

1 bdrm. apt. on bus rte .
Amherst, $170

Richard, 256 6731, eve

One bdrm apt , avail immed bus route,

rent negotiable, call Lisa, 549 5057

Room for quiet nonsmkng M. share

kilch bath Inge :
on bus rt

,
4 mi

.
$105.

253 7841

1 rm in 3 bdrm Puffton apt .
on bus rte .*

$77 50 mo ,
call John collect. (617)

696 5710

1 rm. ir» Bekhertown on bus rt
. 323 4782

Need the comforts of home away from

home? Local soronly is taking boarders, 3

home cooked meals daily Say (joodbye to

the cJorms forever Call Barbara at

545 0162

Stuck for a truck to movr; your stuff

Check out the best price m town.

Dandelion Trucking 584 7932'

FOR SALE

fVfloving sale. Sat f r>l) 10. 8 30 4 163

Lincoln (off Amity I
Furniture, Sansui .iint),

bicycles, kitchenware, clothes, books etc

Refrigerator, yr old. 5 cu .
call 253 2871

Refrig for sale, 035 546 6656

Collegian
ClassiSieds

Tall refrigerator Holds at least 30 su

pac^s $30. call 549 0090

Volkswagen meets Porsche- 1963 356

1600 motor rebuilt 8000 miles ago, full flow

oil system, headers, competition clutch,

balanced dual Zenith 2 barrels, fits right m
a Volks. or Porsche $350 or BO 546 6707

2 sporty rims Fit 13" tires Ekc 'lond

Ask.ng only $25 Call 546 6406_

Pioneer SX 560 receiver, exc. cond . 20

w ch $100. also 1 Kinks ticket BO.

6653032

68 Chevy van, fully carpeted. 4 new radials

b battery, FM A.M. great engine, $1250,

call 665 4971

Brand new women's Timberlme boots,

8': rned $35. were $60, call Leslie.

5464095

. Woman s Frye boots Used m good

condition $35, si/e 8, call Jan, 256 8642

Vivitar Zoom Lens, 90 2X like new.

$12^ call 546 7501, keep trying

Snow tires. E78 14 SB radials. 542 4202

X country skis. new, 195cm,
Scot 542 4202

Leather jacket - new - $50 call Lmda at

546 5563 Also leather women s

boots si/e 9 worn only 4 times only

S13 _ v_ ^

For sale- women s leather coat, si/e 9 10,

$110 or BO, caH 549 6405. please'"

Houseboys wanted. Sorority near cam

pus seeks houst'hoys for lunch and dinner

kitchen work, in enchange for meals Can

get exemption- from university meal plan'

Call Mary Ellen at 253 9215

Seeking persons 18-36 for 2 3 hrs color

vision testing, especially persons with color

vision deficiencies. $2 50'hr Call Ms
Greenbaum. Mt Holyoke Coll., 586^3100

X2086 for appointment

Men! Women? Jobs on cruiseships.

freighters No experience High pay' See

Europe. Hawaii, Australia, So America

Ca summer' Career Send $3 85 for info to

Seaworld. BB Bok 61036, Sact Ca. 96860

INSTRUCTION

Guitar lessons -Jim Kimball, formerly

with the Bricker Band, has openings for

new students 549 1383

LOST

FOUND

medal by NOPE, call

in Mahar Aud..

Found — religious

Kathy. 546 4851

Found woman's watch
last Wed ,

call 546 9458

Found - long haired F dog w NH license.

white face, tan black markings, 665 4324

HELP WANTED

Exotic jobs! Lake Tahoe. Cal' Little exp
,

high pay' $1700 $4000 summer Over

35,000 people ne^ed in casinos,

restaurants, ranchesm, river rafts, more'

Send $3 95 for info to Lakeworld. Box

61035, Sacto . CA 95860

Student opportunities are available at

Bekliertown State School work study,

piacticum. and Boltwood volunteer

placements The Boltwood Project consists

of 14 social and recreational programs

Gam practical field experience For more m
fo. call 323 6311. ext 449

Men! Women! Jobs cruise

shipsMreighters, no experience High pay'

See Europe. Hawaii, Australia. So
America Career summer' Send $2 75 for

info to Seaworld, BB Box 61035. Sact
,
CA

95860

Summer work. Box 213, Amherst MA
01002

Addressers wanted immediately! Work

at home no experience necessary ex

cellent pay Write American Service. 8350

Park Lane, Suite 127. Dallas, TX 75231.

Overseas jobs -summer year round

Europe. S America. Australia. Asia, etc

All fields, $500 $1200 monthly Expenses

paid Sightseeing Free mfo write IJC.

Box 4490 MC, Berkeley, CA 94704

Comedians wanted for Top of the Cam
pus amateur comedy hour Call 549 6000

ext 634 after 3pm
Tired of eating tasteless dining commons
food^ Be a housepers'ons at local sorority

iind ()et three home cooked meals daily

Mikey '^ikes it' Call Lynn or Marsha at

549 6076

Needed Jr high leader for Sun. eves, 5 7.

Feb May Reasonable compensation Call

253 5055 in a rn nr 256 8425 m p m

Lost: a red, blue artd gray plakJ scarf while

in line for Kinks tickets, 'las i )t of sontimen

tal value, reward if found, call 6 7969

Checkbook lost between Baker b
T annex, good to no one but me If found.

546 61 37^

Orange backpack containing file of Col

legian info please return to Collegian of

fice o^call 546 6789.

Lo«t-K2 810 skis w/ Look N77 bindings,

reward' 546 6526

Lost -four keys on a leather strap with in

itials RCH- reward!! Call Bob or Steve at

546 7129 '

Lost -female cat, black b orange w green

eyes, in Pufton on Jan, 17. call 253 5950.

reward.

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn 4^/ $1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details rush stamped addressed envelope.

Justus Sales, Box 112 C. Ludlow, MA
01056 ^

MOTORCYCLES

Must sell 1976 Honda 500, 12,000 mi.,

runs great, $900^or BO, evenings, 549 1062

^>ERSONALir

Todd - never did hear did everything with

your car work out? Hope so, have a good

semester! _____
ValentineV night delight!! Raffle, first

pri^e dinner b rm. for 2 at CC

Steve G., you wild and cra/y guy! Are you

sure \ ou don't want to go to Rahars' Have

a crazy 21st KG

Onstage at Mt Farms Mall offers 20%
off all reg priced merch. to all students b
staff Remember your ID'

Kinks tickets -3rd row front and center,

$20 each. Call Mike 6 7703

Aryian wonder dog; my Grm, shep. pup-

py needs more attention than I can give

him Free to deserving home 586 2564

Auto repair go sour? Burnt toast under

warranty' If you have a consumer problem

call Consumer Action, 545 0781, 545 0199

M F 9 8, sponsored by MassPIRG

General sewing. Fair raies'call 6 8328.

Are you funny... urbane, pointless' Call

549 6000 ext 634. Top of the Campus com
edy hour . .

Daytona Beach, spend spr brk in

Daytona. all mclsu ,
Joe. 253 2259

RIDE WANTED

To Sprngfid . M F. Ive

will share $ 546 9622
9 a m . ret 5pm

"The President
visited Mainland
China for

Szechuan food. He
should have come
to Hunan Gardens
instead. We invite

you to visit us for

delicious Szechuan
food."

256-0251 256-0252

10 BELCHERTOWN
RD.

RT. 9, AMHERST

Collegian claasified rates are daily, 45c per

line, five consecutive issues. 40c per line pe«

day: 30 consecutive issues 30c per line iier

day One line ib rouylily equivalent to 38

characters

ROOMMATE WANTED

Third roommate needed for 3 bdrm apt
,

5 mm, walk to campus, $116 ht mcl ,
stop

by 117 Lincoln Ave. ar>d ask for Bob^

Wanted for Brittany Manor apt male

nonsmoker. clean Ca][253 9890

Person interested in quiet living to share

apt. in Sunderland on bus route. $120 mo
inci utilities, move immed., call Patty

665 4194. e«ther very earlyjy pLm.

Woman wanted to share bdrm in Puffton

apt . $88 per mo , call eves., 549 4797^

Grad student wants ^o share two

bedroom apartment with quiet, non

smoking considerate female Good location

on bus route Call Sofia. 256 6245, eves

SERVICES

Attention campus women: basic auto

mechanics course for women only, learn

more about your car. save $, call Alex at

253 3357

T shirts silkscreened. fast service, pro

fessional work, good rates. 256 0478

Singing valentif>«s delivered anywhere

on campus. Call Jonathan, 6 9309. eves

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal - low cost

legal representation for UMass community

Income tax preparation, appointment only,

2537617

WANTED

Dedicated fan desperately wants to buy

2 tickets for the Kinks Please call Li2 K ,

584 2700, ext 512^

Wanted: ambition enough to backpack

through Europe; about 7 weeks during

sugimer, call Kay at 6 7073 or Diana at

6^5467^

4 Kinks tickets or 2 pairs, 536 7ffl3- Joe.

Convertible car in good running cond .

will pay up to $750, call 549 1609

Wanted: one couch/»ofa, preferably

opens to bed; price discussed, call

256 8065 ,

WANTED TO RENT

Small sorority near campus seeks any

boarders for this semester Good at

mosphere, 21 meals/ wk., open kitchen,

quiet study_Cain^ary Ellen at 253 92 1

5

"
»»rNrONEY"W~

Learn how to maximi/e your financial aid

package. Call 545 3984 on campus,

549 5997 off campus, between 5 b 7 p m
References available. Try it - it works!

WORK STUDY STUDENTS

Athletic trainer (freshman preferred), no

experience needed, contact J Laughnane.

Athletic Injury Care Office. Rm 9, Boyden,

ext. 5 2866, laundry room, Tues b Thurs ,

bet 7 am b noon, contact A Smith, Rm
31, Boyden, ext 5 3836, secretary; gen of

fice skills, typing essential. Contact A.

Rufe, RnT_205, Boyder^ ext. 5 2691

.

" hVpnosis '.

Hypnosis Reading Institute. Free in

troduction b hypnosis session, greatly im

prove reading speed, comp.'ehension b
concentration, etc Wed .

Feb 14. Rm 804

Campus Center at 7 8:30 b Wed., 21, be

prompt. K.R Moj^se, med. p^of. hypnotist

SUMfVIER REINITAL CAPE COD

Summer rental Cape Cod. S Yarmouth.

4 apts avail . one studio. 2 2 bdrms .
and 1

three bdrm Very close to water Fully

furn Mem Day to Labor Day Prices from

$1500 to $3000 for season, call (6171

394 6323., .eygriings arid wj?eke'ids

Friday, February 9, 1979, c:()lli:vliani3

Mikey

Mikey seems to be enjoying the snow until the ap
pearance of an unfamiliar dog sends him rushing

into his mother's arms. (Staff photos by Steve Gar-

field)

Aluminum Foil by Steve Latler

]1
GERALD IS TRAPPED YES' THE READERS

ARE SICK Of THE
ANIMATES' *

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

btaper

'^^CU^i, SAV£ Foti »ui. HciM£ FUMUJPO^fitNO Fltei!.

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

fVrat world teidfeTb N,

rru,' petcocilt their

diffeeooes So that
peace rryi^ ensoe

;^ — .

Inave. enougki ic exit;

ff«. ^<U • h&An\ , J

ontJ trot

4 by Frank Emery

mho's BlATKf
MOT MUCH
of A CHAf^-

Acr^R Ac-
TVAtty. TOST

Youfi"nfVAi-

A^rrAoo^)lST

THPO- X
^NVENrrCD
To IMjCCT
A LITTlc
ACT loM [r*ro

THiS/A(rtLE55

Plot.

X. BL*kRX OP
SPiToorJ.AfCuSe
Yot/Of jiTTinG
AT MY FAvof?rT£
TAeL£

TXC 8oYS,i»JTHfl«^l''C»««ATrD

STATE, POMOT PR*N<rt»C6
THE PRoPrR I)»5£R£TvoM

^Jh. /X/N.

B. C. by Johnny Hart

TUTOR WITH K.E.S.

You'll help kids who want it while you get

experience. Stop by Room 428 SUB
(5-0910) or call Paul -545-0845.

Available— 3 cr. Free Transportation

O IT TODAY
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Minutemen battle UConn
BySl ZACK
Collei; •itaff

Look !o revenge an earlier defeat the
Minut n travel down to Storrs Saturday
to ba! le University of Connecticut. The
last I these two teams met was
Oecei 13 and the Huskies came away
with a 12 victory.

"We led up with a very close game,"
recalle< J Mass coach Jack Leaman. "It

went ' vvn to the last call of the game
when more got called for a phantom'
offenb foul. We were down by two
(point' Mhetime.' Leaman said

But «t is in the p>ast. Currently the

Minut n are entrenched in a five game
losing eak, and a victory against Cor
neliub. .lompson and Co. is not an easy

Against UConn, the Minutemen will alter

their defense from man to man to a zone,
including a press against the Huskies. "Our
defense has been good, " commented
Leaman, "it's that our offense hasn't been
good lately. We have to shore up our of-

fer^se a little bit
"

One bright side of the Minutemen's of
fense has been the recent play of guard Bil

ly Morrison. After recovering from a foot
injury that kept him sidelined in the Colonial
Classic and limited his playing time
against Rutgers, the 6'4" junior from West
Hempstead, New York has collected 24
points in the last two outings, most of them
coming on long bombs.

"Billy has t)een playing very well," com-
mented Leaman. "He'll definitely be in the
starting lineup "

C^tch the action of Minutemen basketball on WMUA, 91.1 FM, when UMats
ta'<t>s on the University of Connecticut Bob Levine and Rick Hedeman will

describe the game beginning at 7:25. After the contest, listen for the Collegian
PInyer of the Game announcement.

thing lu come by However, Leaman is not

ready t.) give up the ship. 'Connecticut is a

good > lib but they're not invincible The
funny rung is that any club in New England
can b< Mt any other on a given night; the

qualit\ s that close, " Leanuin said, addiny,

"Any Me UMass plays UConn, it's a hard

game

The keys for the Huskies will be 6 8"

freshman sensation Thompson, felk>w
rookie Mike McKay, and upperclassman
Jeff Carr, Randy Lavigne, and John
Delagrange. an all tournament team seiec

tion at the Colonial Classic A question
mark for the Huskies >s guard Bob Oulin,

who is recovering from a leg injury

Gymmentakeon Navy
By MIKE ESTRADA
CoUegidn Staff

In what UMass hopes will be one of the

biggest gymnastics upset of tfie season,

the men's gymnastics team will travel to

Annapolis to take on a tough, yet
vulnerable Navy squad tomorrow
Navy IS a strong team (7 1), its only loos

coming against powerhouse Temple
190 05 185.45, but it is a hurting team.

Because of injuries, tf>ey have consistently

gone with only one all around and four men
on still rings in the hope that they will hit

Doug Shepard is the only legitinr^ate all-

around, with Jeff Means and Doug Bartlett

competing in five events wri,. scratching

the sixth.

UMass, on the other hand, is piifsically

and emotionally ready. Probable returnees

to the line-up against Navy are number two

all around Bob Lamb and top ring man
Steve Nunno, both of whom were mtssing

from last Tuesday's win over Dartmouth.

We re ready for ths one. ' said captain

Steve Nunno. ' We ve been saving
ourselves for this weekend."
Three competitors from 10 year coac*i Bill

Sevenng's Midshipmen will cause pro-

blems for UMass Doug Coump is

undefeated in floor exercise as is Doug
Bartlett on horizontal bar The Navy pom
mel horse team, though considered weak,

won its last nneet ag;».n«t William and Mary
which irKluded a 9.1 showing on the side

horse by junior Mike Davis.

The gymmen, with three away meets in a

row, will be away r>ext Thursday against

top rated Southern Connecticut before

returning fwme to face nval Springfield on
Monday, February 19.

<r:r^^^^
-00^^^^^

aiG'

Shampoo, Precision Hairoil

aod Blow-Dry Sttrliaf

COMPLETE FOR $10.00

Hampshire Mall

Rte,9.Hadl«y

Friday, February 9, 1979

VETERANS
Beta Chi is a non-political non-Greek social
group designed to bring veterans together
for comradeship & good times. We're
having a get-acquainted smoker in Farley
Lodge Thurs., Feb. 8, 8 p.m. 'till ? Free
malt refreshment.

-- — ALL VETS WELCOME^ ^
Ml 'U 'Ir 'U'-'lr-

INFORMAL
SORORITY
RUSH

Friday, February 9, 1979,
liloMcj^iajn 15

Orientation on Sunday, Feb.
1 1 in the basement of the Cam-
pus Center at 6:00 p.m.
Sign up at the Campus Center
Concourse on Feb. 6, 7, 8.

For more information call

545-0321 or 545-2711.

p^ W r^^ Liquor Store -

Tuborg 12 oz. cans
1.80 six

6.90 case

MHIer 12 oz. cans
Miller 12 oz.NR

Molson's Golden Ale Beer
And Regular Ale

Almaden
50.7 oz.
oz.

Popov Vodka
80^qts. .

Mt. Burgundy
Mt. Claret

Mt. Chianti

^:9ffcase

2.50 six
9.75 case

3.49

4.99

Paul Masson champagne
25.4 oz.

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

4.99

338 COLLEGE ST*
AMHERST

1S3-S384
aS6-8433

* • « • «

• • • • « • •

Not responsible for typo errors

Cathy Harrir>gton scrambles for a loos* ball against Rutgers. (Staff photo by
Patrick Dobbs).

Women cagers win again;

look fortournament bid
By PA TRICK DOBBS
Collegian Staff

With four games left on the schedule, Coarh Mary Anne Ozdarski is lookinq for the

wins that would propel her Minutewomen into the post season tournaments. "Alt the

games are tough.now." 0/darski said.

The Minutewomen fresh from a blistering win over Bndyewaler State College,

79 36, are fiack in the form that gave them a six game winning streak earlun in the

season according to Ozdarski. "The kids are playing good basketball," Oedarskt said.

Guard Sue Peters led the Minutewomen over Bndgewater with 26 pomts and center

Julie Ready contributed 16 m the rout.

The awHsome potential defense that the Minutewomen nave is finally taking shape,

after having held the Bridgewaterteam to only 13 second half points.

The Minutewomen will face the Northeastern in Boston tomorrow at 3 p.m. The
Huskies will be attempting to hold UMass' big guns Sue Peters (23 3 avg.) and Julie

Ready (14 2 avg.), but according to 0/datski the Minutewomen are winning because of

13 reasons.

One of these reasons has been Ginger Legare. The 6'V' sophomore "surprised

everyone in the program" according to Ozdarski and has been averaging 7.5 points c>er

game and 7 rebounds while appearing in only seven games.
The depth of the Minutewomen showed in a recent contest against Brooklyn College

where Cathy Harrington was unavailable because of a slight hyperextension of the

knee. The Minutewomen blitzed Brooklyn 114-63.

"We're running well now," Ozdarski said. "We're going to play Northeastern in a

man-to-man defense that has been very successful the past few games," she added.

JV hoopvvomen routed again
By BOB MITCHELL
Collegian Staff

An optimistic coach and spirited players sum up the components of the UMass J. V.

women's basketball squad, but the hoopwomen were defeated solidly again Tuesday
night at Bridgewater State College by the score of 68-26.

Bndgewater displayed a fine team effort with their high scorer, oddly enough, only

sinking 12 points. The Minutewomen only had three players accounting for their total

score- Joanne Quinlan 116), Sue Caplea (6). and Angela Caouerte (4).

Coach Diane Ryzek said after the game "we're looking much better on the court, and
starting to play better as a team." Next game for the squad is Saturday, when they

travel to Northeastern.

electronic colcubtofs

Tl«55.
Versatile slide rule calculator and

"how to" book connblnation for

statistical and nnathennatical pro-

blem solving -with program-

mability.

Imos Instruments
odvortced skte (\}e

cc^ubtor uitH progrommob*ty
TI-SS
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Engineering & Computer Science Majors

WATCH FOR THE
HUGHES

RECRUITER VISITING
YOUR CAMPUS SOON.

Contact your placement office

for interview dates.

HUGHES
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FEBRUARY SPECIALS by SIM

SPECIALS PERMANENTS $19

Hair Cuts $4.50

For Men Wom«n A Cttitdren
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used instruction sequences with 32 programming

steps.
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the works
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FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

LIONEL

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Friday, February 9 8 pm

FINE /«TS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale. General public - $7. 6. 5

UMass students - $5. 4. 3 Senior citizens and
other students - $6. 5. 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4, 545 251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.
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79c Molsons every

Mon. night
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Chiefs topple matmen;
record falls to 1 1 -4-1
By L OUIE SCHWECCHEIMER and
MARTY LUTTRELL
Collegian Staff

It was for the most part a see saw battle

highlighted by a few close matches, but in

the end Springfield had that something

extra to put them over the top Final score

Springfield 21 UMass13
The opening match of the night set the

tempo as Scott Lewis and Rich Schianz/i

(1 18) carrw out storming in a barn burning

see saw battle which saw the lead change
hands several times At or>e point Lewis led

17 11 only to have Schiari//i storm back to

tie It at 20 20. then lose 23 20
After watching Dana Rasmussen (126)

fall 5 1. Larry Otsuka at 134 cut the margin

to 6 3 with a good solid victory

At 142 UMass Charlie Rigoglioso locked

up in a close match with Bill Hillman

Losing 4 2. Rigoglioso stormed back to tie

It with 25 seconds left, only to loae 5 4 by

virtue of riding time

Kevin Murphy at 150 brought UMass
close again with a 62 victory and Mike
Carroll put the Minutemen ahead with a

very impressive 18 7 win The lead lasted

o. . ' • •
^ ''-- -

:
--W a

b. 'a.

losing a superior decision

The best performance of the night for

UMass was undoubtedly Greg Difieto s one
point decision over Ted Beahm Tied with

27 seconds left Diliek) received a starKlmg

O as he held on to w«n by virtue of his

earr>e(i riding t<me Finishing up the meet
John Allen hung tough, losing to senior

Jeff Blatnick. the second ranked
heavyweight in the nation

Both Amato and Asst coach were visibly

upset with the team s performance We
just did not wrestle well tonight." said

Fo«en

DURHAM. N H The Minuteman
wrestling team started quickly and held off

a late rally by the Wildcats of New Ham
pshire to win Wednesday night's match by
a score of 31 19. The squad now boasts a
record of 10 3 1 and holds a second place

New England rating

Newton South freshman Lou
Mac Donald started the Minuteman scoring
with a pin over Tom Senator in 2: 13 of the

second period Mike Vilardi followed with a

16 5 decision over his opponent, scoring

two near falls in dominating the match

Vilardi wishes to dedicate the win to his

high school coach, Jim McGonigle. of

Ward Melville High School in Setauket,
L I

. who IS in a Manhattan hospital for

treatment of leukemia.

Larry Otsuka beat his 134 lb opp>onent 5-

1, and Chd'lie Rigoglioso pinned wildcat
Norm Soucy at 1 40 of the first period of his

142 lb bout Kevin Murphy followed with a
pin at 1 32 of the third period at 150 lbs., to

make the team score 26

Bruce Cerullo started tf)e Wildcat sconng
yvith an 8 5 decision over Mike Carroll

D'lriog the match the Minutemen were
penalized one point for unsportsmanlike
conduct following a disputed official's caH
New Hampshire picked up 12 more team

points when they scored pins m the 167 and
1 77 lb. classes, the first coming at 13 of

the second period, and the latter at 1;49-of

the second perlod

In the 190 lb class Mmutenrtan Bob Clark

dropped a 10 3 decision to New England

chanr^) Bob MacNally. bringing the score to

26 19
John Allen cut the New Hampshire raWy

short with a pin over Joe LaCasse at 2.48 of

the third period.

Spotlight on sports
Icemen at N. Haven

Looking to bring its current losing streak

of SIX straight games to a screeching halt,

the UMass hockey team hops on the bus
for New Haven this afternoon to face off

against the University of New Haven, in a

7 30 p m contest tonight

Currently 13 6 overall and 9 6 in Division

II. New Haven is enfoying one of its best

years ever under the coaching of Steve

Lane Last year, the Minutemen handily

defeated New Haven by an 8 3 score, but

the in|ury filled roster of UMass will not

have such an easy time this year

1 10 1 so far this year, the Minutemen
will definitely be without stalwart defen

seman Dean Liacos tonight. Liacos suf

fered an injured shoulder m Tuesday night's

loss to Babson College Listed n%
questionable by coach Jack Caniff are Nick

Carney (shoulder injury) and Ken Richard

(leg injury ) In addition, UMass is without

John Peters who is still ailmg with a knee
injury.

"We're only going to be skating four

defensemen tomorrow night, " said Caniff.

"All we can do is play as well as we can;

we've put goether a different lineup in

alnr>ost every game this year due to in-

juries"

New Haven, meanwhile, is lead by West
Springfield's Tom Gentile and Natick's

Jamie Lord in the sconng department while

goaltender Jim McQuaid forms the back
bone of the defensive crew

"We've got a lot of speed at center,
"

said Lane "We've been m every game until

the end and we've got a few breaks
'

The Minutemen will return home to Orr

Rink on Saturday night to host Merrimack

the defending national Division Champion.
Earlier this sRason Merrimack easily

defeated the Minutemen m Andover
Mark Marchand

Swimmenfall
Tht' UMass iTipn s swirr. team travelled to

Storrs Conn Wednesday ntght and was
handed a 73 40 setback by UConn,
dropping the team s record to 1 5 UMass
took only three firsts m the swimming
events, and the divers didn t fare much
better, garnering only one top spot

Coach Bei Melamed said that he wasn't

really unhappy about losing the meet, but

tie was dissattstied with the time turned in

by many of his swimmers "It's one thing to

finish second or third, but I would at least

like to see some good timeS turned in for

those spots " he said.

One UMass swimmer had a fairly good
day. Freshman Tom Dundon took first in

the 200 yd freestyle with a 1:50.4, his

personal collegiate best He also took

second in the 100 yd freestyle with a 49.6.

Other first for UMass were by Job Bowers
with a 2 04 9 in the 200 yd butterfly and in

the 200 yd breaststroke where Harry
Fulford won in 2 23. 8.

Diver Jim Antonino won the 3 meter
compeition and finished second m the 1

meter category, but a bothersome leg

injury to Dan Anthony preverited him from
diving, and UConn won the overall diving

Melamed had good words for Tom
Mulvaney and Jib Bowers, saying both did

decent |obs
"

The next meet for the team will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. at Boyden pool against

the University of Vermont. Looking ahead.
Coach Melamed said, "We'll have to work
hard, but we can beat UVM if we swim
better than we did against UConn."'

- JIM DEGNIM

Gymnasts vs Temple
Bouncing basketballs off the backboard

will take back seat to the sounds of tumbl-

ing, as the Umass women's gymnastics

team takes on Temple University at Curry

Hicks Cage this Saturday afternoon.

Several of the UMass team may not ap-

pear against Temple, due to illness. All-

arounders Heidi Milander and Karen
Ginsburg have the flu, vaulter Lisa Martin
has "walking pnuemonia (according to

Coach Virgina Evans), and Karen Clemente

may not appear because of a cold.

"It all depends on whether or not they can

come to practice said Evans, "weve
been making our team roster for the Tem
ple*meet; and it s uncertain. If Heidi or

Karen can make the practices before Tem
pie, they'll go against Temple But as of

now. It's uncertain who II be there
"'

Evans was confident of the upcoming

meet, however Her team is ranked eighth

nationally, after finishing second in tn meet

action last Saturday at Penn State (Penn

State was a "very good meet, ' said

Evans). UMass has never lost to Temple in

the four years they ve competed "It

shouldn't be difficult, " said Evans, "though

we've had our problems this season and

some of the girls are ill, n shouldn't be dif

ficult beating Temple

Two of their girls will be tough to beat.

Robinson has received an 8 5 on vaulting

and a 29 20 all around; Johnson scored an

8 2 on the beam and a 32 15 all around.

These two could be a threat against us this

Saturday "

Now 4 1 going into the Temple meet,

UMass will face Southern Connecticut in a

rare weeknight meet next Thursday night at.

SC
MAUREEN SULLIVAN

The Minutemen will be battling the tough UConn Huskies this Satur
day See the story on pg. 14. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbsl.

C<Q)liei^iai\

WaltCherniak

Can the dome
Yesterday, the Board of Trustees made a

decision which will greatly affect life here at

UMass in the next few years. By now the

news of the tuition hike for out of state

students has reached .the ears of every

interested person in the University com
munity, but there was another less

significant, but still very important topic

discussion in Boston yesterday.

Haskell Kassler, who is the chairman of

the Building and Grounds Committee,

made a report to the Board of Trustees

concerning the proposed construction of a

dome over Alumni Stadium and using the

renovated facility to house the UMass
basketbaH, hockey, and as always, football

teams.
This proposal has been the brainchild of

P.E Dean David C. Bischoff for almost a

year now. The proposed dome would cost

some eight million dollars, and would seat

10,000 people for basketball and hockey. In

yesterday's Collegian, you may have read

an endorsement of the plan by fellow

sports columnist Steve Zack

.

It may sound strange from the mouth (or

typewriter) of the Collegian sports editor,

but I am personally very much opposed to

the dome for a variety of reasons which I

will now relate

Steve Zack urged the building of the

dome to insure the "already damaged
athletic reputation of UMass " Damaged?
Who says^ Steve s problem, and the

problem, I believe of all connected with

the dome proposal, is that he has chosen to

view The entire UMass sports program as

containing only the football and basketball

programs
I have compldined several times- in my

columns (I call it revealing, but you may
think otherwise) that too much of the

athletic department's attention and
money is spent on two or three big, and I

used thcTerm loosely, sports.

Okay, I agree that the hockey program is

stumbling, and may possibly become
extinct very soon. But will the mere
construction of a dome save them' The
hockey team has no money, gets no
scholarships, and consequently wins no

games. Eight million dollars later, will it be

better to view the same problems under a

dome?
And sure, the basketbaH team would

make more money and lure more recruits if

they played m am impressive arena instead

of a cleverly disguised barn, but are 10,0(X)

people going to watch every home
basketball game?
The football team came within eight

points of being NCAA champions last

season, but never once did they even come
close to filling Alumni Stadium. What
warrants giving the football team a newer
arena to half-fill? A dome would be just a

colossal waste.
If the athletic department, or the

Trustees, are considering spending $8

million on UMass sports, why don't they

spend it among the so-called lesser sports

who are not blessed with scholarships and
arenas to play in? Maybe we should all

stop thinking that football and basketball

are the only sports which matter.

There is yet another catch to Dean
Bischoff 's proposal He hasn't even dealt

with how the dome would be funded. Now,
I'm no PE dean, and I'm no Trustee, but I

can guarantee you that I know who will be
paying the bill. Tell you what, I'll give you
24,000 guesses.
On the same day, in the same building

that the UMass Trustees decided to raise

out of state tuition to $3350 by 1981. these

same people have the audacity to consider

spending eight million dollars for three

UMass sports programs. The whole idea is

ridiculous
I realize that the lack of a flashy sports

palace may hinder UMass' recruiting at-

tempts, but dome or no dome, it's going to

take an awful lot to convince an out of-

state basketball or football star to come
here and have to pay over $3000 in tuition.

•How many scliolarships can you give? In

how many sports can you ^ve them?'

Let's face it, the athletic program here

cannot remain healthy on instaters later

We here who are concerned about the

athletic program and its future have to

realize that, conditions being as they are,

we're going to have to be satisfied with

what we have. When the time comes to

decide whether or not to build the dome, I

only hope the Trustees will exercise more
common sense and fairness than they did

on Wednesday. UMass sports may be

buried, but it will be in a grave we dug

ourselves.
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Power plant workers threaten shut-down
J RFTI4 <:Fr:t:oQ ..

" ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ WWIIBy BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff
Morale problems at the University's

power plant have caused workers there to
threaten shuning down the campus, a
threat both the chief and assistant engineer
said could be easily carried out

'Morale is lower than whaleshit, " said
one of seven wodters who came forward
and threatened the shutdown late last

The nrten identified the cause of problems
as Chief Boiler Plant Engineer Gordon A
Slongwhite, who they said is constantly
badmouthing workers, issuing contradic
ting work orders, and not keeping promises
of employment to his crew

Slongwhite, who indicated last night that
he had been asked not to comnDent on the
current problems, said he has seen a
"trenr>endous change " in morale durir^g the
past few months, but said he could not
discuss what he views to be the cause

"A change of jobs is in the making,"
Slongwhite said.

Physical Plant Director George Norton
last night said he was unaware of any

change in command " at the power plant
and that any morale problems of workers
are "rwthing unusual."

Shutting down the University would be
readily accomplished if the nr>en simply
turned their backs on an already faltering
system, the angry workers said Locke said
if the n'>en were to shut down the plant, it

would take from three to four weeks for the
workers to get the boiler plants ready for in

spection. Meanwhile, the University would
be inoperative, the workers said.

Both Locke and Slongwhite agreed the
campus could be effectively shutdown if

the nr>en decided to igrnne maintenar>ce d
the steam plant ar>d turbines which keep
the University runnir>g Locke said he was
aware of the workers' frustration to tfie

PHjint of threatening the shutdown ar>d also
said if it happened, he nor anyor>e else
would be able to pinpoint the fault on the
irKlividual workers.

"AH they (the workers) would have to do
is nox react to a particular problem if It

shoukl arise We are always asking them to
do sonnething extra wt>en we call them in

the middle of the night to fix a problem and
now the men are not willing to come in "

Locke said while he normally expects the
extra effort to keep the plant functioning,
he could not now fault the worljers who
refused to exert themselves because of cur
rent problems.
The state licensed workers said 90 per

cent of the power plant's 28member crew
were "actively seeking employrrwnt outside
the University."

Many of the men who have worked for
several years at the power plant said the
rrwrale problems have surfaced recently,
and guessed it was because Slongwhite
was afraid that his assistant engineer
William F. Locke wanted the top job

Locke yesterday said he had no intention
of taking Slongwhite's job and that he, too,
wds looking elsewhere for an engineer's job
as soon as his contract expires in Octobar.

"I can't get anything done wt>en I have to
work in the mtddie of all this," he said.

"It's a genuine concern and we are
meeting with nr>embers of the crew and
supervisors, but the personnel and morale
problems exist everywhere oeriodically,"

Norton said. He also said the entire issue
had been taken out of perspective by the
workers and plant engineers.

Locke, who has already met with Norton
and Slongwhite, said Norton's view of the
matter was "unresponsive to the needs of
the workers" and that he was not. listening
to their problems closely.

Locke said Slongwhite has openly
chastized his workers and promised posi
tions to crew members, only to hire so-
rr»or>e else "from the other ernJ of the
state " "There's two ways of do«r>g things-
Mr. S.ongwhite's way and the wrong
way," the men said of their boss' anitude
towards them Locke said the men current
ly threatening the shutdown are all licens-
ed and very capable people" who shouW
have r>ot problem seekirtg employnr>ent
elsewhere ' Jobs like these are open all
over the state they shoukJ all get jobs very
easily." Locke said

Locke said since he has joined the power
plant staff six months ago, he has saved the
University $230,000 by ugrading the turbine
system ar>d by decreasing the tiiT>e needed
to ready a boiler for inspection.

Parl<ing costs
may be raised

Charlie O'Reardon braves the bitter

cold this weekend while taking a spin

on the campus pond. (Staff photo by
Patricia Key)

By LEE BURNETT
CoUegian Staff

Campus parking fees may be raised by as
much as 60 percent in order to eliminate the
$100,000 operating deficit of the UMass
parking and transportation system, ac
cording to Dorothy Thayer, who chairs the
University Parking Council.

Thayer said the council is opposed to the
plan to increase the parking fees because
"there are other ways to finance a deficit."
She said, "Students and employees shoukJ
not bear the burden; we can't stand an
increase of any kind "

The council representing un
dergraduates, graduates, faculty and
service workers on campus, unanimously
voted Jan. 18 to oppose a fee increase and
to explore alternatives.

Acting Vice chancellor for
Administration and Finance Geroge Beatty,
Jr. said alternatives to the parking increase
would not raise enough revenue to
overcome the deficit. "We've got a system
to run,'" he said.

The fee increases, to be distributed
incrementally from a $3 increase for P Lot
parking to a $20 increase for Lot 71, would
increase operating revenue by about
$102,000, Beatty said. The Budget and
Finance Committee of the UMass Board of
Trustees will hear the proposal Feb. 28.
Jonathan Tuttle, President of Local

State Employees Union No. 1776 said the
union is using students and employees as
"untapped resources."
"Gov. King has just asked to repeal our

collectively bargaining six percent raise.

and now thie University is asking the board
of trustees to extract an increase in parking
fees," he said "Parking is something we
are not reasonable about "

Tuttle said his union is not adequately
serviced by the bus system. He said many
employees have to be at work by 4 or 5
a.m., before bus service begins "If they
raise tfie fee we'll demand all kinds of
service," f>e said.

Lot parking is part of an overall Balanced
Transporation and Parking System
established in 1973 to reduce overcrowding
and congestion on campus. The system
includes rT>etered parking and the transit

system

.

In 1977 Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery transferred the Campus Center
Garage budget plus $150,000 of out-
standing loans from the Campus Center
budget to the Balanced Transportation and
Parking System, with instructions to
develop a five year plan to balance the
budget and to pay off the $150,000 of
loans

The garage has run at a deficit since its

opening in 1970 because the expected 50
percent occupancy level has never been
attained and because the debt service has
increased since it was built, Beatty said.

"When you get right down to it, it's the
garage that has caused this whole thing,"
Thayer said.

The garage has now accumulated a
deficit of $512,000. Beatty said the fee
increase would not reduce the accumulated
deficit, but would just prevent
further operating deficits. He also said fee
increases were needed to pay for lot im-
provement.

TURN TO PAGE 12

Drinkingage dispute ijeads to Boston
By MARK LECCESE
Cotlegian Staff

More than 200 students from this campus
are expected to descend on the State

' House in Boston today, as a bill to raise the

drinking age in Massachusetts from 18 to

21 comes before the House of Represen-

tatives.

Ken Mosakowski, an organizer of the

group, told students at a meeting in the

Campus Center last night the thrust of the

trip will be "to try and persuade legislators"

to vote against* the bill, and not a

demonstration or a protest.

Debate on the bill is expected to begin

when the House goes into informal session

at 11 a.m. today, and to continue when it

HMm»aw»ii^fo>in«i—aai>w at 1 p.m.
ci 1 f-o ) f th< Mrtiilii 'tt tA :

State Rep. James G. Collins (D-Amherst)
said last night he expects debate on the bill

to last at least all day Monday, and possibly
into Tuesday before a vote is taken.
"After talking to many legislators, I think

ra.ising it to 19 could be acceptable," Col-
lins said last night. Not many legislators are
determined to see the drinking age go up to
21, he said.

Legislation has been passed twice since
1977 raising the drinking age to 19, but
both times it was quickly vetoed by then
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.
Gov. Edward J. King promised in his

prinoary campaign to raise the drinking age
to 21, and has aieady stated his support for

the bHI that comes before the House today. > ,

Collins said he hopes the bill won't reach
the State Senate, its last stop before the
governor's office, until next week, "to pro-

vide more time for people to discuss the
issue.

RelEMBdstory^P.S

"I am really bothered by the fact that it's

moving so quickly. Over the weekend many
people got in touch with me, and most
were over 21 . They are unhappy that this
issue isn't getting proper public discus-
sion," Collins said.

Colllins will be meeting with a Democratic
study group of Representatives today at 10

^ , , f-m, to decide what strategy oppor>enta of

the bill will take on the House floor.

Mosakowski, a legislative aide for the Stu-
dent Center for Educational Research and
Advocacy here, told students last night the
lobbying effort will begin with the delivery
of over 1,000 letters from students on this

campus protesting the legislation to many
of the 160 representatives.

Many of the letters, adressed to individual
legislators, were gathered at a rally held in

the Student Union Ballroom Friday that at-

tracted more than 1000 students.
Students will arrive in Boston at about 1

1

a.m. and will seek out representatives from
their home districts. Mosakowski also ask-
ed students to "fk>od" the State Houaa
with phone caNsM day today.

<«»':twi^f|r »«««i{;(»r
' »
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DIGEST

Mass Governor Edward J. King gasturas during a
naws confaranca Saturday during which he said how
another part of his tSOO million tax rollback will work.
Kir>g filed legislation Friday that would prevent com-
munities from increasing their budgets. (AP laser-

photo)

Bhutto speaks forhis life

NEW DEHLI. India I/4P1 -Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, the depos
ed Pakistani prime minister awaiting execution in his
homelar>d, draws parallels between himself and former
President Richard M. Nixon in an emottoncharged state-
ment amuggled from his death -row cell He warns that
Pakinan's future depends upon his survival

"I was born to make a nation, to serve a people." wrote
ttw condemned Bhutto. "I was not born to wittier away in

adeathcall
"

The statement 80,000 words in all, was addressed to the
Pakistan Supreme Court and smuggled from Bhutto's cell

in fUM^alp«r>di Central Jail. It was published in book form by
Vikas Publishing House here after the rmlitary government
in Pakistan blocked its release Entitled, "if I Am
Assassinated. " the book reveals much of the 51 -year-old
Bhutto's brash style, personal philosophy, and fervent if

rK)t excessive belief in his own importance, said several
political observers.

King appointee owes taxes

BOSTON \AP\ —A newly appointed associate commis
sioner of the Metropolitan Distnct Commission is listed as a

partr>er in a company that owes the city of Somerville

almost $25,000 in real estate taxes, according to a report

yesterday
Thomas DiSilva, 63, of Lexington, who was named Friday

to the part time job by Gov. Edward J. King, has been
identified as a general partner of the Urban Equity Develop-

ment Co. in Sorr>erville.

Records ordered released statewide two weeks ago
revealed that Urban Equity owes Somerville $24,838 for

Elm Street properties, according to a story in The Boston
Gk>be.
The newspaper reported Saturday that DiSilva is also

" pissident and director of Bartlett Manor, a Maiden nursing

home that was convicted last April of failing to pay $17,882

in back taxes.

DiSilva could not be reached for comment.

Testsshow sugar inJuice
BOSTON \AP\ -Four leading brands of apple juice that

claim to be unsweetened actually contain substantial

amounts of added sugar, according to tests conducted for

a Boston newspaper.
The Boston Herald American reported yesterday that bet-

ween 35 and 70 percent of the sugar in these brands was
not natural apple sugar.

"By adding cheap sugars - usually com syrup or car>e

sugar — apple juice producers can either undersell the pure
products or charge a higher price and pocket the extra pro-

fit," the newspaper said.

The report said the added sugar does not pose a health

hazard.

The tests showed that 50 to 70 percent of the sugar in

Familysize Lincoln Apple Juice was added. In Lincoln Pure

Natural Apple Juice, another Lincoln brand, 35 to 40 per-

cent of the juice was added.
The tests also showed that 35 percent of the sugar in

Seneca frozen concentrated juice and 40 to 50 per cent in

Apple Ef Eve Apple Juice was added.

Iranian rule teeters,
military support lost
By THOMAS KENT
Associated Press
TEHRAN, Iran- Iran's

military chief ordered im-

perial troops back to
their barracks yesterday
following days of bloody
street fighting and
declared his support for

Moslem patriarch
Ayatollah Ruhollah Kho
meini. The 2,500-year old

Iranian monarchy ap-
peared to be in in its firiai

hours.

Shah-appointed Prime
Minister Shahpour
Bakhtiar reportedly
resigned and the govern-
ment news agency plac-

ed the toll of recent
fighting at more than 200
dead and nearly 900
wounded in Yehran, with
scores killed in other
cities.

Gen. Abbas
Gharabaghi, chief of
staff of the armed
forces, met with Kho
meini's prime minister,
Mehdi Bazargan, 70, arxj

said he would support
the government set up
by Khomeini to establish

a "revolutionary" Islamic
republic

.

The withdrawal of
troops appeared to break
the back of the constitu
tional monarchy that
depended heavily on a
loyal, united military.

Khomeini, the 78-year-
old religious leader who
returned to Iran Feb. 1

after 14 years in exile,
declared in a statement
that "victory is rtesr."

Insurgents took over
Tehran, looting military

posts of weapons f*nd

Marine detachment

sentto Turiicey

WASHINGTON lAP]
-The Pentagon has
ordered a detachment of B9
Marines tent from the
United States to Turkey in

caoe they are needed to
strengthen protection of

the U. S. Emt>assy in Iran,

defense officials said
yesterday.
At the same time, six Air

Force helicopters are being
flown to Turkey to be ready
in case an urgent evacua
tion of Americans from
Tehran becomes necessary.
These were the first

significant signs of any
unusual U.S. military ac-

tions in the long Iranian
crisis. Until now, an effort

has been made to make it

appear Americans were
leaving Iran at a relatively

unhurried pace.

Defense Department
spokesman Thomas
Lambert confirmed reports
of the new developments.
However, he declined to

discuss the destination of

the Marine detachment and
the helicopters. Other
sources said they will be
sent to Incirlik, Turkey.
In response to questions.
Lambert said:

"Six Air Force passenger-
carrying helicopters are be-

ing moved to a closer loca-

tion in event it is necessary
to use them to move
Americans out of Tehran.
"We are also shifting a

small detachment of 69
Marir>es to a forward loca-

tion in event they might be
needed to assist the 19
Marines presently guarding
the embassy in Tehran."
Lambert said there had

been no attacks on the em-

bassy by Iranian mobs as
V«t.

Pentagon sources said
Ambassador William
SuHivan had asked for the
precautionary moves by the
Marines and the
helicopters, and asked that
the Pentagon update con
tingency plans for a poasi
ble mass evacuation of
Americans.

Sources estimated there
are still some 7,000
Americans in Iran, most of

them employees of
American defense contrac-
tors ar>d their wives and
children.

The Marine detachment
was due to fly from Camp
Lejeune, N.C., while the
HH 53 helicopters, which
can carry as many as 50
passengers, were being
dispatched from bases in

England.

There were no immediate
indications of any alert

orders to the Military Airlift

Command which operates
the big C 5 and the C 141

transport planes in the U.S.
airlift fleet.

Defense sources also said

there has been no special

alert of elements of the
82nd Airborne Division at

Fort Bragg, N.C. However,
one battalion of that divi

sion normally is kept in a

higher state of readiness.

Lambert stressed that the
movement of the Marines
and the helicopters is

"strictly on a precautionary
basis." _
"We have no plans at this

time to deploy either the
helicopters or the Marines
to Iran/' Lambert said.

ammunition, occupying
government buildings
and police stations and
racing through the
streets flashing "V" for
victory signs. They raid

ed several prisons and
released hundreds of
"political" detainees jail

ed by the shah as com
mon criminals.

Early Monday, huge ex-

plosions shook the
western side of the city
near Mehrabad Interna-
tional Airport. Tehran
Radio said Jay barracks,
one of Iran's largest tank
garrisons, was in flames.
The radio reported heavy
shooting there, in Majlis

Square and two other
areas of the capital.

A source close to
Bakhtiar told The
Associated Press the
prime minister submit-
ted his resignation in the
'fterr>oon to Bazargan, a
frier>d for over 30 year.

Ibrahim Yaidl. Kho-
meini's chief aide, said
Bakhtiar. 54, had quit.
There was no comment
from Bakhtiar, and his
whereabouts were
unknown. Sources said
the prime minister, ap-
pointed Jen. 4, wrote his

resignation because he
could not continue
without military support.

Tehran Radio, over-
taken by insurgents, said
the speaker of the Majlis,
the parliament, annourv:-.
gd that all members of

Parliament
resigned

.

also had

Tehran Radio said some
military personnel were
resisting Gharabaghi's
statement, but it quoted
the commander of the
shah's elite Imperial
Guard as saying, "I wish
to state with much pride
that the Imperial Guard
is on the side of the na-
tion."

In one of its first acts,
the provisional opera-
tional staff of the Islamic
Revolutionary Move-
ment closed Iran's
borders and all airports
for 24 hours beginning
Monday, Tehran Radio

In Washington, the Pen-
tagon ordered a detach-
ment of 69 Marines sent
from the United States
to Turkey in case they
were needed to help 19
Marines protect the U.S.
Embassy in Iran. Six A*
Force helicopters were
being fk>wn to Turkey in

case Americans had to
be evacuated from
Tehran, Defense Depart-
ment spokesman
Thomas Lambert said.

State Department
spokesman Kenneth
Brown said the 7,000
Americans in Iran were
safe "to the best of our

Rebels take a victory ride In the Tehran aree of
Ayatollah Khomeini's headquarters Sunday night
after it was announced that the government of Prime
Minister Bakhtiar had fallen. (AP Laserphoto)
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JERUSALEM [AP\
— Israel yesterday ac-
cepted an American invita-

tion to resume peace talks

with Egypt at Camp David,
Md., later this month but
announced no softening of
its stand on unresolved
issues. Egypt accepted the
invitation last week

.

Prime Minister Menachem
Begin said there would be a
break in the Camp David
talks so Foreign Minister
Moshe Dayan and Egyptian
Prime Minister Mustafa
Khalil could consult with
their governments, an in-

dication that the talks may
go beyond the three or four
days originally planned.
The meeting is expected

to start in about 10 day#,

^^ ficiallilly announced.

Begin rejected criticism in

the annual U.S. State
Department human rights

report alleging that Israel

suspended human rights

protection in some security

cases in the occupied West
Bank of Jordan and the
Gaza Strip.

"I cannot accept that
criticism, but I don't think it

will have any bearing on the
negotiations," Begin
replied when asked if the
allegations could affect the
Camp David talks.

"There is no torture in

Israel," he told reporters

after the Cabinet session.

The human rights report

accused Israel of "instances
of mistreatment" of Palesti-

nian prisoners, but gave
»gwl laaN wwpIw tap aaw

dui,t m territory captured in

the 1967 war.
Begin said Israel had pro-

tested to the State Depart-
ment over points in the
human rights report it con-
sidered unfair.

Begin said the Cabinet
took no new policy deci-

sions that would release
Dayan from earlier positions
in his talks with Khalil and
Secretary of State Cyrus R.

Vance.
The Camp David talks are

likely to focus on how an
Egyptian -Israeli peace trea-

ty should relate to the
Palestinian issue and how
to ensure that neither side
can retreat from its com-
mitments if difficulties arise
in subsequent talks overjhe

»W sai Bawli awi G
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Pass/fail: What it's all about
fly DEBf^A RO TH SANTA
Tomorrow is the last day for students to

elect a pass/ fail course Students are per-

mitted to take one pass/fail course a
semester with the exception of courses in

the education department, usually man-
datory pass /fail.

Pass/fail courses became widely accepted
in the early 1960's according to registrar

Ralph Jones UMass joined the trend in the

mid-sixties he said, because the Faculty

Senate felt it woukl encourage students to

"become usefully venturesome in their

choice of electives. ' Jones said.

Jones also said the senate hop>ed students

would register for courses they feared were
too difficult "without fear of having a low
grade bring down their average

"

However, he said, "Most students use it

to protect their cumulative average in any
area where they think their strength may
not lie."

Until the 1970's, instructors were inform-

ed of who their pass/fail students were,

and, according to Jones, they were given

"second class citizenship."

Jones is in favor of the current "hidden

pass/fail" in which professors are not

aware which students are taking their

course pass/fait. In the 1970's another

feature was added to the system which
Jones says is unique to UMass.

If a student taking a course pass /fail earns

a grade which will help her/his cum, the

computer will give her/him the grade in-

stead of the pass.

"This motivates students to try for a good
grade," Jones said. He said he once
disfavored the system but now thinks it a

good one.

Dean James Shaw of the College of Arts

and Sciences also thinks it is a good
system.

It allows a student who "wants to know
something about it (a course! but has no
deep commitment to it-it's like reading on
your own," he said. "It's appropriate for

students to take some classes on their own
terms without worrying about a grade," he

said.

But Shaw worries about students who do
a "half-baked job" and cause a "bi-motal

distribution" in class making it difficult for

the instructor to know who to teach-the

students who lag behind or the fast ones.

It also causes problems in sequential

courses, he said, when a student gets by

on a pass /fail grade and is lacking material

by the time he is in the upper-level course.

There is oisagreement about whether
pass /fails on transcrips affect acceptance
into graduate school

"Some universities look for any excuse to

reject a student, "sakl Shaw. A student

could have eight pass /fails on her/his

transcript but Jones does not think that is a

good idea because "graduate schools don't

like transcripts that are peppered with

them." But he does not think a few will

hurt.

Still, he said, "Try to keep your record as

clean as possible in terms of withdrawals,

incompletes, and passes."
Pre-med students are advised against

pass/fail courses, said Brian O'Connor,
pre-med advisor.

"As a rule of thumb, I say no, but there
are many circumstances where I recom-
mend pass/fail," he said. He likes the idea

that it "encourages the venturesome stu-

dent" arnl that the student can get the let-

ter grade if it is a good one.
"Med schools view a P as a C," he said,

"Mayt)e one or two are okay, preferably in

the junior or senior year." Medical schools,
he said, tend to scan work done in the end
of the undergraduate level.

But he advises a pre-med student not take

any science or math courses pass/fail even
if they are electives.

In 1969 courses in the School of Education
became mandatory pass /fail. There has
been "only one case" when a student had

TURN TO PAGE 12

Dorms renovated
for handicapped use
By CAROL YN ROBINSON
Collegian Staff

Two UMass dormitories this semester
will undergo $1 million in renovations,
including handicapped facilities, according
to staff members at the Residential
Resource Management Office (RRM).

Federal law states that any renovations

to public buildings must include barrier free

accessibility for the handicapped. The goal

of the current dorm remodeling is to
present the handicapped with the option to

live in any campus residential area, RRM
officials said.

The guidelines of the law give a deadline
of June 2, 1980 for compliance with the
standards.

$5.2 million will be spent for future

renovations of all buildings on this campus,
according to RRM staff.

Knowlton House in the Northeast

Residential Area and Brett House in the

Central Area were chosen for renovation

due to their proximity to the dining corrv

mons, infirmary, and the rest of the

campus, management officials said.

Renovations will include the installation

of elevators, modification of rooms and

bathrooms, carpeting, and wheel chair

ramps.

Knowlton"s remodeling will cost
$650,000— twice as much as the cost of
renovating Brett, due to the age of the
Northeast dormitory and the amount of
modernization needed to bring it "up to
code," said Northeast Residential Area
Coordinator Sandra L. Anderson.

She said Knowlton will receive new
heating and plumbing, and some of the

rooms will be designated as suites.

Anderson said work will begin by April.

Knowlton renovations will be funded by the

State, and the State may also pay for one
dormitory renovation each year.

Brett House renovations are being funded

by the Project One Trust Fund which is

generated from dormitory rent, according

to Central-Orchard Hill Area Coordinator

Donald J. Pelkey. So far demolition has

been performed in order to raise the

building to federal standards.

Anderson and Pelkey said students
should be able to move back into both

buildings by next fall.
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Icy fire

damages
four story
building
NORTHAMPTON- A general alarm fire of
undertermined origin last night drove at
least a dozen residents from their apart-
ments and caused heavy water damage to
a downtown building here.

Deputy Fire Chief Michael O'Connor said

the fire is believed to have started in tf>e

rear of a fourth floor apartment at 231 Main
St., a four-floor brick and wood joisted

building across from Memorial Hall.

The first alarm was sounded at b:4b p.m.,
he said, and as firefighters began to leave
the station a block away, they could see
flames shooting out the rear windows. At
about 7:30, the roof collapsed, but no one
was injured.

More than 70 firefighters froratho city and
the town of Easthampt 3n with five pumpa
and three ladder trucks were used to fight

the fire.

The fire was brought under control at
about 9 p.m., and crews were expected to
woik through the night clearing out debris.
O'Connor said.

Two businesses located on the street level
of the bulding, David Boot Shop, Bootery
and Sutter's Mill, were damaged by wi
pouring from the fourth floor apartment.
O'Connor said there was no dami

estimate available last night.

At one point, the fire began to spreed
through a fire wall into an apartment at 237
Main St., but firefighters worked quickly to
douse the blaze and confine it to the
origir>al apartment.

"The boys did one helluva nice |Ob."

O'Connor said.

The near zero temperature caused footing

problems for the firefighters, O'Connor
said, and also caused empty fire hoses to

freeze like logs as firefighters dragged them
back to the station.

Renovations at Brett Dorm (Staff

photo by Patricia Key)

Shopliftingoccurs dailyat UniversityStore
First of two parts

By ROBERT B. CARGILL
Collegian Staff

Shoplifitng at the University Store, an

almost daily occurrence in which 200 in-

dividuals are apprehended each semester,

is part of a $40,000 annual shrinkage ab-

sorbed the store, a security official said last

week.
Though management cannot determine

exactly .what percent shoplifting con-
tributes to this yearly loss, the store

currently employs eight to ten student

security personnel to help curb the in-

cidence of shoplifting.

Kevin Jones, head of the store's student

security, said the lost revenue of the store

is paid back indirectly through student's

Campus Center fees-a figure amouting to

$79 yearly.

The problenns of shoplifting are not

limited to students however. Teaching

assistants and full professors have also

been caught and no matter what the item,

the accused may be sent before the

Student Judiciary Committee or Nor-

thampton District Court.

"People are often caught stealing

nothing more than a tube of toothpaste,"

Jones said, "though sometimes the

shoplifter is caught With jewein/, clothes,

and the more expensive type items."

When a person is asked why she-he took

an item, a typical answer might be, ^'Oh, I

forgot I had it in my pocket," he said.

Apparently, the shoplifting season
peaks shortly before Christmas and other

holidays. It's during these times that the

store is congested and the smaller, easier to

steal items are in higher demand and easier

to conceal.

Jones said the job of the security force is

to monitor tf>e aisles of the store, especially

the more secluded areas, and to watch for

any suspicious looking activity.

"Around Christmas, they'll take the little

items -the Secret Santa presents. Then
around Valentine's Day, all the cards will be

picked up," said Jones. The items that are

in demand disappear quickly.

"In the spring, when the hot weather
comes around, we'll catch the sunglass

thieves, and in the winter we'll catch the

Secret Santa thieves," he said.

"Sure we don't catch everyone. But if

we don t catch them here, they'll get

caught somewhere else. Or we'll catch

them the next time. Sooner or later, they're

going to be caught."

Tomorrow:
caught

Prosecution of those
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'MUA seeks support
to help boost funds

^
Tory Carlson looks over some of the

supportive letters received by WMUA.
The letters are needed so the station

may qualify for foundation grants.
(Staff Photo by Bill Greene)

ByJIMPAULIN
Collegian Staff

"WMJA allows me to hear radio
broadcasts without the insult of U.S.
commercialism . .

." Michael Gery, a
reporter for the Greenfield Recorder wrote
to the UMass student radio station in

response to the station's broadcast appeal
for letters of support.

According to Judith Schaefer, public
relations officer and broadcaster at MUA,
the letters are needed to justify requests by
the station to private foundations for grant
money to maintain a quality level of
operations at the station.

At 'MUA, she said, people are "into
radio, not politics " In an attempt to
remedy the situation, she recently had
herself appointed to a vacant commuter
senate seat.

"The letter writing campaign," she said,
" IS to stimulate interest irt WMUA in the

Pioneer Valley and UMass . it's difficult

to know how many people you'rv-
reaching" She added that the station plans

to do a survey of its broadcast area soon
Last semester, the station distributed

'MUA bumper stickers. This spring there

will be a benefit concert for 'MUA at the
Red Pantry in Belchertown, at a date to t>e

announced.

In order to qualify for foundation grants,

the station must prove that it reaches an
audience beyond students and letters

received from Putney Vt. and South
Ha<]ley , Mass are indicative of the station's

broad range and ap[>eal.

Four years ago, she said, 'MUA received
$70,000 yearly from the Student Cover
nment Association (SGA) Now the station
only receives about $28,000, which she
blames on poor communications between
the station and the student senate.

The grant proposals are to be handled by
the Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy However, SCERA
IS currently without an individual to manage
the effort.

More than 50 letters are posted on the
station wall The overwhelming^ favonte of
the letter is black classical music (jazz),

according to Schaefer.
"I would like to make the point that

much of my 'education' in black classical

music has come listening to your station,"

wrote Silas Kopf of Northampton. "This

music doesn't seem to be found anywhere
else on the dial,' Black Classical is played
by the Jubilation Jazz show and the Black
Mass Communications Project

"Lisa Wait is a creative genius," wrote
Brian Walters of Amherst, referring to the

New Wave-Reggae O.J. In the same vein,

lockey Jeff Berlin received several plaudits

"Country Blues and Bluegrass" was also
a heavy favorite Several people wrote they
enjoyed listening while working With a
variety of musical genres, news, sports,
public affairs programming, the "Women's
Media Project, " WMUA serves a broad and
varied audience. As Paul Ziino of Amherst
wrote, "I find WMUA ar>d its diversified
programming invaluable "

Students rally to protest rise in drinking age
By CHRIS TOPHER H SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

More than 1000 students jammed the

Student Union Ballroom Friday m protest

of legislative moves to raise the drinking

age m Massachusetts.
Speaking to the crowd were state Rep

James G Collins, D Amherst, and Sen

John Olver, D Amherst, who outlined

plans to fight the increase in the legislature

The House today begins a debate on a

bill which would raise the drinking age to 19

for siK months, and then to 21

"I myself am 20, a trustee of the

University, and I won't be able to dnnk

alcoholic beverages, "said Herb Tyson,

Student Government Association co

president, who also spoke to the crowd. He

predicted the new age limit would "force

people back into their cars " to dnnk, and

people to drive in neighboring states with

lower age limits to purchase liquor.

Collins and Olver both said the increase

was being sent through the Legislature so

quickly that opponents primarily

students- would not have time to

organize

"With this bill.
" Collins said, "the 18,

19- and 20 year olds won't be able to have

a beer in Massachusetts, but the 18 year-

old would be able to own the package store

that sells the beer
"

The two legislators, interrupted

repeatedly by applause, said their initial

strategy will be to try to have the bill killed.

Beyond that, Collins said they will seek

amednments to the bill, or push for a

requirement that a new increase must be

approved in a public referendum before it

can be enacted

Maria Borowski sorts and counts let-

tars in the SCERA offices last night.

The letters were written by UMass
students to their legislators to protest

the proposed increase in the drinking

age. (Staff photo by Richard Newman)

Collegian staff to meet
interested students

u

The Collegian has scheduled its first

recruitment and staff meeting of the

semester for this Thursday at 7:30 p m. in

Campus Center 101.

The purpose of the recruitment meeting

is to introduce departments of the paper to

those interested in working at the Col

legian. The focus of the staff meeting will

be forming a constitution committee and

discussing plans for the rest of the

semester.

By combinir>g a recruitment meeting with

a staff meeting, new people will be able to

discuss the paper with staff members.

The Collegian is divided into 1 1 editorial

departments, a business office and

graphics department. Anyone enrolled as a

UMass student is eligible for staff member-

ship at the Collegian, and students at the

other four colleges can contribute to the

The editorial departments that feed daily

into the newspaper are fine arts, sports,

photo, dpiniorf/«*torial, t\ack affairs.

women's news and a news department that

is divided intd student affairs, administra-

tion and faculty affairs and town and area.

The fine arts department is also responsible

for publishing a fortnightly supplement to

the Collegian, Proper Gander.

The Collegian also publishes several

feature supplements periodically during the

semester. Some planned for this semester

are a ski special scheduled for this week,

and also career, graduation, dining out. In-

ternational Women's Week and fashion

specials.

The Collegian offices are located in the

basement of the Campus Center Sunday

through Fridays more than 200 students

work in the different departments to put

together the Collegian Students are

responsible for selling advertisement;

designing the ads and pages; deciding the

newslay of the paper; reporting, writing

and editing the stories; and composing the

pwpwi in the graphics room

Budget cuts may force
UM-Boston to merge
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Gov. Edward J, King is suggesting the

merger of two or more of Boston's state

colleges as a possible way to cut the state's

higher education budget request for fiscal

year 1980.

King ordered trustees of state colleges

and universities Thursday to cut their re-

quests from $333 million to $294 million,

which is this years final budget, according

to an article in the Boston Globe. King said

he will not make budgetary allowances for

inflation or collective bargaining contract

agreements and is requesting complete

level funding; meaning the budget will not

be increased from this year to the next.

King Is suggesting a partial merger bet-

ween the five state colleges in Boston,

which are UMass Boston, Boston State.

The Massachusetts College of Art, Roxbury

Community College, and Bunkerhill Com-
munity College. King feels consolidation

Vwotrid Rav«» mnn^v

UMass-Amherst Chancellor Randolph

W Bromery said this campus could be

forced to take a 10 percent cut in it's re-

quested budget. He said this cut would

probably mean a reduction in personnel and

supplies.

UMass-Amherst has requested a $2.2

million increase in its state appropriation for

fiscal year 1980-partly to pay for an addi-

tional enrollment of 500 students next year.

For this fiscal year of 1979 UMass Amherst

received $82.2 million from the state and

$71.2 million in non-state funds.

For next year the Amherst campus has

requested $562,000 for special library

aquisitions and funds to improve a com-

puterized financial accounting system.

Funds have also been requested for the

physcial plant to rebuild plant staff and

replace worn equipment.

Bromery said this weekend it is up to new

UMass President David C. Knapp to con-

vince King of the University's need for in-

creased funding. "It is his moment of

tryth," Bromery said.
11 < 1
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Controversy axAmherst Student continues
By GAYLE YOUNG
Coilegtan Staff

Amharst Collage minortty studants and
aditors of the school nawspapar will iaaua a
joint communiqua clarifying thair
raapactiva positions on saparata black
affairs nawrs pagas it was announcad aftar a
maating hald yestarday with Amharst
Presidant John W. Ward.
An Amharst Third World Coalition haa

been demarKiing separate nawe pagaa
since last samaatar. but aditors of the
Amherct Student have refused the request
since the beginnir>g of the year, The editors

instead offered to hire a black affairs editor,

a proposal which has not gained wide
acceptance among minonty students.

Students from both sides mat with Ward
yesterday morning at his requaat. Ward
said yesterday his position was of a
mediator, not a negotiator and he did rH>t

want to impose hia parsor^l opinions.

Ridhard Read, edrtor of the Student, said
ha hopaa the joint communique, which is

expected to be iaauad by tomnrvorow, will

clear up miacorKaptions heki by Amherst
studants about the pagas controversy and
those invoh/ad in it.

Rob Ellis, a coalition official, said he
thinks a clarification of the pages con-
troversy will lead to "middle ground" and
the start of negotiations. "But I don't see it

as resolved," he said. "I see it as an on-
going issue."

But Read said he did not 'anticipate any
compromiaa comir>g from thia."

Read said his staff f>as bacoma mora
aware of racial issues since the demand for

pages.
"I don't pretend to understand wttat it's

like to be a third world student at Amherst
College," he said. "But it's obvious

everyone here has a heightened con-
sciousneaa."
The Student and the coaittion also plan

to hold a panel discussion on the pagaa
next week in what was called a continuing
effort to educate the Amherst community.
But Read said they ware not going to the
community for an anawar , nor will they

abide by popular decision on the issue.

Ward said he was hopeful the two aidaa

could reach a compromise. "Negotiationa
are so close," he said. "Both sides agree
where they want to go, they just have to

agree on how they want to get there."

Winter Carnival returns
By PH/UP TURESKY
CoKegtan Staff

The Vienna Boys Choir, the Isley

Brothers, arxl Johnny Carson have all

participated io it Yet it can't be found in

Austna, Soul Train or the Tonight Show
The annual Greek Winter Carnival begina

its weekend of winter sports, contests. ar>d

partying thrs Thursday. The carnival,

sponsored by the UMass. greek Area
Council Social Budget, is in its fourth year

under Greek direction

A k>r\g-tima university tradition started In

1936, the carnival was a sort of winter

honrwcoming. Besidaa the usual sportir^g

avants ami contests, there were noted

parformars. catebntiea and a concert.

When the sporting events and contests

ware met with apathy by students aryj

there was violence and destruction to the

Curry Hicks Cage during a Steve Miller

concert, the university dropped the carnival

in tf^e early 70s.
The Greek System is still in the early

stages of restoring the carnival to a campus
wide weekend.

The Carniva! will open with a ski party at

Berkshire East in Chartemont from 4 p.m.
to 10 p.m. Thursday. This event is open to

the public and $2.00 bus tickets to the
slopes may be purchased by calling Sigma
Delta Tau or at the Campus Center this

week.
On Friday a skating party will be held at

the Fine Arts Center Pond for Greek
members.
A snow sculpture contest with judging at

1 p.m. Sat. is open to all dormitories and
campus organisations. Applications may be
obtairwd from Sigma Oaha Tau.
A Greek formal party will be held

Saturday night at the Hatch for Greek
members

According to Joe Barbosa. Assistant

Greek Area Director The Greeks woukJ like

to involve students besides the 1,200
fraternity arnj sorority members, but they
are a non-profit organization and thair

budget is limited. They hope to eventually

sporwor a concert ar>d create otf>e' events
by possibly becoming affiliater* with the
Fir>e Arts Center and other Oigamzations,
Bart>osasaid.

David Marshall gives a poetry
reading at the Hillel Coffeehouse at the

Hamdan Dining Commona on Saturday
night. (Staff photo by Joanna QuinnI

UMass Student runs for selectman
ByHANSSCHULZ
Coilegtan Staff

UMaaa iunior Gregory R.

Diiard recognizes the bmits

of a classroom education

and so the Political Science

and Govarrm>erTt ma(or has

decided to enter the Board

of Selectmen's race in

Belchertown where he haa

resided for the past tan

years.

"My courses at UMass
have been a necessary
background, but there's

rK)thir>g like getting out in

the field and getting raal ax-

periarKe, " said the twenty-

year old Dillard, who hopes

to become the youngest

aelectman in Belchertown's

history.

Dillard's chances of cap-

turing one of the two seats

on the 5-member Board of

9electnr>en up for graba in

April's election received a

XMWt when he became the

TOQ vote -getter at a recent

Town Hall nominating
caucus, outpolling in-

cumbents Shirley Doray
arHJ Kenneth Sr>ow.

"How I Qot the top spot, I

don t know," Dillard con-

fasaad. but added hie

nomination indicates
"Belchertown is kwking for

new faces and new idees on
the Board

"

He hadn't actively cam-
pa igr>ed until his nomifM-

tion had been affirmed by

the caucus. Sir>ce then, he

says he's been "erK:ourag-

ed by what I've heard and

tfie reception I've gotten on

the street"
Dillard said he haa bartefit-

ted from the publicity and

credibility the caucus'
nomination has lent to his

candidacy.
Despite his youth, Dillard

points to his already con-

siderable involvement with

local government as

qualifications for the select-

man's office. Ha cuiiawtl y
aarvaa on Belchertown's In-

dustrial Development Com
mission, its Zoning Board of.

Appeals and the Citizen's

Natural Resources Planrwng

Program.
An influx of new residents

over the past decade have
made Bek:hertown one of

the fastest growing com-
munitiaa in the state, ac-

cordir^ to Dillard.

As a resuH. he advocates

the adoption of a "com-
prehensive land-use and
growth plan," which ha
sakJ woukj aim to "preaarve

Belchertown's small-town,

rural ^virorwnent" while

accomodating tf>e demands
of growth in tf>e areas of

fire, police and ambulance
services, education and
highways.
Dillard criticized the pre-

sent Board of Selectmen
for "falling into a state of

complacency" in the face

of Belchertown* rap'd

growth, ar>d claimed they

have been unresponsive in

preparing for greater future

demands on services.

He also characterized re-

cent proposals to impcaa a
moratorium on conatruc-

tion in Belchertown aa a

"knaa-iark reaction."

«PIN KIISN at BK«
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The Brotherhood of BETA KAPPA PHI
Fraternity invitee aU university man

on: Monday, Fab. 12 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday. Fab. 13 7:00 p.m.

Thursday, Feb. 15 8:00 p m.

Tuesday, Feb. 20 6:30 p.m.

to an open ruah
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Letters to the Editor
Updated etiquette

To the Editor:

It seems un/ikefy that among the social

and political issues discussed on the Col

legian's editorial pages there would be
room for the question of whether a

"gentleman" should help a "lady" on
with her coat It is only a gesture, of

course Squabbles aristng from coat

aiding lor a tack tharaofi are probably as

common in UMass' young, hip, and
aware population as those over girl vs

woman and boy vs man We know tftat

discussing semarrtKS is'futile and a waste

of time In other words, it doesn't matter

what you call it.

.

No symbol or action is

so smaM as to be unimportant when one is

discussing societal change. The adoption

of new values about sex roles or any area

rests ultimately with the individual, and

ntust be acted out m daily life

Benjamin Black
• Northampton

Who may drink?

To the Editor
Rtght f*ow. one of the most talked

about issues on campus is the proposed
legislation which would raise tfte legal

drinking age in this state to 21 This bit is

only the beginning of a senes of measures
which, if passed, will greatly affect life on
campus and ttie quality of education here

at the University

It's time that we. as students, take

some action to protect our interests and
our rights Why should we let others

make decisions which affect us adversely

when we have the power in our hands to

oppose and change these decisions so
that they will be to our beneift?

I urge avaryona in the university
community to write to their congiessmen
regarding ttte drinking age issue. LET
THESE PEOPLE KNOW HOW YOU
FEEL I In order for a congressman to

represent your interests, hesfte must
know what your interests are.

In closing. I'd like to thank the many
people who have already wntten. who
attended and made Friday's rally in the

SUB a success and who. like myself.

are on tfteir way to the State House at the

time ol this printing Keep up tfte good
work and. above all. encourage everyone

YOU talk to to help support us.

There's power in numbers . . . we have
the numbers, we /ust have to convince

ourselves that we have the power to

influence the decisions which are made
on the hill.

Diance Jacoby
Nofthaaat

On Marx and Jews
To th« Editor

It IS a shame tftat William Sundstrom as
weH as WMiam and Soccoro Gon/ale/
have lent themselves to the anti Semitic

fargon of Karl Marn by parroting Marx'',

On the Jewish Uuestion in their

responses to Yitzftak Santis' just critique

of the aforementioned essay.

It IS simple. Marx was an anti-Semite

and On the Jewish Question is a
malicious manifesto of anti-Semitism.

Some of the basic and most vulgar

stereotypes that is aimed at Jews and
Judaism is tftat of Jca/s and money (i.e.

cheap Jew. penny-pinching kike etc. ) and
Marx, in true anti-Semitic tradition,

espoused /ust those same stereotypes m
the second part of On the Jewish Qu^-
tion. Here Marx proceeded to equate'
economics and commerce with Judaism
and then tried to prove that the basis of
Judaism is "practical need, self-interest,

egotism and huckstering

Finally. I ask how William Sundstrom
and William and Soccoro Gomale/. like

Marx, with little or no knowledge of

Judaism (meanirtg its ethics, philosophies

and standards of high moral conduct
which evolved over a period of 4.000

years! can make such overblown and
VICIOUS appraisals of Jewish teaching and
culture. Perhaps the answer lies in the

anti Senvtic natures of tftese "enlighten

ed" Marxisits.

Joahua Spalvin
Amherst

ScientoJogy a cult?
While I was a student at the Acaderrry

of Scientology, in Wasfungton. D.C.. for

8 month* astride 1962 and 1963. there

was no compulsion for anyone to stay;

none of tfie intensive peer pressure, isola-

tion, insufficient food or sleep, etc.,

which seem to characterize "cults"

generally. As to psychoanalysis, guilt

feeling, and so forth; certainly a kind of

psychoanalysis -- conducted with the aid

of an electronic gadget that can be made
to function as a he detector is practiced

in Scientology organizations. But that

isn't done in order to create or reinforce

guilt feelings, but to reduce them, as in all

otfter psychoanalysis.

I became a Scientology student
because I had gained an insight into

Scientology techniques beforehand, and I

had become convinced that L. Ron Hub-
bard, the movement's founder, fiad made
some major, and higfily valuable, scien-

tific discoveries. It was my definite im-

pression that he had developed a techni-

que by which he could improve the

character and abilities of those who prac-

ticed his methods. I know that my fellow

students were tfiere for the same reasons.

At orte time. I became disillusioned

because I thought that ttw movement had
become polluted with unworthy prac-

tices, errors in detail, and substandard
personnel But even so, I think there was,

and IS. enough value tfiere to genuinely

hold thousands of people without com-
pulsion of any kind. My fellow students

and I stayed in the movement as long as

we thought tfte good in Scientology

outweighted tfw bad, and we left,

^tfuHJt hindrance on tf>e organization's

part, if and when we came to think other-

Max V. Hermann
Northampton

If Army
yeterons ore
doing it.

D#coming officers in the United States

Army. For details on how you con get

Q commission with your coliege

degree, coll:

ARMY ROTC
MAJOR JERRY P. BOISSEAU

(413) 545-2321/2322

ARE YOU A
SPORTS

TRIVIA NUT?
t

Participate in the
Midnight Sports Quiz
on WAMH, 89.3 FM,

Monday thru Thursday.

One free pizza each week; one free
quarter-keg each half-semester.
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IXAMPLISs
To: Mary A.

Have a Happy Valentine

Day. H cupid doesn't come
around I wilf.

Rusty
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To: Room 365 S.W. I
We're looking forward to |
seeing you again. Happy

Valentine Dayl

The Girls
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Editorial/Opinion

Strawberry

Fields

Forever
Fifteen years ago this month of February

the hysteria was just beginning. The
rumblings from Great Britain about an
exciting new English pop band took black-

and-white form as 79,000,000 people
across AMERICA tuned in The Ed Sullivan

Show to find out what "The Beatles" was
all about. On February 7th and again on the

21st they found out. The screaming
audience of the type that Sullivan tried to

calm down spread from TV set to TV set,

radio to radio, concert hall to concert hall.

Beatlemania had arrived on the American
continent.

How America became a nation of Beatle

wigs, burtons, hair spray, sweatshirts, . . .

even Beatlenut ice cream . . how we took
off our coon skin CTavey Crockett hats to

show our long hair ... all of that is the

story of the Beatles which has reached
legendary proportions. In the middle of it all

were four young men from Liverpool. Haff-

forgotten in the midst of the frenzy because
we were so busy dreaming about what we
thought the Beatles were, and what they

meant to us. Their music became so
familiar, so much a part of our collective

pop unconsciousness, that we rarely if ever

needed to think about what the songs
expressed; though, for each of their

singles, and later each of their albums, was
a statement you either got behind or fourni

that, well, you just couldn't understand the

words.
The Beatles, however, had more than

hype; they had talent. Even their first hits,

"Please Please Me," "She Loves You,"
had a hint of harmonies and melodies more
inventive than standard rock tunes. More
important, it became immediately clear that

Damon
Thomas

the Beatles were hipper, more complicated,

than the bovine rock stars who, like so

many of today's artists, could not seem to

put four coherent words together. The
Beatles were media heroes without illusion,

young rr»en glorifying in their sense of play

and fun, laughing at the conventions of the

world

.

The Beatles were innovators in so many
ways, and, through their music, catalyzed

the dreams of a generation.

And then it ended, almost as suddenly as

it had begun, the Beatles were no more.

The curious thing is that the break-up of

the Beatles was a natural event. They had

changed, we had changed, and the world

had changed. Not that we didn't need them
anymore, but that the climate was no
longer right for the energetic innocence

they represented.

By 1970, long hair and rock bands
weren't the thing to startle or surprise is

anymore; they had become commonplace,
part of our life experience. In fact, as the

60's ended the 1964 image of the Beatles

looked tame, contrived, nothing to really

believe in. Like a magic trick that has lost its

charm because we know how it's done.

Fifteen years ago this month it started.

For those of us who have lived by the beat,

those last fifteen years are equal to a

hundred. We've been shot through more
changes, absorbed more media energy,

seen, heard, and thought more than is

go'od for us. And along the way we've lost

The Beatles. And we've lost what they

stood for. In their absence, we are left with

the likes of new wave and disco, with their

accompanying sensibilities. There has been

a conservative swing in society during the-

late 70's, and the change has been
reflected in the forms of music and
messages contained within the music. One
can only speculate as to what different

forms music will take in the future. But, for

now, we rrlust put up with disco and new
wave, in this— The Age of Silence.

And Penny Lane is in my ears, and in my
eyes.

Damon Thontas is a Collegian columnist.

Our perspective
King's plan is a foolish idea

For every complex problem there is a solution that is

simple, popular, and totally wrong. The classic case of the

simple-solution theory is the legislation that will be on the

House floor of the State House today, the legislation that

would raise the state's legal drinking age to 21.

Whether it is an attempt to eliminate adolescent

alcoholism or to pander to conservatives and moralists, the

legislation fails miserably at every turn.

First of all, this ill-conceived brainchild of Governor King

is a sorry attempt at legislating morality, something that

simply cannot be done. If there is one thing that we do not

need, it is another bureaucrat snooping into our lives.

If someone is going to drink, he or she will firink, come
hell or high water. Our disasterous experiment in Prohibi-

tion proves that all too well. What the bill will do is increase

the sleazy aspect of alcohol, and romanticize it all the

more. It means that the 18-to-20 year old will drink on a

street corner or parking lot, rather than a restaurant or

other establishment.

What the Governor and friends say they are doing is

keeping drunk sixtefen-year-olds off the road, in full

knowledge, of course, that a car driven by a drunk sixteen-

year-old is more deadly than one driven by a drunk forty-

five-year old. But it would be far too logical for King and

Registrar of Motor Vehicles Richard McLaughlin to push

for stiffer penalities for all drunk drivers.

If you watch a King-for-Governor TV commerical last

year you saw him promoted as the "smart businessman,"

who would finally "make the Commonwealth work." This

legislation would do nothing short of crippling the enter-

tainment and package store business -- particularly in this

area. So, we are left with a loss of business, a loss of jobs,

more people on unemployment lines. Smart business?

Furthermore, the bill is an unwarranted shot at bars and

clubs, where far less abuse of the law takes place.

This legislation will usurp rights that legitimately belong

to 18-, 19-, and 20-vear olds. We hope that the legislature

will have some degree of moderation and rationality when

they are asked to decide on this convoluted and confused

bill.

All unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of

the Collegian Board of Directors.

From Vietnam to Nicaragua
By S. Bradford Smith
In considering the foreign policy problem

of Nicaragua, the Carter Administration at

least seems to recognize that the opposi-

tion to President Somoza is broadly based

and democratic. The recent actions taken

by Washington reflect a concern that

something must be done about the despis-

ed dictatorship of the general. The question

is to what degree the government wants
real change in the small, impoversihed Cen-

tral American country. After all, the San-

danistas are not new on the scene and the

brutal National Guard, created in part to

contend with the rebel threat, is a product

of American creation and maintained by
American military aid. Moreover,
Nicaragua has been the domino block most
resistant to anti-American agression in the

Caribbean, most staunchly pre-American in

the OAS and most supportive of American
intervention in the crises of Guatemala and
Dominican Republic, to name only two.

President Somoza has publicly stated

several times that he will not step down
from office until his term runs out. He has

resisted the suggestion-and brotherly

prodding-- of a plebecite vote and thus in-

curred the wrath of an American aid

boycott. But for now he is calling the bluff;

he won't be taken alive. The administration

is stymied but what it doesn't appear

capable of understanding is that even if

SorT>oza Is eased out of power, the move-

merit of national self-determination in

Nicaragua will continue. Popular belief in

our own country has it that Somoza has

gained the upper hand through his bloddy
and indiscriminate military barrage of the

cities, an odious event which has come to

be known as the September Massacre.

Although the Sandanistas may have been
bested in the fall, at the expense of

thousands of innocents, they are undoub-
tably regrouping now. The bloodshed of a

half-year ago has incited moderates to

enlist in the revolutionary camp. The ar-

chbishop of Nicaragua has denounced
Somoza. Even the upper middle class can

no longer tolerate this man. This is why
Somoza cannot last. But it is also the

reason a return to normalcy is not possible.

Any Washington-dictated solution will be

rejected. The Nicaraguan people want an
end to the corrupt and despicable National

Guard. The new residents of the presiden-

tial palace in Managua will also be expected

to dismantle the entire Somoza apparatus

of patronage. Most important to

Washington is the form the new relations

will take because of what most
Nicaraguans call American imperialism, the

population is largely anti-American.

Jimmy Carter has not earned himself the

title of a decisive president. Congress is

confused, ranging from shouts of Com-

munism on the right to murmurs of guilt on
the liberal left. They mostly concur,
however, that the only practical action to

take is to get Somoza out. But he won't go.

It would have been unfortunate-and in-

deed sad-- if the U. S. had not acted at all

but the September business forced our
hand. But what now, Jimmy? Be forewarn-

ed, American people, this is a bona fide

democratic movement, sort of like us a

couple hundred years ago. A decision must
be made whether we will support native

democracy or concede the creation of

another Vietnam. To avoid the latter, full

economic sanctions against Somoza's
regime are a start but no more than that.

The real test comes after he has left stage

front. The young Nicaraguan who spoke on
campus last Wednesday night said

something that all of us would do well to

keep in mind, especially our government:
"In theory, a popular democratic move-
ment should not be offensive to anyone in

America." Let us hope this is true. Even
better, let's act on it by demanding that our
government recognize the self-

determination of the Nicaraguan people

and the true democratic leadership of the

Sandanistas.

S. BRADFORD SMITH is a Collegian Com-
mentator.
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National campus
roundup

ByJIMPAULIN
Collegian Staff

Rise m drinking age proposed in N.H.
Bills 10 raise the drinking age to 19 or 21 m New

Hampshire will be introduced in the Granite State
legislature, according to The Dartmouth, the Dart-
mouth College student newspaper in Hanover, N.H
According to one legislator, there is a '75 percent to

90 percent chance" of the drinking age rising to 21

Pot decriminalization possible in Michigan
A marijuana decriminalization bill has a good chance

of being passed in Michigan this month, according to
The State /Vewsat Michigan State University.

If the bill IS passed in its original form, there will be no
criminal penalties or criminal record for possession of
•ess than an ounce of pot, but fines instead The bill also
calls for the right to use marijuana in the privacy of
or^'s home, for therapeutic and medical purposes arKl
the elimination of criminal records for previous gran
offensaa.

LMt year, the bill passed the Senate with ease, but
lost by one vote m the House.

Also at Michigan State University, a student group is

circulating petitions to initiate a referendum on whether
the Lesbian Gay Council should continue receiving
student funds

Ami gay sentiment
Anti gay prejudice also exists at Washington State

University m Seattle Washington
The D^ih Evergreen reported that only 28 percent of

the student body favors student funding for the Gay
Awareness Committee Meanwhile, GAC funds have
been fro/en by the WSU student government until the
issue IS decided by a referendum on March 21

Also at WSU, a decision to spend 2 2 million dollars
to expand the university s stadium has outraged women
involved in the university s athletic programs.
As recently as last month, the university said there

was no money available to improve women's athletic
programs
Smce 1977. at least 58 women athletes have filed Title

IX complaints with the federal Office of Civil Rights
charging sex discrimination.
According to The Daily at the University of

Washington in Seattle, activists from the group "Live
Without Trident" leafleted outside of a building where
military representatives were interviewing engineers
afcK)ut working on the Trident missile

Stroh withdraws advertising
the Stroh Brewing Co ot Detroit has withdrawn all

beer advertisements from Michigan college
newspapers, following criticism from the Michigan
Council on Alcohol Problems whose "coalition for 21"
initiated the action to return Michigan's drinking age to
21 , the Michigan State News reported.
The Council's newsletter charged that all the other

breweries had dropped their ads in college papers
However, Miller, Anheuser Busch, Schlitz and Pabst
denied that advertising had been dropped, and added
that there were no plans to do so.

Robert Rosner of CASS Student Advertising Inc.,

which is the middleman between national advertisers
and students publications (including the Collegian) said
Stroh was over reacting to pressure and predicted tfwt
Stroh ads would be back in Michigan college papers by
the middle of February.

Tufts votes to divest
The Advisory Committee on University Investnients

at Tufts University in Medford voted 5 2 to recom-
mend divestiture of all holdings in US corporations
operating in South Africa to the Board of Trustees
Financial Commitee, according to the Tufts Observer.
The non binding final reporr was approved by four

professors and one student. The two opposing votes
came from a medical student and a student at Tufts
Fletcher School of Diplomacy. However, the committee
also recommended that the university retain the option
of repurchasing the stock of firms which severed their
business ties in South Africa.

Corporate gifts accepted
The Board of Trustees of Michigan Stat*

University in East Lansing voted at their Jan. 26
me«:iing to continue receiving gifts from corporations
nperaiing in apartheid South Afnca, the Michigan State
News reported
The vote was prompted by an irtquiry to the

University by Dow Chemical Corp , asking if the
trustees would accept gifts from the same companies
that it had voted to divest itself of at a previous meeting
the MSU Southern African Liberation Committee which
had advocated divestiture, supported the vote,
providing there are "no strings attached."

VALENTINE'S

A.J. HASTINGS •*

newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

RING DAYS
RING DAYS
RING DAYS

JOSTEN'S RING DAYS
TUESDAY &
WEDNESDAY
FEB. 13 & 14

Al
THE UNIVERSITY STORE

FROM $59.95
$10 DEPOSIT

the UNIVERSITY STORE

HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE?

As a result of the new Middle Income Assistance Act, you may be eligible for a Basic Educational Op-
portunity Grant that could amount to as much as $1800 for the Academic Year 1979-80.

Everyone should apply for this Federal BEOG Assistance Program and also for other Campus-based
Financial Aid programs such as: SEOG, USS, DVD, CWS, etc.

HOWl by using the Financial Aid Form, Academic Year 1979-80

that is. WHERE I now available at the Financial Aid Services

Office, 243 Whitmore from 9 a.m. -5 p.m., Monday-Friday (telephone

5-0801).

FILING DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 15

Summer College Work Study
Applications— due March 1

AVAILABLE NOW
L
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I NABISCO
SRITZ
!CRACKERS'^«

Good Mem (rt, <2 Sat F<« ' / Lurol om pm cu»loing« fm

W>m Vie lOkfwn and at ? fib pufctme

BETTY CROCKERS
FUDGE 2^ °' ^^

BROWNIE MIX
I-'

—

v tmGood Man fep ij Sat f«* t? i.«tirt on.. o« rwslo»Tie«

295
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Bring your
Valentine

a gift of

"Y beautiful

flowers from
V ^ Stop & Shop

Azalea
Plant 6"^
Potted Tulips K "3.99..

African Violets r.'l .99

Mum
Plant

tv :^f 6 inch Vg99
\ / Foiled Pot^M^^

Reigor Begonias 2.49

VAzaleas T .., ^2-4^

Nself service deli P,ck up
these tnsty sandwtch-makefs'

Colonial

ExtraMild

1 pound
package

Colonial Bacon 'SS'.l'Sr M .49
Colonial Bologna 'iS? '1.19

Buddig Sliced Meats i^ 49'

VGalto Salame Chub X '2.39

corner deli sice<j to cxder
Available at stores with Service Deli

^^Carando
Genoa
•2!

tt)

\2

Artificial Casing

Corned Beef Bnsket *3.79»

Potato Salad ...v.. 49^

\j3Ur kitchen Quality foods

stop & Shop

Fresh Cheese
Pizia 1»
18 ounce size ^^
Gelatins J^^ 2;;^99*

Fresh Cheese Pizza ^ ^.99
^L^ijr Vnjjir^ t. ut

139
to

Ss^eafOOd special savings

Cod FROZEN

FlUets
Turbot Fillets .-«^ M.29^
Fishcakes -r^i^r^X'' M.09

VStuffed Clams -.^Ur M.89

Xjiealth & beauty aids

6 ounce bottle

29

^^^^nSlop <i Shop CoiiponP
Wtm ihis coKxjn and a {TSTpurctiaK

69
Stop & Shop

APPLE
JUIwt 64oz bottle

GtXKlMon reb 1. Sat F>* i? LnM one Dw cuslai««

With (Ns cokfion anda$7W purchaaa

169
1 lb can COFFEE
CHOCK FULL
O'NUTS

,j Grocery

*[st(ip n ShopCoutxT]™"'
With tw cotctfi and a S7 50 pun Ka»

J15

STOP & SHOP
Cream of

All Method
Grind

GoodMon Frt) i? Sat r«t> i; Itn* one tmi cmkmmr

Grocery

MUSHROOM
SOUP 10V/OZ can

• •6 K' '.lat fM> 1/ I •n« one pet cusloi«>

Grocery ' ^^'

YourStop& Shops^rofth means

Greatvalues!
Our White Gem' Chicken is a great buy!

'**WluteGem"
ickenLe;

Quarters
With Back 3-4 lb. pkg

Breast Quarters
With Wmg Whitf(j.fn Chirker 3 4 1b pKq 65;

^/"

USDA Choice "Great Beef"

Beef
Shell

Loin

Sirloin
Steak
Top Sirloin Steak isfl^ "2.39

Rump Roast Beef Rounrf1.89
Beef Eye Round Roast *1 .99«>

Ptenty of savory meat for a hearty boiled dinner'

SmokedPork
ShoulderfiOf

Picnic, 6-8 pounds :^. ^9^^n>
Pork Shoulder Roll

lb

lb

Smoked $i TQ.^
water added I f V^lb

FreshPoik $440
SnareRibsA^

Fresh Ham Whole or
Either Half 'lb

Plenty of tender meat, roast it

long and slowly, enjoy'

1.39

produce

,
Extra Fancy Washington State

"Cold Medication

Ban Roll-On ::sr« "^u: 79
^^^^^Sio|i s 5hc() Coupon l^"

save'1.00
FILM PROCESSINO
On any color print foll of 110 1?R f..

35mm film brougtit in to o»-- (l«.''"-i(.(pecl

this week orily

OoodMor ri'l) 1/ :>iii lit. 1/ Uii.'-i" i"

'

CUSliitici m^A
I—r, 1 2\)f\Ml ^'"'''^'i Jll

c-
-\

Led
i^Deiicioiis orGoldeii

apples
Idaho

Money- saving buys
from top growing areas'

dr^H Idaho 5ib bag flVtf^

i^Potatoes79
•Yellow

I
Cherry I

Seedless

Onions Tomatoes Grapes
3lb. ^Af Fimi. npe. bite- J§£^ ImpoMeC^^^^f
bag ^^2V I

^'^''^ '°"^^'°^^ ^*V2V -i^x^y^ioo ^M^m

1 2 ounce pkg

Keebler
Cookies

99

24
ounce bottle

Wesson
Pure

Ricti WChips
CC Dfops

cv CC Biqgs

Vegetable
?essof\ Oil

Hot Cocoa Mix
Chock full o'Nuts

ou
99

'139
- *3.99

4„

;_ j_^ Del Monte

i. Tomato
Catsup

Prince Dinner .,.4,

French's Big Tate . >. 79'

Chunk Lightununk Lignt

BuniDle

20 ounce
bottle Tuna

6' » 02 can in oil

Corn Muffin Mix -. 5'

Worcestershire Sauce *

69
'1

P^kage of 100

Baggies Bags . ' '109
63 Glad Sandwich Bags ::

'

1 09
20 ounce jar - Grape

frozen foods special vatues tor breakfast lunch n/xi dmner' y
Tree Sweet

Orange
Juice

12 ounce
can 79

Beef. Turkey or Chicken

,^ 'Banguet
'^^otPies

80Z
pkgs41

Honey Buns
Richs Coffee Rich

Briiio'' Oofw

•*»* ; '«^ ' t'/fy^

I'^i

Pie Shells .risn. 79'

.Tuscan 6 pack

^"Pops '^

29

59* French Fries .^.V."..'. 4V'l
59' Green Beans . J^.r^ 2 ... 89

=

Vegetables iWiSS. 69*
f^wt Com or IV«B traCtm*i

Chocolate * S
Coated or Uncoated
Assorted Flavors V

Aunt Jemima Waffles -^
, .-u 79'

Fish Sticks ..r-i^r.., 89'

Raw Haddock r^iv, *1 .39

All Natural Stop & Shop

,_ Ice
::^/Creani

99
1.19

I s*- -"ias^Asstd
>^c.«^ Flavors

Quart Carton

Combo Bars
Cheese Pizza 'r;^' '1.19

Italian Bread Pizza *;'

dairy Get your Stop & Shopsworth ot fine brands'

'1.29

1 pound package

imperial

margannv Sticks ^^^P^^^^

Pillsbury . .^JX:-^^ 5'^^'^

Hood Yogurt F-rm N Frmty 4c.^89*

Kraft Singles

n» Cottage Cheese

-^Tropicana 100% Pure

64oz. ctn.

Pasteunzed

Juice
$J09

*6o/f*9 1.69

99*

Breyers Yogurt .,*r-> S'^i'l

Apple Juice «r^ 99'

Swiss Cheese ^i^. 99'

Sun Glory Drink o^^m., 69'
» trvjp i>f^>#> iw f 1 iW Wi^ f

bakery ^o^J can count on qu.ilify from the Stop& Shop Bakery' ^
Stop&Shop Yah Yah

Buttercrest
Bread4^ ^
22 ounce loaf^^^ ^^^ ^^
Daisy Donuts .^-i-^J.rr ;.: .. '. 59
Variety Breads

Stop&Shop

KneappleKe
or Chocolate Eclair Pie
'220Z package ^P^^^C

Delicious family ^B^B^^I^B
Size pie' ^^^^^W

Maple Walnut Cake 's .•

,:
'
99'

Date Nut Bread ^'i';.:^,' 89^

HADLEY-AMHERST Route9at the Hadley-Amherst Une. Sa.m.-lOp.m., Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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* Parking
CONT FROM PAGE 1

At Bfomery s direction the Balanced
Trapsportation and Parking management
developed a five year proposal in 1977 to
increase revenues and to decrease ex
penditures The plan includes:

increased Pioneer Valley Transit
Authority funding to replace buses and to
build a new bus garage.

increased student funding of bus ser

vice.

-increased enforcement of meter
violations

doubling meter rates

the introduction of a $150 all area decal
as a replacement to existing mobile decals
issued to vendors. Univeriiity departments
and state vehicles *

Beatty said these measures were suf-

ficient only to reduce the operating deficit

from around $200,000 to about $100,000
The parking council has explored

alternatives to the fee increase,, but "we
iust need a little time to develop them."
said Thayer.

One plan is for a campus run towing
service to generate revenues now pocketed
by Amherst Towinq Another is active
support of a bill submitted to the

legislature by Rep. James G Collins,

Amherst, to have the state assume tf>e total

$21 million cost of the garage and Campus
Center
A third plan is to support legislation that

would enable UMass to retain a fraction of

parking ticket fines all of whicti currently go
to the State Scholarship f undt

Thayer said the council will prepare
statements for the trustees Budget and
Finance Committee meeting Feb. 28.

* Pass/fail
CONT FROM PAGE 3

difficulty gaming acceptance into graduate
school because of this, according to
Michael Schwartz, undergraduate advisor

for the School of Education Currentjy tt>e

pass fail system m the school is under a
two year study to be complete in 1960.

Courses are r>ow being offered either man-
datory pass /fail, pass/ fail with the option
for a grade, or graded with option for

pass /fan

Altf>ough it depends on tt>e paychotogy of

the individual. Schwarts said, education «
better achieved when the student is "not
worried about getting an A, but is worried

about learning
"

"Our system cannot be equated to a letter

grade Schwartz said Professors of educa-
tion, he said, set their own criteria about
wf>at designates a pass
Initially. It was intended tf^t all education

students would receive wntten evaluations

to compensate for a grade, "but it hasn't

worked out that way." he said Students
can request an evaluation though, or a
statement of what theiiVvork equalled in

terms of letter grades.

It is recommended that students see their

advisors before electing a class pass /fail.

Students who think they maytransfer from
UMass shoud avoid pass/fail courses
because, Jones, said, many universities will

not transfer a pass /fail since it may equal a

D.

To elect a course pass /fail a student
needs to fill out the pass/fail form availabe

in the registrar's office.

Court says no to

home education
MINNEAPOLIS \AP\ -The jury's verdict

that her 12 yearold daughter must attend

school was far from music to Hazel
Wunsch's ears, and she says she will fight

to educate the girl solely at home.
"Sharon has completed my college course

and by the time she's 15, I'll have her per-

forming to at least the level of those with

B.A. degrees," says Mrs. Wunsch who
teaches at Brainerd Community College. "I

just refuse to keep my child back.

"As long as I'm breathing, you'd better

believe I'll be fighting," she said in a

telephone interview over the weekend as

she prepared to appeal the guilty verdict

that could carry a jail term of 90 days and a

$500 fine. Judge Richard Roberts of Todd
County District Court in Long Prarie has
deferred sentencing until next week.
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Your Only Choice for PRICE and QUALITY

•Quality, Ijow-Cost Copies from 1-50

•Typing as low as 800 a page

•Resume, dissertation, and manuscript packages

Amherst Carriage Shops
233 N. Pleasant

549-0557

moke and flames pour out of a Milwaukee super market during a five alarm fire Saturday night Seven employees and an
mated 30 customers were evacuated only minutes before the blaxe completely filled the store with smoke. (AP Laserphoto)

WINTER FLIGHT SALE!

fly at tremendous savings!
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NewEngland

For nfMrvatlona call your Ua¥9l agant or

Air Naw England at

1 (800) 731-3450

Plumbleys
off Ihe common
presents in our Pub
Thursday, Feb. 15

NEVA.RD & S)R. J\ZZ
blues, jazz. arKJ razz a-ma-iazz

Anyone Can Play When

VAST ED VADAS ho.s

Plumbley 's Sunday Night
Showcase

9-1

singers, ronnerlians. jugglers
ifddiiiondl folk. & jazz

NO AUDITIONS
Call Ed for info 253-7646 after noon

30 BoHwood Walk (Main St.) Amherst 2S3-9586

CHEMICAL ELECTRICAL,
MECHANICALENGINEERS

Sun Petroleum Products
Company Seeks:

ENGINEERS INTERESTED IN THE FUTURE OF
THIS NATION'S ECONOMY!

ENGINEERS CONCERNED ABOUT THE WORLD'S
DWINDLING SUPPLY OF FOSSIL FUELS!

SUN

ENGINEERS EXCITED BY TECHNICALLY
CHALLENGING, PROFESSIONALLY
SATISFYING PROJECTS!

ENGINEERS SEEKING SUCCESS
AND EXCELLENT REMUNERATION
IN THE VITAL AND EXCITING
FIELD OF PETROLEUM
REFINING/PRODUCTION!

Engineers from our Professional

staff will be on your campus

Wednesday February 21

to discuss our company's plans

for your career in The Petroleum

Industry. For further information,

please contact your College

Placement Office.

SUN PETROLEUM PRODUCTS COMPANY
A Division ol Sun Oil Company ol Pennsylvania ^jiHOCB'

An Equal Opporlunify Employer. M/F/V/H

^^J^
©««^

The next ten fabulous weeks
of entertainment & excitement at
Hampshire Mall will take you away!

TEN FABULOUS WEEKS
WEEK OF JAN. 21—

Fabulous Fifties
WEEK OF JAN. 28—

Boy Scout Jubilee
Norman Roclcwell Exhibit
WEEK OF FEB. 4—

Motorcycle Show
Travel Forum
WEEK OF FEB. 11—

George Washington
Birthday Sale.
WEEK OF FEB. 18—

Zippy the Chimp
Boat Show
WEEK OF FEB. 25—

Energy, conservation
& Safety Show
John Kolish, Hypnotist
WEEK OF MARCH 4—

international Festival
WEEK OF MARCH 11—
international Festival
second big week!
WEEK OF MARCH 18—

Arts & Crafts Show
WEEK OF MARCH 25—

Recreation vehicle Show

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 f 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

'

I
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we're Easy to
Getaway to!
MALL HOURS 10-9 30 P M
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

RT. 9 AT INTERSECTION OF RT. 116,

BETWEEN NORTHAMPTON & AMHERST
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Around the nation
Chavez fightsgrowers SALT treaty

in "lettuce war"
EL CENTRO. Calit [AP\ - United Farm

Workers leader Cesar Chavez, a rallying

figure for a decade's crop of social change,
» bening heavily in a high -stakes tabor

game thai is heating up with increased
violertce.

The raised ante involves 4,200 farm
workers on strike in California and Arizona
since Jan 13, bringing the l«nuce harvest
to a witting halt, jaopsrtfoing about 40 per
cent of the nation's winter crop and nudg-
ing supermarket prices higher each week.
Growers, however, call the stnke Chavez'
"last gasp ' and have launched a high-
powered public relations campaign in an ef-

fort to win their fight They also have let

•bout $3 million of their highly perishable
crop rot in tf>e fields rather than give in to
what som« term "exorbitant" UFW
(tomarxlB.

New Orieans torn

by striking woricers

NEW ORLEANS \AP\ - Police returned to

work yesterday after a two-day walkout but
city officials waite<l to learn if a thrMi«n«d
strike by garbagemen would be a\'«rted

days before the Mardi Gras.

Shop stewards for about 300 gar-

bagennen, who had announced they would
strike today unless their d«fnar>ds were
met, scheduled a Sunday night meeting to

discuM wfwther to accept a city Civil Sar
vice Commission decision restoring sick

iMve arMj vacation time ber>«fits

"I have to meet with tf>em to see what
their thinking is." said William Cole.

busineee agent for the Teamsters' Union,
which represents both the sanitation
woHiers and the poltcemen "At tha mo-
ment. It looks resolved " he said

supportgrows .

NEW YORK (API - Public support for a
new SALT agreement with the Soviet
Union is now the highest it has been in

three years, an Associated Press-NBC
News poll shows.
The increased backing for a new treaty

limiting nuclear weapons is based on the
growing perception that such a pact will

enhance U.S. security and that it will

reduce the chances of a nuclear holocaust.
The buregoning support for a new pact

comes as Soviet and American negotiators
work out the details of a new treaty,

•Itfwugh no date has been set for signing a
r>ew agreement.

Eighty -one percent of those interviewed
across the country Feb. 5 and 6 said they
favor a new SALT treaty. That is six points
higher than the backir>g fournl in the
December AP NBC New poll and 11 points
higher than the November level.

ArHJ it is the highest level of support
since the question was first asked in 1976.

House to examine
farmers'demands
WASHINGTON \AP\ -While the Senate

takes the week off, the House prepares to

pees Its first bill of the year and to hear from
demonstrating farmers.
A House panel will consider whether Ira-

nian oil cutbacks mean Amencans may
soon be faced with long lines at the
gasoline pump
Neither chamber planned a session for to-

day because of Lincoln birthday obser-
vances
But the House returns or Tuesday with a

full slate of committee hearings — in-

cluding the first in « series of sessions by
the House Agncuiture Committee on the
economic plight of the U.S. farnr>er.
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A contemporary sculpture on the Amherst Colleqe campus.

(Staff photo by Brian Marks) I
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Selected Rged Boneless Top Sirloin

ujith Boked Pototo ond unlimited Solod Bor

$7.95

...ond if you love Veol, Lomb,

fish, or Roost Beef, uue hove dinners to

meosure up to these tastes, too.

• Good Food • Good Service • fleservotions

occepted * Most major aedit cords

The Steak Out
flmhcrst Rt. 9. Off 1-9), 256-8557

SPECIAL THIS MONTH!

SMITH-CORONA'
EHTBRPKISI

• change cartridges in seconds

• no mess, rK> snr>uclge, no tangles

• dense black carbon film

• nylon fabric for routine work

• correction tape fixes errors

suggested price $239.50

OUR REGULAR PRICE t189.96

FEBRUARY SPECIAL $174.96
SAVE $15

LEARN

CIRCUS ARTS
Including mime and iuggling. stresses excorcise and character

development. Just one of 97 workshofH for Spring 1979.

Expend your personal apd/oi career skills in a Credit-Free

Workshop this spring. If you are not interested in

academic credit, we have a workshop for you!

Our 97 workshops, under the following catagories,

begin February 26, 1979.

• LANGUAGE AND WRITING
• MUSIC
•PERSONAL GROWTH
• PHOTOGRAPHY
• PLANTS
•RED CROSS TRAINING
• TEST PREPARATION

• ARTS AND CRAFTS
• ARTS MANAGEMENT
• COMMUNITIES IN ACTION
• DANCE
• EAST/WEST FOUNDATION
• FOREIGN LANGUAGE
• HEALTH AND FITNESS

ibU^WERSITYSDRE

Plus BARTENDING, READING IMPROVEMENT, BICYCLING,
and a vtry ipacial Mmiruir on SPACE!

For mofe information and registration tel. (413) 549-4970

Or stop by room 113 Hasbrouck on tha UMats/Amhartt campui

THE UNIVERSITY IS AVAILABLE TO YOU
Through the

CREDIT FREE WORKSHOP PROGRAM
Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts at Amherst *
tMaMC«pt VISA MASTER CHARGE and AMERICAN EXPRESS
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Klaad to aaa your car? Lat aiparwncad

profaaaionate do it for you Ovar 180 aold

iaat yaar.

HtLF WANTED
Aaaodation of

CarrxM mtk* quaNfiad counaalora for

SB-nwnbor campa locaiad N Eastorn US
July arxl August Contact A«ociat»on of

Indapandant Campa. 56 Waat 42nd Straal.

Now Vorti. NY 10036. (212) 736«»

fica or CI

Loot-K2 §10 akia wl Look N77 btndhtgi.

rayyard' 54a<628.

Loat- famala cat. Wacfc 6 oranga yy / oraan

ayaa. m Pufton on Jan 17. caa 2S3-MG0.

auto

machanica couraa for woman only. loam.

mora about your car, aawa •. cal Alax at

2S3-3357.

KMSCftlANIOOS

74 nme. 4 ipd
dack. 36.000 rm..

549 1446

, AM/FM
aac. cond.

itarao.

. •ISOO. Cal

Junior Accounting Maior to ba a campua
ropraaontativa for tha Lambara CPA ravlayy

courta for additional information, cal col

lact (617) 729-4092 Aak for Ed.

CALCULATOMS

2 calcutotora, 910 aa . 548-3937. aftar 6

ENTERTAINMENT

SouiKt ayatam for hira^

faebousas. discoa. bar«ls.

parfact for cof-

Rick. 584-4106

Disco Dava fi D.L Disco Inc provides

scurKi, lights & OJ for yoor parties - disco,

rock b okJias. Tha best at aHordable prices.

Cal Dava or Bryan collect at 567 1715.

Hottaat band around* "Smooth Sailing",

for bookir>gs artywhere call John. 546-4646

Worit atudy ioba available in Student Ac

tivitiaa Office Apply at room 416. Student

Union.

Exotic jobal Lake Tahoe, Cal) Littia exp..

high pay' •1700-»4000 summer Over

^5.000 people needed m casinos,

restaurants. rarKhesm. river rafts, morel

Send $395 for info to LakeworW. Box

61036. Sacto.. CA 95660

Do you want to play around? Coma audi-

tion for ttia pit muriaati i for "Anytfting

Goas" to ba praaantad by tha UMaaa Music

Theatre Guild March 29-31 For applica-

tions and info ca« Prod Office (daya).

5450783 or Cory leva). 253-5288

on canyua. Cal Jonathan. 6-9309. avaa.

Attenwy Jaaan R. Weaantftal -low coat

lagai rapraaantation for UMaaa community.

tfKoma tax preparation, appointment only,

253^7617

WANTED

Earn •808/1000 stuffing envelopes,

dataila, rush stamped addressed envatopa,

Justus Salee, Box 112C, Ludloyy, MA
01056

PERSONALS

birtftday. coach-baby. Love,

FomREirr

Reommata wantad to share 2 br.

tyynhae., •1 15 util . 996-3282^

1 bdrm.apt. on bus rte., Amherst, •I?©*,

Richard, 286-6731. eve.

Ona bdrm. apt., avail, immad., bus route,

rent negotiaMa. cal Liaa, 548-9067.

1 rm. in 3 bdrm. Puffton apt., on bus rte.,

•77.S0/mo., cal John colact, (817)

686-S710.

FOR SALE

f ;f!it;s!!tt

For aala. man's air force, wool dress, blue

topcoat, asking •30. cal 546-9753

Car battary. New, unused •SO modal, only

•36. Cal Tad, 5<6^1489

Skataa. Men's size 1 1 hockey skates Hyde

rad linas, new corylition, •30, call Ted,

648-1488.

Fandar Strat Wk., mpl neck, 5 mos oW,

•326, alao Pgnoaa. amp. •50 . call 256 61(g

Tall rafrigarator. Holds at least 30 six

p^cka. •SO. call 549 0090
,

Rafrtg. for aala. •36 , 540-0906.

Volkawagan maata Porsche -1963 356

1600 motor, rebuilt 8000 miles ago. full flow

oil system, haadars, competition clutch,

balanced, dual Zenith 2 baneLs, fits right m
a Vdlks or Perschp. $360 or BO S46-6707

Student opportunitiaa ara availabia at

Belchertown State School yyork study,

practicum. and Boltwood volunteer

pUcements The Boltwood Protect consists

of 14 social ar>d recreational programs.

Gain practical fieW experience For more in-

fo. cal 323-6311. ext. 449.

ManI WomanI Jobs cruise

ahips'froighters. no experience High pay!

See Europe. Hawaii. Australia, So
America. Career summer! Send »2 75 for

info to SaayyorM. BB Box 61036. Sect , CA
96890.

Sumntar work. Box 213, Amherst MA
01002 —
Addraaaara warrtad immadiatalyl Work

at honf>a-no experience necessary-ex-

celent pay. Write Aowncan Service, 8350

Park Lane, Suite 127. Dallas. TX 75231.

Ovaraaaa jobs-summer/year-round.

Europe S Ameoca, Australia, Asia, etc

All fields. •600-<1200 monthly Expenses

paid Sightseeing Free info -write IJC.

Box 4490^MC,jefkajeyj:A 94704.

Comadiana wantad for Top of »!• Cam-

pus aowteur comedy hour. Cal 549-tMW

ext 634 aftei*3 p m_
Houaaboys wantad. Sorority near cam-

pus seeks houseboys for lunch and dinner

kitchen work, in exchange for meals Can

get exemption from university meal plan!

Cal l Mary Ellen at 2S3^^
fMUrTl Women! Jobs on cruiseships,

freighters No experience High pay' See

Europ«S, Hawaii, Australia So America

Ca summer! Career Send $3 85 for mfoto

Seaworld BB Box 61035. Sact Ca 95660

Happy
Wifey

Chriatian bibia atudy every Monday even-

trig at 7 30 in Webatar Hal, Room 513 _
Onataga at Mt. Farma Ma« offefslO%

off all reg priced march, to all students &
staff Remember your ID!

Student Consumer Affaire Council

fTieeting tonight. 6.30 at Skmnor Lounge

Stapfwnia S. -vyhara ara you? Giva ma a

call if you're alive! JW C. 253-7739.

Brokan am«8 appllaneae. Caah for soma
in good condition. 548-4901 - Patar.

Wantad: females to volunteer a amal

amoum of hair for trace metal study. Con-

tact Zaiicafc. 403E GTWR. 546^1521

Dadlcatad fan daeparataty yyants to buy

2 tickets for tt»e Kinks Please cal L« K.,

594 2700. ext. 512.

Wantad: ambition erwugh to backpack

through Europe: about 7 weeks during

summer, call Kay at 6-7073 or Oiana at

8-5487

HYPNOSIS

Hypnoaia Reading Inathuta -free mtro &
hypnosis session, greatly improve reading

speed, comprehensK>n & concentratioo,

Wed Feb 2^. 8:30. rm. 806 Campus
Center, be prompt, K.R. Morse, 532-5703.

•at MONEY •#•

ValentirM's night dallghtti Raffia

pfixe dinner ft rm. for 2 at CC
firat

Kinka tiekata-3rd row front and canter,

•20 each. Cal Mike 6-7703.

Auto repair go aour? Burnt toaat under

yyarranty' If you have a consumer problem

call Corwumer Action, 546-0781. 546-01

W

M-F 9-8, sponsored by MaaaPIRG

Qanaral sawing. Fair rates/call 6-8328

Ara you funny...urbane, pointlasa? Cal

549-6000 ext 634. Top of the Campus com

edy hour.

Laam how to maximize your firtarKial aid

package Call 545 3984 on campus.

549-SBB7 off campus, between 5 Et 7 p.m.

Refarancas availabia. Try »t-it worfcsl

WORK STUDY STUDENTS

Athletic trainer (froehmen preferred), no

experience needed, contact J. Laughnana.

Athletic Injury Care Office. Rm. 9. Boyden,

ext. 5-2886. laundry room. Tuea. €r Thurs..

bet. 7 a.m. & noon^ contact A. Smith. Rm.

31 Boyden, ext 5-3836. secretary: gen. of-

fice akils, typing eeaential Contact A.

Rufa, Rm. 206, Boyden, ext 5-2891

Daytorva Saach,
Daytona. al inclsu.

spend spr brk.

Joe, 253 2258

HYPNOSIS

RIDE WANTED

ToSprnffld.. M F, tve. 9a.m ,
ret 5p.m.

yyiN share •. 546-9822.

IK)OMMATE WANTED

Slnyla room available. •BO * 256^6312

Reading Inatltwta. Free irv

tfoduction & hypnosis session, greatly im-

prove reading speed, comprehension &
coTKontration. etc. Wed., Feb 14, Rm 804

Can^MiS Center at 7-8:30 & Wed , 21. be

pronyt. K.R. Morse, mod, prof hypnott .

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COO

Housemate wantad female; ^<»co^*
bdrm household in N hampton, »«t>4W

Own furnished rm
fireplacee, •6>.mo. •

772 0663 aft 5

,
two floor with

util.. Oan or Bob.

Summer rental Cape Cod, S Yarmouth.

4 apts avail one studio, 2-2 bdmn . arn) 1

three bdrm Very close to water FuJW

furn . Mem Dey to Labor Day Pr«es from

•1500 to ^3000 for season, caN I617)

394.6323. evenings and weekends
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TODAYS CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Fish

5 Charles dog
9 Plant dis-

ease
14 Seed cover-

ing

15 Dan speech
sound

16 Small boat
17 Brat

2 Mords
19 Join

20 Grumpy as

21 Widgeons
23 Foot part

25 Tides

26 Morays
28 Hate
32 Cleaner s

problems
2 words

37 Revive

38 Cha. eg
39 UCLA foot-

baller

41 Roman deily

42 Spare
45 Attendants
48 Guides
50 Fill

51 Mixes
54 Involuntary

spasm
58 Articulate

while inhal-

ing

62 Shouts
63 LOUIS Riei

tollov^er

64 Leading
comic
2 words

66 Prevent
67 Mr Ka2an
68 Interpreter

Abbr

69 Scruffs

70 Clan
71 Plant

DOWN
1 Weight unit

2 W I island

3 Hawley or

Arcaro
4 Gratifies

5 Hardwood
6 Antimony

Prefix

7 Hydrocar-
bon

8 Confound
9 Ship open-

ing

10 Card game
11 Item

12 Surf noise

13 Charges
18 Caster

22 Moms mate
24 Chunk

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Saturday s Puzile Solved
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27 Father

29 Ms Fitzger-

ald

30 Dross
31 Lebanese

town
32 Natives Suf-

fix

33 Then
34 Kiss Me

35 Sister

36 Poses
40 Ark builder

43 Breathe
44 Painters.

eg
46 NY city

47 Abjures
49 Title

52 Deserves
53 Robbed
55 Irish county
56 Arm bones
57 Mind one s

Qs
58

•' or
Cowhand"

59 USSR rive.

60 Tread
91 Saga
65 Flutter

1 I 1 1

1
) i f 1

1

) 1 1 2 3

4 s 16

~ 8 19

10 W\ 22

23

1

24 m 25

IHM^F^ 27 HI 20 29 30 31
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40 J
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42 43 4.> ^4!) 46
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b8 bV 60 61 62

63""

1

64 "1
ST 67

1
M "

69~ "1 71
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MELBROOKS

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

I KMOW
!)OMf.ONE
\WHO MAY
Re able
TO HELP.

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Tuesday, Feb. 13 CCA

is pf«if(H5
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Off foiiear

4 by Frank Emery

Nothing Spec/a/ by Joe Casey
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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Engineering& Computer Science Majors

WATCH FOR THE
HUGHES

RECRUITER VISITING
YOUR CAMPUS SOON.

Contact your placement office

for Interview dates.

HUGHES

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M F

:43:k ;>!>«»,
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Spikers raise record to 5 -

1

By MAUREFN SULLIVAN
Colleqian Staff

For the first time since November, volleyball took over the
NOPE gym floor; by the time last Saturday afternoon's ac-
tivities were over, the Un^ss men's volleyball team swept
over Amherst College 15-11, 15-6. and Williams Colleae
15-6.15-7.

^'

Playing Williams first. Umass' offense, led by player coach-
captain Arnie Roberts and Jim Grosslein, spiked and served
their way past a fine Williams team defense led by Mark Lewy
and Dave Furlow.

Amherst (Koved even tougher. Both teams made miraculous
saves around the court and net, and Amherst led by as much
as five points in the first game. Amherst's Drew Fontaine.
Tony Smith, and Dave Darrow helped to keep their team "up"
in spirit and performance. However, UMass staged a deter-
mined comeback spearheaded by theservtngof Orlando Lar
raour«n(e and the heroics of the people in the forecourt and
net. UMass' Ed Midura and his consistent serving helped to
win the second game and cap the sweep.
Player coach Arnie Roberts said of the club, "We've been

stror^ during the last two years, and we've improved so
much, there's really no competition around here. I know th«
team can play bener than this; at the tourney in Wentworth

last weekend, we played teams of higher calibre, and went
3-1. This was our first weekend of league play (New England
College Volleyball League, Northern Division), and we weren't
playing as aggressively. We didnt spike as much, and kept
dinking (when the ball is set into a small lob over the net). We
just didn't make the opposition go for the ball, as we did at
Wentworth."
Now 2 in league play (and 5 1 overall). UMass will visit

nearby Amherst College this coming Saturday to play
Amherst and Middlebury.

^^Hoopmen
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

LaVigne. who was named Collegian Ptayer of the Game, led
all scorers with 18 points and also handed out 5 assists. Mike
McKay added 17 points, and Cornelius Thompson was 'held"
to 16 points arKi 12 rebouruls.
UConn center Jeff Carr also played well, as he notched 10

points and held UMass scoring leader Mark Haymore to only 6
points, as the Huskies took their fifth straight ganne, improving
their record to 16-6.

UMass returns home tonight for a ganr>e against the Univer-
sity of Maine in the Cage. Game tinr>e is 7:30 p.m.

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

DONT
GRADUATE

without talking to the
Hughes Recruiter visiting

your campus soon.

Contact your placement office
for interview dates.

' -...-. .,

! HUGHES

!

C J

AN EQUAL OrPORTUNrry EMPIOVER H/f

The Photo
Co-Op IS

now
accepting
volunteers

for

positions in: Morketing
Accounting
Soles

321 Stud.
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Valentine's Day Conceit

Sottthside Johnny and
the Asbury Jukes

with special guest
The Zarvis-Allen Band

doors open at 8
$5 In advance, $6 at door

at "Woody's"

Rt. 8. Washington, Mass.
1(413) 623 9780

1 hour from Amherst, Rt. 9 to Rt. 8, south to

Washington
For advance tickets call 546-8292

'|M«V B IIJiiiasiQaori

•vrloosi*

RMKETEH

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

MQseQw
PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA -

Dmitri Kitaenko,

Music Director

Alexander Toradze, Piano Soloist

Rimsky-Korsakrff - Russian Easter Overture.

Prokofiev - Piano Concerto No. 3. Rachmaninoff
- Symphony No. 2.

Thursday, February 22 8 pm

Tickets now on sale. General Public $8, 7, 6.

UMass Students $6, 5, 4. Senior Citizens - $7, 6, 5.

University of Massachus<?tts/ Amherst

FINE AiJS CENTER PRESENTS

BOSTON

POR
ARTHUR FIEDLER

Conductor

Friday, February 16 8 pm

ERICH KUNZEL, Guest Conductor

PROGRAM: Music of Offenbach, Bizet,
Tchaikovsky, Gould, Bernstein, M. Hamlish,
Sondheim, Denver- Danoff, Beethover-Murphy.

Tickets now on sale. General Public $8, 7, 6.

UMass Students and Senior Citizens - $7, 6, 5.

FINE /mS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

FiM Arts Ctnttr lax Offtct iM-F f-4, S4S-2S1

1

ft N«« Englmd Tickftren Lecatiem.

1 Pray St. Amherst, Masi, (S^S<03
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Collegian is

Matmen win
twelfth over
Central Conn

By MARTY LUTRELL
Collegian Staff

NEW BRITAIN. Conn -The Minuteman wrestling

team came off Thursday's loss the Springfield College
with an impressive 30 13 ttouncinp of Central
Connecticut Saturday afternoon. The UMass squad
now has a 12 4 1 record, stopping Central Conn., who
had been ranked fifth in New England.

Rich Schiarizzi scored his first pin as a Minuteman in

2:54 of the second period in the 118 lb class Central
Conn found themselves behind 6-0, and never caught
the Minutemen from that point

In the 126 lb class Dana Rasmussen dropp>ed an 18

10 decision to Valles Joy of Central Conn Larry Otsuka
followed with a tie m the 134 lb class, 5 5

Charlie Rigoglioso gained a superior decision at 142
lbs over Williams, 12-2, to put the Minutemen further
out in front At 150 lbs K«»vin Murphy lost a tough
match to Salge of Central Conn , 7 3 The two met
earlier in the season when Salge won an overtime
victory in the finals of the Springfield Tournament
Mike Carroll wrestled what coach Dave Amato

termed a "real good match," in whipping defending
New England champ Smith. 15 5. in the 158 lb class.

Greg DiLiello pulled out a 6-5 win for the Minutemen
in the 167 lb class, while Dave Guselli scored his first

collegiate pin over Central Conn.'s Dabcuski in 48 of

the third period at 177 lbs.

Central Connecticut's Cameron earned his team's last

points in battling to a 12 4 decision over Minuteman
Bob Clark, at 190 lbs John Allen finished the dual meet
with a 16 3 decision over Central's Leonard, to bring the

score to 30 13. m favor of UMass
Coach Amato said his team was up for this match

after losinq to Springfield

"The guys were looking to turn it around after

Springfield, and when it was over they felt pretty good
Carroll beat the defending champ pretty good, and
Schiarizzi, DiLiello and Guselh all did real well"

I his week's rankings haven't t>een released as yet.

but Amato feels his team may not lose their second
place rating, though losina to Springfield last week.
"Our line up was off, we didn't have Vic-

(Deitatorre), and they -take things like that into con
sideration when they do the ratings." Amato said

The wrestling team will host UConn in its last n^atch

of the season on Feb 20 at Boyden Gymnasium Coach
Anr^to feels this will be a good match to end the season
with.

Hoopwomen down Northeastern

Monday, Februai> 12, 1979, •• ''^*^^0mj'*f»».*^j>4tj'».<unt.^msMJumk imtmmm^tmmmmmtuf

By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Trying to convince Northeastern's coach Judy
Schneider that "it could have been worse" would have been a
difficult task. In fact it might have been an impossible one.
When the final horn mercifully sounded Schneider's Huskies
had been blown off their own home court by a resounding 45
point margin. 89 44 UMass had added another victim.

The Minutewomen are beginning to make these routs a
habit, as for the third consecutive game their winning margin
has been over 40 points.

Sue Peters and Julie Ready, who have been the dominant
forces for UMass all year long, again led tne way. Though
playing only half the game, Peters led all scorers with 25
points. Ready was equally effective while she was in scoring
20 points and ruling back both boards with 12 rebounds.

The game was never in doubt as the Minutewomen cruised
to their twelfth victory versus five defeats. After scoring the
first three baskets, the rout was in the making from the open
ino moments. Taking advantage of the vastly smaller Nor

theastern squad Ready et all went to work early and often.
Midway through the first half, with the score 32 1 1 , the out-

come was inevitable, it was just a matter of how much UMass
would win by. UMass coach Mary Ann Ozdarski was
substituting often but the results didn't change.

Northeastern's Ellen Febonio (8 points and 6 steals) and
Hildegard Regan 112 points) kept the game respectable, as the
half closed 42 23.

The second half opened with a blur of Sue Peters baskets.
Her 17 second half points in only 10 minutes of play gave the
partisan NU crowd a show to remember. Humbled in defeat
the crowd still was appre'ciative enough to give her a hand
when she left the game.

With Ready playing only sparingly in the second half.

Ginger Legare and Maura Supinski took over, providing the
needed intimidation and steady rebounding.

It was indeed a solid victory for the Minutewomen as they
appear to be hitting stride at just the right point in the season,
with the playoffs and state championships only two weeks
away.

URI wins final relay contest
to outswim merwomen, 70-61
By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

The paunchy swim judge, who
looks like the guy in those "We're
gonna getcha " cigar commencals,
strolled over to the scorer's table

before the start of the final relay of

Saturday's UMass Rhode Island
meet

"This is getting pretty
nnonotonous, " he said with a laugh.

For the second week in a row, the

balance of the worrwn's swimming

and diving meet came down to the

final relay as the University of Rhode
Island held on for a 70 61 victory over

UMass.

Last week, UMass defeated
Springfield College by an identical

score.

"We weren't sharp at the
beginning of the meet," explained

UMass coach John Nunnelly. "We
were playing catch up nad we had to

gamble I didn't want to be in the

position of having to gamble."

But after two events left UMass
with a 15 1 deficit, Nunnelly was
forced to shift swimmers in races and
gamble

Gail Holland responded with a win
in the 50 yard backstoke Kathy
Countie followed with het best tinne

in the 50 breaststroke for a secorKi,

and Deb Schwartz won the 100 yard

butterfly.

Kathy Driscoll continued her

victory string in the one-meter
required diving, winning the event

with an exceptional 162 65 total

points. Suzy Strobel finished third.

UMass got its only 1 2 finish of the

meet in the 100 yard backstoke when
Nancy Schifflet won the event and
Gail Holland swam second.

In what was the most exciting race

of the meet next to the relay,

Schittlet won the 200 freestyle by a

touch in 204 6 After two false

starts delayed the race. Schwartz

and Cindy Piela swam 1-3 in the 50

butterfly.

Strobel dove with possibly her

moct consistency all year (although

she has scored more total p>oints) in

winning the one-meter dptionals with

157 10 points. Driscoll proved herself

mortal, finishing second with 155.40
points, |ust 1.15 points nrwre than the
third place URI dtvor.

The score was 63-61, URI, going

into the final race, the 200 yard
freestyle relay After a false start, the

UMass team of Rachel Mack, Betty

Carrier, Caroline Beniamin and
Schifflet couldn't do it this time,

finishing one second behind the
winning URI time of 1 :46.7.

Nunnelly explained part of the

reason for UMass' slow start in the

meet was tapering for the New
England Championships this week in

Springfield, but gave credit to URI
•They lURI) deeerved it." Nun

nelly said 'That last relay of ours

was three secorujs faster than our

best time all year, so they (URI)

earr>edit."

PROFESSIONAL & TECHNICAL REFERENCE BOOKS

books on

DATA PROCESSING
from Prentice-Hall

cv.K»» M (»!» Primer for

Srrtall Systems
Management

Data Processing

Systems

Analysis & Design
l#COAO#vHlon

Robert J CondOf^

COMPUTER
DATABASE

ORGANIZATION
ikHtt MAIITIM

R.J. Condon E.M. Arnold G.M. Easley

DATA
PROCESSING
WITH
APPLICATIONS

Explains in detail what the com-

puter can do, emph8si2ing prac-

tical application of computer

technology in txisiness organiza-

tions. The goal is to demonstrate

how the computer can k>e used to

increase profit and provide better

service Shows how to use com-

puters to process files, keep

records, and disseminate informa-

tion.
«14.80

BUSINESS DATA
PROCESSING
4th Ed.

Highly acclaimed and widely

adopted Completely revised to

provide many significant changes

and t)enefits for students ami

teachers Presents highly IuckJ,

educational coverage of data pro-

cessing fundamentals.

•COf^PUTER PROCESSING
•CHARACERISTICS AND
INTERNAL OPERATION OF A
BUSINESS COMPUTER
•COMPUTER SYSTEMS &
DEVICES
•APPLICATIONS AND
PROGRAMMING
•DATA PROCESSING
MANAGEMENT

$15.96

PRIMER FOR
SMALL
SYSTEMS
MANAGEMENT

The advent of distributed data pro-

cessing and the proliferation of

small business systems has

created a need for greater

managerial expertise at various

levels. This brief primer covers tf>e

supervisory skills needed in the

day to-day administration of a

small computer complex.
•17.16

R.J. Condon

DATA
PROCESSING
SYSTEMS
ANALYSIS AND
DESIGN 2nd Ed.

Condon begins with the premise

that the user is the ultimate judge

of a system's effectiveness. The

balance of the book shows the

reader how to achieve the goal of

user satisfaction.

•SYSTEM ANALYSIS IN

BUSINESS
•TECHNIQUES FOR SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT
•TRANSLATING THE SYSTEM
FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE
•IMPLEMENTATION

$16.16

J. Martin

COMPUTER
DATA-BASE
ORGANIZATION

The most up-to-date artd thorough

guide to the techniques of data

base organization. Probably the

rT>ost important subject in the

future of computing, and one of

the least well understood. Data

bases will be the foundation of

most processing in the 1980's.

$2650

many other business and
computer titles are in our
Professional & Technical

Reference Section.

at "the bookstore'

I
VISA. MASTER CHAWeC ANO AMERICAN IHRRESS. ACCEPTED,..,....^,, .tbUMVER^rySTORE
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Icemen beaten twice;
record falls to 1-12-1

—ColJegian ^^

ByJONA THAN HAMIL TON
Collegian Staff

In what is now becoming one of the most
frustrating and disappointing seasons
UMass hockey has suffered through, the
Minutemen dropped consecutive games
this past weekend to the University of New
Haven and Merrimack College. The loss to
New Haven 9^5 Friday night coupled with
Saturday's crushing defeat by Merrimack
12-2, leaves UMass with • 1-12-1 record on
the year.

On Friday night, UMass got on the
scoreboard first against New Haven as Nick
Carney scored on a nifty breakaway from
center ice just :32 secor>ds into tf>e game.
Coming in on the UNH goal tender Jim
McWade, Carney lifted the puck into the
top right corrter. Jusi like that it was 1-0

UMass. But not for long as UNH scored
three times in the span of 2:27 seconds.
Goals by Ken Gill at 3:12, John

Luitgaarden just twenty seconds later at
3:22 and Tom Gentile at 5:39 gave UNH a 3
to 1 lead they would r>ot relinquish.

The Minutemen tighter>ed things up
momantarty aa Mark Gtordani got the first

of his ttvea-goal hat trick at 6:41 beating
McWade to the right side. UMass goalie
Jeff Moore was hit with a game miscon-
duct at 12:43 for a spearing irKident. He
was raplaced by Caaey Scavorw who was
Nmsatf caMad for a highstickir>g penalty at

13:S2. Aa a result, UNH had a power play
opportunity in which they cashed in. Jack
Morganatem took a pretty feed from Dave
Hargacher from behind tt>e net and hit tfte

open left comer of the cage past Scavone.
It was now 4-2 New Haven at the end of tt>e

first period. UMaaa out shot UNH 13-8 in

tfw first period.

Only two goals were acorad in the
cond stanza. Again it was Giordani who

kept the Minutemen cloea as he tallied his

second goal on a neat backhand shot at
10:15. UNH answered back as Tom Dillon
stuffed it in the left side of the net at the
17:18 mark. Shots in the second period
were even at 8-8.

In the third period matters got
progressively worse as New Haven lit the
lamp four times while UMass could only
answer back with a pair. Gentile connected
at 1:04 while his teammate Ian Hendry
struck for a power play goal at 6:38.
Sandwiched between two more UNH goals
was Giordani's hat trick goal at 10:28.
Kenny Richard picked up the final goal for
UMass at 18:03. Final shots on goal in the
game were UNH 38 UMass 28.

Returning home to Orr rink Saturday
night, UMasa played a defending Div II

champs Merrimack The Warriors had an
easy time with the Minutenr>en completely
dominating play bombarding UMass 12 to
2. Merrimack skated, passed and scored at
will throughout the evening.

Leading by as nr«ny as nine goals at one
point, Merrimaci' increased it to ten goals
with three in the final stanza. UMass' only
offensive spurt came on back to back
power play goals in the middle of the final
period John Reidy at 7:15 and Ron
Valicenti at 8:19 momentarily stopped ttw
Warriors' barrage of goals.
Leading the goal scoring spree for

Merrimack were Steve ArrH>ld whose two
goals were in the first period at 5:51 and
18:10. They were preceeded by Jim
Toomey's power play goal at the 4:31
nurk Frank Guest added his two goals in
tf>e secor>d period
Merrimack tallied five tinr>es in the secornJ

period and from tfiat fwint on it was a
laugher. In the third they added three more.
The final shots on goal had Merrimack

with 30 while UMass couW only muster 14.
The Minutemen hoet A.I.C. Wednesday

night at 8:00 p.m.

**.

On tap fortomorrow
Mike Quinn broke tf>e UMaaa racord for the two mile run and John Kelly broke

the freshman record m the 600 yard run to highlight the Minutemen's perfor-
mance this past Saturday in an indoor track meet against the University of Maine
at Orono. For full details of the meet, see Kevin McCaffrey's story tomorrow in
tt>e sports pages of the Collegian

Hmlli' \V'i^^}^S!^*!^J^'' °1^ •*=*'"" •*»"*"« Saturdays loaa to Mer-rimack. 12-2. (Staff photo by Diana Pfainas)

Swimmen splash Vermont
ByJIMDEGNIM
Collegian Staff >

Tim Dundon and Jib Bowers turned in fine perfonnances Saturday to lead the
UMass nr>en'$ swim team to a 61 51 victory over the UniversitY of Vermont before a
smaM but enthusiastic gathering at Boyden pool The two freshmen each won a pair of
races and swam a leg in the victorious 400 yd medley relay.
Coach Bei Meiamed said that the win was an aapadaliy important one for his squad

because the teem lacked confidence. "We needed to know that we could win " he
commented. He went on to say of the Vermont victory that is ww "nothing fantastic
but we did what we were supposed to do."
UMass started fast, winning four of the first five events. The 400 yd. medley relay

team of Jim Leiand, Harry Fuflord, Bowers and Dundon opened the meet by winning
handily. After Fred Venne took third in the gmeling 1000 yd. freestyle, Tom Nowak
won the 200 yt*. freestyle, a victory which Meiamed said was important "because it got
the team going

.

"

Dundon took firsts in the 50 and 100 yd. freestyle, while teammate Bowers won the
200 individual medley and the 200 yd. butterfly The final UMass victory of the day waa
registered by Harry Fulford in the 200 yd. breast stroke.
Due to illness. Vermont was forced to use a swimmer in the diving competition, and

the result was predictable. UMass romped. Jim Antonino won both the one and three
meter categories and Mark Vernaglia took secornJ in those events.

STADIUM
"CATCH THIS

WEEK'S SPECIALS"

LIQUORS

Miller 12 oz. N/R 7e20 cs.

Falstaff 5e50 08.

Skol Vodka 1.75L 8el9
Bella Napoli 3L 4.59

(Vln Rose, Burgundy, Pink Chablis, Chablis)

Sebastian! Zinfandel Chenin Blaoc
750ML 2e39

CHECK OUR KEO PRICES!
HUOE SELECTION OF WINE!

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A & P
in the new Shopper's Park

my^^^^n ^h w ^'SfflJif'"-^' p'"-:^^

253-9341 or 253-9342

FREE DELIVERY ($7.00 min.)
HPW«^ m^m^m^ Piiiijivi n!l7 .
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Riuli leadsgymwomen over Owls
By DAVE BRADLEY / ^"

CoUegian Staff _*-

Inconsistent ludfling put a damper on

what was othenA^ise a pretty gooa gym

mast»cs meet Saturday when the UMass
Minutewomen eoundly defeated an

unranked Temple University team at Curry

HicksCage, 128 40 118 00

Earning her best overall score this season,

UMass freshman Amy Riuli won the all

around competition with 34 06 total points

followed by teamate Karen Hemberger with

33 IB and Temples co captain Beth

Johnson with 32 40 points.

Umass left no question that it was the

superior team in the meet as it won all four

events in the competition (vaulting, uneven

bars, balance beam, and floor exercise)

The only thing questionable about the meet

was the erratic ludgmg which left UMass
gymnasts disappointed and a crowd of

about 400 spectators confused

UMass Coach Virginia Evans was visaWy

angry about the judging and confronted

head judge Beth Evans with her views dur

ing a ten minute break midway through the

competition.

"I was complaining vehemently, ' Coach

Evans said after the second event, uneven

bars It s the lowest we ve been judged (in

the bars competition) all year All the

scores were ridiculous," she said

Aside from the judging though. Coach

Evans said she was fairly pleased with the

victory which lifts UMass record to 5 1

Compairing her team's performance m
this meet with its effort m last week's tn

meet against Penn State and Indiana State

(in which Umass placed second). Coach

Evans said Some people looked better

but overall it was not as good

"

UMass stole a slight lead after the first

event of the day, vaulting its way to a 32 40

to 31 65 margin Hemberger booked first

place in this event, sconng 8 66 out of a

possible 9 50 points (each vault has a max

imum value depending on its difficulty) by

performing a half twisting sorT»ersault

vault

Hemtierger. a junior coming back after

undergoing knee surgery last June, said

she IS working hard and hangin' in there
''

Describing this as a building year"

because of all the injuries the team has ex

perienced, Hemberger feels UMass will

really be impressive next year, and 'may

surprise everyone at the Nationals ' at the

end of this season
UMass' Riuli placed second m the

vaulting executing a half twist on full twist

off vault to snare 8 2 of a possible 9 2

points Beth Enderson, Temple s other co

captain, finished third with a score of 8 15

out of 9 10 points

If the close score after the first event gave

Temole any idea's about an ur»set^ ()M»*«'^

dismissed them quickiy by outscoring its

opponent 30.90 25 60 m the second event,

uneven bars Hemberger once again top

ped all scorer's with an 8.20 mark despite

slipping off the equipment once. Riuli's

7.80 score put her in second place and all-

around performer (one who competes in

allfour events) Karen Clertiente, bothered

by a cold the last few days, tied Temple's

Jodie Robinson for third with a 7 50 score

UMass senior Jean Anderson performed an

exciting and near flawless routine on the

bais (she did sit down on her dismount),

but only received a 7 40 for her efforts, an

example of inconsistent ludging The four

judges gave her scores of 7.ttO. 7.00, 8. 00,

and 7 00 (throw out the lowest and highest

and average the two middle scores)

In the balance beam segment of the com
petition, Riuli's dancing leaps and twnting

dismount earned her first place honors with

a score of 9 05 Co captain Laurie Knapp

came in second for the Minutewomen with

a strong 8 15 point routine. Knapp's score

might have been higher if she hadn't blown

her dismount, a nrwve she said she's been

able to do "since I was this high.' Beth

Johnson captured third place for Temple.

After three events, UMass led Tenx)le

95 QO to 87 10

In the final event, Johnson barely edged

out Riuli for top honors by tallying 9 05

points to Riuh's 9 00 in the floor exercise

Johnsons floor routine was deservant of

the judges high noarks but it was Riuli's per-

formance that won the hearts of the au-

dience as she danced ar>d soared to tf>cme

music West Side Story Hemberger 's score

of 8 75 (third place) was thought by spec

tators to be another example ol poor judg

ing

Karen Gmsburg, a top UMass freshman

recruit from Miami, reinjured her ankle

while warming up for the floor exercise and

was scratched from the event Just

recovering from a bout with the flu.

Ginsbu^g did not score her usual high

marks but was optimistic about the teams

performance. 'This is one of the better

meets we've had," she said.

Lisa Martin, recruited from the same high

school as Gmsburg. did not compete in the

nrieet due to illness

UMass assistant coach Mark Stevenson

said. I thought the kids did really well I'm

very happy with their performance " He did

not comment on the performance of the

judges

UConn routs Minutemen
for sixth straight setback

•"»

By WAL T CHERNIAK
Collegian Staff

^ , ^,

Storrs Conn Guard Randy LaVigne

led a balanced scoring attack with 18

points as the UConn Huskies routed

UMass 79-59 on Saturday night, handing

the Minutemen their sixth consecutive

defeat. ..

LaVigne scored 10 of his points m the

first half, when the Huskies shot a blistering

55% from the floor and took a 41 .«

halftime lead

UMass head coach Jack Leaman decided

to shuffle his lineup for Saturday's contest.

as he inserted 6'7 " sophomore Jay Stevvart

into the starting five replacing Len

Kohlhaas. and started Bill Morrison in the

backcourt m place of Brad Johnson, who

was unable to play due to an injured heel

Eric Williams opened the scoring for

UMass when he drove for a layup after the

Minutemen had won the tap, but UConn s

Jeff Carr quickly knotted the score with a

strong inside move. Stewart grabbed his

own rebound and dropped in a feedvvay

baseline jumper, and UMass had what

would be Its only lead of the night at 4 2.

Cornelius Thompson, the Huskies highly

touted freshman, swished a short jumper to

tie the score, and Clay Johnson tossed m a

15 footer over the Minutemen zone to put

UConn ahead to stay ^ . . l.

The lead ballooned to 14-6, as baskets by

Mike McKay and LaVigne and two tree

throws by Carr keyed a UConn surge, but

two jumpers by Marc Roberts and one by

Morrison helped the Minutemen keep pace

at 19-12. ,

But Thompson threw in a jumper from

the top of the key, and then stole the ball as

UConn applied a full court P[f« .7^
McKay was fouled and converted both f ee

throws to push the lead op to 23-12 at the

halfway point of the first half^

The two teams seesawed for three

minutes, before UMass cut the lead to

27-22 with 5:43 in the haM. ^'»^^-^
•d in a long jumper, and t^en Marc

ahon caraar cominq o« tha banch. hif two

straight buckets.

UConn countered with six straight points

of Its own. though, as Bob Burton was call

ed for goaltending on a drive by LaVigne.

McKay added another layup, and then

LaVigne who hit five of six from the floor

in the first half, pulled up on the fast break

and swished a jumper to make the lead

3322
Following a UMass hoop. LaVigne drove

and hit a short bankshot, then forced a

steal and fed McKay for a slam dunk which

brought the roaring sellout crowd of 4,460

to Its feet The Huskies went into the

lockerroom with a comfortable 41 28 lead
_

LaVigne picked up right where he had

left off in the second half, as he scored the

first two hoops of the stanza to push the

lead up to 45 28. A basket by Stewart and

two free throws by Eric Williams helped

UMass narrow the gap to 13 points at

47 34 but they never got any closer

UConn continued its hot shooting (the

Huskies shot 51% on the night) and took its

wildest lead of the evening when John

Delagrange hit from the top of the key to

make it 71-50 with 7:34 renr>aining. By that

time, though, it was academic.

Coach Leaman was disappointed with his

team's performance, as he watched their

record slip to 5-15, but gave due credit to

his opponents. "They (UConn) are pro-

bably the best team in New England right

now " he said. "They shot well, rebounded

weli-they're just so quick and

aggressive." _,
Despite the loss, the Minutemen received

a couple of strong performances from

unexpected sources. In a rare starting role.

Jay Steward scored a career high 15 points

to lead all UMass scorers, and grabbed 13

rebounds, many of them off the offensive

boards. .

Sophomore guard Marc Roberts played

extremely well o« the bench, as he tallied

10 points and also picked up 7 assists. Eric

Williams added 12 points as the only other

Miruitacrwr\ in dou|>le figuri^. ,

' TURN TO PKdlt IT

Freshman standing Amy Riuli dazzled the crowd with »>•;•" •7"?^„r''""'"«
performance in Saturdays victory over Temple University. (Staff photo by

JoAnne Farrissey).

MarkMarchand

The buck stops here

When's it all going to end? Professional

sports has become an endless procession

of athletes whose main concern is im

pressing their owners for the sole purpose

of negotiating new contracts No longer do

athletes continually talk of winning

championships: bonus clauses that rely on

statistics and entering the free agent

market appear to be what today s pro

athlete has on his mind.

The whole situation is making rT>e sick.

No sooner do the Red Six sign Jim Rice to

his empire like contract does Dennis

Eckersley deliver his ultimatum to the box

for a new five year contract. Nobody s

happy with winning anymore; the name of

the game is money and more money.

The whole situation is snowballing. The

spineless owners of professional teams

continually give in to the demands of their

niayers and once one player signs a con-

tract for a record high, a player on the sarne

team or from another team with similar

talents demands the same. The whole

salary structure of pro sports is an ex-

panding balloon that's about to burst.

Somehow, somewhere, the fans whose

money is paying for this fiasco, are going to

revolt Hardly a season passes without a

club raising its ticket prices and it's going to

have to stop before the now successful

clubs find themselves playing before

thousands of empty, high-priced seats.

What the hell has happened to team

loyalty? A few short years ago the nr>ere

mention of Pete Rose leaving his native

Cincinatti for Philadelphia and big

bucks would have been good for

a few laughs even at a funeral.

Rose said that he owed it to himself to take

the big money instead of remaining loY»Jo

his team of more than 15 years. Well, Mr.

Roae ha» certainly lost any respect that 1 ve

'!>{?" 'EiJfof him arid I •oH)act that a few othara

really don t give a dn^n about how Rose

does for the Phillies Once looked up to by

millions of youngsters across the country

as a prime example of how a ball player

should act on and off the field, I for one

would certainly not tell my kids that Rose is

the type of athlete that they should model

«

themselves after.

Year after year, the average salaries for

all the pro sports goes up. The interesting

statistic IS that the teams with the highMt

average salaries are the teams who are the

perennial contenders. A breakdown of

average baseball salaries that appeared in

this Sunday s Boston Globe shows that out

of the top seven teams with the highest

average salaries, six are perennial con

tenders This same situation exists m all the

professional sports; money now appears to

be the controlling factor in races for the

cahmpionships. One need only look at

George Steinbrenner and his New York

Yankees to see an excellent example of

how a pennant is "bought."

The point that I'm trying to make is that

it's no longer sport. It's a contest to see

who can sign the best for the longest. The

future of professional sports here m
America is on the line. Something has to be

done to bring this ugly situation to a halt

and it's going to require the cooperation of

all the owners of these teams. The solution

that's probably been discussed the most is

that of imposing a ceiling on salaries within

an individual league. League leaders like

baseball's Bowie Kuhn are just going to

have to get off their posteriors and take

firm action in this direction. Salary figures

should be more public and raises and

bonuses whould be strictly controlled

The time for action is now; when the

avlr^ge American sports fan can no longer

Xrd to see his or her team 'n action^

?h^L's wmething seriously wrong with tha

whole »Y»t«">- •' M »:*>•' Tt***
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House amends
drinking age bill

to 19 for this year

A full moon rises over Southwest last Sunday as students try to avoid the ef-

fects and concentrate on another week's work . (Staff Photo by Bill Greene)

By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Students and liberal

legislators claimed a major victory yester-

day when the House of Representatives

passed an amendment to lower the legal

drinking age in bars and restaurants to 19

and to phase in a 21 -year-old limit for

package store purchases over the next two
years.

College students from across the state,

including over 150 from Umass- Amherst,
went to the state house to talk to their

legislators and to pack the public gallery of

the House chambers.

"We've made an impact," said David

Barenberg, the student coordinator of the

Student Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy, a branch of the UMass stu

dent government.

Barenberg's comments were echoed by
many legislators and other legislative staff

members who said they were impressed by

the UMass students.

"The overall impression around the state

house was very good," said Rep. James G.

Collins, ID-Amherst) "The student lobby-

ing effort was very effective.
"

"The students helped very much. Their

effort was very effective," said state Rep.

Barne Frank, (D Boston), a leading House
liberal.

The UMass students, dressed in suits,

ties and dresses, arrived on three chartered

busses and went directly to their legislators

for personal meetings.

A few Boston City Police were posted in

front of the state house to supervise possi-

ble student demonstrations but only about
10 students, none from UMass, picketed.

Collins said it was probably one of tf>e

most effective lobbying efforts by UMaaa
students.

Although many students said they dM
not think their visit had affected tha

legislators, the first vote proved differentty.

An amendment proposed by Collins tfwt

would have made the drinking age 19 for all

alcoholic purchases, was passed by a

substantial margin, 94-64.

Students cheered loudly wf>en the votf

result was announced and many then let

the gallery. Soon after. Rep. William Gahnr

(D- Boston), proposed the amendmen
which would make the legal age to pur

chase liquor at package stores 19 this year

20 next year, and 21 the following year.

The Galvin amendment was approvet

easily. Galvin said his amendrr>ent was aim

ed at keeping alcohol from youngsters wtK
are supplied by 18 and 19-year old friends

Frank said that passage of the amend
ments could be attributed to the student ef

fort and because the legislators "didn''

want to be stampeded" by the heavy push
for the bill by Gov. King.

Frank also said that House Speake
Thomas W. McGee, (D-Lynn), helpied tfn

anti-21 forces by not voicing any stronc

opinion.

"On the Collins amendment the speake

did not vote until the end. When he does
that he is saying, 'do what you want boys.
" said Frank.

The bill will be up for the usual recon
sideration in the House tomorrow. Collin;

said he did not think there would be an>

changes made in the current form of tfn

bill.

If the bill is approved again tomorrow
then it will be sent to the Senate, where 1

TURN TO PAGE 6

Reopening

ofprovost

searchasked
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

Some minority faculty have asked the

Chariman of the UMass Provost Search

Committc-e to reopen the search process

and include minority members. A search

committee was formed last spring to find a

replacement for former provost Paul L.

Puryear.

In a statement made available last night,

the Minority Faculty Association charged,

"since August, 1978, there has not been

any minority faculty representation on the

committee thereby contravening in-

stitutional, state and federal affirnr^ative

action guidelines."

Bernard Bell, spokesperson for the

group, said a black faculty member was

appointed January 31 by Chancellor

Randolph W. Bromery, but the final

selection of candidates had been made

withdbt his input.

None of the semi-final pool of 40 provost

candidates chosen from an initial 300, were

minorities and only five were women,

according to a member of the search

TURN TO PAGE 10

Power plant shutdown thwartec
By BETH SEGERS
Colleaian Staff

An attempt to shut down turbines yester-

day at the UMass power plant because it

does not comply with state regulations was
thwarted by the assistant chief engineer.

William H. Locke yesterday said he was
not sure if the shutdown attempt by State

District Engineering Inspector Bruce Rubin

was connected to current morale problems

at the site, but one worker said he believed

Chief Power Plant Engineer Gordon A.

Slongwhite initiated the shutdown attempt

to get back at Locke for comments he had
made about him.

Slongwhite yesterday refused comment
on the reason for the inspection or whether

it was related to morale problems which
last week caused several workers at the

plant to threaten a shutdown of their own.
He also refused to say if he requested the

investigation.

Rubin and Slongwhite requestsed shut-

down of the turbines yesterday on the

grounds its operation did not meet state re-

quirements. Locke said he called Physical

Plant Director George A. Norton when he

heard the decision and arranged a schedule

whereby the plant could maintain opera-

tion.

Under the schedule, Locke and the sole

second-class licensed engineer L. Z.

Moulder will each work 16-hour days in the

plant to assure its production. Under the

new, stricter enforcement, the plant will

probably be shut down each weekend, he

said.

Norton, in Detroit on business, last night

said the state inspection was not an at-

tempt to shut down the turbine system but

to bring it into state compliance, which he

said was not an attack on Locke by
Slongwhite.
State law requires that only licensed

second-class engineers operate the turbine

system. But Locke, who said the University

has made no effort to rehire second-class

engineers after several left because of pro-

blems with Slongwhite, had initiated an

upgrading program in the plant. This pro-

gram allows third-class engineers to

operate under his license while studying for

their own certificate.

Locke and Moulder must put in the extra

hours because state law requires a second-

class engineer be on the power plant site

while turbines are operating.

"It's a hell of a coincidence that

Slongwhite's bringing in the state inspec-

tor occurred the same day that morale pro-

blems where made known (in a Collegian

article), "Locke yesterday said, adding that

previous inspectors had approved Locke's

training system.

Locke said he first knew of Rubin's intent

to make the plant comply strictly with state

law several weeks ago, when Slongwhite

told him he was seeking to have the plant

shut down. At that time, Locke said he

contacted the Governor's office and was

told the state Department of Public Safety

could not interfere with the operation o
another state office -the University.

"The turbines were once shut down fo

almost two years and the University had tc

contract out for the needed power from th(

Western Mass. Electric Company, " Locke

said. Since his program to train current^

employed crew members began a year am
a half ago, Locke said he has kept the tur

bines running, at a $120,000 annual savingff

to the University.

Workers who have complained of lov

morale due to personality conflicts betweei

themselves and Slongwhite, yesterday sai«

they thought the shut down attempt was

.

direct attack on Locke's program b\;

Slongwhite, who was jealous of the pro

gram's popularity among workers. j

Locke also said the morale problems have.;

deteriorated to a point where the wind

shield of Slongwhite's car was shattered b\

angry worker(s) several weeks ago.

Locke's own dissatisfaction with a reviev

of him by Slongwhite earlier this year, ha

FKompted him to send a letter to Vic

Chancellor for Administration and Financ

George Beatty, Jr. stating:

"The Utility Division, which has contr-

over the Power Plant, has dragged its fes

.

shown an inability to manage their divisiai.

thereby creating a negative environrrwnt ir

which 1 am forced to by-pass the system a \

times, in order to accomplish the task fo

which I was hired."
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DIGEST
The body of 11-year-

old Linda Vanderveen,
left, was found
yesterday about 10 hours
after she was abducted
from her post as a
crossing guard in Grand
Rapids. Mich, according
to police.

Commuterplane crashes
CLARKSBURG. W Wa \AP\ An Allegheny Airlines

commuter plane carrying 25 persons crashed m a
snowstorm on takeoff from the airport here yester
day At least two persons were killed and four in-

lured. authorities said

The plane, a twin engine prop jet. carrte to rest up
side down about 100 feet off the er>d of the runway,
which had just been plowed to remove fresh
truTwfall said Dave Shipley, an AUagheny oficial

"We had started rocking from one s»de to the otfwr
•nd tfwn the wings htt the ground." said Ins Baisden,

a passenger who was uninjured in the accident

She said the plane then flipped over, went over on -

Its top " She was one of the first to be taken off the

plar>e

Dole seeks nomination
CONCORD. NH \AP\~ Kartsas Sen Robert Dole said

yesterday he plans to seek the Republican presidential

rwmruition. but slopped shon of officially announcing his

C4Vididacy

Dole said he has been campaigning for the office for ttte

last year, "rruich as Jimmy Carter did the last time," ar>d

wiM 8nr>ourK:e tf^ formation of an "exploratory commit-

tee" rwKt week
"When I do ttwit. for all intents and purposes. I am runn

ir>g for president. ' Dole said at a news conference at

Republican state headquarters

Prison riots investigated
BOSTON \AP\ ~A special grand jury will be conven

ed later this month to investigate last summers
disturt>ances at WaHx>le State Prison m which both
guards and pf«or>ers were mfured, it was announced
yesterday
Attorney General Francis X Bellotti and Norfolk
County District Attorney William D Delahunt said

tf>e iury. scheduled to meet Feb 21 in Dedham. wiH

look into allegations of assaultive cornluct" at tt>e

rrtaximum security institution

Prisoners have charged guards used excessive
force in quelling skirmishes, white correctional of

ftcers have claimed tfiey were attacked with boih ig

water and home made weapons. Several guards and
inmates were treated for iniuries following the in

cidentsonAug 6. 17 and 24

US favors budget lid

NEW YORK \AP\ Amencans overwhelmingly favor a

constitutional amendrrient requiring a balanced federal

budget because they don't trust politicians to put a ltd on
government spending, an Associated Press NBC News
poll shows
The public, weary of continuing inflation which they

blame m part on deficit spending says cutting waste m the

federal bureaucracy would save enough money to balance

the half trillion dollar budget

I

New Iranian government fears

civil disorder, possible anarchy
By BRIAN JEFFRIES At Tehran's Intercontinental Hotel, base for tl

Asi>ucidred Press news media, Khomeini supporters protecting

TEHRAN. Iran - Backers of Avatollah Ruhollah Kho fought a gunbattle with insurgents who tried to

By BRIAN JEFFRIES
Associdled Press
TEHRAN. Iran - Backers of Ayatollah Ruhollah Kho

meini struggled to keep their revolutionary victory from
dissolving into anarchy yesterday Bands of trigger happy
civilians rampaged jubilantly through Tehran's streets firing

weapons into the air.

Khomeini urged followers to avoid "arson, destruction

and cruelty." He proclaimed that those indulging in such
acts disobeyed "Allah's orders and are traitors to the

Islamic movement "

But many bands of armed Iranians, euphoric with their

new power, appeared out of control on the first day after

the fall of the shah appointed government.
Khomeini aides asked civilians to turn in unauthorized

weapons at local mosques
The State radio, quoting hospital officials, said Sunday's

fighting in Tehran killed 417 people and wounded 989. At

least 200 others died in earlier weekend violence.

It was reported 150 persons were killed in the nor-

theastern city of Tabnz and 44 in the southern city of

Shiraz

There were no reports of violence against the estimated

7,000 Americans still in Iran.

In Washington, President Carter said he had been in

touch with the government and "we stand ready to work
with them"
A contingent of 69 US. Mannes left the United States

and SIX Air Force helicopters left bases in Europe in case

they are needed to bolster the guard at the US. Embassy
in Tehran

At Tehran's Intercontinental Hotel, base for the Western
news media, Khomeini supporters protecting the hotel
fought a gunbattle with insurgents who tried to force their
way in Nobody was reported hurt.

Another armed group entered the Hilton Hotel and
ordered some 400 guests, many of them Americans, to br-
ing their luggage to the lobby to be searched. The guests
later were allowed to return to their rooms.
Newspapers said 3,500 felons escaped from the country's

largest prison, 65 miles west of Tehran, after insurgents
opened the gates Sunday.
Two army generals - including the former commander of
Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi's Imoerial Guard — were

Related Story, p. 12

killed during Sunday's violence. A third general was found
shot dead at his home yesterday.

Supporters of Khomeini sealed off Tehran's airport,

reportedly to prevent officials of the shah's regime from
leaving the country.

There was no firm word on Bakhtiar's fate, but a highly

placed source told The Associated Press he was under the

protection of his old friend Mehdi Bazargan, prime minister

of Khomeini's provisional government. Bakhtiar reportedly

handed his resignation to Bazargan Sunday after the

military said it would no longer support him.

A Standard Oil Co. refinery in Whiting. Ind.

billows smoke from burning diesel oil tanks. The
fire, which started early yesterday morning is be-

ing allowed to burn itself out. Some 25, 000 barrels
of fuel were consumed and no injuries reported.
(AP Laserphoto.)

Investigators charge Peace Corp
with poor screening practices
By SALLYJACOBSEN
Associated f*ress

WASHINGTON The
Peace Corps fails to ade-

quately screen volunteers,

with some candidates being

interviewed by telephone
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and others not at all, ac

cording to a new study by
the General Accounting Of

fice.

The General Accounting
Office, an investigative arm
of Congress, also said the

overseas volunteer service

fails to give adequate in

formation to volunteers
about the conditions under

which they are expected to

live.

One costly result has been
that "many volunteers are

terminating service before

scheduled completion ~

frequently within the first

months of service," said

the report.

And the Peace Corps' per

sonnel turnover rate was
three times as high as that

of other federal agencies,

the study noted, in part

because the corps limits the

time Its staff members can

serve.

The study was conducted
of the Peace Corps office in

Washington and its opera

tions in Colombia, Hon-
duras, Malaysia,
Afghanistan and Kenya.
Responses were sought
from volunteers in those

countries from July to

September 1977. The study

of the headquarters opera

tion was made between
June 1977 and October
1978.

The Peace Corps, set up in

1961 , has sent about 73,000

volunteers to 88 countries.

As of last fall, the corps had

about 7,000 volunteers and

a budget of about $84
million.

In its response in the

report, the Peace Corps
said it was trying to improve

the effectiveness of its pro-

grams and projects.

"The first time accepted

applicants are able to

discuss in detail the work
they will be doing or the

quality of life they will have

to endure is a twoday
medical and administrative

orientation immediately
before being sent

overseas," the report

found.
Records found that in spr-

ing 1977, five to 20 percent

of the applicants had no in-

terviews with recruiters.
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Hiring freeze
to affect UlVlass

LiMi^mi

ByJIMMORAN
Collegian Staff

UMass Amherst Chancellor Randolph
W. Bromery said yesterday the University

would comply with Gov. Edward J. King's
hiring "freeze," but said "the University is

different from other institutions" and must
consider commitments made to students.

King ordered on January 10, that no new
personnel could be hired in state higher
education institutions except in critical cir-

cumstances.
Bromery said hiring of University p)erson-

nel is usually done at the beginning of the
academic year, but since the hiring freeze

was established efforts are being made to

push the process up. He said that with
students already enrolled "we have to put a
teacher or a teacher's associate in front of

them." Bromery said hiring new teachers is

consistent with the "critical" needs assess-
ment set forth by UMass President David
C. Knapp in a memo issued last month.
The Knapp memo also stated Bromery

may make an oral request for hiring new
personnel prior to certification in writing

Feb. 2 was established as a cutoff date
for hiring new employees who had not yet

accepted positions offered by UMass by
January 10. Bromery said he used his "oral

request" option on some of these pending
offers, including a search for a new finan

cial aid director.^

Bromery said the University has had
one specific individual in mind for the posi
tion for some time Since the person has
yet to accept the offer Bromery exercised
the "oral request" option by assuming the
position will be filled by the individual.

Hal Dutton, deputy press secretary for

Gov King, yesterday said the hiring freeze
guidelines were set down by Educational
Affairs Secretary Charles Johnson on Jan.
10.

In part, the guidelines call for a reduction
in current and forthcoming personnel and
no positions will be created through "pro
motions, transfers, reinstatements, as well

as initial openings, without justification as
imrr>ediate and critical, and only then with
consideration for the maximum p>ossible

savings."

When asked if former state senate presi-
dent and now "consultant " Kevin Harr-
ington had any input into the hiring freeze.
Dutton said Harrington "is the godfather of
state higher education and meets with the
governor rather frequently."

Sen John W. Olver, ID. Amherst),
yesterday said, "The freeze sounds like a
voluntary plan, and it cannot be construed
as legally binding, though it does seem
politically wise."

Olver owed the freeze to public agencies
having to cut back on their budgets ar>d in-

dicated that they want to appear fiscally
responsible Olver said about 400 UMass
positions would be cut due to current infla-

tionary figures and to a UMass budget cut
ordered by the Governor.

King told trustees of state colleges and
universities Thursday to cut their budget re-

quests for fiscal year 1980, which has been
speculated to n>ean a 10 percent cut in
UMass-Amherst's final budget. King said
he will not make budgetary allowances for
inflation or collective bargaining contract
agreements and is requesting complete
level funding.

Ulver also said since library acquisitions
and other institutional and maintenance
costs have been severely cut as a result of
1975 budget cutbacks, personnel is the only
remaining area to be cut. Olver said he
would oppose any drastic cutback in facul
ty positions, but would hold a "wait and
see" stance until the King administration
makes a move

Commenting on the University's financial
status, Bromery said UMass is operating
with fewer people and less revenues than in

1975 using 1979 dollars. He said the situa
tion could get worse "unlesg somebody
takes the crucial step of looking at
enrollemnt ' Figures indicate a student
teacher ratio of about 1 20, up from the
1 15 figure of 1975

In larger lecture sections, with a 1 200
ratio, there could be as much as a or>e third
increase, up to 1 270 or more "This is not
the ideal situation for a learning environ
ment,"" Bromery said.

#/#
_ ^liftersshownno

mercybylocaljudge
Second of two parts.

By ROBERT B. CARGILL
Collegian Staff

"\'\\ never understand why students do this. My God, young people have got to
realize that they're responsible for their actions. In some manner, we've got to con-
vince them they are the ones responsible," said Judge Alvertus J. Morse, Nor-
thampton district court judge

Morse, who handles shoplifting cases for the University Store, said his usual penalty
imposed on convicted offenders is a $125 fine which means a criminal record. And a
criminal record "won"t look good on your job applications," he said.

-Morse emphasized that shoplifting is a premeditated crime — one that is thought out
by the offender before being committed As opposed to committing an auto violation,

shoplifting is never an accident, he said. Yet while larceny under $100 (shoplifting) can
bring maximum penalty of $300 or one year in jail. Judge Morse does not usually give
out this severe a punishment, a* long as the student is makii.g his first appearance in

court.

'"I believe that if a student is caught shoplifting he ought to be suspended from the
university for at least one semester. This would certainly curtail the amount of
shoplifting that's occurring now. A fine just isn't going to have the effect that the
suspension would," Morse said.

Yet not all cases of shoplifting at the University Store are handled by the court. The
majority of cases are brought to the attention of Student Attorney General Robin
Adams of the Student Senate Judiciary Committee. Those who are first time offenders
are referred to Adams who said the Student Judiciary prefers to handle them on a
University level, rather than referring them to Judge Morse.
"Once the accused has admitted to stealing the merchandise, they'll sign a "Guilty

contract." This contract states the guilty have to pay a fine of three times the amount
of what they stole or $5, whichever is more."
Adams also said this contract is confidential and destroyed upon graduation.
"But we do tell them that if they're caught again, we're taking them to court," said

Adams.
Though she does admit the repeated offenders usually are ones who were initially

referred to the Student Judiciary and not those brought before Judge Morse.
""These kids are not drop-outs,"" Morse said. "They're intelligent young individuals.

So why do they do it? Can't you see these students have to be punished so they'll

learn! If we treat them like children, they'll never grow up," he said.
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I'll last awhile

You can't conceive the pleasure

in my smile."'
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UMass students were treated to a jazz trip composed of UMass students
yesterday on the Campus Center Concourse Drummer John Ramsey and two
other students performed as part of Winter Carnival <Staff photo by Michael
Dwyer.) f t «

Trustees plan to meet
to cut Univ. budget
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

The UMass Board of Trustees will meet
in a special full session Friday to cut tfie

University's fiscal year 1960 budget request
as ordered by Gov Edward J King.

King announced Thursday the tri-

campus University has ten days to cut Its

budget request of $333 million, but he did
not say by how much An official from
UMass President David C. Knapp's office

said Knapp and his advisors are still unclear
on how much would have to be cut from
the original request. The budget for this

year is $294 million.

Chairman of the UMass Board of
Trustees Joseph P. Healy said last night the
full board will meet in Boston Friday and
will send the budget request back to the
board's Budget and Finance Committee for
a review Healey said the board would
determine F>olicy on what will be cut from
the budget request.

Healey made it clear that the board and
not the president's office, will be deciding
what will be cut from the request. "We

have to be careful they do not usurp (our
duties), " Healey said He said the board will

probably consult with officials from the
different campuses before making
decisions.

Healey met with King Thursday but said
he does not expect to meet with him before
the Sunday deadline for the revamped
request.

A press official at the governor's office,
said yesterday King is following "a man-
date of the people " with his ordered cuts
because reduced spending was part of his
campaign platform. "And he was elected,"
said the aide.

"You have to draw the line somewhere,"
he said. "Something has to be cut."

King will address a president's advisory
commission tomorrow at UMass- Boston.
UMass Amherst Chancellor Randolph

W. Bromery has said the order to cut the
budget request will probably mean a ten
percent reduction in the Amherst campus
budget. Bromery said the reduction will
probably come from personnel and sup-
plies.

DeLima pays final bill

for illegal phone calls
By ARNOLD WARSHAW
Collegian Staff

Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker
Brian J. DeLima has made a final payment
of $123.60 in connection with the guilty

finding brought against him by the Student
Judiciary for illegally using Senate phones
to make long distance personal phone calls.

This brings the total amount he has paid to

$206 08.

The Student Attorney General Robin
Adams said the case -which stretched out

over nine months is orticiaily "closed."
"I thought it was my responsibility to

close the case both for Brian's sake and the
students," Adams said. DeLima was tried

last April, but because of a dispute over
how many calls he actually made, he didn't

get a final bill until January 23.

"I was surprised to see him pay so
quickly," said Adams.
She said DeLima completed paying the

bill on Feb. 2 phone records from Oct. 1976

a ««<«*•«••««<

to l-eb. 1978 show that 73 phone calls

worth $313 were made to DeLima's home
state of Hawaii on Senate phones.

But DeLima has claimed consistently
that he didn't make all the calls.

"There were five other guys from Hwaii
in the Senate at the time, " DeLima said. "I
didn't make all the calls."

DeLima made an initial payment of
$82.48 last Spring. Adams said she went
through phone records and made phone
calls to Hawaii over intersession to deter-
mine how many more calls were DeLima's.

Calls to two more phone numbers, she
said, totaled $123.60. And, she said,
"People on the other end remembered
receiving calls (from DeLima) "

DeLima's was the first case of phone
abuse ever tried before the Student
Judiciary, and DeLima claims he was a
"scapegoat."

"There were a lot of other people using
phones for personal use, " DeLima said.
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Resignation narrows

board of selectmen

candidates to two
^y MARY FRAIN
CoUgian Staff

The field of candidates fof a one year term on tfie

Amherst Board of Selectman was narrowed down to two

yesterday with the resignation of carnlidate Chauncy Sim

rrwns, Jr.

WMIiam C. Atkins, an incumbent is unopposed for the

otiwr open position on the board, a three year term.

Simmons, 34. a member of the finance committee, said

he was withdrawtr>g from the race due to greater "family

responsibilities" stemming from a car accident his father

WM involved in two weeks ago An 18-year old Amherst

man was killed m the accident.

Candidates for the one year term on the board, left va

cant by the resignation of Nathaniel Reed, are Marguerite

Wright, 51 . manager of the Safe Deposit Department at the

First National Bank of Amherst, and Donald iSkipl Routh,

43. dean of finarKial aid at Amherst CoHaga.

Wnght, an Amherst resident since she was 14, has never

hakj a position in town government l)efore. "I'm going in

there wrth an open mind, a fresh approach," she said.

Tm very willing to listen and weigh the pro's arxJ con's

arKl make an intelligent decision, " she said.

Wnght was unable to offer much comment on issues af-

fecting the town such as the water supply and housing

shortagas. "I haven t really studied on it that much," she

said.

"That's what I'm doing tonight, trying to catch up, ' she

nid in a telephone interview over tb« weekend.

Donald (Skip> Routh. was a member of the town

Landlord Tenant Relations Board ar>d was chairman for a

year He is also on the Board of Haalth Routh said he felt

thai his experience as daen of firwrKial aid at Amherst Col

lege as well as his expetierKe working with the college

budget. wouM be helpful to him as selectman.

Routh said he ttHHight the approach to the town's

budget problems should be tfioughtful a "shot gun ap

proach " should not be used, especially if Gov Ed King's

"ta« cap' legislation goes through, he said

Routh said his three top priorities were; fiscal manage

ment, economic development, and housing

William C Atkins, 61, protect manager for Atkins Farm

and a life long resident of Amherst, has been involved in

town politics for 29 years

"I do not take a stand on any of the proposed budget

cuts that the town manager selected, " said Atkms He also

said he would like to work on the towns water supply pro

Wems and take steps to alleviate the housing shortage

"Zonings may have to be changed to allow one family

homes to be converted into apartments, said Atkirts.

The elections will be heW April 3

Board of Selectmen unhappy
with King tax cap legislation
By MARY FRAIN
and MICHAEL SUSSMAN •

Amhierst Board of Selectmen registered disapproval of
Governor King's proposed "tax cap" legislation during
last night's Selectman's meeting in the Town Hall. The
proposed legislation would keep all property tax rates at
their present level

.

The discussiorT followed a presentation of a preliminary
report by Town Manager A Louis Hayward on the ef-

fea the legislative proposal would have on tfie Amherst
town budget

.

Hayward estimated next year's budget would have to
be reduced by a total of $260,000 if the legislation is

passed.
This would result in a property tax decrease of $1.05

per $1,000 value.

According to Hayward the legislation would disallow
any already negotiated union contract increases.

Amherst has already negotiated contracts with police.

fire fighters and teacher's unions.
Selectperson Nancy Eddy said there has been discus-

sion between tfie three unions which are concerned
about possible layoffs. The town wilt have to "either not
pay already bargained increases or lay off employees,

"

said Eddy.
Diana Romer, chairperson of the board said "My own

concern is the fwme rule aspect. Their question is who
can and shoukj make rules about individual cities and
towns."
Eddy summed up the Board's feelings about the pro-

posal, saying "I don't think any of us believes the pre-
sent form of the legiislation is rational."

Amherst is already facing potential cuts in services
because selectmen had placed a 3.5 percent limit on in-

creases in next year's budget. The cuts include two
branch lil>raries, recreational services and mental health
appropriations.

In otfier business, the board approved an intern posi-
tion for a UMass student in the town government.

Booze bannedin campus center
By JULIE EAGLE
CoUegian Staff

It was bitter cold on tfie outside ar>d dry as a bone on the

inside. Cocktailing and the Top of the Campus restaurant

and drinkir>g at the Blue Wall bai could only be saved for a

wetter day, as a result of the Amherst Board of

Selectman's one day ban on alcohol tf^t went into action

yesterday in the Campus Center.

The restaurant was closed for tf>e day arnl the Blue Wall

aarvad only food and non alcoholic beverages, keeping

paaaarbys and those who observed Winter Carnival, from

hitting the hard stuff

Although good sales went up to 100 percent in the Blue

Wall, the bar grossed less than one quarter of what it nor-
mally does on Mondays, bar supervisor Tom Flaherty said.

Raherty said the 25 to 50 "regulars," as did others who
wandered in from the cold to buy a drink, left when the
discovered the ban.

But "everyone accepted it with a smile," Flaherty said.

"As k>ng as it's only or>e day, people can survive witfKMjt

a beer," he said.

Customers exchanged beer or their favorite liquor with
Perrier water, hot or cold cider or Chelsea, a low-alcohol
beverage manufactured by Anheuser Busch. Hotdogs and
popcorn for 10 cents instead of 25, in addition to tf>e

regular lunch menu, were also available.

find it fast

in the Collegian

Classifieds!!!

SHOW YOUR FACE

danger .- radioactive waste

"

FILM and PRESENTATION
by l-rank Bcxt?

Tuesday, February 13 at 7 30pm

Room 169. Campus Center

sponsored by MASS PIRG wim
^-#<M*^

OPEN RUSH at BKO

The Brotherhood of BETA KAPPA PHI

Fraternity invites ail university men
on; Monday, Feb. 12

Tuesday, Feb 13

Thursday, Feb 15

Tuesday, Feb. 20

8;00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

to an open rush

Intramural athletics

current leaders

78 79

One of the

most active social

calendars on campus

5,6 02,0

""•"*"'•'"'
545-021,

388 N Pleasant St (large white brick building)
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AT THE HADLEY DSB STORE. HAMPSHIRE MALL

EXTRA-EARLY FIRST DAY OPENINGI
STARTS 8:30 TOMORROW MORNING

All made b/
Garland

LIMITED TIME ONLY COMPARABLE VALUES $14 to $24
INCLUDES MORE THAN 70 GARLAND STYLES

YOU HAVEN'T SEEN.

Only 3.99 & 4.99 each, for the

pullovers above, and many, many
more. (We couldn't get all 70 Into the

picture.) At such prices, you can
buy 4 or 5 fa the usual price of one.

There are cardigans too, only 5.99.

All made by Garland right here in

•New England. Perfect Garland
quality.. .rvD imports. ..no seconds!

And no limits...buy as many as you

want. Maybe not every single style in

every store, but dozens and dozens
of choices. Sizes S^M-L, in favorite

colors. All machine wastx3ble. It's

your once-a-year chance to stock

up on America's most famous
sweaters. Dent miss it!

AT PRICES SUCH AS THESE,

WE MUST SAY: ALL SALES FINAL.

MasterCharge. BankAmericard /Visa.

I «.•«« *«.*^ •A »«»^.».*
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Drinking age hike underfire
A group of students and former students in Western Massachusetts say they

have a way to keep the drinking age from going up at all, even if the legislature

votes in a raise

Calling themselves People Opposed to Unreasonable Regulation (POUR), the
group yesterday announced its intention to file a referendum petition with the
Secretary of State's office that could put off a change in the drinking age until a
referendum could be held in the November 1980 state elections.

If the legislation passes, POUR will have ninety days from the day the

governor signs the bill into law to gather signatures from a total of two percent of

the people who voted in the last gubernatorial election, according to the
Secretary of State's office

If they collect the needed 39,245 signatures of registered voters, the law will be
suspended until it can be voted on in a general election referendum during the
next state wide election, scheduled for November, 1980
K Eric Anderson, 24, of Dalton. said yesterday the group's threat of a

referendum petition also may be a factor in convincing legislators to vote against
raisina the drinking age to 21

.

ly^ARK LECCESE

* drinking
CONT FROM PAGE 1

could be debated by Wednesday. Another
fight IS expected in the Senate.

If the bill which emerges from the Senate
differs from the House bill, then a con
ference committee will be held to find a
compromise The compromise bill will then
have to be approved by both houses.

We still need sttjdents calling and
writing their legislators, especially

senators," said Student Government
Association co president Herbert

Tyson Tyson and SCERA leaders are

planning a campus non alchoholic par

ty to celebrate the ammendments.

Collegian

Yesterday was the day for students all over the
state to converge on (he State House in Boston.
At left. UMass students Laurie Filierton. Amy
Eidelman, and Charlotte Houch (I r) discuss the
drinking age bill with Rep. James Collins. (D-

Amherst). Meanwhile, students from other
universities and high schools protest the proposed
bill in front of the State House (Staff photos by
Bill Greene).

Committee for the CoNegiate Education of Black Students

TUTORS NEEDED:
MATH
BUSINESS
PSYCHOLOGY
STATISTICS

PHYSICS
CHEfS/llSTRY
ZOOLOGY

ASTRONOMY

WHO
The tuicKinc} «y# tie prowided for mmofity^urKle'q'aduates on a orw>

lo one «nd w vnaH (jroup bs»is The mimbe* of hou'S pe* wwcfc

Mill depenrt on ihr Oemand tot lulOfing in youi MrltcuUi area

WHEN
' he tutonng ¥wll take plat e flu' intj the day ami of du'inq tt»e even
loij idependinq on the vihefHjie o' lt»e tutees and luto»i

QUALIFICATIONS
Mastery o< iub|e< t »>«• pfevHHJS Iuto«iny and o« teachmq e«

.
'eflence and previous eaperier>ce with rrerrarities n> desired

APPLICATIONS are available m New Afnca House room 217

Don^^t
Lost
In the

Computer
Career

Maze...

START
AT 111 IME

Ask for color process-

ing by Kodak Slides,

snapshots and movie

film We handle all the

details

COLOR
PROCESSING
Kodak

Tobacco Candy Film counter

theUNIVERSITY STORE..

If you think finding your way around the computer career maze has to be confusing, think •

smart.

If you think all computer companies olTer the same challenges and opportunities, think

twice.

And ifyou know there's a difference between a computerjob and a computer career, think

Prime.

Prime Computer is the fastest growing high-technology computer manufacturer in the

world. We need bright, career-minded engineers who are ready to meet the challenges of

today's technology and make original contributions for tomorrow's computers.

Prime Computer will be here soon and if you'd like to talk to us about a computer career,

we'd like to talk with you. \t\ fact, if you find our interview sheets at the Placement Office are

full, sign up anyway. We'll make the time to n. ^et with you. And you'll talk with members of

our engineering department who'll tell you about a computer career at Prime.

While you're signing up, take one of our brochures. It includes our answers to some
questions we think you should ask any college recruiter. And when you read the brochure

you'll see what four recent graduates have to say about why they came to Prime.
'

Prime Computer. Think about us.

A representative will be on campus Tuesday & Wednesday, February 20 & 21

PWME
PRIME Computer, Inc., 3 Newton Executive Park, Newton, MA 02162 (617) %4-1730

Editorial/Opinion
Edward
the fink

It is not a very nice feeling to know you
fiave been duped Had the wool pulled over
your eyes. Taken for a ride. Flat out lied to.

Last November, when Edward J. King
startled the liberals and won the gover-

norship, people here at UMass were very

concerned. Shaking in their boots, in fact.

The man had repeatedly promised to lop

half a billion dollars off the state budget,
and people here knew that legislators in far

away Boston had always considered public

higher education an easy tarqet for cuts.

The day after the election, Nov. 8. I sat

down to write a story trying to pin down
King's position on public higher education
in general, and UMass in particular.

Working on the story, I found out that

during the election campaign, the Student
Center for Educational Research and
Advocacy here sent questionnaires to King
and his opponent, Francis W. Hatch, tryir>g

to get them on the record with thier

positions on funding higher education.

The SCERA people asked Ed King's

staffers if higher education would be a

"target area" for King cutbacks in funding.

The answer was a simple "no
"

Last week, Ed King announced he would
not approve any increases in the state

public higher education budget, insisting

they t>e funded at exactly the same level

next year as they were this year.

What that means, actually, is a sub-
stantial cut. Inflation has risen nearly ten

percent in the past year. To simply con
tinue at the present level would mean less

"real" spending power, and a subsequent
cutback in programs.

mark
Leccese

If you want to call a spade a spade, it's a

budget cut. A pretty severe one.
Adding insult to injury, this cut was not

even expected. Everybody knew King
would try to raise the drinking age; it was
one of the first planks in his primary
platform. But he never mentioned public

higher education in his campaign.
The first indications I received on how

King would treat UMass was when I was
writing that story last Nov. 8. I talked to

Eddie O'Brien, King's Western Mass.
campaign co-ordinator.

Talking about King's plan for public

higher education, he was nothing less than

enthusiastic. "I think you'll find him very

much in the forefront of the development
of public higher education," he told me.
"The Boston media has given state

residents some idea that he opposes aid to

education, and it's just the contrary," he

continued, bubbling with pride.

And he concluded by saying King's

actions toward UMass would be made
"primarily with an eye to the development

of the University of Massachusetts as one
of the greater universities in the United

States, which it should be, and frankly,

which it is."

And which it won't be for long if Ed King

has his way. I know broken promises may
be politics as usual, but boy, was I duped.
Mark Leccese is a Collegian columnist.

Bits and Pieces

Let's hear it for the Preppies: John Ward,
President of Amherst College, on the pro-

posed hike in the legal drinking age:

"Students, at least at Amherst College, are

responsible enough to handle beer, wine,

and liquor.'.'

"I didn't escape to get caught," said At-

tempted Assassin Sara Jane Moore, who
escaped and was caught.

DAN GUIDERA

\ riNISHEO)/ THE
I
p£RFEiCT STATE BUOt^T

I
»5 FINISHED//

ouijmc^MASS4CHdSfT75

An act of God (or Ed King)
ByJIMPAULIN

Scenario: New Hampshire and
Massachusetts raise the legal drinkir>g age
to 21. New Hampshire decides not to

finance the construction of the Seabrook
nuclear power plant with sin taxes derived
from Massachusetts minors buying booze
and also raises its drinking age to 21 . An
irate 19 year old young Republican gets
drunk tf>e last night of legal 18 to 21 year
old drinking, climbs the roof of the F^ew
Hampshire state house and lowers the
Arr>erican flag to half n^st to protest the
state's position of temperance upon him.

Meanwhile, south of the border in

Massachusetts Ed King htas just signed into

law a bill raising Massachusetts drinking

age to 21, and Rahars in Northampton
posts a sign saying "over 1 million minors
served."

At UMass in Amherst a 22 year okJ
business student decides to pay his way
through school supplying beer at wholesale
rates to dormitory retailers. UMass frater-

nities build secret closets to hide their beer
vending machines. Dean Field asks the
trustees for money to buy dogs for thie

UMass police that can sniff out beer, even
in unopened cans. The police nick name

the dogs " 'booie fKHjrKls.

"

Last year there was a "smoke-in" here to

protest pot laws. Now, students are
hokJing "drink irts" to protest the drinkir^

laws. To think that they used to be known
as"kegpartys
The Roman Catholic church in-

Massachusetts reports a dramatic ir>cr«Me
in attendance at mass among teertagefS

after it started serving whiskey with Holy
Eucharist. Cardinal Medeiros, prince of the

church in Boston, ar>grily responded to

charges of the church being the religion of

"rum, Romanism, and rebellion," saying,

we serve whiskey, not rum, tf>e pope is

Polish, not Italian, and it's ridiculous to call

us rebels. After all, didn't you hear about
the Pope blessing the Latin American ruling

class^ Now I must retire to my palace and
the simple joys of the poor"
The local chapter of tfie Junior John Birch

Society called the drinking age increases a

communist plot, saying it was a big red

government conspiracy to brainwash
American youth by forcing them to drink

fluorinated water.

The US. Labor Party blamed it on the

Vice President and anytxxly who has a mid-

dle name beginning with "F" which of

course means Fabian.

A spokesmwi for xhe Massachusetts State
Police praised the decision, calling it "as

unavoidable as an act of God or Ed King or

vice versa."

In Washington, DC. a consititutional con-

vention, instigated by California Governor
Jerry Brown to amer>d tf>e constitution to

require a balanced budget, has, as critics

feared, "runaway. " and tf>ere is a move-
ment afoot to raise the votir>g age back to

21

Meanwhile, back in Massachusetts, tfie

return to a 21 year old drinking age has
spurred a massive initiative petition and
voter registration campaign in bars arnl

package stores throughout the Com-
monwealth.

Tfie initiative petition calls for a referen-

dum question on whether the age shouki
be dropped back to 18 Political analysts

call It "the greatest single issue to unite tfie

youth vote.'"

Campaigning against the referendum
questionf is the revitalized Women"s Chris-

tian Temperance Union which is once again
erecting temperance fountains in parks
across the state.

JIM PAUL IN IS a Collegian Commentator.

Letters to tlie Editor
A language

requirement? BAH!
To the Editor:

/ am the student who is leading the

campaign to end the language
requirement. I am not a "self, centered,

self-assured, and conceited" American. I

assure you that this campaign has
nothing to do with ethnocentrism. What I

am, is a student who does not want some
arbitrary requirement shoved down his

throat— for four semesters.

I had three years of French in High
School, and I left high school not
knowing how to construct a decent
sentence in French. It was not because I

did not try. I am convinced that unless a
student has an exceptional interest in a
language or has a particular aptitude for

learning a language he-she will be unable
to learn the language by attending a class

three hours a week.
My time and money are very valuable,

and I do not wish to waste either one Just

to let a few Janguage professors keep

their /obs. Also, I refuse to waste my time

and money by complying to someone
else's standards as to what constitutes a
"well-rounded education.

"

When it is to my advantage to learn a

foreign language I will do so. Until that

time no one has the right to force me.
Stephen Smith
Prince House

Honest Abe

forgotten

To the Editor:

Yesterday was the birthday of our

sixteenth President, Abraham Lincoln.

Good old Abe went unnoticed to most
because it was not a legal holiday, nor did

"they " \39th President and crew\ alot him

even a Monday berth.

I feel Abe should have been
recognized, due to the influence he cast

upon America, for without Abe, Martin

Luther King would have only ftad an
unfulfilled dream.

Carl Dittrich

The big yellow taxi

To the Editor:

Like the big yellow taxi, you don't seem
to know what you've got. The UMass
Transit Service is. mile for mile, the safest

bus company in New England. Think

about that at the Morrill bus stop. You are

also getting that ride without paying a

fare. Tfunfi about whether or not that

makes it worth a few minutes wait at peak
times. We drivers are your fellow

students. And if you are so sure that the

bud will be 5 minutes late, then why don 't

you walk out to the stop at 7: 18 or 7:48.

and you shall find yourself running to

catch my bus. And it will give me great

pleasure to wait for you, and say, "Good
evening, and welcome aboard.

"

Leslie J. Quinn
Amherst
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MEN
Fraternity
Rush Begins
Tonight
The following houses wi

Open House: Alpha Delta Phi,

Beta Kappa
Kappa Sigma, Lambda

Delta

Alpha, Delta,

Sigma Kappa, Pi Kappa Alpha,

Lambda Phi, Sigma Alpha

Epsilon, Sigma Alpha

Sigma Phi Epsilon, and Zeta Psi.

Open House will start at 7:00.

Buses will run between houses

from 7:00-1 1:00.

Tuesday Rush Bus Schedule
Bus departs from

p.m.

Northampton
.Collegian

February should prove to be an exciting,
activity-packed month for the city of
Northampton as the annual Winter Canrival
draws near.

Included in this year's carnival will be a
variety of events, starting off with the

crowning of King Winter on Feb. 16 at the
Hotel Northampton Area restaurants will

provide refreshments, which will include an
enormous birthday cake designed to
celebrate Mickey Mouse's birthday.

For those who have always had the urge

to race in the freezing cold, there will be an

open road race at noon on Feb. 17. The

race begins in Leeds, and information

about entries and times can bo obtained at

the Northampton Chamber of Commerce

Romance and love will be in the air at the
Valentines Party on Saturday night at the
Northampton Country Club. Cost is $20 per
couple and tickets are on sale at the
Chamber of Commerce.

Disco lovers may look forward to a disco
ball at Thorne's Supermarket Saturday at 8
p m. Tickets are $3 and can be purchased
at the door.

Other festival events include cherry pie

eating contest, a hockey game,
skateathon. and cross-country ski events.

Some vents have admission charges,
others are free to the public. Winter
Festival buttons, costing $1, will guarantee
discount proces for events with admission
charges The buttons may be purchased at
the Chamber of Comrr>erce.
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( PACKARD^ ) Sr
CROSS THE BRIDGE AND HAVE A DRINK

AT THE OTHER BARl

'^SOMETHING
NEW CAN

HAPPEN TO
YOIT'

Introducing Paulette

Wojtowicz, Paddy
Spada, arxl Joann

Chapdelairw

584^9625
209 Mam St.

(2nd floor)

Northampton
Mon. 9 9

Tues.-Fri 99
Sat. 9 9

Mon 99/Tues. Fri. 9 9/Sat. 9^9

' '^^a/t^€4t ^^JtuCoM. CK t^ anea.

7 Pleasant St. (corner of Main)

Northampton 586-2528

Gos PEHFrras

TH€ OlPTWri'S T^BL€

[VERY TUESDAY NIC-ITi

SMORGASBORD & DISCO LESSONS
inoio 9) All FOR t3 95 Per Person

(Reservations)

SUN FEI n.BARTCNOCRS
WAimCSSES t WAITERS NI6NT I to 1 a.m.

/f

WOST DWIIIIB. By

DINE & DISCO
THURS., FRI. & SAT.

DINING — 5 to 9
DISCO DANCING. 9 to J a.m.

(Ritclien Artistry by Chef Peter Haviland)

SUN — Teen-Age Disco. Ho 6 PM

DAMON RD., NORTHAMPTON^
.S84-6()80

* INTRODUCING*
THE AUDIOANALYST M-6

Mmlloanamst 1

o

At Sound & Muaic we have oafic Maadofd for loudspeakfln: The more they khukI

Kke the music that was recorded and the leas they sound Hke a "speaker," the better

they are For the last three moatbs we've bean evalaattag and HUfiig to tke aew
.Xudioaaalyst Phase Matrk M-6's. la our opiaioo the M-6 is one very fine loudspeaker.

What impresses ns most about the Audioaaalyst is its quality constniction and superb

sound, ft'i crossover, cabinet and three drivers are all first rate. It carries a six year

limited warranty and is made by an established New Eagland manufacturer.

Sonically, the M-6 has a smoother midranfc than any other fuO range bookshelf

system we know of. It's ten-inch woofer handles deep bass with authority and the one-

inch soft-dome tweeter is clear and undistorted in the highs. Best of all the M-6 is

phase-coherent, which means the "Yront-to-back" information contained within the

recordings is accurately reproduced.

Discovering producu like the Audioaaalyst M-6 is one more good raiaoa we take our

time before we take your money.

SOUND&MUSIC
Good Advice - Honest Price"

90-92 King Street

(Rte. 5)

Northampton

PlrMV not* new houn

Thursday it Fnday til 9

Mon. -Sal. 10-5

5M-9547

'i 4vrt'tirt '«'»'« «*i '*»'» '»*!»>' '»'»«'»'y«»»'«>'«''''''''«'« 'I'l * **»''«' '« ««••»*
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Five college libraries

offer special services
By JOHN M MORAN
Collegian Staff

Students everywhere are familiar with
the card catalogs, periodical indexes, and
r^t'fence volumes conatmed in virtually

every general circulation library. A far

smaller number, however, are aware of the
special services and collections which local

libraries also provide.

Area students wanting to use a library

could hardly find themselves m a more
favorable location And a student at any of

the five colleges is entitled to use all Five

College libraries

Each of the libraries has features which
make it of interest to researchers and
browsers alike, although some collections

have restrictions on their use
The Harold F Johnson Library at

Hampshire College is special for its film

library, slide collection and record
collection. The film and art history

departments are strong according to
Assistant Director Susan Oayall There are

spaces for exhibits and activities in the

gallery such as the exhibit "Image of Self"

running February 20 through March 14

The Mount Holyoke Library begun at tf>e

first women's college in 1837 has a wealth

of material on early women's education

The rare book room has early books on
herbals and mathematics The library also

features an illustrated edition of Dante's
Divine Comedy
The libraries in Northampton have

several special features Topping the list is

The Sophia Smith Collection housed at

Smith College Although the collection is

not technically part of the library. Five

College students may use the over 200
maior manuscripts by and of women of

history

"We want everyone to feel welcome
here," said Mary Eli/abeth Murdoch.

director of the collections and college

archivist Besides the manuscripts and
papers, the collection contains more on the

history of women in art, education, suf-

frage and many other areas. The collection

is "the biggest and oldest in the country."

Murdock said

The Smith College library itself has a rare

book room designed around the teaching

curriculum with occasional small exhibits.

In the art library there is a sizable

photograph and slide collection, although

use is highly restricted

The Frot>es Library on West Street in

NortharrH)ton can be very useful, especially

to those who are interested in the history of

the Connecticut Valley It contains all

issues of the Northampton newspapers
back to 1789 A 64 volume Judd
Manuscript is a huge almanac type
document that compiles the aspects of life

in the valley m the 1 7th and 18th century.

The Calvin Coolidge Room in the Forbes

IS described by Director Blaise Bisaillon as

being 'almost like a presidential library
'

The library has a collection of histories from
almost every town in Massachusetts. The
library also houses a oeneok>gy coNection

with emphasis on eariy Manachutetts
history, Bisaillon said

The Robert Frost Library at Amherst
College 'is an old library and has things

that may not show up in other libraries,

surprising things. " says Reference
L^rarian Margaret Grosbeck Aside from
Its cofnprehensive collection of the works
of Robert Froi>t and Ermly Dickinson (in

eluding many originals I. the library has an
extensive collection of modern plays,

classical works, and 18th and 19th century
sermons A strong college archive moy be
of interest to local historians. Giosbeck
said

I JOIN THE i

I BLOODLINE I

*

J Today 12-5 p.m., room 169 CC *

! JA
''

* I IWr^ Sponsored by $

$ ' '^^ The UMass Ski " "
*

Club 5

Learn about the Asian experience in

America thru

The Asian American Film Series
sponsored by the UMass AASA

-FREE-
Tues., Feb. 13 7:30 p.m

Tues., Feb. 20 7:30 p.m

Tues.. Feb. 27 7:30 p.m

Wed.. Mar. 7 7:00 p.m

CC174

CC 174

CC 169

In The Rock Garden
Pieces Of A Dream

I Told You So
Wong Sinsaang

The Journey
Cruisin' J-Town

ManzanarHills 101

Films will be followed by refreshments and discussion

* Provost search
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

committee, who asked not to be identified.

The minority association is a university-

wide coalition of Asian, Black and Hispanic

faculty which was formed a year ago on the
Amherst campus.

Bell said the absence of minorities in the
semi finals is a relfection of the makeup of

the search committee itself. The search
committee should have been sensitive to

the spirit of affirmative action, he said.

"This involves more than just placement of

nation wide advertising, but in personal

contacts as well, this is where the role of

the minority member is important
"

Last week the search committee named
SIX finalists Estelle James, provost of social

and behavioral sciences at SUNY Stony
Brook; William F. Prokasey, dean of

psychology. University of Utah at Salt Lake
City; Irving Weiner, dean of psychology.
University of Rochester, New York; L. Guy
Donaruma, dean of chemistry. New
Mexico Technical College; Glen Gordon,
chair of political science, UMass; and
Jeremiah M. Allen, acting Provost and
perrr»r>ent dean of the college of arts and
sciences. UMass
The search committee member said the

six were chosen on the basis of quantity

and quality of published scholarly material;

previous administrative experience, in a
comparably sized university handling a
large budget; an outstanding professorial

reputation, (because the provost will be
offered a tenured faculty position after

serving as provost), and general feeling"

of the committee that tfie candidate would
fit in at UMass.

The member said verification of quality

was often established through personal

contacts of committee members which had
a definite imoact on their final choice

Bell said the statement is rrteant to be
cooperative and conciliatory and is not a

threat; however, he acknowledged the

group would be willing to press the charge
further if nothing is done to reopen the

search.

An appeal of violated affirmative action

guidelines would involve UMass President

David C Knapp, the Massachusetts Fair

Practice Administration and the Dept. of

Health, Education and Welfare.

The Provost Search Committee was
originally chosen in a process which began
with a recommendation of ten names by

the Faculty Senate's Committee of

Committee's. This was ratified by the

Senate and fo warded to newly elected

UMass President David C. Knapp who
selected the five members. Five additional

members were named by Chancellor
Bronnery, including two deans

Or>e minority member had been chosen
for the committee but he resigned in

August to take another job, and he was
never replaced

The text of the minority faculty

statement is as follows:

"The Minority Faculty Association, a
university wide coalition of Asian, Black

and Hispanic faculty on the Amherst
Campus has serious moral and legal

reservations about the membership and
proceddings of the search committee for

Provost.

"Since August, 1978, there has not been
any minority faculty representative on the

committee, thereby contravening in-

stitutional, state, and federal affirmative

action guidelines. Although a minonty
faculty member was appointed on February

2nd, after inquiry was made by the MFA,
tfte crucial decisions had already been
made witfKHJt any minority faculty par-

ticipation.
"

sound
economy

<j^.
'-r^.

STEREO RECORD ALBUM SPECTACULAR
Some of America's best selling stereo record albums

featuring America's greatest entertainers:

NRBQ
At Yank««
Stadium

Charlie

Danials Band
Nightridar

Grataful Oaad
Staal Your

Faca
Jathro Tuil

Heavy Horsas

Chick Corea
Ralurn To
Foravar

Chick Coraa
Friands

Zappa/
Mothers

Roxy tr Elsa.

Atlanta
Rhythm Section
R b R Alt

Rainbow
On Stage

/'oT

Robert Palmer
Double Fun

Getis

Monkey Island

Sex Pistols

Never Mind

Buckingham
Nicks

The Beginning

UK
In The Dead
Of The Night

at your record store

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

Open 9 5 Mon.-Fri.. 11-4 Sat.
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Mountaineering *4

.

Mountaineering' is a skill

of timing as well as
mque. The wrong
moment, like the
wrong method,
marks the gap
between
amateur and
aiicionado. So the
key to successful mountaineer
ing is to choose the occasions
wisely and well. When, then, is

it appropriate to slowly q
the smooth, refreshing
mountains of Busch Beer?

Celebrations, ofcourse,
are both expected and ex-

cellent opportunities to
test your mountaineering
mettle. Indeed, on major
holidays it is virtually

mandatory
to do so.

Imagine
[Ushering
in the

fiscal new
year or
com-
memo-
rating

Calvin C.

Coolidge's

birthday
'or throw-

ing caution to the wind during
TsLke-A-Sorghum-To-Lunch
Week without the
benefit ofBusch.A
disturbing pros-

I)ect at best.

On the
other hand, not
every event need,

be as signifi-

cant as those
outlinedabove

jjy

Small
victories like exams passed,
papers completed or classes

attended are equally
acceptable.

Remember the
mountain-
eer's motto:
matricula-
tion is

celebration.

Interper-

sonal relation-

ships are also
meaning-
ful times. There are
few things finer than
taking your compan-
ion in hand and head
ing for the moimtains,
transcending the ho-

hum and hum-drum
in favor of a romantic
R ^ R. Naturally
couples who share the

,

pleasures of mountaineering
lun the risk of being labeled
social climbers. But such
cheap shots are to be ignored
They are the work of cynics,
nay-sayers and chronic
malcontents.

Similarly, the ambience
of an athletic afternoon ( e.g.

The Big Game ) is another
ideal moment. Downing
the mountains elevates
the morale of the fan and,
hence, the team. There-
fore, ifyou care at ail about

the outcome, it is your duty to
mountaineer

When should one not
enjoy the invlgoration of the
mountains? Here, you'll be
happy to learn, the list is

much briefer

Mountaineering is

considered
declasse
with

dessert,

improper
during judi-

cial proceed
ings andjust

plain foolish while
crop dusting ajx)und

power lines. Otherwise,
as the hot-heads of the

sixties used to say, "Seize

the time!"

\ttr^

r>:<i:*

Mountairieermg is the science ajnd art of drinking Busch. The term originates due to the snowy, icy peaks sported
by the label outside and perpetuates due to the cold, naturaUy refreshing taste inside. ( cf. lessons 1, 2 and 3.

)

Don't just reach for a "beer.BUSCHHead for the mountains.

c Anncusf Busch '^^c St Loijis Mo
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Carter sees good relations

with new Iranian govt.
p^ JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press

WASHINGTON \AP\ - President Carter

said yesterday the United States is in very

close consultation with the new Iranian

regime and hopes for "a very productive

and peaceful cooperation" with the
strategic country's leaders

In the first US. comment since the fall of

the government of Prime Minister

Shahp>our Bakhtiar. whom he had sup
ported. Carter said 'we stand ready to

work with" Bakhtiar's successors in the

r>ew revolutionary government of Ayatollah

Ruhollah Khomeini

To offset the net loss of 500.000 barrels of

Iranian oil daily because of that country's
year of political upheavals, the president

urged voluntary conservation measures by
Americans, including adherence to the 55
mph speed limit

'The situation is not crucial now, it's not a

crisis, but it certainly could get worse."
Carter said.

Speaking in measured tones from a

prepared statement at the start of a na
tionally broadcast news conference, the

president said the U S embassy in Tehran
reported followers of the new regime "have
been very helpful m insuring tf>e safety of

Americans, and we have been consulting

with them verv closelv
"

In tt>e Iranian capital, the new government
of Khomeini and Prime Minister destgrute
Mehdi Ba/arqan reported resistance had

ended, but it was having trouble controll

ing its own supporters
In a second prepared statement, Carter

said although the wholesale price index

lumped 13 percent in January, 'all

available evidence indicates thp guidelines

which we have established (to control infla-

tion) are beginning to take hold "

The wholesale price increases, he said,

supported his prediction last fall that "infia

tion might get worse in the short run before
It got better"
'"he developments in Iran could damage

the administration's anti inflation efforts by
reducing oil supplies and driving up the

domestic price of petroleum products.
Carter said the cutoff of Iranian oil

underscores U S vulnerability

"A prudent public response early and on a

broad scale basis will make sure any inter

ruption in our economic system will be
minimal in the future." he said

The president, possibly seeking to main
tain some level of U S arms sales to Iran,

said he wanted to insure "Iran is militarily

capable of protecting her irKlependence
and her territorial integrity "
Nine days before the scheduled resump

tion of IsraeliEgyptian peace talks at Camp
David. Md ,

Feb 21. the preskfem said

the reality of having a Middle East peace
settlement is one of my fondest hopes and
dreams ar>d my greatest commitment"
He said if Israel and Egypt show enough

flembtlity and desire, he would consi<ter

corwening another summit conference with
President Anwar Sadat of Egypt and Prime
Minister Menathem Begin of Israel

LOXOISXO
-75% OFF

50% off ^^l
OUTSTANDING CURRENT AND
BACKUST TITLES FROM AMERICAS
LEADING PUBLISHERS

7 CO/ ^U ORIGINAL
75/0 on PRICE
A GREAT SELECTION OF BOOKS
FROM OUR OWN STOCK

ON OUR SALE TABLES

at "the bookstore'

tfeLNlVERSITYSTORE
campus center universtty of massachusetts

To piece a classified ad. drop by the

Collegian office (CC 113) between 8 45 awn
and 3 45 p m Monday through Friday, o' use
our handy clip ar>d mail form four>d in most
issues of the CoHeqtan Classified deadline is

3 45 p m two days m advance of publication

date ^1 Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian clessified rates mf daily. 46c per
line fiv»' consecutive issues, 40c per line per
day. 30 consecutive issues, 30c per line per

day One lir>e is roughly equivalent to 38
characters

AUDIO

interaudk)
Bose. 50 watt

tpcakera. division of

power cap. John, 546 5990

AUTO FOR SALE

66 Chevy Impala. new pts , runs exc . oil

h fiiter every 3000 mi. T + T wheel.

AM FM. tape, 327 dual ex , 4bbl . $750,

546 6956

1968 MGBGT. good cor>d , well maintain

ed, call Dan, 772 0663, after 5

72 Chevy Vega, new er>g.. w/ 36.000, 4

speed, funs good, starts easy. $675.

253 7882

Pontiac Catalina 71. PS, PB, auto, air,

88.000 miles, good condition, must sell,

best offer, call 549 1173. evenings

68 Chevy, good condition, good rubber.

reliable auto. AM FM. $400 or BO,
323 5741

Need to sell your car? Let experienced

professionals do it for you. Over 180 sold

last year 665-4452

74 Pinto. 4 spd , AM/FM stereo, tape

deck, 36,000 mi , exc cond., $1500 Call

549 1445. eves.

CALCULATORS
~

2 calculators, $10 ea., 549-3837. after 6.

ENTERTAINMENT

For sale pr wm boots, s/ 6%,
worn twice -^ too small for me. great buy.

pd $95. w;ll sell $50. 549 4727.

For sal«-or>e 2^^ cubic ft. refridge. call

Karen. 2560685, $40^

Fender Strat bik.. mpl neck. 5 mos old,

$325, also Pgnose amp. $50, call 256 6103.

Tall refrigerator. Holds at least 30 six-

packs $30. can 549^0090

Refrig" for sale. $35 546 6656

Single room available, $80 * , 256 6312

Housamata wanted female; for co ed 4

bdrm. household in N'hampton, 584 6469

Own fumiahad ftn.. two floor with

firepiacee. $67/mo * util . Dan o. Bob,
772 0663. aft 5

Guitar lessons -Jim Kifnt>all, forrrwrly

with tf>e Bricker Bartd. has openir>gs for

new students 549^1383.

LOST

SERVICES

68 Chevy van. fully carpeted, 4 r>ew radials

b battery, FM.AM. great engine. $1250,

call 665 4971

FOUND

Found — long fiaired F dog w NH license,

white face, tan- black rnarkir>gs, 66&-4324.

METp WANTED

Sound system for hire. per^ecX for cof-

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

Disco Dava & D.L. Disco Inc. provides

sound, lights & DJ for your parties disco,

rock & oldies The best at affordable prices.

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567 1 715.

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John. 546-4646.

FOR RENT
~

1 bdrm. apt. on bus rte., Amherst, $170 -

,

Richard, 256-673 1, eve.

On^bdrm. apt., avail, immed , bus route,

rent negotiable, call Lisa, 549 5057

1 rm. in 3 bdrm. Puffton apt., on bus rte.,

$77 50/mo., call John collect, (617)
696-5710.

FOR SALE

2 female gerbils, Laverne & Shirley, being

evicted from the dorm, looking for nice

home, call Shu, 546 8894.

Typewriter,
256 0335.

manual Smith-Corona,

Women's suede coat, fur collar, S2. 9, like

new. $75 or BO 6€» T910, nifes

Gift idea: have your portrait jrawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732, bet 9 10 am

Counselors: Association of Independent

Camps seeks qualified counselors for

85 member camps located N. Eastern US
July and August Contact: Association of

Independent Camps, 55 West 42nd Street,

New York. NY 10036. (2121 736^6695.

Junior Accounting Major to be a campus
representative for the Lamhers CPA review

course for additional information, call col-

lect (61 7j 729 4092 Ask for Ed^

Work study jobs available in Student Ac-

tivities Office. Apply at room 416, Student

Union.

Exotic jobs! Lake Tahoe. CaM Little exp.,

high pay' $1700 $4000 summer Over

35,000 people needed m casinos,

restaurants, ranchesm, river rafts, more!

Send $3 95 for info to Lakeworld. Box

^19?^-L §**^^i_^ 95860^

Men! Women! Jobs cruise
ships'freighters. no experience High pay!

See Europe, Hawaii. Australia, So.

America. Career summer' Send $2.75 for

info to Seaworld. BB Box 61035. Sact.. CA
95860^

Summer work. Box 213, Amherst MA
01002

Addressers wanted immediately! Work
at home- no experience necessary ex

cellent pay. Write American Service, 8350

Park Lane. Suite 127. Dallas, TX 7523 1.

Comedians wanted for Top of the Cam
pus amateur comedy hour. Call 549 6000

ext. 634 after 3 p.m.

Houseboys wanted. Sorority near cam
pus seeks houseboys for lunch and dinner

kitchen work, in exchange for meals. Can
get exemption from university meal plan!

Call Mary Ellen at 253 9215.

INSTRUCTION

Basic autc^ mechanics workshop. 28

hou'S classroom theory h shop Limited

enrollment. 253 7967 or write for brochure

Auto Skills. Box 210, Amherst MA 01002

Apartment and house rr.achanic. very

resourceful person Tools tor every job

Can fix anything, work guaranteed,

reasonable rates 546 4901, Peter.

Laarn to fly in UMass Flying Club plar>e,

very low rates, call evenings for info,

549 3800. 'new airplane*

MBA student will tutor acctng. h
statistics, call Dale. 546 9931^

Attention campus women: basic auto

mechdnics course for women only, learn

more about your car, save $. call Alex at

253 3357

Singing valentines delivered anywhere

on campus Call Jonatfwn, 6 9309. eves.

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal — low cost

legal representation for UMass community.

Income tax preparation, appointment only,

253 7617.

WANTED

Photog'ar w/vry. sophist equip. 6 43"^.

Last yrs. PhysTcs IK Labs $$$, 6 4373_

Diving equipment wanted, call 549 1609.

Broken small appliances. Cash for some
in good condition. 546-4901 -Peter.

Wanted: females to volunteer a small

amount of hair for trace metal study. Con
tact Zajicek. 403E GTWR, 5451521.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Institute -free intro h
hypnosis session, greatly improve reading

speed, comprehension h concentration.

Wed., Feb 21, 8:30, rm. 805 Campus
Center, be prompt, K.R. Morse, 532 5703.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Institute. Free in-

troduction b hypnosis session, greatly im-

prove reading speed, comprehension &
concentration, etc. Wed., Feb. 14, Rm. 804

Campus Center at 7 8:30 & Wed., 21, be

prompt. K.R. Morse, med. prof, hypnotist.

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COD

Summer rental Cape Cod. S. Yarmouth,
4 apts. avail., one studio, 2 2 bdrms., and 1

three bdrm. Very close to water. Fully

furn., Mem. Day to Labor Day. Prices from

$1500 to $3000 for season, call (6171

394 6323, evenings and weekends.

Loat-eyeglaaaM-gM. rim. in brown
case, between FAC and GRC, reward,

546 4615 ^_
Orange backpack containing file of Col-

legian info -pleMe return to Collegian of-

fice wjcal[546;6789.

Lost — female cat, black £r orange w/ green

eyes, m Pufton on Jan. 17, call 253 5950.

reward.

MISCELLANEOUS

Do you want to play around? Come audi-

tion for the pit orchestra for "Anything
Goes" to be presented by the UMass Music
Tfieatre Guild March 2»-31. For applica-

tions and info call Prod Office (days).

545 0783 or Cory (eve I. 253 5288.

Earn $500/1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope.

Justus Sales, Box 112 C, Ludlow. MA
01056

PERSONALS

You don't have to be 21 to attend Pi

Lambda Phi's open rush exchange party,

tonight, 8 p.m., 14 Elm St., info, call

256 6837^

Old English sheepdog needs home with

lots of room. Born 3/12/78, large and
lovable Call 369 4979 for more info, AKC
registered with pedigree.

Linda G. HR Sorry couldn't nr>ake it last

time; the wait will make it twice as good.

See ya the 14th. Your Valentir>e, Tiger.

Stephanie B.—where are you? Give me a

call if you're alive! Jill C. 253-7739.

Valentine's night delight!! Raffle, first

prize: dinner & rm. for 2 at CC^

Auto repair go sour? Burnt toast under

warranty? If you have a consumer problem

call Consumer Action, 545-0781, 545-0199

M F 9 8. sponsored by MassPIRG.

Are you funny.
549 6000 ext. 634,

edy hour.

..urbane, pointless? Call

Top of the Campus com-

Daytona Beach, spend spr. brk.

Daytona, all inclsu.. Joe, 253-2259.

in

RIDE WANTEp

To Sprngfld., M F, Ive. 9a.m., ret. 5p.m.,

will share $, 546 9622.

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Available immediately, room in farm

houie for female, 4 mi. from campus, $50

plus, 549 5818, Don.
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TODAYS CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Damsel
5 Orbit point

10 Elect units

14 Italy's Moro
15 Ontario

canal

16 Gall

17 Druid monu-
ment

19 Greek
goddess

20 Comfort
21 Farm animal

22 Strip

23 Dark

25 Exclamation

26 Lot

30 Perched
31 Sheriffs'

groups
34 Land units

36 San —
38 Demon
39 French

phrase:

3 words
4? Male animal

43 Rowed
44 Killed

45 — Trail

47— Moines
49 Vanished
50 Pile

51 Binge

53 Calif city

55 Ant genus:
Var

56 Bacon por-

tion

61 Metal

62 Ore source:

2 words
64 Stigma
65 Preposition:

Poet
66 Arm t>one

67 Tree home
68 Cloth

69 Aim
DOWN

1 Maiority

2 Choir mem-
ber

3 False god
4 Spanish title

5 European
capital

6 Before
7 Darkroom
need; 2

words
8 Pig

9 Simmer
10 Lowers
11 Thousandth
12 Excuse
13 Chair
18 Old French

coin

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Monday s Puzzle Solved

c A R ^
1
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1
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1
T

T
R A N

N
XL -I^

S S r c T E E

24 Stevedore
25 Dolts

26 Ipso —
27 Pustule:

Rare

28 Great
29 Always:

Poet
31 Sports gp

32 Girl's nick-

name
33 Exhaust
;,5 Ice cream

portion

37 Senior

40 Chinese dy-

rtasty

41 Sprite

46 Anti: Poet.

48 Tranquil

51 Harriet

Beecher —
52 Lug
53 Feline

54 French river

55 Performs
57 Complacent
58 Hawaiian
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JOSTEN'S RING DAYS
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Trackmen bow to Maine;
Minutemen break records
uajsF
By KEVIN MCCAFFREY
Coilegian Staff

The UMass indoor track team bowed to
the University of Maine, 74 62, at Orono,
Saturday, in a contest filled to the rim with
great individual performances
The contest was highlighted by four meet

records, and two field house records
Although UMass was on the losing end of
the final tabulation, they won nine events
to Maine s seven
'1 expected this meet to be quite close,

'

said UMass coach Ken O Bnen I knew
there were events we would score heavily
in and others they would dominate It was
the Maine performances m the events I

thought would be toss ups that decided the
outcome of the rr>eet

Heading the list of gold star performances
was Minuteman Mike Quinn's brilliant

cteplay of speed and endurance m the two
mile run Not since Randy Thomas ran
8 50 2 in a duel meet against Dartmouth m
1975 had any UMass trackster come dote
to breaking the 8 &0 barrier Satuctey.
Quinn, an all American cross country run
ner, took the lead at the sound of the gun
and never looked back He bla/ed through
the first quarter m 61 . the first mile in 4 18
and the entire distance in a new UMass
record of 8 459 The victory also lowered
the ewsting field house standard Qumn
has already qualified for the IC4A Eastern
Championsh^, but needs to shave four
seconds off his two mile time to earn a trip

to the NCAA's
AN last week I had planr^ed on breaking

the record, " said Qumn HopefuNy at ttie
New Englands III be able to get the national
quaiifying time

"

Overshadowed m Qumn s record run was
the second place effort of teammmate Lou
Panaccione. who shared the captains
duties with Qumn in cross country Panac
ciorMj registered his finest performarnre of

the winter season with a two mile clocking
of 9 08
Another member from the fall cross coun

try crew, Kevin McCusker, inscnbed a new
mile standard into the meet record books.
The winning time of 4 13 7 represents the
second personal record for McCusker in as
many weeks. Last Saturday in Dartmouth
he lowered his previous best time in the
3000 meters
The most electrifying confrontation of the

day took place in the 600 year run With
several laps to go m the middle distance
race a ctossic duel between Skip Tupper of
Mair>e and John Kelley of Umass was tak
ing shape Freshman Kelley remained a
step behind the Black Bear veteran until the
final yards when the moment called for a
Minutemen victory Kelley nipped his rival

by one tenth of a second as he hit the tape
ml 129

"I kr>ew he was a good runr>er," said
KeHey My strategy was to stay right
behind him until the final fifty yards where I

was hoping I could kick by him
The Kelley Tupper party at the finish line

of the 600 was again in the mile relay Both
Kelley and Tupper received the baton as
anchorman of their respective relay teams
This matchup differed in strategy as Kelley
took the lead, but the results were iden
ticai UMass first, Maine second The
Minutemen tinr>e of 3 21 1 eclipsed the
previous meet record
In the 60 yard dash UM^s freshn^n Bill

OeVarr^ey and Mike O Neal reversed the 1 2
finish of a week ago m the 55 meter dash at
Dartmouth In that contest Neal was vie

torious. with DeVarney snarir>g the runr>er

up position Saturday DeVarney evened
the score wuh a meet winnir>g time of 6.5.
O'Neal finished second with an identical
clocking

The only other Minutemen winner was
sophomore Don Dowden m the h'gh |ump
His leap over the bar at 6'6" defeated the
second place Maine finisher by two incf>es.

-MECHANICS JOBS-
STUDINT AUTO ^OOL STUDIMT AUTO WOMKSNOI^
Desc iption For persons with MECHANICAL WORK EXPERIENCE in AUTO
REPAIR and MAINTENANCE
Applications available m Room 403 of the Student Union Building The Economir
Development Office (For more information call 545 2167 )

References required

Applications will be accepted starting Monday. February 12. and closing on
Wednesday, February 13

Interviews will take place Thursday and Friday. February 14 and 15.

THE STUDENT AUTO POOL AND STUDENT AUTO WORKSHOP IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
MINORITIES WOMEN AND HANDICAPPED PERSONS ARE ENCOURAGED TO
APPLY

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

FT. LAUDERDALE
$186.00

Hartford Departure
Booking deadline Feb. 16

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS 54S-0500

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S GAMES

Men's basketball vs. Maine

TODAYS GAMES
Women's basketball at Connecticut 7:30 p.m.

TOMORROW'S GAMES
Men's swimming vs. New Hampshire
Hockey vs. AlC

7:00 p.m.
•8:00 p.m.

V-

Bosox get Wolfe from Twins
BOSTON \AP\ -The Red Sox arniiirpH He ioined the Twins in SentfimIBOSTON \AP\ -The Red Sox acquired

light hitting third baseman La^jy Wolfe
from the Minnesota Twins yesterday in ex-
change for infielder outfielder Dave Col-
eman, who hit 24 home runs last year for

Pawtucket in the International League, the
Boston club announced.

Wolfe, 25, hit 234 in 88 games while pla-

tooned with left-handed hitter Mike Cub
bage for the Twins last season, Wolfe's
rookie year He drove in 25 runs and had 14

extra base hits in the American League.

He joined the Twins in September 1977
after hitting .304 with 39 doubles at
Charleston in the International League, and
leading the league's third basemen in

putouts and assists.

Wolfe was the Twins' ninth draft pick in

1973 after he was graduated from
Sacramento City College.
Coleman, 28, hit .270 with 24 home runs
and 83 runs batted in at third base and in

the outfield for Pawtucket last year. He ap-
peared in 12 games for the Red Sox in 1977,
going hitless in 12 times at bat.

Project
Yourself—

Gain Practical
Field Experience
Be a volunteer in the

Boifwood-Belciiertown Profect

Program options meeting tonight,, 7:15, CC 917

for more info call 323-6311 ext. 449

IL

Imagine working at

Xerox in196Q

Thatlsleradynetoday
Mayr* once evcy 15 years or so

an industry tahes otf And a com
pany \M|h it

Tf>a! s Ahal s riappenmg to the
Automatic test Fquipment Industry
And to Tcadyne
A $250 million industry now ATE

should be wei' over $1 oiilion by
thp time ycu to in rmd-career And
Teradynf. ,s rhp ndustry leader

High Tschnology
For an engineer looking to start a

career it s a iren^.endous opportu
nity The technology Teradyne deals
with IS stateot the art and then
some Mirroprocessofs codecs
TV Circuits 64K RAMs LSI ixiards
We maKe test systems tor them all

If you iike the idea ot bemg on the
very cutting edge oi electronic tech-
nology you couldn t Imd a more
stimulating challenge

By the same toKen there is an

Oncampus interviews 2/27/79

equally challenging role to t)e filled

in marketing selling and manufac-
turing Teradyne test equipment
woridwtdf

nw—rch Support.
Another good thing to know gomg

in IS that Teradyne is committed to

R&D Ten per cent ot sales goes mto
R&D every year m good limes and
bad And with sales approaching
$100 million you can be confident ot

getting the dollar support you need
to make your ideas into realities

Good VisWIity.
Vou re not going to get lost at

Teradyne Our vanous divisions are
set up so that everyone involved
in a proiect works at the same loca-
tion Also we purposely keep the
number of people m these groups
small It s the kind ot setting m
which you can work knowing you II

gel the recognition and rewards
you deserve

Ctioose a Winner.
Teradyne oilers a full benefit

package complete witti insurance
and all the rest But you might find

that elsewhere What you won t tmd
elsewhere though is a company
that s really taking off A company
just waiting for you to take oft with it

With offices in Boston Chicago
Los Angeles and abound the world
Toradyne probably has lust the right

place for you
Sign up today 'o' our oncampus

irilerviews

VWb hav« opportunities in:

Test Engineering
Field Service Engineeriryg
Applications Engineering
Sales Engineering
Manufacturing Engineering
Materials Planning
Production Supervision

An equal opponunily omploye' M 'F 7aiti^4'a
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Gymmen beaten
by Navy squad
By MIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

Strong performances by UMass gymnasts were few and far

between last Saturday as what some team members termed
"inconsistent judging" worked to hand the Minutemen their

third defeat of the season at Navy, 196.45 181 .05.

UMass captain Steve Nunno, reflecting the views of coach
Roy Johnson and other players, said that the judges at An-

napolis had been somewhat inconsistent in evaluating his

routine and the routines of other. According to Nunno, the

team's top ring man, his routine was without major breaks,

yet the judges handed him an 8.4 for a routine that has con-

sistently earned him near 9.0 all year round.

Not to make excuses for the 4-3 Minutemen, they did have a

poor showing against Navy. They lost every event from floor

exercise to high bar, and at one point were down by as much
as eight points.

Navy, on the other hand, had one of their better meets of the

year against the Minutemen, winning the top two spaces in

the all around with a 46 70 by Jeff Meens and a 43.10 by
junior Doug Shepherd. Using only four men on rings and five

men on the other events, a strategy UMass hoped would
backfire, the Midshipmen hit consistently in the mid eight

range, including a swamping of UMass in pommel horse

32.50 26.50.

Yet several UMass men do deserve the spotlight.

Sophomore Dave Buegler hit for a 9.3 on floor exercise which
Navy coach Bill Severing deemed "one of the best routines I

have seen this year." Severing also stated that Buegler's

routine should have been scored higher, perhaps reflecting

ideas of his own about the meet's judging.

Another sophomore, Tim Barry of Andover, who has con-

sistently been the team leader in the p>omnr>el horse, hit for

7 85 in the event at Navy, the highest total by team mennber in

the event all season
Frank Cohen, the always improving junior who was another

team member who was unhappy with the judging at An
napolis, was third in the all around with a score of 42.25.

If Umass coach <Woy Johnson is discouraged by the per

formance of sqaud at Navy, he doesn't let it show. The team
new moves into several big meets including Temple and Spr

ingfield and there is no time to look back. "We have to just

keep working," said Johnson.
Steve Nunno, another squad member not to be discouraged

said he would like to see the team settle down and bring the

team's score back into the 190 range.

firnl it fast .

in the Collegian

Classifieds!!!

Neit to the Amhcfst Post Oftice

Open 10 00-6 00. Mon Sal

University ot Massac huSv'tts/ Ar--,hv'rst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

BOSTON
SYMPHONY
OKCH ESTRA

SEIJI OZAWA
Music Dtrector

Thursday, February 15 8 pm

Verdi- Of'erf ur^, Mozart -Conrer/o in A for Clarinet,

Tchaikovsky-5>'W/>/jo«v No. 6 in B minor.

HAROLD WRIGHT, Clarinet

Tickets now on sale. General Public $8, 7, 6.

UAAass Students and Senior Citizens $7, 6, 5.

Saturday, February 17 8 pm

Brahms-Pid«o Concerto No. 2 in B flat and

Symphony No. 1 in C minor.

PETER SERKIN, Pianist.

Tickets now on sale - General Public $8, 7, 6.

UMass Students - $5, 4, 3. Senior Citizens and

Other Students - $7, 6, 5.

FINE >RTS CENFER CNCERT hUlL

Fine Arts Center Boi Office MF 9-4, 545-2511

I N«w England Ticketron Locations.

Focus on IMmanagement
DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Four reasons for the successful and efficiently managed
intramural program at UMass are Gene Grzywna, Fian

Nooijen, Mitch Kaufnnan, and Zulna Garcia, grad students

who work in the intramural office. They, along with a

number of undergraduate officials, supervisors, and office

workers, are responsible for a large part of the intramural

program
Grzywna, who is in charge of the supervisors as well as

the scheduling of all games played, said "If games are

snowed or rained out, I find a place for the

postponements" He answers questions and handles

technicalities that arise during games
Nooijen and Garcia handle women's and co-rec in-

tramurals. "Women's intramurals are comparable to men's
in everthing except wrestling," said Garcia, who along with

Nooijen, administrates and schedules women's and co-rec

games.
"Lots of time is spent working with intramurals," satd

Kaufman, who is in charge of the officials. Working with

Kaufman is Dave Foster, an Accounting major.

Foster, a Senior, who has been with the intramural pro

gram for four years started reffing when he was in high

school. "The second game (basketball) I ever reffed here

was with a grad student who sort of took me under his

wing."
Foster went on to become a Nationally Certified Official,

qualified to officiate high school basketball games.
Foster, who is the 1978 intramural tennis singles champ,

teamed with Kathy Kilcoyne to win the Cuervo Quickshot

Contest. This extramural event is made up to three rounds,

each 60 seconds long One partner shoots earning points

for each basket made, while the other retrieves the ball.

Foster and Kilcoyne defeated Fairfield 57 52 in the quart<r'

finals. Holy Cross 58-42 in the semifinals, and Bosto'

University 63-50 in the finals The championship /. i

played at Boston Garden on January 27. Foster and K

coyne each won a Panasonic home entertainment sysT'-

and a $1,000 general scholarship grant to the UMj-
Scholarship Fund.
Foster currently officiates intramural games, -as well <

helping Kaufman organize officials and answering qu*-

tions that arise during the game.
Another dedicated individual is Kieran "Kick" Falion i

Senior who started working with the intramural depaf
ment last semestor Fallon, normally scheduled to wert

about two nights per week, substitutes frequently 'I v?
worked 4 times a week." he said, "it doesn't bother me
Not only do Grzywna, Nooijen, Kaufman, and Garc a

schedule and administrate, but one or more of them dr.?

present Monday Thursday evenings wtien the games are

played
"We arbitrate protests and rule on any problems that

arise," said Garcia who added, "the buck stops with us
And problems do arise, such as fights, unhappy and sput

tering (losing) teams, and eligibility problems.
Another part of their job is compiling an annual repon o:.

intramuraf activities The reports include participatio'

comparisons with previous years, cost analysis, point

placements, and equipment loan records.

They are aided by undergrduate office workers who, ac

cording to Kaufman. Do lots of heavy paperwork " Ac
cording to Michelle Schwartzman, a Junior who hds
worked with intramurals since she was a Fre&hmar.
students who work in the intramural office record scores.

participation, and scheduling as well as answering ques-
tions about the intramural program.
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SALE
X-C Skis, Boots, Poles, Bindings

30% off (40% on some skis)

Skis from $28.88

^ Boots from $17.15

i Complete Packages from under
$64

Amherst Cycle Shop
253 Triangle

549-3729

Northampton Bicycle
21 Pleasant
586-3810

«

»

*
«

MolhemokicQl
help any sludenl

con offord«

^^SB^^^^^^^^J

1S^B ?^ "< —

^^^.yO CrtSio s FX 31 scienlitic cfllcuUlor

With the FX-31 in hand, you can solve your

everyday scientific problems quickly and

easily All the most often used functions are

at your fingertips

8 digit green display Largo, clear, easy to

read
Trigonometries, logarithms, exponentiations,

factorials, square root at the touch ol a key

Parenthesis up to six levels

Sexagesimal/decim.il conversion

Calculates in DEG RAD^r GRAD
Stand<ird deviations tor , . n.iui ini-\

Independent Memory (M-, MR. Mm)
Operate? on 2 penlight hitle'-es (.ncluHei) or

AC witli optional adaptor

r H 3"" VI SU D
Weights 6 lozs including batteries

IT

I

TONIGHT ON THE

SPORTS
CAFE

Talk to Jack Leaman,
Head Coach of the UMass
Minutemen at 545-2876.

Rick Heideman and Bob Levine

are your hosts from 6-7 on
WMUA (91.1) FM

I

We've Got Something
Your Mother Never Told You About...

The Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows. Sure your hair

eventually grows out, but with a precision haircut it

doesn't lose its shape
And because your hair falls naturally into place.

You wont have to keep fussing with it

Now you've got something you can tell your

mother about

At Comm'and Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14 00

whether you're a guy or a gal And no appointments

are ever necessary

Perrr anent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do It all, but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you

r^yvi, iA-fi"^

Comtnantl Vi

thaUNIVERSITY STO.R£
Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart

Men. Sat.. 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

586-0090
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Brown Bears claw Minutemen
FF'

ty STEVEZACK
ollegian Staff

Playing their worst basketball of the year
hus far. the Minutemen fell behind the
Iniverstty of Maine Black Bears early and
vere soundly defeated 85 67 before a
indly estimated crowd of 1500

"Maine cheated; they got more points

lan we did. " UMass head coach Jack
eaman said humorously after the game
ut there was no humor in this contest.

To try and stop a six game skid, Leaman
'led a starting lineup of Enc Williams and
larc Roberts at the guards. Mark Haymore
t center, and Jay Stewart and seldom
sed Connie Nappier at the forwards. It

roved unsuccessful as Maine bolted out to

.n 110 lead before Mark Haymore hit a

bMeiine jumper tor the Minutemen s first

points of the night The shot nppled the

nets at the 1631 mark of the period

Haymore collected 14 first half points.
The rest of the team scored only 12.

UMass mar^aged to cut the score to 14 9.

which prompted Maine to run off nine

urKontested points to up the lead to 23-9

jnd from that point on the only matter a»

rtand was waiting for the clock to run out of

time, and for the game to be over

The only play m the game to bring the

crowd to Its feet occurred at the 3 22 mark
of the first half when Len Kohlhaas did a
head first dive for a loose ball; a jump ball

resulted from a tie up between Kohlhaas
and Maine's Jim Mercer, and m ac-
cordance with the rest of tfie evening,

UMass lost tfie toss

When tf>e halftime buzzer rang, Maine
yfmnx into tfw lockerroom with a 40-26 lead

"I'm very pleased with the way we
pieyed. " Maine coach Tom Chapp>ene said

"We executed our offense well and heW
them (UMass at bay with our zone
defense

"

The second half lay witness to the Rufus
Harris show as the star of the Black Bears'
squad knotted 18 second half points,
shooting 9 for 11 in the half, and finishing

with 26 points over all

Maine opened the second half by in

creasing its lead steadily up to 27 points.
This came at the 10:44 mark of the final

stanza Not satisfied, the Black Bears
upped the advantage to 30 points. 65 35,
and kept it that way for the greater part of
the remaining minutes.

Trailing by a score of 83 51, the
Minutemen put on a final spurt to close out
the scoring at 85 67 in favor of the Black
Bears. The final scoring drive started with a
Tom Witkos baseline jumper which was
followed by two Bob Burton free throws.
Morrison imitated Burton bv sinkino two
foul shots of his own to bring the score tp

OJ by

George Dennerlein continued tf>e UMass
scoring streak with a baseline jumper and
Billy Morrison layed the ball in to fruther
shnnk the score to 83 63

Following a John Joyce hoop, Tom
Witkos scored consecutive baskets to

make the final score Maine 85 UMass 67.

"I just thought we were down and played

that way from the start," Leaman said

afterwards, adding, "Maine beat us in

every facet of the game. We tried some
changes in the lineup but they didn't

work "

Maine coach Chappelle was happy with
the win, remembering a similar shellacking
the Black Bears received at the Cage a few
years ago, "We feel very good." he said,

"We go back a long, long, way before we
find our last win here '

The loss drons the Minuteman's record
to 5-16, while Maine upped its record to 12-

8. The Minutemen face Bentley College en
Thursday at the Cage, game time 7:X
UMASS (67) -Johnson 1-0 2 Witkos 5
10 Roberts 124 Williams 3-0-6 Den

nerlein 2 0-4 Grammel 1 0-2 Nappier 1-1-3

Haymore 8 2 18 Burton 2 2 Kohlhaas 1-

2 BierlyOI 1 Stewarc 2 1 5 Morrison 3-

2 8 TOTALS 28-11 67
MAINE -Speed 0-0 Harris 13 26

Mercer 1 2 Boucher 3-6^12 Towns 0-0
Brown 0-0 Lapham 8 3 19 Gunn 3 2-8

Nelson 5 2 12 Wyman 2 0-4 Joyce 10 2
TOTALS 36 13 85

iai\

McAdoo sent to Celtics
/V£W YORK \AP\ -The New York

Knicks, unable to win with Bob
McAdoo and hopeful of speeding up

their rebuilding process, traded the

three time National Basketball

Association scoring champion to

the Boston Celtics yesterday for

three first round choices in the 1979

draft

"We are not a static organization,"

said Sonny Werblin, president of

Madison Square Garden Corp.,

which owns the Knicks. "We have

been seeking to make a deal for

some time, but nobody has offered

us any players of any substance. The

rest of the league doesn't want to

trade into New York.

"Bob happened to be a tradeable

commodity we could move to im-

prove ourselves, " added Werblin.

"We have now put ourselves in a

position to rebuild the team and

perhaps make more trades this

season and next."

The Celtics, meanwhile, are coun-

ting on McAdoo, the NBAs third

leading scorer this season with a

26.9 average, to help them in their

drive for a playoff berth.

"You have to take chances, " said

Celtics CO owner John Y. Brown.
"Hopefully we'll get to the

playoffs."

The trade was agreed upon Satur-

day night by Brown and Harry

Mangurian, co-owners of the

Celtics, and Werblin. It was not sup-

posed to be announced until today,

but word leaked out Sunday night,

so the Knicks called a .news con-

ference and confirmed the deal

yesterday.

McAdoo, a 6-foot-10 forward with

a 27.8 scoring average over seven

NBA seasons, learned of the deal

tr a local newsman.

Bob McAdoo
"It's a shock for me," he said. "It

doesn't make any sense at all. Why
would the Knicks do it?"

Brown offered an explanation. "We
were sitting around and Werblin

was disgusted with the way the

team was going," said the Celtics'

flamboyant co owner, . referring to

New York's 25-33 record. "That's

how the tra^B got started

.

"We considered the value of

McAdoo vs. the vplue of three draft

picks and everyone agreed

McAdoo's value was overwhelm-

ing," said Brown.

Mark Haymore slams home 2 of his 18 points during last night's Minutemen
loss to Maine, 85-67. (Staff photo by Lynn Marion).

^ George O'Brien

Weekend TV delight

For those thousands of sports fans out

there who live only to watch sports events

on the tube, this past weekend was one
where that English homeowrk just did not

get done.
With such classics on as BC vs. Holy

Cross, UCLA vs. Notre Dame, UMass vs.

UConn, the Bullets vs. the 76ers. the Soviet

Nationals vs. the NHL All Stars, Minnesota
Fats vs. Willie Mosconi, Borg vs. Connors,
the U.S. vs. Cuba in boxing and the
Millrose Games (track and field) getting out

of the chair was an effort in itself.

Weekends of this caliber (TV wise) do
not come aloog very often, especially this

time of the year. Most tube freaks regard

the stretch from late January to late March
as the "dry season" in sports viewing.

With pro and college football long

gone, pro hockey all but banished from the

airways and basketball playoffs and the

baseball season two long months down the

road, viewers are usually left searching

hard for something interesting to watch.
With this thought im mind, the networks

come up with what they can to keep fans

entertained. More often than not, college

hoop being the big exception, their of-

ferings are less than spectacular. An
average weekend of offerings will include

most of the following:

CHALLENGE OF THE SEXES: My
favorite disaster, this program ranks fourth

behind the Edsel, the '62 Mets and Marvin

Barnes on O'Brien's (wow! one word, two
apostrophesi) list of all time great

lemons. The whole concept of pitting

men against women with an utterly

ridiculous handicap system is almost as

crazy as anyone who would waste an hour
watching the show. This classic ranks

second only to Bowling for Gatorade as the

A/orst sports show of all time.

AUTOMOBILE RACING: The only thing

more boring than watching auto racing is

? I think I will leave this one up to the

experts. I spent 20 minutes on the problem,

and just kept going around in circles,

coming up with nothing. You might say I

just couldn't get on the right track.

PRO GOLF TOURNAMENTS^ As much
of a golf fanatic as I am, I find I must agree

with fellow sports writer Steve Zack (he

who once thought a sandwedge was
something a player ate for lunch) when he

insists \ha\ the sport is boring to watch If

the tournaments continue to go as the

Hawaiian Open did last weekend, I would
rather they bring back Gene Sarazen,

knickers and "Shell's Wonderful World of

Golf."

THE PRO BOWLERS TOUR: As an
unmerciful punster might put it, "'spare me
the details." Quite frankly. I would rather

watch Fred Flintstone bowl than Mark
Roth, and the "Rolaids Open."
Without offending the regular viewers of

this program (all eight of them) I feel I can

safely say that to me, bowling is fun and

entertaining, only when I am the one
making the strikes, spares and gutterballs.

THE AMERICAN SPORTSMAN: I

enjoyed this adventure show more when
they had Tony C. hunting wild sheep iri

New Mexico and Ernest Borgnine fishing

for marlin off the coast of Fk»rida. In recent

years, this program has dwindled to where

it is now little more than a watered down
"Wild Kingdom"' without Marlin Perkins.

CBS SPORTS SPECTACULAR: Aside

from the "World's Strongest Man"
competition, this show is nothing but a

nhean imitation of "Wide World of Snorts"

and will ,never reach the letter's level of

success. Dick Stockton should have
remained with the Red Sox and left this

catastrophe for someone else to flop on.

SPORTSWORLD: An even cheaper
imitation of "Wide World," Sportsworld

too often gets bogged down covering time-

honored but less than spectacular sports,

like figure skating, gymnastics and lesser

track meets.
Like another NBC classic, "David

Cassidy: Man Undercover" this show
belongs in a different time slot, sonr^ewhere

around 4a.m.

All I can say is that I cannot wait until

spring, with the Sox, the Masters, the

Kentucky Derby, the College hoop playoffs

and much, much more. In the mean-
time—oops, I have to go, "General

Hospital" is on.

a ma ^ UMassactivlty calendar. Page 17.

inSiOGm Valentine 's Day greetings. Page 7.
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Age yNOuld rise to 21 by '81

King ahead in drinking battle
By ERNEST PIPER
Collegian Staff

Gov. Ed King won a significant battle

yesterday in his campaign to raise tfw

drinking age to 21, as the Massachusetts
House of Representatives reversed itself

and voted 94 60 to phase in an across the-

board hike in the age to 21 by 1980

Just the day before, in an almost
identical vote. tf>e House voted to set age

at 19 for all liquor sales, and then to phase

in a limit of 21 on package store sales only.

But yesterdays reconsideration vote,

introduced by Rep. Robert B. Amsler (D-

Weymouth), chairman of the House
Committee on Governmental Regulations

and a strong supporter of the original bill,

changed tf>e wording of the bill.

According to the new wording the
drinking age will jump to 19 immediately if

finaNy approved and signed into law. but
the age limits of 20 next year, and 21 in

1981 . will apply to all liquor sales.

Eighteen year olds wilt still be able to

serve liquor as a waiter or waitress (but not

as bartenders) in restaurants but not bars

The crucial votes came in the switch over
of Democrats to the governor's side.

"I was shocked." Rep. Barney Frank, D
Beacon Hill, said. "I expected the governor
to have some impact. He had a meeting
with some people, I'm told, and he got

some democrats to switch over.

"Very simply, the big thing was the

governor. The republican switch overs

were a minor thing. It was tf>e derrxx:rats

that did it
"

JUe bill won't get to the Seriate yet,

however.

Late yesterday afternoon Rep. Jack Back-
man. D Brookline, pushed through a
resolution that calls for yet another
reconsideration vote, which will be held
today.

'"The republican switch-

overs were a minor thing. It

was the democrats that did

it.

"

Rep. Barney Frank

"It's still got a chance. " said Rep James
Collins, D Amherst, who said that the large

student presence in tf>e House gallery on

Monday strongly influenced the legislators'

votes

"It shows that student action can make a
change." he said. "It's going to take
organized, energetic, and consistent
lobbying You never win a battle in tfw
State House until it's finally over.

"There was no factual argument for this

action." hie continued, referring to the

House reversal "What has occurred here ia

that one group has been singled out for

action The 21 limit will come, but it

come in stages.

"That may be a different bill, ' he added,
"but it IS still unacceptable

"

Minority faculty questions

Allen as provost choice

It just wouldn't be Valentine's Day without flowers for your sweetheart, says

flower vendor Bob Cramer. (Staff photo by Roberta D'Ambrosio)

Byf^EGANOREILLY
Collegian Staff

The minority faculty challenge to the

legitimacy of the UMass Amherst Provost

Search Committee, has prompted other

faculty to question the make-up of the

committee and also its final choice for

provost.

'"The provost will be an outsider because
UMass President David C. Knapp "wants a

new crew," '" said one University source.

However, another highly respected faculty

member said the committee is rigged to

select acting Provost Jeremiah M. Allen

because some members stand to benefit if

he is chosen, and because of the lack of

diversity among search committee
members in discipline and outlook.

None of the sources contacted about the

search process would agree to be named
because of the volatile political situation

surrounding the provost search. In ad-

dition, search committee chajr M.K.
Bennett has refused to talk to the press

about any committee matters.

The Minority Faculty Association
Monday charged the committee with

violating affirmative action guidelines by
the deliberate exclusion of minonties from
the committee The association claims tfie

exclusion was responsible for the absence
of minorities from the 40 semi-final can-

didates for provost

.

The association members asked the head
of the search committee to reopen the

search process to include input from the

minority faculty member, who was ap-

pointed by the chancellor at the request M
the association Jan. 31

However, the association said all crucial

decisions on the selection of candidates

had been made by this time.

The Acting Provost said Knapp has
attempted tcr speed up the filling of ad-

ministrative vacancies by slowing down the

search committee for provost un»i' a

chancellor elect is chosen and can then

choose from among final candidates.

The chancellor search process normally

takes one year but Bromery said he will

leave in June and Knapp has said he wants
to fill the seat with a permanent cand'date

by them.

TURN TO PAGE 1 8

Valentine's Day: Myths, legends and Ipve
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Thousands of valentines are forwarded annually from
such lofty sounding places as Kissimmee, Florida;

Romance, Arkansas; Darling, Pennsylvania and Love,

Mississippi. To Hallmark Cards, American Greeting and
the Rust Craft Greeting Co., valentines are the greatest

thing since Christmas.

Even though the Vatican decided that in 1969 St.

Valentine may never have existed at all and dropped him
from the Liturgical calendar, Valentine's Day has never

been more popular. So popular that former Governor
Michael S. Dukakis last year declared February 14-18

"Valentine's Week" in Massachusetts due to the Great

Blizzard of 1978.

Dukakis estimated state-run businesses would lose as

much as $10 million, due to snow-bound flourists, if the

Valentine's Day celebration last year was confined to

one day.

Judging from the crowds of people buying last

minute cards at the University store, cards have never

been more popular. Commercial Valentine's, in

England, were in circulation by 1800, and by 1840 had
become sohpisticated and by the 1850's had become a

sizable business.

The valentine card enterprise in the United States was

originated to Esther Howland, a student at Mt. Holyoke

College in the 1840's. She had admired an imported

English Valentine in her father's stationary store in Wor-

chester and had made copies of it to give to her

classmates. These were so successful that her father

took samples on a sales trip and returned with $5,000

worth of orders. It hasn't stopped since

According to the World Book Encyclopedia,

authorities disagree on the holiday's origin. Many ex-

perts trace it to Lupercalia, the ancient Roman Pagan

rites of fertility usually celebrated on February 20, which

coincided with the Christian festival of the Purefication

of the Virgin or Candlemas Day on February 14. Others

link it with an old English belief that birds choose their

mates on February 14.

There are many myths and legends about Valentine's

Day as there are ways of celebrating it. British children

sing special Valentine's Day songs and receive gifts of

candy, fruit or money. In Italy a feast is held. In Den-

mark, people send each other pressed white flowers

called snowdrops.
In the 1700"s unmarried women pinned five leaves to

their pillows on the eve of Valentine's day. They pinned

one leaf to the center of the pillow and one to each cor

ner. If the charm worked, they saw their future

husbands in their dreams. TURN TO PAGE 18
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Revenge lynchings plagueDIGEST

Oh. that Valentine candy! (AP Laserphoto).

Fund to help minorities
WASHINGTON {AP\ The National Association of

Broadcasters announced yesterday establishment of a

board of trustees to direct a multi million dollar investment

fund to help minorities and women purchase broadcast

properties

Donald A Thurston, the Massachusetts broadcaster who
heads the association's board of directors, said it hofjes to

raise $15 million from industry

With the help of loans and guarantees from the Small

Business Adrnmrstration, he said, this could be swelled to

$37 5 million, which should generate acquisitions of broad

cast properties worth $900 million

Thurston, president of Berkshire Broadcasting Co , North

Adams Mass , headed an association task force which has

bet'o studying the concept for si* months He said it is now
in the fund raising stage and conceded, "So far there is on
ly one pledge m hand and that's my own

'

Indian claim denied
BOSTON AP. A US Appeals Court denied yesterday

the claim of Wampanoag Indians to 1 1 ,000 acres of land in

Mashpee. leading town officials to call for an end to the

Cape Cod community s continuing economic nightmare

However the president of the Wampanoag Indian Tnbal

Council which filed suit in 1976, said the case ts not clos

ed
Tm sure that we're going to continue to fight," said

Russell Peters, and if it means going to the Supreme

Court, then that's where we're headed "

Mortgage money has dried up during the lengthy legal

battle on Cape Cod and Selectman Kevin O Connell said

the community is facing a $250,000 budget deficit

Connell said the town will ask Gov Edward J King to

intercede with banks and land title insurers, asking them to

begin making money available to town residents who want

to buy or sell land.

B'ballequality ordered
GRAND RAPIDS. Mich \HER SAY\ A US district

court judge here has issued a restraining order preventing

Michigan State University treating members of its

women s varsity basketball team differently than members

of Its men's squad
Judge Noel Fox said the university must allow the

women players the same amount of money for meals and

the same sleeping accomodations afforded to the men,

whilf traveling

A complaint filed by the women's basketball team

charged, among other things, wonwn members were

fo'^.ed to sleep two to a bed while on the road and had to

travel by car instead of airplane to away games. The

complaint charged the men's squad flew to their games

and slept one to a bed.

MBM trialin2ndday
BOSTON I/4PI A New York company executive

testified yesterday about what he called an "extraordinary

plan " by two Massachusetts men to raise a $500,000 "cash

kitty" to buy the Republican vice presidential nomination

Anthony Mansueto, vice president of McKee Berger

Mansueto, was called to the stand during the second day

of the extortion trial of Albert "Toots" Manzi, a former

member of the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority, and

William V Masiello, head Of a Worcester architectural firm.

The two men are accused of shaking down the con-

sulting firm of MBM for $10,000 in 1972 at a time when it

held a $6 million state contract to supervise construction of

the University of Massachusetts' Boston campus
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Iran under new government
By OTTO C DOELLING
Assocuited Presi,

TEHRAN. Iran - Iran's revolutionary leaders turned to

liberal Western oriented politicians yesterday to bring

order to their country and pave the way for Ayatoltah

Ruhollah Khomeini's Islamic republic. But lynchings were

reported in the provinces and mysterious gunmen fired on

the Tehran offices of the new prime minister.

The newspaper Ettelaat reported six people had been

hanged in the northwest city of Tabriz on the orders of

religious leaders The newspaper also said insurgents rip

ped the emblem of f the U S Consulate in Tabriz

The reports could not be confirmed here but, if true, may
signal that the hew government still lacks total control. It

has repeatedly called on jubilant Iranians not to resort to

cruelty ' in the wake of victory.

There were no new reports of violence or arrests involving

Americans in Iran A contingent of 69 US. Marines was
reported standing by in the Azore Islands in the Atlantic in

case Marines guarding the US Embassy needed rein

forcement Six helicopters that could be used to evacuate

threatened Americans were standing by in Italy.

Khomeini made his first nationwide television address

Tuesday evening and repeated appeals for the return of

weapons stolen from military bases during the weekend
street violence that marked the collapse of the shah

appointed government of Shahpour Bakhtiar on Sunday
Bakhtiar was arrested Tuesday by armed guerrillas He

was taken blindfolded to Khomeini's headquarters and was
reported to have been under protection of Khomeini's

prime minister. Mehdi Bazargan, after ra;ders ransacked

his home on the outskirts of Tehran.

Khomeini aides said they did not know what charges

Bakhtiar would face. "He is a prisoner of the government,"

one said "I assume he will be tried to find out whether or

not he IS guilty "

In his nationwide address Tuesday, Khomeini said; "I

congratulate the nation on the success of the revolution.

We will all have to work together under the banner of Islam

to build the country"
He forbade attacks on military or police installations and

promised that all relgious minorities will be able to "live in

peace and prosperity in the new era in Iran "

Reliable sources reported that unknown assailants open-

ed fire on Bazargan's offices early Tuesday.

At the time Bazargan was meetfhg in the offices with

Karim Saniaby. his newly appointed foreign minister The

sources said no one was injured and the two men were

rushed back to Khonr>eini headquarters

Sanjaby, 74, served as the leader of the National Front, a

coalition of several liberal parties that opposed the rule of

Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi and supported the man
who ousted the shah for a time in the early 1950s, Moham
med Mossadegh
The National Front's official spokesman, Dariush

Forouhar, was selected as labor minister.

Western diplomats said the selection of leading National

Front figures indicated that Bazargan, a human rights ac-

tivist and former Front member, was seeking to broaden

support beyond the religious community that had been at

the forefront of the anti shah struggle

Front leaders have generally espoused what could be con-

sidered moderately leftist views, but the new government

is certain to avoid military ties with either major world

power.

Students for and against Playboy magazine in

terviews at Princeton University display signs in

Princeton, New Jersey yesterday. The puWication

was interviewing students who wanted to pose nude

for the magazine. lAP Laserphoto).

Oil cutoff may bring world shortages
By TOMRAUM
Associated Press

WASHINGTON Energy

Secretary James R Schles

inger told Congress yester

day there is "a high pro

bability " against quick

restoration of Iranian oil

production under the new
government of the

Ayatollah Ruhollah Kho
meini.
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Scheslinger testified that if

the oil cutoff remains

through June, it could bring

about worldwide oil shor

tages as serious as the

1973 74 Arab oil embargo.
In fact, Khomeini may be

powerless to reopen the

valves that had supplied 10

percent of the free world's

oil, even if he wants to,

Schlesinger told the House
energy and power subcom-
mittee.

"It is plain that control of

the oil ' ^longs to cer

tnin roJical groups" and

^..Jiiticc^l elements not loyal

to Khomeini, ho said.

"Th"" is no assurance

thev . respond to urgings

froHi Tehran and if they do,

no indication they will do so

quickly," Schlesinger said

The Carter administration

Cabinet officer said the

whole issue remains ""iffy"

because Khomeini's
government hasn't yet

signaled its intentions on
whether to resume oil ex

ports.

While stressing the

seriousness of the situation,

'Sctitesihger ^cihoed Presi

dent CaV'tfeir'assW>*tV6r^'

Monday that the predica-

ment had not yet become
critical.

And he said that voluntary

measures as opposed to

gasoline rationing or bann

ing Sunday sales of

gasoline should be
capable of offsetting the

loss to the United States

from the Iranian oil cutoff.

To the steps outlined by

Carter heeding the 55

mph speed limit, turning

thermostats down to 65

degrees and avoiding un-

necessary driving —
Schlesinger listed other

measures the administra-

tion is promoting.
These include shifts away
from oil to coal and natural

gas by industries able to

make such conversions and

diversion of large quantities

of natural gas from produc

ing states into the interstate

market to accomodate such

fuel shifts

Schlesinger also said the

administration is consider

ing temporarily waiving en

vironmental requirements

that limit burning- of. coal

and slowing down the

;jMifet«1*le under which

refineries must shift com-
pletely from regular to

"unleaded" gasoline.

Schlesinger reiterated his

contention, first made to

the Senate Energy Commit-
tee last week, that the

situation is "prospectively

more serious" than the

1973 74 oil embargo.
The net effect of this in the

United States is the loss of

about 500,000 barrels a day,

but Schlesinger said this

may increase to 800,000 a

day under shortage sharing

agreements between the

United States, Israel and

other fuel importing na-

tions.

The deteriorating situation

in the Persian Gulf nation

drives home the point that

"the day of reckoning is

coming closer," when
world demand for oil starts

exceeding supply.

'"If Iran stays down, we
will have to take measures

to constrain demand by at

least 500,000 barrels a

day," Schlesiger said. But,

he stressed that these

measures would not include

mandatory .steps
,
like
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Mental
health
faces cuts
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

Editors note: This is the first part in a two

part series.

Mental health services for about /bu

clients in the Town of Amherst may be in

jeopardy due to proposed budget cuts in

Amherst's fiscal year 1980 budget. The

budget, after approval by the April Town

Meeting, would go into effect Julyl

Included in this cut is the UMass
Psychological Services Center, which

serves about 150 clients per year, and the

Amherst Community Resource Center,

which provides counseling or referral to

close to 800 persons each year. Both

programs will lose their appropriations if

the budget cuts are made.

According to Richard Halgin, Director of

UMass Psychological Services, the

program was designed to provide training

to PhD candidates m psychology at the

unrversity Halgin said the program

provides psychological counseling for

Amherst residents at an average rate of $4

per hour, as compared to $40 per hour

professional fees

Halgin said the budget nwney received

from several local communities is used to

keep the clinic open during the summer

when University funding ends "You don t

just tell a client come May, that s it.

Halgin said. ^^ .

Of the $10,000 received, only $4,000 «

provided by Amherst The remaining

$6 000 IS provided by other communitie*.

"Our fear is that other towns will see what

Amherst is doing and do the same thing,

Halqinsaid . .

ly/lary Brennan, counseling administrator

-or the Amherst Community Resource

Center is also concerned that the center

may close if its $4,000 appropriation is cut

from the town budget.

The center, located in the basement of

Amherst's Jones Library, served about^
people during the second half of 19^
According to a letter presented to the

Pat Adams poses for a photo before

speaking at Herter Hall last night.

(Staff photo by Jeremy Daniel).
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town, loss of the appropriation would

cause "an elimination of help for 75 percent

of the present clientele"

According to Brennan, the loss of tlie

appropriation would also mean the loss of

four internship positions, one of which «
currently filled by a UMass student

The Amherst budget proposal, which

has aaan considerabte opposition since its

relaaaa in January, was prepared by Town

Manager A Louis Hayward and his staff to

con^ply with the Board of Selectmen's 3.5

percent limit on property tax increase. The

budget cuts include $12,000 for Mental

Health Agency support closing of the

town's two branch libraries, the North

Amherst School which houses two free,

non profit human service agencies, several

recreational programs including the War
Memorial Swimmir>g Pool

In a cover letter to the budget. Hayward

stated, "The Finance Committee should

anticipate considerable community interest

in the proposed FY80 Budget Tha
budget does represent what I consider to

be an acceptable balance between the

inflationary pressures impinging on our tax

rate and the basic needs of the town
'

Tomorrow: the affects of otfter budget >

cuts.

Budget cuts and art do not mix,

said prize-winning artist Pat Adams
._ *»« o^oiie in the «;ind and

By DALE ROMBERG
Collegian Staff

The political age of budget cutting and

Its effect on art was a major concern of

artist Pat Adams as she spoke to 85 people

•ast night.

During the first of the spring lecture

series presented by Herter Art Gallery and

the UMass Arts Council, Adams told her

audience that in this technical era of ours,

art IS regarded as a "frill" and is always

being cut from budgets.

The .artist is celebrating her 25th an

niversary as an exhibitor and prize -recipient

at the Zabriskie Gallery in New York City,

where her work is currently on display.

Adams also has been teaching art for 25

years at Bennington College, m Ben

nington, Vermont, where she lives.

Adams expressed her personal feelings

about art in emotional terms. "Painting

does not begin with a stroke or nrwrk, but of

an alerting of our own sense of being She

said she felt "an overriding need to praise

what our time is
' in artistic expression.

The artist said according to Monet, "one

should try to forget the objects before you

and concentrate on the shapes and

colors."

Adams presented a slide show of her

works which spans the 25 years she has

been painting. She said much of her art

work is inspired by travels, including

southern France. In France she said she

would sit on the beach and study the

arrangements of shells in the sand and

water Adams shared several of her

paintings in a slide show
One characteristic which is prevalent m

most of her work is her extensive use of

circular dabs of color in the background,

with sharn, wavy lines "undulating" in the

foregroum' of her abstract paintings.

"The uniulation continues to be an

absorption, an ever present concern of

mine," she said.
.. _ »

Adams ended her lecture with a short

question and answer period, and was

given a reception in the Herter Art Gallery

afterwards.

Now appearing in the gallery is an exhibit

called Art Feminie, " a collection of

paintings by women artists from the

Pioneer Valley, also sponsored by the

Herter Art Gallery and the UMass Arts

Council.

Resident complains about

conditions in Chadbourne
ByLISACAPONE
Collegian Staff

Dorm president Steven Petter says

maintenance problems in Chadbourne

Dormitory in Central Residence Area have

been serious since last September.

According to Petter, Chadbourne suffers

from peeling paint in the recreation room,

holes in some walls and an insufficient hot

water supply. Petter said the dorm has also

been missing a fire extinguisher for a

month.
Jean Oppedisano, community resource

assistant for Chadbourne, said only half of

the maintenance problems she reports are

actually alleviated. Broken and missing

items 3re not replaced, and, in ger-'^ral,.

there is not enough preventative main-

tenance, Oppedisano said.

"Things aren't taken care of unless it s

extreme, " she said, "and then only about

half of the time."

Central-Orchard Hill area management

coordinator Don Pelkey, who is in charge

of reporting Chadbourne's problems to the

Physical Plant, said although Chadbourne

needs some "small, but

necessary"maintenance changes, it is

actually a fairly renovated dorm compared

to other dorms on campus.

In addition, Pelkey said that maintenance

problems are not unique to Chadbourne.

"There are so many things in the whole

university that on a day to day basis get

damaged," he said.

Pelkey said he is responding to all of

Chadbourne's requests, but physical plant

action of these requests is slow due to lack

of staff and the large area they must cover.

Brett Dorm, in Central currently under

renovation, is the Physical Plant's first

priority, he said. The renovation project

employs most of the manpower in an effort

to meet an August completion deadline.

Pelkey would hate to see Chadbourne go

downhill, he said, but he is only a liaison

between the physical plant and the

residence hall.

"I have to kind of go along with the

system," he said.

Meanwhile, Petter says, students are

losing respect for the dorm because of its

lack of maintenance.

"They live in a place that doesn t look

nice," Petter said, "and so it goes downhill

faster and faster "

Oppedisano described Pelkey's job as

"very frustrating."

"The people supervising maintenance

are doing a lousy job," she said.

Money allocated for new

station in Southwest
By BRENDA RIZZETTO
Collegian Staff .

The Southwest Assembly last night

unanimously allocated $2,250 for a South^

west radio station, WSCR, which will start

programming within two months.

The assembly said the new station will

use existing equipment from a previous

radio station in Southwest. Rich LaVoice,

assembly president, said "We've had many

positive feedback from students to put a

Southwest radio station back into

existence. "

, . . ^ .

A group of students has already raised

$500 from a raffle to sponsor the new

project and group manager Ed Dugen said

John Quincy Adams Middle tower has

donated a room and $125 for a burglar

alarm system. .

The allocation last night will go toward

the purchase of a new transmitter and

antenae.
.,

. . .,. .^
The assembly also allocated $40 to

People Opposed to Unreasonable

Regulation, a group of students and former

students in Western Massachusetts The

money will fund petitions and newsletters

which will be dsitributed urging voters to

support a referendum vote on the raising ot

the state drinking age to 21 years.

The assembly also expressed strong

support to residents of Pierpont dormitory

in Southwest in a letter stating, "Pierpont

has been under the attack of much poor

press as the dorm attempts to correct false

and misleading images."

The letter follows a recent incident in

Pierpont dormitory in which the head of

residence's door was torched in what

officials termed an "attempted homicide.
'

The assembly also expressed intentions

to show a movie in Hampden Student

Center during Southwest Week in the

spring.

Find your

Valentine

on Page 7
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BLACKAFFAIRS

Victor Goode the executive director of the Na-

tional Conference of Black Lawyers spoke at the

New Africa House on Saturday Goode discussed

various topics from the start of the conference to

the newly developing Weber case.

U.S. schools Still

segregated
(WASHINGTON AP) Near

ly half of Amenca's minority

children still attend
segregated schools,
especially outside the

South, and the government

IS relunctant to carry out

desegregation decisions

made by the Supreme
Court 25 years ago, the

US Civil Rights Commis
sion says.

In 1954, the Suprenr^e

Court ruled segregation

unlawful and harmful to

youngsters.

The occasion was the

publication of a commission

report critical of Congress

for passing anti-busing

legislation and of the

departments of Justice and

Health, Education and
Welfare for a lack of zeal in

denying federal funds to

school distncts that defy

desegration orders.

Even the Supreme Court

seems to be "retreating

from Its long espoused
commitment to the right of

school children to a

desegregated education,"

the commission said.

Nonetheless, commis
sion chairman Arthur S.

Remming told reporters he

believed the American peo-

ple "deep down" still sup-

port the Idea of

desegregated schooling.

Flemming acknowledged
Congress has taken an anti

busing turn, but he said

that is because the foes of

integration, thmioh o'lf

LUTHER

numtjered, are more persis

tent than the opponents of

segregation.

The commission has no
enforcement power, but is

required by law to evaluate

the status of school
desegregation across the

r>ation from time to time.

The report said the latest

figures available indicated

that 4.9 million minority

children in the country at

tend schools that are at

least "moderately"
segregated - and more of

them are in the Northeast

and the North Central

region of the country than

in the Deep South.

For the nation overall, 46

percent of minority
youngsters attend
segregated schools, it said.

In the Northeast, 65 percent

of minority children do, and
in the North Central region

it IS 68 percent, the commis
sion said. No figure was
given for the South alone

The report singled out for

criticism appropriations bill

riders that would prevent

HEW "from requiring stu

dent transportation where it

is the only remaining means
to eliminate segregated

schools."
The commission said the

amendments "undermin
ed the ability of the ex-

ecutive and the judicial

branches to guarantee the

nation's children and young
people their constitutional

rights."

anUL DOW'T SEE

'hom YOOR UNClE cam B6

A CORPoeATlOM PRES-
lOeMT HARDCORE'

Lettersand Editorials

Jose and Seta

Jose Pontes is dead
Seta Rampersad is dead.
Though they may be buried
in the ground, the mystery
surrounding their deaths
screams for justice.

What do we get? Seta
Rampersad; case closed,

cause of death, unknown.
Jose Pontes: case closed,

death by hanging (while
sitting in a chair'!) It's not

unlike the death of Steve
Biko, or hundreds like him
in South Africa: Cause of

death, unknown, fell down
a stairs, suicide by jumping
out window while under
heavy guard, etc , etc.

Skip Robinson, from the

United League in

Letters

Mississippi came here last

semester to talk about
Jimmy Carter's 'New
South." He spoke of the
"new" high unemployment
and low wages for Black
people in the South He
also described KKK judges
and police departments that

murdered a Black man and
called it "suicide" by
hanging And this man and
his hands tied behind his

back when he hung him-
self I

That stuff IS supposed to

go on in the South but
when you thmk about Jose
Pontes, Seta Rampersad or

the railroading of two Black

UMass students (Earl

Brown and Craeman

Gethers) into jail, it says
that the South for Black
people starts at the
Canadian border. The
"mystery" and "justice" for

Jose Pontes and Seta
Rampersad is nothing new
under this system.

The Black United Front in

Brooklyn has pointed out
this problem. It isn't just

Brooklyn or Amherst or

Tupelo, Mississippi, or just

some ignorant p>eople. As
BUF says it's the KKK,
Koch, Karey, and Karter,

It's the whole capitalist

system. The "mystery;'
surrounding the death of

these Third Workj Students
must be cleared up There
must be justice.

This month. Black
History Month, presents u(

with an opportunity tc

understand the oppressior
and resistance, historically

of Black people. It putt
Seta and Jose's death intc

the context that theit

deaths will not be
forgotten, their deaths will

get justice We urge all

students to attend the
events planned for Black
History Month and to
demand a reopening of the
investigations into the
death of Seta Rampersad
and Jose Pontes.

Charles Bagli

Revolutionary Student
Brigade

i

Editorials
Negro History Month:
Alive and kicking

Last Saturdav, Victor
Goode the executive
director o* the National
Confere'ice of Black
Lawyers spoke at the New
Africa House Goode was
brought here by the Afro-

American Studies
department, he was the
first person to show up
How he found his way to

the New Africa House is a

mystery to some. Goode
spoke to an audience of

about ten people Hurrah
for Negro History Month.

Last Friday, Lionel

Hampton, one of the

greatest ja// musicians of

all time played at the Fine

Arts Center, the white

contingency was well

repreeented. Where were
the Negroes? Hurrah for

Negro History Month.

Last semester. Seta
Rampersad and Jose
Pontes died We certainly

could not have prevented
their deaths, but we have
allowed their rTierrK>ries to

be marred with doubt,
distrust, and the white boys
who tell us lies about them,

and either we believe him or

just don't care I he
Negroes are on our backs
weighing us down like the

blood thirst fathers of

imperialism and
colonialism. Hurrah for the

Negroes.

Boston school

desegregation slow
WASHINGTON \AP\ The desegregation status of

Boston schools issued by the US Commission on Civil

Rights IS seen below:

Total public school enrollment in Boston was 62,690

students for the 1978 79 school year This represents a

decrease of 3,000 from the total in 1977 78 of approximate

ly 65.000.

Non white or non Anglo students represent a majority of

students attending public schools in Boston for the 1978 79

school year.

The student body includes 28,443 blacks, 24,600 whites,

and 9,547 others, primarily students of Hispanic origin. The

school district's faculty for the 1977 78 school year totaled

5, 133 including 4,283 whites, 649 blacks, and 201 others.

The Boston school district in FY '78 received $5,448,806

in Elementary School Aid Act (ESAA) funds, $8,849,604 m
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) funds,

and $4,998,999 m Bilingual Education funds.

In FY '79 these figures were $4,496,602 for ESAA funds.

$10,390,677 for ESEA funds, and $5,427,000 in Bilingual

Education funds, which includes $306,238 for the Lau com
pliance unit. Teachers have received little school

desegregation training

The Boston public school system has been gradually

desegregated under court order since 1974 through

redistricting, the creation of magnet schools, and man
datory busing involving black and white schools.

In 1975 the US District Court placed South Boston High

School in receivership because of the Boston School Com
mittee's failure to carry out the court's desegregation

order.

Since 1976 there have been no major changes in the

desegregation plan.

In 1978, the court removed South Boston High School

from receivership, and a decision was made to phase out

the citywide coordinating council, a court established

citizen advisory committee, by the end of the year. ThuF,

authority for desegregation efforts has been returned by

the court to the School Committee,and school staff.

Hampton entertains

and educates

THAT 5 JUST
A IITUB

iO,

Ly liiumsic Brandon, Jr.

..so The CORPORATION^
yJILL LOOIC LIKE A
\AINOR(TY OV^MED

By TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

"I like to play anything

that I like, you hear the
music you wanna play it so
you play it," said Lionel

Hampton, jazz vibraphonist

at the Fine Arts Center
during a press conference
last Friday night

Hampton's belief in what
he says above is most
exemplified in his per-

formance as he played a

jazz version of disco song
"Staying Alive" from the

album "Saturday Night

Fever " He also has an
album out entitled

"Saturday Night Jazz
Fever," in which some of

the songs from the Bee
Gees album are converted

to jazz similarities.

Hampton's performance

at the Fine Arts Center
Friday before an audience

of about 450 people was
electrifying as he returned

to four encores and insisted

that in the middle of the

first the band was "still just

warming up."

"There ii a lot of good
music around, all you've

got tc^o is pick it out," said

Hampton. He did as he

played nnany great classics

such as Sweet Georgia
Brown and contemporary
music such as Staying Alive

mentioned above.

Hampton said that

Europe is a really fantastic

place for jazz and the bridge

between here (the U.S.)

and there is going all the

time. He said that jazz

suffers in this country
because there is not
enough written on the
music and it should become
the responsibility of black

writers and historians in this

country to write about jazz.

"Blacks' got out and set

the pace for the music,
Scott Joplin and many
others worked hard. I call

this blood, sweat, and tears

music. Jazz is black man's
music and another reason it

is unknown is that we need
more of it in the universities

and colleges," Hampton
said.

Lionel Hampton's ap-

pearance was billed as part

of Black History month that

is being observed by some
people on UMass campus
this semester.

Terrell Evans is the Black

Affairs Editor

Attention!!!

The Malcolm X Center has work-study and non-work-

study positions. Applications are available from Sherry at

6 8380 or Kristi at 6 7332 today is the last date for applica

tions. Interviews are today and tomorrow.

J£ 2iL
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BLACKAFFAIRS
if Boston Schools con't
Desegregation of district schools has reportedly increased

parental particip>ation in school affairs.

Community groups involved in the desegregation process
consist of a citywide education coalition and the court-
ordered parent advisory councils and community district

advisory councils.

The termination of the citywide coordinating council has
left the CPACs and CDACs with the major responsibility for

involven^ent. Business and educational institutions have
also become involved in the educational process, and ten-

sions as well as pupil suspensions have decreased. In the
1977 78 school year total suspensions were 4,891 of which
63 percent were black, 30 percent were white, and 7 per-
cent were Hispanic, Asian American, and American Indian.
The figures demonstrate that blacks were suspended at
double the rate of whites.

The school system has continued to lose both black and
white students who are transferring to private or parochial
schools in the city. Other problems include continuing ac-
tivity by antibusing groups, occasional racial incidents in
the community, unresolved bilingial issues, and under-
representation of black and Hispanic teachers and ad-
ministrators.

Announcements-notices-events
InternationalA ffairs Conference
at Mt Ho/yoke College

"Great Power and Third

World Interaction" will be
the theme of a four day

Student Conference on In

ternational Affairs
presented February 15

through February 18 by tf>e

Mount Holyoke College In

ternational Relations Club.

Delegates from fifteen

Northeastern colleges and

universities will atter>d the

contarence which will en-

compMS such topics as

vMMid econoTTMC systems,

military ar>d strategic con
cerns, energy, the role of

the United Nations, popula-

tion growth and food supp-

The intensive weekernJ of

keynote lectures and panel

discussions. wiH ba open to

tfie public and free of

charge. Sessions will take

place in Gambia
Auditorium, Mount
Holyolte College.

Dick Clark, former U.S.
Serwtor and former chair-

man of the Foreign Rela-

tions Sub-Committee on
African Affairs, will talk

Thursday, February 15 at

800 p.m. On Friday.

February 16 at 8:00 p.m..

Dr Davidson Nicol, Under
Secretary General of the

United Nations and Ex

ecutive Director of United

Nations Institute for Train-

ing arKJ Research will lec

ture.

Three panel discussions

will be offered. On February

16 at 1:00 p.m.. "Great

Power and Third World In

teraction: Today and
Tomorrow" will be the

topic of a session led by

DavK) Pollack, director of

the United Nation's
Economic Commission on
Latin America and
agricultural ecor>omist Dr

Garrttt Argento. There will

be two panels on Saturday,

February 17 At 10:30 a.m.

"Existing Means for Inter

national Problem Solving"

will be explored by Joan
Dudik Gayoso, Clare de
Hadarvary, Peter Bridges

and RaymorKl Frost.

Saturday afternoon at

1 30 p m the topic will be

"Normative Goals of Great

Power and Third World In-

teraction."

Workshops are open to

delegates only ar>d will be

haid Sunday. February 18.

Black American Law
Students' Assocation. The
guests of honor will speak
on Friday. February 16, at

6:30 at the Harvard
Graduate School of Design,

Gund Hall, Piper
Auditorium, 48 Quincy St.,

Cambridge, Mass. A recep-

tion will precede the
speeches. Both the recep-

tion ar>d the speeches are

free and open to tf>e public.

On Saturday, February

17, workshops on a variety

of subjects including
Bakke, the international

economic order, immigra-

tion/aliens' rights, minority

participation in the US
economy, civil rights litiga

tion. human rights /legal

issues, bilingual education,

human rights at home ar>d

^road, and status of Third

World women, will be held

in the Roscoe Pound
Building. Harvard Law
School at 9:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m. Among workshop
par>elists will be William

Kunstler, of the Center for

Constitutional Rights, Jack
Greenberg of the NAACP
Legal Defense and Educa-
tional Fund, and Professor

C. Clyde Ferguson of Har-

vard Law School. For a

complete list of workshops
and speakers, call Shirley

Wilcher at 498 7252.
Workshops are free and
open to the pHjblic.

For further information

on any of the conference
events, please call Jon
Sylvester at 498-4802 or

Robert Boyd at 495-5239.

LoneiielfcKee Ikignitov tSMtaN/MM kMMtiCjiuMbM
utoMi iKxacFUtaiinilMDMisDMMtlklUtK'SiM; i>Madbi9Ktart;

IMMlaiihaawniMiMSgi na 'nt «iiw iMn » alknk nut MrMi^«

PIxis 1orl\/krtin LutherKing Week

There will be an
organizational meeting at

7.00 p.m., on Wednesday
Feb. 21 in the Office of

Third World Affairs for all

persons interested in

working on the programs
and events for Martin
Luther King week which is

April 4. 5. and 6.

Third World caucus

Harvard to sponsor conference

on Third World human rights

The Third Workf caucus of

the Student Senate
requests the presence of all

caucus members as well as
representatives from all

campus third world
organizations at a rrteeting

to be held Wednesday Feb.
14 (today) at 5:00 p.m. in

the Office of Third World
Affairs 308 Student Union.
The agenda includes
organization, recruitment
and strategy.

A conference on "Third

World Communities and
Human Rights " will be held

in Cambridge on February

16 and 17, cosponsored by

the Harvard Black Law
Students' Association and
the Harvard Graduate
School of Design's Depart-

ment of City and Regior«l

Planning

Guests of honor will in-

clude the Hon. Leslie A.

Harriman, Permanent
Representative to the UN,
Nigerian Mission; the Hon.
Mohammed Ahdul-Aziz,
Third Secretary, Libyan

Mission to the United Na
tions; and A.J. Cooper,

Mayor of Pritchard,

Alabama and founder of the

Speaker at Mt Holyoke
"Brown vs the Board of

Education" will be the topic

of discussion at Mt.

Holyoke College tonight at

7:00 p.m. Denise Carty

Benia will be the speaker.

Progressive film series
Tonight at 8:00 p.m. the
films "Red Squad" and
"CIA Case Officer" will be

shown in 104 Thompson at

UMass. Admission is free.

The Precision Haircut

Explained Precisely.
Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows Sure, your

hair eventually grows out but it doesn't lose it's

shape with a precision haircut. No more fussing

that's what it's all about.

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14 00
whether you're a guy or a gal And no appointments

are ever necessary.

Permanent waves, 'coloring, frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all. b it we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you.

J^^^^^
Commaiid Pprfformanee

«j?8f»ii rMenxHiOfOl Se^'ce^ C OT'

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart
Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

586 0090

MassPIRG
GENERAL MEETING

Projects include: Bottle Bill, Consumer Action,

Energy, Nutrition plus more

February 15

Thursday, 7:30 p.m.
CC Room 176

University of Massachusetts NEWEST FRATERNITY

Invites all INTERESTED University Men to an

OPEN RUSH
Thursday, Feb. 15th, 8:00 p.m.

A/pha Delta Phi is an International Fraternity with 26 chapters located in the US Et

Canada One of the oldest and most respected college fraternities, it offers a

heritage & prestige unequaled by many other fraternal organizations

For further info -Transportation Facilities

Call 253-9074 ^ ^

Located at Frat/Sor Park on the Orchard Hill Bus Route (off East Pleasant St.)

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

BEFORE YOU PICK UP
YOUR DEGREE,

PICK OUR INTERVIEW.

Contact your placement office

for interview dates.

i
HUGHES

L

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F
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Letters
Don't say I didn't tell

you so
To the Editor,

Frum idlking with indignant 18 2 J year
old UMaiS students about the raising of
the drinking age, I have come to one
cundusion. they get what they deserve.

I am disgusted to know that students
wtxi were old enough to vote in the last

gut>ernotorial election did not do so Why
IS It that people do not respond to a
situiition until It affects tftem or thetr

It was Sf^Mrtnt. long before this issue
was officially brought up. that King was
going to make the proposal, and push it

hard Despite the vagueness in some of
his campaign promises. King made his

position on the legal dnnking age clear

So why didn't students vote'

I only wish I had had the pnvHege of

voting in the gubernatorial election It was
obvious that King was going to do and it

was intportant to at least make the effort

to stop him

Instead, many students avoided the

poUs and did not follow the campaigns of

the candidates.

rkfw I must suffer for the apathy of my
peers One nwnth before my eighteenth

birthday, the age for me to en/oy the

privileges of being an adult will t>e raised

to 19
Elizabeth Giteiman

Southweet

Rude sots!

To the Editor
/ had hoped I would not have to wnte

this letter, but after tfte first two weeks of

this semester, this problem stiH exists

There seems to be quite a few students

who are unaware of the existence of "no
smoking' areas in the dining commons

land many other places on campusl I say
"unaware. " because I do not want to

believe that these offenders are
knowingly being so rude and in

considerate

I know that smokers do not like to be
asked w put then cigarette out and I do
not like to have to ask, so save us both
the trouble and please sit elsewhere if you
want tu smoke AM it takes is a little

consideration.

Daniel Berman
Southwest

Take away his gusto?

To the Editor
Well I m drinkin ' illegal again

'Cause the Governor thinks it's a sin

To go have a good time in a bar

So I'llfust ftave to go in my car

Wen I was legal for almost a year

But Its for kids in tf>e fugh schools they

fear

Who get drunk and then ftarcUy can
steer

So tf^ey re takiryg away aMmy beer

I'H lie legal again st>rrtetime soon
It could be in May or in June
Yes It might fust end up a good summer
'Til they raise It again what a bummer

Guess each week I H go north cros' the

border
Sneakin ' past all the law and the order

Through the countryside quietly I'll

track

Just to purchase my faithful six pack

l/ust hooe aH the bars don t go broke

To them tfus is no laughing foke

Mv word what a terrible thing

When our Governor thinks he's a King'

Name withheld by request

Opening shot

in the Royal War
By CHARLIE BAGLI
The opening shot of the King has been

heard around the state campuses. And I

don't just mean that shot of Jack Daniels
everyone under 21 won't be able to legally

drink.

The King is using all the p>ower he can
muster to push through the bill raising the

drinking age in record time. He's pushing
through an attack on young people, mak
ing us a scapegoat for a societal problem.

Too bad it doesn't make much sense. It is

important to have stiffer penalties for

drunken drivers but the bill doesn't do that.

It does raise the drinking age, which won't
keep alcohol out of the hands of people
under 21 Most of us started drinking

before we were even 18

The King's bill does function as an attack

on young people It hurts our ability to

function in society without our democratic
rights In all his wisdom the King has pro

claimed that we're unfit and irresponsible.

If he's so concerr>ed about drinking why
hasn't he addresaed the isaue of why so
many people feel they have to get drunk

just to get by in this society?

Its funny that he's chosen to lead his

legislative career as governor with such an
emotional issue. Actually it's smart. It

comes off as moral piety and is a good lead

for furtf^er bills If he establishes momen
turn with this highly moral piece of

legislative attack, using our rights as a

political football, the others, the more im

poriant ones may come even easier (He

promised to bring back the death perulty

but you know why he didn't start with that

piece of moral legislation.)

For instance, King has announced that he

wants a 5 10 percent cut in the budget for

higher education That's on top of cuts that

have already taken place by inflation and no

supplementary increases So if he wants a

5 10 percent cut plus an 1 1 percent inflation

rate, that means some pretty grim pro

spects on the campuses.

Cuts in the special programs, like Univer

sity Without Walls. (Global Survival is

already gone), minority programs and
faculty and staff will be the "innovative

programs" of the 80's that result. King is

also resurecting the old Harrington
reorganization plan, designed to turn most
of Massachusetts' higher education into

vocational and technical schools.

Yes, we've heard the opening shots in

King's budget war. But he's the only one
drinking. The pattern adds up to an attack

of many of the gains to the 60s and the
start is on the political rights that we do
have. King wants to drag us back. He pro-

bably wants to reinstitute the draft too.

Just one question. Do you think (if the
drinking age does go up to 21 ) that Ed King
will take us out to celebrate with a lobster

and wine dinner at Pier 4 when we turn21?

(you know like when he took his friends out

on the expense account back when he was
head of MassPort). Probably not. We're ir-

responsible, but we're not corrupt enough.

CHARLIE BAGLI is a Collegian
commentator.

Bits and Pieces
So far this year we've had Ayatollahs

taking over countries, rich convicts being

let out of the can. inflation running amok,
and bumbling presidents and brothers . . .

but what Joes it take to get this campus all

t>ent out of shape? Taking away our booze,

God forbid I

If Jesus Chnst had lived in Ed King's

Massachusetts, he would have been under

the legal age to turn water into wine.

Is Memorial Hall really good for

anything? Or the East Experiment Station,

or Cottage B for that matter? I really

wonder what is the most useless building

on ramous'
How about a real\ dumb drinking law?

The legal age in Oklahorr^a is 18 for women
and 21 for men And you cannot buy liquor

by the shot. Enough of this, I'm trucking

off to C & C's for a six pack of Pabst . . .

- DAN GUIDERA

Robert Stigwood Organization

and Union Record Service are proud to present

MS 1 1041

THE RECORD THE WORLD S

BEEN WAITING FOR'

•*• &••« COM»IM<n« <*!» •'"•<'• IM« Too

Much M«*>*<i Tr*9»tfT and Low •« •"•(•t Ort

THE DEE GEES
NEW HIT ALBUM

SPIRITS HAVING FLOWH
^ $8.98 list for $5.19

# WITH LOVE FROIVI RSO & URS

URS Volentlne's Doy MEMBERSHIP SALE

Wed., February 14, 10 a.m. -9 p.m.

List price our price

798 469
898 549
998 599
1098 679
11 98 739
12.98 789
1398 850

Specials Cr cutouts
excluded/

rainchecks available.

New members
welcome

Only at URS, 201 Student Union

M-F 10-9, Sat. 11-3

HAVE A HEART AHD DUY AH ALDUM
FOR SOMEOHE YOU LOVEI

This week's specials

$4 59 $5 19

Blues Bee Gees
Bros. Earth, Wind
E. Costello & Fire

Dire Straits

Weather Report

Chic

& many more
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Collegian

To Bunny, our Southern Belle, Here's to

good times and fun lovin'. Happy Valen-

tine's Day.
Love, Marty and Dave

To Erin & Jen — may the warmth of the

sun always be with you both. Merry V-Day
ladies.

Bob

Huh Marc, life is cool, be my buddy. We
moved up a step in the ladder of life.

Love, George
To: MM, Happy Valentine's Day to my one
and only sweetheart.

Your love, JA

Leslie in the near future, your fantasy

come true and with that, my every wish
fulfilled. Happy Valentine's Day

Love Dave

To: Eddie. You're the best Valentine ever.

I'll never stop loving you. Happy
Valentine's Day, Love

Forever yours, Claire

J.A.B. Happy Valentine's Day with much
love! Clip thisad: redeemable for kisses and
hugs, and etc.

Love W.B. Ill

To: Brenda, I can think of nothing as

precious than the love we both have to

share.

Love, Gary

Dear Ron, Love you more today than

yesterday, but not as much as tomorrow! . .

.

Love forever, Audrey

I Love You, Sunshine! Happy Anniversary,

Jeff

To John: Happy Valentine's Day,
gorgeous! P.S. I love you

Hermie's friend

To: Tom Terrific 218 SCREW!! Happy
V.D....23

With love from the Presidential suite

To: Michael, Is is true that Engineers do it

with precision? ...Let's find out!! Happy
Valentine's Day

Love. Jean's roommate

To the Baptistas! Valentine cocktails at

the Drake? Some serious swapping? Ar-

rangements by Enid!!

All our love. The Friedlands

To: Nifer, Babs and Jen; Out to lunch!

Always remember, SKI STRAIGHT!!!!!
Pierre. Kemper and Le Mono Man

To: Boom-Boom, Nanook, Helpless,

Halo-buckeroo, Miss Excercise,
"Horseback Rider," and Gloria
Stevens: Happy Valentine's Day
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Valentine's

^ Dau
Clara, I want to scratch your itch. I love

you so much. Missed you alot on Valen-

tines.

Love ya Hermit.
Richie MY MAN! How I wiash you were.
Come and visit: My bark's worse than my
bite.

(Happy Valentine's D^y)

Maya! Happy Birthday. You have all of our

hearts today .

Much Love. RJ. AL, SW. JC and JM.

Bo-Bane- My wuv to you on Cupid Day ex-

tends all the way from New York toBoston
Love always, Soosles

Roberta H. Valentine's Day brings roses,

cards, cupids, hearts, and chocolate
covered cherried. From me, just this sill

note
Luv, Nancy G.

DRP. May our relationship through the

years continue to be a celebate one. Love
on Valentine's Day and always.

L L.C

Stranger, Though you'll never see this it

would be a miss not to say please be my
Valentine

Strangest

Bunny, Happy Valentine's Day. This year's

been the best, the future will be even bet-

ter

.

I love you. Woogie

"S"hit "H"ead -If not I, may someone
straighten out your mind.

Love your "sister"

Happy Valentines Day Babe.
Love J. L.

Dear Tish, Thanks for everything. Happy
Valentines !

Love Herman

TO: Jimmy Mac, so great in the sack, you
do it so fine; be mine, valentine?

Ellie-poo!

Ms. Rdzk -Side by Side by Chicago
Same time next year? Be my Lois Lane.

Clark Kent, mild-mannered H.R.

Dona, Haven't known you too long -

Thursday was nice let's make up for satur-

soon
Mil

Love Hootchy-Kootchy day night sometime

R, My Man: Love is more than fantastic

wivers. I love you. Baby-babe, not mayt)e.

Your woman, S.

To: Steve. Yes, my cat died but now she's

alive, well and living on the

inside once again. Thanks •

"Chuick"

Monkey, I miss you so much. You will

always be my adorable valentine. I love you
Your little jello

xxoxxoxxo

Hey Crow, Happy Valentine's Day to the

European X-C skiing champ from the

American champ.
Avec armor TE^'

Marjorie H., Don't despair over Valen-

tine's day, a secret H.R. admirer says

you're neat (hint-out meeting with Madson
was great ) . . .

Secret H.R. admirer

Michael and Kevin: Even though we're

not getting married, can we still break bot-

tles at the Drake?
Love and xxx's Sue

Dip-Dop. You Spanky thing. Love You -

Critter

My Little Leprechaun - I Love You so

much! So sexy! Take care - you'll need the

strength.
Love, Eyes

Spunky Loves Cumstain
Happy V.D.

M To: Valentine's Rover, Anteater and Bozo face, I'm so glad you re doing well

si Chas: I love you all-in-one from the bottom cause I Love You! Tres sexy!

'j of my heart!
Love, T.T.

u Always, Cin

A C'Buns: Where woyid I be without ygu? 3

^ Of all wild and crazy hipsters - you are the ^"'9^15 of stairs can't stop us, right?!? Yeah

S) greatest Valentine in my life! I love you! right!!
^ , d a c

i "Who said that?"
LoveR.A.b.
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To: Blundla A very special Valentine's Day

to sumebudy very special .

Frum: T Squared

Hope you have the happiest of all Valen-

tine's Days Charlene, with all of my love

and kisses,

Patar

Rick, I'll be your Sweetheart forever-

I Lisa

To MW, Our best times together are yet to

come. Happv Valentine's Day. Love you
Dingleshit

B.C.O.C. -Happy Valentine's Day! Je
t'aime with all my heart forever.

Love, Y.V.C.B.

To Santabird: Minnie Mouse wishes you
all her love on Valentine's Day, but wishes
you were here with the roses.

Mrs. LALB

To:M.A.O., Usually birthdates never
change, but my life began when I met you.

Love always, R.P.P.

Louis: Almost a year now. Thanks for put-

ting up with me for this long. Happy Valen-

tine's Day.
Love Dab

Steve. I love your guts.

Lizzie

Faggot, Happy Valentine's Day. Now we
have an excuse to eat!

Love, Doll

To the Trumpet Girl -Thanks for

reaching out. You've done a favor for us

both.
Love, G-Claf

Shirley. Happy Valentine s Day. I love you
kid

Paul

To Nancy-bell — Four years of loves and

losses and we still survive! Meet you in the

Caribbean!
Love, Ma!

To my roommates h friends. Thanks for

all the happiness you've given me. Happy
Valentine's Day.

Groovy Times, Love E.M.D.

Katie, My love for you grows. Be my valen-

tine now, and forever more.
Yours. Paul

Konichiwa? Richard, Tadashi, Ed, Jill

and Moon (Yobasee) Thank you so much
for everything. You're all my valentines!

Love Uncle Kenji

To my only woey. It's to our V-Day and

our semester! All my "wuv"
Wammy

To Lori C, Happy Valentine's Day, Babe.

Je t'aime beaucoup!
Love always. Randy S.

'1

I

To: Danny J.. You are my sexy Valentine

and I'm your playful wildcat Purr'

With all my love, Branda C.

To K.M.P.:, Happy Valentine's Day wishes

to an old friend. PS. I've forgiven you.

B.H.

WKB of 13B, Be our valentine! Love and
kisses terdell, Leroy. Too tall, too tense,

too small and Barett.

To that Handsome Hunk in Washington
From 16 Parker St., Somerville. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love you.

Chris N.

To: Annie, Happy Valentine's Day from

your first and only true Valentine

All my love. Jeff

To: B, Your the greatest. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love ya always

You LB -TIV

To: Hubbs. "You've got my heart and aH

my other parts"
Love, Aca

Aca. Happy Birthday and Valentine's Day
Love. Your not-so-secret admirer

To: Ellen P., Audrey F. and Ann C: Hap

py Valentine's Day' Hope Cupid grants all

your wishes!
Lova. J. 8.

Penny, I can't begin to say how happy I am
that our paths crossed. It' been fantastic'

Lova David

To: Melville 2-long. Happy Valentine's

Day to all of you, from your A R A
Love. Randy S.

Kevin, Happy Valentine's Day! My
thoughts are with you my love. I am yours

today and always
Much love. E.

To: Brian at Pinocchio's, With a voice

like yours I bet you really deliver

Your piece at Mary Lyon.

Shirley: Thanks for t>eir>g here. Happy
Valentine's Day. I love you.

Paul

Mommy - Insensitive though I may
seem, you'll always know that I love thee.

Sinceeerly. Popi

Snickle - Another shot at a better more

bizarre version of New Year's Eve, if you

dare to be mine.

Beth, You have big, brown, tieautiful, doe

eyes like Bambi. Hope they see me soon.

A crazyman, definitely

Dear Red Head (Sorry I don't know your

nanr>e). Can I trade a flower for a kiss?

You know who

Randy, Happy Valentine's Day. I love you.

We can make it together.

Love ya. your Baby

Michael. Everyone said our friendship was
rare, even we couldn't see the love that was L

there. J
All my love, Sarah

C.H.C. - M.E. Gee you're swell.

A big sqeeze!

B.L.H. What does the L. stand for? Loud,

loquacious, lewd, lax, lively, liberated,

luscious, Lois? Happy VD.
The Muffinqueen

David, I love you darling. Happy Valentine'

s Day!
Brenda

Carolyn, Have a wonderful Valentine's

Day.
Love Domes
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To Tabbycat Bumpkin Muffin Our love

IS forever xxx
Pixie

Happy Valentines Day to my Babe. TtM
dark star from transcripts. Love you.

Now and Forever
Love The Bear

To 604B Cashin You can never have too

many trteruls. Y ou're a sweetie'

SF

TO: Melville's 2 long alumni It's never 2

long. You're the king, you're the best Hap-

py V D
The Bails

Mem/iy^E Happy Valentines Day ox
CAM/FM
TO Kirk D. Never a better looking chin

Happy V D'

Tommy Edison!

To my fiance Paul Campbell You are my
true love and special valentine today and
always
I love you Calucha

To Chela K. Love you lots

Love. db.

J.V. We miss your sweet little bundts.

come back and bake us some fresh ones.

Love the 3 little sow*.

Joe Q. -You are the

ever had
Love, your staff.

cutest EIC we've

To my Crampton Cutie: Will you show
me what's in your pocket on Valentines

Day
I love you. Two Four "*

'mon 'petit Chou, Times may change but

our memories are forever. Long live our

fnendshipl

My love, Tom Petit Miet.

To my wonderful
Margaret and Mary,
With Love, Helen

roommates,

Mr. Puppies - Love, smiles and huggies

always from your little girl.

Edd: Happy Festival of Hearts! I'M tell you

whatt. . you've got part of mine forever.

Amour toujours, KT

Claire -Did anyone ever tell you that you

were cute? Well you are! Happy Valentine's

Day
Love your S.A.

Piglet, Happy Valentine Day Wish I was
your only Valentine, How about it?

Love, Snuggs

To; Cook. We've been through four

seasons together, and the reasons for '.ov

ing you still increase each day liappy

Valentine's Day.
Walter

To; Davay. Don't liko you. but lly. Happy
Valentine s Day to a one of akind Yogie

Bear'
Lov«. Storsk

Suzanne Danis (DCAEB) -Where the

hell are you' Happy Valentine's Day.
Tom

To Jeff; You're the greatest thing that ever

happened to me. I'll always love you.

Love Ann

To Tim of Baker; Cut that damn fire alarm

or we won't be your valentine

Guess who?

To My Thune - It's been almost four years

and I still love you very much' I'm glad we
survived. Happy Valentine's Day.

Love. Your Little Midget Feet

To my best friend who means everything.to

me Happy Valentine's Day
Sea Surf fX
Smitti I love you with all my heart and
soul' If only you could be mine E.W.L with

Love and Kisses

TO; The busdnver with the Cat Hat have a

sup>er wonderful fun and fantastic Valen-

tines Day'
MM

To My Big Guy Hey you Here's to us' I'll

love you forever

Who else but your Rittle Guy

TO: My Sunshine How you have brighten

ed up my life Have a Happy Valentine Day.

Love Always
Your Cutie

To my HUGE Jajew; You-You're the one,

Happy Valentine's Day.

Love from yout PETITE Botche.

Stupid...! love you.
Love Moy

ToK.D.
our love.

Our love is forever and forever is

Bob

Pidder. Ough oh J NJTT ZPV.
TBUYSEBA OJHIV XBT UIF CFTU J

MPWF UP IPME ZPV IBOGZ WBMFOU
JOF'TEBZ
John

To; Billy. Paul, 2 Marks, Todd, Will,

Dana. Ray. Katy, Dawn. Anne, Gall,

Kathy and Stacey- Happy Valentine's

Day'
Love Always. E.

Dear Connie.
Roses are red

Violets are blue,

I'm a good kid.

And you're OK too.

All my love.

Adam

Dear Gwynne-to a star, that's what you
are from Rich love and a kiss kiss kiss hug
kiss shiver

To N. R. Two days from now will make 5
months. Let's hope it lasts forever.

Love, M. R

Josephine,the beauty queen, when you
shake, it makes me quake, lighten up on
the brakes. I just want to lick your cup-
cakes
Tacky

To ttiat Handsome Hunk in Washington
From 16 Parker St., Somerville, Happy
Valentine's Day. Love you.

Chris N.

To: Cook. We've been through four
seasons tog|ether, ar>d the reasons for lov-

ing you still increase each day. Happy
Valentine's Day.

Walter

To; Davey, Don't like you, but lly. Happy
Valentine s Day to a or>e of akirKl Yogie
Bear!

Love, Storsk

Suzanne Danis (DCAEB) -Where the
hell are you? Happy Valentine's Day.

Tom

To Jaff : You're the greatest thing that ever
happened to me. I'll always love you.

Love Ann

To Tim of Baker: Cut that damn fire alarm
or we won't be your valentine

Guess who?

To out sweetheart J.T. the Rorida
Bagel... how appropriate your BIRTHDAY
on Valentine's Day

Lova ioK fr craam cheoso

Dave and Carey - Watch those runK)rs

-what would mom say? Don't "hang it up"
Have a good one*

Jim. Happy Valentine's Day! "I love you
nnore today than yesterday, but rK>t as

much as tomorrow."
Your girl, always and forever, M.E.K.

Matty F.I wuv you. Hap.'>y Valentine's

Day.
Love. Randy, the Brom

Barb In this great, wonderful world, there

will always be room for us, cupid didn't

miss Happy Val. Day
John

To Bill (my favorite man), your "huggies

and kissies" are the best. I love you.

Kath

Dear Grigsby, You're scintillating, lush

ous and tons of fun. Happy Valentines Day.

I love you.
Cold Fingers

Dearest Chris, Whenever I see you. my
heart throbs, as does my... better stop

there.

Love, your Marketing 410 Sweetheart

Dear Anne; Happy Valentine's Day to a

swell kid I really care about alot

With love from Lucas

Happy Valentine's Day to my Draft

Shop hornies Angle, Bobbi, Kris, Libby

and Penny
With love from Smiley

To; Vamp. Weasel, and Buddies raise

your Pub mugs high! Happy Valentine's

Day
Red and Bull

Hey DFP
Ssssssssssssssssssssssssssst! Happy
VD

Ferrini and

To 4th floor GWL; You are all the

greatest' I'm looking forward to this

semester and more mistletoe parties.

Sue

413 - Yah, I'm a brat who robs and a sneak

who qobs but can't we still be Valentines?!

215

Schnooky- You'll always be my clover,

valentine's Day
Your Schnooky Sister

To SPG: Drummers are great with their
hands
Bourget the Okiing Cockerpoo and
Ougan

MKH-Happy Valentine's Day
can make it rocky waters.
Love always, Arlena

know we

h

Kpuce, In a strange way I've got mixed
emotions about my exile. I'm gonna miss
you. Waiting is! HK Fish

Mark, Happy Valentine's Day to my
favorite

with Love and Kisses from yours!

Happy Valentines Day Donna, Rickie,
Jeannie, Sarah. Jane, Barry, Mort, Brian,
Dave, Contrada, Steve, Kerry, Carol, Dave
Sean. Peter, William

TO; KSM -Here's to our first Valen-
tines Day together,

Lova always, MR

To Sharen Atkinson. Roses are red,
violets are blue, here's wishing a happy
Vday to you
Love Secret Admirer

tfWfc. af) .rf^»^w^ ,
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Boozer-Home is where the heart is, I'm

home thanks. Nobody loves you like I do
Yutz

To George; Happy Valentine's Day, the
first of many ya know? *

LovaC

To my' baby Marci FT. L. It's been the
valentine Day
Love you - Rob

Dearest Taddybear. I wish you a hppy
Valentine's Day I love you' Meow, Meow
from your Kittycat.

•

Dear Maureen H, Couldn't decide bet-
ween sending a red or yellow roae. but
could definitely say ydu are the sweetest
B.L.

Miss Merrie Christine, Hope you have a
Happy Valentines, love and kisses. Your
special Valentine I hope!!
Love you Zook

Annie O'Toodle, I think I love you.
The Bartgender, Any Bartender

Dear Gary. Happy Valentine's Day and m
good luck in all your upcoming games' r

All my love Debbie, your sweetest i

valentine! U

Puppy, You'll always be my mongrel' Hap-

py Valentine's Day,
I love you. Piglet

Jayson, MArch isn't that far away... I'm

sooo excited! Love those freckles of yours.

Keep it up!
Love always, me

To; My Favorite Little Ripple If you cover

yourself with whipped cream, I'll be your

Valentine.

Love. Me

Joan Be our valentine and not a silly bear

Doug and Tigger

Pauline A. I will always try to love you as

Jesus has always loved all of us.

Sincerely Richard L.

To: Deb and Bruce August 26th is the

day. Should be some wedding. I still can't

believe it. Happy V-Day.
Ron

Bunny Lover, your love is a many splen-

dored thing and your bod ain't too bad
either. I love you.

Bunny

To: Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dumb
Thanks for your friendship and all your
great advice. Happy Valentine's Day!

Love, Shorty

I haven't quite developed the accent yet, >%

but here goes; Baby Doll, I need you...hm- ^
mmmm

.nm- r

P.P. w

To: the guys on the 16th at JFK- Happy
Valentine's Day! Let's drink rum? From one

of the guys —
TM

To: Phil- Happy Valentine's Day! Hap-

piness is being with you! I love you very

much! Love always,
Tricia

Toots, A very special Valentine Day to

you. From that special guy.
BABE

Miguel, Hope you gind a job and a

valentine soon. Until then you're 8 inches

satisfies an urge! Love you,
K.A.W.

Bad Ass Brass— I couldn't ask for a nicer

valntine, who else can I rauch out with?

Consider Switzerland!
Love KYM

Rudy and Steve, It's your loss baby! Hope
all men aren't like you. Eat me!

KftC
JCP— I wish I may, I wish I might, wish

that number one wish upon that lonely star

tonight -

T.B.

To: Niffy Sua- 1 think I'm hooked on you,

and you're a bad dog too. Won't you be

mine.
Egg

Dear Marc, happy valentine day! missing

you and that florida sunshine, i love you

from your northern snowbunny, always,

ellen

Tp: 3-South Patterson -happy valentine

day, everyone' have a good day.
love, ellen

Nick The Greek From Brett -You're

easygoing, smart, and sly, but sometimes a

bit too shy
Nance

To: Shnookie Ookums -Happy Valen

tine's Day to you and Pete. Why don't you

both come over for a visit. I miss you!
Love, Kitt'n

Chuck — It's been a great year' May we
have many mote together. Happy Valen-

tine's Day!
Love Susan

To Tarry, I keep falling in and out of love

with you. How bout you? Happy
Valentine's Day

Gary
To Jan: -Happy Valentine's Day to a

wor>derful girl who looks incredibly sexy in

Saran Wrap and Peanut Butter
Ron

To: B.A.T. —I love you my friend, with

your concave head, granny face ar>d terrific

rear-end. Happy Valentines!
Anonymous

To: My Jazz Man -Wanted to take this

valentine's day to thank you for making me
so happy

Love. Your #1 fan

To the Queens In 360 —If Blondie doesn't

get kissed today she never will! Right Nan-

ny?
Tome...

Snake - No biting this year, but I still love

ya. A toast to whatever the year will bring

Love always. Lizard

To- Kevin -Thank you for all that you've

helped me through. I love you Happy

Valentine's Day! Love always. Patti

To Bob in 418: Thanks for the Gibson!

Happy Valentine's Day
Matt

To Liz In 201: Happy Valentine's Day!

Love, Tennessee, Smoke and Levi

Happy Valentine's Day Bernie and Tare.

You're an inspiration to us all.

Love Ellen

To Kimshin, Happy Valentine's Day! I love

you!!!
Hugs and kisses, me

We love you Moore each day, 2nd short.

Happy Valentine's Day.
^^'

Love, Jake & Jackie

Camera Man - I love the way you do the

things vou do _^^ Love always. Diane

Mark- We've had marvelous times in the

past; the future will be even better. Happy

Valentine Day! „..
Love, Your Buddy

To: The Jelly Bean Kid -I always wanted

to do this. Thanks for everything. Happy

Valentine's Day Love,
Susie Cream-cheese

Dear "17C", Who knows what the future

holds' Let's find out together! Love,

Eddie, Remember; good things take time.

True friendship between 2 people is infinite

and immortal. Love ALWAYS,
Pooh

Jeannie, Happy Valentine's Day from your

roommate's smooth cocker spaniel.

Dear Feach. Have a Feach Fuzz of a

Valentine's Day!! ..,. ,
Guess Who?

Brian: Botany Lab would be a lot better if

you w6re there. Love,
J.G.

To: Barb, Murph, Sandy. Val, You girls

mean more to me than you will ever know

Love,
Dave

^£fW

Moore House Staff and Residents,
Have a happy Valentine's Day and a great

semester.
Brad and Mark

Come to SunderlandNau and meet
St. Valentine

To: Delta Chi. What are you wearing?
Happy Valentine's Day.

Tri Sigma
My Kathalan, Here is to s spicy and long

lasting romance. Happy Valentine's Day.
Your Kathali

To: Linda Hinkley. We Luv ya and want
to know you better. Happy Valentine's

Day.
Sisters of Tri Sigma

To all the women on campus. Thanks
for the porkfest

The Wasted Crew of Twenty-two
Kennedy
To Laurie and Ann of 506 Grayson.
Come and visit us sometime. Happy
Valentine's Day.

Sisters if Tri Sigma
Joey E. — Sorry, but muckling macho's
manhood makes me sweat more. Per-

spiringly.

Jacques the Nose
To; Brothers of S.A.E., Thanks for the

good time last Thursday Happy Valen-

tine's Day.
Sisters of Tri Sigma

To ReauK-Boat, Once you go black you'll

never come back. Signed.
TheP.F.C.

To; William C. White: Hope we can try

out your Bachelor Pad. There's a tape

recorder under your bed.
Your comrades

To: Beaver in 338. I hope this Valentine's

Day is happy and that we'll spend many
nwre together.

Love. Laurie

Basketball, Kahlua, BX, French fries. New
Year's Eve. Fanuel Hall, Homeowrk. Late

Nights - I love them all. like I love you!

L.A.B. you overwhelm me. Move over

piglet. Love and Asbury Park forever.

TV.
Maryann you are an ace. I love your

lectures and your face. You owe me three,

but they are free.

VIg.

Marc. My gift may be a winner but can

never match the love behind a dozen
"dead" roses. Love.

Ann
Proi. Levin- Happy Birthday and Happy
Valentine's Day! Love, A & A and Maria

too (the 3 now 2 Musketeers).

K.T.-Well. Ahh ... I love you! Be my
Valentine.

D.S
To Leslie and Margie, How can two
excellent people like yourselves be
roommates, and know me. too. Friends

always,
J.M.

To Jake. Your special friend. I understand

the situation and I still love you.
J.M.

To: Paula R., The Biggest gift I can give to

you is my heart, and Love. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love

JimH.
Brenda— First Christmas, then New Years

now how about that Valentine one. Your

place or mine. Love,
Larry

Joan, Valentine's Day is the perfect oc

casion for the wanton abandonment of

one's scruples. Live it up. Love,
Larry

To Ellen Forman, Thanks for all the good
times! Love,

The U.S. Marine Corp.

To the molesters of Buddy and
Chippy — If Cupid doesn't come around,

the ASCPA will.

Trish and Eileen, Still keeping an eye on

you even if my poster isn't up. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love,

Clark

To Chip, Fred, Paul and Rick: Happy
Valentine's Day you weirdos! Love,

the Foxy Ladies in 199

Marcia, Dick, Ginger, Philip, Kevin,

Anne and Little Dan, Deart Hearts all,

express yourself, let's have a party. Love,
Faith

Randy, It will always be better than ice-

cream when you're high.
Happy Valentine's Day!

To: K. and Babble - Happy Valentines

Day. Can you say that?

from; Shitty-Shat. Darkie, and
Coniferous.
TO: AASA (Albert, Mike, Esther, Val,

Amy, Ivy, Peter, Perry. Danny, Lily,

Kenny. Lillian), and also Christina.

ALOHA, Cary
Barbie S. -four months fiave been the

best. You know I love ya,

foxie

TO: B-Bunches and Bunches!
D

Susan (S.D.R. from Brightonl-The world

is a garden and you are the single, perfect

rose.
I love you.

To Joan; To the best summer roomie any

guy could have. Hope you have an ex-

cellent
' Valentines Da.

Love Al

Prince Daniel Barry— Happy Valrjntine's

Day to a son of a son, a son of a son, of a
sailor.

To:Joanne M— Have a happy Valentine's

day. Sorry for being such a jerk, keep in

touch.

Mike
Dan, You're ALWAYS my Valentine. I love

you.

Lianne
J — Happy Valentine's day! "Thunder
Island" waits, so will I, until then remember
how much I love you —

M
To Nancy:At times I just don't know how
you could be anything but beautiful. And
I'm loving you,

Michael

LISA- Hapy V.Day
Luv, Peter

DADA-Wuff, Wuff
Clousseau

To; Michelle S. — The future can only

bring fun and happiness between us. Let

me be your Valentine.

Jeff

Paul— I may be turned around, you'll show
me the way, you overwhelm me. •

Sport
To R-l-i-ck: I love my be-bej^ Happy
Valentine's Day!

Your Eeelin

Bill -Somehow 10; 10 wouldn't be the

sarr>e without you. Remember . . March

2

(Friday) Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, Sue

K. — Not in a silver casket cool with p>earls .

. . Love in the open hand I give you;

ungemrr>ed, unhidden
L.

To Linda at Camls Gordon — Don't
despair if no BMOC's take notice. I'm still

available. Happy Valentine's.

"Kissy face"
To Z: Another year gone but feelings are

timeless. Remember, it's the little things

that make it special.

A.M.L.C.M.
Ezba — I long for your touch ... I long for

your feel . . .your clutch, your brake, your

steering wheel.

LOG
It's Dooba. Dooba
I'll love til the end

-

Thoughtful and honest;

My very true friend

Happy Life— Roo
Steven — Nay will I defy you
Nay will I forget

The joy that you are

Has not left me yet

The Public Poet - Articulate, gesticulate,

undulate . . . Shall we? I can't wait! Happy
love -day from . .

.

Wish I was Laluma
Boogie Man — What's new and exciting?

Your boogie lady needs to get down and

funk . . . the whole night through . . .

Haij — "Why think you are nothing

When there is nothing

You could not be?"

Happiness always from
No Fool

Pea — You make me feel exotic. Peel me a

grape.
Pod

Hugs and kisses to you cutie, and to our life

together. I love you!

Your Koala
To Karyn Sue: I'm limited to only twenty
words but all I need is three- I LOVE YOU.

Rich
Cin— Chiquita says; Have a Happy V and
B-day. Luv,

Brushy, Brush
Terri, Will you be my Valentine? Barry? No!

Jim!
Walt, Happy V.D. and Happy Anniversary.

I love you now, and forever.

Cook
To Litta Min:You are the cutest
honeysuckle pig a guy could ever have.

Happy Valentine's Day.
Big Min

Dear Sheryl, Here's to a year and three

months and still going strong. Lots of love

from
The Mad Biochemiat

To the intrepid reporter. Best in the biz,

you know who loves you. Always stay silly.

'To; llena B. My cute lab partner. Happy
Valentine's Day and many more!

Glen
I love you Lisa

Jaa
Julie D. — I want your body, but nrtost of all

I want your love.

JohnB.
To: 408 B Cashin- Check the Drovers

Journal, my prices have gone up again.

Love ya,

red henna!
Meatball — Thanks for the goon time New
Year's Eve 1977 78.

KG.
SEX! -That's right, Happy Valentine's Day
to Sex North Field, From

Beth, J , Gayle. and Evan
To the swingers next door- Happy
Valentine's Day Mike and Al! Thanks for

the good times. Love,

Oabbia and Kathy.
Sport.
Eyes of amber.
Hair of a taven.

From head to toe

It's you I'm cravin'.

Happy V.D.
Lova, Paul

Barb in Europe with a back pack and
Spanish beer. Now you're back and I'm

glad you're near. Love,
Larry

His- Thanks for making what we have sp

special. Happy Valentine's Day with much
love.

Hart
Lon. I k)ve you Oooooh! You know? Fir>e!

Controlling my errKjtions! Happy Valen-

tine's Day! Love,
XO

Mrs. Russell - You take out the trash and
I'll clean the vacuum -deal? Cranberries!

(and love!)

Ms. Eaaax
Dear Buddie: "Heaven knows" that "You
Can't Hide Love " because "You Belong to

Me" Love,
Monkey

A beer on frii<ay afternoons means nothing

without a rose 'or you. I love you!

Beaver Boy- B day for a beaver; I plant

many kisses in many places. I devour your

nose. I Love your toes.

Motor

The Collegian

wishes ijou a

Happij

Valentine's

Dai^
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To My Shell. I may not have a heart, but
I m oft to see the Wizard Love you Mr i-
ME

To Barbara SAM
Day. An Admirer

Happy Valentine

To the basketball star: yes, you Fran
ces alias Fnc' Happy Valentine's Day'
Love always. The fellow New Yorker
Frac
Julie. I didn't forget to put it in B.C.
Hdppv Valentine's Day Donna, our 3rd of
many to come Love you Scott

Linda. Sue, Dingy. Clen-Patrick and
Volare. Happy Valentine s Day You re all

the greatest Love. B G.H
Doug. Let s go for a hundred, Happy
Valentines Day Love. Ruthy. PS You
got a great smile.

To L T My valentine today, every day and
always I love you P J.

Cupid will now be appearing with mace and
TV TV Mike-R.S V.P!
Cindy. Woyld you be miine^ Ralph
Debbie. Karen. Sue and Wendy. I

remembered th« time' Still no roses tho,

Luv Ralph

To The Thick Dumb Hick- Can't you
handle your peppermint Schnapps' Guess
Who
To Si2zle Lips, I love you very rrxjch

Have a Happy Valentines Day Love,
Snookie Ukums DH SP
To Mom, You are the berriest Happy
Valentine's Day Love. Dad

To Linda Ann, My Valentine from Cape

Cod to California. Maine to Mexico.

Disneyland to Disneyworld Love. Mark
Babe*. Happy Love Day. Happy
Engagement, and Happy Beginning of our

life toqether' Your favorite Teddy Bear

To Mary P. - Happy Valentine's Day to the

gal who serves my toast' from Don.
anotfwr member of the twin's association

Dearest Beonka, Tubey. Babs. and
Mommanick. Have a Happy Day, Flurry

My old lab partner. Here s to an open and

loving friendship and a happy Valentine's

Day I love ya'

Peg and Mary, Happy Valentine's Day
from the two in 202 (Come down later for a
dnnK )

Mary and Kathy, I like you almost as
much as I like pi/2a' Happy Valentines
Day Love. Chris
To Terry L. in 312. I'm always thinking

about you Guess Who
Tewksbury is the town I love.

To Cyndi Foyad. C.W B.S.F T. But we
still love ya

Mr Shmuck. Happy Valentine s Day with

Love The pink bomber.
To; Clam, Have a Happy Valentine's Day
I'll always be there Your friend. Snake
Silver with the Giccu: We're out here but

you can t catch us signed, some nice

pretty Jewish girls

My legal studies princess: A clue for you
in hopes of getting together. We both have

friends Your secret friend.

To Cooch Debbi» Ayaras. Happy
Valentine's Day and hope you're back on
your feet soon. UMass Women's Crew
Robert: I love you and am proud to be your
wife Here's to many more shared
milestones. Linda
To: The women of U-Mass, Happy
Valentine's Day to each and every one of

you I love you all Paul
Hello Mouse, I know you and you are

alive' "Remember your poster. Luv!!! The
panda!

To: Lawrence Pendergast: I'm so glad

you're back' I missed you lots. Would you
go out with a married woman? Love, Helen
The best women in the "West" Cindy,
Janet. Kim, Ivey, Stace, Maxine, Pat.

Maureen, Nadine. Happy Valentine's

Day Greg
The best women on the "hill" Shell,

Wanda. Cynthia, Regina, Joyce,
Dorothy, Robin, Gail, Dee, Niecey.
Happy Valentine's Day Greg
More of the best women on the "hill"

Darlene, Karen, Satriena, Jeanine,
Katie, Catheina, Liz, Wilma. Happy
Valentine's Day. Greg

Hey, you grom Sharon, Mass., like what
the fluck's going on, is ya'll afraid tp talk, or
what'
Ravioli, can I ride in you new Cadillac, or
on your sailbaot and use your water-skiis.
To Shelly S., Happy Valentine's Day. Fill

the blanks Dammit Janet -
| mean it

Ron •^ ^>*' -Ofct' ---> .>:.. -«.-. -

66. Can t wait to share that Riunite Happy
Valentine's Day.
Oblio, Suffocate my inferno of desire only
your nose can smoulder this fire With
affection, Tids.
W.S.G . 1 1 82'lloveyou D.S.S.

To Stace IF THE HAPPINESS SOUGHT
ON Valentine s Day lasted forever, who
would ever be sad? Love you, Linda
Susan! Happy Anniversary you are Miss
Cnty Fk forever Your loving CKMN.
Joe D., Watch out! Cupid's looking for
you' Happy Valentine's Day. Love Joxoxox

To MKH: My Horny Valentine. Together
for five beautiful monthsl You i me equals
Happiness I love you. Sheryl
To Cindy B., Happy Valentine's Day' [I'/t

bebynR.DP.
To: Mike. Remember that "orange,"
remember Slabfes Rerrrember I'm with you
3^ lung as I'm able. Love always, "moezy"
Pete. Happy Valentine's Day! Don't walk
in front of cars you're too good of a friend.

Sharon
Dear David. Happy Valentine's Day to my
sweetheart I love you and always will.

Love. Sharon

Roxy and Wass-3rd fk>or isn't the same I

miss you You re the best brothers I have
Love. Little Sue
D.T. Ill - I'm glad we decided to give us a
try I love you D.D.
To The Umass Science Fiction
Society -Happy Valentines Day' Love.
Caria
TO Cheryl, It's been a wonderful two
years I hope our love will continue to grow
forever Scott
To T W. No. 14, Happy Valentine's Day'
You're so cute Love, your secret ad-
mirers
Dear Bob- You took and continue to take
me by surprise HAPPY Valentine s Day
Babe I love you Sue
To all UMass' Cute non Armenian
women. Happy Valentine Day Love. Peter
Cr Brian Call before 10 p.m.
To all Umass' Armenian women Happy
Valentine Day Love, Peter £r Brian Call
after 10 p.m.

L.K.: Now you see me. Now you don't. Did
I vanish' No. I won't' Not yet' A
Dear Sue and Sue. You two are the best
Psyched that the terrible trio is together.
Love ya crazily Sha
Dear Tom and Gary: Things aren't the
same without you around. The 3rd misses
you, especially me Love, Sue

Macho Stud. Through the good and bad,
you've always been someone very special

to me You always will' Love, Red
To the best of friends an idiot could
ever have. Happy VD to you all. Love.
Tyne
Bill Phinney. You're such a doll! Love, 7

To the girls of Alpha Alpha Alpha.
Happy Valentine's Day' Love, Tom the
Bomb
To Andy: WHO UNDERSTANDS MY
SILENCE AND MY WORDS A com
panion, comforter, guide, and best friend.

Me too . . . always. Stacey

Paloma: Happy Valentine's Day to a

beautiful person, friend, and roommate. I

love you Stacey.
Happy hEART DAY to Kerbear and JR.
and cab driver from Arradvark — Happy
Green Day while I'm at it!

To: Worm, You wiggled your way into my
heart Happy VD! Love, NAG
To: RCP — Very confused with you, but

even more so without you Let's try plan C.

Happy Davy. Love, Talkative.

To the guys on the fourther and Din-

sdale: Don't know what I'd do without
friends like you. Happy VD Gimpy
Voolee — Nobody "oopses" better! Love
and kisses, your roomie fart

Eltona Lives: Happy V.D. one and all,

Mish and I invite you "23rd" this
month. Love ya lots!!

To Naomi Gerstel and Ann: Smile, Rich
and Joe (we're only engineers!)
Happy V'day Cathy L. on 21st Coolidge.
Much love and still further, John.
Mishie- Poo:Keep smiling — reception is

good. Love ya, J.

To b.S. borry I can t be with you, but wait
till next year. Valeijjines forever! CM.
CARE - Happy Valentine's Day to the best

roommate in the world! Love, Christin M.
B.V.R — Happy 1st, into the future we
must cross. I'd like to go with you. Love,

Maura, Sorry about Thurs. night or was itFnday? Happy Valentines day anyhow

Elton Joel, Fulfill my craving. Without you
I'm a mere black hole; with you a dynamic
pulsar Sweet painted lady

Brian, I wanted to send you a Collegian
Valentine, but I didn't know what to say!
Happy Valentine's Day Patty

Dearest Cuddles, We love your warm
body, especially in an oil less house. Much
love, Debby and Betsaay

Dear Paula. I love you from the bottom of
my heart and always will Happy Valen
tine's Day Love, Pooh
If I could, I'd be with you M.S.U. Will you
be my Valentine? Your little buckeye.

Hay Wubbo- Here's to my 2nd Valen
tine's Day with my plump pork chop and
many more to come. Love, Cookie
To: NJG. Let's "hope " for the best Happy
Valentine's Day I Love You - DRB
To Plain Jane with a strong last name.
Cookie Er Hustler
To my Boobala. all my k)ve always Love
your Boobalette

To: Sweet Chica, Sisters in struggle,

sisters in Joy; I will always deeply value

what we are building Love, T.

Yin Yang kid. I am earth; you are rock and

water We are of and for each other. Love.

T.To: Laurie L.. My gorgeous, green eyed

Valentine Happiness for me is you, you're

so fine G.

To Suzie-Q. May this day be filled with

whipped cream and honey. Love your
buns Bobby-Baby
Toni H. -Roses are red, violets are blue,

you look delicious, I'm gonna have you for

dinner tonight' Love. Andy
Bummie. Happy Valentine Day may we
share many more together Love, Spunky

Paul — To our first Valentine's Day
together Hope there's nwny more. I love

you* Mary
Ronald, you're so special "So happy

together " Remember love, trust and
honesty Stop laughing' Happy Valentine's

Day. Love ya Zeek out!

Hey Lorraine, forget that Yukon Jack

from Canada, You got the Wild Turkey

here at UMass

Louise M. -
1 love you, and can I go to the

pub tonight, please. Your whipped pupply.
Larry Luigi

To Bob Soupcraft . . . Thanx for the
OMATO SOUP It made nr>e hot! When it

comes to romance. Bob, you're SOUP-ER!

Dear Kal, Happy Valentine's Day — It's

hard to imagine spending a V-Day without
you Love always, Jer
Lisa, You make loving fun. Keep the
menthol eucalyptus coming. Love, Harry
Reems
This to publicly announce that L.C.L. is the

sole property of A.D.H. Love, Guess
Who

To Donna (701 S.W.{ I can't be your
valentine, but after all we've been through
together, why aren't we friends??? R.B.S.
V.M.N.
Dear Eric Wahl.Your touch and warm
embrace Your soft hands upon my face.

Let's be one! Love forever, Louise

To: The Ladies of 13H From: The
Gentlemen of 13B, You sing, we'll play
(are you in tune?) Happy VD!
Dear Equs, Our life together just begins.
So many dreams as we ride the river
Kvivato forever. Love, Veets
To UMass Men's Crew, Happy Valen-
tine's Day From UMass Women's Crew
To Karen, Happy Valentine's Day you
swinging fox, Bougos
Amy & Lou, I'm glad you two are my
favorite two Happy VD. Love always. The
Kid!

To my favorite Oriental- I might have
moved, but will never forget! Love always,
The Kid'

Magaret, May you always have it your
way, you deserve it! Happy V.D. Love,
Roy.

Big Little Sis. Thanks for being the

sweetest, sincerest, little Sis I could ever

have' Love, Little Big Sis! XO
Babes. Happy Valentine's Day to the most
wonderful fjerson in my life! Thanks for

January SOthl I love you, Carol XO

Linda; You are my dream come true -
Babe I lobe you, really and truly!! Your
Italian Motorhead James

Babe. I give you all my love with great
hope for the future Smuckins.
To the 13th Floor. Happy Valentine's Day
from Patti and Ann
To H.F.T. . The sun is life, Venus is Love,
IS there more? I love you H.F.S.
Pudden Puddles- I want my Jello. Willi
J

Happy VD to Andrea, Rubin, Annas,
Judi, Zanne. Wiley, Wendy. Drew.
Reni»ta, Shadow, Smitty, Ron
Mishele, Boo Boo, 8699- Kevin Barrys'
Dear Susan (and Wiggley(-Good night
pleasant dreams, I love you -Almost 2
year Vernon

To my love. B.C. Love you always
(Wooff'ID.
Steve. Is Utopia a synonym for boots? You
bet it is! Crossed, laced, buckled, tight,

BOOTS! Happy Valentine's Day! Ellen

To the 4 sexy "girls" In Townhouse,
You are just fantastic Lookingforward to
an dinner invitation Love, Norway

Dearest Fran, I haven't stopped dancing
yeah' Here s to getting high' Love, Debbie
Dearest Betsaay. You set my lips on fire'
Forever and ever yours, Debbaay. P.S
California here we come'
J. To a girl with ultimate wisdom. I love ya
kid The Cookie Monster
SSW— You'll always be myValentine. I'll

be yours forever. I hope you find this! I love
you' KML
'To: Michael, All my love is yours, not only
on this psecial day but all the year through.
Love, Joanne
To: Sue B., Just wanted to wish a
"Particular" friend of mine a happy
valentine's day (please don't asky why!)
Shat-tered

To MJM. This coup>on good for 1 - - - -

Present in Person. Satisfaction guaranteed!
Happy V.D Day. Love MEMBet-
sy— Times are rough, but I know they -II

improve. I'm trying . . . love always, P.W.
PS. I'll read that book!

To: Jean, Happy Valentine's Day! CorT>e

over and we';; compare furry feet. Love
always. You hobbit.

Crazy Cal, affectionately known as

"M.S.4.0" Have a hell of a Happy V.D.I

XOXO a Secret Admirer
Liska, Muja druga ja cie kocham. Jestes

jedna w milionie. Jonathan

Rick K.: Now that you've converted, here

we come. Love, those pretty nice Jewish

girls David can't have.

To the Princess in my 11:16 Legal
Studies class who wore white wool
mittens Monday: I love you. Your secret

friend

To EAM — Happy Valentine's Day, Love
from your loyal pledge
Mary C. Don't you frown. I will always be
your clown. Happy Valentine Day. VInny
Kathy J. — To a California gem. See you at

the big one. Love, Randi
To: D.G. Have a happy Valentine's Day.
Tons of love, DG

To: Bondie. Ann.Weezie, Moo, Jane,
Mindy, Hilly and the rest of the Pen-
thouse Crew- BWAAH DG
Lisa Roommate! Happy Valentine's Day
to my favoritest friend! Thanks for being

you! I love you! Toods XO
"To Maria, My crazy, curly haired,

Valentine! I love you lots. DAVE
(WASP.)

^
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To the "swine" roommates in 103H, Scrab
ble has never been better. "Meow" from
Abbe, the Killer Queen and the Roach.
To mum in 446 Cance, Happy Valentine's
Day. Love, your floor.

Dearest Vincent Therrien, I can't restrain
rriyself much longer. Guess who I am and
I'm all yours. Lustfully, secret admirer.
To: Equestrienne Jean (with only two
cavities)! Send your address to 304 Prince
Mr. X.

To Mom & Dad, we love you. Happy Valen-
tines. Your kids, E, S, K.
Senor Hilda, to my favorite drunken bil-

ingual. Have a good day. J.J.
Dearest A, what's passed is past. May our
prior encounters be merely yellow water
under the bridge. Endlessly tender, Kenny.
Ron, thanks for everything but esp>ecially
you. Hugs and smucks. Your JAP.
Fuzz Face — smile if you love me. I love you.
Blue Eyes.

To my bestest Valentine Artie. Love you
lots. M.I.

To Xnne M. Have a happy Valentine's Day,
from a special someone. Love, Woody
Woodpecker. 7:30.

Already? Yup! It's Vatentir>e's Day. I sure
hope that this one marks the second one of
a lifetirT>e. Love, Laurie.

George, always keep your Valentines heart
on for me. Love ya, Bealeski.
Mark, you may play with just your terminal
at night, but you"re still my favorite Italian.

I
Had coffee m the CC lately?

30 Swiss Village - thanks for the Chinese
food. Lets do it again. See you at the Pub
Happy Valentines Day!
BIC — I love you.

Eddy -wanna get married? How about
Jur>e 2? Love you, L
Casey, no Valentir>e for you this year,
sucker. You'll just have to drink Love, Dr.
Tim.

Joe Quinlanite— you are a really editor-
in-chief. Love, your staff.

Skeet, skeet, ain't it sweet. That's about all

I can say in here to you, Anne. All my love.
Rich.

To my one and only peanut. I love you very
much. Your always doughnut. Kissy kissy
huggy huggy.
RAC- Happy Valentine's Doll. Wish
were here. See ya the 24th I love
Laura.

Susan -happy day, kiddo. We're not get
ting older, just better, love. LB.
Bob G.-hope you get a heart
Valentine's Day.

you
you.

on
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To Ann — glad to have you back. Happy
Valentine's Day, you're the greatest. Love
you always, Carl.

I like wfiat your face does when you say
Valentine. To 809 Cashin. Love Mad and
Lindsey.

Yellow, Flutterbies are free...want to go
visit them with me? 1-4-3. Forever yours,

Stripe.

Joan, next time look to see if the cops are
around. Love, A fellow ad rep.

LJB -just to let you know I care and that I

love you, MPP.
To DMKW— you're just wfiat I needed. I

love you madly. Who else would? See you
in Florida— your crazy Armenian.

K.K.. Carl Jung. Fi-Fo ling-ling, and
Chuey— You're all crazy in your own
special way but will always be rerr>em-

bered- Love, G.W.
Johnny. You've made all my dreams come
true. My love for you is endless. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love, Munchkin Pooh
B.F.F. Anytime at all, all you got to do is

call, and I'll be there. Love, LLL

Dear Richie, Thanks for the good times
we've shared. Hope there will be more
coming. Happy Valentine's Day! Love, Sha
Bets, You know who loves ya kid. Rick
Barclayevich- You put up with so much .

you'll always be very special to fT»e!

Basetakova
Honey Bear. Thanks for being so close
when I needed you You know I love you.
Grow! Your baby always
My little Bethie. Happy Valentine's Day,
my love. Hope to celebrate many more with
you — I love you always, Roo.
To Jean, Pam & Amy in 304 Brown,
Won't you be mine. Love, Ernie

Joe, may we never lose the timeless feeling
of that very special weekend. Happy Val's
Day Love. Ruth
To: Sharon. Gone with the wind, looking
for an owl. Full moons and you sure make
me howl. Happy Valentines Day J.B.
Hump, I love you Hugs and kisses J
Honey Buns - Happy Valentines Day I

love you always, be mine. P.A.S.
Lenny - Does the count decrease on
Valentine's Day? Just curious Keep up the
good work The Sex Kittens Inc.
Glenn. Thanks for the hapiest 3 years ever
I love you. Lisa
Pam-- Happy Valentines Day. Love
Steven
To Jane -Happy Valentines Day I would
write nx>re but I need eight hours of sleep.

To Lenny -I'll see you this sumnr^er in the
Sierras. Hope you can climb to the summitBWAAH
To Liz Happy Valentines day for keeping
me hot during this cold.
Bizard. In a world of tetley you're Orange
Spice you're the best' I love you better and
better! !!-Turc
To Sue artd Carol-May cupid's arrow br
ing you the love and joy that you have sent
tome. -Love Beth
R.W. - I k)ve you. Happy Valehtines day.--

To D. McP.-Stange wanted me to deliver
a purrr -xxxMartha
Judy and Loryn: -Love from Cupid and
Oscar Madison.

To Degmin: Lots of Hisses and Kugs from
Nukes.
Ronald. Love you, like you, tolerate you?
Always Happy Valentines Day. Wanda.
Phil- Even though I'm dead, I still love
you. Sid.
Dearest Suzanne--The Philosopher's
Assn. elects you chief sweetie on this day
Lots of love.

Dearest Weeble -Whenever I wabble, you
never let me fall Happy Valentines Day.
To P. B.-Happy Valentines day 1979 to the
most beautiful, sexy women on campus.
Your lover. Matt.
I can't let another V.D. go by without a
good moose. Moose Moose The Moose
herder.

To a Special Tiger, You mean so much
though you don't know it. Soon I will show
it. Love, Rick.
To MAW: been saving whole bunches of
love to send your way this Valentines Day
Happy VD Babe! Love Michael
To Biglet and Figlet-I love ya for
roomates. Give kisses. Happy Valentines
Day. Katie.

To: Pacchia. MSB., Sue. Barb, Julie,
Jackie, BIZ. Cindy, Becky, Sue, Sherri,
Almy, Sarah W.. Kathy C. Claire.
Debbie, Rayna, Margeurite. From:
Richie B.

To Dan and Tim: Happy Valentine's Day.
Lots of love from your secret admirers

i

To Stephen Michael (Woyd). I wove you
a weal wot. Will you be my Vawentine?
Bawbawa
To Mark, Have a smiley happy Valentine's
Day! Lots of love, Nola
To: Christie's Owner: Your cheeks are
like dough. And I want you to know. That I

love you so- Magic
To: Frenchy- Happy Valentine Day I

hope you buy a bigger blanket by Sept. 301
With love from Tiger
To my Ball Boy: I love you, I love you, I

love you, don't ever leave. Love, Nancy
To: My Flying Ballerina- A dream is

worth a thousand realities and you are all

my dreams. Love- The Doctor
Ellen: Caring, sharing, and trusting
support our k}ve. I'm glad you're back. I

love you Steve
Happy Valentine's Day to the sisters
and house parents of I.G.U. Vove, Your
Pledges
Sharon. Since you turned to peanut
butter, I could think of any utter. Happy
Valentine's Day Love, Danny
3rd Floor Dogleg Brett. Happy Valen-
tine s Day Gang Have a good or)e-on
what Bah hah - Your Ivory Girl JB
Eltona - Happy Valentine's Day to the best
roonrvnate ever. Miss you. Your loving RF
Bob-What else can be said Happy
Valentine's Day 5 months. Wowl Love to
you
To: Greer>ough Women Love and Kisses.
Shattuck (549 0480)
Happy Valentine s Day to my Mtohael. I

k>ve you. Love, Honey Bunny (Jennifer)
To my Mad Scientist: I can t thank you
enough, so I'll just say "I kive you." -Your
crazu librarian

Be my Sweetheart; sell me the En Camino
(Spanish Buck) half price Call 6 8696
P.D. and J.B. — Skiir>g wasfunbut let"sgo
to Rio! Happy Valentines Day. Love, "The
Third'
FLO, Youre the GREATEST. I miss you,
dawling - OLD
To: Andrea. You are the best birthday
present I could ever receive Every day of
the week. Love, Scott
Cousine, One romantic to Another, Happy
V D. Love, Cousin
Susan D. - Still California dreaming? Have
a totally su(>er Valentine's Day* Love, your
"California Buddy"
Laura. Hey you dumb borad. I kive ya,
have a happy Valentine Day David
To: My Honey Bunny, Thanks for being
so terrific! You" re always welconrte to come
up to my hutch. N.A.B.
Jude, Happy Valentines Day with many
AMALAGOUS Returns, hopefully in

Southern California. Love, Rudolph
To a very special parson. A special
Valentine wish. I bet you were the best
looking in your Senior class.

Ralph- Happy Valentine's Day, you
Macho Beast! It's been a great five nwnths.
Love, Cindy
Sue M. and Carol-Ann T.-Good luck in

the roller derby Love those new tatooel
Your lovely roommateJAG B
XXXXXXXXOOOXXXXXXXOXXOO-
XXOO XXXX OOOO XXX OOOO xxxx
and STUFF W.B. II

To Steven, Although I'm not with you, my
heart is! Happy Valentine's Day. Love
always, Randi
To: Lauren. Deb. Ellen. Diane. Flynn.
Lori. Kathy, Laura, Barb, 7's Pub
Regulars — My arrow never misses!
CUPID
Hi Lynn, I'm there today but only in spirit

Happy V.D. John

Mylittle Buddy- Remember when ... I

said I'd love you forever? I meant it! Happy
Vday! Love, Skipper.
Some people have wealth, some have
power, some fame; a lucky few share love.
Happy Valentine's Day, Kaki. Love, Tebby
2 My Nole We'll wiver up in a storm in

CCH, Fry Baby Baby maybe layme Baby
Your NOLEAE

D.J.P.— Valentine Day comes and goes
but this years you'll remember when Marcel
Marceau puts on his show! Love C.A.M.
Fiance— Though I'm away, every day after

Aug. 11 will be our Valentine's Day. Miss
you! Your So. Cal Bob
"To our darling Kenny, We've admired
you from the Collegian window. Love £r

Kisses, Joanne Cr Laurie
To: the 3gers. Happy Valentine's Day to
all! May cranberries always thrive in our
home! The Nicest
Cindy-honey, you're cute and sexy. You
also attract nuts. Happy Valentine's Day.
Love, Wade
To the Beast from Rusty- Isn't rt time
we threw in the Ronald McDonald towel? .

. . I did love your golden arches— 4 billion

served.

Linda, female Armenian musicmajors are
hot stuff Happy Valentine's Day Love
Wade
Toba myba twoba Sisters ba inba Cram
ptonba Happy Valentine's Day! Remember
the time when . . . ? Birdy, C.L.. Khchen
Chair, DM.

lo: Buzzy, Hey Maroon - Happy
Valentine's Day. I love youl! Cookie
Georgette- Will you be my Valentine'
XXOO George
Tom McG, No menage a trois, still

disappointed? But if you'll be un, I'll be . . .

Deux
PK, tap. scoop, newburyberg. amarillo.
Scottie B , Mr Molson. Kingstonlet.
Stig. Kidlet. Linda Lovelace and
roommate. Love BJTand JKI
Mr. Amaretto, Watch future weather
reports because soon we II be singing in the
ratn. Love, The Morton Salt Girl
To: Ren, Happy Valentine s Day! How's it

feel to be back? Hope to see you on
campus soon Cindy
LPB-BM you are Hoo! An even bigger
squeeze
ybbob anarema. Let's rock until the
magpie dogs come honr^e and elevator
buttons save us from rug bums Bobby's
girl

To; Wada. Happy Valentine s Oay( Keep
working on your push ups you're getting
better Love and kisses Linda Cr Cindy
ATW-We knom I'm terrific, but did you
kr>ow I think you are too? You shoukj
Happy Valentine s Day' MCBE
EILUJ TAHW UOY TOG? From the kid
who won the utm contest. Happy V Day. I

will survive.

Laura. Don't you ever think tfiat you don't
have a Valentine because there « someorte
out there who has their eye on you.
My Matthew Cumquats: Surprise'
Happy Valentine Day Next semester will

be no different. I love you always
honey - Santimental Lady
L. -Who needs em anyway' Happy V
Oay-Lo

To eggs benedict and vodka collins:

wf>en are we going to develop? The
lady from the dark room.

To Roger at the UML. Grabass
gooseberries, Othello, and backgam-
mon at 2 a.m. Love forever, the
Beckgammon Broad.

To Ed, Sweetheart, you're the greatest
guy in the wortd! I love you so much
Heppy Valentine's Day Love, Debbie.
Happy V.D Becky. I love you. 5 down.
SO to go, our love can be a graat
show— Edward.

Michael D - you don't need anyone but
me. The bet s still on Be mine till you
lose. Love always, A.

The new producer -to the greatest
show ever and your survival in the end!
Be my valentine? Your II promoter.

To the UMass & Silks - there's only one
way for you to go -and that's upl I'll

miss you - Melody.

Beth G. — be my valentine, today,
tomorrow, forever. Love always. P.S. I

think you're gorgeous.

Here's looking st you. kid! Love-you.
bo-bo-boo-boo.

To Carole: I went whet you got. and
you got what I want. See ya on "the
other side." Love, guess who?

Happy Valentine's Day 3rd floor mid-
dle/Washington Cance. miss you and
love you all. keep in touch! Love, LYS.
Maruka-to the sweetest of
sweethearts, from your orte and only
boot!

To THLBH: the only bears in Vermont
are teddy bears...Love. THLRH.

Margy-Caverish La Fek! And Happy
V-DI Love. Michael Cr HD.

Deb: to the special girl in my life, I hope
we heve a Happy Valentine's Day
together. Love always, Lovie.

To: Kevie. Love that caterpillarl Love
ding and dong, the BeH Sisters.
To Dede:...a great V-Day-go for it!

Hatch.

To: the Hang Gang, hello groovy
guys — have a wild and crazy
Valentine's Day. Love, the Hangettes.
Sugar: you're my most favorite Jive
turkey. Love ya, Lauren.

cff'nBiK.
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FREE COOKIE!!
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THIRD ONE FREE
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Grandma's -near The Pub
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549-5737
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To: Kathy F.. Liz 0.. Kate B.. Chris B..

Donna E.. Joselyn P., Cynthia. Ann
Marie. Happy V. Day. From: Richie-B
Dear Jenny Y.. Mappy St. Valentine's

Day! Yours in Christian love. The secret
admirer
Number 1 Dead Head, Skating on the
Heijira River promotes neutron bombs. No
Nukes Happy VO -the Kid
To Bobby J., Happy Valentine's Day.
Don't forget your debut at CCA tonight.

See ya in Montral
Bree— "Ain't no river wide enough to keep
me from you," Love, Diana Ross
To: Kathy K., Florida was only the
beginning of even better days to come.
Hey, 4 months this Friday. Love ya. Bob
L.S. Like a river flows, surely to the sea,

Darling so it goes some things are meant to

be, Love, Tom
Kathy. Roses are red, Violets are blue,

Don't you frown, I'll always t>e Kathy's
clown. Happy Valentine's Day. Love,
Geno
K.S.I. A. I'm so glad I'm home' Happy
Valentine's Day F.P.I.B.

Dear Emu, I love you Please get better

and come back to me Happy Valentine's

Day, Honey
To my one and only Zeeb: Happy day
before two' Today's riddle: Do I love you?
The Mountain Goat
To: K.M.J.. Lots of love and a Happy
Valentine's Day* B.D.
To: Daws. Just keep that smile and you
will make both of us happy. Love always,

MRP
Darl. B. fried and Pats, Happy Valentine's

Day to the best roomies going. Love,

Karen.
K. J.F. Have a happy Valentine's Day.
Happy V.D. Herb. Love, Karen, Carrie.

Cathy, (your bank teller), the other
Karen, what's my name, and Sandi.
D.O.D.. The kisser is in and they're always
free to you. Happy Valentine's Day. Love,

Me
Christeen! Happy Valentine's and Happy
Birthday. But don't ask me if I sent this

cause I'll surely deny it.

Kathy. If absence makes the heart grow
fonder, I hope two doors is just fun
enough. Happy Valentine's Day. Love,

Julie

To our favorite Chi-O's Debbie and
Jackie, with all our love, R (r M
To: Mindy, Shelley, and Sue, Apartnnent
life is full of surprises. Happy Valentine's

Day' Love. Sue B.

George Bugs, Happy Valentme's Day,
lover! Looking forward to more WILD
nights together. You're the GREATEST!
Your LOVELY LADIES
Lori A., It's Val Day, will you be me
Valentine? 1-4-3. Love, Bruce A.
Paul — I hope you have to hide your neck
forever!!! I love you . . . Mary
A: Paper is white, ink is black, I love you,
hope you love me back! Love, T.

Whimpy — I was loaded during our
backgammon match. So were your dice! It

doesn't matter, Happy Valentine's Day.
Love, PJ

Volley Motofsports, Inc. S
348 King St., N'hannpton 5

Tel. 584-7303

«c^(»"'^a4* «c^(»-^<%a© 9£r^cir

First Floor ML, The old first floor spirit has
moved to a new location. Stop by and fiar-

tay soon! sbcwankr
Madeleine- You're the cat's ass. Happy
Valentine Love, Dan
To PJCT Chipmunk Happy 3rd V-day
together. Much luv and promises of many
more From Lt. Giraffe
Tim, You've made me the happiest I could
ever be. I'll love you forever. Happy
Valentine's Day I love you Snooks.
Maura: Happy St. V's Day. But January
26, 1979 is The Day I'll always remember.
Love, Tom
Seven, Have a fun V Day, keep smiling and
don't ever pet a Case Warrie. Love, Eight
To: Laurina Bassetkova, Russia s cold
this year, come dance where it's warm.
Happy V Day, Luv. Barrett's father
Debby: May the feelings, time and love we
share by cherished always. Happy
Valentine's Day (monkey face!) Love,
Michael
Hey yous in too see! Thought I'd forget
you eh? Happy Valentine's Day and don't
you forget it. Ammo

^b?C^.Qft.i«S% ffSt^iJiP^^S^ tf?t^w.C£>.^S% tf7C^Jt9^^SdtfR^je£>,.^:79 CTC^JSO^^^S^ ffFCs::J».^S^ ffZt*,J».^:y^

Jearest Anonymous, I love it when I

have you . ALL to MYSELF. Love, The
Pacific Snow Crab
Steve-0: lues, and Thurs. meals at
Worcester were dull without you. So two
friends on this line wish you Happy
Valentine's & Hearty Appetite!
Carol, The days are too long and the nights
too short Can't wait till this summer. I love
you. Steve

Mary C, I'll still debit a credit for you: but
now it is consolidated. I hope! ILYBF
Dear Hutch, I love your ball handling and
your stick work. Be mine! Love, Mikey
Sir, See, I did it! Happy Valentine's Day.
Mister
Dear Bobby, You've been a great friend.

Thanks for putting upw ith all the llubtish.

Love Sha-Sha
Dear Buzz — What can I say besides
"thanks for being such a good friend"

Love, Sue
Dear Gary, Hope the season's been good.
Would love to see you in April. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love, Sha

fff%:*^<».^S9 tfVC^ijQdutf^d ^t^k.Qft^^^9 tf7%:^k.49.^29

Lenny-You're my ftoor bun Prince. Zack.
To Carolyn T. The new hairdo looks great.

Happy Valentines Day Sister of Tri
Sigma.
To Gil R.- Happy Valentines Day from the
girl up front at B * V's. -Lollipops.
Oh. God! Happy Valentine's Day Buddy!
Been mountain Climbing Lately? Love,
Your Pal.

Two-Long Meh/IKe--Happy Valentine's
Day Love "The Rubber " in the last
room.
To Robbie-Happy Valentine's Day.
Thanks for everything and just for bmng
there Love "Ditto"
To my lovable Liz-There are none so true

as you and l-l krK>w that k>ve like ours will

never die, Love Randy
To my Brothers Happy Valentines Day.
"have fun arnf be good" t love you both~
KC
Squid. Here's wishing you a great Valen-

tine's Day and I |ust wanted to say I dig

your tentacles. Your Grog.
Happy Day to Beth and Julie-it's nice to

feel at honr>e again With much love--KC.
To My Gentle Man-Bananas are yellow.

Much love--Your lady.

To My Fantastic Roomie-Athena, Hap
py Valentines Day -Love, Beth.
To Magical, Mystical Tommy-Come
out of your tx)ttle, we wish to have your
txxly. Happy Valentines Day-Snickers
Bars
To My Baby Poop--Rememt>er the good
tirres. Keep in touch always. OY!--Love,
Honeybear
JQA's 8th Wonder of the World -Happy
Valentine's Day From Two of its

Wonders.
To: Kilgore Trout -Happy Valentine's

Day Elliot Rosewater.
To Beth S A great looking g'rl like you
makes my heart flutter at the Hampshire
DC. "Basically " Yours Forever!
To PDH, Have a Happy Valentine's Day
Will you be my Valentine? I Love You--EBL
To Delna--The Sheep Shed-ers, Japan
427, Apt. 80. .k>ve and musubis, Esther
Linda My Wife -Happy V Day, B day, and
or»e and a half W day. I love you--Bob.
To Rosie. Conzo. Toobie. Valencia, Val,

Babs. Mama Nick, and Cindy Loo-hoo

-

Happy Valentine's Day-Love Jan.
Dear COusin Mary E. -Let's be kissing

cousins before its too late-Cousin Jack.
P.S.#2202--Smile, it can be a beautiful life.

Happy Val's Day and every other.

To Jeannie, Maureen, Michael,
Carolyn. Joni. Donna. Sue and
Especially John-My favorite roomates! I

love you all -Jean.

Attention: Wimp Jr., Friends, forever
Ha! Ha! What a wiseass! (C.B.T.) Happy
Valentine's Day! (I.L.) Love, always, Wimp
Sr.

LWL- Happy first of many. North Dakota
never and telephones be damned. Love
Randi (crazed)
Mr. Powers (No.11); "The Red Fox";
what's up? Me, of course! What a wiseass.
Happy Valentine's Day! Love, the N.Y.
girl.

Dreamy
Valentines.
Soft, feminine sleep-

wear of poly/cotton

with lace and ribbon

trims Soft pink florals

for misses.

$10 Baby doll

ThistJCPetmey

r
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CARDS FOR
ALL

OCCASIONS

A.J. HASTINGS
45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

STUDENTS!
Bring in a motorcycle

wheel, buy a tire and we'll

mount it FREE with this ad

Volley Motorsports, Inc.

348 King St., N'hampton
Tel. 584-7303
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We are Spsclalitts In:

• Fashion Eyewear
•Contact Lensas
• Emergency Raplacamaots
• Free Adiustmants Anytime

•We Clean & Polish contact

lenses on the premised.

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadlay St4-«324

Top of the Campus Restaurant

Located on the 1 1th floor of the

Campus Center

Dinner served

5:30 p.m. -9 p.m.

J
14k GOLD STUD

EARRINGS
Ruby Sapphire

Emerald Diamond
Amethyst Garnet

Topaz Tourmaline

Zircon Peridot

Aquamarine Citrine

14k Et STONE BEAD
NECKLACES
Coral Pearl

Onyx Garnet
Carnelian Agate m^

14k Gold Abalone Pendants
I4k Gold 25% off

silverscope
^ Valentine Sale

DIAMONDS
Diamond Rings 15% off

Diamond Earrings 10% off

^ 14k Italian Gold Chains
Cham Necklaces 20% off

Chain Bracelets 20% off

18k b 22k Brazilian Opal Ring

Was $630 Now $487.50

Emerald Hoop Earrings

20% off

Sterling Chain Necklaces

20% off

Sterling Chain Bracelets

20% off

American Indian Jewelry

20% off

Turquoise Necklaces
20 50% off

I

Malachite Jewelry 20% off

Ivory Jewelry 15% off

All Jasper Jewelry 15% cfff

Sterling Crosses 35% off

Stoneware Aquariums
25% off

Weavinqs 50% off ^

ANNUAL VALENTINE SALE ^ THE YELLOW HOUSE
264 N. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST ¥ 253-3324 J
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To th« craiy crew of 22(Coolidge of
course)- Happy Valentine's Day (flutter
flutter) Luv,

2218
To: Sue, Carol. Nancy, Janine. Gabe
Jennifer, Faye. Ron, Cindy, and Lower
too! Happy Valentines Day'

1/ *». n Barbara
Keith -If ever two were one, then surelywe I loyeyou. -

Lauren
cpp. When times get.rought and you're
feeling blue keepthe chin up cause I loye
y ou '

r^ * .
PAS

uanny, A famous quote for you Pierpont
on May Day. Love you on Valentine s Day

Your Conscience
Big Chy Girl: You make my heart go
pitter patter Happy Valentines Day

Honey I love you shit loads
Farm Boy

Hey 17D. Let's try to forget the ifs and
find the future together thanks for
understanding.

Love "170"
Dear Mine, Hope the name of your
favorite group answers my question Will
yo" be my Valentine?

§Love, Yours
To my favorite dance instructor with
memories ofyellow roses. Boston, and
staying m bed til 4

Love you. Dave
Bratty Julie, Happy Valentines Dry' May
cuptd bound into your life, bnngmg much
happiness But, most of all Maroo

MM
TO Gintie. Happy Valentine s Day

Love. Devid
A super Valentine's Day to: Kathy. Lit,
Gail. Dawn, Amira. Stacey, Melody]
Linda, Fran, and "brother" Dave

Love, Anne,
will and John: Happy Valentine's Day to
my two most favorite Valentines'

Love yhour 71 fan always. Anne
Margaret. I love you.

Jack
Mon Cher Jeffrey, le barbu French Frtday
and Passionate Monday Today, Tomor-
row. Always '

Je taime beaucoup, Kate
Dear Marsh, You are the best but a little

mellow Happy Valentines Day'

^^ Love, Hershey
TO Nifer. Rod. LeSex Machine.
Kemper, Crash and Mogul Happy
Valentines Day, and Thanks for a great
ti me.

The OC Kid
Dear L. Lasagne -our hearts are throbbing
for you and we hope yours is throbbing for
us '

THE GLOW WORM SOCIETY
High Billingsly, You are a wicked dog,
but me too'

Love, the Best
Dear Gumba, Like, I mean have a good V
Dah and Happy third and seven.

Love, Joy
To Marianne Roses are red Vilets are blue.
But none are at aweaf as you* Happy
Valentine's Dayf

PhH
Dear Finn. Thank you Have a happy

JMM
Gregorius: Happy Valentines Day' I love
you. baby Hugs and kisses (and love).

Your Cashew nut
Tommy-my best buddy thanks for
everything

Love, Jake
Patty Doyle, Have you got your heart on?
I've got mine'

Rex the Wonder Dog
Minnow! I toy with your emotions:
play with your mind! Beware the bon
sai and the MB wake up.

Glad you're here
My Honey Buns, I love you Michael I.

Happy Valentines Day
Forever Banane

L

To

Our

Valentines

To: My "Mild and Lazy " Guy - You set
my lips on fire and make my tummy feel
funny; sort of like the flu

Nurse Jane
To: Deb. A. — I'm in love with you or
didn't you know? Will you ever be my
valentine?

M.T.
Dear Bum and Hobbit - Havvy V D!
This entitles each of you to a subway ice
cream tonight'

Love. 7

Wanda. Will you forever be the banana of
my soggy cornflakes?

Love Ronald
Poops -Valentine. Valentine, Roses are
yella, I really love you, I m one lucky fella

Huey
Maria- Roses are red, violets are blue, I'm
psyched for August and also for your
teamo

Sugar Bear
To: Dariene B. —All my love goes to you.
With all my heart I love you true

Bill B.
To the Mad Biochemist: - To the heat of
the desert, the cold north lakes, I love you
wfwrever we go.
To my Framingham Teddy Bear -Hap-
py Valentine s Day, I Love You

Love Sandy
Lynr>a. —March 11 cannot come soon
enough - love to Valentir>e's Day biggeA
fan

K
Huey €r Jaff. Theta Ki -Thanx for a
wornJerful tinr^e and warmest wishes on this

upcomir>g Valentine's Day
Freddie

Tom b Gary — Precious and fevy are the
moments we far share as lor>g as there's
plenty of food arxJ htfer.

Weightwatchers
Cranberries - Wfiat tinr>e is it Hope Mr.
WorxJerful arvJ Hop a lor>g realize how
lucky they are.

Roxy b Dustin -We worship you and
yea'n to be with ya but we won't share a
Kid with Bart!

The WhalesI
To Moexy -My first valentine Here's to
4 everness

Love ya. Mike
Donald, Paul, Gregg, Bill. Charlie, Lou,
Will. John. 2 Marks. Dana. Liz. Gail.
Anr»e. Kathy Happy Valentir>e's Day

Love Dawn
A Happy Valentine's Day to all of you:
Anne Pawn. Liz. Kathy. "Gl. " Stacey.
Lou 13JA

From "Pooh"
To: Chartie Barry — Lois Lane requests a
"Rendez vous " with Superman
To Brenda Fingold -Happy Valentine's
Day, Maybe next time ..

Your Secret Admirerer
To: "The Foxes" who like blue and tfie

eightball too. We just want to say that we
love you!
Slim —I might wish you Happy Valentine's
Day. This means war kid! Shake hands?

I'm yours. DRH
Hi Screw 1. Screw 2 end Sharon!
— Thianks for all the good lovin'. Your kinky
friend in Southwest! Who else?
Hi ya Cutie -Luv ya lots, Happy Valen-
tine's Day

Big Mikey and Little Mikey
For two wild and crazy guys —Even
though you're past your peaks, we still love
you'

Nanu-Nanu
Kathy. — Lots of love and a whole lot more
to conr>e. Thanks for last 4Vi.

Paul
Amy H. —You are the most nnentally and
physically attractive woman I know. Enjoy
your V.D.

Ed
Hezikiah — There's no man in Hong Kong
because there's no room in my heart for

that

All my love
To: Tee — You are hereby given an invita-

tion to dance your way into my heart
From Cris
To Paraphrase Cummings: I thank you,
Mudpuppy. For being someone crazy
enough to give me a daisy. Happy Valen
tine's Day.

To Janis. Jean and Martha -You are the
best, especially around 11 p.m. -Garry

Q9.^7d

Dear Michelle, "Oh, Me"
Kendall

To the sweetest valentine of all I love
you more than evem Pam yhou little devil

Love always. Mark

Jeff. Dan. Sy. Jim, Andy, Gerry: May
you pair off for sex on Valentine's Day'
Love, the SHABU HAREM

To J.H. My Beautiful Valentine and Best
friend! Happy Valentine's Day! Strawberry
Daiguiris Tonight?
Love Always!!J.H.

To: Brandy Happy V D , but take it easy
on my neck. It's hard to replace the divots.
Love always. Klutz

Alan. Thanks for all the hugs!
I k>va you. Suzanne

Dearest Perry-Taking showers and get-
ting horny without you. I love you and miw
you. Happy Valentines Day
Love. Suea
Andy - Sharon needs a favor. Lil' Sua
wants a close encouter, Susu wants to
sleep with you
Happy Valentines Day

ROM: The last 3 years have been the best.
Looking forward to that white picket
fence I love you. SED

Moy's Mom k>ves Stupids' daddy.

Bill: Happy Valentine's Day - I hope we'll
share many more together.
I love yhou. Jewel

•

Nancy. Believe it or not, I love you a wf>ola
lot more than trout fishing

Your Valentii>e Forever, PAul

Carl. Don't Forget Me
Love Ya. ME

BaBa: You keep up 22, I keepup 13. and
together we keep up the rest' Last count?!?
Love Sue-Sua

Happy Valentine's Day to the Crisco Kid of
Mary Lyones.
Lots of Love. YOur H. B.

To my Disappearing Prince. My love for

you will never vanish.

Happy Valentine's Day. Nancy

First Mate - Live is snrH>oth sailing with
you by my side.

Happy Valentines Day! Captain Buzz

17th Floor JFK. Good luck and Happy
Valentines Day Happy Birthday Jay, Norm
and Paul Foster

Captain Buzz

TO: The Originals of 3 Long Melville:
My roomie Puff, P.L., Heeta, Reynard,
LIsa-Poo, Janie, and Piela.

Happy Valentine's Day

John M: I wanted to wish the most impor-
tant person in my world a Happy Valentine
Day!
I k)ve you Lynne

TO: Bazo Face Happy Hearts Day Love
you always and forevah
Bazo Lips

To Marybeth G: Have a Happy Valetine
Day cutes. Behappy cutes. Things will et
better.

Love Steve "sweets"

Chuck. Congratulations! You picked a
good one! Happy Valentines Day and lots

of love!

Al

To Mary Lyon: Happy Valentine's Day to
all of my good friends!

Love, Kt

Cindi (Muffin(Boy, have I got a Valen-
tine's Day surprise for you!
Love always, Tom
Dear Moose, . I love yhou!!!

Love always. Your Cute heart

SPG My Dearest Thespian. It is now
1 1 :00pm do you know where your section
is?

Love MH Thespian

SSl^S%

1
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Editorial/Opinion
The case

against

under-21's
Have you ever stood next to one? I mean

have you ever stuck your mug right up to

the mug of an under 21 brat and kneeled

over from his Old Mr. Boston breath after

he had showed up in a '68 Impala that

sounded like the bomber you strafed

Dresden with back in '45 so that this little

pubescent hophead could stand before you
without a goddamn ounce of gratitude in

him except that he wants to drag your

daughter to the reservoir to see what new
models Playtex has come out with for '79?

And you know something, tfiat boy f>e

could just as well be your kid, too. And
you're responsible. You were tfie one tftat

bought him that quadra-phonic, ultra-flex,

multi orgasmic stereo with the speakers

shaped like Mr. Peabody's gravestone, now
that Peabody is dead 'cause he swallowed a

gerbil on a dare.

And if it's not Mick Jagger, or the

bosoTTy entrails of Playboy, or raw wheat
gerrr tfiat's turning tf>e minds of the young
into betel nuts, tf>en it's the new math.

Not that I can figure it out, but do I turn

to booze? I mean, I'm no saint, I've had a

couple in my day. Not to say, it still isn't my
day. I mean, I still elect the officials who are

nuking it sure that no young nnan goes to

school smelling like a oneman Bowery,
and p>assing the stuff onto 12 and 13 year-

olds who are already no doubt pinching the

Puerto Rican rum you got duty-free when

mark |?|
Wilding ifc;

the shadow with the gammy leg and wall

eye motioned to you from the stucco door-

way that he'd trade a case of the stuff for

your $1,250 Pentax and you were drunk at

the time and felt sorry for him because he

had no bottom teeth and now the kids keep

asking where are the pictures of Puerto

Rico and you tell them Mr. Peabody
swallowed them.

What's more, under-21's have stubble on
their chins. They're not men yet. They
resemble llamas.

< Actually, i didn't come up with that idea.

That is to say originally it was Peabody who
" said it. It was at the party where he

^ swallowed the gerbil. It was a fund-raiser,

as a matter of fact. I mean we had each

paid $100 bucks to hear the governor speak

and the whole affair was only going to go

two hours so we figured we'd drink as

much as we could. I mean $100 bucks is a

lot to fork out and we wanted to get our

moneys' worth before they foldejfip all the

^ tables for the high school basketuall game.
''''

It was getting towards the end and
'' everybody was pretty plied with the stuff

*f- when a cheerleader with golden hair and a

1^ smile like Desdemona walks in early for the

Vi game with a gerbil and Peabody wants to

jj impress her real bad to show her that he's

'n young at heart.

2*

2^ So he goes over and says I can swallow

K that gerbil whole and she laughed and told
'' him he was drunk. But he said he wasn't

5^,
drunk and g/abbed at the gerbil and

y swallowed it whole and for a second it look-

(V ed like he had goiter and then he died and

\ the girl got all upset about her gerbil so we

f gave her a fiver and she quieted down and

V we told her Peabody was just an old man

J»
trying to be youri^ and she didn't really

J understand 'cause all she kept saying was
that we were all jealous old men.

MASSAmusBTTS ,

The cuts are petty politics
In this corner, armed with a request for a 20 percent hike

in the UMass budget that he says is necessary, David C.

Knapp, our president. And in the other corner, waving the

banner of the Tax Revolt, Edward J. King, cjr governor.

This Friday, our board of .trustees will meet in Boston

upon order of Gov. King to reduce the size of the UMass
budget. Any budget cuts the trustees vote will run up
against stiff opposition if they are any less austere than the

ones advocated by Gov. King.

Briefly, Knapp's proposal would make allowances for in-

flation, whereas King's would not. Knapp would allot extra

money for academic programs; King would not.

A main point of contention on the budget issue is the

problem of what to do about the contract signed between

the University and the professors. Knapp realizes, of

course, that there must be allowances for the professors; it

is a contract and simply must be honored. King, on the

other hand, does not seem to realize this. He will allocate

just a part of what is needed to cover the contracts, accor-

ding to Glenn Stein, an assistant to President Knapp.

What he is saying, in effect, is find the money elsewhere.

The key word here is cut. Hack. Slash. And where will

the hacking begin? Personnel will be curtailed, supplies will

be cut. The governor suggests that we begin by cutting

the bureaucracy, which, however noble a goal is difficult if

not impossible.

The ramifications of these budget cuts are anyone's

guess. These cuts will be formulated over a period of 10

days, hardly enough time to possibly envision the conse-

quences that would be dealt to a complex animal such as

UMass.
Things admittedly look grim. Chancellor Randolph W.

Bromery anticipates a 10 percent cut in personnel and sup-

plies to facilitate the faculty contract.

However, we believe that all is not lost. UMass is a "land

grant" school, and can take our budget directly to the

legislature. Gov. King only comes into the picture when he

signs the total state budget, reducing the chances that he

will nitpick on this one issue.

So, it's up to you. President Knapp and trustees. Con-

vince Gov. King that these budget cuts are unnecessary

and potentially harmful to the University. If you can't,

plead our case before the legislature, or any other avenue.

But please don't jeopardize the quality of our education

by simply acquiesinq to Gov. King and petty politics.

All unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of

the Collegian Board of Directors

The Inquiring Photograplier
by Lee Burnettand Dan Yullemler

*r

The Question: Do you look forward to
Valentine's Day?

Petroff Horner

I'd just like to know what on earth she

'SS5 was talking about. I mean she was crazy.

mark wildino is a CoffefgiaTf Ct>tumnist

Elizabeth Petroff, chairperson Com-
parative Literature

"Not this year, but generally I do. It takes

very little to make me feel romantic. I like it

because it's a medieval holiday. It used to

bo considered the first day of Spring -the
mating day of all anifnals and birds.

Medievals were very big on that."

Leslie Horner, library typist:

"Oh yes, I send cards. I like Hallowe'en

and Vaterttfne's' Day -because they- ai»Jor«>a

kids, and maybe I'm a little kid inside.
"

Jacklyn Addleman, Natural Resource
Studies, Junior:
"Heck no, because I'm generally a.

romanticist. Everyday is Valentine's Day to

me. I like to send anonymous cards to

special people, different people every year.

I don't notice a difference in people I send

them to but there's a difference in me."
Bob Branden, BDIC, Junior
"Not espeically. When is Valentine's

Day? It's a pretty nice day for people that

find significance in it, and for those that

don't -it doesn't matter. I don't hold any

Santa Vazquez

.V AOtl^afwanvOiv^V<^ cit*' «—t9**v*-<

close attachment to Valentine's Day but if I

was going out with a woman that did,

that's cool."

Samuel Santa, Psychology,
Sophomore:

"Yes, I look fonrt/ard to getting cards,

being friendly, and giving Valentine kisses.

It's a nice day for people to get together

and think of love and not hate. I hope to

give everyoi ea hug.'

Thomas Vazquez, CASIAC, Freshman.
"I'll party and forget about school for a

night. It's a holiday of feelings."
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Barbara Barklow. 8 prepares to give a Valentine's

Day gift from fellow classmates to her teacher at

the Kimball School in Concord. New Hampshire.
(AP Laserphotol

SHOW YOUR FACE

Engir^eerlng & Computer Science Majors

DONT
GRADUATE

without talking to the
Hughes Recruiter visiting

your campus soon.

Contact your placement office

for interview dates.

HUGHES

AN iQiiAi ofrtmniNirv imwovih m »

CLOSEOUTS
800 BOOTS
ON SALE

Ladies Deluxe Cuff Boot
All Si7ps Heg '90

Riding Boot w/Strap
Reg. '102

Sale *59»^

Ladies 16" Boot
iLimited Sizes Reg '77

Sale *39

Heartfelt^
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
iVIon.-Sat. 10-6 253-5135

Amherst holds
racial talks

Amherst College President John W. Ward discussed
racial issues with students yesterday evening following a
state of the school address.

Ward spoke for 20 minutes to about 200 students in the
Red Room of Converse Hall at the College. Then for close
to two hours Ward and the students talked about problems
faced by minority students at Amherst and about a minori-

ty student demand of seperate news pages in the school
newspaper.

Ward told students they should concentrate on the issues
of the controversy and refrain from r^me calling and per-

sonal slurs Ward did not give his opinion on the minority
pages but said the Amherst Student should be
autonomous from the College administration

Minority students have been demanding seperate paget$
since last semester but have been refused by the Studenr-
Board of Editors.

Macehfa to play
tonight at FAC

i

The UMass Department of Music and Dance will pre- ';

sent Salvatore Macchia, string bass player, in recital on
^

February 14 at 8 p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall. i

Half the program will be tribute to the recently

deceased bass player Charles Mingus. It will include his

compositions "Goodbye Pork Pie Hat" and "Boogie
Blues Shuffle." Accompanying Macchia will be Gary
Bennett, tenor sax, Tom Fay. piano, and Frank Bennett,
drums.

The remainder of the concert will feature Bach's
Sonata in D n>a|or, Schubert's Arpeggione Sonata and
Lute Songs by 16th century composers Dowland and
Campian.
The recital is free and open to the public.

EARN OVEr650AMONTH
RIGHTTHROUGHYOUR

SENIORYEAR.

If youVe a junior or senior

majoring in sciences like

math, physics or engineering,

the Navy has a program you
should know about.

It's called the Nuclear

Propulsion Officer Candidate-

Collegiate Program
(NUPOC-C for short) and if

you qualify, you can earn as

much as $650 a month right

through your senior year.

Then after 16 weeks of

Officer Candidate School,

you'll get an additional year

of advanced technical

education. This would cost

thousands in a civilian school,

but in the Navy, we pay you.

It isn't easy. There are

fewer than 400 openings and
only one of every six

applicants will be selected.

But if you make it, you'll

have unequaled hands-on

responsibility, a $24,000

salary in four years, and gilt-

edged qualifications for jobs

both in the Navy and out.

Ask your placement
officer to set up an interview

with a Navy representative

when he visits the campus,
or contact your Navy
representative at 800-841-8000,

or send in the coupon. The
NUPOC-C Program. Not
only can it help you complete

college. It can be the start of

an exciting career.

NAVV()|'|*<)HTrMTY
INFORMATION CKNTER
PO IV.X 2n<)0. IVIham Manor. NY lOKo l

Y»'s. I'd like mon* infurmiition on
th«- NIPCXC Pr<>jrrHm(0O).

N a""»

B63?

Address-

C ilv.

State.

Ajrp_

.Zip-

ttir.iduation Date.

AMjjor/Minor__

Phone Numher^__

CNP2/8

. t("c>llp(?c/t'niv ersily.

-•Gradr f'nint.

I

I

NAVYOmCBtS
GET RESPONSIBILITY mST.

»f*»**.nttrfjaxMB0SfXMt0^JfXf/yf//^^^^^

UMass Events Calendar
WEDNESDAY
February 14, 1979

Films

"CIA Case Officer" and "Red Squad"
Thompson 104, 8:00 p.m.

"Eritrea" and "Slavery Cr Resistance."
Hampshire Progressive Film Series, Main
Lecture Hall, 7:00 p.m.

Mind Games, Strategic Games Club,
every Wed and Sun. 3 p.m. 12 a.m.

Single mothers Er fathers need for in-

terview. Call Debbie 546 6557 after 7.

MisceHaneous
Which Way Is Up, Mahar Aud., 7, 9, 11

p.m.

Att. Dorms - Snow Sculpture Contest
Captioned Film for the Deaf, CC 174, judged Feb. 17, must have application Call

7:30 p.m. Sara 5-0527 or 549 1019

Meetings

Ski Club. SBA 120, 8:00 p.m.

Pre Med Society Meeting. CC 903, 7 11

p.m.
Hunger Task Force. SU 428, 4:00 p.m.

Photo Co op, CC 806 809, 7 9 p m.

Alcoholics Anonymous, every Wed., 11

a.m.. Newman Center next to coffeeshop.

Call Kevin 549-2782 or Ben 666^3189

Lectures

Denise Carty. "Brown vs. The Board of

Education." Mt. Holyoke College, 7:00

p.m.

"Comic Art." Art Speigalman speaker, CC
803. 7-10 p.m.

"The Filmmaker as an Artist" by Meyer
L«jvin, Thomp. 104, 7 30-10:00 p.m.
Meyer Levin, show £r discuss clips of "The
Illegals" and "The Unafraid" Thompson
102. 8:00 p.m.

Social Events

Israeli Dancing. Comnxjnwealth Rm..
7:30 p.m.

Miscellaneous

Att. all RSO's - mandatory workshop for

new RSO officers, Feb. 21, 22, 28 and
March 1 . Details in RSO mailboxes. SU 409

Univ. Ensemble Theater will hold open
community auditions for "Taming of the
Shrew." and "The Changeling". Audi-

tions Feb. 14, 15 and 16, 4 6:30 p.m. Call

545 3490 for sign-up

Forum -"Trade and the Dollar: Coping
with Interdependence," Noah Webster

House Lounge, Orchard Hill. 8:30 p.m.

Teach a Class and Earn Credit, call

545-2548 or come to Cottage 8

Beginner Equitation, MW 11:15, Grinnell

Arena

Findhorn Workshop, "Community Is
Within You" Feb 24 & 25, 10 a m 6
p .m., CC 903. Call 256 8015 for registration

Macrobiotic Healing and Spiritual Prac-
tices class. East West Center, Northamp
ton, call Janet or Jim Sadler, 586 2997 for

registration

Dysmenorrhea Workshop. Contact
Health Education for info. £t registration

Smoker's Liberation Workshop. Feb. 21
£r 28. 7 9 p m. Call Paul Davis, Health
Education 549-2671 for registration

Weight Control Programs. Call Health
Education for information, 549 2671 ext.

181

"Learn to Live with Stress" workshop on
Feb 22 & March I from 7 9 p.m. Call Health

Education. 549 2671 ext. 181 by Feb. 19 for

registration

Volunteers for Photo Co-op wanter.
drop-in or call 546-0670

Sigma Delta Fau - Rush Dinr>er, call

545 0527

Internship Introductory meetings, daily.

16 Curry Nicks. 545-0727

THURSDAY
February 15, 1979

Rims
"The Tragedy of the Commons" by En

vironmental Quality CC 804-806. 7:30 p.m.

Meetings

"Water in Amherst" public service pro-
gram. Gallery of Jor>es Library. 7:30 p.m.

Horticultural Club, French Rm. 209, 7
p.m.

Christian Scianca Organization. CC 802.

6:30 p.m.

Mass PIRG general meeting, dc 176.
7:30 p.m.

Collagian general meeting. CC 101. 7 10

p.m.

Health Sarvices Professional Staff

meeting. CC 162-175. 7 9:30 p.m.

Nutrition majors — wine Gr cheoao party

Chenoweth 113, 4:30 p.m.

MONDAY
February 19, 1979

Miscellaneous

Everywoman's Center offers support
groups for women. Groups to be offered:
Women Victims of Child Sexual Abuse,
Rape Victims, Lesbian Rape Victims, Single
Mothers, Black Women, Lesbians,
T Group, General Support Group and
Divorced Women Groups begin weeks of
Feb. 19 £r 26. Call 5-0683.

National Student Exchange meeting. Meeting
CC 174 176. 3-5 p.m.

House Church. SU 428. 7:30-9:30 p.m.

UMass Parachute Club. Cc 902. 7 10

p.m. -

Students United for Public Education,

CC 178. 7:00 p.m.

TUESDAY
February 20, 1979

Asian-American Students Assoc. CC Meetings
801,7:30 p.m.

Biblical Exploration. SU 428. 7-8 p.m.

Concerts
Bicycle Club. CC 803. 7:00 p.m.

Cap* Cod Club. CC 803. 7-10 p.m.

Master Jazz vocalist Eddie Jefferson, a/i*-.^--!!- __-.,,-,
recital, FAC Bezanson Recital Hall, 8:00 iVllSCeiianeOUS
i^.m.

Special Events

Winter Carnival. Feb. 15-17

Rube Dee/Ossie Davis in Inside Out.
FAC, 8 p.m.

Social Events

Cupids Disco, CC 1009, 6:30 p.m. - 1:00 Heymakers' Dancing, Commonwealth

a.m. R"i. SU, 8 p.m.

Weekend Events:

FRIDAY
February 16, 1979

Films

The Point and the Dot and the Line, SU
Ballroom, 7, 9. 11 p.m.

Miscellaneous

"Macrobiatic Cooking - Winter" class.

Call Janet or Jim Sadler for info, and

registration 586-2997

Reform Shabbat Service. Dukes Rm.,

7:00 p.m.

SATURDAY
February 17, 1979

Films
The Point and the Dot and the Line. SU
Ballroom, 7, 9, 11 p.m.

SUNDAY
February 18, 1979

Film

Mill. CC 163. 1-6 p.m.

Social Events

Mid-Winter Disco Ball, "Side Door" of

Thornes Super Market, 150 Market St.,

Northampton, 9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m., $3.00

Meeting
Hebrew Conversation Group. SUB 302,

7:0 p.m.

Miscellaneous
Amherst Railway Society Model Ex-

hibit, SU Ballroom, 1-5 p. rr

Concert

Hilla Susa - Black feminist singer, Wright

Hall, Smith College, 8:30 p.m., $2.00

Editing Workshop. Union Video Center,

sign-up required ___^

(student Activities]
^ We're here because you are ^ Judy Kelly Calendar Coordinator
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Around the nation
Mexico holds high cards in oildeal
By STAN BENJAMIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON \AP\ When Preadent
Carter and Mexican Presdient Jose Lopei
PortiHo lay thetr cards on the table in
Mexico City this week. Lope/ Portillo will

be holding two high trumps— oil and
natural gas
They give Mexico a strong hand in

dealing for US cooperation on trade,
immigration, and other touchy issues

It « easy to cast recent US Mexican
contacts in an apparently simple mold
Mexico offered to see the United States

natural ydb oi »^.60 per thousand cubic
feet; the US turned it down because the
price was too high; Mexico got miffed and
tfjreatened to sell elsewhere; and the critics
said U 9k, Energy Secretary James R
Schlesinger had bungled a chance for more
energy

But that IS much too simple a descnption
of U S Mexican relations on energy, even
at a time of uncertainty over Mideast oil

supplies

US officials have emphasized that
Carter would not try, on his visit to Mexico
starting Wednesday, to negotiate a natural
gas price .

More foreign carsseen for the Ws
BOSTON \AP\ An>ericans will have to

•tick closer to home unless government
and private business use some imagination
to develop safe, nonpottuting cars that
don t gu//le gasolirte. says U S Transpor
tation Secretary Brock Adams
He said American failure to develop safe.

economical vehicles may mean tf^t foreign
car makers "will increase penetration more
and more into the American market

"

Adams addressed tt>e opening session
yesterday of a two day automotive
techriology conference he sponsored and

spoke at a news conference.
Several hundred engineers and research

scientsts were on hand to begin looking for
a new kind of autdmobiie for the late 1980s
and beyond Discussions were on engines,
fuel and powertrain systems, vehicle struc
ture and materials

We re prepared to put $100 million into it

rH>w." Adams said of the federal govern
ment backing on his proposal that govern
ment, the auto industry, private resear
chers. universities and individuals
cooperate in the program

.

it Provost
The chancellor and provost search

committees are running almost parallel at
this time, one member of the search
committee said.

One University source said Vice-
president for Academic Affairs Ernest A.
Lynton is a likely choice for chancellor
because "he and Knapp have an excellent
working relationship," he knows the
UMass system well, and he is far enough
removed to escape political entanglements
of the past few years.

The source added Knapp may name
Lynton interim chancellor if the search
does not come up with a chancellor elect
by June, in which case Knapp would
choose the provost as well as the chan
cellor

"Because of who is on the provost
search committee, Jerry Allen will be
chosen provost," said one faculty member.

Both deans on the committee, appointed
by Bromery, face possible conflicts of
interest Richard W. Noland, acting dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences, is filling

in for Allen while he is acting as provost If

Allen is chosen as permanent provost.
Noland could then become permanent
dean which means a $10,000 hike from his

salary as chair of the English department,
according to the University source.

Russel Jones, dean of the School of
Engineering, faces conflict of interest
because his wife, Sharon Keillor, is special
assistant to Provost Allen, according to the
source.

"Allen is in a tricky political situation,"
said another highly respected faculty
member. "All of his strength from above
goes out the window with Bromery, and his
faculty support is jeopardized by toes he
stepped on when he was dean."

Last week the search committee named
six finalists for provost: Estelle James,
provost of social and behavioral sciences at
SUNY Stony Brook; William F. Prokasey,
dean of psychology. University of Utah at
Salt Lake City; Irving Weiner, dean of
psychology. Case Western University in
Ohio; L. Guy Oonaruma, dean of
chemistry. New Mexico Technical College;
Glen Gordon, chair of political science,
UMass, and Jeremiah M. Allen, acting
provost, UMass.

* Valentine
The early Christian Church had at least

two saints named Valentine. According to
one account, the Roman Emperor Claudius
II in 200 AD. forbade young men to marry,
thinking it would make them better
soldiers. A priest named Valentine
disobeyed this order and secretly married
young couples.

Another story says Valentine was an ear-
ly Christian who made friends with
children. The Romans imprisoned him
because he refused to worship their gods.
The children missed Valentine and tossed
comforting notes to him through the bars
of the cells. Valentine lost the trial for his
life and was decapitated. In 496 Pope
Gelasius named February 14 as St. Valen
tine's Day.

To place a classified ad. drop by the

ana 3 46 p m MorKlav thrmigh Fnday, or use
our handy ct«> and mm> form fourwl irt mtwt
Mues of the CoMrg,»n ClMHifiert dewMme n
3 46 p rn two days ri advance of putAcation
date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are; daily. 45c per
line; live consecutive issues. 40c per line per
day: 30 consecutive issues, 30c per line per
day One line is roughly equivalent to 38
characters.

AUDIO

Sanyo AM/FM tape player Portable
DC' AC operation Batteries mcl . excellent
sound. $150. Mitch. 546 9189

Exc. starao, Sansui 210 receiver $80.

BSR 310 turntable $60. 2 OptinrHJS I

speakers - $80, b high quel Realistic

cassette recorder /ptayer $70 call Rarnly
54667G8

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of
Bose, 50 watt power cap John. S46 5990.

For sale - one 2 % cubic ft refridqa. call

Kar^en. 256 0685. $40

TaN refrigerator. Holds at iMSt 30 six

packs $30. call 549 0090

^ Fouiyio
"^

Found, jack knife. r>ear Worcesiar. O.C.
Sat aft .

identify, 666 7975.

Found - long haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan t>(ack markings, 666 4324

HELP WANTED

AUTO FOR SALE

It Ford SW. exceptional condition, rtms
very vvell, good tires. $400. 66&7975.

66 Chevy tmpala. new pts . runs exc . oil

b filter every 3000 mi. T*T wfieel,

AM FM. tape. 327 dual ex , 4bbl $750
546 6966.

1969 MGBQT. good corKl . weH maintain
ed, call Dan. 772 0663. after 5

72 Chevy Vega, new er>g.. w/ 36,000. 4
speed, runs good, starts easy, $675,
253 7882

68 Chevy, good corvjition, good rubber,
reliable auto. AM/FM. $400 or BO
323 5741.

74 Pinto. 4 spd., AM FM stereo, tape
deck, 36.000 mi

, exc cond., $1500 Call

S49-1445. eves.

EWTtRTAINMENT

Sound system for hire, perfect for cof-

feehouses, discos, bends. Rick, 584-4105.

Disco Dave fr D.L Disco Inc. provides

sound, lights & DJ for your parties -disco,
rock h oldies. The best at affordable prices.

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567 1715.

Hottest band around! "Smootfi Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John, 546 4646.

FOR RENT

1 bdrm.
Richard,

apt. on bus rte.

256-6731, eve.

Amherst. $170 +

.

1 rm. in 3 bdrm. Puffton apt., on bus rte.,

$77.50/mo., call John collect, (617)

6965710.

FOR SALE

Six (6) Sf>ure microphones (never used),

list $150 ea., sell $110 ea., stands $20 ea.,

253 7788, Mike.

New Hexcel Hexcelerators, 175cm
,

Super Bump skis. $175, firm. Call 546-5392.

Electric
549 6633.

blanket, w/ control, call

2 female gerbils, Laverne b Shirley, being

evicted from the dorm, looking for nice

home, call Shu, 546-8894.

Typewriter,
256 0336.

manual Smith-Corona.

Women's suede coat, fur collar, S2. 9, like

new.^75 oj^ BO. 6^3910^ nites.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732. bet. 9 10 a.m.

For sale: pr. wm. boots, sz. 6Vi, new,
worn twice - too small for me, great buy.

pd. $96, will sell $50. 549 4727.

Counsalors — private coed camp in

Berkshires- openings for instructors in

gymnastics, tennis, soccer. horset>ack

riding (Western), rocketry, camper radio

station (FM). golf, lacrosse, arts h crafts,

sailing, hiking backpacking, archery,

head waterfront (pool), f>ead- small crafts,

also r>eeded: Gerteral Counselors, unit

leaders , nurse. Good salaries friendly at

mosphere. Contact Paul Krouner - Camp
Schodack, 268 Mason Terr., Brooklir^e. MA
02146. (617) 277 7600 or pick up informa

Jion packet, application (s interview

scfwdule outside Rm. 147 Patterson (Rick

Heideman) Campus interviews Feb. 27 28.

Central area women's center has 5 work
study positions available, applications, can
be picked up at center basement Baker.

Counselors: Association of Independent
Camps seeks qualified counselors for

85member camps located N. Eastern US
July and August. Contact: Association of

Independent Camps, 55 West 42nd Street,

New York^NY 10036, (212) 736 6595.

Junior Accounting Major to be a campus
representative for the Lambers CPA review

course, for additional information, call col-

tect (617) 729^092 Ask for Ed.

Work study jobs available in Student Ac
tivities Office. Apply at room 416, Student
Union.

Exotic jobs! Lake Tahoe, Call Little exp..

high pay! $1700-$4000 summer. Over
35,000 people needed in casinos,
restaurants, ranchesm, river rafts, more!
Send $3.95 for info to Lakeworld, Box
61035, Sacto , CA 95860

Men! Women! Jobs cruise
ships'freighters, no experience. High pay!

See Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So.
America. Career summer! Send $2.75 for

info to Seaworld, BB Box 61035, Sact., CA
95860

Addressers wanted immediately! Work
at home- no experience necessary -ex-
cellent pay. Write American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 127^ Dallas,JX 75231 .

Comedians wanted for Top of the Cam-
pus amateur comedy hour. Call 549-6000

ext. 634 after 3 p.m.

Houseboys wanted. Sorority near cam
pus seeks houseboys for lunch and dinner

kitchen work, in exchange for meals. Can
get exemption from university meal plan!

Call Mary Ellen at 253 9215.

riNSTRUCTION

Guitar lessons -Jim Kimball, formerly
with the Bricker Band, has openings for

new students 549-1383.

LOST

Reward for • k>st in a gold setting with 2
diamonds and 2 garnets It carries great

sentimental value. Please call Linda,

546 9154, if you know anythir>g atx>ut it's

whereabouts.

Maroon/blue scarf. "Austin Villa",

549 6633

Red plaid scarf, taken by mistake from
Franklin DC, campus side cashier, 2/7.

Please return to cashier, no questions!

Lost— eyeglasses— gM. rim. in brown
case, between FAC and GRC, reward,
546 4615

Orange backpack containing file of Col-

legian info - please return to Collegian of

fice or call 546-6789.

Own furnished rm., two floor with
fireplacee, $67/mo. -- util., Dan or Bob,
772 0663, aft. 5.

SERVICES

PERSONALS

A-me. have a Valentine on me.

Onstage at Mt. Farms MalF offers 20%
off all reg. priced merch. to all students &
staff. Rememt>er your ID!

Learn how to rriaximize your financial aid

package. Call 545 3984 on campus,
549-5997 off campus, between 5 & 7 p.m.
References available. Try it. it works.

Old English sheepdog needs home with

lots of room. Born 3/12/78, large and
lovable. Call 369 4979 for more info, AKC
registered yvith pedigree.

Stephanie B. — where are you? Give me a

call if you're alive! Jill C, 253-7739.

Auto repair go sour? Burnt toast under
warranty' If you have a consumer problem
call Consumer Action, 545-0781, 545 0199
M-F 9-8, sponsored by MassPIRG.

Are you funny... urbane, pointless? Call

549 6000 ext. 634, Top of the Campus com
edy hour.

Daytona Beach, spend spr. brk. in

Daytona, all inclsu., Joe, 253-2259.

RIDE WANTED
ToSprngfld.. M-F, Ive. 9 a.m., ret. 5 p.m.,

will share $, 546 9622.

RIDERS WANTED

Basic auto mechanics workshop. 28
hours classroom theory & shop Limited

enrollment, 253 7967 or wnte ''.' brochurp.

Auto Skills. Box_210, Amhers^ MA 01002.

Riders wanted to Brattleboro, Vt., every

weekday this semester, share $, 253-2154,

ask for Ray.

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Room for rent in Amherst townhouse,
$ 1 50/mo., incl. util. Phone 256-8202.

Live-in child care exchanged for room and
board. Child age 6. Edge of campus
veggie /non-smoker, eves., 549-5980.

Available immediately, room in farm

house for female, 4 mi. from campus, $50
plus, 549 5818, Don.

Single room available, $80 *
,
256-6312.

Housemate wanted female; for en ed 4
jrltni household m N'hamptojj*. 584 6469

Typing - fast — afficiant. call Beth,
549^639^

Apartment and*hou8e mechanic, very
resourceful person. Tools for every job.

Can fix anything, work guaranteed,
reasonable rates. 546-4901, Peter.

MBA student will tutor acctng. &
statistics, call Dale, 546 9931.

Attention campus women: basic duto
mechanics course for women only, learn

more about your car, save $, call Alex at

253 3357

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal — low cost
legal representation for UMass community.
Income tax preparation, appointment only,

253 7617.

WANTED
~

People to eat the best food on campus.
We have the best cook on campus and we
are taking meal boarders. We cost less than

DCs and we're better, we're Sigma Alpha

Mu. Call 545 0845 anytime for further info.

Will pay good prices for at least two good
seats to the K inks, Kym, 549-5914.

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546 6557, after 6.

Photog'er w/vry. sophist, equip. 6-4373 .

Last yrs. Physics 162 Labs $$$, 6 4373.

Diving equipment wanted, call 549-1609.

Broken small appliances. Cash for some
in good condition. 546 4901 - Peter.

Wanted: females to volunteer a small

amount of hair for trace metal study. Con-
tact Zajicek, 403E GTWR, 545 1521.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
~

Work in Japan! Teach English conversa-

tion. No experience, degree, or Japanese
required. Send long, stamped, self-

addressed envelope for details. Japan-75,

PC Box 336, Centralia, WA 98531.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Institute -free intro Er

hypnosis session, greatly improve reading

speed, comprehension B concentration.

Wed., Feb. 21, 8:30, rm. 805 Campus
Center, be prompt, K.R. Morse, 532-5703 .

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Institute. Free in-

troduction & hypnosis session, greatly im-

prove reading speed, comprehension &
concentration, etc. Wed., Feb. 14, Rm. 804

Campus Center at 7 8:30 & Wed., 21, be

prompt. K.R. Morse, med. prof, hypnotist .

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COD

Summer rental Cape Cod, S. Yarmouth,
4 apts. avail , one studio, 2-2 bdrms., and 1

three bdrm. Very close to water. Fully

furn., Mem. Day to Labor Day. Prices from

$1500 to $3000 for season, call (617)

394 6323, evenings and weekends.
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KtUi'IfSH&Ui

BREAKFAST
at

§)€l.If»i
7-11:30 a.m.
Mon.-Sat.

Pancakes to eggs,.,

the works

253-5141

57 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

THE
CORRECT
ANS>NER
IS "NO "

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

cMQSeGW
PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

Dmitri Kitaenko,
Music Director

Alexander Toradze, Piano Soloist

Rimsky-Korsakoff - Russian Easter Overture,

Prokofiev - Piano Concerto No. 3. Rachmaninoff
- Symphony No. 2.

Thursday, February 22 8 pm

Tickets now on sate. General Public - $8, 7, 6.

UMass Students $6, 5, 4. Senior Citizens - $7, 6, 5.

FIhE MIS CENrER CNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Ottice M-F 9-4. 545-2511
and New England Ticketron Locations.

no parking fee
CAMPUS COALITION AGAINST

PARKING FEE INCREASE (CCAPFI)
Formation meeting tonight, 7:30, CO 169

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 3q«* jijj "Q'^'^*
;* -*Oit; UA%,

r ADULTS *d bO ^TUDf NtS 4'>H >iTi/fNSWitM AMC CAHC' ».' OO TWVt Lift SmOW »t bO
'JlLPWtN M J & Sd CIAL CNGAijt Mf NTS t )lCLLiOt.O

e »MO* TCBJTS ON 8*.( 3t MiN^'Ct W»l^

ICUNT lASTWOOO J/jL

WIUTUftMtOU f^
*|VI>V

IVVNichWay
utLoom*

Fri Ihiu Sun at (TIS S 001 7 30 S «
Mun ihru Thuri allTLS • OOl • 30

1,^ Ma<ine«t ISal Mon I ai 2 00

lAlJH R\L\

Ihi'brsliMO-lMNir

tjiiiliiHiinhiMn.'

Fn Ihru Sun al ITLS 6 001 7 3»*«
Mon Ihru Thura at ITlS • OOl « 30

Malinaa* ISat Mon i al 2 IS

^rht;

Fri Ihru &un at (TLS 4 46) 7 » 10 IS

Mon ihfu Thufi at ITLS & 461 • IS

po Malinaa* iSat Mom > «> 2 00

STARTS FRIDAY
• MASTMMKI ^^-S.\-.
•f AtmuknoiL.. 4^kAL

i-

End* Thura Waiarahip Down
W*d b Thura at (TIS * OOi • 30

_ rt.

«^uii.irtij.TT4Hf.i.nnnj:utWTi»Mi,n>w

The place to be is

Time

T.V.'i (

!^ Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90

Served with popcorn

Always Happy Hour Prices

Super Sandwiches
37 N, Pleasant St

universit, of 'Jassachuwtts / Arrsrvrst

FINE m% CENTER PRESENTS

BOSTON

POPS
ARTHUR FIEDLER

Conductor

Friday. February 16 8 pm

ERICH KUNZEL, Guest Conductor

PROGRAM: Music of Offenbach. Bizet.
Tchaikovsky. Gould. Bernstein, M Hamlish.
Sondheim. Denver- 1 >anoff. Beethover-Murphy.

Tickets now on sale General Public S8, 7, 6.

UMass Students ar)A Senior Citizens $7, 6, 5.

FINE >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Center lei Office MF f -4, S4S-2S1

1

& New Inglnnd Ticketren lecti—«.

The

Nilsson's

THE POINT
plus

THE DOT & THE LINE
Friday & Saturday— . -

October 16 & 17- SUB
Times: 7:00, 9:00, 11:00

Admission $1.00

Campus Center
at UMass

Wed., Thurs.. Pn.. Sat
Feb. 14. 15. 16. 17

Skinny Kid
Wed . Thurs . Feb 21. 22

Zonl<araz
Fri.. Sat. Feb. 23. 24

Loose Caboose

^Top of the Campus Restaurant I
Tues., Feb. 27

Tuesday nigtit Jazz
witti

David Wertman
Blue Wall Bar

Fri.. Feb. 23

Aztec Two-Step

Located on the

8 11th floor of the

j|
Campus Center

Dinner served jj

5:30 p.m. -9 p.m. k

I i^cr'tf^"'^?** «,^5^c?>"'^aap c«c^(»"^"<a»9c»n»-^

Hatch Bar

Fri.. Sat.. Feb. 23. 24

Disco
with

Disco Eric

Top of the Campus
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Ptirlm^r St (pre

"DISCOUNT LIQU08S"

RUSSELL ST., HAOLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

I
Wednesday, February 14. 1979

Wednesday, February 14, 1979,

TUBORG
PREMIUM
BEER

COSTA do
SOL ROSE

$5.89
12 07 NR s

\/\/HY PAY MORE?

LIEB- ..FRAUMILCH

$1.99
quart

CANADIAN
CLUB

$2.19 l^7:?9
liter

(33 8 ozs

We reserve the right to limit quantities

Tuesday. February 13 to Monday, February 19, 1979

Cash and carry prices

MEET THE MEM
THAT MAKE Up
THE MO.l HOUSE

ON C^MPUS

OPEN RUSH
AT

DELTAlOCAfED 6TM0RCM*M^D
HILL feuS ROUTE
rR«^REr«esHr.t.T

^^^ ,5^ 9:00 PM

14 IDEAS
FOR VALENTINE GIFT GIVING!

B'nai B'rith presents

MEYER LEVIN
•^^eaking on

"The Filmmaker
As Artist"

\

1 RED T SHIRTS
With your own message

2 VALENTINE'S DAY
CARDS .

Dare you forget'

3. JONTUE PERFUME...
only $1 00

4 JEWELRY
A nice selection of

necklaces, earrings

and more

5 BOXED CANDY...
In a wide variety of

prices

6 BOOKS OF
POEMS...

For the traditional

romantic

7 BEAN BAG
ANIMALS...

8. STUFFED ANIMALS...
From $1.95

9. LIPSTICKS/NAIL COLOR
Dozens of reds

10. FABRIC FLOWERS
Roses that last all year

11. Perma-Greetings
Valentine's Cards
...lasting thoughts

12 RED LEOTARDS
From Danskin and
$1.00 off

13. Valentine Party

Items

14 AND MUCH
MORE!

FREE

Wed., Feb. 14

8 p.m.
Thompson 102

all at

BCD® '®{s^(^M^ §G©[?@
campus center/univ of mass amherst

Notice of

Monday schedule
Remember,
Tuesday, Feb. 20 is

a Monday class

schedule

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore

S4S-1SSS
a service of the Dean of Students Office
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TODAYS CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Ran away
5 Ethnic

dance
9 Swab again

14 Italian island

15 Egg-shaped
16 Animate
17 Exclude
18 Tableland
19 Forty- —
20 Music abbr
21 Muse of

dance
23 Crosswise
25 Kind of trip

26 Pronoun
27 — Spangled

Banner
29 Under Pre-

fix

32 E> e part

35 Seethe
36 Untainted
37 Of speech
38 Having a

hairy coat

39 Emerge
40 Monster
41 Proposition

42Qiant
43 Meadow
44 Irritates

45 Offspring

46 Certain

48 Shorten

52 Coalition:

2 words
56 Serpent
57 Fabric

58 Impart

59 Chickens
60 Inscribed

stone

61 Notion

62 Descended
63 Flowers
64 Corsage
65 Parties

DOWN
1 — and fauna

2 Restrict

3 Ms Wharton
4 Tiny mark
5 Ruth s forte

6 Observable
7 Hand tool

8 — and alack

9111 will

10 — Root
11 Clubs:

* words
12 Doric

13 Father: Fr.

21 Kite pan
22 Europciin

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Tuesday s Puzzle Solved

M nr 1

1
A p S 1 s 1T M

1

p

EA V D T R f N T

wS I N i H E N G

Si

E^

A

A

I9 K * c 'W O

P^^^^^lu hV ' T E cHI
F * T E slA ^B" °ll s E S

A c R C ^^ 1 C oil. M P

C H E R cPii 2 1. A f E. M f

T mHo aU E ^1^ ^ * 1 hi

5 R C TTliir T-rimr E D

H^H" A

T
pps - RE eI^^^H

I 6

1

A T «" *p H E R

1 'k b N C ° pFp E^M 1 N e

N u s

IS
^1 U I N A

N'T 5 T m s A L

nation

24 As
27 Separates
28 Neophyte:

Var.

30 — Minor
31 Part of "to

be
"

32 Pond
33 Spur
34 Spongers
35 Nonsense
36 Publish
'3 Discjirged
42 Civil wrong

44 Hydrocar-
bon: PI.

45 Day of rest

47 Useful
48 Strobiles

49 White poplar

50 Asia minor
region

51 Endures
52 Russ
53 Western alli-

ance
54 Toss
55 Renovcte
^3 Fedora

1 2
' '

1

1
21

b i 7 1

1

9 ,0
1
n 2 13

14 15

17 IB \9

'0

i N
23 ^^^H2S ^H

26

J6

3b

27 28

[^r'
jO )'

n 33 34

1
1
4?

Je.

37 39

40 41

50

43 44 M"
40

46 47 ^^^H48 51

S? i3 54 55

1

56

57

1

5« 59

60 61 67

6J~ 64 65

ARROW
PRIVATE

J^ LIVERY-^

Private .

transportation

by appointment

UMass-
Greater
Lawrence

$10 round trip

6-7605

luminum Foil by Steve Lafler

suddenlV, a real Slock head;

THKOUGH 'j- r-

I/'meY' its a banana mmn
ONE SIDE PONY APPLt' ^L^S^''^^'^^ ^f^ ^ ^^'^^^^

MR. CUCUMBER'S COMW^. jXS^^'.9Hi^U*^lI?r

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

k\z<rz to "Hjrfce

seizes"fers
su«ct.

4 by Frank Emery
I'm MXl£ T. VSlfiKLC. filG 80S-
IMtSS RAT. AAi» I v^KV^n- To
SP0^JS^^ Vou IN THE CoSMfC
WimPouT TouRN/VHFNT TO-
N««MT. 1 TWNK You OM Bt*T
TMr CMAHP. Mow AlouT 1T ?

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

iou PfOiiSED TO TAKE

ME oJT TO Dinner

'^ONic^T ... BMneEt??̂1 i

•'

-^

'yVr^

Doonesbury by Garry Jrudeau

Hl.affSf/ QifiL. gBNKYJUST
HARP VMS,MW« fTAUUfiyS

TAKEiAWiLKf THBmonets.
THAraUHO! FOLKS UKB BeWY
ANDME! '->^ /

ynJMvr' I PIP. I^ BE fT'S

-MECHANICS JOBS-
STUDENT AUTO POOL STUDENT AUTO WORKSHOP
Description: For persons with MECHANICAL WORK EXPERIENCE in AUTO
REPAIR and fVIAINTENANCE.

Applications available in Room 403 of the Student Union Building- The Economic
Development Office. (For more information call 545 2167.)

References required.

Applications will be accepted starting Monday, February 12, and closing on

Wednesday, February 13.

Interviews wiH take place Thursday and Friday, February 14 and 15.

THE STUDENT AUTO POOL AND STUDENT AUTO WORKSHOP IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

MINORITIES. WOMEN AND HANDICAPPED PERSONS ARE ENCOURAGED TO
APPLY. . ,- , _^

ATTENTION
ALL RSO's:

Mandatory workshops for new RSO
officers...To be held in Campus Center

Rms. from 4-5 and 5-6 p.m. on Feb. 21,

22, 28 and March 1. Details are in RSO
mailboxes, Student Union 409.
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Hapless icemen to host AlC

I
Wednesday, February 14, 197!

Wednesday, February 14, 1979

r

fly MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

In the throes of one of its worst seasons
ever, the UMass hockey team will try once
more tonight for its second win of the year
against 12 losses when it hosts AlC at Orr
Rink in en 8:00 p.m contest

The Yellow Jackets of AlC will descend
on Orr Rink tonight with an impressive

11 8 record in Division II play Coached
by former Los Angeles King Wayne
LaChance, AlC is led in scoring by forward

Ken Muse with eight goals and 20 assists in

20 games Complementing Muse are team
mates Dom Aiello and Tom DeCosmo with

15 and 11 goals respectively

Defensively, the Yellow Jackets are

"healthy and strong," according to AlC
assistant sports information director Steve
Johnson. Named ECAC goalies of the week
three times this season, AlC netminder
Chris Snow sports a deceptive 4.43 goals-

against average for 19 games this season.
In addition, according to Johnson, John
Arnold and Mike Dehenais have been solid

on defense so far this vear.

Last season, the Minutemen lost a tough
10-8 decision to AlC in Springfield before a

raucous Yellow Jacket crowd. Tonight th •

Minutemen may be without the services o
Dean Liacos who suffered a shoulder injury

in last Tuesday's loss to Babson.

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S GAMES

Women's basketball at Connecticut

TODAYS GAMES
Men's swimming v.s New Hampshire
Hockey v.s AlC

,/

TOMORROW'S GAMES
Men's basketball v.s. Bently
Women's gymnastics at Southern Connecticut
Men's gymnastics at Southern Connecticut
Women's indoor track at New Hampshire

7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
700 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

Hoopwomen to battle Huskies
The red hot UMass women s basketball team, which appears to be

tournament bound, battled the University of Connecticut Huskies in a

game played at Storrs last night.

For all of the action, scoring and statistics, catch Pat Dobbs' story in

tomorrow morning's Collegian.

Celts, NY dispute 'throw - in'

Collegicin 23

BOSTON \AP\ Boston and New York
reached an impasse yesterday in selection

of a player from the Celtics to complete the

trade with the Knicks for Bob McAdoo.
The high scoring McAdoo, meanwhile,

said he is concerned about which team is

responsible for $1 million in deferred
payments that were part of an earlier

contract

•

The two National Basketball Association
teams didn't meet a 2 p.m. deadline for

completing the trade announced Monday.
But a Celtics official. Vice President Jeff

Cohen, said McAdoo would be in uniform
for Boston in San Antonio tonight

A^ Skiers dominate
:ame in third with a 153.28, with Amherst, Smith, and Merrinoack Colleges finishing
veil behind.

ill slalom competition, Nancy Hayden again led UMass; she won her event (two runs
(f the slalom) by two seconds over BC's Gretchen Dielze, 101 .27 103 42 Kathy
;hinnicks "sat down" on the job, but still finished third, with a 107.49. Other finishers

1 the top ten included fourth placed Barbara Raynard, sixth placed Connie Pratt, and
eventh placed Cari Nickerson. UMass took first overall, with BC in second spot, and
vmherst College taking third.

Men's giant slalom proved to be a continuation of the catfight for best overall

losition between division leading UMass and second-place Plymouth State. Plymouth
;tate nipped UMass in the giant slalom, 213 77 214 88 Individually, UMass' John
kllard squeezed past Plymouth State's Rick Frongolo, 41 63 4 1.90 seconds.
Helping to tally the overall score for UMass included Bob Grout's 42.22 (good for

hird), fourth placed Scott Prindle (42 30). Chris Wakefield in sixteenth, and Scott
Jroadhurst in 20th. UMass and Plymouth State exchanged positions in slalom ccm-
etition; UMass took first in team score, 468 35 474 43 with Northeastern in third, with
478.83
NE's Steve Lyon raced past both Brian Prindle and John Allard to win the individual

ompetition, 87 17 90.94. Scott Billings, Scott Prindle and Chris Wakefield finished in

e top 20 for UMass.

Vvi
NO HIDDEN CHARGES!

ALL INCLUSIVE fRICES!

INCLUDES - the 15% tax

& service charge

PT. LAMDIR- DAYTONA
DALI $349
$319

Don't wait. Call your Campus Representatives

for further information. Ask for Sheryi at

545 0527 or 549 5969.

$as9

^BmMm^
^oo\

OPEN RUSH at BKO

The Brotherhood of BETA KAPPA PHI
Fraternity invites all university men

on: Monday, Feb 12 8:00 p m
Tuesday, Feb 13 7:00 p.nn

Thursday. Feb 15 800 p m
Tuesday. Feb 20 6:30 p m

to an open rush

Q « of I Intramural athletics

most active TCia! current leaders

calendars on imp-js 78 79

rA KAPPA PM
545 0210 545 0211

388 N. Pleasant St (large white brick building)

firKl It fust

in the Collegian

Classifiedsll!

Charlies
Connie Nappier (42) goes after an offensive rebound during Monday
night's encounter with the University of Maine. The Minutemen lost the
game, 85 67, for their seventh straight defeat. The team will try to get
back on the winning side of things when it faces Bentley College on
Thursday night at the Cage, game time 7:30. (Staff photo by Elaine

Withrow).
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. . . BECAUSE WE NEED
THE ROOM FOR SPRING
MERCHANDISE WE ARE

OFFERING YOU

YOUR CHOICE
OF ANY WORLD FAMOUS
RUNNING SHOE
(OR OTHER SPORTS SHOE)

•Basketball •Racquetball etc.

IN OUR STORE AT Am OFF

BROOKS VANTAGE
SUPREME

inieaRHMise

PUMA
SUPER HIGHTOP

ACROSS THE BOARD
DISCOUNT

some of the famous name Models included arc:

•Adklas TRX Competition (Mens & Ladles)

•Brooks Super VOIanova

•Etonk Street Fighters (Men's & Ladies)

•Nike LDV •Wafle Trainers

•New Balance •Puma •Tiger •Tretom
For the Courts...

•Adidas Finalist • Nike AO Court

•Nike KID Shot •Puma Harcourt.

•Tretom XT •Nflte Wimbledon
•And Many More...

•Irregubr Shoes Excluded From Sale

SALE ENDS FEB. 24. 1979

Mielitlob NifM
TonigM

69e Michelobf

Wednesday is

Audttiori Night

for Efitertainmenf

p 1"
III

Qoobltymf^

one

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-85C

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

goolitootiS:TimK
1 Pray St. Amherst, Mass. 549-5403

RUNNING BOSTON?
YOU SHOULD BE IN SHAPEIII

BOSTON IS JUSTAROUND THE CORNER
FOR THE SERIOUS RUNNER AND NOW IS

THE TIME TO BREAK IN A NEW PAIR OF
RUNNING SHOES. FLYING FEET CARRIES

ONLY THE WORLD'S FINEST RUNNING SHOES
AND ACCESSORIES.

lOPEN: Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9:30 AM to 5:30 PM Thure. & Fri. 9:30 to

mmmmlmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

18 Main St

BiSCEGLIA
Carafes of Chablis,

Burgundy & Rose
4/5 qt. 12% alcohol by vol.

99c qt.

Every day special

253-5441

MILLER
12 oz. cans or bottles

$6.99 case

Monday thru Thursday
special
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John Allen - Bigman on a big team
By L OUIE SCHWeCCHEIMER
Cotlegian Staff

It has been a long harsh winter for the

UMass warbity athletic programs. First and
foremost in the minds of many a sports fan

IS the basketball team. True, it has been a
rather tough season to endure, but still the

sports pages are filled with pictures and
graphic accounts of the old Cage being rat

tied and shaken by the likes of URI's Sly

Williams and home team favorite Mark
Haynx>re. We have seen the hockey team
suffer through a brutal season, and winter

has brought nothing but misfortune to tfie

swim team

.

But out tf>ere, somehow lost in the shuf-

fle, IS perfiaps the biggest surprise of the

winter season. The UMass wrestling team,

under third year head coach Dave Arr^to,

has risen from the ranks of also rans to

become tfie number two team in New
England They currently sport the best

record on campus with an impressive
12 4 1 mark.
True, the names of Otsuka, Murphy, or

Rigoglioso will nevef be as well known asa
Dennis Dent, but one fact remains,
nowtiere will you find a more dedicated,

harder working group of athletes than this

year's squad of wrestlers.

Which brings us to the big man of this

year's team The name is John Allen and it

bears remembering
The sophomore from Farmingville, N.Y.

has established quite a name for himself in

the heavyweight division As a freshman,
he totally dominated tf>e heavyweights with

a 20-2 1 record, and went on to win the

New England Championships.
This year Allen continues to impress. Ac-

cording to team captain Larry Otsuka."
He's the one who always comes through in

the clutch He's got a good attitude. We
wouldn't have won a lot of our matches
without him."

Going into last week's meet with Spr-
ingfield, Allen remained the only
undefeated starter on the squad with a
12 1 record. There was an air of excite-

ment as he prepared to face Jeff Blatnick,

holder of 15 pins, ranked second nationally,

and a definite Olympic prospect. For Allen

however, it turned out to be a learning ex-

perience. He was simply overmatched, but
hung tough , losing 111.
Reflecting back on his only loss of the

season Allen said, "I was too cautious. I

wasn't shooting (going after him). You
have to be careful because he just keeps
coming after you. "The crowd at Boyden
cheered his every move and in the final

period, with the outconne all but decided,
Allen gained some confidence and held his

own "When you're losing late you have
nothing to lose. ' he said later.

Fortunately for the Minutemen, a John
Allen loss is a rarity. It didn't take long for

the 2X pounder to return to form, destroy
ing his last opponent from Central Connec-
ticut. 16 3.

Coach Amato shows a great deal of con-
fidence in his heavyweight Dunng a recent
dual meet with URI. Allen and Evans
Brantley were locked up in a close rrutch.

Amato. after watching the wrestlers feel

each other out for the first period, urged
Allen to go for the supenor. Allen then
responded by running away with the con-
test, winning big, 16 3.

URI head coach Gary Barton said after the
nr>eet. 'I was particularly impressed with
Allen He is orte of the best heavyweights
we have seen ail year."

As the raves continue. Allen rolls on. His
main ob|ect>ve is to once again win the
New Englands.
Having already captured top hono'» at the

Coast Guard Tournament and the Eastern
Athletic Association Champio.iships. who
IS going to argue with him?

Ski teams continue to win
By MA UREEN SULLI\/AN
CoUegian Staff

Last weekend at Mount Whittier in Osippee, New Hampshire was not so fun for most

Aiers - with temperatures below zero and winds gustmg past thirty mph, slushing

down a snow-capped hill was not topmost on most people's minds.

"It was a challenge to be out there, ' said Bill MacConnell. head coach of the UMass
ski tearrffi. Despite the fhgid weather, the men and women of UMass continue to

dominate in their divisions: each week's results seem to solidify the team's chances to

be invited to Middlebury for the Easterns (to be held February 23. 24, & 251

At Mount Whittier, in the UConn Slaloms races, the UMass women swept both \h9

slalom and giant slalom. Nancy Hayden's winning tally of 40.83 seconds, followed by

Barbara Raynard's 43 05 (good for third place) and Co captain Kathy Shinnick's fourth

place time of 43.78 helped" UMass to a comfortable winning over all margin over

Bcston College in the giant slalom. 128.26 138 36 Host University of Connecticut

TURN TO PAGE 19

ColleMassn

orts
Bill Tarter

Memories

Leon Spinks stands bundled up outside of New York's Waldorf Astoria
Hotel yesterday after announcing that he will seek to regain the
heavyweight chapionship. Spinks v« as defeated for the title by Muham-
ned Atioo September 15. (AP Laser jhoto).

All that's left are the memories Once
you reach your final semester as I have, you
tend to get a trace of nostalgia running

through your veins. The years float by and
leave their various impressions, some
naturally standing out above the others.

Recalling some of my favorite sporting

moments at UMass the ones that stand

out, the ones I invariably think of, are

attached to the Minuteman basketball

games. It seems hard to believe now After

watchinq the UMass Maine game Monday
night I had to concede that times regret

tably have changed, and the moments I

keep hoping to recapture by going back are

gone - lost in the back of my mind.

It's a shame the source of so much
enthusiasm and enjoyment has been
reduced to such a painful and depressing

event. Instead of being bitter and outraged
over the idea of Maine blowing us off our

own home court, I felt sorry for the team,

the coach, and especially the scattered

crowd. Perhaps the nostalgia is forcing me
to be a little more thoughtful instead of

reactionary.

I feel sorry for those students and all the

others who received their first taste of

UMass basketball this season. If anyone

was unfortunate enough to witness their

first game Monday I feel sorrier still.

I only wish they could have seen the way
it was, the way it used to be when hoop

was the "King" on campus— when it was
The Event. The sport which the school took

most pride in. I wish they could have been a

part of it all.

Racing down, to the Cage at 5:30 for a

8:00 game wondering it you were early

enough to get a good seat. Those many
times when you'd hear the announcement

"could you please squeeze in a little tighter

we've got a lot of people waiting to get in."

Eventually the fanatics would be over-

flowing two rows deep on the floor

practically interfering with the game. The

pounding on the doors was the sound of

those still waiting to get in, but they would

have to wait till the next home game.

1 wish they could have heard the intensity

of 4he crowd, beginning with their

protonged standing ovations as the team

burst onto the court for their warmups. The
outpouring of emotion to the stars of the

past such as Murphy. Town, Pyatt and of

course the ultimate showman ex

traordinaire Alex Eldridge. The noise would
continue to build, drowning out most of the

introductions till eventually during the heat

of the game n reached such a crescendo

you'd swear you were being lifted off your

feet.

I wish I could describe to them what it

meant to be a part of the Cage crowd, the

"passion pit " that opposing teams
dreaded. And when the ganne was over and

your ears rang as if they had been sub

jected to a Stones concert, you left with

the knowledge you were part of the whole
affair.

1 wish I could give them a sense of all

this, but how could they understand when
one by one teams stroll into the Cage arnj

escape victorious? You try to tell them it

used to be you could count on your hand

the number of times UMass lost over the

span of a few years at home. But un-

fortunately one has to snap back to reality

and cope with the fact -those days are

gone.

The era when UMass JV's could fiave

handled Maine (the year of my arrival

UMass won the 108-38) have taken a night

marish reversal to the point where Maine's

coach could actually afford the luxury of

telling his players (who were leading by 36-

78-43) to "ease up " The noise level at the

Cage has been reduced to levels of a tennis

match, while the few throaty remarks that

filter down are frustrated assaults blaming

the coach for all the team's woes.

Perhaps the most depressing example of

how things have turned for the worst was a

remark made near the end of Monday's
game. A voice from the crowd yelled down
to the UMass bench, directed at one of the.

|

star players who was sitting on the floor,

"Hey, do you ever regret coming to

UMass?" The player nodded affirmatively

in reply to the question.

It didn't used to be that way, I remember
when ...

le TIM Dally HampaMr* Qu««1*,
Amharai-HMnpablr* Record, WaHac* ^simy
•avar (Nar«t Zana). Untvarattir ol Maaaadtu-
••llt Calla|lan. Qraanfiaid Nacardar,
•raMakero Natennaf. Aihol OaMy Na««.

Hampshire Mall, Wed . Feb U, 1979

come
meet

Thurs & Fri.

2-8

Sat. & Men.

All Day

Get his autograph
and have your picture talcen
with Spiderman for $3.00 pius tax

We're giving away

100 Cherry Trees!
Monday, February 19

...Drawings every hour.

Easy sign up (winners must be prest'nt

Hatfield Ancient
Fife & Drum Corps

in colonial garb

with color guard

& camp followers

PLAYING IN THE MALL:

Ttiursday, Friday, & Saturday
@7:30 @7:30 @2:00

DISCO ROLLER SKATING

FASHION SHOW
featuring sportswear,

Mondav at noon

MALL HOURS: 10-9:30 P.M., MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

RT. 9 AT INTERSECTION OF RT. 1 1 6, BETWEEN NORTHAMPTON & AMHERST
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OpenCountry
FcKrtifvear forthe great CNitdoors

featuriBg'Oinberlaiid^
formen snd women

from $47 to $88
•

At Open Country you will

find one of the greatest

oollections of famous brand
outdoor footwear under one
roof. All top quality, rugged
outdoor footwear and adl a
part of today's wilderness
fashion look. Plus Open
Country carries a complete
line ofBackpacks. So come
on down to Open Country
for a great outdoor
experience.

WMPMEIMU,
m y STORE FOR

evi's

Come to the
Diamond People's Grand Opening
forAssurances and Experience.

Only Kay Jewelers backs every dianriond with

ten assurances, including promises of quality stated

in writing, a trade-in value that increases with ttie

years, and a full Retund within 60 days, if you're

not completely satisfied with your purchase.

For generations we ve been tielping people in

love Th>eir satisfaction is proof that in over 200 stores

from coast to coast, you'll always find dedication
arxj skill.

'ptycr^

Jeweleis
THIDIAMONOPfOI^U

Hampshire Mali
« any n'OtoicMdicart MnwKtioncawMbtwclioprtorMitoc <«7aKoy

SHEER
Comfort Top

KNEE HFS
niOS so GOOD Of-.

22 PR.

'Reg. 2pr$. $1.00

*One size fits 8%-11

SHEER
PANTY
HOSE

nOOS so GOOD oi

2 100
PRS

•Two sizes for perfect fit

'All most popular shades

MENS HANKIES
Permanent Press

'White only 'Slight Irreg.

naos SO oooo «

2-22'

mc

Fields Hosiery
HAMPSHIRE MALL

Hampshire Moll, Wad., Feb. U, 1979 3

Snug from here to there.

Body Lingo® jeans.
43% to 56% Off
men's sport shirts

Now 3.99 Now 3.99
Ortg. $7. Classic golf shirt of
polyester/cotton knit, sports
placket front, chest pocket An
all time favorite in white, navy
and fashion colors S M.L.XL

Leather handbag.
Orlg. $13. Antique-look leather
handbags have lots of space, lots of
style. Choice of fashion colors with
handsome contrast stitching.

Rte. 9. South Maple St.,

Hadley. Mass.
Th
isdCPenney

HAMPSHIRE MALL
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WILD ToPS .Nc

"The family T-shirt store"

Grand Opening Mr
Present this COUPON for our sale

Hurry! Offer Expires March 15

FOR

SALE
BuyOneT-Shirt,
Get one

FREE!
(Any T-Shirt with

any Design)

men's, women's
children's

lWIJL© TqPSjnc, il^.T P!l:L'!.'^f II

Over

1,000 different

T-shirt designs

Custom lettering

While You Wait

ITS H \SHI:\CpTO^'S BIRTIinW.
\yD vol CW S %VK 50%
0:\ SKI.KITKII JIAIOR SPORTSHKAR,
30% 0\ ^KH SPRUNG JACKETS.
a:\d :jo% off & more
0:\ jiaior dresses
AT THE WEATHERVA\E:

• Auburn MallHampshire Mall • Fairfield Mall • Auwirn wan
^ ^ „ - .„.,

Mountain Farms Mall • Worcester Center and oth«r «tor«i throughout Nmc Bngiaruu

Hampshire MoM, Wtd., Fab. 14. 1979 I

FINAL CHOPPING

Savings UP
TO 50 %

On Selected Shoes & Boots
Dexter

Zodiac

Connie

Naturalizer

Fred Braun
Yodelers

SHOES TO
BOOT
HAMPSHIRE MALL. HADLEY. MA

Special Gingham Check
65% Dacron Poly

35% Combed Cotton
44" widereg. 1.09/yd.

Great for Blouses, Dresses & Skirts

SALE 97 yd.

Special Muslin
100% Cotton 48" wide reg. 78' yd.

1001 usest

SALE yi-

SO=FRO FABRICS

JiMlMy"CtMr9*Nr

Hampshire Mall, Hadley

Dy George, Steiger's

Washington's Dirthdoy Sole

At Hampshire Mall

^starts Thursday

This seosonis clothing and home items reduced

Wi? cannot tell o lie...vou1l save UD to 50% o

m

FASHION BUYS

Town and Country droMot - 50%
Off and more Sizes 8-18. petites.

too.

Womon't and Bottor droMOt •

50% off. includes Town and
Country dresses for women, sizes

Wintor coats • 1/3-1/2 OffI Wool
coats, fake furs, storm and rain

coats Misses and Junior sizes.

B«tt«r tportswoar • 50% and
mora Off. Sweaters, skirts, coor-

dinates. iacke»s. blouses, sizes 8-

18. Reg 2200-10000

Sportswear • 50%-66% Off. Coor-

dinates and separates Blouses

and sweaters Sizes 8-18.

Bobbie Brooks shirts - 9.97.

Shirts and blouses Orig. 18 00-

25.00. sizes 5-13 Reduced!

Junior skirts • 50% Off. All wools,

rayons, chailis. more.

Junior pants - All 50% Off.

Assorted fabrics

Junior coordinates • All 50% Off.

From Collegctown and others.

Bras, foundations - 50% Off.

Selected styles of Flexee and
Steiger s brand bras foundations.

Winter robes • All 50% Off.

Assorted styles

MEN'S WEAR SALE

Sueded cowttide coat - 89.99.

Stadium style spli.t hood, toggle

front with plaid scarf

Men's dress shirts - 50% Off.

Long sleeved Famous makers
and Steiger s brand Orig 10 00-

1600

Men's neckwear 2.99.

LINGERIE

Thermal sk;wear - 50% Off. In

solids, prints Reg. 6.00-6.75.

LIMITED QUANTITIES. INTERIM

Men's pajamas - 50% Off. Were
Orig 12 00 sale 5 99

Men's famous maker sweaters •

8.99 to 19.99. Orig 18 00-40 00

Men's famous maker knit shirts -

7.99. Pullover style Orig. 1500-

1600

CHILDREN SWEAR

Boys' outerwear • 6.99-21.99.

Sizes 4-7 Orig 14 00-44.00

Boys' outerwear - 9.99-24.99.

Sizes 8-20 Orig 20 00-50.00.

Girls' sleepwear - 3.49-7.99. Fall

styles. Sizes 4-14 Ong. 7.00-

16.00

Toddler snowsuits - 16.49 A
20.99. Boys and girls in sizes 2-3-

4 Hooded zipper fronts, legs

DOMESTICS, LINENS

Irregular tub mats - 3.97. If

perfect 8 00

Dish towels - 1/3 to 1/2 Off. An
assortment of first guality'

Irregular towels - 97C-4.97. In

solid colors washcloths, hand
and bath sizes

Scatter puff rugs • 2.97-8.67. 1 /3

Off 100% brushed nylon Reg
4.50-13.00

"American Dream" bed pillows

your choice of any size - 2/7.00.

Standard queen or king bolster.

Reg 7 00-11 00 each

Springmaid percale sheets in

"Fresh Daisies" style - 2.97-5.97.

each Twin double, queen or King

sizes Reg 7 00-15 00 Also stan-

dard or king cases Reg 7 00-7.50

- 2 94 pr

Acrylic "fur" throw blanket •

22.97. Choose from any pattern in

stock Reg 40 00-45 00

White goose down pillow - 27.97

ea. I00"'o white qoose down bed

pillows Either standard or queen

size Reg 42 00-50.00.

George Washington Heirloom
Bedspreads • 49.97 to 84.97 each.

Twin full queen or king sizes.

Reg 70 00-110 00

"Breezy quilts" - 12.97. Full size.

80 x90 only Reg 27 00 if

perfect - slight irregulars

Comforters - 17.97 each. Any size

- twin full or queen-king

Fieldcrest electric blankets, en-
tire stock all reduced!

HOUSEWARES

Regina 3-spoed Electrikbroom •

29.99. Reg 35 95

4-Cup mini- percolator- 7.99. Fully

automatic thermostatic control,

cord set Reg 13 99

Farl>erware hand mixer - 11.99.

White only Reg 15 99

Mirro electric fry pan - 19.99.

Avocado porcelain or aluminum
with Teflon II interior Reg. 34 95.

SILVER, GLASS, CHINA

Silverplate pieces - 2.47-33.99.

By Adams and Rogers assorted

pieces including candelabra,

gravy stand, more Ong 19.95-

67 50 Also Bettina ' mayo sets

and salad sets by Adams. Were
Ong 6 00 and 12 50

Imperial crystal - 7.20-13.60.

Includes 11'.-' celery/tray. 12"

cake stand and 10" bowl Orig.

10.00-18 50

Beer Mugs 2.97 Existing stock;

"Oxford, handled Reg 6.00.

MARKDOWNS MAY HAVE BEEN TAKEN. BROKEN SIZES. NOT ALL SIZES IN ALL STYLES OR COLORS.

SORRY, NO MAIL OR PHONE ORDERS.
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Just what every jewelry wardrobe needs:

fascinating fashion from Peretti!

a$32.d0b $47.50

Both in 14 karat yellow gold.

Eirgant giH wrap at no extra cliarf(r

Zales and Friends make wishes come true!

Al«o available. Zal*« Revolving Charge

ZALES
The Diamond Store

Hampshire Mall. Hadley Fairfield Mall, Chicopee

Washington's Birthday

LEVI'S KIDS CORDS Sllghtlylrr.

Siz« 4-7 R«g. 10.50

Levi's Women Pearl Snap Western Shirt

Slightly Irreg. Reg. 20.00

Levi's Student Flare Cords
Colors - Black - Yellow - Cactus - Toast

Sizes 25-30 Reg. 16.00

Levi's Men's Flannel Shirts
Reg. 16.00

Levi's Women's Flannel Shirts
Reg. 23.00

SALE
4.99

6.99

9.99

9.99

9.99

m
HI

Hampshire
Mall

584-4079

GNC Geneial Nutrition Cental
HompshiraMoll, Wad., Ftb 14, 1979 7

America Shops Smarter at GNC-700 Stores Nationwide

,

o?*v„rVfTAIVIIN C
SOOmg.

V2 Gram

99cVITAMIN C I
supntmai

100 Tablets
»2513or»37

1 Gram
1000nig.-100-$1S8

VITAMIN E
400I.U.

'Slock ••n»iby tlor* LimiWd
>upp<i*t o* ThomiMon

$199
I »991

100 Capsules

100 I.U.-100-98<

200I.U.-100-$1.49
1000 I.U.-100-$739

HfWIN S

YEAST

Flakes

SI 99

•515 1 lb

IRON

Farrout
Gluconate

VEL-0-CEL

• 101 250

IMelainucll

$24.
#21*

9
1R>

BRAN

WWi Motoaa—

nxi

^ Baianoed
^

B-Complex

Here's a complete

and balanced formula

of 8 essential B^actors

in a onei)er-day capsule

100 1^250

BONE MEAL POTASSIUM

a
10 Grain

S499
GKiconalt
595mg

$259

We Have

Fructose
...the miracle

sweetener you've
t)een reading about

Our pure
urtllavored

fructose has
no fat, no
sodium, arxl

no synlfietics

toertdartgar

your fwattfi!

Now avaMaMe In

four eesy-to-use forms

2GramTabtels

95
22s

POTENT

LECITHIN

1200mg.

«2^
•796 100

^
Liquid

$149

Granutes

•25*7 100 Vc
•2« «1

1C01

Padiels

95
50

Hertial

Sliampoo
Truly Natural A Organic

Sample Size

Fre* with coupor _
ndpurcha— •IGNC. Ij

UPJ/3/79 UMMW
NUTRITIOUS SNACKS

!^,

m.
^ START YOUR DAY
WITH GOOD NUTRITION

Natural Cereal
Apple Bran
Granola
Goodness
from nature
without
added sugar

AIM c«»OOM tram Htgn FItor

Canoti. fla*«ln Bran Qranola
ProMnoto. t Pr»mt»f Granot*

Herb Teas
Aromatic Flavor

Caffeine Fre«

• Chamomile
• Spearmint $125
• Peppermint'^'^

36 Bags ,

GNC Is your

TIME RELEASE CENTER

Vitamin C . Niacin

1SOOmg

Pantothenic R_ 1

7

Acid ^ "-'^
lOOOmg.

GNC
PENNY
SAVER!

chewable

$goi

The most complete
Vitamin E formula-
tion we've ever

offered!

2 Bottles of

100 each
2001. U.

COMPARE
&SAVE

You SAVE $6j04

Gen-Gen
$120

I 100

. Whole Wheat I

!
^'P*79?j

f»^Bran
'"•

m Sf^ Z-2i-i

f Com I

I GhipsTgcl
AnytinwSnMk ' OZ.

I Pure 1 lb.
I

•HoneVsiigJ
•Buckwheat

^ (Sunnower ' V^a» •GNC VALUE •iB^
iPapaya .^mI
Concentrate •
* Make* a gallon and A^l Q S

a lurtl CotU a* ^'^F ^ I
V tttHe a* SC a glass £ W
«B•• IGNC VALUE •^^
A Alpine 6 oz. A

|Pack-N-Snack|
••

Crunchy and chewy ^J^J^^
energy packed ,»g ^V^VOI
ingredienlj »« %^%^^^W

«•«»• GNC VALUE •a»^
A Zesty lOoz.A

{Sunflower >

seeds QQc!A America s lavonle %#^%#^H
9 high prolein non taltening snack V
^^•GNCVALUEI^^
A Raw lib. I
•Wheat Germ I
•"

Rich In Jif% S
Natural #l^l^fc
Nutrients ^T^^O 9

Geritol $724
a 100

Check GNC for your favorite

formula...We have many
generic equivalents that will

save you money!

VMilMUGNCCOUnM !

*

Zesty
Sunflower
Seeds
% oz. size

Free with $2.00
purchase & coupon ^

^0aa EXPj/3/79'

ij

«
«
^
«
^
«
«
«
«
«
«
^

We're having a sale

you won't forget.

Cigars - 10% off

discounted price.

Tobacco - 20% off

Clark tobaccos.

Pipes - all 20% off.

Thurs., Feb. ISSat., Feb. 17

« CLIFFORD MaCLARKKf
^
«
«
^
^
n
«
^
«

TOBACCONIST
if-

if-

if
Rte. 9. Hadley Open 10-9:30 Monday-Saturday 586-6212

Ofien
Country
the greatcmtdoors
featuring

for man
and women'
tram $80 to $92

At Open Country you will

find one of ttie greatest

collections of famous brand
outdoor footwear under one
roof. All top quality, rugged
outdoor footwear and all a
part of today's wilderness

fashion look. Plus Open
Country carries a complete
line ofBackpacks. So come
on down to Open Country
for a great outdoor
experience.

HAMPSHIRE IMLUX.

The Disco Roller Skating fashion show
models will feature individually designed
Great X Hair Styles.

Come watch our top designer from New York
m a live demonstration of precision hair-

cutting after the fashion show.

Washington's Birthday. Feb. 19. at 1:30 p.m.

CHf€cnmons
PRECISION HAIHCUTTEHS

Precision HalrcuttJng

No appointments - ever!

Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley
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oiGsmm
Family Entertainment Center
Open Mon.-Sat., 10-9:30; Sundays are Fundaya! Open 1-6

saoPF
ONADOZEN

DUNKIN*DONUTS.

S0«OFFON A DOZEN
OUNKm* OONUTS.

Bring this cou^n to ony participating Dunkin' Donuti thop,

and take advantoge of this money saving offer todoyl

LiiiMt — 2 dozen per customer. Offer expire* 3/15/79

SSB!m5 Cafe Square -
OONUTS Hampshire Mall ^
Ha worth thg trip.

~

Distinctive wood writing instruments

. . . among the finest in the worid

!

Kinc. cxiitK ttiMidt impi>rtcd trum thniughoui the M»rKi make Mjlimark writing

inaruments prized (lersonjl |ii>vOMon». f-!jch features heautilul gram and a Hawlev-

l:ni>h Gi\c a handvHTK. unujue gift from the Hallmark Kxecutive Timber line.

\\ jilabic in ualnut, wcnge. cordia, ni^vvoiid, tulipwix^i and teak.

$30.00the set. $15.00 Mnj.|e.$20.00 'he ...ft tip pen

'^' EVENSON'S
HALLMARK CARDS & GIFTS

Hompshire Moll
© l<>7l lUllmjrk CanK. Inc.

mml^i
OFF
MIA
CLOGS

OFF
BASTAD CLOGS

Remember, We have the largest selection of

clogs in New England!

%
^J I i Room Fresheners.

Carolina Soaps,
Bath Lotions,

Soap Dishes,

Hampshire Mall

V/5A

SAVE A FROSTY

AS TICKETED

on Foxmoor's

great fashion looks

...Ihe s«a»ons greatest (all and winter looks are here now at big savings

Come gather lops, bottoms, coats and dresses that really put winter

together Yours for the choosing at.

fb99M0OK
Hampshire Mall

Marthawould have
crossedtheDelaware

inst^e!

lagway Shoes
Toa j«Mt hmvt to tr[ thom on.

;for ^Qoo4 Xifl^ 1%,1hi<^ N^kr-
... 41 Original

Hits From...
...Or Try These... MEMOREX 120

BUY TWO^^^^,
GET ONE FREE!

Now on sale
MEMO«EX 8T-90
1,_PH»CE

SALE

MEMOREX 90

ON MCA ALBUMS
AND TAPES—Amer-
ican Graffiti — Origi-

nal Soundtrack Two
album set. Watch for

the movie "American
Graffiti" February
18th on your local

NBC station.

MEMOREX 90
SpFci^l M*» l>iic. Sal*

J»#
• Tl

MEMOREX

-

90-Mlnute S-Track
Recording Cartridge.

Buy one at regular

price, get the other at

Vt price.

9.49
MEMOREX—
120-Minute Cassette.

Buy two—Get one
FREE.

MN 8632

Offer expires: Feb. 25, 1979

Musicland guarantees your satisfaction

or your money back.

Hampshire Mall
586-2337
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we're Easyto
Getaway to!
MALL HOURS: 10-9:50 P.M.,

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

RT. 9 AT INTERSECTION OF RT. 116,
BETWEEN NORTHAMPTON & AMHERST

BRING THIsTd^%OfTme!t PROD^
(0 ^

H COMING TO CAFE SQUARE — HAMPSHIRE MALL
< FEBRUARY 29, 1979
lU

S Featuring:

Ui Oskars Famous "Heisse Weise"

O And other fine meat products

® Prepared by:

12
Schaller & Weber, Inc. of Long Island City, N.Y.

2 "House of Quality for Processed Meats"

g Be our QUEST on March 3, 1979

^ and enjoy

X free hors d'oeurve samples

2 Bring this ad and receive ^U /o Oil
rr selling price on all meat products.

I

T̂he next ten fabulous weeks
of entertainment & excitement at
Hampshire Mall will take you away!

TEN FABULOUS WEEKS
WEEK OF JAN. 21—

Fabulous Fifties
WEEK OF JAN. 28—

Boy Scout Jubilee
Norman Rockwell Exhibit
WEEK OF FEB. 4—

Motorcycle Show
Travel Forum
WEEK OF FEB. 11—
George Washington
Birthday Sale
WEEK OF FEB. 18—

Zippy the Chimp
Boat Show
WEEK OF FEB. 25—

Energy, Conservation
& Safety Show
John Kolish, Hypnotist
WEEK OF MARCH 4—

International Festival
WEEK OF MARCH 11—
International Festival
second big week!
WEEK OF MARCH 18—

Arts & Crafts Show
WEEK OF MARCH 25—

Recreation vehicle Show

Hompjhire Moll, W«d.. Ftb. 14. 1979 11
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WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY

ALBUMS

8-TRACK

CASSETTE SJUONGSI SALE

TOTO

EDDIE MONEY
CBS RECORDS AND TAPES

BILLY JOEL

798 Series

LP g-TRACK

CASSEHE

THESE PICTURED LPS

YtouOontBnng

(OwMWNh
ranand)

TYw AmvncMi
Popular Song

I
ThaOanonv
BumbliBM/

Bianbl* BoogM

Owmond&rts

BARBRA

&
NEIL

YOU DON'T
BING ME
FLOWERS

Barbra 4
Slreisand's *
Greatest
Hits,

Volume 2
•wkidhv pt

ttouOanlBhng

(OuMWmt
NaMD'amond)

Prom 'A Star

SlonayEnd

898
l^p

'""''
8-TRACK

MlTJOa
S2-ST1KET

UMITI»«

THEBESTOF
EARTH.WIND&FIRE

VOtXIMEl

2 NCCONOSCT

AEROSMrrH
UVE BOOTLEG
Inckiding 4-Cok>r Poster

Comalogamaf OraamOn WaHtTlMWay
Laal Chitd C>«p Away rn* Stona 1398 Series

LP

8-TRACK

CASSETTE

2 RECORD SETS

CASSETTE BILLYJOEL EARTH WIND

ON CBS RECORDS *
'''"^

1198 Series

LPS
8-TRACK
CASSETTES

2 WCOTOSIT

Willie !Velson
Willie and Family Live

including

Whnkar *•** •«• £y«» Cf »>nq m Tha Ran
8k>o«T Mary Mom.nq dtorqf On My »*rid

Good uranto Woman

••••''' '^VM^'

HAMPSHIRE MALL
HADLEY

P/ione 586-635

1

Store Hovi: 10-9:30, MonSat
mA' record viHciige

SALE PRICES GOOD
THROUGH SATURDAY

FEB. 17
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MENS VESTED SUITSm
\ sflei t group of hdndsome winter suits laiiored m
textured fabrics and v\ool blends Frt^ expert
alterations Regulars - Shorts - Longs

MENS OUTERWEAR

Our Reg
I00&$1I0

50%OOFF
Our Reg. $45 to $69

Save on our enure stoi k of nylon ski parkas, rancher
coats, car coats, and more SM-LXL

MEN'S FINELY TAILORED SLACKS

Our Reg $10

F as> care ^KJlyester slacks in black. nav\'. green, brown,
grev and tan

MEN'S SWEATERS

Our Reg^ $16 to $19

A selection of cardigans, crewnecks. V-necks
turtlenecks and more in easy-care wool and
wool blends S-M-L-XL

BOYS' OUTERWEAR

50%OOFF
OUR ENTIRE STOCK
Our entire sto<;k of boys nylon ski jackets, corduroys
and poplin jackets, now at super savings.

Sale effective thru Feb 20th

Anderson-Utile
Open every night Mon thru Sat
We honor Bank Amencard/VISA & Master Charge.

Stock up on a rainbow of colorful spring tops in

easy- care polyester to pair with slacks and skirts.

FASHION PANTS

Our Reg. $12 & $13

Super savings on a special collection of solid color
polyester gabardine pants styled with belts, cinch
waists and pocket details.

HAMPSHIRE MALL
Hadley

Also availalDle at Hamp Plaza, Northampton.

Inside:Below the Saltmagazine Pages.
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In-State tuition increase proposed
Boston State College headproposes doubling current rate

By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

Already dazed UMass students were hit

w«th another blow yesterday when a

proposal was announced that would nearly

doubla in state tuition by 1961

.

However, a university spokesman gave
the proposal a slim chance of being ap-

proved by the UMass Board of Trustees,

who currently set in state tuition for the

three-campus system
The propoasi, subroined by Boston State

CoNegs President Kermit C. Morrissey.

eeis for setting tuition for the 30 state

supported irwtitutions at 25 percent of total

education cosu in 1979 and 30 percent in

1961.

Tuition at UMass, now $525 a year,

would increase to a projected $859 in 1979

and $1034 the following year if Morrissey's

proposal was implemented.
> Tuition would t>e set separately at each
of the five state college and university

systems: the University of Massachusetts,
the state colleges, the connmunity colleges.

Southeastern Massachusetts University,

and the University of Lowell

.

Mor/issey's proposal comes after Gov.
Edward J. King's announcerr^ent last week
that he would ask state colleges and
urMversities to submit fiscal 1960 budgets
containing little or no increases over their

fiscal 1979 budgets.

The UMass Board of Trustees are
holding a special meeting in Boston
tomorrow to cut their 1980 budget request

down to 1979 levels.

Students at UMass are currently paying
only 15.2 percent of their total education

costs, while state college students are

paying over 25 percent and community
college students are paying 19.2 percent,

Morrissey said last night.

State college tuition would go from its

current level of $500 to $599 in two years,

and community college tuition woukl go up
to $416 next year and $514 the year after

that.

Howard White, a spokesman for the

University, last night said UMass President

David C Knapp received a five page

memorandum containing Morrissey's pro-

posal yesterday, but has not yet read it.

"They may have discussed it m general

terms, but Dr. Knapp is certainly not

familiar with the proposal " he said.

White said the UMass Board of Trustees

has t>een opposed in the p>ast to using for-

mulas to set tuition, and are r>ow fighting a

formula for setting out-of-state tuition im-

posed by the state legislature That formula

would rTK>re than double out of-state tui-

tion, from its current $1,560 to $3,350, by
1961.

"Historically, tf>e trustees of UMass have

been reluctant and indeed opposed to set-

ting tuition on a percentage basis," he said.

Morrissey said yesterday his propossi

would keep tuition from rising in sudden
jumps after the initial ir^reases are mads.

Unless Morrissey's proposal was pesssd
as legislation by the State Legislature, ths

five individual tx>ards of trustees would
have autonomy on eitf^er irriplementing or

rejecting the proposal.

Morrissey said his proposal woukJ also

"force a much more critical look at

budgets" by university administrators in \tm

face of projected decline over the r>ext few
years in college enrollment.

"Educators always dream nr>or>ey is going

to conoe if you just stamp you feet loud

enough. Well it's not going to come
anymore," he said.

21-year-old drinking bill

now in Senate's hands
ByJIf^MORAN
Collegian Staff

The proposal to raise the drinking age to

21 has left the Massachusetts House of

resentatives and is now in the hands of the

Senate.
A last-minute effort yesterday by op-

ponents of the controversial legislation to

reconsider Tuesday's House vote to raise

the drinking age to 21 over the next two-

years failed by a vote of 89-55. Opponents
to the 21 year old minimum argued that the

bill should be killed t)ecause of the confus
ing language in the proposal.

Rep. Robert B. Ambler (D-Weymouth), a

supporter of the age increase, said it was
useless for the House to change. the bill

since he was "assured" the Senate Ways
and Means Committee would further

amend the bill when they convened at 10

am today.

An aide to Senate Ways and Means Chair-

man Chester D. Atkins (D-Harvard) said,

"It remains to be seen just what will hap-

pen." Sen. John Olver (D-Amherst) was
unavailable for comment, but his office said

an intense lobbying effort was being made
in preparation for debate on the Senate

floor.

UMass Junior Marion Kuenzle trudges up the fire escape of the Academy of
Music building in Northampton. (Staff photo by Joanne Quinn)

Newroundofviolence hits Iran
By THOMAS KENT
Associated F*re5S

TEHRAN, Iran— Renegade guerrillas shot
their way into the U.S. Embassy, anti-

Ameiican gangs were reported roaming the

streets and bloody factional fighting
erupted in a provincial city yesterday as
Iran's new government struggled to keep
control of this troubled nation.

Fighting in the northwestern city of Tabriz

took hundreds of lives, Iranian journalists

reported.

Sources in Washington said the Carter ad-'

ministration planned to launch a new mass
evacuAtion of ArT>ericans from Iran this

weekenr*
At tne hearr of major new violence was

f.'re refusal by rebellious supporters of

Ayatollah T^uhollah Khomeini, . a widely
diverse political group, ro turn in their arms
now that Khomeini's anti shah movement
has succeeded in gaining power. The Kho-
rT>eini camp blamed the embassy artack on
communists.

Scores of unidentified gunmen mounted
the mid-morning assault on the square-

block U.S. Embassy compound with bursts

of heavy machine-gun fire. They wounded
two Marine guards, charged into the em-

bassy and took Ambassador William

Sullivan and 101 other Americans hostage.

Armed Pro-Khomeini men then appeared

and drove the insurgents from the badly

damaged compound in a 3 'A hour gun ba\-

tle.

RelatedStory,
page2

When the embassy was attacked, most of

the Americans took refuge in Sullivan's of-

fice and a top secret communications

center while 19 Marine guards fired into the

air and tried unsuccessfully to stop the at-

tackers with tear'gas, officials said.

An unidentified Iranian employee of the

embassy was reported killed. Marine Sgt.

Ken Kraus, 22, was hit by a metal fragment

in the forehead and another Marine was
grazed by a bullet. Embassy officials said

both men were only slightly wounded.
During the attack, embassy technicians

burned or blew up an estimated $500,000

worth of communications and coding
equipment. Tftey set fire to a number of

secret documents. But some classified

material was believed to have been le^

behind in offices penetrated by the at-

tackers.

Guerrillas loyal to Khomeini said those

who attacked the embassy in Tehran were
communists. One of the attackers also said

communists took part in the assault.

A reliable source in Washington who ask-

ed not to be identified said he had received

reports that after the embassy attack
"revolutionary police" were making ran-

dom searches of American homes in

several Iranian cities and confiscating per-

sonal property.

Insofar as student action is concerned,

David Barenberg, Coordinator for the Stu-

dent Center for Educational Research and

Advocacy (SCERA), a branch of the stu-

dent government, said that UMass
students are planning to lobby today on

Beacon Hill Barenl)erg also said that it is

important for students to mount a phone-

lobbying effort because "as was shown on

Monday, we can make an impact"

Jack Albeck of the Union Program Coun-

cil (UPC), a student government group,

said that the council and SCERA will send

students today on two buses provided by

local merchants It is expected that as

many as 100 students may go to Boston to

lobby, and Albeck said that they have com-

piled a list of "undecided" senators who
will be targets for that lobbying effort.

Rep. James G. Collins (D-Amherst) said

anything could happen with the bill.

"Conceivably, it could put the age back to

18," Collins said. "If worse comes to

worse, and the bill is signed into law on

April 1st, which would be an appropriate

date, then I will introduce legislation in

December to repeal the graduated clause."

He also said the repeal would effectively

freeze the increase at age 19. Collins said

that by December the pressure for a limit of

21 will have subsided.

New Hampshire Gov. Hugh Gallen yester-

day said he plans to ask all New England

governors about setting a regional drinking

age limit for New England. Gallen said he

will raise the issue at a New England

meeting of the National Governors' Con-

ference in Washington next month. Gallen

said his concern was that '"there not be in-

centives for young people to drive

somewhere else because of the different

drinking ages."'

Stillcold! ^
If you are tired of the cold and you

think there might be relief in sight, then

forget it. It's cold now and it's not going

to get much warmer. Temperatures are

expected to only reach into the teens to-

day The temperature will be 0-10 degrees

tonight and 16-22 degrees tomorrow.

Collegian recruitment
and staffmeeting
The Collegian will hold a recruitment

and staff meeting tonight in Campus

Center 101 at 7:30 p.m. Anyone in-

terested in working for the newspaper is

welconr>e to come. There will be a social

ihour afterwards. .
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DIGEST

Ambassador William Sullivan (right) is held by
Khomaini forcas after shooting broke out in the U.S.

Embassy compound yesterday in Tehran. The am-
bassador was unharmed.

Carcrash kills Hampshireprof.

MIDDLEBUPY Conn |>»P| -State police said a

Hampshire Coltege professor and fornr^r Smith College

student d»ed early yesterday when a car slamrDed into her

disabled automobile on the side of Interstate 84

Eleanor Huston. 30. of Northampton, was standing next

to her vehicle which was being hooked up to a tow truck

when the accident occurred Police said she was struck by

debris from her car and the third vehicle She was

pronounced dead at the scene

Ms Huston was visiting professor of dance at Hamp
shire College in Amherst, Mass , where she had taught for

the past three years

14 yr. old barred fron^ school
LUDLOW. Mass \AP\-A 14 year old girl who was

twice caught smoking marijuana at Ludlow High School

will be barred from school for the remainder of the school

year, the School Committee has ruled

School Committee Chairman Richard Tyburski. who
called the town's rule the strictest in the state, said Miss

Goodreau will be given a tutor for the rest of the school

year

Her pa'ents said they had not decided whether they

would appeal the expulsion.

Jefferson at FAC tonight
Jazz vocalist Eddie Jefferson will be featured in a free

concert tonight at 8 p.m. in Ben/anson Recital Hall in the

Fir>e Arts Center
Jefferson is known for his innovation of adding lyrics to

originally instrumental solos His "stream of con
S'-iousness" verse is intended to enhance the original

thoughts of the soloist.

Nanr>ed best Male Jazz Vocalist of 1975 in Downbeat'

s

Critic's Poll, Jefferson's repertoire includes the music of

Coleman Hawkins, Charlie Parker and Miles Davis

/Vew seats available forBSO
An estimated 400 seats for a performance by the Boston

Symphony Orchestra at 10:30 tomorrow morning are

available for UMass students for $2 50 each, fine arts

publicity director David Letters said yesterday

Letters said the seats suddenly became available yester

day afternoon after a large group of the high school

students scheduled to attend the showing cancelled its

plans Students can buy the tickets at the Fine Arts Center

box office.

Harry Ellis Dickson will conduct the BSO

Captive ambassador killed

when police attempt rescue
By BARRY SHLACHTER
Associated Press
NEW DELHI. India — The American ambassador to

Afghanistan, Adolph Dubs, was fatally wounded yesterday
when police firing automatic weapons stormed a hotel
room where Moslem gunmen were holding him hostage in

the Afghan capital of Kabul.
U.S. diplomats in Pakistan said the kidnappers, who were

not identified, sought the release of three Shiite Moslem
clergymen who were recently arrested by the leftist Afghan
government.
Official Kabul Radio said the four kidnappers shot Dubs
when police charged into the room, reportedly after firing a
60 second barrage through the door ar>d from across the
street.

The station said Dubs was in critical condition when
police reacf>ed him and he died in the embassy dispensary.
The station also said all four kidr>appers were killed, but an
American who witnessed the assault said one kidnapper
was captured.

'He was brought down the stairs fighting and kept trying
to raise a leg to kick one of his captors in the groin, " said
Sandy Stiebel of Highland Park, III., in an interview.
Mrs Stiebel's husband. Mayer, said police fired into the

windows and through the door for a full minute before
rushing in.

U.S. embassyguards

often face danger
By FRED S HOFFMAN
Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The Manne, Corps has called them its

"thin blue line " - an elite security guard whose job is to

protect more than 10^^ US. embassies and consulates
around the world.

Nineteen Marines lost a battle for the U.S. Embassy in

Tehran on yesterday, but they apparently were overwhelm-
ed by about five times their number. A State Department
spokesman indicated the Marines limited their defense to

"not control measures, apparently including tear gas."

'We never fired a shot, " said one of the guards. Sgt. Ken
Kraus of Lansdale, Pa., who was wounded slightly by the

attackers. Kraus explained the guards had been told not to

fire so as not to jeopardize their lives and those of others at

the embassy
At other embassies, too. Marine security guards have
found themselves involved in drama and danger.
When Saigon fell to victorious communist armies in 1975,

a detachment of 56 Marine guards was among the last

Americans to leave the US. Embassy by helicopter.

There was a night in London during the 1962 Cuban
missile crisis when 12 Mannes faced a mob of about 2,000
demonstrators angry over the US. naval blockade of

Cuba. The Marines stood at parade rest in front of the U.S.
Embassy, their revolvers upraised. But no shots were fired

and the crisis subsided.
Mostly, however, the duties of Marine security guards are

routine and their presence unobtrusive.

They can be seen in their dress blues in 103 countries

where the United States maintains embassies and con-
sulates.

There are now 1,110 carefuly chosen noncommissined of-

ficers serving in diplomatic detachments as small as five in

Dublin, Ireland, and as large as 32 in Paris.

With few exceptions, only Marine sergeants and lance

corporals are eligible for the 30 months of embassy and
consulate guard duty. They first serve 15 months in a hard-

ship post, followed by 15 months on less rigorous assign-

ment.
Only unmarried men with e)ypellent disciplinary records

are chosen.
Prospective guards are put through an intensive five-week

course in which they are schooled by Marine and State

Department officials in special subjects ranging from what
are called "sociological related" matters to handling bombs
and incendiary devices.

At the end of their special training. Marine Guard can-

didates are scrutinized by a joint board of diplomatic of-

ficials and Marine officers.

Appearance counts heavily. And the prospective security

guards also must master social amenities.

The special school for Marine security guards is moving
soon from the immediate Washington area to the Ouantico
Marine Base in nearby Virginia.

Until now, no women have been assigned to this select

duty, but Marine officials said the first woman candidates
will enter training May 31

.
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"It was a demolished room afterward, filled with
gunsmoke witl' a ijt of blood on the floor," he added.
President Carter and nis wife, Rosalynn, en route to Mex-

ico, telephoned DuLs' widow in Washington from Air

Force One to express their sympathy. Carter issued a state-

ment saying, 'The act of brutality which took his life has

deprived our nation of one of its most able public ser-

vants."
Kabul Radio said the kidnappers, disguised as traffic

police, pulled Dubs' chauffeur driven limousine over

yesterday morning, seized him and took him to the Kabul

Hotel in the center of the Afghan capital. Once tfwre tf>ey

communicated their demands to authorities.

Moslem mullahs, or clergymen, reportedly have played a

prominent role in sporadic outbreaks of insurgency in

eastern Afghanistan against the pro- Soviet government cH

President Noor Mohamnud Taraki, which seized power in

a bloody coup last April.

The government has been playing down tfie intensity of

the fightir>g, which Afghan exiles in Pakistan say involves

hundreds of soldiers arnl vHlagars and air force strafing arvl

napalm attacks.

Kabul Radio said government officials did thatr bast to

free Dubs but the abductors refused and an attack imm
ordered. But in Washington a State Department
spokesman sharply criticized the Afghans, saying they had

ignored a U.S. appeal that they negotiate with the kidnap

pers.

Dubs's kidnap-killing coincided with an attack on the U.S.

Embassy in Tehran, the capital of neighboring Iran.

Although the Iranian revolution is led by that country's

Shiite Moslem patriarch, there was no apparent connec-

tion between the two attacks. The Shiites are tt>e majority

sect in Iran, while in Afghani'^tan they are greatly out-

numbered by the Sunni Moslems, their traditional enemies

Extremely cold weather hasn't stopped Boston's

fishing fleet from going out. (AP Laserphoto)
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SPECIALS PERMANENTS $19

Hair Cuts $4.50

For Men Women 4 Children

Walk ins Welcome or Call SM-ttS nrw>n Mon -Sal
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ENTER
MEDICAL
SCHOOL
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Pay Only On Acc«>ptanf*
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Levelspending,nukes
subjectofKing talk

Jonathan Shailor, a senior Communications Education nrtaior. delivers a sing-

ing valentine, one of 24 he delivered on campus yesterday For just two dollars

the sender got Shailor to sing one of eight love songs Shailor said most of the

reactions from his victims ware axtrama embarrassment and laughter and

many paopla just sat and hid their faces. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

By BOB HORGAN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Gov. Edward J. King spolte
here yesterday before the UMass
President's Advisory Council on level spen-
ding, off-shore drilling and nuclear power,
but did not comment on the proposed
UMass out-of-state tuition hike.

King, said he doesn't want public higher
education students to receive a "second
quality" education, and that he realizes

"the important role higher education
plays

'

King also said, however, that the state
and UMass "have to slow down, maybe do
without in some cases," in order to main-
tain level spending.

During a question and answer period in

which King said he would take only two
questions. King denied that he or his office

ever said there was the possibility of a
merger between UMass- Boston and
another state school in the city.

"I didn't say that, " King snapped back,

then referred the question to State

Secretary of Education Charles Johnson.
Johnson replied that he "really didn't

know " about the merger.

When asked if his office has asked
UMass trustees to keep the fiscal spending

the same as last year. King replied that "we

believe " tf^t they had been asked

King answered one more question from

tt>e audience, then said "Three questions

are more than two," and refused to answer

more questions.

Before saying farewell. King told the

audience that he "would be grateful if you
were just as quiet as you are now, if you
fon't agree with the things I am pushing
for."

During the bulk of his address King

spoke about offshore drilling, nuclear
power and unemployment.

King said that "we should explore for gas

off George's Bank to keep down our costs

of energy." King cited the high cost of

gasoline in Massachusetts as the reason for

drilling.

The governor also said that he hopes
both Seabrook and Pilgrim II nuclear plants

are opened. King said that when Seabrook
is opened Massachusetts will receive 25
percent of the energy produced.

'"Nuclear power can supply or>e-;hird of

our energy,'" King said, "We should be
equipped for it."

King also said that he was in favor of

burning coal here again for energy.

King said that he supports these energy

sources not only because of the power
supplied, but also because "it wiJI lead to

unemployment."
If there is mass unemployment. King

said, drug and alcohol abuse and crime will

increase, and "one depends on the other."

Amherst's 1980 budget cuts defended
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: Secortd of a thraa-part sahaa

"What we hear from the public is that

not only do they want the budget cut, but

they want it permanently cut." said Diana

Ron>er, cf>airrnan of the Amherst Board o*

Selectman, in defense of proposed cuts in

Amherst's fiscai year 1980 budgat.

The budget, prepared by Town Manager

A. Louis Hayward and his staff, meats a

limit of 3.5 percent property tax inwaaaa

mandated by the selectmen.

In a cover letter to the proposed budget.

Hayward said. "The 3 5 percent overall

target has been achieved at the expense of

reducir>g or eliminating certain programa or

service levels and level funding most

otf>ers."

The cuts include mental health saryica

appropriations, two branch libraries,

recreational programs, the town's recycling

program.
Another cut in the budget is the North

Amherst School, a building which has been

used by the town to house two non profit

service orqanizations at no cost.

The recipients of the fraa sfMce are the

Amfierst Survival Center and the Amherst

Youth Center According to Jane Holappa,

founder of the Survival Cwiter, the Center

wae set up to provide donated food to the

poor. "We've had to depend on CETA for

one paid staffer." she said "Everything

»we have is dortated."

WitlHXit tfie space, both Centers are in

ieopardy, according to Holappa. The Youth

Center, a drop-in center for Amherst
teer^agars, has bean unable to find alter-

nativaspaca.

In addition, about $21,000 is being cut

from budgets of recreational programs.

This will mean the closing of Amherst's

War Memorial Pool and cuts in skating and
playground operations.

UMass is the recipient of one of the few

budget additiorw in the proposal. The

Orchard Valley and Echo Hill bus lines,

which were specifically requested by the

Town Meeting this year, and the Western

Mass. bus line route between Northampton

and Amherst, will cost the town an extra

$26,000 this year

Responding to tt>e budget cuts, library

officials decided to close the two branch
libraries becauae she received a budget
order to "level fund." Level funding means
that no increases in the budget are allowed.

However, with a 7 percent inflation rate,

level fuTHJing actually implies budget cuts.

In a newsletter. Turner cites increases in

salaries and inflationary costs as reasons
for the decision.

The two libraries, located in North and
South Amherst, have been used by local

residents as cultural centers and neigh-

borfiood meeting plac», according to

Turner.

The budget does not include any money
for additional water supply, which has been
becoming necessary in the past year for the

town. According to an engineenng report,

the town needs an additional 2.7 million

gallons per day in the immediate future.

Tomorrow: An analysis of the town cuts

and what they mean to UMass

Correction
A headline on the front page of

yesterday's Collegian read 'Minority

faculty questions Allen as provost
choice,'" referring to actions of tha

Minority Faculty Association. Jeremiah
M. Allen currently is serving as acting

provost, and sources have said he is a

finalist in the search to be named
permanent provost.

The headline should have read,

"MirKKity faculty questions provost

choice process.""

Bernard Bell, a spokesman for the

association, yesterday said the group
considered it '"irresponsible and
unethical'" tfiat the Collegian print such
"unsubstantiated, (and) sensational"

headlines. "We're concerned with the

process, more than the results," Bell

said. "The Minority Faculty Association

does not question Allen as choice."

The association Monday asked that

the search for a new provost be
reopened, saying minority viewpoints

had not been adequately represented.

Mary K. Bennett, head of the search

committee, has refused to comment to

the press. The provost position has been
held by Allen since last January.

HAVE ONE WILP

ANP CRAZV TIME

n THE 6SEU MIXER

Live music provided

by the
"loose Caboose" ^^STMCX^^

Monday, Feb. 19, 8 p.m.

Place: The Quonset Hut-Rt. 9, Hadley

Adm. $1.00 non-members
$.50 members

(Sponsored by the UMass Graduate

Student Employees Union)

Uriiv<?r5itv of Massachus<?tt5 / Amherst

FINE AiJS CENTER PRESENTS

BOSTON
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

SEIJI OZAWA
Mmjk Dmctor

Thursday, February 15 8 pm

Verdi- Overture, Mozart- Concerto in A for Clarinet,

'\iAia\V.o\%\iy-Symphony No. 6 in B minor.

HAROLD WRIGHT, Qarinet

Tickets noW «! sale. General Public • $8, 7, 6.

UA^'ss Students find Senior Citizens • $7, 6, 5.

Saturday, February 17 8 pm

Brahms-Piafio Concerto No. 2 in B flat and

Symphony No. I in C minor.

PETER SERKIN, Pianist.

Tickets now on sale - General Public • St, 7, A.

UMass Students • $5, 4, 3. Senior Citizens and
Ott>er Students - $7. 6, 5.

FINE >RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New Englond Ticketron locotions.
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ironies
Peopte irt the newspaper business

love nothing better than to talk about

media, and even though popular

newspapers like the Village Voice and en-

tire rruigazines like the Columbia Jour-

nalism Review devote expensive copv
space to the subject of niedia criticwm, it is

still not known how many people actuaMy

enjoy reading about a jounrnalist's favorite

subiect. But riskir>g bohng you to tears

there is a new newspaper beir>g printed by
UMass students that deserves some anen
tion; The VaMe^ Women's Voice.

H you hadn't gathered from the story

the Women's Voice printed on the sub

ject, this new paper came into ex-

istence as a result of 'he conflict a

small but bellicose group of UMass
women had with the editors and staff

of the CoHegian (I must own up to be

ing one of those sexist editors), over

the osue of having women's pages in

the Co^^ran. It wouldn't be interesting

or to anyone's advantage^to rehash

most of the complicated events of last

spririg's confrontation, but I would like

to point out some of the ironies this

new paper embodies.

When the idea of having a separate

newspaper for the women who were
dissatisfied with the Collegian was
brought up at a meeting of the

Chancellor's Commission, which met

last summer to examine the issues, it

was met with cries of that's not the

i«ue,' and 'you're only ignoring ttw

Collegian's sexism ' It seemed to me
and to most of the commission
members that this really was the issue.

Things had gotten to the po«nt where it

was absolutely impossible to talk to

any of the women who demanded

(Tlichael

pages because they didn't want the

"hassle of arguing with men aod n>ale

dominated women," they only wanted
part of the Collegian for thetr own use.

In effect, they wanted the ad depart-

ment to sell the ads to pay for their

pages, they wanted tf>e sexist editors

to give them carte blanch as to content

of their pages, they wanted the

graphics people to paste up their copy,

and they wanted us to believe that a

staff that was made up of SO percem
women arvl a board of editors made up
of four women, including a women's
•dKor, ar>d six men was so sexist as to

IM incapable of competently examin-

'wQ any women's issues. History shows
that ths plan for pages did not come
about, and the Chancellor's Commis-
sion on Women's News through sup-

porting the idea of separates pages
found no direct incidents of institu-

tional sexism in the Collegian's recent

past. As I say, it appeared to all parties

that the only real solution was for the

women to have their own paper.

So now what happens, now that they

have their own newspaper? As was so

well put by one Collegian staff rrwmber

on looking at the first issue of the
Women'z Voice. "I don't believe, a
straight news lead (the first paragraph)

on their lead story - we couldn't get
them' to write a straight news lead for

two years"
Though he was exagerratir>g a bit he

did sum up the frustration of many
Collegian staff members and editors
during last fall's try out of in

corporating "feminist news" into the
Collegian: the frustration that comes
about when you discover that the 40 in

ches guaranteed to the women's editor

was being used for flat out editonaliz

ing and science fiction (i.e. par
thenogenesis) But once given their

own paper, the feminist news they in-

corporate on affirmative action,
women's sports teams etc., turns out

to be exactly the type of copy the
board of editors of the Collegian sug
gested would be better than Chinese
foot binding articles

It's just too t>ad that life's ironic situations

always come about after so much scream

ing and yealling and mental Strum und
Drana. Otherwise, or>e might just enjoy

them.
MICHAEL P DORANisaCoHegmn

columnist

Letters

Bit* and Pi*c«*
Rep Barney Frank, in a fit of sarcasm at

the drinking age hearings: "We must make

it illegal to sell to anyor^ under 21 hip

flasks, beer rruigs, ar>d corkscrews."

Of Cuckoos and Snobs: It figures that

only the New York Times would report a

dumb Dog Show on its lead sports page

Preppie-mania: At the drinking age hike

rally m the Student Union: "Smith College-

-A Traditior of Women on Tap."
DANGUIDERA

Phooey to Wilding!

To th« Editor:

/ protest the Collegian's publication of

the column "A Plague a' both your

houses " by Mark Wilding on the February

7 Editorial/Opinion page
This apparent attempt at a "light" com

ment on the serious situation in Iran

displays offensive ethnic stereotyping and
mockery and ignorance of Islamic religion

and culture The Collegian should not

publish any such "oppressive humor "

Barbara Johnson
Northampton

No need for

language requirement

To the Edited:

Having finished my language
requirement over a year ago, I stiK hold a

grudge against this unnecessary

requirement, first of all, learning a

particular language does rwt benefit the

student's awareness of that specific

country in any aspect: culturally,

politically, scientifically, or even
historicalfy. Therefore, this requirement

provides no pertinent knowledge for nof>-

language majors.

Second of all, the language department
aims at teaching students a vast amount

of information in a short amount of time.

It appears that most of tfye students do

rtot understand the course work Time

and time again, I have witnessed among
fellow students and friends that they

barely learn the difficult information — or,

rather - they learn what they need to

know so that they can pass the exam.

Clearly, there is no need for a language

requirement because it provides no

framework for utilizing knowledge
Joann Reisman

Northeast

Drop US a line

What's on your mind, yas, you out there.

Ed King? Tuition? Abortion? The A Shah?
The Brom? We'll never know unless you

drop us a line, a letter-to-the-Editor should

include your name residence (we will

withold both on request) and phone
number (for verification purposes, only)

and be typed at GO characters per line. Most
importantly, keep it as short as possible,

because the shorter it is, the rrwre it will be

rMd.

Committee lor the Collegiate Education of Black Students

TUTORS NEEDED:
MATH
BUSINESS
PSYCHOLOGY
STATISTICS

PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY
ZOOLOGY

ASTRONOMY

I

WHO'
The tutofing will b« prov.dwl fof minofitv undergraduates on a one_

to-one and- Of small groop basis The number of hours per we«h

will depend on the demand fof tutoring in your parl-cular area

WHEN
The tuloring will take place dunrtg the day and or dunnq the even

mg (depending on the schedule of the tutees and tutor)

QUALIFICATIONS ...rh.nn •«
MaMery of subiect area, previous tutoring and -or teaching ex

perience and previous experience wilh minorities is desired

APPLICATIONS are available in New Africa House, room 217

Engineering& Computer Science Majors

DONT
GRADUATE

without talking to the

Hughes Recruiter visiting

your campus soon.

Contact your placement office

for interview dates.

PRETERM

: HUGHES

:

L - - • - -•

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY tMPLOVtR M/F

Ifyou have
an unwanted
pregnancy...
talk with one of our counselors about your

decision. '^^L
Abortion/GynecologiMl C«re/VafecV)mv/ Tubal i.i9*tion

licensed non profit Reproductive Health Center

1842 BEACON ST , BROO^fi.'lNE, MASS 02146
(617) 73ft6210

PRETERM

MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN
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Suicide
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Inside the magazine:
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• Religion St suicide • Record reviews

• Union Program Council • Tfieatre reviews

Studying the Suicide
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the Union Progreyn CcxjncI reaches out

Entertaining clianges planned for campus bars
ByYAFFAL£R£A

RockVi' Roll, jazz, blues, country, funk,
soul your nrtusJc wish is the Union Pro-
gram Council's command.

The music business at Umass is

flourishing this serr>ester and changes are

finally being made to satisfy the music
tastes of everyone The Union Program
Council (UHC) IS taking new steps this spr

ing to bring worthwhile live talent to cam-
pus t>ars and campus promoters, changir>g

tt>e entire musical climate at UMass.
It you atter>ded any concerts on campus

last semester, you rr>ight have seen Hall &
Oates. Patti Smith,, the Pousette Dart

Band, Livingston Taylor, Southside
Johnny, or Talking Heads Whether you
¥vere aware of it or not, all of these shows
arvj rrK>re were the products and respon

sibilities of UPC From the promotional

posters you saw hanging around, to the

person who showed you to your seats, to

the stage the ban6 jumped arourvj on, ever

thing dealing with the show was done by
UPC people.
As a member of RSO (Recognized Stu

dent Organizations), UPC is a group of

Students working to bring musical talent to

UMass t>enefittirK] the Five College area

Ever since tf>e formation of UPC, about two
years ago, the group has prorjuced a fpw

concerts each semester, with the greatest

effort put towards the annual Spring Con-
cert UPC is presently headed by Jack
Albeck along with a board of directors of

various functions such as treasury,

publicicty, stage crew, security and
hospitality Students in these committees
volunteer their services for each campus
concert, as is presently being done for the

upcoming Kinks show
However, the organisation is now taking

on new responsibilities. .Remember how
you could never go to the Blue Wall and ex-

pect to hear the person sitting next to you?
Remember wanting a pair of earplugs at

some of the Hatch shows? Remember how
there was r>ever a variety of musical choices

between any of the campus bars? Now
UPC IS extending its services to bring wor-
thwhile talent to the Blue Wall, Hatch and
Top of the Campus Bar.

The proiect, headed by UPC's Bob Hum
prhies and Shean Doyles, has come about
by the actions of UPC in conjunction with

the Board of Governors, both in complaint

of the music situation at these < ampus
bars.

For tfie past few years the Blue Wall,

Hatch ar>d TOC have been operated by Paul

Barbate. Beverage Mar^ger of Saga
Foods Previously. BartMto had relinquish

ed the task of booking bands to a Boston
agency called Natural Acts, wttere bands

with little experience, reputation or talent

were brought into our campus bars with no
dispute. Well, UPC and the Board of

Governors finally formed a committee to

dispute the situation. "This change has
been a long time coming. The committee
started working on it last spring and more
so this fall, and over intersession everything
finally came into place," Shean says.

Barbate has now hired some of the com-
mittee numbers and other students to take
over Natural Acts' job. Bob and Shean are

presently directing the project with op-
timistic plans to give a totally new at

mosphere to ail three campus bars. "The
objective of the project is to give the
students of UMass quality entertainment
in a wide range of musical categories," Bob
asserts.

These two UPC members are looking in

new places for tiands and are in contact
with middle New- England agencies and
many agencies and bands from New York,
both of which they claim offer better prices

and more established talent than were
prettented here t>efore.

Sorr»e plans already determined and co-
sponsored by Paul Barbato and UPC are

the appearance of Aztec Two Step on
February 23rd at the Hatch, possible NRBQ
on February 24th, and Rotiert Gordon is a

future possibility also for the Hatch. A plan
already in the making at the Blue Wall is to

have local jazz and folk music on alternate

Tuesday nights, wf>ere campus and local

talent may be exhibited with sound provid-

ed and minimal pay for performers. Some
changes will also be made at the TOC. Bar
bato has now hired a man to run Wednes
day night comedy hours at the TOC for

campus and local corr>edians to try out their

acts. Disco will remain on weekends, but
Bob and Shean are thinking about placing
quiet acoustic acts in the back room on Fri-

day and Saturday nights.

The conjunction of UPC, the Board of

Governors, and the Campus Center Food
Service will make noticeable changes
around the Campus Center. Both the Blue
Wall and the Hatch are in store for real

talent that only local bars like the Rusty Nail

or Rahars previously provided. Bob Com
ments, "Now we'll have good music for

students right here on campus. UPC is

finally really becoming a part of the Campus
Center, benefitting the students more than
ever before. It's a way for students to get
more involved and notice their campus life

more."

The Union Program Council is students
looking out for the interests of other
students, and this spring it'll be hopping
more than ever before. The organization
meets every Tuesday night at 6:30 p.m. and
always welcomes new faces.

tBeloti^'*I$eSalt

Fine Arts Editors

Assistant Editor

Cover Design

Cover Photo

Film Co ordinator

Dance Coordinator

Art Co-ordinator

Book Co ordinator

Perry L Adier
Rick Alvord

Dorothy A Clark

Carol Rosenberg

Daniel Vuiiemier

Janie Portnoy
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Geof Stein

Michael Simons
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BELOW THE SALT takes its name from the rela

Tionship t>etween rK»bies and peasants at the

medieval European dinner table The preciousness of

salt 'equired that it be placed accessible to the lords

and beyond the peasants' reach Hence, tf>e

peasants sat "below the salt

Betow The Sa/t is prepared to accept articles of

diverse opinion on a variety of topics of cultural in-

terest Submissions can t>e made at the Collegian

fices, 113 Campus Center, 545 3500

Massachusetts Prisons 200 Years Later,

a small exhibition of photographs and
writing by prison inmates, will be at

the University Gallery, from Feb. 2 until

March 16. The public is invited. For in-

formation call 545 3670.

miT as/Iffr STuaos

"THE NORTH AVENUE
IRftfGULARS

tttnctitn M

0(m 39

GRAND PRIZE Vacaoow for 4 10 die 'Noitli AMnue Irregulars" set at mn
Osll^F Studio Md HoNywood. the entertaiMMni center of the mnM Four nights aid

five fun^filed days wid< visits lo die studios and tatukxjs attractions of the Southland

PUIS a Kawasaki Moiorci«te. Model K2200 UNO a Craig C-B Radio 2N0 PRIZE
Tivemy Kawasaki Motorcycles The wftani 4-strake. Model K2200aRO PRIZE Twenty

live Craig C-B Tramcewers 4(H;hannel Model L101F 4TN PfUZE 31 prizes of a year's

supfily of Baskm-flobbms kx Cream A canon for every week in your choce of 31-

dertui flavors 5TN PRIZE 310 OouMe Scoop \ot Cream Cones

There's no place like home. »nd we m»ke it ewy to fet there

TRAII.WAYS and PETER PAN offer convenient exprew;

lervice tc aoslon. New York,and man> other points

nuuuMRrs& kterjmn.dusunes

BASKW-ROBBINS
ICE CREAM STORE

MAKE ynsumnrou'vou

Fof Ii»ronn«t«>n. Sch«4ulM aMl PrICM. coaiMt ^^
• C«inRiu Center But Offie* - &46-2006. or M940M •

nek up entry Mank atMa stof*

2B Main St., Amherst MA 01002
Phone (413) 253-9774

Opp. Town Hall Bus Stop-BR €r BN Routes

Religion and Suicidei Do tiiev mix?
By L EIGH ANNE VARNEY

Under \\ye Quise of religion, 900 people
took their lives in Jonestown, Guyana, to
the horror and bafflement of the world.
Clearly, this is a contradiction in terms, for

how could a religion condone or preach the
destruction of human life?

As diverse as the innumerable religion!*

throughout the world are, many basically

agree on the treatment of one subject:
Suicide. Each religion, however, has
certain p)articularities on the subject.

Campus Ecumenical Views
Pete Sabey is campus minister of the

United Christian Foundation. The UCF is

composed of mainline Protestant, Baptist,

Congregationalist and Presbyterian
backgrounds. The UCF has a fairly radical

view of human freedom under God and
compared with other strictly structured
religious denominations.

Mr. Sabey has counseled
many who have con-
templated suicide and said

he realizes the complexities
of each individual situation.

"UCF senses the tragic loss

of a life and how
inadequate the human
r^etworks are that we have
used to reach out to

someone," he said. "But, in a very ultimate
sense, every one of us spends our lives or>e
way or another committing a slow suicide.
An alcoholic and a workaholic are two
examples of this."

Fr. William Healy of the Newman Center
on North Pleasant Street, expressed the
Catholic view of suicide. "It is a wrong," he
said. "But the Catholic Church's attitude
has always been that the person is so
distraught that the suicide is looked upon
with great sorrow, but not condemnation."

Suicide as Sin
The Christian Scientists believe that

death, disease and sin have no real
existence because tf>ey are not created by
God. Mrs. Mildred Bidwell of the Nor

thampton Christian Science Reading
Room, quoted from one of their scriptures,
"The so-called sinner is a suicide. Sin kills

the sinner and will continue to kill the
person until he stops sinning." This
continues the idea that hunr>ans commits a
form of suicide daily.

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints (Mormon) also considers suicide as
a form of sin. "Suicide is murder," said
Bishop James Tripp of the Amherst sect.

"Thou Shalt not kill is the Fffth Com-
mandment."
The Mormon doctrine believes man is at

first externally existent, and it is God who
brings life. As the spirit children of God, the
doctrine believes humans are on the earth
to learn, through good and bad. The

* Suicide on campus

human capacity for inner strength is

tremendous.
"When we break it off unilaterally

(commit suicide), we have broken our
covenant. By dwellin on suicide we
completely destroy our rational thought,"
said Bishop Tripp.

"I learned in a psychology course at
UMass once that many people do not think
of the permanent consequences of
suicide," he continued. "I can still hear the
professor saying. When one decides to
commit suicide, one decides irrevocably to
take one's own life.' The word 'irrevoacbly'
just hung in the air."

Judaism Prescribes Strict Laws
Rabbi Saul Pertmutter of the UMaas

Hillel Foundation discussed Judaism's
dealings with suicide "Since Judaism ia a
life-oriented religion," he said, "it streaaaa
the value of life. Therefore, suicide is seen
as a negative thing and is discouraged but
treated with compassion .

"

Yet, Judaism defines
suicide in very specific
terms. According to his
doctrine, the suicide victim
Tiust be buried in a separate
p>art of the cemetery or at
least six feet from
surrounding graves.

TURN TO PAGE 10

continued from cover
Even suicides on canr^>uses, canrK)t be

understood under one large inclusive defini-

tion, according to David P. Kraft of UMass
Mental Health Center.

According to Kraft, the statistics, which
are somewhat unreliable, cite one to two
suicides for every 25,000 people in the 15 to

24 age group. Accidents take the most
lives, with suicides in a "close second or

third '

After the Fact

Winslow Wilson, a menr>t>er of the Na
tional Association of Suicidologists, said

more concern should be given to the sur

vivors of suicides. The p>opulation, he said,

should "help them Ithe survivors) accept

that it is upsening, and they are vulnerable

and helpless."

Suicides, he said, "repudiate the value

ethic that life is good," and leave the sur

vivors with "guilt feelings."

Suicide IS often an act of revenge, he

said, committed with the intent of creating

guilt for those left behind. But, he said, it

was "nwre often a desperate act taken with

some premeditation and some planning."

Wilson, a clinical social worker m a

juvenile delinquent center in Deep River,

Conn., worked in the Amherst area study

ing suicides from 1969 to 1973.

Counseling at UMass
Aside from the conventional means of

counseling by internal and external mental
fiealth authorities, the on-campus housir>g

staff also counsels students with problems
of all kinds.

The student ar>d staff counselors work as

a "sounding board" to f>elp students who
are "paralyzed with emotions and
feelings," said Lynda L. Moore. A
counselor with the Community Develop-
ment Center, Moore has worked with the

residents of Butterfield dormitory, the site

of the first suicide of this school year.

The center works with resident assistants

and heads of residence as well as a full-

time, non-student counseling staff.

According to Moore, the center's work is

"not dissimilar to Mental Health," when a

suicide occurs on campus. "We help them
talk about what has happened, and admit
that a trauma has occurred."

Dealing with the survivor is the center's

primary function, she said. "We try to help

them say No, I'm not crazy that I feel

this way," Moore said

Marjone P Lenn, one of the center's

staff associates, who has dealt with all

suicides on campus this year said, "You
can have all the services; but if that person
has made up their mind, there's nothing

that can stop them."
Although suicide is a problem, Lenn said,

"How the rest of us deal with it" is more
significant. "We have an incredible need to

rationalize.' she said.

Lenn said media coverage may also en-

courage the suicide act. She also accounts
for suicides on campus as a part of mcreas-
ir>g violerKe as a whole. Suicide, she said,

is an act of violence to one's self

Of the three suicides which occurred this

school year, Lenn said, "The campus is not
a major contributor to tfie person making
the choice (to commit suicide), at least not
this year."

Determining the Cause
According to Kraft, tfie causes of tfte

suicides on and off campus are diverse and
not easily defined. He divided many of the

causes of student suicides into seven
general categories. The areas of college-

related stress, which may result in suicide,

are as follows.

Academic stress: Kraft said this form of

stress is indigenous to certain majors and
backgrounds. The student, he explained,

who did well in high school may not have
the same degree of success on a university

level.

Community stress: Descril)ed by Kraft as
"getting involved with entry into college"

and meeting people.

Sophomore and junior stress: The "What
am I gonna do?" decision which comes
with choosing a major and making future-

oriented decisions.

Women's stress: In which women make
decisions about professions and families.

Kraft said women ask themselves if the two

are n>utually exclusive, and if so, make a
decision between the two.

Graduation-related stress: Seniors are

thinkir>g about the job market and makir>g

decisions about their futures.

Romantic stress: Caused by a number of

factors impacting on close interpersonal

relationships. Questions of values and
morals often enter into this category.

Stress caused by tragedy: The death of

someor>e close impacts upon the student.

Recognizing the Signs
Kraft said predicting whether a person is

suicidal is difficult. The old rule stating if a

person spoke about intentions to commit
suicide It actually meant the opposite, is no
longer true, he said.

"Many of them indicated that something
grave was the matter before they took their

lives," Kraft said. Over half of those who
have committed suicide made vert>al or

non vertjal indication of their intentions, he
noted.

Kraft said by trying to prevent general

stress and looking at "various stress points

before people reach the suicide-attempt

stage," he hopes to decrease the numbers.
He cautioned, however, "No matter what
we do, how conscious we are, there are go-

ing to people who take their lives."

Carol Rosenberg is a news writer for the
Massachusetts Daily Collegian and a
sophomore journalism rrtajor.
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Women by v\^omen: 'Art Fem/n/e—
By EILEEN FOLEY

I Art Feininie- Herter Gallery. UMass, on
exhibit th'ough Feb 21.

"Art Feminie" 'S an exhibition of over

fiftv paintings, drawings, prints and
sculptures by local women artists

Representing female artists of the Pioneer
Valley. -Art Feminie" is a term coined by
Chaucer, meaning women working
together collectively ' Out of 60 works
submitted. 30 were selected by sole judge
Grace Gleuck. a New York Times art critic.

The diversity of subiects, styles, moods
and techniques represented in this show is

ren^rkable, but its most salient aspect «
that all of the works are by, and presumably
about, women, both as artists and as

subiects In this respect, "Art Ferminie"
raises many more questions than it answers
concerning changing roles for women in

the traditionally male dominated field of the

visual arts is there a coherent body of

imagery and symbolism which sets itself

apart as belonging to "women's art?" Or
would the definition of a term tike

"women's art,' or "women's culture."

rYe<»ssarily be too expamsve. or perhaps
too nebulous to be workable as a critical

criterion^

The subiect rriatter in most of the works
af^s^rs to be traditional from Martha
Luppoid Junkins s huge, floating still lifes

of lemons and strawberries ot Betsv

Neugeboran's lyrical "Asters II," to Polly
McKen/ie's elegant "Study for Odalisque,"
but in several cases, the treatment of the
subject matter is distinctly unconventional.
Such a work is Jane Lund's magnificent

"Pregnant Wonr>an." In contrast to the
passive, static sensuality of McKen/ies
nudes, the arresting realism of Lund's nude
IS clearly rooted in a re examination of the
feniale form as a work of art. This is not the
demure, flawless, passively erotic nymph
of the old masters. This woman is mature,
calm but alert, sexual but no sexy, and
highly individual; Lund has set aside the
romanticized veneer of "perfection" in

favor of the subtler aesthetic of truth From
the freckles on her arms to the hair around
her expanding navel, Lund's portrait
creates a new image of woman in art with
integrity, strength and great beauty.

Oriole Farb"s prints convey the same
sense of integrity. Her sparklingly witty
"Self Portrait"" and "Megan Inspired by a
Renaissance Portrait" manipulates color
and line through the use of multiple
images There is a similar sense of hunrnir in

Rosemary Sherman's three dimensional
still life, "Peach Satin," and in Christin

Couture's gothic vignette ""fiaby and the
Beast

"

All of the pieces mentioned above are
displayed in the main room of the gallery In

th«j smaller back room (visible to anyone
walking by the gallery) the mood is

distinctly different. The images here, for
the most part, ate more political, or
perhaps just rnorejQiBQafll^.aili£ulaieiL

Abigail Borer's meticulous fanciful pencil

drawing, "Rudolf Valentinto as a Flayed
Desert Rat Doing a Solitary Tango," is

fairly self explanatory; Susan Pontious's
large abstract, "No Regrets," with its

vibrant swatches of lavendar and yellow, is

perhaps less literal, but certainly no less

expressive.

An undercurrent of violence runs
through the works of both Dana Sailsbury

and Rochelle Shicoff . The two pieces from
Shicoff's "Women arni Madness' senes

present stark, angular female forms, more
naked than nude, in jarring tones of
lavendar and green. Teeth clenched, eyes
piercing yet vacant, a heritage of sexual

violence can be read in tf>ese dehun^anized
images. The same can be seen in

Salisbury's collage, "Creation": a blood
red stocking and scraps of red-sequined
fabric against a chaotic ground of vibrant

green.

More subtle, and perhaps more telling, is

Linda Bond's "A Summer Garden."' The
crisp, white, angular gabies of a house
devoid of personality is tightly inscribed

within a border of immaculately manicured
grass. To Bond, the tranquil summer home
is as constricting as any prison for the
generations of women restricted from birth

to the narrow confines of domestic life

Similarly, her "View from the Guild"
depicts a brick' facade of half shaded
windows, with only a slim strip of blue sky
in sight: the horizon is limited, but never
completely blocked from view.

Char/es A4/ngus fn three co/ors
Bv RICK AL VORD

Each lan mustcian. when he takes a horn
m his hand trumpet, bass, saxophone,
drums whatever instrument' he
plays -each soloist, that is. when he
begins to ad lib on a given composition
with a title and improvise a rtew creative

melody, this man is taking the place of the
composer He is saying "Listen man. I am
going to give you a new complete idea with
a new set of chord changes la m going to

give YOU a new melodic conception on a
tune you are familiar with I am a com-
poser " That's what he's saying \From
Charles Mingus ' Essay on Jaii I

Charles Mmgus was the composer the
leader, the pace setter Mmgus was
demanding, he put strict demands on the
player and the listener, but he also gave
room for them to do their own thing His

music demands so much from the listener,

yet it gives so much in return

Charles Mingus was born in Nogales,
Arizona on April 22. 1922 and was raised in

the Watts district of the city of Los
Angeles As a child he played the trom-

bone, then the cello and at the age of 16
began playing classical cass

His professional career started in the
early 1940's with such greats as Louis
Armstrong, Charles Parker, Kid Cry, and
Lionel Hampton Hampton was the first

major band leader to record a composition
by Charles Mingus titled "Mingus Fingus,"
in 1949

In 1951, Mingus moved to New York
where he established and lead his own
"Jazz Workshop. From 1956 to 1961 the

Mingus group appear^ at the leading jazz

festivals which helped increase his

reputation. At this tirne Mingus was playing

primarily improvisational jazz; he is noted
for his sultry, easy flowing character ex

pression pieces; songs about friends, lovers

and ex-lovers.

Mingus wrote a provocative essay during

the mid-sixties on the nature of jazz. Briefly

the essay explains how Mingus felt about

the musician as composer. At the

beginning of his career everyone was
writing down their solos and the people

came to hear the solos the way they were
recorded. Mingus says that the solo is the

expression of .the feeling of the musician. It

may sometimes get completely away from

the original written composition as an
expression of the feeling. "... to me it has

the expression of what I feel, and it shows
changes in mode and changes in tempo,

yet the variations on the theme still fit into

one composition."
Mingus also showed protest of racial

inequalities in his music. So often he was
angered that he had to eat in the back of a

restaurant on the way to a gig because he

and his band were black. It infuriated

Mingus so much that often he would not or

could not eat. He took full advantage of an
opportunity to get back at any of the

people who had done him injustices. The
vehicle was his music.

During the mid sixties the protest music
lost its audience. Mingus began to fall into

obscurity His music became less and less

marketable and in 1966 he retired. At this

time he worked on his autobiography
"Beneath the Underdog," published in

1972. The book actually had little to do with
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Mmgus as a musician dealing more with
Mingus as a person
Mingus' recording career began again in

the 1970's which included landmark albums
such as Mingus Ah Urn, Changes 1.

Changes 2, Mingus Moves, and his last

album Me, Myself, an Eye. These later

albums are noted for their fusion of
Kaditional jazz with jazz-rock, featuring
such artists as Phillip Catherine, Larry
Coryell, and John Scofield.

During the last year of his life Mingus
was involved in the recording of Me,
Myself, an Eye. Mingus directed his or
chestra from a wheelchair; he was suffering
from anyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Lou
Gehrig's disease) which is usually terminal.
On the last album, released Jan. 12, 1979,
there is a composition entitled "Three
Worlds of Drums." This composition fuses
three generations of jazz: traditional big
band jazz, improvisational jazz, and jazz
rock into one patterned composition.

In December of 1978 Mingus and Joni
Mitchell began to collaborate on an album
which featured Mitchell singing to Mingus
composition. Mingus wrote six new peices
for Mitchell entitled "Joni One," "Joni
Two," "Joni Three," "Joni Four," "Joni
Five," and "Joni Six." In addition to two of
Mingus' greatest compositions: "Self
portrait in Three Colors," and "Goodbye
Pork Pie Hat." ( "Good Bye Pork Pie Hat "

is

also known as Theme for Lester Young"
recorded in 1963 on Impulse Records as a
tune with the quality of sensitivity, which is

the way Mingus viewed Young Lester
Young was the prime tenor saxophone
player for the Count Basie Band in the
1930's.)

The patch of blue is also an important
image in Benjie Lasseau's sewn'fabric
picture, "The Open Door " Lasseau's
distorted p>erspective creates a tension in

the angular forms of the table, the door-
way, and the window in the nex room,
although it is superficially muted with soft

eggshell and pastel coloration. This tension
IS echoed in tfw juxtaposition of the soft,

colored form of a laundry basket with the
rigid blocked shape of tf>e closed window
and tfie bare grey tree outside In Lasseau's
vision, despite traditional restrictions of

home and family, doors ate opening, and
perhaps women are becoming more
conscious of their need to express
thermalvas on thetr own ternns.

"Art Feminie" is a richly textured
assemblage of works The quality of tf>e

stKMM a very high overall, and the broad
rartge of approaches to art included in xtm
exhibit should appeal to a vahety of tastes.

There are a number of excellent pieces
which are impossible to discuss m this

limited space — this reviewer can onfy
recommerid "Art Feminie" as an im
portant arnj engaging show which anyone
interattad in an, or women's iaauas, ought
tot

Eiteen M. Fotey is a former associate

editor of the Massachusetts Daily

CoUegian andan An History English mator

Mmgus work durina the 1970'8 a a
tribute to his search for rrHJSic. He un-
derstood aH forms of iau ar>d was able to
fuse the best of all together. His last album
could possibly become the pilot album for
tfie r>ew wave of jazz to come
Mmgus was ^ways the trend setter, the

fore runner, but like most geniuses, hewn
not recognized until it wras too late. He died
on January 5, 1979.
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At Jazz Workshop
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Barnaby
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Jubilee
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Prestige
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Records in Review-
Lindisfarne Magic in
The Air. [Mercury]
Lindisfarne s recent studio

album, Back and Fourth,

was a bit of a disappoint-

ment due to its overly slick

production. Those who
discovered Lindisfarne by
way of that album and want
to hear the band in full

strength should appreciate

this new two- record live

set. This IS one of the few
live albums in whch you can
sense an interaction bet

ween band and audience.

The album was recorded in

the band's hometown of

Newcastle to an audibly ap-

preciative audience, and
Lindisfarne responds with a

thoroughly energetic per

formance The band tends

to rock more live than in the

studio, and the loud and

loose quality of this album

suits their sound far better

than the polish of their re-

cent studio work. It also

provides a good retrospec

tive of the band's career to

anyone who's just

discovered them. Their

dMStcs, "Lady Eleanor"

and "Fog on the Tyne" are

included, as are most of tf>e

best tunes from their studio

albums There's also a few

new ones thrown in for

good measure.

Maddy Prior: Changing
Winds [Chrysalis]

Admirers of Maddy Prior

cah't seem to get enough of

her, and I must place myself
in that category. Since the

unfortunate demise of
Steeleye Span a year ago,
Maddy has distinguished

herself both in studio work
Ishe^s on the aforenwntion-

ed Oldfield album) and in

two solo albums of her

own. Like her previous
album, Woman in the

Wings, the new one con-

centrates nriainly on herown
songs, which are rtoticably

different from the Tradi-

tional t>allads that she u$ed
Steeleye. Traditionalthemes
do occur here particularly in

an eight minute epic called

The Sovereign Prince" but

the rest of her songs are of a

less elaborate and more
personal nature. She proves

herselftobeanintelligentand

interesting songwriter, aruj is

backed up well by a studio

band that includes some ex-

Steeleyemembers Hervoice

is as lovely as ever, and her

versatility grows with each

album.

Mike Oldfield

tions [Virgin]

Incanta-

This IS certainly Oldfield"s

most ambitious work to

date: one long piece cover-

ing two albums and en-

compassing various or

chestral passages and guest

soloists. For a double
album, the piece is

remarkably unified- -the four

sides are connected by
assorted themes which
recur in different contexts

throughout. Part of

Oldfield's talent lies in

hisability to constantly sur-

prise the listener with

unusual combinations of in-

struments, while still

avoiding cleverness for its

own sake One striking ex-

ample here occurs when a

flute solo gradually evolves

into a choral vocal over a

background of African jwr-

cussion. Oldfield's nr^jor

roles here are as composer
and producer, altough he

does grab the spotlight for a

potent guitar solo on side

three. This is a challenging

and inventive album which
will stand up to any
numberof repeated listens.

Brett Milano*

FRANK ZAPPA
Sleep Dirt

(Discreet)

Frank Zappa has quietly

released another album. As
was the case with Studio
Tan. his last effort, Warner
Brothers have not done a
thing to publicize the new
album's release. The album
jacket doesn't even inform
the listener of one fact

about the music. The
musicians, producer,
engineer, recording date,

and all other pertinent
information remains a
mystery. Maybe Frank
wanted to let the music
speak for itself.

S/eep Dirt is one of the

best Zappa albums in quite

a while. It takes a no-
bullshit approach,
depending totally on the

incredible musicianship of

the seven all instrumental

cuts on the alsbum. Zappa
has returned to pioneering

new ideas in jazz, in the

same way he did back in the

Hot Rats days. The im-

pressive thing is, however,
that It is more than a return

to the ways of the past

Zappa expands on his jazz

style of old, and today
Sleep Dirt can stand next to

the finest jazz -fusion music
around.

Zappa's top notch guitar

playing includes some
beautiful acoustic playing

on the title cut as well as
some heavy electric on the

thirteen minute opus, "The
Ocean is the Ultimate
Solution.'" If it is heard, this

album will impress a lot of

people.

HOLLY NEAR
Imagine My Surprica

"(Redwood)
Holly Near's long awaited

lesbian '"coming out"
album isn't much of a sur-

prise but it is certainly a

disappointment. Imagine
My Surprise is a sloppy and
inbred imitation of Meg
Christian's Face the Music
which was done with far

more humor and artistic

distinction in 1977. Evan
Christian's musicianship
and background vocals on
Near's album cannot bail

Near out of this rrwas.

The only songs even
vaguely hum able are ttie

two conripoeed with Near's

former accompaniest Jeff

Langley and one slick little

number Near wrote alone
entitled "Riverboat" This

song is billed as her new
"Hang in There, " and simp-
ly relates a trite message of

solidarity to the lesbian
sorority.

Imagine My Surprise is

nothing more than a token
attempt to be "one of the

girls" in West Coast lesbian

music circles and never
comes close to personal
reflection. Included within a

borrowed p>ackaging design

from Olivia Records are the

standard, politically correct

song topics, including orte

on South American political

prisoriers, women and in-

sanity, three lesbian love

songs (collectively speak
ing, of course) and one
anti-violence-against-
Wbmen song, ironically an-

trtled "Fight Back "

There wasnt much direc-

tion in the producing of this

album, and its aimleasnaaa

has wasted the talents of a

number of women, in-

cludir>g Near. We can only

hope that collective lesbian

consciousness is just a

phase of Near's, as har firw

musical and lyrical gifts

coukl relate to a broader au-

dience. If not. to quote one
of Near's invocations,

"GoddMS kaap ma sane.

"

Candyca Carton

* Suicide & Religion continued from page?
In Judaism, one does not have the right

to take one's own life. The three main parts

of Jewish law stipulate no idol worship,

only certain sexual practices and no
murder In addition to committing a violent

act, tfie suicide victim is also guilty of

sacrilege.

Classification as a suicide must be
determined by a qualified rabbi. The strict,

legal and religious definition in Judaism

takes into account the circumstances of the

death, m addition to police or court

records. Circumstances such as in-

toxication or drug influence, insanity,

motivation and other rymplexities must be

related to the Jewish law.

Rarely, then, is someone buried in a

separate part of the cemetary. Because of

this detailed process. Rabbi Perlmutter said

it IS "practically impossible to be classified

as a suicide.'"

Explanations of Jonestown Tragedy
The Reverend Jim Jones commanded

his followers to commit suicide of tfw

"outside" world tried to destroy their

society.

Did the preachings of Jim Jones tell his

people the same? Fr. Healy said, "The

people had given up their wills to Jim

Jones, though it may not seem like a fuM

will act."

According to Fr Healy, the Jonestown

community was really more politically

oriented than religious. The original motive

may have been religious, but it becarrie

"perverted to somethir>g political," he said.

Suicide is a fact of life; a sorrowful,

tragic occurence which cannot be rever-

sed. It is inconceivable how a "cure" can
be found, but religion^ay be an important
part of tfie attempt to find one.

Leigh Anne Varney is a newswriter for the
Massachusetts DaHy Collegian and a fresh-
man /ournalism English ma/or.
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'*'^ima»

-: ''^V^f^^lj^ ' '

«*' T^

Anyone Can Play When

VAST EDVADAS hos.s

Plumbley's Sunday Night

Showcase
9-1

singers, comedians, jugglers

tradilional folk. & jazz

' NO AUDITIONS
c:all F.d for info. 253-7646 after ncx^n

30 Boltwood Walk (Main St.) Amherst 253-9586

AZTEC TWO-STEP
Fri., February 23, 9 p.m.

Hatch Bar, UMass

UMass students: $3.00

Gen. public: $4.00

Doors open 8 p.m.

Mofuntaiiieepiri^ ^5.

^^^w*r^» 1«M^«^PVV

You, a faithftil follower of this
space, have been a moun-
taineer' for some Ume nowj
You've studied the funda
mentals, selected your
gear and experimented ^^^'"'

with methodology In short,
you are noboct/s fool. None-
theless,you also know a little

knowledge is a dangerous thing
So you want to learn more.
Smart thinking.

First, you must realize that
once the basics of mountaineering
are mastered, it is only nuance
which distinguishes the true
ajtists from the merely adequate.
Therefore, attention to detail,

especially in mattere ofclothing,
is vital.

Always protect the head
according to seasonal fluctua-

tions. In winter, a warm hat
is mandatory. (The head, after
all, is the chimney of the
Xxxfy. Avoid cerebral heat loss -
it diminishes your
physio abilities.

)

In summertime,
a sun visor or a
billed cap will

guarantee crucial
visibility among
the craggy peaks.

Pay particular
"^'"'^^

j^
regard to your footr llSS^nlJntfiofi^ a
gear. Shoes should ^^^ b nex fi^ c 120:

v^^ <-••-.. «w4,.. «»>^ «4.^Vn1^ tpansferrtng contents to
be sturcor and stable. F\g d swauow
A secure footing is

of utmost importance. Without it,

you're asking for trouble. Point
of order: while mountaineering is

pursued for fun, it is neverthe-

Footpads
insvin?^^

secure
footing

.
II ^ M r. I W. I

less serious business. Ifyou are
going to'down the mountains,
rather than vice versa, you must

be confident ofyour standing.
Between the head and the feet

lies the area known to pros as "the
body!' Mountaineering
bodywear is usuallybased
on personal preference.
However, keep a keen
eye out for one common
criterion Your clothes

should be comfortable and
flexible, allowing for open

movement, specifically in the
vicinity of the arms.A free
and responsive arm is a
mountaineer's best friend.

Certain accessories, of
course, complement and
complete the regulation
gairb. Exi)edition flags

to mark your territory
in public places, con-
necting ropes for those
who prefer the security
of mountaineering in

tandem and back-
packs filled with

beer nuts, mugs,
bottle openers
and other para-
phanaJia. Beyond

these standards,
wardrobe styles

range from the rustic
to the refined. And
well they might, for

mountaineers are a
rugged and individual
lot,joined only by a
common taste for

excellence.

Occapied
terrltorv-

\T!^'

Don't just reach for a beer.BUSCHHead for the moiintams.
CAnh«user-Bu*ch.lnc St Louis. Mo

. ^> .W .
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Books in Review

The Loose Caboose band plays soft
Jeg^e music every Wedn«sday night at
the Rusty Nail m Sunderland They wnta
their own music and also play selectiona

Like Normal People
By Robert Meyers
McGaw Hiil$9 96

It IS easy reading, but the
information contained in

the 196 pages of Like
Norm.il People, by Roben
Meyers of th» Washington
Post IS fortunately and
unfortunately true Like
Normal People is the story
of the author's brother
Roger and the hardships of
having a mental handicap
was still regarded as a
stigma to a family during
the 1960 sand 1960's

The story is fascinating
Centering around the
marriage of Roger and
Virginia Hensler, the

from Peter Tosh, Jimmy Clitf and Bob
Marley Based in Wendell. Mass.. th«y
have evolved from a rock group over the
past four years into an all out reggae band.

subject of mental retar
daticn IS discussed through
the Meyer s family history
and a historical viewpoint of
the mentally handicam>ed
Robert Meyers cleverly
intertwines his brother's
story and the medical views
of retardayon into an in

teresting account.

Alcoholism arises in the
Meyers's family, and the
question of Roger s ability
to survive on his own if

something were to happen
to his parents was a
constant theme The father
is constantly in pursuit of
equity to provide cfor th»e
care of his youngest son
The author at this time is

too, growing up At times,
Richard acts like a second

father to his brother, who
needs the psecial guidarKe
that most children don't
need

But, the Meyers family is

only half the story The
horrors of the institutions
where patients used to be
warehoused " is revoaled,

as IS the new progression of
helping the mentally
handicapped

Like Nrjrmal People is a
story cl a family's struggle
but ft is a statement that the
mentally handicapped has
the same legal rights as any
other United States citi/en
The mentally handicapped
ate not like normal people,
they are normal people.

Mark Curalop

Great Asia Steambook:
A Practical Guide to
Asian stylos of Steam
Cooking by Irene Wong,
Brisbane. Taytor and Ng,
1977. Diet, by Random
House. $4.96.

Are you sick of eating
those greasy fat fried
foods? Yes, I know there is

something irresistabte
about a piece of )uicy hot
southern fried chicken, but
think of what that oily
chicken does to your face
let alone your arteries. Now
mind youi'm not saying you
should take that new
Presto Frybaby back to

K Mart, granted there are
those times when we all like
to stay home and cook up
some of the Colonel's
chicken without having to
go out for it but there is an
laternative cooking method
that those of us raised on
McDonald's and LaChoy
frozen dinners have
probably never considered
That is the fine and simple
art of steam cookery

I cannot say enough
^x>ut this wonderful, well
written, informative cook
book The Great Asia
Steambook by Irene
Wong has certainly been
one of the most delightful
surprises to have corssed
this reviewer' desk this
season In her book Irene
Wong collects recipes
which incorporate steam
cookir>g techniques from all

parts of Asia, from India to
Japan, as well as including
some original reapes of her
own The book itself is well
•aid out. son>ething which is

often lacking in many cook-
books Organized into nine
different sections, the first

chapter begins with a
detailed explanation on the
art and tools of steaming,
chapter two begins with
appetizers and chapter
eight ends with desserts.
The ninth chapter of the
lx)ok provides a glossary of
ingredients. with a
photograph identifying just
what "kamaboko," for
mstace would look like
should you want to buy it In
the store (steamed fish
cakes) There are many
different types of steamers
available on the market and
one should choose ac
cording to personal
preference and budget For
those approaching steam
cookery for the first tinr>e

Irene Wong suggests the
following method for
constructing a makeshift
steamer. Take a small tuna
can and remove lx)th ernte,
this will act as a trivet Place
the tuna can in a pot or fry
pan that has a covered lid.

then set a plate (with the
food you are going to
steam) on top of the tuna
can thvet, leaving at least
an inch of space between
the sides of the pan and the
dish to allow the steam to
rise Just add enough water
to the bottom of the pan
and presto you have an
instant steamer. (During
cooking one must oc
casionally check the water
level to assure thef4t,^is
enough water to generate
the steam) This cookbook
offers a multitude of recipes
which will please all palates,
from those of the most
voracious meet-eater to the
strictest vegetarian.

David Marshall

Pmtmr's Quotations,
Idoas For Our Timm. by
Dr. Laurertce Patar.
Barttam Book 1Sf77. $2.25

Peter's Quotations. Ideas
For Our Time, is a unique
medley of witty, grave,
foolish, and historical
quotes by famous and not
so famous people The five
hundred different topics
range from "ability to zoos"
and are neatly composed
Ijiving a smooth flow of
ideas as characterizes a
story.

I had trouble un-
derstanding why anyone
would want to collect so
many quotes on so many
topics Dr Peter's ex
planation that they
elucidate the time in which
we live did not satisfy me. I

found two other reasons.
First this book should be
used as a reference tool for
the creative writer or
worldly student. Stack it

between the dictionary and
thesaurua and pull it out to
find a heavy quote to end
your economics or english
paper.

Secondly, don't put it on
the book shelf to collect
mildew but rather read it.

Skim through it to grab a
few laughs or dig into it to
gain some insight.

Read a chapttH on
t>eauty or peace but keep
your visions and joy to

your%elf. Michel de
Monta4gr>e's epigram, "I

know well wttat I'm running
from but not what I am in

search of," will not delight

everyone.

Terry Rt2gerald

^Sunset Tours presents"
CoUege Spring Break

DftYTONA BEACH
8 DAYS/7 NIGHTS

OO
Resort Area

$239
PmuE BASED ON QUAD OCCUPANCY

mCE INCLUDES
lorning Departure, Afternoon Return
For information call Diane, 546-1241

or Mike, 546-7462

Round Trip Jet Transportation via O.T.C Chartered Flight

All Meals in Flight

, 8 Days and 7 Nights at the Inrt on the Beach

, Rx>l F^rty — Free Beer and Barbecue

, All taxes & tips

. baggage Handling at Airport and Hotel

, Transfers from Airport to Hotel and Return

. Services of Resident Tour Director

• Hotel Features Include Maid Service / Color TV / Swimming Pool.

Air Conditioned Rooms with Private Bath and Shower

Restaurant and Lounge with Nightly Entertainment.

• No extra or hidden charges

OPTIONAL TOURS
WALT DISNEY WORLD (1 CYPRESS GARDENS D WATER SKIING

^^^^RMRTURCS FftOM tOSrOM

MARCH 1) . APKIL 24

2> CroM Str««t
BoMon. Ma. 02113
S23-387S SIJ®P*^ I

NAME
.

ADDRESS.

SCHOOL_

if fuel surcharge not
to exceed more than 3%

S?5 on n<«cr|»'(l to hold ffscfvrilion
tl<ti'i'-it isti()f> rcluf\'i.tht»i non If tiistf'faWe

Add $20 to week of

March 20

ROOMMATES.^

RHONE____
• OPTIONAL TOU«»,

iM lnMM Tawt

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Vast

• Talc '

to Helicline

14 Weight unit

15 Persia

16 Persian poet
17 House area
18 Off-key:

3 words
20 Booted
21 — party

22 Relaxes
23 Travel

25 Speediest
27 Stress

X For now:
2 words

31 Crowded
32 Showers
33 High note

38 Rave
37 Tomato —
38 Catch
39 Adiective

suffix

40 Seasons
41 Dull finish

42 Large hawk
44 Wilhelm.

•
45 Explorer

Jacques —
47 Telephone
48 On the move
48 Sever
SO Outcome
54 Daggers
57 Hoarder
58 Instrument

SO Orient

60 Flower
61 Sea eagles
62 Function

63 Slims
DOWN
1 Serpents
2 Boaz's wife

3 Preposition

4 Crucial

examirta-

tion: 2 words
5 Part of yr.

6Coel —
7 Labrador ore
6 Siamese
9 Cuckoo

10 Spin
11 Diversions
12 Tresses
13 Advance on

wages
19 Dens
21 Shack

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Wednesday s Pu*zle Solved
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Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

24 Single

25 French —
26 Top-drawer
27 Area unit

28 Tribe

29 Deforma-
tion

30 Person
32 Sovereign
34 Dilatory

35 Ripener
37 Skin

38 Sea denizen
40 Steeple
41 Sheep cry

43 Snapshots
44 Set
45 Class

46 Pacific Fur

Co. VIP
47 Powdery
49 Price

51 Italian cMy
52 Number suf-

fix

53 Stumbles
56 Man's nick-

name
56 Greek letter

57 Pad

W«U,ortt«st ^
SOAWOilC dOmnd

IVt<k IS grHi»\5

a (i-We action
.

to (rrelto:

Sid stecfY u^rHt

Nothing Spec/a/ by Joe Casey

''PI4 i

1
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• '
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• 9

1
10 II 17 13 1

14 15 ST"

17 II
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19

30 I
24

22

21 i 25 24

Z7 29 2*

P

30

p
33

11
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I
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I
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I
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1
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96 5» 60
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.1T3 GETr-Ne HARD He'' ] -^ ^i^5THlNG IS GccI) fcfi ^tV
\
'^rvr.SFA«?^r^rp< a' inr

TO 6E PARANOID..' '^NN more,..the A\Q I
;«^'^^-Tr r.KCH.A^. Rt-ft:i?::U.7

,^ WATER, EVthJ 5A:CHARiN/j .^c£k' A.n rf/vjuT anTF<? T
SANDWICHES

,

4 by Frank Emery

UrWvarsity of

MaaaactiuMtt Ant
Council praMnts

thm mirMl-blowinf

,

innovativ* d«nc«
troup*

Fri., March 2, 1979

9 8 p m.
Bowtier Aud.

Frae admiaaion: UMaaa
•tudants witti valid ID

Other studanM: $1.00

General public; $200

Tickets on aale

Friday, February 16

Fir>e Arts Center box
Office open from
9 to 4, Mon.-Ffi.

"The mo§t startling

individual and
perhaps the most
important artist to

emerge from the
avant garde scene in

a long time"

fmmm

Shoe by Jeff MacNelly

What is the significance

of thefollpwing?

I(c07 \(c07 ujiu^if^i^

Engineering& Computer Science Majors

WATCH FOR THE
HUGHES

RECRUITER VISITING
YOUR CAMPUS SOON.

Contact your placement office

for interview dates.

HUGHES
Ci»»ung * nrm ttofkt mm ItiionKt

AN EQiiAl OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M.F

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 CO^ Old MOUNTAIN rAIIMS MALI

nrouTrTlt to >TUO(NT* » Sn CITIZINS with AMC CABO 'I^OO TWruTf (HOW M »0

wnxTwanvov
*fttWKt

I^M^ncHWay
•UTtOOM*

FrI thru Sun at (TLS » 001 7:3IH 4B

Mon thru Thur» at (TLS 6 00) $ 30

ng Matlnaca (Sat Mon ) at 2 00

NhlLSIMOM S

SUITE
llirbeMtMO-hour

vacation in hma'

MartarilMr IhavMr

Ffl thru Sun at (TLS BOO) »;30-»:«

Mon thru Thurt at (TLS 6 :00)-$:30

MatinaM (Sat Mon. I at 2 IS

)BR (olltieris "fho

Of Che

Fr< thnj Sun at (TLS 4 «)-T 46-10 IB

Mon thru Thura at (TLS B:4S)-« 18

MatlncM (Sat Mon I at 2:00W
STARTS FRIDAY
mil

Ends Thyra. - Watarahip Down
Wad h Thura at (TLS 6:0OI-« 30

L-MlilMIliEfiCiai RICES FOR TLS TICKtlS lIMITtP TO StATIWS

'•»^ *'•"»<••.> '«•»%•»..«» «%»«», ••^••••••r^i
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COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

113 CAWPUS Cf NTfcR

Sidewalk Sale

at

Thurs., Fri, & Sat

SO-75% off Winter
Merchandise

Open Mon Sat

109:30
Mt. Farms Mali,

Hddlev

1

ARROW
PRIVATE

#- LIVERY-
Private

transportation

by appointment

UMass-
Greater
Lawrence

$10 round trip

67605

Till largist siliction

of biN aluntinum

MEASURING TOOLS

in ttie countryl

STRAIGHT EDGES/T SQUARES

METRIC RULES/ L SQUARES

CENTERING RULES

TRIANGLES CURVE STICKS

INKING RULES

k and many others

^^^^Ml A^0 fl^ ^B ^V

mhiv

^.
^N

I see tV^em

at yo^^

BooKslore'

. •

IF

To ptac* a classifiad ad. drop by the

Collegian office (CC 1131 between 845 am
and 3 46 p m Monday througfi Friday, or use
our handy clip and maM torm fourtd m most
issues of the Collegian Classifiad daadUna is

346 p.m. two days in advance of put><«catK>n

date ^H Collegian
ClasslSleds

Collagian classifiad rataa ara; daily. 46c per

bne. five consecutive issues. 40c per line per

day 30 conaacutiwa laauas. 30c par tirw per

day One Ima is roughly aquivalant to 38
characters.

AUDIO FOR SALE

KLH383 3-way apaakars. $180/pr.

Panasonic portable tape recorder. AM FM,

$35 Both in good cornlition. 546-9869,

0V9S.

HKhar SIM 2/4 ch. r«c«iv«r-90 w/ch
RMS in stereo: 40 w/ch in quad 5 barnl

equil ; LED power nrieters; lots of features

arxj flashing lights. Sounds incredible Dirt

cheap. Need bucks fast $196 546^6677

Natural Sound Back to School Stereo

Sale- JVC-ULA20 turntable w/ cartridge,

JVC Jr SLW stereo receiver - 18 watts per

ch., ambient 11D speaiters, sale $299 96,

reg. $460 Guarantees: 5 yr. parts/labor (in

store repairs) -5 yr 100% trade-up policy,

all other stereo components available at

lowest prices ar>d with best guarantees ever

oHered. call Dave. 5465015 or Mark,

546^8831.

Sanyo AM/FM tape player. Portable

DC/AC operation. Batteries mcl., excaliant

sound, $150. Mitch, 546-9189.

Exc. starao. Sansui 210 receiver - $80,

BSR 310 turntable - $60, 2 Optimus I

speakers - $80. h high quel. Realistic

cassette recorder /player — $70: call Randy,

546 6768

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of

Bose, 50 watt, power cap, John, 546-5990

AUTO FOR SALE

Hshar starao systam, 20 watts par charv
nal. inds. BSR turntable and spkrs.. ax-

cellent cond.. $130. Call John. 549-5425.

4 sala: Downhl. skis, poles and wm S2. 7
boots. Call Jar>et evenings at 549-5336

Bass guitar with amp and strap, ail for

$150, call Andy. 546-4196^

Woman's leather coat. Bro«vn. fur lirwa.

like new. SiM 10. Can Pat.

MenI WomanI Jobs cruise
shipe'freighters, no experience. High payl

Saa Europe. Hawaii, Australia. So
Amarica. Caraar summer* SarKj $2.75 for

info to SaaworW, BB Box 61036, Sact.. CA

Miniature cassatta tapa recorder. Usaa
60 minute tapes Very good condition. Ask-
ing $40 Call Dave, 6-7511.

Wasner fr Dryer. t>est offer, call Gary or

Joel at 549-4624 or 253 9230

New Hexcal Haxcalerators. 175cm.,
Super Bump sk^.JJ75. firm. Call 546-5392.

manualTypewriter,
256^0335.

Smith-Corona.

1969 Dodga wagon, reasonable body
rough good running, must be sold,

549 3761, eve.

1971 Chavy Impala. 2 dr., #106, good
body, runs great, $750, call Paul. 256-8207 .

68 Ford SW. exceptional cornjition. runs

very well, good tires, $400. 666-7975.

66 Chavy Impala. new pts.. runs exc, oil

& filter every 3000 mi., T-i-T wheel,

AM/FM. tape, 327 dual ex., 4bbl.. $750,

two-ogoo.

1909 MGBGT. good cond., well maintain-

ed, call Dan, 772-0663, after 5.

72 Chavy Vaga, new eng.,

speed, runs good, starts

2537882.

w/ 36,000. 4

easy, $675,

68 Chavy. good condition, good rubber.

reliable auto, AM/FM, $400 or BO.

323 5741.

CALCULATORS

Tl SR60 Sciantific, $20. 6-9989. evas.

EMTERTAINMENT

Sound aystam for hire, perfect for cof-

feehousas, discos, bands. Rick, 584-4106.

Disco Dava Cr D.L. Disco Inc. provides

soured, lights & DJ for your parties— disco,

rock & oldies. The best at affordable prices

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567-1715.

Hottaat band around! "Smooth Sailir^";

for bookir>gs anywhere call John, 546-4646 .

FOR RENT

Searchirtg for alternative living styles?

Come visit Alpha Chi Omega at 36 Nuttirig

Ave. or call us at 545-2152. We can offer

you all of the comforts of home: homj-
cooked rr>ea<s, study areas, friends and fur\,

boarders welcome
. __;

1 bdrm. apt. onbusrte., Amherst. $170^ .

Richard, 256-6731. eve.

1 rm. in 3 bdrm Puffton apt., on bus rte ,

$77.50/mo., call John collect, (617>

696^5710.

Women's suada coat, fur coitar. sz. 9. lika

new . $75 or BO 666-3910, nites.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256^8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

For sala: pr. wm. boots, m. 6H, rtaw,

worn twice -too small for me. great buy,

pd $95. will sell $50, 549 4727.

For sala-or>e 2% cubic ft. refridge, call

Karen, 256-0685. $40.

FOUND
~

Found— watch, women's by the library,

Jan 30, call 546-80 1
9^

Found, jack knife, near Worcester. D.C.

Sat aft., identify. 666^7975^

Found— long-haired F dog w/ NH lk:ense,

white face, tan-black markirnis, 666-4324.

HELP WANTED
~

Opportunity for air brush artists, creativi-

ty, experience, and dependibility
necessary Call Mike or Pete, 666-7525, 5-9

p.m.

Counsalora — private coed camp in

Berkshires- openings for instructors in

gymnastics, tennis, soccer, horseback

riding (Western), rocketry, camper radio

station (FM). golf, lacrosse, arts & crafts,

sailing, hiking — backpacking, archery,

head waterfront (pool), head-sniall crafts,

also needed: General Counselors, unit

leaders, nurse. Good salaries— frier>dly at-

nrK>sphere. Contact Paul Krour>er— Camp
Schodack, 268 Mason Terr.. Brookline, MA
02146, (617) 277-7600 or pick up informa-

tion packet, application & interview

schedule outside Rm. 147 Patterson (Rick

Heideman). Campus interviews Feb. 27-28 .

Central area woman's canter has 5 work

study positiorw available, applications, can

be picked up at center basement Baker.

Counsalors: Association of Independent

Camps seeks qualified counselors for

8&-nr>ember camps located N. Eastern US
July arxl August. Contact: Association of

Independent Camps, 56 West 42nd Street.

New York. NY 10036, (212) 736^696.

Junior Accounting Major to be a campus
representative for the Lambers CPA review

course, for additional informatk>n, call col-

lect 017) 729-4082. Ask for Ed.

Exotic jobs! Lake Tahoe, Call Little exp.,

high pay! $1700-$4000 summer. Over

35,000 people needed in casinos,

restaurants, ranchesm, river rafts, aiore!

Ser.d $3.95 for info to Lakewor'd, Box

Addressers wanted immadiatelyl Work
at home— rw expaharKe necasaary — ex
caNant pay. Write Ammicmn Service, 8360
Park Lane. Suite 127, Dallas. TX 75231.

Comedians wanted for Top of the Cam-
pus amateur comedy hour. CaH 549-6(XX)

axt. 634 after 3 p.m.

Houseboys wanted. Sorority near cam-
pus seeks houseboys for lunch and dinner

kitcfien work, in exchar>ge for maala. Can
get exemption from university meal plan!

Call Mary Ellen at 253 9215.

INSTRUCTION

Diaco danca laaaons , learn to danca aN

aapects of disco, rock, dip huttta. etc. in

the comfortable atnrK>sphere of your own
dorm lounge, frat. or sor Simply gather 5
or more people and I will teach at your
residence. For info and/or damo, caU Brian

at 546-5062.

Basic auto machar>ics workshop. 28
hours classroom theory & shop. Limited

enrollment 253-7967 or write for brochure.

Auto Skills, Box 210, Amherst MA 01002.

Guitar lessons — Jim Kimball, formerly

with the Bricker Barxl. has openir>gs for

new students. 549-1383.

LOST

RIDERS WANTED

RMars wantad to Brattlaboro. Vt., every

waakday thie samaatar, share $. 253-2154.

aak for Ray.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Woman sought to complete coop, vag-

S,
rK>n-nicotine househokj in N. Leverett.

i a month utiktiaa. Need car.

3d7-20dD.

Grad studant wanta to share two
bedroom apartment with nonsnrK>king.

quiet and conakJarate female Good loca-

tion on bus route Call 256-6246. eves, pref

.

Room for rant in

$150/mo., ir>cl. util.

Amherst townhouse.
Phone 256-8202.

Liva-in chHd cara exchanged for room arxl

board. ChikJ age 6. Edge of campus
veggie/r>on-smoker, eves., 549-5960.

Single room avaHable. $80 -f

Own fumlahad rm
firepjaosa . $67/mo. ^
772-0663. aft. 5.

. 256^6312

, two floor with

util., Dan or Bob,

SERVICES

MBA atudant
statistics, can Dale

tutor

546-9631.
acctng. &

67035, Sactc, CA 9^>ae0.

If anyor«a fourwl the book Takir>g Sides
call 6-1447. Need desperately, reward !

Help! Regard! 5 mo black puppy. Lost

near Whrtrrxxe Mon. night, call 546-2150.

Lost— or)e green worrystone 2/12. Mon..
somewhere in SU or Morrill, if found call

Cheryl. 253-7546. it's of sent, value.

Reward for a k>st in a gold setting with 2
diamorxls and 2 garnets. It carries great

sentimental value Please call Linda,

546-9154, if you know anything about it's

whereabouts.

Lost — eyeglasses — gid . rim, in brown
case, between FAC and GRC, reward,

546^4615.

PERSONALS

Dawn, by the time I get my back rubbed,

the rest of my body will need it. too.

To Jersy Gerry. #1 fox and most intriguing

lady on campus. Please accept my apology
for the 3a.m. drunken phone call, see you
soon. Pistol Pete.

Happy Valentino's Day after to the wild £r

crazy guys at the Brokedown Palace. Love

you all!

Puerto Rican PrirKass, tall people need
k>ve too. nice card, thanx. PS, too bad
about your car

Learn how to maximize your financial akl

package. Call 545-3964 on campus,
549-5667 off campus, between 5 & 7 p.m.

References available. Try it, it worlcs.

Old English shaapdog needs home with

tots of room. Born 3/12/78, large and

lovable. Call 389-4979 for more info, AKC
registered with pedigree.

Stephanie B. — where are you? Give me a

call if you're alive! Jill C, 253-7739.

Are you funny...urbane, pointless? Cat!

549 eOOO ext. 634, Top of the Can^pus com-

edy hour.
**

Attention campus women: basic auto

mechanics course for women only, learn

more about your car, save $. call Alex at

253 3357

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal— low cost

legal representation for UMass community.
Income tax preparation, appointment only,

253-7617.

WANTED
~

Naadad- mattress, call Anne, 253-5186.

Looking for dr——r. desk, carpet in good
condition. Call Alex. 586-2239.

People to aet the best food on can>pus.

We have the t>est cook on campus arxl we
are takir>g meal boarders. We cost less than

DCs and we're better, we're Signrw Alpha

Mu. Call 546-0646 anytime for further info .

Will pay good prices for at least two good
seats to the Kinks, Kym. 549-5914.

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546^6657, after 6.

Photog'er w/vry. sophist, equip. 6-4373.

Wanted: females to volunteer a small

amount of hair for trace metal study. Con-

tact Zajicek, 403E GTWR. 546-1521.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES ~
Work in JapanI Teach English conversa-

tion. No experience, degree, or Japanese
required. Send long, stamped, self-

addressed envetope for details. Japan-75,

PO Box 336, Centralis, WA 96631.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Institute-free Intro &
hypnosis session, greatly improve reading

speed, comprehension 6 concentration.

Wed., Feb. 21, 8:30, rm. 806 Campus
Center, be prompt. K.R. Morse, 532-5703 .

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COO

Summer rental Cape Cod. S. Yarmouth,

4 apts. avail., one studio, 2-2 bdrms., and 1

three bdrm Very close to water. Fully

furn , Mem. Day to Labor Day. Prices from

$1500 to $3000 for season, call (617)

394 6323, evo.'iinys and weekends.

Thursday. February 15, 1979i
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FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

Dmitri Kitaenko,
Music Director

Alexander Toradze, Piano Soloist

Rimsky-Korsakcff - Russian Eaater Overture.
Prokofiev - Piano Concerto No. 3, Rachmaninoff
- Symphony No. I.

Thursday, February 22 8 pm

Tickefs now on sala. Ganaral Public • $8, 7, 6.

UMass Sfudenf8 $6, 5. 4. Senior Cifizans - $7, 6, 5.

Flic >«TS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

FliM Arts Center Box OHice M-F 9-4. 545-2511
and New England Ticketron Locetions.

Trackmen seekYanCon trophy
By KEVIN McCaffrey
Collegian Staff
At 12:30 tomorrow afternoon, 21 UMass trackmen will

board a bus for Orono, Maine, and the Yankee Conference
Indoor Championships. Not since 1975 has the indoor track
team returned from the February bus ride with the conference
trophy.

In the last three years the conference crown has belonged
to the University of Connecticut, as they spoiled the cham-
pionship efforts of the Minutemen in 1976 and '77, and again
last year as UMass finished third behind UConn and Boston
University.

"With the resurgence of the BU and Rhode Island teams,
this year's Conference is as balanced as it's ever been," sakj
UMass coach Ken O'Brien. "On paper BU would appear to be
the premeet favorite, but like any other sporting event
anything can happen."

Supplying evidence to O'Brien's statement has been the
performance of sophomore Rich Cady. Cady has been called
up from the sprint ranks this year to fill the 440 yard dash gap
left by the captain from last year, Joe Martens. He has sur-
vived the transition to the longer race without so much as a
blister. Against Maine Saturday, Cady won the 440 while
registering a personal record time of 49.7. Martens, runner up
in last year's conference quarter mile behind BU's Olympian
Glen Cohen, holds the UMass indoor record at 49.5. Cady will
run the 440 on Saturday, and will most likely meet up with Mr
Cohen.
The best chance for a Minuteman victory rests on the heels

of All American cross country runner Mike Quinn. Quinn,
coming off a record run in the two mile last week, will step
down a notch to the mile on Saturday. Three weeks ago he
recorded a career best in that event with a time of 4:06.4. That
tirne is easily the fastest on the books for any conference miler
this season. Quinn was nursing an injury last year durinq the

conference meet and would like nothing better than to finish
his college indoor track career with a victory at Maine

In the 1000 and 600 yard runs the battle for the top prizemay be waged between Minutemen performers.
In the 1000, sophomores Bob Hunt and Bob Martin bothhave the credentials to break the tape. Hunt would appear tobe the favorite between the two because he is more familiar

with the distance, but Martin has had the better indoor season
as he ran an eye opening 8:56.8 two mile earlier in the year

In the 600 freshman John Kelley has done everything but
officiate the meets for coach O'Brien. He broke the freshman
record against Maine while retaining enough energy to anchor
a successful mile relay team. Mickey Baugh, sixth in the 440 in
last year s outdoor conference meet, moves up to the 600 totorm a 12 punch as good as any the Minutemen have in one
event.

^Merwomen
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

"We're young." Nunnelly sakl. "I'd call this a buiWing
year. UMass is losing just two swimmers, Rachel Mack
and Lynn Lutt, through graduation.
Suzy Strobel and Longie Myies will compete for

UMass in the diving events. Both have been diving with
more consistency lately.

UMass enters the New Englands without the sen/ices
of two of their top performers, swimnr>er Nancy Schifflet
and diver Kathy Driscoll. Both Driscoll and Schifflet pro
ved nearly unbeatable this past month, but are ineligible
to compete because they are transfers (Schifflet from
B.U., Driscoll from Northern Illinois).

Loose, vulgar, funky and
very funny, Pryor gobbles
up his triple part like a
happy hog let loose In

a garden:
\e*vsAeo<r Maqa/me

Mahar Aud.
Tonight

7:00, 9:00, 11:00
$1.00
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OPEN RUSH at BK«

:o<>- av\^

The Brotherhood of BETA KAPPA PHI
Fraternity invites all university men

on: Monday, Feb. 12 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 13 7:00 pm
Thursday, Feb. 15 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 20 6:30 p.m.

to an open rush

One of ii

most active icial

calendars on impus

Intramural athletics

current leaders

78 79

545-0210 545-0211

388 N Pleasant St. (large white brick building)

The

Campus Center
UMass

Wed., Tf7urs.. Fri., Sat.

Feb. 14, 15, 16, 17

Skinny Kid
Wed., Thurs., Feb. 21,22

Zonkaraz
Fri, Sat., Feb. 23. 24

Loose Caboose
Tues., Feb. 27

Tuesday night Jazz
with

David Wertman
Blue Walt Bar

ZE ZS SZ xz: as 3S xc

Catholic Marriage
1979

'The Making Of A Good Marriage"

Six-session marriage course beginning Thursday, Feb. 15
8 p.m.

Newman Center, Social Hall

Open to all

,

I

zs zs sz zz zz zz zz

Fri., Feb. 23

Aztec Two-Step

Hatch Bar

Fri, Sat., Feb. 23, 24

Disco
with

Disco Eric

Top oi the Campus

MEET THE HEM
THAT MAKE uP
THE NO.l HOUSE
ON CAMPUS

OPEN RUSH
AT

PHI
MU

DELTAtOCAFED 6tM ORCm\Rt>
HlUL e>US ROUTg
FR«^REFRHSHH..T

^^^ j^ 9:00 PM '

CA'wvPQR Rtpg 3M'5aife3 J
I

'
'
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Minutewomen win 13th;

crush UConn, 102-78
fly PATR/CK O DOBBS
Collegian Staff

STORRS. CT The red hot
Minutewomen polished off a pesky UConn
team Tuesday night 102 78 before approx-

imately 200 peopto m the Field House at

Storrs Unruss atsartad their basketball.

supremacy led by a spectacular perfor

mance by Tncia Corcorn whose scoring put

UConn away and Sue Peters, who led all

UMass scoreres with 27 quiet points The
¥wn uped the Minutewomen's record to

135

"It was a complete team effort," coach
Mary Anne O^darski satd.

The first half found the Minutewomen
•ee-sawing with tf>e Huskies keeping up
with tf>e Minutewomen. Maura Supmski

kapt the Mmutewomen ahead of the

Huaktes 1110 with 15 15 left to play

The Minutewomen discovered ttwt the

tagging defense of the Huskies prevented

them from reaching center Julie Ready,

who scored at >tM\ against Northeastern.

Unable to play then normal game, the

Minutewomen played tough against the

Huskies with Sue Peters keep«r>g the game

equal with a variety of short lumpers arnJ

twiatir>g drives

Ginger Legare tned but coukin't suo^ed
where Reedy ^9tlmtA to score mside

However, with 2 25 left the Huikiea got a

taste o( deia vu as UMass npped the offen-

sive boards apart with Cathy Harrington

and Sua Pviars each grabbing one rebound

and Ginger Lagare haukng down three m a

row eventuaify scorirHj the hoop

UMass spurted ahead m the final 25
seconds, with Cathy Harnr^gton scoring on
a jumper and Sue Peters connecting on two
foul sf>ots with or>e secornJ to go to finish

the first Stan/a 44 40

"UConn played so well the first half that

it made us play the second half harder,"
O^darski said

UMass came out cooking. In an intense
performance the Minutewomen held the
Huskies at bay for over five minutes
without a score and tore off 14 unanswered
points.

The difference in the second half proved
to be Tricia Corcorn Corcorn scored eight

of those 14 pornts arnJ grabbed 12 rebounds
for game honors

"Tricia Corcorn has arrived," assistant

coach Steve Jefferson said.

The five- foot seven inch Corcorn boxed
out the taller Huskies under the boards arul

played tough scoring on long jumpers and
offensive rebourxte.

Corcorn's 12 rebounds led tf>e team but
the Minutewomen's depth showed in tf>e

firuil totals

The Minutewomen cleaned tf>e boards
against the Huskies out -rebounding the

UConn quintet, 61 22

With the game out of reach and safe

from tf>e Huskies the Minutewomen's
Kathy O'ConneM and Diane Tuff hitting to

vault the team past the century n^rker for

tf>e second time this year.

Saturday the Minutewomen will play tf>e

Wildcats of UNH "We're ready for

UNH They think they can beat us." Jef-

ferson said 'This team never lets up.

Everyone plays for one arwther
'

Thv; last two gan>es of the season,

against UNH and Southern Connecticut

rwxt Tuesday will decide the numt>er one

ranking in New England. UMass is currently

ranked number two

Gym squads in dual-meet
fly DAVE BRADLEY
Collegian Staff

Both Ul^lass and Southern Connecticut

State College womens gymnastics coaches

bakeve UMass will defeat the S C S C

Owls in tonight's doul>le dual gymnastics

meet at Moore Fiekl House m Connecticut

"I don't anticipate a problem with tf»em,
"

said UMass coach Virginia Evans "They

are not one of the teams to have beaten us

in the last seven years

UMass. wracked with in)ur»es to tf^eir

gymnasts through most of the season, has

amnrtassed a 5 1 record while scoring in the

upper 120, lower IX point rar>ge Accor

ding to S CSC coach Pat Panichas, her

team has been scoring in tf>e low 100's

(105,1101

Coach Panichas said, "I'm sure UMass is

stronger than we are "

Asked if her team (4-0) could upset the

Minutewomen. she said, "I doubt it but I

don t think they'll kill us' either

As of Tuesday, Coach Evans was not

sure who her four all-around performers

would be in the meet because several gym
nasts have missed practice m the last cou-

ple of days due to illness All arounder

Karen Hemberger left practice Monday
feeling "terrible, " Evans said, and co-

captain Cheryl Merrier has also been sick,

according to the coach. Senior Jill Heggie

may compete for the first tirrw since she

suffered a knee injury in competition two
years ago.

The top scorer for the Owls is freshman

Robin Deary.

Coach Evans said this meet will be a

good "Tune up" for the Minutewomen as

they prepare to face longtime UMass rival

Springfield College this Sunday The Spr

ingfield meet will tie televised starting at

12:45 p.m. in Curry Hicks Cage.

The S.C.S.C meet is a double dual com-

petition in which both men and women
gymnastics teams will compete
simultaneously.

By MIKE ESTRADA
CoMegian Staff

UMass men's gymnastic will face their

toughest challenge of the season tonight

wt>en tf>ey face nationally ranked Southern
Connecticut State College in a double dual

meet in New Haven at 7 00 p.m.
The Southern Owls, sparked by a

nucleus of junior all arounds, have been
ranked third in the nation the last two years

and are currently in the top five scoring.

Led by national team all arounds Mario
McCutchon and Wallace Miller along with
defending Eastern pommel horse champ
Tony Williams, the Owls, who consistently

score in the 210 range, are 7 1, their only

loss coming against powerhouse UCal-
Berkeley by 500 points

The fact that Southern should be over

powering is enough reason to exp>ect the

UMass teams to have one of their best

showings of the seasons The feeling

among the players is that since the pressure

of winning should be off, the Minutemen
should compile one of their best scores

thus far,

UMass coach Roy Johnson, as he did at

Navy, expects to send junior Skip Buch-
walks up on all around in the never ending
effort to find viable replacement for the

injured Bob Donahue, Junior Tommy
Thomson, who has taken up the slack for

Donahue against Syracuse, Cornell, and
Dartmouth, will see action on rings and
high bar Thomson is one of the team"s

best in those events.

Other things to expect at Southern
Connecticut are the continued success of

pommel horse man Tim Barry, who scored

7.86 against Navy and floor exercise anchor
Dave Buegler, who hit for a 9.3 against the

Midshipmen Number two all around Bob
Lamb, whom coach Johnson said has
"worked hard at practice all-week long,"' is

also expected to have a strong showing.
"I hope we can improve against

Southern so we can peak against
Springfield," said Johnson, reflecting

thoughts about the biggest rivalry meet of

the year next Monday night, which should

be standing room only at Boyden Auxiliary

Gym.

Merwomen in New Englands
By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

.

The "second season " begins today for the UMass womens swimming and diving

team as they travel to Springfield College to compete in the New England Champion-

ships.

UMass coach John NUnnelly said virtually the entire taam will be able to swim today

since one swimmer in each,event can compete, even if that swimmer has not made a^

qualifying time. Preliminary and final races will be held on Friday and Saturday.

Nunnelly expects his relay teams to place high at Springfield. The 400 yard medley

relay team of Gail Holland, Deb Schwartz, Caroline Benjamin, and either Kathy Countie

or Maryanne Primavera is expected to fair well. TURN TO PAGE 16

Scott PrirMlle (shown above in action at the UConn Slaloms last weekend) and
the UMass men's and women's ski teams will travel to Brighton, Maine, to
compete in the BC Slaloms on Friday.

Collegian

Sports
TO Steve Zack

A dim future

Crazy things started happening with this

year's version of the Boston Celtics before

the season even started, when former

owner Irv Levin and current owner John Y.

Brown pulled a switch similar to the Mike

Kekich Fritz Peterson wife swapping deal

of a few years back and traded the Boston

Celtics San Diego Clippers for the Buffalo

Braves Boston Celtics.

Just the start of things. Brown began to

pull the same kind of player shenanigans

with the Celts that he did with the Buffalo

franchise by trading away Kevin Kunnert,

Kermit Washington, top draft pick Freeman
Williams, and later on Sidney Wicks, since

reborn on the west coast.

While died in the wool Celts fans were

irate at this conr>eupance, in truth it had to

be made to pull the franchise switch off. To
calm the furor of the local worshippers.

Brown brought in the trio of Marvin Bar-

nes, Billy Knight, and Nate Archibald.

Marvin has since found that it is easier to

collect an unemployment check that one

that has Boston Celtics, Inc. stamped on it.

Knight never really did fit in with the

patterned offense of the Celts so it is for the

better that he was traded for center Rick

Robey, a much needed acquisition, and

Nate Archibald has gone through the mill

but has come back to display some of his

old form for the Celts.

And let us not forget Joe Pace, although

he did forget us.

Despite Brown's attempts, including the

current Bob McAdoo fiasco, to bring

futility to the Celtics organization. Red

Auerbach has stood strong, trying to make

the Celtics a club of the future.

Auerbach managed to wrangle first

round picks for the likes of a journeyman

center by the name of Dennis Awtery and

an aging guard, one JoJo White. These

two picks along with the Celtics own draft

pk:k considering their record it woukl be a

quite high one. brought a glimmer of hope

to the fans.

This brings us back to John Y Trading

away the three picks for Bob McAdoo
shows that the ric-i Brown is merely

operating the Celts as a toy, doing

whatever he pleases, when he pleases,

with no real rationalization to his en-

counters. And why Auerbach has chosen

to cover up for Brown, a man he has

threatened to quit on before, is beyond me.

Those three draft picks, which could

have easily included Sidney Moncrief,

James Bailey, or Bill Cartwright, along with

soon to be a rich pro Larry Bird represented

the rebirth of the championship calibre aura

that has surrounded the team for

generations.

But now that hope is a thing of the past.

There is also a problem developing of what

to do with a front line of Bird. McAdoo,
and Cornbread Maxwell. Since there is only

one ball in a game, which is capable of

being shared by only two of the above in

order to keep things on an even keel, one of

the three must go.

It would be foolish and quite bush to get

rid of Maxwell since he's the man who has

kept the Celts above water for most of the

current campaign. To trade Bird would

defeat the whole purpose of having drafted

him and anticipating his arrival as the

team's savior and to get rid of McAdoo
would prove that Brown was indeed a first

class moron by trading for him in the first

place.

Adding the fact that the Celtics have no

first round draft picks for this year or next,

having traded that one away for the In-

credible Mr. Earl Tatum, the future for this

team has gone from hopeful to hopeless.

I have not been a Celtics fan since Bill

Russell retired some ten years ago, and if

the situation for the Celts does not change

for the better very soon, I believe that a lot

*
of people will be joining nr>e as former fans.

Inside: Two-page sici specie/ Page 8.
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Senate says 1 9;

battle to continue
Byf^ARKHORAN
Collegian Staff

The state Senate yesterday passed a bill

that would raise the legal drinking age to 19

but at the same time ensured that the
drinking age battle will go on for at least

another week.

The vote was helped by the procedural
manuevering of the Senate Ways and
Means committee which earlier in the day
recommended the 19 year old bill and left

bills which would raise the age to 21 "in

committee, awaiting further action."

This move made the bill impossible to

amend on the Senate floor, according to

Ways and Means Vice Chairman John W.
Olver (D Amherst). The Senate approved
the 19 year old bill 31 9.

Proponents of the 21 -year old raise

asked the Senate to send the bill back to

the Ways and Means Committee for further

consideration but that vote failed 21 10.

The bill will be up for reconsideration in

the Senate on Tuesday.

"We can by no means sit back and
breatne easy, ' said Olver, "there will be a
frantic ettort around here to change votes.

We all saw what happened in the House at

the beginning of the week.'"

Earlier in the week the House voted for a

raise to 19 but later reversed itself and

voted to raise the age to 21 over the next

two years

Olver said the Senate bill will go back to

the House on Wednesday because it is a
"new bill " not an amended bill.

"This issue could ftoat between the two
fH>uses for quite awhile," said Olver.

State Rep.
Amherst, said
"encouraging."

James G. Collins, D-
the Senate action was

'"We've accomplished a great deal so
far,'" said Collins. "Last week everyone
thought the 21 year okj age would go right

through the legislature and be signed into

law within four days.'"

Collins said it was important that

students keep m touch with their

legislators. "The effort by students so far

has been very impressive. Students from all

over the state have made contact with their

legislators and it's gradually taking effect,""

he said.

David Barenberg, student coordinator

for the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy, a student group,

said about 20 UMass students went to

Boston yesterday.

"The Senate bill is much better, but we
expected that," said Barenberg. "We're
going to continue our efforts."

Barenberg said Collins and Olver plan to

meet with students in the UMass Student
Senate Office tomorrow afternoon to
discuss further action.

National fraternity chapter

tries to close house here
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

For the past several years the UMass
chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity has
been hurting for members and losing
money.
Now, despite the fact they picked up

twelve new members over intersession,

two regional directors from their national

chapter have told the fraternity they are no
longer an active chapter.

The 37 current members of the fraternity

have until the end of the semester to live in

their house on 9 Chestnut St., according to
Chapter President Chris Deluca.

"It's been a humiliating experience," he
said, "They told us we haven't shown •

improvement and that I had failed as
president."

The two regional directors, Scott Averill

and John MacMillan could not be reached
last night for comment.

According to DeLuca, one of the main
reasons the fraternity has had trouble

attracting new members is because of the

conditions of their house. They do not have
hot water because of a broken boiler, and
the sewage pump just broke. The house is

also in need of a new roof and ceilings,

floors, showers, and sinks, DeLuca said.

According to DeLuca, they can't sell the

house now because the fraternity would
lose too much money. They had planned to

sell it to the Amherst Housing Authority for

elderly housing, but the value of the house
has gone frorifi $190,000 last semester td

$120,000 now; he said.

"They don't want to help us figure things

out," DeLuca said, "They want to wipe the

slate clean."

The two regional directors, who came
from Virginia this week talked with the

fraternity as a whole, then interviewed each

member individually. According to DeLuca.

they chose only three of the current
members to remain in the chapter, and
asked them to try to build it up again.

Two of these, Mark Williams, and Joe
Mode, refused. The only other was a

freshman, Barry Holt.

DeLuca said some of the questions asked
by the directors had "no relevency" such
as "Do you smoke marijuanna?" The major
question they were asked was "If you were

TURN TO PAGE 11

Chris DeLuca and Eric Goldstein of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity attempt to

clean up a mess resulting from a broken sump pump at their house. Story this

page. (Staff photo by Jim Mahoneyl.

Campus events fete Black history
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

UMass students can relive "Roots"'

firsthand -without a television -by at-

tending any one of several campus events

scheduled this month to celebrate National

Black History Month.
Films, conferences, lectures, and

concerts spotlighting blacks' contributions

to American development will be spon-

sored by several campus groups including

the Office of Third World Affairs, the Black

Cultural Center, and the Black Woman's
Center. Neither their educatior^^l nor their

entertainment value should be overlooked,

said third world affairs Coordinator Stan

Kinard.

"This is our greatest effort to date in

terms of really pulling together a program,"

he said. "We hope to educate as many
members of the university as possible on

the contributions of blacks to American

civilization."

The movie "Lady Sings the Blues,'" the

Lionel Hampton Concert, and a lecture by

Victor Goode, executive director of a

national conference of black lawyers, have

already marked the beginning of Black

History month.
But many of the best events still remain.

Including a performance by Ossie Davis

and Ruby Dee, both of whom will be
featured next Sunday and throughout next

week in ABC's television mini series,

"Roots The Next Generation." The two
will perform Tuesday at the Fine Arts

Center.

In "Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee- Inside

Out," the husband wife acting team will

interpret and recite African folk tales, slave

stories, and modern writings. The
production '"explores the whole range of

human experience in a thought provoking

and scintillating dramatic presentation,"

according to the program.

"They will highlight the vanguard of the

black cultural movement in this country

over the past 200 years," Kinard said

Also schedule for next week are": the

rededication of the Malcolm X Center with

dancer Eno Washington, a lecture by
Professor Chuck Hopkins at Mt. Holyoke

College entitled "The FBTs Campaign
against Black Leader," a lecture and music

with Hattie Fox at the New Africa House,

and a concert by jazz artist Archie Shepp at

the Fine Arts Center.

Events scheduled the first week in March
are; a discussion with Norma Jean at Mt.

Holyoke College and a dance concert with

Patti O'Neal and the Trade Winds Com-
pany at Bowker Auditorium. Details on all

events are posted around campus and are

available at the Office of Third WorkJ
Affairs, Room 306 in the Student Union.

Black History Month began in 1934,

evolving from "Negro History Week"
.which was founded by black historian Dr.

Carter G. Woodson in 1926. Negro History

Week was celebrated the second week in

February because both Abraham Lincoln

and Frederick Douglass were born then.

Kinard said he hoped this month"s events

would lead to a coalition of student-

s-black and white -to deal with pressing

black issues, especially racism.

"I think students coming into groups and
dealing with these problems is really what

the university is all about," he said. "If

students are given the opportunity to

confront racism, they will become a force

to deal with it."
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DIGEST

First Lady Rosalynn Carter holds a stuffed toy
that was presented to her as she toured a girls
school in Mexico yesterday. President and Mrs.
Carter are halfway through a three day visit to the
country AP Laserphoto.

Taiwan likes U.S. plan
TAIPEI. Taiwan \AP\ Taiwan will go along with U.S

plans to handle relations between the countries through
private corporations, officials announced yesterday But
they stressed their corporations will have close government
ties.

Jamea Soong. director of Taiwan's information office,

announce that Taiwan was creating the Coordination
Council for North American Affairs to act as the
"counterpart to the American Institute in Taiwan.

"

Washington established the Institute to handle American
interests m Taiwan after it broke diplomatic relations and
established ties with Comnxinist China on Jan. 1

.

Soong said the Taiwan council will have the "qualities of

officiality " and that all treaties and agreements with the

United States "will remain in full force."

Washington, however, has said it will continue all pacts

except for the 1963 mutual defense treaty which will be

3 die in fire, baby lives
GREENFIELD I API - A nyother tossed her 9 month old

son from a secor>d floor wirxlow into the arms of rescuers

before she and her other two sons perished in a fire that

swept tf^eir home in this town, authorities say.

Nancy Winskye. 25, and her sons, John Jr., 9, and
Thomas. 5, died Wednesday night before fire fighters

could reach them They apparently died of smoke mhala

tion.

Investigators probed the wreckage yesterday, checking

out reports of an explostion and other clues to the cause of

tt>e fire, but said they had not found the apparent cause in

tfieir initial insc>ection The state fire marshal's office open
ed the investigation

U.S. prepares planes for

airlifting Americans in Iran
By BRIAN JEFFRIES , u »*
Associated Press

from one guest house m Morocco to another, a
By BRIAN JEFFRIES
Associated Press

TEHRAN. Iran -The United States readied helicopters

and big )ets yesterday for a massive airlift of thousands of

Americans from Iran, where anti-Americanism is running
high and the anti shah revolutionary alliance is splintering

into hostile factions.

Bloody fighting raged for the third straight day in the
northwest city of Tabriz, where hundreds were reported
killed. Unconfirmed reports said rebels seeking local

autonomy were battling forces of the provisional
government of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.
In Tehran, Marxist gunmen attacked an apartment

building where they said agents of SAVAK, the shah's
secret service were holding out. These "urban guerrillas"

have rejected Khomeini's call to turn in their arrr>s,

distributed or stolen during last weekend's bloody climax
to the year long anti shah campaign
Some radicals have denounced the makeup of the 5- day-

old government as not sufficiently leftist.

As the 78 year old Moslem holy man Khomeini struggled
to restore law and order in Iran, the monarch he forced out
of the country. Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, moved

from one guest house in Morocco to another, a possible
sign he is ready for a long stay abroad.

"We cannot protect American lives in Iran." said the U.S.
Embassy's announcement of the evacuation. "You are

allowed one suitcase per person. Evacuation planes will

begin flying Feb. 17."

The announcement came one day after scores of

guerrillas stormed the embassy compound and briefly held

102 Americans hostage.

The Khomeini camp, whose fighters rescued the

Americans, identified the attackers as communists and

rightists trying to discredit the new regime. Some of the

guerrillas described themselves as communists.

There are believed to be 7,000 Americans left in Iran,

down from a peak of about 45,000 one year ago. U.S.
officials hope to reduce the number to about 2,000 with the
evacuation.

Those expected to remain include skeletal staffs at the
embassy and at some corporate headquarters, about 100
American journalists and many Americans married to
Iranians.

MBM official says he never told

FBI about slush fund scheme
By SHELLY COHEN
Associated Press

BOSTON -A key
prosecution witness in an
extortion trial of two
political operatives said

yesterday he never told the

FBI about a scheme to raise

a $500,000 political slush

fund for President Nixon
because no one evr^ askad
him about it.

Anthony Viansueto,
former vice president of tf>e

New Yoix consulting firm

McKoe-Berger Mansueto,
wsa under cross
examination in the extortion

trial of Albert "Toots"
Manzi and William Masiello.

Mansueto was asked by
defense lawyer James
Reardon why he never told

FBI agent Robert Sheehan
about the alleged plot by
Manzi to raise the money as

part of an attempt to buy
the Republican vice

presidential nomination for

former Gov John A Voipe.

"He didn't ask ma."
Mansueto replied.

Manzi. a former member
of the Massachusetts
Turnpike Authority arnJ a

major Republican
fundraiser, and Masiello,

head of a Worcester
architectural firm, are

accused of shaking down
MBM for $10,000 in 1972
The firm lield a $6 million

state contract at the time to
supervise consf^uction of

the UMass Boston campus.
Mansueto testified earlier

that the $10,000
contribution demanded by
Manzi and allegedly carried

by Masiello was supposed
to be part of the Nixon
slush fund.

Mansueto contradicted
part of the report prepared
by Sheehan following a

June 23, 1975. interview

with Mansueto in New York
Magazine The Sheehan
memo reportedly quotes
Mansueto as saying Manzi
demarvjed the money for

the campaign of former
Mass. Gov. Francis W.
Sargent.

Mansueto said in court
that he was "absolutely
positive" he told Sheehan
the money was for \/olpe.

^firif^WS^^
Budweiser 12 oz. cans

$7.19 case

Tuborg 12 oz. cans
$6.99 case

Swan Australian Lager
$2.50 Six

$9.49 case of 24

Select estate bottled

German White Wine
1975 & 1976 vintages

15% off regular price

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

338 COLLEGE ST.
AMHERST

Not responsible for typo errors

153-5384
256-8433

Town budget cuts

will affect UMass

.Collegian 3

By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Cullequin Stufl

Editor's Note Third of a three part series.

UMass students, professors, and of-

ficials, already overwhelmed by Gov.
Edward J. King budget cuts, drinking age,

and a transient administration, now have
one more thing to be concerned about The
town of Amherst is facing a tight budget.
On the surface, the effect on the

News analysis
university would appear to be minimal The
cuts which are proposed in the operating

budget prepared by the Town Manager's
Office involve two small branch libranes,

two human service agencies, some
recreational facilities in the town, and the

mental health services budget These are

not items which might be expected to

affect the lives of the university com
munity

But UMass and the town of Amherst
exist in a symbiotic relationshp which as

grown over the years The intimate, but

troubled relationship between the two
institutions means that anything that af

fects the university will affect the town and
vice versa

For example, the proposed cut of the

mental health services money will directly

affect the UMass Psychological Services

Center since a good portion of their

summer operating budget comes from the

town In addition to reducing the number
of internship positions, the cuts will also

mean that some students m Amherst public

schools who had been referred to the

UMass Center would become classified by
the State as children with serious emotional
problems, atcofding to Director Dr
Richard Halqin. Under State law, such
children must be treated at the expense of

the town.
The Amherst Survival Center and the

Amherst Youth Center, both non profit

human services agencies, may be in serious

trouble since they will be losing space
which was provided by the town. The
Survival Center provides food to the needy
and the Youth Center provides drop in

space for local teenagers

Students and professors with children

will be affected by the tightening of the

Amherst school budgets.

No money will be available for correcting

the traffic situation on North Pleasant St ,

which has resulted in at least two student

deaths in the past year.

The bus service, the Pioneer Valley

Transit Authority and Western Mass Bus
Lines, IS costing the town an extra $26,000

this year The resentment of townspeople
who see their libraries and recreational

facilities closed may affect support for the

bus service.

In short, the proposed budget will have
an affect, even if indirectly, on almost all of

the university community.
The budget goes for approval to the

Town Meeting in April The Board of

Selectmen, for the most part, seem
resigned to the budget as it has been
proposed. But others are cnticizing the

proposal, citing inefficiencies in other

departments, overtime pay, and other

sections of the budget as more suited to

cuts

1
Isound

economy

STEREO RECORD ALBUM SPECTACULAR

Seven of America's best selling stereo record albums

Another of our great sales

GIORIA GAYMOR
I0¥l mtCKS

OLIVIA NEWTON JOHN
Totally Hot
IMCAI

GL ORIA GA YNOR
Love Tracks

J GlEL S BAND
Sanctuary

lEMI America I

BOB SEGER
Strangar In Towrn

iCitpitoll

$7.98 SERIES-ONLY $4.59

5^*"!SSf%

.S TeVE Mil L ER BAND
Greatest Hits

iCapitoll

BEf GEFS
Spirits Having Flown

WINGS
Wings Greatest

tC<il>itt>l>

$8.98 SERIES -ONLY $4.99

at your record store

the UNIVERSITY STORE

Prtscilla Hopkins, left, admires the carved figures of Justin Gordon at the
Campus Center concourse yesterday, (Staff photo by Jim Mahoney).

Group hopes for approval
of dorm lease contract
By JULIE EAGLE
Collegi€in Staff

Laaae Task Force meml>ers are hoping
for approval of a dorm contract submitted
today to UMass President David C Knapp,
student director of Student Center for
Educational Research and Advocacy David
Barenberg said yesterday The task force,
which is composed of students and ad-

ministrators, has been working to develop
and win support for the dorm lease since

October 1977, Barenberg said

If Knapp approves the lease, submitted
by Vice Chancellor Dennis L Madson, he
will send it to the UMass Board of Trustees
Committee on Student Affairs, who in turn

TURN TO PAGE 11

Knapp, trustees yet to consider
in-state tuition raise proposal

A proposal that would more than double
in state tuition by 1981 has not yet been
submitted to University President David C
Knapp or the UMass Board of Trustees, a
university official said yesterday
Howard White yesterday said the UMass

trustees will be considering a raise in in

state tuition some time m the future, but
did not say when
The proposal, drawn up by Boston State

Coiiege President Kermit C Morrissey,

caHs for setting tuition at Massachusetts
30 state supported colleges and universities

at 25 percent of total education costs in

1979. and at 30 percent in 1961 In state
students currently pay 15 percent of total

costs.

White also said he doubted the board of
trustees, who set in state tuition, would
approve a tuition policy based on per
centages

I doubt that it (the proposal) will be
officially transmitted' to the board by
Morrissey, White satd.

MARK LECCESE

D.V.P. presents

Marcus Rascin
.
"*

Head of the onlv *ieft

think tank in Washington
on

DVP The Imperative oS
Reconstructing the

Left Wing of
the Democratic Party

February 20, 1979
Thompson Hall 8 p.m.

DVP

The Distinguished

Visitors Program
presents

Comic Art
featuring

ART
SPEIGALMAN

February 20, 1979
CC 101
7-10 p.m.
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BLACKAFFAIRS

Jaz2 Pianist, composer and arranger Hugh Lawson will be appearing tonight as part

of the "Tony Jackson Upright Piano Series " Lawson has a'l extensive and impressive

musical history in Detroit, Michigan and throughout the United States. He has p>erform

ed and recorded with such greats as Yusef Latecf. Eddie "Lockjaw" Davis. Donald
Byrd. Stanley Turrentine and Dinah Washington

Everyone should make it to the Gerald C. Penny Memorial Center at Amherst college

for this 8:00 show Admission is free!

Amazon Queen ofMatumba

AnnZingha
AMAZON QUEEN OF MATAMBA. WEST

AFRICA

NZINGHA, known as Ann Zingha,
renowned warrior queen of Matamba, was
born about 1582, when the Portuguese
were establishing trade settlements on the
African coast.

When Ann grew up she did not sit idly by
watching the invaders at work Extremely
wroth, she led her army of fierce woman
warriors, which she had assiduously train-

ed, into action against them, and won bat
tie after battle. But in the long run she lost

since spears were hardly a match for

firearms.

In 1622 her brother, the King of Angola,
sent her to arrange a p>eace with the Por-

tuguese victory viceroy at Loanda. A dwell-

ing befitting her royal rank was prepared for

her and she and her escort were received

with due honors, which pleased her.

But when she entered the viceroy's au-

dience chamber, Ann, who was quite

temperamental, was indignant. She notic-

ed that while a magnificent chair of state

had been arranged for the viceroy, there

was merely a cushion on the floor for her.

The fact tfwt the cushion was made of

gold-embroidered velvet arMJ had been put

in the center of a handsome carpet did not

placate her.

Though she felt that she had been
slighted, she did not nrtake a scene. Instead,

she gave one of her attendants a mean-
ingful look. The woman came over, knelt

down on her hands and knees, and Ann
Zingha sat herself down on the woman's
back and waited thus for the viceroy to ap

pear.

If on his arrival he thought it strange for

his honored guest to be seated in this way,

he politely refrained from comment and

began talking busir>ess. As a matter of fact,

Ann Zingha did not appear at all ludicrous

in her disadvantageous position. She acted

with such spirit and dignity that the viceroy

was impressed, and negotiations were ter-

minated satisfactorily. Not given to bicker-

ing. Ann had refused outright an alliance

with the Portuguese, one of the terms of

which was the payment of an annual tribute

to the King of Portugal. She persuaded the

viceroy that this ought to be eliminated,

emphasizing that the giving up of her Por-

tuguese prisoners was concession enough.

Forum

A forum will be held on
Sunday, February 25th, titl-

ed "Exploring the Relations

Between Blacks and Jews
in the United States." It will

be held in the Campus
Center-Auditorium beginn-

ing at 1:00 p.m.

Announcements

AEtPturnsbackcustomers
TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

The manager of the A&P Shopping Store
located in the University Drive Shopping
plaza on University Drive denied two
custonrwrs the right to buy packages of
whote fryers chickens that were on sale.

The two people said that the manager said

they were not regular customers and
offered this as the only reason as to why he
did not allow them to buy the number of
chickens they wanted. The incident
occured last Tuesday.

The manager, "iom O'Donneil denied that
he told the people that they were not
regular customers and that he limited the
people to four chickens because he had the
right to do so.

Khalil Rahman said that O'Donneil didn't
give him a reason for limiting the chickens,
and that the coupon did not say that the
number of chickens was limited. Rahman
asked the manager to show where it said
that there were limits, but he refused to do
so

Donnell said that it wai written on the
advertisement which was in the Coflegian,

that A&P had the right to limit the number
ot chickens purchased and denied that he
said that they were not hs regular
customers.

An outside person who knows O'Donnelt
who did not want to be identified said that
O'Donneil doesn't like certain kinds of
people, meaning black people and that he
likes to yell when he argues with someone.
Rahman said that the manager was yelling
and cursing, so he started to yell and curse
back at him

At the bottom of the advertisement not
the coupon, it did state that the AEfP had
the right to limit the chickens to three, but
he had already over stepped the limit

because he offered to sell them six
chickens but they wanted more than that.

Some of the facts related to the incident
were not disclosed as Rahman said that he
would call the various agencies where he
could file a complaint against the store.

After a brief interview with a Collegian
reporter, O'Donneil abruptly said he didn't
want to talk about it anymore and walked
away.

Third World groups and
Student to resume talks
By TERRELL EVANS
BIdck Affairs Staff

The followiiyg article is one concerning ttie situation at Amfierst College having to

do with the Third World students proposal for separate pages. The people in-

terviewed are students at Amherst College and asked that their names mjt be used
in the story.

Presently, the situation

between Third World
students and the Amherst
Student the college's paper

is at a standstill Sources
close to the problem have

said that the Third World
Coalition has decided to

hold off on any active

movements and this period

is being used as an
educational effort for L«oth

sides.

"As a group the brothers

decided to lay off the paper

for a while, everything is at

a standstill. The important

thing is that the groups are

back together again the

sources said. They also said

together the groups plan to

develop a documentary of

the whole issue and pin

point exactly where the

groups went astray.

The sources continually

insisted that the proposal

by the Student's editors are

insufficient because in the

past there have been Third

World students on the
newspaper's board. The
problem is that there are so

many editors, that three

black editors can hardly

have very much influence

when there are about thirty

white students on the other

side. As a result, the

sources said "that The
Student still publishes

whatever material they

want, they publish Third

World material but it is from

their f)erspective, not that

of the Third World

"Basically, we proposed
that a page in the Amherst
Student be devoted to

Third World issues. La
Causa, Afro-Am and
Straight Ahead presented

the proposal to the editors

but It was rejected. They
offered to give us three

editorial positions but it

wasn't a problem of

representation it was a

problem of power," the

sources said.

Presently the Third World
Coalition is in the process of

putting together a Third

World Journal, which will

be called the "Polemic."

The purpose of the journal

is to clear up some of the

confusion, it will come out

only once.

The source said "that at

the all College meeting
both sides had a chance to

address each other directly,

the Third World group got a

chance to state its case to

the other side ' The next
move will probably be a
«low coristant discussion
which IS taking place right

now. I don t know if we are
going to take over the
paper, that will be
something we all have to
decide," sources said.

One person said tt>at h9
generally expected the
President of Amherst
College John W. Ward to

come out with the
traditional liberal rap In an

earlier story reporter printed

by the Collegian Ward said

that his position was of a

mediator and he did rwt

want to impose his personal

opinion.

The Administration's
position has been one of

staying away because The
Student is a cooperation
and the administration
could be sued for tampering
with it, a source said.

Students at the other
colleges could help by
writing letters of support to

President Ward and The
Student. He said he hoped
that other Afro Am
organizations would do
this.

CCEBS Students
ALL CCEBS students should note the
following functions:

Monday, February 26th - a recruiter

from the Gillette Company will conr>e to the

New Africa House from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00

p.m. to interview students for jobs.

Descriptions of available positions are in

room 209 New AftiCS House.

LUTHER

Tuesday, hebiuary znn •- tne u.i.

Forest Service will talk informally with

students interested in a federal government
career. This valuable information session

will take place from 3:00-4:00 p.m., in the

Hilton House on campus. All interested

CCEBS students are asked to sign up for

this activity with Brian Maher in room 209
New Africa House as soon as possible.

By Brumsic Brandon.

Attention
Today, throughout the day representatives from the

National Security Agency, a division of the U.S. Depar-

tment of Defensfe, will be recruiting students from UMass
campus. The Committee to support the Peoples Struggle

in Iran and other campus groups are organizing a

demonstration and protest against the NSA's presence on

Campus. The NSA is involved in foreign espionage and

supports repression in countries governed by U.b. backed

dictatorships. Protesters will be meeting at 12 noon on the

Campus Center Concourse and will then march to Goodell

building to hold a picket.

Jr

You are invited to express yourself

Contribute your poenns, stories,

and works of art to Drum.
Deadline Is April 17th.

Send materials to

115 New Africa House
UMass

Boundless modes of expression
HIGH NOTES... Perhaps
the most important recent

release in Black Classical

music is the Art Ensemble
of Chicago's LP, "Live at

Mandrel" on Delmark
records. A good ^ay to
describe the music in this

performance (on the
campus of the U. of

Chicago) is to call it flexible.

The ensemble incorporates

many of the instruments

that they've collected on
their trips to Europe and
Africa into a nicely weaved
tapestry. The interplay of

soloists, duets all the way
up to full scale jamming is

tight and economic The
ensemble lends itself to the

acoustic more than
anything else these days
providing many solos (all

well conceived) and some
very daring and
improvisational ones at

that. By the time you get to
side C of this four sided set.

you learn to almost expect
the unexp>ected.

There will be those who
will remember the
Ensemble for its earlier deep
Chicago Blues music. Their
earlier recordings were
largely dedicated to this
genre. However, I feel that

they've found their true
"stroke " with the style and
material they're into now.
No longer is their music the
crying and plodding blues
with its excercised and
excor c ised
emotion / expression . They
are free with the boundless
modes of expression in

Black Classical. This frees

the spiritually and makes
them a more listenable

group as one gets the sense
that these individuals are

together doing what they
really want to do. It also

frees them physically to put

to full use all their

instruments that range from

traditional cowbells
improvisation in the form of

automobile brake drums.
With all its many facets

under consideration, this is

a very fine release that gives

heaping servings of the past
present and future of Black
music

.

On the more
contemporary scene. Island

Records has released the
much anticipated Hi-

Tension LP which contains
healthy versions of their

a blend that for two singles

has proven to be can't miss.

The LP has a couple of

very sweet ballads that strut

a confident lead and
sweeping harmonies. "Girl I

Betcha" is qualKy music as
are all the other slow to

midtempo softies on side

one. This side stands out as

the group takes quite a few
directions and doesn't get

lost in its own diversity. The
reason for this could well be
the production of Alex
Sadkin.

A record that seems to be

High Notes...
two hits, "Hi-Tension" and
"British Hustle." After a
few listens, this album
proves this act to be the
biggest Soul import from
England since Heat Wave
Their style fuses (never
confuses) soul, reggae,
disco ar>d pop elements into

causing quite a fervor is

"There But For The Grace
of God Go I" by Machine
on RCA. This 12" single is

very avante garde lyrically

while musically, it breaks no
new ground but remains
powerful. The song tells a

story of a couple that has a

child and elects to leave the
Bronxs in search of amore
fit place to raise this child.

They opt for a place with
"No Blacks, No Jews and
no Gays." This line has
caused a lot of adverse and
misunderstood reaction.
The song is not a racial slur

to any of those groups.
August Darnell (writer for

the Savannah Band and
Oddessy whom I consider
one of the most progresive
and finest writers on the
contemporary scene today)

has constructed one of the

most biting, powerful and
sobering commentaries vs.

racial /sexual prejudice of

the day. Anyone who is

familiar with Darnell's
music knows that he writes

"people music." He ad-
dresses himself to the
problems of Blacks, Jews,
Latino, Gays and Mullattos
and the day to day
problems and situations
that arise with these people
being just what or who they

are. I urge people to listen

to this record with more
attention before they
criticise. Some have already
done so and in their haste
have forced a new version
of the cut that replaces the
'"No Blacks, no Jews and
no Gays " line with """Where
Only Uncle Tom's people
play."" It's funny, this line

fits just as well and changes
the song in noway.

MARIO BARROS
Black Affairs Staff

find it fast . .

in the Collegian

Classifieds!!!
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THREE DAYS LEFT!

Applications are now available

ifor ail persons Interested in

applying for space for 1977-78.

All groups wishing to renew or

change space for the next year
must apply. Forms are available

at the Board of Governors
office, 817 Campus Center, and
must be returned no later than
Tuesday, February 20, 1979.

I
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I

I

The CC/SU Board of

Governors is and Equal
Opportunity/ Affirmative
Action organization.

Just Shake it

and Let it Fall Into Place.

Ihe Precision

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows so it never

loses its shape

An<j kjecause your hair falls naturally into place,

all you have to do is shake it

At Command Performance, we shampoo preci-

sion cut and Wow dry your hair for just $14 00

whether you're a guy or a gal And no appointments

are ever necessary.

Permanent waves, colonng. frosting and condi-

tioning, we do it all. but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you
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Hampshire Mall, naxt to K-Mart

Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

586 0090

NSIDE/OU
Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee celebrate
the human experience In a program
of drama, stories, poetry and legend.

TuMday, February 20, 1979 SKIOpm
Ww Am Cmmm \M*^mm<$ o« Mm ii tiiwtm Attitw

Av^MMa AT. Tfai Boa OHIm tludwit Union Bui

[£IQ
CLOSEOUTS
800 BOOTS
ON SALE

Ladies Deluxe Cuff Boot
^"''"^

Sale 49- "''
'^

Riding Boot w/Strag^g
,,^

Sale '59»*

Ladies 16" Boot
Limited Sizes Reg ''

Sale »39

Heartfelt*
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
Mon.-Sat. 10-6 253-5135

EXOTicWfPETwoifLD
One of the

Hadley Village Barn Shops

Rte. 9, Hadley, Mass.

FISH SALE
Feb. 15-25

•FANCY GUPPIES. ..$1.99 pr.

•RED PLATTIES 49c

•GOLD WAG PLATTIES. . .49c

•RED-TAIL SHARKS. ...$1.49

•LARGE SILVER HATCHETS.

.

60c

•BLUE GOURAMIS 69c

•VELVET SWORDTAILS. . . 69c

•GLO-LITE TETRAS. . . 5/$1.00

•WHITE CLOUDS 5/$1.00

•SMALL NEON TETRAS
5/$1.00

•JUMBO NEON TETRAS. .69c

10 - 9 DAIIY S86-3369 10 - 6 SAT. & SUN.

Thr rlcMMMl SI Theatrr

ett in Forrign and Reciiml Fiim.
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EMPORIUM INDIA
We're changing our name and location

Come meet us in May at The Pavillion in

the Hampshire Mall

Help us cut the cost of moving by coming to our

GIGAKTIC SALE
with rock-bottom prices on fashion pants, tops,

skirts, dresses, and accessories

Sole starts Friday, Feb. it
k<'f n^':^ ^rVt r^'t ^/Vf r,^'* »ff n

•„*

STADIUM
"CATCH THIS

WEEK'S SPECIALS"

LIQUORS

Molson Golden Ale 6/2.40

9.40cs.

Gallo Hearty Burgundy 5»39 3L
Chablis Blanc, Pink Chablis, Red Rose

Loving Cup L'fraumilch. 1.99 750ml

S.S. Pierce Vodka 8* 1 5 1 .75L

CHECK OUR KEG PRICES!
HUGE SELECTION OF WINE!

L

Just past the VMass Stadium, next to A & P

in the new Shopper's Park

UHIVERSITY DR. HOURS 9 o.m.--l i p.m.

353-9341 or 253-9342

FREE DELIVERY ($7.00 min.)

Editorial/Opinion

Just like

the bad

old days
It's becoming a case of deja vu.

Back in 1975, a liberal Brookline
DenxKrat named Michael Dukakis began a
four-year term as governor. He was elected
on campaign promises of efficiency in state
government and no more taxes.

But Dukakis quickly changed his tune.

and taxes were increased and budgets were
cut.

Here at UMass, the first few Dukakis
years were lean. Level funding, a simplistic

political term translated into decreased fun-

dir>g in a 20th century economy, was in-

stituted. Faculty and administrators fled to

better financed institutions Level funding

and a hiring freeze meant very few of them
were replaced Maintenance of campus
buildings was deferred, and in the long run

that meant costlier repairs.

The Dukakis years came to an abrupt end
last fall, when the blue collar and conser-

vative Democrats of the state elected Ed
King, a successful public administrator,

governor.

For UMass, King's election seemed a

good sign. He had no stand of education,

and that was inferred to mean UMass
would be able to spend lots more money
than in the Dukakis years Also, King was

JoeQuinlan

elected by a constituency whose kids at

tend UMass and the other state universities

and colleges, because they can't afford the

private institutions.

But apparently King isn't thinking about

that constituency. He's intent upon keep

ing taxes low so that the family with two
cars and a swimming pool can buy a third

car for the kids and a summer cottage

down the Cape. And that means cutting

budgets and reducing services needed by

the family struggling to pay last

December's mortgage.

For UMass, King's tax plans could mean

a return to the days of Dukakis-type level

funding-larger classes, deferred

maintenance and a second-rate educational

opportunity for those in the lower income

brackets of the state, who elected King.

For example. King and his cohorts think

classes and majors offered by Boston com-

munity colleges and Boston State College

are compatible with the programs of

UMass-Boston and can be merged .

This week, the president of Boston State

College, Kermit C Morrissey, joined the

King bandwagon and proposed tuition for

Massachusetts residents at UMass be rais

ed more than $300, to $859, for next year

and to $1,034 for academic year 1979 1980

Morrissey, noting tuition at his school and

other state schools and community col-

leges is higher than UMass. also proposed

tuition increases for those campuses. But

what Morrissey didn't say was that while

UMass students pay less tuition than

students ^t other campuses they pay more

fees.

Morrissey said increased tuition would be

a $29 million savings for the state. This sav-

ings would help King keep his promises i;.

cutting property taxes.

It's an old .political trick-cut taxes here

and raise them there. Dukakis did it, and

lost his bid for re-election. Maybe King

wants another job four years from now, or

sooner.

Joe Quinlan is a Collegian Columnist

HOiy VSNH FW*t THE YsmM

Letters to the Editor
Satisfied?
To the Editor:

//) April uf 1976, eight months alter the

enactment ol Title IX, Susan Howard, a

member ol the Student Center lor

Educational Research \SCERA\ published

a report entitled "The Atheltic Depart-

ment: An Inquiry. " In her investigation

Ms. Howard found the distribution of
funding among various teams to be far

Irum equitable. The highest amount ol

lunding was allocated to the Three Big
sports: men's football, basketball and
hockey. Intramural and Free Play sports

while having the greatest rate of par-

ticipation received the lowest amount of
lunding. Ms. Howard also found that the

luckerroom lacilities for men and women
were not comparable. On the whole her
lindings indicated that the Athletic

Department had changes to make in order

tu comply with Title IX.

Three years later we at SCERA feel that

Ms Howard's report warrants updating.

Is the Athletic Program now in com-
pliance with Title IX? Does it provide
comparable facilities, coaching, traveling

allowances, practice time, etc., for all

athletic teams^ Does the Intramural
program meet the needs of its par-
ticipants? Are the students at UMass
satisfied with the Athletic Program?

Heather Hersee
SCERA

Need place

for puckmen
To the Editor:

The hockey program at UMass seems
to be more like a high school intramural

program than a competing collegiate

team. This can be directly attributed to

the lack of concern ol the University and
the absence of its own rink and facilities.

To start, there is little or no recruiting of

players to the school. With scholarships

on all athlete's minds now, there is no
money or aid offered in the form of

hockey scholarships.

Present and past teams have had to

practice whenever and wherever there is

tree ice, whether if he at Amherst, in

Springfield, or at Wilmington Academy.
They do not have their own "home"
territory. Furthermore, with the rink

jccessihle only inconveniently to the

nhi/oniy ol our students, fan support is

sparse.

Clearly, it is a sacrifice in many respects

to play hockey for UMass. There just isn't

any reason for well developed hockey
players to co/ne here.

With the proposal of the dome comes
the hope of a more developed hockey
program. Three cheers to the persons
responsible lor the spark of concern for

our hockey team and our deprived
players.

D. Roden
Southwest

Requirement is bogus
To the Editor:

With all respect for foreign cultures, I.

as well, leel that the language
requirement is excessive. There is no
reason to run so many students through

four semesters. How many language

classes are there crowded with pass fail

students who could care lessi* How bogus
it is for those few students who are

seriously trying to learn another language

and have to put up with a department

geared toward the unmotivated. And why
sfess learning a language more so than

any other requirement? The chances of a

student ever using their particular

language, in most cases and if they don't

totally lorget, are slim.

But most of all. what really hurts is the

continuing rise of crowded classrooms,

courses and sub/ects not being offered,

underpaid, overworked professors, and
basically, a general cheapening of the

"quality" which keeps UMass from being

a total "degree game " Why sink so much
lunding in compulsory language learning?

There's no reason why students cannot
decide what is pertinent to their own
education. Let's trim the language
department.

David Sauer

Still remarkable
To the Editor:

This letter is to commend Damon
Thomas for his recognition of the Beatles

in the February 12th Collegian Little

mention need be made of their impact in

many quarters of the world

In light of the music industry today,

what the Beatles achieved is even more
remarkable He accurately captured much
ol the essence of what the boys actually

were ««„,„Mara
Central

You can't even count

on 'em being late!

To the Editor:

There have been several letters m the

Collegian recently concerning the UMass
Transit System. The rrmst recent was
from Leslie Quinn. a UMass bus driver

who expressed annoyance at the criticism

aimed at the Transit Service This is

understandable, as most of us dislike

criticism of activities m which we are per

sonaffy engaged. However. Mr Qumn
made several misstatements I should like

to correct.

First. Mr. Quinn stated, "you are also

getting that ride without paying a fare
"

This IS not true. Instead of purchasing

rides one at a time (as in a commercial
transit) UMass students pay at least ten

dollars each year (hidden away m the

mandatory fees), while those who buy
UMass parking stickers pay even more
(the parking fee is another source of fun-

ding for the transit system).

Second, Mr Quinn makes the inex

cusable error of suggesting that patrons

should not go to the stop at the scftedul-

ed times if they are "so sure that the bus
will be five minutes late. " Unfortunately,

the UMass buses are not adequately

predictable in their tardiness. That the

UMass buses on certain routes are Ire-

quentfy late is indisputable; that they are

uniformly late is sadly not true.

Finally, while Mr. Quinn makes a stirr-

ing plea for compassion with his state

ment that, "we drivers are your fellow

students, " he may be missing the point

raised by his fellow students who stand

waiting for him to come down the road.

Even under the best of conditions people

hate to wait for something which is inex-

plicably late.

In the end, the answer seems quite sim-

ple: If the UMass Transit System's buses

cannot keep to their schedules, then the

schedules should be modified. Obviously,

the buses on some routes are late enough
of the time to cause the casual observer

to wonder why a few more minute's

cushion isn't built into the schedule. Let's

face it: a meaningless bus schedule is one
of the most offensive documents in the

ivorld.

Hector Ames
Amherst
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Skiing 1979....
Collegian 9

Mt. Tom: Not up^north,
but it 'sgoodskiing close
By CHRIS TOPHER H. SCHMI TJ
Collegian Staff

HOLYOKE Forget hose long three hour

drives to the northeir> ski areas. Forget the

hours you have to spend in lift lines thece.

And forget the "fact" there isn't a "maior"
ski area nearby.

Because there is Mt. Tom, only five miles

from UMass. affords the experienced skiier

with a place where skills can be sharpened,

but still has room for the beginner and
novice While it isn't on par with a northern

area like, say. Killington, It's more than

good enough for a day or weekend of

skiing, without a long trip or hassles of

waiting

The area has 14 trails, spread mostly

among "more difficult" sod "most
difficult ' runs The base elevation is 300
feet, and the mountain has an overall

vertical drop of 860 feet The area operates

daily, and has snowmaking equipment,
night skiing, a snack bar, rentals, a ski

school, and 6 lifts 12 double chairs, 2 T
l)ars, I J bar, and one rope tow.) There's

also a nursery for tots.

Topping off the mountain is "Lift Line

Slope,' a 4,000 foot trail twisting under Xhe

mam chairlift The trail is steep and
undulating in many places, and is a good
test for most, if not all, skiers.

"Tote Road," rated more difficult, offers a

long isolated run through woods before

breaking into the main slope on the
northern edge of the area. The trail twists

through pine trees, and for the nx)St part

isn't too r owded.
For those who prefer more wide-OF>en

skiing, there's the more difficult "Upper
Tom Slope" on the other side of the

mountain. Served by twoT-bars (you have

to take both to get to the top), this run is

wide and expansive from the very top to

the very bottom.
A number of other trails cut through the

heart of the area on either side of the main
chairlift, providing both novice and most
difficult skiing.

Prices range from $1 1 .50 all day for adults

to $4 niqhts for juniors.

Coldand wind: Harmful together
Watch out!

Those are the best words of advice when cold temperatures and high winds occur

together like they have recently As most people know, the combination produces a

cold situation, but a lot colder than you might think; so cold, a severe injury can result.

Below IS a chart that can be used to tell how cold it is, and how careful you should be

when the wind and the cold occur together

WIND. MPH

C.Vm 5 10 15

< Staff photo by Jim Mahoney'

Picking tiieperfectpealcin tiie Nortiteast
Here's a helpful guide to making

that often-times hard decision

Picking the right poak to ski can oftentimes be a hard decision. What's right
for one might not b« right for another. (Staff photo by Jim Mahoney).

Massachusetts ski areas

T»wt antttmtkifw m MwnrhuMWi They rangt trom bm Indun HMd. Eoti PKHMtM. 617433 2249

to wna* and good lo bKl Ca» aiwad lo> mora ntormanon unS jKTMny PMk. Hancock. 41373SS43I

.ondiiHxv Kl«n Infnbrucli. Ftankkn, S17UBSaB0
B.ntwnmH«. Sh»*»v. «I742S4C7 Mouni Tom. Hotyok*. 4l3S36Mt6

413 33B4BI7 Mount WKhuMtt. Prmcwn, •17 464 2356

4t3«34aaas - Mount Watatic. Aahby. 617 3H7B21
Bianchacd H<« Ountubt*. 413«4»«I37 Naahoba VaNav. Matttont. •17692 7025

Blue Hm. Mitton. •i7asgo7i -0«aHidga. Ot«. 413^2BB 44M
' Bo«ton Mil, Nonti Andoww. •17BB3 7733 Ittaaaant Run. (.aomtnsMr. •17U7«93
BouaquM r>nn«wtd 413 442 7436 Proapact Hil. WaNfum. •t7«3'4l37

Biodw Mounum. Nmo AsMoid. 41344347S2 Snow Hi*. PMhpMon. «l7 24B-t286

Buttetnut. G<MI Bsmnqlon 413 Ua 2000 Wa»d H«. Stwawttturv. •17BC634e

Compiled from sources
With the plethora of ski areas in the
Northeast, it's often hard to pick the right

area. It's been said by some cynics that the
best way to find the right place is to tack a
ski atlas of the East on the wall, stand back
a few paces, and throw darts.

But others are more scientific. They
consider what kind of skiier they are, what
their abilities are, how much money they
can spend, and how far they can travel.

Then they select the appropriate area

What follows is an attempt at helping to
find )ust the right area: How to pick a

perfect peak.

The height of the mountain and the
quality of snow vary directly as their
distance away from, say. New York* City.

You'll find, without exception, steeper
trails and slopes, and better snow the
farther you go. More southerly areas have
less steep declines and are more prone to

outright lousy conditions. It's best to check
ahead before you go.

Many of the areas have a distinctive

quality about them. For example, some of

the northern areas cater primarily to
beginners and inter-mediate skiiers. Otf>ers

are for more accomplished skiiers; still

others are known as "singles" operations -

such as Mt. Snow or maybe family type
outfits.

As far as the skill level, the best way to get
a profile of the mountain you interuJ to visit

is from the vertical drop the distance from
the base of the lowest lift to the summit.
The higher to drop, the more likely tf>e

skiing is going to be tough and challenging.

Don't let vertical drop fool you though,
because if can be deceiving. Killington, in

Vermont, has a 3,000 foot drop served by
some trails that are beginners and
intermediate's playgrounds. Whiteface, in

New York, has an even more steep drop •

3 100 feet but the summit is so windblown
it's generally unskiable.
If you're planning on taking lessons, look

around for the area that offers the kind you
think best. There are several methods,
among them:

Austiran. Introduced in the early 1950's,
the "reverse shoulder technique" was an
instant success. Skiers progress through
snowplow, snowplow turn, traverse, stem
turn, and stem christie Each step must be
perfectwJ before eventually going on to
parallel turn.

American While based on the Austrian
technique, it s still different The American
system is probaly best for people who like

to learn a step by step method, rather than
taking a rapid plunge into skiing.

Graduated Length Method This system
starts beginners on very short skies and
progresses them through two or three
longer lengths of skies The first portion of
the learning process is done on three to
four foot skies without poles, and k}nger
skios and pclas are added later.

Make sure to check out the various
services offered by most of the major areas.
SmaW children call for nursuhes; many
areas have them. Bromley in Vemont, for

example, is accredited by the state Almost
every area has a ski shop and rental
facilities. Many have bars, often with live

entertainment after the lifts close.

The most important thing to do before
leaving is to make a final check of
conditions. Conditions are often reported in

newspapers, but even these can be a day
old by either the time you read them or by
when you are ready to leave. Many areas
have toll-free lines available

After that enfoyl

SKIERS
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY

BITTERLY COLD
-9 -1:'!^ 18'

-22 - 26

-29 -33 -35
EXTREMELY

-37 -4) -43
COLD

-AS -49 -52

-40; -40/ -47

-46 -52 -56 -60 -62 -63 -63

-52 -53 -63 -67 -69 -70 -70

-60 -67 -70 -72 -76 -78 -79

-63 -75 -78 -63 -87 -87 -88

-76 -83 -87 -90 -94 -94 -96

-81 -89 -94 -98 -101 -101 -103

-88 -^6 -101 -105 -107 -108 -110

-96 -104 -109 -113 -116 -118 -120

-45,-45' -54 -77 -90 -103 -11 2 -117 -1 23 -128 -128 -128

» Pun Mt nft fMrt -r* .i.-.f v»' el i-j tfti

The
IGreatcst

on Earth!

EQUIVALENT TEMPERATUf^E

And we make sure it is with our 3 famous

Hedco Snow Cannons backed UD by

180 snow guns up and down the mountain

pouring on the powder.

Always Vlhitc Day & Nisht!

MLTpM
Ski AiealLiAl Routes

Holyokc,
MA 01040

SPECIALS
ALL HEAD SKIS
WARM UP SKI PANTS
SKI PARKAS
SKI VESTS

40% OFF
40% OFF
30% OFF
30% OFF

All K-2, Yamaha and Clin skis 20% off

Kombi gloves 20% off

Duofold turtleneck shirts $8.00

Boot trees $4.19 reg. $6.95

Nordica Dolonite Boots 20% OFF
Quantities are limited to what is in stocl<. Cash only no charges.

WESTERN VILLAGE
SKI SHOP

32 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
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A revcdutiQiiary sale...

andthat'snolie!

Mandarin Collar Shirts for Women.
Button-front women's tops

in menswear stripes.

Denim
Wrap Skirts.

To l)t» prict^l at $!>.()().

$10.95

Men's
Polo Shirts.

RuKby stripe tops

with solid collars.

New Spring Sandals

for Women. Carpenter Jeans.

Ti'uditional carjx^nter style, in sizes

24 to :Mi re^larly $13.50.

$10.95

Lee Overalls.
Pre-washecl denim»
regularly $22.()0.

$18.95

Sale runs February 19th throu^ March 3rd.

Come in and visit our shoe department for a selection of shoes for men and women!

A full line of Capezio and Danskin dancewear . .

.

available in a kaleidoscope of colors and styles.

Route SK Hadley. r>84-.<M}iK). Monday to Friday. lOMMM^ilM). Saturday till ():(K).

Eastfield Mnll. S|)riny:tiVI(l. olWy'MU. Monday to Saturday, 10:()0-1»::«).

fUtlllBBE
t harvardsquare^H^^^^H^^^HH (^

'^The Lodge at Harvard Square

•/tsf
iCollegjaQ Tt

CONT FROM PAGE 1

the only member left, could you start the

chapter again, and would you want to?"

DeLuca said he thinks the national chapter

is making a big mistake in not keeping any
of the older members to show others how
things work.
Department Assistant for Greek Affairs

Joseph Barbosa said last night the methods
the national chapter are using are "not

consistant with normal methods for re-

colonizing a chapter.

Faculty alters

student ratio

>%i|iilifijnilliip^^

FEBRUARY SPECIALS by SIM

SPECIALS PERMANENTS $19

Hair Cuts $4.50

For Men Wom«n & Children

Walk ,M Welcome or Call UMSS On«»n Mon -Sat

next to Walter io( Hjdley I
9 a m -» p.m

^ frf.fi^ise'iiieM^i6&mm

;a

^lti€WCAV§E
I €1INCMaV§
NT. 5 RIVERDALE NO. WEST SPRINGFIELD
TEL. 733-5131 BARGAIN MATINEE DAILY-
FIRST SNOMftZ.OO MASTER CNARGE

•Xext V^ar"
PC*

'vmv
VMiiCN Way
•utLoosi

PETER FALK

^I^JJE

MOT IHliN

PG<»

Bv MEGAN OREILLY
Collegian Staff

At its first meeting of the

semester yesterday the

UMass Faculty Senate
voted to raise the maximum
percentage of out of state

under graduates from five

percent to 1 5 percent

The senate also voted to

move up the final date for

submission of fall semester

grades from the fifth

working day in January to

the twelfth calender day
after the last final exam
This means grades will

probably be due on Jan. 2.

According to a report of

the Senate Committee on
Admissions and Records,
more enrolled out of state

students wilt offer an
intellectual challenge and
"cosmopolitanize" the
present "provincial" in-

state student body

Out of state students are

more carefully selected with

a minimum combined SAT
score of 1150 according to

Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs Dennis L. Madson,
while in state students are

accepted with a minimum
score of only 900.

The report stated UMa»
Amherst no longer has the

sole responsibility of
providing access to pubhc
higher education to
Massachusetts residents
because of an increased
network of public

institutions of higher
education including the
new state university

campus in Boston

Out of state students ai«)

bring in more money, he
stated, because of higher

tuition and the expansion of

'the giving potential " of

alumni living out of state

Ni

THE
sson's

POINT
plus

THE DOT & THE LINE
Friday & Saturday-

October 16 & 17-SUB
.Times: 7:00, 9:00, 11:00

Admission $1.00

•
:

:
:

:

t

cljnrUes
MONPAyiS
MOiSON NIGHT

79c Molsons every

Mon. night

TUESD/iy IS SNOT

ANP BEER NIGNT

Happy Hour prices

on shots and beer

every Tues. night

LVIII

Vl^

IVi

one

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-85C

fooliSctimU
1 Pray St. Amherst. Mass. 549-5403

whose sons and daughters
will gain increased access
to UMass."

The change in the due
date for final grades
aroused negative sentiment

among some faculty "We
must realize the motion
provides subtle pressure
not to give final exams
because it pressures us to

grade exams on Christmas

Day." Sen. Eric Emhorn
said.

However, Associate Dean
of the College of Arts and

Sciences James Shaw
spoke against the change

because he said the grade

deadline wasn't soon
enough "It really hurts the

failing student. " he said,

"because tfiey must make
an appointment to see an

adviser in their dean's office

after receiving their grades

and they need extra time to

make other plans if tfiey are

not reinstated," he said.

Shaw thought a seven day

period was more
appropriate.

But most faculty
supported the new due
date "The university is still

personal enough to deal
with students who are
endangered by late

grades," said one senator
"All they have to do is give

us a postcard and we'll

send them their final

marks

In oiher business the
senate voted to watve new
program requirements for

undergraduate ma|or
programs in Computer and
information Science and
Dance, and for a Ph D in

Public Health These
waivers have been delayed

from final approval since

las! May

Owning only a learner's permit, this poor pooch
has to wait for a friend for a ride home (Staff
photo by Joanne Quinn).

if Dorm lease
CONT FROM PAGE 3

will hand it over to the Board of Trustees for a firvN

decision Barenberg said the decision should be reached by
March.
"The lease would establish something most tenants take

for granted," Saic.iberg said "The landlord - the
University would take care of living conditions through
the establishmmiii of alegaMv binding contract

"

Barenberg said the lease would have a "positive impact
on student life and would also set a precedent of students
and administration collaborating on an issue to serve the
whole University

Barenberg and otfier task force rrtembers met with

Madson yesterday to discuss Madson' s rewordir>g of tf>e

most recent of 14 lease drafts written by the task force

Barenberg said Madson "made mostly grammatical
changes." but added a clause that would raise student
dorm fees by $75 to pay for a security (damagel deposit.

Students wf>o had not damaged dorm property would be
reimbursed the $75 at the end of the scf>ool year.

Barenberg said he is "upset" about the possible increase

because dorm fees are already being raised by $56 for ttte

1979 80 school y«r.
Madson said there are three reasons why he is sup

porting addition of a security deposit First, he said it would
help alleviate increasing vandalism on campus Second, he
said "a depc> md would improve the billinq process'

for xhosB wl «)y dorm property

>^

•
*

•

*
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COA QICO MOUNTAIN FARMS MALI.
bo4-yiOo ROUTE 9-HADLey massMOUNTAIN FARMS 4

'ADUtTSSPSO STUDENTS «.SR C.T,«NS WITH AMC CARD «^^^^
SHOW ,1 5(

-TICKETS ON SALE 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO TLS^

ICUNT lASTWOOO
WIUTWHN VOU

*EVEIIY

IWkllCNWAV
But Loose

Co-starring Sohdra Locke

Fri. thru Sun. fTLS 5:00) 7:30 9:45

Mon. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:00) 8 30

B Matinee (Sat. thru Thurs.) 2:00

M II SIMON S

tCAlJIPDRMA

JOB (olkien's jji

1^,

PO

Fri. thru Sun. (TLS 4:46) 7:45 10 15|

Mon. thru Thurs. (TLS 5:46)-8:15

Matinee (Sat. thru Thurs.) 2:00

lhi'bcsllw)-h(Hir

\;ii'atHMiint(mn!
Vl^n \l<Li Wjltrr Mjniuu

MHtiiM-l ( Jim \ \mm Mj«

HilMirstix Kii^rd IVxH

bm hndj Mflu:" Smiih

:•^^

PG

...makes no difference

wtH> vou are,.>ou7l l«ne

Walt Disney^

Bnocdiio
Fri. thru Sun (TLS 5:15) 7 45 9:45

Mon. thru Thurs (TLS 6:15) 8:15

Matinee (Sat. thru Thurs.) 1:00-3:00
Fri. thru Sun. (TLS 5:00) 7:30 9:45

Mon thru Thurs. (TLS 6:00) 8:30

Matinee (Sat thru Thurs ) 2:15 _. jjumi
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Politicians give opinions in area speeches
Baker y\/antsSALTtreaty CbricU& outofSi Africa

BvJIMPAULIN
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD -Sen Howard Baker, (R

Tennessee), who gained prominence as a

niember of the Senate Watergate Com-
mittee was here yesterday to speak on the

prooosed Strategic Arms Limitations

Treaty II (SALT) between the U.S. and the

Soviet Union, which he visited last month.

Baker, who is

considered a leading

candidate for the

Republican
nomination for
president in 1980,

Baker said. "It is not my

purpose today to speak in partisan terms . .

it has to be discussed and ventilated in the

oubtic forum."
According to Baker, SALT II puts limits

on the amounts and types of missiles and

warships each nation may possess

He said the Senate will not consider

the treaty solely on the basis of its language

but will take into consideration other issues

as well

"The Senate of the United States will not

consider it in a vacuum," he said

"I frankly do not want to see the treaty

reacted," he said, adding that instead of

outright rejection he hop>es the treaty can
be amended if necessary. He also said he
did not believe rejection would lead to war
with tf>e Soviet Union, because "they are a

very stable country in my view."

In reference to an attack on the U.S.
embassy in Iran and an assassination of the

US. ambassador to Afghanistan Baker
said there has been "almost an epidemic of

assassinations of Arrmncan diplomatic

representatives. I think that the sternest

sort of warning ought to be issued from the

State Department and the Presidency."

He added the US should retaliate

against any attacks on U.S. diplomatic

personnel and no longer be an "in-

ternational patsie '

Saying that foreign policy has been

Carter's weak point. Baker cnticized the

administration for its "awkward and erratic,

on again, off again support for the Shah."

He said that 'we ve lost an important and

significant ally in Iran "

Baker said he will try to allow public

television to broadcast the Senate's

deliberations on the complex SALT issue,

saying "TV is an extension of the

(Senate's) public gallery."

BY HANS SCHULZ
Collegian Staff

Former Iowa Senator Dick Clark last

night recommended the divestment of

American dollars in South Africa "to show
that we're serious about helping in-

dependence struggles m the Third World"

Clark, a one-time
member of the
Seriate Foreign Rela

tions Committee and
self-described
"strongest critic of

US policy toward
Africa in the Senate,"

Qlgfl( spoke to about 100

students at Mount Holyoke Col

lege wf>ere a student conference on inter

national affairs is being conducted this

According to Clark. President Carter's

administration has initiated some "signifi

cant cfianges" in foreign policy towards

South Africa "None of the policies have

over tfie past two years reached fruition,

but we're on tf>e right track." he said

Clark, regarded as one of the nrK>st liberal

nrwmbers of the U.S. Ser^te dunng his

To place a classified ad. drop by the

Collegian office (CC 113) between S 45 a.m.

and 3;45 p m Monday through Friday, or use

our handy ctip and mail form found in most

issues of the Collegian Classified deadline is

3:45 p m two days m advance of pubiicatton

date

AUDIO

RsclMT BM 2/4 ch. rM:«iv«r-90 w/ch

RMS in stereo; 40 w/ch in quad 5 band

equil ; LED power meters; lots of features

and flashing lights. Sounds incredible Dirt

cheap Need bucks fast $195 546^6677

Natural Sound Back to School Stereo

Sale JVC ULA20 turntable w/ cartridge.

JVC Jr SLW stereo receiver 18 watts per

ch ,
ambient 11D speakers, sale $299.95,

reg $4d0 Guarantees. 5 yr. parts/labor (in

store repairs) -5 yr. 100% trade up policy,

all other stereo components available at

lowest prices and with best guarantees ever

offered, call Dave, 546-5015 or Mark,

546 883 1

Sanyo AM/FM tape player. Port^e

DC/AC operation Batteries incl., excellent

sound , $ 1 50^ "^'ch^ 546-9189

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of

Bose, 50 watt, power cap, John. 546-5990.

Woman's leather coat. Brown fur lines,

like new_ Sue 10 Call Pat. 256^8883

MTniature cassette tape recorder Uses

60 minute tapes Very good condit:on Ask-

ing $40 Call Dave. 6^7511.

Wasner h Dryer, best offer, call Gary or

Joel at 5^^4624 or 253 9230

N^ Hexcel Hi»xcelerators, 175cm

Super Bump skis $175, firm Call 546 5392

Typewriter, manual Smith-Corona.

256^0336^
^

Women's suede coat, fur collar, S2. 9, like

new. $75 or BQ 665-3910, nites.

GifTidaa: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Detap, 256 8732. bet. 9-10 a.m.

For sale; pr wm boots, sz. 6%, r>ew,

worn twice - too small for me, great buy,

pd. $95. will sell $50. 549-4727.

For sale -one 2% cubic ft. refridge, call

Karen. 256-0685. $40.

Men! Women! Jobs cruise

ships'freighters, no experience. High pay'

See Europe. Hawaii, Australia, So
America Career summer! Send $2 75 for

info to Seaworld, BB Box 61035, Sact ,
CA

96880.

Addraaaars wanted immediately I Work
at home -no experience necessary -ex
cellent pay Write American Service. 8350

Park La[!€^lleJ27, Dallas, TX 75231

Comedians wanted for Top of thte Cam-

pus amateur comedy hour Call 549 6000

ext 634 after 3 p.m.

Houseboys wanted. Sorority near cam-

pus seeks houseboys for lunch arKl dinner

kitchen work, in excf>ange for meals Can

get exemption from university meal plani

Call Mary Ellen at 253 9215

INSTRUCnOM

AUTO FOR SALE FOUNJ

66 Valiant 200, dependable transportation

Call 367 2825, evening^ Asking $400.

73 VW Superbeetle. excellent condition.

$1500 253 9887

1969 Dodge wagon, reasonable body

rough good running, must be sold,

549=3761, eve

197? Chevy Impala. 2 dr., #106, good

body, runs g^eat^^ $75q,^][Paul^256-8207

68 ForcTsW, exceptional condition, runs

very well, good t^es,j400, 665-7975.

66 Chevy Impala, new pts., runs exc, oil

& filter every 3000 mi., T -t^ T wheel,

AM/FM, tape, 327 dual ex., 4bbl., $750.

546-6956.

1969 MGBGT, good cond ,
well maintain-

ed, call Dan, 772-0663, after 5.

72 Chevy Vega, new eng., w/ 36,000, 4

speed, runs good, starts easy, $675,

253-7882.

Found -watch, women's by the library,

Jan. 30. call 546 8019.

Found -long haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan black markings, 666-4324.

HELP WANTED

Administrative staff person. 3 positions

available for eligible grad students. 10 20

hrs./wk., $4/hr Deadline for applications

is Feb 28. 545-2896/545 0970_

Organic Chem. tutor needed, call Mary,

584 2547, afte r 7 p.m. __^
Opportunity for air brush artists, creativi-

ty experience, and dependibility

necessary. Call Mike or Pete, 665-7525, 5-9

p.m.

Diaco dance lessons, learn to dance all

aspects of disco, rock, dip hustle, etc in

the comfortable atmosphere of your own
dorm lounge, frat. or sor Sinx>ly gather 5

or more people and I will teach at your

residence. For info and/or demo, call Brian

at 546 5052

Basic auto mechanics workshop. 28

hours classroom theory & shop. Limited

enrollment 253 7967 or write for brochure

Auto Skills, Box 210, Amherst MA 1002.

Guitar laasons-Jim Kimball, formerly

with the Bricker Band, has openings for

new students. 549-1383.

LOST

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire, perfect for cof

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

Disco Dave & D.L. Disco Inc. provides

sound, lights Er DJ for your parties - disco,

rock £f oldies. The best at affordable pnces.

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567-1715.

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John, 546-4646.

FOR RENT

Searching for alternative living styles?

Come visit Alpha Chi Omega at 38 Nutting

Ave. or call us at 545-2152. We can offer

you all of the comforts of home: home-

cooked meals, study areas, friends and fun,

boarders welcome.

ll)drm. apt. on bus rte.. Amherst, $170 + ,

Richard, 256-6731. eve.

1 rm. in 3 bdrm. Puffton apt., on bus rte.,

$77.50/mo., call John collect, (617)

696-5710.

FOR SALE

El Degas acoustic guitar, excellent

sound, new tuning pegs, perfect condition,

$100 firm. Ron, 546-6781.

Bass guitar with amp and strap, all for

$150, call Andy, 546-4196.

Counselors -private coed camp in

Berkshires openings for instructors in

gymnastics, tennis, soccer, horseback

riding (Western), rocketry, camper radio

station (FM), golf, lacrosse, arts £t crafts,

sailing, hiking -backpacking, archery,

head waterfront (pool), head -small crafts,

also needed: General Counselors, unit

leaders, nurse Good salaries - friendly at-

mosphere. Contact Paul Krouner-Camp
Schodack, 268 Mason Terr., Brookline, MA
02146, (617) 277-7600 or pick up informa-

tion packet, application h interview

schedule outside Rm. 147 Patterson (Rick

Heideman). Campus interviews Feb. 27-28 .

Central area women's center has 5 work

study positions available, applications, can

be picked up at center basement Baker.

Counselors: Association of Independent

Camps seeks qualified counselors for

85-member camps located N. Eastern US
July and August. Contact: Association of

Independent Camps, 55 West 42nd Street,

New York, NY 10036, (212) 736-6695.

Junior Accounting Major to be a campus

representative for the Lambers CPA review

course for additional information, call col-

lect (617) 729-4092. Ask for Ed.

Exotic jofcs! Lake Tahoe, Cal! Little exp.,

high pay! $1700-$4000 summer. Over

35,000 people needed in casinos,

restaurants, ranchesm, river rafts, more!

Send $3.95 for info to Lakeworld, Box

61035. Sacto., CA 95860.

Un. of Masv class ring, 76. nairie inscrib-

ed, 525-7591.

Stolen -my green down coat from 10th

floor Campus Center last Thursday, keep

the coat but return pocket contents, phone

1323 5086.

Lost -gold serpentine chain bracelet. Jan.

31 on campus, sentimental value, reward.

Call 546-6081

.

.

If anyone found the book Taking Sides

call 6 1447. Need desperately, reward!

Helpl Reward! 5 mo. black puppy Lost

near Whitmore Mon. night, call 545-2150.

Lost— one green worrystone 2/12, Mon.,

somewhere in SU or Morrill, if found call

Cheryl, 253-7546, it's of sent, value.

Reward for a lost ring in a gold setting

with 2 diamonds and 2 garnets. It carries

great sentimental value. Please call Linda,

546-9154, if you know anything about it's

whereabouts.

Lost- eyeglasses -gid. rim, in brown

case, between FAC and GRC. reward,

546-4615.

PERSONALS

To the Saturday Night Samaritans who
changed our flat tire: Linda, Mary, Liz and

Esther owe you a round at the TOC!

NImnod-when did you start picking up

your male at Herter? Just kidding!

Lee, I hope you get everything you want.

Happy 20th. Love, NW.

Daytona on spr. brk. Fly & stay. Cheapest

on campus. Good times. Mike, 6-7462.

tenure there between 1973 ar>d 1979, said

under past presidential administrations

"our attitude toward Africa could best be

summarized as one of neglect.

"We paid lip service to liberation

movements, our policy tilted in favor of

the white minority regimes." He said an

overthrow of Portugueses dictatorships in

Mozambique and Angola forced tfie U.S.

"to recognize the invalidity of its assump-
tion that the white minority regimes were

there to stay"
Clark said f>e does not advocate supply-

ing black liberation groups with arrr^, as

the Soviet Union has "We should try to

assist in every way we can for a peaceful

transition," he said

He said It was unfortur^ate that because

of anti liberation politices of the Nixon

years the US had allowed the Soviets to

appear as tfie "champions of liberty and

equality"
"It's a role that doesn't fit them very

well," fie said.

While suggesting the U S move towards

divestment of capital m South Africa, Clark

said he would support an absolute

economic embargo "as a logical and mean-
ingful final step" for pressuring that coun

try into a system of maionty rule.

Collegian classified rates are: daiW. 46c per

Itne five consecutive issues, 40c per bne per

day; 30 consecutive issues. 30c pw bne per

day One tane •« roughly equivalent to 3B

characters.

Old English sheepdog needs home with

tots of room Born 3/12/78, large and

lovable Call 388 4979 for more info. AKC
re<iistered with pedigree.

Are you funny...urbane, pointless? CaN

549 6000 ext 634. Top of the Campus com-

edy hour.

RIDERS WANTED

RIdara wMrtad to Brattlaboro. Vt.. evary

weekday this semester, share $, 253 2154,

ask for Ray.

ROOMMATE WANTtP

3rd roommate wanted for 3 bdrm apt., 5

min to UMass and Amherst ct $116 mo.,

ht., hot water, incl. Ir>quire at 117 Lincoln

Ave. Ino phor>e yet), ask for Bob^

Woinan sought to conr>plete coop, veg-

gie, nonnicotine housefwld in N. Leverctt.

$95 a month + utilities Need car.

367^695^

Grad student wants to sfwre two

bedroom apartment with nonsmoking,

quiet and considerate female. Good loca-

tion on bus roujte Call 256 6245^ eves, pref .

UveTn child care exchanged for room and

board. Child age 6 Edge of campus

veggie/non snwker, eves., 549 5980

Single room avMabla. $804 . 256-6312

Own furnished rm., two floor with

fireplacee, $67/mo. * util., Dan or Bob.

772 0663. aft. 5.

SERVICES

MBA student will tutor acctng. Er

statistics, call Dale, 546 9931

Attention campus women: basic auto

mechanics course for women only, learn

more about your car. save $, call Alex at

253-3357.

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal -low cost

legal representation for UMass community.

Income tax preparation, appointment only.

253 7617.

WANTED

Needed-mamess. call Anne. 253-5186.

Looking for dresser, desk, carpet in good

condition. Call Alex, 586-2239.

Will pay good prices for at least two good

seats to the Kinks. Kym, 549-5914.

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546 6567, after 6.

Photog'er w/ vry. sophist, equip. 6-4373 .

Wanted: females to volunteer a small

amount of hair for trace metal study. Con-

tact Zajicek. 403E GTWR. 545-1521.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Work in Japan I Teach English conversa-

tion. No experience, degree, or Japanese

required. Send long, stamped, self-

addressed envelope for details. Japan 75,

PC Box 336, Centralia WA 98631.

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Institute— free intro Er

hypnosis session, greatly improve reading

speed, comprehension Er concentration.

Wed., Feb. 21. 8:30, rm. 805 Campus
Center, be prompt, K.R. Morse, 532-5703.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Fling

5 — de chine

10 Jokes
14 Mature
15 Bolshevism

founder

16 Hairdo
17 Fusses
18 Take on
19 Lead player

?0 Anchorages
22 Slave

24 Many times

25 Skoal e g
27 Yields

29 Neighs
32 — de Col-

ogne
33 Till

34 Scrams
36 Coarse
40 Besides
42 Louvers
44 Erst

45 Tropical fish

47 Fathered
49 Head part

50 US soldiers

52 Prevailing

54 Cronies
58 Juan or Evita

59 The kava

60 Spanish
room

62 Transmitter

65 Lasting:

Abbr
67 Implied

69 Torpor

70 — Bombeck
71 Serviceable
72 Blame
73 Grate
74 Jewish fea$t

75 Ensnare
DOWN

1 Fiddler, eg
2 Assistant

3 Showiest
4 Old Euro-

pean com
5 Typical ex-

amples
6 Color
7 Biblical

name
8 Pied —
9 Menu Item

10 Fuel

11 Scottish

river

12 Extortion

13 Types
21 An Ander-

sen

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Thursday s Puzzle Solved
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23 Ensign
26 Ducks
28 Continent

Comb form
29 Stimulate

30 Excavation
31 Sedate
35 Hone
37 Two

3 words
38 Glance
39 Spanish art-

ist

41 Therefore
43 School term

46 Melodies
48 Dreadful

51 — symbol
.53 Sgt or Cpl

54 Frisk

55 barrel

56 Injures

57 List

61 Biting

63 Big birds

64 Hasty

66 Chart

68— de
France

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

4 by Frank Emery

1 2 3 4
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BREAKFAST
at

ILITOI
THIS WEEK'S BREAKFAST SPECIAL

Country Style French Toast

3 thick slices of homemade bread dipped in

egg batter and gritlrd and 1 cup of coffee

^<

7 11 a.m.

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

A mil erst
65 Univertitj Dr.

not

created

equar

Tel. 5491311

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

BEFORE YOU PICK UP
YOUR DEGREE,

PICK OUR INTERVIEW.

Contact your placement office

for interview dates

HUGHES

;

... -J
CMlirgsntitmoUdtniKKttinnKt

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNirv tMPLOVER M F

• .•:ox»:^>y//^wvy'/Ariftr///,yy>>>j.,->>.^<v^^^ rvw>- >'
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Our animal IWkshington*s Birthday Sale.
The lowest prices of the year, for one dayonlsic

OpenSOOam.toIDOOpin.
This Monday. Gaorg* Washington's Birthday, ts tna bast day to

buy starao at Tach Hifi Our pncas are r>ever kMvar aR yaar. For this

or«a day only, avafything m the store goes on sale — irKluding

mar>y Ixand-fww. brand-name components at daalar's coat* Thia
Washington s Binhday. as al«vays. Tech Hifi w« not be undaradd.
Hare are some examples of the kind of savtrtga you can expect:

Systems

Kanwood4000R15w/ch $ 99
Mwitz 1515 15w/ch S119
Kanwood407040w/ch 9150
Sorry 7800S0 1 25w/ch Dolby FM $339
Karwwood 9600160w/ch $399
PtiM •qua»v ttg mvtngt on Ptonmt. TtcftntcM.

Httrmn KarOon. and OrWkyo

$129
ERC 1405 receever

Studio Design 16 loudspealim
Collaro 1252 turntable

$169
Pioneer 460 receiver

TDC 1 loudspeakers
Collaro 1252tumtabl«

$199
Kenwood 4000 receiver

KLH 100 loudspeakers
Garrard 730 M2 turntable

$259
Harman Kardon 330C receiver

EPI 100V loudspeaker^
Garrard 730 M2 turntable

$399
Marantz 2238B receiver

New Advent Utility loudspeakers

Kenwood 1033 turntable

Empire 66 cartridge

JBL4311 atourloweatprlcai
EPI 100V (each) $ 45
KLH 101 (each) $ eo
KLH 103 (each) 9100
ADL 388 (each) $106
Infinity 30008 (each) $1M
TDC 4 (each) $120
Studio Design 36 (each) $ 60
Advent New Utility (each) $ 79
Philips 2930 (each) $ 00

Sankyo 1610 $ 89
Marantz 1810 $ 99
,TEACA103 $119
Advent 201

A

J1 SO
Pioneer CTF 900
Equmltf lmpf»»iv» tavingt on Hitachi.

Tandbarg, mna BTC, to nanta a lam

Accessories
BASF 120 chrome cassettes

41.09«ach(12for$20.)
KoaaKSOOProheadphones $ 29
Headphor)eex1er>sioncords

. $3.99
Kleer>eez record cleaner $2.99
NumarK HI 5 headphones .$4.99

Royal 31 10 top-of-the-line auto-tune
AM/FM cassette deck $199

PHta QaofgaOaYprtcaton fHonaar. Panmaonic,
Craig. EPI. KLH and moral

Amps

Marantz 61 10 auto-return,

belt-drive $ 60
Philips GA437 recoTHjitioned, auto-
return, belt-drive $ 59

Micro Seiki MB 10 daluxe. beit-dnve
manual $ SO

Sorry PST20 automatic,
direct-drive $ 99

Pkm Dual. Tachnica, BTC, and moral

TechnlcaSU7l0035w/ch $ 69
Marantz 1060B 30w/ch $ 99
Sknila( lavingt on Kanwood, Ntdio, Pionaar,
On«ryo and moral

Empire 86 $ 5
ADC 91Qe $ 10
Audio-TschnSca 3XE $ 19
PHm tfiaeJal prtcaa on Ptckartng. Stanton,
MteronAcouatfc*. Ortoton, Shura and moral

10 a* ttmn on moM cuimol peodue0on
AWdMk. Mof fMPonva^ lOf lypoanptttool

VIW& Mo 0MM^ prt990

techhin
Quality oomponents at the right price.

15 East Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100
Marshairs Plaza, Boston Rd. A Parker St., Springfield 782-5544

Stores also throughout Massachusetts, Connecticut. Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont, New York,

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan and Ohio

'5,1978 Miller Brewing Co .
Milwaukee. Wis.

Swimmen drown
weak UNH team
By STEVE CARIGUA
Collegian Staff

Legally there was a men's swim meet at Boyden, but actual-

ly, it was just another practice session for UMass as the

Minutemen drowned a hilariously mall University of New
Hampshire sqad, 82 28, Wednesday night.

The entire UNH •team had only 5 swimmers and 2 divers,

which kept them from entering one event.

Coach Bei Melamed, not wanting to rrtbke this night an en-

tire waste of time, tried to let UNH score a few points by swit-

ching his swimmers out of their specialities and into other

events. Even this plan didn't work as UMass proceeded to

humiliate UNH, using them like practice dummies.
The meet started off with the unlikely 400 medley relay team

of Mulvaney, Nowak, Bowers and O'Brien swimming against

nobody, with a faiMy average time of 3:56.9.

The next event in which UMass swam someone who didii't

belong was in the 200 yard individual medley, where team cao-

tain Jim Leiand took a second behind teammate "Jib"

Bowers with a good time of 2:12.45

Diving was next as the team of Jim Antonino, Dan A'nthony

and Mark Vernaglia continue to impress as they went 1 -2-3 in

place with Antonino taking first with an increased score of

224.65 over last meet. Teammates Anthony and Vernaglia

were no slouches as they were within 20 points of Antonino.

Tom Nowak tried his hand at the 100 yard freestyle and took

second with a time of 51.8.

The last event in which there was any interest was the

3-meter diving, where once again the Minutemen finished

1-2-3 v/ith Antonino on top once more. Anthony finished se-

cond with 206.56 points Anthony is supposed to be just com-

ing off an injury Ixjt with marks of 7. 7 % , ar>d 7 % on one really

spectacular dive, this just doesn't seem to bear that fact out.

The next meet for UMass will be against a very tough team

from Maine Maine has t)een described as being in the wrong

league and will come into Boyden this Saturday at 2 00

^ Gymnasts
'They could do a Httle better," she said about her

team. She added. "I'm pleased with what they
dkl."

UMass Senior Jill Heggie, striving to make a

comeback after injuring her knee two years ago at

the University World Games Trial, reinjured

herknee during vaulting warm-ups last night.

Heggie obviously saddened by the setback, said

she was doing her usual vault when she landed

and her knee "just cracked" Heggie, an All-

American and a memt>er of the All- East team had
contributed her services to the Minutewomen as

an assistant coach this season This was going to

be her first time in competition since her injury.

Heidi Milender, a freshman "walk-on " from

Rjndolf Mass., contributed to the

Minutewomen's victory by scoring her highest

mark of the year in the floor exercise competition,

8.75.

Robin Denry was high scorer for the Owl's with a

total of 30. 15.

• Skaters lose
CONT FROM PAGE 16 , .

Goals by Ted St. Pierre. Larry Wilson, Dave Amato. John

Arnold Tom DeCosmos, and Jack McDonald were the

players guilty of burying UMass and handing the Minutemen

their thirteenth loss against one win and a tie. AlC. mean-

while saw its record climb to a healthy 13-9 in Division II play.

Once again UMass netminder Jeff Moore got into some

penalty trouble as the freshman netminder was forced to take

a five minute major in the final frame that led to the fourth AlC

goal Moore has been very aggressive this year and appears to

be on his way to setting a new UMass record for penalty

minutes by a goaltender.
, ^,

Tonight. UMass coach Jack Canniff will lead his players

into battle once more as they host the UConn Huskies tonight

at 8 00 before going on the road to face Boston State

tomorrow night. BoState, incidentally, has been the only

team to be beaten by the Minutemen this year.

Sports Notices

INTRAMURAL SQUASH STARTED FEB. 13. Pick up

our playing schedule at the IM office, Rm. 215, Boyden

RIGHT AWAY!!! ^ ^ ^ ^^^ ,,
INTRAMURAL WRESTLING BEGINS FEB. 21,

5 30-6:30 PM, Boyden Wrestling Room 237.

NOPE BASKETBALL COURTS CLOSED Feb. 17, 18,

and 19. . ,. . _„.
Volleyball forfeit fees can be picked up at the IM Office,

Rm. 215, Boyden between 8:30-4:30- SEE ONLY
MRS. LARAMIE.
POOLS: NOPE CLOSED Feb. 17-Feb. 19

BOYDEN CLOSED Feb. 17

BOYDEN OPEN Feb. 18 from 12-7:30 and Feb. 19

from 10-4:00

HICKS CLOSED Feb. 19

GYMS: NOPE CLOSED Feb 17 19

BOYDEN OPEN Feb. 17, 10-5:30 (Handball Cts.,

Wt. Rm) ^ ... „ V

Feb 18, 12 7:30 (Handball Cts., Wt. Rm)

Feb 19 10-9:00 (Handball Cts ,Wt. Rm)

BOYDEN BASKETBALL COURTS: OPEN Feb. 17.

12-5:30
Feb. 18, 12-7:30

Feb. 19, 10-9:00PM
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Bentley throttles Minutemen
By STEVEZACK
CuHegttin Staff

Falling behind by 14 points at the start of

the game, the Bentley Falcons went on to

an easy 92 72 victory over the Minutemen
ast night at the Cage
"We came up here last year and lost by

15, they (UMass) took us out of our game,"
commented Bentley coach Brian Hammel.
Tlie last two practices we concentrated

on the (fast) break '

And the concentration paid off well. The
Falcon's Hank Vetarno popped in a jumper
at the 18^ mark of the opening half and
Bentley was off and running The Falcons
continued to score uncontested until the
13:39 mark when Tom Witkos hit a long
jumper to make the score 14 2

"Everyone came out and we got off to a

great start by beating them down the floor

i think our kids ran exceptionally well

tonight. Hamnr>el said.

With the score 22 9 and 10 minutes
remaining in the first half, the Minutemen
got another bad break as Billy Morrison
reinjured his right foot although not
seriously, and was lost for the remainder of

the evening
The remainder of the half saw Bentley

well ahead of the Minutemen, even em
pioying a stalling offense at the end of the
half The Falcons went into the lockerroom
leading 42 27 and for the announced crowd
of 1 , 100. the game was over

. In the first 20 minutes, the Falcons shot a
sibling 51 percent to the Minutemen's
bleak 34 percent "Shooting is mental, we
have to keep practicing, ' UMass coach
Jack Leaman said after the game. "We're
not a good shooting team to start with but
we' re not that bad ,

" he continued
The second half didn t differ all that

much from the first half with Bentley
holding leads of around 20 points for the

entire stan/a
Time after time the Minutemen would

miss a scoring opportunity, grab the
rebound and have the subsequent shot go
astray This would then t>e countered by
Bentley grabbing the loose ball, running

down court and launching a jumper that

rippled the net.

When the final buzzer had sounded and
the exits were filled with the departing

throngs, the scoreboard read Bentley 92

UMass 72.

Bentley coach Hammel offered this

tribute to the Minutemen following the

contest 'They still came and played the

full forty minutes; a lot of teams would
have packed it in early '

"We knew they were tough," com-
mented Leaman 'I don't think the speed
affected us as much as their shooting ' On
the evening the men from Waltham shot 51

percent, the Minutemen mustered only 36
percent accuracyfrom the floor.

But in every defeat there are some
shining moments Among last night's was
the play of forward George Dennerlein. The
6'6" junior from Cresskill, New Jersey

collected 10 p>oints in only 10 minutes of

playing time.

Making his first appeamace for the

Minutemen this season was guard John
Moynihan, number 30 The six foot walk on
from Lexington, Massachusetts entered

the game with two minutes remaining,

scored four points and brought oohs and
aahs from the crowd with his long rainbow

jumpers
Also playing well for the Minutemen was

center Len Kohlhaas who collected eight

p>omts and six rebounds on the evening,

while giving his second straight solid

perfornrwnce off the bench in as many
games

Jay Stewart led the Minutemen with 12

points.

Kevin Bower of Bentley received the

Collegian Player of the Game Award with a

gan>e high 21 points. Bower shot 7 for 12

from the floor and collected 8 caroms
UMASS (72) Johnson 3-0 6 Witkos4 1 9
Roberts2 04 Morrison 0-0^ B»efly1-0 2
Williams 1 1 3 Dennerlein 5 10 Gramme!
00 NappierOOO Haymore4 8 Burton

146 Kohlhaas 3 28 Stewart 4 -: 12

Moynihan2 4 TOTALS 30 12 72
BENTLEY (921 Faison 4 8 Votrano 3 5^

11 Dougherty 1 2 Roach 2 4 8 Smith
Kerans3 6 Betley6 2 14 Ciciora0 2

2 Sparks 6 12 Whit«iwm 0-0 Gervais

3 28 Bower 7 7 21 totdi^ 22 92

Women win, men fall

in SCSC dual meet
By l\AIKE ES TRADA and
DAVE BRADLEY
Collegian Staff

NEW HAVEN Scoring their highest

total this year, top ranked Southern
Connecticut State College surprised no one

here last night as they downed UMass
217 25 182 25

Sparked by a school record 9 7 parallel

bars by junior Mario McCutcheon, the Owls
completely dominated the Minutemen in

every event, the biggest lead obtained

through pommel horse, which Southern

won 36 00 24.90 The Owls also took the

first four places in the all around,
McCutcheon winning it with 54 70.

While UMass was overpowered, there

was reason for coach Roy Johnson to be

optimistic about next Monday's rivalry

meet with Springfield, Junior Skip Buch-

wald, competing in the all around for only

the third time in his career, hit for a 39.25

includir>g an 8 05 on vault to take second in

all around for the Minutemen behind Frank

Cohen at 42 95
Steve Craig, a sophomore from

Arlington, hit for a 9.3 on his vault, the

third highest total for the team this year

third overall for the meet. Continuing to

impress was pommel horse man Tim Barry,

who gathered a 7 75, fifth in last night's

competition
While the Minutemen score last night

was somewhat below what coach Johnson

would like to obtain, the first year mentor
"feels good" about his team's chances
against Springfield. "We've worked hard,

"

said Johnson, "we have two days workout
before Monday and we'll be ready "

SIDE BARS: Being a national

powerhouse, SOSC really draws the fans.

There were some 1100 fans on hand last

night for the double dual rr>eet . . Former
US. Olympic team member Peter Kor-

mann was present last night. He is an
assistant coach for Southern . . . Starting

time for the Springfield meet is 7:00. If you
are any kind of gymnastics fan you
shouldn't miss this one.

The UMass women's gymnastics team,

led by Karen Hemberger and Amy Riuli,

beat Southern Connecticut State College

130 35 124 80
Hemberger won the all-around

competition with 33 45 points followed

closely by Riuli's 33.15 Hemberger was
brilliant in the vaulting and uneven bars

competition scoring 8.75 for her half-

twisting somersault vault, and 8.60 for her

bars routine. Hemberger won both these

events, Riuli shone in the last two events,

UMass coach Virginia Evans said she was

a little surprised that the final score was as

close as it was, but Pat Panichas, Southern

Connecticut's coach, was not at all

surprised with the close score.

TURN TO PAGE 15

AlC skates past icemen
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

After surging to a quick 2 lead, the UMass hockey team saw six straight unan-

swered goals pour past its defense as the AlC Yellowjackets staged a brilliant come

from behind 6 2 win over the Minutemen Wednesday night at Orr Rink.

"How can I describe it,
" said injured Minuteman forward John Peters after the

game "It's easy to get down on yourself after you've lost as many games as we have;

against a team like AlC, you need confidence '

Both Minutemen goals were scored by freshman fon^/ard Mark Giordani on power

plays in the first and second periods. The first tally for the Quincy native came on a

beautifully executed pass from teamnr«te Joe Milan vyho delivered the puck to G'ordan.

from behind the net. Giordani quickly slid the puck along the ice into the far right hand

corner eluding a sprawled AlC netminder Gary Mazza.

Early in the second frame (a mere 13seconds), Giordani notched his sfco[xJ ^^^e" ^«

st<5e the puck from an AlC forward and skated in alone on Mazza^ The ^'as^V
^^^^^^f

"

delivered a booming slap-shot that was initially stopped but packed up again by the alert

Giordani who poked it past the now out-of-position Mazza

After that it was all downhill for the Minutemen as three goals in that second period

and three more in the third settled the issue with UMass never really threatening to

come back. ^ ^^^^ ^^ p^^^ ^^

UMass' George Dennerein (34) and Len Kohlhaas (52) fight for the rebound

Cc5)ll<^iai\

orts
Walt Cherniak

Go west, youngmen
What s wrong with the UMass basketball

team' The question seems to be on

everyone's lips, and there are )ust as many

people offering their own personal theories

Last night, the Minutemen took on Division

II power Bentley College at the Cage, and

regardless of the contest's outcome I

believe some of the problems I'm about to

cite hold truth.

There are, I perceive, two schools of

thought involved in the discussion of the

UMass basketball woes One of them is

directed at the coach. Jack Leaman has

been a very consistent, winning coach in

his 13 years as head of the Minutemen; his

record proves that. Some have argued that

Leaman is a coach of the past, that he can't

communicate with today's brand of college

basketball player. He has been called a

dictator, a racist and an idiot.

As usual, when a team goes sour, the

coach is the first to feel the verbal attacks.

It is true that Leaman has had problems

relating to certain players in the past, but

what coach hasn't? If the New York

Yankees have taught us one thing, it is that

you don't have to love each other to win.

You don't even have to like each other.

While I believe some people actually

believe the things they're saying about

Leaman, I can't help but regard them as

much more than cheap shots administered

to a losing coach while he's down.

Other people involved with UMass
choose instead to blarf»e Leaman's players

for the horrible record (5-16 at press time)

that the team is presently enduring. People

complain that the players just don't care

about winning, and that they care even less

about Jack Leaman. It is no secret that

there is some dissension on the squad, but

as I stated before, the notion that a team

must co-exist in perfect harmony with each

other to be successful is nothing more than

a basketball idealist's fairy tale.

Before this article gets too lengthy

(maybe it is alreedy) I might as well gwe

you my theory. This is it, pure, straight and
simple - the team does not have the talent

to win, and it is getting harder and harder

every year to get people who can play good
college basketball to come here.

The problem with UMass is that it is in

western Massachusetts, and I don't have to

tell you eastern Mass. residents what that

means. Eastern Massachusetts, specifically

the Boston area, is the center of the state.

Most of the good basketball players come
from this heavily populated area, but they

don't come to UMass.
One need only look at the rosters of

Boston College, Boston University and
Holy Cross to see where they are all going.

The popular Bay State legend that the

world ends just west of Worcester is

precisely what keeps the top high school

players away from UMass.
For years, the University of Connecticut

had the very same problem. Players like

Calvin Murphy, John Williamson, Bruce
Campbell, Sly Williams and Mike Gminsky
avoided the UConn hoop program like the

plague. But this year something happened
that changed UConn into a New England

power. First, Cornelius Thompson, one of

the top high school players in the country

last year, decided to stay in Connecticut.

And that, as they say, was that.

Once the Huskies had secured Thom-
pson, players like Mike McKay, Clay
Johnson and Massachusetts' own Jim
Sullivan flocked to Storrs. The result: A
winning program with a great future.

After all of this, I hate to tell you that I

don't hava an answer to this perplexing

problem. I'm afraid that no one does.

Somehow or other, someone is going to

have to find a way to convince some of

these high school players like James Bailey,

Rufus Marris and Felton Seeley to stay in

state, and then, to go to UMass.
It's a terrible dilemma we have, and a

bleak future, and I have to admit I'm glad

it's a problem that / don't have to solve.
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Chinese halt;

Soviets on alert

Fran Ctaary and Millie Sutton are
graaced by the Peloton Polar Bear
while shopping in downtown Amherst

Friday afternoon. Mr. Bear was in the
area promoting the sale at Peloton 's

sport shop. (Staff photo by Paul Price.)

BANGKOK. Thailand \AP\- China's at
tack on Vietnam was reported stopped
about six miles inside the border yesterday
and Western inteiltgence sources said some
Chinese units may be pulling back

Unconfirmed reports from Moscow said
all Soviet military leaves had been canceled
and troops put on alert. The Soviets warn
ed China on Sunday to pull out of Vietnam
imrT>ediately.

Vietnam said rt inflicted heavy casualties
on the Chinese, killing 3.500 troops and
destroying more than 100 tanks since the
invasion started Saturday.

The Voice of Vietnam, monitored in

Bangkok, said the Vietnamese killed 1,000
Chinese troops and destroyed 30 tanks in

the rugged mountain province of Hoang
Lien Son and reported similar figures in Cao
Bang province.

In Long Son province, Vietnam claimed
600 Chinese killed and 20 tanks destroyed
ar>d said the strategic "Friendship Gate"

Soviets say Vitenamesa are capable
of standing up for themselves - story,

P 2

The Vietnamese Embassy in Bangkok said
the Chinese advanced no more Than six

miles into Vietnam.

border area was littered with some 60
destroyed Chinese tanks. Fighting was
reported in other northern provinces as
well The reports could not be in-

dependently verified.

Peking has said the attack vyas in retalia-
tion for 'armed incursions " by Vietr^am
over the oast vear

A quick strike followed by withdrawal
would be similar to China's 1962 action in

northeast IrKiia, when China invaded to
make its point in a border dispute, then
pulled back.

Tiie official Chinese news agerKy Hsinhua
has carried little about the invasion and no
detailed reports of the fighting Japanese
news reports from Peking said China bann-
ed all demonstrations concerning the war.

Bangkok sources discounted reports of
continued Chinese air strikes deep into

Vietnam Thai intelligerKe said the ortly

Chinese planes still involved were spottar
planes directing Chinese artillery fire.

A dispute between China and Vietr^m has
simn>ered since the communists took over
Vietnam in 1975 It has increased over the
past year with China accusing Vietnam of
mistreating ethnic Chinese, and with Viet
nam's backing of the overthrow of the
China backed Cambodian government cf
Pol Pot.

U.N. Security Council cortsultations on
the situation were by telephone yesterday
because of a winter snowstorm that swept
New York overnight

A U.N. spokesman said Kuwait Am-
bassador Abdatia Bishara, the Security
Council chairman for February, was con-
sulting particularly with nonaligned na-
tions.

Trustees await King response on budget
By gayle young
Collegian Staff

The UMass Board of Trustees are waiting
for a response from Gov. Edward J. King to

their decision not to cut the UMass 1980
budget request as King ordered.
The board, which met in a special session

in Boston Friday, voted to stand by a re-

quest for $139.5 million, a 17.6 percent in-

crease over this year's appropriation. The
board rejected as "unacceptable" a recom-
nriendation from the state Board of Higher
Eoucation that the budget be cut to $132
million.

Calling the budget "tight," UMass Presi-

dent David C. Knapp said the trustees had
made "a reasonable, indeed conservative,

estimate of what was needed by the
University this year."

Harold Dutton, a governor press aide,
said yesterday King has not responded to
tf»e trustees decision.

King gave the boards of all state higher
education institutions 10 days to cut their

budget requests for next year to the same
level appropriated this year. The deadline
was Sunday.

King originally said he would make no
allowances for inflation or faculty contract
costs but later said he would allow an in-

crease for the contract agreement
negotiated last October, which is expected
to cost UMass $10 million.

The trustees of UMass and 15 state-
operated community colleges have voted
this past week to refuse King and maintain
their original requests. The University of

Lowell, however, has voted to cut its $24.8
million request by $2.6 million.

Chairman of the UMass trustees Joseph
P. Healey said last night the board would
appeal directly to the legislature if King at

tempted to cut the UMass budget himself.
At Friday's meeting the trustees also

passed a "good faith" proposal which will

f>ave the trustees look into re-organizing
public higher education as a way of cutting
costs.

Healey said last night tfie governor is ex-

pected to soon appoint a commission to

study re-organization which the trustees
hope to work with cooperatively.

"We are not annointed with special

powers of leadership in this," he said. "But
we'd obviously like to work with them."

Trustee James Cram, head of the Budget

.

and Finance Corrwnittee, suggested at tfie

meeting the board look into cutting student
enrollment as a cost cutting measure Ac
cording to Amherst campus Char>cellor

Randolph W. Bromery this would raise fees
paid by tfie rest of the students and lead to

increased housing and meal costs.
Bromery also said a reduction m tfte

budget would force many faculty members
to accept jobs at other institutions, causing
a further decline in the quality of education
at UMass.

Crain told the Collegian last week he
thinks the board will be responsive to "the
budget-cutting mandate of the people" but
will "get tough " in defense of the UMass
budget.

New England's drin
Senate continues debate
By MARK HORAN andJON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Debate will resume today in the
Massachusetts Senate to decide who will

legally consume alcohol in the Com-
monwealth.
The Senate will reconsider the bill passed

in its last session. On Thursday, the Senate
passed a 19-year-old minimum by a vote of

31 3.

Over the weekend. Senate President Billy

Bulger was quoted in the Boston Globe
saying he expects the 19-year-old minimum
will be the bill to come out of the Senate on
Tuesday. Bulger also said he thinks Gover-
nor Edward King is ready to compromise
from his stand of a 21 -year-old minimum.
Several things may fiappen as a result of

today's debate. The bill may be amended or

it may be ^sent back to the Senate Ways
and Means Committee or it may go back to

the House.
The Senate may vote to send the bill back

to the ways and means committee. This

committee received a 21 -year-old bill from
the House but sent only a 19-year-old bill to
the Senate for debate.
Because of this action by the committee,

legislators are unsure, if the 19 year old bill

sent from Ways and Means and passed by
the Senate is '"new" legislation or '"old"

lesislation.

If the bill is considered new it must go to
the House for debate.

. If the bill is considered old, then it goes to

a conference committee made up of both
representatives and senators who will work
out any differences between the two
houses.
It is unclear who will serve on a con-

ference committee. Bulger will decide if the
committee will be made up of members of

they Ways and Means committee or the
Government Regulations committee.
The senate Ways and Means sent a 19-

year old minimum to the Senate. The
Senate Government Regulations Commit-
tee endorsed a 2.1 year old minimum.

king age uncertain
Area uniformity considered
Compiled from reports
To all those thinking about going to

another state to buy their booze if the
drinking age goe- up to 21; forget it. New
England state governments are way ahead
of you and are considering a standard
drinking age to avoid "border hopp-
ing.""

Most New England states allow
drinking at 18 except Maine where the
minimum age is 21. The Speaker of the
Rhode Island House of Representatives
said he wants to form a committee to study
a uniform drinking age. "It seems this

should be done on a regional basis or it

won't have the desired effect, " the speaker
said.

New Hampshire Governor Hugh Gallen
said he will ask other New England Gover-
nors about setting a standard drinking age
at the National Governors conference later

this month.

In Connecticut, Governor Ella Grasso said

she had no problems with the present 18-

year old minimum but she also said she
would not oppose raising the age. There
are not 14 bills before the Connecticut
legislature to raise the age to 19, 20 or 21

.

Vermont Governor Richard Snelling said

raising the age will not solve the problem of

teen-age drinking. The Vermont legislature

will consider raising the age to 19 this year.

Snelling said it makes no sense to give 18
year olds the rights of full citizenship and
deny them the right to buy alcohol.

Rhode Island Governor J. Joseph Garrahy

said he feels tougher drunk driving laws

and better education are the solutions to

alcohol abuse among teen-agers. Hearings

are ' scheduled sometime next month on
seven bills which would raise the minimum
age to 19, 20 or 21.
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DIGEST

Snowmobile drivers were the best customers at this
locql gas station in New Jersey yesterday, as one
foot of snow covered the roads. See page three for
local weather story. (AP laserphoto)

U.S. Iran consulate torched
As:>uad(ea Hress

TEHRAN. Iran - Unidentified counter revolutionary

elements set fire to tfie US consulate yesterday in the

northwestern Iranian city of Tabnz, the city s state run

radio reported. The one Amencan assigned to the post had

left Tabriz on Sunday. U.S. officials said.

Amid other reports of disorder, the Ayatollah Ruhollah

Khomeini warned he would crush any "bandits" causing

trouble and view their activies as an uprising against his

r>ew Islamic republic.

Tabriz Radio, now in the hands of supporters of the

ayatollah, appealed to local cit.zens to put out the fire at

the consulate.

U S officials were unable to confirm the report of the fire,

but said that Michael Metrinko, the onlv Amencan a^ign

ed to the consulate, had returned to Tehran on Sunday

Heavy fighting was reported last week in Tabriz, 330 miles

northwest of Tehran Up to 700 people were reported killed

when army uniiS joined proshah activists in t)attles against

forces loyal to Khomeini

Mid-east talks resuming
TEL AVIV. Israel \AP\ The Israeli delegation to the

Israel Egypt peace talks at Camp David hopes to hear new
American proposals for reaching a peace treaty. Foreign

Minister Moshe Dayan said yesterday before departing for

th« United States

The Americans took the initiative in renewing the negotia-

tions between Israel and Egypt, Dayan told an airport news
conference
Egyptian Prime Minister Mustafa Khalil and his sixman

delegation to the talks was en route to London on his W3y
to the United States for the talks with Dayan and Secretary

of State Cyrus Vance
"Apparently they do think there is a way to overcome the

gap between the Egyptians and our side," Dayan si*j.

We are looking fonward to hearing the American pro-

posals
"

Crash search suspended
BOSTON |y4^|-The Coast Guard yesterday suspended

its search for a crewman, now presumed drowned, who
has been missing since a helicopter crahsed while on a

resuce mission Sunday.
The weather "just *makes searching for anyone in the

water impossible,'" said Lt. James Loew.
He said the search for Hospital Corpsmen 2nd Class

Bruce Kaehler. 27, of Fort Collin;,, Colo .
proboably would

not be resumed, and Kaehler was presumed drowned

Three other Coast Guardsmen on the helicopter were

killed in the crash One was rescued

Loew said the Coast Guard still hopes to salvage the

capsized but floating helicopter to try to learn what caused

it to crash.

Meany attacks Carter
BAL HARBOUR. Fla. |>4^| - AFL CIO President George

Meany broadened his attack on President Carter yesterday,

complaining Carter's foreign policy lacks direction and his

economic policies are failing to head off a recession

Meany, whose relations with Carter have steadily

deter-oratsd during the past two years, said the president's

performance has hot improved since a year ago, when

Meany gave Carter a "C minus " grade

Asked if the AFL-CIO would support Carter for re-

election in 1980, Meany said, "Til talk about that when the

time comes "

Roots wins Sunday war
NEW YORK lAPl - "Roots 11

" beat the competition in

three major cities Sunday night, though the audience for

the first chapter was considerably lower than for Part I of

the original mini-series.
^^

The ABC show beat "Marathon Man, on CBS, and

"American Graffiti," on NBC. Both films were getting their

first television airing. „ .. w ^ r- . on
The rating for "Roots II"' was 28.6 in New York City, 30

in Chicago and 26.1 in Los Angeles, figures from the AC.

Nielsen Company showed yesterday That means of all the

homes in New York City with televisions, 28.6 percent saw

"Roots H" Sunday night.

The rating for the first installment in the original Roots

mini series Jan 23, 1977, was 38.5 in New York, 45.6 in

Chicago and 42.1 in Los Angeles.

Guyana trialpostponed
GEORGETOWN, Guyana \AP\ Ihe trial of Larry

Layton, a People's Temple member accused of murder in

the deaths of Congressman Leo Ryan and four others, was

postponed to Feb. 28 after he pleaded innocent yesterday.

The killing of Ryan, a California Democrat, sparked the

mass suicide murder last N6vember in which more than

900 temple .members died in the jungle sanctuary of

Jonestown in the northwest corner of this South American

Country ^ ^ u
Layton was scheduled to go tXl tnal yesterday, but his

*1<IWfi^ »»t >-
' tfM e iteley andJb» utak xinaaje^^JK^^igri.

Kremlin appears cautious
in Vietnamese intervention
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BySETHMYDANS
Associated Press

MOSCOW -The KrefVilin appeared to be staying out of the

Chinese Vietnamese conflict yesterday after issuing a state

ment conspicuously void of possible Soviet moves against

Peking However, the Soviets were said to have put their army

on alert and canceled leaves.

The key phrase in Sunday's Kremlin statement of support for

Vietnam was, "the heroic Vietnamese people . are capable of

standing up for themselves "

This was followed by the reminder that Vietnam has "reliable

friends " and the warning to Peking to "stop before it is too

late
'" The statement fell short of suggesting direct Soviet in

tervention.

yesterday, the Chinese advance seemed to have stopped and

it appeared the Kremlin might not have to consider the options

its statement left open.
Reports from Hanoi indicated the Chinese had halted three to

SIX miles inside Vietnam as they had indicated they might in

their statement that their attack was a punitive one intended

to "teach Vietnam a lesson."

Moscow reports were circulating that the Soviet military had

been put on alert and that leaves were canceled becauae of

fighting in Asia. The Soviet Defense Ministry's foreign desk.

when asked about the report, said last night, "we do not give

out such information"
However Soviet journalist Victor Louis, often an unofficial

pipeline for leaks, reported in the London Evening News that

the army has been put in combat readiness and that troops

were being called back from leave. He said in response to a

telephone query that such alerts are not unsual here

The Soviet statement, which came amid a barrage of an-

tiChinese propaganda, demonstrations outside the Chinese

Neifvs Analysis
embassyanarallies at institutes and factories arouno tno
country, said the Soviet Union will "'honor its treaty oblige

tions" with Vietnam.
As a rallying cry. the Kremlin has brought out an Amencan

protest slogan from the days of US. involvement in

Southeast Asia: "Hands off Vietnam."
It was a statement the Kremlin had to make, just three-anda-

half months after signing a "treaty of friendship and coopera-
tion" with Vietnam. It went no further than tfie wording of the
treaty, which provides only that "in case either party is attack-

ed or threatened with attack, the two parties shall im-

mediately consult each other."

Rhode Island kills death penalty
PROVIDENCE \AP\ -The Rhode Island Supreme Court

yesterday struck down the state's six year old death per^lty
saying the statute "amounts to cruel and unusual punish-
ment."
The ruling was unanirrKHJS. Chief Justice Joseph A. Bevifac-

qua abstained because his former law firm had represented
one of the defendants.

The decision came in the cases of Robert Cijr>e and William
H. Anthony Cline was convicted of murdering a Provider>ce

fish peddler in 1974. He was sentenced to death because he
was an escapee from tite state prison at the time.

"It's a great victory for these people, but it's rwt an unex-
piected one," said John A. MacFadyen, assistant public

defender who work ad on the case. "It was dearly an un-
constitutional law.'

He said the court's ruling is r>arrow, and leaves open the
possibility of another death penalty being enacted by the
General Assembly.

The court ordered the Superior Court to vacate Clir>e's death

sentence and impose a life sentence instead

Anthony, also convicted of murder, has not yet been
sentenced, the SuprerrM Court s clerk said.

Passed in 1973. the law requires death par^lty for anyone
who commits murder while serving a sentence at the Adult

Correctionai Inttitution in Cranston
The statute replaced Rhode Island s previous death law.

which was abolished m 1852.

No one has bven executed in Rhode Island sir>ce tfie 1840a,
when John Gordon was put to death for tf>e murder of Anuaa
Sprague. MacFadyen said.

The high court said yesterday the law does not allow for

"mitigating circumstances" and is therefore out of kne with
the requirements of the US Supreme Court.

Bart)ara Hurst, a public defender representing Clirw, ftad

argued that the law was ambiguous and unconstitutior^.
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It's Zippy,

theT.y.

Chimp!

Appearing February
21 thru 24 in three

heart-warming shows
each day.

You'll love Zippy-

the adorable monkey
that paints, roller

skates, dances and
much, much morel

This Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday
and Saturday

Shows: 11a.m. , 4p.m.

&

7:30 p.m.

PEJUS « ^ TERRIFIC BOAT SHOW!*^ ••^^•^ On the Mall. Wednesday thru Saturday.

AND DISCO FASHION SHOW
This Saturday at Noon.

Mall Hours.: Mon. -Sat. 10 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.

In Hadley. at the junction of Rt. 9 & 116, between Northampton and Amherst.

The grip

of the cold

loosening
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

The mad dashes from building to

building during class changes may soon
ak>ate That used car you bought last Fall

may not be dead after all You won't have

to sJeep with your dog anymore.
Weather forecasters expect a warming

trend tftat could end the longest cold spell

since 1936
A storm coming up the coast that

dumped 19" of snow in Washington DC.
and 12" m New York City appears to have

missed Amherst As it passed off the
Massachusetts coast last night, the nor

therly winds in Amherst veered to the

southwest, signalling the arrival of warmer
air. Highs today will be in the 90s and on
Wednesday in the 405

The most recent ice age began Feb. 1

The heavy tarns of January totalling 10 5

inches froze up (or the last time January 31

The tennperature dropped ail that day and
night Since then, the average daily

temperature has crept above 20 degrees

only twice.

Longtime weather watcher from South
Amherst Phillip Ives saKl this February has

been the coldest by tar ' in all the 31 years

Uf
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he hat kept records for Amherst College.

He said the first 18 days of February have

averaged 10 5 degrees, well below the

rtornnai monthlv averaoe for Amherst of

26 S degrees He said this cold spell could

brjng this years February averages below

20 degrees for the first time since 1936

Ice fishermen over at the Oxbow m
Northampton said the ice there is three feet

thick in some places

While the Physical plant has not reported

any burst water pipes on campus, plumbers

in the Amherst area are .all working
overtime, some putting in 12 or more hours

a day
"I have more work than I can imagine,

"

said plumber Andrew French Hal Reed,

another pluml)er, advised homeowners not

to keep their tfiermostats too low and to

reduce all drafts.

This month will soon fade into weather

nostalgia, joining the ranks of other famous

winters- the grandaddy of them all being

the winter of 1917 and 1918, wf»en, for a 43
day period from the end ot uecemt>er to

early February, the average daily tern

perature was a mere 10 3 degrees

Cheer up. The ice on the campus pond
will begin to softed, the roads will soon

buckle with the heaving and thawing of

early Spring, and our prehistoric footpnnts

cast in frozen mud will eventually melt,

someday soon the first re winged black

birds will be spotted on some marsh, and

crocuses will pop out of the soft earth.

Collegian 3

Amherst RaihA^ay Society member Rob Jenkins demonstrates his railroad
aet during the Model Railroad Show held in the Student Union Ballroom this

past weekend (Staff photo by Patricia Key)

Amherst trustee protests

pres. search by quitting
By DENSIE MINOR
Collegian Staff

A member of tf>e Amherst College Board
of Trustees resigned last week, criticizing

the search for a new college president,

according to the student newspaper at

Amherst.

Willard Wit/, a Washington lawyer,

refused to elal>orate on his reasons for

leaving, according to Richard Read of the

Amf}erst Student.

"To have expressed my views in any
other way would have done no good," said

Wirtz regarding his dissatisfaction with the

presidential search.

The presidential search committee will

submit their recommendation to the

trustees on March 15, ending a four-month
screening process.

After approval by the trustees, a new
president will take office June 30, when
current President John William Ward's
resignation becomes effective.

According to Amherst College
spokesman. Call A Vigeland, the selection

committee is composed ot six trustees,

four faculty, four alumni, four students,

and alumni advisors

The committee, headed by trustee

Robert McKear, was established by the

Trustees last November when Ward
submitted his resignation.

Vigeland said that over 300 candidates

were corvsidered, but the selection com-
mittee had "pruned it down to about 20."

The Trustees said the strongest

prefernce will be given to an Amherst

Graduate. Vigeland said this probably

excludes the possibility of a woman
president, since women only began at

tending Amherst College in the fall of 1975.

Viegland added that the list of 20 can

didates contained both alumni and non-

alumni.

According to a committee member, the

search for a new president has been

nationwide, and has been conducted

within Affirmative Action guidelines.

Ward said he will end his eight year term

as president and is unsure of what he will

do in the future.

Employees

asbestos

exams
stalled
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

Lack of money has stalled the expected
expansion of the Occupational Health Pro-

gram at UMass according to Vice-

Chancellor for Administration and Finance
George Beatty, Jr

About 62 UMass employees with poten-
tially hazardous levels of asbestos exposure
are waiting until funding comes through for

scheduled medical examinations.

Beatty said he will not know where the

$35,615 necessary to expand the health

program will come from until the mid-year

budget review is completed He also said

the money might be hard to find because
the central budget reserves are depleted.

"Right now we're sitting here with no
money," he said.

Normally the mid-year budget review is

completed by Feb. 1, at which time money
can be transferred out of budgets with

surpluses into programs that need money.
This year, two factors have complicated the

process.

In October, the collectively bargained
faculty cost-of-living increases came out of

the University central reserves rather than

from the expected state reserves. Beatty

said this has depleted the central reserves

and hindered the budget review process.

He said the process also has been slowed
by campus administrators who are deter-

mining the consquences of Gov. King's hir-

ing freeze and ordered cutbacks in fiscal

1980 budget requests. He said the budget
review should be finished within two
weeks.

In the meantime, UMass employees and
health bureaucrats wait for the health pro-

gram that was first proposed in November
by Director of UMass Health Services Barry

W Averill

"As soon as we get the okay from Beatty

we'll go ahead," Averill said.

The Occupational Health program is

designed to provide medical care to any
employee who suffers job- related illness or

injury. Currently a physician is available

four hours a week. If funding is forthcom-

ing the physician will be available 10 hours a

week Averill said priority will be given to

determining the extent of asbestos con-

tamination on campus.
One employee with a sinus infection has

been told by his private physician that his

infection is related to asbestos exposure.

He is among an initial group of 62

plumbers, steamfltters, power plant

employees, and brakeshop mechanics with

potentially high levels of asbestos exposure

who will take a battery of tests given by Dr.

Leroy Kendrew. Averill said testing would
be completed two weeks after they begin.

"There is no urgency I am aware of,"

said Averill, "There is some anxiety that has

been hightened by discussion by the

Union."
Averill also said the expansion of the

health program would enable Health Ser-

vices to purchase equipment and laboratory

facilities to analyze air samples for en-

vironmental contaminants.

Even muggers can 't stop thisprofessor
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By SEAN HARVEY
Collegian Staff

A few years ago Sara L. Grimes, a

UMass associate professor of journalism,

was standing on a subway platform in New
York City when a man approached and

demanded her purse. Grimes, a second

degree black belt in karate, asked the man
to lower his voice and then became
engaged in a conversation with him. In a

few minutes, several people came down
onto the platform and the man left.

"Karate helped me to stay calm and to

avoid a violent confrontation, " Grimes

said "Our philosophy is based on non

violence."

Grimes, 37, teaches three journalistic

studies courses here, and also teaches 11

hours of karate a week. She teaches one

physical education karate class, and she

runs the karate club. Grimes founded the

club when she came here three years ago.

Dressed in her white Gi after her karate

class, Grimes was relaxed as she spoke

slowly and sincerely.

"I have never.realiy studied karate for the

»pgrppse ot sejf. defense.'; . Anmes .s^id-

/'Karate training makes you healthy and

alert and able to avoid dangerous en

counters; this awareness of potentially

dangerous situations as a kind of sixth

sense is really self defense."

Grimes has 40 students in her club and

next fall will sponsor the first intercollegiate

karate tournament with schools such as

Cornell, Temple and the University of

Pennsylvania competing. The type of

karate Grimes teaches is called Shotokan

Karate.

Faculty profile
Grimes is a native of Columbus, Ohio and

received her bachelor's degree in English

literature from Cornell University and her

master's degree from Columbia University.

She worked for the Newark Advocate and

the Philadelphia Bulletin as a general

assignment reporter, and as a specialist in

juvenile crime before she came to UMass.

Grimes said she has twice turned down

job offers from the New York Times

because she enjoys teaching here so much.

"I have a very high opinion of students

h^r? J' Grimes said^^/
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National campus roundup
B^JIMPAULIN
Coilegian Staff

The Utah State Senate has overwhelm-
ingly passed a bill requiring teachers to em
phasi2e morality, courtesy, and obedience
to law. the student newspaper at the
University of Utah m Salt Lake City

reported
"It IS out of this kind of legislation on the
means of instruction in these areas that

things like the Inquisition grew Otis
Charles, episcopal bishop of the Diocese of

Utah was quoted as saying in the Datfy

Utah Chroruch
Charlies fears that in Mormon dominated

Utah, the only morality taught would be the
Mormon rrtorality.

The Chronicle also reports that a Univ«r-
•ity of Utah sociologist Marlene W
Lehtinen, claims all persons convicted of

nfHirder should receive capital punishment
because too much money is spent keeping
them in prison

As an example, she cited the case of the
Urte Gary Gilmore, who was executed in

Utah for murder in 1977 Gilmore, she aaid.

spent 18 years in prison, and could never be
rehabilitated

The C/iron/c/e editoriaiiieo against btUt in

the Utah legislature which would "urxlar-

mine much of the University's in-

dependerKe" by giving the legislature con
trail over faculty ar>d employee grievances.

put the University's purch ising power
under legislative authority, and prohibit the
University from doing it's own printing.

The 'Editorial, entitled "Choking academic
freedom, ' said the bills, if passed, would
put the school in "A position more like a
state agency, and less the sovereign unit it

should be."

Speech for tranMexuels
The State News at Michigan State

University in East Lansing. Michigan
reports the MSU Audiology and Speech
Sciences Department is developing a

speech therapy program for people con-
sidering sex char>ges

Jerry M Higgins. assistant professor of
•udiology and speech sciences, became in-

volved in transsexual speech therapy when
a male considering a sex change operation
came to him for help in developing a higher
pitched voice

"Smce sex diange operations are still

controversial, related therapy is m virgin

territory as well. ' said Higgins, noting that

related work is done in only two other loca-

tions in the US

Cemps anti Shah sentiment
An incident invotvtng an anti Shah of Iran

banner at Portland State University m-
Oregon. is reminiscent of a similar situation
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that occured last serr>es^r here atUMass-
Amherst.
The Vanguard reports that the Portland

State chapter of the Revolutionary Com
munist Youth Brigade posted the banner in

a cafeteria without the permission of tfie

Educational Activities Office
The office tried to make the RCYB renrwve

the banner, but the RCYB refused and the
banner remained up for a day, although it

was gone the next day
L»t semester UMass Campus Center

Director William Haris nr^de the UMass
RCYB remove "Death to the Shah" ban
net f roTTj the Student Union balcony due to
it'suseof the word "death."

Frats and Sororities to go?
The Student Advisory Committee at Dart-
mouth College in Manover, New Hamp
shire has rejected a proposal calling for thie

abolition of fraternities and sororities at

Dartmouth, but will recommend to the
Board of Trustees at their Saturday
meeting that a permanent review
mechanism be establishd to ^nonitor the
Greek system. The Dartmouth reported

The proposal was prompted by chargea of

racism, sexism, destruction, drunkeness,
ar>d general rowdyness amor^ the Dart-

mouth Greeks
Also at Dartmouth, with a black casket or

namented with a gold cross, a mock fur>eral

^ J.P.Stevens
to be boycotted

The J P Stevens Boycon Committee
wilt meet at 8 p.m in 227 Herter Hall to
detail plans for an upcoming boycott of J.
P Stevens Products. tt>e second largest
textile manufacturer in the country.
Spor>sored by the UMass Labor Center

Student Cmjcus Coloquim Series, the
meeting will include t«vo films:
Testimony" and an excerpt from "60

Minutes ' Tf>e group has openly boycotted
J P Stevens for its "flagrant violations of
occupational health and safety regula
tions," and discrimmatroy practices in its

textile plants in the South
The group has also opposed the firms'

flight to the South, in which it cloeed 21
New England plants, resulting in the loss of
12.000 (Obs.

service was held by about 60 students to

protest the college's refusal to divest itself

of holding in corporations operating in

apartheid South Africa.

The demonstration was organized by the

Dartmouth chapter of Alphi Phi Alpha, a

national black fraternity that includes
among its past members Supreme Court

Justice Thurgood Marshall and the late civil

rights activist, the Rev Martin Luther King.

Collective bargaining
Faculty at the University of Washington

in Olympia, Washington could gain the

right to collectively bargain with UW Board
of Regents if a bill allowing such a move
passes the state legislature

However, a student representative from

the Washington Association of University

Students expressed disappointment that

UW students are excluded from the

baryaining process under the pending
legislation, //)eOa//y reported.

Kennedy establishes

UMass fund
Sen Edward M. Kennedy and his family

earlier this month notified the UMass Board
of Trustees of their intention to establish a
scholarship fund at UMass Boston in

memory of the late John B. Commons, a

South Boston resident and friend of the
Kennedy family

The trustees last week acknowledged the
new scholarship fund which will be
reserved for South Boston residents
graduating from South Boston High
School.

The recipient of the scholarship will be
chosen by a committee whose members
will include the headmaster of South
Boston High School.

In making the award to a South Boston
student admitted to UMass Boston as a
freshman, the committee will consider the

applicant's scholastic achievement, extra-
curricular activities, contributions to tne
high school and neightforhood comnxinity
and tf>e nominee's needs.
The Kennedy family asked that its

schola'ship gift be invested in a South
Boston bank, with tuition assistance paid
from interest earned on the account.

PROFESSIONAL & TECHNICAL REFERENCE BOOKS

James Martin books on

COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCE
from Prentice-Hall

COMPUTER
DATA-BASE

ORGANIZATION

J. Martin J. Martin

J. Martin J. Martin J. Martin

INTRODUCTION
TO TELE
PROCESSING

Teleprocessing is the most rapidly

growing area of the surging data

processing industry Few persons

will escape its impact Hitherto it

hz% been a difficult subject to

learn Now this volume presents

an introduction to it which is both

comprehensive and enjoyable to

read
$1896

PRINCIPLES OF
DATA BASE
MANAGEMENT

It IS vitally important that corporate

management, as well as data pro-

cessing personnel, should ap-

preciate »he role of data bases in

running an organization This book

distinguishes the myth from the

reality, and explains the reasons

for failures as well as the roads to

success
$21 SO

THE WIRED
SOCIETY: A
CHALLENGE FOR
TOMORROW

Using everyday nontechnical
language, Martin vividly

demonstrates how developments

in telecommunications will affect

the way we shop, bank, work,

spend our leisure, form countries,

educate our children, and govern

ourselves

112.96

COMMUNICA
TIONS
SATELLITE
SYSTEMS

Communications satellite

technology is often misunderstood.

In sorr^e ways it is fundanr>entallt

different to terrestrial telecom-

munications This book attempts

to explain the subject, the trade-

offs and the implications for

systems design. The potential of

satellite communications is so

great that it can change the entire

fabric of society.

$35.00

COMPUTER
DATA-BASE
ORGANIZATION
2nd Ed.

The most up to-date and thorough
guide to the techniques of data

base organization. Probably the

most important subject in the

future of computing, and one of

the least well understood. Data

bases will be the foundation of

mo- data processing in the

1980's

$26.50

ivany other computer and information science

titles are available in our Professional d-

Technical Reference Section.

/ at "the bookstore"
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DeLimaphone case
reaches a conclusion
By ARNOLD WARSHAW
Collegian Staff

After more than nine months, the Stu-

dent Government Association has rid itself

of a nagging problem with the conclusion

of the Brian DeLima telephone calls case.

But the amount of time it took to close

the case appears to be an indication of inef-

ficiency in the student judicial system.
In a trial lasting more than four hours in a

small, stuffy Campus Center room last

April, the Student Judiciary found Student
Senate Speaker Brian DeLima guilty of il-

legally using senate phones to make per-

sonal toll calls to his home state of Hawaii.

It was the first case of phone abuse ever

tried in the Student Judiciary.

A key element missing from then Stu-

dent Attorney General Jeffrey Lutsky's

case and ultimately the Judiciary's verdict,

however, was: How many of the 73 cal*^

worth $313 made to Hawaii was DeLima
responsible for?

In the end, DeLima made a total payment
of $206.08 toward the bill. That figure,

though, IS one that he and others involved

in the case agree may not be accurate.

Because the calls were made between

Neifvs Analysis
October 1976 and February 1978. DeLima
says he cannot remember what calls he
made.

But. he said, "I feel I paid more than I

should fiave," referring to the fact that dur-

ing that period, five otf>er Hawaiian
students were in thie senate, and he thinks

they may have made some of the calls.

However, there are still over $100 in un-

paid calls which current Attorney General
F.obin Adams said may or may not be
DeLima's. But "there is absolutely no way
to trace them," said Adams
Much of the post trial debate between

DeLinria and the three attorney generals in-

volved in the case could have been avoided
- if Lutsky had initially charged DeLima
with making specific calls, rather tf^n

merely making calls.

Because Lutsky did not do this, the

Judiciary ordered a committee comprised

of DeLima, Lutsky and other SGA officials

to determine by May 8--less than two
weeks after the trail-what calls DeLima
was responsible for.

No committee ever met. However, Lut-

sky and DeLima agreed upon a payment of

$67.48 - in addition to an earlier payment
of $15 - which DeLima made shortly after

school ended last spring.

Meanwhile, Lutsky graduated and the

responsibility for figuring out how much
more DeLima owed rested with his suc-
cessor, Jon Hensleigh - now SGA co-
president and formerly DeLima's defense
advocate (student lawyer) at the trial.

Throughout the sumnr»er though, and in-

to the fall until his election as co-president.

Hensleigh did nothing with the DeLima
case.

"Well, you know." he said. I didn't

prioritize it very highly. I had a lot of

priorities, there was a lot of stuff going on.

"To xr\o it didn't really matter wfien \he

hell the final bill came. I could've done it

over the summer Oi I couid've done it over

the first semester," Hensleigh said.

"I Knew he (DeLima) was going to pay it.

and Brian knew f>e was going to p>ay it, and
damn it, he was going to pay it sometirrw or

anotfier."

Because Hensleigh never got to it. the

case dragged on, and was left with Robin
Adams who sent DeLima the final bill on
January 23. DeLima made the final pay-

ment on Feb. 2.

ArKl wfiat about DeLima's role in the

case?

He fias said all along arvl co-presidents

Hensleigh and Herb Tyson agree- he is

nnerely a "scapegoat" for all the otfier SGA
people who have used office phones for

personal toll calls.

"I'm not the only one to use them,"
DeLima said. "I had permission to use them
(phones for personal use)"

It appears the only wrong doing DeLima
saw in the whole case was on the part of

the Attorney General's office, for taking

him to court, and tf>e Judiciary, for finding

him guilty.

"They wanted to throw mud at me,"
DeLima said. "I stood there and said

'throw.'
"

UPC Productions

Presents

MUDDY
.> WATERS
i^T Maii. March 12Mon. March 12

8 p.m. S.U.B.

Univ. of Mast.

TICKETS: $4. Students

$5 Non Students

On Sale Tues. Feb. 20

At: TIX, Union Record

Service and Local Record

Stores

D.V.P. presents

DVP

Marcus Rascin
Head of the only "left''

think tank in Washingjton

on

The Imperative of
Reconstructing the

Left Wing of
the Democratic Party

February 20, 1979
Thompson Hall « pni.

Police in Washington. D.C. enlisted

the help of this and other farm tractors

involved in the American Agriculture

Movement's protest to clear the record
snowfall in the nation's capital. (AP
Lascrphoto)

Intramural sex appeal;
Why more men?

By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff •

For a variety of reasons, the UMass
women's intrarruiral program has con-

sistently less participants than its male

counterpart Most men's intramural sports

have double, triple, and sometimes even
seven tinrtes as many participants as the'

same women's sport.

Badminton, according to the 1977 78 In-

tramural Sports Annual Report, is the most
popular women's individual sport, followed

by tennis, squash, and racquetball. Bad-

minton, is the onfy intramural sport in

which female participation (56) exceeded
male participation (40).

The report further states that of the 10,066

registered undergraduate men, 7.022 par-

ticipated in intramural programs and of the

8,095 undergraduate women, 2,453 par-

ticipated in tf>e organized sport program.

Nearly three times more men than women
took pan in the intramural program.

"I had the worst time trying to organize a

basketball team. Jean Pratt an intramural

office worker, said. "Most kids who want

Ne^irs Analysis

to play can't find enough friends."

Many individuals who do not know
enough other sport enthusiasts call or visit

the intramural office in hopes of being put

on a team, any team.
"It's just too much trouble for us to make

up teams of kids who come and want to

sign up for a team," said Gene Grzywna, a

graduate student in charge of scheduling

the games.

^ Michelle Schwartzman. an undergraduate
student working in the intramural office

agrees that "getting a team together is a
problem. Practicing is hard because there
aren't enough basketball courts and how
many women are going to tell a group of
men to get off the courts?
She said too many women feel they are

not good enough and are afraid to try.

"There's not enough women who want to
play for recreation," Grzywna said. "Some
are so embarrassed they don't bother to
show up after a few times."
"Thie idea that intramurals are for recrea-

tion isn't there," Jim O'Connell, a basket-
ball offical said. "Many women think in-

tramurals are taken too seriously so they
don't bother to show up."
"Basketball is really strenuous. It could t)e

there's not enough women used to running
up and down the full court. There's always
enough women for volleyball," said Fian
Nooijen, one of two graduate students in

charge of women's intramurals.

As far as individual participation,
volleyball drew the n^ost women with 1 ,396
in 1977-78, according to the report. This
was more than 9 50 percent increase over
the previous year, tfie biggest increase of

any sport.

The second most popular women's team
sport was softt>all with 1,307 students par-

ticipating in 77 78. For the men, however,
Softball was the most popular and the par
ticipation figure, 9,913 looms high over the
women's figure.

^" of the rnen'
""^^'C'pation figures.

(

when COM I po.— * ''^'^'cipation f^Q
are quite large. Some men's intraniurei yj
ticipation

tlK>usands.

exceeds women's
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EXCELLENCE IN MANAGEMENT
IF YOU HAVE

.The willingness to work hard

• A Strong desire to succeed

IF YOU ENJOY

• A fast paced envlronnnent, exciting

and dynamic people...

A CAREER WITH STAR PROVIDES

.An Excellent Starting Salary

, A Profit Sharing Program

. And Many Other Benefits

PLUS MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

• Great on the job training with

Star's management team.

JOIN STAR MARKET

One of the Jewel Companies

STAR WILL BE ON CAMPUS 3 8/79

If you are unable to see us on

carDpus forward resume to

Personnel Manager
Star Market Company
625 Mt. Auburn Street

Cambridge, MA 02138

;( .^
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MithOne FiMd
Super Savings Booklet

3 Roll Pkg

SOFT WEVE
TISSUE
400 Ct ROUS

M^ith One Filled

Super Savings Booklet

One-6 01 can

SNOW CROP
ORANGE JUICE

concentrate

WitnTwft Filled

Super Saving Booklets

FH
one sit) bag

COLD MEDAL
FLOUR

Ger>eral Mills

With Three Filled

Super Saving Booklets

r ^ fC supf savtnq sptm

With Two Filled

Super saving Booklets

One ' cat or Jtiter Btl

PEPSI-
COLA

,
Refreshing

With Two Filled

Super Saving Booklets

OnelOt Jar

ANN PAGE
MAYONNAISE

Creamy-Smooth

l»ooirt«»l

With Three Filled

Super Saving Booklets

FH
One-lit) pkg

SLICED
BACON

Ann Page-Top Quality
•\

One- IK) pkg

LAND-0-LAKES
' BUTTER

Sweet Creamy

savkio!

With Three FiNed
Super Saving Booklets

One-i3ct boa

PAMPERS
OVERNIGHTS

Oisp Diapers

With Three Filled

Super Saving Booklets

FH
One-') gal ctn

HOOD
ICE CREAM p

Asst Flavors I:

With Four Filled

Super saving Booklets

FH
One -I lb bag

8 CLOCK
COFFEE

SuperbBraiiiian

f

THIS IS YOUR LAST

CHANCE to redeem
Super savings item witt.

CokJ Bond stamps at a&p

I

To A4P Shoppers Ettective February

25 A&P will rx) longer give Gold Bond

Stamps in our stores Meanwtwle we

will continue to give stamps so you

can (ill GoM Bond booklets lor \»t on

Super Savings Specials we will otter

every week until February 24th

The Gold Bond Stamp Company will

continue to redeem stamp books or

booklets for premiums at ttieir re-

demption center locations listed be-

low Customers may also utilize the

mail order services offered m ttie Gold

Bond Catalog to redeem stamps for

premiums

COtr BOND RS)fMPT»OW CBfT^S
•SSUb«r1ySt ISO •otion PotI Rd.

«pf«wf«Kld. Mm*. Orang« Conn

V I

C AiPSASAUSACeSHOP ")

RICH'S SLICED P^ATS *l

BEEF FRANKS «*V*
BEEF BOLOGNA A^V
SLICED BACON ^*r*
FENWAY FRANKS p^'V

/^ IMOUBC VEMKCUI or ^ /

RONZONI
zm

HOPjTf

Beet Chuck

Boneless
Steak sale!
• TOP BLADE • CHUCK FlUET

• SHOULDER • CUBE
• LONDON BROIL SHOULDER

under-
blade
ROASTS

Semi -Boneless

$169
Beet

Chuck lb.

under- eiVQ
blade 91/9
STEAKS I lb

1

AAP IS A POULTKY SHOP
Fro?en-A&P 100

Butter
Basted

MM

89
FreshU S D A Inspected

Chicken wm0^&

.79*

Chuck
BLADE
ROASTS
Beef Chuck -Bone In

39
INCLUDES
CENTER
CUTS

$149
STEAKS I lb

X^ AAPISA SEAFOOD SHOP *)

TURKEYS W%# lb
. ar 'r ' '4 41 tt/ <0D% ^t tuflo

BASTED TURKEYS . 89* _.

CHICKEN BREASTS *Vf PARTY PACK « *2**

VWEAVER CHICKEN r *2** CHKXEN BREASTS '^V *2*\

QUICK FROZEN

?l
?8

QUICK FROZEN

AAPCOd
Ma**rmmvm

Pka.Pk»

cw ••««•• AM* F'tm 3 $169
SHRIMP COCK1 AJL *-- »

CRISPY SHRIMP IS*W

(.ant w M4i

BOLOGNA
LIVERWURST

COOKED SALAMI

LUNCHEON LOAF

POTATO SALAD

RICE PUDDING

FONTINA CHEESE

CREAMY HARVATI . *Z'"

.I"

.49*

.69*
.»2"

ASST FLAVOftS aOZ

AXBJtOD
YOGURT

STAMPS
« COM*3il

S€ALTEST

COTTAGE

24 02

cont 99
Suor-Tl

FROZEN FAVORITES 7

tfs S^«.'^ 4

^7boxes

Starkist Tuna

Pie Filling

ITALIAN STYLE PLUM

DB.GAIZO
TOMATOS

GREAT AffETtZEf^

WB.CH'S
TOMATO jmCE

<^
32 02^
coot A49

OELiaOUS

MOTT'S
APPLESAUCE

-2502£

.^
IL
49

CHOOSE VOURF AvmiTE ^

GRKN
NT SALE

( at

71 tl

59

99'

Breadcrumbs r^:59
• •AGf

Corn Oil
4«U

Sardines

T Pineapplec««to "ci' 49 Crab Meat

3^U'*1 Tin7shrimp
I at . _. IW '<>»«

iF^SCHMAIiTS

EGG
BEATERS

89*
$-159

A ORAMGL HOOT «R CaA «

COTTS
.GINGER ALE

FRKD

BANQUET
CHICKEN
2 Sf99

lb pkg

CHERRY PIE

16 0/

cont

'c:i 89 Sail Detergent 'I.' 99

i:i
*1 scottowels i:^ -o^ 79

NEW

OATMEAL
BREAD
NEW FORMULA' SLICEO

WHITE
BREAD

2
3

16 oz

Ivs

20 oz

Ivs

f V-

GENERAL MCRCNANOISE

99

SUPfR SAVINGS COUPON

RUBBERMAID

KITCHEN
HELPERS c xT^.s

POWfR CELL

EVEREADY
ALKALINE

r
I

I

I

I

I With the PurctiaM of One Package of

I
ASSORTED FLAVORS

I SARA LEE
I INTERNATIONAL CAKE
I 22''! oz pkg

•

I LKKil On» Coupw iV f innty

LARGE-RED-FANCY

Vim Ripe/IQC
TomatoesPv9

Cheer
Laundry ^

Decergonc twi

/
SHAPE UP NATURALLY

White Size

lb.

RUSSET
POTATOES
'•Of » «»>•)

GOLDEN
YAMS

ea

ALL PURPOSE

I Yellow 3
Ionions

'' 68'

Crisp -airo

Mcintosh
APPLES

3

CpLD BOND STAMPS
•ilOCoMen Tent

I.

lb.

bag68

Crapefniitan
JUMBO
PINEAPPLE

CELERY
.HEARTS bunch 59

S9
ea

c

SWEET-JUICY-WASHINGTON

Anjou
Pears

>niNii I UN

49C
lb

Z" REFUND OFFER
WHEN VOUIUV ANY 3 ITEMS
BELOW PIUS CREST 7-02

VattiMM Inlmisive

Care - latti leads

1— 14 •»

99
Vaseline

^jtroteumjelly

H - 99'

VsaakM intmsiv*

A Care Lotion

09
U~ 'I

Q-Tlps

Cotton Swabs

iro« 69
Crest Toothpaste

<Cr^'
Mini

r-oi tub*

$109
1

CMh R»lund C»f1lltc»«« Av»tl»bl» in Slo.«»

I
SUPER SAVINGS COUPON

ALL VARIETIES

AXELROD
I

i FLAVORED YOGURT i
|

I I 8 02 cups G8 r I !

I L intil Ona Cou»o» Hi 'XMy ^^^STIA I

COLD BOND STAMPS

Wilh the Purchase of One Jar of

ANN PAGE

WHOLE KOSHER
DILL PICKLES

ae3

II
I I

I I

I I

II
I I

II
I I

I I

I I

SUPER SAVINGS COUPON

• If

COLD BOND STAMPS
•120 C0««»«O T««ll ^

With the Purchase of One Jar of

10 OZ REGULAR or

NESCAFE
INSTANT COFFEE

8 02 Decaffeinated

aaa] (^f)fmd

Ga4

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

\T f

English Dinnerware

This Weeks Feature:

DINNER PLATE
Only^

TKwfiPAPMS PllAiiTlNMRTUoCAL sfi^^ TO FILL WIDTH AND DEPTH"^
WfVeSERvVthE mGH7T?LI^^ QuVNTmES TO 3 P^ruifoME^UNLlsS o"wtSE NOTED AND CORRECT TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS iTbMS FOR SALE NOT AVAILABLE TO WHOLESALERS OR RETAIL DEALER^

PRICES EFFECTIVE FEB 18-24 1979

Dustin King competes in the foul shooting contest during half time of the

Saturday night's men's varsity basketball game The event was sponsored by

Pi Kappa Alpha and the Community Service Project IStaff photo by Joanne

Quinnl
' —

TUESDAY

GaviRi^s Husical
Trivia

1st PRIZE - 25.00 2nd PRIZE - 10.00

3rd PRIZE - Current Album

• HAPPY HOUR PRKIS •

• Free T-Shirts •

• Special Drinks

8:30 - 1:00 • l§^^ ^\/ 15 e««i Pir.Mmi s».

The Pistinguished

Visitors Program
presents

Comic Art

DVP

..v^«i»*«% '''I' I'l'iNVi^^v

featuring

ART
SPEIGALMAN

February 20, 1979
CC 101
7-10 p.m.

Summerjobs found

for students by 'Jems'
Bi MELISSA GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

Think of warmer days and apply for

summer jobs now, advises Ellie W. Conry
of the Student Employment Office.

To aid students in their search is the Job-

Employee Matching System (JEMS), a

commuterized program designed for

students seeking part time, seasonal or

short term employment.
JEMS, which has k)een in operation for

SIX to eight weeks, gives students access to

a stored file of avenlable employment
positions and gives prospective employers

a pool of students' interests and
qualifications.

A student can choose salary, location,

desired working hours, and three lob titles

for each application. Students can also

choose to accept employment by com-
mission only, Conry said

The system, she said, is designed for

students with a specific job or jobs in mind
Conry also said, "The more flexible in

geographical location the student is. the

more luck he'll have in finding a particular,

job

Peer counselors are available daily to

help students complete the JEMS ap
plications and to answer any questions in

Room 239 of the Whitmore administration

building.

'JEMS also "prevents students from
coming to the office once a week" by
mailing employment information to par-

ticipants, Conry said.

Thirty summer camps will be represented

in the Campus Center Auditorium on
March 1 . Salaries range from $500 to $2000
with room and board included, depending
on the applicant's skill The season is

normally eight weeks, she said

The most common way of finding a job,

Conry said, was through friends,

acquaintances and relatives "It's sad but

true." What students can do on their own
is as important as anything we can do in

this office, Conry added.
The Placement Service at Hampshire

House offers a similar se'vice for seniors

and graduates
The best time for students to start |ob

hunting is "today or yesterday, " Conry
satd

Work-Study Positions

The Collegian ha^ openings in

the nnornings in the business office.

Contact Laura Bassett
Collegian office

Campus Center 113

545 3500

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity/

Affirmative Action Employer

Campus Center Program Council

presents

v/^^^

Thurs., Feb. 22

6 p.m., 8:30 p.m.,

11 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

00

la^t

The Band
Neil Young

Joni Mitchell

E.G.

7i/aitt
Van Morrison

Bob Dylan
Ringo & more

Friday, Feb. 23, 6:30, 8:45, 11 p.m.

$1 50 CCA Professional Sound System
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SPECIALS EFFECTIVE: FEB. 19 THRU FEB . 24

U.S.D.A.

CHOICE

(-
' (

fT^ SPECIALS EFFECTIVE:

¥ WITH COUPON A $7 SO PURCHASE OR MORE %
EXCLUOMC OGAREnES 21

TOP ROUND ROAST

!2.09
U.S.O.A. CHOICE TOP ROUND STEAK

?2.47

CAMPBELL'S

TOMATO

SOUP ^"^^n"' FREE
VAI 10 THRU FEB 24

\ LIMIT ONI AT LOUIS I^OOOS /

r WITH COUPON & S' bO PURCHASE OR MORE \
'XCLUOINC CIGAHETTES 16

CAMPBELLS

PORK&
BEANS 28 OZ 39

VALD jm\} FEB 24

LIMIT ONI A I LUUIb f^OOOS

r wrTH COUPON & S, SO PURCHASf OR MORE

EXCIUOINC CIGARETTES 30

CARANDO HOT OR SWEET

ITALIAN

SAUSAGE ?1.59
U.S.O.A CHOICE BEEF KOuPiO

CUBE STEAK
FRESH

CHICKEN LIVERS

GEM OUB DELI

BOLOGNA OR SALAMI

FREOA EXTRA LEAN

HAM SLICES BONELESS

$
LB

LB i'KG

2.09
39*

PKG VfV

n.29
'2.49

IVORY uoun

DISH

DETERGENT » oz 79
VALD THRU FIB 24

LIMIT ONE AT LOUlS FOODS

r WITH COUPON & $7 50 PURCHASE OR MORE

EXCLUDING CIGAREHES 24

14 OZ CAN

AJAX

CLEANSER
VALID THRU FEB 24

LIMIT UNt AT LOmS FOODS

r WITH COUPON & $7.S0 PURCHASE OR MORE

EXCLUDING CIGARETTES 22

I

7

SWEET LIFE

REGULAR & THIN

SPAGHEHI
LB

PKG 19
VALID THRU FEB 24

LMT ONE AT LOUS FOODS

FROZEN FOOD SPECIALS •

MINUTE MAIO

ORANGE JUICE

12 oz 89
BIROS(T(

GREEN PEAS & CORN on;

JfNO 17 PK

CHEESE PIZZA 74 0/

MORTON

MINI-DONUTS 10 07

FARM FARE

SHOESTRING POTATOES 70 07

LIGHT N IfVflY

ICE MILK

HOOD Fl«VOR(D

COHAGE CHEESE

MRS Fll BERTS

SPREAD

DELUXE SLICES

'^»~/

2/69'

n.39

69'

3/n

n.i9

85'

2 IB BOWl %t%f

n.09 J

LB CONT

/"

MUSHROOMS
,^.K5^ . SNOW WHITE

NEW SWEET LIFE

CAT FOOD

^

56V70zS1
CANS ^

AHM a nAMMcR

DETERGENT

OzXbZiV
V.
10

CALIFORNIA

CARROTS
LB

PKG 3/n

DElMONn VEGETABLES

316 0Z$^
CANS ^

FRENCH & CUT GREEN

BEANS. GARDEN PEAS,

WHOLE KERNEL CORN

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO MMiT OUANTTTIES

FRESH nALIFORNI!\ 2 BCH /I QC
SCALLIONS PKG 49
CALIFORNIA SEEDLESS C4 4 A
NAVEL ORANGES Doz"^1.1

9

DELUXE IN-SHEL! j,^g .^ ^9 CQ^
MIXED NUTS ONLY Oil

I'' 07

M ,t-V3 ^wiT
N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST, MASS

4 I

wm

( '
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'i '
»
H
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Editorial/Opinion

A visit to

'idiot House'
It is invariably interesting to know M/hart

other people think of you. It is also in-

teresting, if less so, to knovM what people
think of your p>eer group, and you are r>ever

more strongly identified with a peer group
than when you are in college.

The outside world puts us in the
nebulous category of "college student,"

and forn^s their own prejudices and im-

pressions of what we are supposed to be.

This week. Esquire magazine, a trendy
fortnightly infamous for its superficiai

reporting of what the latest American
trends are, gives the world their impreasion
of what college students are up to.

Esquir&s reporter, Aaron Latham, takes
us to a tower dormitory (only 15 stories) at

the University of Texas. Here we are in

troduced to the boys of the 12th floor, a
rowdy and not very funny bunch of felk)ws
who dress up in nuclear lab overalls, call

each other by tfie nicknames from the TV
show MASH, and spend Saturday nights

gettk>g throw up drunk and running up ar>d

down the halls of the women's floor in the
dorm, which tf>ey call tf>e "Virgin Vault."

The editors at Esquire have seen fit to

further haunt students with that sum-
mertime movie, and call their cover story

"Life in a Co Ed Animal House." It seems
college students ate under a certain

amount of pressure, theee days, to mimic
behavior in that wildly popular movie ar>d

aa like ass«.

iTIark

Leccea«

I'm not saying "Animal House" was not

a funny movie, because it was one of the

funniest movies I've ever seen. It is im

portant, however, to keep in mind what
made it so funny; the stunts the boys from

Delta House pulled were ingenious and
original. And that's what nwkes those boys
from UTexas so unfunny; their total lack of

originality.

The "Nuke suits" idea they stole from

the New Wave band Devo, their nicknames

come from a long running TV show, and

the stunts the article describes are simply

silly. Let's face it, "Animal House " would

have been pretty dull if the movie's

characters simply got drunk and stpod

outside their house shouting lewd things at

the worr^en who walked by.

Latham desperately casts around for an

explanation for all this madness. He calls

todav's college students the "fantasy
generation," and twists around an old idea

of Tom Wolfe's to buttonhole us.

Wolfe, an intelligent and clever writer,

has tagged the 1970s as the Me Decade,
saying in a famous essay that people in the

70s are only concerned with themselves.
Latham says, of college students: "The
motto of this fantasy generation seems to

be: Eat, Drink and Be Merry, for tonwrrow
you may be an accountant. Forget the Me
generation; the new wave (that's us) is too
scared to point the finger at Me. Us is more
comfortable. Us in small groups in which
the edges of Me are a little fuzzy without
getting lost in the monster Them."

Mark Leccese is a Collegian columriist.

Watch for Mark WHding's column

tomorrow'and every Wednesday on

the Editorial/ Opinion pages of the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

A lesson in the real world
By A. A. MICHELSON

Thousar>ds of your>g people wfio have
reacted with great anxiety over the
prospect of legisiation tf>at would brir>g the

minimum drinking age back to 21 - it has
been 18 since 1973 learrted more about
political science artd the process of
government in tf>e past two weeks thwi

they ever could have m two semesters in

high school or college.

Last Monday, several hundred of tfiem

moved into the State House, sought out

their respective legislators in the House and
made respectful and articulate arguments
against the proposal to deprive them of the

orivilege to patronize pubs and package
stores.

Their effort payed off somewhat. The
House responded with legislation which
would increase the minimum age for

patrons of pubs to only 19, not 21 as called

for by Gov. Edward J. King and the
Democratic leadership. For patrons of

package stores, they were not as
successful. The House approved
'overwhelmingly an amendment which
would increase the minimum age to 21,

phased in over a two year period.

They went t)ack to their campuses with

the feeling that at least they might have
won a battle, if not a war. But the next day,

the House responded with a bill that would,
by 1981. demand that patrons of both pubs
and package stores be at least 21 years old.

So they didn't win anything.

Their reaction to the final treatment by the

House was predictable. They had been
treated firsthand to a display of what they

perceived to be "intensive" or

"demagogic" or "conniving" politicians.

Their reaction is understandable, but

before they land too hard on the politicians

they should also examine their own role in

the process of government since 1972,

when 18-year olds were given the right to

vote. Except for activism that year on

behaH of Sen George McGovern, ttte

Democratic candidate for President, tf>ey

have almost ehtiraly taken themselves out

of Xh9 election procaaa.

No one appreciates xfw behavior better

than their most articulate champion. Sen.

John W Over. D-Amherst He lives in a

town that Has 30.000 students, he haa

taught at tf>e University of Massachusetts

and he has represented their cause in the

Legislature with umisual effectiveness and
articulation.

But he is also unhappy with them. Last

week at a meeting m Amherst in which he

organized opposition to the proposed
iTKrease in tf>e mininrtum dnnkir>g age he

also lectured them.
'You have scapegoated yourselves," he

said. Politicians look upon you as

politicatly powerless and they perceive that

you simply are not interested in the election

process arnJ in the overall problems of

governrrtent."

It is obvious that the 18^, 19^. and 20 year-

okls of Massachusets don't appreciate their

own strength. There are about 400,000 of

them in the state, a substantial bloc they

coukl employ on a variety of issues - the

environment, fair and equitable taxation,

human services, and affirmative action as

well as the drinking age.

They certainly can't say that the drinking

age proposition is a matter of having the

rug pulled out from under them Bringing it

back to age 21 is somethinq that Edward J.

King was candidly espousing for a year

t>efore the 1978 Democratic primary in

which he eliminated the incumbent,
Michael S. Dukakis, from re election.

Dukakis vetoed a bill last year that

increased the minimum drinking age to 19,

not 21 . It also should be noted that while

Dukakis was the big vote getter in Amherst

in that primary, he won with only 49

percent of the total votes cast.

Rep. Barney Frank, D Boston, who also is

a strong opponent to bringing back the 21

drinking age, agrees vith Olver.

"What the your>g adults f>ave done by
tf>eir withdrawal from the election process
is to effectively make 21 the minimum
voting age. " he said

Perceiving the great switch" Tuesday
durir>g det>ate in the House, Frank, who
teaches government at Harvard, couldn't
resist giving students in the galleries an
assignment He noted that no arguments
had changed from Monday night when a

goodly majority favored an increase to a

minimum age of only 19. He challenged
the young listeners to go out and find out
why so many f)ad switcfted even tfK>ugh

tf>e logic on the issues had not changed.

For tf>e edification of those who choose to

take on Prof. Frank's assignment, here are

the names of those who switched from a

minimum drinking age of 19 on Monday
night to 21 on Tuesday afternoon.

Democrats: Vincent Piro of Somerville,

Theodore J. Aleixo Jr., Taunton, Robert J.

Bohigian, Worcester, A. Joseph DeNucci.

Newton, Henry R. Grenier, Spencer,
William Q. MacLean Jr., Fairhaven,
Michael J. McGlynn, Medford, Alfred A.

Minahan Jr., Wakefield, Michael W.
Morrissey, Quincy, David R. Nelson, New
Bedford, Louis R. Nickinello, Natick,

Nicholas A.Paleologos, Woburn, John B.

Perry, Monson,.Angelo Picucci, Leominster,

Andrew J. Robinson Jr., Framingham,
Anthony J. Scibelli, Springfield, Joseph J.

Semensi, Randolph, Emanuel G. Serra,

Boston, Gregory William Sullivan of

Norwood.
Republicans: William G. Robinson of

Melrose, Edward W. Connelly of Agawam,
Andres H. Card Jr., of Holbrook, Deborah
R. Cochran of Dedham, John Gray of

Groveland, Haden G. Greenhaigh of
Harwich, James T. Harrington of Holden,

John H. Loring of Acton, Steven D. Pierce

of Westfield, Kevin Poirer of North
Attleboro, and Royal H. Switzler of

Wellesley.

A. A. MICHELSON is a political editor of
the Berkshire Eagle .

Letters to the Editor

Milkerama?
To the Editor:

Every once in a while our glorious

leaders in the State House attempt to

pass legislation that is not always in the

best interests of the people that elected

them to office.

In this case I am referring to the raising

of the drinking age to twenty-one. This

could be the end of a right that I have en-

jQyed.fQf, Qver fi yefr a^nd^ would have I'kfd
^

to continue. Before the unthinkable hap-

pens, though, there are many ways to en-

joy our last rights and prepare for the

future.

First, I recommend a campus wide two

week binge in which the entire campus

drinks itself silly twenty-four hours a day.

I think professors should be encouraged

to Join in the fun. I would like to see hun-

dreds of small merchants all over school

in curbside stands selling booze cheap to

people going to class. We need the

cfferhistry department to do something

really worthwhile and devise a portable

still for home or dorm use. Also some

good formulas for brew would be handy.

What all this boils down to is good

preparation for the coming catastrophy.

With organization we can make it until we
are out of tender youth. The tirrte to start

pinning though is now. Some time from

now we may be faced with the first ever

milkerama. Greg Penglis
Delta Chi

more letters, page 10
I <i i* id I n m*!
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Slop for thought

To the Editor:

Here is yet another of the many ex-

amp/es of the 'red tape' that we students

have to cut through /ust to get things

done. Tfte uncanny thing about it is that

our 'right' is inherent.

Remember that option we juniors and
seniors have of exemptiryg ourselves from
the r.ieai plan? I need not discuss the ra-

tionale one would have for taking such a

course of aciton, but did you know that

that option only applies before you have
paid your bin? "Ah-ha!" says the wise
man. "I was unaware that these options

were opened and closed to us like a door
even before we arrived on campus?"

After five semesters of constant
nausea, i finally decider! that I am compe-
tent enough to shop, cook, and
altogettier feed myself. But ttie decision

was not an easy one One must have ttte

necessary appliances and cookware So
two weeks after the start of this semester
I purchased a toast-r-oven. and along

with my hot plate and refridgerator, I

decided to go off the meal plan, only to

find out that my right no longer existed.

The gentlemen land I use the word looslyl

simply handed me a piece of paper which
contained the 'rules of exemption. ' I am
not saying that these rules are totally

wrong and or should not exist, but I feel

as though my rights have been taken

away. What do you think ^ Typical^

sws
Southwest

Hang Zack!

To the Editor:

Steve Zack should be hung from the

rafters of Boston Garden after his sports

column of February 15 He lacks any
understanding of basketball drafting and
trading strategy. In trying to insult Red
Auerbach and John Y. Brown, Zack has

shown his own ignorance Calling the

Bob McAdoo trade a fiasco showed
Zack's article to be the same
When considering the Celtics situation

they need a player of McAdoo's position
and quality McAdoo will provide the of-

fense the Celtics so desperately need He
can relieve the much battered and abused
Cowens in the pivot or play power for

ward. Rick Robey needs time to mature
while Larry Bird has yet to make it in the
big leagues let alone play 40 minutes a
game.
About the first round picks for the next

2 years; we don't need them, Steve. Next
years roster will have five kids and ttiat is

enough. If we did go to the draft, there

are players with good potential such as
Sidney Moncnet. James Baily and BiM
Cartwright. However ttiey wiH go withtn
tfie first eight picks and with tfye way the
Celtics have been playing they will not be
one of them.

Granted, the Ceftics are lacking depth
in the guard spot, yet the team has gone
from hopeless to hopeful. If Bob McAdoo
does not fit into the Celtics game plan, he
ftas great trading value that could obtain a
few high quality players Maybe. Steve, if

you quit looking at your Bill Russell film

clips and followed the game today you
might have an understanding for it

Mark Hughes
North Amherst

Readers reply

to Doran's drivel

To the Editor:

/ would like to address so/ne of the
erroneous statements presented in "life's

Little Ironies " in the Feb. 15th issue of the

Collegian
The Valley Women's Voic9 carm.

into existence because many women
realise the need for media coverage of
women's issues The Collegian in-

sufficiently provides the necessary
coverage for women

It IS irrwic that M'jhsel Doran \ad-

mittedly a seKist\ would profess com-
petency in examining women's issues

when ftis summer was spent defining

"what IS women's news" to the
Collegian Staff.

It IS ironic that a Collegium staff
member would know a good news lead
when one considers the Journalistic
quality of the CoUegian.

The final irony arises from the
suggestion that tfye paper was "given" to
women. As a point of fact, many women
expended much of their energies to
acquire materials and monies for tfte

successful printing and publication of The
Valley Woman's Votca.

Janic Eggleston
Valley Women's Voice

To the Editor:

Concerning Michael Doran's drivel of
February 15: To argue his personal
conclusions from the Chancellor's
Commission would be an article in itself,

and more I only wish to reach out to tha
Collagian. Michael Doran. and the
community and use his article as an
example of how the Collagian has
become anything but supportive. His
"appraisal " ol Tha VaMay Woman's
Voica was lamentably only another
attempt at pushing off on the readers tha
insensitivity of our newspaper.

It IS difficult enough to gam access to
tha newspaper as it stands, and saams to
gat more and more so Tfte woman's
struggle on campus is only one example.
It seems to me. Mr Doran, that it's

equally unfortunate, after so much yaHing
and scrtarmrtg. that you cannot be more
supportive of co0eagues m your field, and
tfte community in general In short. i1

you 're wntinq for our newsfiapar and you
do not have anything constructive to say,
why don't you save us the l>oring details

and concentrate on want ads
Welles C Hatch

Amherst

Editor s note In all faimaM. a word must
be said in Michael Oorart's behalf In its

original draft, the copy that he submitted to
the editor. Doran wrote two paragraphs
which were rather complimentary to the
Valley Women's Voice However, the
editor erred in counting space for Ooran's
column. arKl herKefonh, some copy had to

be cut by graphics personnel, who are not

arMJ should not be held accountable for

editorial judgement. The copy that was
deleted was the two complimentary
paragraphs.
The blame is rightfully laid on the

Executive Editor Ed.

Analysis of Blacks and
Jews in the US

To the Editor:
On Sunday. February 25. a public

forum will be held entitled. "Exploring the
Relations Between Blacks and Jews in
the United States. " This forum is t)eing
planned in a direct response to the
conflict that occurred last semester
between members of the Black and
Jewish commuruties. The issuas raised
last semester were not new. artd op-
portunities have been scarce to atkkass
the issues and concerns represented by
the various writers.

The response from members of the
University c ommurvty was varied. It

became obvious to some people that the
thoughts and feelings that people held on
the subject of Jewish and Black relations
needled an outlet for expression. For this

reason a group of people t>egan meeting
to plan a forum. The purpose of this

forum is to provide basic histoncal in-

formation ahout Blacks and Jews in tfte

Uruted States, to seriously address issues
and concerns that ftave resulted from
interaction between tfte two groups, and
to promote dialogue on the issues.

Many people had a lot to say last
semester when the controversy arose.
We hope you attend the forum to address
these concerns with otfter interested
people The program wiH be held at the
Campus Center Auditorium from 1 00
5.00pm on Sunday, February 25. 1979

The Committee toVlan the Forum
for Exploring the Relationship

Betweerv^lacks and Jews
in the United States

UNLESS YOU CALL YOUR SENATOR
THE DRINKING AGE WILL BE 21!!

IT'S NOW UP TO YOU.

Help and call your Senator and Rep.

The telephone number for the State House is 1 -61 7-727- (ext. #)

SENATOR EXT.

AMICK
ATKINS
AYLMER
BACKMAN
BERTONAZZI
BOVERINI

BRENNAN
BUCKLEY
BUELL
BULGER (PRES.)

BURKE E.L

BURKE J. P.

D'AMICO
DORIS
FITZPATRICK

FOLEY
FONSECA
HALL
HAROLD
HUNT
KING
LEWIS

2572
2481

2570
7295
0120
8762
8853
8100
2600
2525
7332

0115
2558
4318
7616
2485
5095
8830
0194
1280
0110
8760

LOCKE
LOPRESTI

McCANN
McCarthy
McKENNA
McKINNON
OLVER
OWENS
PARKER
OWENS
PARKER
POLLARD
ROTONDI
SISITSKY

TIMILTY

TULLY
WALL
WALSH
WETMORE
ZAROD

2510
7188
7410
7234
2578
8820
8832
8934
2490
8934
2490
8770
8822
8850
8212

7335
3995
7337

1540
4121

Northampton: Lots

Collegian n

to do at Smith College
An integral part of

Northampton is Smith
College. Founded in 1871, it

is the largest independent
liberal arts college for
women in the United
States. Enrollment is 2,600,
and the school's president
is Jill K. Conway.

While it's a lot smaller

than UMass, there are still a

good number of things to
do and many events are
bpen to UMass and the Five
College community.

The events are both
academic and social,' the

college will often sponsor
parties and mixers.

Upcoming events at
Smith College include.

- A Five College Dance
Faculty concert. Admission
IS $1 50 for adults, $1 'or

children and senior citizens.

Thursday, 8 pm. Theatre
14.

A lecture by Winthrop
0. Means, professor of
geology at the State
Univeristy of New York at

Albany. He will lecture on

' 'aCa/t^e4t deteeUoH c*t tie cnea

7 Pleasant St. (corner of Main)
Northampton 586-2528
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( PACKARD^ rrr,

CROSS THE BRIDGE AND HAVE A DRINK
AT THE OTHER BAR!

liM@fl (g)TtroEmoN El
KArrE«f»OS IS TMJ NQ«TMAMPTON
tAS NEWEST TICKETRON OUTLET

FFEBiNG Tickets to most majop east
!OAST entertainment AND S»*0«TING
Events

sSdptii

V^ATAKEYoU

BlKTHPAY?

WE'RE
tiAViNd

•*./^vS> •*•'#-

fSiDAYSALEl
yNED .THURS S FRI - FEBRUARY 21 - 23

(f^\%) Cg\ WED .THURS & FRI - FEBRUARY 21 - 23

^I^I^I^ records & tapes

,99 series 7.98

$3.99—series 6.98
$5.66— series 8.98

JUST IN- overstocked mfgrs LPs starting at $1 99

10% off all other regularly priced LP's,

8'tracks, & cassettes

Sale limited to stock items no rainchecks

HAMP PLAZA NORTH KING ST NORTHAMPTON
586-5882 HOURS: 10 A.M.-9 P.M. MON.-SAT. krvt

"Experiments on the
Evolution of Microstruc
tures in Rocks" as part of
the Five College University
Geology Lecture Series at 8
p m in McConnel Hall in
the Clark Science Center.

-The film "Brigadoon'at
7 30 and 930 in Wright
Hall. This film version of the
Lerner Loewe Broadway
musical is set in the
Scottish Highlands.
Director is Vincente Minelli;
it stars Gene Kelly, Vari
Johnson, and Cyd
Charisse.

EVERY rUESDAY NIGHJi
SMORGASBORD & DISCO LESSONS

.' 30 10 S/A:l for 5? 95 Per Person

(Reservations)

SIM FCI n.lMrCMCRS
WAfTRfSSCS I WMTCRS ilfflT. I tt 1 a n.

MOST D«WC^ II*

piNfiDiScd

Gus
Perfito's

Th*

THURS., FRI. & SAT
DINING — 5 to 9

DISCO DANCING. 9 to t am
(UtchM /Iftittry ly Cktf ftttr MnilHtf)

S8N — TtciAgi Oiscf . t ti S Pi

Captain's Tabl»
DAMON RDt, NORTHAMPTON 584.6080

'WMETHING
NEW CAN

HAPPEN TO
YOir*

Introducing Paulette

Wojtowicz, Paddy
Spada, and Jdann

Chapdelaine

584 9625
209 Mam St.

(2nd floor)

Northampton
Mon. 9-9

Tues.-Fri. 9-9

Sat. 9 9

UPSTAIRS...
FIN.AL MARKDOHSS
OS WOMESSWEAR!

•designerjeans SI2. 00!

•an wool sweaten $19.00!

•skirts from $15.00!

AND MORE!

243 Mon Sirwt. Norfhomplon 566-6457

Don^ get MupeiL'*

ONLY

$169 TEAC
^-103

A

Themarhmeon the right u used by record comfMinies to mass-duplicate pre-

rci-urjfd M trjcks and cassettes Music is run through this machine at S2

iim«-> nornul playing speed ontu some u( the poorest quality tape available,

then packaged and sold at relatively high prices.

The ma(hin(>un the left is the Tear A 103 cassette decli While not as fast

as the other machine, it makes tapes which are vastly better-sounding and
inort- rrliabkv and at a fraction of the cost At Sound k Music we sell the A-

lo.t tor $169 a price which includes having our technician go through the deck

and tinr tunf its intern.il adjustment for best performance
Th» Pia* AI03 IS the logical deck to get started with if you're looking into

making your own tapes We measure consistently excellent performance on

the A 103 i»n our own test bench and we are proud that Teac is one of the few
manutacturers to offer a two year parts and labor limited warranty
Mesijjs ^reat art should never be rushed

SOUND&MUSIC
Good Advice - Honest Pr-

WV: Kini s'rivt

\.>III,.,|;; • ••

VIS4' o-jl

r "^ 1
... ....

' Ik.. .f new hours
! Thursday & Kridav til 9

M..fi S..t 10 5 • ^)«4 9547

n^-^-_l_
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Moiintadneering^.

"IWWW.

ountaineertng is an
oral tradition. Over
the 3rears, it has
been passed down
_^from teacher to

pupil, father to son, package
store owner to customer. As a
result, a folklore - a mythol-
ogy, ifyou will - has formed
around the mountains of
Busch. You, being a student
of mountaineering, no doubt
wish to acquaint yourself with
these truths and half-truths,

these stories both accurate
and apocryphal.A wise deci-

sion. And, as luck would have
it, this ad is Just the ticket.

One of mountaineering's
earliest legends is Bennington
BaxtepBennington Adventurer,
international bon vtvant and
inventor of the phrase **your

check is in the mail',' it was he
who perfected the finer points
of exi)edition financing. While
other mountaineers resorted
to such bizarre extremes as
gainfiQ employment, Benning-
ton subsidized assaults on the
Busch mountaintop with cre-

ative economics. An amalgam
of paper schemes, franchised
dreams, dumniy corporations
and corporate dummies kept
him in clover for nigh oh 20

fiscal years. Asked at
culmination of his

^»'^pw"»<r"»»^»iw^"»»*tiWP"»«^f" "'^

career to reflect upon the se-

cret of success, Bennington
revealed his first rule: "Keep
aJl your assets liquid!'

Another fr«iuent sulgect
of mountaineering lore is

the wildlife. Numerous
tales abound, but perhaps
the most famous story is

that ofthe 1973 Muncie
Mathematics Convention. AD

75 prodigies, whiz kids and
befuddled geniuses initiated

an after hours expedition.
Itbeganharmlessly enough,
But soon, the Busch moun-
taineers reached the Mobius

Strip, a racry nightspot catering
to highbrow hijinks. Before the
evening was over, several of
them were bending the slide

rules. Others were smoking big
cigars and telling every woman
in sight they were agents with

^ an eye for figures, claiming.
,j1

"I can make you a mathe-
matical model, baby^' Talk
about your wildlife!

But when looking for
sheer courage, W. Dexter
Poole must rank in lore
among the top mountain-
eers. Fond of saying "The

road to truth goes through
bad neighborhoods',' Poole
enjoyed skirting with
danger and approached

mountaineering as a test of
survival skills. In his most
famous challenge, Poole,

equipped only with 30 water-
proof matches and a m^r credit
card, parachuted into a remote
area known as Cleveland. He
was up to the task. Within 24_
hours, Poole was bask-
ing under the hot sun of
Antibes, downing the
smooth, cold, refreshing
mountains of Busch Beer.

A credit to his
colleagues
and a col-

league on
credit.

What
becomes
a legend
most?
That

is (one) a matter of subjective
judgment and (two) in a con-
stant state of flux. Keep in mind
legends are created every day. So
when you flex your mountain-
eering muscles, be
true to the tradi-,

tion. At best,

youllbepart
of history
At least,

you'll be a
near-myth.

Slk^

I McRintaineering is U)fi aclervje axKl art (tf drinking Busch. The terrn ori^^^ icy peate sported by tlw

label (XJtslde and perpetuates due to the oold, naturally refireshlng taste inside. Itie above mountaineers and these soenes

of their eocplolts are lagRndaiy, any similarity to actual people, living or dead is purely coincidental.

Dorit Just reach for a beer.BUSCHHead for the moxintams.

C Anheuser-Busch. I nc St Louis. Mo

IBiBiBHWfsio() A Shop CouponP

VMh tw ooupoii ana • $7 50 puchM*
K17I

20
'iB^^^^jSlop % Shop Coupon^'

Wim Ws coupon and a $7 50 purchase
K16

39 w9
51b. bag

STOP & SHOP
FLOUR
Good Man. Fab 19-SM. Fab 24 L»nil one pw cuskyne*

C I Grocery I 209

1

[l"* —^
]StOp« ^>\i.ni Ciiupijnl

VMh t« otMlon M«l a $7 50 vitdtmt*

€19
5oz. tube

CREST
TOOTHPASTE"^'""

Kill

1 lb. pkg

MRS. FILBERTS
MARGARINE g^^KT*
Good Mon Feb 19-Si Feb M i.jm» one pt* cuslofnef

With this coupon and a $7 50 pufchase

89
pkg of ten

CONTAC
COLD TABLETS

ler cueiome< t i
Good Mon Feb 19 Sdl > ft >4 L»^ '_)'•' pe« cuslonet i

Slop a Shop Coupon^'
Kiel

Stop & Shop Coupon?'

With th<& coupon am a S7 SO purchase

99
Vz Gallon ctn.

HOOD , ,_^
ICE CREAM ?Sf

VMh »w coupon and a S7 50 purchMe
K15

I
I
I9 I

Good Mon Feb ly Sal >«* .4 L«tii1 one oer cualomef.

_| Frozenc *

Stoj) ^ S'ioi. Lou

Wini tr»5 coupon and a $7 50 purchase

8?64oz. carton

_^ 210^

20 ounce loaf

STOP & SHOPS
BIG DAISY BREAD
Good Mon Feb iSSat Feb 24 Umit one per customer

c _J Bake

|StopiiShopI Coupon| K19p
With ttus coupon ami a $7 SO purchase

I
I 59

From

I

64oz. carton

HOOD 100% Pure

ORANGE JUICEcS^entrate,
Cjixxl Mon f eo I y bai ^uto ^a Lm^ one per customer i

JZ^^^ZImbmJ '^^

I

I

1 5 ounce pkg.

SUNSHINE ^ .
HYDROX COOKIES 8
.,K-x>3M.xi fet> 19 S«it Feb 24 imi one U(r< L^trwr^

c
^^ j Grocery LmmmJ^^

YourStop& Shopswcrthmeanscoupons'worth

Over'7*50 in saviims!
^setf service deli'^'^tyands '

KiellKisi 'f79
First Pnze — '>•<«-' ^L n,
Pohsh Styte Sausage ^
Oscar Mayer rr.rr.r: M69
J>afty Assortment 'n.' '179

NwCorner deli 's»<:ed'to order'

*

CookedHam
Domesticc^A^A
SectKxied ^Pj99
& Formed ^B^lb

Swiss Cheese :'rr '2 39.

Macaroni Salad . . ^ 59.

Turkey Breast **.v.» '4.49.

N^SeafOOd i^ <'c^ ^^^ good buys*

Schrod

Stop & Shop "Big Eve"Pork Sale!

Assorted
PoiiiCaiops

Va Center Chops
Vs Blade Chops
V3 Sirloin Chops

Countrystyle Pork Ribs

Center Cut Pork Chops

PofkLoin

w
•ifstop* ShopCooon

j

*
/,»• (t»or)»*on' "

_

save40,Vi^
t;.«'?'«lJI

Fromyour^g
terxter porHcrs '1.49.

TfwiSfcced si "7Q
$1 89to I ./ \7

. I i:\

FDkls
Rib -

Portion

Ffoeen

Pollock Fillets ,.- '1.09.

. ShnmpCocktair " '•3r::M.79

V Cooked Shrimp r^*^'.:: '4.99

^S^Ur kitchen Q^'C'^ easy meals'

Roasted or BBC Style

Cooked Chicken
S«Mon«d and cooked C^BJ^^^

"White Gem" ^ib^
Potato Salad <X^iz:. ;:49'

s^ozen foods

(SRoast
Pork Loin Roast Sirloin Portion '1.49.

Sirloin Pork Cutlets Boneless wen tnmmed^.OQ.

ShoulderSteak
BeefChuck'199

I J.SDA Choice for London Broil ^^ *••

Stock-up values'

LaPizzeria
nzza 149
Combination 13"?oz pKg^^
Birds Eye Com or Peas -I 39

, Bread Dough ^^' 49'

V French Fried .."rr:. 59'

Cube Steak Beef Chuck -soAc^e *2.09,

Beef Round Tip Roast ^^*c^^ '1.89.

Beef Round Tip Steak ^^*^^-^ '2.29-

On sale all week'

LowFatMilk
'«9

FreshPork
Shoulder P'cnic

Fresh Pork Spare Ribs M .49.

Countryfine Breakfast Sausage
2-2' lbs '1.59t

lb

Sun Glory $<

Gallon Jug
^2 sue

\^b3kery Quality m everv treat'

Sour Cream
Cottage Cheese .

*XWl S'TWt iVTa'Q^ < urn

Pillsbury Biscuits

39=

^'1.49

_Stop & Shop Plain or Sugar

wntQ
muts

1 1 Vjoz pkg. of 6

Buttertop Bread '''"* '^ 2 ;;.; M Extra Largeff#^*
Cherry Pie IS/SJT '1.09 Slicing SSR
Pound Cake cITm^X 59' ^ ^'
1 3 (KXK* pmrJkMQf

Navel

iges
Mcintosh

^^

.
lb.

FreshAvocados

produce

Jumbo
Calif.

Si »sh
^^

^9^^

1 S«op 4 Shop Couponji

'

Ssa(ve40*
K23

\MM«i lAVOn

Pkg of 40

STOP & SHO
TRASH BAGS

. Pkg of 100

SAU\DA
Salada

TEA BAGS

Couponp »<26g
I
Stop* Shop Coupon

I[
Sloe A Shop

save25' saveSO
Varied Weights 24oz Package

STOP& SHOP CHEESE" STOP & SHOP
SHARP CHEDDAR OR FRESH CHICKEN PIE S
f^GNTEREY JACK J

^SIop&Sh«)Coupon[ ^ K31J
~ Stop* Shop Coupon

J
K27

save20'
24oz bottle

GOLDEN GRIDDLE
PANCAKE SYRUP

PILLSBURY 27% oz pkg

STREUSEL SWIRL
OR BUNDNT CAKE
Assorted Vaneties

C.ju-^i."\ K30J
—^"^^^*^-r-^^^^l--
^StopA Shop Coupiy] K2ep [^o;. i b'oi; c.

save20L-rr.^

!

\M^E I cx^ seven

TASTE O' SEA \Hig5tS hOYAL
DINNERS™i:;°C^^! GELATINS fSST
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BSOperformsdynamically

Marceau wows audience
Bv DEBBIE WALLACE
Cotteyidn Staff

Winter wtnds ^ere fierce Sunday night

but inside the Urnass Fine Arts Center

Marcel Marceau s Amusernent Park pan
tomirT>e brought all present into summw
Marceau made us forget the cold, forget all

problems dnd concerns, and the deep ap
preciation for his talent gave him 15 curtain

calls

Pantomime, or mime is the an of gesture

and movement without words Mime
allows people to see and experience what is

not present, and to feel intense emotion.
Marceau created such style pantomimes

as Glutton at a Chanty Dinner ' "The
Sculptor, The General Plays Chess, and
his interpretation of Youth, Maturity. Old

Age, and Death
It was difficult to understand what the ar

tist was trying to convey m a few moments
but too few to detract from ih« arousing

and moving performance
During Marceau s house of mirrors m the

Amusement Park the waNs ha reaches for

could be clearly seen, as ttMM as the tables

he rests his elbows on.

The lighting was prec«e and added gr^at

ly to the pantomimes In The Angai both

music and light effects were used master
fuNy the ligN UMtveyed l*ghtr>ing and
spiritual influences. Accompanyirtg cf>oir

music aiternaied with a saloon tune show
mg how the angel attempts to reform tfie

drunkard m the saloon

The otfv»r half of Marceau's show was
devoted to portrayir^ Bip Pantomir>es Bip.

Marceau s trademark arKf alter ego is an

everyday person wtw wore a bruised silk

hat with a red flower, arvl ftad waif Kke ap
peal

Of Bip s many escapades, the portrayal of

Oavtd arMj Gc^tath was the most praisewor

thy UsM^ a black screen. Marceau was
able to become the meek David and the

Listings
Tomorrow and every

Wednesday. tf>e Cotlegisn

ar>d the Student Activities

Office publishes a page of

listings of notices and ac

ttvities for the week ahead
If you want tq publish an

event, drop off the notice at

ttie CoKegtsn office by 4

p m .
Monday before the

Wednesday The notice

should be as brief as possi

ble The CoHegtan office is

located m tfw basement of

the Campus Center, room
113.

Pantomimest Marcel Marceau and Bip.
his waif like alter ego (also Marceau)
delighted the UMass Fine Art's Center
audience Sunday Night

strong Goliath He passed behind the
screen revealing one character and the
othet, and as h» speed increased it was
almost impos8A>le to believe there was one
man performwig both cf^racters
In "The Maskmaker" Bip pulled an invis

ble mask from his face that can be clearly

seen as he tugs and gropes In The
Skater" he hangs on for dear life as ha
knees knock togetfier. until he sue
cessfuRv Qkded across tfie ice.

The presentation of scene title cards was
gallenily performed by Pierre Verry
Marceau's partr>er smce 1961.
' Of the 15 curtain calls Marceeu received,

which became a bit tiresome, it is certain he
deserved every last one tlK artist was
supreme

ByNEAL CALLANDER
Collegian Staff

Despite several illnesses and the sub-
stitutions of some pieces, last weekerKJ's
performances of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra at the Fine Arts Center were
diverse and dynamically executed.

Seiji Oeawa, the star of the BSO show,
was first on the injury list as he had con
tracted bronchitis and was unable to

conduct either the Thursday of Saturday
night show. Peter Serkin, the piano soloist

scheduled to play Brahm's Piano Concerto
No. 2, was second on the injury list, having
recently contractec^ hepatitis. Because of

Mr Serkins illness, Aaron Copland's "Four
Dance Episodes from Rodeo ' and Moiart's
Violin Concerto No. 5 were added to the

show.
As expected, the crowd was a bit upset

when the announcement came that Ozawa
would not be conducting. However,
Assistant Conductor Joseph Silverstein

was greeted with a warm round of ap
plause

.

The BSO went right into the first

piece Verdi's "Power of Destiny"
Overture This piece set the tone for

Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 6 as both
pieces were full of triumphant, brassy
crescendos and low, moody adagios.
Verdi's piece was short but quite a display

of the power and grace of the BSO
After cftanging to a snrialler chamber type

ensemble, the BSO played Mo/art's
Clarinet Concerto in A Harold Wright was
very skillful as soloist and interjected much
joviality into this piece The lightness of this

piece coupled with Wright's fluidity and
amusing facial gestures created a whim
sical. carefree atmosphere throughout the

concert hall

Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 6 was
quite a contrast with Mo/art's airiness. This

piece* IS the sum total of Tchaikovsky's
musical career and explores the composer's
innermost trials and tribulations The first

and last movements begin slowly and softly

only to build up into a fren/y and decline

again into a more mellowed state.

The orchestration gets quite dense at

times^s the strings are quite active and the
brass instruments (especially the trom-
bones and the tuba) bellow their deepest
and most desperate melodies.

The BSO handled all of Thursday night's
performance -especially the Sixth
Symphony ~ with intelligence and finesse.
Even the most frenzied allegros were
tastefully executed. Mr. Silverstein more
than proved his skill as a conductor. He is

an active conductor and stimulating to
observe. He knows when to hush the
orchestra and when to be tastefully bold.
Mr. Silverstein is quite adept at feeling the
mood of the piece being performed.

Saturday night's show was even more
musically diverse than Thursday night's

performance. Once again, Mr. Silverstein

led the BSO through three musical pieces,
starting off with America's own "Rodeo"
by Aaron Copland This piece called for full

orchestra, including xylophones and harp.
Originally, this peice was written as the
music to a ballet being choreographed by
Agnes de Mille, but "Rodeo" stands alone
as a fascinating peice of contemporary
music.

Mr. Silverstein was able to show more
than his conducting skill in the second
piece Moeart's Violin Concerto No 5- as
he was the featured soloist. The soloist's

virtuosity shown through especially during
the first movement solo. The audience was
silently bewildered as Silverstein executed
the most intricate of passages. Silverstein's

solo was definitely a highlight of the
weekend's performance.

Brahm's Symphony No. 1 was to end up
the BSO's second show. And what an
ending it was All of the composer's
melodic trademarks were evident, but one
could detect a briskness that was not
typical Brahms This was probably due to
the influence of Beethoven on the com-
poser. The fourth movement contains a
passage that is a trademark of Brahms. The
beauty of the fourth movement, with all its

lush orchestration and melodic fk.idity, was
a fitting way to end such e glorious
weekend of music

.
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ENTERTnmmENT
lOiilc^Lcili ^5

UPC Productions

Presents

MUDDY
>V WATERS
.If iiAii iiiirrk 19Mon. Morch 12

8 p.m. S.U.B.

Univ. of Mass.

TICKETS $4 Students

$5 Non Students

On Sole Tues. Feb. 20

At: TIX, Union Record

Service or>d Locol Record

Stores

Collegian and WMUA begin 'Talk Back'
Tonight the CoHegian and
campus radio station
WMUAIFM91 9) begin a

talk show desigrwd to aHow
Co0egian readers a charKe

to discuss news events
reported by ttw paper
The show, called Talk

Back. IS scheduled to air

every otfier Tuesday from

6 6 X p m It will focus on
at least one current event

tt>at Collegian readers can
docuss with editors and
r^Kirters

SCM Super 12
•40W Only S219

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

Umwsdv of Ai</ana ones

mart m^ 40 courm 1

1

amrapoiogr mmqujimu
UMn nisiory Sjxrwh

dc jiGuadMiarj Mrnco

July ? *ugoSl '0 Turtoo

l?f ', BoifO *oo 'ooi" •lT^

Ueiicjn UiTMv (300

Write

Guadalajara

Summer School
Alumni 211

UnivtrsitY of Anions

Tucson 85721

(602) 626-4729

nXr
r .«. -,-.' T»' ^' I" ' '*^^ " '

, :• N \\m^ ^r»^ I h*r*HC Ma*

FORTK PRINTIN(i

584-2124

Campus Representative
Steve Milligai

253 5214

THE
CORRECT
ANS>MER
IS «NO "

Supplies • f\en\a\% BgU
• Service • S^les '•••

Smith Co/ona

campus
center
at UMass

wed.. Thurs.

Feb. 21. 22

ii\^^
Fn..sat.

Feb. 23. 24

Stationery

bCM Mod
2200 Elec
REG S3t9

NOW $277
Po»e' fl«c»spa< p

NEW ANO USEO %29 ANO UP

oliifelM
COMPACT PORTABLES

with case
$79.00 and up
W« if C«rlili0d to

sarvic* •// mak»* 4 mod«l»

I YR GUARANTEE
ON PARTS 4 LABOR

AMHERST
TYPEWRITER SERVICE
274 Pleasant St. 253-5087

9-5:30, Mon. -Sat.

Tues., Feb. 27

Tuesday Night Jazz
with

DAVID WERTMAN

Blue
wall Bar

The Incompofoble

Pete
Seeger

In Concert

Sotufooy Evening, March 3rd

8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

UMoss/Amherst

Tickets Now On Sole S6. S5, S4

Student Discount S1 OC

FINE ARTS CENTER OOX OFFICE

Mon.-Ffi.9o.m.-4p.m. 545-2511

Benefit for D noi D nth Hillel

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

lesbaHets

Frl..F€b.23

l^tl^0^0l^0%0^t

B(^at thf high price of

PRECISION
HAIRCUTS

M*CM(/*»l«IO

no parking fee
CAMPUS COALITION AGAINST

PARKING FEE INCREASE (CCAPFI)
Meeting tonight, 5 7 p.m.. CC 168/70/72

For His
and Her

' (
/

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

WATCH FOR THE
HUGHES

RECRUITER VISITING

J
YOUR CAMPUS SOON.

Contact your placement oHice

for interview dates.

;
HUGHES

AN FQllAl OPPORTUNITY EMPIOYER M F

LAST DAY!
Applications are now available for

all persons interested in applying

for space for 1979-80.

All groups wishing to renew or

change space for next year must
apply.

Forms are available at the Board
of Governors office, 817 Campus
Center, and must be returned no
later than TODAY, Tuesday,

February 20, 1979.

The CC/SU Board of Governors

is an Equal Opportunity/Affir-

mative Action organization.

Includes:

FIRST—a professional consultation

SECOND—a precision style cut selected

iindividually just for you

THIRI>—our stylists will show 3rou how to

take care of your hair

AU for
$5.50

With personal style cut, shampoo and blow
dry $8.00, long hair slightly more.

With this coupon only,

limited to new customers only

Styles by
Deborah

caU for appt. 549-5610

Two-step
9 pm - Hatch Bar

UMass students $3.00
cen. Public $4.00

sat.. Feb. 24

Tuesday, February 27 8 pm

FINE >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7. 6. 5

UMass students - $5. 4. 3 Senior citizens and

other students- $6, 5, 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

Hatch
Mr
Ri.&sat.

Disco
with Disco Eric

at the

TOP
of ttT€

Campus

in association with

UPC Productions

Fti March 2, 1979

@ 8 p m
Bowke« Aud

Free admission UMass
students with valid ID

Other students $1 00

Genpral public S2 00

Tickets on sale

Fridav, February 16

Fine Arts Center Box
Oftire open from

9 to 4. Mon Fri

"The most startling

individual and
perhaps the most
important artist to

emergfl from the

avant garde scene in

a long time
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Texos Instruments
DEMONSTRATION DAY

TUES., FEB. 20
11 a.m. -3 p.m.

COME IN AND TALK
WITH A SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
FROM TEXAS IN-

STRUMENTS CONCER-
NING ANY OUES-
TIONS YOU MAY

HAVE ABOUT THE Tl

CALCULATORS
Al tfH I ^1 uUti'i '•'

i^UNVERSITYSlORE
«/npus crnif u'xy^'SifV Ot rTtssydC^>uieH%

SENIORS

SHOW YOUR
FACE!!

Call NOW to make your

SENIOR PORTRAIT appointment

545-2874

To plac* a classifiad ad. drop by the

CoMeqMii ot*ice (CC 113) between 8 45 a m
and 3 45 p m Monday through Friday, or use

our handy clip and mail form found m most

issues of the Collegian Classified deadline is

3:45 p m two days in advance of publication

date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian clasaifiad rata* ara daily. 45c par

lirte, five consecutrva «sues. 40c pef lir>e per

day. X cor>secutiva iaauas, 30c ^*t line per

day One ltr>e 15 roughly equivalent to 38

charactefs.

AUDIO

Fischer 504 2/4 cti. receiver -90 w/ch
RMS in stereo. 40 w ch in quad 5 band

equil ; LED power meters, lots of features

and flashing lights. Sounds incredible Dirt

cheap Need bucks fast $195 546-6677

Sanyo AM/FM tape player. Portable

DC /AC operation Batteries inci , excellent

sound, ^150^ M^tch, 546 9189.

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of

Bose. 50 wvatt, power cap. John. 546 5990

AUTO FOR SALE

1971 Chevy Impala. runs excellent, body
superb, intenor clean, $975.

69 Ford Econ. needs body work, runs

lood, $350 or BO, ( all evening^, 549 J062
66 Valiant 200. deper>dable transportation.

Call 367 2825, evenings. Asking $400^

73 VW Superbeetle, excellent condition,

$1500 253 9887,

ENTERTAINMENT

Wasner £r Dryer, best offer, call Gary or

Joeljt 549 4624 or 253 9230

NeviT Hexcel Hexcelerators. ITScm ,

Super Bump skis $175, firm Call 546 5392

Typewriter, manual Smith-Corona.
256 0335

Women's suede coat, fur collar, sz. 9, like

new $75 or BO 666-3910, nites.

Gift idea: have your portrait draw«. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732^bet 9 10 am
For sale: pr wm. tK>ots, $z. 6H, r>ew,

worn twice too small for me, great buy,

pd $95, will sell $60, 549 4727

For sale -one 2% cut)ic ft. refridge, call

Karen, 256 0685. $40.

FOUND

Junior Accounting Major to t>e a campus
representative for the Lamt)efs CPA review

course for additior\al information, call col

lect (6171 729 4092_Ask for Ed_

Exotic iobsl Lake Tahoe, Call Little exp.,

high pay' $1700 $4000 sumnwr Over

35,000 people needed m casinos,

restaurants, ranchesm, river rafts, more'

Send $3 95 for info to LakeworkJ, Box
61035. Sacto . CA9M60
Men! WomenI Jobs cruise
ships'freighters. no experience High pay'

See Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So
Anr>erica Career summer' Send $2 75 for

info to Seaworld, BB Box 61035, Sact , CA
96860

Sigqna Kappa open ruahf Come meet us.
Fir>d out what we're all atx>ut: call 256 6887
for more info. SK^is a t)etter wayl

CEB: sorry it was latel We'll have to
recelebrate' Love you nKxe each day, ACO.
To the Saturday Night Samaritans who
changed our flat tire: Lir>da, Mary, Liz and
Esther owe you a round at the TOC
Dayton* on spr. bfk. Fly h stay.

Cheapest on campus Good times Mike,
6^7462.

RIDERS WANTED

INSTRUCTION

Riders wanted to Brattleboro, Vt., every

weekday this semester, share $, 253 2154,

ask for Ray

Seiko watch nrFound — men's
Tobin call 5 0783

Mittens. Blue Wall. 549 0896.

Calculator -left in Hatch, Feb. 15.

253 5875. after 5.

Call

Sound system for hire, perfect for cof

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584 4105

Disco Dave & D.L. Disco Inc. provides

sound, lights & DJ for your parties disco,

rock £f oldies. The best at affordable prices

Call Dave or Bryan collectat 567J715 _
Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing ";

for bookings anywhere call John, 546-4646 .

forIient

Found — long-haired F dog w/ NH licer»se,

white face, tan black markings . 665 4324

HELP WANTED

Room for rent in 4 bdrm Riverglade Apt
,

on bus rt ,
$80+ , female only, Theresa,

256^76.
Searching for alternative living styles?

Come visit Alpha Chi Omega at 38 Nutting

Ave. or call us at 545 2152 We can offer

you all of the comforts of home home
cooked meals, study areas, friends and fun,

t>oarders welcome. '__

1 rm. in 3 bdrm Puffton apt

$77.50/ mo , call John
6965710

on bus rte.,

collect, (617)

FOR SALE

neck, 5 mos. old.Fender Strat. bik., mpl

$325, call ,256-6 103^ ___^
White Stag ski jacket, suede hiking

boots, both worn once h size 8, $25 each,

6 8479.
•

Yamaha 150 acoustic guitar, excellent

condit^, ca[i Brenda, 549 1063. nights

Mns^^wn. vest. Ig.. dk. bl.. new, $25,

546-6656.

El Degas acoustic guitar, excellent

sound, new tuning pegs, perfect condition,

$100 firm^Ron, 546 678V^

Bass guitar with amp and strap, all for

$150, call Andy, 546 4196

Miniature cassette tape recorder. Uses

60tB»fH(»»tap^$4V|IW 'Jm^^^^^'}-^^.
,

inr) $40 Call Dave, 6 79TI

Southwest Womens Center is hiring new
part time staff positions for this semester

and next Both w/sand nw/s positions are

available, pick up applications at SWWC.
corner of Crampton and Mackimmie,

phone 5 0626, deadline Feb 27. _^

Administrative staff person. 3 positions

available for eligible grad students. 10 20

hrs /wk $4/hr. Deadline for applications

IS Feb 28 545 2896 546 0970

Organic Chem. tutor needed, call Mary,

584 2547, after 7 p.m.
.

Opportunity for air brush artists, creativi-

ty experience, and dependibility

necessary Call Mike or Pete, 665 7525, 5 9

p.m ^_._:

Counselors- private coed camp in

Berkshires - openings for instructors in

gymnastics, tennis, soccer, horseback

riding (Western), rocketry, camper radio

station (FM), golf, lacrosse, arts & crafts,

sailing, hiking backpacking, archery,

head waterfront (pool), head small crafts,

also needed: General Counselors, unit

leaders, nurse Good salaries friendly at

mosphere Contact Paul Krouner Camp
Schodack, 268 Mason Terr ,

Brookline, MA
02146, (617) 277 7600 or pick up informa

tion packet, application h interview

schedule outside Rm 147 Patterson (Rick

Heideman) Campus interviews^Feb 27 28

Central area women's center has 5 work

study positions available, applications can

be picked up at center basement Baker

Counselors: Association of Independent

Camps Seeks qualified counselors for

85 member cam<)s located N. Eastern US
July and August. Contact: Association of

lpdj?pt>ndont'Canips, 56 W»-st 42nd Street

Basic auto mechanics workshop, .u^

hoiirs. classroom theory & ' Limited

enrollnr>ent 253 7967 or wnte ««•' brochure

Auto Skills, Box 210, Amherst MA 01002

Disco dance lessons, team to dance ail

asp>ects of disco, rock, dip hustle, etc. in

the comfortable atmosphere of your own
dorm lounge, frat or sor. Simply gather 5

or more people and I will teach at your

residence For info and/or deoK), rjll Brian

at 546 5052.

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOST

Un. of Mass. class ring, 76, name inscrib

ed, 525 7591. •

Stolen— my green down coat from 10th

floor Campus Center last Thursday, keep

the coat but return pocket contents, phone
» 323 5086

Lost— gold serpentine chain bracelet, Jan.

31 on campus, sentimental value, reward.

CJII546 6082

If anyone found the book Taking Sides

call 6 1447. Need desperately, reward!

Reward for a lost ring in a gold setting

with 2 diamonds and 2 garnets. It carries

great sentimental value Please call Linda,

546 9154, if you know anything about its

whereabouts.

Wanted for Brittany Mnr. Apts.: male,

nonsmoker, clean. Call: 253 9690.

Two bedrooms avail., co-op. rK>n-smok.,

veg., $120 incI all util A lot of open space,

near bus to campus. 665 7586^

GraiT student wants to share two
bedroom apartment with nonsmoking,

quiet and considerate female. Good loca

tion on bus route. Calj^256 6245, eves, pref.

Live-in child care exchanged for room and

board. Child age 6. Edge of campus
veggie/non-smoker, eves , 549 5980.

SERVICES

Typing-fast -efficient, call Beth,

549 6391

Attorney Jason R. Rosertthal - low cost

legal representation for UMass community.

Income tax preparation, appointment only.

2537617.

WANTED

^^TJ-^rng 17

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler
LtTS L-EAVJE GERALD To
VlSiTSOGAR. ANb 6E.M6

HE THEN ASSUMES THE
PB.OPER MEDITATIVE

STANCE .,

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

5ifl /M -rte ^^Y- neeJ it

It'l -(isc/lMrttM^

4 bv Frank Emery

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

/soui«ne?5 this

iglcorocxte" rOrSia^Ayp

-ttie.fcsU»f^'

Me Loent ice Pi^Kog

lot -the Qtantpitble
Ccxrr^ pond ? Tha^

QfG'nc orry fishth3f£

The Town Line by Joe Carroll -

THEY EV€N GOT A 8^A/0^
HERE. MUST BE SOME J
NiORMAL PEOPLE IN TOWN. X^

GIMME A DRAFT, WILL VA?

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn $500/1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope,

Justus Sales, Box 112 C, Ludlow MA
01056.

Drvng. instr. to teach 1 psn. stick shift,

call Joe, 6-8736, $price negotiable$.

Needed — mattress, call Anne, 253-5186.

Looking for dresser, desk, carpet in ^ood.

condition. Call Alex, 586 2239.

Single mothers' needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546-6557, after 6.

Photog'er w/ vry. sophist, equip. 6-4373.

Jon Surgenors (below) guides his partner Ted

Dillard while ice climbing along Route 2 in Athol

Sunday afternoon (Staff Photo by Bill Greene)

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

PERSONALS

Ski boots, ladies, Kastinger, sz 7'/?,

never used, brand new, originally $135, will

sell for $60, gene, 549 5132

The Newman Club is alive and well.

Work in Japan! Teach English conversa-

tion No exoerience, degree, or Japanese

required, send long, stamped, self-

addressed envelope for details. Japan 75,

PO Box 336, Centralia WA 98531

Zoo Mass t-shirts are back on the con

course. Wed it Fri. afternoons, also we
print the fastest, best priced custom shirts

for groups and clubs in the area.

HYPNOSIS

few yM^ Wy;T^:«^^^r/^S^.Mf.:»'. "«^^^ r,ght^Love, Carel»^r.!;:s^*!!e.«-'^'''''-»*''«^''^--^

Hypnosis Reading Institute -free intro b
hypnosis session, greatly improve reading

speed, comprehension b concentration',

ed..^ ^ep Zl, 8:30, rm^ 805_Campus

1 o

:l

tr> yOH, /«N9V?

IV.II

V^ih

roi ^I 7^

7| 010I^T GO. THEY'RE'
\ny BROTHER'S TAGS.

UOrr/i /"/.-^^^ €^?*^

'WHAT WAS HEJ
infantry!

f^, HL WU2 KlLLE D T"
ANYMORE QUESTIONS ?J (f^^, ,

DIDN'T

THINK SO.

••We're lietter becauae we have to l>e"
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UConn,BoState
top sliding skaters

By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff —
A 5 2 loss to the UConn Huskies in Amherst on Friday night

coupled with 6 5 overtime defeat at the hands of Boston State
in Boston Saturday night was all the UMass ice hockey team
could manage this past weekend.
"We )ust couldnt stand prosperity," said Minuteman head

coach Jack Canift after Saturday nights overtime loss. "We
get the lead and )ust can't keep it."

This proved to t>e just the case on Saturday night, as goals

by Minutemen James Benelli and Guy Kid put Umass in

charge with a 2 lead early in the first period at the Boston
Arena

But UMass penalties to Joe Milan for elbowing and Scott
Alexander lor slashing gave Boston State the chance it

wantetJ The boys from State didn't waste any tinne either, as
goals by George Hooper and Don Harrington knotted things at

two poals apiece. These two goals came only 11 seconds
apart as Boston State capitalized on the twoman advantage

In the second frame, BoState took the lead when James
Murphy flipped the puck over UMass netminder Jeff Moore
after a scramble in tront at 1 59 But the lead didn't last long,

as Nick Carney grabbed his own rebound from a slapshot at

16 51 and wnsted it past Boston State's Paul Tuccelli to tie the

game
Just undei two minutes later, UMass' Alvin Paulsen gave

the Minutemen the lead once more when his blazing slap shot
from 30 feet out was initially stopped and trickled past Tuccelli

into the net.

Then, after BoState's Ed Murphy had tied the game at

1 1 30 of the third frame, Minuteman Ken Richard scored what

Attention students interested in

summer and fail 1979 internships

The Off'ce of internships and

Student Activities Office are sponsoring;

INTERNSHIP
FAIR

Wednesday, February 21, 1979. llMam to 3 p m
Student Union Ballroom

Everyone Is welcome to come and talk to

REPRESENTATIVES from af^encies based
In Massachusetts

PREPARE FOR:

OUR

41$t
rCAR

MCATUTLSAT-fillMT
BRE-fiRE PSYCH GRE MO
PCATOCAT WT MATSAT

NIIIIBI.n,mECFIIIieFLEXVQE
NDBI,n*NPBI* NLE
Fl«iibi« Programs A Hours

Vfs/f Any Cenfar And Saa for Yoursaff

Why MTa liMBk% lh% DitlBrence

In Amhefst 264 N Pleasant St

Amherst. Ma 01002

253 5108 253 5283

PREPARE FOR APRIL MCAT t

Classes b«}in 2 2t - Section B
3'4 Sectton C
4 2 Section D

Classes »o» Ap»ii LSAT be<iin 2 26

Classes »o« Ap»ii GRE beqm 2 '21

Outside NY. State Only CALL TOLl FREE: 100-223 1712

Centers in More Than N Ma|or US Cities

Puerto Rico, Toronto. Ctrjd* C Lugano Swtie'iarx)
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Tf ST PiPtn»rKm

SMCIAllSTS SiMCf ••)•

*Hoopmen
CONT FROM PAGE 20

From that point on the Colonials took charge, running
the lead up to 25 13 before the UMass squad ran off
eight straight points to cut the advantage to 25 21 in
favor of GW. The mini drive consisted of two Eric
Williams foul shots, a Marc Roberts baseline jumper, a
tip in by Brad Johnson, and the rarest happening of all,

an Eric Williams dunk.
The score remained close until the final ten minutes

with the two teams trading baskets and hustling up and
down the court in a game that was a treat to watch. GW
held a 41 32 lead at the half.

The Minutemen cut the lead down to a single point at
the 17:22 mark of the second half, when Haymore hit a
jumper to bring the score to 43-42, GW holding the
edge But from the 12 minute mark on, the Colonials
built upon a slim three point lead, stretching it up to as
much as 23 before the game ended with GW on top by
21.94 73.

should have beeathe winning goal when he took a perfe<}t

feed from Pdulsen right across the crease and poked it past a
startled Tuccelli.

But with only 2;45 left in the third period, Boston State'!s

Mark Barrett located the puck in front of the net in a scramble
and back handed it over Moore to tie the game and force the

ten minute sudden death overtime. In the overtime, both
teams had equal chances to score the winner but were denied
by both goal tenders until just past the half way mark in the

overtime. It was then that BoState's George Hooper scored
his second goal of tf>e evening, when he took the puck from
his own end and worked it into the UMass zone where to took
a slap shot from the top of itw face off circle that eluded
Moore and won the game.

ZB ZZ ZZ
Presented by the

feofAes Gay Alliance

GAMES
79

It FARLEY LODGE (acrou from Soutbwett)

Feb. 20. 1979
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7-8 p.m.-POT LUCK
8 HBtil-GAMES!!!
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Engineering & Computer Science Majors
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YOUR DEGREE,
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Contact your placement office

for interview dates.
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X-C Skis, Boots, Poles, Bindings

30% off (40% on some skis)

Skis fronn $28.88
Boots from $17.15
Complete Packages from under

$64

Amherst Cycle Shop
253 Triangle

549-3729

Northamffton Bicycle
21 Pleasant
586-3810

Hi?
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University of Massachusetts NEWEST FRATERNITY

Invites all INTERESTED University Men to an

OPEN RUSH
Tuesday, Feb. 20 and Thursday, Feb 22, 8 00 p m.

A/nh., Delta Ptr ,s an International Frutemity with 26 chapters located m the US h

I Canada One of the oldest and mast respected college fratenvt^es. ,t offers a

heritage & prestige unequaled by many other frat^ial organisations

For further info Transportation Facilities

Call 253 9074

Located at Frat/Sor Park on the Orchard H.ll Bus_RouteJoM_East_Pleas^^

MILLER 12oz. cans&NR

$6.99 case

In Store Cash Only

Monday thru Thursday

C & C LIQUORS
THE FRIENDLIEST STORE IN TOWN

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FREE DELIVERY
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UMaine dunksswimmen
i

By STEVE CARIGLIA
Collegian Staff

There is a three letter expression that perfectly sums up the sentiments of all the loyal
who watched the UMass Maine men's swim meet at Boyden this Saturday. That
expression is a loud "WOW " as a super UMaine team dunked the Minutemen
swimnr>ers in a 93 14 bomber.
Coach Bei Melamed Credits Coach Al Swytzer with the win saying that "He

ISwytzer) has built the UMaine team up from ground zero."
At UMaine the swimming program is much more extensive and swimming is a big

sport In fact UMaine has even given out swimming scholarships to a lot of their
swimmers.
At UMass it's quite a different story as UMass does not give out swimming

scholarships.

Even though the score didn't show it, UMass did get some surprising performances
out of its swimmers. One in particular, Tom Dundon, was a big help as he broke a
school record in the 200 yard freestyle with a time of 1 ;48.0 to get three points for the
Minutemen.
Oundon also did well in the 100 yard freestyle to take first place and in the 400 yard

freestyle relay. •

Other Minutemen who did well were Captains Jim Leiand and Harry Fulford, in the
200 yard backstroke and 200 yard breast stroke
UMass divers were outclassed, a rarity, by two incredible divers from Maine; Lance

Graham, who was qualified for the NCAA championships, and Ferguson, who has
qualified for the Eastern Seaboard Championships.
To make matters worse, the Minutemen were diving far below par. Jim Antonino

especially, was faltering on many of his dives, which is unusual for he is normally very
consistent and tough to outscore. The Minuterr>en, consequently were by far out
scored and never came closer than 40 points on either the one of three meter diving
events.

UMass was also without the services of their fine 200 yard butterfly swimmer, "Jib"
Bowers, who is sick, and the UMaine swimmer had no one to swim against This
swimmer wasn't trying to qualify for the Eastern Seaboard Championships and needed
someone to race against so that he could make the cutoff time Coach Melamed, much
against his will, was volunteered and the UMaine swimmer got more than bargained for

as Melamed touched first with an unofficial time of 2:03.0.
The coach was not too impressed with his own time, but for someone who has not

practicad for sorrw years, and someone who worries about other swimmers it was a
very good showing.
The rest of the meet was just, well, impressive, to say the least, as the UMaine team

bested a lot of UMass' team records by large margins. In the words of Coach Melamen,
"It was the exact reciprocal of the UNH meet." where UMass dominated.
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STEREO RECORD ALBUM SPECTACULAR

Seven of America's best selling stereo record albums

Another of our great sales

Giom GAYmOU
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OLIVIA NEVyrON JOHN
Totally Hot

IMCA I

GLORIA GAYNOR
Love Tracks
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BOB SEGER
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STEVE MILLER BAND
Greatest Hits

BEE GEES .
VVINGS

Spirits Having Flown Wings Greatest
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<

$8.98 SERIES -ONLY $4.99
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at your record store
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placeHarriers take fifth

in YanCon championships
By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

It was a case of bad luck and no luck at

all for the UMass indoor track team Satur

day, as competition in this year's Yankee

Conference Championships produced more
disappointment than satisfaction Out of a

seven team field, the Minutemefl finished

fifth.

The Terriers from Boston University were

crowned the new YanCon kings, as their

meet winning total of 135 points upset the

three year reign of the University of Con-

necticut who finished in second jjlace with

108. The University of Rhode Island was
r>ext with 71. while host Maine finished

fourth with 60 UMass concluded the afte'

noon with 59 "/i

.

The 600 yard run defined the

Minutemen's efforts during the day's

events that were filled with frustration. The

600 was one of several races during the

meet where the top six places were deter

mined by the top six time from various

heats. This race from a Minutemen stand-

point represented what coach Ken O'Brien

called 'one of our best,' and after John Kel-

ly and Mickey Baugh finished 1-2 m their

fieat It appeared to be just that. Any
thoughts of celebration were quickly erased

as their times of 1:13 6 and 1:13.9 were on

ly the fifth and sixth best in the firwl stan

dings
In the 440 it was much of ttie same.

Although UMass sophomore Rich Cady
finished third in his heat which was won by

everytKXly's pre race favorite, Olympian

Glen Cahen from BU. the clock dropped

him to sixth with his time of 50 2. Cohen

also expeiienced difficulty with the 'no

'

final system, as nis pertormance was mark-

ed on the results sheet as third. His absence
from the top spot was clearly the biggest

uptset of the day.

In the high jump Minuterr^an Don
Dowden failed to defend the title he won
last year as a freshman with a leap of 6'6".

Saturday he could do no better than 6'4" as

Pat Boucher of UConn earned his first con-

ference victory with a meet record jump of

6'9Vi". The next three positions were
awarded to jumpers with identical leaps of

6'4". Because of more misses during the

competition, Dowden finished fourth.

In the 1000 Minutenrien Bob Martin en

joyed the lead for every lap except the last

one, as the fatigue of running two races in

the same day took its toll. Earlier Martin

placed seventh in the mile. In this race he

finished out of the money, as a wave of

conference competitors flooded by him in

the last 200 yards. It was the only running

event upwards of 60 yards UMass failed to

score in.

The quartet of Steve MacDougall, Mike
Quinn, Lou Panaccione and Kevin Mc-
Cusker, rescued the Minutenr>en from total

disappointment in the running events. In

the 880, MacDougall broke the existing

meet record set last year by Fran O.'Keefe of

UMass, but unfortunately so did Hal Ridley

from BU After making a rrHJve from fourth

place to second halfway through the race,

MacDougall pursued the leader Ridley right

down to the wire His efforts fell 3 seconds
short, as the BU runner won in a new meet
record time of 1:55.2. MacDougall's runner

up finish ended a remarkable double, as a

few hours earlier he placed second behirid

Quinn in the mile run.

UMass Men
OPEN RUSH
Come meet the brothers of

SiqiviA AlpliA EpsiloN
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118 Sunset Ave.
Tuesday, Feb. 20

Wednesday, Feb. 21

7:30 till

Beer
and
Beer

Sunset Ave.

Southwest D a D n D Si

PI KAPPA ALPHA
LAST Open Rush

Tonight— Tuesday, Feb. 20
418 No. Pleasant St.

7:30 p.m.

For information and rides

call 545-2150

Beer & refreshments served

Come see if PIKE

could be for you!
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Women cagers coast;

battle SCSC tonight
By STEVEN A. ROSENBERG
Collegmn Staff

Center Julie Ready poured in 29 points
and ripped down 21 rebounds to lead the
UMass Minutewvomen to a 96 76 win over
UNH Saturday afternoon at the Cage.

UNH. ranked number five in last week's

New England College Coaches Poll, arrived

at UMass with an 11-4 record. Hop*r>g to

upset the number two ranked UMass team,

UNH began the gan>e by playing a man to-

man defense. UMass, however, took
control of the game immediately after the

opening tipoff, surging out to a 16 6 lead

after 3 48 of play

Guard Sue Peters, who prior to the

contest was presented with a citation for

her contribution and inspiration" to th»e

UMass women s athletic program by Rep.

James Collins (D Amherst), hit three

consecutive jumpshots midway through
the first half, giving UMass a 30 10 lead.

Peters finished the garrw with 28 points.

With only seconds renrvaining in the first

half. UMass' Mary Hallaren made what was
perhaps the best play of the game when
she dove into the crowd to save an errant

pass and then converted it into a basket.
The first half ended with UMass leading

UNH by 20 points, 50 30.

Although UNH began the second half by
playing a more compatible defense, they
failed to penetrate on offense, and relied

primarily on the long shooting range of

Cheryl Murtagh. Murtagh, a native of

Peabody, Mass , led UNH with 20 points.

With UMass leading by 22 points midway
through the second half and the outcome
of the game apparent, UMass coach Mary
Ann Ozarski removed her regulars arKi

began substituting freely.

But, With 2:44 remaining and UMass
leading by 28 points, the UMass coach
called time out and inserted the ongirvri

starting lineup back into the game.

Overall. UMass shot 49 percent from the

field, compared to the cold shooting UNH
club, who shot 36 percent. UMass also

outrebounded UNH, 63 30.

For UMass it was their fifth win in a row.

and It improves their record to 14 5.

UMass will play their last regular seaeon
game tonight, when they face tough
Southern Conr>ecticut.

/^
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ports
Gymwomen top Springfield
KIMV^HITELA\/V
Collegian Staff

The Umass women gymnasts performed

superbly in the Cage on Sunday afterTK)on,

as they defeated their long time arch rival

Sprinfield College in a live televised meet.

The Minutewomen won the meet with

136 20 points, their highest team score of

the season. Springfield compiled a total of

128 50 points.

Junior Karen Hemberger, and freshmen

Karen Ginsberg and Amy Riuli were the top

all around performers in the dual meet.

Hemberger won three out of Xhe four

events and ended with an individual score

of 33.9 points She was very pleased with

her all around performance.

Hemberger won, the vaulting event with a

9. 1 for her beauti'fui and difficult tsukahara

vault On the uheven parallel bars she

received another high score of 8.9 to win

the event.

Hemberger tumbled her way into first

place on the floor exercise, where she was
awarded an 8 8. The balance beam gave

Hemberger a little trouble but later she said,

"I'm really going to work hard to improve

my routine."

Karen Ginsberg, from Miami, Florida and

Amy Riouli, form New Jersey, battled it out

for second place. Ginsberg came out less

than 1/2 point on top with a 33.85 total

score. The meet was "the best" for

Ginsberg this season She said 'I'm psych

ed to go all the way to Nationals."

Riuli performed consistently on all four of

the events. Her "West Side Story " routine

on floor exercise won the hearts of the au-

dience and was awarded an 8.7.

Laurie Knapp. co captain, performed a

r>e8r perfect routine on the balance beam to

win first place with a 8 85 Knapp, a

balance beam specialist, has been com-
petir>g consistently aM season

Collen Thornton competed en the baiarKe

beam for the first tinr>e this year becauae of

illness. She showed great promise and we
should be seeing more of her this season.

UMass won all four events in the competi-

tion. Vaulting was the highest event score
of the day for the Minutewomen and floor

exercise was close behind Falls and breaks
on bars and beam lowered some of the

gymnasts' scores.

Jean Anderson did a fine bar routine but

was penalized for a fall on her disrTH>unt.

She placed scond wth a 8.25.

Senior Linda Thompson, third on floor,

and freshman Karen Hungerford, third on
vaulting, were the only gymnasts for Spr-

ingfield College to place in the competition.

Both head coach Virginia Evans and assis-

tant coach Mark Stevenson were happy
with their team's performance. Evans said,

"The women made some outstanding per-

formances and I hope they continue to

show imporvement." Stevenson had one
comment to make about the meet. He said,

"Fantastic."

Springield College's coach prasied the

performances of the UMass wonnen and
said, "I was impressed. They looked real

sharp."

The women gymnasts flow hold a record

of seven wins and one loss. The team will

travel to the University of New Hampshire

on Sunday to compete in their last away
dual meet.

Spikers take fourth straight
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff j * .. j » • :„ »>«
The UMass men's volleyball club continues to run an undefeated string in the

Northern Division. Wins three and four came last Saturday at Amherst College, as

UMass rolled over Middlebury, 15-2, 15-5, and Amherst, 15-10, 15-7-

For a team that lost seven of its eight players from last year, M'ddlebury played

somewhat closer than the "blowout" indicated. However, UMass Ed Midura and Al

Morel provided all the spiking and passing necessary for the win.

Amherst College took up where it left off last weekend, when they plaed UMass at

NOPE -playing close and persistent volleyball. But something was missing from last

weeks play. Amherst passing was "o«"-a"d 'hat threw '^^i^rfense attack and

timing The UMass squad, led by player coach Amie Roberts, Kale Feldman, and Rick

Rueqq, took advantage of Amherst's mistakes to post ariother win.
_«:„.»

'We played our best volleyball of the year. " said Uoberts, especi^ly against

Amherst. Everyone was spiking, passing, and defending extremely well Everyone s

healthy especially Rick Ruegg, who's coming out from dental surgery last week. He s

reproving with every practice, and played well against Amherst. Everybody s doing

Nummo News Tuesday February 20, 1979
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Minutewomen center Julie Ready (4) goes up for two of her game high 29
points against UNH on Saturday in UMaaa' 96^76 victory. The women cagers
will take on the tough Southern Connecticut Owls tonight. (Staff photo by
Amira Rahman.)

Rutgers rips cagers
By STEVEZACK
Collegian Staff

PISCATAV^AY. /V.w/. -With just 13 seconds gone in the game, Rutgers'

James Bailey hit o short jumper to put the Scarlet Knights up 2 and they never

looked back, cruising to a 95 76 victory over the Minutemen. UMass has now
dropped ten in a row.

It was a game of streaks - Rutgers streaks - as the Knights bolted out to a lead

of 10 1 on eight straight (wints following a Mark Haynx)re foul shot.

With the score 23-15 in favor of the Piscataway Bunch, Rutgers put together

anotf>er streak of unanswered points, this on of nine and it was all academic from

there
Before the half could come to a merciful end. Rutgers put two more drives

together. or>e of nine to jump the score from 32 16 to 41-16 and another seven

point skein raising the score to 48-18. At the half, Rutgers led 48 22, with

Haymore (7) and Tom Witkos (8i accounting for 15 of the UMass points.

James Bailey ahd Keh/in Troy had 15 apiece for the Scarlet Knights in the

opening period.

The second half opened with the two big men, Bailey and Haymore, trading

hoops, followed by a Minuteman spurt which cut the lead to 18, 59 41. The mini-

surge was led by Mark Haymore, who finished the evening with 28 points. James
Bailey and Kelvin Troy led Rutgers with 21 each. Darryl Strickland added 17 for

the Scarlet Knights, whose record now stands at 14-8. UMass' record drops to 5-

19.

The loss was another in a series of frustrations for the Minutemen, who are

suffering through tfwir first losing season in 12 years, and their worst overall

, record since the 1952 53 campaign, when the team finsihed 4 15.

In Saturday's action, George Washington University pulled away from a game
Minutenr^n squad in the final ten minutes and rolled to a 94 73 victory. The

Colonial uprising was led by guard Brian Magid, a transfer from Maryland, who
canned 34 points on the night, shooting 16 for 24 from the field. Mark Haymore
led the struggling Minutemen (5 19) with 31 points and 13 rebounds.

For a change of pace, it was the Minutemen who got on the scoreboard first,

jumping out to a 4-0 advantage on a Jay Stewart jumpshot and a tip in by Mark

Haymore. It was short lived, however, as a Magid layup and a Curtis Jeffries tip

knotted the score.

TURN TO PAGE 18

Wrestlers engage UConn
By MARTY LUTTRELL
Collegian Staff

The UMass wrestling team will try to up

their record to 13-4-1 with a victory over

UConn tonight in the season's last home
match. The Minutemen are currently rank-

ed third in New England by the Boston

Globe, slipping down a place after their loss

to Springfield College, who is now second.

Coach Dave Amato expects a good close

match with the Huskies, who are ranked

eighth.

"They've been coming on tough the last

couple of weeks. They only lost to Central

Connecticut by a point, and now they have

all their guys back in their line-up."

Included in the UConn varsity is defen-

ding New England champ Joe Viola at 118

lbs., and second place finisher Ed Harold,

at 167 lbs. At 177 lbs. is the very talented

Bob Sibilia, and last year's third place

finisher at the New Engl^^nd tournament.

Graylan Harris, wrestles at 150 lbs.

It is uncertain as yet if the four UConn
standouts will be down to their respective

weights for this match.

The Minutemen lineup will still be lacking

the services of Vic Dellatorre at 177 lbs.,

who is still out with a back ailment.

Coach Amato discounted the possibility

that his team might be looking past this

match to the New England tournament,

taking place this weekend at URI.

"No, there's no way ^hey'll be looking

past this one. This match is too important.

How the guys get seeded at the New
Englands depends a lot on the results of

this last match, plus the fact that it's their

last home match. It'll be important that

(Kevin) Murphy and Mike Carroll do well,

so that they'll get seeded high."

Tonight's match starts at 7:00 in Boyden

gymnastics room. Junior varsity bouts will

precede the varsity match.

Residents Protests Slaying Of Four Black Women
Some 800 Black residents of Boston's

Roxbury and Dorchester neighborhood
attended a community meeting Febiuary 7
to protest the police department's
inadequate response to the recent murders
of four young Black women.
Christine Ricketts, 15, and Andrea Foye,

17, both of Roxbury, were found strangled
January 29 'The next day the body of
Gwendolyn Stinson, 14, was discovered in

a bag on the street near her home in
Dorchester Caren Prater, 25. was found
stabbed on February 5. So far

. the police

have made no arrests and say they have no
suspects in any of the killings. Despite
community demands for increased
protection voiced at the February 7 meeting
and also at a February 5 meeting of 300, no
additional police have been assigned to
either community.
. At a press conference February 6, Black
State Senator Bill Owens said that he was
not satisfied with the police investigation
"There appears to be a bureaucratic
callousness towards calming the fears and
anxieties of the community, " he stated.

Jotin S. Rocic
A Revolutionary Black

Nationalist
The following selection, excerpted from a

March 5. 1858, speech by John S Rock, is

being published in honor of Black
nationalist A doctor and a lawyer, m 1865

he became the first Black admitted to

practice before the U S Supreme Court

This speech was made in honor of the

March 5, 1770. Boston Massacre in which
Black and white workers were murdered by
the British at the beginning of the American
Revolution A Black. Crispus Attucks, was
the first to die in that struggle

White Americans have taken great pains

to try to prove that we are cowards We are

often insulted with the assertion, that it we
had had the courage of the Indians of the

white man, we would never have submitted

to be slaves

I asked if Indians and white men have
never been slaves* The white man tested

the Indians' courage here when he had his

organized armies, his battlegrounds, his

places of retreat, with everything to hope
for and everything to lose The position of

the African slave has been very different

Seized a prisoner of war, unarmed, bound
hands and foot, and conveyed to a distant

country among what to him were worse
than cannibals; brutally beaten, half

starved, closely watched by armed men,
with no means of knowing their own
strength or the strength of their enemies,

with no weapons, and without a probability

of success . Take a man, armed or

unarmed, from his home, his country, or

his friends, and place him among savages,

and who is he that would not make good
his retreat*

The courage of the Anglo Saxon is best

illustrated in his treatment of the Negro. A
score or two of them can pounce upon a

pdbr Negro, tie and beat him and then call

him a coward because he submits Many of

their most brilliant victories have been

achieved in the same manner.

The black man is not a coward. The
history of the bloody struggles for freedom

in Haiti, in which the blacks whipped the

French and the English, and gained their

independence, in spite of the perfidy of that

villainous first consul, will be at lasting

refutation of the malicious aspersions of

our enemies. The history of the struggles

for the liberty of the United States ought to

silence every American calumniator.

.

The white man contradicts himself who
says, that if he were in our situation, he

would throw off the yoke. Thirty millions of

white men of this proud Caucasian race are

at this moment held as slaves, and bought

and sold with horses and cattle. The iron

heel of oppression grinds the masses of all

the European races to the dust. They suffer

every kind of oppression, and no one dares

to open his mouth to protest against it.

Even in the Southern portion of this

boasted land of liberty, and so forth.

White men have no room to taunt us with

tamely submitting If they were Black men,
they would work wonders; but. as white
men. they can do nothing. "O, con
sisterKy, thou art a jewel'"

Now, It would not be surprising if the

brutal treatment which we have recen/ed

for the past two centuries should have
crushed our spirits But this is not the case
Nothing but superior force keeps us down.
And when I see the slaves risng up by
hundreds annually in the maiesty of human
nature, bidding defiance to every slave

code and its penalties, amaking the issue

Canada or death, and that too while they

are closely watched by paid men ai^med

with pistols, clubs and bowie knives, with

the army and navy of this great model
republic arrayed against them. I am
disposed to ask the charge of cowardice
does not come with ill grace .

I do not envy the white American the little

liberty which he enjoys It is his right, and
he ought to have it. I wish him success,

though I do not think he deserves it But I

would have all men free We have had
much said experience in this country, and it

would be strange indeed if we do not profit

by some of the lessons which we have so
dearly paid for

Sooner or later, the clashing of arms will

be heard in their country 150,(XX) freemen
capable of bearing of a million slaves, wild

with enthusiasm caused by the dawn of the

glorious opportunity of being able to strike

a genuine blow for freedom, will be a

power which white men will be bound to

respect.' Will the Blacks fight* Of course

they will. The Black man will never be
neutral...

Judge Taney may outlaw us; Caleb
Cushing may show the depravity of his

heart by abusing us; and this wicked
government are no more. White men may
despise, ridicule, slander and abuse us;

they may seek as they always have done to

divide us. and make us feel degraded; but

no man shall cause me to turn my back

upon my race...

The prejudice which some white men
have, or affected to have, against my color

gives me no pain. If any man does not

fancy my color, that is his business, and I

shall not meddle with it I shall give myself

no trouble because he lacks good taste .

.

I would have you understand, that I not

only love my race, but am pleased with my
color; and while many colored persons may
feel degraded by being called favored, I

shall feel it my duty, my pleasure and my
pride, to concentrate my feeble efforts in

elevating to a fair position a race to which I

am especially identified by feelings and by
blood...

STRUGGLES AND REVOLUTIONS

STRUGGLES AND REVOLUTIONS

"The investigations are further hampered
by the absence of Black police investigators
on the homicide squad" Of the 19
detectives assigned to the murders, only six

are Black.

Elizabeth Muse, the rrwther of Gwendolyn
Stinson, angrily criticized police
department regulations which discouraged
routine searches for persons reported
missing. Muse said that police had refused
to search empty buildings near her home or
to consider her suggestion that Gwendolyn
had been kidnaped "unless I said she was a

bad girl."

Rev. Harold Ross cochairman of a police-

community District Advisory Council,
blamed the murders in part on "a climate

where it is fair game on Black folk. The
conservative elements that cut back
services and think that it is all right to

harass and belittle Black folk in an urban
environment -this kind of atmosphere fuels

the opportunity for murder to occur."

Guardian News Bureau

Amina Claudine Meyers performed a solo piano recital this past (

Friday evening at Amherst College photo by Edward Cohen
|

WMUA Summons Police
On BMCP Members

This past Sunday morning at
approximately 2:30am, the university
police were summoned to WMUA, the
campus radio station to quell a conflict
between members of the Black Mass
Communication Project, the Third World
Director, and several other officers of the
station. Persons involved were Laurie
Griffith, the program director and Eric
Meyers, the station manager.
The program irt question was the 2am to
6am shift Sunday morning, taken by BMCP
disc jockey Ed Cohen The time slot, which
had belonged to BMCP since September of
1978. was taken because Cohen did not
attend a station meeting in which time slots
were picked out by WMUA's staff people.
When asked about the missed meeting,
Cohen replied that he "did not know about
the meeting." Cohen felt that since the slot
belonged to BMCP that Griffith had no
right to give the slot to anyonebut a BMCP
disc|ockey.

On the night of the conflict, Cohen had
signed on the air shortiv before the police

arrived,and after a verbal exchange BMCP
members were asked to leave the station.

The police were asked to remain behind
until the transmittor was turned back on. It

had been turned off at the transmitter site

by the chief engineer. *
The conflict between BMCP and several
members of the WMUA board has been
continuing for some time. Last semester,
fornr>er program director Dave Pacheco
took Third World Affairs director Rick
Grant to court, accusing him of verbal
harrassment and intimidation.

At the Hampshire courthouse the case
was heard by Sheriff Kulakcwski, who
threw It out of court five minutes after the
hearing started, because the charges were
not substantiated.

The time slot on Sunday morning is no
longer a BMCP slot, and concerned
students are asked to write in to WMUA in

support of BMCP and the progressive
programing that the organization brings to
the area.
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Multiple percussion artist of Black

Max Roach, master jazz drummer,
participated in the summer Newport Jazz

Festival which included a performance at

the White House. Several remarks that ht

made from the White House lawn are

elaborated on in this interview with Zoe
Best

Last fall the Faculty Senate of the

University of Massachusetts approved

adding to the Music Departments
program a major in "Afro-American Music

and Jazz This major is among 50 such

programs in the country. Besides the

efforts by Max Roach and Dr. Fred Tillis in

the Music Department, former professor

Acklyn Lynch and Safophonib' Archie

Shepp helped to create an audience for

jazz by arranging for the influx of

outstanding jazz artist into the Amherst

area during the early 1970's. Tillis

describes the major as providing music

students with ...a blend of traditional and

academic courses of study supplemented

by a series of guest lectures who are

accomplished musicians. They offer and

lend excitement to the overall music

program. This cant be duplicated by the

in-house faculty." Tillis noted how Max
Roach, willing to work under a special

academic appointment, made possible

•he unique "visiting Artists Program."

Among those who participated last spring

were musicians from Roach's quartet.

Slide Hampton. Ted Dunbar, Billy Taylor,

Oscar Peterson and Woody Herman. Zoe

Best IS a poet who frequently reviews jazz

concerts.

Zoe Best

Would you discuss why you came to

this university to teach? I came on the

wake of the so-called revolution of the

60s wnen Black students were

demanding some Black faculty. I was
offered a position at Northwestern and I

was offered a position here, which is

closer to New York, so naturally I took this

one It came at a most propitious time for

me because, Zoe, I couldn't get arrested

when It came to working. It was the new

rock" thing and Atlantic Records was

asking us all to fuse and change over.

They ga 3 me a stack of records. They

said "N.jx, this is what Sonny and Cher

are doing, this is what the Beatles are

recording--record something like this

music and arrange it uour Own way. The

mam thing, is do material that'sfamiliarto

the worfd. That s how you make money.

'

Classical Music, Max Roach
I said, "I'm for making money. So I

took ail of It home and decided Id do

something with Negro spintuals which

was the LIFT EVERY VOICE AND SING

album So when I called them and said, I

have an idea of something universal, I'll

do Negro spintuals, there was a long

silence on the other end of the line, so I

realized then that Id missed the boat.

Then I got these calls to teach. At the

same time though, I noted that in Clive

Davis's book, who was president of

Columbia Records, he had asked Miles

and them to do the very same thing. And

they did. ..So I thought it was some kind of

conspiracy because prior to that penod

when Nixon came into office, it seemed

as though the music and culture was used

to create new thought systems among the

people. It seemed like the direction was

to make everybody dance because here

came the wave of disco.

From the viewpoint of a musician,

what were the differences between the

60 s and 70 s' Now days students are not

as conscious politically and socially or

arts conscious as they were during the

60s. ..Young people became involved in

political activity to the point where they

would give up their lives. They sis at

different colleges when they were killed

like animals.

Zoe Best

Like at Jackson State

Max Roach
Right, and Kent State. ..You as a poet

wrote about it. The singers were singing

about It. All the music, even the popular

tunes said keep on movin--keep on
movin.

Zoe Best

You could hear it in the music.

Max Roach

Yes, It was infused in everything.

Young people were thinking about

issues. Their lives were at stake because

we were in Vietnam and all those old men
sitting up there in Congress were saying,

"Give up your lives. " The 70's came and I

was told. "Now if you're going to stay with

this company, you got to make them
dance. ..Miles made them dance. ..When

they say dance, we dance... Everybody's

dancing and no one's looking at the

Panama Canal Treaty. Some people say

that it doesn't have anything to do with

them when in the 60s people would be
discussing 'n becusse of the poets,

singers and musicians who would bnng it

before the people.

Music Drummer
Interview by Zoe Best

Zoe Best

How did you decide to involve

yourself with the program in the music

department?

Max Roach
Well, Dr. Fred Tillis and I had always

been talking about introducing th^ music

into the department. ..because it was my
opinion that it was damn right

un-American that during the bicentennial

year, celebrating the inception of this

nation, that when we looked at the

programming by our music department,

all the music came out of Europe. The

Boston Symphony opened up the Fine

Arts Center dunng our bicentennial year.

We had been fighting for a jazz music

major Of course there was a great deal of

resistance. In fact, there were people in

the Music Department who were saymg

we were bringing down the

neighborhood. ..you know when Black

folks move into a neighborhood, the

property values go down. They said that

this would happen to the standards of the

department. But we fought hard and we
got It through anyway. I saw fll this

culture come out of this cross

fertilization-races and peoples. It was
totally germane You know in a nation like

this where if we took at out culture as it

should be, we should {recognize) blue

prass, country western, Cajun music, jazz,

blues, everything. We should be the most

enriched people culturally m the world

because of this mixture.

Zoe Best

And you're saying the institution*

should reflect this.

Max Roach

But they do not This was our

argument with the Music Department.

We fought, and finally the head of th«

department who helped with this fight

was given a vote of no confidence and

had to resign. ..(He had sided with us.)

That was part of how {he ended up with

the vote that forced him to resign) I

believe
Zoe Best

Why IS the music so threatening to

some'
Max Roach

I guess (some) people here must have

been threatened because students would

be coming in-this music is

contemporary. If (students) just study

classical muaic alone, that nr>«ans they

have to teach it or either wait for

somebody to die in a symphony orchestra

to perform or wait to get on a concert

stage.

This music is a media. A student can

some out and work on scores for film,

scores for television, they can write

(music), they can work with big bands and

they can also form their own
contemporary ensembles...They can go

to work immediately in small places

around and begin So naturally, students

look at this music as an immediate way to

make a liveihood when they graduate

from school.
Zoe Best

What IS the sequence for satisfying

requirements of the Afro-American

Mlsic and Jazz major?

Max Roach

The first two years a students has to

deal with the core of music alone. ..We

study the traditional fare. In the junior and

senior years a (student) car. deal with the

music lUelf after (finishing study) of the

other. Its not a matter of replacing

something; it s a matter of adding to what

already exists But the thing that got me
so incensed, was here we are American...

this (music) I* home grown. You don't find

this music in ^fnca. you don't find it in

Europe, you don t find it in Chirta. you

don t even find it in Canada or Mexico.

I noticed m your workshops that the

majority of students af9 white. I'm glad

they re being introduced to the music Are

Black musicians m the area being drawn

into the program'
Now that's an important question.

The big problem of getting into the Music

Department is (a student) has to take an

audition. Traditionally, the audition it in

European music. It required playing a

Bach or Beethoven piece. Now the

average Black student can play music, but

he or she hasn t been exposed to that

kind of music at home, so m the past,

they d fail the audition. I'm glad you asked

this because it s important that this be

publicized. The audition system has been

changed. Since we have a jazz music

ma)or. now a student can come in and

play something by Charlie Parker, Earl

TURN TO PAGE 4
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Dignity

I

You BlackWoman who always taken care ofthe mast's

woman, being wet nurse for his off-spring, while your

own beautiful babies need you nourishment. Always

makin the masts house spotless, while your own two

room shack housed fifteen people.

You Black Woman who made sure that mast's food

was on the table at the scheduled time, while your own

faipily was to live on ten dollars a month, ihat'the man

gave you for services rendered, so you could just exist

from dav to day.

You Black Sista, whose skin is the colors of the

rainbow, from shades of Ebony to the Creamy Beiges of

the Sahara Sands. Though Mother Afrika has been

RAPED by the European seeds of Destruction, thev were

not able to kill the LOVE which we taught to eveiy Black

man and child, which has held us together for 400

hundred years.

You have come a long way beautiful Black Woman

from the shores of the Motherland, from Aunt

Jemmiah's

kitchen, from the Cotton Field, the mast's bedroom

where our Minds and Bodies were desecrated by

Europpean. '^'"^

Cotton and Manifest Destiny.

You Black Woman whose sons and daughters were

ripped from your belly while you hung from a tree, and

fell upon the dust of the Redmann's Eearth, for Capitalist

Amerikka's birth.

Yes you my Sista. who sat in the back of the bus and

finally dared to sit in the front because of your Afrikan

Pride and Dignity.

Who watches her sons being castrated by the MIS-

EDUCATION of the system, but she has not lost. Hope

for the LIBERATION of her people, after all we hold up

w&mB fl/i)..^-

StruggleAnd Change

half the sky! Milikia Damali Zulu

Th9 time has come for the most
progressive people in the university

community to redefine tffeir pontics.

In recent years, the U Mass comnHjnity

has been plagued by ttw meet reactionary

individueb and ideae m the Valley. This

move from "conservative" to "ultra

conservative" has served to reinforce the

bureacratic apparatus of the university. As
a conaaquanca. apacial programs have

been and are being phaaad out, financial

aid cuts are occurring, and academic
conditions are worsening as brutal Crimea

are happef>ing on campus
Reacting to this situation, individuals and

orgarM/ations complain of student apathy;

yet, rK> one questions the reasons for this

lack of participation.

Apathy IS not due to the lack of student

orgar>izations but precisely because of

these organizations. All student

organizations (from the student
government to the most insignificant

organization) are mere puppets in the

Whitmore Theatre For example, the future

poverty pimps of the student government

amuse themselves playing politics,

imitating the corruption of big time

politicians of the Big Circus. It is here that

in addition to not even mentioning cuts in

special programs, $25,000 is approved,

without debate, for the upcoming Spring

Concert. It is precisely here that all issues

are used, whether important or not, by two
or three student politicians to satisfy

already over inflated egos. In addition,

most student organizations spend 90 per

cent of the time organizing discos and

clique activities, and the other 10 per cent

of the time enjoying these activities. There

is still no real direction as to dealing with

the real problems that affect students.

Political apathy, on the part of students

and faculty, is also controlled by the U
Mass administrative apparatus. Well

intentioned individuals and organizations

fall into traps set up by the university.

Errors are committed again and again, as

individuals are fearful of stepping out of the

limits set up by the administration. It is

clear that if the university allows a specific

mecanism to come under the control of

students it is because that exact method

has already been proven to be ineffective.

And, in areas where the student may be

able to effect some change, decisions are

naturally made from above.

It is at the administrative level that good

public images are preserved as silence

covers all those barbarous acts committed

at U Mass. (Example: the silence regarding

Jose Pontes death.)

Directly and indirectly, the U Mass
administration uses all types of methods to

separate individuals with progressive ideas

from reaching the majority of students. A
clear example of this is the role played by

the Colleqian. The "unbiased" Collegian

has always ignored issues that have

adversely affected the Third Wrold
community as well as progressive

by Eliseo Garcia

organizations. In addition, programs such
as the Distinguished Visitors Program have
denied sponsorir>g speakers, simply on the

basis that these irxlividuals dared rock ttie

boat and challenge the status quo.
(Although they will not admit this.) Such
speakers could offer a great deal toward
the intellectuat development of students.

Yet, DVP pays to bnng Eldridge (C.I. A.)

C'eaver, Bugs Bunny and Fonzie imitators.

Tsk. tsk. Shame on them.
At the height of student alienation was the

grandiose campaign against raising the

legal dnnkmg age to 21. Although this

struggle could have been fought^on a

political front, it was a rr>ere manipulation

of students, defending the interests of

Valley booze vendors, especially the Blue

Wall. The issue could have been one of a

minority deciding for the majority. Yet, it

remained on the level of $$$ lost by booze
peddlers. (Personally, I don't care whether

the legal drinking age goes down to 6 or up

to 90 years of age.) For this comedy,
student politicians played their roles as

junior partr>ers to the Valley politicians. Oh,

they do that so well! The Valley press and

the Collegian sensationalized the issue.

Even U Mass administrative representatives

spoke before television cameras, with

rr^ake up already on.

It is disgusting to see how a

community, plagued with more problems

than solutions, wastes time with such p>ettv

struggles. U Mass is where more than five

students, in the last five months, have lost

their lives through unnatural causes. U
Mass is where dozens of students are

assaulted , daily

.

U Mass is where more time is spent

guranteeing a high before 21 years of

age, than is spent trying to find the

causes of these crimes. U Mass is

where highly mysterious deaths occur

and administrators sweep it under the

rug to preserve the university's public

image. U Mass is where student

representatives are quick to smile and

babble pretty words before t.v.

cameras and apparently have nothing

to say about the mysterious death of a

fellow student. (We saw how the co-

president of the student government
spoke befoVe the press and over 1,000

students about how beer under 21 is

fine. Yet, he has never publicly said

anything regarding the death of

brother Jose Pontes and sister Seta
Rampersad. I wonder why?)
The time is ripe for individuals who

are committed to struggle and change

to revitalize energies. We must
implement effective means of struggle

in order to gurantee our survival and
achieve true democratic rights. We
must leave the university laltyrinth and

ally ourselves with struggles and
progressive organizations outside the

university. For the administration, the

shit has hit the fan.

The struggle is long, but victory is

certain.

Letters To The Editor
• A Black Freshperson $ View

\

Going to college right after high

school is a big step in one's life. No more
mom or dad to tell you what time to be in

or to tell you to clean up your room. I am
the type of person who likes to be near
home, and to know at least a few people

to talk to and have fun with. My first few
days at UMass, I was a "loner" I was
scared about how my classes would be
like, what would my roommate be like,

and would I get along with the people up
here. These and other small things all

new freshperson's worry about.

UMass was like a "city within a city."

High rise dorms, which looked like the

types you would find in New York or any

other large city. The library itself is a sight

to see, if you don't get "blown away" by

the wind.

I am used to having classes which
contain less then 30, but when you come
up here, you are put in lecture rooms with

about 200 more people. It's a pai

because half the time there 'aren't any

stats left and with so many people, there

is to much noise to hear the professor. I

have found there are alot of good teachers

here. They force you to learn. But there

are some teaches here who just don't give

a damn, as long as they get their

paycheck on Friday or whenever,

everything is fine.

The most important thing I saw on

this campus that I like was the

togetherness of all the blacks and other

Third World members of this campus. I

feel It is the respect for one another, the

prejudice that we all have faced and can

tell about and just our being here that

brings us all together. One thing I see.that

may be our downfall someday, is

whenever there is a meeting or

discussion about the black community,

and everyone is asked to be there, no one
shows up. It IS for us the meetings are

trying to help. About two weeks ago there

was an important meeting for all the black

community. About 20. maybe less than

that, showed up. Check this out, of all the

people who were there more than half

were on different Third World programs

and had to tell about thier program and try

to recruit more blacks. Three other black

and myself were the only new ones to

show. What does that seem to tell you?

.hat maybe half the blacks on this

campus don't care what happens. Even

coming to a meeting for ten minutes

would have been something, just to show
some support. No, but they'd rather be

playing basketball, partying or smoking

and drir>king. Hey let me tell you, I am not

putting down any of these things,

because I sure in hell like to party,

especially with the good parties up this

way. Last semester I didn't miss to many
of those parties, "Freakin," "Rockin" and

"Dropping, " having a good old time. But

when we don't have anymore pages in the

Collegian, no more blacks in the senate to

fight for us, no more courses to tell us

about our brothers and sisters who fought

for us to live on this land.

Where will we be? Where do we go

from there?

I have been on this campus since

last semester. I am a black female

freshman
from an all black neighborhood. I admit to

having been extrememly turned off from

this racist predominately white campus
but the togetherness and concern of my
fellow brothersand sisters on this campus
are two of the factors which encouraged
me to survive and eventually succeed
during my stay here. I feel, to have copped
out, would have given this administration

i great pleasure. They can always say,

"Well, we tried. She just couldn't make
It. " Anyway, I am still here and aiming to

prove them wrong. They would be more
than happy to see us all leave. This is one

of the main reasons I feel we must stay.

Your efforts and financial contributions

entitle you to the same pnvileges as the

Caucasions on this campus.
In order to make this administration

aware of our presence and our unity on

campus we should be able to come
together; not at a basketball game, party

or something similar but at a redl rap and

info session. I'm not downing basketball

games and parties, I love them just as

much as you do but we should come
together. The whites on this campus
shouldn't only see us at the community
meetings too. Suppose a white student or

other official had been present at the

previous black community meeting:

he/she would have seen several quest

speakers and only about 10 persons in

the audience. This wouldn't have looked

to good on our record but this time it can't

be denied. They will know we aren't

"together."

With the number of black students on

this campus, it "amazes"" me that so few

of us have black roommates. Were in

Northeast, Orchard Hill, Sylan, Central

and Southwest. One here and one there. I

was the only one in my whole dorm. Do
you think this happen by accident? They

don't want us together! But no matter

what they want, we've got to remember
we are outnumbered and we rieed to

come together. Don't give them
satisfaction! I honestly believe they see

us as a bunch of functional illiterates who
couldn't survive if they gave us life on a

silver platter with the trimmings.

If the administration sees we aren't

together they will slowly strip us of our

nghtful possessions. The New Afnca

House is our home' here on campus. It

was fought for; not given to us. We should

be able to come home when called. If our

home and other privileges are taken away

we can't say "We lost it! " we'll have to

admit we gave it up.

Let's get together

G.C.

U.S. Dept. Of Defense On Campus
Students on this campus took some

militant action last Friday protesting U.S.

imfjerialism and in support of the Iranian

people's continuing struggle.

Representatives from the Nation Security

Agency had come to UMass to recruit

students to that organization which is a

division of the U.S. Department of Defense

and is involved ia foreign espionage.

Similar to the CIA, the NSA helps protect

U.S. imperialist interests around the world

by supporting U.S. -backed fascist regimes

and aiding in the repression of people who
are struggling for freedom and self-

determination.

The committee to Support the People's

Struggle in Iran called the demonstration

which began in the Campus Center

concourse. A representative from the

Iranian Students Association, as

organization of Iranians studying in the

United States, took to a microphone and

spoke in favor of American people's

solidarity with Iranian people in their

struggle. The protesters marched through

the concourse and into the Hatch,

communicating with students who were

around, informing them of NSA's presence
on campus and what U.S. espionage
activities mean for people around th&
world.

The group proceeded to march on Goodell
Building where the NSA interviews were
taking place, chanting, "NSA off campus,
US out of Iran!", "Iranian people struggle
to be free, American people say: Victory!"
and "Down with U.S. imperialism!" Two
UMass security agents were at the main
door, refusing the protester's entry into the
interviewing area. But intent on
confronting the recuiters, the group went
into the building through a side entrance
and entered the interviewing area,
continuing the chants loud and strong. But
the NSA recruiters refused to face the
group. After struggling around the issue of
U.S. imperialism and people's struggle with
the campus security agents, the protesters
left Goodell for the Student Union Building
where a meeting was held to discuss plans
for further campus support of the Iranian

revolution.

By Antonia Mendez
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Human Rights Will
Be Num. 1

UHAIM

Max Roach Con t. From Pg. 2

July 1962. Martin Luther King. Jr .

delivered a speech to the National Press
Club in which he stated that "only when
the people themselves begin to act are

rights on paper given life blood " Next
month numerous groups. Black and white,
will be dedicating a week of events
commerrtorating his life As usual they'll

speak of bow great he was aruJ how im
portant his life is However, too often these
events are identical to those who praise the
lord on Sunday and practice it on no day
Many of those who will commemorate Dr.

King bury his memory everyday by dashing
to the dogs the fragile aspirations of
rK>n white students at Amherst
Jhe Trustees. Administrators and faculty

have continually sat passively quiet while

scor» of students fail, get assaulted and
die Without as much as a whimper of

concern In 1967 there were only 42 Black
students on campus By 1969, with the

creation of CEEBS. enrollment increased to

188. This corresponded to a reorganization

of the University that expanded
overallenrollment from 13.000 in 1965 to

20.462 in 1970 This increase in student
populations was at a time not only of

changed university structures but great

social upheavals m the country After the
FBI murder of Martin Luther King in the
spring of 1968, 1 10 cities went up in smoke
and violence It resulted in 39 deaths over
2.500 injuries and over 14,000 arrests and
2,600 fires The governments response
was 45,000 National Guard and 21.000
federal troops
American Society'* keepers of social

graces responded to oppressed minonties
with a two edged sword that imposed two
types of wounds, one of fear, the other of

slow, torturous death of victim's
aspirations.

Th^ university has allowed the same or

similar outrages to go on unredressed By
1970, the amount of faculty increased

three -fold over a ten year period
Expansion continued from 1,134 faculty in

1970 to 1,476 in 1977 Despite these in-

creases, by 1978 only 2 4 percent of the

academic employees were Black, only 1.7

per cent were Hispanic and only 2.9 per

cent were Asian, out of 2,221 employees
The proppects for change of this insulting

disparity has already been dampened by
Chancellor Bromery's promise to comply
with Governor King's budget cut requests.

Brommery said that tfie cuts will be ad
ministered in the form of a halt in hiring of

new personnel So despite the obvious
violations of Affirmative Actiop recently

cited by HEW. our departing Chancellor

decides to seal the fate of progress before

he leaves

Of the miniscule amount of Black
Administrators, few are able to implement
any decisions they deem viable. They are

given salaries, titles, big desks and a lot of

papers but no power. When under some
peculiar set of circumstances allow, it, the

ax comes. Classic example of this was the

vicious dismissal of Paul Puryear last year.

He was fired for doing his job. Worst of all,

he was fired by the one he thought was his

friend, who the night before promised 100

per cent support. Now the conspiracy
continues with the search for a new
Provost and the white cracker structure

again stacked the cards in their favor. Forty

candidates were pooled and not one. not
one. was Black, Hispanic or Asian. The
white woman is now supposed to be an
oppressed minority and satisfied their idea

of affirmative action.

The relationship betweeg the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst and its' Black,

Hispanic and Asian populations is one of

*«dWtf^«r4rv'rf^«'*V^* •'•'•'•'« •'•>^«

Lord and subject We are subject to their

institutiortal racist policies that keeps visible

non white administrators, but m a zombie

state Incapable of intelligently reacting to

the oppressive conditions of their people,

these non white faculty and ad
ministrators »e totally isolated from their

people They worry over getting fired, they

worry over tenure and they worry over not

offending their white collegues. Con
sequentty. tfiey are incapable of becoming
upset when conditions become intoSerabte

for the university's subiects.

The cultural and educational programs m
Amherst are exclusively Eurocentric . with

non european art. cul'jre and men of

science ignored The «ub|ects are taught to

produce mentalities grossly at variance

with the concrete reality of non -white,

peopte The social sciences are taught

approaching the so called

non traditional cultures as problem
studies with no commitment to problem

solving only problem analysis

Much of this problematic approach to

non white culture produced a

non productive degree candidate in

capable of resolving the problems of their

communities The skills developed for

non whites ate in no way d'*ected from

their communities' viewpoint, only the

white perspective Recruitment is minimal

and supportive services powerless and
understaffed Counselling is on a

you come- to -me basis and
non white women have almost no viable

programs for support The issues con

fronting white women are totally foreign to

the needs and aspirations of ours.

For Non white people in Amherst the

existing programs and services are either

designed to fail or to merely exist passively,

for show We have in the past four months

two students dead without a whimper from

the whiteless at Whitnr>ore Each died under

the most shady of circumstances and
Qpmmon snese suggests that they were

murdered. Suppose a Black man claimed

he took a white woman to a hotel, beat her

for not engaging in sex. she later con

vulsed, was dumped naked in a cold

shower, dropped twice and left to sub

sequently die' He would be buried under

the lail. Suppose another went through his

dorm in South West, beat a number of

whites and the next morning a white boy

was found dead sitting in a corner after

supposedly hanging himself Craeman.

Earl. Jill. Seta. Jose and numerous other

Blacks and Hispanics all were victimized by

police harassment and false impnsonment,
victimized by assaults, murders, evictions,

expulsions and numerous other violations

of our basic human rights'

In the sixties you claimed it was rhetoric to

warn of impending social upheaval You
didn't listen and the results after the spring

of 1978 were obvious. Suspicious deaths,

cross burnings, decreased enrollment and

graduates, assaults, insults and lame dunce
administrators are fanning the flames of

discontent. Is history going to repeat itself

with the University and the colonial police

going to upgrade their strength to use the

prisons, expulsions and the gun to quell the

pains of discontent? Forewarned is

forearmed. Arm yourself with Justice not

iust us. Arm yourself with the knowledge

and respect for our lives, aspirations and

achievments.
As Martin Luther King stated in 1962, "we

have come to the day when a piece of

freedom is not enough for us as human
beings nor for the nation which we are a

part. We have been given.pieces, but unlike

bread# a slice of which does diminish

hunger, a peice of liberty no tonger suf

fices. Freedom is like Life in installments.

Garner, Duke Ellington. ..(the student)

has to show musical inclinations, interest

in the music and and that he or she can
deal with an instrument—on a very simple

level because we're supposed to teach
them after they get here. ..So now to

audition, a student can play the blues,

sing the blues or whatever. Its not a

matter of coming in and singing an ana or

a German Leider or an Italian ana. They

now can sing a pop song-. So that s the

crux. As soon as Black students. ..know

that this IS the way to get into this

department, well have more Black

students. We ve established a Fletcher

Henderson Scholarship Fund Billy

Taylor. ..will be giving allstar benefits to

raise funds for students from inner city

areas and anywhere else who can t afford

(school).

Zoe Best

Who were some of the early women
who led or played in the first bands?

Max Roach
There were quite a few. Blanche

Calloway, Cab Calloway s sister, had a

great band The Sweethearts of Rhythm
'

IS one of the most famous bands Mary

Lou Williams, although she worked with

the Andy Kirk Band, was their writing.

She s a fantastic arranger and composer.

Teddy Wilson s wife is a great composer
and had some very fine things recorded

by Billie Holiday and Carman McCraw.
You know. LV Armstrong s first wife had a

band If you look into the New Orleans

music, there were a lot of women band

leader for allmen bands. Check out some
old New Orleans records and you'll see

Mama this-Mama So and So and her

band Dinah Washington played organ

and piano as well as bass So that was the

tradition. All o' a sudden something

happened I guess during the second
World War Hopefully we II see more

women participating in our music.

Zoe Best

How would you like to see the Jazz

maior develop further or expand and how
should the program be enriched'

Max Roach

Id like to see the University of

Massachusetts have extensions of this

program in the inner city areas--the same
as the School of Education. It s the most

well known school at the university

because of its international programs. I'm

hoping our program v^ill reach various

communities.

Zoe Besi

Are you happy with the name of the

major'

February 20, 1964

A Negro who saw a state represenative kilt

another Negro active in voter registration

here almost three years ago was
shotgunned to death January 31

.

Louis Allen, of Route 5 in Liberty, Miss.,

was found dead in his front yard. He had
been shot three times In Atlanta, the

Student . Nonviolent Coordinating Com
mittee (SNCCI called on the Justice
Department to investigate the slayings. A
week ago, Allen's son's car and a Liberty

grocery that employed Negroes had been
fired upon.
Allen had witnessed the slaying of Herbert

Lee, a 52 year old farmer, at a Liberty

cotton gin Sept. 25. 1961. Lee, who
worked with SNCC vote workers in Amite
County, was shot by EH Hurst, then a

merr^ber of the state legislature. A ruling of

"justifiable homicide" at a coroner's
inquest absolved Hurst before Lee's lifeless

body had been removed from the street

outside the cotton gin.

You cannot be given breath but not body,
nor a heart but no blood vessels. Freedom
IS one thing — you have it all or you are not
free"

The Committee for Racial Justice and

Human Rights has formed to place all,

who are responsible for what change they

can create, on notice. A civil society must

make human rights a priority and those

who choose to place it on' the lowest rung

of social priority for market, government

and order are criminals whose triai is over,

and whose verdict is in. Change or face

the people's sentence.

Committee for Racial Justice and
Human Rights

U Mass, Amherst

Max Roach

No. I think it should be an "American
Music" major and it should encompass
not only the contribution of Black folks

but that of the Cajuns and the Blue grass
and country western musicians.
Zoe Best

What does the music offer younger
musicians and those fond of music?

Max Roach
This music allows every generation to

express itself. This music is fluid because
It we have a Bessie Smith, it doesn t mean
that we can't have a Dinah Washington;
because you have a Dmal, doesn't.mean
you ca'.t't have Aretlia; because we have a

Ray Charles, it doesn t mean that we cant
have a Stevie Wonder. What I m saying is

that this music allows every generation to

add to the continuum. It's not like

European classical music, which is great

now—you have to deal with Mozart and
Bach and everybody, but these are like

monoliths who stand in the way of young
composers of this idiom. ..But this music
(jazz). It's really American, it's really

democratic. ..everybody has a chance to

get involved and contribute.

Zoe Best

Ultimately, what is the function of this

music'
Max Roach

We should have music to relax and
entertain us as well as enlighten us.

Culture IS twofold We must enjoy life as

well as learn...

Zoe Best

How does the commerdalization of

the music effect the whole culture'

Max Roach
In the Black community, certain

things are pumped m to keep them a

certain way—drugs, music to keep them
dancing so the can always be controlled—

got plenty of churches, plenty of whiskey
stores...They ve been supplied with all

the stuff that creates the illusion that

something is happening. They live by

television, vicariously. The victime know
nothing outside ^f this. It s deliberate..

.There are so few Black student on
campus. Their .communities don't even
prepare them to think as far as college.

Right away disco, disco, disco. Young
kids don t have to make grades, they don't

have to read and at 1 8 years old. they give

them a diploma.

It s like cultural genocide.

Announcements
Ahora

Ahora will be sponsoring a Welcome
Back Dance for all students on Friday,
February 23. 1979 at the Newman
Center, 8:00 p.m. There will be a live

Latin band (La Charanga de New
England) with disco in between breaks.
Admission is MOO. Food and refresh-
ments willbe available. ^^
NUMMO NEWS

NUMMO NEWS Meeting
on Wednesday 7p.m. at

New Africa House room
103^_

Shawn Lans was elected Third World

Director of WMUA on Sunday.
February 18. NUMMO NEWS wishoe

Shawn good luck in his new position.

Tools of Evil
Paul E. Zimmerman

My family will never be the same
My family is now divided
And dreams are wishful thinking
Is love impossible to keep alive?

A friend was killed in a needless war
A friend was stabbed on a city street

And Satan smiles
As money falls in the plate

Tools of Evil, Tools of Evil

Somehow we get the best money can buy
Unaware of quality, blind for quantity
My wife is now an acquaintance
Weakness surfaced in full Bloom
The stage is set for the biggest game
But with a pre — determined Evil

Go ahead and smile Satan
Smile at Racism
Smile at child abuse
Smile at governments greed
Smile at war, poverty, pollution and time
Smile at yourself and your followers
But being aware of this

Tools fo Evil

God can smile at me

Inside: StudentActivities calendar Page ?
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Ozzie Davis, (top) and Ruby Dee. (bottom)

celebrate the black experience last night at the Cam-
pus Center Auditorium as part of Black Cultural

lyionth. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

Frat may costAmherst

Housing $600,000 grant
By ELLEN DAVIS ,

Collegian Staff

Recent developments between the UMass chapter of

Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity and their national office may
cost the Amherst Housing Authority a $600,000 state grant

for elderly housing in Amherst, the director of the Housing

Authority said last night.

Because it was having financial problems, Sigma Phi Ep-

silon had agreed to sell their house on 9 Chestnut St. to the

.^mhert Housing Authority for $165,000

But the national chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon, which last

week closed their chapter here and began reorganizing a

new one. will probably decide today not to sell the house.

Regional Director Scott Avenll said last night.

Over the last six months, the housing authority spent

$ 10,000 on architectural planning to convert the house so it

could be used by 23 elderly citizens, according to Director

Janet Gezork.
At a meeting last week, the Amherst Zoning Board o*

Appeals approved the plans for conversion of the house.

"Everything was all set until Scott (Averill) came and

decided not to allow the sale. " Gezork said.

Unless the Housing Authority can find another suitable

house within a month, it will lose a $600,000 grant from the

state for more elderly housing here

"It's really sad. " Gezork said, "Thfey're doing a real

disservice to the community."
The fraternity had been chosen out of an onginal 30 sites

by the Housing Authority, mostly because of its proximity

to other elderly housing in Amhest. Gezork said.

Averill wants the new chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon,

which now has 15 members to move into the house next

fall. The old members of the fratenity are living in the house

until the end of this semester.

Gezork said she thinks the fraternity will regret their deci-

sion in a few years because of the money they will have to

spend to fix the house up.

During the p>ast few years, the house had deterionated to

the point that it was a major factor in the low number
Sigma Phi Ep>silon pledges, causing their current fir^ancial

problems
Although it will be hard for the fraternity to get the

necessary money, the Housing Authority could get it

through the state grant, Gezork said.

Bill to double in-state tuition

will notcome before trustees

By f^ARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

A pro|x>sal that would have doubled in-state tuition here

by 1981 is apparently dead.

Howard White, a spokesman for the University, said

yesterday, "The whole thing got slightly blown out of

reasonable proportion."

The proposal, which would have based UMass in state

tuition on a percentage of education costs, will not come
before the UMass Board of Trustees, according to White.

The proposal was announced and submitted to the state

college board of trustees last week by Boston State Col

lege President Kermit C Morrissey His proposal called for

setting tuition at 25 percent of education costs in 1979 and

30 percent in 1981 for all 30 public supported colleges and

universities in Massachusetts

Under the proposal, tuition at UMass, now $525 a year,

would have gone up to a projected $859 in 1979, and $ 1034

in the following year.

White said yesterday UMass President David C, Knapp

received a copy of the proposal this week, but will probably

not comment on it.

Morrissey said reaction to his proposal from public higher

education officials ouside the state college system has

been "a kind of deadly silence."

Morrissey's proposal would have kept state college tuition

at the current $500 in 1979, and would raise it to $599 in

1981 Morrissey said students at UMass are currently pay-

ing only 15.2 percent of their total education costs, com-

munity college students are paying 19.2 percent, and state

college students are paying over 25 percent.

"Historically, the UMass trustees have been reluctant

and indeed opposed to setting tuition on a percentage

basis," White said.

He said the trustees are opposed to percentage based tui-

tion because "once you set a percentage, it's very easy to

up it, and it never comes down."
White also said. "The philosophy of so called low tuition

is that everybody recognizes tuition payment does not

meet costs. The state recognizes by its support of public

higher education that it is getting a good investment for its

money "

Morrissey said he is not aware of the UMass Board of

Trustees' opposition to percentage based tuition. "I do not

know of any public statement they have made to that ef-

fect." he said.

According to Morrissey, his proposal has received little at-

tention because tuition increases are "one of the many
questions, and not one of the leading ones " now facing

public higher education

Senate rej'ects reconsidera tion

Drinking bill returned to House
ByJIMMORAN
Cullegian Staff

The Massachusetts Senate rejected yesterday a

motion to reconsider Thursday's vote for a 19 year old

drinking age, and sent the bill back to the House, where

action is expected sometime early next week.

In a 19 10 vote, the Senate returned the legislation to

the House, where a parliamentary question now
remains. The question asks whether the legislation can

be considered "new, " since the bill was amended from

the original House version.

Rep. James G. Collins, D Amherst, said it would be

"tactically advantageous " for the bill to be considered

"new, " since this interpretation would put the bill

through further legislative review, giving pro- 19 forces

momentum in their lobbying efforts.

If the House, in its deliberations next week, still insists

on a 21 year old limit, then a conference committee,

comprised of members from both houses, will have to

rectify the differences between the House and Senate

versions of the bill.

The committee action could, Collins said, affect a

compromise 20-year old drinking age. This com-

promise, Collins said, "would show the emptiness of

their (t'^e pro)21 forces) argument, that they're just

playing political games."
The Student Center for Educational Research and

Advocacy, a student government group supporting the

19 year old limit, are asking student constituents to

contact the 24 House legislators who switched their

votes from the original 19 year-old limit to the revised

21 year age. The students are being asked to request

these legislators return to their original vote. Student

Center director David Barenberg said he thought that

although contacting students to lobby their legislators

may be "presumptuous, " he believed it would be

advantageous.
Differing with Collins. Barenberg also said con-

sidering the bill as "new" legislation might hurl the

chances for passage of a 19 year old limit, "since some

of the legislators don't want to go on record as being

against a 19-year-old drinking age."
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May Anne Dubs, widow of slain Ambassador to
Afghanistan Adoiph Dubs, racaivas the flag which
draped the casket of her husband from Vice
President Walter Mondale at funeral services for her
husband at Arlington National Camatary yesterday.
(AP Laerphoto)

Middle East talks resume
WASH/NGTON IAPI- Egypt and Israel open another

round of secret peace negotiatiorw today at sr>ow covered
Camp OavKt. with prospects for completing a Mideast
peace treaty complicated by recent events m Iran

On the eve of ttte talks. Egypt ¥v«m«d Israel ttvn tt>e

"situation in the regton « dangarotMiy tenaa" and urged
the Israelis to realize tfiat a comprehensive peace set
tiement is vital

There is no place left for maneuvering and
procrastination, " the government run Cairo radns said in a
news comnrtentary entitled "peace at the Camp Oavid table
again."

"There can be no peace in the Middto East unlaaa
Paleatinian autornxny ia aetHed. And, tttere shaM be no
peece in tt>e region urrtil Israel gives back the Egyptian
Sirtai. the Syrian Golan, and tf>e Jordanian Weet Bank,"
the radio said

Carterwantsarms treaty
ATLANTA 1 4P| President Carter declared yesterday

thax the turmoil in Iran arKl Southeast Asia denrwnstrstes
dramatically the r>eed for a new U S.-Sovi^ arms treaty,

arKl vowed he will not let peripheral issues stand in the way
of agreement on the pact

In a maior pitch for the nearfy complete strategic arms
limitation treety. Carter again cautiorwd tf>e Russians
against meddling m Iran's internal stnfe or taking actiona

that would widen the conflict between China and Vietnam
However, the president stressed that he will press for

agreement on the new arms pact SALT II - despite tfieae

trouble spots.

"It is in our nattorul interest to pursue it even as we
continue competition with the Socwt Union elaewfiere m
the world Carter told a friendly audience at tfw Georgia
Institute of Technology in his home state

Bergman up for Oscar
HOLLYWOOD >AP\ Veteran Oscar winners Ingnd

Bergman and Sir Laurence Olt^'"*r were nonrwnateo for

Academy Awards on Tuesday, while two films inspired by
the Vietnam War "The Deer Hunter, and Coming
Home." received a total of 17 nominations

The Deer Hunter" tied with the fantasy "Heaven Can
Watt' for the rrx)st nominations at nine "Coming Home"
scored in eight categories, followed by "Midnight Express"
with SIX and "Interiors" with five.

The nominees for the 51st annual awards the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences will be voted on by the

academy's 3,600 voting members, who will start screening

the nominated films Saturday
The awards are to be presented Apnl 9 in a ceremony

televised nationally by ABC from the Los Angeles Music
Center

Boy survives 30 foot fall
BOSTON (API — A youngster from Dedham who tumbled
30 feet to the floor when he fell from the top of the

bleachers at a basketball game was reported improving, but

listed in serious condition at St. Elizabeth's Hospital m
Boston yesterday

William McHugh, 9, was onginally hospitalized in critical

condition yesterday after falling during the Boston
University-George Washington basketball game at halftime

Monday night, according to a Boston University

spokesman.
Officials said he fell through a space in a guardrail along

side in the Case Center gym floor.

William, who suffered skull and wrist fractures, is the

son of Patricia and James McHugh of Dedham.

Masspolice understaffed
SPRINGFIELD |>*P1-A state legislator claims

Massachusetts taxpayers waste about $2 million per year

because the state police retirement age is too young and

the force is short-staffed.

State Rep. Arthur J. McKenna, D-Springfield, is

sponsoring a bill that would raise the mandatory retirement

age for state police officers from 50 to 55 and increase pay.

'Statewide, we're short 150 troopers and we can't

afford to lose any more," McKenna said Monday. "Also,

there haven't been any additions to the force in three years

because money for the state trooper's examination was not

appropriated."
The Massachusetts retirement age for state police is the

lowest among all 50 states, according to McKenna,
causing inefficiences that combine with the need to cover

the staff shortage with overtime pay to cause the massive

waste

.

However, Cpl. David Moran, vice president of the state

troopers association, said he opposes the measure as he

has in the past because Massachusetts needs a young
police force . ^^

Vietnamese border town
captured in Chinese raid
BANGKOK. Thailand (AP) Striking behind a heavy ar

tillery barrage, Chinese troops yesterday captured the big
Vietnamese border town of Lao Cai, but Vietnamese
defenders routed some Chinese units elsewhere in the
mountainous border country, according to reports in
Bangkok and Hanoi

The Soviet news agency Tass, in a dispatch from Hanoi,
reported the fall of Lao Cai, 175 miles northwest of the
Vietnamese capital.

Thai intelligence sources in Bangkok said the Chinese
had thrust as far as 10 miles into Vietnam, four miles
beyond their deepest p>enetration reported Monday. Viet-

nam s UN ambassador said in New York the invaders had
advanced 12 miles into Vietnam.
Hanoi claimed Peking's troops were resorting to

chemical warfare, firing shells filled with "toxic
substances"
Vietnamese UN. Ambassador Ha Van Lau said in New

York that Hanoi's force** hnd killed 5,000 Chinese soldiers
in the first three days of the four-dayold invasion, including
1.500 killed in heavy fighting Monday.
Vietnam has not reported its own casualties, but the

Thai sources said Vietnam has suffered more casualties
than the Chinese. Both casualty figures and battle reports
have been difficult to verify independently.
As battles raged along the 450-mile Chinese-Vietnamese

frontier, there was a flurry of reports that the Chinese were
withdrawing or about to withdraw.
Most reports centered on what the dean of the diplomatic

corps in Peking, Ambassador Elie J. Boustany of Lebanon,
was told in a meeting with a Chinese Deputy Foreign
Minister Ho Ying.

But Boustany told The Associated Press in New York by
telephone that Ho did not discuss "military information"
with him, but merely reaffirmed that the invasion was a
limited operation to "teach a lesson " to Hanoi and that
China would not hold on to any Vietnamese territory.

Iranian Marxist guerillas to march
By THOMAS KENT
Associated Press Writer

TEHRAN. Iran - The revolutionary government settled
more scores with iu enemias yasierday by executing four
more generals of ttte old regime, but it faced a fresh
challer>ge from Marxist guergillas who have called a protest
march to damarKi more say in how Iran is run.

Maanwhila. in an Atlanta speech, Prasidem Carter
warned ttie Soviet Union tf^t any interfereiKe in Iran "will

have serious consequences and affect our broader
relations with them "

Iran's foreign ministry officiais issued a statement
Tuesday vowir>g to hour>d exiled Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi until he can be brought back to Iran for trial. The
Tehran rwwspaper EtteIsM mftonti a committee had been
formed to kidnap the axNad monarch.

Khomeini aides brought out three men they said were
the shah's ex bodyguards, who told reporters they were
willing to help in the abduction. The shah has been in

Morocco since shortly after leaving Iran Jan. 16.

The four generals were executed by firing squad at 2
a.m. on the roof of Khomeini's headquarters, five days
after four other generals were shot The latest victims of
the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's revolutionary tribunal

included Gen. Parvis Amin Afshar, tf>e former commander
of the shah's elite Imperial Guard.
A Khomeini aide said that the shah's political opposition

has estimeted that 65.000 people were killed in the past 25
years of his rule ar>d they "were not killed by just eight
men. All the others responsible will also be punished."
At least 15 otf>er persons are believed to be under death

sentences.

While everyone is marveling at

all the things computers can do
Hughes is teaching computers
to do
more.

Hughes is at the center of a virtual explosion of electronk: information It arises from a

combination of data sensing, communications, and data processing and storage. We make

sensors thai operate on all parts of the electronic spectrum We make computers and signal

processors that tie all these together— that issue commands, or that store and present data

for a growing number of uses It is a technological revolution that is only just beginning to

realize its potential to benefit people everywhere one of the most pivotal, exciting periods

in all human history

If you're an EE. ME. AE, IE. Physics, Material Science or Computer Science major,

you could become part of all this Areas of Interest include aerospace, ground systems,

industrial electronics, space and communications and

research But don't worry about getting lost, we work in

small groups where individual initiative is valued highly

Contact your placement office Or, write to: Manager

College Relations. Hughes Aircraft Company. P O Box

90515. BWg 100/445, Los Angeles, CA 90009

I
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Political ttieorist advocates change

Marcus Raskin, co-founder of the In-

stitute for Policy studies in
Washington, DC, addressed an au-
dience. (Staff photo by Judie
DelFrate)

By ROB STEIN
Collegian Staff

"All the miseries in Pandora's box had
the gift of hope, " Marcus Raskin said last
night.

Raskin, political theorist, author and co-
founder of the Institute for Policy Studies in

Washington, D.C., told an audience of 100
his notion of what the nature ef political
change should be.

"What's missing from our society is hope
m our ability to move through different
systems. No political movement which
seeks the common good can start without
the assumption of hope, " Raskin said in a
speech on "The Common Good," spon-
sored by the Distinguished Visitors
Program.

Raskin viewed mankind with optimism
by citing individual "kindness, generosity
and empathy." These attributes he con
siders indispensable for poltical change.

Hopelessness is caused by the constant
threat of war, the reduction in an in
dividual's ability to improve his social
standing and the recent trends against
affirmative action, he said

"Our common predicaments should tell

us it will do us all in, unless we do
something about it," Raskin said.
The former staff assistant of the National

Security Counil said we must create a new
definition of democracy - one which would
give people a "feeling of actually par-
ticipating in democracy.""

"People should be able to vote a part of
their taxes for the type of government
act.ions they want The people, rather than

'What's missing from our
society is hope in our ability

to move through different

systems.'— Marcus Raskin

the president, should have the power to
make war. There should be an increase in

individual participation in the economy,"
the policy advisor to the New Democratic
Coalition said.

He saki, "We should move the definition
of politics beyond a definition for power."

Raskin said th"a! there are many fun-
damental questions that politics cannot
deal with

"Not t>eing able to talk about the
economic system in politics sets the course
for civil war Politics couldnt deal with the
abolitionists and slavery then and politics

can't talk about aBolitionists and nuclear
weapons now," he said.

'Most people have lost the human ability

to talk to one another, he smd

Raskin received his law degree from tf>e

University of Chicago He is a policy advisor
to the New Democratic Coalition, a group
of progressive denriocrats and labor leaders
which IS attemptir^ to restructure the
DenrKKratic Party.

His political insight guided many political

activists of the 1960's In 1968 he was one
of the Boston Five indicted for conspiracy
to resist the draft

Florida : thepopularfun spot
forspring break travelers

Library health probe
may turn up lice, mites

By MARCIA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Florida is the rr\Dst popular vacation spot
for spring break travelers, according to Carl

Hawk, manager of the Campus Center
Travel.

The center has arranged for over 300
s udents to go to Ft. Lauderdale or Miami,
and there are "more people than places to

be filled," Hawk said.

Most travelers made plans before in-

tercession and received discounts on air

fares. Students who have waited until now
to purchase plane tickets will probably have
to pay full fare. Hawk said.

Full fare from Bradlee airport in Hartford,

Conn to Ft Lauderdale or Miami is $190.
"Few Supersaver fares (S149) are left,

but we do have some openings out of other

cities (other than Hartford) on March 13

and 14. It depends on how flexible the per

son is," Hawk said.

Charter deals and youth tickets are

available, but there are no special discounts
for UMass students. Hawk said.

we don't supply hotels. Not many people
want low cost air fare without hotels."

Hawk said.

Hawk, manager of the center for two and
a half years, worked at the mam Springfield

office before coming to UMass.
The center, which opened five years ago,

last year moved from the third floor Cam
pus Center lobby to the concourse next to

the bart>er shop
"We have doubled our staff to handle the

inceased business and ho[>efuily we are

giving increased service." Hawk said

Last year the cenr^r implemented the use
of computers >/vhich 'helps speed up ser-

vice, ' said Hawk.
Although Christmas is generally busier

than spring vacat miv the center seems
busier now becd(."-e travel plans are tjemg

made for only one ^eek instead of six.

Spring break travelers shou'd "tell js
what you \/van\ to rio and welt try to come
up with the lowest possible tare," Hawk
said.

By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

University health officials are continuing
an investigation into if>e cause of skin pro
blerns. believed to be lice o» mites which
have plagued library employees since
Noveniber.

Meanwhile several of the afflicted
workers yesterday filed for compensation
pay to cover days they nn«sed wtule seek-
ing treatment, according to one employee
who as(ed to remain anonymous

A«,cording to the employee,, a do^en
library workers from the Reserve and Loan
depa'Tment on the second floor have had
negative reactions to bites frcn some form
of parasite. She said tht staff notified
library officials of the problem m November
but the UMass office of Environmental
Health' and Safety was not called until

Januiry
Safety Office head George Reed said

y^t» )dy uphcilstered chairs and rugs on
the s. oond f.oQf were shampooed last

week j«>cause they were beiieved to nart>or

th»- tes But workers have reported
Uiu ihen

h. • ! ^«iid he doesn't kno/v what ts doing
the bit nq but we're going to see if we

can't get to the bottom of this
'

He said there ate no plana to cloae the af

fbcted section of the ttirarv ar^ students
'are in no way" in danger of beir>g fitten
But the library employee said she haa seen
the parasites spreading to oftwr areas of
the library She said or>e emptoyee working
downstairs has been bitten

She said a Massachusetts Teachers
Association union official advised tfiem to
file for compensation pay.
Reed said employees wtto have been bit-

ten may receive free treatment from tf>e

University Health Center. Not ail those Ut
ten by the parasites get a skin rash, ac
cording to arH>tf)er library worker
Besides parasites, library officials ate also

investigating water leaks m the basement
study area of the litHary caused by cracks m
the concrete navement overf>ead.
A substarKe m the concrete has been

dissolving, leaking through ^<th tfw water
and forming masses of fungus like growth
on the basement ceiling A liDrary official

said the Physical Plant is aware of tfie

cracked concrete and engineers win be
r>eeded to correct the piublem. He said the
whole concrete iirea surrounding the library

may need to be '•? pav-i

International Women'sWeek committee
needs $1 J500 more to cover childcare
By WENDY CARLSON
Collegian Staff

With the start of International Women's
Week only 10 days away, members of the

steering committee are expected to ask the

Student Sentate finance committee tonight

for $1,500 to cover what organizers say is a

vital expenditure childcare.

Last year the Student Senate ap-

propriated $ 1 , 1 00 for childcare

.

Sue Kaplan and Irene Richard, fund
raisers coordinating for the event, said they

think the committee will announce tonight

that they do not have the money for

childcare.

Both Richard and Kaplan said they believe

the finance committee has given most of

the money it controls to fund the Spring

Concert.
However, Student Senate Speaker Brian

DeLima yesterday said he believes only an
estimated $5,000 was allocated for the

concert and that about $2,500 to $3,500 of

the committees money remains.
DeLima said there is not much money

available but added he felt "sure that

Women"s Week would be supported.'" He
said he was "doubtful" the full $1,500 re

quested would be granted. Members of the

finance committee could not t>e reached for

comment.
International Women's Week was first

celebrated at UMass in 1976 and for the
first time will include activities at all five col

leges. The "week" has been extended to

nine days this year.

Many programs will focus on the working
women's community Kaplan said, and
more money is needed for childcare
because of thir and the extended week.
DeLima said he believes since Women's
Week has become an annual event, the

steering committee should present an
estimated cost to the finance committee
much earlier than they did for funding con-

sideration.

Kaplan said she hopes other groups will

begin to budget their money with
Women s Week in mind. She said other

funding requests are being met.
Kaplan said the Union Program Council

and the Distinguished Visitors Program has
given $5,000 for speakers and the Holly

Near and Meg Christian concert. Another
concert by Asian singer Nobuko, will be
funded with $1,200 from the Student Ac-
tivities Office and profits from the
Near Christian concert.

Margert Reid. childcare co ordinator.

said the $1,500 will cover the costs of food,

staff and programs for the children

Reid said they wanted to "avoid just

babysitting " by having the programs cor-

respond with each day's themes.
She said she wanted the children to be

involved in workshops focusing on such
topics as children's history, working
mothers and self defense.

Reid said the staff would tie paid $3.00
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per hour, but said they

hours than they are paid.

will work more

The Collegian has openings in

the mornings in the business office.

Work-Study Positions

Contact Laura Bassett
Collegian office

Campus Center 113
545-3500

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity/

Affirmative Action Employer
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BLACKAFFAIRS
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Once the controversial standard bearer of Fire Music, Archie Shepp is now

a tenured professor reaching back from post Coltrane Archie Shepp will

be performing this Friday at 8 00 p m in the Fine Arts Center Tickets are $3

and $4 Photo by Ed Cohen

more

Need a summer job?

Assure yourself of »n interview with one of

of 25 camps to be represented at:

CAMP DAY
Thurs., March 1, 1979

Campus Center Auditorium

Come to STUDENT EMPLOYMENT, rm.

239A Whitmore, and_secure an assured

interview. Salaries range from

$400-$2200 plus room and board depen-

ding on qualifications and experience.

Love of children essential.

People needed with skills

Archery
Arts and Crafts
Basketball
Baseball
Ceramics
Cannp Craft

Ecology
Fishing
Food- Service
Golf
Gymnastics
Ham Radio
Horseback Riding

Israeli Dance £r

Music
Judo

in:

Lacrosse
Leather working
Metal Working
Maintenance
Music
Media
Mountain Climbing
Nature Lore
Nursing
Photography
Piano
Riflery

Sailing
Softball

Scuba Diving

Small Craft

Soccer
Special Ed for

Handicapped
Secretarial Work
Swimming
Tennis
Theatre Arts
Track & Field

Water Safety
Instructors

yVilderness
Camping

Water Skiing

Letter-to-the-Editor
To Black Affairs:

There were a few unfortunate inac-

curacies in the article on the recent con-

troversy between Third World groups and
the Amherst Student which need to be
cleared up.

The "Polemic" is a journal with the sole

intent and purpose of presenting research

papers, fiction and poetry topics pertinent

to the Third World.
It was not created to address the

situation between the Student and Third

World groups, nor "to clear up some of the

confusion" related to this issue.

The "Polemic" is not a new journal, it

was first published in the fall of 1977, under

the auspices of the now defunct "Point"

newspaper and is now produced by
Straight Ahead. It is not a production of the

Third World Coalition and exists in

dependently of it.

Whether the "Polemic" comes out once
(or twice, etc.) it is dependent upon the

student allocation committee. The
"Polemic" (not unlike Drum) hopes to

continue to be presented annually and to

present the finest research and literature

produced by students, with an awareness
of the Third World.

Sincerely,

JohnC. Russell

an editor of the "Polemic"

Nettie Fox who will be performing a "Jam Session" February 23 at the New
Africa House 7^10 p.m. is an outstanding musician and singer.

Photo by Ed Cohen

-Announcements
WEBD elections

The station will be holding elections on

Monday evening, Feb. 27th at 7:00 p.m. in

315 New Africa House. The following

positions are available; ,

General Manager
Treasurer,

Production Director,

Program Director,

Public Affairs Director.

Deadline for application is 3:00 p.m.

Monday, Feb. 26th. For more inro call

545 2090 or come to 424 New Africa

House. Anyone interested in becoming a

member is also welcomed to attend the

7:00 p.m. meeting.

Dance: Pan-Afrika with Eno
Dance: Pan Afrika with Eno

Voices of New Afrika House, Musicians

and Dancers from the Society of Drum and

Spirit, The Capoeiras of Bahia, Aisha

Kahili, Bheki Langa, Bobby Davis, Steve

John, Fred Clayton, Sulai Mana, New
Earth Poets. February 21 at the Malcolm X
Center at 8:00 p.m.

African Arts

African Arts February 19-

March 2, 1979 Student
Union Gallery, UMass,
Amherst. Reception
Monday February 19, 7:30

p.m.

Contribute to Drum

You are invited to express

yourself, contribute your poems,

stories, and works of art to Drum.

Deadline is April 17th. Send

materials to 115 New Africa House

I

UMass.

Editorial/Opinion

The Prince
"Prince Albert of Monaco, left, an

Amherst College freshman, and his date.
Ford Agency model Cathy Montclair, chat
with unidentified man at Studio 54 in New
York City early Sunday The two are fre

quent companions and have been seen
wining and dining in rr^ny of the more
fashionable places in New York At
Amherst, the pnnce goes by his family

name, Albert Gnmaldi."
Caption of photo ir Monday's

Daily Hampshire Ga/ette

Cal' me UMass' Grinruldi. I'm tall. I'm

handsome, my eyes are the blue of an
eskimo's lips, and I've been mistaken for

Grace Kelly from a distance.

It IS four in the afternoon and the sirens ot

fashion have called me to the hard white
expanse of Amherst CoiTimon. lyir^g like a
guilty whisper, hushed yet unsettling, while
I try to plug my date with the Lambrusco I

got on sale in one of those bins across the
street. The pig takas the last hit I snatch
the tx>ttle from her cNNy grasp At least she
won't get the refurnJ.

Placing a casual, well manicured hand on
her kneecap. I teH her it is like Pans, non'
The ir>grate has only to say that she wishes
her gloves back . I calmly explain that they

are doir>g much more good as a makeshift

acNatorcap

Her fingers have gor>e a curious white so I

must take her back into school But she
knows and I know that 4 o'clock on a Fri-

day afternoon means only one thing. It

maans lining up. possibly for minutes. It

means undergoing the scrutiny of a

meticulous doornr^n It nm&nB poaaibia

humiliation But once we are in, we are m
with the in crowd, our crowd, the Studio

Bkje Wall crowd

mark Wilding

After dinner, we drop by the local cafe,

Gas Lite I, to discuss the evening's enter

tainment prospects. She insists that we
take in a play "The Incredible Mr. Limpet,"

over at Arnherst high school. I protest, in

sisting that the beatiful people are to be

found at the J .Q .A . coffee house

.

We bicker. It is fashionable to bicker. We
compromise. We will see Death Race 2000.

Afterwards, a late night joint in the most

fashionable of marijuana dens, the B.O.C.

Unfortunately, we are joined by two Cam
pus Centfer policemen. I calm my date and

explain to the gentlemen that I am UMass'

Grimaldi. They offer a harsh laugh and in

vite me to the police station. I resist and

they slap steel blue handcuffs on my
wrists. .

I give my date a wink. I have had the last

lauqh You see, silver handcuffs are the

latet fashion.

MARK WILDING is a Collegian columnisi

Hurray for the fiddler
By MELaNIE COLLIER

After three days of school a young
woman jumps to her death from a

k̂
Southweat highnse

day mornings
thousarnJs of beer.

bottles lie piled in.

Saturday and Sun-
thousands and

whiskey. 8r>d vodka
on and arour>d the

We walk among tf>e 2 for 1 people, the

jostling people, all beautiful people. Look!

There goes Jacqueline, she of the Zayre

pants suit. Truman toasting academic pro

bation, Mick with the waxy build-up in his

ear, Bianca blowing her D.C. pay check on

36 cent Tuborgs.

Two house drinks. I call out snappishly

and. flicking the buck forty onto the
counter, wave off the nickel change. The
crowd recognizes me and they whispier

among themselves. Don't whisper. It is im-

polite

Suddenly. I feel someone tugging at my
sleeve Aaugh. my date, I had forgot-

tenabout her The curious whiteness has

left her face and fingers and she hints that

she is hungry by pointing to her mouth. It is

not chic to point I point out. but she insists.

Where shall I take her? The92.99 spaghetti

special at the TOC is out. That was
Wednesday. The V.F.W. lounge was last

night. There is only one thing for it in that

case. Basics. A change of scenery, a

change of menu, and she will fold like petty

cash.

large trash bins. Daily we walk past the

same closed doors, down the same
silent elevators, through the same
crowds of blank faces. And we wonder
We wonder lots of things. Like what

MMe are doing taking Calculus II. or

Chem III, or Geology 167 Like why we
oven bother being pushed and nudged
while waiting to eat food, that is at

best mediocre, in a noisy congested
dining common. Like why we are going

to school for a transcript with a cum
on it, a paper certificate, a truck driv-

ing job when we get out? We
sometimes even wonder why we are

alive.

Days, months even years at a time go
by where we may be constantly
weighing our purpose, direction and
enjoyment in life. We find ourselves
participating in a ritualized system of

habits. If we begin to doubt that we are

really living our lives, we make at-

tempts to break through our shells - to

give ourselves a pinch to make sure we

are really alive.

It is no wonder we are so upset over

the increase in the drinking age! Not
only is it an infringement on our right

to make individual decisions but it is

our most popular method of melting
away some of that societal shels that

we have so effectively built up. We
take a few drinks and begin to relax.

We can laugh a little, maybe cry a little

and even dig up enough courage to ap-

proach that man or woman we are so
interested in.

Why are people so afraid to live? To
feel emotions, explore, be curious, ex-

perience being ourselves, share with
each other? Sometimes the drinking or

other drugs give us enough temporary
relief from our usual rigid adherence to

society's rules... and sometimes it

doesn't.

In Boston last weekend paranoia
struck. Zombied faces drove by, alone

in their cars, gazing ahead only so far

as the next traffic signal and totally

surrounded by several thousand
pounds of steel. In the subway station

it was even worse. Here were hundreds
of people standing next to each other,

sitting beside each other, walking past

each other and yet every person there

was the only person there. We all had our

own little worlds and contact between

these worlds was forbidden. It seemed
as if we were all afraid of any contact
or communication.
The fiddler's lively music danced

over the crowd. He played,
unacknowledged, at the foot of the
subway stairs. Occasionally someone
would risk a glance at him out of the

corner of his eye. Then a boy nudged
his friend and pointed. Two women
with their children came down the

steps and began swinging their little

boy and girl around. A group of college

girls began clapping in time to the

music and two stepped out and began
dancing. People were smiling at one
another and tapping their feet.

The train came and people once again

became alienated from each other,

drew back into their own worlds and
sat silent, staring into space, at the
floor or out the window. For five

minutes that fiddler was able to bring a

whole group of people alive. They felt

joy and enthusiasm in being alive. They
broke all the rules that mandate silence

between strangers and became their

uninhibited, exuberant selves. Maybe
someday we will all be our own fid-

dlers.

MELANIE COLLIER is a Collegian com-
mentator.

Letters to the Editor
A mere coincidence?

Senator thinks not
To the Editor:

The Coordinating Committee of the

Student Senate in the Jan. 30 meeting,

voted pay raises for the Student
Government Association officers

\ speaker, treasurer, presidents] all of

whom are on the Coordinating Com-
mittee. What IS shocking is that the raise

goes from $45 a week to $87.50 \a 94

percent increase]. Inflation is bad, but 94

percent? I Who says student government
doesn't pay?\ What is even more sur-

prising IS that they requested a $12 in-

crease in the Student Activities Tax Fee

tu begin liquidating the large deficit that

the SGA has How can they raise their

s.ihiries \and others], while there is a

deficit is in my opinion unjustifiable.

There Is no rationale for the increase in

thv miinitPs of the meeting. To me la

senator], this indicates overstepping their

mithonty. The reason the power was

given to them was for emergencies such

as drinking age, tuition, etc. This usur-

ping of power was uncalled for.

Luckily, all actions of the Coordinating

Committee must be OKed by the Senate

this semester. Tell your senators \many of

whom do as much work and do not get

paid] how you feel. I am appalled at this

abuse of power. Let them know you do
not like it. They represent you and should

listen!

Robert Cleary

Southwest

You've certainly done it

again, Steve Zack!

To the Editor:

/ would like to strongly disagree with

the observation made by Collegian

spurts columnist Steve Zack that UMass

head coach Jack Leaman is "one hell of a

coach " Zack readily admits that there are

tremendous communication problems on

the team, but, apparently, he rails to

realize that one of the most important

aspects of coaching is to be able to

assemble a group of players, teach them a

system of basketball, and have them play

that system of basketball to the best of

their ability as a team. Obviously, Jack
Leaman has failed to do this, and,

therefore, must be considered a major

source of our serious basketball woes.

Also, the system that Leaman teaches

is quite questionable. The slow-motion

offense that UMass plays is usually ripped

apart by a quick team, with the Bentley

disgrace of last week serving as an
example. Certainly talent is lacking, but it

was not last year and we had only a fair

season, with losses to some pretty poor
teams.

In my view, it is time for Jack Leaman
to hang up his patent leather coaching

shoes and allow someone to take over

who is more capable of relating to the

temperamental breed of athlete that

seems characteristic of our age.

Barry Samuels
Orchard Hill
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Protest over library closings
dominates selectmen's meeting

•Collegian 7

By MARY FRAIN
Cullegian Staff

Protest over the proposed closing of two branch libraries

in Amherst dominated discussion at the Board of Selec-
tman's meeting last night in the town hall.

Gregory Webb of South Amherst presented a petition to
the selectman with signatures of 621 people protesting the
closing of Munson Memorial Library in So. Amherst. Webb
stressed the petitioners did not want to be "considered in

competition with the Noah Amherst library" for financial

support.

The two branch libraries may be closed as a result of cuts

in the town budget
Webb also said people would have to go further to use

the Jones Library on Amity St , and this could "reduce
leadership ' Webb said he felt that would be a shame "in

such a literate town."
The budget allocations for the fiscal year 1980 are

$293,141 if the branches remain open and $280,835 if they

are closed.

Town Manager Louis Hayward said there would be an
estimated $12,000 to $13,000 sabings with the two branch
libraries shut down.

Library trustee Eugene Wormer said it was impossible to

save money "in pencils, you've got to save it in big ways.

"

"It's not the trustees who are doing this closing. The
people of the town have demanded economy and are now
beginning to feel it (the budget cuts)," Wormer said.

Selectwoman Nancy Eddy said "the point is that we
have been under great pressure to keep property taxes

down."
"We're having people say cut, but don't cut my

program," she added.

Charles Atkms, a selectman currently running for his

second term said he thought the selectman should
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J
45 S. Pleasant St. ^

^ Amherst p

Premeds and Predents:
National MCAT Review Course

National DAT Review Course
EkirnMvr I*»iin9 prMlKC and inlenwve {l«»%roofn review/

in «ll %*( lion* of MCAT of DAT 36 cUftkroom hour*

Weekend iU*»*« EKcrlWnl »p*cmIwI inMru<lor» Toul

CCMI indudins malrrMl*. SISO

MCAT »*»*»on» in Bo»lon and Spr inqli^ld Amh*r»i *t9*%\

DAT s»»Mon» at Bo%lon I niversiv

VI

NATIONAl REVIEW COUf^ES ^
P O Box WJ76. San Rdl*i-I CA <»4«W3 »

Call TOLL FREE («00> 824 7888 f«f
Ask tor Operator 1 16

fxj*

Vision
ShouicQse

We art Sp«ci«llttt In:

• Fashion Eyawaar
•Contact Lansas
• Enrtargancy Raplacamants
• Fraa Ad|o»tnr»ant» Anytlma

•Wa Claan A Polish contact

lansas on fha pramlsak

Mt. Farms Mall, Hatflay SM-«124

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

BEFORE YOU PICK UP
YOUR DEGREE,

PICK OUR INTERVIEW.

Contact your placement office

for Interview dates.

HUGHES
OMOnv*'**

, . . -J

AN EQUAt OPIKJRTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

"guarantee that at least there will be an article concerning
the closing of the branch libraries on the warrant for town
meeting

.

" A warrant is the agenda of items to be discussed
at the town meeting.

Chair Diana Romer said she hoped the legislature and
the governor "will let us make this decision for ourselves

and not make it for us." Romer was discussing the

possibility that the town meeting could restore the services

cut by the budget needs.

Potok talk cancelled
A lecture by Jewish riovelist Chaim Potok, sponsored by

the Distinguished Visitor's Program and UMass chapters of

B'nai Brith and Hillel, has been cancelled. The talk,

originally scheduled for tonight in the Student Union
Ballroom, was cancelled alor>g with a lecture to have been
given by Bel Kaufman. No future date has been
rescheduled for the event.

Intern fair set
A fair for students interested in summer and fall in-

ternships will be held today from 11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom.

Representatives from state based businesses and
agencies will be at the fair, sponsored by the Office of

Internships and the Student Activities office, to talk with

students interested in various fields including legal ser

vices, media, child care, mental health, museums,
wonr>en's centers, comnxjnity organizir>g and politics,

among others.

University of Massachusetts/ ArTit^erst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

lesbaNets

Tuesday, February 27 8 pm

Flhf Am CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6, 5
UMass students - $5. 4. 3 Senior citizens and
other students - $6. 5. 4.

Fine Arts Canter Box Office M-F f-4, S4S-2Sn

& New England Ticketron Locations.

VESTEAIMAILAROUmK'
Next time you're hungry for roast

beef, head for Hardees. And

bring a friend and this coupon

along with you. It'll get you

two tender, juicy, sliced-thin,

piled-high Big Roast Beef

Sandwiches for the price of

one. Once you sink your

teeth into Hardee's delicious,

succulent roast beef, you've

|ust got to know you've got the

best eotin' in town, up n' down,

all around.

X.

....BEST EARN'
BUYONE BIG ROAH BEEFp

GETONE FREE.
Good at all participating Hardees. Please present this coupon before ordering.

One coupon per customer, please. Customer must pay any sales tax clue

on the purchase price. This coupon not good in combination with any other otters.

Hardee's of Hadley
430 ftussell Street

Hadley, Mass. Haidrar Coupon expires March 6, 1979

UMass Activities Calendar

WEDNESDAY
February 21, 1979

Films

"History Book," 8 p.m., Thompson 104,

Free

"Malcolm X Spaaks." "Praluda to
Revolution" Hampshire Main Lecture Hall,

7 p.m.

"Tha FBI Campaign Against Black
Leaders. " Mt. Holyoke College,
"Emparor Jonas." 8 p.m.. SUB

Other Activities

Internship Fair, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m., SUB

THURSDAY
February 22, 1979

Workshop, Women Combining Career*
& Lifestyles, 7:30^10 p.m., CC 911-915

Rededication of Malcolm X Center,
HampxJen Center, Prof. Chuck Hopkins

Rims

Couples Workshop.
Sabey

Call 5-2661. Pete

Meetings

Ski Club. 8pm, SBA 120

RSO Officers, mandatory, details in RSO
n^ailboxes, SU 409

UM Rugby Club. 8 p.m.. Concerns spring

tour

International Women's Week Ct^ildcara

Comm., 7 p m , 901 CC

Clamshell Alliance members. 7:Xp.m..

302 Converse Hall, Amherst College

People's Gay Alliance . 8 p.m.. 808 CC

J P Stevens Boycott Comm., 8 p.m..

227 Herter Hall

Bicycle Club. 7 p.m.. 175 CC

Slide presentation on Japan by Dr.

Jean Sherrow, 7:30 p.m.. Hills 105

'Twelve Angry Men" by Stageless

Players, 8 p.m., SW Hampxien Student
Center

interested in babysitting this spring?

Contact Child Care Office. 21 1 Berkshire

Alternative Living Program, Cottage B,

Thatcher Way is lookmy tor volunteers to

teach: U.S. Govt, b Politics or U.S. History

(MWF 9 10) and Economics MWF 10-11)

Call 5 2584

Workshop Exploring Jewish Identity,

7: 30 p.m. 806 CC
CancaNad. DVP
Potok. 8 p.m.. SUB

Last Tango in Paris, 6, 8:25, 10:50 p.m.
SUB, $1 '

Captioned Films for tha Daaf. 7:30 p.m..
CC 905^909

MONDAY
February 26, 1979

Meetings
Outing Club.6 p.m., CC 917

Meetings

Hillel talk by Chaim

Career Development Workshop, Thurs.

Feb 22, 7:» p m Bart 206, call 5 0333

Internship Introductory maatingi. daily.

16 CurryHjcks^ 5 7 27

Chess Club. 7:30 pm. 806 CC. aN chaas

players welcome

Wildlife Society. 730 p.m.

Sp«.-aker: P.iul Godfruey
804 CC.

Concerts

Kinks, 8 p.m.. FAC CorKort Hall

Lectures

The Cause of Biochemical Differentia

tion in Dictyostelium, 4 p m . 203

Graduate Research Tower A

Social Events

Israeli Dancing.
monwealth Rm.

7:30 p.m.. Com-

Sigma Kappa Walcoma Dtnnar. 5 p.m.

2566887

Fencing Demonstration by UM FerKing
Club. Feb. 28, CC CorKourse

Auditions for Amherst Feminist Reper
tory Co., 7 p.m., leS-ieS CC
Registration for following classes rH>w

being accepted. Call Janet or Jim Sadler

586 2997 or 584 6767 "The Handwritten
Book, Mar 1; Design and Layout with
Calligraphy. Mar 3; Formal Irish Writing

with the broad pen. Mar 10; Principles

and Practice of Macrobiotics, Feb 24 b
25: Traditional Shiatsu Massage. Feb.

27; Macrobiotic Healing and Spiritual

Practices. Feb 28. Macrobiotic Cook-
ing. Mar 2; East West Guest Lecture,

Mar. 2

Veterans Service Organizaiton. ongoing
counseling service, 411 S.U. 10 a.m. • 2
pm
All students who have contacted Peace
Corps/Vista Office and who have
changed their address, please notify

the office, 11 7A Draper H all. 5^105

Forum - Nato and ttta Russians, 830
p.m.. Webster House Lour>ge. Orchard Hill

Marketing Club. 6:30 p.m., CC 101

Student Government Association. 4:30
p.m.. CC 911-915

Asian-American Students Assoc. 7:X
p m , CC 168 170

Delta Lambda. 7:00 p.m.. 917 C.C

Antisexist men to run spring forum for
Men Against Sexism. 7 p.m.. CC
Christian Science Organixation.
6:30 7:30 p.m.. 902 CC

Concerts

Moscow Philharmonic Orchastra. 8
p.m.. FAC

Lectures

Ernst Harfiaus. 8 p.m.. CC 176

Other Activities

Mandatory Workshop for new RSO of

ficers, detatis in RSO mailboxes. 409 SU

"Learn to Live with Stress" workshop, Feb.

22 and Mar 1, 7-9 p.m. pre-registration re-

quired, 549 2671 Ext 224

Auditions for Amherst Feminist Reper-

tory Co., 7 p.m., Bar>gs Center Amherst,

call 6 8397

"career/Life Planning for English Ma-
jors " workshop, 7 10 p m , Bartlett Hall,

5^033

"All About Relaxation " discussion, 7:30

p.m.. Jones Library. Amherst

Economics Department. 3:30 p.m.. CC
80S«9
DVP (Distinguialiad Viaitors Program)
6:00 p.m.. 803 CC

Other Activities

Career Development Workshop. Feb
27. 7:» p.m.. Bartlett 206 Call 5-0333

TUESDAY
February 27, 1979

Rims
Dybbuk 7:30 p.m.. Thomf»on 104

Gertrude Stein, Emily Dickinson, 8|

p.m.. West Lecture Hall of Franklin Patter-

son Hall, Hampshire College

Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, 7:30 p.m.,
Herter 231. tree

Highlights from Marijuana; Assassin of
Youth and Reefer Madness, sponsored
by Mass. NORML. 7:00, 9:30 CC

|

Auditorium, $1.00 admission

Concerts
Las Ballet Jazz. 8 p.m., FAC

Other Activities

Career Development Workshop,
pm , Bartlett 206, call 5 0333

7:30

Auditions by Riverside Park for ttieir 11

live shows sign ups in Student Employ-
ment, 239A Whitmore

Weekend Activities
FRIDAY
February 23, 1979

Films

SATURDAY
February 24, 1979

Films

SUNDAY
February 25, 1979

Rims
Play Misty for Ma. 7. 9. 11 p.m.. CCA

Downhill Racer, 8 p.m., Mahar
A uditorium, ^^ee

Tha Last Waltz. 6:X, 8:45. 11 p.m.. SUB

Meetings

PAUMA 1 Senate. 12 2 p.m.. CC 911-915

Lectures

Rocky. 7, 9 , 11 p.m., CCA

Concerts

Meetings
Hebrew Conversation Group, 7 p.r

302 SU

ArchjeShepp. 8 p.m.. FAC. $3 & $4

Social Events

Sigma Kappa. "Cruise Brunch" 11 a.

Call 256-6887

Lecture and Music with Hattie Fox. 7 10

p.m., New Africa House

Social Events

Beaux Arts Ball, 8 p.m., SUB, tickets

from UM Art Dept. or Art Club members

Other Activities

Colloquium, non violent means to work

for fundamental social change, call Gary,

549 1685

Spanish/English test for Bilingual

Teacher Certification, 9 a.m., 222, Marks

Meadow School of Education, Call Carmen

Rodriguez, 5-0273

Newman Club. 8 p.m.. Front Lounge of

Newman Center .^_^

Social Events

Nestles Boycott Benefit Dinner. 6:30

pm. Bangs Community Center, Amherst,

$3 50 tickets must be purchased in ad

vance. Call 253 5432 or 256 0468

Other Activities

Hillel Brunch, 11 a.m.. Commonwealth
Rm.

Forum — exploring relations between

Blacks and Jews in the U.S., 15 p.m.,

CCA
Recital, Teraspulsky and Gaffnay,8

p.m., Bowker Auditorium

Deadline for information is Mondays at

noon 113 Campus Center

Clarifications should be directed to the Col

legian •

(student Activities]
^ We're here because you are ^ Judy Kelly, Calendar Coordinator
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ENGINEERING GRADUATES '

INSTRON
WANTS TO TALK TO YOU ABOUT YOUR

FUTURE

ONCAMPUS INTERVIEWS

[_ FEBRUARY 28 ^
The Canton Division ot Inslron Corporation is a

Morld l«ader in tl«<> manufacture ot stale-ol-tttc-art

materials testing instrumentation, including elec-

Uomechanical tensite testing systems and servo-

hydraulic dynamic testing systems We also

produce computer systems lor real-time control ol

complei inslrumentalton and dedicated and dis-

Irtbuled systems lor computer processing and
data-base management ol physical data

We are located m a beautilul. and highly desirable

area ol Massachusetts accessible to Boston and
ollering a quality lifestyle Artd our new addition

to our plant and Corporate Headquarters (see

illuslralion) will mahe it possible tor Instron to

offer a more stimulating a-vi prote*s»onai environ-

ment than ever before.

Once on staff, you will be:ome thoroughly familiar

with our distinctive produ :t lirte through classroom
and on-lhe-|Ob trainirtg programs

E (Citing career opportunities Are available for

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS • ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS • MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

LOGIC DESIGN ENGINEERS • TEST ENGINEERS
MATERIALS ENGINEERS PROGMAMMERS

B S degree is required for all posiMowa. an M S
desired tor Design Engineering positions Elec-

trical Engineers should have a stroitg background
in digital circuitry and microprocessors Servo-

hydraulics background a plus tor Mechanical
Ertgifteers

Take Ihis special opportunity to join an eipai«ding

company wfiere a young professional can make an
immediafe impact and en|oy a highly competitive

salary, unusually liberal benelits. and continuous

opportunities for career growth

To arrange »n appointment ConlacI your CoMafa
Placement Ottica.

IN\TRON
INSTRON CORPORATION
100 Rovall St , Canton. Ma 02021

*< OP0«'*¥fH iotpm-r*- «•

To plac* a classified ad. drop by tr>e

and 3:45 p.m MorKlay through Fridav. or use

our harxly ci*p srKt rnail form tourK) in nrKMt

issues of the Cotlegisn Claasrfted deadline «
3 45 p m two days m advance of publication

date

Collegian
ClassifiedsH Collegian classified rates »f daily. 46c par

iirH*. five consecutive issues, 40c per Ima par

day: 30 consecutive issues. 30c per line per

day. One iir>e r» roughly equrvalent to 3P
characters.

•

AUDIO

Fischer 504 2/4 ch. r«ce»w«r-90 w/ch
RMS in stereo; 40 w/ch in quad 5 band
equil.; LEO power nneters; lots of features

and flashing lights Sounds incredible Dirt

cheap Need bucks fast $196 546-6677

Sanyo AM/FM tape player. Portable

DC /AC o()eration Batteries irtcl., excellent

sound. $ 150. Mitch. 546-9189

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of

Bose. 50 watt, power cap, John, 546-5990.

Bass guttac wHh amp and strap, al for

$150. call Andy. 546-4196^

Miniature cassette tape recorder. Uses
60 minute tapes Very good corxJitton. Ask-

ing $40 Call^ave,J^7511.

Wasner h Dryer, best offer. caN Gary or

Joel aj^-4624 or 253 9230^

New Hexcel Hexceleretors. 175cm.,

Super BuHMJ skis $175, firmXaM 546-^92

Gift Maa: have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Delap. 256^732. bet. 9-10 am
FOUND

AUTO FOR SALE

1171 CKevy Impale, runs excellent, body
superb, interior clean, $975, 66&-4452 .

Ot Ford Econ. r>eeds body work, runs

good, $350 of BO, call evenings, 549-20Q.

06 Valiant 200, dependable transportation.

Call 367 2825, evenings. Asking $400.

73 VW Superbeetle, excellent corKlition.

$1500 253 9887

Found — men's
Tobm - call 5-0783.

Seiko watch nr.

Mittens. Blue Wall. 540^)686

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire, perfect for cof-

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

Disco Dave h D.L Disco Inc. provides

sound, lights & DJ for your parties -disco,

rock & oldies. The best at affordable prices.

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567-1715.

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John, 546-4646.

FOR RENT

Room for rent in 4 bdrm. Riverglade Apt.,

on bus n., $80+, female only, Theresa.

256 6976.

Searching for alternative living styles?

Conr>e visit Alpha Chi Omega at 38 Nutting

Ave. or call us at 545 2152 We can offer

you all of the comforts of home: home-

cooked meals, study areas, friends and fun,

boarders welcome.

1 rm. in 3 bdrm. Puffton apt., on bus rte.,

$77.50/mo., call John collect, (617)

696-5710

FOR SALE

Fender Strat. bik., mpl. neck, 5 mos. old,

$325, call, 256-6103.

White Stag ski jacket, suede hiking

boots, both worn once £t size 8, $25 each,

6 8479^

Yamaha 150 acoustic guitar, excellent

coidition, call Brenda, 549 1083, nights.

rwiisTdwn. vest, Ig., dk. bl.T new, $25.

5^t6-6656. ^_
El Degas acoustic guitar, excellent

sound, new tuning pegs, perfect condition.

$100 firm. Ron, 546-6781.

Calculator -left in Hatch. Feb. 15. CaN

253 5875 , after 5.

Found -lor>g haired F dog w/ NH license.

white face, tan black markings, 666^4324.

HELP WANTED

Part-time posHlona at Mount Holyoke

College for the academic year 1979^80.

Single persons or married couples. BA re-

quired. Call (413) 538^2560. An Equal Op-

portunity emptoyer.

Southwest Womens Center is hiring new
part time staff positions for this semester

and next. Both w/s and n w/s positions are

available, pick up applicatior^ at SWWC,
corner of Crampton and Mackimmie.
phone 5-0626, deadline Feb. 27.

Administrative staff person, 3 positions

available for eligible grad students. 10-20

hrs./wk., $4/hr Deadline for applications

is Feb 28. 545^2896/545-0970

Organic Chem. tutor needed, call Mary.

584 2547, after 7 p.m.

Counselors — private coed camp in

Berkshires — openings for instructors in

gymnastics, tennis, soccer, horseback

riding (Western), rocketry, camper radio

station (FM), golf, lacrosse, arts & crafts,

sailing, hiking -backpacking, archery,

head waterfront (pool), head -small crafts,

also needed: General Counselors, unit

leaders, nurse. Good salaries - friendly at

mosphere. Contact Paul Krouner-Camp
Schodack, 268 Mason Terr , Brookline, MA
02146, (617) 277 7600 or pick up informa

tion packet, application & interview

schedule outside Rm. 147 Patterson (Rick

Heideman). Campus irrterviews Feb. 27-28.

Central area women's center has 5 work

study positions available, applications can

be picked up at center baseijient Baker.

Counselors: As.sociation of Independent

Camps seek* qualified counselors for

85 member camps located N Eastern US
July and August. Contact: Association of

Independent Camps, 55 West 42nd Street,

New York, NY 10036, (212) 736 6596

Junior Accouming Major to be a campus
laprasentatn/e for the Lambers CPA review

course, for additiorul information, call col

tect (617) 729-4092 Ask for Ed

Exotic jobal Lake Tahoe. Cal> Little exp..

h*gh pay! $17DO$4000 summer Over
35,000 people needed in casinos,
restaurants, ranchesm, rxM^it isfts. morel

Ser>d $3 96 for info to Lakeworld, Box
61036. Sacto . CA 96880

Men! WomanI Jobs cruise
ships'freighters, no experience High pay!

See Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So.

America. Career surrwneri Serxl $2.75 for

info to Seaworkl, BB Box 61036, Sect , CA
96880.

INSTRUCTION

RIDE WANTED

For two people to Ft. Lauderdale on Mar.

15 or 16 Will share driving and experd

CaN Laurel or Susan at 549^5967.

RIDERS WANTED

RMorawntod to Brattleboro, Vt.. every

weekday this semester, share $, 253-2154.

aak for Ray

ROOMMATE WANTED

auto mechanics workshop. 28
hours, classroom theory & shop. Limited

enrollnrwnt 253 7967 or wnte for brochure.

Auto SkiWs. Box 210. An^herst MA 01002.

Disco dence lessons, learn to dance aH

aspects of disco, rock, dip hustle, etc in

the comfortat>le atn^osphere of your own
dorm lounge, frat. or sor. Simply gather 5

or more people and I will teach at your

residence. For info and/or derrx), call Brian

at 546-5062.

LOST

Un. of Mass. class ring, 76, name inscrib-

ed. 525-7581.

PERSONALS

Molson kegs die but Molson men are im-

nrwrtal. happy b day Big Blue from J &
Zack. P S. Thanx to a special Byrd.

To Joan, happy birthday. You're not get-

ting older, you're getting better. Good luck

with you know what. Love, Al.

What is the Newman Club?

Wanted for Brittany Mnr. Apts.: male.

rH>r»$moker . clean. Call: 253-9890.

Two bedrooms avail., co-op, non-smok.,

veg., $120 incl. all util. A lot of open space,

neer bus to canrnKis. 866^7586.

Qrad student wants to share two
bedroom apartment with rwnsmoking.

quiet arMl considerate female. Good loca-

tion on bus route. Call 256-6246, eves, pref .

Live-In child cere exchanged for room ar>d

board Child age 6. Edge of campus
veggie/ r>on-smoker, eves., 549-5980.

SERVICES

Silkscreening: let a seasor>ed pro crank

out shirts for you. 256-0478.

Attorney Jeson R. Rosenthal — low cost

legal representation for UMass community.

Income tax preparation, appointment only,

2537617.

WANTED

Drvng. Instr. to teach 1 psn. stick shift,

call Joe, 6-8736, $price negotiable$.

Naodad- mattress, call Anne, 253-5186.

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546 6557. after 6.

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COD

Dave, we-lovetti Thanks for last Mon.

r>ight — we'd never miess you're past your

prime. Neen, Joan, Tricia, & Greta.

To tfie beautiful won>en of Swillage, late

V.D. wishes. Stay like you are. Sweet C.

Ski boots, ladies, Kastinger, sz. 7%,
never used, brand new, originally $135, will

sell for $60, gene, 549 5132.

The Newman Club is.alive and well.

Zoo Mass t-shirts are back on the con-

course. Wed. & Fri. afternoons, also we
print the fastest, best-priced custom shirts

for groups and clubs in the area.

Sigma Kappa open rush! Come meet us.

Find out what we're all about: call 256 6887

for more info. SK is a bette r way!

Daytona

Summer rental Cape Cod. S. Yarmouth,

4 apts. avail., one studio, 2-2 bdrms., and 1

three bdrm. Very close to water. Fully

furn., Mem. Day to Labor Day. Prices from

$1500 to $3000 for season, call (617)

394 6323, evenings and weekends.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Work in Japan! Teach English conversa-

tion. No experience, degree, or Japanese

required. Send long, stamped, self-

addressed envelope for details. Japan-75,

PO Box 336, Centralia WA 98531 .

HYPNOSIS

on spi'. brk. Fly &
Cheapest on campus. Good times.

6 7462

stay.

Mike.

Hypnosis Reading Institute- free intro &
hypnosis session, greatly improve reading

speed, comprehension & concentration,

Wed , Feb. 21, 8:30, rm. 805 Cnnnpus

Center, be prompt, K.R. Morse, 532 5703.

Wednesday, February 21. 1979

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler
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TQBAT'S CaOSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 American
Indian

e Manga In

animals -

10 Oelal

41

42
44
45
47
48

14 49
numerals

15 Gross walghl 50
Increment

16 Literary col 54
tactions

17 Change 57
18 Thai which

(OllO«M
Auld20

58
59
60

Syne"
21 A la mode

basa
22 Hair raising

23 Study written
matter

25 Skips about
27 Beareseni
30 Scanty sup-

ply

31 EC Bantley s
detective

32 Gambling
game

33 Skating sur
face

36 Small skin
growth

37
Ste Marie

38 Freight
vessel

39 Charactenrad
by unity 13

40 Skint &jflix

Great dis-

appointrT>ent
Is frugal
Trader
Heavy knife
Be ahead of
Lifeless:
Archaic
In :ln

one's charge
History t)ook
entry
Sports fore-

casters
Baseball
score
To leeward
Drug source
Fruit of the
oak
Untidy state
Morsels
Animal pelts

DOWN

Spoken
rather than
written
Body Zool
It Is so
Tissue decay
Extremity
Permanent
Eating place
Craft
Task pertor
ming group
Regret deeply
lawless
Young fat

herrir>g

Fireplace
residue

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

do X U^otv ijoo wo/t t

rapt. M iniHe miJMe of

19 Lifts upright
21 One's apart-

ment Slang
24 Adjective

suffix

25 Chimes
26 Enchanted
27 Air Comb

form
28 Vacuum tube

Suffix

29 Optical de
vices

30 Band instru
ments

32 Menu
34 Arrive

35 Wide
mouthed jug

37 Carried riway
Slang

38 Grapefruit's
relative

4a Counts cal

ories
41 lion

43 Trios
44 Moisture
45 "Call Me

46 Mexican
agave

47 Mislays
49 Animal s gait

51 Mine: Fr

52 Three-masted
schooner

53 Birds
56 Flap on a

garnf>ent

56 Biblical judge
57 Possesses

Nothing Special by Joe Casey
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KIN6 TODA> ANkUKS)

Tmi HIS PftDftDSED

8ILL RAISING THE
DRINKIN6 A6E IS

...t^'<< TOTntL YtAk

r^A

THE RIGHT TO D«im:

" >c>u can't PtEASt:

EvrP>ONE

4 by Franl< Emery
4,rF'»t.raN6 HIS Kmarma is
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The Town Line by Joe Carroll
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NICE, QUi£T TOWN>
GOOD SCHOOLS,

CHURCHES-

UMass Men
OPEN RUSH
Come meet the brothers of

SiqiviA AlpkA EpsiloN

e
>
<
«
C
e
•>
3

s
M
CO

118 Sunset Ave.
Tuesday, Feb. 20

Wednesday, Feb. 21

7:30 till

Beer
and
Beer

Sunset Ave.

Southwest D- D D n D iAi

University of Massachusetts NEWE8T FRATERNITY
Invites all INTERESTED University Men to an

OPEN RUSH
Tuesday, Feb. 20 and Thursday, Feb. 22, 8:00 p.m.

Alpha Delta Ph- is an International Fraternity with 26 chapters located in the US ft

Canada One of the oldest and most respected college fraternities, it offers a

heritage ft prestige unequaled by many other fraternal organizations

For further info - Transportation Facilities

Call 253 9074
Located at Frat'Sor Park on the Orchard Hill Bus Route (off East Pleasant St )
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Northjmplon •

I
NOW WESTERN MASS
PREMIERE SHOWING i

On Scraan At:
7:00 and 9 15

hHE BEST BERGMAN film!

W YEARS!'

o film by

INGMAR BERGMAN
wifh

INGWD OERGAAAN
LIV ULLMAN

rustynau
C^utA

JONATHAN EDWARDS
Thurs. , Feb. 22 $4 advance and door

FAT
Fn , Feb 23
$2 doof only

JAMES
MONTGOMERY
BAND

Sat . Feb 24

$3 door only

DERRINGER
Sun . Feb 25

'A 50 advance and door

POUSETTE DART
BAND
Fn. ft Sat.. Mar 2 b 3

$5 door only

DOC E» MERLE
WATSON

Sunday, Mar 4

$4 50 advance and door

Advance tickets

available at all

Ticketron outlets in

eluding Campus
Center Travel at

UMass

Sunderland, Moss.
665-4937

24 hour taped message

SENIORS-

SHOW YOUR
FACE!!

545-2874

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 RBA Q1C;i UUMi«r4ita (ARMS UALi
JO** JO J BOuHa KAOii< MAS?

^ADUt TS t? ftO STUOINTft ft SH ClUZkNS WITM AMC CAMU t3 OO J'Wt LITI SHOW •! ftO

tPtCIAt. t^U*mNHNT» txc

The place to be is

Time

'/i Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90
Served with popcorn

Always H;^ppv Hour Prices

Super Sandwiches
37 N Pleasant St

In Concert

Soturaoy Evening, Morch Ord

6 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

UMoss/Annherst

Tickets Now On Sole S6, S5, S4

Student Discount ST.OO

FIN E ARTS CENTER DOX OFFICE

Mon.-Ffi.9o.m.-4p.m. 545-2511

DenefitforD'noiD'rithHillel

lOUMT lASTWOOO
WIUTIMNVOU

I^MHicnWav
But Loom*

Fn and Sal (TLS 6 00) 7 30 1 46

Wad and Thur* (nSSOOI«30
PO Matixaa* (Wad Ihfu Sun I 2 00

Nl II M\»» iS S

IAUHK>ilA

I hr bt-M I tMt-hiwr f«^^^J
rMMnin in luMit! ^ IHlfltTr

Fri and tat <TIS • OOl 7 30-t 46

Wad and Thui* (TLS I 00) • 30

MalinaM (Wad thru Sun I 2 15

Fn and Sat ITLS 4 4il 7 4S^W Wl
Wad and Thurt (TIS S 461 • 16 F

JHJ Matinaas (Wad ihm Sun I 2 00

...nuikr% mi dilli-rrni'v

Bnocdilo «f

Fri a««d Sal (US 6 16) 7 46

Wad and Thuis iTLS • 161 t6

uMalinaa* iWad lh>u Sun M 00 3 (

FORTlSTICKtTS LIMITED TO SCATIN

BREAKFAST
at

ft^mov
THIS WEEK'S BREAKFAST SPECIAL

1 egg any style, home fries

toast and coffee

99C

Men. -Sat 7 11 am

57 N. Pleasant St

2535141
Amherst

Archie Shepp
Concert Celebration

Fine Arts Center

Feb. 24, 1979
8:00 p.m.

Spend an evening with a giant of
American original music form.

$3.00 students $4.00 non-students

Tickets available at:

TIX, Box Office, Faces of Earth, Campus Center Concourse

A CHE LUMUMBA BENEFIT

Charlies
Michelob Niflit

TonifM

69e Mlehdobs

Wt4iittaay is

AadHioA NifM
for Efiterfainment

iix

(ilYL

IVi

onf

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-85C

goolifooti&^mh
|1 Pray St. Amherst, Mass. 549-5403

• ••la* .
• «••••••• • t»»**«*

Wednesday, February 21, 1979

f

;r<z

:i<j:

Western Mass. only
a// comedy amateur nite

OPENING: Wed., Feb. 21
Top of the Campus
UMass Campus Center

8 1 *l w%. •«« ^O' '"f° call
- I I p.m. 546^6000 «xt 6?*

74e
The Band

Neil Young
Joni Mitchell

Ja4i
E.G.

Van Morrison
Bob Dylan

Ringo & more
7(/a^

Friday, Feb. 23, 6:30, 8:45, 11 p.m.

%V^ CCA Professional Sound System

.Collegian 11

Merwomen finish 15th
By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - A third place finish from
Deb Schwartz in the 200 yard butterfly was
the best UMass could do this weekend as
the women's swimming and diving team
placed 15th in a field of 38 at the New
England Championships held at Springfield
College.

UMass coach John Nunnelly expected
his team to finish roughly around the
position it did. "We swam well, I thought,"
Nunnelly said. "We didn't expect to swim
with sonrte of the powers there; some of
those teams have enormous scholarship
programs."

The University of Maine won the team
title, in the words of Nunnelly, "easily."

"Maine is a real power," Nunnelly said.

'They (Maine) have great depth. They
have swimmers on their t)ench that would
be top swimmers for most other teams. Of
course, like any good program, they have
trenrtendous scholarships."

UMass had no scholarships for won}wi's
swimming or diving.

Points were awarded through the first 16
places in the New Englands.

Schwartz swam to her third place finish

in the 200 yard butterfly finals in 2: 18.3

"Deb (Schwartz) was off a little the first

two days, ' Nunnelly said. "But she came
back and really swam well Saturday."

Scwartz also finished 10th in the 400 yard
individual medley in 5:05.5. The 800 yard
freestyle relay team of Rachel Mack,
Caroline Benjamin, Lynn Lutz, and Sch-
wartz swam to a 15th place finish, while
Schwartz, Benjamin, Kathy Countie, and
Gail Holland finished 10th in the 400 medley
relay.

In the diving, Suzy Strobel finished a fine

21st with a combined score of 194.64
points.

Though she did not place, Judy Goffi
swam her best time in the grueling 1650
yard freestyle, improving her previous best
by 40 seconds.

UMass received some solace from tf>e

third place overall finish by Springfield
College. UMass defeated Springfield two
weeks ago in a dual meet.

Southern Connecticut, UMass' next and
final opponent in dual-meet competition,
finished second to Maine in the overall
standings. Nunnelly said he expects a
difficulet meet down at Southern Con-
necticut.

The Collegian's Circulation Dept. is look-

ing for a person to assist with mailing and
delivery of the Collegian. Must have late

mornings free.

Contact Ron Voipe
Circulation Manager
Campus Center 113

545-3500

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity /Affirmative Action employer

Packafie Start'

DISCOUNT LIQU08S"

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

FAL-
STAFF
BEER

$4*49
12 oz. cans

DUMONT
COFFEE &
BRANDY

$5.29
1.75 lit.

(59.2 oz.

I

SEAGRAMS
V.O.

$6.49

YAGO
SANT^GRIA

$1.69
fifth

24 oz.

Tuesday, February 20 to Monday. February 26, 1979

Cash £r carry prices

We reserve the right to limit quantities
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Hoopwomen top Owls in OT
By PATRICK DOBBS
CoUegian Staff

"It's been three lona frustrating vears,

"

said coach Mary Anne Ozdarski, but her

dreams came true last night m the Cage as

hef Minutewomen beat the Owls from
Southern Connecticut State College with

authority, tt) 73 in overtime.
The Minutewomen were led by Sue.

Peters who scored when the Minutewomen
r>eeded it the most, tallying 30 points.

The Minutewomen led from the opening
tap off, grabbing a five point lead with 14

minutes left on the clock Southern pulled

its act together though, getting clutch

scoring from junior Cathy Ingleses and
Laura Flower

Souther pulled into the lead with six

minutes left in the first stanza on a jumper
by Flower, making the score 27 26. The
Southern defense held the explosive
UMass offense scoreless for four minutes

Southern found Sue Peters where they

didn t want her , as she scored on a lumper.
bringing UMass within two points. 30 32

with 3:47 left and then stole the ball and
scored an easy lay up on a give-and go
from Sherry Collins Julie Ready finished

the UMass scoring for the half, hitting on a

base line jumper tying the score at 34 with

2:35 on the clock

Southern came to life scoring six straight

points to make the f«M time score 40 34,

Soutfwrn
"I told the girls that we had to execute

our offense," Ozdarksi said "I told them
that they had one game to go for number
one

"

The Minutewomen came out cooking in

• he second half, but Southern dug in and
held on, trading baskets with UMass
UMass began to put the pressure on the

Owls as Peters and Ready chipped away at

the SIX point Southern lead until with 12 10

left Peters scored from a pretty Mary
Halleran pass to bring the Minutewomen to

wuhin one point. 49 50 Southern could

feel the charged up Minutewomen
breathing down their necks.
Southern couldn t put it together to pull

away as the ball wouldn't fall. The
Minutewomen took advantage of it,

scoring two straight hoops by Peters and
Tricia Corcoran to tie the score at 62. With
1:58 left sophomore Allison Jones scored
to put Southern ahead, but the Owls had to

control the final minutes
Julie Ready pl.! it .n the Owls' face,

tying the score on a baseline jumper with

58 seconds on the clock. Sue Peters
couldn't get the final shot off in time,

though, and the game went into a five

minute overtime period

The overtime became more intense than

the first forty minutes, as UMass pulled

ahead and refused to yield. The
Minutewomen built up their lead to four

points, but the Owls came back to tie the

score at 71 on the scrappy play of Allison

Jones.
Tricia Corcoran iced the game leading

the Minutewomen into the stretch scoring

to go ahead, 73-71. The Minutewomen
scored their final points from the foul line,

as Sue Peters nailed the lid down with two
foul shots with two ticks left.

It was a classy win for the 15 5
Minutewomen. Ranked number two in

New England going against the number
one ranked team, the Minutewomen were
up for the game

The Minutewomen received a superb
performance from center Julie Ready, who
scored 22 points and hauled down 20
rebounds The Minutewomen also saw
great performances by Tricia Corcoran (12

points and 6 rebounds), Maura Supinski,

who grabbed nine caroms and played
outstanding team defense. "It was a total

team effort." Ozdarski said.

Maura Supinski was still in shock after

the game. "It's been a long time coming,"
she saiH The Minutewomen are looking

towards the state tournament next rnday
and Saturday which will be held ?i Boston
College

Gymmen fall to Chiefs
8>^ MIKE ESTRADA
Cutlegtan Staff

Scoring their highest total of the year

was not enough for \he UMass gymmen
Monday night as tf>ev lost a ctose meet to

rival Springfield College 195 70^190 86 in

front of a hon« crowd at Boyden Auxiliary

gym.

Totalling their season high in floor

exercise (34 55) and equalling tf>eir top

mark on parallel bars (30 20), the

Minutemen won three of six events But

tf>e Springfield Chiefs, led by a winning all

around performance from Ron Cohen,

outscored UMass by two p>oints on pommel
horse and parallel bars to take tf>e contest

This was the big one, the meet UMass
dearly wanted to win. All indications

pointed to a Mmuteman victory After last

Thursday's "warm up " meet with

powerhouse Southern Connecticut, most
UMass competitors, as well as coach Roy
Johnson, felt good at>out their cfiances

with Springfield, a team with virtually the

same record as UMass, including k>sses to

tf>e same schools.

UMass canr>e out strong. Capped by a 9.0

from sophomore Dave Buegler, the

gymmen held a scant 05 points lead after

floor exercise, despite their strong

showing UMass assistant coach Paul

Marks later remarked that he thought his

squad would jump to a larger lead on floor

Wfwn they didn't, it became evident that

the Chiefs would not be easily shaken.

After a disappointing overall pommel
f>orse showing, the Minutemen held their

own until parallel bars Despite sc^^nng

their season high, tf>e gymnasts were

outclassed on bars by ihe Chiefs and Mike

Battaglia, who hit for 8.66

There were several outstanding per-

formances by UMass which might be
considered milestones when one looks

back at this, a rebuilding year Sophomore
Tim Barry, a pommel horse specialist who
is the team's strength in that event, finally

fKOke the eight barrier with a 8.0.

Sophomore Dave Buegler, the floor and
vault specialist headed for the Easterns, hit

a beautiful dismount on his vault for a 9.05;

he had already received 9 on floor. The
last of a trio of sophomores is John Nelson,

the tall, high bar specialist who hit for a

9 05 against Springfield to win the event.

L

Grapplers bury Huskies
By L OUIE SCHWECCHEIf^ER
Collegian Staff

It was an appropriate end to one of the finest seasons in UMass wrestling

history Coach Dave Amato's Minutemen ended the regular season by trouncing

theHuskiesof UConn29 16
^-^ a

The victory brings the third ranked Minutemen's record to an impressive 13 4-

The meet started off in rough fashion for UMass as Rich Schiarizzi dropped a

9 1 decision to defending New England champ Joe Viola.

Dana Rasmussen started the UMass scoring with a 10 4 victory over Duane

Crisco Raz' set the stage for Captain Larry Otsuka, for it can be said that the

night belonged to the 134 pounder.

In a ceremony before the meet. Coach Dave Amato presented his only senior

with a plaque and thanked Larry for "four of the greatest years of dedication and

wrestling in UMass history" „ ^ »j
An obviously pumped up Otsuka could do no wrong as he totally dominated

his opponent from start to finish, winning 14 0. The aggressive stalking style of

Otsuka earned the Minutemen five team points and started a surge of four

straight superior decisions as UMass took off and never looked back.

At 142 Charlie Rigoglioso followed Otsuka with a 16 3 victory over Hans

Putman. The first round was highlighted by Rigoglioso's own style of "pick 'em

up and slam em down" wrestling, which is always a crowd pleaser.

Continuing the onslaught at 150 was Kevin Murphy. The freshman from

Lynbrock New York has been one of the biggest stories of this year s squad.

Murphy has emerged as one of Amato's toughest wrestlers and last night was no

exception. "Murph" stormed Chris Luz, and all but pinned the UConn wrestler

for most of the first two periods.
_. ^ ^ »* „ ,.,

Mike Carroll, at 158, continued to impress as he extended the UMass runaway

to 23 4 with a one sided 20 2 victory over Louie Proulx

A UMass forfeit brought the score to 29 13, befor»John Allen vvas upset by

Dan Coleman, marking only the second time that the heavyweight has been

defeated this season. ' ^
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UMass Tricia Corcoran (23) goes to the hoop against Southern Connecticut

in last night's overtime win (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs).

Seniors take abow
By STEVEZACK
Collegian Staff

It's been a long and frustrating season for tfie UMass ftqop team, and as a

result, many fans have stayed away from tfte Cage. Unfortunately, tfte team's

record does not reflect the amount of time and effort the players have put in.

A/though it may not mean anything to you, a packed and roaring Cage crowd
tonight would mean the world to the four sentors who will be playing their iKt

home game
So let's come out tonight and say goodbye to Brad Johnson, Mark Haymore.

Eric Williams, and Len Kohlhaas.
Eddie Donnelan

Southwest
Tf>e central matter at hand tonight may be the game between UMass and Penn

State, but tf>e focus will be on Senior Night, the last home game of the season

and the last home game for the team's seniors. It will be a night of cerenxwies

with the seniors being acknowledged before the contest and the presentation of

the Collegian Player of the Year Award at halftime.

Game wise, it will be a battle of Eastern Eight cellar dwellers, as the men from

Massachusetts (5 19) attempts to win their first league contest over the Nittany

Lions, the league s t>est defensive (62 9 points allowed per game) and worse

offensive (58. 3 points per game) team.

The game will be broadcast on WMUA beginning at 7:25.

^

Skiers end on a high note
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegiari Staff

Last Friday, at Brighton, Maine, a season
passed: not winter (yet), but this year's

skiing season for the UMass men's and
women's team. They finished the way they

began, by winning and placing very highly;

the BC Slaloms proved to be-the "perfect

finish" first place in every race, and first

place overall for both teams.
The UMass women got things started in

the slalom, outskiing Boston College 137-

142. Amherst College took third with a 148.

UMass' Nancy Hayden nosed out Smith's

Carta Anderson, 43.86 44.03 seconds.

Trailing BC's Gretchen Deitze were UMass"
Barbara Reynard, Cari Nickerson, and
Connie Pratt.

The women repeated overall positions in

the giant slalom; UMass cruised over BC,

232 52 242.02, with Amherst in third.

Individually, UMass posted a 12 3 finish.

Barbara Reynard"s time of 76.42 took first,

while Nancy Haydens 77.47 and Kathy
Shinnicks 78.63 capped the sweep.

In men"s slalom, UMass nipped Nor

theastern, 196.55 198.95, while PS
crowded themselves in with a 199.87.

UMass" Kevin Nolan slipped by NE"s Jeff

Lyon, 38.69 38.96. Other UMass finishers

included fourth placed Scott Prindle, sixth

placed Scott Broadhurst, Brian Prindle in

eighth, John Allard in ninth, and Bob Grout
in 15th.

UMass repeapted in giant slalom, getting

past NE, 352 03 354.58.

Wildcats edge trackwomen
ByDAVESIVRET
Collegian Staff

Even with an outstanding showing in the

distance events the UMass womens track

team came out on the short end of a 54-51

decision at UNH on Thursday.

The Minutewomen swept the one and

two mile events, placed 1,2 in the 880 and

captured both the one and two mile relays.

Only a weak showing in the sprints and an

unexpected shutout in the long jump kept

the Minutewomen from a victory.

In the two mile Debby Farmer led the

way for UMass in 11:26. She was followed

by Julie Burke and Ann Bradshaw. The one

mile saw Cindy Martin winning in a time of

5:09. Her teammates Judy McCrowne and

Linda Welzel followed her across the finish

line. Kathy Contini kept the Minutewomen

in their winning ways by placing first in the

half mile in a time of 2:20 flat. Tina

Franccario followed Kathy across the finish

line for a 1 2 UMass showing.

With the strong distance corps and

hopefully a better showing in the sprints

and field events the Minutewomen should

be strong contenders for the New England

championship. Coach Jane Welzel feels

that with their fine individual performers

UMass should be co favorites along with

Vermont and Springfield. The New
Englands are being held this Saturday at

Boston University.

Willbecome administrator

Leaman calls it quits

UMass baskatball coach Jack L«mnan
in hia final homa appaarartca . .

.

ByWALTCHERNIAK
Collegian Staff

After a 13 year career as the most sue
cessful basketball coach in UMass history,
Jack Leaman last night announced he is

"retiring from active coaching" at the end
of this season.

Tfie announcement followed a 54-42
UMass loss to Penn State, the lowest point
total ever by a Leaman team, and the first

Senior Night loss in his coaching career.

Leaman, 46, also announced that he
would be accepting an ""administrative

|X)sition"" in the UMass athletic program,
and said he was anxious to begin.

"After 18 years, ' he said, "'I think it's a

good time to move sideways. Coaching is a

)ob that takes a great deal from you, and

then one day you wake up and find you

don't have enough left to give."

No successor to Leaman has been named,
but it is rumoured that assistant coach Ray
Wilson will assume Leaman's role A press

conference will be held in the Berkshire

Room of Springfield"s Marriot House at 1

1

am today, presumably to name the new
head coach

Leaman was a basketball star at Boston

University and coached one year at Millis

High School He then returned to BU as an

assistant coach to Matt Zumc, who took

Leaman with him when he assumed tfie

haad coaching reins at UMass.

Leaman became head coach for the to remain at UMass was based on the fact
1966-67 season, and is known for bringing
NBA star Julius Erving to UMass Follow
ing an 11 14 record 66 67 season,
Leaman-coached teams rattled off 1 1 con-
secutive winning seasons, including six

Yankee Conference championships and six

NIT. bids.

This season, however, has been a
frustrating one for Leaman. Last night's

loss was the Minutemen's 1 1th consecutive
loss and dropp>ed their record to an abysmal
5-20

However, when asked if his team's poor
season affected his decision to retire,

Leannan replied, ""This team has played bet-
ter basketball than either of tfte last two
teams I've coache<l. They (the players)
f^ve worked harder and played well. We"ve
just had trouble scoring p>oints."

He said his biggest coaching disappoint-

ment has been the motivation factor. "'I us-

ed to take great pride in my ability to

motivate players," said Leaman, "but to-

day's players are different.""

But Leaman also expressed optimism for

the future of UMass basketball, saying fie

was "looking forward to help out in any
way I can," but adding "'We need a good
freshman class.'"

Leaman's 13-year coaching record
presently stands at 217-124 with two games
left to play this season. He said his decision

tfiat he "loved Massachusetts, it's been a
good place for me."
Leaman is also a tenured physical educa-

tion professor where he has taught for over
18 years.

and in aarliar yaars.

Sino-Viet border war nears showdown
BANGKOK. Thailand \AP\ - Tens of

thousands of Vietnamese and Chinese
troops backed by heavy artillery were on
tfie move yesterday toward the Vietnamesa
town of Lang Son and wfiat coukj t>e tfie

sf>owdown battle of tf>e five-day-old border
war, intelligence sources in Bangkok
reported.

The sources said Chinese strategists ap
parently intend to deal a final bloody blow
to the Vietnamese military and then to

withdraw most of tf>eir forces from Viet-

nam within three or four days.

Japan's Kyodo news service quoted a

government official in Peking as saying

China f>opes to end tf>e conflict with'n a

few days, but the unidentified official warn-

ed tf>at it might be prolonged if Vietnam

throws its regular army troops into tfie

fighting
^

1 hat appeared to be )ust what Hanoi was
doing yesterday. "^ columns of regular ar-

my reinforcements were reported rolling

north toward Vietnamese-f>eid Lang Son, a

strategically situated town that for cen-

turies has guarded the approaches from
China.

Tf>e troops apparently were relieving bat-

tered militia units that bore tfie defensive

burden for the first three days of fighting.

The Soviet news agency Tass, mean-
while, said in a report from Hanoi Chinese
troops committed atrocities against Viet-

namese civilians in areas they captured.

Tass, quoting Vietnamese news reports,

charged that the Chinese burned down
villages and shot men, women and
children.

A reporter for the Soviet newspaper
Pravda. in a dispatch from Lang Son, also

described alleged Chinese atrocities, saying

that in one incident troops stopped a bus
on a provincial road and executed all its

passengers.
The invasion force that struck across the

border last Saturday is reported to have

penetrated as far as 12 miles into Viet-

namese territory along the 450-mile border.
The Vietnamese claim to have killed

5,000 to 8,000 Chinese soldiers, a figure in-

telligence sources in Bangkok consider ir>-

flated. These sources say Vietnameae
losses have been much heavier tfvan the
Chinese.

A British Broadcasting Corp correspon-

dent in Peking, citing reliable sources in

Peking, said in the first two days of fighting

the Chinese inflicted losses of 10,000 dead

and wounded on the Vietnamese while suf-

fering 2.000 to 3,000 casualties themselves.

Radio Hanoi said a Chinese division

Tuesday tried to push deep>er into the

coastal province of Quang Ninh, in an area

50 miles east of Lang Son and a few miles

from the sea, but was driven back with

"700 Chinese aggressors wiped out."

The Vietnamese also reported repulsing a

Chinese attack north of Lang Son on Tues

day. TURN TO PAGE 12

North Carolina ruling

could have affect at UM

The proposed new drinking age doesn't stop Soren Jensen as he attempts to

scale the railing in front of the Time Out bar in Amherst. (Staff photo by Patricia

Kay).

By STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

A North Carolina court ruling, denying a

guarantee of minority representation in

student groups, may have implications at

UMass.
Implications for the undergraduate

Student Senate are still uncertain after the

North Carolina ruling, in which the U.S.

Court of Appeals held the University of

North Carolina's student constitution

illegally discriminated against white
students. The constitution specified two
black students were to be appointed to

their student council if none were elected.

Stan Kinard, campus coordinator of

Third World Affairs, said the decision "was
the very type the Student Senate Third
World caucus was initiated to preven-
ts this decision is in support of a racist

trend that cannot be allowed to penetrate

this University."

In the controversial 4-3 decision. Judge
Albert V. Bryan said the North Carolina

student regulation sought to provide

"protective representation but its effect

was to establish a racial classification, that

relied exclusively on race to preclude non-
minority students from enjoying op-
portunities and benefits available to
others"

Senate Speaker Brian DeLima said he
plans to defend the Third World Caucus as
a necessary part of the senate and Third
World representation.

Representation in the Third World
Caucus is similar to North Carolina in that

15 seats are reserved for Third World
members. If these seats are not filled

through election, the vacancies are ap-

pointed by a non elective steering com-
mittee, consisting of Third World
representatives from various recognized
Student Organizations

Dr. Donald Bolton, vice chancellor for

student affairs at North Carolina this week
said he felt the decision had implications

outside the Fourth Circuit where it was
passed. "It could very likely be accepted by
any other federal appeals circuit in the
nation, as I have seen happen with other
decisions in the past."

TURN TO PAGE 11
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DIGEST

A car which ptung«d into the Piscataqua rivar inN H. during a police chaae Saturday is hauled from
the nver yasterday. Tha body of a MassachusMts
taanagar killed in tha crash is still inside (AP
Laaorphoto)

Pledge opens Mideast talks
WASHINGTON I API ~ Egyptian and Israeli negotiators

opened new Mideast peace talks yesterday under U.S.
auspices with a joint pledge to complete a peace treaty as
soon as possible

Sacrotary of State Cyrus R Varnre took charge of the
rtfisatmga at rust>c Camp David, m the snow bound Catoc
tin nrwuntains of Marylar>d, but there was no word on
whathar new United States proposals were introduced to
break the stalemate

According to a joint statement. Vance, Egyptian Pnme
Minister Mustafa Khahl and Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe
Dyan began the talks with a reaffirmation of "their deter
mination to bend their best efforts toward successful com
pletion of the negotiations as soon as possible

"

A news blackout ordered by President Carter kept
reporters and photographers away from the 147 acre
retreat where the negotiations will t>e held in seculsion at

least through the weeker>d

King threatensschoolbudget
BOSTON AP! Gov Edward J King said yesterday he

would consider repeal of the law that rrvakes school com
mittee budgets untouchable if it becomes a major obstacle

to the success of his property tax rollback plan

King testified before the legislature's Taxation Comma
tee about his controversial plan for a ceiling on most local

spending, which he has described as the first step toward
fulfilling his $500 million property tax rollback pledge

Municipal officials have complained they see no way to

freeze property taxes as long oS they have no control over

irK«ependent school budgets and police and firefighter con
tracts settled by arbitration

Addressing those corriplaints. Kino said, Vlf it turns out

that that's the case in a reasonable number of instances,

we're going to have to take remedial action which could
mean repeal of fiscal autonomy

"

FDA cautiousabout VDdrug
WASHINGTON \AP\A California drug company has

asked the government for approval to market a new drug
to treat shingles and genital herpes, the nation's fastest
spreading venereal disease for which no effective treat-

rr>ent is presently available.

Developers of the drug ribavirin, produced by ICN Phar
maceuticals Inc. under the brand name Virazole, said
Wednesday the substance could be a breakthrough in

fighting a wide range of viral diseases from influenza and
hepatitis to hemorrhagic fever, a deadly illness known in

some parts of the world as Lassa fever.

But the Food and Drug Administration, known
throughout the industry for its caution in processing new
drug applications, said the studies it has seen so far give no
reason to believe the substance represents "an Important
therapeutic advance."

'That's the way thingsare
ftdone in Massachusetts

BOSTON (API — A New York businessman says his firm

made an illegal $10,000 contribution to the 1970 campaign
of former Gov. Francis W. Sargent because he was told

"that's the way things are done in Massachusetts."
Anthony E. Mansueto, former vice-president of the New

York consulting firm of McKee-Berger-Mansueto, made
the comment during his sixth day on the witness stand in

the extortion trail of Albert "Toots"' Manzi and William V.

Masiello.

The two men are accused of shaking down MBM for

$10,000 in 1972 and threatening the firm with trouble on its

$6 million state contract.
«-«^

China's fighting force bigger
but Vietnam's better equipped

L ONDON \AP\ China has more than tive times as many
troops as Vietnam, but the smaller nation's military has
newer weapons and is rated as one of the worlds best
fighting forces
The Institute of Strategic Studies latest annual report,
"The Military Balance," published last September, noted
that China s military equipment is 10 years to 20 years out
of date.

Other commentators have said that Vietnam is now one
of the best armed and most heavily armed countries in the
world, with up to date Soviet weapons and a vast quantity
of armaments abandoned by the United States when it

withdrew from the Vietnam war.
The London based institute is an independent group of

specialists in military analysis with Bf\ international staff
whose reports are studied by governments in the East and
West
The army strengths of China ar>d Vietnam are put at

3,625,000 and 600,000 respectively by the Institute.
Clare Hollingworth, defense correspondent of the London

Daily Telegraph, who has lived in Peking and reported

many wars in the last 40 years, said yesterday that Vietnam
has boosted its army to almost 850,000 in the last two or
three years. Ouoting Japanese military sources who
recently visited Hanoi, she said, "Vietnam is now the best-
defended country in the Far East, perhaps in the world

"

Meanwhile, the Chinese army historically has had difficul-
ty supplying its troops in -the field, and since the Korean
War has handled this problem by advancing in short
bursts.

The institute's report says the Chinese have 10 000 tanks
and the Vietnamese 1,450. Both sides have anti aircraft
rnissiles and a wide range of heavy, medium and light ar-
tillery. China IS estimated to have 18.000 heavy guns. The
Vietnamese strength in heavy guns is not known.
China's armed militia, additional to the regular Chinese

People's Liberation Army, probably numbers 7 million and
the similar Vietnamese militia is 1 5 million strong.

China's navy has 300,000 personnel and 23 major surface
combat ships, while the Vietnam^a navy has only 3,000
personnel and various small, but waN-armed craft.

NEW ORLEANS A striking New Orteans
patrolman leans on a tractor near the main police sta-

tion on a gloomy damp day. The remaining fMardi

Gras parades ware cancelled yesterday dua to tha
strika.

Despite the Iranian Revolution

Western influences start to return
By THOMAS KENT
Associated Press
TEHRAN. Iran Ten days

after the Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini won his Islamic

revolution, Tehran's hectic

street scenes and lifestyle

are coming back, dotted
with the "decadent"
Western influences Kho-
meini's followers so violent-

ly condemned
The 78 year old religious

leader and his provisional

government promised to in-

still the tenets of Islam in

Iranian society as soon as
they got the nation back on
its feet, although they have
not defined how they in-

tend to go about it.

Although many Iranians

found fault with Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi's

turn toward Western ad-

visors to run the oil fields

and Western arms to sup-

port the army, some were
not so adverse to adopting
Western dress or drink, par-

ticularly tftose educated in

the West.
Many young women who

draped themselves in the

headto toe black chadur
veils during the year-long

struggle against the shah
have gone back to

Western-style sweaters,
skirts and jeans. For many
of them wearing the veil

was a sign of political sup-

port for Khomeini, rather

than a real effort to comply
with Moslem customs re

quiring discreet dress.

Several of the city's

cinemas, torched by Kho-
meini supporters as
purveyors of Western por

nography. are cautiously
opening their doors again
As before, foreign films
have top billir>g.

But the revolution has also

made its nnark. Light enter-

tainment programs have
been virtually wiped off

radio and television. Now,
non stop fare of revolu-
tionary marches, poetry, in-

terviews and documen-
taries are offered.

Many restaurants have
stopped selling alcohol,
prohibited by Islamic tradi-

tion. Some are serving it

surreptitiously in soft drink

bottles. Open prostitution

has also nearly vanished
after the torching of the red
light district by Moslem
militants Jan. 29.

This pale city of grey stone
and concrete buildings,
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rarely accentuated by leafy

trees or greenery, looks lit-

tle different than before the
revolution. Occasionally
one sights burned-out
buildings or the remnants of

barricades littering some
streets. Mostly small arms
were used in the fighting

and damage was minimal.

City police have returned

to traffic control duty, led

by Khomeini irregulcrs who
encourage motorists to
follow directions by a curt

wave of an automatic rifle.

"The city is quiet and peo-
ple are starting to work
again," said Mahmoud
Salimi, a young Iranian
whose family runs a plastics

factory. "The factory has
been open again since
Saturday and things are the

same as before."

But periodically, one can
still hear machinegun fire

ripping through the cool
night air.

Guerrilla groups still man
sand bagged positions at

key intersections and set up
roadblocks at night.

The gunfire apparently
stems from guerrilla groups
testing their equipment or

conducting training exer-

cises. Although thousands
of weapons have been turn-

ed in to mosques on Kho-
meini's orders, many more
sei?'!d from army and police

arsenals are still in private

hands.

Pay raise for officers
sparks Senate debate
By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

A heated debate erupted at the
Undergraduate Student Senate meeting
last night over a $42.50 pay raise for the
senate speaker, treasurer and co-
presidents.

' The increases, which would up the of-

ficer's salaries to $87.50, were proposed by
Seriate Treasurer James O'Connell who in

January asked the Senate Coordinating
Commitee for the raises based on a rate of

$3.50/hour for 25 hours weekly.
Presently the officers, Speaker Brian

DeLima, O'Connell and Co Presidents Herb
Tyson and Jon Hensleigh, receive a stipend
of $45 weekly.
The committee approved the proposal,

but the senate tabled its decision on the in-

creases until their meeting next Wednes-
day.

O'Connell said the officers would work
about 50 hours weekly instead of 25 ar>d

therefore, "the proposal would cover only
half of the hours we actually work."

"You've got to compensate equal p)ay for

equal work. No one can deny we do not get
enough money for the work we do."
DeLima said.

Jay Millender, director of the Senate Of-
fice of Communications and a senator,
said, "I've been here for four years and this

is the most disgusting thing I've ever seen-
these people are not being paid for the
work they're doing."

Differing on the matter, senator Rot>ert

Clearly said he opposes the increases

because their funding "will ultimately raise

tf>e student activities fee because the

senate does not have its own funds to p>ay

for the raises."

"Instead of having money come from
student fees increases," Cleary said, "cuts
can be made from inside the existing stu-
dent fund and that extra money could be
used instead to pay off the senate's
$180,000 deficit."

He said the increases would be "unjust
because the senate is saying 'We're in

financial trouble looking to cut the budget
and relieve our deficit' and yet they decide
their own pay can be increased, which is a
contradiction."

O'Connell said the increases would not
require additional student fees but could be
furnled "by keeping essential senate posi-

tions and not keeping the unessential
one's, by simply shifting the budget." He
said he and DeLima have each cut one
assistant from their staffs.

Cleary said eliminating staff persons
would still not raise enough money to F>ay
for the increases without having to increase
student fees.

In other business, the senate voted to
reallocate $1,500 of Spring Concert funds
for International Women's Week childcare

programs.

Tr>e senate also allocated $500 for

salaries of non-students monitoring voting
machines at the upcoming senate elec-

tions, if the University administration funds
the machines.

"Certain people who control money in

the admrnistration have made it clear

they're extremely interested" in funding the

machines, O'Connell said.

He said the machines and the monitors
would insure the validility of campus elec-

tion results.
M^rfr KeHetl"*'
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Bromery may stay longer than expected
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

UMass Amherst Chancellor Randolph
W Bromery has told President David C.
Knapp he will remain in his position
through the summer if needed instead of
leaving in June as he originally planned.
Knapp said last night there is a possibility

that a new chancellor, expected to be nam-
ed in June, may not be able to assume the
job until the end of the summer. In that
case, according to Knapp, Bromery will

stay until September, but not beyond.
Bromery last year announced his inten-

tion to resign in June and a nation-wide
search for his successor was begun in

Novemt>er. Knapp has said often he wants
a new chancellor named by June and that

he would rather not appoint an interim

chancellor

According to UMass-Amherst Prof. Ter-

rence Burke, head of the Chancellor Search
Committee, the committee will give a final

list of three candidates to Knapp in April.

Knapp is then expected to appoint one of

the three.

The search committee is composed of

faculty, trustees, administrator^, an alum-
nus and two students. Burke said the com-
mittee is in the process of narrowing a list

of over 100 candidates. Committee
members will be travelinq to different parts

of the country in March to interview can-
didates and several candidates will be
brought to this campus for interviews.

Sorr>e UMass officials have speculated
tfiat the new chancellor will be from outside
the University system. Burke said this view
is "expressed widelv"

Knapp said last night "a fresh, outside
view may be helpful, but not mandatory,"
and that most of the candidates under con-
sideration are not University employees.
Chancellor Bromery also told the Collegian
last week he would favor a new chancellor
from outside UMass.
Knapp said the search committee has

had no trouble anracting extamal CMV
didates despite troubles with MM* budgtt
appropriations over the past Five yaart.
"UMass IS a great institution, and paopla
have troubia retfuing that from witfwt,"
Knapp saki.

It was reported in the CoMegian mrfm
this rtxKith tf>at University Vice-President
for Academic Affairs Ernest A Lyrtton was
favored by Knapp for the chanceikKship,
but Lynton said last night he is not even a
candidate Lynton said he woukJ not accept
the position if offered because he feels an
external chancellor would be best for the
University.

No conclusive leads yet
in homicide investigation

rs in fiO'

Center. (Stu 'photo by • a Key).

-rl Amherst

By DOROTHY A. CLARK and
CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

The investigation of an attempted
homicide by arson of Pierpont dormitory

head of residence Thomas Whitford con-

tinues into its third week with no conclusive

leads. Acting Director of Security Gerald T.

O'Neil said Tuesday.
O'Neil Tuesday described the investiga

tion under the direction of investigating

Sgt. Philip J. Cavaraugh, as "still ac-

tive" but would not forecast the possibility

of any arrest.

""I don't know when it's coming down, if

at all," O'Neil said. "I don't want to give up
too early on this thing."

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-
nis L. Madson said Tuesday he had been
told by O'Neil the investigation was "going

disappointingly slow. They're in no position

to make any arrests, " he said.

Whitford's apartrrient door was torched

early in the morning on Jan. 29 just two
days after the beginning of the semester

while the 22 year old head of residence was
asleep. Called an "attempted homicide" by
UMass police later that day, it was the se-

cond reported arson attack on Whitford of

the school ,ear.

Also under police investigation is a

similar door torching of the head of

residence apartment on Dec. 19. During

that incident Whitford was alerted by the

smoke detector and escaped unharmed.

Police said the second attack was preced-

ed by illegal entry into a janitorial closet

where the circuit breaker for Whitford's

apartment was shut off, causing the smoke
detector to fail after the fire was started.

O'Neil would not disclose any specifics of

the case but said police are investigating

many rumors on c?mpus which claim to ex

niain the attack. Some of the rumors have
originated from as far away as Boston, he
- liH

^Jei. .mittt * . ing umnr cir-

culating around campus suggesting the

possibility that Whitford set the fire

himself, but O'Neil quickly discredited it

"I heard the same thing and I doubt very

much that it happened, " he said. "In this

type of community you hear one thousand

and one rumors."
Whitford, who left campus the morning

of the attack, is on a paid leave of absence

A part time residential area staff member
was assigned to Pierpont following the at

tack.

Whitford has remained in contact with

some University officials and has been

discussing the possibility of his return to

campus, although nothing has been

confirmed yet, Madson said.

Whitford has made himself unavailable to

the Collegian for comment

^^
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Leisure Studies -

It s no vacation
By PHILIP TURESKY
Coilegian Staff

uespite their identification as Leisure Studies majors,
students in the department do not spend their day sleep
ing, playing checkers or watching tei*"-. ision.

It IS a field where students must have " a high regard for

human need, ' says Dr Lawrence Klar, director of the
Leisure Studies and Resources Program.
The department, located in Hills North is accepting ap-

plications from prospective majors until March 15.

Once separate departments. Leisure Studies merged
with Park Administration and Outdoor Recreational
Resource Planning m 1976 The department has 110
ur>dergraduates, six full time faculty, and more than twenty
courses

Klar said he sees Leisure Studies % a growing field,
citing the growth of recreational programs for youth and
senior citizens As technology improves, people have
more free time and they are becoming increasingly aware
of how they spend it."

According to Klar, the Leisure Studies major is inter-

disciplinary with other departments and students choose
one of two branches.

In Park Administration and Outdoor Recreational
Rmource Planning students go on to work in state, county
or municipal parks or with agencies such as the Bureau of

Outdoor Management

In leisure services students prepare for careers in social

agertoes like Y.M C A.'s, hospitals and other institutions,

at wellM hotels and resorts.

Leisure Studies has a professional preparation cur-

riculum Degree requirements are 121 credits, 15 of which
must be in social sciences A student must also develop an
area of concentration in a field such as administration,

finance, or sociology Klar said the requirements are need-

ed to make a student more rnarketable and competitive in

the )Ob market

Gov. Edward J. King testified yesterday before the legislatures Taxation Committee. See brief, p. 2 (AP ).

It's Halloween again at arts ball
By f^lCHAEL SUSSMAN
Cullegian Staff

For those of you costume freaks, there's a party for you
this Friday. The annual Beaux Arts Ball in the Student
Union should bring out the best in your Halloween side.

For the Ball's sponsor this year, the fledgling Art Club, the
third annual event has an added significance. The
members of the club are hoping for a good start, to get
new members, and rai*^ monev all in the same breath.

The Art Club which currently has about 20 members,
was started to "create more of a community" for art

students, according to member Bruce Dow.

Norman Phillips, a staff assistant and sculpture instructor

in the UMass Art Department, started the Beux Arts Ball

three years ago, as a "method to bring art students

together." He is turning over the project this year to the

Club because, he said, "I think most of the best activities

are done when students do them themselves."

Phillips spoke of the size of the department (about 450

majors) and the fragmentation of the department as
reasons why the club is neec'jd. "You're working with ar-

tists, and when the faculty aren't in classes, our people
(the faculty) are in their studios. "Phillips said, adding that

the studios are widely scattered on campus and professors

don't have offices.

Amy Hubert, art major and club member, said students in

the department experience a certain amount of alienation

because the department is so large and "spread out."

"What I'd ultimately like to see is that we can make tf>e

department better, "she said. "We've got to get the
students to begin to communicate

"

Hubert said the club hopes to start an art supplies co-op
and to continue running trips to New York museums and
shows that have been run by the department in the past.

The Beaux Arts Ball will run from 8 p m. to 1 a.m. The
Outlan Zeeks band from Boston will provide the music and
there will be a cash bar run by the Campus Center Tickets

are $3 for students and $5 for faculty.

Mofuntaineeilng *!

ALSO-SCHICK SUPER II RAZOR SYSTEM
only $2.69

QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED-SO HURRY^

a service of 1 1 iwthe UN^/ERSITYSTORE
Friday, Feb. 23, 6:30, 8:45, 11 p.m.

$1 5« CCA Professional Sound System

Oh sure, injured indignation. "A quiz?" you protest, feigning ignorance. Well sir,

what do you think these mountaineerings lessons have been aJl about? That's right-
knowledge, and the accumulation thereof. So pfut your gray matter on red alert and
start cracking. Here's where you move to the top of the mountain. Or get left at base
camp.And , l)ythe way, rememberthat the differencebetweenthetwo is all to

Multiple Choice

Drinking Busch bear is

known 88:

(A) Sucking 'em up
(B) Downing the

mountains
(C)Ousfflng
(D)Fwklng

A mountaineer's best firisnd

is his:

(A) Dog
B) Ballbondsman
C) Main squeeze
D) Free and floacibla arm

ui qav« Vn wqiyi (a

)

Bennington Baxter-Bennington,
the noted financier of mountain-
eering expeditions, was fond
of saying:

(A) 'The price Is right"
(B) "Your check is in the
(C) "Keep all your assets

liquid"

(D) "Put this on my tab, feUaT

VifU vni 0«M flTTV29 aitoqv psopd

The best place for a mountaineer to

take a romantic RSfR is:

(A) Somewhere over tha
rainbow

(B) 24 hours Trorti Tulsa
(C) In the craggy peaks
(D) Deep in the heart of Texas

You can recognize a mountaineer
by his:

(A) Crampons
(B) Sherpa guides
fC) Pickaxe
(D) Foarny moustache

The most common reason for
mountaineering is:

(A) Because it's there
(B) Because it's better than

nothing
(C) Because nothing is better

(D)All of the above
miodeures

«tn oi euioo rPB ^^^^ TBod etn uo THTn
puTtu UT deen Tng etmi Xeii jjo umo
wn. 01 99t^0kreui ucwa jeeuTBTimoui
Rj9/tB eOAoui TVif) eAnoui uoiuuioo

ou B\ aiexu, OAOQB exojo euoN jaMSuy

Oral TBymw

Here's whereyou putyourtongue
to the test. Arrange three

glasses, two ordinary beers
andone Busch infront ofyour-
self.Ask a friend to blindfold

you andpour each Into a glass.

Sip all three, taking pains to
clearyour i)€Llatebetween beers
- either by eating a plain soda
cracker or lightly dusting your
tongue with a belt sander. After

sampling each, identi^ the moun-
tains . Unless youVe Just returned

from the dentist with a mouthful of

novocaine, this should be easy. Cold
refreshmentandnaturalsmoothness

aje your two big clues to the peak.

Bye Test

This Is the visual perception portion. Simply read the pertinent subject

phrase and determine which picture most closelysymbolizes it. Then, check
the appropriate box.

Scorlag 10-13 correct: congratulations, bucky, your flag waves at the summit. 7-10 correct: not bad

but there's room for improvemient; run to the package store and keep mountaineering. 4-7 correct:

don't mountaineer without an adult guardian. Lees than 4: who read this test to you?

'MountalneeiiJi^ is the science and art of drinking Busch. The term ort^natew clue

cold, naturally raflvshlng taste inside.

the snowy, ipy peaks sported ty the label outside and perpetuates due to the

Don't just reach for a beer.BUSCHHead for the mountains.

i I'' •••l*;^* *.\*WW* '*.'%*,*.'

C Anheuser-Busch, I nc St Lcxjis, Mo

•//'<•
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DeerHuntershatters charming butbeware

middle american myth
By GARY EDGERTON
Coilegian Staff

In the "Leatherstocking Tales" of the

early 19th century, James Fenimore
Cooper established the myth of the heroic

and solitary deer hunter, Hawkeye, a figure

of self sufficiency and oneness with nature.

Nearly 150 years later another deer hunter

is going to Vietnam. This time Michael

(Robert DeNiro) swaggers with his own
style of self sufficiency and stalks deer on

the weekend. The necessity fo' putting

game on the table is gone. Still in this

isolated mill town nestled in the Penn-

sylvania coal country, the myth remains.

Michael Cimino's intense and gnpping Deer
Hunter is a three hour epic about the

shattering of myths, and the way middle

America had to adjust its self image under

the weight of the Vietnam War.
The story begins with a long exposition

on life in the Russian working class neigh-

borhood of Clairton, Pa Whether watching

the exchange of male bravado in the local

barroom, or the fusing of the Russian

Community through the rituals of an ethnic

wedding, Cimino instills the usual cliches

with an eye for subtlety and a smcenty of

purpose When attention is finally shifted

to Southeast Asia, Cimino's picture of

Clairton provides a glaring counterpoint to

war torn Vietnam. Camera movement
becomes hectic and the editing pace ac

celerates considerably as an Asian culture

on the brink of life and death assaults a

more isolated and comfortable world by

contrast The point is well made as the

revertjerations of Vietnam's instability and

crisis shake tfie communal foundations of

Clairton, Pa., and in a similar manr>er,

nurr>erous other cities and towns across
America.
The acting in Deer Hunter is uniformly

excellent, especially UeNiro and
Christopher Walken, as his friend Nick. The
plot is sometimes a bit too heroic to be
believable, as in the gunfight and escap>e

sequence, and John Williams' score tends

to be heavy handed, as when a neo-
Gregorian chant accompanies an image of

the deer hunter framed upon the horizon.

The film also leaves many questions

unexplored. The whys and wherefores of

Annerican involvement, and the effects of

the war on Vietnam itself are either glossed

over, falsified, or ignored. These are not,

however, the issues Cimino is concerned
with. The essence of his film are the lives of

the American survivors, both those who
went to war, and those who stayed at

home.
In the final scene the characters seem

quite unaware of what has happened to

them They sing "God Bless Amenca" to

re establish a community that will never be
the same Although the song was chosen
more for nostalgic than patriotic reasons,

this very choice points to real political

unsophistication and overall confusion.

The events of the last few years have left

them sad and empty. As Linda (Meryl

Streep) tells Michael, "Did you ever think

life would turn out like this?" Still the
feeling remains that life in Clairton goes on,

and that some of the myths and illusions,

though certainly not all, have been left

behind.

The Deer Hunter starts at the Showcase
Cinemas Friday.

By DEBRA RO TH SANTA
Collegian Staff

Set in the lush Swedish countryside,
abundant with wildflowers, a kaleidoscope
of colors, Summer Paradise is, in the midst
of our cold, colorless New England winter,
a sumnner fantasy.

Produced by Ingmar Bergman, the film is

tantalizing, but its charm is like a mouse
trap. Its easy mood casts a spelt, but once
we see through the crystal ball, the spell is

broken.
Celebration of midsummer brings Katha

(Birgitta Valberg) to her parents' country
home, wtiare four generations spend their

summer vacations. We study the rr^acro

and micro relationships amongst the family
and their friends. We watch them frolic in a
flowery field and dance around their
handmade mayoole.

Cello and piano

recital Sunday
Leopold Teraspulsky, cellist, and Marion

Gaffney, pianist, will be presented by the
UMass Department of Music and Dance m
recital on Feb. 25 at 8 p.m. m Bowker
Auditorium. The program will consist of
Schumann's Fantasy Pieces. Opus 73,
James Yannatos' Sonata for Solo Cello,
Hindymith's Variations on "A frog fte went
a courting, ' Charles Fussell's Two
Ballades, and Brahms' Sonata in E Minor,
Opus 38 The recital is free and open to the
public.

Teraspulsky has just returned from con
cert engagements in Paris and Luxam
bourg A repeat of Sunday's recital will b«
given a week later in New York Citv's
Carnegie Recital Hall.

A few of the adults, upset about
emotionally abused cTiildren, call them
victims of selfish, irresponsible parents. We
see the adults' own children silently
paining. Tomas (Pontius Gustafson), a
loner, wanders from the family. Eva (Maria
Blomkvist) frowns when her mother leaves
the kitchen with her new lover. But none of
the adults are aware of the children's
needs. The film is a statement about the
understatement the family makes. The
lesson is that minding your own business
makes business bad.

There is a lot of interesting role switchirtg
in tf>e film. Most amazing was Sassa't
(Agnetta Ekmanner) assigning her lover to
babysit the children while she and her
girlfriend leave paradise for a few days.
Carefree Sassa's smile is first reversed
during a discussion about parents'
obligations The usually apathetic Sassa. •
single mother, argues that childcare should
not be tf>e mother's sole responsibility.

Profound as that sounds, it's no excuse for

orphans who have parents.

Just who is responsible for the chikjren is

r\e>/et resolved. Summer Paradise leaves a
void. There are nrtany characters but not
enough characterizations We'd like to get
to krH>w wIk) we meet but we are iika
the children, lost in the group.

Cir>ematography (Tony Forsbarg) ia

superb With devek>pment of characters,

and some good editing, director Gunnel
Lindblom could have turned her weak
statement into a powerful study
Starts tomorrow at the Pleasant St.

Tfteatre.

"We're better becauae we have to be"

We're a family owned and operated business m a competitive market To be successful we

must provide quality service at low prices We believe that we have done that Quick Copy
and Typing IS your only choice for both quality and price Please stop by and meet us

Marjorie Raima
F*re«ident

Amherst Carriage Shop*. 233 N Pleasant. 549 0557

Work-Study Fositions

The Collegian has openings in

the mornings in the business office.

Contact Laura Bassett
Collegian office

Campus Center 113
545-3500

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity/

Affirmative Action Employer

rcAsr

TRAILWAYS and PETER PAN offer service to Boston,

New york and many other destinations.

TRAIIWiOrS & PETER PAN DUSUNES

The Commuter Office
(Area Government for

Commuting Students)

is currently APPOINTING commuter
senators to the Undergraduate Student
Senate. All undergrads who live off cam-
pus are eligible to apply. For more infor-

mation call 545-2145 or come by 404
SUB

GET INVOLVED

MAKE UFE SIMPLER FORYOU.

For Information, Schedules and Prices, Contact:

•Camp' 3 Center Bus Office • 545-2006, or 549-6000

Editorial/Opinion
Help me,
please
The Miss Lor>elv Hearts of the Amherst

University paper (Are you having problems
with your sexism - Is your mate not nur

turant enough write Miss LonelyHearts

and she will help you) sat at his typewriter

and stared at a piece of Blue typing paper.

On it was typed a prayer from Sapsucker.

the managing editor.

Oh good Miss L Hear my plea

Arni defend my editorial decisions in y xir

column
From all the touchy feelies on campus
Who critize. Heip me, fteip nrw, help me
Kyrie Elkwon. Boston GLobe Elieson

Although the deadline for the weekly col

umn had passed he was still working on his

laed. He had gor>e so far as "Sex doesn't

have to be sexist, it can be full of

oantltntM and •csiaay, and fire that burns

Kkea paasionate flame on a dark altar But

he found it impossible to continue. The let-

ters he had gotten lately \M«r« so discourag

ing He wasn't sure if he \m«s helping peo
pie with their sexism arKi nurturing pro

blems, or if he was just fanning the flames

of frenzied misunderstanding. Most weeks
he received at least 30 teners. all of them
alike, stamped from tf>e dough of confused

minds with a phallic shaped cookie cutter

In hie maiftXM ware stuffed tha lattart ha
had racaivad thia weak. Ha atarad at tham,

trying to find some clue to a sincere

answer.

Dear Miss Lor>ely Hearts -

I don't know if I'm sexist, or if I just love

my girlfriend. I try to kiss her but she says

I'm oppressing her. I try to read her soma
poetry but she tells me that Keats waa a
misogynist She hands me copies of Mary
Daly's and Firestone's books, but when I

taN her I don't understand them she says

that's because I'm a man. I don't krK>w

what to do - should I cut off my penis?

Yours truly.

Potential At>elard

Miss Lor>ely Hearts threw the letter into ha
IN box and lit a cigar.

rnicha^lDoran

Dear Miss Lonely hearts- __^
My best friend is a feminist and lataly

we've been having a few fights. She kaapa

saying that 1 am not really a woman
because I don't want to separate myself

from all the males in the world We're good

fner>ds and we agree on most things but I

don't see why I have to pretend that half

the world doesn't exist in order to be a

feminist Am I just another male-dominated

housefrau? Is there hope for me?
Sincerely,

Getting it from both ends.

His cigar went out and he lit it again. He

thought of throwing the columnist towel

and becoming a straight journalist for UPI

or the Providence Journal. But no, that

was Sapsucker's gambit write it quick

but don't think about it too much. He turn-

ed to his typewriter.

Although his worn and sere oxford cloth

buttondown had a left liberal voted-for-

George McGovern-and-sent-money-to

the ACLU- look he was the spittin' image

of hid dark Irish grandfather that had left

County Cork for Queens, New York. He

wondered if his class background made

him unable to understand the recent

changes in attitude towards women and

nurturance. His nose was fat and turned

up. His chin receding and his hair cut short.

On seeing him for the first time Sapsucker

asked him out for a beer at Barselloti's

down the street.
*

An assistant editor came up to him and

wanted to know if the stuff was ready. He

began typing furiously. Maybe a Christian

mystical approach, with the veneration

ofthe Virgin is the answer, he thought.

They like goddesses and its something

most people can live with. But before he

got a dozen words typed Sapsucker was

upon him.
"The same old stuff again. Why not tell

them to forget about all this sexism stuff.

"Here Do not let these problems over-

take you. Don't worry about nurturance,

worry about the economy and the defense

budget. If you forget abo»."t all these things

they will go away, magically. You go on

from there Miss L."

Miss Lonfely Hearts typed the column and

quit work to venerate a Virgin

Michael P. Doran apologizes to Nathanael

West.

Dig Gavertmeisi

Rirce

I

I
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'Roots' too much of a soap opera
By Terre0 Evans

The most important distinction that can
be made between "Roots I" and "Roots 11"

is that "Roots I" can be looked upon as a

docunf>entary about tf>e lives of Black peo-
ple during slavery times and "Roots 11"

should not. More than anything Roots
reminds me of Alex Haley's personal life

ratf>er than that of very many Blacks, dur-

ing and after slavery.

There are soma several very important

aspects of "Roots 11" that are purely

distorted. For one, the fact that not one
Black nnan in the picture is portrayed as be-

ing strong or brave enough to stand up to

any white man is incorrect. If one is ig-

norant on the subject of slave revolts in this

country then one can be duped into believ-

ing there weren't any.

Another problem with "Roots 11" is the

fact that it appears as too much of a soap
opera. Just compare the problems that the

black people are faced with and the pro-

blems actors and actresses of "All My
Children" or "As The World Turns."

Somehow I wish that all the problem

black people were facing was whether a

young girl's father was going to allow her

to marry a particular man. Or whether a

black woman was willing to admit she lov-

ed or accepted the love of a white man.

Even the fact that the couple came back to

the south to live is utterly ridiculous.

My advice to any one watching "Roots
11" would be to accept it as the soap opera
tf>at it is. There are some good points in

"Roots 11" and the one that sticks out in my
mind most is that - a bunch of black people
(the actors and actresses) got themselves
plenty of exposure and some damn good
jobs. They got the opportunity to show that

blacks are as good drarnatic performers as
anyone else. There are a lot of Black people
in the commercials so, financially I believe

they did well.

f have found that quite a few people like

"Roots 11
" which is good but it must be

taken for what it is. It is nothing like the
first "Roots." It is a story about a particular
family, going through a F>articular and very
unique experience in the south. The reason
it is unique is because, I don't think very
many Black people were faced with the
problems of the family in "Roots II."

The family is not a poor family, as a mat-
ter of fact they are extremely wealthy for a
Black family during those times. They are
not faced with very much hostility, the
father being the powerful man that he is. In

real lite he would most probablv be dead.

If you iccept "Roots 11" as a soap opera,
then most of us will remain ignorant about
the life of Black people during and after

slavery times. But if you accept "Roots 11"

as a documentary on the lives of Black p>eo-

ple then you will be more ignorant for sure.

Terrell Evans is tfie Black Affairs editor of
the Collegian

Hierarchy in the Peace Corps
ByJANETS.ABRAMS
As an ex-Peace Corps volunteer who ter-

minated service five months before my
scheduled completion, I could well ap-

preciate the article in the February 13 issue

of the Collegian which exposed the poor

screening practices of the Peace Corps.

In January of 1977 I entered the Peace

Corps as a trainee, three months later to be

sworn in as an official volunteer. I had been

in Latin America for a year and a half and

was in Santiago, Chile when I received my
acceptance barring any chance of an of-

ficial interview.

Why do we "volunteer" our services

without thoroughly investigating the role

we are to play? The answer is simple: the

recruiting slogans, posters, and overall pro-

poganda for the Peace Corps make the op-

portunity sound so exotic that most who
are accepted feel it an honor which we can-

not turn down; the details of our two year

commitment seem almost irrelevant.

When entering the Peace Corps, I had not

understood the full implications associated

with such an organization. Within its struc-

ture, I had assumed that I would be free to

explore the culture of Paraguay (where I

was stationed). I discovered, however, that

many unsaid restrictions are placed on a

volunteer. The context in which we func-

tion is so carefuly set up that unsaid restric-

tions most often go unnoticed. We are ex-

pected to live a basically middle class ex-

istence in the foregin country, while keep-

ing our North American values and identity.

In my case, I set up a new porgram

which did not, from the outset, necessarily

incorporate the country's middle class

value system. Unknown to me, I was

breaking out of the Peace Corps structure,

dealing more with a poorer class of people,

and found myself living by their standards.

Because my "teaching" became a "prac-

tice" rather than a "preaching" of good ex-

amples of nutrition, sanitation, gardening,

etc.. Peace Corps accused me of working

on too basic a level (especially when I sup-

ported the raising of local funds for projects

rather than requesting US dollars from the

Agency for International Development.

Because I could not reconcile my living pat-

terns and goals with those of the hierarchy

above me I quit the Peace Corps.

In my service, I gained vision; I

discovered it much more valuable for me to

be outside of the U.S. government context

rather then in it. The Peace Corps was a

vehicle of understanding for me, a valuable

experience, but misdirected. Most of the

volunteers don't question the context of

the experience; if indeed they ever get out-

side of the North American cultural

framework. The bureacracy neither screen-

ed nor oriented me well, but rather, actually

served to misguide me. Had we been given

the chance to understand the great extent

to which we would play an acitve role in the

U. S. government apparatus abroad, I

wonder how many volunteers like myself

would ever have joined the Peace Corps.

JANETS. ABRAMSisa Collegian

commentator.
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Letters to the Editor
Count your chickens
To the Editor

/ would like to comment on the poor
reporting of the article on February 16

about the A&P supermarket.

A&P did not turn back customers and
they were not denied the right to pur-

chase chickens. They were nierety being

limited in the quantity of chickens being

purchased, a policy practiced by many
supermarkets.

The reporter goes on to report ttiat the

coupon did not specify a limt. If tfus

advertisement had been read properly any
person could clearly see that the chickens

were not offered as a coupon item, but as

a sale item, no coupon was needed for a

purchase.
In addition tf)€ reporter's paragraph

about Mr O'Donne/l's I the store

manager) regard for black peop/e was
fot.iHy uncalled for It seems to me tftat

the reporter is trying to blow up tfte inci-

dent into a racial problem I also question

the credibility of his outside source of in

formation who knows O'Donnell

Poor reporting such as this leads me to

wonder about the rest of the Black Affairs

Staff Mr Evans should practice more ob

fectivity in his reporting and get tfw facts

straight. It is obvious from his article that

Evans is either incompetent as a /ournalist

or was intentionaify biased m his writing

Thomas M Renehan
Sunderiand

Cartoonist has

'one horse town'
mentality

To the Editor:

The people m these one 'horse towns

must all be mongoloids or something

. "- "The Town Line" comic strip by Joe

Carroll of February 16.

I cannot view Mr Carroll's use of the

term Mongoloid, " m any content, as

anything short of offensive, and at best

insensitive. It's "redeeming value,

hopefully, may be to give Mr Carroll

some pause and insight into how his

language reflects his own "one horse

town" mentality -my apologies to those

who love horses or towns
William Frans

Amherst

Detente nnasks

Soviet repression

To the Editor:

Tomorrow night, tfw Moscow Sym
phony Orcfiestra is com$ng to UMass at

the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall and we
will be there to rally for our oppressed

Jewish brothers and sisters in the Soviet

Union.

The rally has a twofold purpose; to re-

mind the concert goers that the Moscow
Symphony is part of the detente between

the United States and the Soviet Union.

While detente looks very pretty on the

surface I vis a vis cultural exchange pro

grams) our Jewish brethren are severefri^

repressed and oppressed by the govern

ment that supports this orchestra. In light

of the above, we wish to show our

soMarity with our Jewish brothers and

sisters in the Soviet Union

Our demands are simply tfiese: free

emigration to Israel, and tor those Jews
that wish to remain in ttie Soviet Union.

we demand the freedom to build and

r, an active Jewish cultural life

Judes religious freedom.

Soviet Jewry Action Committee
»A

The Budweiser.
Ski Sweater
(Top drawer all the way!)

Presenting the official, red BudweiserSki
Sweater A warm, soft, washable 100%
Orion acrylic creation that looks and feels

like a million bucks But it's just S30.00 ^
postpaid' ^^^.y'^'^^

•",f

.vNiS'

find It fast

in the Collegian

Classifieds! • I

ojjr2a§ie
Nofthaf plon

|now western mass
premiere showing

On Scr*9n At
7 00 and 1 16

*THE BEST BERGMAN FILM

WYEMWr

presence

o Mm by

INGMAR BERGMAN

INGWD OERGMAN
LIV ULL/AAN

i • T « t ,J A '
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The Incompofoble

Pete
Seeger

In Concert

SotufOoy Evening, March 3rd

6 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

UMoss/Amherst

Tickets Now On Sole S6. S5 S4

Student Discour^i S1 00

FINE ARTS CENTER DOX OFFICE

Mon.-Ffi.9o.m.-4p.fT>. 545-2511

Benefit for D noi D nth Hillel

campus
center
at UMass

. X

:'?/';
I u\\\v

wed..Thurs.
Feb. 21. 22

Ri.sat.
Feb. 23, 24

^^

Tues
, Feb 27

Tuesday Night Jai/
with

DAVID WERTMAN

rustynau
JONATHAN EDWARDS
Thurs., Feb. 22 $4 advance and door

Bue
wall Bar

Frl..Feb.25

Two-Step
9pm -Hatch Bar

UMass students $3.00
Cen. Public $4.00

sat, Feb. 24
V" \

*

He

*

starring ROBKRT RKDFORD

''IT'S FREE!''
Ht

*

FAT
Fri . Feb 23

$2 door only

JAMES
MONTGOMERY
BAND

Sat , Feb 24

$3 door only

Hatch
Bar

DERRINGER
Sun., Feb. 25

$4 50 advance and door

POUSETTE DART
BAND
Fri. £f Sat,, Mar 2 &3

$5 door only

DOC Er MERLE
WATSON

Sunday, Mar. 4

$4 50 advance and door

Frt.&sat

Disco
with MSCO IrtC

at the

BUDWEISER SKI SWEATER
Anheuser-Busch Gifts • P.O. Box 24297 • Houston. Texas 77029

I want to buy a Budweiser Ski Sweater

Enclosed is $30 00 (check or money order) for each Bud* Ski Sweater

indicated below

Mock turtle neck only style available

(Texas and Florida residents add applicable sales tax.)

S (36-38) n U (40-42) D L (44) D XL (46) D

Advance tickets

available at all

Ticketron outlets in-

cluding Campus
Center Travel at

UMass

Mahar Aud.
, ^^

Friday, Feb. 23

8:00 & 10:00*p.m. ' «
sponnored by J

t THE UMASS SKI CLUB 5

Sunderland, Moss.
665-4907

24 hour taped message

TOP
of the

Campus

in association with
UPC Productions

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE ZIP

(Allow 4 weeks for delivery. Void where prohibited by law.)

• ,*•.•
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Vermontnuke
sues GEover
powershutdown

RUTLAND. Vt. IAP]-Green Mountain Power Corp. of
ficials confirmed yesterday they plan a lawsuit against the
General Electric Co over last summer's shutdown at the
Vermont Yankee nuclear power.
GM President Peter McTague said his firm, the state's

second largest utility, hopes to collect between $2 million and
$3 million from GE.
McTague said the suit would attempt to recover GMP's

added powei costs during the six week shutdown, which
state consultants blamed on inadequate repair work by GE
employees
He said GMP would file the suit in the next few weeks.
Vermont Yankee shut down July 1 when cracks developed

in the plants torus, a safety container surrounding the
reactor. The cracks appeared as GE workmen were welding
additional supports onto the torus.
The Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. has since

reached a settlement with GE covenng Vermont Yankee's
direct costs from the shutdown But the settlement did not
include conr^Mjnsation for Vermont Yankee's customer
utilities.

Thursday, February 22, 1979 Collegian n

Crash victimshadbeen drin/cing
BOSTON [AP\ -Alcohol content exceeded the lega' limit

in the blood of four teenage victims of a fatal auto crash
this weak, tf>e Registry of Motor Vehicles disclosed yester-

day.

The aicohoi content in the blood of one of the young
women was the highest reading ever taken m the state, the
agency reported

At the same time. Registrar Richard E McLaughlin denied
that his agency had "lost" a file on or>e of the victims who
had previously been conyicted of drunk driving.

Four 17-yaar-otd girls riding in one car died in a head-on
collision with another auto in Wilmington on Monday
night. The driver of the car carrying the victims, Lisa

Sweetland of North Reading, had been convicted of drunk
driving last November
Woburn District Court Judge Louis Gonnella said yester-

day that a clerical backlog prevented the reporting of the
guilty finding to the Registry until Tuesday.
The Registry automatically revokes a driver's license after

a guilty finding of drunk driving.

State police told the Registry that the blood of one
unioentified victim of the crash contained .47 percent
alcohol - the highest reading ever in Massachusetts.
Police say 10 percent is the legal limit and anything over
.26 percent is considered comatose.
The blood of another of the victims contained .26 percent

alcohol.

A state police chemist said that 10 percent « the
equivalent of a 15C-pound man taking five dnnks contain
ir>g 1 y* ounces or 80 proof alcohol in an hour.
It was believed that the girls' small size contributed to the

high readings.

COLLEGE
1^

P
This week's specials

30c off ^5
COUPON

March 1

THE PRESCRIPTION STORE
OPEN MON-FRI 9-9 SAT 9-6

4 MAIN ST. AMHERST

* Court ruling

Juggiar Jock Montgomery practicas his trada on
th« Campus Center concourse. (Staff photo by
Richard Newman)

CONT, FROM PAGE 1

But UMass political science professor Sheldon Goldnrtan

said implications here are negligible because of several

factors. He said the Southern circuit which passed the

decision is a conservative, Nixon-appointee dominated
group.

Goldman also said the split decision lessened its impact
and the First Circuit, under whose jurisdiction UMass lies,

is considerably more liberal. Any testing of the decision,

based on previous rulings, would be less conservative, he
said.

One test case at UMass emerged in 1977 last year when
Craig Sherwood, a white student, ran and was elected to

the Third World Caucus.

Although Sherwood fit the criteria when elected, the

Third World Caucus appealed the election and the senate

adopted a more precise definition of the Third World,
eliminating Sherwood from his post.

The definition of Third World, as adopted by the Senate,

states "We are Afncan American. Asian American, Latino,

Native American. Chicano and other people of Color. We
identify ourselves diony f^r^Q\ and etnnic lines.

"We are in soiioanty with the liberation struggles of

Third World countries internationally and recognize that

the destinies of these directly affect our future within the

United States," the definition said.

Law and attirmative action experts said the court's

action was to broaden the language of the Allan Bakke
case K\d loosely apply it to student organizational policy.

The Bakke case ruled against direct quotas but in favor

of affirmative action in its recent landmark decision.

CONCORD, N.H. - New Hampshire students

picket the Legislative Office Building where a

House committee yesterday held hearings on bills

to raise the drinking age in New Hampshire from
18 to 19. 20 or 21.

arlies

CLIP & SAVE CLIP & SAVE CLIP&SAVE CLIP & SAVE CLIP&SWE

Hot Digits
with

DOWN MITTS
A OLOVES

K—p Ymmr ley Flngars
T*Mty Watm With...
DOWN FILLED

MITTS A OLOVES
Baantifal Cellactlen Of

8tjrl«a^«l«ra-Sls««
Some Styles All Leather —

Some Styles Nylon h Leatf>er

PRICES $UISNE»

1/3 OFF
For Examplot Sif.OO Vain*
Reducad Again Do^nrn To

A S7.9S Bargain.

Still Soma

AMERICAN MADE
"SUNDOWN"
DOWN FILLED

JACKETS & VEST
ON SALE AT

UNBILIIVABU SAVines

FLYING FEET
YOUR

FULL SERVICE
SPORTING

GOODS STORE
FEATURING

ONLY THE WORLD'S
FINhST SPORTING

EQUIPMENT.

OIAm Skstf

TrMa

Lvin IVi

OPf

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-85C

goolifootiS.linnh
1 Pray St. Amherst, Mast. 5^o4(i3

i

BOOZE
&

BEER
C&€ LIQUORS

THE FRIENDUEST STORE IN TOWN

61 Main St., Amherst 253-5091

FREE DEUVERY

A . . . .

Archie Shepp
Concert Celebra'

Fine Arts Center

. Feb. 24, 1979

8:00 p.m.

Spend an evening with a giant of

American original music form.

$3.00 students $4.00 non-students

Tickets available at:

TIX, Box Office, Faces of Earth, Campus Center

Concourse

A CHE LUMUMBA BENEFIT
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FACTORY CLOSEOUT
SALE

800 BOOTS
ON SALEQJOl

SAVE 140 Wocnen'sCuflBootReg $90

ALL SIZES SALE $49.95

SAVE S46 Lace-ups Men s-Women's

SALE $49.95

SAVES50 Men's 16" ZIP Boot Reg $89

SALE $49.95

16" Women's Stitch Boot
Reg. $77

SALE $39.95 LIMITED SIZES

limberland Boots

ALL STYLES 20% OFF
Reg. $50-$90

SALE $40^70

VOA c
Heartfelt.
Leather

KUMPleasMlSuAmherst K) 6O0 Moo. S»t. 253 5tl5

. * • ^
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Interuptions In Iranian oil^serious ?
Bv MARK POTTS
AP Business Writer

NEW YORK The interruption of Iranian

oil production has led to a situation that

Energy Secretary James R Schl^inger
says is "prospectively more serious" than

the 1973 74 Arab oil embargo Yet most
Americans have found no reason to agree

Even though prices are rising and
government officials warn there could be
mandatory controls on oil use soon, there

are no lines at service stations. Gasoline

can still be bought on Sunday, and there

have been no widespread shortages of any
kind of fuel.

So why the fuss? Here are answers to

some common questions;

Q. Since Iran only supplied 5 percent of

the United States crude oil needs, why is

the loss of the oil so important?

A. Five percent doesn't seem much, but

officials say it is enough to tighten supply

One official put it this way Imagine if 5

percent of the nation's drivers were tokj

they couldn't get gas any nriore."

Actually, the nation's loss so far is more
like 2.5 percent because other oil-

producing nations are making up some of

the absent production But experts say

even that is enough to cause worry

It IS also important to realize that other

countries, particularly in Eurooe f>avebeen

To place • classifiad ad. drop by th«

CoMeffisn office ICC 113) tMtween B:45 am
and 3:46 p rrt Mornlay through Friday, or use

our handy clip and rnail form found m most

isauas of the Coihgtsn Clasatfiad daadtme is

3 45 p m two days m advance of publication

date

AUDIO

BMI 6A tpkrt.. onlv 8 moa. oM. need

cash, ong $280, asking $200. call 549 6036

Fischer 504 2/4 ch. receiver -90 w ch

RMS in stereo; 40 w ch in quad 5 band

equil . LED power rT>eters; lots of features

and flashing lights Sounds incredible Dirt

cheap Need bucks fast $ 195 5466677

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of

Booe. 50 watt, power cap, John. 546-5890

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Chevy Impala. V6. good cond., new
pts , starts easy tape deck, must sell. $446

or 80. caM 549 4470. eves.

68 Ford Galaxie. conv.. exc. int., good

body, reblt. eng., $1200. Rocco, 367 2424.

66 VW bug, good cond , $660 , 367 2424.

1970 VW bug, good cond , has new engine

w/ 6000 mi guar , needs rear ferider & tail

It., $660^or best offer. 253-5929

ISTO^hevy 2 dr., no rust, good radiate,

runs great. 1106. call Pau l ,
256-8207. $725 .

1968 Plymouth Barracuda convertible 318

V8 power top, A/T, P/S. exc. tires top

engine trans., call Bill, 256-6837

1971 Chevy Impala, runs excellent, body

superb, interior clean. $975, 666-4452.

89 Ford Econ, needs body work, runs

good, $350 or BO, call evenings. 549-1062 .

M^aiiant 200, dependable transportation.

Call 367 2825, evenings. Asking $400.

73 VW Superbeetle, excellent cor>dition,

$1500 253 9887

ENTERTAINMEWT

Sound system for hire, perfect for cof-

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

Disco Dave & D.L Disco Inc provides

sound, lights &OJ for your parties - disco,

rock & oldies. The best at affordable prices.

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567-1715.

Hottest band around! 'Smooth Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John, 546-4646 .

FOR RENT

Room for rent— 1 bedroom for rent in 4

bedroom house, 5 min. walk to campus and

town, $94 plus utilities, lease thru May 30,

call 549 6666
.

Room for rent in 4 bdrm. Riverglade Apt.,

on bus rt., $80 -t- , female only, Theresa,

256^6976.

Searching for alternative living styles?

Come visit Aipha Chi Onr>ega at 38 Nutting

Ave. or call us at 546-2152. We can offer

you all of the comforts of home: home-

cooked meals, study areas, friends and fun,

boarders welcome.

1 rm. In 3 bdrm. Puffton apt., on bus rte.,

$77 50/mo., call dohn collect, (617)

696-5710. ^
FOR SALE

Frye boots, wm. sz. 7%, new, $40,

367 2424.

Fischer C-4 comps/196. new, call

549-6633. '___

Unge skates, sz 8, new, $40, 367-2424.

68 VW bus for sale. Dependable, good

transport Reesonabte, 549^3867, evenings

far more dependent on Iranian oil than the

United States. Iran has produced 10

percent of world supply, and gaps
elsewhere are being filled from the same
sources to which this nation must turn. The
result; a world wide supply squeeze.

So, officials say, the world faces serious

problems m the event of unexpected
trouble like the oil field fire in Saudi Arabia

two years ago And U.S. supplies were

Nevertheless, supplies of some products
such as jet fuel are tight because some
companies rely on the spot market to meet
demand. That is where sales not covered
by long term contracts take place, and
although it accounts for only about 5
percent of oil supplies, it is important
because it is used to adjust inventories,

available there soaring, as countries more
dependent on Iran than the U.S. go there

to make up their losses.

"Experts say if the shutdown in Iran lasts beyond a
couple ofmore months, it could cause serious problems
next winter.

"

tight even before Iran's cutoff.

Q. Oil imports have been running high in

recent months, and the last tanker of

Iranian oil just arrived. Why are there

problems now?
A. High oil imports are the result of

massive orders placed by the oil companies
late last year to get oil before the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries' price rose 5 percent Jan 1

.

The loss of Iranian oil has all but dried up
the spot market, and sent prices for what is

Q. All right, there's a problem. But why
are the warnings so dire?

A. Experts say if the shutdown in Iran

lasts beyond a couple of more months, it

could cause serious problems next winter.

In addition, analysts say the government

is apparently taking advantage of the

situation to try one more time to convince

Americans that they should conserve
energy, evidently in the belief that a good
scare might change wasteful habits once

and for all.

Collegian
Classifieds

2 HR7815 radials. new, $1», 367 2424.

Fender Strat, bik , mpl. neck, 5 mos oW.

$325. call, 256 6103

WhiteT Stag ski jacket, suede hiking

boots, both worn once is size 8, $25 each,

6^8479^

Mns dwn. vest. Ig.. Jk. W.. new. $25.

546 6656^

Bass guitar with amp and strap, all for

$150, call Andy. 5464196

Miniature cassette tape recorder. Uses

60 minute tapes. Very good condition. Ask-

ing $40 C^ll Dave. 6 7511.

Wasner b Dryer, best offer. caN Gary or

Joel at 549^4 or 253 9230.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

Exotic jobs! Lake Tahoe. Call Linle exp .

high pay» $1700-$4000 summer Over

35,000 people needed in casinos,

restaurants, ranchesm, nver rafts, more!

Send $3.96 for info to Lakeworld. Box
61035, Sacto., CA 95860^

Men! WomenI Jobs cruise

9hips*freighters, no experience High payl

See Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So.

America. Career summer! Send $2.75 for

info to Seaworld, BB Box 61035, Sact., CA
96880

INSTRUCTION

FOUND

Found: keys: UMass keyholder and red key

with others, call The Pub, 549-1200.

Found — men's Seiko
Tobin - call 5-0783.

watch nr.

Basic auto mechanics workshop. 28

fKXjrs. classroom theory & shop Limited

enrollnnent. 253 7967 or write for brochure.

Auto Skills.^ox 210, Arrherst MA 01002.

Disco dance lessons, learn to dance all

aspects of disco, rock, dip hustle, etc. in

the comfortable atmosphere of your own
dorm lounge, frat. or sor Simply gather 5

or nnore people and I will teach at your

residence For info and /or denrw, call Brian

at 546 5052.

Mittens. Blue Wall. 549^)896.

Calculator -left in Hatch, Feb. 15. Call

253 5875, after 5

Found -long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan-black markings, 666-4324

LOST

HELP WANTED

Jobs In Alaska. Summer jobs. High pay

ing; $800 $2000 /month. Nat'l parks,

fisheries, logging, and more. How and

where to get jobs. Send $2 to Alasco, PO
Box 2480, Goleta CA 93018.

Part-time positions at Mount Holyoke

College for the academic year 1979-80.

Single persons or married couples. BA re-

quired. Call (413) 538 2550. An Equal Op-

portunity employer

Southwest Womens Center is hiring new

part time staff positions for this semester

and next. Both w/s and n-w/s positions are

available, pick up applications at SWWC,
corner of Crampton and Mackimmie,

phone 5-0626, deadline Feb. 27.

Administrative staff person. 3 positions

available for eligible grad students. 10-20

hrs /wk., $4/hr. Deadline for applications

is Feb. 28. 545-2896/545^0970.

Counselors — private coed camp in

Berkshires - openings for instructors in

gymnastics, tennis, soccer, horseback

riding (Western), rocketry, camper radio

station (FM), golf, lacrosse, arts £t crafts,

sailing, hiking -backpacking, archery,

head waterfront (pool), head -small crafts,

also needed; General Counselors, unit

leaders, nurse. Good salaries- friendly at-

mosphere. Contact Paul Krouner-Camp
Schodack, 268 Mason Terr., Brookline, MA
02146, (617) 277-7600 or pick up informa

tion packet, application & interview

schedule outside Rm. 147 Patterson (Rick

Heidennan). Campus interviews Feb. 27-28 .

Central area women's center has 5 work

study positions available, applications can

be picked up at center basement Baker.

Junior Accounting Major to be a campus

representative for the Lambers CPA review

course for additiorwl information, call col-

lect (61*7) 729-4092. Ask for Ed

Green het at SW bus stop Sat. If found

please call Terry at 546-8414.

Reward for return of old beige cowboy

hat left in Blue Wall 2/16 Great sentimental

value, call Jim, 5 2330 or 665^3297, even

ings.

Un. of Mass. class ring, 76, name inscrib-

ed. 525-7591.

PERSONALS

Shepp fans: Archie Shepp T-shirts,

designed and silk screened by local artist,

available at Sun Music.

The Newman Club is a Catholic student

group open to all Umass students. For

more info go to the general meeting on

Sunday, 25 Feb., Newman Center front

lounge, at 8:00 p.m.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff. Remember your ID.

•PuddleJumperPuddleJumperPuddle-
Jumper* The word that's on everyone's

W^j^

Red O'RIck Cards does original illust.

cards books -your subject: children,

home', office. Sale Th./Fri. 2/22 orders

taken! Next to the Blue Wall or PO Box

1056, Amh.

To the 17th floor J.A. You've got great

bodies, A.J.'s is the best! Sleepy, I missed

you!

Helpl Acid and skiing are my two favorites

in life -I don't really mind losing my brains,

but I do mind losing my skis. If you have my

Kneissell Red Stars, I would appreciate get

ting them back. Please? Tod Jarvis, 14 Elm,

256-6837. •

Cheryl from Rlverglede-are you still

here? Like to see you - Steve from Campus

Center couch. Be around.

What ia the Newman Club?

Dave, we-lovetti Thanks for last Mon.

night -we'd never guess you're past your

prinr>e. Neen. Joan, Tricia, & Greta.

Thursday. February 22, 1979

* Vietnaml
CONT, FROM PAGE 1

Yesterday, three Chinese infantry divi-

sions backed up by tanks were on the move
through Quang Ninh again, apparently
planning to swing inland to stage a "lightn

ing strikes" to cut off the highway supply
routes linking the defenders of Lang Son
with Hanoi, sources here said.

Journalists on the Vietnamese side of the
front reported regular army reinforcements
rushed to Lang Son Tuesday and Wednes-
day to take over from the militias Reporter
Kazuhisa Ikawa of the Tokyo newspaper
Asahi reported seeing Vietnamese trucks

loaded with troops and hauling 105mm ar

tillery headed toward Lang Son from Don
Mo, 40 miles from the frontier. He wrote
that columns of refugees poured south
along the highway, and tf^t at least ^,000
of Lang Son's 46,000 inhabitants had fled

Vietnamese units stationed in northern
Laos were being pulled back into northwest
Vietnam's remote Hoang Lien Son Pro
vince, whose major town, Lao Cai, was
captured by the Chinese Tuesday, the
Bangkok sources said.

Tass said the Vietnam News Agency
reported that Vietnamese artillerymen
destroyed pontoon bridges the Chinese
were using to cross the Red and Nmthi

I rivers in the northwest. -

Thursday, February 22, 1979
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Collegian clasaifiad rate* arc: daily, 46c per

line; five consecutive issues, 40c per line per

day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per lir>e per

day. One lir>e is roughly equivalent to 38

characters.

Zoo Mass t shirts are back on the con

course. Wed b Fri. afternoons, also we
pnnt the fastest, best priced custom shirts

for groups and clubs in^the area.

Sigma Kappa open rushi Conr>e meet us.

Find out what we're all about; call 256 6887

for more info. SK is a better way!

Daytona on spr. brk. Fly & stay.

Cheapest on campus. Good times. Mike,

6^7462.

RIDE WANTED

For two people <o Ft. Lauderdale on Mar.

15 or 16. Will share driving and expenses.

Call Laurel or Susan at 549 5957^

RIDERS WANTED

Riders wanted to Brattteboro. Vt.. every

weekday this semester, share $, 253 2154,

ask for Ray.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Hsemate. wanted for hse by Puffer's

Pond, non smoker, no pets, Dave & Randi

@ 549 6907.

Two bedrooms avail., co-op, non smok.,

veg., $120 incl. all util. A lot of open space,

r>ear bus to campus. 666-7586.

Grad student wants to share two

bedroom apartment with nonsmoking,

quiet and considerate female. Good loca-

tion on bus route. Call 256-6246. eves, pref

.

SERVICES

Attention campus women: basic auto

mechanics course for women • Learn more

about your car, save nr>oney, call Alex at

253 3387, this course is free.

Silkscreening: T-shirts designed and

printed to your specifications, 256-0478.

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal - low cost

legal representation for UMass community.

Income tax preparation, appointment only.

253-7617.

WANTED

Drvng. Inatr. to teach 1 psn. stick shift,

call Joe. 6-8736. $price negotiable$.

Needed -manress, call Anne, 253-5186.

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too. please call Debbie,

546-6567, after 6.

SKI BOOTS

Dolomites, used twice, reg. $150; $80,

size 11'/4; Hanson Exhibitions, reg. $166;

$75, shell #5 fits size 11-12: call Scott,

5495897.

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COD

Summer rental Cape Cod, S. Yannouth,

4 apts. avail., one studio, 2-2 bdrms., and 1

three bdrm. Very close to water. Fully

furn., Mem. Day to Labor Day. Prices from

$1500 to $3000 for season, call (617)

394-6323, evenings and weekends.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Work In Japan! Teach English conversa-

tion. No experience, degree, or Japanese

required. Send long, stamped, self-

addressed envelope for details. Japan-75,

PO Box 336, Centralia WA 98631.

Today's Crossword Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

ACROSS

1 Ba full

SAaa
companion
of

9 Tuck
1

4

Buffalo of

India

1

5

Opinion
16 Forward

movemant
17 Small boys
18 0t language
20 - - this

moment"
21 So article

22 Surgical
threads

23 Furnish new
equipment

25 Records the

speed of

27 Flower
extract Var

29 Was a guide
30 Method
34 Acknowledge
36 Beguiled
36 Waffle

additive
Var

39WWII
groupt^ 2
woTd*

42 It coins
Var

43 Flight unit

44 Took on
food

45 French
state

46 Heart

47 Tranquil
40 Did some

Sirdening
uttresses

54 Kitchen
sccesaory

5eFlt>erl(not

60 ---- cap
61 Kind of

triangle

63 Diminutive
suffix

64 Harmonize
65 German

king

66 Predatory
onaet

67 Gas pipes

68 ConturKtion
69 Weaver's

reed

DOWN
1 Genghis
Khan
follower

2 Btol out

3 Epoch
lermtnatton
4 words

4 Maladlualed
person

5 Volition

6 Stock head
7 Physical
property 2
words

8 Witch
9 Insects
lOCokH'
1

1

Against

1

2

Opposed
Diet

UNITED Feature Syndicate

13 Papers
marked
"paid'

Abb/
19 Secondhand
24 Discussions
26 Press. TV.

etc
26 Robot

drama
30 Miaaing in

action
Abbr

31 Serving to

adorn
32 Tubular

passage
33 Foil's rela-

tive

34 Stare at

35 Habeas cor-

pus, e g

37 Plant new
seed

36 Punishment
medium

40 Corrode
41 Command to

adog
46 Gazelle
48 Fanciers
49 Deals out

50 Greek letter

52 Bind again
53 ShaOby
54 Metric unit

55 Latvian city

56 Preface to

culture
57 Next in

order
59 Menial

worker
62 In noway

1 > 1
""
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4 by Frank Emery

betause: inhm^ mLtvi
ms \4WmA IS ft£grr»6iAtc

SENIORS-
SHOW YOUR

FACE!!

545-2874

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

Course Drops
The last day for

undergraduates to

drop courses with a

"W" is Monday,
February 26.
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FEBRUARY SPECIALS by SIM

SPECIALS PERMANENTS $19
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^ Skaters
CONT FROM PAGE 16

In the middle period, both teams exchanged two goals
apiece. John Fulchino fot his second of the night at 3; 17,
followed by Brian Harnett's first of two at 16:44. UMass
answered back with a pair. First it was Nick Carney at 17:50
and then Mark Giordani's power play goal at 19:03 made it 9^3
after two periods Shots on goal had UMass outshooting the
Crusaders 10 7 in the period.

In the final stanza UMass found itself killing off penalties for

the first half of the period As a result. Holy Cross tallied twice

mjre, with Harnett and Curley picking up their second goals

of the evening at 3 56 and 923, respectively Curley's goal

was a power play effort.

Scavone was injured half way through the final period and
was replaced by Jeff Moore Moore looked sharp, allowing no
goals to be scored the rest of the way Hustling Al Paulson
was the other bright spot for UMass as he pick^ up two
assists

*Trackwomen
Cont. from page 15

Several Minutewomen records have been broken over the
course of a four meet slate that began January 13 in New
Hampshire, with the Dartmouth Relays In that contest junior

Kathy Contini broke the UMass indoor mile record with a time
of 5:03.1. Contini leads a UMass contingent of distance
runners who are perhaps the best in New England. In the
teams latest meet, against New Hampshire on Thursday, the
distance crew swept the mile and two mile events, while also
finishing 1,2 in the 880

Sophomore Tina Francario, second in the 880 behind
Contini Thursday, will concentrate her efforts Saturday on her
first indoor event, the two mile Last year during the winter
season she established a new UMass record for the distance
at 11:00

Outdoor and indoor Minutewomen recordholder in the 880,
Cyndi Martin, will run in the 800 meters at BU. As a tune up
for this weekends big event. Martin won the mile at UNH with
an impressive time of 5:09

IMsquash a growing fad
By donna SULLIVAN
CoKeg*an Staff

Intramural squash can't compare to basketball, football, or

Softball in terms of participants, but tf>e sport has its follow-

tng

Accordtr>g to the book by Al Molloy, Jr. entitled Content

porary Squash, "Squash originated early in the nineteenth

century in the confined precincts of a debtor's prison in Lon

don, where mnutes passed the time by swatting a soft ball

•gainst the walls of cell like enclosures The "squish" produc-

ed by tfie ball as it struck these surlaces gave the sport its

n»mt
"

We thus see the reason for the small ertciosed room, 32 feet

by 18 feet and six irKhes. m which squash, as well as racquet

baU, handball, and paddtotMH « pi«y«d.

The courts at Bovden qym ate aimost always filled, a reser

vation sheet is necessary to avoMl iong lirws and impatient

people waiting to play

According to Gail Lararriy, intrarrujral secretary, "m-

tramurals get top priority on the courts
"

Frank Wright, assistant intramural director in charge of IM
squash, reserves two of the five courts on Tuesday, Wednt*s-

day. and Thursday from 5 00 until 8 00 During these times, he

schedules intramural squash play

According to Wright, when people sign up. they must tell

I CINCaVIaV^ '

RT 5 RIVEROALE RO. WEST SPRINGFIELD '

TEL 733-5131 lARCAIN MATIMEE DAILY-
FIRST SNOW S2. 00 MASTER CNARCE

whetf>er they are novice, intermediate, or adv«r>ced. I hey are

then put into a men's, women's, or grad/faculty league.

Forty-two students ar>d faculty menrtbers have signed up for

intramural squash this year, roughly tfw same number that

have played for the past few years.

Squash is played with a racquet tf^t is similar to a badmin
ton racquet The squash racquet though, has a smaller head
and IS about 27 incf>es long

A squash ball is similar to a racquett>all but, accordir>g to

Wright, "a squash ball is less tx}uncy and not as alive '

A game is 15 points long, a match is the b^t two out of

tfvee games If a person rmsses two matches, he/she is out of

the competition
The game begirds with a serve that must clear tfw 17 inch

servi^ bne on the front wall. The person receiving must hit

the ban before n bounces on the floor twice While enroute to

or from tf>e front wall, the ball may hit any otfier waM, except

the floor, any number of tinges

The server continues to serve as long as he keeps winnir>g.

H he rrwsaes. the serve goes to his oppor>ent. A person can on
ly score if he serves

"Approximately eipht intramural matches are played per

night." said Wnght The winner from each league will play in

• single elimination championship that « tentatively scfveduled

March 26-29
"

Centra/ Area Government

ELECTIONS

positions: president,
vice-president,

treasurer,

3 minority rep-

resentatives

nominations: Feb. 20-26

elections: March 7, 8

Call Cindi Thomas,
253-2600,

for more information

Slimline50

Mermen swim past
Centra/ Connecticut
By J/M DEGN/M
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's swim team upped its record to 4-6 Tues
day night with a 70-42 win over Central Connecticut at the
Boyden pool. UMass never trailed in the meet which saw Fred
Venne do a personal best in the 1,000 yd freestyle, even
though he had to settle for a secornj.
UMass started the meet off by winning the 400 yd. medley

relay with the team of Jim Leiand. Harry Fulford. Jib Bowers,
and Tom O'Brien. The next victory for the locals came in the
200 yd freestyle where the consistent Tom Oundon won in

1:51.3. After Dundon was just nipped in the 50 yd. freestyle.
Tom Nowak won the 200 yd. individual medley.
UMass had no trouble in the diving, as Mark Vernaglia ex-

celled in the one nr>eter. Teammate Jim Antonino finished se-
cond behind Vernaglia. Antonino went on to win the three
meter arnj was followed by UMass' Dan Anthony. Vernaglia is

relatively inexperienced on the high board, but managed to ac-
cumulate a respectable p>oint total.

Jib Bowers, who has been nursing a cold, had little trouble
winning the 200 yd butterfly Then Dundon was back in the
water again, this time winning the 100 yd. freestyle in 49 flat.

Other firsts for UMass were by Jim Leiand in the 200 yd. back
and Harry Fulford in tf>e 200 yd breast stroke Bob Deconinck
k>oked good in finishing second in the difficult 500 yd.
freestyle.

Coach Bei Melamed was characteristically unimpressed
with the win, callirig it "mediocre." However, he did praise a
couple of his swimmers. "Dundon did well tonight, he's
always around 49 seconds in the 100 free," he said.

Plumbleys
ofT the common

presmis in our f lil)

Thursdays
Feb. 22. March I &8

VAST ED VADAS
Certair^ one of the most umqueiy

ootorful characters m the Pioneer VaUey'

no('Ov<*r9-lill

(oniiiij^in Mcirc h
Pain Brirkrr & l^fftl Huikr

AUSO

JoinPlumbleys
Sunday Ni>^ht Showcase

ANYONECAN
PLAY

sinj^ers. romccliiins. Ju>Mk>rs
imdiikmal folk & jazz

NO AUDITIONS
Oill Ed for info. 253-7646

after noon

Smartly styled scientific calculator.

From Texas Instruments.

Any student or professional will appreciate

receiving the Slinnline TI-50. A super-

powerful scientific calculator with full statis-

tical functions and two versatile memories

including Tl's new Constant Memory'" fea-

ture. Long battery life (up to two years of

normal operation) with APD'" (automatic

power down) feature that turns unit off after

about 15 minutes of non-use.

at the calculator store

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

Only

$33.95
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Splkers continue surge;

defeat Cadets with ease
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The sparks, or rather, the volleyballs, really flew at West Point late Monday af

ternoon, as the UMass men's volleyball club did battle with the Academy Cadets.
When the smoke cleared, UMass was on top, 15-12,6-15, 19-21, 15 12, 15-10.

West Point, a nationally ranked team whose victories include Ohio State, answered
UMass' flexible and powerful offense point for point. However, net violations stalled

the Cadets, and UMass fought back. Led by the spiking efforts of Jim Grosslein and
Pat Ryan, plus consistent setting, the club rallied from a two game deficit to a victory.

"It was a total team effort," said player-coach Arnie Roberts, "West Point was the
best competition we've had all year, so far. That third game took about an hour before
we lost it. All the games were close and great. We tried to use all three of our spikers,

and both setters. It was a great match. I wish the club could play more teams of that

caliber; we've tried to schedule matches outside New England — talk to other coaches,
like Bob Brutucci of West Point, to schedule matches. Right ndVv, everyone's looking

forward to the New England Open on March 3 We'll be facing teams like Yale and
Springfield (both nationally rankedl over at Clark, in Worcester."
As the 9-1 "A" team prepares for the Open, the "B" team takes on Tufts and

Worcester PolyTech at NOPE gym Wednesday night.

Trackwomen in New Englands

By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

This Saturday's women's indoor track coach Jane Welzel and a band of 29
Minutewomen qualifyers will board a bus en route to Boston University and the first

ever women's indoor New England Championships.
This is the third year women's college teams have been involved in winter track

competition, but the first where a New England championship will be decided.
For first year coach Welzel, who in the Fall guided the women's cross country crew

to a 7th place Eastern finish, this season has been filled with satisfaction. Assistant
coach Lee Eddy of BU told Welzel tfiat UMass has qualified the most competitors for
Saturday's contest. Over 150 athletes and 15 teams are scheduled to compete in the
inaugural championship.

Turn to page 14

UMass forward Mark Haymore receives the Collegian Play*r of th*
Year Award from assistant sports aditor Steve Zack during last night's
game. (Staff photo by Patrick O Dobbs).

Sports Notices
GOLF- All interested candidates for the men's varsity golf team coni^t coach

Ed Vlach, West Experiment Station, about qualifying (5-231 1)

INTRAMURAL WRESTLING -Scheduled matches begin tonight, Thursday.

Feb 22 at 7:00 in the Wrestling Room, 237 Boyden.
INTRAMURAL SOCCER AND SOFTBALL ENTRIES DUE MARCH 1. $10.00

forfeit fee is required for softlwll. Games will begin March 26

VOLLEYBALL FORFEIT FEES from last semester may be picked up from 8:30-

4:30 in the Intramural Office, 215 Boyden. See only Mrs. Laramie for the fees.

The Collegian's Circulation Dept. is look-
ing for a person to assist with mailing and
delivery of the Collegian. Must have late

mornings free.

Contact Ron Voipe
Circulation Manager
Campus Center ^^2

545-3500

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity Affirmativp Action errvployer

18 Main St.

LIQUORS
253-5441

BISCEGLIA SCHMIDT'SPCarafes of Chablis,

I Burgundy £f Rose
I 4/5 qt. 12% alcohol by vol.

99c qt.

Every day special

12 oz. bottles

$5.99 case
$1.59 six

Monday thru Thursday
special

10-20% OFF
On all hockey

skates & protective equipment
Cooper • CCM • Koho • Daoust Lange • Micron

FEHTON'S
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES

377 Main St.. Amherst 253-3973
826 Main St.. Springfield 732-6700

^«i*!t^• jAi": ?S >»?/.»>.>.»X'V!.V.VA.".%**lTtV*r*

UniversKy of Massachusetts NEWEST FRATERNITY
Invites all INTERESTED University Men to an

OPEN RUSH
Tuesday, Feb. 20 and Thursday, Feb. 22, 8:00 p.m.

Alpha Delta Ph- is an International Fraternity with 26 chapters located in the US ft

Canada One of the oldest and most respected college fraternities, it offers a

heritage & prestige unegualed by many other fraternal organizations.

For further info - Transportation Facilities

Call 253 9074
Located at Frat/Sor Park on the Orchard Hill Bus Route (off East Pleasant St >
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Defeat Minutemen 54-42

Penn St. spoils Senior Nig/jt tradition

Minuteman Len Kohlhaas (52) fights for the rebound with Penn State's Mike
Owens (42) during last night's 54 42 Minutemen loss (Staff photo by Patrick O.
Dobbs)

.efiiai\
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Profile: Matt Capeless

By STEVE ZACK
Collegian Staff

To most people, the UMass Minutennen
basketball team consists of 14 players and 3
coaches. This, however, is untrue. In addi-

tion to the above there is a trainer and a

team manager. The team manager of the
Minutemen is Matt Capeless.

Standing 5'11" in a world of giants, Matt
has the responsibility of keeping the players

happy during a game by supplying them
with water and towels when necessary,

along with keeping charge of the warm-up
suits.

Capeless is also responsible for players'

complimentary tickets being ready for

guests to pick up, distributing meal money
after the game and on trips, and running er-

rands for the players and coaches.

"For example, if someone leaves his
sneakers in a hotel and I have to go back
and get them (as happened at the Colonial
Classic!," Capeless said.

A business major now in his junior year,

Capeless, a resident of Pittsfield, Mass.,
applied for the job of manager in his

freshman year. "I came up during summer
orientation and asked if they needed any
help," and in September he was awarded
the position of assistant to manager Skip
Alford.

Capeless has collected some fond
memories during his tenure as manager,
among them are some of the many scoring

achievements of the Minutemen and their

opponents.

"I've seen Derick Claiborne, Alex

Eldridge, Mark Donahue, Jim Town, and

Ronnie Perry (Holy Cross) score their

1.000th point."

"I saw Larry Harris become the number
one scorer in Pin history and Mike Pyatt

become the number one UMass scorer,"

Capeless recalled.

Matt Capeless

His two fondest memories are "Mike

Pyatt's winning basket to beat Rutgers"

and "seeing the Cage in action for the first

time during my freshman year."

His rapport with the coaches and players

is "excellent; no problems with the players

and coaches. They're all a great bunch of

guys."

While the Minutemen have suffered

through a bad year. Matt is still enjoying his

role as manager. "It's been a lot of fun. A
little bit rougher this year, but you have to

take the good with the bad. The only thing

different this year is the win-loss column,"

Capeless commented.

Capeless also expressed his views on the

current situation of the basketball program.

"'I'd like to see the alumni get together and

support it (the dome) and give the program

a boost. The Cage is nice but it's not as

good as some of the other places we play

in," he said. "We started out competitive in

this league (Eastern Eight) and I don't see

why we can't return to that level. We need

people including the alumni to support us

and come to the games," Capeless added.

ByWALTCHERMAK
Collegian Staff

Led by 17 points from junior forward

Steve Kuhn, Penn State spoiled Jack
Leaman's last home ganrte as coach last

night with a lethargic 54 42 Senior Night

victory over the Minutemen.
The loss was UMass 11th straight and

drops their record to 5-20, the worst record

ever for a Leaman coached team.
Employing a slow down offense and a

tight zoned defense, the patient Ninany
Lions held UMass to only 18 first half

points, which included holding high

scoring Mark Haymore to just one free

tnrow.
Haymore, the Minutemen's leading

scorer, had scored 59 points in his previous

two contest, but was held to just three

points for the evening, shooting 1 6 from

the floor in his last game before the Cage
fans.

Seniors Len Kohlhaas, Brad Johnson
and captain Eric Williams also performed

for the last time at UMass, and were
honored before the game In addition,

Haymore was presented with a trophy at

halftime as the Collegian Player of the Year.

The game started just as it would
ultimately end - slowly and deliberately.

Penn State guard Mike Edelman rifled

home an 18 foot lumjjer to give the Nittany

Lions a 2 lead, but Brad Johnson quickly

answered for UMass with a jump shot of

his own.
Tom Witkos, who played well for the

Minutemen despite the loss, picked off an

errant pass and drove all the way in for a

layup to give UMass a 4 2 lead, thetr first

and only edge of the contest.

Penn State's Mike Owens grabbed an
offensive rebound and banked it home, and
then Kuhn swished a 20 footer from the

side to put the Nittanv Lions on top.

Points were few and far between in the
first half, which was dominated by Penn
State's stall tactics, as the score stood at

only 15 8 at the halfway point of the first

stanza, in favor of the Nittany Lions.

An Eric Williams free throw had rrude
the score 9 7 Penn State, but Kuhn
sandwiched a tip-in between two 15-foot

jumpers by reserve center Frank Brickowski
and the lead went all the way up to aight
points.

The two squads exchanged occasional
buckets for the remainder of the first half,

and it erxled with Penn State ahead. 29-18.

The Nittany Lions' lead see sawed back
and forth between six and nine points m the
second half, but with just over nine minutes
remaining, Penn State went to an out arid

out stall, knocking three precious minutes
off the clock before Tom Witkos was
fouled and converted a free throw to maka
the score 40 32. But it was all Penn Stat*
after that.

Eric Williams and Tom Witkos keyed tha
practicaMy rxxi existent Minuteman offanaa
with seven points ^Mece Penn State's

Kuhn was the only player in double figuras.

notchinq 17.

UMASS(42> Brad Johnson 2 2 6; Tom
Witkos 3^1 7; Marc Roberts 2 2^; Jaff
Bierly 0; Eric Williams 3 1 7; GlOiga
Dennerlem 2 2<6; Connie Napptar 0^-0:
Mark Haymore 113; Bob Burton 00-0;
Len Kohlhaas 10 2; Jay Siewa^ 13 5 .

TOTALS 15 12 42 Fouiad out: Robarts.
Burton.
PENN STATE (54) -Mike Edaiman 1^2;
Craig BuHie 1 02; Jud Wood 2 04; Tom
WHkinaon 1 4^6; Scott Wolz 2-0 4. Jim
Solic 3 2-8; Mike Owens 10 2; Frank
Brickowski 2^4; Gary KorkoMaki 1^2:
Steve Kuhn 5 7 17; Carvin Jefferson 1-1-3.

TOTALS 20 14 54 Fouled cut Owens.

Crusaders rout icemen
By JONA THAN HAMIL TON
Collegian Staff *

The Holy Cross Crusaders, sparked by a savan goal surge in the first pariod. coaatad
to an 11 -3 triumph over the tired and frustratad Minuteman tiocfcey team Tuesday night

at Orr Rink in Amherst College The win ups Ho^ Croaa' record to 12 «vins and eight

losses while UMass' slips into oblivion with a 1-16-1 mark.
Matters were decided in the first period as the Cross completely outplayed UMMa.

They scored first just 41 seconds into tf>e game, aa Garry Curkey connactad in ctoaa
with a pass from Bob Shaa. Moments laiar. though. Holy Croaa' Bin Fiugarakl was
sent off for hokling at 425 With the powvar play opportunity UMass' Jamie BafiaM
skated over the blue line and uncorked a 20-foot alapahot that beat Crusadar goflla

Mark Young to tie the score for the first and last time of tfie evening.

For in the span of the next 1 1 minutes. Holy Cross scored six tioMM paat a lackKiatar

Casey Scavorie. The UMass goal tender wtx) faced 18 shots m tha first pariod, lat in

seven on them. After the first period leadir>g 7 1 Hoty Croaa had tf>e game virtuaify

locked up.

Turn to page 14

Steve Zack

A final tribute
Last night not only marked the final Cage

appearance of seniors Len Kohlhaas, Mark
Haymore, Eric Williams, and Brad John-

son, but also the final home appearance of

coach J.ack Leaman.

After thirteen years at the helm of the

Minutemen, eleven winning seasons
sandwiched between losing campaigns, he

is stepping down, and the era of UMass
basketball associated with this man is

coming to a close.

Reasons for his resignation are many and

varied, ranging from health problems to

player coach relationships. His leaving the

position of head coach had been expected

and anticipated by thousands of UMass
basketball fans, expected for the past few

years but it never came until now.

I hadn't really gotten to know the man
until this school year when I was assigned

to cover the basketball team. At times,

things he said, did, or slyly gestured to me
made me both dislike him and like him at

times, despise him or respect him. Yet

through it all I have found him to be a most
remarkable man.

At the beginning of the season, when the

first signs of a losing campaign began to

surface, I had a quiet chat with the man,

and he jokingly asked me if I could find him

an easier job for next year. The strange way
that he asked the question made me realize

for the first time that he may be on his final

circuit around the Eastern Eight.

This season has not been the easiest of

times for Jack Leaman. In past seasoris

during a game, if a call was made that did

not meet with his approval, he would rant

and rave until his face turned blue or he

was assessed a technical foul. The latter

usually prevailed.

However, luring the currant campaign

there was not the same fire in his eyes, tfie

"I dare you to walk away from me" look to

the referees. Instead there was ainrxwt a

pleading image in his eyes, hopeful that a

break would go his team's way.

To deal with Jack Leaman in a reporter

coach relationship is an experience Ihat I

have at times enjoyed, but also i have

feared having to face him for he is a man of

fairness but also strong convictions.

If a reporter needed a quote or some
information, maybe an opinion or two, he
was readHy available for comment. If harsh
words were written about him, all he asked
is that they contain the truth and both sides

of the issue, his and the reporter's.

On a personal basis, I owe him a debt of

gratitude. He has made his inner thoughts

available to me, he has gone out of his way
for me, he has been a friend for me, and
hopefully, I a friend to him.

And as a friend, I am happy to see him
go, for his sake. His tenure here as a coach
would only be marred if he were to stay on
any longer. To look at him now, one would
see a tired, worn-out middle-aged man,
each loss of a game or a bit of unrespect,

taking just that much more out of him.

It has Deen announced that he will

remain with the university as both an
advisor to the athletic department and a

professor. I find this a pleasing cir-

cumstance to me, because, and I say this

not in a demeaning manner, he is a bit of

UMass history that should be preserved

and not tossed away.
Goodbye Coach Jack Leaman and

welcome to UMass Mr. Jack Leaman, It's

nice to have you here.

Power plant workers to quit if boss returns
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

When power plant workers wbiched
theii boss run out of his office last week
atter publicized morale problems led to a
meeting with his sup>ervisor, they assumed
he had left for good

.

This morning the workers will be told

that Chief Power Plant Engineer Gordon A.
Slongwhite merely "took a vacation." a
University official yesterday said.

to

It is still unclear why Slongwhite left or

when ha will return, but Physical Plant

Engineer T. P. Delesdernier said he "an-
ticipated no change in command" at the
power plant, where workers had
threatened a shutdown due to growing
conflicts with Slongwhite.

Delesdernier did not say what was
discussed at last week's meeting between
SInnqwhite and Physical Plant Director

George A Norton. However, both workers
and accing chief William H. Locke said the
controversial boss later ran into the power
plant, grabbed his books and left without
saying when or if he would return.

Both Norton and Slongwhite are said to

be in Florida on vacation and could not be
reached for comment.

Locke, who was told last week to

assume Stongwhite's duties, said several

workers would quit their jobs at the plant if

Slongwhite returns. He also said he did not

think it fair he was not told earlier of

Slongwhite's plans. .

"I'm running around the plant 24 hours a

day trying to smooth over what's fallen

apart, and then the University plays games
with me and nobody tells me whether he is

coming back," Locke said.
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Workers at the plant, still unaware
yesterday that their boss would return, said
morale at the plant has been fantastic
under Locke and production has increased
five-fold because they "enjoyed coming to
work again." .

Both Locke and the workers expressed
concern over the future of a training
program Locke started in the plant allowing
engineers to run a turbine system while
earning their second-class license.
Slongwhite had tried to shut down tha
turbines the day before he left by bringing

in a state inspector to question the

TURN TO PAGE 12
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Chinese begin
two-front attacl<
By DAVID TERRY
AssvcMM9d Pttss

BANGKOK. Thailand - Chinese in

fantryman and tanks smaahad into defense

inas m Vietnam's northeast corr>ar m a

two pronged aasault that could cut off

thouaands of HarK>i's troops from rem

forcamants and supplies, intelligence

soucoaa in Bangkok wnA Peking reported

A govarrwnent official m Peking satd Chirv

« nox yet satisfied it has achieved the ob
iactive of Its %»% day old invasion

"The thmg is that tha Vietr^amese must
faal our punishment, " Japan's Kyodo news
aarvfce quoted the unidentified official as

••ying

Pekir>g says the invasion was laurKhed to

retaliate for Vietnamaae border provoca

tiOTHiand "teach a laason" to Hanoi.

Vietnam said figtnir>g raged yesterday on
battlafiaMs ai ak>ng tha 460 mile Chinese

Vietrtamaaa border, tt>e Soviet news agen-

cy Tass reported

It appeared the Chinese were ac-

complishing one poaaibia goal of their inva

sion aasir>g Vietnamasa military pressure

on the forces of the ousted pro -Chinese

government in Cambodia
Intelligence sources m Bangkok said

30.000 of the estimated 100.000 Viet

namese troops m Camtxxlia were ordered

to return to Vietnam New guerrilla of

fenses against the Vietnamese were
reported in Cambodia Wednesday.
Radio Hanoi said 12,000 Chinese troops

had baan killed in the first five days of

fighting. Analysts here corwider those

claims inflated and say the Vietnamese
have suffered haaviar casualties than the

Chir^ese It has baan difficult to verify

casualty figures independently.

At tf>e same time 50 miles to the east,

three Chinese infantry di>^ions led by

heavy tanks struck from behind the

Chmaaa border and pushed 12 miles 'leep

into Vietnam's Quany Nmh Province in the

face of tough resistance, the sources said.

The Chinese troops were 12 miles north of

tf>e east west Highway 4. which links Lang
Son with the South China Sea coast.

This strike force, consisting of as many as

30.000 men, was expected to try to cut

Highway 4 and then possbily swing inlar>d

and cut Highway 1 south of Lang Son,

thereby isolating the Vietnamese forces

l>etween two Chinese armies Information

provided by Bangkok sources and Western
military sources in Peking, quoted by
Kyodo. indicated that the new Chinese at

tacks in the northeast were aimed at cut-

ting off two highways linking the Viet

nameseheld. front line town of Lang Son
with Hanoi and the seacoast.

Hostility grew between China and Viet

nam in the past year because of alleged

persecution of ethnic Chinese living in Viet

nam, because of Vietnam's invasion of

China's ail/ Cambodia, and because of

Vietrwim's new close ties with the Soviet

Union, the nation China views a.* its

greatest foe.

Houses get a home;
Town may get park
By MICHAEL H. SIMONS
Collegian Staff *

The town of Amherst is two steps closer

to having a pedestrian park when two va-

cant homes were moved yesterday from

North Pleasant St. to the corner Of Fearing

St. and Lincoln Ave.

According to Thomas Queries of the First

National liank of Amherst, the homes were
moved because the now vacant lots are a

gift to the town by the late George Ken-

drick and his wife Jenny. Their will provid-

ed funds to buy all the lots on a certain sec-

tion of North and South Pleasant Streets so

the land could be turned into a park.

The Kendricks knew they would never live

to see their hopes realized. When Mrs.

Kendrick died in 1957 the First Natioanal

Bank of Amherst became trustees of their

estate.

The homes' move along North Pleasant

St., which began at 9 a.m. yesterday, caus-

ed area residents only minor inconve-

niences when telephone and electrical

wires were removed to allow passage for

the three' story houses. Gerry Pardee of

Western Massachusetts Electrical Co., said

no area was without power for more than

an hour.

The move, which took the homes down
North Pleasant St , Massachusetts Ave.,

and Sunset Ave , had Amherst Police re-

routing traffic down side streets until 5

p.m.
According to Queries, the bank had
bought the houses after the Kendrick's

deaths, but allowed the occupants to re

main for a life tenancy. The bank was able

to buy all but three of the lots. Once the oc

cupants died, the homes were checked

The last tenant of one of the two homes

died recently, allowing the move to take

place. The second home was sold by the

Hartford law firm of Brown, Hartland

Ponser, to Robert Builders Inc. of Amherst

who supplied the moving equipment.

Quarles said there are three more lots re

maining in private hands and only one of

the four homes on them is owned by the

bank.
The two homes along with an adjoining

shed were moved by three "home movers"

supplied by Roberts Inc., five electrical and

telephone trucks and more than 14 men at

an estimated cost of over $15,000, ac-

cording to Pardee

The moves were the second and third in

less than a year from that area. A three

family home was moved to Strong St.,

Amherst last fall.

An Amherst house is moved down North Pleasant St. yesterday to make
room for a pedestrian park. Another house and a shed were also moved, tying

up traffic until 5 p.m. Story this page. (Staff photo by Patrick O. Dobbs. I

Town wants state grant

Frat may sell house
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

The UMass chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon

fraternity has decided to re-open negotia-

tions on the sale of its house to the

Amherst Housing Authority, the Authority

director said yesterday.

Earlier this week, the fraternity regional

director told the authority they would not

sell the house. This action would have cost

the authority a $600,000 state grant they

were given to buy and rehabilitate a house

for elderly citizens.

Authority Director Janet Gezork said she

met Wednesday night with Regional Frater-

nity Director Scott Averill and the new

pledges of Sigma Phi Epsilon to discuss the

problems the authority would face if they

were not able to buy the house at 9

Chestnut St.

Gezork said they decided to re open
negotiations and that the members of the

fraternity would took to buy a smaller

house, closer to the University.

The fraternity had originally wanted to sell

the house because it is in poor condition

and they did not have enough members to

pay the bills.

The authority wants to buy the house

because it is across from Chestnut Court,

TURN TO PAGE 3
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Attica Prison inmat* David Barkowiti, Naw York's
Son of Sam killar. smilas at reportars yaatarday as ha
admits to killing six parsons and wounding savan
oth«r. [AP Lmsmrphoto]

Air routes in demand
BOSTON \AP\ Eastern Airlines President Frank Borman
has added his carrier to the growing list of suitors for routes

between Boston and London, and said it could mean $29

million for the Boston economy.
Pan American Work! Airways and Branniff International

also have sought to become the second earner based in

Boston with British permission to fly to London
Under the so-called Bermuda II agreement last year bet

ween the United States and Britain, Boston lost its

designation as a city with two donr>estic air1ir>es flymq to

London That left Trans World Airlines with a monopoly
among American carriers, cutting off Pan Arr>erican from

Its fornr>er Boston to London routes.

Chad may go off Laetrile

HULL, Mass lAPl - An anorney for Chad Green's parents

said yesterday that his clients might agree to end Laetnle

treatrr>ents for their leultemia stricken son if assured tf>ey

could control other aspects of his medical treatnnent

"They have said thai Laetrile is only part of the metabolic

treatment and they could live without it.
" said George

Donovan. "But they felt the court was tellirig them what
they could arul couldn't feed Chad."

Radium search spreads
DENVEP \AP\-fk search for radioactive dump sites expar>d

•d from Colorado to other states yesterday as health of-

ficials sought to trace remnants of Denver's once-bustling

radium industry

Paul Smith, regional director of the Environmental Pro

taction Agency, said the investigation into potentially

radioactive sites had been broadened to include the

Chicago area and towns in Pennsylvania

Committee votes approval

of Taiwan security' bill
By MIKE SHANAHAN
Associated Press
WASH/NGTON -The Senate Foreign Relations Commit-

tee voted unanimous approval yesterday of a "Taiwan
security " bill declaring that continued U.S. recognition of

the Peking government depends upon a peaceful approach
bv China towards Taiwan

The committee, by a 10-0 vote, accepted the com-
promise's wording declaring that a threatened attack by
the mainland against Taiwan would be "of grave concern
to the United States

"

The issue is expected to stir a fresh fight when the bill

reaches the fk>or of the Senate.
While the vote on the Taiwan amendment was

unanimous, a clearer indication of sentiment on the com
mittee came earlier on wording suggested by Sen. Charles

Percy, R-lll.

Percy's proposal that a move against Taiwan be con-

sidered a threat against "the security interest of the United

States' ' was retected 11-4.

The wording approved by the committee had won the

reluctant acceptance of President Carter, who annour>ced

last Dec. 15 that the United States would recognize P^ing
while cutting off diplomatic relations with Taiwan.
Yesterday's vote will probably allow the full Senate to

vote confirmation of Leonard Woodcock, whose nomina-
tion as the new ambassador to Peking had been entangled
in the Taiwan issue.

The compromise, worked out by Sens. Frank Church, the
committee's chairman, and Jacob Javits, its senior

Republican, struck a balance between those who believe

no Taiwan legislation is necessary and others who sought
specific guarantees of a U.S. military response to a
Chinese threat to the island.

Earlier, Javits sakl he doubted the Taiwan security bill

would jeopardize the new relationship with Peking. But he
said a continued interest in the well being of Taiwan is im-

portant enough lo risk a break.

"If this is going to be the breaking point, then let it go."
saki Javits

The Taiwan amendment fashioned by senior members of

the committee with the reluctant agreement of the Carter

administratKKi is part of a broad China bill that the commit-
tee later went on to approve 13-0.

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and Israeli Foreign
Minister Moshe Dayan talk yesterday morning In

Dayan's cabin at Cemp David. Md. Teiks ainned at a

settlemem in the Middle East between Israel and
Egypt are expected to end next week. [AP Lmsmr-

photo]

Busch 7 oz.

$7.19 case

Schmidts 16 oz. retumables

$5.49 case plus deposit

Carling Black Label 12 oz. NR
$1.60 six, $6.29 case of 24

Heineken Light or Dark

$3.69 six, $14.49 case

Swan Australian Lager

$2.60 six, $9.75 case of 24

Select estate bottled German White Wine
1975 & 1976 vintages

15% off regular price

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

338 COLLEGE ST.
AMHERST

153-5384
256-8433

Just Shake it

and Let it Fail into Ploee.

Tt>e Precision Haircut.

Preciskxi h^rcutting is our method of cutting your

hair \r\ harrTK>r>y with the way it grows so it never

loses itssh«^.

Arxj txcause your hair falls r^urally into place,

all you have tp do is shake it.

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14 00

whether you're a guy or a gal. Arnj no appointments

are ever r>ecessary.

Permar>ent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-

tibnir>g. we do it all. t)ut we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you.

1
Commaiid Pgrffonttaiicc

*»J««ll'rM«w^o*C'0' *•"'*> •'^-

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart

Mon.-Sat., 10 a.rp -10 p.m.

586-0090

I
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Guilty pleas entered

in area rape cases

Collegian 3

By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Two guilty pleas on separate charges of

rape were entered in Hampshire County
Superior Court this week by two par-

ticipants of a defunct UMass-affiliated

program for the rehabilitation of juvenile

delinquents.

The two rapes, which occurred in

Amherst last semester, prompted the
closing last October of the Advocate
Program sponsored by the School of

Education, the program director said in

October.
Floyzell Hall Jr., an 11-month participant

of the program and Ajnherst Regional High

The two rapes, which oc-

curred in Amherst last

semester, prompted
the... closing of the Ad-
vocate Program...

School student, yesterday pleaded guilty to

the Sept 2 kidnapping and rape of a 19-

year old Amherst man.
HaU will be sentenced on March 2 for two

charges of rape, kidnapping and armed

robl)€ry.

Judge RaymoTKl R. Cross yesterday told

Hall the charges bring a maximum senterK*

of life imprisonmem.

Kenneth L. Mclntyre, also of the
Advocate Program, pleaded guilty Tuesday
to charges of rape and assault and battery

with a deadly weapon.
Mclntyre, 18, will be sentenced March 16

for the Sept. 25 rape of a 70-year-old

woman in her Belchertown apartment. He
will also be sentenced for illegally entering

the apartment and assaulting the woman
with a knife.

Mclntyre had entered an innocent plea at

his arraignment in October. He changed The

plea Tuesday and said he did not remember
the September incident, but he believed

authorities had a case strong enough to

convict him.

Hall also had an innocent plea entered on
his behalf at his indictment in Septemt>er.
The Advocate Program was closed in

October and the other juveniles in the

program were reassigned to other state

programs.
Robert M. Wirtston, then director of tfie

program, attributed the closing to "outside

pressure," in Octotwr. "Given the response
from the University and community, we
had no choice," Winston said.

The program was closed following a

recommendation from Amherst Chief of

Police Donald N. Maia, Winston said.

Winston defended both students at tfie

tirr>e the program closed. "My presumption
is that both of the individuals are in-

nocent," he said. "Whatever happened, it

is not what the press reported."

Bill to repeal tuition rise

to go before committee
A bill to repeal a clause added to the state

tiudget that would more than double

UMass out of state tuition by this fall will

come t)efore the legislature's Education

ComnMttee Monday.
Testimony from several UMass students

and Chairnrwn of the Board of Trustees

Joseph P. Heatey will be heard by the com-

mittee starting at 11 a.m. at the State

House in Boston

.

An organizational me*»ing is scheduled

for today at noon in Campus Center 101 to

"decide strategy and tactics" and to line up

students to testify, according to David

Barenberg of the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy.
Barenberg said 1500 rnjtices have been

mailed to out-of-state students on campus,
urging them to attend today's meeting. He
also estimated three busloads of students

from this campus will go to Boston Monday
to be present at the hearings

Among testimony expected to be
presented to the committee is a survey con-

ducted by the Student Center for Educa-

tiorwl Research and Advocacy stating only

8 percent of out of state students here

would stay if tuition went at)ove $3000 a

year.
MARKLECCESE
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Yitzhak Santis (left) protests with members of the Soviet Jewry Action Com-
mittee last night during a Moscow Symphony concert at the Fine Arts Center.
(Staff Photo by Elaine Withrow).

irFrat
CONT FROM PAGE 1

one of two elderly housing projects they

now own.

Last spring, the authority filed for a state

grant to build more elderly housing in

Amherst, which they obtained in August.

The grant stipulated thit a design for the

new housing must be done by Mar. 23, just

one month away.

If the fraternity had decided not to sel!

their house, the authority would have had

difficulty finding another house by that

date.

During the past six nrxjnths, the authority

has spent $10,000 on architectural designs

for the fraternity house, believing the sale

were a sure tiling Gezork said.

When the fratarnity was re-organized last

week, it was felt they might be able to get

enough new members to move into the

house next fall, making it unnecessary to

sell it.

Gezork said she thought another major

factor in the fraternity's earlier decision not

to sell the house had to do with the current

attempt to raise the state's drinking age.

"Because they are considered clut)s,

fraternities are allowed to have bars, " she
said.

"The fraternity's recent decision to re-

negotiate is very happy news for all of us,"

Gezork said.

According to Gezork if the fraternity

again decides to sell the house the elderly

will be able to move in within a year.

The house could be rehabilitated for con-

gregate housing, which means capable

elderly people will live with some who need

special services. They will share a com-
munity kitchen, which the fraternity already

has.

Nearly $165,000 will be spent to buy the

house and $%0,000 to do the rehabilitation

work, Gezork said.

The house is currently owned by tha

Massachusetts chapter of Sigma Phi Ep-

silon, while the national chapter of the frat

ernity holds a second mortgage on it.

COMING TO V W

flora^FOR SPRING BREAK!!!

Don't waste time and money looking ^L
for the best disco's, hotel rates, *"""

restaurants, concerts, etc. Find the
local hot spots in Daytona, Ft.

,Lauderdale-Miami

.

We know where it's at!
You don't and won't without our help.

Send $3°° to: Florida Info., PO Box 2564,

Pompeuio Beach, FL 33062.
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A 7 Old South St., across from

bus station in Northampton ^
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BLACKAFFAIRS
The Rededication:a movingandspiritualevent

By MARLENE DUNCAN
Black Affairs Staff

The gala events which
were organized in reference
to the rededication of the
Malcolm X center in SW
was a presentation which
should have been ex
penenced by the entire
Third World Community
The outstanding line up of

guests represented the true

'spirit of racial pride and
devotion which is crucial to
the future survival of our
people
The atmosphere was

sweet, encased in love and
warmth The conceptions

of unity, struggle, and
revolution reigned
throughout the gathenrni
and exhibited the true

nature «f tf>e philosophy of

El Hadi Malik Shabazjt.
(Malcolm XI.

Each performance
captured the minds of

individuals as tt>ey gazed m
awe at the richness ar>d

creativity that our
Blackness represents

With Stan Kinard as
master of ceremonies, ttie

commemoration address
was presented by tf>e Rev
Gil CaidweH of the Afro Am
department His m
terpretation of El Had) Malik

Shaba/z grasped tf>e core

of our reality We are

continuously able to relate

his philosophy to the
realnies of our lives We
must feel f«s spirit and stop

pretending to be what we
•re not Let us stand up ami
fight until the beast is

defended

Our brothers Bf>el(i Langa
and Eshu inspired us wrth

the National Anthem of

Azania They sanj m
melodic harmony as the
crowd lister>ed attentively

only to be further com
peHed by tf>e sweet, rhyth

mic sounds of the fine arnJ

talented Bobby Davis His

solo performance on tt>e

piano and assistance
throughout the event was
demonstratrve of the
creativity and expertise that

exists on this campus
throughout tf»e Third World
Community.

Tr>e Voices of New Africa

House Choir with the

National Black Antfwm ILift

Every Voice) began tf>eir

performance and
enlightened and ascended
the audience to spiritual

heights The choir, con

Worship
service

at NAH

Rev. Gil Caldwell, a campus
minister who opened the

Rededication of the

Malcolm X Center last night

will be holding a worship

service March 4th at the

New Africa House in the

basement at 4 p.m. Dr.

Horace Boyer and others

will provide the music. Rev.

Caldwell said, "this service

is another effort to

strengthen the spiritual

foundation of the Third

World Community and the

total community, for the

st.rwggles ,,yve ^acf•J'_

Everyofie is irwiteiy ito^'at*

tend.

ducted and accompanied
on the piano by David
Jackson, reflects our
spiritual and religious flight

Singir>g arnl rejoicirtg tfiat

we shaN be free . . from
this wilderness below .

they continue to spread
their "Gospel in the
Valley

"

Another distinguished
ensemble was the New
World Poets who
represented our spiritual

liberators Within the
composition of their poetry
and music: they emphasized
the importance of
preserving our distinct and
cultural heritage The New

World Poets include
brothers Kevin Jones and
Steven John on per-
cussions, Hasaan Oawkins
on saxophone, Fred
Clayton on bass, Khalil
Abdul Rahman on per-
cussions, and sound
system, Ujimaa on bass
recorder wood flutes.

percussions and poetry,
and M. Shareef Rasool
reciting poetry.

In everything that we do
it should pertain to and be
reflective of our cultural

experience. We must
struggle for unity, for a

people united shall never be

The above are scenes from the Rededication of the
Malcolm X Center. Top left are Bheki Langa and
Eshu singina the Anzania national anthem. Top

right Eno Washington dances and at the bottom

the New Earth Poets recite poetry and play music.

(Photos by Ed Cohen)

Fifth woman killed Announcements

v.-r.

BOSTON (API - A wonnan found strangled and

possibly raped and robbed in her South End apartment is

the fifth black woman to be murdered within a three-mile-

wide area of the city in the past month, police said Thurs-

day.
However, investigators say there is no apparent link bet

ween this killing and other deaths that have terrorized black

sections of the city. Only two of the slayings have been

definitely connected.
The latest victim was Daryal Ann Hargett, 29, an

unemployed social worker. "The only similarity with the

earlier homicides is that three of the other girls were

strangled, but that is a frequent cause of death," said

Assistant District Attorney Paul K. Leary.

Miss Hargett was found Wednesday night in her second

floor apartment at 20 Wellington St. That is a short

distance from where the bodies of two black teen age girls

^thfiJJcsLxiciir)?-iDJUiULA<?rjffiiiUylil!JM

Forum on B/acks andJews

FORUM: Exploring relations between Blacks and Jews in

the United States. To be held on Sunday Feb. 25 in the CC
auditorium I pm to 5 pm.

Speakers will include members of the UMass profes-

sional staff and a representative for the Boston Committee
Against Anti Semitism.

Venceremos Brigade

SUPPORT THE VENCEREMOS BRIGADE!

There will be a "Fiesta de Cuba" on Friday, Feb. 23. The

FIESTA will consist of an auction, slides, and Latin and

Soul music Admission is $1.00 and it will be held at the

• -Cotes horrte. 576 Main St. .-Amherst . i --^ji:.^-: :r.

defeated. We are our own'
liberators and must with
determination and
seriousness organize and
act accordingly.

An introduction to the
eloquent and ecstatic Aisha
Kahil and Eno Washington
was given by Bheki Langa
in his mother's native
tongue (Zulu). Then the
dancer enchanted the
crowd with their flowing
and spirited movements.
Their strength and agility,

flexibility and grace was as
a bird in flight free and
spirited. Their rhythmic and
distinct motions symbolized
the expression of the
freedom that they ex-
perience within.

After their tremendous
performance the Society of

the Drum and Spirit of
Africa, from New York,
ascended the stage. The
African folklorists consisted

of Lornel Mill, Obara Wali,

Olukose Wiles, Hazel
Bryant Starkes, Amaniye
Payne, Billy Hinton, Darrel

Capeelras, and Sulai Mana.
Dressed in the traditional

Mall and Sengalese attire of

West Africa, they en
tertained the community.

Through their refined and
tasteful elegance one is

observant of the basic core
of emotions and per
ceptions with which they
perform. The Wolof drums
which they mastered was
representative of the voice

which moved within them.
Its scientific and spiritual

application is a means of

relating to our hearts and
minds to enable us to gain

and understanding of self.

The drum is our voice.

At the conclusion of the

ceremonies the community
was again invited to par

ticipate with the artists in

the spiritual mood that had
been reawakened within us.

The prideful and dignified

expressions on faces and
the joyous incantations are

significant to the realization

that tlie spirit of the

honorable El Hadj Malik
Shabazz lives on.

This appraisal and
recognition of our Black

leaders should serve as a

constant rerr^nder that we
are a great and mighty race

and the struggle is not over.

There have been many
before us and we must be
consistent. Don't veil tfie

natural instinctiveness we
possess to unify and
struggle. Let us be as one.

Maughan
tospeal<
at"X"

Michael Maughan wilt

be speaking at the

Malcolm X Center on
Tuesday, February 27th

at 7:30 p.m. The director

of Economic develop-
ment in the Campus
Center - Student Union
complex will be taking

part in the continuation

of the Malcolm X Lecture

series. The program is

designed to bring profes-

sional staff and students

together. Emphasis will

be placed on student
business and employ-

MtC mk: M»C xtc ADVERTISEMENT Dnc 3MC 30C 3IIC

ME Counct793
Massachusetts Pttblic Employees
The largi^st AFL-CIO union in Massachusetts representing more than 50.000 public employees

Ne^vsletter
ABOLISH THE
PARKING FEE!!!

The Campus Center Garage Deficit and
Debt used up the monies that were to have
done lot maintenance— so now a higher fee

must raise the money for the lot im-

provements.
Why should employees buy this building

for the University? Why should we pay the

banks who have the bonds? Why should

students pay off the Campus Center?

Because someone decided to impose this.

The trustees voted to fRJt the Administra-

tion's greedy hands in your pocket — people

squawked — some people took time off

payroll to protect and publicize — the ma-
jority of employees and students preferred

to pay and not to fight—we pay to park.

The hand hovers by our pocket books
again!

On March 7, the Budget and Finance

Committee will consider the Administra-

tion's proposal to increase the fee. We
need to convince the trustees that "The
Correct Action Is NO!!!"
The Administrations says Yes. Everyone

else says — NO.
University of Mass. Employees- 1776

AFSCME-NO.
Council 93 AFSCME AFL-CIO -For

Alliance Employees— NO.
MSP, MTA/USA, PAUMA-NO.
Students — graduate and undergrad-

uate- NO.

G01N' HOME or
THE CREW IN
THE CAGE

The moving crew has reported to work at

Central Receiving — morning, noon and
night — forever. Now everyone on the crew
gets a letter—WARNING — discipline — in-

subordination. Someone has decided that

the crew shall report at night to the

"moving-crew office" — a cramped, airless

equipment cage in the Isasement of tf>e

LEADERSHIP
ALERT

Governor Edward J. King today filed the

text of his much publicized limitation on
local property tax levies and expenditures.

In condensed form, his proposal would
establish "appropriation limits", "budget
limits" and "levy limits" on local govern-

mental units commencir>g with the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1960 and t>ased upon
the amounts appropriated, established and
levied for the fiscal year ending June 30,

1979. Exempted are increases in bonded in-

debtness, pensions and amounts required

as a corKlition for qualification for a federal

or state grant.

THE CORRECT
ANSWER IS NO

Every member of the UMass Community
needs to register their opposition.

A. MASS PETITIONS -Every 1000
names will increase the chances of stopp-
ing this increase.

B. Alternatives developed by the park-

ing council and supported through CCAPFI
to raise revenue from otfier sources.

C. Presentations to Trustee Committee
Bus Reservations c/o Local 1776
Members Free - others stand by at per

cent cost

D. Presentation to Board of
Trustees - March 7, 1979 -at UM Med
School.

E. Coordinated Legal, Union and other

actions designed to prevent implementa-
tion.

'For Inarch 7 meeting in

Worcester
Bus. Reservations c/o Local
1776
Members Free— others stand
by at per/cent cost

physical plant.

In the morning. Reporting Station is un-

changed-after all, the drivers warm up
their truck engines in the 10 minutes before

work. At noon: our contract requires rest

areas in each location for the use of tf>e

employess— and we eat at tfie work site.

Only at night has someone ordered the

movers into their cage. Work in and out of

vehicles all day bundled up for February

sub-zero weather. Now for 10 minutes at

the end of the shift -go to the hot airless

t>asement of physical plant. Why?

This is to inform you thiat your Union is

reviewing the contents of tfie Governor's
plan with great concern in light of its poten-

tial impact upon our members employed by
local communities. It must, however, be
recognized by our total <nembership that

this plan is but the first of the Governor's

proposals to achieve Real Estate Tax
Reduction. It will t>e followed by the sub-

mission of the 1960 State Budget within a
few weeks. The concern expressed here

regarding these controls on local fiscal af-

fairs extends as well to the legitimate fears

of tf>e employees of the Commonwealth.
This Union cannot and will not be silent if

tfiese procedures are directed, perceived or

interpreted to make the public employee
and his family the only sacrtficer in the

achievement of the Governor's objective.

FROM: JOSEPH M. BONAVITA. EXECUTrVE DIRECTOR
AFSCME Commdl 93

JfuascAawttt hUk Employe**

i

University of Massechusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003
February 15. 1979

Last night representatives of major €arT>pus cor>stituenGies met to initiate a joii^ strategy

to convince the Board of Trustees that any increase in the present parking fees will be met
with resistance. The group agreed to meet on a regular basis to plan and co-ordinate for

the Trustee Meetings whei-e the administration's proposals to increase will be discussed.

The group: SCERA, MSP, PAUMA. USA/MTA, 1776/AFSCME with support from the

undergraduate and graduate senates— agreed with the Parking Council that there be no in-

crease because there are alternatives that need to be considered.

The 10 point program adopted Feb. 1, 1979 by the Parking Council is to form the basis

for unified action.

1. No increase in present parking fees.

2. Active support for the Collins Bill (to take over garage and Campus Center deficit).

3. Propose and develop legislation to allow UMass to retain a portion of traffic lines (for

enforcement costs).

4. Increase the fine structure. (After 21 days, $20.00)

5. Put the parking office and ticket office on line (Computer Program).

6. Full implementation of A & B (past five year plan).

7. Stop loading zone violations & patronage.

8. Develop an on campus towing service.

9. No construction or repairs (except light & motor cycle pads work to be done by Univ-

'ersity employees).
10. Allow employees otherwise scheduled for Lay-Off temporary transfer vacant pos-

itions in custodial and/or grounds and develop a special crew to do lot maintenance

in the summer.

Legal action. Legislative intervention and petitions lobbying of Trustees are all on

the agenda.

PARKING FEE INCREASE
Lot

Present
1978 1978

Renew

Univ. Apts.
Lincoln Apts.
North Village

Head of Residence
Motorcycle
Edge Lots (All)

(20's, 31,44, 46, 47, 49 & 50)

32834
Core 40, 41, 42, 43, 45
62, 63, 64, 66, 66
Lot 71

1st Level Garage Reserved
5th-6th Level

Garage Night
Handicap

5̂ 3

5 3

i 3

B 3

B 3

17 15

17
41

m
7Bm
17

15

39

S3
123
74

15

Proposed
1979 1979

Ngw Rerjew

13

13

13

13

13

26

35
56

T
12

12

12
12

12

24

34
54

75 74
150 149

96 94

AN IDEA WHOSE TIME HAS COME
"Tf>e Union and the Employer agree tfiat

wf>en the effects of employment practices,

regardless of their intent, discnmirute
against any group of people on thf basis of

race, religion, creed, color, age, sex, na-

tional origin, or mental or physical han-
dicap, specific positive and aggressive
measures must be taken to redress the ef-

fects of past dischmination, to eliminate

present and future discriminiation. and to

ensure equal opportunity in the areas of hir

ing, upgrading, demotion or transfer,

recruitment, layoff or termination, rate of

compensation, ar>d in-service or appren-
ticeship irainir>g programs. Therefore tt>e

parties ackno\M^edge the need for positive

arKi aggressive affirmative action."

Article 6 — Ami-Discrimination and Affir-

mative Action
Local 1776 Contract

In the Fall of 1978 Local 1776 AFSCME
filed a complaint of sex discrimina-

tion-concerning IDA'S. With the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission.

"When it was legal to discrimir^te

against women - tf>e women were grade 3
ar>d the men were grade 5. Now that such

discrimination is prohibited tf>e men are
grade 7 and the worr>en are grade 3"

University Employee President Jorutfian
Tuttie

"Interestingly er>ough, tfte University

made its own recommerKtotion that IDAs
be upgraded to Grade 7 in 1974 According
to Raymond Bender, Assistant to the Direc

tor of Personnel arKi Finance Services, the
University requested tfie Bureau of Person
nel ar>d Firu>nce Services ar>d current acting

Vice President for Management , tfvt IDA s

t>e upgraded to Grade 7." The recommen
dation was based on the University's fin-

dings that the policy "tended to
discrinr>inate against women" because tfw
"vast majfority of IDA'S Miere «vomen
(while) lanitors are ouiie" Tfw recorrvnen-
dation was turned down by tfie Bureau.

But wfwn asked wfiy the University

didn't take further action in 1974 when the
Bureau of Personnel Administration re-

jected recorrwnerKlations for the upgradmg
of IDA'S to Grade 7. Bender said, "I can't

answer tfiat. It probably didn't occur to

anybody •

VaHey Women's Voice
Volume 1 Number 1

February 1979

ONCE UPON A TIME AND ONE/HALF
The Saga of EB1 and the $7000 Contract
A Real Life Experience Union Story

There is an impressive rrwchine. Its name is EB1, a fan so strong that it sucked up a wall

once, with an audible tremor in its cave ur^der the can>pus. But for all its awesonw might

EB1 became ill. A shaft bearing needs to be replaced. This serious condition was

reported - upon the form provided by the employer -and not just once. The possibility

that the shaft could let go and do structural damage was too real. The mechanics con-

sulted their colleagues and called in the specialists, (such practice is not encouraged - no

bosses are involved; no papenrt/ork in triplicate). Finally the parts were bought. But the

work was not scheduled.

The work is not scheduled for so long the EB1 l)ecomes deferred maintenance and is

contracted out for $7000. The parts bought by the University are to be given to the con-

tractor!

Contract-out $7000 parts and labor plus UM overhead.

Contract-in Parts and Labor (OT') $2500.

•EB1 to be repaired requires over time, weekend work t>ecause when EB1 is down— no air

moves, and its building must tie closed.

Voice your concerns. Write to your legislator concerning contracting at UMass.

Write to x

c/o State House
Boston, Mass.

02133

one 3CIC MIC one Ml IK =M»d

Stop selling government jobs

Contracting Breeds Corruption

"^^ one
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Town group hears

Pi • • •C'^f

ByNATZARTMAN
Cullegian Staff

The Amherst Finance
Committee reviewed
proposed budgets for the
Police and Fire Depart
ments during a meeting
Wednesday night at the
Town Hall.

The Finance Committee
examines all budget
requests before making
final recommendations for

approval at the Amherst
Town Meeting in the
sprmg.

Police Chief Donald Maia
Wednesday night asked for

a $41 .297 increase over last

year's $586,643 ap-
propriation for his

department.
About 80 percent of this

increase is caused by a

$33,519 pay raise

negotiated by the police

officer's union last fall. The
remainder of the increase is

due to a variety of budget
Items including incentive

pay and overtime.

Fire Chief John T.

Doherty asked for $40,416
less than last year's total

fire dept. budget of
$462,442. This reduction is

due to the loss of four
firefighters positions.

% sa*« «*«'^**

!

,..x>!(!S«*S55*;*:-

A windmill, part of a

UMass Solar Habitat

Project , rises above Or-

chard Hill residential'

area. (Staff Photo by Jim

Mahoney)

• •

Three civilians will work a

new dispatch system
normally controlled by
these firefighters.

Two fire dept budget
Items discussed Wed
nesday night were $2,000
for fire masks and $2,700

for new fire equipment
including tires for the fire

trucks.

DKCO 5UM0AY

I.AkCiKsl DISCO IN I UK ^HV A
«00 scj !• D^rut- Fluor

DANCING 8 p.m.. 1 a.m.
PROPER ORhS REQUIRED 'FREE MUNCNIES

COVIR CHARCI 99c
(T) « HtDltr Ml 0' tWMtIM NtOur i,M<

IXIT 19 Orr 191 - 2S3 9214

Premeds and Predents:
National MCAT Review Course
National DAT Review Course
Enlcnbivf lekiins prat ike and inl«nt>ive cla»Moom review
in all •cctionik o( MCAT or OAT 36 cla»ftruom huurk
Weekend <Us»ek Emellenl »petiaii»l instrutlors Total
co*l. iniludinq malertaU, $150

MCATk«»»<on» in Boklon and !»prinqlield Amherki arfak

DAT MPs»ionk ai Boklun Univerkiiv

NATIONAI REVIEW COURSES
P O Box 6076. San Mac-I. CA '*4«»;i

Call TCX.L EREE (800l H24 7888

A»k for Operaior 116 <i

When you ve got a Eurail Youthpass It s like having a
lease on Europe. Because for just S260. vou get 2 months
of unlimited Economy train travel ini 5 European
countries.
With your Youthpass you can go virtually anywhere

from the Costa Brava to Delphi, anytime you want. And
unlike hitching, we don t leave you in the middle of
nowhere, instead, you ll travel on fast, comfortable trains

to the heart of your next bustling city or quaint village.

And because most Europeans travel by train all the
time, you re bound to meet the real people of Europe
along the way
YOU II even get a chance to do something you may never

have done before Sleep on a train. !t beats camping out.

and it s only a few dollars more for a couchette

'

Even after youre off the train, your Youthpass still saves

you money. Here are only a ^ew examples: Free lake

cruises Free ferry rides aci oss the Adriatic. Free steamer
trips on the Baltic. And free cruises down the Rhine. Not to
mention reduced rates on buses.

To get your Youthpass you must be under 26 And you
must buy it from your Travel Agent in the US. because it

can t be purchased in Europe. Of course we won t start

counting your 2 months of unlimited travel until you first

use your Youthpass over there. Then, once you re off, it s

adios. arrivederci. bon voyage and auf wiedersehen.
So send for our free brochure and find

out how to see all of Europe without
spending all your money You ll soon see
why we re one of Europe s biggest
rental agents.

I B^.'t'^^Ss" " ^ - ^
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Austria
Belgium

Denmark
Finland

France
Germany

Greece Luxembourg
Italy Netherlands

Norway
Portugal

Spam
Sweden Switzerland
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Editorial/Opinion

Not the

solution
State Senator Denis L. McKenna

coujdn't have asked for a better political

weapon in his fight to raise the minimum
drinking age to 21 : four dead teenagers,
killed in an head-on car crash because the
driver, a 17 year-old, was drunk.

It's a sad commentary on Massachusetts
politics to think a state senator would treat

this week's tragedy in Wilmington as a

political item, but it's true. McKenna, a
Democrat from Somerville, was quoted
saying "I feei somewhat responsible" for

the accident, because he had voted to
lower the age from 21 to 18 back in 1973.

But McKenna's comments lose a lot of

weight when you read beyond the
hea^ir^es of the car accident.

While it's true the alcohol count in the

blood of the driver was the highest ev«r

recorded by Massachusetts State Police

chemists, it's also true she r^ever should

have been driving that car anyway. Ap-
parently, the teer^ager Lissa R. Sweetland,

had been caught for drunk driving in

November, and her license should have
been susperKled

But. either because of a bureaucratic

screw up somewhere in the court and law
enforcement system, or because of political

connections (her father is a ranking officer

in a local fire department), tf>e license was
fMver suspended

ApfMrently Sweetland was arrested Nov.
11 on drunk driving charges. She was

Jo^Quinlan

found guilty and fined $75 in a hearing at

Woburn District Court, and later paid $50 in

court costs after her case was continued

without finding in Middlesex Superior

Court in December. Somewhere along the

line, the process that should have suspend

ed her license somehow got messed up.

Or>e of McKenna's aruJ his allies'

arguownts to raise the age back to 21, is

because tf>e 18-year-oid level provides

younger teenagers easier access to alcohol.

The driver that night was 17 and it seems to

prove McKenna's point, except for the fact

that a passenger in the car used the iden-

tification card of her sister to purchase the

alcohol. The sister is 21.

Even though details of this week's fatality

prove that it was not directly caused
because of the 18 year old drinking age,

one legislative aide figures proponents of

the 21 year old level will ignore the details

and talk in superficial terms about the acci-

dent. The drinking debate returns to the

floor of the House of Representatives Mon
day afternoon.

If legislator can't present facts in their

arguement, they speculate, the aide said. If

they can't speculate, they use emotion to

argue their case.

Amherst State Sen. John W. Giver, an

opponent to raising the age, yesterday

pointed out the specifics of the accident

that should take the wind out of McKen-
na's arguement. And, he added, even

though the Wilmington tragedy should

have no bearing on the det>ate, the issue

still could become the "biggest red herr-

ing" yet.

As McKenna's comments indicate, Olver

may be right. But while McKenna's rhetoric*

may help his cause, it won't bring back the

lives of the four teenagers killed this week
in Wilmington. And returning the age to 21

won't prevent future tragedies either.

« •

Joe Quintan is Editor-in-Chief of the

Collegian

The Inquiring Photographer
bij L** Burnett and Rich Newman

The Question: Do you think
"apathetic" is an accurats word to
describe college students of the 1970's7

Rosemary Coffey, senior. Botany,
"Yes, students aren't as financially

secure as in the 60's. They want to ensure
they'll fiave as much money as their

parents. It takes something that effects me
very deeply to put my security on the line

and make me act."

Arthur Grossman, freshman. Engineer-
ing,

"Postively, people aren't concerned with

the personal affairs'of each other, there is a

false sense of competitiveness. People are

too self aware, and suicide is a spinoff of an
overly individual awareness. There should

be a suicide hotline on campus 24-hours a

day."

Rob Dyer. Classics professor.

"No, they're concerned with education

and careers more than any other generation

I've seen. Kids in thie sixties weren't--they

were interested in gut courses. Only one in

five kids who I teach really want gut

courses. In the 60s kids came and told pro-

fessors what to teach. Today they don't

have the same sense that they have the

answers.

Alvin Scott, sophomore, Chemical
Engineer
"No. but the pressure of their classes and

personal problems keep people going.

There is an organized confusion that keeps

everYor>e in a shuffle with their own in-

dividual problems, and they don't have time

to help a friend."

Dyer Scott

AcTcer

Bear Acker, craftshop employee,
"No, I think they're scared and quiet so

people won't know they don't know
anything. Now at college people have to

take literacy tests. They come in to the
shop here and can't even do simple
arithmetic, like adding up the area of cut
leather. They know they don't know these
things-and when you don't have any self

respect, it's damn near impossible to have
respect for others."

Michael Brugger, senior. Zoology,
"I see apathy because of involvement in

studies. I wish I could get more involved

but my studies tie me down--l know I'd

.rather major in 'stamping out Nestles' or

get involved with the bottle bill. School is a
means to end. When I graduate I hope to

join the Peace Corps and help people.

Maybe I can't do my part now but later..."

WMUA's side of the controversy
By ERIC MYERS

I would like to reply to the so-called

"news story " reported in the February 20

edition of Nummo News. The article in

question would have you believe that the

incident at WMUA was a confronatation

between legitimate representatives of Black

Mass Communications Project and the

management of this station. It was an

action taken against three individuals who
were in violation of authorized use of a

radio station according to federal regulation

and specifically our constitution (Article IV,

Sec. 21. Part A places the direct respon-

sibility to the license holder for the lawful

operation of WMUA on the station

manager.
It is the Program director's (Lauren

Griffith) position and no one else's to

decide who receives an air shift. No air shift

ever "belongs" to any individual or sub-

sidiary group of WMUA. As such it was the

chief engineer's. Ms. Griffith's and my
responsibility to remove the unauthorized

operators and return the transmitter to the

control of the regularly disc jockey.

There was no conflict with a Third World

director, because at the time of the incident

there was no person legitimately operating

in that capacity. That day a Third World
director was elected, and I do not think it is

far fetched to say that this incident

precipitated the election.

Last Sunday morning Ed Cohen refused

to relinquish the air to the person scheduled

by Ms. Griffith. We were not informed until

the middle of the week so we did not take

action other to inform Mr. Cohen that it

was not to happen again.

Ms. Griffith received a call around 1:30

a.m. Sunday from Rick Grant. Mr. Williams

and Mr. Cohen (of BMCP) informing her

that they were not going to turn the station

over to the assigned operator. At that point

she called me, described what happened

and asked me to contact them. I attempted

to persuade them to relinquish the tran-

smitter at 2 a.m. I outlined the grievance

procedure available in accordance with the

constitution and they refused to use the

proper channels. I pointed out the

seriousness of the situation repeatedly to

no avail. When Mr. Williams' response

escalated' to the point of "I can hurt

WMUA, "
I gave up attempting to reason

with these individuals.

We called Campus security in light of K-

Rocks (Williams) statement. The station

was returned to normal operations and a
report will be filed with the Federal
Communications Commission.
Regarding the continuing conflict

between BMCP and the WMUA board
Nummo mentioned in the article, the
reporter should try his hand at fiction.

There has been continuing conflict bet-

ween one Rick Grant and whomever he
chose to harass. Usually he chose the

person who was program director because
those people had to repeatedly tell him to

stop putting unlicensed disc jockeys on tf>e

air.

I commend the choice of Sean Leans as

Third World Director and look forward to

working closely with him.

I suggest to Nummo News that in the

future you contact both parties involved in

news stories and you might come closer to

the facts and not what some irresponsible

and unreasonable people would have the

public believe so their rash and selfish

actions would be perceived as some noble

effort for a cause higher than themselves.

Bylines would also put the credit for

irresponsible reporting on the individual

and not so much the paper as a whole.
Eric Myers is station manager of WMUA.

I / 1 I » I '
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STADIUM
''THINK SPRING,

SCORE WITH
THESE SPECIALS"

LIQUORS

Michelob

Molson Golden Ale.

Tequila— Arandas Gold,

Vodka, S.S. Pierce

6/8*20 cs. bott.

9.40 cs.

6/2*40 bott.

S*99 quart

8* 1 5 1 .75L

5.39Wine, Gallo 3L
Pink Chablis, Hearty Burg, Chablis ft Red Rose

Schenley OFC Whiskey ."
. . . 7*59 qt.

CHECK OUR KEO PRICES!
HUGE SELECTION OF WINE!

HOURS:
9 a.m."

11 p.m.

Just past the VMass Stadium, next to A & P
in the new Shopper's Park

UNIVERSITY DR.

253-9341 or 253-9342

DELIVERY ($7.00 min.)

',^. f,< '*. ^,;^-"^.'e ^r^ :V<*?. -'^r^ r,< 'f. -^rVf n*^'<v*- '^rVt ^^ "* -V^^^

EMPORIUM INDIA
CARRIAGE SHOPS, AMHERST

We're changing our name and location

Help us cut the cost of moving by taking advantage of our

GIGANTIC SALE
with rock-bottom prices on fashion pants, tops,

skirts, dresses, and accessories

EVERY ITEM
10%-50% OFF

All jewelry $2.00

Come meet us in May at The Pavillion in Hampshire Mall

The Solar Edipse:
Fe1iniary2a

• 4 ^ v* • 4 > ^•
I *"'/.

.'/f '1 -
'*

Brought toyou on February 26, you'll

•^^^ ,--,,-* ,-^* l^w experience, probably for the first time,

in part Oy a Solar Edipse.

DUdUl fFf^Cl* Northwest, the eclipse you see will

be partial, obscuring all but a thin crescent of the sun.

As the moon slips silently between earth and sun,

everything darkens, and the sky turns a deep, rich

shade of blue.

Sound interesting? It will be. A
solar blackout, even partial, is one of

nature's most spectacular events.

So pick up a skywatching com-
panion and celebrate the day with the

mountains of refreshing Busch Beer, a

natural wonder all its own.

IMPORTANT: Solar rays can be harmful to the eyes if viewed improperly Call your local

planetarium for suggestions. And ask for the exact time of the eclipse as well.

Head forthemountains.Bii^h
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Northampton •

I
NOW - WESTERN MASS
PREMIERE SHOWING

On Scr««n At
7 00 and 9 15

THE BEST BERSIMNFUMj
Hi YEARS!" 1

^/f.

THRO fiNNUt^ BEAUK ARTS BALL SENIORS-
SHOW YOUR

FACEil

545-2874

^^

O ^I'T^ by

INGMAR DERGMAN

INGWD OERGMAN
LIV ULLMAN

WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY NIGHTS

^^.r DISCO
,

Larkjest Disco In The Area

800 Sq Vi oi Dance Floor

1""^^^^ 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.

PKOPKk DKKSS KK(^L IkKD* KKKK MUNCHIKs
-COVKRCMARGK99C-

SEE

'ROCKY'
THE WAY IT WAS
MEANT TO BE SEEN

No ceiniiiarcials

Uncwt

>• th* "big screen

Sat., Feb. 24
7, 9 & 11 p.m.

Campus Center
Auditorium

SI

ff

I
ARCHIE ShEPP

I Concert Celebration

Fine Arts Center

Feb. 24, 1979

8:00 p.m.

Spend an evening ^nrlth a giant of
American original music form.

$3.00 students $4 00 non students

Tickets available at:

TIX. Box Office, Faces of Earth, Campus Center Concourse

A CHE LUMUMBA BENEFIT

This Sunday!!

CUNT EASTWOOD in

PLAY MISTY
FOR ME

CCA 7.9,11 $1.00

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
""adults *2 50 STUDENTS 8i SR CITIZENS Wl

JPECIAL
u

CQyl QIO MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL
DO*»-jlDO ROUTE 9-HADLEY. MASS

TH AMC CARD »2 OO TWI-LITF SHOW SI 50
ENGAGEMENTS EXCLUDED

CUNTlASTWOOO
WIUTURN VOV

'IVtRV
iWkiiCN Way
But Loosi'

Co-starring Sondra Locke

FrI. and Sat. (TLS 5:00) 7:30-9:46

Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:00)-8:»

Matinees (Fri., Sat., Sun.) 2:00

TEEMsnsaasL
jBB tolkiens

I "I

Mil SIMOS S

sonriE
I he best tHo-hour

>acationintonn!
Xian MA< \WllrT Mjnhau

MiclMrl ( MM I laNir MJ«

Rin(i>sln Kktaf^l^xir

jMrhmAt M»BtKN««Hi

Fri. and Sat. (TLS
5.00)-7J0-9:46

Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:00)8:30

Matinees (Fri.. Sat.. Sun.) 2:15

19

Fri. and Sat. (TLS 4:46)-7:46-10:15l

Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 5:46)-8:15

Matinees (Fri., Sat., Sun.) 2:00

-PO
f.».HiJi.i.i.iini:Mnn

...makes no difference
who vou are, >ou*ll Iom:

WaltDlsnevls

Bnocdiog
Fri. and Sat (TLS 5:15)-7:46

Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:15)8:15

(J
Matinees (Fri., Sat.. Sun.) 1:00-3 '

SODHD

ool

LIMITED TO SEATING

A career in law—
without law school.
After just three months ot study at The Institute for

Paralegal Training in exciting Philadelphia, you can have a

stimulating and rewarding career m law or business —
without law school.

As a lawyer's assistant you will t>e performing many ot

the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys. And at

The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of

seven different areas of law to study Upon completion of

your training, The Institutes unique Placement Service will

find you a responsible and challenging job in a law firm,

bank or corporation in the city of your choice.

The Institute for Paralegal Training is the nation's first

and most respected school for paralegal training. Since

1970, we've placed over 2,500 graduates in over 85 cities

nationwide

If you're a senior of high academic standing ar>d looking

for an atx>ve average career, contact your Placement

Office for an interview with our representative

We will visit your campus on:

Tuesday, March 6

Tho
inatituto

for
Paralegal
Training

235 South 17th SUMI
Philadelphia, PA 19103

(215)732 6600

.II-

Approved by tt>« American Ba< Association.
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SALE

t
*

X-C Skis, Boots, Poles, Bindings

30% off (40% on some skis)

Skis from $28.88
Boots from $17.15
Complete Pdckages from under

$64

Amherst Cycle Shop
253 Triangle

549-3729

Northampton Bicycle
21 Pleasant
586-3810

1|t3|c4c«9|e9|e«:|C3|e3|e9|e3(e9|e4e)|c4c3|e3|c3|e4e3|c3|c4c3|c>|e4c#-

Impfove someoneV

holidoi| scienlificQHi|.

rt»QQ QC Casio's FX 2500 hai 31 math

^P^Jv?«^7^?* functions

This holiday, you can help friends make
fast work of the most involved math
problems With it's own leatherette case,

the FX-2500 is easily portable

Trig and inverse functions

Standard deviation (rffi, <fn•^)

Parenthesis

Factorials

Scientific Notation */ 99 power

Denree, Radian, Gradian modes
Power extract " 1/

Deg-Min-Sec decinial (o"»)
Leatherette notebook /wallet
Dimensions- 2^/4 "W - 4WL s le' H
Weight - 2 7 ounces

'®

at the calculator store

Or

L
campus center/univ. of nnass./amherst

Kinksplay to sold outcrowd,
TKO opens with heavy rock

By PERRY ADLER
Collegian Staff

The Kinks concert on
Wednesday night sold out

faster than any other event

in the history of the UMass
Fine Arts Center, and
musically if Was a qualified

success.

A relatively unknown
band, TKO, opened the

show with a set of heavy
metal rock reminiscent of

Aerosmith. The audience

was, for the nrtost jjart,

unimpressed; however,
crowds ate generally hostile

towards r>ew acts when
waiting to see such tieioved

stars as the Kinks.

Although TKO's style of

music has been stale now
to many listeners for some
time, it still sells to a largely

nriale, teen audience that

wasn't around when the

music was fresh. In the past

year a group called Van
Halen rose to rational pro-

mir>ence with a far more ob-
rK)xious brand of heavy
metal, so with any luck TKO
couki do fairly well com-
mercially.

The Kinks' career spans
15 years now, they have a

wealth of great material to

choose from in concert,

and perhaps they have the

most dedicated following m
all of rock. Lead sir^ger Ray
Oavies' songwriting is con-

FEBRUARY SPECIALS by SIM

SPECIALS PERMANENTS $19

5:

Hair Cuts $4.50
b

fo' Mef>' Ao'^e'^ i t*^ d'e

M Rui»*ll Si tUdlfv ^

ststently unk|ue. his brother

Dave is a fine lead guitarist,

and longtime drummer
Mick Avory is very power
ful. Most of the crowd
seemed to love the show.

This reviewer, however,
coukln't help noticing that

Ray is looking old and his

constant clowning around
blunted the impact of many
of the t)and's more serious

songs The run-throughs of

their early rockers ("You
Really Got Me " and 'All

Day and All of the Night")

lacked conviction and their

late 60's numbers,
("Waterloo Sunset," "Sun-
ny Afternoon"), generally

considered to tie their t)est,

were not played. Their new
single didn't sour>d too pro-

mising.

None of these observa-
tions mattered to the ma-
jority of the concertgoers
the other night. All they

wanted was a good time,

and the Kinks are one of the

t>est good time live acts go-
ing.

Open Men Sat

S> a m -« p m

wmifememicmfeifigm
ZK ZS ZZ ZS

NC
with guest speaker

DR. JULES
CHAMETZKY

speaking on

^^Images Of The
Jeiv In The Works
Of Se Bellow &
I.Be Singer''

Sun., Feb. 25 at 11 a.m.

in the Commonwpalth Room
BBH F fee for food only

il

Course Drops
The last day for

undergraduates to

drop courses with a

"W" is Monday,
February 26.

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmorc

Now that you're atiout to wrap up your college ca*

rear. you'''e probably probing the multitude of next

available steps. It's not an easy decision to make.

Perhaps we can help.

Were Compugraphic, producers of computerized

phototypesetting equipment, and the undisputed

leader in the field. The opportunities we offer to col-

lege graduates share a unity that's expressed in chal

lenge, recognition, reward, and growth.

Growth especially, will be yours at Compugraphic. We have

18 straight years of record expansion behind us, and we antic

ipate an equally bright future for the company, and for those

who join us now. Whether you're after a career in engineer-

ing computing, manufacturing, marketing, administration,

or finance, we can match your expectations with a sound

pattern of advancement and a diversity of involvements

that could-literally-occupy a lifetime.

A single ad can't possibly delineate the nature and scope of the

opportunity we offer; Compugraphic representatives will be on

campus soon to discuss them in depth Do yourself a favor and

^an to meet with them . Because Conapuaraph.c may |ust turn

out to be the next great move you make. And what next

really, is the most important question you have to asK.

Our representatives will be on carnpus on Tuesday,

February 27th. Please sign up at the Placement Office

for interviews. If you are unable to meet with our

representatives, send your resume to John Regan,

College Recruitment Coordinator at Compugraphic,

80 Industrial Way, Wilmington, MA 01887.

^ compugraphic

l2-.'j.'rs/ ') ylr.i; ."tf.tra.T wLU.t.u:/
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Feds investigate
student immigration
BENNINGTON \/t iAD\ o :

'^^

.ft Kiay. February 23. 1979

BENNINGTON Vt. [AP\- Bennington
College officials acknowledged yesterday
that the school issued blank immigration
forms authorizing foreign students to enter
the country.

College officials said some federal im-
migration regulations may have been
violated. But they said any violations were
minor, and that the U.S. Immigration Ser
vice has blown the issue out of proportion
District Immigration Director George Lara

said Wednesday that inspectors have add
ed Bennington to their fist of schools
suspected of using improper foreign
recruiting practices.

The investigation focuses on the schools'
use of "I 20" forms, which foreign students
need to enter the country. The forms are

supposed to specity students by name
when they are signed by college officials
and sent overseas.
But immigration inspectors have conclud

©d that a number of U.S. schools signed
blank forms and gave them to overseas
recruiters, who then rounded up students
willing to come to the United States
Bennington College President Joseph
Murphy said a few blank forms signed by
college officials were given to Iranian native
Saeed Noorbakhsh, an admissions officer
at Hunter College in New York.
But he said the forms were turned over to

Noorbakhsh with the understanding they
were to be given to foreign students
already enrolled in Hunter College's English
language program.

i^ Powerplant
CONT FROM PAGE 1

program's compliance with regulations,
Locke said.

Morale problems at the plant had
resulted in shutdown threats ano the
windshield of Slongwhite's car was
smashed in frustration, LocKe said.

"When the guys are this upset, it's very
apparent that there is a need for soniebody
to listen to them -the University is not
being responsive to the problems we had
here, ' Locke said.

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian oHice (CC 113) between 8 45 am.
and 3:45 p m Monday through Friday, or use
our har>dy clip and mail form found in most
issues of the Collegian Classified deadline is

3:45 p m. two days in advance of publication
date

AUDIO

BMI 8A spkr*.. only 8 nr>os. old, need
cash, orig. $280. asking $200. call 549-6036

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of
Bose, 50 watt, power cap, John, 546-5990.

AUTO FOR SALE

19170 Dodge Dart. $300, 323-4768. afterS.

71 LeSabre. must be seen, 77,500 miles.

Asking $1350. Call 549 3524, 5-7 p.m.

73 Dodge van, custom interior, no rust,

radials, supertuner, $3300, call 549 5650.

09 Chevy Impale, V6, good cond., new
pts., starts easy, tape deck, must sell, $446
or BO, call 549-4470, eves.

1970VW bug, good cornj. , has new engine
w/ 6000 mi. guar., needs rear fer>der & tail

It., $650 or best offer, 253 5929.

1970 Chevy 2 dr., no rust, good radials,

runs great, #106, call Paul. 256-8207, $725 .

1908 Plymouth Barracuda convertible 318
V8 power top, A/T, P/S, exc . tires top
engine trans., call Bill. 256-6837.

1971 Chevy Impala, runs excellent, body
superb, interior clean, $975, 666-4452.

68 Ford Econ. needs body work, runs
good, $350 or BO, call evenings, 549-1062 .

66 Valiant 200. dependable transportation.

Ca ll 367-2825, evenings. Asking $400.

a yyN Superbeetle, excellent corxiition.

$1500. 253-9887.

EWTERTAINMCNT

Sound system foe hire, perfect for cof-
feehouses. discos, bands. Rick, 584^106 .

Disco Dave fr D.L. Disco Inc. provides
sound, lights & DJ for your parties — disco,

rock & oldies. The best at affordable prices.

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567-1715.

Hottest bar>d around! "Smooth Sailing";

for bookir>gs anywhere call John, 546-4646.

2 bdrm. apt., Cliffside, avail, immed., incl.

all util., $260. pets okay, 665-7562.

Room for rent— 1 bedroom for rent in 4
bedroom house, 5 min. walk to campus and
town, $94 plus utilities, lease thru May 30.

call 549-6656.

Room for rent in 4 bdrm. Riverglade Apt.,

on bus rt., $80-1-, female only, Theresa,

256 6976

In 3 bdrm. Puffton apt., on bus rte.,

call John collect, (617)

1 rm
$77 50/mo
696-5710.

FOR SALE

Women's leather jacket, like new russet

fur lined, size 9, $70 or BO, 546 4092, nites .

Lg. Advents, Pio rcvr., Garrard turn., Pio

cassene rcrdr. Neil, 549-6064.

Fischer
549-6633.

C-4 comps/196, new, call

68 VW bus for sale. Dependable, good
trtfnspt)ft. Reasonable, 54&-3867, tfyenlrrgs:

The workers yesterday, before hearing
the news of Slongwhite's eventual return,
said "we can t imagine they'd take him out
of our hair and then pnit him back in - the
crew would never put up with it

"

The men also said shutdown threats had
disappeared and there isn't a man in there
who wouldn't break his back to help out in
case of a plant emergency."

"Everybody goes home and prays he
won't come back, " they said

Michael Maleson entertained outside the Student Union yesterday to benefitOxfam. (Staff photo by Steve Garfield)

Collegian
Classifieds

White Stag ski iacket. suede hiking

boots, both worn orKe & size 8, 125 each,
6-8479.

Wasner Cr Dryer, best offer, caM Gary or
Joel at 549^4624 or 253-9g3Q.

Gift Idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

FOUND

Engr. text
666-3287.

found. Wed. in CC, caN

Found: keys: UMass keyhokler and red kay
with others, call The Pub, 549-1200.

Exotic iobal Lake Tahoe. Calf Little exp..
high payl $1700-$4000 summer Over
35.000 people needed in casinos,
restaurants, ranchesm. ttvw rafts, morel
SerKl $3.96 for info to Lakeworkl. Box
61036, Sacto , CA 96860
MenI WomenI Jobs cruise
ships 'freighters, no expenertce High payf
See Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So
America. Career sumnr>er) Send $2 75 for

info to Seaworid. BB Box 61036, Sac> . CA
96860.

iNsmucnoN

Coilagtan ciaMifiad rata* ara: daiy. 46c par
•ma, fiwa conaacmiwe isauas. 40c par lina par
day. 30 conaacutiva iasuas. 30c par hna par
day Orta Una m fWMQh^ aquivatant to 36
charactafs.

Oaytona on spr. brk. Fly ft stay.
Cheapaat on campus. Good times Mike.

RIDE WANTED
For two people to Ft LaudwtWt on Mar.
15 or 16 WiH share dnvvig and i

CaMLaurel or Susan at 5«^a67.

mOCRS WANTED

Found — men's Seiko watch nr.

Tobin-call 5-0783.

Mittens, Blue Wall, 549^)696

Calculator -left in Hatch, Feb. 15. CaN
253-5875, after 5.

Found— long haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan-black n>arkir>gs, 66&4324.

HELP WANTED
Sunday paper deliverer must have
reliable car, start immediately, call

253 2840.

Swahili. basic instruction. L049, UMass
Cont. Ed., begins Feb. 26, '79, time
7:30-9:30 p.m 10 weeks, rm. 222 Herter.

Instructor: Kip Koech, native of Kenya,
Africa, phone 545-0465, day, eve,
253-5634, reg. now.

Jobs in Aleska. Summer jobs. High pay-
ing; $800-$2000/month. Natl parks,
fisheries, logging, ar»d more. How and
where to get jobs. Send $2 to Alasco, PO
Box 2480, Goleta CA 93018.

Southwest Womens Center is hiring new
part-time staff positions for this serr>ester

and next. Both w/s and n-w/s positions are
available, pick up applications at SWWC,
corner of Crampton and Mackimmie,
phone 5-0626, deadline Feb. 27.

Administrative staff person, 3 positions

available for eligible grad students. 10-20

hrs./wk., $4/hr. Deadline for applications

is Feb. 28. 545-2896/545-0970.

Counselors — private coed camp in

Berkshires— openings for instructors in

gymnastics, tennis, soccer, horseback
riding (Western), rocketry, camper radio

station (FM), golf, lacrosse, arts & crafts,

sailing, hiking -backpacking, archery,

head waterfront (pool), head — snnall crafts,

also needed: General Counselors, unit

leaders, nurse. Good salaries— friendly at-

mosphere. Contact Paul Krouner— Camp
Schodack, 268 Mason Terr., Brookline, MA
02146, (617) 277-7600 or pick up infomw-
tion packet, application B interview

schedule outside Rm. 147 Patterson (Rick

Heideman). Campus interviews Feb. 27-28.

Central area women's center has 5 work
study positions available, applications can
be picked up at center basement Baker.

Junior Accounting Major to be a campus
representative for the Lambers CPA review

course, for additional information, call col-

lect (617) 729-4092. Ask -fo* Ed. •

MItO flMCllMMCS WOflCSllOl^. 2B
hours, dasaroom theor,' b shop Limtted
enrollment. 253-7967 or v/rtte for brochure
Auto Skills, Box 210, Amherst MA 01002.

LOST

Lost— set of keys with seven keys attached
ar>d PAM on k>ng plastk: hokler. If found
please call 546^8348. Very important.

Green hat at SW bus stop Sat. If found
please call Terry at 546^14
Reward for return of oW beige cowboy
hat left in Blue Wall 2/ 16 Great sentimental
value, call Jim. 5-2330 or 666-3297, even-
ng*

Un. of Masa. class ring, 76, nanw ir>scrib-

ed. 526^7581.

MISCELUMiEOUS

Earn $600/1000 stuffkig envetopaa. free
details, rush stamped addieiaed errvetope,
Justus Sales, Box 112 C, Ludk>w MA
01066.

PERSONALS

Sue, happy 2Dth, tftanks for everythir)g,

especially a frieml. Love, Tarn.

The crypt misses Julie!

Shepp fans: Archie Shepp T-shirts,

designed, and silk-screened by local artist,

available at Sun Music.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff. Remember your ID.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff. Remember your ID.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff. Remember your ID.

Red O'Rick Cards does original illust.

cards, books — your subject: children,

home, office. Sale Th./Fri. 2/22 orders
taken! Next to the Blue Wall or PO Box
1055, Amh.

Help! Acid and skiing are my two favorites

in life— I don't really mind losing my brains,

but I do mind losing my skis. If you have my
Kneissell Red Stars, I would appreciate get-

ting them back. Please? Tod Jarvis, 14 Elm,
256 6837.

Zoo Mass t-shirts are back on the con-
course. Wed. & Fri. afternoons, also we
print the fastest, best-priced custom shirts

'toi;<|i!0)ip»a.nd t^bs^ip the area

to BiatHabuio, Vt., every
weekday this semester, share $, 253-2154,
ask for Ray.

NOOMIWATI WANTED
Rm. for rent in 3 bdrm apt Between
UMaas b Amh ct.. $116. ht. ind., callt

(61 7) 73M116.

Person wanted for own rm. in house, 5
nun walk to campus, $80, caH: 54^5866.
Room avail, in 4 br. apt., start Mar 9. rent

$76 * . nice kx. - Rivergleda. M or F. Nice
people, norwmok . neat, 2S3-5206, evea..
furn.

Haomote. wonted for haa. by Puffer's
Por>d. rH>n smoker , no pets. Dave b Randi
gS4S-6B07.

Two bo^rooma avoN.. co-op, non-smok.,
vag., 1120 md. aN utH. A tot of open space,

bus to campus. 666-7586.

Orod atutfont wonts to share two
bedroom apartment with nonsmoking,
quiet ar>d cortsiderata female. Good loca-

tton on bus route. CaW 29^6246, eves, pref .

SERVICES

Attention compua women; besk: auto
mechanics course for women • Learn more
about your car, save nfK>ney, call Alex at
253^3387 , this course is free.

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthel — low cost
legal representation for UMass community.
lnconr>e tax preparation, appointment only,
253-7617.

WANTED
~

Needed -mattress, calf Anne, 258^5186.

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,
546-6667, after 6.

SKI BOOTS

Dolomites, used twice, reg.

size 1 1 Vi ; Hanson Exhibitions,

$75, shell #5 fits size 11-12:

549 5897.

$150; $80,

reg. $165;

call Scott,

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COD
Summer rental Cape Cod, S. Yarmouth,
4 apts. avail., one studio, 2-2 bdrms., and 1

three bdrm. Very close to water. Fully

furn., Mem. Day to Labor Day. Prices from
$1500 to $3000 for season, call (617)

394-6323, evenings and weekends.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Work in Japan! Teach English conversa-
tion. No experience, degree, or Japanese
required. Send long, stamped, self-

addressed envelope for details. Japan-75,
PO Box 336, Centralia WA 98531.

Crossword

Puzzle

Aluminum Foil by Steve Laflisr

JTmc disappeared throughT<^eralo 'vanishcs 7s^/
(that WALL AHEAD.^^B\.

I f 1_!!L^''^L"^ ^A»-L.' J

Collegian ta

(THAT WALL AH EAD.

6AMANA!5 WEREfir
N\APE FOR (i\jtM\HC.

ACROSS

1 Horny skin
protection

9 Out in front
1

4

Stat*
1 5 Actor —

-

Novallo
16 Well's

partner
1 7 Liquid

poured ot<

1QU S
pratitfant

?0 Destroy
slowly

21 Head part
23 we

toreal
24 Can -U S

Indian
community
2 words

77 kU 'nation

29inetKial«s
31 N Can

island
35 W.ndy city

37 Vaudeviila
routines

39 Rartow* pits

40 Tatias part
in races

42 Slumber
44 - - fountain
45 Brilitri

composer
47 Jacobs

sons
namesakes

49 Poin»

5C T*>rown
a*ay

FT

52 Racondi-
tkMiad

tiras

S4 State
56 Vituparatas
59 Boilng

matcti
62 Came upon
64 Roma

martini

ir>gredi«nt

65 Instrument
67 Brought

Sham* on
70 Way
71 -—club
72 Japanaaa

monastery
73 Chirping

sound
74 Dash
75 Fornnarly

Archaic

DOWN
1 Walks in

surf

2 Prevent
3 LPs
4 Dealer
5 Illuminated

6 Eggs
7 Importance

8 Vary large
9 Saitor s
direction

10 Barn areas
1

1

Author ----

S Qardnaf
12 Historical

periods
13 Netherlands

city

ItHolwina

UNITED Feature Syndicate

im
Zoo State U by Rob Ranney
Is

AS
L)l:<Unii lillDr^H

uuEJU ubiui uuau
iSTTT

%m m.

M OIWIE

IS

[gjE LMI
prr"

ms
f R

tMverage
22 Filch

25 S4g.ia a con-

tract

26 Ability

28 Hydrogen
30 Range

animal
32 Kitchen

tool 2
words

33 Asian na-
tion Comb
form

34 In order
35 Gang
36 Haw dance
36 Cut through

41 Make wet

43 Coin ol India

46 ^nsioned
Abbr

r

48 Specific
taste

51 River barrier.

53 Judea's pr-

curator
55 Non-com

miltalslatH

ment
57 Tinkers to

to

Chance
58 Anwar .

—

Egypt
President

59 Kind
60 Ship's for

ward hull

61 Fever
63 Do a farm- "^3

K*
66 Tennis ge^
68 Water boo-
69 Mil VIP

7A« ^t^erfioM /S:

FACTORY CLOSEOUT

IJ.ViJ SALE
I l|i i 1 aOOBOOTS
I I 1 1 I ON SALE
SAVE $40 Women's Cuff Boot Reg S90

ALL SIZES SALE $49.95

SAVE S46 Lace-ups Mens-Women's
SALE $49.96

SAVE $50 Man'sie-'ZIPBootRag $89

SALE $49.96

16" Women's Stitch Boot
Reg. $77

SALE $39J5 LIMITED SIZES

BootsTimberiand
ALL STYLES 20% OFF

Reg.$50-$90
SALE $40^70

Heaitfdt
Leather

IQ3N.PIeasaaiS(,Amhcni K) 64)0 Moa.SiL 253 5U5

^^^/^^^Vr«.'r't*tS i^fHViHHhSSSSS\\YtVx.W't'\*Ct\'yL\\.1

4 by Frank Emery
4- UAUZGS HIS
KH^ItH^ IS A)oT

OA) THr j-oB1^

50 ^>a«^)GTHE CHAMP *5

A FtADFLAP^AYMESbA&E:

wMicK TRAVFLsy
TO AM*THee
RCAln-y-.

TO Avl*Ke^L HtS U KKAfl

.^

Big rvry

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

AND ITS Tir^ ^6A(N
foR THE NEW MiT pRXfW^

"iHEGFFcmwsGouirr'
V(iT>1 >tXJR. HOST ...

PHIL A. rUGNoN.

/
tab (Vil A» Mlgocrv^

aia

TODAV ON T>«COFF-
OMPUS GOURHET WELL
WH I P up T>*AT OLD CASSEM^

I

FMSr^lBUMOUO (>ifiCE 3i8S

Cf CUeEV ^AL lf\J A 0«SStot£

BClNbTO ASlMrCl? AnX)

^/AfiQN WITH 5AirAMP fiTfj^)

«WADD callows,cABRS^ 4
A Bru^cr 6f^i TNBi >cu

9M^B^ ^ iV^^I^. ADD
MUSHf!ooMS WJTTD I Ny

®
e
IE

— The Town Line by Joe Carroll

ARE"MY BOYS ARt\| :^LWf\YS MEAN TO
DOING FINE^ALlM /(^o VISIT. TH£ tMM
GROWN UP, OFFji oETS LONELY WfTHOV/T
WORKING IN^J I THEM. ^HE iriSI'T TOO
THE ClTV-^jffllB V FRIENDLY ANYMORE

I GOT LOTS OF [TWiLL YA LOOkX
FRIENDS, Y'KNOW,WITH 1^^^,.$.^.^ ^^^^^]

KL ^ , _^ft . .....

THE TOWN BEING SO
SMALL. I BET I KNOW
EVERYONE IN HERE

AT US. /

JJ J
cl^'

iraifiafaH

BREAKFAST

THIS WEEK'S BREAKFAST SPECIAL

1 egg any style, home fries

toast and coffee

99<

Mon.-Sat. 7-11 a.m.

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

Amherst

'HAHJEE'S'PUCE'
"Recommended !>y the Sew York Ttmnt. Boeton

Olobe and $ev*n other tuvftpapert." ^

Delicious and Exotic Dining

For Friends and Lovers

The area'i only gourmut Pwian
Re$taurant featuring lamb, vegetarian

dxehee, crepee, epecial oocktailM and

homemade deeeert*.

Loeat*dmidtMtb»tw**nSorthttinptan

'/.CTT.T.T.I-;. . »•'«• »V» •»«»«-•••••••»•-«<»•.•<» ••••.*.•,*.*_».•.•.•.•.*,•.•.•.•.•-'• •*••*•••»..•**•••
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Happy Hairston

Former Basketball

u

Colleaian 15

Big Baiigain to Europe

Just Got Bigger.

IfitfodacingWide-Bod^ DC-IO Service

to the Heart of E4irope.^299 Roundtrip.

And (xjr great

bargain pnce is still

the sanie as before.

Just $299 rfMjndtnp

from New York to Lux-
tTttbourg, $149. 50 one
way. Pnce includes an

excellent dinner, free wjne
and cognac. No restnctions.

Tickets can be purchased
anywhere in the U.S.A. and

are gorxi for a

full year. UC-10
flights leave and
return five times
weekly.

There has

l)een one other

change at Icelandic. We have a

brand new symbol and have added
"Icelandair" to (xir name.

Wrestlers in New Englands
By L OUIE SCHWECHHtlMtH
Cullegian Staff

With the regular season now only a pleasant memory, the
UMass wrestling team will travel to Rhode Island today for the
beginning of the New England championships. Coach Amato
will enter the strongest squad of his brief reign as head coach.
The lineup has produced a 13-4-1 record and will be as
follows:

Rich Schiarizzi (118 pounds) Schiarizzi has wrestled tough

this season. The little sophomore from Quincy has compiled a

5-4 record, and is competing in the New Englands by virtue of

his "wrestle-off" victory over teammate Lou MacDonald.

Dan Rassmussen (126 pounds) Raz' has a deceiving 6-9-1

personal record this season. Deceiving ^because when in tf»e

right frame of mind, he is as aggressive as they conrw.

Larry Otsuka (134 poundsl-This is the grand finale for this

years captain and only senior. Otsuka is confident and ready

to go saying, "I think I could have won last year but I got hurt,

so I want to win bad this year. If I win then I want to go to the

Nationals."

Charlie Rigoglioso (142) Charlie has had a good year for the

Minutemen racking up 9 wins against only 4 losses and a tie.

The sophomore from Garfield N.J. was last years second
place finisher in tourney

Kevin Murphy (150 pounds)- "Murph" has been the biggest
surprise of the season to most wrestling observers. The
feshman has come on strong to give UMass a great lift in the
middle weights.

Mike Carroll (158 pounds) Mike Carroll will have his hands
full this weekend because according to Amato "158 is the best
weight-class in New England." Carroll is an exciting wrestler

to watch.

Greg Dilielo (167 pounds) Diliello (4-4 1) is only a freshman
and the New Englands will serve as a learning experience for

him. This is a tough division with URI , UConn and UNH all

sending fine wrestlers.

Victor Dellatorre (177 pounds) Vic, (&4) is the best UMass
has at 177 and this might be a problem if he cannot recover
from an injury suffered earlier in the season.

Bob Clarke (190 pounds) The 190 weight class has been the
big UMass weakness this season The Minutemen will send
Clarke, (17 1), who earned his spot on the team with a
wrestle off victory over teamnnate Jack Boyd

John Allen (heavyweightl-Allen is tf)e returning heavyweight
champ and it is unlik^y that anyone will take tf>e title away.
Amato sees the prime challenger as URI's Evans Brantley.

This should create few problems for Allen as he dominated the
big freshman earlier in the season with a 16 3 supenor deci-

sion

Trackmen in NE championships

hiir miire »ii<irTnali>4i s«f ywr iravd iKt-nt (>f wnte l>vi
#C 39«Ii(^andii Airimr^. I* <> iVix H»fi. West Hrmpstrad. NY
WVi/ (h (^aU uJI Jtw. In NVw Y'.irk CKy. 7S7 H5H5 «i New
Ynrit Sttfe. (Mdii) 441^ S>«IO trtvt-wtMrrr. (MJfl) 223 VlW)

NAMh

AlHlKKSS

crrv SIATK

ICELANDIC tCSLAMOAm

By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

Tomorrow 15 UMass trackmen who have complied with

New England qualifying standards will travel to Storrs,

Connecticut, for competition in this year's New England

Indoor Championships The meet being staged at the

University of Connecticut fieldhouse is a two day affair, with

fir^ls in most of the events taking place on Sunday.

Heading the list of Minutemen qualifiers is senior Mike

Qumn Coming off a Yankee Conference victory in the mite

last week, Quinn will run the two mile tomorrow in hopes of

meeting with tf»e qualifying standards for the National's. The

aN emerican cross country runner eclipsed the UMass record

in the event earlier in the year with a time of 8:45.9

In last year's championship the Minutenr>en finished 1 1th, as

Northeastern continued its track dominance of recent years

with a meet winning tally of 64. The four points UMass

managed m last year's contest were nrovided by the efforts of

one man; 9Teve MacDougall. MacDougall finished second in

the 1000 t>ehind Tom Mortimer of NU. Tomorrow he will test

his fortunes in the 880.

The bulk of the UMass sconng this winter has come from

the middle and upper distance competitors. Joining Qumn in

tomorrow's two mile will be Lou Panaccione and Kevin

McCusker, second and fourth respectively, in the deuce at tf>e

YanCon's In the mite it will be Bob Martin and Rich Walls.

Martin has registered a personal besrtime in the deuce this

season, while Walls has done likewise in the mite. In the 600, it

will be freshman recordholder John Kelley, and Mickey Baogh
who will represent the maroon and white.

The only field event scorer for the Minutemen in last

Saturday's conference meet was freshman Mike O'Neal who
finished second in the long jump. O'Neal has qualified for the

long |ump and the 60 yard dash in what will be his first New
England contest.

PARTY
Butterfield Dorm -Dining Roonn

Feb. 24, 1979
11-until

The Ultimate Jam

Bill's SHOE REPAIR
LOCATCD IN THE CENTER OF AMNERST

We repair - Clogs. Earth Shoes, Birkenstocks, Frye Boots,

Hiking Boots, Leather Jackets, Purses, Dr. SchoH's and

Carryalls

Univ«rsifv of Massachus<?fts / Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

les ballets

Tuesday, February 27 ^ 8 pm

Flh€ >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6. 5

UMass students - $5, 4, 3 Senior citizens and
other students - $6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9-4, $45 2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

'in: >

Positions Available

For Scera And Student Senate

Work and N on-Work Study
Rm.420 S.U.

SCERA AREAS: Residential, Grant Writing, Legislative,

and Campus-Wide Issues

STUDENT SENATE: Asst. to the Speaker and

Asst. to the Treasurer

Excellent Atmosphere for WomenThird

World People, and Handicapped Students

to Work In.

affirnriative action/equal opportunity employer_^ V ««_———

Sports

Notices
VOLLEYBALL FOR

FEIT FEES from last

semester may be picked

up from 8:30^4:30 in the

Intramural Office, 215
BoyJen See only Mrs.

Laramie for fees.

INTRAMURALS-Men's
and women's swim meet

will be held March 7 at

7:00. Entries are due
March 2.

GOLF - All interested

candidates for the men's
varsity golf team contact

coach Ed Vlach, West
Experiment Station, about
qualifying (5-2311).

INTRMAURAL
WRESTLING-Schedu
led matches began
Thursday, Feb. 22 at 7:00

in the Wrestling Room,
Boyden 237.

INTRAMURAL SOCCER
AND SOFTBALL EN-
TRIES DUE MARCH 1.

$10.00 forfeit fee required

for Softball. Games will

begin March 26.

Htarrin^ ROBERT REDFORD

tairS FREE!''
Mahar Aud.

Friday, Feb. 23

8:00 a 10:00 p.m.
sponsored bv

THK UMASS SKl'CMiB
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Wilson named new head coach

V.

Slumping Minutemen
face tough Villanova

Struggling along «AMth a ten game
losing »ir««k and faced with a recent
coachmg change of the guard, the UMass
basketball team travels to Philadelphia

tomorrow night to do battle with the
Wildcats of Villanova

It will be the first game tor the

Minutemen. whose record star>ds at 5^20,

since Jack Leaman announced his

rettrement Wedneaday ntght after 13 years

of coactiing Yesterday awistant coach Ray
Wilson was tabbed as Leaman s successor

Viitarwva. sporting a 13 12 mark, is the

top team m the E«etern Eight, having gone
8^1 m conference play UMass on tf>e

othier hand, has lost all nme of its con
ferefKe games

Despite what might be an apparent

advantage, though. Wildcats head coach

Rolar>d Massimmo does not think his team

will be looking past the Minutemen to the

Eastern Eight playoffs

No, we wont't be tooking ahead. ' he

said, "Because we m^ going up against

one of the finest people around, the coach
of the team (Leaman) Our profession is

losing an outstanding gentleman and a

master tactician

we poss4)4y can
We'll be as prepared as

Spearheading tf>e Villanova attack will be

sophonxKe forward Alex Bradley, who is

averagtnq around 18 points a game The 6'6

CO captain will probably be lomed by Fitch

burg native Marty Caron and freshman

Aaron Howard on the front line, although

Massimmo may start his senior performers

in their last home game.

Rofy Sparrow and Steve Lincoln will

probably start at the guards, but

sophomore Tom Sienkiewicz may see a

good deal of action Sienkiewicz. a

tremendous outside shooter, burned

UMass with his long range bombs in the

two teams previous meeting, which was

won by Villanova, 66 51

UMass. on the other hand, is expected to

start Mark Haymore and captain Eric

Williams at the forwards, with either Jay

Stewart or Len Kohlhaas in the pivot. Tom
Witkos and Brad Johnson will play the

backcourt in the last regular season game
in Jack Leaman's coaching career. The
game will be broadcast live on WMUA
beginning at 7:55.

Temple to battle gymmen
By^ MIKE ESTRADA
CuUegian Staff

Encouraged by the individual records set

in last MofKlay's narrow loss to Springfield

College, the UMass men's gymnastics

team will try to end the season on a winn-

ing note tomorrow against Temple in

Boyden Auxiliary Gym at 1 :00 p.m.

Sparked by an 8 on pommel horse by

sophomore Tim Barry along with the in

creasing consistency of Frank Cohen and

Steve Nunno in all around and rings, the

Minutemen scored 190.85 against Spr-

ingfield, their third highest total of the year

In meeting Temple, however, the 4 5 gym-

men take on a team that in its last meet

against Syracuse scored a team record 35

points in vault while defeating the

Orangemen 202 3 201 3

Temple has also won three ot its tour last

congests, the victims being Pittsburgh,

Navy and Syracuse; the latter two both

downing UMass by large margins.

Despite the apparent pre game, one

sidedness of the meet. Temple is

vulnerable. All around man Walt Kenney,

who finds his strength on rings, broke his

arm on his ring dismount against Syracuse

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Cullegian Staff

Assistant coach Ray Wilson will succeed
Jack Leaman as coach of the UMass
basketball team. The announcement was
made by Athletic Department head Frank

Mclnerney yesterday afternoon, the day
after Leaman announced his retirement

from the head coaching job, effective at the

end of this season.
The choice of Wilson came as no sur-

prise to the UMass sports world; he has

been assistant coach on the basketball

t^m since 1969 (with the exception of '76

77 season, when he assisted the basketball

team at Davidson College in North
Carolina). Wilson was responsible for

bringing the talents of Julius Erving, Mike
Pyatt, and Alex Eldridge to the confines of

the Curry Hicks Cage. With Erving, Wilson

had a special case -when coach of

Roosevelt High School in New York City,

Wilson coached "Dr. J
"

A native of Newport, Rhode Island, Ray
Wilson lettered in basketball and baseball in

Rogers High School; he continued playing

basketball for Boston University. He
received his degree. Bachelor of Science,

in 19SB. Before joining the UMass staff,

Wilson did graduate work in Adelphia

College, Hofstra College, and New York
University, as well as coaching Roosevelt

for seven years.

Joining in 1968, the UMass assistant

coach specialised in scouting and recruiting

players Throughout the nine years, he

enjoyed seeing UMass' winning seasons;

he was praised by Mclnerney as "a gen-

tleman of high caliber and stature ... his

personal contributions have been extremely

important in the overall success of our

basketball program in recent years ..."

Two years after, Wilson came back from

Davidson, he witnessed something rare at

UMass Leaman's Minutemen were ex

and IS out for the remainder of the season,

including regional competition. Hank Horn,

another all around, is also injured and is not

expected to compete against UMass.

Temple coach Fred Turoff expects to go

with all arounds Keith Avecy, Dave
Thomas, Rob Tagge, and junior co

captain. All American Skip Zimmer. Turoff

will'also put much of the scoring burden on

his all arounds by sending up only three

specialists, Bern Francke on parallel bars,

Jon Long on the horizontal bar and co-

captan Jon Schaefer on rings

"Because of our injuries, we are expec

ting a close meet," said Turoff, whose

Temple squad scored over 200 points for

the second time this season with their win

over Syracuse.

UMass coach Roy Johnson was not im

pressed with the school record 35 on vault

scored by Temple. His squad, led by all

around Bob Lamb and specialists Dave

Buegle»»and Steve Craig, have consistently

hit the 35 mark this season on vault. "We

are preparing for this meet like any other,"

Johnson said. The young coach ends his

first year as the UMass mentor tomorrow.

periencing a losing season. Highlighted by
a 10-game losing streak, UMass faced its

fellow Eastern Eight teams with Mark
Haymore, Eric Williams, sparse Cage
crowds, and a coach who was blamed
almost incessantly for the team's woes.

At the end of the Penn State loss, and
the final home game, Leaman confirmed
rumors running all season - that he would
resign at the end of the season. The name
of Ray Wilson rushed through the minds of

people knowing the inside operations of the

UMass basketball team.
With the promotion of Wilson to the

head coaching position comes a promise of

finding high-quality recruits to fill in the

ever-widening gaps to be left behind by
Haymore, Williams, Brad Johnson, and
Len Kohlhaas. Also, Wilson promises to

place more priority in defense.

Ray Wilson faces a formidable task over

the off season. Besides drawing technical

fouls for annoying referees, Jack Leaman
was a "master tactician," according to

Villanova coach Roland Massimino. In his

13 years as head coach, Leaman ex-
perienced only two losing seasons -his
first and his last (5-20 overall, as of this

writing). However, Wilson received "a vote
of confidence" - from Frank Mclnerney,
upon being named head coach: "I am
certain he will continue the fine tradition

established by his predecessors.
"

On Wilson's experience within the
UMas$ organization, Mclnerney said, "He
IS well acquainted with the goals and
objectives of our basketball program ..."

A resident of Amherst, Wilson is

married; he has two sons. He served in the
Army from 1952-54.

Jack Leaman will coach his last game for

UMass tomorrow night, when the
Minutemen will try to win their first Eastern

Eight Conference game against Villanova at

Philadelphia.

-or

Walt Cherniak

Changing of the guard
The press release on my Collegian desk

yesterday afternoon read: "The promotion

of Raymond B Wilson to head basketball

coach at the University of Massachusetts

(Amherst) was announced today by Frank

Mclnerney, Head of the Departnr>ent of

Athletics/ Intramurals." That was it, pure,

straight and simple

Wilson's naming came as no surprise to

absolutely no one involved with the UMass
basketball program. The 46-year old coach

was an assistant to Leaman from 1969-76,

coached a year as an assistant at Davidson,

and then returned to UMass to work again

under Leaman in 1977.

His contributions to the UMass hoop

scene fwve been many. You see, Wilson

has been involved with the basketball team

here for a long time, and some of his con-

tributions are easily forgotten.

He was formerly a high school basketball

coach at Roosevelt, H.S. on Long Island.

So what, you say? The star player of

Wilson's team in those years went on to

become probably the greatest athlete in

UMass history and a professional basketball

star - Julius Erving.

It was Wilson who was responsible for

bringing people like Mike Pyatt, Alex

Eldridge, Derick Claiborne, Brad Johnson

and Bill Morrison to Amherst, and few have

failed to recognize his uncanny ability to

recruit successfully in New York City.

Unfortunately, as big an asset as Wilson

has been to the team, he has also, probably

unwittingly, been a major reason for the

"downfall" of Jack Leaman. Leaman said

last night that he had been thinking about

quitting for the last three years. It was
around that time that Wilson returned to

UMass

The players Wilson has recruited have for

the most part seen those that caused

Leaman most of the coach-player problems

he has had in the last three or so seasons.

There was much-celebrated EWrige-

Leaman feud a couple of jjears ago. This

season. Brad Johnson was benched for

violating a big Leaman taboo missing prac-

tice.

Some have called it a racial problerr). In

an open act of defiance two years ago the

black players on Leaman's team began

wearing their uniform jerseys hanging out

And the simple unavoidable fact is that

Jack Leaman is white and Ray Wilson is

black.

WiH Ray Wilson, then, have better suc-

cess rrwnaging the predominantly black

UMass basketball team? Probably. In fact, i

would say definitely. Amid all of the'

ceremonial question-answering that

Leaman engaged in Wednesday night, he

touched on the fact that the biggest disap-

pointment he has had lies in hisnnability to

motivate players any longer. Wilson cer

tainly can't hurt.

Now I'm not about to blame Leaman,

Wilson, the players or anyone else for the

coach-player problems that have existed

here. Maybe Leaman is a racist. But then

maybe his players have just been arrogant

and unreasonable. Either way, there has

been friction present, and I can't help but

fed that this change will be welcomed.

There is yet another side to the story.

Rumors abound that Wilson has three or

four big name basketball recruits waiting to

come to UMass next year. But there's only

one catch - it would have to be to play for

Ray Wilson and not Jack Leaman.

So it appears that the master plan is com-

plete. Wilson has brought first his players

and now himself into the UMass basketball

spotlight. It should be a good combination,

and the present dark clouds on the

Minuteman horizon seem to be clearing a

bit.

But, with all the luck I wish Ray Wilson

and his players, present and future, I can't

help but feel sorry for Jack Leaman. As

often as he may smile, as many reasons as

he may give for his retirement, he remains a

victim. The question is, though, a victim of

whom?
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Death toll high

inSino-Vletwar
By DENIS D. GRAY
Associated Pnss

BANGKOK, Thailand - Vietnam claim-

ed SurKlay its counter attacking troops kiM-

ed almost 4,000 Chinese in weekend battles

ail along the border, and a total of 16,000
since the nine-day-oid invasion began. But
China was pouring in reinforcements,
Har>oi radio said.

in Moscow, xha official Soviet press step-

ped up its accusatior^s tt^t the United
States was encouraging Chir^a in its war
against Vietnam.

But there was a report President Cener
was applying new pressure on the ChineM
to end the war. British Prime Mmistw
James Callaghan, after a telephone call

from Carter, was reported to ha^ ordered
a slowdown of talks for the sale of war
planes to Pekirig.

The Voice of Vietrwm radio, monitored
here, said the Vietnamese had destroyed
160 Chinese tanks in fighting Saturday aruj

Sunday.
The battle reports and Chinese casualty

tolls could not be independently verified,

and some analysts in Bangkok said they ap-

peared exaggerated. Chir>a hat issued rK>

casualty reports, but tf>e analysts here say
Vietnam has suffered greater losses than
the Chinese
The Hanoi broadcast said VietrMmese

troops mounted counter-attacks in Tan
Lar>g village of Lai Chau province, nor-

thwest of Hanoi; Thanh Tbuy village in Ha
Tuyen provirKa. north of the capital, and
Tong Deng district of Lang Son province to

the northasst. A countar-attack also was
reported akmg Highway 4, wttich more or

less parallels the Vietnam-ChirM border in

Geo Bank ar>d Lang Son provinces.

The wai thus far has been limited to the

of northern Vietr^am. Irv

in Washirtgtoo say the

Chinass have penetrated possibly up to 20
Vietnam in places but the

is ssliiiiatsd st 12-15 nrWIss.

Wssh«r>gton intaligsncs sources have
said 17 Chinaae diviaions. about 225.000
men, had bean identifiad along ttw border

and tt^t probably six or seven of thaaa dM-
lions were in Vietr^m This wouM put

Chinass combst strength in Vietnam at

around 75,000 men, higher if Vlainam's
dairm of more recent Chinass rsin*

forcemsnis are trus.

The Soviet Army newspaper fisd Star

SurKlay accused tt>e United Stales of srt-

couragirtg China to step up actions in Vial*

nsm, "by $trivir>g to justify" tf*s

of Vietr^am ss a retaliation for ttw

Vietnemaaa attack on Cambodia.
Tha Carter adrntrvstration says it deplores

both invasions. Ths Soviets say that by
linking the tvwo Washington is vying to

convince the worW that the attack on ^m-
bodia caused tha attack on V'ietr>am.

The Soviet Comnrxjnist Party

Pravda said Treaaury Secretary W.
Blumentfial's current visit to Chirv is one
such erKOuragement "m spite of tha fact

than Chirta is wfagirtg an aggraaaive teer.

trampling underfoot the stervtords of iniar-

natiofwl law. to say nothing of human
rights"

Blumenthel is in Chtna for trade taAis. to

formally open the American Embessy and
10 express President Carter's cor>cem about

to the Chinese The Chirtam

the invasion at a banquet in

Blumenthei's horny SurKlay night, but

BHimenthal tokJ them they ara riskir>g a

wKler war ar>d losing support worklwKle

.-J«fis,««^^*W!^

I can aee OMo. ColurT>b«Ml Actuatty. K's John Beahn doing an ejrarclae in plar>e

eurveying. (Staff photo by Richard Newman).

Stadiuni dome proposal: Benefits questioned
by athletic officials

?9>^.-

«ia^fllfs.f

New atf>letic facilities are needed at UMass. but

plans to provide them by building a dome over Alum-
ni Stadium may cause some problems. (Steff photo
by Kris Craig).

By BRUCEOLSON
CoUagian Staff

Ths propossd cortstruction of an all-

weather dome over Alumni Stadium
reportedly woukl cost 18 nvHion and would
open that facility up to year-rourxi indoor

sports and other activities.

But would tha stadium "domification"

benefit tha mor^ than 10,000 intrarrxiral

athletes at UMass?
Theodore A. Schmitt, UMass director of

intramural athletics said he f>a8 mixed emo-
tions concerning this expensive roof rais-

ir>g.

"Generally, we need facilities very k>ad-

ly," Schmitt said. "I would say that the cur-

rent facilites are inadequate for this univer-

sity."

"I don't feel that I am alone in this opi-

nion; we are under a lot of pressure. Right

now, I would accept any facility; we need it

so very badley."

Currently, the intramural progam is hous-

ed almost entirely in the Boyden physical

education building, which according to

Schmitt is not only crowded, but anti-

quated.

'Boyden was built in 1964 for a student

population of 12,000. Today you have

19,000 students, 24,000 if you include

graduate students."

In sizing up UMass athletic facilities,

Schmitt described the North Physical

Education Building, as not "real useful,"

and called the Curry Hicks Cage a

"disgrace," citing the fact that the building

has only one women's toilet.

Schmitt said the proposed domed stadium

should draw pressure from inter-collegiate

athletics away from Boyden, opening up
that facility for the intramural program.

"There is time allotted for practices at

Boyden, and this takes sway some of our

(intramural) tin>e," Schmitt said.

When asksd how he might sperKl $8

million on athletics. Schmitt said, "I may or

I may not be in agreement with this facility;

I am trying to back tha administration. I'm

reedy to accept any facility."

Schmitt did. however, raise one serious

question. Because tf>e foott>ell season ex-

tends well into November, and hockey
practice begins in eerty October, Schmitt

asked, "Where do tf>e skaters practice

while the artificat turf remains down for

football?"

The skaters would have to find an alter

nate site for those six weeks, arnJ would
pay rent, he said.

"You're rK>t gaining a great deal if you
have an ice facility on campus and yet you

TURN TO PAGE 10

At-a-glaiic€

Whet: An $8
fiberglaas dome propoeed
to be built over Alumni
Stadium on Unrvaraity

Orhw.

When: Proposed
earlier this month by
Devid C. Bischoff, desn
of tha SctKX)! of Physical

Education, to the UMi
Boerd of Trustees.

Statue: No
has been mede on the

donne, but trustees have
asked that alternate pro-

poeals be drawn up, both
by Bischoff, and otfwr

physical education of-

ficials.

Money is a problem
By BRUCE OLSON
Collegian Staff

Unless you have self-destructive

tendencies, don't hold your breath

.

waiting to see a dome perched atop
Alumni Stadium, the head of the

UMass Building Authority advised.

George Pomphret, former
University trustee and current

building authority chairman, said

he knows nothing more than
anyone else concerning the propos-
ed dome.

"All t know is what I have read in

the Boston Globe," he said. "No
one has approached me, either of-

ficially or unofficially. The only peo-

ple that i have talked to have been
reporters."

According to Pomphret the

dome plan must be_approved by

the University Board of Trustees

before it reaches his group, the

building authority.

"You won't see any activity untii

it reaches us, '"Pomphret said. "It's

a long, long way down the pike."

Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery said the dome proposal is

presently being held up by the

Board of Trustees.

According to Bromery, the

trustees have asked for alternative

proposals, such as an entirely

separate facility for basketball and

hockey.
Meartwhile, Pomphret, whose

building authority financed Alumni

Stadium as well as other canr>pus

buildings, said the money is the

main issue to be worked out.

TURN TO PAGE 10
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DIGEST Mass. energy running low
Electric companiespredict King appeals federally

sevenpercentJump in demand for energy emergency

Shapour Bakhtiar. Iran's prima ministar

shah has flad tha country with his family. Ayatollah

RuhoNah Khomaini said yastarday. 8aa briaf this

(AP photo) __^__

BOSTON \AP\ New England Electric companies have

forecast an extreme jump in electricity demand for next

year but experts outside the field question the validity of

the report and the reasons behind it.

The forecast predicts an increase next year of 1.100

megawatts, a seven percent jump. However, incraasss

over the past two years were only 0.7 percent and 1 .7 per-

cent.

James R. Smith, director of the New England Power
Poci's plannir>g office, said the prediction was nude by a

new $370,000 computer nrK>del which used historical in-

fornruition like population figures and electricity consump
tion

But Edward Oailey. former director of the Massachusetts

Energy Facilities Siting Council, said the forecast was ar

bttrary.

There is no historical experience to justify that kind of

growth," he tokJ the Boston HeraW An^arican.

The 1,100 megawatt incrase is axactly tha output of a

major nuclear power plant, such as tha plant baing buih in

Seabrook. N H.. or Boston Edison's proposed Pilgnm II

plant in Plymouth, the Herald Amer»can reported

But Smith said facts srs facts and the energy industry

can't influence them

"The public has s misconception." Smith said. "Thay

think the more capacity we txjild tf>e mors money we
make But there is simply no profit incantivs for rww powar

ptams
"

He satd elactricrty demand always fumpa sftar a ysar or

two of low growth, such as New England SKparisncad in

1977 and 1978

BOSTON [APlGov. Edward J. King has asked President

Jimmy Carter to declare an energy emergency in

Massachusetts so that coal and high sulfur fuels may be

burned without violating pollution restrictions

In a letter Saturday to the president. King said theOffica

of Energy Resources has found that shortages of low sulfur

residual and distillate fuel oils are developing rapidly

because of the Mideast situation.

Several major oil companies in the region have already

announced production cutbacks, curtailments of deliveries

and allocations of contract volumes," the letter stated.

Should Carter declare sn energy emergency, the pollution

restrictions could be rslsxed to some extent.

King said urban srsas would continue burning the lowest

sulfur fuels available but asked that the outside areas be

allowed to burn the remaining fuels, including coal.

He said such msasuias ars nacassary in order to meet

home heating oil raqulramants snd to svoid the necessity

of blending low sulfur distillate oils with residual oil to meet

sulfur limiatatiortt in industrial and utility boilers.

King also ssked for a waiver of the notice and hearing

time requirements so that hearings could be held within 10

days after Carter's decision.

State Sen Michael LoPresti Jr., D East Boston, and

Stats Sen Rep. Thomas Norton, D Fall River, co-

chairmen of ttie legislature's Joint Committee on Energy,

sr>dorsed the request of sn energy emergsrKy.

"In rscent weeks, stmJ especially within the past ssvsfsl

days, the supply of rssidual oil has tightened to such a

dsgrss that many dietrit>utors have told us that they may
not be abis to service some of their accounts, including

soma hospitals and schools, " Norton said.

Solar eclipse draws crowds
S£ATTL£\AP\ Thoussnds of canr^era and telescopa-

totirtg travelers n>obbad sn^sH towns of the psdfK: Nor-

thwast over tt>e weekend in hopes of glimpsing the last

total edipsa of the sun visibia in North Amenca tt>is cen-

tury.

Evan th» possibility that bad waatt>er might doud their

view Monday hardly dampened the festive holiday mood

A total solar aclipae occurs when ttta moon swings bat-

waan the sun snd earth, briefly cssting its shsdow over a

narrow path.

Automatic street lights may Wink on. chickerts tend to

rooat, and cattle tow and prepare to lay down. aU victims of

s cosmic joke: mid-dsy dusk

Communitias that rarely get tourists were making money

from people gathering to watch a few secor>ds of darkness.

Sightseers booked up motels and claimed sleeping space

on gymnasium floors weeks ago. The 175 mile wide moon

shadow will take about 1'/^ hour to fall across North

Amenca. beginning at 8:13 am. PST near Portland and

dissolving over Greenland. North America won't see

another until the year 201

7

Bakhtiar reported out ofIran
LONDON I API - Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini said Sun-

day the Shah of Iran's last prinr>e minister. Shahpour

Bakhtiar, has fled the country, Tehran Radio reported

The whereabouts of the 62-year old Bakhtiar, who had

been appointed by Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi in early

January, have not been known since his government was

deposed by Khomeini's Islamic revolution two weeks ago

"We request our friends abroad to inform us wherever

ttiey may find him so that we can ask the government con

cemad for his return, " Khomeini was quoted as saying in

tha Tehran broadcast, fTH>nitored here.

In s meeting with Lebanese and Kuwaiti emtaianss to

Tehran Khomeini sakl, "He has fled, snd or\ bahaH of ths

Iraninan nation wa sppasl to all foreign nstions to hsnd this

criminal over to us," the radio raportad.

Rain bountiful - problems, too
BOSTON (API - A major winter storm hit

Massachusetts over tt>e waekerHJ sryj wss expected to last

through Monday, according to the National Weather Ser

vice. ^ , .. a- ^
An additional inch of rain was predicted to fall Mor>day,

which could cause some smaW rivers and streams to

overflow their banks.

The weather service also said that considerable water will

accumulate in streets and in other areas of poor drainage.

On Sunday, the Army Corps of Engineers cut back the

water flow of numerous rivers to about 15 percent of the

normal flow. A spokesman said the rivers on Sunday were

flowing at about 50 percent of their capacity.

But storm runoffs could be heavy enough to require

k}werir>g of the rivers ahead of time.

The Weather Service said increasing northeasterly winds

would gradually cause tides, normally fairly high at this

time of year, to run two feet or move above normal.

Cleveland voters to pay up
Associated Press

n ««.„.,„h
CLEVELAND - An acnmonious campaign full ot sound

and fury is coming to an end as the city's 290,000 registered

voters prepare to decide this week what price they re will-

ing to pay to bail out the nearly bankrupt city.

City residents will vote Tuesday whether to boost in-

come taxes by 50 percent - up from 1 percent to 1 /4
-

and if they should sell their 45,000 customer Municipal

Electrical Light System. . ;«
Although Clevelanders have rejected inconne-tax in^

creases in the past and enjoy the lowest such levy of any of

the state's six largest cities, polls have indicated this levy

will be passed. ' ^ .n aic c
The city has been in default since Dec. 15 on Sib.s

million worth of notes, including $14 million held by six

tocal banks. Although the banks held off taking action

waiting to see what happens to the tax increase proposal,

the threat of possible legal action hangs over the city.

The 612 foot long MaHna Ouv,l. loaded with liquid •"'P»^"''
'If* '^^gjf '"J

Texas channel following a collision early yesterdsy with s Libarlan tanker. lAP

Lasarphotol.

Carter pushes for Mid-East peace
By BARRY SCHWEIO
Associated Press

WASHINGTON -

dant Carter, determined to

"spsre no effort" for peace
in the Middle East, caNad on
Sunday for s naw Camp
Osvid summit conference

to try to conclude a treaty

between Egypt snd Isrsel.

Underlining the urgency.

Carter said he hoped to

have the talks with Prinr>e

Ministers Mer^chem Begin

of Israel and Mustafa Khalil

of Egypt going by the end
of the week.

Carter madq the an-

nouncement on the White
House south lawn at the

end of pre-surrwnit neqotia-

/

tions between Khalil sixl

Isrsali Foreign Ministar

Mosha Dayan.
Latar. Jody PovwaH. the

White Houss press
sscrstsry. ssid thst
"sometime, mkfweek or so.

we ought to know"
wfwtfter the new round of

negotiations will be held.

Carter said Egypt and

Israel shared his determina-

tion to complete the long-

elusive peace treaty.

There was no immediate

explanation why Egyptian

President Sadat would not

come to Camp David for the

new summit. He
represented Egypt last

September in arranging a

framework for the treaty

with Carter srwl Begin.

Sadst is the unquestion-

ed decision-maker in Egypt.

There is no doubt ttwt

Khalil wouM seek his aQ-

provsl bafors tskif>g sny

msjor steps at the talks.

Begin, meanwhile, would

be sbis to spesk for the

Isrseli government.
However, his decision

would require the ultimate

approval of the Cabinet and

the Israeli parliament.

Dayan was flying to

Jerusalem where a special

meeting of the Cabinet was
scheduled for Tuesday.

Carter's statement in-

dicated some headway was
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made by Secretary of Ststa

Cyrus R. Vsnce in the four

dsys of tsNcs with KhsM snd
Oysn St the Msrylsnd
mountsin retrest.

But Csrter gsvs no
detsJIs.

In Csiro, mesnwhile, tha

Middle East news sgerKy
reported that Khalil would
fly directly home instead of

stopping in London, as in-

itially planned.

The medication effort,

directed by Vance, viras

aimed at clesring
roadblocks to completion of

the treaty initially

blueprinted by Carter,

Begin and Sadat in

September.

The Egyptian newspaper

Al Ahram said the United

States had submitted a pro-

posal to deal with the future

of the Israeli held West
Bank of the Jordan River

and Gaza.

CORRECTION
Ad on page S^of Fri.,

2/23/79 should have
been headed,
"University of

Massachusetts
Employees Newslet-

ter, Local 1776,

Council
93/AFSCME. AFL-
CIO, 417 Grad
Research Tower B,

Amherst MA"
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Analysis: Focus on politics
DRINKING: emotion clouds issue TUITION: Fight begins
By MARK HORAN
Coilegian Staff

The drinking age issue returns to the

state House of Representatives today

amidst a cloud of emotional, political and
procedural confusion.

The emotional confusion stems in part

from two recent Boston area auto ac-

cidents—one in Wilmington and one in

Wayland - which left four North Reading
teenagers and one Framingham teenager

dead and three others injured.

The accidents were covered closely by
the Boston media.

As reported in most newsp>aF>ers across

the state, the driver of the car in the Wilm
ington accident had the highest alcohol

content ever recorded by the Registry.

Many of the legislators who are pro-

ponents of the 21 year old drinking age,

have already commented on the deaths.

Their opponents at the State House say

they are sure the accidents will be brought

up during debate on the House floor,

"We expect that it will be brought up in

debate," said Jon Hite, legislative aide to

Rep. James G. Collins. "The deaths are un-

fortunate but we do not think their un-

timeliness should be used in this debate."

Meanwhile, legislators said tfiey are un-

sure where the bill will go after today. The
House last week passed a bill that would
gradually raise the drinking age to 21 over

the next three years. Last week the Senate

passed a bill that would raise the drinking

age to 19.

Usually when the two climbers differ on
a bill It goes immediately to a "conference

committee" for compromise. The con-

ference committee is made up of two
democrats ar>d one republican from each
chamber.

Confusion surrounds this bill, however,

liecause of the maneuvering of Senate

Ways and Means Chairo^n Chester W.
Atkins, D Harvard, and Vice-Chairn^n

John W. Olver, D-Amherst.
When the drinking age bill went to their

committee, Atkins and Olver had the com-
mittee recommend a bill that was totally dif

ferent then the one passed by the House.
Atkins and Olver, both opponents of the 21

raise, recommended a 19 year old limit and
left "all other matters concerning the bill in

committee awaiting further action."

That move effectively made the bill im-

possible to amend on the Senate floor and
forced the Senate to vote on the 19 bill on
ly.

The House will decide today how the bill

should be treated.

Some say it is a "new bill" that must go
through the whole legislative process- -a

reading in the House Government Regula-

By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

Round One in the fight against doubling
of out-of-state tuition at state colleges and
universities begins today in Boston when
the Collins bill comes before the state

Legislature's Education Committee.
The bill, filed last December by Rep.

James G. Collins, D-Amherst, would repeal

language added to the state budget last

June in the closing hours of the legislative

session.

The language calls for non-resident tui-

tion to be set at 95 percent of the total

State Rep. James G. Collins,

D-Amherst a leader in legislative ef-

forts to fight a hike in the drinking

age, and repeal an increase in out-of-

state tuition. '

tions Committee, then a full debate on the

House floor.

Others say it is basically the same bill,

just an amended version, and shoukj be
sent immediately to a conference House-
Seriate committee.

Eventually, the bill will go to conference-
and the house will send three members of

its Government Regulations Committee-

-

Chairman Robert E. Ambler, D-Weymouth,
Vice-Chairman William Galvin, D Boston,

and a leading Republican from tl>e

committee -all leading "21" proponents.

The Senate will also send three members
of its Ways and Means Comnr>irtee- -Olver,

Atkins, and Republican Sen. John F.

Aylmer of Centerville all leading "19 " pro-

ponents.

educational cost per student with UMAss
using its mainter^nce budget to determine

cost.

Out-of-state tuition at UMass, now
$1,560 a year, would go up to $3,150 tha
fall if the language is not repealed.

The UMass Board of Trustees voted
earlier this month to raise non-resident tui-

tion $€00 in each of the next three years,

brining it to $3,350 m 1981, approximately

the level mar>dated by the legislature last

Jurw.
Chairnnan of the Board of trustees

Joseph P. Healey said at the time of the

vote, however, the trustees would recon-

sider their increase if the Collins bill passes.

Healey said the trustees would use the

movement of the Collins bill through the

legislature to "test the legislative waters"
on out-of-state tuition. "We have to see
what kind of commitrr^ent we must make,"
he said.

If the Collins bill is recommended by the
legislature's joint Education Committee, it

goes to the full House of Representatives,
and if it passes there, to the State Senate.

Tuition woukj again be the power of the
UMass Board of Trustees if the House and
the Senate pass the bill and it is sigr>ed by
the governor.

Today the Collins bill receives a public
hearing in the Education Committee, arnj

the commitee may not make a recommen-
dation vote on the bill until Wednesday, ac-

cording to Collins aide Jon A. Hite.

According to Hite, it could then be a few
weeks before the bill is debated on the floor

of the House.
Joseph Healey will be the only member

of the UMass administration to testify

before the committee today, according to

David Gilmore, executive assistant to

Umass President David C. Knapp.
Knapp has discussed the bill privately

with several key legislators, including the

sponsor of the language. Rep Jonathan
Healy, R Charlemont, according to
Gilmore.

Gilmore said the Umass administration is

trying to "address the just concern of \bm
legislature in a way tfiat is reasoruible amA
fair to out of state students.

'"

Nine students from the campus organiza-
tions Students United for Public Education
arnj the Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy will also testify

before the committee.
David Barenberg of SCERA said he ex-

pects about 500 students from several state
colleges and universities to attend the hear-
ing, but said, ""The real fight will take place
on the floor of the House in a few weeks."

Barenberg said his group has had ir>dica-

tions the Collins bill will pass the commit-
tee, and said SCERA is '"gearing up" for

when the bill reaches the full House.
The students will testify on "different

angles" of the impact of a tuition hike.

No president yet cited

at Amherst College
O.. I-IC-A//CC «if/A//nO •>•¥• ^-.it^.^^^,,^ ^1 ..By DEMISE I^INOR
Collegian Staff

A replacement has not been named for

William W. Wirtz, who resigned almost two

weeks ago from the Amherst College Board

of Trustees.

Wirtz, a Washington lawyer, resigned in

protest of the school's presidential search

committee, saying he didn't want to do

anything that would hurt the college or the

new president.

The committee was formed last

November to select a replacement for

President John A. Ward, whose resigna-

tion becomes effective June 30.

Wirtz, contacted last Friday in

Washinton DC. said a new trustee had not

been appointed.

Wirtz said he resigned because of the

method of selecting search committee

members and because of the committees'

suggestion that preference for presidential

choices be given to alumnus.

Wirtz said he wanted search committee

choices discussed with the full board.

Instead Geroge L. Shinn, Chairman of the

Corporation of Amherst College, made the

choices.

Shinn could not be contacted.

John L. Callahan, Secretary of the

Corporation, said, "all chairmen have the

right to form commitees." Callahan said

Shinn had talked with as many trustees as

possible, but felt it was necessary to form

the selection committee quickly

"There were differences of view con-

cerning how the committee came into

being," said Callahan, "but I feel we're

pretty much over that now."

Wirtz also said he opposed the

suggestion by the committee that

preference by given to alumnis candidates.

"That pretty much rules out women and

blacks, " said Wirtz.

Callahan said there is a preference for a

"properly qualified " alumni president, but

all candidates are considered.

Norman Birnbaum, sociology professor

at Amherst College, said Wirtz's

resignation was a "great loss." He felt

Wirtz was the most distinguished of the

trustees.

The presidential search committee wil

submit their recommendation to the

trustees for approval on March 15, ending a

four month screening process.

According to Amherst College

spokesman, Carl A. Vigeland, the selection

committee is headed by trustee Robert

McKear, and is composed of six trustees,

four faculty, four alumni, four students,

and alumni advisors.

Vigeland said last week over 300 can-

didates were considered but the selection

commitee had "pruned it down to about

20."

According to a committee member, the

search for a new president has been

nationwide, and has been conducted

within Affirmative Action guidelines.

Members of tha Suzuki Ensemble performed Saturday mornmg at the Jonas

Ubrary In Amharst. The concert was tha final program in the librsry s Music Ap-

preciation Series for cWldran. (Staff pf»oto by Joanna Quinn)
^,v.oc.u^.^, -V,. ..... .. .. , -

with n Affirmative Action guioeiines. k--" ._. - -

the selection committee quickly. *""' ' ^^^ - -

Presidentialcandidate Crane speaks locally
"TKoAm»nr«nn«oDle have seen enough budget), the energy crisis, and unlimited Posite of what he offered us

.) » 1v .f t 1^ ^ I'l ?T.* :lc1 J.I.'

By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff
SOUTH DEERFIELD If being the first

major entrant in a Presidential race is a

decided advantage, U.S. Rep. Philip

Crane, R III., could find himself in the

White House in 1981.

Crane, a congressman since 1969 and the

current president of the American Conser-

vative Union, officially announced his can-

didacy August 2, in what may be the

earliest such announcement in history.

"The Republicans have a positive and

upbeat message to sell to constituencies

that are not traditionally considered
Republican, " the 48-year-old congressman
told about 70 area residents yesterday at a

reception at The Gables Olde Taverne and

Restaurant in

"The American people have seen enough

of the foolishness the Democrats have

caused this country in the past half-

century."
Crane, who has a Ph.D. in history from Iri-

diana University has taught at the Universi-

ty level and authored two books on goverri-

ment. He describes himself as a "responsi-

ble conservative " Crane is a member of

the House Ways and Means Committee

and vice chairman of the Republican Health

Task Force and the Republican Study Com-

mittee Task Force on Regulatory Reform.

Gordon Nelson, chairman of the

Republican State Committee, said Crane is

one of the "new faces" revitalizing the par-

ty.

His major "themes" are the domestic

'solrh^DSrSS-------- .«Ponxyl,ns!.i.|.?t<?9'.°1.«!'?.^»'"'-

budget), the energy crisis, and unlimited

government
"If you don't have a sound economic

basis, you're going to see a continuing ero-

sion of defense capability," Crane said.

"Under the Carter administration, our

defense capability has been savagely erod-

ed."
Crane said the first obligation of anyone

in national office is to guarantee the coun-

try's security and said he sould increase the

defense budget without raising taxes by

"trimming fat " from other programs. He

criticized what he called the Carter ad-

ministration's "no growth " philosophy.

"Carter ran on traditional Republican

themes no new taxes, deregulation of gas

and oil prices, and welfare reform," Crane

said. "Of course, he gave us the exact op

posite of what he offered us."

The way to solve the energy crisis. Crane

said, is to deregulate gas and oil prices, not

impose gas rationing or any of the other

restrictions that the government's Energy

Department has formulated.

"We're one of the most handsomely

rewarded countries in the world in terms of

energy," he said. "But we have to free it

up. If Carter had deregulated the price of

gas and oil like he promised us, the Iranian

situation would have never caused us pro-

blems."
He said he would rather see the U.S. buy

oil from Mexico than the OPEC countries.

Crane said he also favors a constitutionally

enforced balanced federal budget and he

said he is against reinstituting the draft.
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National campus roundup
ByJIMPAUUN
CuMegtsn Staff

Budget cuts
New Hampshire Democrat Hugh Gaiien

has proposed giving the New Hampshire
Universitv System a five percent increase
over the next two years instead of the
requested 35 percent, according to The
Atow Hampshire, the campus paper at the
University of New Hempshire in

Qurham
The University System had requested

$18.4 nnillion for its campuses in Durham,
Keene, Plyn^outh ar>d Merrimack, but-

Gailen recommernled that it receive only a

$2 5 minion increase H Galien's recomn^en

dation IS upheid by the New Hampshire

legislature, the Sytem will have a $55 5

nvllion budget instead of the requested $71

million.

According to The Nev^ Hampshire, UNH
receives less state funding than any state

university in the country

At the University of Maine in Orono,
the Maine Campus reported that Governor
Joseph Brennan wants to cut $10 million

from the University's 1980 budget request.

Over 900 students at Tufts UniversKy in

Medford, Mass denxinstrated agairvt a

tuition increase earlier this month, the Tufts

Observer reported However, it was learned

yesterday that Tufts' largest increase in

history will raise tuition there from $4,500

to$5.0S0
The Observer also reported that Tufts

President Jean Mayer was asked by
President Carter's Council on Wage ar>d

Price Stability to hold the proposed in-

creaae to seven percent.

Drinkirtg ege increeee
The /Vew Hampshire, the campus paper

at the University of New Mempshire in

Durham reports that there is a good chance
of passage in the New Hampshire
legislature of bills raising the legal drinking

Around Amherst
Record offers

daily publica tion
fly BOB HORGAN
CoKegtan Staff

Amherst will get its own daily paper
March 4 when the Amherst-Hamsphire
Record goee da«(y from its present twice-

«veekly publication.

The town needs a paper," said Steve

Waskiewycz production manager
The Record, with a present circulation of

4.560, win try to boost circulation by in-

cludir>g a supiplement in Wedr>esday's edi-

tion similar to tf^ old Penny Saver that wet
published by the Record every Tuesday.
Waskiewyc2 said he expects circulation on
tttat day will reach 14.500.

"The paper wiN be sent to everyone in

town on Wednesday at no charge, even it

they aren't regular subscribers,"
Waskiewyc2 said, "This is to get people to

tf>e peper, to like it. which I think they

Waakiewyc2 said ttie paper doesn't ex-

pect too rr»any proWerr^ in its move from a

bi-weekly to a daily He said tt>ey will en

counter "ttw normal problems," such as

buildir>g circulation, sales staff, arvj pro-

duction He also said there would be no
mafor personnel changes.

"The people we have are good We are

going to stay with them We might hire

new sales people arxj reporters as we r>eed

them, but everyor>e else will stay ttie

same," Waskiewyc^ said.

The Record will sell for 20 cents daily, 25

cents Sunday. ar>d 96 cents for home
delivery.

The paper, previously called Tfte

Amherst Record, was sold last fall bv its

former owr>er, Michael deShertjinin, to The

Wesffiefd Evening News.

Dorm violence

prevention studied
The first session of a colloquim on "Non-

violence Theory ar>d Action" met last

weekend in Pierpont dormitory in the

Soutt>west Residential Area. Violence and

fighting in dormitories, provocative and

political personal behavior ar>d ott>er topics

were discussed.

The class, taught by a nonviolence train-

ing collective from the Clamshell Alliance-

an anti-nuclear organization in New
England -was part of a six session program

designed to understand the causes of

violer>ce and efforts to work against the ac-

tion.

Students can sign up for tfie ren^inoer

of the colloquim by attendir^g the next ses-

sion this Saturday m Pierpont. Classroom I.

Meeting for

commuters
A meeting of UMass commuters from

the Greenfield area will be held tonight in

the Greenfield Community College

cafeteria at 7.

Possible car pools for students, faculty

and staff are expected to be arranged and
the director of the Greenfield Mass Transit

Authority will attend to give detail? on area

transportation available to commuters

Greenfield organi;er Rosemary
Heidkamp said the commuters travel a

minimum of 20 miles daily and because of

'•»ie«tttk otUMess tousaarviceirtttjlha* 3je* ^

car poolinq ts needed to decrease cost

Meetingplanned

forwomen 's rights

A meeting to organize-^ march arnJ rally

for worr>en's reproductive rights to take

place in Boston on March 31 hias been
scheduled for seven p m. tomorrow night

at the Unitarian Church in Northampton
The meeting is sponsored by tlie

Western Massachusetts Abortion Action

Coalition

The Boston derTX>nstration is part of in-

ternational day plans to detrtand women's
rights to contraception dr>d abortion, and
protmt sterilization abuse.

Similar actions are sctieduled for Hart-

ford, New York City, and arourxJ the world.

The Coalition has also rrtade demands to

rescirxj the Hyde Amerxlment legislation

thet prohibits rutionwide Medicaid fundir>g

fo abortions.

DeLima says he

won 't run again

Undergraduate Student Senate speaker

Brian DeLima announced Fnday he will not

seek re-election in the Student Government

Aaaocietion.

DeLima v^as an often controversial figure

in his on-again off again tt>ree-year term as

and earlier, as student senator

He is the only person ever tried and

found guilty of phor>e abuse by the Student

Judiciary.

DeLima said that in his three yeers in of-

fice, there were "many internal battles that

have existed between venous student

groups, ' and "tt>ere is a need for ell of us to

puH togett>er and end such petty political

warfare."

The positiorw of Student Government

Association President, speaker, and

treesurer ar>d senators will be filled next

month when the Student Government

association hokis its arwMjal elections.

Hampshire students

protest mall

A Hampshire Mall "Annie Hauler" bus

was surrounded by about 35 students when
the bus tried to leave from Hampshire col-

lege around noon on Saturday.

The students were protestir>g aginst the

mall which they say has taken away
customers from area businesses. Ram
phlets were also handed out by the pro-

testers.

Police were called to break up the distur-

bance According to reports, the crowd

dispersed shortly after the police arrived.

The "Annie Hauler " is a free bus provided

by the mall. The bus stopS at the Five Col

es ^

The mall, on Route 9, opened on Oc

tober 25 despite efforts by local residents to

halt construction during the summer

U vwas iMMlt by the Py/aoud Corripapy. a

New York based company

age from 18 to either 20 or 21 The
movement to raise the drinkir>g age has the
support of N.H. Governor Hugh Gallen,
who is calling for a uniform dhnking age for
all the New England states.

Evert Coleman, an opponent of the
increase, said "I don't think people of the
'Live Free or Die " state want more
restrictioru ..." Coleman is organizing
students at UNH and other state colleges
as well as private institutions in the state to
oppose the drinking bill.

Pot laws
A bill has been introduced in the

Michigan State House to prohibit colleges
awaiting action by the Michigan Senate
Judiciary Committee.

and universities from denying admission to
people convicted of n^arijuana charges, the
Michigan State News, the campus paper at

Michigan State University in East
Lansing reported.

Also, a bill to decriminalize marijuana is

Senate Trustee
The Log at Salem Stete College in

Salem, Mass reports that student
government associations at Salem State as
well as Worceeter Stete and
Framlngham State colleges are calling
for an abolition of the student trustee
position on the State College Board of
Trustees.

According to Student Senator Davkl
Arrington, the student trustee is continually
excluded from executive meetings and
important decisions.
A former student trustee said the only

reason for student trustees is Board claims
of student input in the decision making
process

South Africs
Columbia University in New York City

will soon make a move toward divestiture
of holdings of corporations operating in

apartheid South Africa, the Spectator
reports Columbia resident McGill assaying.
However, McGill refused to specificy
exactly what action would be taken.

But Ded. toy dogs are easier to housebreak! (Staff photo by Krie Cralgl

Reward posted on

theft of $35,000 painting

By STEPHEN KLEIN
Co//egian Staff

A painting of the moon, missing from the

Campus Center concourse since last week,

has caused the Board of Governors to issue

a $50 reward for information leading to his

return. ^ . . . „
Board of Governors co chairman Jonn

Furbish said the board also intends to

remove the rest of the paintings in the

collection -by UMass art professor James

Hendricks entitled "Canal Senes, by the

end of the week due to security reasons.

Furnish said Hendricks does not know

his painting i"? missina because he is

currently on sabbatical in New York, where

he IS selling some ot his more recent worKS.

The missing painting, on a canvas was

Security measures for the paintings,

which are hung throughout the Campus
Center, were almost non-existent, ac-

cording to John Foley, departmental

assistant for student activities.

"We thought the paintings were large

enough and the constant traffic of students

steady enough that actual security

measures were unnecessary,, and frankly

we never considered any at all," he said.

Furbish said the painting was hung on

the wall near the elevator by a single screw

and wire.
. .

The board of governors originally

thought the painting, valued at nearly

$3 500 was merely hidden and not stolen.

Furbish said, but now it appears the art

work has been removed from the building.

He also said he could not imagine how
anyone would be able to move the painting

»>i»a>ik—fcMi<ka»iK»,«UUil»Qtu*ft «K,M^UQO-
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SAVE! A TOTAL OF ^5.75!
REDEEM THESE COUPONS PLUS TWELVE MORE "CENTS

OFF" COUPONS YOU CAN PICK UP IN THE STORE

ONS
MTH COUPON ft $7.M PURCHASE OR

EXCLU0M6 OGARETTES

USDA CHOICE

SHOULDER CLOD LONDON BROIL

CHUCK ROAST
USDA CHOICE BONELESS

!1.97
swrrspiKMUM

BACON
BLUE SEAL

KIELBASA
USOACHOCE

T-BONE STEAK
USDA CHOICE

PORTERHOUSE STEAK
LEAN CHUCK

STEW BEEF
USOA CHOICE

BONELESS BUDE STEAK
CACXLEBRO BRAND

CAPONS 71. LBS

pkgXmTv

!1.69

LBiaBVV

!3.09

LbJLbwO

!1.93

!1.19
SPECIALS FEB 26 THRU MARCH 3

SWSTUFE
VEGETABLE

OIL 24 OZ

WISK HEAVY DUTY ^
LAUNDRY 25' 0FF$
DETERGENT 64 oz

4 PACK PKG

MILKYWAY, M&M'S
3 MUSKETEER

PRODUCE

FRESH

ASPARAGUS

LGE

BCH 99

25

PLAIN & IODIZED

SWEET LIFE

SALT 26 OZ FREE
VAUO THRU MARCH 2

UMT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

w WITH COUPON A $7 SO PURCHASE OR MtRE

<:XCLUOiNG CIGARETTES
46

SWSTUFE

APPLE

JUICE 64 OZ 69
VAUO THRU MARCH 3

LIMIT ONL AT LUUib FOODS

rWTTH COUPON A S7 50 PURCHASE OR MORE %
EXCLUDING CIGARETTES 54

NABISCO

OREO

COOKIES 15 OZ 69
VAUD TWiU MARCH 3

LIMT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

r WTTH COUPON A $7 SO PURCHASE OR

EXCLU0M6 CIGARETTES

BUMBLEBEE

CHUNK LIGHT

TUNA
MWATBI 49

C

%^
VAUO THRU MARCH 3

{Mm ONE AT LOUB FOOOS

I

r WITH COUPON A r SO PURCHASE OR MORI \
EXaUORlG CIGARETTES 24

SCOTT JUMBO ROLL

PAPER

TOWELS 49
VAUO THRU MARCH 3

UMT ONE AT LOUB FOOOS

Camb/tidqe
STAINLESS
FLATWARE

FREE lOpurclWMarmera.
LimM on* eoMVCN
pT CMrtomf ^^^

TMU
MARCH 1

, teaspoon

: ftAlVJRt

: Of THE

SAVE 50% oj; FEATURE OF-THE-WEEK
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Singleparentscope withchildrenandstudies
This ix the first of a two-part senes on

students who are singfe parents. The first

part examines the problems of single
parenting Part two focuses on the conflict
of being both a student and a single parent.
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

Child care problems, financial con
straints. and trying to be both parents as
well as managing an undergraduate course
load are the problems confronting UMass
student single parents.
According to the Pami/v Planning

Perspective, nearly half of all babies will

spend some part of childhood living with
only one parent
John Cool, as assistant for UMass family

housing identified two types of single
parents those who are single because of
separation or divorce, and those who are
better prepared for handling parenting
alone, such as women who have out of
wedlock births and expected single
parenthood

,4

The ufHlargraduate single parents in-

terviewed by the CoHegian are single as a
result of divorce or separation.
Most students have one or two primary

concerns — school and work. Single
parents that are also students have an
added responsibility - the full time job of
caring for a child.

Child care is a major concern for single
parents. There are waiting lists at all UMass
child care facilities and due to a lack of

funds, most single parents cannot afford
babysitters.

Lorane Cox, 29, a resident of North
Village and a single parent of a 5 year old
daughter is one ofmany in such a position.

Cox's daughter h?: been in day care
facilities since she was 8-months-old and
now attends the Amherst Common
School Mother and daughter hitchhike to
school together because of lack of tran-

sportation, she said
"You lose track of what you are doing,

being a student or a mother - it conflicts,"

Cox said. "You get sick of asking people to

An Amherst house rests on its new site ft is one of two houses moved from

Triangle Street to a plot on Fearing Street Thursday. (Staff photo by Richard

Nawman).
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watch your child, yet often I get sick of
being in the house and want to go to the
library to study, and can't."

In order to manage, single parents said

they must manipulate time, rrwking every
second count by scheduling and re-

scheduling and finally deciding what the
priorities are. The children come first — the
studying suffers."

"Sometimes all the discipline and
scheduling doesn't help, there just isn't

enough time to do it all," Cox said.

Coordinator of off-campus housing
Dorothy Howard said it is a real problem for

single parents to find housing. Nine out of
10 single parents looking for housing are
turned down by landlords.

"Landlords say if a person is not
responsible to keep a marriage
together — they will not be responsible
tenants," Howard said.

Howard said the off campus housing-
office attempts to help single parents form
collective households. "It is so hard fof

single parents to find housing otherwise,"
sf^esaid.

There »x9 58 single parent families livir>g

in UMass family housing — but the total

number of single parents attending UMass
IS unknown, according to Eli Sherman,
UMass transfer affairs director. "It would
be helpful to know," he said "We cannot
ask on the amplication

"

UMass family housing includes Lincoln.

North Village and University Park apart-

ment complexes.
Jane Taylor, 28. a junior studying

physics and chemistry, brings her son to

the Marks' Meadow School, the only public

school in the area that offers after school

day care until 530 The school is affiliated

with the UMass School of Education

Beauty prevails over politics

with Moscow Philharmonic
ByNEAL CALLANDER
Collegian Staff

The Moscow Philharmonic Orchestra last

Thursday presented an all-Russian program

before a full house at the Fine Arts Center

Dispite the popularity of the show, some
sympathizers of Soviet Jewry were on
hand to remind concert goers of the op
pression of Jewish people in Russia. The
denrTonstrtors weren't seeking to disrupt

the show, they claimed, but to educate

people on how support for American /Rus

sian detente in the form of cultural

Music revieiiv^

exchange has negative effects tor Soviet

Jews.
Politics aside, the orchestra filled the

stage at 8 p.m. and awaited the conductor

Dmitri Kitaenko. When he arrived, Ki-

taenko bowed twice and went right into the

first piece Rimsky Korsakov's "Bright

Holiday" or "Russian Easter Overture."

All the stirring activity and lavish or-

chestration typical of Russian composers
was evident in the presentation of this

piece "Russian Easter" is a piece that

Rimsky Korsakov felt would depict the

transition from the gloom of Passion Satur-

day to the pagan merryment o* Easter Sun-

day It was a joy to hear Kitaei'ko and the

orchestra present their version of this Rus-

sian classic.

Prokofiev's Concerto for Piano and Or-

chestra No. 3 in C Major was next on the

program. This piece breaks from the tradi-

tional romantics, such as Rimsky Korsakov
and Rachmaninoff Prokofiev blends four

separate eiaments into this selection: fan-

tasy, neo classicism, lyricism, and humor.
This combination produces a contemporary
effect that distinguishes Prokofiev from tfW
Russin romantics.

After intermission. Kitaenko led the or-
chestra in Rachmaninoff s Symphony No.
2 in E Minor Although bom late for a
romantic (1873). his music is full of fluerrt
violin passages and maiestic. fully or-
chestrated themes Although wntten aftar
a period of depression, one senses no
depresed themes in this piece, with the
possible exception of the opening Largo.
But this soon builds into a highly rr«iodic
Allegro.

The second movement Allegro motto was
the concert highlight The first violins

engaged themselves in a lively fugal duel

while the rest of the orchestra plays a

melody based on the fitst movement. The
woodwinds accented the musical
statements made by the violins to produce

a dramatic effect

The third movement displayed the talents

of Moscow's principal clarinetist in an erTX>-

tional solo passage composed for the

woodwind instrument. The final movement
showed the glory of the full orchestra

because of the use of recurnng themes and
virtuous execution.

Despite political dissagreement, tf>e

aesthetic beauty of the Moscow Philhar-

monic cannot be disputed.
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Life in

the South
H aaeiTw that recently much has

vwtittan about tt>e Sunderlaruj bus. The
majority of Colhgimn coiunists commute to
artd from that quaint Franklin County New
Aoe land of apartments and tobacco barns.

However, juat so rw one gets the idea

that the bus from Sunderland vanishaa into

Iha "out of service" netherworld afisr it

laavaa Haabroucii. ««e woukl like to let the
readb^g (and ridvM) public kr>ow tf^at there
is life south of Amherst.

In other words. th« is about how the

other half of the Surnleffand route httm

down in South Amherst. The northern ter-

minus of the Sunderland and South
Amherst Ine is Northwood Apts The laat

atop in South Amherst is Southwood
Apeitinenit.

Wild and cmy plaee. Southwood.
10 an idwNitv criaia cauaed by constant
name changmg. from part of Brittany
Manor to South Meadow and now Souttv
«mmmI. So wtw can Mama them if oc-
caaionafly the confuaion gets to them and
they toes the telephone in tne oven?

And those acres of mud in South
Amherst are rK>t mud at aM. but actualv
soggy Mock hash, made wet by over-

floww|g boor kogs.

Over in ttie beautiful aN electric houasa of

Riverglade. the tenants there never ir>-

voluntarily step in the h«h becouso they
gHde to arvJ from the bus stop on aN siactrtc

movirtg sidewalks They swim all winter ttte

the aN alectnc heeted swimming pool. The
only haiard in Riverglade is the ever
preosnt threet of electrocution The chic

look IS bright yellow rut>ber glovoa artd

boots This spring s fashions win irKhide

wet k>ok lead lined suits m case the nudaor
reactor in the laur>dry room melts down.

Jim Paulln

You see, Riverglade is actually a colony

of the Western Massachusetts Electric

Conipany. or perhaps a feudal state where
the serfs know that if they don't appssss

the WMECO king with sut>stantial monthly

tributes, they will be deported to Sun-
dertarnl.

There is no Seven Eleven, no Store 24,

no All Star Dairy store in South Amherst.

Not even a cigarette machine It is a strictly

residential section Merely a bedroom of

the great center of commerce that is

Amherst center.

Amherst center -humanity of every

lifestyle - from preppies to locks to freaks

to ROTC students. Where South Amherst

denizens mingle with aliens from Sun-

derland. Belchertown Road, Belchertown

Center, Gatehouse Road, South Deerfield,

North Amherst and even loyal Ed King

partisans from Campus Shuttle Orchard

Hill.

There have beep reports of oeodte from

South Amherst experiencing severe

psychological disorientation north of the

shadow of the Graduate Research Center.

Another report from beyond the pale of

Grad Research indicates that anybody from

South Amherst caught setting foot in

Pufton Village will be run through the

planer at Cowls lumber to make
replacement soundproof walls at Pufton

However, we feel secure in South

Amherst, which, after all is not Southwest.

Jim Paulin is a Collegian columnist.
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Bits and Pieces
Written on the big yellow-and red sign

with the liquor law on it in Barselotti's:

"Bartender not responsible. Ed King is."

With Rerrmerswaal Funnies: It's nearly

spring and a young man's fancy turns to, of

course, baseball cards. I just got my Stan

Papi, Larry Wolfe, Mike Easier, and Bo Diaz

cards to go with my Remmerswaal... great,

Zimmer, but what do they do?
DANGUIDEHA
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Tut up, shut up, take orders'
A few years ago. a band called the

Drifters released a song in which thay

spoke to Black people in the gheno about
the lonslinsss arKl frustration of aty life.

The song, called "Up On The Roof."
captured a universal feokno. namely, ttMt

we a> have to retreet penodicalty to a quiet

place, a high place, a spot wt>ere we can
feel on top of tf>ings instead of smothered
by them.

At UMass. there are a few places you
can go to feel on top of things The 26th
fkxw of the library, the 17th floor of a
Graduate Research Tower, or the top floor

of a Southwest highrise are a few such
places Looking out at night over the light-

speckled expanse of the small city that the

Ur>iversity comprises, you may feel bener,

but you couM feel worse. Each window of

light opens into a single cell within a
concrete honeycomb, and each cell

represents a separate, isolated reality The
people within them are probably unknown
to you, and often to each other. Together,
they comprise the comrrHjnity of strangers

which is UMass.

Damon

Thomas

From our elevated vantage point, we
don't have to stretch our imagination too

far to understand that UMass is a ghetto of

sorts. It is an intellectual and emotional

ghetto, a place where personal growth is

crippled, where ideas and emotions are not

free to flow and ftourish. Instead, they

must be ordered and regulated, categorized

and deadlined The very notion of nr^ss-

produced education seems opposed to

spontaneity and creativity. Yet, aren't

these the conditions necessary for a living,

growing community of students?

In the annusement park

By JIMJORDAN

Going through Catholic schools in

Boston. I, like most of us, I suppose, was
taught that history operated like a long

roller coaster ride. The»e are many crests

and troughs, but nothing that couldn't be

directed, or at least rationalized, by the

President, the Pope or Cardinal Cushing.

That is, we saw everything as a neat linear

development with a clearly defined

beginning, middle and end. All that was
necessary, we learned, was the finding of a

proper seat in the proper car.

Subsequent experience, however,
presented serious conradictions to that

idea, lo belabor the amusement park

metaphor, the acting out of the life of the

world seemed to look a lot more like a great

bumper car ride. Ideas and events collided

with one another; with each collision

bringing into being a new idea or social

configuration.

What brings these reminiscences to mind
is the coming together in the immediate
future of three seemingly unrelated
situations and events. International

Women's Week is coming on March 8; the

approaching of The middle of the spring

semester; and the Collegian continuing

with no women columnists.

The approach of Women's Day bnngs to

mind the protracted struggle last Spring by

women who, tactics aside, were ad-

dressing the institutionalized sexism that is

expressed by the objective fact of the

paper's having no women columnists.

The immediate defensive argumerit, of

course is that, "Gosh, we don t

discriminate against women, it s just that

none of them have come around! And

that's the very nature of insitutionalized

biases on the grounds of things like sex,

class and race. You don't have to

"discriminate," certain people in the

population "just don't come around.

Similarly, the United States Senate

doesn't have to "discriminate" against

membership coming from certain sectors of

the population. The majority of the

population, i.e. that part of the population

that isn't rich, male, and-or white, is

systematically excluded. It remains true

that any ruling-class boy can grow up and

be president; simply because. Tike a fleet of

Rolls Royces and a Hamilton estate, it costs

a lot.

So last Spring many women rose in

response to the newspaper's in-

stitutionalized sexism. The staunchness

with which the paper, as a political entity,

contested their claim created the present

situation. No women appear regularly as

columnists and the Valley Women's Voice,

an independent paper, has been created.

Despite the rhetoric, the University of
Massachusetts is a place which is designed
to teach us how to shut up and listen, how
to take orders, how to accept a

fragmented, alienating environment.
UMass is all these things not because it

wants to be, but because it must be.

UMass must teach us how to accept a
fragmented, alienating life because that is

what we will experience in our working
lives. The University must teach us to shut

up, put up, and take orders because the

jobs we get require us to shut up, put up.

and take orders. The notion of submitting

to authority has been imbedded in our

consciousness since birth and we accept it

because it is the only existence we know. If

we ever experience an environment where
these social relations are not present, we
will naturally begin to question and fight

against a system which treats us in such a

demeaning manner.

TURN TO PAGE 8

/'

You see, it's the bumper car ride. Don't

try to place this development back on a

roller coaster framework by saying "Ah,

bullshit, their tactics were off the wall."

If those involved with that struggle in

fact or ideologically, fail to see the fun-

damental point of contention, then it s stiM

another measure of the extent to which

sexism has been built into the system.

The "Women's Voice," as part of a

general evolution of theories of com-
munication, may have come into existence

without last Spring's struggle acting as a

catalyst. The fact is, however, that it

didn't. A collision between two forces, in

this case an oppressive institution and an

oppressed group, took place and was not

resolved.

Women in general (look at the facts)

were alienated still further from the political

pages of the newspaper; amd the Valley

Women's Voice was forced into beino.

There must be, after all, life beyond the

Associated Press Stylebook.

Jim Jordan is a Collegian commentator.
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Letters to the Editor
Columnist is childish
To the Editor

Vaiid criticism of the demands and goals of any po/itica/

group IS essentia/ to its evolution and growth, especially

coming from individuals who are interested m keepif}g the

political movement consistant with the present day con

cerns of male and female students The feminist movement,

like many radical groups m tfte United Staes and abroad, is

not. and should not be. immurut from these sorts of criti-

ques
However, the appearance of Michael Doran's column of

hebruary fS issue of the Coli«oian onty demonstrates the

the paper s lack of professional sense m its failure to

recognize this article as reactionary and sloppy Not onty

does the author of this disorganized editorial bagrudge a

UMass femmst group any solid representation in the camqe
daily newspaper, but fte ask) stumbles on to attack the

legitimate enpression of women's political and social issues

by a concerned group of UMass students in an irtdeperntent

publication Either Doran is oper>hf displaying his ignorance

of any of ttte salient issues facing the women's movement at

ffte present time, or he is fust so personally threatened by

the implications of the feminist sfruifgle tftat he adopts

rhi\, hihii\ti ^ind si^t righteous positnm

It rht' CiiUegiun is out to stir up opposition to the feminist

movement, it is doing a very poor /ob by letting or*e of it's

writers ^virh so obvious a lack of political savoir laire 4o en
artir.lf tn discredit a group of intelligent. Mvvy and
dedu.iti'j u tivisfs whiihave been recently tfte scapegoats of

imm.iiuff winffs jnd politicians, displaying their "personal

differences v^th then female counterparts Jimmy Carter

and Doran. m tf^e author's own words, risk bortrtg me to

tekirs What ne*t Coll«oi«n Ian Smith on tfie UMass
Afro American movement*

EIU»b«th Clough
South Hadley

Grad student has no iOusions

To th« Editor:

The times are fiHed with greet uncertainty \^rth economy
crisis mounting, and basic toaal servtem being attached
throughout the country, those of us m tfte acmtemy are in a

precarious and highly tentative situation Those that wield
the budget ane hover above us like birds of prey, stalking
those of us who are conspicuous in our defenselessness. In

these times, "easy prey" can be discovered rather easily,

and we should have no illusions, for those who will make the

attack know quite well how to recognize strength and
weakness As the faculty and staff of this University have
learned, the only source of strength is organized unity. Tfteir

unity should be a lesson to us as graduate assistants, who
remain the only employee group on campus [with the excep-
tion ul the administrators themselves] to remain unorganiz-

ed, and increasingly vulnerable.

The Graduate Student tmployees Union has recently af-

filiated wtth Distnr* 66 of the Distributive Workers of

America, and a manir organizing drive is now underway to >

establish the organi/jtion that will be needed to defend and
advarKe our hvmg standards and working conditions. In

1973 tfte Board of Trustees determined that a graduate

assistant should earn one half of the salary of a full time in

sttuctoi Currently, a full time instructor earns $12,500. and
while we have received no increase since 1973 \si* years'].

ttie cost of kving l%as nsen nearly SO percent' Throughout

tins same period our workload ftas been steadily increasing,

with 20 percent fewer teacfier's assistants ^td class sizes

that continue to soar!

With a union, we can defend ourselves and make real ad-
vances The G€SU will fight for a substantial pay irKroase;
win fight to expand the number of assistanceships campus
wide: ^*d wM represent a strong flank in the united front of
faculty staff and students that is necessary in tfte struggle to

maintain an inenpensive. fugh quality education. Those tftat

are now sharpening tftetr anes for the budget cuts will swing
tftem in the rtame of "academic euceHence. " "reorganize
tKin. " and otfter fagh sounding phrases But ftave no Mu-
storts. for quality education must be fought for by those wfto

hmre a direct stake m it' That fight is underway and it is up to

us to foin It or go under!

fUck Famaaia
Doctoral Student in Sociology

ir Damon Thomas
CONT FROM PAGE 7

As political scientists Ira Kat/nelaon ar>d

Mark Kesselman point out m their booh
The Politics of Power. the "market

value" of degrees from state m
stiiutions measured by the ability to
obtain a well paying |ob or position of

influence - is less than that of a dagrea
from a private university, especially an Ivy

League or other prestigious college Not
surprisingly, a si/able portion of tt>e highest

positions in the public ana corporate
sectors are held by those who have at

tended a handful of private colleges

A practical proof of all I have said can be
found by taking a Five College course You
wilt find that Amherst. Mount Holyoke, and
Smith Colleges have vastly different en
vironments and social relations than those
prevalent at UMass You will find, amortg
several other things small classes,
beautiful dormitories waitress service and

mi/ers with other elite schools Their

environments are not deadening and
impersonal ar>d it is r>o coincidence that

the |obs their students w* oet (if thay have

to work at alH will not be fragmented and

ahenating like ours will be To put it bluntly,

we are baing trair^ed to take orders from

tt>em
What I have said is somewhat grim, but it

IS navarthalast true, it is also incomplete

arKi ovanimplified For a more thorough

and scholarly treatment, read Schooling in

Capitalist America, written by two UMass
acortomics profaaaors. Samuel Bowles ar>d

Herbert GmtiS
If that doesn't convince you. and you

want to see for yourself, hop on the Five

CoUa<ie bus

Damon Thomas is a Collegian colurrtnist
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New Orleans police

bow to court order
NEW ORLEANS (API - Striking police agreed Sunday to

obey a court order and pull pickets away from garbage
dumps and Sanitation Department garages. City officials

said they hope to have New Orleans cleaned up by the time
Mardi Gras arrives Tuesday.
"We just complied with the court order that the Fourth

Circuit Court of Appeal gave us — a restraining order from
picketing the Sanitation Department," said Mitchell Ledet,

a representative of the Teamsters union, bargaining agent
for the striking Police Association of Louisiana.

Ledet said police pickets left tfie dumps ar>d garages
Sunday afternoon — about 17 hours after tf>e appellate

court handed down thie five-day temporary restraining

order.

The development came as union officials prepared to

resume bargaining with city negotiators

At least one Sanitation Department employee confirmed
that police pickets had been removed and that most gar-

bagemen had returned to work Sunday.
"We go quite a bit up this morning, arxl we anticipate ail

our crews in the morning tomorrow," said the employee
who did not give her narr>e.

She said the French Quarter, the heart of the boisterous
Mardi Gras revelry, was substantially cleaned up Sunday
morning.
Garbage had piled up since Thursday, when police

started picketing the Sanitation Department facilities.

Some garbagemen crossed picket lines Saturday and Sun-
day after Sanitation Department Director Patrick Koloski,

who had told them to stay home Friday, ordered them back
on tf>e job.

The state appeals court ordered p>olice to stop picketing

at the garbage dumps and garages Saturday night, but the

iinaa apparently remained up until Sunday afternoon.

The walkout began Feb. 16. A group of citizens took out
an ad in the Sunday Times Picayune asking residents to

take garbage to the dumps themselves.

And circulars passed out in the French Quarter asked
people to dump gart>age at the Teamesters union hall - a

move Handelman said tf>e city did not support.
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! US No 1 Eastern-White ! AiP-Grtde "A' -WWte Your Choice! Tab or J assi Mavors-Annr-age : UNgaie i cl^xu^^l<

POTATOES LARGE EGCS^COCA-COLA ICE CREAM ^OTHPASTi^ COFFEE
! 90 a, h^ ! Carton 0(1 Dozen ! SlxPack-16o2. btls.. > Mall Gallon Ctn. ,8 9oz.ti^ ^\ Rich BrwIManCofteee

Carton of 1 Dozen

^^* ^^^^ „im 1^^^^ ^^^ ^,iB, ^ ^^^ trim l...^^^ Z!??^- *»?«»» It.ci»<nt.i— r^wmtvt*. *>»*>* I t«ayin— »<i<i« h n« *»^'*
I'

^_ __. _._.^^^ i.««<Wb[n»»»»r»<i«i» ^W7B^iii«»»c«»»»«r»«^»
vMHftn-^ian X^MdU^^mHUHtm t nn ^sMjI^PIvimh* »«« i art

It.iiMOMC«««>P»r*Mly
fviMNk »IM( ) Wn ^^SalPVvtMFit »M> 1 art ^S|HMv*M N» 7i Me 1 1*

SBifOOd
Soecfais/

((^A&Pi

^AvaH Wad FrMli

HADDOCK
FILLETS

PERCH FILLETS

289
lb

FISH & CHIPS ^*V
OrTsPY SHRIMP m ^V
FISH STICKS m D9
FISH STICKS ;:'i*

FISH & CHEESE « 'V
FISH PORTIONS ^^2^

•1

Fully Cooked-Water Added

smoked HAM
SHANK PORTION.

•;r$ieBAKED SCROD

FISH STICKS •^*l

SEAFOOD DINNER '-«*1

CLAM PLATTER « *!*

lb.

99'Rump Portion n

.

vvhotoHaim n^-> »^
C«nttr SNc« aa*a
Ham Steaks or Roasts »'r*

tec A&P Is a poultry Shop )))
^

Fresh-U.S.D.A. Inspected

Whole FRYERS
2'/j-3lbs. ^.^

iC
lb.

OUA«ITl«0« WtTMtAOl

m-WNOLFlO« tt »• NMEM.V Oa MQIiOO

Boneless °«s"

RIB EYES
Rm Eye Stks. '3*7

spuTftYw ST. ijc%'i Sr.

•OX-cKMcni Sr. CUT UP W.
I^-4ai ^^^ WTM«MB$ ^^L#

ROASTRS 5Vu mtMMlWt W.
WJASTS T*> ucs 4r78y>
HSPCHUCK

BONELESS ^,
CUBE STEAKS $1

BKF forSTEW

cooked Ham »,
^2'*

Carando-Niw Enaland s ^i-k*
SAUSAGE • 99*
Crumy ar\e
COLE SLAW . 49*
Store Slic«d cj^ao
TURKEY BREAST ,*2"

TAPIOCA . 79*

BAI^D BEANS .59*

SWISS CHEESE :M"
start SHoti CkMM r\f\^
MUENSTER i 99*

wTnE CHEDDAR :M°*

ne Pmrket Bakerv

LEMTtN FAVORITE

HOT CROSS
BUNS

SLICEO

WHITE
BREAD

AnnPagt

WHOLE KRNEL
CORN

n
For the Bath

VANITY FAIR

MULTI-PACK

Hostess
Twinkles

UN 99.[
ANNPAGE-MIXEO

Green
Peas
SPAGHETTI

Franco

5^89

Niw England Stylt

SNOWSaAM
CHOWDBI

UK69C

ASSORTED VAR€TfS

Swiss Miss
Cocoa

DalickKia

POPE ROUND
TOMATOES

49C

BETTY CROCKER-CHOC OR WHITE

Frosting
MIX ~
SENECA

Lemon
Juice

Ail Vartetle$-Lay«r

DUNCAN NINES
CAKE MIX _

A4P

CREAM
CHEESE

3 01

pko 19

HOOO-LOWFAT

NllRUtM
MILK

Gal

C«nt83
Ff?07B^fAV0R:US

BRDGEFORO

BREAD
DOUGH
50AC
lib

Ivs89

IMNUTCMAO

ORANGE
JUICE

U.S. N0.1-EASTERN WHITE

POTATOES

T5rjJ"555^?5crl5i

Vine-Ripe
TOMAToes

12

oz

can
jigcit^iMaf^

UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST MASSACHUSETTS
V PRK:ES EFFECTIVE FEB 25-MAR 3. 1979 WE RESERVE THE RH^T TO LIMIT QUAWTITES TO 3 PER CUSTOMER ANO TO CORRECT TYP0GRAPHK:AL ERRORS ITEMS FOR SALE NOT AVAIABLE TO WHOLESALEW RETAIL DEALERS

A&P

Oyster
Crackers
ASSORTED VARCTCS

H-O Instant nac
Oatmeal
RICH N' READY

Orange
Drink
PURINA

Good Mews
Cat Food
LIQUID LAUNDRY

Clorox
Bleach
25« OFF LABEL

FRESH-SNO-WHITE-IN BULK

MUSHROOMS
149
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irDome
CONT FROM PAGE 1

still have to go out and rent," Scmitt said.

Mitcheit Kaufn^n, director of officials for

intramural athletics at UMass, said he feei

the dome would be a good start,"

although he said he suspects that the real

intent of the project is to improve the

reputation of the intercollegiate athletic

program

"I think they want to improve their posi-

tion in terms of recruiting," Kaufman said

'Any start of a realization of a need for

facilities is good. Though something like

this IS neecessary for the good of the

school '

Kaufman attended the University of
Michigan, where two years ago two in-

tramural buiidinga. each three tifnas the
size of Boydan, wmt constructed at a coat
of $7miHi(>n.

White Kaufnrtan said that he d«d not raia

the Umaaa intramurai facility as highty aa
that at Michigan, he does rate it aa the best

on the east coast, sayir>g, "We pride

oursetvea on our participation."

Kaufman laea the dome's benefit to the
inuamurai program in iia indoor terwMa.

h>fKJb<M ar>d raquetbal courta.

The main force behmd the dome pfo-

poeal. Physical Education Dean David C.

Bischoff. said ha sees the dome aa
Univafstty resource, tnd not just a faatfwr

»\ the athletic department's cap.

AofM viawv of Alumni Stadium (Staff photo by Kria Craig)

We see it being used aN tt>e time, as a

maior irxloor actnmy space. Essentially we
are taMiir>g about taking a white elephant

(the stadium) and turning it into a useful
facility. Bischoff said.

AKimni Stadium was onginalfy buit in
1966 at a cost of $1 .5 million and ia current-

hr uaad only for six home football games
par yeer. the spnng coiKart, and com-
maiKemant exericea.

CoTKerntng use of the domod stadium for

intramural purposes. Biachoff envisiorw sn

expansion of the hockey program, and fre-

quent ice tirrM available for public skaiir^.

Additionaiy. Bwchoff «id there would be

16 harxJbaH and squaah couns ( currently

there are only five on campus arKJ ten in-

door tennis courts for winter use

^ Dome construction
COWT FROM PAGE 1

"This dome has tremeridoua ap-

peal on paper, but aomebody has

got to arwwar the mafor queation.

which ia money." Pomphret said.

"This thing hes got to be aaH-

Bqmdating. No otm will build u nlaas

someone ia prepared to pay
"

"T)«a whole iNng at this stage is

iust somebody's draam," Ponv
phret said. "Nothing wW heppen
iMMl Ms iMng that I wiN-aalb ia

"Who ia going to pay?" At praaant.

we're not involved in any way,
shape or fashion"

In tfta Fab. 15 iasue of Fres^ Ink.

Porapfwet irKfirectly was quoted ea
sayir^ that the added weight of the
dome could cause Alumrv Stadium
to slowly wtvk.

Pomphret told the Coih^an last

week that the problem mey rx>t be
inaurmountable. but that it would
cartair^ require further study.

"Right rK>w tt>e stadium rests on
a aort of platform. As to wfwtfier

that platform will support any add-
ed weight, well, that's another
question that reniains to be
answered." he said.

Buildatnily
satisfying caireeir

for your
tomorrows^

Discover satisfaction Get involved in exciting and challenging work
that breeds real recognition and rewards At Honeywell, working at

trie forefront of technology, you'll tackle new and exciting projects day
m and day out. utilizing your talents and creativity to their fullest

extent If this is what you have in mind for the future, talk to

Honeywell today

The tremendous success of our Small /Medium Information Systems
Divtsion (S/MISD) has created the need for ambitious and talented

college graduates who are willing to explore new ideas and t)eiieve that

success IS the byproduct of practical applications and hard work.

S/ iV^ISD's Outstanding quality mini-computer systems, terminals, and
peripherals have brought about unbeatable career opportuntles in:

e Programming
e Hardware/ Software Engineering

e Ouelitv Control Engineering

e Manufacturirtg

e Manufacturing Support

Learn atx>ut our advanced Engineering and Manufacturing Manage-
ment Programs, which are 3 year management training programs
leading to a Master's degree and responsible leadership positions.

\A,r.rTivTi start .lol <.yr^ tlw sarrw f<x;t,r,q a* nwn >n Aif Forr*-

K(J I C \K<imm\ >kfar tlw sanw ifiMgnia and hold tlw wjrn.-

rad«.t pos,tK>ns ,n AFROTC |usi at th.% dc. Ial« or as Air

f-drf*" o((k*ts

And fht- ^am* AFROTC scholarship ran h^ voiirs as a

*.»T,an If V.HI qiiahk voii ( an hav» v,-«jr »u.tinji Nk* cost-,

and lah f«•^ naid K ihf Air Korc^ and r« v.w » ICX) a mcKith

\,n ott<« .-xpynsps It h»^* trw uou to (onc^trat.- .m v;<«ir

«lu(aiif>n And thai s imporlanl

As an A.r Vw.- .,»,, « uo„ll h^ ^xp«l^ i'> u^^voiir tram

inq and pducation and h*- a Wad€T manaq.nq p.H^I.. and

,,,mpWx s.st.ms Y.ioll S- hanA^ ««uln4. r^-p. -i-iMiK

-larlinq with voiir first loh

It s a <ir^at *av •-• ^ «l"^l '"'< -» '^'^"^ ''"'• '" ^*'^" '"'"

u«.ntrv Ch«-k int.. th.- AFKOTC pn^ram at >v.«.r camp.|s

He -iirr K. as). ah.M,t AI K(JTC -rholarships um niav. H,'

hflpinq KHirsvlf i-am an .-vitinq n*M lili'stvl«'

CALL 5-2437

talk to Hon^well today.
If you have the qualifications to meet these challenges, talk to Honeywell today,

for a better tomorrow Starting today

Campus Interviews
S/MISOrepresentatives will be available on campus on February 28th. Please

check with your Placement Office for a time and place to discuss the broad range

of opportunities that currently exist at Honeywell Come find out, in an informal

atmosphere, why you should get involved with Honeywell today

If you are unable to meet with ut at this time, please lorward your resume,

including salary requirements and indicating position of Interest to: L.E. Sinagra,

Slafllng Manager, HONEYWELL S/MISD, MS-804. 300 Concord Road,

BHIorica, Massachusetts 01821.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

^as"

noTC
Ooievwoy to a greet woy of life.

Honeywell
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nSTJ Regular or Thin

itbp&Shop
ll^aghetfi

200 count 2 ply Facial

Kleenex
^Tissue

or Elbow
Macaroru

^pkJ^

Crushed Tomatoes 5S 22^*1
Tomato Puree ^^^ 22^*1

Macaroni & Cheese

Kraft
Dniner

Pkgsjp

Mushrooms -S:.*^ 2±^'*^

Spaghetti Sauce 5!ir5 *1

Sandwich Bags
Trash Bags

•1

•3

Chunk or Cnjahed

Hi-C Dnnks
Del Monte Dhnk ^pSES

2Si*1
2S;*i

Stop & Shop Layer

Cake
Mixes

DelMonte

Flruit

Del Monte Com o-.s^3iiS*1
CutGreen Beans ^ 5SLM

Stop & Shop Cut

CK\P-
M°

BeQ^^ ottvecv^

OOP

Beans

Regular or Diet

un

Wyman Pie Fffling t,
Rrrl^AIr\'u:i K>liv »*»•»»••Brownie Mix

•1

•1

Choc Chip Cookies X* 2 2S M
Del Monte Peaches 4^ '1

Cut Wax Beans n-*^ 5Sl "1

FrenchGreen Bean^ *•«• 5!^ *1

Asstd
Flavors

O&C Potato Sticks 5 'iS M
Shasta Beverages "Ki" '1

Pick up a copy of our 1 6 page full colorcircular at our courtesy booth!

MiracleWMp

self service deli our r^ne
guarantees excellent q-jaltty

One Pound Package

Stop&Shop
HotDogs

Fill your meat freezer with poultry values!

ITytfiCll Marval Brand

TiSrkeys
10-13lbs.
Try a fresh turkey,

a festrve meal
brightener to chase
away ttvDse cold-

weattier blues

or Beef
or Extra

Mild

Franks

««09

Sto^ Shop Bacon ,?s: M .39

V ColdCuS'^ iS\*s; M.29

^omer deli Si<«d fcesh taf you
Aya4atilc n store la«»xwg « »Twoe a>t

Deutschmacher

logna
49

Turkey Dmmsticks
Chicken Breasts

Chicken Legs
Cut Up or Split

•WhiteGem-

•WhrteGem'

•WhrteGem'Chicken
2' 13 lbs

The convenient, economical way to buy

:%*
Gennan'
Style 1 ii>

Stop & Shop Pastrami '1.99r

Alpsberg Cheese 'Z'.i *2.59»

Ground
1»•Contains not wore

than 26% fat

Sold only in Approx
4 pound Chub

3^«kvO<^.A6 ^ur kitchen Beef Chuck Roast ''^^' *1.69.

VLenten Seafood Specials "QhpinP UD
Fresh CImI r^tuFaiiy^

Enpy a Stop & Shop
Pizza hot from your oven

Pizza
120Z. Twin Pack

Rice Pudding ^JV.r?^ '1 .09

Fresh Cheese P\zza^.r*1 99

BeefChuck Cube Steak ^2.09.>

Beef Chuck Short Ribs *1 .59.

Boneless Blade Steak

Kfaft
balad drescmg
arxJ

"

32az.

lar

Chicken of the Sea

1 Tuna X '2
nvMBtaroroi

Italian Dressing
Pear Tomatoes

^2£ '1

.. 2^*1

Dutch Maid
Noodles
Wide or Broad

B&M Baked Betfw
Heinz Dill Spears

22:M
3'Sr'2

Tomato Paste "ZiZ' 4'VI
Progresso Beans ^ 2 ^^ M

ScofttTaweis
Assorted
Colors or Prwits

119count1p»y

Scour Pad
Glad Trash Bags

PeanutButter

^B#^^^^ Uevny or Stoer Clunky ^^
CNx Crackers «-^— 2:4: '1

Grape Jelly •^••2r*1

metDeUght
Fruit ^W '».u^

Cocktail ^^ ^^^
Bartlett Pears "tST 2 :s M
QingPeaches *ar25:'1

2^ '1

PotatoChips Pretzds
Stop & Shop
100% NaturalZ^A stop & Shop

or Sticks

Royal Gelatins .t:u 3a '1

Swiss Miss Cocoa Mix • 1

Hard Candies 3^tir 3 :; M
Dry Roasted Peanuts^iT '1

Stop&Shop Edwic Softener
Bleach
A tuH Strength

liquKl

Lysol Cleaner
Glade Solid

Stop& Shop
pkg o« 40 2"'3

•1

•1

Purex Detergent

Dish Detergent
M
*1

Sun^oryDog Frisldes Bufilet
FOOd'^JScT ^« cat Food £Je,J«
ieeTcNdJenorLA/ernavorA

AHVanet.es ^c^^
Kleen Kitty Rus .o,o«— *1 Gains Dry Dog Meal ^" *6

Cycle Dog Food v*u^3:isM Dry Dog Food ^.tr '4

Beef
Chuck

*1.99 lb DToduce dairy oe* y<^ stop* shopswonh o> freshness y

Fillets i»» FreshFruit
NewCountry Margarine
Yogurt ^j<fl

Parkay^ ,<«
^•o^^l Quarter to sticks ^^^P^gs^l

All Vanefies

•1 09* Mix or Match "Winter SunshineValued

M89.
Temple Oranges S^e

. Pineapple OrangesS'^e
V health & beauty aids Navel Oranges "^'^

Fresh Cod Steaks
. Fresh Open Oysters !

V Fresh Rainbow Trout

,^^ ^^^^ 7 ounce tube

Regular or Mint
'«>«»*««'« 1 size

100

V Listerine
\Mouthwash

180Z.
txjttte

California Lemons
^ Honey Tangerines iS

*

' White Seedless Grapefruit S
^hoto processing sale ! Empire Apples IS Anjou Pears ;

1 2 exposure cotor print film

processed *^00
Rea $3 29 Save $129 MiZ^
20 exposure cotor print film

processed *^00
Rea$489Sav«SiaO 4^ noi

Orange Juice
Sour Cream
Cheese Spread

•1

3a<>i t-i Crescent Rolls i*a oX ^ !•» 1

Frosted Shakes MtfaiiiiO on 1

Light (^Lively iKm cue '

frozen foods check out ttiese time-saving special values

Half Gallon Sun Glory Stop&Shop

Assorted
Ravors

Ellio's Cheese Rzza
Rich's Bread Dough

Cream OrangeJuice

spinach
2lOorH

pt^g&J^
Fresh

Washed

omatoes
^^tos,^^Fresh

Ftorida

Fish Portions ^,JtS,S^»^ *1

Potatoes

1

Banquet ^?;s2r4S'1
Macaroni* Cheese 5S 2 ^S *1

Vegetables 4St'1

Sun Glory *<

5 pound t>ag

Seafood Ptattef 9oz.

or Clam Ptaftef 6"2 02-1
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Iranian oilworkersden^ndcontrol VOUNTAIN FARMS 4 JOt JIJJ WQutlt HA<KI» M*>$

kOiii * S •? to SlUOf Nf % * »l* ClltfINt WiTm ami. C**tU »2 OO 'Wt LiTf SHOW •> ftO

-4 fl>iD>^A/l-4f*| Iran's oil industry, once the world's No 2

supplier, is in the hands of radical workers who demand a

maior role in deciding who gets their product and at what
price

Marxists are actively recruiting among them, although
they remain a minority.

Labor leaders who organi2ed the general strike that halted

oil exports and brought the Iranian economy to its knees
say they are willing to allow oil to be sold to anyone except
Israel and South Africa once they receive orders from tf>e

provisional government of Prime Minister Mehdi Bazargan.

Deputy Prime Minister Amir Entezam said the new
governnDent hopes to resume selling oil abroad in about
two weeks
But in interviews with The Associated Press, workers
made clear they expect the government to heed their

demands among them redistribution of income, an end
to foreign control of the industry and the right to reject

management appointees
They also expect Iran to press for a substantial boost in

oil prices above the level set by the Organization of

Petroleum Exporting Countries. If their demands are ig

nored. they said, many are prepared to resume the strike

and shut off the flow of oil.

Although most workers claim to be devout Moslem
followers of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini and disavow
atheistic communism, they espouse social and political

views very close to Marxism

"We do not think we have completely achieved the ob
i«ct)vies of the revolution." said Habib Khabih, a member
of Abadan's oil worker committee.

"Only the elementary stages have been completed," he
said For example, the government is a transitional one and
has not yet announced its policies regarding redistribution

of incomes and labor laws If the former class order is to re-

main in this country, clashes will be rrtore widespread and
bloodier"

Nominally the government owned National Iranian Oil

Co controls the industry, but the real masters of the fields

and refineries of Khuzestan province are members of

revolutionary worker committees established by Kho-
meini.

Managers left over from the the previous regime are

careful to avoid any decisions that might conflict with the

wisfies of the local committees, who also have power of ar

rest

lOUMT lAtTWOOO
WlunNMVOU

iVVIllCNWMf
vtLoom'

irhe

t^\^?0S
Co-atarring Sondra Lock*

Sbovving thru Shoeing thru

Thursday at (TLS fOOl-t^aO Thursday at ITLS 6:4t)4l16
ro ro

M It \l\li IS '

lAUHRNU
lhrlH-MI«M>-liuiM

Sho«v«ng thru
Thursday at (TVS • OOI-S 30

...nuilu-% iM» dil1t:r<:ni.-i'

villi XHI AK.ytHM'U km:

WiltDlsn»« 4b^

Showirtg thru
Thursday at (TLB SW-tlS

f.[ia«iH»fnnin.irmff»

UriiverS'ty of MassochuSffts/ Arnhcrst

FINE /1?TS CENTER PRESENTS

lesbaNets

Tuesday. February 27 8 pm

Fll^ /«TS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7. 6. 5

UMass students - $5. 4. 3 Senior citizens and
other students- $6. 5, 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F f-4, $45-251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.

In Concert

Soturooy Evening, March Ord

6 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

UMoss/Amherst

Tickets Now On Sole S6, $5. S4

Student Discount S1 00

FINE ARTS CENTER DOX OFFICE

Mon.-Fri. 9 o. m. - 4 p. m. 545-25 1

1

Benefit for D'noi D'nth Hillel

0^1^''^!^' ot Vassac^.uSv'^s/ Amhcfsf

FINE >«TSCEf^ER PRESENTS

DAVID FRYE
with

UMASS JAZZ WORKSHOP

C<yT>edion orxj tmpressiooiit

DovKJ Frye will bnng some O^ his

fneods to the Fine Arts Ceotef—
The Coaer Formly Nixons

Kennedys L J or>d Mr Henry

theK And others ore expected

OS well OS selections of Mr Fryes

forthcoming LPoltXim

Southern Discomfort

Sunday, March 1

1

8 pm
Ticktts now on sal« Gonorai Public • $7. 6. 5

UMati studontt • S5. 4. 3 Senior citizens and othaf

students - S6. 5 4

Fir£ >RTS CENfER CNCERT H4.L
Fine Arts Center Box Otfice M-F 9-4. 545-2511

and New England Ttckelron Locations

RUN FOR OFFICE

On Monday, Feb. 26, nominations will

open for President of the Student Govern-

ment Association. There are also 22

vacancies to be filled for the Student

Union Board of Governors.

The president shall be responsible for

relations between the S.G.A. and the

Administration, Faculty, and Board of

Trustees.

The purpose of the B.O.G. is to be

responsible to the varied needs of the

University community through the pro-

vision of appropriate facilities, activities,

and services.

Any full-time undergraduate student

may run for the presidency of B.O.G.

Nomination sheets may be obtained in RM.

420 Student Union. They must be siqned

by at least 250 constituents and returned

to 420 S.U. by 4 p.m. Friday, March 2.

mUlUltUTI!l!lllJ!^^

S6iCuciHac&-

TINPCCHIO

Wonts to know...
Are you tired of the same old overpric-

ed, underprepared pizzas in this area?

Pinocchio thinks you should be. That's

why he's come from Harvard Square with

the best and the only authentic Italian piz-

za available in Amherst.

And to show you how reasonable he is,

he's giving you a free drink with every

small pizza and 2 drinks (12 oz. can Pepsi,

Mt. Dew, or Diet Pepsi) with every large

pizza until March 5. Or just come in and

try a slice or one of his other fine

specialties.

Monday. February 26, 1979,

Pinocchio's got the best...

and he wouldn't lie!

For free delivery after 5 a.m., 549-3669

Open Men. -Sat. 11 a.m. -2 a.m.

Sundays 4 p.m.-l a.m.

1177 N. Pleasant St.

N. Amherst/next to Rooster's

!JUM ' !" " ^ ' '
'
'IM.I>^ >M' ' » '''»'' * '<''

<«i

Crossword

Puzzle

ACftosa

1 S«i«or«

• ••••en-
.ng

e Old aom*.
thiftf

14 Wind Pratii

r|l«lfn
nding fof

rad«or
micfo

17 The
Vatican 7
•o»d«

'9 0afm«nt
?0 0oai
?1 Water Illy

laaf

23 out
Braao down

?4 Oitavow
37 Taiil.ght

?9 Emits
31 Eioand
3S AlM'ta t

M»a.c.n»...
3^ Subli* %\tq-

Oatlon*
39 Noitv

'•ttlW'ty

«0*«Mmb«aa
mo«.«

4?Lariai Va'
44 Roottt
45 Larg*

ti'aam
4 T L*«*<«
«"»*C1'»tf

Sa-^d'a ..

54 inanMnalaM CMal fat

99 Unatfitiv
marii

6? Jem
64 Body

potilic

eSBuahM 2
word*

97 LMlltdr
aewrc«a 2

70 Uahar •
poai

71 Eil*«to<
•urtaca

72 8ur•t^•ng
Sian«

73Rut«tr««

M)Ottica
workart
'0"nai

S2L«nd«0'<t«

In-

74B«a»i«ad
7S 8«a aagict

DOWN

1 Ungulala
mammal

2 Battafy laf

minal

3 Haooamng
o«ar and
0»»'

4 Oafaat* ui-

ia«i» Slang

5 inta«i«ctio"

oi wonda'
6Tr<« I

7 Act oiOlantly

8»«onay
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33 - -a i#ia

Pnvat* mat

34 More
35 Towa< •o«ig-

nia

36 M.na iun'<«i

38 Knita f^aro-

41 Laadats
o>a"t organs

43 Eig t>o«'a
comoota'

46 Saatood
48Pui awav
51 Ot>*ar«rd
53Lur#
55 Trant'«raD<e

Oicture
57 Austar*
58 Oac'Siv*

•r<als

60 A rrttitf

61 T->c

63 Chall<>ng«
66 T«nnit gaar
68 Grassland
69 Temonrsry

crara
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University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE AilS CENTER PRESENTS

f-^atricia fflcASride,

Jlean-f^ierre JSonnefouA

ana vLompanvj
'

fmpani

The Fine Arts Center proudly presents

these incomparable artists with

their own company in a special

"Balanchine Evening
"

'^Provided a capacity audienca

with sansational ballat

antertainmant ...It was a

highlight of any artistic

saason." • Harald Tribuna,

Sarasota, Florida

MONDAY, MARCH 12 8 P.M.

Tickets now on sale. General Public - $7, 6, 5.

UMass students - $5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and other

students -$6/5, 4.

Fire >RTS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Office tA-f 9-4. 545-2511

and New England Ticketron Locations.

.Collegian ^3

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

.SOT NOW HE MOST RETURN
HIS COM&C1OU&NCS& To His
Body pue to the great
strain of tme trance /

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

TV UUirifcrri^c4i^

d)
MtWr?M.«Wn«a ^^J

4 by Frank Emery

^^i'% ^

f

WitL HIS KHA^nAT^

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

AUDITS TIfiE AGAIN
IbR THE NEVJ Hit PRXW'
"THEdTFOlHWSGoUirr*
•sHi^i tud HOST ...

PHiLA' MlfiNoN

,

TODAY ON THE OfF-
<>MPttS GOWHET WE
WHIP \JP Ih^ OLD CASSEm}

FANCR,rE,SioojyeHe^vtou

^ffmn
SWEET

'oFCuBEPN^Ai. ir\;AC«ffiftot£

BCiNbTO A5IMNE12 Awp
^/>60N WiTH^TAWPj^^^

A Baxter omi. THBi ^
SIMMER R:!f2 iViHfZS. ADD
MUSWflooMS SAUrEr) IN/

6L;nfi?. oFoxc^, sri(?

CfiU ^^JmtE wrtEArpl2?A

I WE RDPCcSr T^ HAVEnc
STCSJE TURNED ON

.

The Town Line by Joe Carroll

-PTT GOTTA OEVIfRELAX HE WONT CAUL
•^

/ Gi-TVN' HOME.) V YOU Al^yTWNC/>AL

JJ

ayis^Sn

>tf%u\^

iVVH/tf WO iOUZALL]
\B TUJT NOW?/

4

m NOT YOUR Trtu:

OCT 0V7TA l-IY VMVf

HONORS STUDENTS
OXFORD NITE

Tuesday, February 27, 7:30 p.m.

Bartlett 125

-Slides and presentation by Summer

Oxford Program alumni

- Discussion of the possibilities presented

by the Oxford Program

Meet with Professor E. Hofer, Oxford

Program coordinator and with other in-

terested applicants.

HONORS CREDIT AVAILABLE

BREAKFAST
at

THIS WEEK'S BREAKFAST SPECIAL

4 house pancakes and coffee

99c

Mon.-Sat. 7-11 a.m.

11:30-mid.-reg. menu
10:30-2:30- Sunday Brunch

57 N. Pleasant S^
253-5141

Amherst
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Driscoll breaks record as merwomen fall
B^ KEVIN CULLEN
CuMegian Staff

A/fW HA VEN. CT It vvas a matter of pride
tor Kathy Driscoll. OnscoH, who wes danied
parmission to dive ir> last week s New England
Championships, set a New England record for
one meter required diving Saturday but the
UMass women's swimming and diving team
was defeated by Southern Connecticut, 76 55,
in the final duel meet of the season

Driscoll was ineligible to dive in the New
Englands because she transferred to UM»s
from Northern Illinois this semester She
collected 166 6 total points in her record
setting perforn^ance Saturday

DnscoU also won the one metei optional
diving, setting a UMass school record with
215 7 points Suzy Strobe! finished second to

Dnscoll with 133. 4 points in the required, and
placed third in the optionals

In the swimming events, Nancy Schifflet

was the only double winner for UMass.
Schifflet, a transfer from Boston University,

was also ineligible for the New Englands.
Schifflet won the 100 yard backstroke and the
200 yard individual medley.

UMass coach John Nunnelly said he was
pleased with his team's showing against

Southern Connecticut, who finished third in

New England for the team championship. "I

was pretty happy with how things went,"
Nunnelly said "However, since the meet
came after the New Englands, we didn't take

the meet too seriously - and our times
reflected that '

Southern Connecticut began the meet
setting a school record of 1 :55.8 in winning the

200 yard medley relay. Gail Holland won the 50

yard backstroke in 31 .7, and placed third in the

100 individual medley Deb Schwarts, coming
off a third place finish in the 200 butterfly at
the New Englands, took a second in the 100
butterfly and a third in the 50 butterfly.

Senior co captain Rachel Mack, swimming
in her final meet for UMass, took second in the
50 yard freestyle sprint in 28 seconds flat.

Hollis Coblentz swam her best time this year as
she finished second in the 100 breaststroke in

1:17.6.

But the meet seemed inconsequential. It

was a day Kathy Driscoll has waited for. It was
simply a matter of pride

Study
in Italy

Next Fall
MRBIIRI (IMIKROMI ( AMPKS

SponMMrd Iv

TRINITY COLLEGE
office o( Educational Services

Hartford, Conn. 06106

Art

History

Literaturt*

Art History

^Sep^ 6 - Dec. 14

X(1|>Tk alron ("iradlinr .April Hi

Monday, February 26, 1979,

Temple edges gymmen
Colie aijjm lb

Runners seventh in NEs
Bv KEVIN MCCAFFREY
CoUegian Staff

Northeastern University survived a score from host Connecticut to notch its sixth
straight New England title m the Indoor Track Championships held Saturday and
yesterday at the UConn Fieldhouse An inspired Massachusetts team finished seventh
in the field of 28 squads who qualified for the contest
All of the 24 points the Minutemen scored during the two day festivities were at

tributed to the efforts of the middle and upper distance performers
The tactics and strategtes we displayed m this meet were |ust awesome," said

UMass coach Ken O'Brien.
Steve MacDougali duplicated his finish from last year's rr>eet but in a different event.
At Harvard last winter he snared second place m the 1000 yard run for the only UMass
New England champ«onship points of 1978 ''esterday he stepped down an event to the
880 and copp«d th«f runnet up position behind Bill Tyler of Bates who established a new
chamiMonship record at 1 53 44 MacDougaN'a tin>e was 1 54 22
AH Arrterican Mike Uumn pui \f\e tirst Mmutf'mpn points on the board in Saturday's

TWO mile run Two otf>er AN Americans, Dan Dillon from Providence and Bruce
Btckford from NU. finshed 1 2 tn \\\t race while Quinn battled for the third spot with
Redmond Treacy of PC After they hit the tape together the )udges summoned the
elctronic equipment on hand to determine a winner The photograph of the finish

rev—led that Treacy's head beat Qumn's chest to the lines Their times in third and
fourth were identical 8 46 6
The Minutemen's secornl photo finish occured yesterday in the most excitino race of

the meet, the mite relay After quick leas by John Kelley. Dom Trunfio and captain
Gerry Herman, the t>aton was given to Mikey Baugh in the lead He was quick to loo«<;

It to the UConn competitor, but had the last laugh at the tape when he pulled even with
his adversary This time the photo awarded UMass the race victory, as they fsiished

third m the final standings ahead of Connecticut The Minutemen time was 3:12. 1

.

In track's glamour event, the mile run. sophomore Bob Martin added fnjr points to

the UMata-cauae with a fourth place finish

EYEGLASSES]
OR

lAlfCI
THE CHOICE
IS YOURS!

Many people have improved their eyesight naturally,

without eyeglasses or lenses EYEGLASSES is a weekend

training in visual improvement where you can learn the key

elements to improved sight. The exercises are simple to learn,

easy to practice and effective*

FREE PREVIEW
THURSDAY, FEB 27. 7 »9:30 P M.

CAMPUS CENTER RM 906-109

with Martin Sussman EYEGLASSES Co founder

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 549 6370

for dreams
that money
can buy

I. :\rsii\
A 1 1! Iv

31 Pleasant St.

Amherst
253 3986

By l\/IIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

Its competition spoiled only by the

overall loss of the meet, the UMass nr>en's

gymnastics team scored its season high in

two events while compiiinq its high overall

score in a close duel against Temple
Saturday; 200.05 196.25.

The Minutemen, who closed the season

with a 4 6 record, scored season highs in

floor exercise (35 10), and pommel horse

(28 65) as well as a second high on rings

(34.45) against the Owls in front of 300
home fans at Boyden Auxiliary Gym.

Capped by strong floor routines by
sophomores Steve Craig and Dave Buegler

with 9.0 and 9. 15, the gymmen got the lead

on coach Fred Turoff's Temple squad,
which stretched until parallel bars, where
Owl strength and some questionable
judging finally got the better of the
Minutemen.
Pommel horse and rings were a pleasant

surprise to UMass coach Roy Jonson. Paul

O'Neil, who fias come from nowhere in

pommel horse, coupled with teammate Tim
Barry to score dual 8 05'8 for the team's

highest scores of the year. On rir>gs, strong

freshman Ron Silberstein hit for 8. 75 to

back up the top man, captain Steve Nunno
with 9.1. Nunno lost only to All American
Skip Zimmer, who nailed his dismount for a
9.4.

Buegler and Craig were again the team's
top men in vault Buegler, who broke nine
against Springfield hit for 9.05 and Craig,
the team's anchor, was awarded a career
high 9.3, nipping Temple's Beau Plessner
with 9.25.

But parallel bars and high bar were the
downfall of the Minutemen. On parallel

bars, only all arounds Frank Cohen and
Bob Lamb received high sevens with 7.95
and 7.75. while it can be argued that Ron
Silberstein's seemingly strong routine
merited more than the 7 2 he received On
high bar, only sophomore John Nelson and
Cohen used enough difficulty to hit for

845
Though he closes out the season with a

losing record, first year coach Roy Johnson
is not disappointed "The win-loss record is

not indicative of the success of the
season, " Johnson said "This was to be a
rebuilding year." "We've really come a
long way in the last three nrwets as far as
consistency and points are involved, " said

Frank Cohen. "It (the Temple meet) was a
good way to end the season

. '

'

To pt«c« a claaaifiad ad. drop by t^e

CaHyw oMice iCC 113i baM>—n 8 4S • m
and 3 46 p m Monday rhroMQh Ftidav or use

out handy ckp arxl mart lorm lound m moal

Trmiw of the Cotrqttn Ciassifwd deadbne •
3 46 p m t«M> dav« in «dvar>c« of pubbcatior

Collegian
Classifieds

AUDIO

Pion««c SX 460 rcvr -rated 15 m ch .

gels 20. ABS mint corx) , 18 rTx>s left on

fui rr\»i\M guar , Fantas sour>d. $90

546 9424

Wasner fr Dryer, best offer, call Gary or

Joel at 549 4624 or 253 92M

Gift idea: Kiv* your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Delap 256 8732, bet. 9-10 am.

Ml iA apiira.. onty 8 mo* dd,
cash, ong 9280. asking «200, callS49 6036

lnt»raudk> 2000 tpeakers. division of

Bose 50 wvatt power cap John, 546 5990

FOUND

AUTO FOR SALE

•8 VW but for sale Depenclat>te. good
transpofi Reasonable 549 3857 evenings

1970 Dodga Dart. $300. 323 47a. after 6

71 LaSabra. most be seen. 77,500 miles

Asking $1350 Call 549 3524 5 7 p m
73 Dodge Mmn. custom interior, no rust,

radtals. supertuner. $3300, call 549 5660

•9 Chevy tmpala. V6 good cond .
new

pts starts easy tape deck, must sell, $445

or 80. caM 549 4470 eves

196llPlymouth Barracuda convertible 318

V8 power top, AT. P S. enc tires top

engir>e trans call B<1. 256^6637

1871 Chevy Impels, runs excellent, body

superb, interior clean, $975. 665 4452

ENTERTAINMENT
~^

Found: scarves, gloves, sweaters,

women's ski parkas, lots of key rings,

shoes, textbooks, coat belts, sweatshirts,

etc , etc Please come down anA describe

Item lost The Pub, Amherst

Found keys UMass keyholder and red key

with others^cati The Pub, 549^1200

Found - long haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan black markir>gs. 665 4324

Central araa woman's center has 5 work
study positions available, applications can

be picked up at center basenr>eni Baker.

Junior Accounting Major to t>€ a campus
representative for the Lambers CPA review

course for additional information, call col

lect 16171 729 4092 Ask for Ed.

Collegian classified rates are daily. 45c per

line five consecutive issues 40c per lif>« per

day. 30 consecutive issues. 30c, per Ime per

day One line ts roughly equivaient to 38

characters

Zoo Mass t-shirts are back on tf>e con-

course. Wed & Fri afternoons, also we
print the fastest, best priced custom shirts

tor groups and clubs in the area

For two people to Ft Lauderdale on Mar.

15 or 16 Will share driving and expenses.

Call Laurel or Susan at 549^5957.

RIDERS WANTED
Exotic )obs! Lake Tahoe, Cal* Little exp ,

high pay' $1700 $4000 summer Over

35,000 people needed m casinos,

restaurants, ranchesm. river rafts, more'

Send $3 95 for info to Lakeworld, Box

61035, Sacto , CA 95860

Riders wanted to Branleboro, Vt., every

weekday this semester, share $, 253-2154,

ask for Ray —

ROOMMATE WANTED

HELP WANTED

Want to spend this summer sailing the

Caribtjean' The Pacific' Europe' Cruising

other parts of the world aboard sailing or

power yachts' Boat owners neeJ crews'

For free information, send a 15c stamp to

Xanadu, 6833 So Gessner. Suite 661,

Houston TX 77036

Summer work. $229 wk . send phone

and address to Box 213. Amherst MA
01002

Men! Women! Jobs cruise

ships'freighters. no experience High pay'

See Europe. Hawaii. Australia, So
America Career summer' Send $2 75 for

info to Seaworld. BB Box 61035, Sact . CA
95860

INSTRUCTION

M8 a

Sound system for hire, perfect for cof

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick. 584 4105

Disco Dave fr L Disco IrK provides

sound, lights & DJ for your parties disco,

rock & oldies The t)est at affordable prices

Can Dave-or Bryan collect at 567 1715 _
Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John. 546 4646

FOR RENT

Rm. for rem m 2 br. apt m B Manor. $130

a month plus utilities as of March 1, call

253 2139

llKirm a^ . Cuffside, avail mvned .
\r>c\

alUjtil , $260. pets okay. 665TSC
R^om for rmm in 4 bdrm Riverglade Apt ,

on bus rt , $80 + , female only, Theresa,

256^8976

FOR SALE

Ski* for sale. Rossi 210cm, never been us

ed $60 or 80. cal 253-8015-KJ^ag
Blaupunfct 4088. AM/FM cassette stereo,

list $20, asking $150, 546-5908

A^errific buyl Men's green ski jacket,

brand new" Size med ,
only $35, call at

546-8376, keep trying, it's a steain

World Book Encyclopedia, new '78, $100

oH, priced $299, $15 a mo . 247 5740, even

ings.

Triple beernscale^'»35, call 546 7641

Lg Advents. Pio rcvr ,
Garrard turn., Pio

cassette rcrdr Neil, 549 6064

White Stag ^ici jacket, suede hiking

txjots both worn once & si/e 8, $25 each,

68471,, ..,,,

Boys' Camp Counselors.

Spend the summer in New England at

Camp Mah Kee Nac (51st year). Lenox.

Ma Swimming, sailing (22 sailboats),

canoeing, tennis (16 har tru courts), ar

chery, Softball, baseball, basketball, camp
newspaper, ham radio, electronics Other

openings Send detailed letter Joe Kruger,

20 Allen Court, South^ Orange NJ 07079

Jobs in Alaska. Summer )obs High pay

ing, $800 $2000/ month Natl parks,

fisheries, logging, and more How and

where to get jobs Send $2 to Alasco, PO
Box 2480. Goleta CAJOOIS^

Southwest Womens Camer is hiring new

part time staH positions for this semester

and next Both w / s and n w / s positions are

available, pick up applications at SWWC,
corner of Crampton and Mackimmie,

phone 5 0626, deadline Feb 2^

Administrative staff person. 3 positions

available for eligible grad students 10 20

hrs /wk $4/hr Deadline for applications

IS Feb 28 545^896/545 0970

Counselors -private coed camp in

Berkshires - openings for instructors in

gymnastics, tennis, soccer, horseback

riding (Western), rocketry, camper radio

station (FM), go'f, lacrosse, arts & crafts,

sailing, hiking backpacking, archery,

head waterfront (pool), head small crafts,

also needed General • Counselors, unit

leaders nurse Good salaries friendly at

mosphaae Contact Paul Krouner Camp

Schodack. 268 Mason Terr .
Brookline, MA

02146 (617) 277 7600 o' pick up informa

tion packet, application £t interview

schedule outside Rm 147 Patterson (Rick

- Heideman). Campus interviews Feb 27 28

Swahili. basic instruction, L049, UMass
Cont Ed , begins Feb 20, '79. time

7:30 9:30 p m 10 weeks, rm 222 Herter

Instructor Kip 'Koech. native of Kenya,

Africa, phone 545 0465, day, eve,

253 5534, reg now

Basic auto mechanics workshop. 28

hours, classroom theory it shop Limited

enrollment 253 7967 or write for brochure.

Auto Skills. Box 210. Amherst MA 01002

Roommates wanted. April 1st,

month, call 586^0140, ask for Pat.

Hsemate. wanted to share cooking ft

util in N'hamp. apt., own small but sunny

rm & private study. $80p/mo Call

586 1880. Mon or Tues to come by Keep

trying.

Rm. for rem in 3 bdrm apt betvyeen

UMass and Amh. ct., call (617) 731 4115,

ask for Bob^

Person wanted for own rm. in house, 5

min. walk to campus, $80. call: 549 5355

Room avail. in4br. apt., start Mar. 9, rent

$75+ , nice loc Riverglade M or F Nice

people, nonsmok., neat, 253 5206, eves.,

furn

LOST

Back pack With books inside. Wed nite

on Sunderland bus at 11:00 p.m. Reward,

call 665 2863, ask foi^ Kevin, thank you

Lost - set of keys with seven keys attached

and PAM on long plastic holder. If found

please call^546 8348^ery important.

Reward for return of old beige cowboy

hat left in Blue Wall 2/ 16 Great sentimental

value, call Jim, 5-2330 or 665 3297, even-

ings.

Hsemate. wanted for hse. by Puffer's

Pond, non smoker, no pets, Dave & Randi

@ 549 6907^

Grad student wants to share two

bedroom apartment with nonsmoking,

quiet and considerate female. Good loca

tion on bus route. Call 256 6245, eves, pref

.

SERVICES

MISCELLANEOUS

Attention campus women: basic auto

mechanics course for women • Learn more

about your car, save money, call Alex at

253-3387, this course is free.

Attorney Jason R. Resenthal- low cost

legal representation for UMass community.

Income tax preparation, appointment only,

2537617.

Earn $808/1808 stuffing envekspes, free

details rush stamped addressed envelope,

Justus Sales, Box 112 C, Ludlow MA
01056

WANTED

PERSONALS

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546 6557, after 6.

SKI BOOTS

Happy belated birthday. Big Bang and

El

Juiie- hope your recovery from the

chicken pox is speedy We miss your com
pany and your cooking' Love, Melanie,

Nancy, Mary, and Susie.

Onstage mXh^X. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg priced merch to all

students & staff Remember_yourJD

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg priced merch to all

students 6 staff Remember your ID^

Dolomites, used twice, reg. $150; $80,

size ir/j Hanson Exhibitions, reg. $165;

$75 shell #5 fits size 11-12: call Scott,

549 5897

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COD

Summer rental Cape Cod. S. Yarmouth,

4 apts avail , one studio, 2-2 bdrms., and 1

three bdrm Very close to water. Fully

furn , Mem Day to Labor Day Prices from

$1500 to $3000 for season, call (617)

394 6323, evenings and weekends.

UPC Productions

Presents

MUDDY

^VWATERS^ T Maii. March 19Mon. March 12

t p.n. S.U.I.

ilniv. of Most.

TICKETS: $4 Sfud«nf»

$S Non Sfud«nfs

On Sol* Tuos. Fob. 20

At: TiX, Union Rocord

Sorvico ond Locol Rocorti

Sforoa

Need a summer jofr?

Assure yourself of an interview with one of more

of 25 camps to be represented at:

CAMP DAY
Thurs., March 1, 1979

Campus Center Auditorium

Come to STUDENT EMPLOYMENT, rm.

239A Whitmore, and secure an assured

interview. Salaries range from
$400-$2200 plus room and board depen-
ding on qualifications and experience.

Love of children essential.

People needed with

Archery
Arts and Crafts
Basketball
Baseball
Ceramics
Camp Craft
Ecology
Fishing
Food Service
Golf
Gymnastics
Ham Radio
Horseback Riding
Israeli Dance, £r

Music
Judo

skills in:

Lacrosse
Leather working
Metal Working
Maintenance
Music
Media
Mountain Climbing
Nature Lore
Nursing
Photography
Piano
Riflery

Sailing
Softball
Scuba Diving

Small Craft
Soccer
Special Ed for

Handicapped
Secretarial Work
Swimming
Tennis
Theatre Arts
Track 8- Field

Water Safety
Instructors

Wilderness
Camping

Water Skiing

Froshmon Ron Silbocstoin porforma on tfM still rings during tho gymmon's
moot against Tomplo. (Staff ptioto by Loo Frodotto).

* Gymwomen
CONT FROM PAGE 16
winnif>g tt>e alt-arourKJ competitwn yvrth a total of 33 66 points. Fahay pleoad first

in tfie vaulting competition with an 8.90 mark artd fwst in the baiarKO beam.
UMaas' Karen Hemborgar vvaa tfte moat oonaiatsnt performer for the

MirHitowomen. Hemborgar plaoad aocond in aN four events arnl captured aecorxl
piece in the all-around competition vvith 33.S0 points. Amy Riuli waa ttw onty first

place finiaher for UMaaa. wirwiing the fk>or axerdae evant with an 8.86 perfor-

mence.
UMaaa feM behind 34.50 to 33.40 after ttw opening event, vaulting, and never

overtook \hm opponenta tfKoughout the meet. U.N.H. ir>creesed ita lead in the
unevan bar competition, outdoing UMaas 33.25 to 30.90.

U.N.H. 'a Chris Wuenach won this event with an 8 86 score folowed by Hemberger'a
8.6. Coach Evana aaid thm waa UMaaa' worst event, explaining tfiat Hemberger waa tfte

only Minutewomen to complete a routirw without a faH.

U.N.H. tock tfte top two piacaa in the tfurd event, balance beem, with UMeaa' Col-

een Thornton and RiuM tied for thtrti with scorea of 7.86.

Unless firwshed thm competitkw by wirvMng the fkxx exerciae 33.86 to 33.80 but it

waa rK>t erwugh. RiuM's fkMr routine haa been a consistent winner for tt>e

Minutewomen ^roughout tfw season ar>d her 1st place score of 8.86 was folkiwed by
Hemberger's 8.S0.

BISCEGLIA
Carafes of Chablis,

Burgundy £r Rose
4/5 qt. 12% alcohol by vol.

99c qt.

Every day special

Monday thru Thursday
special

Let Army ROTC take you where you want to go.
^

Get the leadership development that is invaluable to any career you choose. I

Develop your career where you shoulder greater responsibilities far earlier than most

college graduates. Listed below are some of the career fields offered in the U.S.

Army. For more information on developing your career;

CALL: Major Jerry P. Boisseau, 1413) 545-2321/2322.

Air Oelensa
Armament Material

Management
Armor
Atomic Energy
Aulomalic Data
Processing

Audio-Visual Instructional

Technology
Aviation Materiel

Management
Chemical
Club Management
Combat Communications-

Electronics
Communications/Elec-

tronics Engineering
Communications/Elec-

tronics Materiel

Management
Comptroller
Counterintelligence/

Human Intelligence

Cryptology
Education
Engineer
Field Artillery

Finance
Filed Telecommunica-

tions Systems
Food Management
Foreign Area Otiicer

General Troop Support
Materiel Management

Highway and Rail

Operations
Inlantry

Inlcrnution
Logistics Management
Logistics Services
Management

Maintenance Management
Marine and Terminal

Operations
Missile Materiel

Management

Munitions Material

Mar>agemenl
Operations and Force
Oeveiopntent

Operations Research/Sys-
tems Analysis

Personnel Admini-
strations

Personnel Management
POL (Petroleum
Management)

Procurement
Research and Development
Supply Management
Tactical/Strategic

Intelligence

lank and Ground Mobil-

ity Materiel Manage-
ment

Trattic Management
Transportation Manage-
ment
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Defeat BU in final

Hoopwomen capture state title

Mary Haiiaran (11) cdiactad 13 assists in tha Minutawoman's titia victory

ovar BU on Saturday. (Staff photo by Patrick O. Dobba).

Wildcatsdown h
ByVVALTCHERNIAK
Collegian Staff
PHILADELPHIA, Lad by co captains Alax

Bradlay and Rory Sparrovw. tha VillarK>va

Wildcats ovarcams a savan point daficrt

midway throuoh the first half and want on
to dafeai UMaaa 77 66 Saturday night,

handing tha Minutaman thair 11th con
sacutrva loaa.

With UMaaa laading 26-19 wfth 6:40 to 90
in tha first half, tha Wildcats outscored

UMass 24 7 to talie a 43-33 halftima laad

Tha Minutaman had jumpad off to an aady
laad, mainly on the shootir>9 of guard Brad
Johr«on, wtw scored 13 of the team's first

17 points.

Villanova tooii a quick 3-0 lead, as Ron
Cowan layad tha ball in and converted a

thraa point play after baino fouled But
Johnson drove past Rory Sparrow for a

layup as tha Mmutemen pushed tha ball

qutckly back up court, and it was 3-2. The
Wildcats opened up a brief five point

bulge, as guard Tom Sienkiewicz con-

warted two frae throws ar>d than, foNowir>g

a turnover, dropped in a short jumper to

make rt 11-6.

UMass, however, put on one of thair moat
impressive offensive surges in recent
weeks, scorir>g nir>e unanswered points to

take a 1S-II lead. Johnson converted one of

two free throws and Eric Williams,
relegated to the sixth man role Saturday as

head coach Jack Leaman started his three

big man, tosaad in a jumper from the cor

0ia •
Wild

men

Johnson then layed one in after a

picture perfect fast break and bombed in a

20-foot jump shot to give UMass its four

point edge. Alex Bradley broke the streak

for Villar>ova as he canr>ed a jumper from
the side.

UMass maintained its lead for most of the

first half. A hook shot by Len Kohlhaas
made it 30-27. Sienkiewicz grabbed a loose

ball underneath for the Wildcats and layed

it in. though, and when Rory Sparrow
drove the baseline for a layup with 3:35 left

in the half, Villanova went ahead, 31 30.

The Minutemen managed to tie the game
at 33 33 on a Tom Witkos free throw with

2:25 remaining, but tha Wildcats scored tha

last 11 points of the half A three-point play

by Larry Sock ar>d two Siankiawicz free

throws foltowina a technical foul on an irata

Leaman sparked the drive.

Villanova continued thair surge after tha

secor>d half ttpoff. Sparrow scored on a

drive, and then Bradlary ttvaw in a foul-lina

)umpar and tipped m another shot to push
the lead up to 49-33. The lead peaked at 17

poinu with 16:04 left to play when Aaron
Howard tippad m a Bradtoy shot to make
tha score 51 34
Mark Haymore kept UMaaa in the game,

though. convertir>g three f'latd goals m tha

next two arnl a half minutes. Len Kohlhaas
converted two offensive rebounds into

baakats. and the Minutarrwnt had quickly

cut the lead m half. 56-46

Three Villanova frae throws pushed tha

lead back up. but Brad Johnaon, wt>o

played the finest game of his four year

Minutaman career, stole the baH from
Steve Lincoln and stuffed it home with two
hands to make the score 58-

SO with an even 1 1 minutas ramainir>a.

But despite a flurry of long jump shots by
Johnson, who led all scorers with 27
points. Villanova managed to keep the

Minutemen at bay for the rest of the corv

test. winnir>g 77-66.

Despite the loss, UMass coach Jack
Leaman was pleased "We played very, very

well. ' he said, "but \Vmy (ViHarK>va) are

tough. They just kept pounding away with

the things they do best."
Complementing Johnson in tha UMass

attack. Mark Haymore tallied 21 points,

while Len Kohlhaas added 11. Alex Bradlay

led the Wildcats with 20 points, while Rory
Sparrow scored 16 ar>d Tom Siankiewicx

notched 15.

The loss drops UMass to 5-21, while

Villanova's record improves to 14-12, in-

cluding 9 1 in the Eastern Eight, the best

conference record in the league's three-

year history.

The Minutemen travel to Philadelphia

again Tuesday night to face Villanova in the

opening round of the Eastern Eight

playoffs.

By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff
NEWTON The UMass women's basket

ball team left no doubt as to their #1 New
England ranking, convincingly beating both
Bridgewater State 80 53 , and Boston
Univaristy 82 64 to win tha MAIAW State
Championships this weekend at Boston
Colleaa.

As UM^ breezed past Bridgewater, and
BU outdassad Northaatam in tf>eir opening
round, the sta^a was property set for the
firvals. The Temers. also ranked among tf>e

top teams in New Er>glar>d were anxious to

avenge their close eadier season loss to

UMass

Tha aroused Terrier squad began thair

warmups chantir>g Quean's "We Will Rock
You," and for the oparwng 15 minutes it ap-
8eared they were indeed intimidating
>Maaa. But by the er>d it was BU who was

rocking and raekr^ from a devastating
secondhalf onslaught by UMaaa' Julie

Ready (26 points. 20 in the second half

alone) ar>d Sue Peters (game high 27 points
with 17 in the secor>d h«f I.

Tha twoaoma totaWy dominated the se-

cond half arKi turr>ad a ck)aa contest into

another UMaaa rout. Before beir>g removed
from ttw game they scored 37 of tfw team's
43 points in the sacorKJ half, with Ready
shooting 9 11 from the floor and Peters 6
for 8 (Peters was voted tournament MVP).

alive. The rest of the squad was shooting
under 30 percent BU's collapsing zone was
affectively surrounding Ready, limiting her
first half production. Ultimately, though,
the sharp shooting of Corcoran forced BU
to k>osan up on Ready and come outside.

With under three minutes laft in the half

BU still held a 2&23 lead, when Miller was
removed with three fouls. This proved to be
the turning point as BU lost its lead and
momentum going into the half. They never
regained it. The Minutewomen reeled off
ten straight points and want into the locker
room with their widest margin, 33-28.

The first haH had been a showcase for

BU's flashy Dat>ra Milter (Terrier's Ngh
scorer with 13 points) and UMass' Tricia

Corcoran Corcoran's 12 points, all long
rar>ge junrnwrs. in the first half (she finished

with 14) kept the sputtarir>g UMass offense

UMaaa's sacorMl halt strategy was simple

"to gat the baH inside " mat's exactly
what they did as Ready took it to them for

two quick hoops as the half began This
started another UMass surge of 1 1 straight

points. Before BU knew what happar>(Bd

they were down 44-28. Ir^trumantal in tf>a

quick blitz was an aggressive defense
which shut down Miller as well aa ttie rest

of the demoralized BU team.

With Mary HaMaran (13 assiaats) feeding

Ready arnj Peters the lead continued to

grow, reachir>g a 25 poir>g bulaa at 76-51

.

For UMass ar>d thair coach Mary Ann Oi-
darski it was the team's sacornl MAIAW
State Championship in thraa years. Oz-
darski. stressed that tha taam haa baan
comirtg on sinca their interaession slun>p to

play thair beet ball of tha season The team
now ranked f 1 in New Er>gairKl. haa won
eight straight ganr>as ar>d starnta at 17-5 on
tt>e season Tha team appears to ba peak-

ing at the parfact time for next vwaak'a

Eastern Tournament.

CoUegi2iiv

Sports
Mark Marchand

The boys ofsummerreturn

UNHoutduelsgymwomen
By DAVE BRADLEY
Collegian Staff

DURHAM, N.H. — The UMass women's gymnastics team suffered a disap-

pointing loss at the hands of a tough University of New Hampshire team, yester-

day. 132.15 129.00.

VVhat UMass coach Virginia Evans biHed as "one of our toughest meets of the

year" proved to be just that as the Minutewomen were able to win just or>e of the

four events of the day.

"Overall the team just lacked the ability to hit their routirws," coach Evans said

in a telephone interview after the meet. She said she was galling with "disappoin-

ting" news.
Goir>g into tha meat UMass was ranked fifth in the Natior>al Coact>as PoN with

a 7-1 record. U.N.H. waa ranked fourth.

U.N.H.'a Blan Fahay waa tha star of tha meat, placing first in two avants and

TUHN TO PAGE 18

Tha numbing disappointment is firtally

begirw«r>g to wear off; orKa again I've

started to k>ok for reaaons to substantiate

my baliaf that tfw Boston Red Sox will win

the American League East and leave
thosaYankees in tha nist.

After last year's classic screw-up of a 14-

game lead ovar the Yanks, I found myself

sweerinq that I was going to transfer n>y

allagiance to ttte Seattle Marir>ers where
Id know what to expect. The chair that I

threw against tt>e waM in the hallway of my
dorm after that incredible playoff oame was
mute testimony to my faaKrws. My disap-

pointment was compour>dad by the fact

that my bak>vad Sox had GIVEN the divi-

sion to the Yanks. Tha Yar>ks didn't earn it:

the fact that tha Rad Sox had collapsed like

a Japanese erector sat was the sole reason

.

But. enough of the past; it's 1979 and the

Sox have opened their camp in Winter

Haven, and no matter what happens, I'm

still a Sox fan. I have been all my life and I

just don't know any other way. No matter

how many different ways the Red Sox can

come up with to lose the pennant, I'm

afraid that I'll always remain hooked.

This year, everybody says that Boston

can't pitch its way out of a wet paper bag.

I'd like to take this opportunity to refute

that claim. This contention is based on an

awful lot of "ifs" like newly acquired Steve

Renko and southpaw Andy Hassler.

Hassler, I believe, is going to come on like a

house afire. His brilliant performance down
the stretch last season was proof enough
for nr^e; Hassler is a money pitcher and will

win when it counts. Tfie hard-throwing lef-

tie has had enough bad luck in his lifetime;

his day has come.

Renko, meanwhile, will probably be used
to bolster the Hose buNpen as Boston has
just too ntany right-handers on its roatar.

The Sox win also probably want to keep
firabaMng B«b Stanlity i>»1hapan 10 anchw

the relief corps (yes. i don't think Camp-
beN's 0>if9r going to regain his form) but he'll

probably work his way back into tha star-

ting four whan tha Sox realize tf^t they've
got to repiaca Luia TIam.

As for Eckaralay arwl Torraz. wfMrt can I

say? They shouW form the backbone of ttta

Sox pitching crew if Don Zimmer can learn

how to stop playirtg "if you're on my good
side, you can pitch. This "plump" nwnagar
of tha Sox is just Qoing to have to learn to

play the players who'H do the best job; rx>t

his "friends" (wouW you pirKh nit Bob
Bailey instead of Dwight Evaris in a playoff

game?).

In addition, tha Sox have a couple of

youngsters like Bob Sprowl and Win Ram-
merswaal whom I'm expecting some big

things from. Brought up in the heat of tha
pennant race last season, Sprowl turned in

a miserable 0-2 record when he was taken
apart in each of his two starts. This was a
very decptive performance; it was certainly

the wrong time to bring a youngster like

Sprowl up to the big leagues. Again, that

was a matter of Zimmer's personnel pro-

blems with his pitchers; Sprowl has a much
better chance to impress his coaches as he
starts from the Sox camp this year.

So, let's not condemn the Boston pitching

staff without seeing what they can do. At

this point in time it looks like a patched up
inner tube but, these things have a way of

working out over a period of time.

The facet of the Red Sox game that really

brings hope to my heart is the awesome of-

fensive attack of the Boston lineup. From
Jerry Remy to Butch Hobson (hopefully

with a healthy elobow) the Sox lineup

doesn't allow much breathing room for op-

posing pitchers The hitters should be giving

the Sox hurlers a few runs to work with;

I'm counting on it

.

So I'm prepared to sit back and watch the

drama unfold; my heart's baan broken

bafora and I know how to taka it.

Rick Grant

Former Third World Director of WMUA
• - i -

This is in response to the letter written to

the Collegian on Friday, February 23, 1979:

"WMUAs Side of the Controversy," by

Eric the "Unknown Deejay" Myers.

Mr. Myers could definitely make a living

making up stories, because that's what his

reply was fictional and non factual in

formation.

First of all, being one of the three persons

that was supposedly in violation of

unauthorized use of the radio station is ab

surd We BMCP were authorized to fill that

slot (Sunday. 2:00 AM to 600 AM); it was

negotiated between myself. Third Worid

Director of WMUA, and Ms. Laurie Grif

fith Program Director of WMUA. It is so

stated in the WMUA co'^stitutic «tthe

Third World Director meet s with

Program Director and makes up

the schedule of slots allotted to BMCP

(Black Mass Communication Project) Any

fools knows, Mr Myers, that air time

STRuqq
doesn't belong to any group or any station.

"The airwaves belong to the people."

Previously BMCP was responsible for 39

hours of air time With the lost of the Sun

day morning slot, BMCP now has a less

than modest 35 hours out of a total of 168

hours per week.

The Sunday program in question was

given to BMCP in exchange for a Thursday

night slot (10:00PM to 2:00 AM). I assigned

that slot to Mr Cohen, who is a legitimate

BMCP disc jockey He had been doing it

ever since the confrontation of Sunday.

February 18, 1979

Mr Myers states that Ms. Griffith received

a phone call around 130 AM, Sunday,

from three members of BMCP No one

made a call to Mr Griffith because there

was no r>eed to do so I did see Ms. Griffith

early Saturday morning. At the time I asked

her if there was a problem about the pro

CONTiNUES AT WMUA
gram in question, because I did hear

something to that affect. As the Third

World Director I am supposed to be con-

tacted about any changes in Third World
programming. She stated that she had

taken the show away from the BMCP. I

reminded her that the correct procedure

wasn't followed. Therefore, her claims

were invalid. She then stated, "Why are

you standing up for that white boy." I

couldn't believe that this had come from

her lips! It was useless to continue that

conversation, because she definitely had a

"big problem.'"

Mr Cohen did his show as he usually does

from 2am to 6:00 Am Sunday morning. We
did get calls from Ms. Griffith and Mr.

Myers telling us that it was not a BMCP
slot I informed them that it was our slot.

The next thing we know, the campus police

arrive with Eric Myers and Laurie Griffith

H is claar thatthaCoNaglandoaanot print

anything relevant to the Third World

community. Tharefore. Nummo Nevirs

proudly announces that It in no way is

controlled, manipulated or associated

with the Collegian.

A Colored Way Of Dying

In The Pioneer Valley

On Saptember 13. 1978 Sita Rampariad. a

20 year old University of Maaaachuaatts

senior was found dead and alone m room

240 Motel 6 m South Deerfield The £a^
H.impshire Ga/ette reported on September

15 1978 that the police "have not deter

mined the cause of death or ruled on

whether it was murder, suictde. or the

result of natural causes " The 'ollowing

week four members of the Third WorkJ

Women's Task Force accompanied by

lawyer Ozelle Hudson and a reprasantative

of Every Woman s Center denianded a

meeting with the District Attorney

Callahan After a rude reception (the DA
made it clear he had no obligation to

respond to this group) Callahan began to

outline the image of the circumstances

around Sita s death as he saw them^ At one

point he told the aroup the death was a

tragedy but assured everyone that Sua haa

died peacefully, with a smile on her face

He continued to explain that the judicial

system was doing everything possible to

make a full investigation of the facts When
asked about an inquest he responded that

none would take place Never in his eight

years in office had he done such a thing

His other comments were designed to have

his audience believe that there were pieces

of information that would reflect badly on

the dead won^an. The implication here was

that the representatives then present

should cooperate in keeping the silence

about the death of Sita Rampersad^

Why was there a need tor tne

secretiveness which has surrounded this

mysterious ' death? Is it possible that as

the District Attorney will have us believe

that the judicial system is sincerely m
terested in the honorable memory ot a

woman of color? Or have there been other

reasons for keeping things Quiet?

YThat same article m the Hampshire

Guzptte mentions that Sita Rampersad

finished work as a waitress at the Captain s

Table in Northampton and went to Motel b

in South Deerfield for a 'party •»
/"^t^e;

Qoes on to tell the reader that at that motel

were also two men and another woman
The following paragraph says that her

(sita's) nude body was discovered at ^ hm
Wednesday by an employee of the motei.

By Itself this information creates a tacky

picture that reflects very badly indeed on

Sita Rampersad. But those of "S ^ho knew

Sita and those of us who know the history

of the American judicial and investigatory

systems know that the irnaae created by

the news report could only be a distorted

representation of what actually happened

at Motel 6 in Deerfield on September 13

1978 The information provided tor tne

group that met with the District Attoniey to

Rear the facts was also calculated to

cultivate a distorted understanding of how

and why Sita Rampersad died

We may never know the full truth but

what we do know now gives every in-

dication that Sita had no reason to dievj^th

a "smile on her face." Third World peopte

have no raaaon to ba satisfied with tha

by Jamila Gastwi

tacky portrait painted by the media or the

attempts to pacify us with official|

liberalism. ,

As a consequence of the pressure brought

to bear on the public officials by the Third

WorkJ Woman's Task Force and other
|

groups the District Attorneys office or

dered an unusual inquest" {Daily Ham
pshire Ga/etie. Friday October 20 1978)

into the "mysterious death " A judge was
asked to determine whether the death was
the result of natural or accidental causes or

a criminal act At that point DA Callahari

and the police still believed that Sita died of

natural causes They reported no evidence

of violence ,^ _. .

The inquest and statements by Sita s

family after viewing the body indicate

otherwise Put it together and at least there

IS a case of criminal negligence Take the

information for what it points to and you

see murder Why?
For twenty years of her life Sita Ram^

persad was a warm, vivacious and kind

person She was the second of five children

born to Sonny and Pearl Rampersad.
descendants of East Indians who arrived in

the Caribbean as contracted laborers and

later came to the United States seeking

better employment and educational op_

portunities for their children Sonny and

Pearl Rampersad worked long hard hours

for many years in order to bu> their own
home in Milton, Massachusetts where they

now live with their four remaining children

One of their dreams was that all of their

children would complete a college

education so that they could work at a

profession Their first dauohter. Sandi

Rampersad graduated from the University

of Vlassachusetts a few years before Sita

was matriculated When Sita arrived at the

University m 1974 she was like many other

young people excited and anxious about

this very important stage of her life. She

was bright and pretty. After the few
months of course work she realized birght

and pretty are not enough to get by with so

she sought out fellow students to tutor her.

She talked of "doing something good for

my people " During semester breaks she

accompanied other students to Springfield

to help teenagers who needed help with

school work She told friends she did it

because she knew how hard it was to get

over "

in academic subjects when nothing

in your prior preparation had given you the

training and confidence required tp do well

The young people she worked with loved

her They looked forward to seeing her

warm smile and experiencing her friendly

encouragement. Sita understood what it

meant to struggle to achieve a dream.

She often spoke to her friends about how
even though she found academic work very

demanding she wanted to finish in order to

become a lawyer. She wanted to worit with

high school drop outs and juvernile ot

fenders because she said 'there s no

justice for themjn this society. Sita

Ramoersad had only..two courses to

comSlate in order to finish with tha

right behind them. Mr. Myers comes in yell-

ing that we were in violation of the FCC,

the WMUA constitution and it seems life in

general. Ms. Griffith did manage to come
up with another brilliant: "I thought Black

Mass Communications Project meant that

you had to be Black to be a member."

Finally, the police officer said he was go-

ing to turn the station over to Ms. Griffith

and Mr. Myers. We left the station over to

Ms. Griffith and Mr. Yers. We left the sta-

tion and another disc jockey die the

program.
Although BMCP is made up of different

groups, our main emphasis is on Third

World programming. Ed Cohen has related

to BMCP for a number of years. As a mat-

ter of fact, his program consisted of Black

Classical music.

In the Collegian article, Mr. Myers men-

tioned my narr>e in reference to conflict. He

TURN TO PAGE 2
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Archie Shepp turns It out at the benefit

he Che Lumumba Schoolforti

University requirements She was very

close to fulfilling her and her family s dream

of making good in life What happened?

The University of Massachusetts financial

aid office cufo^f her stipend. Work ^ study

employment was not available. She had

moved out of the dormitory in order to live

,n a quiter place with more P"vacy. The

rent had to be paid Tuition had to be paicT

She had to eat. So. like many other young

college age women, she took a lOb as a

waitress The last few months of her life

she was employed at the Captain s Table a

restaurant on Damon Road m Nor
thampton. It was a quite a distance from

her home but she had no choice. She

couldn't afford a car so she got. rides with

friends or her room-mates friends. Her

shift ended at 2 AM so sometimes one of

the regular customers would drive r\ef

A close friend of Sita's stated that the last

three months of her life trying to keep up

with job and courses was making her tense

and unhappy. A few days before her death

Sita sat with this friend and said she

needed to talk She cried. "There are some

things I need to tell you." But she had to go

to work, The friend never saw Sita ative

^8rl Wednesday, September 13, 1978 a

friend of Sita's was supposed to pick her up

after work to take her home. Something

went wrong and the friend did not show

up One of the regular customers at

Captains Table, Demetrios E. Kon-

stanlopulos (also known as Jimmy the

Greek^), offered to help her outfit was late

so she agreed. Sita took her school books

with her and left with the man she knew as

At"tfcs point the information becomes

shadowy. It is not known exactly but the

destination was changed form Sita s home

m Amherst to the Castaway Lounge in

Whately which Knostanlopulos owns.

There they had a drink and then went to a

'^The report in the September 15, 1978

Daily Hampshire Gazette places quotations

around the word "party.' as if there was

doubt about the nature of the activity^ But

information reported by mdividuaj
TIIRNT0PAGE6
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ThE TRAP oF

RASciSM

They also know that the only way we're
going to do it is through unity So they
create another trap Every effort we make
to unite among ourselves on the basis of
what we are, they label it as what • racism

If we say that we want to form
something that s based on black people
getting together, the white man calls that
racism And then some of these old white
minded Negroes do the same thing, they
say That s racism, I don't want to belong
to anything that's all black A lot of them
say this But it's only because they
themselves have been bitten by the bug,
the white bug And they think the only way
they can belong to something that is going
to be progressive or successful, it has got
to have the white man in it Many of them
think that But these are traps He traps us
because he knows it's impossible for us to
go forward unless we get together But
what basis are we going to gettogether on*
We've got to get together on the same
basis they got togetf>er Italians got
together because they were Italian, the
Jews got together because they were
Jews, the Irish got together on the basis of
being Irish Now what basis are you and I

going to get together on* We've got to
nave some kind of basis But as soon as we
mention the only oasis that we've got to
get together on. they trick us bytelling our
leaders, you know, that anything tf^t^ all

black IS putting segregation m reverse

ThE

MissJNq 75 MiKioN
One hundred
million Africans were uprooted from the
Afncan continent where are they today*
One hundred million Africans were
uproot«J, 100 million Africans, according
to the t)ook Anti Slavery, by Professor
Owight Lowell Dumond excuse me for
raising my voice were uprooted from tf>e

continent of Africa At tne end of slavery
you didn't have 25 million Africans in the
Westren Hemisphere What happened to
those 76 million* Their bodies are at tfie

twttom of the ocean, or thar blood and
bones have fertilized the soil of this
country.

MALGdJtfX
February 21. M79

• . (The quotation in the following
passage is from a state ment by the
Organization of Afro American Unity being
read and commented on by Malcolm at the
founding nr>eeting of the OAAU: I "The
textbooks tell our children nothing about
the great contribution of Afro Americans to
the growth and development of this
country." And they don't. When we sent
our children to school in this country they
learn nothing about us other than that we
used to be cotton pickers. Every little child
going to school thinks his grandfather was
a cortonpicker. Why, your grandfather was
Nat Turner; your grand father was
Toussaint L'Overture; your grandfather
was Hannibal. Your grandfather was some
of the greatest black people who walked on
this earth It was your grandfathers hands
who forged civilization and it was your
mothers nand who rocked the cradle of
civilization. But the textbooks tell our
children nothing about the great con
tributions of Afro Americans to the growth

AncIent BUck
CivilizATioN

That day theBlack man in Egypt was
wearing silk, sharp as a tack, brothers And
those people up in Europe didn't know
what clotn was They admit this. They
were naked or they were wearing skins
from animals If they could get an animal
they would take his hide and throw it
around their shoulders to keep warm But
they didn t know how to sew and weave
They didn t have the knowledge in Europe
not in those days They didn't cook tneir
food in Europe Even they themselves will
show you when they were living up there in
caves, they were knocking animals in the
head and eating the raw meat. They were
eating raw meat, raw food. They still like itraw today You watch them go in a
restaurant, theys say, "Give me a steak
rare, with the blood dripping in it

" And
then you run in and say.^Give me a rare
one. with the blood dripping in it

" Youdon t do it because that's the way you like
It, you're just imitating them, you're just
copying, you're tryino to be like that man
°^} when you act like yourself, you sayMake mine well done" You like cooked
food, because you ve been cooking a long
time but they haven t been cooking so
»ong It wasn't too long ago that they knew
what fire was. This is true.

OssiE Davis ancI Ruby Dee
r

Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee put on a fine

performance last Wednesday with their

poetry readings that were derived from the
Afncan American experiences of our
folks
They are attempting to maintain the

African tradition of the Griots, who are the
the keepers of Afncan history through
memory and by orally passing it on to

aspiring Griots and
the rest of the people.
The readings started with stories from
Africa , where all Black people originated

and moved on to stories that were
derived from the African American ex-

perience They raised
a point that many people aren't aware of,

and that is that
African Americans for four centuries have
passed
down literature through the oral tradition.

This tradition came from Africa and didn't

stop when we were " invited to this country
to participate in this democracy" ".

Ossie and Ruby recited poetry other
poets, amonq them, a piece by Langston
Hughes. " The poem" I wish the Rent was
Heaven Sent " could be used for Econ.
101,202, and even 303. If you flunk it

then shame on you.
Their performance was interupted by

laughter and applause from a highly ap-

preciative audience that gave them such
an ovation that they couldn't help but come
back to give us more.
After the performance there was a

reception held in their honor where they
addressed members of the community on
subiects ranging from their performance in

" Roots It to their personal political

perspectives. There was Sister Yvonne to

cater an affair fit for the god's. It was a

most enioyable evening.. One that Folks

will remember for a long time.

CoNTifiKicd From page 1
stated, "there has been continuing contiict

between one Rick Grant and whomever he
cf>ooses to furass." That is true in that as
k}ng as I can remember, there have always
been conflicts between Third World
students and Caucasian students. Whether
It has been WMUA. Black Affairs, Numnrx>
News or the Student Senate. I am not the
perpetrator of these conflicts.

Some people seem to believe that they
can solve problems by taking you to court
or by calling the campus police. Yet, these
problems are not going to be solved by
those elements. They can only be solved by
opening up lines of meaningful com-
munication.

I shall let the WMUA listening audience be
the |udge of BMCP's programming.
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Black Science and Technology
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One of the major problems I find with the
celebration of Black History Month is its

narrow construction. Too many times the
images of false heroes and uncle Toms are
paraded before black people as role
models. Too often only those persons that
have contributed to certain aspects of
Afrikan American history in a limited
context are presented to our people as

. being the only contributors to the
development of our history Most often
these figures are entertainers, athletes or
other Black personalities that have been
reputed to have "made it."

Often after a thorough investigation has
made into the reputations of these persons
as having been 'a black person for whom
the system has worked,' we usually find

that the basis of their achievements rest on
the fact that they represent the type of
image that presents no threat to the fallacy

of white supremacy, and in no way
represents any threat to the ruling class.

Being no threat to the devil, these persons
are often admonished by the power
structure as being "a credit to their race."
They are often used in a deadly game to
p>oison the bright minds of our youth, and
trick them into pursuing a dream that will

only lead to frustration and despair.
The narrow construction of the celebration
and theme of Black History month helps to
promote the afore mentioned images by
covering up yet another portion of the true
history of the exploited and oppressed
Afrikan American That is the role of the
Afrikan American in the development of
Ancient and Modern Science and
Technology.

It IS important to know and understand
the meaning of these contributions for

several reasons. First, when you
understandwhatcontributionswehavemade
in these areas of world civilization, and
Amehcan Society, it will enlighten you as
to the reason this information has been
purposely excluded from the history books
and from the curriculm of elementary and
high school courses, and the damage this

exclusion has caused to the psycoTogical
self-image of the Afrikan American.
(Because of the exclusion of this
in formation, or its gloss-over in modern
history books many^lack people feel as
though their ancestors have contributed
little except for slave labor to the
development of modern western
civilization. There are P.hd.'s who believe
that the only persons who have played
any role in modern science and
technology are white! How absurd!
Second (and most important) is that this

purposely excluded information has led to
the skillful manipulation of Black people's
feelings and viewpoints concerning science
and technology, which has quite often
steered many away from including those
fields in their career objectives, and
including science and technology in an
over-all ideology. That is, many Afrikan
Americans see science and technology as
"devine and mysterious, and as non-black
in the socio historical context."
All societies have advanced due to their

development of science and technology!
Afrikan socities (where all Afrikan
American originated) were among those
that developed the highest forms early in

antiquity. "The foundations of all science
and all art were laid on the banks of the
Nile, thousands of years before
Christ. ..There are many people in the world
today who believe that all the major
contributions to civilization have come only
from Europeans. Afrikan people were
skilled in science when Europeans were
savages in caves. Afrikans measured the
distance from the earth to the sun in

ancient times. The meridial, the North
South line that passes over th apex of the
Great Pyramid is still, after the discovery of

Australia and America, the actual merirfian

of today. Further if we multiply by one
million the height of the Great Pyramid we
obtain the distance from the earth to the
sun. The length of the polar ray is given, as
well as that of the sideral year, and the

B'

by Chaka Zulu

distance covered by the earth in its orbit in

a twenty four hour day; the number of
years of the precision of the equinox, a
henomenon only discovered by
ipparchus in 130 B.C." Dunng those

same ancient times the most famous
university was at Heliopolis (a greek name
for an Egyptian city). The most popular
subject of this college was "applied
mathematics in its two chief branches of
astronomy and physics.

"

Recently it has been discovered that
40.000 years ago an Afrikan scientific

development which influenced mankind in

general, helped to create a new societal
order the city state. What was that
development' Iron smelting. Where did it

occur? Zimbabwe (Rhodesia ).

Ihese finding nnay lead one to ask, if the
Afrikans contributed so much to the
development of science and technology,
then why is this situation so seemingly
reversed in modern times'
There are two basic reasons for Afnka's

seemingly technological backwardness
The first is distinctly a result of the
viciousness of the European experience in

Afrika Imperialism and Colonialism
(European economic exploitation and
political opression) have stopped
(temporarily) the forward development of
Afnkan history and have submerged it into
their own history for their profit, thus
stifling this creative genius until the
Afrikans win their freedom and regain their
self determination.
The second reason is that science and

technology are monopolized by capitalism,
by countries which have the capital to
finance scientific study and technological
development (mainly western countries.)
Until the World Black Revolution is

complete, until every "Third World nation"
is free and independent this will continue to
be the case.
So where does the Afrikan American fit

into this scheme of things*' Why; with the
same characteristics as other oppressed
Third World nations. Until we are free and
independent (the completion of the World
Black Revolution) our true history will be
submerged into and subordinate to
American history (but with certain
independent aspects) Victims of
Caucasian economic exploitation and
polical oppression, viewed as an internal
military threat with the neeJ to be
contained, and our creative genius will only
manifest itself as it will be used in our self
oppression and critical economic under
development as a population grouping
(advancing the cause of Capitalism and
Racism.)
Creative Genius;? Yes indeed The very

genius that built the first clock developed in

America, to the building of Washington
D.C., "Chocolate City was built by a
blood!" These two feats were the works of
Benjamin Bannekar born a free man
11 9 1731 on a farm, 10 miles outside of
Baltimore.
In 1792 an Afrikan American named

Ceaser gained such distinctions for his
knowledge of roots and herbs that he was
given his freedom by the South Carolina
assembly.
The next two were distinguished figures in

science and medicine. James Darham born a
slave in 1762 and Dr. James McCune Smith
whoattendedtheAfrikanFreeSchoolin1787
One of the first person's to make con

tributionsto "behavior psychology " through
the study of animals was Charles Henery
Turner born 2 3 1867 in Cincinati Ohio. Dr.
Ernest Everett born in Charlestown South
Carolina in 1882 made many contributionsto
thedevelopmentofMarinebiology Dr. Daniel
Hale Williams 1856 1931 a surgeon, per
formed the first open heart surgery in 18fcat
Provident hospital which he also founded in

Chicago Not only wasthisthefirstopenheart
surgerybutthefirstsuccessfulsurgeryintothe
chest cavity. Healsopioneeredtheprocessof
sterilization of the instruments used in

operations and surroundings in which the
operation occurred. Dr. Charles Drew 1904

1950 was the inventor of blood plasma Or
William Hinto 1883 1859a reknown authority
on venerealdisease developed the "hinton
test" for detecting syphilhs Dr PercyJuliana
chemist, develped drugs from soybeans
which arewidelyusedtodaytoaidinthereliefof
arthritis, and also synthesized physostigmine
used in the treatment of glaucoma George
Washington Carver 1864 1943anagricultural
scientist developed 300 products from the
peanut anxing them bleach and over 200
productsfromthesweetpotato (Thisbrother
formed the foundation for Jimmy Carter's
wealth.) There are nameless thousands that
can continue this list

Everyday we benefit from the ute of
technological appliances that we take for
granted which are unbeknown to theaverage
person; inventions by Afnkan Americans
These inventions helped form the
technological basis for amenkkka's industrial
revolution, (So not only have Afrikan
Americans been deprived of the material
wealth created by the slave-labor of our an
cestors. but we have been deprived of the
material wealth created by the in-
dustrialization process of this country for
which Black inventors helped to form the
base ) This information issystematicaify kept
fromussoastoleadustothinkthatwe'vemade
no significant contribution to the deveolp
nr>ent of techrtology in this country The first
important flurry in inventive activity in the
thirteen colonies occured on the slave plan-
tations ThetruismNecess<tyistr>emotherof
invention" never applied to a more corKrete
situation Our people had so much lor>fl and
back breaking work to do that their creative
geniuswasapplied tomakesomeoftheirwork
easier

There wererrwnydiscoveriesandinventions
whose inventors names are lost in history due
to the refusal of the U S patentofficetogrant
patents to slaves It was the confederate
congress who first granted patents to the
discoveriesand inventions of slaves The first
was granted to a slave named Beniamtn
Montgomery around 1861 1864 for the first
boatpropellor Thisisnottheonlyinventionto
the brottier's credit
Throughtout history there are many others
who have followed:
Norbert Rillieux from Louisanna invented the
Vacumpanpat #4 879 in 1846 Thismachine
makes sugar tf>e industry and economy of
Louisianna Healsomventedasewagesystem
for Louisianna

Jan E Matzetiger an apprentice cobbler
from Dutch Guine inventM the shoe lasting
machine, pat 274,207 in 1883 which
automatically binds the sole and the body
of the shoe together. The great United
Shoe Machine Co., of Boston was
developed because of tfus invention.

Elijah McCoy 1844-1928 invented and
patented the automatic lubricating cup
which autonnatically lubricates moving
machinery without shutting it down. He
had 57 other patents in the field of tfw
automatic lubrication process.
Garett Morgan 1877 1963 invented the

first gas mask, the first autonr\atic stop sign
and stop light.

New England's wealth is due to the
invention of the "toggle harpoon" by Leww
Temple
W B Purvis of Philadelphia invented

macftinery for producing piaper bags and a
better fountain pen pat 419,065.
J L have invented an automatic street

sweeper pat 567.711, 3-17 1896 Lee S.
Burndge and Newman Marshman of New
York invented a better version of the
typewriter, pat 315,386,4 7 1885
The greatest black inventor was Granville
T Woods He has more than 50 inventions
to his credit, among them better versions of
the light bulb I (better than Edisons) and a
t>etter versions of the telephone (better
than Bell's voice box). Some of his other
patents include:
A system for the communication between

two moving trains telegraphy
A steam boiler furnance pat , 219.844

6 3 1884
M-

. .

Induction telegraph system pat 375.915
11 29 1887
Automatic safety cut-off for electric

orcuits la fuse) pat. 396.533 1 1 1889 and
pat 438,590
Auto nnatic air brakes in 1902, 1903, 1905
Many of his mventiorw were used to

enrich such well krH>wn corps , as General
Electric co , of New York, the
Westinghouse Air brake CO. of
Peennsylvania. the American Bell
Telephone Co. , of New York
So from srKieni times to modem times

there is no limit to the scientic and
technological contnbutiorts of Continenni
Afnkans and Afnkan An^encans to the
development of World civilization The
political end ecorwmic oppression of tt>e
Afrikan at home and abroad and the
nfx>rx>polization of the world's resources in
the harvls of a few greedy white men, have
arrested the unlimited creetive potential of
the greet sleeptr^g Black giant. The struggle
for indeperxlence and self-determination
from Caucasian exploitation, oppression
and savagery will return the Afrikan
American people to their harmonious
course of historical development.
In dosing let me say there is no need for

any Black person to be ashamed of his
heritage for it is pernteated with wealth ar>d
wisdom that has yet to be equalled by any
European achievement.
The power to be free is yours. All you

have to do is take It
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Hattie Fox reads poetry in New Africa House



SATtRdAy, MarcU >
200to400PM

Panel Working People s Struggle

Meilan Chang (New York)
Lucia Bruno (Sprinaf ield)
Barbara Ehrenreich (Women's Health
Activist)
James McFadden (National
Organization of American Revolution)
Jane Fleischman (Clerical Workers
organi/er)

4 00PM
A showing of One Way Or Another
produced by Sarah Gomez A short
film about people in Cuba

SiiNdAy, MarcIa 4
Nahahme Nahaliel
Black poetess and essayist that will
speak about ancient civilizations.

Sunday. March 4at 3 PM
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MoNdAy, MarcIi J
China ^y Sasha Hohri (Chinese
Peoples Association Concerning Asian
Students
9 30 AM
room 162, Campus Center

People s Struggle in South Africa
11 00AM
room 162. Campus Center

Native American People's Struggle for
Self Determination
1 00 PM
room 164, Campus Center

Hawaiian people's struggle to stop the
bombing of Kahoolawe by the US
Navy since 1952
2 30 PM
room 164, Campus Center

Neo Colonialism and Class Struggles
in India
Suman Bohm and Bob Bohm
4 00 PM
room 164, Campus Center

Evening Event

Panel
Repression and Political Struggle

Liz Young (organizer from the New
York Asian community)
Mei Ling Rae Chang (Member of the
Coalition to Protect Kahoolawe from
U S bombings Hawaii)

Nana Seshibe (A South African exile
speaking of the repression of political
struggles in South Africa.)
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Raisa Nemekin (Ex political prisoner
speaking on grand jury abuse and the
struggles for liberation)

(ON BALLROOMSTUDENT
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TufsdAy, MARch 6

.Cuba Twenty Years After the
J<V*

Revolution
9 30 AM
room 164. Campus Center

In

Carmen M. Caoiz, Eliseo Garcia,

Puerto Rico: The New Struggle For
Independence
11 00 AM
room 174, Campus Center

The Black Woman in White America
Malika Jones
12 30
room 165. Campus Center

Undocumented Women Workers in
The US
Marta Tapia
2 00 PM

room 165, Campus Center

Institutionalized Repression
Eliseo Garcia and Bob Bohm
3 30 PM
room 165. Campus Center

Evening Event

Queen Mother Moore is an 80 year old

African American woman who was
associated with Marcus Garvey and
Malcom X. She speaks eloquently of

generations of Black struggle in this

country.

Student Union Ballroom. 7:30 PM
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WcdNcsdAy, MARch 7

Little Flags Theatre presents
"Winds of the People

"

Student Union Ballroom
8 00 PM
admission: $2.00
Benefit for Che Lumumba School

Si^NdAy, MARch 10

Little Flags Theatre presents
Marx on Her Mind '

Bpwker Auditorium
800 PM
admission: $2.(X)

CONCERT

NOBUKO

SUB, 8 P.M.

Nobuko is an Asian American singer
who sings and talks of the struggles of
her people. Contemporary in sound,
her music is a combination of Asian,
Latin and African American styles.

Free.

Day Care is available for all activities.

For more information, contact Suman
Bohm, tel num : 545^0800
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An Open Community Letter From Brother Bo

I don't know what to call this piece. I've

considered calling it "thoughts" or " News
from a Black Perspective'br for - "matter,

the title is unimportant First what I'd like

to say is "Good Luck" to coach Leaman in

the future. We can't forget the history of

the U Mass team and I will also say
"

Good Luck to your successor, Ray Wilson
in his future enaeavors. I'm quite sure that

if the team hasn't done so as yet, that they
will pay the proper respects within a short

period of time.
To the Chancetior, I'm glad to hear xUax

you decided to stay through the summer.
I'm in hopes that you will seriously consider

using some of that time to rectify some of

the decisions reached by your ad-
ministration that I didn't understand or

agree with during my last three years on
this campus.
To the students; today is the first day of

the rest of your lives. When you conduct
yourselves in the manner of adults tf>en you
can denr^and to be treated as such I cannot
say whether the students on this campus
have or haven't Only the irKlividuals

themselves can best answer that

question.
When you mobilize around an; Mobtiize.

Don't play games with it You saw wfiat

the responaa was after you left the State

House
What ever happer>ed to Room to Move. I

can t clear my mind of the young lady

lurnping from the Washington Towers. I

wondered what thoughts entered her mind
iust seconds before she )umped
Can some or>e tell me wnen Seta Ram-

perMd will be returning to school* She
was a beautiful your>g lady; a lot of fun to

be around, and always sporting a beautiful

smile Some one told me that she's
graduated already. I don't believe that

Graduation isn't until May
Oh< She's dead No, stop kidding me. I

sshedon t believe tf>at As beautiful

in her naivete, she hasn't experiencad
enough life to know death
Well you can lie to me if you want to but

I m going to ask until someone tells me
where she's gone.
What happened to Jose Realty' No

You mean some one else hung themsetf , in

a closet .A young laoy in But
terfield Really' And someone else shot

himself in McNanruira.. Not at U. Mass. I

don't believe that. And why did they say

that when administrators equate people
with money that the people will suffer every

time and that when you have somethir>g

viable with arms that reach out into the

entire University community that it can be
beneficial to everyone concerned But
there's the RA Oh! they don't always
possess the expertise necessary in peer

group councelir^g. Oh! Now I un-

derstand.
Well, Thank you for the Vibe. I'm a lot

better informed rv)w than I was then. Bye
now. talk to you again soon.
To the paopte; I remember when I was

younger, a sweet oki black woman would
wake my brothers, sisters and myself
almost every Saturday morning. She
would say " It's time to wake up and clean

the house " We knew wt^t that meant. It

meant that it was time to kill the rats arKi

roaches. It was time to mop and wax the

floors as well as Spic and Span and Ajax

tf>e wood work. We thought it was our day
of rest Little did we know Our major

house cleanir>g came twice a year arxf

believe me it was mafor We used to oet rid

of all the |unk and dead weight ATI that

was not functioning property and couldn't

be fixed had to go.
That sweat old black woman was my

mother We should learn a leaaon from
her.

You know somethir>g else I read in the

Collegian last Thursday. February 22. front

page at tt^at "North Carolina ruling

could have affect at U. Mass." and after

reading further in the sanw iiaue, I read

something about "HaWowaan again at Arts

BaN" I wonder Is one 8r>d one two. or

are they startir>g that shit again Oops,
excuse my language I sorry* )n

Nonh Caroiena. huh) the seat of Klan

Country ..A ruling on minonty praferar»ce

group Well . . I w3l tell you and mean every

single word. 'There's r>otf>ing that they

can rule on that would affect me arnJ tf>e

way I feel"

My history teaches me that in 1978, Black

Ecople in this country are once aoain
ecoming the scapegoat for white

supremacy I didn't ask to be b^jught here.

Neither did mv forefather. Take your pick

betv^^een the African or the Mohawk He

didn't ask you to come here to kill and
enslave. But .we are here.

In the Constitution. I'm referred to as

three fifths of a hunrwn being. What is it

about me that makes me three fifths of a

person. Think about it. I come from a

Croud heritage and I'm just as proud of my
lackness now as my forefathers were

then I would strongly suggest that you not

start no sh so there won't be none.

Oh! ...I'm sorry. I swore again. Using my
last three years here as experience, for

sorr^e reason I expect to see an upsurge in

Masquerade parties. I hope not because
I'm one peace loving bk>od.
On this campus where there are some 20

thousand persons, if there isn't a caucas
then every thing tfiat happens on this

carTH>us will be entitled Aztec Johnny, or

Milly two Step or something of that nature.

It's not my first ticrie on at U Ma I was
here in ©71 1972 I know wfiat will happar^

without adeouate representation. Ask the

South West Assembly
There's s Golden Rule that if you follow it

you'll never go wrong 'Do unto others t

you would have them do unto you". That

is the rule I usein the preparation of my
life

To tha Freshpersons Look. Inten, arxl

obaarva. You are here to gat your
education Not to fall in love. You could

have done tha\ at home As much as I like

to rock and freak, I know that tf»ere'8 a time

and place for everything Hit tf>e books and
hit them hard

If you find that there are some thinos that

you'd like to involve yourself with, do so
Ask questions about the different

organizations, like Nummo News;
B.M.C.P , and W.E.B 0. are training

J's. So if you're interested in radio,

check them out The BMC P. offica is

located on the third floor of tf>e Studant
Union. WE.B.D IS located on the 4th floor

of New Africa House
By the way. if you want to learn tf>e fine

art of tightening up the fro, see rve I will

allow you the opportunity of picking mv
brain arxl vibing very soon Can you dig it'

Folks, cf>eck this this Like that sweet old

lady used to say "Wake up It s Saturday
morning and tfiere's plenty of work to do
1 will be vibing with you ar>d thank you for

allowing me to bend your ear.

I can't erase the memory of my brother on
the corner in the Bury, or my cousin on tha
corner in Bed Sty or my uncle on the corner
in Chi town or Watts or Philly.

May the memory of Dr. Martin Luther King
and Bro Malcolm live on.
To the community; There exists a whita
community, a black community, an elderly
community, a religious community, a
university community etc.

As a university in the area we have a
definity committment to the area. Let's not
become lax in the assumption of our
responsibilities to the area, whether tfia

parties be Black or White. I'm addressing
this to administrators and students.
To my community: There is a definite black
community in this area. In the
organizational structuring of your programs
don't foroet to include them. Some or tfiem
are elderly Remember your grandmother.
Why not try to find out who they are and in

some way structure a program that would
fit their needs.
To the X. t enjoyed the program and will

look forward to hearing a lot nrK>re from
you in the future.
To the community: It has been brought to
my attention that there are certain elements
in the community that insist on per-
petratino harm against the com-
munity IT you are in any way familiar with
what I'm addrassir>g please lend soma
insight This maarw all members of tfta

community.
" A fire once started will continue until it

burns up all that is in it's path."

If you believe in Superman. . . .fty.

If you believe m Tarzan than Und yourself a
tree.

If you bakave in Unity I would stror^ly
suogast that you become instrumental m
rightir>g the wrong which has baan per-
petrated through the Vandalism of Naw
Africa House, Tfte Washington Towar
Party etc
Those of you within the community wf>o do
not know of the incidents or the extent of
the damage done and will ignore this
warning, tnoaa of you who oo who are
prograaaiva mir>ded will lend your support
to seeking out tt>a Culprits involved.

Tharw you. and Be Strong,
Bo
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claiming to have been at tf>e party in room
240 at Motel 6 on Septmeber 13, 1978
indicates that that is just wf>at was going
on. a party with lots of people Some of

these are known because they have run for

political office in the area. This information

was not the result of police investigation It

was brought forth by any of the witnesses
at the inquest. Yet it seems quite probable
that Sita would leave her place of work
planning to go home and then agree to stop
at a real party with a person she knew form
work And as anyone who has attended
conferences knows parties are often given
in hotel and motel rooms, especially

politically related parties. However this

information is private No one in official

capacity or the media h.»s indicated that an
actual party was taking place that night

But information given to the media and at

the inquest creates a oifferunt con
figuration of '. >e events 'iirrounding Sita

Rampersad s deatu Deme»nos E Kon
stanlopulos, Brian Pitzer and Carol Newton
testified that they were alone in the room
with Sita. They stated that Sita ex
perienced seizures that began at 3 AM Sita

Rampersad has no history of seizure;

however, that is what they said, and what

Eublic officials chose, for the most part, to

elieve They then reported that for 12

hours they made no attempt to get medical

assistance for Sita or to even notify the

motel employees that there was a sick

woman in the room Why? Was it simply as

Jimmy the Greek said because he didn't

want to get involved because he's a

married nr>anO

While, as was reported during the inquest,

two of the persons present engagied in

other acitivitesC?) a third person slapped

Sita, placed a spoon in her nnouth, tf>en a

wallet. Later Sita was dragged to the

shower and put in the bath tub in a

semi-conscious state. She was also

dropped on her head and then her back.

The three people questioned by the police

reported that they left Sita wet and nude on
one of the beds Konstanlopulos and Carol

Newton left first because they did not want
to be involved I

-*<'?*). Brian Pitzer was left

alone to take care of Sita who was allegedly

still alive. He called a friend of his who
worked as a nurse in the Veteran's hospital.

When this man arrived he said Sita was still

alive. Both Brian Pitzer and his nurse friend

left Sita alone, dying. They claim to have

called an ambulance from outside the

motel. A Motel 6 employee found Sita dead

at 1 AM The police arrived shortly

thereafter. The District Attourney also

arrived to check out the scene.

During the inquest the medical examiner

testified that Sita had died of pulmonary
congestion. fluid in the lungs.

He claimed to be unable to determine the

nature of the fluid.

This official placed the time of her death

shortly before the police arrived A second
medical examiner, the first to see Sita's

body, placed her death several hours
earlier.
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The autopsy report indicates that no drugs
of any kind or alcohol was present in Sita s

body. Yet Konstanlopulos. Brian Pitzer and
Carol Newton admitted there had been
drugs (marijuana and cocaine) and alcohol

which thev had used in quantities sufficient

to impair tneir judgment At one point Carol

Newton testified that while she and Brian

were taking a shower together she heard
Sita cry out that she did not want to ... (

'?'1 s Was been reported in earlier news
accounts the testimony given by the three
witnesses was contradictory. Otfier in-

tormation that emerged during the inquest

indicates that Konstanlopulos attempted to

provide an alibi for himself before admitting

his role The backgrounds and prior arrest

history of the three witnesses were never

brought into the inquest, yet the in

formation definitely reflects on the
legitimacy of their story.A recent banner in

the Collegian told the public the Rampersad
case was closed No one is going to be
prosecuted not even for homicidal
negligence No more questions will be

asked by the JUSTICE ( 7?> ) system.

Konstanlopulos is exonerated Brian Pitzer

IS exonerated Carol Newton can go her

own way The other people allegedly in

attendance at the party in room 240. Motel

6 on September 13. 1978 can rest assured

that their reputations will not be tarnished,

their political futures are secure; business

can go on as usual Sita Rampersad. 20
year old studnet at the University of

Massachusetts, was found dead She has

been mourned Even the University agrees

that Its was a tragic event. Now lets forget

about it and go on as before.

Can we? Sita was left to die alone by three

decadent white people Sita was used to

sell a tew newspapers for a few days. Sfie s

dead and nothing can bring her back. Why
should snyone care anymore about this

dead child? Why does it matter anyway?
Think about it. If Sita had been a white

college student. The daughter of a nniddle

class family. How would the D.A.'s office

and the police felt about her case? If the
people in the room had been people of

color, or foreign born, and a 20 year old

white woman was found dead, nude and
alone how would the media have handled
the information? Would the case have been
colsed so quietly, so smoothly? Of course
not!
Patti Hearst and others like her run the

streets and plan joyful weddings whiie

Black men like Earl Brown and Craeman
Gethers have years and years cut out of

their life because tne officials that deter-

mine the contours os our lives find it im-

possible ti admit that two of their white
daughters were prompted to give inac-

curate testimony in 19/5. Jill Dickerson, a

Black woman student found unconscious
on the road, lives with half her body
paralyzed and the Amherst police, a year

later, have yet to reveal to her and her

family the results of their investigation. The
little information availabel indicates that

white men were involved in that incident.

There is no need to go deeply into that case
or to let the Black family know what has
been found. Jose Ponte. a Cape Verdean
student at the University of Massachusetts,
a friend of Sita Rampersad. is found dead
in his room sitting in a chair. There had
been a racial fight in his dorm that evening.
Someone threatened to kill him. Someone
white. The police ruled it a suicide. Not
even his autopsy report is available. His

father is warned by University officials not
to get a lawyer. Tfie media says very little.

After aH its |U9I or>e mora Black chiM, 20
years old. wtH) died or was killed. What
differer>ce does it make? Keep it quiet.

Don't upset tfie other Blacks We don't

want to see arH>thar decade like ttia sixties

Amherst is a quiet towm a patcaful New
Er>glar>d college town Amherst is a law
abiding town, full of good and decent
people If a few colored students get at

tacked: if a few colored students get killed

the thing to do is keep quiet Its too ugly to

look at the way of dying for Third World
people in the Valley Better to keep it out of

the press.

Say nothing about the cross burninos by
the lical Ku Klux Klan sympathizers dunng
the last few years Don't publish the hateful

statements the whites particularly from
South Boston, make daily about Blacks
and Puerto Ricans. In tf>e name of privacy

don't let anyone know that three white men
raped a Black woman in her dormitory
room last Wednesday Please don't tell the

public that a Puerto Rican wonr>an was
raped by white men last fall. It would
embarass everyone. Just sit tight. Take
care of your business and keep silent until

the next time, when it might be your child,

your sister, brother, girlfriend, boyfriend,

friend, or you.
Sita Rampersad, 20 year old woman from

India, via the island of Trinidad and Mitton,

Massachusetts is dead. She was murdered.
Nothing can bring her back as nothing can
give Earl and Craeman back the years of

their youth, or unparalyze Jill Dickerson, or

unrape the unnumbered sisters who have
been attacked by whites. Nothing can undo
what has been done. Jose Ponte will be
dead, no matter how often we think of him.

And the University, and the police, and the

District Attorneys and the media will say
nothing. And if nothing is said and nothing
is done it will perhaps all go away as if it

never happened at all, until the next time.

And just in case those Puerto Ricans and
Blacks get any ideas about reporting the

truth (you know they have very little loyalty

to the U.S. way of life and death), make
sure the white senators at the University

harass them, take away their funds. We
don't want Black Mass Communication
Project to think they control a few slots on
the radio, whites do; no one wants Numnno
News to continue publishing these articles,

the white controlled collegian should be
enough for everyone; and who on earth

gave the colored students radio WEBD?
Take It away. Those colored people won't
wait for next time. They might keep talking

and shake up the quiter colored people, the

ones who mind their own business, the

ones who know the rules and follow them.
If you let the colored students com-
municate with each other and the general

public there might be some uncomfortable
days in this quiet New England town full of

descent people who want to do the right

thing.

Announcements

A
As far as the tradewinds blow, the African musical

experience has been carried. Like trumpeters tutting

their trumpets in the shadow of the wall of Jericho,

HARRYSON BUSTER, HARRYJAMESV^ILLIAMSand
YORJURA RAPLH WILLIAMS through their ensemble,

9 TRADEWINDS capture the essence of Africa's

international musical influence in

a unified sound, conscienciously being developed for the

singular purpose of wall-busting. Fusing together

tradition with a modern stylistic approach, this

p neering trio is discovering new ways to disseminate

what could be considered "oral knowledge." And
meeting with such enthusiam with audiences all over

southern Conneaicut only verifies that the message is

getting through as the wall starts to crack.

Possessing hundreds of instruments from around the

world between them, the members of 9 TRADWINDS
perform a unique synthesis ofAfrican, Caribbean, Native

American. Latin American. Asian and even Euopean
music. With a wide variety of skills between them and the

instruments to match 9 TRADEWINDS ukes us in an

evening's performance through time and spac^ in a

vortex of history and geography swallowing race,

religion, nationality and all the other real or imagined

differences between people and leaves us with the

common note, the sound of creation, the song of life.

And ihev' are its masters as thev build upon its basic

rhythmns a "new tradition."

Playing together in a variety of group formats for

nearly ten years. HARRYSON, HARRY AND RALPH
staned 9 TRADEWINDS about a year ago as the logical

rrorgani/aiion of the NEW AFRICAN BUSH
COMPANY. a traditional

ensemble gathered on special occasions, and
SPACEWAYS. a more sumval
oriented "fusion" band. Merging the concepts and
shedding personnel. 9 TRADEWINDS emerged, a

flower in the dusty industrial streets of Bridgepon,

Conneaicut. truly a represenution of the kind of

inspired aspiration only life in our cities can produce.

Playing the southern Conneaicut "jazz" scene

immediately brought in a tumultous positive public

rraaion to their new groups, indicating to them that

maybe at last, after ten years, the public is ready for this

kind of music. Not unlike the music of RALPH
MACDONALD or WEATHER REPORT, the music of 9

TRADEWINDS is definitely of the enriching variety; the

laste worth cultivating is often worth the wait.

The members of the band all have extensive personal

experience. HARRYSON BUSTER worked with and

played drum for the BOWEN-PETERS DANCERS and

the WHITNEY YOUNG DANCERS of New Haven.

Connecticut, and has worked with various bands as a

drummer, percussionist and vocalist. His voice has been

compared to STEVIE WONDERS or LEON THOMAS'
but HARRYSON shrugs off the flatter\ and says flatly,

"All I want to do is learn to write for mv own voice. Then
I'll be set." And worth the flattery.^ You bet?

RALPH WILLIAMS, oiherwisc known bv his given

Yoniba name. YOHURA, was born and raised witfi tlir

Gullah pcHipIeof .South Carolina, descnulrntsorthf Ovo
Yoniba. A messenger of Shango.god ol thuiulcr and

lightening. RALPH has plavedwiihJACKlK MACLEAN.
CI^RK TERRY and CECIL MCBEE and has recorded

with DON ELLIOT and AlJ\N PRAUFMAN RALPH
specializes in the drum bin, like the other members ol the

band, is a multi-instrumentalist firstclass.

HARRYJAMKS WILLIAMS, from whose inspiration

the band SPACEWAYS emerged, started plaving piano at

the age of seven. Bv the age of fifteen, he was fronting his

own R&B ensembles on gtiitar. Through THE BLUE
DIAMONDS and numerous other funk bands, HARRY
wound up plaving free-form elecirit piano wiili

SPACEWAYS before departing for aiiotfuT whirlwind of

disco and R&:B bands in and around the c liiilin' circuit.

Nowadavs, HARRY jams occasionally for fun with

crosstowi; high-school R&B rivals DAVID HULL and

CHARLIE KARP jusc to keep up on "the scene."

Tc^gether, these fine musicians combine their diverse

backgrounds and their well-developed talents to create a

truly memorjible evening of music. As a group of

soloist, thev will amaze vou.

Who else but HARRY JAMES WILLIAMS could
segue "Fiddler on the Roof to "Joshua Fit the Battle of

Jericho" on the Indian keyboard-banjo and capture all

the ironies of the combination in a single grin.'

Who else but HARRYSON BUSTER could sing

accompanied solely by his African bow-harp and make
you think you hear a full symphony orchestra against the

backdrop of a tropical rain-forest?

Who else but YOHURA RALPH WILLIAMS could
summon Shango, god of thunder and lightening on his

drum and invoke the spirit of power in the crowd.'

Who else but 9 TRADEWINDS are tuning their

trumpets in the shadow of the wall of Jericho.'

COMiNG OU
MUBCH 3...
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Tradewinds

L ...

Pattie O'Neal

You are invited to express yourself.
Contribute your poems, short stories and
works of art to: DRUM Magazine. Room
115 New Africa House . Tne telephone
number is 545 0768 and it's located on the
campus of the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst Mass.
01 003. The deadline for submission is :

April 17th
" SHARE YOUR MIND WITH THE

WORLD".

I
I
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Little Flags Theatre, a Boston -based
multi - racial, multi - age theatre collective,

is presenting performances of their two
new works. Winds of the People and Marx
on Her Mind on Wednesday. March 7 and
Thursday March 8, respectively. The
Performances are to benefit the Che
umumba School, a cooperatively run.

multi - cultrual elementary school serving
children of the Five College community
Little Flags Theatre, which takes its' name

from one of Ho Chi Minh's prison poems^ is

directed by Obie award winner
Klein. They are committed to
vancement of positive cultural
drawn from the real world of work i

struggle for social change. The ui
Flags in relation to the compar
"that theatre, in the changing of i

not top major but is, nonethelessT
horaloing the way," says Klein.

Winds of the People (Vientos Del Pueblo)
is a musical cantata of people's struggles
throughout the world. Oriqinal songs and
sketches are combined witri songs of the
American labor movement and liberation

movements thorughout the world in a
celebration of the humanity and heroism of
the international peopel's movement.
Winds of the People will be performed in

the Student Union Ballroom, U Mass on
Wednesday. March 7 at 8:00 p.m.
Marx on Her Mind is the story of Billie

Murphy, a waitress, songwriter and union
organizer battling the dehumanizing and
demeaning forces of modern life. The paly
focuses on the pull between her political

aspirations and her cultural conditioning as
evidenced by her fantasies of Karl Marx and
her male friend, Mark. Marx on Her Mind
will be perfornned in Bowker Auditorium, U
Mass on International Women's Day,
Thursday. March 8 at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets to performances of Little Flags'

Productions of Winds of the People and
larx on Her Mind are avaible at the Che
Lumumba table in the Campus Center
concourse at U Mass, the Everywoman's
Center, Wilder Hall, U Mass and at the
door. The price of admission is $2.00, and
sale of tickets will benefit the Che
Lumumba School.

I
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Michael Maughan, Director of Economic
Development for the Student Senate will
be speaking at the Malcolm X Center
Tuesday. February 27th dl. 7:30 p.m!
Strong emphasis will be placed on in-

volvment with student busim
Michael Maughan. Director of Economic
Development for the Student Senate will
speak at the Malcolm X Center
Tuesday, February 27th at 7:30 p.m!
Strong emphasis will be placed on in
volvment with student businesses and
employment.

Thank you and Be Strong.

I
I
I

Two British researchers. Judy Rankin and
Phillip Farnside. reported that a U S
?An")^".y ^^^ indiscriminately burned
100,000 hectares of the Amazonian jungle
since 1971. The two researchers made a
seven day tour of the area known as the
as the project Jari and were able to verify
the destruction in the area. The U Sowned forestry and agricultural company
was granted a large sector of the
Amazonian jungle for it's project and has
been burning vegetation there at the rate of
tour hectares per day. The first charges
that the Amazonian jungle was being
ravaged by foreign enterprises were made
late last year.
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Puerto Rican Nationalists:
SA Prisoners of War

Lotita Labron. Rafaai CarM»l Mirarxla.
Irvm fM. Oicar CoNa/o arKi Andraa
FiQuaroa Cordero Kav« baan haid in US.
pr«ona for ovar two dacadaa for armad
acta carnaa out m furtherarKa of tt^air

lagrtimata a^Mrations for th« irwiaparKianca
ar^J fraadom of thaw homeland. Puerto
Rico Oaioite the pdKicai nature of their
jctions they were tried at common
domaaiic cnmiruiis. given barbanc ten
tencas. aeni to the most cruel and
mhumarw pr»ons m tfw United States, arvl
•ubiacted there to aavara pohticai laolation
aryl special pun«hmant for over 25 years
The charges contained m this document

are the reault of eKtanaive interviews with
the prisorHKs. tt>ew attorneys and their

comrades m the struggle for tf^ m
dapenderKe of Puerto Rico
After 25 years of aaparation from their

family, fnernls and beloved Puerto Rtco.
there can be no reason, sonaistent with
fHjman rights and decertcy. for the con
tinued refusal by the United States
goverr>ment to recogrH/e their furtdamental
right to repatriation Their continued
punitive arHl laolative impnsonment violates
the spirit and substance of ttie United
Nations Charter ar>d General Anembly
Resolutions, the Geneva Convention.
Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners as
Supplemented by Additional Protocol t & II

(June 8. 1977). the Umversai Declaration of
Human Rights and ottiar International
Human Rights Covenants.

In December. 1947, after ten years in tfw
U S prison at Atlanta. Georgia. Albi/u
Campos returned to Puerto Rico, greeted
bv tf>ousands. and dedicated as stronoiy as
ever to the cause of Independence Albtzu
Campos was refused permission to speak
at tfie University of Puerto Rico, and a five

month student strike took place Hundreds
of students and teachers were tailed,

arrested and beaten
The level of agitation increased and the

Puerto Rican (eoislature m 1948. with
strong pressure uom the United States
Congress, drafted and approved Law 53.
This law adapted the infamous an
ti - communist Smith Act to Puerto Rico
In April. 1950. President Harry Truman sent
his Secretary of Defense to confer with
Colonial Governor Munoz Mann about the
need to eliminate the Nationalist threat

The Nationalist Party learned of the US
governments plans to arrest its leadership
and decided to act first Coordinated at

tacks were carries out in ten cities by
Nationalist Party members On October 29.

1950. led by Blanca Canales. Nationalists
seized control of the Police Headquarters in

Jayuya. raised the flag over the post office,

and proclaimed the first free territory of the
Second Reprblic of Puerto Rico
The U.S. government and press called it a

civil war. a fight between Puerto Ricans.
caused by criminal elements In fact, the
United States military was directly in

volved The US. Air Force dropped bombs
on JaYUYA US tanks patrolled the
streets of Ponce and Mayague/. Batallions

of U.S. financed and trained National
Guardsmen, armed with US. machine

Runs, attacked towns and villages. The
ationalists were poorly equipped and

greatly outnumbered Undreds were shot,

and more than 3,000 were arrested and
imprisoned, including Albizu Campos.
In New York, Petitioner Oscar Collazo, the

President of the New York branch of the
Nationalist Party, and Griselio Torresola,

decided that they had to stage a dramatic
action to bring to the attention of the
American people and the world the brutal

US. suppression of the Nationalist
uprising Purchasing one-way tickets to

Washington, DSC, Collazo and Torresola

(Suffering from terminal cancer cauaad
by the willful naglact of the United
States oovarnmant. public praaaura
forced Praaidant Carter to ralaaaa
Andraa FigiidVoo Cordaro in Octobor.

had a shoot -out in front of Blair House,
the than temporary residence of President
Truman. Their specific intent was not to

asaaasinate Truman, as tf>e US. gover
rwnant claimed, but to carry out an armed
action at tfie sacrifice of their lives, to force
the American peopla to sda what was
happening in thair belovad homelarnj In

Petitioner CoHazo's own words:
The t9S0 action was a direct consequence

ut events taking place in Puerto Rico. The
Ndtiunaliit Party was forced to fight for its'

life because the U.S. government was
intent on iti destruction We in New York
were constantfy reading the newspapers to
find out what was happening in our
country In aH the r^ewspapers we read, ffte

U S invotvement was never important.
Instead they tried to portray the re\olution
as a Civtl \A/af, a war between Puerto
Ricans. and not a fight against U. S.
cfjivnialism Ttist made us decide that we
had to bring about an action in tfie United
States tftat would expose the direct U.S.
invofvement in the repression of 19S0. VVe
were also concerrtea about the massacre
which was taking place in Puerto Rico and
we thought the only way we could stop this

sfaughter was to expose the United States.

In their attack Torresola was slain, along
with a Secret Service Agent, and Collazo

was seriously wounded He recovered and
was tried and found guilty in an at

mosphera of intense anti - communist
hysteria, and sentenced to death Only
through an international campaign was
President Truman forced to commute his

sentence to life impnsonmenx

.

With the 1950 revolution crushed and Don
Pedro Albizu Campos back in tail, the U.S.
government moved quickly to cover up the
continuing colonial status of Puerto Rico
In 1951 . the United States Congress passed
Law 600, which purported to allow the

Puerto Rican people to draw up their

constitution, sub|ect to approval by the

US Congress, with a new status called

"Commonwealth" or "Free Associated
State " In 1952, a referendum was held

posing a choice between the traditional

colonial relation and the new "Com
monwealth" status Independence was not

an option in this referundum. which was
boycotted by half the eligible voters.

Just when the United States believed that

It had finally repressed and covered up the

demand of the Puerto Rican people for

independence and freedom, the heroic

actions of the four other Nationalists. Lolita

lebron, Rafael Cancel Miranda, Irvin Flores

and Andres Figueroa Cordero, again
brought the colonial case of Puerto Rico to

the attention of the world. On March 1st,

1954. the four patriots attacked the House
of Representatives Firing shots from the

gallery onto the House floor, they unfurled

a Puerto Rican flag and loudly demanded
independence for their country. In the

purse of Lolita Lebron was the following

statement:
Before Gud and the world my blood cries

for the independence of Puerto Rico. My
life I give for the freedom of my country.

This IS the cry of victorv in our struggle for

indendence against the United States,

which for more than half a century invaded
and rubbed that land that belongs to Puerto

Rico.
I state that the United States of America

are betraying the sacred principles of my
country, violating their rights to be a free

nation and a free people, and in their

barbarous torture of our apostle of in-

dependence. Don Pedro Albizu Campos.

The attack was a commando action to

represent and state the freedom of Puerto

Rico and to remind the American people

and their representatives that the spirit and
determination of the Puerto Rican people

for independence was still alive. Their

actions proclaimed the independence and
sovereignty of Puerto Rico.

In the words of Petitioner Irvin Flores,

explaining these actions:

It was an intolerable situation which
forced us to take tome action that woukf

tfkpose the political masquerade that the
imperialists were trying to impose upon us.

We had to show the world the true facts
that Puerto Rico was still a colony. It is

bad enough wtien someone oppresses,
exploits and enslaves you. But when they
say you are satisfied with it, that is like

adding insult to injury.

The United States government chose to
gnore the clear political motivation of the
actions of the four, charging and trying
them as common criminals, for assault with
intent to kill. Prior to their trial they were
branded in the press for weeks as terrorists

and lunatics.

The United States Court prohibited any
political explanation of their actions, and
the government sought punishment
substantially more severe that that given to
an ordinary person charged with a similar

offense Instead of the maximum penalty of
fiheen years provided by law. the four were
given consecutive terms of fifteen years for

each of the five Congressmen who were
wounded, for a maximum of 75 years.
(Petitioner Lebron was not convicted of
assaulted with intent to kill but only assault

with a deadly weapon and thus received a
lesser maximum sentence of 50 years, lolita
lebron fired at the capitol ceiling irrevocably
^•oving her claim that she attacked the
Congress of the U.S.A.) In addition, im-
mediately after their trial they were shipped
to New York where, along with 13
Nationalist Party leaders from New York
and Chicago, they were placed on trial for
conspiracy to overthrow the United States
government. In addition to their 75 year
sentence, the four received additional
six - year terms, and many of the remaining
Nationalist leaders in the U.S. were also
sent to prison.
The Nationalist patriots, the longest held

political prisoners in the Western
Hemisphere, have languished in the
dungeons of the United States for more
than a quarter of a century. They have been
subjected to politically motivated,
especially punitive treatment, and the
massive demand in Puerto Rico, the United
States and throughout the world for their
unconditional freedom has been ignored by
the government of the United States.

VIVA PUERTO LIBREI

Lolita Lebron

Andres Figueroa Cordero

Rafael Cancel Miranda

(Nationalist Oscar Collazo has been
confined in U.S. prisons since 1960,
twenty— nine years.) *•

U Mass Day Care System:
Separate but Unequal

There are five day care centers supported
by the University of Massachusetts, two of

these. Infant Care Experiential Center
(I C EC.) and the New World Day School
(N W.D.S.) have predominantly Third

World parents and children. I.C.E.C. and
New World are, in my opinion, being
discriminated against.
As a parent with an infant at I.C.E.C. and

a three year old at New World, I have
serious questions about whether my
children are receiving the same access to

materials, equipment and resources as are

the children in the predominantly white day
care centers. Differences in overall funding,

monies allotted for day care equipment,
discrepancies in payment of staff between
the centers, and other issues, need to be in-

vestigated by those of us who are concern-

ed for the welfare of Third World children in

the University Day Care system.
For instance, the University Day School,

which is located in Bowaich Lodge in

South West has a large house with a gopd
size yard, and a more than adequate facili-

ty. This daycare has ample materials,

equipment and other resources needed for

the proper maintenance and operation of

its' center.

On the other hand, New World has a
$2,000.00 deficit, lacks adequate materials,

equipment, staff and other resources. Both
I.C.E.C. and New World lack adequate
space for the children to fully participate in

recreational and educational activities. This
lack of space and staff can be immediately
observed at New World with its' 28 children

and only 3 permanent staff members.
Distribution of funds is determined by the
number of children, instead of need. Yet, it

is clear that parents from both I.C.E.C. and
New World are the greatest in need of
financial assistance.
Our children are suffering, their develop-
ment is being hindered as a result of ine-

qualities in funding, facilities, etc.
Something must be done!
All children should have the right to quali-

ty daycare services, regardless of the race
or economic status of tneir parents. At the
present time, this equality does not exist in

the University Day Care System.
I am not suggesting that the children at

the better equipped centers are not entitled

to the resources they have. I am insisting

however, that our children should have
them as well.

signed, Teresa Barrientos
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Vietnamese stand their ground
Associated Press
BANGKOK, Thailand- Vietnamese

troops defending the Red River valley
corridor to Hanoi held their ground
yesterday against a three pronged Chinese
armored and infantry attack, Hanoi radio
said.

It claimed Peking's soldiers were being
killed at a rate of 800 a day all along the
border front lines.

China's Vice Premier Teng Hsiao ping
said yesterday the ten day-old conflict
might end within ten days, but analysts in
Bangkok and elsewhere expect the Chinese
invasion force to first mount an all-out
assault against Hanoi's troops.

The officials Soviet news media charged
China was massing troops near its border
with Laos for an invasion of that
Vietnamese doqninated country. The report
could not be confirmed.

In a speech in the western Russian city of
Minsk, Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A.
Gromyko reiterated the Kremlin warning to
China to pull out of Soviet allied Vietnam
"before it is too late" He said the invasion
was "doomed to failure."

A Soviet airlift of military supplies to
Hanoi appeared to be continuir>g. Airport
sources in Calcutta, India, said three cargo
planes -one Bulgarian and two
Soviet - refueled there Sunday and yester
day on their way to the Vietnamese capital.

A Voice of Vietnam radio broadcast
monitored here claimed Hanoi's troops had
killed more than 2,300 Chinese in fighting
since Friday at scattered battlefields along
the front.

The broadcast said tank led Chinese in-

fantrymen attacked Vietnamese forces
from three directions in the Cam Duong

area, south of the provincial capital Lao Cai
and about 150 miles northwest of Hanoi.

Cam Duong and Lao Cai, which was
reported captured by the Chinese last

week, lie in the Red River valley, a strategic
water, rail and highway corridor leading to
Hanoi. Chinese officials have been quoted
as saying, however, they have no plans to
seize the Vietnamese capital.

The Hanoi broadcast claimed counter-
attacking Vietnamese troops killed 1,400
Chinese around Cam Duong, but fighting
was continuing in the area yesterday.

China whose troops are reported to
have penetrated as far as 20 miles inside
Vietnam, has issued new reports about the
progress of the war. But Japan's Kyodo
news service yesterday said Peking radio
reported a Chinese battalion overran five

Vietnamese hilltop positions near Dong
Dang, north of the town of Lang Son.

Bill stopping

tuition hike

mightwin
Byl\4ARKLECCESE
Collegian Staff
The bill to block an out-of state tuition in-

crease will probably be approved by the
legislature's joint Education Committee, ac
cording to the committee's Vice Chairman,
James G Collins, D Amherst
The committee also heard testimony in

yesterday's hearing on a bill that could raise
in state tuition to nearly triple its present
rate

The in state tuition bill, filed by Sen Jack
King, D Danvers, and Rep Barney Frank,
D Back Bay, calls for in state tuition to be
set at 40 percent of a student s total educa-
tion costs UMass students currently pay
about 1 5 percent through tuition

Acording to Collins, the Frank King b<N
has been defeated by the House of
Representatives in each of the last mx
years

"It's gainig momentum this year, but I'm
confident we can defeat it again, Collins
said.

The bill to block the out of state tuition in

crease, sponsored by Collins would repeal
language added to the state budget last
June that could double non resident tuition
for students at state colleges and univer-
sities

Several UMass Amherst students and
Chairman of the UMass Board of Trustees
Joseph P Healy testified in support of the
Collins bill at yesterdays hearing
The committee took a "test vote " on the

bill, according to Collins, and it passed by
7 1 margin An official vote on the Collins
bill IS expected to come tomorrow.
Collins said the Education committee

coukJ either report favorably on the bill to
the full House sometime in March, or send
It with a favorable report to the House
Ways and Means comminee, which could
pass this years budget without the
language added last June.

If the language is removed from the
budget, the UMass Board of Trustees
would again be responsible for setting out-
of state tuition.

The language, added to the state budget
by a vots of the House last summer after it

was proposed by Rep. Jonathan Healy, R-
Charlemont, would set non resident tuition
at 95 percent of a student's education cost.
At UMass. this percentage could raise tui-

tion from the current $1550 to $3150 by this
fall, according to University officials.

The trustees voted earlier this month to
raise out of state tuition $600 in each of the
next three years, bringing it to a total of
$3350 in 198T. Healy has said, however, the
trustees will reconsider this increase if the
Collins bill passes the legislature and is

signed by Gov. Edward J. King.
Healy said earlier this month that the

board passed the increase while waiting to
see "what kind of commitment we must
make" to the legislature. The trustees hold
their regular meetings on the first Wednes-
day of each month.

Drinking
debate
delayed
Legislative debate on the drinking age was

cancolled yesterday because of severe
weather conditions in Boston.

Debate is scheduled to begin today.

The bill is now back in the House of
Representatives.

Two weeks ago, the House approved a
21 -year old minimum. The bill then went to
the Senate Ways and Means committee
which sent only a 19-year-old minimum bill

to the Senate floor for debate with stiupla-
tions which prevented any amendments.
Last week the Senate approved the 19-
vear-old bill.

It is expected that it will be at least

several days before any bill reaches the
governor's desk.

/
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DIGEST

STARBUCK. Manitoba Going, gone, and
return. This sequence of exposures shows the

moon covering the sun. moving from lower left to

upper right, in yesterday's total solar eclipse

Begin to the U.S.?
JERUSALEM \AP\ Israel's Cabinet meets today to decide

whether Prime Minister Menachem Begin will accept a

US invitation to a Mideast conference which Egyptian

President Anwar Sadat is skipping

Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan flew in from Washington
last night to attend the crucial session.

Some Israeli leaders have voiced doubts that Sadat's

representative. Prime Minister Mustafa Khalil. would have
the power to make decisions at a summit and said they

feared the meeting could lead to presuring Israel alone on
issues blocking a peace treaty

Asa Lawyer's Assistant-

Earn The Credentials That Count
• Ad«lphl University's Lawyer's Assistant Program
offers th« skills, specialties arKi credentials that count
In the legal community ADE LPHI HAS THE ONLY
PARALEGAL PROGRAM IN THE METROPOLITAN
NEWYORKAREATHATISAPPROVEDBYTME
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION • II you are a college

graduate and quality, you may choose to specialise m
— Employee Ber>etits— Estates . Trusts and Wills —
Corporations — Litigation — Real Estate and Mortgages
— or b«come a GeneralisI
• Legal Internships • Emptoymenl AssistaiKe
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Just Shake it

and Let it Fall Into Place.

The Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hair in harmony with the way it grows so it ne\/Bf

loses Its shape

And because your hair falls naturally into place,

all you have to do is shake it

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14 00

whether you re a guy or a gal And no appointments

are ever necessary.

Permanent waves, colonng. frosting and condi-

tioning, we do It all. but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you

Iranian rebels
«

arrest foreigners
TEHRAN. Iran I API - Islamic revolutionaries arrested an

American and three Britons employed by an oil-drilling

company yesterday on charges of "plundering the wealth

of Iran by charging exorbitant prices," a company
spokesman said.

Sources said the four were trying to flee Iran. There were
few details about the arrests. The American Embassy said it

knew nothing of the matter and spokesmen of Ayatollah

Ruhollah Khomeini declined comment.
A spokesman for California based Fluor Co.. the drilling

firm, identified the American as John Cassiba and the

Bntons as W. Walsh, K. Thompson and P. Dtrez. No
hometowns were available. The four were employed in the

southern city of Aghajari

Hassan Nazih. new director of the National Iranian Oil

Co., said. MDeanwhile. that Iran would resume oil exports

next week He did not say exactly when or in what
amounts

Nazih notified oil workers m Abadan of the resumption of

exports and said the production and export politics "will be
based entirely on Iran's national interests and we shall

r>ever accept colonially imposed agreements."
At present Iran is producing aout 700.000 barrels a day to

rrieet domestic requirements.

NEW ORLEANS Mardi Gras clown Larry Rich of
Van Wert, Ohio passes out his "big bucks" to two
other carnival goers on Bourbon Street in the New
Orleans French Quarter yesterday afternoon (AP
Laserphoto)
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700PM Campus Ccmer 101

1-lS credit semester
programs available in

a variety of fields

students from all

disciplines are

welcome.

Offlrr o( inlrrnshlps

16 Curry Hirkt Building i

Beat the high price of

PRECISION
HAIRCUTS

For His
and Her

/
' (

f^wimaMll Performance
<igi,.,i ^tf'-rjM.'"*'

Hampshire ^^all. next to K Mart

Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

586 0090

Includes:

FIRST—a professional consultation

SECOND—a precision style cut selected

individually just for you

THIRD—our stylists will show you how to

take care of your hair

All for
$5.50

With personal style cut. shampoo and blow
dry »8.00. long hair slightly more.

With this coupon only.

limited to new customers only

Styles by
Deborah

caU for appt. 549 5610

SENIORS-
SHOW YOUR FACE!!

Call now 545-2874
or go to room 815

CC, 9-5
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The Incomparable

Pete
Seeger

In Concert

Soturaoy Evening, March 3rd

6 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

UMoss/Amherst

Tickets Now On Sole it. S5, S4

Student Discount $1 .00

FINE ARTS CENTER DOX OFFICE

Mon.-Ffi.9o.m.-4p.m. 545-2511

DenefitforD'noiD'rithHillel

Tax abatement may
allow sale of frat
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen last

night recommended a temporary tax ex

emption for the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity

house, which is slated for purchase by the

Amherst Housing Authority.

The abatement proposal is the latest

episode in a saga involving the closing of

the fraternity by its national chapter. The
fraternity, which has been in financial dif-

ficulties for some time, has been
negotiating to sell the House to the town.

The Authority is hoping to use the property

for elderly housing Renovations will be

made possible by a $400,000 state grant

The national chapter at first decided not

to sell the house, but then reconsidered

However, the fraternity raised its original

sale price, from $165,000, to $180,000 to

cover the cost of all back taxes and the

mortgage. The Housing Authority re-

quested the town raise the needed funds,

either with outright grant money, or by tax

abatement, which must be approved by the

state.

The selectnnen's recommendation will be

forwarded to the Amherst tax assessors,

who can request the abatement from the

state.

Selectwoman Nancy Eddy said, "The
site IS ideal The amount of the tax abate

ment doesn't seem inappropriate.

In other business selectmen adapted a

procedure for the annual town meeting this

spring. Town Meeting moderator, and
UMass Dean William Field, suggested that

budget amendments be made in advance
of the meeting. He also suggested the

amendments be included in the Finance

Committee report The Finance Committee
reviews the budget originally proposed by
the Town Manager.

The Committee also compiles a report of

suggestions on each section of the budget.

The suggestions are considered motions on
the floor of the Town Meeting Field's

suggestion would place certain amend
ments on ihe report also

Fields said his proposal would hasten the

ammending process by allowing people to

ammend overall funding levels without

getting into administration of departments.

Les Ballets Jazz dancer Dennis Michaelson (foreground), led a class for the
University Dancers yesterday Les Ballets Jazz will be performing at the Fine
Arts Center tonight at eight o'clock (Staff photo by Doug Paulding)

Former governor knew
Pierpont HR gets new job about illegal contributions
The Pierpont head of residence who was

removed from his position last month after

police said his life was threatened by a
homicide attempts will now be working in a

different capacity in another residential

area, said Dennis L Madson, vice

chancellor for Academic Affairs

Thomas Whitford, formerly of Pierpont

dormitory, now works as assistant to the

director of the Orchard Hill Central areas,

on "special projects," Madson said. The
a?;sistant position was newly created in the

o'fice of Area Director Joseph J Battistain

^clntvre House in Orchard Hill.

Madson said Whitford will be working
under "pretty normal conditions" while

UMass polu e continue tfie probe into the
homicide attempt Madson yesterday
desnbed the investigation as active, with
strong leads

"

Whitford fled the Southwest dormitory
on the morning of Jan 29 after the door of

his apartment was torched and circuit

breaker for his smoke detector was discon
nected.

Police sfKjkesman have reported no ar

rests or suspects in the case.

Canadian dance troupe to perform
The Canadian dance troupe, Les Ballets

Jji/z, will perform tonight at 8 p m at the

UN^ass Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

The group dances to \aii. rock, folk, and

t» Klitionat music Tonight's program will in

elude Sept." choreographed by Richard

Jones of the UMass Department of Mus-c

and Dance taculty; Oiary, choreograph

ed by Lynne Taylor The Gershwin Song

Book." choreographed by Norbert Vesak

and "La Perfectly Swell," choreographed

by Rael Lamb
Tickets are available at the Fine Arts

Center box office and Ticketron.

JFuur Reasons
Pavkdfie Store

•DISCOUNT LIQUOHS"

RUSSELL ST, HAOLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

MILLER I TUBORG
BEER BEER

$6.S9 $5.59
case

12 oz NR's

case

12 oz NR's

COSSACK
80 PROOF
VODKA

PAUL
MASSON
WINES

Chablis

Burgundy

Rose
Rhine

$4.29
$2.99

quart

magnum

(50 7 oz )

Tuesday, February 27 to Monday, March 5, 1979

Cash & carry prices

We reserve the right to limit quantities

flOS rO/V Former Gov. Endicott Peabooy,
counsel to the now defunct consulting firm

McKee Berger Mansueto, was told in 1971

about the firm's 1970 illegal political con
tributions in Massachusetts in 1970, an
MBM officer testified yesterday

Peabody told a legislative investigating
committee under oath last year he had no
knowledge the firm made illegal corporate
contributions.

Jack S. Thomas, former MBM vice presi

dent and manager of the firm's Boston of

fice. testified in the extortion trial of
Worcester businessman William V.
Masiello and former Massachusetts Turn-

pike Authority member Albert "Toots"
Manzi

Manzi and Masiello are on trial in Superior

Court on charges of extorting $10,000 in

1972 from MBM At the time, the firm held

a $6 million state contract to supervise con
struction of the University of

Massachusetts at Boston.

Thomas testified he told Peabody at a
meeting in March, 1971, the firm made
p>otitical contributions to Gov Francis W.
Sargent, then Senate President Kevin B.

Harrington arKl then Ser^te Ways and
Means Chairman Janf>es J. Kelly Jr. in

1970.

Thomas said it was at that meeting with

Peabody. MBM President Gerald McKee
and a Boston advertising executive that f>«

first learned corporate political contnbu-
tions were illegal m MasMChusetts
Peabody, who practices law in

Washington and Boston, could not be
reached for comment.

However, he testified last year that while

he' advised MBM Vice President Anthony
E Mansueto about a political contribution

to Sargent in 1970, he assumed Mansueto
would make a personal contribution

I |ust assumed that everyone knew in

this state that you can't make corporate

contributions, " he told the legislature's

Post Audit Committee

r

SUPERIOR PIZZA
"UMass' Favorite Pizza"

We deliver every day from 5 p.m.

Sundays from 2 p.m.

17 Montague Rd.

(next to North Amherst Post Office)

549-0626

CUT AND SAVE

Pepperoni
Anchovies
Hamburg
Ham
Sausage
Plain

Onions
Peppers
Onions Peppers

Mushrooms
Salami
2-way Comb.
3 Way Comb.
Super Special

Extra Meat
Extra Cheese

Small
$2.60

2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60

2.00

2 10

220
235
2.60

2.60
290
3.20
4.00

Large
70c
80c

Large
60
60
60
60
60
70
00
20
30
60
60
10

50
00

ORINDMS
Whole

Salami $1.95

Meatless 1 .85

Geneva 2.10

Meatball 2.10

Sausage 2.10

Tuna Fish 2.40

Ham 2.10

Italian 2.10

Roast Beef 2.60

Ham b Egg 2.30

Pepper & Egg 2.30

Pastrami 2.60

Turkey 2.40

Small
50c

50c

SPAGHETTI
with Sauce
with Meat Balls

with Sausage

Half

$1 20
1.10

1.35

1.35

1.35

1.45

1.35

1.35

1.60

1.40

1.40

1.60

1.35

$2.(X)

2.30

2.30

STEAK GRINDERS
Plain

with Cheese
With Onion
with Peppers
with M'rooms

Small
$1.25
1.40

1.35

1 35
1.45

Large
$2.00

2.35

225
225
2.45
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SMORGASBORD & DISCO LESSONS
/ 30!o 9) AU F0Ritl?i.1Pe' Person

(Reservations)

SUN FEl n.lMTCNICRS
wAmiEsscs & wAims aitin i m i a «.

MOST wtwg. ly

DINE & DISCO
THURS., FRI. A SAT.

r.ic DINING — 5 »o 9

^^5 ' 1 DISCO DANCING. 9 to 1 am
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Captain's TabI*
DAMON RO., NORTHAMPTON S84-6A80

TCOPY THET

?,

INSTANT FUN
KOOAK Color Copy Prints
Hap>py limes Pass them on
in e«tfa copies ot your instant

prints Get bright, rich color
copy prints or enlargements
lor your family and Iriends to
enjoy Order today

coton
«»oci!Essatc

r&lS (!][ift»9Q!% s^^

^^1
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( PACKARD'S
14 MasMk SL

SI4-S9S7

CROSS THE BRIDGE AND HAVE A DRINK

AT THE OTHER BAR!

WMETmNG
NEW CAN

HAPPEN TO
YOir*

584 962S
209 Mam St.

(2nd floor)

Northampton
Mon 9 9

Tues. Fri. 9-9

Sat. 9-9

mm*— '•«»»w*

Mon. 9-9/ Tues Fn. 99/Sat 99

BEYOND SPECIFICATIONS

Receivers with the same specifica-

tions l)ut from different manufac
turers sound different Some make
orchestral instruments sound
suspiciously like one another.

Others sound spacious with eacti

instrument articulated clearly They

sound musical

Harman Kardon makes musical

sounding receivers

A clue to the exceptional (jerfor

mance of Harman Kardon receivers

lies in those qualitien usually ig

nored by other manufacturers Like

ultrawideband frequency response,

low transient mtermodulation
distortion (TIM) and low slewing in-

duced distortion (SID).

Most important. Ma' man Kardon

components are designed as much
by ear as by specs Not only do
receivers with the sarrve specs

sound different, transistors artd

resistors do too Harman Kardon

engineers listen at every stage of

development for the subtle dif

ferences m component parts, that

make the immeasurable difference

in the end product in effect tuning

the receiver until the sound is exact

ly right

The results of this labor, going far

beyond conventional specifications,

can be heard m our listening room
now.

You're cordially invited

harman/kardon

SOUND&MUSIC
Good Advice - Honest Price'

90-92 King Street

(Rte. 5)

Northampton
»-*^*s-;

PlfC no** nru) houn

Thursday «t Fnday Hi 9

Mon -Sat 10-5

SM-9547

Presents

Western Mats. Only

Comedy Night
Tuesday 9 p.m.-

at the

Top of the Campus
Restaurant

Information; Call 549-6000 ext 634

RUN FOR OFFICE

On Monday, Feb. 26, nominations will

open for President of the Student Govern-

ment Association. There are also 22

vacancies to be filled for the Student

Union Board of Governors.

The president shall be responsible for

relations between the S.G.A. and the

Administration, Faculty, and Board of

Trustees.

The purpose of the B.O.G. is to be

responsible to the varied needs of the

University community through the pro-

vision of appropriate facilities, activities,

and services.

Any full-time undergraduate student

may run for the presidency of B.O.G.

Nomination sheets may be obtained in RM.
420 Student Union. They must be siqned

by at least 250 constituents and returned

to 420 S.U. by 4 p.m. Friday, March 2.
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Editofial/Opinion

Boston State prez off base on tuition hike
First, the good news: Nobody at UMass

central administration in Boston seems to

be taking Boston State College President
Kermit C. Morrissey's tuition proposal very

seriously. Apparently, the only people who
took Morrissey seriously were the state col-

lege board of trustees and the press.

Morrissey's proposal was fairly simple;
charge students at each of the 30 state sup-
ported colleges and universities tuition

equal to 25 percent of their total educa-
tional costs in 1979, and 30 percent in 1961.
Students at UMass currently pay about 15
percent.

There are five divisions of state-supported

higher education: the three-campus UMass
system, the University of Lowell,

Southeastern Massachusetts University,

the state colleges, and the community col-

leges Each system has its own board of

trustees

The only one of these systems that has

so far paid any attention to Morrissey'i pro-

posal is Morrissey's system, the state col-

leges Why? Try this for starters: Thier tui

tion, now $500, would stay the same in

1979, and go up to $599 in 1981, under
Morrissey's plan. UMass tuition, on the

other hand, at $525, would go to over $800
in 1979, and over $1000 (that's right, dou
ble what is is now by 1961

.

mark

Leccese

Morrissey says his proposal is the most
realistic. The state will not continue pump-
ing money into public higher education, he
says, and it's time the colleges took sonne

of the funding burden on themselves.

Besides, he argues, once we get over the

initial increases (whopping increases, in the

case of UMass) tuition should level out.

Maybe, and maybe not. One UMass cen

tral official pointed out that once you set it

at 30 percent, it's not too hard to say, what
the hell, we need a few extra bucks, let's

raise it to 35 percent, or 40 percent. And
once you raise tuition, we all know, it never

comes down.

And the bad news: Out of state tuition is

going up, no rrtatter what the outcome of

tf>e Collins bill. The state legislature has
spoken, even if they did pass their nasty lit

tie rider late into the night of their last ses

sion last June. People in the State House
have said clearly they want oul-of state

students to start carrying their weight in

funding, and the UMass Board of Trustees

has made a wise nr>ove in attempting to

ease the increase in gradually.

The board voted in February tOiraise r>on

resident tuition $600 a year until 1981 This

will bring it to $3350, or roughly the 95 per

cent of total educational costs, the percen
tage figure the legislature wanted This
increase was voted to show the legislature

the trustees are willing to put sonr>e burden
on out of steae students, and with an eye
toward passage of the Collins bill.

The legislature wanted tuition at >JiS\*i

for Fall 1979. but will probably be willing to

accept the phase in, for the sake of out-of-

state students currently MiroHed Legally,

the trustees can go tiack aruj lower out of-

state tuition again from the levels tti«y

passed in February, but politically it may
not be wise The legislature still dishes out
our budget, remember. But keep an eye on
the trustees: they have said they will take

another look at this increase if the Collins

bill pwtoB As It starxto rK>w, howvever. the

turstaat have made the witeet move they

had available.

Morrissey's proposal arnJ the legislature's

mandate represent a very faulty and
dar>gerous way of thinking: t>oth want to
take the power of setting tuition away from
the group o( people cloeeet to the Umversi
ty. the trustees. It is the trustees business
to run the University. Let them run it

Mitrk Lecceae la a CuMegtan co/umnml

Your Only Choice for PRICE and QUALITY
•Qiialitv, Low Coat Copu's from 1 5c«T\jnng as low as 8f)

{jage*k(!8U(ne. dissertation, anil nianuHcri[)t |>ac-kH^tfs

Amherst Carriage Shopa
233 N Pleasant

549 0557

XS ZB ^r J SES ace ace a[x a c .^

SPORTING GOODS
CO-OP

In th« Student Union—n«xt to Post Offico

Opon Mon.-Fri. 10-0

Down Jackets up to $30 off reg. price

Spalding Racquetball Equipnnent
•^ ^ Co-op price

TOPFLITE RACQUETS 14.25

REBEL RACQUETS 13.75

ACE RACQUETBALLS 2.25

Aluminum Softball Bats 1*50

Sugg, list

21.00

1850
4.00

1820

Sweat Pants 5.00

Tennis Balls 2.25

...And more...check us out...

ag.acB ZE zs as zc zs zz

Positions Available
For Scera And Student Senate

Work and Non-Work Study
Rm 420 S.U.

SCERA AREAS: Residential, Grant Writing, Legislative,

and Campus-Wide Issues

STUDENT SENATE: Asst. to the Speaker and

Asst. to the Treasurer

Excellent Atmosphere for Women,Third

World People, and Handicapped Students

to Work In.

affirmative action/equal opportunity employer

MILLER 12 oz. cans a NR

$6.99 case

In Store Cash Only

Monday thru Thursday

C & C LIQUORS
THE FRIENDLIEST STORE IN TOWN

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FREE DELIVERY

TUESDAY

Cavin's Husical
Trivia

1st PRIZE - 25.00 2nd PRIZE - 10.00

3rd PRIZE - Current Album

• HAPPY HOUR PRICES •

• Free T-Shirts

• Special Drinks
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Premeds and Predents:
National MCAT Review Course
National DAT Review Course
LkienMxc leslinq prailKe and inlenstive (.ldk<>ro<>m rvvivM
in dll »«<.lion» o( MCAT or DAT 36 tlas»roum hours
W>«krrtd (lapses t«(«>il«nl »p«ri4li»l in«lru(tur» Total
losl. irtiludinq malrridl«, $150

MCAT vr^Mon» in Bo%lon and Sprin«]fM>ld Amh«rsl arva^

DAT s«ssion» at Boston l'nivt>rsiiv

NATIONAI REVIEW COURSES j;
P O B«.H b«)7t., Sdo Rald^l CA 144(M »•

^ CM TOIL KREE (8OO1 824 788^ f«f
Ask l(.r OiHiatDf 116 ^ '

U^lV(^rsttv of Massachuwfts/ Arnhw?rsf

FINE >1?TS CENTER PRESENTS

lesbalets

Tuesday, February 27 8 pm

FU /«TS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7. 6. 5
UMass students - $5. 4. 3 Senior citizens and
other students - $6, 5, 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F f 4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

TONIGHT ^

The National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws

presents

a lecture and film:

"Highlights from Mari-
juana: Assasin of Youth
and Reefer Madness"

7 and 9:30

Campus Center Auditorium

Tuesday, February 27 $1.00

TEACH IN JAPAN
Anyone with a bachelor's degree in different

engineering fields, production/manufacturing,
quality-control, materials management or procure
ment wishing to teach full time for one or two years
in Japan should write to:

Personnel Director

International Education Services
Shin Taiso Building

10 7, Dogenzaka 2 chome
Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150

Jap>an

The position involves teaching Japanese
businessmen and engineers the basic vocabulary in

various fields.

No Japanese- language is required for classroom
instruction. Teaching experience is not required. An
orientation is given in Tokyo.

Information on salary, transportation and housing
can be obtained by providing International Education
Services with a detailed resume and a letter in-

dicating an interest in the position

Personal interviews will be held in your area bet
ween the middle to end of April.

Selected applies*, its would be expected to arrive in

Tokyo from Jure through September, 1979.

To plac* a classified ad. drop by the

Collegian office (CC 113) t>etween 8 45 am
and 3 45 p m Mor^day through Friday, or use
our handy clip and mail form found in most
issues of the Collegian Classified deadline is

3:46 p m. two days m advance of publication

date

Collegian
Classifieds

Tl Programmer
The octal, decimal, and hexadecimal
calculator/converter for computer
Students, professionals and
hobbyists —
from Texas instruments.

lexos Instruments
octol. decmoi. and hexodecrrK

CQlcJotcy/conMertef

only

$53.00

•Provides conversions between octal

(base 8), decimal (base 10), and hex-
idecimal (base 16) number systems.

•Performs arithmetic in any of three
number bases.

•Ideal for computer programming,
debugging or troubleshooting.

•Rechargeable battery pack arKJ AC
adapter/ charger included.

•Much more

at the calculator store

the UNIVERSITYSTORE

Coliaffian claaalflad rataa ara: da^. 46c per

bne. fiva conaccuttve «iu«s. 40c per hne pa*

day. » conaacutiva aauea. 30c par Imw per

day. One hna i% roygNy equixalant to 38
characiars.

AUDIO

Pionaar SX-4G0 rcvr. — rated 15 w/ch ,

gets 20; ABS mint cond.; 18 mos left on

full roanu. guar.; Fantas sound; $90.

546 9424

Intaraudio 2000 apaakara. division of

Bose, 50 watt, powar cap, John. 546-5990.

Triple baam scala, $35, call 546-7641.

Lg. Advents,

LOST

AUTO FOR SALE

76 Datsun 280Z, perfect cond., rustproof

-

ed, new radials, 4 spd , fuel inj., 10 mi.,

asking $6200, 527 7760

68 VW bus for sale. Dependable, good
transport, reasonable. 549-3857, evenings .

71 Skylark. AMTPMr'AC, $lT00/best of-

fer

1170 Dodga Dart. $300. 323 4768, after 6

71 LaSabre, must be seen, 77,500 miles.

Asking $ 1350. Call 549 3524. 5-7 p.m.

73 Dodga van. custom interior, no rust,

radials. supertuner, $3300. call 5495660.

69 Chavy Impala. V6, good cond ,
new

pts., starts easy, tape deck, must sell, $445

or BO, call 549 4470, eves.

1968 Plymouth Barracuda convertible 318

V8 power top, A/T, P/S, exc. tires top

engine trans., call Bill. 256-6837.

ENTERTAINMENT

S^und systam for hira. perfect for cof-

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

Disco Dave & D.L. Disco Inc. provides

sound, lights £» DJ for your parties -disco,

rock & oldies. The best at affordable prices

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567 1715.

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John, 546 4646 .

FOR RENT

Rm. for rant in 2 br. apt. in B. Manor, $130

a month plus utilities as of March 1, call

2532139.

2 bdrm. apt.. Cliffside, avail, immed.. incl.

all util., $260, pets okay, 666 7562.

FOR SALE

Patar Limmar hiking boots, almost new,

$75, call 268 7408, size 8 9. womansize.

Skis for sale, Rossi 210cm, never been us-

ed. $60 o r 80, cal l 253-9015 -K Mag.

Blaupunkt 4096: AM/FM cassette stereo,

list $220, asking $1 50, 546 5908^

A~terrific buy! Men's green ski jacket,

brand new!! Sye med.. only $35, cal! at

546-8376, keeprtrying. it's a stealH

World Book Encyclopedia, new 78, *>100

off, priced $299, $15 a mo., 247 5740, even

inqs.

Pio rcvr., Garrard turn., Pio

cassette rcrdr. Neil, 549 6064.

Gift idaa: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732, bet. 9 10 am

FOUND

Found: scarves, gloves, sweaters,

women's ski parkas, lots of key rings,

shoes, textbooks, coat belts, sweatshirts,

etc., etc. Please come down and describe

item lost. The Pub, Amherst.

Found: keys: UMass keyholder and red key

with others, call The Pub, 549 1200.

Found— long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan-black markings, 665-4324.

HELP WANTED

Summar work. $229/wk., send phone
and address to Box 213, Amherst MA
01002

. ____^_
Boys' Camp Counselors.

Spend the summer in New England at

Camp Mah Kee-Nac (51st year), Lenox,

Ma. Swimming, sailing (22 sailboats),

canoeing, tennis (16 har-tru courts), ar-

chery, Softball, baseball, basketball, camp
newspaper, ham radio, electronics. Other

openings. Send detailed letter. Joe Kruger,

20 Allen Court, South Orange NJ 07079.

Jobs in Alaska. Summer jobs High pay-

ing; $800 $2000/ month. Natl parks,

fisheries, logging, and more. How and

where to get jobs. Send $2 to Alasco, PO
Box 2480, Goleta CA 93018.

Administrativa staff parson, 3 positions

available for eligible grad students. 10-20

hrs./wk., $4/hr. Deadline for applications

is Feb. 28. 545-2896/545 0970.

Central area woman's center has 5 work

study positions available, applications can

be picked up at center basement Baker.

Junior Accounting Major to be a campus
representative for the Lambers CPA review

course, for additional information, call col-

lect (61 7) 729-4092. Ask for Ed.

Exotic jobs! Lake Tahoe, Cal' Little exp.,

high pay! $1700 $4000 summer. Over

35,000 people needed in casinos,

restaurants, ranchesm, rivier rafts, more!

Send $3.95 for info to Lakeworld, Box

61035, Sactcfc, CAJ586a
Men! Women! Jobs cruise

shipsMreighters, no experience. High pay!

See Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So.

America. Career summer' Send $2.75 for

info to Seaworld, BB Box 61035, Sact., CA

Yallow contact lafw caaa. Barb. 6 5159

Plaasa raturn dk. brown leather wallet.

personal value, leave it with Collegian

Set of keys on brown leatf>er 3 fold holder

about 3 weeks ago Northeast or Lot 44

area. Important. Sandy. 6-4885

Please return dk. brown leather wallet.

personal value, call Suzarvie, 253 5833.

Female white shepherd dog. sick, needs

care -Vermont tags, 545 0065^

Reward for return of old beige cowboy
hat left in Blue Wall 2/ 16 Great sentimental

value, call Jim, 5-2330 or 665 3297, even

ings.

Roommate* wanted. April Itt.

month, call 586 0140 ask for Pai^

Hsamata. wanted to share cookir^ 6
util. in N'hamp apt., own small but sunny

rm & private study $80p/mo. CaH

5B&1880, Mon. or Tuas to coma by. Kaap
trytng.

Person wanted for own rm in house, 5
mm walk to^campus. 180. call. 549 5856.

Room avail, in 4 br. apt., start Mar. 9, rant

$75* , nice loc. -Rivarglade M o* F Nice

people. nonsnx)k., naat, 253 5206. eves.,

furn

Hsantata. wanted for hia. by Puffer's

PoTKl. fKK) snnoker, no pets, Dave b Randi

@ 549-6907

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn $500/1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope.

Justus Sales, Box 112 C, Ludlow MA
01056

Grad atudant wanta to ahara two
bedroom apartnnent with nonamokNig.

quiet and considerate female. Good kKa-

tion on bus route. Call 256-6245, eves pref

.

SERVICES

PERSONALS

invite a professor to lunch program,

sponsored by Undergraduate Business

Club, presents Prof Liander/Mktg Dept.

topic. International Marketing on Feb. 28 at

the Newman Social Hall. 12:20-1:00.

Undergraduate Business Club, man-

datory meeting, Feb. 27. at 7:00 p.m., SBA
1M^

Contact lens wearers. Save on brand

name hard or soft lens supplies. Send for

free illustrated catalog. Contact Lens Sup-

plies, Box 7453. Phoenix, Arizona 8501 1

.

Linda— nous esperons,' que tout va tres

bien! Nous te manqucns— Cam, Kurt &
Tim.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%'

discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff. Remember your ID.

Zoo Mass t-shirts are back on the con-

course. Wed. & Fri. afternoons, also we
print the fastest, best-priced custom shirts

for groups and clubs in the area.

For two people to Ft. Lauderdale on Mar.

15 or 16. Will share driving and expenses.

Call Laurel or Susan at 549-5957.

Shaklaa Natural Producta. Household

products, food supplements, ar>d personal

care in cooperation with Nature. Call Steve

at 586 5238, evenings^

Attention campus woman: basic auto

mechanics course for women • Learn more

about your car, save money, call Alex at

253-3387, this course is free

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal— k>w cost

legal representation for UMass community.

Income tax preparation, appointment only,

253 7617.

WANTED

Wanted: refrigerator. 28-30 in. high, good
condition, ca ll 546-8356.

House wanted, four adults wish to rent a

house for the 79 80 school year, must be

within walking distance or on bus route of

UMass, will consider a 1 year lease, call

Jim, 546-4152 or Lisa, 546-5801, evenings .

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie.

546-6557, after 6.

SKI BOOTS

RIDERS WANTED

Dolomites, uaad twice, reg. $150; $80.

size llVi; Hanson Exhibitions, reg. $165;

$75 shell #5 fits size 11 12: call Scott,

5495897.

Riders wanted to Brattleboro, Vt., every

weekday this semester, share $, 253 2154,

ask for Ray.

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COD

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 roommate wanted for house, avail.

Mar. 1, 1 mile from campus, $96.25+ ,
call

Summar rental Cape Cod, S. Yarmouth,

4apts. avail , one studio, 2 2 bdrms ,
and 1

three bdrm. Very cIosp to water Fully

turn , Mem Day to Labor Day Prices from

$1500 to $3000 for season, call (617)

394 6323 evenings and weekends.

iLd^'^liiu

DVP presents Cafe square

DVP

Language
the Comics

a talk by

ART SPIEGELMAN
7 p.m.. room 804 Campus Outer

Tuesday, Feb. 27

with purchase of our famous

BU^R/TOS
see us at the
Hampshire Mall

Campus
center
ot UMass

Tues , FeD. 27
Tuesday Night JAZZ

with

David wertman
&

Brandon Ross

wed , Ttiurs., Fri., sat.

Feb. 28, Mar. 1,2,

3

Chris Rhodes
Band

Blue
wall Bar

wed., inurs., Fri., Sat.

Feb. 28. March 1,2, 3

The Great Pretenders

sat., March 10

Robert Cordon
9 p.m. - Hatch Bar

UMass Students $5
General PuDilc $4

Hatch

OF JAPANM STEAK HOUSE

from
804: to $3.00

at the Hampshire Mall

-ii -U ix ix

And for an evening of

Fine Dining
featuring your own

personal chef

Try our restaurant

off Rt. 116 in Sunderland

Undoubtedly

Delicious

Frozen Yougurts

Garden Salad

Fruit Salads

Fresh Squeezed Juices

Natural snacks
from 45(1;

Fri. & sat.

Disco
with Disco Eric

at the

TOP Of the
campus .>*',

300 OFF
Any Grinder

c

{f

in Mssociation with
UPC Productions

information
call 545 2892

A I
-^

FIGARO
PIZZA &
GRINDER

Finest Italian Pizza Around
Check for Our Daily Specials

OFF
ANY SIZE PIZZA

Wnu THIS COUPON
I' • in Ci(>Oi] IiM M,j-

LddATED IN THE NEW
HAII^PSHIRE MALL AT

CAFE SQUARE
OPENJ1 930. MONDAr SATURDAY

^t§ TAKE-OUT ORDERS
,LL 586-6077
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Wrestlers finish second

Otsuka, Allen cop N E titles
Bv MARTY LUTTRELL
Cullegmn Staff

KINGSTON, R I Team captain Larry

Otsuka wrestled superbly in taking first

place and being voted Most Outstanding
Wrestler at the annual New England
Wrestling Tournament, hosted this year by
the University of Rhode Island. John Allen

repeated as heavyweight champion, as the

Minutemen finished second, behind URI in

the eight team event
Otsuka pinned his first opponent, from

New Hampshire, and breezed through the

semifinals to meet BU's Traylor in the
finals Otsuka had little difficuty in

dominating his rival 8 5 m the final

The coaches and judges saw fit to vote

Otsuka the Most Outstanding Wrestler. His

coach and teammates could only agree

Coach Dave Amato said, Larry certainly

deserved it He worked his tail off for the

whole season, though he's beeo troubled

with injuries
"

A teammate added, "I think Larry
deserves it He would have won it last year,

but his shoulder went out He's t>een in-

jured most of this year, too He should get

It |ust for his hard work and dediction"
John Allen didn't have quite so easy a

time of It The New York sophomore pinn

ed his first opponent and defeated his New
Hampshire opponent 14 2 in the semifinals.

Th3 finals saw him paired with Evans
Brantley, of URI

Allen defeated his larger foe handily

earlier in the season, but wrested "very

cautiously" in tfie finals Brantley also

wrestled cautiously, causing the two to be
assessed four penalty points each for stall

ing With eight secornJs left, and the score

tied at 5 5. Allen pulled his opponent down
and spun behind him for a takedown, winn-

ing the match
Allen now enjoys his second season as

New Engaind champion
Otsuka and Allen will now make tf>eir

way toward NCAA all American ranking

when tf>ey travel to Iowa State for tf>e Na-
tionals, Mar 7 9

In all, the Minutemen placed five

wrestlers in the finals.

Dana Rasmussen lost his bid for first by
virtue of a 6 5 loss to Jeff Mannion of URI,

defending champion, and former national

junior college champ. The match ended in a

5 5 tie, but tfie one point difference came
as a result of riding time. Raz finished

fourth last year at 118 lbs

At 142 lbs Charley Rigoglioso repeated as

second place finisher when he lost to

defending 134 lb. champ Scott Arnell of

URI. 6 2 The two met earlier this seson
when Arnell beat Rigoglioso in a close

match at Boyden Gymnasium.
Vic Dellatorre came off a back injury to

take second in the 177 lbs. class. Dellatorre

scored the fastest pin of the tournament in

his first match, at 38 of the first period. He
went on to pin his next opponent, from BU,
before losing a close decision to McCartfiy

of URI

Freshman Kevin Murphy took third in the

160 lb division, losing to Daigo of Maine.

URI's Wilner took first in this class.

Rich Schiarizzi, Mike Caroll, and Jack
Boyd all took fourth in their respective

elates.
Schiarizzi lost twice to defending champ

Viola of UConn and won two other mat
cf>es. Mike Carroll won an overtime deci-

sion over his first opponent and lost to

champion Sptegia of URI in the semifinals

He lost to Harris (UConn) in the consolation

finals, 11 8.

At 190 lbs Jack Boyd filled in for Bob
Clark, who separated a shoulder. His

wrestling was a 'pleasant suprpnse," ac
cording to coach AmatO He lost his first

match and won the next two. He ther; lost

again to URI's Schacchatano in a rciatfvely

close match
Greg DiLiello. at 167 lbs , lost to secorxJ

place finisfier Harold of UConn, beat a BC
opponent, and lost to a New Hampshire
wrestler.

In winning the •lOurnameni URI placed

eight wrestlers m the finals

#*%^

Minutemen in playoff
By STEVEZACK
Collegian Staff

At 5:00 yesterday afternoon, the Minutemen finished their last homa practice

of the season, in preparation for tonight's playoff game against the Villanova

Wildcats the same Wildcats that defeated the Minutemen 77 66 last Saturday at

the Villanova "Cathouse."
In the loss to Villanova. the UMass squad played tough physical ball and head

coach Jack Leaman has the same plan for tonight

We' re going to play the same way We have to go out for them," Leaman

said

Last Saturday, the Minutemen were blessed with some fine performances,

including a 27 point effort from Brad Johnson, a 21 point, 1 1 rebound game from

Mark Haymore. and an 11 point, 12 rebound game from Len Kohlhaas But

Coach Leaman feels there is still a cog missing in the Minutemen's machine.

"We've got to get a fifth guy to play well for us, ' Leaman commented.

The Minutemen have come to situation of having to play the Wildcats for the

second time m a row due to the setup of the Eastern Athletic Association

(Eastern Eight) playoff system which pits the league's number one club, in this

case Villanova (9 1 in the league), against the league's bottom club, UMass (5 21

overall, 10 in the league)

Villanova is led by co captains Alex Bradley, a 6'6 "sophomore, and Rory

Sparrow, a 6 2 " junior Also adding to the Rollie Massimino coached attack are

guards Steve Lincoln and Tom Sienkiewicz, and fonwards Marty Caron and

Aaron Howard.
Should the Minutemen win tonight, they will journey to Pittsburgh. Penn

sylvania for the semi final and final rounds of the Eastern Eight tourney But

should they lose, the coaching career of Jack Lean^an will end Yet, the UMass

coach has the game on his mind, not his departure

"Probably the feeling will hit afterwards. Right now were interested in getting

to Pittsburgh," Leaman said.

Heavyweight John Allen (left) and Larry Otsuka of the 134 lb. class captured

Now England wrestling titles last Saturday in the championships held at the

University of Rhode Island. (Staff photos by Kris Craig)

George O'Brien

Hallway ofFame

Skiers fall in Easterns;

Allard to go to Nationals
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

UMass senior John Allard will ski in

Steamboat Springs, Colorado; f>e earr>ed

his trip by racing 21st in slalom at the

NCAA Easterns in Middlebury, Vermont.

He was the only person from UMass to

qualify in the races last weekend.

Though UMass is a power in southern

New England (according to head coach Bill

MacConnell). their efforts just couldn't

match up against the powers of Dart-

mouth, Williams. Middlebury, and the

University of Vermont. These four teams

contain some of the finest skiers in the

Fast; sonr>e are members of the Eastern and

National teams, with aspirations toward the

Olympics.
In men's giant slalom, UVM swept the

'St four positions, led by Chris Mekell's

T7 seconds. Scott Prindle's 120.00 was

'or 33rd; Kevin Nolan canrie in 57th

out of 66 skiers. Men's siolotii ao»v

win again, with a 91 .03. Allard's 96.98 land-

ed him in 21st, out of the 22 participants in-

vited to Nationals Allard had qualified to

race in Nationals two years ago, and was

tf>e only American to ski in the Student

World Olympics in Canada last year. The

brothers Prindle (Scott and Brian) finished

27th and 30th.

Women's slalom was dominated by

UVM. Dartmouth. Williams, and New
Hampshire; UMass finished 10th out of 11

teams. Individually. Sarah McNealus of

Middlebury took first with a time of 103.20;

Lindy Cochran of UVM was second, with a

103.24.

UMass' Nancy Hayden finished 17th with

a 112.38; she missed Nationals by two

spots. In women's giant slalom, McNealus'

120.35. Pat Hellman of Williams' 122.06,

and Cochran's 122.72 nailed down the first

three spots. UMass' top finisher. Nancy

Hayden, was 42nd.

On more than one occasion, Collegian

columnist Bill Tarter (known to staffers as

the Nostalgia Kid), has spoken about what
It is like to be a senior as well as the

memories that get thrown in with the deal.

Being a senior, I too have memories.

Unlike most, who have fond recollections

of the Cage, Alumni Stadium, intramural

basketball in Boyden or those great

lacrosse games, some of my fondest

memories are of the sports that took place

in the dormitory hallway, that long narrow

passageway that doubled as a basketball

court, gridiron, baseball field, boxing ring

etc. etc. etc.

Although not covered in the pages of this

newspaper, hallway sports are among the

most popular on campus. As destructive as

they are, to mind, body and light fixtures,

hallway athletics have been and always will

be

Leave no doubt about it, hallway sports

are dangerous. Arms have been broken,

toes crunched and eyeglasses mangled.

Foam rubber equipment is less destructive,

but excessive use can lead to a possible

"nerfous breakdown."

Hallways sports are a way of letting go.

They are a release, from rhetoric papers,

financial aid forms, lab reports and

Collegian columns. Corridor sports are also

a great way to fantasize. Dreams come
true, as Dave English Major becomes
whomever or whatever he wants. Joe

Natubski becomes Dennis Eckersley, Butch

Trentor becomes Terry Bradshaw. George

O'Brien becomes Russ Francis and Walt

Cherniak becomes marvelous Marv
Throneberry.

My fondest memories of hallway sports

are from the fourth floor of Pierpont (God

alone knows why I was put there) where

the sports ranged from curling to kite flying

to "All Star wrestling" with everything else

imaginable thrown in between.

Although rumor has it that fireball is the

hot item in the "Pont " noiw. back then.

everything was played. The more ingenious

you were, the more games you could

create At one time, it was possible to walk

down the hallway and see one player armed

with a seven iron, shooting a handball at a

goalie brandishing a tennis racket and a

baseball glove.

Hallway sports were not a hobby in

Pierpont; . they were a way of life. The

soccer balls never stopped crashing into

doors, tennis balls never stopped sailing

past your nose and the frisbees never

stopped flying into people"s faces.

Exit signs, speakers and lights were soon

put on the endangered species list. Walking

to the bathroom without getting hurt was

tougher than rushing through the Dallas

front line. Hallway conversations were as

popular as warm Molson.

Not everyone enjoyed hallway sports.

Some folks cursed it as childish, others

simply hated it. Those that opposed the

activities organized themselves. They
formed a group, Students Against Pierpont

Sports (SAPS for short).

SAPS were strange creatures; they

insisted on going to bed before 3:00 a.m.

on Monday nights, they enjoyed being able

to walk to the water fountain without

catching a soccer ball in the stomach, they

even liked to study during finals week.

I sympathized with the SAPS. Some of

my best friends were SAPS. I ate lunch

with them. I even championed their cause.

The love affair ended however, one dark

morning in March.

On that fateful day. students awoke to

find their favorite soccer ball and a 1 19 gm.

frisbee stabbed to death in the second stall,

their bodies horribly mutilated.

Despite an extensive search, the killer

was never found. He is to this day im-

mortalized inverse:

A dreaded SAP took up an axe.

And gave the football 30 wacks.

After dancing round in glee.

Gave the frisbee 23.

«•
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SGA pay rates disputed by Senate
By ERNEST PIPER
Collegian Staff

A controversial pay raise for Student
Government Association officers comes up
for a vote tonight in the Undergraduate
Student Senate, although officers have
been receiving bigger paychecks since tfie

bOGinning of the semester.
Association Treasurer Jan>es O'Connell

said the association Coordinatir>g Commit
tee voted for tf>e raise in a Jan. 30 n^eetirig.

agreeing a serute vote was unnecessary.
Oppor>ents to the pay raises are not buyir>g
tfiAt reasoning.

Senator Chris Ferretti argued the com-
mittee voted after the beginning of tfie

semester He said it has no such p>ower.
O'Connell said tf>e committee voted dur-

ing intersession arnJ does have voting
power during that time.

Ferretti disagreed. "If ihey did. then tfiey

ccukJ conceivably vote tfiemselves a pen-
sion during intersession and there wouldn't
be anything that we could do about it." he
said.

He said he was not opposed to the In-

creases, but "just the way they were im-
plemented."

The pay hike, which would raise the of-
ficers' salaries from $45 to $87.50 per week,
is expected to meet stiff opposition in a
senate already faced with a $180,000
budget deficit, according to O'Connell.

They could conceivably

vote themselves a pension
during intersession and
there wouldn't be anything
we could do about it.'

Senator Chris Ferretti

But O'Connell maintains thiat no new
funds woukj be needed to cover tfie in-

creases in pay. He said yesterday tf^t tfie

money has come from jobs "tost to attri-

tion " and left unfilled, a rescheduling of

workers to make better use of paid houdy
time. ar>d a cutback in tfie summer budget.

O'Connell also said the committee's vote
was related to the raises for all office
workers, raises required afler the federal
minimum wage was re adjusted.

He said he proposed the raised because
he believed the officers, including himself,

had not been paid in accordarnre with tha
number of hours they worked.
Although he said that he worked "SO-80

hours " per week, 0'Cor>ne»l said he could
not document tfiat claim. Officers are cur-
rently payed $3 50 per hour for 25 hour*
each week.

The officers last received a pay raise in

September, from $35, a figure tfiat had
been set m 1965.

Proposed parking hike
riles campus unions
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

The president of a campus state
emptoyee's union pitted against a proposed
parking fee increase predicts trouble if the
UMass Board of Trustees passes tf>e pro-
posal next Wednesday.
A campus coalition has gathered an

estimated 5,000 petition signatures sup
porting an alternate plan to increase park-
ing revenues

"Raisir>g the fee is like throwing gasoline
on a fire," said Jonathan Tuttle president
of Local 1776 of the American Federation
of State County and Municipal Employees
"I don't know what employees will do. all

they told me was, don't let it go through"

the University. Tuttle's union struck in 1968
and 1973 over the parking issue.

'"Parking is something we are not
reasonable about," Tuttle said. UMass-
Amf>erst stands out amor>g the 31 state-

funded colleges and universities because of

Its high p>arktng fees, he said. While some
of the city campuses have r>o parking at all.

most campuses have free parkir>g.

"I don't consider it a cor>dition of employ-
ment to pay a parking fee. " Tuttle said.

While the union wants to abolish parking
fees altogether, nr>embers have joined with
the other unions on campus to support an
alternative proposal to raise revenues
The coalition grew out of the ur>animoua

decision on Jan. 18 by the University Park-

'Raising the fee is like throwing gasoline on a fire'

— Jonathan Tuttle

Les Ballet Jazz, in an outstanding performance at the Fine Arts Center last
night. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier.)

The most drastic increase included in the
proposal would be the jump from $3 to $12
for renewal stickers at University Apart
ments, Lincoln apartments. North Village

apartment, head of residence and motorcy
cle spaces. Other lots face fee increases
ranging from 40 percent to 120 percent.
George Beatty. Jr . vice-chancellor for ad-

ministration and finance, said the fee in

creases are necessary to eliminate the
operating deficit of the UMass Parking and
Trsnportation system and to finance
neglected lot maintenance.
Critics say the Campus Center garage,

transferred from the Campus Center
budget to the Balanced Parking and
Transportation budget in 1977, is the
source of the deficit.

The garage has run at a deficit since its

opening in 1970.

Campus parking has long been a source
of antagonism between campus unions and

ing Council to oppose fee increases and
seek alternative means of raising revenue.
It includes the University Staff Association,
the Massachusetts Society of Professors,
the Professional Association of UMass at
Amherst, AFSCME and the Student Center
for Research and Advocacy.
Their plan includes active support for a bill

filed in the legislature by Rep. James G.
Collins, D Amherst, that would shift the
mortgage of both the garage and the Cam
pus Center onto the state. It also includes
increased enforcement of parking viola-

tions, an on-campus towing service that
would capture revenues now pocketed by
Amherst Towing, and would propose
legislation to allow UMass to retain a por-
tion of traffic fines. Currently, fines go to a
state scholarship fund.
"We hope to convince the committee to

give us a year to work out our alternative,"
Tuttle said.

Tuition increase up forseventh time

State Education Committee to reconsider in-state hil<e

ByMARKLECCESE
Collegian Staff

A proposal for an increase in state col-

lege and university in-state tuition that has
been defeated six times since 1970 was
again introduced Monday to the
legislature's Education Committee in

Boston.
The bill could increase UMass tuition from
$525 a year to over $3000, according to

committee Vice-Chairman James G. Col-

lins, D-Amherst.
A hearing on the bill was not scheduled

to be held untH April 4. and its appearance
at Monday's hearing took many people by
surprise.

The committee decided to discuss the

legislative bill Monday because over 150

students from across the state were at the
hearing to support a separate Collins bill.

Collins bill would block a sharp increase in

out-of-state tuition the legislature has
voted, according to an aide to Sen. John
G. King, D-Danvers.

King co-sponsored the bill with Rep.
Barney Frank, a Democrat from Boston's
Back Bay section. It was written and sub-
mitted to Frank and King by the
Massachusetts Taxpayers' Foundation.

The bill calls from setting in state tuition

on a sliding fee scale according to a stu-

dent's ability to pay, but to be set at no less

than 40 pecent of the average cost for in-

struction of an undergraduate. UMass
students currently pay about 15 percent.

The bill also calls for the state to

redistribute tuition monies back to the state

universities and colleges in the form of in-

creased financial aid.

Mass. Taxpayers' Foundation President
Richard Manley said yesterday, "There is a
tear ass electorate out there as far as taxes
are concerened, and Gov. King is playing to

it. This being the case, it makes sense for

those who can afford it to pay for their

educations."

Manley said many students are currently

attending UMass' who could afford tuitions

equal to private school tuition.

Collins said the King-Frank bill would
"result in the destruction of public higher

education. The fact that it is less expensive

than private schools is the whole idea of

public higher education."
Collins said that once tuition money is put'

into the state coffers, "the state wouldn't
give the money back for schooling. It's

foolish to think that it will."

"Everything *hat increases costs for

public services has a better chance of

passage this year, but I still think we can
defeat it," he said.

The bill will probably not reach the floor

of the Senate, where it was filed, until

April.

Manley said his proposal would keep ser

vice at state colleges and universities from
severe reductions in service that could oc
cur if Gov. King level funds public higher

education, as he has said he will.
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DIGEST
Elliot M Estes. presi

dent of General Motors
Corporation, responds to
a reporter's question dur-
ing yesterday's press
conference in Mexico Ci-
ty. Estes announced the
"largest investment
anywhere at one time in
one location in General
Motors' history." in GMs
new automobile assemp-
ly plant, scheduled for a
1960 completion in nor-
thern Mexico. (AP Laser
photo)

Begin, Carterplan talks
WASHINGTON 1 4P1 President Carter said yesterday

that Israeli Prime Minister MerMChem Begin has decided to

come here for "a frank dwcusston of alt the issues' in the
stalled peace treaty talks

Carter told a r>ews conference that after he sees Begin,
who IS due tiere tmnorrow evening, he will consider asking
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat or Prime Minister Mustafa
Khalil here as well

The announcement followed Begin s refusal to attend a
Camp David summit with Carter and Khalil The Israeli

Cabinet turned down that invitation on a 14 2 vote
Carter said he talked by tetephorte after the Cabinet

action with tx)th Begin anid Sadat He stressed the im
penance of completirtg a treaty ar>d tfut he hoped his talks

with Begin would lead to an early resumption of
negotiatior^.

Drinking age studied
WASHINGTON I AP\ Gov Hugh Gallen has received a

"very positive response " to his proposal of a uniform New
EngtarKl drmkmg age. according to Gallen's press secretary
Oayion Duncan

At a lurvrheon meeting Tuesday, .he New England
governors agreed to appoint a member of each of their
staffs to a commrttee to study the proposal. Duncan said

Gallen favors the adoption of the same drmkmg age m all

New Ertgtand states to prevent tx>rder hopping by teens
«vho want to drink

Gallen was eepeoaWy pleased at the decision. Duncan
said, because he had not expected the propcMal to t>e well
recenred

Dartmouth frats rebuffed
HANOVER. NH |4P| The trustees at Dartmouth

College said Mor>day that the college s fraternity system
has one year to shape up or it will find itself shipped out

Siding with a faculty assessment that the system
promotes racism, sexism and the abuse of alcohol, the

trustees told the college s 22 fraternities and two soronties

tfwy ftave a one year to demor^trate "they have the

capacity to make a substantial contribution to student
We."
The residential clubs at the Ivy League college have been

on r>otice from the OartrrHKJth faculty of Arts and Sciences
since Nov 6. when the faculty voted 67 16 to recommerKJ
that the trustees abolish the fraternity system because of

"behavior antithetical to the purposes of the college."

Woodcock goes to China
WASHINGTON (API The Senate voted overwhelmingly

Monday to confirm Leonard Woodcock as President

Carter's choice to become the first US ambassador to

mainland Chir>a since 1949
The 82 9 vote followed a brief, unsuccessful floor protest

organized by Senate RepuMcans against Carter's China

policies

Woodcock IS to be installed Thursday in Peking, where he

lias headed for the US liaison mission for the past two
years There had been some speculation Senate conser

vatives might try to block a vote

Iraq, Mexico
join oil price fix
Associated Press

Iraq, the world's No 2 petroleum exporter, and Mexico
lomed Saudi Arabia yesterday in refusing to increase crude
oil prices to take advantage of the halt in Iran's oil produc-
tion Iran said it will resume exports and auction its oil to the
highest bidder.

In Washington, President Carter said in a broadcast news
conference that "the situation with supply and pncing is
serious, but not critical."

The Carter administration made public yesterday standby
plans to limit gasoline use through possible rationing and
other conservation measures But, Carter said, "We don't
have any present intention of implementirig any of those
measurees."
The conservation plans, which will be sent to Congress on

Thursday and which could be used only in an energy
emergency, include calls for limiting service station hours on
weekends, restricting temperatures in commercial buildings
and cutting unnecessary advertising lighting.

In Baghdad, Tayeh Abdul Kanm, the Iraqi oil minister,
said that while his government "is against freezing oil prices
in normal conditions and seeks fair price increases, it is op
pcMed to the imposition of extraordinary rises in extraor
dinary conditions
Iraq supplies about 4.9 percent of the non communist
worlds oil and is second only to Saudi Arabi as an oil ex-
porter It IS seen as a radical among members of the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries.
And Mexico, which is not an OPEC member, but is becom

ing a ma|or oil producer, said it would not match the in-
dependent OPEC increases

Vietnam combat
continues to rise
BvDENNISD GRAY
Asstici.ited Press

BANGKOK. Thailand -Vietnam said yesterday its forces
were locked m combat with the Chinese 15 miles inside
Vietnam along the northern banks of the Red River. The
Vietnamese also claimed 2,200 Chinese soldiers were put
out of action over a four day period.

Intelligence sources here said that China appears to
show no intention of withdrawing and has even moved to
reinforce its troops alono Vietnam's northeastern front.

In his bluntest commet on the 10 day conflict, President
Carter asked China yesterday to undertake "a speedy with-
drawal' from Vietnam The request was in a message
given to top Chinese leaders by Treasury Secretary W.

^ Michael Blumenthal, who is visiting Peking.
In Washington, Carter said at a news conference that he

had made known to the Chinese his "firm disapproval" of
their invasion but said it would be counterproduct ve to
terminate the newfound bilateral relations with Peking.
The Vietnamese, meanwhile, claimed that they wiped

out 2,200 Chinese soldiers in four days, 800 of them
Monday in clashes along the northeastern coastal front.

In the northwest, Vietnam reported its troops were
locked in combat with the Chinese 15 miles inside Vietnam
along the banks of the Red River, the vital water corridor to
the capital of Hanoi.
The official Chinese news agency Hsinhua reported

yesterday from Peking that a battalion of Vietnamese
troops attacked a commune on the Kwangsi border
Sunday, but Chinese soldiers and militiamen fought back,
wiping out some of the invading troops and driving the rest

back across the border
This was the first time dunng the border war that

Hsinhua has reported a Vietnamese invasion of Chinese
territory The official agency has carried only a few items
about the war, mostly accounts of Chinese soldiers

described in heroic terms. It has carried no detailed ac-
counts of fighting, and no Chinese casualty figures.
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Brazilian samba dancers form a dancing pyramid
during the 12-hour school's parade in Rio de Janeiro
Monday. The parade is the top feature of the famous
Rio Carnival. (AP Laserphoto)
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Drinking age rise to 21

reaffirmed by House vote
Compiled from sources
The State House of Representatives

yesterday stood behind its earlier decision
and voted 108 45 to raise the state drinking

age to 21 by 1981.

The bill now goes back to the senate,

which endorsed a 19-year-old minimum,
and it that chamber reaftirms its stand, the

issue will go to a conterence committee
made up of three members from each
chamt>er to work out compromise legisla-

tion.

State Rep. James G Collins, D-
Amherst. said last night he does not think

the Senate will adopt the House bill passed

yesterday. He also said he expects the issue

will not be resolved for "several weeks."

Several legislators cited the recent death

of four teen agers in a North Reading

drunken driving accident as lustification for

the House's more stringent measure.
Freshman Rep. Michael J Barrett, D
Reading, said he had changed his mind

about the issue and would now support the

21 age limit instead of 19.

Barrett said, "High school students can
easily pass for 19 but not for 21

'"

Collins said the North Reading crash pro-

ved nothing about the drinking age ques-

tion and only pointed to the need for

stricter enforcement of

sale of alcohol to minors.
laws prohibiting

Under the phase -in plan passed yester-

day, the drinking age would go from 18 to

19 as soon as Governor Edward J. King
signed it, then to 20 in March of next year
and to 21 in March of 1981

.

An addition to the House legislation

passed two weeks ago is the insertion of a
clause that would guarantee that those
who turn 19 by the time the law takes effect

would retain their drinking rights witttout

interruption. *

Collins described the mood in the House
as "somber "" He said the accident had a
"market affect'" on the decision and was
raised by the legislators during tt>e hour-
and a half debate

Collins also said there are different ver-

sions of the eventual resolution to the
drinking question which he said has begun
to "bounce back and forth like a ping-pong
ball." Collins said some expect an across
tt>e board .ninimum of 20-yaar-olds which
GoverrKJr Edward J. Kir>g said he would
sign.

Otfters. Collins said, expect tt>e age to be
raised to 19 in bars and restaurants and 21
in package stores.

Amherst College rejects

controversial re-election bid
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Student Ascenibly at

Amherst College last ntght decided not to

rehold a controversial election for two stu-

dent committees, despite charges by the

election coordinator John Mornsey that last

Thursday's election was rAjn unfairly.

In the elections held last week for the

Student Allocations Committee and the

College Council, rrwny incumbants were
replaced by candidates endorsed by a "pro-

gressive group," which practiced what
some students considered to be ques-

tionable campaign tactics, Mornsey said.

These tactics included the group's

distribution of information supporting their

candidates near the polling tables and talk-

ing to voters with ballots in their harKls,

Morrisey said. Some of the information

passed out by the group erxjed up on the

polling table, he said.

Group rr>emb^3rs Nazir Amhad and John
Wallace defended their action, saying many
students did not know about the election

until the day tiefore, and demands to

postpone it had been refused by Morrisey.

Amhad and Wallace also claimed incum-

bents and carnlidates on the staff of the

collage newapaper. The Amherst Student,

had atatamants in the p^wr twica aa long

as those of other carnJidates.

Because the Student Assembly failed to

establish any guidalines prior to the fac-
tion, no action could be taken to stop the

election or the questionable practices, Mor-

"I didn't like it. txjt tfwre was rnithing I

could do about it," he said. Mornsey add-
ed, however, that he was "wrong in releas

ing the results of the election."

Morrisey was the or>e who asked tt>e Stu-

dent Assembly to rehold tt>e election. The
motion to do so lost by a 14-4 vote.

Although disappointed with the

aaaambly's action. Morrisey said, "at least

rx>w they will he forced to make guidelines

for future elections
""

After deciding not to rehold the election,

xhe assembly voted not to hold another

election until specific rules are drafted aruJ

paaaed
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The picnic bunny. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

Singleparents Struggle

with childcareproblems
This IS the last pan of « senes on single

motfters.

By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

Amherst public schools had vacation last

week UMass did not For single parents

atterxling UMass arranging child care was a

btg problem
Babysitters are a luxury for single parents

receiving financial aid, and often hard to

find

Jane Taylor, n 28 year old junior

physic chemistry .oajor, moved to the

Village Park apartment complex recently

She said she misses the babysitting net

work at Lincoln Apartments from where

she moved.
"It was a comfort to have people who

would care for your child in case of

emergency,"" she said.

Single parents often have to choose bet

ween missing a class or taking their child

with them when child care becomes a pro

Ir'em.

*'l have •» problem when professors say

you cannot miss more than three classes,"

said Lynda Hanning. a junior finance stu

dent who has two children, eight and 12.

Sometimes it can't be helped, yet pro-

fessors do not believe you when you tell

them a paper is late because of your

children," she said.

Marie Marvin, a sophomore design nnajor

who has a 4 year old daughter, said she

has to schedule all her classes between

9a.m. and 3p.m. to coincide with her

daughters nursery school schedule.

It upsets me not to have a choice of

classes I once took a night class and I

couldn't do it again because of the babysit

ting costs," she said.
Vj

Student mothers can receive help from

the Poor Womans Task Force, established

five yews ago at the Everywoman"s Center.

Single mothers interviewed said the group

has provided much support.

"There are 200 clients now," Task Force

leader Paula Sayword said. She also said

the group's purpose is '"to help women
j

with financial troubles, academic, and per- I

sonal counseling."

Sayword said most of \he women in the

Task Force have nnore than one child, and
|

are receiving welfare and financial aid.
,

Sayword, who lives in a house in Belcher-

town, said "My life is different than other

single mother's who live in family housing

and have their entire welfare allotment go^

for the rent.'"

But women aren"t the only single parents

on campus.
A single father who asked that his name

not be used, is a junior in the School of

Education and has cared for his 4-year-old

daughter since she was born.

He is divorced, receiving financial aid,

and has a work -study job, he said. His

daughter stays with his parents in Boston

on the week-ends "which is a big help" he

said.

On rare occassions he uses a babysitter.

He said he prefers women to stay with his

daughter because "she needs ttie female

influence, and responds better to women,"
he said.

Single fathers comprise two percent of

all single parents in the U.S. according to

Famiy Planning Perspective, a publication

circulated by Parents Without Partners, a

national organization.

Single mothers interviewed said a male
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BLACKAFFAIRS

Steve John. Hattie Fox and Tony Craton play tha

congas, bongos to keep the rhythm alive at the New
Africa House Hattie Fox. a woman with a most in

Archie Shepp the well-known Black Classical musi
cian gave a benefit performance at the Fine Arts

Center Satruday. Ronnie Boykins shown in the

background is playing bass, (photo by Ed Cohen)

New World Center

still active

LUTHER

ter««ting philosophy gave a lecture and demon-
stration at the New Africa House (Photo by Ed
Cohen).

Lawyers question

judicialprocess
Obaervers from leg^, avic. arKi rsHgiou^ organisations

atterHled the murder trial of Teamster orgam/er Miguel

Cabrera m Puerto Rico last week to mveatigate charges

that Cabrera's legal human rights are being violated, and

that his trial represents an attempt to intimidate the Puerto

Rican union movement
Cabrera is being tried, along with two othefs not affiliated

to the union movement, m the September 22. 1977 death

of corporate lawyer Allan Randall

At a nationally televised press conference at the Puerto

Rican Bar Association. Kay Camp. International President

of the Women's International League for Peace and

Freedom, and member of the International Division Ex

ecuiive Committee of the American Friends Service Com
mittee stated "I find the crude attempt to link the Puerto

Rican lal>or n^Kivement with criminal elements, on flimsy

circumstancial evidence, alarming The trial appears to be

politically motivated Added Camp "Tfie reliar>ce of the

prosecution on the testimony of a self confessed hit man
offering contradictory statements makes a nnockery of

ludicial procedurre
Attorney James Carroll stated, "I am here as a represen

tative of the National Conference of Black Lawyers We've
been involved m political trials and trials involving violation

of human rights over the past ten years, including the case

of Angela Davis, the Wilmington Ten. and the Jo Anne
Chesirnard case We are concerned about the Miguel

Cabrera case because of our concern about political

persecution and the violation of fundamental human rights

by the use of the machinery of government The weak case

against Miguel Cabrera and his position as an important

labor oryani/er leads one to believe that the case against

him IS based not on a search for truth and justice, but on

improper political considerations."

We are alarmed by the role which US agencies such as

the FBI and the Secret Service are playing during the

trial." said Frank M Vergara, of the National Board of the

Puerto Rico Solidarity Committee, an organization with

chapters in more than 15 cities. "The fact, which came out

during the testimony of FBI agent Sachs, that Cabrera's

FBI file and fingerprint cards were flown to Washington on

September 23. a day before the FBI received the evidence

in the Randall case, points to a conspiracy to implicate

Cabrera in the killing regardless of the evidence
"

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

tf> JOYCE McLAURIN and
EARL Y DYER
BUick Aftmr^ Staff

The New World Center in

Central area was formed
originally in 1973 under the

name Third World Centor
Its name was then changed
to the New World Center

because of controversy of

the term 'Third World.'

The Center originated
because of racism in the

Central area, and because
there were very few p>eople

of color living in the Central

area At that time the
N W.C had a budget of

$5,000. and was able to

sponsor different events
without the help from the

area government Today
the Center has a budget of

$500 00 to pay staff

members, and programs
that the Center sponsors
and office supplies This

money is not enough for

the Center to present
activities for the Central

area They have to go to the

Central area government
meeting and talk to them
about approving the center

mor>ey for tf>e speakers or

parties that we want to

present to the Central area

During the year the New
WorkJ Center has been very

active in presenting movies,

parties and distinguished

speakers. Other Centers in

Central area have been
inactive throughout the

year. The New World
Center can only continue to

be active in the Central
area, if we can obtain a

reasonable budget for the

academic years to come
The goal of the New

World Center is to provide
an opportunity for people of

color in the Central area to

get involved in the activities

that the Center presents
The Center also sponsors
educational and social
events for all residents of

the 3rea When the New
World Center was formed
there was no Mens Center
nor a Women's Center in

the area, but now that there

are. the budget has been
divided in three parts so the

New World Center has lesi)

money for activities

Today the New World
Center continues to be
active even though its

budget has been cut back
because o* funding the
other Centers

The Central area New
World Center has a paying
position open for a staff

member. To qualify, the
applicant should preferably

live in Central area and have
.in interest and experience
in working with people of

color, and en|oy planning

programs for students If

anyone is sincerely in

terested call Joyce 6 9289
or Earl 6 9290.

^EAH I 6UE5S
SO...
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Announcements
Drum needs you

Drum needs you on its staff. Check us out every
Thursday at 4 30pm. In room 114 New Africa House.
Any one interested in writing poetry, fiction or any
other literary pieces for the next drum issue should
also attend. The deadline is April, 17th.

Exchange program

The International Programs Office (UMass) is currently

accepting applications for its Exchange Program with the

University of Lagos, in Nigeria. West Africa.

The University of Lagos, is a full fledged university, offer-

ing courses in diverse and varied fields, such as

Agriculture. African History and Languages, Political

Science, Communications, Journalism, Economics, etc.

Interested and qualified undergraduates (UMass and 5-

College) are welcome to apply; not later than March 10th,

1979

For application forms and further information or both,

contact:
Prof. Dovi Afesi

305 New Africa House
UMass 545 026 J

Sterling and Maryelise Lamet
International Programs Office

Whitmore. UMass 545 0747

Benefit disco

There will be a benefit disco for the A Better Chance (ABC)

program in the campus center 10th floor, March 10th.

Progressive film series

The Progressive film series will show three films on
Wednesday February 28 in room 104 Thompson Hall. The
three films dealing with U.S. imperialism are entitled:

Contruling Interest, The Conspiracy, and The Multin-

Nationals. Admission is free.

Speakerat Mt. Holyoke

JOHN GRAYSON, Professor of Religion at Mt. Holyoke

College, will speak on "The Intellectual Develpmsnt of

Frederick Douglass " Friday, March 2 at 7:30.

Author to speak at Mt. Holyoke

Norma Jean Darden, a graduate of Sarah Lawrence

College, is an actress, scriptwriter, and former top fashion

model On Wednesday, February 28 at 7:30 Ms. Darden

will be lecturing on her book SPPONBREAD AND
STRAWBERRY WINE. All members of the 5-college

community are invited to attend. The lecture will be held at

theBlack Cultural Center, ,,»,•'

Editorial/Opinion
The gang

of four
"Why do you rob banks. Mr. Sutton?"
"Why? That's where the money is.

"

They are four young men whose convic-

tions amount to those of a Ba( k Bay pimp.
DeLiTna, Tyson, Hensleigh. O'Connell.

Speaker, co presidents, treasurer of the
Student Sentate, that gathering of ob
trusive good will and uselessness, of boobs
and henchmen who make Barnum and
Bailey look like Rita and the Go goettes
They are four young men on the financial

make trying the big rip off before they
depart in several weeks time and good nd-

dance.
For those unfamiliar with the story let me

fill you in.

UMass' own version of the Gang of Four
belong to the Coordinating Committee, a

13 rnember body of the Senate whose
uncertain responsibilites include bnnging
proposals before their colleagues,
allocating some student funds, and taking

action in case of a sudden emergency such
as the drinking age hike The committee
met Jan. 30 and resolved the outlandish.

It decided to double the salaries of these

four officers The raise is from $45 a week
to $87 50 la 94 percent increase! One can
only guess at the good old boy back
slapp ng and general winking that the

smooth foursome passed off at the ac
tivities

Their proposal was brought before the

Senate last week, bui a decision, amid the

clamor and the peanut throwing, was tabi

ed until tonight

Meanwhile the Senate struggles with an
$ IK).000 deficit. At the same meeting, in a

move to help erase that sum, the Commit
tee requested a $12 increase in the Stu
d*" .(s Activities Tax fee.

mark Wilding ^

DeLima and company are giving

themselves an obscene raise, and we are

meant to shoulder it.

The four members justify the outrage in

the off handed manner of the quietly cor

rupt. saying they aren't paid nearly enough
for the hours they put in. Said Speaker
Brian DeLima, the Hawaiin native who last

year offered us the $300 reminder that long

disstance is the next best thing to make
shark's teeth, "You've got to compensate
equal pay for equal money "

I ask Mr. DeLima ? Are you doing the

work to gain experience in governmental
affairs, and keep an eye out for the

students' best interests, or are you out to

make a healthy buck so that you can screw

others privately where before you could
only screw them publicly?

Is there no moral standard by which you
govern yourselves? Do you take your fellow

students for stupid sods who will stare,

slightly befuddled, and not question?

Y-ou are placing the peg one too high this

time, gentlemen. The result, if honesty and
integrity have their way. will be a nasty fall.

A fall from grace, a fall from greed, and, let

us hope, a fall from the indecency of ar

bitrary powers.
Mark Wilding is a Collegian columnist.

Bits and Pieces

So, Ida Amin Dada may be toppled

from his throne by Tanzanians and Ugan

dan exiles.

Now that we have another war in Viet-

nam, where are all the herds in the streets

shouting anjl waving Viet Cong flags?

Probably scratching their fieads and

wondering where they'll get the money to

pay for the daughter's braces.^ -rrOAN GUlDFRA

Women's Week
coming banner

or no banner
To the Editor:

To the person or persons who ripped

down the International Women's Week
banner that was hanging above the credit

union \for those of. you who never saw
It. It went up Tues. the 20th and disap

pe.ired two days later\.

Your actions have been noted. We are

not intimidated We are mad, but we have

hi'en madder before International

Women's Week will go on. regardless.

Perhaps you are threatened that there

IS a Women's Week Perhaps you are

threatened that we women are coming
together and educating ourselves Or

maybe it was to get a response, like this

one. Well, as I said before, we're mad. but

we'll certainly get over it.

The purpose of this letter is to point out

th.it acts such as this one will not stop

women from holding these events, and to

m.tke the college community aware that

International Women's Week is coming,

March 2 11, banner or no banner.

Lesley Meirovitz
Lisa Lofchie

Susan Karcz

Provost search

an 'insult to

minorities'
To the Editor:

The Minnntv EdCuHy Association of the

Univeisity wishes to express its dismay

and distress at the misrepresentation of

Its position and concerns regarding the

prupnetv .ind legality of the composition

of the Provost's Search Committee
represented by the Collegian headline

Minority Faculty Questions Allen as-

Puivdst Choice," which appeared
February 14

As a coalition of association nf minontv

f.iculty on this campus we are outraged

by the callous disregard to our interests

and presence represented by a committee

seeking candidates to fill as crucial a

position as that of Provost for this

r.impus. which operated without any

minority faculty representation what

soever.
This IS no mere procedural technicality

It IS m direct contravention of the policies

iiF the Bofird o/ Trustee, Affi/mative

'A'c't}/}!} G'unlehhe'^ of ' tf)e Federal'

' I r-"

—

"^—'

—

' '•'-~
"'

Government, and an insult to all

minorities. As a consequence it has
resulted m a final list of candidates from
which minorities are conspicuous in their

absence.
That was and continues to be our

concern It is not, as was suggested by
the Collegian headline, that minority

faculty questions the credentials or

goodwill of Acting Provost Jeremiah
Allen, or any other candidate. On the

contrary, and as a matter of record.

Acting Provost Jeremiah Allen was
nominated for ttte Prove stship by many
members of the minority faculty acting as

individuals, and by one of our member
organuatioris. the Hispanic Faculty
Association, acting as a group. The
Minority Faculty Association's position on
the illegal composition of the committee
cm in no way be represented as an attack

an f*rovost Allen's record of support for

progressive and enlightened policies on
this campus.

Professor Bernard Bell

Bla':k Faculty Association
Professor Juan C. Zamora

Hispanic Faculty Association
Professor Peter Park

Asian Facufty Association

SW Prez against hike
To the Editor:

Attention to all you broke UMies' The

Student Senate is going to vote tonight

on whether or not to give the officers a 94

percent increase in their salaries \from

$45 week to $8750 week \. The irony of

the situation is that they already received

this raise and the Senate has not

presently okayed it. I would like to see the

UMass students get angry and call their

student senator, or better yet, go to the

Student Senate tonight. Feb. 28, in the

Campus Center Room 101 at 7:00 pm.,
and let your voice be heard. I know how
my senator is voting, do you? For in-

tiitmation on who your senator is call 5-

0341 Senate office.

Rich LaVoice
Southwest Assembly

Co-President

'God save the Kinks'
To the Editor:

/ vould like to say that although the

re\/iewer has his own opinions about the

Kinks Concert on February 21, I felt that

the Kinks deserve a much better review.

The concert was the best, in all respects I

a/so felt (hat the reviewer's review on the

backup band TKO took up too much
space •

'

Ray . Ivies and ^ave Dav.'esas well as

the rest of the band gave a superb per-
formance and they played a lot of their

best and well known tunes. The crowd
enjoyed the Kinks immensely and why
not? The Kinks are the best.

The songs "All Day and All of the
Night " and "You Re^fy Got Me" did not
lack conviction as the reviewer says, I

thought they were excellent.

Ray Davies' so called "clowning
around" neither blunted nor took away
from the general excellence of the
concert. Ray didn't look old either. Ray is

magnetic and full of energy. It's very
ey Citing to watch his entertaining per-
formance on the stage.

I would like to extend my thanks to the
Kinks for coming \if they could hear me\
and to the Fine Arts Center and the Union
Program Council for presenting the Kinks.
If was the finest concert I have ever at
tended at the Fine Arts Center.

God save the Kinks'

Evelyn Cleary

Article insulting

to fraternity men
To the Editor:

This IS in response to the Collegian

headline "Frat may cost Amherst Housing
$600, 000 grant" and related story.

To begin, I find the term "frat"

degradating, insulting, and oppressive.

To a greek, calling a fraternity a "frat" is

analogous to Jews or Blacks being called

by their oppressive and profane
designations.

Secondy. Sigma Phi Epsilon had not

decided to sell their home and hadn't

entered into any formal agreement to do
so. It's their decision and right and theirs

alone to retain or sell their home. Are they

to be condemned for the stupidity of the

Amherst Housing authority?

Thirdly, it was obvious the underlying

opinion of the reporter was that the

elderly housing project was of greater

social significance than the experience

and education a fraternity provides

college men. I do not feel that the

Collegian nor anyone even remotely
connected with your newspaper is

capable of making such a judgen'ent.

Finally, the appearance of this article in

such form in your newspaper shows a

total disregard fur a substantial proportion

of your readership to whom you are

supposed to be a public service for. The

story as such, is a total m/ustice to your

readers.
Michael L'eMattia

Public Relations Director

Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
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Engineer exposes industry
Bv LEE BURNETT
Colleyinn Staff
An engineer trained by a US chemical company ten years

ago. who has since come back to haunt his sires by expos
ing abusive policies of US industry, challenged an audience
of 70 to follow his path.

"Learn what you can from them" said Distinguished
Visitors Program speaker Barry Castleman, "Then go into
the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) and regulate
the hell out of them."
Speaking last night in the Comnx)nwealth room Castleman
showed a video documentary and related his recent ex
periences trailing who he called, "The death merchants

those who profit off of death in the workplace." He focuss-
ed on American owned asbestos, zinc, and chemical com-
panies that he said have killed scores of workers because
they failed to adequately inform or protect them from
workplace carcinogens.
Castleman said many of these American owned companies
moved to developing nations around 1970 to avoid the cost
of tighter health and safety regulations in the Unites States.

"These controls can be costly to a company sometimes
as much as 10 percent of total costs," he said. "Those com-
panies that can avoid paying the cost of protecting their
employees by dumping the filth into some other country cer-
tainly have an advantage over competitors."

SENIORS-
SHOW YOUR FACE!!

Call now 545-2874
or go to room 815

CC, 9-5

Underground comic relates his art
By MICHAEL H SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Describing both the pleasures and frustrations of an
underground comic artist, Art Spiegelman spoke about the
comic book industry and presented slides yesterday in a
lecture sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors Program.

Spiegleman said because underground comics are not as
closely linked to commerce as comic books published by
DC National and Marvel, underground artists can live out
their fantasies through their work However, since they do
not get published in a national market, they never achieve
the circulation or recognition of their "overgrourKJ"
brothers. Spiegelman said

"It takes an artist at least one day to do a complete p>age,

but he may only get $25 for it. Very few underground
cartoonists are able to earn a living in underground
comics," Spiegelman said.

Spiegelman, an underground cartoonist himself, is

author of a collectioo of works called Breakdown. He was
the CO founder of the now defunct Arcade magazine, a

contributor to Playboy, consultant to a bubble gum firm

arKJ college professor in tf^ field of comic art.

Deriding the bad publicity comics have received in the

past, Spiegelman claims it is not true that all underground
books are just about sex, drugs and toilets. The art is an
attempt to reach people who were not being satisfied by
regular comics, he said.

Spiegelman said the underground cartoonist knows the
work completed is the artist's own from start to finish and
not the product of several people wf>o do not collaborate
on the final product, such as "Marvel Comics."

Advising any artists on the- make" m tf>e audience.
Spiegelrr^n said they should do the most original things
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they can do, but also to find an advertiser before they set

ink to paper. He said potential underground cartoonists

should find a "sympathetic" printer who will keep costs
down and publicize their work.

"Even though comics right now are in a state of tran-

sition, they are the literature of the future," Spiegelman
said.
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In Concert

Saturday Evening, March 3rd

6 p. m.

Rne Arts Center Concert Hall

UMoss/Amherst

Tickets Now On Sole k), S5, S4

Student Discount S1 .00

FINE ARTS CENTER DOX OFFICE

Mon.-Fri.9o.m.-4p.m. 545-2511

Benefit for D'noi D'nth Hillel

rONTisTiCKns iiimit(o to seating
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UMass Activities Calendar
WEDNESDAY
February 28, 1979

Rims
"Outdoor Odyss«y-lndoo*v" 4 slide /tape
shows on wonders and beauties of nature.

Hitchcock Center. 7:X p.m.

"I have Two Moms and Two Dads"
Yugoslav film with English sub-titlas.

Hertef 227, 8 p.m.
'The Conspiracy." Thompson 104. 8 p.m.
"Endl—« Summar" 7. 9 & 11 p.m.. CCA

Meetings
Coupla's Worskhop. Sat Mar. 3,

9:30-4:30. Contact UCF by Thurs Mar I. if

interested

Hungar Task Forca. 4 p.m., 428 SU
CASIAC cdloq. training. E 37 Machmer,
7 p.m.

ComStu majors elect officars to
U .C.C. Machn>er E 33, 3:30 p m^

UPC Publicity maating in tha offica.

5:30 p.m.

Man's Raid Hockey. 902CC. 7 30 p.m.

Hillel "Meat The Candidates" night, CC
168 17ai72. 7p m
Ski aub. SBA 120, 8 p.m.

Socialiat/Faminiat. 9th Ooor CC. 4:30
p.m.

Offica of Inttmtiipa Introduction. CC
101, 7 p.m.

Committaa for Liberation of Southern
Africa. New Africa House. 7 p.m.

Lectures
Ahmad Shawki "Revolution in Iran"

Bartlett Aud . 8 p.m.

Prof. Liandar. on Intarnational
Marketing, Newman Center Social Halt.

12:30 1:00 p.m.

Dr. Bruce MacDonald. "Conversion of

mn Antibody Enhancing Factor to a
Suppressor Factor by Formation of an
Affragata Molacula." Grad Research
203A. 4 p.m.

'Women's Week »f

FRIDAY
March 2, 1979

Films
"The Groove Tuba" 7:30, 9 €r 1030 p.m.
Mahar Aud.
"King of Haarta." 7, 9 & 11 p.m., CCA

Meetings
Islamic Society. CC 903, 12:30 p.rrv

Third World Scientist Society. Third

floor of New Africa House, 5:00 p.m.

Social Events
Disco. International Students Assoc.
10th floor CC 9:00p.m. 1:00a.m., $1,00

Other Activities

"The Critic" and "The Impromptu at

Versailles." Rand Theater, 8:00 p.m.

"Before My Time." Univ. Ensemble

Theater. Curtain Theater. 8:00 p.m.

Aikido demonstration, Boyden Gym
Wrestling Rm., 6:00 p.m.

Vidao-Tape sFiowing of Rev. Coffin's

talk on verversing the arms race. CC
805, 11:00 a.m., 12:30 & 2:00 p.m.

Deadline for information is Mondays at

noon 113 Campus Center

Clarifications should be directed to the Col

legian

Other Activities

Consumer Action Cantar hrs.

&0781 or 5-0199
9-8. call

Forum: Dealing With China, Webster
Lounge, 8:30

New RSO Officers mandatory workshop!
details in mailboxes, 409SU

Physical Fitness Workshop. Thurs. Mar
15 and 29, UHS 304, 7 9 p m. - pre
register in Health Ed. Call 549 2671 Ext. 181

Those interested in Secondary School
English Certification contact English
Education Office, 474 Bartlett. Call 5-0633

Orchard Hill Woman's Center accepting
5 w/s applications availabe 112 Field Dorm
Feb. 28 Mar 7

THURSDAY
March 1, 1979

Orchard Hill Woman's
House. 112 Field. 3 p.m.

Cantar Open

Films

Captioned Film for tha Daaf. 7:30 p.m.
CC 806^809

"Slapahot. " 1:30. 8:46 f» 11 p.m. Mahar
Aud.

•The Choirboys" 6:45, 9 & 11:15 p.m.,
CCA

If interested in forming a support group
composed of black undergraduate
males to discuss black experience at
UMass call Ror>ald Boutelle after 6 at
2U^jn
Israeli Dancing. Commonwealth Rm. 7:30
p.m. beginners 8j30 p m. advarKed.

Energy and N.E. Futura. 1 cr. colkx).
Fiekl Lourtge, 7

CC 168 170^172. 7:M

Meetings
UMass Armenian,
p.m.

Near Eastern Organixation.
168^170-172, 7:00 pm.
Asian-American
903, 7:30 p.m.

CC

Studants Aaaoc. Cc

Gay Counsalling Collactiva. 406 SU.
5-3312

Career Library. 119 Berkshire House, Feb.

28 Mar 15 "Opportunitlas in Environ-
ment and Energy Careers"

Jewish Careers Group.
p.m.

SU 302. 3:46

Christian Scionca
6:20^7:00 p.m.

Organ. CC 802.

UMaaa Horticuttural aub. Franch 103

Amateur muslciana naadad for laraaN
Coffaahousa. CaM 5^2526. 253^7136

Sporting Goods Co-op. Open daily 10-3

Tryouts for woman's varsity tannia
team, call 6-7379 or 253-2719

Hang Gliding Club. CC 169. 9:15 p.m.

Alpha Zata. 210 Stockbndge. 6:X p.m.

Six Women Artists: work by recogruzed
wonnen artists from East Coast Mar. 4-16

SU Gallery

Intramural Soccar arul Softball begins
MAr. 26. entries due by Mar. 1

"Before My Time" by Univ. Ensambia
Theater. FAC 8

Eliminate Foreign Lar>gua9a Raqiika
nuant. SUB 422. 4:TX) p m.

Coalition for Environmental Quality.
Earth Day arx) ger>erai meetir>g, CC 908.
8:30 p.m.

Recital. Jon Humphrey, Ferr>ande Kaeser,
Bowker Aud 8

Signups for Rivarsida Park auditions.

739 A Whitmore Auditions on Mar 7 ar»d 8

Lectures
Israeli Poet: Yehuda Amichai wiU read
from hts works. CC 166. 400 p.m.

Michael Shapire. 'The Poetic Function
and its Parallel in Linguistic Theory"
Herter 301 , 8:00 p.m.

Ahmed Shawki, "The Common Strug-
gle for Liberation in Iran and
Palestine." CC 166-170 172. 8:00 p.m.

Weekend Activities
SiMibbut Service, 119 Sunderland Rd

,

6:30 p.m. ^

WOMEN'S WEEK

Social Events
African Students Union Disco, CC 101,

7.00 p.m.

Panel: "Women as a Force

for Change" A discussion of

women's role in various national

and international struggles.

SUB, 7:00 p.m.

Other Activities

Arcon interviews.
9:00a.m. -5:00p.m.

CC 803 & 808.

"The Critic" and "The Impromptu at

Versailles," Rarnl Theater, 8:00 p.m.

SATURDAY
March 3. 1979

SUNDAY
March 4, 1979

Films

"Five 3 Stooges Shorts," 7, 9 & 11 p.m.

CCA

Meetings
India Assoc, CC 804 908, 1:00-6:00 pm
Hebrew Conversation Group, 302 SUB,
7:00 p.m.

Concerts
Dance Concert: Patti O'Nea! and
Tradewinds, Bowker Aud. 8:00 p.m.

Pete Seeger. FAC. 8:00 p.m.

"Before My Time." Univ. Ensemble
Theater, Curtain Theater, 8:00 p.m.

Women's Week
Panel: "Working People's Struggles'

Rm. 163 CC, 2:00

Women's Films. CC 163, 4:00 p.m.

Other Activites

Arcon Interviews. CC 803 & 808, 9 am
5 p.m.

Six Women Artists: recent work by 6

recognized women artists from East Coast,

SU Gallery. Mar 4-16

"Coping with Personal Pressures: Lear-

ning Self-Awareness and Relaxation"

322 Berkshire, 2 5 p.m

National Nutrition Week. Mar 4-10

Hike exploring winter botany of local

conservation areas. Hitchcock Center,

13 p.m., 256-6006

Norma Jean discussion, "Spoonbread
and Strawberry Wina" Mt Holyoke Col
lege

Social Events
Near Eastern Dirmar. Farley Lodge, 7:30
p.m.

Other Activities

New RSO officers, mandatory workshop
details in RSO mailboxes, SU 409

"The Critic " and "Tf»a Impormptu at
Versailler," Univ Ensemble Theater, Rand
Theater, 8:00 p.m.

Before My Time." Univ. Ensambia
Theater. Curtain Theater FAC. 6:00 p.m.

Gay Men's Support Group. 7-9, Call
5-0154

Bazar^onMusic Racital. Davkl Wianar,
Recital HaH, 8:00 p.m.

Talks on Reading "Morris Golden.
Third ftoof Herter. 4:00 p.m.

MONDAY
March 5, 1979

Meeting
Social PhanomaiM>n Dub. CC 901. 3:30
p.m.

Alpfw PYA Omoga. CC 911-91S. 6:30 p.m.

Intervarsity Christian FaNowship. CC
803. 7:00 pm.
Outgoing Chib. CC 917. SiX) p.m.

Neer Eastern Organiiation. CC 804-806,

6:00 p.m.

Other Activities

SUBlntarnatior«al Perspective Partal.

7:00 p.m.
Have your nutrition questions answered at

information tables at dining comrrxKis lob-

bies at lurKh and dinner.

Women's Week

Workshops:
Working Women's Issues,

11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
1st floor CC

History of International Women's Day.'

1 1:00 a m., CC 163

Sexual Harrassmant in Work and
Educational Settings. CC 164. 11:00 a.m.

"Poor Women's Task Force " CC 164,

3:00 p_nr

"Women in Construction" CC 162. 4:00
p.m.

Meg Christian and Holly Hmmt. FAC
Tickets $4.00

Women and Welfare: Resources for Sur-

vival. CC 162, 12:00

Feminist Perspective on Economics. CC
166. 12:00

National Organization of Working
Women, CC 163, 1:00 p.m.

Political Issues and Working Women.
CC 164, 1:00 p.m.

Commonwealth Clericals: local organiz-

ing of office workers, CC 162. 2 p.m.

Black, Poor and Struggling. CC 165,

2:00 p.m.

Self-Defense Skills. CC 169, 2:00 ' -n.

Nohami, black woman poet and
essayist, speaking about ancient civiliza-

tions. CC 101, 3:00 p.m.

The Weber Case: Affirmative Action, Cc
164 3 p.m.

[student Activities]
^ We're here because you are ^

Judy Kelly, Calendar Coordinator

\*;»^;V4VSV^».«Ws\\\\\\ * 4 4 t 4 4*4 4
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LIVERY

UMass
to

Greater

Lawrence
area

$10 round trip

$6.00 one way

67605

I
I

B
I
I
I

RUN FOR OFFICE

Northampton

NOW WESTERN MASS
PREMIERE SHOWING

On Scr«»«n At
7 00 and 9 15

THE BEST BERGMAN FILM;

INYtARS!" - - 1

4h ':

O film by

INGMAR DERGMAN
with

INGRID OERGMAN
LIV ULLMAN

>T I ML jA i Lb
,"^t SMITH COLLEGE

We've Got Something
Your Mottier Never Told You About...

The Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your
hair in harmony with the way it grows Sure your hair

eventually grows out but with a precision haircut it

doesnt lose its shape
And because your hair falls naturally into place

You '.von t have to keep fussing with it

Now you've got something you can tell your
mother about

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hatr for just $14 00
whether you re a guy or a gal And no appointments
are ever necessary
Permanent waves, coloring frosting and condi-

tioning, we do It all, but we really shme with the
precision haircut, and so will you.

®Commancl Pcrffc^miaiic^e

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart
Men. -Sat.. 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

586 0090

On Monday, Feb. 26, nominations will

open for President of the Student Govern-

ment Association. There are also 22
vacancies to be filled for the Student
Union Board of Governors.

The president shall be responsible for

relations between the S.G.A. and the

Administration, Faculty, and Board of

Trustees.

The purpose of the B.O.G. is to be

responsible to the varied needs of the

University community through the pro-

vision of appropriate facilities, activities,

and services.

Any full-time undergraduate student

may run for the presidency of B.O.G.

Nomination sheets may be obtained in RM.
420 Student Union. They must be siqned

by at least 250 constituents and returned

to 420 S.U. by 4 p.m. Friday, March 2.

VtX/MAK^ CmNTS SHOPPfAJC ARCHBRK^NT

191 NORTH PLEASANT ST.

QUANTITY
RIGHTS
RESERVED

PRICES EFFECTIVE
THROUGH MARCH 3, 1979

NORTHAMTON
114 MAIN ST.

COLOR PBINTFIIMPEVELOPED :..:;::"
110 or 126 12 exposures only $2.99

^^

Crossword

Puzzle
ACROSS

I ActrMsMa
rta

*> ' hart«s

Eng authO'

youngttvf

^4 Algerian

taaport
'5 intef

Among othc
things

Atian capital

Musicians'
TtlllCu

Rettftea o
mothe* s iiO *

Unable to act

Put in good
O'de'

23 Some Japa
nese Ameri
cans
Musica
symbols
Flog

Put in order

32 Burdensome
conditions

ShOM>

Peepshow
Intent

Automobile
Ad.-eciive

suMii

42 Sorority

members
4S lowyerings

O ranh

48 Deprives
of rank

SO Impetuosity

16

17

19

20
21

25

26

28

37

38

39
41

SI Swerves
S4 Condition

of lite

S8 Profane

6? Burdened
63 Turn aw>Cf

64 Cole yyas

on* 2 words
66 Samuel

Telegraph
promoter

67 Drama
68 Being in

addition

69 Oimimsn
gradually

70 Shoppers
mecca

71 Future crop
source

DOWN
1 Goodfei
low Puck

2 Asian native

3 Weather
cocks

4 Actor Dana

5 Ancient lan

guage Abb'
6 Wmglike
7 Underground
worker

8 Symbol o«

authority

9 Provide with

cover
1Q Relative of

rummy
11 Med course
12 Jot

13 Patchy •"

color

18 Swine en
closures

22 Naval in

Sigma
24 Area o«

squalid

housing
27 Trampled
29 Septet less

tou-

10 Not lat

31 Congers
32 Moccasins
33 Mob violence

34 Cuchuiam s

Wile

35 Midi season
36 of

''^hese Days
40 Assumed

function

43 Separate
44 Apparition

46 Flavorful

47 Amounts
ingested

49 Weight of

india

52 Inclined

passages
53 Inscribed up

right sidb

55 Situated ir>

the a»i-<

56 Up tight

57 Movec grad
ually

58 Moist

59 Bacchanals
cry

60 Spanish
artist

61 Of an age
6S Kind ol grass

s s •>

m '
i; h '

H_
) -1" H ^:9

32 jJ J4 1 jb -
IHHh ' ^^^^^^H

1

42 44 -1^ 4a 4:*

K.
"'"

«« .

n--4 IT
^H}'

Ji"1

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

WELL, IF UU£ SMOKE THIS
WHOLE THAI STICK, HOW COULD
WE MAKE A WR0N5 CHOICE'

mit

ft
-^1

DA

AFTER THE STICK IS CONSOMERl
GERALD REACHES FOR THE
EAREST DOORKNOB'

/rfcAu niuC' r^tn njiem to iMf
^T CAti KiA/6 UK€ ^»«r M/^tf-V y»>^

;..,ir ^/»/>i9 u/>fK' y-^-'yfKXri .

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Sid if He

Xt'5 nicetoiw^re
so4neo^e to codetta

He's xoScfftancl H
•forrM

4 by Frank Emery

TOST AS HIS KHA«^A
ARRlVfSTfJ>^^H(5K£^lrr

THE CROWD
Goes CR^zx

M©tl

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

>© vlt GO MOW JC
OUR fiDftiEgN COBSSmaS^
TfEB^ Y WMH»lfiro»0 Ttfi

Me «at«r CM THE ojwievii

SIMnoM \N IRAK

LISTEM HHJTlf T Tmtk.

it. Vt Wl HAD IT jp TO
HERE >MrTH IRAK/ A>MO

1TH8AN OR V*VnjVW

So WH> DoKf *£. jusr

6i^/E (T A REST W».
TODAV OK HAW.Y' - ^

TMiS \i fREEMAW V.

L-iM ZRHi,

mW^ i^a-

f&aifS MA^ \«d...

The Town Line by Joe Carroll

Andrewm
HARTFORD
S/K/PHONY

LKi-ve'ity O' M.<1>"H«chuWII* '»» Art* Orte'

Crtfx-pi Man

Tiwtday March (. 1*79— • OOp m

ANDRE WATTS Pia^'SI

HAYDN
Symphoiy **> '00 WiMa'yTcliWs S4»Si S'

U Ma>^ slu(h?nn %? all an<, va'
r>Qfi„nnt\/

Oihe' studpnis ana senw. cii./eni Si oH any sei« PHOKUHty ,,^,
Suite l'0"i Ro'^'»o A JuHpt

Tc«ei» avaiWUt* •! "I* I'"* At' defW^flp" O*** BRAHMS
'Mi'?sni and ail T<iielion io«a*o"i C<<hc»'toNoJi6j*'j*ixiA.Oc''«ii'a

a 4« > A^«k • • •*» • t. * *. «, ^ •.

BREAKFAST
at

THIS WEEK'S BREAKFAST SPECIAL

4 house pancakes and coffee

99<

Mon.-Sat. 7-11 a.m.

1 1:30-mid. -reg. menu
10-30-2:30 -Sunday Brunch

57 N . Pleasant St.

253-5141

Amherst

YEHUDA AMICHAI
Israeli poet and author

Readings & conversation

Thurs., March 1

4 p.m.

Campus Center

room 904-908

X
s
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Vision
ShouicQse

MMWti«l«n

Wt mn Sp«cl«ll«tt In:

• Fashion Ey«w««r
•Contact Lontot
• Emorgoncy Ropl«c*mont»
•FrM Ad|u«tm«nt« Anytlnw

•Wo Cloon ft Polish contact

lonsot on tt«o promlsok

AM. Forms MoN« llailiy SM«24

7<^ 'P'UeCiUf,'

INTERNATIONAL

DISCO
Campus Center 10th floor

rustynau

The place to be is

Time

*A Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90
Served with popcorn

Always Happy Hour Prices

Super Sandwiches
37 N Pleasant St

^IIOWCaVSI
"aVIaVS

RT.5 RIVERDALE RO. MfEST SPRIMQFIELD
TEL. 733 5131 BARGAIN MATIMEE MILT.
FIRST SM0MLS2.00 MASTER CNARCE

VMiicnWay
AutLoosi'

M*|«*iOii*iiiiiiilitiiOi

b

POUSETTE-
DART
BAND
Fri & Sat . March 2&3

$5 doof only

NRBQ
Fri b Sat . March 9 & 10

$4 doof onJy

•mi
P^TERFAIK

PG

k-M:
mmiknk

pfiTBHii^

^cf

TIE

Gimr

DERRINGER
rescheduled to

Thurs , March 29
$4 50 advafice ft door

Feb 25 tickets honored

DOC £f

MERLE
WATSON

Sun , March 4
$4 50 advance (t door

In association with
Pickin' maga/ine

PICKIN' JAM
SESSION

Aftei show Ijiing a

String instrument Door
pri/es include a Madeira

guitar by Guild

Advance tickets
available at all

Ticketron outlets in

eluding Campus
Center Travel at

UMass

Sunderland, Moss.
665-4937

24 hour taped message

To place a classified ad droo l»v "x>

C'>mnt^< ijMm*. 'CC ttJi »»t»»«*r. 8 45 * m
*i»rt 3 4S i>

'Ti MotMtiv t»<«f>u^^^ f'^dj* » >»*e

Ouf *»<«Ml» I 'HI <»"1 ">4Hi <»•"< rounrt .!< mo*I

3 4% i> '• »*vo <l.i. ) p«ib»«catior'

J

Collegian
ClasslSieds

•

Collegian classified rales are ii<4'v 4b< i>fi

iin»- liwe conv cuTtve S^u«>S. 40t jk'' if>f> p«?t

(lav 30 consei alive issues. 30c pei Ime per

<ldv On« line IS rouqriiy equivalent to 38
( hafactets

AUDIO

Pio«>««r SX 460 rcvr 'died 15 wv ch ,

gels 20 ABS mmt cond 18 mos left on
full manu guar Fantas sound $90
546 9424

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of

Bose 50 wvdtt ()<>we» ( ap John 546 5990

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 Toyota Corona 1900CC 4 cyl auto
fans e«i conrt 23 25 mrvj sno^ tires.

AM FM S895 546 8279

7C Datsun 2I0Z. perfect cond rustproof

ed new radiais 4 spd fuel m]
.

lo mi
.

asl.in«4 $6200 527 7760

68 VW bk for sale Dependable, qood
fanspoM 'eu •>r>able 549 3857 evenmqs

71 Skytofk. AM FM AC $1100 BO 253^5068

1970 Dodge Dart. $300 323 4768 after 6

71 LeSabre. must be seen 77.500 miles

Asion,, $1350 Call 549 3524. 5 7 f, m
69 Chevy Impala. V6 good cond

.
new

pts starts easy tape deck, must sell $445
Of BO call 549 4470 eves

1968 Plymouth Barracuda convettible 318

V8 power top A T. PS e»c tues top

enqine trans . lall Bill. 256 6837

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire, perfect for cof

feehouses discos bands Rick. 584 4105

Disco Dave ft D L Disco Inc provides

sound lights ft DJ for your parties disco,

rock b oldtes The best at affordable prices

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567 1715

Hottest band around! Smooth Sailmq

lor bookings anywhere rail John 546 4646

FOR RENT

On* bdrm. apt . avail immed on bus rte ,

$170* . callJudy 2S3 5201

Rm for rent in 2 bf apt in B Manor, $130

a month plus utilities as of March 1. call

253 2139

2bdrm apt. Cliffside, avail immed , locl.

al' util . $260 . pets okay. 665 7562

Sll ^^~FOR SALE

comps/ 195

World Book Encyclopedia, new 78. $100

off, priced S299. Slbairw , 247 5740. even
ings

Gift idea have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Deiap. 256 8732. bet 9 10 a m

Junior Accounting Major to be a campus
representative for the Ljn bers CPA review

course for additional mfor.nation. call col

lect 1617) 729 4092 Ask for Ed

RIDERS WANTED

demo. BO,Fischer C4
549 6633 „
Hantun Avanti aki boott. shell #4, fits

"i./e 9V, 11, reg $195, used 1 season; ask

ing $80. call Erie, 546 7459

Hanson Avanti. fit 10 11, used b». $90,

call 6 473

Petar Limmar hiking boot*, almost r>ew,

$75. call 268 7408, si/e 8 9, womansi/e

A terrific buy! Mens green ski lacket,

brand new'' Si/e med ,
only $35, call at

546-8376, keep trying, it s a steal"

FOUND

Brown purse. Bnt Mnr apt .
call

2S3 3257

Found scarves, gloves, sweaters,

women s ski parkas, lots of key rings,

shoes, tentbooks, coat belts sweatshirts,

etc . etc Please come down and describe

Item lost The Pub. Amfierst

Found keys UMass keyholder and red key

with others, call The Pub 549 1200

Found - long haired F dog w NH license,

white face, tan black markings, 666-4324

HELP WANTED

Research assistantship avaHabIa im-

mediately Education or practical ex

penence required m areas of water

resource management, water chemistry,

limnology, lake and lakeshore manage
ment Send resume by March 5 to Dr

Spencer Joyner. Dept LA b PP. Mills N

Work study jobs available m student ac

tivities office Must be able to type and

work mornings Apply rm 416 Student

Union Equal opportunity /affirmative ac

tion employer

Summer work, $229 'wk .
send phone

and address to Box 213, Amherst MA
01002

Boys' Camp Counselors

Spend the summer in New England at

Camp Mah Kee Nac (51st yearl, Lenox,

Ma Swimning, sailing (22 sailboats),

canoeing, tennis (16 har tru courts), ar

chery, Softball, baseball, basketball, camp
newspaper, ham radio, electronics Other

openings Send detailed letter Joe Kruger,

20 Allen Court, South Orange NJ 07079

Jobs in Alaska Summer )obs High pay

ing $800 $2000/month Natl parks,

fisheries, logging, and more How and

where to get )obs Send $2 to Alasco, PO
BoK 2480, Goleta CA 93018^

Administrative staff persorr, 3 positions

available for eligible grad students 10 20

hrs /wK $4 hr Deadline tor applications

IS Feb 28 545 2896 545^0970

Central area woman's canter has 5 work

study positions available, applications can

be picked up at center basement Baker

Men! WomanI Jobs cruise
ships'freighters, no experience High pay'

Se» Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So
America Career summer' Send $2 75 for

info to Seaworld, BB Box 61035, Sact ,
CA

96860

LOST

Pr gold rim glasses m case no 256 8146

Lost - 4 Pete Seeger tickets, call 6 5145

Yeflow contact lent casa Barb. 6 5158

Please return dk brown leather wallet.

personal value, leave it with Collegian

Sat of keys on brown leather 3 (old holder

about 3 weeks ago Northeast or Lot 44

area important Sandy. 6 4885

Please return dk brown leather wallet,

personal value, call Su/anne, 253 5633

Reward for return of old t>eige cowboy
hat left in Blue Wall 2 16 Great sentimental

value, call Jim, 5 2330 or 665 3297. even

mgs.

Private pilot flying to FA. leaving 3/9 or

10, returning 3 17 pr 18, I will pick you ar>d

drop you off at the airport of your choice,

call Rick. (413) 686 2569. after 5 X p m
Riders wanted to Brattleboro, Vt . every

weekday this serr>ester, share $, 253 2154,

ask for Ray

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 roommate wanted (or house, avail.

Mar 1 , 1 mile from campus, $96.25 * , call

253 5201

Roommates wanted, April 1st. $68 a

month, call 586 0140 ask for Pat

Hsemate wanted for hse by Puffer's

Pond, non smoker, no pets, Dave b Randi

@ 549 6907

MISCELLANEOUS
SERVICES

efficient. call Beth.

Earn $500/1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope,

Justus Sales. Box 112 C, Ludlow MA
01056

PERSONALS

Hey Carl, Moose b Lordi, clean up that

sty. It smells like popcorn b beer' You have

the best dance floor on 3 North, who could

ask for more with Barbra Streisand living

across the hall' Those vocals will do it every

time Shirley, we are still waiting for Robin

to swim over with the roses' Love you

both. Scunny L b Scunny T

Congratulations. Beth Dininio WBT 1979

Warranty problems with your car' Did

the repair bill exceed the estimate' You
may have rights you didn't know of Call

MassPIRG's Consumer Action Center for

help 545 0781 or 545 0199 Open Monday
Friday, 9 am 8 p.m.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg priced merch to all

students b staff Remember your ID

Linda -happy 21st birthday b Gotolab!

Love, SUL
Raffle pstpnd til Tue M 12 m pers M15

OA meeting is being held at 165 Mam St ,

Amherst at 7 30 p m every Sunday night

At the 1st congregational church, enter on

Church St All welcome, help is here'

Happy birthday Jaff K. Love , Barbara C

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall oHers a 20%
discount off all reg priced rrwrch to all

students b staff. Remember your ID

For two people to Ft Lauderdale on Mar
15 or 16 Will share driving and expenses

eal^L^wr.e)•p( gpsan at 549 5967

Typing - fast

549 6391

Attention campus women: basic auto

mechanics course (or women • Learn more
about your car. save money. Call Alex at

253 3387. this course is free

WANTED

Small used frig., call Tern, 546 4750

Wanted refrigerator, 28 30 m high, good
condition, call 546 8356

House wanted, (our adults wish to rent a

house for the 79 80 school year, must be

within walking distance or on bus route of

UMass, will consider a 1 year lease, call

Jim, 546 4152 or Lisa, 546 5801. evenings

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie.

546 6557, after 6.

PETS

Beautiful seal-point Himalayan kitten,

male, registered, show quality, raised with

family $125 Call Sally. 549 6253.

SKI BOOTS

Dolomites, used twice, reg $150; $80,

si/e ll'/j; Hanson Exhibitions, reg. $165;

$75, shell #5 fits si/e 11 12; call Scott,

549 5897

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COD

Summer rental Cape Cod, S Yarmouth,

4 apts avail , one studio, 2 2 bdrms ,
and 1

three bdrm Very close to water Fully

furn , Mem Day to Labor Day Prices from

$1500 to $3000 for season, call (617)

394 6323, evenings and weekends ,

Wednesday, February 28, 1979

Trackwomen sixth in NEs * HooDmen fall
_
The New Englands, held at B.U. on Kathy Ccntim was fourth (4 58) and l..Hw

^^V#|^III^|| ia||

Cofrc^irm 11

The New Englands, held at B.U. on
Saturday, saw the UMass women's track
team finish sixth, which wouldn't be con
sidered a very good showing until you take
into account the fact that only 17 points
separated the top six teams.

"I was generally satisfied with our per
formance and a few more points here and
there would have made quite a bit of dif-

ference. " said coach Jane Welzel.
The Minutewomen were again led by

their fine distance runners In the two mile
sophomore Tina Franccario finished fourth
in a time of 10:47.

The mile produced two places for Umass

Kathy Ccntini was fourth (4:58) and Judy
McCrowne sixth (5:09),

Cindy Martin picked up a third in the 880
with the excellent time of 2:12 flat. Nickey
Callahan also scored for UMass with a third
place in the long jump Both distance relays
turned in fine performances, and the 4 x
400 placed second and the 4 x 800 took
third.

The meet was won by Springfield College,
also the New England outdoor champs!
The scoring for this very close meet went
this way, Springfield 54, Vermont 48,
Rhode Island 47, Boston University 41
Connecticut 39, and UMass 37.

CONT. FROM PAGE 12

The 76-71 overtime loss marked the end of the coaching career of Jack Leaman.
Special praise should go to Brad Johnson, who scored 20 points, hitting 9-16, con-

tributing four steals and six assists, and playing as hard and as well as he can.

UMass ends the season with a 12 game losing streak, and a 5-22 record overall the
worst record in Jack teaman's 13 year coaching career. Assistant coach Ray Wilson
will assume the coaching duties beginning next season.
„^^"^^^"^'^*'°"^ ^^® ^'^° '" °'^®^ '°^ senior center Len Kohlhaas, who played in his
100th career game

A- Indoor soccer
CONT. FROM PAGE 12

Two weeks ago, UMass finished fifth among 16 teams at the Hartwick indoor
tournament down in Connecticut. UMass beat Albany 3 2 to open the tourney, tied in a
strong Hartwick team 3 3, then lost to Syracuse 3 and Long Island University 4 2 (the
same LIU UMass defeated at ECAC's) UMass beat Strousburg 3 for a chance to
finish third in the tourney, but LIU avenged last fall, blowing UMass out 4 0.

Kidd said he selects tournaments with financial considerations and concern for his
player's health.

Pucksters end dismal season

tm^oF

The UMass Minuteman hockey
team concludes its dismal season
with an encounter against Williams
College in Williamstown tonight at
7:30. There is not much more to be
said of this nightmare season It

would certainly be nice to end the
season on a positive note, ending the
frustration that has stalked this club
for the past four months.
With the loss to Salem State last

Saturday night, 8 0, UMass con
tinued their losing streak of eight
games. *

Williams, on the other hand has
had a reputable season, spotting a 9
12 record.

Seniors Nick Carney, Ron Valicenti

and Co captain Joe Milan will be
skating in their last UMass hockey
game tonight. The other co captain,
John Peters, injured in the University
of Maine game, will conclude his

career tonight on the sidelines.

Credit should be given to these
players for they have been the link to
past teams who have represented
UMass to a greater degree than this

team has. But probably more im
portant to them is their pride All

would like to end their careers with a
victory tonight to heal their hurt
pride.

So tonight in Williamsfown it is

Senior Night for the University of
Massachusetts Minuteman hockey
team.

I

I

I

* Sing/eparents
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CONT. FROM PAGE 3

influence is important for their children.
One mother said her brother, also at
UMass. spends time with her daughter
Hanning said if fathers she knows are tak

ing their sons to a ball game or museum,
they will usually include her son.

"I don't think my daughter will be
traumatized for life because her father left

but there is something missing." Cox said.

Single parents said they worry about be
ing able to study when their children are
sick. "It is hard to study for an exam when
you have a sick child I fear my children will

get sick during final exams. " Hanning said

Sandra Stark, a sophomore engineenng
student who has a 4 year old daughter said

she is withdrawing from UMass because
she cannot keep up with being both a stu-

dent parent and an engineering major. "I

am coming back to school next semester in

a different major. I cannot put in the study-
ing time I'd like to with a child," Stark said.

"Sometimes I blame my daughter for my
failures, if I didn't have a child I could really

get into school, " she said. Coxsaid . I am
missing some things I won't ever get the
chance lo do yet I can't put that kind of
burden on my child.

"

Hanning said she hates to bring her
children on campus "The walls in the
library, as well as some students are not
good influences for children

"

She said she feels she needs to receive an
education. "To support children as a
woman you need a college degree, unless
you can do vigorous pysical labor. ' she
said. Hanning said she has a problem trying

to be a parent, student, house keeper, and
her own person as well.
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Iceman Milan unaccustomed to losing
Bv JONA THAN HAMIL TON
Collegidn Staff

Frustration Disappointment. Those are

just two of the words to describe the 78
79 Minuteman hockey campaign. In short,

it's been a long, long year. Coming away
with but one win and one tie in 19 outings,

UMass has experienced its worst season

ever The Minutemen co captain. Joe
Milan, understandably despondent about

his team's p>erformance this year, is still a

cheerful person to t>e around and chat

with, though
I've nevw been accustomed to losing

the way I have been this year It's hard to

adjust There were tinr>es this year when for

ten seconds or so I would lose my self

control and get violently angry at

something It's difficult to accept losing

game after game on a r^ular basis,
"

related the 23 year old junior center, a

native of South Boston.

Joe IS relatively new to the losing syri

drome he has encountered on this year's

team Always associated with winning

traditions. Joe's early playing days were

happy ortes

When I was younger growing up in

South Boston I played on teams that were

national championship calibre We'd go out

West and compete against the best teams

out there We did really well, maybe
finishing 3rd or 4th I played for the Ban
tarns Midgets and the Jr A Nationals in

different years The coaching was great. I

loved It"

Joe's decision to come to UMass was
made because he felt it had a great

reputation as a state university.

When you play for UMass you
lepresent the entire state of

Massachusetts. It's a great area to be in. I

enjoy it a lot

Although ready to erase the memorv of

this past season quickly, Joe is most in

terested and willing to help the floundering

hockey problem in any way he can.

"I ihink It's important when you're
recruiting kids to offer (hem something.
Extol the merits of the University. Make
them feel welcomed and really show them
around. Get the program back to the level

of respectability

"Raise money so you can offer these kids

scholarships The money could be raised by
having raffles, movies and dances. Start an
Alumni drive to get more funds. I know a

lot of Alunvii that would be willing to

support UMass hockey I know I will when
I'm through playing here this year (he '»

ineligible to play his senior year."

Joe would like to see a hockey arena

built on campus. But the place he has in

mind would conflict with the soccer and
lacrosse home fields.

"Why not? It would be a great location.

You could move the soccer and lacrosse

teams into Alumni Stadium They say it

doesn't get much use now. They both

could go big time I don't like that dome
proposal idea putting the hockey team in

there. How would you like to walk from

Sylvan or Orchard Hill in the middle of

winter to go to the hockey or basketball

game' Alumni Stadium is only con-

veniently located for Southwest people."

Joe's fondest memory in his UMass
hockey career was the 76 OT win over

Merrimack last year. In that game, Joe's

line scored six out of the seven goals

Joe. a P.E. mafor, hopes to become an
instructor in physical education at the high

schoo level He d also like to coach hockey
too, even at UMass maybe For despite the

heartache of the season gone by. No. 7 Joe
Milan still loves hockey and probably
always will wherever he may be.

Cagers hang tough;

but fall to Cats in OT
By STEVe ZACK
CoUegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA, PA - Villanova's

Aaron Howard hit a back door layup with

4:08 remaining in overtime to give the

Wildcats a 69-67 edge over the Minutemen
and tf>e Cats staved off the UMass
hoopmen for the remainder of tf>e period

and came away with a 78-73 victory to ad-

vance to the semi finals of the Eastern Eight

playoffs last night.

The first half was hand to hand coml>at

to say the least with the lead chaning hands

nine times in tf>e first half and the score be-

ing tied an additional ten times At the half

Villanova had a slim 35 33 edge.

The Wildcats took the early lead, 2-0, on
an Alex Bradley jumper from 15 feet, but

UMass quickly tied it on a Mark Haymore
110 first half points) drive arnJ the race was
off and running.

The largest lead of the opening stanza

was four points, held by UMass three times

and by Villanova once.

The Minutemen held the lead at 31 27

with 356 remaining when Villanova ran off

eight unanswered points to make the score

35^31 Wildcats. Jeff Bierly pumped in an

18 footer to make the halftime score

Villanova 35. UMass 33
The second half duplicated the first as

the dogfight continued with neither team

getting a decisiva edge until the clock read

6 20 and Alex Bradley converted two foul

shuts to give the Cats a 64^59 lead

Mark Haynrwre grabbed an offensive re-

bound 45 seconds later and laid it in to cut

the lead to one following a Brad Johnson

drive.

With 3:28 renr^aining, Tom Witkos hit a

clutch hoop to knot the score at 65 and

Mark Haymore hit a spinning layup and the

Minutenr>en had the lead. 67-66.

But It was shortlived as Alex Bradley

knocked home a 12-footer at 1:41 to ser>d

the game into overtime tied at 67-67.

The overtime b>egan in the Minutemen's
favor as Alex Bradley missed a jumper and
Mark Haymore garnered the rebound. But

the UMass squad was unable to take ad-

vantage of the situation and at the 4:06

mark, Aaron Howard hit a back door layup

to put Villanova up for good, 69-67.

The Cats went up by four on a fine

reverse layup by Tom Sienkiewicz and

Villanova was on its way to Pittsburg and

Massachusetts was on its way to Amherst.

TURN TO PAGE 11

UM booters move indoors

By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

Although the opening whistle for the

UMass soccer team looms seven months

away, the defending ECAC Division 1

champions have moved indoors for the

winter. UMass finished second in the

Plymouth State Indoor Soccer Tournament

last weekend at Plymouth, New Hamp-

shire, bowing out to perennial rival UConn.

Ten teams participated in the Plymouth

State tourney of 36 minute games. UMass
ran off .a string of victories, defeating the

host Plymouth team 5-1, Boston University

3 2, Vermont 4 0, and Division 3 power

Brandeis 3 0, to advance to the final

against UConn. UConn won easily in the

final, 5 0.

"UConn blew us out," UMass head

coach Russ Kidd said. "They (tourney

organizers) moved the final game up an

hour We were sitting around relaxaing

when they came up and said we were going

to start the game soon."

Every player tor UMass scored at least

one goal during the tourney. Mark
Vasington, who was named to the All-

Tournament Team, led UMass with four

goals. UMass football place kicker Sandro

Vitiello, who is playing the indoor season

with the soccer team, Tony M. Dias, and

John Thomas each scored two goals.

UMass got single goals from Scott Cooper,

Greg Omasta, Wayne Moran, Bret Simon,

and Mark Vassolotti.

UMass goaltender Mark Marilla, who
was named the Minutemen's MVP for the

tournament, drew praise from Kidd.

Mark was superb all weekend, " Kidd

said He was spectacular at times, and

conslder^^g we didn't have Dougie White,

Mike St. Martin, and Tony G. Dias (all

backs), I thought we did very well. It was a

good show."

TURN TO PAGE 11

Hockey co captain Joe Milan.

Bill Tarter

Thesame oldstory

Recently I had the privilege of talking to

the President of Sportswriting
Unlimited -Fuller Crepps. The following is

a portion of tf^at discussion.

"Mr. Crepps could you describe to us
what Sportswriting Unlimited does?"
"We market and distribute sports

features and profiles to newspapers and
magazines throughout the country."

"That sounds like a herculean task, you
must have an extremely large staff of

writers to produce so many stories?"

"Wei., um, actually we're down to one."

"One! How is that possible?"

"To tell you the truth we a^e still

distributing the same stories we did in 1929,

all we do is change the names and teams."

"I don't understand, don't people realize

they're reading the same stories over and

over?"

'I'm sure they do but after a while people

come to expect it, just like the happy

endings in Hollywood movies. People love

to read about their idols — we call it blind

loyalty. But what people love most are

"Rags to Riches" stories." You know, the

standard from gutter to greatness stuff.

That's our biggest seller
'

"Could you give us an example of one of

your typical "Rags to Riches " stories?"

"One of our most popular models from

the catalogue is the kid with the im-

poverished childhood. Growing up in the

woods with just his mother and 1 1 brothers

and sister, his diet consisted of crickets and

boiled wood shavings. At Christmas they

were so poor they couldn't afford preserrts

so they gave each other backrubs. From

these humble beginnings a star is born.

Eventually the kid makes it big. Not

forgetting his modest roots, be buys his

mother a new home plus an Amana radar

range.

"One of our sentimental favorites is the

orphaned athlete, the tale of the wan
dering, homeless urchin of the streets till a

neighbor finds him half starved at the side

of the road. Curing the lad of all his bad

habits the kid is reformed and goes on to

fame and fortune."

"People fall for that? Obviously you

couldn't use that feature for someone like

baseball's Pete LaCock, whose father is

millionaire Peter Marshall?"

"You're right, it wouW be a little harder

to convince people he grew up in a grass

shack. In those instances we use our R T R

option plan I'm sure you're familiar with

the story of the sickly child who become a

glowing specimen of good health. Formerly

anemic and vulnerable to every disease,

and so frail if he swatted a fly he'd sprair;

his wrist But through the miracle of a

writer's imagination after recovering from

the mange he becomes a gold medalist."

"Oh, come on, people are that gullible?"

"People expect a little fantasy and fiction

in their sports stories. Take for instance our

All American R T R package, it combines
both wealth and health elements.

"As a child he (or she -the stories are

bisexual) is shy and introverted, without

any friends. By his second year he con-

tracts malaria, and the doctors give him six

months to live. When it is announced his

parents can't afford the hospital expenses

the doctor discovers an amazing recovery

and gives him another year.

"As a young boy he makes a vow to all

his classmates that he is going to be a star

athlete. His classmates all get a hearty

laugh. He tries out for the Junior Hijgh

squad but gets cut. In High School he tries

again with the same result.

"These setbacks only make him more
determined. He goes out in his backyard

and practices by himself for hours,

sometimes all night. Then one day a pro

scout who happened to be cutting the

neighbors hedge spots him, and asks him

to show up for a tryout. He becomes an

instant sensation."'

"I suppose I would have to admit

sportswriters do embellish stories a little.

Do you think they are capable of being

objective reporters?"

Let's put it this way. If a sportswriter

from the South covered the Civil War he'd

still be blaming the referees."
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Conni Colonia and Ken Williams take advantage of yester-

day's spring-like day. They won't have the same luck today.

King "slobbying fails

however. Snow flurries and 30-degree temperatures are ex-

pected. (Staff photo by George Lamson)

Senate vo tes 19 drinkingage again
By THOMAS S. BROWN
Associated Press
505 rO/V — Rebuffing personal lobbyir>g

by Gov. Edward J. King, the state Senate
refused yesterday to endorse a House
proposal for gradually raising the
Massachusetts drinking age to 21

.

Instead, the upper chamber voted 18-16

against the House version and stuck by its

own measure that would merely raise the
minimum from 18 to 19.

The differences between the two ap-
proaches will have to be resolved by a
conference committee of the two^cham-
bers.

King, who favors the House's tougher
bill, sent senators a last-minute letter

appealing for support and even met with a
few lawmakers in his office. However, the

pro-21 forces failed to pick up the ad-

ditional one or two votes needed

.

Senators who did cross over to the 21
side yesterday included Robert C. Buell, R-

Boxford, and John A. Brennan Jr., D-
Maiden.
Another shift was Paul Harold, D-

Quincy, who had campaigned on a pro-21
platform but favored the 19 measure in a
procedural vote earlier this month. Th»
time he lined up with the 21 camp.
The Senate's top Republicans, Minority

Leader John F. Parker of Taunton arul

Assistant Leader David H. Locke of
Wellesley, ended up as the Democratic
governor's chief allies during the four- hour
debate.

Parker praised King for having "guts
enough to stand up and speak out on major
issues, "including drinking. Locke accused
Democratic legislators of ignoring highway
fatalities caused by drupken teen-aged
drivers, including the recent death of four
North Reading girls in a Wilmington crash.
"The members of this Senate are playing

Russian roulette with the youngsters of this

commonwealth," Locke said. ".
. .

Heavens, let them wake up to the screams
and the phone calls that come in the middle
of the night."

However, another Republican, Robert A.
Hall of Pitchburg, downplayed the
significance of the Wilmington crash. He
said the four victims were all under 18 and
marijuana had been involved in that ac-
cident, lOO.

Locke tried to get the Senate to
reconsider its position, but members
refused by a 19-14 margin to take a second
vote. That concluded the debate, and
Senate President William Bulger appointed
the Senate's half of the conference panel.
Those members all represent the pro- 19

faction: Democrats Chester G. Atkins of

Concord and John Olver of Amherst, and
Republican John Ayimer of Barnstable.
The plan adopted by the House but

rejected by the Senate calls for raising the
drinking age to 19 immediately, to 20 in

March of next year, and to 21 in 1981

.

Senate
acts on
racism,
pay raises
By JULIE EAGLB
Collegian Staff

'

The Undergraduate Student Senate, in a
lor>g and heated meeting last night adopted
a variety of controversial issues, including
measures to combat campus racsm, and a
compromise motion on student pay in-

creases.

The proposed pay increase for senate of-

ficers raising their weekly paychecks from
$47 to $87.50 was amended last night by
the senate. The officers will be paid $70
we-!kly at an hourly rate of $3 50. The
amendment which passed 41-6, lowered
the officer's workweek from 25 to 20 hours.

The pay increase has caused recent con
troversy within the senate because some
senators have questioned the legality of

passing the increase while the senate faces

a $180,000 deficit, and t>ecause the com-
mittee members have been receiving the in-

< reased paychecks, without senate ap
proval, since Jan. I.

A highly emotional discussion on cam-
pus racism by members of the Third World
Caucus of the senate, led the senate last

night to outline steps to lessen problems of

racism.

Charging the senate with a "conspiracy"
against Third World students and caucus
members in particular, Senator and Third

World Affairs Coordinator Stan Kinard

told the senate it had the " responsibili-

ty as student leaders to address the

problems of racism on this campus."

Kinard's proposal, which passed 86-0,
asked the senate to condemn racist and
sexist action, organize meetings with ad-
ministrators and students to investigate and
denounce acte of violence against Third
World students, and organize dormitory
meetings to discuss racism in the housing
system.

The senate also voted to reaffirm its conv
mitment to the maintenance ar>d existerice

of the Third World caucus in the senate,
regardless of other cases which have ques-
tioned minority representation elsewhere in

the country.

The Senate also voted to send a formal
letter to Attorney General Robin Adams
asking her to appear before the Senate to
answer quesitons regarding her perfor-
mance.

Student Senate Speaker Brian DeLima
said after the meeting that Adams was be-
ing called before the senate to answer a
variety of charges. These include blackmail-
ing student government officials with infor-

mation attained in her investigations and
not fulfilling the responsibilities of her of-

fice.

Adams is currently involved in an in-

vestigation into alleged fraud and polling ir-

regularities in last fall's SGA presidential

elections.

See related story on this page.

investigation opens on allegedSGA fraud
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff
An investigation into alleged fraud and

polling irregularities during last fall's
student Government Association
presidential election was opened yesterday
by the UMass student attorney general.

Robin Adams said yesterday she has
received new, incriminating data, based
mostly on hearsay, that ballot boxes were
stuffed during the elections held Oct. Band
9. She said ,she will name a special
prosecutor by tomorrow.

One carKtidate from the elactk>n. Patar

Graham, said yaatarday ha wiN soon fila a

complaint against the election process with

the attorney general's office.

According to official election results,

current co-presidents Herbert L. Tyson and
Jon Hensleigh received 1,091 votes and the
Peter Graham-Cindi Thomas ticket received
466 votes with a total of 2,058 votes cast.
Tyson said Monday he did not know of any
election fraud done in his behalf.

Some SGA officials have questioned the
timing of the investigation, since another
SGA presidential election is scheduled for
later this month.

Tyson has said he is considering running
for ra-elactk>n and Graham is also a can-

Adams said the investigation was started
after several persons, including Graham,
complained to her that they were being told
the election had been rigged.

Addiiis dibu iiciid sue rids cj source, whom
she will not name, who has additional,

second hand, information. Adams said this

source will testify only if Adams builds a
strong enough case against the Tyson-
Hensleigh campaign.

Adams said the case "is more convincing

than anything we've heard (so far) but it's

still going to be hard to prove it."

Co-president Jon Hensleigh said last

night "I am disgusted almost to the point of

being speechless that Adams has made
these unfounded allegations which are
based solely on hearsay, innuendoes and
conjecture."

Dean of Students William F. Field said he
is interested in the investigation process. "I
think if allegations of this serious a nature
are made the attorney general should -has
to- investigate," he said.

Field said "there are too few people
working on the election process to maintain

the objectivity you need."
Adams said two suits were filed last fall

by other candkJatas immediately after the

electkMi but ware later dropped.
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DIGEST

Manhattan Borough President Andrew Stein yeater-
day announced he will support Sen. Edward M. Ken-
n«dy for the 1910 presidential nomination. Stein
hycama the first major elected city official to deaart
Praaidaiit Jimmy Carter and predicted that many alaM
and cHy officials would follow hia lead. (API*

'Decisive 'liattie sifapingup
BANGKOK, Thsffand \AP] -Vietnam claimed Tuesday to

Have put 1,600 Chinese troops out of action in a r>or-

thwestern province where analysts believe the armies are

jockeying for position prior to one o< the most decisive
battles of the 1 1 -day old border war.

In Pelting, Treasury SecretaryW Michael Bluirwnthal tc^d
reporters after a meeting with Premier Hua Kuo-feng that
China "must be taken seriously" in its claims the war will be
short. Blumenthal added he repeated again the Carter ad-
ministration's opposition to the war ar>d its wish for a
"H>6edy end" to the conflict.

New testimonyin l\/IBI\/l triai
BOSTON -The state's top official at the construction site

of the University of Massachusetts at boston testified

yesterrlay he was concerned in 1971 about possible im
proprieties by the firm McKee-Berger-Mansueto, assigned

to manage the project

James J. Cusack, the state's chief project engineer at the

UMass, site, testified for the prosecution at the jury waived
extortion trial of Worcester businessman William V. Masieilo

and Albert "Toots" Manzi
Masieilo and Man?i, a Republican fundraiser, are accused

of extorting $ 10,000 from the now defunct MBM in 1972.

Federal controls on

gasoline possible

By MARK POTTS
AP Business Writer

While American oil companies insist they can handle the
current fuel supply squeeze without government in-
tervention. Energy Secretary James R. Schlesinger said
yesterday the government may have to fort^ service statiof«
to close on weekends by this summer.

Schl^inger also warned of possible mandatory tem-
perature controls in public buildings and $1-a-gallon
unleaded gasoline "within a year or so."

But Schlesinger told the Sendte Energy Committee,
"there is no immediate need" to take these steps unless the
supply squueze caused by the shutdown of Iranian
production becomes more serious.

Alice M. Rivlin, the director of the Congressional Budget
Office, told a Senate hearing the Iranian crisis could trigger a
major round of pnce hikes by oil-exporting r>ations, raising
the possibility of a worldwide recession in 1980.
The top congressional ecor>omist told a Senate Gover-

nmental Affairs subcommittee, if the current 500 barrela-
day impact on US. oil supplies continues for a year, it would
increase unemployment by 200,000 fdbt and increase tfie

inflation rate 0.4 percent.
Meanwhile, Iran said it would sell its oil to tt>e higheat

bidder when it resumes exports, rather than to the group of
companies that had t>een its customers. Oil analysts say this

could drive the price of Iranian oil up to $20 a barrel, com-
pared to the base price of the Organization of Oil Exporting
Countries cartel of $13.35 a barrel.

OPEC gave official approval yesterday to separate oil prica
bo<Mt by sc-eral members of the cartel — Kuwait, Libya,
Qatar and the United Arab Emirates. Other nations, in-

cluding OPEC giants Saudi Arabia and Iraq, have said they
will not raise prices until the next scheduled increase April 1

.

More oil companies took steps yesteroay to keep gasoliria

and crude oil supplies adequate through voluntary
allocations plans.

Mobil Corp , the nation's secondt largest oil company,
said yesterday it was cuning by 9 percent les of crude oil to
refining customers, retroactive to Jan. 1. Mobil attributed
the cuts to "the uncertain scpp'y outlook."

Exxon Corp., the nation's largest oil company, said last

month it was cutting crude oil deliveries to 10 percent during
the first quarter of the year.

On Tuesday, Mobil said it would limit the amount of
gasoline it sells to dealers beginning today, matching similar

moves by Texaco, Continental Oil Co and Atlantic Richfield,

Standard Oil Co. of Indiana followed that move yesterday
saying it will reduce shipments of its Amoco gasoline and
some chemicals beginning today.
The U.S. government got $41 million in successful bicte

yesterday for a second batch of drilling sites in the Baltimore
Canyon off New Jersey.
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King submits record budget
BOSTON I API - Gov. Edward J. King

submitted a record $5.5 billion state budget
for fiscal 1980 to the legislature yesterday

that promises a 24 percent boost in local aid.

The appropriation bill for the year starting

July 1 is the key to King's goal of a $500
million rollback in real estate taxes. It calls for

no new taxes. The total increase is 9.1 per-

cent, but the hike in regular state costs

would be 3.97 percent.

The governor's formal budget message
will be delivered by King to a joint House-

Senate session Thursday rtoon. The basic

elements were filed with tf>e House clerk two
minutes before the constitutional deadline.

The office of Rep. William G. Robinson of

Matrose, Republican floor leader, made

copies of the essential pages available to the

press.

The state agency costs would be $3.8
billion. While higher than fiscal 1979, it is

believed to represent a sizable cut in what

many of the departments and divisions

wanted.
Welfare and Medicaid represent the lion's

share in state expenditures — $1.45 billion,

up $32 million.

Local aid would hit $1 .6 billion, an increase

of $309.3 million over the current allowance.

Many of the increases reflect collective

pay raises promised in collective bargaining

agreements, and inflation.
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UMASS JAZZ WORKSHOP
Sunday, March 11 8 pm
Tickets now on sale. General Public - $7, 6. 5.

UMass students - $5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and other

students $6.5.4.

Fir€ /RTS CENfER CNCERT H4.L
Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

and New England Ticketron Locations.

'••••• >»«*«'

The Fine Arts Center proudly presents these

incomparable artists with their own company in a special

"Balanchine Evening."

MONDAY, MARCH 12 8 P.M.

Tickets now on sale. General Public • $7. 6. 5.

UMass students - $5. 4. 3. Senior citizens and other

students -$6,5,4.

Fire >RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L
Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4. 545-2511

and New England .Ticketron Locations

Campus
center
at UMass

Tues.. Feb. 27
Tuesday Night JAZZ

with

DavMwertman

Brandon ROSS

wed.. Thurs., FrI., Sat
Feb. 28. Mar. 1.2.

3

Chris Rhodes
Band

Blue
I Iwall Bar

wed., Thui^., Fri., Sat.

Feb. 28, March 1.2.

3

The Great Pretenders

sat, March 10

Robert cordon
9 p.m. • Hatch Bar
UMass students $3
General Public $4

Hcrtch

Frl.&sat.

Disco
with Disco Eric

at the

Ffisbees fly and spirits ar« high YestBrday provided a nice pralude to the fa«t-approachmg spring weather, as Jeff Brousel enjoys some free time with his faHh-
ful dog. (Staff photo by George Lamson.l

Police investigate rape
Amherst police yesterday said they are

continuing a week old investigation of a
rape last Tuesday of a 21 year old UMass
student

Police satd the incident occurred around
1:30 Tuesday morning February 21.
According to police, the victim was hit-

chhiking towards Northampton and she
was picked up by two white males at Route
9 and South Pleasant Street (Route 116)
She was later dropped off in South
Deerfield near the Sunderland Bridge,
police said.

Police said the victim believes the car
wasa yellow 1 960's Volkswagen Beetle .One
of the two occupants of the car is described

as being slender to medium build, with
brown, straight ear length hair, 20 23 years
old. The other was described by police as
having medium to stocky build, with light
brown or auburn curly hair at ear length, 24
to 28 years old wearing an army fatigue
jacket.

Police said they held the information for
a week because they did not want the
suspects to know that police had been
notified. Police said they were hoping the
suspects would return to the area during
the past week, but there is no evidence
that they have returned. Police said the
investigation will continue.

CAMP DAY
TODAY

Campus Center
Auditorium

9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m

Jobs pay $400-$2200 plus room and
board depending on experience and
qualifications. Love of children and

working with people essential.

TOP Of the
Campus

in association with
UPC Productions

information
call sas 2892

««»«*%>' flBffWfTOTO>HU;nuhikfHitHtvinM.i>m>>immi4^

People needed with skills in:

Archery Lacrosse Small Craft
Arts and Crafts Leather working Soccer
Basketball Metal Working Special Ed for

Baseball Maintenance Handicapped
Ceramics Music Secretarial Work
Camp Craft Media Swimming
Ecology Mountain Climbing Tennis
Fishing Nature Lore Theatre Arts
Food Service Nursing Track h Field

Golf Photography Water Safety
Gymnastics Piano Instructors

Ham Radio Riflery Wilderness
Horseback Riding Sailing Camping
Israeli Dance €r Softball Water Skiing
Music Scuba Diving
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.
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MSP fee waivers protested
ByMARKLECCESE
CuHegian Staff

Several faculty members have objected
to paying a S168 agency fee' to the^mpus faculty union, the Massachusetts
bociety of Professors, and are protesting
the union's procedure for granting agencv
fee exemptions
Under the faculty's collective bargaining

agreement with the administration, signed
last June, faculty members who object to
paying the agency fee may apply to the
union for "conscientious objector' status
and may pay the money to a student
scholarship fund instead
The MSP executive board voted Jan 24

to set up a waiver commitee made up of
thrw union membws, to review appeals for
conscientious objector status The com
mittee defines a conscientious objector as
anyone who cannot pay the agency fee "on
moral or religious grounds.

'

Yesterday was the last day for faculty
members to apply for conscientious ob^tor status The committee has received
82 inquiries, and has already granted 16
exemptions. The committee has yet to
decline an exemption, althoutjh they have
sent several back for more documentation
said Kenneth M Dolbeare. a political

scien<» professor and head of the waiver
committe*?.

An MbP spokesperson s«d yesterday
the union now has 625 dues paying
members out of the 1,200 faculty on
campus. The MSP charges every in-
structor an agency fee for "service ren
dered" during the contract negotiations
The negotiations began in June 1977 and
ended with the faculty's first collective
bargaining contract in June 1978.
Dolbeare said UMass is the only

university in the country that offers its
faculty the chance to be exempted from
paying an agency fee to the faculty union.
"At every other place in the country, you
simply have to pay it. We are the one in-
stitution of higher education that offersm
option," he said.

Carl P Swanson, a Botany professor
said yesterday, "I could say I'm a con-
scientious objector, but the grounds for
this would not be determined by myself but
by the commitiee.

Dolbeare said, "We believe anything that
people tell us, any factual statement."
Exenriptions have been granted on the
strength of single- paragraph appeals he
said

MSPpresidentresigns
ByMARKLECCESE
Collegian Staff
James E. Cathey. the own who brought

the faculty to its first collective bargaining
contract with the University as the faculty
union's president, announced his resigna
tion Tuesday
Cathey, a 39 year old associate professor

of Germanic languages and literature, said
he will step down from the presidency of
the Massachusetts Society of Professors,
Amherst chapter by June 30, or whenever
the MSP elects a new president.
MSP elections are scheduled for this spr

ing, said Lynne Seymour, an MSP staff
member.
Larry S. Robens, who served as MSP

president when contract talks opened in
1977 and now sits on the MSP Executive
Committee, will also be leaving UMass to
accept a job at Texas Tech University
Cathey said he was resigning ti.-

presidency to accept a position as head of
the German department.

Elected last spring
to a two year
term, Cathey was
president of the
union thissummer
when the long and
sometimes bitter con-
tract negotiations
with the University
carro to a close. CATHEY

"It was an action packed year," Cathey
said "It certainly did have its enjoyable
aspects, but the presidency is a hard post."

Cathey said the faculty union is "still in its

early stages of formulation." The MSP was
founded February 1977 to represent the
1200 teachers and librarians on this cam-
pus.

A native of Bakersfield, California,
Cathey received his 8.A at Oregon State
University, and his MA. and Ph.D. at the
University of Washington. He joined the
UMass faculty in 1967.

Great Decisions probes
China's political relations
By NAT ZARTMAN
Collegian Staff

Washington was probably aware of the
Chinese invasion of Vietnam and the Soviet
Union is still unsure what the United States
will do if they decice to invade China.

These views were presented at the Great
Decisions Forum held last night at Webster
House to discuss China and its world rela-

tions.

Fred W. Drake, a history professor at

UMass, spoke of the historical problems in

modernizing China. He said the Chinese are

trying to gain a strong Nationalist state by
retaining the Maoist ideology, while at the
same time striving for modernization.

Drake also cited problems facing China in

its effort to modernize. For example, Drake
said the leaders want to initiate a strong
working state but not promote con-
sumerism.
Kaye Johnson, Professor at Hampshire

College, explained the Chinese rational for

invading Vietnam. Johnson gave several

reasons for the invasion, she cted the
abuse of Chinese immigrants by the Viet-

namese, and Vietnam's invasion and over-

throw of the Cambodian government, a

Chinese ally. Johnson also noted the

alliance of Vietnam and the Soviet Union as
a source of tension. The Chinese acted
quickly and advantageously to prevent an
encirclement of their boundaries, Johnson
said.

This action is similar to the Chinese
movement against the U.S. in the Korean
war, and in Vietnam. The Chinese will not
tolerate foreign power next to its border,
she said.

Frank Houn, a political science professor
at UMass, spoke on the normalization trea-
ty between the U.S. and China. He men-
tioned the importance that the business
community played in stalling norn>alization
in the Nixon and Ford administrations.
Because of heavy investment of American
businesses and banks in Taiwan, American
businessmen discouraged the U.S. from
dropping diplomatic ties with Taiwan.
Houn said many businesses are now en-

vious of the jump that Japan and European
countries have in making investments in

China. Houn said, business leaders decided
that normalization would be more profitable
than maintaining the treaty with Taiwan.
Also the United States alliance with China
will help control the increasing influence of
the Soviet Union.
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Editorial/Opinion
Sharks

vs. Jets
"DeLtma said that in his three years in

office th^e were "many internai battles
that have existed between various student
groups. " and that "there is a need for all of
us to puK together and end such petty
political wmrf^e. "

Co^agian, Mon. Feb. 26

Remember the endtrtg of Romeo and
Juliet? West Side Story? Your favorite
Eli/abethan Rever^ge ptay? In the end,
when the corpses are lying arK) the stag*
and the lovers are aeparated by bioodyt
death, someone always holds up the
possibrlity that the demise of the com-
batants will mean the reconciliation of the
feuding parties. The twist Brian DeLima
added at the end of his role in a ten year
long revenge play entitled The Student
Government Association is that the
protagonist former soeaker is not supp<Med
!o be delivering the eulogies But leave it to
DeLima to coine back from the dead and
get the last word

But maybe I should explain the plot a
little more In the Student Government
Association there are two gangs, or were
two gangs who filled the function of the
Democratic and Republican parties in the
big world -only instead of arguing from
either side of the aisle they shoot zip guns
and punch each other on occasion And
what would you imagine these gangs are
called' The Sharks and the Jets, of course
These are the two factions DeLima
mentions in the understatement above
Petty political warfare he calls it He didn t

elaborate about the fist fights, the fixed
elections, the tire slashings, the threats to
lives, simony nepotism, and best of all,

computer fraud,

michael P.

Doran /

)

Some of the really good action in past
acts took place when Shark gang leaders
Tommy Kerrins and Henry Doyle were
controlling the treasury for the Sharks and
the Jets were holding the presidency or the
judiciary with Jav Martus and Paul Cronin

ind ver>erable old attorneys general like

Paul Yanowitch. Many bodies hit the fourth

floor during those excitir>g acts, and the

intrigue is nrnich too complicated to be
aKplair>ed in a few short senterKes. The
denouenrtent, a very depressirig spectacle,

came about when last spring's presidential

•lection failed to produce a president, and
the SGA tried arnj nearly failed miserably to

gattwr togetfter some sort of decorum in a
convention. This was a k>ng drawn out
scene, but it served to draw out the
charactws of both gang leaders.

We learned that human nature is

characterized by bile rather than the milk of

human kindneas. But these boys (talk

about the Collegian being a mate hierar-

chy—look for women in top positions in the

SGA -keep lookir>g) are not really bad
boys. They just need an Officer Kruoke.
Student Government attracts to many
people with social diseases.

But there is reason for hope, as DeLima
hinted. The SGA is having elections soon,
and they need new blood. Student
Governnrwnt doesn't have to be a gang
war, and since most of the gang is dead
now is the ume to clean up the floor.

Michael Doran is a Collegian columnist.

Bits and Pieces

Fop of the Week: Sen. John Tower (D
Texas). Every newspaper between here

and South Sioux, Iowa ran a picture of

senator Tower flitting about in a two-bit

Superman surt. Man turns the dignity of

the United States Senate into a fifth grade

fart joke.

DAN GUIDERA

LESSON. HLLL

J

BOMB THE DIRTY
LITTLE COMMIES
BACK INTO TH£
3TON£A6£/

us

S^
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The Inquiring Photographer
bij Lee Burnett and Lisa Watts

The Question If the Board of Trustees
raises parking fees will you pay the in-
crease?

Bowser Rouellette

Kathleen Bowser administrative assis-
tant.

I would. My time in getting here is very
close. It's really a matter of necessity. If I

had to park in a far off lot I'd be late every
time.

Bob ^oueliette painter.
I can't see paying, we're paying enough as

it is. It's a shame. We finally get a raise and
It seems everyone takes more. The state
takes more, the feds take nK>re, now this. If

you work somewhere else for the state, like

over at Northampton State (Hospital), you
don't pay.

Linda Fit2 assistant manager Worcester
DC snack bar

I don't know, it depends on vhat the rest

of the campus does. I don't feel they have
to raise it. They haven't even investigated

alternatives It is just the easiest way out
to put it on the little people. It's one thing

for people who make $25,000 or $30,000 a
year to pay $100 for parking it still doesn't
even make a dent. But when you make $90
or $100 a week, you can only be squeezed
for so long.

Dennis Cateilier. Education, Junior.
I'll park off campus and take the bus in like

everyone «lse.

Robinson Tulloss

FHi Cateilier

Donald Robinson director of Office of
Environmental Health and Safety

I live in Leverett, I don't have transporta-

tion options. Obviously, if I had my choice I

wouldn't want to pay for parking. I feel

obliged to pay the parking fee. The policy is

the fee exists and I'll abide by that.

Jack Tulloaa. director thraa and four
year-old group Skinner Hall lab school.

I wouldn't pay. i don't think it's fair to use
the funds initially set askJe for mainter^ance
of parking lots to pay off the mortgage on
the Campus Center garage. It's inap-
propriate and probably illegal.

Letters to the Editor
SGA pay increase:

'unconstitutional'
To the Editor

In the past week there has been some
controversy over the Student Senate Of-

ficer's pay increase from $45 to $87.50
per week We agree that people should
be compensated for their services. Fur-

thermore, we agree with the idea of a
rnise because the Student Government
Association is responsible for approx-

imately $1.5 million in student money and
the raise may serve as an incentive to

work more responsibly.

However, we question the methods that

were used to pass and implement it. The
Student Government Coordinating Com-
mittee la select group whose members all

benefit direc^y from the increase] was
entiusted with the duties of the Senate
(hifiiig mtersession and voted themselves
,1 suhstHntiiil raise in salnrv

What particularly troubles us is that the

officers had been receiving their pay in-

creases for approximatefy three weeks
before it was even brought to the atten-

tion of the Senate. This pay increase is

unconstitutional because the Coor-
dinating Committee does not have the

power to pass and implement new legisla-

tion. Such legislation can only be passed
by a two- thirds majority vote of the
Senate.
We find ourselves hard-pressed to vote

in favor of, or even to speak out in favor
of legislation that shouldpromote respon-
sibility when It is carried out in such an ir-

responsible manner.
CHRIS FERRETTI
STEVE FELDMAN
Student Senators

'Ass of the Night'
To the Editor

Obno>iousness seems to be the recent

theme for most floor parties. Party goers.

mostly consisting of kleptomaniacs and

repressed Muhammad A/i's, compete
fremiedfy for the title of "Ass of the
Night. " Where do these shmucks corrte

from? Floor members end up the victims

of their own attempts at having a good
time. Disgusting washrooms, sour-
smelling lounges, and trash-lined
hallways are mild violations in com-
parison to the vandalism and burglary

that happens on the floor.

My roommate and myself were recent

recipients to this inane behavior during a
ffoor party. One room was raided and
clothes were looted out like a clearance

sale at Lord & Taylors. Theburglars were
well-rehearsed in their trade and knew ex-

actly which clothes would be uniden-

tifiable. My advice to floor members is to

keep a well guarded room during ffoor

parties. My advice to shmucks is to stay

home or get a job and buy your own
clothes I

BRENDASTORVICK
Southwest

^elo\/' <1$e SaIt
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TiNson Farm,
A historyof thepower plant

or, Where's the steam?
By LEIGH ANNE VARNEY and

GAYLE YOUNG

All the trustees and all King's man
are working to put Tillson together
again, as the continuing saga of
Tillson enters its 10th year of being
the University's No. 1 headache.

The Tillson Farm's Heating Plant,
conceived in 1969, is a product of an
expansion era for UMass. Under a
benevolent legislature, millions of
dollars were poured into the Universi-
ty. The Fine Arts Center, University
Library, Graduate Research Center,
Whitmore Administration Building,
Herter Hall, Southwest Residential
Area, Sylvan Residential Area and
the Campus Center were all con-
structed in the late 1960s and early

1970s.

With their usual foresight, the ad-
ministrators concluded a new heating
plant would be necessary to service
the new buildings. And, thus, Tillson
was born, conceived to replace a coai
fired heating plant which had been
used since the days of Mass Aggie.

Spending for future gain
At the cost of $8 million the oil bur-

ning plant was contructed on the
pastures of Tillson Farm, behind Or-
chard Hill residential area. The state

'__ Bureau of Building Construction
(BBC) oversaw the construction and
the state funded the project.

During this time, oil was viewed as
the cheaper fuel of the future, so
Tillson was constructed with this in

mind. UMass would be heated on
11-12 million gallons of oil every year.

If in operation Tillson would now
cost an estimated $407 million to run
yearly, as compared with the $13
million cost of running the old coal
plant.

In 1974, the plant was completed
and the University got its heat. But
not the way that was originally ex-
pected.

After an eight-month shakedown
or trial period, Tillson broke down.
The steam tie-lines between the new
plant and the old plant, where the
heat would be distributed, failed.

Simultaneously, an oil embargo
created a scarcity of oil arxl energy
conservation became a necessary
policy for the country.

Tillson creates enemies
Buf UMass was stuck with Tillson,

although, the University never for-

mally accepted it from the BBC, and
for four years the fate of Tillson re-

mained uncertain.

TURN TO PAGE 11
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Leigh Anne Varney is a freshmai
at the University maforing in jour-
nalism. Gayle Young is a sophomore
Economics major and an essistartt
managing editor of the Daily
Coiagian.
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Expressing the Existential
By JtM MORAN

CAMBRIDGE A metal batallion ripp«d
through the walls of the omnipresent Ivory
Tower, as the English punk group The
Clash played at the Harvard Square Theater
in Cambridge, Ma^., on Friday 16.
The Clash's concert their first American

»ir, including only seven cities, among
them Boston and New York w^re a fMl
bargain Not only did you get to hear the
lead act, but also a featured local group and
Bo Dtddley as openers
Playng <o a capacity crowd of some

1600, close to a significant urban area, the
Clash conveyed what it means to be young
and frustrated in England today, with its
downward ecorHjmy and violent social divi
sions Doing such songs as Tommy Gun "

"Safe European Home, " White Riot
'

'London's Burning. " and "English Civil
War,' just has to be saying something
about their social attitudes Clearly, the
Clash do not offer 'pretty, ' escapist love
songs like the Us music scene has bmn
drowning in of late with the disco preoc-
cupation This pont was brought home
rather forcefully with their opening tune
"I'm So Bored with the USA," the band set
against a backdrop of various national ban
ners, one reading, "Unprovoked Retalia
Hon" Following a generous set of 17 tunes,
each commenting in its own way on a par
ticular personal or social struggle for
English youth, but certainly comprehensi
ble to any American who can even vaguely
recall the civ.l rights and ant. war
movements of the 1960's or the youth
rebellion of the 1950's
None of the songs were more stnking

than lead guitarist Mtck Jones' high
ptiched rendition of Stay Free ' Speaking
of kids meeting "when we were in school,
we never took no shit from no one we
were cool The teacher says we're dumb,
but we're just having fun " and a kid
"practicing Ion his guitar, presumably! dai
ly in his room ," Jones paints a vivid pic
ture of the "struggle for identify" motif
This song, together with "Drug Stabbing
Tinr>e, " and "Safe European Home," are
most indicative of personal strife, whereas
other songs in the set, such as "Guns On
The Roof, " "City of the Dead," 'White

Man in Hammersmith Palais, " Tommy
Gun, " and "Police and Thieves, " carry a
more universal meaning.
The Clash formed m May of 1976 with

original members Paul Sinrwnon, 'bass-
Mick Jones, lead guitar and vocals Joe
Strummer. lead vocals and guitar,' and
Keith Levine, guitar Levine quit eariy on
ana \ftas replaced by a drummer Terr^
Chimes, who also quit after violent heckling
at what Strummer describes as "a par
ticularty nasty gig" He was replaced by
Nicky "Topper " Headon. their current
drummer, in August of '76. Thereafter the
group did gigs at London clubs, two tours
in late '76 and early '77, and released some
singles, none hitting higher than #28 on the
cfiarts. Their first album, a British import
titled, • The Clash." did reach f 12. A signrfi-
cant hit in British clubs was "Police and
Thieves," a reworked. English version of
the Jamaican reggae hit by Junior Marvtn
The group toured Europe through '7^ and
early '78, running into conflicts with (he law
for "petty theft and vandalism "

culminating with an arme<< police and
helicopter raid on the roof of their Camden
Town warehouse studio for shooting atsome "valuable racmy pigeons." This lead
to the arrest of two Clash members for
various gun charges, and the "Clash on
Parole " tour of '78 Late in the year they

3eloV^eSalt

recorded their first American-release
album. "Give 'Em Enough Rope" on Epic
Records, with Sandy Pearlman producing.

With Strummer's thMtrical gyrations and
Simonons adolescent looking
choreographies with the guitar, coupled
^^th their profound lyrics and pounding
rhythms, the Clash represent the best of
what "nouvelle vague" has to offer its
followers: a direct method for expressing
the existential and social sentiments of a
street life, a much more vocal subculture
than the Beats or Ifcatherclads of the 50's A
methoo which, in its most ambiguous
form, provides some heavy, get up and
jump rock and roll, and which, at its best
offers a real musical thmkpiece.
Not to ignore the other acts at this event

I wish to make a brief mention of the local
opening act. The Rentals Their perfor-
mance on Friday night held true to their
normnclature - no one would buy them as a
serious group of musiciarw. Not with a
renrwle drummer who tries to imitate Patti
Smith, while trying to play an over-sized
guitar (read phallic symbol) and doing a
tune called, "Ive Got a Crush on You "

While It might be argued that punk has
done a lot to promote female musicians
this female didnt do too well in promoting
punk music. About the only redeeming mo

ment for this group was a Randy-Newmarh
gone punk tribute to fat people, title
Elephants " And that was only good

because it was comical to watch the heavy-
set bass guitarist grunt-out the words to
the song. My advice to the Rentals: Go
back to your garage kiddies, and practical
On the more positive side Bo Diddley a

50's rocker of great influence (though less
than Chuck Berry), did a stupendous job
for someone of the first generation still clut-
ching on to the rock business. In fact he
might evmn have had a firm grip if he hadn't
botched it up with his varying serious-
switch to-gimmick guitar playing
Highlights of his set includad the classic
Bo Diddley" and "Mona, " which the

Stones covered in the mid-Ws. Diddley
provided the upbeat mood that was r^»ded
to bring on The Clash.
But more important, his performance

showed a contrast and blending of the rock
of old and the rock of today. As a friend of
mine commented, "If he were opening a
Kiss concert, he'd be booed off the stage

"

But the audience for The Clash proved that
there IS a sense of reverence for pioneers in
me field, that without people like Bo Did-
dley there nrwght not be groups like The
Clash. And that reverence was reciprocated
when Diddley announced. "I did Bo Did-
dley" for your Mommy and Papa, and I'm
gonna do "Helluva Man" for you tonight

"

He also did a cover of Muddy Waters'
"Mannish Boy" and a spirited "Get Up."
Diddley nr«y have a custom made "square"
guitar, but "he ain't no square, man."
From a technical standpoint, the concert

was only minimally successful The
acoustics of the Harvard Square Theater
tended to distort the lyrics, bouncing notes
off the wall, and there was a lot of feedback
from the sound system. At one point. The
Ciashs Strummer went over and kicked an
amplifier, and didn't fail to mention that
"This is the first orchestra pit we've en-
countered." But the excitement of their
first American tour, and the effort shown
by them far outweighed the minor flaws I

can't give them an A plus, but I'll have to
send my apologies to Be Bop Deluxe, Ian
Dury. Iggy Pop, Patti Smith. Talking
Heads. Television, and Third Rail, because I

thought their concerns sucked in com-
parison to the Show put on by the Clash.
And sonr>e of them were pretty damn good.
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BELOW THE SALT takes its name from the rela
tionsh.p between nobles and peasants at the
nnedieval European dinner table The preciousness of
salt required that it be placed accessible to the lordsand beyond the peasants' reach Hence the
peasants sat "below the salt"
Befow The Sa/t is prepared to accept articles of

diverse opinion on a variety of topics of cultural m
terest. Submissions can be made at the Collegian of
tices. 113 Campus Center. 545 3500.

CREATIVE
Below the Salt is seeking sub-

missions of fiction and poetry to
run in a special writers' issue.

Please submit all entries to the Co/-
legian office, 113 Campus Center,
on or before Thursday, March 8.

Please call the Fine Arts Desk for
further information at 545-3500.

WRITERS

A careerm law—
without law school.
After just three months of study at The Institute for

Paralegal Training in exciting Philadelphia, you can have a
stimulating and rewarding career in law or business -
Without law school

As a lawyers assistant you will be performing many of
the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys And at
The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of
seven different areas of law to study Upon completion of
your training, The Institutes unique Placement Sen^ice will
find you a responsible and challenging |ob m a law firm
bank or corporation in the city of your choice

The Institute for Paralegal Training is the naf Ions first
and most respected school for paralegal training Smce
1970, we've placed over 2,500 graduates in over 85 cities
nationwide

If you're a senior of high academic standing and lookmn
for an above average career, contact your Placement
Office for an interview with our representative

W* will visit your campus on:

Tuesday, March 6

Paralegal ^1 .7 <2i5)
— - • .,1,

Tha
Instituta

for

Training'

235 Souih 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

7326600

AIR
FORCE
ROTC —

HERE ARE THE FACTS

When you're discussing something as important as
your future, its urgent that you get the straight facts

and that you understand them Air Force ROTC
can he an important part of vour future We would like
to outline some of the facts and invite you to look into
gathenng more

It s a fact the Air Force needs highly qualified, dedi
caled officers men and women It's a fact we need
people in all kinds of educational disciplines It's a fact
were prepared to offer financial hielp to those who can
qualify for an Air Force ROTC scholarship
Get together with an AFROTC representative and

discuss the program We'll give you all the facts It

could be one of the most important talks you've ever
had with anyone about your educational plans

CALL 5-2437

From the outrageous No.1 Best-Seller

nEGHOIItBIIVS

1

Approved by the American Bar Association

yi*

(

ROTC
Ga'ewoy '< a great way of lif». I
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The CoffeehOUSei a umass subculture
ByMARK L. CORELOP

"The first act of the evening will be ap-
pearing in five minutes, " someone an-
nounced at the microphone. Seventy peo-
ple were in the dormitory lour>ge: sitting on
the floor or in the two rows of block chairs
and couches arranged in a semi circle, or
mingling near the refreshment area, the
performer took her seat up front.

"Hi. How are you?" said the won^an with
the guitar. She was bathed in a yellow light
from the desk lamps on the floor, the
microphones and stands gleaming in the 75
watt bulbs She put a capo on the neck of
the guitar, struck the chords, and announc-
ed her first song.

There are very few places where you can
•it ar>d talk with the person next to you
without being interrupted by the disco
beat. The above scene is typical of a low-
budget form of entertainment which allows
for conversation, known as the cof-
feehouse.
Remember Maynard G. Krebs of the old

Dobie Gillis show? Maynard was a part of
the Beatnik generation, the members of
which were often characterized as bearded
bongo drum playing social deviants by the
"establishment" Prevalent in the late
1950s and early 1960s, Beatniks used
"mod" expressions to note their digression
from society such as "cat," "cool man, real
cool," and "can you dig it?" Only one step
before the hippie generation, the Beatnik

rally squad known as the Southwest
Patriots, would solicit talent from the
University community to perform at cof-
feehouses. Monthly, and sometime week-
ly, performers would donate their talent in
support of Southwest and for the simple
personal enjoyment of entertaining.
Van Meter dormitory lounge In the Cen-

tral rMidentiafarea was also a monthly site
for coffeehouse entertainment. Three to
four hundred people would meet in the
large study lounge connecting the north
and south wings listening to guitar music
sometimes accompanied by banjo har-
monica and electric washboard. The w-
thusiasm of coffeehouses died in Van
Meter once the organizers of the events
graduated.

Dormitories such as James, John Quincy
Adams and Kennedy, to nanr>e a few, have
been the frequent host of coffeehouse
entertainment Sparking new interest in
folk music with variations of rock and roll
As before, the performers have been from
the Amherst campus.

Northeast Residential Area has had its
share of coffeehouse entertainment as
well Pe*ef Provost, the organizer for
cofeehouses in Hamlin dormitory, has been
arranging the talent for the past two years.
The performers come to Provost in order to
get a start in their could-be music career.
The coffeehouse is usually held in

Hamlin's basement lounge. The events are
mellow, without the presence of alcohol.

'

The coffeehouse is a "non alcoholic event.

two albums and is pursuing a doctorate
degree in guitar at the Berkley School of
Music.
Two other members of the Jug

Band, Russ Annis and John Shibley,
have written their own songs, and An
nis has produced several record
albums. Only one member of the
original band, Wayne Burns, has re-
mained on campus.
Now employed as head of residence

of Kennedy Middle, Burns says he has
played at "one million coffeehouses."
Burns mixes his set with folk music of
all sorts, as well as the comedy of
Steve Martin.

Many of the new performers on cam-
pus fail to get much recognition from
the University community, however,
and breaking into the field of entertain
ment is not easy. Bob Padula, a
political science major, is currently try-

ing to market his talent. With the help
of the Union Program Council, Padula
has set up a recording session to take
place in the Student Union to give his

music some exposure.
Music, says Padula. is a part of his

life. "When I play, music is very
serious. Everything I wrtta is
something I feel."

Of the few women who perform at
campus coffeehouses, there is Oea
Fenn, a resident of John Quincy
Adams. Fenn began playing the guitar
three years ago. Her style is similar to
that of Linda Ronstadt and Fleetwood
Mac. She writes some of her own
material as well.

Attending a coffeehouse is quite an
experience. Rob Gilbert, head of
resirlence of Washington Upper, says
coffeehouses are low cost social alter-
natives dormitory residents can par-
ticipate in. The necessary essentials
consist of a good sound system and a
talent coordinator.

"They're cheap, good entertainment
any dorm can put on," Burns said. "It
gives people a chance to hear local
talent from the dorm and around the
UMass campus."

Mark Curelop is an English major at the
University and a frequent contributor to
Below The Salt.

generation left a lasting memento to
American culture; the coffeehouse.
While sipping expresso, congregating in

backrooms and shops, people would relax
with their peers while listening to poetry
readings. Folk music was introduced as a
form of entertainment at the coffee houses,
launching such groups as Peter, Paul and
Mary, arnd Buffy Saint Marie (a UMass
graduate) to national prominence.

During the early 1960s folk scene UMass
became a haven for coffeehouse per-
formers. Reborn in the early 1970s, cof-
feehouses became a popular medium for
campus entertainment.

In the Southwest residential area, a pep

compared to the BiCiewall, " P/ovost said.

Much of the University community was
unknowingly exposed to the coffeehouse
tradition during the New Students Orienta
tion program, with the entertainment of the
Jug Band and its rendition of folk music.
The Jug Band members started with the
hope that their perforniances would spur
more interest in coffeehouses at the
University.

The musicians who performed in the
original Jug Band have since graduated,
and some have continued to pursue careers
in the field of music. Vin Mitchell, organizer
of the band, graduated from UMass with a
BDIC in guitar. He has subsequently cut

The International Programs Of-

fice (UMass) is currently accepting ap-

plications for its Exchange Program
with the University of Lagos, in Nigeria,

West Africa.

The University of Lagos is a full-

fledged university, offering courses in

diverse and varied fields, such as

Agriculture, African History and
Languages, Political Science, Com-
munications, Journalism, Economics,
etc.

Interested and qualified
undergraduates (UMass and 5-College)

are welcome to apply; not later than

March 10th, 1979.

For application forms and further in-

formation or both, contact:

Prof. Dovi Afesi
305 New Africa House
UMass, 546-0261

and
Sterling and Maryelise Lamet
International Programs Office
Whitmore, UMass, 545-0746

Student
Directories
Available In:

Campus Center
Whitmore (across

from 227)

Information Data Bank
Z27 Whitmore

a cervice off the Dean of Students Office

Ma's mi WsBoi'i

BOOT SALE
Men's Lace Boot
and Zipper Boot

Reg. $88 SUE $49.

Women's Cuff Boot

Reg.$90SUES49.9S

MANY STYLES
ON SALE at

Heartfelt.
Leather

ll-_Z^

KB NPleasintSuAmherst

10 6O0 Moo. Sit. 253 5135
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Martha Graham loses Hart to UMass- Records in Review

By Lisa Watmman

Diana Han, a formw soloist with the
Martha Graham Dance Company, is

teaching at UMass in Amherst this year.

Hart was born m Lansing, Michigan, and
raised in a tittle Xa^r\ called Okemos. Like

most dancers, she began with a once a
week ballet dass When Hart was thirteen,

she was introduced to modern dance at a

summer camp for music and dance. When
she was twenty, she left Michigan for New
York City to study at Julliard School,
graduating in 1973

In June of "73. Hart won an audition for

the Martha Graham Dance Company She
remained as a soloist for ftve years.

I left the Martha Graham Company
because I wanted to expenment on my
own, ' Hart stated. "I was tired of the big

company scene. Dance, for me. is a per

sonal expression of feelings both physical

and emotional One doesn't have to stick to

one idiom or vocabulary "

Hart traveled to Madison. Wisconsin,
teaching in a program that centered

around performance She applied to

UMass, because its dance department
focuses more on performances Her ex
periences in Amherst brought about the

creation of the "Winter of '79 " This piece

IS a dramatic duet that was performed at

the Faculty Concert at Smith last Saturday.
It dealt with winter and the fwpe of spring

aiong witn elements ot winter ana spring in

a burgeoning friendship. The duet was
danced by Hart and Val^ie Feit, a former
mwnber of the AMn Ailey company cur-

rently t^iching at Mount Hplyoke.

"Wintw of 79" was an expenmental
piec^ originally created as a quartet. Due to

Ulness of two of tfie dancers, it became a

duet. It is p^ormed in two sections The
first is more abstract, dealing with the

creation of a friendship between two
women, feelings of lonliness and isolation,

the resulting games and interplay,

separation ar>d coming together that are

evident in the awakening friendship.

The movement in the second section »
less confined to straight dancing move-
ment utilizing pantomimic movement. Hart
utilizes a literal expr^sion, a woman stepp-
ing out from the inner circle of 3 relation-

ship and planting seeds of fner'.dship

The piece ends with the fletJon of play.

They move like childr«i in the midst of
winter getting by on the hope of spring.
The spring that is prevalent m each
awakening relationship allows the freedom
to communicate and enjoy the resulting

good times.

When asked about where she thinks the
dance movement is heading. Hart replied,

"It is hard to look at any culture while living

in it. All expressions of creativity, avant-
garde, classical or neo-classical are all

prevalent. Today it is a mixed t}ag: it is dif

ficult to put a label on this period. We seem
to be moving away from the clerical

"

Modern dance is a young medium The
stylistic changes in modern dance have
come about for more rapidly than in ballet,

which is now beginning to reflect, along
with the modern dance, the stylistic change

that is a by product of the huge overflow of
young dancers and choreographers."
From Amherst, Hart plans to return to

New York City where she will instruct and
do free-lance performing and
choreography. Hart's boundless energy
and creativity will be a welcome addition
wherever she decides to utilize them.

tfiMf
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THE UNIVERSITY ENSEMBLE THEATER

TWO EXCITING EVENINGS OF LIVE

THEATRICAL ENTERTAINMENT

At th« frank Prenmc Rand Thcaiet

TWO FABL'LOl'SLY FUNNY PLAYS
Molierc't

THE IMPROMPTU AT VERSAILLES
Ricftard Rnmlcy Shcndan't

THE CRITIC
March I. 2. 5. S. 9, 10

At the Cunain Thcaier

CONCERT THEATER ENSEMBLE
A Chamber Theater adaptation of Maureen Howard's

novel. Before My Time

February 28. March I. 2. 3

Univenity of Massachusetts Fine Aro Center

All Curtains at 8 00 pm Bo» Office; (413) M5-35II

>f}^May be the funniest movie of the year.*
—Will Joo«» Mmneapoli* TntKrne

ipr

PLACE: MAHAR AUD.
DATE: FRL, 3/2

TIME: 7:30, 9:00, 10:30

COST: $1

Premcds and Predents:
National MCAT Review Course
National DAT Review Course
Extensive Seating practice and intensive classroom review
in all sections of MCAT or DAT. 36 classroom hours.

Weekend classes. ENcellcnl specialist instructors. Total
coat, including materials, $150.

MCAT sessions in Boston and Springfield-Amherst areas.

OAT scsslona a| Beaton Ue^rsity.

NATIONAL FlEVlEW COURSES
h P O Box 6076. San Rafael. CA 94903

CaH TOLL FREE (8001 824 7888

Ask lor Operator 1 16

HOLLY NEAR TlVCS MEG CHRISTIAN

K

/ International

Women's

Week

presents

Sun.. March 4. 1979 Fine Arts Center

3 p^,„. Concert Hall, UMass

$4.00 general admission Tickets now on sale at: Sun Music. For the Record: Annherst -

Platterpus Records, Main Street Records; Northampton — and TIX: UMass

Womonfyre
Books

CHILDREN S SPACE WILL BE PROVIDED IN CC 169

Wtioeli«s
Walcomef>roducad by UPC Productions

For Into <all 545-3605

University of

Massachusets Arts

Council presents

the mind-blowing,
innovative danca

troupe

Kei
Takeils
Moving
Earth

Fn., March 2, 1979

@ 8 p.m.
Bowker Aud.

Free admission: UMass
students with valid ID

Other students: $1.00

General public: $2.00

Tickets on sale

Friday, February 16

Fine Arts Center Box
Office open from

9 to 4, Mon.-Fri.

'Tha most startling

individual and
parliaps tha most
important artist to
amarga from tba

avant-garda scans in

a long tima"

MICHAEL FRANKS
Tiger in the Rain
(Warner Bros.)

Tiger in the Rain is the
first album recorded by
Michael (Mr. Mellow)
Franks not produced by
Tony Lipuma. Everyone
remembers Franks by his

only rrtajor hit "Popsicle
Toes" from the 1975 Art of
Tea album. It is unfortunate
this song should be his
trademark, because there
was a whole lot more to his
talents.

Tiger in the Rain was pro-
duced by Jo'm Simon and
under his direction, the
master of the mellow song
has tended to "ripen and
then rot," to borrow a
phrase from Woody Allen.

This album is just too damn
mellow. Most of it sounds
like something that you'd
hear in a dentists' office.

Strings and brass domir^te
now, instead of the fine

talent of the outstar>ding
jazz musicians Franks used
on his first three albums.

This is not to say that

there is no good music on
Tiger in the Rain. Dave
Liebman, Ron Carter, Rick
Marotta, Dave Sanborn and
others all do many nice

things on these nine tunes.

The f.ict is that Franks (and
his music), has gone
downhill slowly but steadily

since his amazing Art of
Tea. Each of his four

tflMjms have become sue
f^ssively weaker. I would
suggest purchasing either

The Art of Tea or Sleeping

SPRINGBREAK
SPECTACULAR
Sugarloaf Mt.

March 18-23 only $150 (plus tips)

Fantastic:*Spring Skiing

•Lodging
*Meals
Night Life

$25 deposit due by March 9
60 person limit

Sign up: Ski Club office, CC 106 :

or Wed. meetings, 8 p.m., SBA 120 j

Tn^^^^^^^p^P^P^n^n^^^^^n"! • '

RUN FOR OFFICE

On Monday, Feb. 26, nominations will

open for President of the Student Govern-

ment Association. There are also 22

vacancies to be filled for the Student;

Union Board of Governors.

The president shall be responsible for

relations between the S.G.A. and the

Administration, Faculty, and Poard of

Trustees.

The purpose of the B.O.G. is to be

responsible to the varied needs of the

University community through the pro-

vision of appropriate facilities, activities,

and services.

Any full-time undergraduate student

may run for the presidency of B.O.G.

Nomination sheets may be obtained in RM.

420 Student Union. They must be siqned

by at least 250 constituents and returned

to 420 S.U. by 4 p.m. Friday, March 2.

Gypsy over this album,
which is a real loser.

-Tom AvAffa

PFTER ROWAN
(Flying Fish)

Peter Rowan is an ex
perienced bluegrass picker

and singer who has been
around since playing with
Bill Monroe's Bluegrass
Boys in the mid-sixtim.
Since then he's teamed
with ace-mandolinist David
Grisman (many time),
Richard Greene (in

Seatrain), Bill Keith (on the
Muleskinner album) and
Jerry Garcia and Vassar
Clements (in Old and in the
Way). Rowan is the author
of "Panama Red" and
"Midnite Moonlite, " among
other shit kickin' classics.

On this album. Rowan
performs the above men-
tioned tur>es, as well as
"Land of the Navajo" (a

superlative version), "The

Free Mexican Airforee,"

"Break My Heart Again"
and "Outlaw Love, " among
others. The musicians on
the album do a great job
creating the perfect hick

flavor. Rowan's vocals are

also outstanding.

This album is a fine blend
of Tex-mex, bluegrass type
tunes. Any real hardcore
fan of this music would
want to own this record.

ROBBEN FORD
The Inside Story

(Elektra)

The Inside Story.
Robben Ford's first album
since departing from the
L.A. Express, justifies his

jump from that band.
Anyone who has heard
either the L.A. Express or

Joni Mitchell is familiar with
Robben's fluid jazz guitar.

Tha Inside Story
consists of six instrumental

cuts and two tunes with
minimal vocals. Although
Robben plays mostly jazz

(funk and fusion), he also

dabble into some blues.

The eight well thought out
compositions are a
showcase for this fine jazz

guitarist to display his

expertise on the fretboard.'

Ford's style, very similar to

Larry Carlton's, stands as
one of the smoothest
techniques employwj in jazz

today. This album shows a

rr^rked maturation sxnot

Schizophonic. Robben's
1976 release

Despite the fact that
none of the musicians are

"name ' talent, they do a
more than adequate job.

The title cut as well as
"The^e's No One Else" and
"For the One I Love ' are

the most impr^sive songs
here and have already been
receiving FM airplay. The
Inside Story should not be
overlooked.

-Tom Aversa

STEP UP TO
EXCELLENCE
IN PROGRAM-
MABILITY.
STEP UP TO
HEWLETT-
PACKARD.
Whether you're just starting oiJt, or

well into advanced programming, a

step up to proven Hewlett-Packard

programmability is the logical

choice.

Hewlett-Packard pioneered the

world's first handheld

programmable calculators. Since

then, HP quality, performance and

ease-of-use have continued to set

the standard of excellence. If you

demand excellence from yourself,

you deserve an HP programmable.

AN HP
PROGRAMMABLE FOR
EVERY NEED.
From basic science to advanced
finance, HP has a programmable
for you:

HP»33E Scientific

HP»38E Advanced Financial

HP«29C Advanced Programmable
with programmable memory

HP»19C Advanced Printing

Programmable with
continuous memory

HP»67 Fully Programmable
HP«97 Fully Programmable with

printing

Thinking programmable? Then think

Hewlett-Packard. Buy any HP program-

mable between March 1 and April 30.

1979. and receive a coupon redeem-

able for up to $85* of software free.

$10* SOFTWARE FREE. Buy an

HP-33E Scientific or HP-38E Advanced

Financial Programmable and take your

pick of any two Application Books.

$30* SOFTWARE FREE. Get an

HP-29C Advanced Programmable or

HP-19C Advanced Printing Program-

mable—both with Continuous Memory
— and take your pick of any four

Solutions Books.

$85* SOFTWARE FREE. Purchase an

HP-67 Fully Programmable or HP-97

Fully Programmable Printing Calcula-

tor—and choose any one prerecorded

Application Pac plus any five Users'

Library Solutions Books.

Plus! All these calculators at our low

discount prices

Visa, MasterCharge, American

Express accepted

at the calculator store

the UNIVERSITY STORE
I * « ^ t i «.i *.•«.• < • • •*#*** •ti( * fc^r** t%%««^«- »%* ^ » b ^ fc k % »»A%tl««»#»»>*«»*»**»»f'" •.'.* \',** ' -
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This week's specials

THE PRESCRIPTION STORE
OPEN MON-PRI 9-9 SAT 9-6

4 MAIN ST. AMHERST
CLIP&S/VE CLIP&S/VE CLIP&S/i^E CLIP&S>5^b CLIP&S/VE

rusty nail

'd i

POUSETTE-
DART
BAND
Fri, & Sat., March 2&3

$5 door only

NRBQ
Fri. €rSat., Mar(^9&10

Mdooron»y

DERRINGER
rescheduled to

Thurs,, March 29
$4.50 advance & door

Feb. 25 tickets honored

DOC €r

MERLE
WATSON

Sun., March 4
$4.50 advance ft door

In association with
Pickin' cnagazir>e

PICKIN' JAM
SESSION

After show bring a
string instrurrwnt Door
prizes include a Madeira

guitar by Guild

Plumbleys
off the common

presents in our Pub

Thursdays
March 1 & 8

VAST ED VADAS
Certainly one of the most uniquely

colorful characters in the Pior>eer VaHey!

no rover 9-iill

coming in March
Pam Bricker & Reed Builer

ALSO

Advance tickets
available at all

Ticketron outlets in

eluding Campus
Canter Travel at

UMass

Sunderland, Moss.
665-4937

24 hour taped message

JoinPiumbleys
Sunday Night Showcase

ANYONECAN
PLAY

singers, rometiians. jugglers
traditional folk & jazz

NO AUDITIONS
Gill Ed for info. 253-7646

after noon

30 Boltwood Walk (Main St.)

Amherst
253-9586

Jffyou have
an unwanted
pregnancy...
UMi with ona of our ooimwlors about your
(wciiion.

Abortion/Gynaeotofical Cart/VaMctomy/ Tubal Ligation

A licarnad non-profit Reproductive Health Ctnter
1S4? aCACON ST.. anOOKLINE. MASS 02146

16171 73»«210
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Sip Into something

So smooth. Iliisy to sip. Dclit'lous!

(otnlori "s unlike ;iny o'licr licpior.

h inslos ijood just iMnncd ovii ice.

IhiUs why It makes mixed drinks

taste innch l>et(ei. loo.

Southern
Comfort

fm^^tnii

qrvat with:

Cola • Bitter Lemon

Tonic • orange juice

Squirt... even milk

tj^ •Mi»', ".•ipe- joofn;'((>', ' POfifH ;>)•
i
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SENIORS-
SHOW YOUR FACE!!

Call now 545-2874

or go to room 815
CC, 9-5

Books in Review
Zatmoxis — the vani*jr.**Jng

god, by Mircea Eiiada. A
University of Chicago
PressSPhoenix book.
$4.96.

For those of you not
sufficiently familiar with
Ronnanian History and
culture to identify Zaimoxis
right off the bat, I'll give

you this hint. Check out
your copy of Herodotus,
<4.94% Vol 11 of theLoab
Classical Library.) You will

find nnention of the Geata,
"the bravest most law
abiding of all thracians . . .

they believe they do not
die, but he who peroshes
goes to the god Zaimoxis."
This is a respected
reference to the self same
Zaimoxis The story goes,
he was originally the slave

of Pythagoras, the son of

Mnesarchus. He was freed

and became wealthy. H«
had a following who he
taught that neight they, he,

nor, any of their descen-
dants would die. but rather

they would go to " niace

where they would live

forever and have "all good
things." While he espused
this line of thought, he
prepared an underground
cave to live in. He disap-

peared into it for three years

and his followers, the
Thracians, thought he had
died. When he emerged,
his prophecy of not dying

was considered to have
been Fulfilled. This then is

the origin of the cult of

Zaimoxis.

This book is the result of

a massive research effort.

Every detail is completely

footnoted. The book is well

written, thought out and
documented, organized
into 8 coherent chapters,

each complete but related

to all others. Eliade quotes
sources from the Bible and
early Greek texts to an-
thropological evidence and
books recognized as
treatises in their areas.

One of the chapters in

particular deals with the

origin of the power of the
mandrake or mandrigora
root. This magical root

gives its harvester
tremendous power, but
only if it is properly found
and used. There existed an
entire cult based on this

plant's, ability to help cure.

enrich or beautify,
whomsoever the picker
desires, so long as it

followed the prescribed
manner

This book is recom-
mended to all who study
religion, Rumania or
Eastern European people. It

IS a book along the lines of

quality of the aithors of
previous books.

David Day

Are You Happy and
Other Questions Covers
Ask by Edward Koren.
Pantheon Books $3.95.

Running a Muck by
John Caldwell. Writers
Digest Books $3.95.

Deciding which of the
two books you will buy or

r^d if any is purely a matter
of taste in cartoons Both
are well known artists.

Koren is a mainstay of the

New Yorker and I'm told

on of its most popular
cartoonists. John Caldwell

on the other hand free

lances to many magazines
including National
Lampoon and Writer's
Digest so fie may not be as
well known to some-
readers. The two styles are

as different as day and
night. For Koren fans, all he
has to do is draw something
in his usual fuzzy style and
that is usually enough
whether it is amusing or

not. Caldwell fans demand
a joke. If this is your criteria

of judgement on either of
these two cartoonists, buy
these two new books you
won't be disappointed.

When I tried to review
the Caldwell book for the
first time, naturally I

thought a look through the
pages would help refresh

my memory. This was a
mistake. Soon I was
laughing so hard that I

didn't feel like writing the
review any longer. Several
friends who were with me
agreed and the following
half hour was spent going
over each cartoon and
laughing. They are truly

original and well drawn with
an easy pleasing style. The
jokes are anything but
obvious, highly creative and
genuinely funny.

Koren's latest, "Are you
happyO" explores cliches

found in all stages of the

typical boy-girl relationship.

Inside there are drawings
accompanying the
statements, "Don't you
want to know everything
about me?" 'What are you
like when you get angry,"
and "Why don't you ever
say you love me?" All the
above are accompanied by
the typical Koren fuzzy
animal drawing living in a
fuzzy world. The animals
while appearing cute at first

glance, are repititious and
dull after the fifty odd pages
here. Apparently the idea of

the jokes are that people
can't imagine creatures like

these saying human cliches

about love. Unlike most
Koren collections, this one
falls flat.

Skippy and Percy Crosby
by Jerry Robinson.
Published by Holt
Rinehart and Winston.
$16.95. 156 pages,
illustrated.

"Skippy" a comic strip

claimed to be the
forerunner of the use of

political commentary
woven into the thread of
the characters lives so
common in "Doonesbury,"
and the late "Li'l Abner

"

and Pogo, ran for 20 years
between 1925 and 1945.

Skippy was a little boy
that lived in small town
America, rolled hoops, shot
marbles and got into
various mischief. His
creator was a man who was
considered mad by some,
genius by others, a

workaholic, an alcoholic,

talented and as politically

opinionated as any person
you'd want to meet.
The book chronciles the

intertwining of their two
lives, the creator and the
creation, the successes and
failures. Generous
examples of "Skippy" are
given between prose
sections that seem longer
than they really are. This is

surprising from a writer of
Jerry Robinson's caliber.

The prose is flat and
while the cartoons have a

certain rustic charm, it is

mostly lost on today's more
sophisticated audiences. If

Skippy ran in newspapers
today, it would surely be for

a very brief run.

Michael Simons

W
Take a warm,comfortable TRAILWAYS or PETER PAN bus to

-* « Boston, New York and many other places. Play it safe!

nuvHWiKirs & petermn dus unes

MAKE UFE SIMPIERFORYOU

Arthur Rex .«*.

By Thomas Berger
Delcourte Press

$10.95
There is a certain

predictability attached to
most works of fiction
concerning the Arthurian
legends. They are inevitably

highly marketable products,
apparently due to the
numerous Arthurian buffs,

including this reviewer,
who can't get enough of

the tales of the Round
Table and all that romantic
Utopian rubbish

In recent memory, Mary
Stewart's The Hollow Hills

and The Crystal Cave put
the legends on the best-

seller's list, as well as T.H.
White's The Book of Merlin

which is supposed to be the
final unpublished book of
The Once and Future King.

Thomas Berger is now
cashing in on this succ^s
with Arthur Rex. which he
has thoroughly and long-
windedly appropriated from
Sir Thomas Malory's Le
Morte d'Arthjr. Surely a
slight bit of <dap;«ion is

expected of the auti^or of
Little Big Man.

Unfortunately Berger
draws out his parody for

499 pages and does nothing
terribly innovative except
add a few raunchy details to
a story already heavily laden
with incest and adultery. In

Arthur Rex. Malory's
legend becomes little more

than "Little Big Man Goes
toCamelot '

Berger also demonstrates
a frequency for alluding to

what he terms "the vile

sodomite" (sods for short)

and the "thieving of
maidenheads." Berger has
removed from his Arthurian

characters any degree of

tolerance or nobility they
contain in other versions.

After reading Arthur Rex.

one is compelled to return

to the previous works of

White and Stewart for

solace. If Arthurian buffs

are really ambitious, they

can always read Geoffrey of

Monmouth's History of the

Kings uf Britain, in the
original, of course.

Cendyce Carlon

TilSOn Farm, continued from cover
Meanwhile, the old coal-fired plant,

which had been expanded several times

since tf>e turn-of-the-century, continued to

service UMass. During Tillson's construc-

tion a new oil boiler had been added to the

seven existing coal boilers, which later

"could be dismantled and moved" to

Tillson.said Jack Littlefield, director of plan-

ning for UMass.
For years the UMass Board of Trustees

debated over what to do wth Tillson. The
BBC, which still controlled Tillson,was also

undecided. The escalating cost of oil coupl-

ed with the repair costs served to make
Tillson increasingly uneconomical.

Local politicians continually bewailed the

loss of taxpayers' dollars, giving UMass the

undeserved image of a wasteful institution.

Tillson gets the ax
Finally, last year the trustees decided to

"mothball" the Tillson plant and invest even
more money in the coal plant.

According to Hans Van der Leeden, from
the physical plant, "Mothballing entails fill-

ing the boilers with a gell, installing four hot

air heaters to keep pip>es from freezing and
rotating the machinery once a montfi. This

costs the University $10 to 11,000 yearly."

Further adding to the confusion, the

Pioneer Valley Air Pollution Control office

stepped in and demanded compliance with

air pollution regulations. The oid coal plant

was spewing smoke containing harmful

particulate matter and small amounts of

sulfate.

Twice the control office had extended

the compliance deadline, believing, as all

did, that Tillson, which was in compliance

with the standards, would take over.

The cost to install the pollution controls

is estimated at $3.5 million. The devices,

described by one physical plant worker as

"a giant vacuum cleaner which sucks up

tfie smoke's pollutants," are expected to be
installed in two years time.

A control office official said the pollution

is not dangerous but during heavy at

mospheric conditions the plant might have

to partially curtail operation.

Law suit compounds problems

Tillson has been continually thrown into tl.e

political arena. Discrepancies discovered in

how a BBC contract was awarded tc an
engineering firm involved in the construc-

tion of UMass- Boston led to investigations

of other such contracts, including Tillson's.

Earlier this month state Attorney General

Francis X Bellotti brought a $7 million suit

against Tillson's engineers, the Jackson and
Moreland firm of Boston. The suit charged

the engineers with "negligently
misrepresenting the capacity of the steam

system it (Jackson and Moreland) design-

ed."

Now, enter Syska and Hennesey, a firm

hired by the BBC and UMass several mon-
ths ago to find an answer. The firm is

designing the pollution controls for the old

plant and at the same time trying to deter-

mine which is the best altenative for

heating UMass.

According to Littlefield, "the probability

is to go with coal," however all alternatives,

including the reo(>ening of Tillson, are being

examined. The future of Tillsonis still in lim-

bo, waiting upon the results of Syska and
Hennesey's analysis.

And still Tillson placidly sits on its hill,

unheeded, unnoticed and entirely inactive.

But in perfect shape. "It looks beautiful,"

said Vender Leeded.

ItAHJEE'S"nACE
AFFORDABLY UNIQUE

Enjoy Persian Food At It's Best
Delicately spiced just right to entice the

discriminating palate. Choose from lamb,

chicken, seafood, and vegetarian dishes,

crepes, exotic cocktails and homemade
deserts.

Midway between N'hampton-Amherst, Rte. 9

Sun.-Thurs. 4-10 p.m., Fri. & Sat.. 4-11:30 p.m.

For Information, Schedules and Prices, contact':

Campus Center Bus Office - 545-2006, or 549-6000
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TrMa

Shots of
Schnapps on
Special Tonight

Lviii
IVi

c^oottinrsi

one

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-85C

gootifootiSltirmli
1 Pray St. Amharst, Mass 5^S S4(^

UPC Productions

Presents

MUDDY
>> WATERS

Mon. March 12

8 p.m. S.U.B.

Univ. of Mass.

TICKETS $4. Students

$5 Non S*ud«nts

On Sol* Tu»s. F«b 20

At TIX. Union Record

S«rvic« ond Local Record
Stores

wed.nite at TOG.

all
you can

4
i»\\ with salad bar

at the

Top of the Campus

Entertainment

§llt%V|AVSl|

FIRST SNOMf S2.00 MASTER CNARQE

Jlejioent):

Northaniplon •

NOW- WESTERN MASS 1
PREMIERE SHOWING I

}n Scrsan At: I
7:00 and 9 16 I

THE BEST BERGMAN HLM<
WYEARSr -

On

fffioiSS]

•^^

o film by

INGAAAR DERGMAN
wifh

INGRID OERGMAN
•^' LIV ULLMAN

SMiTM COLLEGt

I C NOW N SALE

Andre MRiitsWITH THE

HARTFORD
St^/PHONY
ARTHUR WINOGRAD MUSIC DIRECTOR

University Of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center
CorKert Hall

Tickets: S4. $5. $7
U Mass students—S2 off any seat

Ottier students and senior citizens—Si oW any seat

Tckets avatliMe at the Fine Arts CenterBm Office

(S45-2S1 1 ). afid al Tidcefron localions.

Tuesday, March 6. 1979—8:00 p.m.

ANDRE WATTS. Pianist

HAYDN
Symphony No. 100 MMary"

PW)KOFlEV
Suite from Romeo S Juiat

BRAHMS
Conoerio No. 1 tor Piano A Orchestra

^Collegian 13

Crossword Puzzle Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

1 Breathe
iat)oriousty

S Facial
adornment

10 Eugene—
Socialist

14 Muslim VIP
1 5 Be of one

mind
16 Drunken cry
1 7 Race track

IS Suffer
intense
longing

20 Try to se '

21 out
Explained

23 "The Big
Knife"
author

25 Highest
note

1 Large
umbrella

2 God of love

3 Gram
Prefix

4Nighpt of

land Obs
5 Defective

molars 2
words

6 Wading bird

7 Nigerian
negro

e German
river

9 More
profound

lOLeaveaiet
1 1 Harmful
1 2 Fillet

13 Sow
IB Teased

ACROSS

26 Way Down
upon the

River"

29 Sailors
34 Fuzz
35 Pronoun of

old
37 Ism
38 Formic acid

source
39 Loom part
41 Light

refreshment
42 Fight

44 Pump
45 Nuisance

46 Reason for

aspirin

48 Looks
curiously

DOWN
Informal

22 Cream of

the crop
24 Suffocate
26 Cut violentiy

27 Shrink, asm
pain

28 Bone
cavities

30 Vehicle
31 Penetrate
32 Singer Delia

50 Domesday
Book
money

51 Stair part

53 Sties
57 Backs out of

a promise
61 Mine tunnel

62 Basis for a
loan 2
words

64 No part

65 Harangue
66 General

atmosphere

67 Happy
68 Appraised
69 Boom

33 Facts and
figures In-

formal
36 ---- money
39 Do without
40 Decreased
43 Took as

one's own
4S0ams
47 Frankness
49 Look after

52 Angry
53 Sudden

emotional
distress

54 False god
55 Miss

Lo'lobrigida

56 Antitoxins

58 Sticky
substance:
Informal

59 Heating
vessel

60 Prophet
63 Wrestler s

milieu

1 2 3 4

1
5 6 7 s 9

~

10 11 12 w
u Tl

'

14

ir 18 1^

20 m 21

HmM33~ "M 25 HHi
}6 27 28 29 30 ji 32 33

34 35 34 37

)« ^H 39 . 41

IT 43 44 45

44 47 48 49

HHH^ w 52 j^^l
53 54 55 54^

i
58 59 40

?r- Si TT^

l4- K

1
U

47 «• 49

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 tiOA aiKI MOU«IT*IM rWIMS MALI

^ADULTS » to STUOfNTSkSn CiTlZfNS \W1TM *MC CA«0 •» OO TWl lITf SHOW •! »0
a* twoAOiwuTi

ICUtCT lASTWPQO
WNXTVMtVOU

•vrLoost*

jFri. and S«t.rrLS6:00)-7:30-t

|w«d. and Thurs. (TLS t:00)-t.30|WMl

M«tin«« (Sat.. Sun.l-2:00

M II M\*(V S

CAVJHDRNU
SITH!: ^

tiKVlkin in Nma! ^ ^1»9 '-

S*v

Fri. and Sat (TLS 5:00) 7:3»-t-46

ad. and Thurs. (TLS SrOOI-iiX ^^
„Matin«a (Sat., Sun.)-2:1S

STARTS FRIDAY
THERAKTNEiWMES

orTWMcm

ENDS THURSDAY:
LORD OF THE RINGS
. and Thura. (TLS S:46)-t:U

STARTS FRIDAY
RoaaY
SENSON

..LETS CciMS THOSE fmB TREES
BY HASBROUK ANP V£LL AT PEoPtfi.
AS TMEY WOALK BY.'

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

^tii,<fvy!t4a.

n.

Nothing Special by Joe Casey
IN THE MCrrcfg PlCTi*^

DJDUSRy SEQUELS HAVE
QEe4 A WAN OF Lif=E

fCR asNP TIME New-

^i::irai7oGC]

vC^t «£tKi .iAws n
EX«Ci?,T G AND T>C
MUkM AlCft3?T FILM

ar THE SBJkB- IDfA
IS fCii 8BW6 BJIICCirED-

iM THE MUSic JK»j5?7V

A STQuEJ. TCd HIS.

5M/ISM HIT " tnJTVA
THIWk IM ^E>V ...

TTS A atT ^rrn
LEE MW^'IW fiHO ZT%
CAkED "rr ^A; TUlNl:'

LET ME KN3U)''

^N 'sXKZaQCl

4 by Frank Emery
4: fS SCO^fMG
BK^Tif^e:

H£'5 CATCHING
OpTOTX£CHA/iP

, TH£CHAN^PToiTr
McfNiTi^re^s HIS
PSyCHlC£hi£RGYJ

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

vfM.spwe-

BXACTLYPO

mOU<E.T}€NXA

mvmoFTHt
HMWKMNE*..

IF "WU COME mSTIFY BEPOK
t€JWfQiu(yaiMmmHeAaN66
ON euNCOKmx. wiautbk mi
VU(B CAK OF >tW? Lmu PKB
l£M HITTH JH£DA:i OFFKB

AmALUUPONU/
iteAwff t^Bmtvs iOF-Fot-

THEYOOU^ mt BOSS, tit vmK
poTMrr txcmooHmatm

\ IDOROPWrnQHAHSeS -

\

^
FOK M£. TOO* Vf&t!

ENDS THURSDAY:
.PINOCCHIO

and Thura. (TLS C:15)-t:15|

ni'!in.ai.MmLV

Test yourself in the field.

Join a field-research expedition and experience

the practical side of the Natural Sciences,

Social Sciences or Humanities. Opportunities

from Maine to Majorca ; from Kenya to

Kathmandu. Academic credit available.

For the latest catalog send $2 to

:

EARTHWATCH, Box 127E, 10 Juniper Rd.,

Belmont, Massachusetts 02178.

AOIOKiK
SATS A lOT MOUT fOU...
Dunn's chokers have a distinction all their own I

Each one is a genuwie hand-designed pendant of
I

German silver and turquoise inlay with a leaf design
j

attached to a sturdy and comtortable chain

You II wear it proudly to suit your own individuality

Co

^^ o' less

M// - t^i^i
fiZMOM PXLto

«f« fh

•ll*af
Pisaa \ not

V w^ created
^^

--^jT'^i^i^^^^ equar

65 UniYertity Dr. Tel. 549-1311

BaOBWM^
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DECISIONS! DECISIONS!
Today, as a nursing student or nursing senior you
l<now that your career potential will never be greater.

In fact, one of your toughest decisions is choosing

your direction. Should it be on to graduate school? In-

to a specialty? To a different ward? A different part of

the world? Marriage? Perhaps a combination of

these?

As a young nurse seeking a position of responsibility

and opportunities for personal and professional

development, may we suggest you look to the Navy?
Navy nursing is practicing your profession in a special

way.

NAVY NURSE CAMPUS VISIT
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, 1 AND 2 MARCH 1979

AT THE
H DEPARTMENT OF NURSING IN ARNOLD HOUSE

oi X X I XX X XX EX

To place a classified ad, drop by the

CoUegian office (CC 113i between 8:45 am.
and 3 45 p.m Monday through Friday, or use

our handy clip and mail fofm found m most

issues of the Colleqian Classified deadline is

3:45 p m two ridys m advance of publication

date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c per

line, five constcutive issues, 40c per line per

day; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per line per

day One line is roughly equivalent to 38

' haracters

AUDIO

Ampeg B256 bass cabinet w/2 Altec

421A speakers. Fir>e cond., after 11:00,

549-1018.

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of

B<»e, 50 watt, power cap, John, 546-5990.

AUTO FOR SALE

IfTO Toyota Corona 1900CC-4 cyl., auto,

trans., exc. cond., 23-25 mpg, snow tires,

AM/FM, $895. 546-8279.

78 Datsun 2B0Z, perfect cond., rustproof

-

ed, new radiate, 4-spd., fuei-inj., lo mi.,

asking $6200, 527 7760.

68 VW bus for sale. Dependable, good

transport, reasonable. 549 3^7, evenings.

71 Skylark, AM/Ff^, AC, $1100, BO,

:^-bOM
71 LeSabre, must be seen, 77,500 miles.

Asking $1350. Call 549-3524, 5-7 p.m.

ENTERTAINMENT

Earth Shoes. $15/pr., $30/both, 549-1321 .

1970 Dodge Dart Swinger, clean, great

running cdtn. Good mileage. $750, call

584-8324 or 549-2697, ask for Kent.

Fischer C4 comps/195 demo, BO,
549^6633.

Hanson Avanti ski boots, shell #4, fits

size 9'/^ -11, reg. $195, used 1 season; ask-

ing $80, call Eric, 546-7469.

Hanson Avanti. fit 10-11. used 5x, $90,

call 6-4730.

Pater Limmar hiking boots, almost new,

$75, call 268-7408, size 8-9. womansize.

A terrific buy! Men's green ski jacket,

brand new!! Size med., only $35, call at

546-8376, keep trying, it's a steall!

World Book Encyclopedia, new '78, $100

off, priced $299, $15 a mo., 247-5740, even-

ings. ^___
Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732. bet. 9-10 a.m.

FOUND

OA meeting is being held at 165 Main St.,

Amherst at 7:30 p.m. every Sunday night.

At the 1st congregational church, enter on

Church St. All welcome, help is here!

For two people tc Ft. Lauderdale on Mar.

15 or 16. Will share driving and expenses.

Call Laurel or Susan at 549-5957.

INSTRUCTION

Tutoring. French. $3.70/hr., cal

549-4683.

LOST

RIDERS WANTED

Private pilot flying to FA, leaving 3/9 or

10, returning 3/17 pr 18, I will pick you and

drop you ott at the airport of your choice.

call Rick, (413) 898-2559, after 5:30 p.m.

Riders vi(anted to Brattleboro, Vt., every

weekday this semester, share $, 253-2154,

ask for Ray.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommates wanted. April 1st, $68 a

month, call 586-0140, ask for Pat.

Raward. dasparata. please return my
tackle box of art supplies, my name was in

it (locker 148 FAC), I must get my work

done & feel terrible loss, last seen 2/23,

HiHs North or Bartlett, no questions asked,

549^1291.

Kays on L-shapa keychain, please return

to Head of Residence, Crabtree, NE area.

Pr. gold rim glasses in case no 256-8146.

Lost-4 Pete Seeger tickets, call 6-5146.

Yellow contact lans case. Barb, 6-5159.

Please return dk. brown leather wallet,

personal value, leave it with Collegian.

WANTED
MISCELLANEOUS

Sound system for hira. perfect for cof-

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

Disco Dave fr D.L. Disco Inc. provides

sound, lights & DJ for your parties -disco,

rock & oldies. The best at affordable pnces.

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567-1715.

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John, 546 4646.

Brjwn purse.

2E3-3257.

Brit. Mnr. apt., call

Found— long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

'/vhite face, tan-black markings, 6^4324.

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

One furn. room with kitchen priv., 2 'A m.

from campus, $115/month, 549-3764, no

smoker.

One bdrm. apt., avail, immed. on bus rte.,

$170 ^ , call Judy, 253-5201

2 bdrm. apt.. Cliffside, avail, immed.. incl.

all util., $260, pets <^ay, 665-75^.

FOR SALE I~
Stereo w/ phono. AM/FM, 4 spkers., gd.

cond., $90, call Mike, 6-6727, after 4 p.m.

Sanyo 3 cu. ft. rafrig., new cond., $65,

549-4477.

Research assistantship available im-

mediately. Education or practical ex-

perience required in areas of: water

resource nnanagement, water chemistry,

limnology, lake and lakeshore manage

ment. Send resume by March 5 to Dr.

Spencer Joyner, Dept. LA & RP, Hills N.

Sununer work, $229/wk., send phone

and address to Box 213, Amherst MA
01002.

Central area women's center has 5 work

study positions available, applications can

be picked up at center basement Baker.

Men! Women! Jobs cruise

ships'freighters, no experience. High pay!

See EBrope, Hawaii, Australia, So.

America. Career summer! Send $2.75 for

info to Seaworld, BB Box 61035, Sect., CA
95860.

Wanted: harmonica lessons, Wendy,
6-5036.

Small used frig., call Terri, 546-4750.

Wanted: refrigerator, 28-30 in. high, good

condition, call 546-83i56. __^
House wanted, four adults wish to rent a

house for the 79-80 school year, must be

within walking distance or on bus route of

UMass, will consider a 1 year lease, call

Jim, 546-4152 or Lisa, 546 5801, evenings .

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546 6557, after 6. _^___

Earn $600/1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope,

Justus Sales, Box 112-C, Ludlow MA
01056.

PERSONALS

PETS

Beautiful saal-point Himalayan kitten,

male, registered, show quality, raised with

family. $125. Call Sally, 549-6253.

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COD

Summer rental Cape Cod. S. Yarmouth,

4 apts. avail., one studio, 2-2 bdrms., and 1

three bdrm. Very close to water. Fully

furn., Mem. Day to Labor Day. Prices from

$1500 to $3000 for season, call (617)

394 6323, evenings and weekends.

We're out of the closet and into discrete

sex, Bruce Bial & Ron Delsepio, 546-9616 .

Joania F., put on your raincoat and dry up!

Love, from Spencer T. and Barbara C.

China invades Vietnam! Russia invades

China! US going to war? Applications are

new being accepted for UMass/Toronto,

ask tor the Duck.

|f~you've had your car damaged by

Amherst Towing or you've been towed

w/out a cop present call 5-3500.

Warranty problems with your car? Did

the repair bill exceed the estimate? You

may have rights you didn't know of. Call

MassPIRG's Consumer Action Center for

help. 545-0781 or 545-0199. Open Monday-

Fjjday^ a.m.-8 p.m.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students £f staff. Remember your ID.
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Thomson sparkpluas avmrnen
By MIKe ESTRADA
CoMegmn Staff

You can see Tommy Thomson any given afternoon as you
Malk by the windows that look into Boyden Auxiliary Gym.
You can recognixe him; he's the small man with the
mustache, the one whose smile «^ ctoappMrs wtwn he is in

the middle of a practice routine

Y«j can see Tommy Thomson m his working clothes durir>g

the competitive season from November to March, twirling full,

^m swings on the horizontal bar, nailing his dismount with a
pTMitionarv thud. Last, you can ^e Tommy Thomson the
person, the UMass student for whom gymnastics means
everything in the world

Toiwny Thomson, 21, is the veritable sparkplug of the
UMass men s gymnastics team His 5 foot 4 inch, 124 pound
frame that approaches the apparatus with raWjit like spurts of
energy have earned him the nickname "hyperman" by his
teammates

But gymnastics has not always been the passion of the
junior from Needham In his firs three y^rs at Needham High,
Thomson was a drunken motorhead," a wrestler on the
junior varsity level who was constantly getting into trouble
with the police Once he was arrested for disorderly conduct
and another time for driving under the influence of alcohol an
incident he does not like to recall

I guess you could say I had a false beginnir^," ThfMr»on
said "I was always negatively motivated I even failed the
physical education section on gymnastics my sophomore
year

"

It wasn't until he walked into the high school gym and
started tooling around with the high bar that Thomson
discovered that he could immediately do tricks on the ap
paratus that normally take months to learn Within eighteen
months, he had risen to be Needham s top high bar com
peiitor

Gymnastics did not change Thomson drastically in the
beginning He stayed an extra year at Needham High because
he received word from his principal through his parents that
he was not academically ready to move on. Thomson took
two courses at the school while working as an assistant coach
on the gymnastics team Things did not go well at first

"The first day of assistant coaching I was un
conscious d.unk." Thomson said "The coarh, Dick
Siebert, later told me that dnnking while I was upset just
wasn t doing me any good He really straightened me out. He
turned me from a drunk into an athlete

"

That s wtwn I learned I wanted to work with kids, said
the physical education major I can help them because I can
identify with their problems

Thonrison came to UMass for the same reasons many
students do. The location, the low tuition, and because he
didn't gel into the school of his choice Thomson wanted to
be a phys ed major at Spnngfield College, but settled on

UMass when his other options fell through. One thing Tommy
Thomson was bent on doing was getting out of Needham and
away from the bad influences and memorim there.
Thomson never intended on going out for the UMass

gymnastics team. He was never recruited by any school. Yet
as impulsive as his talent was discovered three years before it
was. revealed again when Thomson went into Boyden after
seeing others in the gym, Thomson is the only official "walk
on" in UMass gymnastics today.

In his freshman year Thomson improved his high bar scores
from the low fours to a high of 7.5. His sophomore year he
picked up still rings and was able to hit consistent high sevens
in both events. This year, twenty muscular pounds heavier
than his senior year in high school. Tommy Thomson has
expanded to all around to fill in for injured captain Bob
Donahue Though he is not the best on the team, his potential
IS unlimited.

Gymnastics is a 40 hour a week proposition for Tommy
Thomson Besides spending thirty hours a week working outThomson spends ten hours doing other things as recruiting
and intramural instruction

Tommy is a real team member, said coach Roy Johnson
He not only will be a top all around in the future but helps me

with the recruiting. " a role Thomson says he has assumed
since last year when recruiting wtt not being done by
departing coach Dick Swetman.

Tfw decision to nnove to all around was the latest step in the
career of Tommy Thomson. He has decided to 'red shirt"
next year; take the competitive season off so that he can
improve his all around skills for the following season, which
Thomson and coach Johnson admit will be one of the
strongest in the last few years. v^

But it goes beyond that. As seriously as Thomson takes his
own competition, it takes a back seat to his preparation for the
future.

There is no way I'lr ever be an Olympian or even a national
team member Until I started wormng in the all around I never
knew I had a chance to even be good. I started working all the
events to have knowledge of every basic move so that I can be
abetter coach."

Yet Tommy Thomson does live for the nrwment. He lives for
the success of his team at meets He, along with captain
Steve Nunno. is the first to be up on shaking the hand of
someone coming .iff the floor Thomson, who has competed
in every meet s»rice coming to UMass, has never been captain,
but he does more arKl inspires his team more than any captairi
could He hm been referred to as the team's 'energy.

"

His popularity is unquestionable. When he approaches an
event, shouts of "C'mon Tommy," "Do it Tommy" come
f'um every section of the stands as the bouncy, mustachioed
gymnast raises his right arm, waiting for the
ackno\jj|#rtgement of the head )udge and his permi^ion to
start his routine. Tommy Thomson. (Staff photo by Leo Fredette.)

Group votes on SGA election security p.13
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Yaz reports to camp There will be a mandatory sports staff meeting on Wednesday, March 7 at 7:00

to discuss spring beats.

WINTER HAVEN. Fla (API - Veteran

slugger Carl Yastrzemski, who threatened

two weeks ago to sit out tfw 1979 season

because of a contract dispute, reported to

the Boston Red Sox' training camp yester-

day, one day ahead of schedule

The 39 year-old Yastrzemski had a two-

hour meeting with General Manager
Haywood Sullivan, then donned his

uniform and took batting practice at Chain

O' Lakes Park.

"I plan to continue to talk to Haywood
about working out an extension of my con-

tract through 1981. " Yastrzemski said. "I

have never had any problem negotiating

with the Red Sox over the years and I don't

expect one now. Sullivan and I have been

friends for 12 years arnJ I trust his word."

"Carl and I will continue to talk about

an extension," Sullivan said "I simply told

him it would be better for everyone if he

went to work and we continued to talk

while he was down here."

"I'm confident that my contract will be

extended before the end of spring

training," said Yastrzemski, who wants a

hatwo-yedi «Ai*3ii!>ion anu a laibe in

reported $265,000 a year pay
Yastrzemski, who will be 40 in August,

bristled when asked about a report that he
had been approached by Atlanta about
playing out his option and moving to tne

Braves next year.

"I have never talked to anyone from
Atlanta," he said. "I have never had any in-

tention of going somewhere else to play. I

started my career with the Red Sox and will

er>d it with tfwm."
Manager Don 2imrr>er talked with

Yastrzemski and then announced he plans

to change his starting lir>eup.

"My lineup will have Rick Burleson

leading off, followed by Jerry Remy and
Jim Rice," Zimmer said. "Then against

right-handed pitching I will have Yaz hittir>g

fifth and Carlton Fisk sixth. Against lef-

thanders Fisk will hit fifth and Yaz sixth.

"Yaz is 40 years old ar>d I figure I might

take some pressure off his back. He agreed.

He's still one of the most respected hitters

in baseball, so the rival pitchers won't be
walking Rice to get to him."

Steve Zack

RedSoxbattle hymn
To be sung to the tune of the Battle Hymn of the Republic]

Spikers in NE tourney
After 'bouncing around " trying to find facilities, the New England Open will be

played this coming Sunday in Spnngfield College. The UMass men's volleyball club wiH

lace several of the 20 teams participating in the all day affair, among them Boston

University, Northeastern, and possibly NCAA ranked Yale and Springfield.

"The schedule isn't set right now, " said player coach Arnie Roberts, "and who we
fece hasn't been determined yet However, everyone on the team is looking forward to

the Open. I know we'll do well, because we've improved so much since the beginning

of the season; we've the flexibility and the capacity to beat anyone there
"

Roberts observations are backed up by a 9 1 record (only Northeastern has defeated

UMassI, and an undefeated string in the Northern Division. Also, all the members of

the club are Wealthy, and according to Roberts, ready to play

"We really want to play Springfield," said Roberts, "I know we'll be able to play

Sunday. I hope we'll be able to advance to the finals; we're all set to play volleyball."

Both the "A " and "B ' squads will participate in the Open,

Today's sports notices

INTRAMURALS" Softball. Soccer, and swimming entries due today, March 1.

INTRAMURAL PADDLEBALL ENTRIES DUE MARCH 5

INTRAMURAL TENNIS AND BADMINTON DOUBLES ENTRIES DUE MARCH
g •

VOUEYBALL FORFEIT FEES FROM LAST SEMESTER may b« plckad up at th«

IM OHIca. Rm. 21f Boydan. trSIMiaO. SEE ONLY MRS. LARAMIE.

Mine eyes have seen the glory of the com-
ing ttie Sox,
They are down at Winter Haven by the

beaches, trees, and rocks.

And good ol' Mr. Haywood keeps on
screwing contract talks.

Tom Yawkey's soul lives on!

Glory, glory Mr. Haywood,
Glory, glory Mr. Haywood.You screwed
things up the best that you could,

Tom Yawkey's soul lives on!

Now Yastrzemski's in a furor 'cause his

rtKiney isn't there.

And ol' Haywood's sitting still, he isn't

budging anywhere.
And the fans have started telling him to

shove it up his rear,

Tom Yawkey's soul lives on!

Glory, glory Mr. Haywood.
Glory, glory Mr. Haywood,
You screw things up nobody else would,

Tom Yawkey's soul lives on!

Dennis Eck is seeking money, but Jim Rice

has got it all.

And if Eck don't get his money, you can bet

he won't play ball,

Mr Haywood find him money or it's you
the fans will maul.

Tom Yawkey's soul lives on!

Glory, glory Mr. Haywood,
Glory, glory Mr. Haywood.
Go screw things up you think that you
should,

Tom Yawkey's soul lives on!

Zip Zimmar's still the top guy. yea, the gar-

bil'satthahakn.
AtkI the way that ha'a baan going, tha (ana

he'll not overwhelm.
In fact a lot of them have told plump Don to
leave and go to helMml.

Tom Yawkey's soul liveaon!

Glory, glory Mr. Zimmer,
Glory, glory Mr. Zimmer.
You frustrate fans and make them simmer,
Tom Yawkey's soul lives on!

It's been said the Boomer's thinner, that's a
pleasant thing to hear,

'Cause I read that Sears just ran out of size

100 underwear,
If he could raise his average to his weight
there would be something to cheer,

Tom Yawkey's soul lives on!

Glory, glory Mr. Boomer,
Glory, glory Mr. Boomer,
I hope your weight loss ain't a rumor,
Tom Yawkey's soul lives on

Let us pray this season isn't as dark as grey,

rain-laden skies,

Like last season when we wished Bill Lee

and Looie fond goodbyes,
If you see Boomer at McDonalds keep both

eyes right on your fries.

Tom Yawkey's soul lives on!

Glory, glory Boston Red Sox,
Glory, glory Boston Red Sox,

Please overcome those
roadblocks,

Tom Yawkey's soul lives on!

pennant

Glory, glory Boston Red Sox,

Glory, glory Boston Red Sox,
Please overcome those pennant
roadblocka, ^

Tom Yawkav't aoul livat onl

A lonely stroll, Patricia Foti of Nor-
thampton walks across a railroad

bridge spanning the Connecticut River.

(Staff Photo by Bill Greene)

UM football players

arrested for robbery
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Two UMass football players iurned
themselves in to UMass police for arrest

yesterday morning on warrants sworn out
against them in Hampshire County Court,
which charged unarmed robbery, police

said.

Juniors M. Kenneth Horn and Cliff

Pedrow were arrested yesterday by UMass
police and charged with committing a rob-

bery in MacKimmie dormitory in the
Southwest residential area on Dec. 5.

Acting Director of Security Gerald T.

O'Neil last night said the students turned

themselves in to the police after they were
told the warrants were out. Complaints
were filed against them by Douglas
Sullivan, a former resident of ly^acKimmie

dormitory.

Pedrow. of 28 Swiss Village, Amherst,
and Horn, of 212 Grantwood Dr.. in

Amherst, were both varsity football players

on last season 's^Jlayoff team.

Pedrow is expected to move from the
third to the number one running back next

season. Horn is a linebacker on the team.

Football coach Robert A. Pickett last

night said he could not forecast the impact
of the arrests on next year's playing season.

"Once the thing is taken care of in the

courts, I'll have to address it," Pickett said.

Pickett said he w<is

skeptical of the
charges against the
players. "Knowing
the people. I unders
land it was inac-

curate." he said.

UMass police did

not say what was
reported taken in the

December robbery. Cliff Pedrow

O'Neil said the robbery case is scheduled
for March 12, County Court in Northamp-
ton.

Stephen B. Monsein. Pedrow and Horn's
attorney, declined to commend on the case
last night and neither of the players could

be reached.

King wants 10%
budget cut here
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff •

Gov. Edward J King recommended a 10
percent cut in the UMass budget request in
his state budget presented yesterday to the
House of Representatives. He also recom
mended tuition be raised by an estimated
one-third of the current rate.

King is recommending UMass receive
SI 27 million for fiscal year 1980, which is

about 10 percent less than the $139.5
million requested by the UMass Board of
Trustees. The University received $118.5
million for this fiscal year.

In his budget statement King said the
recommended $9 million increase over last
year's appropriation would fully fund salary
hikes agreed upon during collective
bargaining contract talks last fall King said
he also made provisions for salary increases
for nonunion faculty as well

King had told the trustees last month to
cut the budget request themselves but the
trustees voted to reject his request at a
special full board meeting held a week later.

At that time UMass President David C.
Knapp called the budget request "tight"
and said the trustees had made "a
reasonable, indeed conservative, estimate
of what is needed by the University this
year."

In his budget statement issued yesterday
King also recommended the legislature ap
prove a tuition hike which is estimated to
hike tuition $100 to $250 per in state stu-
dent. Rep. James G. Collins. D-Amherst,

said yesterday King will probably file his
own tuition increase bill although one has
already been filed by Kermit Morrissey.
President of Boston College

Collins said the legislature would careful-
ly evaluate King's budget recommendation.
He said if the recommended level were
found to "seriously distract from the quality
of the University, we have a good chance
of convincing the legislature to approve an
increase."

King proposes tight

budget. Page Z
UMass Amherst Chancellor Randolph

VV. Bromery said last night the legislature is

"historically" more favorable to the Univer
sity than to the governor and has hopes
they will "come through " for the University
Collins said the legislature has increased the
UMass appropriation over the governor's
recommendations for the past four years
The $127.3 million recommended by the

governor is a bottom line figure, meaning
he did not specify how much money would
be allocated to the three campuses. These
figures will he out by Tuesday, said an aide
to the Secretary of Education, whose staff
helped King determine his UMass budget
recommendation

.

In his statement King said, "The recom-
mendation of all accounts requires agencies
and institutions to absorb inflation cost in-

creases through administration and pro-
gramatic efficiency."

State committee says
drinking age to 20
Compiled from sources
A House Senate conference committee

yesterday recommended the drinking age
in Massachusetts be raised from 18 to 20 by
April 1 , a committee staff member said last

night.

The compromise proposal is slated to be
sent to the Senate for a vote next monday
with speedy approval expected in both
chambers.
Legislative leaders expect to have the

legislation on the governor's desk by Tues-
day. Governor Edward J. King, a staunch
advocate of raising the age to 21 im-
mediately, has told the committee he will

sign the compromise proposal into law if it

reaches his desk, said Committee staffer

Mark Ferber. an aide to Sen. Chester G.
Atkins, D Concord. Members of the com-
mittee met with King yesterday to discuss
the compromise reached between the two
chambers.
Under the compromise reached in con-

ference committee, 18 and 19 year olds

would still be able to work in bars,
restaurants and package stores.

The controversial drinking age issue was
sent to a six member conference commit
tee yesterday after the House failed to ac
cept the Senate proposal for a 19-vear old
drinking age. The House had refused to

budge from its support of a 21 year old
drinking age phased in by 1981

.

On February 12, the House of Represen
tatives voted to make the drinking age 19 in

bais .^nd restaurants and 21 in package
stores. That session of debate was attend-
ed by about 150 students from UMass
Amherst.
The House reversed itself the next day

when It reconsidered the bill and voted to

raise the age to 21 by 1981

.

The bill then went to the Senate where
only a 19 year oldbill was sent from com-
mittee to the floor for debate. The 19-year-

old bill was passed by the Senate and then
went back to the House which stood by its

earlier decision of a 21 year old minimum.

The conference committee was the result
of the stand off between the two
chambers.

Signs of a drinking age battle could be
seen earlier this year when approximately
50 bills were filed in the state legislature to
raise the drinking age. Most of the bills pro-
posed raising the age to 21.

Proponents of raising the age argued that
a higher age would reduce traffic accidents
and would take alcohol out of high schools.
Both arguments have been heard frequent-
ly during this year's legislative debates.
Debate over a 21 -year-old minimum

began on the House floor on Feb. 12 after

the House Government Relations Commit-
tee and House Ways and Means Commit-
tees both approved the bill to raise the age
to 21.

College students from across the state,
including over 150 from UMass-Amherst,
went to the state house to talk to their
legislators and to pack the galleries of the
House Chambers.

According to state legislators, the stu-
dent presence at the first debate made a
difference and the House voted for a
19-year-old minimum in bars and
restaurants and 21 in package stores by
1981.

The next day, however, the House
reversed itself and voted to make the
minimum age 21 across the board by 1981.
Legislators said Governor Edward J. King,
who had campaigned on a platform which
included a 21 -year-old minimum, had spent
much time on the phone talking to
legislators.

The drinking bill then went to the Senate
Ways and Means Committee. The commit-
tee sent only a 19-year-old bill to the Senate
floor and held all other matters concerning
the drinking "in committee awaiting further
action."

This move meant that the Senate only
debated a 19-year-old bill and did not even
discuss the 21 -year-old legislation.
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DIGEST

Chinese ambassador Chai Tse Min, left, and Tang
Che, a Chir^ese minister, preside over a ceremony in
Washington yesterday which changed the official
sutus of their liaison office to an embassy. (AP Laser
photo I

Alice "s may foreclose
LfNOX \AP\ A foreclosure hearing hae been sc^Mduled for
March 26 by a Berkshire County bank that holds two mor
tgages on Alicess Restaurant, which closed a mcKith ago
The Berkshire Bank and Trust Co recwved permission for

the hearing in Berkshire Supenor Court after filing um
against Avro Properties Inc , which owns the restaurant
motel complex and lists Alice Broch as prmcioal
stockholder.

The bank's mortgages total $275,000 and were nken out
in February. 1978.
When she closed Alice's at Avaioch at the end of

January, Ms. Brock cited the high &m of meeting state
sanitation requirements and a ganonMy poor tourist

Court questionspolicy
BOSTON 1 4/»l Denial of sick leave benefits to

pregnant teachers is sex discrimination m employment,

says the Massachusetts Supreme Court

The high court, in a 14 page decision released yesterday,

said the Brockton School Committees policy of denying

women teachers the right to use sick leave d' nng al)serH:es

for pregnancy "constitutes unlawful sex discrirmnatton in

emplovnient."
"By vwithholding from women what is offered to

men - the comprehensive protection from tf>e inability to

earn income durir>g a penod of disability the school

committee quite clearly treats females less favorably than it

does males." wrote Chief Justic Edward F Hennessey

Chad's folks face arrest
BOSTON I.4PI Arrest warrants against the parents of

leukemia victim Chad Green were reinstated yesterday

after they failed to bring the boy back to Massachusetts for

cancer treatment.

The Greens fled with the 3 year old boy to Mexico last

month, rather than obey a court order forbidding them to

give their son Laetrile, vitamins or enzymes.

Arrest warrants issued by Judge Guy Volterra in

Plynnouth Superior Court were suspended for two weeks

to give the Greens' lawyer a chance to return But the

Greens stayed in Tijuana as the deadline expired yesterday

Bomb plo t discovered
ENFIELD. Conn \AP\ A restaurateur was arrested

yesterday and accused of plotting to use a bomb to kill an

81 year old Suffield woman who opposed his plans for a

residential development, police said.

Frankie Vono. 46, of Sutfield was charged with con
spiracy to commit murder, conspiracy to commit arson and

storage of explosives. Police Chief Walter Skower said

Vono was arrested at his Frankie's Firehouse pizza

restaurant in Enfield The restaurant, featuring a fire station

motif. IS his sixth. The previous five were destroyed by

fires.

MBMprez testifies

BOSTON M/*! The president of a New York consulting

firm testified yesterday that Republican fundraiser Albert

"Toots " Manzi of Worcester threatened to cause trouble

for the "ompany if it did not make a $25,000 political con

tributionin 1972.

Garaid McKee Jr. was president of the now-defunct

construction management firm McKee BergerMansueto.

McKee backed up much of the testimony given earlier by

Mansueto at the Supenor Court extortion trial of Manzi and

Worcester businessman William V. Masiello.

At the time of the alleged extortion, the MBM held a

multi million dollar state contract to supervise construction

of the UMass Boston campus.

Banks upsetby ink
NEWARK. N J.\AP\-{Jse of a new erasable ink could

lead to fraud, worried New Jersey banking officials said

yesterday
Paper Mate Division came out this spring for the Eraser

Mate, a $2 pen with ink that can be erased as easily as a

pencil for about two days, according to the manufacturer.

Afterwards, anything written with the pen will be per-

manent.
In a message, the association recommends that the pen

not be used "to sign or endorse checks or other similar

documents in order to guard against any possible

alterations."
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I WANT TO MAKE MONEY? I
X If you have had any experience as a ^
S commissioned salesperson, i.e. where ISi

5 you were paid a percentage of your X
Xi sales. Contact the Collegian Business ^
5 Dept. at 545-3500, or come in with a list g
v^ of your credentials and references. This ju

^ is a unique opportunity to make money ^
^ as well as gaining sales experience. jt
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King proposes tight budget;

promises more local aid
Bv DAVtD HERN
Assocititt'd f^ess

HOS TON Gov Edward J King, uncter fire for ques
tiondble or controversial appointments in his first eight

weeks, seized the political initiative Wednesday with a $5.5

billion budget promising another $327 5 million in local aid.

The goverrK>r told a joint legislative wtion that his

budget is tight responsible lean, but rMpoTKHve to the

essential services required by those truly in need."
Among its highlights:

No new taxes but a substantial increase in tuitions in

higher educatimi, astin^ted at from $100 to $250 per stu-

dent.

A potential phasing down of many he^th ir^titutior^.

including Pondville Hospital for cancer patients in Norfolk,

and more non institutioruil settings tor patients with mental
disabilities.

-A new $25,000 allowance for "personal expensea of

governor living in Boston" Elswhere. there is an item of

$177,700 for governor's expenses, the same level for ex-

traordinary allocations of recent years.

Details on fH>w many hundreds of r>ew jobs would be
created was not imrr>ediately available, but the governor
emphasized needs for staffing to improve fiscal controls.

Overall, the budget was up 9.1 parcant. because of tha

Carter, Begin

work to end
peace deadlock
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Carter planned to plunge

directly into peace talks with Prime Minister Menachem
Begin after the Israeli leader's arrival late yesterday.

The talks, aimed at resurrecting the stalled Israeli-

Egyptian peace negotiations, are being held amid growir>g

strains in US Israeli rel;»iions.

Carter has expressej frustration over the deadlock in

negotiations. The Ivaelis are unhappy because the United

States is supporting key Egyptian demands.
Still, White House press secretary Jody Powell said

before Beam's arnval. "The United States is going to «-
plore e»'cjry legitimate opportunity" for a settlement.

Even so. the outlook for concludir>g a treaty between
Fyypt and Israel did not appear bnght as Carter moved into

what he says will be "a frank discussion of the issues" with

Begin.

Before boarding his plar>e from Israel. Begin said "the

American delegation should think again and change their

attitude." And he said it was the duty of the United States

to persuade the Egyptians to change their attitude.

He added that Israel already has made "great sacrifices"

for the cause of peace.

'It is not our intention to pressure anyone," Powell said.

'The pressure is on us all."

Begin did not elaborate on tfie U.S. proposals for resolv

ing the deadlock that he found unacceptable. But
diplomatic sources in Washington told The Associated

Press the specifics of US. support for Egypt's position on

the three major unresolved issues. The sources insisted on
anonymity.
First, the sources said, the administration agrees with

Egypt that a one year timetable for establishing Palestinian

autonomy in Israeli held territory should be included in the

Egyptian Israeli treaty.

jump in local aid, but most state spendir>g was kept below
the inflation rate, with a net boost of 3 97 percent.
Massive cutbacks in spending requests, particularly in

human services and educational areas, prompted a barrage
of criticism from liberals on Beacon Hill. The objections in
dicated that the governor will have a hard fight getting the
legislature to adhere closely to his recommendations.
King said he is asking the state to tighten its belt, just as
fw is asking cities and towns, the crux of his proposed pro
^rty tax rollback plan.

The record hike in local aid - giving municipalities an ex-
tra $630 million in two years - is intended to offset
lowered real estate taxes. The governor modified his pro-
jection here only slightly; in the campaign he spoke of a
$500 million rollback and in the budget he talked of a
rollback in the range of $450 million to $500 million.

King, in a special postscript, noted the furor that resulted
in the resignations of some key appointees. He took the
blame for any mistakes and said it was due to his concen-
tration on the budget and related management tasks.
The budget goes automatically to the House Ways and
Means Committee, which usually corufucts heanngs on in-

dividual agencies or secretariats. This process is followed
by floor action in the House and Senate, and final action is

not expected before late June.

Gerald McKee Jr. arrives at Suffolk Superior Court
yesterday in Boston to testify in the extortion trial of

Albert "Toots" Manzi. (AP Laserphoto.)

Lone survivor buried shipmates;

lived only on seagulls, oysters
By MIGUEL C. SUAREZ
Associated Press

MANILA. Philippines- For 20 weeks Tran Hue Hue,
marooned on an old wreck in the South China Sea, lived

on seagulls, oysters and a little rainwater. When help finally

came, the 17 year-old Vietnamese refugee had buried the

last of her 49 companions at sea.

Her story, carried in a United Nations refugee official's

report to the Foreign Ministry, began in September when
she and 49 others fled Vietnam aboard a 35 foot fishing

boat
Three days later the boat ran aground on a reef off the

southern f'hilippines beside the wreck of a ship that had
run aground years earlier. The refugees sought shelter in

the wreck's hull, and that's when the ordeal t)egan.

Police probe

Sylvan rape
UMass police are in-

vestigating a rape last night

in Lot 44. near the Sylvan

residential area.

According to a police

spokesman, no other infor-

n^tion was available on the

rape of the female UMass
student.

No arrests have been

rrwde, SF>okesman said.

The incident was the se-

cond reported rape in a

week in .the Amehrst area.

Last week a« 21 -year old

UMass student reported a

rape to the Amherst police,

who are continuing a

separate investigation.

"With no water and food take, slowly 45 persons died in

the first month of their stay in the coral bed." the report

said.

The other four died later. Miss Hue buried the last one, a
14-year old boy. 10 days before Filipino fishermen chanced
upon her and took her with them early last month.

The report said the fishermen took care of her as they sail-

ed on to their fishing grounds and turned her over to the

authorities on Balabac Island, 170 miles southwest of Puer-

to Princesa, on Feb. 18.

Miss Hue an eighth grader in Can Tho before the Com-

muni<!t«; overran South Vietnam in 1975, is being treated at

a military camp in Puerto Princesa 370 miles southwest of

here.
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Faculty Senate
creates positions

couegyaa 3

By MEGAN O'REILLY
CuUegian Staff

To avoid further conflict with the
Massachusetts Society of Professor Union
the Faculty Senate yesterday voted 26 20
to create four positions for union members
on its ad hoc advisory committee on
academic priorities.

In addition the senate voted to ask the
committee not to issue any reports, except
its current report on the method of
assigning priorities to programs, until the

conclusion of rentrenchment negotiations
between the MSP and the UMass Board of

Trustees. Senate Secretary Harvey Kline

said there is no set definition of the term
"retrenchment," but it refers to lay off

policy in the event of budget cuts.

The priorities committee was formed by

.

the senate last May to make recom
mendation on the priority status of all

academic programs at UMass in order to

prepare for future budget cuts which may
require stabili/ation. reduction or

elimination of some programs. The
establishment of the committee set a
precedent for faculty input in governance
matters
However, the committee has come

under MSP fire for impinging on union
territory The union filed a grievance Dec
16 which asked UMass President David C.

Knapp to abolish the committee until MSP

senate relations were worked out. The
executive board of the union is sch«juled
to meet with Knapp on Monday.

But Sen. Joseph Frank, who read the
MSP sponsored motion, said the union will

withdraw the grievance upon senate
passage of the motion.

Craig Moore, chair of the priorities
committee, urged defeat of the motion.
"We are within two or three meetings of
completing our first report on methodology
and four new members with voting rights
would have trouble catching up with
debate on the various issues." he said.

Moore said methodology was concerned
with retrenchment and that "the com
mittee would have completed its report by
now if it had not spent two meetings
already discu^ing union morass"

In behalf of the motion Sen. Robert
Jones said. "If programs are to be cut, that

is rentrenchment and we should not be se*
at odds with the union over the matter."
Another senator said the method of
determining program priorities is not as
neutral as Moore says it is.

Moore also cited the careful balancing of
the 14 committee members to include
representation of all program areas as a
problem in adding four new members;
however, Kline said new members would
continue campus wide representation. The
new members will be chosen by the MSP
executive board.

Officers made mistake
saysSGA treasurer
By ERNEST PIPER,
Collegian Staff

student Government Association officers

may have won a compromise on their pay
raise, but at least one of the officers admits
the tactics used to get it were "a political

mistake."

"From a political standpoint, it was a

mistake." said SGA Treasurer James
O'Connell yesterday. "I admit, it was bad
political judgment. We're supposed to be
learning about politics here, and I guess we
learned something."
The officers received a 94 percent pay

raise (from $45 to $87.50 per week), when
the SGA Coordinating Committee voted for

the hike in a meeting Jan. 30. Under the

SGA constitution, the Coordinating Com-
mittee has full undergraduate student
senate powers during inter-session, and up
until the first senate meeting of the new
semester.

Rushing 'he raise through, O'Connell ex-

plained, was the officers "mistake."
Under a compromise agreement reached

by the senate Wednesday, which was the
first time the legislative body had a chance
to vote on the proposed raise, the officers

were granted a raise to $70 per week, on

the basis ot ^u hours work at $3.bo ptH
hour.

But some senate opponents of the raise,

including senator Chris Ferretti. an
outspoken critic of the move, still are not
satisfied.

"What I proposed was $2 90 an hour for

20 hours, which seemed a little more
reasonable to me," he said yesterday in a
telephone interview. "But they didnt like

that idea.

.

"What bothers me is that they had already
been paid the extra money for three weeks
ahead of time. They should not have made
the payroll contracts until they met with
us," he said.

Ferretti said the officers will not have to
pay back the difference in their wages for
the weeks prior to the senate vote.
O'Connell said although a payback motion
was put on the floor, it was voted down by
legislators.

And even though O'Connell has admitted
to a political error, he said hedoes not fee!

the officers did anything legally wrong.
Ferretti insists the officers' motives are

misdirected. He said he felt the officers'

jobs were partly of a volunteer nature.
"They're trying to put a dollar sign on ef-

fort, and that doesn't work," he said.

The Fencing Club recently had a
demonstration to raise funds for its ac-

tivities. They meet Tuesday, Wednes-
day and Thursday at 8:00 at NOPE.

(Staff Photo by Carolyn Dash)

Area Seabrook occupiers
are willing to go to jail
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

Five area residents involved in the 1976
and 1977 occupations of Seabrook nuclear
power plant site announced yesterday they
will go to jail rather than participate in the
New Hampshire legal process.
The five are part of a group of 24

protesters whose appeals are slated for jury
trial on Monday.

Their appeals are among the first of a
potential 1,200. Most of the approximately
2,000 protester^ arrested during two
demonstrations at the plant, under con-
struction in New Hampshire, have been

tried and convicted of criminal trespass.

Many of the defendants have filed appeals.

According to Clamshell Alliance member
Mary Wentworth, an appeal by four of the
protesters reached the New Hampshire
Supreme Court in December. The court
ruled a defense under the New Hampshire
statute of "competing harms" would not
be permissable.

The "competing harms" statute permits
certain violations of the law to be com-
mitted in order to keep greater violations

from occurring. The demonstrators claimed

TURN TO PAGE 12

UMassprofessor active in Engiisii worid

Walker Gibson (Staff photo by Carolyn Dash)

\By JENNY YODER
Collegian Staff

What is your definition of "good English?" Is it

something that is frozen, formal and literary? UMass
English Prof. Waiker Gibson, active in the founding of the
University Rhetoric Program in 1970, v^ould strongly
disagree. In fact, his argument is that "good English" is a
fluctuating discipline, constantly changing with new
circumstances, audiences, the time of year and the time of
day

"

In 1969, the appointment of a College Committee on
Rhetoric began reconsidering the current core
requirements in Speech and English at UMass. The goal of

this committee was to restore the excitement of human
communication for young people entering the University,

Gibson said. In September of 1970, the Rhetoric Program
was formally established, which introduced a series of

courses based on firm theoretical grounds, stressing

written and oral language.
It was Walker Gibson's expectation that a student would

learn to understand styles of expression including syntax,
word choice, tone and attitude. The program was meant to
encourage individual choices of communication and
personal expression, Gibson said.

'"We at the University of Massachusetts have long been
preoccupied with the process of becoming; we should
now take time to rejoice in what we are," said Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery in his invitation to Gibson to un-
dertake a 1977 lecture concerning the issue of English
composition.

In response, Gibson commented that it take courage and
confidence to develop oneself as a composer - to be bold
enough to go beyond the fundamentals of writing and to
enter into personal style. Gibson said to experience the joy
of using words with courage was one of the program's
goals.

Gibson has been evaluated by students as having the
"ability to present material in an informal and amusing
fashion, and yet have the student comprehend the im-
portance and significance of material presented."

In recent semesters, he has taught undergraduate
writing courses, a modern poetry course. Language and
Communication, and a graduate course called Writing and
the Teaching of Writing. He is no longer the director of the

Rhetoric Program, although it continues to be a six credit

core B requirement under the direction of Jane
Blankenship.
When asked whether he thought the Rhetoric Program

has been successful in producing better writers and
speakers, Gibson said, "The present Rhetoric Program has

a tougher job to do than in my day, since the University's

admissions standards are relaxing and therefore we are

bringing to the campus more students whose writing skills

are questionable. So far as I'm aware, the program does
very well with these^tudents."

Gibson joined the faculty here in 1967. Graduating from
Yale University in 1940, he spent four years with the Army
Air Corps, then continued his studies at Harvard University

and the University of Iowa. He taught English for 11 years

at Amherst College and for 10 years at New York
University.

He has served at UMass not only as director of the

Rhetoric Program, but also as director of undergraduate

studies in English and director of the Fellowships in

Residence Program for College Teachers. He had held the

title of president of the National Council of Teachers in

English, and is active as chair of the Division of the

Teaching of Writing on Modern Language Association.

Gibson holds a list of publications to his credit that is as

extensive as his background and education. His

publications in magazines include "The New Yorker,
"

"Harper's," "Atlantic," "Saturday Review,"
"Massachusetts Review" and "The Nation." He has

published verse, text books and a recent book on style

called "Tough, Sweet and Stuffy." A greatly valued

lecturer and consultant, he has also taught English through

television and film.

Born in Albany, New York, Gibson has four childrren

and lives in Amherst.
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BLACKAFFAIRS
Housing a large problem

at UMass and in area

Stan Kinard. Pat Dvals. Tony Craton and Barry Njun attended the student
aanata maating Wadnasday night when the senate passed a motion regar-
ding racism on campus. Studants also ware abia to hava a vary unique ques-
tion and answer period with Or Dennis Madaon the vice-chancellor for Stu-
dent Affairs. (Photo by Ed Cohen)

Letters to the Editor

t found the Collegian's coverage of the
February 28 Stud^it Senate meeting to be
innacurate and misleading I refer specifically

to the explaination regarding "conspiracy
charges' brought upon the senate floor by
representatives of the Third World caucus.

The article which appeared on page one of
the March 1 issue of the Collegian stated:
"Charging the Senate with a "conspiracy"

against Third World students and caucus
members in particular, Senator and Third
World Affairs Coordinator Stan Kinard told
the senate it had the responsibility as stu
dent leaders to address the problems of
racism on this campus '

"

The caucus did not charge the student
senate with a conspiracy against Third
World students but rather charges were

levied against certain members of Whit
more administrative staff, certain RSO
groups, and a conservative faction in the
senate.

The Third World caucus contend«i that
this conspiracy is aimed at a denioi of our
Human Rights by the systematic harrass
mmsx of Third World RSO organizations, by
attempts to limit the effectiveness of the
Third World caucus and by the intentional
lack of recognition o* racial incidents which
have recently occurred.
The Collegians coverage is indicative of

the misrepresentation of the Third World
community and of the issues relating to our
existence on this campus.

CHAKA ZUL U
Third World Senator

By Eliseo Garcia arid

Carmen M. Cadig
Black Affairs staff

Housing is one of the largest businesses
in this area Nonethless. as anyone who's
qofiH apartment hunting will agree the
housiru) situation in the Valley is critical.

Due It! this situation, landlords tend to
,iliiiM' powef As a result, there exists an
absolute control of the housing conditions
by two or three landlords, including the
UMass landlord.

Landlords are not obligated to follow any
rent control guidelines. And, if any
mechanism of control' is set up, such as
the UMass or Amherst landlord tenant
lommittees, they .are dominated by
landlords This is happening as housing
conditions deteriorate, rents are arbitrarily

raised and demands for service are ignored.
It IS common to see how rents are
simultaneously increased within and out-
side UMass family housing.

The conditions at UMass family housir>g

ate the worst in the area Problems include

inf^tation of roaches, talking roofs arKi

faucets, faulty fans, falling ceilings and
bathroom tiles, cheap appliances and con-
struction materials, etc and -js conditions
worsen, rents increase

.

As an excuse, the University claims that
sine the costs of keeping up North Vilage
are so exaogeraied, rents must be in

cr'iosed in aii the housing complexes. Yet.
repairs and services at North Village are
kept to the hiinimum —and usually occur
only when the situation has gone to the
ixtreme. Problems are often attributed to
simple wear and tear or outright disregard
or disrespect of the property by the tenant.
But, problems that include leaking roofs
and broken window frames must be at-
tributed to both poor construction and use
of ch^ap materials In other words,
students that live in U Mass housing
complexes are simply paying for a housing
ripoff. This is to be expected of this
university; we are already paying through
the nose for a Campus Center that, like the
fate of north Vi'lage apartment*, leaks
more water than most showers. (It would
seem that both these projects were con
structed by the same constructi*. n com
pany.) Since in both projects repairs are
oaid directly by students, it is logical that
epairs would be merely cosmetic so as to
ustify further repairs and further hikes in

student fees and rents. Supposedly, the

university belongs to the student. In ac-
tuality, the student belongs to the
university bureacrats.

Aimt'ipr p'ohUnn suffered by many lenarua
IS ihc uiuontfolldble number of roaches.
Aiihuutjr^ individual apartments; are
Uimii4tHed, often fumiyaiion is only within
that s|H'i iIh dpaitment This simply i|ives
-(M »iis tiitw to pack a bay and vacation
Ml ^1 ,j(»i)i only to return a few days later.
Moat hes are never totally HxterimoattMl.

These conditior. nr^ifary to the politics
of the university, should be the respon
sihiiitv Jl the administration, not the
student The University is well aware of the
f^ii.nmlati'il condition of its family housing
i! v\,,ish.'s ts hands ol any damage as a
i •iibequeiuc ol these neglected con
tfitHiiii, It IS so specified in the lease! Yet. U
Mass makes it clear that it is the rospon
sib»lity of the tenants to pay for damages,
••ven it accidental, that might occur within
•he apartment He who controls the
nmney controls all.

On various occasions angry students have
tries to struggle against these conditions
Several vtars ago a student run housing
loop was proposed On this occasion the
administration sabotaged the vote
Understanding that many students (some
ioreign and others already intimidated by U
Mass housing) would not vote, the
University manipulated the orocedure: ALL
THOSE WHO ABSTAINED (non- votes)'
would be counted as votes for UMass ~

control (in addition to any actual votes
against the coop) Only ygs votes wouio be
considered votes for coop management.
As It turned out. the vast majority of in-

livrtuals that actually voted, voted in favor
o« LOOP management Yet, using the
.idmtnistrations democratic election"
process the University won a landslide
vmory His as if the US Communist Party
I laimi'd victory and demanded the
prHsidimcy on the basis that all those who
did not nove were expressing support for
The Communist Party and were alligned
aiiainst the system

On this occasion, the administration told
students that if they <U Mass) remained
'andlords of the complex, rents on the new
.(Ms>- would not he increased the usual
5 10 00 Tf»e adnninistration kept its"
()'c»niis«j rents were not increased that
y» ar But, servu es wvrf cut back. One year
later fints were raised %2{i 00 (as compared
to ihe usual $10 OOi and those services are
v....-r. he restored TURN TO PAGE 5

Cuban solidaritv thru
Vencermos Brigade

Winston-Salem, N.C.IAP] — An unidentified Black man faces two robed,

unidentified Ku Klux Klansmen Monday night after an exhibit of Klan it«ms

at Forsyth County library in Winston-Salem. The confrontation dissolved In-

to a shouting match between Klansmen and blacks and white supporters.

Police closed the library and dispered the crowds without any injuries.

A good revolution takes

many lifetimes.

Yet -- did you know
that in only twenty years

in Cuba,
— illiteracy has practical-

ly been wiped out?

— free and adequate
health care is available to

all?

— housing is guaranteed

for every citizen?

—a consistent comitt-

ment has been made to

struggle against racism

and sexism at every

level?

— unemployment is

nonexistent?

— and that every man,
woman, and child has

the opportunity to lead a

full, dignified and pro-

ductive life?

These are indeed im-

pressive achievements.
But, because of the almost

complete information
blockade by the United

States, most people in this

country are virtually

unaware of the ac-
complishments of the
Cuban revolution.

This year, for the
eleventh time, the
Venceremos Brigade will

once again be going to

Cuba to work side by side

with Cuban workers in the

construction of houses and
schools. As in the past, the

Brigade will be a tangible

fleiTlonstf rlf 1011 of the
MciiMiy if orocjressive in

flividiiais .imi yinups in tlu;

United States wlh t)ir>

Cuban rmopl*^ lUi- Huq.uu

has always attempted to

select people who will use
their experience in Cuba to

continue their efforts in this

country for meaningful
change in all aspects of our
community. This year,

those selected represent a

wide range of interests as

well as different racial and
ethnic groups.
Those going on the

Venceremos Brigade will

not be doing so out of in-

dividualism or for a vaca-

tion, but rather to help

make some concrete con-
nections between the situa-

tion in Cuba and the reality

of our everyday lives here

in the United States. We
know you will understand
that for every person who
actually goes to Cuba,
many more will benefit,

some directly and some in-

directly. Based on this

understanding, we would
like to appeal to you for

help and support.

As you may know, most
of the money used to

finance the Brigade is raised

through efforts in the com-
munity. We hope you will

commit yourself to con-

tribute generously to the

Venceremos Brigade.
Understandably, some peo-

ple can be more generous
than others. Needless to

say, all donations are

welcome, for they reflect

not only solidarity with the

Cuban people, but also a

comittment to help bring

about a more humane
society for all people in this

country.

Donations may be

mailed to:

Venceremos Brigade
P O. Box 415
Amherst, MA 10159

Hioav. March 2. 1979
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TuffyUI Tuffyin Tuffy!!! leaping high in yesterday's intramural game in

which the MacKimmie Lions defeated its opponents by twelve points. Also
shown are Ralph. Rick and Steve. (Photo by Ed Cohen)
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TINPCCHIO

Wonts to know...
Are you tired of the same old overpric-

ed, underprepared pizzas in this area?

Pinocchio thinks you should be. That's

why he's come from Harvard Square with

the best and the only authentic Italian piz-

za available in Amherst.
And to show you how reasonable he is,

he's giving you a free drink with every

small pizza and 2 drinks (12 oz. can Pepsi,

Mt. Dew, or Diet Pepsi) with every large

Pizza until March 5. Or just come in and

try a slice or one of his other fine

specialties.

Pinocchio^s got the best..a

ond he wouldn't lie!

For free delivery after 5 a.m., 549-3669

Open Moo. -Sat. 11 a.m. -2 a.m.

Sundays 4 p.m.-l a.m.

1177 N. Pleasant St.

N. Amherst/next to Rooster's
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^ Housing problem con't
CONT. FROM PAGE 4

there were so many issues ttvt ware
tKat were disregarded No issue was made
of the trickery used by tfie Family Housmg
Office of charging various amounts for
illegal eviction notices. No one spoke about
the intimidation and fiarassment suffered
when a student challenges the illegal
authority of the U Mass Family Housing
Who mentioned the situation of the
student who lives off of fir^ancial aid? Many
students came to this university with
promises of financial aid. How many have
since been forced to leave because as ranis
are increasing, financial aid packages are
decreasino? How many have been evicted
because although the financial aid oackaoa
IS approved and already in the fiands of the
administration, the University refuses to
accept a legai promissory note it s a matter
of signing a ruime -bureacratic stuff. Yet,
we pay for U Mass inefficiencies as eviction
proceedings are iniciated. This is the case
of a sister who was put out in the street
with her three young children (children
ranging in ages of 9 months to 3 yearsi
Why must we become distracted from our
studies to become involved in issues
irrevelant to why we originally entered tfie

university?

A lack of political consciousness it
reflected in how struggles are carries on
The University is quite clear of its' politics
as it assures its' totd control over aii

students

If we as students ever hope to improve our
situation, we must struggle against the
landbrds, not ally ourselves with them

In tf>e re^nt struggle, student organism
also fell into traps set up by the University.
These believed too much m the "good
faith" of the administrators. They delayad
aruJ called for a rent strike as the only
alternative and it had to be under thaa
conditions. Although deplorable conditiona
existed, the main argument for a rent strike
was to avoid a rent increase If oppressive
conditions existed, why follow the lan-
dlord's strategy? After a number of
meetings with the administrators. strike
organi/ers claimed victory because from
now on the administration will have to
communicate as to how much a rental
increase to expect and when. When pacts
W9 made with tfie devil, the devil will win in
tfteend.

Announcements
Black Jews ofEthiopian
Prof David Schimmel will give a talk on the

"The Falashas" on Tuesday, March6at7:30
p.m. in Bartlett 312. The fascinating Black-

Jews of Ethiopia, the Falashas trace their

ancestry to King Solomon. This event is free

and open to the public.

Ujima Classic
On Saturday March 10, 1979 beginning

at 12 noon in the Amherst College new
Gym, the Amherst College Afro Amencan
Society presents its 3rd ANNUAL UJIMA
CLASSIC BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT.
Featured will be top area talent from 13

schools. They are: Boston Univ., Holy
Cross, S.T.C.C, A.I.C., Western New
England, Westfield State, Williams,
Wesleyan, Trinity, UHartford, UCONN,
defending champion UMASS, and of

course Amherst. The Society invitat
everyone to come spectate the day's
events.

Young, gifted and Black
The Third World students of Lewis Houm

in Northeast area will sponser a Black Ex-
travaganza centenng around the theme To
Be Young Gifted and Black
The presentation will be dedicated to

Bli.ck historians and to the many people who
are "Young Gifted and Black."
Admission is free and open to the public.

Come to Lewis House on Saturday March 3
at 3:00 pm and celebrate the cultural beauty
of Blackness*)*

Progressive film series
The Progressive Film Series March 7th

film is entitled Joe Hill. The film will be
shown at 8:00 p.m. in room 104 Thompson
Hall

^^(^U^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^f^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^tf^^^^^^^U^^^^^^^^^UJ^

RUN FOR OFFICE

On Monday, Feb. 26, nominations will

open for President of the Student Govern-

ment Association. There are also 22

vacancies to be filled for the Student

Union Board of Governors.

The president shall be responsible for

relations between the S.G.A. and the

Administration, Faculty, and Board of

Trustees.

The purpose of the B.O.G. is to be

responsible to the varied needs of the

University community through the pro-

vision of appropriate facilities, activities,

and services.

Any full-time undergraduate student

may run for the presidency of B.O.G.

Nomination sheets may be obtained in RM.

420 Student Union. They must be siqned

by at least 250 constituents and returned

to 420 S.U. by 4 p.m. Friday, March 2.
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Around campus
Group to meet

on tuition hike
a«ff nwn^^ti, truin the Student Center

for Educational Res^rch and Advocacy
ioddv Will hold rt meeting to develop
strategy and luiuj rjiujc goals for fighting a
proposed out of state tuition increase. The
proposal tn expected to come up in
tegislative heatings later this momh.
The meeting will take place in Campus

Center room 101 at 4 p.m.

Seeger to give

benefit concert

Folk singer Pete Seeger will give a
tienefit concert tomorrow ntght in the Fine

Arts Center for B Nai B rith Hillel.

Itm banjo player and political activist of

the 19e0's will give the concert at 8 p m.
Tickets are still available at the Fine Arts

Center Bok CMfice at $6. $5. and $4 with

student discounts of $1

.

Group opposes
language core
A group of students who oppose the

current foreign language requirement in the
College of Arts and Sciences today will

present their views to the college s steering

committee
Stephen Smith, an anthropology ma|or,

said the group is opposed to the
requirement for three reasons. The first, he
said, was that "you cannot learn a
language by the way it (the language
program! is set up ' He said the second
reason for the group's opposition is that

teachers don't prefer teaching unin
terested students." so classes tend to be
uninteresting.

Smith said the third reason for wanting
to eliminate the language requirement is

that It does not constitute a well rounded
fducation

The students are being led by Mark

Goldstein, an academic research assistant
for the Student Center for Educational
Resears h and Advocacy.
The college s steering committee is

comprised of six faculty members and two
students who review policy within the
school

Tomorrow b iiu;t;ting will be held at 12:30
p m in Machrner E 20,

SEAN HARVEY

Feminist singers

to appear iiere

Feminist singers Holly Near and Meg
Chhstain will appear in concert Sunday at 8
p m. in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall,

as part of International Women's Week
which begins today.

Near was an anti war musician who
toured with actress Jane Fonda in 1971 to
entertain those GIs and servicewomen who
were against the war and racism Near has
recorded four albums on Redwood
Records, a women's recording company.
She combines politics, personal expenence
and music to create a "unique" sound.
Near is playing with pianist composer J
T Thomas whose piano work is featired
on Near's new album "Imagine My Sur
prise."

Open forum set

for Pro vest searcii
The first of a series of interviews to

select a new UMass Provost for Academic
Affairs will begin Monday with an open
forum for faculty members.
The faculty will interview Dr. L. Gf/

Oonaruma, a professor from the New
Mexico Institute of Minerals and
Technology, Monday at 3 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium.
Students may also interview Donaruma,

the first candidate to be questioned for the

position, Tuesday at 9 a.m. in rooms 911

915 of the Camous Center. Other can
did<it»^ for the )ob will also be available for

student and faculty evaluation in the up
(oming weeks, said Eunice Barlow, staff

assistant in the Chancellor's office.

PINBAU TOURNAMENT

Grand Prize: Captain

Fantastic Pinball Machine
First Runner-Up: Trophy 8- $25 gift certificate

from Dream Machine
Second Runner-Up: Trophy &- $15 gift certificate

from Dream Machine

Weeks of elimination: March 4th, 11th and 18th

Entry Fee 50c, Unlimited Reentry

Complete list of rules available upon request

For further questions call

Dream Machine hotline, 586-5309

Hampshire Mall

Hadley

Eastfield Mall

Springfield

Hot Sundaes
for Cold Montiis
Get that warm anL\ cozy feeling with a
Baskin Robbins Hot Fudge or Hot

Butterscotch Sundae Or. if you re super
chilly, try our three-scoop Super Heater
Dig in and start a fte.it wave

BASKIN-ROBBINS
ICE CREAM STORE

28 Main St.

Amherst, MA 01002
phone 1413) 253 9774

opp. Tn. Hall Bus Stop
BR h BN Routes

l*M n

'

#207

T.O.C.
crepe & quiche

LUNCHEON
SPECIAL
$2.99

with soup & salad

at the

Top of
the Campus
Restaurant

Mountaineerifig, as aU but the chronically misinformed know, is the sMll, the
science and the ajt of drinking Busch Beer. It begins by heading for the mountains
( i.e., a quickjaunt to your favorite package emporium or
wateringhole ) and ends by downing the mountains ( i.e.,

slow slaking swallows of the brew that is Busch ).

^ However, between those two points lies a vast area
of personal peccadilloes sometimes called technique
and sometimes called methodology ( depending on
your major). Hence, this ad. *1I Sipping vs. chugging.
Both have their merits, of course. But generally speak-
ing, except for cases of extreme thirst or a leaking
glass, sipping is the more prudent practice for serious,
sustained mountaineering. ^ Next.^^^ the proper posi-

tion. Some
swear by sit-

ting; others by
[

^rTirrmr^rpTrinr
Wl-I j:

]

nnconvroiiiised

1= fl|.3

compromisad=Z3= Alrf

Standing. Suffice it to say that the most successful
mountaineers are flexible, so you'll find
both sitters and standers.
( Except on New Year's Eve,
when it's almo£jt impossible
to fmd a sitter ) SI Which
brings us to additives. Occa-
sionally a neophyte will

sprinkle salt in liis Busch;
others mix in tomato juice;

and a few on the radical
fringe will even add egg.

While these manipulations
can't be prohibited ( this is, after all, a free country ), they are
frowned upon. Please be advised that purity is a virtue, and the
natural refreshment of Busch is best uncompromised

*3r Finally, there's the issue of containers. Good taste dictates a
glass be used But bad planning sometimes prevents that. Ifyou
find yourself forced to drink from the can,you should minimize
this brea>ch of etiquette. Be formal. Simply let your little finger

stick out stiffly ( see Yig. 4 ). Happy Mountaineering!

Don't just reax3h for a "beer.BUSCHHBad for the mountains.

cAnheusvt-Busch Inc St Loui* Mo

UiiUlimUUUIHlUMmillllJiiiiWiiW^^J-WWIIlflirniHIW^^^ ^ M M u m-MI u u ^ ^ l'.' U. m u |^ ^^ u H.M'|ii'4-i*/t
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Not all the same
To th« EMtor:
A tecont coHjmn in the Ct^tgmn entfH-

md "Put up. ahut up. take orders" by
OurrHjn Thu/mui. containedsome $ertous-

t\f distutbmg genetalieations conc^rung
the FiveCitIhge community.

All stunts at Amherst. Mt. Ho/yoke,
snd Smith Colleges are not members uf
the same income bracket People ate at
tending these institutions tu become in
feUigent. corr^tetant individuals who wiM
be better qualified to enter the com
petetive /ob maiket Students at UMass
aie pwsuing an education fur the same
puipum.

We are one of the only areas in the na
titm wh<» are able to benefit from and ex-
penence the different environments,
social relations, and academic at
miispheres of live different schools.
Uf^^iss students may rwt have "waitress
si'ivich" (u "t^uttft^ dormitories. " but
ihi'v have access tu many facilities tftat

.Uf simply ntmemstent at other schools
in ttte .irea

The achmsmment uf better relations
.imnngit the five colleges can on/y ftelp

«fc' ut us in out pursuit of higfter educa
tkin But this will only be established
When we are willing to break the barriers
created by current prejudices and relate
tu each otfmr as individuals.

LINDA WALTERS
Smith Collega

Brian DeLima's

kangaroo court
To the Editor:
A^ J itudent atternhng the February' 28

S^nsirt meeting. I was ^paMed by Brian
Delima's dictatonal manipulation of the
:>enate In a move uf questionable
paihmentary pmcedure Brian cttanged
the rmition last week from stopping the
officer's pay increase across the board to
.» new motion dealing with the /ustifica-

tiun of the new pay rate. Ttte real issue at
hand was whether the Coordinating
Cnmmittee acted within it's power in rais

ing the pay of it's members 94 percent,
rutf uis DeLima stated] wftetft^ or /tot tfte

1
1
' 'ice/s were worth 87 50 a week.
Deimm 's manuvenngs, and the ac-

cnmpanying bullshit from his crorues,
plus the vehement aiguements of officers
'ightirtg to keep tfteirpay irKreases all had

(he makings of a kangaroo legislature.
It should be pointed out. to the Senata

and the students, that the pay received is
merely a stipend, /ust a partial retribution
fill their efforts. The Student Govern-
ment Association is stiH just an extra-
curricular activity, not a sa/arypaying
career.

tkw last point to raise is the btnfg^t
defiat By newer accounts that defidt
has nsen to $1^.000. despite the deficit
liquidation program of Jim O Connell

BOB BOLANORINA
SouthwMt

Some steps

to stop abuse

To th« Editor
Throughout the past three and a half
years. I ftave been increasingly concerned
tibout the msuse of the student attorney
general's position as a platform for fts^
cftet /ubs on political opponents in stu-

dent government. Electron challenges
and allegatKins of wrongdoing against in-

dividui^s have been used as political

weapons rather than as part ofa guest for

/ustice.

I suggest three structural cfmnges as
steps toward putting a stop to such
misconduct:

Each student attorney gener^ should
agree not to go on the adnvnistration
payroll in Whitmore for at hast a year
after leaving office.

Sstablish standards of ethical cortduct
and a procedure for impeachment of the
student attorney general

An alternative suggestion here would be
to narrow the attorney general's scope of
responsibility to individual student cases
\such as shoplifting].

The office should be linked to Student
Legal Services, the Legal Studies pro
gram, or both to insure some minimum
degree of competence in the legalistic
issues the student attorney general is call-
ed upon to consider

I recommend the adoption of structural
changes like those above regardless of
how the senate votes on any motion to
censure the present student attorney
general.

MICHAEL PILL
Lavarett

Univwsifv O*

Vais.»chus*ls Artt

th« mind blowing.
innovsttv* dmncm

uoup*

Kef
Takei^
Moving
Earth

Ffi , Mte.ch2

Bowhsf Aud

t«7»

Free admtssion UMass
students Mitti valid 10

Olt>er students %\ 00
General public $2 00

Tickets on sale

Friday. February 16

Fine Arts Center Boa
OMice open from

9 to 4 Mon Fri

"The most startling

individual and
perhaps the most
important artist to

emerge from the
avant-garde scene in

a long time"

RAISE
A LITTLE HELL
IN n\RADISE.
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take the

Annie Hauler

and come to

see us at the

HAMP-
SHIRE
MALL

How 00 you >eet atwut the idea o» a party'' U vou can't

stand Iheifi don t waste your time on this mvttatton

Because the party we re throwing has an the

Dossitiiiities o< reaching super prc^wrtions

We ve got an the right ingredients good people, good
music and good cold aduti bev* - ' your choice Arid

we ve got a great

place to celebrate

Nassau Paradise

Island College Week
is going to be the best

opportunity you H have
(betore sumnr\er

vacation) to bask m
the sun and howl at

the rTHxin both m tr

.

company ot people
who relate to the party

philosophy

f>tow the tact

that you II be with a

group ot people

doesn t mean you 'e

headed for a tour

This eHort is going to

be incredibly inexpensive but it s not a "package type package
Everything s included as far as airfare and hotel are concerned

but at no time will anybody push you into a planned event or

blow a whistle and pack you onto a museum-tx)und bus We II

give you the itinerary (ust for the record but after the Get
Acquainted party Mbu re invited to improvise O K''

On with It

Itinarary

SUNDAY
GET-ACOUAINTED PARTY featunng a live band l( will be an

opportunity to meet one another and get acquainted w'h the island

WMOAV
COLLEGE DAY AT THE BEACH A full day of activities on the

t)each including the first beer on the house." music and dancing

on the beach The special event will be a Fashion Show of the

latest Bahamian styles This will provide an opportunity for Islard

designers to display their talents to an important segment of the

consumer population

TUESDAY
A LIMBO PARTY at the College Week official hotel Student

Limbo contests with prizes to the winners

WEDNESDAY
ATHLETIC COMPETITION A day of competition in tennis, track

and field and other sports

THUflSOAY

COLLEGE WEEK RUM FESTIVAL To tie sponsored by a leading

rum distillery it will feature live music ana dancing, a

complimentary rum cocktail

FBIOAY FAREWELL COCKTAIL PARTY

A Little Bit About What You Can Expect From Nassau

A Paradise island.

If you ve never had ttie opfTOrtumty to visit the Bahamas before.

don t let this one pass you by There are reasons why the islands

have attra. if'l visitors for the last tew hundred years including

i8thi ' ; I'S consisting rnostiy of pirates

Among the attractions

The Best

Weather Average

temperature is 70°

Farenheif The t5est

t)eaches Paradise

Island could easily be
one of the world s

most beautiful

The best

hangouts Old forts

and buildings,

nnodern night spots,

lively markets and

good restaurants

The best

accommodations for

the money These

people are wonderful

hosts ^ibur hotel will have considerable charm and comfort

And the fc)esi people Bahamians depend on visitors for

Iheir livelihood So even though they re friendly to begin with,

they II make an extra effort to shake the hand that feeds them

All things considered, there s one way you re nof going to have

a really good time

Stay home

?me
CAMPUS TKAVEL CIMTER

CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS S4S-0500

IWIR^OiLEGMTf HOUOAVS INC.

S269 $319
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NASSAU &n\RADISE ISLAND.
BAHAMAS COLLEGE WEEK.
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Editorial/opinion
Viet vets

getting

shafted
First the draft, now the shaft. It's more

than just a cliche, a catch all phrase of a
nfwvement. It's a way of life that Vietnam
veterans are sick of, and are working to

change.
But their fight is nrtainly a lone one,

because veterans are identified with that

ugly American experience of the 60's and
70's the Vietnam War - and everyone
likes to forget it. And forgetting about the

war apparently means forgetting about
those who sacrificed years of their lives and
often their mental and physical health as
well.

The veterans' fight is further weakened
by conservative fiscal philosophies sweep-
ing across the country. The "cut taxes"
philosophies are fostered by the rich who
want to get richer and therefore don't like

taxes that support social services, like

veterans' services.

Another threat comes from a

Massachusetts woman, who, using the
argument of sex discrimination, has
challenged state laws that provide job
preference for veterans seeking state
employment. She had been passed over
three times for jobs that were given to
veterans she says were not as gualified.

The woman, 56-year-old Helen Feeney of
Oracut, has successfully argued her case in

th3 U.S. District Court in Boston. The only
thing between her victory and possible
questioning and curtailing of similar laws
for veterans in other states and on the
federal level is the Supreme Court, which
is hearing an appeal by the state attorney
general's office to uphold the law.

the Supreme Court is expected to make
a ruling by June.

Here at UMass, veterans are up against

tfie wall in their fight to retain tuition

JOEQUINLAN

waivers for summer school. Because sum-
mer school is administered through the

Division of Continuing Education and that

office does not receive state appropriations

to run its programs, it does not fall under
state laws that mandate tuition waivers for

veterans enrolled in programs at state

universities, colleges and community col-

leges that do receive state monies. The pro-

gram ran into a deficit and its' officials

decided to cut waivers last year.

Should veterans lose the fight, and can-

not attend summer school because they

cannot foot the bill themselves, they'll lose

their monthly benefits available to veterans

in school.

For many of the Umass veterans, a loss of

tuition waivers and monthly payments
coukl spell financial disaster. Many of

them are in their middle or late 20's, and
have made their homes in the Amherst
area, some of them married, some with

families. Finding a summer job in the

Amherst area, which suffers an economic
metamorphosis when students leave for

vacation, is pretty hard.

Now veterans are waiting for meetings
with Dennis L. Madson, vice-chancellor for

student affairs, state Rep. James G. Col

lins, D Amherst, and the university board
of trustees, to see if something can be done
to retain the waivers.

To his credit, student government co-

president and trustee. Herb Tyson, is help-

ing out the veterans. But the veterans' ef-

foits, to retain summer tuition waivers at

UMass sind job preferences and other
benefits owevi to them on the outside

doesn't seem to attract much support from
other students. Perhaps this is so because
students like to place Vietnam and the non-

existant draft in the back of their minds.

But they shouldn't, because Vietnam and
China are tearing each other apart, the

Mideast still isn't stable and the volunteer

army doesn't work.
JOE QUINLAN is Editorin- Chief of the

C'tllegiiin.

Our perspective
Women's Week starts today
Today marks the beginning of the third International

Women's Week at UMass. This year the "week" will

stretch over nine days, featuring concerts, workshops,

lectures and theatrical performances, offering students

a unique opportunity to sample a rich and varied culture

- one that is too often ignored.

Women's Week serves many purposes. The theme,

"Struggle and Revolution," emphasizes radical social

change and implies that women all over the world still

are oppressed in many ways.

The theme includes Third World Women's issues,

lesbian issues and a radical feminist perspective.

However, a statement from the planning committee for

the week points out that "all people- women, men,

children. Third World and white" are invited to take part

in the week's activities.

According to the statement the planning committee

seeks to reach people who may be alienated by the

"separatist tone" of Women's Week. The statement il-

lustrates what is vital for social change-unity. The

struggle for equality of both sexes and all races begins

and ends with unity.

It is significant that women need a special time set

aside for them because if women were equal in our

society, they would not need a Women's Week.
Programs for children are planned for the week, such

as discussions about working mothers and stereotyped

sex roles. The purpose of such talks is to teach kids that

mothers can support a family, do important things and
still function in a mothei-role.

International Women's Week offers something for

everyone and we urge UMass students to participate in

some way. Some of the workshops are on radical

theory, while others, such as the ones on health, self-

defense and working women offer practical advice.

Women's equality affects both sexes and its im-

plementation rests with a "consciousness raising" in

the form of education and participation; perhaps more
importantly, it rests with what we will teach our

children. First we must learn ourselves.

Goodbye, Jack —Good luck, Ray
With the Minutemen's loss to Villanova on Tuesday

night, the basketball season and the coaching career of

Jack Leaman both came to an end. during his tenure as

coach of the Minutemen, Jack Leaman was the target

of fan abuse, media criticism and; on rare occasion,

praise.

But throughout his stay, Leaman produced the finest

teams possible, collecting eleven winning seasons in his

thirteen years as head coach. Somehow, future games

at the cage without Leaman ranting and raving in his

own inimitable way just won't be the same.

In Leaman's place will be Ray Wilson, who served as

the retiring coach's assistant during the 70's. He is fac-

ed with the task of rebuilding the Minutemen, a task en-

vied by few.

To the retiring Jack Leaman and his new replace-

ment, Ray Wilson we wish the best of luck in the future.

All unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion

of the Collegian Board of Directors.

Bits and Pieces

In about a year it will be spring of 1980,

spring of an election year, spring of the

New Hampshire primary. And what does
the New Hampshire primary attract besides

Democrats? Republicans! A look at some
of the hopefuls:

Howard Baker was a Republican but was
spayed.
Ronald Reagan-a geriatric B-grade western
movie. The only thing liberal about this

albino prude is his supply of hair dye.

Lowell Weicker-a one man morality play

play. Describes himself as the longest shot

in the field. Thank God for small favors.

Robert Dole - soon to be a very popular

barroom trivia question.

John B Anderson -the closest thing since

Charles Goodell and John Lindsay that

could be called a "Republican pointy-

headed liberal."

Phillip Crane - a national version of Ed King

John Connelly -probably tells dead baby

jokes.

Correction
Yesterday's Inquiring Photographer

feature contained a number of errors that

we now wish to set straight. First of all, the

photo that ran with Kathleen Bowser's
quote was actually that of Oenise Catellier

(who was elsewhere quoted as Dennis

Catellier.) The photo that was used with

Ms. Catelliers' quote was that of Gordon
Roberts, whose quote was not used.

-Ed
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Energy Coalition's purpose is education
0y MICHAEL SUSSMAN
C(^gmn Staff

The eight people who are sitting in the

Students United for Public Education oHice

seem a little self conscious about what they

are doing But there is little doubt thew
Alternative Energy Coalition membefs am
wrious about their goals

The coalition s purpose is to help educate

tt» UMass comrriunitv in I'nt-nis pnuiu.

tion and use, according to Brooke Statfb.

a member of the organuation States, a

UMatt tophomore, said the group was

formed this spring to bring together

students concerned about energy.

The coalition has become a Recognized

Student Organization this semester, and

was given half of an office on the fourth

floor of the Student Union Building.

"Most of us consider ourselves in the

Clamshell Alliance, States said but

we're not a Clamshell local."

The Clamshell is an organization of peo-

ple concerned with energy policy, and has

b<Mn coordinating protest activity at the

Seabrook nuclear power plant under cwi-

struction in New Hampshire.

The 15 members of the coalition are plan-

ning to show films in dormitories, provide

an eneryy information table on Campus
Center concourse and recruit people for

their weekly Sunday night meetings.

"Public power and alternative energy

could solve the problems associated with

nuclear energy," States said, "but it

dep)ends how you set up the alternatives
"

States said he believes public power does
not necessarily mean government agen
cies, but decentralization and use of such

sources as wind power. "There must be a
mix. If you're talking about supplying

energy to a city, you probably have to have
large scale production of energy," he said.

"People say alternative energy is not

feasible," States said, "But windpower
helped build this country. Then came the

rural electrification problem,"
States said he believes the project rrwde

It cheaper to buy energy from large com-
panies. "The government could have sub-

sidized fariTwrs to build windmills instead,"

he said.

Town group discusses human service cuts
BvMAnYfRMN
CiiMfigmnSmlf
The r#efcict»n V eftf*^»ti«i rf Iwwrwi

servicm provided by the town of Amherit

was discussed by members of the town

finance committee and citizens prot«ting

tm cuts at a mating W^ne«tav n^t m
Town Hati

The propoMd cuts fcsuH Ifom i 3.6^
cm^t lenrt on p»oj increases or^red

by ttw selectmeft - ..»,iudfv tk^ human
^rvices caiegory i»* the bud ,

reduc

ed from ' *?9 to a proposed

$^1 9Q1 • 'Wn This d<»s not

BrtClutl. j( cording

to Town Manager Luuis Haywatd.

Fuiuls tor nient.il health sef^Kcs in the

public health department were cut from
$12.M0io/ero
The nientiil heaHh services cut include

\tw elimination of S4,0W) in funds for the

UMass Psychological Services Center A
tfjiinini} Liriiursd for Ph D candidates in

pbv bi '
"'• I "titer provides mental

h^ltf' tnniunity at a rate of

$3 M an huui ds >upposed to $35 00 to

t^O (X) an hour charged for professional

'he money provided by the town
jii *\^ i'!>' Center to remain open during

\Uf siiniitier months When university funds

do noJ support it

A repiestJnidtive from UMass protested

the cutb sdying 'You can t cut (mental

health services) for three montiis at a time

and enpeci to have an effect

In addition to opposing the < uts in health

^rtvices, residents attendmij iht- meeting

also criticized other cuts Beverly Webb, a

rHKident of East St protested the closing

"Jotth Ainherst branch library. Sfie

saiu trie library was important not just for

Its books but It IS a meeting place, a place

III qo, jri object of sentiment it is a visible

bign that North Aml^erst is a special com
munity in its own right

"

The proposed closing of two branch
libraries would save the town an estimated

$19,000,
Finance committee memlwr EM SharrvMn

asked why the libraries could not gat

volunteers to help keep them open "How
IS It that we can get volunteers to work with

the most delicate people in our society (the

elderly and the mentally ill) and rwt for the

libraries."

Anne Tumer. director of the Jones
Library and the branch libraries said "It

reeally has to be understood that everytime

we have voluntet s we have to supervise

them and tram them It's really not cheap"
The committee also called for better

utilization of work study student* Uom
UMass and ilie other area colleges.

.yv
"May be the funniest movie of the year

PLACE. MAHAR AUD.
DATE: FRL, 3/2

TIME: 7:30, 9:00. 10:30

COST: $1

The Precision Haircut

Explained Precisely.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your

hLt^'inharmony wit'h the «ay ;.
g'0^^-«„VOur

hair eventually grows o"' "ut it doesnt o ..

shape with a precision haircut No more tussing,

'^'^t^C^om^and'plr'J^^ance. we shampoo, prec.

con cut and blow dry your hair for )ust $14.00

whether youYe a guy or'a gal And no appointrr^ents

'"pe^m^nlnTwa'ves, coloring, frosting and cond.-

Itonmg we do it all. but we really shine with the

precision haircut, and so will you

73>N^V:J3
«

rommaMd Pcrfformaitce

Hampshire Mall, next to K Mart

Men. Sat.. 10 a.m. 10 p.m.

586 0090

Nail a colorful 40 x 30 poster

of this original art in your room.

Just send '2.00 toYukon Jack,

the Black Sheep of Canadian Liquors.

PO. Box 11152. Newington.CX 06111

yuKonJacKSOandlOOProo. Imported and Bottled by Heub.^n .nc Hantord Ct SCeAgentsU S A c ,907Dodd Mead&Co lr,c

Nowcomes Millertime
*

c 1978Miltef Brewing Co Milwaukee. Wis
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i^Seabrook
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CONT FROM PAGE 3
th^ trespassed at Se^^rook to prevent the

violation of their rights by the use of

nuclear power
The five protestors has appealed the

original conviction, but have since sent a
totter to the Se^rook District Court with
drawing the appeal In a statement on their

behalf, Marta Daniels, one of the five, said.

"Because the state judiciary has
demonstrated its total incapacity to

com{w#^nd what is in fact the basis of our
peaceful acts of conscience, we cfKXiea to

withdraw our complicity with the court."

Wentworth said failure to show in court

¥vill mean the cases will go back to district

court. She said the five protestors, who are

ail worr«n, will not pay a fine, and will take

a jail term instead

The w(Mnen cited sevwal reasoiM Xkx

thetf fltocision such as tfie failure of tfw
state to provide a speedy trial, prejudice of

the New Hampshire court system agair^t

the (torrKMistrators. tfie maxinr^zation of

sentences already meted out to other
protestors, tlie court's disallowir^ the

"competing harms" defense and the
court's decision to prohibit defense counsel
from examining potwitial |uro:s.

Pat Whalen. another of the five

defwxtants, said she fdt it more important
to miAe a statement about nuclear power
"ratf^i^ tf^n fighting the court system in

New Hampshtre"
Daniels called the New Hampshire courts

"orw of the few remaining well operate
railroad.

"

Of tlw 1,200 derrxmstrators wfio u%
appealing \h» original convictions, 500 have
received court appearance dates, and 700
have yet to be contracted. Some of the

demonstrators have been waiting ^
months for tri^.

The women emphasized they are t^ing
tf^ir action alone, although they are hoping
ottters will join tfiem in tfwir dec»ion.

"That's one of the advantage of tlw

decentralization of the Clamshell, ' on«
wonum said. "We can decide on what
action is right for us But we still support
tf^ others' appeals

. '

'

Group discusses SGA election security

The warmar waathar brmga out all types. (StHf photo by Jim Mahonay}

By JULIEEAGLE
Collegian Staff

Steps to "improve the credibility" of Stu-
dent Government Association presidential

elections were discussed last night at the
first meeting of the Joint ElM:tion Commit-
tee, a group including both students and
UMass staff persons.

The committee will bring its ideas to the
Undergraduate Student Senate next
Wednesday, which in turn will vote on the
rules and procedure for upcoming elec-

tions scheduled March 13 and 14, student
speaker Brian OeLima said.

The election committee decided to ask
various campus honor and service society

members to monitor t}allot boxes under the
supervision of "disinterested staffpersons
disinterested in that tf>ey do not have a
stake in any particular candidate and are

totally nuetral and obiective. " said Admis-
sions employee Rotiert Brooks who is on
the committee.

Brooks said students would be involved

in monitoring the voting because "the idea

is to deal in house. It's (the student's) elec

tion and they should be able to put their

own election in order."

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-
nis L. Madson proposed the formation of
the committee Wednesday night at the
senate meeting in an effort "to show some
collaboration between students and ad
ministrators in pulling off the best student
election process we've had in years."
Madson also said the Whltmore ad-

ministration would support "the
legitimacy " of election results by paying for

half the costs involved in the election.

Governmental Affairs Committee
chairpierson Anthony Johnson said the hir

ir>g of staff persons will be necessary
because "tf^ problem with our election

process seems to be internal, and that's

where the problems arose. It's hard to

screen students."
The Committee rejected Madson's sug-

gestion to use automatic voting machines

in the election. Senate Treasurer James
O'Connell told the group voting machines
were an "unrealistic" alternative. He said

machines could not be rented from tf>e

town of Amherst because of a provision

that states tfie machines cannot be used
less than 30 days prior to town elections,

which are scheduled for April 3.

O'Conn^l also said machines could not
be rented from their manufacturer in New
York because the Senate has missed the
advanced notice deadline imposed by the
manufacturer.
The committee also decided where the

ballot boxes should be placed in order to

facilitate "a maximum turn out and
minimum problems," said Ruth Green,
staff assistant to Madson.

Brook s said the committee's main objec
tive in deciding upon voting places was to

look for "neutral turf, where residents are
not contracted to a candidate."
The committee decided upon the follow-

ing locations for the elections. Hampden

and Berkshire Dining Commons for
Southwest Area residents. Worcester Din-
ing Commons for Northeast and Sylvan
Area residents; Franklin Dining Commcms
for Central Area residents, the Cape Cod
Lounge for commuting students; and the
Newman Center for Greek Area residents.

The committee is investigating the
possibility of using a University owned,
multi purpose van for Orchard Hilt

residents, since they believe Dickinson
House, where Orchard Hill students have
voted in the past, is not "a riMitral enough
place

'

Madson said he raised the validity of cam-
pus election results "as a problem " last

Novwnber before a Student Affairs Coun-
cil, which includes staff persons and
students, after fte fiad heard nunrwrous
complaints from senators about the elec
tion process "in last year's election."

RHETORIC EXEMPTION EXAM
The Rhetoric Exemption Exam will be offered on

March 6, 1979 from 7:00 p m to 9:00 p m in Mafwr
Auditorium The exam will consist of writing an

e»ay (500 word) which will be evaluated on the

following criteria: depth of treatment, development

and support, organ«ation, style, and tfie mecfiarwcs

of writing such ^ grammar, punctuation, and spell

ing PiMise twing several pencils, your ID, and 25c to

partially cover tfie cost of admintsMnng tf>e ex*Ti.

YOU MAY EXEMPT BOTH GROUP I & GROUP
II BY TAKING AND PASSING THIS EXAM

t^MV^rsilV of MaSbUL '
• .wt^S / Ar^hv>r<.t

FINE /1?TS CENTER PRESENTS

f^alricia Frld^rUU,

yfean-rierre iSonnefoiiS

and (Sompanif

The Fine Arts Center proudly presents these

incomparable artists with their own company in a special

Balanchine Evening'

MONDAY, MARCH 12 8 P.M.

Tickets now on sale. General Public - $7. 6, 5

UMass students - $5, 4. 3. Senior citizens and other

students - $6, 5, 4.

Firt >RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L
Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4. 545-2511

and New England Ticltetron Locations.

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

DAVID FRYE
iM»',

• 1-

with

UMASS JAZZ WORKSHOP
Sunday. March 1

1

8 pm
Ticltels now on sale. General Public - $7. 6, 5.

UMass students - $5. 4, 3 Senior citizens and other

students - $6. 5. 4.

FIhE >«TS CEWER CNCERT K4.L

Fini Am Canter Bo> Ottica M-F 9-4. J45-2511

»ii< Niw EmIiii< TIcliatfeB Let»ttoni.

DONT LET
MONEY
DICTATE
YOUR FUTURE

VWwm«f you 90 m ^Mgt no tof^ei tm% io bt bosea on

f^ow mucn rr^^Wi Wj ciw eorn during ff^ dimmer

Air Jwce ROTC oflars o four Wife« or Nko yeor schokirship

*o poy y(Mj SIOO a fiMHtt^ and ail luitKm textbook ond loD reM

Wim monei problefri rsduced, «»e decision lo go ro crtiege «

vOu' own
The Air Forc^j n«eds dedicoted otiicers m a vorie»y of differ

enf ^s ond one of ftiese jobs is bound fo frf mio your picture

After Qroduotren ond commissioninQ. yog II find choHengmg

wo'« oiong wttt> trie ctwnce to grow mrough experience

Fmd out oboui the Air Force ROTC scfK)»orsr»p ptogrom to

doy n s greot woy to fietp yourself ffwougfi ffwse tougfi cot

lege yeors ond o greot way to gel reody (or on exciting future.

0$ commisstoned officer tn trie United Sfotes Air Force

CALL 5-2437

ROTC
Coiewoy lo o gr«or way of life.

rusty nail

^

Campus
center ^

at UMass
Tues., Feb. 27

Tuesday Night JAZZ
with

DavM wertman

Brandon Boss

wed., Thurs., Frl.. Sat
Fed. 28. Mar. 1,2,

3

Chris Rlwdes
Band

Blue
wall Bar

wed., Thurs.. Frl., Sat.

Feb. 28, March 1,2,

3

The Great Pretenders

Sat., March 10

Robert Cordon
9 p.m. • Hatch Bar

UMass students $3
General Public S4

INTERNATIONAL

DISCO
Campus Center 10th floor

9:00 p.m. -1:00 a.m.

Collegian

PHOTO STAFF
MEETING

Thurs., IS/larch 8
8 p.nn. CC 803

Very important— all must attend

NOW - WESTERN MASS
PREMIERE SHOWING

On Screen At:

7 00 and 9: IS

JTHE BEST BERGMAN FILM!

IN YEARS!"

INGMAR DER6MAN

INGRID BERGMAN
LIV ULLMAN

•i' The (jATr s

GRACE
EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
(Anglican)

On The Town
Common

Amherst, MA
2566754

Weekdays: 8 Tues .

11:30 Wed . 5:15 Fn
Sundays: 8. 10. 12
h 7:30
The Rev. Jarrtes H.
Clark

The Rev Christopher

Chornyak
The Rev Leslie Fairfield

The Rt Rev George L

Cadigan

SERVICES AT
THE ARK
758 No Pleasant St

I

Sundays: 6 p m.
(supper following)

I
The Rev. Ian

Montgomery
1549 5929

' '.Tlff,..^,.. »,*^>,T1»

—Women's Week
*

special next fTlondaij

BREAKFAST
at

0€L3nOi
THIS WEEK'S BREAKFAST SPECIAL

4 house pancakes and coffee

Mon. Sat. 7-11 a.m.
11:30-mid.— reg. merHi

10:30-2:30 -Sunday Brunch

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

Amherst

Hutch

STADIUM
SCORE WITH

THESE SPECIALS''

LIQUORS

POUSETTE-
DART
BAND
Fri. £rSat., March 263

$5 door only

NRBQ
Fri. &Sat., March 9 & 10

$4 door only

DERRINGER
rescheduled to

Thurs., March 29
$4 50 advance (t door

Feb 25 tickets honored

DOC&
MERLE
WATSON

Sun., March 4
$4.50 advance 8 door

In association with

Pickin' magazine

PICKIN' JAM
SESSION

After show bring a

string instrunr>ent. Door
prizes include a Madeira

guitar by Guild.

Michelob

Molson Golden Ale.

Frl. & sat.

Disco
with Disco BrIC

at the

Advance tickets

available at all

Ticketron outlets in-

cluding Campus
Center Travel at

UMass

TOP Of the
Campus

Sunderland, Moss.
665-4937

24 hour taped message

in association with
UPC Productions

Information
call sas 2892

Tequila— Arandas Gold. . .

.

Vodka, S.S. Pierce

Hoch Liebfraumilch 750 ml

Bella Napoli 3L

8e20 cs. bott.

9e40 CS.

6/2e40 bott.

Se99 quart

...8e15 1.75L

4.59
Burg, Vin Rose, Pink Chablis, Chablis

Budweiser bottles

Schenley OFC Whiskey

CHECK OUR KEG PRICES!
HUGE SELECTION OF WINE!

7e20 case

7.59 qt
HOURS:
9 a.m."

11 p.m.

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A & P

in the new Shopper's Park

UNIVERSITY DK.

253-9341 or 253-9342

FREE DELIVERY ($7.00 min.)

1 1 1 II I t.i.i.t.i.t.u«.i.>.».».M.i->'He»M-»-«i-ii i-rttiff I i I I itl
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Chinese troops fight;

leaders propose peace
By DENIS D GRAY
Assacmted Press

BANGKOK, Thailand- While Chinese

troops fought indecisive battles around a

strategic Vietnamrae provincial capital

yesterday, Chinese l^ders in Peking pro

posed peace talks to end the two week old

war.
The Chinese proposal to negotiate was
made in a note to the Vietnam^e Embassy
in Peking. accofdin«j to Hsinhua. the of-

ficial Chinese news agency.

The message apparently did not mention

China s earlier demands that Hanoi pull its

forces out of Cambodia in exchange for a

Chinese withdrawal from northern Viet-

nam.
Hsinhua r^jorted China proposed that

both governments "appoint a vice minister

of foreign jffairs as a representative to

meet at an early date at a mutually agreed

place for concrete negotiations."

No immediate Vietnamese response to the

peace overture was reported.

In its latest battle communique, Hanoi
said its troops had killed or wounded 27,000
Chinese troops since the invasion force

drove into Vietnam Feb. 17. It also claimed
to have knocked out 200 Chinese tanks.

These claims could not be independently
verified. Intelligence analysts say they
believe Chinese casualty figures tl'ven by
Vietnam are exaggerated

,

The Soviet Union yesterday issued
another strong warning to China. Premier

Alexei Kosygin accused Peking of a "brutal

act of international brigandge" and vowed
that Soviet allied Vietnam "will not be
abandoned in a time of trial."

Kosygin. in a Moscow speech, also reviv-

ed unconfirmed Soviet reports that the

Chinese are preparing to invade
Vietnamese dominated Laos, and he
declared, "The policy of appeasing the ag-

gressor must not be repeated.
'

Bodyguards surround th» car of Ayatollah Khomeini. »««n through the win

dow during a brief stop over in Qom, Iran yesterday (AP Lasarphoto)

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

^ >« ai * ^
Mandurin ^7crhii**n

( iiininf

•OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK*
SUN THURS 1130 am 10 00 p m I

FRI b SAT 11 30/a m 1100 pm I

Szechuan Dried
Spiced Chicken $4 55

Moo Shu Pork $3.95

Delights of Three $5.96

, Luncheon Special^
Mon. Fri.

11 30 a.m. 2:30 p m

2560251 2560252

10 BELCHERTOWN
RD

RT 9, AMHERST

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S WEEK
STARTS TODAY

DVP LECTURE SERIES:

Fri.. March 2—7:30 p.m.

Panel: "Women As A Force For Change"
SUB

Sat., March 3—2:00 p.m.
Panel: "Working People's Struggles"

CC 163

Mon., March 5—7:30 p.m.
Panel: "Repression Of Political Struggles"

SUB

Tues., March 6—7:30 p.m. .

Speaker: Queen Mother Moore
SUB

V

DECISIONS DECISIONS
Today, as a nursing student or nursing senior you

know that your career potential will never be greater.

In fact, one of your toughest decisions is choosing

your direction. Should it be on to graduate school? In-

to a specialty? To a different ward? A different part of

the world? Marriage? Perhaps a combination of

As a young nurse seeking a position of responsibility

and opportunities for personal and professional

development, may we suggest you look to the Navy?

Navy nursing is practicing your profession in a special

way.

NAVY NURSE CAMPUS VISIT

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, 1 AND 2 MARCH 1979

AT THE
DEPARTMENT OF NURSING IN ARNOLD HOUSE

.*

Friday, March 2. 1979
iColiegiafi ,5

/" IHt LMVIKSIT^ FNSEMHI \ I HKA IIR

TWO FXCniSG UnSINGS OF LIVE

THEA TRK A I E \ TFRTAINMENT

Aj ihf lT.ink Frtrniut Ruinii Iheaier

TWO ^ABl lOl SIV FUNNY PLAYS

THE IMPKOMPri AT VERSAll I FS
Kuhdiril Bnnsltv Shtrid^n's

//// < Riric
March I 2, 4. 8. y. 10

Ai «hc ( iirtjin Thcitcf

(()\( fkl nUAJFR F\SFMBIF
A Chamber Ihcaicr jib|)ijii<in at Maureen Howard's

itovcl. lUlnff My //w*-

februar* 2H March I. 2. J

liniver^ii) of Massachuscns fme Art* Center

All Curtams ii *m pm Bo« Office ( 4 H) S4S- jS I

!

^IH'I AWCaVSII

SENIORS--
SHOW YOUR FACE!!

Call now 545-2874-

or go to room 815
CC, 9-5

HAHJEE'STlACEl
AFFORDABLV UNIQUE

Delicious and Exotic Dining
For Friends and Lovers

Midway between N hamptun b Amh (Rte 9)

Sun Thurs. 410 p.m.. Fri & Sat. 4 1130 p.m
S849797

Campus center
?l

i:\ aVIaVS
RT.5 RIVERDALE RO. MfEST SPRIMCFIELB
TEL. 733-5131 BARCAIM MATIMEE DAILV-
EIRSTSNOMfSZ.OO IMASTER CHARGE

I

(MMMI

WNicnWav
•utUmsi

UMass

A^at^

2nd Annual Spring

Fashion Show of 79
Thurs., March 15

Fashion Shops and
air Salons Competing for

79 Title.

Tickets available at Faces

of Earth, Mountain Farms
Mall, Hampshire Mall

Plus

Disco Dance Contest.
Cash Prizes!

1st Prize- $100
2nd Prize -$50
3rd Prize -$25
Open 8-2 a.m.,

Thurs., March 15

ROBERT
GORDON

Hatch Bar
March 10

9 p.m.

TOC members- $3.50

TOC members' guests — $4.50

Tickets on sale March 5
at Tix in the

Student Union Building

On sale at the door
TOC members &
their guests only

Positive ID required]

For info call 545-28921

in association with

UPC Productions

r^^:^:^:^:^:^^w^^w^^^w^mmmmy^:& ^

^

••^.

m

M

Campus Center at

UMass presents
m

M

wed.nitre at TOG.

>

at the

HATCH BAR
Thurs. -Sat, March 1-3

$1.50
m:MM^^.A^^^.Sf^^^MM^.m;M.^mm

S:3

iSf

^

all
you can

3. 1^ with salad bar

at the

Top of th^J Campus

*** • «A« <

i-t.hktt'H^^m-iimi^mift •V«»V % «

>

ft k • ft w » « ft « * t
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Collegian to feature
human nutrition column

Th« Student Dietetic Association, a UMass group in-
terested in hunr^n nutrition, will answer your questions and
address issues of nutrition «n a column to appear every
oth« week in the Collegian. If you wish to address a ques-
tion, to the association or wish to comrnent about t^w col-
umn, you can reach the association, through UMass cam-
pus mail, at the Student Dietetic Association, Jourmrt
Committee. Chenoweth Lat)Ofatory, UMass.

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

Friday. March 2. 1979

UnHH.UHHt
.tUA I Htttmtttiltttttitiaaeff a,,^

*iftd-Q1»i'^ MOUNTAIN! FARMS MAllJO** J IPJ W0UTt9-HA0i.ty MASS
'ADULTS »2 SO STUOCNTSftSR CITIZfNS With AMC CARD tS DO TWI LITf SHOW M SO

:MILDWtN H aS-B^CCtAL tNGAGEMCNTS CXCLUOCO

3 Stooges

"5 CURLY'S"
CCA $1.00
7, 9,

1

1 Sat., March 3
"imn Imi g Imrmm gmxi'i 1 1 iTmvrriTi'iri in n

T^l LiTt SmOW

leUMT lASTWOOO
WIUTUMIVOM

l^fVkiieNWAY
UTlOOil

Co-Starring Sondra Lock*
FH. and Sat. (TLS 5 00) 7 X 9 45
Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:00)^:X

vo Matinee (Sat. and Sun.) 2:00

N» II SIM<)\ S

CAIiFnww
siriE

I he best tH<>-huur

%iiailkm in iiii%n!

HtllllMl

THESE ARE THE
v|fc ARMIESOF

V '***^!EAi!E!Ai!B!S
le^ ^

THENIGHX

Fri. and Sat. (TLS S:15)-7:46^10;00
Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:15) 830
K Matinae (Sat. and Sun.) 2:15

ROBBY
BENSON

Fri and Sat. (TLS 5 00) 7 30 9:45
Sun thru Thurs. (TLS 6 00) 8 30

po Matinee (Sat. and Sun.) 2:15

REDUCED ADULT & STUDENT PRICES FOR TLS TICKETS LIMITED TO SEATING

Fri and Sat (TLS 500) 7 30-9:46
Sun thru Thurs. (TLS 6 00)-8:30

FG Matinee (Sat. and Sun.) 2:0G

G
A
M
E
R
O
O
M

O
P
E
N

Fri. -Sat., March 2, 3
Fremart recording artists

FRED MARTIN
BAND

rock from Boston
$1.00 cover

Monday
Jazz Nite

GREG
WALL

& NOW APPEARING
Wednesday

SOUTHWORTH

Sunday, March 4

SAILCATS
featunng Marion Groves

$1.00 cover

Tuesday; March 6

QUILL
FANTACY
Rock from Southern Cal.

Have backed up Yes b others

formerly Bongo Moon
$1,00

/

Thursday. March 8

FAT
CHANCE

H
A
P
P
Y

H
O
U
R

3

7

$1.50

7 Old South St., across from
bus station in Northampton ^

To place m classified ad. drop by the
(<iUfQi,i» o«»Tf (CC "3t tM!tween % 4b a <r<

d"<l 3 45 I) ni Monrlav fhiou<|h Friday, or u »
oil' tijnrtv 1 1'P •J'^'i Twil foim found m n-,

ssiips (il rhi' Ciilhfquiii CUis&ified deadJmi .,

3 45 ») n\ X\NO days in advance of pubtiratiofi

il.li. IH Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c per

line; five const cuti\4e issues, 40c per line per

day: 30 consecutive issues, 30c per line per

day One line is roughly equivalent to 38
characters

AUDIO FOUND

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of

Bose, 50 watt, power cao, John, 546 5990.

Found— long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan black markings, 665^4324.

AUTO FOR SALE
HELP WANTED

1970 Toyota Corona 1900CC 4 cyl., auto
trans., exc. cond , 23 25 mpg, snow tires,

AM/FM. $896. 546^8279

76 Datsun 280Z. perfect cond , rustproof

-

ed, new radials, 4 spd , fuelin|., lo mi.,

asking $6200, 527 7760

71 Skylark,
253 5059

AM/FM, AC, $1100. BO,

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire, perfect for cof-

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

Disco Dave Cr O.L. Disco Inc. provides

sound, lights & DJ for your parties— disco,

rock b oldies. The best at affordable prices.

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567 1715.

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John, 546 4646.

FOR RENT

One furn. room with kitchen priv., 2H m.
from campus, $115/month, 549-3764, no
smoker.

One bdrm. apt., avail immed. on bus rte..

$170+ , call Judy. 253 5201.

FOR SALE

Starao w/ phono, AM/FM, 4spkers., gd.

cond, $90, call Mike, 6 6727, after 4 p .m.

Sanyo 3 cu. ft. refrig., new cond , $65,

549 4477.

Earth Shoes, $15/pr., $30/both, 549 1321.

1970 Dodge Dart Swinger, clean, great

running cdtn. Good mileage. $750, call

584 8324 or 549 2697, ask for Kent

Hanson Avanti ski boots, shell #4, fits

size9!6 11, reg. $195, used 1 season; ask-

ingJ8q^callJric^^46274ML

Hanson Avanti, fit 10-11, used 5x, $90,

call 6-4730.

Peter Limmer hiking boots, almost new,

$75, call 268 7408, si^e 8 9. womanstze.

A terrific buy! Men's green ski jacket,

brand new!! Size med., only $35, call at

546 8376, keepj^ying^ it's ar steal!!

World Book Encyclopedia, new '78, $100

off, priced $299, $15 a mo , 247 5740, even

ings

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732, bet. 9 10 am

TYw Orchard Hilt Womans Cantar is now
accepting applications for five work study

positions. Applications are available at 112

Field, Wed., Feb 28 Wed.. March 7. Due
Friday. March 9.

Research assistantship avallabta im-
mediately. Education or practical ex

perience required in areas of: water
resource managennent, water chemistry,

limnology, lake and lakeshore manage-
ment. Send resume by March 5 to Dr.

Spencer Joyner, Dept. LA & RP, Hills N.

Summer work, $229/wk., send phone
and address to Box 213, Amherst MA
1002

Central area women's center has 5 work
study positions available, applications can

be picked up at center basement Baker.

Men! Women! Jobs cruise
ships'freighters, no experience. High pay!

See Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So.
America. Career summer' Send $2.75 for

info to Seaworld, BB Box 61035. Sact.. CA
95860.

LOST

Reward for return of blue-green plaid

suitcase w/ nametag: Tonita Lipscomb.

Sara, Ig. female puppy shepherd mix, big

floppy ears. Sun. around bus stop at

Unitarian Church, Amherst, caH 253-9792 .

Reward, desperate, please return my
tackle box of art supplies, my name was in

It (locker 148 FAC), I must get my work
done & feel terrible loss, last seen 2/23,

Hills North or Bartlett, no questions asked,

549 1291.

Pr. gold rim glasses in case no 256-8146.

Lost— 4 Pete Seeger tickets, call 6-5145.

Yellow contact lens case. Barb, 6-5159 .

Please return dk. brown leather wallet,

p>ersonal value, leave it with Collegian.

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn $500/1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope,

Justus Sales, Box 112 C, Ludlow MA
01056.

* PERSONALS

Kan Man and Kantituda— wonr>en are like

guitar strings, the more you play them the

sooner they get out of tune. What exciting

experiences will we encounter this

weekend — Gary Man.

Attention: Brenda Simmons (S.H.) (alias:

Wimp Jr., "The Best ", Brender), hope you
have a great #20. Wishing you the best

always. Happy birthday buds!! Love
always. Fern (W.A.M.L. Wimp Sr.).

Ann, happy 19th from you oldman.

Happy b'day Tricia— alias Patti, Joyce,
Trish the Dish, Twish, Fat Pat the Water
Rat, Lana — to learn more about the 7 lives

of Tnsh-call 6-9919 ar>d wish her a happy
b'day.

Lynn— A-Fred-McSnickel-Bickel-Veronica

is at your disposal. Happy b'day- Fred.

Lynn: happy birthday today. Now you're

over the hill, I hope you make it down the

other side; you can clear a path for me, I'm

close behind. S.H.

Nanna Perry -happy 22nd! You're the

greatest and we love you — Am, Kathy, and
Wendy. PS; May your beans sprout, grow,

and multiply.

Deb, Donna, & Amy; many thanks to you

for your help, caring, & understanding.

You're really too much. With love & an in-

tune high F, J.

Beware: the mark of Sully.

For two people to Ft. Lauderdale on Mar.
15 or 16. Will share driving and expenses.

Call Laurel or Susan at 549 5957.

RIDERS WANTED

Lou Reed - happy #37, you old bugger(er)

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff Remember your ID

To the Amherst College woman who
does not like to dance but likes to play ten

nis and racquetball and skis at Maple

Valley. Missed you at the Pub Sat. 24, how
about a game of tennis? Call Tom,
7742552.

To my co-sex kitten: happy birthday,

Ann. Celebrate— massively! Love, Mindy.

Mehmet-Ben Seni Cok Seviyorum, hap-

py birthday, Turkey — you big nut. Love,

Patty E» Bill.

If you've had your car damaged by

Amherst Towing or you've been towed
w/out a cop present call 5-3500.

Warranty problems with your car? Did

the repair bill exceed the estimate? You
may have rights you didn't know of. Call

MassPIRG's Consumer Action Center for

help, 545 0781 or 545-0199. Open Monday
Friday, 9 a.m. -8 p.m.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff. Remember your ID.

OA meeting is being held at 165 Main St.,

Amherst at 7:30 p.m. every Sunday night

At the 1st congregational chych, enter on

Church St. All welcome, help is here'

Van rida to Fla. for spring break. Male or

female, round trip, $65, 253 3193.

Private pilot flying to FA, leaving 3/9 or

10, returning 3/17 pr 18, I will pick you and
drop you off at the airport of your choice,

call Rick, (413) 698-2569, after 5:30 p.m.

Riders wanted to Brattleboro, Vt., every

weekday this semester, share S, 253-2154,

ask for Ray.

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

$75 par month/house, own bedroom, 15
min. from campus, non-smokers, quiet

location, bus route, 666^4807.

Roommates wanted, April 1st, $68 a

month, call 586-0140, ask for Pat.

_. SERVICES ^^^^
T-shirts printed, .75 per shirt, S5 per sten-

cil, client supplies, shirts, 256-0478.

WANTED
~

Wanted: refrigerator, 28-30 in. high, good
condition, c all 546-8356.

House wanted, four adults wish to rent a

house for the 79-80 school year, must be
within walking distance or on bus route of

UMass, will consider a 1 year lease, call

Jim, 546-4152 or Lisa, 546-5801. evenings .

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546-6557, after 6.

CORRECTION
~

Correction, Aikdo demonstration, Friday,

March 2, Boyden gym, wrestling room,
7:00.

LEGAL SERVICES
~

Attorney Jaaon R. Roaanthal. low cost

legal representation for UMass community,
income tax preparation, appointment only,

253 7617.

PETS
~

Beautiful seal-point Himalayan kitten,

male, registered, show quality, raised with

family. $125. Call Sally, 549-6253.

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COD
~

Summer rental Cape Cod, S. Yarmouth,
4 apts. avail., one studio, 2 2 bdrms., and 1

three bdrm. Very close to water. Fully

furn., Mem. Day to Labor Day. Prices from
$1500 to $3000 for season, call (617)

394 6323, evenings and weekends.
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Crossword

Puzzle

^ROSS 50 Star shaped Stylttft

figure 22 Nicest
52 Charts note

1 Vehicles 54 Stolen 24 Remove
5 Wine goods soluble

barrels 65 Fighter constituerts

10 Thick clay 59 Armor piece 26 Lance s

•oil Var 63 Sues relative

14 In a TV ?7 Th'ow In

diltereni comedian forma'

form 64 Blindly 28 Deserved

tf'Can read adoring Inlormal

him like W Nickname ?9 Hang down
lor ward

16 Spiced meal Antionette 31 impassive

stew 67 Remote person

17 Ftuit telecasts 3? Outer Anat

19 Yorkshire COI'OQ 33 Eu'opean

riwer 68 impetuosity river

?OKir^dof 69 Norse saga 36 Merciless

C»ayon 70 Persona 40
?l G-tted — Stone

?3 Sesame Acceptable 41 Skipped as

Var person a dance 2

25 Alricart rive^ 71 Move to the words

26 Torn to side 44 European
pieces republic

30 Entertaining 4 7 Thurber
thing Slang DOWN works

34 Yellowish 49 Outdo
white 1 Irish 51

35 Curved limestone Stranger
structure 2 Forest 0» Old movie

37 Make 3 Asks tor title

engravings alms 53 Jewish feast

38 Erode 4 Insect Killer 55 Indulge to

39 Honor b Sent a fast pxcess
guards message 56 Dull person

49rarly 6 Mr Burrovi^s 57 So African

Nebraskan 7 Kind com
inhabitant 8 Sacred texi 58 Eternal city

43 Declare 9 Overhead 60 Stand m
positively window OOientiy

45 Pronoun ol 10 Asian 61 Hawaiian
old 1 1 Dismounted feast

46 Man from 1? Italian coir^s 62 Domestic
the East l3KiCKed slave of Old

48 Lessen m 1 8 Pecord 65 Piece of

amount player land
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BOOT SALE
Men's Lace Boot

and Zipper Boot

Reg. $88 SALE $49.95

Women's Cuff Boot

Reg.$90SlU.ES49.95

MANY STYLES
ON SALE at

(
Heartfelt^
Leather

lO.^S Pltjs,^ntSt...\inhcrs1

ill .III \l>.n S^t .'V^.UiS

A » 'ry^tir%i »»*** ir^.*# «... r**...- • -*#-•-

yJD e (»W SAHMMA ARE.

<ASOVT TO eHTEfl ANOTMCft
(HfcALITY

4 bv Frank Emery

4:SCOf^r5ofO
FOUK DICE...

A WCiSHTED
SiLtKifESlTS
O^ THC AuM-
ti^ce AS ^
THl>ou>5-tHE:
l>£Ci£>its4G

1>\E

CN^GE IT As t-r L4AiTvd.

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

DRKW

I)

Nothing Special by Joe Casey
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

IN A MINUm. Quifg fi

SPRJNOflUP puicB WU
JUST MAK£ ^^ ^£^
yajRseif com- ^ pfj^a..
Fonmit. I

\ I

.

THANKS iBunrms
aWi MySOF, 9ACK IN

my PIP THE PRjOHAT1N6

ANP BVeKfTHIN6

VEKfNICl MAY I

ASKUKYWKE£P
LAMP MINES ON
AU JHtSOfAS?

yeAh. I infill TKiiNO

10 TEACH THE OO&i
TO STAY OFF THE

FUffNlTVRE

DJHAT

POOS^

KING of HEARTS

Friday, March 2

Campus
Center

Auditorium

1, 9, 11 p.m.

$1 admission

0*00*
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California l<idmalces big splash a t UMass
B^ KEVIN CULLEN
CuUeyian Staff

John Nunnelly probably will not admit t%

but he IS the proverbial Californian He is

blond and bearded He is articulate and
thoughtful. He resemble an ex Bea^
Boys tenor And John Nunnelly loves
swimming He is a chlorine lunkie. a
Californian always and forever.

Nunnelly, a 26 year old native of Los
An^lM, IS head swimming coach tor the
UMass women's team.
Swimming is like Lrttto League basebatt

out th»e < California I,
" Nunnelly said with t

^01 'They^ you in the pool pretty ear

Iv"

NunnaHy began com^titive swimming at

ttm age of nine He swam throutjhout high
Khtiol then came east lo att«Mul the Mer
th.vit Mdfine Academy at King s Point.

Long Island, where he graduated with a
dftjrtM.' in nautical si:ience Nunnelly was ^in

NCAA ColUfge All American as a treshn^n
at Kif»g's Point He swam his sophomore
year but caltod it ^itt alter that

"I h.i<l gone through 11 yeafs of com
petitiwe swimming Nunnelly said of his

^ctston to stop swtmiTiing That's a lot of

ifaminq I • ' I wanted to concentrate
moff on a.

Nu'inL'tly s.inl IH' wds ulwdvs int^'u^steO in

coaching His fust coai-hiiuj posnion came
while he was still in high school

"While I was m high school, our swim
coach left <ind I became a sort of player

coach, Nunn»!llv expldined

"I'd run practices, plan strjtegy for plac

ing swimmers, and during meets Id swim
mv events

Alter graduating from the King's Point
Academy. Nunnelly spent two years work
ing on ships and sailing on freighters in

Chesapeake Bav

'I was living in the (Pioneer) Valley when I

read of the open (coaching! position at
UMass, Nunnelly said. I applied, and
here I am '

That was two years ago Nunnelly has just
»mpleted his second year as head coach
He IS under a year by year contract, which
he called ' challenqinq.'

Nunnelly's philosophy as a coach reflects
^iftid back L A nmnwbeis

'1 see myself as an educator, not a
^agogue. he says with seriousness
•Were liiT» of^nt^. rwt win oriented If

we lose a meet, we're still pleased with the
best nines H a swimmer tries her bmt, I

ctn'lMk Im any more

^niwffy's j^ w not confined to the pool
M NO Pi , however I'm on a more per
sooal level with my swimrriers than some
coaches," he said "Some of my swimnrwrs
will come and talk with rtie about things
that fiave nothing to do with swimminc
but I'm ylad when th«y do The cciust-imy

M^t of my iob « jMt as impo • ant to

NunneMy saM kmtw ot h« praMems stem
from his experience as a competitive swim
mei The hardest task for me is monvatinti
people. he said "It's rare that i fetuh
everyone I felt that I had more control as
an athlete If I wanted to do something, I

could at least try to go out and do it As a
(oach, I sometunes l)ecome frustrated.
Sometimes I'd like to |ump in the pool and
swim someone's race."

Nunnelly would not speculate on the
future "I find a lot of pleasure in what I m
doing, ' he said Tm meeting a lot of nice
peop'e It's been a nice experience '

One can almost hear the echo cr Mama
Cass as one leaves John Nunnelly's office:

' Culiftinud dff'cimin '. on such a winter's

Staff meeting
There will be a mandatory sports staff meeting Wednesday. March 7 at 7
p m at the Collegian Sports Desk Spring sports beats will be discussed.
New members are welcome.

A SUPERLATIVE SANDWICH!

THE

BIGGEST -MEAJftST -TASTIEST
may .» > SOMI»C*TIVf »rK)»«:n
MCATItST. TASTIfST con) cul com

Th* B M T ti Suboi'
N t tn« WOCfST
t>inct-or o" Subway » •t»»»dv famous m»«u o* toot-'ortg

ia»0«>icn»< The BMT tiant m.w Antfctn cl»n«
coni<ny«« *ith btioney ^afl* G#noa salami

papp«fon« and ftn>«h«s *itH a w.dc setactK>n of

»«g«tabi«t anO uatorings Hft % in* bei< par*' Th«

BMT <t mad* lo you' (lACT ta«e by a Suboav
aandoicn tpaciai'Si WKi 'i com** lo gia"' d»iiciou»

foot-long ftand«««cl>e4 &ub*ay ^as if»« b«tt uarh
r*o»'d a'ourd' So ixe n«it I ma TOU Itoi^t ol fa*i 'ood
rMWmber *m«>.ca s n*«**l aiicna'iv* and mtka
tracks lo' n>t Sobaay slaiio" n»art»t yog *»k tef

lb* B M T Tha toot-long iandoicA inat s (uH ol

iupariativaa from your first b'la to tnc last and
only avaiiabia ai tUltWAV orvara somainmg d*-

iic'oua 'S sarirad every s-tty seconds 33 E. Pleasant St. I

PfN LATl 7 DAYS A WffK -^•OPfN

cljarlies
MONMIVIS
MOISOM NIMir

79c MOlsons evei7

Mon. night

TUESMY IS SHOT
AND BEER NI6IIT

Happy Hour prices

on shots and beer

every Tues. night

Lviii

VI

Qoooltyncs

till one

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-85C

goolifootiSrtinnK
1 Pray St. Amherst, Mass. 549-5403

Women s swimming and diving coach John Nunnelly. (Staff photo by Ellen
Davis.)

UJ€UK€
VCXJRTRSTE
Selected Rged Boneless Top Sirloin

uulth Bolsed Potato and unlimited Solod Bor

$7.95

...and if you love Veol, Lamb,

fish, or Roost Beef, uje hove dinners to

measure up to these tastes, too.

• Good Food • Good Service • Reservations

occepted • Most major credit cards

The Steak Out
Hmherst Rt 9, Off 1-91, 256-8557

k'*\x^'*'m%t -• • ••-•••i*.. .^N%'»'s.»- !.» r*'^*'*"^
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Namad to ttte 1979 AP All-Amarican baakatball taam
war* (laft to right) Sidnay Moncriaf (Arkansaa). Earvin

Johnson (Michigan Stata). Larry Bird (Indiana Statal.
Bill Cartwright (San Francisco), and David Qraanwoc»d
(UCLA). (AP Lasarphoto)

J

Runners to compete
in indoor championships
By KEVINMcCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

This weekend Princeton University's

Jadwin Gymnasium on the New Jersey

campus will be the sight of the ^h annual
IC4A Indoor Track Championships. For

over 300 competitors who have qualified

for the contest the fancy title reads as the

Eastern championships, as teams from
New Jersey. Pennsylvania, and New York
and New England will be represented
during the two day festivities.

Gracing the list of nine Minutemen
qualifiers who will travel north today at

3 00 is Mike Quinn. Quinn broke the UMass
record in the two mile earlier in the year

with an impressive 8:45 clocking. Although
he won the Yankee Conference mile two
weeks ago, he will concentrate his efforts

on the deuce tomorrow, as his immediate
goal is to earn a ticket to the NCAA's in

that event

The highest finisher for UMass in last

week's New England Championships was
Steve MacDouqall with a second place in

the 880 yard run. Over the course of the
season MacDougall scored 383 points for

the Minutemen. the highest output for any
member of coach Ken O'Brien's squad.
Tomortow the junior trackman will run the
880

Joining Quinn in the two mile will be
senior Kevin McCusker and sophomore
Bob Martin. At the Coast Guard Relays in

January. Martin recorded a personal best
time of 8:56 for the deuce.

Last week at the New Englands.
McCusker won the unseeded heat of the
two mile with his fastest time of 9:04.6.

The most surprising finish for the
Minutemen last week occurred in the mile
relay, where the crew of captain Gerry
Herman, John Kelley. Rick Trunfio, and
Mickey Baugh upstaged the home crowd
performance of the University of Con-
necticut. The Minutemen nipped UConn
for the top spot in their heat, which gave
them third place overall. All four men will

compete again as a team in tomorrow's
mile relay trials at Princeton.

Budwelser 12 oz. cans
$1.90 six, $6.99 case

Schmidts 16 oz. returnables

$5.49 plus deposit

Moison's
$2.50 six, $10.75 case

Carling Black Label 12 oz. NR
$1 .60 six, $6.29 case of 24
Select estate bottled German White Wine

1975 & 1976 vintages

15% off regular price

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

338 COLLEOE ST.
AMHERST

253-S384
256-8433

Not responsible for typo errors

Celtics seeic

missing fans
BOSTON \AP\ -The Boston Celtics may

be in the cellar of the National Basketball
Association, but a variety of group rates,

giveaways and pronrK>tional stunts has
helped the team win with ticket buyers.
Although the Celtics were a half game out

of last place in the NBA's Eastern Con-
ference Atlantic Division as of yesterday,
vice president and assistant general
manager Jeff Cohen said the team is doing
comparatively well in attendance.
"We've been averaging attendance of just

under 10,000 a game, which we think is ex-

cellent considering the season," said
Cohen. "We're doing better than teams
with better records

"

Cohen said the Celtics have been able to

pull in fans by offering special rates for

groups ranging from the Boy Scouts to

fraternal organizations.

There have been New Hampshire and
Maine Days to lure in upcountry
customers. Coupons have been distributed

for discount tickets.

A number of home games have also
featured freebees, as fans, who may have
felt they were denied a memorable game,
came away with pennants, T-shirts, scarfs

and tank tops bearing the Celtics' emblem.
"It's hard to get people to come in for

some items with Celtic emblem when the

team is doing so poorly," said Cohen. "But
once they get them, they wear them."
The Celtics have also staged halftime ac-

tivities ranging from a college slam-dunk
contest and two-on-two games between
local radio and television personalities to a
"Super Santa Toy Race " which saw tots

grabbing toys off center court ala Super-
market Sweepstakes.
Cohen said the most successful halftinr>e

promotion was the sellout game where the

team retired John Havlicek's number.
"But naturally we can't have too many of

those," said Cohen.
"Next year we hope to have Larry Bird

(the Indiana State star), and that's the best

promotion we could have," said Cohen.

Intramural

wrestling

tournament
Bv DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Wrestling, a sfX)rt popular since eaHy
Roman ar>d Athenian times, has recently
l>een wrapped up as an intramural sport at
UMks. Nearly IX) men showed up for
weigh ins and participated in the M«ak-
long, single eiimir^ation tournament.

Traditionally, wrestling has been the only
IM sport to exclude worT>en, but according
to Mitch Kaufman, graduate student in
charge of wrestling, 'as far as I'm con-
cerned, if they (women) came, they'd
wrestle, but no girts came to weigh in."

The men are divided into weight classes
that range from 120 pounds to "unlimited

"

which includes those weighing over 196
pounds. Every five pourKis is the beginnirtg
of a new weight class. 145, and 165 wwe
the most popular this year with 1 1 entrants
each, 125 was the least popular with no
entrants.

The tournament began Wednesday,
FetKuary 21, with the weigh ins, and ended
the following Wednesday with the
championships.

Volunteers from the wrestling team
acted as officials for the tourney. One
official is on the mat with the wrmlters,
hovering over them and calling out points
for "take downs," "reverses."
"predicarT>ents," ar>d other point getters.

Doing the honors at the championships
were Larry Otsuka, Dana Rasmussen,
Michael Carroll, and Brian Fawcett.

In charge of IM wrestling are Kaufman
and Gary Dumblauskas. who. after
scheduling and setting up the tourney,
organised the competition each night,

sometimes taking care of other IM
obligations simultaneously.

Probably the most exciting match of all

the championships held Wednesday night

was that of Doug Washington vs. Thomas
Choi, in the 140 lb. class. According to

Dumblauskas, the rr^tch was expected to

be exciting as both contenders are good
wrestlers. Washington defeated Choi, 2-1

.

"I've wrestled since 8th grade and all

through high school," said Washington,
winner of the match and a champ in high
school also.

Other winners were: Eric Cregan,
unlimited; Thane Norris, 195; Larry Grasso.
190; Chet Hayes. 185; Roy Barudin, ISO-
Phil Crawford, 175; Jim Scanlon, 170; Joe
Appleman, 165; Steve Hasbrouck, 160;
Ken Ross, 155; Glen Pihl, 150; Mark
Bradley, 145; Kevin Bergstein, 135; Shaun
Wakeen, 130; and John Cusic, 120.

Phi Mu Delta picked up the most points
with 51. There were two first place win-
ners, two second place, and five third place
winners from Phi Mu Delta.

According to Dumblauskas, hard work
and pratice paid off. "Co-captains Martin
Zanghi and James D'Amico from Phi Mu
Delta put together an excellent team."

SIciers travel to Vermont
By l\AAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men and women's ski teams will travel once again to MIddlebury. Ver-

mont for the NEISC and WISC Championship Slaloms this weekend.

Last weekend at Middlebury, UMass fared poorly in the Eastern Championships;

senior John Allard was the only UMass skier to qualify for Nationals and the UMass
team standings showed them in the bottom third.

However, head coach Bill MacConnell was optimistic about the coming weekend.

"The girls should be able to win." he said, "they've worked hard, and have an

undefeated record in the regular season. The teams they'll be facing are the same teams

they've raced will all season. (Amherst College, Boston College, the University of Con-

necticut, Smith College, and Merrimack College)."

The men will race teams in both the Osbourne and Thompson Divisions. Among the

participants racing are Amherst, BC, Plymouth State, Northeastern. University of

Lowell, and Worcester PolyTech.

"Our men will do well this weekend." said MacConnell, "this season has been com-

petitive between UMass, Northeastern, and Plymouth State, but almost every time,

UMass has come out on top."

After the Championships end on Monday, the season will also end for the ski teams;

everyone, that is. but for John Allard. He'll be heading for Steamboat Springs, Col-

orado, to prepare for his races on Friday.

"He'll need that time," MacConnell said, "so that he can get used to the high altitude

and the conditions."

Sports notices
INTRAMURALS- Softball. Soccer entries were due March 1.

INTRAMURAL PADDLEBALL entries due March 5

INTRAMURAL TENNIS AND BADMINTON DOUBLES entries due March 8.

VOLLEYBALL FORFEIT FEES from last semester may be picked up at the IM Of-

fice. Rm. 215 Boyden, 8:30 4:30. See only Mrs. Laramie

SWIM MEET will be held March 7. Entries due March 2.

9t09tB*tPtt^Jf,'
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Hoopwomen face BU
in EAIAW playoff tilt
Bv PA rmCK DOBBS
Ci't' - "

ng the best basketball of the basketball program now ' said Coach Mary
Anne O/darski O^dar .^ 5 Minutewomen travel to Southt-rn Connecticut State
C^ege Saturday to duei with the Terriers from Boston University m the first round of
the EAIAW Eastern Basketball Tournament,
The Minutewomen will play the Terriers for the second time in two weeks after

^feating the Terriers for the MAIAW state championship last S^r^ M Boston

Earlier in the season the Minutewomen slipped by the Terriers ^66 at BU The
Terriers were playing without their high scorer Debra Miller

Ttw Minutewomen convinced earlier critics who felt that BU could have vMon the first
meeting this season with the bombarding of the state ch»tipionships that toft little

doubt concerning the top team in Massachusetts
The Minutewomen are led by the explosive combinatton of Sue Peters and Julie

Ready Against BU last week Peters and Ready combined for ^^nta.
We have the momentum and the skill now," O^darski said.
The team is not a star oriented team according to Oidarsk. Against BU the team

wwk m the second half blew BU out m UMms eMecutf^Ml^fWIWAMl, tewing 53
»cond haH points and revealed an iron clad ^fwise. #

0?adrski can depend on her bench to support Ready »id Peters to prevent the
Terriers from controlling the game Fr^hwomen Tricia Corcoran, Diane Taft, Fran
Tr^, Sherry CoMins arnJ transfer center Ginger L^are form the backbone of a for
middle team.
The MtnutMvwnan m^^m the game with an eight qmnm wwnning strMk
A ¥wn over BU wiH pit the Minutewomen agamst their toughest foe m New England

Soutfwn Connecticut State College March 9 10 m ite %i^mn Regional finals at
Nortfwastern.
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orts
Williams i

season ends
By JONA THAN HAM/L TON
Ctilh'ginn Staff

WILLIAMSTOWN Williams Jim
Rooney scored four goals and assisted on
another to lead the Ephmen hockey team
past the Minutemen and into the ECAC
Division 2 playoffs with a 12 8 win Chris
Egi2i collected a pair and six other Williams
players added single tallies while Co
Captain Joe Milan and John Reidy of

UMass notched two apiece in the losing

cause

In a penalty filled and often sloppily

played affair, both teams took advantage of

each other s mistakes early to capitalize

Eqi/i scored both of his goals in the first

period, including the first of the game at

5 22 where he took a neat pass from Chris

St Onge and fired a hard drive past UMass
netminder Jeff Moore from about 20 feet

out At 8:30 of the period Rooney got his

first of four with a tip in of a shot by Tom
Resor UMass' John Reidy got his first at

11:36 with another tip in. But goals by
Resner and a freak score by Egizi gave
Williams a comfortable lead after one, 4 1

Shots on goal m the first period read
Williams 1 3 and UMass 1 1

.

UMass struck early in the second period

at 3:33. Mark Ferragamo tipped in the

slapshot of Barry Milan from the point, and
after the goal Williams was caught for two
infractions

pucksters;
at 1-18-1

With the momenti:m changing over to
UMass. the Minutemen had an opportunity
to climb back into the game but were
unable to. for the Ephmen successfully
killed off both penalties.

As a result. Williams struck for three
goals with a UMass tally by Nick Carney
sandwiched in between them. After tvw)
periods it was 7 3 Williams and the out
come was not much in doubt from that
point on.

In a wild final stanza there were ten goals
scored Williams connected for the first

three of ther period with Rooney's fourth
goal at 321 . John Whelan at 5:57 and Dave
Calabro at 7 38 At that point the lead had
ballooned to 10 to 3. With UMass' Bill

Estes goal at 8: 18 and yet another score by
William's Peter Barbaresi at 9:31 to make it

11 4

UMa^ then scored the last four out of
five goals to make the final 12 8 In that
four goal flurry Milan had two. Scott
Alexander one and Reidy picked up his

second of the night at 19:28 to round out
the scoring. The final shots on goal had
Williams outshooting UMass 46 42.

The win moves Williams into the eighth
and final spot in the Division 2 ECAC
playoffs at Plattsburgh N.Y. this weekend.
The setback for UMass was its 18 of the
season against one win and one tie.

Red Sox manager Don Zimmer (right) confers with relief pitcher Bill

Campbell after a spring training workout at the Bosox camp in Winter

Haven, Florida. Campbell is attempting to make a comeback from an
elbow injury obtained last season. (AP Laserphoto.)

The Minutewomen battle Boston University this Saturday In an EAIAW
playoff game. (Staff photo by Patrick O. Dobbs.)

Cancellation
Tfie wromen's gymnastics meet scheduled for this Saturday at the Curry

Hicks Cage has been cancelled due to an injury to the Michigan State coach.

Walt Cherniak

Out with style

Inside:International Women 's Week special

I think I can safely sav that very few peo-
ple on this campus were surprised Tuesday
night when the UMass basketball team was
eliminated by Villanova in the first round of

the Eastern Eight playoffs. The Minutemen
were suffering through perhaps their worse
season ever, arnl hadn't won a game since

mid January a span which included 11

straight losses. In fact, tf>e only reason
UMass was even in tfie playoffs was that

everyone in ttie Eastern Eight goes to the
playoffs. The fact tfiat tf>e Minutemen had
lost all ten of tfieir conference games didn't

make the situation k>ok much brighter

either.

But UMass surprised everyor>e, including

this reporter (sorry, Howard). Jack
Leaman's crew led for much of the game,
and v^ry nearly won. But Villanova, who
fwd compiled a 9-1 conference record, the

best ever by an Eastern Eight entry, forced

the contest into overtime and eventually

came away a 7B-73 winner.

Big deal, you say? Just another in a

seemingly endless string of Minuteman
losses? Ugh, not so, Kemosabe. It would
have been all too easy for UMass to play

dead. This is a team that eventually finished

an abysmal 5-22; a team already looking

forward to a 1979-80 season which would
include a r>ew coach, new recruits and a

new offense. If tf>ey had simply been blown
out, wfK> on this campus would have blam-

ed them?

This was a squad which had been
destroyed by a Division Two team
(Bentley), beaten with a yawn-inducing
stall on Senior Night (Penn State) and
generally treated with jest by everyone they
faced. Why wouki anyone expect this

sleeping lion to rouse now?

But rouse they did. Due to an odd
schedule, the last regular season game for

the Minutemen was also at the Villanova

Field House, even though UMass would be
returning just a couple of days later for the

playoff opener. It was Senior Night for

VillarK>va, and as I sat in the irM:redibty hot

buikling, a wek»me change ^from the

downpour outside, I had to think the

Wildcats were preparing for a feast, New
England style.

Then, as the game began, I noticed
something I hadn't seen all season, or at

least for a long time sparks of life in the
UMass team. They took the play right to
Villanova for a good portion of the first half,

for six or so minutes, they were as
devastating an offensive teams as I've seen
this year. But then, as it seems to have hap-
pened all year, Villanova, still rubbing their

eyes trying to believe they were seven
points down, got their act together and ran
away with a victory.

So what prompted the Umass surge on
Tuesday? It could have to do with the fact

that the Minutemen were facing the

Wildcats for the third time this season
might have helped. It also may have helped
that it would probably be Jack Leaman's
last game as head coach. While many of

the players weren't very fond of him. there

still may have been a desire to make
Leaman's last game a memorable one.

But what I honestly believe made the dif-

ference was a simple five-letter word
-Pride, No matter how badly they had

played, no matter how many games they

had lost, the players still held on to that.

Senior guard Brad Johnson, who was
averaging 9.3 points a game when the team
left for Philadelphia, scored 27 and 20

points, respectively, in the two Villanova

contests, hitting an amazing 22 of his last

33 shots (67^%), and many of them were
long-range jump shots.

The team wouldn't die, and despite what
may appear to be an utterly disastrous

ieason, they have to be given that much.
Because, when you get right down to it,

the difference between winning and losing

a game is not that great - it's how you react

to the situation you're in that matters.

So let's not remember this year's team as
an absolute failurt, but rather by the effort

they put forth at the end of the year. After

what they've been hrough, they deserve a
little credit.
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$12 hike proposed

for student fee
By STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

A proposed $12 increase in the Student
Activities Tax Fund (SATF) is currently the

subject of debate among studen^ govern-

ment officials who will decide this month
the amount students must pay for annual
activities.

The S.A.T.F., currently set at $70 an-

nually, is the only source of nrwney controll-

ed directly by the students to be used soley

for student organizations such as a bus
system, media projects, area governments,
etc.

Student Government Association
treasurer James O'Conneli, said he propos-

ed the increase partly as a reactk>n to

pressure exerted by the administration and
as a concerted effort to maintain student

funded programs at their present level.

O'Conneli said several important factors

influenced his $12 proposal, listing

$179,000 as the current student govern-

ment deficit which has accumulated during

the past three years, a fee adjustment bas
ed on false projection figures from the ad-

ministration, used by the Senate to

estinrwte future student enrollment (this

serves as a projected tax base figure), and
an increase in area government costs.

Herbert L. Tyson, SGA co- President said

the Senate recommends any increase to

the Chancellor of Student Affairs who pre-

sent it to the president until it is finally sub-

mitted to the Board of Trustees.

"They are the ones who decide." he
said.

Chairman of the Budgets Committee,
Jay Millender shadowed O'Connell's pro-

posal and added that the ever-present rise

of inflation and its affect on mandatory pay

raises for the professional staff, are other
factors which must be considered.

Millender also expressed concern for
future students at UMass.

"It's going to get a lot worse in future
years as far as all the benefits we now en-
joy," he said. "We have to plan ahead."

O'Conneli said alternatives exist to the
$12 increase and several other options are
under consideration such as no increase at

all, which would drastically affect student-
run programs.

If this weie the case, the major recipients

of student funds such as the Collegian.

WMUA, and the bus service, woukj all feel

the pinch and some of tfie lesser recipients

of funds could possibly be eliminated.

A second alternative is a compromise in-

crease of $6.60 which.would maintain level

funding but would not absorb inflationary

costs nor deal with the basic problem, of
the deficit, O'Conneli said.

Student Senate Speaker Brian OeLima
said, $16.25 is generally believed to be tfie

amount of money needed to eliminate the
entire deficit this year, however, a program
spread out over the next three years will

probably be implemented.
"Opposition to the proposed increase is

based on the way the tax increase is handl-

ed," said Peter Graham, a member of the
Rents and Fees Committee. "It's not a

question of whether we're for or against the
increase, the proposal should go out as a

referendum to the students themselves.
They should decide, not the senate or some
committee," he said.

Graham said a petition to put the tax in-

crease to a student referendum vote was
circulated last week by members of the
Rents and Fees Committee. Five thousand
signatures were collected, he said.

SGA to turn attention to

possible SATF increase

Terry Driscole spins the disks at WSYL, the Sylvan radio station. (Staff photo by
Paul Price.)

Hanoi says new attacks launched

By STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Within the next few weeks the Student

Government Association is going to turn its

attention to the thorny issue of the Student

Activities Tax Fund a relatively complex
problem.
The complexity of the issue is further

hampered by political opportunism;
whether or not certain student senators \gv'

they can use the issue to further their

popularity by simply saying "we don't need

an increase.
'

James O'Conneli, S.G.A. Treasurer, said

he has researched a program that over the

next three years would liquidate the student

government deficit, with an increase of

$4.40 per student over the next three years,

as well as a $1 additional increase for the

area governments. This is a viable plan

which if implemented would alleviate, if not

all the deficit, most of it in three years.

The problem is this would not absorb any

inflationary costs, as well as an unforseen
costs that might lie ahead. For example,
last year the entire S.A.T.F. increase went
to the bus system, which did not leave any
room for error,

Neivs analysis

Brian DeLima, Student Senate Speaker,

said he would personally like to see a com-
promise proposal of about $5 or $6 per stu-

dent.

Along with lighter budget considera-

tions. This would very likely absorb infla-

tionary costs as well as help eliminate the

deficit, he said.

Keep in mind the ceiling figure of $16.25,

which would in itself eliminate the entire

deficit, as well as absorb future cost in-

creases all this year.

Chinaplans withdrawalfrom Vietnam soon
By DENIS D. GRAY
Aasucinted Press

BANGKOK. Thailand China reportedly

told foreign diplomats yesterday it will

withdraw from Vietnam as soon as possi

ble, but Hanoi said Chinese troops had

launched new attacks and "fierce battles"

were raging near the captured Vietnamese

town of Lang Son.
A Japanese Foreign Ministry spokesman

in Tokyo said Chinese Foreign Minister

Huang Hua told Japanese Ambassador
Shoji'Sato in Peking that the withdrawals

would take place but did not say when.
Japan's Kyodo news service quoted
Chinese Vice^Premier Li Xiannian (LiHsien

nien) as saying, "We have already decided

to withdraw from Vietnam Our purpose

has been almost achieveo. t^v did not

elaborate.

Chinese sources in Peking said some
Chinese troops had already ceased fire and
were returning to China, Kyodo reported.

But Vietnam gave no indication of a

stand down. The country's Communist
Party Central Committee declared yester

day that "every village in Vietnam should

be a defense post, every province a strong

wall" against the Chinese.

Hanoi claimed a half million Chinese
troops, 500 tanks and 700 artillery pieces

were still involved in the invasion, which

started Feb 17. It did not say how much of

this force supposedly is on Vietnamese soil.

The official Vietnam News Agency said six

Chinese divisions - 60,000 men - and

hundreds of artillery pieces and tanks had
launched new attacks around Lang Son.

The Soviet news agency Tass quoted VNA
as saying the Chinese were suffering heavy
losses.

Western intelligence sources confirmed

earlier that Lang Son, a provincial capital 1

1

miles inside Vietnam, had fallen to the

Chinese. Analysts say its capture might be

the major blow the Chinese hoped to strike

before pulling back across the border.

The Chinese said from the outset that they

sought only to "punish" Vietnam for alleg

ed provocations and did not plan a pro

tracted war. Despite Western intelligence

reports to the contrary, China claims that

main force Vietnamese army units have

been badly battered in the fighting. After

pulling out, Peking might point to this as
another "punishment" inflicted on Viet-

nam,
Throughout the weekends flurry of

reports of an impending withdrawal, there

was no indication whether China would pull

back to the generally recognized border or

would hold on to 38 square miles of

disputed territory scattered along the Viet-

namese side of the line.

Hanoi claimed yesterday to have killed

42,000 Chinese soldiers and to have
destroyed 259 tanks and 66 artillery pieces

from the start of the invasion up to last Fri-

day. Western sources in Bangkok say these

casualty claims are probably highly inflated.
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A crowd gathered at this waterfront in New-
foundland yesterday to bleea a fleet of five sealing

sh^s. Pl(loments later, a protest erupted, and police ar

rested twelve persons. lAP Laserphoto)

Vet relivespast with agun

BOSTON /APt - A fKMpital « to evaluate a Vietnam
veteran, vvho is believed to have been reliving combat ex-

periences when he allegedh' fired 18 shotgun blasts into th«

mr.

No one was retorted hurt by the birdshot fired from the

roof of a 17 story building in South Boston Saturdey.

Officer William Charbonnier said police overpowered

Jamee M McCarthy on the roof 46 minutes after he aNeged
ly began finng rounds from a 12-g8uge shotgun.

"It turned out he was firing birdshot. so he was too far

away from tt>e street to hurt anyo*>e," said Chartxwnier,

Police found 18 spent shells on the rooftop

"He didn't hurt anyone He was just firing into the air,"

said Lt John J. Foley But. when our officers arnved, they

didn't know what was going on It could have been a sniper

for all we knew."

Giscard's re-election unsure

PARIS lAP/ - President Valery Giscard d'Estaing, once

considered a virtual shoo m for re election in 1981 , is coming

under increasingly sharp attack as France plunges deeper m
to latKM unrest, unemployment and energy worries.

While d'Estaing visited Mexico lest week, his leftist op

ponents joined forces with conservative Gaullists m his ov/n

center right coalition to demar>d a special Natiorial Assembly

•easion to deal with growmg violence in France's si«-month

otd steel <^iaia.

Organized \abot is fighting the government's plan to

moderni/e the aUing French steel industry because it wUI

mean the layoff of an estimated 36.000 workers in the next

two years.

Accordir>g to a poll pul^ished Saturday in the weekly

magazine of the newspaper Le Figaro, the S3 year-o«d d'Es

tair>g ckiw commands tf>e confidetKe of or\ly SI percent of

Ns countrymen, a drop of six points in a month and 11

points siTKe Jan. 1
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Carter's talks fail to break

Impasse In peace negotiations

iColleaian a

By BARPY SCHWeiD
As^iuciated Press

WASHINGTON - Preai€tont Carter acknowledged y«ter

day that his extmsive talks with teraeii Prime Ministw

N^iacfwm Begin had failed to break the impMse in MideaM
peace rwgotiatior^.

Begin, meanwhile, called on the United States to "talk to

\t^ Egyptians, " He vowed, again, that Israel would not sign

"a sham document
"

I do not adopt the theory of now or never', ' Begin said

on a nationally televised interview program "We shall have

to negotiate again, and I don't see any trag^y m it
"

Ultimat^y, he said, there would be pea<» vi the Middle

East

Begin made his comnMnts on the ABC tatevision progrwn

"Issues and Answers."
Carter volunteered his bleak atteswnent in a Bible cta«| at

the First Baptst Church, severtf blocks north of the White

House
We did not make any progress," fw saW flatly and without

elaboration

1 he pr^ident returned to the White House Uom church in

a rr^torcade. After stopping briefly in the Rose Garden to

examine the shrubbery, he went directly to the Oval Office.

The president told rep<yt«s he expected to meet with

Begin later m the day. . ^ ^ •

Carter's meeting Saturday night wHh Begin was tha wwidwi

a series of futile efforts to persuade tha Israeli leader «> «op
his opposition to key Egyptian demands.

But Begin said the stipulations, wfwch President AnwMW

Sadat wants attached to the treaty text approval by both

sides last Novt»mber go to its 'heart arvJ soul

'

Spedfically . Begin insisted on wording that the treaty tatoa

priority over Egypt's nrwlitary ties to other Arab countries.

Sadat wants to retain the nght to assist other Ai^ coun-

tries, under a 1961 security pact, rt they act m seH defenaa

against Israel. ^^

Begin said this would mean that the ttaaty could ba bleach-

ed Ifom time to time. ,,, .

I do not belong to those who cynically aay a paaca twety

IS a piece of paper, he said.
_,, rt,.. «^.w

The prime minister »so cntic«ed a proposal that would

state the treaty betv een Egypt and taraal ahould be part of a

comprehensive Mident settlement
This, he said, would make the peace t^tween the two

countries dependent on Syria and Jordan joining the
negotiations, wmch they have refused so far to do.
The Egyptian Israeli treaty, he saM, \MHild be "hanging on

a thread."

Begin said Im was concwnad about the coufM of negotia-
tions.

But. he said, "we must care for our p<^9ulation. We tmm
be sure this peace treaty is not for a taw months, or a few
years, but for generations to come "

Israali Prime Minister Menacham Bagin and PfMl-
dent Carter pause for a moment aa Bagin leaves tha
White House Sunday mhim talks with Carter.

'*"

Laserphoto) *
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OPEC head wants oil sales

tied to Palestinian settlement
Associated Ptes*
ABU DHABI, Urntad
Arab Cmitates —The
head of the OPEC oil

cartel said yesterday tfMt

future oil sales to con-
sumer nations sfuxild de-

pend on whether they
help bring about a

Mideast settlement
favorable to the Palesti-

niarvs

Mana Saeed al Otaiba,

current president of the
Organitation of
Petroleum Exporting
Countries, brandished
the Arab "oil weapon" in

another way as well,

\
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threatening •
"blacklisting" of foreign

oil companies that have
raised prices sharply

because of market
disruptions caused by
tfie Iranian oil shutdown.
Meanwhile, the OPEC

countries' own price

boosts continued. Libya
announced it is raising

its prices an additional 3

percent, on top of a 5
percent hike tenposad

iust two weeks ago.
"Countries that expect

us to maintain our sup-

plies of petroleum
sftould help us to arrive

at a rightful solution to

the Palestine situation,
"

Otaiba told the opening
session of an Arab
Energy Conferer>ce here.

Such a solution would
include the "liberation of

the Palestinian people
and the freedom of

Jerusalem,", he said.

Otaiba is oil minister of

this Persian Gulf nation.

The OPEC presidency
rotates every six months.
The Arabs want an in

dependent Palestinian

state in territories now
occupied by Israel and
want an end to Israeli

control of Jerusalem.
In late 1973 Ar^ states,

angered over American
support of Israel in the

1973 Mideast War. cut o«
Oil shipments to the

United States briefly,

sending supplies plung
ing ar>d prices soaring.

Major American oil com-

panies reported profits

for the last quarter of

1973 up as much as 70
percent over the same
period a year earlier.

Otaiba said the sharp
reduction in Iran's oil

output, caused by anti-

government strikes, and
severe winter weather in

North America and
Western Europe have
combined to stretch oil

supplies thin.

"Most of the major
petroleum companies
have abused the current

market situation" by

sharply raising prices, he

said. He claimed some
companies had tried to

boost prices by 80 per

cent for nrftrted products

sold to the United Arab
Emirates, but the U.A.E.

refused to pay the higher

cost.

Oil-producing nations

say some producers are

Mlling oil on the short-

term, or 'spot " market
for about $20 a 42-gaHon

barrel The basic OPEC
pnce is$13.3S.

Some OPEC members
have begun adding their

own surcharge to the

base price, claiming rt is

unfair for the companies
to cash in on reported
shortages while the

OPEC countries stick by
their previous prices.

Otaiba told reporters he
would propose at a

scheduled OPEC
meeting in Geneva,
Switzerland, on March
26 that the cartel

"blacklist " companies
capitalizing on supply
problems to make ex-

cessive profits. Kuwait's oil

minister. Ah Khalifa al-

Sabah. added that the

companies also should be
fair in distributing

. ______
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WANT TO MAKE MONEY? |
If you have had any experience as a

jj

commissioned salesperson, i.e. where X
you were paid a percentage of your S

sales. Contact the Collegian Business
^

Dept. at 545-3500, or come in with a list X
of your credentials and references. This <;t

is a unique opportunity to make money ^
as well as gaining sales experience. 2t
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You have something to

share with the people of the

rural South and Appalachia

— yourself. Find out how

you can help, as a Catholic

Brother. Sister, or Priest.

Your request will be treated

confidentially.
~

I'd like information about

opportunities with the

I Glenmary Missioners and

the free poster.

I'd like a free copy of the

I

poster only.

Glenmary Missionart

Room 22a Box 46404

Cincinnati, Ohio 45246

P^4 Name.
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28 taken into custody

Police report

'busy weekend'
By CAROL POSENBCPG
CoMegian Staff

UMass police yesterday reported 28
persons were taken into protective custody
or arreted this weeked for crimes ranging

from disorderly conduct arKi driving under

the influence to Uvc^iies.

Of the 28 persons. 17 were taken into

protective custody - a rwn-a'rest violation in

which a person may be detained in jail up to

12 hours and then released.

UMass Sargeant Richard S. Grader

d^cribed the weekend as very busy" and

said it was indicative of the semester.

"It's not just kids raising hell. " Grader said

adding crimes this semester have been very

violent in nature.

Of the 1 1 arrests this weekend, three were
UMass students. Six non -students from
Canton. South of Boston, and three persons
from Dorchester, a section of Boston, wera
arrested.

PoUce are also investigating two small tires

which occurred this weekend in Lewis
dormitory in the Northeast residential area.

The fires which started from "suspicious

origins. " according to police, involved
lampshades set ablaze on both Staurday aruj

Sunday night Saturday's fire also included

the torching of a bulletin board.

Police are also continuir^ an investigation

into the rape of a UMass women in Lot 44 of

the Sylvan residential area. Police are

r>}leasing no further information on the rape,

which occurred Thursday between six and
seven p.m.. investigating Sgt. Grader said

DA prefers to raise

drinking age to 19
By DEBRA RO TH SANTA
Collegian Staff

Three months into office. District

Attof^ney Tom Simons says he likes his new
jcbalot.

After eight years as a State Represen-

tative, Simons prefers the less hectic life of

a D.A. Busy legislators, he said, "often

wind up sacrificing quality for quantity."

In a recent intdrview, the Franklin-

Hampshire county DA. spoke about issues

ranging from the drinking age proposal to

the controversial Seta Rampersad case.

Simons said he would prefer the drinking

age being raised to 19 across the board.

In prosecuting drinking related offenses,

Simons said he considers bars and package

stores responsible for sale to minors;

driving under the influence a serious crime;

the breathalizer test reliable; and drinking

probably related to juvenile crimes.

But no matter what happens in the

legislature, he said. "We will prosecute

whatever thp law is."

But in the Seta Rampersad case, Simons

said the law was not broken.

Rampersad, a UMass student, was
found dead m a room at the Motel 6 in

South Deerfield last September 13 She

had three companions with her who waited

about 10 hours before calling an ambulance

after she had an apparent seizure. Medical

tests revealed that she died of respiratory

failure. However the cause of that con-

dition remains undetermined.

Judge Allan McGuade, -who presided

over an inquest into the case, concluded

there was no foul play involved in Ram-

persad's death Many people were

dissatisfied with the results of the inquest.

One complainant was that Rampersad's

companions should have been charged

with negligent homicide.

Simons did not agree. "I think the key is

that the cause of the death was unknown,"

Simons said, explaining why even if Xbe

parties involved caused her death, it would
be difficult to prove.

"I reviewed the report and ttw transcript

and I concurred ttwt the judge's conclu-

sions about the cause of death being

unknown were correct. I therefore conclud

ed that it was not appropriate to proscecute

anyor>e," he said.

When shown a Nummo News editorial

condemning the judge's decision, Simon's

said, "Certainly each person is entitled to

draw their own conclusions. I respect peo-

ple's opinions. I think that's all I should

say."
Sirrwns ateo preferred rwjt to discuss the

legalization of marijuana.

But, he said, "as a legislator I favored

treating it a linle bit different. Let's say on

the first offense we treat it like a traffic

ticket. It would reduce the amount of court

time that is tieing taken up on simple

possession charges. Very often the first of-

fense ends up being probation anyway."

Simons avoided a specific answer when
asked if he considers marijuana charges

serious. He said that all lawbreaking will be

prosecuted.
"In terms of the numbers of cases that

we see, " he said, "the most serious case,

unfortunately, on a fairly frequent basis, is

rape."

When asked what he could do to ease

the stigma of rape so women would riot

hesitate to report it, Simons said, "I think

we can prosecute vigorously and swiftly.

We can prosecute with an eye towards

treating the victim with sensitivity."

Simons said there is a victim assistance

program connected to his office which pro-

vides counseling and support, He also

pointed out that he has three women at

torneys on his staff. One of the six assistant

district attorneys is a woman.

Virginia Yang is shown hara instructing Andrew Hermann on hto flf»tMy at tfia

Amherst Chinaaa school. (Staff photo by Nat Zartman)

Amherst's Chinese school

teaches Asian culture
ByNATZARTI^AN
Collegian Staff

The class room was busy with activity.

Small girls diligently brushed out lines and

dots to create Chinese characters while

small boys quickly ran outside for a brief

rBCGSS

.

The teacher, who is also a parent of two

of the students, said the first class of the

year is always a bit hectic.

This was the setting at the start of the

third year of the Amherst Chinese school.

Mrs. Chi wen Su has been teaching at

the school since it began. With the budget

cuts in the public school system. Mandarin

Chinese and other Asian languages are not

offered. "The Asian families got together

to attempt to create the school," said Su.

The parents wanted their children to retain

heritage and language. So, through the

Amherst Continuing Education Department

they were able to get two classrooms on

Saturdays.

"At first the children didn't want to spend

their Saturday mornings at school," said

Su "But after a while they started to enjoy

spending time learning and painting the

Chinese characters."

Su, a strict teacher, gives grades and

homework to her students, even though

th^ never receive credit for them trom tne

public schools.

Two classes are conducted. One for

children ages five to seven and the other for

students ages eight to twelve. There are

twenty one students in all.

Su tries to incorporate other things

beside grammar and the characters into her

Some older students were interested in

astronomy and made up a solar system and

wrote the Chinese names for the planets.

Also, children from the Chinese school

will parade the Dragon they made for the

Chinese New Year, and will perform

Taiwanese a folklore dance for Ethnic

week, at the Hampshire Mall, this Saturday

atoneoclock.
Su is a native of northern China and lived

in Peking until she was ten years old, when

her family moved to Taiwan. She later at

tended Rutgers University.

Su is now a math professor at UMass.

'Most Asian people in the comrnunity

came over as students, " she said. "They

decided to stay because the States offered

more opportunities to further their educa

tion." Most of Su's students are children of

professors teaching at UMass and other

colleges in the Valley .

the cause of the death was unknown, uiau.v-ianw ^t ^ ^ ^^

Whitfordback; investigation continues^ ^ • • » * ^^ ^^ "^ ^ ^ Tir . . ^ ,. „ ,„«tiwo lA/aQ to aet rid "The dorm had always bee
..,i-:^_.j ^^.A Kfl Hr^ocnt know who " t's obvious the motive was TO gei riQ mcuv^ ..'_. »

By DOROTHY A. CLARK and
CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Former Pierpont residence head Thomas

K. Whitford returned to campus over a

week ago as a staff member of Orchard Hill

and Central residential areas, marking his

desire to continue the job he was hired for

-working with students.

An alignment still exists in Pierpont,

however. The "Tom-supporters " and anti-

Tom factions are still subtly present.

And the investigation continues.

UMass police state they have "strong

leads," no suspects and made no arrests in

the more than month-long investigation in-

to an attempted homicide by arson on

Whitford's life in which his Pierpont

apartment -door was torched after an

unknowrt assailant or assailants discon-

nected the circuit breaker attached to Whit-

ford's smoke detector. ^ , . t
Acting Director of Security Gerald I.

O'Neil last week said he considers arson

one of the most difficult crimes to solve;

and most difficult to prosecute.

"A very small number of people are

caught for that sort of crime," he said last

week pointing to the number of unsolved

arsons in New York City.

Whitford said he doesn't know who

wanted him dead, but thought when he

returned for the second semester, (after the

first arson-attack) he'd be working under

better conditions in the dormitory.

As for who set the fire, Whitford said he

would not speculate. "Someone wanted

me out of Pierpont," he said.

Whitford also said he doesn t have

"ideas of exact suspects," adding ''I was

enforcing rules and regulations" -including

the removal of students from the dor-

mitories who didn't belong.

"I've thrown out a lot of high school

students who came to parties," he said.

Whitford would make no comment on

the internal problems in Pierpont, but said

he was "satisfied with the conditions I was

working under" when he returned for the

second semester. "Not many people would

have stayed with the job if they thought

those things would happen."

He is not concerned about the safety fac-

tor -"No one knows where I'm living,
'_
he

said adding "I'm confident in Phil (Sgt.

Philip J. Cavanaugh, investigating officer)

there'll be an arrest," he said,

Some Pierpont residents say they feel

their lives are not in danger as residents ot

the dorm, but also say they feel an element

of danger still exists for Whitford.

"It's obvious the motive was to get rid

of Tom, " said Pierpont freshman Edie

Levin. "Now that he's gone, the dorm's

been quiet. I still think he's in danger.'

Levin also said she believes the attack lodg-

ed against the former head of residence

was perpetrated by a non- Pierpont resi-

dent. ^ ,

Many of the residents say they have no

clues to help police conclude the investiga-

tion, and said they could only speculate as

to why an attempt was made on Whitford's

life What they do know, however, is that

some Pierpont residents like him, and clear-

ly some did not, which may explain a series

of small-scale attacks launched on Whit-

ford throughout last semester.

"There were definitely people here that

didn't like him," said freshman Jodi Taub-

man "but most of them have left the dorm.

Tom' came in and tried to enforce University

regulations, but some people didn't want

this to be just any old dorm." Taubman said

she believes Whitford's life is still in danger,

A few Pierpont residents said the assign-

ment of Whitford to this dorm was "a big

administrative mistake" because Whitford

was "different."

A rift was created in the dorm shortly

after Whitford became head of residence

last fall, according to juriior Lynsey

Rzeszut.

"The dorm had always been a quiet place

where people questioned things, people

were independent thinkers. Tom came in

and wanted to get the dorm running

again."

"We lolder Pierpont residents! had a

power figure when we hadn't had one

before." She said this created hostilities in

the form of pro- and con- Whitford camps.

"He [Whitford! should have been some

place that was ready to accept this sort of

power figure. Change has to occur over a

period of time," Rzeszut said. "This change

was too abrupt."

Taubman said "I can sympathize with the

feelings of the old Pierponters," "but I

can't sympathize with someone trying to

kill him. They should have found a more

mature way of working out their

problems."
Some of the residents say a greater sense

of community has developed in the dorm as

the result of the attack on Whitford's life, a

type of "mixed blessing," as one second

semester freshman termed it. Others claim

there is more freedom in the dorm to live

their lives the way they choose.

"There's a difference since Tom's been

here." said freshman Nicholas

Lesniicowski. "This semester's been quieter

and it's all because of him."
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SmjI Chafwi, formar UMass director of

public M^V. "O^ ch'ef of university polic«

at Hafvard Univ«rsity, hred unrversity

poNM oMcsr flMiard 0. O'Cofmor aftor

O'CofMior iMa anaiMd by Cambric^ poiiea

for Ml^ng artidM from a studwit's car in

O'Oinnoi wm convtclMl of larcany Fab.

21 m tfia 3rd Ostrif^ Court of MidcNaaax

County, tf^ Harvard Crtmsort r^xMtad.

O'ConrKjr wat fired in December
South Africa

Harvard'The Southern Afnca Sohdanty

Ci^mmee hat chaHef>ged Harvard Pre«dent

Oerek Bok to a debate owar that ur^iversity's

holdirtgs in corporatioot operating in

apartheid South Afnca and ttie ErHI«<f«8rd

library, buitt with donation* fron* a South

African mine owner, according to the

Harvard Crimson
And trustees at Michigan State

University on £mt Lansing, Michigan voted

to divest the school of st<K;ks in corporatiorw

operating in aparthed South Africa. But

divestiture is being delayed until the

university and its investment counters can

*?r^^ rrr^
.. t ...

;*v^ »

a^a« on toMtty pro<»durM, accordir^ H>

Th» State News. MSU's campus new^>aper.
The State News alto printed a tetter from

Tanzania's US An4>anador, Paul Bomani
to tl^ MSU Pr^idant congratulating the

university on it* decision to divest The tetter

says, in part, "Plaaae aHow me the liberty to

convey . . . Mir sincere appreciation and

sufKKjrt for tfie appropriaM and courageous
stand you and your collaaoM*s have taken in

opposing ttie unhealthy corporate support of

South Africa's inhuman policy of apwthMd."

Athletic faculty

A iow m«nbar Student Athletic Can^r
Committee ha* been formed at the

University of Connacticut in Storrs to

work toward the passage of a bill in the state

legi^ature appropnating $600,000 to build

UCwin a new fieM house, the Connectteut

Da/fv Campus reported

The committee hopes to gatfiM more tfwn

8.000 signatures to present at a public

hearing at the Cwtnecticut State House.

Student Trustee
A tNN in the Maine legislature set aside a

Mmmmm

studwft seat on tiM UnivarsHy of Mateia
Board of Trustees has met with tess than
enthusiastic response from both studmts
and administrators. The Maine Campus
reported.

Students fear a student trustee could lead

to the loss of four committee positions now
held by students. Jha head of tfie board
wants to knofw how to determine whch
campus the student wiH come from. arKl if a
student seat could lead to a demand for a

faculty seat.

FratarnMas
The Board of Trustees at Oartmou^

College in Hanover, N.H, postponed a
decision on the "Epperson Proposal" calling

for an abolition of all campus fraternities and
unanimously praised the Intra Fraternity

Council for its attempt* to deal with
probtenw of rowdir^se and dominance of

social life at the college. The Dartmouth
reponed.

Racism
Dartmouth- ISO students gathered to

protest college policies, black studies and
minorities admissions, as well as investments

inS<HithAfriM.
According to The Dartmouth, the rallywm

inspired in part by the dismantling of an anti*

apartheid snow sculpture by the Building
and Grounds department, which had been
constructed by the Afro American Society,

organizers of the protest along with the AlpN
Phi Alpha fraternity.

And about 60 Black students at tha
University of Connacticut ralited against

racism at UConn demanded student
control of the Atro-American Cultural
Center, the Connacticut Dai/y Campus
reported The rally was organized by Bladt
Students for Progressive Thought.

NH Drinking aga
Over 200 students, most from the

University of New Hampshire. Colby
Sawyer College and H9w England
College, t^tifted and picketed at the New
Hampshire State House in Concord against

proposed raises in the drinking age to eithw

19 or 21, according to reports in The New
Hampshire and The Dartmouth. It was
predicted that if the age was raised at all, it"

would go no higher than 19.

^km M^n

Amherstgasstations

dosedon Sunday
The yabolme pumps were locked

yesterday at four Amherst gasoline stations

where shrinking supplies have brought on

Sunday closings

Bill s Afco Service Center and Amherst

Service Center Shell. t>oth on Collnye St;

East Amherst Tenaco on Belchertown Rd

and R«n s Mobile Service in Amherst

Center were closed yesterday and will

remain closed lor an unspecified time

Approvalexpected

on drinking bill

The State House of Representatives and

the Senate are expected today to approve a

compromise bill making the minimum
drinking age 20 years old

The bill, which was approved by a |Oint

House Senate conference committee last

Thursday, could be on Gov. Edward J

King's desk tomorrow
A staff member on the lOint conference

committee said that the governor has agreed

to sign the bill

It the bill IS approved by the legislature

today and signed by the governor tomorrow,

the new drinking age will take effect on Apnl

1

Police arrest

rape suspect
Amherst police last night confirmed they

have arrested a suspect in the rape o* a 21

year old UMass student two weeks ago

Tbe victim had given descriptions of two

white mains to the police One of two

suspects was arrested by police over the

wwekond

UMprogram member

sentenced forrape
Floyzell Hall. Jr . former member of the

Umass advocate program, was sentenced

to 12 to 15 years imprisonment m Hamp
shire County Superior Court Friday.

Hall, who pleaded quilty to charges of

rape, kidnapping and armed robbery earlier

this month, was a member of the now
defunct UMass program for the rehabilita

tion of juvenile delinquents.

Hall IS the first of two advocate program

members to be sentenced on rape charges.

Kenneth L Mclntyre, 18. will be sentenced

on March 16 Mclntyre pleaded guilty to

charges of rape, and assault and battery

with a deadly weapon last month.

Students diets explored

during 'Nutrition Weeic'

By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

Can you pass a food fallacy questionnaire'

Do you know how to combine the right

foods with the^nght exercise so you do not

gam weight?
In order to aid students m these areas this

week the UMass Student Dietetic Associa-

tion and the UMass Food Services has plan

ned their first program for the seventh an

nual National Nutrition Week, which begins

*o^3y.
Various questionnaires and pamphlets

describing US dietary goals will be

available m the dining commons. The

"nutriscope." one of the materials offered,

asks for a detailed account of everything a

student eats in one dav

Food Services Dietician Lorrain Allan said

if students are missing a particular food

group the nutnscope will identify this The

questionnaires will be analyzed by the SDA
and Food Sen/ices Dieticians and returned to

students so they can correct their deficien

cys, Allan said.

Mane Cappadona, Assistant Director of

Food Services Administration said "The

questionnaire will give the dieticians a feel

for what students do know about nutrition"

Cappadona said the problem with most

materials on nutrition is that so much is

geared toward the grammar school and high

school level, In order to provide other col

leges with competent nutrition resources,

Cappadona developed a National Committee

of Nutrition Information, and is attempting

to form a National Association of College

and University Food Services.

The materials provided this week are an ex

tension of the table materials, and a food

ecology Newsletter provided at the dmmg
commons throughout the semester. Cap

padona said

The smaller portions program which Cap

padona implemented after observing a

similiar program at Yale is another of the

food services' attempt at increasing students

nutrition awareness.

"We really use student input." Cappadona

said Every other year a menu preference

survey is taken, and the information

gathered is considered while planning the

followinq year's menu, she explained.

Cappadona feels these programs do reach

the students She said "it is important that

students know they have a credible reliable

source to consult for nutrition information "

Cooley Dickinson Hospital, along with

other area hospitals, is also planning a week

long program for National Nutntion Week.

Food Services Director John Moak said a

special menu is planned each day emphasiz

ing one of the four food goups "

Along with cafeteria handouts, Moak said a

folder will accompany each patient's tray ex

plaining a different aspect of nutrition.

UMass Food Services has other future

program plans Cappadona said she would

like to attempt a lest panel of students to

periodically taste test new foods a plan

which has not worked well in the past She

said "It IS often difficult to get consistent stu

dent input."

Pete Seegar in concart at tha Fine Arts Center Saturday. tStaff photo by Paul

Price)

Pete Seegerperforms

"music forpeople"atFAC
ByJIMMORAN
Collegian Staff

Folksinger and political activist Pete

Seeger played to a sold out performance

at the Fine Arts Center, Saturday night.

The concert was a benefit for the

UMass Bnai B'rith Hillel Foundation but

Its audience reflected the generations of

people who Pete Seeger's music has

reached.

Unlike rock or big band concerts,

where the audience is more or less

centered around the same age group, a

Pete Seeger concert brings in people

ranging from the toddler stage to Social

Security recipients. This is because his

songs are people oriented, whether they

are fun children's songs, senous ballads

from the labor movement e-a, or more

modern political statements about the

environment, injustice or war. Seeger

shares his music and wants people to

grab onto it.

The Saturday concert was no shocker.

It was a standard Pete Seeger concert.

This means the usual assortment of

middle class kids who dress in shabby

clothes pretending they are farmers, to

the upper middle class ladies m furs and

lewelry coming off their pedestals to

show, emp.ithv for the working peopte

that Pete sany nbout

There were also many truly committed

individuals, looking for same moral

guidance or |ust to sing along with Pete.

His set included such classics as Boll

Weevil " "Will the Circle Be Unbroken^

•Amazing Grace," two songs by Malvina

Reynolds "God Bless the Grass, and

' X

"Little Boxes." the Ukrainian ballad

which he translated and was later done as

a rock song by the Byrds- "Turn, Turn,

Turn."

Also, his sister's "I Want to Be an

Engineer," "Wimoweh," "Guan
tanamera," "Garbage," as well as some

truly moving Indian love songs done on

the recorder, including a stirring poem

song by Victor Jara, the Chilean

revolutionary.

Seeger's encore was particularly ap
propriate for UMass — '"Poisoning the

Students" Minds."" This song is from the

1950's, when he was blacklisted by Sen.

More fine arts, page 17

Joseph McCarthy, and the YMCA in

Philadelphia wrote some verses about

teacher's "poisoning the students

minds " But the joke was, the "students

have no minds." so they can't be

poisoned, Seeger said

Seeger is an artist whose activities,

musically and politically, have tran-

scended the labor, civil rights, anti war

and environmental movements from the

Depression through the 50's and 60's to

the present. It is a shame that his music

doesn't get the popular recognition it

deserves, since he does "music tor

people".
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Docked worker

files for pay
BvLEEBURNeTT
CuOtgtan Staff

Physical Plant managament is docking the pay of em
ployees who leave work early, in an effort to enforce the

etght hour wvorkday AikI an Metrician h« filed a grievance

Claiming such actHMi derives him of acG^ to tbt UMass
bus system.

Edmund J Ryan, chief project engineer for tha Physical

Plant did not say how many employees are involved tn this

disciplinary action, only that it m a "ger^ral pr(A^9m"
We think it has gorw far enough," he said.

Electrician Norman A. Kessler said he lc»t over an hour's

pay last w^ek for leaving work three minutes before the 4 00

p m. quitting twne each day. He said traffic conditions are

Mich that if ha do«m't catch tf^ 4 06 Belchertown Road
bus, rt is almost 5 00 p m. before he ^s home.

"I don't tNnk it is unreMonable. " he sakl.

KMalar MMd ha has bsan Isaving durirn) the 10-minuts

wMhup p«riod at the end of the day since bus service was
expandsd in 1973 and has rtevw been questioned m the past.

Ha also said he comw to work 15 minutes early and fulfilto

the contract required 40 hours each week
Kessler's b(^, ^ectncal foreman Clint Jarvis said, "We're

tightening up when fellas leave."

Can you imagine wf^ it vMHild be Hka if everyone in ttM

Physic^ Plant left early?
"

A heartng is schedu^l within two weeks.

flQUflVmiE

^M^^=^r^ Monday
and

TuMday

and Beer Nite
Ordar any piiza ax-
capt plain and gat a
fMtchar of baar or

Cokafraa.
mm.'fH. 4:1*-1 1 SM. i tun.1Mt MMtK

/^ WANT INSTANT

RESP0NSIBIUTY7

£2iJ£giaa

Bamg rn^il* Miunch officar n llw Ar R>rG« « on ow^omt rwpwi

iibiiity am rt s on MCihng |C* wfltti toodantup oppo»^n<v from fit

*iOfd go
Air fo«c» 90IC con Mtp »ou prww« lO' ttiS exciting fi*d by Qfani

no N»o mi«e Of tom^aoi schoH>«f»ip» Tnese *titt pov »oi luition

Ciooks onO (Ob IM». o«X> 9i¥« you 1100 monm lor some ot yoyr omm
coi'ege nsMnam

Then ii you con quohly for Ifw mia^» MO you con iMKk on on od

<onred degiM mrough sp«CK>l oro<iu<M •duc<Nion progiwra oiu> Nm
Air (^01 c« wdi '^p «iin ">• a(pa<»M

It you ra m« lypa wfw s loownfl loi on MCrtwg tu*j«» o Muft rt com
rnitnieni ond pode loo* mto tus ons $•• rf you quoiify to b« on An

Nxcf m^tt tam^ oMe« ana MDp pmotti^^ »«• tiotKKont mot

nova moda o«^ eMMy flNtf
$ai Ma daioM flQM owey fyou «IM glad you <M

CALL 5-2437

JROTC
Coiawoy lo o grao* MOy ol Itfa.

for the
dlscrtmlnatlng.

31 Pleasant St.

Amherst
253 3986

GRACE
EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
(Anglican)

On The Town
Common

Amherst, MA
256-6754

Weekdays: 8 Tues ,

11:30 Wed., 5:15 Fri

Sundays: 8, 10, 12

&7:30
The Rev. James H.

Clark

I
The Rev. Christopher

Chornyak

I The Rev. Leslie FairfiekJ|

1 The Rt. Rev. George L
Cadigan

[SERVICES AT
THE ARK
758 No Pleasant St.

Sundays: 6 p m
(supper followirtgl

I
The Rev. Ian

Montgomery
1540-5929

Just Shake it

and Let it Fall Into Place.

The Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our metftod of cutting your
hair in harmony with the way it grows so it never
loses Its shape

AfxJ because your hair falls naturally into place,

all you have to do is shake it

At Command Performarx^, we shampoo, prect-

ston cut ar>d btow dry your hair for just $14.00
whether you're aguy or a giM And fK) appointments
are aver r>ecessary.

Permanent waves, cokyhog, froaliog and condi-

tioning, we do it all. Ixjt we reiMy ihine with the

precision haircut, and so will you.

rv^A^^

Commaiid IVrffonnaifee
<on

»

»\i -i-^r
'

* ' » 't^f'»\'io>v

Hampshire Mali, next to K-Mart
Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

'HAHJEE'STLACE
AFFORDABLY UNIQUE

Enjoy Persian Food At It's Best

Delicately spiced just right to entice the

discriminating palate. Choose from lamb,

chicken, seafood, and vegetarian dishes,

crepes, exotic cocktails and homemade
deserts. . ^ |
Midway between N'hampton-Amherst, Rte. 9 CQA Q7Q7
Sun. Thurs 4-10 p.m., Fri. & Sat, 4 11:30 p.m UO*t-^/^/^

STEP UP TO
EXCELLENCE
IN PROGRAM-
MABILITY.
STEP UP TO
HEWLETT-
PACKARD.
Whether you're just starting out. or

well into advanced programming, a

step up to proven Hewlett-Packard

progTMnmability is the logical

choice.

Hewlett-Packard pioneered the

world's first handheld

programmable calculat(xs. Since

then, HP quality, performance and

ease-of-use have continued to set

the standard of excellence. If you

demand excellence from yourself,

you deserve an HP programmable.

AN HP
PROGRAMMABLE FOR
EVERY NEED.
From basic science to advanced
fmance. HP has a programmable
for you:

HP*33C Scientific

HP«38E Advanced Financial

HP«29C Advenced Progremmable
with progremmable memory

HP«19C Advenced Printing

Programmable with
continuous memory

HP«67 Fully Programmable
HP*97 Fully Programmable with

printing

M tl U

»* i* •»

1 1 «•

Thinking programmable? Then think

Hewlett-Packard. Buy any HP program-

mable between March 1 and April 30.

1979. and receive a coupon redeem-

able for up to $85* of software free.

$ie* SOFTWARE FREE. Buy an

HP-33E Scientific or HP-38E Advanced

Financial Programmable and take your

pick of any tvyo Application Books.

$30* SOFTWARE FREE. Get an

HP-29C Advanced Programmable or

HP-19C Advanced Printing Program-

mable -both with Continuous Memory

—and take your pick of any four

Solutions Books.

$85* SOFTWARE FREE. Purchase an

HP-67 Fully Programmable or HP-97

Fully Programmable Printing Calcula-

tor-and choose any one prerecorded

Application Pac plus any five Users'

Library Solutions Books.

Plus! All these calculators at our tow

discount prices

Visa, MasterCharge, American

Express accepted

at the calculator store

the LMIVERSiTY STORE

Editorial/Opinion

Grisly

politics

It would seem that, in their grief, the next

step of the bereaved parents of the four

teenage women who were killed in the

automobile accident to Wilmington would
be to have the bodies exhumed and have a

state funeral in the Senate chamber.

They have, after all, been taking full ad-

vantage of the bright yellow journalism

spotlight shining on them. They have had
tetters printed in the Globe and Herald, they

have made their appearances in the State

House to lobby for an increase of the legal

drinking age.

Mayt>e the sight of four flag-draped cof-

fins in the Senate would be sufficient to

swing enough votes to raise the age and
give the parents the feeling that their

daughters did not die in vain.

And while the grisly glow of the spotlight

still shines in their direction, they may as
well campaign for the outlawing of the

Volkswagen bugs, because if the girls were
in a station wagon, they would probably

still be alive. It is common knowledge that

VW's and other small cars are death traps.

So the drinking age gets raised and then

more minors die in cars because they wont
be allowed in bars.

One of the parents said that though they

cid not think that raising the drinking age
would prevent teenagers from buying
booie, it would at least keep it out of the

hands of 13 and 14 year olds. Now how
many 13 and 14 year olds are going to be

out driving around, anyways?
And after the bodies have lain in state for

a while, there will be a funeral procession

through the streets of Boston conducted
by the Ancient and Honorable- Artillery

Company.

Jim

Pauiln

The burial site will be procclaimed a state

park by Governor King, who will light an
eternal flame fueled by ethyl alcohol.

King will also declare the date of their

death to be a state holiday.

So now we learn that the drinking age

will rise to 20, a year less than the House

wanted, a year more than what the Senate

wanted. Ed King gains his first major

political victory, although somewhat less

than his campaign promise to raise it to 21.

But 20 is a lot closer to 21 than his 1979

budget proposal is to providing a $500

million dollar property tax roll back.

The Bluewall will be less crowded as of

April Fool's Day, the present effective date

of 20 year old drinking, according to a

survey taken at the door Saturday night.

People 20 years old and over won't be

able to walk down the street in Amherst

without being accosted by people who are

old enough to vote and die in a war but are

not considered mature enough to purchase

alcoholic beverages and must do it by pro-

xy.

But why should Ed King care? It*wasn t

young people that he was spending the

Commonwealth's money on to buy drinks

for when he was throwing parties for

Massport.

Jim Paulin is a Collegian columnist.

, -JL:__«

Bits and Pieces
New York radio personality Barry Farber

as quoted by Daily News columnist William

Reel: "When you and I were young, that

was an expression-— 'uncalled for.' It

meant tasteless, unseemly, vulger, obnox-

ious, out of order, etc. Today, unfortunate-

ly, too many people don't consider whether

something is uncalled for. They only con-

sider whether it's legal or illegal."

When they raise the legal drinking age to

20 I wonder if the Globe or Herald W\\\ run in

full the tearful letter from the parents of the

first kid to die in an automobile in Rhode

Island or New Hampshire who could have

been drinking at his corner pub.
DANGUIDERA

Letters
SW director blasts

racism and sexism

To the Editor:

Various reports and disturbing allega-

tions are circulating of mistreatment or

abuse directed at Third VJorld residents

of Southwest. I do not know what
measure of truth any particular story may
have. There is no doubt, however, that

the cruel and damaging effects of racism

and sexism are being felt by area

residents. Equally clear is our stated com-
mittment as a staff to struggle against

^ such dehumanizing attitudes. Everyone

associated with Southwest must be
vigilant and sensitive in attempting to

reduce or prevent injury done to fellow

residents because of bias or prejudice.

Inhere can be no jusitification for such

behavior. Approval or even silent neglect

uf lacist or sexist conduct undermines the

rights of all persons and violates those

values to which we are committed as a

residential community.

More specifically, I remind students
and staff of a portion of the residency

policies as distributed to all rooms at the

opening uf spring term:

Any harassment or physical assault by

any resident will result in his-her removal

from the residence hall system and,

where appropriate, legal action may be

taken through the courts.

While the term "physical assault" is

cummunly understood, the term "harass-

ment" is taken to include verbal and-or

written invasion-violation of any in-

dividual's rights -be it racial, sexual, or

personal in nature via graffiti, obscene

telephone calls, or whatever means. All

students and staff who live and-or work

in the residence halls deserve this protec-

tion and respect.

Antune having knowledge of harass-

ment or violation of rights is urged to br-

ing such information promptly to the at-

tention of area staff Disciplinary action

will be taken in every case where
documented misconduct warrants

punishment, including removal from the

lesidence hall system. Stand up for your

flights by defending the rights of all per-

sons in Southwest.

Jim Matlack

Southwest Master-Director

The melting pot
By JIMJORDAN

The Five College bus- the one with the

automatic transmission and the sytlishly

subtle roar of a scaled-up Volvo- is the

new age symbol for the social melting pot.

The melting pot is one of the most

revered of all American social fallacies

Most times and places in our history are

characterized by some symbol of the

melting pot and its promise.

Irish, Italian and Eastern European

peasants, pushed off the land in the 19th

and early 20th centuries, groped toward

and believed in the Statue of Liberty.

Other, less impoverished Europeans like

Christian Germans and Scandinavians, em-

braced the railroad, the Conestoga wagon

and the homestead.

Of course, some times and some places

had or have no symbol, that is, no

pretense. Native Americans and Africans

were and are thrown into the fire beneath

the pot to keep it warm and inviting for

others.

Chinese immigrants suffered a cruel

irony of the railroad as symbol. It's said that

they "worked" on the building of the road,

but the word "work " should not be allowed

to descitbu ihe brutality of the task forced

upon them. The rising American capitalist

class of the time all but used their bones

(and some Irish ones) as rails.

Japanese-Americans were victims of a

similar irony. For them the "new deal" was

an extended stay at hastily converted con-

centration camps during WWII. The Tn-

County Fairground in Northampton ser-

viced "democracy" in such a capacity.

Puerto Rican immigrants are daily con-

signed to the South Bronx by the same rul-

ing class that owns their island. They are

denied the Promise because the local

school committee thinks it un American to

translate /' into Spanish.

But what's all that got to do with a

cutesy lead above the Five Cc' jge bus,

one asks. Everything and r ling, the

answer reads.

All of it means nothinp j've swallow

ed whole the uniquely . irani oncept nf

history ft iQ^t night's TV ews biuduuust

That is, if history is interpreted as olden

days and rww, in top new age form.

If you can look at your identity and pre-

sent experience as an organic part of your

past, then these five cent social critiques

can hold some meaning

The Five College bus is a symbol of the

melting pot, in continuum with the others,

exactly t)ecause of the ahistorical assump-

tion that underlie its existence; the com-
monality of the five schools that it con-

nects.

In civics-lesson-perfect form, climbing

up or down (for awhilel the social

superstructure is as simple as climbing up
or down three steps at the front of the bus.

The scene becomes properly New Aga
politic when the bus is offered to the few
Third World students who find their way
onto one of the campuses And lo! we have
been so clo3nsed that we even let them
pick their own seats. *!

The soft-peddled madness of It all

perhaps does not emerge until you're plop-

ped off the bus at Amherst or Smith in pur-

suit of a course. Just listen to the polite,

condescending excuses. Hear the tones of

all that's right and honorable in every finely

modulated syllable of that Amherst pro-

fessor's discourse on the limited number of

seats in (usually) his class on class.

UMass in our class-structured society is to

Amherst and Smith as Roxbury and Dor-

chester are to Wellesley Hills. And you can

make connections at Park street from Rox-

bury to Wellesley just as easy as you can

get the bus at the Campus Center circle.

But you know all that. Just like if you

grew up in Boston you really couldn't have

cared less if Harvard was burned to the

ground in 1971; you really don't care about

the other colleges.

But you also know that that is a protective

mechanism against the system that puts

you out on the bottom. The anger and the

intimidation that our class society has put

into you is masked in the sardonic and sar-

castic jokes we all make about Amherst &
Co.

Meanwhile, the bus, shimmering in

metallic green chic, rolls on, and the

railroads fade in the background.

JIMJORDAN is a Collegian Commentator.
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SAVE ON EVERY SINGLE ITEM

!

Wf Rt DOING Ol/ff Bf Sr W HUP YOU KiiP tOUH COS? Of LIVING DOWN

^^^=% SPECIALS EFFECTIVE: MARCH 5-10

ô̂ WITH COUHM A $7 SO PURCHASE OR MORE

EXCIUOMC OGAIKnES

ARMOURn 5 STAR VERIBEST PORK BAni/ Ciil r
Vi^> UIPI I TRIMMrn PYTRA I PAM Willi VflkiaWELL TRIMMED EXTRA LEAN

RIB

HALF
" '"

LOIN

HALF'""

$
LB

$
LB

1.43

1.53
CENTER CUT$1 7A
P0RKCH0PST.l.f9

ROUND TIP STEAK
USDA
CHOICE 1.99

HUNTS

PRIMA

SALSA M'hOZ 29
C

VALD THRU MARCH II

LMIT QHi AT LOUIS fOOOS

r WITH COUPON ft S7 SO PURCHASC OR MORE

'^iCLUOmC CICAHETTES 54

nLLSaURY FUDGE

BROWNIE

MIX 22V^ 0169
VAIB THRU MARCH 10

IIMT ONt Af luuo *UUOS

r WfTH COUPON A S
' SO PURCHASE 0» MOM

CXCIUOINC CiCARfTTiS

TENDER
TASTY

I *2.09

83°

99°

BREADED VEAL PAniESTrr^'r.. 89°

PORK SAUSAGE ,s?SL ^ 4.39

LEAN GROUND BEEF

ROUND CUBED SnAK ^
BABY BEEF LIVER

PLAIN VEAL PAniES™™
"""°

4 TO THE LB

LB

LB

TOBIN

1ST PRIZE

5 LB PKG
«7.65

WISHBONE

ITAUAN

DRESSING 80Z 29

40

Jf

\^
¥AUO THRU MAICM It

IMMT 0N£ AT lOUIS FOOOS

r WtTH COUPON A S ' SO PURCHASC OR MORE

CICIU(^G CKiARCHES 44

SWEET LIFE

WHITE

BREAD 20 oz

VALID THRU MARCH 10 '

LIMn 0N£ AT LOmS FOOOS

r WITH COUPON « 17 SO PURCHASE OR MORE

EXCLUDING CIGARrnES 18

I

ALUMINUM

REYNOLDS

WRAP 25 R

%^^

VALID THRl* MARCH 10

Ml AT

Dinner ^^^
ExqiBsrte Raitware Fbric

TNs Weeks
Feah*« OMOUMM.AM

33^
4^

AVALABLE AT THE REGISTERS

WIN A WHOLE 4y2 LB

ALASKAN KING CRAB

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY-REGISTER TODAY

AT THE SPECIAL FROZEN FOOO DISPUY CASE

M THE STORE L_

HOT HESPONSieiE fOd TYPOCMPWCAl f""0"S

WE KSEDVE THE MGHT TO LIMT OUMTITCS

LOUIS
FOODS
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Women engineers:

The numbers are growing

By DALE ROMBERG
Collegian Staff

With women comprising only 11 percent

of engineering majors at UMass. there are

several programs to encourage and
"recruit" young women into this tradi

tionally male-dominated field.

School of Engineering Dean Joseph S.

Marcus, who is also the adviser to the

Umass chapter of the Society of Women
Engineers, said the organization started as

a support group for the women. But, as

more females entered engineering, Marcus
said the group's purpose has shifted. "It's

more spreading the word to high schools

now than hand holding," he said.

One way the society communicates to

high school females is through its annual

Career Planning Day, co sponsored by the

engineering school and the University. The

program, scheduled for April 3, will feature

speakers and discussions designed to

familiarize the girls with the different

departments in the school. They encourage
them to choose engineering as a career

because of the advantages of being in high

demand as women in industries which must
comply with affirmative action guidelines,

Marcus said.

"Industry is looking strongly to women
because of equal employment
Opportunity," Marcus said. "Almost any
woman who wants a job can get one." The
dean said job prospects for civil engineering

majors are "mouth-watering."
An example is Stephanie Barry, a senior

civil engineering major. Barry already has a

job lined up for after graduation with Stone
and Webster Company in their structural

department. For the first year-and-a-half

she said she will be training, until she is

assigned as an assistant to a senior

engineer. Her starting salary will exceed

$15,000.

Barry, president of the UMass Student
chapter of the American Society of Civil

Engineers, and vice-president of the Joint

Student Engineer Society, said, "I wasn't
encouraged by my high school guidance
counselor to consider engineering. If you're

good in math or science they tend to push
nursing 0/ education — I went to an all-girls'

high school."
This lack of encouragement by high

school counselors is a major reason why
the university's engineering departments
run such programs as Career Planning Day.
Persons interviewed said, most women
would never consider engineering as an
area of study unless perhaps their fathers

were engineers.
Cheryl Martin, a junior transfer student,

said her college advisor was more informed
about engineering. Martin chose her major,

mechanical engineering, on the advice of

her liberal arts counselor at her previous
school. "I like calculus and science, and my

TURN TO PAGE 12

m^m0immei^^m

International Women's Week
The 1979 nine-day celebration of International

Women's Week at UMass began last Friday and

will continue with concerts, lectures, plays,

workshops and panel discussions until Saturday.

Within the week's theme, "Struggle and Revolu-

tion," are themes for each day on international

issues, Violence, art, culture and health'.

Inside, find:

# Calendarof the week's events. Page 10.

m Women's Week history : It started in New York City.

# Women and their status in the Soviet Union. Pages 12, 13.

# Puerto Rican commission memberat UMu^^ Pag 15.
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A busy schedule ofevents
iColleglQQ 11

MDmv^ b Afwfwon Wertiriwpi: MTER
NATIONAL ISSI^, nm Mwr. QmtM

9 30 PtO»'LE S CHINESE P«0
GMESSIVf ASS^IATKM»i taMMS m Cttf

MMOwm, CC IS

11 00 STRUGGLES OF THE SOUTH
AfRICAN I^OPLL ih*i L«n^. C C %Si

1;M MATIVI AMERICAN SELF
MTEMMMTM3N. C C Ml

t:30
t«4

HAWAII, M«< Ling Rae Chang, C.C

AwMng Ew«nt 8 00 p m WOMEN AR
TISTS FILM SERIES. HAMPSHIRE COt
LEGE Fihm on
Virgmta W(X»N

WtCWESOAV. MARCH 7

Mwrung Woikthc^c 10 00 am lOOpm
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN, Fml b fth
How, Can^M Carnw

1000 RAK AND BATTERV INsMcs and
Cenltadietmiw Imkm* o( rae», cla«i and
wmj^ idMitifvl. HERA (HoMma to End
Ite* a*^ AtotM. ^MtgMd). C C 1M

WOMEN AND THE LAW Lariltan

C«MMdv CaiM. Mary N«M> C C

Afternoon SpaMiw: 4:00 p m "ASPECTS
Of STRUGGLE." An^aa O^MWkM. Wn^
Ha» 1. Smiih Coltoge Andfsa Owwofkin is a
rMtNmaNy known Mniai and tHeor«l
autttor of WOMEN HATING and OUR
•LOGO, (¥« vanoua impacts of vioImim
a^amat wfoman.

Ewwung Event SMITH COLLEGE Saga
HiM 2 - AM Women W«come

IXD p m A damMtawanon of the an oi
Shun Ryu and Vw:hi Ryu Karate Oo In

etudes 9'oup aiKi individual perfoimanca of

Kaia. aaarcwac and apafimg Ptaaeniad by
tlia mamiMfa irf Vaiay Womant MartiM
Am. SffrmgAaW/Nofitiaffnton

NCO COLCWUALISM UtQ CiASS
STRUGGLES IN INDIA. Suman IMm and
Bob Bohm C C 164

Spaotf WwliaKv &00 pm Q»mf
BEISON. Co founder trf Obvw Raconte, w4l

taciiitaie « •vorkahop on Ohvta. tem«niai

buctness issues, ar>d cutreni <s«ues m
Olivia CC 166

Evwur^Evwif 7 30prw Pane* HEPBES
SlON OF POLITICAL STRUGGLES
SUB UM^ A dacymon of various m
lemationai sifugglat. iraAMfcng Ha«iaM

South Ahca. Ana, and Puerto Rico

Panelwte M« Lmg Raa CNna. **»'^

"iiiiiiln TtilutiWTatin 4* VoMg-

TL^soAv, ma^:h

Morntf>a t» Afternoon WorfccfvxM INTER-

NATIONAL ISSUES First Floor Carnpus

Center UMa&s

9 30 Cuba T»venty

Revotution C C 164

Years After lf«e

1

1

00 Puerto Rican lrKlaper>daoce Carmen
Cadvr and Eiiseo Garcia. C C 164

12 30 The Black Woman in WfMe America,
Makka Jones C C 166

2 00 Undocumented Women Wortung in

the United States Martha TappM. C C 166

BOTTLE BABIES Hmy
Hooks Thtfd WorU Prnmm. Pun HonMrd.
CC 166

10 M SsMMnai ABORTION AND
STERILIZATION ABUSE CONTINUED.
HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE, Corporate Abuse
of Thwd Work) Womwi

1100 VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN:
Siiategtes for Commumly Orgv*ir<ng,
HERA, c c va

•*LESBIAN RAPE VICTIMS. Lta

Brook. C C BM

•SELF MFENSE SKILLS, 0«b Cw
W,CC 17S-17B

Sim WAVAW SMe SNmv: ^oduedd by
Woman Agamat VielM«a AgMiai ^Momm,
daais «Mth tfw vioiarM dapic«on ^ womwt
m madM and adven«Mg. C C IBS-IBB

Afternoon Work»rK>pS 1:00-4:00 pm
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOIMEN SMITH
COLLEGE, Saeiya Hail

100 Rights of Rape Vwtima. UMaaa
Counaator/ Advocates, S H RM 15

&wrMng Event HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE,
730 p m Ptogr^uuve Film Series. Mam
Lecture Hall "Spikmi to Spindles," With
Ci^Mn Women," "Inside. Women, Irmde

'

twning Evant: LMtto Fla(^ TlMaira.
"WINDS OF THE PEOPLV* i.y.i.
UMass, BOOp m

THLJRSOAV. MARCH B

Morning Wwkshops 10 a m.-l p.m. ART,
CULTURE AND LIVING OUR LIVES. F««
Flooi Cvnpus Certiaf

10 00 RACISM IN THE VM>IMN'S MOM-
MENT. Susan Markman and Mana Waidar.
C C 169

A WCMANCRAFT
Jwima »iauni. C C 184

^MKSM^.

1-1 00 SOCIALIST
FargMon, C C 166

FEMINISM. Ann

Issues Around
Ban>>aee. S H

330 InatitutKK^aii/ed

Garcia and Bob BoTim.
Rapraaaion,

C C 166

El«eo

Evenirtg Event 7 30 p m Speaker QUEEN
MOTHER MOORE. SUB UMaaa Quean
Motf>er Moore is an 80 year old Bia<A

woman «vho vwas associaMd with Ifte Mar
cus Garvay and Mateolm X movements and
ipMks efoquently of ^»neratiof>s of BlaiA
struggle m this country

2 00 WHOS TO FEAR
Violence in Our Livec,

Rm22
RAPE AND BATTERY Politics ar«d

Contradictions lisauas of race, class and
aamid idaniityl. HERA, S H Rm 10

3 00 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE We Writ Not
Be Beaten. Serena Lune and Laurie Geller.

S H RM 17

VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
Strategies for Community Organizing,
HEfIA, S H Rm IS

Nubuko Miyamoto wUI
appear in a frae corcart

with Banny Yaa on Satur-

day in the Student Union
Ballroom at 8 p.m. Their

music is a mixture of

Asian. Latin, and Afro-

American forms.

FEMINIST THEATRE, Sarah
ANman (Amh«tt FaminiB Rapanory),
C C 171

UNFOLDING OUR POWER
Wom^i's Struggia «yith Craattva Work,
L«a Bu(*. C C 162

HISTORY Of THE VALLEY
WOMEN S MK3VEMENT An Anaiyiia by
Kaymanon, C C 173

.2 00 A DIALOGUE WITH YOUR
MOTHER'S GENERATION Oldai
Womart't Livaa, joartne Park (OwNI

MASSAGE AND MOVEMENT:
Tai^iniquar and Retaaation. Brooke. C C
163

•SELF DEFENSE SKILLS. Mariona
, C C 174^17»

PORNOGRAPHY. Michela Tunli
IBMton WAVAWI, Emily OKkmson HlK
Itai 17

300 Women s Sexual Respor^se A Pre
Orgasmic Workshop. Ann McCoid, Donut
4. Canlw Room

4 00 'S^ O^wtse Skita, Emtfy Dicklnaon
HaM, Rm 17

JUDAISM AND FEMINISM: A
Sertse of BalafM:a, Laura Radovaky,
Johnson Library, 3rd floor SfHMwing vA
Unedited vidtOt^MS shot Airmg the Mtoy
occupation trf C^XLEGIAN (rfftcae «
UMaM

600 WAVAW Skda Show Produced by
Wtomen Agamat Violence Against Woman,
daate WNtfi dapiciion of women m medM
and adyarMng, Oonut 4, CaiHw Room

600 Attttudaa Toward Maternity and
Seiuafety, Jill Law«, Han^>shire Women's
Caniar. Enfiatd HoiMa Ikmrtad to 161

Evening Event SOO p m Little Flags
Theatre, "MARX ON HER MIND ' a iut

Bowkar Auditorium. UMass

FRIDAY. MARCH 9

Morning t/rnd Afternoon Workshops 1000
am 5 00 pm ISSUES IN WOME^ S
HEALTH, FhU rtw Cmt^M Cant*.

10 00 STRESS MANAGEMENT
Woman, Lyrm Kirk i^

"

CC 166

for

il.

Afternoon Workshop HAMPSHIRE COL
LE^, * 30 pm Process and Decision

Making m Women's Organizations ' identi

fv:iig good and bad meeting dyrwimics.

working at cooperatrve process Lad by
Susan Hoke, of moverrtent for a New
Society and CiamsheM non violence tiainer

Afternoon Work^tc^M: 1:00 600 p m
HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE

100 PORTRAITS OF WOMEN OuriiMi
and Each Other, Juhe Happmg and iMtca

Moore. Johrtaon Library 3rd floor kna

**LESBIAN SEXUALITY Appreciating
Ourselves arx) Our Frtandi, Ann McCord.
OwHit 4

2 00 ^OMEN AND VIDEO On Hwfdt In

•truction and Sftowtrtg of Woman's
VidaotapM 12 hrs t NarKy Cofian and Jean
Scovilla. Prascott CI

DES Barttara Estabrook (UMasa
HMlth Servictfs ComiTHinrtv EducaiionI
CC 175

NUTRITION FOR WOMEN, Caren

Werner (UMau HaaHh Sarvtcas. Communi
ty Education), C C

HEALTH CONSUMERISM. Jana
Zapka (iiMaai Health Sannoas. Commuraty
Education). C C

IS BEAUTY HAZARDOUS TO
YOUR HEALTH? Women and the Cosmetic
Industry, Joanna Gravell and Ellen

LaFlache, C C 171

11:00 WORKSHOP ON HEALTH by Ada
MadinaefthaHwpanicHaalihCantar.ee
163

First 'week'was
in NYC in 1857

0© CJC^f^^^m QEIW- OaS(H^^

flw first International Women's Day was
in 1857 A tong line of women garment
workers marched from the Lower East Side
of Manhattan where they lived to the more
affluent sections of New York City. They
demanded higher pay, a twihour work
day, and equality for alt women in work. In
March of 1860, these women fornned a
union. Then in March of 1908, thousands
of women in the needle trade marched
again on the Lower East Side to com
memorate the 1857 march and to proclaim
March 8 as International Women's Day.
These women made some of the same
demands as those who marched sixty-one
years before them: shorter hours, higher
wages, as well as legislatior> against child
labor and for women's suffrage. In 1910,
March 8 was officially proclaimed Interna-
tional Women's Day at an International
Socialist Conference in Denmark.

Since 1910. March 8 has been cel^rated
in VMOUB ways by women in different parts
of the world In 1917, thousands of women
left their homes and their jobs in Moscow
to observe the day, and this started a strike
which sparked the Russian Revolution. In
1936, Dolores Ibaurri 'La Passionaria," led
800,000 Spanish women to demonstrate in

Madrid. In 1954 in Australia, over 200,000
women demonstrated for their rights, while

100,000 women marched in Germany, Mid
Italian women met in small groups all over
their country to discuss their situation. Also
in 1954, women from the National
Assembly of Women gathered in London
and Manchester. England as wdl as in
Glascow. Scotland. And in 1956. 500.000
Indonesian women met to demonstrate for
their rights.

They demanded higher pay

... and equality for all

women in work'

For many years the tradition of Interna-
tional Women's Day was upheld at the
University of Massachusetts. In 1977, It

was extended to a full week of programm-
ing to celebrate the lives and struggles of
women all over the world. This year it was
lengthened still further to nine days, March
2 11, addressing the theme of "Struggle
and Revolution".

TURN TO PAGE 14

#^ • Supplies • Rentals^^^smiih^ww
ISCM Super 12 *

^?jf*
' S«»« ""^

iiow Only $219 Stationery

PIZZA-RAMA
PBBS I>E!LIVERY

Open
Sub.-nmm
11-1

FrL-Sai
11-2 a.

For fast dsUvary tmJl

26e-0115

365 COLLEGE ST. AMHERST.

with purchase of our famous

BU^RlTOS
^i^lth this coupon.

See us at the
Hampshire Mall

LITTLE FLAGS THEATRE...
MftRCH ? STUOfNl UNION BAUROOM • 8 00 PM

WINDS OF THE PEOPLE

r

MARI^ON HER WIND^
MARCH 8 BQIWKER Aun 8 00 PM

A LH( : IJMUMBA SfHCflT

$2 00

"^^^^^ JMfcANSCrNTIR
EACH PfRf

silverscape designs

GIFTS FROM GLASS TO GOLD

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT &
HANDWROUGHT WEDDING RINGS

264 N. Pleasant St . Amherst, Mass. 263-3:^4

SCM
interprise

177
^Mr*f B»Ckspsct
fomt H»ilsp*c:

NEW AND USCO S2S AND UP

COMPACT PORTABLES
with case

S79.00 and up

MfWC* «M IIMft*f a mot9l9

1 YR OUABANTEr
ON PABTS « LABOR

AMHERST
TYPEWRITER SERVICE
274 Pleasant St. 253-5U87

9-5:30. Mon.-Sat.

ABC

A book and cnft shop

Now opem every day BS, except Smnday moon-$

We have everything from used books,
pine furniture, and leather goods to
String art, macrame, and ceramics.

Rt. 116, SanderlsDd center

Ob bat roate—next to car wash

Plumbleys
presents in our Pub •

Every Wednesday is Jazz Night
featuring Jake Epstein & Rob Faulkner Quintet

Ttiursday

March 8

VAST ED VADAS
Certainly one of the most uniquely

colorful characters in the Pioneer Valley!

no cover 9-till

coming in March
Pam Bricker & Rc'rti Butler

ALSO

JoinPlumbley's
Sunday Night Showcase

ANYONE CAN
PLAY

singers, comedians, jugglers
traditional folk & Jazz

NO AUDITIONS
Oil! Ed for info. 253-7646

after noon

30 Boltwood Walk (Main St.)

Amherst
253-9586

ot^iKlNG GRAB
FbrThe

Discriminating
Appetite....

"....WATCHING THE SHOW!

iSUBI
Pamoua P'

jJHI^I!^^^^

PJUBgjB
UIQIQ^^P
HI^V^

33 E. Pleasant St.

Amherst
tin front of Th« Pub)

Jeweler

ST. PATRICK'S
DAY
SUGGESTION:

LEISICDX

l/oilt Coffeft
GLASSES

HAND BLOWN LEAD CRYSTAL

Expert repairing of
jewelry* watches &

clocks

65 NORTH PLEASANT STREET

AMHERST, MASS. 01002

PHONE: AREA 413 • 253-7615
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UMass to the USSR: An international perspective

Sarah Sabean. pictured here and on the cover, umc • video diaplay terminal
to study chemical engineering in the Engineering Cast Building. Women in

engineering used to be a rarity, but many colleges and companies are actively
recruiting women to enter into this lucrative field.

(Staff photo by Geoffrey Cohler)

1^ Women engineers
OOMTINUEO FROM PAGE 9

suggseted mechanical engineeriim
I had an affinity for those subfscts.

I didn't know what I wanted to go m
i was nsrvous about not ha^^ a

I wmi along with that idea."

submitted her msfor to Ac-
mmpi, iwifiiai

ift.shslpisr

Martin says har raaaorw for chanmg

'

bacauas "the mora courses i took and tfw
mam I leinad about w^iat I'd be doirtg ttie

lass I Nkad it. I knew I didn't want to do it

for the fast of my life t really didn't know
what machamcai engineenng was untH I

got into it."

Another program devekxwd to provide

women with both a liberal arts education
and some study m the techmcal fieM of

«igtneerir>g is the Dual Degree Program in

LSMral Arts and Engir^eenng offered by
naarby Smith College in Northampton The
fyomen take liberal arts courses at Smith,

•nd continue a five-year dual bachelor's

degree in the UMass School of Engineer-

ing. The program is designed to give

students an opportunity they ordinarily

would not have, a pamphlet on the pro
gram states.

Along with the advantages of t>eing a
woman in engineering today, there are pro-

blems that accompany the minonty status.

Nancy Hall, one of four fenrvale seniors in

electncal engineering said, "a lot of the

guys have been exposed to a more
technical world Taking apart cars is one
step in the right direction," Chrisine New,
also a senior in electrical engineering, add-

ed that "in labs, the guys will quickly put

#Mngs together because of their mechincal
ability, while I will take longer. That's in

timidating."

Some women questioned had differirig

opinions as to the treatment they received

from men in their classes and their pro

fessors. New said now that she is a senior,

"guys say that I'm going to get the jobs

because I'm a woman. Sometimes I think

they're kidding^ sometimes not."

Another senior electrical engineering ma-
jor, Bart)ara Coutu, said, "some of the guys

had the attitude that a woman's place is mi

the home, but I just avokl ttiam."

Prolaaion usualy give preferential traat-

mant to tfw few woman m their dasaas if

Ihay treat them differendy st al, soma
woman intaiviSMMid said. Caral ViMlsnd, a
iuntor in civl awgioaarinQ. Mid tttat

oklar profasaofi would 'Vd about it.

Stephanie Barry, said, "You never gat leas

reapectful treatment, you nwy gat mora. I

don't mifHl it—migm m well take advan-

tage of it rtow because I \Mon't get it in five

or ten years when the ratio of women to

men won't be so uneven."

Martin, the former mechanical er>ginaer-

ing maiof. said most professors were "very

interested in keeping worr>en in the pro-

gram. They treated me mom fairly grade
wide."
Most persons interviewed saki women

were a bit self conscious in a classroom full

of men. Stewart Carlisle, a junior in

mechinical engineering, said, "they don't

take a prominent position as far as pointed

questions go. They might be pretty self

conscious, which is why the don't speak up
as much — they seem laid-back,"

New said she was afraid to ask ques
tions, thinking she would feel inferior. A
senior in industrial engineering and opera

tions research, Charles Berger, said, "I

don't think they have any complex about it.

All the women engineering majors are

worth hiring — they're all very good."
All of the women agreed engineering is

the hardest in the sophomore year because
most of the course material covers theories.

Barry said, "engineering has a high mortali

ty rate. The sophomore year is all

background, and by the time you're a

senior, you know how to allot your time

better."

Marcus said that for many years, wonnen
comprised only one percent of professional

engineers in the country, but the ratio is ex-

pected to even out due to affirmative action

programs and colleges actively recruiting

women for their engineering programs.

fj^DENIMS
{fmP presents

^ 60% OFF
SALE

on everything in

the store

—come look— *

Next toTHEPUBAmherst

Soviets long-time Women's Day celebrants
Bv SUSAN DICKSWf
Special to thff Collegian

TIm tra<tttkjn of Interr^tional Womwi's
Day is a long stwKiing one in the Sov^
Union.

Although tiM first Women's Day wM
ooTKeived on March 8, 1857 when women
garment workers from the lower oast side

of New YfKk City married to protest their

working corwiitions, there was no obser

vance of the day in Russia until 1913.

The following year on February 23
(March 8 Kcording to the Gregorian calen-

dar I the day was celebrated in flash

meetings around St Petersburg. The
police had given permission for gatherings

and then denied it at the last minute World
War I interfered with any ma|or observance
of International Worr^n's Day in 1915 aruj

1 916 due in part to conscription of men into

the army by 1917. when women comprised
half of the labor force.

In 1917, Moscow «wxn«i's insistence (^
c^jserving Interrtationai Women's Day by

strMtmg, sparked the Russian Revolution.

According to one Runian observer,

Pitirim Sorokin. "If future historians look

for the group that began the Russian
Revolution, let them not create any involv-

ed theory. The Russian Revcriution was
begun by hungry women snd children

demanding bread and herrings They
started by wreckir>g tram cars and kMting

small shops. Only later did they, together
with workmen and politicians, become am-
bitious to wreck that mighty edifice, the
Russian Autocracy.

"

By the I^Os the Zh«iotdel, a posi-
revolutionary committee responsible for

women's liberation in Soviet Russia h^
been formed. Influen<»d by members of

the Zhenotdel, women from eastern Soviet
regions would assemble on March 8 in the
market places and dscarded their veils. The
Zhenotdel remained in areas populated by
non Russian nationalities until the 1950s.

Women's Day in contemporary
USSR

In pr^«nt day Soviet Union International

Womwi's Day is an official day off for

everyone and is consid^ed a salute to all

women. In addition, and most likely

because of its conception in the fervor of
the revolution, it is intended as a holiday of

general cons<^>usne» rawing for men as
well as worT>en.

In schools It is customary tor boys to

either give ferrule teachers and classmates

s gift or to offer best wishes. To return the

compliment, girts will often congratulate

boys on Army and Navy Day,
In the universities male student might

throw a party for the women in their class.

Men usually give the "special women" in

their kves gifts, fk>wers and sometimes

sweets. It is also comrrK>n practice to send
Women's Day postcards.

At work women who have shown par-

ticular adeptness at their job are apt to

receive awards and some are comffiMfided
in the newspaper.

International Women's Day is one of the

main Soviet political holidays. Despite the

personal observances, the day has been
tied to nationalism arul the party, ignoring

any responsibility to the interests of

women.

In his book. The Women's LibenOon
Miivement in Russia, Richard Stites writes.

As early as March 1930 the International

Wonr^n's Day slogan was '100 percent Col-

lectivization!'
"

Women's place in contemporary

USSR
In the contemporary Soviet Union the

rights of women are indeed overshadowed
by other issues. Hedrick Smith, a New York
Ttmes correspondent, in his book The Rus-
sians writes, "In spite of the declared

Marxist Leninist commitment to feminine
equality, the strong tradition of male
chauvinism in Russian life has been only
mildly mo(terated by the Soviets" Smith
points out ttMt the Soviet commission for

International Women's Year in 1975 was
headed by a man.

Worr»n in the Soviet Union are "official-

ly " liberated. Abortions are legal. Women
are guaranteed four-month maternity
leaves, and a new mother's job must be
held for her for a year. State subsidized

day care centers are located nationwide,

and equal pay is given for equal work . Yet,

Smith writes, "Soviet women rwnain a
distincty second sex."

According to Smith's book, women do
the bulk of the low payir>g. backbreaking
manual labor in the U.S.S.R. Although
women comprise half of the work force,

nine out of ten plant managers are men.

Oiscriminatian against women
permeates every level of Soviet society. As
Smith writes, "Within the Communist Par-

ty, tlie real apparatus of power. Soviet
women have fared no better than and pro-
bably not as well as American women in

'

the political life of their country. Not one of
the 15 members o' the ruling Politburo,

which makes all the key decisions, is a
wonr«in."

On paper Soviet women already have the

equality and liberation American women
are still strugglir^ for, yet in acttJatity

neither have been granted equal footing

with their male counterparts.

UMass Puerto Ricanwomen
'more active/ student says

By mariluz gerbna
Collegian Staff

Janice Petrovich de Aponte came from
Puerto Rico five years ago and is working
toward her doctoral degree at UMass. Her
thesis is entitled "Expansion of Higher

Education in Puerto Rico."

She has been married for ten years to

Eduardo Aponte, who is also a graduate

student here. Last month they had a baby
daughter named Gina.

Petrovich said she came to UMass due
to "the ostensible fame and good reputa

tion of the School of Education."

She said she br;lieves that Puerto Rican

women at UMass are more politically active

than in Puerto Rico because "we are a

minority and more conscious of our culture

as such."
Petrovich said Puerto Rican women wtio

come to the U.S. have more access to

women's literature.

Petrovich said she thinks the housework
shouki be shared between husband and
wife "With this I mean that those duties

shouki not be stereotyped into roles."

"I thinlk it is very important for a chiM in a

two parent housshokl to be in contact with

both parents. That is to my understanding

crucial to the development of a happy
cNM," she sakJ.

"Wien the time comes for my daughtw
to atterKJ school I won't krM>w where to
send her, tiecause I consider education to

be in crisis," Petrovich said.

She said she and her husbarvj have even
considered not enrolling their daughter in a

Janica Patfovich de Aponta

school St al, but educating har themaatvas .

"But this wouki crMte s series of proWams.

TURN TO PAGE 15

Rinic, financial problems

'freeze'women pucksters
By DOf^NA SULLIVAN
C(*llegian Staff

lea. t vital part of every hockey game,
and rrwney are proving to be problems for

the UMass Women's Ice Hockey Club.

The club practices at Orr Rink at 10 p.m.,

the only available time, but according to

Rita Riley and Nadine Mills, two members
of the club, the women have had all kinds

of trouble.

"Sometimes a men's game would run

past ten, into our ice time. The rink closes

at eleven, they wouldn't keep it open for us
and we'd lose our money," Riley said.

"We don't have much priority, said

Karen Reid, leader of the Women's Hockey
Club. "High school, Amherst College, and
UMass teams compete at Orr Rink. Last

semester they didn't want to give us ice

time— we've had very little trouble this

semester though, " she said,

"Amherst cant be expected to ac-

comodate us," said Ted Schmitt, in-

tramural Director, "if there were a rink on
this campus, their (the women's hockey
club) problems would be minimized."
The club members are coping with a lack

of funds by paying for ice time themselves
and supplying their own equipment Reid

said. The women chip in about $2 to $3
each, for every hour of ice time and plan to

divide traveling costs when they compete
out of the Amherst vicinity, she said.

The group tried to get funds from the
Recognized Student Organizations office

but succeeded only in becoming an RSO
group without funding.

According to an RSO employee, this

means that the RSO office keeps their

records but the group must supply their

own funds,

Reid then spoke with Schmitt, but ac-

cording to the Intramural Director, "we just

didn't have the money to give them. There
isn't enough money to cover
everything— the athletic fee hasn't chang-
ed since 1961."

March 13 -The first game for the
Women's Hockey Club since its organiza-

tion two years ago, creeps closer. The club
will compete against Northeastern Univer-

sity and has been preparing since last

semester, Reid said.

The club has been practicing about two
times each week with the help of volunteer

coaches Steve Flanders, Jack Mead, and
Kenny Couette, she said.

"They're a big help," said Reid, "last

year I had to run the practices. Trying to

coach and play is pretty difficult. They get

things more organized, especially with the
rules. Alot of kids are good skaters but they
don't know hockey rules."

"Alot of people get discouraged, " said

Riley "because of all the problems. Those
who come consistently like to skate and
havea good time."

What mokes it possible for us

to give you o super hoir cut?

a. Knowing your image.

b. Knowing how much time you want to spend

with your hair.

c. Knowing what kind of change you need.

It's easy at Regency, we have the experience to

create a style for your individual features. We care

enough to get to know the real you.

Regency/Z/The Cellar
169 No. PI«QSQnt St. 241 Moifi St.

Amherst 250-9526 Northompton
250-9527 564-7796
250-7041

^T^^ %stauram

Bagels, lox, quality
meats and sandiviches

Arnh«!rst Carriage Shops
233 N Pleasant

':j>J

Soups -Salads'

Sandwiches
Quiches

Bagels and Spreads

Baked Goods
H9m9mm4e9n4Hhmjt Frtth

at Faces next to the Amherst Post Office

J|our^6M^^y0Sa^256^8955^

PREPARE FOR:

MUT-MTLSAT-eMilT
BRE-BRE PSYCH GRE BIO

PGATOCnVATMATSAT
NMBI.n,niEGFM6FLEXVQE

NDBI,n*NPBI*NLE
FItiibI* Programs 4 Hours

Visit Any Center And See For Your$eH
Why We Meke The Difference

In Amherst: 264 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Ma 01002
253-5108 253 5283

PREPARE FOR APRIL MCAT's
Classes t>egin 3/4 -Section C

4/2 Section D
Classes tor April LSAT t>egin 2/25

Classes for April GRE begin 2/21
I MPMN

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TtST »»«P*«*TtOM

SPECIALISTS SINCE IVM

Outside NY. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223 1782

Centers In More Then 80 Me|or US Citlei

Puerto Rico, Toronto, Cinidi & Lugano 'Switzerland
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MENTAL HtALTM CARI »o.^^n Nornvi Johmon tuMas* Memai

•LtSBIAN MKALTM »SSUfS (ftacutMnL L«uf» Punn«ft, C C IS

HAM»»S«III| COtUM. Smmom
*tey»m#n« 2*« Ch»n«te<„ BSiKrt po».t«#l
ckvw. Pro^Mw M •foakM* CoNags

^^WTIOW WlOCfOUHiS AW

A»»P«OACMM TO ciieit
CULTURAL TMfRA^V, LMi«ta

rM«L, Womwi A^DM -.„...-

King. HLmtm Corwad. C C ITS

WOMtN AND ALCOHOL ^te^wl

CRCATiNG THC BIRTH IM
PERUNCE VOU WANT, m Hum w m Mm
tw^Mf. ,^«M QwM. C € m
4'(I0 MANO«CAfH>CO iSSMS. C C t«a

STERItl2ATKm AM^ Mm* Im^

CMIO ASUUN.T. ^tm Pviwtoo
CC 17ft

SOD Mwngt tni
Ml* Eddy. C C ie

II.

I Q0**A«IATOMy Of A LESBIAN OtATH
Alcoly>i AbuM L««4n» and tUm B»'
Culture BanaliM, C C 163

WOMfNS MUSC rrSTJVAL SUBUMm» a va«w<J ja«fi^^iQ of lot* «»o«»w> »

tv^nin^ tveni 7 30 p m Speakei* MARV
DAtV Wri^hi Han SMITH COLLEGE^V Oalv naiionaHv known Iwwnwt
p«««tH,h»( iMii !ipeali on h«t mc»t i»c«W
booli QYN tCOLOGV THf META
ETHICS or RADICAL FEMINISM A^WMM, «»# lirtow* AH ,<»»»», ^w^ofna

SATL^OAV. MARCH IB

Ewi.ng Ev««n a 00 p m ConcertNOBUKO S U i UM^,*^ NotnioT^
A»*i Amcr^an snQw who tmgs antf ia»$
o» the »t»u^» ot htt pM^i* Tree

SLWOAV. MARCH 11

tIBO am 3 00 p m FEMINIST AP
PROACHES TO PUBLIC BROAD
CASTING. tMorfcshop with nmmbm% ol «h«
EemMMl HtOto Natwork, O C HAMP
SHIRE COLLEGE

fMiw«g EMnt 700 pm Raadmg of
VHom*n'» MMmga. fiction and non fieiion

HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE

"NOTE Faciliiaioft of iImm
worM«0(M i»9MMl tfwt oNy ligilijn M.

Monday, March 5. 1979 International Women's Week

Women's art, music
featured in Student Union

The Student Union
(klltery is sponsoring "Six
Wonwi Artists," in the
Commonwealth Room In

the Student Union, featur-
ing the art work of Lucy
Sallick, Frances Cohen
Gillespie, Robin Brailford,
Elaine Immerman, Ann
Cehernow and Pam En-
dacott. The show will run
until March 16.

The Valley Women's
Music Festival will present
tvw) concerts during Inter

national Women's Week.
The first concert, free of
charge, will be on Friday,
March 9 at 8 p.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom at
UMass. The second concert
will be at the Old Howard
Theater in the Springfield
YMCA Sunday, March 11

at 8 p.m. A $2 donation will
be asked. Featured artists
will include Virgie Kelly, a
gospel-oriented singer from
Springfield, jazz singer/,
pianist/songwriter Carol
Crawford, drummer Claire
Arenius accompanying
dancer Valerie Feit,
singer/guitarist Laura
Anderson, and many
others.

SELF HELP AND WOMEN S
HEALTH ISSUES (Sli* %hfm and
OwnonMMMMI. LmmINmm. CC 1M

RELAXATION AND EXERClSf
RaclwiHon, C C lO?

200 im STRiKMUJ rON REPROUjC
TIVE ElttlOOM Tlw ittoTMn ta<a
Sharrv FiaifHnin and Si^ Ka^M {/^»
Hon AcMM CfliMienJ. C C IM

THIRD WORLD WOMEMS
HEALTH ISSUES Ariafah Raaaol CC
l?%

MY SISTER S HOUSE A Half Way
HouM fo« AIcoTioIm: Woman Laura SMI
ing C C 173

3 00 *SELr DEFENSE SKILLS, IMftpndi

Diaoonfira. C C IM^ITB

JUNES LIBRARY SERIES

Sponaorad by American Atsociation of

Unraertiiv Woman
AH ewenK at 1? 00 'toon Jones Librarv

Amhertt
MONDAY MARCH 5 Women ir.

Tia»i«ilion panel ol cemmuntty women
Ruth Backus Maiy Coppingef. Po«»v
DeShenxnin. Ester G'ey jcanetie
Soopiand

TUESDAY MARCH e Women*
Heaitb Anne Giose. representative from
lirwersity Health Services

.^r«^;.a^

WEDNESDAY MARCH 7 Film
of a Woman

Portrait

THURSDAY MARCH 8 Okler Woman s
Lives panel o« older women from tfie

community

FRIDAY MARCH 9 Self Awareness
Breakiixj Through Sei Role Bamert
Workshop OiftcussK>n Anrw Totoin A»r»

YEAHI

H^^f^lAR & MEG CHRISTIAN
albums on sale

$4.99
another supportive act from

DcnIm
SkiRT For

NEcdlc-

POINT
also

Fine Yarns and
Original
Needle-

point Designs

Carriage Shops
549-6106

Mon.-Sat. 10-5

Premeds and Predents:
National MCAT Revieu; Course
National DAT Review Course
EnteiiMv* le«|iT>9 pratiKe atui mfensiv* claMroom review
in all sec iKms of MCAT or DAT J* ctMaroom hour*
M'eekend cUsma Encellcfii HMcidiM inMrwctors Total
CUM, litclndim iMrtemift, $150

MCAT«e«Mo«ts in Bo»lon and Spnnqfield Amherst areas
'

DAT sessions M Boaton IJniversiiv

t
NATIONAL REVIEW COURSES
P O Box 6076. San Rafael CA 9<903
Call TOLL FREE (800) 824 7888
Ask (or Opvralor 1 16 a

The
Very Feminine
Question of

Life Insurance
In thrsir iihrmtvd timrs mt womsin ncrtf

telllr for weak, inrlTrrlivr tinamiiil

plnnniniK. ItrvrkipinK liniinruil

indrprndrncr and Mtale security for Ihr
future \\ MS importunl for womrn ik it i»

for men. Your Kideiily Union IJfe Kieid

AsMN-iate kmiw^ that and can help >ou
achieve a ('«»lk.*KeMa.Mer " or other

program which will meet your needs now
and in the future.

Call the Fidelity Union Field

Associate in your area:

RONALD J. NATHAN AGENCY
20 Gatehouse Rd.

Amherst. Ma.. 256-8351

Fklcli^/

UnioiiLifc

^^
Giant Subs
• Chicken

• Sea Food

• Breakfa^

• Specials

314 CoLL9^t cr AmBtt^J

c2«253-9S2i
Mon.-Wed.

6:X a.m. -8:00 p.m.
Thurs.-Sat.

6:30 a.m. -9:00 p.m.

SUPERIOR PIZZERIA
16 INCH PIZZAS

ALL COMBINATIONS
DAILY II AM. TILL ?

HOT OVEN GRINOERSSPAGHfTTI
LARGE A SMALL

COMPLETE TAKE OUT SERVICE

FREE DELIVlRY

FOR FAST SERVICE

CJ( 549-0626
7 B MONTAGUE RD . AMHERST

O

NEXT TO THE
POST OFFICE

• NEWS FLASH•
THEDRAFTIS
REIJirSTATED:!:

50

CUT AND SAVE

Mon.-Fri.
4-6&9-11

Mlchelob &
Miller Lite

*

PLUS DOUBLE DRINKS ATA SINGLE PRICE
NOW AVAILABLE - BACKGANNON

CARBI7RS RESTAITRAIirr
&

louhtge

i:^\>«)l?* SINTE K>78|U Rt. 9, Hadley - 586-1978

MZZA •RINDIRS
Small Large Whole Half

Pepperoni $2.60 4.60 Salami $1.95 $1.20
Anchovies 2.60 4.60 Meatless 1 .85 1 10
Hamburg 2.60 4.60 Genova 2.10 1 35Ham 2.60 4.60 Meatball 2.10 1 35
Sausage 2.60 4.60 Sausage 2.10 1.35
Plain 2.00 3.70 Tuna Fish 2.40 1 45
Onions 2.10 4.00 Ham 2.10 1.35
Peppers
Onions Peppers

2.20
2.35

4.20

4.30
Italian 2.10
Roast Beef 2,60

1.35
1 60

Mushrooms 2.60 4.60 Ham h Egg 2.30 1.40
Salami 2.60 4.60 Pepper & Egg 2.30 1.40
2 way Comb 2.90 5.10 Pastrami 2.60 1 60
3-Way Comb. 3.20 5.50 Turkey 2.40 1 35
Super Special 4.00 6.00

.

Large Small SPAONITTI
Extra Meat 70c 50c with Sauce $2.00
Extra Cheese 80c 50c with Meat Balls 2.30

with Sausage 2.30

STEAK ORINDIRS
Small Large

Plain $1.25 $2.00
with Cheese 1.40 2.35
with Onion 1.35 2.25
with Peppers 1.35 2.25
with M rooms 1.45 2.45

Female differences
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(A tale in two languages)

ByMARILUZG£RBNA
CuUegian Staff

Maria I. Owen studied her bachelor's

degree in Social Sciences at the University

of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez.
Owen, with scarcely 20 years of age, is

pursir>g her masters degree with future

plans on continuing her doctoral degree in

special education.

Originally from Mayaguez, she was a
member of the Commission for the Im-

provement of the Status of Wonr>en, which
is an organization which reunites women of

all economical, social and educatior^al

levels for the gathering of information con-
cerning the problems confronted by the

Puerto Rican wonnan. These reports are

then sent to the legislature for action.

Owen believes the northamerican
VM>man to be more liberated than her

hispanic counterparts, especially concern
ing her sexuality.

She also considers there to be great dif-

ferences between hispamc wonr>en who
reside in the U.S. versus those who live in

their own countries. "I think that the
hispanic woman soon learn to accept the

values of the northamerican woman, " she

•aid.

Owen said she beltves that the hispanic

community at UMass should "be more
united and forget the conflicts that exist

because of the great diversity of social

classes.

Maria Owen
(Staff photo by Mariluz Gerenal

BvMARILUZGERENA
Co/hgisn Staff

Maria I. Owen estudio' su bachiitorato en
Ciencias Sociales (con concentracio ' n en
sicologi' a) en la Universidad de Puerto Rico
recinto de Mayague' z.

Owen con escasamente 20 anos de edad
esta' en camino a hacer sus estudios de
maestri' a. con planes futuros de cursos
doctorates en educacio' n especial.

Original de Mayaguez, formo' parte de la

Comisio' n para Mejoramiento de los

Oerechos de la Mujer la cua'l es una
organizacio' n que reune mujeres de todos
los niveles sociales, econo'micos y
educativos para hacer informes sobre los

prc^lemas que confronta la mujer puertorn-
quer>a. Tales informes son l^igo Hevad<M a
la iegislatura para accio' n.

Owen piensa que la mujer
norteamericarta esta' mucho mas liberada

que la mjuer puertorrir. lena
especi'ficamente en cuanto a su sex-
ualidad. Tambie' n considera que existe

gran diferencia entre las hispanas
residentes en los Esta<k>s Unid<» versus
aquellas qu residen en sus propios paises.

"Creo que poco a poco la mujer hispana va
aceptando los valores de la mujer
rwrteamericana

.

"

Owen piensa que la comunidad latina en
Umass debi' a estar ma' s unida y olvidar los

conflictos que existen por diversidad de
clases sociales.

* 'More active

'

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13

For instance, if one works for economic
reasons, one cannot dedicate enough time
for the child's education. A child needs
companions of it's own age and school is

one of the places where cNidren meet
others," she said.

She said that breaking away from formal
education is a problem. "In other words,
our system is so structured according to in-

stitutions that considerir>g the alternative to
institutional education is in itself a
oroblem."

Sfw said she thinks school in U.S. are

better quality than those in Puerto Rico. "In

Puerto Rico I consider both private and
public schools to be deficient. The
dynamics hapF>ening in private schools are

not beneficial because a child that can at-

tend a private school belongs to the middle

class which can economically support such
enrollment. So there is a class separation,

where children learn it is best to be
economically secure, arxi consider those

who aren't le^ than they."

Petrovich said she considers bilingual

education very important for her daughter.

"Even though Gina was born here, she is

Puerto Rican and language is very impor
tant in terms of learning one's culture. If we
decided to stay in the U.S. we would have
to deal as effectively as possible so that she
may learn both languages."

ARE NOT JUST
FOR DANCING

Danskin's "Free Style" Leotard/

Swimsuit, knit of shimmery Mil

iskin* nylon and spandex is

uniquely designed for multi pur

poses: Dance, Gymnastics, Swim
ming. Exercise. These "Free Style"

leotards look great for Casual

Wear as well as Evening Wear.

Truly exciting leotards made by

Danskin-the "body" people.

A Store-full of Ideas

Next to the Amherst Post Office

Open 10:00-6:00. Mon.-Sat.

'We're better because
ive have to be'

.t»

Unlimited
j ad—good until 3/ 15/79
I- ^

We also do:

Professional typing for
Resumes

Dissertations
Form Letters

Carriage Shops,
Amherst 549-0557
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The best of Harvard Square is now in Amherst.

Pinocchio Pizza has expanded to give this area its only authentic

Italian pizza. It's made from the most expensive dough, which is

carefully stretched to perfection before Pinocchio adds the finest of

ingredients and tops it off with Canadian Mozzarella cheese.

vimccmo
Pinocchio's got the best...

and he wouldn't lie!
For free delivery after 5 a.m., 549-3669

Open Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m. -2 a.m.
Sundays 4 p.m.-l a.m.

1177 N. Pleasant St.

N. Amherst/next to Rooster's

fc^ l
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International Women's W^k
a Monday, March 5, 1979

'Little Flags' to perform

Little Flags Theatra. a multi-racial, muiti-aga thaatra collactiva will parform at
UMass this waak.

Little Flags Theatre, a Boston based
multi racial, mutti-age theatre collective, is

presenting performances of their two ne\M
works, "Winds of the People" and "Marx
on Her MirKi" on Wednesday, March 7 and
Thursday, March 8, respectively. The per
formances are to benefit the Che Lumumba
School, a cooperatively run, multi-cultural

elementary school serving children of the
Five-College community.

Little Flags Theatre, which takes it nanr>e

from one of Ho Chi Minh's pnson poems, is

directed by Obie award winner Maxine
Klein.

"Winds of the People" (Vientos Del
Pueblo) is a musical cantata of people's
struggle throughout the world. Original

songs and sketches are combined with
songs of the American labor nwvement and
liberation movements throughout the world
in a celebration of the humanity and
heroism of the international people's move-
ment. "Windsof thePeople"will be perform-
ed in the Student Union Ballroom, UMass
on Wednesday, March 7 at 8.00 p.m.

"Marx on Her Mind" is the story of Billie

Murphy, a waitress, songwriter and union
organizer battling the (^humanizing and
demeaning forces of modern life. The play
focuses on the pull between her political

aspirations and her cultural conditioning as
evidenced by her fantasies of Karl Marx and
her male friend, Mark. Marx on Her Mind
will be performed in Bowker Auditorium,
UMass on International Women's Day,
Thurday, March 8 at 8:00 p m.

Tickets to performances of the Little

Flags' production of "Winds of the
People," and "Marx on Her Mind," are
available at the Che Lumumba table in the
Campus Center concourse at UMass, the
Everywoman's Center, Wilder Hall, UMass
and at the door. The price of admission is

$2 00, and sale of tickets will benefit the
Che Lumumba School.

Performances are sponsored by the
Everywoman's Center, Afro-Am Society,
UMass Graduate and Undergraduate Sii-
dent Senates.

m

-•s.^

or JAMM4^ STEAK HOUSE

AuC^ttnUc (h^taiU4€ (^ui4iH€

from
80(t to $3.00

at the Hampshire Mall

i^ i^ i^ ^

And for an evening of
Fine Dining

featuring your own
personal chef

Try our restaurant

off Rt. 116 in Sunderland

r
AT

Ik.

Feminine
Dressing

Remember how
ice cream malts& shakes

used to taste?
At Baskin-Robbins they still do.

Your choice of thirty-one flavors.

BASm-ROBBIirS

ICE CREAM STORE
28 MAIN ST.

AMHERST, MA 01002
phone (413) 253-9774

0pp. Town Hall Bus Stop— BR Er BN Routes
£ t978 B«skin Bobbins lc« Cr««m Company Pnntad m U S A

One-piece dress in 100%
"Krinkle" cotton with

scoop neck, and new tie

sleeves, button front and
mixed floral /plaid sash.

Cool and easy- to-wear
through summer.

Open Mon.-Sat. 9:00-5:30

16 Main St., Amherst 253-9800

Th«Cushman
General Store
*the everything store for the one stop trip

(Formerly Whittemore's)

SPECIAL
Miller &• Bud 12 oz. cans

491 Pine Si Cushman (Amherst) 549-0464

Mon.-Sat. 8am-9pm, Sun 8am-6pm
$7.50 case

ye Curling Iron
featuring: h'm & her cTeative hairNtyling

You've tried
the rest—
no^v try the
best

239 Triangle St.

Open Mon.-Sat., 9.9»cail 549-4412

vifiHi.
'

•••

the

iev»s

* Mali'

westMd/chicopee
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Student art competition to end barren SUB walls
8y MARSHA KRAWITZ
Collegian Staff

The barren walls of the Student Union and the Campus
Center have been released from their stone prisons and
handed over to the free reign of creativity. With the coming
of a student art competition which offers up to $2,000 in
prize money.

'Critic' worth seeing
By TERRYHOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

"The Critic" by Richard Brinsely Sheridan, a fine comedy
set in the 16th century, contains a well done play within a
play and talented acting.

The play - which ran at the Rand Theater last weekend,
and will again this weekend - starts slow, but improves
quickly. Tl^ funniest scer>e, according to audience laughter,
was when Peter J. Tolan, portraying a playwright who
"never looks into a newspaper," hears the press' criticism of
his last play, which Calvin MacLean and Matthew Roehrig
invent.

William Pullman plays the ever-smiling and energetic
critic. He writes a tragedy which turns out to be a horrible

attempt at drama, but is very funny in the process.
The critic's play "The Spanish Armada" is mostly

meaningless and tasteless. The actors tried to improve it by
cutting whole scenes but it did not help. The heroine has a
speech impediment and the r^ro hop^ around stage even
though he has a ball and chain on his leg.

One actor sits on the stage for a few minutes and says
nothing, but as the critic points out, it is what he is thinking

that is important. The hero is killed and the heroine goes
mad but they end up living together, in Hell. Another scene
shows a British ship sinking a Spanish ship and a woman
playing the Tharries river comes onstage with confetti and
two happy river banks. It ends with all the characters singing

the British Anthem.
"The Spanish Armada" is quick and reminds you of all the

things that can go wrong with a nlay The situations tend to

be funnier than the dialogue and it relies heavily on visual

aspects, but the overall play is enjoyable.

YOUTHWORK
OPPORTUMTIES

HIGH
SCHOOL
GRADUATES

'The Sulcsian
C()niinunit>' is a
team, helping the

youth of today, building the men of
tomorrow.

Iliis 17,()(M) incinbcr socicly needs
^cncnms youii^ men lo help the youiitr.

.luiii the SalesJans of St. John Hoseo in

youth eentcrs, high schools, technical

sch<K)ls, summer eumps—wherever the

young arc foimd.

ST. JOHN BOSCO'S METHOD:
HELPING THE YOUNG WITH
REASON, RELIGION, AND
KINDNESS

Call 914-247-2200 or write for information to;

Vocation Director, Room B

Salesians of St. John Bosco

Filors Lane. W. Haverstraw, NY 10993

NAME

ADDRESS:

AGE

PHONE:

r^ic (tMMlniMM'a s-t«

The competition, sponsored by the UMass Arts Council,
the Campus Center Board of Governors, the Campus Center
administration and the D^n of Students Office, is designed
to promote the creation of art by students to decorate six
sites in the two buiMings.

John Furbish, Board of Governors co-chairman and coor-
dinator of the contest, said this "public art" competition "i$

a way of bringing out high quality work at a low cost."
Participants in the contest must submit a preliminary

sketch of their proposed work along with a budget
estimating the cost of materials and the amount of time
n^ded to complete the project to the Board of Governors
office by April 15.

In May, a selection committee of Arts Council appointees
and advisors for the art department will announce the win-
ners. Furbish said.

The artists will be paid the cost of materials and one half

the personal compensation when they Iwgin their work in

May. When the project is connpleted the remainder of ttte

fee will be paid. The deadline for conation is September
1979.

Two sites for prospective art are located in corridors near

the Peoples' Market and Student Art Gallery in xhs Student
Union. The work chosen for each of these spots must con
vey a theme that is appropriate for these two ar^s, Furt>W»
said.

Other sites include the main and lower levels of the Cam-
pus Center. The works of art placed in th^ locations
should provide a comfortable atmosphere whwe students
can relax, he said.

Any currently enrolled University studwit is eiigtt^ to
enter the contest to decorate any of the cini^m sites.

Stu<tori» enrolled at the other five college schcMis are 0m^
mitted to submit proposals for the two sites on the mam
level of tfw Campus Center.

Ironically, Furbish said, this cont^t to beautify the
buildings occurs a week after a painting was stolen from the
Campus Center. However, Furbish, said he doesn't think
theft and vandal«m threaten the finished products of ths
winning studwite. Because it is students' work, he expiaNi-
ed, oth«^s may tend to be "IMS thoughtless."
For further information about the art competition, contMt

Furt>ish at the Board of Governors office. Campus Center
817.

Collegian

PHOTO STAFF
MEETING

Thurs., March 8
8 p.m. CC 803

Very important— all must attend

TYPEWRITER
RIBBONS

at

A.J. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

A career in law-
without law school.
After )Mt thrae months of study at The k^ltute for

Paraieoal Tratning in axcitino PhiladelpMa. you can have a
stimulating and rawarding career In lawor bu^ness —
wUho'jt taw sctK>ot.

As a lawyer** assistant you will be perfomiing many of

the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys And at

The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of

seven different areas of law to study Upon completion of

your training, The Institute's unique Placement Service will

find you a responsible and challenging job m a law firm,

t>ank or corporation in the city of your choice

The Institute for Paralegal Training is the nation's first

and most respected school for paralegal training Since

1970, we've placed over 2.500 graduates m over 85 cities

nationwide.

If you're a senior of high academic standing and looking
for an above average career, contact your Placement
Office for an interview with our representative.

Wa will visit your can^MJS on:

Tuesday, March 6

235 South irth Street

Philadelphia, PA 19103

(215) 732 6600
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Jumbo Seedless White '"^"^ ^r ^W$^
Grsmefiruit9 A

lumbo S'^'M
Size 64 ^^ ^^

Save on a great selection of fresh, nutritious fruits

and vegetables. Special values from the finest growers!

Calif.

Floiida Temple

Oranges«
^1^^ Large Imported ^ ^V^^^
Vmeapples «SR.

99Fresh California

A^qparagus

CderyHearts
FlreshCarrots

Fresh Rhu1iai1>
^, « Ronda ^^ ^ - Red BlissNewPotatoes

FreshCoconuts

3lb

bag

Wash
State

Sib.

bag

49.

39.

NutritionWeek?
Stop&ShopI Plan good nutritious

Lenten meals with

these values.

C|%,01r Economy is whote-

some nutritous kxxJs and good.

sersnceable housenoW products at

lowver pnces than name txands and
Stop ft Shop Brand Try tt>em and save

NEW ECONOIs/»Y . ^^
Tea Bags f*q of a I .\Jd

NEW ECONOMY

CaTOts 4 'J^ '1.00

NEW ECONOMY

Vegetables4 I^nl*1DO
NEW ECONOMY

ffi^s 4'^'1.00

ECONOMY ^ ^,
Macaroni & Cheese! v^
7V402 pkg

ECONOMY
Grape Jelly 2t)jar

ECONOMY 200 ct

Facial Tissue ^'

ECONOMY
Strawbeny
Preserves 2ib ,ar

ECONOMY
Napkins

ECONOMY
Paper Plates
9in pkg of 100

ECONOMY
Sandwich Bags
pkg of 1 50

iptypkg
of 160

59'

37'

89'

49'

85'

49'

B an *«•• «am* (^a* n» ivMtxw** i^«rt«a ••niff^onntfn*

Collect all 24 volumes!

THE NEW
ILLUSTRATED
COLUMBIA
ENCYCLOPEDI-S

Educator VoL S
deve»oped w**^

Clearty written ^§
Mustrated ^^

Vol 1 at an ama7ir>g low 69*

FfJEE Dictionary wrtti Volume 2

Farnous WEBSTtRS NEW WORLD DICTIONARY

self service deli Heip

yourseW to quality brands'

Colonial

ExtraKOld
:Fraiiks

g-M
Colonial Bologna ... 1 29
Kielbara -».— -., '1.79fc

Colonial Bacon *^.,», '1.49

comer deli Have your lavonte

safKJwich makers s>;«jed to order

(tBp Colonial Top

ColdCuts
Mock Chicken $^^Q

xSO
CV^'

.O^^

fe!

^Stop & Shop "Great Beef"
^ USDA Choice

irloin
teak

BeefSh^Loin

t.Loaf. Luncheon. ^^
P&P or Bologna ^^'^^

Swiss Cheese >^- *2.99t,

Comer Deli

RoastBeef
Cooked ^"^793'TerxJer. deliCKXis beef ^^

sliced to order ^/^^ •
Tapioca Pudding v^ 69.'

our kitchen Oeiicious dishes

\ha\ are tresfi, not frozen'

Macaroni
SaladQ&

2lb pkg ^^^^
Large Chicken Pie M .59

seafood watch tor money saving

new specials every weeK of Lent'

Fresh

Pollock
raiets'229
DMciotis baked or IxcnleO ^^^BM Ify

Dressed Smelts Fresh M 39.

Cooked Shrimp 1^,^ *2.99

Shrimp Cocktail ir. 3t:;M.99

Shell on Shrimp .*'^;ii.V'2.79

ChickenL^ j^C
Oll2M*t'tf^t*C "White Gem"^9^Pi,^^^^S^l^ ^^CA9 >*'<'' back 5«lbs. ^^ ^^^

Chicketi Breastgptf^
^^1 -B ati"XLMg: "White Gem" mS^K
^^^^^gy^^y^'j^ with wings 5-6lbs ^f^^^^l

I I

Shank Portion Plenty of savory meat to enjoy

I I

Rump Portion Bake with pmeapple )uice for added flavor

FreshPork

water
added

water
added

^»»

I s

Great broited $<
oroven-

t)art)ecxied

.lb

FreshHaddocks^^^
^DSlmW ^^^^"^^ Rmt wasteless fillets from cold Atlantic ^^Eij

Stop& SltopBacon
Regular,

or Thick
Maple
Sliced

1 pound pkg

incredihie Offer!

2
Beautiful • Durable . Porcelain enameled steel

Cookw Heavy guage enamel on steel Flame
guarded oven proof r»to scouring or

scmbbing necessary'

THIS WEEKS FEATURF

IVzQt. Saucepan

Veal
Sale!

»^ ' -^a :-^»"h«»#

lOUlder

VealChoiis
Uke very lean meaf? Try veal chops braised ^*

Rib Veal Chops '2.69. Boneless Veal ,.s.. *2 .1 9,

Loin Veal Chops '2.79. Cube Veal Steak Fresh s2.49.

HADLEYAMHERST Route9at the Hadley-Amherst line. 8a.m.-10p.m., Mon.-Sat.We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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Getan4 itemsforonly
IP '[stiHi 4 Shop CoiiponP^

I With me co^nr

puclHse

I

^jM^Siop 4 S>^QP Cou|»n|

«idaS7S0

M16

Stop & Shop

S FACIAL
! TISSUE

Asstd.
Colors

2ply pkg. of 200

IGaod M«v M« S S«. Ito 10 252j| Gaod t

1 1 2 ounce pkg.

MUELLERS
S NOODLES

Fine. Med., Wide

Slop t Shop CouponP*|flPfStop n Snop Coupon
)

l

#thlfwcoi*on I *'!?^'*<**'

iMdiase

Man Ma S S«. Mar 10

one Off cusumti

2535 G«

6y2 ounce can 1 1 lb pkg qtr, lb. sticks g

STOP&SHOP SLAND O >

TUNA .0., SLAKES J
Chunk Light MARGARINE

254S Gouc Max "~ ^ ^- "~ <n
(joou Moa M» 5 Sat Mai 10

Grocery

Ciouc Max. M* > iai Mar 10 2551
pff qgnri Q

Dairy '

Isevery ifveekat
Nutrition is a prime concern at Stop & Shop — not just this

week, l)u! every week, every day you shop with us Our

ads. circulars, signs yes. even our stores are planned

with the t)asic four food groups — meat & fish, bread &

cereals fruits & vegetables, dairy — m mind, to help you

select a nutritionally balanced diet

Observe "National Nutrition Week' , March 4 through 10,

then make every week Nutrition Week at Stop & Shop For

more tips on nutrition, watch our ads and pick up a free

copy of our CONSUMERISMS at your local Stop & Shop

Peach or Pe?J Halves

or

Fruit Cocktail

Egg Noodles
Mushrooms

Baked Pea

B&M
Beans
2i6oT^H

Regular or Diet

unGlory
Soda

2^*1
2"' '1

Tomato Paste rx^ 4' '-M

Progresso Beans c*«." 2iii*1

N.R bottle

Assorted
Ravors

Curtiss Candy
Pearson Candy 2^^M

Pineapple Grapefruit

1Monte
Drink
21

Choc. Chip Cookies V 2;; M
Soxnge Scour Pad 2 "• *1

Kosher or Polish

einzDUl
Pickles

lars^^p

Cream Style

11Monte
Com

Dry Roasted Peanuts '*.'." '1

Hard Candy «v:^' 3 ::
"1

Assorted Flavors

Royal
tova^pelatin
1^1

stop & Shop Apple or

Grape
JdSy

or «
Orange

Marmalade^

Cheese Crackers
Pretzels -

^^BpKgs^H

'^/2;.; 1

•.. 3:.;'i

Pillsburv

i^^nie

Italian Dressing
O&C Potato Sticks

(I ^ Mtti I

5 J
1 « S^
r.««

Royal Puddings
Wymans Pie Filling

Stop & Shop

on Jug
Bleadi

All Varieties

14oz H

Sandwich Bags
Trash Bags

*1Stortsnap
Okf OIXX)

Swpisnap *Q
Gaines Dry Dog Meal »t.b^ *5

Sun Glory Dog Food .*'^c2, '1

Family Fudge

"

22'/, oz pkg

Shasta Beverages "^i:^"-^ M
Glad Trash Bags ca - -o '1

All Varieties

Friskies
ttSet
56v^oT^H

Cat Food
Cat Dinner

SMctSWP

I C>i*»"a i.'fr- foKnt)

dSiry Get your dollars worth of

freshness and value'

Ko|/prv Good things rushed from

our own spotless bakery'
frozen foods Lots of do<lar

buys for Lenten meals'

Hood 100% Pure

Orange
Juice

64 ounce carton

from corxientrate

StopA Shop Sliced White

1 ?15 3^9f

13 ounce pkg

Johns
Kzza
Cheese or

Sausage1
Sour Cream sw.» »«. 3 S^ '

Bordens Shakes «';-;::i.
3'.^'1

Colombo Yogurt t:Tn^ 4^ M
Cottage Cheese 'V.^cT |1

Crescent Rolls aoTS^. 2*»'1

Stop & Shop Biscuits-'-r 7*,'1

Cheese Spread 2iV3
Sun Okyy ln*»«Ju»lly W.iopcd Sl«:M-»"«» w vmow

IPIWW ISloii » Shop C.n.pon|MWM^^
H <»lt.tT»aM»»«Ul'SO»*tl«»t I

SMctSnoo
.?7 0(«ic«I^9Apple Pie

Raisin Bread
Snow Flake Rolls

CountrystyleDonuts ''"^r 59'

Variety Breads ^*2iSI.M

English Muffins .^irsi 2**

health & beauty aids

snoo O 0(6 I

SnoiSfop
i6ounc<>c*g

Rich's Bread Dough 'ST
99' Cheese Pizza

•1

Whip Topping
Strawbenies
Tasti -Puffs

Vegetables

»/
StOCiSNSP

21001
o»g»

3'0o;

•• But*- S.»<» t t*»

'1

'1

M

STOP & SHOP
I OMttlOCZ Varied Weights

B Muenster, Vermont Cheddar
I or Domestic Chunk Swiss
I Goad Man Mjt

256
bit Mjf 10 imi onmn Ki-.'-.t^fs f-J^MM

Head&
hotdders
Shampoo $
1 5 ounce bottle 2

Danish
Apple or

Cheese
7% ounce pkg.1

Onw^ Egg
-• Ptar.Lenders Bagels

Boston Bonnie Donuts 2r,;M

stop&SW has

yourtavprrte

I ontentoods...
\ 1 » ^-^^ If s a great week to fHI

your freezer and pantry shelves witti quality

foods for easy oeiicious meatless meais Come
get your Stop & Shopswoftfi of savings'

TasteCSea
Fish

TasteCSea
dock

flittets

J6916 ounce pkg.

Carolina Rice ?k9 792 lb

21b pkg 69*"

eVioz pkg 7o'

River Rice

Minute Rice
Long Grain Wild Rice

LaChoy

Ramen Noodles 4p^^'1

Penn Dutch 4%oz. pkg

Noodles in Sauce 49'
Cheese, Butter or Chicken

Macaroni & Cheese

Golden Grain ^'-^^^^ 29'

Bumble Bee

Pink Salmon ^^^^-'^ 89'

Bumble Bee 3.5oz. can

Blueback Salmon '1.09

Progresso ^^
« ..^ ^^1 ino7 QQ*

Ustemiint Mouthwash 2^? ,'3 Coffee Lightner
Green Giant -^.^KS^U 2:.» M

Slop & Shoo C '6CJ S
-i

Minced Clams
Progresso

Clam Chowder

lOoz
can

20oz
can

63'

HADLEYAMHERST RouteSat the Hadley-Amheist Line.8a.m.-l0p,m.,Mon.-Sat. We redeemyour Federal Food Stamps.
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The BASIC start.
Get started in Army ROTC through Basic

Camp at Fort Knox, Kentucky, this sum^
mer. You'll get $5(X) for attending a

challenging six-week camp. If your per-

formance is exceptional, you just may
qualify for a two-year scholarship as you
enter the Advanced Program.

CALL: Major Boisseau
545-2321 /2322

ABMY ROTC

Buy a Soft Drink for 590
and Keep the Glass!

Collect A Set!

MILLER 12 oz. cans & NR

$6.99 case

In Store Cash Only
Monday thru Thursday

C&C LIQUORS
THE FRIENDLIEST STORE IN TOWN

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FREE DELIVERY

Monday, March 5. 1979 iCollegian ji

Available At:

The Hatch, Coffee

Shop & Blue Wall Cafe

f« ^MM .. '

• ' • ' '

l,^u
..«l 1 V

.'•1, 1 f • •• •' ^

* tti» i r^^p^t t^^r^„l»^l '1.

-. ;, I
•••. '-. ' ••' • . ,1 ,,

•t>l>

Collegian
Classifieds

! V.' i^MHiN 40« |M>I llllf IM"

• vc (•.*>«•> Xt l"'< ii"'" !'<•'

AUDIO

Ampeg B25B l><i;.s cdtiinet w 2 Altec

421 A sneakers Fin*- fonri afte' H 00

W9 1018

Interaudto 2000 speakers, rlivisiori of

Btnia. 50 wall (Hiw<r cap, John. 546 5990

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 Toyota Corona 1900CC 4 . yi dulo

it.Kis put Lootl , 23 26 m(X| sno^ t.res,

AM FM $896 546 8279

76 Datsun 2802, nettec « cond .
lustpfoof

ed new radials. 4 spri .
fuel mi lo m.

askiny $6200 527 7760

71 Skylark. AM FM AC, SHOO, BO
253 5059

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire. (i«!rf«tt <)» cof

f(H!houses, flisros, bands Ritk 584 4105

Otsco Dave b D I Disf o Im provides

sound, li(|hts b DJ for your partius disco,

rotk tt oldies The besi at alforddble pni es

Call Dave O' Bryan collert at 567 1715

Hottest band around' Smonth Sailimi

lor Iwokinijs anywhere call John, 546 4646

FOR SALE

Help, need druq money, must sell one pair

Kniessel Red Starts w Soloman racinii l)in

diniis. $$ n('(iotial)le 253 9074

Indian jewelry at wholesale pnres Call

253 3627, eviMM-uis

70 Buick Etectra .ii* >'>''< ""•'- qreal.

AM FM 8ti.i(.k st.-rpo $650 256 6731.

IVI'

XC skis, tall relridge i xi
•

i>"<'

642 4206

Stereo w, phono. AM FM 4spkers

,,.nd $90 ..ill Mit-o 6 6727 .ifu» 4,

1970 Dodge Dart Swinger, >
if.m

lunMiiK) < dtn Goiid 'micaqr S750

684 8324 ..- 649 2697 .isk tor Kfni

Hanson Avanti ski boots, sh.i! »4

si/(>9' 11 "-1 $196 iisi'd 1 stMSon ask

,„,, $80 ' - t ''46 7469

Hanson Avanti. t.i 10 11 us.-d 6>> $90

call 6 4730

World Book Encyclopedia, new 78 $100

off pn(.-dS299. $16.-1 mo 247 6740 eve.i

ini)S

Gift idea ii^ve vmi> pdrtt.in drawn Call

Oenn.b D.-LIP 256 8732 bet 9 10am

,|d

I'iMt

- ,iH

fits

Found long haired F dog w NH license.

white face. Ian black markings 665 4324

HELP WANTED

Work study jobs available m Student Ac

tivities Office, must be able to type and

work moinmqs Apply rm 416, Student

Union Equal or>pnrtunitV^I«^t<ve ac

!ion employPr

$10,000*14,000 pert tinr^e Intereslmq.

easy worthwhile Call eve . 253 3627

Summer work w/ national lirm Travel

and good money Call 253 2W7

The Orchard Hill Womens Center is now

accepting applications lor five work study

positions Applications are available at 112

Field. Wed Feb 28 Werl .
March 7 Due

Friday Ma" h 9

Central area women s center has 5 work

study positions available, appliraiions can

Ije picked up at cenlei basecrienl Baker

Men" Women' J'>bs cimse
ships'lfeighters. no ogwnence High (lay'

See Europe. Hawaii. Australia. So

America Career summer' Send $2 75 lor

info lo Seawoild, BE Box 61035, Sact CA
95860

INSTRUCTION

Tutoring French. $3 70 hr call 549 4683

LOST

Tan umbrella near Brandywine

549 0152

Reward for return nf blue green plaid

siiiK asr- w nameiac) Tonita Lipscomb

Sara, id female [>uppy shepherd mix. big

floppy ears Sun
Unitarian Chu

around bus stop at

h Amherst, call 253 9792

FOUND

Found down lacket near Goode'

call 6 9210, after 6 p m
2 26

Reward, desperate, please return my

tackle box of an supplies, my name was m
,t (inrker 148 FACi I must ge! my wo'k

flon.' » 'eel lernbie loss i.ist sffn 2 23

Hills North or baftleti. nn (luesii'ins .sst....!

549 1291

Pr gold rim giassfs m < hsi' no 256 8146

Yellow contact lens case Bart) 6 5159

Please return dk brown leather wallet,

personal value, ifdve <t wiih Coiiugian

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn $500/1000 stuffing envelopes iree

details rush stamped addressed envelope^

Justus Sales Bo. 112C Ludlow MA
01066

PERSONALS

Photographers Guild presents - Basic

Picture Taking Techniques llrom Kodaki

It s fun to lake better pictures aru^ this pro

gram helps you do just that' You'll leam

simple and easy to understand picture

taking techniques you can use with any

camera Slide presentation gives hints on

film seli'Clion, exposure, lighting and com

position Tuesday, March 6 CC 905 909

7 00 * Free *

To the guy that picked up my Stais book

b cak uiaior m SBA 106 Wed What do y»

say give me a break, Im desperate call

John. 253 3935

Onstage at Mt Farms Mall offers a 20'.i

discount off all reg priced inercli (n all

students b st3H Remem()ei your ID

Onstage at Mt Farms Mall offers a 20".

discount off all reg priced inetch to all

students b staff Remember your ID

Beware, the nia'k of Sully

To the Amherst College woman who

does not like to dan( e but likes to (ilay tr-n

nis and racquell)all and skis at Matile

Valley Missed you at the Pub Sat 24 tiow

about a game of tennis' Call Tom,

774 2552

If you've had your car damaged by

Amherst Towinr) or you've been tr)wed

w out a cop present call 5 3500

Warranty problems with your car' Did

the repair bill exceed the estimate' You

may have rights you didn't know ol Call

MassPIRGs Consumer Action Center for

help 646 0781 or 546 0199 Open Monday

Friday, 9 a m 8 p m
For two people to Ft Lauderdale on Mar

16 or 16 Will share driving and expenses

Call Laurel or Susan at 549 5967

RIDERS WANTED

Van ride to Fla tor sprmg brrvik M^ile or

female, rounrl trip. $66, 253 3193

Private pilot flying to FA. if-av.ru( 3 9 or

10 returninr) 3 17 pr 18. I v< iH P" » V"" and

d.r)p you off at the airport of your rhoice.

,,an Rirk (4131 698 2669, after 5 30 |. V
Riders wanted to Brattieboro vt evfy-

weekday this semester share $, 253 2164,

ask for Ray

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted. 1 t.edfonrt, n, 7

bedroom house Amherst, '> milf- '"""

tius route pets wood rjii heat $125 -
.
call

after 6 30 p m , 253 7090

Roommate, own room, UM bus, after 6,

665 3306

Rmate wanted, 3 Ixlim apt 6 mm wk

to UMass b Amh ctr .
$116. hi b hi

water tnci Stop by 171 Lincoln Ave ask

for Bob

$75 per month/house, own bedroom. 15

,nn from campus non smokers, qiitnl

liM ation. bus route. 665 4807

Roommates wanted. Apni Isi $68 a

month call 686 0140, ask for P.'t .

SERVICES

Attorney Jason R Rosenthal low cost

tetial representation for UMass i ommumly
Income tax prc|)aralion AppoinliiM-nl only,

263 7617

WANTED
lessons. Wendy.

Newman
March 9,

Wanted tiarmonica

6 6036

People to sing .tnd or play .tt

Club Coffee House, Friday nite,

tall Mike 646 8178, or leave name and tel

no in ni,i.i slot. Student Office, at Newman

Cr-iiter

Wanted; refrigerator, 28 :» m high, good

condition, call 546 8356

House wanted, four adults wish to rent a

house for the 79 80 school year, must b«

within walking distance or on bus route Of

UMass will consider a 1 year lease, call

Jim. 546 4152 or Lisa. 646 6801. evenings

Single mothers needed (or interview.

5in<|le fathers too, please call Debbie,

546 6557. after 6

CORRECTION

Correction, Aikdo demonstration. Friday.

March 2, Boyden gym. wrestling rrjom.

700

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, low cost

i,.qat repo'sr'ntation for UMass community,

ini ome tax preparation, appointment only,

263 7617

PETS

Beautiful seal point Himalayan kitten

male nxjistered. show quality, raised with

family $125 Call Sally. 549 6253

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COD

Summer rental Cape Cod. S Yarmouth

4 ,ipis avail , one studio. 2 2 bdrms ,
and 1

icri.c t)dr.Ti Very close to water Fully

turn Mem Day to Labor Day Prices Irrjm

.$1500 If) $3000 for season, call (6171

394 6323 evenmris and weekends

Todaij's

Crossword

Puzzle

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

JOMN» I '

LjOVt iOi-i£ PETS'

LD wE TAkC tm£m

SufteTTB^T^ *^€.LL HAWfc

TO MAve fcM n«EO so
TMEY CANl RtrHODWCt

ACROSS

1 Sm«lls

6 More strange

1 1 SE Asian

(Stand

13 Lavtndtr
14 Errors

1

5

Musical term

16 Compass
point

1

7

Day of week
(abbr)

19 Franklin

20 Corn plant

parts

22 Golfer Snead
23 in a sheltered

place

24 Constellation

26 Sagacity

28 Gold (Sp

)

30 Sward
31 Strike lightly

32 Actor March

33 Minded
36 Detain

39 Shot hole-in-

one
40 Communist
42 Strike out

(abbr

)

44 Female saint

(abbr

)

45 Turkish caliph

46 Radiation

measure
(abbr)

47 Financial

sponsor
50 Signifying

§3 Join the

colors

54 Slim

55 Requires

56 Gulf

DOWN

1 Plump
2 Tergal

3 Model of solar

system
4 Genetic

material

5 Stage need
6 Corrida cheer

7 Shovelled

8 Devil (Sp)

9 Respect
10 River in

Europe

1

2

Horse food

1

3

Stain

Answer to Previous Puule

J u T T T L A S T .1
1 T H A c A E X P 1 ^R r?

E A C o N 1. A N 8

ode; ppppg ooa]

aoa aam naoy
H u II O N H A L O SI

O o E IT M S V E N JJ
M E S tH A D D S S AJ

Q C 1 o u n
r T A L M u N >JjT
L A S s 1 p S E u o o
O i o T E A O L E S

T t A s E E _L_ Ol PES
18 Auto workers

union (abbr

)

2 1 Made sleep

noise

23 Confounded

25 Medical

picture (comp

wd)
27 Ret

29 Doing itS

work

33 Gasoline

rating

34 Insect

35 Olthe(Sp)

37

38

39

41

43

48

49

51

52

Spookily

Flora

Trembling

tree

Rights (si

)

Borders

Make free

CIA

forerunner

Eggs

Young social-

iie.for short

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

DAVID FRYE
) ,\ .i I ,. \.' I

•
I
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with

UMASS JAZZ WORKSHOP
Sunday, March 11 8 pm
Tickets now on sale. General Public - $7. 6. 5.

UMass students - $5. 4. 3. Senior citizens and other

students - $6. 5. 4. ^^^^ . , - ,

f\\€ Mis CEWER CNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4. 545-2511

and New England Ticketron Locations.

HOWEWEft.ftCNB HAS
iwaiBED CONTROLLED
SUftStANCeS AND IS

T«.YING TO BE lN"Vs7
PLACES AN ONCt£'

T S COHNA^
RE Scut

'

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

X>M! iHf*d fa^H ^,
iikt, fovr yjti^n M^^

Cc«A «£C«K 'Hyf

A«lft<iD/^rsaM<^itr

t
C«4 «!«/ i^iN

9(>« mt the

«>A(tiCC,)'i(iiei*rf
it. Y»k

4 by Frank Emery

ARRlVt ATTK^ SAMt
AMD PUSH WITH!
EQuAu FoRcE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13

14 15

16 17 18

1
19

20 21 22

29

23

24 25 26 27

28

1
30

31 32

33 34 35 ^M 36 37 38

39 40 \ 41

h"
43

44 45 1 46

47 48 49 50 51 52

53 54

55 L mmmm ^^^ __^

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

The Town Line by Joe Carroll

the
SHOE

aftlPI 187 n. pleasant stMamherst
vTTTTTT^^WVO ^ ', •.

•
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MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

iuf yoost*

THESE ARE THE

Co««»fin9 Sondf* Locke

Mon Thuf« !TLS 6 00) • 36

i

ItekNtMo-lioyr
^KaliMMMMiy

Man ThuA. (TU MW^ao

Mon Thurs ITLS € 15) 8 30

ROBBY
BENSON '\

SENIORS^
SHOW YOUR

FACE!!

545-2874

H '''

@STLEiS
Mon Thum. rOS • 601430

WSM

University Of Massachusetts/ Amherst

RNE /«TS CENTERPRESENTS

Palricia WcBriJL,

Jean-Purte i3onnefoui

and Compantf

20%
^^CC with this

V^rr coupon

ANY PLANT
PURCHASEI
(cash & carry)

offer good

F^. 26 -March 10

TMKft«xnaH:s|
^r\0C\S(tRte.9.Hadley |

(•cross froin Mt. F«rm« Mali) |

Mon.-Frl. 8:30-5:30

Sat. 8:30-5:00

Campus Center

UMass

The PmeArts Ctnter proudly pr0S0nts these

mcompufabf amsts with their own company m a special

"Baianchine Evening

MONDAY, MARCH 12 8 P.M.

Ttektti now on ult. Gtntril Public - S7. 6 5^

uSm s?u7ints - $5, 4. 3. Sonlor citiztnt mo othtr

Fll€ >RTS CENiER CNCERT rt4.L

Fine Arts Centtr Box Otiice M-F 9-4, 545-2511

and Now England Ticketron Locationt

Andre wans
HARTFORD

Tues.. March 6

Navard
and Dr.

Defensewas the key

in hoopwomen victory

T<«M %» » $'

M«MfW*rrs»NpM

NAVSM

CsncaMsNe » Iw 'iww » Otiw*™

Wed . Thurs., Fn., Sat.

March Z 8, 9. W\

Estes Boys

Comalius Thontpson (62) scored 16 points in leading UConn ovar Rhode

laland 940 for the ECAC Naw England championship. Thompson was

votod tournay MVP. URI's Sly Williams (SB) looks on in tha background.

lAP Laaarphotol. ^_^«^_«_«^«^

By PATRICK DOBBS
Cullegian Staff

NEW HAVEN CT. -The Minuteworrien

strealted to their ninth straight victory

Saturday night against Boston University at

Southern Connecticut State College. The
game edge differed from previous UMan
games with the defense providing the

winning edge for the Minutewomen
Seeded fourth in the EAIAW tournament

the Minutewomen faced eighth seeded

Boston University in the first round after

defeating the Terriers the weekend before

in the MAIAW state basketball tournament

at Boston College.

The Minutewomen defeated the Terriers

in the first meeting during the regular

se^on, but BU played without the services

of their high scorer O^ra Miller. The win

avenged UMass' defeat at BU's hands in

last year's state tournament, but many fans

believed that BU could handle the

Minutewomen without Miller.

Defense became the decided factor

against BU at Southern, and Maura
Supinski was one of the keys to controlling

Miller Supinski's tight defense made Miller

work for her shots, pressuring Miller into

forced shots and poor rebounding position.

Supinski didn't do it alone though;

sophomore guard Mary Halleran plagued

the BU guards by stealing the ball at key

rTKxnents, including a sensational steal off

an inbourwls play under the hoop that

resulted in a four point lead for UMass.

Halleran's defense sparked UMass' play in

tight situations where UMass' lead had
evaporated to 1 point.

"Mary is a very smart basketball player.

She watches what tha other team does and
after a couple of times she picks her spot

and waits," saM assistant coach Steve
Jefferson

.

UMa^ had problems putting the ball in

the hole against BU during their third

meeting. Center Julie Ready, who finished

with 16 points, shot poorly from the floor.

Ozdarski subbed her with Ginger Legare.

"We told Julie to relax and just rebound
and play defense. She was getting

frustrated that her shots weren't fallir^g,"

Jefferson said.

Ready rebounded and played tough
against BU's offense, rebounding in key

situations. Despite being viciously blocked

by Miller on several occasions, Ready's

pose came through making key hoops in

the final six minutes without showing any
intimidation

The quiet " play of freshwoman Tricia

Corcoran could be considered typical of the

team tjasketball that the Minutewomen
possess. "You'll never remember Tricia

shooting, or that defensive rebound sha
grabbed or that sharp pass she made
before a basket, but she does all tfSe littla

things that add up, " Jefferson said The
5'7 ' freshman helped out on defense and
provided the glue that helped hold UMass
together. -

Staff meeting
There will be a mandatory sports staff meeting Wednesday, March 7 at 7 p.m. at

the Collegian Sportft Desk, Spring sports beats will be discussed. New members

are welcome.

Celtics defeated, 135-122

Blue Wall
Fn.. March 9]

Scientific
Americans
and DeLex

BOSTON (API - Forward Marques Johnson pumped in 36

DOints and guard Brian Winters added 27 points to lead the

Mihwaukee Bucks to a 135^122 National Basketball Association

triumph over the Boston Celtics yesterday afternoon.

y
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Sat.. March 10

Robert
Gordon

This night only

UMass students $3 50

Gen. public -$4.50
' 9 p.m. --Hatch

Tickets available at TIX

The Bucks took command of the contest in the third

quarter. With the score tied 61 -61 a minute into the period, the

Bucks ran off a 14-3 spurt to move in front 75-64. Led by

substitute John Gianelli's 10 points and seven from Jo^^^
Milwaukee went into the final quarter with a comfortable 97-85

The only offense the Celtics could generate in the quarter

came from Bob McAdoo who hit for nine points.

Winters' outside bombs enabled Milwaukee to race away

from the Celtics in the final quarter as they went in front

1 17-97 with a little under six minutes remaining. With the con-

test decided at that point, both teams proceeded to empty

their benches. ^ ^ - . • .. h ».:.

Boston led early in the first period 8-2. as Cednc Maxwell hit

for six points But Milwaukee, paced by Johnson's 12, manag-

ed to grab a 30-29 advantage heading in to the second quarter

Johnson added nine more points before halftime and

Winters chipped in with 8 to up the Bucks' lead to 61 -56 at the

end of the period.

Bucks' head coach Don Nelson was ejected from the game

late in the second quarter after referee Ed Middleton assessed

a double techincal foul against him for disputing a cal.

In tomorrow'spaper
Behind all the varsity athletes that parade around the

UMass campus in their letter jackets are many equipment

personnel, student managers, and even some lesser known

athletes that desen/e to be recognized.

In a desire to meet the needs of these leaser krjowTO, the

Collegian sports department has devised a series called Sports

Profile Appearing on alternate Tuesdays with George

O'Brien's column. Sports Profile brings the behind the scenes

people to the forefront. .

In the first of the series. Matt Capeiss, student manager of

the Minuteman basketball team was inten/iewed by reporter

Steve Zack about hi* experiences in his tenure as manager.

Tomorrow Collegian reporter Donna Sullivan wntes about

one of UMass most unusual people, a man who used to

wrestle bears.

Don 't miss Steve Zack,
appearing every Thursday

in tife Collegian

b»»^'*-
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RHETORIC EXEMPTION EXAM
The Rhetoric Exemption Exam will be offered on

March 6. 1979 from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. in Mahar

Auditorium. The exam will consist of writing an

essay (500 word) which will be evaluated on the

following criteria: depth of treatment, development

and support, organization, style, and the mechanics

of writing such as grammar, punctuation, and spell-

ing. Please bring several pencils, your ID, and 25c to

partially cover the cost of administering the exam.

YOU MAY EXEMPT BOTH GROUP I & GROUP
II BY TAKING AND PASSING THIS EXAM.

QBsnoss

REGISTER NOWl
10-week courses

March 5-May 24

i
^y^wi

Adult evening classes in ballet, jazz and modem
dance (all levels)

Brochure and information

549-1555

AMHERST BALLET CENTRE
Therese Brady Donohue, director

29 Strong St., Amherst

Fn. & Sat.

Disce with

Disco Eric

Top of the
Campus

TOG members £r guests only

TOG memberships available

to UMass Students at the

info desk. Gampus Center

LIQUORS «»
18 Main St.

SCHMIDT'S
12 oz. bottles

$5.99 case
$1.59 six

Every day
special

253-5441

MILLER
12 oz. bottles NR

$6.99 case

Monday thru Thursday
special

•

The by-laws of the SGA Constitution provide that absentee

ballots shall be made available to students who for a just.fiable

reason cannot vote at the polls. If you wish to vote with an absentee

ballot you must submit a written signed request. Including reason,

to the Chairperson of the Governmental Affairs Committee of he

Student Senate. Arrangements will then be made for an election

official to bring a certified ballot to you.

The official deadline for requests is 4 pm March 10. Late re-

quests will be accepted but there can be no guarantee that they

will be honored.

Dont squander your right to rhoose who will represent you on

the Board of Trustees and Board of Governors. Send in your re-

quests, if needed, for an absentee ballot today in care of.

Anthony Johnson - Governmental Affairs Chairperson

Rm. 420 Student Union Building



Defeat Terriers, 68-61

Minutewomen wi
Bv s reve ros^nbirg
CoMegian Staff

N»w H»v0n. Ct ~ Jb» bittte of €aM vt.
West « over.

The UMass Minutewomen left no doubt
•bout their number one ranking in

Massachusetts by defeating rival Boston
University GB 61 , Saturday night at the
fAlAW Region 1A Playoffs in Southern
Conrwaicut's Moore Fieldhouse

For UMass. it was their ninth win in a
»w, tying the 1976 77 team record lor

cortsecuiive victories. It was also the third

time this year that UMass h^ beaten B U ,

a perennial contender in the Eastern
Association. The Minutewomen now
advance to the regional semifinals, which
wM be held this Friday evening at N<y-
iheastern University in Boston

Execution and pride. ' said UMass
coach May Anne 0/darksi "We iiMssed
weM, played a tight defensive game, and
did rwt have to force our shots It was an
outstanding effort."

Let It be noted that B U coffwnittwl •
total of 29 turnovers and went to the foul
line lust three times throughout the con

test. UMass, on the other harKi, has 17
turnovers, but took the decidwl ed^ in the
tree throw shooting by converting 12 of 20
shots from the line

The game was highlighted by the
presence of two of the most explosive

ballplayers in the Eastern Association.

B U s Oebra Miller and UMass Sue
Peters

Miller, a highly touted 5 1 1 sophomore,
sc(K«d consistently on a variety of twisting,

double pump )ump shots which left many
of the 400 in attendance shaking their

h^ds in disbelief Miller also had seven
blocked shots and seven steals to go along
with a game high 26 points.

Peters turned in an equally exceptional
performwKe for the Minutewomen With
13 22 remaining in the first half and UMass
leading 16 12. she rnade what was perhaps
the most spectacular play of the game
when she drove past B U 's 1 3 1 /one, and
converted a layup while she was falling

down. Peters dished off four assists, had
three steals, and finished the game with 21

points Both coaches agreed alter the
game that Peters had played a key role in

the victory

"This is the best basketball game she has
my^r played, for us," noted UMass
assistant coach Steve Jefferson. "Sh«
played a steady, intelligent brand of
basketball and really controlled the gam*
for us."

"We had problems containing Peters and
Julie Ready." said B U coach Avenll

Haines. "Ttiey were able to penetrate
through our zone quite effectively and
came up with the big hoops when we were
dosmgin "

UMass' Tricia Corcoran opened the
scoring 67 seconds into the game with a
soft jump shot from the left baseline, and
Julie Ready's layup at the 17:56 mark ga\«
UMass a 4 lead. Debra Miller finally put

B.U on the scoreboard after 2 58 of play

with a long )ump shot, making it UMass 4.

B U 2
The garrw continued with both teanw

trading baskets until 16:27 of the first half,

when UMass' Mary Halleran stole an in

tKjunds pass and led center Julie Ready for

a basket Halleran's steal touched off a rally

which saw UMass score eight unanswered
potnis. B.U then called time out with

UMass leading 18 12

The Terriers stayed close however, with
Miller hitting from all over the court, and
with 2:47 to go in the half had narrowed
down the UMass lead to one point at 24 23.

But Cathy Harrington put a halt to the

B U thr^t by coming off the UMass
bench to score six clutch points in the

romatning 2:47 The half ended with UMa^
leading B U, 30 23
B U played the same type of run and-

gun basketball m the second half, relying

on Miller to direct the attack. Miller's

baseline jumper midway through the
second half cut the UMass lead to 50 48.

The two point margin was the closest

the Terriers ever came to UMass. however,
and with 3 02 remaining to play, UMass
had built up a nine point lead, 61 32.

The victory improves A#
Minutewomen's record to 18 5. They ^/M
face either Southern Connecticut or St.

John's next Friday 3t Northeastern in the

EAIAW semifinal yan^. B.U s record now
drops to 17 5

The Terr:ers will face the loser of the

Southern Connecticut St John's game in

the consolation match this Friday at

NortheasTPrn

•^

CollegtaLn

Sue Peters scored 21 points in leading the Minuteworpen to a 68^1 playoff
victory over Boston University. (Staff photo by Patrick O. Oobbs.)

Mark Marchand

The hockey dilemma

Milwaukee forward Marques Johnson (8) drives past Boston Celtic

center Rick Robey (53) during yesterday's 135-122 Bucks victory Johnson

finished the afternoon with 16 points. Story ofl Page 23. (AP Laser^hoto).

1 18 1. Say It slowly; one win, eighteen

losses, and one tie. Those three numbers
are the best way to describe the type of

season that the UMass ice hockey team has

iust finished. It's also the best way to sum
up the condition and stability of the hockey
program in general; a program that, lor the

last few year, hasn't been sure ol its late

Irom season to season.

Theie s a reason lor this year's

disasterous showing (the worst ever lor the

hockey team) and the stability ol the
hockey program here at UMass Amherst is

where I think the blame should be placed.

The athletic department here has done ab
solutely nothing, zero, rien (French lor

nothing! to help head coach Jack Cannilf

and his team The condition has |ust been
allowed .to deteriorate without anyone lit

tinq a linger to help Cannill get his program
back into the shape it was in dunng 1972

when UMass was crowned the national

Division Two Champion.
Somethmg has to be done immediately;

whether it's the elimination ol the hockey
program lor a period of time or the pump
ing of a lew bucks into the program right

now. It has to be done belore this embar
rassing state ol affairs gets worse. The
team has no rink, no scholarship money,
second hand equipment, and even has to

worry about transportation to practice.

Who wants to play hockey under these

depressing conditions?
According to sources on the team, so

meone in the athletic department has been
leaking information to the Boston media lor

the lat lew years about the possible and
highly probable elimination of the hockey
program. This has been printed in Boston-

area newpapers; the Boston Globe
specifically. As a resut, it's been very dif

licult to recruit any players Irom eastern

Massachusetts to play hockey here. No one
with the intention ol playing lour years of

collegiate hockey is going to play at a shool

whose program exists Irom year to year.

Again, the athletic department has done
nothing so lar to quell this extinction

rumor, that is, il it's just a rumor.

I talked at length last Friday with senior

CO captain John Peters ol the Minuteman
hockey team and he shared his thoughts

and opinions on the subject with the Col-

"I strongly disagree with the way tNs
whole situation is being handled." said

Peters who was injured early in the season
and was lorced to assume a spectator's

role lor most of the season

.

"This isn t fair to the players; we don't

have a competitive situtation here with the

program as it exists now. The schedule
should delinitely be changed with the drop
ping ol the more powerful Division Two
teams and the picking up of more games
with teams like Boston State and AlC who
are more on our level '

Peters went on to explain that his team
mates found it hard to get motivated
against such Division Two powerhouses as

Lowell and Merrimack "We're going into

the game with losing ideas against these

teams; we oon't have the personnel to be
competitive on this level and our general in

experience and lack of depth really show
ed.

'

Peters has just wrapped up his fourth year

as a Minuteman and has seen the situation

go from poor to worse.

One ol the possible solutions to the

dilemma that Peters talked about was the

construction ol a hockey rink at a prime

location on campus and not associated

with the proposed dome at Alumni
Stadium "I'm very conlident that a rink on
campus would make hockey the number
one spectator sport, I'll bet that even il we
charged for tickets, we'd still sell the place

out, " related Peters.

"I've talked with (Frank) Mclnerney (the

athletic director) about this belore and I

disagree with him when he says that he

doesn't think hockey would be a money
maker. Look at our huge intramural pro

gram, it's got to be the biggest one of its

kind in the East. Hockey is an expensive

sport to play and the trouble that these kids

go through to play the sport is evidence

enough."
After talking with Peters I tried to get in

touch with Frank Mclnerney but, could on-

ly reach a spokesman in his office on Friday

alternoon who told me that "the hockey

situation is a priority item and is going to be

addressed in the very near future."

I certainly hope that ths whole mess is

'addressed"soon; it's gone on too damn
long and only damages the already

weakened reputation of UMass athletics.

I
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PfTROOOUAHS
GMrrro?
ARAB IWViSTORS PRiFER
FORTUNi 500
By Aakia Muhammad Pacific

Hmtrn S«fvic«

^SSHINQTON. DC." "Th«r«'t
• lot American black can do."
aroording to on* urtMn
•pocialitt. "Wt can gfvo th«
A^M Intellocftial auppott. wo
MR lobby for them over here, but
omeone haa to watch our flank.

I know two brother* who are

MtMig Mf^ortars of the
PalMtinian Liberation

Organixation, iMit they a^ un-
employed and can't get a )ob. I

•ak them, "does the PLO have a

job for you? Do the Arjba he!

POR THE y°** Mf^K^ft your familiear

H—

v

yweight boxing ehampioA
Muhammad Ali ia one of the fow
black Amofl^iit who has had
any mcms in attracting wctaMy
MM/M Arab invoatment. AN hM
uaed hia univofs^ popularity and
(wivagooua dcfonae of hit

MiMMun religioua convictiona to

develop buainesa relationahipa

with the Arab world. Laat

May in Um Angelee-aeated
between two Saudi Arabian pri>

ncee- Aii wa* intro<^iced at a board

member of their company. Vh% firat

African Arabian Corporation.

With help from Detroit Mayor
Coleman Young, Ali obtained

*

pormiaaion to build a bottling

plant in that city to mMNjfacture

hM new ChMnp Solt Drink. Tha
foctory will provldt inr««r city

job*,

Tho product wilt be ei^MMted and
aold throughoul the Third WoHd
World, with All's popular face on
the labol M tfie drawing card.

Arab monmi invMted in other

black ent^priaea, accordirtg to

former White Hoyot dopu^ m*
sistont for intergevommentat af-

fairs Larry Bailey, not only could

make profita for the Arabs. H
could "go a long wey toward

eliminating islands of weel^
wetted talent, wasted mindt,

vratted infrattructuret-in black

America."

Although Ali hinweM w^ earlier

MMtrumental in amr^H^ a
Ub^^n loan to the Nation of Itlam
the architect of hia currartt Saudi I

parbierthip in San Fi«noteco at-

'

tomey Khalid Al Mtonoour. Al
Maneour -formerly knowm m
Donald Warden-once heeded a
popular black nationif?kt

organiiMion c^lod the Afro-

Amerkew AaMOStion. %f\6 w«a
a p«or>eer in the lato 19B0a of
Mack involvement in ec<moiiM
ilfaini on the African comlr^nt.
fkA c^hm Ma^ entr^»i«neurs
have had far leM MiccMa in at-

tracting Arab inveatm^n.
"i led a delegation <j4 two dozen
black butinecamen to Arab
coun»i(M^ a black butinets

conaultsnt active in UA fftw^i
policy d^^M roctnt^ aMd.
"The Arabe toM im tlwyHMNild be
interMted in trade. bM not aid,

"

Arabe. he p<Mnted out »Mikl i«e
their m^«ive in^tbnentt in U.S
corpora^na to trwiat on

eg^eaaiva enforcement of equal

employment opportumitiea.

They atao ccMild retoin highly

qw^iiod biMk profeaiionala
en^ged in virtually every con-

^^^ Mfvico»|Mblie ralationt.

ecofiowMc plannwig. engine-
ering, legal aervicet. architec-

ture, heelth. finartce, constric-

tion and computer technology-
now being purchaaed in this*

country by Arab govemmenta.

TURNJKLPAGEJ

Third World Caucus Seeks End
To Violence On Campus

Stan Kinard

Vice Chancellor Madson.

How effective will he be?

Dedan Kimathi

Last Wednesday at the Student Senate
meeting, the Third World Caucus con-

demned racism on this campus. In a strong

statement before the Senate, Stan Kinard

informed the silent senators that there have
been numerous incidents of violence per-

pretrated against members of the Third

World community Stan told the Senate
that the time had come for the Student
Senate to deal with racism constructively

and effectively.

He further insisted that the Senate adopt
concrete steps to make the rest of the stu-

dent body aware that racism was a serious

problem and suggest ways to combat it at

U Mass,
After Stan's statement, Gary Lee, a

member of the Third World Caucus, pro-

posed the following motions that were
unanimously passed by the Senate. .

.

The Third World Caucus moves that:

1 Student Senate condemn all racist and
sexist incidents which are/were per-

pretrated against the Third World com-
munity.

2. Each Senator is to go back to his dorm
and begin holding meetings with students

to confront racism and identify the prin-

ciples involved in the recent incidents of

violence.

3. The Senate is to arrange meetings bet-

ween administration and Caucus members
so as to inform the Third World communi-
ty, officially, of the circumstances surroun-

ding the Seta Rampersad and Jose Pontes

cases.

4. The Student Senate is to reaffirm its'

commitment to the Third World Caucus,

thus assuring minorities of representation

in the Student Government, regardless of

Bakke, Weber or the Sears & Roebuck Co.

There were attempts by some Senators to

add amendments to the motion, but the

amendments were seen as an attempt to

water down the original motion and were
consequently voted against.

The statements by the Third World
Caucus had a silencing impact on the

Senators present, prompting one ex-

perienced Senator to remark that he had

never seen the student senate so quiet

before Another Senator added, you

could have heard a pin drop, even on the

carpet '

Next on the agenda was the Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs, Dr Mad-
son, who was asked what the University

planned to do m regards to both the

Rdinpeisad and Pontes' cases, along with

curbing future violence His answers,
however, were vague and non-committal,

consistent with the administration's stand

on these issues so far.

PattiO Neal in a fine performance at
Bowker Aud. in the concluding event

of Black History Month

umerous people have complained to
Nummo News about a front page story run
in Friday's Collegian (3-2-79) The headline]
read "UM football players arrested for rob-
bery" The nature of the complaint arises]
from the fact that only Cliff Pedrow"s pic-
ture was printed. It seems fairly simple to
obtain pictures of any football player or any

|

other student involved in varsity sports.
The question, is why was it that only Cliff I

Pedrow's picture printeH' When will the 5-

Collegearea knowwhat Kenneth Horn looks
like? In view .: Clifl Pediow's contnbutions
to the UMass Minutemen's effort on the
footballf le Id last season, why was he not
accorded somt respect and had his picture
published after the facts of the case were]
known.
This is irresponsibility on the part of the

Collegian for not publishing pictures of
both players. If there was some difficulty in

|

publishing both pictures, the Collegian
should not have put either person's picture
in the paper.

We ask the Collegian to publish Kenneth
Horn's photo, as an act of fairness to both|
parties.

Thank-you
Nummo Staff

^Us*<MfiSub^vi^%tbidAii^%!^%%i0iir%'^*^
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Struggles And
IntellectualsEltseo Gaicia

Many students from working class
bacKgrounds enter universities with
the hopes of attaining an education
that they can eventually put to work in

bettering their own communities Yet,
as their education begins, a process of
alienation from their communities also
begins Little by little, these same
students begin to ignore the struggles
and bad conditions and begin to iden-

tify with bourgeosie values: dreams of
money and prestigt*. individualism, op
portunism, escapism, etc. As they
move from practical experiences gain
ed in the working class setting, they
begin the process of intellualization
More often than not. they start to
perceive the world and struggles from
the standpoint of the dominant class at

the cost of the working class This
change in attitude causes these
students to lose sight of reality and to
engage in intellectual babblings in

stead of dealing with such important
issues that affect their lives such as
racism, exploitation of the working
class, etc

.

Yet, intellectualism in itself is neither

incorrect nor anti worker. The problem
IS that most people tend to believe that
only the dominant class (bourgeosie)
produces true intellectuals. The truth is

that there do exist intellectuals that are

dedicated to the struggles and in

terests of the working class
Iproletariat). These proletarian intellec

tuals develop as their understanding of

contradictions grows. These learn to
intelligently analyze actions within
society and history and convert these
concepts into concrete actions that
benefit the working class. In effect,
they effectively combine theory and
practice: where theory guides the prac
tice and the practice modifies and cor
rects the theory and vice versa.

On the other hand, intellectuals from
the ruling class (bourgeosie and petty

bourgeosie intellectuals) are limited by
their class. Reality is viewed in terms
of serving their narrow class interests.

Although they may speak eloquently
about lit>ertY, equality and justice, they
speak only of liberty, equality and
fustice that serves the individualistic
interests of the rich minority. That is

why It IS important that we make sure
that even the students struggles do not
fall into the grips of these bourgeosio
technicians.

The alienation that accomcanies
bourgeosie intellectualism serves as a

block to developing effective leader
ship within student communities, as
well as other communities Bourgeosie
technicians step in at this point to

become self proc'jimed leaders. Some
are even paid by the dominant class to

play the role of leader They often take

charge of the situation and assure that

any benefits gained from student
struggles serves their own needs, all

bourgeosie intellectuals that impose
themselves leaders within the universi

ty community are destined to become
poverty pimps and true enemies of the
working class.

Bourgeosie intellectualism must be
identified, isolated and combatted.
Concrete examples of dedication and
commitment to working class interests

must be demanded of alt leadership,
self proclaimed or otherwise. Only in

this way can we hope to develop pro-

letarian intellectuals, at the student
level, that can return to their com-
munities with an intellectual tool at the

disposal of the working class. It is im-

portant that students be developed to

understand, embrace and assure that

their interests and the interests of the

unpriviledged majority are one and the

same Any student that hopes to effect

radical change and return to really

benefit his community must maintain a

proletarian consciousness as he
becomes an intellectual.

If you like Numnx) News, you should read
this letter carefully. It may be one of the last

ones you ever read in this paper. In other
words, this may be one of the \gat editions

of Nummo News, The local rumor is that

Vice Chancellor Madson of Student Affairs

has been whispering in some Collegian

editor's ear that he's "surprised" that Num
mo News is such an "independent"
newspaper. The Vice Chancellor's point

was about as subtle as blowing a robin's

head off with an M 16. He wants Numnw
News toned down He's interested, no
clout)t, in a more "reasonable " and less

rabble rousing kind of (ournalism. In the ad-
ministration's collective mind, Numnw
News has apparently done an un
pardonable thing; as a newspaper, it's

generally honest, straight-froward, rele-

vant.

An off the-cuff remark by Madson, of
course, doesn't mean that the university
has a fully developed, worked out plan for

demolishing Numnw News. But that's not
the point. The point is that in all situations
like this, there's an initial testing period, a
period in which the authorities move siovviy

and keep their intentions purposely non
concrete, as a way of covering their tracks.

But we should be able to read the signs.

The reality is that the university would be
happier if Nummo News disappeared All

those articles about Seta Rampersad and
cross burnings and unexplained acts of
local violence wouldn't be the least bit

missed by the university's upper level

managers. Such stories embarass them by
showing that the supposedly pristine world
of the intellectuals is scarred by racism and
social unrest. Therefore, if with just a little

bit of pressure, Nummo News could be at

least partially lobotomized, the uni\wrsity
would be happy In indirect and subtle
ways, then, it puts forward its message:
"Nummo's a little too aggressive, don't you
think?" For university officials, the ad-
vantage of such an apparently unplanned
and roundabout attack is that all the
evidence against the administration re

mains circumstantial. No one can prove
that what the school has in mind is a little

old fashioned censorship. It's precisely this

kind of thing that managerial types like

Madson are trained for.

None of this is a joke Official distaste for

Nummo News has political implications

that should be quite clear. Let me explain.

Last week in an article in NLmmo News.
Jamila Gaston mentioned that on the night

death. Seta attended

a party at Motel 6 in South Oeerfield which
was also attended by persons with power-
ful political links to the area. The police and
the courts and all the newspapers in the
area have protected these people by mak-
ing sure that they were in no way im-

plicated in Seta's death. It is exactly these
kinds of people who are always behind the
scenes when something mysterious or

somehow not right occurs. But nothing
ever happens to them They're insulated by
a thick cocoon of political and economic
power. University officials and ad
ministrators belong to this same general
category, or class, of people. They have
two lives The one is public and above
board: it's essentially a public relations ex-

istence. The other one is secret and
obscure and is acted out behind closed
doors. This second life « the opposite of

the first: it's the life of the executioner, of

the company man, of the no holds barred
wheeler and dealer, of the power-hungry
I'm gonna climb to-the top bureaucrat. In

the secret life of this second existence, the
university administrator is no different from
the Franklin County politicos who attended
Seta's death party but were never heard
about. Both types know how, when
necessary, to step into the background and
wield their enormous power from the
shadows. But it's not Seta they're in-

terested in now. it's Nummo Newpaip
precisely because it's been printing so
much about Seta and other community-
related occurences.
Fortunately, Nummo News probably

won't go under it'll survive. For two
reasons. The first is that Nummo is staffed

by a number of principled and struggle-

toughened workers who know how to

weather (Kessure and stand their ground.
Second, the last thing the university wants
IS to be seen publicly with blood on its

hands. Now that we know what to look for

an assasianation attempt against Numrro
News the university will probably pull

back and act humble, shy, innocent. But if

the university does tijis -pulls back we
shouldn't be kidded into thinking that this is

what It wanted to do.
If the university witholds its hatchet, it'll

be only because we're watching.

signed,

Robert Bohm
Amherst resident

and member of the Che-Lumumba parent

collective

Are We Really Free?
The Civil war was created because of the

different opinions as to whether new
states admitted to the union would be

slaveholding or freo.

In January , 1863 the final Emancipation

Proclamation proclaimed, "all persons

held as slaves within any State, or

designated part if the state, the people

whereof shall be in rebellion against the

United States, shall be thenceforward

and forever free. "It became the law of the

land on December 18, 1865

I've always asked the question, "if the

north had nt even the Civil War, what

would it be like? Notice the word "free"'.

Are We Really Free?

The Civil War was created because of

the different opinions as to whether new
states admitted to the union would be

slaveholding or free.

In January 1863 the final

Emancipation Proclamation proclaimed

"all persoris held as slaves within any

state, or designated part of fhe state, the

people whereof shall be in rebellion

against the United States, shall be

thenceforwardandforeverfree.lt became

the law of the land on December 18,

1865.
I've always asked the question, "if the

North hadn't won the Civil War, what
would it be like? Would there still be
slavery? Would we be "free"? Notice the

word "free".

Are we really free

When you really look at it NO! we aren't

free. Check this out!, the only thing that

makes us free, is we are free from chains,

that's about it. If you really look around
there are things you can see to show you
that we are not free

Who has all the money? The jobs?

The higher paid positions? The White
Man! Who doesn't have to serve all his

sentence most of the time? Who gets

pardoned? Who has wall to wall carpet

and can go in and out of jail (if you call it a

jail) whenever he feels like it? The White
Man!

The white people didn't want anyone
fighting to help us. They made it clear

when they murdered, Martin Luther King

Jr., and Malcom X. Even in the years 1 978
and1979 they made sure that only Black

Senator, Edward Brooke, didn't hold his

office to long.

Just because we don't have chains,

that's not being free! We can't go

anywhere without our brothers or sisters

being verbally or physically attacked and

even murdered, because of their dark

skin, when in the summer time so many
white people try to get as dark as we are.

Some of the courts are to blame also, if a

black who robbed a grocery store, didn't

get alot of money, about $200 and took

off. but got caught. Then a white man
robbed a bank or a big chain store and got

alot of money about $1000 and got

caught. You would expect the white man
to get more years, Sorry it doesn't work

that way. The black man always seems to

serve the longest because of the court.

If we can't go and do what we want to

or ought to be doing without being

Arrested, Attacked, and Murdered. What

do we do? Are we free?

Until I see a Black Man, up there in a

high position such as Vice President or

even President, getting up there on his

own without getting threatened or

without being put "six feet under", I can

truly say
We Are Free

We Are Free W.

U. Mass Child
Care System

I am in total agreement with the Nummo
News article, "U Mass Day Care System:
Separate But Unequal." For the past four

semesters, I have been a teacher's aide at

the Infant Care Experiential Center
(I.C.E.C). In addition, my daughter attend-

ed I.C.E.C. as an infant and now attends
New World Day School (N.W.D.S.). Dur
ing this period, I have observed the same
overall discrepancies stated by Ms. Barrien-

tos in her article.

N.W.D.S., for example, where almost all

the children are Third World, is at a disad-

vantage in terms of funding, staff salaries,

facilities, equipment and materials (as com-
pared to Grassroots, North Village and
University Day School, where the enroll-

ment is basically white). These gross ine-

qualities represent a blatant disregard for

the welfare of Third World children atten-

ding these centers.

The basic difference between I.C.E.C. and
N.W.D.S. and the other centers is racial:

while the white centers receive the major
share of the booty. Third World centers are

left to scramble for the crumbs.
The continuing silence of the university on

this issue verifies the facts.

Conditions such as these cannot be ig-

nored, signed,

Carmen M. Cadiz

Nummo News, the voice of the Third

World community of the University of

Massacusetts at Amherst, welcome letters,

comments and criticisms. If you wish to

contribute any material in accordance with

the best interests of the community, please

submit it to:

Nummo News
103 New Africa House
Amherst Mass. 01003 •

Or contact us by phone

545 0061

Song of Freedoni
Nobuko Miyamoto and Benny Yee in concert

On Saturday March 10 at 8pm in the
Student Union Ballroom, Nobuko
Miyamoto will be appeanng with pianist

composer, Benny Yee, and their band,

"Warriors of the Rainbow " for California.

The concert, sponsored by the Third

World Women's Task Force as part of

International Women's Week, will br free

•of charge. The music of "Warriors of the

Rainbow " is a fusion of East and West
influenced by the Asian, African, amd
Latin music traditions.

Nobuko is a Japanese American sing-

er, dancer, songwriter, and activist in the

Asian movement. Along with 1 10,000
other Americans of Japanese descent she
was incarcerated as a child in the

concentration camps of this country

during World War II. As a young woman
she studied to be a dancer and fought
against the inherent discrimination of the

field to become a professional, dancing
with renowned choreographers like

Jerome Robbins and Jack Cole. In 1 957
at the age of 1 7 she met and danced with

the legendary Alicia Alonzo of Cuba who
secretly gave aid to Fidel Castro and the

Cuban revolutionarrcsat the time, l^ter

Nobuko entered ser ously the profes-

sional world of dance in New York City

only to come face to face with blatant

racism. She was denied many parts

because at the time it wasn't "in" to be an
Asian dancer. The parts she did get were
Hollywood and Broadway stereotypes of

Asian and othe Third World people. She
danced in the play and film version of

"Flower Drum Song," "The King and I,""

and even played a Puerto Rican seam-
stress in the movie "West Side Story."

At this time a lot of the contradictions

became aparent to her about the roles she
was plaving and her treatment as an Asian

women Invest Side Story she noticed the

difference in how Rita Moreno and
Natalie Wood were treated in the

production of the movie. "Natalie Wood
would come in with a mink coat thrown
on the ground... .Rita Moreno was like

down home. ..They treated her like shit.

They treated her like they treated us.

"

Nobuko'etft the dance world shortly

thereafter and began exploring singing

and later filmaking. In the height of the

60"s she worked on a documentary on
Blacks in America and connected up with

the Black Panthers and Young Lords in

New York and through them met progres-

sive Asians also involved in liberation

work. In a Young Lords church she met
Yuri Kochiyama, veteran revolutionary in

the Asian movement. At this point she
became deeply commited to the struggle,

working in the anti-war movement and on
squatters rights in the Latin and Asian
communities.

Her first song. The Peoples Beat, was
written in the 60s with Chris lijima an^it

commemorated the life of the revolution-

ary Fred Hampton, the Chicago Panther
who was brutally cut down by the police.

The songs Nobuko sings speak of our

struggle and history as Asians and Third

World peoples fighting against a

UPCOMING ASIAN INTERNATIONAL
WOMENS WEEK EVENTS AND AASA
SRDNSORED EVENTS

International Womens Week • these
events sponsored by the Third World
Womens Task Force:

Monday-Mar. 5 9:30 am C C 162 Sasha
Hohri from the Chinese Peoples
Progressive Association m New York will

speak on current issues in China and the
effects on US. Chinatowns 2:30 pm C.C
164 Mei Ling Rae Chang from the
Coalition to Protect Kahoolowe
an island which has been used by the U.S.
as a bombing target since 1952.

4:00 pm C.C. 164 Suman and Bob Bohm
will speak on neo-colonialism and class
struggles in India.

7:30 pm SUB Meiling Rae Chang and Liz

Young will participate on a panel on
repression of politcal struggles.

Saturday March 10, 8pm SUB Nobuko
Miyamoto and Benny Yee and Their band
"Warriors of the Rainbow " in concert.

FREE.

Wednesday, March 7, 7:30pm Hills 101
AASA will sponsor the film "Manzanaar"
A film about the Japanese American
concentration camp expenence.

common oppressor. "We Are the

Children" is an early song in which she

tells her Vellow brother and sisters about

our hentage:

"We are the children of the migrant

worker
We are the offspring of the concentration

camp
Sons and daughters of the railroad builder

Who leave their stamp on Amerika"

The song goes on to say how we watch
"'war movies with the next door neigh-
bors, while secretly rooting fot the other

side." For many Asians this was the first

time they heard someone who felt the
same inside. The music of Nobuko not
only spoke of our emerging identity, but

also of a history that has been denied all

of us as Third World people.

Nobuko and her partner, Benny Yee,
head "Warriors of the Rainbow " a group
named for a Native American legend
which tells of 5.000 years of evil followed
by 5,000 years of good - the change being
brought by the coming together of

warriors of aM the colors of the rainbow.

Come hear this music which speaks of

our struggle and people can calls for a

uniting of all of us "warriors of the

rainbow."' As Nobuko says, Most of my
life I worked as a tool for someone elses

ideas. For me the real beginning hap-
pened when I met and worked with
people who were pushing to change our

social conditions. Now I have something
to sing about... " Listen to it. Its a freedom
song.

Yellow Is A Color
Beginning with this issue of Nummo

News AASA will be punmg out

information about Asian events,

newstories, poetry, and other items of

interest and relevance to the Third World

community. The AASA news collective is

a group of writers, invite people to work

with us on a regular or irregular bases. If

you have a poem, graphic, or idea feel free

to drop by our office in Room 41 5 in the

Student Union or call 545-051 7. We also

invite Asian students to join AASA and to

participate in our upcoming events.

Chinatown, J-town and Little Manila

are some names given to Asian ghettoes.

Behind the facades of window glass

glistening with curios and quiet smiling

teeth there lies the frustration, the fear,

sweat and tears of a people kept down.
Before, they made laws against us.

Against our coming here and against us

living here. When we were not warjted we
were burned out and murdered. When
they did want us we were rounded up and

put in concentration camps. Now they

need us. Since 1 965, for the first time we
have been allowed to come here in equal

numbers to other people imigrating.

Some call us the model-minority. They
think we are White. Quiet now, after

generations of hate and racist law. Hard-
working because it was the only way to

survive. Yellow is a color, like Black, Red
or Brown. We are not White. Some would
like us to forget. We are Third World
people and have our own problems, our
own solutions. If we remain open, we
have to share. We were never quiet, just

never listened to and we have been
working hard at gaining our dignity and
well being. The Asian-American has been
here and we are staying.

The Asian American is more than just

looking "onental" or "exotic". It is an

experience that belongs only to

Americans whose roots reach far west of

our Pacific shore.. Some of us may have

arrived only yesterday at a big city airport,

while others have greatgrandfathers who
hammered spikes to unite this nation by

railroads. The Asian Amencan Student

Association (AASA) was conceived in

1974 by Asian students here at UMASS.
They, as we do now, realized that an

education sponsored social, political, and

cultural events like potluck dinners, films,

speakers, dances, and conferences.

Dave Burrell Coming To Amherst College

This coming Friday evening, starting at 8

PM, noted Pianist Dave Burrell will be ap
pearing at the Gerald Penny Memorial
Black Cultural Center, Amherst College, as

part of the Tony Jackson upright piano

series. Mr. Burrell's career has spanned the

spectrum of today's Black Classical Music.

.His education has included the University

of Honolulu and Berklee College of music in

Boston. From 1969 to 1971, he taught at

the Community Thing Organization in

Harlem, NYC. and held the position of

Music, Department head in a program of

rehabilitation of prisoners, drug addicts,

and underprivileged children. From 1971-74

he taught at Queens College in Queens,

NYC, and held the position of musicdirec

tor at Morrisania Youth and Community
service center in Bronx, N.Y.C. from 1955

to the present.

He has done television appearances, club

dates, and concerts throughout the world.

A few of the musicians he has played

and.'or recorded with are Marion Brown,

Pharoah Sanders, Noah Howard, Alan

Silva. Stanley Cowell, Sunny Murray,

Graham Moncur III, Archie Shepp, Clifford

Thornton, Patty Waters, Sonny Sharock,

poet Hart LeRoi Bibbs, Beaver Harris,

Chicago Art Ensemble, Rosewell Rudd,

Stafford James Quartet, and many rrwre.

The solo recital will be exciting, a histonc

occasion, and an event that shouldn't be

missed.

FROM PAGE 1

Instead the Arabs so far have

channeled their petrodollars into

Fortune 500-type firms, in spite

of their rhetoric about a new in-

ternational ecomomic order "I

haven't seen any great evidence

of the Arabs wanting to change,

'

comments Washington attorney

Curtis E. White. "There are a

number of things I now they

could do, but they are not.'
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Crisis In Indochina
BY CHARLES BAGU

All h«ll 19 tMrtiAif^ looM in Indochina.
In 1 975. wtMn ttm United Sttta* was

cMaatad in Cambodia, Laoa and Viatnam.
it ^ipaarad that at laat war would coma to

^ and in tha Indochina ragion. Agraaaion
iy Franch. than US imparialiam had
^i^iad tfia araa for dacadaa. 197S
brought tha hopa that tha paopia of

IndfMhina could bagin building naw
tociatiaa.

Vary quiciilY wa could saa that thia

4vMilopmant would not taka placa in a

Mcuum. Thara waa the US attack on
Cambodia (Kampuchia) through tha
"Mayaguez incident." The Soviet Union,

Aot to be outdone, increased pressure on
Watnam for a Soviet naval base in Cam
Ranh Bay. Indeed, these countries would
not be allowed to go on without outside
kitarference and meddling.

Now the headlines blare "Vietnam
invades Kampuchea (Cambodia)
"Chinese enter Vietnam Soviet troops

put on alert." The world saama to be
turned on its head! What is going on?

The events in Indochina cannot be
looked at as moments in time, it is

important to closely examine develop-
ments over a period of time. The defeat of

the US in 75 spelled a big set back for

U.S. imperialism and marked a general
decline for the US While the U.S. has
been thrown out of many third world
countries, it is still vicious in its control of

foieign countries.

Meanwhile, another super power, tha
USSR, has emerged as a powerful rival to

the U.S. for world domination. Every-
where the Soviets are reaching out to

grab control from the U.S. This conflict is

also played out in Southeast Asia.

While the U.S. was pulling out, border
disputes arose between Kampuchea and
Vietnam. The conflicts have their roots in

French domination of the area in the past.

Borders were drawn without regeard for

political, cultural and economic life.

However, many hoped the resolution of
the border disputes could be done peace-
fully and on the basis of equality and
compromise.

From 1975-77 negotiations between
the two countries took place in China.
These did not go very smoothly. There
were repeated charges and counter--
charges of border attacks and treachery
until the negotiations finally broke down.

!n the last dry season in boutheasi
Asia, from late December 1977 through
the summer of 1978, Vietnam invaded
Kampuchea. Vietnamese military units

penetrated up to 18 miles insides

Kampuchea using smallerforces than tnis

y^jar. There was some heavy fighting that

Vietnam get the worst of. There was no
spontarr^ous uprising of the people of

Campuchea to support the Vietnamese or

turn against the Pol Pot government. By
June, 1978, a stalemate had set in.

June also began a series o* rapid

policy changes in Vietnam. Vietnam had
always maintained a strict policy of self-

reliance in their fight for liberation They
accepted aid from anywhere as long as
there were no strings attached. In June
however, Vietnam ioined COMECON, the
Soviet Bloc economic organization. Iihas

promised substantial ecoi-.omic aid ana
was hailed by the Soviet Union as "as
reliable outpost of socialism" in South-
east Asia. In mid-August a large airlift of

military supplies At that lime Soviet
advisors began arriving in regular groups,
boosting the number of military person-
nel from the Soviet armed forces to over
4000 by late December.

This marked a sharp shift for the

Vietnamese in what direction they were
moving in and what role that country was
going to play in the world. In late

November at the Moscow meeting of the

Warsaw Pact countries, the Soviet Union
agitated for an increased military ex-

penditure for all member countries and
called for 'joint support ' for Vietnam's
defense.'

These external changes in

Vietnamese policy are coupled with

internal changes. Also, over the last year

and a half a major reorganization has
taken place it the Vietnamese party as a

result of policy and line struggles: about

100,000 party members have been re-

moved; the leading bodies of the party

i caconatitutad; and laadars lika Truong
Chinh sharply damotad.

Than on Dacambar 3 tha

l^np«Mhaan National Unitad Front for

National Sah/ation (KNUF) is announced
by tha Hanoi and Tass naws aganciaa. By
Dacambar 25 tha KNUF waa abia to

aaaambia oha of d«a bast aquippad
armiaa of tha world (something many
liberation alor^ with about 100,000
troofw from 13 Vietnamese invaded

Kampueh ia.

This Vietnamese invaaion contradicts

Ho Chi Mink's slogan. "Noth*;ig is more
precious than independence and free-

dom." The Vietnamese and KNUF forces

have not been met w:th open arms. In fact

after some quack advances, the resis*

tance has iiharpened leaving the

Vietnamese with some cities and the

PolPdt forces with the countryside.

Whatever the internal policies of

Kampuchea, it is not an excuse for the

violation of national soverngntry.

It is instructive to note who has

recognized the Vietnamese government
in Kampuchea: the Soviet Union; the

Eastern bloc (except Romania);

Afghanistan (site of recent Soviet Coup);

South Yemen (site of recent Soviet Coup);

Ethopia and Angola.

The facts are that Vietnam, with the

open encouragement and supnort of the

Soviet Union, has invaded Kampuchea
and IS trying to occupy the whole country

and set up what can only be described as

a puppet government to run that country

for them.
Fortunately or unfortunately, 100,000

Vietnar'^ese troops in Kampuchea and

50,000 in Loas only give further

creedence to charges by China and others

that the Soviet Union through Vietnam is

seeking hegemony in Southeast Asia.

In my next column I want to analyze

the China-Vietnam conflict witfiin an

overall understanding of instribility

Southeast Asia.

Puerto Ricans
Fre#dom Fighter

11

BOMB UNKED TO PUfRTO RICANS
I

BLASTS MOBIL OFFICES

EASTCHESTER. N.Y.Feb 27 -. A
bomb, aaaaft dly touched off for the cauaa
of Puerto Riean independence, inflictad

axtanah^a damage on the top floor of a
tt^raa-atory regional headquarters
building of the Mobile Oil Coroporation.

Authorities said there were not
injuries becauae a telephoned warning
about a half an hour before the explosion
provided time to evacuate about 300
employees from the building, situated at
the Vernon Hills Shopping Center on
White Plains Road

The Mobil telephone operator, tha
Eaatchester police and radio station
WFAS heard from a male caller who said
he represented a Puerto Rican in-

dependence organization but did not
want anyone to be hurt when the bomb,
timed for 4.40 P.M., would go off. Ac-
cording to Police Shief Ralph Martinelli.
0ie caller alao said he wanted to'get even
*' with Mobil for having a ' lot of Puerto
Ricans arrested .". Shortly after the
explosion. The Associated Press received
another call from someone who said he
represented the 'Sam Melville-Jonathan
Jackson Unit" and referring to a note left

is a telephone booth in New York City.

The message said the bombing
marked the anniversary of an armed
aasault by Puerto Rican nationalists
tfisida the House of Representatives on
March 1, 1954, during which five

Representatives were wounded. It alsj^
demanded the release of two men and a
twoman still imprisoned for the barrage of
piatol shots from the vistors' gallery

The note also warned of future attacks
on Mobile properties for the company's
"profits from the suffering of oppressed
peoples'

Announcements

«ORO

.

School

by Paul Zimmerman

Attention in a
Natural classroom
Denseless understanding
Common sense
Insprational responsibility
Love for a
Butterfly and
A dog
Obedient to beautiful
No durability
POnly property
Common instruction
Denseless inspiration
Sensible understanding
Love for

aknowledge in a
Divine classroom
Love to respond

Paul E. Zimmerman, Jr.
copyright 1978

On Thurai*/, March 8th, nowinationr will oficn for

fr*tld«r.t cf th€ MAra Orfar.iMtton. There arc «l*o three (1)

vacancle* to b« filled for th« Student Wiora Bc«rd cf director*.

The president and director* shall be leapor.ilble for

atntalnln-; the d>y-to-4ay fancHcin* of Ahor*.

Tt>« purpoae of the Miora 0r43niz«tton la to be responsible

to the varifd needs of the k'nlveraity eoenunity tlirojjh the

provision cf SFproprlete fecilities, activltiea, sad services.

Any lull-tlBe under^r^^Cf student may run for the

Presidency and for the Board of 3!l3iu»»t fn order to b»

nominated for office or be a voting Member on altmOfiD, 4f/ , you

aiust sign u? at the B.C. P. office or st the Ahora office within

em days before March tth.

The elections will be held at a. C.P. -Wilder Hall at 7,00 P.M.

Nareh Ith.

. ,. .•• r" •,. -, ... ^ JJ.J

Puerto Rico
Tho Struggle...

CC174 11 .00a.m.

Institutionalized

Repression
CC165 3 .30p.m.

TO ALL THIRD WORLD ORGANIZATIONS

If you would like to have information
regarding your organization forwarded to
interested persons, please compose a brief

profile of your organization and it's pro-
gram.
The profiles can be submitted to Bo at the
B.M.C.P. office Monday Friday between
1pm 5pm

Thank you

Important Nummo News meeting

Wednesday 7.30 in 103 New Africa House.

All members must be present.
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Go for the gusto — now

Some UMass students may not be enjoying the bar scene much longer as these students do on a Monday night at tha
Blue Wall. (Staff photo by Paul Price)

Ageandclout win on Beacon Hill
By MARK HORAN
CuHnghin Staff

The drinking age battle is expected to

end today when Gov. Edward J. King sigr)S

a compromise bill that will make the legal

age 20 years old.

If politics IS indeed the art of com
promise, the drinking age battle was
politics at Its t)est or perhaps its wor
St because the 20 bill is based on httlu or

no logic It is simply a compromise that

NeMTS analysis""
leaves none of the political forces in

volved students, the legislators, the

alcohol industry, or the governor as clear

winners or losers.

Students, however, should claim a

partial victory They were up against ini

possible odds a governor who was
elected as a 21 proponent, a legislature

that was convinced the voting public

wanted some age raise, and of course,

students own past refusal to vole.

Student organi/ers have a liability They
cannot hold a sizeable amount of votes

over the legislators' heads.

When a tragic North Reading accident

occurred two weeks ago, constituents

began calling legislators in force. They
were calling in overwhelming support of a
drinking age raise and because they are the

ones who vote on election days, their pleas

were heeded
The lack of student political clout is

coupled with a generation gap of sorts on
Beacon Hill. There are few, if any,
legislators who had the privilege of drinking

before they were 21

.

For Rep. Robert Ambler, D Weymouth,
the House's leading 21 advocate who
patiently listened to every student who
testified before his government Regulations

Committee, drinking is not an essential

right of the 18 and 19 year old.

For Ambler it means young kids drinking

in Weymouth's two high schools, it means
escalating vandalism in the town, it means
teenagers drinking and driving. There are a

lot of Bob Amblers on Beacon Hill.

If students can claim a partial victory.

King should at least admit partial defeat

King chose this issue to be his first

legislative victory of the year and an op

portunity to set himself up as a "can do"
governor who can get things done with the
legislature, unlike his predecessor, Michael
Dukakis.

In the end King had to give in to the
Senate after it passed a bill to raise the age
to 19. If anyone merged as winners it was
Senate leader- most notably Senate
President William Bulger, D Boston, who
eventually became the power broker in the

fight

It was Bulger who allowed Senate Ways
and Means Chair Chester W. Atkins, D
Concord, and Vice Chair John W. Olver, D
Amherst, to maneuver the Senate into a

19 year old bill. Olver - known for his cool

use of facts and logic in the midst of

political madness, and Atkins, known for

his cool use of politics in the midst of

political madness -were a potent duo
under the watchful eye of Bulger.

When the Senate refused to back down
on its 19 bill, it was Bulger whom King was
forced to deal with And it was Bufger who
allowed King to save face with the 20-year

old compromise.
King not only lost his 21 bill, but he now

owes Billy Bulger.

Legislature mies

twenty's the age

— now on to King
BOSTON jAP) - The Massachusetts

legislature approved overwhelmingly
yesterday a compromise bill raising the

state's legal drinking age to 20 next nrxjnth.

It has been 18 for seven y^rs.
The measure awaits what could t>e only

routine final votes before going to Gov. Ed
ward J King, who tiattled for an increase

to age 21 but said he will sign the com-
promise into law
Opponents vastly outnumbered sup

porters in a 40 minute House debate, but

on the roll call, it was distinctly the other

way: the House accepted the compromise
118 31. The Senate earlier had endorsed it,

289
Objectors protested that this will become

effective immediately, rather than phased-
in. as earlier versions provided The House
at one point voted for raising the age to 19,

but later switched to 21. The Senate in-

sisted on raising it only to 19, but com-
promised at 20 without a phase in to permit

young persons now 18 or 19 to continue to

purchase alcoholic beverages legally.

Rep William G. Robinson of Melrose, the

'Republican floor leader, said, "This is

ludicrous." He, and others, said it will make
law breakers out of 18-and 19 year olds

who otherwise are law abiding.

Sen. Chester Atkms, D-Concord, the

Senate chairman of the conference com-
mittee, said while he "personally" did not

support the 20 year old drinking age, he

believed it offered a "reasonable com-
promise."
Atkins had shepherded through the

Senate a bill raising the drinking age to 19,

but the House refused to budge from its

backing of a 21 yearold age of consump
tion

Atkins said a 17-member committee
would be set up under the compromise
measure to study suggestions for stiffening

penalties for drunken driving and other

alcohol related offenses. The committee
would be required to report back to the

Legislature in three months with recom-

mendations for changing the laws, Atkins

said.

"The real solution to the tough problem of

alcohol related auto fatalities is ..to
change those penalties, " Atkins said.

Currently, Atkins said, there is "virtually

no punishment " for driving under the in-

fluence of alcohol.

Sen. Denis L. McKenna, DSomerville,
'

said he could not support anything less

than a 21 year old age of consumption
"come hell or high water."

Employees union president

disputesjob abuse charges
tiy LEE BURNETT
Ciillegian Staff

A Campus Center official has ordered

two phones and files of a state employees
union removed from the work are'a of the

union president because they feel union

matters have interfered with his job at the

Campus Center Receiving Office, ac
cording to a letter sent to the president

last Friday.

American Federation of State, County,

and Municipal Employee's President
Jonathan Tuttle said he regards such ac

tion as hostile and has filed a flurry of

grievances in retaliation.

The letter sent by Bernard Wilkes, Jr.,

assistant director of the Campus Center,

said Tuttle has conducted an extensive

volume of union related phone calls dur

ing normal duty hours. He said this "has •

caused work problems, definite morale

problems and has created a situation that

neither the Campus Center nor the

University can tolerate."

Wilkes yesterday declined to comment

on specific instances of job neglect or on

any of Tuttle's grievances.

Tuttle said, "Wilkes is attempting to

unilaterally change a mutually established

practice.
"

A union collective bargaining agree

ment affords Tuttle no special pnviliges as

union president to conduct union
business on Campus Center time. It states

Tuttle IS granted release time to represent

employees at grievance proceedings, and
to attend executive board meetings,
negotiating sessions, hearings before

legislative and state agencies, meetings

and conventions.

Tuttle who works as a store-room
helper at the loading dock under the

Campus Center said, union presidents are

granted considerable time to attend to

union responsibilities. He referred to a

previous union president transferred from

the dining commons to a job in the
physical plant entitled "employee contact

representative.
"

"She had what the union calls a flag ti

tie job she was paid by the University

to be the union president, " he said.

Tuttle said the recent action ordenng

TURN TO PAGE 4

Students streak across the roof of Berkshire Dining Commons in Southwest
last night. The residential area erupted around 9:30 p.m. when hundreds of

residents poured into the courtyards with a barrage of firecrackers, flaming

toilet paper, air raid sirens and flashing lights. No one had a clear idea on how
or why the riot started, although Gov. Ed King and the drinking age raise were
the subject of most of the emotional outbursts. The Collegian was flooded with

calls from students alternately disgusted and overjoyed with the proceedings.

Incidents in other residential areas were also reported. (Staff photo by Richerd

Newman)
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A tow truck comes to th« Nweu« ^MMrday of
an abandoned car in a flooded underpass in Nor
thiake, HI . »\est of Chicago lAP Laserf>hoto>

Iranian oilshipments begin
TEHRAN. Iran (API - Iran started supplying the world s

hur^grv oil market fw the first time in 10 weeks yesterday
with a shipment of crude oil bound for Japan. The
Ayatollah RuhoHah Khomeinie's revolutionary governrrwnt,
meanwhile, executed eight more members of the Shah of

Iran's topple regime
"The days when foreign tankers coukl come to Iranian

p>orts and load as much oil as they wanted, under prices

and conditions dictated by them, are over." said Hassan
Nazih, the new managing director of Iran's state owened
National Iranian Oil Co "We will export only enough to

rtwet our financial needs "

To the cheers and c^wnts of workers linir^ the dock at

the Kharg Island terminal on the Persian Gulf, Na7ih push
ed a button to start the pumps and the Iranian crude began
to flow into a tanker

Iran was the world's second largest oil exporter, next to

Saudi Arabia, before the year long turmoil that led to the
downfall of Shah Mohammad Reea Pahlavi

Swedesprotest U.S. film
STOCKHOLM Sweden \AP\ fK group of Swedes

called for a boycott of the American film "The Deer
Hunter," claiming the film "tries to reconstruct the myth of

the United States as the defender of freedom, democracy
and human rights"

The group, in a staterr>ent issued over the weekend, said

It objected to scenes of Vietnamese abusing Americans,
when "no Americans were tortured in Vietnam

"'

Thirty members of the group handed out protest leaflets

when the film, which portrays the lives of several

Americans who fought in the war, premiered here last

week

Jupiter dazzles earthlings
PASADENA. Caht. lAP) Voyager I soared dramatically

near Jupiter yesterday, da/ziing scientists with rich detail

of the planet and its exotic moons before sailing on into

space for a lonely lourney to Saturn,

Spectacular " was the word scientists at the Jet

Propulsion Laboratory used over and over as Voyager

came within 172,475 miles of Jupiter and its television eyes

peered closely at the swirls m the dense cloud cover around

the solar system' s largest planet

When the cameras turned to lo. one of Jupiter's 13

moons, they revealed for the first time details that look like

rugged highlands, complex patterns of channels and flat,

sprawling plains

Pictures of Jupiter from Voyager in black and white on

television monitors at JPI revealed clouds curled live waves

hitting a rocky coast as well as delicate swirls and

streamers.

Free air time ruled legal
WASHINGTON \AP\ The Supreme Court has backed up

lower court rulings that several Boston radio stations broke

no law when providing free air time in connection with a

1976 state referendum.
The justices, without comment, refused yesterday to

hear an appeal by a political committee called Council for

Employment and Economic Energy Use which challenged

the stations" actions as a violation of federal antitrust laws

On Oct. 16, the coun turned away a council appeal that

charged the stations with violating the Federal Com
munications Commission's "fiarness doctrine."

In the 1976 election, Massachusetts citizens were asked to

vote on a ballot proposition which, if it had passed, would

have required uniform electrictiy rates

Several stations agreed to give Massachusetts Fair Share,

a pro ballot group, one free ad for every two ads purchased

by its opponent.

Peace settlement

insight — Carter

flies to Egypt
Bv BABRY SCHWEID
AHsocifited Press

WASHINGTON President Carter, in a drive to

wrap up a Mideast peace treaty, will fly to Egypt and
Israel this week to try and clear away remaining
roadblocks to a settlement.

Egyptian Prime Minister Mustafa Khalil said in Cairo

that Carter's trip "will most likely lead to a signing."

And Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin told

members of the U.S. Congress in Washington, "now
there is a ray of hope ' Noting that Israel has ac
cepted US proposals for wrapping up a treaty, he
added:
"Let us hope Egypt wiH \Qm the ^ort. Th«n if this

happens, in a short period of time, mm may have the

cerertiony of signing."

Khalil told The Associated Press in a telephone in

terview: "When an American president puts down all

his stakes, it is natural that it has to have a positive

result."

White House Press Seorvtary Jody Powell said

yMterday that Carter will arrive in Egypt on Thursday
afternoon for talks with President Anwar Sadat and
then go on to Israel on Saturday for talks with Begin.

At this point. Powell said, there are no plans for a

ihreeway meeting among the leaders. He said he did

not know when Carter would return to the United
States.

Carter's wife, Rosalynn, will accompany him.

Begin said he would fly home tomorrow to pr^jare

for ' the m'«morable visit
"'

While expressing optimism, the Israeli prime
minister noted in an appearance before members of

the US. House of Representatives that a Middle East

peace seemed at hand several times previously but

was not achieved.

The world was happy and then came the disap
pointment." Begin said

He stressed that Israels concern has been that it

must be able to defend itself against other Arab
countries if the peace does not last.

The White House announcement marked another
upturn in peace prospects after a long siege of

gloom
Eovpt and Israel have been stalemated since

N'ovember over the future of the Palestinian Arabs
and other controversial issues surrounding the trea-

ty

Chad Gibbs, 12, of Gilford. N.H. uses cross country
skis to check the progress of sap flow in a grove of

maples surrounding his home. lAP Laserphoto)

Chinese troop withdrawal denied

by beleaguered Vietnamese forces
By DENIS D GRAY
Associated Press

BANGKOK, That/and -

China said yesterday it

was withdrawing its in

vasion army from Viet

nam after a bloody 16

day war of "punish
ment," but Hanoi claim-

ed the fighting was ac
tually escalating and
ordered a general
mobilization '"for na
tional salvation.""

Peking's official news
agency said Chinese
troops began pulling out

yesterday after achieving

their goal of "dealing
devastating blows to

Vietnamese armed
forces." It warned Viet

nam against new border
provocations.

Several hours later, the

newspaper of the Viet

nimese Communist Par

ty said the Chinese an

nouncement "is cot trary

to the real situation in

the battlefields
"

China "is stepping up
Its aggression, and its

troops are frantically

destroying Vietnamese
villages, " the paper Nhan
Dan said in a commen
tary reported by the Viet

namese News Agency.
It said Vietnamese

President Ton Due Thang
signed a general
mobilization decree
yesterday instructing all

miltary age citizens to

ioin the armed forces.

"All necessary man
power, material and
financial resources shall

be mobilized to meet the

needs of war for national

salvation," it said.

The Japanese Embassy
in Hanoi said Vietnamese
officials had instructed it

to prepare airraid

shelters for its person
nel. Japan's Kyodo news
service reported.

Intelligence sources in

Bangkok said yesterday
they had no evidence of

a Chinese pull out
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Captain Kangaroo
Bunny Rabbit

Grandmother Clock

Comrade Mario Copek
Mr. Greene Genes
Badlands Meany

Larry, Moe, and Curley

Mr. Moose and a box of ping-pong balls

I'm going to cut off the soles of nryy shoes, sit in a tree,

Porgy Tirebiter
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Presents

Western Mass, Only

Comedy Night
Tuesday 9 p.m.-

at the

Top of the Campus
Restaurant

Information; Call 549-6000 ext. 634

|^<i$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$^

I WANT TO MAKE MONEY? I
^ If you have had any experience as a <j

Z commissioned salesperson, i.e. where X

^ you were paid a percentage of your <j

Z sales. Contact the Collegian Business
^

% Dept. at 545-3500, or come in with a list ^
t of your credentials and references. This <J

^ is a unique opportunity to make money ^
X as well as gaining sales experience. ^

Police investigate

Northeast fires

iJoJl£^ian 3

^ CAROL ROSENBERG
CoHegian Staff

A rash of small fires in a Northeast
residential area dormitory has prompted
around the clock guards and ai
ivestigation termed "active" by UMass
police and the University Office for
Environmental Health and Safety
Two fires were set last night in Lewis

OorrTMtory sometime during the evening,
according to University police A third fire

occurred yesterday, m the lobby of the
dorm at at>out 9:30 a.m. when a bulletin

board was set ablaze.

According to Keith E Hoyle, a fire safety
officer with the UMass Environmental
Safety Office, police and fire officials were
itotified at>out the fires Sunday night after

the fifth of eight fires occurred.
Police Sunday said bulletin boards and

lampshades had been set ablaze from
"suspicious origins " Hoyle described
damaged to the dorm as "minimal." adding
up to about $30 or S40 for the first seven
fires

Hoyle said exposure lo the incidents
could be counter productive to the in

vestigation He described the person or
persons who set the fires as "trying to get
somebody's attention.

"It sometMJdy's getting a thrill out of this

whole thing," Hoyle said, "it Ipublicityl is

going to really build their egos up I think
what we are dealing with here is sonr^one
getting a high off the whole thing," Hoyte
said.

According to Acting Director of Security
Gerald T. O'Neil, a "fire watch ' was in-

stalled in the dorm immediately after thay
were notified of the arsons. A fire watch,
he explained, is a guard or police officer

who patrols the dorm 24 hours a day.
Jonathan Heinsleigh, S G.A. Co

president and Lewis dorm resident
yesterday said he was concerned over the
incidents.

"It's not a prank," he said yesterday.
'Were all scared and paranoid. Right now
the consensus in the dormitory is it's a
resident " He said the person or persor%
responsible for the fire had a
'psychological problem, " but then added
he was "in no way qualified to judge."
Hensleigh said of the fires, which

reportedly included the torching of iHilletin

boards, lampshades, a t>ook, and a trash
can full of paper, "there's so many now.
you can't count them."

"I don't know what the reason is" for the
fires, he said, "but we are concerned "

Lewis, a co ed dormitory, houses about
130 tjndergraduate students as well as the
Northeast Sylvan Women's Center.

Sigma Phi may sell

to Amherst Housing
By ELLEN DAV/S
Ciillequ.n Sr.iff

Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity decided to
sell Its house at 9 Chestnut Street to the
Amherst Housing Authority, Director Janet
Ge/ork said yesterday The only question
remaining is whether the authority can
tome up with an extra $15,000 the fraterni-

ty is asking for the house

Ge/ork said she received a letter from the
national chapter of the fraternity last week
saying they would sell the house if the

authority would pay $180,000 for it. This
figure, $15,000 more than the fraternity had
originally asked for is necessary to help the
fraternity payback taxes and its mortgage,
she said

The authority has a $400,000 state
Department of Community Affairs grant to

buy and renovate the house for elderly

housing, but can not pay more than
$165,000 for the house, because of a state

ruling. The ruling states the authority can
not pay more for the house than the
$165,000 it is assessed for

To get the extra $15,000 the authority is

trying to obtain an abatement on back
taxes the fraternity owes from the Amherst
Board of Assesors Although the board can
not make a decision until a final option is

signed on the sale of the house, Gezork
said It will probably grant the tax abate-
ment

"They (the board) usually will grant tax

abatements if they will result in new or im-

proved housing," Gezork said.

Last week, the Amherst board ot beiect
men recommended that the board grant
the tax abatement

Lawyers from the authority and the
fraternity are currently negotiating final

K.'rms of the sale, including a time frame
which will be best for both parties.
Members of the fraternity have until the
end of the semester to live in the house.

Jeff Aghjayan, new president of the

UMass chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon, said

last night that two representatives from the

franternity's regional office in Virgina are

coming up soon to help the fraternity

members find a new house.

The Amherst Housing Authority Board
was expected last night to approve final

plans for renovation of the house. The
house will be renovated for congregate
elderly housing, which means that capable
elderly live with some who need special ser
vices. Gezork said the elderly should be
able to move in within a year. Cost of the
renovations will be nearly $350,000, she
said

Although the authority now has $400,000
to buy and renovate the house, Gezork said
the regional office of the authority in Spr-
ingfield is currently applying for an amend
ment to the grant, which will raise it to
$600.00.

The house will be across from Chesnut
Court, one of two elderly housing projects
the authority now owns.

Yesterday's dreary weather didn't stop Christina and Aaron from enjoying their
walk home from school. Both are in the second grade at f^arks Meadow Elemen-
tary school. (Staff photo by Bill Greene)

Student Senate freezes
campaign expenses
By STEPHEN KLE/N
Cullegiiin Staff

An Undergraduate Student Senate
Committee for Student Governmental
Affairs voted unanimously last night to

freeze the campaign expense account of

Peter Graham and Cynthia Thomas,
candidates for Student Government
Association co president.

A motion was also tabled to disqualify

their candidacy upon further investigation

A committee meeting is scheduled
tomorrow to determine if Graham and
Thomas should be disqualified from the
presidential race.

The six committee members charged the
two with using their entire $^4.64 cam-
paign allotment from the senate to pur

chase a full page Citllegian advertisement
announcing their resignation from the race

and endorsing another candidate. The ad
was expected to appear tomorrow.
Members also said Graham solicited the

majority of his nomination paper signatures

before payinq his Student Activities Tax

Fund on Friday, March 2. which is also the
day nomination papers were due.

Members said unless Graham received
250 signatures that Friday his candidacy
may be unconstitutional.

Graham said last night "there's nothing
wrong with our ad. There is nothing in the
SGA constitution that says we cannot en-
dorse another candidacy."

Both Graham and Thomas said last night

the majority of their nomination signatures

were gotten before Friday.

"I'm not going to stand for this,"

Graham said. "I'm taking this to the (stu

dent) judiciary."

The Committee also decided to distnbute
campaign ballot boxes throughout the en-
tire campus. The Dining Commons, the
Campus Center, and the Newman Center
were all cited as probably locations.

The actual mechanics of the election will

be decided at the next meeting to be held
tomorrow.

A 'privateproblem 'breaks out of thehome
By PAMELA LINDMARK
Cullpgian Staff

m

"I think it's a problem that in general

people don't want to recognize ... a very

pnvate complaint," said Julie Peterson of

the Northampton Franklin Hampshire
Health Center last week in a telephone in

terview.

Peterson was speaking about violence

against women, within the home and out of

it. While domestic violence has been a

private problem, some efforts to help solve

the problem have begun to emerge in the

Amherst area.

Over 40 women from State and regional

networks of the National Coalition Against

Domestic Violence met in conference last

week in Northampton to discuss helping

women and children across the country.

Some h^ve been encouraged by the con

ference and other efforts to provide sup

port for womiin. "It's very t>xcitiny, it s a

heqinninq," said Marci.i Bl.ick of the New
F;nqlaiH) Lparnin() Cmii.T frn Woinrn m
Iiijfisitiuii m Gfeentn.li;

Black works with more than )Ubt the*

Hiiy-iiouiiy udiiuieU women" syndrome.
Her agency, and others, offer help to single

and married women, their children and
their needs.

"If a woman needs to go to court, we will

go with her to arrange legal referrals, " said

Black "We offer temporary shelter for bat

tered women . . . help for any kind of tran-

sitional needs in the job market, with

school, separation, divorce "

Women are responding to the help being
offered.

"More and more women are turning up
at more and more agencies, " said Peter

son. a Mental Health Center counselor.

"Not only here there are now snelters in

every state of the country. There weren't a

year ago, " she said "That gives you an
idea of Its mushrooming scope

'"

Dr Edan Freeman, head physician in the

emergency room of the Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton said abuse of

childrcd ,in(l -womon is now a recognized

(itnhlcrn The hospital deals with an
avur.iqt; of one or two cases of violence

Kiat'ist wonit>n inLluding rape and battnr

(ii'i HI ,Hi,J ;mu of tlip horT,i> Thf Cru^ivv

i

. r' ! ni.'vj' Pi ^ '-i
. . i 1>'S 470.'

t;i
I u IU<MU V I clb(;S [>•"' VVi'fk

"I think publicity is bringing them in the

Emergency Room in greater numbers, even

to the extent of teenagers who are being

abused and who are coming in on their

own," he said.

He said awareness, too, has grown
among doctors, but slowly.

"This business of reporting suspected

cases of abuse is new to us" he said. "The
index of suspicion is not always high

enough for a physician to act".

There must be substantial evidence of

abuse, Freeman said, for doctors to report

a case to authorities.

'We do see more of it now than we used

to, and are just learning to be sufficiently

alert to pick it up," he said.

Not an uncommon thing to hd'ar in abuse

or domestic violence cases, said Freeman,

IS that 3 husband or boyfriend was "under

the bottle
"

The Hotline to End Rape and Abuse, a

woman's support shelter in Springfield

also works with the problem of violence

against women and children. Counselor

Bette Taylor admitted that alcohol "very

oftnn IS involved."

Alt ohol basically is thf excuse for the

tor was there on another leve'l."'
•«•»«•

Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia said

abuse cases coming through the Amherst
station are few, but most of these are

domestic quarrels and alcohol related.

"I cant remember a case when alcohol

wasn"t involved in one way or another," he

said.

The reason Amherst may have less of a

problem than some of the surrounding mill

towns, he said, is that it is an "educational

community"

"People who work hard, live hard, ' said

Maia.

"And. too, people usually don't like to

open their lives to anybody." he said "It's

an embarassing thing. No one wants to be
embarassed."

Pam Himmel, diiector of Necessities, a

Northampton based women's counseling
and support group said women's need for

help is evident.

Inside our hearts we know we have the
nt'iMi she said. Unlpss you have the
st.Histii s " she shrugged, there's a lot
(-)( lalkiiu)

It's all part fal mobilization, of

't^e saidcriounh wisi'iefi i;t"ui'Vi

•'•'•'ri'wWbtiim^Nite'hapisen. :^^^s
Mif»-«
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Around campus

Truth isbeauty, beauty truth

HollyNear-Meg Christian
Bv AMY KAPLAN
Cotlegian Staff

The dynamic duo of Holly Near ar>d Meg
Christian proved to a packed Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall that women's music is

alive and growing
The two folksingers displayed a wide

range of talent which included Meg Chris

tian's enorrTKHis skill on the guitar and Holly

^to8r's beautiful, clear voice The two sang
together on a number of songs, but also

perforrrted individually

Songs they sang together included
"Face the Music" and "Imagine my Sur
prise, " concerning the struggles and joys of

discovering their lesbian identities Chris

tian's contralto proved a delightful contrast

to Near's soprano vocals The two
generated enough enthusiasm to involve

the audience in the performance as the au
dience was invited to sing along or clap

hands
It was difficult to sit quietly in one's seat

during the concert because of the tremen
dous energy and vitality of the Singers

Although thp music was lovply enough ro

en|oy by itself, the real |oy of the perfor

mance centered arournl a deep commit
ment the singers displayed to the women's
movement and their encouragement of eu
dience involyerrwnt. The emotional intensi

ty of women loving women was conveyed
especially by Near in her song, "Rock mc in

Your Arms, Pretty Woman " Lesbianism
was shown to be twth joyous and axciting

A high point of the concert occurred
when Wendy Oragonfire, a karate expert,

displayed her talents to ths accompanirr>ent
of Near singing, "You've Got to Fight

Back" Near stressed need for political in

volvement and denounced nuclear power
and political oppression around the world

TK» ntm wi|Oy^^ aspect of the con
cert, however, was that the two singers
^eemed to be enjoying themselves com-
(fletety and encouraged and received au-
dience participation.

Not only were they successful in giving a
wonderfully entertaining concert, but they
conveyed the beauty of women working
together to produce art in its most beautiful
form

Novelist to speak
on human sexuality

Robert Rimmer author of a novel "The
Harrid Experiment.' will give a lecture
tomorrow at 4 p.m. in Skinner Hall, spon
sored by the Center for the Family Depart
ment, a division of Home Economics
Rimmer, a Utopian novelist on group

marriage mn6 human sexuality, wrote his
tio.ik about a college experiment with sex
uaiity Rimmer will be on campus at the in
vitation of Roger Libby, a member of the
center who also edits Ahernatiym Ufm$tykfs
magazine

Suspectarrested

in Amherst rape
Police arrested a 21 year old Chelmsford

man Saturday for the rape of a 21 year old
UMass student two weeks ago.

Police arrested MKhael J. McGreevy at
the Amherst Moiel. McGreevy had ^en
spotted at a "local oaimg place " by the
woman who repontd being raped. potK:e
s<*id

Police said they arc cHN ^Mfching for

another man who the victim claims was in

volved in the rape
Police said on February 21, the woman

said she was picked up while tutchhiking on
Route 9. going towards Northampton
Police said she reported being picked up by
two white males, raped and left in South
Oeerfield.

The D.iiIy H,inypshiie Ga/ette reported
that McGreevy was arraigned on Saturday
in Hampshire District Court and pleaded
not guilty His case was continued to
March I? and bail was set at $1 ,000.

Directornamed
to FinancialAid
Edward Apodaca from the University of

California at Santa Barbara last week ac-
cepted the position of financial aid director
at UMass. Student Services Director W.
Daniel Fitzpatrick said yesterday
Apodaca. 37. a student affairs worker for

the past eight years, was chosen by a
search committee from among seven
finalists.

Fti/patrick assumed the duties of finan
cial aitf director when Richard Dent resign
ed from the position in June of 1976 As
head of Student Services, Ftizpatnck also
had to oversee the Placement Office, the
Registrar s Office and Veteran's Affairs.

Vice chancellor for Student Affairs Den
nis L Madson last fall said it was decided to

start a search after two years because "we
think we need a full time director for such a
large program at this size university "

The Financial Aid Office processes about
15,MO applications each year. Fitzpatrick
said.

— Laura Kennay

PianistAndre Watts
toperformatFAC

Pianist Andre Watts will perform %wft #it
Hartford Symphony Orchestra, Arthur
Winograd conducting, tonight at 8 0.m. at
the UMass Fine Arts Center.
Considered by many cntics to be one of

the lour or five best living pianists in Wm
wofW. Watts will include in tonight's p«>-
gram Haydn's "Military' Symphony No.
100 Prokofiev s Suite from Rumeu and
Juttni. and Brahms Piano Concerto No 1

Tickets are available at the Fine Arts
Center Box Office and Ticketron

Auto accidentsmar
Chrbtian-Nearconcert
A karate expert who perfornr^ed m $*«•

day nights Holly Near and Meg Chnstian
concert was in a two car accident yester-
day afternoon on Massachusetts Ave , ac-
cording to UMass police
Wendy Dragonfire was issued a citation

for driving to endanger by UMass police,
was taken by ambulance to the Cooley
Dickinson Hospital in Northampton where
she was treated and released.

Holly Near and Meg Chnstian also an
nounced last night at their concert in the
Fine Arts Center they had been in "a

serious accident" on their way to the con
cert

* Tuttle
CONT FROM PAGE 1

the two phones removed from his jffice

IS designed to "deny members access to
the union " He said another incident was
the recent transfer of union Vice Presi
dent Richard Coach from a security guard
post at Worcester Dining Commons to
the foot patrol where he is no longer
reachable by phone.

Aside from union matters Tuttle said
the receiving office phones are needed for
emergency purposes and for calling
various organizations within the Campus
Center complex when supply shipments
arrive

"They are not instilling harmonious rela-

tions or good employee practices," he
said

Study—
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Bostoiis highest form ofentertainment
costs less than a movie.

GRACE
EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
(Anglican)

On The Town
Common

Amherst, MA
256 6754

Weekdays 8 Tues ,

n 30 Wffd . 5 16 Fri

Sundays: 8, 10 12

& 7 30
The Rev James H
Clark

The Rev Christopher

Chornyak
The Rev Leslie Fatrfield|

The Rt Rev George L

Cadiqan

SERVICES AT
[THE ARK
758 No Pleasant Si

I

Sundays fi |» m
I

(supper followiruj)

The Rev Ian

Montgomery
1549 5929 • • • •

FOR FILING 1978
TAX RETURNS

AVAILABLE NOW AT
$11.95

at "the bookstore"

the UNTVERSITY STORE
campus ce/Uer urn^ss

It's the Hancock Tower Observa-

tory located 740 feet above the ground,

atop the tallest building in New Eng-
land, And from here you can see and
feel the total Boston experience.

WitJi 60 miles of breathtaking

scener>'. it's the most fantastic view of

Boston there is. Es[)ecially at night.

F'lus you'll see multi-media exhibits

like an exciting light and sound show
al)out tlic Revolution, featuring a 20-

foot scale motlel of Boston m 1 775

The Observatory is ofien Monday

through Saturday from 9am to 11pm
and Sundays from noon till llpni, every
day except Thanksgiving and
Christmas. Admission for students with

a college I.D. is only $1.25. You'll find

our ticket office on St. James Avenue
opposite Copley Square.

So next titne you spend a night on
the town, visit Boston's highest spot. It's

not only less expensive than a movie.

It's live.

Editorial/Opinion

Why 0^,

Gov. King?
There is an old story about Paul Parks,
Michael Dukakis' not very effective
Secretary of Education, that goes like this:

closing a meeting of his staffers in Boston,
Parks said to the group, "Next week's
meeting will be held at the University of
M^sachusetts at Springfield.

"

Someone pointed out to the Secretary of

Education that the University of
Massachusetts, the state's largest institu

tion of higher education, was not in Spr-
ingfield, ^i|M Amherst.

"What's tfw difference?" Parks is said to

have replied. "It's all the same hick town
out there, anyway

"

Lately, a lot of us have been asking: Why
us. Governor King' Why pick on us? Why
are your raising the drinking age and cut-

ting our budget? The story above, I think,

helps explain why.

All of the policy that effects us as'UMass
students, both from the state legislature

and from the UMass president's office,

comes from Boston. Boston may only be

90 miles away as the crow flies, but to the

people living and working in Boston,
Amherst may as well be another countiv-

I speak from experience. I grew up in

suburban Boston, and until I came here, I

was firmly convinced the Midwest began at

Framirgham This same attitude seems to

pervade the chambers of the state

legislature.

Why does King use the drinking age as his

mark

Leccese

John Hancock Observatory' _
The Best Place toSee Boston

first political battle, the first test of his

"can do" administration.

Well, for starters, he probably picked a

drinking age battle because he knew it

would be an easy one to win. The group of

people It effects are the least likely people

in the state to block it. Students, aged 18 to

21, as we all know, have dismal voting

records. If a few more of us had paid atten

tion during the campaign, when King made

a raising of the drinking age one of his cam-

paign promises, then maybe we would

have gone out and voted against him, and

instead of running the state, he'd be look-

ing for a job right now.

It's true that students mobilized for one

day and helping persuade the House of

Representatives not to raise it to 21 , but it's

also true that as soon as the students left,

their desires were ignored.

Why does King think funding for public

higher education is the easiest thing in the

budget to cut?

Again, it goes back to the little story dt

the top of the column. It is easy to cut

UMass' funds from Boston, because from

Boston, UMass is invisible. UMass needs a

strong lobby in Boston, and that is

something it doesn't have right now.

Former UMass President Robert Wood
moved the president's office to Boston,

and he was somewhat successful in his lob-

bying efforts.

Scuttlebut, however, has it that new

President, David C. Knapp is not nearly an

effective lobbyist as Wood was. In fact, I

have been told that Knapp's lobbying ef-

forts have alienated legislators more than

convinced them. Wood has the political in-

stincts of a streetfighter (he is now
superintendent of schools in Boston, a very

political job).

If King cut the MBTA's budget, people

would have to wait a little longer for trains.

The cut would have immediate and obvious

repercussions. This is not the case with

UMass% A budget cut costs us, in the long

run, on intagibles. It costs us an above

average education

Mark Leccese is a Collegian Columnist.

euB^^gs^s^
I IN THIS ONE
INHERE, MAN...

Defining women's space

By RITA ZEIDNER and
KAREN LEDERER

"Personal space" is a really hip way to

express yourself these days. It like really

tells where your head's at.

The need for women's space is not

recognized by many people, specifically

within the university. There are two main

arguments against it. There are well-

meaning leftists who conceive "women's

space" to be a way of legitimizing the

already existing oppressive differences.

Others argue that if women were good

enough, they could bpcome part of the

already existing institutions. In addition, it

is argued that if women and men are the

same, women do not need their own in-

stitutions.

Although there may only be external dif-

ferences between men and women at birth,

the socialization processes are so different,

it is impossible to think of men and women
as identical. Men and women are different.

The point is that as long as we live in a male

dominated society, women will too fre-

quently be denied the opportunity to ex-

press their point of view- a point of view

which often stems from that difference.

And so, many women are faced with the

decision of whether to assimilate or to

separate.

Women experience this problem in mariy

different ways. It is not easy to work within

an institution that gives them no support

and doesn't take their alternative perspec

tive seriously. This presents quite a dilem

ma. In addition, while the traditional institu

tions are farther reaching and better en-

dowed than alternatives, it is difficult to

work for an institution that one doesn't ap-

prove of. And so, the building of new in-

stitutions can only change so much.

Because women and men are different,

the idea of androgeny appeals to us for the

future. Men and women may currently be

viewed as separate parts of a whole.

Adrogeny is the uniting of those halves,

alllowing humans a full range of both sets

of characteristics. It allows the incor-

porating of characteristics from both sexes.

However, at the present time, women are

prevented from contributing what little they

have to the development of "their half." As

a result, separate institutions have their

place if women are to develop their unique

strengths. However, while women's
strength ultimately builds more human op-

tions, ironically the very organizing which

seeks to ultimately liberate everyone is

militantly repressed.

Reactionary backlash is all the more

reason for women to bond together in

solidarity. The suggestion for a worngrVs^

caucus in any organization indicates its

need. Along the same lines, while Interna-

tional Women's Week may accentuate

women's weakness, it also demonstrates

their strength, since the mere "understan-

ding" of women's oppression is necessary,

but not sufficient to cope with their weaker

position. International Women's Week is

one of the few "valid" excuses for women
to gain access to media space, gallery

space, and money, begrudgingly as it is

given.

It is very sad to think that a 9 day gala af-

fair is the only occassion many women
have to share their contributions. And it is

insulting to think that such a short period of

time would come anywhere near to fulfilling

the cultural needs for such a large part of

the population. However, if the need for

women's space was adequately
understood, there wouldn't be any need for

an International Women's Week

Right now, women need to learn and

share together. Some of the events of the

week are open to men. Interested men
should attend these events to educate

themselves. But Women's Week is a time

for women to have access to space too-

frequently denied them. Women must seize

this little time for themselves, and leave the

education of others for the future.

Letters to the Editor
Fishwrapper!
To the Editor:

Wheie is the Collegian s journalistic

inteqiity? . .,

Wliat next will the Collegian pull out

ul Its bag of tricks tu try to discredit the

Student Government-Association.

Sensationalism is no surprise, with

SGA elections only a week away, and this

pupct being such an accessible political

tool. Isn't it a fine time to publicize the

Senate 's deficit? And isn 't it just as fine to

disregard the fact that the largest chunk

$80,000 plus \ of that deficit belongs to

none other than the Collegian?

Isn't it sad that our wonderful

nfwspftper chooses only to endlessley

stuirch for SGA wrongdoings and not to

puhlicr/e the numerous benefits im-

plt'mented for the student body dunng

'Iw trrrns of the presejit officers? The

(,iqat\i/c)ti(in and effectiveness of Student

Govf'tnnwnt at UMass is recognized as a

nnxlal for all other student governments

in tin: r),ilion.

We urge the Collegian to reassess its

elhrcs and objectives and proceed from

there.
Louisa Barash

Joel Finard

Editor's note: While the Collegian's

deficit is rather large' to say the least,

readers Barash and Finard are in error

with the $80,000 figure. A ball park

estimate puts the figure around, say

$51,824.63 exactly. -Ed.

A 'den of iniquity'?

Not true says Pierpont
To the Editor:

/ am deeply outraged and frustrated by

thn Collegian's press coverage of

Pict/xjiit House and former head of

/'..idence Thomas Whitford. Collegian

fpoftt'rs continually imply that the

assaults on Tom's Irfe are caused by

Prt'rpont. the dorm as a whole. This is not

Hue There may be a few people who
dishkf Tom and disagree with some of his

actions, but the majority of people who

live in Pierpont, according to my ex-

peirence. care deeply about what has

h.ippened to Tom and are outraged. And
not until yesterday -longer than a month

niter the first article about Tom appeared

in It did the Collegian even attempt to

state why there were conflicts with Tom;

there are many and complicated reasons.

The Collegian coverage has not

helped Prerpont. as a whole, to deal with

our feelings of frustration. Instead, the

Collegian and other media talked about

the leputation of Pierpont as "a den on

iniqurty.
" They did not. until yesterday s

.uncle, say how concerned we are for

Tom and Pierpont. and they did not say

how much community there is m Pier-

pont. In other words, the Collegian has

emphasized all of the negative, past-

history connotations Pierpont has, and

has not given enough support to us. the

irsidents of Pierpont. who care deeply

.ihout what has happened to Tom and

what happens in Pieipont.

Ruth Barton
Southwest
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Kei Takeidancers
pwzle yetplease
By MARK LESZ/rr
C^ggmn Staff
UMass Stud»ms ami mma rwidents wwe treated to the

choreographic "performing art" of Kei Taket and her M^-
Ing Earth last Fridav night in Bowker Auditorium.
The five part d^i yram consisted of Mgmentt fiwii

Takei's "Light, ' jn on going project since 1969 The entira
13 parts take over seven hours to stage, hence parts two
•Id five «vere pre»nted twforo intwmi^ion and parts W,
12 and 13 were fMrformed during the second half
The opening presented two corripanv performers wi^

packs on their backs, moving labonously in a circle Thw
^ening appeared to confuse and disappoint much of tfie

Midm^CA. arKJ was not applauded

"Light," part 10, featured Kei Takei moving energetically

^(^ing two stones together rythmically. Two male pw-
l^rmrs stood about tos»ng (Mbbl^ at her. Im^ting hm
freedom of movement and pwfups trying to dampen fwr

spirit, until the entire stage wm covered with hundreds of

Tuesday, March 6, 1979

The program moved strongly ahead at this stage Part 12
was a combination of group choreography, dancing in

pairs and individual expr^sion
The finale, part 13, featured a series of competitive stri^

gles for dominance over the ring of pot^)^.
By the programs end tfie crowd was very appraciativs,

teit still pu22led For nuny wfio wanted to latel the pro-
gram "dance ' or "thMire," Kei Takei's term "performing
art" seemed most appropriate

SENIORS-
SHOW YOUR

FACE!!

545-2874

the
SHOE

aBa^I 187 n. pleasant st^amfierst

Available in colors

ORUTCiERS^^i^'^
•

Academic Year Prosrama*

N«w Jersey

Residents others

Tou't. f'»me Si 910 Saem
Konslan/ Offffw^ny S3 2Vl S4 019

florpnco M«i, f3Z*.9 S4 0I9

Mexico City Mc «i'X' $3 010 S3 7ro

SMmmcr Programs*
Toij's l-'atu'' St nn Si 1 ifj

tdjrtV:'!^/ Qpfm^ny Si 250 SI 250

UrOino Italy SI i<is SI l*^^

For information call (201 ) 932-7731 or return the

form below

Junior Year Abroad •
: "i

Please send me information about

Academic Year Programs in

D France n Germany D Italy D Mexico

Summer Programs in

D France D Germany D Italy

Nannp

College

Tuesday, March 6. 1979

Tonight come see

EASY
RIDER

Starring: Peter Fonda
Dennis Hopper
Jack Nicholson

Tuesday, March 6
at 7-9-11 p.m.

CCA adm. $1.00

LITTLE FLAGS THEATRE
MSNCH .' SrUOfNl UNION 8«llRf)iJM« 00 PM

••-•••

WINDS OF THE PEOPLE

Caraer/Uf9 Planning Program on

%1

I

/^

Making A Career
Decision^What
You Need To

Know"
For Juniors and Seniors

March 7 -Wednesday -6:00 p. m*. -9:00 p m.
Berkshire House, room 322

To sign up, just phone 5-0333 or drop in to

room 123. Berkshire House

Northampton
EVERY TUiSDAY NiGHTi

SMORGASBORD & DISCO LESSONS
inOlo9)AlLrORiiygPer Person

(Reservations)

WAITiESSB g Wilms HltNT • to 1 am.
ItOST OUtWH i»

piNf A DIStc
THURS

, FRI. & SAT.
DINING — 5 ro 9

DfSCO DANCING. 9 to / am.
Gas
Perfito's

CoptQin's Tobl*
DAMON RD., NORTHAMPTON

(Ritcktii Artistry ky Chtf Ptter HavOsii)

SAT PreTa«nOt«co 10 30 am io230pm

584-6080

MIRCH 8 BONHCR lUll 8 UH m
MARti^ON HER MIND

» \H lUVyiHB* «l«liflt

lltMTS til SUB
$?ou

CLIMB THE LEHERS
TO SUCCESS.

^
SiCMH««it^««i« lyi«At>«M^n»ta«Mp iMMcaMMwcanwi

ft>r HttH W>C C»l *m IM CHM •)<#

"•"C »«»

a

- "mfit •«' 8 ^O* •»•• 9> '0«»»«0i
• POf» iiOO a -"W* ••« ceacg*

•• • .
• « T (» p<»» iip *• H* "01 W 'inW'

r>i» MBOtC va^v^ h9» "fv^ •••« i •»

n% on^ r«c«<«« rtioOuttOH
v' »oy • olio >•«"> atxw
oflogamtK An 'e'er rut

. • «i«ie«» ana "h«»i r^o^t
•«u«4i *iso!C •'!• o»ogtq«w p>«

po'f^ cod*** 'c 'o»» cwimflnS W*
'»'•» 9'0au0<» ooa o»» commn

'o«o» Sae •' Wm cot. cmr* i»>»

Bofianaa (jna oc cac< "la

"># »if H(it« ij g>a^ iM«
J *aTi« \rOui cognfv (T'O

ft<j» MOO'C n Q'a*
*0? *0 Qa* *N»*# tro#r

V^
CALL 5-2437

HOTC
Goiewoy )o o greot woy o4 life.

Now that the weather
finally seems to be warming
up a bit (at least temporari
lyi, all thosfe afflicted with
cabin fever will begin to
turn to the outdoors for a
little relief

In Northampton outdoor
people can find a number of
recreation and conservation
areas, all of which weather
permitting will beckon the
outdoor enthusiast this
weekend.

The largest of the areas is

Fitzgerald Lake, off North
Farms Road, in Florence.
One hundred fifty acres of
land surround a man-made
lake, and terrain ranges
from flat to hilly

Roberts Hill in Leeds off
Chesterfield Road has 96
acres, with two ponds, and
a number of streams.
There's also 20 acres of
marsh land off Barrett
Street

Another scenic setting is

at Rainbow Beach on the
Connecticut River. The site

offers 50 acres, but seeing
as It s winter, the best ac
cess at this time of year is

from the river itself

Tor cross country ski en
thusiasts. there's an event
planned for the weekend
too Weather permitting, a
moonlight tour will be held
Saturday beginning at 7:30
(J m at Cummington Farm.

Should a cold spell set in

soon, outdoor skating will

also be available, at a
number of the city's parks.

Out thara In tha Atlantic Ocaan on a sunshine beach
tttara's going to ba an outtKaak of ravalry this vacation
braak. And attar tha aun goaa down . . . waR, you know tha
affact that moonlight haa on a calabration. Wa can only
hopa it won't ba a full moon.

Bacauaa from Jan. 13 through April 21 wa'ra opaning
Naaaau and Paradiaa Island to a wava of Amarican col-
laga atudants. Wa hava raason to believe that wava may
reach tidal proportions. Probably t>ecause of the price:
$269 including air fare and 7 nights hotel.

So thara it is, young America. We guarantee you ttie best
of dancing on tha beach, water aports and a roaring party.

BayofKl ttiat, you're invited to improvise. And since your
talent for good timing is legendary, we've made prepara-
tions for you. We're going to be ready.

With open arma.

' '^an^€^ 4££ectc<ut ck t^ Ofua.

7 Pleasant St. (corner of

Northampton
Main)
586-2528

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

J-^alricla rl/lcvSridey

am tpant^

The Fine Arts Center proudly presents these

incomparable artists with their own company in a special

"Balanchine Evening
'

MONDAY, MARCH 12 8 P.M.
Tickets now on sale. General Public - $7, 6. 5

UMass students • $5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and other

students - $6, 5, 4.

?\f€ /RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L
Fine Arts Center Box Oftice M-F 9-4. 545-2511

and New England Ticketron Locations.

?m3
tuno^rm i baiatiINfER^COLLEGIATE HOLIDAYS INC.

$269

ir. 3-Mar. 10

Mar. 10-Mar. 17

$319

r 1 Mar. 17- Mar. 24
r 1 Mar. 24-Mar. 31

U Mar. 31 -Apr. 7

[J Apr 7-Apr, 14

n Apr. 14-Apr. 21

Alright! Sounds goodf I've checked the week I

want to party and enclosed my $50 deposit.

: Sounds good but I'd like to hear more. Send me
your brochure.

Name
Address

City

Telephone

State Zip

Dual 819
Front Loading
Cassette Deck

NASSAU&PARADISE ISLAND.
BAHAMAS COLLEGE WEEK.

For reservations contact:

CAMPUS TRAVIL CiNTiR
CAMPUS CENTiR

545-0500

DuSi 8-19. Dual s finest fronl-loading cassette deck
The fwm bell drive system is powered by a high-forque

DC servo-confrolled motor with integral frequency
generator Unique fade/edif control allows unwanted
material on previously recorded tapes to be
permanently faded out in the playback mode The
record-level peak-reading meters are equalized and
electionically damped Three-way bias and equalization

controls are provided for all tape types Other features

include hard Permalloy record/playback head, peak
limiler, level controls for headphones and output, logic-

conlrolled intermode switching, direct gear-driven fast

forward and rewind, Dolby noise-reduction circuit,

memory operative m both directions Wow and flutter

less then 05', , frequency response 20 • l 7 000 Hz,

total harmonic distortion less than 7;,, and signal-to-

noise ratio better than 67 dB The chassis is finished in

rich metallic brown

SOUND&MUSIC

i

I

I

i

Gooii Advice - Honest Price'

90-92 King Street

iRte 5)

Northampton

Pirate notr nrw houn

Thursday k Fnday ti

Mon Sat 10 5

3a4-9547

19

>«Hi»0«M
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The Northampton Fairgrounds offer many different forms of outdoor activitieswhen not underwater. (Staff photo Bill Greene)

"SOMETHING
NEW CAN

HAPPEN TO
YOU"

584 962S
209 Main St.

(2nd floor)

Northampton
Mon. 9-9

Tues.-Fri. 9-9

Sat. 9-9

mm^tm charg*

I If^.'
' r:
\&

' - <

14 Masaiic SL

fPACKARD'S ) rr
CROSS THE BRIDGE AND HAVE A DRINK

AT THE OTHER BAR!
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Listen To WMUA 91.1 FM
Ken Mosakowski's FOCUS

Thursday March 8'th

6:00 - 7:00 pm

SGA Presidential Candidates

Debate

(T TUESDAY %
Gavln^s Nuslcal

Trivia
1st PRIZE - 25.00 2nd PRIZE - 10.00

Sfd PRIZE - Current Album

• HAPPY HOUR PROS •

\,

• Free T-Shirts •

• Special Drinks •

830 - 1K)0 •
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The best of Harvard Square is now in Amherst.
Pinocchio Pizza has expanded to give this area its only authentic

Italian pizza. It's made from the most expensive dough, which is
carefully stretched to perfection before Pinocchio adds the finest of
ingredients and tops it off with Canadian Mozzarella cheese.

Pinocchio's got the best,
ond he wouldn't lie!

For free delivery after 5 a.m., 549-3669

Open Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m. -2 a.ip.
Sundays 4 p.m.-l a.m.

1177 N. Pleasant St. •

N. Amherst/next to Rooster's

•• .
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Collegian
Classifieds

AUDIO

Ampeg B2SB bass cabinet w 7 Alier

421 A sp«\)Kf>rs Finp cond after 11 00
b49 1018

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of

Bose. 50 watt, power ( ap John &46 5990

AUTO FOR SALE

71 Buick. qd tires, runs great, $400,
549 4502. no rot rpc tune up

1970 Toyota Corona 1900CC 4 r yi . auto
trans , exc cond

. 23 25 mpg, snow tires,

AM/FM $895 546 8279

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire, perfect ff)r cof

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584 4105

Disco Dave & D L Disco Inc provides
sound, lights h DJ for your parties disco,

rock & oldies The best at affordable prices

Call Da\/e or Bryan collect at 567 1715

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John, 546 4646

FOR SALE

New Olympus OM 1 SLR camera,
fl 8'50mm lens, case, f.lter hot shoe
guarantee, $240, Steve, 549 4158 also

Peruvian silver

12 inch B&W TV, 6 mos old, great for

dorm rooms" Call John at 549 0419 $45 or

80
Sirtgle mattress it box, $30, 549 1519

Help, need drug money must sell one pair

Kmessel Red Starts w Snioman racing bin

dings, $$ negotiable 253 9074

Indian je^Melry at wholesdic prices Call

253 3627, »»venings

70 Buick Electra, *ll auto, runs great.

AM/FM, 8 track stereo, $650, 256 6731

eve

XC skis, tall ref ridge , exc cond
S42 4206

1970 Dodge Dart Swinger, clean qrpat

running cdtn Good mileage $750 i ,ii!

584 8324 or 549 2697. ask for Kent

Hanson Avanti ski boots, shell #4, fits

si/e9'6 11, reg $195 used 1 season ask

•ng $80, call Enc, 546 7459

Hanson Avanti, fir 10 11, used b% $90,

call (4730

WCMid ook Encyclopedia, new 78 $100

off, priced $299 $15 n mo .247 5740 even

Gift idea have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Delap. 256 8732, bet 9 10am

FOUND

Found down jacket near Goodell, 2 26,
call 6 9210 after 6pm
Found long haired F dog w NH license,

white face, tan black markings, 665-4324

Please return dk. brown leather wallet.
personal value, leave it with Collegian

"mTscellaneous

Earn $500/1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope,

Justus SMM, Box 112 C. Ludlow MA
01056.

Collegian classified rates are daily. 4St |x>r

line five ronsi ciitiv.» issues 40c per lin»- (K?r

day 30 tonsst jtivf issues. Xk per line p»>r

r) i\ Or»e Utw IS louijhly equiviilcni in 38
ters

Private pilot flying to FA, leaving 3 9 or

10, returning 3/ 17 pr 18, I will pick you and
drop you off at the airport of your choice,

call Rick, (413> 698 2559, after 5 30 p m
Riders wanted to Brattleboro, Vt , every
weekday this semester, share $, 253 2154.
ask for Ray

ROOMMATE WANTED

HELP WANTED
Counselors needed Jewish girls camp
Cape Cod area Athletics, waterfront,
nurses, campcraft, eic For info, call Sue
546 3223

$10,000 $14,000 part time Interesting,

easy, worthwhile Call eve , 253 3627

Summer work w/ national firm Travel
and good money Call 253 2597

The Orchard Hill Womens Center is rraw
accepting applications for five work study
positions Applications are available at 1 12
Field, Wirl Feb 28 Wed , March 7 Due
Friday. Mdr< h 9

Central area women's center has 5 work
study positions available, applications can
be picked up at center basement Baker

Men! Women! Jobs cruise
ships'freighters, no experience High pay'
See Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So
America Career summer' Send $2 75 for

info to Seaworld, BB Box 61035. Sact , CA
95860

MOTORCYCLES

My Honda 350 needs engine work. Part
time mechanics, call 253 7374, between 7

and 10 p.m. I have tools

PERSONALS

LOST

Female white shepherd, dog sick, needs
carp Vermont fags, 545 0065

Lost cat - Ralph, 1 yr old tiger w blue

flea collar, near Brandywme Apfs please

call 549 5851

Whoever ha* my Programming With
Fortran' t)onk please' call Anne 6 9708

Tan umbrella near Brandywine.
549 0152

Reward for return of blue green plaid

suitrasc w nametay Tonita Lipscomb

Reward, desperate^ please return my
tackle box of art supplies, my name was m
It (lockpr 148 FAC), I must get my work
dor-IP 8 feel terrible loss, last seen 2 23
Hills North or Bartleft, no questions asked,
549 1291

Pf gold rim glasses m case no 256 8146

Wow! Another Newman Club Coffee
House Fri at 9 p m Front Lounge,
Newman Center

Patty -happy 20thi The Trash Room
perhaps' Love. Cloud 9

Photographers Guild presents- Basic
Picture Taking Techniques (from Kodak)
Its fun to take hotter pictures and this pro
gram helps you do )ust that' You'll learn

simple and easy to understand picture

taking techniques you can use with any
camera Slide presentation gives hints on
film selection, exposure, lighting and com
position Tuesday, March 6, CC 905 909
7 00 *Free*

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg priced merch to all

students h staff Remember your ID

To the Amherst College woman who
does not like to dance but likes to play ten
nis and racquetball and skis at fi/laple

Valley Missed you at the Pub Sat 24, how
about a game of tennis' Call Tom
774 2552

If you've had your car damaged by
Amherst Towing or you've been towed
w 'Hit ri ( (jp present call 5 3500

Warranty problems with your car' Did
the repair bill exceed the estimate' You
may have rights you didn't know of Call

MassPIRG's Consumer Action Center for

help 545 0781 or 545 0199 Open Monday
Friday, 9 am 8 p m
For two people to Ft Lauderdale on Mar
15 or 16 Will share driving and expenses
Call Laurel or Susan at 549 5957

RIDERS WANTED

Van ride to Fla for spring break Male or

female, round trip, $65, 253 3193

Roommate wanted, 1 bedroom in 2
bedroom house Amherst, '/« mile from
bus route, pets, wood/oil heat $125 f , call

after 6:30 p m . 253 7090

Roommate, own room. UM bus, after 6,

665 3306

$75 per month/house, own bedroom, 15
mm from campus, non smokers, quiet
location, bus route, 665 4807

Todajj's

DC menu
LUNCH

Hamburg on a Roll

Tuna a la king/ Biscuit

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Tuna a la King /Biscuit

DINNER
Beef Pot Roast BiWKt

Eggplant Parmigiana Bufta

bASICS DINNER
Eggplant Parmigiana BreMl
^1 ftirentine Bu^«

Crossword
ACROSS

I QMt t^
4 N)MMt

11 Hon" »mMi

It'o'cii
1 9 M«D4«M Mtf*

H 104 Ro"Jn
}4 rltl l>>c>*lt

'aiiD

?* Of !•>• da*"
29 S**p*a du:

33 Comptit
oa "'•

34 «u» 4n City

3C W9<««t
3? *m»t.t*'

39 W.t^out 1*1

ifnpl»n<««t

44 Q.'Utu

46 G«>w;><.

48 Scnaw Wf<m
rttio" («Mm I

49 CjP'I*! o*

'nivt^wi* .•ui|i»

in

t,m-ftm

St 4*M1 »dM<

66 S'^BS-t" bi'*

OOWM

2 SniM ll»

3 A4I0I Kru^
4 G'«e» i«lt»'

% Sinotcl t b'lO

6 S'^goiont

toMtop

B»»»n4«i

9 D«M<uci'0'>

I 1 Uncultt««l*<l

20 Stmt Ipxlii)

22 Ncfti*

23 i« -.."l

26 8i6it»'

e«»(>o«'i'0"

21 Bnaw p*'i

21 S«tf.i»«nl

30 «r>m

Jt GrcM LM«
32 Debxunirt

»«»

3S $Mwc* l»i I

31 Qutim
40 *co"<

43 Gt*dut!r 0<

*nn«PO"t
i»l>bf

4S Wu<l*ir.

4 ? Bo«« w'

49 C'u't" pi't

iO *''>mai wtllt

5 I Sf««e«-»

M Vrr«' Optr*

S4 E*9>* \ n»$t

%S S4l*tv *9«'t:«

iiDb' I

S6 *"•»!

%% T,m» roA*

KM' I

eO Compdt
poinl

\ 2 3 4 5 6 '
f 9 10 1

1

12 '3 '4

IS '6 7

18 ^^^H'* 20

2' 22 23 24

25 26 2' 28

35

29 30 V 32

33 ^34 36

3''

"F
3? 40 41

42 41 I
47

44 45

46 48

49 50 5' •>2 ^3 54 56 56

5' 58 59

6- 62 63

64 6 "^ 6*

,

Roommates wanted, April 1st,

month, call 586 0140, ask for Pat
$68 a

SERVICES

Attornay Jason R. Rosenthal — low cost
legal representation for UMass community
Income tax preparation Appointment only,

253 7617
~~ WANTED

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,
546 6557. after 6.

CORRECTION

Correction, Aikdo demonstration, Friday.

March 2, Boyden gym. wrestling room,
7:00

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, low cost

legal representation for UMass community,
income tax preparation, appointment only

253 7617

PETS

Beautiful seal-point Himalayan kitten,

male, registered, show quality, raised with
family. $125 Call Sally, 549 6253

SUMMER RENTAL CAPE COD

Summer rental Cape Cod, S Yarmouth
4apts avail., one studio, 2 2 bdrms , and 1

three bdrm. Very close to water Fully

furn
, Mem Day to Labor Day Prices from

$1500 to $3000 for season, call (617)

394 6323, evenings and weekends

For His
and Her

Includes:

FIRST—a professional consultatioti

SECOND—a precision style cut selected
individually just for you

THIRD—our stylists will show you how to

take care of your hair

All for
$5.50

With personal style cut, shampoo and blow
dry tS.OO, long hair slightly more.

With this coupon only,

limited to new customers only

Styles by
Deboroh

call for appt. 549-5610

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Collegian 9

) Sugar pRojECTs^oZrT^
WER 60Dy IN PrRAMiD FoP.Mf

BAHAI4A

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

iiofii ket^S

Satiny

4 by Frank Emery

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

TMtS V«K 0/"THE
Cn^ OHHjS Ga»€T • >*JEU.

l«SCOSS HOW To MAlMUlN

YDUR OJLINA*?/ DVfaNlTY

VJHU^T THE CUPQCWRt)

>S BARE

THE Mftsr iMffcrnwr -rwue

FOR TriE TRVE ONJ^TT-

PlEASEP TD ftMEN^C
IS THAT f\E CAI^ SHLL
C9£A1£ A 6DLJRf«r OlSH

rP HE M^>:ES PBDflER

USE OF 'AMM i^
AVAILABLE TD Hl|V\

vJrtiLf SCME RBClPtS MAY
QE USED TD MAKE OSHft
FROM SCBATtH . My ftR50M>(

Fi^/RnE yjHEN THE Ci-b

CuP03frCC> VS BARE ^iAne

A e«E«T f^EAL. AFTtR A
LiHLE RESOlggU KJWnN6

The Town Line by Joe Carroll

ith
SHOE

J0^^| 187 n. pleasant stMamherst
• >4tft9«4«*aft ' •-•.V • •

-! i'>'->VHie*/V*rt.V^-.Vi"/.
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Flood level guidelines

disputed by town

Tuesday, March 6, 1979

Tuesday, March 6, 1979
.CollegiaiL 11

B^MARY FRAIN
CiMaguin Staff

A map drawn up by a consulting firm
ttitlintng potential flood areas in Amherst
was the subject of protest by town
residents at a Board of Selectman's
rrwetmg last night in the Town Hall.

The Lynn, Mass firm of Camp, Dresmt,
and McKee were hired by the Department
of Housing and Urban Development
IMUDJ to outline potential flood areas m
town Compliance with their recommen
4tettons IS necessary for the town to re
m»n eligible for National Flood Insurance,
according to a memo from the <Mit^ of
Town Manager Louis B. Hayward*

Property built in those areas designated
ds flood prone must be elevated one and
a hiW fMt stoo\/B tf» l^el the water m
1*^ to reach, Hayward said.
Paul Jones, an Amity bireet resident,
^>aed to tfw levels because he said
rtwy were not realistic He said they had
^•1 reached by a computer method that
dW not take into •<««mt ^ ^nm% of
itwIarKl.

"You'd have to fwve elevators to get to
the first floor, never mind the 2nd floor,"
said Jones referring to laws which re

quire all buildings be made accessable to
the handicapped.
But James Smith, the m^tm engineer,

said the consulting firm had taken their
information from survey data.
'They went the limit on the information

of that data, without reflecting on the
\«lidity of that data," he said
Jones said the flood insurance re

quirments would "wipe out" a planned in
dustnalpark.
The town has until March 27 to appwl

the findings of the consulting firm.
In other action the selectmen discu^ed

the possibility of a Hampshire County
Housing Court which would hear and
decide on a variety of housing issues now
decided in Hampshire County District
Court. Cases could include evictions, rent
collection, security deposits and other
more general issues, according to a
memo given to Hayward by a housing
specialist.

The selectmen decided to hold a
meeting concerning the issue, but a date
was not announced.
The selectmen also discu^ed a possible
animal control law which would "establish
a municipal dog licensing process, ken
nel hscensmg, a dog catcher, etc."

Notices
The following events were omitted from

last Wednesday's weekly activity calendar
They are scheduled for today.

MEETINGS
Chess Club, Campus

7:30 12:30 midnight
center 805 809,

LECTURES
Dr F Snyder speaking on "Biochemical

Studies of the Pulmonary Surfactant

System in Alveolar Type II Cells," Room
203 Graduate Research Tower A, 4 p.m.

FILMS
"A Brivele Der Mamen," sponsored by

Hillel. Thompson 104 at 8 p.m Free.

OTHER ACTIVITIES
Interviewing Skills Seminar sponsored by

Proctor and Gamble, Campus Center
Auditorium. 3 p.m.

Study
in Italy

this Summer
•ARWfll (fMIRR(>M( ( KSM^s

JUNE 15 JULY 2S-$995
MHaMT MiOK

Italwi Secut Scitnct

Qfoicji DwiailidK

arbieri Crnlrr/Rome Campu*

TRINITY COLLEGE
Hdftlofd, Lonn 06106

offers a 20%
discount to all

students on all

regularly priced

merchandise.

Mt. Farms
Mall

Hadley Ma.

TEACH IN JAPAN
Anyone with a bachelor's degree in different

engineering fields, production/manufacturing,
quality control, materials management or procure-
ment wishing to teach full-time for one or two years
in Japan should write to:

Personnel Director

International Education Services
Shin Taiso Building

10 7, Dogenzaka 2 chome
Shibuya ku, Tokyo 150
Japan

The position involves teaching Japanese
businessmen and engir>eers the basic vocabulary in
various fields.

No Japanese language is required for classroom
instruction. Teaching experience is not required. An
orientation is given in Tokyo.

Information on salary, transportation and housing
can be obtained by providing International Education
Services with a detailed resume and a letter in
dicating an interest in the position.

Personal interviews will be held in your area bet-
ween the middle to end of April.

Selected applicants would be expected to arrive in
Tokyo from June through September, 1979.

mm

DID YOUR LAST
HAIRCUT TAKE
SOME GETTING

USED TO?

Then come to The Aristocrat,

where a designer will tell you

how your hair willl look before

you sit in the chair.

We're just a cut above the rest.

mmm

-UNISEX HAIRSTYLING-

(THE ARISTOCRAT)
549 6255 open evenings
wmmtmmmmmmimmmtmtim

.

Collegian
Staffers

There will be a meeting concerning the
Collegian's constitution

on
Wednesday, March 7

at 7:00
in rms. 805-809 of the CC

Sports Notices
PADDLEBALL ENTRIES were due Maich 5
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SWIM MEET will be held March 7, at 7:00
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING CHANGi:

March 8, 3:45 Boyden Conference Room
TENNIS AND BADMINTON ENTRIES due March 8.

NOPE courts closed March 10, 14, and 17 25.

NOPE pool closed March 17 25
Instructors are needed for CPR instruction to teach 8 hour course to snrwll group
on March 13, 15, 27 and 29, 4 30 6 30 All equipment is provided Class will ba
held in NOPE.
Water Safety Instructors are needed to help in child swim program, March
12-May 1, 4-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Thurs. Service from volunteers will be appreciated
for any numt)er of days each week. Contact Professor Wallace, NOPf

.

Sports staff meeting

tl^ere will be a mandatory sports staff meeting Wednesday March 7 at 7 00
p m at the Collegian Sports Desk Spring sports beats will be discussed.

sound
economy

oolftf-5^.^1'^9,

STEREO RECORD ALBUM SPECTACULAR
Some of America's best selling stereo record albums

featuriryg America's greatest entertainers:

NEW TITLES ADDED TO THE MOST POPULAR
TITLES IN THE LAST SALE.

ii-

o^/

NRBQ
At Yankse
Stadium

WHO
OddsCr
Sods

MARSHALL
TUCKER BAND

Together
Forever

SEA LEVEL
Cats on
the Coast

BRIAN ENO
Before and

After Science

ROBERT
PALMER

Double Fun

MANHATTAN
TRANSFER

ZAPPA
Motfiers

Roxy Er Else.

AVERAGE
WHITE BAND

Warmer
CommunicatiorN

JONATHAN
EDWARDS
Rockin'
Chair

CROSBY
STILLS b
NASH

wat your record store*

campus center/univ of mass amherst

Open 9 5 Men Fri., 11-4 Sat.

ij|t*» • » r**«f«i»*i)«k '
' ^•OXOX».\^i*^\\\\\\V4\\\^

Trackmen fall in IC4A's
By KEVIN McCAFFR£Y
CuU^ut Staff

For the third straight year, the Viltanova
Wildcats are the IC4A Indoor Track Cham
pions, as this past weekend at Princeton's
Jadwin Gymnasium they amassed 99
points to runner up Maryland's 78 to cop
the 1979 tr'^nhy.

The UMass Indoor trach squad ended its
winter season at Princeton with the per
formances of nine individuals who qualified
for the contest.

On Saturday, Mike ^^%, K«Mn Wte-
Cusker, and Bob Martin, participated in the
trials of the two mile run. There were four
heats of the race, with the top three per
formers from each advancing to the finals
on Sunday Only Quinn. with a second

place finish in his heat, made n to Sunday's
competition In the final, he ran 8:K to
conclude his stay in New Jersey with a
seventh place finish overall.

The mile relay of John Kelley. Mickey
Baugh, Rich Trunfio. and Gerry Herman
survived the first day of competition, but
failed to make the final on Sunday as they
bowed out with a last ottM al^mw m
their semi final heat.

In the 800, the Minutemen were
r^resented by the quarterfinal efforts of
Steve MacOougall, fourth m his heat, and
Jeff King, seventh in his heat. MacDougall.
second place in this year's New England
880, recorded a time of 1 56 49 to advance
to the semifinals. His time of 1.59 in the
semifinal race failed to qualify for Sunday's
final.

Women bootoffs take indoor title
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
CotttgiMnSMf

The US Women's Indoor Soccer Cham
pionships were held last weekend at Em
manuel College in Boston. Arnong the par
ticipants were Boston College, UConn,
Plymouth State, and the replacement team
for last year's champs the University of
Chicago, UMass. When it was over, UMass
became the champions, tabbing five

straight shutouts
"Talk about a last mifHite notice, " said

coach Lou Macedo, "I was notified of the
news last Thursday; Rick Zanini and I had
Friday to round up players. On Saturday,
we had six players - just enough to play"

Facing four temas, the UMas women had
to contend with a smaller ball, limited

space, no subsitutions, and a smaller net.
However, UMass blanked BC. 1-0. Fram-
ingham State, 6-0, Plymouth State, 10,
and UConn, 1-0. On the final held Sunday]
UMass repeated, shutting out Plymoutfi
State, 10
Margie Anderson led her team with four

goals, while Mattie Mangini 'scored thr^
times; Pat Matoon, Kelly Tuller, and Karen
Keogh had one apiece Goalie Mary
Sullivan defended the UMass net for the
first time since she was injured during the
season last fall.

"All the girls playing last weekend will

play next season," Macedo said, "especial-
ly Mary Sullivan, who'll replace Diane
Buckhout, a senior."

"It was a total team effort, " said assis
tant coach Rick Zanini

Pats, Fairbanks hearing set
BOSTON I^PI-An arbitration session between the New England Patriots and

Coach Chuck Fairbanks has been tentatively set for March 29 by National Football

League Commissioner Pete Rozelle.

The quasi judicial, closed door hearing, with Rozelle serving as judge, is aimed at

jarring the three month long stalemate between the team and Fairbanks, who is trying

to jump his Patriots contract.

Fairbanks wants to become head football coach at the University of Colorado,

although he has four years left on his Patriots pact.

Federal couts in Boston, responding to a suit filed by team owner William H.

Sullivan, Jr., have stalled the move.

PIZIA 0RINDERS
Small Large Whole Half

Pepperoni $2.60 4.60 Salami $1.95 $1.20
Anchovies 2.60 460 Meatless 1.85 1.10
Hamburg 2.60 4.60 Genova 2.10 1.35
Ham 2.60 4.60 Meatball 2.10 1.35
Sausage 2.60 4.60 Sausage 2.10 1.35
Plain 2.00 3.70 Tuna Fish 2.40 1.45
Onions 2.10 4.00 Ham 2.10 1.35
Peppers 2.20 4.20 Italian 2.10 1.35
Onions-Peppers 2.35 4.30 Roast Beef 2.60 1.60
Mushrooms 2.60 4.60 Ham & Egg 2.30 1.40
Salami 2.60 4.60 Pepper & Egg 2.30 1.40
2 way Comb. 2.90 5.10 Pastrami 2.60 1.60
3 Way Comb. 3.20 5.50 Turkey 2.40 1.35
Super Special 4.00 6.00

Large Small SPAONiTTI
Extra Meat 70c 50c with Sauce $2.00
Extra Cheese 80c 50c with Meat Balls

with Sausage
2.30

2.30

STEAK emNDERS
Small Large *'

Plain $1.25 $2.00

with Cheese 1.40 2.35

with Onion 1.35 2.25

with Peppers 1.35 2.25

with M rooms 1.45 2.45
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Yale topples spikers

in New England Open
'v MAimtEN SULLIVAN
nd DAVID CHO

U

ijMegmn Smff

"W« artt looking foiwa^ to playtng

iprifKifield in the finals, " said UMass
nan's volleyball coach Arnie Roberts ot the

tpcoming New England Open at

*f|yingfi«ld College last week On Sunday,
ifwingfield made the finals, but not UMass;
fiay wera slifninaM^ toy ¥«!• in ite
yMrtwfin^,
Both "A" w^ "B" ^uiKte played m^lm

Jpsn. along with 18 other teams
presenting M}me of the bm% teams in

4ew England Northeastern. Harvard,
iiark Springfi«ld, Yale, and the UM»»
'A" team were considered the favorites in

he invitational tourney

The "B" team played matches of two
lames c4 18 points; they lost all but wta.

fst against the Huskies of Northeastern,

JMass "B' could not kepp up with tfia

tfam wtw h^ defeated UMass A," and
WFrtB«d, 2 15, 5 15 Kirk Peter s squad
^nt wncwimwad New HampsNre Oaspite

» afforts of Don Lo\«. the UNH t^un, tod

jy Brian GMry and Greg Borden, prevailed,

15 10. 16 1. Against Wentworth, UMa^
B" played a tight match, and exchan^^

16 15 scor^ The Wentworth squad was
e« by Brian Snow, Fan Chou, and John
Bass, while tfw Mmutemwi depefHled on
Oon Love and a total tean effort to gam its

inly victory that Sunday
Meanwhile the UMass "A ' team

nanaged to defeat all their opponents in

agular play. In two games of 11 points per

natch <both teams start with four points

ipiece), UMa^ first met Spnngfield's

second team With the consistent serving

3f Ed Midura and Jim Gro»lein, plus the

fwt f^roics of Arnie Roberts and Orlando

Larracuente. the UMass "A" squad dealt

Springfield II two defeats. 15 12, 15 9.

Springfield's Jim Boehm and Craig

Barrbaro kept their team in the match
Against Maine (a team literally out of this

eague. as they traveled the farthest to get

o Springfield), Kale Feldman and Arnie

Roberts helped shake off a sluggish start,

^nd led UMass to wins three and four. 15 9.

15 8

Clark College came next. Led by Kevin
Keene, Mike Bisceglia and Rolf Lorenz.
they gave UMass a good match both
teams spiked and set constantly and
furiously Jim Grosslein s serving proved to
tm the difference, as he. Rick Ruegg and
Pat Ryan 1^ UMass to a 15 11, 15 13
match victory

Boston University became one of tha
tougfiest teams UMass "A" faced in ttm
Open. In both gamw, BU's Stephwi \Nirm
and Don Levitan kept their team ahead of
UMass, sometimes by m much as five

IMMnts. UMatt staged a crowd attracting
rally, sm Kale Feldman's spiking and ser
ving. plus the Mrving powers of Pat Ryan
and Ed Midura helped UMass to come from
behind: the net play sHved UMass final two
wins. 15 12, 16 4.

Going eight foi eight, and the only
undefeated team in the Open, UMass "A

"

Memad raady to fulfill its promise of
mating Springfield Cotoge in tfw firwis

HwAwver. they had to face Yale Univwsity,
a rationally ranked imm. m a qt^^An^
o^Mnent.

In • one gafna, fiftaan^wit nmtdh,
UMi^ tfid Y^ ^i^ pr^^v the mc»t
aqqra^va wid d^tnsive name m ttw
Open. Yale's netmmders kept Arnie
Roberts* spikes to a minimum, but UM^
retaliated with blocks and fine setting. Kale
Feldman and Pat Ryan (who nearly came
out of the Opwt with an in|ury to his leg
after a particularly aggr^ive set) ^wed
consistently to keep UMass I m the game.
But Vale, led by Rich Willits. Mark
Grossman, and Phil Hetnarch. placed more
spik^ where it countMJ. aruf won its place
in the semifinals, 15 13.

Despite the loss, there were good words
for the UMass squad UMass was t^<e best
team we faced in the Open, " setd a Yale
player "It was a groat match, ' said Kirk
Peter, the coach of the UMass "B" »)uad.

Yale went on to meet fellow NCAA
ranked Springfield Ccitege in the final, a
two out cf three match Springfield
College I blew v^ie off the oourt, 15^, 15-

3. to win the New England Open.
UMass will return to Northern Division

action Saturday, when they meet Mid^
diebury, Amherst, and Williams Colleges.

Red Sox lefthander Andy Hassler fires one plateward during batting

practice at the Sox camp in Winter Haven. Florida. Hassler is recovering

from an opration performed on his pitching forearm during the off

season. (AP Laserphoto)

Player coach Arnie Roberta (II gets ready to set the baU during a UMaas man'a
vollaybali game. (Staff photo by Dan Rosenberg.)
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Pro file: BillMcQuaide
By DONNA SULLIVAN
Cullegi.tn Staff

From participating to officiating and
everything in between, Bill McQuaide has

been intensely active in the centruies old

sport, wrestling.

McQuaide, a junior, attended the Univer-

sity of Lowell his freshman and sophomore
years. While at Lowell, he was a member of

the wrestling team, and placed third in the

NCAA College New England Tournament
and qualified for the nationals in Iowa.

This " past September, McQuaide
transferred to UMass. Two reasons spurred

the transfer; UMass' Public Health and
wrestling programs McQuaide favored the

UMass School of Public Health as a better

program than that of Lowell.

As for the Umass wrestling porgram Mc
Quaide commented that UMass has "a bet-

ter schedule, coach, and much better com-
petition. The intercollegiate program here is

much better."

McQuaide isbarred, or "red shirted from

varsity competition, in compliance with

NCAA rule, because of the transfer, and

allowed to compete in open tournaments

only, for one year, McQuiade has par

ticipated in three open tournaments and

placed second in the Springfield wrestling

tournament.
Still, McQuaide practices with the wresti

ing team and is currently working out with

John Allen, who will be competing soon in

the nationals. McQu.jide wrestles with

other team members and acts as official for

practice matches.
He is very strict with himself as far as

training and preparing for matches. "A
wrestler must practice every day or he will

lose timing. I usually lift weights and run

every day, but since I've been red-shirted

this year, I've been mostly concentrating

on tehcnique."
McQuaide has slacked off only slightly as

a result of his being barred from varsity

wrestling. "I don't run every day but when I

start wrestling in competition, I'll definitely

be running and lifting weights every day,"

McQuaide started wrestling on his high

school team in Lowell. A lack of facilities

didn't stop him and a coach with

predominatly winning seasons helped him.

At 157 pounds, McQuaide was Sectional

Champion and placed third in the

Massachusetts State tourney. He wrestled

all through high school and went on to col

lege competition.

Officiating is another part of wrestling for

Bill McQuaide, From the time that he was a

junior in high school McQuaide has been
officiating freshman, junior varsity, and
junior high school matches.

Here at UMass, McQuaide officiated for

the recently completed intramural wrestling

tournament.
Future plans for McQuaide include

graduate school, becoming a certified

wrestling official, and, if possible, working

as an assistant wrestling coach. "If I attend

grad school at UMass, " said McQuaide,
"I'll be eligible to remain on the wrestling

team. Right now, that's what I plan to do.
"
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Action delayed

on drinking age
BOSTON IAP\ -Final action on legisla

tion raising the state's legal drinking age
was deferred overnight in the House yester-

day because of an agreement to delay tlw
change until June.
The bill boosts the drinking age to 20,

from the present 18 years. However, it

woukf not affect present rul^ or laws per
taining to employment within the liquor in-

dustry or in establishments that sell

alcoholic beverages.
Gov. Edward J, King is expected to get

the measure today and sign it into law.

The bill provides that 20 yearolds who do
rwt have a driver's license can secure a

special Registry of Motor Vehicles iden-

tification card for a $5 fee.

The legislature put it over a day when the
House voted 40-0 against adopting an
emergency preamble. If it had been
adopted, the law would have been effective

when endorsed by the governor. Other-

wise, it becomes effective in 90 days unless

the governor, in the interim - and this is

not expected - declares that an emergen-
cy exists and makes it effective sooner.
Rep. William F. GaMn, DBoston, sup-

porter of the higher drinking age, sug-
gested that the effective date be put off un
til June, when most of the colleges are
through for the year.

He said this woul^ ease the transition. He
also said that if it were to be effective April

1, as originally planned, there might be
"wild promotions" by establishments that
cater to younger drinkers.

"We will invite a very serious problem,"
Galviri sdid, noting that March ends on a
Saturday. He said it would be difficult to
enforce this law at that point.

When the preamble was scrubbed, the bill

had to go back for typing changes. There
was no further business pending so
Speaker Thomas W, McGee adjourned the
House, putting off the routine enactment
vote on the drinking measure.

Rapes, their prevention

tonics of discussion
By PHILIP TURESKV
Collegian Staff

Three reported rapes on campus this

week, a reported attempted rape and possi-

ble prevention of rapes were discussed last

night in an emergency meeting of the

Sylvan Area Government.
UMass Police Chief Robert G. Joyce at

the meeting said an attempted rape was
reported Monday by a UMass student who
said she was attacked as she was walking

to her car in Lot 44 near the Sylvan

Residential Area.

The incident was the third reported on

campus within a week and the fourth in the

area within two weeks, three of which

resulted in rape, he said.

Joyce said a possible suspect had been
apprehended in connection with a rape

reported last Thursday in the same parking

lot. He said another rape, reported Sunday
night on campus, is still under investiga-

tion.

Police arrested a 21 -year-old Chelmsford

man Saturday for the rape of a UMass stu

dent two weeks aqo.

Police said the woman said she was pick-

ed up Ly two white males while hitchhiking

on Route 9, going towards Northampton,

raped and left in South Deerfield. Police

said they are still searchinq for the other

man who the victim said was involved in

the rape.

Joyce said one reason more action can-

not be taken to investigate these rapes is

because there is not enough information.

"If people believe something is happening,

they should report it," he said.

'Rumors build paranoia.

We're very limited as a

police agency and we need
the help of students preven-

ting rapes on campus'
-Police Chief Robert G.

Joyce

Joyce also said campus safety could be

improved with better lighting. "The lighting

on campus is unsufficient," he said.

Jim LaMacchia, Cashin Head of

Residence said his requests for more
lighting in Sylvan area since September

have been ignored, and said he believes the

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs should

provide better facilities.

Winter cold and thawing rain does damage to campus roads and

parking lots. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

nis

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

L. Madson could not be reached last

night for comment.
Joyce also said he feels the campus

police are limited because their force has

been reduced from 99 to 78 officers in the

past seven years due to budget cuts.

Joyce and some of the Sylvan residents

also discussed the establishment of an

escort service in which men would
volunteer to escort women across campus
at night.

"Rumors build paranoia. We're very

limited as a police agency and we need the

help of students in preventing rapes on

campus," Joyce said.

Joyce said he intends to seek this help by

speaking with the other campus area

governments.

Rape and other campus violence vyill be

discussed tonight at the weekly meeting of

the Undergraduate Student Senate.

Celebrities to spealcat learning forum
By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

The famous and the little known will gather here the week
after vacation to discuss the present and future of educa
tior

The forum, called "Learning Tomorrows for Today's
Generations," sponsored by the UMass School of Educa
tion, will be held from March 27 to 33 and will feature 62
events and 95 speakers.

School of Educ.rlion

Dean Mario D. Fantmi said,

"It is out intention to build

on the succps' 'ist

year's forum, Ltmniny
Tomorrows," by construe

ting bridges between vi-

sions of the future and
rpalifies of the present

Current crucial issues

such as educational
finance, testing, equal

N -" education and the rights of

COSBY parents, teachers and

students will be addressed by some of the nation's

foremost experts," he said.

The forum's speeches will be organized around different

themes for each of the four days, according to conference

coordinator Lorna M. Peterson.

Tuesday's topic will be standardized testing,

Wednesday's will be equal education, Thursday's will be

legal questions in education, and Friday's will be educational

costs

KOZOL JACKSON

Among the famous, Ralph Nader is scheduled to speak

Tuesday on the "The Corporate Responsibility of the Stan-

dardized Test Manufacturers." Wednesday will feature

another Jonathan Kozol, best known for his book on the

Boston Public School System, "Death At An Early Age,"
Kozol's topic for Wednesday night will bo the same as that

of his latest book, "Children of the Revolution; Education in

Cuba "

Dr. William Cosby, better

known as comedian "t'l

Cosbv, will speak 1
,

night on "Eriucatioji and
the Mptii.t " Cosby recftivf»d

his riuutorate in Ei, -
•

from the UMass Sctiooi of

Ed, in 1976. The last speech
of the forum, Friday night,

will feature the Reverertd

Jesse Jackson, president of

the national organization,

People United to Save
Humanity.

NADER
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Dr. John H.
^^^1 Knowlas. president

-^^ ^1 of the Rockefeller

^^Ih '
-^M Foundation and

former director of

^J
the Massachusetts
General Hospital
died yesterday at

Mass. General. He
was 52. (AP Laser-

photo)

#iiHI
King: tax before plates
BOSTON \AP\ Gov Edward J King s«d yesterday he

<««)uld rnquire motorists to pay automobile excise taxes m
ordef to receive their license plates

King told a gathering of Ford Motor Co dealers he is

mulling over the move as part of a crackdown on drivers who
are delinquent in their excise taxes

But most dealers are cool to King's idea for payment upon
registration Bruce D Kinlin, head of the Massachusetts
State Automobile Dealers Association, said his organization

would not support the measure because it would require a

customer to come up with additional rrroney at the time of

the purchase of a car

Avalanche traps students
WOh'Ct.'i TER \AP\ One of 20 college students trapped

10.000 feet up the side of Mount Rainier after two members
of a climbing party were killed in an avalanche is from
Worecester
She IS Mary Fit/gerald. 21, a student at The Evergreen

State College m Olympia. Wash The Evening Ga/ette said

yesterday
The newspaper said Mary s mother, Regina Fitzgerald, a

swticht)oard operator at the University of Massachusetts
Medical School called for information about her daughter

The Ga/ette said Larry Henderson, public information

officer at Mount Rainier National Park, said the 20 were in no
immediate danger and their rescue was only a matter of

time

Henderson said the shelter is enclosed, and the 20 have
plenty of food T he only question was the weather
Ram and warm weather prevented a rescue parry from

leaving yesterday Dale Thompson, chief naturalist at the

park, said the avalanche danger was extreme

Carter fights hospitalcosts
WASHINGTON \AP\ President Carter pledged

yesterday to lead the fight against the hospital lobby and win

passage of a hospital cost control bill that offers us one of

our best opportunities to bring down the rate of overall

inflation

Health, Education and Welfare Secretary Joseph A.

Califano Jr , who briefed reports on the plan, said that over

five years an average family of four could save $133 in in •

surance premiums, $37 m income taxes and $220 m Social

Security payroll taxes through passage of the legislation

The administration's compromise proposal, softened

considerably since its defeat in the House last year, would

give hospitals until the end of 1979 to slow rising costs or

face mandatory federal ceilings

The bill s 'national voluntary limit' for this year would
limit free increases to 9 7 percent, a figure that could be

relaxed if costs to the health care industry exceeds ex

pectations.

Gangs kill800 in Chad
N'DJAMENA, Chad lAPI Rioting gangs murdered

more than 800 Moslems over the weekend in one of Africa's

bloodies tribal massacres in recent years, officials of this

north central African nation reported

The killings were in and around Chad's third-largest city,

Moundou, some :XX) miles south of the capital, N'Diamena

Moundou IS in the heart of Chad's densely populated

southern region and most of its 45,000 inhabitants are Chns

tian or Animist blacks speaking French and local dialects

Animists believe every object has a soul.

The traders, storekeepers and moneylenders of Moundou

nearly all belong to the town's 1,000 strong Arabic speaking

Moslem minority.

Israel accepts compromises,
may break some treaty barriers
By ARTHUR MAX
Assocttited Presb

JERUSALEM Israel agreed to thr^ compromises pro

posed by President Carter that may break through the bar

ncrs preventing an Egyptian Israeli peace treaty, Israeli

si.iifi ts said yesterday.

But the sources cautioned that other problems remain
ur\settled, and Egypt's response to the US proposals will

be pivotal to success.
The Carter trip was announced Monday in the wake of tfw

prwident's talks with Israeli Pnme Minister Menachem
Begin. The president will arrive in Cairo tomorrow and will

fly to Israel Saturday
In New York, Begin said he felt euphoric about progress for

peace "There is euphoria, not only in this country, tet in

Jerusalem and Cairo and throughout the world"
In Cairo President Anwar Sadat met with U.S. National

Security Advisor Zbigniew Brze/inski to heat the details of

Carter's proposals Sadat's reaction was not immediately
Known.
Sources with first hand knowledge of the proposals, which
have not been revealed, said they involved two com
promistjs on linking the treaty to the Palestinian problem and
a third on softening language about whether the treaty

would supwsede prior defense agreements
Without disclosing the precise language of ^1 the U.S. pro-

posals the sources outlined them as follows:

Israel agrees to a 12month rwn binding target date for

completing negotiations on selfrule for the 1.1 million

Palestinians living on the occupied West Bank and Gaza
Strip

There is. however, no deadline for establnhir^ autonwny.
but Israel pledges to carry out the plan as quickly as possi
bie.

In a second ^int linking the treaty to the Palastiniari |Mq-
blem, Israel agrees to language specifyir>g that the treaty

does not contradict the Camp David framework for a general
Mideast peace.
A clause remains unchanged in the draft saying the treaty

will be carried out "without regard to action or traction by
any other party and independently of any irwtrunwnt exter
nol to this treaty

"

Again, this adds a me^ure of "linkage" ^ important to

Sadat without setting deadlines or per%altiw for non
compliance, the sources said The Egyptian leader has been
condemned by other Arab states for his unilateral peace
move, so he has pressed for some connection in the treaty

solving the Palestinian problem.
The third modification has to do with language in the

treaty's "pnonty clause," which has been modified to satisfy

Egypt's objections that the treaty appears to invalidate its

earlier defense pacts with Arab states. The proposed com
promise softens the wording so both w^ can fe^ ttmr in

teresis are protected.
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Egyptian President Anwar Sadat greets U.S.

Security Advisor Zbigniew Brezinski, left, at Sadat's

residence in Giza yesterday. The two men discussed

U.S. proposals concerning
(AP Laserphoto)

a Mideast peace treaty.

China claims Vietnam victory;

Vietnam says fighting continues
BANGKOK \AP\ China
claimed victory over Viet-

nam yesterday, saying it

had "exploded the myth of

invincibility, of this Asian

Cuba" Vietnam disputed

the Chinese claim, declared

fighting was continuing,

but said It was willing to

negotiate once all Chinese

troops have been
withdrawn.

Vietnam also challenged

China's announcement
Monday that it has begun a

witi,drawl of troops from
Vietnam However, Viet

I

lii/iTfi
iI1IIB9VbJ| I

... &pirj54-

nam's ma)or ally, the Soviet

Union, apparently accepted

the Chinese declaration.

Vietnam said peace talks

may begin at the vice

foreign ministerial level

after all Chinese troops

have left Vietnam,
Director Phan Thi Minh of

the Vietnamese foreign

ministry, said contrary to

Peking's announcment of

troop withdrawal, "Chinese

soldiers are still occupying a

part of Vietnam's territory

Peking now talks about
negotiations and a

withdrawal of troops in an

attempt to lure public opi

nion.

The Vietnamese foreign

ministry, in a broadcast by

the Voice of Vietnam, said

Peking was forced to make
the withdrawal announce-

ment because of Vietnam's
military strength, the Soviet

Union's support of Viet

nam, and objections to the

war among the Chinese
people. Mobilization
reportf.'diy was ordered in

Vietnam, and the Com-
munist party newspaper
Nhan Dan called yesterday

for all Vietnamese to

prepare to fight so that

"every locality is a bat

tiefield, every establishment

a fortress and everybody a

combatant."
It was reported in

Moscow that Vietnam has

ordered all foreign em
bassies in Hanoi to prepare

evacuation plans and that a

massive citywide effort was
under way to dig shelters.

The Swedish Ambassador
to Vietnam, Tom Tschern

Today's Staff

ings, reached by telephone
from Moscow by a Swedish
correspondent, said the

evauation related orders
were handed down Monday
by the Vietnamese Foreign

Ministry. No reason for the

orders was given, he said

There was speculation

among Western observers

in Bangkok that the Viet

namese mobilization might

be a propaganda ploy to

show Vietnam was not in

timidated.

It appeared that Soviet
President Leonid Brezhnev
accepted the Chinese claim

of withdrawal. He said,

"Peking now declares that

the Chinese troops that in-

vaded the Socialist

Republic of Vietnam are
beginning to withdraw

\
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Loan program

has deficit

from defaults
WASHINGTON IAPI - The govwmment

Monday made public the college loan

^fault rates that have thrown the national

direct student loan program into a deficit of

WX>re than $700 million.

At more than 200 colleges, the default

rate as of June 30 was 50 percent or more.

The national rate was 17.4 percent, corn-

ered with a 10 percent default rate in the

Iwjerally subsidized guaranteed stuttent

toan program, which is run through banks
and other lenders.

TN 20-yearold national direct student

loan program is operated by colleges and
universities using 90 percent federal funds

Many of the colleges with the worst

default rates are beauty schools, busings
schools or two-y^r colleges. Robert

Coates. an HEW official, said the default

rate at proprietary institutions was 33 pw-
^mnt and at public community coHeges, %
percent.

Health, Education and Welfare Secretary

Joseph A. Califano Jr. recently announced
plans to step up pressure on colleges to im

prove (iteration of the loan program, and to

take over collection of loans that have been

in default the longest.

Califano is planning to issue new regula-

tions, to be effective by the 1980-81 school

year, that would cut off federal loan funds

unless colleges meet performance stan-

dards to reduce their default rates.

While the guaranteed student loan rate

was dropping from 14 percent to less than

10 pwcent in the past year, the national

direct student loan rate climbed from 16.9

percent to 17 4 percent.

More than 800,000 of these loans are in

default for $702 million, as well as 350,000

guaranteed student loans for $407 million.

Although it is the worst-run program
form the federal view point, the national

direct student loan program is the best deal

for students, with an interest rate of only 3

percent. The guaranteed student loan rate

is 7 percent. The loans are not repaid until a

year after the student graduates or leaves

college.

The state with the lowest default rate

was North Dakota 4.6 percent, followed by

Wyoming 6.5 percent and South Dakota

8.8 percent. The highest rates were in

Alaska 30.4 percent, the District of Colum
bia 25.2 percent and Mississippi 24.1 per-

cent.

SGA handles Droblems
Senate ousts candidates

By STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate
Judiciary quickly ruled unanimously to

disqualify presidential co-candidates Peter

Graham and Cynthia Thomas.
The judiciary charged the candidates for

being unconstitutional because of

Co-candidates speak

to Southwest Assembly
By BRENDA RIZZETTO
Collegian Staff

Southwest Assembly held an open

debate for Student Government
Association president co candidates last

night.

Thefour candidacy teams. Rich LaVoice-

Brian Burke; Noel Collins Peter Bovenzi;

Rob Bolandrina Geof Tillotson; and Herb

Tyson Pat Hart explained their campaign

policies to the Assembly.
Southwest assembly president Rich

LaVoice and senator Brian Burke said, "We
plan to bring back the government to the

students. Students do not participate in the

government and do not where S.G.A.

funds are spent. We plan to publicize all

S.G.A. spending monthly. We also

disagree with any Senate pay increases,"

LaVoice and Burke said they also support

a guaranteed funding to Union Program

Council for Spring Concert.

Collins and Bovenzi said, "It is a fact that

we will not accept any salary and will utilize

the money instead to increase security on

campus by emploving professional

security, by adding lighting to dark areas on

campus and by starting a student escort

service. UMass should not have to contend

with the amount of rapes and vandalism

that occurs. It is a serious problem we must

deal with now."
Senate co President Herb Tyson said,

"UMass suffers from an inferiority com-

plex. The legislators do not take UMass as

a serious school of higher education. We
must work with legislators to stop budget

cuts which threaten the quality of our

education."

Bolandrina and Tillotson said, "We want

to break the senate power block. We have

worked on the S.G.A. and have seen to

much corruption in the past elections. We
want to return the Senate to the students.

It is important the the students participate

and understand their government."

Graham's status as a Continuing Education

student. Senate constitution state co-

presidents must be full time undergraduate

students.

Student Attorney General Robin Adams
prosecuted Grahamn for not following con-

situtional law.

Judges Edward Mansur, HfeoA Sherman
and Steven Forman presided over the half

hour deliberation. At the close of the case,

they issued a decision saying"The court

grants an injunction which prevents Peter

Graham from running or holding office in

the Student Government Association
because of the fact that he is a Continuing

Education student.

Defense Attorney Thomas LeBlanc said,

"The implications of this decision are

widesweeping. It sets a legal precedent for

any student seeking any official S.G.A. of-

fice; for example, co-presidents, speaker,

treasurer or even a Board of Governors

member. However it may not be retroactive

to presently held offices."

Adams said, "The office of the Attorney

General will investigate all the implications

in depth and determine who and vyhen the

decision will affect."

She said, "I can see serious constitutional

implications affecting every continuing

education student at the University who in

the future wishes to become active in stu-

dent governmental affairs."

Cindi Thomas said of the court's decision,

"I'm sincerely relieved the whole filthy

mess iS over. The student government is

just so dirty it was like a living nightmare.

"

Peter Graham said, "It's really quite sim-

ple you win some, you lose some. I sup-

pose I lost this one."

Motherspeaks

Security tight

forupcoming

SGA elections
By STEVE KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Tighter security measures for the up-

coming Student Government Association

presidential election were agreed upon last

night by the Joint Election Committee.
Under the system approved last night the

ballot boxes will be staffed by a member of

the Department of Public Safety and a

member of the Governmental Affairs

Committee of the Student Senate.

The committee along with six student

staff members appointed by the Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L.

Madson also agreed to have to ballotf

stored overnight at the UMass Police

Station during the two day election,

scheduled for next Tuesday and Wed-
nesday.
The measures were adopted in an effort

to "insure the security and integrity of the

election," the committee said.

In other action, the committee voted to

require candidates placing advertisements

regarding their campaign to submit them to

the Governing Affairs Committee for

approval.

The restriction came after one of the

candidacies in the election, Peter Grahm
and Cindi Thomas, placed a full page
advertisement at over $200 in the Collegian

without approval. The committee said the

advertisement, which was to run Thursday,

will be cancelled . _^^_
^ - _ N

By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

Marcus Garvey lectured in New Orleans

in 1919 as his audience held guns to in-

tervening police. Since that day. Queen
Mother Moore, awakened by Garvey's

words, has fought for the liberation of

Africans for the past 62 years,

Titled Queen Mother in 1950 by her

followers, and given the title officially 22

years later in Guana, Queen Mother Moore

spoke loudly to a crowd of 100 in the

Student Union Ballroom last night.

The lecture, the third to be sponsored by

the Third World Task Force as part of

International Women's Week, focused on

Afncan struggles from slavery to the high

numbers of black youth presently in jail.

Moore quizzed her audience on African

history, .^nd the history of the women's
movement.
Moore said she would not accept her

oppression.

V "Africans have underacne ^he worst

treatment of humanity. Chained together,

brought to the United States to be civilized.

The worst holocaust ever - 100 million

Africans died," Moore said.

Moore said, "Africans were told they

were to be civilized, yet 800 languages were

'Africans have undergone

the worst treatment of

humanity. ' -- Queen Mother

Moore
taken from them, and they built this

country without pay," she said, shouting

with excitement. .

After asking audience members their

nationalities, Moore said, "Black is not a

nationality. We are not Black Africans, or

Afro Americans. We are Africans"

"Blacks in America have been de

natured, 'Moore said. She paralleled the

loss of black tdentity to a tamed lion who

allows its tamer to stick her head in his

mouth. "If the lion was not denatured he

would fight back. Blacks have been altered,

like animals," Moore said.

Moore said she fights for total liberation.

"I learned to hate oppression against

whatever people, which brings me to an in-

ternStional arena," she said.

Moore said white women are organizing

on their own behalf. She said "Upper class

white women suffered. They had the

courage to come together and fight in 1848

and are fighting now."'

White women could not go to school,

have property. They had just a little more

opportunity thafi slaves," she said. While

white women suffered, their men raped

black women, Moore said.

Yet Moore spoke of groups of blacks and

whites who have joined together. She

noted examples in which white people had

voted for blacks and were ostricized.

Moore said, "When I give white folks hell,

I'm not talking about all of them, only the

ones who deserve it.

"African women do not have the same

problems as white women. Ethopian

women in Louisiana organized to defend

their jailed men from execution," Moore

said.

She said, "Every black person is a dif-

ferent color because of the rapes against

African women. Whites blamed our color

for their hatred of us yet whites wish they

were tan."

Moore told the students, "You have got

to go a thousand times further than me."

Moore, who completed third grade, said

she taught herself African history and other

disciplines. Her sister Eloise, who com-

pleted fourth grade, taught mathamatics to

children."

"Women have to learn math," Moore

said.

All women should take math in order to

become engineers and scientists. Women
have to learn to be the rulers and will never

do it without math." she said.
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BLACKAFFAIRS
Black electrician defends
Affirmative Action program
VACHeme \A^. James Nailof. a $15,(X»
a year electrician who is the son of black
field hands, doesn't understand Brian
Webw's complaint or why the Supereme
Court should be ready to h^r it.

Nailor got his |ob at Kaiser Aluminum
and Chemical Corp. through a training pro
gram that paid special notice to minonties.
Weber, a white man. alleges reverse
discrimination in the program, and the
Supereme Court has agreed to hear hjs

case on March 28.

The court challenge does not focus on
Nailor's |ob but on the concept behind the
program that gave him his boost.

"I don't know why he's coming up with
all this stuff. He had this opportunity all

along." he said. "When Brian Weber was
born into this world, the opportunity was
there for him right then.

"This is the first time I had an opportuni
ty to really try to get somewhere," he said

as he bounced his 2 y^r old son. James
Jr

,
on his knee "As black men, we had

nothing I had nothing
'"

Legal scholors say the Weber case could
reach further than the court's ruling last

year in favor of Allan Bakke, a white appli

cant to a medical school who said he was
excluded l>ecause of his race

The high court's decision could affect

millions of workers like Nailor and
drastically alter so called affirmative action

programs aimed at helping minorities catch
uo from ymf% of discnmination

Kaiser and the United Steelworkers union
set up such a traminq program in 1974 It led

to .idvii' killed trad^ at the
cutiipaiiv .-- . lit Granierrv I a

about 25 miles up the winding river f^Kl
from New Orleans
Half of the training slots in the Kaiser pro-

gram were set aside for blacks, and Nailor

wis accepted. But Weber who had more
seniority was rejected, leaving him in a job
as a lab technician that ptays several thou-
sand dollars less each y^r than electri<

cians work.
He sued, arguing that he had not

discriminated against blacks and should not
be punished bcause others had.
Two lower courts have agreed with
Weber, ruling that the Kaiser program was
illegal because there had been no previous
finding that the company had discriminated
in the past.

From Nailor's point of view, meanwhile,
a special minority employment program like

Kaiser's was necessary for blacks to bre^
the cycle of generations of low-paying,
menial jobs

When Kaiser first opened its Gramercy
plant, only whites were hired, he said, so
they would always have seniority over
blacks

"Many nights at that boarding school I

didn't have too much to eat, but I was try

ing to get an education, " he said.

Nailor said he went on to finish iunk^ col-

lege in California, and to participate in the

two year training program at Kaiser he had
to take a healthy pay cut and forego any
chance at overtime
"My mother and dad worked in the sugar-

cane fields trying to send me to school, cut
ting sugarcane by hand," he said "Man,
there's no way in the world I could L»e a
failure, b^:ause I know how mother suf

fered

Rhonda Gordon will be speaking at Malcolm X Lecture series which is

the Malcolm X Center, tonight at 730 designed to bring professionals and
p.m. The Director of the Upward students together. (Photo by BARRON
Bound Proaram will take part in the ROLAND)

Racial Violence in

Hyde Park High
BOSTON \AP\ Racial

scuffles forced the
dismissal Tuesday of all

students at Hyde Park High

School, officials reported.

A school department
spokesman said there were
no arrests. A total of. 16

persons including two
teachers, reported receiving

minor injuries

The skirmishes between
black and white students

started at 8:30 a.m. and
most white students walked
out of the school about 30
minutes later At 11 a.m
school officials dismisse«i

the remaining students,
mostly black.

Hyde Park High School
has a history of racial unrest

since court ordered schoci

desegregation began m
1974.

Picture of the week: The whole crew congregates in

the cage after a basketball game. From left to right

Pete Wooldridge, Neil Grant, John Fields. Mary

High Notes...
As the saga of Roots continues, I'm totally convinced ot

something that kept me wondering before the American
media does have the audacity to make an evening soap
opera out of the Black experience.

In the world of music, this week is fun week. We start

out with Gichy Dan's Beachwood no. 9, yet another
brilliant production by Mr August Darnell The group
sounds much like the Savannah Band (another of Darnell

and Stony Browder's creation abberations) but with a

distinct South American flavor The blend of Latin rhythms
and Carnbean percussion and instruments conjures

feelings of Ca-'men Miranda and Desi Arnaz.
Darnell writes the material and co produces this album

that typifies his brassy sway. It's laid back, to be sure, but

there's a rasp and thump to his beat that's very infectious.

All cuts are strong, but my pick is side two's "On A Day
Like Today" featuring some able vocal help from the

Beachwood Kids, a beautiful group of children ranging

from 3 to 12 years of age It's on RCA records.

On the very hot side is Prelude's latest LP, "Sticky

Fingers" Ian Gunther and Willi Morrison (of Three Hats
Productions and T.H.P. Orchestra fame) produce this

LUTHER

Custard, little Kia, Crystal Banks and Ricky Sylvia
(Photo by Barron Roland)

by Mario Barros

sometimes lush, often funky and always exciting LP.

"Wasting My Love" may be the pick hit but the deep down
funk of "The Party Song " and its surpnse ending make it

the most interesting slice on the LP. Prelude also released a

12" to DJs that should be watched for when its com-

mercial form hits the stores. Claire's "High On Love" has

me in anticipation of an album that should be very wor

thwhile'

The much traveled release nghts of the group Bumble

Bee Unltd. seem to have chosen to light on RCA's flower.

RCA has released their Greg Carmichael Patrick Adams
production, "Lady Bug." Side A has the original 9" version

while side B has a new remix of the cut by the Paradise

Garage's (that's in New York) Larry Levan (who also did

the fine mix of Instant Funk's "I've Got My Mind Made
Up ") The cut sounds like everything else Adams has

touched and that is guud. It's weird, it's funny and it's very

strong. This 12" disc will surely find a place on alot ol

playlists and right now, the word is watch out! Those of

you who aren't familiar with the "birds and the bees' had

better be prepared jg get a crash course from a couple of

very liberated Bees!

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

Announcements

Information packet
Dear People,
On Saturday, February 10th the Commuter Collective

and a number of people from local organizations got

together for a workshop on fundraising. We also spent

some time discussing internal organizational strategies. It is

possible that another workshop will be held to deal more

specifically with this area.

We are sorry if a member from your organization could

not attend these workshop sessions. A packet of informa-

tion is available that includes all the handouts that were

discussed at the workshop. If you or your group is In-

terested in obtaining this packet please send a check

payable to the Commuter Collective (383.40) for 4 dollars.

Some of the articles included are - Creative Fundraising.

Learning the Basics about Fundraising, Running Meetings,

Where to Find Information on Funding Sources and

Church Grant Making for Social Action Programs.

We know that you will find this information very helpful

in the future. ^ .

JoseTolson

Ramsey Lewis Concert

Ramsey Lewis will be appearing at Smith College Friday,

March 9 at 8:00 p.m. in John M. Green Hall (the building

facing the Five College bus stop). Tickets are $4.00

Brother Bari will be selling them in New Africa House and

in the Hatch. They are going fast, so get them while you

can.

'HOvJ could the CITY

EXPEO AMN'BOOY TO
LIVE IN A DUMP

UKE that?,

U/'ima C/assic

On Saturday March 10. beginning at 12 noon in the

Amherst College new gym, the Amherst College Afro

American Society presents its 3rd ANNUAL UJIMA

CLASSIC BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT. Featured will be

top area talent from 13 schools. They are: Boston Universi

ty Holy Cross, STCC. AlC. Western New England,

Wus?ff!ild State, Williams, Wesleyan, Trinity, UHartford,

ijr.fiiHi .Arnhfirst and defending champion UMass The

Sr i.-y itivitns everyone to come and en|oy the days

Editorial/Opinion

t.f

^ 'i

Invasion

of the mat
snatchers

"The shuttle's presence \ Annie
h.is inspired hostility frum certain segments
at the pupulatntn As Hampshire College
siudent John Rosenmiller told the
Advnc.ite. 'There's a lot of opposition
.iitHing students here who feel. 1\ the mak
IS detiiinenttil to the local economy and2]m
Is the whole sort of opposition to a faceless
ctupouiiion coming in with cont,oUed
Mu/ak and controlled environment,
diijppinq huge plastic bags on us ."

The Valley Advocate
It was as the russet sport of Taco Lindo

triple hot sauce began to congeal and cake
on the child's upper lip that he puffed his
cheeks in the manner of a Victorian bellows
and, slowly drawing the plastic spoon to his
pursed hps, blew out half a do/en Bubblo
bubbles Except for the fact that the child
knew no emotion, he might have smiled

The bluish green results settled in

differently on the girl with the Great
Expectation tie dyed permanent, the
selectman cradling the K Mart combination
shower noz/le, and collegiate woman
^:portlng the reduced at Fayfa's yellow
l.iminated boots gu.uanteed watt.r, oil,

V'i.egar, and Italian dressing with chives
•epellant.

"It's just stupid detergent," protested
the wrinkled woman, still unhappy with the
color of his Penneys swallow tail coat,
though somewhat soothed by the Knot
Just Beads gift voucher permitting the
purchase of Mem Kampf done in macrame.

Her quadrupled chin husband, clutching
a Fnendlys chicken fat ripple cone in the
one hand and an Earth and Water fish bowl

mark yyilding ^
m the other stared blankly at his frightened
spouse and gathered up 3 bottles of
Bubblo. Then, just for good measure,
reached over the bin of Bubblo. and pulled

two Zere anti freeze containers off the
shelf The pale grey guppy, its belly up,
stared vacantly.

Meanwhile, on the campus of a nearby
university, a lone, slightly perlexed polymer
science student, recently surfaced from the

grottoes of Goessman. surveyed the
deserted acres, quiet as a first day rhetoric

class.

Suddenly a choppy drone fixed in the
valley. The sound bore up Physical Plant

hill, then rising, spilling over the edge of the
Campus Center Circle, a rainbow appeared.
It was the Annie Hauler.

The stolid driver offered the students the

look of a landed perch and spoke. "I just

bought these 12 carat cufflinks from
Steigers. They've got a picture of Desi

Arnaz Jr. on 'em. Sell them tp you half

price '

The young man, indignant, replied.

"Bollocks. I've never bought anything from
that commercial monument to bad taste

and civil vulgarity and I never will. I'm only

going to the Mall to look for my floor-

mates."
Except for the fact that the bus driver

knew no emotion, he might have smiled.

Twenty minutes later the young man
descended amidst the millions of bubbles
floating and clinging on the mall air. Must
be giving away Comet samples he thought.

Then, entering the monolith, he beheld

the populations of Amherst. Northampton.
Ha'Jiey, Pelham, Leverett, and Granby.

Every single person, even down to the last

Marxist, was buckling beneath bags and
bags of purchases.
He screamed.

Immediately they knew and advanced on
him waving tfip little red bottles of Bubblo.

Retreating, he reached into his trouser

pocket. Damn, damn, damn, he cried to

himself, I've remembered my wallet.

M.iik Wilding is a Collegian columnist.

Our perspective
Surprise! Election Day is coming

Next Tuesday and Wednesday, March 13 and 14. students
will go to the ballot boxes to decide upon the leadership of the

Student Government Association.

Surprised' Probably., given the circumstances under which
this year's election is being held.

The deadline for filing election papers for president was last

Friday. We are being asked to choose a candidacy that will

assume the SGA's highest position a mere eleven days later.

By no stretch of the imaginations can students be expected to

logically observe, evaluate and decide upon the best persons
for the presidency.

There are six candidacies vying for the office. It is simply

impossible to ask students to choose the best candidacy on
such short notice. One can imagine Xh°. confusion and sham
that will result from this situation. It only follows that the

candidacies with the most recognizable names and slickest

posters will have the heavy advantage.
The length of the presidential campaign must be extended

to a later date for the purpose of restoring some degree of
faith in our student government. The student attorney general
should take action to extend the election, in view of its

unusual circumstances.

For the first time in SGA history, Whitmore officials are
working with student government to insure 'a credible
election," in other words, no ballot box stuffing, no fraud, no
sleazy dealings that have plagued past elections. If it is a
credible election they want, extending the election day to a
reasonable date in the future is a damn good place to start.

All unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of
the Collegian Board of Directors.

Brian DeLima drops us a line
By BRIAN DELIMA J

I usually do not respond to cheap and]
'inaccurate attacks. However, the following

'

points must be made clear to your
readers. The latest letter to the editor by
Roberto Bolandrina (former Governmental
Affairs chair and now candidate for co
president) charged that I had manipulated
the senate meeting, and also implied that
the increase in stipend award to officers

has a direct connection to the deficit li

quidation program of the Student Govern-
ment Association.

In regard to the first charge of
manipulation, the Senate operates by
Sturgis Rules of Parlimentary Procedure.
It should be noted that Mr. Bolandrina
was present and did not object to the
procedures nor did he comment on any of

the motions that were being debated by
the assembly.

In regard to the deficit program of the
Student Senate, it should be noted that

the anticipated deficit program is due to

the following deficits: Collegian upwards
of $80,000, CAOS (graduate funded pro
gram) $20,000. and fee shortfall in

revenue account (less students that the
university anticipated) $76,000. The above
deficits are some of the reasons for the
discussions that are now occuring in

regard to the possible fee increase.

For the information of the readers, the
Senate Budgets Committee is presently

meeting to project next years anticipated
revenue. Preliminary reports indicate that

the committee will be budgeting enroll

ment at this years level. This will mean
that we will experience approximately a
decrease of $76,000 in revenue. Also, last

year the Senate utilized a transit reserve

account amounting to almost $60,000 that

will not be available this year. The com
bined effect of Cost of Living increase for

full time staff, inflation, 03 to 02 perma
nent staff adjustments, increase in the
minimum wage, and shortfall in

allocatable revneue will either mean rais-

ing the fee or cutting the budgeits of
many organizations.

It should be noted that a majority of

these organizations experienced a 27.5
percent cut in fiscal year 1979 due to
deficits in numerous accounts. Although,
the Senate anticipates the deficit liquida

tion program being paid off over three

years, an increase may be necessary so
that the above organizations may con-
tinue to receive the financial support that

allows these organizations to provide pro
grams and services to the entire student
body.

I am dismayed, but not surprised, that

the Ct)llngi,in does not inform the readers

that the SGA at UMass'Amherst is the

largest student run service delivery system
in the nation. The wide array of services

and programs are made possible by stu

dent monies and energy, yet it goes
unreported. It seems that it is extremely
newsworthy that large amounts of

students working together in governance

bodies, organizations, clubs, businesses
and coops necessarily entails a view of
the University that calls for active for-

mulation of the policies that affect our
education and self-determination of the
services we require as students.
The Senate is a large body of over a

hundred members, and as the readers
have seen, not everyone gets along with
each other. There are some that attempt
to escalate an issue to a level of per-

sonality and emotion, I attempt to deal
only on the level of fact and rationality.

As reported on page I of the March 5th
issue of the Collegian by Steve Klein,

"The complexity of the issue (SATF in-

crease) is further hampered by political

opportunism; whether or not certain stu-

dent senators feel they can use the issue
to further their popularity by simply say-
ing "we don't need an increase.

'

'

In regard to the columns of Mikie
Doran, and Mark Wilding my only com-
ment is that it is the right of the press
(poison pen or not) to criticize. However,
Doran and Wilding's comments
distinguished themselves as aspiring
novelists rather than aspiring journalists.

In conclusion I hope that the Collegian
will analyze its impact on the UMass
population. In doing so, I hope that the
Collegian will find the space to accentuate
the positive rather than manufacture the^

negative. ^H
BRIAN DeLIMA is a Speaker ofWW

Undergraduate Student Senate
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Around campus
Hampshiresets
rmwworkshop dates
Two WMHits scKddulftd for IntemMkMi^

Wom«i'* Week .it Mjinpsfure CoHe^
have been rescheduied
A workishop on Process and Decision

Making in Women's Organisation,
"

originaWv scheduled for this afternoon,
has been set tor Saturday at 10 a.m., in

the center room in the Donut 5 building

A (Workshop on "Feminist Approaches
M Broadcasting, " is set for 2 to 4 p.m.
instead of 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the col

H^MWS^rtmen t

holds career day
The UMass department of Hoi^l.

Restaurant and Travel Administration will

hold Its fourth annual career day today
from 9 a.m. to 5 o.m in the Campus
Center Auditorium
Representatives fiOM mmm than 25

companies wMI pre^t infcarnation ateut
their organisations and career op
portunititt in the ho^itality industry At
tendance ts ^Mn to all ^ople interested
m managwnent carews in the todgmg.
fo^ Mrvice and travel fields

The UMass department is part of the
School of food and Natural Resources-

Trustees to vote
on parking fee raise
A controversy surrounding a proposal to

raise campus parking t(>es moves to
UMass Boston and UMass Medical School
'D Worcester today where opponents will

make a final attempt to resist the increase

before the UMass Board of Trustees votes
on the issue

The proposal, barked by campus ad
ministrators would ra»se tee in all parking

lots anywhere from $3 to $20 George
Beatty Jr vice chancellor for ad
ministration and finance said the increase is

necessary to pull the Balanced Parking and
Transporatior. System out of a $100,000
operating deficit

The Parking Council, which has collected

6,000 petition signatures, will present
arguments in favor of an alternative plan to

raise revenues for the Parking and Tran

Jaunary to unanimously, oppose any fee
incre^

,

Parking fees have long been a source of
antagonism between University employees
and campus administrators Employees
have also taken issue with the expenditure
of parking system revenues, which have
not gone in to lot maintenance but to
finance the Campus Center garage.
The Trustees will vote on other fees in

addition to health services, the athletic
trust fund, the graduate student fee,
residwice halte. boarding halls, family
housing, commencement fees, and
general recreation and intramural teams all

face fee increaMS.

Two fires in Lewis
tu'ing to tal to 11
Two small fires set early yesterday morn

•ng in Lewis -dormitory have t}een added to

the police investigation into a rash of small

fires of suspicious origins plaguing the

Northeast area dorm
Police reported that at 4:29 a.m. a

buNetin board was set afire and at 5:^ a.m.

some paper towels were ignited in a
wastebasket, marking the Uth Mjch fire

since Saturday.
Police and fire officii were notified

Sunday after five fires Iiad been set with

lampshades and wastebaskets Around the

clock guards have been assigned to the

dormitory

Frye cancels FAC
concertappearance
The Oavid Pr^ concert scheduled for

Sunday, March II at the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall, has been cancelled The con
cert was a special attraction of the concert
hall series and was not on a subscription

series.

Frye requested cancellation of ihe concert
to allow for a forthcoming television
special The UMass Jazz Workshop which
was also scheduled to perform will peform
at the concert hall at a date to be announc
ed

Ticket refunds are available at the con
cert hall box office, open Monday through
Friday. 9am to 4 p m. Tickets purchased
through Ticketron may be mailed in a
stamped, self addressed envelope to the
Fine Arts Center box office, University of

sportation System The council voted in _ Massachusetts, 01003

***ftttend'*

'

Women's Week
workshops

The by-laws of the SGA Constitution provide that absentee
ballots shall be made available to students who for a justifiable

reason cannot vote at the polls. If you wish to vote with an absentee
ballot you must submit a written signed request, includingfreason.

to the Chairperson of the Governmental Affairs Committee of the
Student Senate. Arrangements will then be made for an election

official to bring a certified ballot to you.

The official deadline for requests is 4 pm March 1 0. Late re-

quests will be accepted but there can be no guarantee that they
will be honored.

Don't squander your right to rhoose who will represent you on
the Board of Trustees and" Board of Governors. Send in your re-

quests, if needed, for an absentee ballot today, in care ot
Anthony Johnson - Governmental Affairs Chairperson

Rm. 420 Student Union Building

SPECTACULAR
*'''******'^''"''W'^

Sugarloaf Mountain— J
Only $150 (plus tips) *

Fantastic: *Spring Skiing
* Lodging
*Meals
*Night Life

$25 deposit due by March 9
Sign up: Ski Club Office, rm. 106 CC
or: Wed. meeting, 8 p.m. ,120 SBA

"60 person limit"

S
S

Premeds and Predents:
National MCAT Review Course
National DAT Review Course
I klrnsivi* l(>slinq prat lu e and mlpnsivr < las^roor^Airu
in all s<>( linns of MC Al <ir DAI )6 (lassroom hours
Wppkrnd (lasses I «i rllrnt ^pftidiAt ift»lrutl(>rs Total

(osl. inr ludinq mairrials. $ISO

MCAT ^»*4ions in Kision and ^prinqfirld Amhrrsi au-as

DAT s««ssir»ns al Bosion I niv«>fMJv

IF 51M£Y TURNS YOU OFF!!!

DON'T
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READ
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DON'T
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A SfoekbrMge Evening

wiffi

Bill Crofut
Internationally knoinfn folk singer

A benefit eoneert

to express the students

eoneern for tiie future of

The Stoekbridge School.

March 9, 1979

8 P.M.

Bowker Auditorium
Ki-sirx- sfjil— *3.00 -m lionkir llu\ Uffin

Sponsored bv 'hp STOCKBRIDGE STUDENT SENATE

iK=:

The Collegian is now searching for

enthusiastic and motivated people to

become commissioned Advertising

Sales Representatives.

Business Majors: this is an

excellent opportunity to gain

sales experience and earn

money too!
If you feel that you have the drive and
ambition that it takes to sell, conne in to

the Collegian and inquire about the posi-

tion of Advertising Representative
Massachusetts Daily Collegian

113 Campus Center
545-3500 (Advertising Dept.).

ninni.:,,

SMIIIIDK'

.N^ - J

MIC MIC J

SENIORS^
SHOW YOUR

FACE!!

545-2874

CORRASABLE BOND
4 Different weights
Packages or Ream

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer & Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

Campus Center

UMass
Wvd.. Thurs . Fn , Sdl

March 7, 8. 9. W

Boys

Blue Wall
Fn , March 9

Scientific
Americans
and

mmmmmmmrm

^4? , Mitrcb 70

Iloli0rt

Gordon
This night onty

UMass suidents $3.50
Gen. public $4 50
9pm --Hatch

Ticltets 3va<tab>fi at HX

Hatch
Fn. a Sal

Disco with
Eric

Top of the
Campus

TOC members & guests only

TOC memberships available

to UMass students at the
info desk. Campus Center

In assoc. with UPC Productions

siaa 7

THI-:
CrRATi:KUL

di:ad
HIM 1^
GroteM Oeod

Conce«t
txpefience

otooi< mude
The Oeod

" whot jhey Of©
lo fhe<T»selv«e5

ond (o the« tons

IN 50 ffIRS WHEN PCOPlf WINT
TO KNOW WHAT A ROCK CONCERT WAS
lIKE.THETll REFER TO THIS MOVIE

ieivciT3<>aiiiuis

CONeUIUUTIOMS GIAFtrui ouo
TOO M CMAItO A MASTERfKCE

IfST ROCK 1 ROll FKM TO DATE
ft EA^iW

NOWl
7 €r 9:15 weekdays
Midnight show

Friday and
Saturdays

Wednesday notices
TUms
Joe Hill. Thompson 104, 8 p.m.

p.m., 1.50.

Brivele Dw Mamtn. Thompson 1(S, 8
p.m.

Meetings
Christian Science Organization, CC 177,

6:30-7:30 p.m. ___^
Coalition for Alternative Agriculture,
CC 803. 2 p.m.

Hungf Task Force. 428 SU. 4 p.m.

Bicycle Club. Tour of Virginia pre-trip

meeting. CC 903, 7 p.m.

Wildlife Society. Holdwsorth 203, 7:30

p.m. Screech Owl Research

People's Gay Alliance. CC 902, 8 p.m.

Amateur Radio Association. ELAB 109.
7:30 p.m.

Lectures
—

_

Or. F. Snyder. "Biochemical Studies of
the Pulmonary Surfactant System In
Alveolar Type II Calls" TXIQ Grad
Research Tower A, 4

Prof. David Schimmel speaks on Falasha
Jews, Bart. 312. 7:30 p.m.

Social Events
Israeli Coffeehouse. Farley Lodge, 8

Other Activities

Contempory Issues In American Labor
Movement conference, registration and
information from UC F. 428 SU, 5-2^1

"Integration of Handicapped Chiidren
into the Regular Classroom" workshop,
fegistfation call Division of Continuing Ed.'

MFA students Azure Forte and^Alan
Robinson works on exhibit at Herter
Gallery through Mar. 9

Gay Peer Counselling, referrals, gerwr^
information, 5-3312

CASIAC counsellor
Machmer, 7 p.m.

colloq. E-37

Interested in babysitting during ttte spr-
ing?Contact Child Care Office, 221
Berkshire

Necissities/Necesidades organization,
dedicated to combatting and aiding
violence against women, seeks members,
19R Hawley St., Northampton. Call Pam at
586-5066 for information.

Everywoman's Canter, support group for
women who were sexaully abused as
children, meets Wednesdays at
Everywoman's Center, Wilder Hall at 6 Call
256-0634 or 5-0883

BESTEAmrAUAROUNIK'
Next time you're hungry for roost

beef, head for Hardee's. And
bring a friend and this coupon
along with you. It'll get you

two tender, juicy, sliced-thin,

piled-high Big Roast Beef

Sandwiches for the price of

one. Once you sink your

teeth into Hardee's delicious,

succulent roost beef, you've

just got to know you've got the

best eatin' in town, up 'n' down,
all around.

W**!^

^
j:-

m

THE BEH EATIN'SPECIAL:
BUYONE BIG ROACT BEEF,

GETONE FREE.
Good at oil participating Hardees. Please present this coupon before ordering.

One coupon per customer, please. Customer must pay any sales tax due
on the purchase price. This coupon not good in combination with any other offers.

Hardee's of Hadley
430 Russell Street

Hadley, Mass. Hardeci Coupon expires March 20 1979
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PART-TIME DRIVER ^ii
Wanted for Wednesday and /or Thursday newspaper

deliveries in Amherst Northampton area. We have |

vehicle but person with van preferred. Call

1 283 8^3

/i ĈHART YOUR OWN
<:OURSE

* frjrfiifvi 9ri (ati>
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Univipfsitv of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE Aa% CENTER PRESENTS

Patricia W£ruL,

Jfean-l-^ierre vSonnefoui

id L^mpaniiam

The fine Arts Center proudly presents these
incomparable artists vinth their own company in a special

"Balanchine Evening
"

MONDAY, MARCH 12 8 P.M.
Tickets now on sale. General Public - $7. 6. 5

UMass students - $5, 4, 3. Senior citizens and other

students - S6. 5. 4.

F\t€ AUS CENfER CNCERT K4.L
Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

, 545-251

1

and New England Ticketron Locations.

STUDENT SENATE LAUNCHES
CAMPAIGN TO ELIMINATE

RACISM ON CAMPUS
ATTACKS AGAINST THE THIRD WORLD COMMUNITY
1

.

Black woman found lying in Central Area with a fractured pelvic bone.

Investigation indicates foul play.

2. KKK cross set on fire outside the Blue Wall during a Third World social

function.

3. Seta Rapersad, a UMass student, was found dead in a motel in South

Deerfield and no arrests have been made, raising questions in the Third

World Community.
4. Jose Pontez was found dead in his Washington Dormitory room. No

official report has been given on the cause of death which leads members of

the community to again wonder about the delay.

4. Rock thrown through a window in the Malcolm X Center.

5. New Africa House coffee shop broken into, robbed and ransacked.

RACISM IN THE MEDIA
Mos. of these charges shall be addressed towards ffte Daily Collegian, the

major communications organ of the Student Body. The Third World

community and the Senate leadership regret that it was necessary to pay for

a Va page ad to make the student body actively aware of these issues.

4

Racent Events:

1

.

The picture of Student Body President Herb Tyson has not appeared in the

Collagian all year except in Black Affairs pages. Past student body

presidents were in the Collagian on a regular basis.

2. The picture of Cliff Pedran appeared on the cover of the Collagian this

week for an alleged robbery, the circumstances of which are very shaky.

However, his white team-mate's picture did not appear although he was also

implicated.

3. A photograph of a newly hired black, head basketball coach, Ray Wilson,

has not appeared in the paper to date.

AFFIRMATIVE (IN)ACTION
The department of HEW filed suit against the University last year for not

enforcing affirmative action on this campus and. because of continued

inaction, a second suit is rumored.

The number of Third World faculty and staffe as reported 2/6/78

(Chancellor's Affirmative Action Report) is unbelievable:

White T.W.

Humanities and Fine Arts 271 33

Natural Science and Math •460 30

Social and Behavioral Science 278 21

Business Administration 88 2

School of Education 158 23

154 13

513 23

65 6

73 6

4

Engineering

Food and Natural Resources

Graduate School

Health Sciences

Labor Relations

THIRD WORLD COMMUNITY RESPONSE
The situation has become serious as the Third World community can no

longer tolerate these attacks and is fired up. They are greatly dissatisfied

with the lack of support form the University Administration thus far.

At the beginning of this semester the Office of Third World Affairs prepared a

report that began to explain the forms of campus racism and attempted to

explain the manners in which the university perpetuates it. Through

examining the incidences of increasing physical attacks on Third World

students, cut backs in Third World student enrollment, low and increasing

numbers of Third World faculty and an Eurocentric dominated curriculum, it

is clear that the elimination of racism is not a priority of the University

Administration.

There are some 500 buildings on this campus, none of which are named

after Third World people. This intentional neglect of the contributions of

Third World leaders in the development of American Civilization is reflected

in the content of the curriculum presented in those buildings and the result

is observable in the racist statements on the walls of those buildings,

particularly the library starcases.

At last week's Senate meeting, the Third World Caucus addressed the

Student Senate regarding the growing racial tension on campus and

presented them with proposals to begin to address it.

These proposals were unanimously passed:

1 .That the Student Senate condemn all racist incidents which were, and are,

being perpetrated against the Third World community.

2. That each Senator is required to hold a dorm meeting with students to

confront racism and to identify persons involved in racist acts.

3. That the Senate request complete investigation of these racial incidents

by the administration and that the results of this investigation be made

known to members of the Third World Caucus.

4. That the Student Senate reaffirm its committment to the existence of the

Third World Caucus in its present form regradless of Bakke, Weber, Sears

Robuck, North Carolina or any other racist court decisions.

At present, the Office of Third World Affairs and SCERA are working together

in implementing the Campaign to Eliminate Racism on Campus. We believe

that students are tired of this social disease plagueing our community.

Please Contact

OFFICE OF THIRD WORLD AFFAIRS
308 Student Union

STUDENT CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH AND ADVOCACY
422 Student Union, 546-0341

Wednesday, March 7. 1979

Todaji't

DC menu
LUNCH

Beef Ravioii/Tomato Sauce
Clam Roll/Tartar & Cocktail Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Cheese Ravioli/Tomato

Clam Roil /Tartar b Cocktail Sauce

DirVNER
Beef Stew

Fried Cod /Tartar Sau(»
Franks w/ Rolls

BASICS DINNER
Nut Loaf/ Light Mushroom Sauce
Fried Cod /Tartar Sauce

WmUfl programming

2 PM:10AM
12:00

2 PM 5:30

5:00
5:02:

5:30 PM 6 PM:

TODAY
Music with Pippin

Noon Report /Tory Carlson

l^y Reiters Afternoon Drive

New Headlines

Today's Astrological Forecase by Don Cerow
Newswatch /Mary Blake

Weatherwatch/Fred Winer
6 PM - 7 PM: Dr Bill's Myths, Lies, Facts and Songs
7 PM 10 PM: Chris Vine and Lisa Wait Reggae/ Black

Classical /Strange sounds/Music of other cultures

10 PM - 2 AM: Perry Adier assuming the role of Jeff E>erlin!

6 AM 10 AM:

7, 7:30. 8, 830 9:

TOMORROW
"For people with good taste."

Morning Mishagosh with K.

Wake Up News7vicki Bates

RADIO ONI

Crossword
ACROSS

i 'tug*'

9 "tctd tittt'

12 S«C0ph*n|

'J C»oui o<

14 '«mot
16 Oaigc
18 Sn«4M
'9 CopjH'

)iow*'

22 i>«odi«>

24 lnt«'BH(Jt»H

lp'tt'>i

25 Chimpi
2 7 Nipptd
29 Rom»n cioili*

3: Mookv

niAi .ne lt%h

37 Fnl.

36 Faihe'*4

40 Im i»t» Sam
Son\»

41 Wucli

44 Biro U4rl |pl )

46 Ade''0»ine Ir.

p^osp^4(*
l«bbi

47 PjC't.c Ijianrt

41 t!- »n, *s> 2

53 fof* iKWKi

57 Forbid!!(fl

City

58 W.ii,rtji»

59 Auid L««9

60 Si'iki ovt

tf«Bf '

DOWN

1 AUo
2 Beyond the

limit

3 aiMb«>'
play*' Mat

4 Bring tn bay

5 Coal unit

6 Pledge

' Matted

8 Sc^ool If 1

1

10 Hold* ir

»»ond*'

1

1

Noitrils

'2 Bank
employe*

15 Curly lettei

*nfwe' to P'».

t'*'s'ti r*'* T

t
'» s't"

1 7 Handle

rougMy i2

Md$l
19 Ruga
20 Abo^e
21 Million (p'elii) 43

42

23 impe'

26 FooU
28 Tiflht

30 On flfanrt

sea**

32 Co'leg*

athletic group ^*

33 Slip of pape»

34 Puppy souoj
36 Faui pas ipi

;

55

56

Smalt

Mountami
ItCbr I

Afiaiic

mounlamc

Ookedon-
Pronounco

indistinctly

Persian rjlet

Prevaricated

Noun t.i« I

Born

House

addition

Change colOf

'
1

3 4 ^ 6 7 8

9 10, r. 12

13 14 •5

16 f

23

18

19 20 ?1 I 22

28

24

25 " 27

29 30 31 32 33 34

35 36

39

37

38 40

41 42 43

'fa

45

50

46

47 49

51 52

*

53
•

54 ?P S6

57 58

59 60
.
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Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

a man m'tk€ tt3tm

4 by Frank Emery
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Nothing Special by Joe Casey
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The Town Line by Joe Carroll
.

r^—

OULY THE JTREtT -MORNING

-

f L/GHT3 OF THC T^^
f SLEEPING rOV/N
^NOTICE THE CAR
% BEARING THE
JNTURED MAN.

HI. HOW POj
WELL. yO\J 0\JO^T

TO'. yO\jRE THE /5/C-

1-CeST h^ESS OF BRUISES
I'VE EVER H^O TO

TREATSONNYf

Collegian
Staffers

There will be a meeting concerning the

Collegian's constitution

on /%
Wednesday, March 7 "Mtry^

at 7:00

in rms. 805-809 of the CC
'4

!r

Career/Life Planning Program on

''Making A Career
Decision—What
You Heed To

Know.rr

For Juniors and Seniors

Marcf -Wednesday- 6:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m.

Berkshire House, room 322

To sign up, just phone 5-0333 or drop in to

/ room 123, Berkshire House

i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

\

fARROWm^
IPRIVATE

LIVERY

UMass
to

Greater
Lawrence

area

$10 round trip

$6.00 one way

call: 6 7605

^ ». or^ .
I

,
.

, 1 > -
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nly Area Show
i

OW, Ends Mai i

•t 7 00 and 9 1

BESTKRGMA^ PtIMi

iMAR DERG \N

INGRID OER. ^N
LIV UL AN

Cates •( %mm

A good place to start the evening

Time

H Gal. M ler or B liU

Servet

Always K

Super Sandwichc-
37 N Pleasant St

Vith pop. nfil

py Hoi

SO

Mielitlob Night

Tdniflit

69c
Michelobs

U^MMie
TofiisM

5oob tymcs

one

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-85C

fooliSftihnfe
1 Pray St. Amherst, Mass. 549-5403

Wednesday, March 7, 19?9
, iColles^uni n

UPComing: Muddy Waters. Mon . March 12. SUB

To plac* a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian oM-h CC n3) belw»en 8 46 a m
and 3 46 p Ti Monday through Fudav o' use
Ou« handy clip and mail forrn found m most
issues of the CoMegian Classified deadline is

3 4S p m two days m advance of publication

date ^1 Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are; daily. 45c per
line; five cons«cutive issues. 40c per line per
'lay, 30 consecutive issues. 30c per hne per

lay. One line is roughly equivalent lo 38
haracfers

AUDIO

Pion««r r«c«lv«r. large Advents, Garrard
turn. Pioneer caas. rec. Call Neil at

54S-6064. If rwt home, leave tel. no.

Intevaudio 2000 speaker* division of
Boee. 50 watt, power cap, John. 546-5990.

XC skis.

542 4206
tall refridge., exc. cond..

AUTO FOR SALE

79 Cainaro Z2B, 4 spd., low mileage k>ed-
ed warranty til Dec. 79, 773-7266.

72 Muatang Grande 351 Cleve.
Automatk:, needs body work, $750 or best
offer. Ask for Larry, 6-9697.

6i Muatang. looks and runs good,
tires arKl exhaust, must sail, MOO firm, call

Jim, eve.. 6-4320.

71 Buick. gd. tires, runs great, MOO,
549-4GQ2, no rot rec tur>e up.

1970 Toyota Corona 1900CC-4 cyl., auto.

trans., exc. cond , 23-25 mpg, srK>w tires,

AM/FM, $895 546-8279.

ENTERTAINMENT
~

A good timel Newman Club Coffee
House, Fri. at 9 p.m. Front Lounge,
Newman Center.

Sound ayatem for hire, perfect for cof-

feefwuses, discos, t>and5, Rick, 584-4105.

Disco Dave Cr L. Disco Inc. provides

sound, lights h DJ for your parties— disco,

rock & oldies. The best at affordable prices.

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567 17 15

Hotteat band aroundl "SnrK>oth Sailing ';

for bookings anywhere call John, 546-4646 .

FOR SALE

Frye boota, mens 9D, exc. cond., new
soles & heels, $35 or best. Michel,

5864633

Kastinger K2 ski boots, unused. JD,
64636.

Must sell Fischer C-4 comps, $195,

54^6633

12 inch BfrW TV. 6 nws. oid, great for

dorm rooms! Call John at 549-0419, $45 or

B^
Single mattreas tt bOK, »30, &^1519.

Indian jewelry at wholesale prices. Call

253-3627, evenings

70 Buick Electre, all auto, runs great

AM/FM, 8-track stereo, $660, 256-6731,

1970 Dodge Dart Swinger, clean, great

running cdtn. Good mileage. $750, call

584-8324 or 549 2697. ask for Kent

World Book Encyclopedia, new '78, $100
off, priced $299, $15 a mo., 247-5740, even-
\t\g&.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

FOUND
"

Silver green bracelet. 549-6425, avea.

Found— long-haired F dog w/ NH liceme,
white face, tan-black markings, 666-4324.

HELP WANTED

Fine Arts Editor wanted for UMass
publication, applications available at the In-

dex office, CC 102. For more information

caW 546-0848 (writing skills a must).

Counselors needed. Jewish girls camp.
Cape Cod area. Athletics, waterfront,

nurses, campcraft, etc. For info, call Sue,
546^3223

$10,000-$14,000 part time. Interesting,

easy, worthwhile! Call eve., 253-3627.

Summer work w/ national firm. Travel

and good money. Call 253 2597.

The Orchard Hill Womens Center is now
accepting applications for five work study

positions. Applications are available at 112

Field, Wed , Feb 28-Wed.. March 7. Due
Friday, March 9.

Central area women's center has 5 work -

study positions available, applications can
be picked up at center basement Baker.

MenI WomenI Jobs cruise
ships'freighters, no experience. High pay'

See Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So.
America. Career summer! Send $2.75 for

info to Seaworld, BB Box 61036, Sact., CA
95860

LOST

Reward for return of blue-green plaid

suitcase w/ nametag: Tonita Lipscomb

Reward, deaperata, please return rn,

tackle box of art supplies, my name was m
it (locker 148 FAC), I must get my work
done & feel terrible loss, last seen 2/23,

Hills North or Bartlett, no questions asked
549-1291.

Please return dk. brown leather wallet,
personal value, leave it with Collegian.

MISCELLANEOUS
"

Earn $600/1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope,

Justus Sales, Box 112-C, Ludlow MA
01066.

PERSONALS

For two people to Ft. Lauderdale on Mar.
15 or 16. Will share drivir^g and expenses.

I or Susan at 549-5967.

RIDE WANTED

Need ride to Ga.
6-4821.

3/15/79. Call Cece,

Jaynie, happy birthday, (late as usual),

your ex -roomie.

Stu- happy 20th.

Love, Mary.
Hope it's a good onaS

Lost-blue down vest, in Blue Wail,

3/3/79. call Scott, 253 7820.

Reward! I lost a green wc ! scarf near infir-

mary last Friday. Personal value! Please call

256-0642

Lost cat— Ralph, 1 yr. old tiger w/ blue

flea collar, near Brandywine Apts., please

call 549-5861.

To Karen— happy 2 year anniversary. Let's

have dinner at the TOC. I love you, Mark.

Julie, I need help with calc, please call,

Bon, 253-5695.

Al — happy beluga birthday!! TBOF
always -Wen. PS-Dottie sends a big
kissM

The ability to accept individuals as they

are, not what they should be, is the true

test of friendship. Be there. Aloha, BC.

CPL h DRP— did you forget my phone
number or my name? Come visit, but wear
name tags. I don't remember what you look

like! Love, The Snake from NA.

To the girls of the 2nd floor JA — sorry

about they weekend. Love, Stu arKl Jack.

PS — can we still tie friends?

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all rag. priced merch. to all

students & staff. Remember your ID.

To the Amherst College woman who
does not like to dance but likes to play ten-

nis and racquetball and skis at Maple
Valley. Missed you at the Pub Sat. 24, how
about a game of tennis? Call Tom,
774-2562.

If you've had your car damaged by
Amherst Towing or you've been towed
w/out a cop present call 5-3GO0.

RIDERS WANTED

Van rida to Fla. for spdrtg break. Male or

female, round trip, $66, 253-3193 .

Riders wanted to Brattteboro, Vt., every

weekday this semester, share $, 253-2154,

ask for Ray.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Wanted for Brittany Manor Apt.: male,

nonsmoker, clean. Call 253-9890.

Roommate wanted. 1 bedroom in 2
bedroom house— Amherst, % mile from
bus route, pets, wood /oil heat. %}"&¥

, call

after 6:30 p.m., 253-7090.

Roommate, own room, UM bus, after 6,

666-3306

Roommates wanted, April 1st, $68 a

month, call 586-0140, ask for Pat.

WANTED
~

Single mothers needed for interview

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546-6657, after 6.

SEX FOR GRADES

Sex for grades: anyone with first-hand in-

formation or knowledge of this subject, call

5-3500, evenings. Discretion assured.

CORRECTION

Correction, Aikdo demonstration, Friday,

March 2, Boyden gym, wrestling room,
7:00.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jaaon R. Rosenthal, low cost

legal representation for UMass community,

income tax preparation, appointment only,

253-7617.

PETS

Beautiful aaal-point Himalayan kitten,

male, registered, show quality, raised with

family. $126. Call Sally. 549 62S3.

Listen To WMUA 91.1 FM
Ken Mflsakowski's FOCUS

Thursday March B'th

6:00 - 7:00 pm

SGA Presidential Candidates

Debate

$ Only $14 includes:
* Transportation

Lift ticket

Donuts & OJ
Vino & cheese

Sign up:

*Ski Club Office

CC106
*Wed. meeting

SBA 120, 8 p.m.

:9|e4e9|e:| Bring your membership cards |c^#

Packafie Store
•DISCOUNT iiguoxs

"

RUSSELL ST., HAOLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

A smiling Pete Rose jokes with reporters at the Phillies' Clearwater. Fla. spring
training facility. Rose, who played out his option last season after a lengthy

career with Cincinnati, will be shifted to first base this year. (AP Laserphoto.)

Sports Notices
PADDLEBALL ENTRIES were due March 5

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SWIM MEET will be held March 7. at 7;00

INTRAMURAL ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING CHANGE.
March 8. 3:45 Boyden Conference Room

TENNIS AND BADMINTON ENTRIES due March 8.

NOPE courts closed March 10, 14. and 17 25.

NOPE pool closed March 17 25.

Instructors are needed for CPR instruction to teach 8 hour course to small group

on March 13, 15, 27 and 29. 430-6:30 All equipment ts provided Class will be

held in NOPE
Water Safety Instructors are needed to help in chiW swim program, March

12 Mayl. 4 5:00 p m ,
Mon Thurs Service from volunteers will be appreciated

for any number of days each week Contact Professor Wallace. NOPE

FAL-
STAFF
BEER

DONELLI
LAM-

BRUSCO

$4*99 I $1.59
case

12 oz. cans

24 oz.

OLD MR.
BOSTON
80 PROOF
VODKA

JIM BEAM
BOURBON

EXCELLENCE IN MANAGEMENT
IF YOU HAVE

.The willingness to work hard

• A Strong desire to succeed

IF YOU ENJOY

• A fast paced environment, exciting

and dynamic people...

A CAREER WITH STAR PROVIDES

.An Excellent Starting Salary

, A Profit Sharing Program

I And Many Other Benefits

PLUS MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

• Great on the job training with

Star's management team.

JOIN STAR MARKET

One of the Jevwel Companies

$4.49 I $11.89
quart 1.75 liter

(59.2 oz.)

Tuesday. March 6 to Monday, March 12, 1979

Cash & carry prices

We reserve the right to limit quantities

STAR WILL BE ON CAMPUS 3 8 79

If you are unable to see us on

campus forward resume to

Personnel Manager
Star IWIarKet Company
625 Ml Auburn Street

Cambridfle MA 02138
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A longseason ends
with a surge ofpride
BvSTEVeZACK
Cuilegtan Staff

Tfm »ason ended in an overtin^e lo^ to
Villanova University in a Cage like arena
nicknamed the Cathouse." After 22 losses
and only 5 victOfi«s, the six month odyss«y
of the Minuteman basketball team ImA
com© to an end.

H began back in the month of Sep
tember, UMaM freshmen were becwmng
accustomed to the campus, and the
basketball team was becoming acquainted
with the running track that surrounds
Afumrii Stadium it was time to get into
condition for the rigorous season ahead
Along with the three mile launts around

the stadium, were wind sprints. incNne
sprints, and weightlifting - all the fun
things that go with getting into shape.
On Oaober 15(1 remember the date well

lor on the 14th of the month I made my
appearance at the tryout camp) scheduled
practices beqan in the Cage and for all

Commentary
intents and purpOMf the season wsjs
underway Little did the team know what
kind of season that was to foMow

There were the obvkMJS changes on this

team that brought about a bit of skepticism
from lookers on Gone of course, vas the
only backcourt duo present day UMass
students had known, Alex Eldndgo and
Oerick Claiborne lr> their place fans would
find two seldom used players. Billy

Morrison and Tim Witkos, and a converted
forward. Brad Johnson The skepticism
became stronger For also gone was the
scoring punch of Mike Pyatt, and questions
began to arise as to whether or not the 78
79 squad would be talented enough to pull

off another winning
By the time the season would come to an

end two players (Juan Holcomb and John
Saccheti) and one coach (Jack Learrv)n)

would be gone. And gone with the per
^nnel would l» the eleven year winning
Streak of the Minutemen and the adoration
of the fans

After having reported on the team for the
SMSon, and having attended the games at
the Cage. I have come to believe that the
majority of the basketball fans on this
campus are mere Jumpers on the ban
dw^on." For there were too nnany people
missing at the home games, too many open
spaces on the biMcher like stands While
defeats are a result of what happens on
the court, it is often hard to derive a
Winning attitude when there is nobody to
win for

The season opened auspiciously with a
win over Harvard Ah another winning
season underway. But H just w^n't to t»
The losses started coming immediately
after the opening day triumph, and for

most of the season, a victory was just
something to break up a losing streak.

Yet. under Entern Eight rules, all teams
in tfw l^^ue participate in the playoffs so
all tf» toaing during the regular season
could be termed water under the bridge
Maybe that's what hurt this team, the fact
that no mMter how bad they played during
the regular campaign there was always the
playoffs

This isn t to say that the players and
coaches didn't give a damn about the first

26 games I'm sure they did, but on that
Tuesday .ught in Philadelphia, at the
Villanova Field House, the player coach
dissension, the faults of the team all

seemed to disppear For a night the
Massachusetts Minutemen of 1979 wore no
different than any of their predecessors
They were a team. A hungry team And
watching them try thoir damnedest to win
made me thmk that the season wasn't a
total loss, just a statistical one

Sports staff meeting
The Collegian sports department is holding mandatory staff meeting
tonight at 7 00 at the sports desk. The purpose of the meeting is to
discuss spring beats. New members are welcome.

Ginger Legare (40) goes to the hoo'p against BU as Mary Halleran (11)

looks on In defeating the Terriers, the Minutewomen move on to face

Southern Connecitcut in an EAIAW playoff game this Friday. IStaff

photo by Patrick O. Dobbs )

Guard Bill Morrison (22) will be a big key for the Minutemen nent ssason under
new head coach Ray Wilson. (Staff photo by Lynn Marion.)

egiain

ts

^ Bill Tarter

Sports -term
Remove everything from your desks.

Books on the floor. Use #2 pencils only.

Take one copy and pass the rest to the per

son next to you. Eyes on your own paper.

Good luck - you may begin. You have to

the end of class to finish.

UMASS SPORTS MID-TERM EXAM
1) What were UMass' nicknames prior to

becoming the Minutemen? (2 points)

2) Julius Erving remains the only UMass
basketball player to have his number
retired, what number was he? (3 points)

3) Last spring four teams from UMass were
New England champions. Who are they? (4

points)

4) When did a UMass basketball team last

attain the ^l ranking in New England? (3

points)

5) Which basketball player led UMass in

sconng this year, averaging over 23 points

per game? (3 points)

6) Name the last four Umass football

players to play in the National Football

League? (4 points)

7) This UMass coach was awarded
"Athlete of the Year" at UMass m 1956,

while lettering in Football, hockey and
lacrosse. Who is he? (2 points)

8) This former UMass hoop star recently

joined Erving with the Philadelphia 76ers

Who IS he? (2 points)

9) Which former UMass All Amencan is

[ircseiuly o'.f > 4 thr; worlds foremost

tnaiftthijii ' .Himiny towards the 1^0
Olympics u play)

If)) Nhh'. wo current All American
rijnnr" ' 'Mass rind wli.»t events

tht'y >
'' poinl:.

11) This tur.ncf uMjss pitchet i& now doiny

his stutf for thu Baltimore Orioles, and is

ffji ; H Mong the leagm". best left banders

Vwiuj IS he? (2 points)

12) Name the UMass coach who par

ticipated in the 1964, '68, and '72 Olympic

games? (2 points) Which country did he

compete for, and in what event? (2 points)

13) This UMass athlete was the only

American to ski in the student World Olym-

pics in Canada last year, and^s currently

competing in the Nationals at Steamboat
Springs, Colorado Who is he? (2 points)

14) This coach began at UMass in 19K,
and should surpass ^X) career wins this

year. Name the coach and his sport? (2

points)

15) Name the two UMass wrestlers recently

crowned New England champions, who are

headed to the Nationals at Iowa State? (2

fxjints)

16) UMass soccer star Tasso Koutsoukos
recently signed an NASL contract with

which team? (2 points) Name the only other

UMass soccer player to turn professional?

(1 point)

17) The UMass hockey team's lone victory

(1-18-1 ) was against whom? (5 point bonus)

GRADES possible 50 points
-1-40 - all expense paid trip for two in the

South Seas.
•t- 30 two weeks in the Riviera

+ 20 • weekend in Las Vegas
+ 10 - one week in Scranton
less than 10 - two weeks in Sc^nton
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The firat customer at the new Hilftop
Snack bar. Vahan Hanedanian, buys a
steak sandwich. Opan from 7 to 12

nightly, the snack bar is located in the
Field Rec Room in Orchard Hill. (Staff
photo by Sally Morgan.)

Senate rescinds SGA
Attorney General
By JULfB EAGLE
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night passed a motion rescinding Student
Attorney General Robin Adams, following
a number of complaints against Adams,
including her failure to honor a senate
lequest to appear at the meeting.

In a letter to Student Director for
Student Center of Educational Advocacy-
and Research David Barenberg, Adams
said she would not attend the meeting
because her mother was undergoing an
operation and Adams needed to go home.

Last week Adams was ordered to appear
before the senate to answer the com-
plaints. Barenberg pointed out that only
two hours before the senate meeting
Adams had presided over a judicial hearing
prosecuting Student Speaker Brian DeLima
ifor his status as a continuing education
student.
Barenberg and others, including

graduate student Michael Pill, formerly an
attorney at UMass Legal Services Office,

questioned the validity of Adam's ex-

planation for not showing at the meeting.
"If her mother was sick, getting Brian

DeLima at a meeting does not take
precedence. A sick mother doesn't jive

with Adam's presence at the judicial

hearing. What she's adopted is the tactic of

not appearing," Pill said. Adams also left

last week's senate meeting immediately
after hearing senate plans to impeach her.

At the judicial hearing, Adams and other
judicial officers voted 2-1 to remove Brian
DeLima as Student Speaker of the senate,
but the senate negated the decision with "a
vote of confidence" for DeLima.

Senator Mark Flaherty and Adams had
admitted twice to him "to finally having
DeLima on a technicality." Agreeing,
Communications Office director Jay
Millender said, "Adam's moves were
basically political. She was just trying to get

out DeLima. It was a perfect example of the

Attorney General using her office for overt
political tactics."

Millender called Adam's injunction Mon-
day night against senate presidential co-
candidates Cindi Thomas and Peter
Graham a "conspiracy" between Adams
and Graham designed to eliminate continu-

ing education students from senate offices,

and therefore an effort "to get rid of
DeLima."
In addition to not attending the meeting

and admitting to ttying to oust DeLima, fur-

ther complaints were made on Adam's per-

formance as an attorney general.

Senator Julie Robertson said, "As a

paralegal in the Legal Services Office who
has dealt with Adam's personally, I feel

that her conduct in office is outrageously
incompetent. Her lack of consideration for

individual needs renders her unable to ex-

pediate even the simplist of judiciary mat-
ters."

Disagreeing with all the arguments
against Adams, senator Robert Clearysaid,

"Adams has done no wrong. She has just

done something others didn't want done. I

feel this is a witch-hunt because certain

people in SGA realize she isn't a puppet
they can pull on a string. It is not within the

jurisdiction of the senate to remove so
meone when there were no specific

charges, no allegations (in ttie senate re-

quest sent to Adams last week).
Complaints against Adams also stemmed

from her investigation into alleged fraud in

last year's election process. In an open let

ter to the senate and the Collegian, Adams
denied "blackmailing" Co President Herb
Tyson.

Tyson, a presidential co candidate in the

upcoming- election had earlier told the
Collegian Adams informed him of her in-

vestigation into his alleged campaign fraud

in last year's election and told Tyson she
would keep quiet if he decided to withdraw
from the upcoming election.

Threat of deficit

raises parlcing fee
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER-The UMass Board of
Trustees yesterday voted to raise parking
fees on campus, along with a series of
other student fees.

Despite the testimony of the University
Parking Council, the board voted with little

deliberation to raise the current parking
fees, which now range from $5 $55, to $8-
S75. The fee will be used to finance a
$100,000 operating deficit in the campus
transportation system, and to finance
neglected lot maintenance.
The increase in other student fees,

totalling $56 per semester, are needed to
keep up with inflation and for mandatory
salary increases, vice Chancellor for
Administration and Finance George Beatty,
<Jr., said.

The trustees' Budget and Finance and
Student Affairs committees met in a joint
session at 10 a.m. where they heard
Beatty's evidence of a deficit in the
Balanced Parking and Transportation
System on the Amherst campus.

"I will not sta.id for a deficit," said
Beatty, who advised an increase.
The trustees then listened as the

members of the parking council one-by-one
came forward to speak.
"We've been riding over the same ruts,

potholes and bumps since 1963," said
Dorothy Thayer, council chain^^oman.
"The failure to implement past promises (of
lot improvements) makes this fee increase
a little unpalatable."

Tf>e council, which voted unanimously in
January to oppose any fee increase, asked
for a one-year extension to pursue alter-
native plans to raise revenues.
Jonathan Tuttle, president of local no.

1776 of the American Federation of State,

County, and Municipal Employees, said the
University could save money by using the
paid consultants the union council
represents.

"In these hard times, we've got to begin
to find ways to cooperate, " he said. "It
would be wise not to incite our employeaa
to further aggravation."
Chancellor' Randolph W. Bromary

maintained that since parking and tran-
sportation are integrated systems, each
should support the other. Council members
disagreed, saying employees should not
pay into a parking system that helps
finance a bus system which services
primarily students.

"I'd be glad to take the bus if only it

came to Pelham, " said Thayer.
Some council members said they

resented paying into a system that finances
the debt ridden Campus Center garage.

Alternative plans put forward by the
Council received little consideration. The
trustees deferred to Beatty to explain the
alternatives. He said a bill filed by James G.
Collins, D Amherst, to turn the mortgage
of the garage over to the State should not
be relied on because the bill foundered in
the legislature last year. A proposal for a
campus towing operation is uneconomical,
Beatty said.

Students can expect to pay an additional
$56 in fees next year. The health services
fee will be raised by $6 per semester, the
athletic trust fund by $3.50 to $18 and the
graduate student fee by $1 .50 to $21

.

Residence hall fees are up by $19 to $421
per semester, and board fees up $19 to
$427. Family housing units face a $15 a
month increase. Commencement fees are
now $20, and general recreation and In-
tramural fees are up by $3 to $13 per
semester.

Legislature—20 in June,
drinlcing bill signed today
The Massachusetts House and Senate

yesterday voted to push the effective date
for implementing the drinking age from
April to June. Governor Edward J. King is

expected to sign the legislation today.

Passage of a 20 year old minimum was a
victory the biggest so far-for the governor.
King originally battled to increase the drink-

ing age from the present 18 to 21, but said he
would settle now for the compromise.
Unless the governor proclaims an

emergency, the new law would become ef-

fective in 90 days.

The 20-year-old minimum was agreed
upon after a conference committee was
formed with members from each chamber
to work out a compromise.

Rape cases overestimated
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Yesterday's Collegian incorrectly
reported that three on-campiis rapes had
occurred this week. UMass Chief-of-Police

Robert G. Joyce yesterday said two rapes
have been reported to the UMass police

this semester.

The first rape, which occurred on Thurs-
day March 1 in parking lot 44 near the

Sylvan Residential Area, is still under in-

vestigation.

The Collegian also incorrectly reported a
"suspect had been apprehended" tor that

rape. UMass police have made no arrests

and the investigation is still active.

Joyce also said a second on campus
rape had been reported to UMass police

over the weekend . Joyce said he could give

no further information on the rape. "The
complaintant is unsure whether she wants
to prosecute, " he said.

Joyce also said a weekend assault had

been incorrectly termed an attempted rape
He said a woman was confronted on Sun

day, while returning from the library to her
Southwest dormitory, by a man who
allegedly said 'I'm gonna rape you.' The
woman, Joyce said, "kneed the man in the
groin," returned to her dormitory and call
ed the police.

Police said they have a description of the
woman's assailant and are investigating the
assault.

UMass police are also investigating an in
cident Tuesday night in which a police
cruiser was sideswiped by a hit and-run
driver in Southwest.
Damages of $200 were assessed on the

cruiser, struck by Pierpont Drive while
police were in the Pierpont dormitory ap-
prehending a man on a warrent for larceny
charges.

Police are also investigating the theft of a
color television from the Johnson dor-
mitory valued at S400.
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DIGEST

CAIRO, EGYPT- A billboard on a Cairo ttraat displays
a friendly graating for President Jimmy Carter who
flew there last night for further peace talks with
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat IAP)

Regan campaign begins
WASHINGTON [AP\ -Ronald Reagan announceo

Wednesday to formation of an exploratory 1980
^^idential campaign committee, boasting that he already
has won over many one time backers of Gerald R. Ford.

Sen. Paul Laxalt. RNev., who headed Reagan's 1976
near miss campaign for the Republican presidential
nominetion, referr^ to the new organization m^ sn "ex
plor atory effort."

Reagan's acceptance m^es the group hM principal

cam(>aign committee under federal law, and makes the
former California governor a legal candidate for president.

In a letter authorizirtg formation of ttie committee,
however. Reagan said he would "make the final decision
concerning the candidacy for president later this year.

"

The formal declaration is expected sometime m Sep
tember, Kcording to Reagan intimatas.

Ctjeapjet faresdoomed
/VfW YORK (4/'1 -Fly now or pay more later. The cost

of letting is goir>g up ,

Because of the rising costs of fuel arnl labor, the airlines

are having second thoughts at}out those cut rate fares that

caused an air travel boom last year, according to industry
analysts

The airlines are not wrthdrawing the discount fares. They
iust won't be quite so cheap, nor quite so plentiful.

The price of an airline ticket probably will increase by 5
percent to 10 percent by summer, the analysts say.

Most of the major airlines already have asked the Civil

Aeronautics Board for across-the-board increases in fares.

Kingproposes welfare cut
BOSTON \AP\~Gov. Edward J. King, saying the state

must "face tough decisions" in order to control spending,

last night proposed freezing welfare benefits for families,

who make up the bulk of the public assistance caseload
In pretaped television address, King proposed repealing

a one time, 6 percent cost of living increase voted by the

legislature last year for families receiving Aid To Families

With Dependent Children.

A mother with two children receiving welfare currently

r, I <: a monthly check of S337 40.

'nr to lower property taxes and to revitalize the

state . conomy, Massachusetts must be willing to face

decisions." King said.

Welfare officialdemoted
BOSTON \AP\ Human Services Secretary Charles F.

Mahoney said yesterday he demoted a Welfare Depart
ment official accused of misrepresenting policy

Christina Crowe, apparently amazed at the turn of
events that followed a newspaper article Jan. 15, said later

that she has "never seen such paranoia in government."
She added that she had not yet been informed of a

change in status and does not know what she will do. She
has been with the state 16 years and her permanent rank is

as a social worker, paying $12,000 or more under her pre
sent S25,000 salary as deputy director of social services.
At a news conference with Rep. Philip W Johnston, D-

Marshfield, Mrs. Crowe denied that she was a critic of the
administration or had misrepresented facts.

President flies to Cairo
for 'final sprint to peace'

Thursday. March « i<^7q

By BARRY SCHWE/D
Aasitctated Press
WASHINGTON - Pr«ident Carter flew to Cairo last

night for what Egyptian officials are calling "the final spnnt
to peace."
And bar^ concealing their optimsm, U.S. .officiate sakj

that while too many details remain for Carter to completely
wrap up a treaty, they are not ruling out initialing one on
the trip.

The president, after flying across the Atlantic overnight,
will ride in a nx>torcade into the capital to open a three day
vwt that Egyptians h<H)e will boost President Anwar
Sadat's image. Tens of thousands of spectators are ax-
pecteci to line the route.

Also mixed m with ttie negotiating are a Carter train ride
tomorrcwv to Alexandria and a speech Saturday to the
Egyptian Parliament in Cairo. He also will inspect the
pyramids.
The 100 rr^ train ride to Alexandria, the historic city on

ttie Mediterranean, will attract considerable local anention.
Carter's h^h visibility is designed to rub off on Sadat,

wfio s dbtrusted m much of tl^ Arab worid for pur»iing
fMace with Israel.

Caner's Mideast mission won't be easy to overiook at
home, either.

Carter will shuttle to Jerusalem on Saturday evening,
planning to remain at least until Monday Beyond that, his
itinerary h^ not been disclosed and may not even be sittu

He could be coming home at that point, if an agreement is

in hand, or he might participate in an initialing ceremony.
If one or two key issues are unresolved, he might conduct

a bit of shuttle diplomacy between Cairo and Jerusalem.
A White House official who asked not to bo identified

cautioned late Tuesday that it will be impossible to (in-
clude all formal action on a treaty during Carter's trip.

Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin, wfK) was leaving
New York Wednesday evening, was asked to compare his
feelings now with those aher last fall's Camp David summit
meeting, He told reporters:

'There was euphoria (last fall), not w^ m this country,
tHJt in Jerusalem and Cairo and throughout the worid. Now
we must be vary careful. I am hopeful."

Tsongas seejcs American
recognition of Angola
ByJIMPAULIN
Collegian Staff

U.S. Senator Paul
Tsongas, D Mass., today
called on the Carter
Administration to abandon
Its "cold war policy in
Africa ' and recognise the
government of Angola. Thr.
United States is the only
major power besides China
not to have diplomatically
recognized Angola.

In a telepfK>ne interview
with Tsongas press
secretary Mary Helen
Thompson. Tsongas was
quoted as saying "at a time
when Angolan cooperation
IS crucial to our peace
initiatives in Southern
Africa, we obstruct
communications," by not
recognizing the country.

Thompson said Tson^^'
speech was praised by Sen.
George McGovern, D-
South Dakota, chairman of
the Subcommittee on
African Relations.

Tsongas m co chaimnan
of the Ad Hoc Monitoring
Committee on Southern
Africa, and is a possible
speaker at a rally to be held
on the Amherst Comnwns
April 7. The rally is part of
the South Africa Week of
Actions, April 4 to 11

.

He also said the presence
of Cuban troops in Angola
should not prevent U.S.
recognition.

According to Thompson,
the speech was "nothing to
act on, just a suggestion,"

•• diplomatic recognitton is

an executive function. This
was the case when
President Jimmy Carter
recognized the People's
Republic of Chir^a as the
legitimate Chinese
government in January
without asking for
congressional approval.

Thompson added thft
Tsongas sent copies of the
speech to Vice President
Mondale, National Secunty
Advisor Zbigniew
Brzezinski and the State
Department.

Local react Ton was
suooortive of Tsongas.
Anthropology professor
and activist Johnnetta Cole
said she had "a strong

position of support for that
(Tsongas') position,"
adding it's "not very
radical " at this point.
Afro Am Professor

Michael Thelwell said not
recognizing Angola "makes
less sense than US. foreign
policy usually makes . . .

Gulf. Oil has extensive
contracts to pump Angolan
oil. If there was difficulty

between the corporation
and the Angolan gover-
nment, the U.S. couldn't
represent them (Gulf)."

Chinese withdrawal marks end to

Vietnam fighting, not conflict
BANGKOK, Thailand

Associated Press

Vietnam accused Chinese troops of "plundering, bur-

ning people's homes and shelling" as they withdrew from

Vietnam on Wednesday, but the Chinese Vietnamese war

appeared to be drawing to a close.

It was the first confirmation by the Vietnamese that the

Chinese, who announced Monday that they were pulling

out of Vietnam, had begun moving back.

The Chinese withdrawal might take two weeks or more

because "polling out is more difficult militarily than ad-

vancing," according to Chinese sources in Peking, quoted

by the Japanese news service Kyodo.

Kyodo also said China claimed to have killed or wounded
10,000 Vietnamese and to have taken 1 ,000 prisonors.

The Vietnamese news agency claimed Vietnam had "put

out of action 45,000 enemy soldiers, knocked out 273 tanks

and armored personnel carriers and hit hundreds of artillery

piece and mortars," The claim was quoted in a dispatch by
the Soviet news agency Tass from Hanoi.
The Vietnamese confirmation of the Chinese pullback,

coupled with Vietnam's promise to refrain from attacking

withdrawing troops, made it appear the 17 day-old war
was nearing an end. Both countries have claimed victory.

However, Western observers were wary.
In Washington, U.S. Assistant Secretary of State

Richard Holbrooke said "certain Chinese unites" have
returned to China. But he said, "I am not prepared to call it

a withdrawal. It may only be redeployment."
And Western intelligence sources in Bangkok also said

they have not seen any evidence yet of a major Chinese
withdrawal.
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The by-laws of the SGA Constitution provide that absentee

ballots shall be made available to students who for a justifiable

reason cannot vote at the polls. If you wish to vote with an absentee

ballot you must submit a written signed request including^Teason,

to the Chairperson of the Governmental Affairs Committee of the

Student Senate. Arrangements will then be made for an election

official to bring a certified ballot to you.

The official deadline for requests is 4 pm March 1 0. Late re-

quests will be accepted but there can be no guarantee that they

will be honored.

Don't squander your right to rhoose who will represent you on

the Board of Trustees and Board of Governors. Send in your re-

quests, if needed, for an absentee ballot today, in care of:

Anthony Johnson - Governmental Affairs Chairperson

Rm. 420 Student Union Building

Salary increases

may run short
$Y GA YL E YOUNG
^uHegmn Staff

UMass President David C Knapp y^ter
day told trustees the Governor's budget
recommendation for UMass is $17 million
short of covering faculty salary increases
agreed upon during collective bargainino
sessions last fall

The UMass Board of Trustees met yester
day at the Worcester campus.
Gov. Edward J King last month said his

recommendation to the state legislature of
$127 million for the three UMass campuses
covered the cc»ts of collective bargaining
but did not take into account inflation or
program expansion. Trustees are re
questing the Jegislature appropriate UMass
$139 5 millioft for next year, a 19 million in-
cteasB over this years funding
Knapp said yesterday 200 to 350 Universi

ty staff positions would have to be cut if the
Governor's budpet recommendation is ao
proved and said student admissions would
also have to be cut

Knapp said most legislators he met with
in the past two weeks have an "open
mind" about the UMass budget but said it

would be an "uphill struggle" to convince
them to vote an increase

Knapp also said his staff is working on
plans for re organising higher education in

Boston, which might mean partial con-

solidation of the UMass /Boston campus
with other Boston State Colleges.
The trustees will decide at their April

meeting on King's other recommendation
to raise in state tuition, according to
Knapp.

In other business the board: *

voted to re affirm their commitment to
uphold affirmative action polici^ Herb
Tyson, student trustee from UMass
Amherst, said "this must not only be a
resolution^ but a real commitment that
down through the system, real changes will
take place."

accepted the personal papers of aboli
nofiist Erasmus Darwin Hudson from
Professor Stanley Kaplan of Northampton
The papers will be housed at the Amherstcampus

voted to deny sabbatical policy waivers
for three professors who quit immediately
after their sabbatical leaves UMass policy
states these professors must pay back
salary received while on their sabbaticals.
They had petitioned the trustees for per-
njission to keep the monev.

voted funds to improve roads and a bus
terminal at the UMass Boston campus.

Money - happy asked
to give to social change
By MONA maTHEWS
Collegian Staff

For people with excess money who want
to give it away, a discussion was held
Tuesday night at Hampshire College
The Haymarket People's Fund of Boston

and The North Star Fund of New York City
accept donations from ir>dividuals and
channel the funds to non-profit groups who
advocate "social change. " The two
organizations adressed prospective donors
at Hampshire College's Merhll Masters
House.
According to Susan Coleman of North

Star, many people feel uncomfortable with
their wealth.

"It's an alienating position to be in," she
said. Coleman herself inherited $200,000. "I

decided I wasn't going to spend my money
on myself. "She said she began trying to
donate money on her own, but "found it to
be a difficult task. People just weren't
willing to accept it from an individual, iust
like that."

The purpose of these groups is to make
some changes in a society "where human
needs come second," according to Joellen
Lambiotte of Haymarket. "We give aid at a
grass-roots, at a community level in the
cities where we operate. Organizations
promoting equal rights for women and

minorities, anti-nuke alliances, etc. can
come to us when they have no alternative
sources of fur)ding."

Labiotte explained most donors are
white, aged 20 to 35, have inherited
substantial sums of money and themselves
advocate social change.
"We advise on their responsibility (for

having the money), and on the mechanics
of trust funds and investments," she said.
According to Chris King, another

representative from Haymarket. the group
has been m existence for five years and in

that time has distributed $546,000, not
including donor directed funds (where the
donor himself has chosen the receiving
organization). It has four staff members.
King says it is basically a socialist
organization.

The North Star Fund was formed in the
spring of 1978 and since then has collected
$150,000 for distribution. It employs four
staff members, according to Coleman. She
said the North Star does not invest the
money it collects.

Haymarket, however, does invest its

funds in income-generating assets. "This
enables us to help more groups than we
otherwise could. We try to keep our in-

vestments as clean as possible," said
Lambiotte.

QilkK^iiin
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Legislation may prohibit sex
preference discrimination
ByJIMMOPAN
Collegian Staff

Three pieces of iegislation have been
filed this year in the Massachusetts
legislature which would prohibit
discrimination on the basis of a person's
"affectional or xual preference." All
three bills have been filed in the seven
previous sessions of the legislature, but
were defeated in various stages of passage
House Bill 2650 would prohibit

discrimination in civil service and state jobs,
making it illegal to prevent an iridividual
from being hired or fired on the basis of
their "affectional or sexual preference."
The bill has already had a hearing before
the House Committee on Public Services,
and it is expected to get a favorable report
from the committee
A broader piece of legislation is House

Bill 2527, which would ban discrimination
of persons for sexual preference in "most

TURN TO PAGFT2

Author predicts upset
in traditional lifestyles
By DOROTHY A. CLARK
Collegian Staff

Monogamy and its strong hold on socie
ty may be facing an upset with the advent
of "alternative lifestyles," a somewhat Uto-
pian view of human intimate and sexual
relationships held by Robert Rimmer,
author of the exploratory novel, "The Har-
rad Expenment."

Rimmer spoke yesterday afternoon before
about 100 people in Skinner Auditorium as a
guest of the Center for Family Develop-
ment of the-Home Economics department.
The 62 year-old Quincy native has

authored nine novels proposing the ex-
ploration of options provided by these alter-
native lifestyles rather than depending on
the rather limiting nature of widespread

TURN TO PAGE 10
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The deadline for

grad students to

drop courses, and
recieve a "DR" is

Monday, March 12.
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SGA candidateprofile
By JUL/B £AGL£ and Sr£PH£N KLglN
Coihgidn Staff

Bolandria/Tilliston
StuderM Qovernmani Association pr«iidantial co-

* ' .., Robert BoNnfWna nn^i G«»oWfev TillotSf»n
Mtti pioposed $12 $15 SATF increase would

i of lh« question to help liquulate the system's
$ 180 00() rleficil

You tan 1 M>oiid SATF fnonies tor the deficit
b«cause making students pay for the p^t sins of
others is unfair There's no rationale for the increase."
said Bolandnna, 19. a political science major in his
third sem^ter m a McKimmie dormitory senator and
Tillotson, 19. a CASIAC student and senator who
served as treasurer of Johnson Hous«

You M have to cut back on the budget process
Every single Recognised Student Organmation will
have to take a cut It will take a few slim years, Ibut)
we' re looking to (liquidate the deficit) as quickly as

Burke/ Lavoice
"We're knowtedgeabte of the system. We kr^ow the

resources in the senate we can use to get the internal
conflicts out, so we can get something ac
complished," Mid Student Govwnment Association
CO candMtotet Bnan Burke and Richard LaVoice

Burke, a Mfimor and author of a petition calling for
a referendum on a $12 to $15 SATF increase and
LaVoice. Southwest Assembly President, said they
oppose the si^e of the fee increase because it would
put "too much ' of a financial strain on students
They said in order to liquidate the swtate's $180,000

defk:it, "a slow, gradual increase, spread over 10 to 15
years" would be more feasible as it would not force
students to pay for the mistakes of past treasurers

'

Tfiey said a more gradual increase might raise the
activity fee by one to two dollars

possible in order for it to remain relati\^ly painless
"

Bolandnna. a sophomore frwn Holliston, and
Tillotson, a sophomore from Belmont said a
tightening up of the RSO budget process is

necessary m order to avoid 'only another (financial)
burden upon students," They said the increase might
keep students from being "able to afford to come
back to school and enjoy RSO benefits."

Bolandnna, formerly chairperson of the senate
Governmental Affairs Committee and Tillotson, a
Rents and Fees Committee member, said if elected
they would tighten RSO budgets by implementing
'iero base funding - instead of looking at what an
RSO group got last year, we'll start fr^i because a lot
of groups' (financial needs) change every year '

Bolandrina and Tillotson said they oppose recent

Burke, a ^year old political science major from
South Boston and LaVoice, a 19 year old West
Spnngfield native also studying political science, 'said

a small fee increa^ is needed to maintain exHitir^

RSO groups.
Burke and LaVoice said, if elected, tfiey will ask the

senate to add a separate two dollar increase to student
fees that "will guarantee funding of the Spring
Concert, " sponsored by Union Program Council. They
said such action would autonomi/e the council and
"cut the politics out of it

"

LaVoicp and Rurfc*- ni.-t i«.i.v oppose the recent
senate pay increa^Ms of $4t> m $70 weekly, and if

electud would only ui,i,upi ^'^

Burke and LaVoice stressed the need for a
semesterly "Need Survey" at UMass, a questionaire
asking students what facilities and program* they use
or need to use "'something that would lend
creedence"" to senate expenditures.

They said, if elected, they would implement a

senate officer increases from $45 to $70 weekly, and if

elected would accept only $45. 'SGA, nc matter how
extensive, well run and well organizeu - is still an

I extra curncular activity, not a job."
If rtected. Bolandrina and Tillotson said they would

"igive the extra money from their salaries to help
liquidate the senate's deficit "

Bolandrina and Tillotson said a problem exists
within the senate's organization structure because
"the senate Coordinating Committee is running
everything. That means that Z^.OOO people give tacit
approval of what the Gang of Four' decides to do."

Bolandrina and Tillotson said they would strive to
"split up the work and the authority to divide the
power within the senate -not eliminating the
Coordinating Committee; it serves a purpose - but by
making every senator more aware of his her com-
mittee duties." They said, if elected, they would
"institute a constitutional amendment providing for a
system of recall (impeachment proceedings) for a
senator's failure to fulfill committee responsibilities."

monthly communique to t>e distributed in every
dormitory and dining commons, "telling students
where their money is being spent. As soon as students
know this, tfiey'll fert a stronger sense of belonging to
the system. Through these communiques students
will be more aware of who their senators are acKl
what's going on."

Burke, a Patterson dormitory resident serving on
the Southw^t Assembly Presidential Council and \\\e

Senate Rents and Fees and Budgets Committees; and
LaVoice, a Vandalism Task Force member and
resident assistant of a coed floor in John Adams
tower, were among five organizers of a group called
POUR (People Opposed to Unreasonable
Regulations).

The group, which opposes the drinking age hike is

presently collecting 38,000 signatures of registered
voters from all over Massachusetts needed before the
drinking age law, if raised, could be suspended and
possibly returned to 18.

Collins/Bovenz^
Noel Collins and Peter Bovenzi say that if elected,

tfiey will not accept payment of any weekly salaries

paid to Student Government Association co-
presidents

The money will instead be applied to increasing
security on campus. Collins said He said he regards
campus security as a serious problem and added that
although funds are available to deal with security,

state funds to match this money are not sought by the
senate

"We will take the annual co presidential salary of
$7,000 annually and seek federal and state funds to
match this,'" Collins, 20, said. The money will go

towards improved lighting and educational programs,
he said.

Bovenzi. a 20 year-old finance major from
Leominster, said the proposed increase in tfie Student
Activities Trust Fund is not necessary and the "senate
leadership is under the impression that an increase in

student fees is the only source of money."

Collins said the current senate deficit of $180,000
need not be compensated solely by an increase in

student fees "Federal funds as well as state funds are
readily accessible and would eliminate the need for an
increase." he said.

The team received the endorsement of the Central
Area Council at their weekly meeting Tuesday night.

They said their plan for eliminating the currant
deficit would be to implement a volunteer system for
senate staff and clerical help and to make all paying
positions open to work study students. "This process
would be phased in and no current employees would
be fired," Bovenzi said.

Collins criticized the "factional fighting within the
senate which has caused a lack of integrity and
leadership that has not pulled together to create an
efficient cooperative student government."

Henry/Vassalottr
"Getting students, ser^ators and officers all to work

together in one entity " is the major priontyof Student
Government Association presidential co candidates

Jav Heney and Mark Vassalotti.

Heney, a 20 -year old from Hingham who has not
declared his major and Vassalotti, a 21 year old
Physical Education major from Newton, are both
juniors with no past political experience in student
government.

Heney and Vassalotti said "the abusive power m
SGA IS a big problem."' They cited the oav increases

as an example of "the senate power t>lock." They said

the officers "had no nght to accept pay raises before

tt>e senate voted on them,"" but added, "We don't
think we have any choice but to accept the increase."

Heney and Vassalotti said, "Students should be
more aware of who their senators are. Students
should talk to them on a regular basis. Oorm letters,

something from tfie senate saying wfiat's going on,

and questionaires asking students how they feel,

should be sent."

Asked if there are any changes they might want to
make in the senate budget, tfie team said, "We don't
see any major changes in the budgets. The funding of
CO ops and all other RSO groups is all very good."

They objected, however, to the organization of last

year's Spring Concert. "We really wouldn't want to
see what happened last year happen this year. We

don't think the whole school was represented. Having
a concert with diversified appeal could bring together
the whole student body "

Heney and Vassalotti expressed concern that the
senate "begin to improve their relations with the
Collegian. " They said, "if the Collegian prints good
things about the senate, (students) will have more
confidence in SGA and won't think it's a farce."

they said they believe the Collegian should notbecome tinancially autonomous, but should work
closely with the senate.

"The Collegian is a school newspaper, not a private
one -so it should maintain the ties it has now to the
senate, " they said. <

Tyson/Hart
Herb Tyson, who presently serves as the SGA Co-

president, student trustee, Co chairman of the Board
of Governors, and who has served on the Budgets
Committee, is running with student senator Pat Hart.

Tyson, a junior economics major said "tfie

proposed student Activities Tax Fund increase was
necessary, although he said the actual amount must
be determined after a comprehensive study of the
issues at hand, in order to liquidate the deficit."

Tyson, age 20, said, "the increase is necessary in

order to maintain the present level of service tfie

students now enjoy. The previously circulated

referendum put forth by the Rent and Fees Committee
was invalid on constitutional grounds."

"I as Co president have the power to send it to a

referendum and that is precisely what I will do. There
are certain fixed costs that must be dealt with such as
the buses and others."

As far as any pay hikes, Tyson said, "I am in favor
of a pay raise for student governmental officials,

however it is an issue of increased hours, not in-

creased pay."

Pat Hart, a student senator, has volunteered in
many organizations including the dorm lease issue,
the vandalism task force, dorm life groups and
womens issues, as well as a research team member
for Student Center of Educational Research and
Advocacy."'

The 19year old sophomore H.R.T.A. major said
woman's security on campus was a priority issue. "A
program must be required that would educate the

students to this serious matter by combining a
woman's education program, perhaps into the
existing rhetoric program," he said. "This way the
problem would be eliminated at the grass roots level,"
Hart said. He added that improved lighting is also
important and must be implemented.

Tyson, from Potomic, Maryland, addressed the
problems confronting the Student Government
Association. He said, "the major problem is one of
iFlternal morale. Strong leadership is needed in order
to instill direction in what the student government's
role actually is," he said.

Hart, from Holyoke, said he advocated putting all

the student fees — Campus Center, health, and
athletic — on a campus-wide referendum vote rather

than being set by the senate.

\Election issues
Election dates -The Student Government

Association presidential election is schedul

ed for next Tuesday and Wednesday,
March 13 and 14

Polling places Ballot boxes for the elec

tion will be located at the following areas:

Southwest residents Hampshire and
Berkshire DC; Central residents Franklin

DC; Northeast residents 'Worcester
D C . commuters outside the Hatch in the

Student Union; Greeks Newman Center;

Orchard Hill in a centrally located van.

Candidates' forums Upcoming can
didaies' forums include a WMUA broad-

cast tonight at 6 and a Sunday night WSYL
show at 7:30.

The following is a brief summary of cur

rent issues in the Student Government
Association which have been discussed by
candidates in their election campaign:

Budget Defiait The student government
deficit IS estimated at about $180, (X)0 It was
created by several factors. There was in

adequate supervision from the Recognized

Student Organizations Office. Programs
which were supposed to profit or break

even lost money.
For the last two years the student senate

has received $50,000 less in fee revenue
than it has budgeted on. Groups with fixed,

necessary expenses hit inflationary times.

The student government is attempting to

eliminate the deficit by cutting the budgets
of some campus groups.

SATF A proposed $12 15 increase in the

Student Activities Trust Fund for next year

is expected within the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate this month. Student leaders

disagree on the exact amount of increase

needed, but say the hike will go towards
the elimination of the current SGA budget

deficit, maintenance of existing campus
programs, and compensation for inflation.

The current student fee is set at $70 an-

nually.

Campus Security - The need for improved
campus lighting and educational programs
on violence and rape have been discussed

by various students and campus officials

recently, on the heels of recent reports of

campus rapes and rape attempts.

Pay Increases Heated debate within the

senate surfaced recently when members of

the senate's Coordinating Committee voted

to increase pay for their officers from $45 to

$70 weekly while the organization faces a

$180,000 deficit. The officers will be paid

$3.50 hourly for a 20 hour work week.
'}

Kim Viale (left) and Sally Renear enjoy a ride througr
yesterday. (Staff photo by Leo Fredette)

campus on tt lorsaa

High chlorination levels

questioned byUM officials
By MARCIA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

High chlorine content in the three
University pools, needed because swim-
mers are not taking adequate showers
before entering the water, is causing eye ir-

ritation and dry skin, said UMass Aquatics

Director John Nunnelly.

Chlorine kills waterborne bacteria and

controls algae, said Nunnelly.

Combined chlorine compounds, formed

by the chemical combinations of perspira-

tion, body oils and urine cause eye irritation

and dry skin, Nunnelly said.

"People themselves add their own
chemicals to the water," he said. "We
could reduce the chlorine content if people
showered more thoroughly. We really need
a more rigorous shower policy for all par-

ticipants."

The pools in Boyden Gymnasium and
North Physical Education building have
about 200 participants each day. Curry

Hicks pool has about 100 swimniers each
day.

Three people are assigned to "check the
chlorine levels daily in each pool and make

adjustments to allow more or less chlorine
on a daily basis," said John Voipe, assis-

tant to the dean in the Physical Education
Department.

"We've had problems off and on from the
chlorine level. If there's a high chlorine
level, the PH level must be high, too There
has to be a balance,"" said George Reed.
University environmental health specialist.

"We need to be kept on top of this. It"s

not a tremendous problem it"s more of a
nuisance. Goggles seem to help protect the
eyes a lot,'" he said,

Nunnelly said many of the most en-
thusiastic swimmers rarely complain of eye
irritation. "lo\ them, it's an unavoidable
discorpfort or^ must endure- one hasn't
really done their laps unless their eyes burn
for an hour or so after a daily swim, " he
said.

"I'm pretty well used to it and just expect

my eyes to hurt after I've been swimming,"
said one swimmer. "Not many people pay

attention to the shower policy."

Nunnelly said signs requinng showers
before entering the pools are posted but

"most people just wet their hair when they

should be taking showers with soap."
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Around campug
Students to protest
Grad Union delay
s-

Qrauu
go to

Mas
ingr .

Ti

rep'OMnting ihu JMass
ic ttadents Employew Union plan to
BuMon tomoirow tu piotest the

?!' Labor CornrTus .K.n V rJelay
' • 'n formal unioni/ation.

ibuf commission, wMeh
usuaUy yirtiiis unionization in less than a
year, has takm almost two yoars with the
GSEU case. H b sliM not a recognized
union

Graduate Senate Vice President Monte
Pearson, who is heading the protest, said it

IS hard to tell why the labor commission has
taken so long to act He said the com
mission isn't "connected with politics in
Boston"
Pearson also said the state agency

probably doesn't "prefer to rule on difficult
and controversial cases like this, so maybe
they're- hoping this case wilt just go away.

"

When asked why the labor commission
was taking so long, spokesperson Maria
Plati said she cannot commwt publicly."
The GSEU has chartered a bus to take

students to the protest in Boston. The bus
will be boarding at 8:30 tomorrow morning
at the Campus Center Circle and will be
returning about 3:30 p.m Pearson said any
students who wish to go are welcome

-BOB MORGAN

Deadline closes in

onAmherst votBrs

The deadline for voter registration for the

upcoming town elections is Wednesday,
March 14. Amherst residents can register in

the town clerk office on weekdays from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The clerk's office has also

set up the following special hours:

Town clerk's office: Sat., March
10 -noon to 8 p.m.; Wed. March 14-8
am. to 10 p.m.;

North Amherst Library: Mon-Fri. -1-

5:30 p.m.;Tues, and Thurs., -6:30 8:30

p m.; Sat , 9a.m. 12:30p.m.
Munson Memorial Library. South

Amherst: Mon. Fri. 2 5:30 p.m.; Tues.,

Thurs , 6:30 8:30 p.m., and Sat. 9 a.m.-

12:30 p.m.
The town elections are scheduled for

Apnl3, 1979.

Co-op strategies
to be discussed
A conference on worker and community

economic control will be held this weekend
to help local residents learn skills and
strategies needed to start alternative
economic structures such as coops.
Co sponsored by the UMass Economic

Development Office, an advisory agency
for 20 student run campus businesses and
coops, the conference will be held
Saturday and Sunday in the Campus
Center.

Topics for the conference include
education on self-management, coop
management, financial planning and
development, control of worker ownership
and quality of work life. Economic office

member, San Coursey, said.

Coursey said the program is intended for

those people who have either worked in

some form of alternative economic en-
terprise or those who plan on entering the
field.

f-
'

'f the approprtate strurfure*
for aiieiiiative businessw.the skilia arid
techniques uf running a cooperaiivf; snn
th« establisnfnent of a motv : , t

alternative business educaiion -rugiarn.
are all uDjtLtives of the conferente tm
said

PartitiptiMiq members of the cor>fmwnn
will include New England Cooperative
Training ' stituie, Colonial CcKjperaiive
Press. Massachusetts Community
Development Finance Corporation and
tlie Citizen Involvement Training Proj«:t.

Registration for the conference is
Saturday, March 10 at 9 am on tf^e ninth
floor of the Campus Cent«.

Building contracts

probedby state
The state s method of awarding buildirig

contracts has involved much favoritism,

ambitious dealings, outright illegality in tfw
generation of cash and probably corrup
tion," said the chairman of a special c«ti-
mission investigating the deals.

Commission Chairman John WilNam
Ward, Amherst College President, yester
day told the legislature's Judiciary Conwnit-
tee that he would like a six month exMn*
sion to complete the probe of state and
county contracts which began last sum-
mer.

Ward, Amherst College president, did not
elaborate on his allegations and did rK>t

mention any names, according to an article
in the Dally Hampshire Gaiatte yester-
day.

The panel's investigations include
building construction at the UMast-
Amherst and UMass Boston campuses and
other state building projects.

Ward IS also asking for an amendment to
original legislation setting up the panel to
broaden the investigation to include speciai
state agencies such as the Massachusetts
Port Authority and the Massachusetts
Turnpike Authority.

Ward's statement yesterday did not in-

oicate if the probes will be broadened to in-

clude other construction contracts, in-

cluding construction by the UMass
Building Authority, which approves and
finances all University buildings. It coor-
dinated construction during the high-
growth periods during the I960's and eady
I970's

No investigation to date has deeply ex-
amined building contracts at this campus,
but they probably would be included in a
broadened study, according to the
Gazette story.

The wider investigation hinges on tfie

commission's request yesterday for an ex-
tension of the panel's deadline from Dec. 31

this year to June, 1980.

Business ethics:

SBA speech topic
School of Business Administration

Professor Sidney G. Sufrin will lecture on
"Business Ethics: A Limit on Social
Change, '" next Thursday, March 15 at the
Campus Center Auditorium.

Sufrin has had a distinguished gover-
nment career, working for President Harry
Truman, former Senator Edward Brooke,
Senator Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.!
and Senator Patrick Daniel Moynihan, D-
NewYork.
He has been at UMass since 1974. His

lecture is part of the Chancellor's Lecture
Series.

Valley Typing is lowering
their copying prices-
just in time for spring

paper 8- thesis deadlines
on your paper
on regular

on bond
on colored stationery

Pitn«y-Bowes Copying
3c
4c ' 6th copy & up
Sc 6th copy B up

VAc
4 '/4c

6c 10% discount -50 or more

m/
10% copying discount for paper £r theses

typed at Valley Typing
A great price at a great time

From Valley Typing — the people who care
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M-F10-6, Sat. 10-2
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Letters to the Editor
Enough DeLima!
To the Editor:
tnuugh m finought Whmn ts the

Collegian gwng w ^fap pnnttng pto-

^my.mda tui Biian DeLtma and Ns
pma^itic ftiends^t When /i the
C^legian gwng tu ^ atmm mrhus
backgiuund mvesttgation uf the way
i^Luna duei business and the way
h0 hm tuirmd student government
intu his peisunml n^iun-dttUMf
plaYg»uund^'
fveiyone knows that DeLima

shuuid httve giaduated a year ago.

He ^st takes a Cunttnumg Education
cuutst' eveiy senwstet so he can stay

un ttw payn>ll and suppoit hiniseif oft

ttw ntandatoiy fees paid by students
vv/io cant afford it Every year he has
bffn :ipe,iker uf the student senate
»/i<? Student Activities Tan ftas gone
up by a I ecuid amount so he and his

fiifnds can talk at each otfter all

day without having to work lor a liv-

ir\Q

Enough is enough! Get fid of
DeL irrki and his buddy Tyson and the

test uf those ciooks When are peo
pl*f gmng to wake uo?'

Robert Johnson
Southwest

Thanks, Herb
To the Editor:

/ am writing to tell you how pleas-

ed I am to see Herb Tyson running

for Student Government Associaiton

president again. I know fte can
deliver

When Herb ran with John Foley,

tftey talked about check cashing in

the Campus Center. When Herb ran

with Shelly Gordon, they handed out

flyers that said "lines, lines, Imes,

vote for us and check cashing in ttie

Campus Center with no lines.
"

I have been going down the

escalator to the bottom of the Cam
pus Center to cash my cfyeck ever

since Herb was elected, and I am pro

ud to announce that there are no
lirtes. Unfortunately, there are no
tellers either

Name withheld by request

Fee increases:

'what a privilege'
To the Editor:

In regards to the sympathy-seeking
letter by Louisa Barish and Joel
Finard IMatch 61. let's look at the
numerous "benefits " implemented

The first one that springs to mind
IS the proposed $ 12 15 50 increase in
the Student Activities Fee (SATFh
What a privilege I feel honored to
know that at least half of the increase
will go toward liquidating the
$180,000 (they hate that number I

deficit in two or three years instead of
over a longer, cheaper, length of
time This increase would have made
oui tne increase over 300% in the last
ten years: the fastest rising fee on
campus.
Another important benefit for the

students is the Student Government
Association pay increases (the of-
ficers get paid^l It must have been in
the student's best interest; the
senate passed it.

To get serious now, granted the
Collegian isn't the western branch of
the Journalism Hall Of Fame, but it is

serving the student interest, which is

more than SGA ,i doing (at times I'm
ashamed to be called a member of
the SGA/. The petition to give the
SATF control to the students was
not started by SGA officials. The
petition was mitiaten and run by an
outlaw group of senators and
friends ( the Rents and Fees Commit-
tee I ana was authored by Brian
Burke, not DeLima and friends. The
SGA officials are trying to kill tfiis

petition

As far as journalistic respon
sibilities, the Collegian is doing its job
when It investigates reports of SGA
wrong doings. The Collegian does
not have to discredit SGA. SGA does
a good enough job all by itself.

Robert Cleary
Student Senator

SATF increase

unjustified
To The Editor
On rhf ftniK p.K/f of the M.uch 3

CniitH^i-in ii vv / . irpiKU:il th.u .Ifiir.i's

'
,

' i-il i!) fiinpiis

,
'/;, 'ytiilll'nt Ac

1,
,

(/ ifn/tni Irint ftlC

It,,-, mchnlitiQ \in t/icff.isf m ,i/t'n

gini', iiinvnt cn^ts I believe it
shin, lit hf fuiintfd out that the costs
lui .itea guvenimeiits have, actually,
^imsmf lathei tlum increased
T^ \^am, each .*/»?.< ^v.i.v .iliucated $8
pm person in the a/ea compared to
$9 40 pei peisun last yeai This
trmM%s tfte area governments ftave
had tu upmate with less funding than
in the past Theiefoie, I cannot
understand how an increase in the
SA TF can be /usttfied on the basis of
inci^sedatea ttovernment costs.

Steve E. Wilkinson
Treasurer. No;rh^ast Area

Government

UMass vancflTism

hurts students
To the Editor:

Aftei three years of UMass dorm
living. I have come to realise that
some of the residents of the college
and Community have no respect for
public and private property. Litter is

abundant, and the bathrooms are a
mess resulting fiom a normal Friday
night. Usually you have to wait until
Monday lor it to be cleaned up by the
lanitoi. Theie are broken win-
dows, doois. furniture, and bottles
along with tiash. vandalized rooms
and cars, fights, rapes, fires, and
noise which aie not necessary and
should not emst.
We blame police and security for

not protecting us from the needless
mayhem The main cause of this van-
dalism IS located among
uui selves Why should a "mature"
adult want to throw a table out of a
lounge balcony, break windows or
upturn the Southwest slab cement
benches. Another cause of thiF is

triat when overnight guests come
heie to paity, they are care.'ess with
the university property. Is it manly to
cause vandalism' I feel women do
not contiibute that much. Wonten
may assist in this but I feel it is mostty
men.
Another thing that bothers me is

that It IS meiely dismissed by saying
that he/she is /ust drunk, buzzed or
upset. I feel that this excuse is not a
justifiable one If they want to
be tieated as adults and have the
tieedom ut adults, they should start
acting like adults.

Some fwople just ignore the -van-
<l.ili.sm because they feel it does not
diiectly affect them This is a false
conception. Who do you think pays
lot the damage'' Certainly not the ad-
ministiation or the faculty. It is the
student paying tuition and tuition
hikes due to vandalism charges This
amounts to thousands uf dollars a
ye, II. which could have been used for
moie beneficial things.

Vandalism could he cut down by a
tnoie matuie attitude towards
alcohol and an awareness by
students about the problem.
Students should be willing to stop
! I lends fiom causing need/ess
damage. Don't get me wiong. I'm all
fill pai tying, but with a certain
di'Qiee of self control. I tfvnk sfn,,ter
f-nes and punishments should be ad-
niinisleied to those who perform
malicious acts of vandalism

If the students of the sixties united
.iqainst the wai in Vietnam, why
c.in't we unite against this destruc
tive wai amidst outselves.

Dave Clairmont
Southwest Assembly

Co-President

Pierpont image
is 'deplorable'

To the Editor
/ am thoroughly disgusted with the

yellow journalism exhibited in the ar-
ticle entitled "Whitford back; in-

vestigation continues. "
I am

especially concerned with an
assumption implicit throughout the
article: that the dorm was and is split

between "Tom supporters" and
'antiTom factions" and the arson
was a direct result of this controver
sy. The fact of the matter is that peo-
ple presently living in Pierpont are
concerned with the future of our
dorm and it was this concern whioh
prompted the controversy over Tom
Whitford The acts af violence were
comitted with no concern for the
welfare of Tom or the dorm -- they
were criminal acts and deserve the

same coverage as other crimint^ acts.
There is, I feel, a newsworthy story

in Pierpont: the story of how the
dorm's residents have come to grips
with our individual and collective
loss. The dorm has establisfted its

first house council, which is a direct
result of Tom Whitford's efforts as
head of residence. The house council
IS designed to insure that one person
will not become responsible for main-
taining order in Pierpont; rather, the
residents will be responsible. The
dorm ftas also scheduled two events
open to the public: a coffeehouse
featuring Pierpont musicians in
Hampden theatre on March 30, and
Pierpont 's second annual Arts
Festival, which will run all day in the
main lounge of Pierpont on April 8.

Rather than believe tfte sensa-
tionalist journalism of the reporters,
who seem intent in milking as many
Urws of print from Pierpont's disaster
as possible, I encourage people to
come to these events and see what
Pierpont is really like. It is deplorable
that so many perceptions ol my dorm
rest on the confusions of a few.

Michael Conley
Southwest

Thank you,

Mr. Bronnery
• *

To the Editor:
Alter being on the Umass campus

loi moie than a year as a campus
minister. I lina/ly mustered enough
cuui ige to seek an appointment with
Chancellor Randolph Bromery. I ftad
avoided doing this eailiei because I

had no clear-cut reason tv justify tak-
ing the time of a busy university ad-
ministrator On Tuesday, February
t3, I hadmy appointment.

I took to the meeting a personal
feeling of appieciation for the role
Chancellor Bromery has played in br-

inging the W E B DuBois Papers to
the University I also went to the
meeting feeling that the Chancellor
and I disagreed on the role of United
States corporations in Southern
Africa I earned with me positive feel
ings about the number of minority
administtatois who are a part of the
leadership of the univeisity, and,
finally, I took to the meeting my con
ceil) about the dismissal of Provost
Paul Pui year

. These were nut agenda
Items to be di.scussed, rather they
weir leelings that were putely per-
."sOIUll.,

In mil meeting, we spoke of many
is.sues without any effoif on the pat

t

td rithei of us to debate or change
"/iinnins. I am su/e that I as a
ininistei. and the Chancellor as an ad
ministiatoi will continue to appioach
OUI lesjiective "callings" differently.
Qui styles aie diffeient. our per
SI Inail ties aie not the same and we
may conftont social injustice in dif
f'-i'-nt w.iys Hnwevei, I appreciated
ihe iipi>,iiiuni>y to quietly discuss
.mil di\,iqi>',- ijfi issues.

As Ch.incel/oi Biomery leaves of
lice. It IS my hope that the University
will filace his .idininistialion in its pro
per peispective. This nation has
undeigone lapid changes in the
human nyhts aiena in the last 15
yeais. Persons who were left out of
administiative positions because of
lace or gender are now. occasionally,
given opportunities to exercise
leadership. They have had to live

with the high expectations of the
gioup to whom they belonged, they
work under the extremely close
scrutiny of (hose racists and sexists
who do not want them to succeed,
and they have to live with the-
description and sometimes op
jiiessive designation uf being the
"III si.

"

Any jieisi/n who suivived for a brief

tiivc with all ol these pressures, is to
he cDiiifiaiulated.

1 1 IS iinjuiiiant to the Third Woild
cnininuniiy ,ind the total community
ih.ii Wf coiiiiniie to disagree where
nri:i'\',.iiy. Inn that we always have
fhr ciiiiiii-sv tn say "thanks" and the
Li,ii,.n;c In hr (ji'iulr- With each other

rii.iiik ,'(iufi,i yoiii lime. Chancellni
Bionii-iyl

Gilbert H. Caldwell
Campus Minister

The readers

take over
For those of you who've ever looked at the Collegian

editorial pages and said, "bah!", here is your chance. Once
day, in about two or three weeks, the pages will be written
totally by you, the readers. Every comnf>entary. every graphic
and editorial cartoon will come from you.

Not one inch of copy will be written by Collegian staff
members. This is the one day when you, the person in Sylvan
or Southwest, the person who eats at Rooster's, the person in
Food Science 101. the UMie at large out there, gets to totally
write the pages.

A few guidelines. Your commentaries must be typed
double spaced, and set at sixty characters per line. Because of
space requirements, your commentaries must be no longer
than two and a half pages long. All must be accompanied by
your name, and for verification purposes, your address and
telephone number.

So, take advantage of this opportunity and let us know
what's on your mind.

-DANGUIDERA
Executive Editor

DAY PACKS
AM Pactu m tfiown »m lh«M addM Iwiutm

• Watar R«p«ll«nl
• CXjratM* Nyk>n CoAMniCMon
• Comtori pKldad adjuMabl* theuidar Mr^a
• Monar-back guaranlaa
• Wa pay iMppMt cqaii *v_^ji

MOROIC PACK
5' R 12' X 17"

Maximum Capaci-
ty Oasign! (With
walti t>an() ) Llgftt

Blua. Only $11.96
dallvarad!

TtAM-OMOPPtACK
OH" - 5") X 13" K 16-

Slraamllnad Oa-
•Ignl Light Blua.
Only S9.50 da-
ilvaradi

I
NAME .

COCONO. Sulta 217-9 \
ADDRESS

tTANOARD PACK
3Vi • « 11" X 15"
Popular Oatlgnl
Light Blua. Only
S7.96dallvaradl

(Calif ftaaiaanw

add •% Saiaa Tai)

Sand chack dlract lo:

CITY564 Central Avenue,
Alameda, Calif 94501 ! STATE ZIP.

We've Got Something
Your Mother Never Told You About...

The Precision Haircut.

Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your
hair in harmony with the way It grows. Sure your hair

eventually grows out, but with a precision haircut It

doesn't lose its shape.
And because your hair falls naturally Into place.

You wont have to keep fussing with It.

Now you've got something you can tell your
mother about

At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-

sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $14.00
whether you're a guy or a gal And no appointments
are ever necessary.

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-
tioning, we do it all, but we really shine with the
precision haircut, and so will you.

®
Comniaticl IVrfc^rmance

Hampshire Mall, next to K-Mart
Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

586-0090

GqflegiaQ

Editorial/Opinion
Working
together

Recently ,as Nummo News pointed out
Monday, the Collegian ran a story about
two football players wtw turned themselves
in after being sought by the police. The
problem with the story, the Third World
paper pointed out, was that the Collegian
ran only one picture: of the black football
player. Their complaint is not trivial; for as
long as there has been race or class
prejudice in the United States, there h%
been a tendency in the media to play up the
crimes of the lower classes and minorities,
while playing down white collar crime
perpetrated by the white "pillars of
society." The Collegian is guilty of
following this pattern, as photos always
inform a large part of the picture in any
nev»rs story Inadvertently. I believe, the
Collegian gave the impression that a black
man was primanfy involved in a crirn*
alleged to have been perpetrated by both a
black and a white. Having spent much time
at the Collegian as a past editor and writer,
and knowing the paopla involved in the
news play decisions, I think it is ludicrous to
say they put only the black player's picture
in on purpose. A more plausible con-
clusion, and one that needs further study
by the Third World community and in the
Collegian, is that the editors were simply
unmindful or ignorant of the possible racist
effect of their editorial decisions.

It IS clear that this society is becoming
less and less mindful of the effects of
racism as evidenced by recent court
decisions occurnng in different parts of the
country. The obvious cause of this
phenomenon is that the majority of the
population is looking after its own in
eco:iomic hard times and that changes in
attitudes always fluctuate in the process of
change for the better. Another problem,
minor in comparison, is the problem of
separatism. The end of the 60's and the
beginning of the TO's saw the birth of the
separatist movementsflforiminorities and

michaei

Doran
women. It was thought better to deal with
an oppressive society as an oppressed
group, not as individuals. Let's look at the
tangible results of such a system. When
Black Affairs pages were instituted in the
Collegian they were set up so that the Black
Affairs editor had to do his or her pages
twice a week and need not partake in the
activities of the rest of the Collegian like all

other editors do. As a consequence there
are two editorial entities that pass like ships

in the night occasionally, neither providing

any complementary function for the other.

The Chancellor's Commission on Women's
News recognized the problems of such as
system when they supported separate
pages for women; the report stated that the
women's editor should not have the job of

educating the Collegian staff as to sexism,
but should attend all editorial meetings of

the Collegian in order to provide a women's
perspective in those decisions. Another
positive aspect of this type of system is that

the individual editors deal with each other
as individuals with different perspectives,

instead of one group constantly at odds
with another.

I am not advocating that tfiacK Anairs
pages be gotten rid of, nor am I trying "i
blame the Black Affairs staff for tl/o

mistakes of the Collegian I am saying that
separatist systems, consistently followed,
allow racist and sexist tendencies in the
majority population to go unchallenged for

the most part, because the basic
educational process that can only take
place among individuals who are willing to
work with each other is lost.

Michael P. Doian is a Collegian columnist.
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The Question: Are you sexist?

Myers

Laurie Miller, graduate student in Exer-
cise Science:

"No, the differences in sexes doesn't
have anything to do with what you can do
or what you are. Maybe because of sports,

and working in fields that I've competed
with men all along, I've grown up to believe

I can do anything.

Steve Myers, Continuing Education
student in music:
"Sometimes. My expectations of women

and men are about the same, but in certain

male oriented tasks like car repair, I might
become less patient with a woman if she is

unsuccessful. I might respond to flirtation

but I dislike women that come across as
helpless."

Paul Mankin, professor of French and
Italian:

"Others have to give the answer. I don't
like to put myself to those qu«tions. I am a
man, I have male reactions. I believe in

equality, as far as opportunity and in-

telligence, as an ideal. But, women are not
in the same categories as Blacks and Puer-
to Ricans because if you start with middle
class white America the opportunities for

education are about the same for men and
women.

George Scullane, Physical Education.
Sophomore;
"Yes, I was raised in a middle class

Catholic family. Morally, I believe the
women's cause is right, but personally I'd

rather see them in the home. My Christian
upbringing and the crowd of guys I hang
around with reinforces it."

Mankin Dohrman

Pat Dohrman. Economics, junior:

"I realize I have some sexist attitudes but I

try to keep an open mind. My ideas about
the family are traditional but I still think

women should be able to work if they
want."

Scullane

Jean Pierre Berwald. professor of
French:
"Yeah, unwittingly, on the basis of sheer

tradition. Once, I asked all the girls in one
of my classes, "next time you ask your
husbands to buy a dress. .

." they all groan-
ed but for the wrong reason. See, my wife
and I always discuss major purchases.
Most of the time I'm sexist in the classroom
on purpose to stimulate conversation.

Bits and Pieces

So, they're going to put the new legal

drinking age into effect in June rather tf>an

April 1st. Good thing, because besides be-
ing April Fool's Day, March 31st is a Satur-
day. All the wack-os in Southwest would
have been out in full force that night.

Rumor has it that if the Red Sox move to
the suburbs they'll change their uniforms to

light green polyester leisure suits. And the
bullpen cart will be a station wagon.
Headline of the Year (so far): From the
New York Daily News on a bus strike:

"BUS GOONS PERIL SCHOOL KIDS."
Nothing like goons to liven up a dull stpry.

-DAN GUIDERA

Correction
The headline of Mark Wilding's column

yesterday should have read "Invasion of

the mall snatchers" rather than "Invasion

of the mat snatchers."
-Ed.
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Mountaineering "^L

FUNDAMENTALS
MOUNTAINEEraNG
What is mountaineering all about? Funnyvou should ask.

Becausewejust happen to have an answer. CAh-h, life's Uttle

coincidences.) Mountaineering is a skill, a science andan art.

Yet anyone ^^with a thirst for excellence and normally^
developed /^rmotor skills can master it. Simply stuc^^

,these#«fundamentals and followthem faithfully^

'*-''y'\.
'<S

'.<•

Kfil
T»

^«3

' > Tl

m

Step one, ''f

appropri
•ately enough,

'^^starts by select-

^sing the correct site.

To do so, pick up
., a bottle-Df Busch".

This Is commonly
called heading for the
mountains.

rr

.

^i^s.:..:.

rA

\ here*s
where the fan be-

gins. Hold the mountain
firmly in your left hand,

grasp the mountain
\ top with your right

hand and twist
the little feUa off.

There you go.
^^^^

"^

3Now for the
• tricky partT

Neophytes, listen

up: the proper pour
is straight down o
the center of the
glass. Only in

this way will

tlie cold invigo-

rating taste of ^
the mountain
come to a head

Once poured, pacing becomes paramount. As ajxy seasoned
• mountaineer will tell you, the only way to down a mountain

is slowly, smoothly and steadily - savoring every swallow of the
brew that is Busch. Ifyou re a bit awkward at first, don't be
discouraged Perfection tsikes practice. Soon enough, having
emptied your gla^ and fiUecJ your souljrou tqo will be a
mountaineer

Mountaineering. I I " J^•!• Mountaineering

Don't just reach for a beer.WSOi Head for the mountains.
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UMass Activities Calendar
THURSDAY
March 8, 1979

Films

Captioned film for the deaf, CC 80&^09,
7:30 p.m.

fverything You Always Wanted to
Know About Sex But Were Afraid to
Aek. 6. 7:45, 9:30. 11:15. Mahar Aud.

"Inside Women Inside." "With the
Cuban Women." "Spikes to Spindles,"
Hampshire Main Lecture Hail, 7 p.m.

Meetings

Hang Gliding Club, CC 176. 7:30 p.m.

Tultlon-hike meeting, CC 162, 4:30 p.m.

Pre Dent Oub, CC 173, 8 p.m.

Union Video Center prewnts showing of
student-produced work on the video beamCC^ie9. 3:30 p.m.

Invite a Professor to LunchProgramT
Job Opportunities in Finance by Professor
Finnerty, Newman Ctr. Social Hall
1 1:3012:30

"Recent Trends in Afro-American
Poetry" worics -in-progress followed by
open discussion, 3fd floor lounge Herter
Hall. 4 p.m.

"Qmmt Gray Owl Night." slides and infor-
matwn. Hitch<»ctc Center, 7:30 p.m.
"Career and Life Planning for Art Ma-
jors." 322 Berkshire. 7 10 p.m.

Children's Workshops. CC 168-70-72, 8
a.m.

Inorganic Seminar. Professor Thomas
Brennan. "Metal Coenzyme Complexes
Biological Application of X-ray
Crystallography"

Hillel-Purim McGillah Reading.
Cod Lounge, 7 p.m.

Cape

Tuesday
March 13

(MONDAY
March 12

Mass-PIRG. 4238 SU, 7:30 p.m.

Advisory Council,
Rom, 3:45

Boyden Conference

Socialist Feminist Union, CC 17^,
p.m.

WMMA Strtow. CC 917, 7:30 p.m.

Lectures

Professor John Herz, "Where Have All

the Fascisu Gone?" CC 804, 4 p.m.

Dr. Alfred M. Wynne, Faculty Research
Summary Seminar. Goessmann 151 11:15

a.m.

Other Activities
Stockbridge Awards Banquet. 12-1 a.m.-

SUB
Riverside Park Auditions. Sign-ups con-

tact Student Employment, 239A WhitnrKHe

Meetings

UMass Outing aub, CC 917. 7 p.m.
movie-John Muir's High Sierra.

Open Facuhy Meeting with Dr. Esteila

JamM, carKlidate for Provost, CC Aud. 7-8
p.m.

SCAC Meeting Skinner Loiinge, 6:30 .

Concerts

Muddy Waters. SUB, all day - 9 p.m.

Other Activities
Learn to Live With Stress" workshop,

6:30-9:30 pre-registration required Call
549-2671 ext. 181

Films «

-Anonymous Was a Woman" West Lee
ture Hall of Franklin Patterson Hall, Hamp-
shtre College, 8 p.m.

Meetings

t'nai Hallal Dance Troupe, CC 917. 7:30
reheats^

Chess Club. 805-809 CC. 7:30. All chess
players vtwteome, bring sets and ctocks

Lectures

Invite-a-Professor-to-Lunch-Program
"Should UMass Graduates leave Mass. and
go to the Sunbelt" by Professor Odiorne
Newman Center Social Hall, 11:30-12:3

Other Activities

Diabetes Program- Informal, rm 35 Health
Services, 7 p.m.

Organic Seminar, Professor Frank Popp.
"Adventures in Heterocyclic Syntheses"
Goessman, 11:15 a.m.

Analytical Seminar, Wendy Saracen,
"Biolectrodes in Chemical Analysis" 103
GTC Tower I, 11:15 a.m.

Weekend Activities
FRIDAY
March 9

SATURDAY
March 10

SUNDAY
March 11, 1979

Films

Smokey and the Bandit, 6:15, 8, 9:45,

11:30, CC Aud.

Concerts

"A Stockbridge Evening with Bill

Crofut," internationally known folk singer.

Bowker Aud., 8 p.m. Reserve seats $3
available at Bowker Aud. Box Office

Winter, an epic journey of native america.

Hampden Commons Center, 8 p.m., $1.50
students

Social Events

Newman Club Coffeehouse, front

lounge Of Newman Center, 9 p.m.

Other Activities

Shabbut Services. Dukes Rm., 7 p.m.

Hamphshire County Special Olympics,
SUB, 10 a.m.

Ballet, Concert Hall FAC, 8 p.m.

Concerts

Winter, an epic journey of native America,

Hampden Commons Center, 8 p.m., $1.50

students

International Women's Week
"Nobuko" 12 noon

Social Events
Disco Party, Worcester Dining Commons,
8 p.m., $2 Disco, CC 1009

Other Activities
Editing workshop. Union Video Center,

SU, 10 a.m.

Building People Power, Home
Economics Symposium, starts at 9 a.m.,

1st level CC, luncheon at CC 1009, $6
adults, $3 students, 7 workshops and ex-

hibits, CC 162, 163, 164, 175 Skinner Hall,

ground floor and 119

Snakes Alive program about snakes and
reptiles, Hitchcock Center, 525 S. Pleasant

St. 10 a.m. For information and registration

call 256-6006

Shabbut Morning Services, Dukes Rm.
10:30 a.m.

Meetings

Handicapped Students Collective, Pat-

terson Lounge, 7 p.m.

Newman Club, front lounge of Newman
Center, 8 p.m.

House Church, 428 SU, 7:30-9:30

Over-Eaters Anonymous, First Con-
gregational Church, Main St. meets every

Sun. at 7:30

Concerts
Winter, an epic journey of native America,
Hampden Commons Center, 3p.m. $1.50
students.

Children's Workshops. CC 168-70-72. 8
a.m.

Formal Irish Writing writh the broad
pen, class. Contact Jim or Janet Sadler,

586-2997 or 584-6767 for information and
registration Children's Workshop, CC
169-70-72. 8 p.m.

Other Activities

Western Mass. Conference of Worker
and Community Economic Control: A
Forum for Strategies and Skills, 2-day con-
ference beginning at 9 a.m. and ending on
March 11 at 4 p.m. Can 5-2166 or 549-4970
ext. 160 for information.

Credit Union Members, come vote at an-
nual meeting, CC 174. 2 p.m.

Deadline for information is Mondays at

noon 113 Campus Center

Clarifications should be directed to the Co/
legian

19/8 Anheuser-Busch Inc S» Louis Mo

(student Activities]
^ We're here because you are ^

Judy Kelly, Calendar Coordinator
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Khomeini calls his ministers weak,
'they copy too much from the west'

JJH^^V. March 8. 197S

Thursday. March 8. 1979|

PART-TIME DRJVERb
Wanted for WadnMday and/ or Thursday newspaper
deliveries in Amherst Nonhampton area. We have
vehicle but person with van preferred. Call

1 283^3^

ByBmAN JBfFRfSS
Amociared fhess
TEHRAN, han- Iran's provisional govwnment appeared

headed for a crisis yesterday after the Ayatollah Ruhollah
IChomeini. the architect of the revolution, called the na
tion s ministers weak" and derided th^n fw tielievino
"everthing should be copied from the SNm%."
The Khom«ni appointed government of Prime Minster
Mehdi Bazargan. pnmarily Western educated liberals, has
expressed anger over the wave of secret tnals. executions
•nd arrets carried out by Khomeini's followers A revolu
Honary firing squad executed six men Tuesday night after
#iey were found guilty of kidnapping boys and placing
them at the service of homosexuals.
No disturbances were reported in the «l fields, however.

* Lifestyles
CONT FROM PAGE 3
monogamy
"After about 10 years of marriage,
monogamy gets bonng You can read all

the sex manuals, try whipped cream, but
you've still got the same person and the
same hang ups. " Rimmer said

"We need alternative forms of structured
relationships which are socially ar^ legally

approved." he continued "In this society
not many people have intimate friends."

Rimmer s tK>oks shed light on such struc-

tured alternatives as bigamy, polygamy,
various forms of open marriages and
"synergamy." a secondary marriage
designed to keep the original marriage in

tact while securing a commitment with
some one else It would, of course, be
spouse approved
Rimmer readily admits to havi.ig no cred

dentials qualifying him a& an authority on
the subject A former businessman with a
master's degree from the Harvard School
of Business. Rimmer said he began writing

as a hobby at the age of 40 after he
discovered tnisinessmen to be rather "one
dimensional ' characters

Married to the same woman for 37 y^rs.

Officials of the National Iranian OU Co. announced that
within a 24 hour period crude oil prcxiuction rose by
300,000 barrels to 2 million barrels as the country's chief
refining complex in Abadan neared maximum capacity.
Khomeini's critic»ms came am rumors persisted that

Ba^rargan is considering resigning in frustration over h«
lack of power His aides denied reports that he resigned.
Bazargan threatened to quit a week ago after he bitterly

attacked the revolutionary committees," the Khomeini
toUoM^rs who have been running a parallel government
rKf undermining the authority of the provisional govern-
ment
At otm point. Ba^argan said that he had heard through

the media that the revolutionary committee in Tehran had
ordered the executions of several generals of the toppled
government of Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.

Rimmer said he has lived alterrutively. but
provided no details.

Rimmer s first Ixjok published, "The Mar
rad Experiment," was not the first book he
wrote In "The Rebellion of Yale Marrati,"
Rimmer deals with the son of a "orie
dimensional businessman " involved in a
menage a trois with two women and the
legalisation of this type of retattonship.

"I tapp'^'^ •"*'• .•»••-• ..*f..,.. tir»c(y|0g

without rp!iii?inn «*»*»-»• i »,»( r*n,nn " Hm
said "I put my finger on something that
was haooeninq all over the country "

However, it wa6 The Harrad Experi-
ment ' that served as Rimmer's incentive to
continue his explorations into the areas of
marriage and sexuality.

The Harrad Expenment " deals, with
structured pre mantal relationships within a
college setting; not only are there co ed
dorms, but Rimmer takes it one step further
with CO ed roommates It was a different
approach to undergraduate education
Now since tf-e Harrad generation h?i had

about 10 years in which to find themselves
spouses. Rimmer has lost much of his
college age audience and focuses on the
post marital.

Robert Rimmer

SENIORS-
SHOW YOUR

FACE!!

545-2874

LITTLE FLAGS THEATRE

Tonight

COLLEGE

^ ^6" Th« cesmatic cantar off Anhors* ^ >^
P
t

The cesmatic cantar of Amharst

FLORIDA SPECIALS

MARCH I BOWKER AUD 8 00 PM

MARI^ON HER MIND

A m lUMUNBA 8(N(ril

IICKfTS III SUB
I Vint

$2 00

WOMAN SCCNTER
EACH PFRF

V^ir^i" SUNGLASSES •r^T

1^ $2 OFF a|
Good till

COUPON
March 16

I

SUNTAN LOTIONS
WIDE VARIETY!

r 50c OFF ^'\|

Plumbleys
presenis In our Pub

Every Wednesday is Jazz Night
featuring Jake Epstein £t

Rob Faulkner Quintet

Thursday
March 8

VAST EDVADAS
Certainly one of the most uniquely

colorful chaiacters in the Pioneer Valley!

no cover 9-iill

coming in March
Pam Bricker & Reed Builer

ALSO

THI PMSCRIPTION STORI
OPIN MON-FRI 9U9 SAT 9-6

4 MAIN ST. AMHERST

Join Plumbley s
Sunday Nighi Shovvt ase

ANYONE CAN
PLAY

slngrrs. (omc-aujns.juHglfrs
iraclitK)nal Idk & )h//

NO AUDITIONS
Oill Ed for info, 253-7646

afternoon

30 Boliwcxxl Walk (Main Si.)

Amhersi
253-9586

CLIP&S/JP/E CLIP&S/^^/E CLIP&SAVF CLIP&S/VE CLIP&SA^E

iCollggian 1

ENTERTfllNmENT
MOUPTAiN FARMS 4 ')H4 alb;*

"

The Peoples Gay Alliance

presents a

-k DISCO•
Sat. 10th floor-CC

Admission $1

THE UNIVERSITY ENSEMBLE THEATER
presents

Ac the Frank Prentice Rand Theater

TWO fABULOUSLY FUNNY PLAYS
Mdiere's

THE IMPROMPTU AT yERSAIUES
Riehard Brinsley Sheridan's

THE CRITIC
March I, 2. 3. 8, 9. 10

Uaivefnty of MasttdiiMctts Fine Am Ccattr
AllCuftaimairoOpm Boi Office: (413) S45-391t

ICUMT Ia«T¥VOOO ml
wiuruiiNvou y3-

IVVNicnWav
•VTiOOM

JFri and Sal (TLS S 00) 7 30 9 45
jWed and Thurs (TLS 6 00) 8 30

f(. Matirtee (Sat Sun ) 2 00

Jg».l«'»«^:.B' IWirw^T^.Tm.r.^..,

lht>tirMi«Nt'liiiur ^^ -^

^sijitkmtnumn'.

iFri and Sat ITLS & 00) 7 30 9 45
IWed and Thurs (TLS 6 00) 8 30
.fiMatinea (Sat . Sun ) 2 IS

THESE ARE THE^ ARMIES OF
f^7 THE NIGHT. I

Ffi b Sat (TLS 5 15) 7 ^ 10 00|
W«d and Thurs (TLS 6 151 8 30|
•« Matinee iSal Sun ) 2 15

ROBBY ^
BENSON ^

@STLFjS
Fri 6 Sat (TLS 5 00) 7 30 9 46

|

Wed and Thurs (TLS 6 00) 8
<' Matinee (Sal Sun I 2 00

l;H.iim.fT.nni«in.uia3nT.ttTf.TmCTn<<iWfPTnrmr.mTri

FREE
CONCERT

ijiefloenn;

Tuesday, March 13. 1979
8 p.m.
Bezanson Recital Hall

Fine Arts Center

THIS CONCERT JIS
PRESENTED BY THE
UNIVERSITY OF

MASSACHUSETTS ARTS
COUNCIL AS PART OF ITS
MUSIC SERIES FOR THE

1978/79 SEASON

Northampton •

Only Area Showing
NOW. Ends Mar 13

ai 7 00 and 9 IS

*TIKBFSTBER6MAMFILMi

NEW WAVE
•FNI

^CIKMIIIC
AMKKICW

at the Hatch Bar, Fri., Mar. 9

o Mm by

INGMAR DERGMAN
vwith

INORID OCRGMAN
LIV UOMAN

It thf (u(rs ot SmiOi Mkt*

'""^iEAiH^^
le^

A

E
R
O
O
M
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P
E
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Thursday, March 8

FAT
CHANCE

$1.50

Sunday, March 11

SAILCATS
$1.00

Tuesday, March 13

QUILL

Fri., Sat., March 9. 10

NIGHT
BEAR

$2 00

Monday, March 12

JAZZ
NITE
GREG WALL

fr NOW APPEARING

/
Fantacy Rock

$1 00

Wednesday, March 14

TRESSPASS
no cover

7 Old South St., across from
bus station in Northampton

Umvi^rsify of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Patricia W£^UL,

Jfean-f-^Lerre vSonnefo

id (Somi

wuS

am xpanif

The Fine Arts Center proudly presents these

incomparable artists with their own company in a special

"Balanchine Evening
"

MONDAY, MARCH 12 8 P.M.
Tickets now on sale. General Public - $7, 6. 5.

UMass students • $5, 4. 3 Senior citizens and other

students- $6. 5. 4

FIhE AUS CENFER CNCERT H4.L
Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-251

1

and New England Ticketron Locations.

sih€wcav§ie
I €INCaV4aVS '

RT 5 RIVERDALE RD. MVEST SPRINGFIELD
TEL. 733-5131 BARGAIN MATINEE DAILV-
FIRST SM0WS2.OO MASTER CHARGE

m
M<

cttnimtmtr oo rms /irrM^crMMiaMtr

^mmmmmmmm$mm
[PO)o.

iMMMMM

'fvEirr

milCNWAY
iirr Loosi'

MM

i^ PETER FALK^_
^ PG

mam at

/^^aMa
PG,

««

GROT ™IJL
s^^ RQqppu

I

ItC MIC Mtc:

A Stoekbridge Eirening 1

Bill Crofut
Ififernationally known folk singer

A benefit concert

to express the students

concern for the future of

The Sfoekbridge Sehool.

March 9, 1979

8 P.M.

Bowker Auditorium
Kr«.<T*r M-al-— ^3.00 — iH Hnnkir Box Of fin-

Sponsored by the STOCKBRIDGE STUDENT SENATE

3<IC MIC 3«C 3CIC

MMMMM mm
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* sexualpreferences
Thursday. March 8. 1979

CONT FROM PAGE 3

€ t^plo

.

HtHjsing. unm\ mem^rghp.
moriga«es. bonding, credit, pubHc mt-
comodaticms, fisuran«. «ral m rtw tesirM
of cotnmarcial space.

"

Tho bW wouW wm9ii^ existing civil nghts

The iNrrt ^m. House 5498. pc^jtarly
\mnm4 the consenting adults bill," would
•mend the state s criminal code Chapter
272. which regulates the sexual behavior of
wlults

Th^e w a ganwal iT»c«i»»piton that
this legitlation would legalize sexual
behavior only as it pertains to
homosexuals.

Actually, the bill also would Iegali2e
certain heterosexual behavior, since the
present laws only allow sex for procreation
As the law is now on the books, con

senting adults can be prosecuted for
crimes against nature, fornication, un

natural acts, open and gross lewdness and
lascivious behavior, sexual intercourse and
Ihe abominable and detestable crime
against nature ' Enactment of this bill

would not allow these actions to take place
in public, but would permit these actions
between consenting adults in privacy
Rep Barney Frank. D Back Bay, is the

chief sponsor of the three bills He predicts
the first bill, which prevents discrimination
in public sector jobs, has the best chance
for passage in this session of the
legislature

The second bill. Frank said, "has a

tougher chance since the legislation

doesn't want to do anything to further

regulate the private sector
'

'

Frank said he is most 'p)essimistic"

about the passage of the bill to repeal the
state's sex laws, "since the State Supreme
Court has ruled it not enforceable, so that

there IS a feeling that it would be creatir>g

unnecessary legislation
'

'

Frank said he will keep the public jobs bill

from Qoimi xo the House floor until mid
April so that the other co sponsors par=
tn uLirly the Massachusetts Caucus for Gay
Legislation, cat^ gam additional lobbying
time The other two. he said, will go before
committees next week

Frank also said that "no affirmative
Wtion IS tied to this, and I would say that it
ts highly unlikely that gay people will
achieve the political power to get af
firmative action protection m the
meseeable future.

'

'

In addition to Frank, the legislation has
the sponsorship of 26 others, including: the
Americans for Democratic Action. Citiiens
or Participation in Political Action, the ChM
Li^jerties Union, the Daughters of Bilitis
and the Massachusetts Chapter of the
National Organization for Women

One of the local sponsors of the bills is

Rep James G Collins. D Amherst Collins
said he favors the legislation because he
feels, a person s personal lifestyle should
not be grounds for discrimination, as long
as he IS not forcing that lifestyle on others.

'

He also said the legislation's passage
might lose some momentum with the
absence of former State Rep Elaine Noble,
the first lesbian to be elected to a state
legislature.

Noble, who first came to the legislature
in 19/4. gave up her Back Bay seat to run
for the Democratic nomination for US
Senator against Edward Brooke in 1978.
Collins said that Noble did much to dispel
the myths of homosexuality and had gained
the respect of her Beacon Hill colleagues as
an "effective legislator and politician."

Collins urged UMass students to respond
as concerned citizens It's not a student
issue, but a people issue, which means that
It needs broad support," he said.

IF BlflNEY TURNS YOUOFF!!!
DON'T
READ
THISII

DON'T
MAD
TNISIf

MAD
THIS!!

The Collegian is now searching for

enthusiastic and motivated people to
become commissioned Advertising
Sales representatives.

Business Majors: this is an
excellent opportunity to gain

sales experience and earn

money too!
If you feel that you have the drive and
ambition that it takes to sell, come in to
the Collegian and inquire about the posi-
tion of Advertising Representative

Massachusetts Daily Collegian

113 Campus Center
54g;3500 (Advertising Dept.).

To plac* a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian ottice iCC 113i t>efween 8 45 am
and 3 45 p m Monday through Friday, or use
our handy clip and mail form found in most
ssues of the Collegian Classified deadline ts

3 45 p m t^o days in advance of publication
date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified ratn are: daily, 45c per
' ne; five consecutive issues, 40c per line per
lay; 30 consecutive issues, 30c per line per

day. One line is roughly equivalent to 38
characters. «

AUDIO

Pioneer receiver, large Advents, Garrard
turn Pioneer cass. rec. Call Neil at
549-6064. If not home, leave tel. no.

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of

Bose, 50 watt, power cap, John, 546-5990.

70 Buick Elcctra. all auto, run* great,

AM/FM, 8-track stereo, $660, 256-6731.
eve.

XC skis,

542-4206
tall refrldg*.. exc. cor>d..

AUTO FOR SALE

66 Cadillac, body vy. gd., eng. nds. wk.,
good for restoration.

70 Cutlass, runs well, new s-tires,

AM FM, dependable, $650, leave message,
930 Thompson, call before 10 a.m., after 10
p.m., 584 0643.

1970 Ford window van, 240 ci.-6 cyl.,

much work done, needs steering box,
many new parts — engine overhaul,
$1000/BO. 549-6907.

79 Camaro Z28, 4 spd., low mileage toad-

ed warranty til Dec. 79. 773-7265

68 Mustang, looks and runs good, new
tires and exhaust, must sell, $400 firm, call

Jim, eve., 6-4320.

71 Buick, gd. tires, runs grrat, $400.
549-4602, no rot rec tur>e up.

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire, perfect for cof-

feehouses, discps. bands. Rick, 584-4106.

Disco Dave fr D.L. Disco Inc. provides
sound, lights & DJ for your parties— disco,

rock & oldies. The best at affordable prices.

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567 1715.

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailir>g";

for bookif>gs anywhere call John, 546-4646 .

FOR RENT

Cape Cod Ground summer rentals, Den-
nis & Yarmouth, 2-3-4 bdrms. available,

rent direct and save 1(617) 528-0404.

Room in house, $80 -»- util. No lease.

Avail, immed.. 549-6129.

FOR SALE
~

Used albums. Excellent condition. From
the BeeGees to Clapton. CaH 548-8182.

Edelbrook Al. Hi-rise for big block, Pon-,
tiac, $66. Gillette GR78-15. much tred, $25,

call Arnie, 546-6633.

For Bala-1977 Celica, 26.000 miles, ex-

cellent condition. $3986 or best offer. Call

256^8486.

Frye boots, mens 90, exc. corxJ., new
soiM h heels, $36 or best. Michel.

886-4633.

KMtingar K2 aki boota, unuaed. JO,

1070 Dodge Dart Swingar, ciaan, great
running cdtn Good mileage. $750, call

584-8324 or 549 2697, ask for Kent.

World Book Encyclopedia, new 78, $100
off, priced $299, $15 a nxi.. 247-5740. even-
ings^

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

FOUND

Silver green bracelet. 549-6425, eves.

Found— long-haired F dog*w/ NH license,

white face, tan-black markings, 665-4324.

HELP WANTED
~

Exotic fobs I Lake Tahoe, Call Little exp.

Fantastic tips (pay), $1700-$4000, summer,
35,000 people needed in casinoes,
restaurants, ranches, cruisers, river rafts!

Send $3.95 for info to Lakeworld, BB Box
60129, Sacto CA 96860.

Student to do housework near campus 1

afternoon/week. 549-6609 (after 6).

Rna Arts Editor wanted for UMass
publication, applications available at the In-

dex office, CC 102. For more information

call 545-0848 (writing skills a must).

Counselors needed. Jewish girls camp.
Cape Cod area. Athletics, waterfront,

nurses, campcraft. etc. For info, call Sue,
546-3223.

$10.00(^-$14,000 part time. tnterestir>g,

easy, worthwhile. Call eve., 253-3627.

Summer work w/ natior>al firm. Travel

and good money. Call 253-2597.

Lost— blue down vest, in Blue Wall,

3/3/79. call Scott, 253 7820.

Reward! I lost a green wool scarf near infir-

mary last Friday. Personal value I Please call

256^)642.

Loat cat— Ralph, 1 yr. oW tiger w/ blue
flea collar, near Brandywine Apts., please
call 549-5861.

Reward for return of blue-green plaid

suitcase w/ nametag: Tonita Lipscomb.

Please return dk. brown leether wallet,
personal value, leave it with Collegian.

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn $600/1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope.
Justus Sales. Box 112-C. Ludlow MA
01056.

MOTORCYCLES '

1978 Honda. 400cc, 4 cylinder, 5600 miles,

top condition rack 5" bars windshield,

many extras. $1100, contact Jim Powers,
562-9411.

RIDE WANTED

PERSONALS

The Orchard Hill Womens Center Is now
acceptir>g applications for five work study
positions. Applications are available at 112

Field, Wed., Feb. 28-Wed.. March 7. Due
Frklay, March 9.

Cantral area woman's eantar has 5 work
study positions available, applications can
be picked up at center basement Baker.

ManI Woman! Jobs cruise
ships'freighters. no experience. High payl

See Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So.
America. Career summerl Send $2.75 for

info to Saaworid, BB Box 61036, Sect., CM>

LOST
Sin«l« matu aaa h box. $30, 54B-1519. Reward for ratum of watch with

band and Hopi character kwt in or

Blua Wal Friday

silvar

tha

The Ed King assassination squad will nr>eet

tonight at 8 for target practice.

Nawman Club Coffee House- Friday.

March 9, front lounge. Newman Center at 9
p.m.

Cuddles: roses are red, violets are blue,

how'd I get stuck with someone, as nice as

you. G.

Coach Skip Moonay—good luck, big

bats in coming season. Yours, Jim Bouton .

To all my friends; thanks for making my
21st a tinr>e to always rememiser and
treesure. I love you all. LC.

Send lawyers, guns, and money, the

shit has hit the fan. Vote Jay Heney and
Mark Vassalotti for SGA co-presidents.

Bring tha Student Government back to

the students. Vote for Jey Her>ey ar)d Mark
Vassalotti for SGA co-presidents.

Zap and Gaof go for the gusto! I

Bolandrina-Tillotson for co-presidents.

Julia, I need help with calc, please call.

Bon, 253-5696.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
dbcount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff. Ren>ember your ID.

To tha Amherst Collaga woman who
does not like to dance but likes to play ten-

nis ar>d racquetbali ar>d skis at Maple
Vanay. Missed you at the Pub Sat. 24, how
about a game of tennis? Call Tom,
774-2562.

For two paopla to Ft. Lauderdale on Mar.

15 or 16. WW share driving and expenaes.

or Siiaan at Btf 5g7.

2 need ride to Ra., Palm Beach, share
drive and $, call Connie. 253-7619.

Ride wanted for 2 people south, March
17, will share gas & driving, call 546-5215.

Need ride to Ga. 3/15/79. Call Cece,
fr4821.

RIDERS WANTED
Van ride to Fla. for spring break. Male or

female, round trip, $65, 253-3193.

Riders wanted to Brattleboro, Vt., every
weekday this semester, share $, 253-2154,

ask for Ray.

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Roommate wented, 1 bedroom in 4
bedroom house. N. Amherst, rtear Puffers

Pond, non-smoker, bus route, no pets.

$100. 549-6907.

Wanted for Brittany Manor Apt.: male,

nonsmoker. clean. Call 253-9890.

Roommate, own room, UM bus. after 6.

665-3306

Roommates wented, April 1st, $68 a

month, call 586-0140, ask for Pat.

SERVICES

General sewing. Fair rates/call 6-8328.

T-shirts printed, your group can still get

shirts before vacation I 256-0478.

WANTED
~

Tape of Holly fr Meg will buy! Jill, 6-^76 .

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546-6667. after 6.

SEX FOR GRADES
~

Sax for grades: anyone with first-hand in-

formation or kr>owledge of this subject, call

5^3600, evenings. Discretion assured.

CORRECTION
~

Correction, Aikdo demonstration. Friday,

March 2. Boyden gym, wrestling room,
7:00.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. IU>santhal, low cost

legal representation for UMass community,
income tax preparation, appointment only,

253-7617.

PETS

aautiful aaal-point Himalayan kitten,

mele, registered, show quality, raised with

family. $125. Cdl Sally, 54e^&E53.

Crossword
iColk-^ian 13

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

1

4

7

10

11

12

13

14

16

17

19

20
22
24
27
30

31

J4
96
$8

39
40

43

ACROSS

Inordinate

self esteem
Ovule
Common newt
Heating

apparatus
Compass
point

Incorrect

(prefix)

Happily

Paw through
And so on
(8bbr, Lat. 2
wds)
16, Roman
Dry.as wine
Thii(Sp)
Snakelike fish

Dry dishes

Raced faster

Jackie s 2nd
husband
Increases

City in Ohio
Preoccupy
Songstress

Delia

At odds
Actress

Fleming

Sky twinkler

45 Stage of

history

46 Wife of Zeus
50 Insect egg
52 Accountant

(abbr

)

54 On same side

55 Day of rest

58 Upsets
60 Type of cross
61 Greek letter

62 Racetrack

shape
63 Crony
64 Dress flax

65 Obtained

Answer to Previous Pu«le

DOWN

Expel

Become firm

Variety of

agate
More uncanny
African

antelope

Precious

stones

Grow thin

Trifle

Mao .

tung

10 Kind of gram
13 Golly

15 Europeait gull

18 Animal doctor
(abbr

)

21 First-rate

(comp wd

)

23 Stripling

25 Experts

26 One (Ger

)

28 Soviet Union
(abbr)

29 Ointment
31 Sticky

substances
32 Border ot.

33 Cuy in Turkey
35 Slangy

affirmative

37 Third person

41 Epiphyte

42 Short sleep

44 Vein of a leaf

47 Brilliance of

success

48 Brook

49 Fool

51 Discretion

53 Excited

55 Ideal gas

condition

(abbr

)

56 Auto club

57 Article

59 Macao com

(NtWSPAPEH £NTERP«ISE ASSN
)

Todaij's DC menu

Lunch
Sausage Grinder

Broccoli h Cauliflower Casserole

Basics Lunch
-Pineapple Yogurt
Stuffed Peppers

Broccoli Cr Caulflower Casserole
Dinner

Savory Baked Chicken
Cranberry Sauce

Chopped Beefsteak Special

Basics Dinner
Savory Baked Chicken

Cranberry Sauce
Herbed Soybean Casserole

WmUA prografflining

10AM - 2 PM "THE JOSE TOLSON SHOW - Progressive

Black Music
NOON REPORT - Vickie Bates

THE THURSDAY AFTERNOON DRIVE
WITH THE UNKNOWN DISC JOCKEY

New and old to put a smile on
twisted souls

NEWS HEADLINES
ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST BY DON CEROW

NEWSWATCH/Charles Holmes
WEATHERWATCH/Fred Weiner

FOCUS WITH KEN MOSAKOWSKI
SGA Presidential Candidates debate

WOMEN'S MEDIA PROJECT
Women's news, features and music
LISA WAIT - Rock, reggae, ravings,

moon cartoons... say tuned
Anything can hapen

FRIDAY
JIM STETSON AND TED PAGE

THE FRIDAY MORNING BREAKFAST
WITH CHARLES HOLMES

Music - Sunny side up
WAKE-UP NEWS

Vickie Bates

12:00
2PM -5:30 PM

5:00

5:02
5:30-6PM

6PM-7PM

7PM-10PM

10PM-2AM

2AM-6AM
6AM-10AM

7, 7:30, 8, 8:30,

9

Doonesbm^ by Garry Trudeau
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44
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59
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Crusaders battle Dayton
in first round IM IT tilt
DAYTON. Ohio \AP\ Former uhampion
Dayton tiAiw on Holy Cross in a Nation^
Invttanon Basketball Tournament opener
tonight, trying to shake a three game losing

W^
Meanw^hile, Holy Cross has finished

strong for a 17 10 record to the host Flyers'
18 9 mark.
A worrit Dayton Ci^eh Oon Oonot^ m

glad %tm game is being played Thursday
rather than Wedn»dav. like lonMl NIT f^
round contwts
"We need the extra practice time badly,

"

said Donoher, hoping to coach Dayton to
Its third title in the nation s oidefit post-
setton college toumamwit.

By having three days to pwfon we hope
Mm cm% brMk our do«wnward spiral and
have a confideni ^an^ T*ww^^ i^»t,

"

said Oor%oher
Oon^w wid Holy CroM Coach George
Blaney both played m the NIT. butneithw
appeared on championship teams.
Howmtm. Blarwy did have t»» satistectiwi
of beating ttm Fl^rs 8S 76 fwtfmi^m m
the 1961 NIT
We've been playing well down ihe

stretcrfi,** said Blaney '*Th« is the young^t
team we ve had here m years We've ^n

carried by the backcourt. but the frontcoun
*• getting belter '

The game shouW be a grMt matchup of
two of the nation's best guards. Ronnie
P«ry of Holy Cross and Dayton s Jim Pax

Perry's l.ffiS points rank him second in
«:Nk»I scoring history Paxson has scored
l,W8 points. No 3 on Dayton's alltime list
"Perry must be something to watch *'

said
Donoher. looking at a Holy Cross statistics
shmi showing the Crusaders' ace averag
•ng 24 8 points and 91 percent free throw
accuracy.
8l«iey carries the same respect for Pax^ "He'll probably be a No 1 NBA draft

choice, said the Crusaders' coach.
Paxwn has just returned to full time k

twn, pun^ir^ m W points in a losing effort
gainst Chicago Loyola last week The 6 6
senior missed three late season gam« with
a shoulder separation
Both sides have physical problems

howevw.
For Holy Cross, starting guard Bob Kelly is

questionable becauM of a broken toe
Dayton lommd Dave Abel hurt an ankle m
practice and missed action in the Bistt^w,
Temple and Loyola defeats.

Sox begin exibftfon season
iKi of ho ailng t^hi shouldef tnd vsiaran calchai Cariton Fisic took battmg pract.ce

^?^,',".l'^ ^""T "'" ^°'' ''"" '""'"" '<" "" ««h.b.t.on season opene"

atm responds Boston trainer Charlie Moss said
lownis

Campbeli. who pitched just 50 innings last year after winninq the American Leaauesf««rnan „. the Vea, Award in 1977. suffered a recurrence of the chrontc .,lS last

Listen To WMUA 91.1 FM
Ken Mosakowski's FOCUS

Thursday March 8'th

6:00 - 7:00 pm

SGA Presidential Candidates

Debate

DUSTOUT fOR
E[|%EilliP

TRAILWAYS and PETER PAN offer frequent service to Boston, New York
and many other great Get-A-Way places.

I TRAIIWATS & PETERMN DUSUNES

MAKE UFE SIMPLER FORYOU.

For lnff>rmat ion. Schedules and Prices. Contact

Campus Center Bus Office - 545-2006, or 549-6000

Thursday. Marrh « lo-w

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Thursday, March 8
Mahar Auditorium

6:00, 7:45, 9:30, 11:15
Admission $1.00

ATTENDANCE IS MANDATORY

Thursday, March 8. 19

^^^^•^••••••'^••********.iy

VOTE JAY HENEY- 1MARK VASSALOTTI
FOR SGA CO-
PRESIDENTS

IT STARTED AS A JOKE, BUT THEY'RE
NOT LAUGHING NOW!

HELP THE TROUBLED SGA GET BACK
ON ITS FEET ONCE AGAIN.

IT'S YOUR ONLY CHANCE.
I

r Dates:

P jr ^

Monday, March 12
Tuesday, March 13

xs 2CS IDE

aCoUegiaQis

UMan guard Sue P«t0r« (22) will be a major factor on Friday, when theMinutewomen take on Southern Connecticut in an EAIAW semi-final game at
Boston •« Northeaatem University. (Staff photo by Am Ira Rahman)

I
w^ I ^^^J Liquor Store

Miller 12 oz. cans
$6,99 case

Falstaff 12 oz. cans
$5.25 case

Schmidts 16 oz. returnables
:* $5.49 case, plus deposit

Schmidts Boch Beer
October Feast Beer

12 oz. $5.99 case
Jim Beam Bourbon

1.75 liter $11.99

Martini & Rossi Vermouth
(sweet or dry)

$3.29 fifth

Skoll Imported Beer
$3.29 six, $12.75 case

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

ThousancteOf
Dollars Found In

Trash On Campus
Check around your campus community. You, too,

may be able to collect an educational award of up to a

thousand dollars if you Pitch In! Groups from campuses
all over the country were awarded $8,750 last year by

participating in Pitch In! Week.
This year, Budweiser and ABC Radio Network will

again reward participating colleges, universities and
approved campus organizations who participate in Pitch

In! Week. Five groups will win $1,000 in first place

educational awards, five second place groups will win

$500, and five third place groups will win $250.

For entry rules and the Pitch In! Week program kit,

simply send In the attached coupon.

338 COLLEGE ST.
AMHERST

353-5384
256-8433

Noj responsible for typo errors

1979 National College Pitch Inl Week Of

April 2-6. Pitch In! And Win Cash.

NAME

COLLEGE .

ADDRESS

CITY

BudwtMser

ORGANIZATION ON CAMPUS

STATE -ZIP

Mail to College Pitch In' Week Desk, c/o ABC Radio Network
1300 Avenue of the Americas. New York, NY 10019

Competition void where prohibited by law
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Red Sox slugger Rice

not bothered by pressure
Bs/DAVEOHAf^A
AP Sports Writer
WINTER HAVEN, f/s -Slugger Jim

Rice, hailed by the old master Ted Williarm
as the "most devastating" hitter in
baseball, is under a microscope in the
Boston Red Sox' training camp. It do^n't
bother him a bit.

"I don't have anything to prove down
here, so I'm just going ^>out doing my
work," Rice said matter offa ctly 'The
main thing is to get my timing down at bat
and be ready for the stan of the season."
Rice, an awesome figure, is relaxed with a
new seven-year contract paying him a
reported $5 million He also is quietly confi-
dent, a man who lets his bat do most of the
talking for him.
The big right-hander, who turns 26 Thurs

day, has the baseball world in his hands as
the American League' s 1978 most valuable
player. He led the majors last year with 46
homers, 139 runs batted in, 15 triples, 406
total bases, 213 hits and a fabulous .600
slugging percentage.
"That was one helluva year and vou can't

expect these figures because I don't think
the pitchers will give him the chance," said
Hall of Famer Willianw, one of baseball's
alltime great sluggers for the Red Sox.
"They'll pitch him a little differently now.
"He went to bat 677 times officially last

year, almost unbelievable. He made

believers out of a lot of pitchers and they're
going to make sure they don't get burned
again. But Jim \& young and improving ail

the time."
A notorious poor spring hitter. Rice hopes

to get off to a fast start In addition to bat
ting practice, he spends an hour each day
in the batting cage, hitting against "Iron
Mike, " the mechanical pitching madhine.
"If Jim gets off to a good start, there's no

telling what he'll wind up hitting," Beaton
Coach Johnny P^ky said. "He has great
faith in that (pitching) machine. All he's try-

ing to do is keep his hands level. When he
holds that bat properly, he can hit any
pitch, or pitcher."

Rice is not concerned about being pitched
differently this year.

"If they don't pitch to me, they'll have to
pitch to our other guys." he said. "We've
got a lot of good hitters in the lineup and
we're going to score runs. I just want to do
my share, and win ball games."
Rice, a free swinger at the plate, doesn't

like to talk bout it, but one goal is to cut
down on his strikeouts. In four years with
the Red Sox, he has averaged more than
120 big K's a seamn fanning 126 times last

season.
However, that hasn't hurt him or the Red
Sox too much. He has a .306 batting
average with 133 homws and 463 RBl-
and all the confidence a hitter needs.

Sports Notices
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING CHANGE: March 8 at 3 45 - Boyden
Conference Room
TENNIS AND BADMINTON ENTRIES due March 8.
NOPE courts closed March 10, 14, and 17-25.
NOPE pool closed March 17-25.

Instructors are needed for CPR instruction, to teach eight hour course to srrwll group
on March 13. 15, 27. and 29, 4:30^6:30. All equipment is provided. Class will be held in
NOPE.

Water Safety instructors are needed to help in child swim program, March 12 Mav 11,
4 00 5:00 p.m.. Mon Thurs. Service from volunteers will be appreciated for any
number of days each week. Contact Professor Wallace, NOPE.

Collegian

PHOTO STAFF
MEETING

Thurs., March 8
8 p.m. CC803

Very important— all must attend

for: Beer, Wine h
Cheese

Godiva Chocolates

— We mail

anywhere—

103 N. Pleasant St.
Amherst

Big Bai;gain toEurope

Just Got Bigger.

IntroducingWide-Bod^ DC-IO Service

to the Heart of Europe.»299 Roundtrip.

And our great

bargain price is still

the same as before.

Just $299 routKitrq)

from New York to Lux-
embourg. $149. 50 one
way. Price itKludes an

excellent dinner, free wine
and cognac. No restrictions.

Tickets can be purchased
anywhere in the U.S.A. and

are good for a

full year. DC-10
flights leave and
return five times
weekly.

Prices are
subject to change

after May 14, 1979. Add
$12. 50 surcharge each way on
travel between April 5 and

April 27.

For more information see your travel agent. Or write Dept.

# Icelandic Airlines. P.O. Box 105, West Hempstead. NY
11552. In New York City, call 757-8585 or call toU free in New
York Sute (800) 442:5910; elsewhere, (800) 223-5080.

NAMR

Colwegian

Cwassifieds

DO selw!

/ARROWm^
f PRIVATE I

ADDRESS „

crrv STATE ZIP

LIVERY

ICELANDIC tCSLAMOAHt

I

UMass I
to I

Greater |
Lawrence I

area I
I

$10 round trip

« $6.00 one way !

\ call: 6-7605 ^
ANHtUSCR-SUSCM. INC • (T LOUIS
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Spikers look to keep
unbeaten record intact
Bv MAUneEN SULUVAN

UMass' men's vollevball club will put its

undefeated Northern Division record of 4-0

on tlw Rfw \wh«n thev »^ Am»wst.
Willianr^. and Middt^ury CoHf>^ m IKV^E
gym on Saturday afternoon.

England Open, UMass expects to continu*
its unbeaten string, as it prepare iw m
possible invitation to the New EngiarKi Ccrf-

lege Volleyball ChampkMrtshii^ Ift to
swnetime new month

"The championships are more important
than the Open." said player coach Arnie
Roberts, "even though UMass is a club
team, we are allowed Of we are invitedl, to
play Right now, however, we're not look
ing ahead to the end of the season, but to
the MMon Itself The team has been doing
better since the beginning of the season;
we're improving all the time "

Since the se^on starting Jamboree in

BcMton last month, UM^s has compiled an
in .^itational record of 13 wins and two
lo^^, and a Division record of 4 0.

Meanwhile, Kirk Peter's "B " squad,

despite a poor showing in the Open, ha»
manaqed a slate of 7 3 in regular play.

IM hoop playoffs begin

Men's tuekettMn at UMass is not dead fw
tt«s year Competition is as tough as ever,

only now it is at Boyden Gym where the

1979 Intramural Playoffs get started ton^ht
as ^ teams compete for this year's chwn-
pionship.

The season covered five weeks with 162

tMms participating in leagues lepresentmg

all fi^ camfKis residential areas as well as

the fraternities and off campus areas Tha

remaining teams are the champions of

those league.

These are the best of the leams Jhmn
are tf>e heavy favorites, while others ne^
ed lx)th skill and luck to mrte the playoffs.

But in intramurals, anything is likely to hap

p«i, fliving each team a fair shot

ExperierKe. hov<«ver. is inH>ortam. Tha

strong teams are those who have played

together before. Five of the ewht twms

ffwn tot ^ar's quarterfinals are tacA. in-

dicing the ctefeiiding champion Mackim-
mee Lions A sixth team arid last year's

runner up. Beta Kappa Phi "A" must play a

tM breaker game gainst a tough PiKA
team to determme their league champion.

For many of these teams, the playoffs

have as much meaning as the NCAA's do

to intercollegiate teams. Competition is in

tense, sometimes hectic: run and gun of

lenses, zone and man to man presses, and

scrambling for loose balls That's how they

got this far. There is a lot of talent on these

teams It is now a matter of putting it all

together for the final stretch.

The games tonight are at 5:00, 5:«^, 6:30

and 7 15 at Boyden. The action will r^me
mM week until a champion ss crowned on

TtMlffitl^.

A chance to dive for credit

Believe it or not you can actually earn two credits during spring break and >^u can

do It in the sunny confines of Florida. How. you say quizically to yourself? Simpte.

UMass Protect Deep, devoted to the certification and training of scuba divers in the

UMass community ^ , c, ^ t

DEEP has organized a diving expidition to take place m Key Largo, Flonda from

March 18 24 The specific site of the course is the John Pennekamp Coral Reef State

Park, 100 miles of protected reef ...

The cost of the course is $220 which includes food, lodging, instruction and dives.

The specifics of the course include diver rescue training, diver physiology, underwater

navigation dive planning, and manne anvironment. Seven dives will be made dunng

the course including a night dive, some deep dives, and a dive onto a shipwreck.

An organizational meeting with a slide show will be held this Fnday, March 9, at 8:00

pm in Campus Center rooms 904^908 Any additional '"formation Mn be obtained by-

contacting Bob Sparks. 32 Cherry St.. Northampton. Mass 01060 or call 584 I860

(days), 586 3448 (nights).

BOSTON BOUND! Maybe, but Indiana State AH-American Urry Bird has other

things on mind right now as his team, ranked number one In the nation by AP.

prepares for the NCAA tournament. (AP Laserphoto)

Collegian

Sports
ss

Steve Zack

Go get "em

UMass Project DEEP is offr4ng a two credit scuba diving course to be held

during spring break. (Photo courtesy of Bob Sparks)

While the uniforms and equipment of the

men's basketball team have been cleaned

and stowed away until next season's

opening game against Michigan, the court

in the Curry Hicks Cage remains erect.

The stands have been removed, and

batting cages have been constructed

opposite the baselines of the court, but the

basketball floor remains in its position for a

specific purpose. Not nostalgia but as a

ipractice sight for the women's basketball

team, a team with a chance to make UMass
a national champion.

This weekend, the women's team faces

Southern Connecticut in a playoff contest.

Should victory be attained, then it's off to

the races for a national championship. The

next round of games would find the women
playing at either Fordham or Southern

Illinois.

The women's basketball team should be

given a special amount of praise. Not only

for their constant triumphs, but for the

dedication ano desire that is put forth by

the team. For the Minutewomen must over

come certain administrative disadvantages

during the course of the season which

often dull a team, but not this team.

Title IX may have ben passed and put into

action, but here at Massachusetts the

women's athletic teanib ii<ubi blm border on

the fringe of inferi-^r.t,. tn 'heir male

counterparts Equal funding has not

arrived. Foi U.o muii b wan\. chartered

Peter Pan busses rate as about the worst

mode of travel the team has to go through

and airplane rides are a common place

thing.

For the women, a Peter Pan bus is a

luxury and cramped UMass Athletic

Department vans often serve as a travel

mode. On the road, housing for the men
never excedes two persons to a room; the

women are often obliged to put four or five

into one hotel room. ~

Yet these disadvantages don't seem to
stop the team from putting forth its best
efforts and coming out on top. And aside
from things such as vans, busses, and
hotels are the players and coaches
themselves

Congratulations and tha.iks arp in orHor

iSf coach Mafy Anne Ozdarski and her

assistant Steve Jefferson for leading the
team to its present heights. And as follows,

congratulations to the players, ail of whom
deserve to be mentioned here. To Sue
Peters, Julie Ready, Jen Parker, Ginger
Legare, Tricia Corcoran, Cathy Harrington,
Maura Supinski, Mary Halteran, Fran Troy,
Sherry Collins, Kathy O'Connell, Dede
Taft, and Grace Martinelli, the best of luck
for the remainder of the season, may it end
up with a win in Greensboro, North
Carolina.

And perhaps as a bit of an overview, it

may take a national championship to get

the athletic department to realize that the

women's sports on this campus are

deservant of equality with that of their male

counterparts.
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Drinl<ingage20,
whenuni<nown
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
CoUegmn

Gov Edward J. King yesterday signed in-

to law a bill raising the drinking age in

Massachusetts to ^, but when the new
limit will go into effect remains unknqwn

In signing the bill. King attached an

emergency preamble, ' a clause

eliminating the normal 90 day waiting

^riod t»fore a new bill takes effect

King yesterday said f^ had not decided

upon a precise time to impose the tougher

alcohol curb, but said it would be m "30

days, or slightly more "
- approximately

mid April

Meanwhile, a UMass based group of

students has said they will mount a petition

drive to force the new age rule to a public

referendum in the November 1980 general

election

Enk Anderson, a coordinator of People

Opposed to Unfair Regulation, said he

hopes to travel to Boston today to file for

petition papers from the Secretary of State

The group would need to gather

signatures from one and one half percent

of voters who cast ballots in last

November's gubernatorial election.

Should the group gather the signatures

29,434 the higher dnnkmq age would

be submitted for public approval, said

David E Sullivan, a legal counsel m the

Secretary of State's Election Division Until

then, the new age would be m effect, fie

said

Signers of the petition must be registered

voters, Sullivan said, and all signatures

must be verified by registrars m signers'

home districts within 76 days of the signing

of the new law

Andersen said his group would have

sought to have the law suspended until the

referendum - by obtaining signatures from

two percent of the electorate but

suspension is impossible if the governor in-

vokes "emergency preamble ' power.

Andersen yesterday called King's use of

the emergency power an "abuse," but said

his group would continue the effort to

gather enough signatures to force a

referendum
Richard LaVoice, arwther rrwmber of the

group, said students at community col

leges, state colleges, and state universities

in Massachusetts already have been con-

tacted about the petition drive, and

response has been encouraging.

Andersen said he estimates some 8,000

signatures can be collected at UMas3.
State law says no more than one fourth of

the required signatures can come from one

county.
"There's people ready to go m most of

the places." Andersen said.

Groups prepare to pay
royalties under new law

Gov. Edward J. King signs into law the drinking age bill yesterday at the

State House in Boston, raising the legal drinking age to 20 years old. In the

background are the co-sponsors of the bill. (AP Laserphoto)

Bv ROB STEIN
Collegian Staff

The UMass Student Activities Office has

begun collecting funds from various cam
pus groups in preparation for royalty

payments on music now required under a

new copyright law passed by Congress.

Royalties are payments made to

organizations which represent composers

and publishers who own the copyrights

Passed on Oct. 1976 and effective since

Jan 1, 1978 the law no longer exempts

educational institutions from payment of

music royalties. Music copyright firms have

recently begun enforcing the year old law

and have sent letters to some 1,000 col

leges and universities seeking payment.

Campus officials affected by the new law
have mixed opinions on the law's impact.

David Rumpf, coordinator of Institutional

Studies said, "It's not something that really

puts a significant burden on any

programs" But Union Program Council

Police seek man for rape and assault

Bv CAROL ROSENBERG
Colli qi.in St. iff

UMass police yesterday said they believe

a suspect in a Wednesday attack, on a

woman in the Southwest Residential area is

the same man who raped a woman in

Sylvan last week.

Chief of Police Robert G. Joyce

yesterday released a composite photo of a

man they believe responsible for both

incidents

Joyce yesterday said the attack Wed
nesday night, on University Drive at

Fearing Street, occurred before 9 p.m. as

the student was walking toward campus.

The student, Joyce said, scared off her

assailant.by throwing a bottle at him and

screaming to passing motorists. Joyce said

the women received no injuries.

Joyce said the woman described her

attacker as white, young looking, and slim

in build, possibly between 15 and 17 years

old, five feet eight inches in height, with

brown hair and weighing about 130

pounds.

The woman said the man was wearing a

brown waist length leather jacket, white t

shirt and blue leans.

Police said the composite drawing made

up by police Wednesday, was close

enouqh to the composite of Thursdays

attacker to cause them to believe he is

the samemdividua!.

Joyce said he is asking anyone with

information to contact the police. He said

"anonymity will be protected."

Last week's rape of a student in

Sylvan, occurred on Thursday evening

between about 7 and 8 PM in lot 44.

Joyce yesterday said he had taken a

tour of that area in Sylvan and was ap

palled at the poor lighting conditions.

Police are also continuing the in

vestigation into a weekend assault on a

woman near Boyden Gymnasium. The

woman, police said, was confronted while

walking to her dormitory in Southwest.

Police said a man confronted the woman
and allegedly said "I'm gonna rape you

"

The wotTien, Joyce said, "kneed the man in

the groin. " returned to her dormitory and

called the police.

No arrest has been made in that assault

Police are looking for this man
believed to be responsible for raping

and assaulting UMass women. The
sketch was drawn after a description

was given by a second victim. The
suspect is described as white, five feet-

eight inches tall, about 130 pounds,
with a thin build and long, shoulder
length hair.

Treasurer Arthur Edelstein said the pay-

ment of royalty fees along with all the other

costs we encumber add to escalating

prices"

"It's an unfair levy on students and stu-

dent groups in light of other levies they also

have to pay. The administration should

have to pay for it," said Glen Goldenberg,

assistant coordinator for Student Activities.

The royalty payments will be made

through a base rate computed by the

number of full time students on campus

and a pro rated fee for all events which cost

$1,000 or more, said Paul Hamel, assistant

coordinator for student activities

Hamel said the base rate is split between
the Administration and Finance, Student

Affairs, and Academic Affairs computed on

the number of sponsored musical events

which cost $1,000 or more The Ad-

ministration and Finance pays two percent,

Student Affairs pays 52 percent and

Academic Affairs pays 46 percent, he said.

The total royalty payments for fiscal year

1978 were estimated to be $2,501 for Stu

dent Activities, $2,236 for Academic Affairs

and $93 for Administration and Finance.

No monies have yet been paid to the

music companies according to Goldenberg

"It's a very sticky and complex issue. All

the lobbying groups from all the schools

couldn't counteract the lobbying efforts to

the music companies, said Goldenberg

"If a performer plays a concert complete-

ly of his own songs and if those songs are

copyrighted royalty payments must be

made, " he said.

As an example, the royalty payment for

the recent Kinks concert at the Fine Arts

Center would come to about $93, said

Goldenberg.

Alan Light, Fine Arts Center concert hall

manager said no one has yet contacted him

or asked him for payments

"So far we haven't been charged for

anything. But when they do I'm sure there

will be a controversy. Eighty percent of our

music IS not effected by this so why should

we have to pay for it,
" said Light.

Concert and marching band director

George Parks expressed concern that the

TURN TO PAGE 6
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DIGEST

BOSTON Stats R«p. Barbara Gray. R
Framingham, talks to protestors outside the House
Ways and Means Committee office at the State
House The demonstrators were protesting proposed
changes in welfare programs

Analysts: China's leaving
BANGKOK. ThdiUnd \AP\ Western observers con

firmed yesterday that China has begun withdrawing from

Vietnamese terntory, and Japan said it was acting as

mediator in the Chinese Vietnamese war

Analysts in Bangkok said the pulloui was cautious and

gradual but there w»'fe definite signs n had started

Chinese sources earlier indicated the withdrawal would be

difficult and slow, po^ibly taking two weeks or more

Vietnam said the wgMiawal was very slow and in very

small numbers '

Hanoi s latest battle report said the Chinese aggression

forces today continued their attacks, nibbling at Vietnamese

territory and burning and looting property in Vietnamt!«e

border areas

But most of the reports of hostilities from the Vietnamese

side were confirmed to charges of Chinese war crimes

including looting and burning of homes

Amin: fight to lastman
NAIROBI. Kenyti \AP\ Tanzanian troops and Ugandan

rebels racing up a highway toward Uganda's capital of

Kampala were closing m yesterday on a town just 25 miles

south of the city, Uganada s official radio reported

Western diplomats m Nairobi said a battle may be shaping

up at the town, Mpigi that could decide the fate of Ugandan

President Idi Amin's eight year rule

The Ugandan broadcast, monitored here, was the first

confirmation by the beleaguered Amin that the invasion

force was virtually at the doorstep of his capital

Crane wants investigation
Bv MARGARET NEL SON
Associated Pit'ss

CONCORD N H Presidential contender Rep Phillip

Crane asked former California Gov Ronald Reagan
yesterday to investigate reports that a Reagan staff member
spread false, scandalous inforrtiation" about Crane's

personal life

The request came m response to a derogatory article

published Wednesday by the f^anchester Union Leader, the

politically conservative newspaper published in the state's

largest city

The Page 1 story centered on allegations about Crane's

drinking habits and sex life quoted unidentified sources as

saying the Illinois Republican was "too good looking " and

once told a fnend he was committed to bedding down
I.CXX) different women "

In a letter to Reagan, Crane, 48, called the report "grossly

untrue." He wrote: "I appeal to your sense of decency and

justice and urge you to investigate your staff to find the

person or persons involved and dismiss them Such action

on your part will show that in 1980 politics such behavior by

campaign operatives will not be tolerated
"'

Accreditation team cites

UM-Boston problems
BOSTON \AP\ The University of Massachusetts at

Boston must decide on its "mission" as a school and set

strn i (urdrlines for the type of students it will accept if it is

to ever solve its problems of declining enrollments and high
attrition rate, an accreditation study stated.

Nine educators from the New England Association of

Schools and Colleges who recently toured the campus also

suggested that the school must solve its conflicts between
the faculty and administration The association, based on
the team's recommendations, will decide neM month
whether to continue the 14 year old school's accreditation.

"Tha time has clearly arrived when the university must
resolve competing tensions, narrow the focus and sharpen
the clarity of its mission and goals and be ruthlessly setectve
in asi^^fihtng ^mmhiw «%d ^aciMM," ttw r«p»rl cwwlud
ed
Claire Van Ummersen. Boston's acting chancellor, said the

regional panel's findings "could not be seriously question
ed

•

Carter begins
peace talks
By BARRY SCHWEID
Assuciiitt'd PitJ^s

CAIRO. Egypt President Carter, launching his person?l

peace mission yesterday, was greeted by tens of thousands
of cheering Egyptians and immediately began his first round
of peace t.ilks with President Anwar Sadat
Shortiv after the arrival of the American party. Egyptian

Prime Minister Mustafa Khali! presented counterproposals

to Secretary of State Cyrus Vance detailing Egyptian

response to U S compromise suggestion? to break the

negotiating stalemate

There were no immediate details of what the Egyptian pro

posals were
Thousands of enthusiastic Egyptians waved palm fronds

and placards ai the president and Sadat rode in an open car

from Cairn International Airport to the ornate Kubbeh
Palace, v^nere Carter will stay

At the palace, the American president and Sadat appeared

on the tialcony with their wives Carter said he and Sadat

pledged themselves not to disappoint those who hope for

"the long unrealized but deeply desired state of peace to

this region
"'

After the arrival statement. Carter met with Sadat to review

the U S suggestions for breaking the stalemate in the

negotiations They were accompanied by their advisers

Carter, after a 12 hour flight from the United States, said at

the palace that he was struck by the eyes of the Egyptian

women which held "a hunger and a prayer that their sons
and their husbands would never again have to suffer in the

cause of combat"
The long jourriey by the American president is being vew

ed by Egyptian and Israeli leaders as reviving prospects for a

peace treaty that has so long eluded the region

Both Khalil and Israeli Pnme Minister Menachem Begin

have said that Carter's inp could lead to a treaty signing.

In general the educators found low faculty morale, high

administr.Hivf turnover and a student body unprepared for

( ()litH)t' level work threatened the future of UMass Boston

The campus needs unity, harmony jnd cohesiveness It

needs additional, or reallocation of. resources in some areas

It needs a satisfied and produc nve faculty It needs to ex
plore thoroughly how. and tu whuh clienteles, it can provi^
maximum service

"

The team also i niu u'»(1 ihi- university administration for

failing to ini lude faculty and students in long range planning

and for divisiveness at the school

Strengths noted in the report included the physical plant,

the library and media center despite $5 million worth of cor»

struction flaws

The team also tx ji'^ed the College of ProfeMional StudiM,
a management iraining school, for "able leadership, a

wellplanned curriculum and a vigorous arvd creative intern

shin p^og^in^
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Thousands line the street in Cairo. Egypt, to greet

President Carter as he rides by with Egyptian President

Sadat (AP Laserphoto)

Iranian women want freedom
Ass(jci<itfd Pfpss
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freedom," more than 8,000
Iranian women, defiantly

dressed in Western
clothing, paraded through
Tehran on International

Women's Day yesterday to

demand preservation of

their rights under the new
Islamic regime.

Some tried to enter the of

fices of Prime Minister

Mehdi Bazargan but were
dispersed when guards
fired over their heads.

Thousands of women in

other countries paraded or

held meetings to mark the

day set aside by the United

Nations to improve the

[

THE UNIVERSITY ENSEMBLE THEATER
presents

At the Frank Prentice Rand Theater

TWO FABULOUSLY FUNNY PLAYS
Moliere's

THE IMPROMPTU AT VERSAILLES
Richard Brinsley Sheridan's

THE CRITIC
March 1, 2. 3. 8. 9. 10

University of Ma«achusett$ Fine Arts Center

All Curtains at 8:00 pm Box Office: (4I3)54V3M1

SENIORS"
SHOW YOUR

FACE!!

545-2874

in

rights of women around the

world.

In Rome about 10,000

women, many carrying

signs, marched One sign

read March 8. Women's
Day; and the other days?

"

In Milan, groups of women
encircled men and danced

around them The Union of

Italian Women announced

It would form a tribunal to

"try" cases of abuse
against women.

Also in Rome, a group
called "Feminist Counter

power " claimed respon
sihility. in a leaflet found in

a phone booth, for recent

bombing attacks on the of

fices of two gynecologists

and an electrical appliance

plant which, the leaflet

claimed, employed

"proletariat women for sub

standard wage? " The

|)ombings
|uries

caused no m

The Iranian demonstration

followed a rally at Tehran

University Marchers were

harassed by groups ofi;

young men and by onej;

group of women dressed ml,

chadurs, head to toe

Islamic veils worn fjy many
Iranian women

Durinq Iran's revolution

many women adopted tho

chadur as a sign of solidan

ty with revolt leader

Ayatollah Ruhollah Kho-

meini; then cast it off m
favor of Western dress after

the revolt succeeded They

now worry that the rigid

Islamic state Khomeini envi-

sions will plunge them into

second class citizenship

and leave them worse off

than they were.

Bagels, lox. quality
meats and sandwiches

AiiihciHl ( fuiiiiK*' .Shc>i>s
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• DISCO
presented by

THE PEOPLES GAY
ALLIANCE

with music by Mike Roif

at

10th floor Campus Center

Saturday, March 10, 9-1

if admission: $1 i^

By BRUCE OLSON
Ci^lpgiao Staff

in anticipation of a budget crunch, an ad
hoc advisory committee of the Faculty
Senate on Academic Priorities was formed
last May to establish priorities among
programs on campus Since then, the
committee has failed on two separate
deadlines to complete the first phase of its

project: developing a methodology to

establish program priorities

James W. Weiler, graduate student
representative to the committee, explained

the purpose of the group "They (the

administration) think that the upcoming
budget is going to be so ternble that the

University just isn't going to have the
money that it has had to operate on," he
said "Some things are going to have to be
cut back, and they want to do it in some
orderly fashion with student and faculty

input The whole thing is aimed at having

the best quality University that we can with

the money
Craig L Moore, chair of the committee

and director of the UMass Master's

program, said his group is within three

weeks of the establishment of

Committee seeks program priorities
nr^thodology Moore expressed concern
the addition of four members of the
Massachusetts Society of Professors to the

committee could further delay the com-
pletion of this preliminary task.

"My own personal feeling js that the
addition of these people will slow us down;
they will all have to be reviewed as to what
has happened since last May, " Moore said.

Weiler shares Moore's opinion. "I dont
know what these four new union (Mople

are going to want." Weiler said "It seerrw

as if they would |ust as soon not have iNl
committee doing any more work at all."

At any rate, the committee has ten

tatively arrived at five broad categories for

program ass^sment, with sub categories

under each The five are: 1 mstructionit

effectiveness, 2 quality of a progranj'i

faculty, 3 quality of the graduate program.
4 student demand, and 5 service outreach

activities which, roughly translated, is a

measure of how a program helps the non
academic community.

Weiler expressed concern over the
importance given to certain variables.

"At least half of the purpose of thif

University is to teach," said Moore.

"Unfortunately, that's only about 20
percent of what each program is measured
on It IS a very lough thing to measure, the

only thing we've come up with so far is

some kind of student questionnaire A
survey of alumni is already being dor^

"

"There is already tremendoud pressure

to publish or perish Departments don't pay
much attention to student ques
tionaires, the only thing they pay atten

tion to IS who gets distinuished teacher
•wards, Moore said

"Now they're going to realue that the

results of the student questionnaire are

going to be directly translated into the

money that they gel, " Moore said It has

to do with stuff that they've never been
rewarded for t>efore. things tike teaching

and advising Of course one thing thai all

this depends on is how many students
reply if there is only limited response to

this thing, then we can't pay much at

leniion toil"
Weiler said he feels that the

methodology could cause some im
provements within the University's

departnwnts "This is a direction inducing

type formula Every department head will

be able to see what the formula is based
on, and they'll be able to change their

department to make ii look better,' he
said

"After we find someorw. (a departrr^ntl
IS in trouble out of balance then we will

tell them that's what i^e think and then
ihey will get time to come in and try to

lustify their position Anybody we flag gets
lime to conrw m and explain." Weiler said

Weiler pointed out ihat while ihe
academic community is doing its part to

sireamMne the budget, the adnmnistration is

not.

"One curious and interesting thing is that

the administration has even hinted that n
may need more money just to carry out this

committee s recommendations," he said

"One thing thai will definitely be m our
report IS thai the administration should take

a took at its own house it this budget
crunch comes We've already offered to do
It for them," Weiler said

Weiler noted that it is important to
understand that this advisory committee is

just that strictly advisory "All we do is

TURN TO PAGE 6

BOG considers
new co-op rooms
By SSAN HARVEY
Collegian Staff

Space re allocation of the game room in

the Campus Center for use by student run

Co ops was the mam topic of discussion

vesierday at a meeting of the Board of

oovernors

The game room, which -s located across

from the Hatch, has nine pool tables and
three pmg pong tables

Many of the co op representatives said

they need more space and the Co op Col

lective said they feel this space could be

belter utilized by the Co ops

A possible plan to re locate the pool

tables and pmg pong table would be the

Hatch says Michael Herbert, chairperson of

the space committee

The space committee, part of the the

Board of Governors, which controls Cam
pus Center space allocations is made up of

two undergraduates, Herbert and James

Thomas and one graduate student, Michael

Pill.

Board members also discussed how
strongly the Board of Governors would

support the Co-ops m their request for

more space

Michael Maughan. an economic develop

ment coordinator of the Student Activities

Office said the Co ops want a decisive plan

of action

The Co op Collective is made up of

representatives from all of the Co ops

The Co op Collective and the space com
mittee will meet today with William Harris,

Campus Center director, and Dudley

Bridges, Campus Center Building Opera-

tions manager, to discuss the idea of using

the game room space for the Co-ops.

The Co-ops in the Campus Center com-

plex and the Student Un,on include

People's Market, the Photo, Stereo, Soor

ting Goods, and Bicycle Co ops and Ear-

thfoods.

Prof, says UM contract

doesn't protect gays
Prof Thomas E Hutchinson, a faculty

senator from the school of education and a

spokesperson for the Gay Rights Caucus of

the Mass Teacher s Association, says tfie

University has been unwilling to include

sexual preference in a list of non
discrimination categories in the newly

negotiated faculty concert.

Hutchinson said Chancellor Randolph

W Bromery, at a faculty senate meeting

last month, said part of the faculty librarian

contract does not speak to the ad

ministration's commitment not to

discriminate; rather it acknowledges the

University's obligation as a public employer

to comply with existing federal and state

affirmative action laws and regulations
'

He said, "Sexual preference does not

appear in these federal and state laws and

regulations and hence was not included m
Section 3.2.

"The position of the University on
contractually protecting gay rights makes

clear the need for alt concerned people to

support efforts to secure gay legislation,"

Hutchinson said.

He said the Mass Caucus for Gay
Legislation is working on the matter, and

members may be contacted at their offices

on Tremont St. in Boston.

ALFRED
HITCHCOCK

with

REBECCA
March 10; CCA
7,9,11;$!°°

Plant and Soil major Maryann Wagner tends :o some of the experimental plants

at Bowditch Greenhouse (Staff photo by Jim Mahoney)

Attorney speaks on
judicial system racism
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collrgian Staff

"We are in a down portion of our history.

We are about, to add to the unemployment

line in a significantly larger, highly

motivated, and angry set of young men "

So said attorney Julius W. Williams,

President of the National Bar Association,

in an address yesterday at Amherst
College, referring to the affect of reverse

discrimination cases on blacks.

Williams, a 1965 graduate of Amherst

College, received his law degree from Yale

tn 1968. He has been the Director of the

Community Development and Model Cities

Program in Newark. New Jersey and

director of the Newark Area Planning

Association He is also a member of the

American Bar Association

Williams spoke on racism in the

American judicial system, ending a con

densed legal history of pre.'udice with a

discussion of the recent Supreme Court

Decision in the Allen Bakke case on reverse

disrcimination

Williams said Abraham Lincoln had

"turned loose" slaves rather than set them

free. "You turn loose your dog, but you

don't expect him to go any where."
Williams said

Williams spoke of Reconstruction and

early civil rights movements, including the

1866 CiviT Rights Act But he said

segregation was codified by the Plessy vs.

Ferguson case in which the Supreme Court

uofield the legality of segregated facilities.

Then m 1954. in the Brown vs. Board of

Education of Topeka, Kansas, the Court

overruled the Plessy case "We were
beginning to see the start of a new political

consciousness," Williams said

Williams spoke of the "bloody days " of

the Civil Rights movement. Now. other

minorities are being infected with this new
political consciousness," he said

Bui the Bakke case, according to

Williams, was a step backward. Alan Bakke

IS a student who claimed he was denied

admission to medical school because af

firmative action programs "reverse

discriminated" against him.

The Supreme Court decided race could

be taken into consideration in selection

nfoc< • • "s, but only as one of many factors.

"It vvasn t any decision at all. " Williams

said Bakke was used to give legal san^

ction 'o already made political decision
"

He saicj many affirmative action programs

have already been dropped because of the

case.

Williams also expressed concern with a

new case which will come before the Court

this year In Weber vs Kaiser Aluminum, a

white IS objecting to an affirmative action

training program on the grounds of

reverse discrimination '

Williams said the case will "bring the

Bakke philosophy down from the Ivy

League to the working class '

"We are bringing Bakke down to a

dangerously low level The question is how
low can you goi""
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BLACKAFFAIRS
Cornjnentftry. . . a veteran

looksat theSGA election
I've t%m\ hmm lot tfWM years. You mi^

caB wm a vettran of SGA elections and I'm
»ck of It Evonr yew it's the same old thing.

Suddwily MM are surrounded by th^«
self proclaimed student saviours who are
going to exfxne ttie SGA (or what it is and
bring back the gov^nment to the stu(tenai«

Well now 9 we realty think at>out it wt^
^1 the sudden aie ttwy so nghtous Could M
te that they too have something to
gam: a vote tor an aHy. Payment of per*
sonal vendettas. It seems likely to m«
at this point

.

For three yeen I have watcf^d the a^
proach of the ^lA elections. The first time
with interest and curiosity, the second time
with caution and ttiis time with disenchant-
mw\x and dogust.

Everybody has a story to tell This one
approrpnated frunds from tha< account! A
small faction of ttie ser^te s contrrMing aH
of the money* Scartdal!

Welt has anyone rwticed that aH of th^e
investigations are conveniently "un-
covered" nglii around election time. Just
wh^e turn al of Iheae loyal martyrs the ^t
of the ^ar. w^wn al the money is t>eing

spent These Mks «vho want to bring the

government back to the students
And what of the students What are they

going to do with ttie government. They'll

just give It lo somebody else to run it for

them The fact s ttiai if there is a faction in

the Senate who is re^sonsible for groat
misuse of funds and ottier illegal activities

than the student body tias nobody to blame
but themselves. They vote for people
without knowing wtw ttiey »b or wfiat

ttieir about.

Much of what people know atxxit the

SGA elections is presented to them. By tfie

CoKegian. th* radio stations and hilarious

drcuSM IMte tfw fludent senate
Every year #« dock work tfie Co^egian

prints a rash of senaational stories exposing
some crook somewhere Some know
erKMjgh now to remain skeptical about the

CoUegian's investigative reporting. It too

only happens around election time and only
digs out unsubstantiated dirt about long
standing Cotlegtan enemies. After all its no
secret who the Collegian does and doesn't
like and why

The SGA election is not only a heyday for

rastl^s students who would rather play
politics within UMass then deal with real

teues outside of fairyland, it's also a good
way to cloud those issues as if they don't
mm.
For instance what ever happened to
student government and student
bodies as a force in the society that has
some impact on the society as a whole

People think UMass is a zoo and they
don't take it seriously any more than the

Students take the SGA seriously This is

why every year people get alt hepped up
Mound election time and crow about all of

ttie corruption, everyone for his own
reasons.

Some go as \mi t', tiaw»q off the pr^
with si/able ads m ff>tiirn tor obvious
favors and making ^witt puiitical moves alt

at ttw sarrw time. Others vote themselves
tmmfi which even if deserved they were c^-
t^ned m a rather underhanded way
We have a government now that is split

down the middle. One side passes
elaborate motions which it never acts upon
and can't because its implementers are not
committed to them And the other com
plains, complains, complains mostly
tiecause it feels it hasn't got its sha^d of

power . And actually no one gets a thing ac
complished that can be said to be useful for

generations to come. No one reali?es the
physical resources and human energies that

go into these "piddling" activities.

For me as a veter?;i of the SGA I would
like to see something more beneficial come
from my $70.00 If not then give me a
referendum on an optional tax and I'll be
free to keep my money!

Renee Mobley
Asst. Black Affairs Editor

Letter-to-the-Editor

Collegian discontent

I think its time to add my voice to ttie

ctiorus of dia^ontent with ttie CoHi-gian.

When I first came to UMass I

thought ttiat the Massachusetts Daily
Collegian was one of the best college
papers in tl«e country. It had a good
mix of student. k>cal, national, and in

ternational news. Most of all, ttiough,
there were tt«e editorial pages. They
were probably the most popular sec-
tion of ttie paper. Students were able
to use it as a real forum for debate.
"I'm againet ttw," "I'm for it," "No,
you're both wrong" type of editorials

stimulated a big response from the
campus. It was what the editorial
pages should Im. and student support
for this was illustrated by a high
volume of letters.

Yet what dowe tiave now? Ttie title "Ttie

Massachusetts Daily Dollar Saver" with ttie

motto "More ads per column inch ttian any
other college paper in the country" aptly

sums up its present content.

I'm told I don't understand economics.
The Collegian is in debt. There are space
limitations. So in the face of these
economic constraints (created by
who's mismanagement) what do we
get^ That is, besides more ads.-

^ie news department is o.k. Although
there's a lot of nuws that just doesn't seem
to make it past the "economic
constraints." Did the Collegian every report

student Jose Pontes death or, the number
of "racial incidents" on the campus? Or,

ttie increase of rapes and what can we do
to stop them? Doesn't investigative jour-

nalism reach out to the minority com-
munities or even as far as Southwest,
which is a tinder box right now.

Moving right along, there's the once-
loved editorial pages. Here's where we real-

ly get to know economics. These pages us-

ed to tie pretty open. Anyone could write

and there were many provocative people
writing.

Now we have to put up with the con-

descending and arrogant views of a former

editor turned columnist. He just discovered
that the women who quit the Collegian in

disgust, could write. And they even (yes,

it's true Mikey) could put out a newspaper
all by themselves.

Another columnist dribbles down his

•mouth, turns it in, and all the editors sit

around admiring its cuteness and humor.
Then there's the cartoonist that thinks

TURN TO PAGE 5

Queen Mother:
guiding star

Friday. March 9, 1979

Coile^iqn

BLACKAFFAIRS

Queen Mother Moore spoke at the Student Union Ballroom last Tuesday
night. (Photo by Ed Cohen)

"Everyone is named for land.

This tells Irom whence you came.

Imagine Africa producing people

with 'Negro ' for a name.
No matter where he is born,

especially those captured and
s^d through no fault of their own"

Queen Mother Moore
(The Enijmatic Eloise Moore's Philosophy and Works)

By TERRELL EVANS
Collegian Staff

Queen Mother Moore
was born in the backwoods
of Louisana in 1896, now at

the age of 81 she is still one
of the foremost spokesper
sons for the rights of Black

in the United States.

Queen Mother, whose
stave name is Audtey Moore
became very active in 1919
when she heard Marcus
Garvey speak at a rally. She
was also greatly influenced

by her sister Eloise Moore,
who was an elder to

Malcolm X and who also

was poltically active m the

first part of this century.

With no formal education
except to the third grade.

Queen Mother is self-taught

and IS considered to be a

storetiouse of knowledge
on world history and
African history in particular.

In 1970, Public School 68 in

New York City, was renam-
ed in honor of Eloise

Moore.

Queen Mother now
resides in New York Oty.
her home has been set afire

and also the Queen Mother
Moore Institute for Treat

ment of Oppression
Psychoanalysis was also set

afire.

Queen Mother has
founded several organiza-

tions including the Univer-

sal Association of Ethiopian

Women and Mt, Addis
Ababa which is an educa
tional and cultural Centet

located in New York.

Ramsey
Lewis
tonight
Ramsey Lewis will be
appearing at Sm.lh College

Friday, March 9 at 8:00
p.m. in John M. Green Hall

(the building facing the Five

College bus stop) Tickets

are $4 00. Brother Ban will

be selling them in New
Africa House and in the

Hatch. They are going fast,

so get them while you can.

LUTHER By Brumsic Brandon.
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Announcements
Drum needs you

Drum needs you on its staff. Check us out every Thursday
at 4:30 p.m. in room 114 New Africa House. Any one
interested in writing poetry, fiction or any other literary

pieces for the next Drum issue should also attend. The
deadline is April 17th.

CCEBS library

The CCEBS library, located in the New Africa House will
be open on Sundays from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Speakers on Zimbabwe

Robin Khosah and Tano Whande will speak on the
Freedom struggle in Zimbabwe vs. Ian Smith's internal

settlement plan on March 13th. They will speak in troom
903 of the Campus Center at 7:30 p.m.

Ujima Classic

On Saturday March 10, beginning at 12 noon in the

Amherst College new gym, the Amherst College Afro

American Society presents its 3rd ANNUAL UJIMA
CLASSIC BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT Featured will be

lop area talent from 13 schools. They are Boston
Univeisity, Holy Cross, STCC, AlC, Western New
Enql.ind, Wesffield State, Williams, Wesleyan, Trinity,

UH, jrtford, UConn, Anific st and defending champion
yM.iss The Society invites Hveryone to come and enjoy

ifn lLJV^. t'\/onts

# Collegian discontent
CONT FROM PAGE 4

w^erybody's an asshole and takes particular
Ijetight in scrawling cartoons that insult

ffwiwity students.

I'm rwt criticizing their right to be ar-

lOgant, childish, stupid, and insulting But
what else is there on the editorial pages.
Many columnists have been dropped,
discouraged or harassed The executive
editor helps the writers with comments like

"loo long, I don't print anything over 14" or
"or rewnte it " "why, " "just rewrite it" Not
"well it's boring" or "poor sentence con-

struction " or 'too hard to follow' but "19,
too long " Economic priorities have
resulted in:

Alt the radical writers aren't writing
anymore (or have watered down their
pieces so much as to make them pointless)
Many women saw fit to go and establish
their own newspaper Couldn't the editors
find a women's editor when there were two
women who've been trying to write for two
semesters (and getting nothing but flack for
their efforts). Why can't the Collegian get
along with Nummo News>

"Economics" and Collegian policy deci-
sions are producing an empty paper There

IS no longer an exciting forum for debate;
many news items concerning the campus
are not picked up, and many sections of the
campus are insulted and alienated with the
paper About the only thing it's good for is
to find out when the A&P is having a sale
<yt h«i^^^,

te^^erybody else or is something fun
damentally wrong with the Collegian > The
Collegian doesn't even publish a notices
column for events and meetings every day
anymore Who is it serving? What good is

It? I feel that I must join the ranks of the
people that don't want to write for the Col
legian anymore.

Before Nummo News is purged by the
Gang at the Collegian (and aM this is not
meant for the many hard working people
down there), I urge the students to deluge
the Collegian with leners and call on the
Senate to nwve towards an open student
rearing on the CoHegiant

Charles Bagli
Revolutionary Student Brigade

former Collegian Commomator h Col-
u m n I s t

Electronic Engineers
Solid State Physicists
Computer Scientists

BS/MS/PhOs

Come Grow
With Us!

V

We're AMI—
(American Microsystems Inc.).

an innovative major designer and
manufacturer of MOS/LSI circuits.

ON CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
THURSDAY,
MARCH 15

• .1 ( en! Otl.rc

AMI 1$ the Industry L««d«r in CuSton^ Circuit de
»iQfi and fn«nul«Clufing ana an innovator ol
«nicrop»oca»sor mtmery and teiccommunica
)io»»* products lor ih» EOP conjuiner and com
municalions rnarkvls

AMI uses mor# r«a|or processes - PMOS NMOS
CMOS and VMOS - and more variations ol these
processes man any allifi C^iaCAy >" the
InduSlrv '

Besides p»oviding unusual opporiumiies to ^«>

com# actively invoi*ed m advanced Slate o> fn
Aft !ecnnoir>Q» AMI oMers eiceptionai sai*nes
and Oenetifs an eit'erneit modern «iOfk »n
viionmeoi and accelerated career ad*ancem#nt

If inierytew not convertiant please contact
Manager ol College Raiatlons

AMI.
AMfRICAN MICROSYSTfMS l\C

MX) Homestead Road
Santa Clara CA 95051
i408i 246 03X

2300 BucksKir' Road
Pocateiio lO 13201
1306)233 4690

»'» S" f gu« OptK>'fi,''.frf mo'cir»' VfH

OMA

Open House at

Phi Mu Delta

March 10, 1979
8:00 p.m. -1:00 a.m.

DJ, hot dogs, 3 beers for $1.00

located in Frot/Sor Pork

On Tuesday and Wednesday
March 13'th and 14'th From 11 AM to 6 PM
Elections will be held in the following locations

For the SGA Presidency and

Campus Center Board of Governors

Sylvan/Northeast: Worchester D.C.

Central: Franklin D.C.

Southwest: Hampshire D.C.

(Crampton-Kennedy side)

Orchard HUl: Dickenson Dorm
Southwest: Berkshire D.C.

(MacKimrnie-Moore side)

Commutors: Hatch Front

Greeks: Newman Center Lobby

Students must have a current U-Mass I.D

and vote in their designated precinct in

accordance with their area constituency

Student Power Begins Here!
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Student sneaked a nip

[Ffiday. March 9. 1979
Friday. March 9. 1979

NORTHAMPTON M/»|^ Smith student
Mary Dickinson, who won $2,500 from her
mother for going a year without booze
admitted 'erday thai she sneaked a nip'
But |usi tit
The, aheih, transgression came last
summer when she quietly took a drink
Of taquilA whita at a Washington D Cmm
Ms Dickinson, 20, is a sophomore at

Smith Colleqe Wednesday night on

• Budget
CONT FROM PAGE 3

make recommendations to the provost ar»d
the administration as to what departments
should get less, or perhaps even more
resources After that, tt s out of oui
hands."
Both Weiler and Moore were quick to

point out that anything at this stage is
strictly tentative When the committee has
completed its methodology it must be
approved by a two thirds majority of the
Faculty Senate with at least two thirds of
the members present

the anniversary of her dry year, she
quaffed a glass of schnapps, broke her
fast and was joined by hundreds of
fellow students in a raucous, dancing
and drinking celebration that filled
Smith's pastoral quadrangal until
almost dawn
And the revelry continued last night
Ms Dickinsor. of Brainard, NY. held a
gala invitation only bash to be paid for
with part of her S2 500 reward,

* Laws
CONT FROM PAGE 1

law will restrict his bands from u$ir>g recent
music Til have to use music that is in the
public domain the only music I'll be able to
use that is recent is the music published
usually written for high school level bands.
It isn't the quality we've been using," he
said.

"The way I've heard it is that the
publishers are waiting to catch someone in

an infnngement Then there will be a test
case and we'll find out how far we'll have to
go," Parks said

ADVERTISEMENT

The by-laws of the SGA Constitutkifl jprovide that abiiM^e
ballots shall be made available to students who for a justifiable

reason cannot vote at the polls. If you wish to vote with an absentee
ballot you must sut>mit a written signed request includingreason.

to the Chairperson of the Governmental Affairs Committee of the

Student Senate. Arrangements will then be made for an election

official to bring a certified ballot to you.

The official deadline for requests is 4 pm March 1 0. Late re-

quests will be accepted but there can b 3 no guarantee that they
will be honored.

Don't squander your right to rhoose who will represent you on
the Board of Trustees and" Board of Governors. Send in your re-

quests, if needed, for an absentee ballot today, in care o^.

Anthony Johnson - Governmental Affairs Chairperson

Rm. 420 Student Union Building

STADIUM
"THINK SPRING,

SCORE WITH
THESE SPECIALS"

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S WEEK
presents

LOCAL WOMEN'S
MUSIC FESTIVAL
Friday, March 9-8 p.m. -SUB

NOBUKI IN CONCERT
Saturday, March 10-8 p.m. -SUB

Both events are FREE and open to all

cMvlirs
MONMyiS
MOiSON NIMfr

79c Molsons every
Mon. night

TUCSDM IS SNOT

Happy Hour prices
on shots and beer
every Tues. night

4

—

$00b tuiTifS

onf

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3 8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DPINKS-85C

gootrfooliXrlinnU
1 Pray St. Amherst, Mass. 549-5403

LIQUORS

Micheiob 8*20 cs. bott.

Molson Golden Ale 9*40 cs.

6/2.40 bott.

Tuborg 6*90 cs.

Miller 7.20 cs.

Budweiser bottles T«20 case

CHECK OUR KEG PRICES!
HUGE SELECTION OF WIME!

HOURS:
9 a.m."

11 p.m.

/u5f past the UMass Stadium, next to A & P
in the new Shopper's.Park

UNIVERSITY DR.

253-9341 or 2S3-9342

DELIVERY ($7.00 min.)

c:oilruiai)

Government
by DeLima
Back in the 1^X)s, Al Hamilton Tom

Jullufson and oihurs yot together and
w»ot« Mrhai hat tMcome knmvn as the
Constitution of the Unuod Status The
I onhtifiJtion, amont] other things. Uitnuni
Uw hMMarchv of AmcfH ,in governrtient
This hwtarchv was dtviUed into ih»»>e

tlwanthtts llw unecuttve, toyislativ*- ,ind

^luditial. a division became known as
c^tutki Hr«1 tirtlrtnc Bs ar»d ««»f>arntion of
l«jw«rs,

Thi; Unitwl Stdt«.'s constitution served as
a mo l«l for other qov»Hnmvnial bodies m
thi'iountfv

But, apparenilv what is the norm of
conMitulNmal t^vefnmijnt doesn't apply to
UMosR, liutciuMi the enecutive. legislative

and ludiciai brancfws of ttm UMass student
'lovernmenl all seem to be undii the
t «>nt»ol of one |)erson. senate speaker Bfian
DrLiina

Ot'Liina who was appointed, and r^t
• •li.tti'd to th«r senatf has managed togatn
cuntrul lit all thrtte l)ranthes Hh was in

m\r way o» anothr^r. as much a key as
anyont- m last fall's presidential election of
Hr-rl) Tyson and Jon Hensleigh Hensleigh
li.isn t rlonr* tno much as president, ana
Tyson dtfvnles most of his time to his

iluiii.-s as a UWass trustee and thus doesn't
coiK'jrn himsi'lf with the domgs of the
s<>->att; In thai way. DeLima can enercise
at thofity normally reserved for ewecutive
offiL«;rs

This week. OeLima gained control of the
|udi( lat hranth of the student government,
wlun thi- srnati' like a spellbound religious

(lilt, follnwfd thi.' Wishes of DeLima and his
h«;nchmen and fired the student attorney
(lenural, Robin Adams The senate then
.ippointed a close DeLima follower, Larry
Manrli.'l, as the new attorney general

Granted. Adams attempted to knock
Di'Liina out of his speakership m a prac
m.illy staged trial this week The trial

JoeQuinlan

|u(l(|es, appointed by Adams, ruled that
(ontinuing education students, like

DeLima would be ineligible to serve in

student government But )ust because
Adams was playing a political game that
DeLima s gang didn t like, doesn't mean
they should be able to ignore a judicial

d«!tision and dispose of an uncooperative
attorney general

The |)olitics of the student senate don't
excite too many students And, as such, it

shouldn t But the fact that these abusers
of constitutional government also decide
how to spend more than $1 million should
arouse the students' interests, because the
$1 million spent by the senate is paid by
students

By the way. there's a student president
election next Tuesday and Wednesday,
and some of those faces of the present
DeLima run senate are candidates
Jnr Uiiuil.in IS Editoi III Chief ut the
C.nlh'iji.ill

Editorial/Opinion

A note from our
Chancellor

Recently an increasing number of
racially motivated incidents have occurred
on our campus. There has been verbal and
physical harassment of Black and Hispanic
students by white students. It is m
response to this situation that the Chan
cellor and Vice Chancellors reaffirm their

position against such incidents which are
dangerous, not simply unhealthy Such
behavior will not be tolerated on this
campus The University will take strong,
appropriate, prompt action against any
person identified as responsible for such
behavior

These incidents range from the writings
of racial epithets on students' doors to
.ii.tual physical assault This kind of
behavior is -serious, inexcusable, and wilf

not be tolerated. Verbal assaults either
written or spoken -are clearly in

flammatory and constitute a real threat of
physical violence. Incidents of physical
harassment not only pose a threat to
personal safety; they also present an
unnecessary barrier for all students who are
trying to successfully complete their
education at the University. It is with
concern for the "development and main
tenance of the University community that
this statement is issued

Israel part of 'hypocritical witchhunt'
By YITZHAK SANTIS

Of the approximately one hundred coun
tries in the world that trade with South
Africa, Israel is continuously singled out by
the Arabs and their supporters m a
hypocritical witchhunt that is designed to

drive a wedge of mistrust between the
Black and Jewish peoples Israel's trade
with South Africa is not to be justified and I

am not setting out to do so in this writing,

rather I will put Israel's trade- with South
Africa into proper perspective by uncover
ing the ridiculous double standard that is

applied to Israel on this issue.

Israel makes up only two-fifths of one
percent of the total foreign investment in

South Africa which is infinitely smaller than
the share of many Arab and some African
countries. To illustrate this, of the $19
billion foreign investment in South Africa,

Europe invested S13 billion, Africa some
S572 million and Asia $400 million INew
York Times Nov. 6 1977).

*

The Communist Bloc, a steadfast sup
porter of the Arab cause, maintains vital

connections with South Africa. Besides
marketing their huge diamond output
through South Afnca, the Soviets also sell

large amount of arms to South Africa. CBS
News reported on Nov. 4, 1977 that, "up to
50 percent of arms imports for private sale
now come from Czechoslavakia and the
Soviet Union " CBS's source was a Soviet
arms catalogue obtained from a South
African gun shop where Soviet made Baikal
shotguns, and Czech Brno automatic rifles

were displayed next to American made Colt
pistols!

As for the Arabs, while they show their

sincere support of Black Africa and con
demn Israel for its ties to South Africa, they
carry on an ever increasing trade with
Pretoria. On April 24, 1976, the Lebanese
newspaper al Hadaf wrote, "The Arabs

met with maximum success m their ai
tempts to conceal the fac. that South
Africa is receiving Arab oil; reciprocating
Afncan support for the Arabs with the flow
of oil to Black Afnca's major enemy " In

deed, oil supplies from Iraq, Qatar, and
Kuwait totaled 10% of South Africa's oil

imports in 1974 i World Energy Supplies
1950 1974 published by the United
Nations)

Arab relations with South Africa,
however, are not just limited to oil supplies
A few examples: the royal family of Kuwait
controls up to $80 million worth of in

vestments in South Africa through
holdings in the Lonrho (London and
Rhodesia) Corporation Ithat is 23% of the
corporation's stock); remarking on the
Arab's insatiable lust for gold. President
Julius Nyerere of Tanzania complained bit

terly about the "hundreds of millions of
dollars worth of trade between the Arab
states and South Africa in which they ex-
change oil for gold" The Metal Bulletin on
June 14, 1977 was very specific in naming
Saudi Arabia, the Gulf, Iraq, Egypt, Syria,
Jordan and Yemen as, "providing the main
thrust for gold demand . Direct shipments
to these countries (from South Africa)
amounted to 500 million tons of gold per
year, one third of the global supply '" A lit

tie quick figuring will show that that comes
to about $4 billion of Arab monies thrusted
into the Apartheid economy each year!

But Black Africa has discovered this

double faced policy of the Arabs and is

beginning to re-evaluate their attitudes
towards the Middle East. In 1973, under in

tense economic pressure from the Arabs,
many Black African nations cut diplomatic
relations with Israel, thus ending many
years of economic coofJeration with the
Jewish state. But in 1976 disillusionment
began to show publicly and Ray Kakraba
Quarshire of The Echo of Ghana (June 6,

1976) showed his this way, "In 1973 the

Arabs were able to get member states of
the OAU (Organization of African Unity) to
break diplomatic relations with Israel And
what did we get in return? Higher and
higher oil prices As if that were not
enough, the Arabs sought to placate the
over 40 independent African states with the
psaltry sum of $200 million to alleviate the
harsh oil prices. What is $200 million to 40
states when the sum is not even enough to
meet Ghana's crude oil bill? " The Sunday
Times of Nigeria on April 10, 1977. under
the headline "We Should Re open
Diplomatic Relations With Israel,

"

declared, "It is disgusting to see that we are
prepared to go to any length with the Arabs
even when they supply oil to South
Africa." And the Kenyan Daily Notice
reported on Sept. 2, 1977 that, "Arabs are
buying South African gold like hotcakes,
thus helping to sustain that country's
abominable policy of apartheid. Arabs
who sought and continue to woo our sup-
F>ort have become business partners in

building the South African economy" The
article continues, "'Research has shown
that Black Africa gained much more from
Israel before the Yom Kippur War in terms
of trade, technical assistance and training

of personnel than they have gained from
Arab petrodollars.""

The issue therefore is not Israel's trade
with South Africa, but the cruel attempt by
the Arabs to polarize the Black and Jewish
peoples by blowing out of proportion
Israel's trade with South Africa (once again
not to be justified, but put into proper
perspective in relation to the rest of the
world's trade with South Africa) while de-
nying their own immense business with
Pretoria in order to "woo support" for their

narrow and draconic goal of wiping Israel

off the map.

Y,</h.ik S,int,s /.s .1 Cnllrqmn Commmtati >r

Letters to the Editor
No show means
no votes, Herb
To the Editor:

// s'oii ,itr ,1 si.'/ious cindnlatr, Hrih
Tv.nii ynii ciiuld hnvo fouled mr I s,it

,1/1(1 w.iiifd, \tti no ,iv.iil\ lut yuu to show
ill' .Hill N/ir,;A ,i( riyuveinment meeting at

nn (liiini WiHlnt\s(liiy night.

/n hglit of youi fifisf nun visitnlity in

iloiiv fioliiKjs you/ sudden inteiest in out
(loiin ijovi'ininmt just tjcfuie elections

i.nsril ,1 fryv Oyebiaws Youi in

I iin\nli'i,iiion h,is lost you one vole foi
sun' ,uul jtossifily ,i fryy ofhivs

'Bravo Steve!'

Liz Clark owski
Southwest

To the Editor
I ii'iuf Strvr Z.n-k's cofumn on

i,voinrn's /j,j,sAr'//j.»// yt'sWid,iy and Wiis

pfi-.ist'd to sec tfiat Hie CoUfgiiin s per
sptu live Ihis hecoine a bit bm.idei Tf'e

ini.iiihiiiiin ivirfi nwn's basketball h, is died
Willi disiihil season and suddenly ofhei

spoil-, .ippr.ii III! cinipos Bi.ivo Sfeye'
Huf (Inil't stop now

WI),H makes fm a pupuii ,..'> j>,,,

.inswri sfvv^'s to he niei!:.i ,.ir...H;r

fiiiw I .in ,1 spoil be populii *' no ^me
knii^ys .ilhiiif It'' Till' H.unpshi,-- u.it'rnr

C.inifil e^ tfiisn't' I'iiyei .up' i'* fhr r/rvv,

wlir/r w.is the Cnllru'i.in''

Si' S'r<.r ,;,'f ,,f> thr h,)ll ,ind s1.ll t

IxIIdWioi; sM/fir , it the othei spnits on
I inipiis Villi II likr w/i./f you fi'Uj

s w
Hartley
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Around campus
Women 's music tonight
The Valley Women's Music Festival is scheduled for

tonight at 8 as part of International Women's Week The
tree concert m the Student Union Ballroon will featureseven different acts, including Verg.e Kelly singer and
pianist and Carol Crawford s.nger pianist and songwriter
Drummer Claire Arenius will do an improvisational piece

with <ldncer Valery Feit. a dance instructor at Mt Holyoke
Lollege, who has danced professionally with the Alvin
AilHv company of New York

Police arrest rock-thrower
UMa^ police Wednesday arreted a UMass student for

throwing rocks through a dormitory window #i^ ^C^¥«J a

theft complaint from a puza vendor
Brent R Goldstein, of TwArksbury was charged with

malicious destruction for throwing rocks through a window
at Gorman House in the Central Residential area, according

to UMass Sgt Michael R Grabiec
Police also received a complaint from a BsN't pizza

vendor who said two pizzas were stolen while he was
delivering pizzas m the Southwest Residential Area,

NYC Balle tperforms
The New York City Ballet Company will perform a special

event featuring world renowned dancers, Patricia

McBridge and Jean-Pierre Bonnefous, Monday March 12,

at tfie UMass Fine Arts Center.

The program includes "Hayden Concerto,"
chcKeographed by Bonnefous, and "Izesiala, Who Cares^'

and "Balachine," choreograph^ by George Balanchine
For more information, contact the Fine Arts Box Office

filbert Gordon to perform
Singer Roben Gordon will be f^Mrmng tomorrow

night at 9 p m at the Hatch
Following a stint with the New York Band, Tuff Darts,

Gordon has become Amenca's leading modern exponent
of 'rockabilly, the synthesis of black and country musics
first popularized in the 1950 s by ENvs Presley and others.

ii .is,«iil SI Th.,)li

THI-:
CrRATi:iT)L
j; DKAD The

G'Qiefui Dfod
Cofxen

fxpefie'xe

okx5t« inyde

Th^Deod
"> whoi ihey ore

to the<Tiielve>s

and to the" loos

IN 50 TEIRS WHCN nOPlt KKANT

TO KNOW WHir t ROCK CONC(RT WIS

imi IMtYURfftR TO THIS MOVIE

CiW iT 3'- GliiT«S

CONCMTUUIiONS CMItrui ouo
*OUV( CII(tT(OI MlSTtRflfCt

int MCK N RMi r^M TO otrt

NOW!
7 & 9:15 weekdays
Midnight show

Friday and
Saturdays

N.,nh,m(Hon *».IHr.

Harrington calls for full employment
Bv HANS SCHULZ
Ci>lli'gi,iti Stjft

Socialist Michael Harrington last night called for a
political force including minorities, trade unionists and
women to demand a national policy of full employment.
which he said would be a beginning in attacking the
structural problems ' of the American economy
Addressing a group of 250 at Amherst College's

Johnson Chapel, Harrington, the chairman of the
Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee, said inef

fective "short run" solutions to "long run' economic
problems dating back to the New Deal have yielded what
he characterized as stagflation

Harrington said the United States will have to rely on tfw
Democratic and liberal left, in the absence of a strong
socialist force in this country, to Isegin forging political

solutions to deal with " multi national oligopolies which
till late prices on the market '

He accused the Carter administration of continuing
former President Nixon's economic policy of "judicious

increases in unemployment to achieve price stability.
'

which, he added, "is very judicious except for those
unemployed"

President Carter, he suggested, "is behaving this way
because solutions lie along the lines of structural change
There is systematic confusion arising from the inability of

normal, incremental liberalism.

Harrington said he did prefer President Carter's inaction
to California Governor Jerry Brown's proposed con
stitutional amendment to assure a balanced federal
budget, dismissing Brown as an "opportunistic
demagogue"

"We cannot run a modern economy m a constitutioi^
amendment that guarantees a balanced budget, whi^
would open a new era m political lying. " Harrington said.
He said he would 'hesitate about one millisecond"

iMjfore supporting Senator Edward Kennedy for president
in 1980 if Kennedy chose to run A problem, he said, is

there is .m .ihsence of charismatic and believable liberalsm
politics btisides Kennedy

Harrington agreed with Pronositron 13 advocates tf^
"taxes are an outrage, " but said the tax system itself is at
fault Th«' inisiak*' people make is that they dont obiect
to the tax system, tiut to what taxes buy" he said

He chdiged that the Carter administration's response Ml
unemplnyment is to define it out of existence by deter
mininq ih.it fi pt-icrnt unemployment is full employment'*
and to bkime the emergence of women into the labor fori*
as a cause for high unemployment figures

ALL STAR
DAIRY FOODS

24 Hour Store %
AMHERST'S

ONLY
Now open ALL DAY and ALL NIGHT with milk, groceries, -^f

sandwiches, posfry, hot coffee, cold soda and assorted -^
munchies. We accept food stamps. ^

Amherst All Star t
87 Main St., Amherst Town Hall Bus Stop ^

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

f-Ui iruria rrlcv^rUie ,

^ean-r'ierre iSonn^fc

ana i^om

onn^foui

ipanif

The Fine Arts Center proudly presents these
incomparable artists Milh their own company in a special

Balanchine Evening

MONDAY, MARCH 12 8 P.M.
Tickets now on sale General Public - $7, 6. 5

UMass students - S5. 4, 3 Senior citizens and other

students- $6, 5, 4

Fl!€ /RTS CENfER CNCERT H4.L
Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-251

1

and New England Ticketroh Locations.

/^ ATTENTION
COLLEGE STUDENTS

=^

"toil m,»v ill' i''

M h« Jrtrship I h«

'

i I U.K., ii-.it Air I ..r. 1 H( )!(

'iin nil liidc- 'mi' 'iii'ii -n l,»h

. • • . ;ii<if(iM;,i 1,1 ,1 f<'i" il>ut -I'li'i lit !> ir li'vt

• • inii *
1 ( K I ,1 !ip- inth f !> 'ri'i^ ti m i!i > ,< iii ijii.ii

Ntid irni^! I|.|l.( ,|t li'.!-.! tvl.i< '.IMF-- 't )!,|llli.|ti- III

iiiKk^ijr.ulii.tii' wi irk f<'tii,iiiiinij| .ind ln> vaiiIiihi Iu mtxi'

VtMiT n.ilMit) .)t It is! (( 11 r ,(',«« ,1s ,jf) Air I nr< c nffii i-r

S< hohirships .ire ,k,iiI.iI>I«- Id simk'nts iaIm> i ,in iju.ili!'

Iiir pilot navi^itor or tnissilc tr,!imnq .ind to thosi

'''.' re ni,tH >nny in siMtn led Ici hnii ,»l ,ind ndnU-* hni

I li ,11 (idfmn disriplincs )ti i itIiim s( k'hIiIk ,iriMs in

iM'k'rqr.idufit*' nursing or prfnu'(ii( ,\\ dcjrfi-

\u,^~ Not) s( (loiiirstiip sludt^^'s i'nroll4'<i in tin- Air

i ' •!. I R( ) I ( f A< I v<J^r firoqT.itn iilsu n-i i-ivt' the *'H)')

niiiTi!»,K, !,i\ 'riT .illfK^.irii «• iiist hki» tin- si tiol.irsdip

studt'nts find out today jhou* i tAo^c^r Air lord'

R()TC ^rht>lf»r> hip ,»nd ahtjiit !hi ,\ir 1 dtlv Wriv of lid'

Your Air F ore o KOTf 1 1 >uns^» ha* Ifw dftiiiU

^
CALL 5 2437

tt^

ROTC

zs as zz ss as az 3g ag ag

VOTE JAY HENEY-
MARK VASSALOTTI

FOR SGA CO-
PRESIDENTS

IT STARTED AS A JOKE, BUT THEY'RE
NOT LAUGHING NOW!

HELP THE TROUBLED SGA GET BACK
ON ITS FEET ONCE AGAIN.

irS YOUR ONLY CHANCE.

Dates: Monday, March 12

Tuesday, March 13

1

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 ^ CLQA Q1C;'3 MOUNTAIN fARMS MAIL
R. OOH-»IOO BOUTl 'J HADlEV MASS

"aDIJITSsJSO STUDfNTSa, SR CITIZENS WITH AMC CARD S? OO TWI LITF SHOW SI BO
THILDREN SI 25 SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTS EXCLUfJED

(TLS) INDICATES TWI-LITE SHOW-TICKETS ON SALE 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO TLS

ICUKT iASTWOOD
WIUTURN YOU

'EVCRV
IWNicnWay
But Loose'
Co-starring Sondra Locke

jFri. and Sat. (TLS 5:00)-7:30-9:45

ISun. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:00)8:30

PQ] Matinee (Sat.-Sun.)-2:00

M II SIMON S FINAL
WEEK

THESE ARE THE
J^ ARMIES OF
fn THE NIGHT.I

Fri. & Sat. (TLS 5:151-7:45-10:00

Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:15)-8:30|

R Matinee (Sat.-Sun.)-2:15

ZK 33= If ag- SB zr ss zs

rhfbcstfvM»-lMMjr

\acatkHiinUmn!
Mjn M4j Wjliif M«ntuM

MhIwh-K Jim lUim Mj«

HilMiFstn KHfunl IVmh

kidi' HmAi Mjkkh' S«nilii

Ipri. and Sat. ITLS 5;0OI-7:3O-9:45

ISun. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:00)8:30

pr. Matinee (Sat.-Sun.)-2:1S
l:H,III.Ii.I :I .I IHi"^< .'HJ:imi.ff

ROBBY
BENSON

^ ICE^
Fri. & Sat. (TLS 5:00) 7:30-9:45

Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:00)-8:;

po Matinee (Sat.-Sun.?-2:00

CoHegian

'1 UKE 10 PlAY BASEBAU
AND I UKE TO DRINK UTL

MOST PEOPLE WOULD RATHER
WATCH ME DRINK LITL"

Marv Throneberry
Baseball Legend

c 1979 MiKer Bfowing Co Milwaukee Wis
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400 view'Marx on her Mind'
«y FfiAN BASCHi
CoUegmn Stsff

^Mjt ^)0 pec^to ent«r«d the rrwwl'of
9^m Murphy, songwriter and union
organuer

. as Little Flags Theatre presented
Marx on H^r Mind," in Bowker

AMMtormm last night.

The play takes place while Murphy, a
waitress at a chain restaurant, is waiting for
her teyfriend Mark She thinks ^ateut
wganuing a union, reads Marji, Writes
labor songs and dreams of fighting with
Cf^ Guvera in the Bolivan jungle.

Her tfHHjghts are presented by two i/^m
^^, one an artibrtious idealist telling Billie

to writ© sor^gs and think up speech^ for a
union organising meeting, white the other,
a torthnght realist pro& tm to Mt ice
c^atn, and to go to ^mi^.

Little Flags Theatre, a BcMton tuMd
troupe, presented the p^ as part of lnt«
national Women s Week ami a tmn^it fw
tt»e Che Lumumba tcho^
The dialogue was clever and political.

targeted at large corporations, sexiMn.
tetevision and e\«n sociaHst id^M.
Tfw group's flbiNtv to iwake fun of the

Ideas they presented was useful in driving a
point home don't take yourself too
^riously An example of this ability is when
Che Guvera and BiHie are m the jungle and
he asks her to get the other guerillas ice^am.
^'9^ corporations got theirs too WhenBMW tr^ to have her phone fixed, she

shouts at the operator "I'd take my
twwness elsewhere but there's nowheree^ to take it, " and after the laughter
You're a monopoly'"
When Biltie rememtefs her boyfriend's

calling her a castrater she thinks of words
for what a man does to a woman that is
swntfar, and realises the word doesn t exist.
Her made up words clitoratw" Antf
tube iwr delighted the audience
C^ie song that ran throughout the perfor

mance. "Self Sufficient' was excellent
poking fun at the image of a liberated
ttj(Wwo«wn. again making the audience
laugh BiM«, with hats that ranged from a
TOlar energfzmg helmet to give her energy
Ito be self sufficientl. to a telephone that
speaks french and operates on her body s
energy. showMl women to be self
sufficient, while retaining a sense of humor

r 10 OFF every 9200 Xerox copy T
I

(incl. reproductions)
j

I Unlimited value with this ad |

! Good until 3/15/79 I

X
SO GONE HES

UNFORGETTABLE!

vsr

RoBeltr
CORDOH-.

first two singles,

Red Hot" and Fire;'

made nirr one ol the

mosttaiked about

tncdIbtslnrocK n'roll.

swmg

, Mies.

[IIMKnness

otenerfly

Amotion as oM
iSieltitseil Wetcome

"flel«BltlyBooQie:'the

«Ad first altxjm on

liCA Records from

RotKft Gordon,

^

See ROBERT GORDON in concert
Saturday, March 10, at The Hatch.

"ROCK BILLY BOOGIE" is

available at:

Platterpus, Northampton 1

iLIoliegyiri n

Loca/musicians cut loose
By M/CHAPL SUSSMAN
Ciilh'gi.tn SUiH

Local music got a boost kw Sunday
night as the Joe Plat/ Ensemble and the
Drums' Dreamland Dance Band cut loose
in Northampton's City Studio Theater
The concert was part of the People's

Music Festival, a five month series which
has f»'atiired local musicians every Sunday
night since January.

Atcofrlinq to Tim Moran, a UMass music
gradual. ;tu festival put together by the
musicians ilieinselves, is a means for local
musicians to take control of the production
of rnusit out of the hands of club owners
and record companies

The musicians also hofM to b^g the
large numl>er of Pioneer Valley musicians
tog«»ther and to provide a showcase for the
artists

Tlie show was led off by the J5e Plat;
Er»serT^le which has grown from Plat/ s
original conception of a percussion en
seinble into a full ja// group with a poly
rhythmic l>ase Congas and percussion by
Plat/. Phil Teahan and Mike Tiberio
provided the driving Calypso beat of the
kick off nuintn'f Sonny Rt^lins's "St.
Thomas Two of the area's brightest
woodwind talents. Marty Schreiner and
Join Weeks, fillerl !h.> hall with the
hrillidnce of the tune

While Allen Davis on acoustic base and
Greg Pdi ori (Jrunis held the ensemble

together, some problems were apparent
Problems with the sound system left pianist
Peter Mann out in the cold And the
Ensemble has not developed the tightness
yet that will come with maturity
By the end of the set, the Ensemble was

showing what it is capable of, and
"Cubano Chant ' left the impression that
the area will see much more of these
talented artists

, The Drums' Dreamland Dance Band,
togiMlwi specially for this concert, quickly
followed with a varied program of exciting
musjc The meniheis of iht' group include
Moran on alto. Lea Macquame on tenor
Cliff White on baritone. Dave Wertman on
Bass. Tony Vai ca on percussion and Tom
MiClung on electric piano These
HHJsicians are atnontj tht- most original in
the area.

The grmjp dM two composit^is written
by Vacca out of the Chick Corea tradition
Varcu and Macquarno collalMraied on a
rhythmic version of Rollms's "Tenor
Madness '

The liest rweiv^ u^ Of* of tfw nwre
inioreslinfl com^mons was /imhabwe'
fly Moran, whith featured Vatca laying
down a h.iuniniijiv sweet hne of the
li.ilafon. .ill Af(M .in instrument which is

soint'thiiu) likf vijit's Willi (i(uirf<«. instead of
pipes M'lf.Mi 1 .lii.-d !»n- tiii ''eedom
scjiuj aruJ us biinple beauty «,jni« through,
even in the face of a less than full un
defsiaiulinq by the musicians

><AHJEE'ST>UCr
AFFORDABLY UNIQUE

Delicious and Exotic Dining
For Friends and Lovers

Midway between N hampton h Amh (Rte 9)
Sun Thur* 4 10 p m , Fri b Sat 4 11 30 p m

5849797

Premeds and Predents:
National MCAT Review Course
National DAT Revieu; Course
E.klrnMvr Irslinq pratiitp and inlrn%iv# < Idssroom r<>vi#«k
in all s*i lion» of MCAT or DAT t6 ct<t»tr<Mim h«iurs
Werkrnd i U»»rs (Kidkn, •p«>ciali«l %ns\t\t(tnf% Total
COM. imludinq mair rials. $liO

MCAT »»»*ior>* in Boston artd Spnnqdrld Amhprsl art*as

DAT s^ssiorts at Boston I'nivrrtMv

t-
NATIONAI REVIEW COURSES jt
PO Box h07t>. San Rafafl CA «»4«*n #•

Call TOLI FREE (800) 824 7H8H f^lA^ /,

Ask If jr Ofwrainr 1 16 H

JUST RIGHT.

FOR THE BIG APPETITE!!

«SUBI!i^¥=

33 E. Pleasant
Amherst (in front of The Pub)

'OPEN LATE 7 DfVS A WEEK.

ijlenoemin

i tfPlosie i
Northampton .

Only Arf.i Sho.^(iiiy

NOW Ends M^i 13

.11 ;00 and i 15

I'THE BEST BERGMAN rilivi:

IM YEARS!

wuiSm/fJomS

INGmAR DERGMAN I

INGRID DERGMAN
LIV ULLMAN

attbeCittsofSMttiMleic

JOSTENS

RING
DAYS
MONDAY

&
TUESD>SY
MARCH t2a

13

10 a.m.-
3 p.m.

special for

these two day
rings start at

only $59

. H. . l''-t.

$'0 i1»?posit ffjquifer)

MoTontaineering *Z,

i The Busclflabel is where it

all begins. Note
the snowy,
^craggy peaJcs

affixed
thereto.
They
aj?e

the
moun
taiTis.

^ou aLre the ihoun-i
taineer. And this is

an ad- The subject of
which is selecting the
proper gear for
mountaineering.
(It aU fits to-

gether so nicely,

doesn't it?)
First and

foremost, you'll
need to pop the
mountain top. For
this task, faithful moun-
taineers use a church
key Seculai* moun-
taineers use a bottle
opener. Don't be con-
fused by these antics
with semantics. Just
remember, the opener is

your primary tool. Be
true to it and it will be
true to you

Second, choose a
glass. Here the options
become immense.
German steins, hajid-

jDlown pnseners,
oldjellyjars,

that cute
little

/ .

lurch key used by
"faithful mountaineers.

)

[r. Boffo mug you've
had since third grade.

«iitiifii- ''--' ^-^ -

Be adventurous.
Experiment. Most

mountaineers have a
personal preference. You'll

develop one too.

Food is next. Proper
mountaineering, not
to mention proper nutri-

tion, requires a smorgas-
bord selection of snacks.
Some mountaineers
have suffered from a
potato chip deficiency,

a pretzel imbalance or
other serious dietary de-

fects. Plan ahead-

Comfort is crucial. Ifyou
mountaineer in

public, pick
a padded
bar stool,

preferably
one that
spins
(to facili-

tate admir-
ing the

scenery). At
home, a com-

fortable chair or sofa will
do. Rule of thumb: if it

feels good, and the police
don't seem to minci, do it.

Then turn on the
tube or spin a tune or
crack a good book. The
choice is strictly

between you and the
dominant hemisphere
ofyourbrain. Ofcourse,
some mountaineers
say the smooth, re-

freshing taste ofBusch
is entertainment enough.

thank goodness
do, because

it's an excellent
conclusion

>ft V I'li

Dorit just reaych for a beer.BUSCHHead for the mountains.

Anri. .. .1 K
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Men's and Women's

BOOT
SALE

Men's Lace Boot
and Zipper Boot
Reg. $88

SALE $49.95
Womens Cuff Boot
Reg, S90

SALE $49.95
MANY STYLES ON SALE

Heartfelt.
Leather

lU.^ N F*lcjs4Hi St . Ainhersi

mmm
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N
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What we have
tm(e IS a total

lack of respect

for the

SlUlyFleM Jmrry

ncynoMs
M.f«i Bandit**

Jacfcte Gleason

t . • M . '

~ s -. -

^miiSjSSkTmS

Ta ^m* CtoMi^ M. '

C'l^'i^f.iW ••.. • • .Cl ttj, Iti-t*.

noil 14ft. • ^i'iH,i» >*ii tMHlh !. .!_,,

Out »l,i«il,t% «i 1 .pnl tt«tl fujtn liJiHJil

»».„, J t^. (,>*^«. c .iWBillHl 1%,

J tt H IH fMai diWrt « *»»J«« M Of |».
.'
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Collegian
Classifieds

AUDIO

Pioneer recetwer. ijftip Adver^rs Qaiund

tv)'" PivntH'i caw 'cr Call Npii .tt

549 60S4 ! not horr^ >«»ave tei no

Interaudio 2000 sp«*t>*'*' divtsion of

Bose 50 ^alt powr» cap. John, 546 5990

AUTO FOR SALE

71 Ptnto. runs great. S300 549 6132

74 Vega, lov^r mi
.
new tires snows

t)fakes needs work most cell $350 •rm.

256 8005

66 Cadillac, borty w qd eng nds wh
.

good tof restoration

70 Cutlass, fu.is well new s tires

AM FM dependable S650. leave message

930 ThorT>pson. call before 10am. after 10

pm
. 5640643

1970 Ford wrndow wan. 240 ci 6 cyl .

much work done, needs steering bOK.

many new parts engine overhaul,

$1000 BO 549^07

79 Camaro Z2B. 4 spd , low mileage load

eri warranty t'' Dec 79, 773 7266

68 Mustang, looks and runs good, new
tires and exfiaust, must sell. $400 firm, call

Jim, eve . 6 4320

71 Buick, gd ures. runs great, $400.

S49-4S02. rK> rot rec tune up

ENTERTAINMENT

Hassan Oawkins Nomad EnsemWe.
Hampshire Recital Halt. 9pm. free

SouAd system for hire, perfect for cof

feehouses. discos, t>ar«d$. Rich, 564 4105

Disco 0«v« iv D L D«co Inc provides

sound, lights b OJ for your parties disco,

rock b oMws. The best at affordable prices

Call Oave or Bryan collect at 567 1715.

Hott«*t band aroJnd! "Smooth Sailing":

for bookings anywhere call John. 546-4646.

FORRiNT

^|w Cod Oround summer rentals. Den
nis b Yarmouth. 2 34 bdrms available,

rent direct and save 1 <61 7(528 0404

Room in house. $80 util. No lease

Avail imn>ed . 549-6129

_R)R SAUE

New Haxc«rt XL series, never mounted.

length 190 $100 Peter 666 3801

Must sell -Fischer C4 comps. BO,

549 6633

Used albums Excellent condition From

the BeeGees to Clapton Call 546 8182

Edelbrook Al. Hi rise for big block, Pon

tiac, $65 Gillette GR78 15. much tred. $25,

call Arnie, 546 6633

For sale -1977 Celica, 26,000 miles, ex

cellent condition $3995 or best offer Call

256 8486

Frye boots, mens 9D, exc cond
,
new

soles b heels, $35 or best Michel,

586 4533

Kastinger K2 ski boots, unused JD,

6 4636

Single mattress b box. $30, 549 1519

Indian lewelry <it ,.•••-<•
. •% Call

70 Buich Electra ih mto luns (|reat

AM FM 8 tr.„ k stf'iM, $«0 2566731.

• \.r

XC skis tall refridge •»< ' ond

542 4206

World Book Encyclopedia. ni>w 78 $100

()t» prK.HlS299 $15dmo 247 5740. even

T'U|S

Gift idea have ymir ^mtmt drawn Call

Dennis Delap 256 8732. bet 9 10 a m

FOUND

A Fiat car key on sidewalk near Moore.

owner please call 546 1469

A Micro Economics notebook, last Fn

day Owner please call 546 1469

Brn key case. N Pleas bus stop, police

sta

Found — long haired F dog w NH license,

white face, tan black markings, 666 4324

HELP WANTED

Jobs M/F! Sailboats" Cruise ships' No ex

perience High pay, see Carnbean, Hawaii.

Europe, world' Sumnr^er career Ser>d $3 96

for info to Seavirorld. BB Box 60129, Sacto

CA 95660

Exotic jobs' Lake Tahoe, Cal< Little exp

Fantastic tips (pay!, $1700 $4000, summer.

35,000 people needed m casmoes,

restaurants, rarw;hes, cruisers, river rafts'

Send $3 95 for mfo to Lakeworld, BB Box

60129. Sacto CA 95660

Student to do housework near campus 1

afternoon week, 549 6609 (after 6)

Fine Arts Editor wanted for UMass
publication, applications available at the In

dex office. CC 102 For more information

call 545-0648 Iwnting skiMs a must>

Counselors needed Jewish girls camp
Cape Cod area Athletics, waterfront,

nurses, campcraft. etc For info, call Sue.

546^^
•1O.00O-9i4.000 part time. Interesting,

easy, worthwhile. Call eve , 253 3627

Summer work w/ natiorwl firm. Travel

arKl good money CaH 253 2597

The Orchard Hill Womens Center is now
accepting applications for five work study

positions Applications are available at 112

Field, Wed , Feb 28 Wed , March 7 Due

Friday, March 9.

Central area women's center has 5 work

study positions available, applications can

be picked up at center basement Baker

LOST

Reward -lost, dark pair glasses m black

case w/ name on case Maybe in Franklin

area Please call John 546 6604

Keys on L shape keycham, please return

to yead of Residence Crabtree, NE area

Reward for return of watch with silver

band and Hopi character lost in or near the

Blue Wall Friday night, 549 6592

Please return dk brown leather wallet.

personal value, leave it with Collegian

MISCELLANEOUS

Bring home pure NH mapif sy'up sf'is

vacation Sold on Campus Cenlei con
rcmrse Tues Thurs jnd Fndays

Earn $500 1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details 'ush stamped addressed envelope.

Justus Sales. Box 112 C. Ludlow MA
01056

MOTORCYCLtS

1978 Honda. 400cc. 4 cylinder. 5500 miles

top condition rack 5' bars windshield,

many extras. S1 100, contact Jim Powers

562 9411

PERSONALS

Anyone who has had Prof Rapping for

Econ 204 Honors please call 253 2662

To the 21st floor shooteres, lets t>urn

together for the next 50 yrs Love all of you

JMB b MAL
Kris Ferry, how wouM you like to have

your ears pierced as a belated b day pre-

sent' Well happy birthday to you"^ Ji"

DJL. I know what will happen will happen,

so what's happening Rain runner.

Daniel Walsh -happy birthday and many
happy hangovers With love, your pals

from 66

DMKW. have the happiest birthday I love

you. see yqu the 19thi SSB

Ed Duh-13 missing item beir>g held for

rar>som Voosh

Vo Rob Qilbert-3 tourneys in a row is a

triple' You'll have to roll again -^J.

Margaret. Rick told me how you fecf. I'M

come begging forgiveness tomorrow. Love

always Ed

Deha tJp«No«i Irsiemhv annourtces the

formation of a chapter at UMass Initiated

members of OU please contact Ed Crane in

the Campus Center Hotel at 548 6000. ext.

7»
To Stu and Jock -give us a wiched

break from "the girls of the 2nd fk>of

JA." PS - are we still 1st options??

2A3/10/BI. fl^"a»»Md,jrv.2

Newman Club Coffee House. 9 p.m.

Fn.. March 9; ger>eral meeting 8 p.m. Sun-

day, March 11, Front Lounge of Newman
Center

Ed King has never flown a PuddteJumper
That's why he does stupid things like rais

ing the drinking age Don't be
bassackwards like Ed King Fly a Puddle

Jumper today, tiefore it's too late

Attention friends of Alpha Alpha

Alpha Its Nancy's birthday today' So
let's wish her a happy birthday' Happy bir

thday Nants"'" W' love,

DSMPMLNWKFKEDMJGJRDSEMSRSE
JPTB&Lily

To my favorite RCbA person wishing

you a great birthday on the 11th Enjoy'

Party hardy' Sal E.

Send lawyers, guns, and money, the

shit has hit the fan Vote Jay Heney and

Mark Vassalotti for SGA co presidents

Bring the Student Government back to

the students Vote for Jay Heney and Mark

Vassalotti for SGA co presidei^ls

Collegian ctatsifted rates are dady 4Sc (>«"

• .!• tanttLuVym <%%ues 40c pw hn* per

tun^n it \,0 .*»ur» 30c per line p*'

•• -r- % i(M*sh(y Mmw^wm to 38

Zap and Geof go tor tr^e gusto"

Bolanrt'ina Tuotson for co presidents

Julie. I need help wlt^ caic. please call.

Bon 253 5695
^

Onstage at Mt Farms MaM offers a 20%
discount off all reg priced merch to all

students b staff Remember your ID

For two people to Ft Lauderdale on Mar
15 or 16 Will share onving and expenses

Call Laurel or Susan at 549 M57

RIDE WANTED

2 riders wanted to Fla 3 16 79. call Sue.

6 7400, Margaret. 253 2828. females pfd

2 need ride to Fla . Palm Beach, share

drive and S. call Connie, 253 7619

Ride wanted for 2 people south. March
17, will share gas b driving, call 546 5215

Need ride to Ga 3 15 79 Call Cece.

6 4821
^

RIDERS WANTED

For 2 -share gas$ to Tampa area on 3 15

Call Margo. 253 2828 Sue. 6 7400.

A/S/A/P!

fTiders wanted to Brattleboro, Vt ,
every

weekday this semester, share $. 253 2154.

ask for Ray.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted. 1 bedroom m 4

bedroom house. N Amherst, near Puffers

Pond rK>n-smoker. bus route. r>o pets.

$100,549 6907

Roommate, own room, UM bus. after ft

665^3006;

Roommotat wanted. AprH 1st. 168 •

month, caH 566-0140. ask for Pat.

SERVICtS

Qowft aewlnt. Fair rates/ caH 6-8326 .

TO tUtLET

2 bedr. Riverglade Apt., mid-May opt to

renew, qu«t basement, bus route, $230

253P907

WANTED

Single mothers needed for interv«w,

single fathers too, please call Debbie.

546 6557, after 6

SEX FOR GRADES

Sex for grades: anyone with first hand in

formation or knowledge of this subject, call

5-3500, evenings Discretion assured

CORRECTION

Correction, Aikdo demonstration, Friday,

March 2, Boyden gym, wrestling room,

7:00

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, low cost

legal representation for UMass community

income tax preparation, appointment only

253 7617

PETS

Beautiful seal point Himalayan kitti'n

male regisiored, show qu.ility, r.iisrd with

family S125 Call Sally. 549 6253

iColk'Uicin 1 1

WmUR programming
Today

lOA M 2PM "BLACK CLASSICAL MUSIC WITH
BRIAN McCREE"

Tlw WMjnds of Leon Thomas, Marion Brown
tiltie Holiday, Ella Fit/gerald and others

12:00 NOON REPORT Fred Winer
mM- 5:30 PM "IT'S ONLY ROCK N ROLL

WITH PERRY ADLER New wave, oldies, requests:
radio the way it was and should be

BANDBOARD

N^^MfADLINES

TOWkY'SASTROLOGlCAL FORECAST
BVOONCEROW

§30 PM 6 00 PM

W^M ?AM

NEWSWATCH Vickie Bates
WEATHERWATCH Fred Winer

"S YN T HESIS** WITM STfVe SfNGIS

FRIDAY NIGHT MUSICAL MADNESS
WITH LAURIE

PHILMILSTEIN

Todaij's

DC menu
TODAY

LUNCH

Grillifd Cheese Sandwich
Mi.Mtloaf Mushrootr Sauce

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

HAVE DONE
En<£RX THING 6uT

tmatll 6e %\%1Y mamTs
>^ARY^ ^*»JtNTY OUR
FATmPRS, FOuft OUNCES
OF TONIC. rouR JIGGER^
OF OiN A TwtST Of LIME.

BASICS LUNCH

VtKpttrtlle SH^herd's Pie

Gritturt C^eM Sandwich

DINNER
Lis.Kjni'W Mertt S.iuce Tomato Meat Sauce

B.ikt.Hl Fish w Crunih Sauce Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER

Cheese Lasaqne
Baked Fish w Cruinh Sauce Tartar Sauce

Crossword
ACROSS

Ml\^a<

44 Auxiliary verb

45 Flower plot

1 Greek sea 46 Finish

7 Propne'or 48 Seaweed
12 Sonqst'pss product

Lee 51 Cut out for

13 Capital of 55 Coveted
Austria 56 Costly fur

14 Beaver State 5 7 Metric unit

15 Earliest born 58 Reduce
16 Appropos
' 7 Family DOWN

membpr
18 Watch losely 1 Island off

21 Strain- 1 Mozambique
23 Ovum 2 Gridder

26 Look to Jimmy
28 Look^ 3 By birth

29 New (prefix) 4 Woman s

30 Repealing name
from memory 5 Take as one s

31 Pennsyivania own
city 6 City on the

33 Amidst Loire

36 Felt sorry 7 Slickest

about 8 Marries

37 Sea dog 9 Compass
38 Woodwind point

instrument 10 Ensign (abbr

)

40 Hideous giant 1 1 Rodent
41 Year (So) 13 Boat

42 Ghostly 18 Faux pas (pi

)

Answer to Previous Pu«le

|
t G Ol IE G^Gl ir F T

yp v't'NJ E 'n"e
| |

m I S

G a' I 'l v| r" UM IVI A^G. t

S A B*B*A T hT^Tg a L
_
t^

T"A\irTc*H* I Jo"v* a' VT
"^

V^AjJ rt edI [g^oItJ-

19 Exon

20 The bull (2

wds Span

)

22 More tidy

23 Plenty

24 Species

groups

25 Egged

27 Hanker

32 Spanish gold

34 More verdant

35 Planted

39 Railroad

locomotive

43 Toughen by

exercise

45 Sting

4 7 Grows darker

48 Misfortune

49 Gallic

affirmative

50 Energy saving

time (abbr

)

52 Poetic

contraction

53 Compass
point

54 Lion s home

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1

12 13

14 15

16 17

18 19 20

27

21

1

22

1
23 24 25

26 28 29

30 .31 32

33 34 35

1
36

37

1
38 39 40

41 • 42 43' 44

45 46 47

48
4

49 50 51 52 53 54

55 56

57 58

I

fNF W'.i'Ai in ' N ' f ni'l'

'COULD *E TAltC TNtN^
HOME. J0HN» 1 tW3wS.O
LOvC iCM-i£ P£Ti

?M£.*NiWM(Lt,fli^K Al F •: jL^. SEhS HAb i'a uOoic ui'E n 5 coi«*A^
^•^ ^- f 'Ofi*TROi.uE& ^ gt jO'JAR lO THE ReitUt'

- -• -E'j AND ''^

' -
.

' KE 'H V?I

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

4:'^ ^m
*UMJ are ^f

3vi-/ %M^ aroond

Hie boT'aiitfi <^«^?

«*|l bt^ »«,to<-»^S

^m^M
I
paj o^d m(^ job o^forfwi.ttt

"• '*^*
I I fijwrte -tliey oiut .t To «5

r-< fl«3 wpett Jb4»r^.«j
I

in fctufA, tliAt I Tlie. r prt>t/»M~1

,///.,

'f/J.,.'/.

The Town Line by Joe Carroll

A Special Me^^qge

/ ARC COM/NC, Vr>
WITH ALMOST UO f
TIME TO ^UOY / a

THCCANOIOATCX. ' *
60Nrr PALL fOfK

CM^MON DULL
SHIT; THBY^ne:
ALL PhOt^SltiG

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

nSUBt 8( WmiFIKE.
^esEMCH THOSE
CAftfDiDATeS! MOST
OF THCM HAVE

POLITICS.

U<fOO
TALK TO YOUH F^/CAHS,

yOUR 5£^^(rOR,YWR A^£A
fKE.PS, TALK TO THL

Cf^NOIOATES ON CAMPUS
PHONB. THEMf VOUJR

VOTE IS iMPORTANKs
OEMANb CHANGE F

COOP
mornin;
BRBNNtfl^

PUKB

Hswemv

SfeaFF H£.

HAD TO a/i-f

MONY

'

''^^^^'tC^J,J^^-*^

^ ** -

A.

jUHEHf^HE
'<j£ tToev

-^-..-yvT-r^

'V ,-^S, if"

-•-N -,. s

^( P'^i

V
-^
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Scott grand slam
downs Tigers, 8-6
LAKELAND. Fla \AP\ George Scott hit a grand slam
home run to highlight a freeswingmg 8 6 Boston victory over
Detroit in the exhibition opener for both teams yesterday.

Each team collected 13 hits. Jim Rice hit a b^es empty
homer for Boston
Jason Thompson, Ron LeFlore and rookie Kirk Gibson each

hit fiome runs for the Tigers

Detroit tied the score at 3 3 with three runs in the fourth inn-

ing The Red Sox then put the game away by exploding for

five runs in the fifth, including Scott's grand slam
Rice had three hits, and Lance Parnsh knocked in a single,

(touble and a triple for the Tigers.

Joel Fm^pwlwd three innings for ttw^My.

r BOSTON
AB R

Valdez ss

Remy 2b
Papi 2b
Hofmnsb
tynncf
Bowencf
Rice If

Easlr If

Yazdh
Scott IIj

Evans rf

Hanckri
Wolfe 3b
Allsn c

Berry c

Stnly p
Finch p
Rswall p
Totals 36

2
1

1

2

3
1

H Bl

2
1

1

2

2
3

2

2

4

13 7

DETROIT
AB R H Bl

W»«kr2) 5
Goniz dh 5 2
Lfire cf 3 2 1

Stgmn cf 1

Thmpsn 1 b 3 1 1 1

Core lb 2

KenvW 3 1 1

Jones rf 1 1 1

Morles rf 3 1 1

Gibontt 1 1 1

Parish c 4 3 1

Mnski 3b 3 1 1

Trmll ss 4

Ro/ma p
Glynn p
Petry p
T nals 3£( 6 13 6

George Scott is forced out at second in this play, but the as the Red Son beat the Detroit Tigers 8 6 lAP Laser
Boomer went 3 for 4. including a gran<f slam home run, photo)

NEW WAVE
•mi'

ciKvmic
VMi:ui(:\\

at the Hatch Bar, Fri., Mar. 9

Frateri^^tles
AREN'T
all alike\

W^ ^^^^ Liquor Store

Miller 12 oz. cans
$6.99 case

Falstaff 12 oz. cans
$5,25 case

Schnnidts 16 oz. returnables

$5.49 case, plus deposit

Schmidts Booh Beer
October Feast Beer

12 oz. $5.99 case

Jim Beam Bourbon
1.75 liter $11.99

Martini & Rossi Vermouth
(sweet or dry)

$3.29 fifth

Skoll Imported Beer
$3.29 six, $12.75 case

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

338 COLLEGE ST.
AMHERST

253-5384
156.8433

Not responsible for typo errors

Delta Upsilon International was founded in 1834 with
justice as its fv-yundation.

^s a non-secret fraternity, there isn't anything thaf
DU can't tell you about our brotherhood.

If you aspire to get more out of your university educa-
tion than just what you get in books, take a look at

what DU will offer its charter members.

*An international brotherhood: with 90 chapters in

the US and Canada.

^Immediate leadership: as you and your new
friends build the foundation for DU at UMass.

*Lifetime friendship: fraternities flourish because of

the value in the lifelong friendship that develops
amongst brothers.

^Leadership opportunity: that the sixth oldest inter-

national fraternity offers with its regional seminars
and annual leadership conference and conven-
tion.

*Skill building: fraternity management enables /ou
to work with accounting, budgeting, sales, personnel
motivation, buying, programming, planning, public

relations, government.

*An experience of a lifetime: who else can say that

they founded their own chapter?

Information available through: Ed Crane,

Campus Center Hotel, 549-6CXX), extension 730.

N

Delta Upsilon Fraternity

Founded November 4, 1834
^^ Williams College

Williamstown, Massachusetts
JUtTICC 0U« rOUWD«TIOW

IM hoop playoffs begin
B^t KICK fALLON and
DONNA SULLIVAN
Ci)lltfgian Stdfl

Twelve games were played last night in intramural

basketball playoff competition; 12 games with the intensity of

any varsity competition

A tie break ei started the action off. The Beta Kappa Phi

PIKA game was fast paced, but never in doubt as BKP routed

PIKA. 52 16,

Beta Phi then had to play again the opening round, and
their players seemed tired in the second half as they were
upset by the Ciabtree Trees, 54 44 The Trees were led by Bob
Jennings' 19 points

In another game, Hank's Tanks won a see saw game
tgainst the Rakes, as both teams swapped five point and then

three point leads in the last three minutes before the Tanks

held on for good, 30-29.

In other action. Brown Bad News Bears defeated Heroes,

58 20; Los Conquistadores defeated Baker Bucks, 37 23;

Magnificent 7 defeated Knights, 35 18; Natick defeated
Chadbourrie Maroons. 45 28; Emeralds defeated Maulers 46

20; Ho's Heroes, in one the the closer games, defeated
Slumlords. 44 43; and Maxwell's defeated Running Rebels,

39 24

50,000
Summer tlobOpenings!

The 1979 Summer Employment Direc-

tory of the US lists over 50.000 sum-
mer job opportunities for you Make
plans now to earn money, travel to new
areas of the country, and learn new
skills You get information on t- names
addresses, pay rates, length of em-
ployment, how to apply — the works'

Go to yoitf txx>kstor« or send S5 95 to Writer s Otgest Books,

OepI CAS, 9933 Alliance Road Cmcmrtati OH 45242

Vision
ShouicQse

W* ar* Sp«cl«littt In:

• Fashion Eyawaar .

•Contact LanMt
•Enftargancy Raplacamantt

•Fraa Ad|uttmant* Anytlma

•W* Claan li Pdlah contact

lanaat on tha pramltob.

Ml. Farms Mall, Hadlay JtMlM

f20 value
-^ "ee software
Packettes with
purchase of

Tl«58

UNUSUALL Y BAD WEA THER.

.

.

In some parts of the country limited

participation in the TI-58 free pakette

and TI-59 $10 rebate. Therefore, the

free pakette and rebate offer will be ex-

tended to March 31 . Coupon and proof

of purchase must be postmarked prior

to April 8, 1979. .

Texas Instruments
TICQ

Proqrommoble^O

only $99.95
and two free Tl

pakettes from
Tl.

Texas Instruments
TICQ

Progrommoblesir

only $224.95
less $10 rebate

from Tl.

AVAILABLE AT
THE CALCULATOR STORE

' campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

wiQAeMAQTFRrHARfiE»AMERlCAN EXPRESS

Indiana State forward Larry Bird owes much of his

success to fellow Sycamore forward Brad Miley
lAP Laserphoto)

Miley makes Birdgo
TERRE HAUTE, Ind (API Ever wondt-r just how

Lauy Bird always seem to yei open for all those shots'

Well, give much of the credit to 6 fool 8 forward Brad
Miley, the defensive specialist for top ritnkpri Indiana

State who also loves to set those blocks muit >ieip tree

the Sycamore guns
"We ran the passing game offense in high school and

did a lot of picking, so I learned the fight WSy," said

Miley

A lot of guys try to set picks whto they're nwviog,
but you can't do that The rules say you have to be sta

tionary So I try to get as wide as I can and ^Mm myself a

solid base Spread my feet.

"The angle is important, too For instance, if Larry

pops out and takes his man high, I try to pick him low.

so Larry can come back and go baseline If Larry takes

him low, to the baseline, I try to ^^ 1^ h^. m lj»'y

can go down the middle '

The solid base is important, Miley said

"Some guys try to power their way through a frfrt, so
you might get knocked down Other guys try to grab

your waist and sort of throw themselves around ymi
They have a better chance to get away with that

Once in a while you hMir a guy grunt w^MO he bangs
into you That's good to hear It rrwans yoj m^ f^wd
pick, and It fT^akes you want to do it agam '

Miley always takes tfie opponents' top scorer on
d»«*""^*' And coach Bill Hodges says "it's very comlor
tl' w Brad IS just as good defensively as that g'iv

IS on
Blo^r , jr the hkyh-wwH^ BM wnA guard Carl

Nicks on offense h-iI >iuitting down %fm opponerits on
defense "are my roies and • accept 'em,' said Miley

SfflTBUIl!

TOYOUR STUDENT BODY.

GET THIS UNIOUI^SAY miU^ATHUTIC SHIIITCIISTOM-PIIINTED

WITH THE NAME OfYOUR SCHOOl FOR ONUr $5.50.

Bull your way through college in style' With a genuine Schlitz Malt Liquor bull shirt.

Featuring our Schlitz Malt Liquor bull with royal blue 3/4 length sleeves and white shirt body.

It's made of 70% cotton and 30% polyester. And its 100% you. because we custom-print^^

the name of your school right on the front.
.^ ^„a I

It's the shirt you'll wear proudly all year long. Forjogging, class team sports and

setting together with friends for a round of Schlitz Malt Liquor. After all. if you re ^^;^

going to "SAY BULL" across your chest, you might as well start backing it up. /JQi'A

IIUILTO:''SAY MJU**JERSEYOmi
|(0.B0X9m,ST.MIILMINNESaTA S5I91

Please send Schlitz Malt Liquor "SAY BULL '
College Name Athletic Jersey(s)

^

(a $5 50 eacrmdudmg College Name Personalization, postage and handling

I

I

I

s'smallT34-36) M medium (38 4U) L large (42 44
1
XL extra large (46)_

OUANTITV SIZElSpecityij M L. XL) con FGl IMPRINT (ploasr print)

FnclOMMhsS check or rn,>n.'v,."^'n pav.ihio to 'SAY BULL J-r s,.y uit. r

N.mic .—_ —
Acidress —
C It V - State. .Zip-

OMCf vold Where prohibited by la« Allow a to 6 weeks tor shipment OHer e.pirosMay Jl 1979

SCHLITZ
. MAUUOUOR.
;D0NT SAY BEER,

SAY BULL!
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Face Southern Connecticut

Minutewomen in playoff action
BvPAfRl€KOmB$
Cfilti'iii.it, Bi.iff

1N« le«m ^^w>i WW «^»o %^m l^
fiflhi fww T»^ |t»i wtnl to win," Mrf
coatfi Msfv Anna O/adarski H#f
MiiHiutvwomi-n wiM tace iJowBrfut Southern

ConfUH til lit Sitiit* CoHefl« Fndav O'flh! in

thu ^Lini fin.il« ot ihu EAIAW Eistern
Bygionai Toufnam«ni at Northeastern

ll M lake lhr«« things to wtn, iI>b^ k^S
h#w «oi lo l» »»«dv to ptav. t>wv'v« flot to

iiliiv fii»ft*nsB and ihiiiilv pl'iv tsiim

Hfl«ikfllMH O/tlliltski StHCl

Thi Mimilewomen ary led by high

•,(.i»fiiu| Suf Piitafs. wiho « av«racj«ng 23 8

|HMn»s pi'i i»iame "SoB Feten has got to

iil.iv d tiowl t|«mB for ua to iwn ' O/dar^i

Peiiifs pfowed th#l rt« is a cotn^lt
! ii'uMVf* Uist ww^ as sht silencrt h«t

' itM 5, «ith an iiBcellanl ganw Nof on»v d»d

^y 91 utii 21 pomts. tiul playiHl what
iiUHisUWi Loach Steve Jetlefson tailed the

lMi*i wmn |»»»fc.etli«li she had evet pla^^
0/(i.»fski ttiels ihai thf! teams cufffini

M ^ «'ss could not have come al>oiil

A •">u! the elfofts of ihe leam s captain

M.i»!ii«elli Grace works very hard

iiA.iys the fifst on th»< Moor at

i« It s the tifal firnw I ve t>een m
« wilt* .< » .»pt«n w*''" '•'• 'i-iinhds

t h«» rol*' •I'i w»'" • She
• •.d !e,id»*rshi|) 0/<ite^ki s,«id

..I i .n\ ! I'.-Js IK r.. 1. . •
" t on

, s ,1 iril)utf to Gr.ice

V '".tk-fs the Mtnutewomen
> drtle wdh a smooth

M.,,..i .., I '15 6 p»nt5 o«» qan^e

j«t»f.i»|»- 4inil powerful reboundmq
W»'rtilv s 11 *') 't'lxHjnds per game leads the

I. .1.1 .»nd o't^n truiqers the

•••AO'nt'n sliltslertng fast break

] i\f M"itutfWoiner» art? not a two woman
,1111 t)«"4it»»' th»» f>ujh s< orioij dun of

^ .'ti-rs and Ri .<lv 0/darski s l)enth has

iiu h iW. opponf-nts have disc overerl

Thi' litdd**^' sii»i>rtSH of all has heen the

!.tr>dout play o* freshwo'nan Tricia

i)r^eif.»n Co'ioran who hails from

<<» ki.inrJ Ms . >^» be«i the wmmnq factor

ii r.'ifiit ijtunes where the defense has

...V<d tifi Pfli-rs .uid Rearly Ms difftnilt

1m 4 lf«»hman to » nl•<^^^ sutuiht from hiqh

Kchoirt and • 'tiroiiegiate

roinpeinion t)/) m k s.tii 'miahadto
I tuivince hersi' I . .H' ...iiii In it jnd i|

iusi liioli th*« liiHt halt tjf lli« ytfar to do il."

O/darkM atMed
Up front with Ready. O/daiski can

<tt»p».THl on touuh play by lumor Maura
SuiHtiski ancf sotihomorK Cathy Harrington

SupmAt has played imr.diiit' deferise

iftifHiq the past weeks and has betonie an
unsiing nero. with her glue like defense of

Boi»|f»n Un»vef«iitv'R Oi'itra M^M.
HiMfingtoH 'iiH l»i**i, 0n% of tf^ rrwst

c^sistent of O/ftorskil fteyers m the past

few iiiiines ,iv»'r.K|iiM| •'» 6 points per game
anil h»!l|MiH| fteady on the boards with 5 5

(irate 1^ gaine
Backing up Ready m the pivot has been

G 1 tiiinsfer Gmger Legare. who has
sttiiuMwt t»» opponent* with her game
l.w|iire w^ not ««pect«d to adapt to tM
prfMitmn io guicklv. hot rim hm fdjurtd to

ill- ihi! difference on the boards tor thf

Mmuliwnmen. tn«if»bing 6 6 retmunds per

uuimg, tniuiy m clutch situatmfis

Sophomore Kathy O'Connell. and
fi»'stiv\<ii»»on Shetry Colliris, D»-^e Taff and
^ran Trt^ tmm x^w ijackl>one of the shock

linr^is cw ifw tiench wtvo can bury the

rni|K»s,itit»n With ti%e»f aggressive play

Junior Jen Parker ketjps the backcnuft

.md tN; fronicoufl hor^est wdh her st nuj

.let«ise .Muf toofl »an^ lum^rs Pa-*"

pi. IV IS nf* important part of hu
Mmuii'vyomen's game that gives the

Mtiiuti-women d»»pth in their outside at

tai k

Wr fly on whoevers on the floor.
'

0/d,irski said

This ' ••" nntwfenee m them
""selvi's j/daiski sa«l There are three

'••••sons why wr nr wMiMtng. the attitude of

t»if kids, G»t».u & hjatiur»hip as captain and
thi- haril work of my assistwits Steve
Ifffrrson and Dtane Wyc/ek

T»it! Mimiti^women wiM n>eet Southern
C(>uo<<( Ik III fnday rvvjht at 8 30 The
Mimiti'WOin««n l>»'at the Owls in their last

legtiLir season <)ame in overtime, 80 73

Wv fv lf)Okin(i forward to playing

anyt)ody At this |)oint all the teams play

sound l).iski;tball itmi the team that wins is

thi> team that s mentally prepared.'

0/darski s^ikI

Trackwomen in Easterns
//• (.'l.rM .S'.'"

For most of the UMass women s indoor track team the season ended with the New

ujlands Inn there are ten \A/ho will r^ave one more meet m which to shine That will be

• Eastirtis wh.ch are being held this Saturday at Princeton To compete m this meet

, girls had to make a certain qualifying time m their respective events

(Jt jhf t.;n qotiKj the maioritv will be distance runners Julie Burke and Linda Wel/el

A/ill run the three mile in the two mile, the Minutewomen will have Debbie Farmer and

T,na Franccario Kathy Contini and Judy McCrowne are m the mile and Cindy Martin is

ntf.-n.-d m the880 -
. . en ^

Niiky C.illahan will be competing m two events, the long |ump and the bO yard

uifdies Joining Nitkey in the hurdles will be Nancy Cominoli

Th.- Minntr-women are also entering a two mile relay team Kathy Contini will lead it

,fi followed t>y Cindy Martin and Judy McCrowne with Lauri Wolf running the anchor

Hockey club playoffs near

^"^Hhmosfoi the UMass Hockey Club schedule behind them, four teams are assured

of landing playoff spots, with four others struggling for the last two berths.

At press time. Breens Brums was the only undefeated team .n the circiit and was

guaranteed at -east a r.e for f-rst place Close behind, the TC s. Kennedy Chiefs, and

Rpta Phi round out the top four . .

The Baker Buzzards and Motherpuckers have the mside track on the remaining

niavoff soots but the 'A Jets and Phi Mu are still in contention
'

"^

Playoff action begins next week Players should contact their managers for banquet

L

Today's sports notices
SOCCER OFFICIALS MEETING Tuesday. March 13. 7 00 p.m.

SOFTBALL OFFICIALS' MEETING; Wednesday. March 14. 7:TO p m..

Boyden253. •

SOCCER AND SOFTBALL OFFICIALS MEETING Thursday. March 15.

7 00 p.m., Boyden 253.

Sue Peters (221. the Minutewomen's leading scorer, shown here driving

for a layup earlier this season (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs )

Walt Cherniak

During the dry spell

tickets soon
Wins Losses Ties Points

UM Hockey Club Standings 8
17

•Breens Brums / 1
lb

•TC's 6 1
13

Kennedy Chiefs 6 1 13

•Beta Phi s 2 11

Baker Buzzards 5 2 11

Motherpuckers 5 4 11

Phi Mu 4 3 9

JA Jets 3 3 7

Bad News Bears 3 3 7

Mad Dogs Killers 2 5 5

Kappa Sig 2 7 4
Cellar Dwellers 2 7 4

Alcoholics 1 7 2

Washington Towers 8

1

They say it s always calm at the eye of a

iHirm.int', and now I think I understand

what tht;y mean Having just finished with

ilu- deluge of winter sports or at least most

of "t. sports on this campus have reached a

Hill hiftiff the spring season, still a couple

0f wi'*.'' I" "'!) away begins

IhtTf .ir.> Still, however some lingering

tra( <s 111 thi; winter seasons, and a bunch

of t)tiit-f tidbits both on the local and

nation, ll 'Hiofis scenes still around, and I

tiioughl that since I have felt (and no doubt

looked I like death warmed over all week

torn) I muiht )ust hash over a few of these

thiniis .n tny column and spare my
lMi.u)inaiion a little trouble,

Wtill, our (l.iihng Red Sox have begun

then spriiu) tr.Tnmg session Reports

abound that Roomer is down to 216, that

operations p.' -d on Butih Hobson

and Andy Hassli.T have been successful,

and that things are jUSt fine and dandy

down in Winter Haven In the meantime.

thoiKih and m the real world, Hobson, Bill

Cainplxll .ind Carlton Fisk. three of the

t lull's most invaluable performers, are

working out sporadically and painfully and

still not a note of worry or pessimism can

l)f; pried out of manager Don Zimmer, Did

somebody mention Bob Bailey?

Probably the most visible sign of UMass

school spirit I've seen in a long time oc

curred last Saturday night in the Southern

Connecmut Fieldhouse. where the

women's luisketball team, currently the

hottest sports item on campus, defeated

BU before a crowd that included Jack

Lpainan Former CoHegian sportswriter and

photographer Jim Gomes made a sign

whi( iV read UMass will tame the Terriers,

and when the Minutewomen took a

, ninfortable lead with )ust a few minutes

...inamiiui. Jim brought the sign over the

the UMass bench Kathy O'Connell stood

on the bench and held the sign trium

phantly over her head, and a very vocal

,,„,up of a dozen or so UMies went ab

s,,l,,i.'lv wild In true UMass fashion, they

i..(t rin iinpiessive row of beer bottles m

their wake It was great

Spt'.ii'ini) of basketball, new head coach

Ray Wilson has barely set foot m his office

sHue pMing named to succeed Jack

L.-.im.in As iisnal the 46 v^ar old Wilson

h,is !)''<Mi iiut on the ti-cruiting trail

Wiisun s nnmht" one prospect is reportedly

a GG forward n.imed Pedro Dellacruz, a

native of the Dominican Republic who
pn-smtly lives in New Bedford Oddly

enough Dellacruz doesn t play high school

haskt'tball

To ri.lieve a long, boring ride from

Boston tiat k to Connecticut last summer, a

t,,.nd nl mine and I (he's a Yankee fan,

t,,t(|ivt' tiini! worked out a little trivia game

He allowfMl me to pirk an All Flop Yankee

team while he picked an All Flop Red Sox

s(iu,id '\A/hile I was pelting him with Len

Bo.;hfners, Hal Laniers and Frank

Tepedinos though, he assaulted me with

an array of Bob Burda, Syd O'Brien, Luis

Alvarado Terry Hughes, Mike Derrick, Bob

Gallagher George Thomas and Tom
Satriano His pitchers included Fred Wenz

Ray J jrvis and Ed Phillips Ah. the good old

days'

For people who might have been con

fused last Monday when they read in this

publication that a story about a man who

used to wrestle bears would be rim the next

day the truth can now be told It seems

that Bill McQuade, an intramural wrestling

referet! who was featured m our Profile"

series onuinally told reporter Donna

Sullivan somewhat of a hb He didn't

wrestit! bears Luckily, the (:,>llri;i,in was

able to find out in time and escape without

fiitther emharassment (Shame, shame,

shame Bill'i All in all, quite a grisly

silii.ition

STATE PRIDE DEPT I was telling

soin.une the Other d.iy what a basketball

1,11 iDiy ll'f si.ih' of ConnectK lit has

h,, <,me ,ind 1 ,Mn»; up wMh a college

li.iskeih.il! team of Connei ti( III natives

whi< h toiisisted of URI's Sly Williams,

Dukes Mike Cmmski, UConn s Cornelius

rhonnison .ind Mik»; M( Kay and PC's

Einie Colih Any I.ikers'
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Campuspars faceappealproblem
^ttOPELOQUIN
Ctjilfgittn Stuff

The raising of the state's legal drinking

age to 20 m mid April is creating what
amounts to a marketing problem for ad
ministrators of UMass' three on campus
bars.

The problem is to attract the 18 and 19-

year old students and the money they

spend who are regular customers at The
Blue Wall, The Hatch, and the Top of the

Campus when they won't be allowed to

dnnk anymore

"We want some kind of a program for

18 and 19 year olds." said Paul Barbato,

manager of the three restaurant bars. "But
we |ust don't know what we're going to do
yet '

And. added Campus Center Director Bill

Hampshire
to divest

stocks held

in S. Africa
ByJIMPAULIN
Collegian Staff

The Hampshire College Board of
Trustees at a closed meeting Saturday
accepted the report of its Finance Com-
mittee recommending divestiture of the

$25,000 of holdings in corporations
operating in apartheid South Africa — in-

cluding the Food Machine Corporation,
General Electric and Ingersoll Rand. The
report also included guidelines prohibiting

future purchases.

About 200 students gathered on Friday in

front of the Hampshire library to listen to

rally speakers explain the corporate
presence in South Africa. It serves to

bolster the racist government there, they

said.

The demonstrators marched about one

hour later to Blair Hall, chanting "Botha's

army shoots to kill, Hampshire College

foots the bill," and "profits for racism

doesn't square with education."

At Blair Hall, the trustees' Finance

Committee was listening to its sub-

committee, the Hampshire Committee on

Investment Responsibility, argue for

divestiture. The Subcommittee has student

"members.

About an hour after the arrival of the

protestors, the meeting adjourned. Finance

Committee Chairman Colby Hewett an-

nounced to about 20 cheering students the

committee would recommend divestiture

and nor further investment in South

African stocks to the full Board of Trustees.

Hampshire had previously divested itself

of South African stocks in spring 1977 after

students had occupied the Crown Science

Center for nearly a week, but at the time, it

adopted no investment guidelines to

prevent its investment firm, Ayer, Standish

and Woods for re-investing in South Africa

stocks last summer.

Scott Sheer, a member of the Hampshire

College Committee for the Liberation of

Southern Africa said during the rally even

though the college divested in 1977, it

"made no explicit statement about South

Africa ... it had no explicit investment
policy."

After the meeting on Saturday, Ham-
pshire College trustees and UMass
Chancellor, Randolph Bromery-who is a

member of Exxon Corporation's board of

directors -said he supported divestiture

among colleges and universities, but he

said he didn't foresee corporations with-

drawing, "but he hoped they would try to

"change it from the inside."

Bromery also said "violent confrontation

may be the only way you're going to solve

the problems in South Africa."

Harris, "Everything is still in the discussion

stage Since there will be only four weeks
left of school when the drinking age
changes, the adjustments we will have to

make will be more important to us in tfie

fall"

Harris said the solution is to replace the

social activity of drinking with another
social activity.

"They'll always continue to come to the

Campus Center, " he said "We'll just have

to find something to entertain them."

The change most likely to take place,

according to Harris and Barbato. will be

converting The Hatch to a place of "non
alcoholic entertainment" on Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday nights.

"It may be like a coffeehouse of Cabaret

style with live entertainment. " Harris said

"The bands would be alternating between
the two places If someone is going to

appear at the Blue Wall for the drinking
crowd, they should appear at the Hatch for

the non drinking crowd."
Another possibility, said Barbato, is to

close tfie Hatch on these nights, except for

special concerts.

Except for a change in the types of acts

booked, to reflect the "older audience."

the Blue Wall will operate as it normally
has. Harris said. The TOC also should
operate essentially as it has. he added.

The Blue Wall has been conducting
"audience age surveys" for the past week
to determine how severely the new law will

affect business. The results should be out

in a week, Barbato said, and they could
determine the type of talent the bar will

feature in the future

Jim Mills towers atop a human pyramid in the first annual John Adams Upper

pyramid contest. J.A.s 15th floor pyramid, shown here, lost the competition to

the team from the 17th floor. (Staff photo by Richard Newman.)

As far as financial effects, Harris said the

newer age could have a positive effect tfiat

most people aren't predicting.

"The school of thought is optimism," he
said "It might bring the older crowd back
out."

Top of The Campus stickers will be »•-

validated for free after March vacation and
any definite changes should be known by

then. Harris said However, there is a

"definite no" on any last day drinking

promotions k»fore the law goes into effect.

Barbato said.

Although the mid-April change was r>ot

entirely unexpected, he said, it would have
been much easier for all colleges if Gov.
Edward J King had allowed the law to take

effect in June, as the legislature recom-
mended.

With rape
'fears/it's

often hard
to help
By MARY FRAIN
Collegian Staff

Members of the Counselor Advocates

Against Rape group spent part of last

week - International Women's
Week -selling whistles and bumper
stickers in the Campus Center to raise

funds for expansion of the program's

services. But, the reluctance of women to

approach the table hampered sales.

The Advocates are trained to offer

counseling and support services as well as

medical and legal information to vistims of

sexual assault. The program operates out

of the Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall

and counselors are available on a 24-hour-

a-day basis.

The whistles and bumper stickers, which

were available for a $1 donation, came with

instructions which suggest use of the

whistle if you are: being followed, have an^

obscene phone call, or see someone else in

danger. The instructions also warn the user

not to wear the cord around the. neck

"because it may be used to choke you."

The whistles were used to help combat
rape in Portland, Oregon, said Serena
Lurie, the center's coordinator Against

Sexual Violence. Lurie said she hoped the

whistles woiild be used here as a way of

alerting people that a woman was in

danger.

"When people are aware the whistles are

not being used in jest, then people are

going to respond," said Lurie.

The Advocate program, which currently

services victims in Hampshire County,
would like to expand so it could cover
Franklin County as well, Lurie said. It does

have some clients referred by Franklin

County Public Hospital in Greenfield,

however,

Mollie Babize, a counselor with the

program said it would also like to have its

services publicized better. ^
"A lot of women don't know this is an

ongoing service." said Babiz. "They don't

know the counselors are there if they

decide to prosecute," she added.

Lurie said the group "pulled in about
$70." But, she said they did not break

even. "I think people were afraid to ap-

proach the table," said Lurie.

Lurie said she felt this was because rape

is so "threatening to women " She added

that many were "scared, afraid to even

look at us."

Lurie said the counselors have received

many calls from women during the past

week who were concerned about the

number of rapes reported recently in the

Amherst area.

"I think what's happening here is not

unusual given it's spring, International

Women's Week, and the drinking age was
just raised," she said.
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DIGEST

Two Iranians w«r« exacutad yestarday by an
Islamic firing squad at Tahran's Qsar Prison.

According to reports, thay wera convictad of "of-

fans^ to tha morala" by an Islamic court.

Laos expels China advisers
BANGKOK. ThailwKf (API - China sakJ y«tarday its

adviaars have been kicked out of Laos under Soviet and
Vietnamese pressure, 9mA accused HarK)i of tightening its

grip on its small and weak western neighbor as part of a

drive to domtnaie all of Indochina

Vwtnam fired a propaganda barrage back at Peking, ac

cusing Chinese Vice Premier Deng Xiaoping Teng Hsiao

ping of forging a "devilish alliance" with Washington and
saying the cowboy hat Deng donned in Texas shows his

"real nature
"

Vietnam claimed f«rce fighting continued yesterday

against the Chinese invasion force near their common
border and accused China of firing more than 3,000 rounds

of artillery into the coastal province of Quang Ninh,

destroying homes and a ceramics factory.

Hanoi again insisted that the Chinese were not

withdrawing as Peking had announced last Monday. It

said in sonne areas Chinme troof» were actually advancing

King 's clan standguard

BOSTON IAPI - Access to Gov Edward J King is be-

ing guarded by two of his relatives, it was reported Sun-

day.
King's sistef. Helen Kennedy, and a cousin. Kathleen

Huddy, screen most visitors and telephone callers to the

goverrH>r's office, the Boston Herald American reported

"If you do anything by rnail or phone, Kathy deals with

you. If you coma in off tfie street, you'd probably deal with

Helen, ' the newspaper quoted Ron Brinn, Kings press

secretary, as sayir^g.

Mrs. Kennedy was described as an "office receptionist.

She is not paid but does have a reserved parking space.

Ms. Huddy. who Brinn said is the daughter of King's first

cousin, IS paid $18,500 a year as King's scheduler, setting

all his daily appointments She was a $14,71 1 a year super

visor in the Welfare Department before taking her present

post in January.

Laundry racismprotested

STAR CITY, Ark. I API - The city council in this tiny

Arkansas town is to consider an anti discrimination or-

dinance at its meeting Monday night following a "wash in
"

at a coin-operated laundry whose owner refuses to admit

blacks
Nineteen black adults and children, carrying laundry

baskets, demonstrated on Saturday outside the laundry,

which has a sign on its doors reading 'white only."

The owner, W.I Goodwin, locked the doors of the one

room concrete block building and refused to talk with pro

testers or reporters. However, he did admit white

custorT>ers.

The protest was prompted by a federal civil suit filed

against Goodwin last May by the North Lincoln County

Chapter of the National Association for the Advancement

of Colored People.

The protesters said they were members of the local

chapter of Arkansas Community Organizations for Reform

Now, a statewide citizens action group affiliated with the

national ACORN organization.
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Begin cites peace treaty problems
By BARfiYSCHW&D
Associated Pnss
JERUSALEM- Praiidant Camr't peaot rwwion nawml
an uncertain climax yastarday •• Prima Minittar
Menacftam Begin daclarad grin^ "wa have mHoim pie-
blems."
Bagin thwi mat with his ci^nat arnl debated Egyptian

treaty terms into the early morning hours Monday.
U.S. and Israeli officials said Carter was likely to axtwid
hw visit to torael by at least one day — until tomorrow.
Begin summoned his ministers for the special cabinet

meeting aHw a state banquet at which ha told the prasi

dent: "We wwit a real peace treaty. It cannot last a few
mcNiths or even years."

Carter will meet ^th tf^ IsiaeH ealMnat at a aecond sm-
<siwi, Kihaduled for this momir>g. Begin said Carter wouM
* receive Israel's decisions about a treaty at that time.

Israeli ar^lysts interviewed by state television agreed tt>8t

Begins somber statements seemed to be preparing the

ground for refusal of Egypt's proposals.

An Israeli source, who asked to renvain anonym<HJS. said

the Sticking points were Israel's demar>d that Egypt settki

for limited self rule for Palestinians to begin at an
ur^specified date aruJ Egypt's refusal to make concrete
rrKtves toward ptmcm, such as exchanging ambMsadors,
until self rule begirM.

Even if tfw cabinet accepts all the suggestions put on the
table, it was ur>derstood that no firul agreement could be
reached without more US. talks with Egyptian Prwident
Anwar Sadat.
Should Begin and his cabinet react positively, it was

learned that U.S. Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance woukJ
fly to Cairo today to get Sadat's r«^>onse.

An Israeli foreign minstry official predicted the cabinet

decisions would be positive erKMigh to lead to a Vance mia-

sion to Cairo to4^ep the talks going.

If everything went smoothly in Jerusalem artd Cairo, U.S.
officials said, it was possible Carter might remain in ttw
Middle East for the initiating of a treaty.

Begin's toast sounded a somber note at the end of a long

day of intense negotiations.

"We have problems. Yes. Mr. President ... we will tell our
peoples the truth and therefore here and rK>w it is my duty
to say that we have serious problems, " Begin said.

Carter, too, acknowled^o the difficulties. He said any
treaty shoukl not be signed "grudgingly" but in a spirit of

mutual trust. He said Bagin has the "political skills" to do
so.

"If we can resolve the few remaining differences, and I

am still hopeful that we can, our meeting tonight will be
just a prelucki for an occasion of joyous celebration, the

signing of the first treety between Israel and an Arab na-

tion, he declared.

4U he left the state dinner. Carter waa Mked by r^orters
how serious the diffwen^s were

.

"From my point of view, they don't seem to be too
serious, but from the Israeli point of viaw, they are
seisriie.As for the outcome, the president ad-
ded: "We'll see what happens."
Meanwhile, Israeli policesaie they arrested several

demonstrators along Carter's motorcade route. Though a
limousine was pelted with eggs, it apparently was not
CarMr's, according to a White House spokesman.
Carter visited a Scottish church and a monument to

Holocaust victims before his secorul rourMJ of talks vMth
Begin. Their first Masion was held aftw a private dinrwr

Saturday night, shortly after Carter arrived in Israel.

Demonatratora in Mexico yeaterday blocked a

bridge over the Rio Grande River in proteat of tha

confiacation of documents from worlters coming
into the U.S. (AP Userphotol

Sypiiilis study paybacks to end
ByOAVfDPACB
Associated Press
MONTGOMERY, Ala. - Time rune out this week for tf>e

last 23 of some 600 black men who stand to collect

thousands of dollars because they were tricked into taking

part in the government's infamous Tuskegee syphilis

study.

During tha U.S. Public Health Service experiment, which

began in 1932 and ended 40 years later, treatment was
withheld from 400 syphilis victims so doctors could study

the effects of the untreated diseaae on tha human body.

The 200 other participants did not have sypNHa and ware
used as a control group.

After disclosure of the experiment in 1972 produced a

public outcry, the study was discontinued arKi ttM Heelth

Service began the following yeer notifying participants tttat

they had been used as guinea pigs.

The participants, all poor, uneducated black men, were

never told the purpose of the study nor that they had
syphilis. They were persuaded to participate by promises of

free medical treatment for illnesses other than syphilis, free

meals and free burials.

At least 28 men died as a direct result of the untreated

syphilis.

A $1 .8 billion class-action lawsuit arising from the experi-

ment wa« settled in 1974 when the U.S. government
agreed to pay $9 million to 1 16 known surviving par-

ticipants and to relatives of those who died.

In approving the settlenr>ent, U.S. District Judge Frank M.

Johnson Jr. set a deadline of March 18, 1979, for the par-

ticipants or their heirs to claim compensation. All but 23

have been found.

The settlement called for payments of $37,500 to each liv-

ing syphilitic participant, $15,000 to aedi IhHng participant

who did not have the disease, $15,000 to the estates of

each deceased syphilitic participant, and $5,000 to tfie

t^^tes of each deceased participant who did x\ox have the

disease.

The lawsuit was filed by Fred Gray, a Tuskegee attorney

and former member of the Alabama Legislature. Gray, who
received more than $1 million in legal fees from the settle-

ment, has had the responsibility for tracking down the sur-

vivors or their heirs.
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Campus photographers
j

are urged to attend the
|

INDEX Photo Meeting,
\

Tue$., 3/13, 7:00, CC
102

CAUTION
FALLING

PRICES

Valley Typing is lowering
their copying prices-
just in time for spring

paper &- thesis deadlines

on your paper

on regular

on bond
on colored stationery

Pitney-Bowes Copying
3c

4c 6th copy & up

5c 6th copy & up

6c 10% discount -50 or more

avjc
4y2c

10% copying discount for paper & theses

typed at Valley Typing

A great price at a great time

From Valley Typing - the people who care M
2566736

F10 6. Sat. 10 2
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Field to meet with
Adams and DeLima

Laura Anderson performed Saturday night at the'Vailey Women's folk festival.
The event was part of International Women's Week and local women artists pro-
vided seven acts for the evening's program (Staff photo by Joanne Quinn.)

By ARNOLD WARSHAW
and STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Dean of Students William Field will meet
this afternoon with Student Government
Association speaker Brian DeLima and At
torney General Robin Adams with an
agreement expected to be reached concer-
ning the fate of continuing education
students in student government.

In an interview \ss% night though, Fiela

declined to say whether or not the meeting
would determine the political fates of both
Adams and DeLima.

A controversy erupted last week after the
student Jucidiary ruled Wednesday after
noon that because DeLima is a continuing
education student, and not a registered
undergraduate, he is ineligible to serve as
Speaker a post he's held on and off since
Sept. 1976.

The judiciary cleared the way for actiwi
aginst DeLima earlier in the week, when it

invalidated the candadicies of SGA Co-
Presidential contenders Peter Graham and
Cindi Thomas, because Graham is a conti-

nuing education student.

Wednesday night, the Student Senate
voted to remove Adams from her post,
amid charges she was using her office for

political purposes.

SGA Co- President Herb Tyson claims
Adams tried to blackmail him, by saying
she would release information on his
alleged fraud in last fall's election, if he
would not run for re election.

'I was not blackmailing him, ' Adams
said.

Adams said she had a special prosecutor
looking into the charges against Tyson, and
she wanted to make Tyson aware of it.

"I thought I should tell him what was
going on," she said. 'I thought it would
only be fair."

It appears any definitive decision on tf>e

status of continuing education students will

not be taken up until sometime after the

end of this semester.

"We (Field, DeLima and Adams) all

agree that there is little reason for any fur

ther court litigation," Field said.

This would halt any further action to

remove DeLima as Speaker for his remain-
ing two weeks on office.

In regard to Adams, she said iast week's
Senate action against her "doesn't
necessarily mean I'm out of office."

"It will be resolved Monday at 1 p.m.,"
she said, referring to the meeting with Field

and DeLima.

Adams said the action against her was
politically motivated. "They (The Senate
heirarchy) decided I'm doing too much,"
Adams said.

Alternative lifestyles mark Pierpont's past
itftioi '-> rnnr This is the fust of a thieepart

SOI Ifs on Pii'i/iunl duimitoiy in the South-

wvsl Rf'snipntiiil Aiea, past, present and
tutuie.

By JAMES CARTER
and ANDREWMIGA
Ciillrgi.in St.ilf

Old traditions die hard.

It's a lesson Pierpont residents have
learned in dealing with a past rooted in late

'60s counterculture

"When I first got there it was like the

corner drug store," said Charles Adams,
director of the Pierpont based Inquiry

Program since 1970.

'There was a lot of counterculture
•ctivity that invited experimentation with all

kinds of lifestyles, " he added

The Inquiry Program and its predecessor.
Project 10, which began in 1968, were total

living and learning programs designed to

encourage critical thought and in

dependence. Courses taugN in Pierpont

included Communitarian Living, Drugs and
Society and the Literature of Utopia.

"There are different kinds of alternative

lifestyles," said Adams, "there is one kind

of person who seriously seeks to find new
solutions to problems, the other kind of

person uses the alternative lifestyle as an
umbrella to do anything at all

"There was a sense this was a special

place that should have special ac
comodations made." Adams said.

James Matlack, Southwest master
director noted Pierpont's strong political

activism.

"Some people have characterized the

dorm's tradition as anti authontarian and
anarchistic"

Pierpont was the focal point of two major

drug raids in 1971, according to Sgt. Philip

J Cavanaugh of the UMass police

department.
"It certainly wasn't the only trouble

dorm,' said Cavanaugh, "but from '69 to

'71 there were certain individual residents

and outsiders who built a substantial
trafficking in illegal substances. From there

it mushroomed that this was the place to

buy drugs"
"There was enough debilitating drug

behavior that it seemed students them
selves thought it had gone too far," said

Adams, "the community was not working
because of too many parasites and not
enough responsible students

"

Nevertheless, Pierpont, a hotbed of

campus political activism, produced many
vocal student leaders on issues ranging
from race to Vietnam, according to

Matlack
In 1971, Project 10 made a conscious

effort to attract responsible students in

terested in improving the quality of life in

the dorm.

"But the notion of Project 10 lingered so
that it attracted anti-authoritarian
students, " said Adams, "The reputation

had carried on."
Tiiiviiiiuw: Piesentday Pieipunt.
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Graduate students fight for union
By BOB MORGAN
Ci'/ipyi'in Sitiff

BOSTON Eleven UMass
graduate students pro
tested at the Massachusetts
Labor Relations Commis
sion Office Friday afternoon

in an effort to get the com
mission to reach a decision

on the fate of the UMass
Graduate Student
Employees Union.

^~LOOKING FOR A PLACE
TO TAKE

AIR FORCE ROTC?
LOOK HERE:

Not all colleges and univpTsitie« in the United States have

Air Force ROTC programs And we recogni/e that many

people want to enter the two or four year program and are

looking for a school where thev can take it Call or visit one of

the AFROTC detachments listed above and ask about the

"Crosstown' program

Here are some mo.e facts that may be of interest

• Courses are open to college men and women
• Full scholarships are available that pav tuition, books,

and lab fees, plus $100 a month for other expenses

• You work toward an Air f-orce commission upon gradu

ation

• You have an opportunity to serve vour countrv as an Air

Force officer

• N oil don t have to be enrolled in these si hcx)ls to attend

the AFHOTC program there
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The GSEU needs the ap
proval of the commission to

become a legal, recognized
union The GSEU filed for

approval 21 months ago.
but has not yet received it.

Most cases receive ap
proval from the commission
within one year

The graduate students,
most of whom are teaching
assistants demanded to

know why the commission
has taken so long, accusing
the commission of "sitting

on the case, hoping it (the

union) will go away," and
of "foul play."

"I think they're unwilling

to admit it's easier to sit out
the case and do nothing,
than reach a decision, " said

Monte Pearson, vice presi

dent of the Graduate Stu
dent Senate.
"I suspect they don't look

favorable on groups like us
forming a union . They're

waiting us out, hoping we'll

give up. We won't."
Commissioner Jim Cooper

of the Mass. Labor Rela
tions Commission said the

commission is not sitting on
the case, but it is a difficult

case and they "just can't
reach a decision."

"We're not sitting on it in

tentionally. Cooper said.

"You have to have three
commissioners all agree on
it, and right now there are

disputes among the com
missioners.

"It's not something that I

like to have happen, "but it

happens to be a case the
commissioners feel very
strongly about. There are

many issues in the case that

divide us, " Cooper said.

Pearson said he suspects
"foul play" because the
commission is a state agen
cy and is more apt to rule in

the University's favor.

"I find it hard to believe

they operate independent-

ly,
" Pearon said.

Cooper said the commis-
sion operates independent
ly of other state agencies,

and there is no foul play. He
also said many times the
commission has ruled
against the University and
other state agencies.

Cooper, who admitted
earlier that the case was not
a "priority case," said the

commission will now make
It a priority case because
the students "came down
and showed their concern."

"I'm taking the blame; we
should have had a decision
a long time ago," Cooper
said. "Maybe our final

choice is to bite the bullet

on this and come to some
decision. We'll make it a

priority case."
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National campus roundup
ByJIMPAULiN
Culkfgian Staff

Ths Pybhc Interest Research Group in
Michigan (PIRGIM) at Michigan State
University in East Lansing, may lose the right
to collect voluntary fee bill funds, Tt}e State
WPkvs reported.

According to MSU policy. PIRGIM might
not«ppear an <»e Mt fee bill due to its failure
to collect funds fr<wn rnore than 20 percent of
the MSU student body.

Title IX
Al«> at MSU. three economics professors

are selling Don't Whine. Obey Title IX" t

shirts to help raise money for the women's
athletic department The MSU. women's
basketball team is suing the university for Title
IX violations including women's teams having
less money than men s teams to eat with
during road games and inferior locker room
facilities at horrw.

Campus racism
-A moratorium on classes was held last
Thursday at Dartmouth College in Hanovw,
New Hampshire to deal with racial incidents
that have been plaguing the college in the l^t
few we^s

Disciplinary action was taken against three
students who skated on the ice prior to a
February 25 hockey game dressed as
st^Botypic^ Indians.

TfwD,i,tmouth reported that University
President John G Kemeny had overruled
suspension of the three students as they made
full confessions " and volunteered to speakout on -why the Indian symbol hurts theNative Americans so much and outrages"

Also, after 200 students demonstrated
against racism, some of the black students

who spoke at the really received threatening
phone calls for speaking there. Callers also
threatened to deface murals showing the life
of Malcolm X.

-^^» !^f
Little 11 intercollegiate conferwK:* in

Philadelpnia attenoea oy an eight ivy League
schools. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, the University of Chicago and
Stanford University minority students
boycotted the final session charging that the
conference's "planning and policies are »
racist as the institutions from which the policy
mak«^ have come '

According to the Haivard Crimson, the
newspaper at Harvard University, there was
inadequate minority representation at the
conference.

Delegates voted at the final session to
•cc»pt the minority students' criticism.

Mrtn/lau M«arr>n .

i^onday, March 12. 1979
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Around campus
UPCpresentsblims
WithMuddy Waters
The Union Program Council presents

Muddy Waters in concen tonight at 8 p m.
in the Student Union Ballroom at UMass

Waters is generally regarded as one of
the two most important blues artists
performing today (along with B B King).
Tickets are on sale at TIX, the Union
Record Service and local record sto'es.

Lute and voice

to merge in recital

The Umass Department of Music and
Dance tonight will present Stanley Charkey,
lute, and Judith Hubbell, soprano, in an
evening of music for voice with lute ac-
companiment at Bezanson Recital Hall.

Police arrest eight in
weekend disorders

University police arrested «ght people
this weekend and then others were taken
into protective custody. UMass police said
yesterday Of the eight persons arrested,
four were UMaM students.
A university student was arrested on

assault and t}attery charges in Southwest
Sunday morning No other information has
been made available.

Four persons were arrested on charges
of disorderly conduct, three m connection
with a broken window in Washington
tower in Southwest Police arrested a
University student outside of Johnson
dorm, also on disorderly conduct charges,
for making a disturbance outside the
dormitory.

Police also arresied three men on
charges of driving while intoxicated.

Police are also investigating serveral
cases of vandalism and larceny on campus
this weekend.

31 Pleasant St.
Amherst
253-3986

The BASIC start.
Get started in Army ROTC through Basic
Camp at Fort Knox, Kentucky, this sum-
mer. You'll get $500 for attending a
challenging six-week camp. If your per-
formance is exceptional, you just may
qualify for a two-year scholarship as you
enter the Advanced Program.

CALL: Major Boisseau
545-2321/2322

ARMY ROTC

SPRING VACATION SALE
MARCH 12 THRU MARCH 31

W
,6f-

STRATHMORE
ARTISTS BRUCHES

\ Marked down
from our regular

low prices

KOH-I-NOOR PENS
ALL REDUCED
DRASTICALLY.

c

I

.!> t*^

SELECTED

ART PRINTS
and posters

•reproductions on canvas
•prints

•posters

MOST REDUCED 75%
from original price

STORE HOURS
MARCH 12-MARCH 23'

MON.-FRt. 9-5

MARCH 26-MARCH 31

MON.-FRI. 9 5
SAT. 11-4

•That's right! We are open
vacation week.

MARCH
TYPEWRITER SALE

SMITH-CORONA
CORONET

CARTRIDGE 12

Scotcli
RECORDING TAPE

SCOTCH
HIGHLANDER/LOW
NOISE C-60 CASSETTES
3-IN-A-BAG ONLY $2.99

Lee

OUR
REG

$214.95 ONLY $179.95

SELECTED

WOMEN'S
TOPS

Vz PRICE

IN OUR SPORTSWEAR SHOP

JEANS
DENIM a
CORDUROY
$3.00 OFF

OUR
REGULAR
LOW
PRICES

SELECTED
UMASS IMPRINTED

GYM SHORTS
ONLY $2.99

BIRD FEEDER
KITS ^
HALF PrIcE!

BE KIND TO THE BIRDS THIS
SPRING. ..AT A SAVINGS!

CALCULATOR SPECIALS!

Li HEWLETT PACKARD
*^^ UP TO $85 IN FREE

SOFTWARE WITH THE
PURCHASE OF A
HP PROGRAMMABLE
CALCULATORE

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

$20 FREE SOFTWARE
WITH Tl»58 PURCHASE

$10 REBATE WITH
Tl*59 PURCHASE

Tl»5025 MARKED
DOWN TO ONLY

$69.95

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

THE
'BE SMART,
BUY
YOURSELF
SILLY"
BOOK SALE!

60-85% SAVINGS
OFF ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED PRICES

PAPERBACKS AND
HARDBOUNDS
from 99c to $4.99

EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL!

SAVE ON COLOR REPRINTS
OR ENLARGEMENTS

12 REPRINTS or

2 5x7 ENLARGEMENTS or

1 8 X 10 ENLARGEMENT

FROM ONE OR MORE
COLOR NEGATIVES

OFFER ONLY
EXPIRES *! QQ
MARCH 31 9l.a»
COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY

ORDER

v//v:/%v.'.v.-.v^<^ifi- -gr A'\\\\\%-.-. .• .• %VVj/^-V/ .w^a^.-

m\^^^^^ A«»^#
SPECIALS QTECTIVE: MARCH 12-17

USDA CHOICE

SHOULDER CLOD LONDON BROIL

ONS
WITH couroN i $7.se niiCNASE or mok %

EXaUOMC CI6AIIETTES 80

QUARTBIS LB nee

SWEET LIFE

BUHER 89
(

VAUD THRU MARCH 17

LMIT ONE AT LOUIS >^000S

r WITH COUPON & S7 50 PURCHASE Ofl MORE

<^XCLUOtNG CIGAHETTES 36
\

GEM
MISS FANCY SMOKED SHOULDERS

EXTRA LEAH 4-6 LBS

JANIK KIELBASA

STEW BEEF

BLADE STEAK

LEAN CHUCK

USDA CHOICE

LEAN GROUND BEEF
5LBPK6
$7.65

„ n.89

U.93

n.93

»L59

LB

LB

NABISCO LB PK6

PREMIUM

SALTINES 39
(

VALD THRU MARCH 17

LIMIT 0N£ AI LUUIb fOOOS

rWrTH COUPON A $7 50 PURCHASt OR MORE %
EXCLUOINC CIGARETTES 70

6 PACK

COCA
COLA

12 OZ
CANS 99

c

VAUD THRU MARCH 17

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOOOS

W" WITH COUPON & S7 50 PURCHASE OR MORE \
EXCLUOMC CIGAREnES 29

SWKT UFE 7% OZ

MAC&
CHEESE FREE

LB

r
VAUD THRU MARCH 17

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOOOS

I

7

WITH COUPON A $7.50 PURCHASE OR MORE \
EXCLUDING CIGARETTES 3^

FROZEN & DAIRY 4

McCains

SUPERFRIES

24 OZ 69
VAN OE KAMP

FISH FILLETS

KRAFT PARKAY

MARGARINE

12 OZ

OTRS

LB

L39
55'

PMMKiE*

MUSHROOMS
SNOW WHITE

12 OZ99

WALDORF 4 ROLL PKG

BATHROOM
TISSUE 59

VAUD THRU MARCH 17

UMTMEATLOUB

r'nindtt^lqf

Exquisite Flatware ^
Macular•

lot • only t1X87
OMOUNM.AN

FRESH CAUFORMA

BROCCOU

CHNHilTA OR DOLE

BANANAS

SGH I %l

T LBS X

TTiisWiMks

Feature^

•Available at the registers

330

EGG NOODLES

PENH DUTCH

16 OZ PKG 59

ENGUSH MUFFINS

Q-TIPS

COnON SWABS
400 CT AAO

VALUE PACK 99

SWEET LIFE

6 PACK 3/n

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTTTIES

MARTINSON COFFEE i:m GREEN GIANT CORN^ WHOLE KERNEL

!Skl CREAM STYLEREG OA EXTRA $
FINE 1-LB 1.99 17 OZ 3/H

i 1 j 1 i

I

N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST, MASS
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Rules made to improve
ethics in legal profession

Monday. March 12. 19^

BvHieNDAVtS
Ci •th-qhin Staff

Although the public's perception of tha
mnt.tiitv of ethics in the legal profusion is
ii'w new rules have been made in
Massachusetts to change this attitude,
Uunn-r Hampshire County District Attorney
Jul HI Callahan said last week.

Callahan, who served as district atton^
trom 1971 1978. spoke Friday on ' Issu^
and Advocacy" at an Amherst Community
Forum He is currently a practicing attorney
in Northampton

The public s perc^tion of the rrtorality
of ethics u% the togal profession is certainly
unfavorable to say the least," Callahan
sa^, "but no profession has tried fiarder m
Its history not only to combat that image of
Itself, but to police itself by canons of
ethics and now by rules of professional
responsbility

"

How to arrjva at truth, yet serve the
fMt^c wMare has proved rw easy maner to
solve " he said "In simple terms, the
d«»bate centers on one word lying

"

"Th«e has t»wi a grwt d»puto over the
years as to what a lawyer's commitment is

to protect law^r client privilege, but not
Urn." ho said

According to Caiiahan, 15 years ago
some lawyers considered ethical such

practices as not revealing a client's
previous criminal re<»rd. putting a witness
pn the stand knowing he will commit
^rjury. trying to discredit a witness who
they know IS telling the truth, or giving a
client iyyal advise, knowing he will UM it to
shape false testinr^ny

"Lawyers shouldn't be so subservient to
the adversary system that they damage
society." he said. "Lies don't produce
truth, and the ascertainment of truth is

what the Mlversary process is all about."
To enforce this idea, the State Supreme

Court has published a new code of
professional responsibility, Callahan said.
Failure to follow these rules will lead to
disbarment

.

Under ths code, prc»«cutors or defense
attorneys CMrM>t use illegal means to get
evMJen(». knowingly offer false evidence
or knowingly make false statements in plea
bargaining.

Prosecutors also cannot fail to give
timely pursuing evidence that might help
the accused.
And defense attorneys cannot aid in

instructing false testimony, misrepresent
facts, or instruct clients not to be candid in
revealing facts. They should withdraw from
employment if they know a client will lie,

Callahan said

I VOTE JAY HENEY-MARK VASSALOTTI
FOR S6A CO-
PRESIDENTS

IT STARTED AS A JOKE, BUT THEY'RE
NOT LAUGHING NOW!

HELP THE TROUBLED SGA GET BACK
ON ITS FEET ONCE AGAIN.

IT'S YOUR ONLY CHANCE.

Dates: Monday, March 12
Tuesday, March 13

3K

SENIORS-
SHOW YOUR

FACE!!

545-2874

5 St Patrick^s Day is

S v^^^ Cards aad decorations

g AJ. HASTINGS I
^ Newsdealer & Stationer S;

^ 45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst ^

f20 value
^ '^ee software
Packertes with
PUf^chase of

T/»58

SJ-oo

UNUSUALL Y BAD WEA THER.

.

.

In some parts of the country limited

participation in the TI-58 free pakette

and TI-59 $10 rebate. Therefore, the

free pakette and rebatf offer will be ex-

tended to March 31 . Coupon and proof

of purchase must be postmarked prior

to April 8, 1979.

Texos Instruments

Pro9rammQbieOO

on/y $99.95
and two free Tl

pakettes from
Tl.

Texas InstAJOients
TICQ

only $224.95
less $10 rebate

from Tl.

AVAILABLE AT
THE CALCULATOR STORE

campus center/univ. of mass. /amherst

V1SA*MASTERCHARG£«AMERICAN EXPRESS

SAYBULL!
TOYOUR STUDENT BODY.

GET IHB imKHJE-SAY BUU-ATHUTK SHIRTCUSiOM-PRINTD
WITH THE NAME OFYOUR SOHNM. FOR ONLY $S.SO.

Bull your way through college in style! With a genuine Schlitz Malt Liquor bull shirt.

Featuring our Schlitz Malt Liquor bull with royal blue 3/4 length sleeves and white shirt body.
It's made of 70% cotton and 30% polyester. And it's 100% you. because we custom-print
the name of your school righl on the front.

It's the shirt you'll wear proudly all year long. For jogging, class, team sports and
getting together with friends for a round of Schlitz Malt Liquor. After all, if you're
going to "SAY BULL" across your chest, you might as well start backing it up.

RUILfOt^SAY MUrJBISEYOrrBI
P.a.ira9l«I.ST.MUL,MINNES0TA 55191
Please sencl___ Schlitz Malt Liquor 'SAY BULL ' College Name Athletic Jersey{s)

* $5 50 each, including College Name Personalization, postage and handling
Sizes available

S small (34 36) M medium (38-40) L large (42 44) XL extra-large (46)

QUANTITY SIZE (Specify S M L. XL) COtLFGE IMPRINT (please print)

^

-

Enclosed is $.

Name

-Check or money order payable to "SAY BULL" Jersey Offer

Address.

City .State. -Zip.

Offer vod where prohibited by law Allow 4 to 6 weeks for shipmeni Otter expires May 31, 1979

MAITIKHNNI.
DONTSffr

SffiTBUU!

^23
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Peace
with
honor

Edltoflal/Opin ion

Their home was small and cozy, and it

seemed just right for this middle aged
couple. Each of their four children had
grown up and married, or had otherwise
departed, and the couple now had only
each other to look after.

The first thing I noticed about both of
them was their apparent deep interest in

people. The two seemed to demonstrate a
real love towards others, whether or not
others treated them in a reciprocal fashion.
Their display of hospitality during my brief
visit to their home made me feel as though I

were their son.
"Is '.here anything else I can get for

you'" she asked me, in a quiet, but
cheerful tone of voice.

"No. thanks, I really have had enough
The food, the drinks -everything -was
just great. Its been an enjoyable afternoon,
but. you know, I really ought to return to
school."

She |ust smiled and nodded.
I'm so ijlad that you could visit us after

all ihesH years, Damon The i.jst Jime you
came here was whert

. well .no
matter, I'd best be on my way. too. or I'll

miss my bus."
"Do you want me to give you a hand

with anything' '
I asked, trying in some

way to repay them for all their acts of
kindness to me.
Her husband paused for a moment to

dett rmine whether or not I could assist
them in any way. During that pause, I

overheard the voice of an announcer on the
television that was operating in the neigh-
boring den.

"Mideast peace talks continue, food
prices still on the rise, and Nixon talks
about Vietnam; these and other items,
next' on the news."

Damon

Thomas

Apparently, she also overheard the
announcer because exhibited what I

believed was a spark of interest in what the
announcer had to say. She got up from her
chair and walked toward the TV, but
stopped momentarily when her husband
replied to my question.

'We'll we've got a couple of packages in

our bedroom that you could help me carry
out to the car if you would. "•

"Sure." I said as I got off the living room
couch and followed him down a long
hallway. She, however, continued her walk
fcito the den to watch the newscast.
When we returned to the den a few

minutes later, she was sitting on a couch
attentively watching the television. The
newscaster was just t}eginning a report on
the speech that former President Richard
M. Nixon had given the previous day at a
benefit dinner held in Nixon's honor.
Suddenly, the picture on the screen
showed Nixon behind a podium, speaking
before an audience. The voice we then
heard over the TV was no longer that of the
TV commentator, but that of Richard
Nixon.

"Yes," said Nixon in his customary rigid

tone of voice, "'America went through
difficult times in the Vietnam years. But, I

can only say I am glad that we not only
achieved an honorable peace, but that so
many of our boys were brought safely back
home. It can certainly be said ..."

"All right. I was just about to leave
anyway." she sighed. "I just wanted to
hear what he had to say, that's all."

She shut off the TV and walked into her
bedroom as her husband went outside. I

gathered my belongings and walked past
her bedroom on my way to the exit. She
had her back to me. and didn't seem to be
aware of the, fact that I was standing
behind her. She was gazing at a 5" by 7"

family portrait which I remembered seeing
many years before. On the bottom of the
picture was taped a narrow strip of
yellowed paper on which were written the
words: "Spring. 1999 -Easter Sunday "

"Oh, Alan, how I miss you,"' she said, in

a somber, almost inaudible whisper.

TURN TO PAGE 10

They're against

resolutions
To the Editor—

The Committee to End Apartheid
would like to eitpiess its concern about
heatings which begin in the Senate
Fuieign Relations Committee this week
on two lesolutions which will change the
piesent United States position on Zim-
babwe \Rhodesia\. The US is currently
pai ticipating in the woild-wide economic
boycott of the white minority government
of Ian Smith
The fiist lesolution, introduced by

Senatois McGovern and Hayakawa. calls
fill the sending ofa US observation team
to piovide foi impartial observers of the
Apiil 20 election of a new government for
Zimbabwe. The second lesolution, in-
tinduced by Senators Schweiker and
DeConcini, piovides for the dropping of
economic sanctions against the govern-
ment of that country.
The Committee would like to express its

opposition to both tesolutions for the
fallowing leasons:

The tesolutions will legitimize the il-

legal legime of Ian Smith and the "inter-
nal settlement, " which the United Na-
tions. Oiganization of African Unity.
Fiontline States, the US and Great Britain

have lefused to lecognize
An obseivei team appointed by the

senate and paid foi with senate funds
would be seen as an official US delega-
tion legaidless of how they might be
desctibed.

The militaiy forces of Ian Smith's
government have agieed to be respon-
sible fui then security and transportation
.so one must question how impartial such
a guided tout would be.

Since the Patiiotic Front \ZANU and
ZAPU\ is still banned within the country,
ifims of (he fust lesolution "as to
whethet all of the people of Rhodesia and
.ill inqani/ed political gioups were given a
t.m (jppuilunity tu paiticipate fully in the
I'/rc/iun without legaid to ethnic identity
III political affiliation"would be impossible
lit cmy nut with oi without obseivers.

Srru/incj obseivei s now or lifting
>,inciiuni> would fuithet eiode US
ciiHlihihiy with the Oiganization of
Aiiic.iti Unity and the liberation
niovi'innnts and deciease the possibility
(if p.ii ticipation in futuie mediation.

The Committee uiges all citizens who
.igice with the above reasons for standing
opposed to the Senate resolutions on
Zif"iiihwe which legitimatize an illegal

government to write the President.
Senatois Kennedy and Tsongas and
Representatives Conte or Boland. Time is

limited. Testimony in the Senate Foreign
Relations Commitee began on March 5. A
vote IS scheduled for the senate floor by
Mai ch 13. at which time the resolutions go
to the house.

Members of the Committee to End
Apartheid

Northampton

Fan of 4
To the Editor—

All of the Collegian comic strips are of
fine quality, but the one I always read first
this semester is 4. FranK Emery has done
a tantasic job on that strip so far. making
weekends hard to bear. Emery's spacy
imagination and drawings are pleasingly
unique. I think that he and all the other ar-
I rs (s deser ve recognition andpraise for
helping to make this semester's hard
news easier to bear.

Christian R. Stumpf
Sylvan

Pioneering

professors
To the Editor—

In the Collegian of March I it was
leported that Piolessoi Kenneth Dolbeare
said that UMass was the only university in

the cuuntiy that offeis its faculty the
chance to be exempted from paying an
agency fee to the faculty union. He is

then quoted diiectly as saying. "At every
othei place in the countiy. you simply
to pay it. We aie the one institution of
highei education that offeis an option.

"

This is simply not true! The ArYterican

Association of Univeisity Professors has
oiganlzed acioss the country, and of
these tuity nine cuntiacts only fouiteen
contain agency fee piuvisions. Of these
tnuitern contiacts only twelve enforce
the agency fee. Thiee of these twelve are
ipquned to enfoice it by state law.

The AAUP pioneered the use of the
Ciinscientious ubiectoi to the agency fee
Concept in collective bargaining in higher
nlncnuon, ,ind cunsidei it an essential
/•;itnif of ,1 contiact wheie the agency
fi-r IS ,1 negotiated option. This belief has
l)i'i>n confiiined by out practice.

William K. Price
President

UMass Amherst AAUP

Herb Tyson
'not undifferent'

To the Editor

-

In reply to Ms. Clarkowski's letter:

I don't consider your dorm government
meeting unimportant, as a matter of fact.
I sent letters to all dorm governments
eaily in the semestei in an attempt to
teciuit help for my efforts in the drinking
age and tuition hike battles. Much to my
dismay, few dorms replied. Coolidge
doim did reply and I was more than
willing to discuss these issues with them
at some time. Wednesday happened to
be the day of a very important board of
tiustees meeting in Woicester. It was at
that veiy meeting that I voted against
incieases in dorm costs, parking fees,
meal costs, and many other injust in-

creases.

Immediately following that meeting. I

attended the student senate meeting, the
intensity of which can be verified by your
senator Ms. Claikowski, in the future,

please give me a call before you assume
indilfeience on mypait.

Herb Tyson
SGA Co-President

and Trustee

'Excellent model
of humanism'
To the Editor

-

/ am lesponding to a letter which ap-
pealed Match 8 written by Rev. Gilbert

Caldwell, one of our Campus Ministers.
In essence, he was thanking Chancellor
Binmeiy foi many things. What I found
tu be most impoitnat was the positive
legaid that was being expressed by one
peisun foi another. As an individual who
winks with students in a variety of ways. I

would like to call attention to this ex-
cellent model of humanism and hope that
lis effect spieads fat and wide.

Steve Blane
Psychologist

Community Development Center

All letters may be subfect to editing for
either space or content according to the
judgement of the editor Due to space
timitations. thwe is no guarantee tftat a/I
fetters received wiff be printed.
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Self-management pushed
BvLEiBURNrrT
CoMegian Staff

fvwryww irtwayt talks about tha
•cor^my, but no ona doas anything about
it.

Not so say organizars of tha Wastarn
Mass. Conference of Worteri^Gom-
munity Economic Control.

Over 100 representatives from area
cooperatives convened on the ninth floor of

^e Campus Centw Saturday and Sunday
for a series of workshops designed to
Strengthen the movement for salf-

managemwit.
The movement for self management is a

loosely formed netvyork of enterprises,
(wnMnired alona oarticipatory lines. Tf^
may be f<KJd co ops like Vellow Sun in

Amherst or producer coops like Inter-

national Poultry Inc. in WiMimantic, Conn.

One thing they hold in ojmhion is they are

not privately owned or hierarchically

managed.
Somfe say the cifrrent economic

problems have opened opportuniti^ for

selfmanagement

.

"As the economy falls apart, people will

perceive a greater need for change," said

iew Bowers from tha New England Co
operative Training Institute.

He said there are two strategies for

^veloping self-management enterprises.

"You can create your own institutions," he

•aid of the 10 student run campus co ops,

"or you can convert existing ones"
"The tremendous turmoil created by

plant shutdowns offers an opportunity for

educating people about self-

management.
"

Pro-gay legislation lobbied
By JIM h/IORAN
Coffegian Staff

The Massachusetta Cauent for Say
Legislation currently is lobbying tha sta<»

Legislature for support of three bills which

have been filed this year to prohibit

discrimir^ation agairtst parsons on the basis

of tl^ieir 'affectional or sexual preference.

One of the bills would prevent
discrimination against homosexuals in

public sector jobs This legislation. House

News Analysis
Bill No ^50, is thought to have the best

chance tor passage.

The other two, one which deals with

oeneral discrimination in the private sector,

and the other which would repeal the

state s archaic sex laws, are thought to be
more controversial, thus having lass

chance for adoption on Beacon Hill.

House Bill No 2527, if passed, would
prevent discrimination in such areas as
credit, housing and private employment.
Since the Legislature doesn't want to fur-

ther regulate businesses, this bill is thought

by most, including Rep. Barney Frank. D
Boston, a sponsor of the bill, to have vir

tually no chance of passage.
The other bill. House Bill No. 5498, would
make legal, in the privacy between consen-
ting adults, such sexual behavior as
cohabitation, bisexuality, homosexuality,
and other practices not conducive to pro

creation. Because those with strong moral

or religious differences are likely to oppose
it, it is also thought not likely to pass.

TURN TO PAGE 10

Marjie Steven takes advantage of tha small bit of sunshine over the weekend to

relax after a week of classes. (StaH photo by Patricia Key )

YOUTH WORK
OPPORTUMTIES

iiK.n

S( linoi.

(.K.\i)i vns

What canyou
at Northrop?

• t

Hic SaUsiiin
coiniiiuiiiiv IS

team, helping (i)c

youth of today, building the iticii of

loiiiorrow.

'Hiis 17,000 iikmiiIki srHMcly iicctis

jtcncroiis yoim^r men U> help the younn.

.Join the Salesiaiis of St. John Boseo in

youth eeiiters, hi^h selmols, teehnieal

schools, stinimer eamps—wherever the

yonii^ are foiiiul.

ST. .I()H.\ H()S(OS ,MI:TII()I):

iii:ijM,\(, Tin: voi \(, with
Ki:,\S(),\, KKLIGiOK, A.M)

ki.\t).\t:ss

Call 914-247-2200 or write for information to

Vocation Director. Room B

Salesians of St John Bosco

Filors Lane. W Haverstraw, NY 10993

NAME

ADDRESS:

AGE

PHONE

What cant
you do?

fi

S 16

This .s the time to ask yourself Because at Northrop, whatever your f.eld of mterest,

of education, we probably need you

Northrop .s rr^uch rr^ore than ,ust planes It's an employer that's beh.nd you oil

the woy helpmg you to grow and encouraging your contributions And we otter

opportunities m on eKCit.ng variety of vocations, including a wide range of Aircraft

disciplines: Manufacturing advanced Avionics Engineering

Alongside some of the top professionals in the industry, you'll foce a future charged with chal-

lenge and dynamic growth. And at Northrop, that future can be - jroo can be - whatever you

put your mind to.

WE WILL BE ON CAMPUS MARCH 13, 1979

CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICER TODAY!

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

NORTHROP
Making advanced jcchnology work.

!i

K^.iti ilus Coupan * li' MpuiciWM' | i

Quarters 1

1

Mrs. Filbert's
i

the purchase price of I

j ^QPfldrillG 1

1

3 lb. or larger

CANNED HAM
Any Brand

Will) \m Coupon i J 17 56 »»«««

All Purpose

Yellow
Onions

11

i (•<( UKi taupen et« > iiMf

lib

V(i.4M*r HIT nn ^___'S!s9!! L—~'-ll——

?

jy^iBl i-
' -_—

With this CwKMXi 1 1 »' SO Pmthtot"

SolidJ|hite In Oil or Water

Bumble Bee
Tuna

:r-^:r-(fr^otint/YFarmPoft(Sfiop ID

kf 1 I m

J02 }
|-t«c#9l.tti»t«lu*«B*l»«
1 1 imii Out Coupon p»> * jnniy

Creamy or Chunky

II
II

II

II
II

II

With MM", f.oupon 4 « I' Mpu'cfiiM'

The Heavenly Coffee

Skippy 1 1 Chock
Peanut Butter

1
1 Pull 0' NUtS

5irioi¥if\^Rib

Point
cut

MOSEY

Boneless
$159 corned Beef $189
I . BRISKET I .b

([( Fresh American Lamb S9le)i)

FRESH OVEN READY

LEC'O'wholeor^S^^

LAMB '">''" I >b

Loin Lamb Chops *Z^f

ANN PAGE

Cream corn

SHU.ON
PWTK)«I

PORK LOW CWTABUS 4 CENTER 2 SHOUlKP
? SIRLOW t«) CMWS ^m
Asst. Pork Chops M157

Pofk Loin Wwie 14 17 lbs qr.

SIRLOIN siDE'r! RIB SIDE M37

PORK I OtN RIBAND <flft7

Bnls. Pork Roasts '1

.

iPofK LomCountry Style Jpork Lorn Lean 4 Mealy --07

IWHOLE RIBSTHbACK RIBS M'?^

Levonlan

Corned
Beef
Round

London Broil

or Top d

Blade ^

Steak lb

Boneless

Chieken

Legs

^IDS. more

I
QMntitM 89k

lb

96fM

ANN PAGE-FRENCH STYLE

Green Beans
C

ASSORTED FLAVORS

Sealtest
Ice cream

$129

LENTEN FAVORITE! BETTY CROCKER

Mac & Cheese
Strawberriesd '''I
Seabrook Farms Asst Var -18 oz ^B^^^

Vegetables ori, 79

BEEF, CHICKEN or TURKEY

Morton
Pot Pies

^IBtrm SEAFOOD SALE J3)

FROZEN ^ tf VA
Perch *15"
Fillets lb I

ozen Batter 0«p

99
I ai pHg

SANDWICH$|29
PORTIONS I

LENTEN FAVORITE-PRINCE

^Spaghetti

89^

iStepkg]

Quick Frozen Batter 0«pped

A&P FISH AAC
STICKS ".r
Quick FroienA&f 14 oi pkg

31b.

box

8oz
pkgs.

24 oz

can

$|59

79«
Sara Lee-Asst Varieties iV#%C

Banquet-Asst Varieties

$139
coffee Ringsv.r79 2 lb. Suppers ^;fl

Orange Juice

iMinute Maid
Kitchen Window

Bread Dough
Three

lib

Ivs

PURE VEGETABLE

Wesson Oil

DOXSEE-NEW ENGLAND

Ciam Chowder

N.B

r=^^.
i

.^^M^. ifKS
C

TROPICANA
GRANGE
JUICE
64 02 ctn

SEALTEST
COTTAGE
CHEESE

H>or ctn

$|09 ggc
f«rar Pmrket Bmhrtv

(Avail Tue Sat ) -

Pie-a-rama!
Apple • French Apple

Dutch Apple • Lenfion

V

Tomatoes
Salad Size ^^^|^^H
Family Pack ^^^H ^^^m
24 pkg. ^^m ^^

Shape-Up
Naturally!

Florida

White

Florida Red or

Russet
Potatoes

79bag

Callfornia-Sunkist

Navel
Oranges

6

Grapefruit

Sweet-Jutcy-Wash St

Anjou
Pears

49'

Made Fresh in Store Dally

celery
Hearts

59*

Head 1 Shoulders

Shampoo
'

P[ Lotion ro.

1 i Tube «oi

ftUOKIOt

Gleem
Toothpaste

99<

tun* on*

Sure

Anti-

. Perspirant

f^.. $|89

Listerine
tMTIUrTIC

Mouth-
wash

fITItAfTIICNGTH

Efferdent
Denture
Cleanser ~n09

' ..
1

' r A--

v.Pineapple • Choc. Eclair r MANUFACTURER $ COUPON

Sliced

WHITE
BREAD
PRICES ffftCTlVE MAR 11 1/ 19/9

Wilh this coupon

GENERAL MILLS

320OZ
IVS I

^.C MANUFACTURERS COUPON J-^
j

! I ^^^^^M^ Wiin ilis coupon
| |

WHEATIESiirm KEN-L-
jj

CEREAL l|L£Jr RATION^^
1 IBI^i^^ SIX-15 02CANS II

r AAP STORE COUPON J GENERAL MERCMANUSE

!i

BUY ONE,

GET ONE

FREE

II
18 0Z BOX

. ^ _

W( RESfRVt THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QH«WTlTlt S TO 3 FtR CUSTOMER «ND TO CORRfCT TYPOCRAPHICAL ERRORS

Wilti this coupon

JUMBO ROLL

SARAN
WRAP
100 SO FT ROLL -

I
Siiyei C ot D Cell

! EVEREADY

I

BATTERIES
I

I

H4' '> r ^'1

2QQC $159
,1 pitgs ^^ ht^ p,„ Ptme M»
J tor ^^ ^^ inWio »MeOTa

A&P Value Pack

PANTY
HOSE

i Sunljn

Medium

inPlig^* Mefl Tjii

ITEMS fOR SAIE MOT AVAIL ABU TO WHOLESALE OR RETAIL OEALtRS ^
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Dam holding, officials say
Monday. March 12. 1979

Collegian n

ByJOBQUINLAN
CoMegtan Staff

NORTHAMPTON~Cr^ officials said yesterday there
should be no problem for a dam to continue holding back
reservoir water in the Leeds section of Northampton,
desDite a series of cracks found in the structure last week.
The dam, a 275 foot granite structure built in 1894 hoicte

back at least 50 million gallons of water used as a
lacondary water source for Northampton during summer
dry spells.

A five foot crack was discovered in the left side of the
dam Wednesday, and other cracks were discovered as the
week progressed. City engineers had the floodgate opened
to try to speed up run off and lower the water level, but the
warm weather and weekend ram kept the level near the top
of the dam

.

Northampton Water OecMmment personntf an keepif^

a 24 hour vigil at the dam, which is about a quarter mito
away from houses in the village.

About a dozen families who own houses below the dam
moved out of their homes when they first learned of the
cracks. Some returned to the houses ov«r the weekend.
Northampton Mayor Harry S. Chapn^n. Jr , yesterday

said the granife dam is "sound" and secure He said if

there were any possible overflows, it would be in the form
of spilling, and not surges.
Son>e Leet^ residenta have queetioned the way city

officials handlmJ the discovery of the cracks last week. 1\^
residwits said they didn t learn of the problem until they
read rww^Mpar accounts Thursday. Residents said the
cracks were discovered either Tuesday night of Wed-
nesday morning.

City officiate and Leeds residents a/e expected to moM
tonight at 7 at LMds school to discuss the situation.

ifDamon Thomas -k Gay rights

Stmi&Shop
nas

THEFIRST
FRESH
French

Bread Pizza
inNew

EARN OVER'650AMONTH England!
RIGHTTHROUGHYOUR

SENIORYEAR.

rONT FROM PAGE 7

txt use me. but shouldn't we be leaving' ' I asked,
sidftling her from her fhoutjhts

Oh, yes. I'm sorry. Damon Lets leave now, or we'll

both be late"
She then carefully placed the picture on the top of a

niqhtstand, quickly brushed her hair, and, motioned for me
to leave We walked together to the car. where I began
placing my belongings in the trunk Her husband was
holding open the car door for her They looked at each
other for a moment and. without saying a word, gripped

hands He hugged her tightly for a few short seconds, and
she whisper«l something to him. He nodded and simply

said, chokingly. It's alnqht And, as tHey walked hand
in hand towards the fear of the house. I thought I saw her

brush away a tear from her eve
D.inmn Thtunnh is .» Cn/lt^gi.in culummst

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8
Dave Drolet, coordirtator of the Gay Legislation Caucus,

says the group is 'gearing up for legislative debate. " ex-

pect^ to take place som^ime in May.
On the UMa» campus, the People's Gay Alliance began a

mail campaign at their Saturday night disco dance, aimed
at getting students to write their legislators to urge them to

support the pro gay legislation.

Kevin George, a leader of Xh» Alliance, said that it is im-
portant for ' all students, not just gay student." to lobby
their legislators for support.

George added that gay rights is important for all becMMW
it is symbolic of "a basic i«ue of freedom in society."
Already ck»e to 100 letters are being collected to illustrate

student support of gay rights movement.

I Mihvia entail MM ipiOou^MM

I

I Wli> tm am^at ixtf • $7 SO (iit»im$

^5 I eVaoz-Can
\49

J19

BuMBllBil39
5 104 count roll

S JUMBO VIVA 'BUMBLEBEE
I TOWELS ^SSTci TUNA ChuN<ygM

inoN

i^ttU Slop 4 Shop Coupon|*l
J18

""^StOp » Shop Cou[ionjl

KVnij <hH tioitfor and ttJ SC purcK^
J)6S

9
293M

SUN GLORY

ORANGE
JUICE

1 ^ Frozen h

6 ounce can
Frozen

Qa>] Wk:^' W« ' >%«

2«2

^NOMY
mAcXroni&
CHEESE 7y<« i*tt

.teM mr tm

Fresh Pizza uZ5t, Off
Fresh Cheese Pizza *1 99
U>|> Hot W< Swan '.i*

self service deli »*««"*

these tasty sandwMcTi m^ers

Colonial

ExtraMild

If youVe a junior or senior

majoring in sciences like

math, physics or engineering,

the Navy has a program you

should know about.

It's called the Nuclear

Propulsion Officer Candidate-

Collegiate Program
(NUPOC-C for short) and if

you qualify, you can earn as

much as $650 a month right

through your senior year.

Then after 16 weeks of

Officer Candidate School,

you'll get an additional year

of advanced technical

education. This would cost

thousands in a civilian school,

but in the Navy, we pay you.

It isn't easy. There are

fewer than 400 openings and

only one of every six

applicants will be selected.

But if you make it, you'll

have unequaled hands-on

responsibility, a $24,000

salary in four years, and gilt-

edged qualifications for jobs

both in the Navy and out.

Ask your placement

officer to set up an interview

with a Navy representative

when he visits the campus,

or contact your Navy
representative at 800-841-8000,

or send in the coupon. The
NUPOC-C Program. Not
only can it help you complete

college. It can be the start of

an exciting career.

Party AssoftTDent ^7^ *1.89

Oscar Mayer 'V^SS' *1 .99

Rosoff Pickles ^S^ 99"

Stop A Shop Bacon ;*. '139

^comer deli S«ced Iresh lor you'

^,$^7rtauckeii

Sliced

to order

Baked Ham
Potato Salad
Morrison & Schiff

•STQ.
49.'

1 .99(1

Thafs right! FRESH! Not frozen

...ready to enjoy in only

10 minutes! Nice, thick, caisty

French Bread Pizza with plenty

of tasty tomato and mozzarella

cheese; made in our own quality

controlled Stop & Shop Kitchens.

Hot and bubbly in 1Q minutes

(saves on energy). This week you

can try It and save money too!

So cut out the coupon and
cut out for your Stop & Shop!

NAVY OPPORTUNITY
IN. ORMATION CENTER
P O Box 2000. Pelham Manor. NY. 10803

Yes. Id like more information on
the NUPOC C Projram (00 )

.

Name.

Address.

Citv

Slate.

Aire

—

.Zip.

^Graduation Date.

4Major/Minor

Phone Number

CNP2/8

.fCollene/Universify.

..SGrade Point.

'"1
8637

I

I

I

I

I

I

ZZ I— I—
I

I

***^*'*""^^"'"^"'**^
j-19*

Pick up your Stop & Shop
Fresh French Bread Pizza
in our Meat Department

Save40«
Sorry but there's a limit of one per customer p^

.,

Witt! ttMS coupon Good Sunday. March 1 1 V^^ '

through Saturday. March 1 7.'1979. ISB •

Or^BymuUkmmmwmc—trtlo—

I

t3rpc«ifiii%ti3rMW«ltlMMrmiSH
SmwI

NAVY OFFICERS
GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

ItwinrwchrtMkl•»

18oz. Cheese Pizza *1.19

32oz. Family Size Pizza *1.99

1 2oz. Twin Pack Pizza 89'

FRESHandonlyat
yourStop& Shop!

Fresh
Lenten Seafood

Specials

Fresh deep sea treats

for tasty Lent«> meals

FreshCod
Steaks'1»
Waste tree steaks ^^^
Fresh Smelts ,.«.. M 39.

F^eshCod
Finets*2^
Great in seafood chowder' ^^^m
Fresh Oysters '"^ M 99

FreshPencil

hJutntious. economical ^^HP '
,

V. bakery Oualtty you can trust

Lemon Pie
stop & Shop
22 ounce pkg.

Daisy Donuts
^'-'•^'^ • -"

Date Nut Bread
OdnOfrry Nutty Bk«nara ^^.t frpad

Stop & Shop Variety

Bread Sale!

99
Smci t Snoe 7Q«

Swedish fVe.
Cracked Wheal

'

or BoWemitk

m 160ZOCK^^ loaves^y^V

kBig Buttertop
Sandwich Rolls

SkvtSKo O »<u %4
frwt ^ Ul I

•ixxiSHc r) -7Qe
' roi okg o>S ^ l*«l f v7

% bottle
ofCoca-Colawith
each rollofcolor
filni«lev^loped
Bring yotjr exposed roll of color print film

to Stop 4 Shop this week only and recerve

a 2 liter (67.60Z) boHle of Coca-Cola free

Of charge. No coupon required Offer

expires March 17. 1979.

».Doi!PtBee^Swildl!
Over »!• pMl year. b««< prices hw« been gomg up becauM
of rUmwiTl iapQkm and mera—

d

costs of caltte

Cofmunmn raaeled and t>a«f consumtMion declined by

approMimaMy 12%

iMe expected gpoe reii^ However, m the few w*«k».lh»n

tas been a meleonc rise m toaei pnces due to aevare wmter

«weaihar wf«^ deawned the hards even further As ol this

week, warepaymo 44% more tor caUa Wian a year aee!

<*WMteGem**
^H and ottier branch

ickens
.Whole 2y2-3lbs.

A great buy on these

meaty birds Enjoy

ttiem bat^d or fried.

Cut Up or Split ^^59i

We recommend th^ oonaumers buy aNerralwes mx/h aa

poullry, tnh. pork w>d (telry products Even though pnces tor

ttiMe tmf gone up too they are M« belter buys than beef

15 ouncecan

Doxseeaam
Chowder

htew England
or Manhattan

Style59

lAff^te Gem Oicken 3 eagm
3 3pi)t tve^. 3 drumsticMCombination Pack

ChickenBreast *W?
"White Gem" 2-3lbs ^^ "*

Legs ch3Sr2^pKg89^ Wingsch^JTiSrigyQ^
^ ^ -— ^

Stop & Shop "Great BeefUSDA Choice

Undefblade Steak
-»¥D»C« eiChuckles

illy tender. iu«cy and debcious Bone-in ^^^^'fstaturally

Beef Shoulder Steak
Beef Round Tip Steak
Chuck Stewing Beef

Beet Chuck
for London Broi

"Great Beef
USOACho«»

"Great Beef
USDA Choce

•2.19.

•2.39.

•1.79.

Serve a traditional St Patricks Day dinner These
corned beef briskets are sure to please yotir family'

Coiuitryfine

iftiedBeei
ket ^9

Point Cut ^^^ '"

Corned Beef Brisket

Corned Beef Round
Corned Beef Brisket

Whole Corned Beef Brisket

Swifl Premium
tor Oven Roasting

•1.99.

•1.79.

'2.39.

Del Monte Drink a.

Glad Trash Bags <-'» « n
Regular orDiet

Sundory
Soda

^J Asstd
Ravers

River Rice 2te t»g 69*
Nabisco Oreo's T.SrTSX' 95*

pkg. of 1(X)

4b1
Royal Gelatins ,^ 3^*1
Stop & Shop Jelly *- 2^'^

Wide or Broad

]>iitchMaid
Noodles

Zesta Saltines

Keebler Cookies ' "".i^X

69*

95'

Laundry Detergent

Cold
dwer
J3949oz

box

B&M Baked Beans
Heinz Dili Spears

2:!s*i
3^*2

KOihv <v FHttv-

Stop & Shop Bleach 2 "^ ' 1

Fabric Softener '^f 2 *, *3

frozen foods check ai< these time-sav«ig special values

Maple, Bluetjerry

Almond or Raspt)erTy

Lee
Ring

Chicken, Turkey. Meat Loaf,

Salisbury or Veal Parmigian

Banquet
Dinners

1 1 oz

pkg59
Pound Cake %'V^:::r M.09
Blended Vegetables .:/ 69*
Stop t Stwo On«ri4i ^7 taM"

Grapefruit Juice "li^'' 59*

Weight Watchers .^^ *1.09
60* r lomi^ or i«iid0ani

19 ounce pkg.

Celeste
Ensiii2Za

... 1r

^Cheese
I.HUM n/i*

.^9

Stop & Shop Natural

Asstd. W^tf^%
FlavorsAW
Cream
Quart
Ctn 99

;' Countryfine
6-8 pounds

1:.
3r ..

Fresh Green

CablNige
Ideal for

Satnt Patricks

Day Dinner 2ft

i .69e^^^^^roduce
The finest fresh fnjits

and vegetables

Lettiice49[

OL BroccoliS9
Fresh Cut Green I "Andy Boy"

Camatioiis Romaine

Celentano Cavetelli

Mrs Paul's Onion Rings

Garlic Bread '':?%

2;t'i

79*

Combo Bars
Bread Dough
Frozen Yogurt .„„^irs:.r

dsiry Get your Stop & Shopsworth of freshness

Stop & Shop Asstd. Flavors

latural

8oz
CUpSi

Gallon Jug

LowFat

1»Sun
Glory

Available

Wednesday
thru Saturday

t^^y Lettuce ^jQff^^^ea Fresh f^^Tea.

Redd! Wip Topping
Parkay Spread
Dinner Rolls

79*

•1.29

6*of carton 89*

l>Mbi^ CQ«

Apple Juice

Sliced Provolone
Swiss Cheese Slices S '1.19

Sl0O4ShDO QQ<

K/all tv»X(lLjalV M>a(X>M

Inaedible Offer. Durable • Porcelain enameled steel

._.. ^^

Cookware
THIS WEEKS FEATURE ITEM:

**OpenSkillet

Buy a pwce-a-
vw««k and save'

Collect all 24 volurrws.

THE NEW
ILLUSTRATED
COLUMBIA
ENCYCLOPEDIA,^
THIS WEEK. V«lil

health & beauty aids ad week specials on famous brands ^
Scope g.^BiiSerin^^ Tablets

JS9

HADLEYAMHERSTRouteSat the Hadley-Amheret Une. 8a.m.-10p.m., Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps
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On Tuesday and Wednesday
March 13'th and 14'th From 1 1 AM to 6 PM
Elections will be held In the following locations

For the SGA Presidency and

Campus Center Board of Governors

Sylvan/Northeast: Worchester D.C.

Central: Franklin D.C.

Southwest: Hampshire D.C.

(Crampton-Kennedy side)

Orchard Hill: Dickenson Dorm

Southwest: Berkshire D.C.

(MacKimmie-Moore side)

Commutors: Hatch Front

Greeks: Newman Center Lobby

Students must have a current U-Mass I.D.

and vote jn their designated precinct in

accordance with their area constituency

Student Power Begins Here!

To place » clasiif'Hl ad '' 'i '»

,imt J*i»ni Hfcimliii n.i.iii.|ti f kiIiv

.>•( iLititlv •((• *"! i»wi ••I"" linH"!

.fA»t, I0L *•• t:,^-mft Ciii-ivimi «•

1 4^1 |l IM '*•<• ••••V'- ••• kW.IIM t III |1 il

i|.rt<-

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian cla»«ifi*d rates ar* da'iy. 46c pv
ne live coo»«culiv« «sues. 40c pe» hne pe'

lav 30 coosecjttve issues, 30c pe» l<n» pe*

day One unr >s roughly equivalent lo 38

characters

AUDIO

Pionaar receiver, large Advents Garrard

turn Pioneer cass rec Call Neil at

549 6064 H not home, leave tel no

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of

Bose. 60 watt, power cap. John, 546 5990

AUTO FOB SALE

69 VW. fail body ijond iT<n>rMi S200 or

BO Call 549 6884 nighis

71 Pinto, runs great S300. 549 6132

74 Vega, low mi , new mes snows

brakes needs work must sell S3S0 tirrn

256 8005

M Cadillac, body vy cjd .
eng nrtt ^fc ,

good <oi restoratiori call 546 7633 $250

70 Cutlass, 'uns well new s tires

AM FM dependable, $650 leave message,

930 TTkompson, rail before 10 a m ,
altei 10

p m 584 0843

1970 Ford window van, 240 ci 6 cyi

much work done needs steering bo»

many new pans engine overhaul.

$1000 BO 549 6907

79 Camaro Z28. 4 spd low mileage load

ed warranty lil Dec 79 773 7265

68 Mustang, looks and runs good, new

tires and exhaust, must sell, $400 turn, call

Jim, eve . 6 4320

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire, perlect lor col

leehouses, discos, bands. Rick. 584 4105

Disco Dave b D L Disco Inc provides

sound lights ft DJ lor your parties disco,

rock is oldies The best at aflordable puces

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567 1715

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing

tor bookings anywhere call John 546 4646

FOR RENT

Boom ir> house. $80 • ulil No lease

Avail immed 549 6129

FOR SALE

Guitar lor sate, Gmid Start.rp good rnndi

tion, $200 call 546 lOOV id.- 11

New Hexcel XL series, neve- mounterl,

length 190 $100 Pt'tpr 665 3601

For sale -1977 CeliCd. 26 000 miles ex

cplleni condition $3996 (if best offei Call

256 8486

Single mattress h boN. $30 549 1519

70 Buich Electra. all auto runs great

AM FM 8 track sierw $650 2566731

eve

World Book Encyclopedia, new 78. $100

riff, priced $299. $15 a mo 247 6740. even

ings

Gift idea have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Deiap 256 8732 bet_9 10am

FOUND '~_

A Fiat car key on sidewalk nt» Moore,

owner please call 546 1469

A Micro Economics notebook, last Fn

day Owner please call 546 1469

Found - long haired F dog w NH license,

white face, tan black markings. 665 4324

HELP WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

Bring home pure NH maple syrup this

vacation Sold on Campus Center con

course Tues . Thurs and Fridays

For two people to Ft Lauderdale on Mar

15 or 16 Will share driving and expenses

Call Laurel or Suaan at 549-5867.

mOE WANTED
~

MOTORCYCLES

1978 Honda. 400cc, 4 cylinder, 5600 miles,

top condition rack 5" bars windshield,

many extras. $1100. contact Jim Powers.

562 9411
, ,,

PERSONALS

Rids. Montreal. 3/16 or 17, Evelyn*,

549 4886. Florence, 253jffl.
evenings.

2 riders wanted to Fla 1^16 79. call Sue.

6 7400. Margaret, 253 2828, females pfd_

2 naatFrida to Fla . Palm Beach, share

drive and $. c*l Connie. 253-7619

Summer emp . Cape Cod rest is seeking

ambitious, exp cooks, must have
references Also needed are waitresses,

fwstesses and busboys, will tram Apply at

I Hop, Rte 132 Hyannis or call Robbie at

(6171 771 3244 for interview

Last summer students made $249 wk
with us S*nd self addrerssed stamped

envelopee to Box 604, Cambridge MA
02138

Earn antra money care for small

daschunds over Mar vac ,
17 25 at your

place call 665 7950, early a m or late p m

NYPIRG is offering a full lime intensive 1

yr training program in community organi;

ing w an anti redlining group m Bklyn
,

NY An organi/er from NYPIRG will be

speaking today March 12, 4 p m ,
209

Hampshire House

Jobs M/F' Sailboats' Cruise ships' No ex

peiience High pay see Carnbean, Hawaii,

Europe world' Sumrr>er career Send $3 95

for info to Seaworid, BB Box 60129, Sacto

CA 95860

Enotic |obs' Lake Tahoe, Cal' Little exp

Fantastic tips (pay), $1700 $4000 summer,

36 000 people needed in casinoes

restaurants, ranches, cruisers, i^ver rafts'

Send $3 96 for info to Lakeworld, BB Box

60129, Sacto CA 95860

Fine Arts Editor wanted for UMass

publication applications available at the In

dex office CC 102 For more information

call 546 0B48 iwnimg skills a must*

Counselors needed Jewish girls camp

Cape Cod area Athletics, waierfroni

nurses, campcraft, etc For mfo call Sue,

546 3223

Central area women's center has 5 work

study positions available, applications can

be picked up at center basement Bake-

LOST

Gold hat and beige gloves 549 0826

Ram head ring, no eyes, lost 3 6 between

^C and SW call 367 2424 Anne

Reward -lost dark pan glasses in black

cdSf w name on case Maybe in Franklin

area Please call John 546 6604

Please return dk brown leather wallet,

personal value leave it with Collegian

Photographers Guild presents -Ad
vanced Camera Handling (from Kodak)

This slide presentation can help you make

better pictures by showing you how to take

advantage of the versatility of an advanced

camera Shows how to capitalize on such

features as interchangeable lenses, built m
exposure meters, ad)usiable shutter

speeds, and lens openings Tues ,
March

13, CC 906, 8:00, FREE*
Happy 21 to the other half of 304. Thanks

for being you Love, Joyce

Spacey-cutie: come down from the ozone

iust awhile Pahty^ Pleez Happy »22. luv u

If you found my striped scarf I have

for you a 6 pack of beer and $6 cash

Please' Call 546 6067,_lm^espera^_

The new direction is looking for some

good chowdah- can you tell me where its

gone'- The blow drier generation

The finder of my black down mittens in

the CC ladies room two vyeeks ago will be

cheerfully rewarded $10 on their return

Wir>ter's over How abou t it' 549 072^^

CB; hey Cath! Have a great 19th b day"

Love ya kid' See y'ata Am, Beth, b TG s

Happy birthday. Rhondagins, 19 will be

your year so go for it and while you're at it,

do It upi Love ya kid, the Sharigonz

Attn,: S b M Dist , VP m charge of

CP Congrats on the second successful

year of your merger love, VP in charge of

Noxema

Anyone who has had Prof Rapping for

Econ 204 Honors please call 253 2662

Delta Upsilon fraternity announces the

formation of a chapter at UMass Initiated

members of DU please contact Ed Crane m
the Campus Center Hotel at 549 6000 exi

730

Send lawyers, guns, and money, the

shit has hit the Ian Vote Jay Heney and

Mark Vassalotti lor SGA co presidents

Bring the Student Government back to

the students Vole lor Jay Heney and Mark

Vassalotti for SGA co presidents

Zap and Geof go for the gusto"

Bolandrina Tillotson lor co presidents

Onstage at Mt Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg priced merch to all

students & staff Remember your ID

RIDERS WAITfED

For 2- share 9as$ to Tampa area on 3/15.

Call Margo, 253 2828 /Sue. 67400.
A/S/A7P!

Rktara wanMd to Brattleboro. Vt , every

weekday this setrtestef. ^wre I, 253-2154,

ask for Ray.

"roommate wanted

Roommate wahtod, 1 bedroom in 4

bedroom house, N Amherst, near Puffers

Pond non smoker, bus route, no pets,

$100. 549 6907

SERVICES

Genaral sawing. Fair rates/call 6-^328.

TO SUBLET

2 badr. Riverglade Apt^. mid May opt, to

renew, quiet basement, bus route. $230.

253 5907

WANTED

Lat. Am. Mu. to talk Panama Can,,

549 1 764
.

VW eng. w. or wlo body. 549-1764.

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie.

546 6557, after 6

SEX FOR GRADES

Sex for grades: anyone with first hand m
formation or knowledge of this subject, call

5 3500. evenings Discretion assured.

CORRECTION '^

~

Correction. Aikdo demonstration, Triday,

March 2, Boyden gym, wrestling room.

700

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney JaaoiTR. Rosenthal, low cost

legal representation for UMass community,

income tax preparation, appointment only.

253 7617 - -_

PETS

Beautiful seal-point Himalayan kitten,

male registered, show quality, raised with

family $126 Call Sally, 549 6253

Monday, March 12, 1979
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Crossword
»Collegian 13

ACROS&

1 Membership
charge

5 Haavy-footed

9 Mother
12 Exclamation

of annoyance
13 Son of Isaac

14 Environment

agency (abbr)

15 Air (prefix)

16 Protrusions

17 Ory.as wine

18 New England

native

20 Gaseous
compound

22 And so on
(abbr . Lat . 2

wds)
23 Soap

ingredient

24 Repeat

28 Christmas

32 Clean a floor

33 Mao ^

tung

34 Taboo
35 Pastry

36 Landing boat

39 Purpose
40 Alaskan

transportation

42 Gentry

44 Defensive

weapon
(abbr)

47 Spanish

article

48 Spam and
Portugal

5 1 Trojan hero

55 To and
56 Jack s

companion
58 ^ ta

Douce"
59 Sports

enthusiast

60 Potpourri

61 Speed up-

ward.iike a

plane

62 Affirmative re-

ply

63 Addict

64 Being (Lat

)

DOWN

1 Normandy
invasion day

2 Animal waste

chemical

3 Get as

deserved
4 Fireman

5 Feels

Answer to Previous PuHle

1 O N 1 A 15 QCZiCiaL)
i R f N 'A V 1 E N N ""

ORE G
[A

O
P

N
T

L « SA
1 iri

E Y E T E N f E

N E L Y n t N E o
R O T E T O N A
A M O N R U E D
T A II N R E

A N O E Ll tm H A
Ii C

1

F N
1 D 1 N • U IJT^

.,,.

L U 8 T ^rtf LIU M itN f

L 1 T E Lr rtrt •It i. N

6 Patriotic

monogram
7 Epithet

8 Robust

9 Small plateau

10 Uncovered
1

1

War club

19 State (Fr)

2 1 Word to call

attention

24 Demons
25 Hard work

26 Fencing

sword
27 Sknny fish

29 Over (Ger

)

30 Narrow

thoroughfare

31 Companion of

odds
37 Filthiness

38 Air

41 Womeit's
patriotic

society (abbr.)

43 Polarize

45 Theater name
46 Posu
48 Questionable

49 Scotch hill

50 Ages
52 Greek god of

love

53 Biblical

prophet

54 Synonomous
57 Fabrication

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1

1

12 13 14

15 16

1
27

17

18 19 20 21

22 23

24 25 26 28

1
43

29 30 31

32

1
41

33

36

34

35

11
37 38 39

40 42

1
57

44 45 46 47

48 49 50 51 52 53 54

55 56 58

59 60 61

62 63 64
/o

TodayonWMUA
6AM-10AM

7,7:30,8,8:30,9

8:35AM

10AM-2PM

12:00AM-12:15AM

2PM-5:30PM

5:00PM

MORNING MUSIC TO MAKE
MONDAY EASIER TO TAKE

...with Judith

WAKE-UP NEWS/Mike Terrell

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By Don Cerow

MELLOW MUSIC WITH JACKIE MISA -

Santar^a, Joni Mitchell, Jackson Browne...

NOON REPORT/ Tory Carlson

SPORTS/Howie Sobolov

THE MONDAY AFTERNOON
DRIVE WITH LEO T. BALDWIN -

Rock 'n roll from the 60's and before

NEWS HEADLINES

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

...^WIERE Mt WRITES PoP
OLOSY Books ANt> Runs
Mlt.£5 A DAY'

PSVCH-N

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

etHacKiM the

Homemaicec.

1^

The Town Line by Joe Carroll

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

j HBWf MWSSMXM.

fLBHSEHOiaSIK.

I iMai Mil BnSSWOK, ntOm

UNt..

KJNDLY

TBune

chmh*

mKD? HI! JUST
eOTVCLAfBSJ
(XUfiLTf FISUK&!
iOUl£AllNeD

IBAH.HJU

CHUMPS.

umN&aACK

FieW.'ClAO
POK-NOU!
iCUacl<

GIVE A DAMN
"Four out of five Area Governments

receive less money each year than the

four officers of the Student Govern-
ment Association.

In a year when the SGA is suffering

a 180,()00 dollar deficit the salaries of

the co- Presidents was raised by 94%,
over intersession.

I feel the co-President salary is un-

justified and will not accept the salary,

nor will my running mate Noel Collins.

Instead we will apply this money to an
increased security system on campus.
This js not a campaign 'promise' this is

a campaign fact.

Give a damn, elect Noel Collins and I

to SGA co-Presidents March 13, 14."

Thank you,

Peter Bovemi

MILLER 12 oz. cans & NR

tk-^.
ELECT COLLINS/BOVENZI

xs

$6.99 case

In Store Cash Only
Monday thru Thursday

C&C LIQUORS
THE FRIENDLIEST STORE IN TOWN

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FREE DELIVERY

• «•••*•••<.« «%ww i -*<r4««««***«
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FREE
CONCERT
th« contemporary

chamber
ensemble

Tuesday. March 13. 1SW
8 p.m.
Bezanson Recital H^l
Fine Arts Center

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 684 9»63 mm%im(^j^{
H »e ^niTHNtVt «• I ill^ns ^IM »Mt OKUll) »» OO Iwn III! SMOWtl »o

4 ^ ArtNtf

s
Ci>nA*ctw

>

This concert is

presented by the
University of

Massachusetts Arts
Council as part of its

music series for the
1978/79 season

lOUMT tMTWOOe
wiuiveiivotf

Coatarrirm Sondra Loch*
l9«« thru Thurs ITLS 100(4130

« VIIH R\U

%MMmm ia ttmi£

'•^*

|m«mi Itmi Tliur* (TLS I 00> « 30

ITHE
ARMESOr

IHENlGMtl

Mon thru Thurs. (TtS flW^aDl
m

ROBBY ^
BENSON ^

@SfiFiS'
Mon thru Thurs ITLStOOl^:;

FOHTlSTICKfTS l iMITtO TO ^^f ATlNG

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE >I?TS CENTER PRESENTS

DURARM)
TOOSHORTIDBOX

WriHgOJ

The Roister Doisters
Drama Society

proudly announces

AUDITIONS

for

Suddenly Last Summer

and
Something Unspoken

March 12 (7-10 p.m.)

13 (7-9)

Skinner Auditorium
(opposite Hasbrouck)

mUflVlTRE

Monday
and

Tuesday

and Beer Nite
Order any pizza ax-

capt plain and gat a
pitcher of t>aar or

Coke free.

Mon..Ri. 4:30-11 Sat. i Sun. 12-12 St4-Mi2

SUNDAY, APRIL 1 8 PM
Tickets now on sale. Gerteral Public - S8, 7, 6.

UMass Students • $4, 3, 2. Senior Citizens • $7. 6, 5.

SUNDAY, APRIL 4 8 PM
Tickets now on sale - General Public - $7, 6, 5.

UMass Students • %S, 4. 3. Senior Citizens • u,
5, 4.

Fll€ AilS CENFER iCNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Centtr Box Offica M-F 9-4, 545-2511
and Naw England Ticketron Locations.

Monday. March 12. 1979
^j

>>•»»..

Sox^Papiout

10' 12 weeks
WINTER HAVEN. Fla. (AP) - Utility in-

fiekler Stan Papi underwent surgery for

torn cartilage in tiis rigtit knee yesterday at

ttie University of Massactiusetts Hospital in

Worcester, ttie Boston Red Sox announc-

ed.

Dr. Arttiur Pappas, ttie Red Sox' team
ptiysician said Papi will be liospitalized

about a week and would probably be out of

actkin 10 to 12 weeks.
Papi, acquired in a December trade

wtiicti sent pitcher Bill Lee to the Montreal

Expos, injured his knee playing winter ball

in Venezeula. He pulled up lame in the ex-

tuition season opener against tt)e Detroit

T^ws Thursday.

Notices

SOCCER OFFICIALS' MEETING:
Tuesday, March 13, 7:00 p.m.

SOFTBALL OFFICIALS' MEETING:
Wednesday, March 14, 7:00 p.m.

SOCCER AND SOFTBALL OF-
FICIALS' MEETING:
Thursday, March 15, 7:00 p.m.

ALL MEETINGS ARE IN BOYDEN
253

s^ LIQUORS ^^
18 Main St. 253-5441

^ff^.

5Fr'**\i

m

You have something to

share with the people of the

rural South and Appalachia
— yourself Find out how
you can help, as a Catholic

Brother, Sister, or Priest.

Your request will be treated

confidentially.

~ I'd like information about

opportunities with the

Glenmary Missioners and
the free poster.

I'd like a free copy of the

poster only.

Glenmary Missioners

Room 22b Box 46404

1

Cincinnati, Ohio 45246

Name
Address.

City

Zip

Buv a Soft Drink for 590
and Keep the Glass!

Collect A Set!

State.

Age_

EINSTEIN CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
Department of Mathematics and Statistics

and
Department of Physics and Astronomy

Everyone is w«lcom*
Time: 8 p.m., Wednesday, March 14

Place: Barlett Auditorium, University of

Mass .iiusetts

Th« sp#Qk*rs
1

.

Henry Steele Commager, Amherst College

"Einstein and the Community of Learning"

2. Joseph H. Taylor, University of Massachusetts

"Verifying Einstein's General Theory of Relativity"

3. Stanley Goldbery, Hampshire ColTege

"Albert Einstein: A Life in Science"

^

Available At:

The Hatch,
Coffee Shop

a Blue Wall Cafe

SCHMIDT'S
12 oi. bottles

$5.99 case
$1.59 six

Every day
special

MILLER 1
12 oz. bottles NR I

$6.99 case 1

Monday thru Thursday 1
special

.w*.:::'.'

SOGONEHES
UNFORGEHABLEI

RoBeRT

first two singles,

Red Hot" and "Fire."

made mm one ol ttie

talked about

'n' roll.

ing

^

"ROCK BILLY BOOGIE" is

available at:

Platterpus, Northampton
I

Spikers sweep meet;
raise record to 8-0
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Cullegian Staff

The UMass men's volleyball team hosted
their fellow teams in the Northern Division
under the leaky roof of NOPE gym last

Saturday. Except for one game, UMass
defeated all four teams— Amherst, Mid
diebury, Williams, and Berkshire Com-
munity Colleges.

Williams, the first opponent, gave
UMass a hard time throughout the match.
Led by Mark Lewy and Dave Furlow,
Williams spiked past the UMass netminders
in the early going, and led by as much as six

points. O^pite good serving and setting by
Kale Feldman and Orlando Larracuente,
UMass fell short, losing 15 12. Game two
saw UMass catch Williams off guard, as
Pat Ryan services his way through for

UMass, 15 3. The tiebreaker witnessed a
close match, with service control changing
hands several times. However, Al ^Morel,

Rick Ruegg, Jim Grosslein, anci Kale
Feldman helped to shrug off a stubborn
Williams squad, 15^9.

With Berkshire Community College,
UMass had a labored, sloppy match; both
teams set poorly and net violations were
many. Ed Midura and Kale Feldman led
UMass past, 15 7, 15-5.

Against Middlebury, UMass still played
sluggishly, but took advantage of Mid
diebury's many mistakes. Pat Ryan's
serving did the job, as UMass won the first

game, 15 2; Al Morel, Orlando

Larracuente, and player-coach Arnia
Roberts controlled the second game, 15-1

.

Amherst College proved to be the
toughest match that day, as UMass
showed many bright spots of fine volleyball

action. Amherst's Dave Darrow, Tony
Smith, and Drew Fontaine managed to

keep a narrow lead for much of the first

game, but Kale Feldman, Arnie Roberts,

and Ed Midura helped to stage a come-
from b^ind victory, 15 11. The second
game staged the "Al and Arnie" show, as
Al Morel's serving and Arnie Roberts'
spiking paved the way for a score of 15-4.

Said Roberts of the wins, "We're in a
mental letdown from the New England
Open last weeked. There were many
mistakes we made on the court that we
usually don't make. It has nothing to do
with playing aggressively - we were. It's

kind of hard to "get ready" to play,
especially after a big tournament. I think

we'll "be ready" to play by Wednesday,
when we play Berkshire CC here (at

NOPE)."

SPIKERS' STUFF: Kale Feldman and Pat

Ryan were selected by the UMass team
members to the NECVL Northern Division

All Star Team; Kale Feldman was selected

for the New England All Stars . . . With the

wins on Saturday, UMass' Northern
Division record stands clean, at 8-0 . . .

UMass lost only one game in NOPE so far

this season -to Williams, last Saturday . . .

the record by games (overall, including

invitationals) is 19 6

Fraternities
AREN^T
all alike
Delta Upsilon International was founded in 1834 wth
justice as its foundation.

. <s a non-secret fraternity, there isn't anything that

DU can't tell you about our brotherhood.

If you aspire to get more out of your university educa-

tion than just what you get in books, take a look at

what DU will offer its charter members.

*An International brotherhood: with 90 chapters in

the US and Canada.

"Immediate leadership: as you and your new

friends build the foundation for DU at UMass.

Lifetime friendship: fraternities flourish because of

the value in the lifelong friendship that develops

amongst brothers.

"Leadership opportunity: that the sixth oldest inter-

national fraternity offers with its regional seminars

and annual leadership conference and conven-

tion.

Skill building: fraternity management enables you

to work with accounting, budgeting, sales, personnel

motivation, buying, programming, planning, public

relations, government.

*An experience of a lifetime: who else can say that

they founded their own chapter?

information available through: Ed Crane,

Campus Center Hotel, 549-6000, extension 730.

** *

Delta Upsilon Fraternity

Founded November 4, 1834

Williams College

Williamstown, Massachusetts

jumciow WWWT1CW
iiiu
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Cathy Harnngton (331 tcrambiM for a lOMa baH during the Minutawoman*
66-64 lost to SCSC Friday (Staff photo by Patrick O Dobbs.)

NCAA Roundup
Rutaers 64. Hoyas 58 Penn 72, N. Carolina 71

** uA,ii,:u A/ r Tnnv Price the Ivv— ^.HAlin,H,NC Tony Price, the Ivy

Syracuse 89, UCOnn 81 'iu« ^Player of the Year scored 25
[%#7 I «WM«9^ w*#, w WW- • w

^^^^^^^ yesterday and led umanked Penn

sylvania to a 72 71 upset vtctory over third

ranked North Carolina m the NCAA East

Ruqional basketball routnament

thf victory moves Penn into next week's

Edst Rwiional semifinals against Syracuse,

26 3, at Greensboro, N C

PROVIOeNCE fi I On Saturday, James

Bailey and Roosevelt Bouie lived up to their

advance billing to the chagrin of

Gcforgetown arKi Connecticut

In the first game, Georgetown, which had

beaten Syracuse one week before, couldn't

contend with Bailey, the 6 foot 9 senior

who gave Boston Celtics' boss Red Aoer

bach, in the stands. aT\ eyeful witn 19

points. 14 rebounds and four blocked

shots Rutgers won 64 68

In the second game, Syracuse, 26 3, got

a test from a Connecticut team made up

mainly of underclassmen The Orangemen

shot a torrid 63 percent from the floor m the

first half while Connecticut shot 32 per

cent

St.John's80.Dul<e78
RAlthiH. N C Reggie Carter hit a six

foot lump shot from the baseline with four

seconds remaining yesterday and gave

upstart St Johns an 80 78 victory over

sixth ranked Duke in the NCAA East

Regional basketball tournament

si Johns, 20 10, will face Rutgers in the

East Regional sumiftnals at Greensboro Fri

day niqht

Ind. St. 86, VPI 69 Mich St. 95, Lamar 64
LAWRENCE. K.ni Carl Nicks and Larry

Bird combined for 44 points and triggered a

20 first half salvo to lead top ranked and

undefeated Indiana State to a 86 69 victory

over Virginia Tech yesterday in the second

round of the NCAA Midwest Regioanis

Steve Reed, Alex Gilbert and Bob

Hpaton all had 12 for Indiana State, which

meets Oklahoma m Cincinnati Friday night

in the Midwest semifinals,

Arl<.74,WeberSt.63
LAWRENCE, K.tn Sidney Moncnef

scored 19 points and Steve Schall added 18

to pace a patient Arkansas attach and lead

the 7th ranked Razorbacks to a methodical

74 63 victory over Weber St m the second

round of the NCAA Midwest Regionals

yesterday
,

Arkansas, which will meet Louisville in

the other semifinal game this week raced

lo a 40 27 halftime lead over Weber St the

I Biq Sky Conference champion, and never

I led by fewer than 1 1 in the second half

MtlRFREESBORO. Tpnn Greg Kelser

scored 31 points and flashy Earvm Johnson

directed a blistering Michigan State offense

as the fourth ranked Spartans crushed

Lamar 95 64 yesterday in second round ac

tion of the NCAA Mideast Regional basket

ball playoff

UCLA76,Pepp71
f OS ANCiELES Two time All American

Ddvid Greenwood scored 12 of his 18

points in the second half yesterday as No 2

UCLA downed stubborn Pepperdine 76 71

in the NCAA Basketball Tournament Far

West Regional quarterfinals

ND73,Tenn67
MURhHttSBORO. Tenn Kelly

Tripucka's 21 points led fifth ranked Notre

Dame past No 20 Tennessee 73 67 yester

day m the second round action of the

NCAA's Mideast Regional basketball

playoffs.

Sox trio blanks Chisox, 7-0

WINTER HAVEN Fla I API Andy Hassler, Steve Renko and Jim Wright corn-

'""Twnn a°nd R^ce p^rovided all the punch needed With two out in the first Lynn

area.

Minutewomen bow
with loss to SoConn
Of iiii s.hJ wui ds t)y tongue uf pen the

s.f(hii'st wiiitLs ,iu> fhri,f It might have
tit'i'i)

BOSTON; The turn of events which led

to Southern Connecticut's amazing 65 64

come from behind victory over the UMass
women s basketball team were so unex-

pected and so sudden no one could belie\«

what they had seen. As the jubilant SO
team and their fans swarmed on the court,

UMass and its followers could only shalie

their heads in bewilderment. Perhaps sfK^ck

a a better word
What had appeared a certain win for

UMass and a continuing road to the

nationals with only minutes to play was
snapped from their grasp. The dream of the

nationals now belongs to Southern
Connecticut and Fordham, who beat

Queens 78 63 in the other half of the

Northeast District EAIAW Championship,

held this weeked at Northeastern s Cabot
gymnasium.
From the start the Minutewomen im-

mediately took command, running off ten

straight i^nts to take an early 1 1 4 lead. (It

was a lead UMass would not relinquish

until less than one minute remained in the

garr^ ) Due to an inspired UMass defer>se,

SC's attack couldn't get unraveled.

Throughout the first half they were forced

to reply continuously on center and captain

Jody Raicula. Providing the bulk of the Owl
attack. Rajcula scored 13 of her game high

79 points in the first half More damaging,

though, was the fact that her constant
drives put opposing UMass center Julie

Ready (20 pts . 17 rebounds) in foul

iroubUi

Despite UMass season high scorer Sue
Peters being held to two points (she

finished with 11) in the first half and Ready

sitting out the final minutes with three
fouls, the MinutewQtnen held a 31 23 lead

Mary Halleran (10 points on the game)
opened the second half with another
UMass basket extending their lead to 10.

Throughout most of the half UMass' lead

remained in double figures. Julie Ready
w^ the dominant force on both ends of the

court, scoring 14 points and 11 rebounds
while playing only 12 minutes of the second
half

With seven minutes to play, UMass stiM

held a 65 42 lead But then, after a Sue
Peters foul shot made it 56 44, SC came to

life. Over the next two minutes the Owls
poured in 10 straight points. It was sud
denly 56 54 and SC had the momentum.
The Minutewomen regrouped after a tirr^e

out and received two key hoops by Ready
to extend the lead back to six at 60 54.

But just as the UMass fans were
breathing a sigh of relief. Rajcula went to

the hoop once more, spinning in for a layup

and also drawing a foul. The foul was on
Ready - her flhh. As she left the game with

three minutes to go UMass was still

clingir^ to a 60 57 advantage. Aftar the

team traded hoops SC went on a final and
fatal surge, scoring the next six points.

Gracious in defeat. UMass' coach Mary
Ann Ozdarski commented, 'I couldn't have

asked for any more from their performance

Unfortunately, towards the end our

inexperience showed, and their experience

came through"
With 30 seconds to go SC's Sue Henry

threw up a 25 footer which swished
through for the winning l>asket Ironically,

Henry had beaten her former teammates.

She played for UMass last year before

transferring to SC.
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orts
Mark IVIarchand

Offandrunning

Ahh, the signs of spnng; baseball, out-

door beer bashes, lacrosse, and halter tops.

Once again life is bearable and life here at

UMass ceases to be )ust a struggle for sur-

vival. Nobody has to tell me what it's like to

sit on the hill and watch a lacrosse game

while having a few cold brews.

But tnere are those of us who also enjoy

participating, and to the majority of us that

means going out for a good healthy jog or

run This form of sport is probably the most

widespread on campus, as almost rtever a

day passes when you don't see a few peo-

ple out participating in this sometimes pain-

ful activity.

Taking all of the above into account, I

found myself getting somewhat enthused

last week about going out for a short run.

Being a former high school cross country

runner, I figured that it would be a simple

task to slip out and do a few miles. The only

drawback was that I hadn't done any type

of running for four years, with the possible

exception of a short dash to catch a bus

and a few sprints during my abbreviated in-

tramural basketball.

But oil that was forgotten in the spirit of

the occasion as I decided to skip my history

class last Thursday and venture once agam

into the world of the long distance runner. I

had no inkling of what I was getting myself

info. . . ,1 „„
The course that I plotted for myself was

primarily a downhill one, since killing myself

on the first time out was not high on my

list. I started out from my dorm in Central

with high spirits which were soon to be ex-

tinguished when I encountered some

obstacles on East Pleasant Street. The first

of these obstacles was when I approached

what looked to be an innocent puddle

which I decided to run through instead of

qoing around, possibly adding another ten

feet to my route This turned out to be a

bad decision, though, as I soon found my

left foot submerged almost to the knee in a

well concealed pothole After using up just

about all the cuss words I knew, I con^

tinued my journey with running shoes that

were now at least a '^hole ounce heavier

due to being waterlogged.

I

Further down the road I encountered

more problems with the puddles when a

very unkind young man and his car roared

through a large puddle and drenched me
from head to toe with muddy water that

began to dry and cake on my tired body.

Still only about a half-mile into my journey,

throughts of catching the bus for home
were dancing in my head.

As if the physical obstacles weren't

enough, the only thing I was counting on

began to give me trouble. That is. my
dehydrated body was beginning to give

out. It really wasn't the now raw lungs or

the aching knees; it was the 63-year old

lady who passed me in a trot and yelled that

I should be walking on the sidewalk, not the

street. Upon hearing hits, any enthusiasm

that remained quickly left me.

But not wanting to admit to my friends

that I had quit. I pressed onwards. My treK

took me down the road by Sylvan where

the only thing that kept me going was the

extreme downhill character of that road.

Upon reaching the bottom I took a left onto

North Pleasant Street, where I tried to perk

up my appearance for the many pedestrians

present whose walking pace was almost

equal to my running pace. The only pro-

blem here was dodging the cars and buses

who clog this road du'i.ig the late after

noon.

Winding up my painful journey, I started

back up the hill to Baker, where liquid

refreshments awaited. The hill was awful. I

came very close to depositing my lunch on

the side of the orad, as messages of pain

were now coming in from all parts of my

body But I didn't stop and continued to

the door of my dorm where I nearly collaps_

ed before struggling inside to a shower and

Molson Golden Ale.

A mere mile and a half and my very ex-

istence was in doubt. To all the people who

run long distance regularly; I salute you.

The pain and difficulties of this sport

escape description and anyone who can do

it regularly is either masochistic or in fan-

tastic shape.

Women's Week:
Organize To Resist

plowing IS the tent of statements reed
by membeis of the Thhd World Women's
Task fotce at the fust and final events lot

International Women's Week. These
statements symbolize the intent and goals

It is the beginning of International
Women's Week. I an going to make an
opening statement in my mother
tongue. Marathi, one of the languages
of India. Third World people speak
English because it is the language of
the largest imperial power in the world.
But since this week is an international
week, we'll do things a little different
ly. We'll recognize that there is more
than one language, that there is more
than one struggle, and that there are
significant differences between dif

ferent class and different races. To
know our own language is to know our
own culture - it is to take another step
towards freedom- it is to throw the
weight of the wealthy oppressor-
classes of the west off our backs.
The message of this week is Struggle

and Revolution. What we are talking

about here is the kind of struggis and
revolution that comes from ordinary
people. Even though this week is called

International Women's Week, we
believe that for social change to hap
pen and for all this violence to be stop
ped, everybody - all the oppressed
have to participate. Because of this,

the Third World Women's Task Force
has dedicated this week to two people
- one a man and one a woman - Jose
Pontes and Seta Rampersad, a fallen

brother and a fallen sister in struggle
and revolution here at UMass. The cir-

cumstances surrounding both Jose's
and Seta's deaths were suspicious, and
in both instances the white power-
structure has chosen to let the cases
fall into oblivion rather than finding out
what actually happen.
Because of these things, we have

dedicated this week to Jose and Seta.
We do this for two reasons. The first is

that Jose and Seta were good human
beings who didn't deserve to die and
because of this we want to honor their

memory. As a matter of fact, this is

one of the reasons I'm speaking

of the Thkd Wtnkf Wwnen's Task Force.

The panels and workshops represented a

sinceie ^ffoi t on their pan to raise con-

scious/tess of the struggle of oppressed

peoples.

Marathi tonight in her honor. The se
cond reason that we're dedicating this

week to Jose and Seta is that we all

have to be made aware of the fact that
if we don't organize and change the
system, many more people will end up
uselessly dead. In this country, those
who have money are exempt of all

crimes and in their eyes poverty itself is

the largest crime.
,^„^ „^,,,- ,

_ ,^- , ^ ,
^-.

Welcome to this final event sponsored
by the Third World Women's Task
Force for International Women's Week.
We of the Third World Women's Task
Force were glad to participate in a
week that dealt with the issue of Strug-
gle and Revolution. Our workshops
and panel covered the theme of the
struggles of oppressed people. Mei
Ling Rae Chang spoke of the struggles
of the Hawaiian people against the
U.S. bombardment of the Kahoolave
island. Another individual spoke of the
resistance of the South African people
against the racist and oppressive white
ruling class. Queen Mother Moore
shook people's consciousness by
reminding us what Black people suf-

fered throughout history and continue
to suffer to this day. The exploitation
of the Mexican Chincano people was
discussed as well as the class struggles
of the people of India. Others spoke of

protests to stop the KKK, to overcome
agression against the Asian American
communities and the national libera-

tion struggles of the Puerto Rican peo*
pie. And, we did not forget the revolutions of

Viet Nam, CubaandChina. Within the theme
of struggle and revoiution, we emphasized
ORGANIZE TO RESIST.
We were very happy to see that these ac-

tivities were attended by the ThirdWorld and
Whitecommunities,bothmenandwomen,as
well as out children. /
Special recognition shoulo be given to
Suman Bohm, member of ifie Third World
Women'sTask Force, forherperserverancein
helping make these event possible, Thank-

Tony Crayton, Maria Wexler(moderator),

Raise Nemekin and Nana Seshibe speak

out on repression and political struggles.

At Smith College
Ramsey Lewis

On Friday. March 9, the Smith Black Arts

Festival featured a concert by Ramsey
Lewis. Ramsey was preceded by jazz-blues

vocalist Vea Williams who was mellow and
ripe. She strutted and smiled-sometimes
she was Bessie Smith, sometimes Ella Fit-

zgerald; but she was always very good.
She was intense. She said "when I sing, I

feel heaven- I want to go on and on."
They're(the audience enjoying, I'm enjoy-

ing, we're enjoying together, I son't feel

like I'm alone."

Then came Ramsey Lewis, in a per-

formance which turned out John Greene
Hall. He was intimate, ours for the night,

and he teased us for the night. Proficient

fingers laughed across the keyboard. From
watching him play, it became obvious that

there was nothing he did not know about

the piano. Ramsey not only played the

piano, but also the chords in the back of

the piano to the audience's amazement.
Along with the piano he played a small syn-

thesizer that highlighted his performance

and accentuated his talents even more.

We heard his big hits, including the

crowd's favorite "Sun Goddess, which

Photo by Ed Cohen

brought everyone to their feet, again. The
performance also included his rendition of

Gospel songs, the best being 'Oh Happy
Day' which was bad.

Shannon Ayers (chairwoman of Smith's

Black Arts Festival) arranged my interview

with Ramsey Lewis' two musicians, bass
guitarist Greg Williams and drummer Frank

Donaldson, both men revered Ramsey
Lewis: "He's just a person, but he's so
heavy." He's like and academic institution

- he teaches perfection. He wants the best

and we give him all we have," Greg
Williams. "He's an idol for us too. He can
be intimate; he can be reserved"- Frank

Donaldson.
Ramsey Lewis and his two musicians live

in Chicago; though for the most part their

lives are spent on the road. "It gets lonely

sometimes. Most of my friends are n\arried.

But I'm not jealous"-- f^rank Donaldson.

Ramsey is currently working on a new
album due latter this year, so he spends a

lot of his time between Chicago and L.A.

The album has not been named yet, but I

know it will be bad.

% it M- J ,.( li! ,1 t,l f )

Photo by Ed Cphen .

you to Irene Richards for hanging in when the

going got tough. And, a special thank you to

theprogressivewhiteandThirdWorldpersons
thatworkedtomaketheseworkshopsrelateto

the opressed working peoples of the world.

During this past week, all the activities

sponsored by theThirdWorldWomen'sTask
Force wer dedicated to the memory of Seta

Rampersad and Jose Pontes. Seta and Jose
are two fallen comrades in the struggle for

survivalat UMass. Asmanyofyouknow, these

were two Third World students who died of

unnatural causes, of suspicious causes. Seta

was found dead in September and Jose in

December. Yet, theircaseswereclosed. After

all, these were just two Third World students,

two poor students.

The Third World Women's Task Force has

been working closely with the Rampersad
family since Seta's death. This week we will

begin the legal process in order to reopen

S«t«'s case.

We take this opportunity to announce that

the Third World Women's Task Force is

iniciating a committee against repression.

This committee will work closely with Seta

Rampersad'sandJosePontes'casesaswellas

other related issues. We havealreadyspoken

with a number of lawyers. We urge you to

contribute to this committee. We need your

support.

Nobuko Miyamoto, Benny Yee and the

Warriorsof the Rainbow theirmusic relates to

peoplestruggling. RememberSeta, Jc^eand

others who have been struck down in their

struggles for survival.

The Third World Women's Task For^
would also like to dedicate this evefW

to the memory of Andres Figueroa Cor-

dero. Andres passed away on Tuesday.

He was a great revolutionary who
spent 23 years in U . S . jails for daring to

struggle for the people of Puerto Rico.
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A Challenge
To Our Chancellor

PICTURE OF THE WEEK

How nice of the Chancellor and Vice
Chancellor to reaffirm their position: that
they are opposed to violence against
Hispanic, Black and other Third Worl<|J'
students on campus This is what they took
the time to tell us in a special note that they
sent to the Coll^ian on Friday, March 9th
As always, words come easier to the ad-

ministration than real action What did they
do with Seta's c^. where particular per
sons were identified as responsible for her
death? Did the administration say or do
anything about that, or did it let the US
court system go its racist way? Or what
about Jose Pontes case? Has the ad
ministration done anything other than
cover up the details of what actually hap
pened to him?
At this point. It cannonly sound stupid to

use when we hear that Bromery and Mad
son are concerned about the development
and maintenance of the Univensty com
munity With four people dead that we
know of Seta. Jose, and two white
suicides and then with all the other
violence on campus, we can only say that
the administration's statement on Friday
does not make a whole lot of sense In
other words, the statement came a little

late.

For the administration to finally admit that
there is violence on campus does not make
the dying any easier for the people who
were killed, or for their parents who have
lost their children, their loved ones
The administrators know very well what

their doing nothing In spite of Friday's
statement, the fact is they've been doing

nothing Come on now. is it so difficult to
get hghtinc) on the campus in order to
mintmiee the possiblity of violent cnmes I

have heard people make this request for
good lighting over the last 9 months and
yet the administration has done nothing.
When the administration talks about its in

terest in community devrtopment, we have
to remember that newspaper reporting and
the police are two important agents of
community control How come the police
force on campus can never find the right
criminals, leave alone stop the crimes? How
come the Collegian is so quick to print Cliff

Pedrow's picture ( "UMass Football Player
Arrested For Robbery' ) as opposed to Ken
neth Horn's picture ia white man's picture).
This IS typical Collegian coverage Bromery
and Madson know all this is happening and
yet they do nothing about it. Instead, every
once in awhile they make shallow
statements about their "concern '

In r^ermice to all this, one distinguishing
fact remains clear if most of us made even
the slightest mistake either as local
students or workers, we d be given the pink
slip quick What I want to know is how
come the administrators don't get the pink
slip, don't lose their jobs? Obviously
because they're doing their work right
part of their job is the work of covering
everything up. There is no need to ask if a
bear shit on the woods.

When the Collegian prints in both letters A
fsW5TE FROM OUR CHANCELLOR, I get
worried I wonder whose body they're plan
ninq to disDOse of next.

Suman Bohm
Member, Third World Women'^ Task Force

Photo by Barron Roland

Nummo News, the voice of the Third
World community of the University of
Massacusetts at Amherst, welcome letters
comments and criticsms. If you wish to
contribute any material in accordance with
the best interests of the community please
submit it to:

Nummo News
103 New Africa House
Amherst Mass. 01003

Or contact us by phone

545 0061
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Arson in Northeast

On Saturday, March 3. 1979, a program
was held at Lewis House in the Northeast
area The name of the program was called,
"To Be Young Gifted and Black " This
program was dedicated to our young gifted

and black brothers and sisters on U. Mass
Campus, and to our brothers and sisters
that are home It was also dedicated to
Tony Crayton, Shareef Rasool. Eno
Washington, Bheki Langa and Denis Dent,
brothers in their own way that have shown
leadership to our community
While the program was proceeding its

schedule, four fires were set. which oc
cured roughly between the hours 5 p.m.
and 7:? P.M. the program had started
around four o'clock and was over at 6:30
p.m. Two fires hook place in Lewis
basement, one on the second floor, in

which a bulletin board was damaged, and
the other was in the front lobby, where the
program had taken place.

These fires have continued to take place in

Lewis house On Monday, March 5, 1979,

two bulletin boards in the front lobby were
burned, ons that had been designed for
Black History Month. Also, anotherfire
was set in the first floor bathroom. The
police are investigating the situation, but
no one has been caught yet.

Although some of the damaged materials

consisted of two lamp shades, three
bulletin boards and two waste buckets full

of paper towels on the first floor bathroom,
someone could have been either injured or
killed.

We do not know the purposes or
meanings for these fires, but we hope
they're not aimed toward the brothers and
sisters that live in Lewis House. We must
stand strong and be very cautious about
this situation.

Andre Caple

The above collage was burnt in a series of

fires "occurring in Lewis Dorm Northeast.

The art work was done by the Third World
brothers and sisters of Lewis, (staff photo
by Barron Roland)

Announcements

Palestinian Women
Voices For Revoluton

Tues. March 13 Hampden D.C.

South Auditorium- Southwest

7:00p.m. Speaker!

Eloise Lingfer Activist In The

International Women s

Movement

Sponsored by Near

Eastern Org.

Film.. The Key

We encourage everyone to attend this

special lecture. It will concern the role

of ihe revolutionary women in the
Third World and what the Palestinian

women symbolize in the international

struggles.

There will be two joint meetings for
CCEBS students in classes of 1981 and 1982.

The first meeting will be held Monday,
March 12 in the CCEBS Library for students
living in the Orchard Hill, Central,
Northeast Sylvan areas. For students living

in Southwest area, the meeting will be held
Wednesday, March 14 at the Malcolm X
Center Both meetings will start at 7:00
p m. and end by 8:30 p.m. It is extremely
important that all CCEBS freshmen and
sophmores attend the meeting.

The De Lima
* triar

Last Wednesday at 3:30 p.m.. Student
Senate Speaker Brian D elima was
issued a "supoena" informing him that
he was to appear before the Student
Judiciary at 5:30 p.m. that same day.
The "charge" against him was that he
is serving as Senate Speaker while
enrolled as a Continuing education stu-
dent.

The "judges" ruled that continuing
ed. students were not eligible to serve
as officers of the Student Senate. Fur-
thermore the "judges" ruled that
Michael Pill, DeLima's advocate, could
not represent pel,ima during the trial.

In a staged trial the Judiciary found
DeLima "guilty " of a violation that
does not exist in the Student Govern-
ment Constitution. There is no provi-
sion in the S.G.A. Constitution that dis-

qualifies continuing ed. students from
participation in any branch of the Stu-
dent Senate except the President's of-
fice. Article I of the Senate By Laws
states, "All University undergraduates
and Stockbridge students shall be
members of the Student Government
Association.".. It says all

undergraduates, without exception to
continuing ed. students. Since Brian
DeLima is an undergraduate, he is eligi-

ble to serve as Senate Speaker.
Robin Adams, recently fired by a

three fourths majority vote of the
Senate, and the Judiciary broke the su-

Roena laws by giving DeLima only two
ours notice before the "trial." The
same supoena given to DeLima states
on it that the person being supoenaed
must be issued the papers twenty four
hours in advance.
Furthermore, the judges denied
DeLima's right to council when they
said he could not be represented by
Michael Pill. Chapter Four (Judiciary
Policy Act) paragraph three, section A,
sub-section 10, of the S.G.A. Constitu-
tion states "Any party to a pro-
ceeding before a judiciary may be
represented and /or advised by u
judicial advocate or by any other per-
son that party may select" . .

.

Along with the above, the recently
fired attorney general, who brought
the charge against DeLima also ap-
pointed the "judges" to the "trial,"

thus ensuring a "guilty" verdict before
the trial got under way.
In summation, the DeLima "trial" was

an amateur attempt at political hat-
chetry that would have removed him
from the Speakers chair and possibly
instituted a flunky of the administra-
tion as Senate Speaker.
Brian DeLima's rights were ignored

throughout the entire process, from a
non existent violation to a verdict of
"guilty." As a result, DeLima was wise
in not adhering to the decision handed
down by the Kangaroo court. And the
people who moved that Robin Adams
be fired were within their jurisdiction in

bringing her before the Senate (despite
the fact that she ignored a Senate let-

ter requesting her presence). After all

Robin Adams had left the "court

room " behind and entered the politicar
8rood.
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Editorials Reverse Discrimination
Moves to the Workplace

VIOLENCE ON CAMPUS. WHEN WILL IT
BE STOPPED.

Attacks on Third World people and
women on this campus has reached a
serious level. Be it verbal abuse or violent
harrassnwnt. Events of this nature are ex-
trenr>ely damaging to the principles of this
University and student morale.
Last week a nrtan was t>eing sought for the

assaults of two women in Sylvan and
Southwest. A composit sketch of the
suspect was placed in Friday's collegian,
but whether this man will be apprehended
remains to be seen! this is not the first

composit sketch released by the U. Man
police. 11 two others released last year yield
ed not arrests).

The time has come for students to protect
students in this situation. Nurrmio News
strongly ur^^ Third World Students and
Women to inform close friends of their
whereabouts at all times If you finish stu-
dying at the library, for example, call your
roommate or someone dose to you ar>d in-

form them that you are on your way home,
amJ the route you are taking home. Inform
them that you will call as soon as you get
home and if you do not call them within the
time it takes you to get home, they shoukj
call and inquire about you. If they are wor-
ried they can go out to the route you
described and look for you.

Try to avoid walking alone at night
e^>ecially in areas with little or no liahting.

Just as a person will not tempt a thief by
leaving their nx>ney out, do not tenr>pt aj
possible assailant by walkir>g aiorM and ij
tf>edark.
Remember, communication ia the key.^B

people wfio you trust know where you iM
Also, always try to get an escort If you %m
a woman, your escort does not have to be a
man, it can be another woman. The main-
objective is not to walk alone.

I

The name, Brian Weber, may very well
I supplant and render insignificant bt com-
I P.^o^S"

*^® "*'"®" ^"*" P Bakke, The
U_S. Supreme Court has agreed to hear the
"Reverse Discrimination " case of Brian
Weber, a worker at the Kaiser Aluminum
plant in Louisiana, who claims he was by
passed for a job slot in favor of Blacks with
less seniority and less competency than
himself. He filed a suit, which he won, and
the U.S. Court of Appeals upheld the lower
courts' ruling. Essentially, Mr Weber
argued that Kaiser Aluminum and the
United Steelworkers, his union, deprived
him of equal protection rights under the
14th amendment and also violated Section
703 (j) of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 in passing over him to select Blacks.
Following is the specific portion of Title Vli
cited in Mr. Weber's complaint: "Nothing
in this title sfiall be interpreted to require
any employer to grant preferential treat
ment to any individual or group on account
of an imbalance which may exist with
respect to the total number of percentage
of persons of any race, color, religion, sex
or national origin employed by any
employer. "' If the U.S. Supreme Court
upholds the US Court Appeals, then Af-
firmative Action is effectively dead and ttm
nation can expect a deluge of suits similar
to Mr. Webers filed by platooms of whites
who feel they have been victimized by
"Reverse Discrimination."
There is, of course, no such thing as
"Reverse Discrimination " in America.
Blacks have been effectively legally and
illegally denied equal opportunity and ac
cess in this country for 350 years Af
firmative Action measures were instituted
as a means of placing some Blacks into job

categories ana industries from wnich they
have been barred in the past. Many
longtime foes of Black rights have been in
the forefront of the battle against Af
firmative Action, including right-wing col-
umnists and politicians like James Fitz
Patrick and William Buckley Jr , but some
unexpected warriors against efforts to
remedy centuries old restrictions against
Black liberation have surfaces in recent
years, principally from the ranks of the so
called "Neo conservative Movement."
In a letter to the New York Times publish-

ed last April, Prof, Sidney J Gluck, of the
political science department at the New
School for Social Research in New York,
pointedly asked just what was being
"reversed" In Affirmati^« Action programs;
"Are the whites to be herded into ghettos,
removed from their professions, deprived
to descent housing, forced into malnutri-
tion and early death? Is this to be
perpetrated by the Blacks. Puerto Ricans,
Chicanos and aboriginal Indians against the
majority of the population? Or does this
mean that a Black caucus has taken over
political power and our prisons will be 80
percent filled with white inmates instead of
Black and Spanish speaking?.. Whftt does
seem new," Professor Gluck wrote, "is an
inordinate fear of competition for jobs
among to an unfair advantage This fear is

deepened as signs of economic stagnation
again cloud the horizon and the dollar
seems unable to cope with serious rever-
sals. The shibboletfi, 'reverse discrimirie-
tion,

'
is intended to keep the number of

contenders down by enforcing (

tion under the old norms..."
And that's about the way it is. •

Third World
Caucus

The Third World Caucus has endorsed
Presidential candidate Pat Hart and Herb
Tyson. The caucus feels that these two
people will best represent the interests of
the students on this campus. Pat Hart has
worked in the Student Center for Educa
tional Research and Ad
vocacylS.C.E.R.A). Herb has worked on
task forces that deal with the dorm lease,
vandalism on campus. He is a senator frorn
Cance and knows the workings of the
Senate. He is a person who is experienced
and knowledgeable. Herb Tyson currently
serves as student Trustee to the Board of
Trustees. He fought the tuition hike and
succeeded in getting it staggered over a
three year period instead of the whole in-

crease next semester as was proposed in
the legislature. No other candidacies can
offer the experience and knowledge of Pat

Violence in Southwest
March 8, 1979

To All Southwest House Staff

This is an angering nr>emo to have to send
out on International Women's Day.
Last night at about 11 P.M. a woman

resident of Southwest was assaulted as she
walked back alone from a shopping trip
down University Drive. She broke free from
her assailant and reached the dorms but the
threat of the situation and her own fear
were severe. It was not only an insulting
experience but a potentially
life - threatening incident. (The attacker
said he had a knife although she did not see
or feel him use one.) This episode may have
been carried out by the same young male
who has recently assaulted a woman in the
Sylvan Area parking lot. Campus Police are
working on the case with high priority.

What seems necessary for the immediate
future especially, is to avoid having women

walking alone in late evening or nighttime
hours, especially at the penmeter of South-
west. Would you please make an effort,
again especially in houses with substantial
female population, to get this word out.
We need to raise everyone's awareness and
sense of caution without contributing to a
sense of panic. Women should go in pairs if

they must walk to destinations out of the
area. Arrange for escorts on a volunteer
basis (both female and male) if this seems a
feasible step within your house or in
tandem with a nearby dorm. Having to take
extra precaution to assure that female
residents of Southwest are not attacked
should provide an occasion for educating
the entire population but more particularly
the men in the area about the issues and
realitiies of sexism in our society.

Jim Matlack

CoUegiaa Insensitive!

On the evening of Wednesday, February
28, I went inside the Collegian offices and
waited to see an editor about correcting
two misstatments that had appeared in a
recent article about a stolen painting. There
were six or seven staff members in the
room, and things seemed busy so I just sat
on a desk at one corner of the room. The
editor I wanted to see had her back to me
and was going over a story with a reporter.
While waiting there, unobtrusively, I got

an earful. First, some new arrivals came in

and everyone started buzzing that-
tommorow's paper was going to include
"two or three stroes against the Senate, on
the front page." A group formed around
the photographer and I heard him being
briefed by an authoritative sounding staffer

with a reddish-brown beard and glasses
while three or four others listened and
made comments. They mentioned the
possibility of getting "a pictures of the
gang of four " and chortled with excitement
over the idea of showing ""as many of them
as possible " in one picture. Next, someone
stated that some confetti had been strewn
on the f[oor of the Senate (which ]||M
meeting in a nearby conference roomMThcil

authoritative staffersuggested that the,

^photographer try to get a pictuf(

would show that in the foreground " and
Tyson with his evil grin " in the back. "Get
one of O'Connel, too, " someone chimed
in. ""I don"t know what he looks like," said
the photographer. Thereupon, the SGA
Treasurer was descriged as "'the fat queer,
about five eight or five-nine" and the
strategy session wound down with thin
laughter and anti-homosexual snickerings.
To me, that episode I overheard sym-

bolizes quite vividly the parochiality of Col-
legian mamagement, and I have described
those events as a means of expressing my
concern that significant sectors of the stu
dent body are being denied the means for
receiving or imparting, information because
of narrow mindedness at the campus's on
only daily newpaper. Sometimes, the col-
legian staffers seem actively prejudic-
ed(through politics, racism, sexism,
homohobia), while at other times they
simply seen unable to go beyond their own
background and experiences { as with
relating journalisticlly to non traditionals,

student parents, Asian Americans, the
handicapped.) In any event, the biases and
shortcommings of Collegain staffers mean
that they don't really respond to all other
students as human beings ( as the episode
above demonstrates for blacks and
homosexuals). Sometimes, their lack of
student-wide understanding causes
negativ-images, stereotypes, of groups to
show up in the news and commentary, but
most of the time, however, it simply means
that positive images don't appear.

Madson 's Silence

I've been waiting patiently all of last week
for a statement to appear in the newspaper
from Vice Chancellor Madson responding

to the allegotions that he is secretly con-

spiring with certain members of the Col-

legian staff to whip Nummo News in line

because their dislike for your newspaper's

tone.

I'm shocked at both his arrogance and his

complete disregard for the freedom of the

press. It smacks of the sort of fascist men-

tality that is reminiscent of the Nixon era.

Cenorship is a dangerous thing. One needs

not be reminded of the attempts by the

government to make journalist pawns in

the special brand of thought reform during

the Vietnam war. Nor shall I neglect to

mention the recent Supreme Court ruling

obliging reporters to turn in their

notebooks, upon - receiving subpoenas.

Thereby in effect making them an arm of

government. The issue of a interference

free press has been argued by people more

eloquent than I, so I won't dwell on it.

What still bothers me is his silence. Doesn't

he think he should respond to something as

serious as the letter? The whole univeristy

should demand a response.

Dave Wohl

Th ird WorldCaucus

Applauded

to the editor:

The Third Worfd Caucus has demon-
stiated superior ability in it's handling of the
cuiient ciisis. This is a positive example of

^

oui taking the initiative and not always
leacting to situations. Let's hope they keep
up the good work.

Selma Byrd

Angry At Madson

I was highly upset when I read last week's

letter to the editor: "Last Issue of Nummo
News? Who the hell is this Vice Chancellor

Madson? Where did he get the God Damn
nerve to try to quiet a Black newspaper?
Y'all better not let them get away with this

mess, because if y'all out there in Amherst
would start looking around yourself, you'll

realize the shit is hitting fan for our people

all over the country.

Judy Sommers, Springfield

P.S. SOMEBODY SHOULD SMASH THE
CHUMP!

John Furbish
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Asian Women Speak Out Agahist Political Repression

by Tommy Lee
Liz Young

Meiling Rae Chang
Greeting her audierKe with a Hawaiian

•"Aloha," Mcihng gave us the translation of
the Hawaiian word. "Alo" meens " from
the bottom of my existence" and "ha"
"the breath of life." Her preaamation was
^i«ractert?ed by this type of hurrMniem arKf
iwarmth which is an intregal pert of
>4awaiian culture. Meiling eame at a
fnember of the Coalition to Protect
Kaho'olowe an island which has been used
as a bomb target by the U.S. Navy since
the end of World War II Kaho'olawe is a
shrme of the Hawaiian people and is so
sacred tha! ihey have never lived on it

tfariitionally Hawaiian priest have gone to
the island only for sacred rituals However,
since the Navy began bombing the island,

any Hawaiian person who sets foot on it is

subject to arrest for trespassing

Metling and many other members of the
coalition have been arrested and dragged
away on several occasions when they have
occupied and defended the island. The
group has brought a court suit against the

Navy cnarging 13 violations of various en
vironmental laws However since the
charges were served three years ago the

Navy has stepped up bombing 300 Metling

pointed out the absurdity and waste of their

actions because the planes and bombs us
ed have been obsolete since World War II

World War II

The case of Kaho'olawe is just one of
many examples of the effects of
colonialism and imperialism Meiling
outlined Hawaii's history beginning with
the white explorers who first "discovered

"

Photo by Peter Lee

the island and later and later overthrew it in

1893 The exolorers were from Connecticut
arnJ Massachusetts Religion was used to
rob the Hawaiian people of their language,
religion, and culture Along with the rape of
the native culture the white colonists
broughts their disease. Within a 50 year
span the native Hawaiian population
decrease 90'^ leaving population
Chinese. Philipinos, Japanese, Portugese,
and Puerto Ricans were imported and
exploited Meiling, like other Hawaiian, and
Spanish descent
In Hawaii today Native Hawaiians com-

prise only 17 percent of the population, yet

they are 85 percent of tfmse in prison and
K) percent of the unemployed Mei'ing felt

that while these statistics show tb<j extreme
oppression of her people, "in some ways
it's good it also shows tha the Hawaiian
people have not accepted the capitalist

system." She stressed the need for

Hawaiian languar;e, religion, and culture to

be taught in public schools.

The bombing of Kaho'olawe has not stop-

ped despite mass protest because the
military is second only to tourism in the
economy of the state. Meiling concluded
her presentation by pointing out that Native

American homelands in the Southwest and
the Puerto Rican islands of Viequez and
Culebra, which have people living on them,
are also used as military bomb targets.

These examples point out the blatant racist

agression and genocidal practices against

native people

Liz Young participated in the panel
"Repression of Political Struggles ' She
spoke from personal experience of her case
in which she and Kenny Chin, a UMASS
student, were arrested in N.Y. in October
1975 On that day, Liz entered her apart
ment finding the door off its hinges, the
room ransacked, ar>d two secret service
agents waiting with highpowered rifles.

When she questioned their
purpose for being there she did not get an
answer and instead was taken into custody
and arrested. Liz and Kenny were held for

five days at Federal Plaza with no
knowledge of their charges. Eventually
they got the word that they had been ar
rested as conspirators in a plot to
assassinate
the Japanese emptor, Hirohito, who was
making his first visit to the U.S. These
charges were totally false as Liz and Kenny
had no idea that Hirohito was even in the
country Their arrest came in the midst of
attack on the Secret Service following the
Moore and "Squeaky" Fromme attempts
on ex pi»ident Ford's life. Aftw saveral
years of coun battle thay ^re dearad of
the original false charge, however thay
were convicted on the "Rap Brown"
possession of firearms charge arKi piaMd
on three years probation.
Liz stated that the entire experienca was

not onlv racist but sexist. Racist because
she was arbitrarily singled out as a Asian
and sexist because the trial focused on her

lifestyle as a woman. She was a very in-

dependent woman, unlike the Asian
woman stereotype, and had taught herself
to hunt and shoot a gun, She claims that

the government linked Kenny as a co-
conspirator because "woman don't own
guns they figured I must've dona it

because Kenny told me to do it."

Prior to her arrest Liz identified m<
the American stereotype of Asian paof^ -

that we are quiet, pasttve, study hard, and
are the 'successful minority' used as an ex
ample for other people of color. People use
Asians and point to the Blacks and
Hispanics and say, "Why can't you be like

them?" After her arrest she realized that

repression of Asians is widespread and a
de^ and suppressed part of our history. In

the same year she was arrested several
other political Asian trials occured includir>g

the Peter Yew case in NYC, the Tam
brothers in Boston, and the Philipina nurses

Narcisso and Perez in Chicago. Liz rdated
Asian repression from the Chinatown
lynching back in the days of the railroads to
the present day case of Choi Soo Lee. a
Korean who is fatseiy in prison f<K murc^
in California. In closing she told her
audierKe that we should keep on strugglrr^
for our Asian American rights as well as the
rights of other Third World people first, and
that the women's question should be a
secondary priority.

AASA Reporter. Danny Lee. interviews Liz

Young participant in "Repression of
Political S ti uggles " panel. Photo by Peter Lee

Andres Figueroa Cordero..A Great Revolutionary Dies
"I think that the United

States judicial system viola

ted international law... We
are prisoners of a batle of li

beration ; the enemy has no
moral or political right in in

ternational law to judge us.

Our case should be tried by
a world court. The United
States tried us as "common
criminals" in violation of all

known national and interna
to cover up

determined that he only had weeks to live,

the government persistently tried to force

him to ask for a pardon. Yet, he never
entered such a request and was granted an

unconditional release. Since his return to

Puerto Rico, he was active in the campaign
to free his Nationalist compatriots.

In May, 1976, faced with the terminal

cancer condition of Andres Figueroa

Cordero, the other Nationalists decided

that they would bring an action in the U.S.

District Court in Washington, D.C. The
Nationalists consider themselves citizens of

the illegally colonialized Puerto Rican
nation, and have raised international

human rights protection as the basis of

their claim for Andres' release, and the

cessation of discrimatory treatment as to

the other four.

Despite the serious helath condition of .
1 I !»«

Figueroa Cordero (caused by willful and tionai rigniS- .

wanton medical misdiagnosis an<^ the right and mandate of OUr I

maltreatment), the government denied that ^

Andres Figueroa Cordero was a Puerto

Rican Nationalist and freedom fighter who
served 23 years in Federal prison for his part

in a shooting attack on the United States

House of Representatives in 1954. At the

age of 54, Andres died last Tuesday, March

6, 1979, in Aguadilla, Puerto Rico.

Andres Figueroa Cordero was born in

Aguada, Puerto Rico in 1924 to a large rural

family. His initiation into the Nationalist

Movement was through the Cadets of the

Republic He moved to the US in the early

1940's and continued to work with the

Natioanlsit Party Junta in New York,

After his conviction in 1954, he was sent

to the U.S. prison in Atlanta and then

transferred to Leavenworth. In the last six

years, due to the extreme neglect of the

prison health officers and staff, Figueroa

Cordero became stricken with cancer and

underwent 3 major operations.

In October, 1977, a campaign to obtain his

freedom was successful in forcing

President Carter to release him. Although

the government continued Cordero's in

carceration for years after it was deter-

mined that he had terminal cancer, they

1 tried to force him to repent and apologize

for his actions in the 1954 attack on
Congress. Even when it was medically

Andres suffered from active cancer.

Instead, the government, with the aid of

the U.S. District Court, employed a series

of "stonewall" tactics. They ultimately

divided the case in four separate

jurisdictions in separate rural areas in the

U.S.
Lawyers for the Nationalists continued to

challenge the governmrnt's refusal to

address the issue of special, politically

motivated, punitive treatment, and
Figueroa Cordero's right to immediate
release. Yet, the government continued to

claim that Figueroa Cordero was not

suffering from cancer. Finally, after per-

sistent pressure form Nationalists sup-

porters, the government admitted that a

large now inoperable tumor was discovered

in Andres' lung and, that he could die at

any time. This information was disclosed

almost one year after the filing of the law

suit, and after several denials by the U.S.

government that Figueroa had active

cancer. Even after this admission by the

government, the U.S. Court was ur^able to

Puerto Rican people to na

tionhood." LolitaLebron

act, and only public pressure forced U.S.

President Carter to grant Andres his un-

conditional release.

For the Independentistes forces the death

of Andres Figueroa Cordero signifies a

great loss. We have lost a great

revolutionary, Andres Figueroa Cordero
has become a martyr. For the Indepen-
dentistas, Andres Figueroa Cordero
represented the courage, determination

and resistance of our people in the

struggle. Now it is our responsibility to

continue the struggle and to emulate all of

Andres Figueroa Cordero's efforts to free

his four Nationalists compatriots prisoners

of war (Lolita Lebron, Irving Flores, Rafael

Cancel Miranda and Oscar Collazo), to free

all Puerto Rican prisoners of war and total

independence for Puerto Rico.

In the struggle,

Eliseo, Carmen and Felita

Drinking age to go up April 16— seepage2
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Muddy Waters performed in concert last night at the SUB before a standing

room only crowd. (Staff photo by Elaine Withrow)

Reported progress
extends Carter's visit
By LARRY THORSON
Associated Press

JERUSALEM -Presitient Carter extend

ed his Mideast peace gamble yesterday as

Prime Minister Menachem Begin reported

"great progress " after a last-minute

negotiating session with American officials.

Carter sat out that session m the King

David Hotel while U.S. Secretary of State

Cyrus R Vance met with Begin and Israeli

cabinet officials.

"We made great progress in solving the

outstanding issues" blocking a peace treaty

between Israel and Egypt, Begin.said after

ward.
But he said other problems remained

"which will be negotiated continuously un-

til we find a solution for them."

Vance left to report on the session to
Carter. The secretary of state said a state-

ment would be issued later.

Israeli sources said four issues remained
unresolved. Some needed an Egyptian rep-

ly to Israeli propsoals.

Earlier, in a speech to the Israeli parlia-

ment, the Knesset, Carter declared that

"we still fall short" of a treaty between
Israel and Egypt.

His speech occurred after he learned the

results of an allnight cabinet session.

American officials originally hoped a

treaty could be initialed before Carter left

the region. But before his meeting with
Vance, Begin said he doubted all issues

could be settled in 24 hours.

Pedrow cleared of assault
By DEBRA ROTH SANTA
Collegian Staff

UMass football player Clifford Pedrow
was dismissed of assault and battery
charges, and a charge of unarmed robbery
was reduced at a pre-trial conference
yesterday.

Pedrow and another player, M. Kenneth
Horn, vN/ere charged with assault and bat-

tery and unarmed robbery on March 1. The
alleged robbery took place in MacKimmie
dormitory in the Southwest residential area

on Dec. 9.

i-'eijiuiiv lo iiuvv \.,iidiyt$u vviin larceny
from a person' but according to his at-

torney, Stephen B. Monsein, there is "a
question as to his guilt," and therefore
Pedrow was given probation. Pedrow is

forbidden from having contact with the
complaintant, Douglas Sullivan.

Pedrow's case is continued to May 5,

1980. Unless he violates probation, Mon-
sein said, charges will be dismissed and his

record wiped clean.

Horn's unarmed robbery charges were
also reduced to larceny from a person.
Assault and battery charges remain. Horn's
case is continued to March 27.

Con ed students

barred from SG

A

By STEPHEN KLEIN
,

Collegian Staff

Continuing Education students will not
be allowed to hold any Student Govern-
ment Association offices as of next
semester as a result of a meeting yesterday
between Senate Speaker Brian DeLima,
Student Attorney General Robin Adams
and Dean of Students William F Field

The decision also affects all other groups
subsidized by the student government.
The decision came after the recent clash

between the student senate and the

judiciary branches ot the SG.A
Last Wednesday the student judiciary

ruled that S.G.A. presidential co-
candidates Peter Graham and Cindi

Thomas were ineligible because Graham
was a Continuing Education student.

DeLima, who is a Continuing Education
student, was then presented with a tem
poiary restraining order, which in effect

took away his position as Speaker
Later Wednesday night, the Senate

voted to re instate DeLima and to rescind

Adams.
Yesterday's decision suspends the

judicial decision against DeLima and also

suspends the Senate vote against Attorney
General Adams, although it may be review

ed further by the Senate
Field said the initiative taken by Adams is

consistent with the UMass Rules and
Regulations Policies but he said "it seems
only fair to all concerned to provide for an
orderly transition,"

Field said that because DeLima has
already announced his .decision to run for

re-election, it is agreed that he will serve

through his remaining weeks l»th as
Sp>eaker and as Senator

Field also said, "The Attorney General
(Adarr») term will expire at the end of the

Spring semester. Any decision to reappoint

Adams would be that of the new co-

presidents, should she choose to apply.."

After the meeting Adams was ecstatic.

"We've survived one of the most
tumultuous situations the student govern
ment has ever seen. The administration has
taken a step to pull us out of a. rut, and in

turn has given us back our full in-

dependence."
DeLima said, "I personally don't feel she

has any credibility as was demonstrated by
the over-whelming senate vote last

Wednesday."
"The senate has the option to pass a mo-

tion revamping the present constitution if

they chose to do so. It would then go to the

administration and finally back to the

Trustees for approval," DeLima said.

However, Field said, "My feelings are

that if a motion were presented to me, it

would tend to make the situation static.

This would allow a student to take one
course a y^ar and remain fc
twenty-years."

DeLima said, "I agree with the

undergraduate definition the way it exists

as a clarification for future students,

however what took place was a political

hatchet job, in the past continuing educa-
tion students were allowed to hold office,

and to change this precedent in midstream
just isn't fair."

SGA elections begin,

tabulations tomorrow
Student Government Association

Presidential elections will be held today and
tomorrow on campus. Polling places will be
open from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. both days and
the results will be tabulated Wednesday
night.

This year's co-presidential candidates
include Robert Bollandrina-Goefrey
Tillotson, Brian Burke Richard LaVoice,
Noel Collins Peter Bovenzi, Jay Heney-
Mark Vassalotti, and Herb Tyson-Pat Hart.

The two primary duties of the president

are to act as the Student Senate's main
representative, and to function as a student
trustee. Representing the senate includes

recommending students for appointments
to various campus committees, and the
functions of the student trustee is to create

direct communication between the
students and administration.

The CO- presidents also oversee the total

Student Government Association budget
of $ 1 .3 million of student funds.

Additional presidential responsibilities

include holding a bi-monthly meeting of the

President's council, meeting with are

government presidents, Greeks, and
commuters and keeping all parties in-

formed on current issues.

Polling places in today's and tomorrow's
election are Hampshire and Berkshire
Dining Commons for Southwest residents,

Franklin Dining Commons for Central

residents, Worcester D.C. for Northeast

residents, the Hatch for commuters,
Newman Center for Greeks and a van will

be located in Orchard Hill for those

residents.

This year's election will be closely
watched by a joint committee of the
senate's Governmental Affairs committee
and an administration staff person ap-
pointed by Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs Dennis L. Madson.

The joint committee was established
earlier this month in an effort to increase

the security and integrity of the presidential

elections.

The committee hopes to avoid the
election irregularities which have been
alleged in the past. The tighter security
measures include the stationing of public

safety members at polling places, and the

overnight storage of ballot boxes at the
UMass police station.

UMass Director of Public Safety Gerald

T. O'Neil and Assistant Dean of Admission

Robert Brooks will deliver the ballot boxes,

on loan from the town of Amherst, to the

polling places tomorrow morning.

Brooks yesterday said he had been
contacted by members of the Senate
Governmental Affairs Committee who
complained of obscene phone calls and
harassment regarding the election. Brooks
said the UMass police are investigating the
complaint because the harassment is in

violation of the student code of conduct
and state statutes.

Brooks also said several campaigns have
complained of posters and signs torn down
and destroyed during the past week.

Final election results will be released

following the ballot counting by election

officials and Dean of Student William F.

Field Wednesday night once the polls

close. Brooks said the ballots will be
counted in 112-114 Dickinson Hall.
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DIGEST

Cl«v«l«ncl Amory. president of the Fund for

Animals organizaion. holds a baby aeal while on the

(k^k of the Sea Shepherd near the Magdalen Islands

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence off Quebec Province,

^nada. The organization has been spraying the

animals with red dye to make their fur useless to

Nwtera. (AP Laaarphoto!

Massport billdropped
BOSTON I4P1 Facing an avalanche of oppoeiuon, Gov.

Edward J King withdrew any sembtanos of irwnediate

support yesterday for a bill giving him control of the

Ma^achusetts Port Authomy.
King's opposition was conveyed to the Legislature's

State Administration Committee in a letter from Barry M.

Locke, secretary of transportation It contair^ed a hint that

the governor might change his tune in the future, if

MnsPort does not live up to certain safety and economic

goals.

The administration has protested high fees charged by

MassPort, particularly the $6 daily parking rate at Logan In

ternational Airport and allegedly swollen administrative

payrolls, smce King was replaced as MassPort boas m late

1974

Insurance ruling axed
BOSTON \AP\ Interim Insurance Commissioner Michael

J Sabbagh yesterday reversed a controversial decison

made by his short lived predecessor and assigned a quasi

governmental wing of the insurance industry to collect

data for his department.

Stephen Clifford, who resigned last month, had assigned

an industry controlled agency, the Massachusetts

Automobile Rating and Accident Prevention Bureau, to

gather statistics to be used by the (tepartment m setting

rates ,,
Under Sabbagh s decision, the Massachusetts Motor

Vehicle Reinsurance Facility, an industry financed but

state controlled agency, will be responsible for gathering

insurance statistics

Clifford s move had provoked an outburst of criticism

from the chairman of the Legislature's Insurance Commit

tee, which in part led to his departure The legislators

claimed the statistics used by the state m setting

automobile insurance rates should be collected by a body

with more independence from the insurance industry than

the Rating Burea,

Nuke protesters guilty

tfVi

AMESBURY, Mass : API Nine members of

shell Alliance were found guilty yesterday m
District Court m connection with attempts

nuclear reactor from reaching the Seabrook, N

power plant construction site last FnH^y

More than 150 other Clamshell
'

New Hampshire Friday m similar v.-.*

A total of 12 persons were a^T

Judge James J. Mellen The

continued until March 22

guilty of disorderly condt

officer. A court officia.

suspended sentences, one ytj.

the Clam
Amesbury
to keep a

H nuclear

""sted in

Iranian women continue
protest against restrictions

Weicker to run in 80
HARTFORD, Conn |4P1 Connecticut Sen Lowell

Weicker Jr. promising to buck the nation's conservative

^?i government trend"" yesterday formally joined the pack

seeking the Republican presidential nomination in 1980.

The Pans born senator, calling himself the longest shot

m the field, said he would enter every state pnmary next

^^-Oemocrats and Republicans alike, m a cheap quest for

votes spit on the word government and tell a nat'o^/^^t ^

used to dreaming and accomplishing the impossible that

thi future of America is no more than a good day today,

^^'Tm running against those in this nation, both

ReouSicans and Democrats, who want the nation to sit

si?r Weicker told reporters inside the Old State House in

"The' man who once considered switching to the

Derr^oc/atic Party said he will have to bypass the

Sir^'can organization and hope for a grass-roots

response from the voters to get the nomination.

Energy controls coming?

WASHINGTON |/!»P1 - Energy Secretary James R .

ScHeslnger said yesterday attempts to encourage

voluntary energy conservation are proving unsuccessful

and ma'ndato?y steps- beginning
-;I^,\«'^/«;„^;,^j;

controls on public buildings- may be invoked this summer^

Schlesinger also told the Senate Energy Committee

there rnay be serious shortages of heating oil gasoline and

et fueVdespite the resumption of oil exports from lran_

"\nventor.rs of heating oil are below where they should b^

for this time of year, he sa.d spelling P°»«"fIf°^^,^
for t^ext winter and "spot shortages . .

m the coming

weeks if there is another cold spell.

And in a heated exchange with Senate crit||f;s

Srhr^-nger denounced what he called "demagoguery on

The Sn oil crisis amd disclosed he had several times

tried to resiqn, « .

By PHIL IP OOPOUL OS
Associated f*ress

TEHRAN. Iran- About 10.000 chanting Iranian

women, guarded by armed Marxist People's

Fedayeen militiamen, marched in Tehran yesterday in

the fourth day of protest against loss of freedoms

undw Iran's ntMv Islamic rulers.

Marches ateo were reported in Abadan, in Iran's

southern oil region, and in the northwestern city of

Tabriz.

In an apparent effort to defuse the protest, a depu*

prime minister said women civil servants would nc

be required to wear traditional dress, and Dariush

Forouhar, minister of labor and social welfare, said

women factory workers would continue to enjoy

equal rights and "to be able to be elected to office
"

Moslem zealots, who attacked several women in a

Friday protest m Tehran, stayed behind cordons

strung by man accompanying the marchers The

zealots, some wearing the traditional head to-ankle

olagk "chador." carried posters of AyatoHah
Ruhollah Khoemini and shouted "prostitutaa" and
' r\aked women" at «h«» marchers.

China to occupy
Vietnamese land

after withdrawal
By DENIS O. GRAY

Bangkok "n^ailand- Chinese officials we'e quoted

yesterday as saying their troops would occupy ^o;^**;

ritory held by the Vietnamaae before China s invasion of

^S!ISJ>k analysts confirmed that the Chinese slowly are

pUHi^S out oTvTatnam. But one highly placed source sa|d

Chin«e officials here told diplomats that their torces would

occupy some "bases" from which the Vietnamese alleged-

ly staqcJ raids into China.
.,««r-.

Me-nwh.le. VHJtnam, after recalling aome 10,000 troops

from Cambodia and units from Laos and sou hern Viet

nam. appeared to be reaching the peak of its military bu.ld

Tn'"he*r;;C?Maceted Indochina conflict, there also were

reports from Vietnam of Chinese troops massing on the

Cheese Laotian border China said the Laotian govern

merit had demanded the withdrawal of Chinese experts

and an end to Chinese aid. .^;^. ««
The ambassador of the fallen Cambodian regime of

Premier Pol Pot claimed yesterday that Vietnam has rein-

forced its invading troops with three new divisions in Cam

^rn^^an effort to put its battered economy on a wartime

footing the Vietnamese also announced yesterday that vir

tually every citizen would be required to perform daily

"^The 'Chinese announced March 5 they would withdraw

their invasion force of 100.000. But the Vietnamese mov«

of troop buildup and citizen mobilization probably were

ugger^. analysts said, by fear of a Chinese trick and

because heavy Vietnamese casualties made Hanoi feel

'v'etnam's latest battle report said that as of Sunday^

Chinese troops continued shelling, plundenng and burning

! ''!'^^^:::Xte'^^. light and they cannot

^ „,.,- Vietnamese charges of Chinese atrocities

..„ they (the Chinese) are trying to clean out a belt

ir^e frontier, maybe 20 kilometers deep, said one

. .,
'

Mrofficial Soviet news agency, said yesterday,

^•v IS no real withdrawal of Chinese troops. .on the

; . trary, the aggressor's main forces are used for vigorous

military actions."

Several chador-dad women passed out handbills

condemning the marchers' Western style dress and
their wish to compete with men
The protesters, wearing blue jeans and skirts, ear-

ned placards that said, "We want eque' rights" end
"Freedom, Freedom." and chanted; "At the dawn of

freedom, we have no freedom."

Several dozen women were reported to have broken

a car's windows near the offices of Iran's national

radio and television. Witnesses said one women fired

1 pistol and nervous guards fired their weapons in the

air to disperse the women. No injuries were reported.

The women reportedly were members of a Womens
Liberation Committee that went to complain that the

national media was not doing stories about their pro-

tests in the capital.

The march was not as large as expected. There was
speculation the protest had been defused by Deputy
Prime Minister Abbas Amir Entezam's announce-
ment that women civil servants would not be ra-

quired to wear traditional dress to work, but should

"dress with dignity and avoid appearing cheap or ex

posed in their offices."
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TEHRAN An elderly Iranian woman
demonstrates for equal rights with younger

women in Western clothes. The elderly woman

?^?d the photographer that she was protesting

vJith hope that her daughters will not have to wear

the chador anymore. (AP Laserphoto)

King decides drinl<ing age will go up April 16

boston
\AP\ -Massachusetts' legal

drinking age will go up to 20

years, from 18, on April 16,

Gov. Edward J. King an-

nounced yesterday.

The governor said he
would submit a letter to

state Secretary Michael J.

Connolly declaring that the

law raising the age is an
emergency law and
designating 2 am, April 16

as its effective date.

Without the governor's
intervention, the law
would become operative in

early June.

The governor signed the

controversial bill last

Thursday. Raising the

age -although King
wanted to go back to 21

,

which was in effect until

March, 1973 - was one of

the^ governor's main
campaign issues.

A special conference on

the new law, for police and

local licensing officials, has

been scheduled March 27 at

the statehouse. King said

he would address that

enforcement meeting

On another front,

ponents of

/ """

op-
the

change-POUR, People

Opposed to Unreasonable

Regulation - have launched

a petition drive for a

repealer that would be on

the 1980 state ballot.

The group needs 29,500

signatures to get the

repealer on the ballot and, if

it were not made an

emergency law, another

10,000 names could have

suspended the applicability

of the age 20 law until after

the state wide vote.
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Melville residents

conflicting with HR
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collagian Staff

The situation in Melville House in

Southwest IS "pretty bad" now, according

to dormitory residents, following the

re^^ation last week of three of the dorm's

rew&nt assistants

Lon Caron. Nancy Deep, and Anne But
terworth resigned last Thursday because of

what they said was an "impossible situa

tion" with the dorm's Head of Residence,

Sharleen Dickenson.

Although the dorm whould have seven
resident assistants, it now only has three,

because it was two short before the three

resignations.

Accordir^ to Deep arKJ Butterworth, the
problem with Dickenson was one of com-
munication and, lack of concern for the
dorm.

•'She deals through the typerwfiter,"

Butterworth said "It was very frustrating."

Deep said, "Nothing could be done." We
thought It would be best if we resigned,

"Now maybe the problem will be address-

ed." "It was an impossible situation to cope
with, live undei, and study under," Butter

worth said

Dickenson last night said she could not

comment.

Butterworth and Deep said that from
what they have heard, this trouble has been
gomg on ever since Dickenson became
Head of Residence, three years ago.

Leslie Bellows, who has lived in Melville

for four years yesterday said that Dicken
son was "doing an outstandingly bad job"
in her opinion.

'She doesn't have a *good attitude
towards the majority of residents, " Bellows
said, 'She's not doing anything to help the
dorm. Everything's always inconvenient for
her."

The resident assistants who resigned said
they had received "no support" from
Dickenson in dealing with the suicide of a
Melville resident this year.

Bellows said residents of the dorm are

just trying to yet Dickenson to

acknowledge the problem and try to do
something positive

"It doesn't seem to be going anywhere,"
however, dorm President Lauren Lennartz

said last night.

Floyd Martin, a Southwest Area director

who has been working with residents of the

dorm, said he was "focusing on com
munication and trying to get communica
tion lines opened up."

Kanella Turner, who works on the

Residential Issues team at the Student
Center for Educational Research and Ad-
vocacy, said last night that the lack of resi-

dent assistants m the dorm was a problem
because it hurts communication in the

dorm,

Residents of the dorm are having a

meetinn to discuss the oroblem

Melville IS an all female dorm which
houses about 175

Pierpont retains

sense ofindividualism
Editors Note: This is the second of a

three part series on Pierpont dormitory

in the Southwest Residential Area.

ByJA/^ES CARTER
and ANDREW MIGA
Collegian Staff

Though the pulse of student activism

slowed across campuses in the recent

years, Pierpont retained a strong sense of

individualism and anti-authoritarianism.

The inevitable result was conflict between

the dorm and the administration as it at-

tempts to enforce university regulations.

In Fall of 1977 the dorm was successfully

barricaded by residents to prevent the

university from placing temporary boarders

in areas such as lounges After a trouble

plagued Halloween party, conflicts con

tinued between the administration and the

dorm, climaxing in the occupation of the

Whitmore Administration Building. At

issue was a plan proposed by Southwest
Master Director James Matlock to remove

juniors and seniors from Pierpont.

"Matlack wanted to throw juniors and

seniors out of what we considered to be

our home," said resident Mark Filiault, "It

was a campus-wide undertaking and we
had the support of a lot of people on cam
pus."

"It was an extraordinarily stressful posi-

tion to be a head of residence at Pierpont,"

said Matlack, "To survive was to back off. I

didn't want to pick a head of residence to

be chewed up and broken by Thanksgiv

ing
"

Pierpont has had four heads of residence

in three years.

In the Fall of 1978, Tom Whitford was
chosen as head of residence, "As soon as I

went in, some people resented me just

because I was the head of residence, " said

Whitford, "Pierpont was a house that had

10 years of tradition. Freedom, drugs, anar-

chy and individual expression were all com
ponents of that tradition.

"The basic things most dorms had, I had

to fight to get," explained Whitford, He
cited enforcing the pet policy and dorm
security as some examples.

"But I had a lot of students working with

me trying to make positive changes," he

noted.

"The Pierpont tradition can become a part

of you as soon as you move into the dorm.

Its the kind of thing that's reinforced both

inside and outside the dorm."
Whitford said he had trouble enforcing

rules because anarchy seemed to be built

into the tradition. He said he did feel sup-

port for his efforts from a majority of

residents, though a "vehement minority'

always stood in opposition

.

"It was a frustrating job. After what hap-

pened to me I don't think it would be fair to

have another head of residence there for at

least a while."

Whitford ended his career as Pierpont

head of residence in January with the tor

ching of his door which was termed by

police as an attempted homicide by arson.

An investigation into the incident con-

tinues.

Tomorrow: f^erpont's future.

JPIISn-Mi

Midterm exams can make you climb the walls, but fortunately for Bozo and

Hobo vacation is right around the corner. (Staff photo by Bill Greene)

Ex-chancellor tells ofhis

experiences at UMass
By PETER
TORKILDSEN
Collegian Staff

What der- botany

and budgeting have

T;^* in common? At
UMass, the common
element is Oswald
Tippo. Com
monwealth Professor

of Botony and former UMass Amhe'^st

chancellor.

Faculty Proiile
Tippo was made provost of the Universi-

ty in 1964, when Amherst was the only

campus. From 1969 to 1971 Tippo was
chancellor of the Amherst campus, as

UMass expanded to Boston and

Worcester. Presently. Tippo said he feels

the whole University is suffering from

budget cuts.

"The potential the University had was
never fully realized, as funds began to

diminish about 1970 or 71," Tippo said.

"There has been some further decline

through attrition of professors due to

relatively low salaries, with the best people

usually being the first to go. Without

criticizinq, the administration has grown

much fastur than the faculty and faster

than it should have."
Concerning student attitudes, the major

change is one towards 'practicality,' said

Tippo.
"Students now are interested in job seek-

ing,and thus graduating with degrees in ac-

counting and business administration," he
said. "When I was chancellor, the over-

whelming interest was in ending the war in

Vietnam, Generally there is greater interest

in education than any outside event to-

day," Tippo said.

Tippo said he is pleased with the reaction •

of both students and several educational in-

stitutions using his book. Humanistic

Botany. Many students contacted said

they liked the book because it could easily

be understood by non-science majors.

Looking back on his years as chancellor,

Tippo said his major accomplishments were

the expansion of the library, the

strengthening of the faculty, and the ac-

quiring of "decent" salaries for the faculty.

Oswald Tippo first came to the University

as an undergraduate in 1928. After obtain-

ing degrees from Harvard University, he

taught at Radcliffe, Colorado, Yale, Illinois

and New York Universities before returning

to UMass.

The cemetery Is theirlivelihood, part-time• # *^, ^^ ^i^ • - '-^ • M ._ , ,o _„^ in .,„,„ „,.Ki.^ to Dull out the compresso

Grave digger Tom Eddy at work.
(Staff photo by Paul Price)

Editors Note; This is the first in an ongoing

series on local people and their jobs.

By MARK WILDING
Collegian Staff

Hamlet- Has this fellow no feeling of

his business, that he sings at graye-

making ^

Horatio— Custom hath made it in him a

property of easiness.

As the mist and the ram float allegretto

past the cast iron gate and into the

cemetery, they are joined by the booming

laugh of an early morning town vyorker.

There is clearly someone \fijho doesn't mind

being here before his time.

In the North Amherst cemetery,

surrounded by 3 foot high reminders of the

long silence to come, Amherst's town

gravedigger, Tom Eddy, plies his part time

trade.

Working along side him are his two

companions of 16 and 10 years, public

works department workers Tom Sullivan

and Tim O'Brien.

The three men comprise the Amherst

tree department, pruning, cutting down,

sweeping up after storms, in short per

forming the requisite duties of the paio

public servant. However, unlike others in

the public pay, the three engage in a

sideline for the town, gravedigging.

Eddy is the senior member of the crew.

He has-dug graves for half his life, going on

twentv four years now.
The Leverett native recounts. "I first

started in 1955 working for a private

contractor. H.J. Toole. In those days there

were at least two to three burials a week

We were contracted to a lot more
cemeteries in those days, all over Western

Massachusetts."
These days, the three men just take care

of Amherst's three public cemeteries. The

work, happily, is irregular. Often the crew

will go a couple of months without having

to pull out the compressor, the back ho,

and the dump truck.

Eddy continues, "In the old days, all we
had was a sledgehammer and shovels. If

the ground was frozen or there was a rock

in the way, someone held a wedge and his

partner hammered away. If the guy

swinging the hammer missed, his partner

didn't have far to go."

Eddy came to work for the town 14 years

ago when his boss died. Eddy dug his grave

as well.

What is It like for him, digging this 5 and

a V? foot deep hole, thinkinq that maybe

. someday . . well . . ?

He smiles. "Nobody ain't never left here

alive, If you hear about it, tell me I suppose

It gives you a different outlook on things.

Suddenly his partner, working the back

hole, has hit cement. Cement to the

gravedigget is like a pilot's altimeter It is

their guide, marking as it does where the

TURN TO PAGE 8
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Fine Arts
Sixwomen artists

dispiay ttieir woric
ByEILBiNM. fOLBY

"Six WofT^en Artists" is m whibition ot
paintings, sculptures and etching currently
showing in the Studmt Union Gallery at
UMa^. through March 16, m coniunction
with ImernatKjnal Women's Wertt.

Five of the six professional artists
represented in the show participated in a
panel discussion and question and answer
period which c^iened the ^ow on Sunday,
March 4. Discussion fcK:used on several
topics: the lack of role models and
recognition for women artists, the special

problems of women as both artists and
wives or mothers, and the question of
wfwtfwr or not art by women ought to be
defir^ in terms of a "women's culture."

distinguish^ie from mainstream (male)
culture

"You ha<« to have ane^ to paint." said
Frances Cohen Gill^pie, the only artist in

this show from the Amherst area. Along
with painters Ann Chenow and Lucy
Sallick, she experienced the difficulty of
combining the life of an artist with marriage
and children You have to be able to plan
your time around your work, " said
Chenow

All of the panelists agreed on the need
for role models for women artists They can
be a substitute for a community of artists,"

said Chenow. speaking of the isolation of

being an artist and having to work around
home and work committments. 'If I could
have known somebody, seem them
working, even at home, it would have been
reassuring, I could have gone on, ' said
Lucy Sallick. a painter from Westport
Connecticut

"Role models." said sculptor Pamela
Endicott, who currently teaches art at

Smith College, "help you to project
yourself into the future. " She said that as a
student she saw other women as art

students, but had mostly male professors
and saw almost exclusively the work of
male artists in museums, which made it

difficult for her to see herself living and
maturing as an artist, once she was out of

school

The situation was IM^ different for

Robin Brailsford, a sculptor with Creative

Glass The Glass Veranda in Boston.
Robin's mother is a commercial artist and
ceramicist who worked at home Thus
Robin was able to grow up with a sense of

herself as someone who could be an artist.

Robert Gordonrocks
Hatch crowd to theirfeet

Mickey Lightsey stops to examine one
of the sculptures in the "Six Women
Artists display in the Student Union
Gallery (Staff photo by Sally Morgan.!

"If your mother was always in ths kitchen

baking breadm you have a lot fdfth^ to go
than I did.' savs Robin.

The panel was in general agreement that

women have in common a heritage of
virtual exclusion from the world of art, but
the group disagreed with the contention
that this factor makes their art. as art by
women, part of an identif iably separate
"women's culture." Brailsford and Endicott
said that they perceived themselves as
artists first and foremost. "My art is a

person's art." said Brailsford, "being a
woman is |ust one part of my experience as
a person."

Sallick, a founding member of S6f<0 20,
one of the oldest women's collective
galleries in New York City, saw the
phenomenon of "Women's Art ' as a
political statement emerging from the
women's movement, but she feels that as
women come to be recognized by
traditional galleries and museums the
importance of such a distinction will tend to
fade.

By LINDA PACK
Collegian Staff

When Robert Gordon opened his Union
Program Council concert Saturday night at
the Hatch with "Rock Billy Boogie," the
2(X) person audience was rocked to their

"When I am up there," said Gordon in a
post concert interview, "that is ill That's
me That's when I feel the greatest, the
most comfortable . . Especially when
these guys < the Wildcats) are with me.
The music is always there.

"

It's true. The Wildcats are a very tight

and polished backup band. They include
Chris Spedding. the well known British
session guitarist who has played with John
Cale, Phil Manzanera, Eno and in earlier

days. Lulu and Dusty Springfield. He is a
master at his work, not getting more showy
than an occasional jump, but playing with
concentration, watching his hands move.

Tony Garnia is a newer talent but just as
impressive Playing the acoustic bass,
Garnia has played his way to a Grammy
Award for his work with Asleep at the
Wheel He's a thick fingered bassman
whose touch is smooth and eloquent and
keeps the bass beat, the heart of the band.

Bobby Chouinard is the Wildcats'
drummer. With a background that includes
work with Jonatfian Edwards, Chouinard
plays with so much energy he looks as if he
might die of exhaustion.

Gordon's music comes from a blerKi of

black music and country swing -the
mixture that made up Elvis Presley's first

hits. But the comparison with Pr^ley ends
there. Gordon's %v^ is studied from that

era but his delivery in unique.

Gordon wore a charcoal blue suit of 'SOs
vintage. His tie had red and silver stripes;

his socks were purple and his shoes were
white ducks. But the mark of his costume-
and his style is the way Gordon wears his

hair. In the back it curls into a modest
ducktail But in the front, it stands three
inches tall, straight and sprayed, before it

sharply wedges down towards the back of

hishe^.

He starKJs with Iikis soread and his pelvis
slightly tilted forward When he sings, his

left knee starts swinging with wild aban
don Then his eyebrows - separately — rise

and sink while his hands snap or hand there
like a young Frank Sinatra As for his voice.

It is deep and tough, with a strong Johnny
Cash rumble and an affectionate stutter of
this kind; "My de-ear, I lo ove you soo."

Gordon is already getting

ready to start work on
another album at the end of

this concert tour, which has
another eight weeks to go.
He has been recording for

three years with Spedding
and for one year with the
Wildcats for the past four
mopths. Bui thp way the
band works together with
Gordon, they could have
bfeen together for years, not
months.
"RCA," said Gordon,

"has put in a lot of money
and effort into this project

(sponsoring Gordon). They
aren't trying to remodel it.

They like it. How could they
improve on it?" he asked
with a rakish smile. How,
indeed?!

Feiiciano tickets go on sale
Tickets for two events at the UMass l-ine Broadway musical will play on Sunday,

Arts Center are now on sale today. Jazz April 1.

pop guitarist Jose Feiiciano will perform on Both events are scheduled to start at 8
Wednesday, April 4, and "Your Arm's Too p.m. Tickets are available at the Fine Arts

Short to Box With God," a gospel spiritual Center Box Offico and Ticketron.
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Dressing

One piece dress in 100%
"Krinkle" cotton with

scoop neck, and new tie

sleeves, button front and
mixed floral/ plaid sash.

Cool and easy to-wear
through summer.
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always twice as nice And with 31 different
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perteclly wild taste combination
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16 IVIain St , Amherst 253 9800

Selectmen hear report
on Lawrence Swamp

.Collentan 5

By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff
The Amherst Board of Selectmen were

told last night that two wells may be
possible in the Lawrence Swamp to help
solve Amherst's water problem, but care
must be taken to protect the area en-
vironmentally.

The recommendations came as part of
the final reports of the firm of Geraghty and
Miller, hydroiogists who were hired by the
town last year to conduct a water study in

the swamp, and the Lawrence Swamp
Technical Advisory Committee, a group of
local experts who were asked to advise the
town in the matter.

Amherst has been facing a severe water
shortage since last October, when the town
instituted a month long ban on non-
essential water use.

The hydroiogists proposals, along with
preliminary cost estimates which would
raise the town's water rate by 50 percent,
go before the special Town Meeting on
March 26 for approval.

Tighe and Bon, a Northampton
engineering firm, reported last year the
town r>eeds ovw 2 million gallons to solve
the problem.

Michael Wolfert, Senior Hydrologist for

Geraghty and Miller told Selectmen the
firm recommends that the first well site be
in the middle of the swamp. A sustained
test was run last November on that site.

The firm drilled a ten inch test well at the
site from which they drew 1 million gallons
per day of wai«r for 7 days.
Wolfert said other test wells drilled

around the site showed no movement of
water from the upper water table to the
lower, from which the water was drawn.

Wolfert said this proved the swamp
vegetation would be unnaffected by the
use of the well He said the tests also prov-
ed wells in nearby Belchertown, which are
drilled into the upper table, would remain
unnaffected. About thirty households in

the area reported dry wells during the
testing last year Wolfert said the wells bad
been dry before the teting started.

Wolfert cautioned that the recharge area
for the wen, located South of the proposed
site, would have to be protected from
development. The recharge area is land
near the well site through which surface
water seeps into the lower water table to
recharge the well.

"You can't pump water forever without
the recharge," Wolfert said. "Ground
water moves slowly. Things done in the
recharge area don't show until 10 or 15 year
later."

Dr. Richard Foose, geologist from
Amherst College and spokesman for ttie

advisory group, said the committee ap-
proves of the hydroiogists report.

"It is inr^Mrtant we all realize the rectiarga
areas must be protected," Foose said.
'This doesn't mean you don't do anything
with the areas, but only with carefull
thought."

Wolfert also said the hydroiogists had
retested a second site in the swamp
originally tested by Tighe and Bond. He
said the hydroiogists felt the second well

site would also be viable, but testing should
be continued for 3 to 5 years after the first

well is drilled.

Seiji Ozawa begins
concert tour in China
By JOHN RODERICK
Associated Press

SHANGHAI. China- Seiji Ozawa,
Chinese born conductor of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, arrived in Shanghai
yesterday for the start of an eight-day,

four-concert tour he described as "my
dream come true."

The slight, ebullient Ozawa and General

Manager Thomas W. Morris flew in from

Tokyo 24 hours in advance of the 161-

member orchestra, the first American
cultural group to visit China since

diplomatic relations were normalized Jan.

1.

Ozawa was the height of informality as he

stepped from a commercial airliner, dressed

in red shirt, faded corduroys and blue wind
jacket to embrace Liu Dehai (Liu Teh-Hai),

China's famed soloist on the traditional str-

inged pipa, and the conductor of the

Shanghai Philharmonic, Huang Yi-Chun.

"We want to learn from your traditional

music and introduce it to the United
States," Ozawa, 44, told his welcomers.
"We don't need language. Though

America and China have their problems,
there is no problem with music. We unders
tand each other."

He invited the Chinese to send students to

the Boston Symphony's Tanglewood sum-
mer school in Massachusetts and said he
hoped this would lead to a regular ex-
change of American and Chinese musi-
cians.

More than 300 persons were at Boston's.
Logan International Airport yesterday for

the departure of the airplane carrying some
170 orchestra members, officials, trustees

and press and sponsor representatives.

When the orchestra ends its tour — the
first by an American orchestra since the
Philadelphia's visit in 1973 - on March 20,
it will bring back two or three Chinese
soloists for performances in the United
States.

f

ARE NOT JUST
FOR DANCING

Danskin's "Free Style" Leotard/

Swimsuit, knit of shimmery Mil

iskin • nylon and spandex is

uniquely designed for multipur

poses: Dance. Gymnastics, Swim
ming. Exercise. These "Free Style'

leotards look great for Casual

Wear as well as Evening Wear.

Truly exciting leotards made by

Danskin-the "body" people.

A Store-full of Ideas

Next lo the Amherst Post Office

Open 10:00-6:00, Mon.-Sat.

High winds and freezing temperatures didn't stop Bitty Spears from drawing
yesterday. (Staff photo by Ken Brown) •

UlVlass police l<ept busy
One case of indecent ex

posure, three larcenies, a
case of vandalism, and a
case of burglary were
reported yesterday to
University police.

Police said they are in-

vestigating a case of inde-

cent exposure which oc-
curred yesterday morning in

Washington tower.

Police also said they
received a report that the

window of a car belonging

to a Kennedy Tower Head

of Residence had t)een van-
dalized.

A room in Brown dor-

mitory was also burglarized

and $473 worth of camera
equipment and a calculator

were stolen, according to

the spokesman.

Free concert
The Contemporary

Chamber Ensemble, Arthur

Weisberg conducting, will

appear tonight at 8 p.m. in

Bezanson Recital Hall at

UMass. The free concert is

sponsored by the
University's Arts Council.

The Ensemble will be
performing works be
Gerhard, Carter, Tower and
Crumb. In addition to the

evening concert, Arthur
Weisberg will conduct a
clinic at 2 p.m. , also m
Bezanson, devoted to
readings of student and
faculty compositions.
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Wake up, Whitmore!
Totlie Editor:

Ma/ch 12. Numitio N«wt earned a
mmno fr6m Jim Matlmck to Southwest
House Staff titlmd "Violence in

Southwest " The memo, which the
CcMgian must not ha\fe considered im
pwt»nt enough to print, dealt with the re

mm r^es oii (»n^us and m Southwest
Mmtlack urges women in Southwest to
avoid wMing alone at night especMv st
the perimeter of Southvi^st He suggests
that women walk in pairs and form
volunteer escort smvices as solutions for

the immediate future.

I am a Southwest resident, and / study
late in tfte Mtrary I don't know anyone
else that waMts around campus at enactly
the same times I do. and I don 't think I

should have to expend the time and
energy to find an ecort when I want to go
out This IS an educational institution and
/ intend to ^t an education' If this means
the admistration has to provide special
security and tr^i^fortation facilities so
that I can walk to the library m safety,
then It IS thmr responsibility to provide
those services. These are not luMunes
they are measures that will provide
women students of this institution with
equal access to its educational facilities.

Do we have to wait until a woman is

raped at noon in front of the hbrary before
action IS taken bv the administration?

Roni Elizabeth Flowers
Southwest

Editors note Reader Flowers is incorrect

%sfhfn she staffs that the Collegian does
not cons idfr Mjttack 's Statements on
semsm and viohnce in Southwest unim
portant A statement by Matlack con
demning violence was published in the
March 5 Collegian

.

Sober up
To ttM Editor:

"Go for the gusto ~ now, "the front

page headline of the March 6th Collegian

conveys precisely the unhealthy, im-
mature attitude that necessitated the raise

in the drinking age.

Instead of urging people towards
alcohol, why not publicue the positive

aspects of this age raise - to possibly ease
the transition f,om alcohol to no alcohol.

There are many healthier alternative
highs in the Five College area that have
gone ignored for too long.

Peopfe will have to learn how to have a
good time at a movie, a play, ore concert

while they are straight They will have to

learn how to converse at a flopr party
without "loosening up" with ten beers
first.

Maybe now it will become popular for

people to celebrate the weekend in a way
that they will be able to remember.

Mindy
Beth Hennessy

Pat TheriauH
Northeast

Splish! Splash!

To the Editor:
A person can't go out for a decent run

or jog without getting splashed by some
inconsiderate driver, nowadays It seems
as though these drivers literally head for

those puddles that are closest to the run
ner. They make little or no effort lu avoid
them or to slow down near them.

I run nearly every day and liave almost
always had to suffer through that m
evitable splashing brought on by careless
and thoughtless drivers These drivers
need to recognue that runners are not in
animate ob/ects but people, /ust like
them.

So &Mfm on all you drivers who fit into

this category, how about a little con
Sideration for us runners next time you
approach a f^jddle where a runrter is.

From experience, a wet runtwr isn't a
flippy runner.

Donna Magrath
Orchard Hill

Saturday night

rip-off

To the EdKor:
Tfiey said it couldn 't be done, but the

.
perfect crime was pulled off March 10.

The occasion was the Union Program
Council sponsored Robert Gordon
concert at the Hatch Firs* as if to be^t
Ed King off the line, we wvre informed \at
the doorl that no alcoholic beverages
would be served. Several hundred people
showed up under ttie impression that
liquor would be served [per usual], only to
find out that the $3.50 they spent for
admission would be a ticket to a dry
evening It seems that the UPC made the
mistake of selling tickets to anyone that
was willing to cough up the money, in

eluding nvnors.

The final blow was dealt wften after one
hour of the warm up bandand 65 minutes
of fiobert Gordon, the show abruptly
ended. The Hatch began clearing out at
11:35 p.m when the house lights came
on. For the amount of time these bands
actually

.
played this show was

outrageously overpriced. The UPC may
be trying to bring some decent acts on
.campus, but uriless they get their set
together, students will continue to be
screwed over the way we were Saturday
night.

D. Brockett
G. Moynihan

B Turner
Sunderland

Keep those «xrdt

and letters coming in,

folks!

Happy St. Pat's Day, despite Ed King
By JIMJORDAN

Upon hearing the other day that Ed King

has declared March 17 as Human Rights

Day for Northern Ireland, a member of a

left wing Irish political organization
wondered when he would hold human
rights day in Massachusetts.
The governor made his declaration at the

bidding of the Irish National Caucus, a

U S based support group for the nght

wing nationalists, the Provisional IRA.
(ProvosI

In making the declaration. King does not

seem to have veered from his mission to

recreate the social conditions of the latter

half of the 19th Century in the com
monwealth For while he has supported
what appears to the innocent eye as a

struggle against colonialism and for na-

tional liberation. King is really backing
something quite different

The Irish people are struggling for social,

political and economic freedom But that's

not what Ed Kings interested in He issued

a statement on the North because all Irish

politicians do; and because the militaristic,

Catholic nationalism of the Irish National

Caucus and the Provos dovetails nicely

with the social thinking of the King ad-

ministration

Despite the political differences that

separate them on the surface, with one
representing a national liberation struggle

and the other the state, they share a

nostaligia for the 19th century.

In the Irish case, the Provo idea of simply

waging a military campaign against British

occupation forces without a wider social

programme has proved itself a

retrogressive strategy.

Ireland has a near 20 percent national

unemployment rate (much higher in parts

of the Six Counties). It also has, mostly,

but not only in the Six Counties, Europe's

worst housing. In the South, women are

completely repressed under a tangled

system of social legislation, much of which

was proposed by, and all of which is rem

forced by the Catholic Church. Both the

Six County and 26 County states operate

without basic constitutional rights for their

citizens.

These conditions suggest the need for a

united working class movement in all of

Ireland But. the green flag militarism of

the Provos and their Amnerican friends

works, as Seamus Lynch of Sinn Fein the

Workers Party, Belfast, said in Amherst in

December, to help maintain Anglo-

American imperialism by keeping religious

sectarianism alive. Paramilitaries in the Six

Counties spend as much time killing

workers of the other religion as on anything

else. In the Protestant case, that's a// they

do. The Provos do take out the occasional

British soldier

What all of it does is to keep the Irtsh

people divided; obstructing the work of

groups like Sinn Fein the Workers Party

who are strugglmc) to ^uild that united

working class movymffi!
Meanwhile b-ick rm fh»i home front, the

3r> dboui bd Kina , g ipsf !0 blunt the
> of history IS n. .'

' riu-.i !>•''. a

|Oke Last week, while the INC issues his

Northern Ireland statement, the governor

unveiled his plan to alleviate what he sees

as the 'welfare problem": Pretend that

there really aren't any poor people and if it

turns out there are some, let private

charities pick up the tab

Over the past eight years, according to the
state senate, the cost of living has risen 57
percent m the city of Boston. In the same
period, welfare benefits have risen 17 per-

cent. King's solution? Cut it out alt

together Like his other economic and
social programs, the welfare program has
become an elaborate fiction in the King
mind A directive will be sent to all depart
ments suggesting hands over the eyes and
counting to 100 as the method for respon
ding to complaints and protest.

Of course he has replaced the axed cost
of living increase with something. He
established an "emergency " plan where
families can apply, much like they might
apply for help from the Globe Santa or the
Christmas basket from the parish, for
$10 00 or so in funds.

King IS intent*©** humiliating and
degrading as wide a section of the popula-

tion as possible. It's only a matter of time
before the first popular re- call campaign
begins in earnest.

Meanwhile, Ed King will get up at the
Friendly Sons of St. Patrick dinner in

Everett on Friday night, and say something
fittingly irrelevant about the Irish struggle.

He wilf carefully avoid talk of cabinet ap-
pointments or long-range economic plann-

ing. The Irish National Caucus may or may
not be there, but their politics will be ably
represented. "

And yes, they'll talk some more over
whiskey and beer about Ireland, discreet in

their alcoholism and their smug ignorance
like Holy Healey the prison inspector in

Brendan Behan's play, "The Quare
Fellow."

DUNLAVIN: The likes of Healey would take
a sup aH right, but being a higher-up civil

servant, he wouldn't drink under his own
name. . . Educated drinking, you know. Even
a bit of chat about God at an odd time, so
as you'd think God was in another depart-

ment, but not long off the Bog, and they
was doing him a good turn to be talking
well about him

But as Maud Gonne Mac Bride, a rebel

from earlier in this century, said, they'll all

be "consigned to the dustbin of history"
And for those who won't be; a safe and

happy St. Patrick's Day.

JIM JORDAN, IS a Collegian commentator.

Jews 'a unique human family'
By YITZHAK SANTJS

Who and what are the Jews? Are they a religious gfoup?

Are they an ethinic group-* Or are they a national group? To

some degree the answer to these questions is yes on all

points However any one of the above queries alone isn't

enough to answer sufficiently who and what are the Jews.

No other religious group has an authentic language

created by itself (i e Hebrew) as a unique expression of its

character, nor a specific homeland (Land of Israel). And no

other religious group has hundreds of thousands, perhaps

millions, of passionate adherents that are non-religious and

even anti religious,

Jewish ethnicity is seen in the common cultural aspects

of Jewry the world over Despite the difference between

Onent and Occident, the Jews of both worlds have much
in common with each other This commonality is

represented in the Torah (the Teaching) which allows,

amongst many other things, for only certain types of foods

to be eaten (the so called dietary laws) The Talmud (com-

mentary on the Teaching), once aqain common to Jews of

both east and west, dictates for a certain life style that is

common to the Jews of both worlds

A nation is commonly described as being a group of peo-

ple associated with a particular territory with this body of

people being of tho^ame ethnic group speaking the same

language or cognate languages (dialects). The Jewish peo-

ple, in its own unique way, fits this definition of na

tionhood Let's discuss two of the abovf? mentioned

characteristif s nf nationhood

First territory for the past 4,000 years the Jews have

been a unit associated with a particular land known as the

L.inM of Isf.if'l But during the second two thousand years

Mic Mi.iMirtv of Jews have livBfl outside this land as a

'nation m ex\U\" Ihuwr'vfr, Jewish com
f>t(iS(M!t m K.f.if'lt But 'tf»<;.jiitf>

,,)lllf (hX'I" H'bfVVi Isr.ti'

.VS ri.'tUS

.1 Muslim

^uniiKjj njvt; aiwdy.

!hp tf'nqth f»f f)m*> r

nor part of the surrounding indigenous population, in short

they remained Jews.
The Land of Israel has always been dear to the Jewish

heart and central to the Jews in the Galut ever since the

beginning of the Exile is the theme of a mass return to this

Land of Israel, There is no little meaning in the two thou

sand year old annual declaration of "Next Year in

Jerusalem!" at the close of the Passover feast of freedom,

the Seder
Other examples of this timeless devotion to this Land of

Israel can be seen in the liturgy of the Orthodox prayer ser-

vice which has remained unchanged for centuries. As for

language, the common tongue is Hebrew and two
cognates of Hebrew have emerged from the Galut ex

penence. Yiddish and Ladino represent the marriage of

Hebrew with two languages of the Occident: German and

Spanish. However, these two 'Exile' tongues are uniquely

Jewish as they are written in Hebrew characters and the

roots of many words are Hebrew (Semitic) in origin.

For two thousand years the Jews lived within national

boundaries developing and shaping a culture that matured

into a system of philosophies espousing, for the first time

ever in human history, the universality of the human family

and universal disarament. This part of Jewish history was
"normal." It is in the Galut however, where the uniqueness

of the Jewish experience began. Here the pattern of history

is violently abnormal. The Jewish people never knew
greatness or power and was always an insignificant minori

ty, yet it knew no peace from oppression. However, from

every historic grave the Jews re-arose, survived and re

mained unchanged in their outlook on life.

Thus the Jewish people is at once a religious communi
ty nn cihnK roup and a national group. Irresponsible and

ignorant people define the Jews as being only one of these

things, usually just a religious group. Only the well

informed and open minded individual can perceive that the

ancient and timeless Jewish people is an unique rnanifesta

tion of the human faimiy that is to be enjoyed along with all

the other varied cultures of the world

Yit^itk Sanfis is .? Collfgi.ift commenUiW

Editorial/Opinion
A martyr

for our

times
There's no concern for what you want.
There's no concern for what you need.
There's no future, no future.

No future for you.

-From "God Save the Queen"
by the Sex Pistols

Sid Vicious died for our sins.

Sid, it will be remembered, was the bass
player for the now defunct British punk
rock band called the Sex Pistols.

He obviously believed the song lyrics at

the top of the column, Last month, at the

age of 21, he died from a herion overdose.
Mr. Vicious, as the New York Times call-

ed him in their obituary, was the most visi-

ble and probably least understood memt)er
of a modern artistic movement, a move-
ment that uniquely speaks to our genera-
tion: punk rock

Now, I don't mean to get trendy or pom-
p>ous here, but let's face it: the family is

dissolving, everybody's got the bomb, and
the idea of God, as Nietzsche oointed out
last century is dead.
We are alienated. We know there is no

justice The horrors of Vietnam we saw
every night on television when we were ten
years old made us question our country's
morality, and, by extension, our own
morality. We were left with nothing to
believe in. Our generation is a very
frustrated generation.

Art has always been a medium in which
people make their feelings toward the world
known, and try and help others come to a

better understanding of their own lives. Our
generation's art is music. We have two
kinds of music to deal with our alienation,

mark

Leccese

to try to set down our philosophy: we can
go to the disco, get lost in the beat, and
temporarily anyway, forget about our pro-

blems. Or we can scream and shout about,
get it out of our systems and tell the rest of

the world how we feel. This is punk rock.

To me, the appeal of the Sex Pistols, a

bunch of not really very talented musicians
who play awfully loud, is that they are try-

ing to tell us something, and they mean it.

The reason I listen to the Sex Pistols is the
same reason I would rather read John Up-
dike than People magazine.
The idea of art is to articulate truth, no

matter how discouraging, and that is why
the Sex Pistols are artists. Not great artists,

ok., but artists nonetheless, who hold cer-

tain ideas about life and articulate them.
When the Pistols' singer, Johnny Rotten,

sings, "I don't know what I want, but I

know how to get it," he is saying
something about the attitudes of our
generation.

Punk and new wave rock are not, of

course, the only kinds of music that are ar-

tistically valid, but they speak to our
generation with more urgency than any
other kind of music.

The music of the Sex Pistols reflects theif

attitude. It is thundering, three-chord rock

and roll, and it is music in its most elemen
tary form. The Pistols reject every
embellishment that has been added to

music since the Gregorian Chants, and strip

music down to its barest appeal: raw
energy. Energy, it seems, is all they have
left

Sid Vicious and the other members of the

Sex Pistols, Johnny Rotten, Paul Cook and
Steve Jones,*were not dangerous animals.

There were lower class British boys who
had something to say about the world and
the way it treated them. They expressed
themselves in the only way their society

would allow them.
But, in the end, it was society that made

them out to be something they weren't,

and they wpre destroyed. I think there's a

message for us in that.

Mark Leccese is a Collegian columnist

'Fast so others may eat'
By Peter Sabey

Security. That warm feeling deep down
inside. Food.

For many of us food means comfort and
love. Any attempt to tamper with our
eating habits is a threat to our very being.
Hostility or indifference are the best
defense against the gnawing guilt
engendered by statistics about 500 million

people going to bed tonight hundry, about
300 million children becoming permanently
brain-damaged because of protein deficien-

cy.

An alternative to feeling guilty is to do
something constructive That is what a
growing number of JMass students have
been doing through the Hunger Task
Force, spearheaded by United Christian
Foundation, Earth Foods and People's
Market.

Last fall's Fast for a World Harvest nettxl
over $2200 for Ox Fam America. That in

eludes Frances Moore Lappe's $1000
honorarium from Distinguished Vistors'

Program and over $800 raised by students

missing the evening meal in the Dining
Commons, plus contributions at Earth
Foods and People's Market.

This semester there is a series of Hunger
Awareness Days the third Thursday of each
month. In February we raised over $400
through the Earth Foods Hunger Meal,
People's Market donation of all the day's
proceeds minus expenses, contributions
from numerous individuals who fasted, and
button sales. All of this has been sent to
Ox-Fam America for their rural cooperative
project in Upper Volta in Africa.

March 15 is the next Hunger Awareness
Day. Please fast, eat less, or just con
tribute. You will feel better, and you will

enable people to feed themselves. Also
please sign the petitions for DC participa

tion on April 19 and plan to miss dinner
that day so others may survive.

Where does the money go? All money
goes to Ox-Fam America, part of an inter-

national development program aimed at

food self-reliance rather than famine relief.

How good is Ox-Fam? Authorities rang-

ing from Peace Corps returnees, mis-

sionaries, reporters for Atlantic Monthly
and others are unanimous in praise of Ox-
Fam's projects that they have seen at first

hand Ox Fam is regarded as the best food
development program outside the
dedicated work of some church groups

Will my money get there? We have receiv-

ed Ox Fam 's financial reports for last year
(available at Campus Center concourse
hunger table each week) and have received
receipts for all money contributed. Ox-Fam
has an unparalleled reputation for honesty,
low administration costs, and wise and effi-

cient utilization of contributed money.

Where will the money be used? The
UMass Hunger Task Force has adopted Ox-
Fam's Urcomaya Project, Upper Volta,
West Africa. Urcomaya has provided some
800 formerly drought-stricken and im-

poverished farm families with irrigation,

cold storage, truck transport and the ad-

vantage of combining 56 local

cooperatives, saving lives and family life

from total distruption.

PETER SABEY is a Campus Chaplain

Letters to the Editor
Turn on the lights

To the Editor:

It's hard to know who to write to when
the campus newspaper one day spreads
the rumor that rape is a rumor, and the

next day squelches it with a myth. It's

hard to know what to ask for, when \in

the dead center of International Women's
Week and its women led workshops on
rape's fact, meaning, and prevention] the

Collegian can only suggest UMass Police

Chief Robert G. Joyce's antidote to

paranoid rumors: "an escort service in

which men would volunteer to escort
women across campus at night. " What is

this "service" but another manifestation

of protective custody, of lip-service that,

in truth, supports rape, or m best tells us

that the woman alone i e. without a

man - is fair game ^

Let's try again, instead, for an adequate
patrolling and lighting of all the campus.
Then, let's ask for and advertise

University wide self defense and
awareness workshops to empower all

women to "escort" themselves day and

night. Let's also ask something very
simple, basic, and yet truly radical: that

the editors and staff of the Collegian, the

members of the UMass Safety Com-
mittee, the Vice-Chancellor and other
administrators of Student Affairs, and all

men like Police ChiefJoyce give credence
to rape's victim. If she decides not to

prosecute, it's not because her
humiliation and pain were a rumor. It is

probably because she can't bear living

them over again in the police station and
courtroom and newsstands. And if her
rape was "only" attempted, it's not
because the rapist didn 't try He did. and
more than likely he'll try again.

29 Concerned Members of the
School of Education Staff

Where did

the bucks go?

To the Editor:

This is in response to "name withheld

by request" who wrote "Thanks Herb" in

last Thursday's Collegian. Herb Tyson

had been working on check cashing since

it left the Campus Center in the spring of
1977. At this time, he developed plans for

a student check cashing service. When
the senate refused to fund it, he went
back to working with the Campus Center
Administration to fund it.

Since September, I was told that the

bursar would be closing their office, at the

end of this semester for check cashing. A t

the same time, I was told the bursar
would be paying for the renovations
necessary to provide adequate security in

the room at the bottom of the escalator.

The plans were made and the bid was
formulated [it totalled about $32,000].

Just when the bid was supposed to go
out the money was lost.' I've spent the last

two weeks making calls trying to find it.

Due to the financial situation of the
Campus Center, it can't fund the

renovations. I, too, am still watting for

check cashing If. whoever you are. want
to meet with me to discuss check
cashing, please contact me at the Board
of Governors Office.

Larry J. Ruth
Chairperson

BOG Finance Committee
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naat-tfoor nalBhter't

Th« husky father of Ms
children point* to little

Mmwit stakes set 40 inch^
l^rt, indicating the hollovw

tubes that set off each plot.

The cemetery is divided into

40 feet by 20 feet pieces of

ground that are divided into

10ph^ You can buy sir^^
^ts double plots, five Of

tven ten plots Don't look

M M^M money, though, as
the to^wn does not offer a
^Kkage (teal- Installment

0u^ we ^N3 dMcouraoed

HoMever, you will save
morMy if you are burwd by
#w town, as opposed to a
^vate contractor Amherst
charges $75 whereas a

pivMe cwifirKtor ^tar^K

H ^HJ're re^ Nx^thig tp
eut expenses, have yoiif

Mhes buried in an urn.

Eddy sayd, "It's (rtiMit

tfw taa of a halfM^Non km
CfMm n^tainer.

"

The digging done, the
hole properly trimnwd, Tom
Eddy teads his mates, this

Mppy crew of life and
iNwMi, into town for a

coffee-

F3»'at th«' high pi H-t- i>l

PRECISION
HAIRCUTS

For His
and Her

todudea;

FIRST—a profesBioniU consultation

SBCOND—a precision style cut seleotod
individually Just for you

THIRD—our stylists will show you how to
iMiui <Mire of your hair

All for
$5.50

With personaJ style cut. shampoo and Uow
d^ tS-OO. long h^r sli|fhtly mor*.

With this coupon only.
Ifanltad to n«w customers only

Styles by
Deborah

call for appt. 549-5610

The Cushmon
General Store
"the everything store for the one stop trip

(Formerly Whittemore's)

4»*l Mine M C u^hm4n < XtiiMctsfi ''»'*^U/v»

Mon S«i »4in 9f»ni. Sun Hrti:

SPECIAL
Miller Er Bud 12 oz. cans

$7,50 case

What mokes it possible for us

to give you o super hoir cut?

a. Knowing your image.

b. Knowing how much time you want to spend

with your hair.

c. Knowing what kind of change you need.

It's easy at Regency, we have the experience to

create a style for your individual features. We care

enough to get to know the real you.

Regency///The Cellor
169 Ho. Pl^osont St. 241 Main St.

Amh»f$t 250-9526 Horthompton
250-9527
250-7041

Qj^DENIMS
[Qmr presents

^ 60% OFF
SALE

Oft everythiftg ift

the store

—come look

—

Next toTHEPUB Amherst

Ve Curling Iron
ft>u*iiriii^ lii^ ^ li«'i* «>r('ati%t' luiir»«t\liiij£

YouWe tried
the rest—
no^v try the
best

2:i«* Irianph- Si.

0|Mn M.Hi.-Siii.. *M)««mII .>!«>- 1 112

Year alter > ear, semester after semester, the

Collet»e\1 aster from Fideiit> I nion Life has

been the most accepted, most popular plan on

campuses all over America.

Find out whv-

Call the Fidelit> Union
CollegeMaster*
Field Associate

in your area:

Ronald J. Nathan Agency

747 Main St. Amherst. Mass. 2568351

G)lbgeMastLT"

VOGUE
Niini:)er Oiie

...nai
f

Take advantage of another

unique Great "X" plus-the
free haircut consultation. Put

your head together with our

Manager or Stylist, look at all

^ the latest styles and then

you'll know what's right for

you. And what's right for you
is always at Great "X",
naturally because we're No.

1... Naturally!

iVC01Ti9l
PRECISION HAIRCUT TERS

Shampoo, Precision Haircut and
Blow-Dry Styling— complete for $10

No Appointment Ever

Hampshire Mall-Rte. 9, Hadley
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Is there life after UMass?
A graduate's guide

to successful hunting

in a job market jungle

By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff *

You're down on the football field in

Alumni Stadium, with 6,000 of your peers
and 20,000 parents and friends in the
stands. It's May 26, Graduation Day.

It's a hell of a good time down there.
Everybody's wandering around, half the
people are stoned, and you're finally get-

ting that degree.

But when it's all over, around noon, you
get into the old family station wagon with
Mom and Dad and Buddy and Sis, and
head for whatever Godforsaken suburb of

Boston you were raised in. Sitting in the
back seat of that car, with Buddy telling

you how great the Aerosmith concert was
and Sis whining that she has to go to the

bathroom again, the awful, sinus-clearing

realization hits you like a slap in the face:

it's all over.

Seventeen years since kindergarten, all

that fun and games. Gone. You're 21-, 22-

yearsold, and the whole world expects
you, now, to have a career. Omigod!
Wasn't it iust last night you were drinking

in the Bluewall with Billy and John? And
now, a career?

Pull yourself together. Careers happen to
everybody sooner or later. Like death.

Buy the Sunday Globe, pull out the help

wanted section, and get to work. You scan
the pages. Nothing, nothing, nothing,
nothing, nothing - ah-ha! There it is! The
perfect job for you : Proofreading M & Ms
in a chocolate factory. Pays 18 grand a

year, no heavy lifting, and you work in a air-

conditioned office, so the damn things
won't melt in your hands.

But you can't just walk into the job. Oh,
no. First, you have to go through a certain

process, a process invented by Attila the

Hun sometime in the 5th century when he
was trying to recruit the very best bar-

barians, fresh out of grad school. The pro-

cess is called, of course, the resume and
the interview.

We here at the Collegian have come
across some very interesting resume and
interview guidelines. The guidelines are the

official ones used by Gov. Edward J. King

to fill his Cabinet positions, so you can't go
wrong.

If you're going for that job wilh the M &

TURN TO PAGE 10

ILLUSTRATION BY ANNE CRONIN
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M people, pu! down relevant experience. If

ymi spent a summer proofreading Bayer
Aspirin, get that in your resume I unders-
tarul the quality control at M & M is very
tough Have you ever seen an M & M with
a "G" on It?

Include any personal data you feel would
help the company in their decision What
will they get if they hire you that they
couldn t get from anybody else? Personal
data should include health, marital status,

hobbies and college extra curricular ac-

tivities. DO NOT include your favorite
brand of beer, what you did when your
roommate went home for the we^end, or
the alleged size of your genitals,

It is important, however, to make a good
impr^sion. So don't borrow your Dad's
Taxicab Yellow leisure suit to wear to an in

terview unless you re applying for a job as a
wishing machine sal^man at Sears.

In the interview, try and emphasize your
strong points and gloss over your weak
points This may t>e hmd if you spent the
bulk of your four years here between the
Bluewall and the bathroom down the hall,

but try If the boss asks you what your
grade point average was, you can always
invoke the Fifth Anwndment. Small time
mafiosa and Billy Carter do it, so why can't
you? It's none of the boss's damn business
anyway

it is iiiegai to inciude yourage on a resume in

Massacitusetts...However it is aiso iiiegai to

smolce dope and iiave sex if you're not married.,.

By the way, it is illegal to include your
age on a r«ume in Massachusetts That is

a fact However, it is also illegal in the state
of Massachusetts to smoke dope and h^e
sex if you're not married, so don't worry
about it

.

The Interview~Pw^\m me always telling
us to dress well " for interviews. Just how
durnb do they think we are? Do they think
we're going to go for an int^view for a job
that pays 18 grand a year dressed like we
just got back from the laundrmat, in ripped
jeans and an Elvis Costello tee shirt? Of
course not.

And if vou don't get the job, whatt^
hell!' There's always graduate school

the Resume -first of all everybody's
rasume looks aNke, so do something to
yours to make it stand out Soak it in
gasoline, for example. Or print i? on the
head of a pin - even if you don't get tht
job. you may get into the Guiness Book of
World Records. How about printing it on
the label of a bottle of Chivas Regal? By the
time you get into the interview, the boss
will be too drunk to rK>ti<^ what a chump
you are.

Staff parson Bill Cleary oversee* a reception area of the UMass PlacemMit
Office. Located in Hampshire House, the Placemem Office helps students find

employment, sets up recruitment meetings, conducts job search workshops
and publishes a career newsletter. (Staff photo by Jim Mshoney)

Computer finds jobs
By ELLEN DAVIS
Cottegian Staff

To help stuctonts find jobs, tfve UMass
Pta(»ment Office is offering a new service

tfMS semester JEMS
JEMS, which stands for Joo-Employee

Matching ScKvice, is a computerized
system that matches students with
employers. In the past this worit was done
by hand, using index cards.

IfowTo
Grow A
Career

starting right is important. You're already

beginning to see the complexity of deciding

where to go and learning how to get there.

American Career Services can help you put

together a job search that will get your

I
career off to a healthy start We can give you

a view of the job market, and show you
where your sitills and talents can take you.

In fact, wt>en It comes to nurturing young
careers - American Career Seivices has a

green thumb.

Learn more by calling us, or write:

(6171 261-2252
AMERICAN CAREER SERVICES, INC.

4550 Prudential Tower, Boston, MA 02199

Restaurant Management

Then we ^rrently two JEMS systwns
operatir^ on campus at the Placwnent Of-

fice in Ham^hire House and at tfw Student
Empk»^nent Offi<% m Whitmora.

The JEMS systwn in WhitnfK>re is for

students seeking part-time, seasonal, or

s^Kt-term employment. Students who
wish to get sumnwr jobs are encouraged to

apply now, according to Ellie W. Conry of

ifie Employment Office.

The JEMS system at the Racenrwnt Of
fice IS for seniors or alumni who are looking

for full-time employment The system of

fers students over 200 types of )obs to

cho<Mefrom.

With both systems students cam choose
salary, location, and desired working hours.

Students can also indicate willingness to

work on a commission basis.

The JEMS systwn makes it cheaper for

wnployers to contact students and will also
show long-term trencJs in employers con-
tacting UMass. according to assistant
placenr>ent dir^^tor Clark Edwards.

JEMS also makes it unnecessary for

students to go to the two offices constantly
because it mails employment information to

participants.

Counselors are available daily to help

students complete JEMS applications at

both locations.

A GREAT PLACE
TO GO SOMEPLACE

If s the restaurant and bar for the active crowd...now in 1

5

major markets with 7 more to come in the next year. From
the menu of unusual variety to the dazzling decor of rich

woods! lush plants, one-of-a-kind artifacts and colorful

fabrics, it's the kind of atmosphere that gathers crowds and
induces fun and socializing of the highest order. We chal-

lenge our management to use all their skills to make it tick.

The rewards? Good pay. some of the top benefits in the

industry and advancement opportunities. We've made our
move...how atx)ut you? Send resume to:

Management Opportunities

ISancy Kincaid. V/P Personnel
Gilbert/ Robinson, Inc.

P.O. Box 1 6000
Kansas City. Mo. 64112

An Equal Opportunity EmplnyerJ^ F

Job library

offers choice

of careers
By LEIGH ANNE VARNBY
Collegian Staff

^Mm am I doing here? Where m mf life

headed? Whwe can I get help? ^^lo can I

talk to? How can I adjust?
These questions, and many nfK>re, haunt

nearly all students at one time or another,

and the Community Development Center
kicated in 123 Berkshire Houm helfw pro-
vide some of the answers. The center has
programs and services which guide
undergraduate and graduate students
towards the accomplishment of their goals.

Tf>e Center is divided into a Career -Life

Development Team and a Service Action
Staff. The Career- Life Development Team
1^ a mource library which provides exten
sive occupational information, career
literature, graduate school information and
summer |ob information, m ywtN m
literature on more specific tofM^. The
library is "a place to start, to make connec-
tions," said Robbi Nestor, career lit>rarian

Specifically, the library contains informa-

bon fit^ which include a maio« career file, a
women's career file, a handicapped file and
a government file which provide addresses
and names of governmantiri and private

agencies.

Nestor said she guictes students to the

correct file and then they write to tf>e listed

addresses requesting detailed material

related to ifwir specific field of interest.

The library also contains films on specific

jobs, on ways to go atXHJt finding an in-

dividual type of job, and tapes of workers
explaining their day to day responsibilities.

There is a separate section of the library

containing general resource books ranging
from resume' writing to occupational
guidetKX^.

Nestor said tfie library was "a sort of

preparation place" for students to use on a
walk-in basis. "You can come in here and
have at)soluteiy no idea what you're looking

for or where your interests lie and we can at

the very least, direct you to a source." she
said.

The Career -Life Development Team also

sponsors a number of courses, workshops
and colloquia to teach and advise students

about career alternatives and resources

available. Many of the workshops are set

up through dormitory resident assistants

and heads of residence.

In addition the Career-Life Development
Team always has counselors available on a

walk-in basis or by appointment from 8:30

a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, to

fieip students with their search for the

answers.

The Center contains a wealth of informa-

tion readily available so all students can
make the most of their lives, within the

university and more important, without.

Class of 78; Where they arenow
This Jurte approxinrvately 3,800 graduates

will be able to claim the unique distinction

of being a member of the UMass-Amherst
diss of '79. And each of them are probably
Kking themselves what their diplonnas will

be worth in the wonderful worid of employ-
ment.

Accordir>g to statistics compiled by ttie

UMass Placement Office last year's
graduates averaged a salary of arourKJ

$9,000. The office surveyed 1978 graduates
over the summer with only in state

students eligible for interviews because of
"financial reasons."
The Placement Office concentrated on 12

majors by request of those departments.
Tf>e following are highlights from 11 of
these reports, the twelfth, Italian, wm
omitted t>ecause only three graduates were
interviewed.

Mathematics and Statistics
Of the 20 grads who answered the survey

*

35 percent said they were employed and 50
percent said tfiey were still looking. Three-
fifths of these had job offers pending.
The €>mployed grads included a computw

programmer, a systerr^ engirteer, and a
data controller.

Average salary was $14,560. The highest
of the d^iartments survev«d.

French
"Hiere vvmre 39 graduates eligible and 25,

or 64 percent participated in the survey. Of
these 16 percent were employed and 28
percent were still looking. Nine grads, 36
percent, said they were traveiir>g. Only one
of- the seven grads seeking employment
said they had an offer pending.

Average salary was $9,150.00.

Political Science
There were 112 poli. sci. grads eligible and
63 re^>onded to the survey. There were
34.9 percent err^ployed and 46 percent were
still looking. Of the 29 unemployed
students 12 said tf>ey had offers pending.
Most of those employed found their jobs

through newspapers, friends and family.

Average salary was $10,500.00.

BDIC
Fifty-four percent of the 85 eligible BDIC

graduates answered the survey. Of these
41.3 percent were employed and 30.4 per-

cent were still out there looking. A rather

sizable 17.4 percent said they were travel-

ing. The others were either headed for grad
school or the military.

Of the employed, 10 percent said they
found their job through a newspaper and 13

percent through a friend or family contact.

Of the 14 unemployed seven said they

have job offers F>ending.

Average salary was $9,644.44.

Plant and Soil

Out of 108 eligible graduates 64, or 59

percent, participated in the survey. Of

these, 40.6 percent were employed and
29.7 percent were still looking, but the ma-
jority reported they had offers pending.

Plant and Soil grads found their jobs

i '

^

What ever happened to the class of "ni Approximately 38 percent went on to
find jobs according to a recent survey. The rest headed for graduate school, the
military, are traveling, or are still out there looking. (Photo from Index)

.^A^v^^^^^AA^vvTHINKING
ABOUT YOUR
CAREER?
An Internship often helps students

make important career decisions. March

is the month to start making definite

plans for a summer or fall internship. In-

troductory meetings are held daily in

the Office of Internships. For more in-

formation please come to Office of In-

ternships, 16 Curry Hicks, or call

545-0727.

If at first you don 't succeed,

failure might just be your
thing.

— Anonymous

through newspapers, friends and an
employment agency.

'

Average salary was $8,224.00

Economics
Fifty-one graduates, 57 percent of those
eligible, were surveyed Economics had the
lowest percentage, 17.6, of graduates seek-
ing employment with 41.2 percent already
employed. Of the rest, 19.6 percent were
interested in graduate school and 13.7 per-
cent said they were traveling.

Eleven percent of the employed found
their job through a newspaper and 17.7 per-
cent through a friend or family contact.
Average salary was $8,836 36

Nursing
Nurses beat out all with a 65.2 percentage
employed. Those seeking employment add-
ed up to 19.6 percent with the rest either
traveling or in the military.

Out of the 73 eligible graduates 46, or 63
percent, answered the survey.

Of the nine seeking employment five said
they had offers pending.

Average salary was $11,367.66.

Marketing
Of the 134 marketing majors eligible 106,

or 79 percent, answered the survey.

A respectable 42.9 percent were
employed and 27.6 percent reported they
were still looking Of these 29 unemployed
grads 19 said they had offers pending. Most
of those employed found their jobs through
the Placement Office, recruiting,
newspapers and friends.

Average salary was $11,040.96.

Journalism
Journalism majors had a 36.2 percent

employment rate with 29.8 F>ercent repor-
ting they were still seeking jobs. Most of
the others said they were traveling and a
few, five to be exact, were headed for grad
school. Nine of the 14 seeking employment
said they had offers pending.

Ironically none of these employed found
their job through a newspaper Most relied

on family, friends and the Placement Of
fice.

Average salary was $8,145.00.

Psychology
Out of 111 UMass graduates who ma-

jored in psychology 39.6 percent are
employed but an almost equal 34.2 percent
were still looking for jobs after graduation.
A rather high 18.9 percent were either off to

graduate school or already there.

Out of the 38 unemployed only seven had
job offers pending, the rest were still look-
ing Out of the 21 in graduate school, four
were concentrating on their MBA, one on
law, two on education and two were going
for the Ph.D., the rest fell into an "other"
category.

Average salary was $9,475.62.

Music
Out of the 32 Music majors in last year's

graduating class 24, or 75 percent, were
surveyed. Of these 41 7 percent were
employed and 37.5 percent were looking
for employment Four grads, 16.7 percent,
were planning to attend graduate school

Four grads found iheir jobs through a
friend, one through an employment agency
and the rest found them by other means.
Average salary was $7,949 78. Th-

lowest of tl e departments surveyed.

NOW
COXSIDEH A CAREER

IN NURSING

OPEN HOUSE

M;\V |.N<il,AM) MM'TIST HOSlMTM,

S( IIOOI, or M HSINU

I'MIKKIJ MM. I. am; ItOSTON MAOiiiO

•;:»H-:,'so(» <'M Jfiti

\\KI)NKs|>AV MAIU H iM. \\r>Vt

M l» noun & .'• ^ l»m

EXPONENTIAL,
MY DEAR
WATSON

If you hove at least two years of groduate or undergraduote educa-

tion otieod, and you keep getting clues that your money is running

stiort. then q Iwo-yeor Air Force ROTC scfiolarstilp may be me solution

Currently we re seeking young men and women wtio would like to

serve their notion os Air Force Officers. Consequently, if you re mojoring

In selected, technicol/non-technicol, sclenftfic, nursing, or pre-

medicol field, or con qualify for pilot, novlgator, or missile training, then

you may be eligible for o two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship The

scholarship pays your tuition, lob fees, (plus incidental fees), books

and $100 per month fax free And even if you don t quollty for the two

year scholorship, you still receive the $100 a month while enrolled in

the Air Force ROTC twoyeor progrom.

What do we ask in return' That you serve America of leost four years

as on Air Force officer Your Air Force ROTC counselor has the details

and quollflcoflon requirements. Check it out It might even moke your

educotion finonces seem elementory

r,M 1 ',-24 5"?

VV /l^mIl TWoTsim^

noTC
Gateway to a great way of life.

SOCIAL
CHANGE

Nobody has the answer for all the world's

problems. But on a local level, one issue at a

time, thousands of Peace Corps and VISTA
volunteers are making a difference.

VISTA volunteers enter a low-income com-
munity here in the United States and solve a

local problem by organizing the skilled people

and resources available. VISTAs leave behind a

lasting organization and a S' int of leadership

and community participation that did not exist

before. In the process, VISTAs learn a g^eat

deal about organizing, fundraising, pover
structures and people.

Peace Corps volunteers touch the lives of

two or three hundred host country citizens in a

very real way. They teach, they help farmers

grow better crops, they start health clinics, and

do more than 300 other types of jobs. And they

bring back to an isolated America some of the

aspirations and values of Third World people.

UMass students can stop by their own Peace

Corps and VISTA office on campus, at 12

Draper Hall, or call 545-2864 for more informa-

tion.
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0«bbi« Oacsy answors student questions at tha
Office of intemships, located in the Curry Hicks
Building. Office staff persons help students find
eiiisting internships or establish new ones (Staff
photo by Carolyn DashI

Interns plan ahead
By TRISH CASEY
CoMegtan Staff
TJm earlier students start planning for their careers the

^tter according to Ellen Wolf, program coordinator from
the UMass Office of Internships

WoH said an internship during a students spring or fall

semester or over the summer can lead to valuable contacts
who may help students find permanent jobs after
graduation "I've Men many students find a job with the
agency they interned at." she said.

Every year the office, located in the Curry Hicks
Building, places about 450 students in internship positions
throughout tf>e country Students can earn up to 15 credits
for a semmters work in th«r field "It's reaHy an eKtended
classroom," said Wolf

'i Although the program is open to anyone program
prerequisites usually put students in their Junior year
before they can partiapate A student must be a declared
major %m meet etopMmwifal requirements, a^ording to
Wolf.

She said a student must have a faculty advisor artd
determine work criteria with them as well as a final project.
"You have to show them (the faculty advisor I what you
have learned, ' Wolf said.

Although interns are usually unpaid Wolf said some
agencies pay students a stipend, trav^ expenses or provide
financial aid.

Wolf described her office as a msource centw ^Mh a
mostly student staff She said the staff help students
contact agencies for existing internship positions or h^
develop new ones The office also has room and apart-
ments listings to help interns settle out of town
Wolf said the office maintains files on existing positions

which students are free to examine on a walk in basis. She
said students interested in summer poai|iQfit sf^ould
contact tfie office as soon as possible

"It's a great way to discover the scope of your field and
Its relationship to your studies, ' Wolf said.

EE'STLACEl
AFFORDABLY UNIQUE

Delicious and Exotic Dining
For Friends and Lovers

Midway between
N'hampton h Amh. (Rte. 9)

Sun.-Thurs. 4-10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 4-11:30 p.m.

584-9797

l^diHootk
Jcwelef

PREPARE FOR:

MCATIMTLSAT-8MAT
BRE-6RE PSYCH- ORE BIO

PCXrOCAT WTMATSAT
IIMBI.n.mECFMGFLENVQE

NOB I, n • NPB I • NLE
FItiibi* Programs t Hours

V/s/f Any C9nt9r And Sea for Yourse/f
Whf W Make The Oiffarenc«

In Amhprst 264 N Pleasant Sf

Amherst. Ma 01002

3S5108 :%35283

PREPARE FOR APRIL MCAT s

1 . .isiek b^yn 3' * Section C
4'^ Sei tiun D

( aptii tSAT tjegtn 2 25
I . April GRE liegin 2 21

I MPUN
EOUCAtlONALCENTCR

TtST PUCrtMATIOM
SPfCiAliSTSSIMCt i9ia

Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223 1712
C«n!tts m Mare Than go Maior US Citits

Puer'o Bico, Toronto Canada i Lujano Switzerland

ST. PATRICK'S
DAY
SUGGESTION:

Northampton
AdvertiMm«nt

iC:()iicijiun 13

Sound B Music is a
stereo component store in

Northampton which went
into business about six

years ago as a member-
owned cooperative in

Springfield. Three of Sound
& Music's current em-
ployees were also involved
in organizing Union Stereo
Co-op at UMass. The idea

of the current Northampton
Store, according to owner-

manager Dick Moulding, is

to be "the kind of stereo
store we always wished
existed back in the days
when our primary in-

volvement in audio was as
hobbyists and customers.

"The co-op experience
taught us how to enter into

basically good relationships
with people. It taught us
that fairness and honesty

LEISIOX

\mk Coffeft
GLASSES

HAND BLOWN LEAD CRYSTAL

Expert repairing of
je^velry, ivatches &

clocks

65 NORTH PLEASANT STREET

AMHERST, AAASS. 01002

mONE: AREA 413 • 253-7615

Gus

EVERY TUESDAY NlG-iJi

SMORGASBORD & DISCO LESSONS
.

' 30 to 9) ALL FORAtJfeiJjPrr Ppfson

(Reservations)

SIM FEI n.lMTEMCRS
WAiTiisscs ft wAims iitm i tt i •

«

MOST DilllllS. ty

DINE & DISC

^

THURS., FRI. & SAT
DINING — 5 to 9

DISCO DANCING. 9 to f am

^»^ SUN T»»n Age Ooco 1 to C p m
I ff^ SAT Tr* T*«n Oitco to 30 • m to 2 aO p m

Coptoin's TQbl«
DAMON RD., NORTHAMPTON S84-6080

are very much in the best
inerests of both parties in a
buyer-seller relationship,"

The largest part of their

efforts, says Moulding
"goes into researehmg
which compnents represent
the best value for the
money, and to servicing
them in such a way that
they continue to deliver top
performance." The dif-
ference between the
knowledge and service acts
of various stereo stores,
says Moulding, "is huge."

Pricing is also very nmjch
on the mind of stereo
consumers, says Moulding.

"We have the lowest
average mark-up of any
store in the area, and our
regular prices freqi^ently

beat out 'sale' or 'special

deal' prices at other
stores."

Sound ft Music is at 90-
92 King Street in Nor-
thampton. Jeff Harrison of Sound h Music repairing a turntable in the service depart-

ment. (Staff photo by Rich Newman)

"SOMETHING
NEW CAN

HAPPEN TO
YOU"

On Tuesday and Wednesday
March 13'th and 14'th From 1 1 AM to 6 PM
Elections will be held in the following locations

For the SGA Presidency and
Campus Center Board of Governors

a UPPER CUT I and II, we shampoo, precision cut

and blow dry your hair for just

$12.50
whether you're a guy or a gal! No appts. necessary.

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condition-

ing. We do it all.

UPPER CUT I

^ UPPER CUT II

584-9625 534-0000

209 Main St. Mon. 9-9/Tues.-Frt. 9-9/Sat. 9-9 1512Memorral Dr.

(2nd floor) -^^^M /*ft^^
Chicopee

Northampton vj^i £3555 (formerly Hair Grafters)

' *^€ift^e4t ^^jUtCuM. at^ dfiex

Sylvan/Northeast: Worchester D.C.

Southwest: Hampshire D.C.

(Crampton-Kennedy side)

Central: Franklin D.C.

The Car Stereo That'll Make You Want To Leave Home |

Orchard Hill: Dickenson Dorm
Southwest: Berkshire D.C.

(MacKimmie-Moore side)

Commutors: Hatch Front

Greeks: Newman Center Lobby

Students must have a current U-Mass i.D.

and vote in their designated precinct in

accordance with their area constituency

Student Power Beains Here!

KPX600/GM 40

$274
with Jensen 6x9 Triaxials

How do you improve on a classic Pioneer Supertuner? First you make the

FM a little better by adding a mono switch and offering an optional ignition

noise suppressor. Then you lower the wow h flutter, add locking fast for-

ward £f rewind and extend the frequency response out to 15kHz. Finally,

you make it part of a component system with a power amplifier which is

roughly five times more powerful than the original KP 500.

The New Pioneer KPX-600 with the GM-40 amplifier and Jensen 6x9 Triax

iai speakers in available at Sound & Music for $274 Come see the entire

Pioneer line in our newly enlarged car stereo soundroom: Down the road,

you'll be glad you did.

I

I

I

I

I

7 Pleasant St. (corner of Main)

Northampton 586-2528

(caeharel)
THEBESTFITTING
FRENCHCUTJEANSFORMEN &
WOMEN FROMCACHAREL...
Get a Caeharel Duffel Bag FREE
With a Purchase ofMen's or Women's Jeans.

243 Main Sirect .
Northampton 596-6457

r

I

I

I

SOUND&MUSIC I

Good Advice - Honest Price
'

«Ja02 King Street

iRte 5"

Northampton

Pirim* noir "<•" hu.,.-,

Thund*y * Fndav ulO

Mon Sat 10-5

344-9547

i

!

(PACKARD'S

^

14 Masonic St.

Northampton

584-5957

»

"^-'^fo,
i">mi,r°J^'> NEW
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Denim
SkiRT For
NfEdlE-

poiNT
also

Fine Yarns and
Original
Needle-

point Designs

Ccrriage Shops
549-6106

Mon. Sat 10-5

Then come to Tfct Artstocral.

iMwre a designer will tell you
how your hair wilil look before

you sit in the chair.

V^'fp j|ist a cut abo^ th« r^.

iMMBMitt^M

-UNISEX HAIRSTYLING--

(THE aristocrat)
"Where it

costs less to

go first class"

549-6256

It

S.LX3

T>S»- .

JOSTENS

RING
DAYS
MONDAY

TUESDAY
MARCH 12 6f

10 a.m."
3 p.m.

special for

these two day
rings start at

only $59

c«mp(. « caniar - u^tv o* f^tM amh«fit

'^lO -ieposit reqviired

I

Dine m lh<^ (visu«il elegiinc e of

Plumbleys
off the common

Th<'n join us in our Pub
\N<*(ln<s<l.j\ — Id// Ni^hf

Jake Epslein &
RobFalkner Quintet

Thurs(U»\

VAST ED VADAS
SiUurditN —

<:<>nir{|\ Nijfc^hl

tr.muin^

Fan with Ken & Pete

Siin<ln\ Ni^hi Showt use

an>()m:(:an PiA>

Plumhley*s:^«KKl
food. ^oo(l (Mitcriiiin

rncot. ,\\)(\ i» littU hit ot

('\rr\ lhin>^ tor r\ (T\'-

onc!

3()B()ltvv(KKi Walk
Amherst Ctr.

2S>9S8(i

OPEN EVENINGS

FREE

CONCERT
the contemporary

chamber
ensemble

Tuesday, March 13, 19"^
8 p.m.
Bezanson Recital HiM
Fine Arts Center

This concert Is
' presented by the

University of
Massachusetts Arts
Council as part of its

music series for the
1978/79 season

tlM»^»^

Take the Spinning Wheel
south with you!

10% off Spring Fashions
1 day only— March 14, 1979

Open 9:30-5:30

Friday, April 6 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall
University of Massachusetts

Tickets on sale Wed., March 7 at FAC Box Office and Ticketrun outlets

UMass students: $6.50, 7,00, 7.50; General public; $7.50, BOO, 8.50

No cans, bottles or alcohol

Tuesday, March 13, 1979,

ENTERTRINmENT
MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

os^HKlNG GRAB
FbrThe

Discriminatmg
Appetite....

,

CKfT. ON «A

ICUNT lASTWeOO
WIUTUMIVOU

IVVNicnWay
iirrloosf'

Co-ttarring Sondra Lock*
iMon thru Thur*. ITLSf 00> 8:30

Nt )l Ki^4t IN '

Sim ^
llirbeMlMo-liuiir f>«^%,v

Imoh thruThur*. (TLS6 00I 8 30

MOmSOF
THE NIGHT.

^Wfe>¥
Mon. thru Thurs. tTLS 6:15) 8:301

ROBBY
BENSON ^
ICE^

@STLFjS
Mon. thru Thur*. (TLS 8:001-8::

BIDUCIO AOUIT & STUOf Nt PftlCtS fOR TIS tICKETS UMIltO TO SIATINC

.WATCHING THE SHOW I

«SUB

33 E. Pleasant St.

Amherst
CIn front of The Pub)

3^

-^ NEWS FLASHY
the draft is
reinstated:::

**
^

Mon.-Fri.
4-6 & 9-11

Mlchelob &
Miller Lite SO

PLUS DOUBLE DRUNKS ATA SIIVGLE PRICE
IVOW AVAILABLE - BACKGAMMOIV

CARBURS RCSTAURAirr
&

LOITHTGE

•^E
I^MtXS SIiVrE^l^)78|:i.

Rt. 9, Hadley- 586-1978

Ctilk-gjcin 15

University Of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE AiJS CENTER PRESENTS

^OURARM$
TooSKWTmBQX

SUNDAY, APRIL 1 8 PM
Tickets now on sale. General Public $8. 7, 6.

.

UAAass Students • $4, 3, 2. Senior Citizens • $7, 6, S.

WEDNESDAY. APRIL4 8 PM

Tickets now on sale - General Public - $7. 6. 5.

UMass Students • %S, 4, 3. Senior Citizens - u,
5.4.

¥\t€ JRJS CENFER iCNCERT H4.L

FlM Arts Ctnter Box Office MF 9-4. 545-2511

and New England Ticlcetron Locations.

I
Campus photographers

I
are urged to attend the

INDEX Photo Meeting,
|

' Tues., 3/13, 7:00, CC «

I 102 J

Of JAPl*N

^F STEAK HOUSE

AuC^t^MtU j^€t,fraH€4C C*ii4**^

from

80<t to $3.00

at the Hampshire Mall

i:^ ix ^ ^

And for an evening of

Fine Dining
featuring your pwn

personal chef

Try our restaurant

off Rt. 116 in Sunderland
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ABC

4 fodb ciW craft db^
Nw^pMMwydby 94, txc^ Smndty motmS

We have everything from used ^ooks,
pine furniture, and leather goods to
string art, niacrame, and ceramics.

Rt. 116, SvnderliiMi ctnlm
Oi b«i ronte—Mit to car watk

ou ml

STOP &
SHOP AT
THE OLD
MILL

For the best
in gifts,

lamps, uni-

que crafts,

cards, Col-

onial fur-

niture and
Mo«n4 ^imwar decorator ac-
MAss^iiuscin

cessories.

. . ViM f»
Hf<. 10 (,. r. (N) pjilv M«*t«r

>un>ij» 10 charge

ROUTE 6^
with purchat* of our famous

with this covpon.
S4c U8 at the

Hampshire Mall

Tuesday, March 13. 1979
(

* * p . 4 '
(

-'"' ^'^ii-A'rt.^rl

PLANT SALE
Begins tomorrow
March 14, 15, 16

SUB

10 a.m. -8 p.m.

Sponsored by the
Greek Area Council

COLLINS & BOVENZI
Experience where it counts.

CX)
m ^

.'^ •»>.- .»- » 'r: »<# »
»-; •'^ u ••'.- >»^ tl'.^ »,!»' n*^

Noel Collins is currently Presi-
dent of the UMass Political Science
Honor Society and Association.
Peter Bovenzi has worked as a staff

administrator at this university and
is a finance major. The job of the
Presidents is to work with the
students, the SGA, and the ad
ministration and trustees.

Noel Collins' experience in

government gives him an educated
edge, Peter Bovenzi's work with
the administration gives him useful
insights into that organization's
workings.

We are the right people for the
job, so please remember to vote on
March 13, 14 between 11 and 6 for

Noel Collins and Peter Bovenzi.

To placa m classified ad. driii

C<iM*'t/i,if (•flit i< (. 'I3i iM»!w^'fi '

*w 3 45 |» "1 MdiuKiy ii"Qu«>' ^

out Iwfvly ( ii|i dfiil mi\ii kwm Un,

^wws lit thi- Cttlh'^irtn C^MSificrl

1 45 |i m »sA/n fl,iv% in MfcMfC« B< i

• l.it.

Collegian
Classifieds

AUDIO

Pioneer recttiver. large Ad>wnts. Garrard

turn Pioneer cass rec Call Neil at

549 6064 If not home, leave tei no

Interaudio 2000 speakers, division of

Bose, 50 watt, power cap. John. 546 5990

lUITO FOR SAI^

1969 Dodge Polara convertible loaded

body good, runs OK. $1 100 or BO. will neg
665 4452

69 VW, fair body, good engine, S200 or

BO Call 549 6884, nights

Single mattress h bon, »30. 549 1519

7U Buick Electra. all auto, runs great,

AM FM, 8 track stereo. S650, 256-6731,

eve. _________
World Book Encyclopedia, new 78, $100
off. priced $299, $16 a mo . 247 5740. even
•ngs ____________
Gifi idea, have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732^t. 9-10 a.m.
~'

founF
Found— long haired F dog w/ NH licerwe,

white face, tan black markings. 665-4324.

71 Pinto, runs great. $300, 549-6WB.

74 Vogs. low mi
, new tires, snows,

brakes, needs work, must sell. $350 firm.

256 8005

66 Cadillac, body vy. gd., eng. nds. wk.,

good for restoration, call 546-7633, $250

70 Cutlass, runs well, new s tires,

AM FM, dependable, $650, leave message,
930 Thompson, call before 10a m. after 10

p m , 584 0843

1970 Ford window w»n, 240 ci 6 cyl
.

much work done, needs steering box,

many new parts - engine overhaul,

$1000 BO, 549 6907

79 Camaro Z28, 4 spd ,
low mileage load-

ed warranty til Dec. ^. 773 7265

ENTERTAINMENT

HELP WANTED

Sound system for hire, perfect for cof

feehouses, discos, bands, Rick, 584 4105

Disco Dave & D L Disco Inc provides

sound, lights h DJ for your parties disco,

rock E» oldies The best at affordable prices

Call Dave or Bryan collect at 567 1715

Hottest band around' Smooth Sailing
'

for bonkiinjs anywheff call John, 546 4646

FOR RENT

Cape Cod group rentals, s«»asonal. sum
mft, fcntflls, 2 3 4 hdtm ymts, direct from

owner inM save. 1 (61 7i 528 0404

Room in house, 08U Nn lease

Av.^il (tnttied 549 6129

FOR SALE

Kastiger RS '.ki hoots, unus.'f! JD 6 46.36

Guitar for sale. (juiU) St.irfir'^ (jnoi! .,Mf,ili

t!on, .46 1001, after 11

New Hexcel XL series, nr^ver mounKff!,

Ipnqth lOT) $1flO Peter 6655501

For sale- 1977 Cehca. 26,000 miir •

cellent conrlition $3996 or best offer Call

256 8486

Last summer students made $249/wk.
with us. Send self addrerssed stamped
envelopee to Box 504, Cambridge MA
02138 _____„
Jobs M/F? Sailboats' Cruise ships! No ex

pener.ce High pay, see Carribean, Hawaii,

Europe, world' Summer career Send $3.95

for info to Seaworld, BB Box 60129, Sacto
CA 95860

Exotic jobs! Lake Tahoe, Cai' Little exp
Fantastic tips (pay), $1700 $4000, summer,
35,000 people needed in casinoes,

restaurants, ranches, cruisers, river rafts'

Send $3.95 for info to Lakeworld, BB Box
60129. Sacto CA 95860

Fine Arts Editor wanted for UMass
publication, applications available at the In

dex office CC 102 For more information

call 545 0848 (wntmq skills a must)

Central area women's center has 5 work
study positifjns c]v;iilat)le. applications can

be pi( kcfj up at centei basement Baker

LOST

Lost wirif I I ifi'l disco bag Contn •

rlud»» two Mass licenses, set of key

Moncyone card If found please call

256 6077 or 253 9519

Gold hat and tHi).' .jlovcs 549 0826

Ram head ring, no eyt-s, lost 3 6 tw twen
CC and SW < all 367 2424. Ann.-

Please return dk. brown leather wallet.

personal v.iIijc :-.• 't with {Ji\\i;i}i.i<'

MOTORCYCLES

1978 Honda, 4. 5500 nules,

ion ful.I,

562^411

•PERSONALS

Steve, here's wishing yon a very h,ippy

?ntf- R.ihe I love you' Des

Venoc, hey, have the greatest dayl Cork.

To the nude couple we 'ound in the

center aisle of 224 Herter very early Thurs
day momir^g: sorry.

Coming soon to this spa(»: PJ '79t

To the boot cleaner: boots are made for

walking, not cleaning. We still need our
windows done Signed, the girls you call

ed^

To the "Hot Bells Pi//a Man" how hot ib

It? Happy St. Patty's Day from the 4th floor

ofJQA^

Over-the-hill Ron — you're not getting

older, you're getting better! Luv ya Punky
Diane.

Ryan, if you love me, buy me some jeans,

Babe^^

For a taste of honey, call Suebee,
546 6118 (happy XMas; KC

)

Jerry Garcia says: "Vote Brian Burke &
Rich LaVoice,, the people's choice, for SGA
President"

My darling DD — thanks for a week that I'll

lovingly remember — always yours, KB

"Herb Tyson is my main man " Ed King

Photographers Guild presents -Ad
vanced Camera Handling (from Kodak).

This slide presentation can help vui make
better pictures by showing you how to take

advantage of the versatility of an advanced
camera Shows how to capitalize on such
features as interchangeable lenses, built in

exposure meters, adjustable shutter

speeds, and lens openings. Tues., March
13, CC 905. 800, *FREE*

If you found my striped scarf. I have
for you a 6 pack of beer and $5 cash
Please' Call 546 6057, I'm desperate.

Anyone who has had Prof Rapping for

Econ 204 Honors please call 253 2662

'

Delta Upsilon fraternity announces the

formation of a chapter at UMass. Initiated

members of DU please contact Ed Crane in

the Campus Center Hotel at 549 6000 ext

730

Zap and Geof ijo for the r^J'^'o"

B"iaiKlnna Tillotson (or co pr»'M'!"nr'--,

Onstage at Ml Farms Mall t*. f ,i /(,

diSCOu' 1 off ,iM ;i'] pri ..(j rnerr:ti tf; all

students fj sltift i^'innini ,i'f voiir ID

For two people to Ft 1 nndi",i,ii.' en Mar
1*")

I If 16 Will shaft' iirivio(j .irij I'xijt-fisi",

C.iil Laurel or Susan jt 549 1057

RIDE WANTED

Ride, Montreal, 3/16 or 17, Evelyne,

549 4886, Florence, 253 5723, evenings.

Collegian classified rates are: daily. 45c per

line; five cons«cutive issues. A(k. per line per

day. 30 consccjtive issues, 30c per line per

day One line is roughly equivalent to 38
characters

RIDERS WANTED

Riders wanted to Ohio (Obedin). leaving,

3/16 a.m., call 5469644.

Riders wanted to Brattleboro, Vt., every

weekday this semester, share $, 253 2154,

ask for Ray.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Hoommate wanted, 1 bedroom in 4

uedroum house. N. Amherst, near Puffers

Pond, non-smoker, bus route, no pets,

$100, 549 6907.

SERVICES

Genewil —wing. Fair rates/call 6-832B.

TO SUBLET ~

Apartment to sublet, Brit. Manor, $260
mo telec. avail, immed. Call Sarah or Mike,

253 9755, anytime.

2 bedr. Riverglade Apt., mid-May opt. to

renew, quiet basement, bus route. $230.

253 5907

WANTED

Lat. Am. stu. to talk Panama Can.,

549 1764.

VW eng. w. or w/o body, 549-1764 .

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546 6557, after 6.

SEX FOR GRADES

Grades for sex: anyone wanting first-hand

information or knowledge of this sabject,

call 5-0442. Discretion required.

SEX FOR GRADES

Sex for grades: anyone with firsthand in-

formation or knowledge of this subject, call

5 3500, evenings. Discretion assured^

CORRECTION
^"~

Correction, Aikdo demonstration, Friday,

March 2, Boyden gym, wrestling room.

700

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, low cost

legal representatioo for UMass community,
income tax tir'^iaraiinn, appointment only,

253 7617

PETS

Beautiful seal-point Himalayan kitten,

male, registf;red, show quality, raised A^ith

family, $125 Call Sally, 549 6253

wmui
TUESDAY
10am-2pm:

D programming

"You & The Music"- The music
of Cole Hawkins, Lester Young,

Charlie Parker and other saxophonists.
Also, a discussion of their role in the

development of Black Classical music.
Host: Gregory Phillips

12;00: Hoon Report/Tory Cartson

^iKn-5:3Dpm: Vicki Bates- British Invasion
groups, punk, American 50's and 60's
groups and rhythm h blues groups.

Rock & roll in its purest form.

5:00; News Headlines

5:02: Today's Astrolc^ical Forecast
by Don Cerow

5:30; /Vewswafc/i/ Charles Holmes
Wear/»erwarc/>/Fred Winer

6:00pm 7 :00pm: Sports Cafe A call in program
that features coaches and

athletes from the University.

We will also be on the line talking

with other professionals in sports

all over the country. During the

Sports Trivia Contest, there

will be a record give away
Xosts: Rick Geideman and Bob Levtne

7pm 10pm: "Last Call" Rhythm & blues,

soul and contemporary sounds abound
and predomina/te this early evening

of musical programming with Frreport

10pm-2am: "The Shady Grady Show" Jhe best

of funk and rhythm ft blues and
disco. . .sp>eciali/ing m the P Funk.

"Check me out because 1 will

rock your soul."

WEDNESDAY
6am 10am: "Black Classical music for a Wednesday

morning wake-up" - with host Shawne Lans

7,7 30.8,8:30,9 Wake Up News/Judith Schaefer

8:35am: Astrological Forecast

by Don Cerow

He Should Be Proud of

Himself ... We Are!

l^^ He's worked hard for that

merit badge and he deserves it

. . . so, let's show our thanks for

the fine service he's given us by

supporting the Boy Scouts

!

w^
Giant Subs
Chicken

Sea Food

Breakfast

Specials

Collegian 17

Aluminum Foil by Steve Latter

HI FOLK5' SOON IT'UU
6E \»*RM OUT AHO
wfuL ALU K Running
AnO EKERCiSiNG IN TMC

50 HERE'S A yjARNlNG^AS SOON AS YOU StaITTTO ALL YOU ACTIVE FOLKVLEKeRcTsiNl, TMEY£
-.^frt\*t^?^ ^^ PO-TAToOgiN TO MAK% TMTNr!!
"•TfS AT ALL COSrS'

^
^
^

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

^<«/H» -file da-p^t ^

**^ the etie if0o /our.
ulpf

^^

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

Here's Suzy ' Sorerity * Swinon^

o 1 1 •He u)orr,ed abcx/r her
u>eiQ|nri QFi«r a toner bur .

hearty <=rccu l->^^MC^^ ^<^ her
devour 3 taoxes cf Oreos,
a iDoi^s of LOT, -I ^o^

_ a uMe
u*NaQ-f Pi22a o.xl nuTT^rous fepis

DiS9uste4 ujith iner present,

Cor\di-tiOr^ She VOu5 Sh€

regain the forro uihich
qalr^edl ner tte -btte oT
'"^nr>vc,s Peti-t€ Rxj^ueepsle'

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

WfKe
POtUJNCH

1 PHRBD?

I

I'MAFRAID NOT,

VICm. fte CHI-

t£5e AM0AS6AKH.
fSSOmUPTO
SPBAKATTHe

MOTWOSURPnsmLY.TkE |_
5IFAtNOFM/5 POSmONfS
g^lNNm TO 5f40tU. AJF

t(E£PS CAUJHSMe UPm
AS/( tF WB'VB LBARfJOf

0URl£S60N.

SBaiOUIN
necouRT
OFIMAW
OPINION,
BUDCrf!

usm,i§€N
iOUl/BHAP
BN0U6H,JUSr
LBA/EUtOK)
unukusEc-

^233-9521^1
fVlon.-Wed.

6:30 a.m. -8:00 p.m.
Thurs. -Sat.

6:30 a.m. 9:00 p.m.

The Distinguished Visitors Program
presents \fe^"""^?mT!T^

^^ Dr. Zillah Eisenstein \^5»^^
(^WPy speaking on \%

'The State, The Patriarchal Family, _

and Working Mothers'

'

\^^^^!S^

Thursday, March 15, 1979 Lecture is

Thompson 104 Free and

8:00 PM Open to the

University of Massachusetts Public
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IM hoop quarter-finals
By DONNA SULLIVAN
CoMegian Staff

Defending intramural b«sk«ibM cham^,
lh« MacKtnrimie Lions advanced onm
round when Delta Chi forfeited then lo«t »
Natick in a definite upset last night, th«
second night of IM basketball playoffs,
Natick was ahead 26 16 at halftime and
twkd 'a consistent lead to defeat the Liont
M 44. Natick was led by Dennis Higgint
with 14 points and Bob Seltaer with 13
^ints

Earlier, the Wizards scored twice as
many points as Ho s Heroes to advanca
anotfier round in their quest for a cham-
pior>sNp. The Wizards, with most of th«
t«am members having played together in
high school, defeated Hos Heroes 50 2N5.

Ho s Her<^ was forced to play much of
the game with four members when a fight

resulted in one player from each team's

being eiected.
The Crabtrae Trees, who Thursday

defeated last year's second place winners.
Beta K^pa Phi outlasted the Emerald's in

heated overtime play, winning 45 39.
Maxwell s, led by Tim Armstrong's 21

points, defeated the Alcoholics 45-37
-4.0$ Conqwatadores, leading at halftime

by the score of 24 14, fell to the Bears in

^m ttcond half to lose 37 33.

In other action, the Trailblazers defeated
the White Owls 44 38, the Magnificent
Seven triumphed over Hank's Tanks 30 24,
and the ConnKtion timt tl>e BiMk Players
2420,

In the Grad Faculty te^ue. there were
two forfeits advaru;ing Prince and Labor
CTR Wobblies one round each. In the only
game in the league. Economy defeated the
Thundering Herd,^92.

Sox top Mets on Wolfe hit
WINTER HAVEN. Fia (API Carl Yastrzemski bolted a three run homer in the first

»»ning and Larry Wolfe broke a tie with a two run single in the eighth yesterday, Uftir^
the Boston Red Sox to a 5 3 exhibition victory over the New Vork Mett.

Yastr^enrtskf, tuning up for this 19th season with the Red Sox. unloaded against New
V,^ starter Tom Hausman after two out singles by Fred Lynn and Jim Rice.

Tlie Mets tied the score with single runs in tfie third, fourth and sixth, but Boston
pulled out Its fourth victory in fiw tfuw^ s^tt altBf Huk AMnyMpM YMtlrtm^i and
MAe Easier to start the eighth _^

Allen was replaced by Jesse Orsco, who was greeted by Garry Hancock's sacrifice
bunt Wolfe, a utility infielder acquired recently from Minnesota, then grounded a sharp
single through the draw in infield to left, scoring Vastrzemski and Easier,^

Win Remmerswaai. the third Boston pitcher, picked up the victory, retirii^ the last

two baiters with runners on second and third in the ninth.

I

"We're better because
we have to be"

f10 off every 9200 XerojTco^^
I

(incl. reductions).
I Unlimited value with this s

i ad—good until 3/15/79
j

We also do:

Professional typing for
Resumes

Dissertations
Form Letters

Carriage Shops,
Amherst 549-0557

WILL YOU LEAVE
YOUR MARK AT
jJMASS?
In 1834 at Williams College in

Williamstown, Massachusetts, thirty

undergraduates formed the Social Fraterni-

ty. Today that same fraternity - Delta Up-
silon — is seeking men who would like to

create a chapter in the same proud manner.

Delta Upsilon is the sixth oldest and first

non-secret collegiate fraternity. With over

90 chapters and colonies throughout the

United States and Canada, we are seeking

to build a charter brotherhood of im-

pressive quality. A UMass experience to

remember.

For more information on what the newest
chapter on campus has to offer, contact Ed

Crane, Campus Center Hotel, for a

schedule on presentations and interviews.

549 6000, extension 730

Small organization has^
openings for young ececutives.

good future, job safbsEaction

then the worklls goingcrazy
People are fanatics wher it corner to thpir Pilot Raior Point pens

They're reluctant to qive them up And when someone txj'rows one,

what happens is inevitable

First th«ylovethe way It writes Really smooth and entra fine "hey

go w\Ui over Its clever metal collar that helps Keep the point from gong

squish Naturaiiy they -forget " to give it back, although it s only 79«

This c-jn be ve'v embarrassing when they 'e caugM m the act

Others nave pocketed Pilots Finennef-pen The one with the slightly

less delicate stroke It s only 69«

So if you bor row someone s Pa /

Point or Rnelinef
i

youd t*r:er

!jeprep<i'ert

topav '"f

cons*"

But '-

doMa' you iif s

to huy yoiji own

Were the Coast

Guard.

We may be small

(about 37.000 strong)

but our jobs are some
of the most important ones in the country.

As you probably know, we're in the business

of saving lives and property.

But v^e're also charged with protecting our

coastlines, our Great Lakes, our waterways.

Regulating the new 200-mile fisher y conservation

zone. Intercepting narcotics trafficking. Monitor-

ing the vessels that come and go at all of our

major ports.

Big jpbs. Requiring top people.

That's why we need good, qualified, ambi-

tious men and women.

Put your Bachelor's Degree towork.
We're «'s()<'firiliv iiitf'it->tf(l if v'lj h<3vea

technical cieqrt-f- in entjiiift-ruKj, sc ience. mathe-

matics, or computet s We vt- (jot tht^ work that

takes your spend! talents and skills.

Once you finish f itf k r\ s < .indidcitc srhool —

18 weeks in Yorktown. Virqinid - we II give you a

job with responsibilitv Ymi work with the most

advanced equipment
and technology

m known. It's good
work, good surround-

^ ings. with men and

women of your talent and abilities.

Ihe benefits. And the rewards.
A starting salary of over $10,000 that can

increase by over 40% in your first three years with

normal promotion and seniority raises.

Free medical and dental care. A quarters

allpwance. Tuition assistance for off-duty ed^'ca-

tion. Thirty days of paid vacation a year.

And a generous retirement plan for those who
make the Coast Guard a career.

Plus the reward of performing in an organiza-

tion that is considered the very best in the nation.

How to apply.

See your college placement office, or call toll

free 800-424 8883 (except Wash. D.C., Hawaii,

Alaska ) for more information

The Coast Guard needs officers. What other

company will make you dn officer and give you

a job fitting your title after 18 weeks.-^

Please visit your local recruiter. Coast
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Engaged Evert
to continue career
BOSTON \APi She'll he hearing wedding b^ls next month,
but tennis star Chris Evert still likes the jingle of the cash
register.

"I still want to play tennis, even after I'm married," Evert
said yesterday at a news conference that helped open a
$150,000 women's tournament in Boston.
The so called queen of tennis declared herself happy with

her game, but somewhat distracted.

"I do have my wedding on my mind," she sakJ, alluding to
her plans for marriage next month with British tennis player
John Lloyd. "I've played well, but it's tough to get eager every
night.

'I can't play the tour more than two weeks in a row. A cou
pie of years ago I was winning 6-0. 6 until the semi finals.

Now I'm having three-set matches in the quarter-finals.

"The pace results in more injuries in general. The depth on
the tour was bound to improve. The girls are hungry. They
haven't had the success that Martina Navratilova ar^ I have,"
Top-seeded in the Boston draw. Evert has won two stops

on the winter circuit-in Los Angeles and Seattle- and was run-
r»erup twice
The Boston event, missing some of the tour's top names,

marks the one-year anniversary of Evert's return to competi-
tion after a lengthy rest After stumbling somewhat during her
"comeback," Evert didn't lose a match for several months
after Wimbledon.

"It took a couple of losses to make me hungry again," she
said.

Evert refuses to speculate on when she might retire. She
plans to play in tournaments eight or nine months a year

Now that World Team lennis is virtually defunct. Evert will

play in Europe, starting in late April, after her marriage.
In Boston, Evert's first-round natch is Tuesday against Pam

Teeguarden.
Avon Products, sponsor of the event with a $30,000 top

prize, was happy that Evert is on hand because other stars

bypassed the tournament.

Premeds and Predents:
National MCAT Review Course
National DAT Review Course
(kIrnMvr lpsiin<| pr«( Ih e «nd inlm»iv«> lU^kroom rrvi^M

in dill M>( lion% ol MCA1 or f)A1 16 < Ussroom hour^
M/rrkpnd c td^<»«» f KcHIri)! kpvt i«likl in%lrutlor« Tnl«t

cnki. including mairridls, tl.SO

MCA1 M'kMon^ in Rnslon Ami SpitnqiirM AmhfrsI dr«*<iH

DAT ^•ssions ai Rf»si«»o I ni**r>»iu

Indiana State forward Larry Bird receives in additiort, Modges was named APcotiege Coach of the
congratulations from coach Bill Hodges for being Year. Bird is seen holding the Adolph Rupp Trophy,
names Associated Press basketball Player of the Year, symbolic of his achievement. (AP Laserphoto.i
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SENIORS-
SHOW YOUR

FACE!!

545-2874

Near Eastern

Organization

sponsors a talk on
PALESTINIAN
WOMEN
VOICES FOR
REVOLUTION
Tues.. March 13
7:00 P.M.
Hampden DC,
South
Auditorium,

Southwest

Studv
in Italy

this Summer
lAIIIIII CfNnKtOMf CAMPUS

JUNC 15 JUU 2S-$995
MHHlonf

SooilSaMa
QnKM C(#irfhw

Bjrbirri Crnlpr/Romr Cimput

TRINITY COLLEGE
Hartford Conn Oh^Oh

fineine morteer pefis

;••//

The Marines are coming.
to tell the student body of the University of Massachusetts

about some unusual career opportunities available to men and

women—while they stay in school and after they graduate.

Marine Corps career programs— in data processing, telecom-

munications, avionics, finance, and business management, to

name just a few— are among the best offered in or out of the

military. Find out all the facts, when we visit your campus:

14 & 15 March 1979
«

10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Goodell Building
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Wilson lands first recruit
BvsrevEZACk
O^^m Staff

According to Rav Wilson, ^storday was
only the second day that he has been in his
office since being named as Jack Leaman's
replacement to head the Minutemen
bMkeiball team The reMon for Wilsons
•^Wice from his office in Boyden 227 is

that this IS the heart of the recruiting
season for college basketball, and Wilson
along with ass«tant coach Ray Ricketts,
has been scurrying about the country trying
to Mcure some talent for the 79 80 hoop
season
Succ^ in the recruiting scene appears

to be coming UMass' way as Coach Witeon
has already received a letter of intent from
6 2' guard Tyrus K fylodd. Nedd, a native
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is regarded as
a fine shooter and ballhandler with good
^}eed "When strength comes he'll be a
9CK>d player not to say that he isn tagood
^yer now, remarked Wilson
^ther names that have been bantered
about by UMass basketball fans are Pedro
Drilacfuz and Paul Little. On New
Bedford's Dellacruz. Wilson comments.
"We're involved in recruiting him We think

he has some fine tools but he needs some
work

'

As for Little, who plays for Boston Latin,

UMass' luck in lartdii^ the player seems to

have run out. "He's got it Ihis college deci

sion) down to aght schools and we're not

one of the eight. ' Wilson said

On the whole, Wilson has a positive at-

titude about the current recruiting situation

at UMass "We think were involved with

seven players who could definitely come up
here and contribute to our program."

Anotfwr area of concern for the basketball
team is the finding of a second assistant
coach. But for the moment, Wilson has on-
ly the recruiting situation on hismind. "I'm
not going to do anything with that (an
assistant coach) until the recruiting is

over," Wilson said. Wilson added that
hopefully he'll begin the search to fill the
coaching vacancy in early April.

When W^l»3n was appointed head coach
three weeks ^o, he indicated that in the
future, he would like to see the Minutemen
employ a wide open, playground style of
bnketball The playground style is looked
down upon by many of basketball's astute
observers, but not by Wilson.
"i don't look at playground with negative

conotations. I look at some of the players
who have developed into outstanding
players on the playground," Wilson said,

adding, "I'd like to run if we can get people
to hit the boards. I like the open style of
basketball.

'

Wilson fe^ that a key to next se»on's
success depends upon the summer condi
tioning of his players. "My overall feeling is

that much depends upon how they (the
playws) work this summer. We're coming
off of a 5 22 season and much of their
growth depends upon their ability, " Wilson
said

Wilson also said that it will be the best
players on the team that will be on the
court next season, he'll play no favorites
with the team. "I have a commitment to all

of them including the freshmen to use
those that can help us attain our goal which
IS winning basketball. I don't have any
reservations dbout sitting a senior and star
ting a freshman or sitting a freshman and
starting a senior," Wilson concluded.

"I have a commitment, to use those (players) that can help us attain our
goal which is winning basketball, " said Coach Ray Wilson. (Staff photo by
Steve Zack).

Trackwomen end season
By DAVE SfVRET
Collegian Staff

Once again the fine distance runners of

the women's track team turned in an ex-

cellent performance at the Easterns which
were held at Princeton this past weekend.
Even though they were not m contention
for the team title, coach Jane Wel/el still

felt the meet was a success We broke
three school records and all m all it was a

very good meet," said coach Welzel
The meet shaped up as a three way

batrle between eastern powers Maryland.
Princeton, and Penn State The O'ltcome,

at this writing, is still undecided, pending
the outcome of the final event, the high

lump
Leading off the record setting parade for

the Minutewomen was Kathy Contmi, who
set a UMass indoor record in the one mile

with a time of 4 55, which was good
enough for sixth place. Judy McCrowne
also ran the mile and finished ninth in 5:06.

Julie Burke got herself a record an an

eighth place finish with the fine timeot
1 7; 1 7 for the three milp

.

The third UMas.« record of the day was
set by the two rnile relay team , They ran a

9:22, which was good enough to garner a

sixth place for the team. The relay con
sisted on Kathy Contmi, Judy McCrowne.
Laura Wolf, and Cindy Martin.

Also turning in good performances for

the Minutewomen were Cindy Martin who
finished seventh in the 880 and sophomore
Tina Franccario, who took a sixth in the
two mile

.

The outstanding performer in the meet
was Joan Benoit of Bowdoin She turned

in a fantastic distance double by winning

both the two and three mile runs and
setting records in both in the process.

The meet marks the end of the indoor
season for the Irackwomen and with the

warmer weather soon to be upon most of

us the girls will be turning their attention to

the outdoor season. Their first meet is not

that far off (April 3rd) and they will soon be
training hard for what hopefully will be a

very prosperous season.

Colle^ain

George O'Brien

Let George do it

^
/•
.\V

39 year-old St. Louis Cardinal outfielder Loi^Brock enters his second
childhood by participating in a game of leap frog with teammate Tom
Herr. lAP Laserphoto).

New England sports fans may have a

little more to cheer about than fans in New
Orleans, Minnesota, St. Louis or even
Cleveland, but for many, these are indeed

the times that try men's souls.

The Bruins, Celtics, Red Sox and
Patriots all have a myriad of problems and
question marks, and I for one have lost lots

of sleep wondering if the Celtics will ever

get it together, with or without Larry Bird;

if the Bruins will ever again beat a team
with a record better than .500; if the Sox
can possibly pitch their past 3rd place in the

AL East; if the Patriots will pick the GM and

coach that will get them to the Super Bowl.

Since Don Cherry's dog Blue is the only

one who knows what's wrong with the

Bruins (and he isn't saying) and since

everyone from Benb to Biff the Wonder
Yak has expounded on the Sox and Celts, I

will choose curtain no. 4 and try to tackle

the Patriots' coaching problem, which
would be no problem at all if they would
only hire George Allen.

Trying to sell George Allen as the next

coach and general manager of the Patriots

is not an easy task. One might have more
luck if he tried to sell Ralph Nader a 74

Toronado. Perhaps the best way to peddle

Georgie (and this is the right season for it)

would be to make like an H&R Block
commercial. And so, here I am with four of

my 17 reasons why (3eorge Allen is the man
that will take the Patriots to the Super
Bowl.
REASON No. 1 : The one thing about

George Allen that bothers the Sullivans and
most everyone else is the way he handled

the Washington Redskins. When he took

over in DC, Allen adopted a "live for the

present and screw the future" philosophy.

He traded away most all of his high draft

choices for veteran (but aged) talent. The
immediate result (there are no five-year

plans with Allen) was a trip to the Super

Bowl in 1973. The end result was that the

Skins were left high and dry forihe future.

The 78 team was a tired, old crew that

somehow managed to win 7 games.
In New England, Allen would not be

forced to trade away top picks to get to the

Super Bowl. Unlike the group he inherited

in Washington, Allen would arrive to one of

the three most talented teams in football,

one that can win it all with its present
personnel.

REASON No 6: Since most people
closely resemble the pets that they keep, it

only follows a pro football coach should

resemble the team he coaches. Cool,

calm, calculating teams like the Cowboys
and Vikings get along great with Joe
Serious coaches like Tom Landry and Bud
Grant. ^
The Patriots, however, are not unlike a

college team in emotion. They deserve a

coach that can match that exuberance on
the sidelines. Chuck Fairbanks was about
as motivating as a James Joyce novel.
Allen, on the other hand, is one of the great

cheerleaders of the Western world and
should fit the Patriots like a glove.

REASON No. 11: Despite their great
talent, the Patriots have always had that

depressing and irritating tendency to slack

off against lesser opponents. All too often,

they get complacent when playing less

talented teams, and, if they don't end up
beating themselves, they play only as good
as they have to to win.

With motivation, Allen should also bring

discipline, consistency and direction to
New England. Like other greo' Allen-

coached teams from the past, the Pats will

(earn not to squander what talent they
have, and they will get up for the little ones
as well as the big ones.
REASON No. 17: Last season, the

Patriots' specialty teams played about as
poorly as that unit was capable of playing,

A wild and crazy bunch that made big

contributions in 76 and 77, the specialty

squads lacked spark last year.

With the Rams and Redskins, specialty

teams were Allen's specialty, the take-

aways always outnumbering the turnovers.

Should Allen come to the pats, losses like

the one suffered on Monday night to
Baltimore last fall will be a thing of the past.

In summation, the Patriots already have
the most potent offense in the league and
one of the stingiest defenses. What they

lack is what the Cowboys' Thomas Hen-
derson calls "class." If Allen, the classiest

coach in the game takes over, there is no
telling how far the Pats will go.

SGA presidentialvoting continues today, r^s
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Iranian

toll rises

by dozen
in purge

By RICHARD TOMKINS
Associated Press

TEHRAN, Iran- Firing

squads executed two
generals, a legislator, the
former head of the national

news agency and eight other
men yesterday in the purge
that has killed dozens of
former supporters of Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.

Eleven men were killed by
firing squads in Tehran and
one in the holy city of Qom,
100 miles to the south, after

secret trials without defense
attorneys. The announcement
of the executions were made
in a radio broadcast.

Charges against the 12 rang

ed from corruption to killing

anti-shah demonstrators and
torture.

Islamic revolutionary courts

are known to have ordered the
execution of 57 persons, in-

cluding 12 generals, for alleged

political and sex crimes since

the shah's government fell

Feb. 12. The shah is exiled in

Morocco.
There were indications that

the new government is suc-
ceeding in bringing the
economy back to life. The Na-
tional Iranian Oil Company an-

nounced production in the
country's oil fields had reach-

ed 2.5 million barrels daily, up
from 1 .6 million barrels a day
last week

.

Before anti-shah strikes

paralyzed the economy, Iran

exported about 6 million bar-

rels daily. The company said

all but 700,000 barrels daily was
earmarked for foreign con-
sumption.
The company said It will

resume selling Iranian crude
on a contract basis to
American, European and
Japanese companies April 1

.

The Mideast Peace treaty
seen possible
in a month

President Carter embraces Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
in Cairo yesterday, while Israeli Prime Minister Menachim
Begin makes his statement at the Tel-Aviv Ben-Gurion. (AP
Laserphoto)

Recently, oil has been sold on
a spot basis to the highest bid-

der. Spot prices are in the'

range of $20 a barrel compared
to the OPEC price of $13.55.

The new defense minister.

Gen. Ahmad Madani, told a

news conference here that

Iran no longer was willing "to

act as policeman of the Per-

sian Gulf and Indian Ocean."
Madani accused the shah of

squandering money on the

military and bringing in

thousands of "spies disguised

as foreign experts."

"Except the shah, his

relatives and their agents who
should be court martialed.

members of the armed forces

should be issued with a

general pardon for any
wrongding except those
responsible for shooting anti-

shah demonstrators," he said.

The Cabinet is planning to

ask the leader of the revolu

tion, Ayatollah Ruhollah Kho-
meini, to grant such an amnes-
ty, he said.

He also said a naval air base

being built with American
assistance at the port of Chah-

Bahar on the Sea of Oman was
a waste. "The original contract

was going to cost Iran $70
million, but then the cost was
hiked to $4 billion .

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Pnss

CAIRO. Egypt- President
Carter concluded his Mideast

Odyssey yesterday with
Egypt's acceptance of peace
terms and Israel's promise to

consider them. Both nations

said' a treaty could be signed

within the month.
After a 3-hour airport con-

ference with Egypt's Anwar
Sadat, the president announc-
ed the Egyptians have ac-

cepted U.S. proposals for

resolving all remaining
obstacles to a treaty with

Israel.

Then Carter boarded Air

Force One for the 14-hour trip

to Washington. briefing

Senate Majority Leader Robert

Byrd, D W.Va., on the

developments by telephone.

The mood was jubilant

aboard the president's plane.

There were smiles and hand-
shaking. Chief of Protocol Kit

Dobelle raised a glass in toast

to Carter. The president, who
appeared in a good mood.
went to bed a couple hours

after take-off.

A welcoming party including

Vice President Walter F. Mon-
dale. House Speaker Thomas
P. O'Neill, D Mass.,
Democratic Leader Jim
Wright, D-Texas. and other

congressmen prepared to

greet Carter at Andrews Air

Force Base in suburban
Maryland.
The next step was up to

Israel, where Prime Minister

Menachem Begin said an ac-

cord would be signed this

month if the ' cabinet and
parliament approve the draft.

Egypt's Minister of State for

Foreign Affairs Butros Ghali

was asked if he agreed with

Begin. "I can answer positive-

ly," he told The Associated
Press. "I hope the peace treaty

will be concluded in this

month."
Begin said "it would be the

duty of the government to

resign" if the parliament, the

Knesset. rejected the
American compromise pro-

posals.

The prime minister said the

three leaders would sign the

accord in Washington Then
Begin and Sadat would sign

the Hebrew version in

Jerusalem and the Arabic text

in Cairo.

The breakthrough came in

the last hours of the peace
gamble Carter began when he
left home last Wednesday.

"I am convinced that now we
have defined all of the main in-

gredients of a peace treaty

between Egypt and Israel

which will be the cornerstone

of a comprehensive peace set

tiement for the Middle East,"

the president said before leav

ing Cairo.

Before flying to Cairo, Carter

held a final breakfast session

with Begin in Israel.

"You have succeeded." the

prime minister said just before

Carter left ""We made real pro-

gress in the peace-making pro-

gress. Now, of course, it is the

time of Egypt to give its rep-

ly"
Sadat's reply was positive.

He agreed to U.S. formulas for

resolving differences on three

issues: Israeli access to

assured supplies of oil, the

timing of moves toward
autonomy for the Israeli-

occupied Gaza Strip and a

timetable for an exchange of

ambassadors between Egypt

and Israel.

Carter said he informed Begin

TURN TO PAGE 11

Witli Einstein, it's allrelative
Even he fiuniced some exams

Albert Einstein (AP Laserphoto)

ByMARKLECCESE
Collegian Staff

Albert Einstein, the great professor,

thinker and physicist, born a hundred years

ago today, has attained a dubious semantic

honor in this country: his surname has

become a noun.
"'Whaddaya think I am, an einstein?"

"Ask her, she's an einstein."

Einstein, with his tired eyes, rumpled

clothes, and disheveled hair, has been a

particularly appealing figure to Americans

since he first became well-known in the

early twentieth century.

But this man's life can offer a special,

amusing and perhaps encouraging lession

to the University community.
"For students, he is one of the most

interesting student of all, because he didn't

do well in school," said Mel Berger, a

mathematics professor.

"All of his professors didn't think he was
very smart, and by the time he was 30 years

old, he had won a Nobel prize," Berger

said.

Banesh Hoffman, a professor emeritus of

mathematics at Queens College in New
York, wrote in an issue of the Boston Globe
last week on the subject of Einstein as a

student.

"He hated school; one of his teachers

told him he would never amount to

anything, and at 15 he dropped out. At 16,

he won the entrance examination for the

Polytechnic Institute in Zurich, and failed,"

Hoffman writes.

Hoffman said when Einstein was finally

accepted to the Polytechnic Institute, he
"attended lectures only occasionally. It

caused a serious problem when

TURN TO PAGE 11

Lectures mark 100th birthday
As a celebration of the one -hundredth

anniversary of Albert Einstein's birth, a

two-part lecture series will be held today
and tonight on the life and work of the man
many consider having the greatest mind of

this century.

The afternoon program,scheduled for

3:30 today, is described by program co-

ordinator Mel Berger as "more scientifically

geared."
The nighttime program, set to begin at

8:00, is for the general public, and will

feature such distinguished speakers as

Joseph H. Taylor, the UMass professor

whose work has been crucial in verifying

Einstein's general theory of relativity, and

Henry Steele Commager, an Amherst

College professor and noted historian.

Four UMass faculty members will deliver

lectures in the afternoon program on the

sixteenth floor of the Graduate Research

Towers. The program will be followed by a

coffee hour.

The lecturers will be: Joseph Horowitz,

an associate professor of mathematics and
statistics; Leroy Cook, professor of physics

TURN TO PAGE 11
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Th« Maine Yanko« Atomic Powar plant in
Wi»cass«t. Maina. (AP Uiserphoto) Saa story, this
pag«.

No nukes topping nixed
AMHCRST \AP\ - For dacorating the tops of salads with

political slogans and symbols a Hampshire College student
lost hiS )ob as sal^ dresser, but he's app^ling the end ot
his salad days

Davis Bat^, 23, of Sudbury was fired last Novennber by
Rick Manning, supervisor for Saga Foods, which operates
the college's cafeteria.

The firing was for refusing to obey o.ders to stop doing
such things as writing "No Nukes' on the tops of salads
with carrot sticks and making hammer and sickle designs m
wax on the cottage cheese
He also made sun designs with lemon or orange slices ar>d

carrot sticks, presumably for solar power
Bates, previously naware of the college's grievance

procedure, recently filed an appeal with college President
Artele Smith Simmons, who has not ruled.

Palestiniansjoin Amin
NAmOBl. Kenya \AP\ Ugandan President Idi Amin

announced last night that Palestinian soldiers were fighting

alongside Ugandan troops in the battle to drive out Tan-
zanian invaders

Amin. in a Uganda government radio broadcast monitored
in Nairobi, also claimed Israeli soldiers and mercenaries were
fighting on the side of the Tan^anians

There has been no independent confirmation available of

claims made by either side

Amin put the number of invaders at 40,000, double his

previous estimate Most independent observers believe the
figure is far lower, perhaps no more than 8,000 Tanzanians
and anti Amin Ugandan exiles Amin is believed to have
about an equal number of defenders around Kampala, the
Ugandan capital

The radio reported what it said was Amin's speech
opening a conference of the 34 ration Islamic Development
Bank in Kampala.

"No matter what the sacrifice, the armed forces are

determined to crush the aggressors,' Amm said He
descrit>ed the enemy occupying part of southern Uganda as
agents of imperialism, racism and Zionism"

Labor: guidelines illegal
WASHINGTON l/^PI Organized labor, charging that

President Carter's "voluntary" wage guidelines are illegal,

asked a federal judge yesterday to strip the anti inflation

program of its only penalties

The AFL CIO and nine member unions filed in US
District Court, asking for an injunction to stop the gover

nment from denying federal contracts to firms that pay

wages exceeding the 7 percent guideline.

AFL CIO President George Meany, a strident critic of

Carter's anti inflation program, said the threatened penalties

turn the '"voluntary" program into a mandatory one, which

IS illegal Only Congress, which phased out mandatory

controls in 1974, can reinstitute them, he said.

"It IS obvious that tne oeniai oi conuacts is an en-

forcement weapon primarily for wage controls, since the

price guidelines are for all practical purposes non existent,
"

Meany said at a news conference.

Laos: China digs trenches
BANGKOK, Thailand \AP\ -While the Chinese reported a

flower strewn hero's welcome home for their invaders of

Vietnam. Laos accused China yesterday of moving many

divisions near its border and digging combat trenches "in

preparation for war."

Chinese telelvision showed troops withdrawing through

the Friendship Pass across the border with Vietnam as pretty

Chinese girls garlanded tank cannons with red scarves.

China's Xinhua news agency said, "All along the 12-

kilometer eight mile road leaing to Pinxiang, welcomers

waved flowers and colorful bunting, played traditional

musical instruments and danced joyously amid the ex

plosions of firecrackers."

But the Soviet Union charged that "Chinese aggression

continues" in northern Vietnam, and Laos charged the

Chinese were moving troops, smuggling spies and com

mandos into its country and carrying out propaganda to sow

division among the Laotian people.

Salt cures this bacon
WASHINGTON \AP\ A major eastern meat company

said yesterday it has begun selling bacon that has no sodium

nitrite a chemical some authorities say is linked with cancer,

The bacon is being distributed in the Boston, Washington

and Detroit areas

The bacon, sold m 12 ounce packages, is cured by using

salt as the mam preservative.

It IS made by ITT Gwaltney, Smithfield, Va ,
which

distributes bacon and other meat products in the eastern

United States
, , ^ , _, „ .^

Company officials said the product, labeled as old

fashioned cured bacon"
Sodium nitrite, which has been used for many years by

processors of bacon, ham and other cured meats, has been

under scrutiney by the Agriculture Department and thf food

and Drug Administration as a possible cause of cancer.

Critical parts of nuclear plants

not involved In shut down order
BOSTON No critical parts housing radioacttv* maiwial

are involved in the U.S. shutdown order against five

nuclear power plants because of allegedly faulty estimates
of their ability lo withstand earthquakes, the engineering
firm which designed the plants said yesterday.

No main cooling system components, including the
reactor vessel and the primary piping are involved," said a
statement from Stone h Webster, the Boston architectural

and engineering firm,

We put in so much in the way of design margin that we
are not worried about the safety of those plants," said
John W. Landis. Stone & Webster senior vice president.
"People worry about whether the primary system, the

reactor vessel the steam generators and the primary
piping, are involved because these systams house the
radioactive material,

"Since they are not involved, you do not ha\M a primary
safety problem. You do have a secondary safety problem,

"It's a complicated situation. We still feel in the vast
majority of cases, these secondary piping systems will be
completely satisfactory, in my opinion "

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has ordered the Ave
plants in Pennsylvania, Maine, Virginia and New York to
shutdown within 48 hourst said Landis.

He said the company alrMdy has started reviewing the
seismic stre^ rrwthcMJs but there w^ no chance the review
would be completed within two days.

Our people tell us they haven't gotten into t(^ review far

enough to detwmine how long it will take." said Landis.
"It's not an e^y thir^i to raview because you're noi

Energy official:

no oil shortage
WASHINGTON - A top US. erwrgy official said yester

day that despite burdensome federal regulations on
gasoline, "it would lie an outrage' if oil companies failed to

meet growing dem^ds for unleaded fuel

"We expect them to roll up their sleeves and get the job

done, " David Bardin, head of the Energy Department's

Economic Regulatory Administration, told a House subcom
mitee.

Bardin's comment came amid growing predictions from

government and industry officials of shortages of unleaded

gasoline this summer - due both to the loss of Iranian oil

and tecause demand for the fuel is beginning to overtake

supply
He told the House Commerce's oversight and investiga-

tions subcommittee that gasoline supplies will generally be

tight, but that the industry should be able to satisfy US
needs. _^_^^

dMiing with one set of stress. You we <^mg also vMth
stress^ from temperature, weight, procure and con
figuration, normal stre^es that have quite a lot of design
margin in them.

"It may be no worse, in toto. than what we feel will be
acceptable."
Lar^is said the earthquake streM wm calculated lOyMrs

A scene from Bergman? Likely, but it's just a couple
of gulls and a chaperoning swan in Rhode Island. (AP
Laserphotol

UHIOH RECORD SERVICE
Spring Dreok

Clearance Sale

Wednesday, March 14-Frlday, March 16

(no rain checks)

DIRE STRAITS
\f\fi\t0f> Dfiwn Tc. Fh* WjteHine
SetfintjMeUp SuH<*r'sOf bwnq

^1

THE DOPBTB
BROTHERS

Minute By Mlnut*
'*'.»! A M.., i

NICt>LETTE LARStlN
NictiletU'

First

Carter
works
Isfaeli

Navon

Lady Rosalynn
admires the art-

in the residence of

President Yit/hak
. (AP Laserphoto)

All 7

8

11

12

(for

98 list only 4.99

.98 list only 5.75

.98 list only 7.49

.98 list only 7.99

members only)

Raffles — giveaways
for URS members
Show membership
and sign up for our

picture disc & T-shirt

raffle. To be drawn 5

p.m., Fri., Mar. 16th.

Warner Bros. Records and

LOGO CONTEST
Win $25.00 of FKEE albums

Design a logo for the Union Record Service, submit

the design along w/ name, address, phone number,
by Wed., Mar. 21st at 5 p.m. Drop off the design at

the store or send to URS, 201 Student Union BIdg.,

UMass, Amherst, 01003. Winner will be notified on
March 26th. ..
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Pierpont seeks better image
edhw's not0: This is ttm last of a three part series on f^er-

pont dormitory in South^vest residential area.

By JAMES CARTER and ANDREW MIGA
Collegian Staff

"The future of Pierpont is up in the air at this point," ac-
cording to Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L.

Madson, "There have been a number of suggestions but no
decision will be made until after the pending investigation."
Madson added that one personality is Lloyd Adatist would

remain as part-time acting head of residence at Pierpont.
Adalist was appointed to the position after the "attempted
murder by arson" of former head of residecK^ Tom Whitford
last January.

Following the attempted murder. Art Clifford of the
UMass News Bureau was quoted in a press report as saying,
"The lifestyle of students there (Pierpont) is representative
of the alternative lifestyle of the late 60s.. It's like leftover

flower children."

EPA says no

to King's

energy request
By JOANNE D'ALCOMO . .

Associated Press

BOSTON- The regional office of the federal En-

vironmental Protection Agency has determined there is not

enough evidence to prove that an energy emergency exists

in Massachusetts now, it was announced yesterday.

Gov. Edward J. King has asked President Carter to

declare an energy emergency so that he could permit some

inoustries and utilities to burn high sulphur fuel instead of

the more expensive and more scarce low sulphur fuel

The burning of high sulphur fuel pollutes the air more than

low sulphur fuel.

In a letter to King, regional EPA Administrator William R.

Adams Jr. noted that Metropolitan Petroleum Company -

which had earlier reported it was about to run out of low

sulphur fuel - was able to obtain a short-term supply.

However, Adams said EPA still is studying the constantly

changing fuel supply situation before making a recommen-

dation to the president about the state's request for dn

emergency declaration.

"It will take time for EPA to uncover all the facts we feel

are needed to advise the president, " Adams wrote.

Massachusetts was the first of several East Coast states

to apply for the energy emergency declaration. EPA, which

enforces air quality standards, is considering holding a na-

tional hearing on their requests.

Until a final decision is made on the state's request, EPA

indicated it will not fine customers of suppliers who run out

of low sulphur fuel and are forced to turn to high sulphur

fuel, according to state Energy Director Joseph S. Fitz-

patrick

The state, however, must review and conhrm each

"emergency " case, Fitzpatrick said.

Fitzpatrick said he was satisfied with EPA's position

because "technically" there is no emergency now that

Metropolitan Petroleum has found a supply of fuel.

But he said he still hopes the the EPA will recommend the

president issue an emergency declaration because of an

overall shortage of low sulphur fuel.

Fitzpatrick said the King administration's major concern

about low sulphur fuel is its expense in relation to high

sulphur fuel.
. .

"Our up-front concern is price," said Fitzpatrick, noting

that the difference in price between a barrel of low sulphur

and high sulphur fuel was $6 about eight weeks ago.

T**W**^%mc
4, BarMai^erXti B^^ck-Uii, %arb^ara

Angelr, Dorothy BusN, Ir $ara PIrtle

know the ^ncfed for jl^e soul of

wofien to tk heard ifl'the world.
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to«#ter for a weekenjd with them
is%4<^ to draw a w$ll spring of

crejl^ity, vision ff depth from each

prellnV
Totamdist 39-71 depeiidjn^ on in-

come^^H^ner 8:00 p,m,., Friday

March m^luRch SujRikU^y

'^A'A
^ Rcwc

Kiric|5 H\^hr^r

Telephone:

Also: March 23-:

& Privacy— '

inph Sm
acntcr 4fe

'c, MA 01367

(413)339-4216

lame Exposure
Schneider

The quote reinforces an image Pierpont residents are
working to dispel.

"If the university wouldn't keep publishing things about
our reputation, maybe we wouldn't have such a bad reputa-

tion," said Soo Thomas, a resident assistant.

"They tell us the only way we can change our image is to

"Pierpont seems committed to good
ordernow" -James S. Matlack

clean up our act," said Maggie Carson, a residentassistantT
"But right now it couldn't get much cleaner and still remain
a college dorm in 1979."

"I know politically they're fighting for their life," noted
Sgt. Pfrilip J. Cavanaugh, "I see definite beginnings of
change in my dealings with Pierpont residents, those who

want to stand up and be counted are sensible, reasonable
and not inflammatory."

Recently a dorm government was approved by the dorm.
Previously Pierpont had community meetings with rotating
moderators and little continuing responsibility.

"A lot of the things Tom Whitford instituted are still going
on now," said Carson, "Things like house government,
dorm security, and little things like a TV, a pool table and in-

tramural sports. They're the kind of things that really make a
difference."

"It wasn't the dorm that burned Tom out," said resident
Becky Louis, ""It was a few individuals and that's what
upsets people about the publicity. I think most people would
like to have Tom back here."

"Pierpont seems committed to good order now," said
James Matlack, master director of the Southwest residential

college, "They're proving the negative image wrong by real-
ly working at it."

A demonstrator holds his placard well in sight at a

rally to protest President Carter's visit to Egypt and
Israel in Tehran yesterday. (AP Laserphotol

Kendrick's will provides money
for downtown pedestrian park
By MICHAEL H. SIMONS
Collegian Staff

An idea, a will and a bank are three instruments that may
one day turn the intersection of North and South Pleasant

Streets and Triangle Street into a park where Amherst shop-

pers and pedestrians can rest.

The idea of building such a park came from the late

George Smith Kendrick and his sister Jenny who died in

1957. Mr. Kendrick was a resident and former president of

the Amherst Savings bank.

Amherst Town Planner Jim Cope said currently no official

plan has been submitted for the park's construction,

although several proposals, including a masters thesis on the

reconstruction of the area, have been received.

Kendrick, who lived on a plot on North Pleasant Street,

PREPARE FOR:

MCATUTLSAT-GMAT
BRE-fiRE PSYCH GRE BIO

PGATOCAT WTMATSAT
NMBmrnECFMBFLEX-VQE

NDBI,n*NPBI«NLE
FIcxibIt Programs & Hours

Visit Any Center And See For Yourself

Why We Make The DIHerence

In Amherst 264 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Ma 01002

2535108 2S3S2B3

PREPARE FOR APRIL MCAT s

ClaRSPS beqin 4 2 Section D
Classes for April LSAT begin 3/23

Classes for April MCAT begin 4/2 I MPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CCNTER

TEST P«EP*«*TION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

Centers In More Than 60 Maior US Cities

Puerto Rico, Toronto, Canada & Lugano Switzerland

State in a will drawn up two years before his death in 1930 he

would leave several thousand dollars to be invested and

reinvested by his trustees until enough money was
generated to purchase the six remaining plots. His sister was

left in charge of the project.

An estimate of the park's completion date is unavailable

because three of the plots in the designated area are private-

ly owned and must be purchased and removed before work

on the park can begin, said Vice-President of the First Na-

tional Bank of Amherst Thomas Quarles.

When Jenny died her will concurred with her brother's re-

quest. Except for a few small bequests to other

beneficiaries, the principal portion of her large estate went

into the trust fund established by her brother.

Quarles said the Kendrick estate, following Jenny's death,

was left in trust to four men to serve collectively as trustees

of the estate.

Following the death of two trustees in 1964, the surviving

trustees appealed to the Northampton Probate Court asking

that the First National Bank of Amherst become the suc-

cessor trustee of the estate,

Kendrick's wish to have a park built on the designated

area was referred to in his will as a "gift" to the town of

Amherst.
Quarles said letters have been sent to the remaining

private land holders informing them the bank is willing to

negotiate the sale of the property at any time.

One landowner, Mrs. Bosworth, agreed to sell her land to

the bank-owned house at 317 North Pleasant Street, which

was recently moved to the corner of Fearing and Lincoln

Ave. Bosworth was given a life tenancy which enable her to

live in the house free from all financial responsibilities for the

house and property. She died last year, Quarles said

SGA polling
Today is the last day to vote for Student Government

Association co presidents. Polling places will be open

from 1 1 a.m. to 6 p.m. and the results will be tabulated

tonight.

This year's co-presidential candidates include Robert

Bollandrina Geofrey Tillotson, Brian Burke-Richard

LaVoice, Noel Collins-Peter Bovenzi, Jay Heney-Mark

Vassalotti, and Herb Tyson-Pat Hart.

Polling places are Hampshire and Berkshire Dining

Commons for Southwest Area residents, Franklin

Dining Common for Central Area residents, the Hatch

for commuters, the Newman Center for Greek Are?-

residents. ^—^—^^^
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BLACKAFFAIRS

Nobuho and a group of musicians psrformed progressive music in the Student
Union Ballroom last Saturday night. The west coast musicians were part of the

International Women's Week celebration.

Black business students

create black businesses
About ten blacli accoun

ting, marketing, finance

and management majors,

feel the need for a new
organization Do you' The
Committee for the Ad
vancement of Back
Business Students
(CABBSI is a proposed
organization fulfilling the

needs of Black students m
their search for business

careers Their main objec

tives center around four

areas of concern.
Awareness of Business

opportunities and careers

Admission procedures into

the School of Business
Administration, course

description and re

quirements
Advancement and

guidance throughout the

academic career
Placement and job

awareness upon gradua

tion

.

We will be working very

closely with other organiza-

tions having related com-

mittments for the advance
menx of Black business

students.

CABBS is now in the

developmental stage and
urges all Black students in-

terested in business to par-

ticipate in the organizing

process. All interested, call:

Glenn Brown 546 5734 or

Ken Mahan 546-6986 or. at-

tend our next meeting, to-

day. Thursday, March 15 at

2.M in the SBA third floor

conference room.

Black business majors meet to discuss plans for a group to provide councelmg

and support to students who might otherwise feel that the business major is not a

good field for them The organization is trying to get on its feet and needs your in-

put for it to really work.

UITHER

jw

Men's support group
By MARLENE DUNCAN
Black AHatn SM
Brothers,

I recently had the o^MJrttjnlty to inter-

viiw Ronald Boutelle, a graduate student
tfom New York, working at UMass.'
psychology department We spoke of many
of the trials and tribulations that the "Third
World" male is subiected to on this cam
pus.

He expressed a strong interest in unifying

and collaborating with them in efforts of

alleviating our situation. He calls this the

Black Man's Support Group
The proiect would basically deal with;

relationships, interactions with both the
sisters and the brothers, expression of sen-

timents regarding personel and public

ssues in hopes of resolving those elements
>A/hich interffre with productive and pro-

gressive development
One may question the separation of the

sexes The primary reason to this is

because of the apparent tack of specified

attention given to the brothers needs and
.ispirations This support qroup in itS'entire

tv is geared towards supplementing those
needs.
The pressures that exist in this environ-

ment nriakes it virtually impossible to ade-
quately function as a student This support
group IS a chance to voice those problems
so that the brothers can start com-
municating in the manner that they should
be. In interpreting the situation the bottom
line of being black in America is economic
and political oppression.

Ron's ultimate purpose is to help us learn
to love each other rriore To help us put our
values and priorities m their proper perspec-
tives It serves as a source of inspiration,
and symbolizes the effort to correct the
distorted image that we perceive of what a
man is

Brothers if you are serious about being
Black and a man this is ample opportunity
to emphasize this. If you are senous about
race dignity and pride, progress and
ultimate victory this is the time to organize
your sentiments and your warriors
Contact Ronald Boutelle in room 504

Tobin

UMass grad student and South African exile NKome Mokubung addressed an
anti-apartheid rally at Hampshire College Library last Friday. Demonstrators then
marched to a trustee's finance committee meeting. The Committee recomended
that Hampshire divest!

Weber Sears committee
By Nkruma Lumumba Olinga

The task of the Weber Sears Committee
is to raise the level of awareness of workers

about affirmative action cutbacks and
violations. People of color, women and

other oppressed groups need to become
involved with the Weber Sears Committee
to organize against the rise of right wing

elements.
Who is Weber and Sears? First Brian

Weber is a white worker who filed a suit

against Kaiser Aluminum Co. on the

grounds that the company's affirmative

action program discriminated against him

as a white worker.

Weber's complaint against affirmative

action if passed could set back many
programs foi' women and other oppressed

groups of people in this country. Weber's

case is moving faster through our so called

justice system sooner than the case of

Allen Bakke
Victor Good the National director of the

National Conference of Black Lawyers

stated in Feb. at UMass that the Weber
case would probably be passed by the

Supreme Court in Louisiana around June
of this year. This case is worse than any

legal case to come before the judicial

system thus far.

The Sears case is another case that will

have national ramifications because this

case deals with a major U.S. Corp.; not

complying with current Affirmative Action

guidelines as it stands thus far. The Sears

Corp, decided to make a suit against af

firmative action rather than comply to

present guidelines.

What do these two cases have to do with

current struggles for Affirmative Action in

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

this country? These two cases will do to

affirmative action what people of color and

women felt Bakke would do. These two
cases pending in court used part of the

briefs from the cloudiness of Bakke for its

rationale against affirmative action,

Progressive people should be asking what

can be done concretely to fight for af

firmative action. The solution to this

problem facing women, oppressed people

of color, and other oppressed groups need

to become involved with the newly formed
Weber S.ears Committee.

In the past these oppressed groups of

people have not been working together

consistently to fight for their own self

interests instead they have been fighting

each other. All the oppressed people have

been divided by the small elite wealthy

class in this country. It is for this reason

that there is a need for the Weber Sears

Committee.
Students and friends can begin to

perform their roles with this issue. Con-

cerned whites and oppressed people of

color have asked what they can do. They
can join the Weber Sears Committee in its

infancy.

The goal of this Committee is to

document Affirmative Action violations

both locally and nationally and feed the

information into the National Affirmative

Action Coordinating Committee in New
York City.

The Committee feels that violations of

affirmative action are violations against

people's Human Rights.

The Weber Sears Commitee is not

talking about the same kind of Human
TURN TO PAGE 5

Endorsement

"I gained 1000 yards in my
career as a minute man and
led the team to a National
tornament. Now I want Pat
Hart and Herb Tyson to

lead us in the coming year.

They have my support.
Why dont you give them
yours."

Dennis Dent.

itaA^0O>4 Jg»
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BLACKAFFAIRS
Mark this on your calendar A ffirmative action case cont.

Work-study
Applications are now being
considered for Assistant
Affirmative Actk)n Officer.

This is a work-study
^isition. Sophomores arwl

Juniors are preferred.
Students should apply in

420 Student Union
Building.

Human rights

lecture
Ihm Tufts University

Lecture Series and Tufts'

African American Center
will present a lecture on
"Human Rights and the
jNiture" by Coretta Scott
King, widow of slain civil

rights leader Martin Luther
King, at 6:30 p.m. Friday.

March 23, in Cohen
Auditorium, Talbot Ave, on
Tufts' Medford campus.
Admission is $3 (with Tufts
I.D.. $1.50). For more
information, call 62d 5000,
ext 73?

Cuban festival

film
A video tape presentation

on the "11th World
Festival" in Cuba will be
shown March 25 Sunday at

6:00 p.m. in162CC.

UMass film series
The films "The

Inheritance" and "I Am
Somebody" will be shown
by the Progressive Film
series in Thompson 104 on
March 14 at 8:00 pm. (free)

Hampshire series
The film "Tupamaro" will

be shown tonight by the
H a mj) shire College

Progressive Film Swes. In
the Main Lecture Hall at
7:00 p.m. (free).

Speaker
Akbar Muhammed

Ahmed will speak on Thurs.
March 15 in New Africa
House at 4 p.m, and 8 p,m.
The topic will be "The Role
of Students in the Human
Rights Campaign ^wl #m
1980's,"

'

Interested In

Summer
Employment?
Applications for Teachers and
Counselors available until
March 30 at the Upward Bound
Office, 205 New Africa House.
BA or BS degree required for
teaching positions. Applications
will not be accepted after March
30.

Rights that the current National
Administration is talking about. It is talkir^

^)Out the right to be employed, rights to

abortion, rights to self determination, rights

to the first Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution, which are now in jeopardy.

There are many more issues and tasks

thtt committee can work on because all

(WCH>te are directly or indirectly in the
frir^iM of Labor Survival for all. An
exsmple of the contradictions between the
extremely wealthy and those who are not is

that the women of wealthy families have
used laetrile, but the rest of the people have
been told that it is not yet safe to use for

cancer treatm^it.
On Thursday March 15, at 4:00 at ftow

Afrika House Mohammad Ahmad "Akbar"
will be speaking about this subject and the
"Hole of Students in the Human Rights
Campaign in the I980's " Akbar has
worked with the late Malcolm X and is

informed atout the climate all oppressed
people suffer under. Akbar will also speak
at 8:00 in New Afrika House on Thursday.

If anyone is interested in joining the
Weber Sears Committee come to Draper
Hall at 7:00 Thursday for a brief rr>eeting

about the organization . For information call

546 4538. Peacel
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Schick
Super II

89c
5 cartridges

SOBsrn
Fireside

Cookies

3 for 99c
assorted kinds

8 oz. pkg.
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St. Patrick's
Day cards by

%

varied price range
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Windmere
Travel Folder

»^.

Noxzema
shave

87c
i ^"

11 oz.

regular

menthol
lime

m

$8.99
•1200 watts
•3 position handle— folds &
unfolds easily •

•2 speeds and 2 heats

wM ' 191 NORTH PLEASANT ST.
i^ AMHERST

Clairol

Herbal
Essence

_, shampoo

Îall types 7

if

M CRAPE
JELLY

Welch's
Grape

Jelly

79c
2 lb. jar

I

paiot
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Arrid

Extra Dry
Cream

59c
1 oz. m

PRICES EFFECTIVE
THROUGH MARCH 17, 1979

Robitussin
CF

$1.19
for children

and
adults

4 fl. oz.

y Jl'l
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Robitussm

CF

COUGH FORMUIA
fw Children

and »dutts

1

QUANTITY
RIGHTS RESERVED

COLOR PRINT FILM DEVELOPED 110-12 126-12 only $2.99 110-20 126-20 only $4.79
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TIRE SAVINGS

COMPMne OUR PRICES SCFOAC
l£ ELSEWHERE

^ Whotmuitm to tfm Public,
W« can MTMig* to Mv« your tfarw meuntod.

'.i tlfMS NO . *
SlCdNOS NOT

•IAS PLY
POLYESTER

BIAS PLY
FIBERGLASS - BELTED

A7aa13

B7ts13

C7tJi14

D7ti14

E7ta14

F7tBl4

07«x14

H7ti14

SMrIS

07t«1$

H78i1S

L7a«15

Zenith BK

L— Blh.

OLC • Blk.

GMMrai Blk.

LMBIk

LMBIk
Lm Blk

Zenith Blk

Goodyear Blk

Zenith Blk.

Zenith Blk

Zenith Whi

17 95

21.95

UK
2195

24.95

25.95

A7a>18 Zenith Blk

C7tii14C«ravelleWht.

E78k14 B.F.O.BIk.

F7ti14

Q7tRl4

TTTf Q78i14

H7ti14

G78a15

H78i1$

J78i1S

28.95

20.95

2«95

28.95

33.95

B.F.Q. Blk

Zenith Blk.

B F G. Blk.

B.F.G Blk.

B.F.G Blk.

B.F.G Blk

Lee Wht.

L78I1SDLC-SRB Wht.

32.95

29.95

3395

3595

3495

3695

40.95

4195

Fine arts revie^r
McBride, Bonnefous leadballetperformers

FIBERGLASS AND STEEL BELTED
P1BC£

41,95

50.95

43.95

SIZE

B78K13

B78«13

Zen FG

B.F.G. St

GR78114 Zen.F.G

GR78i14 B.F.G. St.

CR78h14 B.F.G. St

OR78i14 Zen. FG
OR78I14 B.F.G. St

ER78I14 Zen FG
P185/7S»14 B.F.G. St yili^ MR78»15 B.F.G. S

F«78«14

FR78if14

Zwt. F.G \^l^

6 F G St Kt7

MH78K14 Zen. F.G.

GII78I15 Z9n. F.G.

GR78a15 B.F.G St

HR78I15 Zen. F G

LR78«15 Zen. F.C

CABN AND CARRY
VISA

MAtTtR CHAROf

LR78«15BFC St B KJ

OPEN

Bf DEBBIE WALLACe
Collegian Staff

Stirring from his sleep, the dancer stretches with precise
movements Hardly awake, he is joined by a woman in a
white chiffon dress bathed in long brown hair and moving
like th« wind.
With grace they dance a love story titled "An Afternoon of

a Fawn," one of the numbers performed Tuesday night by
the New York City Ballet at the Fine Arts Center.

Of the four ballet numbers exhibited, the strength of
dancers Patricia McBride and Jean-Pierre Bonnefous perfor
ming to the composition of Debussy, surpassed the
movements of other company members.
Bonnefous continually lifted his fawn as the dreamy music

of Debussy echoed. The movements enabled the love story
to i^ pure, seemingly uncomplicated or uninhibited. 3on
nefous stroked the fawn gently, tenderly cradling her in his
arms, generating desire.

Once the fawn departs the stage, we are left wondering if

her presence was nnerely a dream. Her vision glowed in Bon-
nefous' mind as he drifted back to sleep beneath a glowing
spotlight,

The otfier dance numbers portrayed similar emotions, but
the r^ietit'ion of the same steps in rrwjst of the numbers
often became tedious. A longer piece entitled "Who Cares,"
performed to a number of George Gershwin songs, was
both good and bad Of the eight small sequences within this

piece, those featuring McBride and Bonnefous were
outstanding The two artists knew each other's every step,
whether they were moving playfully to a jazzy beat -

McBride spinning in numerous Pirouettes - or whether they

were both lunging toward each other and interlocking their
bodies.

"Bukaku," the final number, began with shrill Oriental
music and presented five women dressed like Oriental dolls.
They were joined by their male counterparts and they chang-
ed into ceremonial robes and performed many stylized,
movements. The dance was a good portrayal of Asian
culture, although the stiffness and slow movement often
became bland.

There were aspects of each program which could have
been easily cut, and often the same steps were used, by
coming repetitious. Yet, the outstanding moments produc-
ed a good performance.

Muddy Watersplays to packetlhouse

586-2544

ByJIMMORAN
Collegian Staff

Making a few cameo appearances with his band, blues ar-

tist Muddy Waters playecj tu a standing-room -only crowd at

the Student Union Ballroom Monday night, paying heed to
the adage "some is not enough!"

McKinley Morgantield, who changed his name to Muddy
Waters, is one of the primary blues influences on rock
music His 5::yle has been incorporated into the music of
such notables as Bob Dylan, Mick Jagger, Leon Redbone,
and Elv's Presley in his heyday.
Waters worked the crowd with subtle enthusiasm, doing

such standards as "Don't You Say, " "I'm Your Hoochie
Coochie Man," "Goin' Out Walkin'" and "Mannish Boy."

Musically, it is clear to see where Jimi Hendrix picked up
some his talent as a guitarist. Waters' raw "bottleneck"
guitar picking, developed from the more primitive styles of

Eddie House and Robert Johnson, arouses nearly as much
passion as his anguished voice. Muddy Waters is talking

blues even without singing it.

His band adds even more life to his p>erformances.
Though Waters can play the harmonica, he is freer to pro-

vide some theatrics and fool around with his guitar when the
background "train" instrument is left to someone else. On
"Mannish Boy," the gutteral guality of Waters' voice
togethpr >vith the wavering aspect of the harmonica makes

the listener feel as if Waters were quickly telling the story,
and moving on Several times it seems as if the song could
break into a slower paced version of the Rolling Stones'
"Midnight Rambler, " implying the Stones' could have
plagianzed Waters. But since, as Pete Seeger once said,
"plagiarism is basic to all culture," This reviewer will not
level the charges It suffices to say, Muddy Waters doesn't
end with Muddy Waters.
A noteworthy aspect of this concert was the terrific quali

ty of the opening act, the James T. Gregory Band. Thei-
performance of such songs as "Black Queen," "I'm a Hog
for You, " and "Back in the Chicken Shack," with a
rhythmic saxaphone, made jazz a conspfrator in the excite
ment of the blues. The wind arrangement by the lead singer
on "Brand New Day, " was stirring^ Two of the band
members hail from this area, one from Amherst, the other
from Springfield. The lead singer has worked with the
James Cotton Band. The guitarist was the crowd -pleaser,
often seeming to solitaire with his player. All in all, the band
was not the disappointment than an opening act often is

The only negative criticism of the concert was the curtain
lali Muddy Waters played too much the mystic. When the
applause for an encore came, only Muddy's band and not
heshowed up on stage. Earlier, he had left to play the
egalitarian with his band, but this reviewer thought Muddy
owed his audience some more performing.
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is an American Tradition . . .
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Editorial/Opinion
In which
I despair

Speaking as one who plans to live until

the 2000th broadcast of the Saturday after-

noon Texaco Opera House (Saturday last

marked the 1,348th- Milton Cross, by the
way, is dead) and as one who is currently
working on the largest critical work on run-
ning ever attempted (Jogging and the Se-
cond Wind- Fact or Fancy?) I am hopeful
that the decline of the United States will be
postponed for at least a decade.

I've come across a few of the old

favorites in the last couple of days; steady
decline, we are a frustrated generation,
alienation, apathy, sagging economy. I like

cliches. They are warm and they afford us a
common language of despair Not that I'm
despairing (I am not despair said one Italian

bowling pin to the other). It's just that with
all these pap>ers to write and books to read,

and me getting locked into a view of the
human condition and all, I have to turn to

someone.
You.

Honestly, as a generation, do you think

we're any more frustrated than the crews of

bobby sockers, be hoppers, belt-swappers,
Fnd burlap-hoppers of the last forty years?

That's not to say that I don't get as teed
off as the next guy when I am made to

knuckle under and produce my I.D. to the
prying cashiers at the coffee shop when all I

want is to slowly melt my intestinal villi for

28 cents.

I lied. I am despairing.

You could save this columnist, or you
could turn the page. The world, love it or

mark

Vyilding

leave it. Where are they now, anyway?
These Death to the Shah bakers, the indig-

nant and the scandalized. Our man, Kho-
meini. Where is he now? Shoving women
down calico wells and p>elting them with

stones for turning a smooth ankle. The pur-

dah murderer. The persecuted has turned

persecutor and the revolutionary brigade,

its mission accomplished, moves on to pro-

test the medieval wages of the Milanese

share-croppers.

Yet, even though their man has let them
down, and a brigade member is about as

visible these days as Lysol, not one of their

demonstrations has ever matched the

obscene goings-on at Smith College last

week. 500 of the most educated women in

the United States marched onto the presi-

dent's house sloshed (which I can forgive

them for) chanting "fun, fun, fun" (which I

can't forgive them for).

And meanwhile ten young men are look-

ing for your votes today. All I know is that

two of them dress like Junior Achievement

members going to meet Gerald Ford. They

are given a good chance.

Garco' n, another coffee.

l\/lark Wilding is a Collegian columnist

Bits and Pieces
New York Daily News sports colum-

list Dick Young, bemoaning the fact that

Commissioner Bowie Kuhn got only one in-

dignant phone call on Pothead Bill Lee:

"Do you think it's a sign of public apathy,

jermissiveness, or just that people don't

give a damn if Bill Lee poisens himself."

Stupid Beer Commercial Department:

"It's Miller Time," they say. Funny, I'm sit-

ting here lokin^ at the office clock and none

of the twelve dilineations look like the

Delong to the Miller Brewing Company.
What's the story?

DAN GUIDERA

CftH'T You SEE?/

UJOK.LOOK/THOUSW
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Judaic studies threatened
By Judy Kurinsky
The Judaic Studies major here at UMass

is being threatened by the administration's

long-term refusal to establish a full time
program or department for the major. This

past December an Academic Affairs

Committee approved the major as being

highly qualified academically, although
they did not recognize the increasingly

urgent need for the formation of a

department or program.
With the transition of the major to a

department or program of its own, there

would be a home office through which
secretaries could serve a function both for

the faculty and the students. At the present

time the situation is downright disgraceful.

Faculty members who teach Judaic
Studies courses must work out of another

department, such as history or classics etc.

They lack support, services, and
secretaries. As for the students who are

interested in these courses there is no way

of contacting Professors or acquiring in-

formation regarding their needs due to a

lack of a home base. Considering the in-

creasing enrollment of students in the two
introductory courses. Jewish People I and
II, the administration must finally realize it is

time to expand into a program so students

who wish to continue in the field may
continue here at UMass. There is a limited

amount of course offerings and not enough
Professors to serve the interests of the

students. The present Judaic Studies major

just transfer to other schools in order to

complete their education.

One of the Judaic Studies faculty

members, present at the December
meeting expressed the frustration of he and
his fellow colleagues who will no longer

continue to work for the major under such
unfair and unjust conditions. In the past

there have been times when faculty

members taught courses in Judaic Studies

for no pay at all. There is a great need for

secretaries, the hiring of new staff

members, and an office to work out of.

While Afro-American and Asian studies

are full-time departmental programs.

Judaic Studies suffers from a lack of

recognition on the part of the ad-

ministration despite increasing enrollment

in the courses and high academic
qualifications. Courses in the area con-

stitute a wide range of subjects such as:

history, anthropology, philosophy,
literature and language (Hebrew and
Yiddish), The upcoming committee
meetings will make a crucial decision on
this issue of establishing a program or

departnr>ent for Judaic Studies.

Administrative prevention of a program

or department will deprive many students

of some of the best courses and Professors

the Liberal Arts School of UMass has to

offer.

Judy Kurisnky is a Judaic Studies major.

Letters to the Editor
Missed delivery
To the Editor:

Upon sight of the first Hart- Tyson cam-
paign poster, I immediately broke out into

supreme laughter. I'm a junior on this

campus and I've seen Herb Tyson go
through a number of Student Govern-

ment Association Presidentail elections,

but never have I seen him deliver. For

three years I've heard him promise to in-

stitute check-cashing in the Campus
Center. I am still waiting in line at Whit-

more bcause Herb hasn't delivered.

When the new buses were delivered last

fall they did not come equipped for the

handicapped like they were supposed to.

Herb had the power to block the pur-

chase and storage of the buses so as to

insure that they would be equipped.

How about the referendum about the

Student Activities Tax increase? You
know, Herb has the power to order that

referendum on the ballot, but not Herb,

otherwise, there might not be enough
money for his pay increase.

The student trustee has the responsibili-

ty of maintaining order and communica-
tion between the administration, faculty,

and student body. So how come

everything is so screwed upf?? Our stu-

dent senate has reverted back to street

gang warfare ["West Side Story,"

"Sharks vs. Jets, " no less], and all our

fees are being hiked next semester.

Now the time has come. Delivery won't

make the difference:

Kevin Fitzsimmons
Southwest

A push for

popular vote
To the Editor:

However, in view of the senate's con-

tinual raising of the student activities tax,

we have taken it upon ourselves to pro-

pose a constitutional amendment using a

referendum as the vehicle to get it pass-

ed.

The purpose of the amendment is to

give control of the SATF back to the

general student body and out of the

hands of the special interest groups that

control the Senate. This will be ac-

complished by forcing the Senate to hold

a popular vote for approval whenever

they wish to raise the fee.

The Rents and Fees Committee strong-

ly advises all students to support the

referendum question when it appears on
the ballot March 14.

Craig Sherwood, Chairman.
Rents and Fees Committee

Shut up unless

you mean it!

To the Editor:

As a resident of Southwest and in light

of the recent rapes and rape attempts
[assaults], I would like to ask female
students whq are partying not to scream
while walking through Southwest. So
many times I've heard screams, only to

find out it is someone "having fun.
"

Because of these attacks. I think we
should try and eliminate fun screaming,

as it might prevent someone actually in

trouble from obtaining assistance,

somewhat like the little boy crying wolf

too many times. I'm not discouraging

[safe] fun and frolics, only at this time I

think it IS imperative that this kind of

screaming be stnnoed.
Carolyn Veronica Guerra

t>outnwest
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Letters to the Editor
Got what they deserved

To th« iditor.
I fmd ft absurd wtmn Dmin FmM conws liding into th0

Siudmnt Senate tike the white kmght to save the students
from themsetves We can handle our own affairs, and clean
our own hc^se. The senate made its decision, and sis far as /

am concert^ tftat decision stands. Bnan DeLitna got whatfte
deserved, namefy reinstatement with a vote of confidence
Robin Adams got wftat she demnred for fier incompetence,
ovwt politick games, mhI WNvm^e us-kmu^, namefy

aark

Be considerate of di^mm
To th« Editor:

Joggers, f^ease have some compasston for th»

who must drive through the campus.

Tlw foff^r who ^ts sf^mshed white rurumg dimm i^
streH may be unftappy as Ckmna Magrath stated in hm
rec^it letter to the editor But thorn wfH> tki¥t ^mn imM
face even more stressfu/ situations.

With hemrf m^. indudmg rtwpe^ btcycim. Meggers

and pedestrians, (kivms nuist often ctutose betwemt
getting someone wet and creating a hazardous situation on

the road Drivers do not have the option of using sidewalks
and footpaths to get where they want to go. But many
drivers would probably prefer to drive on the often less

congested paths than take their chances dodging joggers

in tfte streets.

So please, when weather conditions are less favorable,

keep on the grasss whenever possible Cooperation is

better for evmyone's Itealth.

Paula Barszcz
Amherst

King "an advocate of life"

To the Editor:
Governor King in the first few months of his ad

n^istration has to spend most of l»s time with the state

budget When he is able, he will demonstrate that he can
^ad as well on social issues as he d<^s on business issues.

€d Kmg will not shy away from vigorous haderstup for

the right to life He wM be an outstanding and articulate

advocate of the right to life. He wiH take the message to ttte

people that abortion is immoral, dangerous to health, and
reduces our econonuc growth andprospmty.

Don 't be surprised if Ed King advances the nght to life at

m»ne town meetings tfus coming spnng.
Jaroma W. Cox

Wattboro
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A Store-full of Ideas

DowntCAwn Annherst

Open 10;6. Mon, Sat.

ÎHE
DESMARE
DUY
YOURSElf
SUY if

SALE!
60-65% SAVINGS
OFF ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED PRICES

D HISTORY D PSYCHOLOGY D HEALTH
D SCIENCE a MUSIC D ART D AMEfXICANA
D LITERATUr^E D PHILOSOPHY
D BUSINESS a LANGUAGES D SOCIOLOGY
D LAW D HOW-TO D DIOGf>APHIES
D CRAFTS G HOBBIES D SPORTS
n GARDENING D COOKING D RELIGION
D POLITICS D MATHEAAATICS
D REFERENCE O THE OCCULT D NATURE
D ECONOMICS D AND LOTS MORE

PAPERBACKS & HARDBACKS
FROM 99c to $4.99

ADDITIONAL TITLES ARE
ADDED EACH DAY, SO COME
EARLY AND OFTEN

at "the bookstore"

the UNIVERSITYSTORE
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UMass Activities Calendar
WEDNESDAY
March 14, 1979

Films
"The Inheritance," "I Am Somebody.

'

Thompson 104, 8 p.m.

"Tupamaro," Hampshire Main LecttMB
Hall, 7 p.m.

Simsbury Light Opera Co. presanta
"Gondoliers" at Simsbury High School at
8:15 on Mar 23, 24, 28, 29 April 6 and 7.

Matinee April 1 , Ticket info 658 003 1

Career Job Fair, Mar 26 11 a.m. 9 p.m..
Mar 27 9 a.m. 6 p.m., Boston Park Plaza
Hotel, $2

tm Ronda, Curtain Theater, FAG, 8 p.m.,
1

Meetings
Bicycle Club,
CC 905, 7 p.m.

Virginia pre-trip meeting.

Marketing Club, SBA 1, 6:30 p.m.

Hunger Task Force. SU 428, 4 p.m.

Society of American
Holdsworth Hall 305, 7 p.m.

Forastara.

Ovareaters Anonymous, First Congrega-
tional Church. Northampton, 8 p.m.

Lectures
Film maker Robert Van Lierop. Two film

screenings on progress of social and

economic development in Mozambique and

S . Africa.

Dr. Robert L. Perlman, "lonophore-

Induced Catecholamine Secretion," GRT
203, 4 p.m. _^__^___
Stuart Schear,
911 915. 4 p.m.

Labor Canter Student Caucus Colloq.,
CC 804, 7:30 p.m., "What Happened at
Advant?"

Graenough Security workstudy
students. Call 6 4565, 6-4539

Forum. Black Africa: More Weight in
US Policy Scales? Webster Lounge, 8:30
p.m.

Winter, an epic Journey of nativa
america. Hampden Commons Center, 8
p .m.. $1.50

"The Mechanics of Creation" weekend
program with Itzhak Bentov, author, scien-
tist and bio midical inventer. Fri. 'Introduc-
tion' Sat. 'The Evolution of Consciousness'
Sun. The Process of Healing' Call Interface
964-7140 for info.

Israeli Dancing,
7:30 p.m.

CoiTwnonwealth Rm..

Greek Council Plant Sale. SUB, 8 a.m.
p.m.

8

Yiddish Folkfore. 1^ THURSDAY
March 15, 1979

Other Events
VSO, Come to VSO Office 411 to order

your t-shirt

British representative of Work in Bri-

tian program will man a table in CC
Concourse.

Art Exhibition "Ganuina, Copy or

Fake?" Mt. Holyoke College Art Museum
through Mar 16

Open auditiona for The Narciaaua, 7-9

p.m. Call 5-3490 .

Meetings
British representative on Work in Bri-

tian program. CC 903, 7 :30 p.m.

Alphi Zeta. Stockbridge 201 , 6:30 p.m.

Christian Science Organization, CC 808,
6:30 7:30 p.m.

Hang Gliding, CC 101, 7.30 p.m.

Chemistry Club, Goessman. 151. 7:30
p.m.

Weekend Activities

FRIDAY
March 16, 1979

SATURDAY^
March 17, 1971

Other Events Other Events

La Ronde, Curtain Theater, FAC, 8 p.m.,

$ 1
:

Debate Tournament, CC 101, 8

a. m. -close .^_

Greek Council Plant Sale. 8 a.m. - 5

p.m., SUB ___^

Debate Tournament, CC 101, 8 a.m.

-close

Alpha Phi Omega Sectional Con-

ference, CC 917, 8 a.m. - close

Other Events
Winter, an epic journey of native america,
Hampden Gardens Center, 8 p.m., $1.50

La Ronda, Curtain Theater, FAC, 8 p.m.,

•1

British representative of Work in Bri-

tain program will man a tabta in CC Con-
ciMtsie.

IVorks- in -progress, Tamas Aczel, Third

floor Lounge, Herter Hall, 4 p.m.

Nunger Awareness Day, please fast, sk^
a meal, contribute to Ox-Fam at Earth
Foods, People's Market or UCF 428 SU
tuples Enrichment workshop. Contact
iK:F at 5-2661 for info.

Conference on Labor Issues, Contact
UCF at 5-2661 for info.

Oraak Council Plant Saia, SUB, 8a.m.-B

Upcoming Spring Events
April 22 Commuter Day
April 26 Earth Day
April 27 Spring Day
April 29 Orchard Hill/Central Day
May 5 Northeast / Sylvan Quad Day
May 12 Spring Concert, Alumni Stadium

SUNDAY
March 18, 1979

-^

Meetings
Hebrew Conversation Groplup.

302. 7 p.m.

SUB

House Church, 428 SU, 7,30-9:30 p.m
Overeaters Anonymous. First Congreta-

tional Church, Amherst, 7:30 p.m.

Other Events
Debate Tournament. CC 101, 8 a.m.

-close

Alpha Phi Omega Sectional Con-
ference. CC 917, 8 a.m. - close

Deadline for information is Mondays at

noon 113 Campus Center

Clarifications should be directed to the Col-

legian

(student Activities]
^ We're here because you are ^

Judy Kelly, Calendar Coordinator
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Around campus
Kaeser to give recital

The UMa&s Depart.. lent of Music and Dance will present
Fernwide Kaeser, in a free piano recital tonight at 8 in
Bowker Auditorium. Kaeser will perform the Back Partita
No 2 m C Minor, Beethoven's Sonata in A Major. Opus
101, and Brahms' 25 Variations and Fugue on a Theme bv
Hmndet. Opus2«.

Police arrest vandal
UMass Police yesterday arreted a Chicopee rrtan for

kickirtg in a door at the Student Union and took two people
into protective custody at the Muddy Waters concert.

Claus D Kormannshaus was yesterday charged with
disorderly conduct arKl malicious destruction of state
property.

Police also ctosed an investigation into a cot ^ in-

decent exposure in Washington Tower. According to
police they apprehended the man responsible for the in

cident yesterday morning in the Southw^t dormitory. The
man was released, police said, because the woman in-

volved did not lodge charges.

Internships avaliable
Applications for the Environmental Internship Program

•re currently available from the UMass interrtthip office in
Curry Hicks Gymnasium.

Operating out of the Massachusetts Audubon Society,
the environmental placement program encourages student
interns in state offices as well as in their Lower Great Lakes
office in Ohio
Interns must file applications for ttm program by Friday and
may expect to work on a variety of environmental protects
while receiving a salary from private and public sponsors in
»Jdition to the program's func^.

PuKle loving, shy mathematician in his twenties wouM
like to discuss over lunch solutions to the world's unsolved
math problems with female likewise Tell me your first
name and when and where to meet you for an hour of in-
tellectual exchange Your friends. Charlie -Box 124
Westboro MA 01581. OK?

Wednesday, March 14, 1979,

HARDEES

TYPEWRITER
RIBBONS

at

A.j. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

Now hiring males and females, mothers,
housewives and students. Days and nights

available.

Apply at: Hardees
Russell St., Hadley

From 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.

2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p m.

Hardees is an Equal Opportunity

INTERNAL AUDITOR
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Duties. Responsible for pefformmg internal financial and

systems audits for organisations and accounts within the
Student Activities Trust f^und Prepare audit reports and
nf»anagement letters

Qualifications: Undergraduate student ma|oring in ac
counting One semester part tirqf . or one sunf^ner fuH^time
accounting experience also r^eeded

Compensation This is a Level III student petition and
starts @) $3 16 per hour Rate will be increased to $3 30 per
hour after the first month of satisfactory service This posi
tion IS authori2«l to a maximum of 20 hours per week

To Apply Forward a resume and one (1 1 tetter of recom
mencJation ro from a faculty member or work supervisor to
the Student Activities Office, 416 Student Union, attn Les
Bridges, Business Manager

;^ATTENTION.^
A special

Happy Birthday
wish to Roy
from all your

^ ^'buddies"

Pnvkd^e Store
DISCOUNT UQUODS"

RUSSELL ST.. HADLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

BUD-
WEISER

JAMESON
IRISH WHISKEY

4-

4-

4-

WILL YOU LEAVE
YOUR MARK AT

^
UMASS?

DAY PACKS
*->
I

An PrnOu m tfvmn •••n itM*
• WM«r Wi^»ll»fT<

• OurabI* Nylon Con*iruCt>e«
• Comign-paiMM adiuaiMx*
• Monay-iiacli guaraniw

faMurai

Mra

J. . ,.

NORDIC PACK
5" I 12 I 17"

Maiimum Capaci-
ty 0««ign> (With
waitt b»'i6 ) Light
Blut Only $11 95
dei'^ed^ _______

Send chach direct to

TtAR-OROP PACK
OVi" - 5 ') K 13" « 16'

Straamlined Oe-
siQrf' Light Blue
Only $9 50 de-
liverad'

T.

STANOARO PACK
iVi K 11" K 15"

Popular Oeiignl
Light Blue Only
$7 96 deiivared*

iCaiit Wiidaru

COCONO. Suit* 217-9

Sb4 Central Averfue,

Alameda. Caiit

NAIWIE

ADDRESS.
CITY

\

94501
I
STATE ZIP.

In 1834 at Williams College in
Williamstown, Massachusetts, thirty
undergraduates formed the Social Fraterni
ty. Today that same fraternity— Delta Up-
sllon — is seeking men who would like to
create a chapter in the same proud manner.

Delta Upsilon is the sixth oldest and first

non-secret collegiate fraternity. With over
90 chapters and colonies throughout the
United States and Canada, we are seeking
to build a charter brotherhood of im-
pressive quality. A UMass experience to
remember.

For more information on what the newest
chapter on campus has to offer, contact Ed
Crane, Campus Center Hotel, for a
schedule on presentations and interviews.
549-6000, extension 730.

On Tuesday and Wednesday
March 13'th and 14'th From 11 AM to 6 PM
Elections will be held in the following locations

For the SGA Presidency and

Campus Center Bjoard of Governors

Sylvan/Northeast: Worchester D.C.

Central: Franklin D.C.

Southwest: Hampshire D.C.

(Crampton-Kennedy side)

Orchard Hill: Dickenson Dorm

Southwest: Berkshire D.C.

(MacKimmie-Moore side)

Commuters: Hatch Front

Greeks: Newman Center Lobby

Students must have a current U-Mass I.D

and vote in their designated precinct in

accordance with their area constituency

Student Power Begins Here!

$6.79
12 oz. cans

SEA'

$3.99
4/5^nt (12 02.J

HEILMAN
GRAMS 7 EXPORT BEER

^^jL^m^^ I
17S liter (50 7 o? )

'It's back!"

Tuesday, March 13 to Monday. March 19, 1979

Cash €r carry prices

We reserve the right to limit quantities

'Co||egi§aa 11

* A/ flunks * Mideast
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

examination time arriv«d.

"Luckily, his friend Marcel Gr^^nsn
had taken superb lecture notes and allov^d
him to study them. Without these not^ he
might have failed.' Hoffman said.

* Anniversary
CONT FROM PAGE 1

and astronomy; Melvin Berger. pr^^or
of mathematics and statisitcs; and Edward
Harrison, professor of physics and
astronomy.
The evening program will be held in

Bartlett Auditorium and will tm flowed fc^

a wine and cheese party

The three lecturers and their topioi aram
ioWo^Ns.

Henry Steele Commager, professor

emeutus at Amfverst College, "Einstainand
the Community of Learning."

Jmwph H. Taylor, ^sociate direct<K of

the UMass radio observatory labortatory,

"Verifying Einstein's General Theory of

Relativity."

Stanley Goldberg, professor at Ham-
^hire College, "Albert Einstein: A Life in

Scienca."

CONT. FROM V AGE 1

by telephone of Sadat's ap-

proval

In a nationwide radio intw-

view. Begin said parliarrwntary

debate could begin as soon m
next week, A vote couW coivw
two days later.

It there is a maiority, we
will sign the peace treaty a

very short time later," he add-

ed
The breAthrough occurred

during an 11th hour meeting
Monday night between U.S.
Secretary of State Cyrus R.
Vance and Israeli Foreign
Minister McMhe Oayan, ac*
cording to American officials,

Oayan agreed to new language
braakir^ deadlocks on crucial

MUM.
Israeli sources said one

unresolved question was
Egypt's request to station
military liaison officers in tl^

Gaza Strip as the first step

toward self rule for Palesti

niwis there and on the West
Bank of the Jordan Rivw.

TONIGHT
EINSTEIN CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION

Department of Mathematics and Statistics

and
Department of Physics and Astronomy

Ev*ryon« is w#kom»
Time: 8 p.m., Wednesday, March 14
Place: Barlett Auditorium, University of

Massachusetts
Th* sp#Qlc*rs

1

.

Henry Steele Commager, Amherst College

"Einstein and the Community of Learning"

2. Joseph H. Taylor, University of Massachusetts
"Verifying Einstein's General Theory of Relativity"

3. Stanley Goldbery, Hampshire College

"Albert Einstein: A Life in Science"

PLANT SRLE
MARch 14, 19, 16
10 A.IVI.-8 p.M.

StucIent UnIon BaUrooivi

All varIetIes!

Great prIces!

SpoNSOREd by tIie GREck CouNcil
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j PRIVATE I

Wednwdav. March 14. 19f79
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I
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I
I $10 round trip

I $6.00 one way

% call: 6-7605 f

LIVERY

UMass
to

Greater
Lawrence

area
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I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

^— Study
in Italy

Next Fall
H4RIIIKI « tSim RdMI ( ^MPtS

^pnnf irrd >

TRINITY COLLEGE
Offk«r o< IdiMdlion^l Strrvirrt

Hartford Cortn. 0610(i

Aft

HiMorv

litrr.itiirv

AfJ History

St'pt b Dr» 14

Vl-iplu .lliiiii I »i-.icllit« \\ti.\ II.

Seniors
Who are interested in working
with the committee that plans
Senior Day and chooses student
Commencement speakers should
contact:

Ruth Green 345 Whitmore
(5-2334)

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore

S4S-1SSS
a service of Che Dean of Students Office

<
I

I

(

ENJOY
YOUR

VACATION
BEFORE IT
STARTS...

with a new hairstyle

from THE ARISTOCRAT

1 mil* lOflh oJ

1 7A Monlayua Rd

-UNISEX HAIRSTYLING-

(THE ARISTOCRAT)
"Where it

costs less to

go first class"

549-6255 open evenings ,

To place a classified ad, drop by the Co(-
legisn cHice (CC 113) between 8 45 a m and
3 45 p m Monday through Fndav o' use our
handy clip and mait form found in rrKJSt i^ues
of the Colleqian Classified deadline is 3 45
p m two days m advance of publication dait-

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c per
line, five const cutive issues, 40c per line per

day, 30 consecutive issues, 30c per line per

day. One line is roughly equivalent to 38
haracters

AUTO FOR SALE

1969 AMC Ambassador -PS. PB, AC.
^M/8 tr . runs well, good tires, rebuilt

rans and carb., lots more. $650, call

'53 5729

975 Nova, excellent condition, automatic
>ower steering, new exhaust and shocks,

»2150 , 253 7870, 253 3370

lt69 Dodge Polara convertible loaded
jodv good, runs OK, $1 100 or BO, will neg
365 4452 ^
n Pinto, runs great, $300, 549-613a.

74 Vega, low mi., new tires, snows.
Drakes, needs work, must sell, $350 firm,

2568005

16 Cadillac, body vy gd,, eng. nds. wk.,
jood for restoration, call 546-7633, $250

m Cutlass, runs well, new s- tires,

^M/FM, dependable. $650, leave message,
390 Thompson, call beform 10 A^n.^.after 10

3.m.. 584 0843

1970 Ford window van, 240 ci,-6 cyl,,

THiCh work done, needs steering box,
nany new parts -engine overhaul,
51000' BO. 549 6907

For sale 1977 Ceiica, 26,000 miles, ex-

cellent condition $3995 or best offer Call

2568486

Single mattress & box, $30 549 1519

70 Buick Electra, all auto, runs great,

AM FM, 8 track stereo, $650, 256-6731,

eve

World Book Encyclopedia, new '78, $100
off. priced $299. $15 a mo , 247 5740, even
•ngs

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

Lost— wine colored disco bag. Contents in-

clude two Mass. licenses, set of key
Moneyone card. If found please call

256 6077 or 253-9519.

Please return dk. brown leather wallet,
personal value, leave it with Collegian.

MISCELLANEOUS^

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Fla. Keys. I have four cot-

tages at private beach to rent for $15 per

person for week. Lisa, 549 5818.

RIDERS WANTED

FOUND

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire, perfect for cof-

eehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

Disco Inc. provides

disco.
Disco Dave & D L

iound, lights & DJ for your parties

ock & oldies The best at affordable prices

Jail Dave or Bn/an collect at 567 1715.

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing";

or bookings anywhere call John, 546-4646.

Golden Lab, found 3/5 near OH, call

eves , 549 0^5, will try not to send to

pound.

Found: M Irish Setter, info 549 6852. eve.

Found — long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan-black markings, 6^4324

HELP WANTED
Sumnier emp.. Cape Cod rest, is seeking
ambitious, exp. cooks, must have
references Also needed are waitresses,

hostesses and busboys, will train Apply at

I Hop, Rte. 132, Hyannis, or call Robbie at

(617) 771 3244 for interview.

Part-time driver wanted. Five mornings a

week, three hours/day Truck or van re-

quired Call 1 283 8393 _________
Last summer students made $249/wk,
with us. Send self addrerssed stamped
envelopee to Box 504, Cambridge MA
02138

Cups-Cape Cod design, five color

layout, 14 oz. plastic. For beer. Cape Cod-
ders, whatever. Prices range from
100 $7.50 to 7500-$375. Call Vin, 546 6055.

MOTORCYCLES

Leaving the area, must sell 1976 Honda
CB500t, 13,000 mi., engine is sound, nds.

minor body repair, $900 or BO, will make
serious sacrifices, 549 1062.

1978 Honda, 406cc, 4 cylinder, 5500 miles,

top condition rack 5" bars windshield,

many extras, $1100. contact Jim Powers,

S62-9411.

Going to Pittsfleld, Maine on Fri., 3/16.

Need a ride? Call Erie, 584 5377, aft. 5.

ROOMMATE WANTED

PERSONALS

FOR RENT

Room in Leverett for mature nature lover

VI or F. $18/wk Call 549 1 054, 4 6 p.m.

Hyannis: gals: nice rooms with fridge

also modern carpeted apts for the

discriminating: "Eli's," 327 Sea St., Hyan
nis Near ocean and town. Sec. deposit

lurry, 771 2127. 1 396 4645

Cape Cod group rentals, seasonal, sum
mer rentals, 2 3-4 bdrm units, direct from

owner and save, 1 <617[5282^()404_ ___
Room in house, $80 -^ util. No lease.

Avail immed,, 549 6129.

Jobs M/F! Sailboats! Cruise ships! No ex
perience. High pay, see Carnbean, Hawaii,

Europe, world' Summer career. Send $3.95
for info to Seaworld, BB Box 60129, Sacto
CA 95860

Exotic jobs! Lake Tahoe, Cal' Little exp.

Fantastic tips (pay), $1700 $4000, summer,
35,000 people needed in casinoes,
restaurants, ranches, cruisers, river rafts'

Send $3.95 for info to Lakeworld, BB Box
60129, SactjjCA 95860

Central area women's center has 5 work
study positions available, applications can
be picked up at center basement Baker.

FOR SALE LOST

Rossi ST 660, 190cm w/ new look N77 &
ki breaks, want to sell soon, $100, Rich,

i^2C340

Sanyo refrig., new last semester. Never

jsed $65 o^BO, call Elaine, 6 5008.

Kastiger RS ski boots, unused, JD,6-4^^.

Guitar for sale. Guild Starfire, good condi-

tion, $200^ call 546 1001, after 11 ^_^
New Hexcel XL series, never mounted,
length 190 $100 Peter 665 3501

Lost— set of keys on leather key ring on
W?^- Mar. 7 Please cajl 549 1661 _
Lost — wallet (cloth) with check book &
credit card, call MJ, 6 6784

Glasses in Thompson 106, 2/14, case
says BTVEWF inside, please call Janet,

6 4731 •

At BKO Sat. night, 3/10, blue slicker ram
coat, plaid lining, valuables in pockets, call

Leil?, 6-8129

Only you can make the change! Vote
Brian Burke and Rich LaVoice today for

SGA co-Presidents. This could be your last

chance for an honest government!

To a favorite Sister — happy birthday,

Merrell. I love you, Debbie.

HB in 319, I love you. S.

3rd Pierpont— can you say happy St. Pats
Day? Sure, I knew you could! Love, L.C.

Chuck, Wayne, Bruce. Lois, Linda, Bob
and John; the best mocha chip in Florida is

at Jaxsons. Have some and think of us.

Love^ LKCK_ ____________
Oscar the Wonderbong says, vote Brian

Burke and Rich LaVoice for SGA prez.

Thanks 7E Webster for a fun 19th, the

entertainment was great (even the cold

shower). Love, Betsy. PS -thank you for

tne dinner. David.

How about an honest government? Vote
Burke- LaVoice for SGA co Presidents to

day Only you can make the change.

Venoc, hey, have the greatest day! Cork.

Ryan, if you love me. buy me some jeans,

Babe^

Jerry Garcia says: "Vote Brian Burke &
Rich LaVoice, the people's choice for SGA
President."

If you found my striped scarf I have
for you a 6 pack of beer and $5 cash.

Please! Call 546-6057, I'm desperate.

Zap and Geof go for the gusto!!

Bolandnna-Tillotson for co-presidents.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff. Remember your ID,

For two people to Ft. Lauderdale on Mar
15 or 16. Will share driving and expenses
Call Laurel or Susan at 549 5957

Roommate wanted, 1 bedoom in 4
bedroom house, N. Amherst, near Puffers

Pond, non-smoker, bus route, no pets,

$100, 549-6907.

SERVICES
~

General sewing. Fair rat^/call 6-8328 .

TO SUBLET

2 bedr. Riverglade Apt., mid-May opt. to

renew, quiet basement, bus route, $230.

253-5907.

WANTED

Drummar wanted for punk rock/new
wave band. Must be no worse than Paul

Cook, no better than Peter Thomas, and no
uglier than Marky Ramone. Call 253-2893.

Keep trying.

Panama Can..Lat. Am.
549-1764.

stu. to talk

VW eng. w. or w/o body, 549-1764.

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,
546 6557, after 6.

PUDDLEJUMPERS

Just when you thought it was safe to go
back through the concourse... Puddle*
Jumper '79 is here. Details tomorrow.

SEX FOR GRADES
"

Sex for grades: anyone with firsthand in-

formation or knowledge of this subject, call

5 3500, evenings. Discretion assured.

CORRECTION

Correction, Aikdo demonstration, Friday,

March 2, Boyden gym, wrestling room,
7:00.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, low cost

legal representation for UMass community,
income tax preparation, appointment only,

253 7617

PETS

Beautiful seal-point Himalayan kitten,

male, registered, show quality, raised with
family, $125. Call Sally, 549-6253

Wednesday, March 14, 1979,

wmun prografflffling
WEDNESDAY
10AM 2PM MUSIC WITH PIPPIN

12:«''-12:15 NOON REPORT/MARY BLAKE
SPORTS/HOWIE SOBOLOV

2PM5:30PM LEO T. BALDWIN - Rock n Roll

from before and after. Also a

salute to Albert Einstein

4:30PM BANDBOARD - Listing of local

musical happenings

5:00PM NEWS HEADLINES

5:02PM ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By Don Cerow

5:30PM 6PM NEWSWATCH/ KLAZAR
WfATHERWATCH/ FRED WINER

SPORTS/NEALOPPER

6PM tPM "DR. BILL'S MYTHS, LIES,

FACTS AND SONGS'

7PM 10PM CHRIS VINE Reggae/Black
Classical /strange sounds /music

of other cultures

10PM 2AM

- .,,.

ASSORTED WEIRDNESS WITH
JEFF BERLIN!

ACROSS
1 Catch
5 Sprint

9 Searches
14 Leander's

love

15 Inside

Comb, form

16 Egyptian

entertainer

Var.

17 Ardent

18 Duck
19 Italian name
20 Matter: Law
21 Explorer in

Canada:
2 words

23 Dean
25 Residents

of: Suffix

26 To the stern

27 Prod
29 Supposi-

tions

32 Sparkle

35 Broad
36 Marsh bird

37 Circular

band
38 Spanish

title

39 Interlock

40 Pismires

41 Mole
42 Fritter

43 Spelling —

44 Fat

45 Abyss
46 Wind instru-

ment
48 Ancestors
52 Fruit drink:

2 words
56 Hematite,

eg
57 Tooth
58 Asian

country

59 Man s nick-

name
60 Wonderland

girl

61 Curse
62 Dry

63 Color

64 Narrow
opening

65 New York
team

DOWN
1 Pungent
2 At no time

3 Spring up
4 Supreme
being

5 Discover

6 Regarding
7 Pollux, eg.
6 Sacred
9 Greet

10 Baffle

11 Discharges
12 Litter: Jap.

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:

H Ho] s t "1 m •• a Qy^ ' M

f ¥ E 41 E T M I. n n { «
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nun ^ n nn D
A M mHoIc L• fK o N 0.
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R 1 *H p s S ciclA R L I !
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TA R 1

r
A D H E R C N T

T r u T H C M !lx s e

-A L-
L*

[i^ [e [«|d L«M?. w (|D|

13 Leg part

21 Weight
22 Backpacker
24 Snakes'

weapons
27 Yearned
28 Scent
30 Glass-

maker's
material

31 Surfeit

32 Snatch

33 Cable
34 Among

other things:

2 words
35 Dam
36 Ray

38 Card symbol
42 Telegram
44 Stowe

character

45 Parcel

47 Legislate

48 Instrument

49 — Dame
50 Characteris-

tic

51 Transmits
52 Tumors:

Suffix

53 Roster

54 Sails

55 Russian
river

59 Uncle —

1 2 3 4

1

s
' ' M 9 10 11 12 13

u 15 16

17 18 19

20 w 22

23 24 ^^^H25 ^^1
H^^^^H26 _" 28 -" 30 31

32 33 34

1
m
3IJ

35

1
3ft

37 39

40 41 4?

43 "
48 49

I
50 51

I
53

46 47

P
52 b* 55

1

56

57 58

60 61 62

63 64
•

65

•Colleg^ia It

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

DiD VOu PB*t)THiS ?

DAMfJHFiyn- isMMa is Coming
OJT WITH TV COMNlFftClALS'

KMVE 6<3r TO BE

/ 81(7 TIME. THEy GCr THAT

/ CjUV WHATl-llSNAME thPCT
Deft THE EvERE/«^> S«ni:Ty

\ CCNMEBClALS
HERE IT 19 NCMl

ftBB3TC6NQ^^ FOR

e '9

GOAHE/VD- -f^ IT..

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

..AU?amwsLmw
ACnONiN VIETNAM
OOUU) H/^ BeSM OOM-

N(jrBSNRJIi.VinNAM^
mmi INHKON OF THE

KACEUme PEOPL£ OF

CAMeoOA'

A/naasstVW.
Pfmp? DOES
VtrrNAMUGHW
R£6P0HDV CHINAS
OiAHBeS?

fFS weoo.m
secRSJARy.

/

oufi-srony

HAMLET OF
PONGOIANCf..

sieePYT

MISSILS
oePOT'

^'/M^Au.

Th is space a va ilab le.

Interested cartoonists shou/d see

the Collegian l\/lanaging Editor,

113 Campus Center, 545-3500

The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

Dr. Zillah Eisenstein

speaking on

"The State, The Patriarchal Family,

and Working Mothers"

Thursday, March 15, 1979

Thompson 104

8:00 PM
University of Massachusetts

Lecture is

Free and

Open to the

Public

.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-••••••••••'"•^

Unlimited Value Coupon
|

1 OFF on every new Xerox copy on OLir 9200 •

Coupon must be redeemed
j

Good LmtU 3/21/79
j
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Record set in IM swimming
DONNA SULLIVAN
l^tan Staff

lowling and swimniing, two one night intramural ev«nts,
/e just recently been completed Both were successful,
wing bet» r than average participation, and in swimrTung a
N racort) wM Mt.

Xline Flyn broke a 34 6 second 50 yard butterfly record set
the 197? i season Flynn took first place in the evwit and
a new 34 second record. Flynn, who also competed last

jr. took first place in the 100 yard freestyle and the wonr^n's
) yard meaiey as well

Swimminy m the Flynn family is not restricted to Aline Her
ter, Jay Flynn, took first piace in the 50 yard back stroke,
.ooking )Od in men's swimming action were Chris Lom»
i M»is Jackson Lomjs, who took first place Sm&x ywf in
• 50 yard ^estyle, won the 50 yard breast stroke this year,

s on the nning relay team for the 200 yard fresstyle, and
A aacwKi Mace in tfte SO yard butterfly

ackson . n both the 50 yard freestyle and the 50 yard
.terfly. H* tiaced second in the^ yard breast stroke.

Tt ^MMne* and 40 men participated in seven swirrwriing
w%t& iMikr' included 200 yard medley relay, the 50 yard
estyte, th 50 yard butterfly, the 100 yard freestyle, a 50
d backstcike, a 50 yard breast stroke and the 200 yard
estyte relay

1 1 men and 5 worrwn participated in the diving competition
• Cksniale* was the overall winner from the women, from
3 men it v^ s Matthew Havduk

Sports Notices

INTRAKURAL SOFTBALL OFFICIALS MEETING
WM.. March 14. 7 00 pm Boyd9n2S3.

IM SO CER/SOFTBALL OFFICIALS
Thurs March 15, 7:00 pm Boyden2S3.

MEETING:

THE FO. LOWING SCHEDULES Or PLAY WILL BE
AVAILA iLE IN THE IM OFFICE ON THURSDAY.
MARCH 15 Soccer. Softball, badminton, pad-
dleball. .ind tennis Please pick yours up as soon
asposs> le.

SENIORS-
SHOW YOUR

FACE!!

545-2874

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 5.84 9163 "

ITV«) 'NC»C«Tt« TWi LiTC SHOW "C«f'» ON »»>t i

ICUNT lASTWOOO JK
wiuTutN rOQ r7

|¥MiichWay
•vTiootrC;
Co-starring Sondra Locke
Ffi Sat (TLS5 00) 7 30 9 46

raWad Thurs (TLS 6 OOf 8 30
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Team winners from the men were Trj Water Polo, first place
winner with 60 points. The Burnouts came in second with 41
points, and Beta Kappa Phi followed close behind in third
place with 37 points.

For the women it was the Mary Lyon Cubs In first place for
the second year in a row with 70 points. The Flakes placed
second with 50 points and the Pumas followed with 34 ooinie
for third place

According to Fian Nooijen, grad student in charge of IM
swimming, "the bleachers were filled, there was a good
turnout, and everything went smoothly."

In intramural bowling action, IM Crazy was the top point
getter with 1643 The Butterfield Bombers was the only team
to come close to tfie winner, qaininq 14^ points.

Zulma Garcia was the high female and high overall scorer
with a score of 203 in one string Carolyn Hamm was second
overall with a 1^ High scorer for the men was Dennis
Dohertywitha 179

Garcia, Hamm, Dave Foster, and Mitch Kaufman compose
the IM Crazy team, l^t year's champs also. Doherty was a
memtMT of the Bombers.

There were 19 men and 33 women making up 6 teams in
this y^rs IM bowling competition. One team consists of
either 2 m«i and 2 women, or 3 and 3. Each team bowls a
total of 12 games, the winner being the team to knock down
the most pins, and to gain the much sought after campus
points

FINE AUS CENTER PRESENTS

TOOSNORTTOBOX

WiTH^fll)

SUNDAY, APRIL 1 8 PM
Tickets now on sale. General Public $8, 7, 6.

UAAass Students S4, 3, 2. Senior Citizens $7, 6, 5.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4 8 PM

Tickets now on sale - General Public • $7, 6, 5.

UMass Students $5, 4, 3. Senior Citizens - $6,
5, 4.

Flh£ >RTS CENFER iCNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511
and New England Ticketron Locations.

Northampton •

cljiirUes
Only Area Showing'
Ends Tues . Mar 20

at 7 00 and 9 30
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Miehelob Night

Tonight

69c
Michelobs

Uve Music

Tonight

!Vi

AoobJiymcs

one

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-85C

gocrtifootiSrlirtnli
1 Pray St. Amherst, Mass. 549-5403
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A good place to start the evening

Timeftout

% Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90
Served with popcorn

Always Happy Hour Prices

Super Sandwicties
37 N Pleasant St

Campus Center

UMass

Thurs., '-f

March 15
?^ St.

Paddy's
Day

Celebration
2:30-5:30

p.m.

evening
entertain-

nnent with
SOUTH-
WORTH

in the

lueWall

TOG members & guests only
TOG memberships available

to UMass students at the
info desk, Gampus Center

In assoc. with UPC Productions

Wednesday. March 14. 1979^,

Collegian 15

Friday, April 6 8 p.m.
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

University of Massachusetts

Tickets on sale Wed., March 7 at FAC Box Office and Ticketron outlets

UMass students; $6.50, 7.00, 7 50; General public: $7.%, 8 00, 8.50

No cans, bottles or alcohol
New York Met's manager Joe Torre looks on thoughtfully during a recent
workout in St. Petersburg, Florida. Torre, beginning his third year at the helm,
is hoping to help the Mets escape the NL East cellar. (AP Laserphoto)

STADIUM
"THINK SPRING,

SCORE WITH
THESE SPECIALS"

LIQUORS

Miller 7*20 cs.

Miller Lite bott 7*20 cs.

Istari Lambrusco 3*49 mag.

Seagrams VO 750m liters. . . . ft»4v

Bella Napoli wine 3 liters. . . . 4*39
Chablis, Vin Rose, Burgundy, Vino Russo

CHECK OUR KE6 PRICES!
HUGE SELECTION OF WINE!

HOURS: MM
9 a.m.- If
11 p.m.

Jiisf past the UMass Stadium, next to A & P
in the new Shopper's Park

UNIVERSITY DR.

253-9341 or 253-9342

FREE DELIVERY ($7.00 min.)
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Both the men's and women's ski teams pulled off wins ki the Sno Bowl tour
nament held last weekend IPhoto courtesy of Bob McConnell).

Intramural hoop down
to final four squads
fly DONNA SULLIVAN
and KICK FALLON
Collegian Staff

The smile on captain Bob Berman's face

told the story of the intramural basketball

playoff game between the Wi;ards and
Maxwells. The Wizards, 1. d by Berman s 20
points and dynamic play, defeated Max
well's in double overtime 47 44.

The Brown Bad New Bears held off a late

rally by the Magnificent Seven to wm their

quarterfinal gdlfne, \iA 1/ Seven, trailing by

11 points at halftime, scored seven straight

points to make the score 30-27 with 1 50

left, but they never got closer as the Bears

scored on four straight foul shots to put the

game away.
In other men's action, the Trailblazers

were defeated by the Trees 43-37; and
Natick, after defeating defending the

champs Mackimmie Lions last night,

dominated the Connections, winning,

54-31.

In women's action, Forbes demolished the

Mary Lyon Cuds, winning 43 18 According
to Supervisor Jack Jennings, "Beth
O'Connell played a great game scoring

eight points. Another outstanding player

was Sue OiRocco who played great

defense and had many steals."

In the only other women's game, the
Whimps defeated the Flakes 29 17. The
Whimps were led by Sally Anderson with
10 points.

In the Co Rec league, with three sconds
remaining, Deneice Miller scored a three

point basket to give the Blazers a win over
Storm. Shooting Stars, led by Andrea
Vilbert, with 24 points, defeated Sugar 'n

Spice 47 39 Semanon dominated Devilish

to win, ^29. The Bears, playing with four

members for the entire game, and winning
up until the final minutes, fell to the Dunks,
47 45.

In the semi finals to be held tomorrow
night, in men's action, the Trees will face

the Wizards, and the Bears will go against

Natick.

Lee speaks out again
MIAMI [AP\- Baseball's "Space

Man " says he wasn't kidding but was
trying to emphasize some social in-

consistencies when he revealed he had

used marijuana for 10 years.

"What's the big deal?" asked Bill Lee,

32 year -old left handed pitcher of the

Montreal Expos, late of the Boston Red

Sox. "You would think it was some
giant serpent coming in at night to

drag children to their doom.
"It's no worse than the guy who

drinks 15 cups of coffee at work,

smokes two packs of cigarettes a day

or goes in for those three-martini lun-

ches.
"All I'm trying to do ts call attention to

the crimes that are defiling civilization

- alcohol, caffein, nicotine, littenng

and pollution.
"

Lee, who pitched three innings

against Atlanta Sunday in West Palm
Beach, was a spectator when the Ex-

pos moved over to Miami Stadium
Monday to face the Baltimore Orioles.

Armed with a weighty tome, Irving's

"The World According to Garp " and
loose-leaf binder crammed with notes,

he parked himself in the stands near

the third base line where he read, chat-

ted with fans and fielded questions

about his ""dope"" revelations which

caused some rumblings in the straight-

laced old game he pursues.

He wore bright red slacks, a tan
jacket, orthopedic shoes and a lush

growth of shaggy beard.

Expos down sox in 10th, 5-4
DAYTONA BEACH. Fla. i/4/'!- Jerry Fry"s single through the nght side in the

10th inning scored Tony Bernazard from second base with the winning run as the

Montreal Expos defeated the Boston Red Sox 5-4 in an exhibition game

Bernazard hit into a fielder's choice following a leadoff single by winning

pitcher Elias Sosa and then stole second before Andre Dawson grounded out.

Fry followed with his single off loser Tom Burgmeier. the fourth Red Sox pjtcher

Dawson scored the first run in the first inning on an infield out by Warren

Cromartie, but the Red Sox scored two runs in both the fourth and fifth innings

off Randy Miller.
' •

. . ,^ :„.»,«

Dwight Evans had a sacrifice fly and Jack Brohamer a run sconng single in the

fourth and Fred Lynn hit a two run home run in the fifth.

The Expos tied it with three runs in the bottom of the fifth the first on a bases-

loaded walk issued to Bernazard by Boston pitcher Bobby Sprowl, another on a

Wilde pitch, and a third as Hal Dues grounded into a double play.
^_

UM ski teams slush
to Sno-bowl triumph
#y MAUR££N SULLIVAN
^oMwgimn St»ff

The first wertteod of March turned out to
bt the warnwst weekend of the yMr so far.

^cording to most people experiencing the
,^ring like weather, it was perfect -exc^t
Iwrtiing.

Many peopto racing in tbm Middtobufy
Sno Bowl in Riptwt, Vermont wore shorts
as they slushed their way down. Many of
them wearing shorts were members of the
UMies men's and women's ski teanr^.

Oespite the melting conditions, both
UMa» teams won their divisiort^

championsh^it.

The weekend begwi with the women's
^atom. As Nancy Hayden got by BC's
Gretchwt Oietze, 66. 70-68.03 secorvte,

UMaw won tfw team Kore handily ow
B(»ton College, 207 30 217 45. with

^nherst. Smith, UConn, and Mernmack
ftMhing w^ behind. Other UMaas
Wishers inducted Barbara Reynard in

fourth, Kathy Shinnick in fifth and Cm
Nickerson in eighth.

Giant slalom repeated in overall sconng,

as UMass rolled over BC, 380.62 390.19.

Smiths Carta Anderson ncwad out Kathy

Shinnick. 121.54-122.11. Connie Pratt.

Nancy Hay<^», and Valerie Hansen
finished in the ^op ie" 'or UMass The
women's ^i team finished undefeated in

conference racing, taking first spot in every

division race this season.

In men's slalom UMass. Northeastern,

and Plymouth State continued the intense

rivalry (N-evitent betwewi them ov«^ the

regular season. Though four teams from

two divisimu (Osbourne and Thom^KMil
raced, UMass, NE and PS took the first

three spots overall. As PS Rick Frong<^

won out over NE's Jeff Lyons, 59^-60-66,
UMass' Brian Prindle came in fourth.

Nationals bound John Allard in fifth, Scott
Prindle in eighth, and Bob Grout in ninth.

UMass won the overall over PS, 246.53-

250.29, with NE in third Nasson, ULoweN,
WPI, Boston College, and New Ham{»hw«
Coitoge trailed the pack.

Men's giant slalom saw much the sama
thing; UMms won the overall over NE,
233,50 234 76, with PS in third. NE's Jeff

Lyons won over PS' Rick Frongolo, 57.48
57.74. The brothers Pnndle finished fourth

and fifth, while John Allard, Kevin Nolan,

and Bob Grout made the t(^ ten,

UMass slipped to third in the two run

giant slaloms, falling behind NE and PS by
about five seconds (447 84 44809^52.^).
NE's Steve Mitchell nipped PS' Rick
Frongolo, 108 33 108.72, John AHai# ^M
t^ finisher Ififth I for UMaaa.

The final rac»s. a two run slak>m,

clipped UMass 22B 08 230.77. as PS' Ml
Frongolo won the Individual race. Again,

John Allard was hiyh man for UMass, with

a fifth pia(» finish

UMass won the charT^}ionship based on
a percentage-point tiebreaker; UMass and
Northeastern won two races apiece, and
h^ to rely on a system based on how mar^y
people placed in the top ten of each race

UMass snuck past NE by .019 percentage
points.

With the season over, many of the ski

team are still skiing John Allard skied last

week in National competition at Steamboat
Springs, Colorado, while Narvcy Havden,
Kathy Shinnick, and Barbara Reynard will

ski in the spring Can Ams at CaHingM^>od,
New Brunswick; they are racing in-

dividually, and are travelling with the

Boston Collage team

r
laiv

ports
Bill Tarter

Spring fever
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

It's time to dust off the old cap, dig out

the glove, staple the bat together for one

ffiore year and get ready. Baseball season is

rapidly approaching once more.

While the '79 version of the "Heartbreak

JKids
" begins anew in Winter Haven, a little

i^oser to home, UMass' own baseball team

is also preparing for their season opener.

This Friday, the ^20 man squad will remove

i^emselves from the confines of the Curry

Hicks Cage and head southbound to

Virginia. Their seven day, eight game road

trip will include Division 1 opponents

William & Mary, Virginia Commonwealth,
Liberty Baptist (coached by former pro Al

Worthington, remember him?), James
Madison (recently coming off an exhibition

with the Kansas City Royals), and Rich-

mond.
Though cast in the shadow of the major

league Red Sox, our Minutemen deserve

recognition and support of their own.

Dating back to (and beyond) their "69

appearance in the College World Series,

UMass has been a traditional baseball

power in the Northeast. Last year was

again a demonstration of this as the

Minutemen won the New England

Championship beating Providence, Fair

field, and Holy Cross in the ECAC tour-

nament.
The players, of course, are not on the

scale ot a Mice, Hyn,, Yaz or Fisk display a

fine brand of baseball, under the ex-

perienced eye of coach Dick Bergquist.

UMass boasts its finest talent this year

under the names of Welenc, McEvilly,

Skribiski, and Aylward. Though they are

names the average student may not have

heard of, they are nonetheless names

which all the pro scouts in the region are

familiar with.

The team will have to rely heavily on

these players if they expect to repeat as

N E champs. With the graduation of Tom
Nigro, last year's top hurler Doug Welenc

(9 4, 1.74 ERA) will have to assume the

burden for an otherwise inexperienced

pitching staff. Originally drafted out of

Greenfield High School by the Houston
Astros, Welenc was named Yankee
Conference Player of the Year last year,,

while also making 1st team All-New

England.
Coach Bergquist and assistant coach Jim

Bedard are hoping to find a no. 2 starter to

accompany Welenc on this southern

swing. Among the candidates are Chuck
Thompson (who was called up from the

JV's and eventually shut out Holy Cross for

the NE. title), Chris Collins (3-4 last year),

Jim Lewis (who was used as a reliever last

season), Mark Brown, and newcomer Dave
Stoller. Pitching, the cbaches agree, is

unquestionably the team's major question

mark.
Both the infield and the outfield promises

to be strong barring injuries. Returning are

senior co-captain Ed Skribiski at shortstop,

second baseman Mike Stockley, and third

baseman Leo Kalinowski (.319 ave.).

Skribiski, another of the' teams pro

prospects was drafted by the Cincinnati

Reds following his career at Frontier High in

Sunderland. The first base duties are

expected to be shared by either Welenc,

CO captain Mike McEvilly, or the team's

lone freshman Warren McReddie.
The outfield comprised of centerfielder

McEvilly, rightfielder Aylward, and left

fielder Mark Sullivan is the best in New
England. All three were named 1st team
All Yankee Conference last year, McEvilly,

who moonlights as the starting quarterback

on the football team, shared team MVP
honors with Welenc last year. Aylward led

the team in hitting with a .366 average,

while Sullivan also batted over .300.

Behind the place catchers Dave Oleksak

and Neil Lojek will probably be platooned,

with further help from John Kraham and

Jim Aulenback.
Former UMass baseball player Jeff

Reardon ("77) is hoping to follow in the

footsteps of former Minuteman Mike

Flanagan into the major leagues. Following

an excellent 17-4 season for the New York

Mets' double AA farm club, he is getting a

chance in the Mats' current spring training

camp.
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Burke-LaVoice win
Southwest voter turnout high in SGA presidentiaieiection

ByJIMMORAN
Collegian Staff

Brian Burke and Peter LaVoice won a
iar>dslide victory last night in the Student
Government Associations's presidentiai
•lections as over 36 percent of Southwest's
residents went to the polls.

* Burke/ LaVoice took about 56 percent of

the vote. Their closest competitors, Noel
Collins and Peter Bovenzi, only captured 22
percent of the vote. Incumbent co-
president Herbert Tyson and his new runn-

ing mate Patrick Hart only won 10 percent
of the vote.

24 percent of the students went to

tha polls, a marked improvement over last

year's turnout of only 11 percent. Over
1.SO0 Southwest residents voted wtiere

LaVoice Ims a stronghold as the current

Southwest Assembly president.

"I want to thank my Southwest consti-

tuents," said LaVoice, "Brian Burke is go-

ing to be the best carT>pus president ever."

LaVoice will serve as the student trustee

while Burke will serve as campus president.

The other two candidates-Robert
Bollandrino/Geoffrey Tillotson and Jay
Heney/Mark Vassaolotti combined for

less than 10 percent of tfie vote.

Runner up Peter Bovenzi last night in a

consession speech said he was glad that

Burke/LaVoice won. "Of all the other can

didates, I was impressed with their

organization. If that's any indication, I think

they will be excellent presidents."

Increased voter turnout was seen partial-

ly as a result of tightened security at the

ballot boxes, according to Robert N.

Brooks, assistant director of freshman ad-

missiorra ar>d one of six members of the ad-

ministration's %ii/ftmT\xwii elections commit-

"We mctkMtA student fee<tt>ad( th^
votes cast might mean nnore under the

heavier supervision," he said.

"The elections committee also included

six members of the Undergraduate Student

Senate's Governmental Affairs Committee
although a total of nearly 70 p>eople assisted

in the elections process. Brooks said this

group included 35 student staffers, 30 stu-

dent volunteers and members of the

University's Student Affairs, Academic Af-

fairs ar>d campus security staff.

Brooks outlined three separate security

systems involved in the balk>ting process,

which were open to students at dining

commons for area residents and other cam-
pus kKatiorts for commuters and members

Jeff Merrihue (left) and Ed Dugan cast their ballot yester-

day at the Berkshire Dining Commons In Southwest.
Meanwhile. Brian Smith and Tim Condon campaign for

Burke/LaVoice in the rain. (Staff photo by Leo Fredette)

King wants $83.8 million for UMass
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Gov. Edward J. King is recommending
that UMass Amherst receive $83.8 million

next year according to figures recently

released by the Office of the State

Secretary of Education.

Trustees have requested the state

legislature appropriate $87.5 million to the

Amherst campus and $139.5 total for the

three-campus system. UMass President

David C. Knapp told trustees last week that

if this request is not met 250 to 3(X) staff

positions would have to be cut from the

University System.
King's overall UMass recommendation is

$127 million. $12.5 million less than the

trustees' request and $9.5 million more
than last year's appropriation. King said

this $9.5 million increase covers faculty

contract costs agreed upon during collec-

tive bargaining last fall, but Knapp said last

week King was "$2 million short" of

meeting contract costs. King said his

recommendation did not take into account

inflation or academic program expansion.

State Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst,

said yesterday King"s Amherst-Campus
recommendation is "not going to be suffi-

cient to cover the cost of living increase"" at

UMass. Collins said the UMass budget re-

quest will come before the House Ways
and Means committee in mid-April, before

it will go before the legislature. Collins said

he is working on a budget analysis that he

will submit to the committee at that time.

George Beatty, Jr., Amherst campus
budget director, said yesterday there would

be "a tremendous impact" on this campus
if King's $83.8 million recommendation was

approved by the legislature.

Beatty said he will not determine a

specific program and staff position cuts un-

til the legislature votes on the budget in

June. "I don't see it as a panic situation,"

he said.

In June Beatty will recommend cuts to the

Chancellor's Office, where final decisions

will be made.
Glenn Stein, from the UMass President's

Office in Boston, said yesterday, "the big

problem is the $127 million King is

allocating UMass. This does not give them
(King"s aides from the Secretary of Educa-

lions Office) enough money to work with

so they are coming up short (of funds) for

all the campuses."
Secretary of Education Charles E. M.

Johnson and his staff have been preparing

Kings budget recommendations.

of the Greek system.

Kays to the baltot boxes, on loan from

tfie town of Amherst, cwnbination k}dp
and alarm signals were all part of thie

tightened security The ballots were also

stored overnight under the supervision of

Director of Public Safety Gerald T. O'Neil in

the UMass police station.

All unmarked ballots v^re to be taken

last night to the Physical Plant to be in-

cinerated. Brooks said.

The people countir>g the ballots

screened by the joint committee on elec-

tions prior to balloting, Brooks said, to in-

sure objectivity. He said an allegiance

pledge was taken by all election officials

who were also required to read state and
campus instructions on election pro-

cedures.

Cabinet
approves
key issues
By ARTHUR MAX
Associated Press
JERUSALEM- The Israeli Cabinet

yesterday approved two crucial com-
promises proposed by President Carter,

paving the way to the long-sought peace
treaty between Israel and Egypt possibly as

early as next week

.

"The last two outstanding issues were
resolved today," said Prime Minister

Menachem Begin as he emerged from the

six-hour Cabinet meeting. He refused to

outline the substance of the compromises.
Begin, who appeared worn and said he

had caught a cold, told reporters he had
telephoned Carter immediately after the

session and that "'the president was very

glad
"

The Cabinet will meet Sunday to act on
the treaty as a whole. The pact must be ap-

proved by Israel's parliament, the Knesset,

before it can be signed by Carter, Begin

and Egyptian President Anwar Sadat.

Political analysts said the Cabinet and
Parliament were certain to approve the

treaty, the first ever between Israel and an

Arab country.

Israel's state radio reported that the

Cabinet ordered Defense Minister Ezer

Weizman to fly to Washington on Thursday

to discuss U.S. financial aid and political

commitments to Israel.

The Cabinet was to meet when Weizman
returned, to review and act on the treaty,

the radio said.

In Washington, Carter congratulated

Begin and Sadat, saying in a statement that

"the peace which their peoples so clearly

need and want is close to reality."

President Carter told a group of Senate
and House members yesterday that an
Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty will cost

American taxpayers about $5 billion in addi-

tional aid to the two nations, according to

some who attended the president"s brief-

ing.

It was understood the proposed addi-

tional aid would include about $4 billion in

military aid for both Israel and Egypt, plus

$1 billion in economic assitance to Egypt to

finance such things as telephones, roads

and genera^develoomejit.

"I think it's worth it," Senate Republican

Leader Howard Baker, R-Tenn., said. "'I

think if this is a fair estimate of cost it's a

good buy."
Baker also said there was no commit-

ment by the United States to enter a

defense treaty with Israel, and no commit-

ment to use U.S. forces to guarantee that

the two nations live up to the terms of the

treaty.

At the beginning of Carter's briefing to

House and Senate leaders, the president

said during low points of his peace mission

he felt "lonely and destitute" and afraid he

had embarasaed not only himself but the

United States as waU.
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DIGEST

PrMid^nt Carter it graatad by Speaker of the Houae
Thomaa P. O'Neill. DMan. in the East Room of the
White House yesterday prior to a briefing Carter held
for membara of Congraaa on hia tHp to the Middle
Eaat. (Af> Laaarphoto)

Manzi den/espayments
BOSTON 1/4 PI Republican fund raiser Albert "Toots"

Man/i yesterday flatly denied ever threatening a New York
consulting form or iK:cepting any money from company
officials under any circumstances.
Mann, taking the stand in hts own defense at his mt-

tortion trial, admitted meeting with officials of the firm.
McKee-Berger Manseuto, in 1972, but said no can^iaigfi
contributions or payment of any kind was discu»ed.

Kto aiao said the meeting was not attended by h« co-
dtfondent, William V. Mssiello.

That conflicts with testimony by two MBM executive,
wtio say tf>ey anended the meeting with both Manzi arxl

Maaielto.

Asked if M ever tokl anyorw he was collecting morwy in

order to buy the Republican \Hce presidential nomination
for former Gov. John A. Voipe, Marui said "Positively,
nevet."

Tax cap plan approved
BOSTON [API - The Legi^ture's Taxation Committee
approved a revised reversion Wednesday of Gov. Edward
J King's local spending cap that effectively curbs fiscal

autonomy for public schools.

The measure, tentatively scheduled for House debate

next week, is essential to King's goal of forcing a roll -back

in property taxes of up to $500 million next year.

The revised proposal imposes two caps, instead of a
single cap, as recommended by Kir>g: one for scf>ools, and
the other for tf>e balance of local spending Officials said

ttM cap on schools would be almost the equivalent to

repeal of the autonomy en)oyed by school boards that

gives them appropnatir^g freedom.

Electric co. overrules voters
MANCHESTER. N.H. (API -New Hampshire's largest

electric company said Wedr>esday it will proceed to erect

overhead power tines from its coastal nuclear power plant

despite local opposition.

Voters in the aeacoast communities of Seabrook,
Kingston, Hampton and Hampton falls voted Tuesday to

force Public Service Co. of New Hampshire to bury

distribution lines from its Seabrook nuclear power plant to

Newington.
But Public Service said if voters want underground lines,

someone will have to pay for it. It had warned earlier that

underground distribution lines would cost as much ^16
times more than overhead wires.

Iranian women continue protest

;

major issues in country unresolved
Bv PHILIP DOPOULOS
Associated Press

TEHRAN, Iran - Iranian women have again ripped off the
vail and tak^i to the streets, shedding the long black robM
of tradition and donning the contentious dress of libera-

tion.

Considered among the mcmt Westernized of Middle
Eastern women, Iranian women now find therrselves on a
collision course with the new conservative Islamic govern-
ment of the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.
And they are not giving ground without a fight.

The immediate issue: their dress. Moslem leaders want
women to wear the traditional chador. head-to-ankle Mack
robes and veil.

The ultimate issue: the status of women in this male-
dominated Persian Gulf nation.

The dress furor has overshadowed and left unresolved
major issues in this revolutiontorn country: resurrvng

education, reducing unemployment, repairing the
economy and shaping new foreign policy.

Amid hurled rocks and shouts of "prostitute," 15,000
women have been marching this week in Tehran to protest
calls for mandatory taring of the chador. Four "un-
covered" women were stabbed during a march.

State rep. wants
BU investigation

Women civil servants in Western ctothes were turned
away from government offices until they put on the ancient
style dress which they consider a symbol of backwardness
and enslavement.

Ironically, in the closing days of Shah Moharmned R«a
Pahtevi's regime, many Westernthinking Iranian women
defiantly wore the chador as they marched in the streets. It

became a symbol of opposition.

Today it is anathema to many. On Monday, under the
protection of militia, 15,000 women poured into a soccer
stadium to demand freedom of dress. They wore blue

jeans. Western clothes, even the chador.
"When shall we fort» the men to throw away their suits

and put on traditional sardari and aba (knee-length over-

coat and robe)?" wrote Iranian newspaper columnist Janet
Lazarian Shaghagi.
"To veil or unveil," she said, "is an individual right to be

judged by a person's own beliefs and knowledge."
The chador is only the nrK>st emotional symbol of

women's issues in Iran. The new government also has
dissolved a women's right to divorce, contest divorce arvJ

restrict her husband to one wife.

Women insist that equal rights be part of any constitu-

tion and they demand a role in govemment. as they had
under the shah.

BOSTON IAPI -A state

representative wants a
legislative committee to in-

vestigate alleged
mismanagement of Boston
University by the ad-

ministration of John Silber.

Rep. Mel H. King D-
Boston, accepted a petition

signed by 1 ,000 persons in-

cluding faculty, staff, and
students requesting that

the legislature's Education
Comnvttee investigate the

university's management
and sakl he'd ask the com-
mittee to act on the re-

quest.

"There appear to be
ways in which this institu-

tion's role has been in-

consistent with tf>e charter

given to it by the state,"

Kir^ said.

Terri Taylor, a former BU
journalism student said an
investigation by the com-
mittee "could mean the
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trustees of BU would no
tonper be responsible for

the management of BU" if

the state stepped in.

She said the BU com-
munity was concerned
about the alleged hiring of

"union-busters." reported
experKliture oif university

funds for wrongful pur-

poses, assertions of cen-
sorship of student media
and a recent tuition hike.

King said he was con-
cerned that "state funds
may have been used to hire

Modern Management
Methods, a 'union-bustir>g

firm.'" to stop university

empk>yees from organizing
unions.

BU Director of Publk:

Relations. Wesley J.
Christenson saM "There is

no mismanagement and no
policy of union-busting at

BU."

He said the petition

signatures should be
verified because "the ma-
jority of these petitions

were collected at an anti-

administration rally, attend-

ed by many non-students."

All babies born yesterday at Albert Einstein Medical
Center in Philadelphia were presented with Einstein
T shirts to commemorate the 100th birthday of the
scientist. (AP Laserphoto)

Celebrate

ST. PADDY'^rl
DAY

today
at the

BlueWall
evening entertainment

^ with ^^ Southworth -rf

There's no place like home, and we make it easy to get there.

TRAILWAYS and PETER PAN offer convenient express

service to Boston, New York.and many other points.

TRARMflBfSO PETER MIH WIS UMES

MAKE UFE SIMPIERFORYOU.

For Information, Schedules and Prices, contact:

Campus Center Bus Office • 545-2006. or 549-6000

Commager says Einstein

was citizen of the world

iCoiiggtaQ 3

By TOMMcHUGH
CoMegian Staff
"The most important tool of the

theoretical physicist is the waste basket
"

said UMass Prof. Joseph H. Taylor
quoting Albert Einstein at a seminar last
night commemorating Einstein's 100th
birthday.

Taylor was one of three speakers at the
seminar held in Bartlett Auditorium. Also
speaking about Einstein were Henry Steele
Commager, professor emeritus at Amherst
College, and Stanley GoldSerg, professor
at Hampshire College.

Commager, an eminent historian,
spoke on "Einstein and the Community of
Learning." Commager said Einstein was a
man of no one nation, a man of no one race
and of no one religion.

"He was a citizen of the wortd,"
Commager said. He said that science and
technology have always been neutral and
universal; it is man who is either malign of
benign.

He quoted Einstein as saying, "Politics is

for a nrwment, an equation is for eternity."
Commager said rrwn must be more like
Einstein and overcome trivial differences.
"This is the only way the problems of today
can be solved," the historian told the
audience of over 400.

The second speaker was Joeeph Taylor,
UMass professor of astronomy. Taykjr,
who achieved recent fame ft» his work on
Msars. spoke on "Verifying Einstein's
General Theory of Relativity." He said

betwewi the years 1905 and 1916 EinsMin
came up with four great theories whie*»
radically altered sciemific thinking-hw
theories on Brownian Motion, the
l^iotoelectirc effect, and the theories of
special and general relativity.

Taylor s«d tf>e moat in^Mrtant of these
was general relativity, which he said is

closely tied to his own work. Taylor ex-
plained how he and other scientists have
observed a pulsar which releases
gravitational energy from its orbit around
another star. This ot»ervation is indirect
proof that gravity wavM, predicted by
gwieral relativity, do indeed exist.

The final speaker was Stanley GokJb^i
of Hampshire College, GokJberg's speech
"Albert Einstein: A Life in Science'
stressed that Einstein was a person even if

he was a genius.

"Einstein once said that he read an
account of his theories which gave him a
headachy and which he didn't un-
derstand. " Goldberg said.

Amherst Police and an unidentified student assist Melanie S Dawson A UMaesstudent from Northampton after she was struck by a car in fro^ of the MoSSScience Center yesterday afternoon. The accident la atill underTnvMtlaition h^the Amherst Police Dept (StaH photo byUo f^»SwS J

'nveatlowion by

Amherstcommittee fightssexism In textbooks
O., lAhlCT nOCnnOIAM I I »_-L- . « . . -.ByJANET GREGORIAN
Collegian Staff

Remember learning to read with Dick
and Jane? Dick helped Daddy mow the
lawn while Jane helped Mommy in the
kitchen.

Life h% changed since the days of Dick
and Jane and so have the books
^enrientary children read. They will change
again if the Amherst School System's Sex
Roles and Stereotyping Committee suc-
ceecw.

Committee Chairworrian Joyce A. Berk-
man said the group has completed their

analysis of the Scott Forseman reading
series which is the most widely-used series
in this area.

In comparing the 1972, 1976 and 1978
series, they found the more recent series to
be much less sexist, Berkman said. She
said because the series is costly, there
aren't many of the newer ones in cir-

culation. The committee is trying to get in-

house and Amherst School Comnrtittee
approval so funds will be allocated to
purchase the books, Berkman said.

Michael Greenbaum, principal of the
MarksMeadow Elementary School, said his
school doesn't dep>end on one line of
textbooks He said that some are more
advanced than others and it is up to the
teachers whether or not to point the
stereotyp>es out. According to Greenbaum,
the school's library has several children's
books on the subject of stereotyping.

The committee is also sending
questionnaires to Amherst's school per-

sonnel about physical intimidation at the
schools, Berkman said. The committee
members want to set up workshops and,
"sustained training programs," that will

teach elementary school children "physical
self-sufficiency," she said.

According to Berkman, the UMass
Graduate School of Education is also
setting up workshops for teachers about

dealing with stereotypes. But, she said, this
« just a "one-spot" thing. She said she »
unhappy becauM there is no regular three-
credit course in counteracting sexism at the
UMass School of Education.

Mario D. Pantini, dean of the UMan
School of Education, said the issue of
counteracting sexism is one which "per-
vades the whole school and has become
part of the curriculum." He said he doesn't
feel a specific course is necessary since the
subject of sexism is included in rTX>st

courses, but he is willing to create one if

there is a need.

"The School of Ed. is dedicated to
quality," Fantini said. "We practice what
we preach."

According to Fantini, affirmative action
is basic at the School of Ed. Fifty percent of
the students admitted into the graduate
program are women and 20 percent are
minorities, Fantini said.

The Sex Roles and Stereotyping

coTTKntttee was establisfied five yean ago
wh^ Berkman said she called a few frierwJa
wfH> were feminists and were corKamed
^x>ut »xism in their chlklren's education.
They used as a model the Cultural Diversity
Group, a parent teacher group which was
formed two years earlier to combat racism
in the schools, Berkman said.

Five or six of us agreed to be ttie nucleus
of the committee and we approached tha
superintendent, " said Berkman She said
the superintendent gave his approval and
the committee sent inquiries to parents and
talked to the teaching staffs about the
problem of sexism in the schools.

Berkman, a UMass history instructor,
said the committee had 12 to 15 people, at
the first meeting but the group made up of
parents and teaching staff has continued to
grow. Berkman said there is a recently
formed curriculum committee for the
Amherst-Pelham schools which meets on
curriculum days, once every two or three
months.

:S<££i^£^^Mi^^^^^^iS
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MARCH SPECIALS by SIM

SPECIALS PERMANENTS $19

Hair Cuts $4.50

For Me" Women J ChilcJ'en

Walk ins Welcome or Call 5e6-M22 rv^„ \m„- c„,
206 Ruisell St

, Hadley <^P^" ^°" '^'
nett to Walti»r ; of Hadlev 9am -8 pm

EE'STLACrl
AFFORDABLY UNIQUE

Delicious and Exotic Dining
For Friends and Lovers

Midway between N'hampton Cr Amh (Rte. 9)
Sun. Thurs 4-10 p m., Fri. Cr Sat. 4 11:30 p.m.

584 9797

HARDEES
Now hiring males and females, mothers,
housewives and students. Days and nights

available.

Apply at: Hardees
Russell St., Hadley

From 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.

2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Hardees is an Equal Opportunity Employer

(ffl)

The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

Dte Zillah Eisenstein
speaking on

**The State, The Patriarchal Family,

and Working Mothers"

Thursday, March 15, 1979

Thompson 104

8:00 PM
University of Massachusetts

Lecture is

Free and

Open to the

Public

DON'T FORGET
YOUR UMASS

T-SHIRTS
GYM SHORTS
JACKETS

SWEATSHIRTS

Let them know where

i

you're from during.

spring vacation

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst
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Cultmemberjoins
his Guyana breti^ren

Ptiysics lib T.A. %xmm Tum«r instructs studsnt* Dian« Romvo and Pm Sdi^aron th« UM of ttM oacitMcopo durino a rocMit lab. (Staff photo by Paul Prical

By DEBBie WALLACe
CpB$gmn Staff

Tlw game of seduction becomes te<4o(M
wfhen It IS played continuously over a short
pariod of time. This was the case in the The
Univ^sity Ensembia Theater production of
La Rortda. a series of short scenes portray
ing samal eacapades in Vienna 1897.

Cantered arournj the art of seduction and
the various ways people pretend they don't
want to be trapped, the play reveals how
they eventually give in to their desire.

At the outset. The Streetwalker flins

with a pacing solider who first is

disinterested but eventually seduces her. In

this scene as in all the scenes, there was a
blackout midway, and the audience is left

to imagine the sex act while listwiing to
various classical music pieces.

As each new scene unfolds one of tha

l\/luitiple
diaractars from the previous scana akaa a
new partner, and tt« game continuaa.
Throughout the play we wonder how much
will be revealed, and often curiosity holds
our attention.

As the 13 characters go through the
ritual. xYm predictablity of the script dulls
th«_witgwt;^rN> sCTyt employs many

Revieiy
clever shortHnSan^K^ctors use their
material masterfully, yet Vho of the scenes
could have been easily cut altogether, and
often scenes need to be shortened.
Each couple discusses love and its relation

to sex as they try to decide if love actually
exists. In the play, love is me^ly an illusion.

The quMtion of how long it will take before
they seduce one another becomes the ma-

MODESTO, Catif {AP\ -'
i guess ha

finally made the decision he couldn't m^e
in Guyana," said a reporter who talked with
Michael Prokes morrMnts before the form»
Peoples Twnple spokwman killed himsrtf

.

K«it Pierce, tne Stockton bureau chief of
KCVR TV in Sacramento who had worfcwj
with Prokes, was among those at a n^vs
conference which Prokes had called Tues-
day night at a motri in Modesto, his
hometown.

At the end of the news conference, Pro-
kes, 31

,
walked into a bathroom, ckised the

door, turned on the water and shot himself.
He died at a hc»pital several hours later.
Other reporters guessed Prokes might

have felt guilty being alive when his ten^
friends were dead. Prokes' wife Carols
was among 913 persons who died in a mass
murder suicide ritual Nov. 18 - the day
after Rep. Leo Ryan and four other
Americans were killed when tr^ng to taa^
the ten^ple's jungle commune.
A suicide note found in the bathroom said

Prokes was not depressed over the
Jonestown tragedy. "If my dMth doMn't
prompt another book about the end of
Jonestown, it wasn't worth IhHng," it said.
Prokes had handed reporters 21 pagM of

rambling thoughts in which ha aaid that

jor focus.

Most of tha mala chwactars are viWana.
and while the females are willing par-
ticipants, they seam to be trickad into
seduction. Tha actors dressing and un-
dressing becomes another n^jor alemant
and in rTK>st cases the accompanying
dialogue prevents this from becoming bor-
ing.

Adultry is dealt with in the scenes, Tha
Young Man and The Young Wife, The
Young Wife and The Husband, and The
Husband and The Sweet Miss. As a por-
trayal of affairs in the late 1800's the satiric

quality is expressed effectively.
All the women know how to manipulate

their men well, and The Sweet Miss, played
by Rebecca Knapp, was perfect as a whiny
innocent young thing, who uses her intox-
ication as a reason to give in to The Hus-

Thursday

IRISH NIGHT
Happy Hour

All Night Long
Gaifiess Stout M.OO

"ex(^pt f« (my) first few months in tha
temple, I never really liked (cult leader) Jim
Jones. I guess it was his authority that
bothered me."
In the mimeographed pages, entitied

"Miscellaneous Reflections," Prokes
wrote: "It is sadness beyond tears to think
of my brothers and sisters from
Jonestown, hundreds of them not only
unidentified but still unburied ... Peoples
Temple was their only honr>e, their only
family, their only life. They are namelaM
and alone - forgotten by Anwrica.
'TTiough I'm white. " he concluded,
"when I die I belong with them, for their
struggle was mine also." About 80 percent
of the Guyana victimes were black.
As he left the room, Prokes told the

r^jorters: "I've got no martyr complex. But
I refuse to let my black brothers and sistera
die in vain."

^*??'.. *^y"9 t^ gunshot, the eight
reporters 'and photographers in the room
gasped and rushed to his aid, one ad-
ministering mouth-to-mouth r^cusitation.
Prokes had called the news conference to

charge that the FBI and CIA were
withholding a tape recording of the final

momenta in Jonestown that he said would
show ojh memb«s were not coerced into
'fvw>g.

band. Oavid Ambos as The Husband main-
tained an excetient haughty British accent,
and his stiffness and cold quality perfectly
p<Mirayed his stonefaced character.
Woven between the scenes. The Maid

played by JenniferTrombley and the Butler,
Daniel Carrier played their own game well,
reversing roles as they also fixed the bed-
ding for the next couple.
The Actress, who has two scenes, one

with The Poet, the other with The Count
masterfully represented the pursuing
woman. E. Jayne Stubing portrayed this
alluring temptress.

It was truly impressive,to see actors take
a fair script and, with the help of excellent
lighting, turn out good performance.
La Ronde will be presented tonight and

tomorrow night at the UMaas Curtain
Theater, 8 p.m. ,

n
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Take advantage of another
unique Great "X" plus— the
free haircut consultation. Put
your head together with our
Manager or Stylist, look at all

the latest styles and then
you'll know what's right for

you. And what's right for you
Is always at Great "X",
naturally because we're No.
1... Naturally!

FOR A GREAT HAIRCUT

PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

^
Shampoo, Precision Haircut and

Blow-Dry Styling— complete for $10

No Appointment Ever

Hampshire Mall— Rte. 9, Hadley

oUggtan^

Inquiring

Photographer
6i| U* Burnett

and L*o Fr*d*U«
The Question: Inflation is now at an
annual rate of 11 percent. Do you think
h will g«t better or worse in the next
yeer? (esked of members of the
Economic depertment.)

Untofi Bilotas

Petricia Linton, gred student:
"Definitely worse, because of the inability
of Carter to get the appropriate response to
his wage and price guidelines. Domestic
capital is squeezed internatior^lly which
cuts into its profit margin and forces
busir>ess to raise prices. The reason
domestic labor won't a accept the wage
bargain is because productivity has been
incresing without the appropriate com-
pensation for the past three years.

"

Ron Bilotas, undergrad: "I think it'll

contini e to rise. Labor has no faith in

voluntary wage and price controls. Thw
summer you'll see the rationing of gas or
rrundatory wage and price controls."

Roth
Irff

Rapping

Bette Roth, undergreduete: "It's going
to get much worse because we are usir>g

inadequate tools such as Keynesian
economic policy which doesn't have the
mechanism to deal with the complexity of
the system. If inflation increases it will be
tfie end of higher education. People won't
be able to afford it and with budget cut-
s—they'll say it's too expensive and we
don't have the money."

Leonerd Repping: "It'll get worse
because oil has been rising in the world
market for the past three months. It will

filter through the system and drive up other
prices -including food. Efforts to increase
food exports will also raise the domestic
price of food. The government has given
up on trying to end inflation. If economist
seriously tried to end inflation they might
collapse the American and European
economies."

Humphries Costrell

Bob Costrell: "I think it's going to get
marginally better. Government will put the
crunch on. We are headed for some
possibly very high unemployment rates that
will probably damp down some in-

flation—not to the levels previously for the
same amount of unemployment. Personally
I don't think inflation is as big a problem as
they say. Our 35-40 percent unemployment
rate among city black teenagers is a
tremendous waste of human resources. I

can't possibly see how you can rank that

below just adding zeroes at the end of our
prices."

Jane Humphries: "I don't know if it'll get

worse immediately but the point is that

economists don't know what's going on.

Unlen we deal with the structural problems
endemic to capitalism, the situation is

ultimately bound to deteriorate. For

example, production for profit leads to

irrational product mixes: These buiMings
(on campus) were built with the r>otion

there wouki be cheap" energy prices—you
can't open the bk)ody windows 'cause of

•H the air conditk>ning. If they'd planned
buidlngs they wouW fwve built in more
llexibMity."

Gays deserve a fair chance
The subject of homosexuality is one that causes much

trauma, whether it be from misunderstanding, ignorance, or

just plain bigotry. It is a subject that evokes a great deal of

emotion and tension, perhaps as much as differences between
genders, between races, and between ethnic groups.

Homosexuals in our society have been under attack and
have suffered a great deal because of these misunderstan*
dings. While these attacks, ignorances and fears can be
understood, they simply cannot be justified.

It is for this reason that we support the legislation now pen-
ding on Beacon JHill that would guarantee basic human and
civil rights for homosexuals. These bills would prohibit

discrimination against any person for his or her "affectional or

sexual preferences." House bill 2650 would grant equal op[>OT-

tunities in public employment, while House bill 2527, a more
general bill, would cover the private sector. This would protect

homosexuals from discrimination in such areas as credit.

housing, and private employment. More outdated sex laws,
the kind that have been arbitrarily applied to persecute and en-
trap homosexuals, would be prohibited by House bill 5496
The homosexual community is not asking for any special

privileges or rights, but just an equal chance to live in society
and to be free from undue harrassment. All they want is a fair

shake, and it is wrong to deny them or>e.

We believe that it is time to consign these laws to the men-
tatlity of Puritanism. It is not the function of the government
to pass judgement on anyone's bedroom activities, nor should
it be ours. This legislation which now sits before the state

legislature goes a long way to assure freedom from harrass-

ment and a decent life for homosexuals. Any human being,

regardless of affectional or sexual preference, deserves no less

than that.

All unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion
of the Collegian Board of Directors.

Letters to the Editor
Really showed King Let Women choose

To the Editor:

Those of us who opposed raising the
drinking age argued at some political risk,

that citizens 18 and older were mature
enought to handle drinking along with
other rights. Gov. King and legislators

who supported him argued that students
were not mature. According to news
reports, UMass students protested the
raise by streaking, throwing burning toilet

paper from windows and burning King in

effigy. Gov. King is no doubt grateful for

your help in convincing the public he was
right. You really showed himi Too bad
most students didn't bother to vote at the
last efection. Burning things is fun, and
proved King right. Voting would prove
your supporters right.

Robert A. Hell

Meeeechueette State Senator
Second Assletant Mtnority Leader

To the EdKor:

We are writing this letter in response to

the current attacks on the right of all

women to safe, legal abortion. This right

was guaranteed by the 1973 Supreme
Court decision, but today we see it being

eroded. The focus of these attacks is

presently on cutting back the Medicaid
funds used for abortions.

An immediate consequence of these

cutbacks is that it makes safe abortion,

once again, a right only for women who
can afford to pay.

A more long term consequence is that

these cutbacks are tfte first step towards

outlawing the cftoice for abortion

altogether. We batieva that every woman
can and should decide for herselfwhan, if

and how to have children.

fiestrictions on access to abortion leads

to increased steritixation abuse, espadalty

among poor ami minority woman.

"Chasing" to have a permenant steriliza-

tion because of inadequate income, poor
health services, lack of daycare, threats

of welfare cuts or inacessable abortions is

not a real choice.

Virginia Duquet
Northammpton

Libba Moore
Deerfield

A fan of Yitzhak
To the Editor:

/ would like to commend Yitzhak Santis
on his clarifying artical dealing with tfte

Jewish people and their Nstory. I par-

ticularly felt the idea tftat one can ba
strongly aware of ones raUgioua and
cultural backrouryd without nacmaaiHy
being vary religious ormaatf mms • rmSd
point. I am sure that marty othan on thit

campus would also share ^ua baSaf.

Stacy M.
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Nathan LaTour appears lost m a raincoat as ha
•raits for a bus in Amherst Center However, the
weather should improve as vacation nears. However,
the forecast for today is partly sunny, windy and cold!
Tomorrow's outlook calls for sunny with highs near
40. (Staff photo by Carol Nuniey)
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SENIORS-
SHOW YOUR

FACE!!

545-2874

INTERNAL AUDITOR
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Duties: Responsible for performing internal financial and

rystems audits for organizations and accounts within the
Student Activities Trust Fund. Prepare audit reports and
management letters

Qualifications: Undergraduate student majoring m ac
counting One semester part time, or one summer full time
accounting experience also needed

Corripensation: This is a Level III student position and
starts @ $3 16 per hour Rate will be increased to $3 30 per
hour after the first month of satisfactory service This posi
lion IS authorized to a maximum of 20 hours per week

To Apply Fon^ard a resume and one ( 1 ) lener of recom
mendation to frorh a faculty member or work supervisor to
the Student Activities Office, 416 Student Union, attn : Les
Bndqe',, Business Manager

COLLEGE
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PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS IN
URBAN PLANNING AND
URBAN AFFAIRS-FALL '79

M.S. IN URBAN AFFAIRS 36 credit, 2 MmMtera. plus
•ummer empnaijiing program analytia, community and
neighborhood development
M.U.P IN URBAN PIANNINO A IP recognized 60 credit.

two year program In phyaical and aoclal planning Sectoral
concentrations include land uae, houaing, health, tranaporta-
tton. urt>an deaign af>d environment

Both programs offer active field experience taking advan-
tage of New York City as the world's moat challenging urban
laboratory

-.S^tL'^ '•""' »^50 00 New York Oty and State recMenla.
flOOOOO Out of State and Foreign Students Financial aid
opportunltlea available

For Information write: Directors of respective Qraduata
Program: Urban Affairs: Professor Hans BC Spiegel Urban
Planning: Professor Donald Q Sullivan

Hunter College of CUNY
DEPARTMENT OF URBAN AFFAIRS

790 Madieon Avenue, New York. NY 10021
Phone (212) 570-5594

^

J

OPIN MON-FRI SAT
AMHIRST
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QQltegiaa

Around campus
Mass PIRG receivesgrant
The UMass chapter of the Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group received tNs week a $5,000 state grant
from Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti for their con
sumer action center.

The grant comes from state funds appropriated for the
lOMi Consumer Aid Fund by the legislature for fiscal year
1979. The money will be used for expenses involved in pro
cessing and the resolution of consumer complaints accor-
ding to PIRG staff attorney Steven Dreeszen.
Dre^zen said the center's objective will be used to

recruit more non-campus volunteers to help staff the pro
gram. "The grant will help the Consumer Action Center to
further its outreach into the larger Amherst area and make
It more visible to Amherst and other local communities " he
said.

King to appoint trustees
Gov Edward J. King is expected to appoint two new

members to the UMass Board of Trustees within the next
week.

King's Appointments Office recomnnended two people
to the Governor late last week but he has not approved
them yet, an office spokesperson said.
The two new trustees will replace James 8 Krumsiek of

Longmeadow and Gavin D. Robertson of Worcester whose
• terms ran out Jan. 1. There are 24 trustees on the board
the maiority of whom were appointed by former Gov'
Michael S. Dukakis.

Small oil dealers hurt
NEW YORK \AP]-\i you buy gasoline at a service

station whose sign do«n't carry the name of one of the big
oil companies, you may have trouble filling your tank. The
small distributors that supply independent dealers are
having more trouble nweting demand than the industry
giants.

The independent refiners and distributors say they've
been caught in the middle because the government - at the
behest of the large oil companies -changed the rules in the
middle of the game.

"There are a lot of independents now- like we are - that
are severely shaken, " said Ash Gockel, executive vice
president of Kerr-McGee Corp., the Oklahoma Citv based
energy conglomerate that sells gasoline in the central part
of the nation.

SS ss SDC Jg^ ^*-

THE NEW
FRATERNITY

Find out about the new fraternity.

Delta Upsilon International, and
the benefits of being a founding
member.

WHEN: Tonight, between 8 p.m.
and 11 p.m.

WHERE: The Duke's Room, in

the Student Union.

OR CALL: Ed Crane, 549-6000,
ext. 730.

There are no secrets about
Delta Upsilon.

zs az ar az se

Seniors
Who are interested in working
with the committee that plans

Senior Day and chooses student
Commencement speakers should
contact:

Ruth Green 345 Whitmore
(5-2334)

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore

S4S1SSS
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ALL LABELS-ALL ARTISTS
ALL RECORDS & TAPES ON SALE!

MThufv^y, March 15. 1979

4SIIPM
Record

76*

LP Series
B298

1.97

LP Series
C^8

2.37

LP Series
D498

2.87
LP Series
E598

3.27

LP Series
F698

3.87

LP Series
Q798

4.66

LP Series
H898

5.27
i Tape Series
i K798

* 5.33

Tape Series
898

5.84

Tape Series
L998

6.24

Seville

AM/FM Portable^
B-Track Player

32.76 Our
Reg. 39.99

Features automatic or manual
program changer, electric or
battery operation. Fold away
carry handle.
(Balt«ri«s not included).

SAVE OVER I 1^1 .^v

»60

" iJTi

MINOLTA XG.7.rfhe Easy-Does^lt
Automatic 35 mm SLR Camera
Caidor Regular Price 299.87
Caldor Sale Price 264.00
Minolta Mail-In Rebate 25.00*

YOUR FINAL COST 239
Fantastic features at fantastic savings!
Electronically-controlled shutter speeds,
aperture priority operation. Sharp Rokkor
f/1.7 lens. LED shutter readout, self-timer,
under/over expKDsure warning system,
manual override. . .and so much more!
• Autowinder tor Minolta XQ7, Rog. 99.94 $83
• Autotlasl> for Mii>oita XQ?. Rag. 59.94 52.40
• Casa for Minolta XQ7. Rag. 25.94 19.96

*S«a ciartt for datalls.

GENERAL ELECTRIC 12'* Diagonal
Black & White Portable TV

^9 Our Reg.
94.70

Great G.E. quality at an amazing price!
Ouick-on daylight picture tube, built-in
recessed carry-handle. Ideal second
set for dorm or bedroom!

Qusdorf Stand for BAW TV with
12" diagonal screen, . . ^^
Our Rag. 15.70 | | .OO

Emerson
Deluxe AM/FM
Digital Clock Radio

23.70 Our
Reg. 29.99

Features lighted clock and dial,

handy snooze and sleep buttons.
Waken to music or alarm.
Walnut-grain finish.

ALL BOOKS
IN OUR STOCK
•Hardcovers •Paperbacks

•Fiction •Non-Fiction

Here are just a few examples:

• Secrets, by F. Laa Bailay fi Ofi
Pub. Liat 9.95 0a90

• Lauren Bacall By Myself, 7 CC
by Lauran Bacall. Pub. List ^a.9S faOU

*Chesapeake, by Jamas A. Michaner Q OO
Pub. List 12.95 Oa «JO

•American Caesar, ^f\ At\
by William IManchaatar. Pub. Liat $15 IUaHU
•A Distant Mirror, ii ^fi
by Barbara W.Tuchman. Pub. Liat 15.95.... I ! IH

Stora stodi only. No spociai ordara, no rainchocka.

3 EASY WAYS TO CHARGE
•CALDOR CHARGE
•MASTER CHARGE
•VISA/BANKAMERICARD

180 N.King St.

Hamp Plaza
Northampton

STORE MOUWS: DAILY 10AM lo 9:90 PM •SATURDAY 9AM to 9:30 PM

SALE PRICES
EFFECTIVE
THRU

SATURDAY

THuradiy. Mtrch IS, 1979

WmUR programming
THURSDAY

10AM-2PM

12:00

2f»M-5:30PM

4:30PM

5:00PM

5:02

5:30-6PM

6PM 7PM

7PM 10PM

10PM2AM

2AM-6AM

FRIDAY

6AM 10AM

7.7:30.8.8:30.9

8;35AM

"WE JOSE TOLSON SHOW" -
The many and varied forms
of Black music from Africa

to throughout the Carribean to
Southside Chicago. "Progressive music I"

NOON REPORT/StBve Collins
SPORTS Jeff Schwaru

THE THURSDAY AFTERNOON DRIVE
WITH THE UNKNOWN DISC JOCKEY -

Progressive of regressive
reggae, rocit 'n roll, rhythm

GrbkMa and soul.

BANDBOARD - Listing of local

musical happenings

NEWS HEADLINES

ATHENA'S WEB with
Don Cerow

NEWSWATCH /Charles Holmes
WEATHERWATCH/Fred Winer

SPORTS/JTrfi^STpellos"

"FOCUS" with Ken Mosakowsici

"WOMEN'S MEDIA PROJECT" -
Women's news, features and music

RAVA AVIS - Lots of
British rock

TED PAGE - Con»edy and
space music

•THE FRIDAY MORNING
BREAKFAST" ¥vith Charies

Hoinnes - Music. . .sunny side up

WAKE-UP NEWS/
Vicki Bates

SPORTS/Tim Wasserman

ATHENA'S WEB with
Don Cerow

;2llgg!aa*

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Box
6 Electric unit

10 Beetles
14 Non-ex-

press
15 Mountain.
Comb form

16 Sword
17 Auguries
18 Chinese

dialect

20 Rolltop. eg
21 No. Amer.

nation

22 Wrinkled
23 Shadow
25 Humility

27 Approach
30 March
31 Deli items
32 Rails

33 Observed
36 Mountain

pool
37 Kind of date

38 Fabric
39— Amin
40 Net
41 Bivouacs
42 Glue
44 Unfeigned
45 Catching
47 Look after

48 Complete
19 Greed, e.g.

50 Circuits

54 Kind of park
57 Pentateuch
56 Carton

weight

59 Bad
60 Heath genus
61 Chemical

suffixes

62 Ticker —
63 Subjoined
DOWN
1 Stupid one
2 City on the

Mohawk
3 Experts
4 Small

village:

2 words
5 Letters

6 Verbal

7 Algerian city

8 Man's nick-

name
9 Small child

10 Disavowed
11 Entranco-

*" getting

words
12 Place again
13 Squalid

19 the

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:

s N « 9 A ? H S E E K f
H E n o E N T 0^

L

A I M A H
y 1 T E A L u 1 G 1

E S M E " N y N U S N
P R E f E C T 1 T E s

E f T B" KO r S

G L 1 N Th7 ( E S R A
R N G S E N R K N 1 T

« 1* T S P 1 E R w A s T E

1E E 11^ A R Q 1 TODD a A R E N T S

O 1'* N C EJJ U 1 C E R E

NM b| I A " ^ R A K S T

A . 1 C E B A N E A R 1

ill
. A

illLiJ
i\ L [oj T M

J_ Lll
[i]

hills

21 Native:

Abbr.

24 Fool

25 French river

26 Toward the

mouth
27 Italian city

28 Garbed
29 Parody
30 Aim
32 Throw
34 Elec. units

35 Direction

37 Part of

"to be"

38 Innkeeper
40 Grin

41 Swindle
43 Deletes
44 Egg layer

45 Aver
46 is an

island

47 Name
49 Small piece

51 Very dry

52 Step
53 Food fish

55 Convened
56 A Gabor
57 Cha. e.g.

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

^^r^1:n ^^*f oT^
EveR^Of C0ORS£~MANY FOUkTI-^UT TMERC ARE

'

WONPERtO WHAT people; ^ ) SIMPLY (SET iT ON IN r-~H^"<'*« WHO '^^ OKJl

ii»^k« ^ "^ "^^'^
o z TH6.se ROOMS ' mm fll-^^J^'^, •'*'<"f'^*>6;REALLY OO IN TMESg

UfcRARY STUOV ROOMS ^

N0'

»»//r

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

SAj,ifik^i Vrific . S^c-s jvrf ^ sIk", sp^klm vifh

and Ims ^ittlopeda k»cui% to rX^nfST A

^^e=

1*ke oK-t*? fv*t : ,^y ^.;^

\

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

T5 3 AM AND T^C
'PHAfJToM M(t)Nl6»IT 5NACKE«
IS STALkflNG THE AfV<r^^^t^^"

ENRO/TE TDANflTHER ATnac<
gH THE 8EU5VED F»?\D6E

GET BV AND TTS RXJ>CnV ]
^

I>\M^ t A RASHLIGMT !

TH5PK»#;roM MIDNI6HT SNAciceJ?

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

IMPBiUALtSr luMf.-

MONseFSiMi Be
EXPUUDfffTHE

IP-7feAMB(Km SOf!J^,

Oli£6AWN COULP PHKD.T»B
OONTKLnSElf.. OeJAVUIS

\ KUtN6 US.

X

This space a valiable.

Interested cartoonists shouldsee

the Collegian Managing Editor,

113 Campus Center, 545-3500

PRETERM I

Ifyou have
an unwanted
pregnancy...
talk with one of our counselors about your
d^ision.

Abortion/Gynecological Care/Vasectomy/ Tubal Ligation

A licenMd non profit Reproductive Health Center
1842 BEACON ST , BROOKLINE. MASS 02146

(6171 73S6210

PRETERM

P ARTISTS'
COMPETITIO
For public-ait projects:

4 walls in Campus Center
2 walls in Student Union

Fact-sheets available from Board
of Governors (CC 817) or Arts

Council (125 Herter)

OPEN TO ANY
UMASS STUDENT

9£^
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Thurs. March IS W. e Sat.,

March 16 6 17

584 9153 !SV,V.*'* ',?¥« »*wi
rAOlj.T^.j.o »TUO,NT«»sl, CI».«N»^rT!..u. -...

~ * ^^^ ^

JHESCARE'
ARMIES (V

THENIGHtl

$2 00

/

SurKJay, March 18

tlOO

Am* o^MfM^ ^ Jattaen

Jmmwi Montgomtfy,
Oanmtit tt Joum»y

NIGHT RIDERS
12.00

Monday

GREG WALL
& NOW APPEARING

$1.00

llMbiiAii IMtttf

•UTlOOM*

Co starHng Sondra Lock*
Fri Sat (TLS S<R» 7.aO-t:«

»>W«d. Thwf (TLS tOOt^ 30
W 8«t. (TLS i:18» 7 4HO;00
W«d ThMw. fTLS 6 IS) 8 30

ROBBY
BENSON

Tuesday

'^"^

/ARROWm^
f PRIVATE I
! LIVERY I

STARTS FRIDAY
Ends Thur« CALIF SUITE

@STLEiS
to

FrI. Sat. (TLS f:00l 7:3»-8:4B
TiSJ T!!V"- 175^ * OOK 30 i w> W»d Thur« (TLS 8 001^30

7 Old South St., across from
bus station in Northampton A

miles
inrf* MeNaMtrt'i

IIX in

VIX

Shots of
Schnapps on
Special Tonight

QOOfeituHff

one

900tifootiS.tihnli
1 Pray St. Amherst, Mass, 549-8403

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS~85c

I IINlAf "A%'
FmSf SNOMf S^ UO MASIKN CNARCi

111

Greater

Lawrence
area

I
I

! UMass

I
I
I
I
I
I $10 round trip

I $6.00 one way
I
% call: 6-7605

sspi^sie
Northampton

Only Area Showing)
End* TuM , Mar ^

at 7 00 and 9:30

riintl«(.'ti!»1(<

M|fM(|*ttfOr«M(iorni

AQflinflCriRliTIE'S

°"NILE

I

I PCTTCMV13 HMMWCf

Ta placa a riaaalflad ad. drop by tha C<V^
to9«» offica (CC 1 131 bat>r»—n 8 46 • m and
3 46 p m Monday tt>ro«gh Fnday o» uaa our
hartdy chp and mart lorm found m mott iMuaa
of tha Cwfcyaii Cla«^^»d dMdiina m 3 46
p m t«M> day* m advanc* of pubtKatK>n data

Collegian
Classifieds

AUTO row 8AU
70 Ford Torino, vary good body and tirw,

a« ca8ant artgina. good miaage. naada nc
worfc. 8800.866^4971.

im AMC AmbaaaaJpr-PS. PB. AC.
AM/8-tr . oina «w«N, good tiraa. rabuilt

tranrand cart>.. lols mora MBO. cat
253-5729.

1979 Novo, aaoaiant condition, automatic
powar Maaring. iwtt OKhauat and diocka,
•2150, 2S3-7870, 2S3-3370.

^ollagian clatsifiad rataa m: didy, 46c par
kiw. t've consecutive issues, 40c per hrw per
di<v. 30 consacutive iscue*. 30c par hne par
day One line >t roughly equrvalartt to 38
tharaciert

Singia ntattraaa Ir boK. 830, S49-1S19.

70 Buick Elactra. all auto, runs graat.
AM/FM. g^tracfc starao, 8660. 2S6-6731.

WorM Sook Encyclopodia. ntm '78, 1100
off. pricad 8296. 815 a mo.. 247-5740, avan-
inga.

INSTRUCTION

body
oonvartMa loadad

, runa OK. 81 KM) or BO. «Mi nag

71 Plrno. nina grat, WOO. 54B<132.

78 Voga. lowr m., n^$t tiraa,

brakaa, naadi woilt, m;!^ aa8, 8360 firm,

Gift idoa: hava your portrait drayyn. Call

Oannia Dalap. 2S6-8732. bat. 9-10 a.m.

FOUND

OoMon Lab, found 3/5 naar OH, caH
avaa., 549-0825, vvilt try not to aar>d to
pound;

Found: M hiah Sattar, info 540 6052. ava .

Found -lotHi-hairad F dog w/ NH licanaa,

twfMta faca, tan-Mack markingt, 0664324.

HELP WANTED

Photography claaaoa now
Photo classas, avening and* day
claaaaa— laam from wort(ir>g proa. If you'ra
tirad of laarning photography In a
claaaroom, now you can laam in an
oparatir>g studio. Wa hava baginnara and
advancad amataura daaaai. 10 waaks of 3
hour classas -875; inchidas tim materials
ar>d film procaastng. For mora info i.all

n4-4120, Unique Images. Rta 9, Elmwood
Shops, Hadlay.

Tom L., happy 23rdl Can't wait to hava SF
on 3/26, lova CAF.

To tita man in Rufsia; ha won't gat
orangaa or a tran...but still a break on an
iaiaf>d with spots. Been totd NB is a nica
ptaca to viait-wondar if he «««7 Lova.
PRP.

Karon, happy IBlh
your first and laat legal

aadyl Enioy
. Carol.

<> If you found my striped acarf i^ I

for you a 6-pack of beer and 86 cash.
Plaaaal CaM 546-6067, I'm <

LOST

SNvor chain square paitdant. Raw. CaM
253-2742 Loat on 3/12.

Loat-sat of keys on laatfwr key ring on
Wed., Mar. 7. Plaeaa caH 549-1861.

EltTERTAMIMCm'

•Or Mfo, parraci lor coi-

bwida. Rick. 898h4106.

Otace Oovo ft D.L. Diaco Inc. provMea
aound. ights 6 OJ for your portiaa- diaco,
rock Cr oldlaa. The beet at affordable pricea.

Cal Oavo or Bryan coloct at 567-1715.

for bookings aiv^^Nmare

II "Smooth SeMng"
"John,r

FOARENT

Lfo. mi. in I

2534S713.

St.,

Pina,

I In taawow lor mature nature kM«r.
4W or F. 81t/wt. Cal 64B-1064. 4« p.m.

for ttia

"BTa," 3Z7 Saa St.. Hyan-
cno town. Ssc. ospCMtt.

Hurry. 771-2127, 1-

Cod graaip rontala, aeaaonal, sum-
mer rentals. 2-3-4 bdrm. units, direct from

Me. 1-46171 S2B-0404

1, w/ caaa, good condi-
ion, cal Ralph. 2B3-6729, 875

oond. Cal
alto sax. 8200, exc.

. 253-SB17.

Aaeociation of Irfdepardant
Campa aaeks quelified couneelors for 86
member camps located N Eastern US July
artd Auguat. Contact: Aaeociation of In-

dapandant Campa, 56 Weat <2nd St., New
York NY 10036. (212) 7384696.

Paid atudant poaitlena availabia at

9aichartown State Scfiool. Boltwooa
supervisors — starts in July, runs through
foHowir>g academic year. Alao: internships,

practicum, work-study. CaM Belch State
School for n>ora info. 323-8311, a»t. 449,
equal opportunity employer.

There le atW a cf>anca to gat off tha UMaaa
meal plan and anfov delicious home-cooked
dinners. Be e houseperaon Work 6 dinners

a week, eat 12 maala. CaM Barnia at

54fr<»39

Part-tlma drtvar wanted. Five morrwigs a
woek, three houra/dey. Truck or wen re-

quired CaH 1-2P-8393.

Laat aummar atudonta made 8249/wk.
With ua. Sar>d eelf-addrarsaad stamped
erwslopee to Boa G04, Cambrklga MA
02136

Jobe M/FI SaitKMtat Cniisa shipal No ex-

perience. High pey, see Carribean, Hawaii,

Europe, workll Sunomer career. Sertd 83.96
for info to SaaworW, BB Box 60129, Sacto
CA!

Qlaaaaa In Thompaon 109; 2/14.
says BTVEWF inside, pleaae caH Janet
84731.

At SKO 8m
coat, ptoi

Laia, 8«129

3/10, blua slicker rain

vakiablas in podtala, cal

Onataga at Mt. Farma MaN offers a 20%
dtocount off aN rag. pricad march, to el
students & staff. Remember your ID.

For two paopla to Ft. Lauderdale on Mar.
15 or 16. Will share driving and i

CaH Laurel or Susan at 54fr-S967.

RIDE WANTED
Rida naodod to Fla. Keys. I heve four cot-

at private beach to rem for 815 per
I for «vaek. Lisa. 549-8818.

Loat- wine colored diaco bag. Contents in-

ckide two Mass Ncsnees . sat of key
Morteyorw card. If found pleaae caH
TSAmn or 253-9619.

ROOIMMATE WAMTED
Reommata wantod, own room. UM bus.

Pleaae return dk brown
personal vakia, leeva it with Colagian.

MISCELLANEOUS

Cupa-Capa Cod daaign, flwa cotor
layout, 14 oz. plastic. For beer, Cape Cod-
ders, whatever. Prices range from
10047.50 to 7800-8375. CaH Vkt, 648<06B.

MOTORCYCIJS

TO SUBLET

muat sal 19/8 Horraa
CBSOOl, 13,000 mi., angina is sound, nds.
minor body repair, 8800 or BO, wi
aarious secrlBcea. 649-1092.

PERSONAU

2 bodr. Rlvargioda Apt.. mid*May opt. to
renew, quiet beeement, bua route, 8230.
253-Mg7.

WANTED
Dnjmmar yaamad for punk rock/new
>mnm bend. Muat be no worse than Paul
Cook, no batter then Peter Thomaa, and no
ugKar than Marky Ramona. Cal aBMHS.
Keep trying.

Lm. Am. a(u. to
649-1764.

tall Panama Can.,

ueed 886 or BO, cal Elaine, 6-SO08

RS ski boots, unused, JD,»4636

GuMar tor ealo. GuiW Starfira, good condi-

tion. 8200. cal 546-1001, affar 11

Now Haacal XL aorloe, rwver mounted,
length 190. 8100. Peier -886-3601

Exotic )obel Lake Tehoe, Call Little axp.

Fentastic tips (pay), 81700-84000. summer,
35,000 people needed in casinoes.
restaurants, ranches, cruisers, river raftsi

Send 83.96 for info to Lakeworld, BB Box
60129, Sacto CA 96860

Central area woRian's center hes 5 work
study positions avsHabte, appUcatiorw can
be picked up at canter basement Baker.

Tho UMaaa Psychological Sarvioaa Ctr.

wNI be sponeorirtg s group for ifKlvidualB

saperated from ckiae k>r>g-term

The group will utilixe s conv
bined therepy-workshop approach for deal-
ir>g with the emotional aftermath of break-
ing up. Sessions are Wedneedey, March
2S-May 16, S:* p.m. Pra-group inter-

views begin immedietely. For more infor-

mation, caH 5460041.

Doer Frick, happy 19th, thanks for bairtg

you. Enjoy the Quakers. Love you, Frack.

PuddloJumpar 79-ttw ultimate Mghll
Tomorrow in the Campus Center

VW ang. w. or w/o body. 649-17t8.

for

oalfathers too.

after 8.

SEX FOR GRADES

: anyofw with first-fwnd in-

formatkm or knowledge of tftia subject, cal
6-3600, avonirtga. Diacration

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jaaon R. Roaantliol . k)w coat
legal raprsaeritatwn for UMaaa community,
income tax preparation, appointment only,
253^7617.

Mark— happy
became "legal.

k)ve, LY.

21stll It's about tkna you
"

I k>ve you, BLB— ell my
ISaautifui aoai*point Himalayan kitten,

male, regiatarad, show quaMy, raiaed with
family. 8126. Call SaHy, S4»<BS3.

Thursday, March 15, 1

White Sox homers
sink BoSOX, 6-4
SARASOTA, Fla (API - Jorge Orta and Lamar Johnson

eelted back to back-honne runs in the third inning off Boston
rookie John Tudor, and the Chicago White Sox held off the
Red Sox 6-4 yesterday in exhibition baseball

Chicago's Rich Wortham. the leading new candidate for the
pitching rotation, held Boston to only one hit and an unearned
run over the first five innings.
Johnson, who had three hits to break an O-for-10 drought,

doubled in a run in the first inning and later singled for his third
hit. Orta had a perfect day with a single and a pair of walks
along with his homer.
Boston scored three tinnes in the sixth on three singles and a

two-run double by Jerry Remy off John Scarbery.

At Sarasota, Ra.
Boston
Chicago (A)

gym

110 003 000
102 210 000

Tudor, Schneck (4), Suter (6), Drago (8) and Allenson. Wor-
tham, Scarbery 16), Schueler (8) and Naho'odny, Nordhagen
(6). WP- Wortham LP Tudor HR- Chicago; Orta (21 Johnson
Ml. T-2:08. A-4,5e9

^ i-^-^^
UNLESS YOU
PRINT YOUR
OWN . .

.

^

r^

ii seems like a student never comes up witt< enough money to cover
Kt)ooi eipenses ond riove onyitiing left over to just sn|ey.

n you re one ol it>o«e people wtio rios lo spend too mucri study time
sorning sctKW' money raod on Aif Fo'ce ROTC otters o 'Ou' twee Of
two yeor sctioiorsnip to« tt^ose nvtio con quality The pion poys $1(X) o
monin io< expenses plus oil tuition boo* costs ona iod tees
WtM« you re iwxtiing on your degree, you re olso working tommi a

comrTHMion m lite Air Force After graduation ond comrmssMMWig.
you N er>»ef octive duty and discover o *noie new worm

rou 11 lind ciolienge responsitxiity a demono (or your toients. ond o
h,gh regard lor whoi you re contfiiM/ting There s more A$ on oftiear lO

itie Air Force you n hove on eicenen* soiory with a tuu state ot benefits
took into AFOOTC SChoiorships And while you re ol ii osk obOui ttie

Air force woy ot lite You ll discover more thon jusi a woy to moke your
fmonces come oui wttiie you re in college you h discover a whole new
«M>rM ol opportumly

CALL 5-2437

ROTC
Coiewoy to a graot woy ol life.

Dine in ihe casual elegance of

Plumbleys
o(T the common

Then join us In our Pub

w<*(1n<*s(lay—.lazz Night

Jake Epstein &
RobFalkner Quintet

Thursday

VAST ED VADAS
Saturday—

C.omedy Night

IcaUirin^

Fun with Ken & Pete

Sunciay Night Showc as<*

ANYONECAN PI -AY

Plumbley*s: gcxKl
f<xxl. g(xxl entertain-

metit. and a littU- bit of
rverything forevery-
(>n<M

30 Boltwood Walk
Annherst Ctr.

253-9586

NCAA posts«ason action continued last night as
the playoffs continue with the eventual crowning
of a national champion. A champion in his own
right. Michigan State's Earvin Johnson (above) has

Wilderness
Workshop

Interdisciplinary summer courses-
Anthropology and English. Taught in the natural

setting of the Adirondack Mountains In a spirit of

harmony with nature and one another.

Man and Nature Seminar June ^24
Mountain Workshop July 10-19

July 23-Aug. 1

3 to 6 undergraduate and graduate credits

For detailed Brochure write:

Wilderness Workshop, Box S , Morey Hall

SUNY College at Potsdam. Potsdam, NY 13676

1

Call: 1-800-962-8002

1-800-448-7030

NY Residents

Out-of-state

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE AilS CENTER PRESENTS

Ik. §641^

^ I ViNNtntCA«HOlM

^ourarm$
t005hortti()bq(

WlTHJIfll)

SUNDAY, APRIL 1 8 PM
Tickets now on sale. General Public - $8, 7, 6.

UMass Students - $4, 3, 2. Senior Citizens - $7, 6, 5.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4 8 PM

Tickets now on sale General Public • $7, 6. 5.

UMass Students • $5, 4, 3. Senior Citizens - u,
$, 4.

Fire >RTS CENFER ICNCERT H4.L

Fins Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511
and New England TIcketron Locations.

indicated that this collega s«ason may !>• his laat.
The 6*8" sophontora is considering entering thaNBAs hardship draft. (AP Userphoto)

Premeds and Predents:
National MCAT Review Course
National DAT Review Course
EkIcimivc tcftlins practice and inteiMive claMroom review
in all sections ol MCAT or DAT 36 claMroom hour*
Weekend clasM« EkceHcnl specialial inatrHclars Total
cou, inclucttns maienate, $150.

MCAT
DAT

in Boston and Spriitsfield-Amherst arras

•t Boston UiMver«itv

NATIONAL REVIEW COURSES
P O Box 6076. San Ralad. CA 94903
Call TOLL FREE (8001 824 7888
Ask for Operator 1 16

TtXMY^ PfVESJ Dont Lhm* Vour Friandi
IntieDMk

Calltd b)' God and (*nl by Ihe

Churrh a* Iradcr and >ervanl to

proclaim the Good Newt of <>od.and

to heal man in the name of Inu*
Chritt.

For more inrormation on Priesthood

in the Archdioceie or Botton...or if

you would like to participate in the

Awareneii Day> ror Collece Stu-

dent! at SI. John't Seminary in

Boston on Thursday and Friday

.

March 22nd and 23rd. contact
Father Paul Walih or Father
Charles Bourlie at Ihe Vocation

Inrormation ('enter. SI. John's
Seminary, Brichlon. Ma. 02135 or
call 254-2610.

The priesthood is for those who want
more than a job. Vou may not make
much money, but you will make
many rriends, as you share the li(ht

of Christ with people.

For more information on Priesthood

in the Archdiocese of Boston or if

you would like to participate in the

Awareness Days for CoHece Stu-

dents at St. John's Seminary in

Boston on Thursday and Friday,

.March 22nd and 23rd. contact
Father Paul Walsh or Father
Charles Bourke at the Vocation

Inrormation Center. St. John's

Seminary, RriRhton, Ma. n2n.'> or

call 254-2610.

s -J

Thursday Night

FASHION SHOW &
DANCE CONTEST
7 p.m.—2 a.m.

Friday & Saturday

First drink on the house
between 8 & 9
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UM's Allen, Otsuka
defeated in Nationals

>

UMa»s h#»vyw«tght John Allan watchad his suparb saason coma to a di

pointing end in tha Nationals (Staff photo by Kris Cra^l.

By L OUftSCHWBCCHf/Mefi
Collegian Staff

H M tha world series of college wrestling.
Last w^ek the Hilton Coliseum , located on
the canipus of Iowa State University, ¥^
tfw scana of tha biggaat event in coMegiata
wffiatiing.

Tha event of tlw ccHiraa was tha 49th
annual NCAA Wrestling Champior^ips,
more commonly known as tha "National."

Tha Nationals are rwi only a testing

ground for wrettlars. but atoo rapraaant

the breeding ground for Olympic com-
petition. For UMass wrestlers John Allen

and tarry Otsuka, the Nationals
rapresantad the chance to prove that as
New Er^tand Champions, they b^(^v9ad
with the beat.

ftiair montfw of trainir>g and hard work.
h<»Maver, quickly came to an end, as both
wreatlers b(^/ed out in the first round of

competition. As Coach Amato later said,

"It Hwt wasn't a good trip irti around."

HMvywalfHrt J<rfm AUan entered thm
competition with the <^nite proapact of at

teast placing. In his two years at UMass.
the big sophomore from Farmingvitle N.Y.,

has run up tn impresaive won-lost record,

artd has captured the New Englar>d

ChamptONTtship each yaiv.

Tha saaaon of John AUan ended abruptfy
with a loM to Jeff Greer of Augustaha
College in his first match. AHen started the

match in dubious fashion, as he found
himself trailing 11-0 after the first period.

Not accustomed to such treatment, Allen

fought back in the second period and
closed the gap to 13-10. This is where the
ballgame ended. As Amato put it, "He was
trailing 13-10 with a minute and 35 seconds
Mt. He tried some crazy move and the guy
pinned him. What can you say, he just did
not wrestle a good match. For Allen, w\9
might use the old exprassion 'There's
always next year."

This is not tha caae for captain Larry
Otsuka. The 134 pound New Jersey native
stated early in the year. "I've been
wrestUng for four years. My sophonrv>re
year I got hurt, and I dislocated my
shou*der my junior year. I missed a chance
to win the New Englands and it was
frustrating. This year I want to prove that I

can win the N^ Englands and then go to
ttie Nationals and place.

Otsuka did in fact make good on hia wish
to win the New Englands b^ ctominating hia

opponents with his characteristic
aggr^Ka no-non^^iaa wrestling style.

The Nation^, however, proved to be a
totally different story. Otsuka's dream was
shatMred in his first match. Tha opponent
was Randy Miller of Clarion State College

in Pennsylvania. Miller domir>ated the
match from start to finish and won 13^.
Miller proved to be no fluke as he went on
to ptace seventh nationally.

For Otsuka it marks the er>d of tm college

wrestling career. In four years Otsuka has
compiled an impressive 44-13-3 varsity

record. Otsuka was the leader of this club.

His intensity on the mat ar>d his easy going
likeable attitude off will be sorely missed.

Wizards to face Natick
in Intramural hoop finals

r

By KICK FALLON
Collegian Staff

The 1979 Intramural B^ketball Cham-
pionships are on the tine tonight as the

men's, women's co-rec and grad-fac finals

are being played at Boyden Gym Action

starts at 5:46.

The men's final is a "game of two cities"

as the Worcester Wizards meet the Natick

team. The Wizards advanced by defeating

the Crabtree Trees, 34 22. Trailing 17 8 at

halftime, the Trees outscored the Wizards
12-7 to close within four, 24-20, with four

minutes left. But Bob Jennings, game
high scorer with 12. fouled out and the

Wizards took it from there scoring the last

six points from the foul line for the final

score. The Wizards were led by Mike Dun-
phy's 10 points and Bob Berman s 8.

In the other semi-final, and one of the

better playoff games, Natick played a high

bounce for a 33-32 win over the Brown Bad
News Bears Natick saw its 17-11 halftime

lead disappear because of some cold

shooting, which the Bears turned into a

23-22 lead with five minutes left. From
there the lead kept changing until the Bears

went up by three with under a minute left.

Natick closed within one as the Bears

had the ball and 12 seconds to kill. But they

were called for a five-second violation on

the inbounds play. Bob Seltzer then threw

up a shot from the top of the key that htt

tha rim, bounced straight up arnj came
down and in, giving Natick tha win. Ken-
neth Fulgham of the Bears was the top
wcoret with 16 points.

"Nothing w^t right for us this game until

that last shot, " said Bruce Bressler,

manager of Natick. "We just got the break

at the right time."

In women's action. Sugar and Spice and
the Purrtas both advanced to the finals.

Sugar and Spice defeated Forbes, 19 11 in

a defensive game Robin Nelson led Spice
with 8 points

The other game was a rout as the Punr^s

defeated the Whimps, 35-8, as Sue Wons'
10 points, led a balanced attack.

The co-rec finals will have the Blazers,

62-27 winners over the Dunks, against the

Shooting Stars, who defeated Semanon,
41 25.

The co-rec scores are usually higher

because of the point system. Women's
shots from the field are worth three rather

than the normal two points. This equalizes

the game so that no one dominates.

The grad fac finals have Storm II, the

sports management team, vs the Education

Dept. Storm won easily over Cell Debris,

33-21, while Education struggled before

defeating the Economy team, 36-32.

Education was trailing at halftime, but used

its height advantage effectively in the se-

cond half to pull out the win.

orts
Steve Zack

From the sidelines

Hockey club playoffs begin
By TIM O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

In hockey club action, two games took place. Beta Kappa Phi downed the Baker

Buzzards 4-0 and the Kennedy Chiefs triumphed over the Motherpuckers 8-3.

The score of the first game belies the close play. The Baker Buzzards, entering the

playoffs with a 6 3-1 record, yielded a first period goal to Ken Hubble and then both

goalies tightened. The scorer remained 10 until two minutes remained in the game.

BKP then struck for three quick goals to cement the victory. Goaltender Jim Curley got

the shutout.

In the second game, manager Jodie Ferelli and John Muldoon each scored two goals

to lead the Kennedy Chiefs to victory. John Hart bagged the game winner late in the

second period and goalie Dave Gionet made it stand up. Jack Morin scored two goals

and assisted on a third for the losers.

Today's sports notices

IM SOCCER-SOFTBALL OFFICIALS MEETING; Thurs., March 15, 7:00.

Boydan 253.

THE FOLLOWING SCHE6uLES OF PLAY WILL BE AMAILABLE IN THE IM

OFFICE ON THURSDAY, MARCH 16: Soccar. aoftbaU. badmKrton. paddlabrtl,

«td tannia. Flaaaa piek your* up aa aooo aa poaaWt.

Professional basketball is a game of big

names and personalities such as Jabber,

McAdoo, Cowans, etc. But can you
identify the most popular name in the

league, that being the most frequently used
last name? Hint: it's not Pietkiewicz or

Phegley. The answer appears in this

column.

It should be noted that the current

"success" of the Boston Celtics since

acquiring Bob McAdoo has done nothing

to enlarge the market value of the forward

who upon the anticipated signing of Larry

Bird will probably be sent elsewhere for a

quality guard.

A playmaking guard is the Celtics biggest

need at the moment and while I tend to

doubt that good old John Y. would be able

to pry Kevin Porter loose from the Pistons

or Norm Nixon from the Lakers. However,

a Randy Smith, Don Buse, or in a package

deal Henry Bibby might very well be

wearing the kelly green in the not too

distant future.

While the Celtics are safely out of the

playoff picture for this season, the post-

season situation deserve a look see

nonetheless. The favorite for the cham-
pionship would have to be the Washington
Bullets, who have mastered the art of team
basketball, which in the pros exists only in

rare instances. The key for the Bullets lies

in the play of forward Bobby Dandridge

and not so much in that of Elvin Hayes.

Dandridge, who uses his head as well as Ns
body, when hot pulls a forward out to the

corner to guard him thus leaving the key

area open for Hayes and Unseld to operate.

Other teams to watch are Los Angeles

and San Antonio. The Lakers enjoy the

advantage of having Kareen Abdul Jabber

for the playoffs; a much different Jabbar

takes to the court like a nr>an possessed,

using hia full abilities which can be an
awasonr>a sight to see. And furthermore, ha
had indicated that ha wants to win a

championship with tha Lakers, and what
the big man wants, ha uauaMy gatt. Alao,

ranr>ambar that tha Lakers have a guard by
tha name of Norm Nixon who tuma a bit of

As for the San Antonio Spurs, simply,

they possess an offense which can overide
any defense set up against them. When
Gervin, Kenon, and company are hot, it's

lights out. If the Spurs bow out, it is

generally a case of them beating them-
selves.

Not the absence of the Philadelphia

76ERS from the list of champioship
hopefuls. Their absence is by intention, not
oversight. The group from Philly thought at

the beginning of the season that no nrx^re

McGinnis meant a free path to glory.

Instead they find themselves with a worse
record and an overall look of dismalness.

Coukl it ba due to the departure of Lloyd

Free?

Turning from teams to individuals, the

race for the MVP award is as close as can
be. In the running for this year's trophy are

perennial titlist Jabbar, Kansas City's Phil

Ford, who has brought the Kings from the

depths of despair to a divisional title and
has also brought Otis Birdsong to the

forefront, George Gervin, who has proved
that lack of defense is not a deterrent to

greatness, and Seattle's Jack Sikma, for

holding the centerless Sonics Together.

Odds on favoites would be Jabbar and
Gervin, based on the assumption that of

the four MVP candidates' teams, San
Antonio and LA wilt go the farthest, get the

most recognition, and Ford and Sikma will

get lost in the shuffle.

One award that won't escape Ford is

Rookie of the Year, which he should get in

an unanimous vote. As for Coach of the
Year, look for Washington's Dick Motta,

Kansas City's Cotton FitzsimoHina, or New
Jersey's (that's right, New Jersey's) Kevin

Loughery. Loughery deserves special

attention for taking the ragamuffin Nata
into the playoffs for the first time since Dr J
graced the floors of tha Nassau Coliseum.

Answer to the quiz question: The most
popular nanrw in pro baskatt>alt is Johnson
with nine antriaa: Eddia (Atlanta). Mickey
(Chicago). Marquaa and Gaorga
(MHwaukoa), Gaoroa (Now Jaraay),

Clamon (Portland), Danr>ia and John
(SocRla). «td ChortoajWaahington).
Hivi i Qood ipnn0 bfMk.

Have a happy St. Patrick's dayeverybody
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Grad students
fight budget cuts
By LEE BURNETT
Coihgmn Staff

Graduate students say they are working
to protect their jobs in expectation of
budget cuts next year.
UMass Provost Jeremiah M Allen said

yesterday since graduate students are not
under contract with the university they will
be the most vulnerable to spending cuts.
Allen has given the nine academic deans on
campus target budgets that are one percent
b^ow this year's expenditures.

Allen said target budgets are for "plann-
hig purposes only." He said they are based
on a prediction of what will be the final
university budget handed down by the
legislature at the end of June.
While the consequences of one percent

cut in academic spending is not yet known
there are preliminary indications,

Thomas O, Wilkinson, dean of social and
behavioral sciences, is prepared to cut 30
percent of the teaching assistant positions
and 50 percent of the teaching associate
px>sitions.

Monte Pearson, vice president of the
Graduate Student Senate, said the com-
munications studies department would
have to reduce teaching assistants' posi-
tions from 16 and two-thirds to 10 and two-
thirds. He said the anthropology depart-
ment would cut back from 17 to seven posi-
tions.

"This is going to go on all around cam-
pus," Pearson said.

There are three elements to a departmen-
tal budget. Contractual spending on faculty
is a fixed cost. Support services such as
supplies, telephones, and equipment are
another element, and teaching assistants
and teaching associates are the third.

Provost Allen said since 1976, which
marks the beginning of stringent budgets,
support services have l>een 'cut to the
bone."
• "We've had accumulated needs and
equipment deficits, particularly in the
sciences since then, " Allen said.

Teaching assistant and associate position
spending historically has flucturated the
most. Allen said, "If there is extra money
that's the first place it goes " and in lean
years the graduates' positions are the first

cut.

When assistant teaching positions are
cut some courses have to be cut and other
courses increase in size, Allen said. He said
the lean years since 1975 are reflected in a
rise of the student-faculty ratio from 15:1 to
18:1.

Pearson said the Graduate Student
Employees Union will sponsor mass
m^tings to defend against budget cuts.

"There are a large range of activities that
could l>e done to impress the seriousness of
this," he said "It could hurt undergraduates
very much."

Provost repudiates
accredidation idea
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Provost Jeremiah Allen said last night
the campus should "seriously question" an
accredidation report on UMass Amherst
which has been prepared by the New
England Association of Schools and
Colleges. The report is expected to be
received by the administration within the
week.
UMass is accredited by the

Association every 10 years. A 12 member
accredidation committee, headed by
Joseph S. Murphy, president of Ben-
nington College, Bennington Vt., visited

the Amherst Campus last October. Mur-
phy's secretary said yesterday the final

report is "in the mail" and should be on the
desk of UMass Amherst Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery by today.

Allen said the Association originally

accredited colleges as a "consumer
protection" measure for prospective
students, but said he questions the
Association's investigation into UMass.
"Of course we're sound," he said.

"Also, it's hard to take the whole ac-
credkJation thing seriously when the
Association accredits a school three
months before it folds," Allen said. He was
referring to Windham College in Vermont
which was accredited by the Association

three months before it went bankrupt.
The accredidation report for UMass-

Boston, released last week, stated low
faculty morale, high administrative tur-
nover, and a student body unprepared for
academic challenge undermines the
stability of the school. Sources have said
the UMass-Amherst administration is

fearful the report for this campus will

contain similar bad news.
Allen said conrwriittee members cited

several problems with UMass Amherst
when they visited in October. He said they
were concerned with the "fluidity " of the
administration since its turnover rate is so
high. "There are so many (administrators)
who are lame duck, acting or new — they
(the committee) thought there was no
stability," Allen said.

The committee members were con-
cerned with budget cuts in recent years and
thought the campus might be "sliding into
mediocrity. "Allen said. He said committee
members also talked of low faculty morale
and the inability of the administration to
allocate resources among low and high
priority goods.

Chancellor Bromery said yesterday he
does not know if the report will be released
to the press. He refused to release a rough
draft of the report sent to him by Murphy
several weeks ago.
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The sign tails tha story! (Staff photo by Jim Mahonay)

Peace treaty approval

rocks Mideast states
Associated Press
The Egyptian Cabinet approved the pro-

posed Israel-Egypt peace treaty yesterday,
taking it a step closer to a historic signing
ceremony in Washington as early as next
week. But Arab furor and Palestinian pro-

test escalated and the worst violence in

almost a year rocked the West Bank of the
Jordan River.

Israeli troops fired into a rock -throwing
crowd of Palestinian protesters in the West
Bank, killing one young man and a 17-year-
old schoolgirl, the Israeli military command
reported. The separate Egyptianlsraeli
peace does not guarantee the in dependent
state the Palestinians denriand.

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat, soun-
ding optimistic, told reporters he hoped he
and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin
could sign the treaty in Washington next
week.

"I think we have achieved peace, thanks
to Jimmy," he told reporters in Cairo.

"I think it is quite natural that we make
the main celebration there in Washington,
especially after (President Carter) has done
the whole thing, really, in sucha marvelous
way."

Israel, meanwhile, sent Defense Minister

Ezer Weizman to Washington to negotiate

the final details of the treaty's military an-

nex with Egyptian War Minister Kamal
Hassan Ali. The talks, involving such mat-
ters as the maps for the phased Israeli

pullback from the Sinai Peninsula, are ex-

pected to last two days.
Weizman also will discuss U.S. financial

aid to Israel with American officials, Israeli

radio said. American aid — essential "glue"
for the peace agreement - is estimated at
about $4 billion in military assistance divid-

ed between Egypt and Israel and $1 billion

in economic aid to Egypt.

The Cabinet vote cleared the way for
Sadat to sign the treaty. The Egyptian
Parliament, also expected to rubberstamp
the treaty, will not vote until after the sign-
ing.

Israel's Cabinet is expected to give its en
dorsement to the full treaty Sunday, and
the Israeli Parliament soon afterward.
Begin says he wants parliamentary ap-
proval before he can sign.

Egyptian Prime Minister Mustafa Khalil
announced the unanimous Cabinet ap-
proval of the treaty and expressed his hope
that "the past enmity between the two na-
tions will be something of a memory."

Khalil then took up a constant theme of
Egyptian officials defending Cairo against
charges that it has sold out the Palestinians
and other Arab states.

"The Palestinian question can never be
ignored," he told reporters. "Unless the
Israeli public is ready to face that problem

. this will hamper the chances of future
stability."

It was the second day of violence in the
Israeli occupied West Bank. Disturt>ances
were reported in six towns and the Arab
sector of Jerusalem.

After their treaty is signed, Israel and
Egypt are committed to opening negotia-
tions on establishing autonomy in

Palestinian-populated areas held by Israel.
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Tsfminally il Mrs. Kay Kelly kissea Pop* John Paul
II following tha pomiffa ganaral audianca at tha
Vatican Wadnaaday Yaatarday tfia Popa iaauad hia
fIrit Micycllcal. ^«fy psf*4 lA^ LoMrphotol

man nabbed for murder
LOS ANGBLBS \AP\-^a^ daKvarar Uonel WMiwna

WM aamancad yaatarday to at laaat 51 yaara m priaon for
tcMng aaor Sal Mviao and committ^ 10 robbariaa.

Suparior Court Judge Bonnie Lea Martin, in impoeir>g
conaacutive sentences of five yeers to life for murder and
nine of the robbenas, said: "The defendant should be
cominitiad to state prison for as long as the taw allows.

"

Baaidaa second degree rnurder. Williams was convicted
of nine countt of fwat-daf^'M robbery and one count of
aaamd-daj^a* robbery for tha hokk^ committed during a
two-month apan m 1976 thai MKludad the night of Fab. 12
whan Mtotao«^ kitted.

Civic Center arrest holds
SPRINGFIELD IAPI - A Connecticut man has been in-

dicted by a grar>d |ury on drug cfiarges despite a District

Court ludge's ruling that his arrest was based on an illegal

search at the Springfield Civic Center

Court sources said Wednesday that Stephen Feti, 20, of

Windsor, Conn., was indicted by a Hampden County grand
jury and faces Superior Court trial on charges of possession

of marijuana and tranquilizers with intent to distribute

A month ago Springfield District Court Judge George A
Sheehy declared that the routirw police patting searches of

rock music fans entering the civic center are unconstitu

tional because they are conducted without probably cause
or a search warrant
He ruled that drugs seued in the Feti case last Nov 29

could not be admitted as evidence, effectively blocking

District Court prosecution A District Court fudge's ruling,

however, has no impact beyond the case in which it is

made

Edelin named to BU post
BOSTON \AP\ Dr Kenneth C Edelin, who was

convicted and later cleared of killing a fetus during a legal

abortion, was named chairman of obstetrics and
gynecology yesterday at Boston University Medical

School
Edelin's conviction in 1975 was one of the most im

Dortant abortion cases since the U S Supreme Court ruled

two years earlier than abortion is legal

Edelm, 39, has been acting head of the gynecology
department at Boston University for the past year.

Recently, he was also named head of the department at

Boston City Hospital

6th black murder probed
BOSTON I

APi A wrist watch and the initials on a junior

high school class ring were the best clues availablf* to

police yesterday m the death of a young black woman who
was t>eaten and set afire

The unidentifed victim was the sixth black woman to be

killed in Boston m six weeks However, police said there

was no link between the latest killing and tfje earlier deaths

The woman, discovered Wednesday m an alley, had

been beaten on the head with a sharp instrument, possibly

an axe, then doused with flamable liquid and set on fire

The body of the nearly nude woman, believed to be

about IB, was left under a smouldering pile of wooden
pallets

Authorities say that only the first two of the series of the

killings have been definitely linked

The deaths have aroused protests m the city's black

nei^borhoods and demands for more police protection.

Snakes stolen from station
ROCHESTER. N.y.\AP\-fK radio station yesterday

canceled its plans for a "snake race" on St. Patrick's Day
Saturday because of the theft of 39 snakes, some of them
poisonous, from a snake breeder and dealer.

Radio station WBBF has planned the "snake race"
promotion for the suburban Greece Town Mall, but Dan
Clayton, president and manager of the station, announced
the cancellation.

"We don't know if the thieves will sell the snakes on the

black market or use them for some crazy terrorist thing, so
we decided to cancel the race to be on the safe side," he
said

BSO gives China concert
SHANGHAI, China (AP) - The Boston Symphony Or

chestra gave its first performance in China yesterday

against a background of noisy human rights protests stag

ed outside the concert hall by several hundred Chinese

youths,

The protestors, carrying banners and shouting demands

for a hearing with the city's mayor, were former middle

students sent to Manchuria 1 1 years ago who don't want to

return

A spokesperson said they represented 600 youths sent to

the cold provinces of northeast China as part of the late

Chairman Mao Tse Tung's plan to sei/e the rural areas with

^ucated your>g.

Returning to Shanghai for the traditional Feb 28 lunar

New Year holidays, they refused to go back on the grounds

tN6 program is gradually being dismantled.

Minister of Shah faces death;
Feminist Millet to be deported
By PHILIP DOPOULOS
Associated Press
TEHRAN. Inn- Former prime minister Amir Ab-

bas Hoveida, a longtirr^e confidant of tha Shah of
Iran, went on trial for his life yesterday before an
Islamic revolutionary tribunal.

The groggy 57 year old Hoveida was taken from h«
caU in Tehran's Qasr prison and brought into a
makeshift prison courtroom where he heard
numerous c^rgea read against him. They ranged
from spying for the United States to "entering into
battle against God and his emissaries."
The prosecutor asked for the death penalty as

Hoveida sat with his head bent and hands crosaad.
witnesses said He is the closest of the shah's ad-
viaars known to be in the custody of the new govern-

The proaacutor said Hoveida was also accused of
heroin smuggling, revolting against Iran by forming
cabinets on the orders of the United States, interfer-

ing in alactiona and ailowirtg foreign exploitation of
trans' r^atural reaources.
The trial was adjourned and scheduled to be

resumed tomorrow. Today is the Moalam holy day of
rest.

Meanwhile, government officials said they intarKl-

ed to deport Anwrican feminist Kate Millet for

"provocations against the Islamic revolution ' They

Republican Manzi

denies 'pressured'

political funding
BY SHELLY COHEN
Associated Press

BOS TON- Republican ft '.id raiser Albert "Toots " Man-
zi said he never pressurpj anyone into making a political

contribution, adding "they have to buy with an open
heart.'"

Manzi, testifying in his own defense at his extortion trial,

said he personally sokj tickets to political fund-raising din-

ners, but denied ever receiving a contribution or payment
of any kind from officials of the New York consulting firm

McK eeBerger Mansueto
Manzi and William V. Masiello are charged with extor-

ting S10.000 from the firm in 1972 at the time when MBM
held a $6 million state contract.

Nobody ever whether it be MBM or anybody else ever

delivered any money to me," Manzi said under cross ex

amination by Assistant Attorney General Stephen R Delin

sky.

MBM officials testified that they paid Manzi $10,000 in

1972 through Masiello after Manzi threatened them with

trouble on their state job They testified that they voluntari-

ly gave Manzi $10,000 in cash m 1970 for the campaign of

Gov FrancisW Sargent.

Manzi denied both statements
He also said that those who did fund raising for the

Republican Party in Worcester County were instructed by

him "never, never at any time to impose on people to buy

tickets They have to buy with an open heart"
Delinsky asked, "How did you know when their hearts

wereopen^
'

Manzi replied. "We didn't try to push tickets on anyone

unless they wanted them That's the way we always

operated
Manzi said he did meet with MBM President Gerald

McKee and Vice President Anthony Mansueto at the

Parker House in 1972, but that it was "a nothing meeting."

The two MBM executives say it was at that meeting Manzi

threatened with with trouble at the University of

Massachusetts' Boston campus, where the firm was super

vising construction.

Manzi said the men asked him about a fund-raiser for

Sargent planned for three days later, but that he never ask-

ed them if they wanted to buy a ticket.

Manzi said Masiello neither arranged nor attended the

meeting, a direct contradiction of the accounts given by

McKee and Mansueto.
Manzi also said he had no idea that MBM even had a

Boston office until the trial began. He said he had no

memory of placing a call to the firm, despite a call to that

number billed to Manzi's telephone credit card, issued by

the Massachusetts Port Authority.

He also said he had no memory of calling the firm's of

fices in New York or Chicago, although such calls were bill-

ed to his private line at the authority office.

did not say when she would be deporMd.
The 44 year oW author of the book "Sexual

Politics. ' called Iran's revolutionary leader the
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini "a male chauvinist" at
a news conference last week. Ms. Millet came to Iran
to support women demanding equal rights from th#
new government.

Hoveida' s tri^ got under way just hours after
Prime Minister Mehdi Bazargan had criticized Kho-
meini in an hour-long nationwide radio broadcast.

Bazargan, cfiosan by Khomeini to lead Iran's |mo^
sional government, derided the dosed revolutionary
trials and executions as "inhuman and irreligioua.^
He also criticized Khomeini for wauing orctara
without consulting him.
About 62 parsons hava baan reported axacutatf

after trials by revolutionary tribunals, moat convicted
for political crimes and a smaller nun^ier for sexual
offarwes.

Also yesterday. Deputy Prime Minister Abbas Anw
Entezam announced that the governnrwnt had impoa>
ed censorship on outgoing news film and
photographs, which now have to be submitted to •
committee at the information ministry for dearanca.
Ha said ^ia committee would review the material

to ensure that Iran was not depicted in a poor light,

but said no decision had baan nnada on whethar nmtn
reports woukl ba acraanad.

Corrections
In an article on the ad

hoc advisory committee on
academic priorities that

appeared in the March 9
issue of the Collegian three

paragraphs of quotes were
wrongly attributed to Craig

Moore, chairperson of that

committee. The quotes in

question belonged to Jim
Weiler, graduate student
representative to the
committee.

Man tries to restrain his companion after theii

friend was killed early yesterday on a New York sub
way line. The men and victim were In a group of deal
mutes on the train, who disputed with a man polici

describe as a derel'.;t. (AP Laaarphoto)

In yesterday's page 1

story the Collegian in-

correctly identified the

victorious* Student
Government Association

presidential candidate as

Peter LaVoice. The winner

is in fact Richard LaVok:a.
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SGA presidents: incoming and outgoing
Burke—La Voice to focus
on student involvement
iy ARNOLD WARSHAW
Collegian Staff

Neither got much sleep the night befoia,
but newly elected Student Government
Association co Presidents Brian Burke and
Richard LaVoice were still soaking in

Wednesday night's victory yesterday and
saying they will work to get more students
involved with student government at
UMass.

"I want the student government to be
highly visible in a positive sense," said
LaVoice, Southwest Residential Area
^Mmbly ^esidant prior to the election.

"It should be a vehicle the students use
to organize around. I hope the students will

call us up," LaVoice said

Burke, Senator to the Undergraduate
Student Senate from the Southwest
Assembly, is one of the authors of a peti

tion calling for a student referendum on an
increase in the Student Activities Tax Fund

All students currently pay 170 per year in

SATF fees

The nece»ary 5,000 signatures ware de-
lected on the petition, Burke said, but
bacause they were not turned in soon
wwugh, they were not on the ballot th»

Hensleigh reflects on SGA:
discouraging and Intruiging
ByJULIEEAGLE
Colhgian Staff

"Herb and I over tha iMst five months
have had to deal with numerous detractors.

While some of their criticisms were
well-founded, others have been politically-

nKitivatad," Jon Hensleigh said of ^
Student Government Association co-
presidency with Herb Tyson Hensleigh and
Tyson will leave their senate posts April 1.

when newly elected co Presidents Brian
Burke and Rich LaVoice will take office.

Vllchard LaVoica Brian Burka

'Someone called me at a^ht this morn-
ing to congratulate me," said Burke. "I got
to bed at 7 a.m. but it was good."
"I'm dead," said LaVoice, "but it's a

good feeling, you can't beat it

"

In the election, which took place Tues-
day and Wednesday, Burke and LaVoice
captured 2,359 of the 4,31 1 votes cast, with
CO-candidates Noel Collins and Peter
Bovenzi receiving 964 votes. Incumbent
Herb Tyson and his running mate Patrick

Hart came in a distant third, receiving only
502 votes.

While Burke will act as SGA president

and LaVoice as student representative to

^te UMass Board of Trustees, both say
^ey will "work hard" to get students more
Involved with the SGA.

But, he said, "there will t>e a referendum
— hopefully by the end of the semester. I

think the students should decide."

Both Burke and LaVoice ywtarday
rapaatad their opposition to a recently
voted pay increase for Serute officers

-

which brought their salaries up from $45
per week to $70 per week

"We will only accept M6," said Burka.
Burke said he and LaVoice are consider-

ing taking the extra money allocated and
hiring another staff person for the Senate
office, but there has been "no definite deci-
sion."

Burke and LaVoice said they are looking

fonward to their one year term.

"We might not do a great job, " LaVoice
said "But we're going to work real hard;
and when we're not, we want to know
about it. We'll try to be sensitive."

Jon Hensleigh Herb Tyson

Hensleigh described his and Tyson's
senate experience as "sometime
discouraging, not always rewarding - but
a/ways interesting and intriguing

"

Tyson said he believes he and Hensleigh
were "successful in increasing student
involvement in the university decision
making process.

"Wa appointed more people to
University committees-^ such as the
Athletic Council, the Faculty Senate and
lots others— than any other presidents," he
said.

Steps Hensleigh and Tyson took as co-

presidents in "^tting students invoh/ed in
imutm at a state level" included rallying,

lobbying, letter writing and sending out
leaflets in protest of an out of state tuiten
increase and rise in the drinking age.
Hensleigh and Tyson said they aNK)

worked on instituting tuition waivers for
dormitory resident assistants, academic,
athletic and talent recuits, worked with tha
Massachusetts State Student Association
to coordinate every single studant

enrolled at a public institution in this state
into a consolidated legislative force;
worked on putting 'a student voice in tfia

Faculty Senate contract: and aided tha
Student Center for Advocacy and Resewch
in working to extend the pMS fail deadline
and revise language and rhetoric
requirements.
Of the new co presidents, Burke and

LaVoice, Tyson said, "I wish them luck. I

think they're going to ha\« a hard time
because they're externally -oriented."

Hensleigh said, "Rick and Bnan are in an
interesting position. They are the fbai
outsiders, the first paopte elected to tfw
presidmcy that aren't hMvily involved in
the internal workings of the senate.

"They want to accomplish a greatlTiany
goals but they must be careful tnn to
alienate the people in the senate. SCERA
and the other existing studant
organizations," he said.

Expressing his hopes for the new co-
presidency, Hensleigh said, 'The fight
must continue in the area of out-of-staia
tuition, the dormitory lease, lighting arid
security on campus and the view of tha
University in the eyes of state residents."

Computerprofhopes
to intercept TVsignals

By BRUCE OLSON
Collegian Staff

Did you ever wonder what goes on
during commercials on the Johnny
Carson Show? Or were you ever
curious as to what words cause a
television censor to insert a bleep?
Well if Leonard S. Bobrow, associate
professor of electriconic computer
engineering and his band ,.of "hand

Faculty profile

picked" students are successful in

their current experiment, you may
have the answers to these burning

questions.

Bobrow and four senior electrical

engineering students are attempting

to construct an earth station which
would intercept satellite signals from
the television networks. According to

Bobrow, there are two types of earth

stations: one that transmits signals

and another that receives signals.

To give an example, Bobrow said

NBC records a 90 minute Johnny Car-

son Show in California and sends an
unedited version of the show to New
York via satellite. The signal is sent

and received by an earth station, with

the satellite acting as a sort of "middle

man."

For the purposes of their experi
ment, Bobrow and company are in-

terested only in a signal receiving sta-
tion. The students, Paul J.
Romanowski, Gary A. Solomon, Alan
B. Atlas, and Matthew E. Mason,
were all hand-picked by Bobrow and
will receive three credits for this
special project.

"These are all good students: in pick-
ing them I had to. make sure that they
all had some experience with televi-

sion, "Bobrow said. I had to turn down
quite a few students from this project;

with something like this you can't let it

get too big."

Bobrow, who received his Ph.D in

electrical engineering from Nor-

thwestern University in 1968, is quick

to caution that the chances for actual

completion of this project are small,

TURN TO PAGE 12

Pamela Wishmuy uses the pottery
wheel for the fourth time in the UMass
^rptf* Shop. Encouraging more

students to use the Craft Shop, she
claims "Anvbody can do this." (Staff

pheto by Sally Morgan.)

'The Warriors'"depicts class struggle
By DEBRA RO TH SANTA
Collegian Staff

Three real life murders and a beating

are said to have been inspired by the

glorified gang war film, The Warriors.

In the most recent incident -a
beating near Lexington - the assailants

reportedly said to the victim, "We're
the Warriors and we're going to get

you "

The Warriors are a gang who are

violent only in self defense. Trying to

get to their home, the Warriors fight

other street gangs along the way who
are revenging a murder blamed on
them. Although we hever condone
their violence, we root for the Warriors

be'cause we know they are innocent of

the charges.
Violence in the film is sterile, rarely

showing the injuries such beatings

would actually inflict. The Warriors

makes,no attempt at being realistic.

The fighting scenes look as though
they were choreographed and the

gangs march to rock music like John
Travolta in Saturday Night Fever.

The Warriors is entertaining and
suspenseful. Although gang warfare is

its plot, class warfare is its theme. It is

a well made film with a misunderstood
message.
Too often communication is

misinterpreted by the receiver because
they refuses to acknowledge the

reality. Such is the case in The
Warriors, which aims to educate the

upper class oppressors whom the film

blames for deviants' destruction.

Director Walter Hill seems to

suggest violent revolution to overturn

America's oppressive class structure.

But underlying the Warriors'
aggressive behavior is self-detestment.

This emotional state itself categorizes

the film as anti-violent.

Hill makes fun of the gang's im-

maturity and structure but they are
symbols used to comment satirically

on society outside the gangs' ghetto.

Each gang dresses in comical
uniforms and are structured in war like

divisions. Weak and strong gangs
guard their own territory. One
powerful gang's membership com-
pares to any army. Their leaders speak
and command like politicians and
generals, and are respected and
honored by their soldiers.

Also, as in war, it takes two sides to

fight. Gang occupation is seen in The
Warriors as a chain reaction. Groups
form because of peer pressure and
forced self defense in over populated
cities which are a catalyst for

destruction.

In The Warriors' opening, a
powerful gang leader holds a mass
meeting. He proposes a treaty bet-

ween the gangs and the formation of

an army to fight the establishment. He
is murdered. Hill is commenting on the

upper class strategy of keeping lower

classes divided and therefore weak. He

is warning underpnvileged minorities

about this oppressive strategy and is

teaching them to stick together.

Hill also makes us aware of another
upper class oppressive strategy -keep
the poor people's self-image low and
they will never have confidence to

challenge the system. Such is the

reason for the Warriors' heroic image.

The actors are attractive and their

hairstyles are obviously not the

creation of a street barber. Because
they are attractive we view them
favorably.

Although The Warriors' message is

well intended, it is easy to see why
gangs would be aroused by the film's

fun-fights. Sterile violence in films

dangerously ignores its real-life im-
plications. But keep in mind -the
film's effect is a double message.
Because of a lack of education we
cannot expect gangs to realize that
The Warriors has a lesson.

I
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Feminist Eisenstein
says women limited
By D£BBI£ WALLACe
Collegian Staff

Only 7 percent of the working women hi

19V0 rM^mved rnore than $10,00 income
compared to ^ f»rcent of the male
population, although women comprise M
|»rcent ot the labor force, Zillah Eisenstein,

a feminist political theory professor said \asX

night

"Patriarchy limits the role of women and

Wntrols women's options in order to keep

fwr role as child bearer and child rearer,

nrimarv." said Eisenstein. an associate

professor at Ithica College. During the

Distinguished Visitors Program lecture in

Thompson Hall she outlined the concerns

of working mothers within the state and the

patriarchal family.

Esienstein said because of a growing

need for women in the workforce, "the

women's place is not only in the home-but
in both the home and at work." Woman are

d^ined as working mothers and secondary

wage earners, she said. And this is the

states way of "allowing women to work

while providing the mothers in society."

The state attempts to separate home and

work, yet while the rule of the father has

loosened at home, patriarchy extending to

the workforce, has tightened control over

women, she said.

Ideally. ' Esienstein saM "the state does

not intprfpfft with the family which is con-

sidered private, but by placing women in

^e working mother role, thw w nM tha
c^ '

While the state allows women to work,

they are not paid equally she said, pointing

out that the median income was less than

^,000 for women in 19^. Eisenstein said

that in order for ERA (Equal Rights Amend-
msr\x) to provide for equality for women "it

must be connected to our daily lives." She
said the amendment is a political tool which

is an attempt to stabilize tf>e family.

Legislation allowing the pregnancy leave

IS a way to legitimize the working mother

Yet issues such as abortion, and lesbian

rights are ignored she said.

"Lesbianism, as well as abortion are

threats to the state which attempts to

reproduce new generations of women who
will be nxithers," Eiserutein said.

She said the world of work ^ defined as

wage labor which does not include work in

the home. Yet, she cited a Chase Manhat
tan Research Report which stated a

housewife is worth $13,390 a year for her

work in the home
*A law (ERA) canrwt make equality.

Leaders can adopt an ideology without beli

veing it," she said "Due to the patriarchal

base of society, a feminist revolution is

needed in order for equalitv for women to

occur," said Eisenstein

Residential officials

to work on liquor law
ByPHIL/PTURESKY
Collegian Staff

The Officials from three residential area

branches of the Student Activities Office

recently said they expect to handle an in

creased student demand for help now that

the state drinking age is scheduled to be

raised to 20 next month

The offices funded by the

Undergraduate Student Senate and work-

ing with the Recognized Student Organiza-

tion staff, are responsible for coordinating

the activities of nearly 400 student groups

on campus

Paul MacDonaid. advisor for the

Southwest Residential Area, said duties of

the Activities Offices will become even

more important now that the drinking age

has been raised

"With the changing of the drinking age, it

is important that students become aware of

alternative non drinking events." he said.

MacDonaid said these events include

plays, concerts and blood drives.

One of the responsibilities of the area of

fices IS to help student groups obtain liquor

licenses for parties

MacDonaid said the Hampden Student

Center, where he works, houses the Affairs

Office as well as a theatre, art gallery,

dance studio, Malcolm X Center and copy

center.

He also said rooms in the Hampden
Center are av/ailable free of charge to

students interested in sponsoring an event.

Mary Wardell. coordinator for the

Northeast Sylvan and Creek areas, said Ac-

tivities Offices have been helping students

'for ages, and grew when the school

changed from a state college to a universi-

ty"

Facilities in the Northeast-Sylvan and Or-

chard Hill-Central area include a black

cultural center as well as men's and

women's centers, she said.

The offices are staffed by graduate stu

dent advisors who oversee these facilities

and help residents to organize their events.

Students interested in gaining help to plan

events may contact the area advisors in

their offices in the Hampden Dining Com-

mons (Southwest), Mac Intyre House

(Central Orchard Hill) and the fourth floor

of the student union (Northeast Sylvan).

Students get down

to business and lunch

By JANET REIS

Collegian S'.aff

Some students, tired of battling crowds

and searching for a seat in the Hatch

cafeteria at lunchtime, are discovering that

lunch hour in the Newman Center Social

Hall can be both relaxing and educational.

Once each week, an Invite-a Professor-

to-Lunch Program, sponsored by the

Undergraduate Business Club, Provides

students with an opportunity to lunch with

professors from the School of Business

Administration, while listening to brief but

informative lectures. (The program's title is

a bit misleading. The club invites the

professor, while students bring a lunch and

questions.*

Last week's speaker. Associate Prof.

Rpnil Liander of the marketing department,

sDoke to a group of 25 students about

fternat.?na. marketing After a 20 minute

lecture, he fielded questions concerning

activities of multinational corporations, and

job opportunities in the field. He also

shared anecdotes from his career.

Don Buehler, club president, said the

luncheon lectures are informal. "It's a good

way for students to get extra knowledge

not available from a textbook or

classroom, " he said.

Future topics to be discussed by

professors from the accounting, finance,

management, and marketing departments

include national health and social security.

School of Business Administration

curriculum, job market opportunities, and

job search strategies.

The next lecture will be given April 18 at

12-20 p m. by Arthur Elkins, chairman of

ti.e marketing department. He will speak on

proposed career curriculum changes m the

business departments.

Tne program will continue throughout

the semester.

Pope: Mankind threatened

Cathy Linahan trys to pick the perfect Plant Sale. (Staff photo Jim Mahonay)

plant from the many offered at the I
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Mountaineering^ is a skill

of timing as well as tecli

nique. The wrong
moment, like the
wrong method,
marks the gap
between
amateur and
aficionado. So the
key to successful mountaineer-
ing is to choose the occasions
wisely and weU. When, then, is

it appropriate to slowly
the smooth, refreshing
mountains of Busch Beer?

Celebrations, ofcourse,

are both expected and ex-

cellent opportunities to

test your mountaineering
mettle. Indeed, on major
holidays it is virtually

mandatory
to do so.

Imagine
[Ushering
in the
fiscal new
year or
com-
memo-
rating

Calvin C.

Coolidge's

birthday
or throw-

ing caution to the wind during
Take-A-Sorghum-To-Lunch
Week without the
benefit ofBusch.A
disturbing pros-

pect at best.

On the
other hand, not
every event need^
be as signifi-

cant as those
outlinedabove

SmaU
victories like exams passed,

papers completed or classes

attended are equally
acceptable.

Remember the
mountain-
eers motto:
matricula-
tion is

celebration.

Interper-
sonal relation-

ships are also
meaning-
ful times. There are
few things finer than
taking your compan-
ion in hand and head-
ing for the mountains

^^>,transcending the ho-

hum and hum-drum
in favor of a romantic
'R6fR. Naturally
couples who share the

pleasures of mountaineering
run the risk ofbeing labeled
social climbers. But such
cheap shots are to be ignored
They are the work of cynics,
nay-sayers and chronic
malcontents.

Similarly the ambience
of an athletic afternoon (e.g.

The Big Game ) is another
ideal moment. Downing
the mountains elevates
the morale of the fan and,
hence, the team. There-
fore, ifyou care at all about

the outcome, it is your duty to
mountaineer

When should one not
enjoy the invigoration of the
mountains? Here, you'U be
happy to learn, the list is

much briefer
Mountaineering is

considered
declasse
with

dessert,

improper
during judi-

cial proceed-
ings andjust

plain foolish while
crop dusting around

power lines. Otherwise,
cis the hot-heads of the

sixties used to say, "Seize

the time!"

Moiontaineermg is the science and art of drinkijn^ Busch. The term origmates due to the snowy, icy peaks sported

by the label outside and perpetuates due to the cold, naturally refreshing taste inside. ( of lessons 1 , 2 and 3.

)

Dorit just reach for a "beer.BUSOl Hsad for the moiintains.

Anhr-usf Busch inc S! Ldins Mri
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Ramblin'
man

SoiT^thinfl hit rrm th« other day while
itting Ml th# Dfake A piece of cwling As I

thumtied through my o^^ of tha Hmn/ York
t^MV t^vitm I amemtMfMi wn^thJiifl
someorw nnu uiimt iuiu mm f ou couM tell

IS a bar was a dive if it had Jimi Hwidrta'a
Purple Ha«e on thejutobox
At the ^raga bartd owning to the

Hendrin tutm dmwned out the fifteen TV
seii With Marv Gnffm on them. I had a
feali/Btion so profound th« the fact that /

had thouciht )f n shoijh nw to the very core
Th« fact j*. Nke the Bronatsaurut Re«, all

!»»• flood saloons are going the way of the
dinoMur

if you came Umt\ the suburb of
Potytniter MaM., ^u can t have any idea
of wh<»t •m talliing ^mt much le»s cry »n

yow hppr over then demise
But I II tell you anyway, even if li^ of

you will be on your way back to Newton,
Brooldine or Lexington in your fathers
wood paneled station waaon

You see. there's this gmmill on the 6th
avenue and 58th street m Bay Ridqe,
Brooklyn, called Muldowney b Murray s or

M&M's for short Once someone told ma
that this |Oint was the best damn bar m the
whole world A real neighbor hood bar A
generation that roots for the Regg^
Jackson Yankees drinks along side of one
who rooted for the Jerry Buckek Mets and
the Jackie f^obmson Dodgers Funny how
people became so emotionally attached to

a neighborhood, a bar, a baseball team.
There s a story a friend of mine once told

me He said the only time he ever saw his

father cry was when Jackie Robinson died.

A generation has grown up not even
remembering or caring about the first black
man to play big league ball.

Brooklyn and Massachusits drinking are

two different animals You could drink a

Dannij |y^
Cuidera
S"

/.
glass of Pabst in Woodsie's on 62nd Street

with the digital clock reading 7:17 In the
morning! The bartender buys every fourth

drink in a good neighborhood tavern.

Compare that to the hump hump thump-
thump Studio 54 mentality everybody )ust

drools over Anything is right if its not
illegal Everybody, like do their own thing,

man. Like I'm OK, you're OK, the mass
murderer sex maniac down the block is

OK OK?

Saturday is St Patrick's Day which itself

ia a mentality Last St Patrick s Day I drank
with my dad in a bar in Manhattan, the very

•ame island as the chic cocaine dens. Over
the bar were two large portraits, one of

Babe Ruth and the other of Mayor James
Michael Curley. Beautiful. The bar was
filled with first generation and native born
Irishmen Real Irishmen, not the "I'm Irish,

wanna figh» about it" jerks.

In a place called Farrell's they've got this

house rule that no women can be served at

the bar, and until recently, they had to

come in through the ladies entrance. How
sexist It probably sends quivers down the

spines of the Smithies who have nothing
better to do than two and a half grand then
to bet their man whether they can stay

sober or not. Where do these people get
this kind of money Tonight a lot of kids are

going hungry in Harlem and the South
Bronx and these Smithies covort and flit

around with bucks and bucks coming out
of their alligator shirts. That reminds me,
my dad owes me a buck from the World
Series

Please forgive me if I ramble on. I'm a

hopeless victim of culture shock, of

suburbia, of Eddie King Of people who
couldn't give a damn if he appoints mafioso

after mafioso to the MDC but get indignant

as all holy hell when he usurps their "right

to drink"
All that stuff is in, though "Fun, fun,

fun" as the Smithies chanted,

"Bah'" Please pass me another beer,

Danny Guidera is Executive Editor of the

Collegian and liatens to the AMman
Brothers Band a lot.

Foibles of His Majesty
By JEFFREY L TEIXEIRA

It appears that his Excellency, the King
has won a battle m the Great and General
Court; idiocy, once again, has triumphed
What IS to be done about the new drinking

age, and why was it enacted in the first

place' The answer to the second part of the
question is so obvious that it is intoxicating;

the King needs emotional issues and
legislative victories, so that he will have
something to show the voters in 1982, He
and 98 percent of the electorate know
damn well that a $500 million budget
decrease in four years, coupled with m
creased state aid to cities and towns is a
ridiculous paradox that will never
materialize Even if he had three more
UMass campuses to emaciate, burned this

one to the ground, and voided all their

bonds, he still could not achieve such
nonsense Therefore, one must have some
trophy to show the masses in order to in

sure one's place in history, and to insure
the dynasty; thus: create an issue no mat
ter who he screws.

We have heard all the gory details, pro
and con about the raising of the drinking

f^, so I will not bore you with their repit

tion. I shall, however, raise a point often ig

nored in this country. With serious social

problems such as drug abuse and teenage
alcoholism, do kings and their legislative

barons really believe in the old remedy of

passing laws and enforcing them? That is,

the American ethic of simply treating the

effects of social ills without attempting to

discover and to legislate correction of the
causes It seems to me that if we have
eleven year old inebriates, there must be a
very serious reason why they are given to
drink; if we were to earnestly delve into the

matter it would be opening a Pandora's
Box of indictments upon the "American
Way ". Such a thorough inquest, not only
into alcoholism but all other forms of anti-

social behavior, would keep all the

ideologues at Brooking's and the Tri Latreal

Commission busy for years, rationalizing

thefindings. Besides, the type of ideology,

underpinning pur economic, political and
social style would not tolerate what it

would lable an invasion of individual

privacy. "Teenage alcholism is the parents'

fault, because they are not keeping a pro
per eye on their children; the system is not
to tilame, nore is it the system's place to in

tervene "
, so the demogogues would say.

I, for one, am sick of seeing this perverse
rationale running our lives, and, as a

citizen, I am incensed at having to suffer

imperial dictates. No, I willnot, in the fine

traditions of liberal democracy, vote the
rascals out, because I do not have the

money to do so. So, even though I am
twenty, I will do the only thing I can to fight

this and other acts of "democratic"
cretinism: ignore it. Local liquor merchants
and bar owners should do the same: sell to

anyone eighteen or older. Our King is the

type of reactionary that would nod his

sovereign head in approbation if his sub-

jects were to have a tax revolt, that would
be acommendable act of rugged in-

dividualism. It would be interesting to see

his "reaction" if the students had a tuition

and alcohol revolt. His Highness and his

courtiers are obviously insensitive to our

existence, thus are we obliged to heed their

edicts?

Bits and Pieces

Here's a view that's sure to be un
popular: I support the higher drinking age.

It's true enough that 18 and 19-year

olds, if they can fight for their country,

etc., should be responsible enough to

handle liquor. Sadly, though, many are

not Equally sadly, these few must ruin it

for everyone.

You only have to stand outside any of

the campus bars at closing time, or watch
the drunken crazies who stumble around
campus vandalizing, to see there's a

problem.

The actions of these people are

disgusting; they are also irresponsible and
immature Like the old cliche goes, it's

unfortunate the majority must suffer for the

minority But such is the case here And
I'm not so sure the "minority" here is all

that small. There's an awful lot of

responsible drinkers, but there's so many
that aren't

, CHRIS SCHMITT
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Lethal activity

not tolerated

To tha Editor:

Last Monday night Southwest ex-

perienced another major disturbance of a
kind that has become familiar over the

past year loud music, crov^s gathered
outside lespecia/ty around the pyramids].
Much paper thrown from windows,
firecrackers, burning materials dropped
from towers and lit on the ground, exten-
sive broken glass, group chants for more
action from one or another dorm. The
most recent outburst was enlivened by a
return of streaking. I have no wish \nor

poww^s\ to curta^ opportunities for

release of tension or communal celebra-

tion. I do, however, have jurisdiction over
endangering behavior and a responsibility

to enforce discipline in Southwest. There
is no immunity for actions that violate

regulations simply because a large-scale

disturbance is underway. Being part of a
crowd does not excuse individuals from
accountability for their conduct, especial-

ly endangering infraction.

In the wake last Monday's episode a
number of discipline cases have been and
are being processed. Often it is difficult to

get precise identification of individuals

who lit and/or threw things from dorm
windows. Nonetheless the room number
can usually be determined. Since all

residents are responsible for the conduct
of any guest in their room, occupants of
rooms from which firecrackers, burning

papers, or bottles were launched have
been given stiff warnings and tight Proba
tion. Any further misconduct involving

themselves or behavior in which anyone
throws objects from their room will

render them liable for removal from the

residence hall system.

L et this be clear warning for the future.

Anyone who drops glass, burning paper,

or other materials out of a dorm window,
expecially in the high-rise building, is

engaged in potentially lethal activity and
will be punsihed accordingly, no matter
how many people are chanting in the

plaza below.
Jim Matlacic

Master/ Director

Southwest Residential College

The plot thickens'

To the Editor:

I'd like to clear up 'a few points concern-
ing the SATF referendum.
First. Herb Tyson claimed that as co-

president he would order a referendum. I

would like to know why he hasn 't done so
already, and why he didn't bother to
mention the fact that a referendum
ordered by the presidents can \even if

more than 25 percent of the students
vote\ be vetoed by a 2/3 vote of the
senate.

Anotfter point which may interest the
students is that the Rents and Fees com-
mittee collected 5000 signatures \more
than 25 percent of the undergraduates]
so that a referendum on who controls the
kvel of the fee would be held. Now the
plot thickens.

All the "leaders" of the SGA have
stated that they support the idea of a
referendum. However, these same
"representatives" have decided that
there might be a technicality that would
make this referendum unconstitutional
that being the fact that we are using a by
law procedure to amend the constitution.

The upshot is that your "representatives"
did not allow the referendum to be voted
upon the presidential election when it

would have had the best chance of pass-
ing in a binding manner, but rather have
put It off until either April 3 and 4 or
possibly forever in which case they will

have told 5000 students to take a hike.
Brian Burke authored the motion in the

senate \the one that would have ap-
peared on ttw b^ot] and this motion will

be coming up for a vote very soon.
We urge all students to tell their

senators that they had bettter vote yes
wften this motion comes up or face possi-
ble recall attempts.

The passage of this motion will have
the same effect that passage of the
referendum would have had- the students
ivill finally have control over the fee

Craig Sherwood, Chairman,
Rents and Fees committee

SGA does

good things, too

To the EdKorr

ft IS rare, indeed, to find a member of
tfw student body who has something
positive to say about the SGA. All s he
knows IS what she reads in the
newspapers, and when the only
newspaper is the Collegian, s-he knows
nothing about Student Government.
As an organization funded by the

Student Senate, the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy
works on issues of importance to every
student. You may have read about some
of them in a four page ad that SCERA
placed in the Collegian. If these issues
had been covered effectively as campus
news, the ad costing Senate money
would have been unnecessary.

Those people who hold office are

afways open to attack, and when it is

appropriate should be criticized. But to

defame their names for political reasons is

unjust. I ask you to seek the facts before
you form an opinion about the SGA. Until

the Collegian engages in a lot more
comprehensive investigating reporting

and adopts a more responsible editorial

policy you will have to seek these facts

elsewhere. The media is a very powerful
manpipulative tool. Don't be
manipulated.

Believe it or not. the Student Gover-
nment Association is working for you and

needs your support I urge you to talk to
your senator, talk to the people at SCERA
about what they're doing, offer your
opinion at a Senate meeting. And don't
depend exclusively on the Collegian to tell

you what's going on.
Margaret Schadar

Amherst

No 'can do'
on right to life

To the Editor:

In Jerome cox's letter of March 14. he
tells us that Gov. Ed King will be "an
outstanding and articulate advocate of
the right to life. " I am writing to clear up
that misconception. Mr. King 's support of
capital punishment poses an absolute
contradiction to such a claim, and points
up the baseness of his understanding of
the issues of life, •

Sath A. Minkoff
Central

the Collegian an interview regarding
anything.

He has quoted me as saying things
about topics which we had no conversa-
tion at all In particular, I said nothing
about the use of teaching as a criteria for
setting program priorities. The fact is that
teaching does not count twenty percent
of what each program is measured on,
and I never discussed a student question-
naire. Further, I never mentioned
anything about the distinguished
teaching award, pressure to publish, or
the use of planned inputs from students.

In addition, there are a number of fac-
tual errors in the story The completed
methodology does not have to approv-
ed by a two thirds vote of the Faculty
Senate, for example, and I am not the
Director of the Masters Program at
UMass but Director of the Masters f*ro-

gram in the School of Business at UMass.
Craig L. Moora. Director

Masters Program

Editors note:

Three paragraphs of quotes should have
been attributed to James Weiler instead of
to Mr Moore. The reporter inadvertently
placed Moore's name in Weiler's place.

cuifr' '

Watch your words
To the Editor:

Open your eyes and I think you will see
that the headline "Rape cases
overestimated" IMarch 81 couldn't be a
more ridiculous statement. In our society,

rape is definitefy not an "overestimated"
point in our lives. Perhaps you might
choose your words a bit more carefully in

the future, and deal with the issue more
extensively in your paper

Karen Olch
South Hadley

Director tells

his side of story

To the Editor

Last week the Collegian printed a story

concerning the ad hoc Committee on
Academic Priorities March 9. I am upset

about the total lack of accuracy in that

story regarding statements I was credited

with making. I was assured by the

reporter that he would take extra care to

be accurate in anything he wrote and
gave him an interview against my better

judgement. In the future, I will not give

-Ed

Teng go home!
To the Editor:

The invasion of Vietnam is a dangerous
anti Soviet provocation by Chna in colli-

sion with United States imperialism.
While this criminal assault is being earned
out by Chinese troops, there should be no
mistake who is behind it and what is its

ultimate target. China is acting as the
spearhead of a renewed drive by US im-
perialism against the Soviet Union and
the working people of Indochina.
Should American imperialism over-

throw the USSR, capitalist restoration in

similar states (Cuba, Vitenam) including
China would immediately follow.

The nationalistic Stalinist
bureaucracies of the Sino- Soviet blocs
pose the greatest internal threat to the
gains of their anti-capitalist revolutions.
The increasingly reactionary Chinese
foreign policy, both under Mao and Teng.
fias called on everyone from Carter's Dr.

Strangelove. Brzezinski, to the deposed
shah of Iran to join in an unholy anti-

Soviet alliance. And it is obvious to all

that faking would not have undertaken
the enormous step without at least tacit

backing from Washington.
Both Washington and Peking have

^stifled China's invasion by pointing to
Vietnam's successful invasion of Cam-
bodia in January. We do not equate the
two invasions. As Trotskyists we oppos-
ed both rival nationalist Stalinist regimes
in the Cambodia- Vietnam conflict.
History will decide the justice of
Vietnamese-Cambodian relations.

Steve Behrens
Spartacus Youth League

Do You Feel Called?

The priesthood demands much generosity, sacrince, motivation, flexibility,

stability and a sense of humor to which a few are called. If you feel that

you're trying to become more of a person of care, of faith, and willing to

share Christ's word of life with people, then you may be focusing into the

vision of today's priest.

For more information on Priesthood In the Archdiocese of Boston. ..or if you

would like to participate in the Awareness Days for College Students at St.

, John's Seminary In Boston on Thursday and Friday. March 22 and 23, con*

tact Father Paul Walsh or Father Charles Bourke at the Vocation Informa-

tion Center, St. John's Seminary, Brighton. Ma. 02135 or call 254-2610.

DON'T FORGET
YOUR UMASS

T-SHIRTS
GYM SHORTS
JACKETS

SWEATSHIRTS

Let them know where^

you're from during.

spring vacation

campus center /univ. of mass /amherst

GV/V, SHORTS ARE ON

ONtV *2 99
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No charges filed

afteraccident
No charg«s have been filed in con

^nction with a pe^strian accident
Wednesday afternoon on North Pleasant
Street, according to Amherst Police Chwf
Donald Maia.

1^ l^^^t resuhed in fwad mni taM
injuries to UMass student Melanie 8.
Oawson. According to Maia, Dawson ran
into the »de of a car wfule it was travelling

north, about 70 feet from a crostwaNt Ml
front of Morrill Scien^ Center

Dawson was "seen and released" from
the UMass infirmary Wednesday

UMass musicians
to perform l^ar. 16
UMass' Pro Musitd M-xlerna will play

March 19 at 8 p m m Buckley Hall on the
Amherst Colle^ campus Urwier the direc
tion of Charles Fussell, the group, which
consists of UMass faculty, students arKl a
few area perforrr«rs, will perform Robert
Stern's 'After tfie Sea," Stephen Altiert's

"To Wake the De^." and Alban Berg's
"Kammerkon/ert " The concert is free and
open to the public

Monday's concert by ttie Pro Musica
Moderna will be performed again by the
group on March 21 in New York City

Studentsplanning
new space group
A group of students interested in space

colonization are planning to form a new
Recognized Student Organization Tfie

organization would be a branch of the L 5
•ociety. a national, non profit organization
Whose goal is to build a network ^
ttt^iites that could transfer solar ertergy M
ihe earth

According to the L 5 society, it wotM
like a colony of about 10,000 inhabitants tt
^itd and operate the satellites, and tfte

4mst would be about the same as the ApoMo
fKogram about $24 3 billion

The students said they base xtmi
Mtimates on a recent National Aeronautics
m^ Space Administration study which
fMiod tfie project to be quite feasible, but
ifipossible to carry out due to NASA
budget cuts

Tfw new group would be involved in

educating the public on benefits of spac»
colonization, and in persuading legislators

%D M^»te rrmney to tfw solar energy pro

P^iple mter^^ in i«nif^ ^» Ml
organization should contact Paul Marquis
for more information

Whitmore emptied
in smoke scare
The Whitmore Administration Building

yesterday was evacuated after srrK}ke was
found in the first and second floors, ac
ff}rding to UMass pohce spokesman
Michael Grabetc.

The evacuation, which was preceeded
by "numw^ous calls" to the UMass police,

was found to be caused by a generator belt

over heating, Grat)eic said.

Police also received a call claiming a
bomb had been placed in the building, but
determined the generator as the cause jf
the smoke.

Grabeic said the smc^te is not belMved to
be caused by foul play.

Police also received four reports of on
campus vandalism

.

Financial aid boolclet
-I to offer student info

UJ€UK€
vouRnnsre

Our fomous Boneless Top Sirloin SteoN

nouj Includes Boked Pototo and unlimited Solod Bor.

$7.95
. ..and If you love Veal, Lomb,

fish, or RoQst Beef, uue hove dinners to

measure up to these tastes, too.

• Good Food • Good Service • Reservations

accepted • Most major credit cards

The Steak Out
Rmherst Rt 9, Off 1-91. 2S6-8557

The first edition of Financial Aid. Univer
Sitf of Massachusetts Amherst was i^ued
ttm vwek Produced by Gerald Scanlon,
^sociate director of operations in the
Financial Aid Office, the publication is

designed to "tell the students what they
have the riqht to know "

^w 15 page newspaper contains infornw
tion ^K>ut all asi^cts of financial aid. Tfw
ne\A^}aper contains a question and ansv^r
section designed to translate technical in
hwnation into an easily rmdable form.

Scanlon said, "We tried to ke^ in mind
'for whom' tNs paper was wntten, namely
parents and students. The studwits we
questioned favored the question and
ariswer format, so that's what we used."
Included in tfie newspaper is information

about typM of financi^ aM available, how
and when to apply for assistance, and what
students should know about the proems of
awardirrg aid. Also featured are articles and
photographs about UMass and its history,

plus information about Five College
CtM^ieratNMi

OrigtnaHy slated to be a booklet, the
newspaper format WM used becau» of •
significant price difference. A papw strilM

CMjsed a delay in publication.

Jfm future of the paper is dependent
upon public reaction,. Scanlon said "The
paper is also a public relations tool for the
University We will learn from our mistake
so that future editions will be letter '

Vickt C^rvtckaM

VOGUE
NumberOne
...natumlly!

Take advantage of another
unique Great "X" plus— the

free haircut consultation. Put
your head together with our
Manager or Stylist, look at all

the latest styles and then
you'll know what's right for

you. And what's right for you
is always at Great "X",
naturally because we're No.
1... Naturally!

FOR A GREAT HAIRCUT

PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

Shampoo, Precision Haircut and
Blow-Dry Styling— complete for $10

No Appointment Ever

Hampshire Mall— Rte. 9, Hadley

Here's a good-sounding system at a low St. Patrick's

Day price! It has a Technics SA80 AM/FM stereo re-

ceiver, « pair of wide-range Studio Design 1 6 loud-

speakers, and a fully-equipped BSR 2260A automatic
tumuble (complete with an ADC magnetic cartridge).

Impressive savings and impressive sound! Our $299 St.

Patriclc's Day system combines a luxurious Marantz
1515 stereo receiver, KLH 100 Monitor Series loud-

speakers, and a fully-equipped BSR 2260A automatic
turntable.

Our $459 system fills your room with music. But it

won't break your budget! You get a Philips 783 1 stereo
receiver, a pair of Micro-Acoustics PRO 3 loudspeakers
(so well made, they have a 10-year full warranty), and
a good-looking Sanyo TP636 belt-drive tumubte with
an Empire cartridge.

«639 y^?< ^SSR ^749 O.M.CVO KLH|CDO©Pic«IW0 $1129 0MITACHI Stanton

Enjoy "savings o'the green" with this powerful (and
highly-accurate) system. It has a sophisticated SAE R3C
stereo receiver, rave-reviewed OHM L loudspeakers,

and a precise. Marantz 6110 belt-drive turntable (com-
plete with a light-tracking Audio-Technica cartridge).

Superlative FM plus monitor-quality KLH sound are

yours in this $749 St. Patrick's Day system. It has a

beautiful Onkyo TX2500 II Servo-Lock stereo receiver,

three-way KLH 103 Monitor Series loudspeakers, and
a brand-new BTC 912 tumUble with a Pickering

cartridge.

Celebrate St. Patrick's Day with the kind of sound heard

in the best recording studios! Our specially-priced $ 1 1 29
system has a Hitachi SR804 Class G receiver. JBL 43 1

1

Professional Studio Monitor Series loudspeakers, and
a convenient, high-performance Dual 1237 automatic

turntable with a Stanton 500EE cartridge.

Limited quantities. Not all items available in

all stores. No dealers, please. Not responsiblefor
typographical errors.

ViSA' techhifi
Quality components at the right price.

15 East Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100
Marshall's Plaza, Boston Rd. & Parker St., Springfield 782-5544

Stores also throughout Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, New York, Vermont.
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan and Ohio.

.ister charge'
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Universal military service

may return with draft

Kati Timiick gravely stands ovar tha
latest innovation in the somber funeral

business the cardboard coffin. Local

funeral parlors are upset whh Timlick's
coffins, which they call a deception.
(AP Laserphoto)

Bv WAL TER R MEARS
AP Sp9cial Correspondent
WASHINGTON - When

and if the administration

decides that a return to the

military draft is necessary,

the White Mouse will pro-

pose a system of universal

service for young men,
without student defermwits
or other escape routes.

That is President Carter's

attitude, shaped in part by
personal experience. His

son. Jack, ga\« up a stu

dent deferment to volunteer

for military service.

"He did so because he
didn't think it was right for

him to avoid the draft simp
ly because he had the

money and the educational

backgrour>d to stay in col-

lege," Carter recalled. 'So
he went to Vietnam."
There is no such proposal

in the works now. Civilian

leaders of the military insist

there is no need to revive

the draft that lapsed five

years ago.
Carter has said that any
new registration system
should include women as

well as men. But he also

satd that he does not

foresee the induction of

women or a return to the

draft

Registration would at least

give what is now a skeleton

Selective Service System a

list of names and addresses
to be used for military

callups in case of war.
Carter has asked Congress

for a $5 million appropria-

tion to improve the current

standby Selective Service
Systwn.
The prenure for a revived

draft was increased Tues-
day when Gen. Bernard W.
Rogers, the Army chief of

staff, urged Congress to

reinstate it this year Rogers
proposed that up to 100.000
m^i be drafted under a lot-

tery system to spend six

months in military training

and six years in the Army's
ready reserve.

Rogers said the volunteer
Army is falling short of its

recruiting goals, and the

reserves are 500,000
soldiers short of their

authorized strength.

Rogers' civilian boss.

Secretary of the Army Clif-

ford L. Alexander,
disagreed, saying there is

no need for any draft now.
Alexander said it would be
"unnecessary, unfair and
counterproductive to the

best interests of the Army."
There are bills in the

House and Senate to go to

a registration system, so m
to identify prospects for in-

duction in an emergency.
There also is a House bill to

set up a limited draft.
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Norlh.iiT'pton

Only Area Showing!
End* Tu** , Mar 20

•t 7:00 and 030

MwtrontMOiiMdfrtn
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DO YOU WANT TO ELY?

Hjce it you ve o»v»oys wonted to fty" Mony ot us hove

hod tfi« tee*ing end lor some it tnjs rieve* gone owoy
It you t^ive tnot teeing then you re m luch Air Force RQTC

Flight Instruction Progrom (FtP) is ovoilobie to yoo Its de

signed to teach you it« bosics ot 'light through nying lessons

m small oircrott at o civilKjn operoted Hyng school

The progrom is on EXTRA for codets who con quoiity to De

come Air Force piK^ throigh Air Force ROTC Token during

'he senior yeor m coik^e FiP is the ttrst step tor the codei who

IS going on to Air Force ^t pilot froinir>g ofter groduotion

This IS oil reserved tor the code' who wonts to get his life of

'he ground with Air Force Silver pilot wings Check it OUt to

dov

^
CALL 5-2437

noTC
Goirwoy lo o greai woy ot lit*.

^

It's Great at

Arts & Crafts
Extravaganza!
This wed., Thurs., Pri. & Sat.

It's a Super Arts & Crafts Fair

on the Mall. A National

Arts & Crafts Exhibit will be
at Hampshire Mall, March 21-24

INCLUDING

Painters, Leatherworkers,
Silversmiths and much more.

PLUS

UMASS THEATRE GUILD
Presents Highlights of

"ANYTHING GOES"
These cole Porter Selections

begin at 7:00 P.M.

Thursday & Friday, March 22 & 25

MALL HOURS: 10-9;30 P.M., MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

RT. 9 AT INTERSECTION OF RT. 116, BETWEEN NORTHAMPTON ft AMHERST

A world
of travel

Information

FREE
Get your hands on CIEE's

free Student Travel

Catalog Ifsaworldof

informafion obout travel

abroad flights, rail passes,

ID s, where to go, where

to stay, working and

MJdying abroad, and just

atwut onything else you

M€d to know

Courtcll on Inttinoltonoi

Educotionoi Exchongt

S»n<JrT»ftwl979

^dWiiTro^i
CotQiog EnciosM
IS 50C toi po$«Qge

or^ handling

OK Dipt CASS

777 UN PiOJO

NY NY 10017

212W10684

Tfli *?j

i

"*
1

-'^im

«ka^^

^]!f}^^ Insemination may lead to incest

Abboiii

Associated Press
BOSTON- Because some doctors use the sperm of one

man to artificially inseminate many women, there is a risk of
incestuous marriage between offspring who unknowinaly
have the same father, a study says.
The report, based on a survey of 379 physicians, also con-

eluded that doctors should be more careful to make sure that
the donors sperm will not cause genetically transmitted birth
defects.

The study estimated that 6.000 to 10,000 children are born in
the United States each year to women who are made preg-
nant with sperm from anonymous donors.
The results of the survey, conducted by researchers at the

University of Wisconsin in Madison, were published in yester
day's New England Journal of Medicine The investigators

i«id theirs wM the first major survey of artificial insemination
since 1d41

Three quarters of the doctors said they never use the sperm
of one man to father more than six bi^ies However, 6 per
cent said they had used one donor for 15 or more pregnances
aiid one doctor replied that the sperm of one man had produc-
ed 50 children.

The doctors keep secret the identitiM of m«i donating
Hmm, and this can lead to inadvertent inbreeding the
resMirchers said

This complicaHon can occur if two people mated who
unknowingly shared the same genetic father or if a recipient
was inseminated with the semen of a ririative," the resear
chers wrote.

A funeral procession of about 75 motorcycles leads the way for
the burial of Jason Lee Harsell, a member of the Hell's Angels

Motorcycle club, who ^ai last weekeni
Pasadena, Texas. (AP Laserphoto)

TOIITH WORK
OPPORTlIIinTIES

HI(>II

srn(K)L
(iRADlAIl-S

Small organization has
openings for young executives.

good future, job sabsliaction.

llic Sulcsiuii

comintinity is u

team, hclpiufj the

youth ofloduy, biiilditig tiic men of

(oniorrow.

TlilH 17,000 incnihcr society needs
gcncrouH young men to help the young.

Join Uie Sulesians of St. .John Boseo in

youth centers, high schools, technical

schools, summer camps—wherever the

young are fotmd.

ST. JOHN BOSCO'S METHOD:
HELPING THE YOUNG WITH
REASON, RELIGION, AND
KINDNESS
Call 914>247-2200 or write for information to:

Vocation Director, Room B

Salesians of St John Bosco

Filors Lane, W. Haverstraw, NY 10993

NAME:

ADDRESS:

AGE:

PHONE:

(ilpsWiriH M'uiif yitiitti
S Id

A Salesian will be on Campus at

Newman Center. N Pleasant St.. 7-9.

Wednesday and Thursday. March 28-29.

We're the Coast
Guard.

We may be small

(about 37,000 strong)

but our jobs are some
of the most important ones In the country.

As you probably know, we're in the business
of saving lives and property.

But we're also charged with protecting our
coastlines, our Great Lakes, our waterways.
Regulating the new 200-mile fishery conservation
zone. Intercepting narcotics trafficking. Monitor-
ing the vessels that come and go at all of our
major ports.

Big jibbs. Requiring top people.
That's why we need good, qualified, ambi-

tious men and women.

Put your Bachelor^ Degree towork.
We're especially interested if you have a

technical degree— in engineering, science, mathe-
matics, or computers. We've got the work that

takes your special talents and skills.

Once you finish officer's candidate school —
18 weeks in Yorktown, Virginia —we'll give you a

job with responsibility. You work with the most

advanced equipment
and technology
known. It's good
work, good surround-
ings, with men and

women of your talent and abilities.

The benefits. And the rewards.
A starting salary of over $10,000 that can

Increase by over 40% in your first three years with
normal promotion and seniority raises.

Free medical and dental care. A quarters
allowance. Tuition assistance for off-duty educa-
tion. Thirty days of paid vacation a year.

And a generous retirement plan for those who
make the Coast Guard a career.

Plus the reward of performing In an organiza-
tion that is considered the very best in the nation.

How to apply.
See your college placement office, or call toll

free 800-424-8883 (except Wash. D.C.. Hawaii.
Alaska) for more information.

The Coast Guard needs officers. What other
company will make you an officer and give you
a job fitting your title after 18 weeks?

Please visit your local recruiter. Coast GuardQCi
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^rticutarly this year.

"Thts is an incredibly large experi

m«n from scratch, " he said "We
really don t expect it to be operational

thi» year, Perhaps if another set of

stuc^tt pKK Up lO the future where
y^m will eventually leave of ..that

nught be more teatibto
'

'

Bobrow became interested in earth

Stations after reac.ng an article in T V
Gtfi^oi a man who successfully con
strutted his ovwn station He and the

tour students m^t every Friday, and
at present their progress is limited to

an undersiandir^Q of ho\w the system
^orkt.
The fMxt tart, according to Bobrow,
m lo Q^ ttM fwcwtw^y csmponents.

"Right now, we're working on adap-
ting a VHF television tuning section to

the proper frequency for our pur
p(Kes " he said. "Th^e are many
parts that we can get simply by modi
fying television components We
might try and borrow sonrw other
parts

'

When ttk^ if money might be a

maior otetacto to the success of the
project, Bobrow said, 'There is no
question that with enough money we
could )ust go out and buy the parts,

but you wouldn't learn a whole lot that

way. Even if we were given brand new
equiprtwnt, the first thing that we
would want to do would be to get in-

side of It and see what makes it work.
The real reason that we're doing this is

to learn.
'

Bobrow said he s^s earth stationsm
a b^ part of the future of broad
casting, with perhaps every home hav-
ing Its own small station. He said an
experiment is currently being perform-
ed in Japan to assess the fe^ibility of

such a system.
The beauty of the system, Bobrow

said, is that it would greatly expand
tfw hor«ons of television and it would
^^Mte the need for local stations.

'Reception would be direct, from the
network to the home," he said.

Bobrow, who has be»i teaching at
UMass for 10 years, not getting extra
credit or financial reward for his ef-

forts. Further, he said he has no ex
perience with earth stations.

"I'm just doing this out of my own in

terest; I'm l^rning right along with
the students, " he said.

"That is really what this whole thir>g

« about learning."

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 CQ^ QIC'S MOijNTAIN rARMS MALLJO*»-JUJ HOUTI 9-MAOLtV MASS

AOw^

I

^ *d ^w a1(jDfcNIS«i3H k,iTi^t^«&WiTH AMC CARD ^2 OO TWI LITF SHOW SI bO
WtN»12S 8PCCIAL KNGAQEMENTS EXCLUDED
.iTE SHOW-TiCKETS OU SAlE jO MINUTfcS PRIOR TO TLS

INTlAtTWOOO JK
WIUTUAN VOU (^
'vniv

I^WNicnWav
Birr Loom*

Fri and Sat. ITLS 5:00» 7 »9 46
Sun thru Thurs (TLS 6:00) 8 30

Fo Matinee (Sat Thurs.) 2 00

WALT DISNEY.

7^ li^JONES

Fri and Sat. (TLS 5:15) 7:30

Sun. thru Thurs. ITLS 6:15) 8:30

c Matinee <Sat Thu rs ) 2:15

THESE ARE THE
^A ARMIES OFn^ THENIGHT.I

Fri. and Sat. ITLS 5:15) 7:45 10 00
Sun thru Thurs.-ITLS 615) 8:30

R Matinee (Sat. -Thurs.) 2:15

ROBBY ^
BENSON vV,

@STLE^
Fri and Sat ITLS 5:00) 7:30^945

Sun. thru Thurs.-ITLS 6:00) 8:30

PC Matinee ISat Th urs.) 2:00

mt¥?rimrKani.'.ifcd.i^ni.tii;ir

HARVARD
this M '-4

This

Midt

di'ktiii|(

!' * ^ "nriui Shtnti trfk'is %'iHj ij

>llnM-nt iimrsf* taujiht h\

.i \^s v»i > 1 .4kf ^vantaiK 4ii i(u|i>I4ihI

;n« I nivt-riity libraries latn ratofn s. and
inuMHjiiM, mA fnjipy a hiB r>n^- ol Mimnu-r ,ith

k-tK'!i and artk a< iiv iIk-s

^ fill A ScirncfN
^iMir wcfk arid <ight-Ht'<'k undrfgratkijitf and
ijraduau- « ounM-s in nvtrc thanM fn-Ms. iih ludinj; .i

full ptciiifdi4al|iri)|;imii. I)d> undr^cnint; ila^sc^

Education
(«raduMi' l«*vt'l ••tudy imlHck'* «'Hjlil ««-i'k rvfiiiriK

i<iuf«»e«, andfiturs*«fk ilavimit' liiMituu-s

K|MK-ial I'ruMraniH

F«iur«fik and ciiiht «c«'k nim-tftcit sfssntii!. in

F,ni^»li a> .1 Foiiijjii LmKu.iKi' Sus v»«n-k haim-
Ci*nii>r phtffWKk.

^Harvard
Summer School

IravfTiiiiy iMMttu^Hiavaiiabk'.QuaMtoHl sl lomtary
^1 IkhJ nffiHirt wA mknimv Mfarutled «ek-(livfly

.

Kight week coursvii: Junf 2l<,AugHHt IM
Fuur-wffk »c-«Hi(mH: June 2t-July 21; July
22 AugUMt IM

Fi>r further information, rrlum the coupon
Ih'Kiw or t'unlat'l llnr\ard Summer Si'hiHil,

IH-pl. l -7, 2tM.ardenSlrei-l, Cambridge. MA
(»213H. lelephom- itil 7i l*<.V292l

.

Cleasr M'nd calaloit and appluation for:

i] Ait> & SiH'm«-> ! : S<-. imdari S.h.MilSlii(1«-Tity

and KdiKalmn 11 llamv Cfolet

U Kn^livh i\ a Fun-iitii l.iiiKuatfc

Nam.-

Addre**

I ii\ M.i:.' .Zip

Rciumin; Harvard Niiminrr SchiMil, Dvp<. C'-7 I
20(;ard«-n St.i.ambnd|{v. M.4 O^t.lM '

To place a classified ad. drop bv ''

AV'"' (''C»; iCC 113* between 8:45 -.<

3 46 |i m Monday throuqh Friday or i

harHlv flip and mail <ofai found "

of the Collegian CiassiftiwJ <)<-.i

p rT> two days m advance of piil>

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian i lassified rates are; daily. 45c per

ne, five consicutive issues, 40c per line pc
: ly, 30 conseciJtivR issues. 30c per line per

Ifiy One line is rouqhiy equivalent to 38

hararters.

AUTO FOR SALE

70 Ford Torino, very gocxl body and tires.

ftxcelWrnt engine, qood mileaqe. ne«>ds tK>

work $600 665497V

1975 Nova. <excf(iient condition, automatic

power steering, new exhaust and shocks.

$2150, 253 7870 263 3370

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire, perfect for cof

feehouses, discos, bands, Rick, 584-4105

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing":

tor bookings anywhere call John, 546 4646

NIR RENT

Lge. rm. in h»«., avail, now, 446 Main St.,

$94 Amherst, near WhI. Wheat Pizza,

253-5713,

RoofrTTn Leverett for mature nature lover.

M or F $18/wk Call^5492054. 4 6 p.m.

Cape Cod group rentals, seasonal, sum-

mer rentals 2 3-4 bdrm. units, direct from

owner and save, 1 (617) 528-0404

|nter«-

av.<

"Atlyi. ..

inqs ffon-

54507Ji3

Sutri'^--'-

rfct

hu;,U, .

! HOP. '

(6171 /'

The Col!

IS look,ru,

m, I K •

down

Opportunitv

Paid student

' WANTED

itsfying work, i«e ^u

Great experiencu Call

<:(• Cod iL"^' '«^ «;«»"kiiig

iooks, i>ave

. rtded are waitresses,

.oys, will tram, appiy .'t

vannis or call Robhit* ,it

riterview

Advertising Department
f(?ps. If you have <^%

ssion sales, the desire to

t a lot of initiative, come
: the Collegian office The

(. Affirmative Action Equ.i!

nnloyer.

available

INSTRUCTK^N

|»',V forming.Photography classes
' > classe^^

lyarn \u, :.
''

:irod of learning photugraphy in a

classroom, now you can l«arn in an

operating studio. We havu beginners and

advanced amateurs - i IQ weeks of 3

hour classes -$75. . all materials

and film processing, f-oi more info call

•SS-I 4120 Unique Images. Rte. 9, Eltnwood

jhops, Hadley

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all uk). priced merch. tu-all

students & staff Remember your ID.

For two people to Ft. Lauderdale on Mar.

15 or 16. Will st'Tire driving and expenses.

Call Laurel or Susan at 549-5957^

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Fla Keys, i have four cot

tages at private beach to rent for $15 per

person for week Lisa, 549-5818.

ROOMMATE WANTED

FOR SALE

Guitar, Harmony, w/ case, good condi-

tion^call Ralph, 253-57a^75.

For aala: Beuscher alto sax. S200, exc

cond. Call Rose, 253-5617.

Sanyo refrig., new last semester. Never

used. $65 or BO, call Elaine. 6-5006.

Single mattress tr box, $30, 549-1519

70 Buick Electra, ail auto, runs great,

AM/FM, 8-track stereo, $650, 256 6731,

eve.

World Book Encyclopedia, new '78, $100

off, priced $299, $15 a mo , 247 5740, even

ings. _____^
Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap. 256-8732, bet 9-10 a.m.

FOUND

Golden Lab. found 3/5 near OH, call

eves.. 549-0825, will try not to send to

pound.

Found: M Irish Setter. ir^foS^I;^^^^^

Found -long-haired F dog vy/ NH license,

white face, tan-Wack markings, 666-4324

positions available at

Belchertown State School Boltwood

supervisors starts in July, runs through

following academic year Also: internships,

practicum, work study. Call Belch. State

School for more info. 323-6311, ext. 449,

equal opportunity employer.

There is still a chance to get off the UMass

meal plan and enjoy delicious home-cooked

dinners Be a houseperson Work 6 dinners

a week, eat 12 meals. Call Bernie at

545;^39^_
Part-time driver wanted. Five mornings a

week, three hours/day. Truck or van re-

quired. Cal l 1 283 8393.

Last summer students made $249 /wk,

with us Send self addrerssed stamped

envelopee to Box 504, Cambridge MA
(K13a

Jobs M/F! Sailboats! Cruise ships! No ex-

perience High pay, see Carribean, Hawaii,

Europe world' Summer career. Send $3.95

for info' to Seaworld, BB Box 60129, Sacto

CA_95860^ „
Exotic jobs! Lake Tahoe, Cat! Little exp.

Fantastic tips (pay), $1700 $4000, summer,

35,000 people needed in casinoes,

restaurants, ranches, cruisers, river rafts!

Send $3.95 for info to Lakeworld, BB Box

60129. Sacto CA 95880.

Central area women's center has 5 work

study portions available, applications can

be picked up at center basement Baker

LOST

Lost 3/13/79. two keys in a black k^ case.

Reward, 6 9976

Silver chain square pendant. Rew. Call

253 2742. Lost on 3/ 12.

At BKO Sat. night, 3/10, blue slicker ram

coat, plaid lining, valuables in pockets, call

Le ila. 6-8129.

Lost— wine colored disco bag. Contents in-

clude two Mass. licenses, set of key

Moneyone card. If found please call

256 6077 or 253 9519.

Please return dk. brown leather wallet,

personal value, leave it with Collegian.

Room in apt., female, non-smoker

wanted. $75-t- , on bus route. 253-3514, call

6 8j).nrv
^

Roommate wanted, own room, UM bos,

253 3695.

WANTED

Drummer wanted for punk rock/new

wave band. Must be no worse than Paul

Cook, no better than Peter Thomas, and no

uglier than Marky Ramone. Call 253-2893.

Keep trying.

sTrigie mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546-6557. after 6.

MISCELLANEOUS PUDDLEJUMPERS

Cape Cod summer rentals. Going fast.

2 3-4 bedrooms, 1-1617)528 0404.

MOTORCYCLES

Leaving the area, must sell 1976 Honda

CB500t, 13.000 mi., engine is sound, nds.

minor body repair, $900 or BO, will make

serious sacrifices, 549-1062.

PERSONALS

PuddleJumpers-the newest "high" on

campus. We're selling PJs by the pound.

No papers, pipes or bongs necessary.

Comes complete with everything you need

to get off. Score one for yourself today on

the concourse.

SEX FOR GRADES

Moon— I hear Virginia is nice this time of

year. I've got the tent if you've got the

time. Love, Wonder Woman.

PeterT^appy 20th & happy anniversary.

Love. Jean.

Mark S.-it's only a week vacation, but

I'm gonna miss you. I hope you'll like the

oatmeal cookies (without raisins)! All my
love, Bum-Bum.

-If you found my striped scarf fr I have

for you a 6-pack of beer and $5 cash.

Please! Call 546-6057. I'm desperate.

Sex for grades: anyone with first-hand in-

formation or knowledge of this subject, call

5-3500. evenings. Discretion assured.

LEGAL SERVICES
~

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, low cost

legal representation for UMass community,

income tax preparation, appointment only,

2537617.

PETS

Beautiful seal-point Himalayan kitten,

male registered, show quality, raised with

family. $125. Call Sally, 549 6253.
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FRIDAY

10AM2PM "BLACK CLASSICAL MUSIC WITH
BRIAN McCREE" Exploring the vast

reservoir of Black Classical music:
Leon Thomas, Marion Brown, Billie

Holiday, Ella Fitzgerald and others

12:00 NOON REPORTS /Bob Kimball

SPORTS /Tim Holleran

2PM5:30PM PERRY ADLER "IT'S ONLY
ROCK N ROLL" with new wave,

oldies, and requests; radio

the way it was and should be

5:00PM NEWS HEADLINES

5:02PM ATHENA'S WEB with
Don Cerow

5:30PM6PM NEWSWATCH /Vickie Bates
WEATHERWATCH/Fred Winer

SPORTS/ NealOpper

6PM 7PM "SYNTHESIS" with Steve Bengis
"FRIDAY EVENING OVERTURE WITH ABBY

NORMAL" features the best

in everything from jazz to

soul to rock 'n roll,

Mthe way from funk to punk.

, The best in get up and
ready to goout music.

10PM 2AM GLEN GARDNER Rock 'n roll,

new and old

Crossword
ACROSS

1 Charlie —
5 Thicket

10 Bridge term
14 Trim

15 Declaim
16 Mature
17— and

crafts

18 Of birth

19 Scram
20 Grudges
22 Check
24 Sherbet
25 Burglar

27 Built

29 Gleams
32 Baseball s

Bando
33 Ad —
34 Stitched

36 More docile

40 Poker term

42 — and
Stripes

44 Ooze
45 Plateaus

47 Sober
49 Sloth, eg.
50 Decay
52 Hushed
54 Ms. Diller

58 Finer

58 Strike

60 Barriers

62 Furnishes
food

65 Erin

67 Lasso
69 Shadow
70 Gait

71 Patois

72 Girl's name
73 "Yes. yes!":

Sp.

74 Ray
75 Profound
DOWN
1 Some audi-

tors: Abbr.

2 Instrument

3 Relics

4 Old West
squatter

5 Comforts
6 Mouths
7 Strokes

8 Declare

9 Fishermen
10 Jrs.' dads
11 Legal

12 Swiftly

13 Allotted

21 Wapitis

23 Carnivore's

fare

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Thursdays Puzzle Solved:

£ N A T E

1

V k T

1
B Q a^

L ^ C A L R E P E P LX
M E N S c A N T 9 1 £ S i

E S K 1 C A N j^H L 1 N E D

T A 1 L Im E T V

A C C S T 1 P A R A D T^H
S L A w s Is R A ^1 s A W
T A R **w B L 1 N \ A Ml E

1 ' F £ 1 *i E 1 C A W P Sc E M E N T
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o N E S T

s N A R 1 N ^^Bi
T T A I^s 1

!

L A P S

A M U S E M E N T T R A H

T A

N

R

T
I'l E V 1 L E R ( C A

tif T A P E a'o 2_ E D

26 Salaman-
ders

28 Mollusk

29 Fake
30 Corn bread
31 Installs

35 Exhaust

37 Make incor-

rectly

38 Great Lake
39 Tear
41 British peer
43 Epidote

46 Vended
48 Numerical

prefix

51 Diadems
53 Meshed
54 Urge on
55 West Indies

nation

56 Flanders

battle site

57 Simper
61 Epic

63 Ceremony
64 Cuff

66 Finiat orna-

ment
68 Infant

1 2 3 4

1
21

5 6 T 8 9

23

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

28

20 22

I
31

24

HHI^^ 26 27

35
I
37
I
38

29 30 32

43

33 I
41

34

46

36

46

39

40 42

I
51

44

4b 47

I
57

53

49

^^^^SO 52

61

5» 55 56

I
66

58

68

6359 60 6?

1

64

65 67 • 69

TO- 7) 72

TS" 74 75 _ ^^,
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Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

BENR FELT (-EFT 0UT/>
so HE TOO C\jT\
i_Oo,S6 •

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

OK G^WG ! IT'S THAT
Time cf -jue vea?
aJ:£A&MM! YES, it's

TIME TO DECIDE THE
THEME OF THIS V€AJ^
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Interested cartoonists should see

f/7e Collegian Managing Editor,

1 13 Campus Center, 545-3500
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MARCH SPECIALS by SIM

SPECIALS PERMANENTS $19

Hair Cuts«4.50
For M«n' WfDm«cv4kCMI(tr«n

*^« SSSTsT^^S^* Open Mod -Sat

ALL STAR "'^ISl^lV 24 Hour Store
Now open ALL OAV ond ALL H\GH1 with milk, groceries,

sandwiches, pastry hot coffee, cold soda and assorted

munchies We accept food stomps.

Amherst All Star
Nioln St., Ambersf Town H« - Stop
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Chiefs, TCs in hockey finals
$V TIMOBRUN
CoHegmn StaH

Th« UMau hockey club semifinal garths
¥V«re playei^ Wednesday night m Green
fleid, and the first game sa^r the Kennedy
Chiefs stun Breen's Brums, §2 In the
Nightcap, the TCs defeated Beta Phi. 3 1.

Breen's Bruins took their unbeaten record
and brother act into action were surprised
The Bruins, who breezed through the
regular season w.ih an 9 2 record, seem
MJ to have tf^ situation w^l in hand, as
they took a 2 1 lead into the second period,

John Muldoon scored first for Kennedy
off Jamie Fischer s blast, but brothers John
and Tom Breen combined minutes later to

tie tfie game at 1 1 With ten seconds left m
the period. Mark Peabody struck for a goal

to give the Breens the lead, but manager
Jodie Fereili's goal early in the secor^
period evenwl the game at 2 2

Four minutes later. Steve Saunders
scored a disputed goal to give the Chiefs a

lead they ware not to relinquish Goalie
Dave Qionet played his second strong
game in a row, and Marty Randon and
John Muldoon added third period in

surance tallies to \%mi the Chiefs into the
championship game
The TCs defeated Beta Kappa Phi in

close, hard fought garrw before a vo^
partisan crowd of 76 people. 3 1

The first period featured close checking
and tight defense, and threatened to end in

a scoreless tie before TCs Greg Hennrikua
found the mark with just one minute left.

John K»i tied the score early in the second
period with a backhand shot through a
crowd.

Less than a minute later. Drew Wilkie got
the lead back for the TCs, assisted by Hen
nrii'us Phil Reidy boosted the score to 3 1

with a siif/iing slap shot on the power play
BKP regrouped m the third period, but

could not beat goalie Dave Sass The TCs
now prepare to face the upstart Kennedy
team »\ the tubals

ANCE FOR
IT PLANTS!

"C-ropital
PLANT SniE
Student Union

Dollroom
10 om—5 pm
sponsored by the
Greek Cour^cil

Check local newspaper
ecific theatre listing

Yaz loads Sox overMets
ST PeiERSBURG I^PJ -Veteran Carl Yaatrwmaki drove in three runt to

toad the Boston Red Sox to an 8-6 exhibition baaabati victory over the New York
Mats yesterday.

Vastr/emski had RHI singles in the fourth, eighth, and ninth innings. Ar^dy
Hassler got the win for the Red Sox who scored nve runs in the last two innings.
Dale Murray was tagged for four runt in the ninth.

Kelvin Chapman, the Mats' rookie second bnaman, hit in his fifth straight
game of the spring, and is now hitting 389.
The victory was the second this spring for Hassler, who is being counted on by

Boston nrwnager Don Zimmer to be his fourth starting pitcher. Dennis Eckarsley,
Mike Torre/ and Bob Stanley are expected to occupy the other starting sports.
Tf^ Red Sox continue to play without the services of catcher Carlton Fisk,

third bawman Butch Hobson and relief pitcher Bill Campbell, all of whom art
recovering or suffering from arm injuriaa.

Today
Is the First Day
ofthe Rest offYour Life
You'v« haard that tamout quota many tlm«t iMifort, but it win prob-
ably navar be mora maaningful than 11 ia right now ... as you docida
what to ito with your tutura. Bacauaa, whaf you docido now—both
Iho caroor you select and the company you chooao—can Influonca
tho court* of your entire life. It's not an aaay dociaion to maka.

You want an opportunity that's challonging and rawarding. You want
racognilion. You want to laarn. And you want to conlribul* right from
tha atari. That's why wa boliav* you'll want to invaatigat* tha aicitlng
caroor opportunitio* available with Kaydala Corporation.

Wa'r* a young, profoaaionai, computer sarvlcaa company, locatad in

major citiaa. making our mark in Iha faataat growing sagmant of tho
computer industry. If you have a dogra* in computer sc/ence, m»tH,
0ngin99ring. bu»in9a$ adminittration, accounting, or mmrkaUng, you
may qualify to train for a career in:

Marketing " System Design
" Application Programming

If you'd like to make Iha firal day of Iha real of your life a meaningful
alap—not just for today, but for your future—we'd Ilka to talk with
you on April 2, 1979 . our interview date on your^campus, or
contact our Collage Relations Department directly.

KEYDATA CORPORATION
Collage Relations

20 William Straat, Walloaloy. Mass. 021t1
An Equal Opporlunii^ Fmployer M/P

kegdaTa
AliMU • aecleii • CIMc*9e • CNtten.Nj • Hartlord, CT • N«w Yorh • Phiiactalphia • Tormito •Monlraal

\n~R

I
p^a^DE^r"o^'MODEUN^NDPOls^||

Announces their

GRAND OPENING
with gala Open Houses on

Friday, March 23-6:00-9:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 24-10:00-5:00

at the Unique Images Photo Studio,

Rte. 9, Hadley, Mass, The Elmwood
Shops. Classes are forming for the week
of April 9th with instructors from:

Command Performance
Hair Care

On Stage
Clothing

Mary Kay
Cosmetics

Unique Images
Photo Studio

Classes are limited. For more information

pcall 584-4120. ^

Fiiday. March 16, 1SI79
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UMass gym trio

is headed south
By M/KBESTRADA
Collegian Staff

Many students are heading south for next weeic's brealc to
enjoy the warmth of the sun, but there are three in particular

who are working hard to head south for a different reason.

UMass gymnasts Steve Nunno, Dave Buegler and Steve
Craig will maice the tr^ to Louisiar^a State University for in-

dividual competition in the EMtem Regional gymnastics tour-

nament next Friday and Saturday.
Of more than 200 competitors, ten will be chc»en for the

finals arKi six wtti be chosen for tfw natiortal tournament, also

at LSU.
UMaaa captain Steve Nunno will lead the charge on rings.

Nunrw, who hit consistantly in the 9.0 nnge all year lor>g with
a pulled terKlon in his wrwt, aays the ir^ry is rK>t t>othering

him as much as it used to. "It's going to be tough," Nunno
said, "tMit I have confindance in myself.If I didn't, I wouldn't
be going."

Sophomores Buegiar and Craig wM have their day with

floor exercise. The two have led the team in ttie event all year,

capped by a combined score of 18. 15 against Temple, Of all

three of the competitors goir^, Buegiar ia partiapa the beat

bat to go to the Nationals. Tha Staten laiand native haa had a

vary strong floor season, averaging 8.906 with a high 9.3

against Navy.
Nunno. Craig and Buegler will alao compete on vault at the

Eaatama. Craig ia the strongest of the three on vault but

Buegler is a cloaa aacond, scoring in the 9.0 region all season.

"I don't have an icecut>e's chance in hell on vault." Buegiar
said, "but I hope to at least maice the finals on floor."

Twenty-two states, all of them east of the Mississippi River,

compete in the Eastern Division of the NCAA. As in tiasket-

ball. there is the Mideast, the Midwest, and Western regionals

which will send representatives to the national tourrMnwnt at

LSU.

The individual competitors must present two routines, or>e

optional and the other compulsory. The top ten scorers in the

first round will move to the finals, where only the top six men
will be able to return to LSU.
"It aM depends on who has a good day really," said assistant

coach Paul Marks on the more than 200 entrees.

first year coach Roy Johnson will accompany the men to

LSU, also the site for team Eastern Regionals.

SENIORS-
SHOW YOUR

FACE!!

545-2874

"HAHJEE'STIACE*
AFFORDABLY UNIQUE

Delicious and Exotic Dining

For Friends and Lovers
Midway between N'hampton h Amh (Rte 91

Sun Thurs. 4 10 p m.. Fri. ft Sat 4 11 30 p m
' 584 9797

^1 II )\VV| ./

I -INI /H /

H1.U RIVEROAIE RO. WTESI SPHIMGriCI O
TEL. /33 'jIJI BARGAIM MAIIMEE OAUV
riRST SNOMMS;' OU MASIfH CHARGE

HE CAME
HOMEFOfl

Halloween

Gymwomen set for Easterns
By KIM WHITELAW
Collegian Staff

As most UMau students head home for sprir^ vacation
this weekend, the UMass women gymnasts will be traveling to
the University of Maryland to compete in the Eastern womerw
gymruistics championshi(Mi.

The women's team is entering the compethion ranlced
fourth, with a seesonal average of 132. 12.

Rated first in the contpetition is Clarion State with a high
score of 142.41 Penn State is seated second and the
University of Pittsburgh edged out UMaaa for third pia(». _

The preliminary competition will be held Friday, wi^ ttie

Minutewomen competing at 7 p m. The top 10 finalists in

each event will perform in the Saturday competition.

The Eastern Association of Intwcollegiate Athletics for

Women (EAIAW) holds the yearly competition for the top
college gymnasts from Maine to Maryland. TYte top 14 teams
in the east, judged by the seasonal averages, are invited to

attend, along with the top eight individual gymnasts.

This is the seventh year that the UMass women gymnasts
will conrYMte in the Eastern champiorwhip. In both 1974 and

1975 the Minutewomen won the Eastern championship title.

Last year the women gymnasts placed third in the competition
and three individuals placed in the final competition.

Karen Hemt>erger made the All East team vaulting last yMr
and will try to improve h^self in all four events this s^at.

Freshman Amy Riuli and Karen Ginsburg and sc^^wnKMl
Kar«i Ctomente will fill the remaining all around positiorw.

Sttiiors Cher^ Morrier and Jean Arnlerson will culminate
ttveir season with this weekend's perforrruince. Morriw ^U
vault and perform in the floor exercise while Anderson wiN
perform on the uneven parallel bars.

Beam specialist Laurie Kn^[>p and Cc^ean Thornton will t>e

contending for horH>rs on the balance beam.
Other members also traveling down to MarylarKl to com-

pete will be Heidi Milender and Ort>bie Smith.
The gymnastics team has a fine record to show for its

seascm. After compiling a 7-1 record, ttie gymr^sts are

striving towards tNwr htghaat Mam ^^>re wmi hopes of

qualifying for tfw National champiorohips April 1 at Penn
State.

"It should t>e an exciting meet with a lot of talented

gymnasts, " said Coach Virginia Evans. "We're gomg down
with a good squad and hopes of doing well."

Sports Profile
Beginning this semeatar, the CoUegian sports depart-

ment haa instituted what we feel is a novel and in-
teresting feature in t^am pagaa.

Running on alternate Tuesdays with George
O'Brien's colun>n, be sure to look for Profih. in which a
person invoh^ed in UMass sports in a behind-the-scenaa
capacity gets his or her day in the sun.

After vacation, check out the Tueaday, March 27
Co/hgian, when WaK Chemiak tells of a recent inter-
view with a UMass student trainer who doubles as an
umpire in the summer.

• Batters
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

•

"From what I've haard. tfiey've bean havina otmi weather

down there "(Virginia)." Bergquist said, "teams have been
raying outside for two weeks, so they're ahead of us."

Bergquist said UMaaa plans to be on the field six to seven

hours a day.

"Of course well be looking to win, tMit tha nwin purpose of

the trip is to get reedy for th Northern aeaaon, ' Bergquist

said. "I want to get a reading on my players. I'll prot>ably do a

little experinientaing, too."

Nail a colorful40x30 poster

ofthis original art inyour room.

Just send ^2.00 toYukon Jack,

the Bla:k Sheep of Canadian Liquors.

EO. Box 11152. Newington.CI. 06111

V*onjKkM.ndlOOP,ool lmport«l.«iBol.Wb,H«W.* mc.H.rtto-d,Cl So«A,«.t.U.SA C1907O«ld.MMd.C«..l^^
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Defeat Natick, 49 - 42

Wizards capture IM hoop title
fly KICK FALLON
Cotlegian Staff

Last night the Worcester Wizards
outlasted the Natick t^m for a 49 42 v«c

tory to wrin tH« nnm's f9n mtramural
basketball championsh^) before a crowd of

300 at Bovden Gym
The two teams were evenly matched, but

many felt that Natick was a favorite

bK^use of tfieir physical strength, especial

ly an^ %tm boards The Wi/ards were
wittiout one of their best players as Jim
Magutre was out with a broken nose he
recei^wd in a h^t m a Mcond round game.

The game started off slow, as both teams
were setting up their shots, unable to

penetrate Both teams concentrated on
man to man defense rather than /ones

"We planned on playing them man to

man throughout. " said Bruce Bres^er of

Natick "They shoot too well from the out
Side to play a 2or>e

"

The teams kept trading jump shots
throughout the first half and with five

minutes left, Natick led t3 11 With three
minutes to go, the game was tied again,
this time at 15 all Here the Wi/ards started

running against Natick, but it only worked
against tf>em as they threw the ball away on
tfieir next two possessions.

Natick took advantage of the two tur

novers to go up 19 15 with 1:45 left But

then Ray Murphy got hot for the Wizards

as he led them on an 8 streak, scoring six

himself to give the Wizards a 23 19 halftime

The second half started first, especially

for Natick. The Wizards won the )ump but

then had the ball stolen and almost the

game as Natick put together a streak of

their own scoring the first seven points of

the half. The Wizards needed help and it

came from Ray Murphy again as he hit a
•yimp shot to snap the drought

That score didn't come until after the first

five minutes, but it did wake the Wizards up
w they fought back to regain the lead 29 27
with eight minutes left

After a couple trips up tfte court by both
^ams that didn't produce anything, the
Wizards took charge for good on a nice
alley oop pass play from Ray Murphy to
Mike Dunphey which turned into a key
three point play.

Natick called time to regroup but it

^Iped the Wizards more as Bob Berman (4

points) and Murphy (6) led the Wizards on
a 12 4 streak for a 45 32 lead with 140 left

Natick wasn't dead yet as they put on a
lull couit press to cut the lead to seven with
4IS seconds remaining. But it was just too
late as thie Wizards put the game away from
the foul line

'We played super together," said
Wizards' Bob Berman, game high scorer
with 17. "Everyone was looking at each
other and we shot well"

"You can't defend a team that misses
above five shots the whole game," said

Bressler "We thought we hiad the boarc^
but you can't rebound good hoops."

"This game was so much fun," said Ray
Murphy who had 14 points and a great all-

around game for tf>e Wizards. "These are

super guys They were physical but clean

They put a real scare in us thtere at the

end."

"This is two years in a row we've come
up short." said Natick's Bob Seltzer, their

high scorer with 15. "It was a good game
We just missed out"

Hockey team may fold;

UMass officials say
By FRANK PAPSADORF
CoMegian Staff

UMass athletic department officials say

that the Univeristy's hockey progam may
be folded by next year

Frank Mclnerney, director of UMass
athletics, said that the hockey program is

being reviewed right now. but that, there

have been no actions taken as of yet

"It's obvious that the hockey program is

in difficulty," said Mclnereney "My
position is to assess the worth of the

program to the athlete As of nght now, I

feel that it is at least educationally un
sound But I must study it further "

Money is a ma)or issue concerning the

hockey teams future According to Al

Rufe, financial manager of UMass
athletics, a lot depends on next year's fiscal

budget and on how much state support

UMass will be receiving

"We'll have to take a hard look at the

situation," sairflRufe. ""We already have a

planned deficit of $91,000 for this year, and
tf>e budget we requested for next year was
based on a 6 percent inflation prediction

amor>g other things, and it just doesn't look

like we'll have enough "

The 1978 79 fiscal budget for UMass
athletics is somewhere around $649,000, of

which $30,000 was allocated to the UMass
hockey team. About $10,000 of that went
to ice rental alone since the University

doesn't have it's own rink. But out of that

$649,000 budget there is only an actual

income of $558,000, due to the deficit.

"We've requested an eight dollar in-

crease in the btuoent activity fees to help

our situation
, '

' said Rufe, ' "but we may only

get seven That would be approximately

$18,000 less than we would have expected
to receive when we requested it last

October
""

Jack Canniff , coach of the UMass varsity

hockey squad said that they would have to

make changes, particularly in scheduling,

in order to keep the hockey program here.

"We submitted a list of teams to the

Associate Director of athletics in order to

revfse our schedule so we may become
more competitive," said Canniff. "We can
no longer play teams like Army, Salem
State, or Merrimack College operating as

we are. with no scholarships or even a

home rink on which to skate."

Canniff said that the program had been
threatened before, and he thinks a decision

should be forthcoming.

"I hope they are fair and judge the total

program," said Canniff. "The state

university of one of tf>e two top hockey
states in America should be represented by
a hockey program"

"We had hoped things would turn

around, " said Mclnerney. 'But without

more money, we'll have to reduce the

program. And I can't see any value to a

Division III hockey program in a Division I

school."

Mclnerney intends to move fast in case

the hockey program is dropped so that

players may still transfer to another school
if they wish. He hopes to submit his

recommendation to Dean Bischoff by tfie

end of March.

Batters open in Virginia
By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

It seems all so removed from Winter

Haven. There won't be any retired dentists

in loud shirts and sunglasses lounging

around sipping pina coladas as they take a

ball game; Doug Welenc probably will not

be mobbed by autograph seekers; and no

ballplayers will detail their past experiences

with marijuana But, all things aside, spring

training has arrived for the UMass baseball

team.

UMass head coach Dick Bergquist will

lead a 20-player delegation which leaves to

day for an eight day tour of Virgina.

UMass will arrive tomorrow tor a game
with William h Mary, then travel for a Sun-

day game against Virginia Commonwealth
University. The Minutemen will play Liberty

Baptist College both Monday and Tuesday,

then play two days against James Madison
University. After playing the University of

Richmond Friday, they will end the trip with

a rematch against Virginia Commonwealth.

"The competition will be excellent,"' Berg

quist sais. "All the teams we will play are

Divsion 1 ECAC, with the exception of

Liberty Baptist, which is a Division 3 school
- and I've been told they (Liberty Baptist)

are probably the best team we'll play."

Berquist said, according to his sources

most of the facilities UMass will use are of

good quality, particularly Richmond and

Liberty Baptist.

TURN TO PAGE 15

The Wizards' Bob Berman (above) led all scorers last night with 17 points in
the IM basketball championship game. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs.)

C(Q)ileMiai\

ports
Walt Cherniak

THERivalry
"It's been a long time coming, it's going

to be a long time gone. " - David Crosby

The long cold winter wait is all but over.

Baseball fans across the country who have
waited for five agonizing months, who
have greedily gobbled up every morsel of

baseball information they could lay their

paws on, who view their favorite sport with
what I feel is an unequalled intensity in the
world of athletics will soon be satisfied. Tf>e
proverbial "hot stove" can now finally be
allowed to blacken and cool.

Yes, spring training is upon us, and when
we all return from wherever we go during

spring break, the opening of the regular

season will be a short week and a half

away. No longer must the talk of baseball

fans be limited to players and games from

out of the past. In a month or two, prac-

tically no one will talk about last year's

dramatic Red Sox-Yankees playoff. The
conern now is with the present, with 1979,

with tf)is year's teams.
And of course when we talk and write

about teams around the UMass area, only

two make a whole lot of difference, and I

don't have to tell you who they are. The
Boston New York rivalry is one that

transcends mere games played on grassy

oases in the midst of glass and concrete

jungles. It is a cultural rivalry; the proper

New England banker against the hustling

Gotham advertiser; the Old North Church
vs. the World Trade Center, and,

represented symbolically in sports, the Red
Sox against the Yankess.

Like everyone else seems to be doing

during the present baseball media boom,
I'm going to write a "What's wrong with

the Red Sox" column, and try to explain a

little of what I think is onlv the tip of an
iceberg of troubles. I'm going to say things

about why the Sox face a practically in-

surmountable task in beating the Yankees.

I'm going to say some things which upset

me as much as a Sox fan as much as some
of you, I'm going to run out of space if I

don't get started soon.

It's easy enough simply to look at the

two teams on paper. One finds this year

that the Red Sox have more power, a

couple of very good starting pitchers, and a

defense which, with the exception of

second and third base, is visibly superior to

New York's They also have Jim Rice.

The Yankees also have some pretty

impressive offensive punch, though it's

mostly left-handed and of a different type

than the Sox, and have better pitching,

much more speed, and more depth than

Boston. They also have Ron Guidry.

For the most part, this is the way the

scouting reports have read for 15 years. But
why haven't the Red Sox been able to

capitalize? The saying goes that he who
lives by tf>e sword dies by the sword.
(Remember Bucky Dent?) The Red Sox are

forced to overload their line-up year after

year with right-handed pull hitters for a

simple, practical reason: They play 81
games a year in Fenway Park.

Unfortunately, these Butch Hobsons,
Dwight Evans", Carlton Fisks, Tony
Conigliaros, Rico Petrocellis, Ken
Harrelsons, Joe Foys, Mike Andrews' and
Tommy Harpers have alTbeen basically the
same kinds of hitters, and have all been
prone to massive batting slumps, which as
been sort of an unspoken trademark of the

Red Sox for decades.
Yankee Stadium, on the other hand,

constructed for what I like to call "first-and-

third" baseball. With the exception of the
short porch in right field, it is an expansive
arena in which runs are got through bunts,
stolen bases, hit-and-runs and generally
scrappy play, which the Yankees have
always excelled at.

The Difference? It's consistency, and the

Red Sox don't have it. And that's why I

think the Red Sox can expect to dominate
New York while they're still in Fenway
Park. The Red Sox are victimized by their

ballpark and their past, and when it comes
to winning important games, I'll take the

Yankees' approach. They may lose a game
or two, but you won't see them beating

themselves. The Red Sox would do well to

emulate them.
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Ice lingers around the falls at Puffer's Pond in

North Amherst es spring and warmer weather

returns. IMore spring pictures on page 4. (Staff plK>to
by Diane Cartwright)

King to speak
at panel forum
SK LAUf^A M. KENNEY
CoKegmn Staff

•

G^. EdMwrd J. King wiH n^e his first UMass ap-
pewancewm his election at a panel discusson -friday as
pert at thaweek's education forum, according to Lorna M.
Peterson, pcxifwwH» coordinator.

"All ttw trustees fiaa Oeen invited to the conference, and
I just got notice last week from the governor's office that
King would be in the area Friday ar>d would love to address
the panel, " Peterson said.

King will welcome the participants in the discussion,
which is entitled "The Costs of Quality Education" at 2
p,m, in the Student Union Ballroom

Peterson said the governor will make a few remarks on
the subject, but will not be able to participate in the discus-
sion because he is scheduled to speak in Springfield at
2:30.

"The governor is wry excited about the conference and
about the discussion topic," Peterson said "I think the
governor's office expects some reaction from the students
on his arrival."

Panel members include Dwight W. Mm, former dean of
the UMass School of Education; Peter Demers, Hampshire
Educational Collaborative director; Robert Jacobsen, presi-
dent of the Massachusetts Association of School Commit-
tees; and the special assistant to Patricia Graham, National
Institute of Education director. The discussion moderator
will be Rep James G. Collins, O-Amherst.

The forum, sponsored by the school of education and
entitled "Learning Tomorrows for Today's Generations,"
will begin tomorrow and end Friday.

Tomorrow's program will commence with a lecture by
consumer activist Ralph Nader on "The Corporate Respon-
sibility of the Standardized Test Manufacturers " at 10 a.m.
in the Fine Arts Concert Hall.

Seminars will follow in the afterrroon, and at 4 p.m. Prof.

Ralph Tyler will speak on the "The Advantages and Disad
vantages of Standardized Testing. " At 8 p.m. in the Cam-
pus Center Auditorium, UMass ecortomics professors Sam
Bowles and Herb Gintis will lecture on "Facts, Figures and
Utopia: The Political Economy of Testing in a Time of

Retrenchment."

Wednesday evening, futurist Jonathan Kozol will speak
on "Children of the Revolution: Education in Cuba," at 8 in

the Campus Center Auditorium.
Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center comedian and

educator Bill Cosby will lecture on "Education and the
Media," and Friday at 8 p.m. civil rights activist Jesse
Jackson will speak on the "The Push for Excellence in the
Economy of the '80's," also in the Fine Arts Center.
More information and tickets for the programs can be

obtained by contacting Lorna Peterson at the school of
education.

Compiled byJON KL EIN

Officials visit
While UMass students poured out of Amherst for Spring

break and water began to seep through the Leeds Dam in

Northampton, various luminaries visited Amherst and the

area last week.
First Lady Rosalyn Carter and Sen Paul Tsongas, D-

Mass., came to the area during the week. Both predicted

tough times ahead for the counjry, but each suggested dif

ferent approaches for dealing with the situation.

Tsongas, who spoke at the Bangs Community Center in

Amherst on Sunday, spoke primarily about revitalizing

downtown shopping areas and stopping the growth ut

suburban malls,

"Those shopping malls still not built will never be built,"

he said. Tsongas said malls take people away from existing

markets and critiscized banks for not playing a larger role in

developing business in various communities.
Tsongas also spoke about the oil shortage and called for

serious energy conservation and a development of alter-

native sources of energy, including Western
Massachusetts rivers and streams.

Rosalyn Carter came to Springfield last Monday to pre-

sent awards to school volunteers and urge Americans to

face the energy crisis with a smile.

"We must encourage our natural leaders amongst us to

come forth and help our nation meet the challenges with

courage, innovation, patriotism and with a smile," said

Carter. "This is just the way we can be better citizens."

Carter is making a cross country tour highlighting school

volunteer programs. About 1500 people attended the

ceremony at the New North community school where the

presentation of 700 awards was made to local volunteers.

Selectmen disagree
On Monday niynt, the Amherst Board of Selectmen met

to vote on the Warrant Articles for the Town Meeting to be
held tonight. The selectmen vote on each issue before the

Town Meeting, then make recommendations to meeting
members.
The selectmen split on two of the major issues in the up-

comming meeting. One was the proposed building of a
well in the Lawrence Swamp at a cost of $1.6 million.

Selectmen William Atkins and Roger Jacque abstained

from voting on the extensive and complex package of ar-

ticles deaing with the water shortage. However Jacque
spoke out against constructing the Lawrence well.

Another split between the board was on a proposal for a

tax break to be given for home improvements. Atkins and
Jacque voted in favor of the measure, Nancy Eddy and
Diana Romer opposed it.

Schools discriminate
The Federal Office of Civil Rights ruled last week that the

Amherst public schools discriminate against Hispanics by
failing to provide adequate instruction to students speaking
little English.

In August, however, the State Department of Education
ruled the Amherst schools did not discriminate against

Hispanics. Amherst Superintendent of Schools Donald
Frizzle wil meet with representatives of both government
offices for clarification.

Town gets grant

The Federal office of Housing and Urban Development
has approved a $400,000 grant for the town of Amherst to

remove architectural harriers to the elderly and handicap-
ped within the next year. The final announcement of the
grant will be made in August. Renovations would include
audio signals to allow blind people to cross streets safely

and also sidewalk ramps to make wheelchair movement
easier.

Youth sentenced
Kenneth L. Mclntyre, 18, a member of the now closed
UMass Advocate program was sentenced in Hampshire
County Court last week to nine to twelve years for raping a

70-year-old woman.
Mclntyre's stepfather asked that the youth not be sent to

Walpole State prison and the judge agreed, recommending
that Mclntyre be sent to the Hampshire County jail.

Mclntyre pleaded guilty to the charge on February 12.

Final decision on where he will serve his sentence will be
made by the state.

Larcenies reported

UMass police yesterday said they are investigating eight

larcenies reported to have occurred during the spring

break. Police also said three students were arrested

yesterday on larceny charges.

UMass Desk Sgt. Donald Zidik said he expected more
larcenies reported throughout the night yesterday in ad-

dition to the eight reported yesterday during the day.

Police also arrested three persons Sunday March 18 on
charges of larceny under one hundred dollars for stealing a
battery from a car in lot 21.
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These homes in Rome. III. are among scores along the
Illinois River surrounded by muddy floodwater. Last
Mr««ks flooding has forced more than 2.000 people to
flee their homes. (AP Laserphotol

Vet may be executed
CHICAGO lAPi- After more than 13 years in Vietnam,

Marine Pfc. Robert Garwood came home lo the United
States yesterday to see htt family and face charges that
could mean hm execution

,

Garwood, 33, of Greensburg, ind., a accused of deaer-
tion and collaborating with the Viet Cong
He arrived at OHare International Airport on a commer

ciai flight Sunday afternoon and was taken by car to the
Great Lakes Naval Training Center
Just what Garwood did in Vietnam and why is a puzzle a

Marine investigation hopes to unravel
The Marines have given no details about the allegations
— desertion in fme of war, soliciting Amencan combat
forces to throw down their weapons and refuse to fight; at
tempting to cause insubordination; disloyalty and refusal of
duty among fellow POWs; unlawful dealings with the
enemy; and misbehavior while a prisoner of war

Wa/pofe guards walk out
WALPOLE. Mass \AP\~ Guards at Walpole State

Prison walked off the |ob yesterday in a protest, and state

troopers were called to help guard the more than 600 in

mates at the maximum security institution.

"The inmates are locked in We'll turn the keys over to

management, " Michael McLaughlin, president of Local

451 of the State Prison Employees Union, said just before

the guards left.

"We're tired of people being injured. We're afraid so
meone is going to die," he said. An estimated 40 to 50
guards, those on the 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. shift, walked out at

about 9:30 a.m.
McLaughlin said later that no guards would return to

work until an understanding was reached with correction

officials

Guards scheduled to work the 3 pm. to 11 p.m. shift did

not report, and some guards were picketing outside the
prison, Larry Parnell. spokseman for the Correction Depat-
nnent, said.

Peace: The effects
Collegtan 3

Associated f^sss

WASHINGTON - Prime Minister Menachem Begin of Israel said yesterday he was holding a last-
minute meeting with Egyptian President Anwar Sadat over "several problems" relating to a peace treaty
between their two countries.

Begin gave assurances there would be no delay in the scheduled signing of the treay today at the White
House. But Moshe Dayan. the Israeli foreign minister, said the treaty should not be signed unless dif-
ferences over Sinai oil fields are resolved at the surprise Sunday night session.

"Just in case they will not find a solution, my personal view is that we, Israel, cannot sign the treaty,"
Dayan said on ABC TV's Issues and Answers.
Begin did not register the concern expressed by Dayan. Appearing on CBS-TV's Face the Nation, the

prime minister said he and Sadat had "several problems to talk about."

Israel — a burden Egypt — wealth?
By LARRY THORSON
Associated Press

TEL AVtV - Israel's peace
treaty with Egypt is just one
more problem for an
economy burdened with
rampant inflation, high
taxes and crushing defense
sperHJing.

"In the long run," says
Dr. Etiezer Sheffer. deputy
governor of the Bank of

Israel, 'the ma|or economic
benefit of peace would be
to freeze or even reduce our
defense budget, which is a

huge burden."

But the treaty is with
Egypt alone, and Israel's

other adversaries remain
hoE.ile. The continuing
military threat fro'ii Jordan,
Syria and Iraq precludes
reduction in compulsory
military service, and Prime
Minis»;sf Menachem Begins
go\ernment is shopping for

additional expensive arms.

If this were the entire

story of the economic side

of peace with Egypt,
Israel's economy would
have a chance of at least

keeping its present uneasy
condition.

But Israel must withdraw
from the Sinai Peninsula

and build new bases in the

Negev Desert, a multi-
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DELTA UPSILON IS

THE NEW FRATERNITY
Find out how you can become part of the

chapter that you and other UMass men
will build now.

Informational meetings will be held in the

Campus Center every night this week.

April 26-Rms. 170-172, 7-10 p.m.

April 27-Rm. 165, 7-10 p.m.

April 28-Rms. 170-172, 8-10 p.m.

April 29-Rm. 176, 7-10 p.m.

April 30-Rms. 170-172, 7-10 p.m.

Drop in and see what's happening

anytime between the hours listed above.

For more info: call Ed Crane at 549-6000.

billm-dollar effort likely to

produce rTKKe inflation and
divert scarce resources
from the vital housing artd

export sectors of the
economy.

Last year Israel's inflation

rate was 48 1 pw^cent, and
economists predict 60
percent for 1979. The
Finance Ministry says it

hopes to cut inflation to 38
percent, but this talk se«ns
designed to ease wage
demands by the unions.

Bv NICOLAS B. TATRO
Associated Press
CAIRO, Egypt -Ahmed

Hassan, who shines shoes
in Cairo's busy Kd&t El File

Street, confidently predicts
that peace with Israel will

"fill the city's streets with
money,"
But economttts say that's

not likely, and fear disillu-

sionment may set in before
the benefit of peace
gradually fatten the average
Egyptian's pocketbook.

A report published by the
American Embassy here
says "little drastic change
can be reasonably expected
within the first year after

the peace treaty is signed
'

The hope for instant pro-
sperity appears based on
the assumption that the
money spent on Egypt's
500,000-man army will go
to peacetime projects.

But Defmise Minister
Kamal Hassan Ali says
Egypt must keep its guard
up against increasing com-
munist influence in the
region.

While forces are expected
to be trimmed, economists
say this must be done slow-
ly because the sudden loos-

ing of thousands of young
men on the job market
could worsen the
unemployment situation.

The economic challenge
that lies ahead is immense:
- A shortage of 1 , 1 million

housing units exists but
funds are not available to

keep up with the demands
of tf>e soaring population.
— Inflation is at an annual

race of 25 to 30 percent, and
higher in key industries

such as construction.
— The government is sad-

dled with a national debt of

$12 billion and an import bill

of over $5 billion a year and
will subsidize food, shelter

and essential services for its

poor to the tune of $1.1

billion this year.

FTR

ACADEMT OF MODEUNG AND PO\Sl
"^i

Modeling in

your future?

Stop in at our Open House and receive a
personal evaluation along with a free

8x10 B&W photograph.

Meet Teresa Stetson, the reigning

Massachusetts All-American Girl and
the Director of T.E.S. aiding Ms. Stet-

son in your personal evaluation will be

the professional photography staff from
Unique Images Photo Studio.

Open House-Friday, March 23, 6:00-9

Sat., March 24, 10:00-5:00

at the Unique Images Photography
Studio, Rt. 9, Elmwood Shops, Hadley,

Ma.

For more information call 584-4120.

Town to act
on water issue
ByDOROTHY A. CLARK
Collegian Staff
The fate of the Amherst water problem

will be decided tomorrow night when Town
Meeting members gather in their first

decision-making session concerning thja
issue at a special Town Meeting.
Six out of 1 1 items on the town warrant

concern proposals for the appropriation of
funds and the amendment of the town's
zoning bylaws to secure its water supply
Due to a dry spell, Amherst ex perienced

a crisis situation with a water shortage last
fall, compounding problems which have
plagued the town's water system for a
number of years.
The main item on the warrant proposes

the allocation of $1,640,000 for the
development of a well in Lawrence
Swamp. This development includes con
struction of a pumping station and a
building to house a water treatment
system.

Other items include the appropriation of
$145,000 for the relining of the pnnciple
water main leading from the Atkins Reser-
voir to the Cushman water pumping sta-
tion. This could save Amherst a small
amount of additional water.
Town Meeting members will also vote on

the appropriation of $880,000 to construct
a water treatment system for the Pelham
Resevoir, the main source of Amherst's
water suoolv.

To establish temporary water supply
measures. Town Meeting members will
vote on the appropriation of $15,000 for
professional support in providing plans and
deigns to secure water in emergency
situations. The appropriation, if passed,
will also serve as a contingency fund to
supply other water supply development
projects.

The town warrant also includes a pro-
posal to hike water rates from 34 cents per
hundred cubic feet to 51 cents per hundred
cubic feet. If passed, this rate revision will
be the first for Amherst residents since the
town first purchased its water system
about 30 years ago.

The final two items concerning the water
issue call for the creation of two zoning
overlay districts. These would provide new
restrictions for the protection of the water
shed and aquifer recharge districts of th«
Atkins Resevoir.

Town Manager Louis A. Hayward said
last night the items devised ^or securir^g

Amherst's water supply comprise the most
economical solution to the town's problem
of producing an additional, much needed
million gallons of water.
Hayward said he expects 'a lot of discus-

sion" on some of the proposed items, but.

"We believe we've come up with the best
plan," he said. "Lawrence Swamp is the
only alternative."

Kevin Cosgrove (left) and John Magee begin moving bacic into John Quincy
Adams tower yesterday afternoon. (Staff photo by Leo Fredette)

UM official dies in Texas
Eli Winter Sherman, 35 director of the "The work of a

UMass Office of Transfer Affairs died of
natural causes Wednesday, March 21, in El

Paso, Texas while attending a conference.

"The shock of Eli Sherman's death has
been felt throughout the campus, "said
Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson." We have
lost a good friend.

Police contract remains unresolved
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Col/egian Staff

UMass police, in collective bargaining

negotiations with University officials since

July of 1977 when their former contract

expired have not yet reached nor oredicted

a conclusion to those negotiations, police

union president James P. Turrati said.

A finalized contract has been delayed

due to economic disagreements, Harold S.

Overing university labor relations coor-

dinator said.

UMass Sgt. Michael R. Grabeic recently

said only three state groups have been
working without contracts, "the nurses,

engineers and us (UMass police), " he said.

Turrati, president of the UMass chapter

of the International Brotherhood of Police

Officers, said he could not speak further to

the specifics of the negotiations which are

currently termed "in good faith."

Prior to the spring break, Turrati said he

was scheduled to meet with University

officials on Wednesday March 15, after

which he would be able to speak more on
the negotiating issues.

"We've been very nice," he said at that

time. "It's probably the wrong approach."
Turrati yesterday said Wednesday's

meeting had been cancelled without ex-

planation and said he forsaw no conclusion

to the negotiations. "It could go on forever,

it seems as if it already has," he said.

Of the ongoing negotiations, labor

relations coordinator Overing said, "I think

the situation is a mutually agreeable one.

We're working jointly toward completion.
"

Overing said the officers are now
working under the contract which expired

in July of 1977.

"The only outstanding disagreemenis
are in matters of money, " he said.

"There is no stalling, there is no problem
between the parties." He said there would
be a serious problem "if there were no
contract at all and negotiations dragged on
for a year or two."

Director of UMass security Gerald T.
O'Neil said a patrolman's wages, based on
a 40-hour work week ranges for $196 to
$263. The range, O'Neil said, is based upon
when an officer came to the department.
UMass sergeants earn between $220 and

$297. O'Neil said.

The negotiations are entering their 22hd
month, but O'Neil said that is not an
unusually long time.'

"State police went longer than that. It's

a difficult process," he said.

transfer admissions ^^^BP' "^
office is often limited

to processing student
transcripts, but Eli

cared about th»' Hr.; V

students and his . » $

work and made his

caring felt."

A UMass staff _^^k^ ,->-^"

member since 1974,
he was previously oni^#the economics
faculty at SHERMAN
Holyoke Community College. He received

bachelor and master's degrees from the
University of Connecticut and a doctorate
in education from UMass.

He was vice-chairman of the
Massachusetts Transfer Review Council
and a member of the task force that drafted
the recent Commonwealth Transfer
Compact. He was also a member of the
Amherst Town Finance Committee.

He leaves his wife, Jill Blum Sher'man,
two daughters. Amy, 6 and Kimberly, 2; his

parents. Dr. Harry L. and Rose Sherman of

Willimantic, Conn, and a sister, Sandra
Henchler of East Northport, New York.
Services were held yesterday at the

Jewish Community Center in Amherst.

UMassadmissions : Who 's in, who 's out

iH

Editor's note: This is the first of a two-part

series on the UMass admissions process.

The reporter's interviews were conducted
before the recent death of Dr. Eli W.
Sherman, director of transfer affairs.

By MELANIE COLLIER '

Collegian Staff

Are you aware that your acceptance at

UMass was decided by only one person?

Each year the admissions office receives

13,500 applications and approximately

4,000 of these become enrolled students.

Unlike the other Five College schools,

UMass does not use a round table com
mittee to vote on acceptances or rejec-

tions.

Recently, the Director of Admissions

Deirdrie L. Kedesdy and Eli W. Sherman,
director of transfer affairs sat down to

discuss how the current 17,600 un-

dergraduate students here were accepted

and why thousands more were denied

admission.
Hampshire, Smith, Mt. Holyoke, and

Amherst College, the four private schools

in the Five College Program, all utilize a

committee system in determining whiqh

applicants to accept.

At UMass the applications are separated

by school and divided between the six

admissions counselors, each concentrating

on several majors. Every application is then

reviewed, by a counselor and he or she

individually determines the fate of the

application.

Although the acceptance criteria is

somewhat flexible, Kedesdy said she feels

those students in the top 40 percent of their

class with a minimum Scholastic Aptitude

Test score of 900 are best prepared to enroll

here. She said a person's academic

standing is most important but other

factors do influence the decision.

Recommendations by guidance
counselors or teachers, talent and
leadership qualities and ethnic diversity also

influence one's standing. Although not as

important as in the past, alumni status is

also noted, she said.

If a person is denied admission, the

decision may be appealed by calling an
admissions dean or by making an ap-

pointment for an interview. The applicant

may then be offered several alternatives.

If he or she attends a community college

or state school for a given length of time

(ranging from one semester to two years),

he or she may then transfer to UMass.

He or she may also be given the option of

enrolling in Continuing Education for a time

and then-enrolling as a full time student.

There are also occasions when, after

explaining extenuating circumstances, a

decision may be reversed and the student

accepted.

The number of first-year students to be

accepted each year is determined by

several factors, Kedesdy said.

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs

Dennis L. Madson meets with the directors

of admissions and transfer affairs to set

targets for enrollment. They consider how
many students have graduated or tran-

sferred and how many will be readmitted.

Winners and losers
Accepted — John Doe, Sudbury, Mass.

Class rank: Top 30 percent

SATs: 980
Activities; JV basketbcill, yearbook staff

Accepted - Mary Miller, Oshkosh, Alaska

Class rank: Top 10 percent

SATs: 1,150
Activities: computer club

Denied admission - Bob Smith, Plymouth, Mass.

Class rank: Top 50 percent

SATs: 800
Activities: jazz band

The yield (number of students accepted who choose to enroll) at Umass is 41 percent

for in-state students as of September, 1978. and 36.8 percent for out-of-state. UMass

yield is high compared to that of many universities 26 percent yield is considered

"good," said Deirdre L. Kedesdy, Director of admissions.

When the approximate number of

student openings is established, transfer

and admissions officials divide the number
according to expectations they can

realistically look forward to (in the area of a

1:2 ratio). This ratio may be adjusted to

allow for housing or academic quality

fluctuations, Kedesdy said.

The annual freshman enrollment is 95
percent in-state and 5 percent out-of-state,

a figure set by University trustees.

The total percentage of non-resident

students for the University is somewhat
larger as these students maintain a higher

retention rate. This is due to the higher

academic quality of accepted out-of-

staters, Kedesdy said.

Several years ago when a $25 out of

-

state application fee was implemented (and

a $10 fee for in-state), the number of out-

of state applications to drop 5 10 percent.

Kedesdy said she feels the tuition hike for

non residents will not affect out-of-state

enrollment. The hike may cause the

numbers of applicatiorjs and the yield

(number of accepted students that actually

enroll) to drop.

But the five percent quota will still be

fulfilled by lowering the acceptance

standards if necessary, she said.

Students chose to attend UMass for

many reasons, Kedesdy said. It is loacted in

one of the most beautiful areas of the

country and it is financially feasible for

students. Many students are attracted by

the wide range of academic programs and

the curriculum in general, and the Five

College program is also considered in-

teresting and unique.

Tomorrow: Transfer students.
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Spring I

With the return of

students from va'ation,

there comcpdentaffy
came the return of

"real' sp.ing Spring of

ficialty began last week,

but the first greens and
sun filled days didn't

return until the last few
days of the vacation,

while students were still

away.

Yesterday was a time

to be outdoors; to move
back to campus or the

surrounding community,

or to just play outdoors.

It was a time to carry a

packed suitcase up
toward Sylvan, left, or to

just play on the swing in

front of Lincoln Apart-

ments off Massachusetts

Avenue. And if all else

failed, there was time to

just play a little ball in

front of Wheeler dorm in

the Central Residential

Area.

FREE

18 Main St.

SCHMIDT'S
12 oz. bottles

LIQUORS i^u^"

$5.99 case
$1.59 six

ICE COLD
keg beers

$21.00 and up

253-5441

MILLER
12 oz. bottles NR

$6.99 case

Mon(fav thru Thursday
special
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SOPHOMORES!
TRY THE BASIC
OUTLOOK ON LIFE.

If you're starting to look at life after col-

lege, try our "basic" outlook. Apply for

the special Two-Year Army ROTC Pro-

gram during your sophomore year. At-

tend a six-week Basic Camp this summer
and earn $500. It's tough. But the people

who can manage it are the people we
want to serve as officers in the active Ar-

my or Reserves. Do well at Basic and you
can qualify for the Army ROTC Advanced
Program in the fall. You'll earn $100 a

month for 20 months your last two years

in college. And the opportunity for a two-

year full tuition scholarship. You'll also

receive the extra credentials that will

distinguish you in whatever career you
may choose. Try our "basic" outlook on
life.

CALL: MAJOR JERRY P: BOISSEAU
545-2321 /2322

ARMY ROTC.
THE TWO-YEAR PROGRAM.

Editofial/Opinion
Pie in

the sky
H ^Hi read the front page of today's

p^Mr, you'll already know that Governor
King is coming to the Student Union
Baliroom on Friday at 2 p.m.

The last time King was here was in the

fall of 1977 when he campaigned in the

place he dealt a severe, if not mortal blow,
the Bkiewall.

The last time an incumbent governor was
here wk also in the fall of 1977 when Mike
Dukakis was splattered by a Boston cream
pie thai fell short of his face at meeting of

New England people in the basement of the

Campus Center.

What would be an appropriate pie to

^W^ch at our present parody of a governor?
Definitely rmid, symbolizing King's
disruption of the lives of the residents of

East Boston when as Massport Director he
was running wild with the bulldo/er

Maybe the mud should be laced with
uranium and plutonium so as to nuke the

very pro*nuc)ear advocate.

However, any daring Yippie or Groucho
Marxist should beware because King,

unlike Dukakis, travels with an escort of
Mass. State Troopers who still consider
him a hero and are likely to splatter the face

of anyone caught trying to splatter the
governor's face.

Most likely the governor will not receive a
particularly cordial welcome here. Even if

access is limited, there will probably still be
a very audible and visible presence of

dissidence.

ifm

Paulln

He has raised the drinking age, he is

trying to molest the UMass budget. He
screams about welfare fraud, but he
doesn't want to fund the mini-crime

commission investiging the awarding of

contracts for state buildings that will

probably uncover graft considerably more
extensive than welfare recipients picking up
a few extra bucks to live on.

It's fairly obvious that he doesn't want to

fund the building contracts because none
of the areas to be investigated will be

Massport where he reigned for many years

dispensing patronage. Aher all, he did get

Carl Yazstremski's father a job as a painter

at Massport.

When the commission starts digging up

dirt on Massachusetts contractors, King

will be covered with shit when its revealed

the corrupt contractors are Ed's good
buddies and heavy campaign contributors.

Especially at Massport, where the com-

mission will probably learn that King has a

Swiss bank ^account that makes Frank

Hatch look like a pauper.

And his appointees look like ine l^nends

of Eddie Coyle.

In closing. Governor King, we welcome
you to the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst. We're sure you'll like our big

buildings, although you might not find too

much love among our state employees

here, especially those on the faculty.

But again, it is a big state agency, like

Massport in a way. After all, our past

president Robert Wood lived about as

lavishly as pesident as you did as Massport

director, although he didn't get a 100 grand

for the road.

And if you're worried about being pied,

you can either get one of the state cops to

give you a riot helmet with a bullet proof

glass face guard, or get Ya? to front you a

catcher's mask.

Jim Pmilin is a Collegian columnist.

•.»

Letters to the Editor
God lives

To the Editor:

This is in response to Mark Leccese's
column \ March 13] "A Martyr for our
Times. " In his column Mr. Leccese made
a statement in which he claimed that "the
idea of God" as Nietzche pointed out in

the last century is dead. " Although this

statement was not strictly relevant to the

main point of the column \ which on the

whole I enjoyed], it is a statement which I

feel compelled to respond to. Too many
people succumb to this type of thinking,

when in fact, "the idea of God" is

anything but dead.
Throughout human history people have

been searching to know God. anid still are

today. I am convinced that this search

need not be in vain, because God has

chosen to reveal himself to man. This

revelation took place in the life, death,

and resurrection of Jesus Christ. It was he
\not Sid Vicious] who died for the sins

which we are all guilty of, so that we need
no longer to be separated from God. And
because he rose again from the dead ]an

event which neither Nietzsche nor anyone
else has ever been able to explain away]
he IS able to change people's fives even
today. "But to all who received him, who
believed in his name, he gave power to

become children of God. " —John 1: 12

Rod Casali
Central

Brewing sexism

To the Editor:

On page seven of the March 15 issue of
the Collegian an advertisement for

Anheuser Busch [Budweiser] ran whose
main cartoon character was a female
whose mam attributes were two large

breasts, one of which had on it a button
which read, "Budweiser, don't you love

It?" I would like to protest this sexist ad
I view the ad as setting up a stereotype

against which socially immature males
liidge tfmales. These males, through this

.id .ind other ads similar to it. soon
ficfi five females only us sexual objects

.ifuf not as living, thinking, caring humjn
heings. I feel that a male who views

females only as sex objects would find

females easier to rape I also feel that ads
such as those used by Anheuser Busch
give positive reinforcement to a rapist

Society, herv as Anheuser Busch and the

CollPQi.in. vifw females as sen objects,

thus tin' rapi.st'S use of women for sex.

through rape, is condoned by Anheuser
Busch and the Collegian.

/ would hope that in the future the

Collegian would refuse to print such
sexist ads and would instead become a
leader in the community against sexism. I

would also hope that whoever is

responsible for allowing such an ad to be
printed in the Collegian be fired.

Finally, it is a shame that in this

community which has recently seen so
many rapes [how many unreported?] that

the Collegian continues to foster the

image of women as sex objects.

KurtC. HInaman
Graduate Student Senator

Geology-Geography Department

We remember
To the Editor:

Does the Collegian have any idea what
Senate Bill S222 means to the students of

UMass? If passed, tuition will be set at

$1,400 for in-state students in

September. Has the Collegian forgotten

about Rep. Collins' Repeal Bill H3085 and
how vital it is that it passes? If it fails, tui-

tion for out-of-state and foreign students

will be $3. 150 in September.
Is the Collegian aware of its respon

sibility to the students of UMass to inform

them of the cruicial issue of drastic tuition

hikes that threatens everyone's college

education? I hope so.

Philip Christe
Southwest

Editor's note: Yes.

Condemns racism
To the Editor:

The Minortiy Employees Coalition, a
group of University employees represen-

ting the the interest of minority students
and staff condemns racists attacks on
Third World students
Out of concern for this situation MEC

has met with students, administrators,

and fatuity to discuss in detail, ways of
improving interaction between students.

In our deliberations, several conclusions
have evolved

First, the Collegian as the pnmary m
strurnent of communication on this cam-
pus needs to insure that its reporting of
incidents related to minorities or anyone
else is done objectively and, with sen
sifivity. Secondly, we feel that the stu

dent body through its constituent govern

ing bodies, and other formal and informal
groups, should continue their dialogue
relative to improving human interaction.

Thirdly, the MEC will continue to urge
support from University administrators to

support university-wide efforts to allay

fears and impede violence both verbal

and physical.

In recognition of the violence that has
harangued students over the past school
year, we are dismayed that so little has
been done overtly or otherwise to

enhance the well being and safety of
minority students.

MEC joins the appeals for concern over
this issue and invites a concerted and
campus-wide effort to eliminate the
cancer of evergrowing alienation within
our campus community.
UMass Minority Employees Coalition.

Ditto

To the Editor:

It's about time someone started enforc-

ing some of the copyright infringement

laws. I find it hard to sympathize that

poor student bodies must cough up the

small royalties that composers have com-
ing to them. It is hard enough for creative

artists to make a living without student
activities officers grouching because they

can no longer take bread out of the

nonperforming artist's mouth.
Universities are perhaps the greatest

violators of the fair use provisions of the

copyright law. Consider how many times

you have seen a free extra showing of a

film in a class. How many times has a pro-

fessor photocopied an article or a story or

some poems for your class because they

are not included in the single anthology
he has assigned?

Every time such copies are made - or

films are given an extra showing -- and
the creator of those works is not paid,

you deny someone the right to make a liv

ing. Writers, composers, filmakers, et al

should not have to work free. I applaud
the music copyright firms for finally tak-

ing some action I hope film distnbutors

and book publishers soon do the same
David Lyon

Keep those cards

and letters

coming in, folks!
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National campus roundup
BvJiMPAUUN
Co^gmn Staff

Movia Att«ndancfl up

"Thwe has been a phenomenal increase in movte atten-

dwKe," said a mamber of the movie board at Michigan
State University in East Lansing ever since the state rais-

ed its drinking age from 18 to 21 in Oe(»n^>er.
The State News also reported that attendence is up at

theatrical productions and symphony concerts since a
large part of MSU's stuctont body can no longer legally go
out to bars at night.

Jaw* for Jaaus

The provt^'s office at M^sachusetts Institute of
Technology denied MIT Seelcers use of campus facilities

for a Punm celebration.

The Seekers are the MIT chapter of Jews for Jesus, a
national organization of Jewish converts to Christianti

ty The Provost's office ruled the Seekers must reschedue
their ev^nt to another day.

The Tech reports that the Seekers are considering tak-

ing action against MIT through the Justice Department of
the American Civil Liberties Union on tfie grounds of un-
constitutional religious discnmination.
Hillel Rabbi Daniel Shevit2 c^led tfte meeting a deception
and an attempt to proseletyze. This was not a lectura

open to the public, ' he said. "It was ctoscribad as a Jewish
religious holiday, directed primarily at Jews."

Karmit Morrlsav

Boston State Cohge Prudent Kermit Morris^ recently
accused UMass students of not paying enough tuition and
sided with Gov. King's proposals to raiaa UMms tuititm
white cutting the budget.

In an editorial in Feedbacltat Boston State College BSC
student Toni Shatzman wrote: "Do you know what a sugar
coaMd bullet is? Morrisey, m fine a flunkey as you'd evw
want to see, has been shooting them for years In fact he
just shot one the other day in the form of proposal for a 25
percent tuition increase for BSC. He really expects us ts
fall for his argument that if we don't accept a 25 percent in-

craasa, we'll be getting a 50 percent increase. It's like a^«
ing us If we'd prefer having our legs cut off at the knee or
the hip. Really Kermit. ..The time is now to get wise and
organize."

ThIalX

Glenn Terrell, president of Washington State Univarai-
ty at Pullman has requested the Federal Office of CivN
Rights exclude men's football from a firwncial comparison
of rnen and women's athletics,

Terrell said that large anrtounts of money are necessary
to enable the UW football team to compete nationally.

He said "We believe it is apparent that WSU would have
to destroy its men's programs to meet the needs of the tvw
programs. " Under the guidelines proposed by the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare.

Families near Leeds dam return
CompUed tram reports

Families living below the cracked Leeds Resevoir Dam in

Northampton finished moving back into their homes
yesterday after 150 had been evacuated on Friday when ci

ty officials feared the leaking dam wall might collapse.

On Saturday vworkers clawed a 12-by 15 foot hole in the
top of the 40-foot high dam allowing water to pour into

Roberts Meadow Brook, easing pressure on the weakened
dam
The reservoir when full holds 100 million gallons of water,
and the water level had risen to within two feet of the top
of the dam on Friday.

Officials p>ermitted the evacuated families to begin return-

ing Saturday night as the water level of the reservoir drop-
ped

Leaks through cracks and fissures and a bulge in the
lower section of the dam wall were discovered eariier this

month.

City officials at first loon no action, irwy changed their
evaluation with the rising water level and the weekend
forecast of rain.

Officials said any accumulation of r«n in the dwn should
drain off fairly well.

TYPEWmER
RIBBONS

at

HASTINGS
lewsdealer & Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

It's three scoops

J

It's hot topping.'

rper Heater!

Choose your favnte flavors oi ice cream and

uell rovpr em uith a double portion of Hot

Butterscotch or Hot Fudge, nuts and a cherry.

Real Cream Topping, too. if you aish. Super

Heaters for super eaters'

BASKIN-ROBBINS

ICE CREAM STORE

TOmi WORK
OPPORTU]!nTI£S»

IIKiII

S( ll(K)I.

(iR.M)r.vnvS

The SulcHlan
c'omtTiiinlty is u

team, helping the

youth of t(Klay, building the men of

tomorrow.

Tliis 17,00f) member sckMcIv needs
generous ycmng men to help the yoimg.

Join tJie Salesians of St. .John lioseo in

youth centers, high schools, technical

schools, summer camps—wherever the
young arc found.

ST. J()H\ BOSCO'S METHOD;
HELPIXG THE VOl \G WITH
REASON, RELIGIOX, AND
KINDNESS
Call 914-247-2200 or write for information to

Vocation Director. Room B

Salesians of St John Bosco

Filors Lane, W Haverstraw, NY 10993

NAME

ADDRESS

AGE

PHONE

S16

28 Main St ,
Amherst fy/la

phone (413! 253 9774

opp Tn Hall Bus Stop

BR E» BN routes

A Salesian will be on Campus at

Newman Center, N. Pleasant St.. 7-9.

Wednesday and Thursday. March 28-29.

Twrell also said ha wouldn't cut the mMi's budget unless
ordered to do so by the WSU Board of Regents.
The Daily Evergreen also reports that WSU may «-

perigee severe water shortages in 10 to 20 years if the pre-
sent rate of consumption continues.
Wells are pumping water from subterranean sources

faster tfMin the supply is being replenished.

Harvard anti-divastHure stance

Harvard University President Derek Bok inued a state-
ment explaining the university's oppositimrt to taking
j^MMte on moral iMuas.

Tfiese issuM include: supporting ttie boycotts of Nestle
and J. P. Stevens products; divestiture of holdings in cor-
porations and banks operating m ap>artheid South Africa;
and the renaming Engelhard Library at Harvard. Engelhard,
whose contributions financed the construction of the
library, was a South African mine owr>er.

Bok said the "institutional goal" of universities is not "to
reform society in specific ways, " but instead, he said,
"tfieir special mission is the discovery and transmission of
kfH>wiedge."

The Harvard Crirmon also reported that about 150 Har-
vard faculty members have sigr>ed a petition supporting
divestiture.

AIR FORCE ALWAYS
NEEDS MORE LEADERS.^

Ami rtir All

Vix isn W"
!>,. A,. I

• f -irftl 4ftfl «ii«f»^ Yim^

. tf^ ... l/i'1 M.I lUw^ III P4K^ v«(.«11l«1 ,Mi h

IflB^ fci 'vmi tft !^ At» I i»l¥ Aftdi^iMirtM

<« n^il MM^ Voul hr 4«d %«M did

^
CALL 5-2437

JtOTC
Goteway lo a great woy of life.

INTO ACTION. .

.

ITS THE T/MJ; OF YhAR TO

REDISCOVER THE -'^^

.GREAT OUTDOORSm r<^ <\

*' . ''

ANf) THE

DELICIOUS

UNIQUE TASTE 8TO
OF

'*'"

J>^

.suBmm^

.OPEN LATE 7 DAYS A WEEK-
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Aaiorttd • Bath

I
Our Own nsoft-weve
Tea Bags

j I
Tissues

klOOct

[Pk»

,£'J^5f-' OTl[i^lrJ:

CtMi* Lt. Turn in Oil or Watir

I Chicken
Of the Sea

*^ I Sssge."'''

CotoAddiUftI "''ciiiHr,

2 Liter Btl.

Coca-Cola
iC

«»irlw

For ttM Laundry

«N» MlMan aM « r M WCMM-

OaytNiM

Tide
I

i Johnson's
Detergent I

j Diapers

jL^jsssi:is^ M>^ Chuck Fillet^,,^;4nJ.ondon Broilfrnrnm^^ STEAK

«|" liS"-- «I" i

ADVERTISED
ITEM POUCY

SMISSS' $199
t»intm*th—mam»»»»

l«f «•!••«•

(s:
F«9H-*V*«. UW) SAT CarTERCVT

Cod steaks

•ZQ)

*Lean Ground ^^|*LeanBeef

our* woffiM «^0» «w

ASPMhSticks V*r'

Beef»» *— TTPI for stew
-{JL M0SA

Assorted
PORK
CHOPS

CONT/UNS
• 4CnTBI
•7SN0UUei
•2SMUMII

BVCNOrS

POnKLON

Center Cut
Mb Chops
PORK LOIN

$149
Pork» Loin

$79

Conter loin Chops M"

BOX-0-
Chicicen
FNISM-U S DA MSKCTEO
CONTAMS 3 MKAST OTRS 3 LEG
OTBS 3W>W6SllgCKS3GaUTH(S
u.si).AarfKfl5

59
Presti
Chjckenlegs
FRESH

Chicken Breasts

79iC

CREAM OF MUSHROOM

Campbell's soup

iC

MARGARINE QUARTERS

Blue Bonnet

PURE VEGETABLE

Wesson Oil

^«IIOUNIHIP_
£ ^==^^^ TENDER GREEN CUT or FRENCH STYLE ^J?*^
9 e«.«<^4- DA«>« CreenBeansfese^jiSweet Peas

CREAM STYLE or

Will. Kernel Corn

fmeHoiktav
Foodsforyour
Passover Meal

Matio 5l.*S''

Matio 9iJT*
Borictit v49*
CefilteFiih ",-*r*

Soup Nutt z 29*

ASST. VAR.-SUPER MOIST

ake Mix

HALVES or

Peach Slices

ANN PAGE

Mayonnaise

MUSSELMAN

Apple Juice

Light n' Lively

SEALTEST
ICE MILK

Hall Gal Ctn

Cheese

JENO'S
PIZZA
13 oz pkg

S«allest-Llght n' Lively

COTTAGE
CHEESE

24 01 cont

AAP Chilled

ORANGE
JUICE

hall gallon ctn '

FANCY CALIFORNIA

Asparagus
FRENCH BRAND

Russet
Potatoes

,\\

bag

MEWUM-ALL PURPOSE

Yeilow
Onions

FLORIDA'S FINEST

White
Grapefruit

^3 size I

Listarmint

t Mouthwash
Ami

Bargle

ii-a> an

129

Ss, AlHaSaitzor
TaMats

.Pw. $|I9

Q-Tlps

Q^

Cotton
Swabs
Pkg. ol 400

$-|19

Pond's Craam
p * Cocoa
- Butter

Lotion

n
Imnt Parkrt Bskerv

Save 59«
sliced

ENGLISH WHITE
MUFFINS BREAD

png» of sli 20 01 Ivs

3ror I

I

I

I

MANUF/ICTUR(RS COUPON

With \tn Couoon

GENERAL MILLS CEREAL

I I

I I

I I

M«HUf ACTimERS COUPON

Wlltl IhlS C0(J(NM1

IN-ORYER SOFTENER

3.. I

GOLDEN GRAHAMS
j

j
CLING FREE SHEETS

I
(ss^\ ,00, IC^bV II ^ 24ct

I
\^ mmmm

I I

99«
*P2 6oa

MANUfACTUHf RS COUPON

*iitntii» Coupon

1
GEIKRAL NKRCMANOfSE

laa^
lib pkg -Imported Cameco

Ontix 109

. 1 # # V~-y
I MensAII Pro Tennis

I SPORT SOCKS
llDpKg -imported Cameco j

Green Yellow or Pink -Jj 02 pug ^^^^a

SLICED HAM I
6ASTH CRASS.!99*

L'^1I':ii2L«2_: *ilcg»j lv;Sm^.jt«^'_ J^T cnaj \j^^'^^i'2^___^i^jxm\ ENVELOPES 2 T M

University Drive, Amherst
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1 PLY 500 SHEET

WALDORF

K15l
^""^lop a Shc^ CouponJ»

39
I BETTY CRCXKE ll STOP & SHOP

SUPER cake Mix
J ORANGE! . .^^.^.^ 18V307 Dka ! .. ..^—

TISSUE SSTo^ S MOIST»^ S JUICE ,^B.l
^MMWgn IM> i»i«i UW »• t*« <« P* fMJxnm p Uoos Men Mw t»S« Wa i* u»»i« ont pj* rmimi » Goon Man M« i»Stf Into M L»n« on* (w cu»kinw. J|
C I I 294|ia«] C

I —I 295|i9«l C ,— , sgefi'e*.is;JM£....[:^ED..%jM]^..

^^Stop > S»x^ Coupon

SPAGHETTI

FRANCO
AMERICAN '"r^

^

.„.^ OoadMGd »ito i*!i*« M* t* utmcinei

I***](

18 ounce sae

Rwh Ranch Bread P»zs.»1 19

Fresh Cheese Pizza ' i 99

self service deli G^odtoo^
to» lunches A lunch tawes

1 pound package

Armour
tDogs
Bee*™*'V

Armour Botogna '^^T '1 49
Armour Bacon i"S M 49
C(X)kedHam ^-^S^ 99"

Botogna S Sal^ni »,v*i49

CoWCuts ..^S^?&« 55«

^^
comer deli ^'^SSJ.":?^-.

A.aMCW f* Mms ipak«>^g a SefMc* Oi*

CcwkedHam
2f»Domestic <

Sectioned A Formed
fib

Swiss Cheese —.i-^r'2 79.

Potato Salad
stop & Shop M€^
Reg or 0«i & Vinegar ^V^V
Cooked Corned Beef '399»
s«ac 8 »c»rw( j:»«tt'»«i.»ar

your kitchen OucK meai ideas.

Roasted or B-B-Q Style

CookedCMcken
>:^^White Gem'S^AO
\Sj^ TasNsetved t1_N^^ hot or cold ^^''
Meat Loaf ^'^^.v ^2 79

^Lenten Seafood Specials

Fresh Cod
FiUets*!?'
Cherrystone Oams ffesr .69*

Fkxjnder RUets F'es^ ,*2 99
Squ»d(Calamari) *r. '179

.
^FishNics ^'gr p^<««" '169

bskery DHckxjs t>aked goodies

Stop & Shop Variety

BreadSale!
Honey Wheal
Butter Top Of

Ptam Rye

Donuts
Coconut Cake

59
99^

Regular or Split

English Muffins
Stop & Shop yf.;^12ozpkg. of6 fH J^
Pineapple Pie ".' 99'

Coffee Cake .^ .69

STOP & SHOP
CHEESE—^^

cif Wedge

Switch to^hicken. Pork, Fish, Cheese, Eggs. Pasta. Nuts. Rice..'

Ov«r lh« 1^ v«« beet prices hav» been gomg up because We eipccted puce redel However « tt»e past tew weehs We recommend ttat consumers buy alternatives su<* as

o« ^creased st^^ihes ana increased costs of catHe ttiere has been a meteonc nse m beel prices due to severe pooHfy li^ porh ana dairy products Even ttxjugh prices tor

Coi^«fwrs reacted arMt beef «3*i«xr«tandedned wvner wm»w whu^ <lBcrMsed (he herds even further As c^ these have gone up loo they are st« better buys than beet

fhi^weeti we>epaywio44SrrHyetof c^ttte tt^anayear aqo'

Stop & Shop "Big Eye Pork Sale!

CenterCut
PoikChops

Thin Sliced '1.79, ^C*"
Assorted Pork Chops '1.39.
' J Center Chops. *', Biade Chop '» Selom Coops

Countrvstyle Pork Ribs 1.49.

'IS*

bigeye
pork.

Save on our very best ctvjps

cut from extra meaty pork kxns.

trimmed oH excess fat arid bone'

e3":^»|Stop & Shop Whole

Kernel
Corn

or ^mi6cz^
Creamstyle^f^ans^

Stewed Tomatoes *,'<'-' 43'

B&M Baked Beans ^ 39*

Chunk Light

Stuffing Mix
Elbow Macaroni

Motfs

A|»ple
Stance

49?5oz
jar

Apple & Eve

Sirloin Cutlets
Pork

ooneiess 1 .99.

stop & Shop "Great Beef'USDA Choice

Round

^

6v?oz. can in oil

Kosher Dill Chips
Vtastc Baby Dills

69*

69"

Seven Up tEf-jr 95'

Nabisco Oreo "^^ '1.09

Beef c<
Round

An excellent oven roast, very lean, naturally

fender Great Beef Only Stop & Shop has it

Beef Round sO OQ
USDA Chotce C- .\J<U^Top Round Roast

Round Tip Steak u^?R^ '2.39.

Top Round Steak -^ '2.49,

Round Cube Steak ^ '2.59.

Snokcd 6-8 pounds Picnic 0^jt^
PoikShoulder ^ 99,
PorkShouder S^s^^^T^'\2%.

Dish Detergent

Palmolive
Liquid

Keet)ler Bonus Pack

H^wfn Ifoiise
i[Gradiefs

32 ounce ^19
bottle

1Cor

P»<g 79
Window Cleaner .^.TsSt. ^
Purex Detergenf'tS^a^r'2.29

King Arthur Rour -X 89*

Instant Coffee ''r.^::^r '2.99

fl'Q^gr foods Values on everyttwx) ttom ttie appetizer to ttie dessert. ^^
Stop & Shop

Orange
Juice

8916 ourx:e

can

Banquet

Fried
Icken

32 our>ce *
package |99

Ore-Ida Crispers " *« 69^

RedCrabmeat .^"Si M.69
Com on the Cob "^^ 89*

Pork Shoulder Roll
Armour Smoked

water added •1.89.

FreshDue
US Grade A

4-6lbs

i^^ngs

Lago Frozen

itraw'

Fettucine Alfredo ^^ '1.29

Green Beans ^^-'rSS- 3 ii M
Fisti Sticks -"Si;^ 65'

Stop & Shop

VxGaL Ice

Haddock Dinner It^SX 79' Ice Cream Bars

Macaroni & Cheese^' S^'l .29 Yogurt Pops

Jumbo

produce
The finest fresh fruits

and vegetables
dSiry f^ttonal brands & our money-saving Stop & Shop Brand' ^

J^ljQ^I^O Indian River White Seedless ^^^ 16oz
cup

Light isr Lively

Cottage
individually Wrapped

Kraft
ingles
«9^ '12oz pkg $

Cheese Food Slices
White or Yellow

Fresh
Calif

Country Stand

Mushrooms
Fresh
rioi pkg

Idaho

Potatoes

Cinnamon Rolls ...-"A'- ., 69
Cracker Barrel •"-";:. ' M.29

Whipped Cream Cheese 79

Sour Cream ""'-

RondeleCtieese..
Whole Milk Ricotta

99 5-89 health & beauty aids ('(",on;, Iff neodb 'or the family

. j'able • Porceiri • A 5te«i

iiA
'.^

6 ©t. Dutch Oven "
*"^

ColletJ .111 i'^ volumes

TTHENEW
lU-USTRATlD
COLUf^BIA

'Ao ENCYCLOPEDIA,
1^^ rmc. \a/fPk «r^«i A

'lus \.\t

•.• A- »* . V * •' iV .*.*

TVtiS WEEK Vol.4

5.6 ounce
bonus canArricl

8.2 ounce
tubeAim

Extra
99' [:^^^99Anit-Perspirant

Reg or Unscented
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Todaij's

Crossword

ACROSS
1 Lids

5 Lakes
10 Change the

decor
14 Region
15 Gel up
16 Acknowl-

edge
1

7

Raced
18 Particular

20 Kind ol

miner

?2 Merchant
?3 Pillage

24 Twisted
25 Det>ase
28 Cuts short

32 Biblical Iton

33 Prevent
35 Punish

36 Fool Slang
38 Mends
40 Herb
41 Frosters

43 Grates
45 Number
46 Sash
48 Part of

R LS
50 Covers
51 Title

52 Greeting

55 Fortnightly

59 Using dis-

cretion

61 Duo plus

one
62 Ms Bancroft

63 A Horae
64 Connect
65 Letters

66 VWorried

67 Italian com-
mune

DOWN
1 Money
2 Harp: It

3 Noble
4 Seat
5 Isolated

6 Standing
7 Hazard
8 Sixth sense
Abbr

9 Farm ma-
chine

10 Knocking
sounds

11 Harmful
12 Bird

13 lOU signer

19 Can -USA
coins

21 Highway

UNtTED Feature Syndicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved

C H A nIc ops eHs I a M
I.A.K ' B" a. A. xi^Ha. x£.i.
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PEACE CORPS AND VISTA UfMASS CAIVIPAIGN
Tuesday Thursday. Mar 27-29

Goodeil 503 for Interviews; general info in the

Campus Center concourse.

— Is God Calling You? —
"There arc mo^emcnis of the miuI. deeper than words can descnbe

and yei more powerful than anv reason, which can give a manSo know

beyoml question or arguing or douhi, ihal Ihe finger ol God is here.

God docs inspire men haitfi is required to accept that reality. Only in

the decision to go did I Ond the )o> and inienor peace that arc rrwrks

of God's true inierveniion m thesoui " He Leadeih Me^ Ciszek SJ.

Have you Ihought of working for others in Africa, Asia, So America?

A Cflholic has such opportunities as a priest, broihtr or layperson

with M Joseph's Missionary Society, the Mill Hill Fathers Risk your

talent, your life, and win hardship, no regrets, and a chance lo do really

great things with your life.

Maytte (ii>d is ^ailing you
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Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler
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Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Nothing Special by Joe Casey
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Shoe by Jeff MacNelly

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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This space a valiable.

Interested cartoonists should see

the Collegian Managing Editor,

113 Campus Center, 545-3500

Benefit Concert for Fletcher Henderson f\Aemorial Sctiolarship Fund

sponsored by the Department of t^usic and Dance, University of fjlassachusetts/An st

Max Roach Quartet
Max Roach, drums Calvin Hill, bass Cecil Bridgewater. trumpet Odean Pope, Tenor C cp ione

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall — Wednesday March 28 8 P.M
ri<;l..' ir $«ii-«l al, Ne* t",}'v^ '

< ^"•i ": r'm>os ^- • r.nn a.k .•••-<,.
>
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"UTE TASTES GREATAND
IT'S LESS FILUNG. I ALSO UKE
THE EASY-OPENING CAIC

Monday. March 26, 1979

Bubba Smith
Former All-Pro Lineman

Aworld
of travel

information

FREE
Get your hands on CIEE's

free Student Travel

Catalog Ifsoworldof

information about travel

abrood fligtits, roil passes
ID'S, where to go where
to stay, working and
studying abroad: and just

about anything el^ you
need to know

CouncN on InttmotlOfwl

EducoKonoiExchong*

iColle yigm 11

Sox top Reds in 11
TAMPA, «^/a. [AP\ -Jim Dwyer hit a first inning home run

for Boston, but the Red Sox needed an unearned run in the
ninth and a run scored on a fielder's choice in the eleventh to
beat Cincinnati 5 4 in exhibition baseball yesterday.

Boston scored twice in the sixth inning on back to-back
doubles by Dwyer and Jim Rice.

Cincinnati third baseman Ray Knight, who drove in three
runs, one in the first on a fielder's choice and a pair on a
fourth inning double, let a ball get through him to give the Red
Sox the tying run in the ninth.

Ironically. It was the first fielding error of the spring for
Knight, who succeeded Pete Rose at third base.

why settle for
tlM ocdUutfy?

Send me th« 1979 rf fc_.,jl
SudeniTfavei lA »**' 1

Caloiog Enclosed

ts 50C tof posf(^
OfvJ hondiing

CKE Oapt CASS
777 UN P1Q70

NY NV 10017

212-661-0684 l-Hsfll

I. Ar,sii\
IIWI I I K

SAMI

AOOOflS
I

OTV

i WW - ^_J

31 Pleasant St.
Amherst
253 3986

1^ Gymnasts
CONT. FROM PAGE 12

A freshman from Clarion,

Ann Woods, placed first in

the championships. The
defending champion Ann
Carr from Penn State only

competed in two events
because of an ankle injury.

Coach Virginia Evans was
pleased with the team's
performances. "They did
very well considering the
difficult situation," she
said.

This championship
concludes a long hard
season for the
Minutewomen. They have
been practicing four hours
every day since the first day
of school. After a week of
rest the gymnasts will be
back in the auxiliary gym to
start preparing for next
year's competition

.

AAILLER 12 oz. cans a NR

$6.99
In Store Cash Only

Monday thru Thursday

<c;t978 Mtltor Brewing Co ,
Milwauli««, Wis

C&C LIQUORS
BUYNOW FOR AFTER APRIL 16th

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FREE DELIVERY

PLAYER OF THE YEAR-UMass center Julie Ready (4) was presented
with a trophy last week as the Collegian's Women's Basketball Player of
the Year. Ready led the Minutewomen in rebounding and was second in
scoring. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs.)

BELCHERTOWN STATE SCHOOL
Paid Student Positions

Summer '79-Spring '80

•Student Supervisors— Boltwood Project
— implementation of evening recreation programs
•^supervision of area-college volunteers

•Student Intern

—direct delivery service In a variety of disciplines

•Work-Study— If eligible through Fin/Aid Office

Must be Full-Time Student. For more info call 323-6311,

ext. 449. BSS is an EO employer.

To p<«c« • cla«sifi«d ad. drop by the Col
legian oHice ICC 113) between 8 45 am and
3:45 p m Monday through Friday or use our
harnjy clip and mail form found in most issues
of the CoUegian Classified deadline is 3 45
p m two days in advance of publication date

^^^^H Collegian
^^^^Hciassifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c per

line; five constcutive issues, 40c per line per

day, 30 consecutive issues, 30c per line per

day One line is roughly equivalent to 38
characters

AUTO FOR SALE HELP WANTED

70 Ford Torino, very good body and tires,

excellent engine, good mileage, needs no
work $600. 665 4971.

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire, perfect for cof
feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584 4105

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John, 546-4646

FOR WENT

Cap* Cod group sumrrwr rentals, Dennis
& Yarmouth, 2 3-4 bdrms. Available, rent

direct and save. 1 (617 ) 528-0404

Room in Lsveratt for mature nature lover.

M or F. $18/wk. Call 549 1054, 4-6 p,m.

FOR SALE
~

Harmon Kardon Dolby cass deck, Onkyo
top-of line rec. $500, Seth, 323 5086

Gurian guitar — jumbo mahog , owned by
Peter Kairo, performer - recording artist,

$425, w/ hardshell case. Call Pat, 549 0731.

mornings.

Single mattress Cr box, $30. 549 1519.

70 Buick Electra, all auto, runs great,

AM/FM, attack stereo, $650, 256 6731.

eve. _
World Book Encyclopedia, new '78, $100

off, priced $299, $15 a mo., 247 5740, even
ings.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Delap , 256 8732, bet. 9 10 a m

FOUND

Found: M Irish Setter, info &W-68S2, eve .

Found— long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan black markings, 6^ 4324

Tennis pros wanted — excellent summer
seasonal and year-round positions

available; good playing and teaching

background required Call (301) 654-3770,

or send 2 complete resumes, pictures to:

K J Belknap, W T S , 8401 Connecticut

Avenue, Suite 1011, Chevy Chase fWID

20015. '__

Interesting and satisfying work. Are you
available? Stage hands needed for

Anything Goes." services required even

ings from 3/25 3/31 Great experienqe Call

545 0783, 9 4

The Collegian Advertising Department
is looking for ad reps If you have ex

perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer.

Paid student positions available at

Belchertown State School. Boltwood
supervisors ~ starts in July, runs through

following academic year. Also: internships,

practicum, work study. Call Belch, State

School for more info. 323-6311, ext. 449,

equal opportunity employer.

Exotic jobs! Lake Tahoe, Call Little exp.

Fantastic tips (pay), $1700-$4000, summer,
35,000 people needed in casinoes,

restaurants, ranches, cruisers, river rafts!

Send $3.95 for info to Lakeworld, BB Box
60129, Sacto CA 95860

Central area women's center has 5 work
study positions available, applications can

be picked up at center basement Baker.

PERSONALS

INSTRUCTION

Pre-Vet Club will be meeting on Tuesday,

March 27 at 7 p.m. in Paige 202. Dr. Robert

Schmitt will be speaking on large and mix

ed animal practice. '_

Photography classes now forming.

Photo classes, evening and day
classes - learn from working pros If you're

tired of learning photography in a

classroom, now you can learn in an

operating studio We have beginners and

advanced amateurs classes 10 weeks of 3

hour classes -$75; includes all materials

and film processing For more info call

584 4120, Unique Images Rte. 9, Elmwood
Shops, Hadley.

The UMass Psychological Services Ctr.

will be sponsoring a group for individuals

recently seperated from close long-term

relationships. The group will utilize a com-
bined therapy workshop approach for deal-

ing with the emotional aftermath of break

ing up. Sessions are Wednesdays, March
28-May 16, 4-5:30 p.m Pre-group inter

views begin immediately. For more infor-

mation call 545-0041

To the guy in last semester's Soc. 103 lect

£t disc. Where have you been' Why
haven't you called? S.

Thanks to all those who voted in the elec-

tion, especially SW — you really came
through for us. Brian & Rich.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff. Remember yourJD^

For two people to Ft Lauderdale en Mar.

15 or 16 Will share driving and expenses.

Call Laurel or Susan at 549-5957.

WANTED

LOST

There is still a chance to get off the UMass
meal plan and enjoy delicious home-cooked
dinners. Be a houseperson. Work 6 dinners

a week, eat 12 nrieals Cail Bernie at

545 0939^

Last summer students made $249/wk.

with us Send self addrerssed stamped

Lost 3/13/79, two keys in a black key case

Reward, 6 9976

Lost - wine colored disco bag Contents in

elude two Mass licenses, set of key

Moneyone card If found please call

256 6077 or 253 9519

envelopee
02138

to Box 504, Cambridge MA Please return dk. brown leather wallet,

personal value, leave it with Collegian.

If you and a friend (of the same sex) would
like to participate in a study of how people

work with others, call 546 6616 or 546 8138,

evenings Participants will be paid $2 50 per

hour for approximately 6 hours of v^ork

Tutor for probability and statistics

course. Call Prof Dittfach, 545 2505.

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546 6557, after 6.

Jobs M/FI Sailboats! Cruise ships! No ex

perience High pay, see Carribean, Hawaii,

Europe, world! Summer career Send $3 95

for info to Seaworld, BB Box 60129, Sacto

CA 95860

MISCELLANEOUS LEGAL SERVICES

Earn $300/1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details rush stamped addressed envelope,

Action Sales, Box 112 C, Ludlow MA
01066

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, low cost

legal representation for UMass community,
income tax preparation, appointment only.

2537617
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Sycamores face Spartans forNCAA title
SALT LAKE CITY I API - Larry Bird & Co , also known as
top ranked, unbeaten Indiana Stats, do banle with Magic
Man" Earvin Johrwon and his supporting cast from Michigan
State tonight for collegiate basketball supremacy, a dream
showdown pitting what may be the two best teanr^ and the
two grMtest players in the game.
The nationally televised NCAA championship will tip off at

9:15 p.m. EST in the Special Events Center on the Uniwersity
of Utah campus, prece<tod by the third place game between
OaPaul and Penn.

hKiiana State, the only team in NCAA history to p<«t a ^0
racord. is the underdog. The Sycamores, with the 6-foot-9
Bird tossing in points from all over the court, have squeaked
p^t their last two opponents, edging Arkansas and DePaul on
l^t second shots by unheralded Bol> Heaton, who habitually
materializes at the most crucial moment to save the day, then
returns to obscurity.

The Spartans, 25^, breezed into the finals, rtniting Notre
C^me In the Mide^t Regiornil and humiliating Penn in the
semifinals Saturday, 101 ff7.

Against DePaul, Bird hit 16 of 19 field goate, p<Mjring in %
|K>in», grabtMng 16 r^)our>d$ wid dishing out nine (»sists

Against Penn, Johnson was 9 of 10 from the Moor and 1 1 of
12 from the lir»e for 29 points, hauled in 10 rebounds and
distributed 10 assists. Michigan State is armed, too, with a
superstar in forward Greg Kelser, a master of the dunk who
i^o revealed a dependable long range jump shot and scored
28 against the out manned Penn Quakers

Thertj seems tq be no question that Bird and Johnson are
the two greatest passers in the game.

"I am amazed by Larry Bird," said Spartan Coach Jud
H^thcote. "But we still feel we have the best, tfie most com-
plete pte^r in the Magic Man "

The Magic Man, an effervescent pw«>naKtv in contrast to
tern intense, sometimes-moody Bird, seems to disagree,

"I definitely think he is," said the 6-8 sophomore when ask
ed who IS the best player in the game "I'm a fan of Larry Bird.

But Monday night I just cant get caught watching
"

Heathcote said the Spartans would use the "Matchup Zone
Defense" that earned them all year while the Sycamores are
expected to concentrate on a man to-man defense.
"We hope we can keep Bird on the outside, but they're not

a onerr^an team," said Heathcote. "If you concentrate alt your
efforts on Bird, then the rest of them are going to go in for

dunks and layups '

Indiana State's Bill Hodges, a t)alding man who somettrrMS
squirms under the national spotlight, admits he can hardly
belive all that's happ)ened m this, a fairytale season for a rookie
head coach

Aside from the Indiana State Michigan State encountar
tonight, the eyes of the nation will also be on their two
stars The Sparta'^s' Earvin Magic' Johnson (left) will

b« hoping to defeat the Sycamoraa and their star, high-
scoring LafffyJ^di^ (AP Lasarphotoi

Gymwomen conquer injury;

finish fourth in Easterns

r

ByKIMWHITELAW
Collegian Staff

After losing one of their top performers

because of a warm up injury, the UMass
women's avmnastics team pulled through

the Eastern Gymnastics Championships

with a fourth place finish on Saturday at

the University of Maryland.

Karen Hemberger reinjured the torn

ligaments in her knee as she vaulted over

the horse during Friday's warm-up session.

Hemt)erger has been on of the leading

scorers for the UMass team this season

The remaining gymnasts did a fine )ob and
performed well. Individual members turned

out some outstanding routir>es.

The team compiled a total score of

131.55 to finish behind Penn State in first

place. Clarion State in second and the

University of Pittsburgh in third. The total

score for the Minutewomen was enough to

beat the University of New Hampshire,

who defeated UMass in a dual competition

earlier in the season.

Freshman Amy Riuli turned in excellent

performances on both floor and beam. She
was in first place entering the final beam
competition but dropped in standing when
she fell off during her routine. Her total

beam score missed placing her on the All-

East team by only 05 of a point. Marcy
Levine from Penn State won the beam
competition

On tfie floor exercise event Riuli tried for

sixth pla<^ and made the All-East tpam

Riuli was the only competitor ror tne
UMass team to qualify for the National
championships to be held at Penn State
this weekend. Her all-around score of 34.1

put her in a tie for ninth position. Combined
with her four highest seasonal scores, her
all-around average places her in 18th in tfie

nation.

Riuli was happy with the "unexpected"
results of her perfornrtances. "I am really

excited to do well in Nationals and will be
working real hard this week to improve my
routines," said Riuli.

Colleen Thornton competed for only the
second time this year on the balance beam
and received a score high enough to place

her in the finals competition.

Karen Clemente performed welt on the

uneven parallel t>ars. She received a

preliminary score of 8.4 and then added .1

point to her final score to end up with an
11th place finish. Clemente also finished

17th in her second all-around competition

of the season.

Karen Ginsburg had troulbe with her

sprained back during the competition and
ended in 22nd place in the all-arour>d.

TURN TO PAGE 11
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Mark Marchand

Just wondering

Sports Staff meeting
There will be a mandatory meeting for all members of the Collegian

sports staff on Wednesday, March 28 at 7:00 p.m. at the sports desk This

will be the first of regular sports staff meetings, which will now be held

every three weeks, and all members of the staff are urged strongly to

attend. It is especially important that reporters who are presently

covering a spring sport attend the meeting, but, as usual, anyone in-

terested in working for the sports department is more than welcome to

attend.

Break prosperous for spikers
By I^AUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's volleyball team continue their sweep of wins in the Northern

Division, defeating Berkshire Community College in NOPE gym, 15-3, 15^7, last

Wednesday night.

Led by player-coach Arnie Roberts, UMass never relented in using their powerful 6-2

offense on BCC; their combination of three setters and three spikers paved the way for

the win.

The score reflects an improvement in team play. Since the New England Open March
4th, UMass had been slumping somewhat, though they lost only one game out of five

two-out of three matches. Poor setting was matched by powerful spikes that ended

somewhere over on the other side — out of bounds.

"It's hard getting uq for regular play after a big tourney such as the Open, " said

Roberts, after UMass played four teams March 10th at NOPE, "but I know this team

can do it - they can win."

UMass resumes action this coming Wednesday night, when they face BCC once

again, at Berkshire Community College.

Welcome back from your one week vaca-
tion, sports fans. I trust you all had a good
time and are prepared to assault those
books once again as we've passed tfie half-

way point of the semester already.

A heck of a lot is happening in the sports
world as we're caught up in the transition

of seasons between hockey, basketball,

baseball, soccer, lacrosse, gymnastics,
swimming, track, softball, golf, and only
the good Lord knows what else. So, with
all this confusion reigning in my mind I did a
lot of thinking and wondering over our
week off about sports. The result; my an-
nual "just wondering" column.

Just wondering...

... if you can call the absorption of four

of the six WHA teams into the National

Hockey League a "merger."

... if a sports editor somewhere can run a

picture concerning Indiana State basketball

without including Larry Bird.

... what Al McGuire's blood pressure is

before and after his participation in an NBC
college hoop telecast. If you saw him inter-

view DePaul's Ray Meyers after his team
upset UCLA to get into the final four last

week, you know what I mean.

... if those cracks that have been

discovered in the newly remodeled Yankee

Stadium are an omen of the season to

come.

... why Don King and ABC have been

allowed to continue their control over pro-

fessional and amateur boxing after its been

proven time and time again that both are

crooked and bad for boxing.

... if George O'Brien still thinks that he

can beat me in a half-mile race next month.

.. if Brooks Sweet can continue his

unbelievable goal production for the UMass
lacrosse team when it opens up its season

Wednesday.

... if those WHA teams can even cut it in

the NHL. Have you s«>en the rosters of

some of those WHA teams? The rosters

look like All- Star teams; from the 50's and

60's, that is.

... if John Y. Brown is finally going to do
something smart like giving Larry Bird

whatever he wants to play for the Celtics. I

shudder to think of going through another

season like this or>e.

... if those recently lackluster Bruins can

get their act together over the next six

games before the playoffs start.

... why Sugar Ray Leonard likes Howard
Cosell so much; Sugar Ray's given Howie
his gloves after alnx)St every one of his

televised bouts on ABC.

... if we're finally gonna have a national

champion here at UMass. After looking at

Bob Pickett's list of new recruits I'm going

to put my money on the Minuteman foot-

ball team making it into the final four in

Division 1AA again and to be a solid threat

for that national crown.

... if all those "ifs" surrounding the

Boston Red Sox will be cleared up by open-

ing day.

... if Jeff of Amherst can repeat his feat

of playing three on five hockey one night till

exhaustion and get up for his eight o'clock

class and handball the next day.

, , . if the broadcast of the championship

game of women's college hoop will go over

well.

... if those puffs of smoke that I used to

see escaping from the little room at the end

of the Red Sox bullpen in Fenway Park

were Bill Lee smoking pot.

... if Detroit's Mark "the Bird" Fidrych

will ever thrill baseball fans again.

... if women's tennis' Tracy Austin is go-

ing to burn herself out before she's 21

.

. . . why the Boston Red Sox made all the

bleacher seats at Fenway Park available for

advance sales. One of the few remaining

traditions concerning the Sox has gone the

way of inflation.

...why college hoop is head and

shoulders above pro basketball when it

comes down to pure excitement.
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'Let there be no more bloodshed between Arabs and Israelis.

—Anwar Sadat

"No more war... Peace unto you. Shalom forever.'

— Menachem Begin

Sadat

By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press
WASHING TON- Egypt af^ Israal.

WightKHs but enemies for a ganaration,
gigned a treaty yesterday to begin a new,
tagile era of peace between Arab and Jew.

In a solemn ceremony on tha front lawn
of ttw White House, Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister
Menacham Begin put their names to
Arabic, H^rew and English copies of a
ttMty promising mutual recognition,
lti«>actandpMce.

"Paeoe has come!" declared a beaming
Resident Carter, whose personal in-

tervention brought the talks back to life

Fragile' peace beg
Begin

after they had stalemated on the details.
Carter quoted the Bible and the Koran,

and he offered a'personal prayer that Araba
and Jews may one day be brothers.

"Let there be no more bloodshed bet-
ween Arabs and Israelis."

"Let us work togetfwr until the day
comes when they beat their swords into
plowshares and their spears into pruning-
hooks, ' the Egyptian said.

Carter quoted the same words from
Isiah.

"No more war, " agreed Begin. "No
more bloodshed. Peace unto you. Shalom,
salaam, forever."

"Sfialom" means "peace" in Hebrew.

hits peace treaty.

Campus pessimistic

of Mideast peace treaty

"Salaam" means "peace" in Arabic.
Sadat and Begin both praised Carter

profusely. Sadat called him a man of

PLC's Arafat
Story, page 2.

compassion; BegirrsaidCarters"^Ivork
would be rememl^red for generations.

But agreement did not come easily.

Even at lunch, only a little more than an
hour before they signed. Begin and Sadat
were still disputing what the treaty papers
shoukj call an area the Israeli leader insists

on referring to as Judea and Samaria and
most of the world calls "the West Bank."

Sadat and Begin signed, dramatically, on
the windy lawn, after 30 years of hostility
and four wars between their nations and
after 15 months of American-sponsored
negotiations.

Tf>en Carter added his signature, a
satisfied witness.

Thus, on a chilly, sin-filled spring af-
ternoon, with 1,600 witnesses waving the
flags of the three nations, a Moslem, a Jew
and a Christian joined in solemnizing their
handiwork.
They hoped their act would lead to a

permanent peace throughout tfie Middte
East, a task threatening to be even more
difficult than this hard first step.

BySEANHARVBY
Collegian Staff

Campus reM;tion to yesterday's Mideast
peace treaty signing was pessimistic over

the question of whether Palestinians would
cooperate with the peace effort.

Shmuel Bolozky, assistant professor of

Hebrew in the Judaic Studies Department
said he was very happy for any initial step
towards peace.

In a way I still find it hard to believe that it

was Begin that brought this about,'".

Bolozky said. "One has to realize that this

treaty is not a major step towards the solu-

tion of the Palestianian problem which is

certainly the core of the problem in the
Middle East. But perhaps the proposed
autonomy will be one initial step in that

direction."

' Im sort of pessimistic, said Shirley Hof-
fman, a UMass student born and raised in

Israel. I grew up with war so it is hard for

me to grasp the idea of peace in the Middle
East. At least it's a beginning. I'm really

psyched."

Arthur Aliferis, co-chairman of the Near
East organization on campus, pointed out

that Begin and Sadat conducted the treaty

negotiations without any formal represen-

tatives of the Palestinian community. He
said Begin and Sadat are effectively

eliminating the possibiity of self-

determination of the Palestinian people.
Aliferis said the treaty is a solution in terms
of U.S. military interests.

"What Carter is doing is dividing up tf>e

Arab world. He is compensating for the
loss of Iran in terms of U.S. Military in-

terests in the near east. U.S. foreign policy
at this point would ideally like to turn
Egypt, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Jordan,
Lebenon, North Yemen, Turkey, and
Cypress into a U.S. military base," Aliferis
said.

Saul Perlmutter, the rabbi for Hillel, a
Jewish student crganizaion said the treaty
has the potential of causing heightened ex-
pectations that are unrealistic and cannot
be met. Perlmutter said Egypt and Israel are
supposed to negotiate over the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip which is inhabited by
Palestinians. The problem, according to
Perlmutter, is that the Falestianians are not
willing to cooperate with Israel.

"In the months ahead if the Palestinians,
instead of trying to take the opportunity to
gain some measure of autonomy, use this

time to intensify acts of terror, they will

lessen possibilities for an overall peace and
for their own hopes and expectations being
realized," Perlmutter said.

AMr«4ilt«tl«ii
report

{President Jimmy Carter, Egyptian President Anwar Sadat, and Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin, stand at attention as the national anthems of the three
countries are played at yesterday's treaty signing. |AP Laserphoto)

Accreditation report arrives
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

UMass Amherst officials received a

long-awaited accreditation report from
the New England Association of
schools last Friday, and sources are

saying the report is similar to a self-

study done by members of the campus
community last semester.

This self-study, obtained by the
Collegian last night, states high ad-
ministrative turnover, budget cuts, in-

decisive planning in resource allocation and
a poor self-image as problems which
plague the Amherst campus, although the

study was generally favorable.

The Association accreditation team drew
from this self-study when they compiled
their own report, team members have said.

This is a common practice, according to

association officials.

The report has not been released yet by
the administration.

UMass is accredited every ten years by
the association, which also reports on the

school's strengths and weaknesses. The

Amherst campus accreditation team,
headed by Bennington College President

Joseph Murphy, visited the campus in

October and met with administrators,
faculty and students. The association,
described as "a consumer protection

agency for students," is a private

organization.

UMass-Amherst Chancellor Ran-
dolph W. Bromery has until Apr. 26 to

write a response to the report, ac-

cording to an association official.

Bromery, who is out of town, could not
be reached for comment.
On Apr. 26 the report will go to the State

Commission of Higher Education which will

make a final recommenda'.ion to the New
England Association of Schools. The
association will meet in May to vote on
accreditation.

The UMass-Amherst self-study depicts

the school as unsure of its position in the
total tri-campus University system and in

need of serious re-organization.

There was also a general concern that

budget cuts over the past few years will

"seriously erode" academic strength
achieved during a period of growth in the
1960s.

The summary of the self-study deals
mainly with the allocation of money among
departments. The study states, "The
University must be selective in the
academic areas and levels which it chooses
to support, concentrating its efforts and
resources to offer quality education in

those selected areas." Or, as one source
put it, UMass should provide adequate
funding for high priority programs and cut
out low priority ones.

But the study states UMass-Amherst is

the only state institution providing both
liberal arts and professional programs from
the undergraduate to the doctoral level,

with "international distinction in many
areas." The school was described as the
"'major cultural resource for Western
Massachusetts."
The self-study also noted a "conflict

between Arts and Sciences and the
Professional Schools. Arts and Science

TURN TO PAGE 8
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DIGEST

Apparantly lacking map
and compass, explorer
Lowell Thomas got lost

for an Hour y^terday in

Detroit's sprawling
Reruiissance Center.
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Arafat reacts to treaty:

'Chop off their hands'

OPEC plans price hike
GENEVA, Swiuertand [AP^-Th» Organiietion of

PMrotoum Exporting Countries will probefc^ raise oil prices
conwderably April 1, sources said yesterday An Iranian

delegate said his nation had support for a 29 percent rise.

An increase by that nrKich would raise the American
retail price of gasoline and heating oil by about six cents a
gallon.

"A price trM:rease ie NWMtable." said an official of a key
member of tfie 13nation cartel OPEC is meeting here to
discuss the effects of oil shortages caused by the Iranian

revolution and other factors on world oil supply
The meeting was not designed for a price change

decision, but sources said members had voted themselves
authority to act on pricM.

Vet's fattier says 'no way'
GREAT LAKES, III (API - Jack Gan«vood said yester

day there is "no way" that his son, Marine Pfc Robert Gar
wood, who was missing in Vietnam for nearly 14 years, is

guilty of desertion or other charges that could lead to his

execution.
"I don't believe them, the charges." the senior Garwood

said. He added that whatever his son did, it should warrant
no more than "a spanking

"

The elder Garwood said nothing could compare with his

renunion with his son, who was declared a prisoner of war
in 1965 The Marine's brother said it "started raining in the
room
The reunion carr>e Sunday after Garwood, accused of

desertion and collaborating with the Viet Cong, arrived at

the Great Lakes Naval Training Center where he is

undergoing medical tests

His father said at a news conference yesterday he had
not believed he would see his son until "I could reach out
and touch him Then I knew it was my boy Beautiful Best
thing that could ever happen to anybody I still haven't got
ten over it Butterflies

"

Garwood, a 33 year old Indiana native, could face a fir

ing squad if convicted of all five charges brought against
him.

BBtRUr. Lebanon - \AP\ Much of the Arirfj world seethed
with hatred and sorrow yesterday, the day of peace for
Egypt and Israel Palestinian leader Yassar Arafat vowed to

"chop off the hands" of "the stooge Sadat, the terrorist

Begin and the imperialist Carter."
"This is my worst day since I left my hon>e in Palestine in

1948, " one Palestinian, tailor Mohammed Khaldi, told a
reporter. "I wish I were dead rather than be alive and
witness this stigma and disgrace."
Effigies of President Carter, Israeli Prime Minister Begin

and Egyptian President Sadat went up in flames in Palesti-

nian refugee camps in Beirut and elsewhere in Lebanon.
Palestinians staged general strikes in the Isreali-occupied
West Bank of the Jordan River and Gaza Strip to protest
the Israeli Egyptian treaty Genral strikes also paralyzed
Lebanon's Mc^lem areas.

In Tehran. Iran, protesters seized the Egyptian Emb^y
arKJ four employees as hostages but said they would not be
harmed. A mob stormed the Egyptian Embassy in the Per-
sian Gulf oil state of Kuwait, smashing doors and windows.
Protesters occupied the offices of Egypt Air in Damascus,
Syria

ki other worid capitals. Palestinians, other Arabs and
synnpathizers paraded, satin and rallied to denounce a
treaty that ends 30 years of war between Israel and Egypt
but leaves Israel in control of some occupied Arab lands
and does not meet Arab demands for an independent

Palestinian homeland.
Arab states led by Syria and Iraq prised their diplomatic
campaign for pan-Arab economic and political sanctions
against Egypt.
In his speech to guerrilla trainees at a Palestinian shan-

tytown on the southern edge of Beirut, Palestine Liberation
Organization chief Arafat predicted Sadat would soon be
assassinated

.

Arafat said W^hington had warned him against causing
trouble when Carter visited the Mideast eariier this month,
and noted that Begin said the PLO chief would "burn his
fingers" if he tried to sabotage the treaty.

"But let me tell all three of them today that I shall not on-
ly burn their fingers, but shall even chop off their hands,"
Arafat said.

Palestianian sources said Arafat told Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei A. Gromyko, in a meeting Sunday in

Damascus, that the PLO would strike out at U.S. and
Egyptian interest in the Middle East.
Arab foreign and finance ministers meet in Baghdad, Iraq,

Tuesday to plan ways to counter the bilateral treaty. Hard-
liners are expected to push for the political isolation of
Sadat in the Arab world, an economic boycott against
Egypt and the cut off of aid Egypt receives from Saudi
Arabia and other wealthy Arab states.
The Saudis appear reluctant, however, to end their

estimated $2 billion in annual aid to Egypt.

Tsbngas predicts US aggression
as oil sources become scarce
BOSTON l>4P|- Saying oil producers have "Uncle Sam

over a barrel, " U.S. Sen. Paul E. Tsongas predicted
yesterday Americans eventually will advocate international
aggression to annex oil supplies.

Calling for rrandatory conservation and use of solar and
hydroelectric power. Tsongas told an energy conference at
Harvard Business School the "US is addicted to comforts

that would lead to serious talk about aggression."

The Massachusetts Democrat's angry comment came in

response to a question from the audience, asking whether
the United States should invade Mexico for its oil

Unless drastic energy conservation measures are made
law, Tsongas said, "Not only will talk like that be heard, it

will become a majority view."

In a speech to the conference — sponsored by the
Massachusetts State Labor Council, AFL-CIO, and the

Washington, DC. based Americans for Energy
Independence- Tsong^ predicted President Carter's

energy address Thursday will amount to little more than a
short term approach to oil problems.

He said Carter is likely to advocate decontrol of oil prices

and environmental rollbacks "that won't work."

The freshman senator citfed "an emerging energency in

oil" and attacked conservative Republicans who advocate
allowing oil prices to rise as a means of cutting con
sumption.

Instead, Tsongas called for such conservation measures
as a mandatory ban on nighttime outdoor advertising and a
requirement that automobiles burn less gasoline.
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THE NEW STATE
OF THE
ECONOMY

An alternative analysis of the pro

blems of the US economy in the

1970s They identify three interac-

ting forces behind the economic
boom of the 50s and 605, and
argue that the erosion of these

forces IS responsible for the cur

rent economic turmoil They make
several recommendations on
where the economy has to go

INVESTING IN
SECURITIES

A fact filled handbook that ex
plains how the market works, how
lo make Ihe most of your invest

ment dollar, how to avoid common
errors, and how to cope with infia

tion An indispensable tool for

first time and experienced in

vestors alike, this t>ook is a prac

tical guide to wise investing in the

stock market.

SECURITY
ANALYSIS AND
PORTFOLIO
MANAGEMENT

From a thorough evaluation of

each of the many types of in

vestments you could get into, to a

comprehensive discussion of how
to manage your own portolio This
valuable primer on Investing is

complete with detailed examples
of the total process.
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ADVERTISING
PROCEDURE

' 7th Ed.

A masterfully written textbook that

blends fifty years of experience
with a crisp overview of the con-
temporary advertising scene. The
most widely used text on advertis-

ing.
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ESSENTIALS OF
FINANCE, 1978

Not just for finance majors; written

for business majors, this introduc

tion conveys the realities of the

financial environment, rather than

just theory of corporate finance.

$16.95

Many other business and economics titles are available

in our Professional & Technical Reference Area and in

our Business/Economics Paperback Section.

. 'i^

Remember, we will special order
any publication in print and available.
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Financial aid

arrives earlier
By BRUCE OLSON
Collegian Staff

UMass students who receive financial aid
are receiving their award notification*

slightly earlier this year than last, and for

many of them the resuKs are a bit mors
pleasing, accordirtg to a financial aid of-

ficial.

The award notification process was
bogged down last year by the transition to

a new data processing system, said W.
Daniel Fitzpatrick, director of Student
Services and acting financial aid director.

"Last year we were turning over to a new
system that wasn't ready until the end of

March," Fitzpatrick said. "Right now we're
about three weeks ahead of last year."

According to Fitzpatrick, about two-
thirds of the fresmen, who get priority in

notification, and about ten percent of the

upperclassmen have received their award
notifications.

Fitzpatrick attributed this year's fluid

operation to not only the new system, but
to the "cleaner and better filling out of the

financial aid forms, by the students."
"If you get your FAF and support

documents in by Feb. 15 you get priority,"

Fitzpatrick said. "If your material is in late,

you go to the end of the lir»e."

Students from middle and higher income
families can expect to receive more
financial aid as the result of the new Federal
Higher Income Assistance Program. Fit-

zpatrick said. He said the increased aid will

corrte in the form of the federal Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant and though.
HELP loans, which are transacted through
private banks.

Fitzpatrick said next year's operation
should be even swifter than this year's due
to a newer, more efficient data processing
system.

"Right now all information is fed into the
computer by hand. Next year, under the
new system, the College Scholarship
Service will send us the information on
computer tape, which can be fed into the
system directly. It'll speed things up a lot,"

Fitzpatrick said.

Amherst rejects

water supply proposal
By MARY FRAfNAND
MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Town meeting last night

defeated a prop>osal that would have
allowed for the creation of a well and
pumping static n in the Lawrence Swamp
creating an additional water supply for the

town which experienced severe drought
conditions last year.

Town meeting members voted 104-54 in

favor of the amendment but the vote was
short of the two thirds majority needed in a

.

"bond" issue. The town would have to

borrow the $1,640,000 needed for con-
struction of the project from "the federal

government. Commonwealth or other-

wise," according to the article.

The town meeting also last night sent

back to committee for further study an
amendment to the towns zoning by-laws

that would have allowed the land and
buildings in the Fraternity-Sorority park

district to be used for business such as

hotels, business and medical offices.

The proposed amendment, brought by
petition of the Amherst Savings Bank,
would ensure that the land and buildings

could be used for other than residential

reason.

The land was orginally zoned only for

residential use in the 1960's when the
University was expanding at a rapid enough
rate to cause University officials concern
that there would be inadequate housing in

the near fi4ure. The fraternity system was

also larger at the time and was expected to
continue to grow.

Several area banks including Amherst
Savings, gave mortgages to several frater-

nities on the property so they could build

housing. However, only three fraternities,

Zeta Zeta Zeta, Sigma Sigma Signria and
Chi Omega built there. The three are now
allegedly in financial trouble.

The land, part of a 55 acre tract originally

purchased by the University may now be
up for grabs and it's potential use is what is

at question. A member of the planning

board said they felt "the land could be used
for row houses and apartments" in the

future.

Paul.Gagnon, president of the fratemity

Alpha Delta Phi, which currently rents the

Sigma Sigma Sigma house, asked town
meeting to postpone their vote in order to

give the fraternity an opportunity to pur-

chase the house.

"The national organization (the national

fraternity) is still in the process of

negotiating to try and buy this house," said

Gagnon.

After questioning by an Amherst town
meeting member, Gagnon admitted that

although the zoning law would not legally

affect the fraternities purchase of the house
it could drive the price up and thus make tt

a financial impossibility for the fraternity.

A member of the board of selectmen said

no one opposed the amendment at a

meeting held by the board to review the ar-

ticle last week.

The UMass Music Theater Guild performs the Cole Porter musical "Anything
Goes" in a series of mini-shows at the Hampshire Malt. The actual productions
will take place this Thursday, Friday, and Saturday at the Bowker Auditorium.
(Staff Photo by Ken Brown)

UMass student drowned
A UMass student was missing and

presumed drowned yesterday in a boating

accident on the swift running and numbl-
ingly cold Deerfieid River.

A low flying helicopter repeatedly

swooped along the foaming river as about
two dozen officers of the Natural

Resources Department and state police

searched the banks for the bodies.

Daniel Shea, 23, of Florida, Mass., plung-

ed into the icy water on Sunday in Charte-

mont.
Policy were also searching for another
man who also drowned in the same river in

a separate accident. Michael Dzwiewit, 24,

of West Springfield, also was reported

yesterday missing and presumed drowned.
Both men apparently were without legally

required life jackets.

Knapp to welcome Nader
UMass President David C. Knapp will be

on campus today to introduce consumer
activist Ralph Nader when Nader speaks at

the Spring Education Forum.

According to Arthur Clifford, a UMass
spokesman, Knapp will stop at the Univer-

sity on his way to address the Holyoke

Rotary Club at noon.
Knapp will deliver an eight-page speech

to the club concerning the effects Gov.

King's budget cuts could have on the

University, according to Clifford.

Nader is speaking at 10 a.m. in the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall as part of the

"Learning Tomorrows For Today's Genera-

tions" conference, sponsored by tfte

UMass School of Education.

UlVlass transferapplication: fiowit worlcs
Editor's note: This is tf)e second of a

two-part series on the UMass admissions

process. The reporter's interviews were

conducted before the recent death of Dr.

Eli W. Sherman, director of transfer affairs.

By MELANIE COLLIER .

Collegian Staff

As with first year admissions, each

transfer application is read by the Director

of Transfer Affairs.Dr. Eli W. Sherman or

by one of two other staff persons each

specializing in several specific majors. Oc-

cassionally an individual case will be

discussed with other staff members but 95

percent of the time, an aoolicant's arcen-

tancfe or denial of admission is decided by

one person, Sherman said.

There are two types of transfer ap-

plicants The first and smaller category of

the two Consists of students who attended

another college or university for less than

two years and are entering with only

sophomore or first year status.

the second, much larger category, is

made up of students who are transferring

with at least 54 credits, or junior status, said

Sherman.

If a person is applying as an
underclassman, both the high school and
college 'transcripts are evaluated. Here the

admissions criteria is very similar to that of

first year students; a f>erson generally must

be in the top 50 percent of his or her high

school class and have a minimum combin-

ed Scholastic Aptitude Test score in the

800's. Grades of initial college semesters

are considered, Sherman said.

A person entering in their junior year is

considered only by their past college work.

A 2.5 cumulative grade-point average is

usually required but allowances are made

for returning students and in situations

where the student's academic work has

progressively improved. The cumulative

average of a student's major is also

evaluated. If an applicant's cumulative

average is too low «n this area, he or she

may not be accepted. They may be recon-

sidered if a different major is chosen, Sher-

man said.

Priority is given to in-state transfer ap-

plications over those from out-of-state, and

to juniors more so than those with less than

54 credits. The Transfer Office tries to ac-

cept the children of alumni but Sherman
pointed out that its importance has
decreased somewhat.

No quotas are established for minority

acceptances although social background is

taken into account. Dr. Sherman said he

does not see it as a major issue or problem

and that all students accepted are qualified.

By the time the mail finishes rolling in, 80
percent of the transfer applicants are

Massachusetts residents and 20 percent are

out-of-staters. Of the accepted students

that actually enroll, 90 percent are in-state

transfers and 10 percent are non-residents.

Both the Admissions and Transfer Of-

fices allow an applicant to ask for recon-

.sideration on his or her denial of accep-

tance. A transfer student may be told they

do not qualify for the major they initially

chose but if they are strong enough in

another area, they have the option of being

accepted for that major, said Sherman.

Other alternatives include enrolling in

Continuing Education or returning to their

original college for a semester before

transferring to UMass.

Sherman said the tuition hike for non-

residents will cause a drop in applications

from out-of-state transfers but feels that

the Student Center for Educational

Research Advocacy prediction of a 50 per-

cent cut is very exaggerated and he would

be surprised if it ran as high as 20 percent.

Although the definite hike in tuition has
not been decided yet. Sherman predicted
the actual number of accepted students
that enroll will drop from its present five out

of 10 to a possible three out of 10 in the
future. If the hike is divided over a period of

three years, it will have a lessened impact,
he said.
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From bartender
§VPAMHA LINDMARK
C^9gmn Staff

TM ArfHWWW drsMn amw mM-ttM
nwM from r^ to mhm. from bart«nd«^
tolaiMyw.

W^ tS^ with HampsNr*- Franklin
Coumiat' rmm Assistant District Attorney,
ao •« bartender and pr^ent day lawyer.

But sexism, not mat^alism drove this
womm% to t)« t^,

SMted m her still bare^vMHed Nor
tfwmfMwi courthouse office. UMtm
graduate Eileen O'Connor, 29. said l««y was
not » piar>ned career choice.

What made hm t^acte. tfie mM, \fmn
"chwjvinistw men to the togslature
automatic^ ^mnwHi," i^m vnm a
eecretary

I had had it 1^ M h^." Ae «id. hMHl
held outrtght agairwt fwr forehMd.

"Dealing wnh c^iawwij^ attittMte (tey-
in, day out realty pushed me over the
edge. saidO'Connell

I fmally said, 'that's it. I'm going to law

O'ConrHH, Mor^ haired and Mue-e^d.
worked as adnrMntttratt«« atMtant to
former Senator George MtondorKa. D New
Bedford. bef<Ke ^^Nng wi to Suffolk Law
Scho(^. She (^aduated and became an
assistant distrkrt attorrtey in Boston

Dressed in a ^^9m% (X)v^ne<^ed dress
and brown knee high bootS, lf»e Hampshire
Assistant D A crossed her legs and arms
and spoke of waitressing and tending bar,
part time occupations wtwch put her
through school

O'Connor was a cocktail waitress at the
Campus Center Top of the Campus
restaurant and the LwH Jeffery Inn. She
left Hamf»hire Country in 1971 with aUM^ degree in Political Science, not
knowing, she said, that she would return
•ight years later as A^istant District
Attfyney to District Attorney Thorns G.
Simons.

She now earns $18,101 a year as an
MKistant DA

Her marriage of five months has suffered
som^wai in hm move to Western Mass.
from Boston, she said, but hm life should
settle down soon

. '

'

"Ym, I Kke this wee, " she said with a
(Mnite. "Tf^se are my old stompir\g
grournls.

'

O'Connor's invoh^ment on local cases
so far has been limited

"Mixed emotiorw " seem to characterise
hm view of the drinking age raiM

I know when I was 19, I wanted it

kywered to 18,' she said. "I can certainly

understand the potential economic
prc^Mems

"

"But it's not something the D.A.'s office

really gets involved in .we don't make
the laws, or decide if they're just or un
iust," she said, hands fiddling with a paper
clip

"It s our i<^ to uphold the law, to

prosecute, " she said.

The Sita Rampersad case, said
O'Connor, was a decision of the court.
There was an inquest . . . that's the er>d of

It for our office. " sf>e said.

"One thing I'm really interested in." she
said, . Ieanir>g forward, "is tfra whole
prosecution of rapes. The whole thing,

start to finish."

O'Connor said there is not enough public
understanding in that aspect of the law.

"A victim wants to get that person and
make sure he's found guilty, " she said.

"There's a lot of things she's got to do.

"

She said an important step is to im-
mediately write all remembered details of
the rape The case may not appear in court
for another year and one half to two years.

"The conviction rate is very high, in
Boston and here, " she added, "i don't
think people realize how high it really »."

Cases that go to trial, according to

O'Connor, are ones that make a big splash
in the newspapers.

"Unfortunately those are the ones with
the biggest problems in court," she
shrugged. "Nobody hears about defen-
dents found guilty and sent to Walpole."

She said her experience in the B(»ton
area showed "well over half" of rape cases
did end with a conviction.

Outreach, said O'Connor, is what now
needs to be stressed.

"Crooked " fellow-lawyers, too, must be
dealt with in court, according to O'Connor.

Aact. District Attorney
Eileen O'Connor

all a matter ofO'Connor said it's

"fighting fire with fire
"

**lf someorw gives me a hard time, I give
them a hard time right back," she nodded,
mouth firm, arms crossed.

"That person ^om^'tm^^mgout of
me, nothing.* " "' *'™"

"Do I like my job?" asked O'Connor,
looking up She smiled broadly and an
swered. "I love it."

Max Roach to perform
The Max Roach Quartet will perform at the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall tomorrow night at 8 p m. The evening
of iazz IS a benefit for the Fletcher Henderson Memorial
Scholarship Fur>d. established for music students at

UMass
Percussionist, composer, arranger, lecturer and pro-

fessor. Max Roach is a faculty member ot the Department
of Music and Dance He is presently on sabbatical, touring

the U S after an extended intent tiorvil tour.

Roach was one of the key figures in the development of'

modern ja/z He is considered by many critics to be one of

the world' s greatest drummers, and was voted the
"Greatest of All Time ' is a recent poll of 100 leading musi-
cians

find it fast

in the Collegian

Classifieds!!!

"..a fearsome roundelay of

simultaneous motion that

d«f*«s l>«lief

"

Max had had his say."

Jack Cahill. ADVOCATE
Se« page 6

BEEFEATERS,
HAVE WE GOT
A BEEF FOR YOU!

ROAST PRIME RIB
$5.95

Try this delicious, juicy cut,

priced to include Baked Potato,

unlimited Salad Bar and Bread and Butter.

Roast Prime Rib at $5.95 is a

featured item, Sunday thru Thursday.
at your Amherst Qub Restaurant.

Reservations Accepted.

Most Major Credit Cards.

The Steak Out
351 Northtimplon Po.i 1

Amherst, MassachuscltbOlO'i/:

Beat theWinter Freezies,

Qt Great Expectations
"WW Put Spring back

into Your Hair

!

Winter can put youc hair in the deep freeze. Our
precision haircuttcrs can spruce up your hair for

the ski slopes. Look wonderful in your winter

wonderland with a Great Expectations Precision

Haircut.

Precision Haircut , including shampoo and blow

dry styling for men and women. .

,

no appointments ever

11111'
PRECISION HAIHCUITLRS

Hampshire Mall

Rte. 9, Hadley

ColieyjjiQ 5

Editorial/Opinion

What's on
Ed's mind?
Gov. Ed, King is coming to campus Fri-

day to pay us a short visit, and my question
IS, simply: why? Why would a man with any
intelligence come to the one place in the
state he is the least popular. Hated. Loath-
ed, for, God's sake.

Just about every student has no trouble
tying King to the coming raise in the legal
drinking age A couple of weeks ago, when
the drinking age bill was passed in the
legislature, angry Southwest students
burned an effigy of Ed King My God, what
will they do to the man himself? It's not
really a question of who's going to throw a
pie in his fac«, tMJt who will throw the first
pie.

Recent polls show that people in
Massachusetts consider Ed King the least
competent office-holder In the state His
self proclaimed managerial acumen has
beep loudly called into question from all

across Massachusetts to f^ewsweek
magazine and the front page of the
Wasfimgton Post.

Let's face it: he has to have some reason
for coming here. Ostensibly, King is coming
to address a panel discussion at this week's
education conference. He will probably
speak for about 10 minutes, and then roar
off, as he has to be in Springfield by 2:30
He is scheduled to speak here at 2.

But a politician never does anything
without some sort of self promoting
reason. I seriously question the assumption
that King is coming here to simply speak on
the glories of public higher education.

But, then, why would he come here, into
what is certain to t>e a lion's den? And King
IS certainly no saintly Daniel.

Well, for starters, it could be a simple ego
boost for the governor. During the cam-

mark

Leccese

paign, a reporter mentioned the portraits of
former governors who line the walls in the
State House to King. Which of these gover-
nors, dating back to colonial times, the
reporter asked, did King most admire. "I

don't know," King said. "I'm too busy try-

ing to get my portrait up there." He could
be coming to speak at the education con-
ference, which features many famous and
important thinkers, for the same reason: He
badly wants to be considered inr>portant
and he wants people to listen to his
thoughts and opinions and take him
seriously.

To a large degree, he has already achiev-
ed this. It took more than half the voters in

Massachustts who turned out at the polls
to put him into office, remember. Not
everybody in Massachusetts feels the same
way about Ed King as the suddenly dry
18-and 19-year-olds here feel about him.
There is another possible reason, one

that is almost too insidious to think about.
But this is Massachusetts politics, after all.

King may very well be coming here for the
reaction it will cause. We all know that
there will be a lot of screaming, angry
students awaiting the governor. When
Michael Dukakis came here a few years
ago, someone threw a pie at him. Students
are by nature a vocal and rowdy bunch, and
I am assuming that Ed King will run into
some trouble here.

And any kind of trouble here, if it gets a
press coverage at all, can only help King.
Any display of "irresponsibility" will serve
only to make students look bad, and give
King something to point at when he makes
his argument that college-age students are
not old enough to handle alcohol.

Hal Dutton, from the governor's press of-

fice, said yesterday that he would not be
surprised if King met with some sort of
organized demonstration out here.
"There's somebody demonstrating against •

the mayor or the president of the governor
every week. It goes with the turf," he said.

"He's going out there because he's the
governor of the Commonwealth and you
are the major University," Dutton said.

A simple explanation, but is it true?
Mark Leccese is a Collegian columnist.
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The dome proposal makes sense
By Dustin Burke
The need for an indoor convocation

center that can accomodate at least ten
thousand people must be realized: con-
certs, festivals and graduation - which are
planned to involve huge numbers of peop'e

should not have to rely on something as
capricious as the valley weather.

Perhaps even more important, is the
need for improved athletic facilties. Curry
Hicks Cage is so tiny that in the noon hour
it all but cowers in the shadow of Bartlett
Hall. Sure, it's homey and intimate; so is a
bed; but the Cage suffices for big-time
basketball about as well as a solitary bed
would suffice for a Schlitzerama. At least
the Cage is something. The varsity hockey
team has the dubious privilege of calling
Amherst College its "home away from
home." Further, the extramural hockey
club, for lack of an available nearby rink,
has been reduced to inveterate vagabon-
dage, playing games in Greenfield, Holyoke
and East Overshoe. For the intramural and
independent athlete, Boyden and NOPE
buildings simply aren't enough; built to ac-
comodate a student body of twelve thou-
sand, they collectively provide two gyms,
five racquetball-squash courts, and no ten-
nis courts.

Year after year, the basketball team has
held their own against nationally-ranked
opposition. Just six years ago, the hockey
team scraped their way to the Division II

National Championship. Isn't it puzzling
that UMass could succeed with antiquated
or non-existant facilities while other
schools have been improving theirs?

In 1978-79, this paradox has exploded.
Reality is inept men's basketball - a pro-
blem that lies with the substandard playing
ability as a direct result of our unattractive
basketball facilities. It's a cop-out to blame
the coach, and as we all will find out in the
next few years, a coaching change won't
make a bit of difference unless we have
something to offer recruits; to boast
"Julius Erving played here" will no longer
do the trick. Reality is injury-ridden hockey
and no Junior Varsity team from which to
substitute. Reality is a spring concert ruin-
ed by rain; pervasive apathy; and the ir-

responsible behavior of students, implicitly
condoned by an administration that is

either too lazy or too impotent to imple-
ment the necessary improvement. The
future is a flocking of student - academi-
cians, athletes, and aesthetes - to colleges
that do provide modem facilities. We must
act now, for if the shortage at UMass is not
relieved, the level of ability might, like a
poorly planted brick, plunge some twenty-
odd stories.

The solution to the shortage is "the
dome," Dean Bischoff's planned enclosure
of Alumni Stadium. Winter facilities would
include juxtaposed ice rink and basketball

court, ten tennis courts, sixteen racquetball
courts, dressinjg rooms, concession stands
and other exciting potentialities. The ad-
vantages are numerous, the most obvious
being a single complex that will seat over
ten thousand for basketball, hockey, con-
vocation, graduation, concerts (especially
the Spring Concert), and other needs, in-

cluding special events that only a building
of its size can provide.

The Dome would open up the University
to concert performers who demand the
financial reward that only buildings with
high seating capacity can afford.

Surprisingly, for a complex of this
magnitude, very few difficulties exist, and
none is insuperable. First, some may object
to location, when, in fact, the location
features an advantage: plenty of free park-
ing. Certainly Southwest residents could
walk the short distance and the campus
bus system could shuttle those students in

Northeast and Central that would not want
to walk (though some can't imagine that
those students interested in athletics would
eschew a little exercise).

The second possible difficulty is the
conflict in carry over time from football to
basketball and hockey. Because the winter
facilities could not be installed until the end
of November when the football season
concludes, the hockey and basketball
teams would have to hold fall practice in

their current facilities. This might be a slight

inconvenience, but as soon as their

seasons begin - which is not until the
beginning of December - they would be
able to inhabit the dome.

Operating costs could be offset by
revenue generated from special events;
unlimited revenue could be generated from
concerts. Further, maintenance and
concessions could provide many student
jobs. And, contrary to common opinion, I

have no doubt that, because of the intense
interest in ice hockey on this campus, a
nationally ranked UMass hockey team
could be a big money make if we had an
on-campusrink.

Although there are minor problems, the
dome proposal is an exciting and practical
solution to an enormous problem. What's
more, if we are going to remain com-
petative, we must offer the well-equipped
facilities needed to entice talent.
Academically, the school has suffered a
blow with the increase in out-of-state
tuition; such a setback could be coun-
teracted by the attraction of the dome. If

the current economic trend continues the
1980s will be a decade in which students
lean toward the public universities. Let's be
ready because if we are not, most will go
elsewhere, and those that come here may
indulge in the discontent and subsequent
indifference that now permeate the
campus.

Dustin Burke is president of the UMass
Hockey club.

Ed King

in your bedroom?
To the Editor:

/ thought I'd throw a few kudos your
way instead of the usual brickbats. Your
editorial on gay rights in the Collegian
before spring vacation was sensitive, in-

formative, and on the mark. Congratula-
tions on this refreshing bit of editorial

breeze.

Unfortunately, though, few of those
who watch the political scene on Beacon
Hill give any of the bills mentioned a fair

chance of passage. But we will keep try

ing. And to those who think that this is

iust a struggle of a few "weirdos, " let me
remind them that the sex laws of

Massachusetts, the ones which House
Bill 5498 is designed to repeal, include
prohibitions against any and all forms of
sexual expression which vary from the
Puritan-Judeo/Christian norm of mis-
sionary position between husband and
wife. That's right folks; everything else is

illegal in this state.

The struggle for the right of free ex-
pression in one's love life is on everyone's
behalf, gay as well as straight. I hope that
my heterosexual brothers and sisters can
see this fact before it's too late. Surely
the hets don't want Ed King in their

bedrooms with camera and taoe-
recorder! All the gays are asking for is a
similar respect of their personal privacy.

Keep up the good work!
M. O'Connor
Northampton
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Benefit Concert for Fletcher Henderson Memorial Scholarship Fund

Max Roach Quartet
Max Roach, drums Calvin Hill, bass Cacll Bridgewatar. trumpet Odaan Popa, Tanor SaxoplKMa

,_ ^*"® ^^^ ^®"<®^ Concert Hall - Wednesday March 28 8 P M
'liHIIMt^

Save up to $20 or more on men s

traditional Siladium nngsand
selected women's 10K gold rings.

SEE THE ARTCARVED REPRESENTATIVE DATE
'tcvin^t vary tlightly from tlyle to Style II il /\ W^ ^^ LJ

$15 DEPOSIT 27,28,29
10am—2:30pm

You gel your choice of the free options shown above and save money
Take advantage of this great sale on highest quality college rings See
them now Order yours today

DEPOSIT REQUIRED ASK ABOUT MASTER CHARGE OR VISA

PLACE

AT THE

UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

another service of the UNIVERSTIY STORE Campus Center

Tue^ay. March 27. 1979
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PEACE CORPS AND VISTA UMASS
CAMPAIGN
Tuesday Thursday, Mar. 27 29
Goodell M3 for mierviews; general Info in the
Campus Center concourse.

{

U

Includes:

FIRST—a professional oonsultation

SEXi^OND—a iveoislon styte out seteoted
Individually Just for you

THIRD—our stylists will show you how to
take <»re of your hair

All for
$5.50

With personal style cut, shampoo and blow
^^ tS-OO. long hair slightly more.

With this coupon only.
limited to new customers only

Styles by
Deborah

'

'

'

'

'

^<«^«i%*'^**%«%«

call for appt. 549-5610

tfev^

CREST reg. & mint

5 ^^ 79c

PHISODERM

5 oz.

$1.13

STAYFREE
MINI-PAOS
30 s $1.55

the UNIVERSITY STORE

Tuesday, March 27. 1979
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SPRING CLEAN-UP TIME!

DONT FORGET! AMHERST CLEAN-UP DAYS ARE COMING!

f^ SPECIALS EFFECTIVE: MARCH 26-31
VJ( — - —
/f' WITH COUKN 4 S ' SO PURCHASE m MOK t

HCLUOMn CXAKnES 27

PORK SALE
^ARMOURn 5 STAR VERIBEST PORK
HRL * WELL TRIMMED EXTRA LEAN

RIB %
HALF 4^7 LB "^

7

CAMPBai-S CREAM OF

MUSHROOM

SOUP

%^

10.7 oz
VALD THRU MAACH 31

Li«T OME AT LOUIS FOODS

HALF.7L.S

INTER CUT
flOPSoR

ROAST 51.79

WITH COUPON 4 $7 50 PURCHASE OR MORE

F* 'XCLUWNC CIGAHETTES 26
MUELLERS

ELBOW

MACARONI leoz
VALID THRU MARCH 31

LIMIT ONE A! LUUIb FOODS

USDA CHOICE

LONDON BROIL

r
SWEET LIFE

TOMATO

CATSUP

WTTH COUPON ft Sr SO PURCHASE OR MORE
EXCLUOINC CIGARETTES •

%^

LB

TENOBI

14 OZ
VALID THRU MARCH 31

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

WITH COUPON ft $7 SO PURCHASE OR MORE

EXCLUCmC CIGAREHES tn

SWEET LIFE

POTATO

CHIPS

BABY BEEF LIVER LB

WINDSOR

VEAL PATTIES
SAME LOW PRICE LEAN

GROUND BEEF

4 TO

THE LB

RE6&
RPPLE

8 0Z
VALID THRU MARCH 31

% LIMIT ONE AT LOUS FOODS

^^g" '7.65 1.59
I

!

r-
IVORY LIQUID

DISH

WITH COUPON ft $7.50 PURCHASE OR MORE

EXCLUDING CIGARrrTES on

DETERGENT n oz

VALID THRU MARCH 31

LMT ONE AT LOMS RMIOS

if FROZEN & DAIRY ^

|S«altrst SEALTEST % GAL

ICECREAM

$

# PRODUCE ir

SWEET LIFE

ORANGE JUICE
swill lUt

12 OZ

fl.49

79'
I MPORTED FRENCH 8 OZ ^ ,g gk,m

[BONBEL CHEESE ^1.05

TASTE SEA SAVE 40*

COD FILLET
FLEISCHMANN'S

MARGARINE oTRs ;,

CALIFORNIA

ASPARAGUS

A *W.(S«UCf

SWEET UFE

SAUCE 25 OZ2/89
\.\

WASHED

SPINACH
SNOW WHITE

MUSHROOMS
I CAUFORNIA

[ CANTALOUPE

10 oz

12 oz

imonir]

«X»DP1AC»«S

K r,

OELMONTE

FRUIT CpCKTAIL
ORSLKEOf.C.

PEACHES 17 0Z2/99

EA

40p*«c« ••r«lc*
lor a only tia^T
OMOunn-AN

ExquisitB Flatware

HisWeeks

..^

SoupSpoon

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

LOU
• !•

V A
'.3.00

1

N. PLEASANT ST, AMHERST, MASS
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Advertisement

In May of 1978, Gary Muddiman bought a hair salon
located on Main Street in downtown Northampton, He
changed the name to Upper Cut and at that time he had
only three employees. Now, ten months later, Gary has
seven skilled hair stylists in his employ. He also increased
the convenience to customers by keeping Upper Cut open
a full 12 hours a day, from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m Monday
Saturday

'

"Our policy is that the customer is number one in im-
portance," Gary says, "and thanks to the great response of
our custon^ers from Northampton, as well as the surroun
ding Five Colleges, we have just opened Upper Cut II in
Chic(H)ee at 1512 Memorial Drive.
"The hours, as well as our customer-oriented policies, will

remain the same for the Upper Cut 11," Gary said.
Upper Cut accepts Mastercharge and Visa.

*Accreditsti'on
CONT FROM PAGE 1

raculty
members are reported as
saying strong liberal arts
departments an usually
synonymous with a
University's national and
international reputation.

On the other hand, the
professional schools'
faculty, noted they are
under enormous pressure

to provide for increasing
student enrollment in more
"career oriented

programs."

UMass Amherst officials

had been slightly fearful of
a similar report for this
campus but one official said
last night, "ours really isn't

that bad.

"

"=il

Jo-Ani
stylists.

Bill Grs*

of the Upper Cuts talented hair
break from work. (Staff photo by

CAPTAIN'S TABLE i— Dining 5^9 Thurs-Sat., featuring lobster and steak |

prepared by Chef Peter Haviland.
— Disco 6 nights a week, 9-1.

-Tu«. Nite Buffet -$4.9S. 6:3(K9:00 (free dance
lessons included).

— Sun. Club Night (anyone who works in the food or
beverage industry). Most drinks e9c.
-Happy Hour -4-6 daily, low drink prices.

Thurs. Fri. Happy Hour Special
Basket of shrimp $1.96, served in our renovated

lounge 4-9

—If you're tired of Amherst, come to where the
party people of Northampton go I

Take the time to chM:k out

Gus Perflto's CAPTAIN'S TABLE
You'll hava a "whale" of a time

48 Damon Rd., Northampton, 586-6060
(first right after the bridge, 1 mile on your right)

lie 3CIC one Mte MSC MIC

Max Roach voted the
"greatest of all time" on his

instrument by his peers See
page 6

( PACKARD'S )

Packard's

14 Masonic St.

NorthamptoB

584-5957

' '.CtVi^€4^ 4dMUaK IK t^ anea.

f««<iM*aa

7 Pleasant St. (corner of Main)
Northampton 586-2528

WISE BUYS
At Sound h Music we make a good stereo affordable and we help you buy it wise-

ly. Our sales people are friendly and knowledgeable. Our service is absolutely first
rate and you can rely on us for consistently low prices.

Onkyo TX-2500 MKII

receiver with Stanton
680EE cartridge

This system is for people who en-
joy live music. The Onkyo TX-2500
MKII, at 40 watts-per-channel, has
enough power to bring the concert
hall into your living room The Ad-
vance All handles the full musical
range with authority and the semi-
automatic Dual CS-504 makes
record-playing a pleasure

Dual CS 504 turntable

Advance A-ll speakers

This total system:

SOUND&MUSIC
Good Advice - Honest Price"

m

90-92 Kins Street

<Rte. 5)

Northampton
""-^e*

Thursday A Friday til 9

Mofi -Sat 'lOS

» 9H-9M7

(caciiaffel)
THEBESTFITTING
FRENCH CUTJEANSFORMEN&
WOMEN FROM CACHAREL...
Get a Cacharel Duffel Bag FREE
With a Purchase ofMen *s or Womert^s Jeans,

243 Main Street Norlliamptoa 58^-^457

Tuesday, March 27. 1979

Todaijj'i DC m^Au
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Meatloaf/Mushroom Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Vegetable Shepherds Pie

DINNER
Veal Parmesan

Baked Haddock/ Newburg sauce
Beef Turnover/ Beef Gravy

BASICS DINNER

HAWAIIAN LUAU
Chicken Hawaiian w/Hoomalimali Sau(»

Polynesian Vegetables

CoJl^gi£Ul 9

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

WfnUfl prografflffling ^^o state U by Rob Ranney
10Hn>2am

12:00

2pm-5:30pm

5:00

5:02

6:30pm-6pm

6pm-6:30pm

"YOU h THE MUSIC" The music
of Cole Hawkins. Lester Young, Charlie

Parker and others... with host Gregory Phillips.

NOON REPORT/Tory Carlson
SPORTS/Jim Spellos

VICKIE BATES AFTERNOON DRIVE -

Rock 'n roll in its purest form.

NEWS HEADLINES
ATHENA'S W§B with Don Cerow

NEWSWATCH /Fred Winer
SPORTS/Rick Heideman

"TALK BACK" A talk show
fw raaders of the Massachusetts Daily

CoMagian to discuss issues reported
m tha n«M^>^>er. Phone calls will be

MTcepted on the air
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"SOMETHING
NEW CAN

HAPPEN TO
YOU"

UPPEPl^xCUI©

t UPPER CUT I and II, we shampoo, precision cut

and blow dry your hair for just

$12.50
whether you're a guy or a gal! No appts. necessary.

Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condition-

ing. We do It all.
UPPER CUTI
584 9625
209 Main St.

(2nd floor)

Northampton

UPPER cum
534-0000

Mon. 9-9/Tues.-Fri. 9-9/Sat. 9-9 1512 Memorial Dr.

Chicopee

V7S4' iiij.LJLiMlQli (formerly Hair Crafters)

i

/^
ARE YOU
COMING

UP SHORT AT
THE END OF
THE MONTH?

Tnere s one ttiing thoi s pfobabiv common to oil college students

rt>e¥ love '0 wolch then tmonces Here s ne*s about some help you

moy De able to get

Ai' force ROTC hos lout three ond two-year schoiotships tha' pro

vtde you SIOO moftti ond covet ai' tuition Docks ond lob lees As on
AfROTC codei you ll enter on exciting progrom o' Air Force instruction

"10' prepares you tor one ol the most grotifying monogement jotts

ovoiiobie today

Then as a commissioned oMicer •" 'he Air fo'ce you n imd respon

sibilily ond choltenge (rom your very '"st assigr-imeni you H find f^-'

people respect yoi. 'O' who' you do best .

Consider ihe Air force as one of ou' qoois and conside- " •

AFROrC ptogrorti 05 todO '0 tha' goal it yOi^ need imonciai hp r
'

'ee your mind 'or your studies (in<l ou* obou* AFROIC scholorship", •

Joy

V^
CALL 5-2437

ROTC

i
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<*rrf-tr^ j«^ for s4tWy /
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Nothing Special by Joe Casey

N(tCOt^64 H^ MCMO«3U3a THE
RXD Industry, the uajvm's.

CAPITAL HAD KEN CKM^jED
TO CLEiCi>K). 9jr v*:]»r
Of AU. ...

Shoe by Jeff MacNelly

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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THESIS FUNDS
April 5 is the final deadline

for academic year 1978-79

Senior Thesis funding ap-

plications. Interested ap-

plicants must contact
Joyce Follet in the Honors
Office, Machmer E-25,

Tuesdays or Thursdays,
9:30-2:00.

Max Roach has the widest

influence of all drummers
who have emerged in this

modern musical era. See

page 6

Without a question - the

most pov ll diummer to

ever perf •

Dee Gr See page 6

CEQ sponsors;

WHALE DA
Wed., March 28 -Moby Dick starrin

BartUitt Aud., 6:30 & 9;00 p.m.;

•?gory Peck
-$1.00

n.Thursday, March 29-7:00
Commonwealth Room, ^

Speaker & film presentation by G
and the Conn. Cetacean Soi

Coffeehouse — music

Come and sign up for the Whale W.itch cruise

off Cape Cod

.jnpeace

oty
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Today's sports notices
CneERLEADERS Tryouts for tlw varsity ba^etball and football cheerleadersW^ stuntmen are being heW in the Boyden Gym at 6:30 PM Gymnasts welcornei

ItoCKEY CLUB Tickets for the Awards Party can be {Hirct^scKl Tuesday
K' ch 27th betvMen 500 and 7:00 PM in Herter 108

MTRAMURALS -Schedules for the following sports may be picked up at the IM
oft-ce now; SOFTBALL. SOCCER, BADMINTON. PAD0LE8ALL. TENNIS
N TEI Games started March 26.

V. ! LEYBALL FORFEIT FEES from last semestw irwy be iMCked up at the IM of-
fu 8.30-4 30 See ONLY Mrs Laramw.

OFP^^LS needed for softbaN and soccer apply at the Intramural Office rwwl

ATTENTION
CRESTVIEW STOP

Between 2:30 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. Sunderland (SN)
outbound buses will not stop at the Crestview stop.
Passengers should instead take the North Amherst
(NA) bus from campus.

WEEKDAYS ONLY
Th 3 procedure is necessary to alleviate extreme
ov ,*rloads on the Sunderland route.
T^ ise passengers and the UMass Transit Service
th ik you for your cooperation.

Not Just Typing!

• Word Processing
• Copying
• Typing
29 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-6736. M.-F. 10-6. S. 10-2

New low copying rates^
as low as SVa/copy in quantity.
Still the same high quality.

DELTA UPSILON IS

THE NEW FRATERNITY
Find out how you can become part of the
chapter that you and other UMass men
will build now.

Informational meetings will be held in the
Campus Center every night this week.

March 26
27
28
29
30

Rms. 170-172, 7-10 p.m
Rm. 165, 7-10 p.m.
Rms. 170-172, 8-10 p.m
Rm. 176, 7-10 p.m.
Rms. 170-172, 7-10 p.m

Drop in and see what's happening
anytime between the hours listed above.

For more info: call Ed Crane at 549-6000.

To place a classified ad. drop by the Coi
legian office (CC 113) between 8 45 am and
3 45 p m Monday through Friday or use our
handy clip and mail form found m most issues
of the Colhgian Classified deadline is 3 46
p m two days in advance of publication date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily, 45c per
line; five const cutive issues, 40c per line per
cifiy, 30 consecutive issues, 30c per line per

'lav One line is roughly equivalent to 38
charjoters

AUTO FOR SALE FOUND

?0 Ford Torino, very good body and tires,

excellent engine, good mileage, needs no
work $eOO, 665-4971

ENTERTAINMENT

Hottest band around! "SnrK>oth Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John, 546-4646

FOR RENT

Room in Lavaratt for nr>ature nature lover.

M or F $18/wk Call 549 1054, 4-6 p.m

FOR SALE

Vaspa ISO Super motor scooter with ex-

tras like new 74 orig. mi., a real energy
saver, 100 mpg, $700 25" boys 10 spd
bike, needs some repairs, $50 as is 21"

Coachman travel traiter, self cont., ideal for

summer fun, sleeps 4, exc cond., asking

$3000. For further info, call 584 9045

75 Pinto, exc. cond., new tires, AM/FM,
rustproofing, $1700, call Jim after 6 p.m.

weekdays, 584 4352, Sat., Sun. anytime

Harmon Kardon Dolby cass deck, Onkyo
top-of l ine fee $500, Seth,^3 50«6

Gurian guitar— jumbo mahog., owned by
Peter Kairo, performer -recording artist,

$425, w/ hardshell case Call Pat, 549-0731,

mornings.

Single mattress b box, $30, 549 1519.

70 Buick Elactra, all auto, runs great,

AM/FM, 8-track stereo. $®50, 256 6731,

eve

Worid Book Encyclopedia, new 78, $100

off, priced $299, $15 a mo , 247 5740, evea-

ings

Gift idaa: have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732, bet. 9-10 am

Found: M Irish Setter, info 549-6862, eve.

Found— long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan-black markings. 665-4324.

HELP WANTED
Was spring braak a summer job
headache? $230/wk, travel, natl. firm.

253 2597

Jawish Community of Amharst needs
Sunday school, Hebrew teacher beginning

Sept., 1979 Experience preferable.

549^?223

Housecleaning (dust & mop), 2-3

hrs./wk., $5/hr.. Colonial Village,

2533335

Tired of DC food? UMass fraternity is

seeking housepersons, work 5 meals and
receive 7 home cooked meals and social

privileges. Call Jay at 253-9074

The Collegian Advertising Department
IS looking for ad reps If you have ex-

perience in commission sales, the desire to

nnake money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal
Oppoftunity employer.

Paid student positions available at

Belchertown State School. Boltwood
supervisors starts in July, runs through
following academic year Also: internships,

practicum, work study Call Belch State

School for more info. 323 6311, ext. 449,

equal opportunity employer.

There is still a chance to get off the UMass
meal plan and enjoy delicious home-cooked
dinners Br a houseperson Work 6 dinners

a week, eat 12 nrteals. Call Bernie at

545 0939

Last summer students made $249/wk
with us Send self addrerssed stamped,
envelope to Box 504, Cambridge MA
02138 •

Jobs M/FI Sailboats! Cruise ships! No ex-

perience. High pay, see Carribean, Hawaii,
Europe, world! Summer career. Send $3.95
for info to Seaworld, BB Box 60129, Sacto
CA 95880.

Exotic jobs! Lake Tahoe, Cal! Little exp.
Fantastic tips (pay), $1700 $4000, summer,
35,000 people needed in casinoes,
restaurants, ranches, cruisers, river rafts!

Send $3.95 for info to Lakeworld, BB Box
60129, Sacto CA 95860.

Central area women's center has 5 work
study positions available, applications can
be picked up at center basement Baker.

PERSONALS

Anothar graat spring break!! I Get those
vacation pictures developed at the Photo
Co-op. The best quality at discount prices'

Located at 231 SU, across from the post of-

fice. 546-0670.

Stick it in your ear— free ear piercing with
purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N Pleasant St., Amh., 253-3324

Whoavar stole my bike from garage,

please, I'm stranded for summer, just want
bike back, no qdestions, 546-5735.

INSTRUCTION

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro-
motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. intro

fligh t, $45, 253 3834, day or eve.

Pra-Vat Club will be meeting on Tuesday,
March 27 at 7 p.m in Paige 202. Dr. Robert
Schmitt will be speaking on large and mix-

ed animal practice.

Photography classes now forming.
Photo classes, evening and day
classes - learn from working pros. If you're

tired of learning photography in a

classroom, now you can learn in an
operating studio. We have beginners and
advanced amateurs classes 10 weeks of 3
hour classes - $75; includes all materials

and film processing. For more info call

584 4120, Unique Images. Rte. 9, Elmwood
Shops, Hadley

LOST

PiMHM return dk. brown leather wallet,

personal value, leave it with Collegian.

Diamond engagement Cr wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253 3324

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff. Remember your ID.

For two people to Ft. Lauderdale on Mar.

15 or 16. Will share driving and expenses.

Call Laurel or Susan at 549-5957.

WANTED
If you and a friend (of the same sex) would
like to participate in a study of how people
work with others, call 546-6616 or 546 8138,

evenings. Participants will be paid $2.50 per

hour for approximately 6 hours of work.

Tutor for probability and statistics

course . Call Prof. Dittfach. 545-2505.

Single mothers naadad for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546 6557, after 6.

MISCELLANEOUS LEGAL SERVICES

Earn $300/1(XX) stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope.
Action Sales, Box 112 C, l*jdlow MA
01056

Attorney Jason R. Rosenthal, low cost

legal representation for UMass community,
income tax preparation, appointment only,

253-7617

Tuesday. March 2J, 1979
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• Batters off to rough start
rnwT partM oAnc lo ^^
CONT. FROM PAGE 12

In the second JMU game, Welenc regained some old form^ pitched the entire game, only to lose in ten innings. In the^U 10th, a double and an infield single put runners on first
and third with one out. A possible double-play ball was
mishandled and the winning run scored.
UMass finally let off a little steam, all at the expense of the

University of Richmond. The Minutemen barraged six dif-
ferent Richmond pitchers enroute to a 17-5 victory. Almost
everyone got into the offensive act as the Minutemen banged
out 20 hits. Thompson went the distance for UMass walking
only two as he scattered 13 Richmond hits. Warren
McReddie, the only freshman to make the trip Nt a mamiTKJth

?f?7rl,"L °)f®' 1^? 440^foot mark into a parking lot in right
field. Oleksak and Aylward also homered.

The final game against Virginia Comm. was rained out

.\w^ iTl ^u°''®.? r"*
versatility as he led the hitters with a .407

fcH^,"'"^*:
Kalinowski. and Lojek all batted .333, whileStockely finished at an even .300

..o2J'® r^"^ i^.^*®'
pitching," Bergquist said. "And somesteadier team defense. « -wmo

cJi; ^ffSl^L*^®*^
''^.°"' performance, " Bergquist con-

^^? .

think we now have about six pitchers who can pitchgood college baseball. That's what we want down th^e
(Virginia) for, and that's what wa found "

THE DIFFERENT
COLLEGE RINGS

Now you have a choice

Seahawk

Classic

Blazon

Colorado

Men*s
contemporary
rings

Sculpture

Reflections

Mini

Unique

Treasure

ntrigue

Jasmine

Circlet

Sonnet

Sunflower

Intaglio

Petite

Women's
fashion
collection

Say a lot about yourself

without saying a word.
This new, distinctive ArtCarved collection gives you the
choice beyond the traditional. Select styles, stones and
options that make your ring distinctively yours. Each of

these different college rings says something different.

Choose the one that speaks for you.

/JRKTJRVED
^COLLEGE RINGS

See the ArtCarved Representative
Deposit required. Ask about Master Charge or Visa.

date: MARCH 27,28,29 $15 DEPOSIT
10am—2:30pm

place: ^^the

UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

•Collegiari 11

Astros trio combined
to blank Sox, 3-0
COCOA, Fla. (API - Joe Niekro, Garry Wilson and Joe Sanv
bito cornbined for a four hit shutout as the Houston Astros
defeated the Boston Red Sox 3-0 yesterday in exhibition
baseball.

Jose Cruz and Art Howe hit consecutive honne runs in the
fourth inning off losing pitcher Dennis Eckersley to lead
Houston s offense ^^
The other Astros run earned in the seventh on a walk to

wave Bergman and singles by Julio Gonzalez and Jeff
Leonard.

Niekro pitched six innings, giving up two hits. Wilson work-
ed two no-hit innings, and Sambito gave up two singles in the
ninth.

Houston improved its exhibition record to 8-9. Boston is
10-8.

Eckersley, who compiled a 20-8 record last season has been

^^a^J^^ °°" Zimmer as the opening day pitcher when
the Red Sox open their season on April 5 against the
Cleveland Indians.

Max Roe.h... "Surpasses

everything is displaying

taste, inventiveness"

Daily News. Los
Angeles - See page 6

" (RoachI is The Hneet

Drummer Alive"

Jack Cahill. ADVOCATE
See page 6

ATTENTION
SENIORS

Graduating seniors who were the reci-

pients of the National Direct/Nursing
Student Loans must attend one of the
following meetings:

Herter Hall
Tues., March 27. 7:00 p.m., Rm. 227
Wed., March 28, 7:00 p.m., Rm. 227
Thurs., March29. 7:00 p.m., Rm. 231

These meetings are held in order to

comply with the Federal regulations.

As this is a graduation requirement,

failure to attend one of these meetings
is sufficient reason to result in an ad-

ministrative withdrawal.

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE A(\% CENTER PRESENTS

C^CHJRARM(
TOOSHORTIDBQX

SUNDAY, APRIL 1 8 PM
Tickets now on sale. General Public $8, 7, 6.

UMass Students • U. 3, 2. Senior Citizens V. 6, 5.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4 8 PM

Tickets now on sale General Public • $7, 6, 5.

UMass Students • $5, 4, 3. Senior Citizens • u.
5, 4.

FIhE >RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Flm Alls Ctnter Boi Office M-F 9-4, 545-2S11
and Ntw England Tickalran Locatiens.
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Michigan Stata's Magic Johnson rsi^M his hand as h« calls out that his team
is number one after they defeated Indiana State 7S-64 to win xhn NCAA cham-
pionship last night. (AP Laserphoto)

Batmen head to Virginia;

return home with 2-5 mark
By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

The UMass baseball team returned from
Its spring trip to Virginia with a record of

two wins and ftve losses, but more im-

portantly, as UMass head coach Dick

Bergquist put it, "we were in every game."
"I'm )ust a little frustrated by the

record," Bergquist said "The back to-back

or>e run losses (both 4-3, against James
Madison University) definitely could have
gone either way - and just those two would
have made us finish 4-3. instead of 2-5.

'

UMass opened the trip with a 6-5 win
over William h Mary at Williamsbueg.

Ooug Welenc was wild, walking 1 1 men in

five innings. Doug Aylward relieved

Welenc in the sixth inning, allowing no runs

as he picked up the victory. UMass scored
their first run of the year in the third when
Eddie Skribiski tripled to deep left and
scored when as Aylward shot to shortstop

was rmsplayed In the UMass fifth, Mike
McEvily and Leo Kalinowski walked and
were chased home by a Mark Sullivan triple

to center Sullivan scored on a Welenc
Single. Dave Oleksak doubled to right tp
start the UMass eighth, and came home
with the winning run when Aylward
follower! with a single.

UMass assistant coach Jim Bedard
wasn't too concerned with Welenc's
control problems

Doug IS so good that he really didn't

look that bad even though he was wild,"

said Bedard, who handles the UMass
pitchers. "He had a little trouble getting his

curvebaH over, but he's been working on
his slider, and it looked pretty damn good.'

UMass dropped a 5-4 decision to Virginia

Commonwealth University at Richmond
UMass had a 4 1 lead after six innings, but

VCU rallied to tie the game in the ninth

Then, with two outs and two strikes with

the bases loaded, VCU firstbaseman Chuck
Noe sent a Jim Lewis fastball to the fence
scoring the winning run. Lewis had relieved

Chuck Thompson in the eighth Thomp-
son, a sophomore, pitched well, according

to Bergquist. Catcher Neal Lojek was the

only UMass player with two hits.

UMass jumped on Liberty Baptist ace
Lee Gutterman for three runs in the first

inning, but Gutterman settled down and
scattered six hits to def^t UMass 5-3. In

that first inning, McEvilly drove in all three

runs when he homered over the left center

fence at the 385 foot mark. Sophomore
right hander Mark Brown pitched well

while taking the loss. Brown allowed only

SIX hits in six innings, but walked five Dave
Stoller helped finish up for UMass, pitching

two shutout innings.

For the third straight game, UMass
jumped off to an early lead but failed to

hold on, as Liberty Baptist again rallied for

a 9-5 win UMass had scored pairs of runs
in the second and third innings but Liberty

Baptist came back when two Minutemen
errors paved the way for a four-run fifth.

Chris Collins started for UMass and struck

out thr^ in six innings while he allowed no
earned runs Lewis got the loss in relief,

giving up two walks and two doubles m the

eighth to break open a 4-4 game. Senior

secondbaseman Mike Stockley hit a home
run for UMass, a shot over the 335- foot

mark in left.

UMass then lost to James Madison
University on consecutive days by identical

scores, 4-3. In the first game, JMU used a

walk, a catcher's interference call and a

triple for two runs to break a 2-2 tie.

Catcher John Kraham's home run to right

in the seventh closed the scoring. Aylward
picked up the loss, while Stoller pitched

two more shutout innings in relief. To add
to UMass' frustration, in the fifth inning,

Aylward and Welenc singled, while

McEvilly followed with a double- but

McEvilly's drive bounced over the center

field fence for a ground-rule double and
Welenc was sent back to third base, where
he stayed.

TURN TO PAGE 11

Garber's Gorillas open season
Garber's Gorillas, the UMass varsity lacrosse team, begins its home

Mason on Wednesday against the Big Red of Cornell, one ofthe nation's

top rated teams The game will take place on ^e lacrosse field ad>acent

to the Boyden Gym and game time is 2:30.

Mich. St. cops
NCAA crown

SALT LAKE CITY [Af^~ Michigan State threw a net around tarrv Bird wW« a
brMliant jone defense and Earvin "Magic ' Johnson scored 24 points as the SpsrtafM
dffteated the Indiana State Sycamorea 76-64 last night to win tht NCAA basketiMM
champior^ship.
The loss ended a Cinderella season for the Sycamores, who had stormed out of

nowhere to the top of The Associated Press poll and had won 33 straight games bafora
the final.

Bird, who had been killing just about everyone this season with a 29 c scoring
average, had to work hard for his 19 pointt against the Spartans' two three zone,
which sagged on the blond boml>er e\«ry time he went to the bwket
The national championship was the first for Michigan State in its fourth ^pearance

in this tournament.
The SycamoTM rmsnt led after the opening minutes and trailed by as many as 16

points saveral timaa Mrly m the secorKi half But they made it interesting with a late
12 2 flurry behind Bird that chopped Michigan State's MJvantage to 52-46 with 10
minute left in the game.
Johnson then spearheaded a raMy that put the Spwians In ^Nnmand artd quieted the

usually raucous Indiana State fans in the noisy crowd of 15,410.
Johnson scored seven points in an 8-4 burst that moved the Big Ten Conference

pcM^er's leMl to 61 §0 wHh 5:06 left in the game.
The Sycamores never came within striking distance of the Spartarw %Hm that.
BM, who had been a terror in this tourrtament in four praMOUs games, was so

stymied by the rugged Michigan Stata (tefar»a that at one point he wwt more than 13
minutes without a field goal

Foul trouble hurt both teams in the ciosaly ciiNad garm. and the calls had both
coacfMt binerly conH>tainir^ to the officials throughout the contest.

&^ Katoer, who seized 19 points for the Spartans, put the cap on the game with an
enormous slam dunk at tfM end and the Michigan State cheerleaders and some sup
porters rushed to hug their heroes.

While the Michigan State players darned joyously around the court. Bird sat discon-
solately on the bench with his head buried in a towel, his great college caraar artded

OaPaul96 Penn93
»"rwhman Mark Aguirre scored 34 points, includmg eight in ovwtime. as DaPaul

turned back fired up Pm>n 96-93 in tfM third-placa game of the NCAA basketball
playoffs last flight.

DePaul blew a 23 point lead before fighting back to beat the Ivy Leaguars.

Sports staff meeting
There will be a mandatory maating for all members of the Collagian
sports staff on Wednesday. March a at 7:00 pm. at the sports desk. It is
especially important that reporters who are presently covering a spring
sport attend (he meeting, but. as usual, anyone intereatad in working for
the sports department is more than welcome to attend.

Profile: John Daniel
By WALT CHERNIAK
Collegian Staff

When watching a sporting event,
whether track meet of football game, it

becomes all too tempting to view only wfwt
happens on the field oi play. All that

remains after the contrast is over in the
fan's mind is the great catch, tfie key
basket, the game-winning goal. All we see
is performance; MVP awards. Triple

Crowns and Stanley Cups.
This truth is an unfortunate one, for, as is

the case in any enterprise involving per-

formance, there is a myriad of people
behind the scenes who do critical, but all

too often thankless )obs to make everything
work smoothly. Such a person is John
Daniel.

Daniel, a 21 year old senior from South-
bridge, MA, has spent his four-year UMass
stint as a student athletic trainer, spending
hour after countless hour working on injury

after injury, doing his job amid miles of tape

and tons of ice cubes. Despite what might

seem to be thankless nature of his

assignments, though, Daniel does find

some personal satisfaction in his work

.

"I really enjoy working with the
athletes," he said as he leaned his elbows
on a training table, "There's a real sense of

camaraderie and fraternity, in the true

senseof the word."
Daniel first began doing athletics training

while only a 13 year old freshman at South-
bridge High, when Walter Gosk, the

school's soccer and basketball coach,
encouraged him to get involved. "I took a

paid position as a scorekeeper," Daniel

reminisces, "and wound up as a trainer. I

didn't get paid for either job." As a result,

Daniel became a manager-trainer for vir-

tually every varsity sport at Southbridge
High, his day often lasting as much as 15

hours, and after his graduation, he made
the decision to come to UMass.

During his freshman year, Daniel was a
trainer jack-of-all trades, as he was
assigned to the Curry Hicks building, rather

than a specific team, and worked with

people on the men and women's track

teams, as well as varsity and JV basketball

and hockey players. As a sophomore, he
was assigneid to the now defunct JV
basketball team, travelling with the squad,

and assisted head trainer Jim Laughnane
with the varsity basketball team as a junior

and senior

This year, though, Daniel has been more
widely integrated among UMass sports, a

situation he is very happy with. "Injuries

vary greatly from sport to sport," he says,

"and so do presrcibed training programs.

Football players, for example, can be
brought back from an injury faster than

other athletes. They're used to playing hurt

more."

Daniel will work an internship this

summer at Bartlett, High School in

Webster, MA, working as an athletic

director-trainer-teacher, and hopes to take

a national exam to become a certified

athletic trainer next January. There is

however, another career option open for

Daniel; baseball umpiring.

His father, George Daniel, was a pitcher

in the Boston Braves' organization for a

couple of year, and, he says, after Little

League competition, "I wasn't good
enough to play any more, so I bought some
equipment and started umpiring." Daniel

started umpiring when he was in eighth

grade, and by the time he was 15 he was
doing Babe Ruth and Little League tour-

nament games, "It was one hell of an ego
trip," he said. In 1976, he became the

youngest person in his umpiring class to be
certified by the Worcester Area Baseball

Umpires Association, and has been doing
high school games _ in the spring and
summer months.

In 1977, Daniel got himself certified by
the Hampshire-Franklin umpiring
Association, and was thus allowed to

umpire some JV games here last spring. "It

doesn't pay much," he admits, "but I enjoy
helping people learn to play the game
according to its merits."

Along with his training certification,

Daniel is also hoping to attend an umpire's
school in Florida beginning next February
before making a definite career choice

between umpiring and training. If his

performance in either field comes close to

the unheralded job he has done here at

UMass, though, you can be sure that on
the diamond in the training room, John
Daniel will be doing his best to see that

things are done right,

OPEC decision will raise U.S. gas prices
By MARK POTTS
Associated Press
GENEVA Switzerland —The Organiza-

tion of Petroleum Exporting Countries rais-

ed crude oil prices by 9 percent yesterday
to $14.54 a barrel and authorized members
to tack on any surcharges they think the
market will bear.

The Increase, taking effect Sunday,
shouM raise American retail gasoline prices

^ about two cents a gallon and increase
the American bill for foreign oil by at least

$4 billion over last year's total of S43 billion.

Surcharges could push the bill higher,
analysts say.

In Washington, Sen. Henry M. Jackson,

D Wash., chairman of the Senate Energy
Committee, called the increase "greed and
a punitive doctrine" and said it is "bad
news for Western institutions."

State Department spokesman Nodding
Carter called it "untimely and unjustified"

and said it points up the need for strict con-
servation measures.

Algeria, Venezuela and Libya immediate-
ly said their countries would add sur-

charges to the basic rate and oil ministers
here predicted other members of the 13-

nation cartel would do likewise

The base increase alone is expected to

enrich OPEC nations by an additional $13.5
billion this year, analysts here say.

OPEC President Saeed Al Otaiba of the
United Arab Emirate said the next OPEC
meeting, scheduled here in June, could
decide on yet another hike.

He said the UAE, Saudi Arabia and other
Arab "moderates" opposed the even stiffer

increases proposed by some countries and
would continue to do so in the future. He
said Ecuador joined the fight to keep the in-

crease low.

Militant members such as Iraq, Iran and
Libya lobbied hard for larger increases Iran

said it favored an incr^se of 2B percent in

the base price.

Most OPEC members added a surcharge
of about $1 .20 a barrel, roughly the amount

of y^terday's base Qr'tce Increase, onto
the previous OPEC price of $13 35 when
the revolution in Iran caused a shortage of
crude on the world market.
The earlier surcharges were approved by

OPEC as a response to what the cartel saw
as profiteering by oil compani^ getting up-
wards of $20 a barrel on the short term, or
"spot" market because of the shortage
caused by the temporary loss of Iranian
production.

Yesterday, Algeria announced an in

crease of "about $4" per 42 gallon barrel
over the base price, upping the price of
Algerian crude by a total of more than 30
percent.
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Officials discuss

drinlcing age rise
By CAROL ROSENBERG
C9ttegmn Staff

Massachusetts police chiefs and
municipal officials yesterday met in Boston
with Governor Edward J. King and other

state officials to discuss implementation of

the 20 year old drinking age on Monday,
April 16.

UMhss Chief of Police Robett G. Joyce,

who attended the meeting yesterday in the

State House said the most important

outcome of the meeting, m terms of the

UMass campus, is what is considered

dcceptable identification "Apparently the

only type of ID acceptable is a

Massachusetts Drivers license or a liquor

purchase card the TOC ID card is in-

sufficient,' he said.

Joyce described the identiiication cards

as "tamper proof " and said the liquor

pufchftsa cards will be available Friday at

Motor Vehicte Registries across the state

but must be ol>tained through a new and
lengthy process

'Any person under 20

years of age who possesses

alcohol may be fined not

more than $50.'

The liquor cards, which cost $5, may be
Stained by presenting to the registry two
proofs of birth before April 16, 1959, and an
application signed by a police officer from

the person's hometown police department.

Amherst Chief of Police Donald N. Maia
yesterday said he would sign Amherst
residents' applications after verifying their

birth date.

Joyce said UMass police would be

responsible for signing dormitory resident

applications.

Maia said he was unsure whether out-of-

state drivers licenses would be honored. "I

don't know if all the people have all the

answers yet," he said.

Harold Dutton, King's deputy press

secretary, ^sterday said the police chiefs

and town officials received information

packets concerning the drinking age. The
pwckets included a message from King, a

copy of the new law and an analysis and
summary of the law.

'According to the law, a

person who is found
possessing a false iden-

tification card shall be

punished by a fine of $300/

The bill, which was signed into law
March 8 by King, has been the subject of

much debate in the state since King was
elected governor last November. A similar

bill vetoed by former Governor Michael S.

Dukakis last year became a significant part

of King's campaign platform.

According to the law any person under
20 years of age who possesses alcohol may
be fined not more than $50. If a person
under 20 is found operating a motor vehicle

while possessing alcohol, the license riiay

be suspended by the court for "not more
than three months," the law also provides.

A legal exception in the law states a

person over 20 may purchase liquor for a

spouse, child, or ward of the buyer, if they

are under age, but adds the purchases
must accompany that person if it is being

transported.

Also according to the law, a person who
is found possessing a false identification

card "shall be punished by a fine of $300,"

The law also states a legal drinker who
buys alcohol for a person under 20-years of

age who is not their child ward or spouse
will be subject to a $200 fine and-or six

months imprisonment.

Ralph Nader calls for anti trust investigation of the standardized testing in-

dustry while speaking before 600 people in the Fine Arts Center yesterday mor

ning as part of the "Learning Tomorrows for Today's Generation" conference.

(Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

Nader calls for standardized testing reforms
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

In a speech to 600 at the Fine Arts Center

yesterday, consumer advocate Ralph

Nader accused the standardized testing

industry of being monopolisitc ' and

having an exclusionary impact which can

destroy the Hmergonce of values in

students.

Nader gave p3?t of the

• ing loii.onuwb lor Tfjday •-'•

,'
' ition" forum sponsored by tfio

School of Education,

"For well over a generation, standardized

tests have had a large impact on the career

and educational opportunities for millions,""

Nader said. ""The generation characterized

by standardized tests is about over."

Over the past 40 years, standardized

testing coVnpanies have tested 40

percent of the population in this country,

Nader said. These companies, the largest

of which is Educational Testing Service

(ETS) in Princeton, N.J., have an enor-

mous influence in our society, he said.

'ETS IS one of the most powerful cor-

porations in the world, " Nader said. "No
other organization has led to such
destruction of self-confidence of students-

an extremely significant loss to our

society," he said.

Standardized tests are used for school

admissions, as well as certification,

licensinq and hinna iri 60 different OC
rUUiriilOP' ".

ciiy tui: t, I o tuisn'' ' ""*
' * ynt

n test tor admissioft ;
he

said

"Kids who do poorly on these tests

should realize that it's not the end of their

potential," Nader said, ""They should have

an awareness that these tests are very

narrow measurers.
"

"'These tests do not reflect deter-

mination, idealism, judgement, experience,

wisdom or creativity- important
characteristics of human beings
throughout the centuries," Nader said.

Ihey also don't measure obstacles to

achievement, he said.

"The result of these tests are mostly

associated with social class, and have a

heavy cultural bias,'" he .said.

Because of their non profit status,

testing companies are outside the

jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Com-
mission, Nader said. However, "These

companies should adhere to the standards

other businesses do," he said.

"There • of consumer protection

that""'"' :ri.pif.-TW)r'.r! In fiiis )irea

Nad^'

Nader made the following recom-

mendations;

-A comprehensive disclosure statute

should be enacted to provide public access

to studies about standardized tests.

-The Department of Health, Education

and Welfare should establish a major task

force to evaluate the tests. - The Justice

Department or the Federal Trade Com-
mission should investigate whether testing

corporations have reached the point of

anti-trust violation.

- Students, administrators, and faculty

should try to get broader representation on
the boards of directors of standardized

testing companies.
Admissions officials should offer

alternatives to standardized tests,

A strong inquiry should be rr-.ade into

thf-" ntiviu V niven test scores.

curse of action bhouiri be
avijiiai ''

' w'i/hnbe ?cori- •"
" si

bythe • "•'^

it -jtU.

can become tremendous discriminators

"It's hard for students even those who
can't get lawyers to combat these issues,

Nader said.

At a press conference afterwards, Nader

said the competency testing proposed for

graduation from some schools "won't work
well because the educational system can't

afford to have many kids flunk these tests."

As a result, the tests will be brought to a

level students can cope with, he said.
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Linda Eaton plays with har son. Ian. as sha awaits a
ruling by the Iowa Civil Rights Commission as to
whether she can continue her firefighter's job. and
breast feed her son at work. (AP Laserphotol

Playboy: more romance
SEA TTLE \AP\ The man who wntes sex adviM for Rta^ioy
magazirte says Arrwrica is headed for a new blossoming of
romance with ie^ emphasis on the physical aspects of get
ting together

"The next 10 years will see Playboy writing about the
romantic lifestyle, about exciting places to be We know
what to do in the bedroom now. so what about the rest of

our lives,' says Jim Petersen, 31. the man behind the mon
thiy Playboy Advisor

'

'

Drinking problem universal
LONDON lAPl - Some Soviet kids start hitting the vodka

before they're 10. In Britain there are almost twice as many
t^n age drunks as 12 years ago, and m West Germany laws
banning booie sales to those under 16 are widely ignored
An Associated Press survey shows many European coun

tries are now deeply worried by the ravages of alcohol
among their young people and are spending millions of

dollars trying to do something about it.

The experience is similar to that of the United States where
dnnking ages were lowered at the time voting ages were
several years ago, but many states have now raised drinking

ages again

Some European countries claim to be making progress m
the battle against teen age drunkenness and some say the
problem is not as serious in their countries as elsewhere.
But others appear to have little success halting a trend that

experts say is fueled by a diversity of factors.

These include increasing affluence arrwng the young, an
oft-found feeling that modern life is futile, a desire to ape
adult drinking - itself on the rise in some places - and the
false equation of alcohol with maturity and sophistication.

Gay rule wins approval
HARTFORD. Conn \AP\ A second ordinance prohibiting

discrimination against homosexuals has been approved by
the Hartford City Council, but the mayor has not decided

whether he will let it stand
Mayor ueorge Atnanson, vetoed a similar ordinance last

summer The anti discrimination measure, passed Monday
night by a 6 1 vote, also prohibits discrimination on the basis

of an individuals's criminal history, race, color, national

origin, physical or mental handicaps, sex and age.

Bikers to protest at Nplant
MONTPELIER, Vt. \AP\~ Members of a Massachusetts

anti nuclear group plan to 'pedal" their alternative energy
views this weekend dunng a demonstration at the Vermont
Yankee nuclear power plant

The group, which calls itself the "Solar Rollers," is com
posed of bicyclists opposed to nuclear power, according to

its organizers

Spokesman Thomas Wilson said yesterday that about 50
"rollers " plan to pedal up from the Bay State for a peaceful

demonstration at the Vernon nuclear plant.

Wilson said the group will leave Greenfield, Mass on
Saturday for a series of anti nuclear talks, films and
workshops m Brattleboro. They plan to meet up with other

activists from Vermont and New Hampshire and go to Ver

non for a Sunday mornmg demonstration at Vermont
Yankee, he said.

"We like to think of ourselves as an anti nuclear group
with an inimitable approach," said Wilson, a 45 year-old

dentist.

'It started last spring, when a group of us decided to go
to the Seabrook, New Hampshire demonstration But we
couldn't see driving a bunch of gasguzzling. polluting

automobiles there to support alternative energy
'

Court: No random car checks
WASHINGTON \AP\ The Supreme Court ruled yester

day that police officers may not stop motorists' automobiles

at random to check drivers' licenses and car registration

The justices said random stops of motorists who are not

suspected of breaking any law violate the Constitution's pro

tection from unreasonable search and seizure.

The 8 1 decision struck down a Delaware law that had

given individual police officers broad discretion in choosing

cars for the routine checks Many states allow similar police

practices, which will now have to be changed
'An individual operating or traveling in an automobile does

no! lose all expectation of privacy simply because the

automobile and its use are subject to government regula

tion." Justice Byron R White wrote for the majority

N.H. faces booze battle
CONCORD, N H. \AP\- fK move by Gov Hugh Gallen,

police, and educators to raise New Hampshire's drinking age

to 20 IS headed tor battle on the floor of the House, ac

cording to Republican Rep. Kathleen Ward.

Mrs Ward, the chairman of the House Regulated

Revenues Committee, said her committee was divided over

whether the state should act to raise the dnnking age to 20

and will vote today on the bill.

"I expect the committee will vote favorably on the bill, but

there will definitely be a minority report against raising the

drinking age, because there is sentiment that it should stay

at 18 -and that means a floor fight, ' Mrs Ward said.

The Mideast:
Israel, Egypt want

U.S. weapons,

ask for U.S. trust
Bv BARRY SCHWeiD
Associated Press

WASHING TON - The leaders of Israel and Egypt took dif

ferent stands yesterday on Palestinian autonomy but asked
Congress nonetheless to give them the weapons of war and
trust them to keep the peace.
Both warned of Soviet threats to freedom around the

world
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat renewed a proposal for a
combined municipal council of Arabs and Israelis in

Jerusalem But he declared flatly that "sovereignty in Arab
Jerusalem should return to the Arabs."
Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin spoke

separately to senators and congressmen assembled in

meeting rooms on their respective sides of the Capitol.

Sadat elaborated on his statements dunng a brief meeting
with reporters.

Both leaders urged approval of President Carter's proposed
S4 5 billion package of loans and grants for Israel and Egypt
The package is designed to bolster the new peace between
the ancient enemies, formalized in a treaty signed Monday.
Letters of agreement made public by Defense Secretary

Harold Brown show the package includes accelerated

delivery of F 16 fighter planes to Israel and the extension of
arms sales credits to Egypt for the first time.

House uemocratic Leader Jim Wright of Texas predicted

Congress will approve the aid. "No doubt about it," he said.

But Senate Republican Leader Howard Baker of Tenn^see
said he had not decided whether to support the administra

tion 's package
Carter met for lunch with Egyptian Prime Minister Mustafa

Khalil. White House spokesman Jody Powell said they
discussed "the continuation of the peace process" and
economic aid to Egypt, which will total $300 million over
three years.

Begin arranged to depart for New York in the late after-

noon. He was to be joined there Wednmday by Vice Presi

dent Walter F. Mondale They were to speak at a luncheon
of the Israel US. Business Council.

Begin's state visit to Cairo on Monday was delayed for one
week. Israel radio reported In Washington, Avi Pazner, the
Israeli embassy spokesn^n, said "if there is a delay it will be
due only to administrative reasons"
Sadat had an afternoon meeting with Robert McNamara,

head of the World Bank. The bank is considering an increase
in development loans for Egypt. Sadat planned to leave for

home later this week
"We want to solve in a humane way the problem of the

Palestinian Arabs, " Begin told congressmen.
But Sadat said Congress should try to F>ersuade Begin to

ease his stand on Palestinian Arabs The Egyptian president

did not repeat his long stated position that the Palestinians

should have a state of their own.
But he left no doubt that his goal differs widely from

Begin's.

The Israeli prime minister has flatly ruled out Palestinian

statehood Instead, he has proposed a limited form of

autonomy for the 1.1 million Palestinian Arabs living on the

West Bank of the Jordan River and in the Gaza Strip.

Terrorist bombs explode in Israel, Paris
Associated Press
Bomb attacks in Israel and Paris killed one person and in-

jured more than 50 others yesterday in a terrorist campaign
against the newly signed Is'aeli Egyptian peace treaty

Palestine Liberation Organization leader Yasser Arafat urg-

ed hardline Arab leaders gathered in Baghdad. Iraq, to sup
port the PLO's wai against the treaty by ending all trade with
the United Stated. He also urged a new oil embargo.

Arafat said, "It is taken for granted that (Egyptian Presi

dent Anwar! Sadat's regime will be punished, but don't just

hit tiie tail of the snake, hit the head of the snake - the
United States."

Arafat also said, "We should stop buying big American
cars and other products" because the United States "push-
ed Egypt and Israel into signing this deal "

Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein Warnej backed Arafat, saying
U.S. interests in the Middle East "cannot be spared reprisals

There was no other immediate comment on Arafat's pro-

posal from the foreign and economy ministers of 18 Arab na-

tions who met in the Iraqi capital to decide how to sabotage
the peace pact.

In the Israeli town of Lod, 15 miles east of Tel Aviv, a bomb
exploded under a vegetable stand in an open air market A
60 year old woman was killed and 21 persons were injured.

On Monday, a grenade was tossed into a hostel in Arab
East Jerusalem, wounding nine persons, two of them
American tourists.

A bomb thrown into a hostel for Jewish students in the
heart of the Paris Latin Quarter injured 32 occupants yester
day, officials reported Two of the injured were reported in

very serious condition

A PLO spokesman in Beirut said the two blasts in Israel

were "part of a plan to escalate anti-Israel warfare in protest
against the treaty of treason." He said guerrillas throughout
Lebanon went on maximum alert aga'inst Israeli retaliation.

In Pans, an anonymous telephone caller said a group called
the "Autonomous Joint Intervention Group Against the
Zionist Presence in France and Against the Peace Treaty

"

was responsible for the blast Authorities said they had
never heard of the group before.

Jewish students, many wearing the traditional yamulka on
their head, wandered around outside the ruined hostel.One
angry group chanted: "PLO assassin!"

Max Roac h has the widest

influence of all drummers

who have emerged in this

modern musical era. See
|

page 6

CORRECTION:
The Stop & Shop ad that appeared in Monday's
Co/legian covered last week NOT this week. The
correct ad for this week appears in today's paper on
page 8. The Co//egr/aA7 apologizes for any inconve-

nience this may have caused.

CEQ sponsors:

WHALE DAY
Wed , March 28 - Moby Dick starnng Gregory Peck

Bartlett Aud., 6:30 & 9:00 p.m.; cost $1.00

Thursday, March 29-7:00 p.m,'

Commonwealth Room, SU
Speaker & film presentation by Greenpeace

and the Conn Cetacean Society

Coffeehouse music

Come and sign up for the Whale Watch cruise

off Cape Cod

ATTENTION
SENIORS

Graduating seniors who were the reci-

pients of the National Direct/Nursing

Student Loans must attend one of the

following meetings:

Herter Hall

Tues., March 27, 7:00 p.m.. Rm. 227

Wed.. March 28. 7:00 p.m., Rm. 227
Thurs., March29. 7:00 p.m.. Rm. 231

These meetings are held in order to

comply with the Federal regulations.

As this is a graduation requirement,

failure to attend one of these meetings

is sufficient reason to result in an ad-

ministrative withdrawal.

SELECTED
UMASS IMPRINTED

GYM SHORTS ^^on\^2.95
All $1.00 off

Lee
JEANS
DENIM a-

CORDUROY

$3.00 OFF

OUR
REGULAR
LOW
PRICES
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Area responds to new liquorage
By STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The raising of the state's legal drinking

age to 20 on Monday April 16, is forcing the

wiministrators of the three University run

bars to think soberly about their future ex-

isterKe.

Also directly affected are local package

stores, bars, and clubs.

Top of the Campus (TOO stickers ex-

pected to be revalidated during the next

few weeks by Paul Barbato, manager of the

Blue Wall, the Hatch and TOC bars, will not

be valid identification for legal drinkers,

Chief of UMass Police Robert G. Joyce

said.

The other forseeable change as a result

of the law this semester, Barbato said, will

be the closing of the Hatch in five weeks

due to the tough competition it is likely to

face among area bars.

"We want some kind of a program for 18

4nd 19-year-olds," Barbato said, "but we
lust don't know wtiat we're going to do

yet
•

Campus Center Director William Harr»

Health woes
now plague

Grad low rise
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

Illnesses that have plagued laboratory

workers in the Graduate Research Towers

since May appear to be spreading to the

low rise wing of the complex.

Meanwhile, however, an interim report

issued by the National Institute for Occupa-

tional Safety and Health, a federal agency

investigating health problems in the high

rise towers states that illnesses among
workers there cannot be linked to chemical

exposure. The report, nonetheless, con-

cludes that the ventilation system should be

corrected.

Illnesses in the towers are concentrated

among women in the Biochemistry depart-

ment who are experiencing "abnormal"

menstrual bleeding, as well as fatigue, diz-

ziness and headaches. Workers in the low

rise building experience the same illnesses

except menstrual irregularities. The towers

are connected to the low rise by an enclos-

ed walkway on the second floor.

Research workers in the low rise have

presented a petition to Chancellor Ran-

dolph W. Bromery with signatures of 197

professors and students throughout the

complex asking the University to prove that

a problem does not exist, or else admit the

problem exists and correct it.

"This illness has been going on for some

time and we feel it is the responsibility of

the University to take immediate action to

ensure our health, and to make a public

statement about what has been and is be-

ing done," the petition stated

Bromery was not available for comment

last night.

A story released today by the Associated

Press reporting that a suit will be filed

against the University is inaccurate accor

ding to alleged suitor Liz Romer, a radio

astronomer researcher.

Jeffrey Bonar, a graduate student who
works in the low rise, said he has recently

come down with unexplainable health pro-

blems, is critical of the safety and health in-

stitute report because it focuses primarily

on illnesses in the towers.

Based on the conclusions of the institute

report, UMass Health Services director

Barry Averill, said he will recommend to the

Bureau of Building Construction to hire a

consulting firm to balance the ventilation

system in the towers.

TURN TO PAGE 6

Campus bars ponder future
said, "Everything is still in the discussion

stage. Since there will only be four weeks
left of school when the drinking age
changes, the adjustments we will have to

make will be more important to us in the

fall,"

Barbato said one possible adjustment will

be to close the Hatch except for special

concerts. "People don't usually come to

the Hatch to drink heavily or for the at-

mosphere; they come to see a band and,

hopefully, we will be able to take advantage
of this."

He said. "Except for a change in the

types of acts booked, to reflect the 'older

audience' the Blue Wall will operate as it

normally has and the TOC will basically go
unaffected.

"However, there are certain facts that

must be kept in mind. When tf>e drinking

age was raised in the -Michigan State area,

bars suffered nearly a 60 percent loss in

revenue, while the local package stores

gained 300 percent profits. Ateo, ad-

ministration figures estimate the under-20
crowd to comprise 60-65 percent of the stu-

dent population. This must be considered,"

The attitude of local bar and club owners
is one of apprehension Keith Fowler, assis-

tant manager of The Pub said, "Yes, ^
will feel a pinch." The situation is quite

complex because we don't know how
many older folks will come out that didn't

previously. There won't be any drastic

changes We're not going to carpet the

place; however extended food hours arnl

other ideas will be implemented to facilitata

the older crowds."
In contrast, local package store owners

stand to gain financially from the age hike.

Bill Russell, owner of Russell's Liquor Store
said, "I can't say we'll suffer at all; in fact,

we stand to gain. The younger people
won't be able to go to the disco's so they'll

have their friends buy for tfiem. Our
delivery service should also pick up. All that

Russell added, "Th^e will be fewer peo-

ple in the store making larger volume pur-

chases and this will help us curb the current

shoplifting tr^ - helping us In anothw
way,"

Marvin Spence, owner of Spirit Haus Li-

quor store said,- "if you remember, the
Package Store Association was in favor of

the age hike It was the bars who lobbied
against it."

He went on to say, "If ttiere h a last-

minute run we're always prepared. I doubt
we'll get bought out."

Mrs. Elaine Parker, manager of the Dr^e
bar, like other bar staffers, is pessimistic.

"It will hurt the 18 and 19-year olds as well

as us. All they want is some companion-
ship. We had previously planrted a special

area for the younger people but the possi-

ble abuses of the area - for example, older

people buying their friends, drinks - CM*'
ed the idea to be eliminated."

A Jamaican snorkler and entrepreneur who conducts tours and harvests coral, takes a brief respite under the sun In

Montego Bay. IStaff photo by Joanne Quinn)

Gintis speaks on school reform
D.. on I cii/u.,<:TonAJi ' Such efforts to eliminate inequality were ^^B^i^^^H^^^^H^^HBy BILL SUNuSTROM
Collegian Staff

Educational reform is incapable of

eliminating or reducing inequality in

society, UMass Economic professor

Hert)ert Gintis last night told an audience of

about 2E0 in the Campus Center

Auditorium.
Gintis' speech was the final event of the

first day of the "Learning Tomorrows for

Today's Generation" conference spon-

sored by the UMass School of Education.

Gintis said statistics show that while the

number of years of education people have

been able to attain has become more equal

during the 20th Century, there has been

virtually no change in the distribution of

wealth. "The only benefit one gets from

going to high school is the opportunity to

go to college, " he said.

The theory of education is most widely

held in the U.S., said Gintis, is what he

calls the "technocratic-meritocratic

model." According to this theory, jobs and
salaries are obtained according to individual

merit. Equalizing educational opportunities

thus would enable all citizens to compete
equally for jobs and contribute to economic
quality, he said.

The wide acceptance of this theory led to

the large expenditures on education during

the "war on poverty" of the 1960s, Gintis

said.

Such efforts to eliminate inequality were

unsuccessful because inequality is an effect

of the economic system rather than the

educational process, Gintis said "One of

the functions of the educational system is

to create an oversuppiv of skilled laborers,

which keeps wage demands down and

disciplines the workers. " he said

Educational testing helps legitimize the

meritocratic theory, Gintis said, hut per

formance on tests really has little relation to

economic success "If you took at the

relationship between class background and

present economic status, ie^s than 10

percent of the difference in economic

status is attributable to differences in 10,"

Gintis said

Gintis said radical change of the

economic system is the only solution to

inequality. "We have to start talking about

changing the relations of production in the

economy, " he said,

"In the ideal society, education should

be treated like health. It would be given to

people because they want it and need it,"

he said

Gintis is co-author, along with Samuel

Bowles, of Schooling in Capitalist Anwrica,

a highly regarded radical analysis of

American education. Samuel Bowles, also

a member of the Economics faculty, was
slated to speak with Gintis but could not

attend.

Herb Gintis (Staff photo by Judie
DelFrate)

- saiQ. _

Women's group combats pornography
T.T^ ^ A coa^ion member hand-del.vered a letter to Univ.o.y QO-ng on against the three record c

ByFRANBASCHE
Collegian Staff

Members of a UMass women's group are planning ac-

tivities and political actions aimed at combating pornography

and violence against women

,

The Coalition to End Violence Against Women is planning

a campaign to remove pornographic magazines and record

covers depicting violence against women from the

University Store, They are also distributing postcards at a

table on the Campus Center concourse which they said they

hope students will send to UMass Chancellor Bromery,

calling for increased security and better lighting ori campus.

In addition, the group is planning a "speak out on

violence against women, scheduled for April 3 in Mahar

Auditorium. Radical feminist writer Andrea Dworkin will be

speaking on pornography. „ , .u m ,•
Other activities planned are a "Take Back the Night

march throughout campus similar to a march in Nor-

thampton last November, and a slide show presentation

about violence against women.

A coalition member hand-delivered a letter to Univeroity

Store manager Winthrop L. Cummings March 19 requesting

that he remove and discontinue selling Playboy, Penthouse.

Gallery and Ot// magazines and records produced by Warner,

Electra and Atlantic record companies last Sunday.

Cummings did not remove the magazines or the records,

saying Monday that the issue is "a question of freedom of

expression."
_, ^ . j -^ .

He said he looked through the records and said he did not

see covers depicting violence against women. He said a

Rolling Stones album showing a chained, black and blue

woman on the cover was sold out. "I think we will avoid

recordswithjacketslikethat, " hesaid.

Coalition member Chris Decker said "Freedom of speech

in this case is being used as a 'liberal' smokescreen for the

degradation and literal torture of women,"
Decker said traditionally freedom of speech has not meant

women's freedom of speech.

Decker said the group is not planning anv kind of picket

against the store. She said there is a ne - boycott effort

going on against the three record companies.

India Hoeschen-Stein, another coalition member said she

talked with Cumminys yesterday afternoon when he ap-

proached the group's tc»ble on the concourse. She said he

was interested in getting a list from them of records the

group believe advocated violence against women.

Daniel Salce, business manager of the Union Record

Service a student run co-op, said the store would not

discontinue selling records by those conpanies, but would

refuse advertising of records depicting violence against

women.
. ,. r> h- o»

Salce added the co-op would re-stock the Rolling Stones

album with an imported copy that does not have the same

cover
Decker said the group is concerned about movie ideas

suggested by John Furbish, a UMass graduate student in

pscyhology. _ nut
Furbish a member of the Campus Center Board of

Governors, said Monday he wanted to discuss
^Jf

'de«L^J^
TURN TO PAGE 11
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Mistrial declared in

Huey Newton case
OAKLANO, Calif \ AP\ Biack Pm^mt

iea^r Huey NoMrton was ord«r#d today to
ft«nd trial a Mcond time on charges of
killing an Oakland prostitutt fiv« years^o
Thtt fMM i^taijntf»> i t^mw9m^^n

Jc^n Coopsf wt a t«ntativ0 tnai date dt
May 7 He tima mdvf^ I hearing Apni 17
on mlmvm mo^NW M hav« tta chy^s

MinutM aafiaf. m a Mf^ata ^Mifinwm,
N^Mton MMi ^mtenced to five days in jM
lor leiusing lo anwir«f questions at his first

inai about Iw tkght to Cuba shoniv aftw
Haihl^fn SmWi, 17. ymt shot on Aug. 8,

1974 on an Oaklar^ str««t corn«r

Supwm ^urt Judge Carf Andar^wi.
who proadad ai the rust trial, found
^towiw* in contempt and ordarwl him M
appMr at the Aiamadaa County jail next

Mwiday to tjegin serving the sentence
Attorneys indicated they wmuld ^ett a stay
in an appellate court

During the tnal. Nevvton twd vafuted to
answer Tom CkMf's questions about his
lumping bail and going to Cuba Kiewton
said people who helped him flee would be

suopct to har^sment. The Black Panther
Party cofoun^ returned to the United
States in 1977 to face the murder charges

Vm mittrM was declared amid con
tfov^^. Nevrtons attorney. Micha^
Kenrwdy, said one of the jurors receive a
note from one of iliree alternate jurors

r^du^, "Go twi^ hun

Orlof f said tm believed the quotation was
•verbal remark rather than a written one

Jury foreman Janet Hurley said another
juror ovw^heard the comment but sf^
(toclined to elaborate She said the treed^
delibw^ations became shouting maichm
"rmwe than ^«e. *

Hmmv% to f^^ on »1W,M0 bond whi^
^pealinq his conviction iMt fall of being an
»» felon in ^ssession of a firearm,
stwnming from m a^ult mvoMng hte
ta^. Me was swiieflMd to two years in

^wton WM convicted in 1968 of

v^iN^ary manslaughter m the shooting of

an Oakland policwfian but the conviction

wm reversed on appeal and charges later

dwmiss^ when two subsequent tnals

ended wiht juries unable to reach verdicts

Dessie Woods:
the plight of a victim

The National Committee to OeferMi

Oessie Woods (NCODWI, DessM> Woods
Defense Comnwtiees, and The Oessie

Woods Support Coalition (OWSC),
continue to develop their tactics and
strategies, in iheii ever pressing struggle to

free a courageous sister freedom fighter,

the urgency to free her continues to

magnify

.

The reason for Dessie Woods, detention

at Georga Women's Institute of Correc-

tions (GWICI in Hardwick, Georgia is well

known by thousands of supporters.

However, supporters are not the only ones

who have a distaste for her presence there.

A gang of thugs who represe"^ t the

repressive arm of U.S. colonialism in the

state of Georgia, headed by top gangster

K. UnahMY (fwad wardeni and right hand
thugs (coion«iist prison guards) are not

pleased at ai by the presence of Dessie

Woods.
The other wise routine conditions a' their

controlled concentration camp in the South

were suddenly interrupted in February of

1976 by a stror>g African woman by the

name of Dessie Woods. Her militancy and

pride in her Afncaness quickly begjn to

influence other prisorH>r5. especially the 75

per cent black populated at GWIC To
quote Drasie, 'They come to me with their

problems." This, along with the mounting

support Dessie Woods has on the outside

applying pressure on the prison for her

release, has made her a marked woman by

prison officials.

From the poim of the initial rape attack

and attempted murder by Ronnie Horne, to

the U.S. government's anempt to convict

Dessie Woods of first degree murder and

take her life "legally," there have been

numerous other attempts made on »he life

of Dessie Woods.
The latest of these attempts to murder

Dessie Woods has been at the hands of

Hardwick prison officials and doctors at the

Milledgeville State Mental institution. In

one incident at the prison All doors leading

from Dessie's cell were left open As Dessie

recalls, "It looked so easy, like all t had to

do was just leave. But I knew they were

trying to kill nne and this was just tou easy."

Dessie Woods did not fall for wh it would

have surely led to her being shot ciown by

prison guards for trying to escape.

In another attempt, Oessie was taken to

Milledgeville George State Mental

Institution, where a number of o'lsoners

havo beet) the victims of anything from
i^^ai abortions and steriiizaiions to being

human guinea pigs for behaviof
mf>dification e)«per»me'"its.

Here. Dessie waj: heavily drugged. When
the doctors thought that Dessie was un-

conscious, an attempt was made to fife her

to a make shift "hangmans" noose. With
such physical contact going on, Dessie

began to awake Although still under the

influence of the drugs, she was able to see
what was about to take place She began
to cry out and struggle against her would-

be murderers. Because the officials were
unable to carry out their murderous plot in

the silence and secrecy intended, they beat

Dessie Woods and took her back to prison.

It was hope that once Dessie fully

recovered from the drugs thai she would
not remember what had taken pi ice

The most recent attempt on Dessie's life

came as a result of Dessie's not forgetting

and not allowing therri to forget what had
happened Dessie often complained about
the fact that prij^on officials were trying to
kill her

The warden once told her that she could
not prove it, so she might as well forget

about It. Dessie was not about to forget

she began to tell other prisoners about how
prison officials were trying to kill her. For

this she was sent to the prisons

psychiatrist.

Dessie explained to the "psychiatrist"

how attempts had been made on her life by
prison officials in the past After the

"shnnk"' had made his report to prison of-

ficials, Dessie was again taken to the State

hospital Where they would attempt to

once and for all erase the murder attempts
from her mind

It was discovered in admitting Dessie to

the mental hospital that the officials there

had no previous record of last, ill fated

kidnapping to the hospital

Yet, aside from Dessie herself, there

were those at the prison vvho were close to

her who knew about the previous visit One
was a black assistant warden who had
since been transferred because of his

support for Dessie (But now the most
disturbing fact was that she was back

again )

Dessie was told she would be given a

mild tranquilizer. Doctors", instead, ad-

ministered one of the most powerful and
most dangerous mind controlling drugs

known- PROLIXIN.

We cau<.._ jght you Kim!!! Sitting in the CCEBS library studying for those
upcoming tests. What are you gonna do when spring comes Kim? We hope
you are gonna still be in CCEBS library studying, even witfvall that tempting
sun outside. (Photo by Ed Cohen)

Dessie Woods will continue on Friday

To honor
Rev. King

Eleven years ago Arpil

"th, Martin Luther King

Jr., one of the foremost

civil rights leaders of the

Black liberation
movement was
assassinated. It may seem
that his brand of "pacifist

protest" died with him,

outdated with the close of

the sixties, but the time

has come to reexamine his

messages, and take

meaning from his life. At

the end of the sixties.

King was addressing not

only domestic issues, but

relating them to in-

ternational revolutionary

struggles in the Third

World. In -the seventies,

as we organize against

racism and repression, in

this area and world wide,

we recognize the im-

portance of his ideas.

Today, the con
tributions of young artists

and the movement to

liberate South Africa are

among the vital parts of

the fight against racism.

The University of

Massachusetts is com-
memorating Martin Luther

King Week March 30-

Apri! 5, to spotlight these

and other issues.

Check the schedule of

events for Martin Luther

King week listed on page
5. Take part in the

celebration and honor of

this lost leader.

A letter from
CABBS
Dear Brothers and Sisters:

Even if you aren't interested in business, CABBS is in-

terested in YOU! CABBS (The Committee for the Ad
vancement of Black Business Students) is a student

organization fulfilling the needs of Black business students

in their search for business related careers. Our main objec-

tives center around four areas of concern;

-Awareness of business opportunities for Blacks

Admission into the School of Business, course

requirements and descriptions

Counseling and guidance throughout the academic career

Job awareness and placement assistance upon graduation

On Monday, April 2, 1979 at 7:00 p.m., CABBS will be

having its first orientation presentation, an informal gather-

ing with the Committee members, various SBA faculty,

some Black alumni and other Black business professionals.

We will be discussing: The Role of the Black Student in the

School of Business Administration, the education cur-

riculum, involved and what the Comrriittee has to offer the

individual student.

We urge all Black students to attend this get-together on

Monday evening in Rm. 120 of the SBA at 7:00 p.m. We
have something to offer everyone. For more information

call:

Glenn Brown 546-5734

Ken Mahan 546-6986
Paul Campbell 665 3259

See you on Monday!

Orwriteto: CABBS
SBA UMass
Campus Mail

LUTHER

I
Interested in

I
Summer

' Employment?
Applications for Teachers and
Counselors available until

March 30 at the Upward Bound
Office, 205 New Africa House.
BA or BS degree required for

teaching positions. Applications

will not be accepted after March
30.

BLACKAFFAIRS
Put this on your calendar! Don't forget!
Benefit concert
The Max fluach

Quintet will hold a benefit

concert for The Fletcher

Hondorson scholarship
Fund at the Fine Arts

C • ''Mass tonight at

8-

Film
Th# film "Fresh seeds in

tlw Big Apple, Children of

the Revolution, and High
Schools Rising, ' will be
shown tonight in Thorn
pson 104 at UMass
^sponsored by the
progressive Film Series)

Africa: discussion

Thursday March 3 a

discussion of Africa with

Prexy Nesbitt will be held in

Oonut 5, Greenwich House
at Hampshire College at

2:30p.m

'Cuba's Solidarity'

Jonnetta Cole, Prexy
Nesbitt and Roberto
Lasanta will lead a panel

discussion on "Cuba's.
Solidarity" Thursday March
29 at 7:30 pm in the SUB.
Robert Cole will moderate.

Ricky Ford
in concert

Ricky Ford, the featured

hornplayer in the late

Charles Mingus Quartet

will be appearing on
concert Willi his own trio on
Satufdav M.iM^h '^^ 3t '^

^

as one ot '

and po
saxopt

toured Mi

uynamic
young

Kjay and has
rope. At» '•3

Japan, Canada, and
U.S with Mingus quariei

and Mercer Ellington**

Ijand. The Ricky ford Tno
feature Caivm Hiii on bass
and BHI Hart in drums. The
evening is being presented

as part of the Campaign to

Combat Racism — a shoa
film on S. Africa will be
shown at intermission.

There will be an admission
charge of $1.50.

Play auditions
Auditions for "In the

Rock Garden" a play on the

Asian American Experience

will be held Wednesday
March 28 12 noon to 2 pm
and Thursday March 29 at

8:30 pm in Hampden
theatre in Southwest.
"Rock Garden" deals

with issues of identity,

Third World Unity, and
racism. We need actors,

crew, and technical people.

All Third World people are

invited to try out!

For more information

contact Roberta Uno 545-

3604.

Ensemble
performance
The "Ouik" theatia-

dmce music »ni«mbi» wii
perform Ofiginal material,

Tht ansembJe is coinpowd
of Teresa Jenoure, P^attV

0'N#il, Roberta Uno, arS
Ada Gay GrWfw tadmiMton
tofreel

Siide show
"Afrk»n Base of Cuban

Culture, ' a slide show
presentation workshop by
Oare Dozier will be held at

Mwangi Cultural Center,

Smith College at 2:00 pm.

To honor
Rev. King
Sat. I\^arch31
RICKY FORD TRIO evening
of politics and culture.

Sponsored by the Office of

Third World Affairs. $1.50

Admission 8:00 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom.

Max Roach voted the

"greatest of all time" on his

instrument by his peers See

page 6

DELTA UPSILON IS

THE NEW FRATERNITY
Find out how you can become part of the

chapter that you and other UMass men

will build now.

Informational meetings will be held in the

Campus Center every night this week.

March 26
March 27

March 28
March 29
March 30

Rms. 170^172, 7-10 p.m,

Rm. 165, 7-10 p.m.

Rms. 170-172, 8-10 p.m

Rm. 176, 7-10 p.m.

Rms. 170-172, 7-10 p.m

Drop in and see what's happening

anytime between the hours listed above.

For more info: call Ed Crane at 549-6000.

Sun. April 1-14

BLACK EYES LIGHT
Photo exhibit by Frank
Stewart & Jules AM«i
Augustus Savage Memorial
GallBry, New Africa Mouw
4;00 opening.

M^. Aprff2
PAUL ROBESON JR.
Lociure, slido presentatioii

arid film. 8:CX1 p iti S U.B
^mMmmmn

T«M,Api4iS
"KING" documentary on
the life of Martin Luther
King

7:3ttp.m,S.U.B Free

Thurs, April 4
REV. HERBERT
DAUGHTRY of the Black
United Front with the
SOUTH AFRICAN
FREEDOM SmOERS
lecture and concert.

7:30p.m SUB. Free

For More Info. Call:

Office of Third World
Affairs

545 2517

TheMM Mechanical Nnd:
fiaianteed aaunstpli)^

W.J

toti'C'

mecha..„ „ tA

you'll h*W on«» tixj*

That's^y our

PiM Mvcrwniciy

Penc<h«s»n

..u^Wown,

OK Ww. *i3 ft iiHir

StfiKig sh# Vwt wonlo» h inM
tjitfssuf «' Cums in 4dMw4
didrpelers sups MR«te foe, fn
artd tneckum arvt wlfl any m^m

penctt [^OT]
Run oowvwniNOF auemca

30IMtanri«Mt.MlO««M NT Ittn

• (Roach) IS The Finest

Drummer Alive"

Jack Cahill. ADVUCATE
See page 6

The Mot HechiiNcal ^
so 400d it's ^uannKcd.
W.L. Cummings
University Store
Univ. of Mass.
Amherst. MA 01002

HOUSING
EXEMPTIONS

Spring 1979 housing exemption applica-

tions are due no later than April 6, 1979.

Applications will NOT be accepted after

this date. Please submit all applications to

the Housing Office, 235 Whitmore,

545-2100.

rvMn
Tl-CF«.M

HAIR
HAIR
HAIR

HAIR
Let the sun

shine in!

J . I ESTER PERSKY.. MICHAEL BUTLER ^.^

. MILOS FORMAN ,.„. RAGNI, RADO « MacOERMOT'S 'HAIR"

«„.. JOHN SAVAGE • TREAT WILLIAMS BEVERLY D'ANGELO • ANNIE GOLDEN • DORSEY WIGHT

DON DACUS • CHERYL BARNES .» MELBA MOORE ^-'.^rAr; GEROME RAGNI
.
JAMES RADO

.^^^SSlSGAITMacDERMOT .».„p«„ ROBERT GREENHUT o«»--^*.MIROSU\VONDRICEK

v^ .. MICHAEL WELLER a«,*,* TWYU\ THARP

,«-.., LESTER PERSKY- MICHAEL B'JIIER -^^ MiLOS FORMAM

A CIP Feature Nmww* \tamxW *v^ •*•««< fw-. s.*.) i-«k •»-»•• «> fcw* '><* nnioam»>m,mx,\'»~

COMING SOON
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Theyspend $5,000
weekly forgroceries

Buffalo. NY poKce officers Kenneth Jonas and NicI' Sigeti of the West
Delavan Station take a page out of English police tradition to go on bilte patrol.

Officers began riding bika» yaaterday on the cit>''s wast side in a move to save
gasolina and kaap the officers fit. (AP Laserphot j)

if Health woes
CONT FROM PAGE 3

The ventilation system, long considered

by many workers to be a contributing factor

in the unexplained illnesses, was the sub-

ject of an investigation by the institute in

January Industrial hygienist Clifford Mose-

ly explained that areas of the building under

negative pressure suck air He said Tower
A, the only wing where toxic chemicals are

used, is not under negative pressure as it

6. LlRN£TT
Cotfvgian Staff

It looks ftke a rough market today," said

Hatia d Enm, tiangmg up the phone at

3:46 a m. Stephan Tucker nods He has
lost rom« tn from warming up their truck.

They gjtn.'i then gear, load it into the truck

and drive off into the morning darkness.

They are on their way to the Chelsea
Market.

Katja and Steve are buyers for Squash
Trucking, a collective owened and
managed by four people that supplies

produce to ar^ food coof».
Today will be a long day. By the af-

ternoon they will have filled their ton and-a-
half truck with $5,000 worth of produce to

distribute to customws such as UMass
EaithfcKsds and People's Market They
spent the night in Jamaica Plains in order to

get to the market early.

They pull into the markMab^M4^ a.m.
There are trucks everywhere. Tho^ fr«n
as far away as California and Florida have
unloaded Mien, from all over New
England, have wrived to pick up. The
market itself consists of fivtj wdrehouses
with loading docks on both sid^.

Inside, boxes we stacked chest high.

Workers driving pallet jacks wi2 around
corners. There is a lot of ye. ling, mostly
sw«»aring. Of the hundreds of people,
Katja IS one of maybe four or five women.

"It's exciting to go to the market, " said

Katja. "It IS very people oriented The men
are sleazes and chauvinists but I love
them."

"It is very important to be honest with
them." she said.

Working separately, Katja arul Steve

move from one seller to tl» next checking
produce qutfity and pric«. They have
heard cauliflower and eggplant are scarce
and watch keenly for tf^em Sometimes,
they buy on the spot.

There are some sellers with which they
have ntablished relationships where they
know they can get good deals. Th^M
relationships are cultivated and a quoted
price IS often confidential to other buyers.

"It's an absolute crime to interfere when
a Mller is dealing with another buyer,"
Katja said.

They make phone calls to other ends of

the market and cr(^ paths occasionally to

confer. They agree they are conservative
buyers. They have lost money in the past

by gambling on a gw^d deal, then been
unable to unload produce back home

'You have to play these po^ibilities over

in your mind, but at no point can you
stop, " Katja Mid. You have to keep
moving all the time

"

By 7 am. m<»t of the buying has bu«Mi

tene They stop in at a tfuck stop at the

market for breakfast and to tally their ordt^r

sheets. The rest of the morning they drive

the truck around to the different loading

docks to pick up their orders

"It's an active, interesting job, " Steve
Said, "t like being part of a system which
will eventually take away the unnecessary
frills like advertising and displays.

"

"We simplify so customers are buying
just the food, not the cellophane," he said.

They said their distribution system is

quicker and cheaper than supermarket
chains that have central storehouses.

Squash Trucking is one of three buyers that

shop for food CO ops at Chelsea

should be. Conversely, all the bathrooms
except those on the tourlh floor are under

negative pressure.

Mosely recommends that Tower A be

brought under negative pressure to

eliminate the migration of fumes.

Mosely's complete report that will in-

clude an epidemiological survey will not be
available for at least a month.

Collegian staff
Collegian stpffers interested in writing for the April Fools edition scheduled for Mon

day, April 2, are advised to attend a meeting in the Collegian office tomorrow at 7 p.m.,

to pick up story assignments. Story deadlines would be Sunday night, between 4 ar>d

7.

Contact Dorothy Clark, Chris Schmitt or Joe Quinlan for mor^ information.

••••••••

Benefit Concert for Fletctier Henderson Memorial Scfiolarship Fund

Max Roach Quartet
Max Roach, drums Calvin Hill, bass Cecil Brtdgewater, trumpet Odaan Pope, Terw Saxophone

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall — Wednesday March 28 8 P.M.
TM*^ino«o».Ml«*i»iif«^trHl<«ndT,cket'onloc«lions«n<J».ne*"»C>nle. &.J. ot'.ce o[»n Monday th'Ough Fr«H,9 4 C«li (4i3ii4i ?61t lo« «ilo»(I>«l«)«<

Q«n«tai l>utilic W (6 M UMaM Sludw^ts S4 tJ t? S*«Of C.l.w<» » Olh«f Stu<l«nn «5 »4 M

france?
DO YOU WANT TO KNOW

MOW TO STAY WITH EUROPEAN FAMILIES FREE?

HOW TO GET A JOB IN FRANCE?
HOW TO TRAVEL CHEAPLY?
WHERE TO STUDY?
WHAT TO TAKE ALONG?

IF YOU DO. THEN THIS IS THE BOOK FOR YOU!!
FOR YOUR COPY. SEND $350 TO SUMMER 79 IN FRANCE

BOX 591. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY, PRINCETON. N J. 08540

Roister Doisters' Drama Society

announces

AUDITIONS

Vision
ShoujCQse

f*

for
*'Suddenly Last Summer

and ^'Something Unspoken*'

by Tennessee Williams

Today, Wednesday, 7-9 p.m.

Skinner Aud. (across from Hasbrouck)

Thursday, 6:30-8:30

164 Campus Center

All Are Welcome

S eating place

• OoH FAMOUS BLOCKBUSTER' JUICE.COFFEE,

J

I SIRLOIN SIEAK . 3LARGE EGGS, TOAST, »
PANCAKES and POTATOES |

auYOMEatocnausTtnATREOOtAn Pwce-oeTONi fow »«.oo!

•NtWkclwt - UM«M*a

We are Specialists In:

• Fashion Eyewear
•Contact Lenses
• Entergency Replacements

•Free Adjostments Anytime

•We Clean L Polish contact

lenses on the premlssk

Mt. Farms fMaN, Hadley 9IM»4

I
I

^opuyu,y|T^^' k^houpoN°^
r|R Cjoop^n^4^1

Orchard Hill \

Residents \

Nomination papers are now available I

for students interested in runnings for
|

the offices of: I

President Secretary t

Vice President Treasurer I

of the Orchard Hill Area Government !

Pick-up @ 103 Dickinson or

621 Grayson

*Th£se are paid posit ion.^i

MARCH TYPEWRITER SPECIAL!

SMITH-CORONA
CORONET

CARTRIDGE 12

Don't forget: we rent typewriters, too!

Editorial/Opinion

The HoJo

letters
"Howard Johnson's, the nation-wide

restaurant chain, is rrwving to Mexico.

"

The Hartford Courant
Dear Mr. Portillo (President of Mexico,

descendant of Balboa, friend of the United

States),

How are you again sir? Here is \h% letter I

promised of a montfi ago wf^en I had the

occasion and good fortune to tour our our

sister countrv. And what a beautiful sister

you are! I think of you somehow as
Dolores Del Rio in "Viva Chimpanzee"; you
know in that famous scene where all vou
can see is her silhouette in the split-level

adobe that looks like two meringue puffs

humping. And outside poor John Wayne is

leaning on Walter Brennan, downing
tequila and Bisquick. and you're not sure if

he's crying t>ecause he loves her or he's just

eaten some hot, hot. sauce.

All by way of asking (I know you people

are fond of long introductions), are you
going to help us out with the oil? By the

way I should remind you Project Orange
came up at the latest Chiefs of Staff

meeting.
Yours, Jimmy Cartw^

Dear Senor Carter IPresident of USA),
descendant of Capone, friend of Mexico),

First, congratulations on your Mideast

success. As to your suggestion last month
that our countries establish an oil shuttle

between Tijuana and Lubbock, do you not

think that you are carrying a good thing too

far?

Project Orange sounds Intriguing; what
is it^ By the way I should remind you that at

our nnost recent session of the Parliament,

it was suggested that we bar you from the

Baja 500. An addendum was tacked on to

include the Acapuico diving as well.

Yours. Jose Lopez Portillo

mark

Wilding

_ theUNIVERSITY STORE

Dear Mr. Portillo (President of Mexico,

ancestor of pearl divers, fellow human).

I love Mexico, do you understand? I pray

for Mexico. Mexico sings to me. I'll never

forget the time I was there as a student

when I lay in bed for three days with

cramps and hot and cold flashes that

nwved up and down my body with the ease

of a strobe lamp. I thought then, this is

living. This is the worst and I have seen it.

i^en more, t have liked it.

Project Orange, I feel, is soon to range

out of my control. It is not somethirig like

the neutron bomb which I can sanction or

not, as I please. I will offer you a hint.

Project Orange starts with $2.95 clam

fritters that taste like flavored humus and

$1 95 hamburgers that one would swear

were left over from Sam Houston's days.

The ham and cheese in the $2.10 ham and

cheese sandwiches have has as much
contact with America's farmers as

Wagner's ring cycle. Please act quickly.

Yours, Jimmy Carter

Dear Senor Carter (President of USA,
distant relative of Minnie P.earl, chomper of

the bit).

You will not have your oil. The nation is

on Orange Alert.

Yours, Jose Lopez Portillo

Dear Mr. Portillo (Top banana of banana

republic, misguided burrito, fellow human),

Alas, it is our of my control Project

Orange's success is assured. I am a fair

iman, and as there are few surprises in war I

will tell you what is to come.
There will be 85 cent ice cream cones the

size of pen caps, 95 cent orders of cole slaw

that have been outlawed by the Geneva

Convention, 50 cent cups of coffee that

could strip a pirannah clean inside of ten
' seconds, $6,95 spaghetti and meatball

dinners that any Sicilian will tell you are the

moral equivalent of a kiss of the cheek, and

$8.95 steaks as tender as redwoods.

I tell you all this because I am first a

humanitarian and second a leader.

Yours, Jimmy Carter

PS. Stay away from the Wednesday fish

fry-

Mark Wilding is a Collegian columnist.
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Letters to the Editor

Administration

not to blame
To the Editor:

/ would like to correct a factual error in

the March 14 commentary "Judaic

Studies threatened" by Judy Kurisnky
Whatever the historical record, at the

present "The administration" is not

"prevertting" a Judaic Studies program
or department. Primary responsibility for

academic programs corresponds to the

faculty \in this case, the Faculty Senate

structure]. Any new program or

department must be approved by the

Academic Matters Council, have a

financial-impact statement from the

Program and Budget Council, be ap-

proved by the Faculty Senate, and
receive a priority from the F*riorities

Committee before it is recommenaea to

the administration.

The Judaic Studies Proposal has

received approval from the Academic
Matters Council, but has yet to proceed

further. I anticipate that it will be on the

Faculty Senate agenda during this current

semester.

Only after the four Senate steps have

been taken will there by any possible

grounds to criticize the administration.

liarvey F. Kline
Secretary

FacuKy Senate

Explaining 'Dining

Commons Reform'
To the Edrtor:

A dining commoner may feel awe-

struck by the great quantities of food

prepared and waiting at the Dining

Commons. A first timer may ask how
much can I take? To be answered by

anyone. "Take as much as you want,

there is plenty. " No one warns against

food waste and some people seem to

assume food wasting to be one of their

"undeniable" rights written in the United

States constitution or maybe even the

Bible. If UMass were the whole world and

food did magically appear on the counter

of the Dining Commons, a right of this

sort may be legitimate.

UMass is not the whole world and

neither is the United States. Our brothers

and sisters are spread throughout the

entire globe we call the earth. Over fifty

percent of our people, the people of the

earth, are starving. So you must un

derstand that no one can afford the right

to waste food, if not for their own sake,

for the sake of others.

Ask yourself what we can do to help

alleviate the suffering of our starving

people the world over.

I've asked myself this question quite

often and have come up with a possible

first step. We must try to eliminate food
waste in our own lives.

In the near future a bill shall be
presented to the student body calling for

Dining Common's reform. A bill directed

against food waste. I request that you
consider this bill and give it the attention

and respect it deserves. If upon in-

spection the bill isn't pleasing, work with

it in your own mind to improve it.

Together we can take that first step

toward a better world.

Norman Griswold

Sorry folks

we closed!
To the Editor:

Due to an oversight on our part, there

was no sign posted notifying our

rrwmbers that we would be closed during

Spring Break. This is the only week of the

year that the Credit Union closes, and it

has remained closed for the past three

years during this vacation period. We are

very sorry for any inconvenience we may

have caused.

The Volunteers of the UMass Student
Federal Credit Union.

Rape prevention:

some pointers
To the Editor:

Women face sexual harrassment and

intimidation daily. Rapes are an on going

reality. The numbers of rapes can hardly

be "overestimated, " as a Collegian

headline proclaimed, since only one in ten

is reported, according to FBI statistics.

Authorities may quibble over whether an

incident is an assault, an attempted rape,

or a rape, but the effect is virtually the

same: a legitimate paranoia built not by

rumors, as Police Chief Joyce was quoted

as saying, but by reality.

It IS legitimate for women to fear being

followed by a male stranger, to fear walk-

ing across a parking lot after dark, to

check the back seat of her car before get-

ting in, to fear walking into a dark apart

ment - in effect, to fear going about her

life, by day or by night. Tttese fears are

based on real experiences.

Rape prevention requires an on-going

effort - and not just on tfte part of poten-

tial victirrts. Staying inside at night, not
hitchhiking will do nothing to prevent
another rape. Self-defense courses,

escorts, better lighting are not the solu-

tion; these are necessary but intermediary

steps. Wftat is needed is a thorough
understanding and challenge of what is in

effect a rape culture - a society that

perpetuates violence against worrten,

through its laws, its media, its advertis-

ing, its myth/story.

The Everywoman's Center and (he

Counselor/Advocates Against Rape have
been focusing on issues of violence

women for years. Since 1976, we have
had a Coordinator Against Sexual
Violence. We have a network of trained

counselors available on a 24-hour basis to

assist victims of sexual violence -- im-

mediately and over the longer time re-

quired if she decides to prosecute. We
have held educational sessions with

Health Services and fhiblic Safety within

the residential areas.

As part of our effort to educate people

about our services and provide a preven-

tative measure, we initiated -- before the

recent attention to rapes -- a campaign to

"Blow the Whistle on Rape. " We are sell-

ing whistles which we encourage women
to carry (not wear) which can be blown

for attention when she or someone she

sees is being harrassed, or blown into the

telephone if a call is obscene. As women
are more able to come to our own
defense, as we are better able to take

control and empower ourselves to halt

the violence against us, the sooner we
can live our lives m safety and dignity

Finally, we encourage everyonv to get

involved in a long term effort to er-

radicate rape and sexual violence, on
campus and within the community. We
,strongly hope that the current media bim
and public attention to these isrues are

not dropped as suddenly as last year,

after the first storm of articles around the

"Schlitzarama rapes" appeared These

issues demand our serious and on going

attention.

Counselor/Advocates Against Rape
Everywoman's Center
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Rims
"Frash Seeds in the Big Apple."
"Children of the Revolution." High
School Rising" Thompson 104, 8 p.m.

"Weather Underground." "In the Event
Anyone Disappears ' Hampshire Main
Lecture Hall, 7 p m.^

California Split. SUB. 7.9.11 p.m.

Moby Oick. Bantett. 6:X, 9 p m.

Meetings
UMass Chapter of L 2 Soriety. CC 176. 8
p.m

Hunger task Force, 428 SU. 4 p.m

UCF Board of Directors. 428 SU. 89
p.m Open to all inter

e

sted.

Concerts
'Anything Goas." Mar 29 31. Bovvker

Aud . Thufs Sal 8 p.m , Sat. matirMe

2:00 pm., $2_50 students

Max Roach benefit concert. FAC Con
cert Hall. 8 p m

Lectures
Dr. Susan Rittenhouse-Simmons
"Regulation and Activation of Platelet

Phospholipases ' 203 Grnd Research
Tui^er A. 4:00 p m
Judith Dani^s, Founder and Editor of

Savvy magazine, on Women m Media.
Smitt^ Colleqe, Riowsing Riii. Neilson

Library, 7 30 p f. ^__^__^_^__

Social Events
Israeli Dancing, C'jmmonwoalth Rm.,

7:30 p m beginners, 8 30 p rn advdnced

Other Events
School of Education Spring Forum:
9 11:30 am ,

Workshops, CC; noon. Dr.

Bdrti3ta Si7emore CCA, 14 p m ,

WorKstiops CCA. 8pm Jonathon Ko^ol,

CCA __^
W/S positions available at

Everywoman's Ctr. Call Cmdy Leerer

5 0883 for mfo

Necessities/Necesidades advocacy
program starts Apr 2 Call b86 5066

Exhibitions by John Walker and Al

Souza: Photowvorks 194 79 from Mar
28 Apr 22 Tours on Apr 4 and 18 at 12

noon

Auditions for The Narcissus. FAC 204.
4-6 and 7 9 p.m. Sign ups on bulletin board
Mijacent to main office of UM^s Dept. of

Theater

W. Mass. Abortion Action Coalition
oryanuiny march in Boston on Mar. 31 to

defend wonnen's right to safe contrac^tion
and abortkin arnl no forced sterilization.

Call ^6 8078 or 584-5689 for info.

N.E. writ«ni and poats invited to par
ticipate in readings at Festival at Tri-

County Fairgrounds in Northampton on
May 11, 12 and 13 Contact Arts Extension
Service, Hasbrouck 549 4970

Fund-raising drive by Knights of Colum-
bus for the Jaws of Life Recue Tool to

be donated to Amherst Fire Dept SerKJ

donations to Amherst Jaws of Life Fund
c/o Richard Davis, First Natkmal Bank of

Amherst, 11 Amity St . Amherst, MA
01002

If hitwwd in ptaiyteig water polo
coma to Boydan Pool any weeknite. 6.

Call 256 8340 ^_^__^^_
Forum, Intarnatlenal Terrorists.
Webster Lour^, 8:30 p m
Gondoliers, by Simsbury Light Opera
Co.. Sirnsliury High, Mai 213 and 29, Apr 6
and 7. 8 15 p m Apr 1, 2:30 p.m Call

tea 0031

Dasenka Galleries. "Collage. Montage
and Assemblage" with artists Pr>oi,

Cameron. Gitlespw, Couture and others - 18

Main St . NortKampton

Deadline for aeadomlc yr. 7I*79 8«nlor
Thesis funding appl. Contact Joyce
F.jilet, Mar.h.Tte' F. 25

Rep. from Kibbutz and Aliyah in Boston
will be interviewing and answering
questions today Mai^e apptb in Ciireer

Placement Office 5 2224

Loan Closet will be managed by Donna
Lozier. 549 r)640 New hours: Tues even
ing 6:30 7 IK) p m and Thurs. morning
9 30 10 4b am
International Fair. Mar. 31, CCA. Fair

Events 11 am - 5pm Reggae and Disco
Party 9 pm. 1 am.

Mass f^lRG Statewide conference Mar
31 Apr 1 in Boston, Gen. F.X. Bellotti

speaker Call 256 6434 for rides and info.

Workshops and slide shows on
'Medias Assaults on Women' ' between
3/29 and 4 '5. For info, call Womens Media
Project, 5 0983, SUB 415A or drop by table

on concourse

Auditions for two Tennessee Williams'

plays: Suddenly Last Summer,
Something Unspoken. 7 9 p.m. Skinner

Aud.

THURSDAY
March 29, 1979

MONDAY
April 2, 1979

Films

Anna Karenina, Amherst College, MarreiH

1, 7:30 p.m.

Cabaret, Thompson 104, 8 p.m. - Free

Captioned film for the Oaaf. CC 173,

7:30 p.m.

Sunday Bloody Sunday, Thompson 102,

8 p.m.

Night of the Uving Dead. CCA. 779, Tl
p.m

Meetings
Nutrition Group. 423 B, SU, 4 p.m.

Meetings
Holocaust Commemoration, Suffock
Rm, 2:30 p.m.

Lectures
Paul Robeson Jr., slides, film, SUB. 8
p.m.

Hang Gliding Rm 905 9, 7:30 p.m.

AASA. CC 129,1^30 pm Bring $2 for

potluck dinner

Horticulture Club. French Hall 103* 6:30

p m

Other Events
Nans Bungert, worksin-progress follow-
ed by discussion, Third Floor Herler Hall. 4
p.m.

kMrganic Seminar^ Ms. Ruth Wnnar,
GRC Tow« I. 101. 3:K p m.

Concerts
"Anything Goes." Bowker Aud
stuc^ts $2 60

TUESDAY
April 3. 1979

8 p.m

Lectures

Anne Mollegen Smith. Managing Editor

of Redbook magazine, on Women in

Media, Smith College. Alumnae House
Conference 7:30 p.m

Joe Short. Director of Oxfam-America, on
"Comparison of Food Systems of

Dominican Republic and Cuba." CC
165,10 ajn.

Other Events
Auditions for two Tennessee Williams
plays: Suddenly Last Summer,
Something Unspoken. Skumer Aud., 7-9

p.m

Gloria F. Ross Tapestries, Mt Holyoke
College Art Museum, Mar. 29 Apr. 27

Panel discussion on Cuba's Solidarity

with Africa, Puerto Rico and Vietnam.
SUB, 7:30 pm
Faculty Research Summary Seminar.
"Safety Seminar" Goessmann 151 —
Larry LaJoie and Rick Hayden, co-

directors of Westfields "Kamp for

Kido," speak on Adapative Recreation Hill

North 113 , 7:00 p.m.

Lisa Jardine, works-in-progress followed

by discussion. Third Floor Lounge, Herter

Han. 4 p.m.

Films

"With Babies and Banners," "Union
Maids," Hampshire East Locture Hall, 730
P Ml

Four award-winning animated films

from Yellow Ball Workshop. Mark's

Me.jdow Lleinentary School Aua , 7:30

p.m.

Meetings
Chess Club, 805 809 CC. 7;30 p.m. bring
sets and clocks

LectUfM
"Games Analysis: A New Approach to

the History of Ideas," by Dr. Ernest Gallo

6th floor lounge Herter Hall, 7 p.m

Ed Feit of Poli Sci Dept. speaks on
"Jews of S. Africa," Bartlett 312, 7:30

p.m.

Prof. Buell of Marketing Dept. on
"Widening One's Business Horizons,"
Newman Ctr. Social Hall. 11:30-12:20

Other Events
Analytical Seminar, "Pesticide
Analysis," by Joel Miller, GRC Tower I,

Rm 103, 11:15 a^
Honolulu ACS Meeting. 151 Goessmann.
11:15a m.

FRIDAY
March 30, 1979 Weekend Activities

Films

Murder on the Orient Express, SUB, 6:30,

9:30, y\j30 pjTv

Meetings
Students interested in Paris year of

study program. Third Floor Louge Herter

Hall. 1:30 p.m.

Concerts
"Anything Goes," Bowker Aud., 8 p m.,

students $2 50

Shabbut Services, Dukes Rm. 7 p.m.

V
SATURDAY
March 30, 1979

Shabbut Services at 10:30 followed by

light lunch, Dukes Rm.

Iriternational Fair. CCA, Fair Events

1 a m - 5 p m

Lectures
Elizabeth Stone, contributing writer, on

Women in Media, Smith College, Wright

Hall Common Rm., 4 p.m

Jane n>aiijiey, co host of the "Today

Show," on Women in Media, Smith Col

lege, Alumnae House Conference Rm,,

7:30 p.m. ^

Other Events

Talk by Dr Jonetta Cole on African

Base of Cuban Culture, reading by local

poets, exhibit of Cuban Poster Art, and

works of Jose Marti. Full dinner of special

Carribbean foods, Newman Center, begin-

ning at 6:30 p.m

Concerts
"Anything Goes," Bowker Aud, 2 and 8

p.m., students $2.50

Social Events
Reggae and Disco Party, 9pm Jarn

Emerson dorm Semi-Formal, CC 1009, 6

p.m.

Other Events
Charlie King will do a benefit for

Trident/Conversion Campaign
Amherst Unitarian Church, 8 p m.,

$1.50, Call 253 9998 for injo.

Non-violence training session for

demonstrating and/or committing civil

disobedience at Unitarian Church,

10am 6pm

NDAY ^
ril 1, 1979 J

SUNDAY
Ap

Meetings
Overeaters Anonymous every Sunday.
First Congregational Church. 165 Main St.,

7:3 p.m.

Social Events
April Fool Costume Party, Martian

Highway" band SUB, 9 p.m. - Free

Other Events
Hillel Brunch: Moshe Ma'oz speaks on
"IMages: Jews in Arab Lit and Arabs

in Israeli Lit." Commonwealth Rm., 11

a.m.
House Church, 428 SU, 7:30-9:30 p.m

Clarifications should be directed to the Co/
legtan (student Activities)

^ We're here because you are ^

Judy Kelly, Calendar Coordinator

Deadline for information is Mondays at

noon 1 13 Campus Center
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Students from the "North Learning Center' at Mark Meadows Elenient.iry
School hand $401 46 they raised for the Amherst Heart Association to associa
tion treasurer Richard Finn. Looking on in the background is Harold Bohmer.
an Amherst Nursing Home resident Bohmer and other home members raised
an additional $339 with the children's help (Staff photo by Paul Price)

Concrete canoes hit
the water once again
BvMELANIE COLLIER
Collegtan Staff

Concrete canoes?! Believe it or not, 20
Civil engineering students have spent this
semester building two canoes out of con-
crete and wire mesh.
The purpose of the project is to provide

students with an opportunity to develop
skills in the management and use of these
material

The students learn about the materials by
designing and building the canoes. They
also get a chance to see how practical (and
seaworthy) their creations are. This year
the Fifth Annual National White Water
Concrete Canoe Race, sponsoied by the
American Society of Civil Engineers, will be
hosted by the University of Maine.

For the last four years, the Umass team
has won the construction and d^ign
award. Last year they placed third, fourth
and sixth in the eight and a half-mile river
race. However with their new construction
design this year, the team feels they have a
very good chance of winning first place.

In past years, the team from other

schools have not fared » well. In 1978, 2S
canoes entered but only 12 made it to the
finish line. Some university teams arc
capable of reaching their own type of en
drhgs alone, while others do so with a linle

help; for instance, an out of-control canoe
was severed in half another year, when a
UMass canoe was unable to stop and ran ii

over.

To supplement donations given to builo
the 16 foot, TOO pound canoes, the UMass
team is holding a raffle. Tickets at five for e
dollar or 25 cents each, went on sale this
week in the Campus Center concourse
where they will be sold until April 12.
The drawing will be held at noon on that

date when the team launches the canoes in

the campus pond T shins for $5 sup
porting the team will also t>e sold to raise
money
The white water race will be held in

Bangor, Maine on April 21. UMass will

enter four canoes, two built by civil

engineering students last year, and for the
first time, one canoe will tm operated by an
all women cre'w
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ACilANCETOMAKECHANCiES

PCACt COUPS AND VISTA UMASS CAMPAIGN
Tuesday Thursday. Mar 27-29
Goodell 503 lor interviews, gerteral mfo m the

Campus Center concourse

Whole Wheat Trading Ca
AimudSale
WED.-SAT.. MARCH 28-31

Storewide Savings
from 10-50%
MOST ITEMS

20% OFF
TOURS. TILL 9 P.M. 181 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, 253-5169

fjevi's^ Cords
Limited coloi's aiK

sizes. He^larlv
$15.50 and $1(>.5()

Drive-in to our
parking lot

Women's Skirts.

Re^nilarly $15.()()- $21.()0.

$2.99-$7.99

m..,i«««,i«r.|m|^m^^(^ Pv.illtc'.). H.-hIU'V. > 1 '.•«)*.N I.

rh»- Lo.iK'f ;it Harvard Sriuan- Mun<i:i\ !<• Kn<'l;iv, lii:(H)<.»;(M). Saturduy till ti:<Hi.

"
. m fsarsome

sirnultanaous motion tii^t

d«fi«s b«M«f

Max had had Ma. say.
Jack Cahill ADVOCATE
See paga 6

PMEDICAL SCHOOLS
Auqust 79 cipfilii di»ts,

4 vf'ar fijliy lecoqni/fctl

dfid establish«»d Mex
ican Medical School,
with several hundred
American students
enrolled Use English

language textbooks and
eKams in Enylish
School combines quaii

ty education, small
classes, experienced
teachers, modern
facilities

Universidad Del Noreste
120 E 41 Si . NYC 10017
1212 ^4 6689 or 232 3784

* protest
CONT FROM PAGE 3

iwort iiftar tti^ ob-
jected lu (1 paper m a Student Union women't
foonn duriruj rial VVonien's W«f»k snlicmng for th#
'Linda Lovelace of UMa.ss

Furbish said to Ntar^^ to make a documerit«y Am and
was looking for a woman to talk about her sexual #«-
penences, not to perform sexual acts in rt» film. He said he
has since abandoned the idea.

Scovill was given nine film ideas yesterday by Furbish,
most of them take offs on fairy tales, with questions at the
end about the suitability of the film for a campus audience.

Decker said the women's group "will urge the Union
Video Council not to release video equipment Furbish has
requited."

Furbish was unable to be reached for comment last night

Decker said, the "false distinction Furbish makes bet
ween pornography and so called 'erotica' is merely a cover
to mask Its true intent, which is violence against women. In

erotica women are not less objectified than in por-
nography the violence is merely more polite, more subtle.

"

Around Amherst

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

TRAVEL CHEAP!!!
fSIY-Brussels $125.00 ow till 6/18

$150.00 ow after 6/ 18

Bos. -Brussels $150.00 ow starting 6/19

NY-London $299.00 rt standby/ Budget
Boston departures available

NY-Athens $399.00 rt

NY-Shannon/Dublin $300.00 rt and up

NY-Tel Aviv from $550.00 rt (Charter)

NY-Paris $360.00 rt

NY-Frankfurt $151.00 ow

NY-Poland 440.00

NY-Zagreb/ Ljubljana $218.00 ow (Budget Fare)

NY-Bucharest $339.00 rt and up (8-22 days only)

Boston-Amsterdam $160.00 ow (Budget Fare)

Bos.-Frankfurt $326.00 (Budget/Standby)

NY-Rome. $399.00 rt; NY-Stockholm. $387.00; NY-Oslo. $361 .00

NY-Copenhagen $361 .00

NY-San Francisco $99.99 ow (Charter)

See us for low fares to the South Pacific/ .

Central America/South America

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS 545-0500

Abortion coalition
prepares for marcff
The Wtisterri Massachusetts Abortion Ac

tion Coaiuion is organizing a march in

Boston Saturday supporting women's
rights to safe and voluntary abortion, safe
contraception and an end tn forced
sterili?ation.

Coalition spokesperson Sally Koplin said

the march, scheduled to begin at 11 a.m. in

front of Boston City Hospital, will pass by
the Welfare Department offices of the
Boston Archdiocese of the Catholic
Church, and wiU opfwli^^^ ${fte
House.

*

Koplin said $5.50 round tnp bus tickea
to Boston are on sale at a table in the Cam-
pus Center concourse, the UMass
Everywoman's Center and at Womonfryre
Books, The Common Womon Club and
Broadside Bookshop in Northampton.

Koplin said childcare will be available for

participants in the march.

Lectures to focus
on media women

Judith Daniels, founder and editor of
SAVVY magazine is scheduled to speak at
Smith College in Northampton tonight at

7:30 in the first of four lectures on "Women
in the Media " Daniels, a 1960 Smith
graduate, is a former managing editor of
both New York magazine and the Village

Voice. Her lecture on magazine publishing
will be held in the Browsing Room in the
Neilson Library.

Anne Mollegef ing editor
of Redtiook mBVi-i 1 tn -inftak

on "Oeve , t

MaoBzines," lumuMuy^ jt /ju p 'ti in im
Alumnjs House Confwrence Room She t>

1 1^1 graduate of the College,
Elizabeth Sione, contributing wntar ffii

Ms magazine and the New York Times
Magozine is sciieduled to bpeak on "Th#
Freelance Writer." Friday at 4 p.m, in tj»
Wright Hall Common Room Her lectura it

part of a seri^ sponsored by the Smith Co'-
lege Lecture Committee and New Currer
magazine.

Friday evening, Jane Pauley, coancht
of NBC TV's the "Today Show"
scheduled to speak on "Women in Brof
casting" in the Alumna House Conferer •

Peace Corps hiolcs

campus interviey /s

p,^ar>> Cor^ ,nd VISTA represer ttvw

•f*'
this week conducJir .nter

views with bentors interested in v .inteer
work iri the two organizaitons. Ti-, inter

view& aiu being held today and tomorrwv in

503 Goodell Hall Further informan can be
obtained at d booth on the Carrpus Center
I oncourse.
The Peace Corps is currently i- jkmg for

students interested in agricuitt, e. math,
science, nursing, education, languages,
business, civil engineering and liberal arts
for Its new summer programs abroad.
VISTA is seeking any social science major
interested in community organizing work.

<^
ell^-grj'^

>
Presents

Western Mass. Only

Comedy Night
Tuesday 9 p.m.-

at the

Top of the Campus
Restaurant

Information: Call 549-6000 ext 634

Z2 K ZZ KZ Z2

SENIORS

LAST CHANCE TO
SHOW YOUR FACE!!

Call now
(while your tan Is hot)

545-2874

"1

$3
00 ANY PAIR OF

LEE JEANS IN

OFF STOCK

INCLUDES DENIM, CORDS,
OVERALLS AND CHINOS

in the sportswear area

_theUNIVER5ITY STORE
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Raychem
CORPORATION

IS Interviewing at the University
of Massachusetts for

SCIENTISTS &
ENGINEERS

Ravchtfn provi^ you ih ^g© to exploit

n«w lechnol^t«s and implemerit strategic to laverage your

sitllli into tottWTi Ho© accompliahmwitl.

W« flocourago outsianding porformanc© aod are quick to

reward it Our uniqu© philosophy - providing you the oppor

tunity to create yo»ir own environroent — encourages ex

cMence in individual ^rforrnance. V»/e find that extraor

dinary energy and InquiSitiveness, the willingness to t>ecome

involved, and mature self confidence, coupled with an ap
propriate technical degree and expertise, are key personal

qualifications for our successful achievers

Raychem is a highly sopNsticated manufacturer of modified

polymer products We sell to the aviation, electronics, pro-

cess plant, telecommunications and energy markets -
worldwide!

About '/^ of our $300 million annual sales and good people

are based at our SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA Head
quarters. We have manufacturing facilities in Mexico,

Belgium, France. Brazil. Puerto Rico, Ireland and England.

Raychem has sales offices in every major country in the Free

Worid!

fr^

r.^
P'i

.
>r^ir?^DErir or nODeuNG ^nd poisc

INFORMATION MEETING
Wednesday. March 28

7:30-9 p.m.
at the Campus Center, Room 902

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Wednesday, April 4

Contact the College Placement

Office for sign up and /or addi-

tional information'

Modeling in

your future?

Raychem

Stop in at our Open House and receive a

personal evaluation along with a free

8x10 B&W photograph.

Meet Teresa Stetson, the reining
Massachusetts AU-American Girl and
the Director of T.E.S. aiding Ms. Stet-

son in your personal evaluation will be
the professional photography staff from
Unique Images Photo Studio.

Open House-Friday, March 23, 6:00-9

Sat., March 24, 10:00-5:00

at the Unique Images Photography
Studio, Rt. 9, Elmwood Shops, Hadley,

Ma.

!• For more information call 584-4120. j|
X

An equal oppoftuntty emplov«|

To pl*c« cl«s«ifi«fi ad. drop by ihe

CoMeqisn oHk:© (CC 1131 between 8 45

a m and 3 45 p m Monday through Fn

day or use our handy clip ar>d rnail form

lourxl tn rT>osi issues of the Cotl^giar'

Classified deadline « 3 4S p m two dav%
w\ advartce of publicatton date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily.

45c per line; five consecutive issues, 40c

per lir>e per day; 30 consecutive issues.

30c per line per day One line is roughly

equivalent to 38 characters

AUDIO

K«f>wood KR4070 racaivar, 40 w/ch 6

mos oW new cond $210 firm, call Jim at

54^7083 _
AUTO FOR SALE

72 Mustang. • cyl . 3 so std Looks and

rurw good $1200 6^321 . eve

TOTord wan. $750 inquire 3 Village Park,

evenir>g$

•9 VW bus. rurts very weli fair body. $450

PC offer, must sell, call Grant. 367 27^

iNTERTAINMENT

Single mattr—a Cr bOK. »30. 549 1519.

70 Buick Elactra, all auto. rur« grMt,

AM/FM. Btrack stereo. $650, 256-6731,

eve

World Book Encyclopedia, new '78. $100

off. priced $299. $15 a mo . 247 5740. even

ings

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. CM
Denno Delap. 256 8732. bet 9 10 am.

FOUND

Fou»»d-tong-haired F dog w/ NH Kcensa.

white face. tan-Wack markings, 665-4324

Jobs M/F! Sailboats! Cruise ships" No ex

perierKe High pay. see Carribean, Hawaii,

Europe, world' Summer career Send $3 95

for info to Seaworid, BB Box 60129, Sacto

CA 96660

Erotic iobt! Lake Tahoa, C«l! Littte eiip

Fantastic tips (pay), $1700-M000, sunrmier,

35,000 people needed in casinoes,

restaurants, ranches, cruisers, river rafts!

Sernl $3 95 for info to Lakeworld. BB Box

60129, Sacto CA 95860

Central area woman'a cantar has 5 work

study positions available, applications can

be ptcked up at center basement Baker.

' INSTRUCnON

To Shalley from E. Brunswick: that was

the best damn bus ride I ever took. The

Gambler.

Cynthia— hope you had a happy 19th! The

other skte of 403. (I could finally afford

thisl.

Lab art beautiful, dinner 42 427797 Wood
'n joy. 'Ligator

Another great spring break II I Get those

vacation pictures developed at the Photo

Co-op. The best quality at discount prices!

Located at 231 SU, across from the post of-

fice. 546-0670.

Sound syatent for l^e PeHmrt for cof

feehouses discos bands. Rick 584 41^
Hottest band around! Smooth Sailing",

for bookings anywhere call John. 546-4646

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Lge. rm, in hse . 446 Mam St ,
Amhrsi

centr ,
$94 mth avail now, 253 5713

Availabie April 1 1 room for a woman m a

quiet hou^ nea r campus 256-^15

Camp counselors-New Hampshire boya

resident camp rKJW hiring males with skills

in swimming, archery, nflery sports, crafts,

txMting. or campcraft Write Director,

Camp Lincoln. 4 F Pine Isle Dr .
Derry NH

03038

„ womens Texas Imperial txHJts,

|«aw. $56. all sizes, call Robin. 546 9756

Guys leather jacket- new- siie 44,

$60 BO, call 549 4425 nites

For sale - mattress, box spring & frame

(real cheap), table 'amp, bolster

piows call eves .
256 8453

Asanuma 7O2S0ifnm zoom lens. $70.

Pentax screw mount, call Ron. 549 6663

IWen s black leather coat, size 40. yood

«KK3il>on $35 r.ali Marc. 546 7461

i~€« ft frig . 4 mo on] ^Vi. ^'^
349261^

2 new P195 75 R14 sum ures $36 ea or

80 2 F 78 14 sum tires. VG cond . $25 ea

J,, go 1 hR 78 tSsriowttrr. VG cor>d $26

Vespa 150 Super .

"

76 Pir.to. / • •
' '»'. ^W ^M

fustproo'-ng $1700 '^V' J.rr 3»1..r f,
tj

.'.

weekdays 664 4352 Sat .
Sun anytur,,-

Harmon Kardon Dolby cass deck, Onkyo

top of line rec $500, Seth, 323 6086

Gurien guitar - (umbo nnahog .
owr»ed »>y

Pete* Kairo peHormer recording anisi

M25 w/ hardshell case Can Pat, 54© 0731

.

Summer employment -Camp Young
Judea Amherst. New Hampshire (resident,

CO ed, 1 hour from Boston), is in need of

department directors and activity

specialists for this sumnr>er in athletics,

gymnastics, waterfront, waterskiing, arts b
crafts, campcraft, Israeli dance, drama,

Israeli folk song, nllery, tennis,

photography office personnel and nurses

(RN) Excellent salaries and fringe benefits

Please contact Or Charles Rotman. direc

tor 81 Kingsbury Street, Wellesley, Mass

02181

Enjoy homecooked food-SAE needs

one dishwasher for mornings ( 10 301 and

WE If interested, call Ralph at 5 0177

Was spring break a summer job

headache' $230 wk travel, natl. firm

253 2597

Jewish Community of Amherst needs

Sunday sf hnol Hft,'<-M u-r,rhi'i bcqmning

Sept '«79 f
' Mible

Hot air balloon ridea. lessons, sales pro-

motions. Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. intro

flight, $45. 253 3834. day or eve

Photography clasaes now forming.

Photo classes, evening and day
classes - learn from working pros. If you're

tired of learning photography in a

classroom, now you can learn in an

operating studio We have beginners and

advanced amateurs classes 10 weeks of 3

hour classes $75; includes all materials

and film processing For more info call

5B4 4120, Unique Images. Rte. 9, Elmwood
Shops. Hadley ^

Stick H In your ear -free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St., Amh.. 253-3324 .

Whoever stole my bike from garage,

please, I'm stranded for summer, just want

the bike back, no questions, 546-5735.

Diamond engagement Ir wedding nngs,

hand-wrought especially for you,

Silverscape Designs, 264 N Pleasant St.,

253 3324

Losnr

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff. Remember your I

D^

For two people to Ft. Lauderdale on Mar.

15 or 16 Will share driving and expenses.

Call Laurel or Susan at 549-5957.

Please return dk brown leather wallet,

personal value, leave it with Collegian. ROOMMATE WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

mop), ? 3

• V'iia'!»*.

H Mjsecleaning (du-it

The Collegian Advertising Department

IS lookirMj for art '«ps If you have ex

perience m commission sales, the desire to

make money, anri a lot of initiative, come

down and apply pt the Collegian jtfire The

Collegian is an AHirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer

Last summer students made $249/wk

with us Send self addrerssed starT>ped

envelope to Box 504. Cambridge MA
02138

Tfieatre: techies Et actors needed by

Roister Doisters Come to auditions on

Wed at 7 in Skinner Aud (across from

Hasbrouckl B 6:30 Thurs in 164 Campus
C

Earn $300/1000 stuHing envelopes, free

details, lush stamped addressed envelope.

Action Sales, Box 112 C, Ludlow MA
01056

PERSONALS

To the women back from Daylona, I qavr-

yf)u ,1(1.) yfi.K iin(g;H)e d ridn to your dorm in

Nl Sun HltiTfioon Was rtnviiiq ,1 hmwn
Capri Would v'mi IiKc u> ijtft to(|etti-'i. < ,ill

Hans. ?S3 37R2

Allan Baby. N,in( y H was dying to rruiko

the date but dUs ac wanted her rTM>re

Oopsi' Hofje we didn't break your heart

Signr^l The Kidnappers orvvhat?

Two white men. 21, wouW like Wvo per

sonable white women to join them on

rrronth long wilderness trip to Alaska in

August All expenses paid. Write for

details too murh to pot in ad Unpaired

inquiries virelconrte. Box 958, Amherst,

Maaa 01002

South Amherat private master bedrbom,

on bus route, 1 acre, quiet $95 + utilities

per month 256 0343

TO SUBLET

To sublet -one bedroom Brandywine

apt .
available mid May. call 5^-4693.

Sublet Brandywine apt.. 6/1 to 8/31.

$240/ mon. or 80: 2 bdr ;
partyle furnished

AC: pool Et tennis cts ; on bus route, call

549 0393

Sublet for summer with option for fall

Squire Village apt m Sunderlanrl ^

bedrooms, on bus mute, an conrlitio ii.-n,

pool, ^360 month, -all 666 4246

WANTED

Used 10 spd., good (.end .
Cotterless

cranks, alloy nms. call 253 9646

If you and a friend (of the same sex I would

like to participate in a study of how people

work with others, call 546 6616 or 546 8138.

evenings Participants will be paid $2 50 per

hour for approximately 6 hours of work

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too. please call Debbie,

S4&6G67. thm 6.

Todaij's DC menu
LUNCH

French Dip Sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Chili

Quiche Lorraine

DINNER
Veal Patniesan

Baked Haddock /Newburg Sauce
Beef Turnover/Beef Gravy

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spinach Squares

Baked Haddock /Newburg Sauce

^mUfl programining
lOain 2prn

12:00

2piTi-5:30pm

5:(X)pfn

F.')2pm

5:30pm 6pm

PIPPIN'S ROCK
Tom Petty, Elvis Costello, etc.

NOON REPORT MARY BLAKE
SPORTS HOWIE SOBOLOV

JEFF STEIN: Music for the 80's

Stuff like rock, r&b,

British Invasion and powerpop.
Music for your head and feet

NEWS HEADLINES

ATHENA'S WEB WITH DON CEROW

NEWSWATCH K Lazar

WEATHERWATCH/Fred Winer

SPORTS 'Neal Opper

Crossword
i '^OSS

•ni^

: ^otor p»r1
' "*«*!»

'- ~:ria: iionoe

U '.jave

t' Lily

'. Aisenbiea
"wain

r' <echai-'f-,ii

julinr

^C Oiil auto
^9

2' Antiquity

i. Waste mat
•er

25 Prior to

26 — sea
Jii — curve
'it toboggan
3- Army abbr
3/ Composition

'X Whale
Comt) tortn

39^611

41 Condon s

Big —
i7 Love It

u Hurned
4*) tense
4e Canadian

radar line

i words
48 Fasteners

$0 Cflwroaefl

SI 0*^ O'iio

ta.r-i

53 rteSuil

57 Ml).* pi-

au»r.\
»i MiW e»-

pieti»e

M Rewiess
new

»4Fi..i. ~ '

(O-
6'. AMa- "

66 M$ Moreno
6f Sooltisayer

68 Equine
69 Road sign

DOWN
1 Wine
2 Over Ger
? Igneous
rock

4 Ornamented
5 Reasonable
6 Signs
? Onl city

B Margarine
9 Kind of bird

10 Sincere
11 Ice mass
12 Wee ones
13 Visualizes

18 AnIitOKins

22 Parrfied

UNItfO **.ilijfe Syndicate
J .^,H^., . ^,,Tio soW»d

24 Ate noisily

26 Comoosers'

5P
J? Oleoresip

28 Board
2 words

30 Wine pitcher

31 Of a body
duct

32 That is Latin

33 Coins
36 Knowing
39 Brief figfit

40 Taught
43 Nuclear —
45 Vase makers

47 Careless
49 Lesser

Sunda island

52 Habit

53 Ha'tsm
rooms

54 Coat
55 Weed
56 Send out

58 Monogram
part Abbr

59 Outside
Prefi«

60 Obtain
63— Wee

Reese

1 2 3
4"

1
5 6

7
1 9

1

10 11 7i n

u TT' l«

17 II "W

20 21 17

P9H!^
74 25 bhir^^ it 79 30 Jl 37 33

3* .

1

3i 34 37

3a 1

i r _ 41

43 44

i"
4« .

4^ 4( 4^

Jo PL 52

53 U 55 * i^ 59 «0

V-

1

n a

rr- K

1
U '

67 M 4*
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A/ummum Foil by Steve Lafler
LONNY LENDER^CAMPUS C6nTER( SUDDENLY LONNY Jriie ANDIlOlD TURNS UONNvi ...THUS THE ftoBOT AS-
6E.LT \j£NPoR, 15 £h ROU-VE CX AiSAlLED rftowi RE- < 'NTO A CHILI-D06 AND (SwiMES. THE VfeNOoRS

''^'^"'^ ^''^'^ *^^^^ ^^ANoRotDi ' r -r-r^ yzJ^ Itable over.'

CACLBS- 3/lt

7<

i

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

lA»('^'

^/ f\ fWif» hH^f ^^f

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

^aaM^UL^ttatBL
A LCTiBintHAviaei in

|ia«NHAft-,MlSS MHK

NAE <QSRn4E
aCSTHN • wi«r 9ffBMB
I^eOCKT F»N THE

NoncE^" eocooicsmj
MC CiMC> ' ami THE
IKMtMiito r»cit«ttes

HUT IN iHe D«SH nsfW iM Mi/iW THC axu:

CMIS (T ...

JOMA

*PKBI«MiruM«SGMSS

SCHkJ0NCl6Jft s»«ERa«.y
(Mis HIS DISH * Ofilft

8tBD}FlSHn«6AM|»A

Shoe by Jeff MacNelly

Borborygniy-

A rumbling sound made,

by the tnovenent oP^ in

the itictEstim.

COAE. UP WITH 5XM

xm<\\

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

m Jitrnt
THUet JlfWY'. COADiOU

,
NOB. a/BR TULlBmi

\ JUmf! t&Bi iOU1i£. RB-

gecAusa I HAva
IHOfTHMSMOfiaTDSAf

THKU6H MY MUSIC

/^' AiSO.SiUCBmfm.l'MFW
•*« UPUUHHA/mi^iyAnANP

• mUFE mm.l2BD BfCON-
STAtnEXPOSURt. TTB VMC
weamn i^sBLf--KE^fea

JIMMY. QOUP ^£4^
YOU SIN6 A SOMEBCVY

QUICK WNB RJR. Q^f^A
OMiBYemN^i QUITAK'
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ENTERTPINmENT
Night of the

IVING EAD

Max Roach "Surpass**

svarything is displaying

tast*. invantivanass"

Daily News. Los

Angola* S*0 paga $

Without any quastion • tha

most powerful drummar to

avar parform,

Oaa QrMMa Saa paga •

Thurs., March 29
7, 9, 11 p.m.

$1.00

CCA

ANTTIHINe
colepcrtar-eCCir

Th-Sat March 29-31

bowker aud.

Coil ^SJS

Campus Center

UMass

Wed., Thurs.. Mar. 28, 29

Fri., Sat, Mar. 30, 31

Trespass

TOOSHORTIOBQX

BLUE
WALL

Thurs., Mar. 29

Fri., Mar. 30

B. Willie Smith
Band

Sat., Mar. 31

S1H€W€A§IE
CINEMaVS

RT. 5 RIVERDALE RD. WEST SFRIMGFIELD
TEL. 733-5131 BARGAIN MATINEE DAILY-
FIRST SNOW S2.00 MASTER CNARGE

T .1 I

SUNDAY, APRIL 1 8 PAA

Tickets now on sale. General Public $8, 7, 6.

UMass Students $4, 3, 2. Senior Citizens $7, 6. 5.

f/lSTMlA|(

V.i,iimiX
HE CAME
HOME FOR

HALLOWEEN

(^amcTlmCsl
Next ''lesir

PC

#!•./

WEDNESDAY. APRIL4 8 PM

Tickets now on sale General Public S7, 6, 5.

UMass Students $5. 4, 3. Senior Citizens - u.
5, 4.

FI^E >RTS CEWER CNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Ctnter Box Otfics M-F 9-4, 54^-2511

and New England Tickttron Locations.

HAT£I£
Fri. St Sat.

Disco with Eric

Top of the
Campus

TOC members & guests only

TOC memberships available

to UMass students at the

info desk. Campus Center

In assoc. with UPC Productions

Wednesday, March 28, 1979,

iCollegiams

Notices
CHEERLEADERS Tryouts
for the Umass varsity

chew^leader and stuntmen
squads will be held this

coming Monday, April 2 in

the Boyden Gym at 6:M
pm.

INTRAMURALS
Schedules for the following

sports are available now:
SOFTBALL, SOCCER.
BADM«NTON. PAD
DLEBALL, TENNIS. NOTE!
Games started March 26.

OFFICIALS NEEDED for

Softball and soccer- apply

at the Intranriural Office

SOCCER Vvwty soccer
candidates. meeting m
Boyden 251 at 4 00 today,

Wednesday. March 28.

^)MEN'S TENNIS All

women interested in tennis

come to NOPE courts bet

ween 3:00 and 5:00 starting

Wednesday Any qtMi-
tions. contact Jan Carson
at 546^4039.

Red Sox fall, 8-1
VE80 BEACH. Ffa. \AP]~ Catcher Joe Ferguson

drove in three runs with a double, single and sacrifice fly
yesterday and Teddy Martinez slugged a tworun homer
to lead the Los Angeles Dodgers to an 8 1 exhibition
victory over the Boston Red Sox
Andy Messersmith, seeking a pitching comeback

with the Dodgers, gave up only one run on four hits in
six innings while striking out three. Pete Broberg pitch-
«J the final three innings and permitted only cmo hit.

After Boston took a 1 lead in the first inning on a
runscoring single by Rick Burleson, the Dodgers
jumped on Red Sox starter Mike Torrez for three runs in
the second and two more in the third.

Martinez betted hs homer in the sixth off Torrez, who
was tagged for all eight runs on 1 1 hits, three of th«n
for extra bases.

Gymwomen finish at 9-1;

place fourth in Easterns

'B' spikers triumph
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
CoMegtao Staff

L^t MwMJay night, as most of UMass turted in to the
"Magic" show, the UMass men's "B" volleyball squad
provided some magic of their own; they shrugged off Wor
cester State, 15 9. 10 15, 15 9. and pinned down a stubborn
Tuftssquad. 15 13. 15 6at NOPE gym.

Both matches vrare long end dravMl WMi ^w VWS
dominated by repeated sets and lobs, with little sofkir^.

Against a WoState team led by Bruce Hoff, Eric Seitz, and
Pierre Telemaque, UMate' Dave Holiiday and Pete Holschuh
led ttwir team past several come from behind moments before
winning, UMass continue a setting, bumping offense against
Tufts, Pete Nickerson, Neil Glick, Scotty Anderson, and All-

Star Mark Ferrante (representing the UMass "B" team in the
Central Division, while Kale Feldman and Pat Ryan wMi
selected from the "A" squadi bumped their war to win
number 11, against three losses

Coach Kirk Peter's team next faces Clark and Wentworth
Saturday at Clark University.

Fisk still plagued with pain

By DAVE BRADLEY
Co/tegian Staff

UMass women's gymnastics cc^h
Virginia Evans said she is "disappointed"
that her team didn't make it to the National
Champsionship tournament ths season but
she is looking forward to next year "with
anticipation and excitement.

'

The Minutewomen finishwJ their season
with a 9 1 record and a 4th place finish in

the EAIAW Championships in Maryland
behind Pennsylvania State, Clarion State,
and the University of Pittsburgh. If the
Minutewomen had beaten Pittsburgh they
would have made it to the national tourna-
ment this weekend. This is the 1st se^on
k% nine years UMass has not qualified for
the nationals.

Coach Evans said she feels her team
fiOii\<i have beaten Pitt if it weren't for an
tajury incurred by one of UMass' key gym
nasts, Karen Hemberger, who reinjured

torn cartilige in her knee while warming up
W% the vaulting horse the day before the
Mwet. Hemberger injured her knee last spr

ft^ but came back this year to become orie

^^ UMass' top all-arounders. ,

Prior to the EAIAW, Meet, UM^ was
ranked 7th nationally and seeded 4th in the
iCHJrnament "Overall as a team we were
ready for the Easterns," Evans said yester
day "We would havet>eaten Pittsburgh '

if

Hemberger had been healthy, she said.

The Minutewomen earned their third

l^hest score of the year in the post season
tournament with a mark of 131 55. Their

highest team score w% 136.20 tallied

against Springfield College a month before
the tournament.

Assistant coaches Jill Heggie and Mark
Stevenson were both happy with the

team's performance throughout theseMon
and in the tournament.
"They did a good job, ' Heggie saM.
"They peaked at the right time Everything
came together" going into the Easterns.
mjuries were a Dig tactor in uiviass f»r-
formance in the Easterns, but that's
nothinq new to the MinutWMomen, who
had to cope with injuries all season lontj
Freshman Chris Paul had to undergo knee
surgery at the t>eginning of the seaon for an
injury recMved in high school and could not
compete this year. Lisa Martin, a top
freshman recruit from Miami, was bothered
all Mason with a wrist injury, arKl Kamn
C\wnm\te had to compete this season with
tendonitis m her left ankle. Hemberger
could not compete at the beginning of the
y^r, and Heggie. a senior who injured her
knee at the University World Gwne trials in

1977, had her romeback stopped coki
when she reinjured her knee warming up
for the Southern Connecticut State C<^lege
meet in mid February
Evans, noting that injuries are a frustrating

part of athletics, said, "You haw to go *wth
what you have

Locating forward to next ^kmy. Coach
Evans is optimistic.

"We have good talent in the gym rrow
which was just beginning to come around

"

at the end of the season, she said. "The
potential has yet to t»e developed."
UMass will lose three seniors to gradua-

tion, Jean Anderson, co captain Cheryl
Morrier, and Heggie. Anderson has been
"consistent " as an uneven bar specialist

this year, according to Evans, and Morrier
worked floor exercise, balance beam and
the vaulting horse. "Her outstanding con-
tribution has been her dance, " Evans said.

I A/INTER HAVEN. Fla. \AP\ -Veteran catcher Cariton Fisk

oW the Boston Red Sox reported his right elbow still paining

him Tuesday after aggravating an ailment with his first throw

in an exhibition game in spring training.

"It feels like someone is turning a screw in there, " the big

light handed slugger said.

Fisk suffered a serious setback Monday when he tested his

ailing throwing arm in a game against Houston at Cocoa.

Leadoff hitter Jeff Leonard from the Astros walked in the

first inning and stole second despite a fairly decent throw ty

Fisk.

Fisk, plagued by a sore right elbow since playing in 157

games last season, was racked by pain after the throw but re-

mained in the game for four innings, even belting a double in

his 1979drt>ut.

"I turned to Zimmy (Boston Manager Don Zimmer and said,

'Zimmy, I think I left my elbow out on the mound','" Fisk add-

ed.

Boston Trainer Charlie Moss talked by telephone with team
physician Arthur Pappas Monday night about Fisk's injury

which so far has doctors mystified.

"Dr. Pappas advised me to continue treatment (whirlpool

and heat, etc.) while Pudge rests the arm as much as possi-

ble," Moss said. "We're just going to have to wait and see."

I

I
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Ranked first in New England

Garber's Gorillas battle Cornell
ay MARK MARCHAND
Cci' "^taff

T fnoonat2;30. theUMassvarsitv
lacrosse team will draw back the curtain on
!t» 19TO season when it plays host to th«
Big R«d of Cornell University at Boyd«%
fWd, Fr«h off of a 9 5 season and their

Sixth Hw^ England championship, the
Mioutwnen have their work cut out for

thwn aaainst a Biq Red squad that is a
wtsran of national championships in 1976
#ml 1977 while garnering the runnerup spoi
to Johns Hopkins last ywr in ttw NCAA
Division One Tournament

"Cw^l was ranked numt>er ttiree in tt»

pn w^Mcm poll and should be tough, " said

bick Garber, the Minuteman head coach.

"Thev beat Syracuse 10 6 m their opener
m^ are pr«^red for us

"

Ttw Miniitarnwt, m^nvvhita, vMrtMMli-
md 13th m %hm nation m the most recent poll

while taking if»e top spot in tfw Na^
England poll Easily on« of the most sue
c#isful and p^ular of tht athletic teams at

UM»ss, the lacrosse twrn will return to ae
twn this ywr With l«t year's top scorer

Brooks Swwet re^y to try and equal h»
la«t year's rocord output of 81 poate. A
tw»«r sit^ker. Sweet hails from Bonfofd
Mats and was named an All Artwncan smi

year along with teamate Ed Murray,

"I expsct Bf^As to get a tot of cnvar^A
from tlw def«%s«s around the league,' saw*

Gartwr "W« don't have another attacker

of Brooks' calibre, but I hope the heavy
coverage on h»m will oi^n up opportunities

\m our otiiw attackms
'

The other attackers that Garber spoke of

who will b« sharing the offensive chora
¥«Mh cocapt^ Si^NK are seniors Lm
V^itai^, lunior Dave Martin, and

90ck^nBn& Chris Corm and Joe Beliavia

Vosburgh notched 1 1 goals and 14 assists

last year while Martin tallied wx times with

12 asststs Also, freshman newcomers Jim

and Paul Waller are expected to add
h?ii.4nc*- to thp Mmuteman attack

The UMass inidticld t?evw anchored by

All Am«?firan Fd Mui-rav wric s'-O'Pd 19

go,-

tCrt

"We have nine solid midfielders who'll

f'^m
us stfength up the middle, ' said

arber. Among the experienced mid-
fielders who II be s^ing a lot of action are
seniors Hairy Conforti. Steve Daht, Toby
Rice, and former All American Norm
Smith Also, junior Brian Kaley, Mike
Lewis, and Tom Walter^ are expected to
bolster the midfield crew

Defensively, the Minutemen are led by
CO captain Roger Coe and senior
goahender Don "Duck" Goldstein Enter
ing his fourth season as a goattender here
at UMass. Goldstein will be getting the
starting imh^ for todays game from Garber.
Other stdiwdrt defensemen on the UMass
roster are seniors Tom Keenan, Peter Kle
iT^nt. and Al Thatcher along with junior
John Connors and sophomore Doug
WWte Eric Banharl, another senior
goaltender will also be seeing some play
tng time as the season progresses a(

ewding to Qarbw

T^ fa^ntd UMms laimen will be fac

tfig a touqh CronrtI squad coached \%\

Rich«« Moran that is usually ir» contr-
*or the top spot tn the nation Led by i .,

Morinii seniof midfieMers Hriev McDonald
and JtmOftNicola. whr , • ,in55
f3c«»offa and M rjroyr ... the
Big Red outscorBd tfi«r oppor^ntft Dy a
healthy 2W 107m«^ laM MSSOn

Amongst ^m A^ W^ vwtims dunng
19"^ was UMa^ which su
neil by a 17 7 pounding G • t

this year will not be a repeat

Addwf to CwnelFs coring ptm^ is

Mnior All-American goaltende^ John Gnf
fin who aliOMMd |ust over seven goals per

game last s^son A Bc«:dwin, New York
native. Gnffm won th', starting |ob for the

first time m 1978 anu prov«d his worth with
some exceptional performances

UMass coach Garber will be entering his

25th season m hts long tenure as head
coach here at UMass Named as Divsion I

Coach of the Year in 1976. Garber has com
piled an awesome record of 193 wins
against 84 losses He expects this season to
!)P nn differrnr from the re<^! hf rails this

f his bes'

Indiana btate s Larry Bird aids a fallen Earvin "Magic Johnson ot

Michigan State'during Monday night's NCAA final. The Michigan State
Spartans won the contest and the national championship, 75 64

Johnson was the game s leading scorer with 24 points and was named
tournament MVP (AP Laserphoto)

Attacker Brooks Sweet ( 14, is uoe of the keys to success for Garber's Gorillas
this season The laxmen open their season today versus Cornell (Staff photo
by Patrick O Dobbs)

Sports staff meeting
1 here will be a mandatory meetiny for ill members of the Ccr- '-staff
on Wednesday, March 28 at 7.00 p.m at the sports desk It is npor
tant that reporters who are presently covenng a spnng sport attend the meeting,
but, as usual, anyone interested m working for the sports department is more
than welcome to attend.

iSmm

BIIITarter

Spring means lacrosse
Far to the west in the strange lands of

Terre Haute and French Lick, Indiana, the

people are dressed in black. They are

mourning the recent demise of their

beloved Larry Bird and his band of*

vagabonds, known as the Indiana State

basketball team.

The Indiana State Sycamores were
victimized by the Merlin of Michigan -The
Magic Man (you can call me Earvin, you
can call me Magic, but don't call me
Johnson) and his chief executioner Greg
Kelser. Thanks to this dastardly duo Spring

has brought despair to all the Bird watchers
around the nation.

But, alas in a place we all know as

Amherst the natives are alive with an
ticipation Forgotten are the winter

nightmares of their own men's basketball

and hockey tr - For them. Spring

breeds new hoi ng also brings forth

among other things, the excitement of the

Lacrosse season

~
• 'tng sports

im takes to

of

MHll

l.iri' ! v"vi;ii I'ii ' ' ol i.lei.it'l itials

th.,,? ,i.(iuf)p tv. championships
Kilt the r-iHtinti.il runner up spot all in the

ids! three seasons.

While UMass carries some impressive

credentials of its own. three consecutive
New England titles, perhaps the greatest
qHifantaqp I iMa«;«^ car hav«» is that the

game will be performed in the not so
friendly pastures behind Boyden gym-
nasium. UMies, it is safe to say, have
adopted Lacrosse as their spring child.

To those uninitiated with the sports

scene. Lacrosse is the pride of UMass
athletics. While the football team has
performed nobly in the last few years, they

haven't maintained a level on a par with the

lacrosse team.

For the last eleven seasons the lacrosse

team has been rated among the nations top

twenty squads They reached their pinnalce

in '76; ranked sixth in the U.S. of A.

The man responsible for molding the

continuing success is coach Dick Garber.

Garber a former Division I Coach of the

Year in 1976, has been the head coach
Since 1955. Before most of us were even
born he was building a New England
dynasty. From modest beginnings (the

team was f) 7 m '55
> Garber has compiled

193 wiob in hik ':<u(!fr h.: will soon become
one of a handful of co ' • level to

roach the bi centuonidi

(id Murray No Has are

expected to exceed ij-.i \>:-m !^ heights.

Garber has even gorie out on the limb to

proclaim this years srjuad as perhaps his

best ever.

So lets start the spring right and head on

down to the field behind Boyden

Gametime is 2:30 Eastern Standard Time.

Be there. Aloha.

Tomorrow: Finalexam schedule
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Radiation leak
spreads a mile

fiy BOB DVORCHAK
Associated Press
HARRISBURG. Pa- An accident at the

Three Mile Island nuclear power plant ap-
parently damaged the reactor core and sent
radioactive material beaming into the at-

mosphere, the government said yesterday.
The accident beamed radiation through

the 4-foot thick walls of the power plant to
a distance of rr>ore than a mile, the Nuctear
Regulatory Commission said.

Edson Case, a spokesman for the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, said
radiation levels inside the plant's reactor
building registered at 1,000 times normal.
The NRC statement followed a state-

ment from the company saying the acci
dent may have damaged the insulation
around the nuclear fuel.

Thie cause of the accident — or the
precise sequence of events that led to the
radiation's release — could not be im-
mediately determined.

But Lt. Gov. William Scranton III said
steam containing radioactive material was
released into the air for over two hours to
"relieve p>otentiatly dangerous pressure" in

the reactor.

"The situation is more complex than the
company first led us to believe, " Scranton
said.

The lieutenant governor sakj there were
no plans to evacuate the 15.000 persons liv-

ing within a mile of the plant.

Company officials coukJ not be reached
for comment on Scranton's statement.

But a spokesman iw the consortium that

runs the plant said the insulation around
the nuclear fuel may have been damaged in

the accident.

And a nuclear engineer for the state
O^sartment of Environmental Resources
William Oornsife, said the core had b^ome
overheated during the early morning ind-
dent.

"The core was covered. The core was
ftooded. Something caused the core to
overheat, " said Oornsife.

The plant spok^man reported the possi-
ble damage to the cladding after a
spokesman for the NRC in Washington said
the accident had sent radiation beaming
through the 4 foot thick walls of the power
plant.

Joe Fouchard, the NRC spokesman, said
the only likely source of the radiation being
detected appeared to be some part of the
reactor's nuclear fuel.

Fouchard said the amount of radiation
detected far from the plant was relatively
srrwil, but was emanating from the power
plant building itself - indicating intense
radioactivity inside the plant. He said the
amount was comparable to the amount
given off during a medical X-ray.

HARRISBURQ. FA The above
arrow points to reactor number two at

Metropolitan Edison's Electric Com-

pany s Three Mile island nuclear power
plant where radioactive steam escaoed
yeeterday after the reector's cooling
system broke down.

UMasslacksmeans to deve/op, reportsays
By GAYLE YOUNG
Cotagian Staff

UMass-Amf>erst is a great center of
learning that lacks the resources to develop
itself to its fuNest extent according to a
report released yesterday from tl>e New
Englar>d Association of Schools.

The association's report is similar to a
self-study dor^e by the campus community
last semester, but the report calls this self-

study "limited" because it does not include

realistic goals.

The association's report contains 12

specific recommendations which include:

Establishing academic priorities, reem-
phasizing its traditional liberal arts goals of

excellence, working towards a stable

administration, clarifying tfw campuses role

In the University system and fighting for its

budget.

The major criticisms of both the report

and the self-study was indecisive planning

and poor allocation of money. Botli praised

the faculty and students services.

Every 10 years UMass receives a report

of its strengths and weaknesses from the
association which accredits the University.

The association also requests UMass
(»nduct a self-study as part of the ac-

creditation process.

The report was compiled by an 11

member accreditation committee, com-
posed of New England academicians and

headed by Bennington College President

Joseph Murray. Committee members
visited the campus last October to conduct
interviews with faculty, administrators and
students.

Tr>e report, aK)r>g with Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery's written com-
ments, wW go before tt\e association in

May when they wiN vote on whether to
accredit UMass. The association is a
private organization described by orw
administrator as a "consumer protection
agency for students.

"

Editor's note: An analysis of the ac-

creditation report will appear in tomorrow's
Collegian.

Barenberg has to wait,

DeLima stays extra week

Max Roach performs for a crowd of about 500 jazz enthusiasts last night at the

Fine Arts Center. (Staff photo by Jeremy Danrei)

By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker

Brian DeLima said last night the Senate

"has got to keep a positive attitude" during

a fairwell speech marking one of his last

meetings as speaker before he leaves of-

fice. A new speaker will probably be elected

next Wednesday.
The Senate was scheduled to elect a new

speaker last night, as well as a new
treasurer, but it was six people short of hav-

ing a two-thirds quorum required for voting

in new offices.

David Barenberg, student director of the

Student Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy, is the only candidate for

speaker. Timothy O'Leary is running

against incumbent James O'Connell for

treasurer.

In other business, the Senate voted to

recomend that the 1981-82 fall semester

begin before Labor Day. The recommenda
tion will go to the Faculty Senate Space
and Calendar Committee. The Faculty

Senate will make the final academic

schedule next Thursday.

Senator Mark Flaherty, chairperson of

the Senate Academic Affairs Committee,

said changing the calendar is necessary to

avoid having five Saturday classes in fall

1981. He said the Saturday classes would

have been part of the 1981-82 schedule if

the University continued its 14-week

semester plan because of the way Labor

Day and Christmas fall that year.

Flaherty said returning to school before

Labor Day is "the lesser of evils," referring

to four other proposals including the in-

troduction of five Saturday classes, exten-

ding class periods frorri five to 15 minutes,

cutting the semester to 13 weeks long, and
having students return to school right after

Christmas.
The senate also voted to allocate $909 to

Students United for Public Education. The
UMass group requested funding for its trip

to Boston April 14 to protest Governor Ed-

ward J. King's proposed budget cuts in

public higher education. The group is plan-

ning to picket, sing and perform skits in

front of the State House protesting the

cuts.

In other action, the Senate voted to

allocate $^3 for a "Take Back the Night"
march that is being organized by the Coali-

tion to End Violence Against Women.
Coalition member Andrea Pollinger said the

funds were needed to cover such possible

expenses as childcare facilities, audio-visual

equipment and transportation for elderly

and handicapped participants.

Reflecting on his three years as speaker,

DeLima said he has precided over 861

meetings and that "it has been a hell of an
experience." "I admit that I've played

political games but within the context of

sticking to my guns and standing up for

what I thought was right."
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DIGEST
Manzi, Masiello cleared
BOSTON I -4PI Republican fund raiser Att^ "Taitti**

Manzi and Wdliam V Masiello were aquitted of all charges
ywterday in connection with an alleged extonion pk)t and
• scheme to buy the Republican vice presidential
rrammation

Sup«rior Court Judge J(^^h R. Nolar), saying he could
not firKl tf^ m«i guHty "teyond a reMonaNe doubt,"
i»uad hw finding nujments after listening to more than
thr^ and one half hours of final arguments in the case.

British leader toppled
LONDON lAPl - One vote in the House of Comnwns

tf^jpled Prime Minister Jarrws Callaghan's minonty Labor
government yesterday, forcing national elections that

could bring Britain arKl Europe their first woman chief of

govtinrr^ot
Th« vote was 311-310 on a censure motion brought by

the onoowtion Conservatives that amounted to a vote of

confidence
Callaghan's governrrwnt has been beset by crippling

strikes in ffcent rr»onths He is the first prwne minister

ousted oo a confidence vote sine*' Ramsay MacOonald.
Bntain's first Labor premier, was turned out 55 years ago
The iHinrM mirwster. 67, set no date for elections, but

^i^ulation has tfwm tMing held on April 26 or May 3.

Embassy scene of drama
MOSCOW IA Pi a your>9 Soviet seaman who said he

' hatMJ Breihnev and wanted to go to America hoied up
in the U S Embassy for eight fiours yesterday then explod
ed a bomb strapped to his waist when a group of Russians
tried to force him out. U S Anr^MHsador Malcolm Toon an
nounced
The man was taken away in an ambulance, badly burned

but apparently still alive. Toon reported

The 27 year old rr^rchant seaman walked into the em
bassy at 2:30 p m , described himself as a dissident and
said he "hated Brezhnev." referring to Soviet President

I eonid I Bre/hnev

Kozol: US should follow Cuba
By Bf^UCe OLSON
CoMegian Staff

Jonathan Kozol, author, educator and lecturer, told a
group of about 350 last night at the Campus Center
Auditorium that the United Statu cannot afford not to
foMow Cuba's lead in stamping out illiteracy.

Kozol gave the ^>eech as part of the "Learning
Tomorrows for Today's Generation " conference, spon>
sor«j by tf>e UMass School of Education.

Kozol said in 1960 Fidel Castro approached the United
Nations with a plan to "eradicate illiteracy in Cuba. One
million of the four million people in that country were
functionally illiterate

."

The education minister came up with a truly
revolutionary solution,' Kozol said. "They needed a very
high teacher to student ratio, at the least, one to five. They
decided to close the schools and send the literate young to
go into the countryside to live with and teach the
peasants

'

'100,000 kids mponded." said Kozol. "It's an amazing
situation when you have a whole nation at school. The
young^t teacher was only eight, the oldest student wa«
110

The results of the program, according to Kozol, "were
phenomenal ' "The illiteracy rate at the Stan of the
program was 26 percent At the end of the year it was 3.9
percent in a recent follow up study only 2 percent of the
population was illiterate, " Kozol said

UNESCO labeled the results as unprecedented in
modern history They praised it as a success story that h^
no end," he said.

Citing that 20 percent of the population of the United
States IS functionally illiterate, Kozol went on to conclude
"we would be pretty stupid to ignore what happened in
Cuba '

"These are unacceptable statistics for a nation that has
sent men to the moon, and armies to every corner of the
world." Kozol said

Jonathan Kozol, known for his controversial theories
of education, told a Campus Center Auditorium au-
dience that the United States should follow Cuba's
lead in stamping out illiteracy. (Staff photo by Rich
Newman)

Kozol himself is a member of the National Literacy
Coalition, a group that would like to see the Cuban ex
penment implemented in the U.S. Unfortunately, he said

the group has beer- largely ignored by the government.

"Can we possibly afford this social system that harbors
this inequity r" Kozol asked. He followed with a quote irom

the late President John F. Kennedy: "Those who make
peaceful revolution possible, make violent revolution

inevitable.
"
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HOUSING
EXEMPTIONS

Spring 1979 housing exemption applica-

tions are due no later than April 6, 1979.

Applications will NOT be accepted after

this date. Please submit all applications to

the Housing Office, 235 Whitmore,

545-2100.
30B0C »OOOOOOOOOOBOO (MS

TFASr
EMNiMICAL

TRAILWAYS and PETER PAN offer service to Boston,

New york and many other destinations.

niAIUMKirS PETER PAN DUS UNES

Deot theWinter FreezieSr

Qt Great Expectations
We'll Put Spring back

into Your Hair

!

Winter can put your hair in the deep freeze. Our

precision haircuttcrs can spruce up your hair tor

the ski slopes. Look wonderful in your winter

wonderland wiih a Great Expectations Precision

Haircut.

Precision Haircut , including shannpoo and blow

dry styling for men and women. .

no appointments ever -

MAKE UFE SiMPLER FORYOU.

For Information. Schedule* and Prices. Contact;

•Campus Center Bus Office - 545-2006, or 549-6000

GMfCCHTiOnS
PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

Hampshire Mall

Rte. 9, Hadley
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LawrenceSwamp picked
by meeting as well site

»Collegian 3

By MfCHA£L SUSSMAN
and MABY FRAIN
Collegian Staff

Amherst Town Meeting voted last night

tt construct a well and treatment plant in

the Lawrence Swamp, overturning a vote
Monday night which defeated the pro-

prosal.

The vote came on a motion to reconsidw
article five of the Town Meeting warrant.

Article five Mked the town meeting to

allow the selectmen to borrow money to

construct a new water well and water treat-

ment plant in the Lawrence Swamp.
The article wk divided into three sec-

tiorts by Town Moderator William Field

(also UlUass Dean of Students), at tt>e ra-

Quest of Selectmen.
• Town Manager A. Louis Hayward said it

would be possible to divide the motion into

authorization to buikj the well, money for

design of the treatment plant, and con-
struction of the treatrrtent plant. The weM
construction issue was passed after a 2
hour debate by a vote of 1 16 to 57.

Debate on the well construction issue

centered around the need for the water.
Bill Gurski, a member of the Amherst

Taxpayers Association, tokl town meeting
members to "beware of the scare tactics of

another water shortage." He said popula-

tion in Amherst is decreasing and ha
quoted Representative John D. Olver as

saying UMass enrollment would decrease
by one third in the future.

Fred Luddy also spoke against the mo-
tion, reading from a prepared statement
which called for conservation and regional

development of water resources. Me called
The well "expensive, expedient, and near-

sighted solution."

Chairman of the Board of Selectmen
Diana Romer spoke for the motion, saying
water was needed immediately for

emergericy back up, and conservation ef

forts could save at best 10 percent on water
use.

"Per capita water consumption both on
the campus and off it are r^atively
modest," Romer said.

The meeting also passed the second part

of the nrKttion, to spend 81,000 on a treat-

ment plant design by a vote of 122 to 46.
The relatively short debate on the pro-

posal centered around the need to run
water treatment on a continuous basis if

the water from the well was used only for

emergency purposes. Town Engineer
James Smith had sakl tfte water was
drinkable without treatment although there
wouM be sedimentation. He said the treat-

ment plant would not have to be run con-
tinuously.

The third part of the nwtion. construc-
tion of the treatnrtent plant, was passed by
a vote of 121 to 36 with linle debate. Most
of the debate on treatment had occurred in

consideration of the previous two articles.

Article 6, which provides $145,000 to do
repair work on existing water lines, and arti-

cle 7 which provides $800,000 to buikl a
treatment plant for water from the Petham
reservoir, were both passed unanimously
.after minor debate.

Article 8 was also quickly passed, pro-

vkiing an extra $15,000 for hiring an
engineering consultant on water.

E'RE HIRING.

PUTYOUR SCIENTIFIC OR|
ENGINEERING DEGREE
TO WORK

If you're a 6egtve candidate

who would like to embark on
a future onented scientific or

engineenng career, then con
skier the United States Air

Force It's one of the finest

opportunities in \he nation

CompletKxi of our three

month Officer Training
ScfKK)) nets you an officer's

cornmission and launches

you into a career that's geared

far tonxxTOw Our equipment

is among the finest, our

working c6nditions are ex

cellent. and our benefits

package unmatched. Find

out about a space age service

• from your nearest Air Force

recruiter

Contoct

TSGT JOHN MORIN
145 STATE ST.
SPRINGFIELD

Graffitti on the walls outside the Campus Canter advocating freedom for the
Moody Park Three. (Staff photo by Richard Newman)

Police seek graffit/sts
By RONMILLER
Cofhgian Staff

Graffiti has appeared* on sevwal
campus buildings recently supporting
the "Moody Park Three" and "The
Houston Rebellion" but police have
been unable to find who is responsible.

Spokesperson for the Revolutionary
Communist Youth Brigade, Ellen

Becker, said yesterday "wa support the
graffiti, but we won't take responsibility

for it. Lots of people on this campus
support this."

The graffiti is written on waNs in

Southwest, The Fine Arts Center,
Bartlett Hall, Thompson Hall and The
Campus Center.

"We want to find someone who a
responsible to cover the extensive cost
of sandblasting to remove it," said

UMass police sergeant Michael Grabeic.
"If no one is caught, the sandblasting
will have to be paid for by the Univer-

sity," he sakJ.

In May 1978 during the Cinco de
Mayo festival in Houston a violent
confrontatk}n occured between polk»
and Chk»nos. According' to The
Revolutionary Communist youth
Brigade, the confrontation which has
become known as the Houston
Rebellion, stemmed from the death a 23
year old Chicano named Jose Campos
Torres.

Three Houston policeman were
convicted of beating and drowning
Torres, but were only fined one dollar
and placed on dne year probation

.

Travis Morales, Mara Youngdahl, and
Tom Hire hi are leaders in the
predominantly Chicano neighborhood
of Moody Park in Houston. They were
arrested after the Houston Rebellion for

felony riot and have become known as
the Moody Park Three. They are
scheduled for trial on April 10.

Letter bomb proves false
UMass police yesterday called in an Ar-

my bomb squad from 50- miles away to
disarm a susp>ected letter bomb which prov
ed to be an agricultural magazine.

Chairh Gunner, a UMass Environnental
Science professor, found a manila envelope
had been delivered to his office which look

ed "remarkably" like an envelope which he
had once been shown which contained a
disarmed bomb.
Gunner explained he was cognizan- of

such dangers - "I'm a very active and com
mitted Zionist," he said adding that he was
active in Israeli issues and has served as a

consultant on some aspects of Israeli

agriculture.

Gunner praised the UMass police, saying
he was impressed with the "prompt and
serious manner in which the police handled
the situation

A UMass News bureau official said
UMass police called in the Fort Devens
bomb squad, from Ayer in Central
Massachusetts and roped off the area
around Marshal' HaM, after which UMass
Chief of Police Robert G. Joyce "heroically

carried the envelooe outside"

--Carol Rosenberg
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Editorial/opinion
Porno? Not usi

To th« f«ior:

^ fMiponat «p cooeamt i^r Union
WUpo C«nr*f production gmr might bt
utH^m^by • studont forprqiocts ofo pot-
itotmphit, rmtuf, I would Mko to s$$t0O
mp eommunHif ttmt UVC, m polkf. doo$
not eomhno or aupport ony pn^t$
M^ife^ h^thor focist or aomt attitud&s.

Wt hpvo in f»et hod a strong history of
m^iporUng and facBitating twious pro-

facta which hava attamptad to confront
tha pravaHing racist and saxist attitudas
which sttfl axist m this co/nmuntry. Wa
wtf conbrtua to do so.

David SkUlicorn
UVC Coordinator

'On to the rally!'

To tho iditor:

fheontfy Gov. King has f^oposad
savara budgat cuts and large increases in

tuMon which hava grave impiications for

Uta future of our education. How can wa
opposa these attacks on our education in

tfta best manner? There are many dif-

9mont theories on how we can do this.

But one thing is certain, wa must gat
orgaruzad, we must act as a coftosive

group. We must either stand up for our
rights as students or perish.

On Friday the governor, who has cut
our budget so drastically, wHI be on cam-
pus to speak on the "Costs of Quality

Education. " In order to achieve these
goals, at 1:30 Student Center for Educa-
tional Research and Advocacy wHI hold a
mass rally outside of the Student Union
Budding which we strongly urge all

students to attertd. We are calling the ral-

ly, not to confront the governor as such
but to show him that we wHI not be
pushovers for his plan to destroy public
higher education in Massachusetts and to

show him that we can act in an organiiad
cohesive fashion. On to the raHy!

Jool Woiasman
SCCRA

Letters to

the Editor

Thank you,

'fellow student'

To tha Editor:

I'd like to thank the one who put up tha

best piece of writing I've ever soan on the

waMs of the university library. It was writ-

ten on a piece of paper, taped to one of

the carrel room doors, asking if everyone
would please refrain from writing on the

waKs, as it was defacing an otherwise

beautiful library. The note was signed, "a
fellow student.

"

Whoever you are, thank you for voicing

a sentiment that I (and probably many
others) feel upon entering one of those

rooms. Not only do I waste valuable time

reading the grafitti, in spite of myself, but

I marvel that this mass actually came from
college students. The New York subways
are cleaner than some of those carrel

rooms. Perhaps some people have no
better way of expressing themselves than

by scrawling obscenities on an im-

maculate wall, but, "fellow student,
"

your note spoke louder than all of them.

Nancy Soidal
Amhartt

Where are

the liberals?

To tha Editor:

/, too, feel that acts of violence, in-

cluding incidents of racial or sexualabuse
and harrassment. ought to be severely

dealt with. Fear and suspicion undermine
the spirit of cooperation, and their causes

should be removed.
But where have our liberals gone, tha

ones 'who sea in violent behavior the

vindication of tha rights of tha opprasaad?

Over tha past aavaral yaars. tha costs of

highor educmtioft hava nsan faaiar than

ARE THE ARMIES OF BEACON
tf OUTNUMBER SANITX 5-TO-l.
THEY COUU) RUN MAS^HUSETn.

T0NI6HT 15 THE NIGHT OF.

the ability of most students, their families

and the public to pay for those costs. And
yet those costs must be paid, for

education remains the only hope most
people have for advancement.

The three most powerful interests at

the university - the administration, tha

faculty and tha support services - quite

rationally attempt to transfer the burdens
of a declining and inflationary economy
onto the shoulders of the students and
the taxpayers. Somewhat ironically and
perhaps opportunistically, student leaders
usually acquiesce in these attempts.

In the meantime, tension between the

races and tha saxes increases with

heightened cornpetition for a dwindling
share of opportunity.

In short, we are. observing the ghet-

toization of the student body, and it is

no wonder that sections of campus are
becoming tinderboxes.

I believe the time is past when we might
look to our academic leadership for

creative solutions to sour social and moral
problems. Perhaps it is enough if they do
not drive us away with prohibitive costs.

Ultimately, of course, we shall experience
a resurgence of the drop-out rate untH a
younger and more responsible type of
educator begins to reassess education's
mission in our society.

Amo Danial
Amharst

Stereotyping

the US male
To tha Editor:

In reference to Kurt C. Hinamon's 5"
letter of March 26. His logic is strained at

best. I'm sure that the intent of the
Anheuser-Busch advertisement was not
to condone rape but to sell beer. I'm sure
that the Collegian also in no way activ^y
supports rape, their intent was to secure
revenue, and nothing more.

His is a classic example of shoddy logic,

I am not impressed with Hinamon's
psychoanalysis of the American male as a
creature that is easily moved to crimes of
violence by the sight of large breasts.
Rape is not the "use of women for sex"
as Hinamon states, but an act of violence.
It is much akin to tf>e types of assault men
are often victims of, motivated by a
sickness that is already there, not tha
nature of the human form. The mentally
healthy male is not abnormaly motivated
by a healthy sight.

Men may indeed consider woman sex
objects, and at times rightfully so, for
sexuality is an undeniable part of the
human animal. As soon as the students of
UMass realize that the female body is and
should be attractive to the male, we'll all

sleep a lot easier Indeed our society is

infected with many antiquated customs
that need to be changed or abolished, but
sex IS not arte of them.

IMarIt Carignan
Southwaat

Everybody \/s. Collegian
ByJIMMORAN
Of late, it has become fashionable to be a

critic of the Collegian. If you're a meml)er
of a Third World group, the Collegian is a

"white-dominated, racist publication." If

you're a member of the gay community,
then the Collegian is a "fag-baiting scandal
rag." If you're involved with feminist

politics, the Collegian is a "bastion of male
supremacy." And if you're privileged

enough to hold a position of power in the

student government, the Collegian is

nothing more than "an establishment i of

.

amateurish pseudo-journalists who feed
their readership with headline-grabbing
stories of corruption and dirty pool."

It may well be that the Collegian is some
or all of these things. Looking at the make-
up of the Collegian staff, it is true that there

are more white than blacks, more straights

than gays (sigh!), only a 50-50 composition
of males and females, with males controll-

ing two out of three of the top posts, and
only one person in the Student Senate.
And I think that this very composition in-

dicates something -that criticism of the

paper alone has become a defense for non-
participation. Where are these holier-than-

thou critics when copy goes through the

slot desk for publication? Answer-
anywhere but the Collegian office.

In the case of Everybody vs. Collegian,

there is a distinction to be made, since wa
draw part of our funding (15 percent
roughly) from student fees. Thus, an ele-

ment of public accountability is involved

until soma force negates that funding reali-

ty. But accountability can only be fulfilled

with some participation by diverse groups
in all three facets of the publication: the

engineering, writing and policy-making.

Ur^aas minorittaa conaistantiy work at the

Collegian, there is no guarantee of a con-
sistency in Collegian policy. And no one is

presently denying any member of the

UMass community the right to express
their personal views on a singular or even
occasional basis. Tha forum for dissent ex-

ists, and works.
I had once humorously suggested to a

friend that the Collegian initiate a Men's
News and a White News column. The
response-"That's ridiculous, racist and
sexist!" My response to that response,
"isn't a women's News or a black news just

as ridiculous and prejudiced when you
think of it?" Do mere lack of numbers make
one segment any less subject to ac-

cusations of prejudice than another? All of

the cries of, "we want space in the

newspaper!" seem foolish. Envisioning a

Collegian made up of a page for this special

interest and a column for that minority

group is not promoting equality. It is called

something though, "Snparatism" And
remeber Brown vs Board of Topeka in

1954; "separate is not equal." If minority

groups want to achieve true equality in the

"news gathering and distribution" process,

then the integration with the rest of the

paper is the ideal for which they must
strive. And that means W-O-R-K! Perish

the thought.

When people shout, "The media has a
responsibility," under the guise of

pluralistic liberalism, one wonders if they
aren't t>arking up the wrong tree? Didn't

Spiro T. Agnew utter something similar in

1970? I'm not denying that the media has to

have a sense of responsibility, but what of

readership responsibility? To make an
.i'mIii'I'. I* ,1 .s'tiiii'tit wants to start a
coi»<»Juin on. How to Taach Gwtocide

with Barbie Dolls," that's their own un-
fortunate business. It is our business to do
one of two things; not to lend support by
enrolling in their course, or, two-become
involved with the course to change its

direction. Throwing stones at the student
isn't going to do a helluva lot to stop the
demented minds that support genocide.
Getting back to our particular issue--the

readership has a responsibility to open up
the Collegian and accept that they will not
like everything that they see, or, to become
involved with the paper to shape its

destiny.

No one is denying that the Collegian haa
been discriminatory or "insensitive" in tha
past. But when you look around society,

the concession has to be made that tha
media is certainly a more flexible social

institution than most. After all, it didn't take
federal marshals to ensure the insertion of a
Nummo News, and it didn't take an act of
Congress to make the Collegian endorse a
gay rights bill editorially. And in the case of
feminist representation last year, tha
Collegian proved that its offices can even
become a convention hotel to discuss tha
issues of the day--free of charge. Yes,
sometimes it does take outside presures to

make the Collegian budge. Yes, sometimes
only tokenistic changes are made. But isn't

this one case where the means justify the
ends?

Supporting the belief that newspapers
are mirrors of the society that they write
about, I am reminded of something Adiai
Stevenson once said about government,
"Your leaders serve you wall (as iiUKtiva as
you may be), in fact, often you gat batter
than you daaarva."
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Ahora seeks budget hike
B^ BfTH SeGEBS
Collegian Staff

AHORA members
seeking a higher budget for

next year's cultural
pfograms and the establish-

ment of a student staff, will

request an increased
budget tonight from the
Undergraduate Student
Senate's budget com
mittM.
AHORA is a Hispanic

organization developed in

1972 by students to "ef-
fectively d««l with
utscnmination, racism and
campus prejudice,' as well

as organize cultural
prograrrs for the ^0
current Portuguese and
Spanish speaking students
enrolled at the University,

m»nb«^ Jose Perez said

yesterday.
Perez said the AHORA

budget has declined
steadily over the past
several years although
Hispanic enrollment on
campus has risen from 90
stud^its in 1973 to its

current total.

Chairman of the Senate
budget commitee Jay
Miliender yesterday said he
expected the committee
would approve some sort of
financial increase for the
group, but added he did not
know what would be the
final figure approved on the
Senate floor several weeks
from now.

"I (toubt they wHI receive

the $18,000 they are
requesting," he said "but
the actual increase they
receive, as well as all other

groups, depends heavily on
whether the Student
Activities Tax Fee is in-

creased and by how
much," he said.

AHORA is currently
o(^rating on a budget of

S7,338.

Perez and Bilingual
Collegiate Prc^ram member
John Willshire said tfie

current budget has caused
several cultural programs to

be ^iminated and caused
AHORA to petition the
Finance Committee for

$1,600 in order to maintain
plans for Latin America
week, a celebration on
campus to be held April 23-

28
Willshire, who along with

tfie Admissions Office helps

to recruit Hispanic students
to campus, said it is im-

. portant not only to increarc

enrollrtient but also to

provide adequate facilities

and programs for the
students once they arrive.

' What good is it to bring

people to the university if

you can't take care of

them?" he asked. Willshire

also cited the elimination of

a special six-week orien-

tation program for Hispanic
students which has been
dropped for all incoming

Around campus
Drug raid at Hampsftire
Eight pleaded innocent m Hampshire County District

Court yesterday on drug related charges following an even
ing raid at two Hampshire College dormitories Tuesday
Seven of those arrested were Hampshire College

Students.

According to District Attorney Thomas Simons' office,

state police and Amherst officers entered one dorm room
and two apartments at about 8^ p m with three search
warrants sworn out by Simons
"The district attorney indicated cocaine, mari)uana and

hashish, of 'substantial value,' as well as paraphernalia
relating to the distribution and use of controlled
substances, were seized by the police," Simons' office

said.

Judge Ann Gibbons yesterday continued six of the
Students' cases to April 10 and released them on their own
recognizance, a spokesman from the district court
Magistrate's office said yesterday.

Keith Dubay Jr , 25, of Bristol, Conn., and Walter A.
Wheeler, 19, of 138 Brittany Manor, Amherst were
ordered held in Hampshire County Jail. Their cases were
continued to April 3, the spokesman said.

Dubay and Wheeler were both charged with possession
of cocaine and marijuana with intent to distribute. Wheeler
was also charged with possession of a hypodermic needle

i'>' ^ .V'o' Press, state and Amherst
polict,' uunfiscated stjvf3n to oiqhl pounds of marijuana,

pjlus several ounces of cocaine and an unspecified amount
of hashish

Hampshire College students Shannon W Steel, 23,

David J Stern, 19, Hiro M. Chanri, 21, and Ellen G. Blaine,

18, were charged with possession and manufacture of

marijuana with intent to distribute.

David J. Hoffman, 19, was charged with possession of

marijuana and hashish.

Elizabeth A. Kaplan, 18, of Enfield House was also

charged with possession of marijuana.
The Associated' Press yesterday said Tuesday's arrests

were the the "first campus drug raid in the 10 year history

of Hampshire College."

Bromery refused N. Y. post
UMass Amherst Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery was

one of five final candidates for president of Stony Brook
college in Long Island, New York, but the school's acting

president was chosen for the position Tuesday. Bromecf
has resigrtad as Chancellor effective June I.

Brorr>ery was interviewed for tf>e post at the Stony
Brook campus Tuesday momir>g. according to a achooi
press aida, but that night the prftMdential search courKil

chose acting President Pater A. Pond ir>ctaad.

Stony Brook, part of the Suta University system of Maw
York, has 17,000 students.

School of Ed fair to€/ay

The School of Education will hold itt semi-annual pro-

gram fair today in room 121 of the education building. In-

terested students will have the opportunity to talk with

directors and staffs of undergreduate teacher education

and human services programs, according to coordinator

Michael Schwaru.
The purpose of th« opan houaa is to provide students

with information about the 20 altamatiM programs, and

supplamantal coursae offsrad in tha undergraduate School

of Education curriculum, Schwartz said.

Applications for admission to tha various programs and
appointmanti for intarviawM wfl also boavaVabla.

stu<tents, as an example of

what budget cuts have
caused.

"The number of Hispanic
students in the state and
country is growing 9vety
day and it is becoming more
Important for them to

attend college so they can
gel away from always being
in the lowest paid jobs and
socuM closes, he said.
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"SUNDAY BLOODY
SUNDAY"

at

8:00, Thorn. 102
free admis<iion

a service of the Peopled Gay Alliance

Save up to $20 or more on men's

traditional Siladium® rings and
selected women's 10K gold rings.

SEE THE ARTCARVED REPRESENTATIVE
vary ttifMly Irem alyta to slyt*.

DEPOSIT $15

You get your choice of the free options showr> above, and save money

Take advantage of this great sale on highest quality college rings See

them t¥Mt. Order yours today

DEPOSIT REQUIRED. ASK ABOUT MASTER CHARGE OR VISA.

DATE

LAST DAY
TODAY
MARCH 29

PLACE

AT THE

LNIVERSITY STORE
10 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

another service of the UNIVERSITY STORE campus center
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By THEMEMBERS OP THEZONEOF SILENCE
A MytfHis i$ a my^H^ogical origin oran a/tamatm raa/f-

ry. Througft tha UMass Mytfws a/I can ba axplmnad,
•" ^"^ "^"^ ""i^ "iiii^

I would liica to tales

you on a strange iourney, to a land of durtgamia and
dragons, of gremlins ar>d gods and of computers arKi

cannibatem. It is a mythical piMa, known as UMns. It

is a journey you will ranfiambar for a very, very long

tNna.

In the beginning all was null and void, but there was
OSCAR And OSCAR moved on the face of Amherst
and siad, "Let there be CAOSI" Arul so began the Five

College area.

The almighty OSCAR rasidas in tha temple Whitla».
OSCAR'S greatest power is that of affecting the flow of

tinf>e. It is this power which allows OSCAR to change
tha days of the weak. <Whitmore it's not.)

From tiiTw to time, it is necessary to pay homaoa to

OSC/M%. This is done through his discipla. BURsAR.
Homage conaiste of small ractanoular offerings, (lab fee

cvds, checks cash, etc) . One must stand in great lines

to deHwer thm sacrifical offeringa. so that OSCAR may
be appeased.
On tfie lav^ in front of the temple, tf>era era wfiat ap-

pear to be two flagpoles. In reality tfwaa are transmitters

which emit ^ves of diaptacemem. Where the waves
cwicsi out (rKxlal points) time flows rK>rmiMty. Where
they don't, time plays very foul tricks. This explains why
ru) two clocks agree.

The UMass bus system does, in fact, run on time, but

since tfte buses pasts through the time discrepancies,

tfiey appaer to arrive off schedule throughout their

routes.

The Lord Orcfwrd Hil is the deity of CAOS and buses.

Surely you have noticed a bus that can't possibly exist,

such as an Orchard Hill bus coming from Southwest.

Most people believe that an Out of Service bus goes

back to the garage, but where does a UOFM bus go' It

has already arrived, so where can it go? Even more
puzzling ^ an Express bus. Where is Express? Is it a

town, a street? Is it anywhere near Chartered? Or if it is

an Express bus (to somewhere I. where is it going in

such a hurry?

/Like Loki of Norse mythology, the Lord Orchard Hill

is sponsible for creating CAOS. The he does with

buses./

You may have been on a bus when, all of a sudden, it

changed into another bus. The change from one bus
into another is accomplished through the process of

mutation. All day the buses mutate from one thing to

another. The one question that remains unanswered
about the buses is. do they enjoy mutating? They
certainly do it often enough. At nigfit there is one bus

that can't seem to make up its mind so it changes from
' an Orchard Hill to a Campus Shuttle, then mutates back

and forth all night.

Everyone must have needed a bus when there were

none around. For those who know how it is possible to

summon a bus, this is done by changing OHM...after a

while it slowly changed ot OH-
M...WAT
T.VOLT...AMPERE. COULOMB. ..JOULE. ..etc. By
the time you run out of names for electricity, a bus will
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have come. O* for thoae with the power, once tftey

have a bus, they can change it into whatever tftey desire

with a simple. "Let us inutste."

Does anyone know what QUINAPIAC »? What does it

do? What color is it? Some say it is a pair of red pantt

fer a very large two dimensional person. However, meet
brieve it is an ion storm shelter.

Twice a day it is necesaary to voyage K> the Pa^oa
D.C. for spirKual refreshment. In exchange for this, oim,

muat hp out part of one's soul. By tfie end of tfie'

swnester (a local time unit), the only thing left of one's

soul is Xha ID. Tfie ID is an integral part of tfie soul.

Souls have been red for the peat three semesters, but
have t>een different colors in the put.
Has anyone made it from one end of the FAC to tfie

other, on the inside? In reality it is not a Fine Arte

Center, but mtfier a hu^ maze, a Skinner Box for

people. The outside may be beautiful, but the inside s
pure insanity. (It has three sets of rooms with duplicate

room numbers.)
/FAC AKA WC (Wast of Concrete)/
In many casaa it is possible to go from buikfing to

building witfiout going outside, using tunnels, elevators

and overpases. One can go from HERT—BART

—

TOBIN; S COLL- -LIB', THOM -MACH', GARAGE-
CC SU. GRC GOES.
/It ia cheaper to build an annex, ttian «i entire new
building./

Along v^th the Lord Orchard Hill arxf tfie Almighty
OSCAR, there exists the lesser god, NOS. NOS is

embodied in CYBER, who inhabits the ^rine GRC.
NOS is the god of wisdom and entertainment, or more
properly education and games. Tfie way to com-
munitcate with NOS is to sit at a NOS station (there are

many scattered througfiout campus) and type the

mystic phrases. Once you have his attention f^OS will

do anything asked of him, from solving immense
problems to playing involved games.
/As a soul is to a person, as an operating system is to a

computer, so is NOS nnto CYBER
The eye of OSCAR sees all.

Like all gods, OSCAR has the power to create w
eliminate people. Creating one is no problem, and if for

some strange reason OSCAR takes a dislike to a

student, he has various means of getting rid of him.

1 . Send him a bill he couldn't possibly handle.

2. Drop all his courses and pretend he doesn't exist.

3. Employ the Gremlin Corps to eliminate him. (The

gremlins are the mindless multitude tfiat serve

OSCAR.)
The Gremlin Corps is divided into many parts:

A. H.S.andD.C.
If you have something they can't readily cure or if

they make a mistake, rather than worsen their already

tiad reputation. Health Services shoots you over to the

Dining Commons in the file chute which connects all

the Health Service offices. This is how the DC. gets its

supplies and it also explains the quality of the food.

(Meatloaf again, anyone?)
"b.lib.
Another way of eliminating people is to get them into

a library elevator. Sometimes they don't stop, and other
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times tliey teke tfiem to placss Hka tfie sub-sub-

bssament or ttM 28th floor, from which theie is no
return.

C. P.P.P.

Otfier gremlins include the P. PP. snd it's ^Hous
subdivisions, the P. P.P. P. and tha P.P. P.P. P., elc.

Everyone has sewi ttiem driving around in tfieir yellow

vana, but has anyone ayar caught them working?

/Physical Plan People (f^inters or Plumbers)/

D-A.T.
Amherst Towing is a division of the Gremlin Corps If

tf^ P.P.P. exists but doesn't appear to do anything, the
opposite can be sad of AmfMrst Towing. They are

never seen, yet tfteir work » always done. Tfiey come
like nympfis at tfie dawn of morn to wi^ away their

prize on gbaaamw wir^. No one knows what they look
like.

E?
There n an unknown group of gremHns tfiat occupws

experiment statiora East and West. Cars are parked and
leave. Lights go on and off, but no one ever enters or
leaves. It is thought that these mutant craaturee are
responsible for DNA research. One of tfieir mutent
creatures that escaped was known as "The Bush." In

tfie back of Worcaater Dining Commons there grew a
huge green leafy bush, on the side of the road. Un-
su^MCting cars wouki park alongside it and slowly "The
Bu^" would cover tfiem over until tfie entire car waa
consumed. 'The Bush" was carniverous and it had an
affinity for compacts. Somehow after the last winter
"The Bush" was cut down; gone. But now it returns to
seek it's revenge as "Son of Bush."
UMass has the seasonal Metawampi Triangle. Who

might you ask is Metawampi and what and why is the
Metawampi Triangle-' Metawampi is the Indian God the

Metawampi Swamp is named for. The middle of cam-
pus sits on the Metawampi Swamp. The area is back of

the Biuewall and SUB is the Metawampi Traingle. Peo-
ple walk into there in tfie spring, disappear into the
ooze, and are never seen or heard from again.

The fact is that the majority of campus sits on a
swamp, especially Southwest. One day a fat person is

going to step on the wrong side of Southwest and the
entire area will flip over. People who used to live on the

20th floor will be living on the 20th sub-basement. There
are now five towers in Southwest. They began to build

a sixth until it began to sink. So they changed it to a din-

ing commons. Southwest has the tallest non-steel r«n-

forced structures of its kind.

Even the weather of UMass is strange unto itself.

What happens on campus doesn"t happen elsewhere,

and what happens elsewhere doesn't happen here. Be it

snow, rain, wind or fog, it changes when you leave

campus and the influence of OSCAR

.

A most special event to witness is to drive late at

night in the nearby area when it is totally fogbound.
Then turn down Route 116. The fog magically parts to

reveal what could only be Atlantis at night. It is a vision

of a galaxy of multicolored stars that twinkle in a deep
blue sea. It is truly breathtaking to behold. Also quite

ironic, given its reputation.
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Armidillo Bomb By Ted Page

"So. Mhy ttM t^ do y«' v^nna join the
army?" bellowwJ the ccKporai "Ha\« ^'
got gutt. can ya' fight, huh?"

I (k) not ^ish to j«n tt^ army, but I <io

have insid* information that may be of
great interest to your commanding officer,

it IS impwatwe that I tee htfnl" The Mun^y
man Mret gettir^ upset. Quite fussed. Hw
forehMd wm red and wnnkked m conster
nation, while the top of his head was clean
and glistening (free from it s blanket of
hair)

The man patted Ne scelp Uke a cow farmer

swatting a haif^,
"OK. OK, Itlget commander Whitny

'

"Step on H," said ttw man. His left hand
caressed ha one piece of bodily hair

growth his moustach. He had bean
waiting for a counsel with the Americans
for some time. 'Tint's right," he spoke
again (with a heavy Russian accent): "I

must speak to Jimmy Carter within the next

twenty-four hours. It ia of paramount im-

portance."
The man...
"You may caH me Podoge>ma

"

Thank you Well, Podogevna had juet

about bashed Na aged head against ttte

wall while waiting for tfw co(Tvn«^ir>g of-

ficer Suddenly. .

"What, wtiere. eh?" Podogevna. startled

from a momentary slumber, pranced about
with his hands (palms outward) poised in

the air before him. He was very curious.

Suddenly
"Very suddenly,"

the pudgy man placed a wet cotton

wad in his mouth and sat in the comer of

the small room. The author continued.

A commanding officer, very possibly com-
mander Whitny.

"I am commander Whitny What's all

this fuss about'" The sixty-year-oW mfn
promenaded irno a position of comrr«nd:
legs apart, coat tails billowing m a non-

existent wind He was born to command;
born to luxury and chubby, nonchalant

eating at plush velvet topped oak tables

Often, while sitting in his office with 1750

brandy brimming over in his crystal glass,

lie would imagine what life would have

been like if he had not been brought into

this world through a womb that was heir to

over two million dollars.

'Money, fame, command; these are all

mine." bellowed the man heartily." And
what in God's name are you doing with wet
cotton stuffed in your mouth?

"

Whitny was staring at Podogevna, who
was vainly attempting to remove the cotton

from his craw. The commander strode to

him and, with one deft yank, had the soak

ed cotton m the waste basket to his right

"You know," said Whitny, "I have a

waste basket like that at my house It's just

the same, with photographs of fine

American horses galloping along; think of

all the gound hog holes that could entangle

one mighty hoof Bang, that's it. No se

cond chances to be photographed for a

waste basket
"

"TtM is not a matter I can discuss wKh
low ranking rabble. My informatwn can
mean a great deal to the President, but. of

course, that is only if he wants to see tf>e

world continue.
"

Whitny tapped h« left boot against the

^KK in m\ angry rhythm. Who is this guy.
he thought? Is he some Ruskie agent; soma
commte out to kill the President?

'*How do I krK)w you're not out to kiN

«NRvny?" asked the commvtder.
'"You tna'i search me," whimpered

Podogevna with a shrug 'But if I don't get

to the President in tfie next twenty-four

hours your an will fry That is a promise."

Jknmy Mood up behirtd his wide arcfwrig

daA. tm Mn riMvas tucked up and his tia

looM. Ha had baan poring over a congraa-
sional bMI. awaiting Podogevru arnf ha "In-

formation." As Podogevr>a entered, tfia

President walked tcMward him, ftand

outstratcftad. srrvling.

"Welcome to the Waaaaaathouae,"
drawtod ttw Prasidant. "I have lots of nice

<taiaya m tha comar, if you want to amuaa
youraaif iniffNig tt>em until I gat back. I

have to go pick 19 aomatfiirHl from my
secretary

"

Podogevr«a was dumbatruck, awad by
Jimmy's praaanca. As the President

sauntered out Podogevna slumped into a
huge laatftar redir>ar ar>d redinad with a
sigh It was almost time to inform tf^e Presi-

dent of the United States of "the plan."

A short series of grunts erupted from the
hallway leading to the oval office. Ap-
parently the President was carrying
something heavy, cumbersome. The oak
box (three feet by two feet) thudded to ttw
floor in front of Podogevna.

"Well," said Jimmy, "there it is."

'There is what?" asked Podogevrw.
"Oh. do you want some? It's Mowie-
Powie-fresh from the Hawaiian Islands. It

was a gift from the governor."
Podogevna's eyes changed their focus,

as if all the lights in the room had been turn-

ed off and he had to adapt io darkness.
Jimmy pulled out a bud that must have
weighed over half on ounce. "I know it's

before supper, but what the heck, we only

live once " The President stuffed the bud
into a small cubicle that folded out from the

back of Podogevna's recliner.

Podogevna lifted, and to his surprise the

cover flipped to the side with mechanic

grace. A series of five buttons shone on the

revealed panel.

"Press the blue button," said Jimmy
He pressed What then happened was

never clear in Podogevna's head; very few
things were. A large gasmask attached to a

mechanical arm rose up from behind the

chair It was an exceptional gasmask; its

frontal section was one long tube with a

bowl on the upper portion of the end. It

seemed as if some Vietnamese soldier had

dismantled his gasmask, and renovated it

into a make shift bong comparable to a

hospital anesthesia breather. But this bong

was made by government hands, technical

engir>eers picked from top corporations; it

was devi, sleek and efficient.

Podogevna felt the arm clarr^ it to his

head and heard tfte bowl being lit. A small

digital light board in front of his eyes blink-

ed inhale deeply'... 'inhadle deep-
ly*. ..'inhale deeply.'

"He'll be OK in a couple of minutes. That
w«s soma toke I guess." Tha doctor stared
into Podogevna's bloodshot (almost un-
Maing) eyes.

"If I hid known." said Jimmy, "If I

had...understood ha had auch kMw
tolerance to THC'

"Happens to an of us, Mr President, it's

nott>ing to worry about. Welt, I've got a
maating at eight, so rf that's all I gueas I'll

head on." The doctor kx:ked his black bag
and shuffled off.

"Podogevna." pleaded Carter while
looking into fus ayes. "Podogevna, can you
undarstar>d wtut I'm saying?" Tha jellyfish-

Mia man crumpled before^ Preaident did

not fkfKh. "If you undarstarxi me just life

your left pinkie."

Tha pinkia roaa IHia tha brokMi haad of a
anaka.
"Good, good Now just take orw of

theaa." Jimmy placed a tablet in Podogev-
r^'s right hand. "Go ahead, take it, tfM
doctor prescribed it."

He swallowed the pill. After a short

pauaa (as Jimmy sauntered over to a near-

by cfiairl Podogevna became curious.

"What, " he asked, "was in that pill?"

Jimmy kx>ked up from a copy of the hfew
York Times.

"Speed; very powerful arxl invigorating.

You'll fed much better."

In one hour's time Podogevna was
scamperir>g about like a bunny rabbit at-

tacf>ed to a ten volt battery.

"So, Mr. President, yes, yes. yes, yes,

yes. No, let's see, two seconds ago I was
goirtg to say something. Yes. yes, yes, yes,

yes, yes oh, yes, yes, yes, yes, I was
goir>g to tell you all the information. Yes,

yes, yes. now, yes."

"What is the information?" The Presi-

dent looked slightly austere; he was
becoming annoyed with this hyper rodent.

"Well, well, well. It is a long story, but I

will try to make it short."

"You do that "

"I will." He paused in doubt or confusion.
"Right now"
"It all happened about ten years back.

My country feared your country would
devastate my country with a n»»clear at-

tack. In fact we were petrified."

"So were we." said Jimmy as his chair

swiveled towards Podogevna.
"Of course. But you see, the USSR did

not want to be destroyed. So we planted

armidillo eggs in all of your nuclear

warheads."
The President could not restrain his

laughter. Audio chunks of southern glee

slid past his fat lips. "That's nothin', I used
to eat armidillo eggs for breakfast. They are

r
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quite tasty and nutriti<MJS, also quite good
for the teeth."

"...You do not understand Jimmy. The
eggs were meant to hatch, and hatch they
did. And do you know. Jimmy, that ar-

midillos get hungry?"
"So?"

"Wftat do you suppose hungry baby aff
midillos eat when confined in nuclav
warheads?"

"Whatever you feed them?"
"Yes, but if you feed them nothing?"
"Ummmm."
"Wires, Mr. Preaidam."
"Jinrniy."

"Wires, Jimmy. Thay aat tha asaantial

warhead wires that datonata the TNT that

detonates the plutonium. They make avaiy
US missile utterly disfunctional."

"Good God." whimpered Jimmy. He
k>oked as though a fieavanly angel had in-

jectd his brain with Novecain.

Tf>e President stumbled from bahirxl his

daak and (aa if drawn by a magnet in zero
gravity) scampered to ttte laatfwr raclinar

so recently occupied by Podogevna.
"Of course, Jimmy, in the e«/ent of a

rHidear war the US would be destroyed
regardless. The armidillos woukJ merely en-
sure that the USSR would remain intact."

The President sat rigid and unseeing in tf>e

recliner. He k>oked as though a doctor had
just told him his mother was a transvestite

heroin addict. He pressed tf>e scadet but-

ton on tf>e left arm of the chair.

"But, Jimmy, there is not much to fear,"

crooned the Russian while sauntering to

one of the many windows in the oval office.

"I do not think my governnfwnt wishes to

destroy you yet." When Podogevna
looked back at Jimmy he perceived a huge
bubble wtiere tf>e President had been.
Smoke swirled around inside it as multi-

colored lasers refracted against the glass

shell.

A look of sly contentment spread slowly

across Podogevna's face (much like a wavs
of unsolidified jello would slide over a glass

sheet). He checked his watch; plenty of

time. "This plan is indeed perfect." ha
though. "I shall not fail."

*

The bubble around Jimmy's chair suddenly
fragmented (like a blooming rose) and
disappeared below the floor. All that re-

mained was a pile of Jimmy and clouds of

black hash smoke wafting above his head.

"Oh, I almost forgot to tell you." said the

Russian (with mock concern), "in this brief-

case I have photographs of your son Chip
performing illicit sex acts with a snnall furry

rodent. And. in case you are interested. I

have documented evidence showing that

your daughter Amy has flown to NYC to

become a prostitute. But do not be con-
cerned, I am sure she is being well paid."

Podogevna dropped the evidence into Jim-

my's quivering lap.
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Film
CHINA
SYNDROME

Although Tha China
Syndrome is not about a
Red Scare, after realizing

the dangers of big business
presented in this film, you
may want America's public

utility companies to be
government owned.
Tha China Syndrome ia

a fictious thriller about an
accident in a nuclear power
plant. The accident oa:urs
as a television news
reporter (Jane Fonda) and
her cameraman (Michaal
Douglas) tour a nudaar
power plant, taping an
uncontrovarsial energy
series. Although filming of
xhe plant's control room ia

forbidden, Douglas
discreetly aims his canwra
as xhe technicians fool with
gauges and tha buikling

vibrataa.

FoTKla, a "aoft-naws"
raportar, schadulae tha tape
for har evening broadcast,

but tha station manager
cenaors it, ar>d k>cks it in a
vault. The plant's publk:

relations man told him that

r>o accident occurad. It was
juat a mirH>r irtcMant, ha
said, caused by human
error. Douglas ramambars
tha worried expression of
tfie control room supervisor
(Jack Lemmon) while his

technicians scurried ar>d tha
plant shook

.

Acting in Tha China
Syndrome is superb.
Watch for an Academy
Award ru>mination to Jack
Lemmon. Micftaal Douglaa
is also good, but hie

character, an emotional,
simply dressed radical, ia

too stereotypical.

Jana Fonda is dassy aa
usual. Crosse uttir>g and
Fonda made this film

suspenseful on two levels.

While we want tfte utility

company's secrets to be
expoaad, we are also
rooting for tha reporter's

first big break.

Nuclear energy ad-
vocates we in a furor over
the film's strong anti-nuke

statement. There is some
dispute over technical
accuracy. But if China

Syndrome has scientific

flaws, technical advisors
(resigned General Electric

technicians) cannot be
blamed. The GE name is a
household stamp. It is a
rarely challenged, powerful,
standard American in-

stitution The Annerican
people deserve opposing
views, no matter how
subjective and biased.

Disagreement among
nuclear experts (over tf)e

film's accuracy), itself

illustrates the mystery of
this new energy source

.

Tha China Syndrome
claims that nuclear safety is

impossible because utility

corporations would rather
save mor>ey than take
precautions. Although this

notion is far-fetched, it

appropriately satirizes big
business; our rulers.

Tha China Syndroma is

a worthwhile and en-

tertaining film. Besides
iHumiriating nuclear energy
related problems, it says a
tot about human nature in

trying circumstances
WfMther tftere are some
faults in its accuracy is

insignificant for xhe issue is

significant and timely And
unlike many films, it doesn't
leave you wf>en you step
out of the darkerted theatre,

for its mystery lies not in the
art of fiction, but in the
gamble of our future.

- Debra Roth Santa

FAST BREAK
It would be Msy to

dismiss Faatbraak by
thinking xhe movie was
"Mr. Kotter Becomes a
Basketball Coach " In a
aanse, that's true. Gabe
Kaplan's cfiaracterization of
Davkj Greene contains
elements of Kotter - the
Brooklyn roots, the one
liners, tf>e sensitivity, the
fallibility. But Kaplan and
the movie strive for more •-

they "go for it." as tha title

sor>gsays.
For years delicatessen

clerk David Greene (Kaplan)
has sent out letters begging
for 8 job coaching basket-
ball. His efforts are finally

rewarded when the presi-

dent of unknown Cad-

wallader College, impressed
by Greene's willingness to
coach "for nothing," offers

him a position as head
coach. After son>e negotia-
tion, the president (John
Chappel) promises Greene
$50 per win. room and
Ifeeanl, and if Greene's team
beats Nevada State, a 3
year. $30,000 per year con-
tract.

Before iMving for Cad-
wallader, Greene faces two
major obstacles. First, his

wife Jan IRandae Heller)

refuses to accompany him
to Nevada. Second, Greene
must find a team. He leaves
for Nevada with four of his

starting five players, an
unusual craw that indudes
a pool shark (Bernard
King), an oversexed
teenage evagelist (Michael
Warren), a former high
school basketball star on
the lam from the law
(Harold Sylvester), and a
girl (Mavis Washington)

.

Upon arriving at Cad-
waNadar, Greene and his

gang find a rurnJown gym,
cramped living quarters,
and the fifth member of the
starting five, a football
player (Reb Brown) who is

out for basketball because
the school can't afford a
football team. Despite
these obstacles. Greene
molds the team into a
highly successful unit, and
guides them to a
showdown with Nevada
State.

Faatbraak 'a plot is too
predictable and occas-
sior>ally oversentimental.
But director Jack Smight
keeps the movie rolling

ak>r>g at a brisk pace, and
receives a solid per-
formance from Gabe
Kaplan in his film debut.
The acting jobs turned in by
the supporting cast,
especially King,
Washington, and Brown
are excellent.

Fastbraak is played for

laughs ar>d the cast seem to
enjoy themselves If you're
looking for light entertain-

ment, this amusing, upbeat
film will certainly give you
your money's worth.

Rod Carvath

Armidillo Bomb cour.....^^^
The President's blood-shot eyes did not

waver, they simply remained blank. He was
thinking of sun-soaked days in Georgia; of
the times before politics had entered his

Kfe. Dirt, worms, peanuts; these had all

baan his. Now. What dki he have now? A
proatitute daughter, a perverted son ar>d a
nation totally dafanoalasa againat nuclear
attack.

"ArnJ one more thing." whispered
Podogevna. "the sartate just voted to im-
peach you on tha grouruis of incompetarv
cy.

At tf>at moment the Presklent seemed to
be at the crest of a towering cliff. Betow
was darkness, in back was a life of torment
and confusion. With agonizing slowness
(or, at least, it seemed agonizing to

Podogevna) Jinrvny's left hand reached for

the console on the arm of his chair. The
cliff beckoned, the button itched, it yearn-

ed to be pressed.

"Press it. press it!" thought Podogevna.
The Russian's entire training and subse-
quent career rested on what Jimmy's stalky

little fingy would do.

^^^^^^^COJJ^ROM P

He pressed It.

YIIIHAAAA!" yelped Podogevna in a
spasm of ecstatic jubilation. His joy was
short lived. Ten armed guards swarmed in-

to the office.

"Arrest this man." mumbled Carter. "He
ia cfiarged with telling extravagant lias in an
attempt to make me overdose."

"'I suppose you expect me to scream a
parting diche Mr. PreskJent," saki

Podogevna contemptuously as the guards
secured his arms.
"I was rather planning on it."

"Ba!"and with that the Russian was haul-

ed away.

In the silence of the office the President's

face began to stretch into a beaming smirk
of relief and satisfaction.

"Gosh," thought Jimmy. "Gosh, gosh,
gosh. gosh, gosh." he chuckled out loud.

"How terribly silly the world has become."
The six thousand hungry armidillos mun-

ching contentedly on their feast of warhead
wires well, .they just had to agree.
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RNE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

IbOSNoAnDBQK

SUNDAY. APRIL I 8 PM
Ticlwts now on mI« G«n«ral Public ft. 7, «.

UMm* Stu^Mits H. h I. S«nlor Citizens t7. «, 5.

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 4 • PM

Ticiccit now on mIo Gontrol Public 97. *. S.

UMots Studtntt • iS. 4, 3. Sonlor Clflzont • M.
S. 4.

Fire >RTS CEtVER ONCERT H4.L

Fiw Am Ctnttr Boi Otfica M-F 9-4. 54S-2S11
•N Ntw Engiifid Tickttrofl Ltcatltilt.

Une in ihe ca;sual eleganc e of

Plumbleys
off I Iv* rYMnifirvii/ofT the common

Then Join us In our Pub

Thureday

PAM BRICKER and
REED BUTLER
no cover 9-till

I

Sunday Night Showcase

ANYONE CAN PLAY
Singers, comedians, jugglers

Traditional folk & jazz
No auditions

Call Ed for info, 253-7646,
afternoon

Plumbley*s: gtxKl
fcxxl. gcxxt c*nierialn-

mefit. and a little- bit of
everything for every-
one*!

30 Boltwood Walk
Amherst Ctr.

253-9S86
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First lesson:

Bonded Bourixm is so
unique that it t(x>k an
act of Coneress (in 1897)

to estabiisn the

standards for

ddCrand-Dad
and either Bonded
iwiiiskeys.

100 is perfect.

Bonded Bourbon
must be 100 proof.

No nnore. no le».

FtiuU exam.
You need only one
sip to recognize

the dearly superior
Quality and taste of

Old Grand-Dad.
Cheers!

Old Grand-Dad Bonded
is authentic Kentucky sour-m.ish

Bourbt>n, made VNith pun- limestone
w«itiT, the finest grains, and dged in new
diarred-twk barroK

Only Bonded
whiskoys havf a grc

tax stamp. It's your
antec that the vvhisk

at least four years n

Old Grand-Pad Bonded is

ii/iCiJi/s aged longer

<i?jr^
.c^V

.^

Ghosts

I see ghosts,

you and I

in this room
on that jsed.

I hear ghosts,

soft laughter,

love-sighs so real

and so low.

I have memories;
like cobwebs.

I collect them
from the ceiling.

'^i^«i?.'*V
>H'•>^o* \<«

69

ANa^Thirty sih^er-studded

I shake them away,
but they cling to me|

or fly about
like ghosts.

A-'
t^^*it-

Si>

%<.<S^^V.^>.
.kPJ*.«'^*!Pv<!r«0^ ,.s»r ,*>'•':<?>" .^z

^^>V
Brown Bag Poetry

Examining the Shavings

Reality is

razor stubbles.

sweet imperfections

so subtle,

one has to

strip her

to learn

if she is

naturally blonde.

Examining the Shavings
(Version 2)

Reality is

razor stubbles,

sweet imperfections

so subtle, one has to

strip her to learn if

she is naturally

blonde.

I eat poetry for lunch.
I sit and write and let each bite
Of ham and cheese take me

Into life's gooey center.
Into the cream in the Devil Dog;
And when I'm finished furrow-

ing through,
I stop a while to smile
At its deiiciousness.

Poetry

WATERFALLS

^rds that I could die to|

M^'

HresistaWe

IS she spoke the

'^''
from the trees

came leaves

that flutter^

-

and sputtered

to the ground

,V sights sailed dear

JHeavens ^^^ ,^^0 her arms.

u found myse« enveloped

with her \ovc.

^o/ 't^rt/'^ni, ^^o^y^^ ">^

V
^ofe

'^sf.

^Ss 'Sf

^o.
'^Sf.

(I,.ltl.>l .1' It.^n-I ..,1 I 1.1,1 |ti-llM. 11 1 .

:^^.
"^a,

Weakening .^^^.^W
with

collapsing
myb^^^^

the splashing

^ ^ water

white

,oam that spevve^Jf'
the eternal kisses

that Sreaa>s are made of

IShe
Istrenghtened

^V ^^.^.^ vvatertalls

.P'ro^those v^hojov.

'To Jane Lund)
you Walk Towards Me
Offering With Both Hands[A Creamy Skull
Streaked With Small Shadows

across theUl Oon't Know What To Do With It

.More Luminouslttfe?f^
hers Of The Gallery

^^® ^'^orescence

rre&rt::^ The Brown Shirt,

Into Large Hands Cradii
Bones •ng The Mottled

As They Pull Me

LooVna's!'°T" ^' ^'^""^^
Looking Straight On
Caressing Death In Her Hands.

Janine Roberts

zombies playing
poker in the flood

With the facecards on the table proudly
wearing masks of mud.
All except for Mick the joker, who is

bursting like a bud.

As his laughter serves as warning for

the wasted.

Mary Jane is looking for some friends to

take to tea.

All her friends are gone and now she's

coming after me.
Sixty seconds pass and then I'm headin'

for the sea.

The shipping clerk at Woolworth's is in

love with Ethel Merman
When he hears her happy voice he can
forget that he was German

In the days when Beriin ovens cooked
up food that caused some squirmin',

But today, even he can drive his Pinto.

The conductor on the freight train has a

thing for Judy Garland.

She reminds him of a French giri that he
knew back home in Hariem.

When he took her to the streets and said.

"Go get some money dariin,"

He just never thought that some day
she'd defy him.

Mary Jane is looking for some friends to

take to tea.

All her friends are gone and now she's

coming after me.

Sixty seconds pass and then I'm headin'

for the sea.

All the Kaopectate robots are now trying

to decide

Just whith one of them will be the

groom, and who will be the bride.

Then they'll run off to the nation they've

created just to hide.

But the UN will not ratify their charter.

To the dinosaur who's munching on a

rainbow and a car-

He knows he's not going to be going
very far.

Still he says so very well that he is gonna
be a star.

He may fail, but the trip is all that matters.

Mary Jane is looking for some friends to

take to tea.

All her friends are gone and now she's

coming after me.
Sixty seconds pass and then I'm headin'

for the sea.

Jim Moran

f
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Books in Review-
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THE BEST THINGS ON
TV-COMMERCIALS
by Jonathan Price
PanguinHM
You may love them or hate

them. They may be an ex
cuse to raid the fridge or a
chance to use the John
They can be totaiy inane, or
more entertaining than the
programs they interrupt,

but in his book. The Best
Thing on TV Comrt^ricals,
author Johnathan Price
points out that they are:

dangerous to make, violent
to the products they sell,

can be almost obscene,
emotional. coldly
calculated, carefully writ-

tan, overdirected,
star studded, extravagantly
produced, regulated and
censored, rated PG and still

the best thing on TV.
Before you get up and

walk away from a commer-
cial did you ever consider
iust what It cost to make
or>e of these 30 secor>d ir

ritants' Price informs us
most commercials made in

1978 cost from $20,000 to
$40,000 to make, but fancy
ortes regularly go up to 60
and 100.000 and this isn t

taking into consideration
the cost of placing the
finished spot on your
favorite program

Told in an inforrr^al easy
style that never preaches,
talks down to the reader or
pretends it's a textbook, we
learn the five Ws and the H
(who. what, whan, wfiere,
why and how) of the com
mercial industry. How they
made the minolta spot
where two camera's blow
up and reassemble into
or>e. Where Speedy Alka
Selt/er really went Why
companies beat the living

davliqhts out of tf>eir pro

oucts in from uf your eager
eyes Who the intended au-

dierKe is. Where they get

Iho^ "ideas" and when the
commercial fmnaly airs,

what happens next to all

cor>cerned^
Price leaves nothing out as
even the subtlest dif

ferences are brought to
light, such as some ad
agencies want to capture
your attention with a

memorable scene forever to

be etched in yhour sub-
conscious, but "Other
admen content
themselves with great
lines. "Gee I could have
had a V 8 " "get Wise."
'We do It all for you

"

These work their way into

the conversation, like, "you
deserve a break today,"
and "When it rams it

pours." Morton's Salt and
McDonald's know the value
of a lingle you may like to

repeat Good slogans are
fingerlicking good They're
mountain grown, and
natural They put their

strength where the dirt is.

Like Bird's Eye, they've got
quality in their corner. Ar>d.

like Eveready Alkaline
Energi/ers, they last artd

laM "

there IS something here tor

the most casual interest in

the subject to the most ar

dent ad student, and you
can take that from someone
who remembers all the
words to "you'll wonder
where the yellow went,"
"Hi Ho Hey Hey chew
you're little troubles away,"
and why in 1963
C"H-E-E-R*. Cheer
washes whiter, whiter by
far!

"

— Michaal Sintona

FIREFOX
by Craig Thomaa
Dall

"Firefox" by Craig
Thomas is about the most
spine tingling thriller I've

#ver read. "The action
inoves at supersonic speed;
the suspense never lets

up." says a blurb on the
book's inside cover And
that's the truth — the action
is fast and you truly don't
know what to expect next.

Tha plot concerns in

cidents that come right out
of the cold war of the
1960'2. except technology
then would have prevented
Ifom happening most of
what the book is about. Six
hundred miles east of
Moscow, the Soviets are
preparing a new weapon for

final trials - a fighter plane
code named the "Firefox"
by Western intelligence.
The deadly new weapon
can fly at 4.000 miles per
hour plus, carries a
sophisticated Cdchc of
weapons, and an im-
penetrable antiradar screen.
And. the weapons are
thought controlled. Apilot,

wearing a special helmet,
need only look at his target

and think about firing one
of the plane's weapons for

the enemy to be blown
away
Western intelligence

comes upon tins startling

development, which
represents a grave threat to
world peace. There is no
wa^- the West can catch up,
i.;nless . . .

In desperation, a joint

British American team
devises a plan: Hijack the
Firefox right out from under
the Russians' eyes. So.
painstakingly, the effort is

p^ ^^^sj '-'^'Jor Store

A Welcomes you back

Miller cans & NR
$6.99 case

Schmidt's October Fest cans
$4.99 case
$1.50 six

Falstaff 12 oz.

$5.25 case

Italian Frascati

Red & White
1/5 $1.99

German Liebfraumilch
S.S. Pierce liter $2.99

Martini & Rossi Vermouth
Sweet & Dry 1/5 $3.29

Check our barrel prices

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

338 COLLEOE ST.
AMHERST

2S3-5384
256-8433

Not responsible for typo errors

J

begun and the West's best
fighter pilot is smuggled
into the Soviet Union Does
he succeed? Read the
book*

Ironically, the book's
greatest strength is also its

weak point. The action is so
fast and suspenseful, I

found myself skipping
ahead and missing the finer

points that round out a
novel A second reading
can help cure that; and, the
book can still be very in

teresting and exciting

Thomas went to great
depths to develop
characters; again, that
someimtes hurt because it

bogged the action down
ever so slightly But, the
fine character develop
ments early on made action
later much nf>ore believable
This was particularly so
when the pilot sent to steal

tfie Firefox nearly failed to
get into the plane while a
diversion was created for

him.

But all of these
"problems " are really not
problems at all The book is

fast paced, interesting, anfii

exciting throughout, and is

truly one of tfH)se books
you pick up and )U8t can't
put down until you're done.
- Chriatophar H. S c h m i 1

1

NATURAL MEDICINE
by Robert Thomson
McGraw-Hill
$10.98

"Gather round, come
hear the scientific principlaa
of herbal medicine, with
specific applications to
more than four hundred
conditions of tfie human
body!"
Hype for a traveling road

show? Could be, but Robert
Thomson's book, Natural
Ma«Ncina, is anything but
hype. Thomson, who holds
doctorates in Naprapathy
and Naturopathy, traveled
from Arizona tc
Afghanistan to research
material for this book, h ia

really two books in orw; a
rxKnoendium of the history

of natural medicine and a
user's manual for
diagnosing and treating
ailments.

It has become
fashionable of late to scorn
certain sectors of the
medical profession in this

country. Many people have
decided they can do
without their doctors and
dentists, and have stopped
seek* .,) medical guidance
of any kind. If you are one
of these born again do-it-

yourselfers, or just curious
about herbal medicine, this

book a for you.
If Natural Madicina »

given the attention it

nvsrits. it too will occupy a
prominent shaK in tha
medicine closet in the years
to come. Truly a fascinating
book it includes treatments
for ailments as simple as an
upset stomach and otfier,

more exotic illnasaas, such
as 'Changes in tha Naval"
and "Ulcers of tha GuHat,"
for which tha recom-
mended treatment
praacribes tha downing of a
small piece of wf>ite wax
coated with rose oil.

Although Thomson
believes tha uaa of nar-
cotics, or cannabia aativa,
should not be a part of
one's daily regimen, he
suggests one bathe the
head in rose water to
minimize tf>e side effects.

Because exams are now
upon us, I offer you for-

thwith, Thomson's
rememdy for forgetfulneas.

'The cause of forget
fulness is an excess of
phlegm and its effect on the
brain. Hot temperature
causes forgetfulness, too.
Remedy: give a chicory root
er>ema. Small amounts of
tea mada of three graina
each of frankincense, sugar
and ginger are uaaful.
Avoid cold water.

Enjoy this book and uaa it

as a path toward better
health ar>d improved karma.

- David MarshaH

THE RAINBOW BOOK
edited by F. Lanier
Graham
Random House
M.96
What is a rainbow?
After reading the book,

I'm still not sure. Is it

(Chapter 5) an aura which
surrounds our bodies,
pervades our flesh and
constantly changes with
our emotions and physical
well being? Is it (Chapter 31
a spectrum of colors, a
magic trick done with
beams of light and tiny

mirrors? Or is it (Chapter 2)
sometfting tfiat may not
really exist, something
eaeily misconstrued?

This question is never
answ«vd satisfactorily.

The book is a group of
essays, articles, woodcuts
arKl prints from divaraa
sourcaa strung togathar
without axptatMrtion and
continuity.

There ian't a thread of a
theme that I could diacam
runnir^ through ttM book.
Kirilian Photography,
originally thought to be an
energy field measurement
wftic^ waa later shown to
be pictures of water vapor
around objects. is

presented as a rainbow
source. Likewise, in poor
context, Ezekial in the guise
of a moth is shown trying to
look into other sphwes than
the mumtone earthbound
one on which we live. There
are relations ghwn between
such diverse concepts as
rmjsic, color, planets and
ar>dent Roman gods.

In 'short, if you have
memorized tha book of /

Chmg, keep your razor
blades sharp with your
Pyramid and are intersted in

mysticism, then this book
may be for you. If however,
you root yourself in sciarKe
and ensconce yourself in

technology, it is doubtful
this book will mean
anytfiirtg to you.

— David Day

EE'STlACr
AFFORDABLY UNIQUE

Delicious and Exotic Dining
For Friends and Lovers

Midway between N'hampton fr Amh (Rt*. 91

Sun.-Thurs. 4-10 p.m.. Fri. Cr Set. 4-11:30 p.m.
V 5049797

DELTA UPSILOIM IS

THE NEW FRATERNITY
Find out how you can become part of the

chapter that you and other UMass men
will build now.

Informational meetings will be held in the

Campus Center every night this week.

March 26
March 27
March 28
March 29
March 30

Rms. 170 172, 7-10 p.m
Rm. 165, 7-10 p.m.

Rms. 170-172, 8-10 p.m
Rm. 176, 7-10 p.m.
Rms. 170-172, 7-10 p.m

Drop in and see what's happening
anytime between the hours listed above.

For more info: call Ed Crane at 549-6000.

Records in Review
HAMMER
Black Sheep
(Aaylum)

Hammar is what Jan
Hammer calls his new
band. For those of you ^rtth

short memories, Jan v^s
the keyboard play^ in the
pioneer jazz-fusion band of
the early 70's. the
Mahavishnu Orchestra.
Since departing from them
in 1974, he's made some
good solo records, as weN
as guesting for Billy

Cobham, Stan Clarke, Jeff

Beck. Lenny White, and
others. Along with Chick
Cores, Jan's flukl melodic
style has been tf>e moat
characteristic technique in

the jaz2-rock field.

However, Jan Hammar
has always vvantad to be a
rock star. Jazz keyboarda
were just not good enough
for him. Black Shaap is

the culmination of tfiese

desires. Hammer (the band)
is a hard-core rock and roll

band. The amazing thir>g is

that Jan does not include

any guitar on the album. He
is a keyboard player seeking

a guitarist's glory at a
guitarist's game. It ia

amazing how much he
makes his keyboards sound
^ike a guitar.

Black Sheep is a good
rock and roll album, and like

rrK>st rock and roll, every
tune has vocals. As far as

I'm concwned, I'd rather

hear Jan stick to

predominantly instrumental
material, but jazz-fusion is

just not tlie way to make
money today. The vocals,

by Colin Hodgkinson and
Bon Christianson, for-

tunatley are very inof-

fensive. The song structure

is weN thought-out, and tfte

keyboards are excellent. All

in tf, h'a a good album.

"Silent One, " "Waiting No
More." "Jet Stream, " and
a remake of Hendrix's
"Manic DeprMsion" are
some of the best cuts fiere.

BUT, if you're expecting
typical fusion music, you
may be disappointed,
because it's only rock 'n'

roM.

(Than I migN Ika HI -Ed)
—Tom Avars*

••
OEORQE HARfllSON

(Dark Horsa)

Well, let's face the facts.

We've all heard the expres-

sion "mellowing in his old

age," right? And the ex-

Beatles are all now almost
forty, right? If you're willing

to acMpt such observations

you can probably sit back
ar>d enjoy George Har-

rison's new self-titled

album. There isn't too
much rock here, but there is

a lot of fir>e guitar work, a

' ROLrrE9HADLEY.MA.
2 MILES FROM NORTHAMPTON OR AMHERST

MICHELIN GOODYEAR • LEE SEIBERLING - BF
GOODRICH - ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL - OUNLOP PLUS
OTHER MAJOR BRANDS

SUPENSCOf S ALL OTHEM «0S

TIRE SAVINGS
COMPARE OUR PRICES BEFORE
vnu PURCHASE ELSEWHERE
Whol9Ml9 to th9 Public.

W« can •rrang« to havo your tiraa mountod.
4 MOrC ABOUT COmRARING PRICe% ALL Of Oun T(RES ARE MAJOR
>-ii'.i ft f '* -I '" unST UNt ft.NDGUARANlTEEiJ TMEV ARE

BLEMS .'."' »• i •>""» MO '.ijARANTEf f OR RiDE On APPEARANCF
SECONDS .-.MHf' AHF NOT jjARANTFEO OR STAMPED NA .N()T

..1. . •,(. .VMf, .()|j COMPARE PRl'^FS ASh /Vmat y,,, y^Rf

. 'M ' ' NO ' 'L'i
O M/>KJCv

BIAS PLY
POLYESTER

BIAS PLY
FIBERGLASS - BELTED

SIZE TYPE SIZE TYPE

Zenith BK

Lee BIk.

Lee Bik.

General BIk.

Lee BIk

Lee BIk.

Lee Blk._

Lee BIk.

Goodyear BIk.

Zenith BIk.

Lee BIk.

Zenith Wht.

17.95J

21.95

23.95

2«5
25.95

;2695

2i.3S

20.95

25:95

205
11.95

A78x18 Zenith BIk.

C78x14CaravelleWht.

£78x14 B.F.G. BIk.

F78x14 B.F.G. BIk.

G78x14 Zenith BIk.

G78x14 B F.G. BIk.

Hrtx14. B.F.G. BIk:

G7a«t5 . B.F.G. BIk.

H78x15 B.F.G. BIk.

J78x15 lee Wht.

L78X150LC.SRB WhI.

2995

32.95

19:95

13.95

3595

34.95

305
40.95

41.95

FIBERGLASS AND STEEL BELTED

878x13 Zen. F.G.

B78x13 B.F.G. St.

CR78x14 B.F.G. St.

OR78X14 Zen. F.G.

41.95

39 95

39 95

OR78X14 B.F.G. St.

ER78X14 Zen F.G.

P195/75X14 B.F.G., SI

FR78X14 Zen. F.G.

FR78X14 B.F.G. St.

A

GR78X14 Zen. F.G.

GR78x14 B.F.G. St.

HR78K14 Zen. F.G.

GR78x15 Zen. F.G.

GR78K15 B.F.G. St.

HR78x15 Z9n. F. Q.

HR78X15 B.F.G. St.

LR78X15 . Zen. F.C.

LR78x15 BF C. St. B.kI

43 95

43 95

48 95

CASH AND CARRY
VISA
OR

MASTER CHARGE

»«lCtSPLU»rt TA1(>SAHSTA«
OPEN
VON fn\

5 3C * M TO 5 00 P M
AtD * SAT 9 K A M

TO ' P M

586-2544

few nice tunes and an ex-

cellent backup band featur-

ing the likes of Neil LarMn,
Steve Winwood. Gary

Wright, and Eric Clapton.
The ovwall critical re^^onse
to this album seems to be
that it is Harrison's best
since his classic All Things
Must Pass. I tend to agree,
although I thmk All Thinga
MM by far ranks as hia bast.

In comparison with 33%.
Harrison's last album, th»
relaaaa farea vary wait.

G(Kia » tha whimsicality of

"Crackertwx Palace." Gone
too are almost all traces of

religion arnl mysticism.

w^ii<^ flavored most of Ns
previoius work. Nearly all

tfie son^ deal with tfia

tim»-honor«d theme (^
k»va. Tha bast cuts ara
moat Mealy "Lova Comas to

Everyone." Blow Away"
and "Faster," an intarastir^

song dealing with Fornxila

One racing. While the

music lacks the excitement
of George's early material,

it still comes across as very

accomplished and pleasing.

George Harriaon is not
likely to make you gasp in

amazement at its prowess,
but it stops well short of
mellowing you to sleep.

There's more here than
meets the ear on the first

listen, and it's nice to know
there is at least one rock
veteran who still has a voice
left.

-Tom Anderaon

X-RAY SPEX
Garm Fraa Adolascanca

(EMU

A rolling, thunderous wall-of-noise
rhyttim sactkm (which in this case includes
the guitar), WMling sax runs, »ren (police
siren, not Hefner's siren) like vocate, fan-
tastic lyrics, amazing melodies, great cover
art, a crc^ of sfwrt sor>gs with a cou^
tor>g onas, mostly fast songs with a couple
slow ones, a few little production
touches...

It 9k\ adds up to one those rarest of ert-

tfties, a perfect aftHjml An LP tfuit is

unimpeachable, fault-proof. We may see
one of these each year, two if we're lucky,
and in late 1978 X-Ray Spex' Germ Fr—
Adolescents K>ined tha dub.

G.F.A. has got it alt. Starts off with
a half-yodelled half-spoken, "Art f-ficial-

l-l-l," arKi the whole thing suddenly jumps
into gear, first a stinging guitar, then a
pouncfing drum, tfien tfie bass joins in for-

mir>g tt^t driving rhytfim machina, artd

fir>ally tfie vociris of Poly Styrer>e (naa
Markjn BNott), a thick, deep rasping voice,

cracking randomly like a boy at his Bar
Mitzvah. Then that sax— a baritone I

believe—smooth but rockin', stkI tf>e wtK>le

picture is that of urgency. There is

something about tfiis five-piece (countir>g

Poly's vocals, which are surely an instru-

ment by themselves) that leads one to

believe ttiat they truly care atxHJt wfiat they
are playing, and believe in it; the intangibles

leave one with the impression that they are

an honest, intelligent, hard-working band,
and are not in this game for any motive
other than tfie music itself.

Most of G.F.A is in the afore-scribed

style, short half-spoken intro (and several

more of those included in tf>eir live show
are dropped here) - usually tfie song's
title — guitar follow-up, the rest of the band
next, then Poly kicks in with the song, and
a great sax solo somewhere in the middle.

Poly's melodies are also something to

behold, one step beyond the usual punk
structural simplicity, with hooks galore and

wch song (Mw-I»tan memorable, in fact the
kind you can't get out of your head until

you get home and hear it one more time.

(^ tha titla cut (currently Spex' fourth
Britiah singte, and another big hit),

however, we are treated with a pleasant
diange of pace: fronted by the best use of
synthesizer (and uncreditedl) since Eno's
Taking Tiger Mountain, the song is slow
and steady, the keyt>oard sort of per-

colating away, tt>e vocals belytng tha
pleasure arMi leisure of tfw music in ^r
deep gutted honesty, tf>en it all sort of goes
away, and it's back to the record as it were

I don't usually like to place too much im-

portar>ce on lyrics, but in a caae like thw I

am forced to make an exception. For a
20-year okJ (she still has braces on her
teeth). Poly Styrer>e displays an uncaniiy
amount of smarts. Her lyrics »e expertiy
crafted, funny, sad, happy, to the point,

occMionally anthemic, complex, wise,
woridly. pwadoxical, depressir>g, emo-
tiond, scary and above all honast. Primarily

Poly exploras two ttiemee: 1) tf>e exploita-
tion of human beings, either indirectly t>y

the advertising manipulators, or directly by
tfte deeds and misdeeds of otftars, and 2)
the plight of ihe youth of Londontown. ar-

ea 1978, wfKNn she empathizes with arKl at
the same time seems to
criticize— remember, "to empathize" and
"to understarKJ" are r>ot necessarily "to
condone". She speaks for this germ-free
adolescent in much the same way the New
York Dolls represented the child of New
York City five years ago, and the Clash's
first album also represented tl>e British kids
in 1977.

All too often "perfect " albums such as

Germ Free Ado/escents (as if they come
along every day— they don't!) are debut
records tfiat leave the sor>gwriter(s) drained

of a lifetime's worth of material, and with

just six months to try ar>d repeat the suc-

cess on a follow-up record. Let's hope
X Ray Spex can do what few greats have
done before them: avoid tfie sophomore
^'"^

-Philip Milstein

WANT TO BE A
COMMENCE-

MENT
SPEAKER?

on
Saturday, May 26, 1979

at 10 $.m.

Submit a draft of your

speech and a rationale as

to why you want to speak,

by Tuesday, April 17, 1979

To: Ruth Green, 345
Whitmore.
—You must be graduating

with class of 1979.
— Have a topic of general

interest.

— Maximum time limit of 5

minutes.

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore

S4S-1SSS
a service of the Dean of Students Office

PRETERM
Ifyou have
an unwanted
pregnancy...
talk with one of our counselors about your

decision.

Abortion/Gynecological Care/Vasectomy/ Tubal Ligation

A licensed non-profit Reproductive Health Center

1S42 BEACON ST ,
BROOK LINE, MASS 02146

16171 73fr6?10

PRETERM

M.D./D.V.M. In European

Medical & Veterinary Schools
The Inttitute of Inwfnational Medical Education often total

medical education leading to practice in the U.S.

1. Direct adnniuion into accredited medical jchools in Italy and

Spain.

2. Master of Science Degree in cooperation with recognized

colleges and universities in the U.S. leading to advanced

placement in Spanish, Italian or other foreign medical schools

or veterinary medical schools.

3. If you are now- or will be-the possessor of an M.S. or Ph.D.

Degree in the sciences, »ve can offer you advanced placement

in a European Medical School.

4. Important Notice for Adminion into Italian Medical or

Veterinary School.

5 PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT STUDENTS INTERESTED
IN ATTENDING ITALIAN MEDICAL AND VETERINARY
SCHOOLS FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1979 19e0. MUST
FILE PRE REGISTRATION FORMS AT THE EARLIEST
POSSIBLE DATE TO MAKE DEADLINE DATE
ESTABLISHED BY THE ITALIAN GOVERNMENT.

8 WE ARE PREPARED TO AID ALL STUDENTS WHO ARE
CONTEMPLATING ATTENDING ITALIAN MEDICAL OR
VETERINARY SCHOOLS IN THEIR PRE REGISTRATION
WITH THE ITALIAN GOVERNMENT.

The Institute has been responsible for processing more AcTierican

students for foreign medical Khools than any other organization.

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
Chartered by the Regents of the Universitv of the State of New York

3 East 54th Street, New York 10022 (212) 832 2089

<Ajjj'j^jrj!j^£fjLvi*^A<j^'j'.»A'j'j'.'.'.v.'^y^^
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Friday, March 30

6:30, 9:00. 11:30

SUB, $1.00 /
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WT b RIVEROAiE RO. MICST SPRIfWCniLO
TEl /3 J 5131 BARCAIM MATINEE OAIIV
FIRSrSNOMiS? OO MASTER CHARGE

ffisfmM
' UNIEl KtPllUI w

fl^a HOry O' O yrjng morn

InfraiscOf r
DLDER'WOMEN

HE CAME
HOME FOR

HALLOWEEN

HAFR

D\NIEL
LEWIS
D\NCE
REPEKPCXQf
COMR\NY

autam

A,M ri<«»,« III CIhmH Um
ll« AND OTHfk TMINCS-

KIRBY THEATER AMHERST COLLEGE
MARCH 30 31. 8pm
RESERVATIONS 542-2277 10 a m § p m.

ADMISSION $2 50 or Amherst LoUe^e ID (Senior Citizens $1 50)

Campus Center
at UMass

e
n

Southern rock and swing
Admission $1.00, free before 9 p.m.

a.'UJillie SmifR Jiand

pKy(-.p" and blues

$1 50. free before 9 p.m.

I

SB

f

"F'sycfio Chicken"
Ad'nissiun SI 50. free be^)fe 9 p m

.TOC members and guests only

in association with UPC Productions
. Information call 5452892

OMfff McNimtra'i

OMiMSlMM

lUch tU Rtll

RMIVW

Tfwnl Cwnfllf"~

Shots of
Schnapps on
Special Tonight

Lvill

YL

one

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-85C

Thursday, March a. 1979 Collegian is

gootifootiSctinnh
1 Pray St. Amherst. Mass, 549-5403

Moomtameermg ^^5.

Mk^

paHat

'Yc3fu, a faithful follower of this

si)ace, have been a moun-
taineer' for some time now
You've studied the funda-

mentals, selectedyour ^^^^^^^

gear and experimented m ^^

with methodology. In short,

you are nobodt/s fool. None-
theless,you also know a little

knowledge is a dangerous thing

So you want to leam more.

Smart thinking.
First,you must realize that

once the basics of mountaineering
are mastered, it is only nuance
which distinguishes Uie true

artists from the merely adequate.

Therefore, attention to detail,

especially in matters ofclothing,

is vital.

Always protect the head
according to seasonal fluctua-

tions. In winter, a warm hat

is mandatory. (The head, after

all, is the chimnqy of the

bod^y: Avoid cerebral heat loss -

it diminishes your
physio abilities.

)

In summertime,
a sun visor or a
billed cap will

guarantee crucial
visibility among
the craggy peaks.

--^^^r^ a
Pay particular A

^ J i _-_ r^^*. Instructions:
regard to your lOOtr msert contents of Fig A

gear. Shoes should ^^^ » ^«^^ f
i^o:

j-,v^«u.. w >.^
J . -.

-I
transferring contents to

be sturdy and staDle. Fig. d swauow

A secure footing is

: ofutmost importance.Without it,

you're asking for trouble. Point

oforder: while mountaineering is

1 pursued for fun, it is neverthe-

Footpads
Insure
secure
footing <

mU

Dorit just reach jfor a "beer.BUSCH

less serious business. Ifyou ajre

going to down the mountains,
rather than vice versa, jrou must

be confident ofyour standing.

Between the head and the feet

lies the area known to pros as "the

body^' Mountaineering
bodtywear is usuallybased
on personal preference.

However, keep a keen
eye out for one common
criterion Your clothes

should be comfortable and
flexible, allowing for open

movement, specifically in the

vicinity c f the aiTns. A free

and responsive aim is a
mountaineer's best friend.

Certain accessories, of

course, complement and
cxDiTinlPtP the regtilation

xpedition flags

to mark your territory

in public places, con-

necting ropes for those
who prefer the security

of mountaineering in

tandem and back-

packs filled with
beer nuts, mugs,
bottle openers
and other i)ara-

phanalia BejTCJnd

these standards,
wardrobe styles

range from the rustic
r ^'-^ f'^-finpfl And

.^bf fnr

jeisare :•

Tciggecl andLndividu;il

lot,joined onJy by a
common taste for

excellence.

Occupied
territory

Head for the mountajiis.

OAnheuwK-Buach.lne S« Looit.Mo
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Whenyour feet need a friend*

Slip Into tprliig,

Local Democrats
to caucus tonight
BvJ/MPAULfN
CoMtfitn Staff

R«C^tMr«d Democrats of Amhartt wffi caucus tonight at 8
in the Town Room of ths Anthaist Town HatI to aiact 16
dalaataa to th« Damocnitic state convention in Spr-
rngfieklonl^ 19.

Acoor^mg to UMaas Polit^l Science Professor Jerome
Miieur, chairman of the Amherst Democretk Town Com-
mittee, the purpoee of th» convention In Springfield is to
•dOfM a oerty charter.

Miieur wea a member of the swte-wMe oonwnisaion that

wrote the propoeed ^terter. He said the cherMr Is to pro-

vide more graaaroots control of the perty. to "diffuse tfte

center of power in the perty," thet presendy is "dominated
by a small group in government in Boston. That has been
the general pattema," he saM.

MReur said th« most cwnroversial part of the proposed

charter is the section dealing with an "er>dorsir>g conven-

titm." In order for a can<M(tete to appear on the Democratic

prmtary ballot, he/she would have u> win at least 20 per-

cent of the vote on tf>e uellot at the state committee's en-

dorsing conventiw).

Even if this passed, it would still require a change in state
election laws.

Also in the propoeed charter, would t>e an issues con-
tion in odd numbered years to adopt a party agenda. Miieur
said that the charter, if accepted, "would enable students
here, if tuition was major issue, to organise and control a
caucus to send delegates to the »sues convention and
voice those things from the floor," he said.

fTo place a classified ad, drop tiy the

Collegian off»ce (CC 113) between 8:46

am , and 345 p m Monday through Fn

day or use our harxty clip arxl mail form
found in most issues of tfw CoMt^tn
Classified deadline is 3:^ p m two dsys
in advance of put>lication date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily.

45c per line; five consecutive issues, 40c

per line per day; 30 consecutive issues,

30c per line per day One line is roughly

equivaleni to 38 characters.

AUDIO

Kenwood Kfl-4in0 receiver, 40 w/ch., 6
mos old, r>ew cond $210 firm, call Jim at

546-7083

AUTORWSAU
tn VoNw bug. good body. rebuiH engme,

ask »S00, can 549-1088.

73 Capri, 47,000 mi . very good body; eog.

X mpg. needs elec ; brake work, $1500 or

BO, call 546-9360. after 6 p m.

nm AMC Ambassedor, PS, PB, AC.
AM/8 tr Runs weN, retMilt trans. €r carb.

Good tires, call Tom at 253-5729

1973 % T. Chev. ptcitup, 62,000 mi. auto

excel, cond . asking »2700, 546-2538.

VW bug. 1968, exc cond . good cheep
transpo . $1000, Steve, eves . 533^5806.

77 Z-2B Camaro. bisck, fully loaded, must
sell. $4660 firm, Brian. 54M640.

1971 Toyota for sale -parts good, engine

trans, tires, caU 549-3615, after, 9 p.m..

Jeff

72 Mustang, 6 cyl., 3 sp std Looks and

nins good $1200. 64321, eve.

70 Ford van, $750, inquire 3 ViNege Park.

evenings

•8 VW bus, runs very well, fsir body. $460

or offer, must sell, call Grant, 367 2762

2 new P1S6/75 R14 sum tires. $36 ee. or

BO, 2 F-78 14 sum tires, VG cond.. $25 es.

or BO. 1 HR 78-15 snow tire. VG cond, $26

or BO, call Bob, 5464086

Veepa 150 Super motor scooter with ex

tm like new 74 orig. mi., a real energy

saver, 100 mpg. $700 25" boys 10 spd

bAe, needs some repairs. $50 as is. 21"

Coachman travel trailer, telf-cont., ideal for

Ktmmer fun, sleeps 4, exc corn) , asking

$3000. For further info, call 564-9046

7S Mnte, MC. cond.. new tires. AM/FM,
rustproofing. $1700, call Jim after 6 p.m.

weekdays. 564 4352, Sat , Sun anytime

Harmon Kardon Dolby csss deck, Onkyo
top-of line rec $500. Seth, 323-5086.

Gurien guitar— jumtx) mahog.. owrwd by
Peter Kairo, perforrrwr — recording artist.

$425. w/ hardshell case. Call Pat, 548^)731,

mornings
Single mettress h boK. $30, 549-1519.

70 Buick Electra. all auto. rur>s great,

AM/FM, 8-track stereo, $660, 266-6731,

Exotic ^sl Lake Tahoe, Call Little exp

Fantastic tips (pay), $1700-$4000. summer.

35,000 people needed m casinoes,

restaurants, ranches, cruisers, river rafts!

Send $3 95 for info to Lakeworid, BB Box
60129, Sacto CA 96880.

Central srea women's canter has 5 work

study positions available, applications can

be picked up at center basement Baker.

INSTRUCTION

World Book Encyclopedie, new '78, $100

off, priced $299, $15a mo., 247-5740, even-

ings.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. CaN
Dennis Delap. 256 8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

Photographic darkroom course. Unique

Imeges is now offerir^ s darkroom course.

10 weeks. 3 hours s week, 5 brsrKi new
enlargers and all new eqt - 1000 sq ft to

learn in small classes, two instructors, for

info call Unique Inrtages 584-4120.

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro-

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co intro

flight, $46. 253-3834, day or eve.

Photography classes now forming.

Photo classes, evening and day
classes— learn from working pros. If you're

tired of learning photography in a

classroom, now you can lesrn in an

operating studio. We have t>eginners ar>d

advanced amateurs classes. 10 weeks of 3

hour classes -$75; includes all materials

and film processing. For more info call

584-4120, Unique Images. Rte. 9, Elmwood

Shops, Hadley. _^____

Nothing to do tonKe? Try Sunday Bloody

Sunday at Thom 102 at 8:00, free admis-

sion Check us outi

Two white men. 2,'^. would like two per-

sonable white women to join them on
month long wilderness trip to Alaska in

August. All expenses paid. Write for

details- too much to put in ad. Unpaired

inquiries welcome. Box 968, Amherst,

Mass 01002

ArH>ther great spring breekllt Get those

vacation pictures developed at the Photo

Co-op. The best quality at discount prices!

Located at 231 SU, across from the post of-

fice. 6460670.

Stick it in your ear -free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St.. Amh.. 263-3324.

Whoever stole my bike from garage,

please, I'm stranded for summer, just want

the bike t)ack, no questions, 546-5736.

diamond engagement fr wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,

Silverscape Des^ns, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253-3324.

Onstage et Mt. Ferms McH offers s 20%
discount off sH reg. priced merch. to all

students ft stsff . Remember your ID.

FOUND LOST

ENTEfYTAINMENT

Found: glasses behind Cashin. call 6-4328 .

Found— long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

wttite fsce, tan-black markings, 666-4324.

Sound system for hire.

feehouses, discos, t>ands.

Perfect for cof-

Rick, 584-4106
HELP WANTED

Hottest band aroundl "Smooth Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John. 546-4646.

FOW WENT
~

Lge. rm. in hse.. 446 Main St., Amhrst.

centr .
$94/mth , avail. r>ow, 253-5713.

Available April 1 : 1 room for a woman in a

quiet house near campus. 256-6215.

FOR SALE

4-146x13 Kleiber sti. behed redlels, mtd

6 bal. on Fiat rims. Brand new, ne>tv used.

List $140-1^ , $100 firm. 666-7566.

Loether: full-size brfesse , shidr. bag. M
Ig jacket, size 10 boots, AM/FM elk. radio

& more' $ neg 253-51 76. 7 9 p in_

Mens, womens Texas Imperial boots,

new, $55, a ll sizes, call Robin, 546^9756.

cLysleather jacket- new- size 44,

$60/ BO, call 549-4425- nites^

For tale - mattress, box spring & frame

(real cheap), table lamp, bolster

pillovws-call eves., 256-8453

Asanuma 7O-2B0mm lOom lens. $70.

Pantax screw mount, call Ron. 549-8663.

Men's black leether cost, size 40, good

condition, $36. CaN Marc. 546-7461.

3 cu. ft.

3»-aB15.

frig.. 4 mo old, 180. Fred

Challenging internship opportunity in

Human Services, spend 3 months helping

youth in community t>ased group homes.

Spend some time helpir>g troubled yooth

and developing your own skills. $50 per

week stiperHJ, and room and board, contact

Steve Stoia-Center for Human
Development /Community Shelter Pro-

gram.

Seeking persons 18-36 yrs. for cotor vi-

sion testing, esp persons with color vision

defects $2 50/hr , call 586 3100 x2086 (Mt.

Holyoke Psychology) for appt.

Enjoy homecooked food — SAE needs

one dishwasher for mornings (10:30) ar>d

WE. If interested, call Ralph at 5-0177

Was spring breek s summer job

headache? $230/wk., travel, nati firm

253 2597

Jewish Community of Amherst needs

Sunday school, Hebrew teacher beginnirtg

Sept 1979. Experience preferable.

549-0223.

Lest summer students made $249/wk.

with us Send self addrerssed stamped

envelope to Box 504, Cambridge MA
02138.

Jobs M/F! Sailboets! Cruise ships! No ex-

perience. High pay, see Carribean, Hawaii,

EuK>pe, worMI Summer career Send $3.96

for info to Seewodd. BB Box 60129. Sacto

CA

Rewerd- women's gold Seiko watch. If

found, please call Mimi, 546-9862.

Lost! Young male cat, half Siamese hsif

tabby Gone since 3/24 from the N. Plea-

sant St.-McLellan St area. If found

please call 253-3013 Reward offered.

Pleese return dk. brown lesther wsllet,

personal value, leave it with Collegian.

ROOMMATE WANTED

South Amherst private master bedroom,

on bus route, 1 acre, quiet. $96 -»- utilities

per nrwnth. 266-0943.

SERVICES

T-shirt seeson is here. For quick profes-

siortal silkscreening, call 258-0478.

MISCELLANEOUS TO SUBLET

Theatre: techies & actors needed by

Roister Doisters. Come to auditions on

Wed. at 7 in Skinner Aud. (across from

Hasbrouck) Er 6:30 Thurs. in 164 Campus
C^

Earn $300/1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamjjed addressed envelope.

Action Sales, Box 112-C, Ludlow MA
01066.

PERSONALS

Stolen- bike- Raleigh- Grnd. Prx- white-

boy frame- red beg generator light- white

spoke reflctrs. gift reward 549-3962.

Aubre Jones- Aubre Jones. F & J.

Polish pope, what an ego trip, great jobi

Thanks. Get the ice!

Happy belated bird, love. Disco 33.

Nancy A. Meinke of 310 & Trunf>bull,

tfianks for an excellent weekend!! Shaz-

jtami All our love. Marcia. Carol, and

Sylvia.

Hey Barbara! Bon chance let's do. Sun-

day night when its all over, love Jar^ette.

Eccemrta freshmen requires seemstress

to mend denim jacket. Cal '

2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or BO. Call 253-7703, 4-8 p.m .

Rolling Green, 2 bedroom, available for

June, July and August, beautiful town

house with patio, new, carpeting, call

253-5081.

To sublet-one bedroom Brandywine

apt., available mid-May, call 549-4683.

Sublet Brandywine apt.. 6/1 to 8/31,

$240/ mon. or BO; 2 bdr.; partyle furnished

AC pool & tennis cts.; on bus route, csM

549 0393.

Sublet for summer with option for fall.

Squire Village apt. in Sunderland, 4

bedrooms, on bus route, air conditioned,

pool, $360 month, call 666-4246.

WANTED

If you and a friend (of the same sex) woukj

like to participate in a study of how people

work with others, call 546-8616 or 546-8138,

evenings. Psrticipants will be paid $2.50 per

hour for approximately 6 hours of work

Single mothers needed for interview,

angle fsthers too, please ceH Debbie,

57. efter 6.
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Today's DC monu
LUNCH

Hamburg on a RcM
Pork Fried Rice

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Vegetable Fried Rice

DINNER
Manicotti w/Tomato Meat Sauce
Chicken Fillet /Supreme Sauce &

Cranberry Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Garbanzo Cheese Loaf

Chicken Fillet/ Supreme Sauce &
Cranberry Sauce

Crossword
ACROSS

1 Oravwing

room
6 Flow^er pari

11 Ganoid lish

14 Vibrant

15 Light fabric

16 Spanish
cheer

17 Tropical Iree

19 — Abner
20 Boom
1^ Son of Zeus
22 Golf club

24 Harden

26 Family mem-
ber

27 Combat
30 Rabbit s

milieu

32 Rasping
sound

33 Sounded
crow-like

34 Banff s river

37 Hue
38 Foolishness

39 Small dog
40 Mature
41 Covers
42 Feeble
43 Conserva-

tives

45 Shrub

46 Bonnie —
48 Covenant
49 Pile up
50 Hairdo

52 Has dinner

56 Impose
57 Rosary, e g
60 Native

Comb form

61 Swords
62 Game result

63 Maroon
64 Relaxes
65 Lively

DOWN
1 Oevitati/es

2 Drooping
3 Ohio city

4 Garment
5 Not pos
6 Terrify

7 Sea bird

8 Legumes
9 Inclined

10 Downwind
11 Njcklaus'

epithet

12 Straighten

13 Rent again

18 Scrape
23 Previous to

25 Call for

26 Victim

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Wednesdays Puzzle Solved;

liji jljHb
a i ria* M O I {* I. %

T N *]o f 1 iLiiio _L £. !L r s s

cic rprsTr
A M ojii Tp
p 1 n|e t mA r

foTumc M

1 p p

S P E

TTdJBi e n

TIIp AST
U L T S^

C A 1 III
A I T 1 e «

1oU]a|tjBi

l'l'l*l"Ml

tt P A

1 rff
rrr

T 1 E N C f

r|Tr 1 T A

27 Numerical
prefix

28 Prude
29 Entered

30 Where
Cardiff IS

31 Boring tools

33 Inlet

35 Sooner
36 Oil source
38 Just

39 Discretion

41 Ironer

42 Supporter
44 Approves

45 Seem immi-

nent

46 — work
47 Entertain

48 Gall

50 Adept ones
51 Stew
53 Surmount-

ing

54 Infield cover

55 Weaver s

reed

58 Imitate

59 Sixth sense
Abbr

THURSDAY

10am-2pm

12:00

2pm-5:30pm

•THE JOSE TOLSON SHOW " -

The many and varied forms of

Black music from Africa to

throughout the Carribean to

Southside Chicago. "Progressive
music!"

NOON REPORT/ Steve Collins

SPORTS /Jeff Schwartz

THE THURSDAY AFTERNOON
DRIVE WITH THE UNKNOWN DISC

JOCKEY

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

AN ANDROID HAS STOLEN
THE BODV OF UefiPOR.
LONNY LE^4DER..'

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

iU4 o^ a^ aii4(/te

•Hiefc f Houj cAti

a tWtj |o4»yc

j«*«f ckomfi info

a fJairt am4

T5>«cAwye Im/4<eu Borw m-tke hl^rim iVwciaar

•fke oainjHgrl^s T^Fbu«r ^U>&^ I % one c?f -Hi«s<

mJtcKti loose i \ rare generic «keKnxtiemr "rtsf

r»T

un

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

r" 2 ^
1

« 7 • T~W

1

n IT 13

u" w 16

W "1
19

20

34
I 21

1

22 23

25 26

fr 59" So 31

^^ iki
33 w J4 j5 J6

37 M

P

39

45-

44

41 42

l^tfiF'
4fu *n ""k Ibh

if

1

^so SI S3 S3 S4 "

5- S7 M

1

55|

W «1 42

"" IT SS

vJE P\(^ UP THE ACTION iM THE
K»jy*iMcr Ai^EncPXfWN DW-y
tJE^ISpMH^ vgWEPE THE" >W3PlD

FHtvfi W3JICE OaLU^^JlSr l<./«ijr

TD AN9»S2 /NNOTHEP OF AM^kAs

Dear Crobty,
ST ffda-y offkt bLjId't and O" qa/^

I &d

4t qjerf" ij I

Hoojira hJ t^^i

DEAR BUT,

SUICIDE' AS VCU WEZ/LttJOU

IS A SEGCUS fOcaiM IN A/^H2cA

TSCiKy 53 MIU-OO aj^diDes OCtUJIZED

So DO XJoTHiMC T CPCE (F

ANarHBP CNE BTTEr 7«E DliST"!

1 ^^\J£ FNOubH potecEMS CSF

i^Y OljKJ to WoCpV AQb«-;r 1!

VOU ASIt (F UVE IS VWCKTU LlVllgGi

tJAMNS) IF X kigou), WHO T>4E

Hex X>0 yxj TVilMc X A^^
X)Q. jo>ce: BBgmggs ? C£EZ \

Shoe by Jeff MacNelly

W,AH IT

WlUP PAINT

i>—
"-»

r%-S

WmUfl prografflffling

4:30pm

5:00pm

5:02pm

5:30pm-6pm

BANDBOARD - Listing of

local musical happenings

NEWS HEADLINES

ATHENA'S WEB
with Don Cerow

NEWSWATCH /Charles Holmes
WEAJ-HEHWATCH/Fred Winer

SPORTS /Jim Spellos

6pm-7pm

7pm- 10pm

10pm-2am

2am-6am

"FOCUS" with

Ken Mosakowski

"WOMEN'S MEDIA PROJECT" -

Women's news, features and music.

RAVA AVIS -

Lots of British rock

TED PAGE -

Conr>edy and space music

RulUr

DuKS

the
SHCffi:
BIN

1

I

BIN tarjn.\

HONORS FORUM
SPRING 79

The University Honors Program
presents

"Games Analysis: A New
Approach To The History Of

Ideas"
by Dr. Ernest Gallo

English, UMass

Tuesday, April 3, 7 p.m.

Lounge, 6th floor Herter
j

warn nm
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Booters third in tournament
By KEVIN CUUEN
CoUfiOisn Staff
SiOHRS Ct The men's soccer team finished third

la«t weekend m the prestigious "30 team UConn Indoor Soccer
Tournanwnt, the team s best showing in the five years it h^
pwt^^t^ in the tourney.

UMass capped its perf(^mance Sunday afternoon when
John "J.T "Thomas scored the lone goal in a victory over
UConn White in the consolation bracket final.

UMass allowed only one goal in nine gam^, due mostly to
the work of the UMass defenders and goaltender Mark
Marilla, who was named to the eight nnan All Tournament
Team

"Mark (Marilla) was simply superb," said UMass head coach
n\ts& Kidd. "What can you say about a goalie who allows only
one goal in a tournament like that And Mike St Mamn played
tremendously all of our defenders playad well."

Kidd said he thought St Martin deserved to be rumwdto
the All Tournament Team.

Bridgeport scored the only goal against UMass in tt>a open-
ing game of the tourney as they handed the Minutemen a 1-0
loss UMass bounced back to defeat Hofstra 1 ^ on a Tony M
Dias goal. Tony G. (Don't call me Tony M.) Dies' goal against
Springfield gave the Minutemen a 1-0 victory arKJ advanced
them to Sunday tourr>ament ptay.

Sunctoy proved to be a provable day for UMass as they reel-

ed off five victories after starting the day with a scoretess tie

agair^t UConn Red tfut was ruled a victory for UConn (when

a ganne encte in a tie. it is decided by who has had more comer
kicks).

Goals by Sandro Vitieilo and Tony G. Dias led the

Minutemen over OkJ Dominion 2-0. while Tony M Dias

scored the lone goal in a victory over Providence. Tony M.
and Bret Simon scored goals in a 2-0 win over Fordham.
UMass won on corners when they finished 0-0 against the

Coast Guard.

The win against the Coast Guard set the stage for the UConn
White game to decide third place in tf>e tourney Marilla came
up with some diving stops and UMass defenders Greg
Omasta. Scott 'my name is Coop" Cooper, Simon and St.

Martin staved off UConn until Thomas' goal secured the vie

torv

Manila t>ecame the second UMass player ever named to the
UConn AIITournament Team. Tasso Koutsoukos. who turn
ed professional and is now playing with the Chicago Sting of
the North American Soccer League, was All Tournament last

year

Kidd was as pleased with the Yankee Conference's showing
as he was with his own team

"Out of 30 participating teams, the final four teams were
URI. UConn Red, UConn White, and us," Kidd said "Things
look good for Yankee Conference soccer next year"

0Xe4€Mt4

International

Folklore

Food
Arts £f Crafts

Music
Entertainment
Travel Information

[Disco-Reggae Party 9:00 p.m.]

Saturday, March 31

CCA 11:00 a.m -5:00 p.m.
Free admission

ATTENTION
SENIORS

Graduating seniors who were the reci-

pients of the National Direct/ Nursing

Student Loans must attend one of the

following meetings:

Herter Hall

Tues.. March 27, 7:00 p.m., Rm. 227

Wed., March 28, 7:00 p.m., Rm. 227

Thurs., March29, 7:00 p.m.. Rm. 231

These meetings are held in order to

comply with the Federal regulations.

As this is a graduation requirement,

failure to attend one of these meetings

is sufficient reason to result in an ad-

ministrative withdrawal. •

URI had a 10 lead in the championship final but UConn Red
t»d the game with two seconds remaining, then won the
game in overtime as Joe Morrone Jr scored UConn coach,
the colorful if not overbearing, Joe Morrone Sr was ecstatic.
A crowd of about 2000 jammed the UConn faciliti^ to

watch the final two gam^, attesting to the interest in tfw
tournament.

Kidd said the Minutemen will try to move outside hopefully
by next week for its spring workouts in preparation for next
faN.

Red Sox win, 15-5
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. IAP| - Rookie catcher Gary

Allenson drilled four hits, including a three run homer,
and ailing relief ace Bill Campbell pitched two hitless in
nings yesterday to help the Boston Red Sox to a 15-5
exhibition victory over the Chicago White Sox.
Jim Rice and Rick Burleson also homered as the Red

Sox went on their biggest scoring binge of the spring
with a 19-hit attack, boosting their preseason record to
11-9.

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
MARKET SURVEY

Copy and Typing

Price per copy per 1 ori^^lnal

1
100
40
30

10
609
350
300

00
•2.00
• 1.50
• 1.10

100
•3 95
•2.00
• 1.70

Good
Oood

ducts.
800
200

CTopies on re^fular paper, work done by operators, sales tax not inol. Information gathered from
published pnoe Usts or phone contacts. A sample c^ copies forming the basis of quality decision
are available for review at QuickCopy.

Enjoy Quality at a PHoeyou can Afford Carriage Shops
Amherst
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Stickwomen open season

KENTUCKY - 8sm Bowia. the nation's m<M
sought after high school basketball player, is going to
Kentucky. The 7-foot-1 inch Bowie picked coach Joe
Hall's Kentucky Wildcats over mora than 400 schools
•••king to recruit him. (AP Lasarphotoi

Sy MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

While the Gorillas (the men's lacrosse

team) battled Cornell into overtime, the

Gaz^les (the women's lacrosse team)
continued preparing for their season
CH>ener v.s. Boston University next

Thursday.
HeadflNd t^ fhrst-yaar coach Pamela

Hixon. the team faces the season with

about half the squad that placed third in the

Nationals last year; seven players

graduated, and one player is in Cuba on a

Student exchange program.
"We're a young team," said Hixon, "we

kwt a lot to graduation It's hard to tell how
we'll do right now; the team hasn't

scrimmaged against anyofw but with

ourselves. There's a gocid nucleus right

here for future teams - we've a lot of

sophofTxires and a few freshnr>en - but

fight now, the team's learning the moves of

lacrcMse."

Among the returning players are

defensive members Grace Martinet)), Laura

O'Neill, offensive ptay^s Uean HackettarKl

Cari Nickerson (a player known for assists),

and goalies Robin Jennings and Karen

Keough, who will share varsity-JV duties.

"We should be strong defensi^ly, " said

Hixon, "I'm depending on the returning

players, especially Grace and Laura, to help

the team get a few games under their belts

- to help tf^ others play their t>est."

UMass will ptay Springfield College and
the University of New Hampshire in the

course of the season. Last year, these two
teams tied UMass, who went on to post a

rw:ord of 17-1-2 LMt year, the coach of

the Springfield team was Pam Hixon.
"I was grateful tor the tie, she said of

her fcM'mer team, who finished 5-2-2, "and
this year, Springfield and UNH will

definitely be our toughest competition."

Of her players' performances for the

upcoming season, Hixon said, "All I ask of

them is to play tfwir bMt - that's all I can
expect

"

The Gazelles will participate in a pre-

saMon tourney in Cape Cod this conr>ing

weekend.

Campus Center

UMass

/ed., Thurs.. Mar. 28, 29

^ ^i^*^ The cosmetic center off Amherst ^0^^
This week's specials

^^iDj Reg.\T7.50 ^l^J^k

^!' .ow$12.00 ^1

COUPON
THi PRESCRIPTION STORI

OPEN MON-FRI 9-9 SAT 9-6

4 MAIN ST. AMHERST
CLIP&S/JVE CLIP & SAVE CLIP & SAVE CLIP&S/VE CUP&S/VE

.*:•.»»

Fri., Sat, Mar. 30, 31

Trespass

BLUE
WALL

Thurs., Mar. 29

Fri., Mar. 30

B. Willie Smith
Band

Sat., Mar. 31

#:#

Fri. St Sat.

Disco with Eric

Top of the
Campus

TOC members & guests only

TOC memberships available

to UMass students at the

info desk. Campus Center

In assoc. with UPC Productions

THE AGE INCREASE
IS COMING!

THE AGE INCREASE
IS COMING!

C&C LIQUORS
ST()( K UP FOR AFTER APRIL !6th

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FREE DELIVER Y

WAWXlIt
YOUR KNOWLEDGE

and i^our imagination. YISTfl gives i^ou the

opportuniti^ to help others In this countrij.

Whether i^ou're interested in languages,

math, health care, carpentri^, writing, or i^ou're

Just good with people, YISTfl can use i^ou.

VISTA volunteers fts9 in all 50 American

states. Thei^ start cooperatives, tenant unions,

and self help centers. Theij learn valuable

organizing and fundraising skills that often lead

to careers in cbmmuniti^ development or social

action.

n CHANCE TO mnKE CHANCES

PEACE CORPS AND VISTA ON CAOIPUS TODAY
rriARCH 29, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Goodell Room 503
and a general information booth in the Campus
Center Concourse.

iQ2llggi3Q 19

Notices
VOLLEYBALL FORFEIT
FEES from ^sX suxsosxbi

may be picked up at the

Intramural Office, 215
Boyden, from 8 30 4%M}.

See ONLY Mrs. Laramie
for the fees.

CHEERLEADERS--
Tryouts for the UMaa*
varsity cheerleader ar^d

stuntmen squads will be
held this coming
Monday, April 2 in the

Boyden Gym at 6.30 pm
INTRAMURALS
Schedules for the
following sports are

available now. SOF-
TBALL, SOCCER,
BADMINTON, PAD
OLEBALL. TENNIS,
NOTE! Games started

March 26.

OFFICIALS NEEDED for

Softball and soccer

-

apply at the Intramural

Offi<».

WOMEN'S TENNIS -
All women interested in

tennis come to NOPE
courts l)etween 3:00 and

5:00 starting Wed
nesday. Any questions,

contact Jim Carson at

546-4039
WRESTLING-lmpor-
tant meeting for all

wrestling team
members-4p.m.
Boyden Wrestling
R<ym

Bird in

Boston
BOSTON lAP! - The

Boston Celtics hope to sign

college star Larry Bird to a

National Basketball
Association contract during

the last weekend of the pro-

fessional season.

Celtics President Red
Auert>ach spoke briefly to

the Indiana State star

yesterday "and, during what
was called a friendly chat.

Bird agreed to a face-to-

face nr^eeting in Boston
sometime during the
weekend beginning Friday,

April 6.

LIVERY

to

/ARROWm^
m PRIX/ATP I

I
I
I.
I
I
I
I

\
I
I
I

i

I
I
I

UMass

I
I
I
I
I
I $10 round trip

I $6.00 one way

I
\ call: 6-7605

Greater
Lawrence

area

Northampton

EXCLUSIVE SHOWING
NOW ENDS TUESDAY

ai 7 15 b 9 00

i'AJOYI^

'K
GPI

IHAROLDarxJ
-i3r MAUDE
RLnVI GORDON
BUDCORT 'PXr
Directed by Hoi AiKby

WitK Songi by Col Sicvent
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Cornell wins, 10-9

Laxmen lose in sudden death
Bv MARK MARCHAND
CoMsgtan Staff

An un^^n^ gc^l by Cornell seniw ^tod

G«rber just 1 48 into sudden death ovefiinw

»xlingu»shed the upset hopes of the UMass
lacrosse team in its opener yesterday after

noon The winning goal capped a thrilling

10 9 Cofr^l University win before a

boisterous throng in excess of 2,000 at sun
dranchad Boyden Field.

Playing the number 3 ranked team in the

country, UMass surged to a 5 3 halftinw

lead before missed passes and penalties In

the third and fourth periods allowed the Big

Red to gam momentum and go ahead by

9 8 Then, with 1:17 left in regulation tirrw,

sophorT»Ofe Lw Vosburgh scored his se-

cond goal of the afternoon on a f^Kl from

midfielder Norm Smith lo kiwi tNngs up

ar^ force the overtime

"Massachusetts just kept coming at us;

they playetl extremely well," said Cornell

nr>entor Richie Moran We didn't have a

great first half, but we felt we could come
back and we did

VosbUf^ ^fMHWd ^ Ita scoring for

UMass at 5 14 of the first quarter when he

took a Brooks Sweet pass and wnsted it

past Big Red netminder John Gnffm from

20 feet out This also was the start of a fine

day for co captain Sweet, who totaled

three goals on three assists for the qame

Thirteen seconds later Cornell tied the

game when Gerber scored his first goal on a

pass from teammate Jim DeNicola when
the senior attacker beat UMass netminder

Don Goldstein Later, with less than two
minutes remaining in the first, attacker

Dave Martin put the Minutemen back on

top when he stuffed the ball in from right in

front of the net on a Sweet pass

In the second frame Cornell's Charlie

Wood scored his first of five goals on the

afternoon when he moved unmolested

through the UMass defense at 2:01 to

notch the goal Then, just over three

minutes later Wood scored his second with

UMass' David Martin off for slashma to out

the Big Red on top by 3 2 But, Sweet
didn't let the Cornell lead last for long when
he scored his second goal just 13 ^conds
later on a Norm Smith pass to knot things
at thr^ aii.

Later in the second quarter, the Sweet-
Smith connection worked again when the

Boxford native took a Smith pass from
behind the Cornell net and bounced it in

from 25 feet out Then, with 1:07 left in the

second midfielder Paul Kinnane gave the

Minutemen a 5 3 halftime lead when he
»:ored on an out of position Jim Griffin

In ttwttiird. Smith lengthened the UMass
lead to 6 3 when he grabtwd a loose ball m
front of the Cornell net and trickled it in

past the outstretched arm of Gnffin But,

penalties again proved to t» costly to the

Minutemen when Wood notched his third

at 5:17 with UMass co captain Roger Coe
off for tripping Later in the third, Sweet
tallied his third along with a UMass goal by
Dave Martin from Smith Offsetting those

scores were two Cornell tallies from Brian

Stuke, along with Wood's fourth goal

which cut the UMass lead to 8 7 going into

the fourth nutter.

In the fourth, Big Red ^^te^ DeNicola
and Wood put Cornell on top 9 8 as

penalties and missed passes continued to

be a thorn in the Minutemen's side This set

the sta^ for Vosburgh's goal which tied

the game at nine all and brought the huge
crowd to Its feet The rest is history as

Gerber scored in the overtime to bring an
end to one of the most thrilling locrosse

games played at UMass

"I just blew it," said Minutemen net

minder Don "Duck" Goldstein "It was my
job to pick up the ba'l in the crease and I

did; but I |ust dropped it"

"We made so.'ne mental mistakes in that

second half. " said UMass head coach Dick

Garber "We played as well as Cornell; the

penalties against us were a big difference
"

Also instrumental in the UMass effort

were midfielders Toby Rice and Ed Murray
along with defensemen Coe and Pete Kle-

rr>ent who turned in exceptional games.

Coll
Midfielder Norm Smith (8) collected four assist* and a goal in UMass' 10-9 loi

to Cornell yesterday, (^taff photo by Patrick DoblM.)

Steve Zack

A single champion

Earvin "Magic" Johnson raises his hands and signifies to the overflow

crowd at Michigan State's Jensen Field House that the Spartans are

indeed the national collegiate basketball champions. (AP Laserphoto)

When the 1^0 baseball season begins,

traditional baseball will be shattered to the

hilt. Not only will the season begin prior to

the month of April, but it won't even start

in the homeland of the sport, the good old

U.S. of A. That's right. Instead it will begin

on a faraway island in tfie Pacific known as

the Land of the Rising Sun, i.e. Japan.
It was announced earlier this week that

the San Francisco Giants will journey to the

Orient along with the San Diego Padres

and commence to play a three game series

at the end of March. Whether this is in

tended as a goodwill gesture or a move
towards an eventual "World championship
of baseball" showdown between the

winners of the Japanese and American
World Series is unknown, but I hope it's for

the latter.

For too long a time, professional sports,

both internationally and domestically, have
avoided the ultimate showdowns that

would determine a true world champion.
Baseball has avoided a direct conflict with

the Japanese hardball contingents, football

took a long while before the NFL and AFL
decided to do battle, and ultimately join

forces, and basketball and hockey merely

avoided the chance of a championship
battle by having the financially dominant
leagues (NBA and NHL) absorb or ten

tatively absorb the lesser leagues (ABA and
WHA).

Professional baseball has nothing to fear

by engaging in an all or nothing series with

the Japanese, except a possible Pearl

Harbor reprisal The advantage to the

Americans in such a series is extended by

the fact that many of the Japanese ball

parks have short distances to the outfield

fences that even Bob Montgomery would

stand a good chance at belting a round

tripper. In addition, it would indeed serve

as a measure of goodwill, which in these

modern times is a positive move to make.

Football termed its avoidance of a clash

between the NFL and AFL a nrwtter of the

new kid on the block (AFL) being inferior,

overly exuberant, and secretly, too much of

a danger to upsetting the HfL tradition of

superiority. But through the ingenuity of

one Sonny Werblin, the two leagues
combined and God save the SuperBowl.
The National Basketball Association

merged with the American Basketball

Association two years ago in order to put
an end to salary wars between the two
leagues and to diminish any chance of the
ABA showing up the NBA.
When the ABA came to life in 1968, it

was but a group of ragamuffin teams, with
few big name players and a future which
remained constantly in doubt But the ABA
survived year after year, due in great part to

players such as Connie Hawkins, Julius

Erving, Artis Gilmore, and Rick Barry. And
as the seasons went by, and the ABA
teams become quite adept at putting
.points on the scoreboard in excess of 140
per game, a matter of concern began to

haunt the NBA. The "inferior" league was
demanding a playoff between its champion
versus the NBA titlist.

For a few seasons the NBA was suc-

cessful at keeping the issue at bay, and
when it appeared that it may become a

reality, a merger proposition was put forth.

The merger proposal may not have gone
through immediately due to anti-trust

allegations regarding player salaries, but

the idea of combining the leagues put the

playoff issue at a standstill. And, when the
merger was completed, at quite an ad-

vantage to the NBA teams financially, the

matter of a showdown became obsolete.

It is a wonder why the NHL wishes to

absorb any of the WHA teams due to the

financial instability of the WHA squads.

The NHL isn't exactly a financial bonanza in

itself and the addition of four economically

troubled clubs combined with the ad-

mittance fee of millions of dollars that each
WHA team must pay, makes the merger
look all th#more ridiculous.

Professional sport, and sport in general,

is bAed upon the competitive edge. When
that edge is dulled, the sport suffers. And
unless a sport strives to find a single

champion, then there can be no true claim

to the title of world's champion.

Andnow. IntroducingEdKing...
Governor here today, rally expected

By STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

"We don't want the rally to project that wild image
which could only play on the empathy of his shrinking, yet

ardent group of supporters," said protest organizer David

Barenberg, on a planned rally to greet Governor Edward J.

King today.

King is scheduled to speak at 1:46 p.m. in the Student

Union Ballroom at a panel sponsored by the School of

Education entitled '"The Costs of Quality Education."

A rally, to be held outside the Student Union entrance,

will start at 1:30 p.m. It will then proceed around the Stu-

dent Union Building to tf>e rear where several speakers are

scheduled to address the crowd.

Barenberg, student coordinator for the Student Center

for Educational Research and Advocacy said, "we need an

orderly demonstration where students can rationally learn

and discuss the issues in much the same manner as the

speakers plan to do inside. The issues of budget cuts and

tuition hikes are but two of many which will seriously affect

the University community," he said.

Joel Weissman, assistant coordinator for the Center

said, "the purpose of the rally is not to confront the Gover-

nor because that is what he wants as is clearly evident by
his extremoty <;hori visit What else could he hope to ac-

complish?" He said, "we don't want nuts, we don't want
to give him the irresponsible response lie's hoping to

receive."

Weissman added, "We must act as a cohesive unit; he
will see students' acting in a concerted fashion
demonstrating against his threatening policies."

Barenberg went on to say, "the goal of the demonstra-
tion wi<! be to control all these intensive negative emotions
and turn them into contructive energy." He said, this is not

a one shot protest but is the beginning of an educational
program of letter writing campaigns, lobbying efforts, and
educational forums to discuss the "sweeping ramifications

of these issues-to get students involved."

Weissman said. King is attempting to get strong rriedia

response-the same type of response and subsequent sup-
port he received when pushing his drinking bill through the

legislature, from the demonstrations that occurred on this

campus. Weissman said the prevailing attitude from these

former demonstrations were that college students are the

immature f>eople p>ortrayed by the governor. "We must
prove this is not the situation at all." he said.

Central, OH residents plan
nightly library shuttle
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Orchard Hill and Central residents who
study late each night at the library now
have a plan to guarantee a safe walk home.
The Community Assistance Project,

which will gather library-goers each even-

ing at 10:30 and midnight to walk up the hill

together, starts this Sunday and will con-

tinue throughout the academic year.

Students should gather at a project sign

across from the library's checkout desk on
the main floor, said Andy Hession, a

Dickinson dormitory community resource

assistant who has prepared the system for

his fellow residents.

Hession said there will be a group of

students at the library Sunday night at both
leaving times to begin the program and said

he exoects the project should be able to run

itself once students start leaving together

regularly.

The idea came to the chemistry major

after several friends complained that they

were afraid to go study at the library at

night because of the long, dark walk home.
"I'm hoping other areas follow suit," he

said. Hession said the group will take the

path by Franklin Dining Commons home so

they can include Central residents in the

program. The two walk schedules will be

10:30 p.m. and midnight from Sunday
through Thursday nights, and 10 pm on Fri-

day when the library closes.

No program is necessary on Saturdays,

he said, when the library closes at 6 p.m.

and the sun is still out.

"It doesn't cost anything and I think it

will help make people feel safe again and

able to use the library from now until

finals," Hession said.

Radiation not monitored
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

There's some good news and some bad

news for local residents.

The good news is that a report circulated

early yesterday morning that a cloud of

nuclear radiation was heading towards the

Northeast is probably false.

The bad news is that there is currently no

consistent monitoring of radiation levels in

the local area.

The lack of monitoring was discovered

by a local woman, Frances Crowe, who
became alarmed at an ABC News report

that a '"cloud" of radiation was probably

headed in this direction. The cloud was
supposedly formed when radioactive gases

escaped in the form of steam from the

Three Mile Island nuclear power plant. ,

According to Dick McGaughy, a

spokesman from the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission in King of Prussia, Penn. The
radioactive gases in the steam dissipate

quickly and do not form "clouds" like some
other forms of radiation. McGaughy said

the levels of radiation dropped to un-

detectable amounts within 10 miles of the

Pennsylvania power plant.

However, McGaughy said the most
common gas found in nuclear power plants

is a form of krypton with a radioactive half

life of 10 years. He declined to comment on
the long term effects of the gas leak.

However, Frances Crowe, a member of

the Clamshell Alliance, and the local

representative of the American Friend's

Service Committee, was worried.

She called the Department of Health

office on campus here and was told the

man who normally monitors radiation levels

here has been on sick leave for more than a

year. The equipment is available but

unused.

Crowe was referred to the State

Department of Mental Health of Boston.

They told her monitoring at radiation was
being taken care of by the University.

Crowe said when she told them the

University was not doing the monitoring,

she was referred to the U.S. Department of

Environmental Protection. They referred

her to John Desmond, who is the assistant

to the director of the Air Pollution Control

District for this area, with an office in

Springfield.

Dr Bill Cosby speaks at the Fine Arts Center last night on educating children

and the media. Cosby's speech was part of the Learning Tomorrows for

Todays Generation forum. (Staff photo by Richard Newman)
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Boston fire fighters face billowing flames from a win-
4cm of the Copley Plaza Hotel in Boston yestsrdey
morning Brief tMs page. (AP Laserphoto)

Boston hotels set afire
BOSTCM |4/^-Wwr«Kl hotel kespws throughout

BoMMi wgMWffld arson patrols y«t«rday after a spate of

(ta^mi^riy mx, ©arfy morning fjres seriously injured 13

people and dnve almost 2,000 guests from two of the Pty's

poshest hotels

Fir© officials were at a loss to explain the motive for the

fires The first reupted at 1 04 am at the Chic Copley

Plaia and the second about an hour and a half later two
blocks away at the Sheraton Boston, a 29'Story convention

hotel

"We talked to the management of the two hotels, ar>d

they didn't know of any motive, such as revenge. " said

Fire Capt John Collins They didn t receive any threats,

and there were no calls afterward claimir^ credit So the

motive at this point is a mystery

Collins said the fires appeared to be definitely linked

"I think it was more than happenstance. " he said "I

think the person or persons who set the first fire also set

the second one
"

King reinstates Manzi
BOSTON (API - Gov Edward J King has formally

notified Albert "Toots" Manzi that his suspension as a

member of the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority has been

lifted

The letter was sent out by certified mail yesterday one

day after the former key Republican fund raiser was cleared

of extortion charges

The action follows Manxi's acquittal Wednesday on ex-

tortion charges Reinstatement will dear the way for him to

collect nearly $22,000 in back pay He was suspended from

the $23,700 a year lob last May following his indictment

Hair dryers investigated
WASHINGTON \AP\ - A federal agency called for in

formation yesterday on the newest reported cancer risk,

home hair dryers that release particles of asbestos

The Consumer Product Safety Commission decided to

issue a special order to the 10 manufacturers resoonsible

for producing 90 percent of the hair dryers sold in thjs

country, asking a series of questions, including which hair

dryers contain asbestos

The responses will enable the commission staff to

compile the first list of which hair dryers on the market

contain asbestos, an insulation material that has been

linked to cancer

Queen calls for election

LONDON |>4PI -Queen Elizabeth II, fulfilling a cen

tunes old duty, received formal word from Prime Minister

James Callaghan yesterday that his government had fallen,

and she set May 3 as the date for a general election to

select a new House of Commons
The latest public opinion polls indicate the Conservatives

of Margaret Thatcher will sweep into power easily, ending

five years of Labor Party control and making the 53 year

old Mrs Thatcher Europe's first woman prime minister

"My troop are ready, " the Conservative leader, scenting

victory, told reporters yesterday

Pentagon to cut back
WASHINGTON i>4Pl - The Pentagon announced

yesterday it will close, cut back and consolidate operatioris

at 157 military bases and study new efficiencies that could

save up to $474 million a year

If all the plans and proposals are carried out, the Defense

DepartrT>ent's payroll could be reduced by about 44.500

persons two thirds of them civilian workers There are

now about 3 million uniformed and civilian personnel in the

departrT>e:it. _^_^_____
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Scientist compares leal<

to nuclear test fallout
BvLEeLINDER
Associated Pr0SS
HARRISBURG, Pa. - Radiation still scaping from

the disabled Three Mile Island nuclear poM^r plant

yesterday was likened to fallout from an atorr^

bomb test by one scientist, as experts puzzled ovw
the cause of Amwica's worst nuclear accident.

Amid doubt about what went wrong, plant of-

ficials said radiation from a crippling water spill may
continue to leak into the air for at least another 24

hours.
'This corre^xjhd* to a major fallout pattern from a

nuclear bomb test," said Dr. Ernest Sternglass, pro-

fessor of radiology at the University of Pittsburgh.

Stemgalss measured radiation levels at the Har-

risburg airport yesterday morning, two miles frow
the plant site, and found them 15 times greater th«i

normal background radiation.

Contaminated water vapor, coming from the floor

of a cooling building adjacent to the shut-down reac-

tor, was escaping through vents and was expected to

continue contaminating the atmosphere until all the

water is pumped out.

Despite the forebodings of Sternglass and others,

officials of Metropolitan Edison Co., which operates

the plant on an island in the Susquehanna River

about 10 mil« southeast of Harrisburg, said there

was no danger to the public

As for Sterngl^' comment, Dick Miller, a com-

pany official said, "We don't consider that a ratior^al

statement. It's kind of far out."

Officials from government agencies also assured

local residents they were not being exposed to

dangerous levels of radiation.

John G Herbein, vice president of generation for

Metropolitan Edison, said, 'We didn't injure

anybody, we didn't overexpose anybody and we cer-

tainly didn't kill anybody. The radiation off site was
absolutely minuscule."

Herbein said radiation readings indicate the level of

exposure ranges from tip to 20 millirems an hour at

the site to as muc^. as seven millirems in nearby

towns. This is much less than what a person gets in a

chest X ray.

"There » no danger to the public," he said.

But nuciear critics attacked the company's no-

danger rosture.

"Every dose of radiation is an overdose," said

Nobel biologist George Wald, professor emeritus at

Harvard University, at an anti nuclear conference. "A
little radiation does a little harm and more of it does

more harm."
Sternglass said, "The reaction of the community

should be to stand up and scream. Risk for pregnant

women and young children is significantly increased.

"It's not a disaster where people are going to fall

down like flies It's a creeping thing."

The accident was triggered before dawn Wedr>es-

day when a valve apparently malfunctioned, causing

the nuclear fuel to fail and spilling more than 100,000
gallons of radioactive water. This melted about 1 per

cent of the metal cladding that protects the uranium
pellets and contaminated the reactor building.

Egypt, Libya
mobilize troops
By NICOLAS B TATRO
Associated Press

CAIRO, Egypt -Egypt and Libya have their armed

forces on high alert and military analysts said yester-

day that the slighest spark could trigger the second

war in two years between the Arab neighbors.

"Both statra are armed to tf^ teeth and in a high

state of alert," said one source. "If one soldier fell on

his face and fired his gun into the sand, it could trig-

ger a shootout."
Each state has sought information through in

termediaries about the intentions of the other and

neither Egypt nor Libya appears to desire a military

confrontation, the source said.

The new round of tension follows the signing of an

Egyptian Israeli peace treaty, which Libya has bitter-

ly opposed.
Libyan leader Moamrrwr Khadafy is one of the

hardline Arab opponents of the treaty and is leading

radicals in demandir>g the most severe economic and

political sanctions against Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat.
On Monday, Libya's mission to the United Nations

circulated a statement accusing Egypt of intending

to "set up the flames of war.
"

Sadat told reporters in Washington on Wednesday

that Libya would have to "bear the consequences" if

it allowed a new round of fighting.

Sadat said Egypt had no plans to launch a pre-

emptive strike against Libya, as it did in July 1977.

Reliable sources said that both sides have been

moving artillery, tanks and men to the border area

since Monday.
In Egypt, the desert road between Cairo and the

port city of Alexandria was closed for two days and

the road between Alexandria and the Libyan border

remains closed to civilian traffic

.

Carter to

heighten

guidelines
WASHINGTON \AP\
President Carter and
members of his administra

tion criticized excessive
prices and the profits that

flow from them yesterday,

but said increased profits

are desirable on most oc-
cassions.

The administration also

decided to tighten a provi-

sion of its pnce guidelines

to make it more difficult for

businesses to automatically
raise prices to offset higher

costs

"We think we have been a

little bit too fair" on prices,

said Alfred Kahn, the ad-

ministration's chief inflation

adviser

cljarliiM
GuHarist Rich

Aaron

appearing

Friday and
Saturday one

gootifootiS.timh
11 PRAY ST. Amherst. Mas&

ATTENTION
I. The Graduate Student Senate is accepting ap-

plications for Revenue Sharing Funds for the Spr-

ing Semester from Departments which have elected

their Senators.
Deadline April 30

II. Line Item Applications are available for

organizations, groups and individuals on campus that

want to be funded in next year's budget (FY/1980).

Deadline April 15

For more information and to pick up your application

forms please contact GSS Treasurer, Jose Trejo.

Graduate Student Senate, 919^ Campus Center,

545-0970/ 545-2896.

..^^'^^^^ WANTED ^4;

%^
STUDENTS INTERESTED

IN PLANNING

SENIOR DAY
(May 25, 1979)

and selecting speakers

for commencement...

Meeting to form committees—

Mon. afternoon, 4/2/79, at 4:00 p.m. in CC 901.

For further info-call Ron or Mary at 5-3604
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Cosby urges
media to

upgrade role
ByBETHSEGERS
Collegian Staff

"It's important for ttie media to give kids an education
witfiout tfiem knowing what we're doing to them - we can
upgrade the level of learning by simple measures, such as
using twelfth grade vocabulary in Superman comic books
with definitions at the bottom of the page.

"

Comedian, educator and UMass alumnus Dr. Bill Cosby
last night outlined an approach to encourage learning

among children and spoke of the media's role to promote
education as part of a School of Education sponsored
conference that drew 1 ,000 people to the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall.

**The media has come a long way but it hasn't really

accomplished much," Cosby said. "I can't be proud of

what we have done because with what we have available,

we haven't even chipped the surface."

Cosby, who received his master's and doctoral degrees
from the UMass School of Education, said he has devoted

tmich of his professional career to combine entertainment

with morals and worthwhile programming. Two years ago,

he was awarded his doctoral degree after a dissertation on

"An integration of the visual media via f-et Albert and the

Cosby Kids into the elementary school curriculum as a

teaching aid and vehicle to achieve increased learning.

Fat Albert will soon be joined by another Cosby
television program when CBS begins broadcasting The

Brown Hornet and his Sidekick Leroy next fall. Cosby said

the program will encourage flexibility of thought and
characters in the Saturday morning show. He said he had
to fight for the show and threatened to appeal to Congress

when CBS first refused to accept it for programming.
Three more of his television programs are also ready for

the airwaves, Cosby announced last night.

Although Cosby said he felt the media should encourage

learning through upgraded levels of films, comic books and
:elevision, he also said he did not believe entertainers have
a responsibility to educate.

"Why should they? They've chosen a profession,"

Cosby said in an interview. "They are no more there to

educate than the Rolling Stones are responsible to make
chemistry more palatable. We like the Rolling Stones for

whatever they sing and the same holds true with en-

tertainers."

Norma Jean Anderson, Cosby 's doctoral sponsore while

a student here and current assistant dean of the School of

Education, said the comedian was always a "very serious

student, research oriented and a hard worker in all his

classes and independent study projects."

But Cosby said he was not always a serious student. "In

grade school I enjoyed sports and art more than classroom

basic," he said. Cosby also said he did not come to UMass
to become a classroom teacher, but to add what he could

to education through his entertainment and knowledge of

the media.
Cosby said he enjoyed his years with the education

department here, especially because special programs

allowed him to continue his entertainment career. Cosby

was "recruited " to UMass by former Dean of the School of

Education Dwight Allen.

"I used to always hate to read until I found comic

books, " Cosby said.

"Now I do everything I can to encourage others to read.

Why don't you put down that National Enquirer and read

Ethan Frame, my friend?" he said.

Public television was cited by Cosby as an example of

the media's taking advantage of its ability to encourage

learning. Sesame Street, Zoom, Electric Company and

Mister Rogers were some of the programs he said he still

watches and enjoys.
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Front page crew photo by Bill Greene, Collegian Staff

The photo of Jonothan Kozoi which appeared on
page 2 of yesterday's Collegian was erroneously

credited to Richard Newman. The photo was taken

by Lisa Watts.

"AnRRinaur
ENTIRIAININC WHODUNIT!
'Great and glorious

entertainment!

Definitely not

to be
missed!"
— Aaron Schindler,

Family Circle

-Vincent Canbv. New York Times

'Movie magic!

The most
entertaining

evening of

the year!
- CBS-TV
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On« parson was Injured in this two car accident
yesterday in front of the Morrill Science Center on
North Pleasant St. Elizabeth Roiander of Amherst

was treated for facial injuries at the UMass infirmary
and released. (Staff photo by Jim Mahoney)

Coalition reacts to Senate's
anti-abortion pledge clause
By FRAN BASCHE
Collegian Staff

A Member of the Western Massachusetts Aboition Ac-

tion Coalition called the situation "grim" when she heard

the state legislature voted a resolution yesterday in favor of

adding an anti-abortion reference to the pledge of

allegiance.

The State Senate, without any discussion, approved

yesterday a resolution calling upon Congress to revise the

pledge so that it would read "liberty and justice for all, in

eluding the born and unborn " The same proposal was ap-

proved earlier by the House, again without debate.

The resolution was introduced by Rep. Charles R. Doyle,

D-Boston, co-sponsor of the Doyle-Flynn amendment that

would deny state financing of abortions to state workers

and women on Medicaid.

The resolution came only two days before a pro-abortion

international day of action which is planned for tomorrow

in about 20 major cities including Boston.

A rally and March, beginning at 11 a.m. in front of the

State House, is in support of women's rights to safe and

voluntary contraception and abortion, and is against

sterilization abuse.

Sally Koplin, speaking for th'e Coalition said "people like

Doyle and Flynn are responding to a vocal, well funded,

but not very large group who are afraid of a lot of things,

many of which have to do with women"
The march, which she said is expected to draw about

5,000 participants, is "the beginning of women fighting

back." She estimated about 100 Amherst area residents

will travel to Boston Saturday by buses leaving from Nor-

thampton and UMass and said "a lot more are going by
car."

Janice Eggelston, a coordinator of the Central Residen-

tial Area Women's Center said "it is ironic that unborns are

being granted constitutional protections that women have

not been granted yet."

Eggelston said the resolution "indicates a trend in the

legal system to limit the control women have over their

own bodies."

The march is scheduled to pass by the Welfare Depart-

ment offices and the Offices of the Catholic Church.

Members of the New York chapter of the National

Organization for Women are planning to carry coat hangers

dripping with blood as they march through Manhattan, the

Associated Press reported yesterday.

Accreditation report urges

UMass to establish priorities
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the first in a series on the UMass

Amherst accreditation report.

UMass is an excellent school that has got to get its act

together.

That is basically the word from the New England

Association of Schools which evaluates the University

every 10 years. Their accreditation report, issued late

Wednesday, was described by administrators "as pretty

good" although it contains some strong criticisms and 12

recommendations

.

In the 10 years since the campus was last accredited

UMass grew from a small agricultural school to one of the

country's major universities in size and distinction, accor-

ding to the report. But, it warns, several years of budget

cuts and poor planning are threatening its newly formed

high standards.
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The report strongly urges administrators to establish a

direction in which to continue growth, and to establish

academic priorities and fund them accordingly. Further,

the report suggests the school stick to a strong liberal arts

program rather than building up departments which cur-

rently have increasing student enrollment. The report calls

this enrollment a "passing trend."

Part of this lack in planning was attributed to a high tur-

nover in administrators, which is also the cause of low

faculty morale. The report pointed out that many top ad-

ministrative posts are filled with interim officials; the

chancellor is resigning, and the president is new, which has

undeter-nined stable leadership. The report states compe-

tent people can be found to fill these positions if adequate

salaries are offered.

The role of the Amherst campus as the leader of the

University system should also be clarified, the report

recommends. It suggests UMass the Board of Trustees pay

more attention to UMass-Amherst, "the flag-ship campus"

and to build and exploit political constituency in the state

for ends which would best benefit Umass Every effort

should be made, the report states, to make up for budget

losses in real dollars.

The report praises the faculty in all departments as highly

competent. The University should provide faculty with a

sense of power - a sense that they play a critical role in the

outcome of events. The .school should also clarify faculty

and department heads' roles and should improve internal

communications, the report recommends^ ^^^^
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BLACKAFFAIRS
RickyFord to

enMLKweek§19
TEBReLL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

The Ricky Ford Trio will be performing tomorrow a$ the

opening event of a series m honor of Dr Martin Luther

Kmg Jr. The Trio which consists of Ricky Ford on sax

aphone. Calvin Hill on bass and Bill Hart on drums will per

lorm at the Student Union Ballroom at 7:30 pm
Rickey Ford was the horn playw in Charles Mingus s last

group He is only 24 yMrs old and is rated by some
established music critics as the top your^g tenor player in

the country He will be accompanied by bassist Calvin Hill

who played with Man Roach Wednesday night and master

drummer Billy Han. The South Africa Film "There is No
Crisis Here" will be shown during intermission.

What we want to do is to present a program that would

address issu» that Dr King would address if he were alive

today Therefore, our theme is From the streets of the

60 s. the streets of southern Africa: A Spectrum of Strug

gle said Stan Kinard director of the Office of Third World

Affairs

Roberto Uno. a program director in the Student Activities

Office said the weeks events will focus on the past and pre

sent
The past because it was the time when Or King s political

activism shook the country and the present and future

because we want people to see the positive side of what is

happening today
Paul Robeson, Jr will speak about his father on Mon

day We choose this for him because Paul Robeson was
experiencing political oppre^ion in this country at the

same time Dr. King was working in the south " said Uno
The present and future will be represented by Reverand

Herbert Daughtry of the Black United Front Reverand

Daughtry who some describe as being a mixture of Dr

King and Malcolm X has been working in Brooklyn on

issues such as medical cutbacks, education, the Arthur

Miller case and other issues Appearing with Rev

Daughtry will be the South African Freedom Singers who
will lecture and sing, the group consists of exiles who are

presently living in New York

A photo exhibit will open on Sunday April 1st entitled

Black Eyes/Light m the New Africa House at 4 pm The

photographers. Jules Allen and Frank Steward have

become two well traveled photographers of the Black ex-

perience in America
Their work was recently at Studio Museum in Harlem and

will be on exhibit in Europe after it leaves here

The activities are all tied into the march and rally on Apnl

7th related tc the struggles of oppressed people in the US.
and Africa The march will begin at the New Africa House

and end at the Commons m Amherst US Senator Paul

Tsongas. Prof Paul Puryear of the Afro Am Department at

UMass and a representative from the Zimbwabwe Afncan

National Union will be featured speakers

All programs are geared toward educating the general

University community and raising peoples consciousness

of progressive struggles at home and abroad.

The program is the |Oint efforts of many groups and

peoples such as Distinguished Visitors Program Commit

tee. Five College Committee for the Liberation of Southern

Africa, the Office of Third World Affairs, the Student Ac

tivities Office and The Center for Racial Studies.

It IS the sincere desire of all the planners and organizers

that the programs will be well attended and that the

University community will |Oin us in our campaign against

rascism," said Kinard

Max Roach...

The Rickey Ford Trio will be performing tomorow at

the Student Union Ballroom at 7 30 pm Calvin on

bass and Bill Hart on drums will accompany him.

LUTHER

This photo by Jules Allen is part of tha axhibit Black
Eyes/Light to open April 1st in the Augustus Savage
Memorial Gallery New Africa House The exhibit will

open at 4 p.m. on Sunday and is part of the Martin
Luthar King Week's program.

New case threatens

Affirmative Action
The opening arguments

for a case that could have

se.ious effects on all af

tirmative actions programs

was heard by tf>e Supreme
Court yesterday.

Brian F. Weber a white

steel worker had made a

formal complaint against

the Kaiser Aluminum and
Chemical corporation
training program, a

program which attempts to

rectify the imbalance
between the number of

minority to white skilled

workers
Michael Fontham, lawyer

for Weber, argued that the

Kaiser program is in direct

opposition to a 1963 Federal

law prohibiting )Ob

discrimination on the basis

of race Fontham con

tended that the way to

eliminate discrimination is

not with more
discrimination.

The United Steel

Workers and Kaiser lawyer

Noyes T. Powers made a

distinction between the

racial discrimination sited in

1963 Congressional ruling

and Affirmative Action

programs To this Chief

Justice Warren E Burger

said, "You're saying that

you can discriminate for

good motives but not for

bad but the Union lawyer

Mid his argument was not

one of motives but that the

1963 ruling was meant to

outlaw discrimination based

on racial bigotry, and the

Kaiser program does not fall

under that category.

Weber filed his class

action suit against Kaiser

when he found that he had

not been admitted to the

training program while two
Black workers with less

seniority had been ad-

mitted The program itself

was designed on a 50-50

ratio by the United Steel

Brian Weber

Workers in 1974 in an at

tempt to increase the

number of Blacks holding

skilled positions within the

company Where WeB'^r

works, at the Kaiser plant in

Grameicy La. there are 273

sivilk'd cratts workers and
only five of them are Black.

Jarnes Nailor, a Black

electrician who received his

training through th j Kaiser

program, said in a March
interview,. "When Kaiser

first opened its Gramercy

plant, only whites were

hired so, they would always

have seniority over Blacks."

The Weber case has been

heard previously by two

lower federal courts that

both ruled in favor of

Weber. The rationale used

was that the Kaiser cor

porations. program is

unlawful unless it can be

proven that the corporation

had discriminated against

Blacks in the past.

Powers said that such a

ruling requires companies

who attempt to carry out

voluntary affirmative action

programs to admit past

discrimination "It is in our

judgement prohibitive." he

said

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.
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STOPPED
READI^iG TMEM

The master
at his best
By MARIO A BARROS
Black Affairs Staff

There may be drummers that people may like better, but

there is no one on the planet that plays drums better than

Max Roach His mastery and corwentration are unmatched

and honored by his admirers and his peers alike.

It's true that the phrase "Max Roach on drums" is one

that commands a certain amount of reverence but

Wednesday evenings program at the Fine Arts Center con-

cert hall was one of sparse ceremony. The houselights

simply went down and Roach strode onto the stage. He
started with a simple greeting to the effect of "good even

ing" and went on to outline the evening's activities He was
easy m manner, very conversant in his delivery and at times

his comments were amusing in a tongue-in cheek sort of

way
He performed one of his many award-winning composi-

tions that he promised would hold "sweet harmonies and

sonomous melodies" Right away, he attacked the drums
and effected a trance like concentration that produced a

staggering array of wind, fire, thunder and lightning.

One could see the concentration and strain upon
Roach's face and hear it in tf>e music. One could also see

that after a flurry of wood, brass and skins there was a very

relaxed, content kind of look on his face. It was a very com
municative look that said he was satisfied with the

preceding sequence, that he did it the way he wanted to.

To me. it said that Max Roach, after all the years, work, ac-

complishments and accolades, was still having a good time

and even surprising himself once in a while.

He had some very distinguished company with him in

Calvin Hill playing bass and Odean Pope on tenor sax

ophone. Again, with very little ceremony. Hill went into a

well-executed solo that led the trio into a composition call-

ed "Nomo." When Roach signalled the beginning of the

composition, the thiree instruments melted together but

with each retaining its own individual personality.

Roach introduced Pope as one of the rising giants on the

Black Classical music horizon and Pope did not disappoint.

His solo full of surprises as some of the notes that came
from the bell of his sax were beyond the edge of belief.

It all came back to the man on the drums though. He
wasn't an up and coming giant, he was a giant. To typify

the spirit of his performance, one can look to the hi-hat

solo he did. He took the hi-hat assembly away from the set

itself and went to the front of the stage with it. Some of the

people in the sizeable crowd could be detected wondering

what the hell he could do with a mere hi-hat? After about

two minutes that question was changed to 'what can't he

do with a mere hi-hat assembly."

As the performance wound toward the end, the trio had

performed a wide range of material that covered Black

Classical music all the way from Roach's more avant garde

compositions to the familiar Duke Ellington standard.

"In a Sentimental Mood." When it was over, the crowd

rose to Its feet (for the third or fourth time during the night)

and refused to sit down, leave or stop applauding until the

trio would come out and do an encore that was complete

with an ensemble performance and another blistering solo

by the master.

This benefit for the Fletcher Henderson memorial

Scholarship Fund has shown me once again that there is

none on drums better than you Max Roach.

Free Dessie Woods
On Wednesday March 28. we printed the story of political

prisoner Dessie Woods. This is a continuation of that

story.

Prescribed controlled substances like prolixin are prescrib-

ed for control of black poor, and colonized peoples. It is

clear that such inhuman treatment was being prescribed

for Dessie Woods. However, Dessie managed to get word

to the National Committee of her predicament.

Immediately the National Committee to defend Dessie

Woods began to contact support committees and sup

porters around the country to initiate a call-in to the prison

and hospital to demand to know why Dessie had been sent

to the State hospital and why she was being drugged.

After a barrage of phone calls to the prison and hospital,

Dessie was released in a matter of hours and taken back to

the prison. It was just a few days after the first call-in

January 1st. When a more intensified call-in began. Sup-

porters called the White House demanding to speak to

James Carter and the immediate release of Dessie Woods.

Calls demanding the same were also made to Georgia

Governor George Busbee, Convicting Judge, O'Connor,

presiding judge over the now standing Habeas Corpus Ap-

peal, Wilbur Owens and the infamous GWIC.
The following weekend, the NCDDW, sent represen-

tatives to visit Dessie at the prison, Dessie could be seen

coming across the prison yard

Even then, from the way she walked we could tell that she

was not well. Her words were slow but strong and occa-

sionally she would stutter. Her coordination was off as she

could hardly support herself.

The National Committee to Defend Dessie Woods is

presently investigating legal means of putting an end to the

drugging of Dessie Woods Demand an end to the drugg-

ings and unjust imprisonment of Dessie Woods!
Write letters of protest to a President James Earl Carter

White House, Washington, DC.
Georgia Governor George Busbee. State Capitol Building,

Atlanta, Georgia 30303.

Head Warden K. Linahan, Georgia Women Institute of

Corrections (DWIC), Hardwick, Georgia 30134.

Judge Wilbur Owens, P.O. Box 65, Macon, Georgia

31202.
Put prison official on notice that thousands are aware of

the plight of Dessie Woods, write to Dessie Woods
A 78927, GWIC, Hardwick, Georgia 31034.
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BLACKAFFAIRS
The Ricky Ford trio to open l\/ILK weeic Saturday

There will be a Worship
Service on Sunday, April

1 at 4 p.m. in the
Newman Center base-

ment conducted by Rev.
Gilbert Caldwell and Dr.

Floyd Williams.

Tha national touring company of tha hit Broadway musical. Vinnatta

Carroll's "Your Arm's Too Short to Box with God" will ba presented at tha

Fine Arts Center Concart Hall on Sunday, April 1 at 8 p.m.

The soaring celebration in song is black gospal based on tha Book of St.

Matthew. Tha hit musical is sat in a church, and the story is told by th«

congregation acting out roles as followers and tha paople of Jerusalem.
Tickets are now on sale at the FAG box office, open Monday through

Friday 9 4 and at all Ticketron locations.

Beannflation and
leave the cooking

to us

$1 .00 OFF
any purchase of $5.00

or more on every

Tuesday and Sunday

Hours: 11 a.m.-l a.m.

Deot theWinter Freezies,

Qt Great Expectations

We'll Put Spring back
into Your Hair

!

•PIZZA
•GRINDERS
•SPAGHETTI
•SALADS
65 University Dr.

Tel. 549-1311 or 253-9051

DELTA UPSILON IS

THE NEW FRATERNITY
Find out how you can become part of the

chapter that you and other UMass men
will build now.

Informational meetings will be held in the

Campus Center every night this week.

March 26-Rms. 170-172, 7-10 p.m.

March 27-Rm. 165, 7-10 p.m.

March 28-Rms. 170-172, 8-10 p.m.

March 29-Rm. 176, 7-10 p.m.

March 30-Rms. 170-172, 7-10 p.m.

March 26-Rms. 170-172, 7-10 p.m.

March 27-Rm. 165, 7-10 p.m.

March 28-Rms. 170-172, 8-10 p.m.

March 29-Rm. 176, 7-10 p.m.

March 30-Rms. 170-172, 7-10 p.m.

Drop in and see what's happening

anytime between the hours listed above.

For more info: call Ed Crane at 549-6000.

Winter can pul your h.iir in the deep freeze. Our

precision haircutlors can spruco up your hair for

the ski slopes. Look vk'ondertui in your v^inlcr

wonderland with a Great Expectations Precision

Haircut.

Precision Haircut, including shampoo and blow

dry styling for men and women. .

no appointments ever

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 CO A Old MOUNTAIN >»RMb M«ll
bO**--i7l3o R0UTt9-MA0ieY MASS

,ULTS.2 .0 STUDENTS yS. 5J^'|^^NS W.TH AMC^C^.RJ^^^^^^^^ SHOW S, 50

ON SALE 30 MINUTES c>RIO« TO Tl-S

<,ri.

'>' L HAVING A BAU!

Ipri. and Sat. (TLS 5:00) 7:30-9:^

Isun. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:00)-8:30

Matinee (Sat. and Sun.) 2:00

ro

TERFALK PETiRBOVlf

CKCflff

PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

Hampshire Mall

Rte. 9, Hadley

BUCK ROGERS
in the

25th CENTURY
THE ULTIMATE SPACE MAN!

THE ULTIMATE TRIP!

FrI. & Sat. (TLS 5:15)-7:45-10:00|

Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:15)-8:30|

Matinee (Sat. and Sun.) 2:15

ra

G£ORGE
c. scon

••()h!n\(»'Kl.

ihiitsiny(l;iuKliH"i-"

Iprl. and Sat. (TLS 5:00)-7:30 955

Isun. thru Tues. (TLS 6:00) 8:30

,P,; Matinee (Sat, and Sun.) 2:15

,HARD-
_X CORE
Frl. and^at. (TLS 5:15)-7:45-9:55|

Sun. and Tues. (TLS 6 15) -8:30

R Matinee '^at a"d Sun.) 2:00

|.H.|m^.iiiiini.mii!ii>!ii

MIDNITE SHOWS
)Q Fri. and Sat.

^ All seats «.00

IIMITEO TO SEATING
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N.Y. priest talks

on sex industry

M Friday, March 30. 1979

By eUEN DAVIS
Cotegian Staff

A catholic prmt who
run* a sh^ter for young
mIuHs in New York told au
dtences at UMass and
Amherst Colleges last night

that the sex industry is s*-

«ind only to traffic m MIcH
^uga for organized crime.

"

"&ie thousand pimps
«^k Eighth Avenue with

^ual immunity, ' Father

Bruce Ritter said "You
can't drive a car, vote or

dnnk at sixteen, but you
can be a prostitute."

Ritter IS the founder of

"Under 21, a shelter which
opened two years ago to

heip children who have
be«i exploit^ by the billion

dollar sex industry in Times
Square He recently ap-

peared on the CBS program
60 Minutes.

"It's a very organized,

savage industry, " Ritter

said, 'It's a very short life

for kids."

Ritter said organized crirr»e

likes to use kids because
they can easily be disposed

of, they are rotten

witnesses and they can not

t>e searched
One hundred and

seventy six prostitutes have

been murdered in New York

during the last three years."

Ritter said "Six of my kids

have died because they

waited too long to leave

their pimps"
Many kids simply don't

expect to make it back." he

said. "They face the
cruelest dilemma a young
person could face in our

society.

"These are good kids,"

tw said, Most of them are

just simply trying to sur

vive."

Ritter said the sex in

dustry exists because "We
have lost our ability to feel,

let alone express moral
outrage.

"Public apathy has itiade

It almost impossible to

react," he said.

Also, judges won't pro

secute prostitutes, pimps,

and pornographic
filmakers, and police con
sider them "a wast of

time." he said. The public is

powerless to influence such
public servants. Ritter said.

"How many more kkte

win have to be murdered
before someone realizes

this isn't a victimless

crime? " he asked
However, Ritter said "a

lot of good things are hap
pening. ' Last year new
child pornogrraphic laws

were passed and New York

passed a runaway youth

act New York Mayor Ed-

ward Koch also refused to

allow establishment of

another pornographic strip

in the city.

"This is the beginning of

the acknowledgement by

the state that a problem

does exist and that it is the

responsibility of the state,
'

he said

.

Claire Roderich. organizer of the Graduate Art Show. eKhibits part of the wide variMy of wortta on

display at the Hampden Gallery (Staff Photo by Peter Jones)
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Union discusses job cuts
By CHRISTOPHER CASTIGUA
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Employees Union met yesterday

to discuss and to vote on proposals for action against

possible cuts in graduate student employment due to

decreased university spending.
Union Vice Chairman Dennis Wakefield said graduate

students employed in teaching assistant. teachir>g

associate, and resident assistant positions should be
concerned by target budgets given to nine academic deans

by acting UMass Provost Jeremiah M. Allen. The target

budgets propose a one fjercent cut in expenditures from

last year.

The graduate eriployees will be most vulnerable to

budget cuts. Alien said, because they are not under

contract by tho University.

"They cut so much already, there's very little

discretionary money to play with. " Wakefield said.

If these cuts must be made, Wakefield said, they will be
made from '03' funds. Mor>ey from '03' funds is used for

purcfuising equipment, establishing contingencies, and
hiring teaching assistants.

In anticipation of the proposed budget cuts, the Union
voted unanimously on a series of proposals they hope to

achieve this spring. They voted to oppose all decreases in

assistant and associate fundings and increases in the

workloads of graduate employees due to budget cuts.

The Union also voted to reaffirm its call for full em-
ployment of eligible and qualified graduate students at

wages in accordance with salary criteria established by the

UMass Board of Trustees. They voted for meaningful
graduate participation in departmental decision-making
processes.

The union is also calling for tfie University administration

to recognize it as a legal representative for the collective

TURN TO PAGE 15

HOUSING
EXEMPTIONS

Spring 1979 housing exemption applica-

tions are due no later than April 6, 1979.

Applications will NOT be accepted after

this date. Please submit all applications to

the Housing Office, 235 Whitmore,

545-2100.

*htf s/^''''V >f.»'.f ' '> f
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BEEFEATERS.
HAVE WE GOT
A BEEF FOR YOU!

ROAST PRIME RIB
$5.95

Try this delicious, juicy cut,

• priced to include Baked Potato,

unlimited Salad Bar and Bread and Butter.

Roast Prime Rib at $5.95 is a

featured item, Sunday thru Thursday,

at your Amherst Qub Restaurant.

^ Reservations Accepted.

Most Major Credit Cards.

GO FLY A KITE'

THIS WEEKEND!

FROM ONL y i^ 95

The Steak Out
351 Northampton Road

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
2568557

Mountaineeilng^.

italneering' Is an
oral tradition. Over
the yeais, it has
been passed down
_^from teacher to

pupil, fether to son, package
store owner to customer. As a
result, a folklore - a ipythol-

ogy, ifyou will - has formed
around the mountains of

Busch. You, being a student
of mountaineering, no doubt
wish to acquaint yourselfwith
these truths and half-truths,

these stories both accurate
and apociTphal.A wise deci-

sion And, as luck would have
it, this ad is j\jst the ticket.

One of mountaineering's
earliest legends is Bennington
BaxteDP-Banrdngbon Adventurer,

international bon vivant and
inventor of the phrase "your
check is in the mail" it was he
who perfected the finer points

of expedition financing. While
other mountaineers resorted

to such bizarre extremes as
gainful employment, Benning-
ton subsidized assaults on the

Busch mountaintop with cre-

ative economics.An amalgam
of paper schemes, franchised
dreams, dummy corporations
and corporate dummies kept
him in clover for nigh on 20

seal years. Asked at th^

culmination of his

career to reflect ujx^n the se-

cret of success, Bennington
revealed his first rule: "Keep
all your assets liquid!'

Another frequent subject

of mountaaneering lore is

the wildlife. Numerous
•tales abound, but perhaps
the most famous story is

that of the 1973 Muncie
Mathematics Convention. All

75 prodigies, whiz kids and
befuddled geniuses initiated

an after hours expedition.

Itbeganharmlesslyenough.
But soon, the Busch moun-
taineers reached the Mobius

Strip, a racy nightspot catering

to highbrow hijinks. Before the

evening was over, several of

them were bending the slide

rules. Others were smoking big

cigars and telling every woman
in sight they were agents with

;;
an eye for figures, claiming, .•

'1 can maJcB you a mathe-
matical model, babyT Talk
about your wildlife!

But when looking for

sheer courage, W. Dexter
Poole must rank in lore

among the top mountain-
eers. Pond of saying"The

road to truth goes through
bad neighborhoods',' Poole

. enjoyed skirting with
danger and approached

mountaineering as a test of
survival skills. In his most
famous challenge, Poole,

equipped only with 30 water-
proofmatches and a mf^or credit

card, parachxjted into a remote
area known as Qeveland He
was up to the task. Within 34
hours, Poole was bask-
ing under the hot sun of
Antibes, downing the
smooth cold, refreshing
mountains of Busch Beer.

A credit to
colleagues
and a col-

league on
credit. .

What
becomes
a legend
most?
That

1

is (one) a matter of subjective

judgment and (two) in a con-

stant state of flux. Keep in mind
legends are created every day So
when you flex your mountain-
eering muscles, be
true to the tradi-

tion. At best,

youll be part
of history.

At least,

you'll be a
near-myth.

Mountaineering is tiie science and art trf drinking Busch. The term orlg^^
label outside and i»rpetmtee due to t^ cold, natui^y reftwhing teste inside. The alx^

off their explolte are legencfary, aiiy similarity to actual people, living or dead is purely coincidental.

Don't Just reach for al)eer.BUSCHHead for the mountaina

%. AniMuMr-Buach. Inc St Loui*. Mo

' *-, Pi^J
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Govarnor Ed King will be on campus
today to talk on the "Costs of Quality
Education." The question, asked of

participants of the Learning
Tomorrows conference • Why do you
tSink Ed King is coming hm%7

ZucHowski 8p*nc«r

Yolanda Zuchowski. Hadley
schoolteacher -"Because if he turned it

down he'd be turning down an opportunity

to eKpre^ his feelings that Massachusetts
schools are st'ong He's sort of pressured

into defending that position If he didn't it

would almost seem faithless He may feel

he's being inconvenienced but he feels it's

r^ecessary

Nancy Spencer, grad student in

education I think it s public relations It's

a matter of having made decisions of

spending cuts He needs to keep in touch
witfi tf>e University I have a feeling the

audience Will be very silent. The university

community will not give him a rousing

welcortie."

Allard Berdick

Dr William Allard -"To indicate what his

priorities are that he's recommended a

budget less than the president of the
University It will be evidence to the public

that he's committed to a particular concept
and willing to discuss it, particularly in an
area where he is not popular The impact
will be much greater externally. It is very
difficult to convince people internally, but
externally people will perceive it as a gutsy
things to do - to deal face on with xhe
issues

'

Anna Berdick. Nutrition, freshperson
'Probably, he \Arants to rationalize why he's

decreasing money to higher education He
hopes to Win students over to his way of

thinkinq
"

13 M^'fe
Fantini Hall

Mario D Fantini, dean of the school of

Education— "He was invited as a Trustee

of the University. He's coming to

acknowledge the importance of the

conference, to get this position, and I

understand it's going to t>e a brief one, on
how he sees costs because he's right in the

middle of It."

Don Hall, director of academic
disciplines in the School of Ed -"He
wants first hand insight into what's
happening to the University He doesn't

have anything to lose, he's the governor.

He's got to know what's going on Austere

budgets are always tough to deal with "

Bits and Pieces
UMass president "Lightning Bolt"

Knapp spiking before that bastion of

political thought, the Holyoke Rotary Club:

Building Southwest was a mistake"
At>out time someone realized By the way,

would you tHiy a used tower'from this man'
DANGUIDERA

Mideast Peace treaty warping
—Collegian 9

By CAROL ROSENBERG
While ttw cover of the Boston Glob* w
screaming "Saalam, Shalom and Peace,"
and Jimmy Carter, Menachem Begin and
Anww ri Sadat are patting thems^ves on
the back, I think, some of .he perspective
of peace treaty signed last Monday is

becoming somewhat warped

-

I sat down in the Blue Wall yesterday
wound noon for a cup of coffee. A man
sitting across from me brought up some
questions about the politics of the Middle
East which represent, I think, a very irr^xir-

tant (but sometimes sluffed over) point of

view Was I pessimistic or optimistic about
the treaty, and did I think it really m^in
peace'
Being a reporter. I managed, sorrwfraw. to

turn It around without committing myself.

What did he think?

He s»d It was hard to be optimistic when
the Palestine Liberation Organization was
swinging into full force. ' He said Yassir

Arafat IS living in Jordon now, (a reverse
from ten years ago when King Hussein

purged the refugee cwtips of the PLO's
presence.) He said by signing the treaty

with Egypt, both Israel and Egypt are
alienating themselves from the rest of the
Arab world.

A lot of what he had to say was valid:

The victorious one was Carter. The Middle
East w^ loosing out in many ways
But what about Egypt, I asked? Sadat was

doing it for his failing economy, and what
about Israel? A few years back Zionism was
equated with racism in the United Nations

if they had rejected Sadat's peace in

itiative they would have looked like shit in

the eyes of the world.

He said Sadat knifed himself in the back.
He traded Saudi Arabia's support for

Carter's. And Carter was dependant on
Saudi oil

The man presented some Mery significant

qu^tions. But what should Isr^l have
done if not sign the treaty?

A treaty that alienates the rest of the Arab
world IS no treaty at all, he said. The only

thir^g he viewed as a viable option for the

Middle East was a treaty between Syria,

Jordan, Lebanon. Egypt and Israel. We
both agreed that would be no easy task.

So we both agreed. The general feeling of

optimism was over. And those of us who
were skeptical from the start wondered
what was going to happen next. Arafat is m
the headlines again, and internal turmoil in

Israel was just beginning, he said.

Neither of us are "political analysts," but

our point of view were similar. We were
pessimistic about the future of the treaty.

He asked me if I had been to Israel and if I

would go again t answered affirmatively.

Yes, I had been to Israel, I had lived in

Jerusalem for a short period of time. But I

said with a smile, I had lived in the Jewish
section while he had lived in the Arab sec-

tion.

Yes. He was a Palestinian Arab and he
had lived in OM Jerusalem before it became
a part of Israel in 1967,

Carol Rosenberg is a reporter for the
Collegian

Marching and demanding abortion
Bs ELLEN GITELMAN

Around the world, from the US to
Britain, from Italy to Brazil and Chile,

people will take to the streets March 31 to

demand abortion rights and an end to
forced sterilization. It will be the first time in

history that women have united in-

ternationally to raise these demands.

The so called "Right to Lifers " have
gone all out to turn the clock back before
abortion was legalized in 1973. back to the

days of back alley, coat hanger abortions
Without regard to adult lives, some of their

members have fire bombed abortion

clinics, assaulted clinic workers and
harrassed patients Their unrelenting
political pressure has resulted in many
state local and federal restrictions on
abortion rights. One of the Right to Life

movement's biggest bulwarks and financial

contributors, the Cathohw hierarchy, will be

twgeted during many of the marches.
At each US. demonstration marcNirs

will demand. 'Defeat the Hyde Amend
ment' Restore Medicaid Abortionl" and
"Enforce HEW Regulation, Prevent
Sterilization Abuse! " Congress passed the

Hyde Amendment in 1977 Th»s amend
ment cut virtually all Medicaid funding for

abortions, turning abortion into a privvpi e
for those who can afford to pick up the
$200 ijIus tab The 300,000 Medicaid
pati€>nts who seek abortions each year

must resort to cheaper but potentially fatal

ones. Three women have died since the
Hyde Amendment was passed. In the 32
states that have enacted the amendment,
Medicaid funded abortions have been
forced down 98 2 percent.

But when it comes to sterilization fun

dina, the qovernment afrows its true colors

While abortion funding is cut to nothing,

HEW continues to pay 90 percent of the

costs of sterilization Many women are

stenlized without their knowledge or

consent when they're on the delivery or

operating table. In New York City, twice as

many blacks and six times as many
Hispanics as white women have been
sterilized. It's the government's answer to

poverty: instead of providing decent

housing, schools and enough jobs, they

blame people for having more children than

their rotting system can handle.

Freedom in deciding whether and under

what conditions to have children,

organizers of the March 31 actions point

out, is linked to women's fights for equal

wages, adequate welfare benefits, decent

housing and daycare. This connection is

borne out in the day to day battles women
take up, and reflected in the range of

struggles that will be addressed at ther

March 31 rallies

Gitelman is a member of the

Revolutionary Student Brigade.

Letters to the Editor
Perturbed

with parking

To the EdKor:
It IS unfair and unjust that the students of

this university must be penalized daily, and
forced to bear the burden of an un-

warranted deficit taken on by the Parking

Administration. We are continually

reminded of the large deficit the school

supposedly is incurring due to the con
struction of the Campus Center garage, yes

ttiat "Big White Elephant" located near the

Cimpus Center circle.

Recently committees are meeting in

iifdrr to decided on raising parking rates

still higher The funds collected from the

distribution of tickets are set aside for

scholarships, /udging by the amount of

fines I pay in. no one should have to pay
tuition Also when parking is being
prohibited during snow removal dates.

p.Hvphlets and other notices should be
posted <it least a week prior to it going into

effect, not a day later as was this year's

procedure For us college students who are

trying to get ahead you are making it very

difficult

I strongly believe all handicappedparking
and tow zones should be kept vacated
unauthorized vehicles but the frequent

distribution of parking tickets is ridiculous!

Either more metered parking spaces are

needed and meters that register more than

an hours worth of time. A meter with a one
hour capacity is useless to someone with a

ninety minute class, but I suppose this is

the reason for the Campus Center garage.

I'm curious, it appears that ticket

distributors work on commission'
Susan M. Beauregard

Southwest

Abofiion
'taking of life'

To the Editor:

/ agreed wholeheartedly with the

writers who say, "we believe that every

woman can and should decide for herself

when, if and how to have children " My
disagreement stems from the difference

between what that statement means to

me and what it means to them. Birth con-

trol measures or the prevention of fer-

tilization are what I view fhat staterrrent to

infer In my mind the decision to have a

child IS alf^ady made whether you are for

or against it ohce fertilization occurs Ir-

responsibility or even fertilization against

the odds of preventive measures cannot
be erased at this point, by aborting the

fetus, because a human In 9 has begun.
Whether we are speaking of a one day old

fetus or a ninety year old man or woman
we are still speaking of a human life in the

natural process of aging. The difference

in physical appearance is irrelevant. To
say a fetus is not a human being is likened

to saying a person at the other end of the

scale (advanced old age) is not a human
being It is an erroneous attempt to define

what a human being is. Under logic such
as this we could say that, truly, only

twenty year olds are really human beings
with a right to life while all others may be
exterminated on the basis that they are

not
Abortion then is the taking of a human

life and should be held in this light by our
laws and morals

John Londergan
Amherst

Not a -right'
To the Editor:

Abortion is not a woman's right. It*is

euthanasia, pure and simple. Whether or
not we accept and allow abortion is im-

material. We must understand that by
aborting a fetus we are altering the course
of nature, and preventing a possible life.

People, in the past, have allowed certain

forms of killing, such as war. Perhaps we
should allow abortion, but let us not claim
that it is a natural right.

Geoffrey L. Cohler
Amherst

Abortion safe
To the Editor:

A recent letter by Jerome W. Cox
claimed that "abortion is immoral,

dangerous to health, and reduces our
economic growth and prosperity. " Cox
did not furnish any evidence for his asser

tions, and for good reason.

As for dangerous, a pregnant woman
has only two choices-to remain pregnant,

or to have an abortion. The chances of

dying if she chooses to remain pregnant
are 25 times greater than if she has an
abortion during the first eight weeks of

pregnancy, when 50 percent of all abor-

tions are performed. Abortions performed
during the first three months of pregnan-

cy (which account for 90 percent of the

total) have a mortality rate one-eighth as

great as the morality associated with car

tying a pregnancy to term (data from the

United States Center for Disease
Control). Clearly, it is not having an abor
tion which IS by far the more dangerous
option.

As for damaging the economy, it is

unclear what Cox had in mind as a cause
and effect relation here However, he ap
parently means that we can only have a
healthy economy if the population is

perpetually expanding. If this is his mean
ing. I invite him to explain how the in

creasingly common shortages of non
renewable resources will be alleviated by
continually increasing the number of peo
pie clamoring for these resources.

As for immoral, C S Lewis (in his

preface to Mere Christianity) had a
message which applies directly to Cox on
this issue "Ever since I served as an in

fantryman in the first world war I have
had a great dislike of people who.
themselves in ease and safety, issue ex

hortations to men in the front line. As a

result I did not think it my place to take

a firm line about pains, dangers and ex

penses from which I am protected. .."

Tom McCrory
West Deerfield

'Life imitates art'

To the Editor:

How many deaths by radiation have to

happen until people see that the movie
"The China Syndrome" should be taken

off the screen?
People are in an uproar over the film

"The Warriors." This movie is about the

dangerous world of youth gangs. Already
three people have died in manners closely

resembling those in the aforementioned
film.

Wednesday's accident at the Three

Mile Island nuclear power plant in Penn-

sylvania is obviously a case of life im-

itating art. Although no one was killed

outright, it will remain to be seen how
many people win aie in tne future due to

this accident.

The failure of a water pump in the

movie was the cause of the crisis in the

film. It is interesting to note that the same
piece of equipment was responsible for

the accident in F*ennsylvania. This is ob-

viously the start of a dangerous trend,

atrend that should be stopped. I urge
everyone to write a letter to their con-

gressman asking for some action about
this obviously inflammatory film.

Bob Neuhardt
Sylvan

Editorial/Opinion

Our perspective
Can-do and good-bye

He's coming. The posters say he's coming, the

newspapers say he's coming, the radio says he's com-

ing. Everybody knows he's coming.

Today Gov. King will be paying a visit to our cam-

pus, devoting 20 minutes of his time to a panel discus

sion entitled "The Costs of Quality Education." He will

most probably make the usual politician's perfunctory

remarks and scoot off to Springfield and leave us here

to agonize over what he will do to the costs of quality

education.

If this situation wasn't so serious it would be

hilarious Here is the governor, a man whose state

budget will slash UMass' funding and ride roughshod

over our chances for continuation of a decent educa

tion.

Here he is speaking at a forum that will tackle pro-

blems of public educational funding. The disease lec-

turing a bunch of doctors on the cure. Ridiculous

How totally, totally ironic. If he is coming to make

the ceremonial appearance, like opening the new
penguin house at the Franklin Park Zoo, he might just

as well stay home in his corner office. If he is coming

for political purposes, like to stir up a hate rally (this is

Massachusetts politics, you know) he is worthy of our

censure.

But if he really wants to explain, defend, or be fur-

ther informed on the budget he should stay for a little

longer than the twenty minutes he is giving us.

For students at UMass, our education takes four

years and affects the rest of our lives. It must be worth

more than 20 minutes to our governor.

All unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Collegian Board of Directors.

Letters
Can-do tyranny
o the Editor:

Now that the legal dnnking age has

been raised to 20 we, the citizens of this

state should seriously begin to consider

the out come of four years of unrestricted

monarchical absolutism Its time that the

Joking about Kings heavy handed abuses

of power stop and an Organization to

Combat Tyranny be set up.

Under the guise of positive social

legislation the "can do" emperior has

succeeded in depriving one class of

citizens rights enjoyed by the majonty.

Note carefully that I am using the term

"citizen" in the legal sense - i.e. one who
has attained legal ma/ority the right to

vote, to own property, to assume
reponsibility for debts and to en/oy the

prerogatives of full citizenship in general.

That one specific right of the adult citizen

should be regulated by the state, given to

some and denied to others seems
inherently unconstitutional to me.
WoOld we. as citizens, acquiesce if the

samn riqht were denied to people on

racial, ethnic, or sexual grounds as we do

when it is denied on grounds of age and

arhitr.irv definition of maturity^

Certainly the "merits" of the new
drinking age fewer auto accidents and
less consumption among minors sound
adequate for such an action but one can

/list as easily refute the claims by pointing

out tfhit minors will obtain liquor no

matter what the law says if they are

determined.
Thus the law will probably do little to

solve the problems of alcohol abuse

ttmong minors any more than laws

against drunken driving stop older adults

from driving drunk. The solution to

alcohol abuse is education and the

strictest possible enforcement of laws

already in existence against anti social

and dangerous behavior on the road and
in public.

The argument we should put forth

most emphatically is not based on the

social merits of prohibition Sand thats

what this amounts to for eighteen and
nineteen year olds\ but on the legality of

the legislation in the first place Will we be

so quiet when the voting age is raised?

Wh.it then when property and literacy

riH/uirrments are reinstated?

Indeed. Mr King, does seem to have

an attachment to the social and political

conditions of the Wth century. It is our

duty to remind him that the State House
IS not Tamany Hall and that election to

the governorship does not automatically

entitle him to exploit the state as a private

fiefdom for the term nor does it permit

.lutocratic rule by fiat

That the state legislature should be
such an earnest conspirator in this is,

hopefully, due to misguided social

concern and not indicative of a

willingness to hand over power legally

delegated to itself.

JohnG Daly
Northamption

Will miss Sherman
To the Editor:

Last week while most of us were away.
Director of Transfer Affairs Eli Sherman
passed away. I felt very fortunate in

having known this man. It seems that in

this institution you seldom find ad-
ministrators who have any un-
derstanding. Ell Sherman though was
something more than an administrator, he
was a person who cared about students.
For myself and I am sure many others he
gave more than a set of rules and
regulations realizing that students were
people, with feelings and problems that
required personal attention. Something
good has left the university and I know
many of us will miss him.

Mark Timothy Foley
Northeast

It's only

beginning
The woman, a 28 year oW undergraduate

hete at UMass, sat in the Campus Center

coffee shop the other day, and between
sips of her fruit juice, spoke of her "emo-
tional attachment" to the current raising of

the drinking age in Massachusetts.

She said she held an emotional attach-

ment because, when she was in her early

20s, the drinking age and voting age were
lowered to 18. At about the same time ef-

forts to end the draft were mounting and

there was a lot of monnenlum behind the

movement for ratification of the Equal

Rights Amendment.
Well, the state legislature |ust raised the

drinking age to 20 it tak^ effect April 16.

The woman finished her juice, lit a

cigarette in a no smokinn aroo and said

she thinks its only the beginning.

And she's not far from right. Congress is

considering legislation to finance 'a new
selective service organization the draft.

Everyone involved in the legislation agrees

that the draft is necessary, newspaper
reports have said. The major disagreerrtent

appears to be whether women shoukl be
drafted.

So. the woman in the coffee shop said,

Its only a matter of time before many
UMass students, and millions of others

across the countiy, will become eligible for

a hitch with the armed forces

And the woman said maybe a hitch with

the armed forces would be ok tor a lot of

kids, since many of us don't seem to know
what we want, anyway.
But then she started to talk about the fight

for how the Equal Rights Amendment
seems to be a losing cause Even with the

three year extension, the amendment is

fighting an uphill battle because some
states which ratified it are now talking

about taking back their ratification, the

woman pointed out.

And then, for the sake of conversation,

JOEQUINLflN
the woman suggested that the 18-year-old

voting age could be challenged. After all,

one of the big handicpas in the fight to re-

tain an 18-year old drinking age was the

fact that many of those affected by the

legislation 18 to 20-year olds have apoor

voting record and poorer performance in

more direct political participation.

Furthermore, the woman said, today's

college students don't seem to be concern

ed with issues. She said she remembers
spring days in Boston, when she saw pro-

tests for this and for that as she drove to^

work.
"Students should protest everything and

anything," she said, seriously

But we seem to protest very little, lately,

and when we do, w6 don't seem to get very

far.

For example, UMass students mounted a

great demonstration of political awareness

earlier this semester when they visited the

State House in Boston to politic against

raising the drinking age. But, for various

reasons, the visits weren't held everyday.

In between the visits, the legislation to raise

the age was passed.

Tomorrow, there's a march in Boston to

support publicly-funded abortions so that

poor women will be able to have a safe

abortion instead of one in a "back alley,"

where they could lose their life, or become
sterile.

There's expected to be a bus and several

cars of people from UMass going to the

march tomorrow 200 people, at the most.

But aren't there more than 200 people at

UMass who could be affected by legislation

to limit or end public funding of abortions,

and shouldn't they want to march in

Boston also?

And next week, there's a rally in Boston to

protest proposed budget cuts in the state's

public education sector. Won't every

UMass student, and members of the cam-

pus staff, faculty and administration, beaf-

fectd by these cuts? How many of us plan

to attend the rally next week?
Today, of course, quite a few students

plan to protest Gov. Ed King's visit to the

Student Union Ballroom. But again, how
many?
One night this woek, another student, a

member of a graduate program, spoke

about interest and pressure groups that are

successful. He said there are three

elements needed: organization, persistence

and knowledge of the rules - and ins-and-

outs of the game.
Joe Quinlan is a Collegian columnist.
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Selectmen candidatesspeak out on issues
Marguerite Wright
ByMARYFRAIN
Collegian Staff

Marguerite (Peg! Wright,
51 mar>ager of the Safe
Dep<^it Department of the
First National Bank of

Amherst is running for the
ywr term on the Amherst
Board of Selectman out of

"concern for the town" she
said yesterday during a
Collegian interview over

lunch.

"I thought perhaps I might
be able to contribute
sorr^thing to the town no
matter how little it might
be "said Wright.
Wright admits that she

has no experience that

would have any bearing on
the job of selectman, "I'm

not all that knowledgeable.
But sometimes I think that

This Summer
Earn College Credit in

New York City
at

arsons

.

choolof
esign

This summer come to New York and
learn m Greenwich Village, a» a school

famous in the an world as wen as m a

city world famous as a cultural and art

center

Parsons School of Design is pleased to

announce a senes of summer courses
designed for College students wtio wiali

to suppienwni then art studies These
courses are taught by some of New
York's most distinguished professionals

and run from July 5th thru August Isl,

Monday thru Thursday They allow

students ample time to see how theory

s put to practical application in the

great arts capital of New York Each
course carries 4 credits

Courses of study include:

Photography
Painting

Graphic Design
Interior Design
Interior Design and

Environmental Analysis

Sculpture

Lithography

Dormitory space is available.

For more information on courses,

registration and accommodations mail
the coupon below or call (212) 741-8975

Parsons School o» D«»i9»*

Sommef P'og«*ms Olficv,

66 Fillh A«enu« New Vo<li N V 1001

1

Please send mm more mlormthon on Symmmr St^fmMw ¥i>hi al Parsons

Name

UMA

Aiidress

CttyrSlatMZip

[FTR

ACADE nr OF MODELING ^ND POISl

Modeling in

your future?

Stop in at our Open House and receive a
personal evaluation along with a free

8x10 B&W photograph.

Meet Teresa Stetson, the reigning
Massachusetts All-American Girl and
the Director of T.E.S. aiding Ms. Stet-

son in your personal evaluation will be
the professional photography staff from
Unique Images Photo Studio.

Open House-Friday, March 23, 6:00-9

Sat., March 24, 10:00-5:00

at the Unique Images Photography
Studio, Rt. 9, Elmwood Shops, Hadley,
Ma.

t For more information call 584-4120. J

might be an advantage -

going into government with
an open mind, fresh ideas."

Wright said she is not sure
how Amherst's high
property tax rate could be
reduced. "If I had the an-
swer to that I wouldn't be
sitting here, I'd be in

Boston, ' she said with a
laugh,

Wright said one answer
might t>e to eliminate or

reduce some town gover
nment bureaucracy. Wright
said she would not include
"ordinary labor" in this plan,

for example, the fire, and
police departments would
not be cut back,

Wright said she did not

wish to name namm or

positions but said she was
talking about higher
management. "We have too
many assistants to
assistants," she said.

Wright said she would
encourage "light industry"

in the town and said

Amherst should consider an
"industrial park."

She said she would try to

keep local businesses going
and expressed displeasure

over the role local in-

stitutions of higher
education are playing in the
town.

"I don't believe the
University or the colleges are

contributing their fair

share," she said,

Wright said she doesn't
"know that much" about the

housing situation in

Amherst,

She added "I think we
probably have adequate
housing."

'If you could get some of
the students back in the
dorms you might have better
housing," she said also

"I don't believe in rent
control," said Wright, a
tenant herself. She said in a
prepared statement that she
could see how it would be
necessary in major cities

t>ecause of "astronomical
rents,"

'But I don't think rents are
that bad here in the town of
Amherst, " she said,

Wright, who has lived in

Amherst since she was 14.

graduated from Amherst
High School. She is divorced
and has one child, a
daughter, who lives in

Columbus, Ohio.

Donald Routh

ByMARYFRAIN
Collegian Staff

Donald (Skip) Routh. 43. dean of
financial aid at Amherst College said if he
were elected to the one year term on the
Amherst Board of Selectman his top
priorities will be *iscal management,
economic development and housing.

Routh said his experience with the

allocation of financial aid money and the

preparation of a college budget will be an
asset to him. Routh has never run for public

office before He is a member of the Board
of Health and was chairman of the Lan
diord Tenant Relations Association.

Since 1965, when he joined Amherst
College as assistant dean. Routh has had a
variety of responsibilities, centenng
primarily on financial aid. Last year, in an
administrative reorganization, Routh was
made the school's first full time dean of

financial aid. He is unassisted in that

position. Routh graduated from Amherst
College with a B. A. in Liberal Arts.

Routh has suggested the use of outside
funds to increase the towr 's economic
development. He said he had r.o "specific"
grants in mind but he wanted "to make
sure we've taken advantage of all sources
available"

Routh said the town should consider

increasing user fees if the alternativs

"means losing a service " But, "I don't
think user fees are going to solve all our
problems." he added.

Routh. a tall man with a frank manner,
said the town could encourage economic
development by:

supporting the development of the

business already located in Amherst,
attrMting "clean industiy." For

example, computer firms.

possibly offering tax rebates for new
business that would decrease as the

business got settled,

changing the zoning laws to make it

feasible for new business to locate here.

Routh added that this should be done
"cautiously." .

Amherst needs more "moderate and low
income housing for graduate and married
students," said Routh' And undergraduate
students could "be encouraged to live on
campus," if the University made the dorms
more attractive.

Routh also said "I don't favor rent

control. I don't think that would be an
effective solution for the problem."

Routh, a native of Ohio, is married and
has three children, all of whom attend the

Amherst public schools. He also holds an
MA. in teaching from John Hopkins
University.
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Chancellor finalists

interviewed on campus
The Chancellor Search Committee brought three final

candidates to campus last week for interviews with UMass
staff and stuctonts. The committee ts hoping to find a
replacement for current Chancellor Randolph W Bromery
before his resignation goes into effect June 1

The three final candidates are James Bond, president of

the University of California at Sacramento, Henry Koffler,

provost of the University of Minnesota at St Paul, and
McAllistor Hull, provost of the University of New Mexico at

Albuquerque
Search committee members, which include students,

faculty and administrators, are keepir^ quiet about whom
iMher finalists are

^mrman scholarsiiip
available for tmrtsfers
A scholarship was established here thts w<>#i> in rrwmory

^ EM W Sherman, director of the Office of Trjnsfer At-
flars. who died last week
The scholarhip was Mtabished in recogrution of Sher-

man's commitment to educatior^l excellence and his per-
sof^al interest in helping students, according to a preM

Around Amherst
aide It will be awarded on the basis of scholastic ex-
cellence to a transfer student from MwsachiMetts each
year.

The scholarship wil! be administered jointly by the Univer-
sity Office of Transfer Affairs and the Financial Aid Office.
Derations to the fund may be sent to the Five- College
Credit Union in Oaper Hall.

Two men sentenced
in 1977 rape case
NORTHAMPTON- Two Holyoke men were sentenced in

Hampshire Superior Court yesterday after beir>g found
guilty Saturday of raping a South Hadley Falls women in

July, 1977.

James M Whaten, 29, was Mnter>oed to eight to twelve
years, imposed at the MMsachusetts Correctional
Institution at Waipde. Also sentenced was Jamas 0.
Oupuis, 28,, to a 14-20 year, also at Walpote. The sen-
terwes were har>ded down by Superior Court Judge
Charles Alberti.

A jury of six men and six women harKled down the guHtv

verdict at 2:30 pm Saturday, after eight hours of
deliberation over two days.
The victim testified that the men asked her to ac-

company them to her sister's home, and from there drove
her to B<^chertown aqainst her will, and raoed her

Durir^ the three-day trial the men admitted to having sn
with the victim, but claimed it was with her conser^.
Attorney Daniel M. Keyea, of Springfield, defended tNr
two men.

Three n>en have been charged in the case. The trial of
the third man, Dennis G Therrien, was severed by Judgg
Alberti, and will be tried separately later this year, an of*
ficiai from the Superior Court Clerk's office said.
The case was prosecuted by Auistant District Attorney

tdward Berlin.

In November. 1978 defense attorney Keyes filed a
motion in Hampshire Superior Court to have the trial

Niovad to Hampden County because of media coverage (^
a Northampton "Take Back the Night" rally and video-tape
presentation by the same title, which had been aired at
fMblic forun« throughout the state.

Keyes said the publicity given to 'Take Back the Night"
«K}uld pr^udice the jury and impede his clients' chancae of
a fair triri.

MARTINLUTTRELL

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
The Student Activities Office is seeking a part-time

btudent) KEYPUI^N OPERATOR

0i>4lifftc«TMMM: experience preferred or typing

skills- 40 words' minute.

Hones: 15 hours per week, need nwrnings and all day

FaMay
Ap^y: Rm. 416, Student Union. Student ActivitiM

Office

The Stuctent Activitii» Office is an Equal Opportuni

ty, M/f, iMrmative ^tion Employer

1 6 styles

on sale

Save ^34
all sizes—

womens cuff

boot

Small size

special

sizes 5-5 72-

6-6 V2

Reg. $76

Only»44
Men's boots

all sizes

Reg. $70

Now m
Heartfelt.
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St.

Downtown Amherst
10-6 p.m., 2S3-S13&

.

*¥*¥*¥*¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥*-^^ ¥**¥¥.

ALL STAR o~"^

DAIRY FOODS

' 24 Hour Store t
Now open ALL DAY and ALL NIGHT with milk, groceries. ^
sandwiches, pastry, hot coffee, cold soda and assorted -^
munchies. We accept food stamps. ^
Amherst All Star {a7 Main St.. Amharct Town Hall But Stop X

Nail a colorful40 x 30 poster

c^ this origiiul art inyour room.

Just send ^2JOO to^fbkoo )mJc.

dieBbckSheepofCapn>tt«LiqDois>

BaBoRm^Ne!nii^o«.CT06m

£2ll£Siaii 's

University of Massochusetts / Anr^^crst

FINE /«TS CENTERPRESENTS

IbOSNOKTlDBOK

* GSEU
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

bargairting unit of graduate students.
Wakefield said that with less associate and assistant

positions offered, "job security and the quality of our
education will be irreversibly undermined." He also said

discussion and introduaory courses taught by TA's wiH
become larger, decreanng the value of education attained
by the student.

Allen said the proposed budget cuts are for "planning
purposes only

"

There will be a rally about the budget cuts Tuesday at

noon outside Whitmore and a nr»eeting for all graduate
students April 5 at 12:30 in Campus Center 101

.

SUNDAY, APRIL 1 8 PM
Tickets noH on $•!«. G«n«ral Public $a. 7, «.

UMass Students $4, 3, 2. Senior Citiiens - $7. 6, 5.

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 4 8 PM

Tickets now on sale General Public • $7, 6, 5.

UMass Students (5. 4, 3. Senior Citizens • m,
5. 4.

FIhE >RTS CENfER CNCERT H4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Offtee M-F 9-4, 545-2S11

and New England Ticketron Locatkins.

Campus Center
at UMass

Hotel& Restaurant
Management Majors

Ybuare
CardkOtyhmihed

toAUend
a Smoker for
The Magic Pan

DATE:
Monday t April 2

TIME:
7-f P.M.
WHERE:

Campue Center Hotel
Room 917

The MogK Pan, crtattd m Ihe /inest

Iraditton a/ European kifchms, ts now
Ofterating 9i restaurants cotut to coast

WMi this rapKl expar»ton, we are constantly

seekmg capable rrmn and uxtrnen for our

Management Troining Program

We hope voulf^otn us on M^mdmih
April 2, at 7:99 PM and fmd out

what opportunities await you with

The Magtc Pan

We wil be mierviewtng cm Tmmadmv,
ApwU 3 from 8:je AM^S.-e* PM at the

Hotml, Mmtamrmml mmd Travel
IJwiiiiin nrfirn D*partm*m$—FMm$

Laborafory

an equoi o(^)ortumty employer

EE'SflACE*
AFFORDABLY UNIQUE

Delicious and Exotic Dining
For Friends and Lovers

Midway b«t%v««n N'hampton b Amh <Rt* 9)

Sun Thurs 4 10 p in . Fri ft Sal 4 11 30 p m
V 5*49797

testountnt

^Hf)W€A\SII
I I: INI MA§ <

FIRST SNOtMSe.OO MASTER CNAnCf

ffisfmM

l^ijndrujnm-

Erh#

jtory o» O young mo'M
great»$t odvanti^"-

!

InTralscOf r
LDERIIVOMENI

HE CAME
HOME FOR

HALLOWEEN

HAIR

VWkon Jack SO »M} WO Proof lmporl»tf»ndlotH«deyH»ueyi iwc Ct SoieA^«t»U$A <t«070o<«dtii«»tCo.i»K

m^ W ^^^^^^f Liquor Store

A Welcomes you back

Miller cans & NR
$6,99 case

Schmidt's October Fest cans

$4.99 case
$1.50 six

Falstaff 12 oz.

$5.25 case

^'

Italian Frascati

Red & White
1/5 $1.99

German Liebfraumilch

S.S. Pierce liter $2.99

Martini & Rossi Vermouth
Sweet & Dry 1/5 $3.29

Check our barrel prices

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

338 COLLiGE ST.
AMHERSt

253-5384
256-8433

l^oj^respon^ibre-for typo errors

:%
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Tsongas will speak
at memorial rally

'Anything Goes' plays

to delighted crowd
ByJON KLEIN

US Sen Tsongas, D Mass ,
will speak

at the Amhwst Town Common next wrok

K part of a week long series of activities

honoring Martin Luther King and

examining domestic racism and racial

conflicts abro^.
TsorHtas IS exacted to speak Saturday

Afjrt 7, on United States policy in Southern

Africa Tsongas will make the speech at a

rally following a march from the UMass
New Africa House to the town common
Former UMass Provost Paul Puryear will

also speak

.

There will be other speeches during the

week m well as films aruj workshops

Topics irtclude rac»m in the Pioneer Valley,

the f ole of corporations in South Africa and

women living under apartheid Tf^ events

will be held on the UMass, Smith and

Amherst campuses.
The events are being organized by a

coalition of campus divestiture com
mittees, Third World organisations and

community groups The week begins on

Monday, April 2 and will close on Wed
nesday. AprM 11

A statement issued from the coalition

said, "The week's activities aim to unite the

twin struggles against domestic oppression

and US. support of racism in Southern

Africa, and will coincide with nation-wide

commwnorations of Martin Luther King's

death on April 4
"

Tf^ week s events begin on Monday at 8

p m with a speech by civil rights activist

Paul Robeson, Jr in the Student Union

Ballroom The speaker's father was a

Rutgers Phi Betta Kappa student. All

American football player and graduate of

Columbia Law School who performed what
some consider the definitive role of

Shakespeare's Othello Robeson, Sr was
blacklisted for his outspoken beliefs in the

1d40'sand50's
On Tue^ay there will l>e a documentary

on King shown m the Student Union

Ballroom The film "Last Grave at Dim-

baza" Will be shown at Smith on Fnday.

On Sunday. Apnl 8, there will be a

speech on the role of corporations in South
Africa On Tuesday. April 10, there will be a

workshop on the Amherst campus on

Liberation movements with representatives

from some Southern African movemwits
attending tfie workshop.
The same day there will be a workshop

on Racism in the Pioneer Valley. Wed
nesday. April 11, is National Armband Day
to show "solidarity with the Litieration

Movements m Southern Africa"

By DEBBIE SNALLACi
Collegian Staff

It is an old fashioned musical that

logins very slow, yet picks up mid way in

the first act "Anything Goes" presented

by the UMass Music Theater Guild has

spectacular choreography, and im

aginative sets, but the dialogue tends to

be dull in between the whimsical Cole

Por»er songs
Anything Goes, which will be perform-

ed tonight and tomorrow night at Bowker

Auditorium at 8 pm, is often amusing and

spiced with entertaining songs. But poor

projection and a faulty sound system

results in an inability to hear the per

forrrwnce.

Often, straining to hear was a bother,

but as a recourse the audience can gaze

at the spectacular sets which nr«ke up the

ship, the S S. American
The passengers of ihis romantic

voyage to London weave in and out of

love affairs, and the off and on relation-

ships create the background for the

sweet melodies Reno Sweeney, is the

star of the play, and celebrity on board

the ship. IS the thread that keeps the play

from unraveling to boredom.
L Sweenev. played by Karia Rae Fuller,

has excellent nrwves and facial expres

sions, and while often not quite loud

enough, there is power in her presence.

Sweeney's glittery costumes are

supurb. and it appears that Fuller

becomes her cfiaracter and is not mearly

acting a role. She is relaxed as a night

club star who has been dancing arKi

singing her heart out for years.

As the play progresses the action

bea>mes tighter artd sustains our in-

terest. THe dance numbers are excellent.

The dancer's er^ergy increases and
creative steps w% employed.

As dazzeled by imaginative and colorful

costumes as we are amused by a chorus

tap dancing number tfie audience knew
Anything Goes" had gotten over the

rough spots. It was worth the wait of the

opening numl)ers to get to the later im-

pressive chorus dances

Various p^sangers dance on and off

the 19^8 \W9 boat. Backing up

Sweeney the chorus proves to lie real

dynamite Due to the sporadic funny lines

and strong dance numbers the weakness

in the outset is almc^t overlooked.

Because of the flair in tfie dance nun^iers

the musical is highly recommended.
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To piac* a clMiifiMl Bd. <J'«P by ^*^*

Cnlirqian iiH'ie (CC 1131 bet<(«e«n 8 45

4 m and J 45 p n. Monday through F"

/idy oi MS*- iKji harvdy clip ami mail forrr^

t(Hj'Ml "II 'nosi issues of ih« CoHegmn
Ciassiliert deadline is 3 45 p m two days

.11 .Ktidtii c 1)1 piJbticalton d.ite

Collegian
Classifieds

Collagian classifwd rataa ar* daily

45c pe' 'ine five consecutive issues. 40c

.1 line om day. 30 consecutive issues,

«n i>«>f line per day One iHie is rougtiiy

Hnvalent to 38 choiactets

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Marcury Marquis wagon, pow*'

Kvefythincj (r-amei >nt aif LOnd 5 Mk li

•jd AM FM tape deck great shape. iusi

tuoed 42200 or BO la" Paul 256 «X)5

87 Volkt bug. aood tK>dv fhutt enr; '•»•

.w» $««00 I all 549 1056

73 Capri. 47 OOOmi very yuoii tnnJv • -i

30 T^pq, needs elet Ijiahe 'A/ork $1600 (n

BO r all 546 9350 attef 6 p "<

1973 ii T Chav i.ickup 62 000 mi auto

oitei cond sshmq $2700. 545 2538

WW bug. 19GB e»c mod .ji«>d ^*^v-n>

'fdfispo SI 000 Sieve eves 533 6906

77 Z 2B Camaro. t)i<t<V tuliy Kuded. muM
spi; $4550 "Ti BriJ" 546 4640

1971 Toyota »ot sale pans <»o<>d engine

t-.in.. Lies . ..II 549 3615 dite' 9pm
J.«t1

72 Mustang 6 cy' 3 sp std Lochs .ind

'ijos gcKKl $1200 6 4321 eve

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound sysienn for hire Pertect for cof

leetiotjses discos, bands, Rick 584 4105

Hottest band around' Smootti Saiimq

In. bookings jrwwh«"i> '.all Jnrin 546 464«

FOR RENT

Lga trxh. in hse 446 Mam St Amhrst

cent! $94 mih avail now 253 5713

Available April 1 1 'oom for a woman m a

(Hiiet iifiiisp '>ear I ampus 256 6215

FOR SALE

old $90 Fred
3 cu ft frig . 4 mos
549 2615

2 motorcycle fielmets. 1 Shoe I 852, for

$45 used J season 1 Red Crown helmet

$12 Both for $50 call Don aft 6, 6 1127

Harmony acoustic guitar, with case 1

year old hardly used, excellent condition,

must sell, $60 or 80. call Sue. 546 4862.

anytime

Nikon f bodies, one chrome one black,

both w Pentaprism One w' FTN meter

Yamaha YFG 50 Graphite racket, 4 5/8 it

vs Gut 52 lbs . $60 call Alan, 367 2006

4 146x13 Kleiber sti baited radials. mid

& bal oo Fiai rims Brand new. never used

List $140 . »t00 firm 665 7555

Leather full si/e brfcase .
shidr bag, M

ig lacket si« 10 boots AM'FMclk radio

b more' $ neg 253 5176 7 9 p m

Mens, wonrtens Texas Imperial boots,

new. $55. all sues, call Robin. 546 9756

Guys leather iacket- new si/e 44.

$60/80, call 549 4425 nites

Asanuma 70 2S0mfn zoom lens. $70,

Pentav screw mount, call Ron, 549 6663

Men's black leather coat, sire 40, good

fondition, $35. call Marc 546 7461

3 CM ft frig . 4 mo old. $90. Fred,

349 2615

2 new P196/75 R'»4 sum tires, $35 ea or

BO 2 F 78 14 sum tires VG cond . $25 ea

or BO 1 MR 78 15 snow tire. VG cond $25

or BO caN Bob 546 4086

Vespa ISO Super motor scooter with en

tras like new 74 or.g mi a real energy

wver, 100 mpg, $700 25 boys 10 spd

tMke needs some repairs, $50 as is 2i

Coachman travel trailer, self com ideal for

summer fun, sleeps 4, exc cond asking

$3000 For further .nfo, call 584 9046

75 Pinto. e»c' cond ,
new tires, AM/FM,

rustproofing, $1700 call Jim after 6 p m
weekdays 584 4352. Sat Sun anytime

Harmon Ksrdon Dolby caw drck. Onkyo

too of line rec $500, Seth^J^jgP

Gurian guitar |umt>o mahog ,
owned by

Peter Kaiio performer recording ailisi.

$425 w hardshell case C^l Pat. 5^-0^1.
rnornmgs „ .„

Sir^la mattress b box. ^. S^tSIf^^

70 Buick Eiectra all autc runs great.

AM FM, 8 track stereo $650 256 6731.

eve

World Book Crtcvclopedta. new 78 $100

oft pf«.Hl $?9o S'.5.i m,, 247 5740 even

'"(JS

Gilt idea have your jmnrait drawn Call

Oennis Deiap. 256 8732 tft 9 10 a m

FOUND

Found '(ijsses behind Cashin «:all 6 4328

Found ii'HiJ ha'ied F do>J w NM Ik onstt

Ahite la<e 1.1" bl.itk m.irkitujs. 665 4324

HELP WANTEO

Classes of 81 and 82 Residennai

M«*source Management lidS 6 ac.j<l<-'i>ir yr

,i.)r"inislralive mlernships avail 15

Iw wk $3 25 hr Idfofmjtiniial brni hwres

jnd .ippl forms .ivail ill RHM B»'rkshir.t

.ind Studfnt Employment Office. Whit

rnnrn rail 545 0890

The Collegian Advertising Department

s looking tor ad 'f(>s If ymi have »;«

perience in commission sales, !he rlesire to

mako money, and a lot of mitialive rome

down and apply at the Collegian office The

Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer

Part lime live in assistant for psychiatric

half way house in Greenfield Room and

board I no salary) in exchange for some

night and weekend work 773 3434 Jim or

Kathy

Any persons previously writing lor Fresh

lr>k are encouraged to submit work lo

Below The Salt Thank you

Overseas jobs -summer /year round

Europe S America Australia, Asia, etc

All fields, $500 $1200 monthly Expenses

paid Sightseeing Free info - write UC,

Box 52 MC, Corona Del Mar CA 92625

Challenging internship opportunity in

Human Services, spend 3 months helping

youth in community based group homes

Spend some time helping troubled youth

and developing your own skills $50 per

week stipend, and room and board, contact

Steve Stoia Center for Humane
Development/ Community Shelter Pro

gram

Seeking persorts 1i-35 yrs for color vi

Sion testing, esp persons with color vision

defects $2 50/hr , call586 3100 x2086lMt

Holyoke Psycfvjloflyl for appt

Enjov homecooked food-SAE needs

one dishwasher for mormngs (10 30) and

WE If interested, call Ralph at 5 0177

Jewish Community of Amherst needs

Sunday school Hebrew teacher beginning

Sepi , 1979 Experience preferable

549 0223

Lest summer students made $249 wk

with us Send self addrerssed stamped

envelope to Box 604. Cambridge MA
02138

Jobs M/F' Sailboats' Cruise ships' No ex

perience High pay. see Carnbean, Hawaii,

Europe world' Summer career Send $3 95

lor info to Seawoild. BB Box 60129, Sacto

CA 95860

Exotic jobs' Lake Tahoe, CaM Little exp

Fantastic tips (pay). $1700 $4000, summer,

35.000 people needed m casmoes,

restaurants, ranches,' cruisers, river rafts'

Send $3 96 for info to Lakeworld, BB Box

eoift. Sacto CA 96860

Central area womena center has 5 work

study positions available, applications can

be picked up at center basement Baker

INSTRUCTION

Photographic darkroom course. Untqoe

Images is now offering a darkroom course

10 weeks 3 hours a week. 5 brand new

eniargers and all new eqt - 1000 sq ft to

team m small classes, two mstructoifc »
mlo call Unique Images 584 4120 _^

Hot air balloor» rides, lessons, sales pro

motions Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co mtro

Wight $45 253 3834 day or evi>

Photography classes now forming

Phoio r'asbes .>v/t"iing a'vl day

ciai.s»?^ 'r'arn from working pros If you re

tired of learning photography m j

classKKim. now you can learn in di'i

oper.iting stu'lio We h^ve beginners jtwl

advanced an.ateurs r lasses 10 weeks of 3

hour il.isM-s $75 includes dll materials

.,r»d film proiessing For more info call

584 4120. Unigue Images Rte 9, Elmwood

Shops. Hartley

LOST ^

Black wallet, no money, iust lOs and pic

tu'es Lost March 28 If found, please call

549 5862

Lost on bus from Natick on 3 25. U Store

bag with shoes, etc If found please call

6 7986

Reward women s gold Seiko watch If

found please call Mimi. 546 9852

Lost' Young male cat. half Siamese half

tabby Gone since 3 24 from the N Plea

sant Si McLellan St area If found

please call 253 3013 Reward offered

Please return dk brown leather wallet,

personal value leave it with Collegian

MISCELLANEOUS __
Earn $300/1000 stuffing envelopes, free

details rush stamped addressed envelope

Action Sales. Box 112 C, Ludlow MA
01056 _

MOTORCYCLES

Students beware! It has been reliably

determined that Robert E Murray. Jr is a

bad credit risk OK, BC. that s two dnnks

yoj owe r«e ^_
Stolan-bike =^aieigh Grnd Pr« white

boy frame red beg generator light white

woke refi* trs gift reward 549 3962

Polish pope. What an ego tnp qreat iob'

Th.inhs Gel the ice'

Nancy A Meinke of 310 b Trumbull

thanks for Jn ex( ellent weekend" Sha/

.-jin' All our love, Marcia, Carol.* and

Sylvia _ .

Two white men. 21. would like x^tfO par

son.ible i^'^iitf women 'n |Oin them on

mr)nth long wilderness trip lo Alaska m
August All expenses paid Write for

details i»o much to put in ad Unpaired

inguiii.-'S welcome Box 956. Amherst

Mass 01002

Another great spring break!!! Get those

vacation pictures develo(>ed at the Photo

Co op The l>est quality at discount prices'

Located at 231 SU. across from the post of

fice 545 0670

Stick it in your mt - free ear piercing with

purchase of Studs at Silverscape Designs

264 N Pleasant St Amh 253 3324

Whoever stole my inke from garage.

please, I m stranded for summer. |ust want

the bike back, no questions. 546 5735

Diamond engagement Ir wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you.

Silverscape Designs. 264 N Pleasant St .

253 3324

Onstage at Mt Farms Mall offers a 20%

discount off all reg priced merch to all

students & staff Remember your ID

"" ROOMMATE wanted"

89 Honda CL125. everything works, extra

pans Call for nwre mfo. ask for Russ

$245 Phorie, 549 0034

Honda 3B0SL. 1971, $200. call Mark,

68586

PERSONALS

Diene- congraduation on your accep

tances When are we going out to

celebrate^ The Cookie Monster

Attcrttionl The UMass Pie Baking Club will

hold an emergency meeting and bake a

thon to prepare for Ed Kings visit today All

interested come to the Pie Baking Office m
the Student Union. 9 a m_

The Brittany Manor Risk Club says,

Lets take Ed Kings cards now''

To Tom on 18. keep your eyes open

because I have mine on you^ Love, ME

Gittle. happy birthday! Love, Cats

L K B B T

Poop a-doop it was the best year of my

life being with you Hopefully there will be

many many more Love always. Monkey

Janet and Judy did you think that I

would take it sitting down? Watch

yourselves m the coming weeks EE

BEF tu eres mierda caiiente' (Any major

dude will tell you) you can wear my

lacostes anytime collar up' The sun never

sets in my room' Love, JAV

Lin and Deb -camping in the quad

soon bring those curlers b"^"
menu dress strictly retro Love, 308 tt

214

Polywog - all my love on April Fool s Day

and every day It s been a great 2 yrs Hap

py anniversary Love DR

Arctic slug -to the best 365 ever' (Even

when MA visits VT) - the wallflower

Happy birthday, Jaime!

Roommates needed -N. Amherst

townhouse apt , share 2 bdrm w/ friendly

couple - smokers OK - nwybe pets - for

April- lease til Aug w/ option to renew,

call Lars or Jane after 500- couple prefer

red rent neg

South Amherst private master bedroom,

on bus route, 1 acre, quiet $95 + utilities

per month 256^0343

'" TO SUBLET

3 bdrm. townhoosa apt., summer sublet

with option fo r fall, cal l Rita. 549-3523

2 bidroom^pt.. AC. pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, •275o*^BO_^n»3:7mjMBp^

RoHing Green. 2 bedroom, available for

June, July and August, beautiful town

house with patio, new. carpeting, call

253JOBV

To aublet-one bedroom Brandywine

apt . available mid May. caw 549-4693

Sublet ~Br8ndvwir»e apt.. 6/1 to 8/31,

$240/mon or BO. 2 bdr ;
partyle furnished

AC pool b tennis cts ; on bus route, calf

549 0393

Sublet for summer with option for fall.

Squire Village apt m Sunderland, 4

bedrooms, on bus route, air conditioned,

pool, $380 month, call 665-4246.

wanTeo^

Expert typist with own IBM Selectnc

seeks full time summer position Over 100

words/mm Call Carol at 253 2490

Used 10 spd ,
good cond ,

cotterless

cranks, alloy rims, call 253-9646

Clarinet tutor needed for weekly ses

sions I have books Call Nancy at 6 6307

If you and a Inend (o* the same sex i woi Id

like to participate in a study of how peopU.'

work with others, call S46 6616 or 546 8138,

evenings Participants will t>e paid $2 50 per

hour for appro/imately 6 hours oj work_

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546 6557, after 6

.Colleyj^q 17

Todaij*s DC menu
LUNCH

Tuna Grinder

Sloppy Joe

BASICS LUNCH
^rrot Lentil Bak«

Tuna Grinder

DINNER
Roast Beef /Onion Gravy
Italian Shrimp £t Rice

BASICS DINNER
Colache

Italian Shrimp ft Rice

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Crossword
ACROSS

1 — York
Toronto,

once
5 Dull finish

10 Scrap
14 Cupid
15 Sore as —
16 Nimbus
17 Cod or

Canso
18 Office ma-

chine

20 Handle
22 View
23 Ridge
24 Doctored
26 Edge
27 No longer

working

30 Ogre
34 Makes

amends
35 Eminence
36 — Got a

Secret"
37 Wolf pack

38 Greek letter

40 British gun
41 Over; Comb

form

42 Coasted
43 Floating

45 Judicial or-

47 Vocal Inflec-

tions

48 Solution:

Abbr
49 Ms Garbo
50 Foot prob-

lems
53 Gumshoe
54 Elegant

58 Decreases
81 At all times

62 Simple
63 SaultSte —
64 Palatine Hill

site

65 Stared at

66 Construct

67 Dip in the

pool

DOWN
1 Actuality

2 Gen —
Bradley

3 Heavy cord
4 — water

5 Insane

6 Disparaged
7 Drank to ex-

cess
8 Slate

9 Yalie

10 Amulets
11 Detest

12 Spartan serf

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved
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Var.

13 Study
19 The —

Mutiny
"

21 Lacerated

25 Mortars and

26 Novel
27 Fumed
28 Storehouse
29 Bracer

30 Snarl

31 Zeus, eg
32 Happening
33 Openings
35 Nourished
39 Pronoun

40 Ocean liners

42 Common —
44 Performs
46 Raved
47 Canada's

northland

49 Class

50 Arrived

51 Comply
52 Uncommon
53 Rip

55 State

56 Oar: Prefix

57 Streetcar

59 Madame
(abbr )

60 Unflinching
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6am- 10am

7.7:30,8,8:30,9

10am-2pm

"THE FRIDAY MORNING
BREAKFAST" with Charles Holmes-

Music...sunny side up

WAKE-UP NEWS/ Fred Winer
SPORTS/Tim Holleran

BRIAN McCREE - The best

in Black Classical music

RETftEAT TO BENB^
ROOM..
wELi- BE

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

1 , OdCdor. Cri»g«,

6c so/eam/^ %u/iA<

o«-f*v(vTVs^ kroai

" B<w^r«aW ^idw«.'S

of yti a«rf "^ht^^

to fMjf bj <i^&ke<

f>«ck <yic{^a(tiftl.

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

K

SlbDEWr WHO E»CK)S Hi5

LNINkbEXfCN^ se^iwo

CN -me. camR/s CEtsTTCft

>D0 2EMTD AJU^CT -nc
LAfifeKT caaiMD OK -t>c

CCMCOUfiSE HERE,F«ED.

'mw's Rier .ftsti, cui
CWrrOSARK A*C PPETTV

ffaPUAR HECECNC6MR£.

r^Ws Rl(^^ >JE SELL
f DA«T83H?DS WITH

/ CF VACIOUS ffi35Dk/AimK

OI THBA SO FBCftJE

AT WHar'EMER TMEV HAfPEKj

TO DISA6(CE VjrrH,t>*a-l«E.

Cft t30MN Ri6Hr, UM ... H«E.'

/

WELL Q\Q^ tvt3WJ OUR
Ett»E WM& l>»«rBCiH2t>

fe \jB3:y POPULAR, -nt
9tA*4 OF-- iRAw IS sriu-

"DoiKJe) WBti. AlsJD ouC

Ukt HOrCAKESl OH-
AND NA/E'VE *>LSP WAt)

A NiuMBER OF CEOJP^C
fcc DoMNy AfoD f^Acre

LATELY 1

... WOKiCDil

Shoe by Jeff MacNelly

WHAT TIME \h IT

Wmun programming
12:00

2pm-5:30pm

fstiA

NOON REPORT/Bob Kimball

SPORTS/Tim Holleran

PERRY ADLER "It's

Only Rock 'n' Roll": New Wave,
oldies, and should-have-been

hits; radio the way it once
was and should still be

4:30pm

5:00pm

5:02pm

5:30pm-6pm

BANDBOARD Listing of

local musical happenings

NEWS HEADLINES

ATHENA'S WEB with

Don Cerow

NEWSWATCH/Charles Holmes
WEATHERWATCH/Fred Winer

SPORTS/Neil Opper

Orchard Hill
Residents

Nomination papers are now available

for students interested in runnings for

the offices of:

President Secretary

Vice President Treasurer

of the Orchard Hill Area Government

Pick-up @ 103 Dickinson or

621 Grayson
* These are paid positions

Summer Study in

New York City:

Cotumbta University

offers over 350
underg raduate.
graduate and profes- |

sional school
courses. Write for

bulletin: Summer
Session, Columbia
University, 102 C
Low Library, NY, NY
10027.
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Folklore

Food
Arts & Crafts

Music
Entertainment
Travel Information

Disco-Reggae Party 9:00p.m.

Saturday, March 31

CCA 11:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Free admission

Shop
233 Triangle St.

549-3729

Horthompton
Okycl*

21 Pleasant

586-3810

Expert repalrs-

Rentals-Parts-

Accessories-

Clothing

A SUPERLATIVE SANDWICH!

THE

Gymnast Riuli readies

for nationals competition
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At 3:00, when ftK)st students are heading

back from their last class of the day, Amy
Riuli, a UMass freshman is just starting her

daily 3 '« hour workout at Boyden Auxiliary

Gymnasium.
The 5'1

, 100 lb. Exercise Science major

can t>e found any afternoon inside the

auxiliary gym performing on any one of the

four gymnastic events.

This past week Riuli was the only

Minutewomen still practicing her routines.

She was the only one on the team to

qualify for the Collegiate National

Championships.
Riuli started working out her first day at

the University and everyday after.

Weekeruis during the season were spent

competing in dual competitions.

When does Amy find time to study with

all the time spent in the gym? "Since I

started doing gymnastics I have learned

how to budget my time accordingly,"

replied Amy.
Riuli, a native from Wayne, New Jersey,

has only been in the sport of gymnastics for

five years. "I got a late start compared to

most top level gymn^ts," said Riuli.

Amy began her gymnastics ca eer in the

ninth grade. Her high school did not start a

gymnastics team until Riuli's sophomore
year. The next three years Riuli was
awarded Most Valuable Player" for the

Wayne Valley High School gymnastics

team.
Riuli also started practicing at a private

club after her workouts at the high school.

She was one of 12 advanced gymnasts on

the "Starletes" team that practiced at the

Montctair YMCA. Mr. and Mrs. Riuli drive

their daughter to practices every day until

she was ofd enough to drive herself. It was
a M minute ride each day. "My parents

were very supportive and always en-

couraging," said Riuli.

In her senior year Riuli placed first in

USGF Regional on her favorite event, the

balance beam. She also competed in the

AAU elite nationals in Houston the same
year.

UMass was tops of her list of colleges to

attend. After being accepted and awarded
a scholarship, Riuli made definite plans to

attend the university.

Riuli was one of the tCH) Minutewomen
performers this year and the only one on
the women's gymnastics team to qualify

for the national championships. Two weeks
ago Riuli made the All East team on the

balance beam at the Eastern Cham-
pionships and was announced as a con-

tender for the National Championships to

be held this weekend. She is presently

ranked the 18th all-around gymnast in the

nation.

Coach Virginia Evans described Riuli,

"witfKJUt a doubt one of the fin^t gym-
nMts we've had at the university

"

"Riuli reached one of her goals by
qualifying for the ruitional competition and
is now ready to reach her second goals of

placing in the finals in this weekend's
competition. "Competition is going to be
tough, but I'm going to try to do my very

t}est," said Riuli.

"We have high hopes for Amy and all are

wishing her the best," said Coach Evans.

Many of her teammates are traveling down
to cheer her on.

The championships will be held on Friday

and Saturday at Penn State. There will be

many fine gymnasts competing and one of

them will be Amy Riuli from the University

of Massachusetts.

Water polo match held
The UMass water polo team began its spring season wrth an impressive

performance at Columbia University. The poloists finished vwith a 3^1 record

and tied for first place in the tournament.

This Saturday and Sunday the men's and women's teams will compete

against teams from New York and New England at the Boyden Pool beginning

at 12:00 and running until approximately 6:00. Your attendance will be greatly

appreicated. ^_

STADIUM^ LIQUORS
FREE DEUVERV

(*7»« MIM.)

MON. THRU SAT.

OPEN 9»» A.M.-11"" P.M.

2S3-9341 2S3-9342

MILWAUKEE 4.99 cs.

TUBORG •••© cs.

MILLER ...T.aO cs.

MILLER LITE 1.10 cs.

MICHELOB 8.10 cs.

MICH LITE 8.10 cs.

BUDWEISER • T.iO cs.

HEILEMANS 6.*« cs.

SCHLITZ 5r.lO cs.

8.15
Baseball

VODKA 1.75L

SB Pierce

TEQUILA Qt 5.99

Aranda Gold

SEAGRAMS VO. 6.49
Whiskey
ALMADEN MT. WINE 3.19

ISL Mt. Chablis, Burgundy, Vin

Rose, Wht. Sauterine, Rhine
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Major League Baseball predictions
Mark
Marchand

AL EAST
1 BOSTON Its got
to happen sometime and
this year's the year.

2 NEW YORK The
Yanks will come close

but will be taken back
3 MILWAUKEE The
Brewers ha\ie a lot of of-

fense arvj should make
this division a dose,
three-team race.

A BALTIMORE Th«
best of the rest.

5. DETROIT If the

"Bird" comes back, the

Tigers may finish above
500
6 CLEVELAND The
Indians have managed to

trade away everyone
who could have helped
them.
7. TORONTO Th«
we^est team in rjiaior

league baseball's
toughest division

AL WEST
1 KANSAS CITY
The Royals will try to

beat the East just one
more tirr>e before the

rest of this division cat

cfies up in talent

2 CALIFORNIA The
injury jinx should firtally

be gone and tfw Angel's

will give K.C. a run for

its money
3 TEXAS Brad Cor
bett's money won't get

his Rangers any higfier

than third

4. MINNESOTA The
Twins may finish at .500

but won't be any threat

5 CHICAGO The
White Sox always seem
to stir up a lot of excite

ment but never get

anywhere
6 SEATTLE The
Mariners tteat the Yanks
but no one else

7 OAKLAND A long
time ago; in a galaxy far,

far away, the A's were
contenders.

George
O'Brien
AL EAST
NEW YORK The Catfish

goes out a winner.

BOSTON There won't be
any 14 game lead to lose

this time
MILWAUKEE Will make
the Sox sweat for a second.
DETROIT A good team in

the wrong division at the

wrong time.

BALTIMORE There's not

much the Earl can do with

this bunch.
TORONTO Sixth place

looks pretty good.
CLEVELAND A team is

only as good as the city it

plays in

ALWEST
K C. Once more with
feeling.

CALIFORNIA Sonrwhow,
they will find a way to finish

second.
TEXAS Will n^ake it a

three team race

MINNESOTA The Twins
will be Mauch better this

year.

OAKLAND The best of the

worst

.

SEATTLE Only Veeck and
Co. could keep the

Manners out of the cellar.

CHICAGO The worst of

the worst.

Bill Tarter
AL EAST

1. BOSTON Sweet
music listen to the

booming bats of the

Back Bay Bombers.
2 NEW YORK The
arms of Hunter. John,

r
I

\

SELF DEFENSE hhA

BODY MOVEMENT AND EXERCISE

Bangs Community Center Boltwood Walk
Amherst Center

Men .
April 2, 6 30 7:30 p m.

Body Movement (Yoga Exercise!

Men . April 2. 7:30 8:30 pm
Self Defense (The Judo Way)

Classes continue through April S10 00 for each

$2000 for both

Tony Fiore Reg Black Belt, US Judo Association

253 2628 for info uLTony Fiore, Reg Black Belt, US Judo Assoc

253 2628 for mfo ^__

The Pleasant Si Theater »!

BEST FILM
OF THE YEAR

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF FILM CRITICS

FLAGRANTLY FUNNY. Makes
you feel unreasonably happy."

-fbullne Koel, The New Yorker

* .* #»

I ... . , (1(1,'1,A'J ><, 1

GET OUT YOUR
HANDKERCHIEFS

6i00. 8:10, 10:15 p.m.

2' Pleavant SI Norlhamplon S8f.n9r>lr

Tiant BnA Gullett are

ready for a proper burial.

May they rest m peace.

3. BALTIMORE If pit-

ching IS 70% (?> of

baseball look out.

4 DETROIT Youthful

exuberance (and talent)

can go a lor>g way.
5 MILWAUKEE
Schliti' reputation re-

mains intact

6, CLEVELAND The
Bobby Bonds traveling

show IS currently in

Cleveland, the next stop

on the tour will tje...

7 TORONTO It's not

whether you win or

lose. .

AL WEST
1 CALIFORNIA Any
team with a Willie Mays
Aikens (and Rod Carew)
on the roster can't be all

bad
2 TEXAS Lyie and
Kern comir>g out of the

bullpen will save many a

gan>e
3 KANSAS CITY The
talent is there but the

others are hungrier.

4 CHICAGO The
former "South Side
Hitrr>en" have turned in-

to a Swat team.

5. SEATTLE Their

not moving up, the

others are moving
down.
6 OAKLAND Finley

IS content with the

memories.
7. MINNESOTA
-Campbell, Hisle,

BIyleven, Bostock,
Carew, I'm beginning to

notice trend

Steve Zack
AL East

call1 BOSTON Just

me a diehard loyalist.

2 NEW YORK The
Yankees will do no

worse than second, and
hopefully no l)etter.

3. MILWAUKEE--
Welcome back. Moose
Maas.
4 DETROIT Now that

Ralph Houk has retired,

fhe Tigers' future seems
to dim a bit

.

i. BALTIMORE- Earl

Weaver may be the t>est,

but his team sure isn't.

6 CLEVELAND--
Wallowing away
amongst the cellar

fellers.
?. TORONTO- At least

Une Blue Jays are consis

tent, last place every

year.

ALWest

1. CALIFORNIA At
last. Gene Autry's dream
ll fulfilled. Welcome to

smogland Rod Carew.
2. KANSAS CITY The
Royals' first place
luminance has ended;
long live the new king.

3 TEXAS Always a

bridesmaid, never a

bride.

4. CHICAGO Is it true

that Bill Veeck has Harry

Chapps (5'3"l wearing
Eddie Gaedel's old

uniform?
5 SEATTLE Darrel

Johnson makes a

tremendous comeback;
all the way to fifth place.

6. MINNESOTA--
Where has all the hitting

gone, long time pass-

ing...

7 OAKLAND Just

what Charlie 0.
deserves.

Walt
Cherniak

AL EAST

1. NEW YORK - This

team will miss Sparky

Step iO<.n 'Kf iiiHcKVY v. .•(If .""(.rsoiennd you II kno*

-, ., . j,,al''. iaysBoi^ The'e i

,. ,> , ,, ihp. (,",, vou' *nvoii'e 51..'^'"^' sondols

fi,i , ' Bos<i ' i'o' feol

Sa44
ONlV BASS MAKES sijNJUNS

—over 16 styles—

c
v_

Heartfelt
Leather

lOSN PlMMiMtl Aiiiham

>
Downtown
Amherst
2535 135

10 a.m. -6 p.m.

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
(Note With opening day just a week away, the Col-
legian sports columnists along with excutive editor Dan
Guidera present their American League predictions for

the upcoming season. Next week the National League.)

LyIe - but not er^ough.

2 BOSTON How
does Don Zimmer spell

relief? H-E-L-P!!!

3. MILWAUKEE
-Some good young arms
and a potent attack, but

still a year away.
4. BALTIMORE - Good
starting pitchers, great

defense and a genius for

a manager.
5. CLEVELAND
-Thornton, Alexander
and Bonds combined for

91 homers last year.

6. DETROIT Once
again, the Tigers try to

win without left-handed

pitching and right-

handed hitting.

7. TORONTO This

team is lucky there's no
eighth place in the

American League.

AL WEST

1. KANSAS CITY No
big names, just a very

last, well-balanced
powerhouse. This could

be the year.

2 TEXAS - Kern and
LyIe finally gave the

Rangers a bullpen, but

they're starting two
rookie infielders

3. CALIFORNIA - Lots

of bucks, lots of big

names, but Rod Carew
can't be a fourth starter.

4. MINNESOTA The
addition of Koosman
and Hartzell gives them
enough pitching depth

to stay out of the cellar

5. OAKLAND Keough
and Johnson are two
good young pitchers,

but they get practically

no support.

6. SEATTLE There

are too many Julio

Cruzes on this team.

7. CHICAGO Bill

Veeck 's already brought

back a midget, don't be
surprised to see Sachel
Paige on the mound,
-le'd probably help.

Dan
Guidera
AL EAST
1. NEW YORK Perfection

s no accident.

2. BOSTON Will be the

year of Steve Renko.
Nobody wins on soft boiled

pitching. Should keep the

Gerbil amused though

.

3. DETROIT- Just as shot
away, it's just a shot away.
4. MILWAUKEE Last year

they did it with mirrors.

5. BALTIMORE They look

good, however they're in

the AL East.

6 CLEVELAND A fifth

grade fart joke.

BwwwwwwaaaaapppppI ! I

7 TORONTO Took six

clubs to beat 'em.

AL WEST
I.-- CALIFORNIA--
Although Carew is here,

there's the ever present

Anaheim Jinx waiting.

2. KANSAS CITY The
only thing holding this

team back is the

Almighty Shadow of the

Choke.
3. TEXAS The Meat
Parade middles through

another long, long, hot,

hot year in Dallas.

4. CHICAGO Fourth on
sheer Veeck-ism alone.

Nananana-na-na na-

na- hey hey-hey-
goodbye .

.

5 MINNESOTA A
team that will remind

you of EXCITING
GOLF!!
6. OAKLAND Borders

on the ludicrous

7. SEATTLE Main claim

to fame is Bill Stein, who
was once on a Hostess

Cupcake baseball
card!!!"

This summer \fhy not

atTft«**^o

ANTHROPOLOGY • CHEMISTRY • CLASSICS

DANCE • ECONOMICS • PHILOSOPHY
RELIGION • THEATRE
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UM batters impressive
despite losing record

Bv KeyiN CULLENamd BIL L TARTER
Coihgmn Staff

WhMe the UMass bMebail team trudged home from its spring trip tour of Virgins with

a disappotnting 2 5 record, head coach Dick Bergquist and assistant coach Jim Bedard
said the M»nutemens20 hit dismembenng of Richmond 17 5 was "just plan fun "

h was during thdt game Bergquist and Bedard claim UMass co captain shonstop Ed-

die Sknbiski and second baseman Mike Siockley pulled off the "greatest double play"

they ever saw

"It wm without a doubt the best douNe play I have »im seen, ' said Bedard. shaking

his fiead as if he stiH did not believe it

Bedard descnbed the play at length:

The ball was hit towards the middle." he said "Sknbiski got the ball |ust a little to

the left of second base, way m back of the bag. Most players would have turned to

throw the ball to second, but Sknbiski just flipj»d tfie baU backward without even
looking' He was running ft^Mi so he was on th« righf field grass when he flipped tfw

ball back to Stockley

Stockley was standing there with his back to first base. When he got the ball he turn-

ed around 180 degrees, and with a bad arm and a 220 pounder bearing down on him,

he threw the guy out '

Bergquist was equally impressed.

The ball was looped. Bergquist said "It was hit so slow I thought there was no way
they d get two and it wasn t even close. I'd say the runner had average speed, and

they had him by e step."

UMass' team speed ^ems enceBefff ^s sMson. UMa% bfserunners were caught

stealing only twice in 18 attempts during the spring trip UMass pulled off eight double

plays while the opponents doubled up the Mmutemen only three times during the trip.

Bergquist is unabashed in his opinions on the Sknbiski Stockley combination

"I think they are without a doubt the best double play combination in New England,"

Bergquist said "Stockley's arm has l)een bothering him, but I still think they'll prove

themselves this season
'

Batmen in SMU tourney
By bill tarter
CoHegian Staff

The Mmutemen will officially begin their

Northern schedule this weekend at the

Southeastern Mass. Tournament The four

team, double elimination tour^oy will con
sjst of host team Southeasforn Mass
University. Siena College, the University of

Rhode Island, arnJ UMa^.
UMass will square off against SMU in

their opener at 12 00 Saturday, while Sien

na (last years champion) is matched
against URI (a new entrant to the tourney

replacir>g Vermont). The winners of each
contest will play later that afternoon, with

the ultimate winner not to be decided
tillSunday The possibility exists that the

champion can play as few as three qames

and as many as five within the two day
span.
Coach Bergquist is expected to star;

Mark Brown agamstSMU. with either Doug
Welenc or Chuck Thompson available for

the second game. The Corsairs of SMU will

enter the game with a 1-6 recojd following

their own southern tour In last year's

tourney UMass and SMU came face to face

twice, swapping identical 2 1 scores.

Both URI and S<&nna will be seeing their

first action of the year The Rams are com-
ing off a mediocre 13 17 season, finishing

fourth in the Yankee Conference (behind

UMass, Maine, and UConn). VVith eight

regulars returning though, coach John
Norris is expecting a "better than average
season"

Spikers raise record to 9-0

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's
volleyball team ran its

Northern Division record to

a perfect 9 Wednesday
night, as they defeated

Berkshire Communitv
College. 15 0, 15 6. 15 11

15^8, atBCC

Several memt>ers of the

team, including player

coach Arnie Roberts, felt

they weren't motivated.

and that they nearly beat

themselves

"BCC wasn't playing well

the first two games. " said

Roberts, "and we were

playing them hard Then, at

the third game, there was a

bit of a letdown, and BCC
started getting momentum
We )ust managed to get our

back and beat them."

"We were running all

over the court,"' said player

Jim Grosslein, "doing

specialized moves and

such You could say we
were experimenting.

"'

"The teams getting set

for a game against

Springfield College's first

team on April 10, " said

Roberts, "and we"re trying

some new things

Everyone's looking forward

to meet Springfield."

Players doing well

against BCC included Pat

Ryan, Kale Feldman. and
Arnie Roberts

Before meeting last

months New England
Open champion, UMass
will travel to Amherst
College the weekend after

this to play Amherst and

Williams Colleges.

Track team debut delayed
By KEVIN MCCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

For alt campus track buffs who entertain

ed thoughts of seeing UMass battle New
England track and field king Northeastern

on the Llewelyn Derby track tomorrow, a

word of warning: the battle is cancelled

Due to cold weather conditions which

plagued Mmutemen sprinters at this time

last year, UMass coach Ken O'Brien has

postponed the unvailmg of the 1979 spring

squad until April 7th at Boston in a meet

against Boston College.

The sudden change pushes the

Minuteman home debut up to April 14th

with the prestigious UMass Relays, one of

the largest spring track events in the Nor

theast Last year several nationally

recognized athletes, including the

American women's two mile record holder

Jan Merrill, delighted hundreds of spec

tators on hand with great performances.

The move outdoors, after a winter

season of competition in the confines of in

door facilities, is expected to expand the

UMass scoring capabilties The indoor and

outdoor event cards differ in several

respects; differences which can only help

theMinutemen
The steeplechase, a 3000 meter race

equipped with barriers and a water jump,

has been the strongest outdoor event for

the Minutemen in the last few years.

a race, it is not part of the indoor program.

In last year's Yankee Conference
steeplechase, the maroon and white swept

the top four places. Alt the trackmen in-

volved in that sweep are back, including

conference champion and New England

runner up, Kevin McCusker
The longest race indoors is the two mile,

while the outdoor program boasts two long

distance races: the three mile and six mile,

which should better define the

Minuteme.Vs reputation as a distance

power The leader of the distance crew is

senior Mike Quinn The two time cross

country All American shattered the school

two mile record and copped the conference

mile championship during the indoor track

season Among his outdoor achievements

are Minutemen records m the three mile

(13:28), and the 5000 meter run i14 00 0)

Although UMass has not prided itself on

Its weight program m recent years, a tno of

javehn throwers aim to change all that. Last

year Paul Derby broke the freshman record

in the event while placing third in the New
Englands. His toss of 212'8 " was but a

spearhead away from establishing a new

varsity standard Joining Derby m the

lavelm p0 will be Carl Johnson and Dave

Sullender, two returning veterans. These

three constructed the nucleus of a UMass

lavelin team that finished in second place at

last years BC Relays

The Minutemen baseball team will be partJclpating In tournament bajng

held at Southaaatarn Masa. Univaraitv thia waakand. (Staff photo by Pat

Dobbs)

orts
Walt Cherniak

Catch as catch can

Welt, baseball fans, here we go again.

Boston newspapers and sports talk shows

have had but one thing to discuss concern

ing our beloved Red Sox; the catching pro

blem Everyone from Haywood Sullivan on

down, to say nothing of the entire Globe

sports staff, is asking this spring's big ques

tion: who will be the opening day catcher

for the Red Sox when they face the Indiana

at Fenway next week?

Before vye meet the contestants, I'd like

talk a little bit about the problem itself. Red

Sox fans of the 1970's have been spoiled by

their homegrown glamor boy. Carlton Fisk.

Since his rookie season of 1972, "Pudge "

has been perhaps the best catcher in the

American League, combining great defen-

sive ability and a powerful throwing arm

with a dangerous bat. Average and power
combined, he is probably baseball's best

hittinq catcher.

But this year, Fisk is injured, a situation

he has become painfully accustomed to in

the last six seasons, and it looks as though

he wont be in the Boston lineup come
Thursday After setting a major league

record for games caught in a season last

year (152), Fisk is now in a state of physical

disarray.

Thus, the only good all around catcher

the Sox have had in decades is on the shelf,

and the catching problem resurfaces. Fin-

ding a quality receiver, you see, was a year

ly problem for the Sox, one that Fisk solved

so well, and none of his four available

replacements can hold a candle to him. In

fact, they resemble Red Sox catchers of

bygone years so much that they scare me;

either they can hit some and not throw at

all, or they throw the ball with authonty but

can't hit their weight Let us now meet the

catching contestants.

Manager Don Zimmer, should Fisk indeed

be forced to sit out, will probably start the

ageless (aging?) Bob Montgomery, a man
who has been a Red Sox back up for eight

full seasons. For all the good that Monty

has done, he falls into the good hit no

throw category, joining past notables like

Duane Josephson. Jerry Moses and Bob

Tillman. Rookie Gary Allenson, Player of

the Year in the International League last

year, also falls into this category. Thirteen

men have tried to steal on him this spring

and 12 have been successful

The third candidate for the interim cat-

ching job is also a rookie. His name is Mike

O'Befry, a .235 hitter at Bristol a year ago.

O'Berry, the scouts say, can throw as well

as or better than Carlton Fisk. But, just like

Mike Ryan, Tom Satriano, Russ Nixon, Tim
Blackwell and Bo Diaz before him. O'Berry

is at best a poor hitter. But despite his of

fensive problems, I believe O'Berry to be

the lesser of these two evils and the most
worthy to start.

There are a couple reasons why I believe

this First of all, the Red Sox need, and

desperately, a catcher who can throw out

baserunners consistently. It's hard enough

for a pitcher to try to win in Fenway Park

without the added problem of stolen bases

to contend with. Besides, you would be

hard pressed to find a team whose pitchers

hold runners on worse than the Sox. With

people like Dennis Eckersley and Mike Tor

rez in the rotation, a good throwing catcher

is a necessity.

"But." say the Gary Allenson fans,

"O'Berry can't hit, and Allenson has hit

three homers and looked great at the

plate" The Red Sox. though, don't need

another right handed power hitter. They

need some defense behind the plate, and

people like Jim Dwyer and Jack Brohamer

are available to pinch hit if need be. Mon
tgomery is still a valuable resen/e, and can

do the job for a couple of innings.

So welcome back to the catching pro-

blem Maybe one of these three guys, or

maybe all of them, will come through for

the SoK. but I for one must put forth a

desperate cry: Hurry back, Cariton Fisk!
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King admits mistalce

drinl<ingagebacl<to18
Bv JIM BEAM
CoHegian Staff

BOSTON The Massachusetts
Legislature convened in a special session

Sunday afternoon here and voted over-

whelmingly to lower the drinking age to 18

at tf>e urging of Gov. Edward J. King.

"I made a very large mistake," King told

reporters yesterday. "Eighteen year-olds

are indeed responsible enough to drink, and
I am admitting that I misjudged a large

•egment of the population."
King said he will sign the bill this morning

in a State House ceremony.
"Everyone over 18 has the right to the

pursuit if happiness, and that includes the

right to consume alcohol
. '

'

The governor made his statement from

under a table at Rabat's in Northampton,
where he has been drinking and pursuing
his own happiness since his visit to Nor-
thampton last Friday.

"I like beer, Everybody likes beer, " King
said with a belch. "Bartender! Give my
young friends another round

""

The crowd chanted "We Love Ed,"' as
King stood up and urinated in the corner.
'You can't buy beer, you can only rent it,

"

he cracked.
A photographer from the Daily Ham-

pshire Gazette anempted to take a photo of
King while he was standing in the corner,
but was subdued by 14 state trooper goons
and 37 ounces of mace. King gave the
photographer the finger, staggered up to
the bar, and barfed on three Smith Colle^
women.

"This is wicked pisser fun, fiuh, honey,"
King said to his date. "What do ya say we
go back to my place and I'll show ya how
we do it the B.C. way."

King's date was an 18-year-old UMass
freshman from Newton, Suzy
Cremecheese. "I think Eddie's so sexy,"
she told reporters. "Eddie's better than any
George's Bank oil drill."

While King drank himself into oblivion,
local politicians were ecstatic.

"I'm thrilled," said aheavily drugged
state Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst.
"Students have made an impact on their

government. Not only that, they made that
asshole King look tike a bumbling ..."

Collins was quickly subuded by his

administrative aide Jon Hayt. Hayt said
Collins had had a "rough week." "He's

discovered a few gray hairs and he's afraid

he wont be able to sell people tf^t all-

american boy bullshit anymore,'", said Hayt.
State Senator John W. Olver, D-

Amherst, was unavailable for comment but
an aide. Boss Bradley C. Goverman, told

the Collegian that he "was reasonably
certain that he could come up with an
intelligent comment on the matter within
the next few days."'

Meanwhile, back in Northampton, Rahar
owner Ralph Wilson, said King would
probably be thrown out of the bar by 'nine
or ten tonight, at the latest. Christ, lie's

obnoxious."
"No matter," slurred King, "I want to hit

Barselotti's and the Pub before the night is

out. Ha, ha. Bartender' Give my youny
friends another round."

r,,^^

Two students enjoy some windsurfing on the cam- 90's. Don't get too excited, however - a monsoon is

pus pond during the weekend. Warm temperatures heading our way from New Jersey. (HP Dazing
ara expected to continue today, with highs in the photo.)

Drinkers cheer
lowered age

By JACK DANIELS
Collegian Stiff

Reaction to the lowering of the drinking age ran the
gamut from ecstatic to delirious around the Amherst area
yesterday.

Studeins hoisted celebratory beers in the Blue Wall and
smashed bottles of champagne over each other's heads in

a wild celebration that was still continuing at press time.

"Drinking at the age of 18 is a God given right," said the
Ayatoilah Charlie Baghead, leader and Holy Man of the
Revolting Students Brigade. "If the drinking age had been
20 in Biblical times, Christ couldn't even have turned water
into wine ."

(The Collegian went into the Blue Wall to conduct inter-

views with happy students, but reporters had only Two
beers because they were working. Collegian reporters

generally spend a lot of time in the Blue Wall, and not

always doing stories, either.)

"I'm very happy they lowered the drinking age," said .

Fred 'Vomit- Breath' Dingleberry, a freshman resident of

John Quincy Adams Tower in Southwest."" '"It's a

student's right. I think we are responsible people, even if

we do smash windows and evacute our bladders on the

Caijipus Center Concourse after we've had one beer."

Louie "Duh" Beanbrain, also a freshman at JQA resi-

dent, said, "Without booze, my Friday nights would be
really boring. I suppose I could sit around my dorm and
wait for puberty, but it's much more fun to go to the Pub,
drink beer, and shout obscene things.

"Drinking is the most fun I have all week," said

sophomore engineering major Steve "Steve" Lockjaw of

Smega Smega Geek fraternity. "Take last night for exam-
ple. I drink more beer than any of my friends, grabbed
women until I couldn't stand up, fell down in a gutter and
them lay there in a puddle of my own vomit until 4 a.m. in

the morning. Jesus, it was funny as a bastard, a real pisser

good time I can't imagine what could be more fun."

Kennedy to challenge Carter
Ted Kennedy, the powerful U.S. senator

from Massachusetts who in the past has
rejected any notions of running for the

presidency, yesterday unveiled a complex
nationwide strategy to challenge in-

cumbent president Jimmy Carter.

At a press conference in the UMass
Campus Center Auditonum, the senior

Senator said his campaign will be geared,

toward attracting the 100 million voters

associated with the United States

educational sector, because "they are the

enlightened people who can make me
president"

Kennedy said he has lured away one of

the best "closet " politicos at UMass,
Howard M. White of the central office in

Boston, to spearhead his drive for UMass
votes.

,

UMass operates campuses in Boston and
Worcester, as well as Amherst. Kennedy
said he expects that by drawing in every

UMass employee and student as campaign
workers, he would gain a "ripple" effect in

gaining votes.

For example, Kennedy said, nurses at the
UMass Medical School in Worcester would
campaign for him by persuading drugged
patients to join the Kennedy bandwagon,

Kennedy did not disclose who will

become his running mate, but sources said

Robert C. Wood, former UMass president

and now the superintendent of Boston

public schools, would be chosen. Wood
served as an undersecretary under Ken-

nedy's brother, John F. Kennedy, and
Lyndon Johnson, in the 1960s.

Kennedy also dismissed efforts by
California Gov. Edmund "Linda" Brown to

dump Carter and become the Democrat's
standard bearer in 1980.

''Anyone with a peabrain can see

through Brown," Kennedy said "Just

because there are millions of Linda Run
stadt fans I'm one - doesn't mean there

are millions of Brown voters. I don't think

his tactics of "president by association"

will work.

"As for Carter, well, I think four years of

peanuts is enough," Kennedy said. He also,

said he refuses to discuss any Republican
opposition, because "it won t exist

The Amherst campus is one of the

largest employers in western
Massachusetts, Kennedy said, and since

"money talks,'" he expects lots of votes in

the western area. "Or else, there could be a
massive reallocating of educational service
from here to the University of Lowell,"
Kennedy said.

President Carter and soon-to-be rival

Edward Kennedy share a joke in earlier

days. (HP razing photo)
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SAN FRANCISCO - Patty H««r*t. th# kidnap victim
turn«d terrorist, is shown here trying to impersonate
an angel The millionaire heiress of publishing
magnate Randolph Hearst said she was doing it to try
arid quell negative publicity generated by her recent
trail for taking part in a raid on a sporting goods
store "I was only kidding about it all. " she said.

COSTA MESA, Calif. Ladies Professional Golf
Association golfer JoAnne Carner vomits a golf ball

moments after winning the LPGA Kemper Open. She
said she had sought to remove the ball, ingested after
a bad slice, with a sand wedge, but the effort failed

Iran reinstates Shah
By snapour baktiar
Halfcourt fhess

TEHRAN. Iran -The Shah of Iran r«umad triumphant
yesterday to ohm again rule this troubled Mideast nation.
The Shah ended his three month exile in Amherst

foHowinq several days of riotina in the streets aqainst the
revolution lead by the Ayatollah Khomeini, who himself
returned to Iran recently to rule the country.
Jubilant supporters of the Shah flooded the strmts.

idllying in support of the former head of state We made a
mistake,' said one reveler "The Shah wasn't such a bad
guy after all At least he didn't W9n\ to cut off people's
hands like that guy Khomeni did"

Shah Muhammed Reza Pahlevi immediat^y announced
ho would resume a modernisation program he began for
Iran before being sent to exile by a bloody year long upris-
tng His plan would include:

Allowing Iranian women to wear Western dre^, gunny
^cks or whatever they want. The Ayatollah had ruled all

won>cn should cloak themselves, in traditional Moslem
fashion

,

Convening the country to Chrfemanity, andbd^^ a rm-
tinnwiUe network of dnve in churches. "With us being so
rich in oil and petroleum, why not?" asked the Shah

Giving Iran s battered economy a shot in the arm by
•fsi.'ning production of 6 5 million barrels of oil per day All
of .\ would be sent to the United States via a pipeline to te
! .

• from Tehran to the Physical Plant at the Amh»st
curtipusof the University of Massachusetts.

Reaction to the Shah s return was varied. M^t cHllMw
contacted by Th« Hattcourt Pross said they wmm ^d tNl
monarch was returning.

"The Ayatollah should ha\« known we were wify fo<^

ing, " one said. "We never expected he'd take us up on our
offer to return him to power.
'Besides, who does the Ayatollah think he is, trying to

run things from Paris P"

Other government officials, who asked to remain uniden-
tified, said the Shah would ultimately fall from power, and
be replaced by former American Prwident Richard M. Nix-
on

WASHINGTON Police dust the head of Israali
Prima Minister Mencha Begin for fingerprints after
thaivM mada off with his yarmulka eariier in the day
(API Lasarphoto)

Billy: First Jewish pres?
FuM court Press

PLAINS, Ga. — Billy Carter yesterday announced his

candidacy for the 1980 Democratic presidential nomination
during a news conference held at his gas station in town.

Carter, outspoken txother of President Jimmy Carter,

^Jded that he will also convert to Judaism next week in an
attempt to win pack the Jewish vote he feels he recently

alienated during the January visit of 27 Libyan delegates to

the US.

"••lell, I've already got the Libyan vote in this country,
i»;id this'll get me the Jewish vote Soon I'll have the entire
Mkieast vote, how can I lose?" Carter said.

Carter said the American people are tired of li^ and emp-
ty promises made by his brother's administration, and they
desperately need someone who is "straightforward, clear
thinking, honest and intelligent enough to run things at the
White House.

"My brother ran on a platform of 'why not the best,' and
won, many people think he's the worst. Now I'm running
on the platform of 'you can't do any worse,' but I'll turn out
to be the best," Carter said

Reaction from Washington so far has run the gamut
from total bliss to suicide.

Contacted in Washington, President Carter said, "Billy is

my brother, I Love him. .1 know for a fact he would make a
good president but when I get back to Plains, I'm going to

beat a tattoo on his face."
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Fools!
Today s issue of the Col

leqian is the annual April
Fool's issue The edition ap
pears toddy, April 2,
because April 1 felt on a
non-publishing day this
year.

Billy's campaign manager, Zeke Frogmeyer of Zeke's
Bar, Grill and Billiard Parlour Emporium, said the
president's borther has given his candidacy a lot of thought
before yesterday's announcement

.

"We were sitting around the gas station swilling brews
and talking about politics when Gus Stack, a good ol' boy
and a long time friend of Billy's, said he bet Billy kn»jw more
tfx>ut how to run the country than any five Jimm> Carters.
Said he'd lay $50 cash money on it too. Billy upped and
said, 'shake it's a bet,' " "When everybody that wanted to,
got a piece of the action, Billy got up to call the press. But
at that moment, that's when some... people came 'n

and... Billy had to go away for g whjie," he said.

Billy Carter recently was released from a program of
group therapy sessions at the Long Beach Naval Regional
Medical Center designed to help him end his dependency
on alcohol.

Frogmeyer said Billy had everything going for him in the
campaign. "He was a failure in the beer business that's
true, but look at Truman, he failed in the clothing business.
Ford stumbled around a lot, Billy's for always tripping over
his own feet" "Nixon lost his bid for the California guber-
natorial race, Billy couldn't get elected mayor here in

Plains. Why he even has more teeth tlwi Jimmy, he'll be a
shoe-in," Frogmeyer said.

Rabbi Harold Tsoriss of Temple Beth Shlameal in Atlanta
said he would welcome Billy into his congregation once his
conversion was completed. But, he said, "In the words of
one of our immortal sages, Birmingham Brown, my heart
ain't in it."

Frogmeyer said Billy thought the con^raton*lo-Judaism
angle would sit well with the country's liberal voters and
since he found out "he had already had that... operation
when he was a baby so there wouldn't be any pain or

nothing," he informed the local synagogiM wM his family
of his plans. ,

Mother Lillian Carter couldn't be reached fw comment,
but evangelist sister Ruth Carter Stapleton, upon hearing

the news, suffered a massive coronary and was rushed to

"Our Lady of Mercy" General Hospital where she is

reported in stable condition,

Billy hasn't chosen his running mate yet, Frogmeyer
said, and will wait until after he has received the nomina-
tion, but he said the field has been narrowed down to four
between Richard Nixon, Yassar Arafat, Barbara Walters
and Sylvia Gottlieb, he said.
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Mass suicide in Collegian
Staffers downed

by Hatch coffee
ByL. RONHUBBARD
MIegian Cu/tist

More than 200 members of the staff of
Hht Massachusetts Daily Collegian com-
mitted mass suicide in tfie jungles of th«
CoUegian offices yesterday

The mass suicides followed the shooting
of Amherst State Rep. Jam« G. Collins,

who had been sent to Amherst by concern-
ed parents in suburBan Boston.

Collins was shot by three Collegian staf-

fers as he attempted to board a Peter Pan
bus at the Campus Center Circle, after

making a fact-finding tour of UMass.

The cultists were exhorted to suicide by
their leader the Rev. Jimmy Joe Quinlan,
who shouted "More obits! I love obits! Get
Everybody's middle initial and home town
before they die!"

The cultists committed suicide by drink-
ing Hatch coffee.

The Collegian cult is a group of overam-
bitious drinkers and fornicators who
gathered several years ago in a dungeon in

the bottom of the Campus Center, after

fleeing their homes in suburban Boston and
the townships surrounding Perth Amboy,
New Jersey.

Reports had reached Boston stating

these cultists were disobeying all the rules

of moral and intelligent journalism, and the

late State Rep. Collins was sent to in-

vestigate.

"Well, for one thing, they quote me too

much,' Collins fiad said, before he left.

"Also, I understand some of the reporters

talk dirty. I must investigate. If I can't stop

them I will at least talk to them and bore

them to tears,"

Several legislators and Amherst residents

said this was the first time they had wished
Chandler Atkins had won last November's
election.

Quinlan's right h'nd man, mysteriously
known only as "Tl j Shah," is considered
responsible for the shooting of Collins. All

that is known about the "shah" is that he
ran away from a home somewhere in

Rhode Island, and is reputed to be the only
Rhode Island native alive with a vocabulary
of over fourteen words.

ABOVE: Three Collegian staffers lay
dead over their typewritars. phones

and pads in hand. BELOW: Unidentified
staff member's body hangs over the

Grad towers plague both sexes
By I.M. SEXIST
Collegian Staff

A new wave of health problems, this time

among male employees working in the

Graduate Research Towers has prompted

Seemore Beero, dean of the College of Arts

and Sciences, to close the towers for the

second time within one year.

Barry Botherall, director of the UMass
Health Services confirmed yesterday, that

at least 15 male lab technicians working in

various labs in Tower A have become impo-

tent within the past week. Not accustomed

to generous displays of compassion,

Botherall said, "We've got a real problem

on our hands. What have those guys got to

live for now?"
In a related development, Botherall said,

yesterday, he is halting "indefinitely" fur-

ther investigation into the cause of

menstrual irregularities that women

workers have lived with since last May. He
said their health problems are "mostly im-

aginary."

"We'll put up a few more tampax
dispensers, but we've wasted enough
money on them already," he said

Federal investigators from the National

Institute for Occupational Safety and

Health who have been ordered to discon-

tinue their work said they were pleased with

the decision. "We didn't know what we
were doing anyway," said industrial

hygienist Clifford Measly.

The women who were subjects of the in-

vestigation said they were pissed. "We are

victims of reckless negligence on the part of

the University," said one.

Botherall said, "You know the hazards of

that kind of work. If you aren't 'man'

enough, you can always leave." When
women asked why he was so concerned

about impotent men, Botherall said, "How

can I make you understand male health pro-

blems, you are all women."

Alan Bakke medical student and
spokesperson for the impotent men com-
mended Betherall's actions.

"It's about time someone understands
our rightful claim to the best possible

medical attention. I'm glad women's health

problems aren't in vogue anymore"
Privately, Bakke admits his impotence "s

terminal and probably the result of his

obsesive need to disco.

Impotence among college age males is

not a new phenomenon. In 1976, the entire

Theta Chi fraternity became impotent after

a "hazing" watching incident that

backfired And in 1973 several brothers

from Kappa Sigma were struck with ter-

minal impotence after a late night escapade
at Smith College which they refused to

discuss.

still operating Associated Preet
teletyperwriier <HP Raisinphoto)

Spring
concert
goes disco

By DANIEL RA THERNOT
Collegian Staff

Instead of traditional rock'n roll

bands, this ^ar's spring concert will

feature the best of disco music including
Donna Summer, The Village People,
and Chic, it was announced yesterday.
The concert will be held May 5 in

Alumni Stadium and run from twelve
noon until 8 pm.
There will be no charge for admission

but concert-goers will not be admitted
unless they are wearing silk shirts, knit

pants, and high spiked shoes.
Also performing at the concert will be
Peaches and Herb, The Erotic Drum
Band, and the Sensual Sea Worms with
their newest hit "Single Varicose
Veins."
The idea for a disco spring concert
came from concert coordinator David
Horbowitz who said that he wanted to
have a spring concert that everyone
would enjoy.

"I'pn sick of all this rock'n roll crap and I

think I speak for about 90 percent of the
students on this campus," he said. "It's

high time disco is given the proper
recognition it deserves."
Horbowitz said that he could have

secured several well known rock bands
very cheaply but opted for disco groups
even though it is costing a small fortune
and will probably mean an increase in

the Student Activity Fee.

"Fleetwood Mac and The Grateful

Dead both contacted me and were will

ing to perform for a very low price but I

think groups like these just aren't the
mainstay of popular music today ' Hor-
bowitz said.

The Village People are expected to per-

form their two big hits which shot them
to stardom. Feminine Female and C.I. A.
The highlight of the concert will be
Donna Summer doing a striptease act

while Chic does "Le Freak"' in the
background.
The stadium will be equipped with

flashing lights and a 1,000 square foot,

glass dancing floor.

"Can do 'Gov. can 'fdo it says wife
By HUGH G. RECTION
Collegian Staff

Mrs. Jodie King, wife of Massachusetts

Governor Ed King revealed in an exclusive

Collegian interview Friday night that,"can

do," is just a political slogan because in her

words, "he can't."

Mrs. King's revelation came following a

speech by the governor made during a

panel discussion at an educational con;

ference here at the University on Friday,

Mrs. King, the former Josephine Hurley

said she just couldn't take it any longer,

"night after night of nothing. How many

cold showers can a person take?! " she

said.

"I just had to tell somebody you can t

know the frustration I've felt these last 27

years with Ed, hoping he'd finally do

something about it. Sometimes I thought I

would go made," she continued.

The Kings have been married since 1952

and have two sons, Irving age age 25 and

Chung-Lee age 15.

"How can I tell them they are adopted

after all these years?" she said.

Mrs. King said the governor undenft^ent a

complete series of virility tests several years

ago under the care of Dr. O.B. Method,

Urology and Reproductive specialist at'

Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston.

Dr. Method's concludion was that the

governor's impotency was caused by a

sports injury earlier in King's life.

King was once a professional football

player before entering politics, having

served the 1948 49 season with the Buffalo

Bills and then two seasons with the

Baltimore Colts.

"I don't know how many times Dr.

Method told him the same thing over and

over again, but Ed wouldn't believe it," she

said. "He blames a bad can of Pabst beer

he had drunk when he was 18 for causing

the problem. He said the beer did

something to his insides taking away all his

desire."

"That's why he was so hyped up aoout

raising the drinking age to 21 . It was all I

used to hear when we were alone. He'd say

to me, 'Jodie, someday I'm going to be

Governor of this state and when I am, the

first thing, the very first thing I do will be

raise that drinking age as far up as I can.

Why I'll be doing them a favor,' he'd say.

By 21 a lot of them will be married or will

have had their fun so they won't mind as

much if they get afflicted from beer the way
I did,' then he'd roll over mutter 'not

tonight dear,' and leave me sitting up with

a magazine," Mrs. King said.

Mrs. King said the next bill the governor

would try to pass would be one that would

inflict severe sentences on all convicted

prostitutes, pimps and pornographers.

"Ed was always jealous of people that

could do what he couldn't," she said.

Mrs. King said another bill the Governor

was considering would imprison all people

convicted of being naked under their

clothes. But she said it was still only in the

talk stage and hasn't as yet been presented

to the state cabinet.
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UMass student Janic« Jif hurries to the Student
Union last Friday in an attempt to pancake, not pie,
Ed King (Staff photo by Rikki Newman)

Dam letsgo
NORTHAMPTON The Leeds Dam col

lapsed here yesterday, crushing three per-

sons and leaving thousands homeless.
Found in the rubble by local police and

firefighters were the bodies of threee Smith
College freshman. The students names
have not yet been released by college of
ficials who are still informing next-of-kin.

The University of Mossochusetts

Arts Council

presents

The Alexondrio Quartet

Jody Gotwood
Julie Kohl

Cynthio Kitt

Glenn Gorlick

In A Free Concert

Monday, April 2,1979 8 p.m.

Dezonson Recitol Hoil Fine Arts Center

Fake itandlook beautiful
By PHISCILLA SHAHU Y
Totaf Women 's Staff

Stock up on cold cream, hair removers and feminine
hygiene deodorant sprays girls, because it's only with
ihwe basic beauty items will you be able to look and feel
your best, and please the male animal of our species.
There is a myth in our society today that these essentials,

a few of many on the market, are not necessary for proper
feminine hygiene and glamourous beauty. This myth will
contribute to the ignorance of approximately 55,000
American females this year, who will walk around the
streets grossing out everyone they come in contact with.
Believeing that just because the body normally emits a

repulsive odor that one must be satisfied with it just
doesn't hold true any more. People take showers daily (at
least one would hope so) because their bodies aren't dean
and they don't want to subject themselves and others to
the stench. So why not add a few spicy touches provided
by the cosmetics industry?
The beautiful feminine body is not only well made up,

hairless and deodorized, but also thin and shapely. If a girt
has to starve to get that way, then that's what she must
do.

If the feminine body has problems attempting to conform
to those highly recognized standards of beauty, there are
steps a girl can take to remedy the situation.

For those suffering from the "little girt look " syndrome,
or. more commonly referred to as a lack of manipula-
tionable breasts, there are many items on the market
developed bv sympathetic companies to help a girl get th©
most utility out of her breasts by increasing their size.

A girl can choose from a large array of products, such as
creams, massagers, water spraying devices, silicone injec-
tions and implant surgery, for fast and permanent results.

And of course, there are numerous styl^ of padded bras.
However, they only produce short term effects, and
sometimes shock upon their discovery by members of the
male sex

And for those girls m the low income bracket who can't
afford any of these wonderful products, the old Kleenex
standby may be appropriate, but alas, it to can produce the
same shocking side effects as the padded bra.

In addition to beauty problems, girls have to face health

problems as well, and a common one affecting a large por-
iiun ui me remaie population during some point in their

lives is that section of the month affectionately labelled

"Ladies Time." More commonly known as menstruation,
this time of the month is furthur complicated by cramps.

It has been medically proven that periodic cramps are a
figment of the imagination, so if a girt becomes so afflicted,

here is the cure: Pop a couple of Midol, rest, eat well, ex-
cercise, put your feet up, don't eat salt, curl up into the
fetal position, use a heating pad or hot water bottle, smoke
marijuana, do deep breathing excercises and have the
lower area of your back massaged. If this simple cure pro-
duces no results, don't despair; simply have an orgasm,
either self induced or with the help of a willing friend.

There is a great need for the girls of today to be made
aware of their bodies and to do what they can to promote
their hidden beauty. Too often, as has been exhibited m the
past, girls have been taught to ignore what could quite
poMibly become the masterpiece and shrine that men have
for so long lusted over and not often enough enjoyed.

Town looks to Arctic for water
By ANN T. ARCTIC
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Town Meeting, in a special meeting last

night to deal with the town's water shortage, voted to tow
icebergs from the Arctic up to the Connecticut River to
Puffers Pond, to help alleviate the problem

In order to transport the icebergs to Amherst from the
river, another warrant article passed calling for the con-
struction of a canal ihrough Hadley. The proposed route of

the canal will go straight through both the Hampshire and
Mountain Farms Mall.

Both warrant articles passed with ease, despite the op-
position of the Amherst Taxpayers Assholation. The con-

servative Republican block instead proposed that the
University, one of the town's biggest drinkers, be moved to
the Leeds Dam in Northampton.

"That way," said ATA member Chip Fuck, "they have all

the water they need and still pie the govenor

"

Amherst State Representative James Collins said that

although he expected Gov. King to back the canal con-
struction plan. King might want the canal to be con-
structed under the auspices of Massport.

Collins warned that if Massport was to do the work, the
canal would probably go straight through the UMass cam-
pus.

King also favors the canal because it can be used to cool
the nuclear reaction that he proposes to build on Three
Meter Island in tf>e Campus Pond

k
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LAST CHANCE
SHOW YOUR FACE!!
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BUCK ROGERS!
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25th CENTURY
THE ORIGINAL SPACE MAN!

THE ULTIMATE TRIP'

Mon. and Tues (TLS 6 15) 8X1
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The University of Massachusetts
Arts Council presents in concert

The Gus
Solomons

Donee
Compony

Tuesday, April 10, 1979
6 p.m., DowK^r Auditorium

ADMISSION FREE TO
UMASS STUDENTS

Other Students $1.00, cieneral public $2
\

Tickets now on saie dt the

Fine Arts Center Box Office •
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Mon and Tues (TLS 6 00) 8;30|
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Amherst Cycle

Shop
233 Triangle St.

549-3729

Northampton
Dkycle

21 Pleasant

586-3810

Expert repairs-

Rentals-Parts-

Accessories-

Clothing

Reprint. Freeprint.

The 4^^ is free when you order 3
From now until May 16, 1979. we'll give you a

free color reprint from Kodak That's right, a

free color reprint

Just bring us your KODACOLOR Negatives,

order 4 same-size reprints at one time, and
we'll charge you for only 3 The fourth is free!

So stop in and ask for details. But hurry, this is

a limited-time offer

ALL KODAK PROCESSING
AT DISCOUNT PRICES.'

SUPERIOR PIZZERIA
^/) Doesn't want you

^)tih "'^ *° ^^ foolish.

at the tobacco /candy/film counter

the UNIVERSITY STORE

Because you would be If you passed

up this special offer of —EXTRA
CHEESE- for 'FREE', on either their

small or large pizza. This offer good

with coupon below.

For Free Delivery

Call 549-0626

17 B Montague Rd./ N. Amherst

(next to Post Office)

[superior pizzeria]'
JFREE EXTRA CHEESE ON I

! SMALL OR LARGE PIZZA

coiiegi^in s

Hampshire Collega ttudent* parade
through the street* of Amherst in

celebration of an April Fool's Festivel

held Sundey and continuing
throughout the month. IHP Razor-
phfMol

UMies crash, nabbed
at Amherst bash
By STEVEN BERLIN BARRY
Amherst College Correspondent

Several hundred UMies were arrested

Saturday afternoon at Amherst College

after they crashed the largest homecoming
party in the school's history

It was homecoming for former president

and effete intellectual John William Word
who has recently undertaken a

singlehanded crusade to restore citizens'

faith in the decency and fairness of

government.
The Amherst academic community,

which had turned out en mass to cheer
most adorned alumni since David
Eisenhower, was clearly offended by the
uninvited guests from Uiy^a&s.

While the Amherst men, causally

dressed in topsiders, khaki pants and
alligator shirts lined the sidewalks to shake
hands with Word, UMies looking shaggy
and lean, jeered and booed. They said they

came for the free food, and drinks.

Amherst College security people tried to

calm the disruption movino oersonnpl

indoors to Jonrwon Chapel, where Word
was scheduled to speak. UMies got in

because they promised they wouldn't yell

while their mouths were full of food.
Word, who resigned as president of

Amherst in February to devote all his

energies to a special state commission
rooting out corruption in Massachusetts
government, was introduced by Barry
Berlin voipen. tne Kina or snob tnat nas
made Amherst the bastion of upperclass
morality,

"Our president made a splash in

Boston," he observed matter of factly. "In
fact one has the sense that Boston is left a
bit awed in the wake of Word's appearance
before the legislature."

The speaker was referring, of course, to
VVord's recent attempt to turn the
Statehouse into an English literature class
by quoting endlessly from James Joyce.
Word himself then took the stage to

thunderous applause. But UMies were too
interested in eating to register any ob-
jections

AAILLER 12 oz. cans & NR

$6.99 case

In Store Cash Only
Monday thru Thursday

C&C LIQUORS
.sTorA rr for after april i6th

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FREE DELIVER Y

Ve Curling Iron
fealiiriii^ his c\ \\vv rr<'ali\«* hiiirslylinu:

YouWe tried
the rest—
no^w try the
best

Shampoo, tui and IiIoh <Ii>~ !*H.0<>

23*> Triaiijjlr Si.
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Men into Smith
nothing new

By UNI UMIE
Collegian Staff

Smith College administrators announ^d
Friday the school will officially become co-
educational beginning in fall, 1979.

The decttion to open the College to
males came after rmich determined
petitioning and demonstrating by a group
of men wtw repeatedly accused the Smith
board of trustees of being "elitist and
sexist." Several men have already been
admitted to the college's fall term based on
their academic competence, an admissions
officer yesterday said.

Thomas Hasumbucks. one of tfHMe
admitted, said he is anxious to attend
Smith in the fall and get involved in Smith's
100-yew-old tradition of women on top.

Dean of Students Susan Richanshowsit,
said Smith women are outraged by the
administration's decision, and ieei that the
quality of learning will plummet with the
admission of men

Wanda Wasp, a 19 year old junior,
she is seriously considering withdrawal
from Smith because of the co-ed action.

"Hell, it'll be just like UMa^, ' Wasp
said. "Next thing you know they'll be
putting up fraternities, having keg parties,
and chucking moons"

Until facilities are built to house the new
students, m«i will be integrated into the
women's dorms. According to Richan
showsit, this aspect of the issue is the least
offensive to Smith women.

"It's the classrooms that'll take some
getting used to," said Patty Prep,
sophomore. "The dorms have always been
co-ed."

The Smith College admissions office
reportedly anticipates applications by the
hundreds pouring in from male applicants.
Admissions ofticers say the only special

criteria for male applicants is that they sign

an affidavit saying they regularly wear top-

siders and yellow chinos, and speak with

either a real of effected Harvard accent.

Bus hijacker escapes
with food stamps
By COMPANY ED
Colleoian Staff

A hijacker held up a UMass transit bus
bound for Sunderland last f-nday at

ternoon, and robbed everyone on board,

police said yesterday The unidentified man
reportedly harmed nobody and made off

with two Docket calculators, six watches,

and S14 worth of foodstamps

Police related the incident this way: the

hijacker stepped on board at 3;45 pm and
demanded the fare box of the sleeping

busdriver On reflex, the driver informed

him that the bus would not stop at

Crestview. The intruder again demanded
the farebox and drew a gun to the dozing

driver's throat. When the entire bus began
to laugh at his faux pas the man became
enraged and turned on the passengers.

"I know you got money you goddamn
students," he said. "If I don't get it now I'll

get it out of your tuition," The man waded
through the crowded bus ordering

everyone to empty their pockets. "Can do,

can do," he said, trying to hurry the

passengers.
When the passengers realized nobody

had any money, they again broke into

laughter.

"Ha, ha, the )0ke's on you, buddy," said

one. The hijacker was incensed now. "If

you only knew who I am you would not

laugh " The assailant then became in

coherent, threatening to "slash" the

budget and "hijack" tuition.

By this time the bus was speeding up

route no. 116 towards Cliffside Apart-

ments. The commotion woke the driver

who asked what was going on.

The robber demanded the driver to stop,

but was told no unauthorized stops could

be made. Exasperated, the assailant sat

down on the front door steps. The driver

toio mm to biand behind the white line.

The desperate hijacker fled at the first

Cliffside stop, and police arnved ten

minutes later. They are following leads

now. They expre^ed dismay that the b-js'

emergency defense capabilities failed.

All buses owned by the Pioneer Valley

Transit Authonty are electronically bugged
and equipped with tear gas, machine guns
and other anti-personnel equipment to

protect passengers from cnminals and
other threats to national security.

PVTA spokesperson said all defense
systems failed because of a short on the

electrical system.
"We have a lesson to teach the Com-

monwealth," Word began, "For too long

this state has been run by crude, lower-

class types from places like Holyoke and

Winthrop. Is it any wonder we have so

much corruption? Do you realize that there

are no Amherst alumni in the Statehouse

today?"
Word has lobbied heavily tor a oiii now in

the legislature that would require all elected

representatives to be graduates of

Amherst. He said this would cleanse the

Commonwealth of corruption because rich

people cannot be bribed.

Loud belches interrupted Word's speech

several times. When the UMass contingent

accused Word of shoddy scholarship and

even outright plagiarism, he became an-

tagonistic.

"Your manners are unbecoming of

respectable guests, but your slanderous

attacks upon my integrity will only be in-

terpreted as unneighborly," he said.

"I advise you to leave the premises at

once," he said. Word said the police would

act with "extreme prejudice " toward any

violators. UMies refused to leave are were

quickly arrested and charged with treason

and inciting to riot.

Special introductory Offer

on All Men's
I Banded Collar Shirts
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A University policeman is shown during a recant
spot check exannination of a student in the Campus
Center to determine whether he had indeed reached

the new puberty age. (Staff photo attempted by Rich
Newman}

Puberty threatened by King
By MARTIN LUTTREEL
Collegian Staff

BOSTON Govemot Edward King announced Saturday his

bill aimed at raising the age of puberty to 18.

The bill was met with shock and dismay by adolescents

throughout the Commonwealth Many voiced the opinion

that the Governor is trying to achieve another political vie

tory at their expense
Yesterday angry 12 and 13 year olds gathered in front of

the State House to rally in protest of the age hike The
adolescents earned placards and shouted slogans, hoping

the Governor would listen to their grievances

"My voice is just beginning to change,' lamented on 13

year old boy "I don't want to have to spend my next four

years sounding like Mickey Mouse Jeepers'"

Shortly after the group of about 200 youngsters began
their rally the Governor and Mrs King made an ap
pearance King answered questions and gave his lustifica

tion for the age increase

"It's been shown that some young people can't adjust to

puberty at such an early age, " said King Look at the

number of high school and lunior high girls that get knock

ed up. I mean who find themselves pregnant A small

number maybe, but they rum it for everyone else

"I also think that you boys will know how to handle your
selves better m a few year. No pun intended. When you're
old enough to vote you'll be old enough to enjoy the
privilege of pubescence, ' King said.

Support of the bill has appeared in the legislature m the
form of buttons, bearing the slogan, NO MASTURBA
TION Without representation, worn by represen
tativcs and aides in the State House

1>ie Governor also said the age increase would eliminate
the need for sex education classes in middle and high
school

"There would be no need for it,
' King said. "For all I

care they can make it required study m college."
King said he hopes the bill to be signed into law later this

year. He added that boys might become involved in more
constructive pasttimes, like collecting football cards in

stead of issues of "Playboy," and that girls would miss
fewer days of school due to cramps
When asked by reporters )ust how the age increase would
be implemented King replied. "We're working on it."

— Is God Calling You? —
•There »tt movemfni-. ol ihe soul, deeper than *ords ^an dewtthe

and yet more ptiwerful than anv reason, nhich i.an give a man lu know

bevond question ot arguing or doubi. ihai the lingef o( Ciod iv fieie

Ck>d does inspire men hailh n required lo accept that realiu (>nl> in

Ihe deciston lo go did I find the jo> and intenot peace thai are marl^.^

o( God'i true inlervenlion in ihe soul " He Leadelh Me ^ t is/ek SJ
^

Have you thought of working for others in Africa. Asia. So America''

A Catholic has such opponunilies as a prieM. brother or layperson

with St Josephs Missionary Society, the Mill Hill Fathers Risk your

uleni. your life, and «w hardship, no repels, and a chanc-e lo do reiUy

great things *ith your life

Maybe God is calling you

SUMMER JOBS
The Summer Conference Housmy Office is now hiring

students for temporary summer positions as desk clerks,

housekeepers, and student supervisors.

There are limited full and part time openings, all shifts

plus weekends
Applications may be picked up in the University Con

ference Services Office, Room 918 of the Campus Center

Deadline for return of applications is 5:00 p m , Thurs

day. Apnl 12, 1979

Work study students will be given priority We are an

equal opportunity employer Women and minorities are en-

couraged to apply
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Mental Patients
Advocacy Project

(Legal Studies)

ANNOUNCES
12 month clinical & academic
training in mental health ad-

vocacy for university students.

Informational Meeting:
April 4. 12 noon
MPAP Office (Legal Services)
Northhampton State Hospital

For details contact:
Steve Arons.
Legal Studies 545-3536

or
Bob P'lmschmerr
MPAP 584 1 B44 ext. 265

Women and minority persons
ar( (jnconraged to apply

The last thing a college

senior needs Is another
pat on the back.

As -d college senior, crcdil-card offers,

promscs and congrvtuUlions come pouring in

Fnjoy It while you can Because ii svon'i l<tsl

Out in the woild. you II have lo wck thinnES out

for yourself And one of those things is

life insurance
\ idcliiy Union I ifc has .i pUn designed for you

the ( ollepeMaster* ihc insur

ancc plan i hnsen Hy more col
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Th« indiMriminat* kiNtr i« n»l portkwlor. It

»lr)k«« young and old alike Only through

your continuing help con we ever have the

chance to stop this cruel disease with research

ond education. You contribution may save o

Me Even your own.
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How I saved the Collegian
As we ore neanng the annivefsary of iha

takeov«f last year of the CoMegtan by the
popstcle women and their failure of which I

played 5uich ^ rruciai and vital role, I would

\CANTPJ

view from on high

God bless Ed King
You saw them on Friday You saw them mulling on the grassy knoll by the Student

Union Building. You saw them ready to defile the chief executive of this Com
monwealth
Why don t these pinkos leave Gov Edward J King alone? It takes some nerve for

these fuz?ythinking card-carrying afluent suburban liberals who probably don't even
live in Massachusetts to stand out tfiere and yell rude and obscene thir»gs at Gov King.

These are the people who just like to make trouble, and now that a good, honest,
can do governor has been elected, they are all up in arms. And over stupid issues* So
what if he's raising the drinking age It's about time these lousy academic sots sobered
up If those 2.000 protesters were coherent for a few hours they might realize what
asses they made of themselves and this university.

So what if he's cut the UMass budget? What's it gonna mean - ya can't pi.-t up as
many goddamn "No Nukes" bumper stickers as you'd like to? Awwwwwwwww,
tough!

Ctespite opposition from these effete liberal snobs. Gov. Can-Do wil' go right on do
ing Maybe if all those left-leaners and fellow travelers would lift their high and mighty
noses out of their Chairman Mao propaganda they would see the uselessness of their

position If you don't like it here, why the hell don't you go to T-tussia, and see how you
like it there* All you professional instigators and radicals -get out of our state! Leave
our governor alone
God bless Ed King!

All unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of SAVAK

just like to offer a littte. well, history of that
train of events in which I played, well, a
maior, no, r/je major factor

The day broKe gray and dull and I was
just going through E B. White's "The
Elements of Style," making corrections,
and was just about to start reading "Th#
Origins of Self and Water on the Knee to
post menstrual women golfers ' by some
obscure author who I know and nobody
else has heard of, when the women came
in.

They appeared mad, so I set down my
book, uncurled my upper lip, and said, in
the most innocuous (designates harmless,
unassuming) voice, "can I help you?" Little
did I know that that one insouciant Ifrench
origin, read it in and turmoil of the next
herald the clashes and turmoil of th next
four weeks when we (well, really I) at th«
Collegian would receive nationwide sup
port against the armies of touchie feelies

That set off a chain of events that rocked
the campus for days, the vibrations of
which echo to this day and ring for freedom
of the press. They wanted pages to print

their slop, but I wouldn't have it. I said to
this group of future wives and mother
suostitutes: have you ever read Abelard?
But they hadn't heard of him few have.

So then the Senate threatened to cut off
Collegian money and I knew having read
every case history of the 20th century
Supreme Court the day before, that that
would be unconstitutional (by the way, just
by way of preview my next column is en
titled 'My Run ins with each and every
member of the Student Senate least year
and how I won hands down).

Well, I called their bluff when I (tfiat is to

say, we) threatened to sue them and they
backed down, reminding me of the great
challenge Yeats mentions in "Lapis Lazuli."

between Orpheus and Chamelard which I

detailed in a clever satire two weeks ago,
and am still awating public comment on.

Anyway, my English teacher thought it

ymrsf good, displayed originality, and gave
mean "A".

So then the Collegian mii up head-
quarters at Goodell and they threatened to
take over there as well until I decided on a
plan, and stood by the door all night
reading Adnenne Rich poetry backwards to
them until they rushed back to the
Everywoman's Centers.

fTlickejf

Borin'

And that was the end of the saga, until I

quit the Collegian a month ago, protesting
the fact that women write for the paper.

But although I have retired my pen, t

have not retired my mind and will continue
to fight for justice, truth, and that teaching
assistant job at Bunker Hill Community Col-

lege's English department.

Mickey Borin' will return next fall in the

form of a sanitary napkin

Raychem
CORPORATION

is interviewing at the University

of Massachusetts for

SCIENTISTS &
ENGINEERS

Raychem provides you the immediate challenge to exploit

new technologies and implement strategies to leverage your

skills into bottom line accomplishments.

We encourage outstanding performance and are quick to

reward it. Our unique philosophy - providing you the oppor-

tunity to create your own environment — encourages ex-

cellence in individual performance. We find that extraor-

dinary energy and inquisitiveness, the willingness to become

involved, and mature self-confidence, coupled with an ap-

propriate technical degree and expertise, are key personal

qualifications for our successful achievers.

Raychem is a highly sophisticated manufacturer of modified

polymer products. We sell to the aviation, electronics, pro-

cess plant, telecommunications and energy markets -

worldwide!

About Vi of our $300 million annual sales and good people

are based at our SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA Head-

quarters. We have manufacturing facilities in Mexico,

Belgium. France, Brazil, Puerto Rico, Ireland and England.

Raychem has sales offices in every major country in the Free

World!

Beat inflation and
leave the cooking

to us
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Wednesday, April 4

Contact the College Placement Office for sign

up and/or additional infofmation'

$1 .00 OF.
any purchase of $5.00

or more on every

Tuesday and Sunday

Hours: 11 a.m.-l a.m.

•PIZZA
•GRINDERS
•SPAGHETTI
•SALADS

65 University Dr.

Tel. 549-1311 or 253-9051

Whj^do

yon ask?

bi^th«CiA

THE QUESTION -- Recently the
renound social scientist Fanueil Hall
claimed that the state of the American
psyche is indeed at its nadir. Do you
agree?

Blipp Schlang

Lonnie Blipp. gas station at-

tendant— "huh? Duh. uh lil^e wnen I told

the last guy goin' thru Pelham, 'if I was
goin' anywhere, uh think I'd be lost,' yuk,

yuk . . . wait here jus' a sec, I gotta go 'n

foBd m' rabbits, yeh, huh, huh . .
'

Dr. Edmund F. Schlang. academic
screwball— "What? The sociological
implications ot the transmetenzation of the
rising middle class what? Don't look at

me like this ! What? I know what you're
thinking! Go away! Get out of my office!

Why is that clock ticking so loud? Leave me
alone! Stop persecuting me! I know -

you're CIA!!!!!! Get outii!

Ahhhhhhhhhoooooooo!

'

Atrick Eckerslee

Gerry Atrick, corpse? "V know if this
were 1888, Id take ye out back the
woodshed and give yer hide a real good
tannin". Yeh young whippersnapper,
asking questions of the aged. But I'll an-
swer ye anyway: I'm basically a con-
servative, in fact I died in 1931 which is

about as conservative as you can git

nowadays
. got me one of them

newfangled pacemakers . . . what was the
question agin? (At this point Mr Atrick
went incoherently senile. However, he is

happy.)

Marsha Eckerslee, demented feminist
poet— "No nukes are good nukes! Unite

with our beastly sisters in Northampton!"

Byorknyk

Gen. Furncek Byorknyk, Russian

tyrant— 'Gork pe ievoke neit va cass. Ei Blik

durien podgornia. Capitalism, no good! Be
socialist, ees goot fer yu!"

Hing So, boiler of Won Ton Soup— "I

like the Yankees in the east over the Sox.

Sure, the Sox ; sve the powerful starting

line-up however, like they say in Peking:

'You can never lave too much pitching.'

Hey, wantee buy .ome chow mein. With

six you get eggroll.
'

:r^^fKivi^is6Wi'^:'^

Ayatollah Renko

Joe Ayatollah, revolutionary— "HOLY
WAR!!!!

"

Steve Renko, Red Sox pitcher— " "

Hang out in Hadley
By STANLEY M. WOCJOCOSKI

[This is the first in a weekly series
about that booming industnal and cultural
center - Hadley. Massachusetts]
The old, oily '58 Chevrolet junked on

Ble^ Street. That snarling, spitting old
man in the decrepit house on the corner of
Gargoyle Avenue. Our very own town
police ... All the things that are part of
"The Hadley Scene,"

Just driving down Route 9 (providing
that you are not stopped by our Officer of
the Law, Sgt. X) gives you the sense of the
mfigic and electricity that is Hadley.

Yes, nobody does it like you , Hadley.
There's no place like it anywhere else in the
whole wide world!

Just walk into that b«tion of social life,

the Polish-American Cafe (near the bridge
named for that famous Hadley ite, Calvin
R. Coolidge) and order up a cold, sweeting
bottle of Narragansett from Otto, the
bartender. Watch Polka on channel 40.
Stick around for John Quill and the
weather forecast at 1 1 . Unbelievable!

Visit our plethora of shopping malls. We
in Hadley have more malls per square inch
than any other locality in Western New
England. Tell that to any jerk who tries to
badmouth our town. Civic pride is all over
the place in Hadley.
Come see that statue of Jerome

Hoogivan Hadley, the founder of our town.
It's right in the center of town, you know,
by the intersection with the four stoplights
and the broken glass. As you gaze upon the
stately figure of Jerry pointing to the Exxon
station down the road, you will feel a
tingling in yer spine. What's that feeling of
unmitigated awe you ask? It's the spirit of
Hadley on the go!
Hang around the Hadley Drive In and see

Eddie the local greaser Here is he is, 42
years old and still driving his '52 Chevy.
Last person east of Pisgah, Iowa, to keep
his hair slicked back with 30-grade motor
oil.

Take a gander over to Hopkins Academy
and see all the pubescent little high sct:ool
geeks chugging down their pints of malt
duck between classes. Ah, it's really

beautiful in spring when all the pimply little

high school ginks set the sights on the
brace-faced sweetheart of their dreams.
Tell me that doesn't bring back fond
memories.

After a brief tour of the Farm and Dung
Museum (where moo cows abound) take
a stroll down Boing Street and visit one of
the most beautiful and historic sites in the
Hadley-metro area. If vou auessed
Cumberland Farms store no. 7944, you're
absolutely right. Name me a Hadley-itewho doesn't have sweet memories of the

JEROME HGOrsiVAN HADLEY
sour milk, the melting popsicles, or the
poisonous candy bars

Try some ice cream from Giancarno
Sacco, the old Italian ice-cream man, who
came to Hadley under an assumed name to
escape the Palmer Red raids I'll bet you've
never seen a moustache like his and you'll
love his adorable little monkey, Blippie. His
ice cream has been raved about
everywhere between here and South
Sioux. For instance, Mr, Grizzle of the
Holyoke Transcript caWed it "nice,"

Sweet nosta/gia.f

So if you're ever in dire straits, do not
despair. There is a little shimmering beacon
of light, a beacon which signals culture and
pride. It calls you to the little town near
Gregg's Swamp, where everybody looks,
talks, and thinks like Larry Bird. It's that
sweet little hamlet where Rollie Jacobs is

still king Hadley. Massachusetts!

Stanley M. Wocjocoski is a member of the
Hadley Chamber of Commerce.

Hadieh
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Nuke the baby seals !

By WILLIAM YOGURT and
AL YSSON BRUIN

Every spring thousands of grizzled old

Canucks go up to Newfoundland toting

Koho hockey sticks in search of the gentle,

furry, sweet, harmless little baby seals.

When they find the furry little creatures

they violently whack them over the head
and bludgeon them to death. A horrid

sicht, indeed!

Whomp! Whomp! Whomp! Whomp!
Whomp-Whomp! They club those poor
seals like Wayne Maki clubbing Ted Green.

It is a disgusting part of humanity that goes
on every year at this time.

There must be a stop to this. People
must care, people must stop this blood
spilling! There is an alternative.

Nuke the baby seals! That's right, instead

of making them suffer, why don't we peti-

tion the Canadian government to just blast

the goddamn things into oblivion. Sure, the

fur coats that are made from the seal skin

might be a touch radioactive, but at least

cars can see you when you cross the street

at night.

The Alternative Committee to Nuke the

Baby Seals, a group of greasy haired wier-

dos from Northampton, are organizing a

massive campaign to pressure the Cana-
dian government to give us our way and
our way only. Since we have effectively

cornered the market on morality and truth

(in the Valley, at least) we feel that our way
is the only way.

The Alternative Committee to Nuke the
Baby Seals is planning to hold many rallies

in the near future, some right here in the

Valley. For instance, next Friday night,

while most Five-College students will be

drinking in Barselotti's, we will be holding a

candlelight demonstration in a lonely cow
pasture somewhere in Pelham. We're not

exactly sure where it is or even what we'll

be doing, but you can rest assured that we

will be doing it for the good of humanity
and generations to come.

So, join the thousands of people across
the country from Worcester to Glouster
from Newport to Maine who will march and
demand:

NUKE THE BABY SEALS TILL THEY
GLOW!!!!

NUKE JONATHAN Z. SOUWEINE!!!!!!
NUKE CANADA!!!!!

For more information or to get involved

call the Alternative Committee to Nuke the
Baby Seals or drop by the melt down store

front at 85 All-Star Dairy Street, in Nor-
thampton, Better yet just look for some
members of the ACNBS, You will know
them because they all have round glasses,

long skirts, and scraggily beards and sing

songs of protest!

So join us in our struggle. We are right!

NO SKUNKS!

William Yogurt and Alysson Bruin are

members of the Alternative Committee to

Nuke the Baby Seals!

Non-sense to the Editor
Western chic

To the Editor:

Like, balance the budget, man.
Jerry Brown

Eh?

To the Editor—

Looking at the pictures in the Collegian

every day I myself am always insulted by
the cruel and demeaning sterotypes of

nuiiuii iiivii ili^U .(fjpco/ til yuu ^)illii pic

ads. All Italian men to not have curly hair

parted in the middle and long moustaches
that curl up at the ends, and we do not

always smile > Furthermore, we are not

the only people who cook pizza pies.

What about the Greeks, huh?

I suggest the Collegian cease and desist

from this an ti Italian propaganda. If you
think all those women who took over
your office last spring were bad, wait until
we come down with our pasta and our
mothers. eh? You like that?

Luigi BarnzinI
Up the Italians League

Civic pride

To the Editor —

Press release from the Governor of New
Jersey, Un Occio Please note this m the

paper. In an effort to boost the Iokv moral

of New Jersey, we bring you a cut from

'Greatest New Jersey Love Songs'

recorded live at Hackensack by Jerry

Vale:
When It's low tide in Perth Amboy.

All the fish begin to smell
And you 'II know, you 're in New Jersey,

The closest thing on earth to hell

Sincerely,
Un Occhio

Governor of New Jersey
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Rich Dick "smoves to polica
T»» fww mana^^Ntient of the popular Rich Dick's Disco

«i Route 9 yesterday anrH>unced that the disco would
become the "polka palace of N«w England."
Gene Wisniewski. the new manager of Rich Dick's, an-

fiounced the proposed switch which includes the introduc-
ti^ of food and liv« enMrtainment.

Tlie cuwne will be Pol^ Wisniewski nwntains. Tha kh-
dwn win specialize in ktelbasa. pierogis and kapusta. "it's
our hope that we'll beat our Pol»h brothers in Chicopee in
the kielbasa tournament next fall," Wisniewski said
Chicopee is the current hotdw of the world record

kielbasa. measuring some 25 feet in length
Area merchants were aghast at the propcMed cfiangt.
'What will we do with all our polyester ctothes? After all

there aren t enough conventioneers to buy alt the leisure
•uto that we purcNned to sell to the cKsco crowd." aaid
one merchant,

— Rich Bromachasiac

DeSlima — on to l\/la Belle
The Bell TelephorM Co. ywterday wmounced that

former Uncteraraduate Studwit Senate Brian DeSlima wtt
be the rrunuiger of it* rww W^tern Massachusettt-HMo,
Hawaii branch office.

DeSlima. a self demonstrated master at working the
magical nun^ered finger slots cap^to of connecting
voices far arKl wide. wHI be the sde employee at the
telephone company's new Ixanch office.

"I work better alone, when conditions appear to t>e

secretive." DeSlima said yesterday while prancing across
the balcony of the StiMtem Ui^fi ^li^d^i^ M¥^ing about
his new appointment.

* " '"

Senate mouth piece for 17 years, DeSlima said he has
few regrets about leaving this long time stmt, despite the
changes he made in the student governance system and
the 'friends" he somehow managed to collect throughout
th9 years
"It really is time for me to pick up another line," he said,

as he continued to prance "I need a change And besides,
things have changed drastically since I served my first eight
or nine years as senate mouthpiece Now they got push
button phones and I haven t been able to manipulate the
numt)ers like I could with a dial

"

Maui Java

Usurped dictators unite
The Committ«»e for the re- involvement of Usurped

Dictations ICRUDI has chosen the Amherst area for their

first annual meeting to take place today The actual

location has not been announced for security reasons.

iiiHMHI MMMMMM

ScNTM of the more popular members of CRUO are ttw
Shah of Iran, former University Resident Robert C, Wood,
John Souweine, former candidate for District Attorr^ey
and. wxjn to become • member. Commander Prwident
Doctor Idi Amin Oada M d.

Unusual fervor prevails over the antidpation of spwial
guest speaker Governor Edward J. King, who haa reeentty
rsed in to the upper echelon of CRUD, in break neck
spaed.

UMassmouthpiece mirrored
Univaraity of^iate yaaterday armouncad tfie first suc-

#i^ul cloning of one of its highly paid lackeys.

The subject, A. Scott Clipboard, director of the UMass
Snooze Bureau, was confronted yesterday by his double
for tfte first time "It's like see<r>g a double," Clipboard SMd.

University officials also r^KKted Clipboard now facaa a
aav^e personality conflict in his home, wfiere his wife and
children, who once believed Clipboard to be merely a
holograph, have left him for t>eing a two-timer.
The only physical difference between Clipboard and his

cfcjplicate is that Clipboard the ongirtal do^^t have a
navel. Otherwise, Clipboard and clone are in-

distinguishable, right down to all those silly pr^ts releases

Clipboard fias a sick flair for producing.

-Bart Clifford

PhD forMiAmin Dada
Ugandan President Idi Amin Dada will be the com

mencement speaker at the graduation exercises for the
Class of 1979. it was announced yesterday by the Chan
Dior's Office. Amin will receive an honorary doctorate in
human services for his "extensive contributions to tfie
problems of world hunger and overpopulation."
The Chancellor's committee said Amin was chosen after

a lengthy search for a person who "best represents the
^ends in international problem solving today" First choice
had been Palestinian Liberation Organization Chairman
Vasir Arafat, but h*^. turned down the invitation at the last

minute due tr to commitrrwnts which have been
r^cessitated hy recent developments elsewhere."
Upon hearing that he had been ch(»en to spMk, Amm

said he ts "feeling )olly about the event " Aides to the
Ugandan leader have already submitted the topic for the
^mmencement spe^jh, entitled Innovations in the
fanned Food Industry" Amin. it was added, "will be
(inique as commencement speakers go. since he plans to
have qroup participation " in his oratory

-RUTHLESS

CQlle^4gn n

Ask
Beth

WANT TO BE A
COMMENCE-

MENT
SPEAKER?

on
Saturday, May 26, 1979

at 10 a.m.

Submit a draft of your
speech and a rationale as
to why you want to speak,
by Tuesday, April 17, 1979
To: Ruth Green, 345
Whitmore.
— You must be graduating
with class of 1979.
— Have a topic of general
interest.

— Maximum time limit of 5
minutes.

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore

S4S1SSS
a service of Che Dean of Students Office

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
The Student Activities Office is seeW.nq a part time

(student) KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

Ot*liHc4TioN«: experience preferred or typing

skills- 40 words 'rninute

HouK^: 15 hours per week, need mornings and all day
FeidAy
Apply: Rm 416, Student Union, Student Activities

OHice

The Student Activities Office is an Equal Opportum
ty, M'F, Affirmative Action Employer

INTO ACTION. .

.

/r ^ fllf IIM/ ' 'f W AK /I »

RED/SCOVER THE
GREAT CUTDCyCRS

^.'4
fe-iv

^'.
\

-\M' Mil '->.-
DEUC:/OUS ; • ^

VMQUE TASTE i'^:rj-?

OF -^\. -f

^smmm^

»«t«««ua Ciar»* P»«« i.e«*« stMvtfwlcfMM

L .OPEN LATE 7 DAYS A WEEI

^^tt^

(ivtN Piwocchio (kH III * IittU om Ap«iTToof* D«y)

o£aCucmci cU

TINPCCHIO
I

1177 N. Pleasant St N Amherst
\ 549-3669

FREE DELIVERY AFTER 5 -

Creativity

At the Aristocrat we specialize

in it so you can wear your hair

to match your mood.
Come in an let us show you.

- UNISEX HAIRSTYLING-

Cthe aristocrat)
549-6255

OPEN EVENINGS-

Ottsr B«tH.
/ started a new Job fast November and I

don't know what to do and would ap-
preciate if you could tell me what to do.
Ever since I became governor, people keep
writing and saying Imta fool I don 't know
why they don 't like me. but now I think I'm
really in trouble. Last week I was supposed
to talk to a group of students and explain
my opinions on education, but I chickened
out. WeH, not exactly chickened out you
see. I sent one of my lackeys there instead.
The night before I was supposed to talk to
the students, my mother caUedme and toM
me I would get pied if I went there. Beth,
what does it mean to get pied? I sure at
heck didn't know, but my mom said she
didn't want me to get my new suit dirtied.

So anyway. I didn't go. My problem is now
that I told people why I didn r want to go.
and they're laughing at me again. Beth, is it

better to listen to one's nwther and not get
pied, or to just go ahead and do wfat
you're supposed to do? AJso. should I wear
eld clothes when I do go talk to the
students or would that be insulting? Plea»
help me. I'm very confused.

Fast Eddy

Fast Eddy,
/ can't seriously believe that on your

long, rocky road to the Governor's hot seat
you have never been pied . . . Don't you
remember that time I got you with that
cream or was it raspberry - wonder? ?

DaarBtfth,
Please help me - I don't know what to

do with my weekends now that I won't be
able to drink soon. Me and the guys usuaMy
go to The Pit every Friday with our Spit
mugs and drink 'til we're sick. Now that all
the fun seems to be gone, what can we do?
The mane is only good for so many laughs
you know.

Daaparataly yours.
Joa Sixpack

Joa Sixpack.
Well, you know we ^ have our little

times of trouble. And from the scrawl of
your Crayola. I'd guess that you only have
nine or ten years to wait for the next hoist
of your mugs with the craiy straws. In the
meantime, why don't you check out the
front page story about how you really can
drink again, you fathead!

I

^^'^ WANTED
STUDENTS INTERESTED

IN PLANNING

SENIOR DAY
(May 25, 1979)

and selecting speakers
for commencement...

Meeting to form committees—
Mon. afternoon, 4/2/79, at 4:00 p.m. in CC 901.

For further Info— call Ron or Mary at 5-3604

WE'RE HIRING.

PUTYOUR SCIENTIFIC ORI
ENGINEERING DEGREE
TO WORK

If you're a degree candiddte

who would like to embark on
a kiture oncnted scientihc or

engirteennq career, then con
Skier the united States Air

Force It's one ol the finest

Tortunifie^ in the natwn
ompletkxi ol our three

month Officer Training
School nets you an offKcr's

commission and launches

you mto a career that s geared

lor tomorrow Our equipment
IS among the finest, our
working conditions arc ex

cedent, and our benefits

package unmatched Find
out dbput a space age service

from your nearest Air Force

recruiter

ContcK;t

TSGT JOHN MORIN
145 STATE ST,
SPRINGFIELD

/Nm r

n&H&H-

\ /A MoMirt.)..- nn "' 63 An*efil
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A GOOD COMPANY
AND

A greatway of life.

Sperm Bank proposed
to alleviate tensions

ByJON E. WADO
Collegian Stud
Universitv Healthy Officials yesterday an-

nounced plans to construct the first state-
run Sperm Bank to servtj the Universiy
community. The proposed Sperm Bank will
be constructed next to ther UMass In-
firmary.

"The University has needed one of these
for quite some time," said Eric Emmissions
chatrpei^n for the project." According toPhyscal P^nt officials, the proptSedSperm Bank will help alleviate the probSns

iheett^"^
°^ campus face, dirty

In recent nrK>nth8, Southwest cter-
mitories, especially the alhmale dorms
have been plagued by a severe sheet shor-
tage.

"Washing machines have suffered ex-
tensive damage." said one Physical Plant
spokeperson.

Physical Plant workers have tried to take
up the slack by offering a cut rate laundry
sen/ice, but, according to supervisor
Harvey Floog, his followers afe so over-
worked by the sheet problem that many of
the men cannot make it down to the
streams to beat the sheets clean against the
rocks.

Physical Plant and University health ofj
ficials are hoping that proposed Sperm
Bank will help relieve campus wide ten-
sions. "Only the Greeks have filed com-l
plaints. They think attendance will drop of
at their rushes if the Sperm Bank ia

available free of charge," said Emmissions.
Many students feel that the Sperm Bai

wouldn't be used as much as some officii
believe. "It would take all the romance'
out of a personal relati9nship according
one sophomore questioned.

"The Sperm Bank wouki not only be
use to m{Me students and staff but a relief i

female students with boyfriends," said Em.1
missions." Think of all the wet spots on her
sheets she won't have to worry about ^'

anymore." 4

The proposed construction site has been
protested by University geologists on tht^'
ground there may be a slight earth fault*
beneath the arM and a slight tremor may'
cause extensive damages.

Geologists point out that Knowlton d«J
mitory will have had extensive renovatior«
completed by then. An earthquake causing
damage on the Sperm Bank's vaults f?«y
wffMk havok on the all female dorm.

ATTENTION
I. The Graduate Student Senate Is accepting ap-

plications for Revenue Sharing Funds for the Spr-
ing Semester from Departments which have elected
their Senators.

Deadline April 30

II. Line Item Applications are available for

organizations, groups and individuals on campus that

want to be funded in next year's budget (FY/ 1980).

Deadline April 15

For more information and to pick up your applicatfbn
forms please contact GSS Treasurer, Jose Trejo.
Graduate Student Senate, 919 Campus Center,
545-0970/ 545-2896.

CALL TODAY: 737 7170

^DENIMS
dmr presents

^ 60% OFF
SALE

on olmost everything
in the store

Free T-shirt or 10% off with purchase with this ad

—com* look

—

^^^
Next toTHEPUB Amherst^^^
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Fresh Florida
^

^'^
Ctrawliprrioi ISQf

Ydlow Onions s79[
9iritiiro«iTli:» %9^ Watermelon -^="' l9(.

31
Califomia

Fresh California

i^^ Large ^ ^^^ ^B^Sf •.

CantatOUpe o9 Asiiaragiis

iMWAfl* S9 FreshAvocados
^^^^ ^^ Mushrooms - -

l]Oil Pears ^Sr. FreaJiCarrots ^ 69

Fancy
CaMomta

120Z.

Fancy,

/'p! StopA Shop

RedTasT
Values

m €Utmation Co,

reductions from the Carnation Camp»iy
(hat «ve pass dtrKtiy an to you Look

taf the Red Tags on oiit sheM»s and save'

FRISKIES All

Buffet Vaf^t«>s cans I

22oz pkg
b varieties

LITTLE FRISKIES
Dry Cat
Food
MIGHTY DOG
Dog Food
5 Varieties

CARNATION
Coffee Mate
22 ourtce jar

59'

46.o^H
cans I

1.69

CARNATION Qioo/
Slender ^ ^<^^

Chocolate or Chocolate Fudge
89

CONTADINA
Stewed 9,4.0.70
Tomatoes ^ «ns / c7

CONTADINA Qiso. i
Tomato Sauce O'^^"^ I

CONTADINA /I r ,/ i
omato Paste ^ .- I

/^Incredible Offer!

. Beatuiful . Durable

• Porcelain enameled steel

Cook^ivare
Heavy giiage

enamel on steel

Flame - guarded
oven proot

No scounng
or scnjtDbing

necessary'

THIS WEEKS FEATURE ITEM

Quart
TeaKettle

with

cover

with each 5
S5lf»d

Collect all 24 volumes!

THE NEW
ILLUSTRATEI
COLUMBIA mv
ENCYCLOPEDJi

develop*"! "•
Clearty wfitien JP

Illustrated w
Vcl 1 on sale every v\/eek 69' pd

Stop& Shop isfirst
toItignpriced

self service delistop&shop
Brand nieans quality at a saving'

Stop & Shop

Extra Bfild
.Fratucs

lib

pkg

Bologna
Bonus Pack
Bacon Sliced

Cold Cuts

1'

A Budget Stretcriir^o Alterrwtive tor the Beel Consumer

Stop & Shop s r»ew Fresh GrourKl Beef And Hydraled

Texhjred Vegetirtjte Protein Mix is a lot tower m prce than

reguia' ground beef Its an even better value becmjse it

shrinks less Burgers made with it don t cook away Meat

toaves, meat balls and casseroles turn out )uicy and delicious

The everyday price of our new Fresh Ground Beef and

Hydrated Textured Vegetatjte Protein Mix is tower than lh«

everyday pnce of our regular ground beef And. this week

we have a special introductory price for you

Ground
comer deli Everything slK-«Jtresh

AvHiUtC*' n sloes lealunnq a so'vice deii

TBcavcr Cooked

Chicken
Ron x?»
American Cheese T99

ReshCole

stop 4 Shop ^^^^^^r

BeefAnd
Hydrated Textured Vegetable
Protein Mix. Sold in approx.
4- pound chub, •contains not more than 24% tat

BonelessBeef
ChuckRoast

Baked Ham >'"« •379^

Boneless Chuck Steak
Cube Steak Beef Chuck
Chuck Stewing Beef

"Great
Beef

Beef Chuck
USDA Choice M.99 lb

USDA Choice $Q OQ
"Great Beef"

USDA Choice
'Great Beef M.89 lb

our
kitchen

A« our dish*»s must mee'

Hiillitv I or'l'lji sl.inflirrK

21bpkg.IUce
Pudding 0€lf
Greek Style ^^^^

s
Vi Center
V3 Blade
V3 Sirloin

Potato Salad

Macaroni Salad

99

99

frozen meats too busy to cook^

Heat up these good Weaver values

Hfeavcr Batter Dip

Par^Pack
Chicken Wings *

28 ounce pkg
Fro?pn

Chicken Breast

Thigh & Drumsticks

*?.79

'2.79

{^Assorted
PorkChops
Countrystyle Pork Ribs

Center Gut Pork Chops

PorkLoinRoast
RibPortion
Fresh Pork Spare Ribs

Breakfast Sausage

(ThnShced
$1 791b)

Season, roast long

and slowly as you

would any pork roast

1.49
'1.69 lb

Meaty and delicious1.49.

Stop & Shop is

"Candyland ' for

your Easter
Egg Hunt

Make it one of the

t:)est Easter mom-

^ irnjs ever with candy

from Stop & Shop" Shop our huge

selection of Easter treats lelly eggs,

chocolate rabbits, marshmalkjw

chickens, candy eggs and traditional

Easter baskets So, save yourself

some rrxxiey'and an extra trip to the

candy store Pick up an extra little

treat or two the snniles on the kids

faces Easter morning are worth if

Fine value
for Lenten Meals

Lenten
afood Specials

I I

FlUets _
1.79

Fresh ^^^Clamsd9L
3 pound box frozen

Squid (Calamari)

Taste OSea

Shrimp Cocktail

Waste-free

Steaks *1.29.

lars I / w

Fresh

Cod Steaks

DuChef 4oz. pkg. of6 ^r\ qq
EscargotS frozen ^.^v7

HADLEYAMHERST Route9 at the Hadley-Amherst Une.8a.m.-10p.m.,Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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iColIe^g^JQ ,3

Jllb. pkg Qtr lb Sticks

8BLUE
BONNET
MARGARINEl

UHI sum vn iMt»Bimm p-

'(SI
69f
MINUTE MAID

ORANGE
JUICE Frozen

1 2 ounce can
Good Man Ao« 2 - Sal Atjn 7

Frozen

1 lb. can

MAXWELL
HOUSE

•> I ilBr hntflB. WP|2 Liter bottle

Scocacol;^
. .v,ww._ ,„ JORTAB
COFFEE g;5^s SSODA (676oi)
r.%nrti*.. i-j-. s^ »-_T »»>_ GooOMon *efrl2 S«l Apn<7 223

I Maul mn^ r\i.i i nl rn—
Good Mu( Agiil ? &1I Apm 7

Um* one pti cusiomsi

Gfocery ^j^"^

'Withansdtemative
GroundBeef.

Stop & Shop

SolidWhite
Tuna

7oz.cannvwater 79

Broad, Medium or Fme

linDutch
\\\ \

1602.
pkg

^^^^ Crushed. Chunks or

eatmle^i ^

-Gorton's Minced Clams " ,' 79*

D«viled Ham .'T'^ 89'
B&M Baked Beans
Elbow Macaroni

^ 39*
.2:.1£89'

Stop&
Shop

Reynolds Wrap
Gingerbread Mix

1
Stop & Shop

Aiiple
Sauce
8925oz

jars

5 pound bag

Medal
Hour
69

0>llyr>oc*«

5 pound bag

69"

S^R
Flour

For Easter
t>akir>969

Kraft Dressing "rs.'tsr- 99*

Pepsi Cola "Wi"«- 96'

240Z. jar Vlasic

Heckers Flour *"'tSiSfSr" 89*

Morton Salt i%r.M««i 2SS^45'

Gloria

Stuffed
Olives

King Arthur Rour
Baking Soda 330C bo*

89*
69"

5%oz.
jar 69 Ught

Brown
or Confectioners

2 pound bag

Sugar

79
Vlasic Kosher Spears T 69*

Golden Pound Cake ^IS^TST 59*

16 ounce pkg.

Prince

pkgs.^B

Heinz Cucumber
Dynamo Liquid

Suit Stew
isoi m 59*

HM»yDuiyL««»y 1/5 Ar\
DMargrv M<uM £..mi3

Dui1<ee Coconut
Bakers Coconut Angan**

7«(<IB

69'
69'

2"ci^89*
Potato Buds ^^?Z 89*

Stop& Shop package of 10

Lawn&
LeafBags^

159

Purina

Hunts Tomatoes Log Cabin Syrup fSL *1 .59

Complete Pancake Mix ^ 93*

All Varieties

Dinner for Dogs
Purina Dog Chow

amety
Menu

6V20Z.

cans ^^
M.49Aaoo Bee^ Flavor

Dry SO bag.

•^Hb^sr^i./g

bakery Rushed from our own ovens dairy What a great selection o» values' frOZen fOOdS Time-saving buys!

Stop & Shop Variety

BreadSale!
2160Z*™

loaves ^H^
Cracked Wheat
Swedish Rye,

100% Whole Wheat

Buttercrest Bread ^**v^ 2 2^ M
Countrystyle Donuts 59'
Slop 1 snap Piww Sugar 1 ;oi (*« ol 6

Minute Maid

OrangeJuice
Beef, Turkey, Chicken
or Macaroni & Cheese

64oz. carton
from concentrate J09

Cottage Cheese Lr^iriTou, 79'

Hood Whipped Cream f«'^«.79*

Grapefruit Juice «S*^ 79'
fccwn Concentrate

Stop & Shop Pineapple or Stop & Shop

OMBICBMM
an Cheese

59

Vegetables e^^SS-lsrS, 79'

Heinz French Fries *" 79*
Oe«f) Fn«i>Regular o* Cf«^le Ciil

80Z.
pkg

Homestyle Spice Cake 99'
Srtin Gtory Stice^ ^.19

SI0P& Shno 1 <-:i p*g

Date Nut Bread ?3'^?S 79*
Barwirv TeaBrv.Kli.' nj i:^ Cartiefv B«>Ad t ?o/ <ri>'

Photo Supply Sale
KODAK 110 or 126

Color Print ,-, on
Film l.oy
20 exposure roll

?*| SYLVANIA j-« r\jr\

j^ Magi-cubes I .oy
1 2 perfect shots pkg

Swiss Cheese
Swiss Style Yogurt
AssW Flavor

Cheese Food Slices ^fZ M .39

La Pizzeria

senzza
Slop* yi «a/ $4
S«<IP t CK» I

103/4OZ.

pkg. 99
^Ib cup Calabro

Ricotta

Cheese Pizza
Flounder Dinner
Fish Sticks

Whole Milk

Of Part Skim

Plain Yogurt
Cracker Barrel

Cracker Barrel

fSofoMg v7s7
Tis1»OS»a CQ'
9« l»9 Os7

THteOSeiBanirOpI QQC
ao/ 1*9 0%9

Half Gallon Sun Glory

Cream
SHptSroE
ytn cup

S»«fpCnpiciif %* OQ
nini x^< I .OtJ

<0ol bw I .0\7

Asstd
Flavors99

Waffles
Grapefruit Juice

49'

55^

on.^^^::rsiop^^'
Se

a«;ortV>^

Hurry m Md Mw m^MtMi^ of tt« sam«»<
CMw aur your mmimm mmm mvA
W It wm a tash mm^ oi toMy n^th

n^

S
"t-rr

32 ounce bottle

Listerine
Antiseptic

"Helps ki germs.
freshens brratti, too."

Daily Vitamins with Iron ,^SL^m 99*

Denture Tablets DtordMCl«a(40 99^

Conditioning
(

6 owce bottle

Regular or Unscented

'ondraSldn
Lotion

79
Tampax Tampons '%-clsr *1.^
Final Net Hair Spray ^iww 79*
Reg, Unscented or Ultra Hold

package of 20

jtacCold
Capsules

aangc

ri

V W Vi?Xiui^
I ^^^WtBPlflrvViA^^IV

CONTAC I Eachcapsule tx^M^^
F 12-tiour relief^^1

Gillette Trac II Blades ^a,^ *1.59

Lady Bic Shaver ?;! 4p.gs99'

Gillette Bronze Aerosol

RiglitGuard
lleodorant

Regular 5 ounce can PLUS
1 5 ounce FREE 99f

Cotton Puffs

Colgate Toothbrush
Adult Sue Me&um Bnstle

Johnson* Johrwon O
pkgoi^eo ^

4kx99'

Conditioning

^dairol
Sliampoo

Dry, Oily. Nkxmal
or Cokx- Treated
1 6 ounce bottle99

Baby Powder
Toothpaste

SiopASrnp
24 02 contmmr

Slop ft Shop
Re^orMnt

99'

2 7oz QQe

Band Aid Strips

Balsam Conditioner
Slop* Shop Regular Of Extra Body

Extra - Strength

Tylenol
Tablets

«49
^ pkgsyy

pkg of 60
^'

tablets

Plastic
pkg of60 pkgs

16oz QQ«
tjottte v3v7

PantyHoseSale!
Reinforced Top Panty Hose^^
"Our Own for You"Beige, Taupe, Tan r^O *

or White. Sizes A&B Reg 99C ^-'^ p

All Nude Panty Hose RQ«
Bei ge, Tan or Taupe-A&B Reg 99C \J^ <

pr

FruitoftheLoom
Un«lerwearSale!
Boys Briefs
package of 3 Reg $3.19

Boys T-Shirts ^
package of 3 Reg $3 49 <: .

.

Men's Briefs
package of 3 Reg $3.99

Men's Boxer Shorts
package of 3 Reg $5.99

Men's T-Shirts
package of 3 Reg. $4.99

'2.39

'2.59

'2.99

'4.49

'3.79

HADLEY-AMHERST Route9 at the Hadley-Amherst lJne.8a.ni.-10p.m.,Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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Notices
HOT SHIT " Are y«i into feces? Do stool samples really
turn you on? Is your body overcome with tremors of joy
w^»an«ver you walk by a bathroom? Do vou by Milk of
M»^i«ia by the case? Well, why not join our group. We'll
be mating tomorrow at 3 p m in the Bluewall to discuss
our u|K:omir>g CrapA Thon Just follow the scent

LOST " An erection, wmetime after 18 beers, 10 martinis,
a fifth of Planters Punch and large anchovie pizza It's not
rm^h, but it's all I have and I sure miss it Minature version
of "The Last Supper " tatooed on the right side If found
call Brian at 549 6139.

WATCH OUT •• The UMass Trouble leakers Club will
meet Thurs at 8 p.m. tn CC 818 We II discuss last week's
trip to Hampshire College where we clubbed a baby seal to
death in front of the library Plans will also be fmali/ed for
our upcoming visit to Earth Foods where we'll munch out
on B»g Mac's and tnple thick shakes All assholes invited

FOUND A small hard on with a religious picture tattoed
on the side Want if back? Forget it I m keeping it

BESTIALITY - All UMass students interested in cross
breeding Razorback hogs and Shetland ponies can meet
this afternoon at 3 behind the Stockbridge barns. Don't
forget the Crisco.

TOO BAD To the guy I caught slamming the ham last
Thurs. night irr the bottom floor CC bathroom: I took pic
tures. Good close up pictures. Revealing pictures. Either
you pay up or your buddies at Whitmore will get a little

treat. Await instructions. -••••••••

IIICCCHHH - The UMass Pre-med club and the Collegiate
Society for Grotesque Thinkers will co sponsor a film entiti
ed. "One Day in the Life of a Boil" An avant-garde film
made in '57, it asks the question, "Do boils really exist?"
Fn. at 7,9,11 SUB

BOOM The Put Southwest to Rest Club will hold its

weekly meeting tonight at 8:30 m CC 666 Discussion will
center on the merits of an organized ground attack vs.
strategic bombing,

UMass TP wins bottoms down
BvALRED T SLUDGE
Coflegian Staff

UMass has won the coveted "Whipple award for the
third year in a row for having the roughest toilet paper in
the United States

"UMass won bottoms down as we say m the T P
business. Mrs. Scott Delsey. a judge in the competition
said

The UMass toilet paper, made of 100 percent sand, bits
of gravel and emory board, and known affectionately by
the students as OWWWWWWCH, " scored significant

victories in alt major categories including, strength,
durability and causing hemmoroids, she said
"Some toilet paper you can put your tingers through,

but you can't do that with UMass paper! I don't think you
could stick a live pneumatic drill through it either, " C
Harmon Cottonelle, another judge, said

'You know how in the Bounty Test, Rosie sticks two
cups of coffee on a wet Bounty? We stuck Rosie on wet
UMass paper and she didn't go through. That just about
clinched UMass' victory right there, " Cottonelle said
Second prize went to Auberchon Hardware for their

entry of a piece of plywood.

r

Daqorni^. ^

BfownieCakeDelist^

^

i^ €iu
ill

INC"

- '. '--

Brownie Cake Delight. The super sundae. Rich
chocolate cake topped with two scoops of ice

cream in your choice of flavors . . . and alt the

extras. Dee-lightful! Day or night.

BASm-ROBBIffS

ICE CBEAM STOfiE

28 Main St., Amherst MA
Phone (413) 253 9774

opp. Tn. Hall Bus Stop
BR Cr BN routes

t <wf>«>»»» motmms k* cwtAw ootomr

PREPARE FOR:

MCATIMTLSXr-eilllAT

BRE-aRE PSYCH -GRE BIO

PCffOCAMTATmiATSAT
NMBmniECFMBFLENVQE

NOBI,n*NPBI* NLE
FItiibl* Programs 4 Hour«

Visit Any Center And See For YourteM
Why We Make The D'ltference

In Amhurst: 264 N Pleasant St

Amherst. Ma 01002
2535108 2535283

Enroll now for June 23
LSAT preparation.
Class begins Section A 4 18

Section 8 5 6
Section C 5 24 I MPUN

EDUCATlOMAl. CENTER
rest pncP«naTiON

SWCi»liSTS Sl»«Cf <»M

Outside NY. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800 223 1782

tt^Uts in More Thm $C MaiO" US C tes

Puerto flicc. Toronto, Carada & Lugano Switieriand

Slimline50
Smartly styled scientific calculator.

From Texas Instruments.

Any student or professional will appreciate
receiving the Slimline TI-50. A super-
powerful scientific calculator with full statis-

tical functions and two versatile memories
including TIs new Constant Memory" fea-

ture. Long battery life (up to two years of

normal operation) with APD'" (automatic
power down) feature that turns unit off after

about 15 minutes of non-use.

TRIG, LOG AND STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS'
60 TOTAL FUNCTIONS AT AN UNBELIEVABLE PRICE Only $33.95

the calculator store

Visa, MasterCharge, American Express accepted
the UNIVERSITY STORE

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

TRAVEL CHEAP!!!
NY-Brussels $125 OOow till 6/18

$150.00 cw after 6/18

Bos. -Brussels $150.OOow starting 6/19

NY-London $299.00 rt standby/ Budget

Boston departures available

NY Athens $399.00 rt

NY-Shannon/Dublin $300.00 rt and up

NY-Tel Aviv from $550.00 rt (Charter)

NY-Paris $360.00 rt

NY-Frankfurt $151.00 ow

NY-Poland 440.00

NY-Zagreb/Ljubljana $218 00 ow (Budget Fare)

NY-Bucharest $339.00 rt and up (8 22 days onty)

Boston-Amsterdam $160.OOow (Budget Fare)

Bos. -Frankfurt $326.00 (Budget/Standby)

NY Rome. $399 00 rt; NY-Stockholm. $387. 00; NY-Oslo. $361 .00

NY-Copenhagen $361 .00

NY-San Francisco $99.99 ow (Charter)

See us for low fares to the South Pacific/

Central America/South Anienca

CAMPUS TRAVIL Ci^TIR
CAMPUS CINTER
UMASS 54S-0500

BRiqhxEN Your WeeIc At Our
GREAT SPRING SALE

20% OFF ALL
Totes, Bedspreads, Rugs, Hampers, Lannps, Beads,
Soup Mugs, Tea Sets, Skirts and Dresses.

UP TO 50% OFF
SELECTED CLOTHING

10% OFF ALL POSTERS AND
MOBILES

MANY UNADVERTISED SPECIALS
Sale ends Sat. April 7

Many new items now in stock

GIFTS—JEWELRY—CARDS
FLOWERS—MOBILES

UJMCI^>4NTILC
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

Mon-Sat 10-5.30 PM
f
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SUPER BONUS COUPON
jwithTmsCouponwidirsOIHirchaM-i Iw

I ¥2 Gallon
EepsiCola

69*

SUPER BONUS COUPON
iih Thts Coupen Md • S? SO Pwchut'

KITCHBIIIEAOY

Pastene
Tomatoes

39*
offee
$|692602

can

SUPER BONUS COUPON
^t\h This Coupon ana i $? 50 PufChaw

ALL GMNDS-VAC-fAOC

A&P ^•**
OJFfSS

SAVE
BlGt

yPCR BONUS COUPONr-^,.- .., .... r,-.- .
- .^ -

i . p.^
I i*((ih Thi$ Coupon »no a $7 SO t'uichas*' I

j 8LEN0E0 !

IWifh This Co**on ana a J? ic Pu.cftas«'l

cctKTknmk ICONTAOMA

Caruso ! I Tomato

SAVE
i BtCt

Sauce

I 'E<c«p«H«m$tteivdMk|i.«B

I
llXllOMCaupVN'fMN,

iWith This c<M>on i' i.'-M Pwcn«i«" I

N14*

I'

Liili.1 Cint CogpOP Hi (MMf
iitHAaiil 1

Ton Jto

6 02

can

J 60)

It '4 €SMj |j<Mi*»>iltKk»iu I ' 1914

(•C«pl iMKHflCludM
iOntCaupan»i>*« ** 7M* I

C
AUPBAimnm

D
Avail. W«d.-Sat.

FRESH
COD FILLETS
Outck Ffotan WfNtt-Fiaky

TURBOT rtB

FILLETS
QuKk Fro/«n & lb phg S6 89

HADDOCK
FILLETS
Quick Frottn Batt«f Dtpped-AAP

FISH & CHIPS
Quick Froien *4P 6 Pi pkg

CRISPY SHRIMP
Quick Froi»n A&P BrtaOed

FISH STICKS
Ou«Ck Frozen Suprtme I igh< Batter

FISH FILLETS ??,r^;
Quick FfOi»n-GOftoni 7"> M pkg

SHRIMP SCAMPI *!••
Quick Frozen Batter Dipped

$139
I lb

$-|19

$'|a9

69*

$•119

tai

1*9

FISH STICKS

J

TmI* s«« 99'

A&P IS A POULTRY SHOP
ffmh-U.SJDA. ImpKtad-CMelMn Pant

• CUTHIP HIYBtS
* ROASTBtS (3viM4its.)

CHOOS£ YOUR FAVORITl
USOa «ll«KIMfrnK?'v)«i ,|

• WHOLE FRYERS,
OR ^^

COMtANS JWfaSTOTNS JUfiOTn
IWCIS )«MIK$*W3S(rS9(Mlirs

• BOX-0-CHICKB*

/^^^

COUNTRY FARM PORK SHOP

CONTAINS 4 Center 2 Shoulder 2 Sirloin Ends

Assorted pork Lo.n SfAQ
PORK CHOPS 1
Pork LoNi-Center Cut

RIB PORK CHOPS . ,»

Pork loin Center Cut •o«
LOIN PORK CHOPS 'I .

'PLUMROSEMPORTED

FrMl)U.S.O.A. mapactad-CMCKW Parts

• SPLIT PRYIRS
• OUARTBtEDB 'ERS
• LEG QUARTERS

55c
lb.

lb

$1791'

A&P IS A BUTCHER SHOP

RIBS OF
Bwf

BOTTOM
ROUND

CANNED HAM SALE

HEf CHUCK

Stew

C«atMnCut"K
mm ^229

FOraetLY GROUND CHUCK

LMnCjr.jiM
SBMU I ft

03lDomest|c C i iQQ
HAM m: '

3 *
can

RATH HICKORY SMOKED

RATH HONEY GLAZED
OCllCiOUb

SWIFT PREHilUM HOSTESS 4
FROZEN-OUARTERSWITH PART Of BACOir^JwaD^.^ 4«€^19 ANN>AGE f
FROZEN-OUARTERS-WITH PART Of

Sliced Ham,;^M ^J Sliced Bacon i^M^^lfurkey Legs

EARLY CALIFORNIA-SELECT

Pitted Olives

MT. LAUREL-STEMS & PIECES

Mushrooms

COLONNA FLAVORED

Bread Crumbs

CONTADINA

Tomato Puree

PRINCE-ZITI, REG. or THIN

.Spaghetti

I
SPAGHETTI SAUCE

Ragozzino

DEL GAIZO-IMPORTL'J

Tomatof s

PROCRESSO SPECIAL

MAC & BEAN, LENTIL. OR

Minestrone

SOUP 2001
c«n 39C

White or Red-IOyi oz Great (or Sai-ds-2S oz

Clam ^|%e I
Wine i^^c

SauceQ9 I vineg^ 59*

Italian Kitchen

CRATED
CHEESE

16 o: cont

«l
49

Part Milk Part Skim

AXELROD
RICOTTA

IS 01 cortt

i^isit Our Special Department ^oT>

Matio^5*^^E^^^

fROZiN lAvof^ires

Hood

SPUMONI
ICE CREAM

halt gallon cont

$149
I
Amhmfy^.

Jane Parker Sliced

WHITE

20 oz Ivs

l^tor I
PfllCtS EfFtCTIVH^WH 1 7 »7t lift KStny^l THE WWT TO IMT QUAiniTtS TO ] >tk CUStOlgW «W0 TO COWWtCT nfW)WI*»'»eCAl tWOHS rH«FflJS»U«of*V»Mgy^«JJgjyAJg|^M^T^^
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SPORT STORE

/ 'RIL SLOOF SALE

T nnis cfotties and
equipment at

idiculous prices

1 3nnis balls $1.85

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
MARKET SURVEY

Price per copy per 1 original

ducts.
3O0
20C
None

Copies on re^ilar paper, work done by operators, sales tax not incl Information gathered from
pubUshod price lists or phone contacts. A sample of copies forming the basis of quality decision
are available for review at QuickCopy.

1 10 60 100 S^.
QiuoK Co|^ and Typtag

1{^ 500 •200 •3.95 Good
40 360 • 1.50 •2.00 Good

Gnomon 80 3oe tl.lO • 1.70 Poor

549-0557 Enjoy Quality at a Price you can Afford Carriage Shops
Amherst

^ao North rtvaiaal Str««l Ambvtti 3»}-37t9
tttues 10 6 tfi 10 8 sat 10 6 |

To pi.

Colleg.

am.
day ot

found
Class if

in adv

i classified ad. drop by the
•ffice (CC 1131 between 8:45
45 p m Monday through Fn-
oui handy clip and fnail form
•ost issues of the Collegian
'•adlme is 3 45 p m two days
jf publication date

^UTO FOR SALE

LowpHc VW buy & biwts. 73»-1474 .

., strong rebuilt engine, needs
work, $450, call KC, 584^9372.

71 VW b
oody, bra

/3 Merc
*?verythinc,

rad

y Marquis wagon, power
eather int., air cond., 5 Mich.

AM t-M, tap>e deck, great shape, just

tuned. $2200 or BO, call Paul. 256-8005.

73 Capri, 47,000 mi., very good body; eng.
30 mpg, neods elec ; brake work, $1500 or

BO, call 546 9350, after 6 p.m.

1973 Vk T Chav. pickup, 62,000 m«. auto
excel. cofKl., asking $2700. 545-2538.

VW bug, 1969, exc cond , good cheap
transpo , $1000, Steve, eves.. 533 5906

77 Z-28 Camaro, black, fully loaded, must
sell. $455 firm, Brian, 546-4640

72 Mustang, 6 cyi., 3 sp std. Looks and
runs good $1200 6-4321, eve.

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof-

feehouses, discos, barnjs. Rick, 584-4105.

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John, 546-4646.

FOR RENT

Swiss VHIaga apartments, rt. 9,

Amherst, now accepting applications for 1

year lease, June 79 to June 80. (617)

742 1193, forty four 4 bedroom apt , $452

per mo. Contact Renwood-Bennett, 69

Canal St., Boston MA 021 14, Paul Bennett.

FOR SALE

Office desk. Excl shape, $60 or BO, Gary,
545-2306

3 cu. ft.

549-2615.

frig.. 4 mos. old, $90, Fred,

Leather: full-size brfcase., shidr. bag, M
Ig. jacket, size 10 tx>ots, AM/FM elk. radio

& more! $ neq. 263-5176, 7-9 p.m.

Mans, womens Texas Imperial boots,

new, $56, all sizes, call Robin, 546-9756.

Guys leather jacket— new- size 44,

$60/ BO, call 549-4425 - nites.

Asanuma 70-2SOmm zoom lens, $^,
Pentax screw mount, call Ron, 549-6563.

Men's black leather coat, size 40, good
condition, $35, call Marc, 546 7461

3 cu ft frig., 4 mo. old, $90
349 2615

Ff^;ri,

Vespa 150 Super motor scootpr ^ith tit

tras !;i. - - - '4 oriq rr-- - '-sy

saver . $700 ;' .1

Dike, ift repair 21
'

Coari • .1 ' trailer, t,': , ;(ial for

summer ' fps 4, ex<. conri , asking

^3000 r . *, all 584 'v;4fi

Collegian
ClassiSieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily.

45c per line; five consecutive issues. 40c
per line per day; 30 consecutive issues.

30c per line per day One line is roughly
equivalent to 38 characters.

75 Pinto, exc. cond.. new tires, AM/FM,
rustproofing, $1700, call Jim after 6 p.m.
weekdays. 5(84 4352. Sa*.. Sun anytime.

Single mattress frbOK, $30, 5^1519.^
70 Buick Electra, all auto, runs great.

AM/FM. 8uack stereo. $650. 256-6731.
eve^

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732. bet. 9-10 a.m.

FOUND

Found— watch in Herter, call 549 5962.

Found -red scarf by FAC, 6 5803.

Found — glasses
6^4328

Jewish Community of Amherst needs
Sunday school, Hebrew teacher beginning
Sept., 1979. Experience preferable.
549 0^^
Central area women's canter has 5 work
study positions available, applications can
be picked up at center basement Baker.

INSTRUCTION

behind Cashin. call

Found — long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan-black markings, 666-4324.

HELP WANTED
~~

Tennis pros wanted — excellent summer,
seasonal and year-round positions
available; good playing and teaching
background required Call (301) 654 3770,
or send 2 complete resumes, pictures to:

K.J. Belknap, WTS, 8401 Connecticut
Avenue, Suite 1011, Chevy Chase MD
20015.

Classes of '81 and '82- Residential
Resource Management has 6 academic yr.

administrative internships avail. — 15
hr./wk., $3,25/hr. Informational brochures
and appi forms avail at RRM, Berkshire
and Student Employment Office, Whit-
more-call 545-0890.

The Collegian Advertising Department
is looking for ad reps. If you have ex
perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office. The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal
Opportunity employer.

Part-time live-in assistant for psychiatric

half way house in Greenfield. Room and
board (no salary) in exchange for some
night and weekend work. 773 3434, Jim or

Kathy.

Any persons previously writing for Fresh
Ink are encouraged to submit work to

Below The Salt. Thank you.

Overseas jobs— summer/year round.
Europe, S America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500 $1200 monthly Expenses
paid. Sightseeing Free info write: IJC,

Box 52 MC, Corona Del Mar CA 92625.

Challenging internship opportunity in

Human Services, spend 3 months helping

youth in community t)ased group homes
Spend some time helping troubled youth
and developing your own sloHs S50 per

week stipend, anri room and boarfi < oni.c ?

Steve StoiH
DeveioprneiM
I

!
r r J ! ! i

Seeking persons 18 i^ yr

sion testing, esp. porsons wi

defects. $2.99- hr , call 586 3100 x20i« (Mi
Holynke Psychology) for .appt

Basic auto mechanics workshop, 28
hours classroom theory and shop. Limited

enrollment. 253-7967, or write for brochure.
Auto Skills, Box 210, Amherst.

Photographic darkroom course. Unique
Images is now offering a darkroom course,

10 weeks, 3 hours a week. 5 brand new
enlargers and all new eqt. - 1000 sq. ft to

learn in small classes, two instructors, for

info call Unique In^ges 584 4120.

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. ir ii,.

flight, $^, 253-3834, day or eve.

LOST
^^

Black wallet, no money, just IDs and pic-

tures. Lost March 28. If found, please call

549-5862, or drop off at CC info, desk.

Red folder. Between Herter and South
College. Need desperately. C all 527-4567.

SIvr. sterig. spoon ring by Wallace Sterl-

ing engmnt. on 3/28, 8fl. CC women's rrn.,

apprx. 5 p.m., rwrd. Please return, no
quests., to CC desk, call Cathy, 6^43,
thanx.

' ^ '
.1.1 -

1
. : ,

SR 50 calculator— in or near Herter 227,

Social Security no. ingraved 018486967,
reward! If found call -6-6828, personal

value! Or contact - Gary, 520 Field

Store
•• rail

Lost: on bus from Natick on 3/25. U
bag with shoes, etc. If found >

6-7986.

Reward— women's gold Seiko watch,
found, please call Mimi, 546-9852.

If

Please return dk. brown leather wallet,

personal value, leave it with Collegian.

MISCELLANEOUS

Wanted — information about the
whereabouts and availability of Stevie

Wonder for April 28th Wimpout con-

cert-write to Andrea J. Kemp, 280-2 Ami-
ty St., Amherst 01002.

MOTORCYCLES

69 Honda CL12S. everything works, extra

parts. Call for more info, ask for Russ.

$245 Phone, 549-0034

Honda' 350SL, 19/! $200, call Mark.
6 8586

PERSONALS

Southwest people needed to work
' uoty for SW cunceri, rf;sponsible, f:ool

o" ..|.:d Cill 545-(»60 'l.iys

Irii '•"ks photos ^'n i>T,iiii' r.f.>vff,i(je

tc i

•
• ., ( i(. ) Payment

r. . ' ,hl.- Plr fs.' . ,ii' S4B0848

Mary Ellen, Deb. Cav— happy birthday to

3 of the greatest (Sweetie Pie, too). From
the Pittsfield Gang

Stolen— bike- Raleigh- Grrnl. Prx- white-
boy frame red beg- generator light white
spoke reflctrs. gift- reward 549 3962.

Two whit* men. 21, would like two per-

sonable white women to join them on
month-long wilderness trip to Alaska in

August. All expenses paid. Write for

details -too much to put in ad. Unpaired
inquiries welcome. Box 9RA. Amherst,
Mass. 01002.

Another great spring break!!! Get those
vacation pictures developed at the Photo
Co op. The best quality at discount prices!

Located at 231 SU, across from the post of

fice. 545 0670.

Stick it in your ear — free ear piercing with
iMio. hase of studs at Silverscape Designs,
:(A N Pleasjint St.. Amh., 253 3324.

Diamond engagement Cr wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253 3324.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff. Remember your ID.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Roommates needed— N. Amherst
townhouse apt., share 2 bdrm. w/ friendly

couple— smokers OK— maybe pets— for

April - lease til Aug. w/ option to renew,
call Lars or Jane after 5:00- couple prefer-

red rent neg.

TO SUBLET

Sublet for summer. 1 bedroom
townhouse apts., $95 -^ utilities. Rick at

549-1233.

Townhouse Apts., Ig. rm. to sublet,

6/1-8/31, w/ option for full apt. in fall, AC,
bus, dble. closet w/ mirrors, full furn. avail.

Price negtble., 549-6553.

Townehse., 3bdr., avail. 6/1. $305/mon.,
opt, for fall, air cond., bus stop. 549-6381

.

3 bdrm. townhouse apt., summer sublet

with option for fa ll, call R ita, 549-3523.

2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or BO. Ca ll 253 7703, 4-8 p.m .

To sublet — one bedroom Brandywine
apt., available mid-May, call 549-4693.

Sublet Brandywine apt., 6./1 to 8/31,
$240/mon. or BO; 2 bdr.; partyle furnished

AC; pool & tennis cts ; on bus route, call

549-0393

WANTED

Expert typist with own IBM Selectric

seeks full time summer position. Over 100
words mm. Call Cdrol at 253-2490. '

Clarinet tutor needed for weekly ses
mons I have books. Call Ndnr:y at 6-6307

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, ()li'ase call Debbie,

546 6557 after 6
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Todaij's DC menu

LUNCH
\Jn9x w/bacon & onions

Yellow Submarines
FREE BEER

BASICS LUNCH
Rice £r Water

DINNER
Lobster in butter sauce

FreiKh green beens w/ almonds

Filet Mignon w/ sauted mushroonm
Baked potato w/ sour cream.
WinalChablisor Rose'l

BASICS DINNER
Baked stuffed shimp

Articfioke hearts

Crossword
ACROSS
t Hiatus

4 Some are

Turkish

9 Illuminated

2 words
14 Ms Gardner
15 Scottish

island

16 Hole
17 Marino offi-

cer 2 words
19 Essence
20 The navy
21 — du Diable

22 Stadium yell

23 Middle —
24 Inactive

26 Com
29 Brown

shade
31 Title

32 God o(

thunder

33 Cut again

36 TV problem
38 Midi season
39 Agrees
41 Instruments

43 State Abbr
44 Aloof one
46 Newly mar-

ried ones
47 Bugle call

49 Beseech
50 Directed
51 Office abbr

52 Rub out

54 Yacht
58 Cost
60 MST less

one hour
61 Depend
62 Heaped
64 Power com-

panies
66 Over
67 —

Marner"
68 Ottawa's

prov

69 Crew
member

70 Sows
71 Denial

DOWN
1 Blunder

2 —
Camacho
Mexican
VIP

3 Trims
4 Matted
sheet

5 Inlet

6 Educate
7 Bareheaded
8 Scoffing

9 Fibber

10 Entire

11 Go
— of the

class"

12 Spenser

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Saturday's Puzzle Solved:
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heroine
13 For each
18 Decide
24 Consider-

able

25 Difficulty

27 — Dame
Montreal
cathedral

28 Hair braid

30 Assists

33 Life — : PI

34 Dazzling

effect

35 British naval

base:

2 words
37 Cable
40 Grouch

42 Choice
morsel

45 Small animal
48 Stow cargo
53 Fence step
55 Bermuda,
eg

56 Centaurus
star

57 Irritable

59 German
river

61 Snake
sound

62 Average
63 African

native

65 Younq man
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Pasta Fa Zoo by Ranney-Bob

^•>A 3»* 9

> •^•Ht ^iggf

Dorfberry by Pferre Boubeau

on,N\lt OUK£

BLA^A
W/<^'S SQIH& OH^

BLAM

HEfHEW. I mLet>T((£

UTTlE HOO0L€HeCK

IV by Knarf Reemy

Ur IS CofPIN^ ^^E

""5 BBEH R RQUCH

H BREAK-

I

1H€ Bbaok^ GST Pmsb L ^
4(V0 5£N0 THe Co%Mic j^

TTtK tfiuiE 1
Ui£HR &UIVES..

zuena &iOvf5 r>

Renold's Rap by Steve Lapper

Nothing Too Great by Joe Spacey

'comic STPip '.iJOTHlNC, \

The ^ri^B , Ai*e ^p ^"^ ^}
WAIT A Min/iTE

aoooopoQ aooooBoe

HOUSING
EXEMPTIONS

Spring 1979 housing exemption applica-

tions are due no later than April 6, 1979.

Applications will NOT be accepted after

this date. Please submit all applications to

the Housing Office, 235 Whitmore,

•545-2100.

20% OFF
GOLD CHAINS
& DIAMONDS

jMlverscope B [^

Don't be APRIL FOOLISH
Take advantage of our crazy sale

In yellow house right before town

264 Pleasant St.
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BillLee blasts baseball; woos Trudeau
MONTREAL (Hemmoreuters) Bill Lee, the outspoken left

hWKled pttcher who was traded to the Montreal Expos during

i^J* a^>P" ^"k
'®*'*""^ *^« ""««^ « a maior controversy

after admitting he uses n^rijuana blasted Commissioner
Kuhn and baseball in general as being 'discnminatorv" and
patriarchal in a statement released yesterday
';Baseball is a prejudiced game, ' Lee said, "it s called the

n«ional sport, and it certainly does a good job of representing
our nation s philosophy .

"
»- w

'*W% something e^^ryone know about and no one admits
"

Lee expounded, "baseball is and always has been essentially a
right handed game. It's blatantly discriminatory A left
handed player can only play first base, pitcher and the out
field. You know it as well as I do, and you don't see it in other
sports, either

'

The explosion by Lee followed a conflict between the 32-
year old California native and his new manager Dick Williams
after Williams refused to let the lefthander play shortstop in
Friday's exhibition contest

"I can play the field as well as anyone here," said Lee "so
what if I have to turn all the way around to throw Davey Lopes
out from the hole?"

The root of the problem, Lee believes, lies in the very rules
of the game, which Lee chastised as "archaic and
patrianchal Unlike other sports, which are mainly played
back and forth, the baseball field is played as a diamond,
adding the extra dimension of angles to play

.

"Baseball has been playing under the same set of rules for
1 10 years now " Lee argued, and now it's time for a change
to give the left hander the unalienable athletic nghts he has
been denied for so long, " Lee went on to say, "They're giving

Ur^'versitv ?t Massc 1 /

FINE >4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

BUDDY RICH
AND THE

BUDDY RICH BAND
and th*

UmASS mil WORKSHOP

Wednesday, April 1

1

8 pm

FINE >RTS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7. 6, 5
UMass students - $5. 4, 3 Senior citizens and
other students - S6. 5. 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office MF 9-4, S4S-2S1

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.

Livingston
Taylor
Thurs Apr 5

$4.00
Advance h Door

Steve Forbert
and Special Gtjests

The Estes
Boys

Sat. Apr 7

$4.00
Advance is Door

Coming April 20 £r 21:

JAMES COTTON BAND
And Special Guests:

FAT CHANCE

rusty naU
Sunderland, Moss.

665-4937
24 hour taped message

land back to the Indians for injustice done to them. Why rwjt

do the same for lefthandeti oeoole?"
The solution, Lee feels, is to play the game in reverse fashion

for the next 1 10 years, running the bases from third to first.

"That vA>ay, Lee said as he unrolled a joint and poured the
contents on to his brimming bowl of Granola, "all shortsto^^,
second and third basemen and catchers would have to be left-

handed, and the righties could play first base, pitcher and the
outfield."

Lee added that he had sent his pr(^osal to baseball
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn during last season, when Lee was
with the Boston Red Sox, but has received no reply as yet.
Some of the players liked it," he said, "especially Fred Lynn,

Andy Hauler and Tom Burgmeier, but our designated gerbii

(Boston manager Don Zimmer) wasn't very thnlled by it.
"

Zimmer was reported to have responded to L^e's
suggestion by saying, "If he (Lee) had been raised proper,
they wouki have beaten him until he learned to be right-

handed like all normal people."

Lee admits that his idea has little chance of approval. "Oh, I

don't think they'll take it very seriously," he said, flashing his
famous bearded smile, 'but this should give them something
else to keep themselves busy with for a couple of months."

By PEARL HARBOR
Collegian Staff

MONTREAL Bill Lee. the "spaceman" pitcher for the
Montreal Expos, has been identified as the newest beau of
Margaret Trudeau. estranged wife of Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau.

Mrs. Trudeau, who has not yet received divorce from theKrime Minister, made the announcement yesterday before amorning press conference. y "^ u»» a

Lee, the 32 year old hurler acquired from the Boston Red™ '"
I"*? ^f.®^^°"

^®^'' ^^^ **««" struggling this spring. Leecaptured headlines three weeks ago when he admitted he hadused marijuana frequently.

When asked for comnr>ent on Mrs Trudeau's an-
nouncement, Lee said, "Um, I think the biggest problem in
this world IS that there is a lack of irngation in Third World
countries, man."

Prime Minister Trudeau. when reached for comment at the
capital in Ottawa said. "I'm pleased . . they were made foreach other.

Trudeau is seeking his fourth term as Prime Minister.

r« ffi^»f^I^^^ ^^ ^'^ Trudeau-Lee liaison should not
affect the May 22 Section

,

PLAY
EVERYDAY
FOR FREE
At the Campus Center Food Service

V

THEMEAL
TKKETGAME

Just walk through the serving line at
the Coffee Shop, Bluewall and Hatch
Cafeteria, get your card from the
cashier, and scratch. If 1 , 2, or 3 hearts
appear, you're a winner!

WINS A SOFT DRINK

WINS A PIECE OF PIE

WINS A $1.75 MEAL

A SECOND CHANCE
SECOND CHANCE — Everyone is eligible to enter the (drawing for the

Grand Prizes. Just put your name and address on the back of your ticket

and deposit it in the box in the Coffee Shop. The drawing will take place

on Monday, April 9, 1979 at 2:00 PM in the Coffee Shop.

GRAND PRIZES
First Prize — Peugeot U09 — 10 Speed Bicycle

Second Prize — Ocean Pool Jogging Outfit

Third Prize — Nike Nylon Cortez Running Shoes

Fourth Prize — East Pack Nyon Day Pack

Fifth Prize — Dinner for Two at the TOC Restaurant

Campus Center Food Service Employees are not Eligible
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Bird signs with Knicks;

then goes on a retreat
By STEVE GONZOBERG
Collegian Staff Infection

Indiana State's Larry Bird, who signed a $1 million contract with the New York
Knicks yesterday, pulled another shocker when he announced that he will be going on
a "religious retreat" to Western Europe for the next five months before reporting to
training camp.

"I'm going to a monastery to get my shit together, " the lanky, 6 9 forward from
French Lick, Indiana tearfully said. "I'm through with competition until next year. I've
found religion."

After averaging nearly 30 points and 15 rebounds a game in his junior ywr. Bird was
ielected in the first round of the NBA draft by the Boston Celtics Bird, however, chose
to return 'or his senior year at Indiana State, leading his team out of obscurity and into
he NCAA iinals before losing in the championship game to Michigan State
During the F>a5t month, Bird had been the subject of many newspaper and magazine
irticles, twice appearing on the cover of Sports Illustrated It has been generally agreed
by most coaches and»scouts that Bird was the best passer to come out of college since
BobCousy. One executive called Bird "the great white hope

"

Boston Celtics owner John Y Brown could not be reached for comment, but his
wife, forrrwr Miss USA and CBS commentator Phyllis George said in a prepared state-
ment, "We are sorry to hear about Larry's decision Actually. John doesn't care one
way or the other; he's planning on unloading the team any day now '

One rumor attributed Bird's announcement to "his ongoing battle against
adrenochrome addiction." The source contends that Bird had been addicted to
idrenochrome since his days% a garbage truck workers.

18 Main St.

LIQUORS ™iD
253-5441

We've got
Selection

We've got it

Cold

We've got it

Now

MILLER
12 oz. bottles NR

$6.99 case

Monday thru Thursday
special

announcing

Fenfon's Spring Week

S|»eeials

featuring

Pin«lieel Diseoanf - spin the pinwheel and get at least

10% off and up to 30% off the reguia. price.

Spin the pinwheel Monday thru Saturday for a

discount on all Raquet Equipment, Pony
Sneakers, 8- Swimsuits.

Spin the pinwheel Tuesday & Thursday for a dis-

count on all Baseball equipment both soft and hard.

Uniform Special on Wednesday - 50% off the

list price on all uniforms.

« «

»

« «

«

With every purchase a free

Shorts CetebrHy Poster

« *

«

» »

«

also

Register for Fenton's Homerun Hitting Contest

If any UMass or Amherst player hits a homerun or

a pitcher pitches a no-hit or shut-out game a person

choosen from among those registered will recieve a

15% discount on any purchase.

Fenfon's

Mhlefie su|»|»lies

377 Main St. Amherst 253-3073

•Collegia »

Sports Notices
INTRAMURALS Entries are now being acc^ted for co-rec wrestling

cofTipetmon, Health forms are required. Urine test will be given after evwy

at the
DRUGS IN SPORT A drugs in sport seminar will be held this WtowrrUMass Health Center, Clinic B. Free samples will be given at the door

CHEERLEADERS - Tryouts are now being held for the male cheerleading
squad. Those interwted report to the Boyden Gym at 7:00 tonight.

DOME A meeting will be held this Friday evening in Herter 108 at 730 to
discuss the reasibility of constructing a dome over the proposed dome Your at-
tendance will be greatly appreciated.

LOOK ALIKE - Auditions will be held this week In the Collegian Office for the

cIqk^V
'oo*« al'ke contest. Any one interested please contact Steve at

Rice traded to Angels
Brioyoww
Cltr if) Sutff

Hu^iUH Boston Red Sox vice
president Edward G (Buddy) LeRoux
yesterday announced the Red Sox had
traded slugger Jim Rice to the California
Angels far Kght hitting shortstop Ranee
Mullininks.

The announcement came as a shock for
those who had gathered for the monthly
BoSox Club Luncheon at Anthony's Pier
Four Restaurant.
"The Red Sox have traded Jim Rice for

Ranee Mullininks, " LeRoux said curtly at
the opening of the luncheon.
LeRoux was more vocal when

questioned by the press at the conclusion
of the meal.

"I have been criticized in the past for
doing things small," LeRoux said. "In fact,
I've been criticized for being small. Well,
after today, no one will say Buddy LeRoux
does things small."

Red Sox manager Don Zimmer, when
reached for comment at Wonderland Dog
Race Track in Revere, said, "Hey, we'll be
all right. We've got tight pitching. Hob
son's arm is okay. Don't worry about
Campbell, either, he's okay. Everything's
okay. Except that I just missed that damn
perfecta.

"

Zimmer said the Sox would most likely

have to compensate for Rice's loss by
seeking out right handed power. Zimmer

hMwi « reacquiring Bob Bailey, wh*
played for Boston last year.

Repercussions of the Rice trade are dut
to be f^t in the Boston area. Jack Setter
president of Colonial Provisions Co r

'

Boston, has P.lready announced plans fo
his company moving to Anaheim' Cal.
"Where Jimmy g(^s, , I go," said Satter at

a hastily called press conference after thft

BoSox luncheon.
Rice IS currently under contract to do

promotions and commercials for Colonial
Satter scoffed at the suggestion that

Mullininks take over for Rice in Fenway
Frank's advertisement.
Red Sox General Manager Haywood

Sullivan said he was pleased with the deal
"Overall, I think it's great, ' Sullivan said

in an interview outside the West End
Pussycat movie theater. "Of course I have
no idea where we'll put Mullminks. I mean,
Rick Burleson is out starting shortstop. But
still, Mullininks will help • and that name, I

think the name is just terrific.

One tragedy has already occured in the
wake of the controversial player trade
Boston Globe baseball writer Peter
Gammons was found hanging by his tie in

the rest room of the Pier Four restaurant
immediately following the announcement
of the trade. Police said an investigation of
the death is underway.

Rice has allegedly gone into seclusion
and could not be reached for comment.

Top of the Campus
Restaurant

Campus Center,
University of
Massachusetts

^Spring into Spring
at tlie Top'

LUNCHEON
Monday tliru Friday
11:30 ant - 2:00 pm
QUAUTV, SERVICE,

PRICE, THE VIEW

complete luncheons from $2.25

DAILY SPECIALS • CREPES
QUICHE • OMELETTES

DINNER
TUESDAY thru SUNDAY

5 pm - 9 pm
MNIN6 n THE TOP • QU/UITY SERVICf

race • ATMOSPHERE
complete dinners from $3.S0

WEDNESm Student Nite

TNURSDAV • SATURDAY Prime Ribs

FRIDAY • SATURDAY Surf *ti Turf

SUNDAY Buffet

See You 1 here
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Dome to be built
BvDONHOO
Collegian Staff

Plans to build a doma over tha C«npua Pond ware an*
rKHtfi^ ywterday, indicating similar plans to coi^truct a
dome over Alumni Stadium have been dropped.

David C Bischoff, dean of the Physical Education
Department, made the announcemwit at the University Board
of Trustees meeting yesterday

.

"I know that you gentlemen felt slighted when my last

project (the stadium dome) was announced in the press
t}efore being presented to you initially, ' Bischoff told a silent,

intent group of Trustee*. "So I thought I'd lay it on you gu^
firtt.'

Hask^l Kawier, Chair of the BuMdmgs and Groun<te
Committee, called the new proposal "ludicrous."

"I think the whole thing is insane, " Kasiler saki "The neitt

tfimg they'll be asking for will be to dome the whole
University

"

Bischoff cMms he has ^ready saved tfw Univwwty
tfiousands of dollars by conducting his own feasability study
"A lot of fuss was made over that $11 .000 expenditure used

to pay tfie Geiger Berger Consultants for the Stadium dome
project, Bischoff said "I just sent tftese two kids I know
down to the pond, and they came badi a half an hour or so^r and said, 'Hey. it'sfe^ibie.'

"

Bischoff said the new facility could house tne hockey and
»»«• t*<si Miuuidinsuunngine winter at the same time.
"You see, we d let one half of Xtm pond freeie. but keep

breaking the ice on the other half, he said. "We could build a
divir>g tower, too, if we have any money left over

'

Biachoff said the new dome would cover the entire por>d
and extend perhaps 20 yards over to \he surroundir>g graas
area, where spectators could stand Bischoff added tftat thare
iMOuid be no s^ts installed around the por>d.

^•'You see, that's wf>ere this plan beats tfw other one."
Bischoff said. "It is simply a matter of economics. I don*t think
it's too much to ask spectators to stand around or sit on the
grass I mean, tt>e dome will cut moet of the wirHJ-chiil

"

Besides the Trustees' obvious hostility to the proposal,
organised opposition has already arisen.

"Frankly speaking, I think my clients are getting the shit end
of the stick, ' said Paul Drake, an Amherst attorney
representing the Campus Pond Tenants Association (CPTA).
CPTA IS an organization made up predominantly of webbed-
feet birds.

Drake said most CPTA members are presently vacationing
m Florida, but indicated that a formal complaint will be
tjrought against the proposal within a few weeks.

Bischoff said the contracting firm of McKee, Berger, and
Mansueto of New York will handle the proposed construction
of the pond dome

Leaman new Celts GM;
picks Eldridge as coach

Construction workers from Furbish Incorporated begin making it available to the UMass hockey and swim
assembling the dome that will cover the campus pond, teams. IStaff photo by Newmonic Plague).

By CURT P COLESLAW
Collegian Staff

Amid ti.e rumors of his wanting to sell his

.hare of the team, Boston Celtics owner
John Y. Brown fired club president and
jeneral manager Arnold 'Ri>d " Auerbach
jnd replaced him with former UMass head
Dasketbail coach Jack Leaman.

At a press conference held last night.

Brown, Kentucky Fried Chicken magnate,
stated, "I have dealt with a lot of chickens

,n my time, but Auerbach has got to be the

biggest cluck of them all.
"

Auerbach, reached later at his home,
commented, "I've never really like John
Brown I only hung around so I could get
occasional quickies from Phyllis (George)
while Brown was counting his millions."

Mrs Brown was too busy smiling to
comment on the Auerbach association.

In tha naming of Leaman as Auerbach's

successor. Brown is confident that he has

found the perfect man for the job,

"Looi^ing at the past record of this man as a

college coach, excluding last season, I

know that Jack is the man the Celtics need

to bring back the good ol' days when this

team was a winner," Brown said, adding,

"after all, Phyllis was the one who
suggested I hire him and we all know her

expertise when it comes to sports. It was
her knowledge of the game and not her

body that turned me on to her."

In taking over the Celtics' reigns, Leaman
is as happy as he has ever been in his life.

"This IS quite a challenge for me, but I'm

more than ready to accept it," commented
Leaman at a press conference held at Bess

Eaton's Donut Shop. "I've often hoped

for the opportunity to get away from the
UMass Athletic Department and show
people what I can really do with a ball club.
I'll win a championship yet," Leaman
asserted.

Making his first move since being named
to the GM post, Leaman has released Dave
Cowens from his coaching obligations and
has brought in former UMass star Alex
Eldridge as his head coach. During their

days together at Massachusetts, there was
constant belief among team observers that

Eldridge and Leaman were far from friendly

with each other.

"All that was a bunch of nonsense, an
act," said Leaman. "Alex and I have always
been the best of buddies. He was over my
house all the time and he spent many a
night babysitting my daughter," Leaman
added.

Eldridge faced the press as coach for the

first time, reading from a prepared

statement. "I have loved and respected

Jack Leaman from the day I first met him. I

am as pleased as I can be, having been
named to coach this team," Eldridge said,

unable to go on due to the tears falling from
his eyes

It is expected that Leaman will an-

nounce a trade later this week, bringing
former UMass stars Julius brving and Al

Skinner to the Celtics in exchange for Bob
McAdoo, Cedric Maxwell, and the first

born male child of Phyllis Georqe.

As for Auerbach, he is expected to find

employment with the New York Knicks and
rejoin the three first round draft choices

that John Brown had traded away earlier in

the year for McAdoo.

C©Il<^iaut\
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Profile: Mrs. Don Zimmer

"Can Do"cans "Can Do 9^

By KENT DEW
(API) - Ed King has asked that the Celtics trade star player Bob "Can Do
McAdoo. The Governor, at a press conference at Schaefer Stadiurr) with Patriots

owner and political sycophant Billy Sullivan, said that McAdoo is embarassing

him by living up to his "can do" reputation, While l^ng, contrary to his promise

to be a "can do governor," he has amply shown that he can't.

Sullivan suggested that maybe Celtics owner John Y. Brown could use

McAdoo as his runninng mate when he campaigns for Governor of Kentucky.

By STEVE GACK
Collegian Staff

FDR and Eleanor, Pierre Trudeau and
Margaret, Ari and Jackie, and everybody
had Liz Taylor They say behind every great

man there is a great woman and behind
Red Sox manager Don Zimmer is Gerbilette

Zimmer, his time worn wife of 23 years.

The Zimmer clan also includes a son,

Tom, age 24, who is a manager for the

Butte, Montana Copper Kings of the

Pioneer League in Class A baseball.

Having both son and husband as

managers, Gerbilette is often posed with

the question as to which is the better men-
tor. 'Well, Don's not that good, and Tom
isn't much better but I sleep with Don so I

guess I better say that he's the better of the

two."

The baseball season keeps her husband
away from home much of the time, but this

doesn't seem to bother Gerbilette all that

much. "You know, Don's home much of

the off season, and during that time he gets

that goddamn tobbaco juice all over the

house. The stains are impossible to get out.

I have to keep plastic covers on the fur-

niture."

"And every time I listen to the radio

when Don's home, that steel plate he has in

his head screws up the reception to the

point where I have to stick his head out the

window to get rid of the static," Mrs. Zim-
mer continued.

Manager Zimmer is known as a notorious

gambler on the dogs, something Mrs. Zim-

mer doesn't think too highly of. "Don

hasn't won a race since gas was eight

gallons for a dollar. When Don calls me
from the ball park and says that we're going

:o the dogs, I'm beginning to think he

means it financially."

Aside from all the publicity that Don Zirn-

mer receives as Red Sox manager, there is

a personal side to the Zimmers which began

when Don was a fledgling shortstop in the

minor leagues.

"On a hot summer night in 1955, my
father dragged me to a baseball game.

Since baseball was not of great interest to

me, I just sat there the whole evening and

stared out at the field when my eye 'Hob

caught by a skinny shortstop with fat

cheeks. After the game, I hung around to

meet him and from then on ....

"

The Zimmers were married the following

year, after Mrs. Zimmer became pregnant

with Tom. In explaining the early pregnan-

cy, all Gerbilette can say is, "At least Don
had one homerun in his life."

Engineers shrinkhydrogen gasbubble
^liL u/«>-, ^•'!"fl®® '"^"^ *^»« *^ **>'e-«^av cnsis here faciiitv. said radin«r..w« ,«io«..^. u^_ daw. n«„.«. ko^ „.„.:„._. ..

By TIM PETTIT
Associated Press Writer
HARRISBURG, Pa. -Engineers achieved
a "dramatic decrease" yesterday in a gas
bubble that has held a stranglehold on
efforts to cool down the disabled Three
Mile Island nuclear reactor.

Plant and federal officials said the
hydrogen bubble had shrunk to a much
safer size and the reactor's temperature
Hed dropped significantly.

"I am certain it is cause for optimism,"
nid Harold Denton, Nuclear Regulatory
Commission operations chief. He said the
bubble was showing "a dramatic decrease
in size."

"I didn't expect such a rapid cfiange,"
Denton said of the bubble "I think it is

•afer than yesterday."
Local civil defense officials, hopeful the

changes meant that the five-day crisis here
had passed, nevertheless maintained ef-
forts to prepare for a precautionary
evacuation of 25,000 residents still within a
five mile radius of the plant.

But the signals were clear: The situation
had improved substantially.

Yesterday, technicians continued efforts
to eliminate the bubble completely, chiefly
by the method they have been using all
long: letting the gas dissolve in the con-
tantly circulating cooling water and then
allowing it to escape from the water outside
the reactor.

Technicians also studied options on
exactly how to achieve the "cold shut-
down" which would go a long way to
ending the crisis.

George Troffer, an official with
Metropolitan Edison, which operates the

facility, said radioactive releases had been
halted at the site.

And NRC's Denton said radiation
beaming from the plant was at low lev^s in
a confined area.
The bubble, which had thr^tened an

explosion that could have ripped the lid off

S«e rolated atory on page 3

adi^the reactor dome and spewed radiation
began shrinking dramatically Sunday anu
continued throughout the day and night,
Trollersaid.

The latest developments gave officials
more time to cool down the reactor. The
critical time for a possible explosion from a
chemical reaction within the reactor "has
moved considerably out" from the five
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days Denton had predicted on Sunday he
said.

It was the most encouraging statement
to date from the NRC since Wedne«tey's
accident, which had led the government to
urge pre school children and pregnant
women to stay further than five miles from
the plant and prompted an estimated
50,000 persons to voluntanly leave the
Harrisburg area.

Meanwhile, all schools within lO miles of
the plant were closed yesterday, and some
state government offices reported up to
one-third of their employees stayed home.
Factor«s and businesses were stur>g by
absenteeism and operated with liniienjn
staffs.

Customers queued up in banks, trying to
withdraw money before an evacuation i

announced, state banking officials said.
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Grateful Dead
expected for

Spring Concert

Sun shines on pipes near Tillson Power plant. The sun won't be seen
today, however, as the skies will remain cloudy with an 80 percent
chance of rain. Staff photo by David Rodgers

By STEPHEN KLE/N
Collegian Staff

The appearance of the Grateful Dead at

thci annual Spring Concert, May 14, is ex-

pected to be confirmed today, according to

concert organizers, Supporting acts are not
yet known

.

Although the band's representative.

Arista Records, said last night no firm con-
cert date had been established, Jack
Albeck of the Union Program Council said

last night he expects confirmation today in

the form of a telegram. The council is

scheduled to meet tonight to discuss the

concert.

The council is a student run organization,

working in conjunction with the Recogniz-
ed Student Organization, and is charged
with bringing a variety of cultural and
musical programs to campus.
Tickets for the concert will be free to

UMass students who have paid their Stu-

dent Activities Tax Fund fee, said Robert
Humphreys, a council spokesman. He said

students may obtain the tickets by presen-

ting a valid student identificaion card.

Humphreys said students will also be able

to purchase two guest tickets each, at $10
per ticket. Remaining tickets will then be
offered for sale to the Five College com-
munity, he said.

Thirty thousand tickets will be made
available for the concert, to be held in

Alumni Stadium. Twelve thousand are ex-

pected to paid admissions.

Administration and Department of Public

Safety officials have met throughout the
week with council members to discuss the
feasibility of such a concert. They stressed

that strong security measures would be
needed.

William F. Field, dean of students, said

he was "very impressed with the quality of

the committee that addressed me; I asked
them every hard question I knew and they
were very assuring. " He added. "If ever a

group could pull it off, I feel they can;

frankly, I'm very encouraged."
Albeck said student support for the

concert is essential. He said the concert

would be the largest production ever

undertaken at the University, "with the

potential of setting a precedent that would
solidify the viability of future concert

presentations.

"At the very least, 300 400 students will

be needed to coordinate the entire

production; the emphasis will be on
security."

The popularity of the Grateful Dead as a

"contemporary cult band" appeared to

lead the administration to conduct research

on the group pnor to approving the ex-

pected concert. Field said, "We checked
with the University of Southern Illinois, the

University of Tulsa and others to get

feedback on their popularity; it was
tremendous."
Humphreys said "these concerns and

others spurred security measures that are

unparalleled at this University."

Acting Director of Security Gerald T.

O'Neil said he has not yet seen complete
security arrangements for the concert, but

"we feel it's comfortable.

"I feel we are going in the right direc-

tion," he said. "Let's just hope for a good
day with no real problems."

"Let's just hope for good weather."

Steward threatens power plant shutdown
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

The union steward at the campus power
plant last night vowed to "flatten the

University" --by shutting down turbines that

generate electricity--when he reports to

work this morning.
Henry W. Boston said he would "per-

sonally go out of my way to shutdown the

campus" in protest of a musical chairs

reassignment of chief engineers yesterday

at the_ power plant.

Three job changes were announced
yesterday morning to "resolve irrecon-

cilable personnel relationships which have

had a disruptive effect and interfered with

proper administration," according to a

member oi the UMass News Bureau

"All I have to do is throw a couple of

switches and I could guarantee a shut-

down. " Boston said

Physical Plant Director George A. Norton
last night said he had no comment on
Boston's threat to shutdown the plant, but

did say the reassignments include the

transfer! al of Gordon A. Slongwhite,

former chief power plant engineer to a
newly-created position at the physical plant

across the street.

Slongwhite had been the center of con-

troversy at the power plant for several mon-
ths, when workers said morale problems
there forced them to threaten shutdown
unless he was replaced. Slongwhite started

work yesterday after a six week vacation,

during which time his assistant, William

Locke, ran the plant.

"They're out to fire me anyway," Boston
said last night as he spoke of his five year

position there. He said he is protesting the .

reassignment of Locke from his assistant's

position to another job in the physical plant

away from his former crew.

Locke is now a mechanical engineer

responsible for designing energy conserva-

tion projects for the campus and the

distribution of utilities such as steam and

water, Norton said.

Locke last night said his reassignment
came as a "total surprise," yesterday morn-
ing and that "I don't like the way they've

gotten rid of me- -they're coming down on
me without just cause."

Locke also said he does not agree with
Boston's desire to shutdown the campus,
but noted "it is fully within his power to do
so and I know other workers there are
upset."

Boston said one reason why workers are

upset is that the new replacement for both

Slongwhite and Locke is assistant chief

Allen Newton, a former assistant chief

under Slongwhite last year, who took a
leave of absence from the plant when it

became apparent he could not take over
the chief's position. Boston also said

Newton is an "identical twin" to

Slongwhite and his stands on how the

power plant should be run. Newton could
not be reached yesterday for comment on
his new job.

Boston said he would defend Locke's

former position in the power plant because
of his "key role and determination to save
the university money as well as turn the

plant around and improve operating and
production capacities."

Norton said Newton would follow an in-

novative training program started by Locke

in which third class engineers can operate

turbines under the license of second-class

engineers while studying for an up>grade of

their own license.
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DIGEST

WINTHROP-Gov. Edward J. King r^-, m,v«s
demands from an anti-nuclear protestor, George Sias
of Winthrop. in front of his home. |AP

)

House killsbudget bill
BOSTON (API ~ The MassachiMetts Hou^ ^sterday

killed a re«>lution seating a natronai constitutional conven
tktfi to require a balanced ftnleral budget.

After intense lobbying by Lt Gov Thon«s P. O'Neill 3rd
and the Houses Democratic leadership, the represen
tatives defeated the resolution on a 1Q2 47 vote

O'Neill, who IS tryir^g to prevent a constitutional conven
tton on the budget issue, hailed the Massachusetts action

m a reversal of a trend. He said S other states have ap
proved a summons of a conwntion, but Ma^^huwtts is

the first state to reject it in a dMr cut floor vote.
"We in Massachusetts call on tfw wrrourKling states of

H»N Hampshire. Verm^f f Ohode Island and New York to
r^ect ttio can to rewm >nstitution. " O'Neill said
An O'Neill ally, Harvard Law Professor Lawrence H

Tnbe, went to Concord, N.H . to present a similar appeal
to New Hamf^ire togt^tors vesterday.

Egypt 'coorto Begin visit
CAIRO. Egypt \AP\ - Israeli Prime Minister Menachem

Begin got his first taste of normal relations with Egypt
yesterday and said he was "deeply moved," but the
Egyptian reaction to his visit here appeared strained and
cool.

Several government officials and Egyptian reporters
accompanying the pnme minister grumbled the Israeli
leader should have waited until the Arab anger over the
peace treaty had abated They expressed concern about
the economic and political sanctions imposed on Egypt
over the weekend and the departure of Arab ambassadors
from Cairo.

BUprofs, ratify contract
BOSTON 14P1- Faculty at Boston University voted

overwhelmingly yesterday to ratify their first bargaining

agreement with the administration, accepting a three year

pay increase of nearly one-third of their current salaries.

The 252 17 vote by members of the American

Association of University Professors effectively called off a

strike scheduled for Wednesday and apparently ended

months of tension at the nation's fourth largest private

university.

The Board of Trustees at Boston University, a city

school with 25,000 undergraduate and graduate students,

was expected to ratify the contract today.

Drownedman found
CHARLEMONT (API - The mud covered body of a

24-year-old West Springfield man has been discovered as
the result of a massive weekend search of the Deerfield
River.

Michael Dziewitt's body was found Sunday, a week after
he was dumped into the river when his canoe tipped over.
The river was lowered at the Yankee Atomic nuclear

power plant in Rowe, and search teams found the body
snagged on a bush near the water line.

The medical examiner ruled drowning was the cause of
death, and Dziewitt's body was taken to a New Bedford
funeral home. The man's family lives in Acushnet.
The 127 volunteer searches were unable to find another

man missing since an accident on the Deerfield that same
day last week.

Daniel Shea, 73, of Florida apparently drowned when his

rubber raft overturned March 25, upriver from the canoe
accident. Shea's two companions were rescued.

Groceryprices rise
Associated Press

Grjcery prices rose just as fast in the first quarter of 1979

as they did in the same period last year, according to an
Associated Press marketbasket survey which showed an
increase of nearly 2 percent during March alone.

The latest check indicated that meat prices continue to

climb and, as people seek substitutes, the substitutes are

getting more expensive as well

The AP drew up a random list of 15 commonly purchas-

ed food and nonfood items, checked the price at one
supermarket in each of 13 cities on March 1, 1973 and has

rechecked on or about the start of each succeeding month.

One Item, chocolate chip cookies, was dropped from the

list at the end of November 1977 because the manufacturer

discontinued the package size used in the survey.

US embassy attacked
BEIRUT, Lebanon lAPI Two rocket propelled grenades

hit the U.S. Embassy yesterday but officials said no one

was hurt and damage was mino'. The attack came amid in

creasing Arab hostility to the United States for its role in ar-

ranging the Egyptian Israeli peace treaty.

us' Ambassador John Gunther Dean was reported to

be having lunch elsewhere, which occurred at 2;45 p.m.

His office IS located on the same side but above the office

hit.

In 1976 the American ambassador to Lebanon. Francis

Melloy, was assassinated in Beirut's leftist quarter in an un

solved rnurder. -

Eyewitnesses said two young unidentified men fired the

grenades yesterday from high in a building 150 yards from

the embassy that overlooks the Mediterranean coast in

West Beirut. The men escaped m a small car. the witnesses

said

Disruption looms
as teamster

strike begins
BY OWEN UILMANN
AP Labor Writer

WASHINGTON - Thousands of auto workers were
given short shifts yesterday and the prospect of product
shortages and other disruptions loomed as a truckir^g in

dustry lockout of 300,000 Teamsters took hold.

The lockout, ordered by irKiustry executives after the
union launched a limited weekend strike over a contract
(fispute. was expected to halt a sizable portion of interstate

shipments of general freight - from fresh foods to factory
parts - within days.
The auto industry was the first to feel the impact of the

industry shutdown. The nation's two largest automakers.
General Motors Corp. and Ford Motor Co , said an
estimated 48,000 assembly lirw workers were being sent
home early yesterday because of f>arts shortages, and fur-

ther production cutbacks were imminent.
A spokesman for Trucking Management Inc., which had

orttored the lockout Sunday, said its more than 500
member firrns account for K percent of the unionised in

terstate freight business,

The spokesman, Norman Walker, said "virtually all" of

TMI's meml)ers were complying with the lockout d tai

tic used in labor disputes m which employers rtiuse lo Iwi

their employees work.
One industry analyst, who asked not to Im nwnad,

predicted a nationwide shutdown could trigger a "sims
serious crisis" in the economy within two wt?eks
Some food stores could run out of fresh toods par

ticularly meat, within a week, said Rt^ert Dubkm. a

spokesman for the retail food industry. "Right now. we'll

have to assess this a day at a time," said Dobkm.
The Carter administration has said it would seek a court

order under the Taft Hartley Act to end either a nationwide
strike or lockout if the labor dispute poses a national

emergency

.

There has never been an industry shutdown of this scope
for any length of time.

As 3 result, administration officials yesterday said it

wo*jid take several days for them to determine the impact.
The only previous industry shutdowri. came in 1976,

when the Teamsters union struck for three days before set-

tling on its last national contract, which expired this past
Saturday at midnight.

Trouble ahead for under-20's
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Coflegian Staff
Package store deliveries to UMass dor-

mitories, one-day liquor licenses to frater-

nities and dormitories, and general liquor
licenses for outdoor events on campus will

be banned on April 20 when the dnnking
age rises to 20.

Also, the Top of the Campus Sticker no
tonger will be considered valid proof of age,
according to a temporary alcohol policy
yesterday distributed by the Dean of Stu-
dent's office.

Rare exceptions are permitted for licens

ing outdoor concerts, the guidelines said.

But Dean of Students William F. Field

yesterday said no license has been granted
for beer or other liquor sales at the Spring
Concert, and no license will be issued.

'Their budget is built on it" (no beer
salesi he said "Clearly the crowd they at-
tract will involve young people.

"I guess the one-day license for St.
Patrick's Day is gone, also." he said. "But
that's the town's decision."

The guidelines, which were formed by
the alcohol committee of campus van-
dalism task force, are not cor>sidered the
final guid^ines by Dean Field who yester
day said "they are being widely distnbuted
in the hope that interested persons will read
and comment on them"

According to the guidelines, the only per-
missible identification of age are
Massachusetts driver's licenses or Liquor
Purchase Cards issued by the
Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicles.
The cards were first issued by the Motor

Vehicle Registry on Friday and are available
for $5 with adequate proof of age.

Dean Field yesterday said "we are going
to stra« parties of limited numbers " He
said parties must all be cleared through the
procedures specified in the "Party Policy

"

issued this fall.

"It's a matter of discretion and reason,"
he said.

Dean Field also said his office hm
predicted 90 percent of the students living
on campus next September will be under
the legal drinking age of 20. "As of April
first, the residence halls have 56 percent of
the total population under 20. The percen-
tage will be much higher in September," a
memorandum accompanying the policy
said.

FWd said he is unsure of how the no-

deliveries rule will be enforced. "We're go-
ing to invite their (package store owners)
cooperation, and I think we're gonna get
it,

" he said.

The policy ateo warned that salting

alcoholic beverages in student rooms will

"in all probability present a major temp-
tation to some individuals." Field said the
sale of alcohol in dormitories is illegal.

Field also said he anticipates the Hatch (in

the Student Union) to discontinue alcohol
sales, and the Bluewall will be accessible
during the evenings only to persons 20-
years-old and older He said he expects
T.O.C. stickers and proof-of-age IDs to be
checked at the doors to gain entrance.
Field said their is certain latitude within the

policy. Heads of Residence, area directors
and campus center staff may impose addi-
tional regulations, he said.

CAIRO Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin and
his daughter Assia. right, are given a tour by their
Egyptian hosts at the sight of th« Sphinx. (AP Laser-

Food services not yet
affected by Teamster strike

A symbolic Trident submarine with 408 black pennants representing each
nuclear warhead paraded from campus to Amherst common yesterday. The
Hampshire County Alternative Energy Coalition is organizing carpools for a
vigil Saturday in Groton, Conn., sight of the first launch of a $1.2 billion nuclear
submarine that some will call "the most destructive weapon in history."

By SEANHARVEY
Collegian Staff

The director of Food Services yesterday said he does not
see the lockout by the trucking industry against the
teamsters as a big problem right now.

Arthur Warren said daily deliveries of bread and milk are
made by non -teamsters and the Dining Commons have a
three to four week supply of staples such as hamburger,
chicken, canned and frozen goods, juices, soups, and
flour.

'We didn't do any hoarding but I think we are ready for

it." Warren said.

Warren said that he is not concerned about the lockout

right now but it depends on how long it goes and how
widespread it is.

Warren said the Food Service get most of their food from
Southern California, Texas, and Anzona. He also said that

the eventual settlement will have an effed on the price of

food.

"We bear a higher cost of food here in New England than

other areas of the country because we grow so little and it

is expensive to truck it in and it has to be refrigerated."

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
The Student Activities Office is seeking a part-time

(student) KEYPUNCH OPERATOR.

Ou*lificATioN«: experience preferred or typing

skills- 40 words/minute.
HouKs: 15 hours per week, need mornings and all day

FaidAy.

Apply: Rm. 416, Student Union, Student Activities

Office.

The Student Activities Office is an Equal Opportuni-

ty, M/F, Affirmative Action Employer.

SUMMER JOBS
The Summer Conference Housing Office is now hiring

students for temporary summer positions as desk clerks,

housekeepers, and student supervisors.

There are limited full and part time openings, all "shifts

plus weekends.
Applications may be picked up in the University Con-

ference Services Office, Room 918 of the Campus Center.

Deadline for return of applications is 5:00 p.m., Thurs-

day, April 12, 1979
Work study students will be given priority. We are an

equal opportunity employer. Women and minorities are en-

couraged to apply.

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
OPEN RUSH

Tues. April 3

and

Wed. April 4

7:30-10:00

For Rides
& Info.

Call 256 6815
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BEEFEATERS,
HAVE WE GOT
A BEEF FOR YOU!

ROAST PRIME RIB
$5.95

Try this delicious, juicy ^^t*

priced to include Baked Potato,

unlimited Salad Bar and Bread and Butter.

Roast Prime Rib at $5.95 is a

featured item, Sunday thru Thursday,

at your Amherst Qub Restaurant.

Reservations Accepted.

Most Major Credit Cards.

The Steak Out
351 Northampton Road

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
256-8557

Local officials unsure
«

of radiation levels
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

If the nuclear power plant in Harrisburg

experiences a meltdown, Massachusetts

niight be inundated with radiation, or it

might not.

It all depends on the weather, and the

extent of the radiation released, say several

state and local officials.

"It would take a good burst of radiation

to affect us. A meltdown would be a good
burst," said Deputy Commissioner of the

State Department of Public Health Dr.

Kinloch yesterday.

According to UMass Associate Physics

Professor Richard A. Lindgren, a "melt-

down" of a nuclear reactor occurs when
the reactor containment vessel, which is

cooled by water, is unable to contain the

heat from a runaway nuclear reaction.

Lindgren said theoretically the reactor

melts through the bottom of the container,

the concrete forming the floor of plant, and

through the grounds. 'The heat in the

reactor causes the water to form steam,

and the water picks up the radioactive

elements," Lindgren said. "The water

vapor escapes in the air."

Lindgren said the meltdown could also

reach underground water where more

steam or possibly small explosions would
befornned.
According to the director of the State Air

Pollution Control Disctrict, John Desmond,
whose office is doing monitoring of

radiation levels for the D.P.H., whether or

not Massachusetts would be affected

would depend on meteorology.
"Certainly winds tend to travel up the

Valley," Desmong said, citing local

pollution from sources in New Jersey and
New York as examples. He added the

winds do not always travel in this direction,

however.
"In the event of a meltdown we'd have

to watch the weather literally hour by hour.

If you've got something in the air, the

wind's going to take it in that direction,"

Desmond said.

Desmond said another way
Massachusetts might be involved would be
in harboring evacuees from the area of the

meltdown.
However, State Deputy Director of Civil

Defense and Edward Cahill said yesterday

there were no plans for evacuations into

this area.

"The people from Pennsylvania would be

TURN TO PAGE 8

Rallygoes well withoutEd ...

By DEBRA ROTH SANTA
Collegian Staff

"I think we showed we care more about

higher education than Ed King who
couldn't even be here," said Joel

Weissman, main speaker at a rally Friday

afternoon against Gov. Edward J. King's

proposed UMass budget.

King was scheduled to speak briefly here

Fnday at a panel discussion sponsored by

the School of Education on "The Costs of

Quality Education." Although King can-

celled his speech, students went ahead
with the planned rally. King said he can-

celled the speech because he heard reports

that students might throw pies at him.

About 2000 students attended the

demonstration behind the Student Union

Building and chanted, "Hey, ho, ho, the

King has got to go;" "Cut King's salary,

not our budget"; and "Education is our

right, all attack, we must fight."

TURN TO PAGE 8

... as he dodgespies
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

"Campus police told me that pies and
other debris would be flying- I didn't feel it

was necessary to get into a situation like

that," Governor King said last Friday as he

stood at the Leeds Dam in Northampton.
The cancelled appearance by the gover-

nor was explained as a reaction to reports

that students rallying against his speech

would become violent and "throw pies."

"Students have a right to express
themselves, but it is hardly fitting with what
they're supposed to be doing at the

institution-- being educated," King said.

Rather than attend the campus rally and
forum. King sent a representative to deliver

the remarks on the "Cost of Quality Higher

Education," and instead went to personally

inspect the nearby site, where a broken
dam forced local residents to evacuate their

homes last week.
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Robeson Junior introduces

Robeson Senior to UlVlass
By LeE BURNETT
C^^tan Staff

"Around the world in Norway. Ireland,

Russia. Nigeria. China almost everyone
knoM^ the name of Paul Robeson. In the
US almost no one does." Paul Robeson Jr
told a Campus Center audience of 50
people last night.

Robeson Jr showed movie clips,

photographs, and played soundtracks of

his father's singing and speech to resurrect

his father from what he said was the
nr>edia's attempt to turn him into a

"nonperson
"

Robeson Jr said his father's ideal was to
strive for perfection "not to beat the other
guy but to live correctly, to be honest and
true to your convictions " He added,
"Success means nothing if your people are
oppressed " His life seemed to bear out
these ideals

Paul Robeson was a Phi Beta Kappa
scholar at Rutgers, an All Anrterican

football player, he was the "number one
concert singer in America for 20 years, ' he
made 10 feature length films, and played

the "definitive" role of Othello on
Broadway from 1943 to 1945

Robeson Jr was on campus to kick off a

week of events to commemorate the life of

Martin Luther King, who died April 4, 1968.

Other events include a combined lecture

and concert to be given Thursday by Rev.

Herbert Daughtry a Brooklyn Communtty^
organizer and OoWm BfMi^ the South*
African pianist.

When Robeson quit Hollywood films in

1939 after many battles over film scripts, his

son quoted him as saying, "They won't
allow me to do roles that are dignified

enough,"

Robeson said his father then went on a
singing tour to Europe where he saw the
rise of Racism. He sang for the front lines of

the Republicans in the Spanish Civil War

"He went to Russia where he was
greeted as a hero When he sang to them in

their own language it completely blew their

mirwls," Robeson Jr. said.

While visiting Russia he said something
that was later to get him in trouble with the

cold war warriors rooting out communism
in America:

"Here, for the first time I walk in full

human dignity. You cannot imagine what
that means to me as a negro."

Robeson returned to America to raise

money for the struggle against fascism.
After the war his attention focused on civil

rights In 1946 he told President Truman,
"If you don't have an anti-lynching law,
blacks will have to defend themselves."
When a member of his delegation apologu

ed arwJ said he meant no offense to the
President. Rotieson replied, "I meant no of-

fense to the office of the President."

Robeson said the government attempted
to quiet his father's speechmaking by
threatening to ruin his career and void his

passport. "He decided to answer them
head on," Robeson Jr. said.

In 1949. before 4,000 people in Harlem's
Rockland Hall Robeson said:

"Let us push aside the sycophants who
tell us to be qu^t. We do not want to die in

vain anymore on foreign battlefields for

Wall St. and greedy supporters of Fascism,
domestic Fascism. If we must die, let it be
in Mississippi or Georgia."
Robeson Jr. said, "From then on my

father was under sieoe"

He, like many others that spoke out
against injustice in America, was
blacklisted and lost ^1 means of livelihood

as a singer. He appeared before Sen
Joseph McCarthey's House Un-American
Activities Committee in 1956. When asked
why he did not stay to live in Russia,

Robeson said his father told the committee:
"Because my father was a slave and my

people died to build this country. I'm going

to have a piece of it just like you and no
Fascist-minded people will drive me from it.

Is that clear""

The Campus Center broke into applause.

Paul Robeson died in Jan. 1976 The in-

scnption on his grave: "Artists must elect

to fight for freedom or slavery. I have made
my choice -I had no choice."

.SUPER SMEIf
STYLISH OUTSIDE...
RUGGED INSIDE

Smith-Corona' 2200

'Arms '

thrills

audience
Bv MICHAEL MAR
TINEAU
Collegian Staff

At the outset of

Vinette Carroll's "Your
Arm's Too Short to Box
with God. " we are

assured by the preacher
(William Keebler Hardy
Jr I that "We're gonna
have a good time ' The
capacity crowd at the

Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall Sunday night were
far from disappointed.

"Your Arm's Too
Short" IS a gospel

musical taken from the

book of Matthew It

begins with the en
semble entering choir

like onstage, singing a

slow gospel number
When the preacher
promises us a good
time, the show takes off

at an energy level that,

incredibly, is sutained

throughout the evening

The story of Jesus is

told through an
exhilarating integration

of solo and ensemble
songs and dance
numbers. The cast

plainly loves what they

are perlorming and their

love is contagious
Although the musical is

an interpretation of the

book of Matthew, the

entire story was told by
the end of the first act,

which left me to wonder
what lay ahead

The second act opens
quite like the first act did

with the robed en
semble urging the crowd
to get on their feet Led

by the preacher, the rest

of the evening becomes
a colossal revival

meeting, ending with a

reprise of the musical's

title song
The show is billed as

"A Soaring Celebration

in Song, " and indeed,

through the dynamic
ensemble playing and
especially the brilliant

performance of William

Keebler Hardy ,
it

transcends t>eing jusf

another musical, and
becomes lust that, a

celebration of life The
enthusiastic standing

ovation at the end of the

evening said it all
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Editorial/Opinion
Trade

State U.
There are 30 state-supported colleges

nd universities in Massachusetts, 30
<^tinct and s^^arate entities, each with Its

own special programs, its own
strength and weaknesses, and, perhaps
most importantly, its own character.

Various plans to subvert this rather
pleasing mix have been cropping up in
Boston among legislators and ad
ministrators for the past ten years or so.
The main thrust of many of these plans is

similar: to consolidate academic progranw
•mo specific schools.

Tfiis means that, if one o' these plans is

put into action, each of the schools will

specialize in one or more programs.
UMass-Amherst, for example, might
specialise in graduate degrees and un-
deryradudte degrees in chemistry and
physics, while Salem State might specialize
in education, and Westfield State would
specialize in English.

Under this system, the state would
concentrate their top professors at the
schools that specialized in each professor's
subject. And, of course, if you wanted to
study ^ certain subject, you would be
forced to attend a certain school.

The problems in this system should be
obvious In fact, a system such as this one
goes against most every principle that
constitutes the idea of higher educatioan.

mark

% Leccese
/

What consolidation would do in effect, is

change the state colleges and universities

into trade schools. The opportunity to take
courses in fields other than your major
would be there, of course, but not to, say
change majors, or do any kind of in-depth

studying outside of your field.

Furthermore, it would be the death of

what used to t>e known as a liberal

education. What, after all. is the purpose of

higher education? To learn a trade?

Well, to some degree, yes. A student
coming out of UMass with a political

science degree is really not qualified to do
too much other than think about political

science, unless the student has some prac-

tical experience.

But many students (and these are the
students who have their heads in the right

place) want more than a skill out of their

college education. They want what all

college educations used to offer: education
for the total person, a chance to learn how
to think.

If you offer a student a wide variety of

courses, in different fields, and different

disciplines, and teach a student different

ways to think, the result is simple: you get a

person who can deal with anything the
world has to offer. The importance of a

liberal education must not - be un
derestirnated. As a university, we should be
producing rounded individuals; thinkers,

and not people who simply know a trade. If

you want to learn a trade, you can go to

one of those schools advertised on a
match book. If you want an education, a
university has always been the place to go,
and should remain such.

The state school system does indeed need
some direction. A superboard of trustees

might do a little better in the legislature

come budget time, when they can make a

consistent presentation, and consolidate'

their request. One group requesting money
would be better than 30 schools all going in

helter skelter

But the sjate officials and administrators
should not lose sight of what is, after all,

the idea of a university: to educate.

Mark Leccese is a Collegian columnist

Letters to the Editor
Views on the

Harrisburg accident
To the Editor-
On Fnday nigfit, CBS aired a one tiour

show dealing with the Harrisburg nuclear

power plant accident. One segment of the

show was a discussion between a
representative of a group of anti-nuke

scientists and a nulcear expert named adr.

Lapp who IS a consultant to the industry.

Dr Lapp made it very clear that he favors

all out development of nuclear power,
despite the ongoing incident at
Harrisburg

The reason I'm writing this letter is that

at one point in the discussion, Dr. Lapp
stated flatly that an accidental ther-

monuclear holocaust, costing the lives of
millions of innocent people, would be an
acceptable price to pay for future

"progress. " Yes. He really saidjust that.

So I'd like to ask the readers of the

Collegian to take one minute to ask

themselves if they would be willing to be
turned to ash along with all their friends,

their families, and a million or so others in

order to keep Dr Lapp and his type

contented.
We/IP

Robert Boyd
^ Montague

To the Editor—
Newspaper reports over the past few

days indicate that several members of the
local community have been worried that

some of the nuclear radiation leaked by
the crippled Three Mile Island nuclear
reactor might reach our area. The cir

cumstances surrounding the incident'

suggest that the probability of any
radiation reaching us is extremely small.

On March 29. 30. and 31, I conducted
tests in my laboratory on some en
vironmental samples from this area I am
Ihifipy to report that I could not detect
,uiy evidence for increased levels of
radioactivity in the environment I hope
that this report would be of interest to the
rniu arned citizenft.

While It IS the responsibility of the State

,111(1 Federnl Agencies to continually

monitor environmental radioactivity. I

would like to assure the readers that I

.^h.ill. ,)s ,in individual, conduct similar

tesl.'^ m future as the occasion demands
and report my findings to the curnmtinity

in an appropriate manner.
Kandula S. R. Sastry

Associated Professor of Physics

King, you coward!

To the Editor

Friday afternoon about two thousand
members of the university community
turned out to 'greet" Gov. King when he
arrived to speak at the School of Educa
tion's spring forum. H^ didn't show up,
ostensibly to visit Leeds dam in Nor-
thampton instead. The dam sprang a leak
a/most two weeks ago, people were
evacuated, the situation was brought
under control, and the people were allow-
ed back. Suddenly, the governor 'decided
the situation needed looking into, and
abruptly cancelled his plans to attend the
education forum.

4

He didn't fool anyone. Saturday's
newspapers quoted King as saying he did
not come because a "reliable source" told
him there might be pie-throwers among
the crowd.

I was at the rally. I went to remind Gov.
King of the very recent Harrisburg
tragedy, and to express my views on his

energy policy regarding nuclear power. I

did not bring a pie with me. I, and the
great majority of participants, represen-
ting a large variety of university organiza-
tions, were there to present a peaceful
petition to the governor, as is our con-
stitutional right. Had he come. King
might have realized this. Iam tired of King
hiding in Boston and calling us names
from behind a cover of a hundred miles.

When will he have the courage (yes, Ed,
I'm calling you a coward/1 to come out
here and confront this large portion of his

constituency^

Susan Leehy
UMass Alternative Energy

Coalition

Irresponsible Ed
To the Editor:

Gov King didn't have to come to cam-
pus to get a pie all over his face. In the

March 31 edition of the Boston Globe.

Gov KiiH), explaininq why he didn't come

to campus last Friday said, "Students
have a right to express themselves, but it

was needless to go up there. It's a long
day and we couldn 't afford to get pie all

over our clothes. It's hardly fitting with
what they (students) are supposed to be
doing at the institution.

"

It is certainly true that students here are
mad as hell about budget cuts, tuition

hike, the drinking age, and nukes. But if

King had bothered to come here, he
would have found out that while we were
mad as hell, we also are getting organized
and had a disciplined, organized, militant

rally. It is apparent that King had sent
down advance people and thus knew of
our plans.

Obviously King felt that he was
not going to get the reaction that he
wanted (bad press for us?) so "it was
needless to go there. " Instead he chose
to slander the student body by saying in

effect, students are irresponsible, they
probably would have pied me. Judging
from our rally on Friday and the

Governor's no-show and his budget for

the University, it is he, the King, that is ir

responsible, not the students.

Joel Weissman
Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy

The time is now!
To the Editor:

Last Saturday night I was awakened to

the severe problem of sexism on campus.
I had just stepped from the Five College
bus and out of nowhere some woman
grabbed a quick feel of my rear end. I feel

exploited after having been used solely

for my body. This woman did not even
ask mejny name!

I know this has happened to other men
on campus and I wonder when it will

stop. I just wish that the women who do
this type of thing will think about the vic-

tim's feelings for a change I hope I'll

never be put through such a degrading
situation as that agam The time to nghr
soKism is now and that is why I am writing
this letter. If this letter will stop just one of
these assaults this whole humiliating ex
perience will have been worth ii

James W. Jackson
Orchard HMI
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Around campus
Budgetprotest set

Students United for Public Education will

sponsor a rally tomorrow at the ^tate
House in Boston from 11 a.m. to protest
Gov. Ed King's proposed $40 million

budget cuts for public education, said Carol
Lubin, the organization's executive
secretary.

Free bus swvic» leaving from the
Campus Center Circle at 9 a.m. and
returning from Boston at 5 p.m. will be
provided for UMass students wanting to
participate in the rally, Lubin said.

Rally activities will include speakws,
picket lines, music, street theater and small
groups will be organized to go into the
State House to speak to legislators, Lubin
said.

Representatives from SURE will speak
against the proposed budget cuts arKl

against the state aid to private colleges,

said Roth.
They will also speak in favor of no tuition

at public colleges and against the Parks
reK)rganization plan for public higher
eduoition t>ecause "these plans call for a
dilution of education so that career training

alone will guide all educatior^l planning,"
^cording to Lubin.

Feliciano to perform
Composer singer guitarist Jose Feliciano

will perform in concert at the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall tomorrow at 8 p.m.

Feliciano is known for his hit version of

the Doors' song, "Light My Fire," and for

writing and recording the theme to the TV
show. "Chico and the Man." He has

earned 33 Gold Records.
Tickets are available at the Fine Arts

Center box office and Ticketron.

Women 'speakout'
A newly formed coalition to end violence

against women has scheduled a

"speakout" on violence today featuring

radical feminist author Andrea Dworkin,

Topics for the speakout, scheduled for 2

to 6 p.m. in Mahar auditorium, include

rape, battering, sterilization abuse, violence

against Third World women, older women
and disabled women.

Dworkin, author of Women Hating and
Our Blood is schedule to speak on "Por-

nography: the NewTerrorisam." Childcare

]
will be provided at Farley Lodge 1;30 to
6:30 p.m.

Women blast King
ByJIMPAULIN
Collegian Staff

Legislators and fired members of the
Governors Commission on the Status of
Women yesterday blasted the governor for

attempting to siler>ce anyone critical of his

policies.

King fired all 40 women volunteer
memtjers on Friday after the group had
sent him a letter l^t Tuesday critical of him
human services policy, particularly his

elimination of costs of living increases for

Aid to Families with Dependent Children.

The Commission, in a staterrtent read by
ousted chairperson, Margaret Merry, said

90 percent of the heads of families with
dependent children who are receiving aid
are women.

"The Commission fin^ ^ un-
conscionable that the poorest, neediest,
and most vulnerable worr>en in this

Comnrranwealth must bear a large,

disproportionate share of the burden of
reducing state spending . . . this action
once again highlights . . . that there is no
place for dissent in this administration ..."

Commissioners are appointed by the
governor to three year term. King wants to
reduce the size of the commission to 25
members whose terms in office will

coincide with the governor's four years.

Amherst State Senator John Olver called

the firing "an affront to every woman in the
commonwealth." He told the Collegian

that he h^rd that the governor wants the
new commissioners to be "womanly
women."

Rep. Mel King, D-Boston, a member of

the black caucus, said people should now
"understand very clearlv who the niqqers in

this society are," saying that Gov. King

considers women and welfare recipients to

t» "niggers."

Ex commissioner Floss Frank, a UMass-
Amherst Rhetoric jeacher, said the fired

commissioners intend to stick together and
continue lobbying around womens iisues.

"I hope King's appointees are as alert to

issues that affect and disturb women of all

agesas we were."

Friday, April 6 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall
University of Massachusetts

Tickets on sale Wed. March 7 at FAC Box Office and Ticketron outlets

UMass students: $6.50, 7.00, 7.50; General public: $7.50, 8.00, 8.50

No cans, bottles or alcohol

Good seats still available
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Selectmen set agenda
or next town meeting

if Nuke

oMegmn Staff

The plact'ment of articles scheduled to

• on the luwn warrant was discussed by
yft Amherst Board of Selectman last night

itfM^ ttwr weekly meetN^ at the imtm
ad.

A warrar ' is the list of articles to be voted

t during > town meeting which will be
did at tht 'fHl of April.

Amonq i?\e teues to be voted on at the

eeting:

fiscal ifj^ budget
-contin q support of the public transit

irvice V in Amherst and between
mherst .- Northampton
-the at. sition of land and equipment

ir expan n of Amherst's water supply

id qualit " that water
Vince "onnor, a town meeting
'ember q stioned the order in which the

tides ha >cen placed on the waifant

O'Conn )ld the selectman that it was
unfair" I -lut tietitioner's articles at the

«id because they would be heard before a

tt^ed town meeting body at ttie last session.

O'Connor expressed concern that those
petitioners, of which he is one, would
Mcrifice say in articles they "had put a lot

of time into, '
if they were un^ito to attwtd

the last town meeting.

Diane Romer, chairman of the Board,

said, however, she thought the town
meeting had done a fairly good job in coor
dinating petitioners articles with other ar

ticles concerning the budget and other

town business.

The selectman also h^rd a report on
rrwetings concerning enforcement of the

new drinking age and a report suggesting
reforms of the town's affirmative action

policy that was done by a citizens review
committee.

In addition the selectman granted ap-

proval of a one day liquor license to WSCR,
a radio station in southwest residential area

and to the council on aging for a dinner

dance, to be held in St Bridgid's parish.

CONT FROM PAGE 3

evacuated to Maryland if the winds came
from the west, ' Cahill said.

Asked what would happen if the winds
came from the north, Cahill said a large
planning staff consisting of several
agencies was at the site. He said, "I'm sure
they're planning for all eventualities."

Cahill also said 130O National Guard
troops are standing by to assist in a
possible evacuation of the Harrtsburg area.

Cahill disagreed with the reports
Massachusetts might be the recipient
nuclear radiation from Harrisburg. "Even if

high levels of radiation were released, the
concensus is it would be so diffused by the
time it got here, there would be no lethal
danger "

But Kinloch of the DPH said. "We have
winds coming from the southwest on
increasing numbers of days as we move
towards warmer weather. But I really

couldn't say the extent or the effect on us."

Bui Kinloch of the DPH said, "We have
winds coming from the southwest on
increasing numbers of days as we move
towards warmer weather. But I really
couldn't say the extent of the effect on us

"

• Rally
CONT. FROM PAGE 3

Students also carried signs which said:
"Cut King's Salary, Not Our Budget";
"Impeach The King '; "King Wants Billions
for Nukes, Nothing for Education"; and
"Send King to Harrisburg," referring to
that city's recent nuclear accident.

Speakers at the rally included members
of the Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy, the Alternative
Energy Coalition, the Graduate Student
Senate, the Revolutionary Communist
Brigade, and Students United for a Put^
Education.
The sp>eakers complained about King's

proposed budget for UMass, and his
support of big business over public
programs.

Students at the rally booed when King's
name was mentioned and someone yelled,
"Off with his head.

"

Weissman, SCERA coordinator, told
students that they should be peaceful and
make "a nice show for the press."

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery spoke
to about 500 students who marched to
Whitmore Administration building after the
speeches outside the Student Union
concluded. He said he hoped the rally

would influence the legislature.

Tuesday, April 3, 1979|

To place a classified ad ""i 'v th«»

CoH^;i4ni oHice iCC 113i

a m and 3 45 p f\ M<xwlav \*

day or use ou* handy dip and
found in tnosi mvies of th« tuv
Clasiift*Nl ,l»Mdltr>f IS 3 45 p m fnvt

••1 (idviiiii < of puiXKatiun date

Collegian
ClassifiedsIH Collegian classified rates are: daily.

45c per ime; five i onsecutive issues, 40c.

per line per day; 30 consecutive issu^
30c pef line per day One line is rougtily

equivalent to 38 cfiaracters

AUDIO

Technics SA 5060 Reciever 12 watts per

th W6cali W6 ?407 A>. n

AUTO TOR SALE

HELP WANTED LEGAL SERVICES

1487 Volvo ^qn 1^5 gd cond new
tir,ikus. tires Asking $950 Call 2S6 6264

Low priced WW l>ugs & buses. 734T474

71 VW bug, strong r«built engine, needs
body, brake work. $450 call KC 584 9372

73 Mercury Marquis wagon, power
everything, leather ml

. air cond., 5 Mich
rad . AM/FM, tape deck, great shape. |ust

tuned. $2200 Of BO^call P^l. 256^8006

73 Capri. 47,000 mi . very good body, eng
X rnpg, needs eiec brake work, $1500 or

BO^all 546 9360. after 6 p m
VW bug. 1968, exc cond , good cheap
transpo $1000, Steve, eves , 533-5906

77 Z 28 Camaro. black, fully loaded, must
sell, $4550 firm, Brian, 546 4640

72 Mustang. 6 cyl., 3 sp std Looks and
runs good $1200 6-4321, eve.

SUMMER JOBS NOW
World Cruisers' Pleasure Boats* No egi

penence" Good Pay' Cafrit>ean, Hawaii.

Wofidi Send $3 95 for application and
direct referrals to Scaworld. SOX 60A29
Sacramento. Ca 96660

Work study fob avaitaWe in Anthrr Dept
$3 50 per hr

. gen office skills, tvpir>g skills

helpful Call 5 COM
JOBS
Lake Tahoe Ca|i*i Fantastic tips'

$1,700 $4,000 sun-imer< Thousarnls still

r>eeded Casir>of, Restaurants, Ranches,
Cruisers SenrJ $3.95 for application /info to

Lakeworld Box 6012,Sacto.CA958e0

Attorney Jaso'n Rosenthal tow tso&
representation for UMass community In

come taxes Appt. only 253 7617

LOST

ENTERTAINMENT

Sottftd aystefn Uu Mra. Perfect for cof-

feehouses, discos, bar^ds^Rick, 584-4205

Hottest band aroundl "Smooth Sailing";

for bookings anywfiere call John, 546-4646

row WENT

Large room m house Main St. Amherst
Available NOW $94/month Cal l 253^5713

Swiss Village apartments, rt. 9.

Amherst, now accepting applications for 1

year lease, June 79 to June 80 (617)

742 1193. forty four 4 bedroom apt , $452

per mo Contact Renwood Bennett, 69

Canal St., Boston MA 021 14, Paul Bennett

FOR SALE

74 Fender Strat $300 wcase Mark&^S307

Holley carb 4 B & Caroo 2 B 323 4417

OHAUS Triple beam t>alance scale $45

Mamiya C3 Profe^ionai 2% camera $125

Takamine 6-string guitar $150 w/ case

New Olin 3's w, Soloman 555. 195cm used

3 times, ong$280 ask $180 Craig T281

Powerplay cas FM w Jensen coax S70

Cannon movie cam. exc. cor>d.$50

Offtce de»k. Excl shape. $60 or BO, Gary.

545 2306_

3 cu. ft. frig . 4 mos. old, $90, Fred,

549 2615

Leather: full-size brfcase.. shidr bag, M
Ig jacket, si« 10 boots, AM'FM elk radio

& more" J^neg_ 253 5176, 7 9 p m
Mens, womens Texas Imperial boots,

new, $56, all sizes, call Robin. 546-9756.

Guys leather jacket— new- size 44,

$60/ BO. call 649 4425- nites_

Aaanuma 70-2S0mm xoom lens. $70.

Pentax screw mount, call Ron . 549-65^^

Men's black leather coat, size 40, good
condition, $35, call Marc. 546 7461

3 cu, ft. frig . 4 mo. old, 190, Fred,

349 2615

75 Pinto, exc r.onrt new tires AM FM,

rustproofing. SI 700, call Jim after 6 p m
weekdays. 584 4352 Sat Sun_ anytime

70 Buick Electra. aH auto, runs great.

AM FM 8 track s!f;reo $650. 256 6731

eve

Gift idea: have- your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Deiap, 256 8732. bet 9 10 am.

Counselors: Association of Independent

Camps seeks qualified counselors for 86
member camps located N Eastern US. Ju
ly and Aug. Contact: Association of In-

dependent Camps , 55 West 42nd Street.

Tennis proa wrantad — excellent sumnner.

seasonal and year round positionsavailable;

good playing and teaching background re-

quired Can (3011 654 3770. or send 2 com
plete resume, pictures to: K J Belknap.

WTS, 8401 Connecticut Avenue. Suite

1011. Chevy Chase MP 20015.

Classes of '81 and 'K~ Residential

Resource Management has 6 academic yr.

administrative internships avail - 15
hr /wk.. $3.25/hr Informational brochures

and appi forms avail at RRM. Berkshire

and Student Employment Office. Whit
more cal[ 545 0890

The Collegian Advertising Department
IS looking for ad reps If you fwve ex

perience in commission sales, the desire to

make rrraney, and a iot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office. The
Collegian is an Affirrriative Action Equal

Opportunity employer.

Part-time live-in assistant for psychiatric

fialf way house in Greenfield. Room and
board (no salary) in excfunge for some
night and weekend work 773 3434, Jim or

Kathy^

Any persons previously writing for Fresh

Ink are encouraged to submit work to

Below The Salt. Thar»k you^^

Overseas jobs — summer /year round.

Europe. S. Atnenca, Australia. Asia, etc

All fields, $500 $1200 monthly Expenses

paid Sightseeing. Free info -write: IJC,

Box 52 MC. Corona Del Mar CA 92625.

Challenging internship opportunity in

Human Services, spend 3 months helping

youth in community based group homes.
Spend some time helping troubled youth

and developing your own skills. $50 per

week stipend, and room and board, contact

Steve Stoia- Center for Human
Development/ Community Shelter Pro-

gram

Seeking persons 18-36 yrs. for color vi-

sion testing, esp persons with color vision

defects. $2 50/hr , call 586-3100 x20e6 (Mt.

Holyoke Psychology^) for appr

Jewish Community of Amherst needs

Sunday school. Hebrew teacher beginning

Sept 1979 Experience preferable.

baQQ222

Central area woman's canter has 5 work

study positions available, applications can

tie picked up at center basement Baker

Aquamarine Ring— Sentimental value.

Revvard offe£«l 54fr6404 or^546 9637

Black wallet, no money, just IDs ar>d pic

tures Lost March 28 If four>d, please call

549 5862, or drop off at CC mfo desk.

Red folder Between Herter and South
College Need desperately Call 527^^4567

SIvr. sterig. spoon ring by Wallace Sterl

ing engmnt. on 3/28. 8fl CC women's rm..

apprx. 5 pm . rwrd Please return, no
quests . to CC desk, call Cathy, 6 9843,

thanx

SR M calculator— in or r>ear Herter 27,
Social Security no ingraved 018486967.
reward! If found call -6-6828, personal

value' Or contact - Gary, 520 Field.

Lost: on bus from Natick on 3/25 U. Store

t>ag with shoes, etc If fourvj olease call

6 7986

Reward — w<Hnen's gold Seikc watch. If

found, please call Mimi, 546 9862.

Please return dk brown leather wallet,

personal value, leave it with Collegian.

Two white mMl. 21, would like two per

sor^ble white women to (om them on
month long wilderness trip to Alaska in

August All expenses paid Wntc for

details too much to put in ad Unpaired
inquiries welcome. Box 958, Amherst,
Mass 01002

Stick it in your ear free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs.
264 N Pleasant St , Amh_, 253 3324

Diamond engagement ft wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you.
Silverscape Designs, 264 N Pleasant St ,

253 3324

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all req priced merch to all

students it staff Henr>ember yodr ID

ROOMMATE WAWXED
2 Females wanted to share 2 t)drm apt. in

Brandywine . comp furn
, pool . ten

cts .AC . cable TV & on 2 bus rts. Calj Mary
549 179B

Roommates needed— N Amherst
townhouse apt . share 2 bdrm w/ friendly

couple - smokers OK- maytie pets for

April - lease til Aug. w/ option to renew,
call Lars or Jane after 5:00 couple prefer

red- rent neg.

TO SUBLET

MISCELLANEOUS

DORM -ALTERNATIVE- we're looking

for open minded individuals interested m
being part of Social Awareness Corridor

meeting: Tues 4/3 8:00 pm C C 903 more
info.: call 546^3277 or 546-4941

Wanted — information about the
whereabouts and availability of Sfevie

Wonder for April 28th Wimpout con
cert - write to Andrea J Kemp. 280 2 Ami
ty St., Amherst 01002.

MOTORCYCLES

INSTRUCTION

FOUND

Found -watch m Henef, call 549 5962

Found red scarf by FAC. 6 58^
Found qinsse*. behmd Cashm, caM

64328

Found -long hair^J F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tant)lBCk markings, 6^-4324

Basic auto mechanics workshop, 28

hours classroom theory and shop Limited

enrollment 253 7967, or write for brochure

Auto Skills, Box 210, Amherst

Photographic darkroom course. Unique

Images is now offenng a darkroom course,

10 weeks, 3 hours a week, 5 brand new
enlargers and all new-eqt 1000 sq fi to

learn in small classes, two instructors, for

info ^11 Unique Images 584 4120

Mot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co intro

flight, $45, 253 3834, day pr eveu

•8 Honda CL125. everytfting works, extra

parts. Call for more info, ask for Russ.

$245 Phone, 549 0034.

Klonda aebSL: 1971. $200. call Mark.

fXcmiD.

PERSONALS

Happy Birthday Quonset Queen^

Athena OU' is 21 TO-DAY! Have a super

fantastic, wonderful day! Much Love:

Cheryl and Lauren

Photographers Guild general meetir^g

Tonite in CC 169 New members are

welcome Meeting starts at 7 00 Slide

shows on Better pictures by existing

lighfifrom Kodak) to follow. Member's
slides will also be shown.

Hana Happy Belated 19 Birthdayanioy

the 23 days while you can. Love Ya Las

Beware the stickwoman of 18 Coolidge.

Astrology Birth ft Compatibility Charts

1 1 yrs profsnl Louis Neubel 549 6425

G.S. feel like a number? Number one!

Cookie Monster- Whenever. But could

you stand the tedium? Dianne

Happy^irthday Lii You re getting better

not older Love Kevin

Trouble with late night long distance

phone service? Too busy? MassPirg
wants to know Call consumer action.

545^0199 or 546 0781. M-F9-8
Want«»d: Available Male or Female
Groupies to follow a Hump Gotcha Bob'

Southwest people needed to work

secunfy for SW concf?rt, responsible, cool

headed Call 546 0960 days

Index seeks photos for decade < ^,^J^^uM)>^

(Bicentennial, demonstrations, fads, elec

tions. personalities, etc ) Payment
negotiable Please call 545 0848

Stolen -bike Raleigh Grnd Prx white

boy frame red beg generator light white

spoke reflctrs gift reward 549 3962

1 bedroom Cliffside Apt. on bus
route,5'24 8/31 w/fall opt. furn. $195/mo.

665 4774

Summer sublet fall option. Puffton Villag|e

I bedroom, air cond . bus rte, pool, tennis

crts Avail late May 549 0582

Cliffside, llg bdrm avail mid May with op
tion for fall Tennis, pool. bus
route. $200/mon. includes all, also furniture

for sate. Call 665 3938 after 5

Rolling Or. 2br w/optkm to renew.

AC.DW.disp. util.

lncl.pool.exe.bus. 256 6225

1 bedroom Puffton Vil avbi May 1

opt. sublet, utilities pd.a/c pool, tennis.

5^ 1681, Anytime

To sublet-two bedroom townhouse apt.

6/1 8/31. Furnished, AC, on bus rt.

$200/month. Call 549 5875 _
Rolling Green 2 bedroom available for

June. July, August Beautiful town house

with patio. AC, new carpetmg Call 253 5081

Sublet for summer. 1 bedroom
townhouse apts.. $95 -^ utilities. Rick at

549 1233

Townhouse Apts., Ig. rm. to sublet.

6/1-8/31, w/ option for full apt. in fall, AC,

bus, dble. closet w/ mirrors, full furn. avail.

Price negtble. . 549-6553.

TownehseTs bdr . avail 6/1. $305/mon.,

opt, for fall, air cond., bus stop. 5496381.

3 bdrm. townhouse apt., summer sublet

with option for fall, call Rita. 549-3523.

2 bedroom apt , AC. pool, bus stop, fur-

nished. $275 or BO. Call 253 7703. 4 8pm.

To sublet -one bedroom Brandywine

apt . available mid May. call 549 4^3.

Sublet Brandywine apt.. 6/1 to 8/31,

$240/mon or BO; 2 bdr
;
partyle furnished

AC, pool b tennis cts.; on bus route, call

549 0393

WANTED

Wanted: 3 4 bedroom house convenient to

campus Call 665 4267 or 546 5066

Used 10 spd good cond cotlerless cranks

alloy rims Call 253 9646

Car? If you could lend it to ma regularly I'll

pay you well Seth 323 5086

Expert typist with own IBM Selectric

seeks full time summer position Over 100

words, min. Call Carol at 253 2490

Clarinet tutor needed fur weekly ses

sions I have books Call Nancy at 6 6307

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546 6557 after 6

Wmun programming
6am- 10am TUESDAY MORNING MUSIC

with Judith Schaefer Rock
'n' roll, more new than old

7.7:30.8.8:30.9 WAKE UP NEWS/Rhonda King
SPORTS /Jack Atkinson

d:35am ATHENA'S WEB with Don
Cerow - The day's astrological

fore cast for what's happening
on the inside.

I0am-2pm "YOU & MUSIC • The music
of Cole Hawkins, Lester Young,

Charlie Parker and other saxophonists
Discussion of their roles in the

development of Black Classical music.

Hom\: Gregory Phillips

12:00am NOON REPORT/Tory Carlson
SPORTS/Jim Spellos

2pm-5:30pm VICKIE BATES AFTERNOON
DRIVE Rock n' roll in

its purest form

5:00pm NEWS HEADLINES

5:02pm ATHENA'S WEB with
Don Cerow

5:30pm-6pm
SPORTS/Rick

NEWSWATCH /Fred Winer
Heideman

6pm-6:30pm "TALK BACK "

6:30-7pm "SPORTS CAFE " A call in

program featuring interviews

with sports figures from across

the country. Hosts: Rick Heideman
and Bob Levine will accept

phone calls on the air.

EARTHFOODS MENU
Today
Quiche

Navy Bean Sout
Tabouli Salad

Crossword
ftCROS.S

1 Romoo e
6 Trticii piece
10 Ci' airin

14 Anoml
'S Conceal
16 African

republic

'? Ethical

IB Chemical
iuKii

'9 Eve s

grandson
?0 Talks idly

i2 Old ai'catl

?4 Signs

?6 Snuggles
iJ Reduction m

rank

31 a-vis

Fr phrase

3? Presses
33 Cupolas
35 bwte Abbr
38 Sell images
39 SurlPiled

40 Skirl style

41 Small mark

4J Dock
4.1 Plunis

44 Vampire
e g

4*) Nourishing
47 Acceleration

51 Shorliy

52 Loite'e<3

$4 Retined

58 Pot donation

59 Challenge
61 Eveshade
62 Printer s

term

53 Maple genus
64 China s

Chou —
65— de

combat
66 Trees

67 Sows
DOWN

1 Light source
7 about

3 Girl s name
4 Eiallalions

5 Softens
6 Pronoun
' Fu.vy stull

8 Decorate

9 Supposed
10 Treats ores
11 Soo *a1er

\7 Unmatchifd
13 Up slopes
.'1 Snow runner

23 Greek
letters

?5 Btveraqes
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Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney
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Nothing Special by Joe Casey
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Nebbish by Mike Galper St Nathaniel Parkinson
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i

Doonesbury by Garry Tradeau

UEKB BACK TALKIN6 U/ITH

DR.AUimm/l '74. ON
L£AV£ FKIM TUB IRANIAN

KBVOUfnONAf>-.y TRIBUNAL,
AND HeRE ON CAMPUS fOR.

HI6 FIFTH REUNION/

DR MAWmi fOROVERA
iEAfi NOW, AMERICANS
HAVE 8FF.N HEARING
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TBR SIDE OF IRAN'S
BEARPEO HOLY MN.
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. HAVING A BALL!

Mon and Tues (TLS 6:15) 8:30

i
«._f

|PfT!Hf«K PTTFRMmf

BRiNKli
JOB

iMon and Tuas. (TLS 6:00) 8:30

BUCK ROGERS!
in the

25th CENTURY
THE ORIGINAL SPACE MAN!

THE ULTIMATE TRIPi

Mon and Tues. ITLS 6:1S)-8:30|

GfO«Gf « ,1, ,,„ 1 .,1

c scon
<'li>"^<--'

p'^HAKD-l
to. COKE
Mon and Tues (TLS 6:00) 8:30|

GRADUATE RECORD
EXAMINATION WORKSHOP

Wednesday, April 4
7—10 p.m.

6th Floor Thompson Hall Lounge

Free 3-hour workshop to include information

and tips for taking the Graduate Record
Examination. It is designed to alleviate stress

and to help students test to their full capacities.

For further information call:

JBeth Schneider, Pre-Grad Advisor, 5-2191

HlDUCf D ADUIT t. STUDENT PRICIS fOR TIS TlCKfTS lIMITf TO SEATING

Career/ Life Planning Program
on

''MAKING A CAREER DECISION -
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOWr»»

For Juniors and Seniors

April 4 - Wednesday

6:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.

Berkshire House, Room 322

To Sign-up, just phone 5-0333 or

Drop in to Room 123, Berkshire House



10 Collegian.

Drinking protest meets
A student group seeking to repeal the impending hike inm drinking age will hold an organizational meetma

Thursday at 7 30 p.m. in Campus Center room 101

.

The group. People Opposed to Unreasonable
pguiation, is collecting signatures for a statewide petition
^submit the new age to a referendum in the November
nmO general election

Presentations Thursday will be by members of the
Student Center for Educational Research and Advocacy
yudent Government Association co Presidents Brian
Purkeand Richard LaVoice, and POUR members
The group has so far collected 1-2,000 of some 29 000nqmed signatur««. s«d K. Erik Anderson, a POUR

^xwesman.

Tuesday, April 3. 1979
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SENIORS^

LAST CHANCE
SHOW YOUR FACE!!

545-2874

!l
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GRAND OPENING
BHI's Arco Service Center
260 College St., Amherst

NASHIMAWAMfOA

T7
LIFfTMM

GUAKANTil
MUPniM 4
TAIimPfS

—NOTICE-
Due to the increase

in the drinking age to
20 years, effective date

16 April '79

Neiv TOC Inc Club
Stickers

May be picked up at th

ASSISTANCE DESK
CONCOURSE

CAMPUS CENTER

8 am—4 pm
Beginning Thurs. 29 Mar 79

Old Sticker, ID,
Proof of Age
Neccessary

For His
and Her

Includes:

FIRST—a professional consultation

SECOND—a precision style cut selected
individually just for you

THIRD—our stylists will show you how to
take care of your hair

All for
$5.50

With personal style cut. shampoo and blow
dry tS.OO. long hair sUfphtly more.

With this coupon only.
limited to new customers only

Styles by
Deborah

call for appt. 549 5610
e6 University Or.

OfAliMHir
Grand ^^nlnflr Special

Mufflers & TaUpipes
(oH«r good thru April 14th)

We AlWAVS hove th* right •xhoust system
in ttoch foe IMMEDIATI installation.

C«<»« •« o». C.o..d Op»-,^ to. • .„.., ,,„, ^,, ^^ ,a„ ,,^^, ,^,^"•• •.«• an* wM<w gm-tatmeftt l.o"< "•<.« I t»i,in« Owva-iMll ".„IM».
at>4t»,ipif» a>v«'>«t.>isn>>a««.-« has., maml i«iu4o«tt •«8».. ,/.,i„i

2S3-3200
'Most Anienc/tn Cars

ilsflalalrpSyljiljilaijyir

V,-'", *, '" '
: :

' ,'tf' / Ai'r*h."<;t

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

BUDDY RICH
AND THE

BUDDY RICH BAND

umnss mil y^oRKSHOP

Wednesday. April 11 8 pm

Flhf >RTS CENTER CNCERT hUL
Tickets now on sale General public - $7. 6, 5
UMass students - $5, 4, 3 Senior citizens and
other students- $6, 5, 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office MF 9-4, 545-251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.

.SUPER SALE!!
lexos Instruments

Slimline25
scientific cobJotcx

The TI-25 is as thin as a pencil and
smaller than your hand. Yet it has
all the power and capabilities you
need in a scientific calculator. And
now it's $5.00 OFF our regular price
and $13.00 less than suggested
price. Now til April 13th - Offer
good while supply lasts.

ONLY $19.95

the calculator store

the UNIVERSITY STORE

Tuesday, April 3, 1979. I
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Trackwomen head outdoors Hobson lifts Sox over Phils

16 styles

on sale

Save ^34
all sizes—

womens cuff

boot

Small size

special

sizes 5-5 V2-

6-6 V2

Reg. $76

Onh *44
Men's boots

all sizes

Reg. $70

Nowm

BvDAVESIVRET
Co/legtar} Staff
After capping off a successful indoor

season with a record setting performanca
at tha interns, the women's track team is

tWM fMdy to start the outdoor season
They begin today with a dual meet at UNH.

"We should be a good deal stronger out-
ctoors than we were indoors. The addition
Ol the fmt of the weight and field events
should help us quite a bit, said coach Jane
WeUel
The distance events will again be the

strongest part of the squad. They are an-
chored by that fine group who fared so w^
on the indoor circuit. The record setters of

the group are Kathy Contini'who ran a 4:56
indoor mile for UMass record. Julie Burke
got her name in the UMass record books
with a 17:17 for the three mile. The third

record the distance crew garnered indoors
was for the two mile relay, the team con-
sated of Kathy Contini, Judy Burke. Laura
Wolf, and Cindy Martin and they ran a fine

9:22. Also competing in the distances are

Tina Franccario, Linda Welzel. and Debby
Farmer.
In the sprints the Minutewomen have

Diane Sealy who runs the 100 and 220. Sal-
ly Anderson runs the 220 and is also tram
ing for the pentathlon which is not com-
peted in dual nifHts but is a part of the big
mwts such as the New Englands and the
Emcterns. Nicky Callahan, another versatile
perforrr«r, will be entered in the 1W).
hurdle, and the high jump
The weight events should be another

strong point for the Minutewomen. They
have a strong javelin team led by UM«is
record holder and fourth place finisher in
last year's New Englands, Karen Sn<»^.
Throwing the discus will be Eileen Pro-
cho2ka, Connie Mitchum, and Sally Ander
son.

The high jump wasn't a particularly strong
event during the indoor season but with a
now healthy Patty Owen and the addition
of Julie Russell and Cathy Harnngton
should shift this event over to the plus side
for the Minutewoman.

Heartfelt^
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St.

Downtown Amherst
10-6 p.m., 253-5135

Raychem
CORPORATION

is interviewing at the University
of Massachusetts for

SCIENTISTS &
ENGINEERS

Raychem provides you the immediate challenge to exploit

new technologies and implement strategies to leverage your

skills into bottom line accomplishments.

We encourage outstanding performance and are quick to

reward it. Our unique philosophy — providing you the oppor-

tunity to create your own environment — encourages ex-

cellence in individual performance. We find that extraor

dinary energy and inquisitiveness, the willingness to become
involved, and mature self-confidence, coupled with an ap-

propriate technical degree and expertise, are key personal

qualifications for on bucceSsfui achievers.

Raychem is a highly , phisticated manufacturer of modified

polymer products .Wf sell to '^" riv iation, electronics, pro

cess plant, tele, 1 icrir .1 id energy marl<ets

worldwide!

About y2 of our e'^f i ip nnual sales and good people

are based at ou 1 ro BAY AREA H »d

quarters. We h facilities in f\' "^ 0,

Belgium, France, ' Ireland and f (
Raychem has sal !)0r country ir^

World!

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Wednesday, April 4

Contact the College Placement Office for sic;

up and/or additional information!

Raychem
An equal opportunity emplover.

WINTER HA VEN. Fla. \AP\ ~ Butch Hobson drove in the tie-breaking run with a long
sacrifice fly m the eighth inning yesterday, lifting the Boston Red Sox to a 7-6 exhibition
victory over the Philadelphia Phillies.

The Red Sox struck back after Todd Cruz tied the score 6-6 for the Phillies with a
400-foot homer over the fence in left center.

Reserve first baseman Jim Owyer started the Boston eighth by working a walk off
Ron Reed. Dwyer stole second and, after Dwight Evans reached base, the two runners
worked a double steal Hobson then hoisted his long fly, easily sconng Dwyer

Boston starter Jim Wright pitched the first two innings for the Red Sox allowing five
runs on four hits, three walks and an error. Wright later was placed on the disable list
because of a bad shoulder, enabling the Red Sox to get down to the ^-player limit

Rookie Chuck Rainey blanked the Phillies for five innings before Dick Orago was
tagged for Cruz' homer. Fred Lynn drove in three Boston runs with his third spring
homer and a single, while Rick Burleson contributed a two run base loaded double
Hobson also had two hits and another RBI as the Red Sox boosted their exhibition

record to 15 10 with one game left. The Philsdropped to 11 12.

Sports Notices
WOMEN'S SOCCER
today at NOPE at 4:00.

Women's soccer candidates for the 79 80 season meet

ATTENTION
I. The Graduate Student Senate is accepting ap-

plications for Revenue Sharing Funds for the Spr-
ing Semester from De[ .rtments which have elected
their Senators.

Deadline April 30

II. Line Item Applications are available for

organizations, groups and individuals on campMJs that

want to be funded in next year's budget (FY/1980).

Deadline April 15 £

For more information and to pick up your application
forms please contact GSS Treasurer, Jose Trejo.
Graduate Student Senate, 919 Campus Center,
545-0970/ 545-2896.
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Top of the Campus
Restaurant

Campus Center,
University of
Massacliusetts

^Spring into Spring
at tlie Top'

LUNCHEON
Monday tiiru Friday
li:30 am • Zioo pm
QUAUTV. SERVtCE,

PMCE, THE VIEW

complete lunclieons from $a*2S

DAILY SPECIALS • CREPES
QUICHE • OMELETTES

DINNER
TUESDAY thru SUNDAY

S ptn • 9 pm
DINING AT THE TOP • QUALITY SERVICE

PRieE * ATMOSPHERE
complete dinners from $3.50

WEDNESDAY Student Nite

THURSDAY • SATURDAY Prime Ribs

FRIDAY • SATURDAY Surf 'n Turf

SUNDAY Buffet

See You There
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Fairbanks a free man;
heads to Colorado
BOSTON (API ~ Th9 Hm/ England

Patriots announced yesterday that
wayward Coach Chuck Fairbanks, who
tried to quit prior to the National Foott>ali

League playoffs and tirt(e a job at the
University of Colorado, is free to head
west. The Patriots said they have not hired
another coach.

Fairbanks' exit, trouMed by legal hassles
between the coM^h, the school and the
Patriots, was described as "amicable," by
Patriots' Vice President Chuck Sullivan.

"Chuck Fairt>anks will be free to under-
lie the coaching position with the univw
sity immediatdy. ' Sullivan said
"He probably is en route to Colorado

light now "

Sullivan refused to discuss the details of
the settlenf>ent, but he said that the court
cases concerning the dispute had become
nrK>ot.

Sources close to the club told The
Assoctated ^ess the agreement came out
of three we^s of mediation efforts by Car
roll Rosenbloom, owner of the Los Angeles
Rarra, who died suddenly Monday, and
Bud Adams, owner of the Houston Oilers.

The Pats were playoff bound in

December when, just moments before the
Uckoff of a New England game at Miami.
Fairbanks confirmed a well-circulated
rumor that he had agreed to quit the NFL
and return to college coaching at Colorado.
"We haven't reached a decision on our

own coach," said Sullivan 'We are

reviewing potential candidates and hope to
come to a decision in the near future. The
draft is the first week in May, and we hope
to have ^ new coach at>oard before that.

Meanwhile in Colorado
With spring football practice just five

days away. University of Colorado athletic
officials expressed relief yesterday that
Chuck Fairbanks had been freed by the
New England Patriots to become CU's head
football coach.

"We're certainly ail happy that it's work-
ed out that Chuck can come to this pro-
gram and get to work," said acting head
coach Doug Dickey. We know all the
coachas and the players are delighted

"

Dickey, who wilt be offensive coordinator
under Fairbanks, said spring practice v^as
scheduled to start Saturday, and that he
expected Fairtianks to be on the jfob by
then.

The Athletic Department issued a brief

official statement saying: "The New
England Patriots football club and the
University of Colorado announce that they
have reached amicable resolution of their

differences concerning the employrr»ent of

Chuck Fairbanks . .As a result Fairbanks will

be free to take the position of head football

coach at the University. '

Dickey and other department officials

said did not know what Fairbanks' specific

plans were for the next few days.

Mitwomen open season
Bv MEL ISSA GAL L ACHER
CoMegtan Staff

The University of Massachusetts softt}ali

team finished 14th nationally and has all but
^our players returning The squad also
possesses the san^e positive attitude that
carried it through the Easterns.

No worKier interim coach Chet Glad
chuck, replacing Diane Thompson, and his
assistant Bob Dicarlis are enthusiastic
When the former New Hampton, New
Hampshire mentor recently discussed the
returning veterans, superlatives resounded.
Heading the list were Kathy Horrigan, Sue

OiRocco and Sue Peters Co captain Hor-
rigan. who will start in center field, hit 365
and provided much of the power with three
home runs in '78 Aside from her offense,
defensively "Hoag' has a gun for a throw-
ing arm.

Co captain Sue DiRocco, "the finest
shortstop in the East. " as designated by
Gladchuck. will unselfishly catch, filling

graduate Cheryl Meiiones' spot.

The tNggest question mark looming over
the pre season is Sue Peters. PanAm
baskeball tryouts will keep her from the
opener and the season if the junior is

selected "I hope she makes it, but we'll

miss her," hurler Gail Carter said Peters led

UMass in almost every category, including
posting an 1 1 1 record on the mound

.

Kathy O'Connell has been the top pitcher
this spring and will receive the nod for to-

day's opener against the University of
Lowell at 3:30 behind NOPE The 5'7 "

sophomore was promoted to varsity last

year and complemented Peters with a 6 2
tally overall.

Sharinq duties with her sister wiM be Beth
0'Cor>ell, who was used mainly in relief,

but she can be used as a spot starter

.

Carter is in the same predicament as the
Red Sox' Bill Carripbell: she had an
outstanding freshinan year, suffered arm
trouble and hopes to regain top form, "It's

sore, but it's coming." Carter said.

Freshman Lori Taddeo is also expected to
see pitching action

Second baseman Rhonda McManus led
the infielders with a .373 batting clip.

Besides "Do, will be Fran Cornacchioli at
short Elaine Howel, described as " steady
as can be" by Gladchuck, will guard the
line at third. Also returning at the hot cor
ner is Chris Verdini

At first will be Jennifer Parker, who stole
ten bases following Peters' thirteen. The
freshman who has the best chance to crack
the line up, is Maddy Mangini, another first

baseman.

Another newcomer to the squad is Karen
LaVerdiere, an Amherst Regional High
School graduate, who will see tinne in the
hole and at second

Defensively the outfield is sound with
Beth O'Connell in left, Horrigan in

center,and former JV Brenda Simmons in

right.

The UMies were able to capture the
Easterns by winning all six contests, in

eluding 4 3, 3 1 victories against Southern
Connecticut and Springfield respectively.

As for the Nationals, where UMass
dropeed two games to finish 20-8 overall,
Horrigan said, "We've been there; we want
to go back, and we think we have the per
sonnel to doit "

Batters host Big Green
ByB/LL TARTER
Collegian Staff
Barring further rain, the UMass baseball team will open it's spring schedule to-

day with a doubleheader against Dartmouth at 1:00P.M., on Earl Lorden Field.

UMass will be anxious to atone for its uninspired performance in this past
weekend's Southeastern Mass. Tournament The Minutemen were 1-3 during
the two day tourney, dropping their overall record to 3-8.

UMass was victimized twice by host team SMU losing 4 3, and 5-2, while split

ting their two games with University of Rhode Island, winning 3-1 and dropping
their return match 6 2 UMass never faced the eventual winner of the four team
tourney, Siena College

The opening loss (4 3) to SMU set the stage for a frustrating weekend Mark
Brown (0 2) had pitched well, going the distance giving up two earned runs
and stnking out seven, but some defensive lapses and squandered opportunities
(bases loaded twice, 11 left on base) cost UMass the game.
Doug Welenc provided UMass its only real bright spot as he overwhelmed URI,

leading the Minutemen to their lone victory Welenc threw a two-hitter, striking

out 10 while losing his shutout in the last inning.

For his efforts Welenc was named to the All tournament Team (along with co-
captain, shortstop Ed Skribiski). The Minutemen got all the runs they needed in

the first inning when Leo Kalinowski singled home leadoff man Skhbiski and
Doug Aylward, who got aboard via a base hit and a walk. Welenc, who evened
his season record at 1 1 , singled home an insurance run in the third inning
In the rematch with SMU, a four run fifth inning put both UMass and its starter

Chuck Thompson to rest In his 4 2/3 innings, Thompson gave up all five runs
only one of which was earned The Minutemen could muster only four hits of
their own. failing to get any offense generated beyond a 2 run double by Welenc
in the 6th

The New England Patriots released Chuck Fairbanks of his coaching obliga-
tions yesterday, freeing him to Join the University of Colorado as head football
coach. (AP Wirephoto)

George O'Brien

Badsports column
If you read this section of the sports page

regularly, you ar%. whether you know it or

not, reading some of the great works in

sports journalism

.

What you have not read, unless your read
every Monday, are those column so poor
that they did not get published. Yes, the
Sports Staff does indeed have a reject pile,

admittedly, very short, that contains all

those columns so very bad that they did not
make the back page.
Since I feeJ an obligation to let you see

what you have missed, here is a cross
section of those offerings filed under "Bad
Sports Column.

"

The "Golfers are Athletes" column:

Every golf season, some poor sucker will

try to write this intensely bad column. The
question is asked. Are golfers athletes? The
answer is so very bad anddeplorably boring

that no writer has ever finished his piece

and no copy editor has ever made it past

the third paragraph.

The"Why are there no Eskimos in the
NBA?" column:

In the greatest Russ Smith tradition of

sports socialism, this depressingly bad col-

umn opens fire on "one of the biggest in-

justices in the history of sport." The
crusading writer condemns the current

system, but offers hope for the future by
saying, "Someday, Nanook of the low post
will break the hemisphere barrier and end
discrimination forever." It is, needless to

say, very bad indeed.

The "Why the Atlanta Braves will not win
the NL pennant" column:

The demented writer, who started this ut-

terly bad column with the question,

"Where are you now Dave Johnson?" ran

out of space before he even started this

epic. The scribe ran into trouble, because
he didn't really know who played for the

Braves He called Ted Turner for some
help, but the skipper said he didn't know
either.

The "Social implications of the two-shot
technical foul" column:

A parody of Bill Edelstein's parody of a
parody on baseball's infield fly rule, this

distatefully bad column looks at the two-
shot technical and its role in society. The
result IS so very bad that the writer was
sentenced to cover the JV water polo team
for three years, with a chance for parole
after three semesters.

The "Sports in the Collegian office" dof
umn:

A wry look at the sports staff at play, kara
teing Coffee Shop trays, playing football

with a bottle of glue and kicking field goals
with a milk shake cup, this column is, like a
Mark Marchand jump shot, a monument in

bad taste.

The "Great battle for the Lady Byng
Trophy!" column:

"Not since Rice vs. Guidry has there been
a battle like this!" is the type of garbage
that is splattered throughout this horribly

bad column. Fourteen inches of pure ice

chips, this work is almost as bad as giving

an award for sportsmanship and fair play in

a sport that no longer acknowledges the

two entitiw.

The "Sprj|)g means badminton" column:

An exceedingly bad column, this piece ex-
plains that although lacrosse and baseball
are big spring sports, badminton is the one
UMass students come out for. A birdies
eye view of the great rivalries, huge crowds
and general euphoria that mark the bad-
minton season, this column is indeed, quite
bad
The "Who should be next coach of the
Patriots?" column.

Entitled, "Let George Do It" this parody
on the Pats' coaching woes recommends
George Jetson as the next New England
mentor. This pitifully bad essay gives
several reasons why Jetson should take
over for the Pats, including, "George has
seen the future, and it works!"
Well, there you have it. This has been
"Bad Sports Column." Tune in next week,
when we will see, "'Bad Men's Crew
Preview Story."

Cosby At The
Fine Arts Center
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Shawn Lans Lifts
Suspension Of
B.M.C.P.DJ's

ByDedanKimathi

Bill Cosby spoke at the Fine Arts Center

Thursday March 29. The topic of discus-

sion was "Education and the Media."

Cosby said that education has to be exe-

cuted through the media, ie. radio, televi-

sion and books. Cosby said, "schools are

doing a horrible job aren't they and then we
stroke ourselves." We sit around knowing

our children have been poorly educated

,yet we do nothing about it. Cosby

reinterated part of his own life. The biggest

conflict with school then was the radio. All

the students in the class were more interest

in what was on the radio then what was in a

book. The radio offered excitement, books

offered pages of words lots of words. The

radio had Superman, the Lone Ranger, and

the Green Hornet. Books had pages and

pages of words that you had to read. When
the radio said that the world was being in

vaded from another planet and half the

population believed it. One question that

hasn't been answered is how does radio

. make things so important to you?

After radio came comic books everybody

loved comic books, Cosby said. Used to

trade and read them because not only were

the^re just a few words there were pictures

action pictures. People would go to school

bringing their comic books so they could

read them in class. The teachers now had

Photo by Barron Roland

to combate the comic books along with tha

radio.

One solution Cosby saw for the iliterate

students was to improve the vocabulary of

Superman and put the meaning of the

words at the bottom of the page. The kids

will want to know what Superman is saying

and they will learn and not even know it.

But will the publishers change the

vocabulary, no. Mr. Cosby offered to work
for free just to help correct this on going

problem. But, the networks were not in

favor of the proposal to upgrade children's

programs, or comic books. Their, only in-

terest was in making a profit. The only way
Mr Cosby was able to get his show on the

air was by threatening the major T.V. sta-

tions.

Cosby said he would take the issue of

children's programing to congress. CBS
agreed to air Cosby's program after the

threat. The show was a hit and Cosby has

another show in mind "The Brown
Hornet"which will air in September. But for

it to have a chance to be aired he had to

repeat his prior threat.

Cosby's closing statement was "we're

come a long way but we haven't done

much.

Shawn Lans of the W.M U.A.
Management Board has rescinded the

Management Board's suspension of three

Black Mass Communication Project D.J's.

The D.J's Rick Grant, Kirk Williams and Ed
Cohen were suspended after a dispute in

which Laurie Griffith, Program Director
,

randomly removed a B.M.C.P. air slot

without poor consultation with the Third

World Coordinator, as called for in the

W M.U.A. constitution.

In a memo sent to various involved people

and organizations, Lans cited a con-

versation he had with the Program Director

and acting Station Manager Eric Myers, in

which both people stated that they did not

suspend the D.J's in question. According

to Article IV, Section 2B(K) the Program

Director has authority to remove or

suspend members who are in possible

violation of rules referred to in section (H)

of the same article.

However the 'M.U.A. Management Board

suspended the D.J's in question which is a

violation of its own constitution. The
function of the Management Board in

regard to suspensions, is merely to review

the appeals of people suspended by the

Program Director or Station Manager. The

Management Board has no authority to

remove or suspend any member of the

station.

Thus the action of the 'M.U.A.

Management Board left no avenue of

appeal to the suspended members. Theai

violations along with numerous efforts to

resolve the conflict, with no success

prompted Shawn Lans decision to rescind

the decision to suspend the B.M.C.P.

D.J's.

Julie Hall and Mark Hickson, two UMASS
students are on their way to Cuba . They are

going under the auspicies of the Vince

Ramos Brigade which goes every year.

They Vvill be in Cuba for five weeks and will

be working on a housing construction

project with Cuban workers for the first

three weeks. For the remaining two weeks
they will be travelling, taking pictures, and
talking to people exchanging ideas and
information about the U.S. and Cuba.
Julie's emphasis will be on Economic

transformation since the Revolution and
the African base of Cuban culture. Mark's
emphasis will concentrate on Black culture

and how the Black people are fairing in

Cuba. They hope to share their experiences

with the community when they get back.

They will have a slide presentation and
discussions upon their return. It shoukJ be
nice. Good luck people.
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Crisis in indocliina
PART TWO by CHariM Bagli

W% are only trying to prove that CNna
w a papw tiger when it comes to supporting

her ailtes " This statement attributed to a

Soviet leader, m the afterrnath of Vietnam s

invasion of Karr^HictMa, is indicative of the

changes that have gone on in the world

since the 60's. In analyzing any conflict, in-

^iu^ng h^JcMiM. it is important to b«
cognizant of these ct ..nges. Any analysw M
incomplete without it,

For tfw saamd time m this decade,

Southeast Asia is the world's hot spot For

the second time in a decade. Southeiet

Asia
Sharif ei9}c»es the trench in Mie world,

shows who is on what side. And for the

s^»wid time in a d^sMto. figunng out what
is gcMng on in ^MJthaast Asia is very im

portant for all people who oppose wars of

aggression

Southeast Asia is the sharpest example of

the decline of US pov^r and direct in-

fluence in the world Following the end of

the U.S. war of agression in Indochina in

1975, US. military presence was reduced

to the PNIIipines and Padflc bases The
SEATO bloc was disbanded and US
dipknnatic and ^^rKHnic say-so restricted.

At the same time this region has the

strongest revolutionary movements led by

Communist partis m the world, in Burma.
Thailand and the Phtlltpmes

What has changed ovei the years is the

emergence of anott^er superpower, the

Soviet Ur>ion, that acts within every

situation m the world An examinatK)n of

the role of the US and the Soviet Union is

now necessary in analyzing events It is

important to go beyond the socialist words

of the Soviet Union to its imperialist deeds.

|ust as we go beyond tt>e words of freedom

ar>d equality and democracy of the U.S.

government to unm%K, urKterstand and

fight U S imperialism.

( apologize for the long introduction

before getting to the meat of the matter

Crisis in Indochina and the Vietnam China

conflict in particular Hopefully my analysis

IS based on actual events rather than on

subjective desires, old allegiances and

prejudice, and sheds some light on the

situation

The current situKion In Indochina has
been developing since 1975 when the U.S.

was for»d out. At that point, Vietnam had
the m<^t developed national liberation

nrK3vement of Laos, Vietnam and Kam
puchea It began the difficult period of

recortstruction from the strongest position

of the three (XHintries.

Vietnam adopted a "go slow " policy

toward reunification of the socialist ncKth

with tfw scMJthern wea where capit^ism

and fuedatism existed. A lot of attention

WK paid to healing the wounds of war.

4^ the Vietnamese Workers Party was
consolidating it's power, its view of foreign

affaMS shifted appreciably to support of

So^t moN^ra, w. support for Indira

Ghandi's fascist "em^gency " proposals in

India.

Talks were revived by Vietnam concerning

an Indochina Federation" calling for

"special relationships among the three

countries." Lac» acceded to Vietnamese

demands, Kampuchea called for nothing

le» than equal relations. By 1975 (although

political differences date back fartfier than

tfiat). there were border inodents over

ICampucfiean slanrfe in the Gulf of Siam.

The years 1976^77 saw a marked shift in

Vietnam's policies The donnestic ()olicies

were changed The "go slow" policy was
abandoned Re unification took place fast

and forced. And what began as an open
Party rectification developed into a purge

of 100,000 members The united front for

reconstruction lasted less than 24 monthis.

The Vietnamese economy developed

staggering problems. No industrial target

has been met for four years. Agricultural

production has declined since 1975 In a

recent year, according to official statistics.

91 piercent of the plan was realized in the

north and only 33 percent in the south

(Cuu Long Province, which report*^ only 9
percent, is in the rice bowl, the Mekong
Delta). The only thing to go up is the army
from orw million to or>e and a half million.

The U.S. refused to pay reparations for

the damage it had caused. Vietnam got aid

from China, Sweden and the Soviet bloc,

but they felt it was not enough
It IS within this context that Vietnam

moved away from a policy of self reliance

(which does not preclude all foreign aid) to

rapid economic development based on
foreign aid. And brought Vietnam con-

sciously into the Soviet orbit by joining

COMECON in June 1978 and the sub
sequent " friendship" treaty.

In December 1977 Vietnam lauched an
invasion of Kampuchea which was
repulsed. Internally there was a crack down
aimed at hitting China and Vietnarr>ese of

Chinese descent. The Chinese sector of Ho
Chi Minh City was surround^ and the

people hounded. China was accused of

running a fifth column in Vietnam and by

mid 78 over 140,000 refugees were driven

across the t)order The Vietr^mese press

was full of attacks on China. (The truth

about the Chinese dnven out of Vietr^m is

that 95 percent were from the north and
were military men. workers, party members
and intellectuals They included 50 percent

of the coal miners and dock workers).

On the Chinese Vietnamese border there

were conflicting reports of attacks and
counter attacks. By Chinese count, 1000
border violations occurred in 1978, 30
between February 8 and 12 in which 34
Chinese were killed or wounded. China's
response was to seal the border and canoal
all 30 Chinese aid projects in Vietnam.
This series of events brought Vietnam In

lir>e with the Soviet Union who had for
years aakad Vietnam to join in the attack on
China. Rnally in December 1978, Vietnarru
with over 100,000 troops and a fwi
Kampucheans invaded Kampuchea. ThW'
drove the final nail in the coffin of Viet-
names independence and sovereignty.
From the time of the first invasion of
Kampuchea in December '77, until Jjne
"78, China took no public position as to
which side was correct in that conflict.

Peking Review printed the communiques of
both governments without comment. Prior

to the December invasion talks between
Kampuchea and Vietnam were held in

China aimed at resoving the conflict

without arms.

ByChakaZulu
The meaning of U.S. arms sales to South Africa

1 It IS now well known that in 1970

President Nix^n decided secretly upon a

policy of "closer association' with the

white regimes of southern Africa Tis shift

in US. policy has been documented with

the publication of the so called "Kissinger

Report on Southern Africa", a secret study

conducted in 1969 by an inter-departmental

group in wasington under the guidance of

the National Security Council.

2. Boty the Nixion ar>d the Ford

asministrations attempted to keep the news
of this shift from the public for fear of an

angry reaction. In the late summer of 1974,

however, the document was leaked to Jack
Anderson, who published extensive ex-

cerpts The NSC study was published in

toto in 1976 by Lawrence Hill and Com-
pany

3. President Nixon's choice in 1970 of the

National Security Council's famous "Option

Two " was a straightforward application of

the Nixon Kissinger doctrine By coosing a

policy of "closer association", or discreet

support, with the minority regimes.

President Nixon sought to strengthen them
in what was already a losing struggle to

preserve white supremacy in southern

Afnca. His action led to the passage of the

Byrd Amendment, designed to help the

Rhodesian economy; to the sale of

quantities of arms to the Portuguese for

use in Africa; to a $435 million bribe to the

Portuguese for Azores base rights, which
met some of the foreign exchange cost of

their colonial wars; to a substantial increase

in sales of "dual use " items, including

aircraft, to Portugal and South Africa; and

to a number of other actions which helped

all three minority regimes in, waging war
against the people of Southern Africa

4. For a time it was also believed that the

decision led to a partial breakdown of the

1963 United Nations voluntary arms em
bargo against South Africa. However, little

was know about the details. And a fun

damental puzzle remained that the Nixon
doctrine had been set in motion without the

usual accompaniment of massive arms

sales to ensure "stability" through creating

an overwhelming power for the surrogate

chosen to "police" a particyair region on

our behalf

South Africa's already mighty army is being further strengthen by Space
Ftesearch Canon Shells

5 In early 1977, however, it was possible

to put before Congress information and

documentation which showed that;

1 the Upited States, Great Britain, Italy

and France were responsible, particulariy

after 1970, for what can only be called a

toati breakdown of the UN. arms em-

bargo;

2. these countries shipped to South

Africa, in secret, large quantities of

relatively modern weapons systems, in

eluding tanks, jet aircraft, helicopters,

armored personnel carriers and self

propelled heavy artillery'

3. as a result, in the space of a few years.

South Africa had become a major military

power, on the scale of Japan, Iran or

Egypt, with an offensive capability which

presented a major threat to peace and

security in southern, central and east

Africa'

4. responsible officals in the United States

government were aware that large

quantitites of major U.S. weapons systems

were going to South Africa through third

countries .

*

6. The Congressional testimony of July

1977 was described by spokesmen for the

Department of State at the time as "false

and tendentious".

7 Information which has become publicly

available since last July from highly

reputable sources has confirmed the

allegations made before the House Sub-

committee on Africa at that time. Alnr>ost

every major weapons system which was at

issue then has been confirmed as being

part of the South Arican inventory. In a

recent but unfortunately obsure interview.

Ambassador Donald McHenry, who had at

one time contested the July allegations,

stated that 'We were making changes in

our arms embargo, being more lenient with

South Africa while 600 children were being

Thus a high U.S. official, intimately

concerned with Africa policy, has

agreed that as late as 1976 the U.S. was

violating an arms embargo which

previous officials had insisted we were

scruplously observing.

8. The point is that the knowing violation

of the arms embargo to build up South
Africa's military power, even if it has now
ceased, is of great significance. For it

means that the military and the national
security establishment made a significant

commitment, in terms of dollars,
technology and political risk-taking,

to"stabilize" southern Africa by the
traditional method of arming to the teeth
those already in power, regardless of their

politics and regardless of the dynamics of
the region. In the southern Arica situation
such a commitment to South Africa in the
relatively recent past creates grounds for
doubting the pat explanations of the
present analisis of the "experts" and the
growing concern over control of raw
materials, of an eventual Western military

intervention in southern Africa if things do
not go the wa some would like.

AnnouneemMts
The newly formed Committee A^r^t
Repression, which has taken on as its first
task an attempt to build local support for
the re -opening of Seta Rampersad's c«e,
will meet on Thursday, April 5 at 3 30 PM
In Campus Center Room 803. All in
terested persons are more than welcome to
attend.

The Third World Wom^i's Task Force
steering committee invites the general
community to its' next meeting on
Monday, April 2. at 74N) PM in Naw
Africa House, first floor. All interested

persons are welcome

Coming on April 23 to the

CampusCenter Revolution
nary Art Exh ihitio n . slide
show and workshop hy Pu
erto Rican artist Juan

Sanches

Committee Against

Repression:
To work with Third World Women's Task Force on
Seta's death and its connections to local racism

Collegian vs.

Everybody

Over the last month, people from different

parts of the university community have
been expressing growing interest in how
they could do something about the
still - unsolved case of Seta Rampersad's
death. In response to this concern, the
Third World Women's Task Force set in

motion the process of establishing a

Committee Against Repression that could
take on, as its first task, the job of trying to

build community support for re — opening
the case. On Wednesday, March 25, the
committee had its first meeting. Although
the meeting wasn't widely publicized, 15
people attended.

After an initial discussion about the case,

the group decided on 5 points of unity that

would serve as the basis for its work. These
points were:

1. The court's decision to close the

inquest proceedings without finding

anyone guilty of at least criminal negligence

was an irresponsible, unjust and apparently

biased decision.

2. Official "disinterest " in the cause of

Seta's death is an example of in-

stitutionalized racism and is connected to

ongoing and increasing racial violence in

the area,

i3. In broad terms. Seta's life and family

history display, in a dramatic way, the

tragic links between colonialism and racial

oppression. Seta's ancestor's went to

Trinidad as bonded servants from India

— they undertook this journey in search of

"a better life." After many ye3rs. Seta's

parents traveled from Trinidad to the U.S.
- they were also looking for a "better life."

The result of all these journeys was, finally.

Seta's death. Now, in the period since her

death, the tragedy lives on in the con-

tinuing racist disregard for the fact that she

died under extraordinarily suspicious

circumstances.

4. Seta's case also highlights the

vulnerability of women to sexism. An
example of this is that throughout the case,

the courts, police and most local

newspapers have adopted a definite

"blame the victim" strategy. The
philosophy behind this strategy is that since

Seta was found dead in an "unseemingly"

place —a motel- she must have wanted
and deserved what she got.

5. Community anger concerning the

unsatisfactory investigation into Seta's

death should be focused on two specific

targets. The first target should be the

judicial system which has displayed an
almost unbelievable disregard for the

existing evidence - evidence that indicates

that Seta's death is still far from being

explained and may have been criminally

caused. The second target of community
anger should be the universite which has

done nothing, in terms of using its local or

state influence, to either challenge the

heavy — handedness with which the case

has. been handled or to make clear to the

public that what happened to Seta is an
example of increasing local violence against

Third World people. Instead of doing this,

the university has adopted a

let's -pretend -it -didn't — happen
posture.

After agreeing on these points, the group

discussed how to begin an initial strategy

for working on the case. It was decided

that while the Third WoHd Women's Task

Force negotiated with lawyers and state

authorities in an attempt to officially

re -open the case, the committee would
concentrate on (1) raising funds to cover

legal costs, and (2) starting a campaign to

build community understanding of local

racism and repression. Initially, this

campaign will entail sponsoring workshops
both on campus and in surrounding towns
and cities. In an effort to get these

workshops going as soon as possible,

campus groups, unions, neighborhood

centers like the Hispanic and Black

community centers of Northampton and
Springfield, churches, etc., will be con-

tacted. The purpose of these workshops
will be not only to speak specifically about

Seta's case and to build broad — based

support for its re -opening, but also to

heighten public consciousness about other

related forms of racism and repression.

Also, letter — writing to newspapers and

state officials will be encouraoed.

The committee's next meeting is on

Thursday, April 5 at 3:30 PM in Campus
Center room 803. All interested persons are

more than welcome to attend.

by Carmen M. Cadiz

Regarding the March 29 article

"Everybody vs. Collegian," this is yet

another example of the Collegian policy to

distort and manipulate facts to serve its'

own narrow interests, as well as the in

lerests of the administration. The author

states that "criticism of the paper alone has

become a defense for non participation.

Where are these holier-than-thou critics

when copy goes through the slot deck for

publication?

Answer-in the case of Nummo News,
these holier than thou critics are busy

working to publish a weekly newspaper.

These are the people who attempt to speak

out on issues of racism, sexism, worker ex

ploitation and other forms of repression

articles that the Collegian would bump out

to make room for advertisements.

Nummo News workers have to constantly

resist Collegian attempts to destroy our

paper. We suffer verbal abuse and harass-

ment at the hands of Collegian staffers and

have to battle against attempts to sabotage
the equipment and our paper. (Nummo
News pays the Collegian in order to use the

graphic machines in their offices.) For ex-

ample, on a recent occassion, Nummo
workers had a long argument with the Col-

legian because it displeased them to have
more than one Black (at one time) in the

graphics room.
No, Collegian, "it didn't take federal mar-

shals to ensure the insertion of a Nummo
News." But it did take a long and arduous
struggle. Now it takes an even stronger

battle to ensure its" survival against Col-

legian and U Mass administrative attacks.

And yes. Collegian, ""newspapers are mir-

rors of the society that they write about."

Collegian, you reflect the decadent, racist,

exploitive nature of this system: you attack

anything that is progressive or represents

the views of poor people.

The Collegian does not consistently print anything

relevant to the Third World community. Therefore,

Nummo News proudly announces that it in no way is

controlled, manipulated or associated with the

Collegian.

Nummo News, the voice of the Third World com-
munity of the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, welcomes letters, comments and
criticisms.

If you wish to comribute any material in accordance

with the better interests of the community, please

submit Itto—

Nummo News

103 New Africa House
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

Or contact us by phone-646-0061.
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slide show and revolutionary art exhibition

by Puerto Rican artist Juan Sanches com-

ing to the Campus Center April^ .* -
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Sweet Honey In The Rock comes out oi

the vocal workshop of the DC. Black

Repertory Theatre Company in

Washington, DC Since its inception in

1973, ten different Black worr>en have lent

their voices and commitment to form the

quartet, quintet, ot trio that is Sweet

Honey Patrica Johnson, who has been in

the group since 1975 is no longer a regula'

member Today we introduce you to tl"

eleventh and newest voice that has joir

with us to continue the work

Evelyn Harris, originally from Richmond,
Va , musical experiences have been
classical, popular, and nightclub song
styles. Harris' development as a politically

aware singer began with her participation in

the student rights movement at Howard
University where she also received her first

experience in gospel music. She has been a

member of Sweet Honey In The Rock since

1974 At present Evelyn is studying radio

and television in the School of Communica-
tion at the University of Maryland.

Reggie Workmen to appear at the Eighth

Annual Black Muscians concert, Friday

April 6. 1979
Photo by Ed Cohen

"/ get real excited when I'm

singing. I get the feeling that if I

sing It hard, long and loud
enough, it'll be all better or maybe
I cnn reach a few more people
Sweet Honey provides the

medium for me to speak senously
to ifw people

"

"I lave the power, intensity, and

sweetness of Black women's

voices Sweet Honey allows me

to he who I am: a Black woman
singer That is my political posi-

tion, my economic dilemma, my
cultur.il. racial, sexual. and

spiritual identity.
"

Bernice Reagon, was born in Albany, Ga.

and IS the founder of Sweet Honey In The

Rock Her career as a cultural worker began

with her participation in the Albany Move

ment in 1961 Functioning primarily as a

songleader, she moved on to sing with the

SNCC Freedom Singers, and later the

Harambee Singers, a group of Black

women singers who worked out of Atlanta,

Ga. dunng the late sixties Today, in a addi

tion to being a singer, songwriter, mother

of two. she is a culture histonan at

Smithsonian Institution directing a project

in African Diaspora culture.

In memory of

Jose Pontes^
ourqeceaseg^^

,

brotherHis birthday
was lastweekon
TuesdayHe would
have been 23.

?

Tag m<^ young sin^rs with a line of pro-

phesy like "destined to become the biggatt

singing sensation since Bille Holiday, " ar^
you'll find that the performance rarely livea

up to the praise. But Phyllis Hyman, who
had just those words applied to her by The
Black American, is different; she fully mat-

ches and exceeds whatever effusive ad^c-

tives have been used to described her ap-

peal as an entertainer. In a few short years,

Phyllis Hyman \na& become a vocalist to

recon with, a personality as dynamic as any

to grace the scene. As that same article

said, "she's so talent«i it's a little scary
"

Born in Philadelphia, the eldest of sevwi

children, Phyllis grew up in Pittsburg,

where she demostrated even as a child a

distinct inclination toward singing which,

as she told one interviewer, "always seem-

ed to come naturally to me. I always knew I

could sing, but I didn't always want to do it

professionally. In fact, the first time I sang

at a talent show it must have been in junior

high I rember my legs shaking and my voice

quaking." D^pite her nervous debut,

Phyllis went on to sing in Pittsburgh's All

City Choir, and received the first music

scholarship given by a business collie.

There, she trained to be a legal secretary,

and worked after graduation at a

Neighborhood Legal Serviceoffice.

Her professional music career got its start

in 1971 when she auditioned for a singing

group called The New Direction. She got

the job, and embarked on a six-month tour

of cities like Las Vegas, Chicago and

Miami, as well as Nassau and Puerto Rico.

When the sextet disbanded, she went back

to Pittsburg for a short hiatus from per-

forming before joining All The People in

Miami. As she said later, "I became kind of

the 'in thing' in Florida because there

weren't many other singers there at the

time who could do all the different types of

material, who could do Latin, who could do

Satin Doll, who could do the Isley Brothers

and then go into a very straight-ahead

ballad " She stayed in Miami after her stint

with All The People, working with a group

called The Hondo Beat and then with Joe

Donato, who injected more jazz and Carib-

bean music into her repertoire. Also while

in Miami, Phyllis appeared in a camero role

in Bob Fosse's film version of Lenny.

%
* i.H

Saturday w|s International day at the

Campus Center Auditorium. There was a

spectacular showing of culture, dress, ar

tifacts and food from nations around the

world. Participating nations included

Nigeria, Algeria, Turkey, India, Thailand,

Greece, Britain and Japan to name a few.

There was also a dance display provided

to the attendants by participating nations.
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UpcoMiNCj Events

Tuesday
April 3

FILM KING documentary on the life of

Dr Martin Luther King Jr in SUB U Mass
Starts at 7 OOp m. free

CONCERT Art Matthews Quartet At

the Bluewali U Mass free

Wednesday
April 4

CONCERT Jose Feliciano
Center U Mass

Fine Arts

RALLY DEMONSTRATION demonstrate
in Boston against Budget cuts Get involv

ed with SURE and demonstrate at the

State House in Boston 11 00 am
3 00p.m. For more information contact

Katie Roth 584 2998 or come to the

S U P E office room 406 Student Union

BIdg

FILM. The Selling of The Pen
tagon and Who Invited Us* sponsored by
the Progressive Film Series Thompson 104

SUB U Massat 7:30p m. Free

Thursday
Aprils

TALK Reverend Herbert Daughtry
leader of the Brooklyn Black United Front

plus The South African Freedom
Singers at SUB U Mass at 7 30 p m Free

TALK Police Brutality as a Neocolonial
Tool. The Case of Haywood Brown and
Madelin Fletcher by Kenneth Cockrel
Mr Cockrel one of the most renowned trial

lawyers in the country, was formerly

counsel for the League of Revolutionary

Black Workers and is now a member of the
Detroit City Council starts at 8 00 p.m. in

tin.' Gerald Penny Black Cultural Center at

Amherst College

Friday
April 6

Fll M Last Grave at Dimbaza O'Con
tu'll Hall Smith Colleqe at 4 OOp m
CONCERT Eighth Annual Black
Musicians Conference featunng Reggie
Workman. Sonny Fortune and Top Shelf at
8 iiOj) m SUB U Mass free

TALK National Urban Policy and Neo-
colonialism, by Dr. Charles Hamilton
Dr Hamilton, an authority on the American
political system, is co author of the
seminal work Black Power and is current
ly professor of political science at Columbia
University Starts at 8:00 p.m. in the
Gerald Penny Black Cultural Center at

Amherst College

Saturday
April 7

Penney Black Cultural Center at Amherst
College

PLAY Along The Black Way
Playwright Ellis Moss will present a play
concerning the life of Paul Robeson in the
Converse Red Room at Amherst College at
8:00 p m The play will be repeated on Sun
day, April 8 at 9 30 p.m. in Converse Red
Room
CABARET: The Moments will present
some good old fashioned soul music in

Valentine Hall, at 9:00 p.m. Amherst Col
lege

Sunday
Aprils '

TALK' Stokely Carmichael on Connec-
ting the Struggles Against Neo-
colonialism South Africa and Racist
America. Brother Carmichael, co author

ofBlack Power and former Chairman or
SNCC, is one of the most prominent Black
theorist. At 7:30 p m. Johnson Chapel
Amherst College

TALK: Comments on For Colored
Girls by Griot a theater group from
New York in Robert Crown Center
Hampshire College, 2:00p.m.

CONCERT: Griot In Robert Crown
Center, Hampshire College at 8:00 p.m.

FILM TALK Controlling Interest talk by
Carol Benglesdorf Speaking on The
Role of U.S. Corporations in South Africa.
In Seelye Hall, Smith College.

FESTIVAL: Festival of Chinese Culture
Campus Center Auditorium U Mass Starts

at ll.iMa.m.

MARCH RALLY In Spirit of Martin
Luther King. Freedom Fighters from
USA to South Africa beginning at New
Africa House at 12:30 p m., speakers in

elude Sen Paul Tsongas, Prof Paul
Puryear and a UN representative of
ZANU
CONCERT: Sweet Honey In The Rock
Fine Arts Center U Mass at 8:00 p.m
benefit for Che Lumumba School

TALK Queen Mother Moore on The
Role of Women in the Struggle Against
Neo Colonialism. Black activist from
New York, taught Malcolm X how to read

and write, was active in the Garvey Move
ment, and also associated with Paul

Robeson Starts at 3:00 p m in the Gerald

Black Man's Land Series
PBS To Broadcast

Series On
African History

And
Politics

As a measure of growing American in-

terest and involvement in Africa, the Public

Broadcasting Service will devote three

hours of prime time this Spring to a trilogy

of films on history and politics in Africa:

The "Black Man's Land" Series.

The films and their airdates are:

I) "White Man's Country. " dealing with

the imposition of colonial rule in Africa and

the origins of African resistance Natir-.-il

airdate: Tuesday, April 3, 1979 ' 0' p m
2)"Mau Mau, " the first film to examine

the armed struggle in Kenya in ths 1950s,

and the myths that were created to

discredit It. National airdate: Wednesday,
April 4, 1979. 10:10 p.m.

3) "Kenyatta, " a biography of Kenya's

late president, a man whose life spanned
the entire colonial era. and who was closely

associated with the Pan African Move-
merit. National airdate: Thursday, April 5,

1979, lOIOp.m.

Local airdates and times may vary and
should be confirmed with individual public

television stations.

The "Black Man's Land" Series has been
praised by many critics for its detailed and
perceptive treatment of colonialism and na-

tionalism in Africa The Series has been
shown on television ih Europe, Africa, and
the Caribbean, ar>d has been widely en-

dorsed by scholars in African Studies in the

United States and Canada. Its themes are

particularly relevant to the current libera-

tion struggles in southern Africa, and to the

questions of neo-colonialism and
underdevelopment in independent Africa

.

As presented on PBS, each film will be
followed by a short discussion. Taking part

in the discussions will be: Professor Ber-

nard Magubane, anthropologist and
histonan at the University of Connecticut
("White Man's Country"); Prexy Nesbitt,

Associate Director. American Committee
on Africa ( "Mau Mau "); and Kipkorir Aly

Rana, Editor of Ufahamu, the Journal of

the African Activists Association at UCLA
( "Kenyatta").
The narrator of the films, and host for the

Series, is Musindo Mwinyipembe, Tanza-

man filmmaker and broadcaster. The three

films in the Series are independent produc-

tions made by David Koff, Anthony
Howarth, and Ms, Mwinyipembe. Mr. Koff

and Ms Mwinyipembe recently made the

internationally acclaimed film on racism,

"Blacks Brittanica," which was banned for

political reasons from national broadcast on
PBS last July. Mr Howarth directed and
CO produced with Mr. Koff the feature

documentary, "People of the Wind,"
nominated for an Academy Award in 1977.

The '"Black Man's Land" Series is

presented on PBS by KOCE-TV, Hun-
tington Beach. California. Executive Pro-

ducers for KOCE were Donald D. Gerdts

and James Day: Producer was David Koff,

Funds for the braodcast were provided by a

grant from the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting.

The "Black Man's Land " Series is

available for educational and theatrical use

in the United States and Canada. Inquiries

about rentals and sales should be sent to

David Koff, 15910 Ventura Boulevard, En-

c»no, CA 91436.

Television and film reviewers, teachers,

and others who wish to preview the Series

should contact their local public television

statioi)^, PBS in Washington DC, or

DavKJ Koff for details.

Sweet Honey
In The Rock

Sweet Honey in the Rock will be ap-

pearing in concert on Saturday, April 7,

1979, at the Fine Arts Center at the

University of Massachusetts at 8 p.m.
Bernice Reagon is founder, composer and
arranger for Sweet Honey in the Rock, a
Washington DC. spiritual singing group
with contemporary messages. Bernice

explains, "the name is derived from an old

spiritual that refers to a land so sweet that

honey flows from the rocks. Honey
symbolizes warmth and sweetness, and
rock, symbolizes strength and consistency,

which is what we try to convey in our

songs. "The singers, Yasmeen Williams,

Evelyn Harris, Tulani Jordan, and Bernice

Reagon expand the musical range of what
is usually heard from an acappella group.

This concert is being co sponsored by the

Che Lumumba School for Truth and
HERA, the Hotline to End Rape and Abuse,
he Che Lumumba School is located in the

New Africa House of the University of

Massachusetts and is geared toward the

development of children who are able to

think critically, analytically,and creatively in

seeking alternative solutions to the

problems we face in the world around us.

HERA is a multi-racial group of community
women working to stop violence against

women, specifically the issues of rape and
battery in the Springfield area. This agency
is located at the YWCA in Springfield.

Sweet Honey in the Rock performed at

the University of Mass. last year where they

raised a crowd of 1200 to their feet with

their strong, sweet harmonies. Let's

welcome these women and their music

again and by doing so, we will surely be
enriched.

The Progressive:

Violation Of Secrecy
Laws Or Censorship.
(The U.S. Justice Department is seeking a

permanent injunction to prevent the Pro-

gressive magazine from publishing an arti-

cle on the design and manufacture of the

hydrogen bomb. The case wa^ heard

Friday, March 16. in Madison, Wise, and

seems destined to go to the U.S. Supreme
Court for the first test of the atomic secrecy

laws. In this PNS "Participant in the News"
article. Progressive managing editor

Samuel Day, who is former editor of the

Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, presents the

magazines argunwnts for publishing the ar-

ticle.)

A well known maxim of Albert Einstein

prodded the Progressive magazine to crack

what the U.S. governnient has called its

deepest atomic secret.

"There is no secret, " said Einstein 22

years ago, "and there is no defense."

The "secret," alchemy of atomic power,

fie maintained, was available to anyone
with XY» curiosity and sophistication to

figure it out. As for defense against the pro-

liferation and destructive power of the

atom, Einstein found hope only in "tf>e

aroused understanding and insistence of

the people."

The Progressive set out to demonstrate

that principle by showing that atomic

secrets are not secret at all, and that the

secrecy laws tend only to thwart the

public's sole defense against the ultimate

weapons, "aroused understanding."

We asked a reporter, who had little special

knowledge of atomic physics and
chemistry, to investigate the general prin-

ciples of producing a hydrogen weapon. He
talked to professors and scientists in and

out of the government. He went to tf>e

public library and read books and
periodicals. He talked to professors and

scientists in and out of the government . He
visited the installations where the Depart-

ment of Energy manufactures the clear

arsenal and took the standard cook's tour

set up by the public relations staff. He ask-

ed questions, read more, then asked more
questions.

At no time did he look at any classified in-

formaton, or secret documents. He did on-

ly what any good investigative reporter

with a few background courses in

chemistry and physics would have done:

He educated himself from the public

sources available. And after about three

months he was able to deduce the prin

ciples which the government later

acknowledged were the correct steps in

designing a hydrogen bomb, the world's

most destructive weapon and the govern-

ment's most highly guarded "secret."

In the process, the reporter discovered the

key to another "secret " that we at the Pro-

gressive had suspected for many years:

that the real purpose of the secrecy laws is

to shield the weapons program not from

those who might seek to injure America,

but from Americans who seek to protect

America from itself.

The secrecy laws, he found, are effective-

ly used to prevent people outside the

weapons program from investigating the

complex and profound issues of public

health, safety and environmental concern

arising from the manufacture of nuclear

weapons.
Without a basic knowledge of the

manufacturing principles involved, there

can be no viable assessment of conclusive

finding on these public issues. The public

must simply swallow what the government

chooses to tell it.

For instance, on the issue of calling a hah

to nuclear testing, the reporter found that

the way the weapons are constructed and

the type of materials used provide valuable

insights into determining if and why testing

should continue. The designers contend

that weapons must be periodically tested

after they've been in the inventory for

several years in order to be sure they will

work if they are needed. Why should they

fail? Because they might corrode. Why
should they corrode? Well, they say, that

gets into the matter of secret design and

detail. Thus, this critically important ques-

tion remains unanswered.

Another instance: An environmental

group in Hawaii has taken the Navy to

courj
demanding an environmental group In

Hawaii has taken the Navy to court deman-

ding an environmental impact statement on

the proposed building of a nuclear weapons
storage facility near the Honolulu airport.

They wan! to know if it's safe. The Navy

has responded by citing the Atom'C Energy

Act's security laws, which prevent them
from divulging weapons design details.

And an environmental impact report they

say,would require divulging such details.

Thus, there wilt be no report.

Tf>e Atomic Energy Act, which contains

these secrecy laws, is broad and sweeping.

Anything pertaining to nuclear power, for

peace of for war, can be classified

secret,with severe penalties for violation.

The information doesn't even have to be

the "property'of the government to be

classified. The Progressive has not been

charged with stealing any secrets. If our

reporter had sat alone in a room and

thought up the principles of the hydrogen

bomb with no help from anyone, he would

would still be prevented from communica-

ting that information to others. The law is

as all inclusive as any ever enacted by a

democratic government.

And it ftas never been tested in a court of

law! In every prior case involving some
physics student "discovering" the prin-

ciples of the bomb, the person has volun-

tarily abided to the classification of the

studies as secret.

Many people, including the judge in tfie

case, have asked why the Progressive, a

conscientious, liberal publication that sup-

ports arms control, would want to help

someone -like Idi Amin-build a hydrogen

bomb. The answer is: We don't and we
aren't.

There is not a single mathematical equa-

tion in the article. There are no precise

engineering details. It simply presents the

general principles of the design and

manufacture of the bomb. Any group or

government that wants to know those prin-

ciples can surely come up with the meagre

resources of the Progressive to hire a

reporter who can firgure them out.

But the point is that those principles,

alone are worthless as far as actually

building a bomb is concerned. Manufactur-

ing a hydrogen bomb requires an enormous

industrial capability and technical base. It

takes billions of dollars, not to mention a

couple of atomic bombs, which are needed

to trigger a hydrogen bomb. In short, it's

not the sort of thing a brilliant amateur, or

even a government, can construct in the

backyard.

The experts acknowledge this, but raise

the possibility that the principles we have

uncovered could be useful to countries

which have the resources, and the will, to

build a hydrogen bomb, such as Israel or

South Africa. Our answer: If Israel and

South Africa want to build a hydrogen

bomb, they have surely done the work that

our reporter did on a shoestring budget.

In fact, the Progressive intends to publish

its article precisely because it seeks to help

the proliferation and use of nuclear

weapon. We intend to show that our

secresy laws do not prevent proliferation,

they only serve to lull the public from gain-

ing an "aroused understanding" of nuclear

weapons. In the meantime, little or nothing

is being done by the government to stop

proliferation or to resolve the dangers of

manufacturing and storing these weapons.

What the Progressive seeks to do by

publishing its article is to draw public atten-

tion to the fact that something concrete

must be done to curtail the spread of

nuclear v^eapons. Only an informed public,

waging an informed political debate, can

create the pressure required to force a cut-

back or halt to the production of these

weapons.
It is our view that there will never be a suc-

cessful impact on the arms control people

in the government cannot succeed alone

against the awesome power of the Pen-

tagon. We must tap the wisdom of the peo-

ple.

Rhoodiegate Scandal

Rocks

South Africa

It has taken more than six months for

enough evidence to leak out so that the

pieces in South Africa's Department of

Information scandal began to fit togetfier.

A three -judge commission headed by
Judge Rudolph Erasmus and hand — picked

by Prime Minister Pieter Botha needed
exactly one month of secret sessions to

dispose of the evidence an issue clean bills

of moral health for both Botha and former
Prime Minister John Vorster.

Right on schedule, as South Africa's all

white pariiament perpared to convene in a

virtually unprecedented special session to

discuss tfie scandal, the commission an-

nounced in early December that Botha's

"hands are clean in every respect and his

integrity remains unblemished for his great

task as Prime Minister." This gave the cue
for parliament to ring down the curtain on
the scandal and for Botha to step up a

counterattack against ths nation's op-

position press.

As Botha railed against "gossip-

mongering" and vowed to push through a

law that sources, nervous critics of the

regime began to warn that the end result of

months of exposes might be a hamstrung

press reduced to parroting the official

government line. A curiously fitting end,

those with a taste for irony might add. For

that is precisely what tf>e now — abolished

Department of Information was created to

produce in the first place.

The government's efforts to find mouth-

pieces to sell its apartheid policies at home
and abroad lie at the heart of the entire

scandal. It was to that end that former

iN^inister of Information Connie Mulder

installed a man named Eschel Rhoodie as

head of the Department of Information in

1972 and provided him with at least $73

million in secret funds over a five— year

period.

Where did all that money go? By far the

largest sum went directly into a campaign

to bring to heel the South African English

speaking press, which is now feeling the

heat from Botha. First, the Department of

Information put up nearly $20million for an

attempt to buy liberal editorial policy.

When that didn't work, the department

started its own English- language daily,

with nearly $15million in government

funds, with an editorial "charter" pledging

support for "the fact of pluralism in South

Africa, " and with fertilizer magnate Louis

Luyt as front man.
That did work. Two years later. The

Citizems still losing money han-

d over -fist (to the tune of $460,000 a

month). But it also boasts a white

readership equal to that of the Randy Daily

Mail and has been widely credited with

helping to build the National Party's lan-

dslide victory in last year's elections by

winning over many English speaking

voters.

Certainly the government seems satisfied

with the content of the paper. Thousands

of free copies are distributed regularly to

the armed forces, including 2,000

"donated" each week to "boys on th#;^

border ' who are fighting against SWAPO.
Johannesburg wasn't tfie only plaot

where the South African government wM
prepared to invmt heavily in journalism.

According to information by the Rand DaHf
Mail, the Department of Information alao

shelled out an $11,5 million loan to
right— wing American publisher John
McGoff to help him buy the Washington
Star [Southern A/r/ca,Jan, - Feb. 1978),

Although tfie deal never went throuj^,

McGoff held onto the money for sevenij

years, finally repaying it with interest only*

last January.

And 6ven as the South African govern-

ment was setting up the stage props for m
recent "election" in Namibia, the formv
editors of two formerly ami — govemrrwrN
newspapers charged that Department of

Information funds had helped buy papeit

earlier this year for German publisher Dieter

Lauenstein. Lauenstein denied that tfie

government had bankrolled his purchase.

He insisted that it was merely coincidenot

that he hired a former Citizen reporter tO

replace one of the fired editors. But or>e

thing was clear -^the two papers reversed

their editonal stance and swung around to

support the pro — gonernment Democratic

Turnhalle Alliance in the months precedir>g

the elections in Namibia.

Already the scandal has cost both

Rhoodie and the former head of South
Africa's secret police their jobs. More than

that, it has brought down Rhoodie's boss,

former Minister of Information Connie

Mulder. Only a year ago, Mulder was
considered a shoo-in to succeed John

Vorster as prime minister one day. Two
months ago, Mulder lost out by a mere 20

votes when the National Party caucus

elected someone to replace Vorster after

the former Prime Minister stepped down.

Now, Mulder has been forced to resign

not only from his cabinet post but from

leadership of the National Party's dominant

transvaal section.

But Mulder didn't go quietly. Before he

stepped down, he used the front page of

The Citizen to warn that he had no in-

tention of being hung out to twist slowly,

slowly in the wind (a la John Mitchell) The

paper declared that Rhoodie and Mulder

could both play the role of Samson "and

pull down the pillars of government if

necessary."

The biblical metaphor fined the style of a

man always meticulously titled "Dr.

Mulder" in the South African press on tha

basis of a doctoral thesis detailing

influence of the Bible on the Af

character.

The threat gained further weight

Mulder used his still considerable power

the Transvaal section of the National Party

to help install ultra conservative Andries

Treurnicht as his successor at the head of

the party's dominant bloc.
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Picture Of The Week Nummo News regrets
to announce thedepaF
ture from Amnerst by
Qzell Hudson,who retum-

Be|t of luck in the future

he Shifting Images Of Huey Newton

Asian
IS not
Oriental

head bowed, submissive, industrious

model minontv
hard working, studious

Asian
IS not being
Oriental

Lotus blossom, exotic passion flower

inscrutable

Asian
IS not talking

Oriental

ahh so, ching cfWrtfl chinaman

no tickee. no washee

Oriental

h a white man's word.
Oriental is jap, flip, chirtli, f^Mli

It's "how bout a backrub mama san"

It s ' you people could teach them niggery

and mexicans a thing or two
you're good people

none of that hollenn' and protesting
"

Oriental is slanty eyes, glasses, and buck

teeth

Charlie Chan, Tokyo Rose, Madam
Butterfly

it's "a half hour aftereating Chinese food

your'e hungry again'

Its houseboys, gardeners, and laun-

drymen
Oriental is a fad: ym yang, kung fu

"say one of them funny words for me"
Oriental is downcast eyes, china dool

"they all look alike"

Oriental is sneaky
Oriental

is a white man's word

We
are not Oriental.

we have heard th word all our livM

we have learned to be Oriental

we have learned to live it, speak it.

play the role,

and to survive in a white world

become the role

The time has come
to look

at who gave us the name

OAKLAND, Ca Seated on the edge of a

table inside the Oakland, California school
run by the Black Panther Party, Huey
Newton struggles to evaluate his past. But
to the listener, the images of Newton keep
getting in the way. There is that cla^ic

poster of Huey enthroned in a majestic

wicker chair, wearing a black leather jacket

and paramilitary beret, holding a rifle and
spear Then there is the more recent image
of Huey in a fashionable doubled breasted

suit, satin shirt, tie and wide bnmmed hat.

Those two versions of the former em
bodiment of black rage, a decade apart,

mark the transformation of our society:

from 1960s revolution to the disco of

escape today; from black militancy to the

1970s hustle to make the middle class

In the case of the Black Panther F

one suspects they also mark the beginnil

and the end, but one thing has not

changed
"I'm still an optimist," Huey maintains, as

he considers all the years spent in prison on
the streets, in courtrooms and con
frontations, and m exile. Now as then,

Newton would seem to have little reason

for optimisrr.

Currently on trial for the 1974 murder of an
Oakland prostitute, Newton, one senses,

will remain a prisoner of the times that

created him, whatever the jury decides. His

era began with confrontations and court-

room appearances. It is ending now a

decade later in a replay of another time:

Huey Newton in court room con
frontations. But where the Panthers once
refused to pay bail on the grounds it was
"ransom" to the white man. Newton now
Is free, having posted an estimated

$130,000 bond. Though he once preached
justice through revolution, Newton
voluntarily returned from exile in Cuba in

1977 to place his fate in the hands of a

California court.

Now, as back then, his lawyers say both

the five year old murder charged and newer
allegations against Newton are the results

of years of efforts by law enforcement

agencies to destroy the Black Panther

Party But with J. Edgar Hoover and
Richard Nixon respectively, dead and gone,

COINTELPRO exposes seem as dated as

freddom rides.

Last July, New Times magazine, itself a

doomed descendant of the New Left,

linked Newton with acts of "arson, ex

tortion, beatings and even murder." There

appears to be no political explanation for

it," the magazine concluded. "The Party is

no longer under siege by the police and this

IS not self defense" It was more than

epitaph for Newton's credibility with

whites.
, , ,

Dressed in conservative slacks, a loose

shirt and conventional loafers, Newton,

accompanied by his wife Gwen, watches

with pleasure as a group of four to six year

olds present Erika Huggins, a long time

activist and teacher at the Panther school,

with birthday cards. The children, not even

born when Newton first made the evening

news, ooh and aah as Huggins displays a

Seiko watch students and staff have given

her /

Newton cannot let the opportunity pass.

"Do we look like hoods or thugs ^" the

man on trial for murdering a prositute asks

with a disarming grin.

Even the Panthers' harshest critics admit

the Oakland Community School is a real

center of learning, discipline, love and

respect One hundred six students study

here In spite of the bad publicity that has

surrounded Newton since his return, AFtO

more are on waiting lists. All students are

fed three meals a day and there is a dor

mitory for children with serious problems at

home The teachers and administrators

represent a class of dedicated young blacks

who have refused to opt for the world

corporate plenty.

The actions of the Panthers always have
had a certain content, both good and bad,

but what neither they nor their enemies
fully gras(>ed was that the Panthers were
primarily image, more abstract in their

impact than the professional paraniods of

the Nixon regime ever realized

Should Newton be remembered for the

Oakland school, or for the murder charges
The truth is that the Panthers were a

product of a time when images became
more important than reality J.Edgar
Hoover and John Mitchell never un-

derstood that the Panthers were a medie
hype gone out of control, turned into a

monster by white fears, and finally cotK
sumed from within by forces their
powerful men helped^ generate. A unique
time, certain place and a peculiar mix of

personalities did explain the origins of the

Black Panther Party. But it took more than

the Oakland ghetto, or even California's

status as a national laboratory of social

relations to give the Panthers prime-time

status in the American consciousness.

The Panthers first intruded into the world
the white media sees in February, 1967,

when twenty armed Party members went
to San Francisco International Airport to

provide an escort for Betty Shabazz,
widow of Malcolm X. The confrontation

between ghetto militants and red neck
cops had gone beyond Oakland, a city the

California elite never visits. Three months
later the Panthers touched a national nerve.

Bearing arms, they appeared en masse in

the chambers of the California State

Assembly to observe debate on a bill

designed to restrict their right to carry

weapons within Oakland city limits

The apparition of gun toting blacks in the

state capital assured the bill's passage, but

that was only a minor result. It was taking

the guns even though they were unloaded

even though the Constitution guaranteed

the right out into the world of legitmate

politcal discourse, out in front of the

network TV camera- that made the

Panthers a national sensation.

Then as now, "niggers with guns" is a

frightening image. But what of the sub-

stance* Whole paragraphs of the Panthers'

ten point program could have been lifted

from one of Lyndon Johnson's Great

Society speeches. The Panthers called for

black power in black communities, decent

housing and education, full employment,
an end to police brutality. Their most
radical demands included the immediate

release of all blacks in prison (on the

grounds they had no had fair trials), the

exemption of all blacks from military

obligations, and all black juries for black

defendant. The Panthers also wanted a

national
plebescite to determine black needs an#
concerns.

It was neither this political program nor

the crimes of which the Panthers were ac-

cused that riveted the attention of the

President, the FBI, the network news, and
changed the perspectives of a nation. In-

stead, it was the new image of the

American black the Black Panther Party

created that led J. Edgar Hoover to declare

them "the greatest threat to the internal

security of our country." Hoover's state-

ment was unwitting testimony to the power

fear had over fact at a time when, even by

the FBI's inflated estimates, the Panthers

never had more than 1 ,200 members.
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Gas bubble poses less danger

A helicopter flies over the fauhy reactor at the Three Mile Island Nuclear nlant yesterday taking
radiation samples. (AP Laserphoto)

Bi RICHARD PYLE
Associated Pnss
HARRISBURG. Pa - IK troublesome gas bubble r>o

longer poses any significant danger of explosion at the
disabled Three Mile Island nuclear power plant, a
federal official said yesterday.

"I think the danger point is considerably down from
where it was a few days ago," said Harold Denton of
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. "We no longer
consider a hydrogen explosion a significant ptobtom.
The site remains stable ..."

Meanwhile, speculation arose that Xhe crippled
reactor might have to be junked, but one NRC official

said he doubted that.

While Denton, President Carter's ^Mci^ represerv
tative at the scene, held the briefing, tertsion was eas>
ing in the weeklong crisis caused by the worst nuclear
mishap in U.S. history. Civil defense officials

estimated that between 80,000 and 250,000 of the
region's 950,000 people had temporarily pulled out, ^t
thousands were returning yesterday and some schools
were reopened.
Asked when the emergency would be over at Three

Mile Island. Denton said, "We are right now develop-
ing and looking at plans of the most effective way to

bring this reactor to cold shutdown." He declined to

predict exactly when that might be accomplished.
Asked about concerns that some safety instruments

have failed because of intense radiation in the reactor,

Denton said some sensors were lost but most are
redundant "and we have other means of getting the
information."

Whatever success authorities have in achieving a
cold shutdown, Denton said the plant's crippled No. 2
unit was not likely to be back in operation for "a con-
siderable period of time."

Denton said the temperature in the nuclear core re-

mained stable at 280 degrees Fahrenheit.

Robert Bernero, an NRC decontamination expert,

arrived from Washington to assess ways of eventually

cleaning up the radiation in the facility — a task he
said would take "many, many months, maybe a year

or two."

'Dead' to come IN/lay 12
By STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

"Things just went sort of funky," laugh-

ed Jack Albeck, chairman of the Union Pro-

gram Council, after receiving confirmation

that the Grateful Dead will appear at this

year's annual UMass spring concert.

"This concert will be the largest produc-

tion ever undertaken by the council for the

students, at this University," he said.

The Grateful Dead will appear outdoors

May 12, at Alumni Stadium. The concert

will begin at 11:30 a.m. and will last until

dark.

Two acts that will precede the Dead's ap-

pearance "will definitely reflect the Third

World and women's communities," Albeck

said. Bob Humphreys, spokesman for the

council, expressed optimism regarding the

upcoming concert. "When people see the

immensity of the stage and the effort that

was involved it will all come together."

Tickets for the concert will be free to

UMass students who have paid their Stu-

dent Activities Tax Fund fee, said Hum-
phreys. They will be available April 11, at

the TIX office outside the Student Union

Ballroom until April 30.

Guest tickets go on sale April 12. and on-

ly UMass students will be able to purchase

them, Albeck said. Any remaining tickets

will then be offered for sale to the Five-

College community, he said.

"The most important purpose of this

system is to keep the concert localized to

the UMass community--it's a student con-

cert, not a New Ehgland Dead show,"
Albeck said.

No license will be granted for beer or

other liquor sales at the concert. Dean of

Students William F. Field said.

"Clearly the crowd they attract will in-

volve young people," Field said.

Final security plans have not been
presented to UMass Chief of Police Robert

Joyce. "We will need at the least 300 to 400

students to pull this one off-most of them
security," Albeck said.

Field said, "What will make it or break it

will be the students' attending the concert

respecting the student security." He said it

is not financially feasible to hire paid securi-

ty people.

Bruce Wade, an avid Grateful Dead sup-

porter for years (Dead Head) could only

sing, "I lit up from Reno; I was trailed by

twenty hounds. Didn't get to sleep last

night till the morning came around
"

The Graduate student Employee Union rallies yesterday in front of The Whitmore
Administration building protesting graduate school budget cuts. The union will

also sponsor a rally tomorrow to protest budget cuts proposed by Gov. Edward J.

King. It is scheduled for 12:30 p.m. on the steps of the Student Union Building.-

Representatives from various campus groups are expected to speak.

Programaids
By BOB HORGAN
Collegian Staff

To many students entering college can be a

frightening experience especially a large one such as

UMass. But it can be even more frightening if they

speak little or no English. Fortunately though, for non-

English-speaking UMass students, help is available

through the English as a Second Language Program

department.
The program, part of the Rhetoric department, was

formed in 1972, and is one of the few of its kind in the

country. It is designed to help students in writing, more

than speaking, so that the student can pass written

assignments. It is also aimed at helping students adjust

to English-speaking classes.

"The« emphasis is on grammar and writing - not on

speaking - because monies are low, and the students

primarily need to write to do reports in order to

graduate, especially in the sciences, which is what most

of our students are in," said Clodomiro Cabanas,

•speakingstudents
program director.

"Also, there is no way you can go through this school

taking all your courses in Spanish or some other

language," Cabanas said. "You must face English

sometime. That's why we have this program," he said.

The program is divided into two sections: 105C and

105F. The first section meets two hours daily, five days

a week, and is geared toward grammar and writing

'You must face English sometime.

That's why we have this program.'
— Clodomiro Cabanas

skills. The other meets for one hour daily, five days a

week. It is geared toward writing skills only.

"These two rhetoric courMS are not remedial, but

extensive courses. It gears the students for Rhetoric

100, and also helps the students be able to compete in

theEnglish speaking classes," Cabanas said.

Cabanas said he thinks students would do better in

school if a conversation course were added to the

curriculum.

Cabanas said he was happy with the success of the

program, because the Graduating Point Average of

students who have gone through the program, which

has 4183 non-immigrants and 205 immigrants, is 2.66.

Compared to the overall UMass average of 2.89,

Cabanas said he thinks this figure is impressive.

"When you consider that most of these students

know very little English when they enter here, and are in

some of the toughest departments - such as

engineering and zoology - this is impressive, " Cabanas

But the program is not wKhout its problems. Mary

O'Connor, a program instructor, said the "lack of

TURN TO PAGES.
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NHgroup ups liquorage
CONCOftD. N.M. t^U»l -Shearing ta «a voia of laat

waat(. a Housa committee yecterday voted 12^ to raise New
Hamp^>ira'« minimum drinking age from 18 to 20.

SimMar legislation was passed in Maine last year, taNad in

tha Vamiont Legislature last month arnl takes effect in

Massachusatu on AprM 16.

A slim maiortty of ^touse Regulated Revenues Comwwttaa
members approvad a sKgh^ amended vaiaion of a biN on
wlii(^ Mia commitMa last weak split, 10-10.

Rep Carmine O'Amame. D Claremont, argued that the
^lange was unfair to 96 percent of the state's your>g people.
'They must think vwy little of our poiitical procsM ¥^ian we
trte the rights away from people who &n mirulmg their own
bu«rwas."

"You're going to have a border dMh," he said. "You're

going to have bwtler lumping," said O'Amante. who runs a

roacteida grocery near the New Hampshire-Vermont border.

House wantsnuke delays
BOSTON \AP\ -The Massachusetts House, with only «>e

dissenting vote, called on the federal government yesterday

to delay issuing licenses for any new nuclear power plants

The licesing resolution submitted by Rep Jonathan

Healy, R Charlemont, and adopted on a 151-1 vote, urged

Congress to declare an indefinite moratorium on the

licensing of rww atorroc installations. Tfie resolution does

not cover existing faciliti^

It was only two weeks ago that the House took a pro

nuclear stance by urging federal authonties to let an atomic

plant at Wiscasset, Maine, resume operation That plant was

one of five ordered shut down by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission while it investigates potential weaknesses in the

units' design

However, in yesterday's bnef debate, no one stood up to

defend nuclear power instead, the ovenA/helming majority

sideo with Healy. who said the nuclear incident in Penn-

sylvania showed the need for caution

"Some things have happened that even the scientists

didn't predict, " Healy remarked, adding, "i don't want to be

sitting next to a t>omb"

State behindin nurse cases
BOSTON I API The state is six years behind m handling

complaints about nurses including charges of abuse of

patients and drug abuse the House Ways and Means
Committee was told yesterday

The conditions in the state Board of Registration of

Nurses, as described by Consumer Affairs Secretary Eileen

Schell. are "shocking, " Rep. John J. Finnegan, D-Boston,

committee chairman, said

Mrs Schell also complained that Rocco J Antonelli of

Somerville, an accountants' registration board official who
doubles as Middlesex Coumy treasurer, is overpaid, but she

said there is not much she can about it. in the two public

payrolls, Antonelli gets $55,000 - $300 per week more than

Gov. Edward J. King.

The diminutive secretary, nervously making her first

appearance before the committee - explaining King's

budget recommendations for agencies in her purview -

brought up problems on the nurses board at the end of her

long testimony.

Mayor vetoesgayruling

HARTFORD. Conn. I /^PI - Calling it a "legal absurdity,
"

Mayor George A. Athanson vetoed a city ordinance

yesterday (^signed to end discimination against

homosexuals and other groups.

The ordinance, passed by the city's Court of Common
Council March 26, would have forbidden job or housing

discrimination on the basis of "sexual orientation," race,

color, age, religion, national origin or sex.

It also would have banned discrimination against "ex-

offenders" and the handicapped. Athanson ceremoniously

vetoed the ordinance in his office yesterday saying it was

"vague and contradictory."

"Chilosophicaliy." he insisted, he's in favor of ending

discrimination. But he said the measure wouldn't help the

people it was designed to protect because of "inherent

contradictions"

Toplessban unconstitutional

BUFFALO. N Y. IAPI Justice John H. Doerr of State

Supreme Court ruled yesterday that a lav,; banning topless

dancing in taverns is unconstitutional.

Doerr's decision conflicts with a ruling by Justice Robert

Miner, who upheld the law m a Sullivan County case in Oc

tOber 1977

Spokesman for the state Liquor Authority and state At

torriMv n^^npral Rnbort Abrams said the Doerr ruhng will be

ac
i . ,11. .^ n fl,. «<,;,. -»»,-.! i.-a.
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Sadat, Begin to meet in May
^^iHtnaaday, April 4, 1879

'Coiiegiaa

ByMARCUS EUASON
Assocmttd Phfss
CAIRO, Egypt -Pra«<tont Anwar ^dat of Egypt

and Israeli Prime Minetar Menacham Begin decided
yestwday to meet in the Sir^i ar)d Israel's Nagav
Desert next month, defying an outraged Arab wwld
by apenly pursuing their campaign for peace.

The announcement was made just bafora Bagin
flaw back to Israel, capping the first journey by an
Israeli premier to an Arab capital.

Upon returning to Tel Aviv, a baamin^p Begin said he
had received t^ "warmest possiUa hoa{Ntal(ty."

"Wherever i want, thay cheered, they wavad," SMd
Begin, clearly elated. "Tfiey really liked me."
The prime minister told raporttrs ha had the feelir>g

tfiat ha and Sadat had bacoma "raal friends" and that

during thair talks "we solved problaiTW ^at may hava
needed 16 months of negotiations to solva."

Begin did not reveal these agreements . sayir>g ha
woukJ report ttiam today to his cabinet and parlia-

upcoming rwgotiations on autonomy for tfie 1.1

million P^estinians living in the Israeli -held West Bank
and Gaza Strip. These talks are initially between Israel

«id Egypt, but open to Jordan and the Palntinians if

they wish to join.

The West Bank was Jordanian territory prior to the
1967 Mideast War. Jordan and the Palestinians have
expressed vehenr^ently opposition to the peace tre^y
and have rejected taking part in the autonomy talks.

The Arab League voted over the weekend to punish
Egypt for signing the treaty by breaking moat political

and a<H>nomlc ties with Egypt.

Bagin's trip at finn had aN tha airs of a stiff,

ceremonial state can But when ha and Sadat mat,
their exhuberance transformed the vwt into a session

that producad fra^ and significant results, quicken
ing tt>e pace of contact between tha two former
enemies.

After a SO-mirujte talk, the two leadera armmjiKad
they would meat again May 27 in El Ari^. tha Sinai

capital Israel has agreed m v^ata prwK to a total

withdrawal from the peninsula.

When asked after the talks if ha WM satisfiad, Sadat
replied, "I am more than satisfied."

Israel will relinquish El Ansh in Saiteff prasanoa ona
day before thair maatir^. Begin said. He added that

thay will declare an open bortler at the meetir>g aryj

discuss opening an air corridor as well.

On the same day Sadat and Begin will helicopter to

the isra^i town of Beersheba, 60 milas to the east in

the Negev Desert, Begin tokj reporters.

Begin and Sadat said they would telephone Presi-

dent Carter to inform him of the latest developments
in the peace process, set out under the treaty Carter

helped wrap up last month.
The n^etings were believed ^nr^ at boosting the

New Study says
risks of Pill

'exaggerated'
By BRIAN SULLIVAN •

Associated Press

NEW YORK - New statistical studies reported yesterday

"cast serious doubt" on the validity of British studies which

said women who have used oral contraceptives are about

four times more likely to die of cardiovascular diseases.

One new study also challenged a British study that applied

those findings to 21 other countnes, including the United

States, Japan, Australia, New Zealand and most of Europe.

The authors of the new studies cautioned, however, that

their findings do not mean there is no risk at all associated

with use of oral contraceptives, but that the risk has been

exaggerated and is affected by age. smoking and ot>esity,

not "the pill" alone.

In late 1977. the British medical journal The Lancet carried

a report from the Royal College of General Practitioners'

(RCGPI pill study conducted over eight years It was based

on 24 deaths from heart attacks, strokes and other car-

diovascular diseases among 23,000 pill users and a control

group.
The RCGP finding of high levels of risk was accepted by

n>any members of the medical profession, according to

A policeman makes his way over demonstrators par
ticipating in a "die-in" at the headquarters of General
Public UtilKies in Mountain Lakes, N.J. Monday
Sixteen demonstrators were arrested by the Police and
charged with trespassing as they block the entrance of

GPU, the operator of the disabled Three Mile Island

nuclear plant in Pennsylvania. The rally was organized
by the Safe Energy Alternatives Alliance, an ami
nuclear act'vist group. (AP Laserphoto) ^^^^__
Chnstopher Tietze, biostatistician for The Population Coun-
cil, who said he himself accepted it.

Now Tietze has analyzed U.S. vital statistics on death

rates from cardiovascular disease of men and women aged
16-44 from 1950 to 1976 and concluded:

"Analysis of U.S. mortality statistics shows that since

adoption of the pill, deaths among women of reproductive

age from cardiovascular diseases have declined much more
rapidly than have death rates for comparable men. This sug-

gests that the high levels of risk of death from such diseases

anociated with pill use in other studies are exaggerated."

Tietze, in his report in Family Planning Perspectives, sug-

gests that the fault in the RCGP study lies in the small

number of deaths it is based on - 16 among pill users, eight

among former users, and five among controls.

In another study, Mark A. Belsey and colleagues m the

World Health Organization in Geneva re-examined the vital

statistics from the 21 countries and failed to find an associa-

tion between pill use and heart deaths.

ENGINEERS
Federal Government agencies are involved in

some of the most important technological work

t>eing done today. ...in energy fields, communi-
cation, transportation, consumer protection, de-

fense, exploring inner and outer space and the en-

vironment
Some of the jobs are unique, with projects and

facilities found rwwhere else. Salaries are good.

the work is interesting and there are excellent op-

portunities for advancement
Our nationwide network can get your name re-

ferred to agencies in every part of the country.

For information about best opportunities by
speciality and location, send a coupon of your

resume to Engineer Recruitment. Room 6A11.

United Slates o( America

Office of Personnel Management
Washington. D.C. 20415

Afl Equal Oppo>1umty I
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Routh wins selectman position
Only22percent voter turnout

By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Colh^mi Staff

Artiherst voters elected ywtwday Donald
M. South to serve a one-year term on the
Board of Selectmen.

With-unly a 22 percent of registered voter

turn out, Routh defeated Marguerite
Wright, manager of the Safe Deposit
Department of the First National Banli in

Amherst. The vote was 1,307 to 874.
Routh, is currently dean of financial aid at

Amherst College, emphasized support of

Amherst devek>pment during his cam-
paign. The term was left vacant by the
resignation of Nathaniel Reed In March.

Routh said he was "pleased to have won

Dworkin
speaks

on • It rno
ByFRANBASCHE
Collegian Staff

"'Women are subject to sanctioned

assaults - images of their own wor-
thiessness festering self hatred," radical

feminist Andrea Dworkin told almost 150

people yesterday during a speakout on
violence against women.

During her speech on "pornography: the

New Terrorism" in Mahar Auditorium,

Dworkin equated pornography with fascist

propaganda, based on the supremacy of

one group over another
"This propaganda not only threatens

assault, it promises it." she said.

She gave examples of visual images of

violent actions acknowledged as atrocities,

such as pictures of Jews in concentration

camps, Vietnam prisoners of war and
Slaves - all nearly naked, beaten or

whipped.

'Any film or picture that

shows a woman to be an

object is inherently

degrading.'

—Andrea Dworkin

She then said pictures of a woman
chained, naked and bleeding, is considered

"entertainment."

Later, during a question and answer

period, Dworkin talked about "soft core"

and^ard core" pornography.

"Any film or picture that shows a woman
to be an object is inherently degrading,"

she said.

"it is the first step to violence; it's very

hard for someone to hurt another person -

it's easier to hurt an object."

Other women spoke earlier in the af-

ternoon at the speakout, sponsored by the

newly-formed Coalition to End Violence

Against Women.
An unidentified woman spoke to the

mostly fenr>ale group about sexual abuse of

children from her own personal experience.

When she was 7 years old, she said, the

man her mother was living with sexually

abused her, her brother and sister over a

two-year period, with her mother's

knowledge.
Last September the woman started a

child rape support group at UMass through

the Everywoman's Center.

Joanne Gravell, an Alcohol Education

Project worker, told the group national

figures show one-third of the rapes

reported involved alcohol use by either the

and pleased for all tfie people who helped."
Routh, the only new member of the

board said last night he would support
reinstatement of the human services

budget in the proposed Amherst Budget.
"On the other hand, I'm willing to listen to

proposals to take something else out of the

budget," he said.

William Atkins, ran unopposed for re-

election to a three-year term on the board.

UMass Dean of Students Dean William
F. Field also ran unopposed for Town
Moderator. The office involves presiding

over Amherst's Town Meeting. Field has
held the position for several years.

Kenneth Mosakowski, who works for the

UMass student government. Student

Center for Educational R^erach and Ad-
vocacy, won a seat as the Amherst Hous-
ing Authority for a three-year term.
Mosakowski beat Bryan Marvey. who
worths in the UMass Vice Chancellor's Of-
fice for Student Affairs by a vote of 1.241 to
621. Harvey was a student senator before
he began working in Whitmore.

Mosakowski, wfK} airs a public affairs
program on WMUA, has been an
outspoken advocate of rent control in
Amherst.

In the only other contested election,
Donald G. Dugas and Marylou Thielman
each gained a three-year seat on the
Amherst School Committee. Dugas and
Thielman, ah incumbent, narrowly

Bheki Lanoa. a brown bait In tha UMass Karate Club, scoraa In hia

match against Fritz Scutter as UMasa defeated Jefferson Medical

at Cornell University .(Photo by MIndy Bronstain)

rapist, the victim or both. She also

discussied alcohol and the male stereotype -

- that is, "being able to hold your liquor."

Gravell also cited alcohol as "a tool of

seduction."
She said women need to 'buddy up

with someone they trust if they know they

will be drinking.

Another anonymous woman, a rape

counselor-advocate, told the group the

recent rapes on campus "fit our

stereotyped view of what rape "S like -

someone we don't know, jumping out at

us, in the dark."

In reality, she said, "there is a 50 percerit

chance that the man who rapes you is

someone you know." She said 40 percent

of all rapes occur in the home of the victim

or the rapist.

Feliciano
cancels

Tonight's Jose Feliciano concert at the

Fine Arts Center has been cancelled due

to Feliciano's illness.

Refunds will be available starting

rionday, April 9 at the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall box office.

The Feliciano tickets may also be

exchanged for tickets to Buddy Rich and

The Buddy Rich Band, Wednesday Apnl

11 or the Widespread Depression

Orchestra, Friday April 27 at the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall.

defeated Willie Hasson and Tracy Mehr,
another incumbent.

The nawly-^ected officials may be facing

prc^}lams regarding town budget cuts.

Next month the Town Meeting will be
voting on the budget, which was limited in

increases to 3.5 percent. Cuts will be made
in the budgets of Amherst's libraries, men-
tal health progranns and other town ser-

vices. Selectmen have already received

complaints about these cuts from members
of these services and memtters of tha

Amherst Taxp>ayer's Association.

Questions on the cost of Amherst hous-
ing. University-town relations and the

Amherst water supply will also have to be
faced.

Worker

changes plans

about plant

shutdown
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

"I m being watched with eagle eyes

now, " said Henry W Boston, the power
plant worker who vowed to shutdown the

University's electricity supply yesterday in

protest of job changes made there this

week.
Boston said he was met by Physical Plant

Utility Director T P. Delesdernier at 6:30

yesterday morning when he reported to

work.
"I haven't changed my train of thought

but I'm not going to go out of my way now
to try to shut that place down," Boston

said of the plant.

The change of plans came when Boston

said he realized he would face criminal

charges brought against him by the

University should he go ahead with his

announced threats to "flatten the

University."

Boston said he admitted making the

charges yesterday but assured Delesdernier

he is no longer seeking to shutdown the

energy supply.

Delesdernier could not be reached last

night for comment.
The threat to close the plant came

shortly after three job changes were an-

nounced at the site, one of which included

the reassignment of a popular assistant

chief engineer who Boston said was well

liked by the crew and should not have been

transferred.

The engineer, William H. Locke, was
unavailable for comment last night but

previously had said he did not support

Boston's plans to shutdown the plant, even

though he was upset with his "surprise

move."
"At the moment I have to protect myself

-
I think I'd better stay low for awhile,"

Boston said. He said he had no immediate

plans to leave the University but "I can't

believe they're just going to let this thing

pass over."
"I don't mind leaving - but I don't need

any criminal charges." the union steward

said. He said he could have his license

revoked if it could be proven he deliberately

tried to shutdown the plant.

MOSHE MA'OZ
Israeli Scholar-ln-Residence

will speak on

^^The Palestinian
Question:

Evaluations And
Solutions'*

Thurs., April 5

8 p.m.
'

. CC rm. 904-08

sponsored by Hillel

sthe
SHOE
BIN 187 n.1

Collegian

Constitution

Committee
Meeting

7 p.m., Wednesday, April 4

Collegian office

All staffers urged to attend
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BlackAffairs
DollarBrandandHerbertDaughtry tomorrow

MLK week to continue
By TERRELL EVANS
Black Afncan Staff

Abdullah Abriham, better

known as Dollar Brand will

be replacing the South
African Freedom Singers
tomorrow as part of the Dr.

Martin Luther King Jr.

week Dollar Brand a Black
Classical Musician who
plays the piano, is also from
South Africa and will be
performing along with Rev
Herbert Daughtry. who will

be speaking tomorrow m
the Student Union
Ballroom.

"The South African
Freedom Singers cancelled

on Monday because they

said ' Roberta Unp, a

program director in the

Student Activities Office

Tlwv have |ust returned

from Europe and are on
their way to California, s^
sakl.

Dollar Brand was
available on such short

notice because the Singers

and other performing
southern African groups
keep in contact with what
eM:h other are doing. It was
the Singers who asked
Dollar Brand to perform in

then place

Rev Daughtry of the

Black United Front in

Brooklyn. New York is

veteran street organizer

who has been fighting for

community control and
social . justice in areas of

Brooklyn Daughtry will

speak on the continuation

of Dr King's work in the

Black Community and the

relationship of the domestic
African American struggle

to international moverrtenta

for liberation Rev,
Daughtry has traveled in

countries such as India.

IndoChina. and East and
West Africa The events is

free to the general public.

Feast for the ears
By RENEE MOBLEY
Black Affairs Staff

if you were among the approximate 150

persons at the S U B on Saturday night,

March 31 . then you received a musical feast

dished out and served up by the Ricky Ford

Trio.

Twenty four year old tenor saxaphonist

Ricky Ford is one of the most talented and

exuberant personalities to have arrived on

the \azz scene m recent years His debut per

formance at UMass, not to be diminished in

excellence by ;he late start, won fans for him

among music enthusiasts

He was at once humble and arrogant m his

on stage manner He could afford to be both

and one knew when he began to play

When Ford dosed his eyes, put his whole

self into that sax and blew the first note he

had not only won the audience but he had

them in his hip pocket At once we all knew

what Stan Kinard was talking about when he

introduced Ford as perhaps the greatest

saxaphone player m the world

His youth and freshn^n itfwMd a^r^ a

background of age old exptriencx, CaMn
Hill on bass and Billy Hart on drums provided

the rhythm and beat for Ford's melodies

Hill's fingers moved over wood and strings

as a spider might move towards his prey,

haltingly then rapidly but always with an air

of complete control

Often times you would see Billy Hjrt look

up from his drums to gaze at the young sax

ophonist as if he himself was amazed at

Forty's ability Then he woi>!d smile as if to

say yeah I hear ya Rickv Ford.'

We all heard the riessage as these three

muscians filled tho stage, filled the ballroom,

filled the audience, with music at once

melodious and sweet, cnsp and cutting

sonorous and full

For lazz connoisseurs this evening of music

may well be listed among the greatest per

formances of all time For the beginners ear

the Ricky Ford Trio couldn't have given a

better introduction to one of the most reveal

ing and moving, yet one of the most

neglected American art forms. Black classic

music!

The Rickk Ford Trio performed at the SUB last Saturday night.

LUTHER

Some students of the newsiy formed organization the Committee for the

Advancement of Black Business Students met to discuss the organization

and what they want to achieve as an organization. Photo by Ed Cohen)

Which way for

nuclear energy?: opinion
By HARVEY V^ASSERMAN
Pacific News Service

(A longtime anti nuclear activist, Harvey

Wasserman has written for the Boston

Globe, tf^e Nation, the Progressive and

PNS A collection of his articles on nuclear

energy will be published under the title

Energy War Reports from the Front, by

Lawrence Hill this fall )

Radioactive steam pouring out of the

Three Mile Island nuclear power plant near

Harrisburg. Penn., has driven home the

ultimate question about a omic energy

can we afford to keep these plants

operating? ».

There are now 70 active nuclear power

plants in the U.S. with 90 under con-

struction, an overall average of more than

three for every state in the nation. Nearly

every major American city is within 50 miles

of at least one. Chicago is ringed with

them, as is, to a lesser extent, New York

City

Do the risks of another Three Mile Island

outweigh the staggenng capital and energy

costs of dismantling this mammoth nuclear

program?
In 1957 a major accident occurred at the

Windscale reactor in England. Massive

radiation leakages forced the confiscation

of cows and sheep for many square miles.

Thousands of gallons of contaminated milk

were dumped into the Irish Sea and ab

normal radiation levels were recorded as far

away as London, 300 miles distant.

In 1966, the Fermi 1 reactor at Monroe,

Michigan suffered a partial meltdown The

plant had been bitterly opposed by the

U AW, which took its case all the way to the

Supreme Court, but was othenft/ise a

mystery to most residents of the state. On
October 5th of that year, the plant ex-

perienced an emergency shut down that

forced its operators to consider the

possibility of evacuating Detroit.

Last year, another major accident oc

curred at the Duane Arnold reactor in Iowa.

And there have been others - at the SI-1

reactor in Idaho where three men were

killed; at two separate experimental

reactors in Canada; and at a nuclear dump
in the Soviet Union were indications are

strong that an area of 70 square miles was

obliterated

None of these accidents made headlines.

In fact, I was an editor of a daily newspaper

and a UPI correspondent in Ann Arbor 40

miles from the l-ermi plant when the 1966

accident occurred But neither I nor anyone

else I knew heard a word about it until

seven years later, with the publication of

John G. Fuller's "Wf Almost Lost Detroit"

Through it all, the nuclear industry has

repeatedly assured the public that the

plants are safe.' But for more than a

decade, some of the world's leading

doctors and scientists have been warning

about the dangers of nuclear energy Dr

John Gofman. co discoverer of uranium

233 isotope and a participant in the

Manhattan project that developed the

atomic bomb, predicted five years ago that

normal operation of American- nuclear

reactors even without a major accident -

Qould cause some 30,000 additional deaths

each year from cancer, leukemia and birth

defects.

Dr. Ernest Sternglass of the University of

Pittsburgh has repeatedly published fin-

dings that residents of the area near the

shipping port close to Pittsburgh have

suffered from abnormal cancer rates. Dr.

Thomas Mancuso, also of the University of

Pittsburgh, has found that nu"fclear workers

also suffer abnormal cancer rates.

And there have been others: Dr. Rosalie

Bertel. Dr. Martha Drake. Dr. Helen

Cridicott, all with the same basic warning.

And all receiving the same basic response -

ridicule from the industry, loss of jobs,

suppression of statistics.

Mancuso's study of Hanford for a federal

agency was suppressed. Gofman was

eased out of his job at Lawrence Livermore

Laboratories.

It wasn't really until May, 1977, when
2,000 members of the Clamshell Alliance

marched onto a nuclear site at Seabrook,

N.H., that atomic energy became an issue

widely debated by mainstream America. At'

that, it took the rather bizarre spectacle of

Governor Meldrim Thompson locking 1.400

demonstrators in the national guard ar-

mories before atomic energy became a

really hot topic.

Why did it take people getting arrested

en masse to grab attention for this issue?

Had "The China Syndrome" not been

released this month, would the networks

be providing substantial coverage of the

Three Mile Island accident?

Through it all, there remains one

overriding question, How many more Three

Mile Islands will it take before the nuclear

industry is stopped?

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.
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March ard Rally Spirit of Dr.

Martin Luth-r King Jr. Saturday,

April 7, 12:30 p.m. at the New
Africa House.

— Notice—
The Black Caucus will be holding its weekly

meeting today at 5:00 p.m. in the Office of Third

World Affairs, 308 SUB.
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Be sure to bring the exciting 12

page circular that appeared in your

Saturday or Sunday ne\^spaper!

U.S. Grade A
]«^ Fresh
Turkeys
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10 14 lb
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Mr. Deli Favorite!
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Cooked
Ham

$^39

Boneless '

London Broil
Shoulder Beef Chuck

Sliced g p^^^
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More Grocery Values!

Finast Frozen

Tomato Juic

Round Ravk]

lasi Cream Cheese
faSSi Liquid Bleach

quar)
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galon
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Richmond

Elbow
Macaroni
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Potatoes sizeA
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Around Amherst
Three James' residents

arrested for harassment
Police said yesterday three James

dormitory residents were arrested
yesterday afternoon in connection with

harassment in that dorm.
Police also received a report of vandalism

and harassment on the Janr>es Head of

Residence shortly after midnight, but said

the report and the arrests are unrelated.

Thomas J. Ahern. 19, Donald R. Hit-

chcock, 20, and George Ed Lewis, 19, were

arrested on charges of "surities to keep the

peace" in connection with intimidation and

harassment in the dorm, Sgt. Francis X.

Mazzei said yesterday.

The arrests wwe preceded by a citizen's

complaint filed in Hampshire County Court,

police said. The students were arrested at

5.15 yesterday afternoon on a warrant

sworn out by the court.

Mazzei said the students will have to

place a bond with tho court to qusrantee no

further harassment will occur.

The students have also been given noitot

by University officials to vacate the dor-

mitory by April 7. "They were in the

process of being thrown out," Mazzei said.

Police said yesterday the students win
not be given University housing.

Police are also investigating a case a
vandalsim and harassrr^ent in JamM
dormitory toward Head of residence

Melody Barklev According to oolice. a
piece of granite cobblestorte measuring 8
by 3 inches was thrown through Barkley'a

t>edroom window.

"If she were in bed, she would have been
seriously injured," Mazzei said. Barkely
was in her living room with about eight
persons at that time.

Mazzei said the incident is under in-

\^stigation.

Trustees expected to vote
on out-of-state grad costs

The UMass Board of Trustees is ex

pected to vote today on a proposal which
would raise out-of-state graduate tuition to

the same amount of out-of-state
undergraduates win pay. The board will

meet today at the UMass- Boston campus.
The tuition hike was proposed by Presi-

ctent David C. Knapp and passed by the

trustee Committee on Student Affairs last

Wednesday. A press aide for Knapp said

yesterday the president is complying with a

rider on a bill passed last summer by the

state legislature which called for a hike in

out-of-state tuition. The aide said this rider

"implied" a hike in graduate as well as

undergraduate tuition.

If the trustees pass Knapp's proposal tui

tion for out-of-state students will be $1,550

this fall, $2,150 fall 1960, and $3,560 fall

1981.

State Rep. James G, Collins, 0-Amherst,

has filed a bill with the legislature which
would appeal the hike but Knapp's aide said

the president wanted to i,omply with the

new law as soon as possible.

NituI Amin, secretary of the Graduate

Student Senate, said yesterday he will be
part of a delegation which will ask the

board to vote down the proposed hike.

Amin said the students will fight the in-

crease "like hell" but said the board will

probably vote for the proposal t>ecause it

was recommended by the Student Affairs

Committee.
Amin said the delegation will also talk on

the problems graduate students will face if

the University budget is cut.

The board is also expected to determine

student fees for the UMass- Boston and

Worcester campuses and name a new
building at the UMass-Worcester Medical

School.

Transfer office efficient
The transfer application process is

running smoothly said assistant director of

the Transfer Affairs office, despite the

March 21 death of director Eli Sherman.

There are at>out 4,000 transfer ap-

plications being processed and about 3.000

of these will be accepted, Ryan said.

"We are just trying to keep up with the

volume of work right now," she said.

The office, which also processes ap-

plications for Continuing Education, the

National Student Exchange, and the

University Without Walls program, is at its

peak processing workload, Ryan said.

Ryan headed the office for one year

before Sherman's appointment. Sherman
died of natural causes while attending a

conference in El Paso, Texas.

"Shernwn was very dynamic," Ryan

said. "He had a lot of enthusiasm for

students in general and transfer students

particularly. He was transfer students'

strongest advocate here at the University

and within the state of Massachusetts."

Anti-nulces rally in Boston
Anti-nuclear groups from all over New

England will gather in Boston today to

march and hold a rally calling for a national

moratorium on nuclear power.

Sponsoring the demonstration, the Stu-

dent Coalition Against Nuclear Power, will

lead the marchers from the Prudential

Center to the Boston Common at 10:00

a.m. The coalition said stopovers will in-

clude the Boston Edison Company where a

list of demands will be presented to Edison

management.
According to UMass student and rally

organizer, Brooke States, several regional

I

nuclear utilities, including the Public Ser-

vice Company of New Hampshire, owner

of the Seabrook plant, are considering pur-

chases of South African uranium. These in-

vestments "will support the apartheid

regime in South Africa and continue racial

inustice," States said.

In other anti-nuclear power action, 200

UMass students gathered last weekend to

protest the Vermont Yankee plant in Ver-

non, Vermont, a small rural town forty

miles from Amherst.
The Alternative Energy Coalition will

meet Saturday to protest the first Trident

nuclear-powered submarine to be launched

in Groton, Conn.
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communication between the different departments

one of the program's biggest problems.

"The network of the people referring students to us,

• early in their college careers, is too few, and unin-

formed. They either don't know about us or something,

because some students get here too late. They end up

flunking out, " O'Connor said. •

"Many of these people come across foreign students

in their department and don't know what to do with

them." He said these students should be "sent to us.
"

•Many of the students feel that we are penalizing

them, and can't get motivated. They end up flunking

out, too," O'Connor said.

O'Connor and Cabanas both agree they are involved

in the program to help the students get through the

University. But Cabanas, who earned his Ph.D. at

UMass and is originally from Puerto Rico, is also in-

terested in helping foreign students adjust to their social

lives. ^ .

"They go to discos and parties and they can t un-

derstand the people around them, and that's tough; I

know, went through the system," Cabanas said.
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Letters to the Editor
Kinky?
To tli« Editor -
fver wonder who the kinky people are
who slash the Union Program Council
posters ^1^^^ UPC is forced to do this not
that we're kmky it's a necessity. Posters
are put up to distribute concert informa-

tion to the general population of tfte cam-
pus. If a few selfish people take them
down then this information is unavailable

to tfte general population. Please, if you
want the posters watt until after the

event The alternative is putting up ugly

posters.

Cathy Rooney
Union Program Council

Misquoted

Palestinian

To the Editor

-

/ am writing to protest the fact that I

was misquoted and misrepresented in a

commentary by Car(^ Rosenberg entitled

"Mideast peace treaty warping" on
Inarch 30
She said that I said, "by signing the

treaty with Egypt, both Israel and Egypt
are alienating themselves from the rest of

the Arab world " Who said or thinks that

Israel is a part of the Arab world^ Israel,

since It was declared a state m 1948. was
an expansionist colonialist force

spreading terror inside occupied Palestine

as well as other Arab countries There are

no relations between Israel and any Arab
country except for Egypt which may
establish relations with Israel in the near

future

Z/onism was and is racist and is seen so

not only in the UN but by more and more
people The ongoing military occupation,

the terror against and expulsion of the

Palestinian population, the Israeli rela

tions with tf>e most brutal governments
like apartheid South Africa. Ian Smith's

Rhodesia, Samoza of Nicaragua, and the

Shah of Iran reinforce the more graphic

image used by Ms Rosenberg her word,

not mne
She said that we weren't political

analysts "but our pointis] of view kvewj
similar. " Political analysts we are not; but
our views are not similar I am against this

treaty and any treaty which ignores the
Palestinian right for self determination.
She said that I, "reviewed as a viabh

option for the Middle East a treaty bet-
ween Syria, Jordan. Lebanon, Egypt and
Israel, " and further said that she and I

agreed that that would be no easy task.

First of all, I mentioned the PLO among
the Arab nations and it is obviously her
wishful thinking which obliterated the
Palestiniansjrom the list. Secondfy. I told

her that the Israelis, in my opinion, had
no interest in making peace but want to

have an aUiance with Egypt so they can
continue at war with the neighboring
Arab countries. Lebanon, Syha, Jordan,
and the Palestinians.

finally. I strongly progest that I was
"interviewed" in an informal conversa-
tion for which there was no tape
recorder, no notes taken, and no mention
made to me by Rosenberg that she in-

tended to write an article for publication
based on that conversation.

Abdallah Tamimi

Misquoted

Kozol
To the Editor:

The Collegian's coverage of Jonatftan

Ko/ol's speech of March 28 on the Cuban
literacy campaign of 1961 and the need
for a similar campaign in the United

States inaccurately quotes Kozol in two
instances. I refer specifically to

statements attributed to Jonathan in the

last paragraph of Olson's article.

To begin with, Kozol did not say 'Can

we possibly afford this social system that

harbors this inequity?" The actual text of
Kozol's speech reads, "'f this social

system cannot afford the danger of a

literate population, tnen we ought to

wonder whether we can afford this social

system. " There is a significant difference.

By presenting an inaccurate paraphase as

a direct quotation, the reporter has badly

distorted the message Kozol wished to

convey.

furthermore, the quote Kozol borrow
ed from the late Pres. Kennedy, as it was
printed in the Collegian — "Those who
make peaceful revolution possible, make
violent revolution inevitable. " ~ does a
great injustice to the lives and work of
both men. Kozol abhors violence in

thought and deed, and is firmly commit-
ted to non-violence as a political and
cultural philosophy. The, quote makes
more sense when it is written correctly:

"Those who make peaceful revolution im-
possible, make violent revolution In-

evitable.
"

Jennifer Pinkua
Central

Brewing rape
To the Editor:

In reading Mark Q§rignan's letter of
March 29, we have found several ex-

amples of blatant "shoddy logic.
"

Carignan claims that Budweiser's intent

in designing advertisement is not "to con-

done rape. " but to "sell beer. " WhUe we
agree that both the Collegian and
Budweiser's motive is profit maximaza-
tion, our objection is the methods used to

reach this end.

Budweiser exploits the existing view of
women as objects for men's sexual
pleasure, to manipulate men into buying
their beer. The ad associates drinking

Budweiser with the sexual pleasures men
derive from women's bodies. While the

ad may not directly cause a man to com-
mit rape, it does perpetuate and support
the view of a woman as an object, and
the male claim to power over this object.

This attitude, subtly present in this ad,

clearly does contribute to rape in our
society.

Carignan claims that women are sex
objects because women are men's sex
partners (Carignan chooses to ignore our
large gay population!, following this

logic, men then are sex objects for

women. Why then aren't men depicted in

these advertisements? Why aren't men
being raped?

Carignan also claims that rape is purely

an act of violence, similar to assaults men

are often victims of. Carignan ignores the
^xual element of rape If rape is just an
act of violence by a sick human on
another human, why doesn't the rapist
just hit, punch or whatever, without fore
ing sexual contact on the victim? While
any type of violence is hideous and
detestable, ignoring the sexual elenwnt of
rape is ignorant, bordering on assinine.

hnatty. Cangnan seems to imply that
only sick people commit rape. Statistics
have proven that the most seemingly
"healthy" men (husbands, lovers, cor-
ridor mates etc. I are often our attackers.
Very few rapes are committed by men
who are total strangers to their victims.
Mark Carignan. please examine the op-

pression women face and your own at-

titudes towards men before again subjec
ting readers to such warped logic.

Jill Trayor
Jeanne Heaselschwerdt

Sal Steven-Hubbard

No right

to destroy
To the Editor

-

Southwest, the fine Arts Center.
Bartlett Hall. Thompson Hall, and the
Campus Center all have something m
common. All of these buildings have had
parts of their walls smeared with graffitti

by some immature person, free the
Moody Park Three and Defend the
Houston Rebellion are only two phrases
that have been written on the walls of
various campus buildings.

As a student. I know that people have
the right of free speech, but they do not
have the right to destroy or damage
public property The vast number of
buildings on campus are well taken care
oj and we should appreciate it! If people
want to mobilize support for different

problems that exist, then they should do
It with paper flyers, posters, or rallies, in

which, the problem will be brought to the

student's attention. So please respect
property that is not yours, especially if the

students of UMa%s have to pay for the
damages.

Kevin Mangan
* Southwest

ATTENTION
I. The Graduate Student Senate is accepting ap-

plications for Revenue Sharing Funds for the Spr-

ing Semester from Departments which have elected

their Senators.
Deadline April 30

II. Line Item Applications are available for

organizations, groups and individuals on campus that

want to be funded in next year's budget (FY/ 1980).

Deadline April 15

For more information and to pick up your application

forms please contact GSS Treasurer, Jose Trejo.

Graduate Student Senate, 919 Campus Center,

545-0970/ 545-2896.

Dr. Virginia Harper D.C.
and

Dr. Howard T. Ewert D.C.

Announce the Opening of

The Amherst
Chiropractic

Center
190 University Or. at Rte 9
Amherst, Mass. 256-6700

by ap|M»intni(>nt

Are you a bit tired of burgers, grinders, sandwiches &
pizzas? Well, your greatest power is the power to choose -

but most people only choose from what they're used to

eating.

So let's get familiar with TACO VILLA'S MEXICAN
FOOD and expand your choice of eating habits.

HERE ARE THE MAKINGS OF A BURRTTO

r

We start with a wheat flour Tortilla, (thin unleavened

dough), 8team it soft, then layer your choice of beef, beans,

chicken or sausage— all "'from scratch" recipes ( not hot! ).

Wisconsin cheddar goes on next, then fresh lettuce (onions

and tomatoes available). The ends are tucked in, then

rolled up. A wholesome meal in itself from $1.10 to $1.80.

WEieOME NHICOMiltt,
I

j
Bring in this Ad i

I 3l Try Your Choice of
j

! Burrlto For Only SI"" I

(Good thru April 8)
I

TACO VILLA IS LOCATED IN

DOWNTOWN NORTHAMPTON

AND AMHERST

QQltegiaa 7

The bust

Like a Smith College mixer or throwing
up on a date, getting caught altering the
course of existence (smoking pot), is one of

Xhosa unhappy moments which bring ins-

tant misery and later, well, amusement.

Last w«ek a dozen Hampshire College

students were arrested for possession of

pot and cocaine. The news stirred

memory's muck for me. My own and Igne

near-bust encounter came on the night of

the "JQA Middle" Bail, a grizzly December
affair two years ago at the Top of the Cam-
pus when the women dressed up like

second hand Saks mannikins and the men
passed the evening hoping that, having

shelled our $14, the term ball might be ex-

panded to take on additional meaning
come midnight.

I asked a girl who at first, surveying the

poxy geek who stood before her with ter-

minal plaque and a receding rrwustache,

said no. I offered a frown, plus a couple of

municipal bonds and some jogging shoes,

and pity willed out.

Anyway, dinner was tepid and the band
only knew Elton John, the Righteous
Brothers, and that Led Zeppelin song. I

went one up in social protocol on my date
when she scoffed two butter patties, think-

ing they were cheese.

At length, a couple of guys in the dorm
came over and asked me and the Parkay

sister if we would like to go to the BOC and
smoke some marijuana.

I wiped the butter smear off my date's lips

and said sure They informed their dates of

thb imie journey into the land of beeswax

mark
Wilding

and the little party of six descended to the

BOC that huge cement vault which, despite

Its public access, has curiously remained

one of the more private domains on cam-

pus.

We gathered in a furtive circle and my
friend drew from his jacket pocket an

ounce of marijuana. Seating himself on a

perhaps (looking back on it) surprisingly

available chair, he tapped the evening's

salvation into the juniper pipe, and flicked

the match on a "Why Go to College" mat-

chbook.

The dope was never lit, for at that mo-
ment two cops looking like Bruce Lee

graduates busted through the double

doors, and smiled. They were two men
who had it in their power to deprive us for

life of the position they them selves held,

that of an employee of Uncle Sam.

They mumbled something about this be-

ing a social nuisance and against the law to

boot, and we all say yeah, and hung our

heads. Then they asked the guy with the

pot (who wasn't even really my friend) for

his ID number, and said you can all go,

even the guy with the pot. Except, of

course, they would have to confiscate the

ounce and bring it to the boys in the lab.

Which they did.

Mark Wilding is a Collegian columnist

Bits and Pieces
Congratulations to New York Police Of-

ficers Frank Tenteromano and Dominick

Martino for foiling the great mozzarella

caper. These intrepid officers of the law

found Carl Benvenuto's 40,000 pounds of

mozzarella cheese in a truck on McKeever
Place (former home of the Dodgers) in

Brooklyn.

The world is still safe for pizza pies. Makes
you proud to be an American, doesn't it?

Dan Guidera

The great white way
By.MELANIE COLLIER
Ah the Massachusetts citizen! Since the

beginning we have existed in a state of

defiance. In the 1600s, Massachusetts Bay
Colony was established by folk who were
dissenters of the Anglican Church of

England and chose to worship in their won
church. In the 1700s, we were one of the

first states to rise to the rebellious nxxxl

that led to the revolution. Samuel Adams,
Paul Revere, James Otis, names very

familiar to us, were just a few of the

radicals that sprang from Boston soil.

Since those days we have maintained

our image as one of the most liberal,

socially and politically progressive states in

the country. Emerson, Thoreau and JFK
are all more recent products of the Bay

State.

So often we stick our aristocratic noses

up in the air, secure in our belief that we are

the liberal elite, the open minded, the

politically active, tolerant, accepting

citizen.

Throughout all of our rebelling and
revolting though, especially from the time

of Civil War, we have been safe. It was

easy in the mid 1800's to be an abolitionist.

Massachusetts was not dependent on slave

labor for the stability of our economy and

the few blacks that lived in the north

tended to t>e better educated and socialized

(by our standards) than those in the south.

It is comparatively easy to raise your

children in the suburban towns of

Massachusetts thinking that you placed no

feelings of racial prejudices on them. In the

small town outside of Boston, where I grew

up, parents were quite safe in proclaiming

the equality of the races! My town had,

possibly two black families, one or tvvo

families of Asian ancestry and no hispanic

families residing within its confines. Not

too much to worry about. No conflicts of

culture, language or values.

What a shock when I moved to Los

Angeles and was actually living and

working with people of different races. I

suddenly became worried that I wasn't

quite as liberal and relaxed with this racial

thing as I had presumed. These people

were different than I. They spoke dif-

ferently, they often dressed differently arnJ

they were brought up in a different culture

than I.

I lived in LA for more than a year and

became more comfortable living and

working with people that were not the

wasps I grew up with. But this has only

made me realize more and more that I can't

hide l)ehind the liberal rhetoric which ftiee

around so freely.

Racism will never cease until even our

quiet little middle-class towns have blacks,

hispanic and asian citizens as well as white.

Until non-whites do not make up more than

30 percent of the poor in our country. Until

adults do not resort to vulgarities, rock

throwing and bus burning at the prospect

of racially mixed schools.

Racism will no longer exist when our

children have grown up holding hands,

wrestling and coloring with children of all

races; When the so-called "liberal-minded

citizen" is more than just a rhetoric

machine spewing out nice ideas and
theories.

In the spirit of Dr. King
ELLEN J. GITELMAN

April 4-11 is a national week of actions in

the spirit of Martin Luther King, Jr. Locally,

different schools and community groups

both black and white, have combined to

form the Progressive People of the Pioneer

Valley Association. Here at UMass,

Southern Africa actions are being combin-

ed with the Martin Luther King com-

memoration.

UMass has divested of its stocks in cor-

porations that do business with South

Africa. But hundreds of schools are still tied

to that system of apartheid. And it's not

just the school systems either. Money that

is poured into our parents pension funds is

invested in corporations that help maintain

South Africa's apartheid rule. Banks that

we ourselves have accounts with advance

loans to make sure that apartheid lives on.

This national week of actions to remind

this government that we will not be

satisfied with their plans for apartheid until

those plans bring an end to it. This is the

week to demand that we break all ties with

apartheid. This is the week to proclaim our

support for the true leaders of southern

Africa; the liberation forces of Azania,

Namimbia and Zimbabwe.

But this week of actions would lose its

significance for us in the United States if it

did not address the racism and economic

exploitation that we face right here in our

own backyard.

April 4th marks the 11th anniversary of

the death of Martin Luther King, Jr. How
many of the things that he fought and died

for have changed since then?

You don't have to go to South Africa to

find black schools that are far more poorly

equipped than white schools. You don't

have to go to South Africa to find black

people earning less than whites do or to

find unemployment roles where blacks out-

number whites.

And you don't have to go to South Africa

to find US corporations that runaway to

foreign countries or even to different states

to be able to make super profits in a place

where workers are not unionized and can

be paid less.

We've got that system right here.

Capitalism is the same in any country. It

puts profits before the needs of the people.

It pits us against each other to keep th(»e

profits high. And it pervades the very cor-

ner of American life.

At the risk of our lives the government

keeps right on building their nuclear power
plants. The buying of uranium from South

Africa by New England utilities would be an

enormous financial boost in supporting the

apartheid regime, while furthering our own
environmental destruction at home

And even closer to home, we are asked

to sit by and watch as Seta Rampersad's

death goes unresolved, She was one of

many third world people who have been

the victims of racism right here in the

Pioneer Valley. The inquest into her death

was tJropped even though testimony was
totally inconclusive'

This Saturday we call on all those who

believe in our right to fight to make this

worid a decent home for all people. We call

on all those who wish to carry on in the

spirit of the late Dr. King, on all those 'who

want to take a stand to fight oppression

from the United States to Southern Afnca-

to join us to march together through the

town of Amherst in one strong united

voice.

Ellen J. Qitelmen ii a member ofthe

Revolutionary Student trloMl*-
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ProgramrunatUMass
promotessolarenergy
Bv ELLEN DAVIS
Co/fegian Staff

If you can't solve problems such as
unemployment, economic development or
the energy shortage individually, solve
them ail at once.

This is the philosophy of S.U.E.D.E. - •
new program b«ng run at UMass arrd 15
other nationwide locations.

S.U E.D E. stands for Solar Utiluation.
Economic Development and Employment.
It involves the training of Comprehensive
Employment Training Act workers in skills

necessary for the ir»stallation of various

Tt« wwkars began ttwning two vi^s
ago in the Agricultural Engineering
Building. They have lecture, slide shows
and discussions in the morning, followed
by lab work in the afternoon.

By June, trjey will be ready to go out and
install solar devices on ^ to 65 low income
hom« in Franklin and Hamf»hi^ counts,
over a SIX month period.

"We're going to demonstrate to peopto
that for $1,500 we can provide 30 50
percent of their energy, cost effective,"

said Dennis JaehtM, director of the pr<^t
at UMass.

"This is the first step in the commercialization of
the solar business"

—Sen. John W. Olver, D-Amherst

Connie
S.U.E.D.E

Kruger works on construction of a solar device, as part of tha
. program at UMass.

solar devices on the homes of low income
people.

"The ^»ence of the fKogram is to help
people help themselves," said Gene
McMurtry, ^sociate director of the
Cooperative Extension Service.

The Cooperative Extension Service, •
brandi of the College of Food and Natural
Resource, is the sponsor of the
S.U.E.D.E. program at UMass.

This program is the largest of the four
SUEDE projects in New England.
Twelve people out of eighty six applicants
were selected to work at UMass for the
program. Three of the project members are
women.

IF'

Sheldon Klapper, training director of tfia

preset at UMa^ said the solar devices
installed on iba houses will pay for

themselves in fuel savings in five years.

Completion of a year in the SUEDE,
, program is designed to allow multi level
entry into the private sector job market.
'There are a number of options this
program opens up in the job field. " Klapper
said.

Klapper and Jaehne are now planning for
S.U.E.D.E. Two, which they hope will

provide training for even more people.

'We're really sitting on top of a large
rr>ovement," Jaehne said

SEmORS-

LAST CHANCE
SHOW YOUR FACE!!

545-2874

V

Beloiiv the ^alt is

looking for record and
concert reviewers.

Al! interested persons
should attend a nneeting

on Wednesday, April 4,

1979, 7:30 p.m., Campus
Center 1 13.

Be there or be square.

WEHUESTDDT
INVITIIWI!

Tel Aviv University invites you to take courses in English and
transfer the credits to your college back home
We oHer semester and lull year programs in the liberal arts,

natural sciences social sciences. Judaic and Middle Eastern

studies Hebrew and Archaeology A four week summer session

and a summer archaeological dig are also ottered

MBK^HM^H Tuition and living experues at Tel

B^^kI^B Aviv University are moderate Scholar

H ^niH| ship assistance IS available

4b ^kli^lH f^or information on these and other

programs. RSVP with the coupon below

or call American Fri»nda o< Tel Aviv
Unlrersity, (212) 687 5651

.SUPER SALE!!

ilPIIIL^
PHOtO FINISHING

>M

AVIV
DHIVEB8ITT^
AMDIICAH FRIEWDS OF TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY
Office of Academic Affairs

342 Madison Avenue, New York NY 10017

1 wQutd like to receive

more intortnation

regarding

One Year ^ogram
Semestef Proqram

Summer Savioe

UlpM

Name^

AddlMS.

City

Sle«e_. .Zip.

Uwversify.

Photo Finishing Coupon

20 Exposure

Kodocolor Film

Developing
PninNig

$3.69
per roll

the UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

OMef enpires Apl 3Q

Zoiipori musi ocrompooy orflpf

at the tobacco /candy/photo counter

theUNVERSITY STORE

Step into the pillowy suede mne'sole ond you II know

you »e found the feci thing - Ba»» Sun|uns' The label soyi

Boss The look soys Bass The quolify soys Boss There s

no comparison Come see for jteurself You won t hove

to look any further for your favorite summer sondols.

Becouse if it s Boss, i) s for real

ONLY BASS MAKES SUNJUNS*

—over 18 atyk

HMitMt
LMther

IMN.

Downtown
Amherst
253-5135

10 a.m.-6 p.m.

.c:Qifegigj2 9

UMass Activities Calendar
WEDNESDAY
April 4

Films

6 short avant garda films of D)ck Mig-
fins. Hertef 227. 4-5 30 p m.

8«Nina of ttia PanUgon^ivlM) in«it«ti
u«? Thompson 104 , 8 p.m.

Meetings
Working security for SW Spring ewi^
Cft. Hawpdtn Student Center. 7:30 p.m .

PeoplM Pay Alliance. CC 172. 8 p.m.

Mungar T—fc Force. 428 SU, 4 p.m.

Akido Oub. 6-7:30 p.m. and Sat Sun 4-6
p.m. AH wrtcome

Parents Anonymous. 7 p.m. Call^ays
SS4-7970. evenings 6S6-6814,
iocialist/ Feminist Union, ttti floor CC

Lectures

Tadust S^far of Russian Reseerch
Center on "Political Opposition in

Iceland." Haabrouck 134. i p.m.

Social Events
IsraeN Oencing. beginr^er 7:30 p.m.
vanced 8:30. Commonwealth Rm.

Actions in Pioneer Valley to coni'
memorate Martin Luther King and to
support the Freedom Struggle in S.
Africa. For activities listing contact Ellen
Gitalman 549 1376 or Moltubung Nkomo
546^04^
Student Credit Union is acceptirtg ap-
plications for manager and assistant
manager for Fall, 1979. Deadline is Apr . 6
4Wheel Drive Club, if interested in joining
MilJHI 545^9101 , or R icit 546-6062.

Nominations for SW Assembly open till

Apr. 10

Orchard Hill residents meet at lobby in
library to wallc up hill together after study-
ing M Th and Sun at 10:30 p.m. and 12:00
p.m., Fn. t0K» p.m.

Gay Peer Counseling and info. 24-hour
546-2645

Tutors Needed: Earn $3-4/hr. Contact
Caryn Marltson. E 27 Machmer. 5^2192.
National History slides and music with
Johri^ Green. CC 803, 7 9 p.m.

Riverside Park in CC Concourse Apr. 4
& 5 to hire for cashiers, ride operators and
maintenance.

Folk musicians needed for Folk Night.
Apr. 9. 8 p.m.. SUB. Call Sean 5-2892.

Concerts

Speaker/concert-Rev. Oaughtry of
Black United Front with Abdullah
Ibrahim (Dollar Brand), black classical

nwsic pianist, SUB - 7:30 p.m.

Other Events
Videotape Health Professions For thelNon professional" fifth floor of library fshown on half hourJjQ-3:a) p m

^''

H^seback riding lessot;i~:^;;;i;;imum

f„°« ^'^Hc^'S^k^'"^"
f"*""' I^O"- f^orn

«ng - call 5-0260

Lecture

Moshe Maoz, Israeli

Palestinian Question"
p.m.

Scholar. "The
CC 904 908, 8

TUESDAY
April 10

Women's Studies Program/Women in
Cube, 208 Bartlett, 4 p.m .

Poetry reading by Dick Higgina, 3rd
floor Herter Lounge, 3 p.m.

Slide lecture by Gloria Ross
(tapestries). Mt. Holyoke Art Museum 4
pm. ^
Joseph Donohue "Reconst7ucting the
First Production of the Importance of
Being Earnest." Herter 3rd floor lounge, 4
p.m.

ad-

Other Events
Exhibition paintings and drawings by
John Walker and Al Souza Photoworks
1974-1979, Univ Gallery FAC till Apr. 22
Tours on Apr. 4 and 18 at 12:00

Japan Today in Boston, a celebration of
the life ar>d culture of modern Japan, April-

October'. For complete listing of activities

write to Karen Anne Zien, Children's
Museum, The Jamaicaway, Boston, MA
2130 '

Spring Fashion Show at W. New
England College on April 19, 7:00 p.m. at
dining hall of D.F. St. Germain, CC
Career Library display of materials for
Special Populations Apr 9 26 Interest to
handicapped, women, racial and other
minorities.

Exhibition: The Art of Nancy Spero.
Johnson Library Gallery, Hampshire Col-
lege, Apr. 9-19 Mon. Sun., 12:30 5:00
p.m.

THURSDAY
April 5

MONDAY
April 9

Films
Salt of the Eartlf. Hampshire College. East
Lecture Hall, 7:3 p.m.

We are all Arab Jews in Israel, Bartlett
Aud.. 8 p.m.

Meetings
Arn»s Race Teach-in, West Lecture Hall,

Hamp^ire College, 7 p.m.

Chess Club. 806-809 CC, 7:30 p.m. Bring
sets and clocks

Lectures
Dr. William Back "Hydrogeology end
Mythology in Ancient America" CC
804-808. 7:30 p.m.

Gerhard Meyer. "Lasers in Analytical
Chemistry." GRC Tower I, 103 11:15
a.m.

Rims
A Clockwork Orange, CCA, 5:30, 8.
10:30 p.m.

Meetings
Sport Parachute Club, "Student
Status" jumpers must attend free refresher
course, SBA 102 7 p.m. Check with SU
309 for details.

Info, meeting on scholarship oppor-
tunities for study abroad - following
graduation from UMass. CC 804 808,
7:30 p.m.

Hang Gliding, 7:30 p.m. • see CC desk for

room no.

Asian-American Students' Assoc.. SU
415B, 7:30 p.m.

Meetings
Cosmic Wimpout, College Inn, S. Hadley,
9 p.m.

Lecture
Hillel: Prof. Raul Hillberg, CC 804 809, 8
p.m.

Ms. Candace Caramihas. "Metalloen-
tymes," GRC Tower I, Rm. 10 1, 3:30 p.m.

Dr. Babette Weksler, "Regulation of
Prostacyclin Production in Cultured En-
dothelial Cells. ' CRC Tower A, Rm. 203,
3:45 p.m.

Concert
Folk Night featuring Bob Padula, 9 p.m.
-close, SUB

David Macomber, "Di-end Alkali
Derivatives of Kiketones, Ketoalclydes
and Related Compounds," 151
Goessmann, 11:15 a.m.

Other Events
Pre-Passover workshop,
12:15-2:15

Dukes Rm.

"Career and Life Planning for History
Majors" workshop, 322 Berkshire, 3-6
p.m.. Call 5-0333

Upcoming Spring Events
Commuter Day, Sunday, April 22
Earth Day, Thursday. April 26
Spring Day, Friday, April 27

Orchard Hill/Central Day, Sunday,
April 29

Northeast/Sylvan Quad Day, Saturday,
May 5

FRIDAY
April 6 Weekend Activities

Films

Dirty Harry, Thompson 104, 7,9,11 p.m.,
SI admission.

Meetings
Asian Student Conference, CC 805-809,

6 p.m.

Concerts
Coffeehouse in Hampden DC featuring

musicians in the Valley, 7:30-1:00 a.m., $1.

8th Annual Black Musicians Concert,
SUB 8 p.m.

Social Events
Wheeler House Semi-Formal, CC 1009, 7
p.m.

SATURDAY
April 7

SUNDAY
April 8

Concerts

Sweet Honey in the Rock, FAC Concert
Hall, 8 p.m.

Films
Dov with Clipped Wings, Thompson 104,

8 p.m.

Meetings
House Church, 428 SU, 7:30-9:30 p.m.

Spring Disco, CC 101-102, 9 p.m.

Other Events
Shabbut Services, Dukes Rm., 7 p.m.

Hillel Shebbaton, Hampshire College Red
Barn, Register now.

WMUA's Athena's Web wilt host Prof. Ed
Phinnoy in a talk show on Astrology in the
Ancient World, 6 p.m.

"Gondoliers," Simbury High School, 8:15
p.m.. Call 658 0031 for tickets.

Other Events

Women's Studies Career Weekend, CC
904-908, 9f30 a.m. - 6 p.m. ^
1979 UMass Spring Open Chess Tourne-
ment, 8 a.m. - close, CC 1st floor

Trident Protest in Groton, Conn. - Info,

and transportation contact Frances Crowe,
584 8975 or UCF 545-2661

"Gondoliers" Simsbury High School, 8:15

p.m. Call 658-0031 for tickets.

Ultimate FrisbeeTeam vs. Clark, playing

field in front of SW, 1:00 p.m.

Concerts
Abiodum and Griot, jazz ensemble from
NYC, Hampshire College, Robert Crown
Center, 8 p.m. - $2.

Other Events
Chinese Cultural Club Exhibit and
Show. 7 a.m. - 10 p.m., CCA Women's
Studies Career Weekend, CC 805-809, 1-5

p.m.

Eight Soviet Emigres-sculpture, painting

and graphics by Soviet dissidents Apr.
8-22, Dasenka Galleries, 18 Main St., Nor-
thampton

"Comments" a play presented by Third
World Festival, Hampshire College, Robert
Crown Center, 1 p.m., $2 Workshop series

follows at 4 p.m.

Clarifications should be directed to the Col-

fegtan (student Activities]
^ We're here because you are ^

Judy Kelly, Calendar Coordinator
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Clubmembersbike400miles during vacation
By SU£BOISSeyAIN and DALEROMBERG
Co^gttm Staff

Whil* many ttuctonts basked in Florida sun ovar spring
bra^. 34 UMatt Bicycia Club mambars tourad 400 milaa
around aastern Virginia, averaging about 50-60 milas per
day.

The trip, which also included one night in North Carolina,

tiMs highlighted by sightseeing in Willian«burg, Jamastowm
and Monticello. The trip was one of many that are spon-
sored by the UMass Bike Club.

The club m also sponsoring Bicycle Week. An information
table w% the group's activities is set up in the Campus Center
coTKOurse this week from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. The purpose of
Bicycle Weak is to "create a general awarer>ass of the club's
activities to the student body," said Edward LMko, club
,aecretary.

Club mambars will be available to answer quwitions about

club trips, biking in the Pioneer Valley and to sell raffle

tickets. A ten-speed bike will be first prize. A bicycle will be
set up on rollers on which UMass bike racing team members
will demorwtrate techniquea.

"Anyone interested in day trips, over night trips with camp-
hftg or Youth Hostel facilities, or anyor>e interested in rac-

ing, " can find this information at the table, said club praai-

dent Frederick Cook.

The club hopes to raise funds through Bicycle Weak to pay
back initial Recognized Student Organiztion loans, "The
club is a non-profit organization but money is needed to

achieve our goal of helping studentt," said Ricfiard Cargoe,
club touring coordinator.

Stephen Curtis, racing team president, said Bicycle Weak
is "a good chance to get members for the team."

The Bike Club originated in fall 1970 as a project of Earth

Day formed by the Coalition for Fnvironmental Quality.

Phonothon figures near $180,000
By MICHAEL H. SIMONS
CoUegtan Staff

Almc^ $180,000 had been pledged for various campus
programs as of last night, when local and national

phonothons entered their tallies for theit 15th day of calling

alumni for donations, according to phornjthon co directors

Caroline Flower and Jc»eph 0. Levens.

More than $42,269 50 has been raised by the sixth annual

UMass Phonothon, and over $89,704 96 pledged in similar

phonothons heW in Amherst, SpringfieW, Boston, Hartford,

Washington DC, New York and for the first time this year,

San Francisco

Last year the phonothons raised a record $400,132 for the

University, Flower said. Funds were used for athletic

programs, the Fine Arts Center, the debating team.

University Without Walls, the Office of Internships, the

Honors Program and the Bachelors Degree with Individual

Concentration program.

"Phonothon is an important fund raiser for the University

since (Gov.) King is cuttir>g the UMass budget with level

spending," Flower said.

Levens said the UMass marching band is expected to

benefit by $9,000 dollars from this yeai's phonothon.

"Of the University's approximately 78,000 alumni (ex-

cluding the class of 78) last year's phonothon reached more

than 75 per cent of them Last years alumni are excluded

because they may not t>e able to afford to donate, but they

can call in a pledge if they want," Levens said.

Between 25 and 30 volunteers head the 32 open lines each
night calling alumni who graduated as far back as 1911.

UMass volunteers only make in state calls, while all out of-

state alumni are reached by callers at other phonothwi
locations.

All calls are made between six and 10 p.m and volunteers

receive free food and beer. Callers are given training sessions

before they begin and receive answer sheets with responses

to common questions asked in order to convince alumni to

pledge. Actual money collected from pledges amounts to

about 90 oer cent. Levens said.

"Many groups come down here to help out, but anyone

can come in and help out, " Levens said. Among the campus
groups that have participated in the phonothon so far this

year are: the marching band, the Collegian, a handicapped

student group and several sororities.

Levens said the top fund raising group will get a cash

prize. Levens said the decision on this year's funding will be

made after all pledges are tallied later this spring. Last year

the marching band won. There are also individual prizes for

top callers.

Since the University phonothon is an accredited cf>arity,

Levens said 738 companies will match or exceed all

donations made by alumni employed by these companies.
Several corporations, such as Exxon, will give three dollars

for every one donated by an employee. Levens said all

donations are tax deductable.

Levens said the phonothon phone bill, which will cost

about $9,000 and all other expenses are subtracted from the

total income received.

Last year's phonothon cost $70,360 dollars.

The phonothon will continue every Monday through

Thursday until April 19th.

EASTER CARDS
by Hallmark

at

A.J. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amh<

GRADUATE RECORD
EXAMINATION WORKSHOP

Wednesday, April 4
7—10 p.m.

6th Floor Thompson Hall Lounge

Free 3-hour workshop to include information

and tips for taking the Graduate Record

Examination. It is designed to alleviate stress

and 10 help students test to their full capacities.

For further information call:

Beth Schneider. Pre-Grad Advisor. 5-2191

SUMMER JOBS
The Summer Conference Housing Office is now hiring

students for temporary summer positions as desk clerks,

housekeepers, and student supervisors

There are limited full and part-time openings, all shifts

plus weekends
Applications may be picked up in the University Con-

ference Services Office, Room 918 of the Campus Center

Deadline for return of applications is 5:00 p m,, Thurs-

day, April 12. 1979.

Work study students will be given priority. We are an

equal opportunity employer Women arKl minorities are en-

couraged to apply.

Career/ Life Planning Program

on

''MAKING A CAREER DECISION -
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW"

For Juniors and Seniors

April 4 - Wednesday

6:t)0 p.m. -9:00 p.m.

Berkshire House, Room 322

To Sign-up, just phone 5-0333 or

Drop in to Room 123, Berkshire House

Frank Olbri«. a Untversity «mployee, daaigned the project
and remains an active club participant.

The club did not gain momentum until 1975 and "what'i
haiHMned over the last four years is more continuity," Olbrte
said. Currently there are 60 paying members, and 100
students are active in the club trips. Dues for the club fund
the activities and are required for overnight trips.

The group plans to co-sponsor special repair cNnics wMi
the Bicycle Co-op said John Paul Pannacciulli. club vice-

president. The Bicycle Co op, run by Steven Solombrino,
grew out of the Club and offers low-cost bicycle parts and
repairs. «

In the past the dub has traveled to Virginia. Tennessee.
Florida, Nova Scotia and different parts of New England.
Future trips may include Montreal. Scotland, Martha's
Vir>eyard and Nantucket Island, club members said.
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Convention to adopt charter

Democrats elect delegates for convention
ByJIMPAULIN
Collegian Staff

Amherst DenrK>crats ^ected 16 delegates
last Thursday to go to the party's state

convention May 19 at the Springfield Civic

Center.

Only 22 t}allots ^a CMt to elect the
required eight men and eight women.
Nineteen candidates ran for delegate spots.

Delegates include State Rep. James G.
Collins. D Amherst; Jon Hite, former
Student Government Association president
and now an aide to Collins: Ken
Mosakowski. a Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy
professioruil staffer; arKJ UMass political

science student Nat Zartman.
The purpose of the convention in

Springfield is to adopt a charter for the
State Democratic Party. UrKier the

proposed charter, a candidate endorsing
convention would be held during even-
numbered election years and a convention
to adopt positions on issues would be held
in odd-numbered years.
UMass political science professor and

Town Democratic Committee chairman
Jerome Mileur, who was a member of the
Charter Commission, said the endorsing
convention is the most controversial part of
the proposed charter. In order for a can-
didate to appear on the primary ballot as a
democrat, he or she would need to get at
least 20 percent of any ballot at the en-
dorsing convention.

Even if ttie convention approves an
endorsing convention, it will require a
change in state law to take effect. The
Democrat dominated state House of
Reprwentatives last week overwhelmingly

defeated an endorsing convention tMll

sponsored by Republican representatives.
The state legislature abolished endorsing

conventions in 1973. Candidates now get
on the ballot by collecting signatures on

Business leaders want
pay raise for Gov. King

Neivs analysis
petitions.

According to Mileur, endorsing con-
ventions were killed because the division in

the Democratic Party duripg the race for

governor in 1970, when Maurice Donohue,
State Senate President at the time, wori
the non-binding endorsement of the
convention, but lost the primary election to
the Kevin White-Mike Dukakis ticket.
Because they had not won the supp>ort of

the convention. White Dukakis claimed
during their campaign that Donohue was
the candidate of the Boston Democrat

Republican Francis Sargent w» elected
governor that year, in part because many of
Oonohue's embittered supporters sat out
the campaign.

Mileur said that the rww convention
format, if approved, would allow for all

candidates to be on the Democratic
primary ballot who win 20 percent of tfie

bote on any convention ballot.

Collins said he favors an erKtorsw^
convention because it "forces a candidate
to respond to a wide diversity of view
points in the primary."

Collins said the people who vote in
primaries are not r^esentative of the party
as a whole. He said the primanes are r>ow
dominated by conservative, single ^hm
voters like theanti-abortionists.

Another feature of the proposed charter
is an issues convention that would
determine the party's agenda and platform.

By SHELLY COHEN
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON \AP\ A group of business
and civic leaders formally launched their

campaign yesterday for a $35,000

pay raise for GOv Edward j.Ki'ng. a
raise that would make mm me natron s

third highest paid governor.
"This was not inspired by anycme

holding public office," said Thomas A.
Sampson of Arthur Anderson & Co "It's

an attempt to set salary levels at a point

which more accurately reflects the
responsibilities of the people holding these
jobs."

The ad hoc group, which includes

leaders in the fields of \aiiot, business and
the academic world, called a news con-
ference to announce the filing of their pay
raise legislation.

The bill calls for raising the governor's
salary from its current $40,000 to $75,000,
which would put him just behind the
governors of New York and California.

The attorney general, who got his last

pay raise in 1976, would go from $37,500 to

$60,000, and the Secretary of State,

Treasurer, and Auditor would go from

$30,000 to $50,000.
The raises would be phased in at 7

percent a year to meet the federal inflation

guidelines. Sampson said. However, if the
federal guidelines were ended, the full

raises would go into effect immediately, he
added.
Former Republican Gov. Francis W.

Sargent, in supporting the pay raises, said
"When I was in office, I didn't have the
guts to do anything about it. Former
Democratic Gov. Michael Dukakis didn't

have the guts to do anything about it.

"And King is probably worried to death
over the thing right now," he added.

King's press office said the governor
would have no immediate comment on the
bill.

Sargent said the toughest job he had as
governor was finding qualified people to

accept jobs in state government as the
salaries that were offered.

However, while the governor would
eventually get an 87.5 percent raise and for

other elected constitutional officers it

would be raises in excess of 66 percent,

cabinet level secretaries would get raises of
from 32 percent to 36 percent.

Postman William Klelnfelter delivers mail to Mrs. Margaret Sloes yesterday
in Middletown, Pa., near the site of the crippled Three Mile Island Nuclear
Diant. Most residents of Middletown were evacuated durinq the crisis at the
plant but Mrs. Bloes elected to stay put. (AP Laserphoto)

Top of the Campus
Restaurant

Campus Center,
University of
Massacliusetts

^Spring into Spring
at tlie Top*

LUNCHEON
Monday thru Friday
lX:3e am • 2:ee pm
QIMUfY, SERVICE,

MICE. TNE VIEW

cJjarlies

complete lunclieons from $a.2f

DAILY SPECIALS • CREPES
QUICHE • OMELETTES

DINNER
TUESDAY tliru SUNDAY

S pm • 9 pm
mm IT TNE TOP • QOAUTY SEMCC

PRICE • ATMOSPHERE
complete dinners from $3.S0

liEMESD/IV Student Nite

TNURSMY • %mftm Prime Ribs

FRIMY • S/miRP^ Surf *n Turf

SUNDM Buffet

Miebdlob Night

Toffijhf

69c
Michelobs

Ihre Mssie

Tonijlit

lYIII

vij:

III]

IVi

500Vtyinf5

iiu^-^one

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-85C

goolifootiS^tinnli
1 Pray St. Amherst. Mass. 549-5403

See You There

in coneBri

SWEET HONEY IN THE ROCK
SATURDAY APRIL 7 FINE ARTS CENTER

S4-non-atudenis Q:00 pm
$3 'Students

children ; hall-price

Benefit For
CHE LUMUMBA SCHOOL

and HERA

Tickatt Aveffebfe at TlM
Studmnt Unton UMata
and focal racotd trorvi

Sound By

Audio PfoM0dta
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To plae* a classified ad. (k<^ by the
Co^tan office ICC 113) bmt*^t\ 8 45
am , and 345 p m Monday through Fn
day or ua« our harnly clip and rnail form
fmind in niost issues of the Coihgian
Classified (toadhne is 3 45 p m tvwo days
to advance of publication date

Collegian
Classifieds§ CoM«9ian classified rates are: daily,

46c per line; five consecutive issues, 40c
per line per day; 30 consecutive issues,

30c per line per day One lir»e is roughly

equivalent to 38 characters.

L.

AUDIO

Technics SA 1010 Reciever. 1? <Mat(» pc«

^MS, crt &W1407 ask to- John

* AUTO FO« SALt

HVI VW bug, excflMsnt condition Good
ruM)er strong enfline Must sell leaving

area, tlOOO oi 80 546 8860, evenings

For wrie-1M7, P^nac T*»v^i Custom
^6 2 tt») all standard Runs good depen
dat)M 3 ^xl stick body good $560 CaH
14131 774 ygB. ahv 5 00 p_m

JO VW bee^ - aaoi^nt corw>tiCin_No

rust or t)ody damage Best offer. 5<^^S73

1M7 Votvo Mgn . 122S yl cckmI n«w
bfjMiMi. MM Ashing $950 can 256 6264

LCHM priced VW bugs b buses 734 1474

73 Mercury Marquis «vagon. powrer
everythiny leattMf aw., mi cond . 5 Mich
red AM FM xmpm decli great tftape^ust
tunad $2200 o' BO call Paul 2568006

73 Capri, 47.000 mi . very good body eng
30 rnpg. rweA e<ec brake «york $1500 or

BO caH 546 9360^ after 6 pm
VW bug, 196 aic cond
try^po flOOO^Steve, eMs
a Z a Camera. MkIi fuNy kiaded must

M, »4GS0 firm Brian 546^4640.

good ch^
533 5806

ENTERTAINMENT

for hira Perleti Iqi CO*

fee^KJoses d«cos bands Rick ^84 4106

Honest band around' SmcxMh Sailing ';

tor bookin<js anyvwtiere call Jor>r> 546^4646

~ ran RENT

Part lima live m atsisiant fo) psychiatric

hM Mray houa* in Graenfi^d Room artd

board Ino salary) m cMctiange tor some
mghl *»d wwAand vyork 773 3«4. J«l «
Kathy

Any persons previously anting for Frei^

M are enccMraged to Mibrtvt Mork te

Betoyy The Salt Thyih ^u.

Overseas Jobs — summer / year round
Eufopa. S America, Ausiraha. Asia, etc

All fields, »6OO^$120O monthly Expanses

paid Si^taaeing Free into yirnte IJC.

Bon 52 MC, Corona Oai Mar CA 926%

Challenging internship opporturtHy m
Human Services, spend 3 months helping

youth in community based group fiomes

Spend soma twne twiping troubled youth

and developir>g your OMm skills $50 per

Meek stipand, and room and board, contact

Steve Sioia - 733 66^. Center for Numan
Development /CorrOTwrwty Sfteiter Pro-

gram ____^
Seeking persons 18 36 yrs. for cokv vi

ston testing esp persons i*rith cojorytsion

defects $2 50 h( call 586 3100 O086 (Mt

Hoiyoke Psychology I tor appt

Jev^sh Community of Amherst needs

Surniay school. Hebrew teacher beginning

Sept . 1979 Enpertence preferable

548^S23

Ceritrel aree yeomen's center »>as 5 work

Mudy positions av84abla, applications can

be picked 19 at cwiter bMement BMer.

4 bdrm bee for sublet, 6 1 to 8/31 w
opt 'n Sept 10 mtn walk to UMans. mdvi

inquiries welcome. 549 4908

Femele roommete* yvented for Sept .

townhouse. 2 bedroom, bus route.

549 1739

Large room m house Mam St .
Amtierst

Available now. $94 month, call 253 5713

Swiss Village apartments, rt 9.

Amriersi, now accepting applications lor 1

yea' lease Jurw ^ to June 80 1617)

742 1193 forty four 4 bedroom «>t $452

per mo Contact Henwood Bennett. 89

Canal Si , Boston MA 021 14, Paul Benr>ett

"Wr sale

ft., hardly used
EacetaM cortdrtion.

1 pr CCM Super Tacks, sue 7 H. $80. call

Dean 546 7439

Refrigerator— S cu
y^ood gram finish

Best offer 549 0373

74 Fender Strat. $300 w' case. Mark.

S46 5307

Ohaus triple beam balance scale. $46.

Mamiya C3 Professional 2 '. camera $126

Takamine 6 string guitar. $150 w case.

New Olin 3 s w Soloman 556. 195cm, us

ed 3 times ong $280 ash $180 Craig

T281 Powerptay cas FM w Jensen coan .

$70, Cannon movie cam , o«c cond , $50

Office desk EmcI shape $60or BO. Garv.

645 2306

Leather full sue brtcase shidr t>ag. M
ig )ackei si/e 10 boots, AM'FM elk radio

& more' $ neg 253 5176 ^ 9 p rn

Men's bleck leethar coat, sire 40, good
condition, $36. call Marc 546 7461

3 eu ftrfrig., 4 mo old. $90. Fred,

349 2615.

75 Pinto. e«c corvj , new tires, AM/FM,
rustproofing, $1700. call Jim after 6pm
weekdays 584 4352 Sat Sun anytime

70 Buick Electra. all auto, runs great.

AM/FM, Btrack stereo $660 256^6731,

eve

Gift idea have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Delap. 256 8732. bet 9 10 a m

RHINO

fouwd-ywwch m Herter. call 549 S9C
Found -red scarf by FAC. 6 9MO

Found -glasses behind Cashin. call

6.4XM_

Fourtd — long haired F dog w/ NH license.

vytMeface, tan black markings. 886^324

HELP WANTED

mSTRUCTION

Basic euto mechenics workshop. 28

hours classroom theory and shop Limited

enroHment 253 7967 or wnie for brochure

Auto SkiMs. Bon 210. Amherst^

Photographic darkroom course. Unique

Images is now offering a darkroom course.

10 weeks 3 hours a week, 5 brarnl rtew

aniargers wi all r>ew eqt 1000 sq ft to

learn m small classes, two instructors, for

info call Unique trnages 584^120

H^ eir beNoon rides, lessons, sales pro

motions. Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co mtro

flight $45, 253 3834. day or eve

LOST

Leaf: three IE s* Last seen .i the BOC If

fourMJ tHeese return to Marston

Aquemeriive Ring - S^timental value

Reward offered 54^6404^ 54&9637

Red folder Oetween Herter and South
College Nead desperately Call 527 4567

SIvr s*artg. spoon ring by Wallace Steri

mgengmnt on 3/28, 8 tl CC women's rm,
apprx 5 p m.. ry»rd Please return, no

quests, to CC desk, call Cathy. 6 9B43,

ihanx

Lost: on bus from Natick on 3/25. U Store

bag with shoes, etc. If found please call

6 7986

Please return dk brown leatt^er wallet.

personal value, leave it with Collegian

PCMHUO

Found -watch m Herter, call 549 5962

Found - retiTscart by FAC. i5a03

Found -glasses behind Ceshin. call

6 4328 ^_
Found - long haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan-black markings, 665-4324.

HELP WANTED

Summer employment. Camp Young
Judea. Amherst New Hampshire (resident,

CO ed, 1 hour from Boston), is in need of

department directors and activity

specialists for this summer in athletics,

gymnastics, waterfront, waterskiir>g. arts h
crafts, campcraft, Israeli dancing, drarr^a,

Israeli folk song, riflery, tennis,

photography office personnel and nurses

(RN( Excellent salaries and fringe benefits

Please contact Or Charles Rotman Direc

tor 81 Kingsbury Street Wellesley Mass

02181

Secretary- must be work study,

$3 00/hr . 10 IShrs per wk typing essen

tial, inventory control, person must be work

study, S3 25 per hr
, 10 15 hrs per wk ap

ply in person. Union Record Service

Summer jobs now World cruisers'

Pleasure boats' No experience' Good Pay'

Carnbean, Hawa" world' Send $3 96 for

application and direct referrals to Seaworld.

Brjn 60129 Sacramento, Ca 96860

Work study iob available m Anthio Oept

$3 50 per hr gen office skills typing skills

helpful Call 5 0028

Jobs. Lake Tahoe Cai'f Fantastic tips'

$1,700 $4,000 sunimei' Thousands snli

rtemtod* CiJStnos. res'auiants. ranches

cruisers Scnrt $3 95 lor application into to

Lakeworifj Bo. 6017 '"-
> '

" '''^<'

Tennis pros wanted
nd year round puMlioriixivailatjie

,
., ng and teaching faar>C|round rp

quired Call (3011 664 3770 or w?nf1 2 (.om

plete resumes, pictures to K J Bniknap

WTS 8401 Connecticut Av mIp

1011, Chevy Chase MD 2001t

The Collegian Advertising Department

IS looking for ad reps II you have ex

penence in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply ai the Collegian office The

Collegian is an Attirmative Action Eoual

OtiT"" ' 'V .•mfl"vr-f

Seeking pereorta 10-38 yrs. for color vi

Sion testing, esp persons with color vision

defects $2 SO/hr . ctfl S86-3100 x2006 IMt

M^^he Psychology) for sppt,

MnMlt\ Community of Amherst needs

Sunday scttool, Hebrew teacher begmnmg
Sept . 1979. Experience ^>raferable

S4K8B
Catttral area wrorvten's center has 5 wcmIi

study positions availabla. applications can

be (Mcked up at center basement Baker.

INSTRUCTION

Bmc auto machanlcs twordilMp. 28

hours classroom tt»eory ai>d shop LirrMted

anrollnf>ent 253 7967, or write for brochure

Auto Skills, Box 210. Amhersj

Photographic darkroom course, Unique
tmeg^ is now offering a darkroom course,

10 we^s. 3 hours a week, 5 brar>d rww
W>iargers and all new eqt 1000 sq ft. to

laarn in small classes, tvyo instructors, for

mfo call Unique images 504-4120

Hot eir belloon ridee. lesK>rts, s^es pro-

motions. Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co mtro

flH^t. $45. 253 3834. day or ave

"""^
LSaM.ttfnMCfS

SUMMER JOBS NOW
World Cruisers' Pleasure Boatsi No ex

penence' Good Pay' Carrit)ean. Hawaii,

World" Send $3 96 for application and

direct referrals to Seaworld, BOX 60129

Sacramento , Ca 95880

Work study |ob available m Anthro Oept

$3 50 per hr
.
gen office skills, typing skills

helpful Call 5 0028

JOBS
Lake Tahoe Calif Fantastic tips'

$1,700 $4 000 summer' Tiwusands still

needed Casinos, Restaurants, Ranches,

Cruisers Send S3 96 for application info to

Lakeworld.Box 6012,S8ctaCA968e0

Counselors: Association of Independent

Camps seeks qualified counselors for 85

member camps located N Eastern U S Ju
ly and Aug Contact: Association of In

dependent Camps , 55 West 42nd Street,

New York N Y 10ra6 (212)736 6595

Tennis pros wanted - excellent summer,
seasonal and year round positionsavailable.

good playing and teaching background re

quired Call (»1l 664 3770, or send 2 com
plete resumes, pictures to: K J Belknap,

V^S 8401 Connecticut Avenue, Suite

1011 Chevy Chase UO 20015

Classes of '81 and 82 Residential

Resource Management has 6 academic yr

administrative internships avail 15

hr /wk $3 25/hr Informational brochures

and appi forms avail at RRM. Berkshire

and Student Employment Office. Whit

more call 545 0890

The Collegian Advertising Department
IS looking for ad reps II you have ex

penence in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office The

Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer

Part time live in assistant tor psychiatric

half way house ir\ Greenfield Room and

board ino salary) m exchange for some
nqht ami wppkend work 773 3434 Jim or

Any persons previously /.'• "i ' " r-'-si^

Ink rff^ encouraged •

B-'ovu Th» Sail f-^ • '

Overseas job'. " ye-i' 'ouml

Europe, S Ame'.Ld. Australia, Asia elf-

All fields S500S'200 monthly Expenses.

paid Sightseeing Free mfo wnte IJC

Box 52 MC Corona Del Mar CA 92625

Challenging internship opportunity m
Human Services, spend 3 months helping

youth in community based group homes
Spend some time helping troubled youth

• and developing your own skills $50 per

week stipend, and room ar>d board, contact

Steve Stoia Center for Human
Development Community Shelter Pro

qrai'i

Atiorr>ey Jaaiwi Waaawthal low com
representation for (Mass comnvjndy. Irv

come tases Appt. only 2Sa-7017

l.<»T

Aquamartna Ring - Sentimental vakje

Reward oHered 54&6404 or 546 9537

Black wallet, r>o money, |ust IDs and pic-

tures Lost March 28 If found, please call

549 5662 oi drop oH at CC into desk

Red folder Between Herter and South

College Need desperately Call 527 4567

Sivr sterig. spoon ring by Wallace Sterl

ing engmnt on 3 '28, 8 ft CC wtjmen's rm .

apprx 5 pm . rwrd Please return, no

quests , to CC de*. caM Cathy, 6 9843.

ttfanx^

SR W caleutai»r-in w nMr Herter 227

Social Securitv no. ingra

v

ed 1848696

7

reward* If found call 6 6828, personal

vakiel Or contact -Gary, 520 Field .

Lost: on bus from Natick on 3/25. U. Store

bag with ^toes, etc If found i^eaae call

6 7988^

Reward- women's gold Seiko watch It

found pleese can Mimi , 546^9852

Plaese return dk brown leatfter wallet.

personal value, leave it with Collegian

MISCtLiANKHIS

Earn hur^dfeds stuffing envalopae. free

details, rush stamped addreMed envelope.

Action Sales, Box 112 C. Ludlow MA
01056 „___
Dorm-elternatiwe- we're looking for

open mmded individuals interested in t>eing

part of Social Awareness Corridor,

meeting Tues . 43. 800 p m , C C 903,

more mfo call 546 3277 or 546 4941

Wanted - information abo'jt the
wtiereabouts arid availability oi Stevie

Wonder for April 28th Wimpout con

cen -write to Andrea J Kemp, 280 2 Ami

ty St . Amtterst 01002.

MOTORCYCLES

75 Honde 400F SS 6 speed, red wind
shield, highway t>ar, sissybar, Z helmets,

fast, cleen. r>ew tires, chain sprockets,

$1050, can Ralph, 253 5729, will dicker.

Kew 100. 5000 miles, exc cond . $480.

call 549 6683, best after 6 p m
74 Sutuki TsSO- street trail Excellent

condition Many extras Asking S560, but

willing to talk Call 549 0373

n Honda CL125. everything works, extra

parts Call for more info, ask for Russ
$245 Phone, 549-0034

PERSONALS
~

Dial AScrew: 6-1^7

Rich -happy birthday! Love from friends .

Nanceford: happy 22nd birthday' Thanks

for four great years. Here's to many morel

Love, G
J

Heppy birthdey. Dave F!

To "Deborah -4th floor Baker- Room
441 - happy birthday to my one land only)

fan. Love, David Bowie.

Good luck. Beer, Wyola and this ol' place,

will never be the same Love. Joyce

Lost — one drunk prep with CB syndrome,

often responds to name Linda If found,

please ask her if she feels like doing laundry

at Amherst Coll AB FA Beth

Speciel thanks to Theta Chi and Pike, for

buying the Sigma Kappa slaves Sat.

For spiritual E» physical elevation, see Bro

F m SBA basement. Happy late A.F Love,

Rat , Hart, The Wife.

Shatuck, happy b day Love, 217

Hi! From fourth floor Brooks.

Trouble with late night long diitance

phone service? Too busy' MassPirg«wanis

to krww Call consumer action. 545-0199 or

545 0781. M F, ShB.

Souihweet Mopto rtaadid to work
sacunty for SW ^n^rt. rawortwble, cool-

headed Call 6<S4IOOe-days

Index seeks photos fur decade co«

(Bicentennial, demonstrations, fa<te.

tions, personalities, etc.) Payment
r^igotiable Please call 545^)848

Stolen -bika Raleigh Gmd Prx, white

boy frame red t>eg generator lif^tv wfvte

spoke reflctrs • gift rewerd 549 3962

Stick It In your eer-free ear pwicmg with

purcf«se of studs at SiNerscape Designs,

264 N feasant Jt^, Amh . 253 3104

Diamond engagement fr wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,
Sihrerscape Designs. 264 N Pleasant St ,

2s»aa«.

Ortatpga at NH. Fartms MaN offers a 20%
dii^ount off all rag priced merch to aM

sAidaftB h staff. Re*nemb« your 10

mPE WAWlD
to Wash.. DC, 4^13. ^oe.

2132004

ROOiMMATE WAIiT«>

2 femalea wanted to share 2 bdrm apt in

Brandywine, comp. turn ,
pool, ten cis.,

AC c^jle TV {» on 2 t>us rts Call Mary.

548^1790

TOSUSUTT

3 bdrm. apt., Mjmmer auWstw/ option for

fan, can Steve 549^0044 after 6 p riv

Take over our leese 2 txjr Puffton Apt.,

fr June 1st. $2e6/mo . 548^5443

2-3 bedroom ept.. av middle May Aug.,

on 2 txjs routes. Amherst, $180, includes

" •*??? *'Y'"?i
253 7714 (late eve OK

)

1 bedroom ept.. Puffton Village,

$210 nxi, availeble 6/1-8/31. pleese caU

549 594r
One bdrm in 2 bdrm Colonial Vil apt ,

fenwle, $100*. bus rt . 6' 1 to 9/1.

256 6388^

One bdrm. in Squire Village apt., on bus

rt , rate negot. for summer Call 665 4324

To sublet -2 bdrm apt . ne 9, bus rte..

Amherst, $220 negotiable' Opt -fall.

2566166

Rolling Green. 2bdr , AC. pool, bus stop,

furnished. $275 or BO. 253-7703, afty 4

p.m.

Townhouse, 2 bedroom for summer,
$225/mo . bus route, laundry... AC,
549 1739

1 bdrm. Puffton ept.. avail 6/1 w/ opt. to

renew AC, pool, bus rte ^549-4791

1 bedroom Cliffside apt., on bus route,

5/248/31 w/fall opt , furn .
$195/mo.

666-4774^

Summer sublet -fall option. Puffton

Village, 2 bedrown. air cond., t>us rte .

pool, tennis crts. Avail, late May . 549-0582.

Cliffside. 1 Ig bdrm avail mid May with

option for fall Tennis, pool, bus route

$200/ mon - includes all, also furniture for

sale Call 665 3938 after 5.

Rolling Gr
DW, disp .

256^225

1 bedroom Puffton Vil., avt>l. May 1, opt.

sublet, utilities pd., a/c. pool, tennis.

548-1 881, anytime.

To sul>let - two bedroom townhouse apt.

,

6/1-8/31 Furnished. AC. on bus •.,

$200/month. Call 549 5875.

Rolling Green-2 bedroom available for

June, July, August. Beautiful town house

with patio, AC, new carpeting. Call

253 5081

Sublet for summer, 1 bedroom
townhouse apis , $96 + utilities. Rick at

549 1233

Townhouse Apts.. Ig. rm. to sublet,

6/1 8/31, w/ option for full apt. in fall, ACi
bus, dble, closet w/ mirrors, full turn, avaN,

Price negtble., 549-6553

Towrtehse., 3bdr . avail. 6/1. $305/ mon.,

opt, for fall, air cond , bus stop. 549-6381 .

3 bdrm townhouse apt., summer sublet

with option for fall, call Rita^ 549 3523

2 bedroom apt., AC. pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or BO Call 253 7703. 4-8 p.m .

To sublet — one bedroom Brandywine

apt . available mid-May, call 549-4693

WANTED

2 br w/ option to renew. AC,
util Incl.. pool, exc bus.

"Scurvy Dog." sorry about last night, I

didn't know your /riend was a sheep

Beware Hamlin 2nd fr 3rd Love ya. ML
& L

To the 1st. 2nd and 3rd floor of Brooks.

good luck' You will need it. the 4th floor

Deirdre, happy 19th b day. Make it the

best one yet' Love, Leigh _^________
Attention Helen and Sue: yea, vi^l,

(lirtnt think wed put it m "5 1.' close but

'It. I iusf' We'll get you next time Thanks
• : .V With our great playing' Love.

'... "j.-vv '^j'kers

Dirty Harry THompson 104. Apr;( 6 7 9.

1 1 Do you fpei iuckv today'

To the sr acctg mjr seer, ,jt Smith

Hoiyoke Vassar, HadcliM Simmons &
Bryn Mawr Fn Thanks for everylhingj^i

Dutchman Club will meet Saturday. 8 30

at Old Chapel Membership sign up at 36B
FAC until Friday Last Dutchman'

We buy fr sell used audio components
Sound b Music, 90 92 King St

,
Northamp

ion MA 01060, tel 584 9647

Astrology Birth b Compatibility charts, 1

1

yrs profsnl
,
Louis Neubel, 549 6425

Wanted: 3-4 bedroom house convenient to

campus. Call 665-4267 or 546-5066

Car? If you could lend it to me regularly I'll

pay you well, Seth. 323 5086.

Expert typist with own IBM Selectnc

seeks full-time summer position Over 100

words/mm Call Carol at 253 2490.

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546 6557. after 6

WANTED TO RENT

3 bdrm. apt.. Rolling Green, sublet sum-

mer, option to lease. Gale, 6-8329. Joan

6-5086.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason Rosenthal, low cost

'Rpiesentafion for UMass community In

'."If Tiixes Appt op'v 2W 7617

1ST FLOOR BROOKS

We re going to win!

FREE AMPLIFIER CLINIC

Mark your calendars! F'ee amplifier

testing clinic. April 19 20 Any make, any

model amp. pre amp or receiver tested

Measurements of power, distortion and fre-

quency response made on Hewlett Packard

b Techtronix test equipment Thurs .
April

19 b Fn ,
April 20 bound b Music, 90 92

King St N hamotnn 584 9647

Wednesday. April 4, 1979

WmUR programming

10am-2pm

12:00

2pm 5:30pm

4:30

5:00

5:02

6pm-7pm

7pm- 10pm

10pm 2am

Music with Pippin -

nock 'n' roll

NOON REPORT/ Mary Blake

SPORTS/Howie Sobolov

Andy Reiter's

Afternoon Drive

Bandboard - Listing

of local musical happenings

Headlines

NEWSWATCH/K Lazar

SPORTS /Neal Opper

Dr. Bill's Myths.

Lies, Facts and Songs

Chris Vine- Reggae/
Black Classical /Strange

Sounds/ Music of other cultures

Assorted Weirdness
with Jeff Berlin - music

you (usually) won't hear

on any other station

Crossword
ACROSS

t Dull ones
« Handle
10 Italian isiano

14 Gill s name
15 Sooner
16 Enlincl birds

17 U S V P —
B»rH»'y

15 Cards
W Observe
?1 Soon
73 Agile

74 Alter

26 Routes
78 Tail

JO NYSE 'ir>il

31 WiliOM

J? Mats

16 Japanese
idmiral

3/llAiies

30 Airifricari

iutrior

39«*lp
3 WOKlN

4? LaiQi' 'iPliI

Su))i>

44 Ovei
45 Annoyed
46 Embrxlied

Var

M Goose
50 Chrv i%-

51 Uttered

52 Japanese

55 Pact

58 Key Muf.

60 Dry up
61 Mir>e

entrance

62 Dm
63 Sea buds
64 Duplicate

65 Ship parts

DOWN
' Pr»-|udice

2 Mpiaidii-

I)eariog

3 Riel —
Can insur

reclion

4 Compass pi

51' ,
••

6f

8 Fish pari

% iHtl-r

10 P' ' .

!' P ,
1.

19 ta! ..ciMiv

71 — Yoili OI

Bn'nswK-k

25 Beverage
?6 I »»*¥ bpel

UNITED feature Syridtcite

Tuesday S Puzzle Solved

toim

JT ScuMS
28 Epee
79 Bone

Cortib

30 Polish

3? Barrel part

33 Papal

34 Far North
city

35 Legal paper
37 Quick d'lnli

40 Ballerinas

4t Li?ssen

42 Blind alley

J iwnrrts

43 JoqiU'il

45 Numerical
prehi

16 Terminate
4? Horalio —
4fl Pjir Pd again

49 Lot->

51 Cut .

53 Sun

54 Natiyes

SuHn
56 Iristi name

5? Tokyo s old

name
59 £n«?my

1 J i 4 s

1

4 > 1 9

1
TT 11 n 13

14 11 16

17 '8 "J

L
ro I ;j

33

i
:\

II 2* n

;i IT
3?

^^^H
ji

U J* )S

J6 1 J'

P
1 !B

iH

P

to 41

P

tl ti

U|| «i

I
SI

I
S3

«4 TT
S7lo-

1

S4

ss 54 s; SI 5»

«0

1
f 62

4) 6< 6S

Student Activities Office is searching for

two (2) non-work study students. Individuals will act

as counter clerk... assisting organizations in prepar-

ing purchase orders, deposits, check requests, etc.

and direct inquiries to proper individuals for resolu-

tion.

Qualifications: Ability to work closely and

communicate with public, staff and students"; good

command of oral and written English. Knowledge of

business office procedures and equipment helpful.

Position available immediately. Remuneration: $2.90

per hour.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office (Student

Union 416- Kathleen Shea) with resume and a letter

of reference by April 10, 1979.

This office is an equal opportunity employer,

M/F/affirmative action employer.

iColle^ii^ 13

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

IbENB commands ( TH£lR gqss TuRMS
TME i^NDRoiPS TO ( °WT ^° RE SOV.
tuOCATE. TUE(P. ( Et> King' I

LEADED ANP Ag- (

•W HIM.' -

J

.x:^

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Qoick, ChmiMyo

^itijo^ fkene are
soap solution. W8!

Sui?.'

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

iC£*WE H3« iCDVEfCME" lP

vyiTH OjTC a yOJEL. \dea

EHftTs Ri(^. *icii -lie n(6T

ifPOii mj. ,
THE i3*WD TS

AT T^ 6<«g-Arojs JE) \r

*JHV CANT i4E^
H>J.. HCW4 DC£^

THE CUSIQMER. iXCS 'T

ALl ... TtC CLEAViNO.

THE Vi/iEftHiNGjfV^Ct^^iNG

EVEN THE Sl/U3iEl^fV6 '•

"

FCAnHY, MC 5CHBttA.

HE>, ir -xx) jj^ RAiftt-

AGA/iCM OJ'D ^tM^TO
TWt IT OX org ^J€JHitJb

X THINK >euhE.

toislO To T)D NMS^tERS
ItR VBbrrB2/«r)l5M,??2Nai^lE

Nebbish by l\/like Galper al^^^^aniel Parkinson

Doone^bury by Garry Trudeau

PH klAHPAVt, HOUDO YOU

RESPOND w cjijnasf^

THAT yOUR. NEW RE>/0-

umoN/u^ dO/BifJf'iem /^

RAPIPLY BBCOMIN6 THE
uoRse OF mo aviLS^

rr HAS XBN OiAR&S>,
FmiNSTANCe, THAT-
THE AiATOLLAH'S ISLAMIC

RBPUBLIC IS, INefFBCT,
neniRNiNe iran to
me MmcemjRY'

MUL, >£$, THAT WAS THE
0RJ6INAL PLM, dUTIT IS
enTiRav/ POsstBLB T%ate

mi Be. SOME co^^>Rcmse
ONTHe exACTBRA.

\

YOUMEAN.

THERE'SA
NBU/TAR-
oermB?

\

YBS, SOME OF (JS

APETRyiN6TD
eeriTMOvwup
TDTHEAeeOF
^OUAIRE

MNNai

I
POLICEMAN''
A comedy by

Ephraim Kishon

Wed., April 4
8 p.m.

Thompson 102

Free

sponsored by Hillel

Vision
ShoujcQse

We are Specialists in:

• Fashion Eyewear
•Contact Lenses
• Emergency Replacements
• Free Adjustntents Anytime

•We Clean & Polish contact

lenses on the premise*.

m. Farms Mall, Hadley St«-«324
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Always sports talk I

Time

TV's 1

'h Gal Miller or Bud 2 90

Served with popcorn

Alwav" es

ProKeds
Sneakers

iM
$500

regatar prke

ON THE SPECIAL SALE TABLE
IN THE SPORTSWEAR AREA

tf^ UNIVERSITY STORE

campus
Center
at uMass

rues , April 3

jaa Night

Art
Mdtthews
Quartet
wed., Thurs.,

April 4,

5

lEight to the Bai

Frl.Sat. April 6,

7

Wednesday, April 4, 1979

Livingston
Taylor
Thurs Apr 5

$4.00
Advance & Door

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

BUDDY RICH
RND THE

BUDDY RICH BAND
and th«

umnss JAZZ workshop

Wednesday. April 11 8 pm

FINE >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6, 5

UMass students - $5, 4. 3 Senior citizens and

other students - $6, 5. 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

Steve Forbert
and Special Guests:

The Estes
Boys

Thurs., Fri, Sat.

April 5, 6/7

^f Qt'eat^reteriders

Sat. Apr. 7

$4.00
Advance b Door

ttf./'^:irf

Coming April 20 €r 21:

JAMES COTTON BAND
And Special Guests:

FAT CHANCE

rustynad
Sunderlond, Moss.

665-4907
24 hour taped message

THE OLDEST CHAPTER OF THE NATDN'S

SECOND LARGEST FRATERNITY

AXA
NylTES ALL UNIVEr6rY MEN TO

CHECK OUT OUP ALTEkNATiv'E 'C ON
CA/7.CUS -iCUSlNG .

For Rides or Info

Call 253-9032
Wednesday, April 4,

at 9:00 P.M.

REFRESHMENTS
SERVED

Hatch
Tues. Nights

The Hungry
Ear comedy

Nights

Fri. Sat.

Disco with Eric

TOP Of
the

Campus

GAMMA C"*l»Tt«

T.o.C. members
and guests onlv

in association witn
UPC Productions

information
call 545 2892

)C£2lJ£giaa »

Notices
SOFTBALL TOUR-

NAMENT - Thrfirtt annual

UMass Softball tournament,

hosted by defending
Intramural champ Home
Plate, will be held April 28-

29. A $10.00 entry fee will

be required and the first 16

teams to submit a roster

and pay the fee are eligible.

The winners of the double
elimination tournament will

receive $110; the runners-

up receive $50. For rrxKe

information contact Bob
Ford at 549^908.
WOMEN'S GOLF -

There will be a meeting of

the women's goK team
Thursday at 6:00 pm in

Boyden 223. Anyone in-

terested in playing on the

team is welcome to atter>d.

All current members should

attend.

Stickman Brooks Siveef;
UMass'scoring machine

Jlcnoen^)-:

NuiU'.ir-pIon

Only Area Showing
ENDS THURSDAY

7:16 and 9:00

wA JOY! '^

HAROLDond ,^
•ss* MAUDE ^jg

RUTH GORDON
BUDCORT 'Scr

ByJfMO£GMM t

CoMegian Staff

If his performance in last Wednesday's
season-opening loss to Cornell can serve as
any indication, UMass' Brooks Svy^et

appears to be picking up right where he left

off last year. The senior attackman from
Boxford scored three goals and assisted on
three others as his team fell to the Big Red
in overtime, 10-9.

Sweet came to UMass last year after

spending two years at Farmingdale

Community College in New York, and
scored 61 goals in his first year as a Gorilla,

more than any other player in tfte nation in

Division One. That total also represents a

UMass single season goal-scoring record.

He added 24 assists and his 85 total points

are surpassed in UMass annals only by the

87 points amassed by Charles Hardy in

1972.

Sweet arrived at UMass fortuitously at a

time when the team needed someone with

his goal -scoring knack most. Gartjer's

Gorillas had graduated their top goal-getter

from 1977 in Kevin Patterson along with

point-producer par excellence Jeff

Spooner, and the search was on for

someone to replace the taiulem. Enter

Sweet.
Coach Dick Garber must have been

expecting big things from Sweet based on
his prolific scoring in junior college, where
he was among the top scorers in the

nation. And Sweet has delivered.

He figures in on 85 of the Gorillas' 184

. goals, and his 61 tallies were more than the

next three leading UMass scorers com-
bined. It doesn't take much cerebral ac-

tivity to conclude that Brooks Sweet WM
the UMa^ offense in 1978.

With this in mind, it would seem that

Sweet would be under a lot of pressure to

duplicate his efforts of a year ago and carry

the Gorilla offense this season. The self-

effacing senior disagrees. "Not at all," he
said. "There are plenty of other good
players on this team who can score."

Apparently, Cornell was aware of this as

they didn't use any defensive gimmicks
aimed at containing Sweet.

And, judging from last Wednesday's
game. Sweet's contention that the Gorillas

will have a multi-faceted attack this year

does seem valid. Although Sweet figures in

on six of the nine UMass goals, some other

promising scorers emerged, particuiarly

Norm Smith. A senior from West Hartford,

rrtidfietder Smith was an honorable mention
All America selection in 1977 and last

Wednesday he played as if he were at-

tempting to regain that prestigious status

again in 1979. He was literally all over the

field, and contributed a goal and four

assists.

Fleet Lee Vosburgh also showed that he
can find tfie net as he notched two goals,

including the one which forced ttie

overtime frame. Dave Martin also scored a

pair of goals. The performance of these

three indicate that Sweet's confidence in

his teammates is not unwarranted. But

Sweet nonetheless remains the big gun for

the Gorillas, and fans should get to see him
tickle plenty of twine this spring.

Attacker Brooks Sweet of Garber's Gorillas, the
UMass lacrosse team, is one of the nation's top
goal producers. Last season he scored a UMass
record of 61 . Staff photo by Pat Oobbs.

)

^ Batters win 8-6, lose 1 -0
CONJ. FROM PAGE 16

and only one out. To the plate stepped

Durham who had previously hit the grand

slam But Stoller got Durham to fly to left

and the final batter to pop to third.

The second game was a pitcher's duel

between UMass' Jim Lewis and Dart-

mouth's Brian Wicks. Despite Lewis' finest

effon of the year it was not enough. Lewis

went the route, giving up only three hits

while fanning three over the seven innings.

The lone run of the game came in the

fourth when Barry Pizor singled and stole

second, Joel Champsky singled to center

field, as McEvilly picked up the ball Pizor

was being waved around third. The throw
was on the mark but Pizor just slid home in

time despite the efforts of catcher John
Kraham to block the plate.

The Minutemen stranded ten men during

the game, getting at least one base runner

each inning.

In the seventh UMass made their last bid.

Doug Welenc came to the plate with two
outs and a runner on second. The situation

was ripe for a hero as Welenc sent a shot to

left center. For a few moments it looked

like a sure home run but the center fielder

with his back against the wall 380 feet away
pulled it in.

Sox "halted" 8-2
Due to travel obligations, the Red Sox-Tigers exhibition

game had to be halted two hours after it began with the Tigers
leading 8-2.

In the bottom of the eighth inning, the Red Sox had the
bases loaded with only one out and George Scott due up at

the plate when the game was called to a stop.

This was the final exhibition game for both clubs as they
head north to start the regular season which begins on
Thursday. The Red Sox posted a 5-1 record in Grapefruit

League play.

Dennis Eckersley will be the starting pitcher when the
Bosox open the season against the Cleveland Indians at

Fenway Park tomorrow at 2:00. Rick Wise is expected to start

for the Indians.

Packd^e Slorv
"DISCOUNT LIQUORS"

RUSSELL ST., HAOLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

Schmidt's
Beer

$4.99
12 02. N.R.

Popov
Vodka

80 Proof

Campus center
at UMass

^e Qreai T^retaiders

Thurs., Fri., Sat. April 5, 6,

7

Admission Thurs. $1 , Fri. & sat. $1 .50

$7.99
1.75 litre

(59.2 oz.)

Deivar^s
White Label

Scotch

$8.99
quart

Paul Masson
Wine

Burgundy, Vin Rose
Chablls, Rhine

$2.69
Magnum
(1.5 Litre)

^sr^^r.^
«*TH|.

Tuesday. April 3 to Monday. April 9 1979

Cash & carry pnces

We reserve the riqht to Hiint quantities

T.O.C. Members and Guests Only
in association with UPC Productions

information: call S45-2e92
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Mitwomen win opener;
down Lowell U., 7-1

B^ M/KE ESTRADA
CuUegmn Staff

CoW temperatures and the threat of mm
wore not enough to discoura^ the UM%$
Mtnutewomen ywterday % they won their
Mwon op«Mr aowwt the University of
Loy^wi, 7 l.atNOPE

If first year, interim coach Chet Gladchuk
had any doubts about the ability of his
squad to hit they were silw>ced yestwday
m the Minutwvomen bar^jjed out nine hits,

plating duo tallies m the second and third
inning to ice the contmt.

I guess I didn't know about the hitting.
"

Gladchuck said. "E\^rv aspect of our game
tCMJay w^ good, including the hitting.
After waiting so long for the first game,
we're on a plateau that I hope we can main'
tain for the r«t of the season"

UMa^ got all the runs they would need in

tbe first with one hit and some alert

ba^running. Sue DiRocco and winning
pitcher Kathy O'Connell walked With two
out powerhouse Kathy Horrigan doubhKt to

Mt, scorirtg DiR<m^o. Brenda Simrr>ons
grounded to third but the throw was low
and the Lowell first t>aseman dropped the
throw allowing Simmons and Horrigan to
score.

UM^s hurter Kathy O'Connell ran into

«)ntrcM problems in the secoTKl wfwn sfM

walked four batters, teUif^ leadoM hitt^
Gia Koumentelis walk to the plate with the
lone Lowell run of the day.

In ifw UMass second, shortstop Fran
Comacchioli reached first on an error and
DiRocco tripled scoring Comacchioli.
DiRocco almost had a homer <^ the hit but
was tagged out when Lowell pitcher Deb
Blakely backed up a bobbled throw by Owl
rightf^Skir Red Allen, and nipped the hi«tl-
ing DiRocco, who missed the plate.

The Minutewomen scored again in the
secor^ on back to back doubles by Kathy
O'Connell and second baseman Rhonda
McManus. McManus was the top hitter for
UMa», going two for three.

The Minutewomen plated their last two
runs in the third on consecutive hits by
Elaine Howie (double), Brenda Simnx}rw
(double) and Beth O'Connell (single) to end
the day's scoring.

O'Connell was impressive for UMass, go-
ing the distance despite some early control
problems Deb Blakely took the loss for
Lowell, suffering all seven runs, five of
tt>«n ^rned. over five innirtgs.

"Without this game today there's no way
we could have done well against central
Connecticut (Saturday) " Gladchuck said.
"But the way we played today we can play
with anybody."

Batmen split with Green
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

Beneath the cool, grey overcast skies it

was not an i(teal day for baseball. Yet, tfw
Inclement weather did not prevent UMass
and Dartmouth from performing an ex-
citing and lively afterrKwn of baseball
The two teams split their doubleheader

yesterday at Earl.Lorden Field, with UMass
capturing the first game, 8-6, and Dart-

mouth holding on m the finale, 1-0.

The contrast in the two garr^s is apparent
from the scores The opener was filled with
enough extra base hits to satisfy all the fans
who crave slugfests, while the second
game would haye warmed the hearts of all

former pitchers.

Starter Doug Aylward got credit for the
opening win with the save going to Dave
Stoller. Aylward threw five innings, giving

up six hits and five runs, all earned. Stoller

came in for the l^t two innings surrender-
ing a run before wrapping up the save.

Ed Skribiski opened up the UMass scor-
ing in the third inning with his first home
run of the season, a solo blast over the left

field wall. In the fourth the Minutemen
jumped on Dartmouth starter and loser Jim
Croteau for four more runs Doug Welenc
began the inning with a long fly ball thiat

Dartmouth center fielder Paul Mourning
misplayed for a three base error. Leo
Kalinowski promptly drove home Welenc
with a single and scored himself on another
base hit by Neil Lojek Mike Sto^ktey
doubled, setting up a wild pitch that sent
fKjme Lojek Skribiski's ground ball sent
home the fourth run of the inning.

Training 5-1, Dartnr>o«;th immediately
bounced tjack in the f-fth. With two outs
and the t>ases loaded Mike Durham got
hold of an Aylward fastball and rode it out
of tbe park for a grand slam.

But it didn't seem to phase the UMass at-

tack, which picked up where it left off in

the fourth. Mike McEvilly lined a double
over the leftfielder's head to start it off.

Kalinowski followed with a triple to the 405
foot sign and scored when the relay sailed

over the third basemen's head.
McEvilly ended the scoring in style with a

solo home run, in the sixth. It was McEvil-

ly's third of the young season, clearing the
375 sign with plenty to spare.

Dartmouth provided some tense
moments in the seventh. The Indians put
together three hits, narrowing the score to

8-6 while l^iving runners on first and third

* TURN TO PAGE 15

Kathy Horrigan of the UMass Minutewomen prepares to s^ore from third tei

the first inning of yesterday's 7-1 victory. Staff photo by Peter Jones).

le^ian

oris
Garber's Gorillas face UConn

By f^ARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

Now ranked twelfth among the nation's Division One
lacrosse squads, the UMass lacrosse team will look for its first

win of the year when it hosts the UConn Huskies this af-

ternoon at 3:00 p.m. on the friendly turf of Boyden Field.

Currently 0-1 after last week's thrilling overtime 10-9 loss to

Cornell University, the Minutemen will be facing a Huskie

squad that's ranked tenth in New England (UMass is ranked

first) and has lost to Yale University in its only game thus far

this season by a 14-6 score,

"They always come in here looking to beat us," said UMass

mentor Dick Garber. "We're still their big rival although I don't

expect it to be as close as the Cornell game."

C^rber is familiar with UConn as the Huskies are coached

by Nate Osur, a former teammate of Garber's on the lacross

team at Springfield College. Last year, the Minutemen e»ily

defeated UConn with a 15-6 pounding at Storrs, Conn.

According to Garber, he'll be going with the same lineup

that he used last Wednesday against Cornell including Don
Goldstein in goal. Goldstein turned in a fine effort against the

Big Red in the losing effort.

"I am worried about the weather though, " said Garber.

"The heavy rain that's predicted can make the game a real

sloppy affair."

The Huskies are led by senior attackers Larry loll who holds

the UConn single-season record for scoring. Also, senior Pete

Aubrey is expected to strengthen the Huskie attack after last

year's output of 17 goals and 18 assists. Defensively, the

Huskies are lead by junior goaltender Peter Schwartz who was
among the nation's leaders last year in saves.

After today, the Minutemen travel to New York to face the

Red Dragons of Cortland State, Saturday afternoon.

Chimps start JV lacrosse season

A mmn with a lot of things on his mind. Red Sox
manager Don Zimmer sits thougfnfully at tf>« Som
camp in Winter Haven, Fla. The Red Sox open the
••••or) against Cl«v*land tomorrow. AP Laaor-

photo)

By TOM GRIFFIN
Collegian Staff

While the men's lacrosse team was losing 10-9 to Cornell

last week in overtime, the men's J.V. lacrosse team, the

Chimps, was preparing for its home ooener this Thursday

against Merrimack College. Coach Rich Donavan is pleased

about the Chimps' schedule and feels that they'll do well. "We
are playing a competitive schedule this spring, " said

Donavan. 'The teams we're playing are a combination of

varsity teams from smaller New England colleges and J.V.

teanrts from the Ivy League.
"

Donavan and assistant coach Lenny Caffrey, who played on

the varsity" last year, were pleased with the large turnout they

had at tryouts. "We had over 60 candidates for the team and it

was tough to pick a squad in that we can only suit up 30 for

the games. We were also limited in the time we had to take a

look at all the players due to the poor weather outside which

shortened actual practice time " The Chimp« were able,

however, to get in four controlled scrimmages against

Middlebury, Laffayette, Amherst, and Westfield State.

As a result of these scrimmages Donavan feels that the raw
potential is thera but that the team needs time to get it all

together. "We could get off to a slow start due to the lack of

practice but with the weathtjr getting better and the guys
getting more comfortable with each other we should start to

click soon."

Donavan sees the defense and goal as the strong points of

the Chimps at the moment, with the offense needing more
tirT>e to work together. "It takes a bit longer for an offense to

develop as opposed to the defense because the players have
to get used to the playing style of each other. At midfield we
have some good players along with d^th and that's real

encouraging."

The Chimps play their gamm on the fields across from
Boyden and most of them, like the game this Thursday, start

at"^ nOom,

ia riM OaM* NcmaaMM
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presents

A Very
Special Easter!

The Easter Bunny
at the mall
daily: April 5-14

Have your picture
taken with him!

AND

uncle Wiggly
Ballet Highlights

Watch
Baby
Chicks Hatch!
April 11-14

Hopi<ins Academy
Pops concert

April 5, at 7 p.m.

A Spring
Fashion Show

April 12

4 12 different varieties
^^) of Bunnies

April 14

MAU HOURS: 10 A.M.-9:50 P.M., MONDAY-SATURDAY
Route 9 In Hadley, at theJunction of Route 116. Between Amherst & Northampton. 1,
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3 Ways To Ch«rg«
•Dorothy Dodd Charf^
•VISA
HlMtor Charg*

Hop down the

Bunny trail in

Easter finery from

Dorothy Dodd.

dandy dress 'em ups for Easter.

You'H find a whole childrens

world of fashion for children

of all ages

a. gingham check apron dress

by Nannette: pink

poly/cotton 2/4 20.**

b. sailor suit in navy/white

with red bow 2-4 IT.'^

*c. floral print dress with

lace; lilac 4/6x 23.'*

d. pinstripe vest

and slack in blue

with shirt & tie; 4/7

by Good Lad 31.
••

also available in infants

•available in

toddler 2/4 19.*'

• hampshir* mall • ffalrflald mall

• aaatflald mall • downtown Holyoka

Anderson-Little

HomptNre Moll, W«d., April 4, 1979 3

Lookyour best
rain or shine
in our fashion
cx)ats for spring.

Super savings on Misses" and Juniors* all-weather coats

acKl pant coats, finely tailored in polyester or poly/cotton poplin.

Choose from our new spring collection including single

and double-breasted styles with detailed stitching, pocket

treatments, detachable hoods, belts and more in this season" s

rawest solid shades. We've r^uced our usually low prices even

further. . so the savings are at their best all week long.

Reg. $40

FASHION COATS

H4
Reg. $35

PANTCOATS

95

$2995

On sale through April 7th Anderson-Little
HAMPSHIRE MALL

Hadley

Open every night

Mon through Sat.

We honor VIS.A

& Master Charge.
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^ \nW Spring . ,,-

\^°^ T-shirts u„ ^% !»

WILD Tops
"The family T-shirt store"

Present this COUPON for our sale

Hurry! Offer Expires April 30

Any T-Shirt with Decal
Men's, Women's, Children's

lWiLP.Td?§jNc.

FOfiuf«niii$^

mf

STARRING
DRESS PANTS.. ..?.1

5°°

SOLID-COLORED ^

NYLON SHIRTS....
^

another fine fashion

presentation from

CHESS KING ^#

Only Each

Fresh new looks for Spring. This group includes a multitude of

colors and styles. Sizes 5 to 13.

faBQiMOOIl HAMPSHIRE MALL

77th Anniversary Sale
20% off all

Plain Pockets deninns.

For men
Sale 7.99
Reg. $10. Piciin PocKets™ western jeans
sport the same great fit. the same great
fabric, the same great styling as the big best
seller Pink straiqht-leg or flare, in rugged
14 07 rntton or cotton/polyester denim
tailored in men s sizes. Denim Extra™ , too.
Sale 9.60. Heq $12. Prewashed flares.

For boys.

Sale 7.20
Reg. 9.00. Boy's Plain Pockets™. 14 oz.
navy Denim round leg, jean flare bottom,
waist sizes 25-30.

Sale prices effective tfiru Sat., APR. 7

dCPenney
HAMPSHIRE MALL
Rte. 9 and South Maple St., Hadley, Mass.

Phone 586-5505
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STEP
INTO

FASHION

A. Pretty little

bareback.

$2199
B. Smashing

sophtsticale.

$25.99
C. Seek classic

pump.
$18.99

Make the scene
in smart, finely

crafted footwear,

that connplennent

today's fashions.

At Upstage you get

great style every

step of the way.

ursmGE
the first step to fashion

Hampshire Mall, R. 9 at Intersection d Rt. 1 1 6.

<B

ALL IN ONE UNDER PANH

PANH HOSE
*No sec throu^ knit-in panty

ctMon aotch. Sandal foot.

HENS

DRESS & SPORT

SOX
•One size ms 10-13

•Values to $1.25 pr.

FAMOUS MAKERS

SHEER
KNEEHTS
•Our rcf. 44f pr.

BOYS 'PRO PLUS'

OVER THE CALF

TUBE SOX
•One size fits 9-11

Hompshire AAoll, W«d., April 4, 1979 ?

Fidds Hosiery
HAMPSHIRE MALL

Spril^! forJa^and Jill

Makeeveryone luqipy!

are Springing too!

ExcUfaig Disney Pab Joggn
Children's sues. 5-10'/i

$6.99
Youth sizes: 11-2

$7.99
In white

Sturdy
Disney Pala
Sneaker
Children's sizes

5-lOV^

$7.99
Misses Sizes; 11-3

$8.99
In blue/sand

lovethe quality. Dadslove
thesavingi.Kidslove tlie styles.

Youl! spring for less and get more at Jack and Jill

h4or€ skill in the fitting of our fine shoes. More
saving, you could pay $7 or $8 more for shoes

of this Quality. More styles to choose from
we get new shoes every week.

We're also headquarters,

make that footquarters,

for Disney Pals. The
most fun your kid's

feet ever had. So
come see why smart
parents and kids

are springing for

Jack and Jill

all year round.

Latest Fashion Sandal
Misses sizes 12-4

$11.99
Grcwing Girls sizes 5-7

$12.99
In white or black

Rt. 9 At Intersection of Rt.

Between Northampton and Amherst
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MAP OF ROUTE
(•MM to Mala)

Freelvus Sck^H^^ .^^ ^

-^ • - 1 1 1 1 :-^H

Cam From University

CenClr Sylvar1 Fral/Sor OrchHill Fearing So.West Mali |

2:00 2:05 2:10 2:13 2:17 2:20 2:30

3:00 3:05 3:10 3:13 3:17 3:20 3:30

4:00 4:05 4:10 4:13 4:17 4:20 4:30

5:00 5:05 5:10 5:13 5:17 5:20 5:30

6:00 6:05 6:10 6:13 6:17 6:20 6:30

7:00 7:05 7:10 7:13 7:17 7:20 7:30

8:00 8:05 8:10 8:13 8:17 8:20 8:30

9:00 9:05 9:10 9:13 9:17 9:20 9:30

From Hampshire Mall Cam
MaR So.We8t Fearing Orch Hin Frat/Sor Sylvan Cen Cir |

2:30 2:40 2:43 2:47 2:50 2:55 3:00
3:30 3:40 3:43 3:47 3:50 3:55 4:00

4:30 4:40 4:43 4:47 4:50 4:55 5:00
5:30 5:40 5:43 5:47 5:50 5:55 6:00
6:30 6:40 6:43 6:47 6:50 6:55 7:00
7:30 7:40 7:43 7:47 7:50 7:55 8:00
8:30 8:40 8:43 8:47 8:50 8:55 9:00
9:30 9:40 9:43 9:47 9:50 9:55 10:00

Extra runs between noon and 2 PM on Saturdays.

70 Stores,Shops, Services& Restaurcmfls.
Pkis Ccrfe Sc|uare in a pcvk-like settiiHp.

take annie to themall& back!

KMART

73
JCPENNEV

24

A 23 Anderson-Little
97 American Multi Cinema
31 Amherst Audio

B 86 Baskin-Robbins
69 Belgian Fudge

C 13 Casual Corner
85 Catch of the Day
11 Chess King
47 Cima Contemporary Sportswear
51 Clifford M. Clark, Tobacconist
30 Cohen Fashion Optical
72 Command Performance
92 Craftsmen's Creations
62 CVS Drugs

D 63 Deb Shop
76 Denbys
79 Designs
35 Doolittle Pet
78 Dorothy Dodd
89 Dream Machine
49 DSB
7 Dunkin Donuts

E 40 Enchanted Prints

21 Evenson's Card Shop

F 58 Fanny Farmer Candy
50 Fields Hosiery
1 Figaros
12 Foxmoor
10 Friendly Ice Cream

G

L
M

28 General Nutrition Center
8 Goten
37 Great Expectations

15 Jack & Jill

3 Jakes Roast Beef
94 The Jewelry Store
95 Jo-Ann's Nut House
56 Jonathan Reid

64 Kaleidoscope
53 Kay Jewelers
80 Kay-Bee Toy & Hobby
66 Kinney Shoes
14 Knot Just Beads
73 KMart

74 Little Professor

36 M & M Research
18 Marcou's Keepsake Jewelers
54 Merle Norman Cosmetics
65 Musicland
19 Music Unlimited
55 My Store for Levi's

33 Old Colony Bank
17 Open Country
9 Orange Julius

2 Oskars International

R
4

8

U

V
W

48 Pavillion

24 J.C. Penney
25 Peoples Savings Bank
93 Perfect Pretzel

82 Pewter Pot
38 Photo Lab I

41 Professor Bloodgood's

26 Record Village

67 Schatz Stationery

96 Security Headquarters
5 Shanghai Express
46 Shoes to Boot
75 So Fro Fabrics
52 Steiger's

22 Stuart's

6 Taco LIndo
81 Tagway Shoes
43 Thom McAn, Family
20 Thom McAn, Men's
16 Tiffany Bakery
29 Tropic Isle

86 Undoubtedly Delicious
59 Upstage

42 Viking Hus

44 Walden Books
77 Wearhouse
45 Weathervane
57 Wild Tops

39 Zaie Jewelers

Route 9 in Hodley, at fhe iimction of Route 116« Bet¥reen Amhoffst & Moi iIhhuiiIoh ^
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FOR GOOD
LOOKING
COMFORTABLE
SPRING
FASHIONS

See our
new
^iiection
of quality

men's wear
at affordable

prices from
the fln^t
manufacturers

MAJOR CREDIT
CARDS ACCEPTED

Ndturalizer's new "Walkin' Natural''

sole is a new experience in walking

comfort. It's specially contoured to

make walking the natural, rhythmic

motion it was always meant to be.

bupplt Italhwm^
f(iT a fresh fashion look

Hexiblf resili.'nt KRATON" absorte

impact, softens your st»?p

Naturalizer has your size, too.

Start Walkin' Natural today!

SHOES TO
BOOT

spring is tlie

time...
deb is tlie

Place...
yeu are the ma&ic

^
mas>ic clcthes

Hampshire Mall

'^^mm

Trim Fitting

Slim Fit Shirts'

from Levi's
slim Fit -Iml-^ ,ire * Lit blim to fit

trim but !i<)t U)i) tiqht They
" •'!

.
• -I nK'tv 'jt

fdbi it s ,11 kI ii Vciriety <>( mjIkJs

pattf rn'. and plaids Up front

you 11 see two goofj looking

button tiirough po( kets

And you II know therr

the trdditiontil Levis

quality I ook for the

shirts with the Levi's

Slim Kit label .ind -ec'y

if they don't )ust lit you; 'i

style

Levis
JEANSWEAR

9.95
reg. to 16.50

L««th«r (*(#fi to apo*n
HAMPSHIRE MALL, HADLEY, MA

HADLEY, MA.

L ^/

The brightest light on the fashion horizon,

our synthetic blue star sapphire with diamonds!

Both with two diamonds in 10 karat gold, a $120 b. $110

El^ant gill wrap ti no cxin ckaige.

ZALES
The Diamond Store

HampsMre IM, 5S4-777I

MuairMion* •niargad

Zalcs and Friends make wishes come tnie.

-wa-l 'fe.'i^ S-W-*-

Also 4V4ilable, Zales Revolving Chaige.

RUBRICS
DAN RIVER

CHECK GINGHAMS
Great tor cool, suttny tops.

The perfect (abrtc tor home decoratmq tool REGULARLY
1/16", 1/8" 8. 1/4'Checks Si 39 A YARD

65% Celanesc FORTREL®Polve$ter/35% Cottot>

Machine wash Tuml)le dry 44' Wide 10 yard limit per customer'

YARD

ILENO PRINTS
Lovely new florals

65 % Dupont's DACRON® polyester/ 35 % AVRIL® nylon

Machine wash Tumble dry 44" wide 1 47# W YARD

REGULARLY 1 98 A YARD
COORDINATING SOLIDS (Regularly 1.69 a yard) 1.37a yard'

WHITE EYELETS O TT
The forever popular spring/summer fabric ^^^^ " ^^ ^ ^'

65 % KODEL® polyester/ 35 % Cotton

Machine wash Tumble dry 44" wide REGULARLY 3.69 A YARD

YOUR FABRIC STORE WITH STYLE! VJSA, Matter Charge Accepted

SO=FRO iBRICS
a^iOCM^ ^!^ ^Mo/^ ^o^t^ 'h HoiioHi

Hampshire Mall, Hadley • Fairfield Plaza, Brattleboro

OpenCountry
BMtiwearforfhegreatmitdoors

t»

featuring
for m^i andwomen
firom $19.98 to $39.98.

At Open Country you will find one of the

greatest collections of famous brand outdoor

footwear under one roof. All top quality,

rugged outdoor footwear and aJl a part of

today's wilderness fashion look. Plus Open
Country carries a complete line ofBackpacks.

So come on down to Open Country for a great

outdoor experience.

I v:i : 1 1

:

BAALLVO

'M, av

COME PICK SPRING SAVINGS AT
THE WEATHERVANE! APRIL 5-6-7

JR. TOPS in bright new plaids and stripes! Reg. $14-

$17... $9.97
JR. PANTS in belted, pleated or tie waist styles, for

spring! Sizes 5-13. Reg. $18-$30... 13.97-16.97

DRESS CLEARANCE! Pastel solids and prints in

challis, polys, blends. Reg. $32-$40... 20.99-25.99.

RAINCOATS in assorted pastels. Trenches, hooded
styles, more. Reg. $58-$60... 44.97.

Hampshire Mall • Mountain Farms Mall
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OpenCountry
Ibotfvcarforthegreatontdoort

••

featuring

for men and women,
imly $36.98

AtOpen Coimtiy yoxi will flnd one ofthe

greatest cx)llections of famous brand outdoor

footwear under one roof. All top quality,

rugged outdoor footwear and all a part of

today's wilderness fashion look. Plus Open
Country carries a complete line ofBackpacks.

So come on down to Open Country for a great

outdoor experience.

iWaMenbooksi

~ GOOD AS GOLD
by Joseph Heller

NEW
from the author of

CATCH-22 and

SOMETHING

"As the title boasts,

Good as Gold Is a
dazzling commodity."

— New York Times Book Review

• Planning a Garden?
Stop in and see our gardening and landscaping books.

- Hardy Boya and Nancy Drew Mysteries

Now at a special low price.

' file World According to Garp

Coming Soon in Paperback

Now atWaldenbooks.
v^ HAMPSHIRE MALL 586-1380

rim
rnjstet chatgt

wear the NOW LOOK!

EflRPffRCJlK]
We 11 pierce ycMjr ears ... in a simple pro-

cedure with surgical sterile studs. Ear pierc-

ir>g takes less than 2 minutes.

e Includes 24K floM over

grade ifinleeB studs and

9 Hypo-eMergenic
• AN work dorw t>y tmined personnel

BikingBub

^ SALE
Look what we have for you. ..starting April 4 to April

13. our entire stock will be reduced 30%. Periodically

thereafter, we'll reduce our prices an additional 10%
until the end of May. Here's the schedule:

Prices will go down, down, down,
but the selection will go down also!

SO PLAN TO SHOP EARLY
Starting Wed., Apr. 4 thru Fri., Apr. 13 30% OFF*

r*f|

IN CAFE SQUARE

Hampshire Mall, Hadley

starting Sat.. Apr. 14 thru Fri.. Apr, 27 40% OFF*

Starting Sat.. Apr. 28 thru Sat.. May 12 50% OFF*

Starting Mon.. May 14 thru Sat.. May 19 60% TO*
70% OFF*

Shop early for best selection or shop late for bigger

savings. You decide! All merchandise is from our

regular stock. Save on fabulous gift items from around

the world. All sales final.

* on Hems not alrsady on sale.

^^a

^]

h

EASTER
GOODIES
INCLUDEDI

Hampshire Mall, Hadley. 584-6542 VISA. M.C.

IntrcKlucing

the area's finest "real" Chinese food,

from the richest city in China:

eypRess
'*ln Old Shanghsi, we live to eatr

At Shanghai Express, we take pleasure in serving you fine

quality natural food, with no chemical preservatives or

MSG, in the Old Shanghai tradition.

We invite you to stop by our new kitchen at Cafe Square In

Hampshire Mall, and sample our sweet & sour pork, spare
ribs, fried rice, lo mein, egg rolls, and much more. Conm
taste what real Chinese food is all. about!

In keeping with Chinese tradition, we honor Senior Citizens

with a 10% discount.

MaiinMhiw Mdl. Wadl,A^ 4. 1979 13

B

r--""— - WITH THIS COUPON

FREE BEVERAGE
with $2.00 nnin. purchase

I
Shanghai Express, Hampshire Mall, Expires Apr. 30

Coffee. Tea,

Iced Tea, Coke,
Reg. 35$

A taste delightanytime...

^f^lAL
When you want those real

old-fashioned Hot Cross
Buns. Tiffany s Bakery is

the place. We ve taken our

special bun dough, added
a tangy selection of spices

and been liberal with dried

fruit Then we glaze em.
Delicious to eat, hot or cold.

Treat the family to this

traditional Easter treat.

^Oi

©o.

Welcome back to freshness!

TIFFANY^
BAKERY

Hampshire Mall 586-2024

Bonftop^tit!

Here's What's

to Eat at

FIGARO PIZZA & GRINDERS
With this coupon — Offer expires April 30

One coupon per person

Name ,^._

Hometown,

For take-out orders call 586-6877

One coupon per

customer.
Offer expires

April 20

^^
^^^^ RiouN rocmrr ^^KQr Fresh Fruits • Salads • Natural Snacks fJL

- With This Coupon -

"PR p]p^ Cone of Frozen Yogurt with
* Al**—JX-i purchase of one dollar or m-more. ^

With This Coupon Only

Oskars Famous "Heisse Weise" and other fine

meat products. ..prepared by Schaller &
Weber of Long Island City, New York.

Bring this ad and receive20% Off

the selling price on all meat products.

Offer expires April 30 • Hampshire Mall Store Only

— With This Coupon Only —

Monday — Tart

Tuesday — Cheese Cake - slice

Wednesday — Small Sunday
Thursday — Short Cake-slice

Friday — Ice Cream-cone
Saturday — Cream Puff

Strawberry
Festival at

our cafeteria...

With This Coupon -

Buy one - get
one for half-price

•offer expires April 30-

Enjoy an unusual dining experience!

of Hampshire
Mali Only

Your Choice

Chiclien, Steals

or Seafood 'Ooff

With this coupon - ofTer expires April 30

Just try to find another donut shop

whose coffee is as famous as its donuts!

Visit us at

Cafe Square in

Hampshire Mail.

Itsworth the trill.
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GNC General Nutrition CentersI Ic
Our 700 Store Buying Power Means Low Prices For You

HAMPSHIRE MALL, HADLEY
MT. FARMS MALL, HADLEY

VITAMIN C
SOOmg. Oo

1 Gram
lOOOmg. lOO-SI 9S

Chelated 10.000 1.U

•1022 100 M2 100

Compare & Save
Same Formula, Same Potency

Compare wsth Shakiee
« Save SOS

t5-53^«
•Imi «*"*i %t **»^ V

Shakiee Pnce

Vita Lea TjWeH
240-S11 70

12frS4lO

i?as8?o

LiMtiin Capsules
190 S9»

VAamin E Capsules
1»-|l4S0

Vi!aC
100S5 60

Vita Cai

20OS8S5

\MlCat Plus If on

lOfrse as

» No I8C

9 N« I

ONe lOU
19044K

&M
IS Uo I

lO&C

O Ns 1

?l»44

O Mo 162

I0&S3«)

mictose
(he miracle sweetener

you ve been reading about
Th#ia»t» o< r<uclo»t i •a*ntici\ Ic
common >u«*t oim !h« *<X>«)
e>»n»»it (h*( it n n*«rif Ixicr t%
tm*f<n*ug*i touc»nu%t l**t
«w*«l«n«t tnil coniamr l*t>
cOo'ict rruclow i«*ntacrM*fll
»oufc» at eo»f gy Un activ* ovrtoni
tucN M fihivirt driveri and w^fon*
Subject to «lrr%^ jina tftfiQu*

As Seen In Family Circle

VITAMIN E
400I.U.
$199

I 8991

100 Capsizes

100 I U 100 Me
2MIU 100$1S9 , ,,

1000 I U 100 S« 59 V^ J^

VITAMIN I 6 DOLOMITE

SOmg.

$|60
•looa 100

250 Tablets

*1
•763

Super Protein Sale

Fight Fatigue
Bigh Energy $^95

*^ /O SUPREME
ct)tK>*>rOr*l»» 0». I*! J2S-MJ

ounct in* (« ilivtn and papain

M« *16?!

90% PROTEIN
POWDER

A balanced «)f «g« and miik proirm
*nnchfd wilh Ivcilh n and papain
Conlawit ail I aoanliai amtno acid*
ptu* vtlaffimt minarait and 33Sm9 ol

l'vptap^an«

SQ49 M31!y

Herb Tea
Ctamomita

nint

Honey
AHalla

Bucliwtwat

Zesty
SunfloNVr
Serdi

Sea Salt 1 Vitamin C

^•pptnnint Bucliwtwat Mra< Tabl« Salt
Setarmlnl Sunnowvi M^^^ .^ ^ ^^

n25 S119 ggo igo
36 Bags | lib ^^^^lOoz %#5 02.

Um Likf

Tabl« Salt

Tim» ArtfaM
lOOOmg

Si;99W 100

All-in-One Tablet
Multiple Vitamin & Mineral Formula

SOIDIRON
• Caicium* Phosphorus*Copper* Iron

•Maganese* Potassium* Bone Meal

•Liver*Niacin*Zlnc*B-1*B-12*B-2

•A,D.C.E

sg95 122* $43^5
in a nalufal b»ir'
Taka only onr
lablat p«' day
ClHI l«tt tnan IOC p*r ity

Balanced

B-ComplexM^
Hvr« % a compldr and balanced
lormula ol I eiicniial B laclo't
in a one per day capiula

VNamma-l
VMaminB 2

VHamm B-«
VHamin B 1}

Hiactnamide
Folic »cid

Mmg Panlolhanic Acid SOmg
Mmg d Btolin Mmcg
SOmg Chottna Bitaftrala SOmg
SOmcg Inoilol SOmg
Sdmg (PikBA) SOmg

400meg

SCTS SI RSOW 100 M%M 250

• Ci
M
Reducing
Fomwla

EAI
liod«l«ns

li aDMMMy tal*

ir»af«oda«|uMni lotadrug
Mi<iUl iMl»a cwfft r»w aaii«u

mglili Hu C«to«t* t«UM*IAf^^M V f tC

M25 $060
ae b <M

Gk>lden Harvest Cosmetics
For Beauty That Comes Naturally

Herbal a miik & Honey

Shampoo W Conditioner

Ginseng
Shampoo
Sj95

iSoz

Vitamin E
AAloeVeriiSliinOil

3!
SQ95

^2oz.

•0K«LUIia»^^ •»!GNC MLUCf
|iireat6ranola i| Thompson

iSale.a/sgseJJja^ns

VAIMME 6NC CtUPM A|

t lb

i FREE BRAN
I UNPROCESSED 4 OZ
I Frta anWi coupon t
W BCpunhaaa II owe

Wia Uf 4/2t/79 i

*1
e 0/

^ Toasted
B Soybeans

l!2/«i49
_ -^ n^' i-jt »*'/ — - — ^ .

ItNCWUKI
California ii Delicious 2/S1 25l
Prunes JSWildemess I S
2/S169|IPacli

Seeds 1

1

FREE BOOKLET
'JHe Fructose Story

fraa oiei coupon • puichaaa al ONC

Uf. 4/2t/79

I

J

j^Y-BEE **^»^'^*"^
fun starts!

Come meet
Nr KAY-BEE

(inperson)

during. ••

Hampshire Mall's

EASTER SALE

MEET Mr. KAY*BiE
Thursday, April 5th. 2-5, 7 9
Friday, April 6th, 2 5. 7 9

&turday. April 7th. 111,2-5

Fun for the kiddies.

Great savings for you!

IJIlI^BEE
T^r t. MAff $lto^$*Vf« take your fun serfousi/

Hampshire Mall -^

and other major shopping centers.

Natural Gifts!

Soft Tip

Pens
The warmth of

genuine wood and
the free-flowing

spirit of a

soft-tip pen.

It's a naturall

*S200

eg) 1979 hWmarli Cank, he

vLLv EVENSON'S^S9 HALLMARK CARDS & GIFTS

HAMPSHIRE MALL

Hanrtpshire Mall
Route 9
Hadley, Ma.0103S
413-586-0435

Howpihire Molt. Wad.. April 4. 1979 IS
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Happy Easter from

Family Entertainment Center

Present this

ad to any one of

our Dreann Machine
staff, and receive

4 FREE
GAMES

for Mom, Dad, and

ttie entire family!

* BONUS *
this ad valid for

6 FREE GAMES
on Sundays!

(um Cafe Square

1
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

•

I
i
i
I

I

I
I

Open Mon.-Sata, 10-9:30;

Sundays Open 1-6

The perfect chance
for Mom to get all her

Holiday Shopping done!

OFFER EXPIRES: APR 15

fd'peMamiiy Hampshire Mall

per day. Hadley,

I

I

I

I

I

I

Big Hits For
LitUe Kids

249

SPIDERMAN
INVASION OF ORAGON-MEN

SESAME STREET

SESAME STREET
ANNE MURRAY SINGS

WALT DISNEY
IT S A SMALL WORLD

I

;#

WALT DISNEY
THE RESCUERS 249

s^^^^^^^frt

HERE COMES
PETER COTTONTAIL

^^^b^tj^

m
CHARGE nri

(D
CLua

t'ataxsnj

rmaslei charge

L ^ ^K

VtSA" M.
Hampshire Mall

586-2337

10 a.m.-9:30 p.m.

Our complete refund and exchange policy means we^re not

satisfied until you are.
'

MN8837
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Nobody will leave
empty handed Hi

,V*i*..»» »M,

c.^J

FREE
flying saucers
for the young
in heart

Purse size

combination
sewing kit and
manicure set

During Peoples
Hampshire IVIali

Branch Banic Openi
March 24. 1979 is the day Peoples Savings Bank will officially open it's

Hampshire Mall Branch to serve the residents of the Hadley. Northampton
and Amherst area.

While we may be new to your area, Peoples Savings Bank has been
serving the people of the greater Holyoke area since 1885 and have built

an enviable reputation as one of the most progressive savings banks In

western Massachusetts. Now, we would like to become your bank for
savings, home mortgages, home repair, auto and personal loans.

As part of our opening celebration, everyone attending will receive a
free gift. A flying saucer for the young in heart. A purse size combination
manicure and sewing kit for the ladies. And if you open a new savings
account for as little as $50.00 or add a like amount to your present savings
account, youll be a recipient of a handsome gift. As gift supplies are
lifnited,jiiaHe it a point to visit us early during our opening celebration.

FULL SERVICE SAVINGS BANK FACILITIES
« Savings Accounts .Savings Banh

, Personal Loans l-i'e insurance

. Mortgage Loans .Collateral Loans

, Automobile Loans , Home Repair Loans

• Club Accounts , Educational Loans

, Travelers Checks , IRA and Keough Plans

, NOW Accounts , Savings Certificates

SELECT ONE OF THESE SPECIAL GIFTS WHEN YOU OPEN A
NEW SAVINGS ACCOUNT FOR $50. OR MORE OR ADD A ,

LIKE AMOUNT TO YOUR PRESENT SAVINGS ACCOUNT.

Gilt Supplies Limitvd — Pleas*, only one gift per (amity.

Hampshire Mall

nexl^ to J. C. Penney

PORTABLE LAMP. Perfect for camp or as
emergency lamp when the lights go out.

12Vi" high. Decorator design Steel
hanging ring. Complete with 6-volt

battery.

SELF-FOLDING TELESCOPIC
UMBRELLA Assorted print patterns with
matching water-proof scarf, 27" x 27"

Umbrella is 100% nylon with matching case

SAVINGS
BANK HAMPSHIRE MALL

NEXT TO J. C PENNEY

RT. 9 HADLEY BETWEEN NORTHAMPTON & AMHERST

APOLLO 6-Volt POWER LANTERN.
Rugged, unbreakable case Throws a

powerful beam Weatherproof switch.

Complete with 6-volt battery.

100% POLYESTER BLANKET. Perfect for

cold winter nights Take it along on
camping trips or to the shore Large

72" X 90" All solid colors.
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Union seeking
dismissal of 31
By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

The campus faculty union has submined
the names of 18 faculty members to the
administration requesting they be
dismissed for failure to pay the union
agency fee or apply to the union for an
exemption, according to union president
James E. Cathy. Thirteen names from the
U Mass Boston campus were also sub-
mitted.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery,
«)ntacted last night, said he had not yet
seen the request for the dismissals, but
called it a "serious maner. He said he and
other administration officials would seek to
"Dissuade the union from pressing the
maner" while an "amicable" settlement
was worked out.

The union has requested the list be kept
confidential. But one distinguished faculty
member - Commonwelath Professor of
botany and former U Mass Amherst
Chancellor and Provost Oswald Tippo said
last night he has not paid his fee or officially

contacted the union. Tippo served as
provost from 1964 to 1969, and as chan-
cellor from 1969 to 1971.

Another noted faculty member and a
long-time union foe, former UMass
President John W Lederle, said he applied
for and was granted conscientious objector
status, and called the scholarship program
"an appropriate way of handling things."
Lederle, now a Joseph B. Ely professor of

political science here, served as president
from 1960 to 1970.

The union, the Massachusetts Society of
Professors, requires in its contact with the
administration that all faculty members -

even those not in the union - fither pay the
$1ffl agency fee or to apply for "con-
scientious objector" status, enabling them
to pay the money to a scholarship fund.

Union President Cathey said l^t night
payment of an agency fee is required by
Chapter 150E of state General Laws. He
also said UMass is the only university in the
country with a collective bargaining
agreement which has a provision for
conscientious objector status.

Union representatives say the union is

required by law to submit the names of
members of the bargaining unit who do not
pay the agency fee, but prof. Joseph
Larsen, a long-time MSP opponent, said
last night "the state law uses the word
may.' It does not say shall. They are
empowered to submit the names, but they
are not required to."

Cathey said it is now "up to the ad-
ministration" to take action against the
professors.

The Union represents approximately
1 ,900 teachers and librarians on the UMass-
Amherst and Boston campuses, and
reached its first collective bargaining
agreement from the administration last fall,

TURN TO PAGE 10

B.U. faculty members
poised to go on strike
Associated Press
BOSTON -The faculty of Boston

University, one of the largest private
universities In the nation, will go on strike

today at 8 a.m., following the refusal of the
school's trustees to give final approval to a
three-year contract, the teachers union said
yesterday.

"The strike is based on the board of
trustees' refusal to ratify the contract on
flimsy pretexts, " said Pat Jackson, a
spokesman for the union.
The executive committee of the universi-

ty chapter of the American Association of
University Professors ordered the strike

following a two-hour meeting with a
trustees committee seeking clarification of
contract language, said Jackson.
The trustees voted Tuesday to withhold

final approval pending clarification of sec-
tions they called uncertain and ambiguous.
The faculty union claims more than 400

members among the 800 faculty persons on
the campus which serves more than 25,000
students.
Jackson said the union membership

voted Jan. 25 to go on strike April 4 if no
contract had been ratified.

"The executive board had no authority
other than to do what it did," said Jackson.
A strike appeared to have been averted

Monday when the faculty members ratified

by a 252-17 vote an agreement providing

for a 32.4 percent wage increase and other
benefits over three years.

The administration said the university
would be open as usual.

Jackson said after the meeting yesterday
afternoon between the union negotiating
group and the trustees' committee, "we
understood that this trustee committee had
really only the authority to say that the
faculty accept all the changes in language
or that nothing would happen."
Wes Christenson, a university

spokesnian, had described as "minor" the
differences between the trustees and the
union. They involved the date of the ter-

mination of the contract, a no-strike clause
and the method to determine salary in-

creases.

"The trustees have given their basic ap-
proval of the proposed contract," Dr. Ar-
thur G.B. Metcalf, trustee chairman, said in

a statement released by the university
Tuesday, "conditional only on the clarifica-

tion of certain ambiguous and unclear
issues.

"I assume that our agreement will be
made final as soon as the ambiguous and
uncertain clauses and provisions of the
document have been clarified.

"The process of clarification should not
be lengthy."

BOSTON-UMass poster takes a back seat to a large death mask during an anti-
nuclear power rally at the State House here yesterday. Stories, rally pq 3
legislative action, pg. 16. (AP Laserphoto)

'

In-State tuition bill

can expect long debate
By BOB MORGAN
Collegian Staff

The bill that could raise in-state tuition
went to the floor of the House of
Representatives in Boston yesterday,
where it is expected to be debated for the
next week and a half.

The bill calls for a $24 million increase
overall in tuition at state schools. This
would raise UMass tuition from $52S to
almost $900.

Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst, vice-
chairman of the House Committee on
Education, said the committee has asked
that there be no increase.

"We're working to defeat that proposal
so that it won't become law," Collins said.

There has been a proposal similar to this
every year for the last six years, but they
have defeated every time. Collins said,

however, that this year will be a little

tougher.
"I think that looking at is quite prac-

tically, it looks a little more difficult this year
because this is the year of Proposition 13.
But I think we can defeat it," Collins said.
The bill to repeal the language used in

the state budget which would cause out-of-
state tuition to double was sent to the
House Ways and Means Committee
yesterday.

The bill, sponsored by Collins, would
take out the language added last June to
the state budget that could double non-
resident tuition at state schools. If left as is,

the non-resident tuition could be set at 95
percent of the total educational cost per
student.

The bill is exoected to be debated in the
TURN TO PAGE 11

The waitingis over, 'nextyear"is tiere forSox
ByDICKBRAUDE
Associated Press
BOSTON - Two hard-throwing right

banders, one with a rich new contract,

were ready to face their old teams today as
the Boston Red Sox open their American
League season against the Cleveland
Indians at Fenway Park.

The Indians' Rick Rise, the former
Boston pitcher who was a 19-game loser

for Cleveland last year, and the Red Sox'
Dennis Ecersley, a 20-gan)e winner with a
new multi-million dollar pact, are to be the
starters before an expected crowd of more
than 33,000 at the ballpark built in 1912.

Rain is forecast and the Red Sox said a
postponement might be made up Friday

bafora the tMma head back to Clavaland to

resume their schedule against each other
Saturday afternoon.

In addition, the Red Sox made
arrangements for substitute umpires to
stand in for the regulars on strike.

It is the first opening day assignment in

15 seasons for Wise, 9-19 last year after
being traded by Boston.

"Sure there's a feeling there," Wise said
is the teams worked out yesterday. "You
always want to look good against a team
that traded you."

Eckersley, 20-8, had his own special
feeling after agreeing to a five-year contract
extension yesterday that will make him one
of the top-paid players in baseball with a
salary of at least $500,000 starting next
year.

Boston Manager Don Zimmer has an
opening-day lineup missing star catcher
Carlton Fisk, who is sidelined by a painful
right elbow, and third baseman Butch
Hobson, also out with elbow trouble.

The Boston lineup and batting orderwm
Jerry Remy, second base; Rick Burleson,
shortstop; Fred Lynn, center field; Jim
Rice, designated hitter; Cari Yastrzemski,
left field; a slimmed down George Scott,
first base; Dwight Evans, right field; Jack
Brohamer, third base; and Bob Mon-
tgomery, catcher.

Zimmer was hoping to win perhaps one
more game than last year when the Red
Sox finished 99-64 and lost a playoff to the
New York Yankees for the East Division
tma.

Cleveland Manager Jeff Torborg, under
pressure to win or else, said, "We have
improved but our pitching is the question
and we still could be a sixth place ball

club."

The following is a list of some
local radio and television stations
associated with the Boston Red Sox
network. Game time, 2 p.m.
Television-'Channel 22, Spr-

ingfield and Channel 38, Beaton
(cable).

Radio (AM) -WHMP, 1400: WSPR,
1270; WTIC, 1060; WARE. 12B0:
WCAT. 1390; WHAI. 1240 and 98.3
(FM).
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As th« conditions of the Thraa Mils Island Nuclsar
Power Plant in Harrisburg. Penn., appeared to
become better this week, "atomic antedotes" began
to pop up, (AP Laserphoto)

King: Deregulate oil
BOSTON IAPI - Gov Edward J. King, on the eve of

President Carter's energy address to the nation, endorsed
the deregulation of domestrc oil.

"Why don't we deregulate tfie price of oil and pay United
States developers as much or almost as much as we're pay
ing foreign oil developers?" King asked rhetorically in a
speech yesterday

King ackonwiedged that deregulation would drive up oil

prices for consumers, but he said it would provide an in

centive for more oil exploration.

"We favor the deregulation of the cost of oil and paying
people in the US a compensatory price so it will be pro
fitable for them to develop wells which are closed," King
said.

Teamsters srike to go on
WASHINGTON [API - The nation's most extensive

trucking shutdown, already hurting the auto industry, is

likely to stretch into at least next week and raise the pro

spect of widespread economic disruptions, government of-

ficials said yesterday.

In the third full day of a lockout of striking Teamsters by

major trucking firms, administration officials said the im

pact was limited mostly to the auto industry. The govern

ment had no immediate plans to seek a court ordered end

to the contract dispute. "The government still doesn't see

that the situation merits any action, " said one Labor

Department official.

Lights back in Back Bay
BOSTON I API - Power returned gradually to the black

ed out Back Bay yesterday as nervous Boston Edison Co.

officials pleaded with customers to shut off switches to

avoid yet another outrage,

Before nightfall, all power was restored except for a few
isolated spots where, company officials said, they were
waiting for occupants to return.

"Our commercial department asked customers to turn

off major appliances like freezers and hot water heaters,"

said Patricia Korell after a three day outrage that paralyzed

area businesses and kept residents without hot water or

lights.

Bomb didn "t blast Logan
BOSTON I/4P1- Steering away from the theory of an

Intentionally set bomb, officials said yesterday a simple can
of hair spray may have triggered a small explosion in a
Logan Airport men's room.
A key clue, said one investigator, might involve a toilet

seat.

"Our lab found no mechanical parts at all within the
debris, something like a timing device or wiring," said Cpl.

Carmen Tammano, head of the state police detective unit

at Logan. "We don't think it was a bomb."
"The heat was so intense something had to accelerate it.

It could have been hair spray, anything flammable to give it

a boost."
Tammano said investigators no longer suspected the

explosion Tuesday was premeditated.

Radiation is lower,
concern continues
By TIM PETTIT
Associated Press

HARRISBURG, Pa. - Radiatit^ lev^s have dwindled to
near normal in the fields around Three Mile Island yester
day, but concern over the durability of crucial instruments
inside the nuclear reactor left central Pennsylvania on ahsrt.

Rush hour traffic was heavy in tf>e capital city for the
first tirr>e in five days — evidence that many of an estimated
200,006 persons who went into voluntary exile last

weekend had begun returning home.
"The threat of any immediate catastrophe is over," said

Gov Dick Thornburgh At the atomic site. 10 miles from
Harrisburg, engineers were examining pipes and sensors
that are critical in efforts to bring the disabled reaction to
cold shutdown.

Thornburgh reaffirmed his advisory that pregnant
women and pre school children stay at least five miles from
the plant. Civil defense officials remained poised should an
evacuation still be necessary

Radiation monitoring yesterday in the rural countryside
surroundir>g the island facility showed "most levels are
slightly above background relation," Ken Clarke, a
Nuclear Regulatory Commission spokesman, said.

In Washington, Health, Education and Welfare
Secretary Joseph Califano Jr. told a Senate subcommittee
persons within five miles of the nuclear plant have received
as much as 80 millirems sir>ce last Wednesday. The average
Pennsylvanian receives about 100 nrvllirems per year from
the sun and x rays.

The number of cartcer deaths in Pennsylvania is not ex-
pected to rise above normal, Califar.o toki the Human
Resources health panel. He conceded, however, that
"great uncertainties still remain about the relationship bet-

ween cancer deaths and low level radiation."

Plant authorities will attempt a coki shutdown operation
M soon as they are confident that cooling systems sub
jected to intense levels of radiation for more than a week
are capable of handling the flush of water needed to lower
the fuel core temperature. The goal is to reduce the
temperature from the current 280 degrees Fahrenheit to
between 100 and ISO degrees.

That would eliminate, once and for all, the threat of
meltdown, while leaving the rr>assive task of disposing of
the danruged fuel core, ar>d recycling and cleaning 250,000
gallons of radioactive water tfiat covers the core.

Replacing the damaged fuel core and decontaminating
the reactor building coukj cost at least $150 miltion.said
Robert Benere, an NRC official. He said either nuclear
specialists feel it would be easier to fill the reactor with ce
ment ar>d scrap it.

"We can heave a sigh of relief," Thornburg said In a
television interview. "Nr>w we must face up to ttie long-
term consequences of this event. We have serious public
health problems, environmental problems and economic
problenr^ to grapple with."
The most recent radiation measurements in the air one

mile from the plant showed maximum levels of 1 . 1 millirem
per hour, the NRC said. On Tuesday, the highest had been
2 millirems.

WNIe normal background radiation on the ground
ranges between .006 and .015 millirems per hour, towns
near the plant were still slightly higher, the NRC said

Goldsboro, a mile from the plant, showed readings of .07
millirems per hour on Tuesday, down from .13 three days
ago. In the tiny town of FalrtKHith, radiation was at .2

millirems per hour.

Of the 130 off site water sanples taken by tfie NRC.
"nor>e...has shown any detectable radioiodine," the NRC
said in a statement.

Mother appeals execution
of convicted murderer son
By KENDAL WEAVER
Associated Press
A TMORE. Ala. —A lawyer for the nnother of condemned

murderer John Lewis Evans III says he will file an emergen-
cy appeal to the U.S. Suprenrte Court this morning to try to
delay Evans' execution, now aaheduled for 12:01 a.m.
tomorrow.
Anorney John Carroll of the Southern Poverty Law

Center announced his decision Wednesday, moments after

the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in New Orleans re-

jected a petition by Betty Evans to stay her son's ueath in

the electric chair.

Mrs. Evans also met briefly with Gov. Fob James yester-
day to ask for his personal intervention.

Evans opposed both pleas, but a priest who knows him
well said the convicted murderer would change his mind
and "fight for his life" if his execution were postponed.
A three-judge panel of the federal court split 2-1 against

a stay. The majority said it found no legal justification that
would enable Mrs. Evans to intervene in the case as her
son's "next friend."

To grant "next friend" status, the court would have to
hold Evans was incapacitated and someone else had to
takean action he normally would take himself.

But Judge James Hill of Atlanta said he "would grant
the stay in order to aceriain whether or not a mental defi-

ciency short of incompetency would authorize proceeding
by a next friend."

The Rev. Kevin Ouignan, a Catholic priest who visits

Evans daily at Holman Prison, said yesterday Evans, who
has fought efforts to spare his life, now feels a postpone-
ment would be "a message from God."

Duignan also said Evans appeared in recent days to be
"a very confused individual" who has seemed on the verge
of a breakdown.

But with Duignan and a deputy warden standing beside
him yesterday, Evans, 29, showed no signs of fear as he
read a five-minute "final statement" to about 60 reporters.

Evans asked that his electrocution be videotaped, and
the tape used to "demonstrate the barbarity of capital

punishment and as a lesson to the young criminal."
Mrs. Evans met with James for barely one minute, but
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John Louis Evans III, who Friday is scheduled to be
executed on an electric chair in Atmore, Ala., bites
his tongue as Rev. Kevin Duignan says something.
Evans said he does not want to remain behind bars in

Holman Prison, and has asked that his execution not
be delayed. (AP Laserphoto)

her attorney, Morris Dees, director of the Southern Pover-
ty Law Center, presented her case to the governor for

about 45 minutes. After the meeting. Dees said James in-

dicated he would aot act until he saw what the courts did.

James' legal adviser, Mike Waters, said the governor
was considering whether to hold a clemency hearing.

Most favor death penalty — poll
By EVANS WITT
Associated Press

NEW YORK -With the first execution in this coun-
try in more than a year scheduled for tomorrow,
most Americans remain in favor of the death penalty
for those convicted of murder, an Associated Press-
NBC News poll shows.
And the public is convinced capital punishment

does deter some people from committing murder.
Sixty-two percent of those interviewed March

19-20 said they favor the death penalty for persons
convicted of murder.

That support is down somewhat from levels found
last year. It is 4 points below the finding of the
November APNBC News poll and 7 points below the
September survey.

Last month, 24 percent opposed the death penalty
and 14 percent were not sure.

This finding comes as convicted murderers are

scheduled to die soon in Alabama and Florida.

No one has been executed in the United States
since Jan. 17, 1977, when a Utah firing squad killed

Gary Gilmore. Gilmore, who said he wanted to die,

was the first person to suffer capital punishment in

this country after 10 years of Supreme Court
challenges of death penalty laws in individual states.
The next man to be executed could be John Louis

Evans III, scheduled to jdie in the early morning hours
of April 6 at Holman Prison in Atmore, Ala. The 29-
year-old native of Beaumont, Texas, was sentenced
to the electric chair for the Jan. 5, 1977, shooting
death of a pawnshop owner in Mobile, Ala.

Also close to the electric chair is John Spenkelink,
who is on Florida's death row awaiting the outcome
of a final clemency hearing. That hearing is schedul-
ed April 20. The U.S. Supreme Court refused March
26 to review his case.
Many supporters of the death penalty argue that

the threat of the ultimate punishment deters some
people from committing murder. Most Americans
agree with that argument, the APNBC poll shows.

Seventy-one percent of those questioned agreed
that the death penalty is a deferent and 25 percent
disagreed. Four percent of the 1,600 adults interview-
ed nationwide by telephone said they were not sure.
As with any sample survey, the results of the AP-

NBC News polls could differ from the results of inter-

views with all Americans with telephones because of
chance variations in the sample.
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Barenberg elected to
SGA speaker post
By JULIEEAGLE
Collectian Staff

Unopposed candidate David Barenberg
was elected Undergraduate Student
Senate speaker and incumbent Jim
OConnell defeated Timothy O'Leary
35-32 for senate treasurer last night.

Barenberg, who will relinquish his posi-
tion as coordinator of the Student Center
for Educational Research and Advocacy
to became speaker, said in a victory
speech he hopes to use his experience in
fighting for reform and to increase senate
and student involvement in working for
improvement in student life.

Among other things, Barenberg has
been active in initiating a dormitory lease
and rallying and lobbying against propos-
ed UMass budget cuts, a rise in the state
drinking age and tuition hikes.

In a nomination speech before O'Con-
nell's victory. Jay Millinder, director of
the senate Communications Office and
chair of the senate Budgets and Finance
Committee, said, "I've been here for four
years, and in all these years I've never
seen the office of the treasurer run better
than it has with O'Connell in charge."

Millinder said UMass is curr^tty
undergoing financial stress and "we r)eed
someone who has been around, knows
UMass, knows the Recognized Student
Organization system and has the ability
and the respect "to act successfully as
treasurer. "Jim has proven to possess
these qualities and is a man who has serv-
ed us well over the past year, " Millinder
said.

Barenberg
outlines his

senate plan
ByJULIEEAGLE
Collegian Staff

David Barenberg, elected last night as
Undergraduate Student Senate
speaker, said yesterday he hopes to "be
a vital link in th«, communications"
between the senate, and its resources
and the student body.

Arriving at a pre-election interview,
Barenberg was excited, but weary.
having spent the day protesting
proposed UMass budget cuts and
tuition increases in a rally at the State
House in Boston. The student coor-
dinator for the Student Center for
Educational Research and Advocacy
and a forerunner in campus political

activity, Barenberg spoke eloquently
and optimistically on his plans for the
senate speakership.
A sophomore from Newton,

Barenberg said he will relinquish his

position at SCERA to assume the
speakership.

Barenberg said as speaker he hopes
"to utilize the immense variety of
campus resources by encouraging
senators to go back to their dormitories
(or apartments), inform students on
issues, tell them what's going on and let

them know the senate does have an
effect on campus and that we can make
changes."
He cited a myriad of senate com-

mittees aimed at improving University
academics and residential life and then
spoke of the Union Program Council
and yearly Course and Teacher

Speaking before his election, O'Con-
nell said, 'I've done something (as
treasurer) which h«»n't been done in five
years - I balanced the senate budget"
Which totaled $1.4 million for fiscal year
1979. ^

"\'ye been treasurer for seven mon
ths," O'Connell said, "and I haven't been
a flashy treasurer I haven't gone around
and, to put it bluntly, kissed ass. I've at-
tempted to counsel people on following
rules and regulations...! think I've done a
good job."

Losing by only three votes, O'Connell's
opponent O'Leary transferred to UMass
this year from Holyoke Community Col-
lege where he served as treasurer of its
student government. O'Leary was recent-
ly elected as a delegate of the
Massachusens Students Association
convention, which wilt be meeting here in
June.
In other business, Tony Johnson, chair

of the senate Governmental Affairs Com-
mittee, made an official announcement of
Brian Burke and Richard LaVoice's elec-
tion as senate co presidents. Former co-
President Jon Hensleigh swore Burke in-
to his new office as senate president.
LaVoice, still at a meeting in Boston last
night, will serve as senate trustee
Burke said he is presently involved in

working with the Vandalism Task Force
Committee, headed by Dean of Students
Wiinam F. Field, to discuss a committeee-
written Alchohol Beverage Policy. He
said there are "two or three things we
want to work on changing" in the policy,
such as a clause that prohibit one-day
alchohol licences except at Senior Day
and Alumni functions.

evaluation guidebooks, as resources
directed toward benefiting the student
body.
"My duty will be to tie all resources

together, to help senators and students
who want to get something done, get it

done," he said.

Barenberg stressed coordination of

senate and student efforts in effecting

change. He said, "Our campus is unique
in the amount of people and diversity

involved. There's a lot of energy
generated here that needs unity so we
can accomplish our common goal - to
have high quality public education."
Barenberg brings to office leadership

experience in initiating a dormitory
lease; acting as spokesperson for the
Pierpont dormitory occupation at

Whitmore last April; and using his

position in SCERA to rally and lobby
against a rise in the state drinking age,
tuition hikes and budget cuts.

Woman uses bullhorn to address UMass studenuand others at a rally yester-day in Boaton against proposed cuu in education budgets.

100 protest budget cuts

at State House rally
ByJAMES CARTER
Collegian Staff

BOSTON -About 100 UMass students
rallied and picketed at the State House here
yesterday to protest Gov. Edward J. King's
estimated $40 million budget cut proposed
for higher education.

Representatives from Students United
for Public Education and other campus
organizations gave speeches which sup-
ported their program of no budget cuts, no
tuition for public higher education, and no
public money for private schools.

"I think it went beautifully," said Katie
Roth, head of the rally committee. "We
showed people that with an organized rally

we can work together to change ideas and
we can fight for our education."
Some students were sent into the State

House in four groups to talk to state
legislators, but many of the senators and
representatives were either at committee
m<^«»tinas or not in their offices.

"I don't think the lobbying was very
successful," said Roth. 'Obviously they
are not interested in talking to students."
One group did meet with Sen. Gerald

D'Amico (D -Worcester), chairman of the
Senate Education Committee.
D'Amico said "the governor's budget

calls for a severe, drastic cut in the quality
of the educational program. I advocate a
reasonable amendment to the governor's
budget, close to (UMass President) David
C. Knapp's position."

Knapp has requested a $12 million in-

crease in the university budget for alt three
campuses.
The students, bussed to Boston with

Undergraduate Student Senate finances.

arrived at about 11:15 a.m. and listened to
speeches in an orderly rally across the
street from the State House.

Students sang and chanted between
speeches. A busload of elementary school
students passing by mimicked the rally

chant, "they say cut back, we say fight

back," and demonstrators also erupted into
the loud chant.

'The reason for the decline is the glaring

failure of state government to make a
commitment to public higher education,"
said Mark Aronszajn, a member of the
Students United for Public Education. "We
have a crime in the making and the
government is the accomplice."
"We've been here before and we need to

come back again and again," said Mike
Federow, a spokesman for the Graduate
Student Employees Union. "We have the
right to education and a right to participate

in decision making that effects us. We have
to take that right; they're not going to give
it to us."

After the speeches, students formed a
moving picket circle in front of the State
House.

Several members of Students United
performed street theater in the middle of

the picket cirlce. Students United Chair-

man Dan Huse dressed up in a mock Ed
King outfit, with a suit, tie and Burger King
crown. Strings tied to boards were at-
tached to his arms so he became a puppet-
like figure who responded, "Can do! Can
do!" to demands from theater players

representing the interests of corporations,
private schools and big business.

"I thought everyone was very en-
thusiastic," said Roth. "Everyone wants
and deserves a good education."

Tenantsshouldknow, checksanitarycodes
Editor's note: This is the first of a two-part
series on the State Sanitary Code, how it

affects off-campus housing and the legal

leverage tenants can use to resolve housing
problems.

By HAN SCHULZ
Collegian Staff

What Amherst tenants don't know could
hurt them, in the way of unreported
violations of Article II of the State Sanitary

Code.
The code, which is described as "very

strict and very inclusive" by Amherst Town
Government Housing Specialist Greg
Nobles, outlines the "minimum standards
of fitness for human habitation." It is

designed to protect anyone living in rented

housing.
Included in the 18 pages of regulations

are requirements that doors and windows
be made weathertight, that floors, walls

and ceilings are in good condition, and that

housing is furnished with stoves and ovens,
gutters and downspouts, and toilet seats.

The code encompasses areas ranging from
insect and pest problems to minumum
window sizes.

"A Jot of people are unaware of what the
sanitary code entails," Nobles said. "You
can go into any house and find violations,

though minor ones perhaps."
The town of Amherst employs a housing

inspector, William Start, whose jobs it is to

enforce the sanitary code and perform
Article II inspections. The lack of man-
power makes systematic inspections of

Amherst housing impossible. The
Inspectio rvices department at Town
Hall must deal with code violations on a
complaint basis.

Mary Wentworth, of the Amherst
Tenants Association, said "very few people
know about the inspection services." She
also said the code is not rigorously in-

terpreted or enforded.

Nobles, who also fields tenants' com-
plaints and often mediates disputes bet-
ween landlords and tenants, disagrees.
Despite a heavy caseload, the housing
inspector "does a very good job," he said.

Nobles and Wentworth both agree that
most serious violations of the sanitary code
occur in older houses that are rented out or
converted to apartments, since many suffer
from inherent structural defects.

"Regarding the number of decaying
buildings in town, the general rule is that
the older the house is, the more serious the
violations," Nobles said,

Joanne Levenson, of the off-campus
housing office in Munson Hall, at UMass
said she advises prospective tenants to
avoid renting apartments in houses as
opposed to renting apartment complexes.
Most of the area apartment complexes
have built-in maintenance systems, some
with better reputations than others.

Levenson, Nobles and Wentworth all

cited what they said was inadequate
mainenance at Colonial Village, an apar-
tment complex in Amherst. Nobles said
Colonial Village apartments suffer from
improper ventilation and insufficient
weather stripping and caulking, all required
under the sanitary code.
A problem with some Amherst apart-

ment complexes is that they were "poorly
built," Wentworth said. Many of the units
were built in the last 10 years to meet the
demands of a growing student population,
said Wentworth. "What is the town going
to do with deteriorated housing ten years
from now?" she asked.

It is important to put Amherst's housing
stock in perspective. Nobles said.

"Regardless of how serious, major and
numerous our problems are, and despite
some horror stories I could tell, " the
housing conditions in Amherst compare
very favorably to those in urban areas like

TURN TO PAGE 11
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Drinking

draft is

disputed
ByCA/WL fK>S£NB£R6
CoMtg^n Smff

Stu<tom iMctors met y^tefday v^th tf^
Dean of Students William F. Field and hi*
aides to express dissatisfaction with the
current draft of the drinking policy issued
fr(yn hm office earlier thw week.

The policy ¥viM go into effect April 16

when the legal drinking age in ttw state

raises to 20-years of-age. Dean FieM nid
yesterday the policy is sut>}ect to revisions

and additions t>efore and after that date.

Jo^ Weinman of tfie Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy said

yesterday his group will be drawing up a

draft of an alternative policy with the

UMass Legal Service Organizations. He
said he hopes to submit it to Dean Field

"sorr^etime next week."

Weissman, Student Government
Association President Brian E. Burke,
Student Senator Patrick D. Hart, arnJ

Corinne Carnpbell, of the Greek area met
with Field aides Brian Harvey and Paul
Yanowitch, and Thatcher dormitory Head
of Residence Marjorie Harrison at a
meeting of the alcohol sutx^mittee
meeting of a University violence task force.
The major disagreements were in tf>e

rules concerning one-day liquor licenses,

and the anticipated ef>d of package store
delivieries to campus.
The students said yesterday, the ban of

licenses will discontinue sale of liquor at
dormitory parties, unlws held in the
Campus Center complex, and will not
permit liquor sales at the Spring Concert on
May 12.

Field saki yesterday he felt the concert
would include more than 50 percent of
persons under the legal drinking age. and
sales woukj be difficult to limit to legal

drinkers.

Weissman said yesterday he had no
disagreements with Field on the concert,
but tf>ey ' 'ot>iect to the whole tenor of the
policy. If you are 20-years-old you shoukJ
be accorded the rights of the age,"
Weissman said.

The policy they drafted is urwc-
ceptable," Hart said. "A new policy will be
drafted by students taking into mind
var>dalism on campus.
"We fell students have the capability of

controling a p>arty and stayir>g in the legal

guidelines," he said.

What thepolicy is. .

.

Th« folloviHng la • propoa*d draft of

alcohol policy to go Into effect on April

If. Th« policy was drawn up by a sub-
commlttaa on alcohol of the Vice
Chancallors Task Force on Violanca.

ALCOHOLIC BCVERAOe POLICY

Ctmng9$ in Afco/tol Bavenge Po^%
Amiamnce Regulations, R.S.O. proceduim
and ganeraf administrative rules and
guidelines are given in standard type. Clari-

fying information or suggestions are given
in itMctied type.

ONE DAY LICENSES
No or^ day licenses for outdoor events

will t)e granted. Rare exceptions may be
made by the Dean of Students, subject to

approval by tf>e Amherst Board of Select

men, for events where attendance will be
predominantly the over 20 age group (such

n Senior Day or Alumni events).

No one day Ncenses will be approved or
issued to any residence hall group, fraten^*

ty or sorority.

One day license may be consklered for

administrative agencies (such as the Dinif^
Comnnons or Fine Arts Center) when tfit

rtature of the event makes possible tfw

development of careful plans to limit the

service of ateohol to attendees over 20
years of age.
As of AprH 1st. tfte residefKe ha0s have

56% of the total population under 20. Tfte

percentage will be much higher in

September. Individual units range from
76% under 20 fCodidge Upper) to 37%
who are under 20 in Crab tree. It seeim
reasonable to expect many houses to be
over 90% under 20 in September. It simply

does not seem reasonable to expect that a
plan can be developed within residence
areas or halls which could limit sale or

delivery to those who are over 20. It this is

tfte case the responsibilities no*v assumed
by those signing and recorr,nending one
day licertses are more than any prudent per-

son (student or staff! sfmuld assume.

PACKAGE STORE ORDERS AND
DELIVERIES

Placing orders with package stores for

delivery to residence halls or dining com-
mons, except where a one day license has
been granted, will be prohibited as will be
tf)e delivery of such orders by the package
stores.

The predominance of under 20 students

within the residence halls suggests that the

delivery of any sizeable alcoholic beverage
order would imply legal sale or delivery. We
will communicate this decision to tf)e

package stores and anticipate their

cooperation and compliance.

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE PURCHASf
No purchases of alcoholic beverages may

be ma<to with R.S.O. funds, through the
R.S.O. Office, except for those events for

which a one day license has been issued or

those which are catered by the Campus
Center. Rare exceptions, such as a senior

honor society reception for parents and
faculty, reception fcir performen or visitors

to tfie can^HJS, may be made in advent by
tfie Dean of Student.

SALE - WITHOUT A LICENSE
No alcoholic beverages may be sold or

stored in such quantities that future sale

must t>e presumed unless a license has
been granted.

The storage for resale of alcohoUc
beverages in student rooms wM in aH pro-

bability present a major temptation to some
individuals. I know of no way tfiat such
enterpnses can be carried on legaffy and I

t>elieve residence hall staff must take a
strong initiative to discourage and profit

makinh activities.

AGE IDENTIFICATION
Age identification should be Massachusetts
registry (1) drivers licenae, or (2) liquor

identification card.

CAMPUS CEf^ER - General
No alcoholic beverages may be storad,

consumed or sold by any individual or

group excetp under the supervision with

Campus Center and in conformity with

campus wide alcoholic beverage policies

and the conditions established by the

assignment of the license.

Memt)ers of the T.O.C., including those

persons from tfie five cotieges, will con-

tinue to be eligible to use the facilities of the

Campus Center. A Massachusetts registry

klentification plus a student or staff iden-

tification of one of tt>e Five Colleges will be
required for xbe consumption of alcoholic

beverages which are sold or delivered under

the authority of the T.O.C. license. Guests
of T.O.C. members will be limited to two
persons who have Massachusetts registry

identification unless there is specific action

of the on-duty manager to extend this

number.
It is anticipated that The Hatch will no

longer regularly serve alcoholic beverages.

The BluewaU will be accessible /."> the even
ing and duhng busy periods onl^- to those

over 20 years of age, and that all beverage
service, including the 11th floor T.O.C.

Lounge and Restaurant, will require carding

before service. It is also anticipated tftat

bulk sales "pitchers" will be eliminated.

CAMPUS CENTER - CATERING
The majority of medium or large social

events, where alcoholic beverages are soki

or served, will probably be fieki in the Cam
pus Center, under the T.O.C. club license,

identification procedures and over all plan-

ning will be tfie responsibility of the Cam-
pus Center staff in concert with the group
sponsoring tf>e event. All arrangements are

to be in conformity with campus wide
alcoholic beverage policies arxj in the case
of residence hall groups with tf>e approval

of tfte appropriate Area Director.

REQUIREMENTS FOR SOCIAL
EVENTS

a. f^ social event must provide, in

plannir>g and funding, for the availability of

non-akoholic beverages and food in suffi

cient quantity for all invited arnj expected
guests. Campus Center staff. Area Direc-

tors' offices and the Student Activities Of
fice will t>e responsible for establishing, ar-

ticulating arKJ nrKxlrfying. as appropriate,

these starniards. Jbe Dean of Students Of
fice will be available for cor>sultation regar

ding these guidelines.

b. Clean-up arrangements are an in-

tegral part of pre-event plannir>g. Prompt
and effective clean up is essential as will be
tf>e provision for all major events by the

planners of an anr^e number of refuse

recepticles.

c. Announcements, invitatior^, and/or
advertising or social events becomes a part

of all events, especially those taking place

without a license. If alcoholic beverages are

not to be brought into a buikling or area tine

"please no bottles or cans" adomintion
sfioukJ be included in invitations. If the

sponsoring residerKe hall has particular

limits on what may be brought, i.e. "cais,

no bottl«i" that should be stated.

d. In general "closed" events, "ex

changes," or limited invitation activities are

tfte only ones which can be held in

resklence halls. "Open" events are pro-

bably restricted to licensed activities or the

outdoor entertainrr>ent which has no
license and wf^ere the individuals are ex-

p>ected to bring any alcohp{ic beverage they

plan to consume. The planners assume
responsibility for the "entire" activity even
though they may provide themselves only

food, non-ak:of)olic beverages arxJ enter-

tainment.

ENFORCEMENT OF STANDARDS
Primary responsibility for the enforce-

rrwnt of appropriate procedures and stan-

dards lie with the indent plannirtg and
those in attendance. The University staff

person with the assigned responsibility for

tfie facility, tt>e Area or the group holding

the event should call to the attention of the

TURN TO PAGE 18

Sip into somethiiig

Comfort cible...

IMMEDIAIE BESTSELLER!

'•^/•i

So smooth. Easy to sip. Delicious!

Comfort ""'s unlike any other liquor.

It tastes tjood just poured over ice.

That's why it makes mixed drinks

taste much better, too. Sip into

something Comfort ''able. Try it!

Southern
' » /-m. «...

great
wiih COLA.

TONIC. 7UP

BITTER LEMON.

GINGER ALE

ORANGE JUICE,

even MILK'

Does for Washington,

what Hellerdid for the

military in CatchIT
—Time Magazine

Whether as the funniest and most acerbic American

political novel ever written ("An astounding vision

of our leaders in Washington"-N V Times Book
Review), or as \Ue ultimate Amt^rican Jewish novel

("A savage, intemperately funny satire on the

assimilation of the Jewish tradition of liberal-

ism into the American main chance" -f?.Z

Sheppard. Time). Joseph Heller's Good as Gold
(2f)0.(X)0 copies in print) is being hailed as the novel

of the year.

(MCtA
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cm
Comfort
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JOSEPH HELLER
Mam Selection of The Literary Guild $12 95 SIMON AND SCHUSTER-A
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repairssoon, trafficprob/ems stittsnagged
SSMAN Street." he said "lr'«nntni. re " Kin^KDi^,. a^BSiaiHMH^^tt^^ < > > • » •».,«. >«ii_^ %^ %^By MICHAEL SUSSMAN

Collegian Staff

Although two campus parking lots will

probably be repaired this summer, plans to
alleviate traffic problems on campus con-
tinue to run into shags.

According to University Landscape Ar
chitect William A. Lambert, a portion of a
large scale plan to revamp campus roads
and parking lots will finally be implemented.
But plans for road work on ( Iniversity and
town owned roads on campus are stalled.

Lot 65, between the Campus Center
Garage and Marston Halt will be turned into
a paved lot for only 200 cars according to
Lambert. The rest of the present lot wHI be
made into sidewalks, Lambert said. Lot 40
will also be paved
The project money wouki also pay for

outskJe renovations to Brett dormitory, in

Central Residential Area, to make the dor
nrMtory more accessible to handicapped per
•ons.

The work is onty a portion of two con-
tracts put to bid last May. The original pro-

MK:t, developed by UMass planners to im-
prove campus safety and traffic flow, in-

cluded work on Massachusetts Avenue
.Commonwealth Avenue., Six Way
Avenue (the road that goes to ttie Campus
Center circle) raising the sidewalks on
Eastman Lane, and work on the Inffrmary
Road.
The nxMt externtive work was to have

been a straightening of Governor's Drive,
to take some of the traffk: pressure off
North Pleasant Street.

Lambert sakj if the entire project is finish-

ad, traffic flow on campus shouM be im-
proved.
"But we aren't touching North Pleasant

Street," he said "It's not ours." North Plea
sent Street is a town road, and the town
and University have been in conflict over
the section of the road which runs through
campus since 1962
A bypass proposal to alleviate the pro-

blem of having a main road njnning
through campus was defeated by the
Amherst town meeting in May, 1977.
Town Planner Jim Cope said the defeat

of the proposal after years of study "pretty
nujch burst the balloon."
The North Pleasant Street issue surfaced

again last year when a UMass sophomore
Scott C. Burgess was killed as he crossed
the road. Two other non fatal pedestrian
accidents have occurred since then.
A report prepared for the University last

year by Curran Awociates of Northampton,
including proposals to bypass the streM
received no support from the Amherst
Board of Selectmen. The Board cited work
to be started this Spring on intersections on
North Pleasant Street in the vicinity of the
center of town, saying the construction
woukJ have significant effect on the cam-
pus situation. Selectmen rec(mimendad no
further action be taken until the work m
completed.
Lambwt sakl the project planned by the

University has been delayed because only
one bid was received in May. The bid. for
$2.5 million, far exceeded the $1.2 million
appropriated by the Massachusetts
legislature for the project.

Lambert said more mor^ey has been re-
quested from the state for the whole pro-
ject, but in the meantime, a rww bid was
given out for the parking lot work. He said
the bid has been awarded to Mackin Con-
struction of Greenfiekl for $487,000 subject
to approval by the State.
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•'°"* campus portion of North Plaaaant Street. In froirt of tha

Morrill Scianca Center. (Staff photo by Lao Fradatta)

Bromery to advise Carter
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, a

r^tior^lly known geophysicist, will travel to

the White House today to meet with the
president's science adviser and review a

speech Carter will make tonight on
devek>ping the nation's energy policy.

"I assume one of the things we are going
to do is to get a preview of that speech ar>d

I'll make suggestions as I see fit," Brorrwry
said last night. He said he was unsure wtK)
else woukJ atternj the meeting.

Brorr>ery recently was named to a blue-

ribbon panel on scientific ocean drillir>g.

The group, consisting of scientists,

oceanographers and engineers, was
chosen by tfte National Science Foundation

to make recommendations on a long-term
continental shelf drilling program in the
interests of science ar>d petroleum ex-
ploration.

"We're trying to develop a vary larga,

broad-scale, comprehensive drilling

program in the continental margins - tfte

areas that offer the greatest potential for

the accumulation of oil," Bromery said.

"They also offer tfte greatest challenges for

gatherirtg exploration data and interpreting

it in the interests of basic science."
Tfte partel now is working on a firtal

report for the science foundation, which is

due May 10, Bromery said. ' ^

- - Laura Kannay

Isfliis^vhatjfmlite?

17
Eree50oz.Pitelier^
ofDnuij^t Beer!
whenyou buy any family-size pizza.

OfEer good only

with coupon.

Expires:' 4-8-79.

Void for minors

where prohibited

bylaw.

Mountain
Farms Mall,

Hadley

L

Midmght Jam

Butterfield dorm
April 7r9:30 p.m.

Tickets at 219 Butterfield

Free refreshment will be
provided

PRIME ELEMENT

i|4l th&B^nAi'^
Special kitrodiictory Offer

BspaQitKfs

on All Men's
I Banded Collar Shirts
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Around campus
Union callersgetrun-around
A CarT^3us Center official has implemented a system to

Intercut calls made to the president of a campus state
•fT^^rioyee's union.
Prom now on, all calls to Jonathan Tuttle, president of

American Federation of State, County, and Municipal
&nployees Local no. 1776, will be referred to a secretary
for Bernard F Wilkes, Jr. , assistant director of the Campus
Center. A message is then given to Tuttle to call back so-
and-so.

"It m^et me fed real shitty," Tuttle mM. "No other
employee has ail their phone caite intercepted."

Wilkes refused to comment.
Wilkes' action is part of a dspute over ttw Question of

whether a union president can conduct union business on
company time. In a memo issued last night, Wilkes
protested "an extensive volume of union-related phorw
calls dunng normal duty hours."

According to the memo, this "has caused work
problems, definite morale problems and has created a
situation that neither the Campus Center nor the University

can tolerate." The menr>o ordered union files and two
phones removed from Tuttle's work area.

Tuttle said tfie new system does not alleviate wtut the
letter calls "work disruption." Tuttle said, "It's more
disruptive for a caller referred to a secretary, arKl then to

have me caN them badt. And some people aren't even at

phor^es."

In addition, Tuttle contends conducting union matters
on company time is the result of a "mutually established

practice." He said Wilkes' action is "Flat out monitoring."

"It intimidates people." Tuttle said, "some people don't
want to call the boss." He also said it will cause dislocation
within the union.

- LEE BURNETT

Cen tralelections continue
Central Residential Area students will be able to vote for

their area govemnnent officers at two polling places today,
the secornl day of elections.

Yesterday, about five percent of ttie residential area
voted, according to Cindi Thomas, election supervisor.

Polls across from the Munchey's Store of Franklin Oinir>g

Commorw vmH be opmi from 4:30 to 7 p.m and in the
lounge of ButterfieW House from 530 to 7 p.m.

Paul C Washburn, of Van Meter North dormitory is

seeking re election as president of tt>e Central Area Coun-
cil. Kevin Russell, of Baker dormitory, a council represen-
tative, is running for vice president David Pierson, of Van
Meter North dormitory, and acting council treasurer is run
ning for that position. All three are running unopposed for

the one-year terms.

Also on the ballot Earl Dyer, of Butterfield, is running for
one of three minority representative positions available.

Cuban racismpanel Tuesday
A semifjar on "The Elimination of Racism in Cuba," the

third of a four-part series on racism, sponsored by the

Center for Racial Studies, is scheduled to be held this Tues-
day at 7:X p.m. on the 19th floor of Coolidge dormitory in

the Southwest Residential Area.

Led by UMass anthropology professor Johnnetta Cole
and economist Robert Cole, the discussion seminar will

concentrate on the economic trarsformation of Cuba and
racism.

The seminar is sponsored by the Center for racial studies

in conjunction with Melville dormitory head of residence

Sharleen Dickinson and Coolidge tower.

Harvardprof to speak
Harvard University prof. Bernard Bailyn, one of the na

tion',s most distinguished historians of the American Col

onial era, will speak Friday at 6:30 p.m in Herter 231 on

"The Peopling of British North American."

Author of several history books, including "Education in

the fomriing of American Society" (1960), "The Ideological

Origins of the American Revolution" (1967), and "The

Ordeal of Thomas Hutchinson" (1974), Bailyn has won a

Pulitzer Prize and a National Book Award.

The lecture is the first annual tribute to William A. Davis,

a UMass history professor who retired earlier this year after

31 years of teaching.

ArrestedStudents released
Three UMass students who were arrested on charges of

harrassment were released from the Amherst jail on $100

bail yesterday. Their cases were continued in Hampshire

County District Court until April 23.

Thomas J. Ahern, 19, Donald R. Hitchcock, 20, and

George E. Lewis, 19, all former James House residents

were told by the court to stay away from the dormitory and

from an alleged victim of harrassment and intimidation.

The students were arrested Tuesday after a warrant was

sworn out by the court, which was preceded by a com

plaint filed in the court by a dorm resident

'Dead'tix on sale April 12

Guest tickets for the Grateful Dead concert will be
available on April 12, at the Fine Arts Center Box of

fice. A University Identification card will be required

at the box office for the Spring Concert. Continuing
ecducation students. University employees, and
anyone affiliated with the University are eligible.

advertise in BELOW the SALT

Fire Head
seeks charges

in Hub blazes

BOSTON \AF^ -Fire Commissioner

George Paul has asked Suffolk County

District Attomey Newman Flanagan to

se^ criminal complaints against the

nnanagement of the Sheraton-Boston Hotel

iThureday, ApfH S. 1979
Thursday, April 5, 1979,

for failing to sound its in-house fire alarnw
during a fire last Thursday.

The Sheraton-Bcwton and the Copley
Plaza were both struck by arson, and more
than 60 gueets were injured. One person
died as a result of the Copley Plaza blaze.

CQlieglaa 7

Whenyour feet need a friend

Slip into spring.
7 Pleasant St.

(corner of Main)
Northampton

:-] . ^RlL 16 T» ;U)1 STUDENT UNION

: ^i GRMD OPENING
ftJ APRIL q- 13-

THE AMORPHIC COSMIC-mkm.<oSS<

TMtm JTOf

Mill 1*««L[

foods HIVLFPRICE SI^LE
II pins' VITAMIN SAL E

1 v^

' STOCK UP AND SAVE

Formula
No.

SOME EXAMPLES
DESCRIKIION Price

of 1

Sale

Price

of 2nd

Total

Sale

for 2

305 1001Z> Combination §79 439 13"

306 1001D Combination 1398 599 20»7

307 10013 Combination 18^^ 947 28*«

361 100's Choline Tablets 389 194 5"

329 100"s Lecithin 19 gr.
389 194 5"

436 50's Natural VitE 1000 I/U 10^5 5^^ 16«

436 100's Natural Vit. E 1000 1/U 1995 997 2992

506 100's Multi Vitamins w/Iron 249 124 3^»

506 250's Multi Vitamins w/Iron 589 £94 8"

421 100 Super Potency Stress 595 297 g92

411 90 High Potency Stress w/Iron 595 297 g92

419 100 High Potency Stress w/Zinc 759 379 1188

409 100 Vit. C w/Rose Hips 500 mg 495 247 742

682 100 Vit. C w/Rose Hips 1000 mg. 750 3^5 1125

Expert repairs-

Rentals- Parts-

Accessories-

Clothing

P.^'j.trnl''„d'Blr!!S'"RM,Tn^"
'""»" "•"^- """^ *""•"«•

e#ee#e«M««ee«MMMiM«

k

"WANT TO 8PfNO SUMMER
ailing ir>« CanbbearW The
Pacific? EurO(M' Crutamg olhw
pant of itia tworvi aboanl uittng
o> poww yachts? Boat (M»n«>t
naad crawtt fix Um nfonna
**""' **"*!* ^^ ttvmp to
Xanadu. ttOi So G«wna<,
Sun* Ml. HouMon TX 77036"

MWMMMWMMIiMilMii

BV\ 1 BOTTLE AT REG. PRICE, 2nd AT HALF PRtCEt

A NATURAL POODS m
RESTAURANT
Serving tcmpura,
fresh fish,

pasta dishes,
homemade breads 9t

desserts
dally specials
beers and wine
thome'9 market
150 main street
northampton
open monday-saturday
noon-lOp.m. 564-4832

gifts
that

celebrate
spring

/-
Starting our Sth sessort

on April 5 with a SALE
on smoke-damaged
parts ft accessories

C^.
cyde
RcfMir

Colective

I. •M,'^ 11 .\

31 Pleasant St.
Amherst
253-3986

51 S. Prospect St.

Amherst
2S6-6862

We'll fix your bike

or teach you how

/ARROWm^
5 PRIVATE I

LIVERY

UMass
to

Greater .

Lawrence
area

I

$10 round trip

$6.CX) one way

\ 0811:6-7605 /

coming...

AiMilierathleticiNiiklgone soft

AVAILABLE AT:

COLLEGE DRUG STORE
MeN.-PRI. 9-9 *AT. 9-*

4 MAIN ST. AMNIRST

So you've got a few problems
with your shape. Don't
worry about it, do some-
thing about It. And a

good way to get

started is by read-

ing the next issiie

of "Insider" -the
free supplement to

your college newspaper
from Ford.

You'll find tips on exercise,

training and sports. And you'll discover

a few of the unusual ways some athletes

stay in shape. It's not all running and
weight lifting. And you'll also find

some very interesting information about
how to shape up your ride with the

great lineup of '79 Fords.

LMk for "Insider**-'

Ford*s c—tiwuing ssriss of
•oUsgs oswqNipsr sappIsoMnti

FORD
FORD DIVISION

Double chin from
Iota of pizza with

douMe cheese.

Sunken cheat.

Makes breathing

haid.

0OOcaloriaa.

Tennis elbow.

Great tor resting

on table tope.

Belt oveitiang, makes
lying itioes a pfoblafvt*

Sim knee. Used mainly
lo walk to refrlgeralor

and back.

Swollen ankles.

AII-arauTNl gluttony.

Hasn't touched his

loet in years.

Spiritualsingers atbenefit
Four black women who call thenrwelv«s "Sweet Honey

in the Rock" ire scheduled to perform in conosirt st the
Fine Arts Cen-'r Auditorium, Saturday at 8 p.m.
The Washington D.C. based spiritual sinking group

derives its name from a black spiritual about a land so nch
the rocks overfkjwed with honey.
Yasmeen Williams, Evelyn Harris, Tulani Jordan and the

group's founder Bemice Reagon sing in the a cappeffa style
- four part harmony -of Southern churches.
The concert is a benefit for the Che Lumumba School

and the Hotline to End Rape Abuse. The hotline is a
Springfield-based organization.

Tickets are available from TIX in the Student Union at
UMass and area record stores.

Chambergroup toperform
The Yuval Trio, a chamber music ensemble are schedul

©d to perform tonight at 8 at Bezanson Recital Hall in the
Fine Arts Center.

Consisting of musicians associated with the Israel
Philharmonic, the Yuval Trio was founded in 1969 and has
toured the United States, South America and Europe.

Tickets are on sale at the Fine Arts Center box office and
Ticketron.

Renaissance toperform
The Renaissance concert tomorrow night at the Fir>e

Arts Center should provide the university community with
a true musical treat.

The group consists of a four man band, fronted by the
operatically trained voice of Annie Haslam, Their music
defies easy description; they blend elements of classical,

folk and rock music into a sourKi that is both unique and
captivating.

With six studio albums and a live release to their credit.

Renaissance's popularity is now at an all-time high.

Their latest album, A Song for All Seasons, contains
their best-selling single to date, "Northern Lights," which
has received wide airplay on diverse stations.

Anyone with any interest in classicial or progressive rock
is guaranteed a fine performance Friday night. The show,
sponsored by the Union Program Council, starts at 8 p.m.
Tickets are available at the Fine Arts Center box office and
Ticketron.

Petticoat Junction's

Uncle Joe dead at 76
Associated Press
PALM SPRINGS. Ca///. -Character actor Edgar

Buchanan, who appeared in dozens of westerns and
played the cantankerous Uncle Joe on television's "Pet-
ticoat Junction," died yesterday at Eisenhower Memorial
Hospital. He was 76 and had recently undergone brain
surgery.

The gravelly voiced performer had been comatose for six
weeks and died at 5:50 a.m. as a result of the prolonged
coma, complicated by pneumonia and a stroke, said
hospital spokesman John Millrany.

Buchanan, who gave up dentistry at age 38 and became
one of Hollywood's most successful supporting actors,
underwent surgery Jan. 29 to remove a tube that was put
in his brain four years ago to help circulation of spinal
fluids, Millrany said.

Surgeons discovered an inflammation of the brain when
the tube was removed, and the aging actor's condition
deteriorated further when he contracted meningitis and "a
very serious case of pneumonia," hospital officials said.
The heavy-set actor, usually cast as a likable rogue, ap-

peared in more than 80 movies, including many westerns,
and in 150 television dramas before landing the role of Un-
cle Joe in the "Petticoat Junction" series on CBS-TV in

the 1960s.

Born March 20, 19(H, in Humansville, Mo., the son of a
dentist, Buchanan enrolled at the University of Oregon in

Eugene and took pre-med and drama courses.
He became involved in the Pasadena Playhouse, and

was in his 11th production when a Hollywood movie scout
took notice. That contact launched his movie career with a
role in "Arizona."
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Eric VanN^. 2. g«ts th« faai of a lacrona stick wHth an aya toward making Garbor's Gorillas...soma-
day. (Staff photo by David Rogars)

Amin's soldiers flee Kampala
Associated f^ss

^IROBI, KENYA - Tanianian and Ugandan^xite in-

fantrymen swept into the downtown area of the Ugandan
capital of Kampala last night, sending President Ida Amin's
cadre of Libyan soldiers fleeing into the countryside,
residents reported.

Exile sources said the government of Amin, who has
been accused of murdering tens of thousands of his coun
trymen, could fall in a few days or a few hours.
Amin's regular army had already disintegrated, the exila

sources said, claiming tne troops sent by Libyan Leader
Col Moamnr>er Khaddafy to aid Amin, a fellow Moslem,
were the on'y force preservir>g Amin's eight-year reign.

Amin's whereabouts were not publicly known. On
Tuesday, ne visited towns in areas he still controls in

eastern Uganda, jovially greeting soldiers and civilians in an
apparent morale buildir>g tour.

The Tanzanian- Ugandan war began last October when
Amin - who seized power in 1971 in a coup against Presi
dent Milton Obote - sent troops into Taruania to annex
land he said belonged to Uganda.

Groups sponsor

King activities
By HANS SCHULZ
Collegian Staff

On tfw eleventh anniversary of civil rights activist Martin
Luther King's death, sponsors of Martin Luther King Week
said yesterday they hope to tie his work with their efforts to

curb "racist oppression in the United States and Africa."

The Progressive Peqsles (rf the Pioneer Valley, an ad hoc
coalition of various minority and anti apartheid groups
from the Five College area, this week are sponsoring a slate

of evente to commemorate the late civil righ^ leader who
was assassinated in Memphis.

At a press conference hekj in tfie Campus Center yester-

day, Roberta Uno of the King Week Comminee called for

people to rally together to fight racial expression, "because
the leaders are gone."

Merrdiers of two major African liberation organizations

ateo spoke briefly, charging the United States government
with complicity in promoting racist policies of the govern-
mente of South African and Rhodesia governments.

Tano WharKte. a member of a Rhodesian liberation

group, accused "right wing and racist forces in the United
States Congress" of pressuring for importation of Rhode-
sian chrome, since they were satisfied the Rhodesian
government now holds free and fair elections. "The elec-

tions," he said, "are a sham. The addition of black faces in

Rhodesian government will not make it better."

Whande called for a complete overthrow of the current
govemnDent in Rhodesia, to be replaced by orm that he said
would "vest all the political and ecorK)nr^ power in the
people."

A UMass graduate student from South Africa,
Mokubur>g Nkomo, assailed American corporations in

South Africa who. he said with ttw complicity of the United
Sta^s government are exploiting black and South African
workers.

Nkomo, a member of the African National Congress, an
urKlerground liberation force in South Africa, said he sees
"the fight against oppression of women, blacks, hispanics
ar)d native Americans in the United States ' as related to
struggles for bladt independertM in Africa.

A coalition spokesman said anti-apartf>eid groups from
each of the area's five colleges provided* impetus for the
series of speeches, workshops and rallies. They are design-
ed to address problems of racism in both tfie Amherst area
and tf>e United States, but will focus primarily on South
Africa.

£:Qllggimi »

SUMMER JOBS
The Summer Conference Housing Office is now hiring

students for temporary summer positions as desk clerks,

housekeepers, and student supervisors

There are limited full and part-time openings, all shifts

plus weekends
Applications may tie picked up in the University Con-

ference Services Offk:e, Room 918 of the Campus Center.

Deadline for return of applications is 5:00 p.m., Thurs-

day, April 12. 1979

Work study students will be given priority. We are an
equal opportunity empk>yer. Women and minorities are en-

couraged to apply.
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fashion at

A ^ore-full d Ideas

Downtowri Amhers'

CAMPUS
EVENTS

The Information Data Bank
now maintains a current events

calendar to let you know what is

happening on campus.
Among the events listen on

.

the calendar are movies, bands,

discus, colloquia, seminars,

meetings, workshops, 8- sym-
posia.

If you need to know where or

when an event is being held, call

5-1555.

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore

S4f-lSSS
a service of the Dean of Students Office

2 DAY SALE
WED.&THURS., APRIL 4-5

Our Regular $18
Canvas Roll Bag

WITH
THIS
AD

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown /^h^st

SBA officials want
business extension
By JOE QUINLAN
Coltegmn 5l»/f

UMa» business school officiate yester-

day attempted to persuade representatives

of other state business schools to par-

ticipate in a UMass based "extension ser-

vice" to the fledgling small business sector
in tt>e Commonwealth.

Harry T. Allan, dean of the School of

Business Administration, said the program.
Small Business Development Center,
would offer help to srr^ll businesses in the

form of research, consulting, information

bank, continuir>g education courses arxj

other services.

The program would be provided by col

lege campuses throughout the Com
monwealth and coordinated by an office

here at UMass, Allan said.

Repreaentattves from 17 universities and
colleges attended the conference yesterday
in the Newman Center. AUan said the

buamaia Khool requested the represen-

tativea to resportd to the proposal within 30
days. He said he hopes to get the program
organized for full operation "wfian school
opens in the fall."

UMass officials are looking to the state

and federal governments to provide
1200,000 each to tf>e program, and par-

ticipating colleges to provkie another

$200,000
State Rep. James G. Collirw, D-Amherst.

toM the gathering that business, govern-
ment arxl academic communities shoukj

use the opportunity for forrNng the exten-
sion service to pull together to attract and
help small businesses.

Collir« saki some people may think the
acadenruc community should not become
involved in vocational work, like the pro-

posed extension program, but added that

as higher education enters a new era of

fewer students arxi an older student body,
it will have to adapt and face new
challenges.

CoNine, an advocate of property tax
reform, also said the property tax, con-
sidered a detnment to home owners, is just

as damagir^g to small businesses.

He said that in the past, too nnjch effort

has been spent by state government on at-

tracting 'Volkswagon of Amenca" while
ignoring small busir>ess.

CoiKns and felk)w OerTK>crat, House
Speaker Thomas McGee of Lynn, are co-

sponsoring the legislation to appropriate

the $200,000 for the proposed extension
service. McGee was scheduled to speak
here yesterday, but had to remain in

Boston.
During his speech to the group, Collins

said Gov. Edward J. King and Lt. Gov.
Thomas O'Neil, who are split on just about
every issue at the State House, sent letters

of support for the proposed business ser-

vN:e.

"We may be ^bie to bring those two
together on a project," Collins sakl. A few
mimjtes later, Collins had a slip of the

tongue, and referred to O'Neil as "Gov.
O'Neil."

Ellen Tuchman and David Goldman view the swans In the Campus pond as theswan make their spring debut. (Staff photo by Lao Fredatte)

Trustees hike grad tuition
By GAYLE YOUNG
CoUegian Staff

The UMass Board of
Trustees yesterday voted to

raise out-of-state graduate
tuition to $3,^0 during a
meeting hekJ in Boston.
The trustees voted tfw

increase in order to comply
with a state legislative bill

whi^ calto for a tuitran hike

for out-of-state students. A
press aide said yesterday
the bill "implied" that

graduate as well as un-

dergraduate tuition should
be raised. Now annual
tuition for all out-of-state

J
final"
DAYS

ANNUAL SPRING
CELEBRATION 1979

On Monday, March 26, DON GLEASON'S
ANNUAL SPRING CELEBRATION got under-
way, if you are thinking about going camping
or backpacking then GLEASON'S should be
on your mind, and what better time to check
us out than during our SPRING CELEBRA-
TION. With the 4 different events going on
there Is something for everyone. The four
parts are:

1. SALE ON SELECTED ITCMt throughout the store From
coo<ers to sleeping bags selscUd items are on sale with special

low prices

2. SALE ON SELECTED TENTS. Some examples are: WHITE
STAG 8x10 Cabin Tent for under SlOO.OO, a EUREKA
TIMBERLINE for under $80 00

3. AN EARLY BUY ON TENTS, TRAILER AWNINOS. SCREEN
HOUSES, AND FLYS from our large 1979 CATALOG We have
over 40 tents on display for your inspection (You have to be
crazy to never check out our tent display and prices on the

FINEST QUALITY tents available)

4. AN EARLY BUY ON COLEMf^ CANOES, the finest quality

canoe your money can buy lor a reasonable price.

If you do not have a copy of DON GLEASON'S
1979 catalog bring a copy of this ad and pick one
up FREE.

QLEASON'S ANNUAL SPRING
CELEBRATION will last for 2 weeks (ends April

7th) and is the best time of year to get acquainted
with DON GLEASON'S. We are the area's only real

camping and backpacking store. We offer the

largest selection, best prices, experienced sates

staff and service with a smile. Shop early for best

selection because some items are limited in supp-
ly and selection.

^^ *\/ CAMPERS SUPPLY. INC.

PEMIL STREET, NORTNMIPTOII, MASS
*-S:N WMkdaii* - *-SM Sakirdair

««rt MniMr FiMn dHm IN «

PHONE 584-4895

Great Easter Outfits

tin' with a
Haircut

at Great Expectations

beoi

For your holiday to be its best, you should look

your best.

Top off your Easter outfit in perfect style, with a

Precision Haircut by the professional cutters at

Great Expectations.

Precision Haircut , including shampoo and blower

styling. ..

Shampoo, Precision Haircut and
Blow-Dry Styling Complete for

$10.00

no appointnwntt ever

CKCIIT
SWCCaiTiORS

PRECISION HAIRCUT TERS

HAMPSHIRE MALL
RT. 9 HADLEY

students will be raised by
IGOO every year until it

reaches 83,%0 in the fall of

1961.
* The vote was preceded
by a lengthy det>ate on the

status of graduate students
and how they will be af-

fected by proposed txidget

cuts. Two graduate
students from the Amherst
campus addressed the
tx>ard.

Dr. Robert TrarKiuada
from the University of

California was voted
Chancellor of tfte UMass
Medical School at Wor-
cester. Tranquada, who
was recommended by
UMass President David C.

Knapp, said he was very

happy to be coming to

UMass.
The board accepted a

gifts of tx>oks and literature

of cancer from George
Brant, a UMass-Worcester

doctor who has cancer, and
voted to house them in a
room at the Worcester
campus to be named the

George Brant Cancer
Education Center.

Two sets of prims valued
at $60,000 were also ac-
cepted by the trustees from
the New York Graphic
Society. The prints will be
housed at the Amherst
campus library.

An exchwtge program
between students from
UMass-Amherst and
students from the
University of Puerto Rico at

Mayaguez was also ap-
proved by the trustees.

The board also discussed
tuition waivers and the
accreditation report for

UMass-Boston.
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Bottle billcontroversyr in House

ThutBday , April 5, 1979, Collegian ti

By eUEN DAVIS
Co^mn Staff

"Tt^re art thoae of us wtw Me th« bottia
Ml aa a nac^aary st^ for energy and
r^urce conservation, and others who
view it as the worst attack on the American
corporate structure yet.

"

This statement by Sen. John W. Ohrer.
(D-Amherstl. %uw& up the feeing of
togislators and others on the current at-
tempt to get a bottle bill passed In
Massachusetts this year
Last year, a bottle bill passed in the

House, but lait by one vote in the Senate.

Tl» year before, the bill lost by less than
one percent in a state wide referendum.
Now, the bottle bill is back again.
Last week, the Lagslature's joint Energy

Committee ended hearings on a new bottle
bill. House 3665, sponsored by Olver and
Sen John E Murphy, (D Peabody).
This bill would place a minimum d^sosit of

five cents on all cans or bottles sold in the
state containing soft drinks or beer. It also
offers two improvements over previous
bottle bills, which hih^e failed- it requirM
that the state secretary of manpower affairs

firKl new \otm for anyone who becomes

HARRtSBURG. Penn. — Chemist Micahel Cohen, of the Pennsylvania Depar-
tmer^t of Environmvntal Resources here, checks gallon containers of raw milk
with a geiger counter at the Radiological protection >ab yesterday prior to
testing milk for radiation. (AP Laserphoto)

unemplo^d because of the bill, and it of-
fers dealers and distributors rmM incantivM
to recycle containers.
Chancm of the bill passing this year are

good, according to the Amherst office of
the Massachusetts Public Interest Research
Group (Mass PIRG). MassPIRG has made
the bottle bill one of its major efforts this
year.

"We have the votes in the House and it

will be very close in the Senate," Susan
Grey of Mass PIRG said last week. "The
k^ will be Governor (Edward J.) King."
Although King is still undecided on the

bill, there are indications that members of
his cabinet suppon it, Grey said.

As an alternative to the bottle bill, the
beverage industry has proposed a litter tax.
Five litter tax bills are before the legitiature,
and were a^ heard in convnittaes last

week.
What these bills propcMe w a tax on

manufactures, distributors, and retailers of

oroducts that contribute to litter and solid

* Faculty —
CONT FROM PAGE 1

after long afKl often bitter contract
negotiations.

"The contract states that payment of the
agency fee is a condition of employment,"
Cathey said. The contract was rati'ied last

fall by a vote of 91 percent on the Amherst
campus.

Daniel R. Martin, treasurer of the union's
joint coordinating committee, said last

night. 'Chapter 150E of the laws of the
Commonwealth require that when a union
IS an agent for a contract, the group
covered by the contract is required to pay
an equivalent to the amount of dues as an
agency fefj."

Even tenured professors are subject to
dismissal under this law." Cathey said.

"This lakes precedence over tenure."
Tippo who said he has been opposed TO

the union since it was created in February
of 1977, said. "I'm just amazed that any
member of the faculty would treat tenure
that lightly If the faculty treats tenure
lightly, the administration will treat tenure
lightly And if the adtninistiation treats

tenure lightly, then the courts will begin to

treat tenure lightly ' s
i can't believe the courts would uphold

this (dismissing the faculty for not paying

Mn«te, Revenue from the tax wouW ba us-

ed for Utter aducation programs and m*
oarKled litter pick up.

lirey saio sne is confident a litter tax will

not pass in Massachusetts. "States which
have paued such bills are having pro-

bton«," she said. 'They place an undue
burden on small stores and don't do
anything to save energy or resources."

Seven states already have bottle bills. Of
these, three are in New England Vermont,
Maine and Connecticut. In these states, the
bills fMve been successful in reducing litter

problenv, saving energy, praeerving
resources, creating jobs, and in many
CW8M, lowering the coats of beveraoea.
Gray said.

Speaking in the UMaas Fine Arts Can^r
Auditorium last wok, t»nsumer activist
and PIRG founder Raip^ Nader said, "The
time for a MMsachusetts bottle bill has
cleariy cotr\9. in light of the victoriea in sur-
rounding states.

"

the agency fee), but I'm rwt a tanwyer. In

Michigan, the courts ruled that not paying

the agency fee was too trivial a matter to

be grounds for dismissal," he sakl.

Tippo said he did not yet know whether
he would retain an attorney in his battle

against the union.

A union representative said this

procedure has already been followed in the

state school system in Massachusetts, and
has rMulted in the dismissal of faculty

members at Weatfield State College in

Wakefield.,

* Housing
CONT FROM PAGE 3

Beaton and Springfield, which fall under
the same sanitary code, he said

When a tenant reports a poMible
violation to the housing inspector or the
housing specialist. Nobles said it is best if a
problWTi between a landlord and tenant can
betaken care of informally Inspector Start
said he usually asks tenants to contact their

landlords before seeking any outside
pressure from the inspector to help rectify a
violation.

Start said landlords "know we're there
and as a rule we have good compliance."

'^ lril©li(f /h©€k mhm^l

124 Amity St
549-5111

Nutrition ne^rs
^ Oaborah A. CMhm

Over the past several decades, the ef-

fects food and drugs can have on each
other has drawn considerable interest by
those in health related fields. With increas-

ing awareness of nutrition by rnosx in-

dividuals and the advancement of

pharmecutical drugs, both physicians and
dieticians must work together to insure that

their patients are receiving the maximum
benefit from their medications along with

^ttHQm nutrition.

There are two major ways in which food
wnA drugs may interact. The first category
considers how food behaves with certain

drugs. This type mainly concerns the ab-
sorption of medication into tha
bloodatrMm. For example, when dairy pro-

ducts, such as milk, cheese and yogurt are

taken along with tetracycline, an antibiotic,

the rate of absorption is impeded con-
siderably preventing the patient from
receiving the full potency of the drug. On
the other hand, some iron supplements
taken along with citrus fruits or juices

enfiances absorption. Generally however, it

is not advised to take any medication with
fruit juices or soda becauae the increased
acidity causes the drug to diesoh^ in tha
stomach rather than tha intestine thereby
k>eing less effective.

Perhaps one of the most dangerous in-

teractions of food on dru^ occurs between
monoamine oxidase (MAO) inhibitors, a
drug prescribed for depression and high

btood pressure, and foods such as aged
cheese, Chianti wine, and chicken livers.

These foods contain a substance called

tyramine that when in contact with MAO
inhibitors causes an increase in blood
pressure. Severe cases may cause cerebral

hemorrhages which may lead to death.
The second category of food-drug interac-

tions concerns the effects certain drugs can
have on the nutritional values of food. For

example. Birth Control Pills are known to

deplete the levels of vitamin B6 and folkr

acid in tf>e blood. However, in nr>ost healthy

women who maintain a good diet these
vitamin levels will not drop drastically.

Also, mineral oil and milk of magnesia,
components of most laxatives, can
decrease absorption of fats, phosphates,
and viatmins A, D, E, and K. Along this

sanr>e line, a continued use of diuretics or

"water pills" can lead to a serious depletion
of potassium and an excess loss of calcium,
zinc, and magnesium in the urine.

Probably one of the most common con-
cerns IS the interactions wich takes place
with antacids. Antackis ar^ one of the
drugs nriost widely abused by the public. It

is commonly taken to decrease gastric

acidity due to food, alcohol, or coffee. Ex-
cessive use of antacids may cause iron and
thiamine deficiencies and an increase of
phosphate excretion through the bowels.
This can further lead to muscle weaknesses
and a vitamin D deficiency.

Drug label warnings against possible
food-drug interactions can be found on cer-

tain drugs. The FDA, however, is now
working on a set of guidelines for regula-

tions to require this on all drugs. For now,
however, much of the responsibility goes
to the consumer to prevent the
undesireable results of these interactions.

He or she can do this by following doctors
orders, asking questions about the drugs
before administration and eating nutri-

tionally balanced n^eals to lessen the
liklihood of vitamin arnl mir>aral deficien-

cies.

Question:
I've just recently become a vegetarian.

What foods should I eat to make sure I'm
getting er>ough protein?

Answer:
It depends on how strick you are about

eating nr>eat products. You can get plenty
of protein from eggs, poultry, fish, cheese,
milk, and yogcrt, but if you are a pure
vegetarian and these are unacceptable,
getting adequate protein beconrws more
complicated. Most plant proteins are "in-

complete." That is, they don't contain all

the amino acids your body needs for

building protein. You must combine ap-
propriate plant foods to supply your body
with all this essential amino acids. Here is a
list of combinations and proportions that

provide sources of "complete" protein:

beans and rice 11/2:4
beans and wheat i : 6
beans and seeds 1 11/2
nuts and seeds 3 : 4
rice and seeds 3: I

soy products and rice 1 : 10
soy products aruJ wheat 1 :

4

Please aand questiona or comments to
Student Dietetic Aasociation
Chenoweth Lab. UMaas.

BOSTON-Ught ahlnaa from tants that aarvod aa a control canter for city of-
ficiala during three-day black-out in the Back Bay action. Boston Edisoncraws restored the power to the 12block area yaatarday. Sea atory. page 2
digest. (AP Laaarphoto) f. »~ii« •

* Tuition
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Ways and Means Committee for about two
weeks, after which it will be sent to the
House. Both bills aren't expected to be
finished until the state budget is done - the
first of June.

In a report on campus radio station

WMUA yesterday, it waa aaid that tha
increases may be illegal because they are

against President Carter's Wage-Price

Guideline. The guideline, which calls for

businesses to hold their price increases to

0.5 percent less than their average increase
in 1976-1977, and pay raises to less than 7
percent, used to exclude univerisites.

However, as of March 23. 1979,
universities and other government agencies
that receive general tax revenues to cover
at least half their operating costs will no
longer be exempt from the guidelines.

UMass falls into this category.

But an aide to Collins said that UMass
does not have to follow the guidelines

because they are voluntary. It has also been
ruled in court that a government receipt-

agency (an agency such as UMass that

receives federal funds), cannot be punished
for not following the guidelines.

Chancellor Randoph W. Bromery said

that the University does not have to follow
the guidelines. He also said he is urtsure if

tf>e legislature will either.

"I don't see the legislature doing
anything about it now," Bromery said.

"And we don't have to follow them, they
are voluntary. But the government can lean

pretty heavily on us if we don't."

Bromery also said that he opposes the
proposed tuition increases.

"A public university or irtstitution shouki
be low or zero in tuition," Bromery sakj.

In protest to the proposed increase, the
UMass Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy is planning a
massive drive to get students organized
within their dorm.

"We're planning a big dorm push
because students are more organized on
the whole in their dornru. We're going to go
door-to-door and hope to meet students
who will help us form tuition hike and
budget cuts committees in the dorms,"
said Joel Weissman, assistant coordinator

of SCERA.
Anyone interested in helping SCERA,

Weissman said, should come to a meeting
that is held every Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the
Communications office on the fourth floor

of the Student Union.

^r ^^^yj Liquor Store

Budweiser 12 oz. cans. ..... $6.99 case

Falstaff 12 oz. cans $5.25 case

Molson's (all) $2.50 six

Schmidt's October Fest
cans $4.99 case

Reunite Lambrusco 1/5 $2.39

Early Times Bourbon 80^ quart. . . $6.25

Martini & Rossi Vermouth
Sweet & Dry 1 /5 $3.29

J. Roget Champagne 1/5 $2.59

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

338 CPLLEGE ST.
AIMHIRST

Not responsible for typo errors

253-5384
356-8433
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Editorial/Opinion
Sexism
in the Bud
ByERICJANSZEN

There has lorig been debate regarding
the use of sexist advertising in the
Cotlegian. In the course of this debate an
urHJerstanding of who is debating who. in a
general sense, and over what, has never
been reached.

There are a number' of people, men ami
women, who feel very strortgly that sexiam
is a bad thing and where they are able to

perceive it. as in the notorious Anheuser
Busch creations, they would feet better if it

were made less visable (i.e. The
logic in removing sexist advwtisements
from the Collegtan is that they promote
sexist values in their commercial context;

those sarr>e values receiving a good deal of

legitimacy by virtue of their appearance in

an ostensibly welt intentioned newspaper
The role of these people than is to keep
some other group of people which is recep
tive to these endorsements of sexism from
receiving this kind of sexist support,
assuming that without it this group will

have a better chance of changing their at-

titudes.

However, this approach overlooks the
question of who is benefiting from this

perpetuation of sexism and how Since it is

highly disputable that the targets of sexist

persuasion benefit from it in any practical

way (indeed sexism increasingly confounds
and burdens individuals with a sense of

meaningless in their relations with other
people) then it would be best to look at
those who dearly do serve to gains.

Advertisers reap financial benefits

because sexism (often confused with the

term 'sex' in this context) sells goods and
services, like beer and diet plans, by ap-

pealing to sexist sensibilities In addition,

these advertisements are somehow able to

reproduce their own basis for appeal. In

deed commercial advertising contributes

largely to these affects and effects relative

to other sources in our society Yet even
though the advertisng industry has made
possible the minor miracles of sexist ex

ploitation perpetrated by business con-

cerns, the key to the problem and to its

solution lies not in the ads themselves but

in the differences in the perception of sex

ism between the target and the critics of

advertising

That appeals have met with such limited

success when used in reverse (men to

women) is an indication of the unwill-

ingness or inability of women to adopt ex-

ploitive sexual attitudes in the same at-

mosphere they were fostered in men.
Some argue that this is biologically deter

mined by an inability of women to exploit

men sexually. However this leads to a

discussion of rape which is precluded here

by the tone of humor present in other parts

of this article,

By removing an advertisement critics

eliminate a single source of sexist advoca-
tion but without regard to what keeps that

advocation alive, its profitability The pro-

fitability of sexist advertisements is depen
dent on the consummation of their appeal
which is averted not by merely removing
the advertisements but by disrupting their

appeal on the level it operates; by rendering
It inoperative, une way to accomplish this

is by doing what has been done with the

case in point, by del3ating it. That is, social

change comes about as a result of a general

awareness of the terms and conditions of

an issue, in fact, by making it an issue.

The perseverance of women in this effort

so far has achieved enormous and lasting

gams.

As a man I am always reluctant to express
feelings on this or any subject embodied
within the women's movement since they
will for now, or until things get a lot better,

be almost unavoidably construed as in-

structive and congratulatory raising suspi-

cion of their intent and value. While the
women's movement remains a woman's
movement it needs fatherly advise less than
anything What it commands is coopera
tion and understanding. The ideas I wish to

put across is that we must strive to unders
tand each other ^n spite of the efforts of

those who would rather we did not, like

Anheuser Busch, Westinhouse, and IT&T.
Without this understanding we lose sight of

our motives and value as irxjividuais and as
asoci0ly.

The erosion of grad school
By BRADLEY KLEIN

Official word has now come down from
the university administration that all depart-

ments are to absorb for the coming fiscal

year a 1 percent budget cutback. In the re-

cent memorandum of DearrT. O. Wilkin-

son ordered that the 1 percent departmen-
tal cut come entirely from graduate student
funding. Thus money for teaching

assistants and research assistants from the
"0 3" category is to be slashed 30 percent,

and teaching assistant money from the 1

category is to be slashed by 50 percent.

How budgetary cutbacks are to be im-

plemented in the remaining university

departments is still an open question. But
the mandated cutbacks in the College of

Arts and Sciences bode ill for graduate
students. As these cutbacks make clear,

graduate student positions are the most
vulnerable of any budget categories, and in

the absence of organized opposition to

these latest austerity moves it is graduate

students who are to suffer most.

Make no mistake about it, the infamous
Provost Plan drawn up two years ago by
then-Provost Paul Puryear, as well as the

Five Year Plan of Dukakis' State Commis-
sioner of Education Paul Parks, are now be-

ing implemented. Graduate programs are

gradually being eliminated from the public

schools, to be shifted into the financially

embattled private schools of

Massachusetts. The latest budgetary cut-

backs are simply the beginning of the

destruction of quality public graduate
education in the State of Massachusetts.

Graduate students must not stand idly by
and watch the erosion of their school. Nor
should undergrad.<ates disclaim interest in

this latest attack upon their education,

either. Already undergraduates spend 25
percent of their entire classroom time under
the instruction of graduate students. These
cutbacks mean increased workloads for

these fewer students lucky enough to ob-

tain appointments, and they of course en-

tail larger classroom sizes for

undergraduates. This means that discus-

sion sections and introductory classes will

be even larger than they are this year.

Under such conditions it is unavoidable
that quality public education here will suf-

fer.

For graduate students this means increas-

ed workloads, no possibility of wage in-

creases (except at the expense of other

graduate students), no recourse through
any grievance procedures, increased com-
petition among students for a diminishing

number of appointments, and the very real

threat to graduate programs as enrollments

drop and programs are gutted completely.

Under such conditions there will be no job

security for graduate students, and having

obtained an assistantship there would be
no protection against the increase of

workloads well beyond the 20 hours per

week now set as the upper limit by the

university.

Inseparable from this problem is the issue
of declining educational quality. As TAs
become harder to get and graduate
students are forced to leave the school,
programs in both the graduate school and
on the undergraduate level are going to be
affected severely. Already the push is on
for higher student-to-faculty ratios; with
graduate students forced outside their

degree programs for employment, the
university will find itself increasingly depen-
dent upon students teaching in fields out-
side their specialty. The consequences are
going to be disastrous for graduate and
undergraduate students alike.

Only a collective response to these
graduate program cuts can be effective.

Job security and the quality of our educa-
tion will be seriously, indeed irreversibly,

undermined unless action is taken by
graduate students in coordination with the
entire university community:
undergraduates, faculty, civil service
employees, and physical plant workers.

For graduate students especially, the
double threat to job security and our educa-
tion affords us little time to repond. But res-

pond we must to show the administration
that we will not be deprived of our right to
higher education, nor will we stand back
lazily and watch the demise of our graduate
school.

Bradley S. Klein is a graduate student in

Political Science.

Bits and Pieces
Do you know what today is? If you

guessed Bob Montgomery Day, your're
absolutely right! It's opening day for the
Sox and old Bob is still in there (in the
starting lineup even) just plugging away,
giving the Beantowners the old college
try. Bob, who has been around for what
seems like ages, is Boston's closest thing
to a fossil.

What's more boring than an Amherst
Selectman? Lowell Weicker.

Suspicion is that the new UMass
chancelor is named James Bond. Oh
brother, sounds like this guy will be even
more fun than President Lightning Bolt
Knapp or even the Brom himself!

What is more boring than Lowell
Weicker? Not^jing.

I think that there's going to be a

rebellion wheri the honchos at Whitmore
get the bill for sandblasting all that

''Houston Rebellion" stuff off our
Duildings.
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Letters to tlie Editor
Another battle

for veterans
To th« EdKor—

Veterans, what are you doing tNs
sumnter? Working the graveyard shift at
McDonald's? Or maybe selling apples on
the strbetcorner? W^l, if things keep
going the way they're going now, you'll
be lucky to even get that kind of work this

summer, because you damn sure ain't
going to school. Or maybe you do have
an extra $300 lying aroundjust begging to
be spent-because that's what it will

costs you to go to school this summer,
over and above the $90 "services fee, "if
we don't get out Tuition Waiver and right
now, we don't have it and Continuing
Education refuses to give it to us.

Veterans, we all know that formany of us
summer school is the only way we can
financially survive out here in Unenh
ployment Valley between May and
September. Veterans, our financial
survival is now on the line I Even if you're
not planning on school this summer, if

you are a veteran, this fight is your fight;
we're all in this together because today
it's our summer tuition, but tomorrow . .

. ? Think about it. Remember what they
did with the drinking age.

Vets, if we sit back we're gonna get
ripped off, plain and simple, it's already
happening. Get down to the Veteran's
Service Organization office, room 411,
Student Union Building, and find out
what you must do now to keep from
getting screwed later.

Bob Bamford
Amherst

'Hardly fitting'

To the Editor—
"It's hardly fitting with what they're

supposed to be doing at the institution,
"

says the governor in, what is by now, a
well known quote. "Hardly fitting" also
accurately describes the investigation of
the demonstration at UMass on March
30, as reported by local media. Con-
sidering that news reporting is

traditionally a recounting of facts, it is

unfortunate that the governor's decision
to cancel his appearance at the UMass
Amherst campus, as reported by local
newspapers, and radio and television

stations, was based on unsubstantiated
rumor.

Had the jounralists remained on
campus that Friday, they would have
seen something quite different from what
they expected. As one of between 1000
and 2000 nonviolent demonstrators, I

listened to speakers express their views
and opinions of King's nuclear power
policy, the proposed budget cuts at

UMass, and, to a lesser extent, the

dissatisfaction with the reasoning behind
the raise in the state drinking age. The
students involved were peaceable, co-
operative, and fairly patient. Chancellor
Bromery spoke to the crowd and ex-

pressed his understanding of the issues
involved and vowing his support in the
opposition of the proposed cutbacks.

There was no mention of pies; only
comments about what is being slung at

the students by Gov. King and some
members of his administration. Maybe
the King ought to be given the Golden
Shovel Award.
As to the method of registering protest

used by the students at UMass, a more
organized means of expressing ourselves
will come in short time. Peaceful rallies,

letter to our legisaltors. and non- violent

confrontations are being pushed right

now. We only hope that the media can
treat the reporting of the actions by both
sides of the King versus students issue

with more accuracy in the future. Biased
opinions helps no cause.

Deborah Danaher
Springfield

Bothered by
Oriental image
To the Editor

-

My family enjoyed the UMass Music
Theatre Guild's production of Anything
Goes on March 3 1. The singing, dancing,

and orchestra were excellent.

But one serious flaw bothered me. The
way the two "Chinese" were played was
very offensive. Ching and Long were
played with too many traits of the Oriental

caricature. They were at once dishonest

[successful gamblers] and gullible

(cheated in a strip poker game].
Represented as Christian converts, they

were not only arrested for gambling but
while in the brig were on their knees
bowing. With a typical coolie appearance.

they looked and acted exactly alike. They
spoke in high voices, held their palms
together and smiled. Then, when two
Occidentals were passing themselves off
as Ching and Ling, their imitations in-

cluded narrowed eyes, buck teeth, and
very high voices.

These traits are. of course, not the way
the Chinese see themselves. They have
no reality except in an ethnocentric
comedicput down.

I realize that "Anything Goes" is a 30's
musical comedy and that others were
caricatured- the Englishman, for in-

stance. But the Orientals did not have to
be played in such a prejudiced way [the
play does not demand this] to be funny.
They should have had more humanity and
a lot less caricature.

Such characterizations should have
gone the way of the Uncle Tom and
savage Indian stereotypes. I hope the
next time the guild does "Anything Goes"
that such dehun}anized characters will
not be used to get the self indulgent,
mean laughs from a predominately
Occidental audience.

Byron Hyun Kuh
Amherst

Using Dr. King
To the Editor—
Whose spirit of Dr. King?
In my opinion Martin Luther King stood

for love and non-violence resistance. This
is the method that he believed was the
way to deal with all problems.

I have a strong interest in the liberation

of South Afnca, a free economic system
to serve all, and injustices in our courts,
such as could very well be in the Seta
Rampersad case.

Ellen Gitelman's commentary is an
attempt to use Martin Luther King's name
for her own beliefs and causes. In the

spirit of Dr. King remember the method of
non-violent resistance, it is my opinion
that Dr. King would want this emphasized
in his spirit more than anything else.

On the day of this man's death it is

important to capture the whole mans
spirit rather thanjust part.

Warren Locltett

Southwest

No more language

requirement
To tiie Editor—

Our student committee is currently

working towards the elimination of the
foreign language requirement. This

committee has developed four major
reasons for the abolishment of this ar-

bitrary requirement. These reasons go as
follows:

A majority of students have been
unable, within their four semesters of a
language, to attain proficiency. Students
relate this lack of fluency to ineffective

teaching methods. Another major reason
cited is that individuals can not really learn

a foreign language unless they live in an
eftvironment that continuously speaks the
language. Innovative teaching methods
may help to correct this situation.

Requiring a language has two major
implications for students. Students,
especially in German. French, and
Spanish, must attend oversized
classrooms that are taught by teaching
assistants. Many students contend that

they have never seen their professor.

Dropping the requirement would alleviate

overcrowded conditions and enable
professors to teach more sections.

Uninterested students, that are
required to take a language, place barriers

on the scope of material that can be
covered in a course. Professors and TAs
have a limited amount of time to help
students. They would prefer to spend
their time with interested students rather

than with uninterested students that are
struggling because oil their apathetic

attitude toward the materia. The time
spent on uninterested students willhindar
the progress of the classroom.

Faculty in the College of Arts and
Sciences concurr that a student striving

for a liberal arts education must have a
well-rounded background. Foreign

language is a requirement for tha
achievement of this goal. Must an in-

dividual take a foreign language in order
to justify a well-rounded background?
Students could select other courses that

would also enhance one's educational
awareness

In conclusion, there are students with
neither an interst nor aptitude for
languages. There are also students who
feel that their time and money can be
better spent on courses that are more
pertinent to their majors and interests.
Our committee feels that these students ,

should be accomodated by this
University. Every student should have the
opportunity to study a foreign language;
however, this opportunity should be
optional, not mandatory

.

fy^arkA. Goldstein
Amherst

Pro-Lifers 'unrealistic'

To the Editor—
/ am constantly bemused by the anti-

abortion people who wnte to the editor
about the illegality and the immorality of
abortion, and how a woman has no post
conception reproductive rights. Like our
emetic king, they propose to in-

stitutionalize their morality by "ter-

minating" all welfare abortions and by
passing constitutional amendments that
would outlaw the procedure outright.
Then their utopia will come to fruition.

If there is a need to have nearly a million
abortions per year in the United States, it

tells everyone two thins. First, it is evident
that people are ignorant of birth control
and of the reproductive process— in such
a puritanical country as ours, one should
bot be amazed by this fact. The most
effective classroom for disseminating this

important information, the public
schools, in the last place in which it is

taught. Only four states have mandatory
sex education, and only one has a birth
control program — an atrociously low
number, by any reckoning. Secondly, the
need for abortions is also conditioned by
the inavaliability of birth control devices,
especially for teenagers. Furthermore, the
government has not taken the proper
initative in developing safe, and absolute
contraceptives for both sexes.
Massachusetts law prohibits people under
the age of eighteen from purchasing
contraceptives, many other states have
similar statutes. So try to tell the worid
that minors are cognizant of and have
access to birth control
As one Pro-Lifer once told me, "oh,

they know, " infering, of course that
people ought not to have pre marital sex.
Mores have changed, and such social
evolution can not be reversed by
dogmatic bible waving, nor will it diminish
the need for abortion.

However, do we see Pro-Lifers trying to

stop the necessity for abortion by
demanding compulsory sex education
and free contraceptive clinics? No.
Therefore, their sincerity is automatically
suspect; there must be real action to

address real situations, not just
emotionally charged rhetoric. If ever this

Century witnessed a nation wide
movement that wanted to have its

proverbial cake and eat it simultaneously,
it is the organization known as Pro-Life.

Until they see fit to come to grips with
reality, they ought to keep their blue
noses out of women's lives.

Jeffrey L. Teixeira
Northeast

Drop US a line

When writing us a letter, please observe a

few guidelines that will make it a lot easier

on all of us. All letters should be typed at 60
characters per line, double-spaced, and no
more than one-and one half page long. All

letters must be signed and include the

author's address and telephone number,
for verification purposes. We will withhold

all information upon request. Please try to

refrain from profanity and/or libel. All let-

ters are subject to editing for space and
content. Because of space limitations,

there is no guarantee that all tetters receiv-

ed will be published.

Inquiring

Photograplier
S|| L«* Burnett

THE QUESTtON: Has the nuclMr ac-
cident at Three Mile Island powar plant
changed your opinion about nuclaar
power?

Pottar Garcia

Jay Potter: "It hasn't really changed. It

just pointed out that it's absurd to say
anything is foolproof. That any of man's
creations can be perfect is an absurd thing
to propose. People should really take a looit

at the seven other reactos built by BabcocH
and Wilcox."

Andy Garcia, janitor- "No, it hasn't
changed my opinion, if anything it has
reinforced opinions. The nuclear energy
issue should really be investigated, and
until they find real safe means of har-
nessing that type of energy as well as
disposal of waste products, it should
remain on a very small experimental basis
It is sad what has happened

. '

'

Swart2berg

Fran Swartzberg. Art History senior—
"No, it has only confirmed it. It has made
me feel that we have to take more action
against nuclear power by not letting

anymore be built and working to close
down existing plants."

Tad McNeil: "Not a bit, I've been against

it from the beginning . . . when was the
beginning? I don't trust anything anybody
does . . . radiation on my apple pie?"

Buba

Ninamary Buba, Journalism, Senior—
"Yes it did, because when I first heard of

the Clamshell Alliance trying to prevent

Seabrook, I said, 'why don't they leave well

enough alone, with all that money, they

must know what they are doing.' Now I can
see they definitely don't know what they

are doing, it's a dangerous process."

Alan Pendergast, Legal Studies,
sophomore: "No, it hasn't My opinion has

always been that nuclear power sucks,

solar power is much safer. I've always

known it was dangerous, now I'm a little

more scared."

Letters from
tiie Editor
Dear Gov. King,
How are you. I am fine. I hope you are

keeping your suit clean. How was the

Leeds Dam? Was the water wet? I sure

hope you had a dandy time. As long as

your are looking at distasters, there 's this

defective nuclear power plant in Penn-
sylvania that you may want to take a look

at. This is just a suggestion of course.

I hope you have fun at the ball game
today. I hear you are even going to get to

play catch with Bob Montgomery. Since

beer is banned at Fenway Park, you might
quaff a few Narragansetts at the Cask 'n'

Flagon. Of course this is only a
suggestion.

Have fun and visit when you're in the

area.

Can do,

Dan Guidera
UMass student
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Byrnepromisesnew leadership for Citicago

Jan* Byrn«. alactad Chi^go mayor Tuesday night, glanca* up from reading
har copy of tha Chicago Sun Times that headlinad har victory. (AP Lasarphoto)

By MATHY OSOBA
Associated Press
CHICAGO -The promise of fresh

leadership and the help of regular
OenHx:rats secured a rousing victory
for Mayor-elect Jane Byrne. Now
come the problems and pitfalls of
govemtr^ the nation's second largest

Mw. Bwne wtm m\ ovenwhelming
vlctt>rY Tuesday - 82 percent of the
vote. Her margin over Republican
Wallace Johnson and Socialist
Vy<ytiim' candidate Andrew Pulley wm
bigger than any of the five victories
won by the late Mayor Richard J.
teley.
She did it by capitalizing on her ex-

9ariena»s m both an insider and an
outsider. Originally a protege of Daley,
she became a maverick under his suc-
cessor, Michael Bilandic. then
unseated Bilandic in the primary and
won for her own campaign the Daley
built machine that had supported him.

But now, if she is to keep her pro-
^Riaes of chariga, she must do it in a ci-

ty where insiders have insulated
records arKl decision-making from the
public for decades.
Loun Massoti. who heads Mrs.

Byrne's transition team, calls her
answer to that challenge "organized"
char>ge.

"The primary thing is an ad-
ministrative one," Massoti sakl yester-
day. 'That is simply convincing the
people of Chicago arnJ the people that
at9 going to run city government that
this administration — whiks it will be
different in many ¥vays - will be
stable."

Massoti said Mrs. Byrne is ready to
announce appointments to key depart-

ments as soon as she is inaugurated
April 16. He added that because of the
way the police chief is selected, a
replacement for Superintendent James
O'Grady may take three to four mon
ths.

Mrs. Byrne vowed during her cam-
paign that she would replace O'Grady
and depoliticize the department. But
first she musv appoint a police board
from which three nominations for
superintendent emerge. Mrs. Byrne's
final selection is subject to approval by
the City Council.

Throughout her campaign, Mrt^
Byrne contended that the city faces a
large deficit as much as $150 million
when all the bills for snow renmval
work this winter are paid.
Massoti said he and financial

specialists from the transition team ex-
pect to meet with Budget Director Ed-
ward Bedore and Alderman Wilson
Frost, head of the council Fianance
Committee, to discuss the budget.
To soh/e the city's nr>oney problems,

Mrs. Byrrw will have to work with the
new City Council, which is struggling
to regain power it lost when Daley
domir>ated city government. An added
complication may be the election of
five new independent aldermen.

Mrs. Byrr>e and the council will have
to draw money from city departments
to meet the anticipated budget deficit.
And she will have to get her appoint-
ments through the council.

But. Massoti says, 'There's a new
game in town, and I think a lot of
things will have to shake down. The Ci-
ty Council also received the message
of an 82 percent support for Mrs.
Byrne."

American actors 'dumpkopf, 'Dietrich says
By ROBERTH REID
Associated Press Writer
BONN, West Gerrrtany -Marlene Dietrich says

rnost American actors she starred with were "not
richly blessed" with brains, and that she became
disillusioned with a selfsatisfied America after retur-
ning from war-ravaged Europe.

In her memoirs, serialized in the West German
magazine Stern,the 74-year-old actress also says she
fell in love with Err>est Hemingway at first sight but
netvw had a true rontance with the Nobel prize winn-
ing author.

According to Miss Dietrich, her love for Hem-
ingway began on a ship sailing from Europe to the
United States after the Spanish Civil War. But Miss
Dietrich says their love never developed because 'we
were simply never long enough together ..."

She wrote: "He was my rock of Gibralter. The
years without him have vanished like smoke and
each year is more painful than the past."
Commenting about actors she worked with she

said: "The American partners in my Hollywood films

were not richly blessed by Mother Nature with brain
cells."

Her remarks were contained in the Berlin-born ac-
tress' book, "Marlene Dietrich, My Life," published
in German by C. Bertelsmann of Munich.

"I will not say that there were no intelligent actors
in Hollywood But the really great actors were regret-

tably never my partners."

Miss Dietrich's leading men included Jimmy
Stewart, who she said played love scenes "as if he
had put on only one shoe and couldn't find the
other, " and the late Gary Cooper, star of her first U.S.
film, "Morocco."
"The only truly great American actor with whom I

worked was Spencer Tracy," she writes. "It was in

the film 'Judgment at Nuremberg.' Sadly, my role

was only small. But working with this partner was
for me a great experience."

But most of her recollections of Hollywood's great
names were not so flattering.

Among them was John Wayne, whom she met in

the days when the future star ^as supporting a wife
and two sons on a meager salary — "when he work-
ed"

She said Wayne "could barely say his lines. I helped
him aa much as I could. He told me that he never read
books. Today John Wayne is one of the most impor-
tant personalites in America and rich as Croesus. He
doesn't need my good wishes anymore. He has made
It without reading books. But one should not take
that as an example.""

She said the Hollywood institution of the Academy
Award — Oscar — was designed to promote the gro-

ducts of the major studios, not to recognize talent.

On the eve of Worid War II, Miss Dietrich took U.S.
citizenship and after America's entry in the conflict,

she joined other film stars in volunteering for per-

formances overseas.

When the pressure is on, call

VALLEY TYPING
on*-stop s»rvic»

•typing
•copying

•word processing

Guaranteed date of completion & professional quality

29 S. Pleasant St., Amherst 10-6 M-F
above the Paper Clip 10-2 Sat.

We care—and our reputation proves it!

Take a warm.comfortable TRAILWAVS or PETER PAN bus to

-* .«Boston, New York and many other places. Play it safe!

TRAIUMHirS PETERMN OUSUNES

MAKE UFE SIMPLER FORYOU.

For Information, Schedules and Prices, contact:

Campus Center Bus Office • 545-2006, or 549-60OO
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DVP—Martin Luther King Week

presents

IN CONCERT

ABDULLAH IBRAHIM
(DOLLAR BRAND)

BlAck S. AfnicAN PianIst

In a surprise area appearance with a lecture l^
Reverend Herbert Daughtry of The Black United Front

Thurs. April 6 7:30 pm S.U.B.
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Oh sure, iii^iired indignation. "A quiz?" you protest, feigning ignorance. Well sir,

what do you think these mountaineerings lessons have been ajl about? That's ilght-
knowledge, and the accumulation thereof. So put your gray matter on red alert and
start cracking. Here's where you move to the top of the mountain. Or get left at base
camp.And , l^rtheway,rememberthatthe differencebetweenthetwo

Multiple Clioiee

Drinking Busch beer Is

known as:

(A) Sucking 'em up
(B) Downing the

mountains
(C) Quaffing
(D) Peaking

enjj, jaMSUv

A mountaineer's best Mend
is his:

(A) Dog
(B) Bailbondsman
(C) Main squeeze
(D) Free and flexible aim
^UTMTOU TTUOM B? pxrey sin

Bennington Bajcter-Bennington,
the noted financier of mountain-
eering expeditions, was fond
of spying:

(A) "The price is right!'

(B) "Your check is in the
(C) "Keep all your assets

liquid:'

(D) "Put this on niy tab, fella'.'

m^j Tou SBM STTBJ^ eAoqj peoud
9uTtnJftJB 1x^^0010 uoi^uTuuag'c a'0'9 ) jaMSuy

The best place for a mountaineer to
take a romantic RfiTR Is:

(A) Somewhere over the
rainbow

(B) 24 hours firam Tulsa
(C) In the craggyr i)eaks
(D) Deep in the heart of Texas

SAOICn
seuioo yoeng ivir) aiefqM^tre jo (o) ^aM.9uv

You can recognize a mountaineer
by his:

(A) Crampons
(B) Sherpa guides
(C) Pickaxe
(D) Foamy moustache

The most common reason for
mountaineering Is:

(A) Because it's there
(B) Because it's better than

nothing
(C) Because nothing is better
(D) All ofthe above

quTod aores

•to o\ euioo iTB XlBin ^«ed eto uomo
puTTU UT deen{ ins 'aon^ ^bs^-W^ umo
snt or\ 98qarBui tiovs 'J9euT<nunoiu
Ajbab saAoui rno SAnoui uounuoo

ou 8T oiariL'eAoqv atn JO euoN Ma«L8uv

Oral B'wiTn

Here'swhereyou putyour tongue
to the test. Arrange three

glasses, two ordinary beers
andone Busch in front ofyour-
self.Ask a friend to blindfold

you andpour each into a glass

.

Sip all three, taking pains to
clear3rour palatebetweenbeers
- either by eating a plain soda
cracker or lightly dusting your
tongue with a belt sander. After

sampling each, identify the moun-
tains. Unless jrouVe just returned

from the dentist with a mouthful of
novocaine, this should be easy. Cold

refreshmentandnaturalsmoothness
are your two big clues to the peak-

Eye Test

This is the visual perception portion. Simply read the pertinent subject

phrase anddetermine whichpicture most closely symbolizes it. Then, check
the appropriate box.

J

(A)n Mountaineering (B)D (A)D Mountain Peak (B)n

(A)n Mountain Lion (B)n (A)n Mountain Pine (B)a

(A)n Mountain Music (B)n (A)n Mountain Cat (B)n
n-

Soorliig 10-13 correct: congratulations, bijcky, your flag waves at the sununlt. 7-10 correct: not bad
but there's room for improvement; run to the package store and keep mountaineering. 4-7 correct:

don't mountaineer without an adult guardian. Lees than 4: who read this test to you?

^Mountaineering 1b the aclenoe and art ofdrinking Buach.The term ortglnatee due toy^the snowy, iqypealm sported ty the label outsids and perpetuatee due to the

cold, natxirally rafreehlng taste Inside.

Don't just reach for a beer.BUSCHHead for the mountains.

©Anheuser-Busch, Inc St Louis. Mo
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Mulsim women gather in Uaguat Garden* in
fUwalplndl yeeterday to moum the execution of

ormer "''"'^ m.t^y. -^^f^^^^^ ^i^ phyfi^ Tuwdiy.
(AP Uieefphotot

Riots follow Bhutto hanging
By GENEKRAMER
Associat9d Pnss
RAWALPtND/. Pakistan -Rioting and demor^tratkHW

erupted here ar>d in the r>eighboring Indian state of
Kaahmtr yesterday protesting the hangmg of foroter Prime
Minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto World leeders, who had tried

to save htm from the gallows, expressed regret and anger
at the execution.

Three persons were reported icilled in the Kashmir riots.

Most of Pakistan was calm, but some observers said

violence could come later.

In Washington, the State Department expressed regret

o^^r the execution. Spoitesman Hodding Carter noted that

Pres»dent Carter had asked for mercy for Bhutto on
humanitarian grounds. A department official said privately

that the president's plea w» based in part on fears of

political violence after the hanging.
The white-shrouded body of the 51 year-old Bhutto,

who led Pakistan from 1971 until he was ousted in 1977 by
the man wfto refused to commute his sentence, was flown
by military helicopter to his birthplace. It was buried in the
family graveyard eight hours after the hanging.

Bhutto, convicted of ordering the murder of a political

opponent, wss taken from his tiny death-row cell and
hanged at 2. a.m. President Mohammed Zia ul Hag, who

installed a strict Moeiem penal code when he tO(K>led Bhut-

to, refused the pleas to commute Bhutto's sentence.

Bhutto refused to ask for mercy, saying to do so would
be an admission of guilt.

Police said that besides the three dead, seven pwsons
were injured in the demonstrations in Kashmir, which
borders Pakistan and has a heavy proPakistan Moslem ma-
jority. Many Kashmira identify more with Pakistan than
with India.

Police CHMned fire on dwnonstrators who stoned the

U.N. Observer post si the Kashmiri city of Srirugar. Bhutto
and most Kashmiris favored self-determination for

Kashmir, a prcvinpe claimed by both Irnjia and Pakistan.

There is resentmem in Kashmir because the United Nations
did not stage a plet>escite, which Pakistan likely would
have won. As Pakistan's foreign minister in the mid 1960s,

Bhutto tried to get the United Nations to set up a

plebescite.

Effigies of Zia were burned in many parts of Kashmir
Wednesday night

In Rawalpindi, police with bamboo clubs moved into

chanting groups of Bhutto supporters after a prayer

meeting for Bhutto turned into an antiZia demonstration.

Witnesses said the crowd shouted "Shame, shame, Zia the

dog" and "Death to Zia." No injuries were reported.

Jhuraday, April 5, 1979

Legislators want
nuke watching
BY SHELLY COHEN
Associated Press

BOSTON -With the M^sachusetts House on
record for a national halt to atomic power plant
building, a group of legislators now v^nts the stale
to step up monitoring of radiation and revise iti

nuclear disaster evacuation plans.

The Energy Development Caucus of legslators
outlined its plans at a Statehouae news conferenoe
yesterday.

In Pennsylvania we have seen the future of nucleer
power and it doesn't work," said Sen. Sharon
Pollard, D-Methuen. a member of the caucus.
"Given the potenial of a nuclear core meltdown and

the releaM of deadly radiation, we can no longer hide
the dangers of nuclear development behind four feet

of concrete," she said.

The program includes a rMolution urging
rrK>ratorium on construction of alt nudear power
plants until safety, economic and waste storage
issuss an resolved. That ivsolution passed the House
TuMday and s exposed to come up fw a Senate
vote next week.
Rep. Jay Healy, R-Charlenwnt, said tf>e group did

r>ot advocate a statewide rr^oratorium because a
•imilw action in California has been ruled unconstitu-
tional. He said it would be "'^responsible" to repeat
the error.

Rep. Richard Roche, OSpringfieid, said he believes

eventually there will be "a de facto financial

moratorium" because the bottom will simply fall out
of the nuclear industry.

Roche said he has filed legislation to force state of-

ficiab to come up with a better evacuation plan. Cur-

rent plans call for an evacuation of those within five

miles of nuclear power plants in Plymouth ar>d Rowe
in the event of a nuclear disaster.

A companion bill, he said, would establish an ad-

visory commission to the Legislature on nucleer
energy and limit the amount of radioactive spent fuel

that can be stored on the premises of the nuclear

plant. A third bill would give tf>e state its own system
for monitoring gaseous radiation.

f^fKha said he was d«turt>ed to learn that the state

was equipped to measure only radioactive particles,

not radioactivity in its gaseous form which the state

depends on the industry to do.

A late-filed bill admitted for consideration by the

Legislature Monday called on Congress to repeal a
1956 law which set a $560 million limit on liability for

damage due to nuclear accident.

Sen. John King, 0-Danvers, 'braised the administra-

tion of Gov. Edward J. King for setting up its own
task force to look into the question of nuclear safety

in the state.

ATTENTION
I. The Graduate Student Senate is accepting ap-

plications for Revenue Sharing Funds for the Spr-
ing Semester from Departments which have elected

their Senators.

Deadline April 30

II. Line Item Applications are available for

organizations, groups and individuals on campus that

want to be funded in next year's budget (FY/ 1980).

Deadline April 15

For more information and to pick up your application
forms please contact GSS Treasurer, Jose Trejo.

Graduate Student Senate, 919 Campus Center,
545-0970/ 545-2896.

Charlies
Ottrgt MeNaiMrt'i

TrvM CMlMtf"^

Shots of
Schnapps on
Special Tonight

QooVittmrs

one

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-BSc

gootifooii&tihnli
1 Pray St. Amhartt, Maaa, IM-8403

University of Massachusetts sophomores:

GET A
SUMMER JOB

WITH A FUTURE.
CALLt UniversitY of Massachusetts

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
(413) 545-2321/2322

ARMY ROTC.
TWO-YIAR PROORAM.
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SecondtimearoundforBerkeleypotreform
ByJOHN C. EAGAN
Associated Press

BERKELEY, Ca^. - Raffle tickeiM are on s^
around town in support of an initiative on this mon-
th's city ballot to stymie enforcement of marijuana

laws. The prize: some high-grade Colombian pot.

This is the second time this avant-garde university

town tried to limit arrests for marijuana smoking, but

the first ran into trouble in the courts.

The move is not surprising in a city dominated by

the University of California, known for student ac

tiv»m in the 'SOs. The city adopted a voluntary busing

plan 10 years ago and last November voters passed a

rent control intiative.

On the same ballot April 17 with the marijuana in

itiative is a measure that would ban the city from

depositing funds with banks that deal directly or in-

directly with South Africa, whose racial policies have

become a target in university communities across

the country.
Anti-pot campaign treasurer Steve Bloom predicts

8,000 raffle tickets will be sold. He explains the prize

this way: "We are saying that marijuana should be

legal, and we're acting as if it is."

More than 2,000 signatures for the marijuana in-

itiative were collected in this city of 114,000 residents

with 72,133 registered voters. When through a mixup

th«y were filed a day late, the City Council, which

supports the m^sure, voted to place it on the ballot.

The South African issue won a ballot spot by in-

itiative petition. The City Council placed a compa-
nion measure on the same ballot to clarify the intent

of the initiative.

Without the clarification, opponents claimed tfie

city would be forced to form its own bank because

no bank would qualify under vague provisions of ttte

initiative on "Indirect" links to South Africa. The

clarification defines the term "indirect."

Mayor Warren Wider>er predicts both measures

will be approved. His assessment is shared by

Berkeley Citizens Action, a coalition of about 100

community groups that has been a major supporter

of both measures.
Tfiere has been no organized opposition to the

marijuana measure, which would ban the city from

spending money to enforce state and federal laws

against the substance.

A similar initiative adopted in 1973 was nullified by

the courts because it directed the police not to en-

force marijuana laws. Supporters believe tt>ey have

overcome that legal tangle by this time merely pro-

hibiting the spending of money.
The measure specifically orders the City CourKil

not to allow city funds to be spent on enforcing anti-

marijuana laws. It also orders the council to lobby for

legalizing marijuana and to "seek to ensure that the

Berkeley Police Department undertakes similar lob-

bying."

The proposal also says that University of California

police "should adhere to the marijuana policy of the

City of Berkeley as established by this ordinance."

"Basically, \aw have such a policy already," said
Mayor Widener. "We have instructed the police to

put the low^t possible priority on enforcing mart
juana laws. We want them to deal with serious
crimes, and not ha^e someone over smoking a
i«nt."

JS.G.A. Attorney General

position is vacant

If interested

come to 420 Student Union

for an application

or call 545-0341

A^DENIMS
/nARr presents

^ 60% OFF
SALE

on almost evorythlng
in the store

Free T shirt or 10% off with purchase with this ad

—com» look

—

Next toTHEPUBAmherst
^^

IN CONCERT

maiSsanQ

k

THE POUSETTE-DART BAND

Sunday ^.V'l 1979 at 8:00pm

Thompson Arena naihnouthCoHiv;-.

Hanowr \.H Fnkets bi~^.3i'

Hopkins Center Box Ottieeio0.^io4o-24;2
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Campus carousel
Bv TONY GRANITE
Sp^cM to the Colleaian

SNOCKEREO PROFESSOR would be a
happy professor and a happy professor
might make happier students" is what a
Washington State Lesiglator is quoted »
saying when he supported a bill to
authorize a "spiritous liquor" licervie to the
Faculty Club at UWashington, according to
tfM UWash Dmly.
As long as is\he is ofaga. ompnsunws,
(SrxKkered in slang for drunk.)

AND AT KENT STATE, the ousted head
of the journalism school says his dismissal

may be linked to a crackdown by University
^icials on the campus newspaper, tha
Ou^^e/irSfafer.

WIVES PREFER READING TO SEX ,

according to intelligence shared by the
tM^sna Dmiy Student. The Bk}omington
(^npus paper quoted a survey by a couple
of Texas researchers revealing more than
one out of three women prefer reading to
"aexual or affectional activites." while they
teurtd sewing only one percentage point in

popularity behind sex. The longer couples
are married, the lees popular sex becomea,
the researchers found.
On the other hand, about 46 percem of

tt>e men questioned chose sex first and
attarHJing athletic events and reading, next
in popularity.

Another revelation is while oMer wtvae

prefer independent activities such as
gardening and cooking, older husbands like

activities they can share with their wives,
such as camping and entertaining.

SPEAKING OF HOAXES a recent
bruhaha was caused when the editor of the
Bates College (Maine) newspaper took it

upon himself to hand-carry on a secret
mission to San Clemente an award to
former president Nixon for his "con-
tributions to international com-
munications."
The reacton on campus to this unilateral

"Bates Student Communications Award"
decision was a rally by students chanting
"We weren't asked" and condemnation by
the president of student government, who
atoo declared a severance of relations

between the student body and The Bates
Student.

EditiK Robert Cohen also called a news
conf^ence to announce receipt of two
threatening letters which call^ him ob-
scene names and expressed such sen-
timents as "You should har>g" . . . "You
should have died in your mother's belly.

Somebody should blow Nixon's legs off

and yours, too. Drop dead."
The unsigned letters were left on his

car's windshield and mailed from Florida.

WOMEN, AGAIN are nr>aking news on
the campus. At Princeton, Sally Frank is

challenging the all-male "eating duba"
that refused her membership.

* Drinkingpolicy
CONT FROM PAGE 4
students resporwilNe any behavioral ex
cesses' or violations of these starKJards.
Failure to respornl positively coukj result in

tt>e termination of the event and/or the
denial of future priviledges and/or in-

dividual disciplinary action.

It is essential that every first line staff

memt>er have available to him/her a super-
visor or other staff member who can be
called on for assistance and consultation
and if necessary to determine further ac-
tion.

The Department of Security canrujt serve
-. a sutetitute for the "on the site" staff

rrkimt)er but shoukl be informed at the

earliest moment, of potential difficulties

and should be immediately responsive to

staff requests for assistance. In the event of

continuing difficulties the "on site" staff

memt>ers should request and receive staff

support from other members of their

Department or Area

The Campus Center, Residential Areas,
the Department of Secunty, Student Ac
tivities. and the Dean of Students Office

should agree on the detailed support pro-

cedures to be followed in the event that

unregistered events occur or registered

events move tieyond the limits appropriate
to the time and place.

LOCAL OPTIONS
The preceding standards must be con-
sidered together with the existing alcoholic

beverage policy, and the code of student
conduct. These are at best, however, the

campus wide framework for use by
students and staff members hokjing events
under widely differing circumstances.
Heads of Residence, Area Directors and

Campus Center staff may and formally will

wish to establish local regulations v»rhich are
extensions of these more general policies.

They should be n^de known at tt>e time of
planning to those concerned in written
form and become enforceable as do the
rules given h^.e.

For example: a given residence hall may
decide to permit no glass botttes to be pre-
sent for any social event in the house.
When approved and/or announced by the
Head of Residence it becomes a part of tfte

enforceable standards for that house and
an extension of the over all standards.

RELATED ISSUES
Guests - Transients

An irulividual who is not a student or the
guest of a student and accompanied by
that student should not be permitted in or
around the area of social events where
alcoholic beverages are being served or are
present. An exception may be made for
those events where advertising has been
approved and planning is based on the
assumption that non students will be in at

tendance, i.e. the Spring Concert in the
Stadium.

Many of the most critical situations
relating to violence, wtmttalism, and other
crimjnal activity during the fall have involv
ed "guests" in residence halls or "visitors"
to campus. They will become increasingly
more of a problem under the new age stan
dards. SA/hile we may wish to welcome
visitors to the campus to see the University
or to attend particular performances such
visitors should not be a part of student
social events unless they have been
specifically invited by a student as a guest
and are accompanied by tfiat student No
person should be permitted to stay in a
residence hall more than one night unless
such a stay has been expressly authorized
by the Head of Residence.

sirflrigie
North, irrpton

Only Area Showing
ENDS THURSDAY

7:15 and 9:00

A JOY! '!

•*p«.».

^

HAROLDond _
^2> MAUDE Gpj

RUTHGORDON
BUDCXDRT
Dirxtvd by Mol Athby
WilK Songt by Cot St»v»ftt

it thf Cites of Smith Collfj^ •

The University of Massachusetts
Arts Council presents in concert

The Gus
Solomons

I>ance
Company

Tuesday, April 10, 1979
p.m., Dowk*r Auditorlifm

ADMISSION FREC TO
UMASS STUDENTS

Other Studenrs $1.00, general public $2

Tickets now on sate fit the

Fine Arts Center Box Office
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-BOSTON GI.OBE

Friday, April 6
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Thompson 104
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7 Old South St., across from
bus station in Northampton ^

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

BUDDY RICH
AND THE

BUDDY RICH BAND
and th«

UmRSS JAZZ WORKSHOP

Wednesday, April 11 8 pm

Fir^ >RTS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7. 6, 5

UMass students - $5, 4, 3 Senior citizens and
other students - $6. 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.

§lli<rW|;AV§ll
:AViAV§

RT. 5 RIVEROALC RO. WEST SPRIMCFIELO
TEL. /33 5131 BARGAIN MATINEE DAILY
FIRST SN0«AfS2.OO NIASTER CHARGE

PGTHE
CHAMP

iiTniMor si
DERniHDMEl

HE CAME
HOMEFOA

HALLOWEEN

Plumbley'^
off Ihe common*^

presents

Sunday Night Showcase

ANYONE CAN PLAY
Singers, comedians, jugglers

Traditional folk & jazz

No auditions

Call Ed for info, 253-7646, afternoon

30 Boltwood Walk
Amherst Ctr.

253-9586

In concert
SWEET HONEY IN THE ROCK

SATURDAY APRIL 7

$4 * non-niudmntm
$3 -students

children i half-price

Benefit For
CHE LUMUMBA SCHOOL

and HERA

Titltti, *,t,tttl0 ti Til
SlxWnl Uman UHm$i
«n4 locti ntttmMom

Sown* tr
Audio ProMadim

FINE ARTS CCMTCR

8:00 pm

Campus center
at UMass

^e Great "T^retetiders

Thurs., FrI., sat. April 5, 6,

7

Admission Thurs. $1 , FrI. & Sat. $1 .50

^^j^^
^enaiSsam

<^

T.O.C. Members and Guests Only
in association with UPC Productions

information: Call 545-2892

Friday, April 6 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall
University of Massachusetts

Tickets on sale Wed., March 7 at FAC Box Office and J^p^^^onp^i'^^
UMass students: $6.50, 7.00, 7 50; General public: $7 50, 8.00, 8 50

No cans, bottles or alcohol

Good seats still available
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To ptoc* « classified ad. drop by the
Coliegian office (CC 113) between 8:45
a.m.. ar^ 3:^ p.m. Monday through Fn
day or use our handy clip and mati form
found in most issues of the Collegian
Classified deadline is 3:^ p.m. two days
in advance of publication date.

^^^^H Collegian
^^^^Hciasslfieds1 Collegian classified rates are: daily,

45c per line, five consecutive i^ues, 40c
per line per day; 30 consecutive issues.

30c per line per day. One line is roughly
equivalent to 38 characters.

AUDIO

Technics SA 1000 ReckM«r, 12 wMiti pm
ch $95, call 546-1407, a* for John.

AUTORNISAU
74 Flat lai. 36,000 miles, nem Michelir^,

one owner, exc cond., reg. g«. $1736.
549 4a)0, ext. 564. 549 1786

.

1971 VW byg. exc^tont cor>dition. (kx)d
rubber, strong engine. Must sell leaving

area. $1000 or BO. 5<»-88e0, evenings

For sale— 1967, Pontiac Tempeat Custom
326. 2 dbl . all standard Rurts good, depwi-
dable, 3 spd. stick, body good. 1660. Call

(413) 774-3489. after 5:00 p.m.

70 VW beetle -excellwit (XNidition. No
rust Of body damage. Best offer. 549-0373 .

1967 Volvo wgn.. 1225. gd. cond
brakes, Ikes. Asking »960. cal

Low priced VW buy & buaes. 734^1474.

73 Mercury Marquis wagon, power
everything, leatt>er int , air cond.. 5 Mich,
rad., AM/FM, tape deck, great shape, just

tuned, $2200 or BO, caU Paul. 2966006.

ENTEflTAINMENT

Sound syatem for hire. Perfect for cof
feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

Hottest bernJ erournll "Smooth Sailing";

for bookings anyvvtiwe call John, 546-4646.

FOR RENT

4 bdrm. hee. for sublet. 6/1 to 8/31 w/
opt in Sept.. lOmin. walk toUMass, indvl.

irxjuiries welcome, 549-4906.

Female roommataa wanted for Sept.,

townhouse. 2 bedroom, bus route,

549-1739.

Swiss Village apartmanta. rt. 9,

Amherst, now accepting applications for 1

year leese, June 79 to June 80. (617)

742 1193, forty four 4 bedroom apt., $462
per mo Contact Renwood-Bennett, 69
Canal St., Boston MA 02114. Paul Bennett .

FOR SALE

Stratocastar copy super gtr., exc. cotkI.,

$200 or BO. Ampeg amp -$100, 6-9621,

Larry.

Frye boots, 8% -$20, Frye sfK)es, 9- $15,

call late or early, 6-9473.

Hoiley carb.. 4 B & cardo 2 B. 323-4428.

Refrigerator— 5 cu. ft., hardly used.
Wood grain finish. Excellent condition.

Best offer. 549-0373.

74 Fender Strat, $300 w/
546 5307.

Mark,

Ohaus triple b^m balance scale, $46,

Mamiya C3 Professional 2% camera, $125,

Takamioe guitar. $150 w/case, 549-6064.

New Olin 3's w/ Solonrtan 565, 196cm, us-

ed 3 times, orig. $280, ask. $180. Craig

T281 Powerptay cas./FM w/ Jensen coax.,

$70, Cannon nrnxviecam., exc. cond., $60,

call 67119.

Office desk. Excl. shape, $60 or BO, Gary,

546^2306.

Men's black laattter coat, size 40, good
condition, $36, call Marc. 546-7461.

3 cu. ft.

3492615.
frig.. 4 nno. oM, 190, Fred,

75 Pinto, exc. cond., new tires, AM/FM,
rustprooftr>g, $1700. caN Jim after 6 p.m.
weekdays. 584-4362, Sat., Sun, anytime.

70 Buick Elactra, all auto, runs greet,

AM/FM. 8-track stereo, $660, 256^731,
eve. ^_____^_
Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

FOUND

Found—watch in Herter, call 549-5962.

Found -red scarf by FAC, 6-5803.

Found— glasses
64328.

behind Cashin, call

Found— long-haired F dog w/ NH Kcense,

white face, tan-black markings, 666-4324.

HELP WANTED

Modela for photography. Commercial
photo studio r>eeds good looking men and
women for part-assignments, top pay, call

Ed Judice, (617) 544 2739, 9-5 daily.

Challengir>g Internship opportunity in

human services, spend 3 months helping

youth commuriity based group homes.
SperKj some time helping troublad youth

and developing your own skills. $60 per

we^ stipend, and room and board. Con-
tact Stave Sum -Center for Human
Developmant/Community Sfielter Pro-

gram. 733-6624. ,

Any peraona pravtoushf wrfttrxi for Freeh

Ink are encouraged to submit wofk to

B4^ow The Salt. Thank you.

Secretary — must be work study,
$3 00/hr., 10 15hrs. pwwk., typing e8»n
tial, inventory control, per^jn must be work
study, $3.25 per hr., 10^15hrs. perwk., ap
ply in person, Ur>ion Record Service.

Summer jobs now. Worid cruiswel
f*leasure boats! No experierM^t Good Payl
Carribean, Hawaii, workl! Send $3.95 for

application arxi direct referral to Seaworld,
Box 60129 Sacramento, Ca 96860.

Work study job available in Anthro. Dept.,

$3.50 per hr., gen. office skills, typing skilte

helpful. Call 5-0028.

Jobs. Lake Tahoe, Califl Fantastic tips!

$1,700-$4,(XX) summer! Thousands still

needed. Casinos, restaurants, rar>ches,

cruisers. Send $3.96 for application /info to

Lakewortd, Box 6012. Sacto. CA 95860.

Tennia proe wanted—exc^k»m summer,
aaaeonal arxJ year-round posttkyisavaHable;

good playing and teecNng badtground re-

quired. Call (301) 664^3770, or Mnd 2 com-
plete resumes, pictures to: K.J. BeNtr^tp,

WTS, 8401 Connectkmt Avenue, Suite

1011, Chevy Chase MP 20015.

The Collagian Advertising Department
is k>oking for ad reps. If you have ex-

perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office. The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal
Opportunity employer.

Part-time live-in aaaistant for psychiatric

fwHway house in Greenfield. Room and
board (r>o s^ary) in exchenge for some
night and weekend work. 773 3434, Jim or

Kathy.

Overaaas jobs— summer/yea' rour>d.

Europe, S. America, Austrafia, Asia, etc.

AN fiekls. $50a$1200 monthly Expenses
peid. Sightseeing. Free info—

w

rite: IJC,
Box 52-MC, Corona Oel Mar CA 92625.

Jewish Community of Amherst
Sufxlay school, Hebrew teacher beginnir>g

Sept.. 1979. Experience preferable.

549^B23.

Centre! erea women's center hes 5 work
study p>ositions available, applications can
be picked up at center basement Beker.

INSTRUCTION

Photographic dartiroom course. Unique
Inruges is now offerir>g a darkroom course,

10 weeks, 3 hours a week, 5 brarxl new
enlargers and aN new eqt. — 1000 sq. ft. to

learn in smaN classes, two instructors, for

info call Urwque lmages-584-4120.

Hot air balloon rMes, lessons, sales pro-

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. Intro

flight. $45, 253-3834, day or eve.

LOST

Lost— gold Cross pen w/ owner's ruime

er>graved. If found please call 546-5614.

Aquamarine Ring— SeiHimental value.

Reward offered. 546-6404 or 546^9637

SIvr. sterig. spoon ring by Wallace Sterl-

ing engmnt. on 3/28, 8fl. CC women's rm.,

apprx. 5 p.m., nwrd. Please return, no
quests., to CC desk, call Cathy, 6-9843,

thanx^

Loat: on bus from Natick on 3/25. U. Store

bag with shoes, etc. H iound pleaae call

6-7986.

Please return dk. brown leether wallet,

personal value, leave it with Collegian.

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn hundreds stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope,

Action Sales, Box 112 C, Ludlow MA
01056.

Wanted - information about the
whereabouts and availability of Stevie

Wonder for April 28th Wimpout con
cert— write to Andrea J. Kemp, 280-2 Ami-

ty St., Amherst 01002.

MOTORCYCLES
~

76 Honda 400F SS 6-speed, red wind-

shieki, highway bar, sissytwr, Z helmets,

fast, dean, new tires, chain sprockets,

$1050, call Ralph, 253 5729, will dicker.

Kaw. 100, 5000 miles, exc. cond., $450,

call 549-6683, best after 6 p.m.

74 Suiuki TsZBO- street/trail. Excellent

condition. Mar>y extras. Asking $560, but

willing to talk. Call 549 0373
.

oTHonda CL126. everything wodcs, extra

perts. Ca« for more info, ask for Russ.

$246. Phone. 549^»34. _^^____

PERSONALS

Good chowdah is hard to find (much
hardei*lhan duo's inaction). But watch out

for my main tmr\ wwth ttie New Direction in

1960

May 31-Aug. 31. 2 bdrm. furr^shed
townhouse in Riverglade Apts., AC, pool,

on So. Amherst bus route, 5 min. ride to

can^HJS, $225 mo. plus utilities, call

2537478.

Summer sublet: partially fumtohed, 3
bedrm. apt., right wi bus rte., 5W>4)364.

3 bdrm. apt., summer sublet w/ option for

faM, call Steve, 548-0044. after 6 p.m.

Take over our laaaa. 2 bdr. Puffton Apt.,

fr. June 1st, $266/mo., 54»5443.

2-3 bedroom apt., av. middle May Aug.,
on 2 bus routes, Amherst, $160, indutka
all, keep trying, 253 7714 (late eve. OK).

1 bedroom apt., Puffton Village,
$210/mo., available 6/1-8/31, pleaae call

549^5941.

One bdrm. in 2 bdrm. Colonial VM. apt.,

female. $100-f, bus rt.. 6/1 to 9/1.
2S6-6388.

One bdrm. in Squire VHIage apt., on bus
rt., rate negot. for summer. CaH 866-4324 .

To sublet— 2 bdrm. apt., rte. 9, btA rte.,

Amherst, $220 -negotiable! Opt.— fall.

256^6166.

Rolling Green, 2bdr., AC, pool, bus stop,

furnished, $275 or BO, ^3 7703, after 4
p.m.

Townhouae, 2 bedroom for sunvner,
$225/mo., bus route, laundry, AC,
549-1739.

.

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1 w/ opt. to

renew. AC, pool, bus rte., 548-4791.

1 bedroom CKffside apt., on bus route.

5/24-8/31 w/fall opt., fum., $196/mo.
665-4774.

Summer sublet— fall option, Puffton

Village, 2 bedroom, air corxl., bus rte.,

pool, tennis crts. Avail, late May, 549-0662 .

Cliffside. 1 Ig. bdrm. avail. mki-May with
option for fall. Tennis, pool, bus route.

$200/ nx>n. -includes all, also furniture for

sale. CaH 665^3938 after 5.

Rolling Gr. -2 br. w/option to rerww. AC,
DW, disp., utH. Incl., pool, exc. bus.

256^6225.

1 bedroom Puffton Vil.. avt>l. May 1, opt.

sublet, utilities pd., a/c, pool, tennis,

549-1681, anytime.

To sublet— two bedroom townhouse apt.,

6/1-8/31. Furnished, AC, on bus rt..

$200/month. Call 549-5875.

Sublet for summer. 1 bedroom
townhouse apts., $95 -i- utiRties, Rk:k at

549 1233.

Townhouse Apts., Ig. rm. to sublet,

6/1-8/31, w/ option for full apt. in fall, AC,
bus, dble. closet w/ mirrors, full furn. avail.

Price negtble., 549 6663.

Townehse., 3 bdr., avail. 6/1. $306/nwn.,
opt. for fall, air cond., bus stop. 549-6381 .

3 bdrm. townhouse apt., summer sublet

with option for fall, call Rita, 549-3523.

2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or BO. Call 253 7703, 4^ p.m .

To sublet— or>e bedroom Brandywirte

apt., available mid-May, call 549-4693.

WANTED
~~

Uaed 10 spd., good corxi., cotterlees

cranks, altoy rims, call 253-9646.

Wanted: 3-4 bedroom house convenient to

campus. Call 665-4267 or 546-5066.

Car? If you could lend it to me regularly I'll

pay you well, Seth, 323-5086.

Expert typiat with own IBM Selectric

seeks full-tirr>e summer position. Over 100

words/min. Call Carol at 253-2490.

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546^6557. after 6.

WANTED TO RENT
~

3 bdrm. apt.. Rolling Green, sublet sum-
mer, option to lease, Gale, 6-8329, Joan,

6-5086.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason Rosentfial, k>w cost

representation for UMass community. In-

come taxes. Appt. only, 253-7617.

FREE AMPLIFIER CLINIC

Mark your calendars! Free amplifier

testing clinic, April 19 20. Any make, any
model amp, pre-amp or receiver tested.

Measurements of power, distortion and fre-

querKy resportse made on Hewlett-Packard

& Techtronix test equipnient. Thurs., April

19 & Fri.. April 20. Sound & Musk:, 90-92

King Sf., N'hampton, 564-9647.

Monkey— thank you
pMnut butter creamier.

for making my
love you, Skippy.

T-shirts, custom printed and in bulk for

printers. Fast service on high quality shirts

@ ZooMass table on CC <y 666-4867.

To the woman who gave me her Cosmic
Wimpout dice: thanks, you are the surwign
of my life! See you at tourrwmentl

Reward: for any helpful information

leadir^ to stolen car stereo arxi radar detec-

ted in front of SAE frat. on Sat. night,

March31,atapprox. 1:15 from 1976 BMW.
Call Lany at 549-5794.

Anything Goes cast, thanx iw a magnifi-

cem mwnory, your ship's steward.

^id Roor Brooks says 'hi.'

Mottiar— you finally reached tfie big onel

Just tNnk, now you can go out until 9:00
p.m. I Happy 21st. Love, your numtier 1

son. PS — make it a good day and you'll get
it in tfwre, you "bad girl."

Happy 21at birthday. Inkum DInkum!

K. The Great sertds her best wishes to

Marie, Queen of Frar>ce, on tt>e occasion of

her 21st birthday. Good jobl

Motfier— get it in there on tt>e big 211 No
cloud of doom, only fig newtons. Love ya,

Chris.

Ouabbin Farm, 4/21, RSVP?
Jaemine:heve a very happy birthday.

Pam H. would like to get to kr>ow you bet-

ter

BIk. female. 1st Initial K., I met u in

Hatch 4/2, gave you phone I, caN aft. 5
p.m. Keep trying.. .C.

Nancy M., happy birtfxtey tc you, happy
birtfKlay to you, happy birthday, dear
roommate, happy birtfiday to you. Sfiaryn .

Happy birthday, Grag...E and tfie Brass .

Good luck. Bear, Wyola and tfxs d' place,

will r\9>/w be tf>e same. Love, Joyce.

Speclel tftanksJto Theta Chi and Pike, for

buying the Sigma Kappa staves Sat.

Dirty Harry. Thompson 104, /\pril 6, 7, 9,

1 1 . Do you feel lucky today?

Dutchman Club will meet Saturday, 8:30

at Okl Chapel. Membership sign-up at 368
FAC until Friday. Last Dutchman!

We buy fr sell used audio compor>ents.

Sound & Music, 90-92 King St., Northamp
ton MA 01060, tel. 584-9547.

Astrology Birth £r Compatibility charts, 11

yrs. profsni., Louis Neubel, 549-6425.

Trouble with lete night long distance

phor>e service? Too busy? MassPirg wants
to know. Call consumer action, 545-0199 or

545-0781, M F, 9-8.

Index eeeks photos for decade coverage
(Bicentennial, demonstrations, fads, elec-

tions, personalities, etc.). Payment
negotiable. Please call 545-0648.

Stick it in your ear— free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St., Amh., 253-3324.

Diamond engagement Cr wedding rings,

hand-wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253-3324.

'Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced march, to all

students & staff. Remember your ID.

RIDE WANTED
~

Ride wanted to Wash., DC, 4-13, Sue,
253^2004.

RIDERS WANTED

Thuraday, April 6, 1979^

Design department is runnir>g a bus to

Philadelphia April 26-29! $25 round trip, for

information, 549-0174.

ROOMMATE WANTED

3 women need 2 people to share hse. in

So. Deerfield for summer. 2 bus rts. Pool,

fum., $70/mo., aft. 6, 666-3686.

2 females wanted to share 2 bdrm apt. In

Brandywine, comp. furn., pool, ten. cts.,

AC, cable TV & on 2 bus rts. Call Mary,
549-1792.

TO SUBLET

Sublet 5/16-8/31, pool & tennis, A/C,
wall-to-wall carpeting, part, furnished.

South Amherst- call 253-5186, eves.

1 bdrm. apt., furn., AC, cable TV, pool £r

tennis cts., bus stop, 5/24 to 8/31, $190,

call 666-4891.

Female wanted to share 2 bdr. apt., Col-

onial VHI., June-Aug., $75/mo. + util., bus
rte., furnished, Dianne, 253-2841.

2 bedroom apt., Riverglade, June-Aug.,

$285 per month — includes utilities,

253 7984.
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WmUA progrofflinlng

10am-2pm

12:00am

2pm-5:30pm

Progressive

4:30pm

5:00pm

5:02pm

5:30pm 6pm

6pm-7pm

7pm-10pm

"J.C. THE MOVER"
Disco
Disco
Disco

NOON REPORT/Steve Cdlins

SPORTS /Jeff Schwartz

THE THURSDAY AFTERNOON DRIVE
VMTM Tl^i^^OWN DISC JOCKEY

*
Iff regressive,

reggae, rock 'n' rdl,

rhythm & bluM and soul

BANDBOARD - Local musical

happervr^gs listed for you
by the O.J.

NEWS HEADLINES

ATHENA'S WEB with

Don Cerow Dally

Mtrdogical forecast

NEWSWATCH /Charles Holnr>es

WEATHERWATCH/Fred Winer
SPORTS/JIm Spellos

"FOCUS " WITH
KEN MOSAKOWSKI 'Jve:

Representatives from tf>e

Alternative Energy Coalition

speaking on the implications

of the Three Mile Island

irKkient; also members of

local fund raising committee
for a cancer drive. Phone
calls will be accepted on

the air.

"WOMEN'S MEDIA PROJECT"
Interview with Nancy Cohen,
representative about the rtew

Trident nuclear submarines.

Crossword
ACROSS

I Foal

5 Sl«P on
10 Enioy me

son
14 Antique*

15 LariAt

16 To sheiie'

17 Amnbiy
19 Cermn
20 Waited on

J1 Drummers
23 Greek resis

lance group

25 Wise one
26 Aleutian

island

30 Annoy
34 Eipioded

35 Preposition

37 Sensible

38 Mineral

39 Bakery
items

4? American
Indian

43 Nick and
Nora s pel

45 Elbow bone
46 Hauled
48 Wa«ei
50 Gunmakers
52 Rodents
54 Topnolch

55 Bribed

WEntoy
63 Nipa palm

64 First ol a

»tft«s

2 urOfds

66 Eye part

67 Keeps
6eE>cei

69 Pronoun
70 Schedule
71 Slumps
DOWN

1 Headgear
2 Eye
3 sure
4 Gutltver *

5 Swaps
6 Japanese
co»n

7 Sups
8 — Moun
lams Air

range

) Unskilled

work

2 words
10 Hounds
11 Metal ADbi

12 Withered

13 Acute
18 Composed
22 Alter —

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Wednesday s Put/ie Solved

fiToTiTFTi jrnrn rmiTi
DODtsd aooa ^aao

VM
oooaa aaauuuu

I uuoau uuu
oaaaoaQ aoaao

^oo aooo aaouQ

24 Adepiness
26 German

naval

vessel

27 Suckle
2b Mountain

ridge

29 Pineapple
31 — ecote

Equine
moves

3? Join

33 Instfumenis

36 Crown
40 Abruptness
41 Pelted

44 Emaciation
47 Wi«fiout

minerals

49 Gram sptke
51 Glum

53 Flower leal

55 Season
56 State

57 Low

58 Prima donrta

60 Jot

61 Obstacle

62 Possessive
word

65 Coterie

1 2 ' '
1

1
II

5 a 7 1

1
22

lo~ II 12 13

14 15 14

17

24

19

W 2i

29

IT- 2i ^^^H
}6 77 71

I
40

36

30

I
41

46

3' 32 33

i»

39

49

3b V

31

47

42

4) 44 4S

41

i8

V

^ta^ta^i~2 i3 b4

6i

55 •ih b7

1

64

i9 60 61 62

43

1
M 67 6S

49
^ 71
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MOSHE MA'OZ
Israeli Scholar-ln-Residence

will speak on

*^The Palestinian
Question:

Evaluations And
Solutions*^

Thurs., April 5
. 8 p.m.

CC rm. 904-08

sponsored by Hillel

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

' THE St»JDl>«l»T IKiSm\TC5N fCA

S^ViiOife \b PlEASD 16 AMHQJNCE

Ol* new check iMb K/nJX SVgHA,

E>CW MEhCBi V1\U. OBtlEoa A kCM
SET OF CrtBJtS. DECORMH) »»Tn-»

OUR >je*i BATiwo "SyMBDts -ncE
tfJHO HAVE A UX, STAAJDtMO HCCXAJC

Wl+CH HAS MEVEE'BOJkiCEO'' *>

fHECk vgiLL HAVE TWieR checks

DECCSATtD With A ^4AN0SCMt

REPLICA CF "n* «->S -TOEASoRY

Nebbish by Mike Galper Et Nathaniel Parkinson

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

AS YOU KNOUI. PK MAtmfl. IN

R£C£HTU£&<S,TH0i£^HAiBe£N
ANOimVIKHQOFPmTESTfKm
IMNlANUaineN OVER Twe

ALL- 0OVBR/N6 'CHADOR.:UJHIQi

THBySaASASfMKtOFISlMIC

fffmuM

TO THIS

fTHA5ALI^APr
BBENRBSOLVm
mBOJUAKX/r

0&N6TAK&J
mOUWMLL/.

me AiATOLLOH PO^ HOT PI9-

APPHO^OFOneRfOH^^OF-
PRSSS.ASLOHeASTHeyAFB
MOOeST WHATHt POeSOBJBCT

TO AH£ SKifns AND eowns,

ne 6AmBMs or iwsriTUTESi

I see. iFMOHH
HauABOir uiTh A
TUB ANNie miL. FIN^-

HALLU30K7 \

aBBOOOBeOPBC
Student Activities Office is searching for

two (2) non-work study students. Individuals will act

as counter clerk... assisting organizations in prepar-

ing purchase orders, deposits, check requests, etc.

and direct inquiries to proper individuals for resolu-

tion.

Qualifications: Ability to work closely and

communicate with public, staff and students; good

command of oral and written English. Knowledge of

business office procedures and equipment helpful.

Position available immediately. Remuneration: $2.90

per hour.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office (Student

Union 416- Kathleen Shea) with resume and a letter

of reference by April 10, 1979.

This office Is an equal opportunity employer.

IVI/F/affirmative action employer.

SEmORS-

LAST CHANCE
SHOW YOUR FACE!!

545-2874
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Gymnast Craig
in Nationals

Bi MIKEESTRADA
CoUtgian Staff

In only his fint ymr of ^r^ cofT^MtHion,

sophomore Stev« Craig has qualified for the NCAA
national gymnastic vaulting championships

In the Eastern Regional Connpetition at Louffiiana

State UniversHv. Craig survived the top eight mm\ after

prelinninariM and placed fifth out of 82 entires on vault,

earning the Arlington native the right to return to LSU
for the national championships today.

Craig joins woman gymnast Amy Riuli as t^ie only

UM^ gymrtasts to qualify for individual cham-
pionships this year. Riuli, a fresrr^n from New Jersey,

placed 48th out of 91 all around competitors at the

women's national championshi|M last weekend at Penn
State.

Cratg did his best vaulting of the year at LSU. In the

preliminaries, the Arlington native had an average score

of 9.45, hitting a 9.55 on his optional vault coupled with

a 9.35 on his conr>pulsory for a fourth place seed in the

finals Craig had a little hitch in landing his dismount in

his optional vault, but came away with the 9 55 and a

fifth piac^ finish overall. In previous mee» this year

Craig's best vauK came with the narrow defeat of

Cornell m wf^ch he hit for a 9.35.

"I WM a little surprised when they gave me the 9.55

•fl*r I hopped after my dismount." Craig said, "It could

have been soxed a lot lower." NCAA rules state that

only the top six competitors from each region shall go to

the nationals. Had Craig's vault been scored lower, he
might not be returning.

The biggest disappointment in the Easterns was floor

specialist Dave Buegler Buegler. who has impressed

audiences and coaches all year on the mat, missed his

press on his compulsory routine, scoring an 8.75 to end
in 11th place, three spots shy of making the finals.

Buegler had been tied for second after his 9.35 optional

routine with Penn State's Vic Trevino, who went on to

win the competition

UMass captain and ring specialist Steve Nunno had
problems of his own. overswinging on his routine to end
up with an average of 8 1 5 and 28th place in the event in

which he averaged 8.8 during the dual meet season.

Regardless of how Steve Craig does in the nationals,

first year coach Roy Johnson has ail three men retur-

ning to next year's squad which should have the

potential to become an Eastern Regional contender.

A

Step into 'h« ptHoo^ sw«le mnefmjI« and you II kno"

you »e found <ht 'tci fhiog - BoM Suniu"*' The <obel 4ay»

Bom Tl>e loo* »or» Soti The quel iif toy* Boii The-e »

no comporiio" Com« ie« 'o< you'iel* *ow •»op ' 'a**

lO look onr "'*»•' 'Of fOu' •o«0"l« iummer Kindo't

Becoute il • s 6ot» • i <o' '«jI

StU4
ONIV BASS MAKES SUNJUNS'

16 styl

HeartMt
LeatKer

IMN.

Downtown
Amherst
253 5135

10 a.m. -6 p.m.

Brown baffles Crimson, 4-1
By KEVIN CULLEN
Co^gisn Staff

Sophomore pitcher Mark Brown scatters) sevw> hits and
struck out eight yestwday as the Minutemen defeated Har-

vard 4-1 at Lorden Field before a sparM crowd of about SO
people.

The conditions wwe ims than favorable for b^eball, with the
temperatures in the mid-40's and a brisk wind blowing from
right field to left- The conditions, however, did ru)t affect

Brown.
Harvard came into yesterday's ganrie ranked sixth in New

England Brown came out throwing fastballs, and didn't

throw a breaking pitch until the fourth batter. Harvard tried a

double steal in the first, but Mike Stockley returned the throw
to catcher John Kraham to neb a diving Mike Stanhouse at

the plate.

UMass lost a chance to score with some poor bMe running in

the third. With two men on, Eddie SkritMski hit back to the

box; Doug Aylward got hung up between third and home, and
was tagged out, meanwhile, Kraf^m rounded second base
and was thrown out to complete the unusual 1-2-5-4 double
play.

Harvard's Mark Bir>gfvim opened tfie sixth wKh a wind

bicMvn double to left, and came around to score his team'*
tone run as UMass rightfietder Neal Lojek just missed makingi
diving grf^.

UMms couldn't touch Harvard pitchw Jim Keyte over ttie

first five innings. Keyte. a sophomore lofty, surrendered his

first hit in the sixth wfien Stockley looped an excuse-me check
swing single over shortstop. Stockley then got caught off first

by a good Koyte mov«.

In ttw w^nth, \Mth Htarvard runnws on second and tNrd.
Bergquist went out to talk to Brown. Brown then intentionally

walked Bingham, and the strategy worked to perfection as
Brown got Jim Meceerillo to bounce into an inning-ending
double play.

Keyte s defense collapsed around him in tf>e Mventh as
UMass scored three unearned runs. With two out. Doug
Welenc and Leo Kalinowski lined singles. Mark Litano popped
up in foul ground, but the wind carried the ball into fair ter

ritory where it fell past the dive of Bingham, who misjudged it.

Welenc scored, and Kalinowski and Litano came in when a
Stockley fly ball was dropped by Harvard center fielder Charlie
Santos Buck.
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Trackwomen run over UNH
ByDAVES/VRET
Collegian Staff

The women's track team opened their 1979 outdoor season

on a very positive note with a solid 64.5 53.5 victory over UNH
at Dur^iam yesterday. The Minutewonrwn captured nine out of

14 firsts and a goodly number of seconds and thirds on their

way to their win

.

"For the first meet of the season and under such poor
weather conditions I felt we had a very good meet, " said

coach Jane Welzel.

Out of the nine victories garnerecJ by the team five came out

of the distance events A sweep in the one mile were per

petrated by UMass with Linda Welzel first (5:09) with Tina

Franccario and Debby Farmer following respectively. The two
mile saw the Minutewomen placing first and third. Julie Burke
(11:15) won with Cathy Petrick getting third.

Kathy Contini won the 880 in 2 18 and she was followed by
Laura Wolf who finished third. Another 1-3 finah for UMass
came in the 440 with Cindy Martin finishing first and Carol

Shea third. The final distance win of the day came in the one
mile relay. The team consisted of Diane Sealy leading off,

Carol Shea and Kathy Contini running the two middle legs,

and Ciiidy Martin the anchor leg.

Diane Sealy turned in a fine performance for the day with a

first in the luu yard dash, a tniro in tne JJS) and the leadoff leg

on the victorious mile r^y team. Micky Callahan also had a

good day, and scored in three events. She got a first in the

long junx>. a second in tfie 1 10 yard, hurdles, arKf a third in the

high jump.

The final two firsts of the day for UMass came in the high

jump and javelin Julie Russell took first in the high jump at

five feet two inches, and Karen Snow, the UMass record

holder, won the javelin with a heave of 123 feet.

Without capturing a first, Julie Horgan and Mary Ann

Stravinskas both helped the team quite a bit. Horgan placed in

the hurdles, high jump, and the long jump. Stravinskas scored

in the shot put and discus with thirds in both.

The next meet for the Minutewomen will be held this

Saturday at home against the Crimson of Han/ard. The meet

starts at 1 :00 p.m. and will be held at the stadium track.

—NOTICE-
Due to the increase

in the drinking age to

20 years, effective date

16 April '79

New TOC Inc Club
Stickers

May be picked up at th

ASSISTANCE DESK

CONCOURSE
CAMPUS CENTER

8 am—4 pm
Beginning Thurs. 29 Mar 79

Old Sticker, ID,
Proof of Age
Neccessary

SuperT-Shirts
.Ftor SuperPeople

A SuperWhy For

Someone toLove
VbuA Little Mora
Choose one or several SUPER
T-SHIRT styles for yourself, a

fnend, or relative Each design
IS beautifully imprinted on a

high quality US. made I00°o
cotton t-shirt with reinforced

neck and arm bands.

Only $&95 Each
(postage paid'

Many SUPER styles to

choose from

STS- 1 ) SUPER STUDENT
STS 5) SUPER GAL
STS-7) SUPER SISTER
STS-8) SUPER BROTHER
STS-9) SUPER GRANDMA
STS-10) SUPER GRANDPA
STS-11) SUPER SON
STS- 12) SUPER DAUGHTER
STS-13) SUPER GUY
STS-14) SUPER MACHO
STS- 15) SUPER ROOMf^TE
STS-16) SUPER JOGGER
STS-17) SUPER STAR
STS- 18) SUPER PROFbSSOR

Please sefMl me loiiowing Super T-Sniilg (& SS 95 each

(Po^age and handling included')

Sim* MI*

S • M • L • XL

TOTAl AMOUNT $ Ouanlitv Style Sue

Pl»»»« mail* chacli o< morwy o<(»ei payabtc to

(SCvNOCOOsoi Slamps]
SCHOOl. SUPPLY COMWkNy

On« Boston Pojt Road
Laf<»imon» New Vo>» tOSM

Metnoa oi paymwii ipwasacnaciii Chee* Mooay Omer VISA Masiar Ctiar^a

- Oiarge Cuslomars please pfovide me loliowiog

Card • mieiftanli « E«p.faiion dale

Sionaturc .

SHIP TO
NAME ^

ADDRESS

CITY . STATE .

\ Stevte
*

«Qnrinn*i

APT DOnM .

.ZIP

BIN 107 B*)

'B' spikers split matches
By MAUREEN SUUIVAN
CoUegian Staff

Coached by Kirk Petws and assisted by
"A" player Ai Morel, the UMass "B"
volleyball squad continues to make its mark
in Central Division play. Only a frustrating

loss to Division leader Wentworth. 10 15,

12-15 marred UMass' performances .on

Saturday and Monday night.

Before facinfl Wentworth, the "B"
squad faced host Clark University. In a

match dominated by fierce blocking on the

part of »he UMass team, especially Mike

Picardi. the "B" squad handed Clark a

15-10, 15-7 defeat.

"We piayad the best vcMteybaH so far this

year," said Kirk Peters of the win, "Our
defense was excellent; we were psyched to

beat Clark. With that win, we overtook

Clark for sacorid place (in the Central Divi-

sion)."

Against Wentworth. UMass' blocking

could not match Wentworth's potent spik-

ing and serving. Despite Scotty Anderson's
overall performance and Mark Ferrante's

consistent serving, UMass went away a

loier to the ur>defeated division leader.

On Monday night, hc»t UMass played
Westfield State and Bradford College.

Against Westfield State, UMass' Don
Love's ferocious hitting, Pete Nickerson's
serving, and Pete (Mr. PI) Holisch's digs

(saves) helped to ward off a stubborn Owl
team in game one, 15-7. The second game
saw Westfield assume a big lead (10-4, at
one point), only to Me it being swallowed
in a UMass comeback. Don Love, Neil

Gluck, and Mike Picardi set and served
their way to a 15- 1 1 vmd.

Bradford College proved no easier than
Westfield; scoring was stalled several

times, as the two teanr>s patiently set and
dinked around the net. Once UMass started

spiking, the match t>eg3n to pick up speed.
With the assistance of Pete Nickerson.

Scotty Anderson, and Dave Holliday

(whose one-set — an extremely low hit

near the net — landed just iriside Brad-

ford's bounds, giving UMass the match),

UMass ahrugged off Bradford. 15-7. 15-13.

Both the UMass "A" and "B" will be busy
on Saturday. Amie Roberts' "A" team will

play a tri-match in Amherst College, while

Kirk Peters' "B" will set up shop in

Worcester Tech, along with Bradford and
Wentworth.

Gazelles ready for opener
By I^AUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The Gazelles' season opener with Boston
University today is "up in the air," due to

the expected heavy rains and other "un-

forseeable circumstances," according to

coach Pamela Hixon.
"I realty can't say," said the UMass

women's lacrosse coach, "I won't know
definitely until noon tirr^e Thursday."
Meanwhile, the team practiced yesterday

afternoon, just in case the game is on; at

newly elected captains Gayle Hutchinson

and Grace Martinelli (both seniors) ran the

practice. Coach Hixon commented on her

team's readiness for the upcoming season.

"We're ready for the season," said Hix-

on, "We've been practicing for a month
now, and it's time for the girls and myself

to see what we can do. Both the girls and
myself are very excited, and we know it's

going to be an exciting season."

Though dominated with underdaaamen
(the co-captains are the only two seniors on
the team), the women's lacrosse team have
already played some games. Travelling to

Cape Cod last weekend, UMass faced six

teams, among them Nortfieastern Universi-

ty, Tufts, Smith College, the University of

Rhode Island, and a group of athletes call-

ing themselves Boston. UMass went six-

for-six. while members gained confider>ce

and experience for the upcoming season.

"Those people who saw UMass were im-

pressed with our team play," said Hixon.

"especially our defense. The team ran a

tough defense against everybody; sorrw

girls were a bit overanxious, but everybody
played very well."

If the BU club doesn't make it to

Amherst, the season opener will shift to

next Tuesday, when UMass hosts the

women Crimson of Harvard University. On
Saturday, the Gazelles will travel up ttie

road to Smith College for six games.

Tha Boston Red Sox signed righthandad pitchar Dennis Eckersley to a

five year contract estimated to be worth 2.5 million dollars. The signing

took place yesterday afternoon. Eckersley is slated to be the starting pit-

cher for today's season opener against the Cleveland Indians. Former

Sox hurler Rick Wise will start for the Tribe. (AP Laserphoto).

National League predictions
Mark

Marchand
NL EAST

1. PHILADELPHIA -

Rose doesn't really add
that much to this team;

it's already good
enough.
2. PITTSBURGH - The
two teams from Penn-

sylvania make a close

race of it.

3. ST. LOUIS - The
Cards may threaten but

probably won't.

4. CHICAGO - The
Cubs will do what they

do every year; hold first

place until the All-Star

break then pack up and

leave.

5. NEW YORK The
Met's can't even HEAR
what's going on with all

those airplanes flying

over Shea Stadium.

6. MONTREAL - Bill

Lee and the Expos vie

with the Mets for the

cellar.

NL WEST

1. SAN FRANCISCO -

Everything finally comes
together for the Giants

with the "Count" winn-

ing more than 20 games
on the mound.
2. LOS ANGELES - If

Sutton and Garvey can

ever decide if Reggie

Smith is a "quiet"

superstar, the Dodgers

will make a close race of

it.

3. CINCINNATI -

Rose-less and Sparky-

less, the Reds will be

mediocre at best.

4. HOUSTON - The
Astros will fail to ignite

at the launching pad as

always.

5. SAN DIEGO The
Padres have some de-

cent pitchings but don't

have the hitting to get

them any higher than

fifth

6. ATLANTA - Ted
Turner should stick to

racing yachts and leave

the helm of his team to

someone who knows
what they're doing.

George
O'Brien

NLEAST
PHILADELPHIA--
Everything's coming up
roses.

PITTSBURGH-Will win

100 games and still finish

second.
MONTREAL -Lee will lead

the Expos to all time highs.

CHICAGO-Dave Kingman
vs. Wrigley Field, now
there's a mismatch.
ST. LOUIS -Boyer these

guys gonna need help.

NEW YORK -Marvelous

Marv would feel right at

home with this crew.

AL WEST
SAN FRANCISCO-Best
pitching staff in the league.

L. A. -They will miss the

Bionic man.
HOUSTON -They'll win it

all, someday.
SAN DIEGO -Only the third

best team in California.

CINCINNATI-The Big Red
Machine needs an
overhaul.

ATLANTA-With Ted
Turner at the helm, this ship

can't go anywhere.

Bill Tarter
NL EAST

1. PHILADELPHIA
-Phillies fans have
waited a long time to see

a World Series.

2. PITTSBURGH -

Rumors have it they are

trying to clone Dave

Parker.

3. MONTREAL - "If

we're not over .500 I'll

quit" - Manager Dick

Williams. I think your

safe this time Dick.

4. CHICAGO - The
June swoon might come
earlier this year.

5. ST. LOUIS - Lou

Brock and the Cardinals

are no longer stealing

t.ie hearts of their

faithful.

6. NEW YORK - For

every action (Yankees)

there is a reaction

(Mets).

NL WEST
1. LOS ANGELES -

Three million fans can't

be wrong.
2. SAN FRANCISCO -

Blue, Knepper,
Montefusco and Halicki.

- enough heat to warm
up Candlestick.

3. SAN DIEGO - A
steady diet of Fingers,

Fingers, Fingers,
Fingers, Finger,...
Finge... Fing... Fin...

Fi... F

4. CINCINNATI - The
big Red Machine is miss-

ing a Spark (y) plug.

5. HOUSTON - My
kingdom for James
Rodney (J.R) Richard.

6. ATLANTA - In the

famous words of Butch

Cassidy - "Who are

those guys?"

Steve Zack
NL East
1. PITTSBURGH- Last

year the Pirates were
close, this year the

Pirates make it.

2. PHILADELPHIA--
Wouldn't it be great to

see Pete Rose flop with

the Phillies?

3. MONTREAL- Close

but no cigar.

4. ST. LOUIS- Now
that Bernie Carbo has
returned...

5. CHICAGO- Lost
among the ivy of
Wrigley Field.

6. NEW YORK"
???????????

NLWest
1 SAN FRANCISCO

-

Go get 'em Willie Mc-
Covey.
2. LOS ANGELES - Just

think how nice it would
be if Tommy Lasorda
would stay quiet for five

minutes.

3. SAN DIEGO - Lurking

in the background
4. HOUSTON - Flirting

with success
5. CINCINNATI- The
days of wine and RoiC
are over.

6. ATLANTA- Take
that, Ted Turner.

Walt
Cherniak

NL EAST
PHILADELPHIA

-They have more than

enough speed, power
and defense to win this

weak division.

2. PITTSBURGH -

Pretty sound, but they

should learn to field

grounders before they

stop rolling.

3. MONTREAL - A
team full of raw young
talent, but Bill Lee will

get them only as high as

third.

4. CHICAGO - What
ever happened to Banks,

Santo and Williams?

5. ST. LOUIS - Only

the occasional pitching

flashes of Denny and
Forsch keep this team

out of the cellar.

In conjunction with the American League predictior^

that appeared last week, the Collegian sports colum-

nists along with executive editor Dan Guidera present

their National League picks. •

6. NEW YORK
-Doesn't it make you feel

good that at least one

New York team is

floundering?

NL WEST
1. LOS ANGELES
-Still the best team in the

National League, IF they

can replace Tommy
John.
2. SAN FRANCISCO
-The best starting pit-

ching in the league, but

with little batting sup-

port.

3. CINCINNATI - The
Big Red Machine has

just enough working

parts left to stay above

500.

4. HOUSTON - Watch
out for this team! Seven

of their eight expected

regulars topped .280 last

season.

5. SAN DIEGO - Good
pitching, led by Perry

and Fingers, but both

hitting and defense are

inconsistent.

6. ATLANTA - From
the looks of this team,

you'd think that General

Sherman had been
through again.

Dan Guidera
NLEAST
1. PITTSBURGH -Willie

S. and Parker will slug

this team to the pennant

in the weakest division in

the majors.

2. PHILADELPHIA -

Despite having "the

Boor" Rose, this is

basically a team of

lazies.

3. MONTREAL-Will
finish third in spite of

themselves.
4. ST. LOUIS- Heck,

they need pitching, not

Silvio Martinez.

5. CHICAGO-I didn't

know these stiffs were
still around.

6. NEW YORK -Where
are you when we need
you Don Bosch?
NLWEST
1. SAN FRANCISCO-
This is the year of the

boys in the
phosphorescent
uniforms. They've got

the best young pitching

staff anywhere. Period

2. LOS ANGELES- On
the downswing. Serves

those Hollywood
hotshots right, yuk, yuk,

yuk . . .

3. SAN DIEGO -CouW
be this year's bomb
scare.

4. CINCINNATI-This
year it all came crashing

down I

5. HOUSTON -A lot

better on grass than on
paper. Unfortunately

they play on Astroturf

.

6. ATLANTA-Hey, hey.

give 'em tinr>e, give 'em
time . .

.
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Gorillas down UConn;
Sweet tallies 7 points
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

Seven goals in the first quarter was ail the
UMass lacrosse team needed yesterday
afternoon, as the Minutemen never looked
back enroute to a 16-10 defeat of the
UConn Huskies before a chilled crowd at

Boyden Field. The win evened UMass'
record at 1 1 while UConn saw its ledger

fall to 0-2.

The Minutemen were led in the scoring
department by co-captain Brooks Sweet
who tallied three goals and four assists on
the afternoon to continue his hot scoring

pace of late. Also, midfielder Peter Schmitz
turned in a fine game while notching two
goals (his first this year) and three assists.

The game started out with Garber's
Gorillas totally dominating the play with

two goals from Dave Martin and single

tallies from Schmitz, Lee Vosburgh, Norm
Smith, Sweet, and Tom Walters opening
up a 7 2 UMass lead in the first quarter.

Sandwiched between those scores were
UConn goals by James Albert and Frank
Szilagia.

In the second, three straight Huskie goals

by Pete Aubrey, Larry loli, and an
unassisted tally by loli threw a scare into

the Minutemen as UConn brought the

score to 8-5. But, UMass quickly answered
back with three straight goals starting with

a Paul Kinnane tally at 9:58 of the second.
Just under two minutes later, Doug White
(also a UMass soccer player) tallied

unassisted followed by another unassisted

tally a minute later; Sweet's second goal of

the day. Then, with Roger Coe off for a

personal, UConn's Tom Rollins scored with

less than two minutes left in the half to

make it 11-6. That final tally by Sweet
would eventually prove to be the game win-

ner.

In the third, UMass coach Dick Garber
changed goaltenders; replacing Don Golds-

tein with Eric Banhazl.

"I just wanted to give Banhazl a little

playing time, ' said Garber. "Both Golds-
tein and Banhazl are very close; Eric isn't

even the number two goaltender; it's a
tough decision."

In that third, UConn opened the scoring
when Huskie attacker loli scored his third

with UMass' Toby Rice off for a slash. That
made the score 11-7, where it remained un-
til six minutes later when UMass increased
its lead on goals from Brian Kaley (his first

this year) and Smith's second of the game.
Then, with less than three minutes remain-
ing in the third, UConn goals by Bob Som-
mers and loli sandwiched around Schmitz's
second goal for UMass brought the score
to 14-0 as UMass never really seemed to be
able to open up a sizeable lead. They ap-
peared to be guilty of conservativeplay
several times during the third and fourth
frames.

"It looked like we thought UConn would
roll over and play dead; they didn't," said

Garber. "Our defense was guilty oif over-

committing themselves several times in the
second half."

In a lackluster fourth, Sweet scored
another unassisted goal with some good
fakes. Sophomore attacker Joe Beilavia

notched his first of the season wrapped
around loli's fourth goal of the game to

complete the scoring at 16-10. loli's goal
came with Pete Clement of UMass off for a
penalty at 11:37 of the fourth. All told, the
Minutemen had four extra-man goals
scored against them as penalties continued
to prove costly.

"UConn played a tough game," explained
Garber. "I told my guys that we're their big-

gest rival and they would be coming in here
looking for us."

The Minutemen now prepare to travel to

New York where they'll visit Cortland
State, one of the toughest Division Two
squads.

Steve Zadk

Rest in peace,ABA

Sports Notices
SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT - the first annual UMass softball tournament,
hosted by defending Intramural champ Home Plate, will be held April 28-29.

There is a $10.00 entry fee and the first 16 teams to submit a roster and pay the
fee will be eligible. The winners of the double elimiation tournament will receive a

prize of $110; the runners-up receive $50. For more information contact Bob Ford
at 549-4908.

WOMEN'S SOCCER -Mandatory nrieeting for women's soccer candidates in the

1979-80season, Aprilll ateOOinNOPE. •

WOMEN'S GOLF -There will be a meeting of the women's gotf team Thursday

•t 6:00 pm in Boyden 223. Anyone interested in playirtg on the team is welcome

to atlerKl. AN current members should atterni.

In the fall of 1968, a new sports league

emerged. Unlike the expansion leagues of

the 1970's such as the World Football

League and World Team Tennis, both of

which reached obscurity .veil ahead of

schedule, this league lasted for nine years,

until it was incorporated along with its

dominant counterpart, the National

Basketball Association. I am of course,

speaking about the American Basketball

AssQciation, the ABA.
A tradition of an expansion league is to

"steal" a superstar from the existing

league. The WFL procured Larry Csonka,

the WTT had Jimmy Connors, and the

WHA snared Derek Sanderson and Bobby
Hull. On the other hand, the ABA started

with a handful of pro draft rejects, NBA
blackballs, and teams such as the Anaheim
Amigos, Pittsburgh Pipers, and Oaklands

Oaks.
Yet, this home for the wayward jump

shooter managed to survive. After all, how
could a basketball league with George
Mikan as its initial commissioner fail?

I first caught glimpse of the ABA when it

appeared on CBS in the early 70's with Don
Criqui, the man that tells you that TWA can

get you there faster than all the others,

handling the play-by play. It was from that

point on that I became a follower and lover

of the ABA, with its red, white, and blue

ball and its three-point play along with a

menagerie of players that could never be

assembled again, no matter how talent-

diluted today's sport franchises become.
For players, there were Stew Johnson

and Julius Keye, two men who could

choose to shoot a jump shot over any other

possible way of putting the ball in the

basket, To these individuals the area of the

court designated as the key was as deadly

as the Bermuda Triangle.

Gerald Govan and his glasses. Joe
Caldwell and his drunk from anywhere
theory on playing basketball. The late

Wendell Ladner, who spent more time

picking himself up off the floor than he did

standing upright. Laverne "Jelly Roll' Tart,

who when he wasn't on the court, was in

court. Artie Heyman, king of the fruitcakes.

Jim McDaniels, who after proving he

couldn't play in the ABA, proved that he

couldn't play in the NBA either. The
Virginia Squires trio of Julius Erving,

George Gervin, and George Irvine. Say that

three times fast.

But alas, for all those players that never

were to attain any level of greatness, there

were the truly fine players ttiat the ABA
brought into the bMiwibiN mm^. Juihit

Erving, George Gervin, Larry Kenon,

Spencer Haywood, Mel Daniels, Charlie

Scott, Louie Dampier, George McGin-
nis.and an NBA blackballed player by the

name of Connie Hawkins. To name a few.

And then there were the premier transfer

cases, Ricky Barry and Billy Cunningham.
The ABA can also be remembered for

happening that could only occur within its

confines such as the night Charlie Hent2

shattered two backboards in one game.
Stew Johnson, then of the Memphis Tarns

(another financial disaster owned by

Charles 0. Finley), being selected to

represent the Memphis team in the ABA
all-star team after having been with the

Tams for a matter of days, since no one
else on the team »vas fit to serve on an All-

Star squad.
*

Then there was the Indiana franchise,

the Pacers, who were an oddity unto

themselves. Where else would one find a

seven color basketball court except in the

confines of Indianapolis, Indiana. Follow

that up with the night of the City Council

elections. Who should be on the ballot but

the Pacers version of idolization, Roger
Brown? When it was announced over the

loud speakers at the game that Brown was
a victor, the 6'5" swingman promptly lofted

the ball up to the ceiling.

But no act in Pacer history, or ABA
history for that matter, could outshine the

playoff performance of forward Darnell

Hillman in a 1973 championship game
against the Kentucky Colonels (owned by

your favorite and mine, John Y. Brown)
and ArtisGilmore.

With but a few minutes remaining in the

first half. Pacer center Mel Daniels fouled

out. He was replaced by Hillman^ who at

the 1:04 n^rk of the half met up with a

basket support, mangling the Achilles

tendon in one of his feet. For the rest of the

half, and the entire second half, Hillman

limped up and down the court, holding

Artis Gilmore to just two points.

For trivia, how many of you can
remember that the original color of the

ABA ball was alternating sections of

orange and black? And who can forget the

implementation of the "no fouling out" rule

during the league's final seasons, thus

making intentional fouls, offensive

charging, and blatant hacks an integral part

of the game.
It's a shame that the ABA had to come to

a demise, but then professional basketbaH's

halfway house had to let its patients go

Judge StaysAlabama death sentence pagB2.
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Bluewallwelcomes Sox
ByMARKHORAN
Collegian Staff

The weather was cold and gray, with no
real hint of spring outside, but the crowd

dutifully filed into the Bluewall anyway. It

was, aner all, opening day and as John
Katsulas said, "its basabaN. I'd (»me if they
were a last place team.

"

H was the Red Sox on the big screen
with all-blue hats and their 1967 uniforms in

double-knit form. It was Carl Yastrzemski
back for his nineteenth try with some new,
crouched, contorted batting stance. And it

was Jim Rice killing the Indians and thrilling

ttie Wail with one short stroke in the third

innirtg - a three run honner off the light

tower.

Despite the 7-1 thrashing of the Indians,

the crowd was restrained. Almost seven
months after the Yankees stole the pen-

nant, the wounds apparently have not heal-

ed.

"Almost everyone in this place has to be
skeptical, " said Ed Par>ena, "I mean, 11

games ahead in June..." Panetta shook his

head and gulped his beer.

But the "boys from Crabtree" were more
optimistic as they howled at almost every

move Bob Montgomery made.
"They ought to rewrite his contact," said

Rick Walls in reference to Montgomery
who had a single, a double, and a triple.

But Montgomery's presence was a painful

reminder of the real problems the Red Sox

face - injuries to Carlton Fisk, Bill Campbell

and Butch Hobson.
"The key to the season will be injuries,"

said Tom MacDonald, "but so far it doesn't

look too good."
By the seventh inning the crowd was thin-

ning out and concentrating more on predic-

tions and beer than the action on the

screen. By that time the Red Sox had pret-

ty much done what they do best - they had

taken a mediocre pitching staff and made a

shambles of rt.

Rice had his three run blast. Zimmer, who
was booed at both Fenway and the

Bluewall, gave Dwight Evans the green

light on a 3-0 pitch and he lofted a ' Bucky
Denter' into the screen. Jack Brohamer fill-

ed in for Hobson and he doubled and tripl-

ed. Fred Lynn finally saw a good pitch in

the seventh inning and he croaked it into

the right field stands.

And with all the hitting came seven
shutout innings from Dennis Eckersly and
two good innings from Dick Drago.

From beneath a pile of skepticism left

over from the infamous '78 season and the
winter departures of the two folk heroes.
Bill Lee and Luis Tiant, there was reason for

hope.

There was a hot dog man selling his dogs
and coke right in the Bluewall. "I sold over

120 already," Arthur Laplante said. "They
love me. It's like bringing Fenway Park to

the Bluewall."

Sox win opener. Page 16
And the sun burst out over Fenway park in

the ninth, there was a slim George Scott,

there were those two fiesty bastards Rick

Burelson and Jerry Remy doing their thing,

and there was Bill Campbell throwing

loosely in the bullpen.

If they had only brought Lonborg back

and put him in one of those new uniforms

then mayt>e the Bluewall could have believ-

ed.

"We're cautiously optimistic, but en-

thusiastic, " said Norman Farris.

Tsongas
tospealc
at rally
By HANS SCHULZ
Collegian Staff

US. Sen Paul Tson^s, D-Mass., will

be the featured speaker at a rally tomorrow

which will highlight a week-long series of

events commemorating Martin Luther King

that are designed to call attention to

problems of racism, t)oth domestically arnl

in Africa.

Tsongas is expected to repeat hs call for

the withdrawal of U.S. business interests

from South Africa. According to a press

release issued by the rally's sponsors, h«
will also argue that the U.S. should not lift

sanctions against the Rhodesian gover-

nment.
Organizers of the event are hoping for

good weather Saturday afternoon. A
rrurch will begin at 12:30 at the UMass
New Africa House and will end with a rally

on the Town Common where Tsongas will

speak. Other speakers will include Kirivafi

Kangai, who is a United Natioiw

representative of a Rhodesian liberation

group, and Suman Bohm of the Third

World Women's Task Force.

Former UMass Ptovost Paul Puryear was
also scheduled to speak, but was forced to

cancel due to a death in his family.

A spokesperson for the Progressive

Peoples of the Pioneer Vallev soonsor of

the rally, said he expects a turnout of 400-

900 people "if it's a nice day."

The events the group has organized for

the week of April 4-11, which include a

series of speeches, workshops, films atKl

concerts dedicated to the late Dr. King, are

meant to coincide with similar activhiaa

being held nation wide as part of the Week
of Anti-Apartheid Action.

Tsongas, the freshman senator from

Massachusetts, has become a noted ad-

vocate of U.S. economic divestiture from

TURN TO PAGE 11

Profs: Nuclear leak

worse than reported
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

The public is still very much in the dark

about circumstances surrounding a nuclear

leak at the Three Mile Island pjant in Penn-

sylvania last week, three valley professors

said last night.

"This accident is potentially worse than

any described," Herbert Bernstein, a

physicist with Hampshire College said. 'It's

worse than even the anti-nuclear people

could tell you, " he said.

"At a very fundamental level, technology

was out of control," UMass econotriics

Professor Leonard A. Rapping said. "But

the issues raised are much broader than the

single incident."

Rapping said the initial reports from the

plant indicated "great confusion." Since
then, he said, the Nuclear Regulatory Com
missioner has controlled all releases

because the "population everywhere was
subject to panic."

Bernstein said he believes a meltdown
has occurred in the Three Mile Island plant,

"but we won't know the extent until they

open up and look."

Marvin I. Kalkstein, a nuclear chemist

with the University Without Walls Program

who t^as worked wi-th the U.S. Air Force

studying nuclear fallout, said he was critical

of the anti nuclear people for not monitor

ing the current situation at the plant. He

said the anti-nuclear experts have a poten-

tial for "monitorir^ what's really going on."

Kalkstein further harangued the nuclear

industry: "It is clear if they are considering

evacuation there's a real danger." But

Kalkstein said the industry could not afford

an evacuation. "The act of calling an

evacuation would really kill nuclear power
in thecountrv."

Nuke effects worry

plant neighbors. Page 2

The professors said the human element in-

volved with nuclear power cannot be

distinguished from the technologial aspects

of the mishap. Rapping projected the acci-

dent will be minimized in the future, at-

tributing it to human error.

"In four weeks you'll believe that there's a

technical reason for everything and there's

nothing that can go wrong," Bernstein

said.

"Our lives are being played with by a

number of people who are in control,"

Kalkstein said.

"I think the corporations have something
to do with what happened at Three Mile

Island," Rapping also said,

Bernstein suggested self-education as a

solution to the populous' lack of understan

dig of the events of the past week.

The professors spoke to about 30 persons

in Herter Hall in the first of a series of

nuclear power teach-ins.

Bob Mogilnick receives an added
bonus while collecting a free birthday

rose from Robin Brownstein.
photo by Howard Labitt.

Staff
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DIGEST

John Louis Evans III

was saved from th«
Alabama electric chair
last night when a federal
judge stayed his death
sentence Brief this
page. (AP Laserphoto)

Judge stays execution
ATMORE Ala AP John Louis Evans M was spared

from death in the electric chair l^t mght when US
Supreme Court Justice William Rehnquist stayed the

sentence for one week on an appeal by Evans' mother

Less than five hours before the scheduled execution of

John Louis Evans III, Rehnquist ordered that his death

sentence be stayed at least until 5pm Friday. April 13

The lustice said the sentence was stayed for "further

consideration of the application" of Betty Evans

With her son refusing to make an appeal himself, Mrs

Evans sent attorneys to the high court to seek the stay of

execution, planned for one minute after midnight Friday

Hei son waited m a holding cell adiacent to the execution

chamber of Holman Prison near Atmore, Ala

Evans, 29, was convicted of robbery murder in the 1977

Slaying of a Mobile pawn shop owner. Before and during

his trial he openly sought the death penalty

Pa. ponders nuke effects
HARRISBURG Pa [AP\- As engineers slowly

depressurized a maverick nuclear reactor yesterday, area

residents worried about the health of untx^rn children and
found they will have to pay higher utility bills because of

the near tragedy at Three Mile Island

Everywhere in this affected region, where last week's
nuclear accident caused as many as one fourth of the

million residents to flee to safer ground, the routine of nor-

mal living and working had returned

Gov Oick Thornburgh, still playing it safe, kept in force

his order that pregnant women and preschool children re-

main at least five miles from the contaminated plant

While the threat to health has diminished along with the

levels of radiation being emitted from Three Mile Island,

the threat to the pocketbook increases by the day. Those
who used Three Mile Island electncity will pay higher bills

— as much as 35 per cent more - because of the accident

Kennedy violates rule
WASHINGTON \AP\ -The Senate Ethics Commit

tee ruled yesterday that Sen. Edward M. Kennedy

acted improperly by wnting fund-raising letters for

two national gun control groups on his official

Senate stationery.

The decision does not subject the Massachusetts

Democrat to any disciplinary action. The committee

found his use of official stationery violated an ad

visory opinion — not a Senate rule.

The letters signed by Kennedy were duplicated,

printed and mailed by the groups which asked the

senator to write the letters. One letter carried a nota-

tion at the bottom that it was not pnnted or mailed at

government expense. The other rtoted it was printed

and mailed by Handgun Control Inc.

BUprofessors strike
BOSTON /API - Doctors of philosophy and professors

of history went on strike yesterday joined by secretaries at

Boston University after claiming the trustees reneged on

approving a new contract,

"The place is closed," said Pat Jackson, a spokesperson

for the university chapter of the American Association of

University Professors, about one of the country's largest

private universities He claimed that 80 to 90 percent of

classes were unable to meet.

A university spokesperson disputed the claim but provid

ed no figures on class meetings.

The trustees said in a statement that classes continued

to meet, and that instructors failing to appear would not be

paid

.

Carter plan

calls for boost
In gas prices
By prank CORMIER
Associated F^ess
WASHINGTON Prudent Carter prepared a new

energy plan yesterday, aimed at boosting U.S. oil output
and discouraging consumption at the cost of more inflation
and highe' gasoline prices.

Estimates of how much more motorists will pay for
gasoline over a two year period under the Carter proposal
range from 5 c^nts to 15 ^nts a gallon.

Even in advance of the president's television-radio ad
dress from the Oval Office, at 9 p.m. EST, aides were laun-
ching a marathon round of special briefings in hopes of
building support for the energy blueprint

White House press secretary Jody Powell said 13 brief-

ing sessions for Congress members, oil industry represen-
tatives and private groups began Thursday and will con-
tinue through Monday

Carter's plan, prompted by highw €W ^WSif'^ world
markets and an interruption of supplies from Iran, includes
the gradual lifting of price controls on U.S. -produced oil

Another element, facing strong opposition in Congress,
would levy a new tax aimed at curbing windfall profits tor
the oil industry

.

Carter and his associates acknowledge that the Ml-
ministration plan will hit every American in the pocket-
book, yet argue it is a necessary answer to increased
reliance on imported oil.

They also are braced. White House sources said, for
political fallout that could carry over into the 1980 election
year.

A specific example: the Carter energy policies could spell

political trouble for the president in theeariy 1980 primaries
in New England states heavily dependent on oil for heat.

'If he decontrols oil, he's dead m New England," says
Sen John Durkin, a Democrat from New Hampshire,
which will host the first primary test of the campaign
season.
A number of congre&'.onal sources express doubt that

Carter's proposed energy tax can be enacted.
The decontrol portion of Carter's new energy plan does

not require action by Congress.

,
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Prasident Carter jogs on the lawn of the White

House yesterday before his energy address. Stoi^

this page. (AP Laserphoto}

Globe staffers to discuss energy
Three Boston Globe

reporters who cover
President Carter's domestic
and international policy-

making and foreign
events are scheduled to

speak about Carter, in a

panel discussion at

UMass Monday night.

The panel discussion,

open to the public, will be
held in 106 Thompson Hall

at8p.m.
Curtis Wilkie and Thomas

Oliphant, of the Globe
Washinton bureau, and
HD.S. Greenway, a Globe
foreign correspondent, are

the panelists.

The Globe visit is part of

its community service
program. It was arranged
with the UMass Public

Affairs department.
Reporters from the Globe
State House bureau are

expected to visit UMass
April 30 for a discussion of

Gov. Edward J. King.

Wilkie last week covered
Carter's visit to the Three
Mile Island nuclear power
plant in Harrisburg, Pa.,

and also reported other

events at the crippled

reactor. Wilkie covered

Carter's presidential
campaign in 1976 for the
Globe
He is a graduate of the

University of Mississippi

and worked for the
Clarksdale (Miss.) Press
Register and the

Wilmington (Del.) News
Journal before joining the
Globe \T\^974.

Oliphant, a Harvard
graduate, covers economic
policies made in the
nation's capitol. He covered
Wounded Knee, Watergate
and Viet Nam war protests

for the Globe. He also

obtained the Globe's copy
of the Pentagon papers.

Greenway, a Boston
native and Yale graduate,
has served as a foreign

correspondent for the
Globe, Washington Post
and 7/me magazine.

Wilkie, Oliphant and
Greenway are expected to

address a Journalism
Studies department lecture

Monday afternoon and tour

the Collegian office.

Greenway
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Officials consider

dorms' reorganization

CoUs^i^

By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMfTT
Collegian Staff

Housing officials are considering
separate proposals to reorganize two
dormitories in the Central and Southwest
Residential Area, both of which appear to
be drawing student opposition.

In Southwest, officials are cor^idering -

among other options - converting Pierpont
dormitory into an all female residence hall,

and in Central, a proposal is being con-
sidered to make Burterfiekj dormitory part

^a "dorm cluster."

Pierpont acting Head of Residence Lloyd
Melist yesterday confirmed that an all-

female dorm is among options currently

being studi^, but refused further (xnn-
m^ent.

*And James Matlack, Southwest master-
director, said last night that "exactly what
will happen to Pierpont next fall has not
been determined."

Pierpont recently became the center of
controversy after former HR Thomas
Whitford was driven from his apartment by
Ibmes Jan. 29 in what campus police ruled

in attempted homicide.
' Key to the future of the dorm appears to
be an April 20 meeting with Dennis L.

Madson, vice chancellor for student affairs.

Madson yesterday confirmed the meeting,
and Matlack said it would be a "very inrv

portant step toward making a decision."
But any move to convert the dorm seems

certain to run into opposition. Michael
Conley, a Pierpont residence assistant, said
yesterday that most residents are opposed
to the possible change.

"If they break the dorm up," he said,
"we're going to lose continuity and
everything students have tried to do."
He said a poll taken in March shows 70

percent of the dorm's residents wish to
return to the dorm next fall. Breaking up
the dorm would mean the end of various
special programs, he said. Included would
be the Inquiry Program, a program
designed for freshmen and sophomores
who pursue a special course of study in

conjunction with a faculty advisor.
In Central, making Butterfield part of a

cluster has been proposed as part of a
general reorganization of the Central and
Orchard Hill Residential Areas.

Currently, all Central dorms but But-
terfield and Gorman are part of "cluster,"
or groups of dorms grouped together for
administrative purposes.

Uruler the cluster concept, dorms no
longer have individual HR's but instead
eadi cluster is assigned a cluster coor-
dinator. RA's within dorrr« are also given
somewfiat greater responsibilities for dorm
management.

The return of the swans to the campus center pond is a sure sign of spring
but cooler weather is forecast for today, extending into the weekend. (Staff
photo by Jim Mahoneyl

Apartment code standards
ignored bysome students

Employee union wants
campus contracts to stay
ByLBEBURNETT
Collegian Staff

A campus state
employees union testifiec

before the state legislature

Wednesday in an attempt
to curb a Physical Plant
practice of contractir^g out
work the union says they
can do themselves.

Jonathan Tuttle, president
of the American Federation
of State, County, and

Municipal Employees local

11776 joined several other
union leaders to testify

before the state AdnWiistra-
tion Committee in support
of a package of bills that
would force state agencies
to give unions preference
over private contractors.
Julian T. Martindale, who

writes contracts for the

Physical Plant, said the
Plant contracts out work if

there is a backlog of work
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"We're apt to contract out
work if we have, say, a 20
or 30 week backlog, and a

department wants work
done now."

"It's all based on their felt

need, " he said. Martindale
said the University con-
tracted out $1.7 million in

fiscal year 1978.

"It costs employees jobs
and the Commonwealth
money," said Tuttle. He
said the state is required to

pay prevailing wage scales

wtten they contract out
work which are often higher

than wage scales for

Physical Plant employees.

The bills would give state

employees more op-
portunities for reaping over-

time. Tuttle said the state

overtime rates were still a

better bargain than straight-

tin>e scale in the private

sector.

— •

For example, Tuttle said

UMass carpenters averaged
$9.37 an hour on overtime
while comparable private

workers would be paid $13
an hour on straight time.

Editor's note: This is tfie

second of a two-pert series

on the State Sanitary Code,
how it affects off campus
housing and the legal
leverage tertants can use to

resolve housing problems.

By HANS SCHULZ
Collegian Stall

The fact that Amherst's
pool of tenants is made up
of tfKHisarKls of students,
most of whom move from
their apartments after a year
or two, creates a unique
problem in trying to enforce
tf>e State Sanitary Code.
Article II of the code
outlines the "minimum
standards of fitness for

human habitation" in hous-
ing which landlords are re-

quired by law to provide.

According to Mary Went-
worth of the Amherst
Tenants Association, "the
problem in Amherst is that

the majority of tertants are
college students who do
not understand the situa-

tion they're in They have
the responsibility to act on
violations of the code
because the landlord knows
they are only going to be
here for a little while."
Joanne Levenson of tf>e

UMass Off-Campus Hous-
ing Office agrees with
Wentworth. "Students see
themselves as transients,"

she said. "They would
rather move on than hassle
with the landlord."
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Amherst otters a choice

of several large apartment
complexes and hundreds of

older houses converted to

apartments which are
designed to accommodate
the increasir>g dennands of

student tenants wtio wish
to live inexpensh/eiy. tvven-

son estimates the vacarKy
rate in off campus housing

to lie between arxj 1 . 1 per-

cent, which points out the

great demarKi for apart-

nf>ents in the area.

Levenson said there is a

danger that prospective

tenants who raise objec-

tions about a lease or the

conditions of an apartment

are sometimes passed over

by the landlord who is

aware that someone else is

waiting in line for the apart

rT>ent.

Tenants will often settle

for an apartment with pro-

blems "that are a hassle,

but can be lived with,"

Levenson said. "A lot of

people are afraid to ap-

proach their landlord."

Amherst Housing
Specialist Greg Nobles
agrees, saying some
tenants fear rent- hikes or

eviction if they anger a'

landlord, despite the fact

that code regulations pro-

hibit landlords from
"punishing" tenants who
submit a complaint.

Housing Inspector
William Start, who per

forms most Article II inspec

tions in Amherst, took a

more moderate view, con-

tending that though threats

from landlords do occur "at

times," tenants are suffi-

ciently protected under the

statutes.

Another problem cited by
Nobles is faulty leases. "A
tenant can't rent with the

understanding that he has

to accept violations, and he

can't be required to waive

his right to have the place

inspected," he said.

If the rapid attrition of

tenants in Amherst
presents difficulty in enforc

ing the sanitary code, then

the lack of cort^tm by part-

time lar>dk>rds because of •
"haphazard attitude arKl ig-

norance of the sanitary

code" also adds to the pro-

blem, according to NoblM.
On the other hand Want-

worth said she is wary of

professional landlords
"because they know aN th«
subterfuges."

An amended version of
the State Sanitary Code it

expected to be harKled
down in April, according to

Chester Penza, director off

Inspection Services in

Amherst. He said theea
amendments "will make the

code more workable for

landlords and tenants."

Nobles, who views th«

present code as "very strict

and very inclusive," said no
nnajor changes are con-
templated in the amended
sanitary code. He said the
protection for tenants thm
code provides won't be
undermined.
Some of the changes for-

seen are reductions in the

minimum allowable size for

windows and height for

ceilings. Records show a
high number of variances

granted by the Board of

Health to existing apart-

nr>ents which fall short of

the code requirements.
Both Colonial Village and
Brittany Manor apartment
complexes in Amherst have
been issued permanent
variances because their

windows fall under the
minimum requirement.

Nobles said "tenants
don't have to suffer inade-

quate housing," and that if

problems can't be resolved

between the tenant and his

landlord, the housing in-

spector should be called in

to apply pressure.

"People do win on hous-
ing complaints," Levenson
said. "Inspections are a
good tool for the tenant."

The State Sanitary Code
makes it clear that the

burden of providing ade-

quate housing falls on the

landlord.

CHINEl^E
CULTURAL
FESTIVAL

Campus Center Aud.
Sun., April 8, 1979

Exhibits & Chinese food
1 1 a.m. -5 p.m.

Live sta^ shows and movie
7 p.m. -11 p.m.

FREE ADMISSION
TO BOTH EVENTS
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Class meeting to be
held for jrs. and srs.

ffy TERRELL EVANS

In order to cwwit junior*

Wid Mniors to the |ob

mw4(«t arid gr^luate school

planning th« Collegiate

CwTvnittee fcK the Educa
tion of Black Students ^N
be ho(dir>g a class meetir^

on Tuesday, April 10, at

7:00 p.rn. in the Shirley

Graham Dubois Library m
tfw H»m Africa House.
SewMvl speakers frt^n

the Spnr>gfidd and Bc»twi
«rew will be present to talk

about the job market,

^•duaM school and ptee-
rmnx services

"We want to give the

ihidentt Ml overaN picture

of tMee area* and to get

ttwm to start thiiMcing about

wtMt they want to do when
ttiey leave school," said

Valerie Nii a CCEBS
eounselof.

Art Hilson, the director of

the University's Placement
Servk» vmII spe^ ^)out
resumes, the placement
service, how to open a file

and the nec^sity of plann
ing on how to look for a k^

BW Johnson, ttw pr^
dent of f^eeouroe Pta<»

ment and Development,
Inc in Spnr^gfield wNI spert

on their servk». Johnson's
agency worts mostly with

minority pe<H>le

Cor»u^ ThomM, the

(ttrKttK of Mirwrlty Women
Employment Program in

Boston wM wo^k on iol»

for minority women.
Mir>ority women have bawv
getting ^db% at much \OHm
pay than other people who
do the same type of work.

Beth Schnektor adiunct
^Mjnselor of pre-grad ar>d

social work in CASIAC will

^)eak on graduate school

planning arxi familiarizir>g

students with the type of

questtons that are a^ed in

interviews.

William Dillon, asst. prof,

of marketif>g will speak on
the Graduate School of

Bu«rwss at UM»s. Also at

2:30 or\ TuMday a r^>rMen
tative from the Honors Pro

gram will speak about ttie

program for any one in-

Mrested in attending.

Jutes Allen (right) and Frank Steward photographers of the photo exhibit Black

t/Light on show at the New Africa House. The photographers were here to

the exhibit on Sunday and the ahow will be continuing until April, 14th.

Photo by Ed Cohen

CABBS meeting successful
Monday night CABBS held their second

meeting in the SBA with an attendance of

45 students. CABBS (Committee for the
Advancement of Black Business Students)

had representatives from each of the four

departments within the SBA. They gave
descriptions of the majors and careers

available to students.

SBA undergraduate Dean Nelson Pion

also attended the meeting and explained

the admission procedure and the SBA
requirements.

Announcements

William Johnson, president of Resource
Placement and Development Inc. of

Springfield, talked about the opportunities
for Blacks in the different areas of business.

Tod Bausley, a January 79 graduate from
the SBA is now working with Peat,

Warwick and Mitchell, or>e of the "Big 8"

firms came back to talk about his ex-

perience at UMass and how an
organization such as CABBS would have

benefited him more.

Third World Festival

Comments on "For Colored Girl," a play

will be presented at Hampshire College in

the Robert Crown Center at 2:00 pm. This

will include workshops on poetry, music,

and African drums, dance and nutrition led

by the cast to be held at 3 30 pm.

A dinner will be held in the middle dining

room of Saga for performers and students

atSXpm.
The Jazz ensemble Griot from New York

City will perform at the Robert Crown
Center at 8 00 pm Admission is $2.00

Basketball Tournament
Sign up for the tournament there will be 4

men teams and 4 women teams, 8 10

players pe? tcnm The entry fee is $5 per

team The siynup sheet is in the M<ilcolm X
r,.,,fer The df»a(il(ne is May ^

. 1970

Women in Cuba
Women in Cuba with Barbara Moira and

Karen Bernadette. April 7 at 10.30 am at

Mount Holyoke

Syveet Honey in the Rock
Sweet Honey in the Rock will be appearing

April 8 at the Fine Arts Center at 8.00

Tickets are $4 non students, $3 student,

and children one half price. This is a benefit

for the Che Lumumba School

M.L.K. week rally
On April 11, a rally will be held at Amherst

College to culminate the Martin Luther

King week's activities Speakers will in

elude Prexy Nesbitt of the committee on

Bank Loans in South Africa, Reverend

Dauqhtrv a representative of the African

National Congress of South Africa; and the

local Ami^ru Hf. Frit^nds Seryu Cofnrnittee

activist F .ve

Sweet Hor>ey in the Rock will appear Sunday in ttte Fine Arts Center- don't
miss it!

No Black representation
in entire Weber case
By GARY ESOLEN
Pacific News Service

NEW ORLEANS
A new and potentially important devrtop

ment in the key reverse discrimination case

of Brian WetJer, now before tfie U.S.

Supreme Court, could send the case back to

the lower courts without a Supreme Court

ruling. According to a New Orleans attorney

who has filed a last minute bref with tlie

Court, the people who will be most affected

by the outcome of the case black factory

workers-are not now and never have been
represented before the courts.

The Weber case, which has been likened

to the famous Bakke reverse discrimination

case, could "literally end affirmative action"

programs throughout the country if it is

upheld by the high court, said Kaiser

Aluminum and Chemical Corp. attorney

Thompson Powers. Wet)er, a white lab

technician at the Kaiser Aluminum plant in

Granrwrcy, Louisiana, claims that he was
denied a chance for a job advancement at

the plant because a Kaiser job training pro-

gram gave preferential treatment to black

employees, His charge of reverse discrimina-

tion against Kaiser and the United Steel

Workers Union has t>een upheld by the lower

courts. The case was argued before the U.S.

Supreme Court last week, and a ruling is ex-

pected sometime this summer.
Hovvever, a question put by Supreme

Court Justice Thurgood Marshall during last

week's arguments could open up a new
dimension in the controversy. Justice Mar-

shall asked Michael Fontham, Weber's at

torney, "Who represents the black workers

in this case?"Fontham was at a loss for an

answer.
In fact, so far no one represents the in-

terests of black workers in the case. Neither

of the defendants, Kaiser or the union, called

a single black worker to testify when the

case was heard in Fifth District Court five

years ago
Only four witnesses were called at that

time: Weber, another white worker who
charged reverse discrimination, and two
Kaiser officials. The union called no
witnesses.
The omission of black witnesses in the ear-

ly stages of the case could prove critical to its

outcome. For Weber's case rests heavily on
the assumption that there was no past

discrimination at the Kaiser plant, and that

the training program from which he was
turned down gave "preference" to black

workers, rather than serving as a "remedy"
for past discrimination.

If past discrimination had been shown at

the Kaiser plant, then the training program,

initiated in 1974, may have been viewed by

the lower courts as a legal solution to the

problem.
Attorneys for the Equal Employment Op

portunity Commission (EEOC) were follow

ing the case at tho time, but it was only later

that thev decided to intervene, after it was

too late to call new witnesses.

"There is no question," said Paul

Mirengoff, EEOC attorney in Washington,
"that a lot of important evidence of

discrimination might have been introduced

at that lev^."

Ideally, he said, the EEOC ought to have

been in the District Court representing the

black workers. But, he insists, the commis-
sion cannot get involved in every discrimina-

tion case.

In a last minute attempt to give the black

workers a voice in the case, a New Orleans

attorney, Pam Bayer, working on behalf of a

number of black Kaiser employees, is filing a

brief with the Supreme Court She argues in

that brief that the black workers are an in-

dispensible party to the caae, without whose
participation a just decision is impossible.

Bayer acknowledges that there is little

chance the Supreme Court will accept her

brief. "As far as I know, " she said, "there's

only one prior case of a successful interven-

tion at the level of the Supreme Court
"

But Bayer is hoping that the act of filing

the brief will remind the Court that there are

people who will be affected by this case who
have not t)een heard and who want to be

heard. One favorable outcome, she said,

could be for the Supreme Court to remand
the case to the Fifth District Court and allow

tAack workers to argue their case along with

Wet>er, the company and the union.

A spokesman for the black workers, Cor-

nell Goudia, is an instrument repairman at

the Gramercy plant, a highly skilled job

which he earned by going through the train-

ing program for which Weber was turned

down. He has been at the plant for 1 1 years,

and for the last year he has served on the

union's grievance committee, of which

Weber is the chairman. He claims that there

is a long history of discrimination at the

Kaiser plant, and that Weber himself has

been less than vigorous in defending black

workers in grievance cases.

Goudia points out that most of the blacks

at the plant still work in operations, the

lowest paid and lowest status job in the

facility. There are only four blacks in skilled

maintenance work, he says, and three of

them came through the disputed training

program. So did James Nailor, the only

black electrician in the plant, and Goudia

himself, the only black among 34 instrument

repair technicians. Only two black skilled

workers have been hired outside the gate in

recent years, he said, and one of the two
was fired for alleged absenteeism.

"It's not surprising," said black workers'

attorney Pam Bayer, "that Kaiser doesn't

want to convict itself of past discrimination."

Such an admission would open the way for

discrimination suits by black workers which
could cost the company huge damage
payments

"But," said Bayer, "somebody should be
in the courtroom speaking for the black

workers in this case
'

TechUm
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other stores don't
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It's reassuring to know that
when you buy quality compon-
ents from Tech Hifl, your in-

vestment Is protected.

Our 7-Day Moneyback
Guarantee protects you If our
components don't sound as
good in your home as you'd
hoped they would. You can re-

turn the equipment within seven
days and get your money back.
No questions asked.

Our 1 -Year Loudspeaker
Trial lets you live with your
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you decide to upgrade, we'll
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credit towards speakers costing
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a 60-Day Defective Exchange,
and warranties on parts and
labor. They're all in writing, right

on your sales slip. And you get
all of Tech Hifl's guarantees
at no extra charge.

IXfe even
guaranteeourprices

Thanks to the buying power
of 67 Tech Hifl stores, we
can guarantee our prices. If

any authorized dealer adver-
tises a lower price than you
paid within 30 days of your
purchase, let us know. We'll

refund the difference.

You can't get these

guarantees at most stereo
stores. But you get them all at
Tech Hifl. Because we have
confidence in the quality of our
components.

a

Take Tech Hifl's featured

.

$649 system, for example. It's

built around JBL L-1 9 loud-
speakers. Their accuracy, ef*

ficlency, and output capability

are amazing. The receiver Is an
elegant Onkyo TX1500 Mk. II

with Servo-Lock tuning. For
your records, there's a precise
Marantz 6110 semi-automatic
turntable with a record-saving
Audio Technica cartridge.

Tech Hifl. The store where
you get great sound. k)w prices,

arid great guarantees.

tech hifi
Quality oocnponents at the right price.

15 East Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100
Marshall's Plaza, Boston Rd. & Parker St., Springfield 782-5544

Stores also throughout Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont, New York,

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan and Ohio.
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Some faculty dropped
from dismissal list

By MARK L£CC£Se
Co^gtan Staff

Some of th« 18 faculty members the
faculty union ^ked the administration
l^t week to dismiss have now made of-

ficial contact with the union and have
be«n dropped from the list, according to
union President James E Cathey.
Cathey said last night he was not sure

of tl^ exact number of professors who
have contacted the union. The names of

18 faculty rr»mbers from this campus,
along with 13 from the Boston campus,
were submitted to UM»s President
David C. Knapp last Friday, the same
day the union set certified letters to th»e

professors on the list, advising them of

the action.

Tlw union submitted ttie names after

the professors had refused to eitfwr pay
an agency *»«> whi<"h is rAnnir»»H by law.

to the union, or to ^3piy for the union's
"conscientious (Ejector" status. A pro-
fessor granted conscientious objector
status pays the agency fee $84 for the
first half of 1979 • to a scholarship fund
instead of the union.

If the profe^ors do not pay thwr agen-
cy fee or apply to the union for cons-
cientious objector status, the ^-
ministration is required by law to dismiss
them.

"We hope that no one "« dismissed.
We will do everything to persuade those
18 to pay the agency fee. We want to
provide them with the same contractual
guarantees," Cathey said

John L. Denyse, UMass Amherst
Personnel director, said last night the
adminetratio.n will consult with legal

counwl before any action is taken.

Disco management meets
with Gay Alliance group

By DOROTHY A. CLARK
CoUegian Staff

Members of the People's Gay ANian(»
and the management of the Q.R. Disco in

Hadley met last night to settle a dispute
arising from a disturbance Wednesday
night in which homc^exual patrons say
they were physically and verbally assaulted

by several persons posing as bouncers.
Madly police responded to calls on two

occasions Wednesday to quell the

disturbance. No one was injured, and orte

person wm taken into protective custody,
police said yesterday. The police also

ordered the disco to close early.

As a result of last night's meeting, said

Kevin George of the Alliance, homosexuals
will continue to patronize the disco without
frar of discrimination by the management.
Both groups have agreed to interact in a
supportive, non -antagonistic manner.

According to Merrill Pearson, a UMass
studwit attending the disco Wedrntsday
night, several homosexual and

heterosexual couples were on the danct
floor when about "10 gorillas walked in"

and told the male couples to stop dancing.
The "bouncers" also attempted to push
homosexual couples off the dance floor

while launching verbal attacks at them, she
said.

According to the assistant manager of
the Q.R. Disco, who wished to remain
anonymous, nothing occurred Wednesday
night. "I don't know who called the
police," she said. "There were no fights. I

don't know who started that rumor."
0»co manager Henry Kurzydlowski.

who was not present Wednesday night,
said he had been informed by his em-
ployees there had been no disturbance.

'There was no fight," Kurzydlowski
•aid, attributing the police calls to "some
crazy, goddamn jerk. If there was
•onrwthing serious I would have been
ealled." Kurzydlowski also said he employs

TURN TO PAGE 9
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DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS~85c

gootifooti&tinnk
1 Pray St. Amh«r*t, Mam, S49-S403

S.G.A. Attorney General

position is vacant

If interested

come to 420 Student Union
for an application

or call 545-0341

GRAND
OPENING

Friday, April 6 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall
Uniyirrsity of M,iss,'k hijs«'fts

Tirkf'T> •'- Wf'rt M in.ti ; at FAC Box Office anrl TirNptron otitl*»ts

UMass student^ <^ '-'i ' '*^> 7 f^/1 Hpnpral public ">7 50, 8 00, 8 50

-.'
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eypRess
•'Gourmet Chinese cooking with

quick food format"

Have you ever been to China? Have you seen
the Great Wall, the junks sailing in the blue
sea and the people with foiur thousand years
of cooking experience behind them? You
don't have to go 10,000 miles to China to
taste real Chinese food. Just take the Annie
Hauler to the Hampshire Mall, Cafe Square.

THIS WEEK'S
SPECIAL:

All $1«° Dishes

sM= s>«:

Editofial/Opinion
Eye-for-eye

mentality

Last night, at 12:01 A.M., as most of us
were getting to sleep, gulping another cup
of coffee for a night of studying or buying

another drink at the Blue Wall or some
Other local bar. an electric switch was to be
Hipped, sending a surge of electricity

through the body of John Lewis Evans III.

Evans, a convicted murderer in Hoiman
Prison, Atmore, Ala., like Gary Gilmore in

Jan. 1977, asked to be executed instead of

spending the rest of his life in jail.

As a "sidebar" to this story the

Associated Press and NBC released results

of a poll which show a majority of

American people favor capital punishment
and think it's a deterrent to other murders.

Here we are, in 20th century America,

the age of space travel and computer
tonguage, and no one has succeeded in

disposing of the ar>cient ideology behind

the "eye-for-aneye" laws of Babylon.

Are American children now raised wi^
the words "don't do this or else?"

True, Evans wanted to die. But what
would you want if ail you could look for-

ward to was a meaningless future, confined

to a prison? Every now and then, you'll hear

people bitching about crime and the way
Inmates have it made, at the cost of tax-

payers. Then you'll hear them quote the

average price of securing an inmate in

prison. The price is often much higher than

;^e average annual wage thatmany of us
earn.

These people, in the same breath, then tell

^ou that the inmates get three good meals

a day, have recreational facilities just as

good as the junior high school's and can
have radios and televisions -maybe even

stereos - in their cells. And to top it off,

these people would say. the inmates get to

have visitors and, depending upon their

conviction and prison conduct, get

furloughs.

But what these people don't say is that

the inmates have no freedom. They don't

have the right to get up, walk out the door

and see a friend down the street. Just
about anything you do in an average day,

inmates can't.

And even with the "conveniences" they

enjoy, life inside isn't very good, or safe.

In Massachusetts, it's not unusual for an
inmate at Walpole State Prison to get

beaten or raped. Frequently, an inmate's

cold body is found in his cell hanging from

the ceiling, or lying in a pool of blood. And
one of the solutions to curtail the violence

that is frequently suggested, is to take

away or limit the radios, TVs and other "ex-

tras " in jail cells because inmates take

them apart to form deadly weapons..

There seems to be very little talk of trying

some other way to handle and reform in-

mates. There has been legislation that

established halfway houses so that less

violent people could be reformed in a semi-

normal environment, but it seems op-

ponents of this concept have hopped on

every mistake of the system as a reason to

close a house down. In other words, many
critics of the concept have the attitude of

"give them enough rope so that they can

hanq themselves."

And, until serious steps are taken to

create a more humane, 20th Century way
of handling people convicted of crimes,

we're going to see a lot more Evans' seek-

ing execution, or, at the very least, a lot

more mysterious deaths in the prisons.

Evans has requested his execution be

videotaped, so that juveniles can watch it

and learn not to want a life of cnme. Maybe
a .videotape should be made of the violent

lifestyle of prisons like Walpole, too,

because the people in there are human
Joe Quinlan is Editor in- Chief of the

Collegian

Letters to the Editor
More reactions to the Harrisburg nuclear accident

To tha Editor—
When are we going to put an end to all

the technological insanity tftat threatens

our very existence on this planet? The
evidence is Just about all in, and it needs
little interpretation. What happened in

Harrisburg a week ago may well be
only comprehendible warning that the

general public will ever receive about the

lawless nuclear industry. Are we going to

ignore the clearest proofs we may ever

have that nuclear power is a direct threat

to the quality of life of all citizens of the

United States - indeed to all the people of

the world? Are we going to sigh with an

empty sense of relief when the TV blurts

out that a disaster the likes of which a

country in a "Peace time" economy has
ever known, has been averted?

What are you going to tell the children.

President Carter? What did the mom's
and dads in Middletown, Pa. tell their kids

when it became clear that to go outdoors

meant certain, though unknown risks to

their health? These are some of the ab-

surdities that we will be sentencing our

children to grow up with if we continue to

invest in this poisonous technology. We
still have not heard from the pregnant

women and the children under five years

of age who were told to leave the area if

they were within a five mile radius of the

plant. What comfort will the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission offer them if their

children are born with abnormalities -

money? What if the children begin to

develop leukemia and other cancers just

as many of the soldiers have that were

exposed to the radiation from the A-bomb
tests in Nevada in the 1950's? Can you put

a "dollars and cents" figure on a person's

health?

It is no longer that we should have

trouble speaking about Santa Claus. or

where babies come from, but how do you

turn deadly, enduring, invisible little

things like strontium 90 and krypton into a

monster story for children. Maybe we can

call it an "air monster, " or a "water

demon. " They might buy it. but it's a

goddamned lie' Let's face it people, the

moster is us! It's our dollars that are being

spent to build these power plants, and
you can't separate your job. or your

money, from your life After all. money is

not alive, it makes no decisions. It's what

people do with it that makes it an evil

object. If we gave away our tax dollars to

be spent on nuclear plants and arms it can

only be said that we built these in-

struments of death ourselves.

Karl Mayar
Altarnativa Enargy Coalition

To tha Editor—
/ am outraged by the Collegian's

irresponsible treatment of tf)e issue of

nuclear power in view of tfta recent

disaster at the Three Mile Island nuclear

plant.

The Collegian did not print a word
about an anti-nuclear rally scheduled to

occur on April 4 in Boston. I suggest that

the Collegian assess its stance on the

importance of human life, and, if it

decides tfwt our survival is more im-

portant than so many front-page

photographs of zero news value, then

show it.

Sath A. Minkoff
Central

ftappen? These questions ntust be an-

swered before anyone, induding myself,

will fully back nuclear power. Nuclear

power has problems but they are not

grounds for discontinuation.

Jphn Intorcio
* Sylvan

To the Editor—
Lately, the nuclear power industry has

been the victim of several attacks and
seems to have no defense. The accident

at Three Mile Island only helped to point

out the problems that still exist in this

young and growing industry.

When the automobile was first in-

troduced to the public, it was met with

mixed reactions. Sure, it scared the

horses and made an intolerable noise but

it also was a great leap forward in the field

of transporation. Nuclear power is still in

its introductory stages and is bound to

have some flaws in it as did the early

autos.

Accidents do happen. There is no way
to make any industry completely safe.

When a coal mine collapsed a few years

ago no one called for an end to the coal

industry. Why then should the nuclear

industry be halted?

Nuclear power is a part of the present

and will be part of the future. Within the

next few decades, it is inconceivable that

solar power, wind power, or even the

burning of wood could power the world.

But. until such alternatives are developed

to a point where they can fulfil the world's

energy requirements, the only answer
that I see is nuclear power.

Nuclear power still has its problems.

What do we do with the waste that takes

so long to break down? What precautions

can be taken to see that another accident

like the one at Three Mile Island doesn't

To tha Editor—

When nuclear power plants were first

being developed, two decades ago. in-

surance companies [society's 'risk ex-

perts'] were unwilling to insure them
against possible atomic disasters. In 1957.

the Atomic Energy Commission {now the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission] wrote

the Brookhaven Report, which projected

the results of an accident at a nuclear

power plant: "45.000 dead. 100.000

injured. $17 billion in property damages,

and the radioactive contamination of an

area the size of Pennsylvania." This

report was actively suppressed for eight

years before it was finally released in

1965. In 1957, the same year that the

Brookhaven Report was first written.

Congress passed the Price-Anderson Act.

legislation which limits the liability of

power companies to $560 million.

Rowe Yankee Atomic is located 10

miles east of North Adams and 20 miles

west of Greenfield. It has been operating

since 1960 and is the oldest nuclear power
plant in New England. According to the

"reportable occurances" file, there have
been well over 100 reportable occurances
since 1972. For example, in 1972 on two
separate occasions, one of the control

rods failed to drop fully into position. The
control rods control the nuclear reaction

in the core. Human error is a real factor in

plant safety. These are but two examples
of the kinds of problems nuclear power
plants face on a regular basis.

They said it couldn't happen. Unless

we demand a moratorium on nuclear

power plants it will'happen again. "We
are all in Pennsylvania" is more than an
anti-nuke chant. It could become a

frightening reality.

Lisa Limont
Alternative Energy Coalition
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BEEFEATERS,
HAVE WE GOT
A BEEF FOR YOU!

ROAST PRIME RIB
$5.95

Try this delicious, juicy cut,

priced to include Baked Potato.

unfimited Salad Bar and Bread and Butter.

Roast Prime Rb at $5.95 is a
featured item, Sunday thru Thursday,

at your Amherst Qub Restaurant.

Reservations Accepted.

Atost Major Qedit Cards.

The Steak Out
351 Northampton Road

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
256-8557

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

Maudiirin >7erhiien
( uiMint*

•OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK*
SUN THURS 1130 am 10 00 pm
FRI 8 SAT 1130 am 11 00 p m

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
ADULTS •2 BO STUDENTS ft SR CITIZENS WITH AMC CARD •2 OO TWI LITE SHOW •! BOr>uti nBK*^ » •'V-rlPtCIAt ENQAQlMtNTM tXCLUOEQ

iFriday, Aprite. 1979

Szechuan Diced
Spiced Chicken $4 55

Moo Shu Pork $3 95
Delights of Three $5 95

Luncheon Specials
Mon. Fri.

11 30 a.m. 2:30 p.m.

Dinner Specials
Men. -Wed.

5:00 p.m. 7:30 p.m.

256 0251 256 0252

10 BELCHERTOWN RD.
RTE. 9. AMHERST

Friday, April 6. 1979

584-9153 MOUNTAIN FAMMS MAILOOH j;OJ «0UTt9-HA0LfY.MASS

TWI LITE T iC«t TS CNi SAi e M Ni_. T t S ptvic M

JBr QUE KAPuirs

1^^* HAVING A BALL!

9S

Fri. and Sat. (TLS 5:00)-7:30-9:46
Sun. and Thur*. (TLS 6:00)-8:X
Matinaat (Sat. and Sun.) 1:15

MARLON BRANDO
GCNC HACKMAN
SUKIMAN itohit -

-lONA MMtrr

Fri. and Sat. n'LS4:30)-7:30-10:15
Sun. and Thurs. (TLS 5:X)-8:30

. Matinees (Sat. and Sun.) 1:(X)

REDUCED ADULT & STUDENT PR

BUCK ROGERS
IN THE 2Stli CENTURY
Fri. and Sat. (TLS 5:15)-7:46-9:46i
Sun. and Thurt. (TLS 6:15)-8:30[

1^ MatinaM (Sat. and Sun.) 1:30

ROBERT DEMRO
THr

9 Academy Award Nominations
Fri. and Sat. (TLS 5:X)-9:00

Sun. and Thurs. (TLa 5:00)-8:30
R Matinaas (Sat, and Sun.) 1:(X)

OR TLS TICKETS LIMITED TO SEATING

STADIUM

<:^

LIQUORS
Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A&P in

the new Shopper's Park
University Dr.

"We support all Spring Sports"

REE PEUVERY
(7" MIN.)

MON. THRU SAT.

OPEN 9'»« A.M.-11'" P.IIII.

2S3-9341 2S3-9342

SchlitZ 6.50 case 1.65 si.

Miller. 7.20 case

Miller Lite 7.20 case

Bud 7.20 case

Michelob 8.20 case

Michelob Lite. . . . 8.20 case

Tuborg 6.90 case

Heilman 6.99

Milwaukee 4.99

GALLO 15 II.re

Heart Burgundy
Chablis Blanc

Pink Chablis 2.99

Coiiegien 9

ir QR disco
com. FROM PAGE 6

no bouncers on Wednesday nights because the crowds
usually aren't large.

if there was any disturbance at all, he continuea, n
VMS probably due to some customers who didn't like

homosexuals and not his employees.

Bruce Goodchild, another UMass student whowm at
it¥i disco, said Wednesday's disturbance was not the
flrst time homosexual customers at the QR. Disco were
subjected to harassment.

A week ago, he said, male homosexual customers
were told by the a^istant manager that "man to man"
dancing was prohibited and homosexual males would
have to be accompanied by finale friends. Aftw
patrons questioned the legality of the prohibition,
Goodchild said the assistant manager stated, "It's not a
question of legality, it's a quration of our policy."

Kurzydlowski said the Q.R. Disco does not practice
discrimination. "Usually, not a lot of gays come here,"
he said. "I have nothing against them. They don't look
for trouble. But there's some people who have
something against them."

A QOOO CPA REVCW COURK SHOULD CUT THROUGH
THE MAZE OF MATEfVAL. OURS DOCSI
• LEARN TO
SUCCEED WITHIN
ONLY 10 WEEKS

•WAIT FOR
OUR LATE FEB.
4 AUO. STARTS

For MformtmiHm »itdfr*tmmpk comitet:

(617) 843-2288
Locaiiont Cooil lo Comi

2/3 PASSING RATE-

Small size

special

sizes 5-5 Vz -

6-6 72

Reg. $76

Only*44
Men's boots

all sizes

Reg. $70

Now m
Heartfelt
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St.

Downtown Amherst
.10-6 p.m., 253-5135

PVTA may run all buses
By MICHAEL H. SIMONS
Collegian Staff

The Pioneer Valley Transit Authority may take over the
Five College Inc. bus route which now serves Mount
Holyoke, Hampshire, Amherst and UMass. According to

Terry E. Tornek, PVTA administrator, PVTA control of the

route may begin in September if negotiations between the

two firms are successful.

PVTA, a regional company ^tablished in 1974, provides

the UMass transit service which cons»ts of buses from
UMass to: B^chertown Road, Echo Hill, Orchard Valley,

South Amherst-Sunderland, Orchard Hill, North Amherst,
South Deerfield and the Campus Shuttle.

Tornek said negotiations have been going on between
the Five College corporation and the PVTA for three years.

Five College Inc. has hired an advisory consultant to study

the proposal.

Following an agreement between the two firms, a public

meeting will be held with Amherst and Northampton
reskients to discuss the new proposal based on PVTA's
past service.

E. Jefferson Murphey, coordinator of Five College Inc.,

said a PVTA take over would result in financial savings to

Five College inc. and inniroved service.

"The new PVTA buses would be used and they would
probably run four buses an hour instead of the present

three," Murphey said.

Tornek hopes to keep the new route fare free. AN Fh«
College buses are free to students, faculty and staff.

For the Five College bus service, each college allocates

$44,000 annually while remaining c(»ts are covered by
student government fees. This money pays drivers'

salaries. UMass pays approximately 40 oercent of the total

operating costs.

The potential PVTA take over of the route will help
alleviate a Five College bus operation deficit caused by the
UMass Undergraduate Student Senate's refusal to allocate
the full $29,000 requested by the Five College Coordinating
board for this year.

Brian Delima former UMass senate speaker said the Five
College bus system was budgeted only $20,000 for the
school year 1978-79, and $10,000 has already been
allocated by the Senate. Their request for $29,000 for 1979
80 is currently being evaluated.

Chess tourney starts
Ch»s anyone?
About 75 chess en-

thusiasts are expected to
test th«r skills at UM^s
tomorrow in a tournament
sponsored by the UMass
Chess Club. The Tourna-
ment begins at 10 a.m. in

Campus Center room 174
and is open to players at all

levels.

Entry fees for the tourna-
ment range from $7 to $13.
depending on the section
entered. There are three
sectkm - novice, amateur,
and open. UMass students
and faculty get a $2 dw-

count on the entry fee, ac-

cording to Dean Turra,

president of the chess club.

A total of $575 in prizes
will be given to winners of
the tournament, Turra said.

Turra said money raised

from the tournanr>ent will be
used to buy more chess
sets, clocks, and a
demonstratk>n board for

the dub. The chen club at

UMass has about 50
members.

The club is also planning
arH)ttier tournanoent for

next faH.

^^A^^^^^^^*^^^^^A^*.^f.^t^t^^^Mj

ALL STAR 24 Hour Store *

DAIRY FOODS

AMHiRST'S
ONLY

Now open ALL DAY and ALL NIGHT wifh milk, groceries,

iondwiches, pastry, hot coffee, cold soda and assorted
munchies. We accept food stamps.

•It

S7 Main St., Amherst Town Hall But Stop m
Amherst Ail Star

Fatigued?
\bucan be...at the Lodge.

100% Cotttm Shirts.

Ix)ng sleeve shirt.s for women.

Men's Gauze Shirts

Lightweight

shiits in several

different plaids.

Women's Oxford Shirts.

Long sleeve button-down
shirts, in traditional colors.

A full line of Capezio and Dansldn dancewear . .

.

shoes, tights, skirts, leotards . . . available in a kaleidoscope

of colors and styles.

Come in and visit our shoe department
for a selection of shoes fur men and women!

Leotards.

I»ng sleeve v-neck and br)at

neck leotards in a rainlx)w of

colors. Regularly $8.50 to $9.00.

miknie
®The Lodge at Harvard Square

Route 9. Hadley. .584-9690.

Monday to Friday, 10:00-9:00. Saturday till 6:00.
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Two debate students
go to national meet
By MiLANIE COLLIER
Colimgtan Staff
The UMass debating team of Ed Panetta

and David Smith, tjoth Junjor economic
majors, have made t to the Natiof^
Debating Tournament.

For the 7th year in a row the UMan
Debate Union will be entering th«r tc^
team thit year Panetta and Smith in the
national tournament which wilt include
tearr^ from Harvard, Dartmouth, Boston
College and Bates.

Although the 40 undergraduates who
make up the Detjate Union do not draw as
much campus attention as Gerber's Gorillas

(varsity lacrosse team), they have received
much local and national recognition.
The team of Patricia Gorham and John

Katsulas have also reached the octa finals

»n another national tournament and will be
competing m Kentucky later this month.
The det}ate teams do more than )ust par
ticipate tn tournaments though. Once a
week students participate m a debate with
prisoners at the Norfolk State Prison on
such topics as Capital Punishment, por
nography m reference to censorship and
whether freedom of the press interferes

with the right to a fair trial

Dr Ronald Matlan. associate professor
of communications studies, is the union
coach and also organises two or three au-
dience debates a week at various schooit
and social organizations.

The students are enthusiastic about their

debating activities Many of the union
memtiers spend 40 hours a week working
on their arguments, research and presenta
tions

For these students, debating is more
than the 10 or 15 minute speeches they pre-
*»r>t "It nrr^M^tif^ m l*H tr%r ^harrwN^inn

thinking skills," said Smith. Members agree
that it is a chance to use and integrate their

eourse work with their expanding
awareness of the world. Developing a
quMtionii^ and analytical thought pro-

fit, along with the thrill of competition, is

another reason the students feel debating is

worthwhile, Kcording to Smith.

Being active >n the union does have its

drawbMks. During the year the members
trav^ throughout New England and tfie

United StatK debating with other college
teams and giving members a chance "to
rneet many interesting characters that are
isolated from the rest of society, ' said Kat-
sulas. But it alTO m^rtt a curtailment on
m.-jny social activitiTO arnJ a very limited
time for members to conr^Jklte their scho<^
work

Matlan and members express a great
deal of concern over the fate of next year's
union The union is mainly supported by
alumni funds but the coach and assistant
coaches are employed by the University.
Matlan is r^ignmg as the debate coach
next year, and, due to King's budget pro-
(H}sal and hiring freen, the staff will be cut
from four to zero. Matlan said he is hopeful
about the tean^' activities for this year but
glt^my about next year's pr(»pects.

If you would like to get a taste of what
debating is like there will be an international

debate Thursday, April 12 at 8 p.m. in

Thompson 104. Alan Rosenbioom and
Nicholas Burnett from UMass will be
debating against a team from Victoria

University in New Zealand Matlan said this

should be an interesting debate because
New Zealand has a style different from the
United States but no one is quite sure of

what it is.

Quickie Quit: Which is the Venus Flytrap? Is it the plant, or i« it Rebecca
Tyne? Both are at the Dufao Conservatory. (Staff photo by Sally Morgan)

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegtan office <CC 113) between 845
a m , and 3:45 p m Monday through Fri

day or use our handy clip and mail form
found in most issues of the Collegian
Classified deadline is 3:45 p m two days
•n advance of publication date

Collegian
Classifieds^1 Collegian classified rates are: daily,

45c per line; five consecutive issues, 40c
per line per day; 30 consecutive is!iues,

30c per line per day, One line is roughly

equivalent to 38 characters.
•

AUDIO

Tochnics SA 8080 f^eclavar, 12 watts per

ch $95, call 546 1407, ask for John.

AUTO FOR SALE

1870 Opol GT. 64k mi., reblt. ertg., w600
mi , much money ar>d time inv., but need a

larger car. Asking $1500. 546 9824, after 6 .

75 Vega: 46,500 mi., 3,500 mi left on GM
warranty for er>g., trans.. ar>d rear axles, X
mpg, snows inc., body perfect, bought for

$1600 in Aug . must sell for cash. $1000
firm, Dan. 546-5731.

'74 Rat 128, 36,000 miles, new Michelins,

one owner, exc. cond., reg gas, $1795,

548 4600, ext 564, 549 1786.

1971 VW bug. excellent condition Good
rubber, strong engine Must sert leaving

area. $1000 or 80. 546 8860, evenings.

For sale- 1967. Pontiac Tempest Custom
326, 2 dbl , all standard. Runs good, depen-
dable, 3 spd. stick, body good, $560. Call

(413) 774-3489, after 5:00 p.m.

70 VW baetle— excellent condition No
rust or body danrwge Best offer, 549 0373 .

1867 Volvo wgn., 1225, gd. cond , new
brakes, tires. Asking $950, call 256-6264

Low priced VW bugs Er buses, 734 1474.

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof-

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing ';

for bookings anywhere call John, 546-4646.

FOR RENT
~

4 bdrm. hse. for sublet, 6/1 to 8/31 w/
opt in Sept , 10 min. walk to UMass, indvl.

inquiries welcome, 549-4908.

Female roommates wanted for Sept.,

townhouse, 2 bedroom, bus route,

549 1739

Swiss Village apartments, rt. 9,

Amherst, now accepting applications for 1

year lease, June 79 to June 80 (617)

742 1193, forty four 4 bedroom apt., $452

per mo Contact Renwood Bennett, 69

Canal St., Boston MA 02114, Paul Bennett

For sale— an Akai Gx38D cassette deck,

has Dolby NR unit included, runs like new,
2 years old, $70, call Rick, 6 9379.

Frye boots. 8 'A -$20, Frye shoes, 9-115,
call late or early. 6 9473.

Refrigerator— 5 cu. ft., hardly used.

Wood grain finish. Excellent cor>dition.

Best offer 549 0373.

74 Fender Strat. $300 w/
54&5307

Mark,

Ohaus triple beam balance scale, $46,

Mamiya C3 Professional 2% camera, $125,

Takamir>e guitar, $150 w/case, 549-6064.

New OlTn 3's w/ Soloman 555, 196cm,
never mounted, orig. $86. ask $56 Craig

T281 Powerplay cas./FM w/ Jensen coax.,

$70, Cannon movie cam., exc. cond., $50,

call 6^7119.

Office desk. Excl. shape, $60 or BO. Gary,

546^2306.

3 cu. ft.

349 2615.

frig., 4 mo. okJ, $90, Fred.

75 Pinto, exc. cond., new tires, AM/FM,
rustproofing, $1700. call Jim after 6 p.m.

weekdays, 584 4352, Sat., Sun, anytime.

70 Buick Electra. all auto, runs great,

AM/FM, 8 track stereo, $650, 256-6731.

eve.

Gift idea; have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732. bet. 9 10 a.m.

FOUND
~

Ring, Bowker, 3/28. call 256 6091. must
describe^

Dig watch leathr. band by Skinner,

6^8312.

Found -watch in Herter, call 549 5962.

Foundered scarf by FAC, 6-5803.

Found — glasses
64328.

behind Cashin, call

Found — long haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan black markings, 665 4324.

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

1 pr. CCM, Super Tacks, size 7 Vi , $60, call

Dean, 546 7439, exc cond.

Heirling women's ski boots, size 7,

Rossigno! Strato 195, BO, 549 5959, Karen

For sale- 1965 Olds SB, engine runs good,

just tuned up, high mileage, 330 engine,

$250 takes it, call Rick. 6-2379.

Holley carbTr4 B & cardo 2 B, 323 4428.

Drink-a-thon. drink for those who can't,

April 16, all day, CCA.

Models for photography. Commercial

photo studio needs good looking men and
women for part time assignments, top pay,

call Ed^udice,j617)^44j27^, 9 5 daily.

Challenging internship opportunity in

human services, spend 3 months helping

youth community based gfoup homes.

Spend some time helping troubled youth

and developing your own skills. $50 per

week stipend, and room and board. Con
tact Steve Stoia- Center for Human
Developsient/Community Shelter Pro

gram. 733 6624.

Secretary — must be work study.
$3.00/hr., 10-15 hrs. perwk., typing essen-

tial, inventory control, fjerson must be work
study, $3.25 per hr., 10 15 hrs. perwk., ap-

ply in person. Union Record Service.

Summer jobs now. World cruisersi

Pleasure boats' No experence! Good Payl

Carribean, Hawaii, world I Send $3.95 for

application and direct referrals to Seaworld,
Box 60129 Sacramento, Ca 95860.

Work study job available in Anthro. Dept.,

$3.50 per hr., gen. office skills, typing skills

helpful. Call 5-0028.

Jobs. Lake Tahoe, Califl Fantastic ttpsi

$1,700-$4,000 summer! Thousands still

needed. Casinos, restaurants, ranches,

cruisers. Send $3.95 for application /info to

Lakeworld, Box 6012, Sacto, CA 95860.

Tennis pros wanted— excellent summer,
seasonal arn) year-round positionsavailable;

good playing and teaching background re-

quired Call (301) 654 3770, or send 2 com-
plete resumes, pictures to: K.J. Belknap,

WTS. 8401 Connecticut Avenue. Suite

1011. Chevy Chase MD 20015.

The Collegian Advertising Department
is looking for ad reps. If you have ex-

perience in. commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office. The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal
Opportunity employer.

Part-time live-in assistant for psychiatric

half-way house in Greenfield. Room and
board (no salary) in exchange for some
night and weekend work, 773-3434, Jim or

Kathy.

Overseas jobs — summer/year round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500 $1200 monthly. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. Free info — write: IJC,

Box 52 MC, Corona Del Mar CA 92625.

Jewish Community of Amherst needs
Sunday school, Hebrew teacher beginning

Sept., 1979. Experience preferable.

549 0223.

Central area women's center has 5 work
study positions available, applications can
be picked up at center basement Baker.

INSTRUCTION

LOST

Reward — women's gokl On>ega watch,

please call 323 4772.

Lost— glasses,
6^7396.

Goessman Aud., call

Tennis lessons- call Marty, 6-6409.

trial lesson.

free

Photographic darkroom course. Unique
Images is now offering a darkroom course,

10 weeks. 3 hours a week, 5 brand new
enlargers and all new eqt. - 1000 sq, ft. to

learn in small classes, two instructors, for

info call Unique Images 584 4120.

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro-

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. Intro

flight, $45, 253 3834, day or eve

Lost— gold Cros pen w/ owner's name
engraved. If found please call 546^5514.

Aquamarine Ring — Sentinnental value.

Reward offered. 546^6404 or 546-9537

SIvr. sterig. spoon ring by Wallace Sterl-

ing engmnt. on 3/28, 8 fl. CC women's rm.,

apprx. 5 p.m., rwrd. Please retum, no
quests., to CC desk, call Cathy, 6-9643,

thanx.

Lost: on bus from Natick on 3/25. U. Store

bagwith shoes, etc. If found please call

6-7986.

Please return dk. brown leather wallet,

personal value, leave it with Collegian.

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn hundreds stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope.

Action Sales, Box 112-C, Ludlow MA
01056.

Wanted — information about the
whereabouts ar)d availability of Stevie

Wonder for April 28th Wimpout con-

cert—write to Andrea J. Kemp, 280-2 Ami-

ty St., Amherst 01002.

MOTORCYCLES
~

Kaw. 100, 5000 miles, exc. cond., $460,

call 549 6683, best after 6 p.m.

74 Suzuki Ts2S0— street/trail. Excellent

condition. Many extras. Asking $560, but

willing to talk. Call 549 0373.

69 Honda CL12S, everything works, extra

parts. Call for more info, ask for Russ.

$245. Phone, 549 0034.

PERSONALS ~

Dave, thanks for the postcard. Thought

you were coming by to say hello. Re-

introduce yourself. Peggy Post Office.

Fool of the year: congrats Mr. shits-a-

ram-her, Joe early PSK.

Get psyched, tonight's the night,

L.JDK. BR. L.E.I, and Pat Carroll from

S.C.

LAI the word of the wackos of... Wednes
day! Mmmboy' Love those dead cats with

rigor mortis!!! LA!

Robin— hope your day is filled with sun-

shine, happy birthday. Love, Betsy.

Happy 22nd, babe, you're the best! I love

yours!

Group prepares drive

to repeal drinking bill

Bv JULIEEAGLE
Collegian Staff

People Opposed to Unreasonable
flegulation, a campus group opposed to
#»e new drinking age. met last night to
organize voter registration drives tliMt will

involve UMass and over 50 other staM
public higher institutions.

Newty-elected Undergraduate Student
Senate co President Brian Burke said ihe
group is specifically interested in increasing
student voter registration in order to get
29,000 petition signatures necessary for a
possible repeal of the new 20-year-okl
drinking age law in the 1980 state elections.

Burke, who co-founded the group with
Senate co-President Richard LaVoice in

* Tsongas
£ONT. FROM PAGE 1

South Africa during his cor>gressional
tenure in both the U.S. House and Senate.
The Peoples group is an ad hoc coaliti(m

fli various Third World, anti-apartheid and
conrwnunity groups from the five-college

area who were drawn together spedficalty

to staoe tfte week k>r>g serins of events.
According to coalition members, the aim of
the week's activities is to call attentkwi to
the problem of racism kicaHy, domeatically
and in Africa.

Activitias haM at UMaaa m part of tha
week's programs have inckjded a apaach
kmx Monday by Paul Robeeon, Jr.. the
showing of Bi Landau's "King," a
docun>entary film on the late civil righla

leader's life, stkI a cor>cert last night by ttia

South Afrk:an Freedom Singers. More
events Bt9 plarmed through April 1 1 at <

coHegee.

To place a classified ad. drop by tt>e

CoUegian office (CC 113) between 8:46
a.m., ar>d 3:46 p.m. Mornlay through Fri-

day or use our harxly clip and nr^l form
fourKf in most issues of the Collegian.
Classified deadline is 3:45 p.m. two days
in advance of publication date.

You can learn to process black and white
film! It's really easy! This slide show from
Kodak explains everythingi So if you've
always wanted to learn, but couM afford
the time only come on down... It's free...

April 10... 7:00 in CC 169. Sponsored by
the Photographers Guikl and the Photo
Coop.

To D Juan. 1604 JQA, happy birttiday, go
for seconds. Love. Debbie & C.

Come one. come all! To Bob Berman's
big basketball barbeque. Tatnuck Sq. Area,
Wore, on June 1 £r 2. Get a chance to

meet tfie Wore. Whiz Kids and special star

Tim Murphy. Win valuable prizes. Bring
your own basketball.

Contest literary magagzine dedicated to

science fiction-fantasy invites all beings to

submit art, sh. stories, and poetry to LC
Griffin, 82 Triangle St., Amh., or call

549-4368, deadline April 28.

To Bowling Green— congratulations! By
Sept. we'll be so skinny we'll knock 'em
dead! Love always, The Squeek.

EP— a great 10 MD's. Love you always, D.

It is only with the heart that one can see
rightly what is essentially is invisible to the

eye... you are responsible for what you
tame... and you were — Stacy.

T-shirts, custom printed and in bulk for

printers. Fast service on high quality shirts

@ ZooMass table on CC or 665-4967.

Reward: for any helpful information

leading to stolen car stereo and radar detec-

tor in front of SAE frat. on Sat. night,

March 31, atapprox. 1:15 from 1976 BMW.
Call Larry at 549 5794. _^_
Anything Goes cast, thanx for a magnifi-

cent memory, your ship's steward.

Quabbin Farm, 4/21, RSVP?

BIk. female, 1st initial K., I met u in

Hatch 4/2, gave you phone H, call aft. 5
p.m. Keep trying... C.

Dirty Harry. Thompson 104, April 6, 7, 9,

1 1 . Do you feel lucky today?

Dutchman Club will meet Saturday, 8:30

at Old Chapel. Membership sign-up at 36B
FAC until Friday. Last Dutchman!

We buy Er sell used audio components.
Sound & Music, 90 92 King St., Northamp
ton MA 01060, tel. 584 9547,

Astrology Birth Ef Compatibility charts, 1

1

yrs. profsni., Louis Neubel, 549-6425.

Trouble with late night long distance

phone service? Too busy? MassPirg wants
to know Call consumer action, 545 0199 or

5450781. M F, 9 8

Onstage at Mt.
discount off all

Farms Mall offers a 20%
reg. priced merch. to all

students ^ staff. Remember your ID.

November, said the group is also launching
these drives to "get students throughout
the whole state involved in voting so they'll

be up on the issues. " In addition, Burke
said, the drives are aimed at "increasing
statewide student communication and
student recognition."

Burke said 15,000 petitions, one for each
Massachusetts town or city, are currently
circulating at state schools. He said if the
29,000 signatures are collected and 1960
voters approve a referendum to repeal the
drinking age, 18 year-olds will be able to
drink legally again.

Group coordinator Eric Andersen said

the first step memt)ers will take in

organizing a registration drive at UMass
will be to submit a separate petition iri-

cluding 10 signatures of students already
registered to vote in this state to the
Amherst Town Clerk. The clerk must sign

the petition in order to allow a drive to

occur here, Andersen said.

Andersen said the clerk, upon receiving

the petition, will notify the group in two
weelcs as to whether there can be a UMass
regi8tr8tk>n drive. Andersen said this

procedure is necessary when drives are

held in locations other than the Amherst
Town Hall of the two town litKaries.

The group will then propose to the
Amherst Board of Registrars that the board
deputize students to run ttie drive inatead
of registrars "because students require no
pay, are more flexible, more available ar>d

can work weirder hours," Andersen sakJ.

Burke sakJ if the registrars allow studer>ts

to oversee registration, the group will set

up registratk>n tables for a waek-k)ng
period in dining commor^s and tfie Campus
Center. He said if students are not allowed
to work at the tables, registration will take
place during "a mass, orte-day vote-in."

Faculty Senate calls for
conservation program
By MEGAN O'REILL Y
Collegian Staff

Concerned over energy ethics and ^e
recurrent Amherst water shortage the
Faculty Senate yesterday passed a motion
calling on the administration to initiate a
vigorous program of energy and water
conservation.

Bernard Turner, chairman of the
University Health Council, who sponsored
the motion, said the University nearly
closed down last semester because of the
water shortage and would be threatened
again without an energy plan.

George Beatty, Jr., acting vice chan-
cellor of administration and finance, said
UMass is plagued by "buildings which were
designed as if we had an infinite supply of
energy in the future," and a shortage of
staff to evaluate energy related problems.

Beatty said he planned to hire "an energy
czar" by July 1 to conduct an energy audit
in order to qualify for p>articipation in the
Federal Department of Energy's Energy
Conservation Program. This would make
UMass eligible for federal funds for con-
servation use, he said.

But physics professor Arthur R. Quinton
criticized the extra experae of Beatty's
plan. "We don't r^e^d to hire a consultant.

we can do it ourselves, " he said. "We need
to get the thermc^tats working, ciMe the
doors, and make sure people down the line

are doing their job, that's all we need, " he
said.

The senate also voted to ban smoking in

all faculty senate and council meetings to
raise faculty awareness of their own
smoking behavior and to support strict

enforcement of state laws which prohibit
smoking in public buildings.

In other business, the senate
redesignated the Five College Ph D. in

Philosophy program as the UMass
Amherst Ph.D. program and degree. The
move was made "to recognize the existing
reality that the program is in no way a
cooperative degree, " according to a special
report by the Graduate Council.

The UMass Department of philosophy
last month was rated one of the strongest
Philosophy programs in the nation by a
visitation committee of three eminent
philosophers under the auspices of the
University Graduate Program Review. The
Graduate Council report states ".

. . it is

in<»ngruous that this department, quite
possibly the very best in the country,
should not award its own doctoral degree."

Central area re-elects officers
Central Area Council President Paul

Washburn, of Van Meter North dormitory.
was re-elected yesterdey as only 160 of the
1600 Cemral Reeklential area resklents cast

baitots in the two-day alectk>n.

Washburn, unopposed, received 94
votes. Kevin Russell, of Baker dormitory,
unopposed for vice presktont. received 106
votes to win. Van Meter North resident
David Pierson , also unopposed, received
109 for treasurer.

Frank Kosa. of ButterfieM dormitory.

received 27 write-in votes for president.
Fifty other studems received write-in votes
for three positk>r)s.

Early Dyer, unopposed for one of three
mir>ority positk>ns on the council, was
elected on five votes. Joyce McLaurin. a
white, arKi Lien Anaka received ot\e vote

each for the other two positions.

The winners will be sworn in at the
council meeting Monday night at 7:45 in

Chadbourne dormitory seminar room.

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily,

46c per line; five consecutive issues, 40c
per line per day; 30 consecutive issues,

30c per line per day. One line is roughly
equivalent to 38 characters.

Index seeks photos for decade coverage
(Bicentennial, demonstrations, fads, elec-

tions, personalities, etc.). Payment
negotiable. Please call 545-0848.

Stick it in your ear — free ear piercing with
purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St., Amh., 253 3324.

Diamond engagement fr wedding rings,

hand-wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253^3324.

RIDE WANTED
~

Ride wanted to Wash.; DC, 4-13, Sue,
2532004.

RIDERS WANTED

Design department is running a bus to

Philadelphia April 26-29! $25 round trip, for

information, 549-0174.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Co-op household on Northeast St., needs
1 or 2 housemates — male or female— for

April £t May or longer, 256 0185.

2-3 people for 3 bdr. house in S. Amherst
pool, ten, cts on bus rt., 253-9336.

3 women need 2 people to share hse. in

So. Deerfield for summer. 2 bus rts. Pool,

furn., $70/mo., aft. 6, 665^3686.

2 females wanted to share 2 bdrm apt. in

Brandywine, comp. furn., pool, ten. cts.,

AC, cable TV Er on 2 bus rts. Call Mary,
549 1792.

TO SUBLET
~

Two bedroom apt. — Puffton Village, on
bus route. Available June 1 -August. Rent
negotiable. Call 549-5031. Ask for Slab.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway,
$90/mon., util. incl., keep
calling -369 8372.

To sublet, 2 bedroom apt., Brandywine,
fully furnished, rent negotiable, 549-6338.

2 bdrms.— furnished, piano, pool, tennis,

bus stopo- avail. 5/26, $250, call 665-3634.

2 bdrm. Southwood Apt., $200/mo.,
avail. 5/27, after 4 -call 253 2124, AC,
pool, tennis.

3 bdrm. townehouse, on bus line in N.

Amherst. Sublet 2 br., 6/1 option to lease

9/1. Call Paul, 549-0711, 5-0239
.

Rolling Green— 3 bedroom furnished.

Available June, July, August. $275 per

month. Carpeted, on UMass bus route,

with upstairs and downstairs. All utilities,

air conditioning, pool, basketball court in

eluded Call fchris, 546 8748 or 545 3500. or

Jim, 546 9210 or 545 3500.

2 bdrms. in 3 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail.

6/1. option for 3 bdrm. fall lease, pool, ten-

nis, bus route, 549-5959.

To sublet— two bedroom Squire Village

apt., furnished. AC, pool, available mkl-
May-August, call 666-4919.

2 bdrm. apt., avail. June 1, opt. to renew.
Colonial Village, $190/mo., 256-6489.

Rolling Green summer sublet, AC/DW,
pool, all util. included, on bus route. Call

546-7328 or 253 7934.

Sublet 5/16-8/31, pool Er tennis. A/C,
wall-to-waH carpeting, part, furnished.

South Amherst -call 253-5186, eves.

1 bdrm. apt., furn., AC. cable TV. pool Er

tennis cts., bus stop, 5/24 to 8/31, $190,
call 666-4891.

Female wanted to share 2 bdr. apt., Col-

onial Vill., June-Aug., $75/mo. -f util., bus
rte.. furnished, Dianne, 253 2841.

2 bedroom apt., Riverglade, June-Aug.,
$285 per month — includes utilities,

253 7984.

May 31-Aug. 31. 2 bdrm. furnished
townhouse in Riverglade Apts., AC, pool,

on So. Amherst bus route, 5 min. ride to

campus, $225 mo. plus utilities, call

2537478.

Summer sublet: partially furnished, 3
bedrm. apt., right on bus rte., 549-0364.

3 bdrm. apt., summer sublet w/ option for

fall, call Steve, 549 0044, after 6 p.m.

Take over our lease. 2 bdr. Puffton Apt.,

fr. June 1st, $265/mo., 5495443.

2-3 bedroom apt., av. middle May-Aug..
on 2 bus routes, /Vmherst, $160, includes

all, keep trying. 253-7714 (late eve. OK).

1 bedroom apt.. Puffton Village,

$210/mo., available 6/1-8/31, please call

549-5941.

One bdrm. in 2 bdrm.
female, $100 -t^, bus
256 6388.

Colonial Vil.

rt., 6/1 to

apt.,

9/1,

One bdrm. in Squire Village apt., on bus
rt., rate negot. for summer. Call 665-4324 .

To sublet— 2 bdrm. apt., rte. 9, bus rte.,

Amherst, $220 - negotiable! Opt. -fall.

2566166.

Rolling Green, 2bdr., AC, pool, bus stop,

furnished, $275 or BO, 253 7703, after 4
p.m.

Townhouse. 2 bedroom for summer,
$225/mo., bus route, laundry, AC,
549 1739.

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1 w/ opt. to

renew. AC, pool, bus rte., 549-4791.

1 bedroom Cliffside apt., on bus route,

5/24-8/31 w/fall opt., furn.. $195/mo.
666-4774.

Summer sublet— fall option. Puffton
Village, 2 bedroom, air cond., bus rte.,

pool, tennis crts. Avail, late May, 549 0582 .

Cliffside, 1 Ig. bdrm. avail. mid-May with
option for fall. Tennis, pool, bus route.

$200/ n>on. — includes all, also furniture for

sale. Call 666-3938 after 5.

Rolling Gr. —2 br. w/option to renew. AC.
DW, disp.. util. Incl., pool, exc. bus.

256-6225.

1 badroom Puffton Vil., avbl. May 1, opt.

sublet, utilities pd., a/c, pool, tennis,

549-1681, anytinoe.

To sublet— two bedroom townhouse apt.,

6/1-8/31. Furnished, AC, on bus rt.,

$200/month. Call 549 5875.

Townhouse Apts., Ig. rm. to sublet,

6/1 8/31, w/ option for full apt. in fall, AC,
bus, dble. closet w/ mirrors, full furn. avail.

Price negtble., 549 6553.

Townehssw 3 bdr., avail. 6/1. $305/mon.,
opt, for fall, air cond., bus stop. 549-6381 .

2 bedroom apt.. AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or BO. Call 253 7703, 4-8 p.m.

WANTED

Wanted: 3-4 bedroom house convenient to

campus. Call 665-4267 or 546 5066.

Car? If you could lend it to me regulariy I'll

pay you well, Seth, 323-5086.

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546 6557, after 6.

WANTED TO RENT

Will assume lease in N'hampton in May toj

$225, call 527-5433, nites Ef wknds.

3 bdrm. apt.. Rolling Green, sublet sum-
mer, option to lease. Gale, 6-8329, Joan^
65085.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason Rosenthal, low cc

representation for UMass community Ir

come taxes. Appt. only, 253-7617.

FREE AMPLIFIER CLINIC

To sublet— one bedroom Brandywine

apt., available mid May, call 549 4^3.

Mark your calendars! Free amplifier

testing clinic, April 19 20. Any make, any
model amp, pre amp or receiver tested.

Measurements of power, distortion and fre

quency response made on Hewlett Packard

& TechtroniK test equipment. Thurs , April

19 h Fri,, April 20. Sound & Music. 90 92

King St., N'hampton, 584 9547.



It Ccriiefltan.

Mofuntalneeriiig*!

FUNDAMENTALSOF
MOUNTAINEERING
What is mountaineering aH atoout? Funnyyou should ask.

Beca-usewejust happen to have an answer. (Ah-h, life's little
coincidences.) Mountaineering is a skill, a science andan art.
Yet anyone ^^with a thirst for excellence and normally
developed /^^notor skills can master it. Simply stu^y^

^

ithese/'Vfundamentals andfollowthem faithfullyi

NV-^ ^v

*y:-.:

• •

one,
appropri-

k:-ately enough,
starts by select-

^ ing the correct site.

To do so, pick up
abottleofBusch*
This is commonly

called heading for the
mountains.

>^-*.

ff .

' . • . *,•.;'-

^S r, here's
»where the fun be-

gins. Hold the mountain
firmly in your left hand,

grasp the mountain
top with your right

idthand and twist
the little feUa off.

There you go.

wi - .'' ^

3Now for the
• triclcy part

Neophytes, listen
up: the proper pour
is straight down
the center of the
glass. Only in
this way will

the cold, iJivlgo

rating taste of
the mountain
come to a head

J
Once poured, pacing becomes paramount. As any seasoned

»• mountaineer will tell you, the only way to down a mountain
is slowly, smoothly and steadily - savoring every swallow of the
brew that is Busch. Ifyou're a bit awkward at first, don't be
discouraged Perfection takes practice. Soon enough, having
emptied your glags and filledyour souljrou t^ will be a
mountaineer

Don't just reach for a beer.BUSCHHead for the moiintams.
c 1978 Anheuser-Busch Ihc St Louis Mo

Wtf»y,Apr|t.,H79. £QU£gi§J113
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6am- Item

7.7:30.8.8:30.9

tfc36am

10am-2pm

12:00

2pm-5:30pm

4:30pm

5:00

5:02

5:30pm 6pm

"THE FRIDAY MORNING
BREAKFAST" WITH CHARLES

HOLMES MUSIC,
to sunny up.

WAKE-UP NEWS/Vicki Bates

#PORTS/Tim Wasserman

"ATHENA'S WEB"
WITH DON CEROW

Daily astrologtcal

v^ather forecaset

"BLACK CLASSICAL MUSIC
WITH BRIAN McCREE" -

The music of Leon Thomas,
Marion Brown, Billie Holiday.

Ella Fitzgerald and others

NOON REPORT/Bob Kimball

SPORTS/Tim Holleran

"ITS ONLY ROCK N' ROLL"
WITH PERRY ADLER
New Wave, oldies, and
^ould have-been hits;

radio like it once was
and should still be.

BANDBOARD Listing of

of local fTHisical happenings

NEWS HEADLINES

•ATHENA'S WEB "

WITH DON CEROW

NEWSWATCH /Vickie Bates

WEATHERWATCH/Fred Winer
SPORTS/Neal Opper

Crossword
ACROSS

1 Mas)
i Mad« naste

t M«p eo*iec-

tton

u a«the
15 Le« us —
16 Seit-rcsp«ci

1 7 Sou*
18 Spill

19 Fiber

JO Aibeiu s —
Hal

27 Fasieners
J3Btp
24 Rodents
n Prop**
?8 Fuel

3^C^oose
ISEdHof s

mark
34 Combine
35 Abode
» Eastern tnar-

ket Var

37 Truth

36 Girl s name
39 Stephen

Vincent —
40 Bet
41 Like Jesus
43 Picture taker

44 Matured

45 Fiench V*
46 Unable

; words
49 Repulsed
53 True
54 — number
55 Greek letter

56 Name
57 Formerly

56 Against

59 Alleviates

60 Culture

medium
61 Spool
DOWN

I Bang
;s<ep
3 Eager
4 Give new in

siructions

5 Short race

6 Publish

7 Root pan
I Coloring

9 Fruil

10 Tour
II Linden
17 Mine pas

sage
13 Observes
71 Com
77 Stair part

24 French rebel

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Thursday s Puizie Solved

^.

anao nonn

DQOQa oaoG_aga
noa nBoaano og

DDOD nQaD

ODDD aooao oooa
ODOO aooDQ uooo
25 Fabric «7 Snarl

76 Turgenev 43 Nonentity

heroine 45 Arab city

27 — Chavez 46 Choice food

Union leader item

78 Looked Archaic

29 Likeness 47 Inter —
30 Finer «8 Insect eggs

31 Additional 49 Resounded
33 Flogged M isolated

36 Cap S' Little one
37 Common SuMin

39 Let — M Irish lower

be house

4C Ford M Halite bird

1 > 1 4

1

T~ * 7 6

1

f 10 It 12 IJ

14 is 14

IT It rt

JO ?I »

21 24 ^^^1
2S u 27 U 2» JO Jl

H 31 U

» I 17

3« J* 40

«' <2 IT

44 I^^H
46 «7 41 1 4« M M »

53

1

54

1

bS

a 57 51

i» 40 SI _ ^^_^

Student Activities Office is searching for

two (2) non-work study students, individuals will act

as counter clerk... assisting organizations in prepar-

ing purchase orders, deposits, check requests, etc.

and direct inquiries to proper individuals for resolu-

tion.

Qualifications: Ability to work closely and

communicate with public, staff and students; good

command of oral and written English. Knowledge of

business office procedures and equipment nelptuL

Position available immediately. Remuneration: $2.90

per hour.

Apply in person at Student Activities Office (Student

ijnion 416- Kathleen Shea) with resume and a letter

of reference by April 10, 1979.

This office is an equal opportunity employer,

M/ F/affirmative action employer

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

%*A
)fiZh0m is-

« port, fv«(*r /j

a f»fk turner I

"pttnk flo«l|«r.'

ip^

C«(b«rrat9ec^.

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

TME<B5 SftVKE

iNHaED SENS TO BE
SklEtPtNb TWE N<mowi

TwrnAU.^ 9ttJUN IM OTCTEWfe

|T <PKAi> TO 'J^ SWTiOWS,

ftJlUQK. atP WMt> NOW

RlCKtNSaN HOSPfT^ IS THE
TiBsr wc*m ^ CD ^if
SBZVICE . JUST HD*/ DCES

ir Yid2>c- 130002.7

r

M> PieiSE i»J«IRa:Tlc»^ IN

5(V tAfjfaU(»6ES *Nti «U

"i6Nr Twr A \wEE eir

D»*jyBB^A .HOC'
"On no' crcap2.TMe

EKrmt KfipiTA*. is'Nr ffl.F

^aft:€ '. iusr MINOR inOJ?E5

ocN HMzr sjftee

Nebbish by Mike Galper Et Nathaniel Parkinson

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

fm CM ii0 axPBCT ne
NouKANwmKeTm
BXPUISKIN OF THe 0U>
msmN pnesBicsf

rrmim oomsTB.
nmLeeTonL.Tm
IMMOMUVfOF'iOUH.
CUUUKHfi6H0l>lACe
JN IMNIAN SOOETY!

\

/r/9 SOMElHH6timOIIHHOr
coMPROMiseoNHuesmKN
»^UJ£MC£S ANP CUSTOMS
wu SM^Y NCfrge tuck-

>Qe«2KAssv fvr to qboh!

uuATt seeNrmZ^ PBlSONAuy

7WJ066et!S-

ythe
SHOE

MSaIN 187 n. pleasant stMamherst

Available in colors

I \
i

'WORK roR
A CHANCE!! n

Consumer/Public Interest Employment

Massachusetts FairShare, the Statewide

citizens group, will be interviewing on

campus:

Tuesday, April 17. 1979
9 a.m. -4:30 p.m.

Paid, temporary summer and career posi-

tions are available dealing with public

education and fund raising.

For further information contact Student

Employment Office, 239A Whitmore.

l£
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Games cancelled
The Man's J.V. lacrosse game and the Womens

lacrosse game, both scheduled yesterday, were
cancelled. The Men's game has been tentatively
rescheduled for April 20.

Mitwomen

rSports notices
WOMEN'S SOCCER Mandatory meeting for

women's soccer candidates for the 1979-80 season,

April 11 at 6:00 NOPE.

SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT - -The first annual UMass
Softball tournament will t)e held April 28-29. The winner

of the double elimination tournament will receive a prize

of $110; the runners up will receive $50. There is a $10

entry fee and the first 16 teams to submit a roster and

pay the fee will be eligible. For more information, con-

tact Bob Ford at 549 4908.

Byf DA\/EBRmulEY
Collegian Staff

After soundly pounding
Lowell University 7-1 in the
season opener last Tues-
day, UMass womens soft-

ball coach Chet Gladchuck
feels his team is ready and
eager to take on Central
Connecticut State College
in a double header this

Saturday at 1 :00 at NOPE.
Calling the Lowell con-

test "a good game to open
up with," Coach Gladchuck
admitted that the
Minutewomen were not
really challenged in their

first game and said the Con-

necticut doubieheader win

be the "first real test" of the

teams ability.

"We're where we want to
be right now," Gladchuck
said "We've reached a
plateau in terms of our
teams level of com-
petitiveness."

UMass beat Connecticut
twice last season, 5-2 and
16-11. Both were tough
games, according to Glad-
chuck. "They have a good
program," the coach said.

Kathy O'Connell, winning
pitcher against Lowell, will

start the first game against

y
SENIORS-

LAST CHANCE
SHOW YOUR FACE!!

545-2874

Detective
Harry Callahan,

He doesn't break
murder cases

He smashes them

aint
DirtyHarry

dJ-S*- PANAVISION*
Warner Bros . A Kinney Company TECHNICOLOR*

TONIGHT
Friday, April 6

7, 9, 11 p.m.
Thompson 104

HOUSING
EXEMPTIONS
Today is the last day to sub-

mit housing exemption applica-

tions to the Housing office. Late

applications will not be ac-

cepted. The Housing office is

located in 235 Whitmore,
545-2100.

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore

a service of the Dean of Students Office

Budweiser 12 oz. cans $6.99 case

Falstaff 12 oz. cans $5.25 case

Molson's (all) $2.50 six

Schmidt's October Fest

cans $4.99 case

Reunite Lambrusco 1/5 $2.39

Early Times Bourbon 80° quart. . . $6.25

Martini & Rossi Vermouth
Sweet & Dry 1/5 $3.29

J. Roget Champagne 1/5 $2.59

North.implon

ONLY AREA SHOWING
FRI.. SUN., MON.. TUE.

at 7:00 fr 9:15

(No Showing Sat!)

h BRILLIANTLY ACTED.

0^JPy AHal Ashby ^^ jt X

JcuFbhJa

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

IWH

Connecticut, with Sue
Peters starting the second.
P<^«fs hart hAfln Jnvol\^M in

tryouts for the Pan
Annerican basketball team,
but will join the
MinutewofTwn full time
after failing to make the Pan
Am snuad.

"Everyone has confidence
in Sue P., " Coach Glad-
chuck said, speaking for the
team.

Starting our 9th ^ason
on April 5 with a SALE
on smoke-damaged
parts £> accessories

C^.
Kcydr
Repair

Colective

51 S. Prospect St

Amherst

We'll fix your bike

or teach you how

Great Easter Outfits

begin with a
Precision Haircut

at Great Expectations

For your holiday to be its best, you sfKXild look

your best.

Top off your Easter outnt in perfect style, with a

Precision Haircut by the professional cutters at

Great Expectations.

Precision Haircut , including shampoo and blower

styling. .

.

Shampoo. Precision Haircut and
Blow-Di^ Styling Complete for

$10.CX)

no a^iointment* aver •

givecnmtiB
PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

HAMPSHIRE MAIX
RT. 9 HADLEY

338 COLLEGE ST,

AMHEUST
253-5384
256-8433

Not resDonsible for typo errors

Dr. Virginia Harper D.C.
and

Dr. Howard T. Ewert D.C.

Announce the Opening of

The Amherst
Chiropractic

Center
190* University Dr. at Rte 9

Artiherst, iVlass. 256-6700

bv ttppoititnieiit

:4
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Red Sox win opener;
bang out eleven hits

jfridav.ApriiS. 1979

BOSTON \Ah) Jim Hice belted a three-
fun homer and Dwight Evans and Fred
Lynn belted solo shots yesterday, powering
the Boston Red Sox to a 7-1 victory over
the Cleveland Indians in their 1979
American League baseball opener.

Dennis Eckersley, a %-game winner last

year waiting to sign a five-y^r contract ex-
tension worth $2.5 million, allowed only
two hits in seven innings before reliever

Dick Drago took over in the wghth. allow-
ing one hit the rest of the way,

Kice, the league's Most Valuable Player
after hitting 46 homers and driving in ^38
runs imt year, gave Eckersley ali the
cushion r>eeded with his homar off an
upright near the 379 foot rr^rk in left-

center off Cleveland starter Rick Wise in

the third inning.

Evans nr>ade it 4-0 with a towering homer
down the left field line in the fourth, while
Lynn led off the seventh against reliever

Victor Crui with his blast into the Cleveland
bullpen in right,

Eckersley. who took ttw mound in 50-

degree weather, allowed a double by Jim
Norrs in the first and then an infield single

by the designated hitter in the third. He
struck out four and w^ked five before retir-

ing after seven innings.

Reeervt catcher Bob Montgomery, sub

btng tor ailing slugger Carlton Fisk. had a
single, double and triple, scoring one run
and driving in another, in Beaton's 11 -hit

attack

.

The Red Sox lost the shutout bid in

the ninth when Gary Alexander led off

with a walk against Drago. Ted Cox
grourKJed an apparent double play ball

near second, but Jerry Remy dropped
the ball for an error. That put runrwrs

on first and second.
Duane Kuiper lined to center before

both runners nrwved up on a wild pitch.

Tom Veryzer followed with a pop
single to shallow right center, scoring
Alexander Pinch hitter Wayne Cage
then entered the game by grounding
into a double play.

After Evans' honrter in the fourth,

Boston added a fifth run on Mon-
tgomery's long triple off the center
field wall and a throwing error by
Veryzer.

The Red Sox scored tfteir sixth run tm
a triple by Jack Brohamer and Mon
tgomery's single to center through a
drawn-in infiirtd.

Boston slu^of Carl Yastrremski Hned
a single to center in the seventh, mark-
ing the 12th consecutive opening day
he has had at least one hit.

Laxmen battle Cortland
ByJ/MD£CMM
Co^legtan Staff
The UMass men's lacrosse team, fresh from a 16-10 victory over UConn on Wednes-

day, travels to CortlarKJ, NY Saturday to take on the Red Dragons of Cortland State in

a 2 p.m. encounter.
WfK> IS Cortland State.you might ask? Well, according to UMass Coach Dick Garber,

Cortland State is one of the best lacrc^se teams in the east. Garber scouted the Red
Dragons in a recent 11-10 loss to Roanoke, the defending Division Two national

champs, and was impressed by Cortland. "They're a super team, " Garber said. "They
have speed at midfiekJ, strong attack play, and a very agressive team defense."
The Red Dragon offense is led by attackmen Larry O'Leary and Mark Leszczynski,

while senior captain Jim Bonaventura anchors the defense. The goaltending situation
is uncertain at the moment, as Cortland has been experimenting in its first two gam^
both losses.

Meanwhile, at UMass. the Brooks Sweet sconng beat goes on. The senior co-captain
had three more goals against Connecticut, bringing his team-leading, two-game total

to SIX. Midfielder Peter Schmitz played well against UConn, notching a pair of goals
and three assists.

Ruggers split matches
By TOM GRIFFIN
CoHegmn Staff

Last Saturday xhe UMass rugby club

traveled down to the Big Apple to take on
the Columbia University Rugby Club at Van
Cortland Park. Manhattan The UMass
club, playing its first match of the season,

split its two matches. The A side lost 20-6

and the B side shutout tfieir opponents
110
The UMass side played Columbia even

for most of the first half, with neither team
dominating the game. Then with about 15

minutes left in the first half of play, Colum
bia caught the UMass backs trying to catch

a quick breather and drew first blood Off a

ruck, their wing took a leading pass,

scissored across the grain, and ran 50 yards

for the try, leaving the UMass team stan

ding dead in their tracks. Columbia scored

twice more in the first half. The second Col

umbia try was scored when a Columbian
wing forward picked up the ball off the

ground and ran it in 10 yards for the try.

The third Columbian score of the half came
when the UMass fullback misplayed the ball

in goal and a Columbian player came up
with it.

In the second half the UMass forwards

began to run out of steam |ust as the backs
seemed to get it together Jim D'Amico.
the UMass fullback, keyed UMass' only

score when he ran the ball out from deep in

nis own territory to midtield and linked up
with centers Bob Leahy and Jim Naegle.

D'Amico then passed of to flyhalf Larry

Tebo who brought the ball in ar>d scored.

The conversion was then kicked by
D'Amico which ended UMass' scoring for

the day.
Both tearr^s played even for a while until

Columbia again scored off a ruck. Their

scrumhalf took the ball out of the ruck and
ran around the weak side 40 yards for the
score. In the process of his run he broke six

attempted tackles by UMass. Then to add
salt to the wound. Columbia made the con
version which made the final score 20 6
"Our main problem," said Tebo, "was the

fact that we've only been practicing two
weeks and many of our skills are rusty. We
did not pick the ball up off the ground when
it was loose and that hurt us."

In the B side game, the UMass side

capitalized on a series of penalties against

Columbia and this enabled Paul Whitney to

score a penalty kick worth three points. The
remair>der of the first half was even and the

score was still 3 at the break Throughout
the second half the UMass side dominated
play in all phases Dave English scored the

first points of the second half and then
assisted on the next score by passing the
ball off to fullback Eric Shaefer who took it

in for the score
The ruggers next game is this Sunday at

Holy Cross

Batters challenge AlC
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The UMass varsity baseball team, 5 9 overall and 3 4 since returning from
Virginia, will wrap up a hectic week of baseball this weekend, as they take on the

scrappy Yellowjackets of AlC in a 3:00 game today at Lorden Field. The
Minutemen will then entertain the very tough Black Bears from Maine tomorrow
in a double header starting at 12:00

The Minutemen, who split a twinbill with Dartmouth on Tuesday and then

came away with a satisfying 4 1 win over Harvard on Wednesday, will start junior

Dave Stoller today against AlC. Stoller, who has one save to his credit, will be
making his first start of the season.

The Yellowjackets, coached by Richard Bedard, are 2 6 overall, but 2 since

coming north They defeated the University of Hartford in their last outing.

The Yellowjackets, a Division II team, were 15 7 overall last season but, like

the Minutemen, they played better than their record would indicate, losing

several close bailgames
in the big double header tomorrow against Maine, now ranked third in New

England, the Minutemen will start junior Doug Welenc (11, 2 95) in the first

game and sophomore Chuck Thompson (11, 2.66) in the second
For the Black Bears, who will be playing the first games of ttieir northern

schedule, junior Skip Clark (11, 2 35) will handle the opener while freshman Tom
Mahan ( 1 0, 00) will pitch the second game *

Cleveland outfielder Bobby Bonds jumps in vain for a triple off the bat of Red
Sox third baseman Jack Brohamer in the sbith inning of yesterday's 7-1 Boston
win on opening day. (AP Laserphoto)

Walt Chernlak

Opening daze
BOSTON \ suppose it was only fitting

that the sun should make its initial ap-
pearance over Fenway Park just a scant
few minutes before the beginning of the
1979 season, The weather had been
threatening all week long, and right up until
yesterday morning people were wondering
whether they would play at all. But, as
everything turned out it was a beautiful day
for the Red Sox, as they walked away with
a 7 1 victory over the Cleveland Indians
before a sellout crowd.

Yes, it was a pretty nice day, at least for
most people. While it never did rain, some
of us managed to sit under the grandstand
roof, leaking as profusely as ever in this its

67th season, and get wet anyway. There
was something nostalgic about this par-
ticular Opening Day game. First there were
the uniforms. The Red Sox have returned
to the blue hats and button-down shirts
which were their trademark until 1974, And
what's more, George Scott, looking as slim
as he did in '67, was wearing his old
number five on the back of his new shirt.

Ah, old home week!

As is the custom on opening day, both
teams were introduced to the Fenway fans

in their entirety, which was tiresome to say
the least. The crowd roared when the voice

on the PA said, "And now, introducing the
Boston Red Sox," and just as quickly

started booing when the voice went on to

say, "The manager of the Red Sox,
number 34." One imaginative fan even
had a "Dump Zimmer" logo on his T shirt.

It was painfully ironic but the blind
vocalist who sang the national anthem
(they told us she was blind on the message
board, how thoughtful) would have to
begin by belting out "O, say can you see,"
and after the song, Governor King prepared
to throw out the first ball. If you think they
booed Zimmer, you should have heard the

tirade His Excellency (sic) was exposed to.

Just as he tossed the ball to Bob Mon-
tgomery, a rebellious fan tossed a Busch
bottle on to the playing field. As act of

political protest?

So finally it was tin^e to start the ball

game. The new-look, old-look Red Sox
dashed out on to the playing field amid a
thunderous cheer and prepared to play ball.

Dennis Eckersley, a 20-game winner in

1978, took his eight warmup pitches and
stood hands on hips as Toby Harrah ambl-
ed into the batter's box. The Eck swung in-

to his windup, kicked the left leg high and
delivered the ball with his familiar side-arm
motion. Harrah watched Eckersley 's slider

slip across the outside corner for strike one.
The season was underway.

It was almost a fairy tale opener. Bob
Montgomery was incredible, going 3-for-4,

including a 420-foot triple. And after wat-

ching Jack Brohamer play third and bang
out a couple of solid hits, no one seemed to

miss Butch Hobson very much.

Jim Rice put the Sox ahead to stay in the
third, when he boomed a tremendous
homer to center with Jerry Remy and Fred,

Lynn aboard. Dwight Evans dropped a

classic Fenway homer into the screen and
Lynn later slammed one deep into the
darkness of the Cleveland bullpen, (Is it

ever dark these days!) Eckersley was
brilliant, allowing no runs and only two hits,

one of them an infield dribbler, in his seven
innings of work, and Dick Drage finished

up with a strong performance.

At 4:54 the sun peeped out again, and
Tom Veryzer dumped a broken bat single
into center to plate the only Cleveland run,
but it didn't matter. The Sox had won; the
Yankees and Ron Guidry had lost. For one
afternoon, what promises to be a
nerveracking baseball season was just fine.
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Hampshire College:Aftereffectsofa drug raid
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

In all, two drug raids at Hampshire College the week of

March 25th resulted in 10 arrets and took only a few
hours, but the Shockwaves still reverberate and rrwny of

the school's 1,200 students predict the campus will never

be the same.
Keith E. Dubay Jr., 25, in his third Mmester at HarT^>

sNre, was relaxing in his Dakin House room the night of

the initiai raid, the largat one in Hampshire's iyear
history.

"Of course I was surprised and stunn^," he said.

"There were about eight cops. Tf>ey said to sit down and
proceeded to search."

Dubay was charged with possession of cocaine and
marijuana with intent to distribute and conspiracy to

distribute cocaine. He was one of se\^n Hampshirp
students arrested that night on charges ranging from
po^wssion of marihuana to the "manufacture of

marijuana" Two others were arrested on cocaine charges
later in the week. All have pleaded innocwit.

Police said the raid was part of a 2-month undercover
investigation of drug dealing in Hampshire County by the

Hampshire Franklin County District Attorney's officd, with

the aid of state and local police.

According to police, their investigation of cocaine
dealing led them to the campus and, while they were there,

they noticed marijuana plants hanging in several dormitory

windows. The marijuana arrets were made in conjunction

with the cocaine arrets, police said, but they were not part

of the undercover work

.

Dubay saKi he can already sense the side effects of the

raids.

"Thwe used to exst the feeling that it was sort of like a

protected sanctuary here, that we're not involved in the

outside world." he said. "That's all changed with the raids.

It's created kind of a paranoid situation."

Dean of Students Michael Ford says he is not as uf^et

about the police conducting undercover work as he is

about not being informed when they were going to come
on campus.

"I gue» if they really were inv»tigating serious crimes, I

wouldn't want to know," he said. "It would put me in a

strange position because of rny relationship with the

students. But I think at the point they were going to take

action, we were due some kind of explanation."

He said students were 'upset, traumatic, and incredibly

paranoid." in the days after tfw raids. Ford said he con-

^ders the nine students arrested "innocent until proven

guilty ' One non-student was also arreted.

District Attorney Thomas Simons, who has held the job

for three months, would not comment about other possible

investigations on area college campuses, but he said the

Hampshire raid was not part of a new policy. The private or

public institutions will be treated no differently than the

public at large, he said.

"We're going to follow the same policy that's always
be^i followed." Simons said, "And that is to enforce the

law equally"
Gerald O'Neil, Acting Director of the UMass Dept. of

Public Safety said although there is no undercover drug
investigation currently being conducted here, he couldn't

rule out the possibility of it never happening.

"It would depend on the merits of the case and tfie

conditions," he said. "If it was a big operation, I couldn't

say that it wouldn't happen here."

Ceacy Henderson, who said she does not use any drugs,

organized a benefit dance Thursday that raised $370 to

help pay legal fees the arrested students might incur. She
*said she got involved because she felt the students arrested

on marijuana charges weren't treated fairly.

"I think the reason students feel indignatiorf is that -

let's face h -• ^percent of the people in this valley get high

and these kids were busted for infinitesimal amounts," she
said,

David Hoffman. 19, arrested tor possession of marijuana

and hashish, called the marijuana arrests "pretty absurd "

"For a couple of days, if somebody would have a knock
on their mods (dorms), their hearts would jump a bit," he

said

According to Anderson, the major effect of the incident

was to shatter the t>eliefs of many students that living at

Hampshire College was different from living in the rest of

thecommunrty.

Over 4,000 pacifists

protest Trident sub

Ed Durkin, in the white jersey, decides that his brother Frank should take an

early spring dip in the Campus Pond, but he ends up in the water as well. (Staff

photo by Richard Newman.)

By LEEBURNETT
Collegian Staff

GROTON, Conn While over 12,000

political dignitaries, military brass and other

guests celebrated the launch of the nuclear

powered Trident submarine "Ohio," 4000

pacifists stood in a silent vigil outside the

Electric Boat Shipyard gates mourning

what one called "the bottom line of insani-

ty"
Officers arrested 229 people, including

about 40 from Western Mass., on disorder-

ly conduct charges for sitting in front of the

gates of the boatyard. Thirty-six of those

arrested refused to cooperate with booking

procedures and were jailfed; the rest were

told to appear in court in May.
The USS Ohio is the first of a new fleet

of misste launching submarines of un-

precedented range, accuracy, and poten-

cy. It is part of Trident-the Navy's plan for

updating the sea leg of the strategic US
nuclear triad which also includes land bas-

ed Intercontinental Ballistic Missies and

B-52 bombers. Each 560-foot Trident sub
will be equipped with 24 missites-each

carrying 17 maneuvering warheads.

The military designed Trident as a deter-

rent, but critics point to its precision and

explosive power as evidence of its first-

strike capability. They are quick to note

that one Trident submarine will be capable

of destroying 408 separate targets with a

nuclear blast five times that which leveled

Hiroshima.

"We are here outside those gates to say

to the world that this celebration is an utter

obscenity. We are here today to reclaim

sanity, to tell the world that outside EB

Weekend rally,workshop focus
South African liberation issue probed US policies based on

By NAT ZARTMAN
Collegian Staff

""The purpose of apartheid is to maintain

a subjugated, cheap labor force to protect

the South African State that promotes

investments by multinational coporations,"

said Carol Benglesdorf, a political science

professor at Hampshire College who
lectured yesterday at a Smith College

workshop on United States corporate

involvement in South Africa.

The workshop is part of the National

Week of Actions for the Liberation of

Southern Africa A speech by U.S. Sen.

Paul Tsongas, D Mass this past weekend
and workshops later this week are all

events m this week of actions,

Benglesdorf said "despite the small

concessions made by the South African

government in eliminating apartheid, the

government still puts restraints upon blacks

and other minorities to maintain cheap

labor,"

She presented facts showing how the

government maintains apartheid. For

example, whites own 87 percent of the land

while the other 13 percent of black -owned
land is the worst available: Blacks and

ethnic groups are kept in designated areas
and are not aiiowea to travel into the wnite

provinces unless they have work-visas.

Also: blacks are not allowed to vote and

It is against the law for Blacks to strike;

sixty to seventy percent of black children

are undernourished despite South African

whites having the second highest standard

of living in the world. iRhodesian whites

have the highest); and furthermore, the

TURN TU PAGt 9

By HANS SCHULZ
Collegian Staff

A speech by U.S. Senator Paul Tsongas

at the Amherst Town Common Saturday

concluded an afternoon of marching,

singing and chanting by a group of 250

hearty demonstrators who ignored the

wind and cold in a protest against racism.

In deference to the weather and the fact

that his arrival had been delayed, Tsongas

skipped his 45-minute prepared speech in

favor of a shorter one in which he claimed

that American foreign- policy in Africa is

dictated by a fear of the Soviet Union.

"What we do in Africa, we do because

we're afraid of the Soviets, and we always

end up doing the wrong thing," he told the

group gathered on the common.
Tsongas said universities and colleges

who maintain their financial investment in

(Electric Boat) gates this day, human cons-

cience is alive and well," Richard Proecher,

an ex employee told a pre vigil rally at

windswept Fort Griswold State Park

overlooking the EB yards and Th.imes

River.

"I bear witness today against the calami-

ty of the arms race as symbolized here in

the bottom line of insanity, the Trident sub-

marine and the awesome destruction it car-

ries," he said.

Under cloudy, windy skies, the anti-

nuclear protestors then quietly marched
down the hill to the boatyards, carrying

placards that read "More weapons, less

security," "God help us when it's used,"

and "please, not such big toys," The spirit

which prevailed was more reminiscent of

the 1950's "Ban the Bomb " movement
than the anti-war rallies of the sixties.

By 9:30 am. the protestors had clogged

the street next to the yard, and the vigil^

began. Sailors, boatyard employees and'

their families were already arriving for the

11 AM launch. Police made an avenue

through the silent protestors to allow the

guests to enter the boatyard gates.

Shortly before 10 a.m., without warning,

dozens of protestors quietly broke ranks,

locked arms five abreast, walked up to the

three separate gates and sat down As
police directed confused visitors toward the

main gate, the sitting demonstrators softly

sang "All we are asking. ..is give peace a

chance."
Within an hour, police had ordered school

busses through the crowd to the main gate

where most of the demonstrators were ar-

rested.

The crowd cheered when their friends were
driven off.

on Africa
fear— Tsongas
South Africa are lending "de facto sup-

port" to apartheid there. "The number one
issue for the academic community is

whether we are indeed supportive of

apartheid of not," he told the cheering

crowd.
The rally, and the march through the

UMass and Amherst College campuses and

downtown Amherst which preceded it,

capped a series of events that had been

planned locally since late February as part

of a nation wide commemoration of Martin

Luther King who was assassinated on April

4, 1968.
The focus of the demonstration was a

protest against the South African

government, and a demand for divestiture

of American business in that country.

T<5ongas caHed the group on the common
TURN TO PAGE 9
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DIGEST

Shown here is smoke billowing from the fires of
two or three reilroed cars which exploded after a
derailment in Crestview Fla yesterday. Five thou-
sand area residents were evacuated after the acci-

dent with the propane carrying train.

Blast rips derailed traits

CRESTVIEW. Ha \AP] Several explosions rii^^ed

through tank cars from a derailed tram yesterday, and
wind borne yellow fumes billowing from the site prompted
officials to order the evacuation of a quarter of Olialoosa
County. County sheriff's officers said they had no reports
of serious injuries

By 1 p m EST. 4,500 and 5.000 residents of the rural

area had been forced from their horrws. according to
county Civil Defense Director Tom Nichols That was
about four hours after the derailment at the east end of a
Louisville h Nashville Railroad trestle over Yellow River,

about three miles west of tf>€ Florida Panhandle town of
Crestview
The evacuation was originally prompted by the explosion

of a derailed tahk car containing propane gas and the
resulting fire that spewed thick yellow smoke About 18
cars in all were derailed.

Woman wins racism suit
HARTFORD [API A Superior Court jury Friday awarded
$5,000 to a West Hartford wonrtan who clairried the rental

policies of her landlord deprived her the benefits of having
black and Hispanic neighbors.

The court ordered Oscar Carnelh, landlord of Colonial

Village Apartments, to pay damages to Florence M. Maski,

who is white
In the trial that began Tuesday. Mrs Maskt said Carnelli

discouraged or prevented mmority p>ersons from renting

apartments in the 54 unit complex in vanous ways, in

eluding word of mouth advenising, waiting lists and in

formal interviewing. She did not allege that any inidivual

was denied an apartment because of race.

Trident sub readied for action

GROTON. Conn \AP\ As the trappings of celebration

were being removed from the newly christened Ohio,

workmen prepared to return today to the task of outfitting

the nation's first Trident missile submannefor duty.

Annie Glenn, wife of Sen John Glenn, D Ohio, confer

red the name Ohio on the world's largest and potentially

most destructive submarine with one swing of a bottle of

domestic champagne at the Electric Boat shipyard.

Indicative of the tight Trident construction schedule, First

Lady Rosalynn Carter also officiated at a keel laying

ceremony alongside the Ohio for the USS Georgia, the

fourth of seven Trident??, Electnc Boat has contracted to

build.

Meanwhile outside the vast shipyard, hidden from view

and not audible from the riverfront christening site, 230 of

the estimated 3,000 demonstrators were arrested when

they sat down in the way of some of the 20,000 spectators

arriving for the ceremony.

Congress to start nuke probe
WASHINGTON - Congress is beginning a series of ex

pensive and lengthy investigations into the causes of the

accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant m
Pennsylvania

A Senate nuclear regulation subcommittee will summon
all five members of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on
Tuesday to explain the origins of the worst incident in the

history of commercial nuclear energy

NRC faces greatest challenge;

winning back confidence
BvH JOSeFHEBERT
Associated F^ess

WASHfNGTON -Th% Nuclear Regulatory Commi^ion
faces what may be an even greater challenge than the
near disaster at Three Mile Island a fight for credibility

and public confidence.

Critics and supporters alike say the 5-y^r old agency is

going through the most crucial time in its history, with
investigations into the accident at the nuclear plant in

Pennsylvania expected to put the NRC on tnal.

"Congr^s is going to ask, 'Can we depend on these
people?' " said a prominent nuclear physicist, who is a
supporter of the NRC and a key number of its advisori

committee on reactor safety.

"Its a crucial time for them," he added, asking not to

be identified All five commission members are to appev
this week at a congressional hearing into the accident.

President Carter's special commission on the Three Mile

Island accident also will focus on NRC performance as it

examines "the nature and adequacy of the r«ponse . . by
all levels of governntent, " according to a White House
document.

Established in 1976, the NRC is charged with licensing
nuclear plants, regulating operation and acting when
violations occur. Its predecessor, the Atomic Energy
Commission, had an official role of promoting nuclear
power; the NRC does not

But the agency's critics claim tho NRC has maintained,
as one said, "a mystifying, obstinate enthusiasm. " for

nuclear power at the expense of protecting' the public.
Miiny key staffers as well as Chanman Joseph Hendrie are
former AEC officials and strong advocates of atomic
power, these cntics argue.

And although tf.e ugencys performance at Three Mile
Island has been i^raised, it also was marked by early

confusion and conflicting statements Furthermore, the
causes for the accident a broad range of human,
mechanical and design flaws opened questions about the
NRC's rionitonng procedures.

Henry Kendall, a professor of physics at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, said the agency
over the years has fought an attempt to lower radiation

standards, lobbied against lifting the ceiling on insurance

coverage m a nuclear accident, ana misrepresented the
public on the hazards of nuclear power plants."
NRC spokesman Frank Ingram strongly denies any of the

commissioners or key staff members compromise their
roles as regulators to promote nuclear power. None of the
commissioners or any key staff member was available for
interviews Ingram said they are "too busy" dealing with
the Three Mile Island situation and preparing for hearings.

Rep. Morris Udall, D Anz ,
who will conduct some of

the hearings and who has criticized the agency, says he
believes a number of recent decisions may indicate a
tougher NRC attitude toward the nuclear industry.

'

Udall's aides cite the NRC closing last nrx>nth of five
nuclear plants in the East to check for the potential for
earthquake damage and its earlier rejection of the so-called
Rasmussen Report, which for years had been a guide to
nuclear power plant safety.

New study says 21-25

tops in drunk driving
BOS TON \Associated Press\ Some 86 percent of those

arreted for drunk driving in Massachusetts are at or over
the state's new minimum drinking age of 20, a study by the
Massachusetts Commission of Probation reports.
Men and women in the 21 -to 25 age group had "the

highest frequency of drunk driving charges." the study
said, with that age group representing almost 26 percent of
the total sample.

About 14 percent of all persons arrested for drunk
driving were in the 15 to 19 age bracket, a "higher than
predicted frequency, " according to the commission's
report after a one-month study.

It was fatal accidents by drunk drives in that age group
which spurred recent passage of the new law to raise the
drinking age from 18 to 20.

Commissioner Joseph F. Foley said "86 percent of those
charged with drink driving in the February sample were 20
years of age or older, and 60 percent of these deiendants
were between 20 and 40.

'

He said the survey of drunken driving arrests between
last Feb. 5 and March 2 was undertaken to assess the
impact of the new law raising the legal drinking age to 20 at

2 a.m. April 16.

Foley sold another study will be* made for the com-
mission after the new law has been in effect for several
months.

BU profs back on the streets
BOSTON \ Associated Press\ - Boston University leactiers

vowed to go back to the picket lines today after they broke
off talks with trustees yesterday on a new contract.

The trustees announced it would file an unfair labor

practice complaint with the National Labor Relations Board
today on grounds the teachers refused "to bargain in good
faith "

The professors went on strike Thursday after the
trustees ot the large pnvate university asked tor

"clarification" of some points in a proposed contract after

It was ratified by the teachers
A spokesman for the union said teachers broke off the

talks yesterday.

"They sought a reopening of negotiations, not a
rlarification of the agreed upon contract." said Michael

McKeon, a union spokesman. "They're talking about a

whole new contract."

The American Association of University Professors

called the strike last week when the trustees refused to

accept a three- year' pact drawn up by negotiators for the

union and the university

The two sides met Saturday and yesterday to discuss

their differences.

"We have done everything within our power to bring this

totally unnecessary strike to end, " trustee spokesman
Robert C. Bergenheim said after the talks broke ott. "After
two days, it continues to be evident that the only issues
that remain concern matters of clarification and are few in

number "
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Timothy Kailmerton firtds time between classes to enjoy a triple scooper.
(Staff photo by Nancy J. Rossman)

Two Orchard Hill groups
in conflict over safety
By SALLY MORGAN
Collegian Staff

Two Orchard Hilf Residential Area based
"walk up" services from the main library

are in conflict about the purpose of such a
service and leaders of the two groups say
they do not plan to combine the services.

One service, sponsored by the Orchard
Hill Women's Center sends two women at

10 p.m. and 11 p.m. on weeknights to
escort women from the library to the Cen-

. tral and Orchard Hill Residential Areas. The
other service, the Community Assistance
Project, started by Andrew Hession, leaves
the library at 9:30 and midnight.

Both groups meet in the library lobby
ijear the circulation desk. Women escorts
wear red armbands to identify themselves
while people using the service started by
Hession, an Orchard Hill Assistant, meet by
a sign and verbally identify themselves

Maureen Geraghty, speaking for the
women's center said her group decided to

exclude men from the service because they
feel that it is safer for women.

"It's reinforces the myth that "men should
protect women," Geraghty said. "At other

campuses the escorts have been known to

rape the women and sometimes it becomes
a sort of dating service," Geraghty said.

Hession says there is a difference bet

ween the two groups.
"They emphasize safety while I em

phasize community involverrient.' Hession
said "It just happens to be safer to walk up
the hill in a group."
The chances of someone being attacked

Hession says, are greatly reduced if that
person is with a group. Currently,
Hession's service is organized so someone
will be at the library to walk with the group,
but he hopes this will not be necessary in

-the future.

"I object because I don't think they're
taking the whole issue of rape and violence
seriously, ' said Geraghty. "It's in

conceivable to me to put community in

volvement ahead of violence and womens'
safety."

"It's not just a women's problem." Hes
sion said "It affects me because my friends
are women. If it affects them, then it af

fects me."

Geraghty said she sees no possible way
to integrate the services due to what she
termed "conflicting goals." It is up to in

dividual women to decide which service
they want to use, she said.

"If he (Hession) wants to work on
educating men in the community about
issues concerning violence against women,
we'll be more than happy to work with
him," Geraghty said. "There is a men's
center in this residential area that is prac
tically defunct. So I'm having problems
believing he is interested in actively working
to address the reality of sexism," she said,

S.G.A. Attorney General
position is vacant

If interested

come to 420 Student Union
for an application

or call 545-0341

Budget head: Allocating
'Can be a bitch of a ii

By STEPHEN KLEIN
Cotlegian Staff

Every year a budget committee convwes
to determine the outcortM of the entire

allotment of student monies. This year it is

dealing with $1.4 million, and as in the past
three years, requests far outweigh existing

revenues, according to Jay Millender,

Chariman of the Undergraduate Student
Senate budget committee said.

My primary objective is to stay alive." In

my past few years as the head of this

committee, my car windshield has been
smashed, and my life has been threatened
several times," Millender said. "It's a real

bitch of a job."

This year at least 60 Recognized Student
Organizations must present their reasons
for being funded by the committee.
Everyone who comes in is unhappy when

they leave, ' Millender said.

'Our primary directive is to first provide
the necessities of life here at UMass, ' he
said. 'We need a campus nevyspaper, a
radio station, the bus system, a credit

union, as well as a student government and
so on; I feel confident that 99 9 percent of

the student population would agree."
The committee is a closed committee

nominated by the Undergraduate Student
Senate. It consists of 13 members, in-

cluding 10 senators. Although the com-
mittee s role is primarily to serve in an
advisory position to the senate, in reality it

IS the body making the decisions.

'In the past couple of years the senate
has voted their apprpval to 90 percent of
our recommendations; the rest serves as a

rough outline of what the senate should
do," Millender said.

The broad rationale underlying the

budgets' committee actions are, at least for

projection purposes, "to provide the same
services as last year," Millender said.

Millender said the budget committee is in

a precarious position to start with.

'"The money we are dealing with is based
solely on the Student Activities Tax Fund

for the upcoming year, yet we must rely on
the administrations projection 'igur^
which in the past have been incorrect."

To compound the problem a very
definite increase in the tax is needed; to
maintain the present level of services. The
b^t estimates I have would call for an
increase of $12. $3 of which have already
have been appropriated by the ^nate for

the Union Program Council, " Millender
said.

According to Senate Speaker David
Barenberg, the leadership of the senate wiH
stand together in support of the tax hike.

This is important, Barenberg said,
because the issue will be going out to a
referendum and it is important the students
be educated to the need for the proposed
increase.

"The students must be educated as to

the necessity of the increa^ to maintain
these services already enjoyed, ' said

Barenberg. "If at worst, the increase does
not pass the referendum, the senate could
always pass a slightly lower increase

"

This combination of criteria along with
separate rationales presented by the
organizations, determines who gets what,
Millender said.

There is a conservative taction on the
committee that feels after the necessities
are taken care of, our responsibilities stop
there,' Millender said"I feel we are at a
university and part of the definition of a
university is a broadly based array of
cultural programs to offer the students.

He said a major concern of the com-
mittee is to avoid another sizable cut -- last

year a cut of 27 percent was felt and a
similar sized reduction would rrK>st

definitely be felt by student groups this fall.

"If a cut is needed, " Millender said, "I

will recomnwnd we cut entire organizations
as opposed to any across the board cuts
thereby whittling down the percentage
deficit."

Newspaper, Third World
to issue communique
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

The Amherst College student newspaper
and members of the school's third world
community are still attempting to settle

semester long conflicts in a "cooperative"
manner. They expect to issue a so-called

joint communique to the community-at-
large by the end of next week, six weeks
after it was proposed.

But spokespersons from both the
Amherst Student and the Third World
Coalition are admitting the communique,
which will clarify their respective positions

on the status of third world news in the"
student paper, will not settle their disputes.

'But, hopefully it will clear up any mis
information and create an atmosphere
more conducive to a settlement," said

John Fletcher, a third world student who is

writing the communique with KurtXarsten,
a member of the Srt/c/er7f staff

.

According to Fletcher and Karsten the
communique has taken so long to whte
because of midterm exams and a week long

spnng break.

Third world students have been insisting

on an autonomous page in the twice-

weekly Student and a third world editor

selected by themselves, since the begin-

ning of this semester.
Their demands were prompted by c

Student "humour" column which made
inflammatory remarks about an hispanic

organization and a deceased Black student
leader. The article was the culmination of

years of irresponsible third world
representation in the Student, according to

one Hispanic student.

The Student instead, of separate pages,
suggested a third world editor elected by
the staff after consultation v\ith third world
students. This editor would be responsible

for incorporating third world articles in the

paper as a whole, rather then segregating

them on a separate page, editor Richard
Read said aj the time.

Negotiations between the Student and
third world students were quickly
established and just as quickly disin-

tegrated into a deadlock. Members of the
newly formed Third World Coalition,

composed of one Hispanic and two Black
student organizations, threatened to oc-
cupy the Student ofiices.

But at the urging of Amherst President
John W. Ward both sides decided to issue
the communique in an effort to clear up
community misconceptions.

After the communique is finished they .

hope to set up a panel comprised of

representatives from the Student and the
third world community who will work out
the conflicts, but no one seems sure of the
panel's make-up or authority.

In the meantime the Student has beefed
up its coverage of third world events and is

hoping to let the issue ride, according to

one staff member.
But Fletcher said last night "the Student

is not as irresponsible as it has been in the
past but that can't be guaranteed forever."'

Fletcher said he thinks the conflict will be
decided in favor of the third world com-
munity. And if it is not, Fletcher said third

world students will be forced into "taking

action" -- though he woulon"t say what
kind.

Read, Student editor, said the Student \s

"giving it (third world coverage) as good a
shot as we can. We would appreciate more
help." Read has said the third world
demands have raised the consciousness of
the Student and, with the help of a third

world editor, the Student should become
even more aware of third world needs.

Karsten, from the Student staff, said he
hopes the panel will settle the conflicts in a
way which everyones best interests will be
served.

Student found dead in dorm
Police yesterday said a 40 year-old

UMass student was found dead of natural

causes in his dormitory room Saturday
night.

Norman S. Nordstrom, an
undergraduate student, was found dead in

Prince House by another resident who had
gone into the room to check on Nordstrom
at 11 p.m. Saturday. Nordstrom, an english

major, had suffered from Muscular
Distrophy for over 20 years, Arthur Clifford

of the News Bureau said.

Police also reported a fire, Friday in a car

belonging to a Coolidge Tower head of

residence. Fire department officials said

they feel the fire was not set.

Five persons were taken into protective
custody a non-arrest violation- by UMass
police this weekend, Sgt. Donald J. Zidik

yesterday said.

Police also said an accident was reported
yesterday morning involving an Amherst
Towing truck and a parked car. Zidik said a
car which was being towed slammed into a
parked car, resulting in $650 damage.

- Carol Rosenberg
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Make or break for Padula
By JAMES CARTEfi
CoMegian Staff

After years of practice, hard work, play
ing in srrH>ky clubs and hastily assembled
coffeehouses. Bob Padula will take the

stage tonight at 9 in the Student Union
Ballroom with the State House Band for a

decision that could affect the rest of his life.

"Now is the time when I have to decide if

i will make music my career," said Padula. a

senior political science maior from Franklin,

Mass

"
1 he performance will be like an audition

for me because a lot of people will hear
me," he said. "It's being recorded so I can
listen to myself objectively and judge if the
audience has a favorable reaction

"

Padula, a songwriter and singer who
plays the guitar arKi harmonica, is the

featured c>erformer tonight at Folk Night,

sponsored by the Campus Center Program
Council. The free program, starts at 8 p.m.
and Padula will perform from 9 10:30 p.m.

"It's hard to describe my style of music."
he said, "The term 'Folk Night' may be
misleading because we're going to put
Sonne electricity into it

"

Padula, resident of John Quincy Adanw
Tower has played in area clubs including

the Rusty Nail and the Rusty Scupper and

has performed in a number of coffeehouses
this year.

"If the audience really likes the music,"
he said, "then I'll take the tapes of the con
cert to local record companies and ask if

they want to take a chance on me," Padula
said.

Padula said he began performing at
school dances with rock bar>ds when he
was in the sixth or seventh grade

"Local bands couldn't find any singers wj
they grabbed me because my older brother
was in a successful rock band," Padula
recalled "I don't think my voice had even
changed yet."

Padula gave up singing after a while
because he "got sick of singing 'Jumpir>g
Jack Flash' and 'Honkey Tonk Woman'
every night. I liked some aspects of it but it

dragged on because I didn't see any
creative aspect to it.

" he said.

Later, Padula began performing with
guitarist Dave LeBlanc, a current member
of the State House Band. Padula said he
learned much about music and began play
ing the guitar when he was a freshman in

college. The next step was writing his own
music and lyrics.

"I got sick of playing other people'^s

music," he said "I had to create my own or

I would have given it up." he said.

Monday, AprW 9. 1979

(Left to right) fy^atthew Roehrig as Petruchio, Sheryl Stoodley as Kate and
Jonathan Landy as Hortensio will appear in the Unviversity Ensemble Theatre
production of Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew. The play will run April 10-13
at 8 p.m. in the Curtain Theatre of the UMass Fine Arts Center. Reservations
can be made by calling 545-3511.

Sweet Honey in the Rock, a Washington D.C. based
spiritual singing group, is shown here performing in

the Fine Arts Center Auditorium Saturday night. The

group takes its name from an old black spiritual

about a land so rich, honey flows from the rocks.
(Staff photo by Peter Jones)

Informal series popular
By BEVtRL Y GARTIN
Collegian Staff

Last Thursday night a capacity audience made up
primarily of undergraduate students gathered in a cozy
lounge in Wheeler Hall where they gave time, energy,
courtesy, and enthusiastic applause to an unusual kind of
artistic presentation. The sipped wine and nibbled checbe
and crackers as they listened attentively to a program of
original poetry and prose by former*Wheelter Dormitory
Head of Residence Steve Bauer, and music by the Universi
ty of Masschusetts Flute Choir und^r the direction of Pro
fessor Joanne T,anner,

The program was part of the Residential Arts Series,
which is CO sponsored by participating residential areas
and the UMass Special Programs in the Arts. The series
was organized to bring a wide variety of arts experiences
into students' living areas.

In this informal setting, the poet-author and the musi
cians were, also a part of the audience. It was heartening
that the performers made such a special effort to share
their art with others in a less than glamorous arena. The
poet, who had driven over 100 miles to make his ap
pearance, spoke in a very warm and personal way, sharing
and feeling with his audience as he sat on a table top, vir-

tually rubbing elbows with the nearest listner.

The atmosphere was informal, but the quality of the
material and of the presentations were high. Part of Steve
Bauer's reading was from his soon to be published novel,
not at all trivial reading; and the flute choir's two most well
received selections were by Hovhaness and Bach.

Around campus
BR bus service extended
Starting today, the UMass Transit Service will add two

extra weekday runs to its Belchertown Center route.

The bus will leave the Graduate Research Center at 12
noon and 7:15 p.m. and make return tnps from the
Belchertown State School at 12:30 p.m and 7:45 p.m.

Both runs are temporary and will be in addition to the ex
isting schedule- They will operate only until Wednesday,
May 23.

Passover meals available
Special Passover meals will be available throughout the

eight day holiday at the Kosher Kitchen in the Hampden
Dining Commons, Southwest Residential Area.

Three meals a day will be served, beginning with dinner

this Wednesday and concluding with dinner, Thursday

April 19. Seders, sponsored by Hillel, will be held this

Wednesday and Thursday, starting at 5:15 p.m.

Tomorrow is the last day to pick up Kosher for Passover

meal tickets at the Food Service Office in Worcester Dining

Commons. All students, whether or riot on a meal plan,

may sign up for the meals on a per-meal basis.

StucIent PhoNorhoN
CaLIers

With StucIent PhoNOThoN '79 half over, here are the

standings as of 3/29:

Correction
In Friday's Collegian, the names under the Page

2 photos identifying Thomas Oliphant and H.D.S
Greenway were inadvertently switched.

Weather
BOSTON \AP\ The calendar may say spring, but the Na
tional Weather Service forecast wintry weather for

Massachusetts Monday, posting a travelers advisory for

the morning commuter rush.

The forecasters said a mixture of snow, sleet, freezing
ram and ram would spread across the state overnight Sun-
day, with an accumulatiori of wet snow likely over much of
the state Monday morninq'. •

The weather service said the precipitation would change
to all ram along the coast Monday, and cleanng weather
would arrive Monday night.

Top 9 Groups
Band
Chorale
Collegian

Crabtree
Dance
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Honors
John Adams
Ski Club

Top 30 Callers

Tammy Arafe

Ellen Band
Mary Ellen Bradford
Ellen Brooks
Lee Burnett

Margot Callahan

Kim Dawkins
Paul DeLorey
Mark Drozdowski
Susan Fisher

Andy Fransman
Gary Gosh
Pierre Guay
Paul Gustowski
Kristin Howard

Doug Koziol

D. LaFramboise
Beth Larsen
Adah Levens
Leah Levens
Deanna Martin

llaina Meisler

Charles Pozner
Mimi Rome
Steven Rosenberg
Scott Sherman
Deborah Sohigian
Debbie Stewart
Wendy Tiner

Lisa Weiner

At the end of Phonothon, prizes (dinners, alumni

chairs) will be given to the highest callers, groups

and recruiters. There is still time to come and raise

your total — Phonothon has been extended thru

April 19, 6-10 p.m.. Memorial Hall. See you there!!
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Letters to the Editor
April 16th not the

end of the world

To the Editor
Think of the nights you've spent drink-

thg tn a bar or m your dorm Can you
count them^ Was it a tot more time than

you thought^ What could you do with ASf

that time, energy, and money [drinking

bi/ts mount up\ going into getting a good
bull? Maybe there is a more construct!^

way to spend your leisure time For exam-
ple, the Five College system has a long

list of performances and events which
may strike your interest or help develop
new ortes Such interests may have a
loriger lasting value to you than coUege
memories of a large number of in-

distinguishable "wasted" nights, or on
campus, bands could perform for the

under 20 crowd on a regular basis Think

of att»rrative$ wfueh vwuld suit your
preferences best.

Oon 't be pessimistic towards the rising

drinking age because of its short run

restrictions. In the long run, it can en-

courage a diversification in your social en-

periences and hobbies. It's up to you.

Ar}d wfien you become of age again,

you'h have more options open to you
when you want to have a good time.

Nancy Cattalli

Orchard Hill

"Live" head
unhappy with "Dead"

To tha Editor:

As I understand it. Jack Albeck is set-

18 Main St.

LIQUORS ^^^
253-5441

We've got
SELECTION

We've got it

COLD

We've got it

NOW

MILLER

12 oz. bottles NR

$7.20 case

Monday thru

Thursday special

Beat the high price of

PRECISION
HAIRCUTS

For His and Her

Includes:

FIRST—a professional consulta-

tion

SECOND—a precision style cut
selected individually just for you

THIRD—our stylists will show
you how to take care of your hair

Style Hair Cuts $5.50
|

With Shampoo &
Blow Dry

limited to new customers |

long hair slightly more
j

$8.00 I

STYLES DY DEDORAH
65 University Dr.

Amherst, Moss.

Tel. 549-5610

ting up some bands for this year's spring

concert which are supposed to reflect the

diverse corrmwnities wf^ch exist here at

tfie university Okay, so we get a Tturd

World act and one tttat reflects the

woman's community. But what com-

munity is being represented by a band like

the Grateful Dead, "dead" heads? I'm

afraid I don't see tfte point.

Albeck and his committee are missing

something that is so bloody obvious it's

ridiculous. Tfiey are forgetting one seg-

ment of the university community which
fjas been missed for some time "live"

heads. That's right, those of us who want
to be rock and rolled without having to

gormandize various hallucinogens just to

get into it.
" We 'live" heads have every

right to be entertained by a good rockin'

band before we are put to steep by a

bunch of overaged cult figures who are

tooking for the Haight Ashbury of the

'dO's. Wftat^s the solution then?

WeH ^ the spring concert staff ftasn't

been living in a vacuum for the past cou
pie of years, they may fiave noticed a ma
/or upsurge in the state of rock music
recently. This new wave of music lias left

"punk" behind and has left quite a bit of

palatable new music for which we "live"

heads can sink our teeth into. I realize

that tffe Grateful Dead have already been
signed, so what I am asking is for Albeck
to stop gloating over his victory signing

and start looking into signing a good rock

and roll band that we can get excited

about. Remember, Jack, morbidity is for

funerals not spring concerts.

O.K.

Collegian 7

Dr. Virginia Harper D.C.
and

Dr. Howard T. Ewert D.C.

Announce the Opening of

The Amherst
Chiropractic

Center
190 University Dr. at Rte 9
Amherst, Mass. 256-6700

by u|>polntnient ^

J

SPECTRUM LIVES!

Spectrum is

organizing for a
new issue

New members
welcome

Meeting Monday,
April 9, 6:30 p.m.,
CC 104

Spectrum is the
Literary-Fine Arts
magazine of the
Univ. of Mass.

We Still

have King

to kick

around
This is the last time I'll kick Ed King

around.

Well, maytae not the last time, but
although King is like Nixon in many ways, it

doesn't seem likelv 'hat he will remain in

executive office as long as Nixon did In

fact, at this point it looks like he should

start sending out resumes.

When King fired all 40 nnembers of the

Commission on the Status of Women, he

did them what he couldn't do to Massport.

That is, to rerrK)ve from office anybody that

doesn't toe his neanderthal line.

King backed down from his plan to pKJt

Massport under his thumb when he realized

that the legislature remembered his

arguments as Massport director that

Massport must be a semi-autonomous
entity to function smoothly.

So. frustrated by his failure to control
Massport, he took out his aggressions on
the Commission on the Status of Women.
At the press conference to denounce that

action. State Rep. Barney Frank, D-
Boston, said that King "in his ludicrous

three months" has been ridiculed by ar-

ticles in Time. Newsweek, and the
Washington Post, and "in three or four

months, he'll be on the cover of the
National Lampoon.

"

If the organizer of Saturday's march and
rally against apartheid wanted to increase

their ranks when they marched into South-

west with its 5000 plus population, they

should have hod King at the rally instead of

Tsongas. As it was, all they found in

Southwest was a lot of apathy, some
curiosity, a few people waving in support,

somebody in Kennedy shouting "go home
pinkos," and no noticeable increase in the

number of marchers.

Besides raising the drinking age and
cutting the UMass budget, he has

demonstrated sexism in treatment of ths

Commission on the Status of Women, sees

welfare recipients and the elderly as

"niggers" as state Rep. Mel King, D-

Boston, put it. From his actions so far, it

would follow that his next meathead act

might be some blatant display of racism.

King wouldn't be welcome at an ami
apartheid rally, but he is a negative rallying

point, a common enemy for the young, the

old, the poor, teachers, students, and anti-

nuclear people.

When the Student Coalition Against

Nukes Nationwide arrived at the State

House last Wednesday chanting "we want

King," it looked like they wanted to take

him out and flog him. The're was quite a

little fracas with SCANN storming the gate,

the capitol police pushing them away,

people jumping over the fence and being

chased by the cops.

He didn't come here because he was
afraid of being pied. Pretty soon he'll need
more than the State police to accompany
him. He'll need the Secret Service and the

National Guard
And who should weJslame Ed King on?

Mike Dukakis. The Duke sat aloof and
smug in office and ran a token campaign
for re election as governor. He assumed
that the people of the Commonwealth, in

their wisdom, would never give the boot to

such an honorable man as himself.

He couldn't imagine that rviassachusetts,

"the one and only," the "don't blame me
I'm from Massachusetts' state would elect

to gpvernor in 1978 the same person they

voted against in the 1972 presidential

election, when Massachusetts voted for

George McGovern.
Jim Paulin is a Collegian columnist.

Need more than a paid teddy bear
By BROOK STATES

This is to alert the university com-
munity at large, but particularly those of us

who live in the residence hall system, to an
experimental program called clustering.

This program is currently going on in the

Orchard Hill Central residential area as an
experimental program. Basically what it

involves is the elimination of the Head of

Residence position in each dorm, and the

clustering of two or three dorms together

as an administrative unit. There is a full

time Cluster Coordinator and a part time

Assistant Cluster Coordinator instead of

two or three full time head of residences.

The Resldenti!»l Assistant's role is changed
and they become Community Resource

Assistants. The savings in pay go into

increased CRA salaries.

There are several important rationales

put forward for this program which deserve

close scrutiny. One is that "in loco

narentis" as represented by the HR would
be eliminated, thus giving students the
opportunity to manage themselves. Miung

with this is the creation of a much more
managerial approach to running the

residence halls. This is shown by com-
paring the HR, CC and ACC positions

under the same job description heading;

supervision exercised: "Exercise close and

supportive supervision over part-time

undergraduate residence hall staff." (HR)

"Supervises and is responsible for the in-

service training r' one O' m'^re assistants

and part time stu jnt para professionals."

"May supervise pairt time staff in ad

ministrative matters with Cluster Coor

dinator in developing training programs for

student staff." (CC and ACC) respectively.

The problem is that these do not hold up

very well as rationales. There are also some
major problems with the system. For in-

stance Butterfield dorm works on a

cooperative system and has a large number
of student run programs including a kit-

chen. Without the full time person to

provide continuity and to have time to helo

work on these things they would probably

not last. In addition the limitetl nature of

the CC and ACC often means that they

would not be available when problems arise

o* people need help. The HR can, by the

ve'v nature of the role, provide much more

support to people. In the CC ahd ACC job

descriptions there is not even a mention of

individual personal contact with staff.

"In loco parentis" is an absurd thing to

advancq as an actual function for a Head of

Residence. If that is tried the I iR would not

last long. Students can do anything in a

dorm that they could anywhere else they

lived. In Butterfield as in many places the

HR has been looked on as someone to talk

to or to help run programs or to help handle

situations as they arise, not as a paid teddy
bear. If, as it is claimed, "in loco parentis"

encourages infantile behavior. Southwest
must have a lot of aspiring parents among
its HRs.

While RAs certainly deserve pay in-

creases and other problems that

professional staff have complained about

are important; I do not think the solution is

to cut yet another student asset. Between
1971-1975 the administration's share of

monies went from 8 9 percent to 16

percent. Perhaps one or two less

bureaucrats would make up the difference. *

In Butterfield we had discussions and
meetings among ourselves and with people

in the cluster system. We voted 110-to-2

not to go with it and are trying to impress

that fact on the administration. I urge all

students who are in clustered dorms to

think about how they work and all other

students to think about the broader im-

plications this type of approach has on the

way we survive at UMass.

Letters to the Editor
'Let's use it'

To the Editor
Last Sunday the library was kind enough

to give me a spot for a sign in the lobby,

where Orchard Hill and Central students

could meet to walk up the hill together.

This was done with the support of the

Library Public Services, UMass Police

and the Cluster Coordinator of

Webster/ Dickinson. The project is called

CAP [Community Assistance Projectl

Our goals are to promote a sense of com-
munity in the Orchard Hill and Central

areas: and to promote the safety of

students at night.

This meeting place is for everyone -

let's use it.

AndrowE. Hession

Death penalty

sets an example
To the Editor:

Joe Quinlan, in his column on Feburary

6, lumps those in favor of capital punish

ment, as being part of an "eye-for eye

mentality." This implies revenge and

cruelty.

Personally, I am not in favor of capital

punishment for murder, although I am in

favor of it for certain cases of

premeditated first degree murder. This is

an important distinction. Most murders

are committed out of emotional out

bursts. These persons should be im

prisoned to give themselves time to think

about their lack of control, and protect

society from further rages.

But there is another type of murderer

who is not characterized by temporary

emotional outbursts. Mcst common
among these is the armed re bber, who in

stead of taking an unloided revolver,

takes a loaded one. You see, he knows he

might use it, otherwise he would not load

it. He considers money more important

than life.

Another person Ouinlan would call

human, chiefly because of human form,

but animal tendencies, is the "hit man,
"

and the equally evil persons who hires

him. These persons in their greed, have a

cruel, reckless disregard for human life.

Another fine example of a "human" is

the terrorist who considers his cause

more important than the two hundred in

nocent lives on the jumbo jet he is about

to explode. Other humans include the

"politician killer, " "cop killer. " "wealthy

uncle killer.
" and "competition killer.

"

Why do / want these murderers

murdered? Is it revenge or cruelty? No. I

want them dead because they set a

societal example that vicious crime in

deed does pay. A premeditated murderer

tells society, "Chances are you won't get

caught, and if you do, no sweat! You'll be

out in seven years.
"

If the penalty for exterminating a

gangland rival was a sharp slap on the

hand, or a five dollar fine. I would predict

gangland murders would increase.

Likewise it would be easier to snuff a cop

trying to stop a bank robbery, than try to

run from him. if the penalty was a stern

warning. The death penalty would pro

vide a good reason to at least consider the

pros and cons of "greed murder.
"

Putting John Evans III to death won't

deter a single murder, as Quinlan implies.

But this IS because Evans would be the

exception rather than the rule.

Peter Goonan

• (•
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12-18 LBS LB

I

SHANKLESS

HALF

1.59

!1.89

Bun
HALF

CENTER
CUT

SLICES

LBX199

»2.29

VWTM COUPON 4 $? 50 PURCHASE TR MORE 40 %
^ EXCLUDING CICAREHES

LIGHT. DARK BROWN
CONFECTIONARY ^ ^. ^
DOMINO 1 AC
SUGAR

r

LB BOX

VAIO THRU APWL 14

LIMIT ONE AT LUUIS ^UODS

V^ITH C0U«»ON & $^ 50 PURCHASE OR MORE 44 %
'XCLUWNG GIGAHE TIES

BETTY CROCKER FUDGE

BROWNIE

MIX IVliU79
C

mEOA WHOLE OR HALF

BONELESS HAMS
GLENN SHAW NATIVE

FRESH TURKEYS
ALL
SIZES

!2.29

LOSLB

EASTER

POLISH

KIELBASA

r
VAUO THRU AMM. 14

LIMIT UNI A! Mil IIS riHlOS

wrrH COUPON A s bu ;'u»ch»'si m Mom
ExciuoiNf. dUAHnris

NABISCO

FIG

NEWTONS 16 OZ69
IVALID THRU APML 14

\ LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOOD* #

$
ESSEM LB

JANIKS

HILLSHIRE

FARMS

1.89

1.89

r WITH COUPON \ $ Sll .^U'^CHAJf CW Mt'^E

EXCLLOING niGArnit!.
20

CORONET OR SWEET UFE

PAPER

TOWELS
JUHBO
ROU 39

VALID THRU APML 14 I

\ LIMH OHf AT LOUIS FOODS /

""iTH COUPON & $7 30 PURCHASE OR MORE
^^ \

EXCIUOIHG CIGARETTESr
SCOURING

PADS 10 CT29
J,

VALID THRU APRIL 14

^ LIMT OME AT LOWS FOODS #
W»,)..,.. IWKf

SWEET PEAS

FROZEN FOOD & DAIRY

BREYERS

ALL NATURAL

ICECREAM

SAVE 60-
,^ ^^

MMUTE MAN) 6 OZ

ORANGE JUICE

n.89
2/89'

SHREDDED MOZZAREUA

PRODUCE

CRBP FRESH

ICEBERG LETTUCE

2 LARGE QQ
HEADS ^%f

8 0Z 79
MRS FILBERTS

MARGARINE OTRSLB

RICH'S

COFFEE RICH le oz

55

3/89

FRESH CUT

WATERMELON lb

I

FRESH

SCALLIONS PKG OF 2

LARGE CAUFORMA PA
CELERY BCH DJf

19*

45*

SWEfTllFI

POIftfOfS

CUT GRSN « WAX BEANS

J,,,,; B1.K SUCH) BEETS. WHOLE WHTTE POTATOES

>i SWEETLIFE

VEGETABLES

SWEET LIFE

4i5y2 0z^ I
CANS X

PURE VEGETABLE AA£
WESSON OIL 24 OZ 99
HILLS BROS ^tm g%g^

COFFEE LB CAN ^1.89
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMIT OUANTTTIS

n^^\[^vnql

ExquBite Ratware

Dinner
' 33"

ftOO
».,. ..It

N. PLEASANT ST., AMHF.KST. Mass

if South Africa
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

government says there is no reason to

educate Blacks for more than medial jobs.

Benglesdorf crittcizmJ the view that

furthering industrialization will evenutally

eliminate apartheid and promote rrtore

ktcome for blacks.

"One half of all the apartheid laws we^
^ssed in the 1960s and 1970's, " she said.

"This was when corporations invested

heavily in South Africa. Idustrialization

goes along with Apartheid."
bhe also said "divestment in South

Africa is not only an option but ateo a moral
duty." She feels Americans and some
corporations are realizing the inequalities in

South Africa, and attributed this to bad

press the South African government has
received and the political campaign in

America surroundina South Africa.

Benglesdorf also commented on the
recent discovery that the South African

governnr>ent has a slush fund of $74 miHion,

to be used to sway American interests.

"There is some evidence of the slush
fund being used in an anti-abortion
carnpagin against Serutor Dick Clark from
Iowa." she said. Clark, an abortion- rights
proponent, was on the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee and was strongly
agairtst the policies in South Africa. He was
defeated in his bid for re-election last

November.

* Tsongas
CONT FROM PAGE 1

the most organized of its kind that fM h^
seen.
The rally featured other sp^kers ^vtio

cov^ed a wide range of racial issues.

The crowd favorite, apparently, was
Queen Mother Moore, an 80-year old civil

rights activist from New York City who said

she was "overwhelmed" by the response
of the demonstrators.

Standing on a platform, with a banner
proclaiming "Ain't No Stoppm Us Now"
forming the bKkdrop, Moore told the

group, consisting mainly of students, "you
have no leadership, so ^u have to take
matters into your own h«nd«."

The march to the Town Common began
from New Africa House at UMass with
^out 150 people, including Rep James G.
Collins, D Amherst, and 15 students from
Dartmouth College where elates were
cancelled earlier this year because of racial

and sexual issues. A large group of mar-
shalls wearing black armtjands kept the
singing and chanting marchers organized
as they strode down Massachusetts Ave.,
through the Southwest Residential Area,
along N. Pleasant Street and around the
Amherst College campus.
As snow occasionally blew overhead,

sonr^ onlookers joined the march along the
route.

Carmichael urges

student-led revolt
By DEBRA ROTH SANTA
Collegian Staff

Hie need for studwits to be sociaHy reponsible and lead a
re^ution against America's capitalist society was urged
by civil rights leader StoKley Carmichael in a dynamic
speech at Amherst College last night

Carmichael, co author of tfie book Black Power, an
nounced that he had changed the requested tc^tc on the
struggles against neo colonialism to "the role of student s

in society " About 300 people, a majority of them whites,

listened to the black leader and interrupted him frequently
with applatjsa.

"Students have a responsibility to alleviate suffering,"

Carmichael said, "it will not be waged unless there is a
revolution of the United Stat^is government."

Carmichael called the capitalist ideology and said

capitalism ts oppressive to the masses. He said students
must learn to understand the workings of politics so they
will accept it or reject it consciously, rather than un
consciously.

"Capitalism seeks to confuse you," he said, "because
the people make history best when they conr^e together as
one"
"An example is Iran," he shouted, raising his hand,

"When the p>eople get together, no force on earth can stop
them."

"Everytime you hear of a great event," he said, "it is

hooked up to the name of an individual Students think

that since they're not a great man or a great woman they

can't make history.

"When students think of the American Revolution they

think George Washington You don't belive me? Who freed

the slaves.?"

"Capitalism is so vicious" he said, "that it will convince

you to learn history, but not make history."

Carmichael said in a capitalist system people are taught

"a one sided view of history" and are encouraged to be

competitive so they won't be able to organize to change
things.

"You are everywhere urged to be competitive," he said.

"In fact, if you graduate a university and are not com
petitive you are abnormal"
He spoke about the oppression of blacks which he said is

caused by capitalists who control and limit education.

"Our people are oppressed," he said, "because they suf

fer a lack of knowledge Carmichael said if black students

cannot see the suffering of their people in other countries,

they "can at least see it in Amherst."
"The secret then," he said, "is constant political educa

tion

"If the student doesn't work for humanity," he said,

"The student has missed the complete essence of life."
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GRAND OPENING
Bill's Arco Service Center
260 College St., Amherst

HAS IfIN AWAROfO A

LIFETIMI
GUARANTEE

MUFFLERS &
TAILPIPES

OCALfeSHIP

Grand Opening Special
20% OFF

Mufflers 9k. Tailpipes
(oTfer good thru April 14thl

W* ALWAYS hov* th« right •xhaust syttam

in itock fer IMMEDIATE installation.

talaphen* ^uetaliont chaartuMy fivan.

qu„. li«(ond tup*'>0' p»-tormo'.'»t'0'" ""« 1 .t»l.m» 0«0.0"'»«<1 rnoHl*'

andlo<lp>p« o 'u»> '•«'«'0'>' foot.n^ h»a.|- '"••ol 'h„kn»»\ »ip».i .n«>ol

lalion ond IJUO»on<»»d »o'.»toti.o" fl.v* ,ou 'OP flooi.'r o> o bud9»' P'.<»

Com* .1 ond b* con-iocrd oM .-»ialio<o»-« a-r a"n'oni«»d ." -i.imfl

253-3200
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'Most American Cars 5
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Senator Paul Tsongas, (D-Mass) speaks to a crowd
of demonstraters at a rally neid at Amherst Common

Saturday afternoon. (Staff photo by Paul Price)
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FOLK NIGHT
! Monday, April 9 8 P.M. U. of Mass. jj

Student Union Ballroom Featuring

free

50^
^^

CO

free

ffee

&

Sf^
ac

KS

BOB PADULA AND
THE STATE HOUSE BAND

I FREE ADMISSION All Are Welcome
To Be Recorded

MIC MIC MIC
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pint

m"^.
Str^berriis
[^^^« Fresh «
iPuieapples

^amibo
1 8 size Largest size grown

Large Fresh .% Jumbo '~'»"' ^'""'^ Yams^r
Cantaloupes 89'

• Grapefruit 4io,'1 Sweet Potatoes Oibsl

faster
Lilies

^' 4-6 txjds ^flOQ
inch fx)t ^^Lp^^^

<<
. 4 ttaiyant ^^^Ip WI.

Orange Tiger

Lilies 5.99
6 inch pot

^

AM Stc^i* SNhj- •••"' .- ••! M

Everythingyouneedfiora greatfeasts

Ourbesttoyoufor
Ch€>ose yourfavarite

EasterHatn.,.

Stops Shop

lib. Canned
:%:-gK Ham
Stops Shop

5 pound can y.4y
ARMOUR ZIP TOP rs r-n
3 pound can D.oy
KRAKUS lrT.por1ed _^^
3 pound can f .^\3

Shank Portion Stop & Shop

Lenten
Seafood
Specials!

Ahptt^t « r

Fresh
Haddock
FlUets^X?
Fresh Rainbow Trout 199
Fr3Sh Oysters 1 89

MatlaWs

StufSed
Clams '179

Colonial and other famous brands...

coked

STOP & SHOP EXTRA TRIM

Cooked Ham . ^
Rump Portion 1.49

COLONIAL
Semi Boneless . -,^
Cooked Ham* ;:• I. /y
COLUMBIA HOSPITALITY
Boneless ^ ^p.
Ham^ . ^.by
COLOfsllAL
Boneless r^ Ar\
Glazed Ham Z49/

. KielbasaSale!V Polish style Sausage

Hillshire Farms

idbasa

lb

Shrimp Egg Rolls

Dressed Smelts

Turbot

109
99

aiiis
ShankPortion

Cooked Hams Rump Portion

Cooked Ham Steaks

Wal«
Added

Arltt-t Vlllt'll

Great buys on quality birds for Easter dinner.

.\ US. Grade *«A**

10-1

2

lbs. Frozen
// Nice and meaty to please a

table-full of Easter diners

keys
lb

Mini Fish Cakes
Large Shrimp 5.59

corner deli ,.
• .

•..- •

Swiffs Butterball Turkeys

Fresh U.S. Grade "A'Turkeys

Depp Basted
10- nib!libs fro^pn

Marval Biand
10 lilbs

KIELBASA
First Prize

KIELBASA
Thorn Apple
Valley

KIELBASA
Columbia Gem

1.89

1.89

1.79

Carando Genoa

Salami
99
lb

Onion Dip ^^

Cheddar Cheese Dip 79

Corner Deli

RoastBeeS

Assorted Center Blade ^^ i

& Sirlion Chops

PorkChops lb

Center Cut Pork Chops
Countrystyle Pork Ribs

Boneless Sirloin Cutlets

(Tfiin Sliced $1 691b)

Cut tinn • "• '

"'

1 .59.

1.39.

1.89,

3f.
lb

Corned Beef -VJ:X7r- »3 99.

Potato Salad 49

self service deli mo br ,nds

?^ ..r.0^>'M ^ur kitchen

Hti<'
^
•£^^3 Fresh

' French Bread

^19Pizza
10 ounce si/t'

Fresh Cheese Pizza

Fresh Cheese Pizza

Coye Slaw

1 19
1 99
49

1 lb. pkg. Colonial

9MBacon

Half Sour Pickles ' 99
Countr/fine Sausage »J 49

Franks or Knockwurst 1 99

Bologna or Salarr.i 1 99

BeefShoulder ^

Fresh Brisket of Beef for oven roasting 2.39

Shoulder Steak Beef Chuck J;b 1.99

Fresh Roasting Chickens^^^l

.

Maine or Perdue QQ • ^^^^^^^^JjO
Buy a piece
a-v\/eek and save'

5-6lbs

-J

? ^/. — . ^ ->ui X-.' fC' .^^"''..-^^ ^ . Beautiful . Dur.ible

'Vl'V'l M )^ / .^M ^%^^^^m^mmw^^^m^% . Porct^lam onameled steel

THIS WEEKS FEATURE ITEM^^
„ -"- THIS WEEKS FEATURE ITEM

y/z Qt. Covered Dutch Oven9
imRieu bit'*

99

HmtrAMHEllST tol.9at «.. Hadl^-Antot U«.. ta-lOp-n... m.-UI.1k .,im. your F«l..al Riod Stops.

Monday. iM>Ht 9. 1979, .Coiiegian n

Rnk or Red

Azidea
4V3m. pot

Nwdyplani

Azalea Plant£.*6.99

Hydrangea Plant
&^te Bloom 5 tnc*i pot »Q QQ

Hydrangea Plant
2 and 3 aooms. 6 pot *7.99

HyacinthsepotMOQ

t i >> t t I

comegetyoiir Stop& ^topwortli!

aHaqppyEaster
fHaivyPassover

Greetings to all

our Jewish friends

J

stop & Shop

Tomato
Jmce

Stop& Shop

32oz
bottte

Potato Buds
Cake Mixes

^

39
89
89

Plllsbury 16oz pkg

Bread
^Gxes

Three Bean Salad
Preiffers Dressings

55
59

Date

Banana or

Cranbery79

Pillsbury or

Id Medal
Flour

695ib

bag I

Caished, Chunks or

SBced
eaiiple

Chunky Mixed Fruit 59
Carnation Coffeemate 1 69

24 ounce tx)ttle

Wesson
m Pure OU

Vegetable
Oil

Baking Cups
Log Cabin Syrup

3 . 1

1 59

Gloria

69
69

Stuffed
Olives

White Flaked Coconut '

"

Angle Flake Coconut "
'

24oz lar Vlasic

Din

Dream Whip
Reynolds Wrap

5 40/

lar 69 Kosher or

Polish 89

99
65
169

16 ounce pkg

Prince

Don t torget

fjcotta-on

sale. tcx>2 1
Hellmans Tartar Sauce 49
Heinz Cucumbers ' 59

All Vaneties

Friskies
Buffet

Vlasic Sweet Gherkins 89
M&M ChocoJate T^t.'C *169

Contadina Tomato Sauce 3 1

Contadina Tomato Paste 4 i

Stop & Shop 30 gallon

Trash

l?"

Chefs finest Whole

Sliced
hrooms
998oz

can

Mighty Dog Food
Little Fnskies

4 1

59
Garbage Bags
Pepsi Cola

75
95«

Sliced Carrots - 2 "-"59

Whole Boiled Onions 59

frozen foods excellent values'

Stop & Shop

-OrangeJuice

dairy F reshness at real savings' bakery Rushed from our own ovens'

St-op
Stop

hnm&eomce

^^_^ canoar

3lb. cup Caiabro

Ricotta
15 ounce pkg. of 10

(QtissBiiiis

French Fries

Eggplant Parmigiana

Corn on the Cob

Whole Milk $
or Part Skim ^9 Stops

Shop99
59
99
79

Sour Cream
Fleischmanns
Cheese Food Slices

65
89

M.29

Maple Walnut Cake
Daisy Donuts

1 09
59

Half Gallon "All Naturar

IceCream
stop & Shop ^^^
Asst Flavors f

Cheese Ravioli

Taste O' Sea Scrod
Vegetables

ctn

89'

99
69

Mrs. Smiths

Kraft Philadelphia

nCreatnCheese
I

PHILADELPHIA g oz JP^^

Cream Cheese -iSS^'Tr^ 79

(/.

-j?;'';?f. Stop & Shop

•/.^ubarbPie

H[^' r4&<Qp Couper^P*

^ttlf. »»«l ujicor' .«. pfc*ttte*P :'**-^ I

iimpO.'L

10% ounce can HushrMix

CAMPBELLS «'•=?«'

Soup CREAM OF MUSHROOM

6''> ounce can

CHICKEN t^h'eSEA
Tl IMA Chunk light

I UNA in water or o»l

r
c

Grocery^..iii'i»»*j

79 100% Pure

CfvM-er»ttat«'64oz carton

STOP & SHOP
ORANGE JUICE

JS9

Dairy 1^
C \'hI»jM

1 lb Can

STOP & SHOP ^/^/^CTCIZCI RegtJ'ar Auto Drip

OL/rr Dtl OnporElec PerK

I Orocery"*! _ C2r'7l|g>J
1^ ^H ^B fli ^Ir^^ ^

—

^^^B^I^B^HB

^rt»- ft-.,-- . CH^jon mwl 1 &? *^' ii« .*s

'

STOP & SHOP
VARIETY CHEESE
Sharp Cheddar Jarlsberq or

Montery Jack Cheese Varied Weights

Dairy*__||IBaHai, ^^ *

Breakstone Dips rfJJ^^S^STc"* 59
Alouette Cheese < -.'^o^T^a.

220Z
pkg99

bottle of 100

Excednn Tablets l.^d

J-Jg^ AppleKe
in natural

luice 3702 pkg

Cooked Squash
BirdsEye Cauliflower

89
Light h Lively

Cottage

75i6oz cup

4 . 1

59
Crescent Rolls

Natural Yogurt

49
89

English Muffins 2 1

Stop & Shop Com Toasties «.' 59*

Stop& Shop Sliced White

ButterUm
Bread 2 1.
Variety Breads 2 1

Stop & Shop Rolls 2., 1

1.5 ounce bottle

Sure Roll On
Deodorant 89

Freedozenlargeeggs
^witheveryron ofcolor
SUmdeveloped.
Bnnq your exDOsed roll ot roior pnnt liim !o / ;

.

mis week only and receieve one Oo^en large egc^s »

rh.vQf No coupon required OHer yxpir^s Apnll '* • '

HADLEY-AMHERST Route9 at the Hadley-Amherst Une.8a.m.-10p.m.,Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.

.\" (
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To p<»cft a classified ad. drop by the

CoH ^Hice tec 1131 tutween 8:45

a rn (45pm Moiul.iy !!i'ihi"» Fii
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largt
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firm

74 F

one
549

1971
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dabit

(413
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rtist

1967

Sou

Hott
of t'

Cap

528'

Park

p m
Sun<

CRC
from
final;

Ipr
Dear

Heirl

Rossi

For s

|USt

$250

For
has r
2 ve.s

Refri

Best

74 ft

546 '

New
neve'

T281

$70, I

•call 6

3 cu
349 2»

75 Pi

rustp'

weel"

70 B
AM I

eve

Gift

Dertn

Foun

Foun
6432}

Foun
white

Sumr
78 L

253 2?

Paid
Belche
super\
ing at

ships,

or app'

CKt 44

Model
photo
wome'
call Ed

ChaMe
humrtf.

youth

AUDIO

^ R«ctav«r. 12

46 1'W7, a^ tof Jo

UfOFORSAU
^paia, bo&t f^»
pwb. $660, iW *»
r, 64k mi reblt. «%
MMv and time inv , bi

M^$1500 546 9©'-

300 mi . 3,500 fTM l»

t^., trans,, arKl re8'

1^ . body perfect, b<

|. must sell for caw

»%5731

30.000 miles, n&H f

«mc cond , reg Qu

04. 5^im
.9, enceltent cor»ditH

^ engirte Must mi<

»»S0 546 88a,««nw
167 Pontiac TempesT
I Standard Runsgo^i
ttick, body good. *•

% after 5 00 P m
^-wceHent ^wdi'

mmg/B Best offer

vgn , 1225 gd cot

Asking $950 call 2!

'^TERTAINMENT

•m for hire Perfec

«M. bands Rick, t

4^nund\ Smooth
inywf^efe call John.

FOR RENT

seasonal fentdl V
intl 3 Ijedrooms

per

>da
I 6

JM
30
lor

000

"S,

95.

jod
iving

torn

cm

No
'73

ew

:of

«

46

^ar

16171

uist be woik
I us p«'« vvk ,

typiny «^^-

ifol piTSon must be *.

,f 10 15hfS per wk,

.n Record Service

>iow World criii

. )i(>«»fience' Gooti ^

world! Send $3 9b
• nftrralstoS^tt^Jrta

> iitMTito, Ca 95860.

ivaildbte in Anihro Oei •

office skm, tvpirtfl * * '

>8

FOR SALE

equip. US Divers nrl

cil delivery 549 648 ' 6

Ted

metal. $45 Grant 62

ooks, 58th ed .
%' >vn

der in GRC 103. her • >ore

Super Tacks. s«ze 7 'j - call

i3a. e^_cond

omen's ski boots. • 7.

rato 195. BO 549 5959, v.iren

j65 Olds 88 engine rur^ ood,

,p high mileage, 33U )ine.

callj«ick 6 9379

t. Akai Gii38D cassetti eck,

R unit included, runs ' iew,

$70. call Rick, 6 9379

r-5 cu, ft .
hardlv sed

finish Excellent co- : non

49 0373 _
Strat, $300 *i case Mark.

3 s w Soloman ^B, 195cm,

ted. orig $85 ask $55 Craig

play cas FM w Jensec -oa^ ,

Tioviecam., exc cond $50.

frig., 4 ^Oi^old. $90 Pred,

Secretars
$300 hi

tial, inveti!

study $3 .

ply in peiss

Summer ji

Pleasure bo.t

Carnbean '

appliojtioii ,1

Box 60129 b

Work stud\

$3 50 per t>

helpful C.ii _ ____.-
Jobs Lak. iM. C^l Fantastic «,

$1,700 $4 Oi« uiwT^f' Thousarwfs fcWi

needed Cas»i.i>s. restaurants, ranctws,

cruisers Se' V% for application tnfi' IJ

L jkeworki i 6012, Sacto. CA »^>
Tennis pros ..anted exceltent sum.
seasonal and v h round positionsavaMatJWi

good playing tnd teaching background le

quired Call (Ml) ^4 3770, or send 2 com
plete resumes pictures to; K J Brtknap.

WTS 8401 Connecticut Aymwm, Suitt

1011 Chevy Cnase MO 20015.

The Collegian Advertising Departmenl

IS looking Ur id reps H you have .
•

mission sales, the desm
r»d a lot of initiative, co'i

^

at the Collegian office Th«»

Affirmative Action E

•loyer

'S -sumrtier year ro

r»fica. Australia, Asih,

I $1^ monthly Expei

iiy Free info write. .

irona Del Mar CA 9262?^

Jewish Cor utunlty of Amherst n.

Sunday schou. Hebrew teacher betv" •

Sept , If?" Experience prefeia

549 02».

Central prW ^^omens center »> .s 1

study positiOi :. jvailable, applications

be picked up center bas«>.nent Bak.^

perience in con

make money
down and ap; "

Collegian « a.

Opportunity

Overseas ,

Europe. S. A
All fields, »!«.»

paid Sights--

Box 52 MC. C

INSTPUCTION

Tennis lessons-call Marty, 6 6409 U'-^-

trial lesson

Photographic darkroom course. Unique

Images is nov. jtfering a darkroom course

10 weeks, 3 l.uurs a week, 5 brand nev,

enlargers and all new eqt 1000 sq ft to

learn in small classes, two instructors, tor

info call Unioue Images 584 4120.

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro

motions, Amherst Hot Air Ba'loon Co intro

flight, $45, 253 3834. day or eve

<c cond , new tires, A'>

$1700, call Jim aftpr
'

JW 4352, Sat Sun

ilectra. all auto, rynb

track stereo, $650. 2'"'

lave your portrait dra.,'

p, 256 8732. bet 9 10

^OUND

FM,

l-Oll

Lost -474, Hadl^maM. leather cig case

with elect gold color lighter, hi sentimen

tal value, rpward, pis call 256 0331

Black rimmed glasses-case left on tray

in barracks diner April 2. 546 1263.

Reward -women's gold Omega watch,

please call 323 4772

Lost -glasses Goessman Aud., call

6 7395
'

Aquamarine Ring Sentiment^ iffltue

Reward offered 546 6404 or 546 9537

Lost: on bus from Natick on 3 25. U Store

bag with shoes, etc If found please call

6 7986

Please return dk

p«;rsonal value

brown leather wallet,

Ipave it with Collegian

^.eal.

«731,

Call

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn hundreds stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush btamped addressed envelope.

Action Sales, Box 112 C, Ludlow MA
01056

tch in Herter, call 549 •=•"•

jsses behind Cashi^ call

g haired F dog w NH license.

tan black markings, 665 4324

HELP WANTED

workers, no experience needed

s group, avgd $224 wk
,

Jent positions available at

vn State School, Boltwood

starts in July, runs for follow

.ic year. Also available: intern

study, practicum |obs For info

on, call state school at 323 6311,

)ual opportunity empjoyer

or photography. Commercial

10 needs good looking men and

pa't time assignments, top pay.

!,ce, (617) 544 2739. 9 5 daily

j!ng mternship opportunity m
rvices, spend 3 months helping

,.^ ommun'ity based group homes

Spend some time helping. troubled youth

and developing your <5wn skills $50 per

wepk stipend, and room and board Con

tact Steve Stoia Center for Human
Development/ Community Shelter Pro

gram 733 6S24

ir,K t: .:, black aod white

v' This slide show from
I'rythingi So if

You can lea*

film! It's reaii

Kodak explat' irythmgi So if youve

always wante*; Uarn. but could afford

the time only lxne on tlown It's fret?

April 10 . 7:0(1 CC 1H9 Sponsored by

the Photograp:.i.rs GuiU and the Photu

Coop

Contest literar v magagzine dedicated to

science fiction a.iidsy invites all beings to

submit art, sh stories and poetry to LC

Gnffin, 82 Tii.inu!.' S« ,
Amh or ..#

b.i» 4368, deadih • April 28

T^irts, custoi I printed and in bulk for

printers Fast ^t ice on high quality shirts

@ ZooMass Ui on CC or 665 4967

QuabbinFarm 4 21 RSVP?

We buy & sell used audio components

Sound h Music SO 92 King St.. Northamp

ton MA 01060, tel 584 9547

Astrology Birth h Compatibility charts. 11

yrs profsnl , Loius Neubel, 549 6425

Stick it in your ear free ear piercing with

purchase of stids at Silverscape Designs.

264 N Pleasant St . Amh . 253 3324

Diamond enq. I'lnent & wedding nngs,

spi'cially for you,
' 'J'm N Pleasant St .

hand wrouq'
Silverscape D
253 3324

Onstage at M
discount off «»

studerrt»#^<t)<

R^

Ride wanted '

253 2004

MOTORCYCLES

Happy birthday, Becky. 21 is such an

eventful and flowerful year Many happy

loving memories of this most indefinitive

age, and many more happy rescidivist years

to come

1971 Triumph 650 Bonn., all stock excl

cond., 1 1,400 mi .
$1500 or BO, 6 7524. Ed.

Deer Baby Mikey IMF), happy birthday'

Love and kisses. Mom (Harley) and Devo

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system. Area's lowest

rates Call546 9639or 546 1131.

SCAC meeting. 6:30 today. Skinner Hall

CP -here it is Our secret, )ust give me a

wink Love ya. Spikes Daddy

Shattuck, happy birthday. Love, SJF

Gay peer counseli'ig, SU 406 G Tues

5 7, Thurs 6 8, Fri 4 6 or call, 545 2645

74 Suzuki Ts260- street /frail. Excellent

condition Many extras Asking $550, but

willing to talk Call 549 p373

• PERSONALS

Dave, thanks for the postcard Thought

you were coming by to say hello Re

introduce yourself Peggy Post Office

Farms Mall offers a 20' o

f i piicfd merch to all

^mm^itm^uf ID.

- WANTED

^Nmh . DC. 4 13, Sue,

RIOrRS VVA'^TED

Design^epartment is running a bus to

Philadelphia Ap. /6 29* $25 round trip, foi

information. &teUl74,

I ,i,.>-i

Collegian classified rates are: daily,

45c per line; five consecutive issues, 40<:

per line {m day, 30 1 unsei iitivf issue'.,

yCH pi'r line pel day !).it' imi' it. >
.uqhly

liinv.ilf'Ml to 38 ( h.ii.li li'lb

To sublet -two bcuiuom Squire Village

»pt , furnished, AC, pool, available mid

May August, call 6^ 4919,

2 bdrm. apt., avail June 1, opt. to renew,

Colonial Village, $190 mo , 256 6489

Rolling Green summer sublet, AC/DW,
pool all util included, on bus route. C«
546 7328 or 253 7934

Sublet 5/15^/31. puol 8 tennis. A/C.

w*»ll to wall carpeting, part furnished,

South Amherst call 253 5186^e^
Female wanted to share 2 bdr apt ,

Col

dual Vill , June Aug .
$75'mo util., bus

rte.. furnished, Dianne, 253^41

2 bedroom apt., Wtverfll^, June Aug ,

$?85 per month includes utilities,

253 7984

Summer sublet: partumv ftimtshed, 3

iM-drm apt , right on bus rte.. 549 0364

3 bdrm. apt., summer sul^ w/ (9tk)n for

full, call Steve, 549 0044. after 6 p.m^

2-3 bedroom apt., av nw«le May Aug .

on 2 bus routes. An t st $160. includes

all, keep trying. 253 7714 llalo eve OK)

. bedroom apt . Pufftor* Village,

-210/mo , available b 1 8 31. please call

6^9941.

HOOMMATE WANfib

Twofemales are looking for a roommate

for the summer <n a Haort/ichport, Cape

Cod cottage. ' 'Oth of a mile from the

beach $600. •.".,' 28 Sept Neat and

sociable See unaa Wendt, 545 3801,

Greenough rm. 201
.

Co op household on Northeast St ,
needs

1 or 2 housemates male or female for

April & May or longer, 256 0185

2-3 people for 3 bdr. house in S. Amherst

pool, ten cts on bus rt , 253 b336

2 females wanted to share 2 bdrm apt, in

Brandywine, comp furn ,
pool, ten cts.,

AC cable TV & on 2 bus rts Call Mary.

549 1792

TO SUBLET

2 bedrooms at Cliffside. through A :,

option to renew, 665 4452

3 bdrm. Puffton apt. w AC. I) ^ " .
1

tennis Avail, late May for summer i

year 549 1033

Echo Hill to sublet one bdrm n

apt .
$140 or BO, 253 9862, call Roch. ;

2 bdrm. Puffton apt., end of May. with

opt to rent in fall Furnished if r.-queslnd

Cair 549 0455

1 bdrm. apt., sun\nu;r sublet .v opt •'

fall On bus rte ,
mostly furn.. AC, po

ten. ct., $190 mn or BO, 549 6630

Furnished Brandywine apt., mid May

with fall option, 549 0691, f<on. Sti-ve.

Cheryll

Summer sublet -fall opt ,
Brai, iyvvino, 2

bdm ,
pan. furn , AC, pool, tenms hns n.-

Rent negot Call now' 549 619b

2 bdr. apt. w pond view m Br ' ''»

summer rental w opt for fall if

tennis crts.. AC. bus rt . $250 n, i..)

call 549 4726

Two bedroom apt. Puffton Villay*;, on

bus route Available June 1 August. Rent

negotiable. Call 549 5031 Ask for Slab

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway.

$90/mon., util incl ,
keep

calling 369 8372

To sublet, 2 bedroom apt ,
Brandywine,

fully furnished, rent negotiable, 549 6338.

2 bdrms.- furnished, piano, pool, tennis,

bus stopo avail 5/26, $250, call 665^634.

2 bdrm. Southwood Apt., $200/mo ,

avail 5/27, after 4 call 253 2124, AC,

pool, tennis

3 bdrm. townehouse, on bus line in N.

Amherst. Sublet 2 br , 6/1 option to lease

9/1 Cad Paul, 549 0711, 5 0239

Rolling Green -3 bedroom furnished

Available June, July, August. $275 per

month. Carpeted, on UMass bus route,

with upstairs and downstairs All utilities,

air conditioning, pool, basketball court in

eluded Call Chris, 546 8748 or 545 3500, or

Jim, 546 9210 or 545 3500

2 bdrms. in 3 bdrm Puffton apt ,
avail

6/1, option for 3 bdrm. fall lease, pool, ten

nis, bus route, 549 5959

One bdrm. in 2 bdrm Colonial Vil apt ,

Uimale, $100+. bus rt 6 1 to 9 1,

256 6388

One bdrm. in Squire /illage apt., on bus

" rate niegot for sumrnw Call 665 4324

To sublet -2 bdrm .ipt , ite 9, bus rte.,

Amherst. $220 negotiable' Opt fall

.^56 6166

1 bdrm. Puffton apt , avail 6 1 w/ opt to

feni;w AC, pool, bus rte
.
549 479T

1 bedroom Cliffside apt . on bus route.

5,24 8'31 w/fall opt furn, $195/mo.

665 4774.

Summer sublet -fall, option, Puffton

Village, 2 bedroom, air cond., bus rte.,

pool, tennis crts. Avail, late May. 549 0582

Cliffside, 1 Ig bdrm. avail, mid May with

option for fall Tennis, pool, bus route

$200/ mon. includes all, also furniture for

sale Call 665 3938 after 5.

Rolling Gr. 2 br w/option to renew. AC,

DW, disp , util Incl, pool, exc bus.

256 6225 _

1 bedroom Puffton Vil., avbl. May 1, opt.

sublet, utilities pd . a/c, pool, tennis,

549 1681. anvtime.

To sublet two bedroom townh6use apt..

Furnished, AC, on bus rt.,

:-
' 549 5875.

2 bedroom apt.. AC, po<rt. btis stop, fur

., hed, $275 or BO Call 253 7703. 4 8 p.m.

To sublet -one bedroom Brandywine

apt ,
available mid May call 549 4693.

WANTED

Backpack w/ frame: good shape, call

Paul, 6 7108

Wanted: 3 4 bedroom house convenient to

campus :all 665 4267 or 546 5066

Car? If you could lend it to me regularly I'll

pav you well, Seth, 323 5086.

Single mothers needed for interview,

sinylu fathers too, please call Debbie.

h46 6557, after 6

WANTED TO RENT

Will assume lease in N'hampton in May to

$225, call 527 5433, nites Et wknds.

3 bdrm. apt.. Rolling Green, sublet sum

mer, option to lease, Gale, 6 8329, Joan,

6 5085

HYPNOSIS

Hypnosis Reading Institute offering a

four week course to prepare you for final

exams, greatly improve study habits,

memory concentration, intuition relaxation,

also learn self hypnosis, tree intro session,

Wed Apr. 11 at 7 p.m, rm 809, Campus

Center, KR Morse, Med. Prof. Hypnotist

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason Rosenthal, low cost

representation for UMass community. In

come taxes Appt only, 253 7617.

FREE AMPLIFIER CLINIC

Mark your calendars! Free amplifier

testing clinic, April 19 20 Any make, any

model amp, pre amp or receiver tested

Measurements of power, distortion and fre

quency response made on Hewlett Packard

b Techtronix test equipment Thurs ,
April

19 Et Fri ,
April 20. Sound Et Music, 90 92

King St ,
N'hampton, 584 9547

MofHlay, Aprils. 1979, CoUeg igsn 13

yymuA programming
MONDAY

6am 10am "MOTOWN MADNESS" WITH
DAVE KANTOR CAM in with

your favorite Motown request

7.7:30,8.8:30.9 WAKE UP NEWS/
Mike Tirrell

8:%am
*

"ATENA'S WEB" WITH
« DON CEROW Daily

astrological forecast

10am 2pm JACKIE MISA
Rock 'n' roll and jazz

12:00pm NOON REPORT/ Tory Carlson

SPORTS /Howie Sobolov

1
2pm 5:30pm f "THE MONDAY AFTERNOON

DRIVE" Rock 'n' roll,

5:00pm

5:02pm

5:30pm 6pm

6pm 7pm

ftc.with Leo 1 Baldwin

NEWS HEADLINES

"ATHENA'S WEB"
WITH DON CEROW

NEWSWATCH /Mary Blake

WEATHERWATCH/Fred Winer
SPORTS /Tim Waserman

"HEAR AND NOW"
WITH HOST TONY VACCA

Music being composed
and performed in

the Pioneer Valley

Crossword
ACROS'.:

1 Escapes
Slang

S Mooly sounrt
9 Allpraship
14 Blind as -
15 Romani.in

16 Crenii- rlp l.i

rrprrnj

\7 Of Qfriupsol
'piatiKj l.vt«>

1*1 Biq numt>«»i
tn Rpno

20 RuWir.h
?1 ?5i"f;)p ;if'l 11

mancp',
?3 SoaKs in

liquid

?f) Shop at a
given slofp

?fi Low«*st ranqp
ifdf

?8 Hpldhark ?

words
32 Muqe
37 Intpnl qa/f
38 Gl iPiiu'P

area
39 Gives inpdt

rinp
4t Makpiacehy

hand
4? landed

psiatp
tnqical basis
Value more
highly
The Kinq

and I char
artpf
Frown angrily

4t

4B

50

SI

Ooq
Dividinq wall

Paavo - Fin
nish iihlpip

lmr»»filp

t>>es ijMjndry

wnrli Pwwds
Siorra - &I
'nan n.^linn

W»r>f1nw
shPt«1

PofI 111 Inr.ipl

Bernmp n

rontpsfani
Worry InliK

mai
rieim.inian

r<iins Var

DOWN
Fndurps
Ciil short
Artrpss Eva
- Saint
Paympnl tot

sprvirps
Windy City
Cra,'v Slang
Praying lig

iirp

iPSS lOlnrfiil

Dwpiis
Gold e g
Cmco
WhprpCap
sar trod

Field la

crosse tPams
Conp shappd
lent

Plumping
itpm

U'^ITfO fe«li»tf SyntlH dt.

mi:' j
«.i« '. I • *'

?4 Gpm».tiinp
?7 Impovr "t .^i^.l

?q British tare
wpli

10 Ru'.s muvm
\\ - SfTiilh ',

Bh,--
3? Gas station

devire
33 Fskprs
34 No.in«i

35 O A S rnem
Per Ahpf

36 - pfprp
tjpni

40 Dops wrong
43 Madf - Un

pmiilional
"

44 Quolpr (Tf a
tPKt

46 Without a
Stop 2 w.'rd?

47 Not man
madf!^ Hooeyi"

5? Fragments nl

rioud .

S3 Ertd.p -
Yanliee pitch
er

5fi Short time
56 Polishing

matpriai
57 Extends up

wards
58 Funeral pyrp
b't Asian port

60 Mob action
61 Yankees e g
fiS I atply qfown

1

' ' M
1
18

i i ; 8

t -t

9 10 11 2 13

14 15 '6

17

P

V

20 21

29 30

23

27 I
36

H^H 2t>

40

31

32 3J 34

I
44

3b

46 47

38

4'*

41

42 43 4i

Si 54

48 ^ iO

61

II^^H
51 -•' i3 i4

6'j

57

it "iV 60

1

62

43 64

1
w"* 67 68

49 70 71

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Er^^J

MkW( .(sto tiin ^-W rtKlt, d,riy He i'5*k« f«>w**r of t*e ^•(^«/-

^l*^ ^tr««r Jv^e^d* btUm^en'f

fomi< and Soc^l ctv^.

-i^j-

H« it i/ir«^, nrfu ^(4

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

OH NO , MEML CC*^\.
Y

*3A»t.»iurj^

2
UkIOM. PfNWSVtl^MlA TTXWKJ ...

Nebbish by Mike Galper B Nathaniel Parkinson

-^V^— [uNo ujowr/ rvjau /

rx,

g'>^»ywtfb»a'g:^ /t'* * .

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

mi.THATSITR^TOQAy,
0an> AND eifnei ue'va
BEEN a^mne lurm A-
LUMNUS PR ALI MAHOOVI

ABOUT HIb UOUK OH IRAN'S

HtiUSUmCCOU^'

DH. MAHPaVl tU/LL Be 60IN6

FROM HBflB 7D HIS CLA9S
REUNION, iUHEFB YOUK^
IRUUi UILL Be ONCS
A6AIN TBNPIN0 BAR

!

THANI<S POa. BEINGUm
US. PR MAHOftVI. m CER-

7AIHLY UMrrOltllSHWU
AND YOM. GOVEJiNMENr THANK

THE BESTOF IMCK UJITH YOU.

yom NEW exPEKjkieNr i

IN HOLY FAaOSM I

50 UNTIL ^^.y
TmORfOW. iZm7
BUCKMWS.
THIS « .

\

SENIORS-

We*re almost booked-

sign up now

SENIOR PORTRAITS
545-2874

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
The Collegian has openings next semester for the

following positions:

—Assistant Managing Editors

— Copy Editors
^— Layout Technicians ^SC2S^" t

The positions are paid. See the Managing Editor,

Campus Center 113, or call 545-3500 for details and

applications.

The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer.
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Typewriter Supplies:
Eaton'i Corratable

Crane's Tbetit Paper

Berkfbire Bond

A.J. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

"

Qr GAlf KAPUN S

V . HAVING A BAU!
And ttM tM«l guy

thruThur* ITLS«00)«30

•IMILO« ailANOO

|Mo > i'.,uThur9 (TLSS30)8 30

fffT'PWfWH'H.I

S84 9163 «y I

fmtmtmmm

BUCK ROGERS
IN TNE 2SIII CCNTUIIV

Mod thru Thurs (TLS 1 15)4 3o|

TER
?/

t Acad.rity Awnrd nom«tt«tH<»»

Mox thru Thurs (TLS S 001 8 »
FOR 'LS TICKITS UMrTf TO StATlliC

FINE /<?TS CENTER PRESENTS

BUDDY RICH
AND THE

BUDDY RICH BAND
and th*

UmnSS JAZZ WORKSHOP

Wednesday, April 1 1 8 pm

Fir^ >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on saie General public - $7. 6. 5
UMass students - $5. 4. 7 Senior citizens and
other students - $6, 5, 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

Union Records
Limited

GRAND OPENING
Store hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-5

We are a student run record store that offers

fellow students the lowest record and
paraphenalia prices in the entire valley.

We are not a profit based operation. We only
charge enough to cover our expenses -Which
means lower prices for you!!
Membership discounts $1.00 /semester fee

entitles members savings over 50c an album on
our weekly specials and a minimum 20c savings
on all other albums in our store

1) A $7.98 (list price) LP is

mennbers non-members
plus 4.95 5.15

weekly specials price 4.69
2) Raffles: each week we will raffle a picture

disk to members.
plus Retail Value $15.00
3) Concert tickets: we give away free concert
tickets in cooperation with UPC.

We can special order andy recent LP and
most import and cutout LP's.

Come and browse our new Union Records
Unlimited next to the Hatch -

Coming April 11 •
High Noon

The Amorphic Cosmic Wimpout Travelling Grcus

The University of Massachusetts
Arts Council presents in concert

The Gus
Solomons

Donee
Company

Tuesday, April 10, 1979
6 p.m.. Dowker AudlcoriMfli

ADMISSION fKWi TO
UMASS STUDENTS

Other Students $1 00. jerwfal public $2
Tickets now on sate it the

|
Fine Arts Center Box Office

j

Ne^A/ Blaci<^le Jazz Band
& Anthony Davis Quartet

Tuesctey, April 24,W9, 8pm
FneArtsCenter Concert Hall

Ticket R-cesforallConcerta $^^4;
$1 Student dscount

Fortick^riDrmationandgroLp^les •

call the Bcoc Office^ 546-2511

and all Tcketrai bcatons

nOMCTlOliS
Presents

Spring Concert '79
with the

Grateful Dead

Date: Saturday May 12, 1979
Site: Alumni Stadium, UMass Amherst.
Gates open: 10 am
Showtime: 11:30—7 pm
Tickets: Free — 1 ticket for every UMass student who

has paid their student activities tax.
— Pick-up at TIX (ticket window by
Student Union Ballroom) starting

Wed. April 11. (10am-4pm)
— You must pick up your ticket by April

30th.
— You must present a valid UMass I.D.

to pick up your ticket.
— UMass student LD. and ticket re-

quired for. admittance to concert.

Paid —ONLY UMass Undergrads, Graduate
Students, Faculty and Employees may
purchase tickets.
— Limit 2 tickets per eligible person on
a first come first serve basis.
— On sale Thur. April 12 at the Fine Arts
Center Box Office. (9am—4pm)
— Box office closed Apr 13— Apr 16 (Holidays)

Day of the
Concert: —No alcohol will be sold.

— No cans, bottles, breakable con-
tainers or kegs will be allowed in the
stadium area.
— Allowed will be non-breakable con-
tainers, i.e. wineskins, canteens,
plastic jugs, etc.
— Coolers are subject to search.

You must have a ticket to enter the Concert Area

For info call: 545-2892

Monday. AprW9, 1979

1

iC.oiieglafi r i

Men's crew outrows Marist

Hv<kjf)aai]

M^-^afe

Before^lhe
marathon, see

the exciting world

of running and jogging

come alive at

The International
Jogging/Running

fc^i. Expo APRIL 13-16. 3-9 P.M.

COMMONWKAITH PIKR. BOSTON
. U»r ihc lirsi (imc. an iniluMc^ trade show opens iis dO(.w. to

the running public It's your chance to meet the manuhH-turcrs,

prcviCN* new products, avk questions, get answers I rec seminars

every hour. Share experiences with chatnpions such as

Cilenn ( unnmgham. Jim I ixx. (ijyie Harion. and many more.

^'s the one bin show for everyone

By DAVE BRADLEY
Collegian Staff

. The UMass men's crew club dominated the racing in their

season opener against Marist College Saturday while braving

bittef cold, strong winds and choppy home waters on the

Connecticut River near Coolidge Bridge.

The varisty - eight, J.V. eight, and both freshmen-eight

crews defeated their opponents by at least two and half boat

lengths in each race. The UMass varsity four lost their race to

the Marist four by two boat lengths.

Both varsity coach Charles "Chick" Leonard and freshman

coach Dave Kumlin were pleased with the season debut.

"That's a good way to start," Coach Leonard said aftef the

vasity - eight crossed the finish line in 5:16, 18 seconds ahead

of their opponents. 'They seemed to be moving the boat pret

ty well... realty driving."

The race course, normally 1 ,700 meters long, was shorten

ed to about 800 meters due to the adverse weather conditions.

"The start went rough," varsity eight co captain Gary

Murtagh said about his race. "We didn't get it together for

about 400 meters
.

"

The other co captain, sophomore Jack Frackleton, agreed

with Murtagh, adding that the rough water might have hurt

Marist more than UMass. "It hurt both crews, " he said, but

"it's our river, we're used to the current."

Looking toward the remainder of the season, Leonard says

the three main goals for this year's team are to beat Coast

Guard, win the New England Invitational race, and capture a

medal in the Dad Vail Regatta, the world series of racing

The team, nicknamed the Aggies, also wants to "collect ,

lot of shirts " this season. Coach Leonard said, referring to t>

tradition of betting on the outcome of the race with the op
posing crew, the winner taking home the loser's jerseys.

UMass won the New Englands two years ago but fell s<>

cond to UNH in last year's race, the Minutemen placed fifth i

the final heat of last year's Dad Vail Regatta. Forty boats wer.?

entered in that race.

Leonard, a veteran oarsman of 12 years, coached the UMas^
freshmen team for three years from 1972 '74 before leaving

UMass to compete in national competition He return^ to hit

alma mater last year to coach the varsity and J.V. team.

Members of the eight man varsity scull inlude: Frackleton

and Murtagh (senior), seniors Tom Lovely, Dave Caruso,

Steve Westra and Jimmy Clair, and juniors Pat Bronder and
Bob Hanson. Coxswain Barry Wilkinson calls the race plan

and steers the boat for the varsity • 8.

Asked to single out the best oarsman on the Aggies, Leonard
said, "I don't know how you decide that Each man has his

own strengths. You have to have eight men pulling" if you
want to win a rac«," he said.

The club will compete for the next five Saturdays, ffnIsWng

the season with the Dad Vail race on May 11th and 12th.

Their toughest races, according to Leonard, will be the last

three of the season starting with Coast Guard on April 28, a

week before the New Englands.

The Guard has won the Dad Vail the last four years. "We'll

know how good we are after we face Coast Guard, Leonard

stkl

Trackmen beat Boston College

^..-.
who runs or jogs.

'

By KEVIN MCCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

On a cool and windy afternoon at

Boston College Saturday, the UMass
track team made its spring debut

with a hard fought duel meet victory

over BC, 90 73.

After 15 events on the 18 event

card the Minutemen held a slim lead,

72 70.

"Up until that point it was a nip

and tuck meet," said UMass coach

Ken O'Brien. "It was not until the last

three races that the contest was
decided."
The final three events, the 5000

meters, 200 meters, and mile relay,

saw UMass pocket 20 of the 23

possible points. Senior Mike Quinn
struck the first note for a victory

march with his triumph in the 5000.

His time of 15;09 was seven seconds

better than teammate Mike Doiron,

who finished third.

The sprint crew followed Quinn's

lead with a 1,2,3 sweep of the 2(X)

meters. The UMass trio of Jimmy
Churchill. Bill DeVarney, and Rich

Hoag, respectively, destroyed any

Eaglo hopes of a home crowd vic-

tory

The mile relay team added the final

5 points to the Minutemen tally with

a 3:28 4 victory in the last event.

Aside from the 200, the only other

UMass sweep occured in the 400
meters. Supplying the finish line with

a strong do^ of maroon and white

were Danny Kelley (49.8), captain

Gerrv Herman (50.11, and Rick
Trunfio (50.6).

The Minutemen won the battle of

the gold by taking ten firsts during
the course of the afternoon to BC's
eight. Among those capturing in-

dividual events for the Minutemen
were Steve MacDougall (1500). Mike
O'Neal (long jump), Bill DeVarney
(100). Paul Derby (javelin). Jay Enis

(120 high hurdles), and Dale Woods
and Jay Buckley, ties for first in the
pole vault
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UMass dropshockey;
lackoffacility cited

By mark marchand
CoHegmn Staff

Following \Nmks of uncertainty after the end of iu season, the UMass varsity
Ice hockey team learned its fate Friday when the Umass athletic department an-
nounced that it was "indefinitely suspending" the operation of the UMa^
hockey program. The announcement com^ on the heels of a 1 18 1 season just

wmpleted by the hockey team; its worst ever.
Ironically, the announcement was made on the same day that head coach

Jack Canniff left for vacation with his family. A twelve-v^r veteran as h^d
COKh, Canniff led his team to the national Division Two championship in 1972.

"I'm obviously very disappointed," said co captain John Peters last night. "I

sort of sensed this decision there's really no excuse for a school of this size in

this geographic location not to have a hockey program at all"

Also contained in the announcement Friday was a statement saying that the
^Hnstatement of the hockey program would not be reconsidered unless a home
rink was constructed on the campus. For years, the UMass hockey team has us-
ed Orr Rink at Amherst College as its home ice,; alienating fans and creatir>g

hardships.

Also, the announcement said, the decision was due to the fact that the school
could not maintain a competitive hockey program on the ECAC Division Two
level The program has been allowed to slide with an 8 13 1 season before this

se^on's 1 18-1 catastrophy. Without money for recruiting and scholarships, the
talent acquired for the hockey team has thinned out over the ^ars to its present

The fact that the decision was rnade this late also upsets me, " continued
P«er». "I feel sorry for the younger players who found out this late and may have
troul^ transferring to another school to play hockey

"

The announcement of the demise of ttie hockey team comes at a time of con
tinual budget cuts withm the athletic department that has gradually reduced the
budgets of UMass teams. Scholarships have now been eliminated in every sport
save for two nr»en's and women's sports; men's football and basketball and
women s gymnastics and basketball.

Batmen split with Maine;

Welenc hurls a 3-hitter
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Lollegian Staff

UMass baseball coach Dick Berquist

could walk away from Lorden Field with

only half a smile yesterday, as the Umies,
paced by a super performance from Doug
Welenc thrashed the University of Maine
11-0 in the first game of a doubleheader,

but then got bombed 17 2 in the nightcap.

The split gives the Minutemen a 6-10

record overall, 4 5 since returning from
Virginia. Maine, who defeated Nor-

theastern on Friday is now 2-1 since

coming north.

In the first game, the Minutemen did

everything thty had to do to win 11-0. They
got a splended three hit F>erformance from
Welenc, who Berquist insists is the best

pitcher in New England; they got the timely

hitting they have not had in recent games;
they got perfect fielding, something that

did come easy in the cold the wind and the

tough sun.

UMass stranded two men without

getting a run in the first, ftut broke on top in

the second, when a double, two walks and
an infield hit plated a run The roof fell in

on the Black Bears in the third inning, as

neither Skip Clark or his mates could do
much of anything right.

The big inning started when Leo
Kalinowski doubled to right. After Welenc
walked, Mike Stockely sacrificed the

runners to second and third. Neal Lojek

then hit a check swing tap to third that

scored Kalinowski. Mark Sullivan singled

home Welenc and John Kraham walked to

h^ the bases. The bases ware cleared

moments later, when Ed Skribiski's deep fly

to center was dropped and the relay thrown
into the dugout. Doug Aylward then
sirtgled in Skribiski to make it 7 0.

The Minutemen added two in the fifth

and two more in the sixth, but they really

didn't -need them, because Welenc was
totally in command.
The junior righthander from Greenfield

had all his stuff, as he struck out seven en
'oute to the staff's first shutout of the
sc^on. "Doug had everything going for

him, ' said assistant coach Jim Bedard.
"He Wv s changing speeds very well on his

curveball, and he threw very hard, " said

Bedard.
In the nightcap, the highly touted Maine

bats finally canr>e alive. UMass starter

Chuck Thompson could not keep the ball

down, and was hit hard. Thompson gave
up six straight hits and did not retire a
batter.

Dave Stoller was brought in, but he
could do little better than Thompson. By
the time the inning was over, eight runs
had crossed the plate. The Black Bears
added two runs in the fifth and seven more
in the sixth.

The Minutemen pushed runs across in

second and the sixth, but had a frustrating
afternoon overall with Maine starter Tom
Mahan.

The UMies will travel to Siena College in

New York for a doubleheader on Tuesday,
before returning home for a single game
against Fairfield on Thursday.

Mitwomen crush CCSC
By MELISSA GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts easily

defeated Central Connecticut, 9-1 and 11-

2, yesterday as Kathy O'Connell and Sue
Peters, respectively, baffled batters while

UMass' stickers unloaded. UMass is now 3-

0.

The big addition to the team, of course,

is Sue Peters. "Sue P. added the spark,"

Commented UMass coach Chet Glad-

chuck. Indeed, the junior had little trouble

reverting to Softball after missing the

opener because of Pan-American
basketball tryouts. Peters' first at bat

resulted in a double. Kathy Horrigan, who
also had a banner day. promptly singled

home Peters.

Brenda Simmons aided O'Connell's

cause as she walked and scooted home
thanks to an overthrow of the cutoff.

The Minutewomen added three in the

third as Sue DiRocco continued her steady

play by doubling; Peters beat out a bunt.

Horrigan belted a triple that hugged the

right field line and she scored on a throwing

miscue.
OiRocco started the four run fourth with

B free pass ard Horrigan's three bagger

scored her fei'ow co captain Following

with a double yvas Rbonda McManus, a

steady seconri baseman More errors

plated McMai' - and placed Elaine Howie
in scoring posit ;n for Simmons' basehit

Central Connecticut tallied its lone run in

the fifth.

Besides the ten hits, the UMies were

solid defensively. Fran Cornacchioli, at

short, deserved assistant coach Bob
DiCarlis' handshake for her stab of a line

drive to her right. Beth O'Connell did hit the

cutoff and Cornacchioli flagged down a

baserunner to retire the side.

Another defensive gem was center-

fielder Horrigan's shoe string catch in the

second contest. Horrigan's replacement,

Lori Taledo, exhibited her own rifle when
she just missed nabbing a runner who
tagged from third.

The ancitipation of the second game:

How would Peters respond to her first

pitching assignment? "I felt a little shaky

coming in," Peters said. DiCarlis added:

"She was not at her top form, but that's

ok. She'll come." Peters struggled a little in

the first inning, giving up the walk. Later,

however, Peters found a groove and

embarassed batters with her changeup.

Central's Elaine LaVigne walked home
UMass' first run, giving passes to Kathy

O'Connell, Peters, McManus and Elaine

Howie.
The Minutewomen were held scoreless

in the second and third. "It took us a little

time to adjust to th'^ir pitcher and her

style," noted Gladchuck Four hits in the

fourth solved that problem, Howie reached

home on a wild throw, Jennifer Parker

earned an RBI by knocking in Beth

O'Connell. Cornacchioli doubled in Parker.

UMass' Doug Welenc (20) hurled a three hit shutout yesterday in the first

game of a doubleheader against Maine. The Minutemen won the first game
11-0 and lost the second game 17-20 (Staff photo by Jim Mahoney.)

Sports staff meeting
There will be a mandatory meeting of the Collegian sports staff this Wednesday,

April 11, at 7:00 p.m. 'hose currently covering a spring sport are strongly urged to at

tend, but as always, new members are certainly welcome.

Mark Marchand

Umps out on strikes

If present trends continue, i expect the
beer and hot dog vendors in the major
league ballparks to be the next to go on
strike. They're about the only ones left con
nected with baseball who can strike after

the umpires decided not to return to work
for the beginning of the new season

Sure the umpires have a right to ask for

and receive more money on their com
paratively small contracts, but their

absence from the games so far has had a

profound effect. The minor league and col

lege umpires that have filled in for the strik

ing regulars have done a poor job at best.

Their inconsistency and overall bad judge

ment is not really their fault though; it's

taken years for the regular umps to attain

their level of sharpness and confidence with

which they call balls, strikes, and outs.

Home for a while over the weekend, I

had a chance to watch both the Red Sox
and Yankee games on cable TV and the

wide variations among the calls that um
pires made in both games were atrocious.

One instance in the Yankee Milwaukee

game saw the home plate umpire call a

check swing a ball while the first base ump
indicated that the batter had swung
through for the strike; seconds later he

changed his mind.

Meanwhile, in Boston, much of the same
was happening and the Bobby Bonds safe

call at second base in the 8th inning was a

good example. Attempting to steal second.

Bonds slid right into Jerry Remy's glove

containing the ball in what looked like a fair

ly easy play to call out. Apparently, the se

cond base ump didn't think so; he called

Bonds safe, much to the chagrin of

Burleson and Remy who would have pur

chased a seeing eye dog for the ump if they

had the chance
Later in that same game, the players

seemed to give up, as they no longer con

sidered arguing after close plays. Thrown
out on a very close play at first, Jim Rice

turned to argue with the ump, but just

threw his hands in the air and walked back

to the dugout; he knew that it wouldn't do
any good.
The point that I'm trying to make is this;

the regular umps knew that all this would
happen and they apparently didn't give a

damn. They've showed just how much they

care for the game of baseball with their ac

tions They may think that these games at

the beginning aren't as important as those

in September but that's where they're sadly

mistaken. These games now mean just as

much as they do near the end.

Ken Harrelson, one of the Red Sox TV
announcers, says that "there's no sense

beating the situation to death." Who are

you kidding. Hawk? Those replacement

umps have a hard time deciding which of

their colleagues they should check with on

a check swing call I honestly believe that

the outcome of most of the games so far

have been in some way affected. Those

who say that these things will "even out"

obviously haven't been watching any
games of late. In more than one case, one
team has benefitted from the bad calls

more than the other. It seems to be a case

of two intimidates the umpiring crew the

most.
Again, I'm not blaming the fill in umps;

I'm blaming those selfish umps who had

the whole off season to work this conflict

out but, chose to wait till the beginning of

the season to make an action. It seems to

me that they didn't even try to negotiate

much during the winter. If they did, they

really didn't make themselves heard

enough.

Somewhere, sometime; the people in

volved will make concessions in both direc

tions and^et the regulars back into action.

But, even then; my former image of these

umps (I'm a Ron Luciano fan) will always

be tainted after the damage that they've

done to the beginning of this season.
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Students Unite Against Apartheid

On Saturday April 7, 1979 approximately
two hundred people braved strong winds to

march in memory of Martin Luther King
and to protest U.S. involvement in apar-

thied South Africa. The march began at

New Africa House with speeches by Mike
Thelwell, Rev. Gil Caldwell and Queen
Mother Moore, who told us that her sixty

three years of consistent struggle should
qualify her for the Guiness Book of

Records.

The marchers, led by a police escort,

proceeded South West via Massachusetts
Avenue chanting and singing freedom
songs about South Africa. Upon reaching

South West the marchers encouraged
people "out of the dorms and into the

streets" to which a number of people

responded by joining the march.
In South West there was a minute of

cilence in memory of Seta Rampersad and
Jose Pontes, two students what were
found dead, Jose being found in

Washington Tower. We then marched out

of South West in silence to protest their

deaths.

The march continued back up Mass. Ave.

to North Pleasant Street into town, where
other people joined in and began chanting

along with the people.

We continued to Amherst College, one of

the elitist colleges that has refused to divest

a reported fifty million dollars of stock in

corporations that do business in the land of

aparthied. The marchers chanted "Botha's
army shoots to kill, while Amherst College

foots the bill" to remind the perplexed

students looking out of dorm windows that

their trustees are supporting the most
brutal regime on the planet.

The march ended on the town commons
where there was a rally featuring many
knowledgeable people of the role of

students in demanding the downfall of

apartheid. We were met by Queen Mother
Moore, who stated that she was so proud

to see both black and white students

marching against aparthied. She told the

people that the "man" hates to see black

and white people united around certain

principles. South Africa being one of them.

She further stated that the "man" will use

black against white and white against black

to ensure that there is no unity between the

two races. We must not allow the 'man' to

get in between us and destroy our unity,

we are more ; nature than that, she

reminded the crowd. Her eloquent and
effervesent speech endeared her to the

crowd. Let us hope that her words of

wisdom will be seriously thought about.

Next at the podium was sister Jamila

Gatson from the Third World Women's
Task Force. She reiterated the story of the

tragic death of Seta and the hard work the

Task Force and attorney Ozelle Hudson had

done to bring to justice the people

responsible for Seta's death. It was a

speech that clearly showed the con-

tradiction in treatment provided the Third

World community before the court system

and media in this valley. Very strange how
Eari Brown and Craeman Gethers were

robbed of their youth while Jimmy 'the

Greek', Brian Pitzer and Carol Newton are

running around free, How strange that Earl

and Craeman's faces were 'plastered' all

over the media, while little attention was
paid to the negligent three. The three who
could not remember the time of Seta's

death or the events of Seotember 13th and

TURN TO PAGE 2
Prof. Johnetta Cole

Queen Mother Moore

r.i
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Protective Custody From A
Legal Perspective

Bytan^un

It bm come to the attwition of the Legal

Services Office that » number of UMASS
students have been picked up by the police

(both UMASS and Amherst Police) arni rwt

charged with any crirtw The students are

placed in protective custody by the police

mvniy due to bejng drunk.

A f«w people have cwne to the office com-
plaining of abuse of this law wid tave re-

quested out assistance

Protective custody as explained in Mas*.

General Laws Chapter 11 IB Section 8

states "Any person who is irKapacitated

mjy be assisted by a police officer with or

without his consent to his residence, to a

facility or to a police station." It appears

that the police would rather take people to

the police station for reasons unknown

The law further goes on to guarantee the

right of people to, "upon request receive a

reasonable test, including but not limited to

tests of coordination, coherency of speech

and breath, to determine whetfwi or not he

IS intoxicated L,S strongly recom

mends that people request a breatherli/er

test since it is easier to keep records of this

test, than tests of coordination of coheren

cy o' speech If the breathilier test proves

that you are not drunk, you have the right

toberel^sed

Furthermore the statute static that a per-

son shall have the right to make one
phone call at his own behalf Any such per-

«»n shall be informed forthwith upon his ar

rival at such station of his right to such ex-

amination and of his right to use the

telephone " Thus upon being taken into

protective custody by the police insist on

your rights to a breathiK^er and the use of

Under the statute the p^ice can only hold a

person m proteciivw custody "at a police

station until he is no longer incapacitated or

lor a period of not longer ttvm tweh^ hours

whichovei is shorter "
If held longer than

twelve hours you must be charged with a

sijeafic cnme. If a person is held longer

than twelve hours, the police will be break

ing the law. I suggest that as soon as you

arrive at the police station call someone
that knows you well and who you can trust

and inlorm them of the time of arrival at the

station This is important because you

might want to sue the police department, if

they keep you longer than twelve hours.

The police are impowered to take "all

valuables and all articles which may pose a

danger to such person or to

others "However the police are required

to inventory all the ancles they take from a

person. Upon release from protective

custCKJy there is a form that you sign

stating that you have acquired all your

belongings. Sign it only if you do indeed

recover your valuables.

Also on the same form, there is a provision

releasing the police from any respon

sibilities or further litigation. Do not sign

this section if you feel that the police have

violated your rights under this statute. You
will sign away your rights to sue.

It IS important to know that being placed in

protective custody does not mean that a

person IS formally charged with a crime nor

will you have a criminal record. Protective

custody means that the police can hold a

person until that person is no longer intox

icated.

The police must also keep an 'entry of

custody indicating the date, time, and

place of custody." The records of anyone
placed in protective custody are public in

formation and you must be allowed to see

them.

If you feel that your rights have been

violated come to the Legal Services Office

and see me or Kathy Marvin.

Edrtorial Opinion

mnom Mniiiaii^

Solomon Mahlangu w«s hung by the
regime of Pik Botha on Friday, April 6,

1979. His cnme: being "equally liable and
guilty" for the shooting deaths of two
white men, although he did not fire any
shots. He was a nationalist querilla

recruited by the African National Congress.

"Botha's army hangs to kill, while Amherst
College foots the bill

. '

'

Jamila Gaston Paul Tsongas

CONT FROM PAGE 1

14th of 1978. Also how strange it was that

"ludge" McGuane relied mostly on the

testimony of the D.A.'s men to base his

decision that nothing strange had hap-

pened to Seta Jamila also told of how the

administration at U.Mass gave Seta her

degree "to show what nice guys they are."

The whole case was a force and the inquest

was used to placate the Third World

community. That is the colored way of

dying in the pioneer valley. However the

struggle to bring the negligent three to

justice will go on. Seta, Jose, justice for

your death today.

Jarnila was followed by Professor

Johnetta Cole who eloquently rer.iinded us

of students' role in the Viet Nam war and
other struggles. The students, faculty and
university workers have been in the fore

front of the struggle for this nations

conscience, as exemplified in the warnings

against nuclear power at Sea Brook and the

Harrisburg nuclear accident. The same
people of our society will take the role in

calling to an end to aparthied.

The Z.A.N.U. representative to the United
Nations gave us an update on the situation

in his country and the future does not look

good if Ian Smith stays in power. There is

no long term support for the regime or its

internal settlement. GUierilla war is

inevitable in Zimbabwe.
US. Senator Raul Tsongas

(Massachusetts) was also present and he

reiterated the p>oint that students and

faculty will be responsible for bringing

about changes in South Africa. We cannot

rely on the businessmen to change the

situation. It must be the campus com-
munities that make the changes.

The march and rally were very well

organized and shows the level of

sophistication that students have reached.

We must continue on this road if we are to

defeat the oppressor man.

The Weber Case
NEW ORLEANS A new and potentially

important development in the key reverse

discrimination case of Brian Weber, now
oefore the US. Supreme Court , could

send the case back to the lower courts

without a Supreme Court ruling. According

to a New Orleans attorney who has filed a

last minute brief with the Court, the people

who will be most affected by the outcome

of the case black factory workers -are not

now and never have been represented

before the courts.

The Weber case, which has been likened

to the famous Bakke reverse discrimination

case, could "literally end affirmative ac

lion" programs throughout the country if it

is upheld by the high court, said Kaiser

Aluminum and Chemical Corp attorney

Thompson Powers Weber, a white lab

technician at the Kaiser Aluminum plant in

Gramercy, Louisiana, claims that he was

denied a chance for a job advancement at

the plant because a Kaiser job training

program gave preferential treatment to

DIack fjmpioyees. His charge of reverse

discrimination ag.^imst Kaiser and the

United Steel Workers Union has been

upheld by the lower courts The case was
1' ..id hHnr« the 'J S Supfeme Court last

a question put by Supreme

Justice Thurgood Maishali liunny

veel< s arguments could open up a new
;,iQn in the controversy. Justice

,,<,. , .all asked Michael Fontham, Weber's

attorney, "Who represents the black

workers m this case-*" Fontham was at a

loss for an answer
In fact, so far no one represents the in

terests of black workers m the case. Neither

of the defendants. Kaiser or the union,

called a single black worker to testify when

the case was heard in Fifth district Court

five years ago
Only four witnesses were called at that

time: Weber, another white worker who
charged reverse discrimination, and two
Kaiser officials. The union called no wit-

nesses.

The omission of black witnesses in the

early stages of the case could prove critical

to Its outcome. For Weber's case rests

heavily on thp assumption that there was
no past discrimination at the Kaiser plant,

and that the training program from which
he was turned down gave "preference, to

black workers, rather than serving as a

"remedy ' for past discrimination.

If past discrimination had been shown at

the Kaiser plant, then the training program,

initiated in 1974, may have been viewed by

the lower courts as a legal solution to the

problem.
"There's no question that the government

was remiss." said Richard Devine, deputy

director of the Office of Contract Com-
pliance in the Labor Department Devine

admits that the appropriate federal

agencies should have entered the case as

intervening plaintiffs on behalf of black

workers, or at least should have a friendof-

the court brief in the District Court.

Attorneys for the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) were
following the case at the time, but it was
only later that they decided to intervene,

after it was tm i it" to call new witnesses

Paul Mirengoff, EEOC attorney in

Washington, says that intervention at that

time would have made a substantial dif

ference

"There is no question," he said, "that a

lot of important evidence of discrimination

might have been introduced at that level."

Ideally, he said, the EEOC ought to have

been in the Distnct Court representing the

black workers. But, he insists, the com-
mission cannot get involved in every

discrimination case.

In a last minulB attempt to give the black

workers a voice in the case, a New Orleans

attorney, Pam Bayer, working on behalf of

a number of black Kaiser employes, is filing

a brief with the Supreme Court. She argues

in that brief that the black workers are an

indispensible party to the case, without

whose participation a just decision is im-

possible.

Bayer acknowledges ^hat there is little

chance the Supreme Court will accept her

brief. "As far as I know," she said, "there,

s

only one prior case of a successful in-

tervention at the level of Supreme Court."

But Bayer is hoping that the act of filing

the brief will remind the Court that there are

people who will be affected by this case

who have not been heard and who want to

be heard. One favorable outcome, she said,

could be for the Supreme Court to temand
the case to the Fifth District Court and
allow black workers to argue their case

along with Weber, the company and the

union.

A spokesman for the black workers,

Cornell Goudia, is an instrument repairman

at the Gramercy plant, a highly skilled job

which he earned by going through the

training program for which Weber was
turned down. He has been at the plant for

1 1 years, and for the last year he has served

on the union's grievance committee, of

which Weber is the chairman. He claims

that there is a long history of discrimination

at the Kaiser plant, and that Weber hinself

has been less than vigorous in defending

black workers in grievance cases

Goudia points out that most of the blacks

at the plant still work in operations, the

lowest paid and lowest status job in the

facility. There are only four blacks in skilled

maintenance work, he says , and three of

them came through the disputed trainint

program. So did James Nailor, the only

black electrician in the plant, and Goudia
himself, the only black among 34 in-

strument repair technicians. Only two black

skilled workers have been hired outside the

gate in recent years^ he said, and one of the

two was fired for alleged absenteeism.

That firing is one of the cases that Goudia

claims Weber mishandled. White workers

with similar or worse records of attendance

received lesser penalties, Goudia said, and

Weber did not make that argument in

defending the black worker who was fired.

Goudia also argued that white workers

charged with insubordination have gotten

off with as little as three days suspension,

while one black worker was fired for the

charge and another was given 30 days

suspension.

"Goudia claims Weber is insensitive to such

racial differences. When Goudia com-

plained about the black woman who got a

30day suspension for insubordination, he

says Weber told him he should be proud

that the union kept her from being fired.

"Wever," said Goudia, " is not a

downright racist. He's too smart for that .

But I feel he's been ungair to blacks."

In court caseswhere the black Kaiser

workers have been represented, the record

on discrimination is not good. In 1974, in

Baton Rouge , Kaiser signed a consent

decree agreeing to pay $250,000 in

damages to minority workers, and another

case affecting their Chalmette, Louisiana,

olant is still in litigaiton.

"It's not surprising,,' said black workers'

attorney Pam Bayer," that Kaiser doesn't

want ot convict itself of past

discrimination.;. Such an admission would

open the way for discrimination suity by

black workers which could cost the

company huge damage payments.

"But," said Bayer, "somebody should be

in the courtroom speaking for the black

workers in this case."

Paul Robeson
reprinted from The Guardian Biacic Activist
Pau/ Robeson. Black activist, athlete,

musician and performer, was born on April

9. 1898 Only in the last few years has he
begun to receive the recognition in the

U. S. given him by most of the rest of the

world.

Following are excerpts of a Robeson
speech to the National Negro Labor Coun-

cil in 1952. The speech was delivered dur

ing the height of the cold vvar and was a

powerful challenge to attempts to force

U.S. Blacks to take up arms against the

peoples of the third world.

I have been in many labor battles. It has

seemed strange to some that, having at-

tained some status and acclaim as an artist

I should devote so much time and energy to

the problems and struggles of working men
and women.
To me, of course, it is not strange at all. I

have simply tried never to forget the soil

from which I spring. .

.

No, I can never forget 300-odd years of

slavery and half freedom; the long, weary
and bitter years of degradation visited upon
our mothers and sisters, the humiliation

and Jim Crowing of a whole people. I will

never forget that the ultimate freedom -and

the immediate progress of my people rest

on the sturdy backs and the unquenchable
spirits of the coal miners, carpenters,

railroad workers, clerks, domestic workers,

bricklayers, sharecroppers, steel and auto

workers, cooks, stewards and
longshoremen, tenant farmers and tobacco
stemmers the vast mass of Negro

Americans from whom all talent and
achievement rise in the first place.

If it were not for the stirrings and the mili-

tant struggles among these millions, a

number of our so called spokesmen with

fancy jobs and appointments would never

be where they are. And I happen to know
that some of them will soon be looking for

something else to do. There's a change tak

ing place in the country, you know. My ad

vice to some o* this "top brass" leadership

of ours would be: You'd better get back

with the folks if it's not already too late.

I m glad I left them..

I was reading a book the other day in

which the author used a phrase which has

stuck in my memory He said, "We are liv

ing in the rapids of history," and you and I

know how right he is You and I know that

for millions all over this globe it's going to

be as long as it has been.

Yes, we are living "in the rapids of

history " and a lot of folks are afraid of be

ing dashed on the rocks But not us'

No, 'not us and not 200 million Africans

who have let the world know that they are

about to take back their native land and

make it the world's garden spot, which it

can be

.

And, in« South Africa they'll be some
changes made too. Freedom is a hard won
thing. And, any time 7000 Africans and In

dians fill the jails of that unhappy land for

sitting in "White Only" waiting rooms, for

tearing down Jim Crow signs like those
which are seen everywhere in our South,
you know those folks are ready for

Freedom. They are willing to pay the price.

The struggle in Africa has a special mean-
ing to the National Negro Labor Council
r.nd to every worker in this land, white as
well as Negro. You see, they are not
satisfied with wringing the sweat and

Paul Robesori
sometimes the blood out of ore miners in

Alabama and Utah, auto workers in Detroit

and Atlanta, oil workers in Texas and New
Jersey. They want super duper profits at 10

f;e«ts an hour wages, which they can get

jA/ay with only if the British Empire, in one

case or the (South African) Malan fascists,

in another, can keep their iron heels on the

black backs of our African brothers ^nd
sisters.

Now, I said more than three years ago that

It would be unthinkable to me that Negro

youth from the US should go thousands

of miles away to fight against their friends

and on behalf of their enemies You
remember that a great howl was raised in

the land And I remember, only the other

day, in the heat of the election campaign,

that a group of Negro political figures

pledged in advance that our people would

be prepared to fight any war any time that

the rulers of this nation should decide. .

.

I say again. th.i proper battlefield for our

youth and for all fighters for a decent life, is

here: in Alabama, Mississippi and Georgia;

IS here in Cleveland, Chicago and San Fran

Cisco; IS in every city and at every whistle

stop in this land where the walls of Jim

Crow still stand and need somebody to tear

them down.

Letter To The Editor

To The Collegian Editor
Before I went on vacation, I wrote a letter

to the Editor of the Collegian. It was
published 3-14 79 in an incomplete manner-
two or three important paragraphs taken

out as well as an offensive headline stuck

upon it.

I called Daniel Guidera who is the Editorial

editor and was upset that he took such
license with my letter He said it is accepted
policy that newspap>ers can edit as they

please a letter sent from the public-that the

person who sent it loses control over it and
it becomes the property of the paper.

Besides not feeling, deep in the gut area,

that this is a correct policy, I feel that the

Collegian's editing of my letter and sub-

sequent headline was based on a racist and
sexist perspective.

I asked Mr. Guidera ( who answered my
questioning of such racist and sexist

practices by saying he was Spanish which
IS not an all enveloping reference because
[there are brothers who forget tfieir

Hothers ,.) why he chose to edit out the

main reason I wrote the letter (to commend
'Jim Matlack on his denouncing discour

teous treatment to Third World students in

Southwest); and why he used such an
offensive haadiine for the paragraphs he
did publish (regarding fun screaming in

Southwest by women during a time when
there have been some serious assaults-

headline was "Shut up unless you mean
it"- an offensive and self-defeating head in

my opinion).

He answered that he put in what he

thought was important. He does not feel

apparently, tense racial situations exist or

are of major importance and does not feel

that women are due some respect and
being told to "SHUT UP" can only cause

offense not cooperation.

Our discussion became heated because

apparently he does not feel that as a

journalist he is responsible to the public and
should listen when they are dissatisfied

with the media. He only wanted to repeat

over and over again how it is policy that

newspapers can take this license, which
only served to make me more upset as he

did not wish to converse with me in an

intelligent manner.
I am not an unreasonable person and

wrote him a civil letter the next day asking

him to please print my retraction. First he

said no, and then he said if he had room.

He reconsidered when I told him of my
intentions of going to Nummo News to

have them print it because I feel it is very

important. I gave the Collegian more than a

week and my second letter has not been

printed. I am asking Nummo f/ews to print

it.

I am an Italian-Irish American and have

alliances with the Third World on this

campus as well as all over the United

States, and elsewhere, in friendship and
progressive interaction to combat years of

institutionalized racism. Here the Collegian

IS working against bettering this situation. I

am a journalist and am disappointed in Mr.
Guidera and the Collegian, which I thought
had improved in the three years I've been
here,

I wish to thank Nummo News for printing

this if they choose. MY RETRACTION
FOLLOWS.
TO EDITORIAL STAFF If you do not

wish to print this letter in total, please do
not print it at all

I would like to apok^ize to the female

students on this campus for the rude way in

which my editorial letter on "fun

screaming" in southwest was presented 3-

14 79 The headline "Shut up Unless You
Mean It" to rne is self defMtmg and in

suiting to the female students I understand
that the intention was to call attention to a

very serious issue, but it was done im my
estimation with little decorum

.

I also wish to resubmit herein the main
thenne of my original editorial that was cut

from my letter as published -to commend
Jim Matlack, Master Area Director of

Southwest, on his recent editorials on
situations in Southwest, in particular tfie

discourteous treatment of Third World
students by fellow Southwest residents. I

think it is important that the Third World
students know that Jim's thoughts are

supported by other non- Third -Wodd
students. As I stated in my original editorial

letter, I do not want to be judged by the

actions of those discourteous people; and I

believe the mainstream of non-Third-Worid

students do not wish to be either.

The atnx>sphere for racial understanding,

as well as understanding between the

sexes, and progressive interaction needs to

be continually cultivated, strengthened and
appreciated by all students on this campus.

Original Cut Version -

To the Editor:

As a resident of Southwest and in light of

the recent rapes and rape attempts

[assaultsl. I would like to ask female

students who are partying not to scream

while walking through Southwest So

many times I've heard screams, cnly to find

out it is someone "having fun.
"

Because of these attacks. I think we

should try and eliminate fun screaming, as

It might prevent someone actually in

trouble from obtaining assistance,

somewhat like the little boy crying wolf too

many times I'm not discouraging \safe\ fun

and frolics, .only at this time I think it is

imperative that this kind of screaming be

stopped.

Carolyn Veronica Guerra

Southwest

The March Against
Apartheid Which Took

Place On Saturday Was
Only The Start

Idi Amin The End Is Here

"We must prepare ourselves for a long

and protracted war against the invaders of

our country." President Nyerere of Tan

zania made this remark after the invasion

into Tanzania by Ugandan forces led by Idi

Amin.
Nyerere has lived up to his words and has

unleashed a massive assault on Uganda

aimed at Kampala and Entebbe Airport

There was a successful raid on Entebbe

where the Tanzanian forces shelled Amin's

air force jets and runway with virtually no

opposition.

Idi Amin with ths support of Libyan troops

has failed to keep the invaders out of the

country and it appears that Amin will

disappear into exile ,most likely in Sudan

where he reportedly has a big ranch waiting

for him in anticipation of the day when he

shall rule no more.

Amin has been a very brutal ruler who was

known to play one group of people against

each other with expertise. His soldiers had

free reign in Uganda and many of tnem
became rich off his regime. (Amin it must
be pointed out is not poor man himself). He
killed students at Makerere University, thus

ensuring a shortage of intellectuale and
trained manpower. His army ran fear

through the people, who would tremble at

the sound of the jeep.s coming.
It was a well known fact that his op-

ponents belonged to the missing party

That is if you spoke out you were missing.

Howpver the nightmare of Amin's rule

seems over Who will replace him? The
most likely candidate is former President

Milton Obote, a close friend of President

Nyerere. Whether the. Ugandan people will

accept him remains to be seen.

It must be kept in mind that Amin may pull

off another of his miracles, but I seriously

doubt it.

Mohammed
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?amon Emeterio
Betancesianmn inif e Fathtir of

' « Pumrto Hi.,, , „s,ui,, tit.ittnc0s: svmttf^

'0¥Oiutiundfy valor and demrmmation m
V ^0no ' struggle for m
I'pmn^nce 4>. ... . ^.nmefnorate the fS2

imymrssry of ^ s birth Ion Apnl 81 MW
itnor his memorv as w0 continue anti

tp^mkst struggles that will one dav free

'» PtMtrto f^ican nation

Acnwt Emeterio Betancss was bom hi

.Jtoo Rojo. Puerto Rico on April 8, 1ffi7.

"^m of land owning parents his father was
' Miminican and his mother Puerto Rican At

• « a^ of 10 his mothw itt^. YounQ
Hamon « then sent to France to study In

».« n«iit ten years, he achieves two
Bachelc^ t^gwm in Scwnce and Literature.

addition, he always found time to

tedicate to writing poetry and essays. In

'B48 6etwic«s enters m«licai school tn

jr« He tf»en ekpenences, first hand, the

• attty of a people that face a bloody revolu-

tion m order to g«n justice and liberty.

'7iMne historians say he actively par-

ic^Mted m this struggle Nor>etheless, it m
> lear that he was inspired by the ideals of

this revolution, the French Revolution.

UfKKi graduation from nwdical school,

Betances returns to Puerto Rico Cholera

idd already killed 30,000 people on the

•slami Without rest and at great personal

nsk, the young doctor dedicates himself to

•he disadvantaged Through much work

M^ Mrif sacrifice Betances becomes
• spected as the "doctor of the people

"

^neteenth century folklore also honors his

medical abilities, when an individual w»
4r»rely ill. It was said, "a este no lo salva ni

Betancw." (Not even Betances can save

*^rt»ting against his own class Itfie rieft

idnd owners), Betances strongly supports

ihe struggle against slavery he devotes

itfTwelf to the strugg'es of the oppressed

m«ses The beginnings of his anti slavery

etforts were individualupd: Betances would

ijo to church yards to purchase child slaves

belore their baptism. (Before baptism child

slaves were sold at $25 00, after baptism

the children cost S50 00 » He would then

yrani them their liberty In 1856. Betances,

fogether with other individuals, founded

the first secret society to abolish slavery

Betances also saw the need to take up arms

3(iainst Spam in the struggle for m
fJtfpendence Foi these independence and

anti slavery artivtties. the young revolu

tinnary was exiled Uom Puerto Rico in

'»8
vA/hile in France, his fiancee dies a few
we^u b^we their wedding. He is allowed

Bi-Cultural Quiz
Quiz for the bi cultural Puerto Rican

readers of Nummo News

Define the following;

guazabara

Battle of Cayuco

Battle of Aymaco

Battle of Yaqueca

Uroyoan

Caparra

guanin

tamos

to return to Pueno Rico He and Ruis Belvis

take on the task of creating committees to

lead a war of independence In 1867, both

voluntarily leave the island to prepare to

return with aims for revolution Belvis and

Betances also had plans to create a Carib-

tean federation of nations A few montNl
later, Ruis Belvis is found mysteriously"

dead in Chile on November 4, 1867

On September 23, 1868, the first Republic

of Puerto Rico is proclaimed in the town of

LarM Although Betances was stopped in

Saint Thomas (by colonial authontiesi, as

Iw returned with a ship of arms from tfie

^minican Republic, the revolution pro

ceeded. The principles of Puerto Rican in

dependence were defended with knives,

MfiKhetes Bn6 some guns Through

Wpenor weaponry the Spanish imperialists

won that battle Nonetheless, Lares was a

true revolutionary victory: people rose tO

declare the Puerto Rican Republic

Betances continued his etforts to create

the fecteration of Caribbean countries He
supported the independence struggles of

Cuba, Haiti, Jamaica and the Dominican

Republic Puerto Rico, in turn, achie\^d

the solidarity of the independence

movements of these nations.

This great revolutionary defended Puerto

Rico's right to self determination at all

levels "No quiero colonia ni con espana ni

con los estados unidos Que hacen los

^ertorriquenos que no se rebelan." ("I do

not want to be a colony of Spam or the

United States Why don't the Puerto

Ricans revolt.') This leader accepted the

idea that m order to free Puerto Rico from

tt^e yoke of imf>erialism, a long and bloody

revoluti^on was needed
On September 16. 1898, Betances died ^
France This was barelv two months after

the United States military invaded the

island of Puerto Rico Betances is well

remembered f»i the person whose very

name caused the Spanish impenalists' to

tremble.

Colonial educators have hidden the

revolutionary Betances. These present

Betances as simply a poet. But, no colonial

forces can destroy the Betances that lives

within each individual that dares to struggle

for true liberty Betances believed in the

liberation of the oppressed classes He
said, "Today the revolution proceeds like a

volcanic eruption, from within the social

layers that form this society " The only way
that we can understand Betances is to em-

brace his ideals and struggle for an in

dependent Puerto Rico.

In the struggle,
Eliseo Garcia
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thai tl\c time
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^
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,
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Phyllis Hyman will be at the S.U.B. this

Wednesday. The show starts at 8:00 PM
and it should be a smoker.

The Collegian does not consistently print anything
relevant to the Third World community. Therefore,
Nummo News proudly announces that it in no way is

controlled, manipulated or associated with the
Collegian.

Nummo News, the voice of the Third World com-
munity of the University of Massachusetts at

Amherftt, welcomes letters, comments and
criticisms.

If you wish to contribute any material in accordance
with the better interests of the community, please
submit it to —

Nummo News

103 New Africa House
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

Or contact us by phone -645-0061

.

Sweet Honey In The Rock turned out the

FAC in a sweet performance that is sure to

bring them back for more singing in the

future.

Correction:

In last week's issue , in the segment on In-

ternational Day, we forgot to mention the

participation of Indonesia m that day's ac-

tivities. Our apologies.

/

'DeerHunter'wins bestmovie Oscar
By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press

HOLLYWOOD - 'The Deer
Hunter," the shattering story of how the
Vietnam War affected the lives of three
Pennsylvania mill workers, was named best
film of 1978 at the Motion Picture Academy
Awards on Monday night.

Jon Voight, the paraplegic Vietnam
veteran in "Coming Home" and Jane Fon-

da, the officer's wife who falls in love with
him were chosen best actor and actre».

Maggie Smith, the ner-

vous Oscar nominee in "California Suite,"

and Christopher Walken, a Vietnam soldier

corrupted by drugs and money in "The
Deer Hunter," were named best supporting

•ctre^ and actor.

Walken, a native of Queens, N.Y., won
the Oscar on his first nomination. "I salute

Michael Cimino with this Oscar tonight,"

said the actor, acknowledging the director

of "The Deer Hunter."
The actor added his thanks to members

of the Academy and Robert De Niro, the

star of the film about young Pennsylva-
nians before and aher the Vietnam War.

Meanwhile, 13 members of a group pro-
testing "The Deer Hunter" as an allegedly
racist apology for the Vietnam War were ar-
rested outside the Music Center where the
awards were being presented Police said
they were booked for investigation of
^sault^with a deadly weapon on an officer
or incitement to riot.

"The Deer Hunter ' picked up two earty

technical awards - for editing and sound.
Jane Fonda and Jon Voight were voted Best Actress and Actor, respectively,
at last night's Academy Awards.
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Kara, Lynn, and Stephanie lead the way for their dog Mozambique out of the

rain yesterday afternoon. A dentist appoimment proved to be the reason for

their venture into the rainy weather. (Staff photo by Bill Greene)

Clianceiiorcandidatesnarrowed to five
By QAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

The search for a successor to Chancellor

Randloph W. Bromery is drawing to a close

with only five candidates still in the runn
ing. UMass President David C. Knapp is ex

pected to recommend his final choice to the

Board of Trustees in May.
The five candidates, described as

"radically" different from each other, are

the end product of a semester long search

conducted by a committee composed of

UMass students, staff and faculty. Knapip

has been pushing the committee to find a

rtew chancellor by June 1 , the day Bromery
said he will resign.

Four of the finalists were interviewed by
members of the campus community and
Knapp eadier this nrranth. They are Jannes

Bond, former provost of the Urtiversity of

California at Sacramento, McAllister Hull,

provost of the University of New Mexico at

Albuquerque, Jerome Schneewind, pro-

vost of Hunter College in New York City

and Henry Koffler, provost and vice-

president of academic affairs of the Univer-

sity of Minnesota at St, Paul.

The fifth finalist, Saul Cohen, president

of Queens College in New York, is schedul-

ed to be interviewed on campus April 12.

Insiders are saying James Bond has the

edge because of his impressive record in

public higher education ar>d easy going
manner. Most rate McAllistor Hull second
followed by Schneewind and Koffler .

They did not speculate on Cohen because
he has not yet been interviewed.

The head of the search committee, pro-

fessor Terrence Burke could not be reached
this week for comment, but he and other

committee members have made it a prac-

Henry Koffler James Bond

tice not to comment on the candidates. The
committee will recommend three of the five

finalists by the end of this month to Knapp
who will then make his final choice.

The Collegian conducted interviews with

reporters from student newspapers at the

candidates' colleges to gain background in-

formation.

James Bond
Bond, who will turn 55 next week,

became president of UCal Sacramento in

1972. He resigned from his post last year

after conflicts with faculty deteriorated his

effectiveness, according to reporters from
the student newspaper. Faculty, when pro-

testing Bond's tenure policy that was based
on merit rather than seniority, picketed his

home nightly. Reporters described the stu-

dent body as being apathetic but generally

pleased with Bond.
Bond received his B.A. from Baldwin

Wallace College, his MA. from Bowling

Green State University and his Ph.D. from

New York University. In the 19e0's Bond
was a professor of psychology at Bowlir>g

TURN TO PAGE 16
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DIGEST

BOSTON-Robttrt J. Italiano r«c«iv«» a kiss from his

¥vife after baing found innocent of murder by a Suf-
folk Superior Court jury yeeterday in the shooting
death of five men in the Blackfriars discoreataurant
last Jufte. The Jury, which deliberated for six hours,
also found William N. lerardi innocent of the five

counts of murder.

Nuke evacuees return
HARRISBURG. Pa. M/^-Gov. Dick Thomburgh told

pregnant women yesterday that they can return to the

immediate area around the disabled Three Miie Island

nuclear plant. "This means that it is now considered safe,
"

he said.

Eleven days ago. Thornburgh had advis^ that pregnant

women and young children who live within five miles of the

plant should leave.

The governor said the 23 schools in the five mile radius

could reopen and that state offices could return to business

as usual. In addition, he ordered the Civil Defense from full

alert to on-call status.

Iran purges six more
TEHRAN. Iran \AP\-S\* more "enemies of the

revolution," including an American-trained air force chief,

fell before firing squads yesterday as Islamic courts con

tinued to act their swift, methodical retribution from

members of the old regime.

Besides the six, uncomfirmed reports said four

policeman were executed in the southwestern city of Beh-

bahan.
The 10 new deaths would bring to 86 the number of men

shot by firing squads since tf>e mass rrwvement led by

Moslem clergyman Ruhollah Khomeini toppled the

monarchy of the now-exiled Shah Mohammad Reza

Pahlavi in mid-February.

King baclcs solar power
BOSTON |>»^-The King adminwtration, seeking to

diversify its energy policy, yesterday endorsed new in-

centives for the installation of solar power, wood stoves

and hydroelectric equipment.

Up until now, nuclear power and offshore oil have been

the focus of lobbying efforts by the governor's er>ergy

team. But at a legislative hearing yesterday afternoon

administration officials hoped to show they could be just as

gung-ho about small-scale power dams as billion-dollar

reactors.

A key bill in the package originated with the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group, with

backing from Sen, Alan D Sisitsky, D-Springfield. It calls

for state income tax credits ranging up to $1,000 per

household to defray the cost of home solar heating and

cooling devices.

Chad in turmoil
PARIS (-4 PI — Marauding tribal gangs in southern Chad,

aided in some cases by mutinous troops and police, have
kflled at least 10,000 persoris in the last month - mostly

Moelem shopkeepers and their families - according to

reports reaching here yesterday from missionaries in the

capital of N'Djamena.
Detailed reports from Jesuit missions stations said 4,000

to 5,000 persons were murdered in Moyen-Chari province

and S,000 to 6,000 in West Logone province in the first two
weeits of March.
N the nrwssionary reports are correct, it would be the

worst tribal slaughter in Africa since 100,000 members of

Burundi's Hutu tribe were massacred in 1972 by the Tutsi

tribe, their traditional rivals.

Pope backs celibacy
VATICAN CITY l>»/=1 -Calling celibacy a "gift," Pope

John Paul II yesterday upheld mandatory celibacy for

Roman Catholic priests and took a tough stance against

those seeking dispensation from their vovt^.

The pope issued a strong re-affirmation of the 1,500-

year-okl ban on priestly marriage in a 35-page pastoral

letter to all priests of the church and in a separate eight-

page letter to the church's bishops.

"Since the priesthood is given to us so that we can

unceasingly serve others after the example of Christ the

Lord, the priesthood cannot be renounced because of the

difficulties that we meet and the sacrifices asked of us,"

the pope wrote

.

The priest has imprinted upon his soul "the mark of an

indelible character," that makes a priest unique.

Brandels won "t divest
WALTHAM, Mass. WPl-Brandeis no longer will invest

in U.S. corporations doing business in South Africa, but it

isn't ready to sell the stock it already owns, the school

administration said yesterday at the end of a four-day

student strike protesting Apartheid.

School President Marver BeCnstein said Brandeis would

hoW its stock "to exercise its rights as a sharehokJer to

influence corporate practices."

If stockholder action is ineffective, Bernstein said the

school would sell its stock "within a reasonable time."

Price controls might be used
By EILEEN AL T POWELL
Associatmd Press

WASHINGTON - A nationwide citizen's crusa<^

against rising prices got under way yesterday with Presi

dent Carter's chief inflation fights saying if voluntary anti-

inflation efforts fail, it could lewl to mandatory controhi or •

reces^n.

But White House Pr^s Secretary Jody Powell said

Carter would not consider imposir^ marKlatory controto.

Alfred E Kahn told some 250 labor leaders the altw

natives to Carter's voluntary wage and price guidelines "are

unthinkabiy wotm."

Kahn told the group- "There are a couple of commonly
proposed alternatives that the president and I both feet are

not acc^table."

But, he adckid. "An Ikjom! person h^ to adnrMt that if

this voluntary program doesn't work, we may get one or

another of those alternatives, wtiether we like it or not.

"We may get the one that some ot you say you want —
marKlatory contrc^. With the nnood of tfie country the way
it is today, however, and the way it is likely to be if this in

flation continues unabated, we may get the one that

nmttier you nor I wantt.

"I refer, of course, to the option of clamping down on
the economy so severely that we bring on a serious reces-

sion and throw millions of people out of work - your peo-

ple in a repeat of 1974 75. The president is determined
not to use recession as a tool to cure inflation...

"The president is equally determined not to resort to the

King's tax cap
killed by House
By SHELLY COHEN
Associated Press Wntei
BOSTON -The Massachusetts House dealt a stunning

blow to Gov. Edward J. King's proposed tax cap yester-

day, voting 119 to 37 against his zero percent freeze on

local taxes
The s^te came on an ammendment proposed by House

Minc.ity Leader William G. Robinson, R-Melrose. The
amendment would have restored the tax cap bill to a

version originally proposed by King, prohibiting any

percentage increase in local taxes.

The bill, supported by the House leadership, woJId allow

cities and towns to increase taxes by four percent.

Kings promised $500 property tax cut is dependant in

large measure on the tax cap. Although he has put some
$300 in additional state aid to cities and towns in his

budget, he was counting on the tax cap to add arwther

$130 million, representing the average growth in property

taxes.

Robinson, in introducing the anr»er>dment said, "h ap-

pears tfie governor is going to go to tf>e wall on this issue

and I think he should.
"

He said for those communities which believe it is im-

possible to live within the zero-based cap, there are

provisions for overriding it by a two-thirds vote of the town

meeting or city council.

Rep. Charles R. Doyle, D-Boston, who also spoke in

favor of the Robinson amendment, said when King was

elected, "it was a rr^ndate to this Legislature to carry out

his tax relief program. A vote against this is a vote to rase

real estate taxes and rents in this state.

"If you vote for the 4 percent bill, you are knowingly

voting to raise taxes by $120 million," Doyle added.

Rep. Dennis J. Duffin, D-Lenox, vice chairman of the

House Ways and Means Committee, led the fight for the 4

percent tax cap and against the governor's freeze.

"Taxpayers are paying taxes," Duffin said. 'They are

also going to the grocery store. They know about inflation.

"It doesn't seem sensible to me to say to every city and

iown that you must live at the same level you<did last

year," he added.

Uganda victims
possibly journalists
By STEPHEN H. MILLER
Associated Press

NAIROBI, Kenya - Fresh Ugandan troops loyal to Idi

Amin took up new positions east of Kampala yesterday
after Tanzanian forces blunted a last-ditch Ugandan
counterattack in bloody fighting south of the city, anti-

Amin exiles said.

acond nnethod of reetraintng tboae escessive dwnands —
mandatory wage and price contrtris."

DespMe Kahn's comments, Powell said "^tmokita^ not'
wtien asked if Carter was thinking of askir^ CwHjrMS for

authority to impose nMrKtotory ctrntrols.

Powell said Kahn "in no way meant to imply that this

president would under any ciramstarKes impede wage and
price controls."

Kahn's statement c&me n tfie AFLCIO kk^ed off ^
Opw'ation Price Watch. The openir^g rally was held beneath

a large red, white and Mue banner reading "Bring down
priOMMt An AFL CIO community service."

The price watch was instituted, AFLCIO Presidwit

Ge<yge Meany told the rally, to alk>w "thousands of union

mwnbers across America to be the eyM arul ears for the

administration's inflation fighters."

The crusade also will involve COIN Consumers Operated
to Inflation in the Necessities, a Wnhington-based coali

tion of some 60 labor, consumer, minority and senior

citizen groups.

Participants will nwnitor the prices of food, housirtg, fuel

and medical care — which togettier make up nfK>re than 70

pw^t of the average fanviy's expw^iturw.

A similar effort in the early 1970's, Presidwit Ford's Whip
lnflatk>n Now Program, endisd in disarray when the 1974-^
reoenk>n hit.

The r>ew price watch, which will augment the CouncN on
Wage and Price Stability's own monitoring, cornea at the
Cartor administration is facing tough challenges to its

voluntary wage-price program.

NEW LONDON, Conn.-Americe's first nucleer sub*
marine, the USS Nautilus, sails down the Thames
River on its way to Mare iaiand Shipyard in La Jolla,

California, where it will be de-commissioned. The
Nautilus was commissioned nearly 25 years ago. In

the background are the newest nuclear submarines,
the Trident missile subs. The first of the Tridents, the
USS Ohio, wes christened last Saturday amidst pro-
tests by anti-nuke groups.

Tuwdty. ^^pii 10. 1979, iCollegJan

Amin's government an-

nounced, meanwhile, it had
executed four "foreign
mercenaries," sources
reported. But the victims

were believed to be two
West German and two
Swedish journalists who
tried to slip into Uganda by
boat across Lake Victoria.

The invastion force of

Tanzanian troops and
Ugandan exiles has been
poised at Kampala's
southern and western out

skirts for the past week.
Exile sources, quoting

eyewitnesses; said Ugan
dan reinforcements led by
'tanks and armored cars

launched an assault against

the invaders over the

weekend on the road to

Entebbe airport.
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Globe reporters
critique Carter
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegia/} Staff

President Carter hn failed to asstttt

himself on a number of issues confronting

the country, but he is doing as good a job as

any person coukj in hm situation, three

reporters from the Boston Globe told an
audience of about 200 students in

Thompson Hall last night.

Curtis Wilkie and Thomas Oliphant of the

Globe's Washington Bureau and Oavkl

Greenway, Foreign Bureau Chwf, vsited

UMass yesterday as part of a program
arranged by the Globe ar>d the UMass
public affairs department.

The most interesting thing about the

domestic scene today is the way every

issue collides with one another." Oliphant

said. 'Carter is x\\e first president to

confront this reality."

In trying to confront many related issues.

Carter has faHed to come up with a policy

that cuts across them all, Oliphant said.

"Carter is reluctant to assert himself in

nrtany arsM," Wilkie said. Carter also f«s a

habit of making complicated proposals and
walking away from them, he said.

"But I'm a lot more sympathetic toward
him than I was the last time I was here at

UMass, " he sakl. "I really think the guy has
done as good a job as any human being

could have given the situation he is faced
vwth."

The biggest test of Carter's prmdency
may be what happens now in the Middle
E^, Greenway SMd.
"The crux of the problem will be to

d^ivw^ on the Palestinian issue," Greenway
said. "This will be more difficult than the

peace between Egypt and Israel."

Negotiations on the Patestianian issue

are to begin w)» month after the singing of

the peace treaty.

"This will be a real test of American
sincerity and power,"' Greenway said.

It e ironic that fc^eign policy is ^e
dominant sut^t for Carter today,
Oliphant said. "Carter campaigned saying
that his focus would be domestic," he saki.

"tiarter »me to the White House with
Httte kn<»Medge of foreign affairs,

especially the Middle East," Greenway
said.

Many of the questions the three reports

were asked concerned the accident at the
Three Mile Island Nuclear Plant in Penn-
sylvania.

In response, they said although Carter

still believes in light water reactors, once
nuctear plants now under constructk}n are

built, that may be it. "There will be a

gradual decommission of the plants now in

operation after 2000" Oliphant predicted.

"There is no feeling that Three Mile

Island will effect plants now in con-
struction," he said.

Boston Globe staff writers Thomas Oliphant, David Greenway, and Curtis

Wilke spoke to audience last night on various political topics facing the U. S.

and Pres. Carter. (Staff Photos by Jim Mahoney)

Report to selectmen
favors light industry
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

The town of Amherst can expect no

significant tax benefit from economic

development, according to a report by the

Economic Development Cost Benefit Task

Force presented to the Board of Selectmen

last night.

"We believe the question of large scale

development can be laid to rest, " the

committee said in conclusion. "But, the

town might still wish to encourage

development of compatible business on a

small scale.
"

The 23 page report is the last of four

reports commissioned by Selectmen in

September of 1977 to study the feasibility

of economic development in the town. The

first three reports discussed University and

Colleges, Commerical and Industrial sites,

and Central and Outlying Business

Districts.

The conclusions of the three initial task

forces was to recommend encouragment

of the growth of light industry and

downtown development.
According to Cost Benefits Task Force

Chairman Dolores Sutton, the town "will

change whether we want to or not." I

would hope we'd be interested in con-

trolling that growth."
The Task Force recommended zoning

changes although it did not recommend the

formation of a permanent Economic

Development Commission, citing the

existence of the private Amherst Economic

Developmem Corporation. The other task

forces had recommended the formation of

the Commission.

The Task Force cited increased em-
ployment opportunities and maintenance

of Amherst's "Quality of Life" as reasons

for their recommendations.
The Task Force, charged with doing an

employment survey on the town as well as

cost benefit analyses of the other three

reports, found an unemployment level of

8.5 percent in Amherst, as comapred to 56
percent in Hampshire County.
Selectmen agreed to present a motion to

the Town Meeting next month seeking

endorsement for additional limited com-
mercial development.

In other business, the Board welcomed
new member Donald Routh and also

reorganized the Board. The new Chairman

of the Board is William Atkins, and former

Chairman Diana Romer will become Vice-

Chairman. Routh was voted Clerk of the

Board.
Selectmen also voted, on the recom-

mendation of the Amherst Landlord Tenant

Relations Committee, to support in prin-

ciple, a bill currently before the state

legislature which would provide a set of

guidelines for eviction of tenants by lan-

dlords.

The bill would require landlords to show
cause for eviction in court for one of eleven

reasons. The reasons include failure to pay

rent, damaging property, and committing a

crime on the premises.

The Selectmen said they support the bill

only in principle because, although

designed to protect tenants without leases,

the language of the bill is confusing and

implies a larger scope.

Kerry Swanson, eager to get to f)er car. hurries down the steps of the Carriage
Shops in Amherst Center. (Staff photo by Bill Greene)

The debate begins:

What kind of draft?
ByJIMMORAN
Collegian Staff

Editors note: This is tfie first of a two-part

series on reinstitution of tfie military draft

and its alternatives.

U.S. Rep. Paul N. McCloskey, R.-

California, has filed legislation in the US
House of Representatives which would

replace the Selective Service System of

military draft with a National Youth Service

System, offering young people between

the ages of 18 and 24 the alternative to

military service if the draft is ractivated.

The bill. House 2206, is one of many cur-

rently before the Congress, aimed at satis-

fying the need for an adequate military

defense. Many members of Congress, in-

cluding McCloskey, feel that the question

of reactivating the draft is not "if," but

'"when." There are currently two. major

proposals under consideration in the

House, which would begin a system of

universal registration and conscription,

beginning as eariy as October of 1979>

Although they differ in technicalities, both

would make persons between the ages of

18 and 26 eligible for the draft.

The basis of McCkjskey's legislation, as

with the others, is that the United States,

with its "all volunteer" military force, is not

sufficiently prepared to deal with even a

minor ground scale confrontation. This has

been corroborated by the Army and the

General Accounting Office, in their re-

quests for a reinstitution of a standby draft.

In his testimony before the House, Mc-

Closkey said that in the event of a major

war, "the Selective Service System could

not be reactivated quickly enough to deliver

the additional 650,000 personnel rquired."

According to McCloskeys press secretary,

Michelle L. Farrar, this places a "greater

reliance upon nuclear weaponry." which,

she said, "is a most unfortunate situation."

Rep. McCloskey also testified that

"onerous service to the Nation is not

Correction
A story in yesterday "s Collegian inac-

curately reported that the Orchard Hill

shuttle from the library left nightly at 9:30

and midnight. The walk-up service actually

leaves the library at 10:30 and midnight.

something that the US should ask only of

its poorest and least-educated citizens."'

McCloskey testified that in the Vietnam

War a heavy burden was placed upon

minorities because college students were

exempted from service. As many as 44 per-

cent of the combat casualities in Indochina

"were borne by blacks and Mexican

Americans," McCloskey added.

The basic provision of McCloskey's

legislation, is to replace the Selective Ser-

vice System with a National Youth Service

System, offering four options to young

people, who must register for such a

system upon reaching 18. The options

would be:

-two years military service,

-six months active duty followed by five

and one half years in the military reserves,

-one year Civilian Service at a subsistence

wage,
-six years liabiity in the draft lottery, where

draftees are paid less than enlistees.

The system provides a variety of exemp-

tions and deferrals including deferring such

service until age 23. There are criminal

penalties for failing to register.

The bill has already had a hearing before

the House Armed Services Committee.

While action on the House floor is not ex-

pected in this session of Congress, it is like-

ly that registration for the draft will be

reinstituted this year according to the

American Civil Liberties Union.

"This legislation is the middle of the road

alternative" to compulsory military service

for all young people, a McCloskey

spokesperson said.

US Senator Paul Tsongas, D.-

Massachusetts, said he supports the con-

cept of a national Youth Service System,

as proposed by McCloskey, but isn't sure

whether the program should be "man-

datory or voluntary."'

In a speech given in Boston two months

ago, before a group of high school

students, Tsongas attacked the current

trend of '"withdrawal"" from social commit-

ment on the part of young people. He call-

ed "simplistic"' the notion that the

problems of society can be solved by

"single issue politics, '" This trend, Tsongas

said, can be blamed on voter apathy.

TURN TO PAGE 17
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Letters to the Editor
Remarks taken

out of context
To th« Editor:

In ttf trmh cwHsvrmgmo lAimY-Hh
Orchsrd Hit groups, nrnr^ $^ou$ mron
tMNV msd0 A irmnb9fof^» OrctmrdHtl

Wom0n'$ Ctntm [OHWC] i*»o«» ttm

arttcl: Mt bias in &imptmng tha

Womm%s Cantf wtth ttm CAP [Com-

muruTf A^isunar Prt^ctl m unfmk and
^asmnts a ona^sidad story

My "quotas" ware inaccurata and out

(^ contaxt To daim that wa aran't taking

rape and valence sanous/y is unture

otharm^, *w wouldn't haiva begun rtte

service

I (k>n't thtnk vtM^nan ^wiM be

"escorted" I tNnk we aU need to work

together towards safety on campus. Our
stfrvice ts a group of people going up ttte

hiH, notk^ividuels mcorting individuals.

The reporter states that we don't plan

to combine with the OHWC However.

we tiered to ¥VOfk with the OHWC -

they refund
I hate aexism. And if a group trim to

comtef • commurvty problem by

segregation, I must question their ef-

fectiveness. ldon'twantacorMctjl¥^nt
a s^a f^tntmuMty.

Andrtw HMtion
Orchard HMI

Save our world now!
To tho Editor:

Last Wednesday I sent notm to aH my
teachers saying I could not continue

studying and attending classes while the

nuclear arms race continues, nuclear

power IS not stopped, and President

Carter does rtot keep his campaign
promts. I wiK finish this semester by

^mgy^iat I thmk is moralty r^ht.

You tee. I am fed up with tfie crvaltf

that pe^>le do to people. I figure if wa
stop world wide Mrockias like nudaar
power and weapons, and "politics as

usual, " other cruelties wiK stop ^so. To
do this tfw progressive elements must
become uruted. I repeat, must. I ask you

do we have mut^ time?

We all Hve in Harrisburg. t<4oftftem

Inland. Southern Ireland, Nicaragua.

ChUe. Camttodia. Vietnam, South Korea,

North Korea. Israel, Palestinian refugee

camps. Iran, Cyprus. South Africa, tfte

Ukrairte and New Englend. This is our

world and I hope we save it now, because
if not now? When? Violence and
patriarchy v^l not give us the justice we
need.

"for ttte thing which I greatly feared is

come upon me, and that which I was

afraid of is come unto ma.
I was not in safety,

neither had I rest,

rmther imm / quiet,

yet trouble came,"
[Book ofJab]

Edward McQIyim
Altwnativa Enorgy Coalition

Hilarious

To tha Editor:

Tftough 0. K. 's htter of Aprff 9concer-
ning the Daad doesn 't need or warrant a
response, I must admit that it did fiave me
in stitches. The funniest thing is going to

be on May 12th, seeing his/fier mouth
not only try to accomodate his/her foot,

but also his/fter leg to about midthigh.
M. Boulanger
Sunderland

Tuesday. April 10. 1979, iCQiiegiari ft
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The
Very Feminine
Question of

Life Insurance
In Ihrst- lihrralrd tirnr^ mi w«Mnan nr«^

wllk- Uw %»rak. incfTrrlivr tiiiMiHial

pljinniiiK. llv%ekip(nK hnam*ial

indrprndmcr and rdair sct*uril> for Ihr

fulurr is a% imp«Hianl lor wnmrn as il is

for men. Your Kid<rlii> I nion l.ifr Kirld

Avsocialr kfM»«»% Ihal and can hrlp >ou

achir%r a CollciefMasler " i»r iHIht

profEram *>hich will mert )our nirds now

and in Ihr future.

Call the Fidelity Union Field

Associate in your area:

RONALD J. NATHAN AGENCY

20 Gatehouse Rd.
Amherst. Ma., 256-8351

Ficicli^

UnionLife

kelandkls

Big Bargain to Europe

Just Got Bigger.

IntroducingWide-Body DC-IO Service

lo the Heart of Europe.*299 Roundtrtp.

And our great

barRain pnce is stiU

the same as before.

Just $299 roundtrp

from New York to Lux-

; <7w6f7ur)?. $149.50one

way. Price includes an

excellent dinner, free wine

and cognac. No restrKtions.

Tickets can be purchased

anywhere in the U.S.A. and

are good for a

full year. DC -10

flights leave and

return five times

weekly.

Prices are

subject to change

after May 14. 1979 Add
$12. 50 surcharge each way on

travel between April 5 and

April 27.

I

F<ir more mfonnatn^i set- y.wr travel agenr Or wi»«-/^l

# keUndic Airlmes. I> (» B..X 105. West Hemp»«ead ^fY

11552 In New York C.tv. call T.-^T-MriHS .jr call t..U frer bi New

Yort State <WK)) 442 5910. elsewtn-re. (HOO) 223-50W)

I NAMF.__

j
ADORKSS

I CITY' -_ STATK

ICELANDIC;^,KfLMIOMa

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

<Qr SAKKAPUurs

And th« b««t gtiy

on th« t*am it a girt

Ion. thru Tbwr*. (TLS tiXn-aiV

HAMtOM aaANDO
GCM NACHMAN

tTtetmrnt

BUCK ROGERS
IN THE 2Stli CCNTUIIY

Mon thru Thure. (TLS •:16>4:30|

ROBERT DEMK)

ILookintoAMSICA.I
1 America America: The Datsun

Student Travel Guide

Bq2^^^^^^^^^^^^h ^ FREE FROiyi:

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
OFFICE

on concourse and in Student Union

12 AcMlomv Awa'd nominations t Acadomy Award nominatiotwj

IMon thru Th«ii« ffLS 5 30)-8 SOlMon. thru Thur». mS S«»a "^

I ^. la
»^,Tni>«ni.n RICfS FOR 115 nCKfTS IIMITEO TO SfATiNG

PREPARE FOR:

MGilTIMTLSireMff
BRE-aREPSYCH-aREBIO

PGAT-OCIT WTIUTSAT
NMBI.l.inECHimFLEXVQE

NDBI,n*NPBI*NLE
FlaiiMa ProQtmmt A Hour*

¥l9H Any Cantar And Saa For YouraaH
Whf Wa Make Tha Dmaranea

In Amherst: 264 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst. Ma 01002
2535106 2S352B3

Preparation
classes for June
LSAT begin 4/18. I mptXM

COUCATIONAl CCMTEH
Tf ST MtCPAMATIOM

SOCIALISTS SINCC it3a

Outside NY. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 100-223 1712

Canttri In Mort Thtn 80 Major US Cities

Putrto Rico. Toronto, Canada t Lugano Switierland

L

Ur*iiv(?rsitv of Massachus<?tts / Arnherst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

BUDDY RICH
AND THE ^

BUDDY RICH BAND
and the

UmASS JAZZ WORKSHOP

Wednesday. April 11 8 pm

FINE /RIS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6. 5

UMass students - $5, 4. 3 Senior citizens and

other students - $6, 5. 4

Fine Arts Centar Box OfIlea M-F f-4,54$-2$11

A New England Ticfcetron Locations.

Great Easter Outfits

begin with a
Precision Haircut

at Great Expectations

For your holiday to be its best, you should look

your best.

Top off your Easter outfit in perfect style, with a

Precision Haircut by the professional cutters at

Great Expectations.

Precision Haircut , including shampoo and blower

styling...

Shampoo. Precision Haircut and
Blow-Dry Styling CJomplete for

$10.00

no appointments evtr -

ERfCcnTions
PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

HAMPSHIRE BAALL
RT. 9 HADLEY

Editorial/Opinion

Why Bok

is wrong
As Spring warnrw and nrnjcldtes the cann-

pus and the annual spate of springtime
demonstrations begin, we can remember
or>e set of demonstrations here that work-
ed, one thing all of us at the University can
t>e proud of: In October of 1977, the UMass
Board of Trustees voted to divest all of its

holding in stocks of companies doing
busir)ess in South Africa.

The amount of money was not much
($650,000 of a total portfolio of $1.8

million), t>ut if it had only been 50 cents, it

still would have tieen an admirable move.
Unfortunately, not all colleges and

universities in this country have seen to

follow UMass in this enlightened stand. For

the most part, the reason is money. The
colleges that refuse to divest are the richest

colleges with the largest stock portfolios. It

is a simple and sad case of money over

morality.

The greatest moral offender in the coun-
try is the river in Cambridge. Harvard
University has a stock portfolio worth over

$1 billion, second in the country only to the

sprawling University of Texas. Not only

does Harvard refuse to divest (although
there have been numerous demonstrations
in Cambridge);, but Harvard President

Derek Bok, last week made a public state-

ment in an effort to defend his University's

position.

In an article in ths Sunday's New York
Times, four of Bok's points of contention

mark
Leccese

were outlined. They are: 1) It is not a

university's duty to reform society, but to

impart knowledge; 2) society respects

acadmic freedom only as far as academics
is concerned; 3) stock portfolios are simply

to make nrnaney; 4) universities lack political

or economic clout to right society's

wrongs.

Derek is undoubtedly a smart man, and
he is president of this major university and
everything, but oh boy, is he wrong. I

mean, he's really got his head up his ass.

Bok's resons (read "excuses") for refus-

ing to divest in South African stock are in-

deed pretty shallow. Bok claims, for one
thing, that it is not a university's duty to

reform society. But is is a university's duty
to teach, and teaching should be much
more than simply passing out facts. A
university should not teach what is wrong
and what is right, but there is no doubt that

a university should teach people to make a

decision on what is moral. We all seem to

be agreed that apartheid is a shameful and

ignorant thing. A college making a decision

to divest would teach its students the im-

portance of making moral decisions.

Furthermore, universities may lack

political and economic clout, as Bok says,

but they certainly do not lack intellectual

clout. Universities are the intellectual

leaders of our world, and Bok's university is

a leader of the leaders, which makes his

stand all the more repugnant.

As intelectual leaders, American colleges

and universities have a responsibiity to con-

demn things that are intellectually

dispicable. Divesture should not even l>e

debated; it should simply be done.

Ma}k Leccese is a Collegian columnist.

'Give peace a chance'
By YITZHAK SANTIS

After five wars of aggression against

Israel, a member of the Arab League,

Egypt, saw the futility of spilling blood and
made peace with the Jewish state. The
other Arab nations, the so-called, "rejec-

tion front" states, cry traitor and accuse
Sadat of selling out the "Arab cause."

These rejectionist Arabs, most of whom
are clients of the anti-Semitic Soviet Union,

claim that the peace treaty between Israel

and Egypt does notNng for the Palesti-

nians. This is not entirely true. Israel has

proposed, and is ready to implement, a

self-rule autonomy plan which is the most

far reaching plan for autonomy offered to

the Palestinian Arabs of the West Bank and

Gaza by anyone ever. This plan calls for the

abolishment of the military government in

the West Bank and Gaza and for the

estabishnr>ent of a democratically elected

council to be run by Palestinian Arab

civilians. What the plan doesn't call for is

the dismantling of Israel to be replaced by

sonr>e PLO state.

For 19 years (1949-1967) Jordan oc-

cupied, and annexed, the West Bank and

East Jerusalem while Egypt occupied the

Gaza strip. For this time period the question

of Palestianian sovereignty never came up

in any discussions of the Arab-Israeli con-

flict. After 1967 the idea of a West Bank

Palestinian state suddently became an Arab

catch phrase since the Arabs no longer held

these areas. The PLO was then presented

as the liberation of Palestine. Never mind

that the many different sub-groups that

make up the terrorist umbrella were, and
still are, the puppets of the various Arab na-

tions, and the ideologies of each of these

sub-groups are representative of the self-

interests of the various Arab states sup-

porting them. This makes for a situation

where many of the PLO sub-groups are us-

ed for ventina out inter-Arab rivalries.

The inter-Arab rivalries flare into

violence, and the most recent example is

this past summer when the PFLP-General
Command (Syria) launched a terror war
against the PFLP (Iraq) which used the

cities of Paris, Baghdad, Damascus and
Beirut for battlegrounds.

Thus the Arab states, despite all their

rivalries, present their own creation as the

"sole representative of the Palestinians"

and the Arab League's Rabat conference of

1974 affirmed this idea. Despite the fact

that the Palestinians didn't vote and have a

say over who shall represent them, the PLO
does manage to maintain its "constitiuen-

cy."

The Arab's criteria for peace is Israel's

recognition of the PLO and the setting up

of what would essentially be a PLO state on

the West Bank and Gaza. While this looks

pretty on the ouside, beauty here is only

skin deep. Zuheir Muhsin, a member of the

PLO Executive Council, said in an interview

with the Dutch daily Trouw on March 31

,

1977, "It is only for political reasons we
carefully stress our Palestinian identi-

ty... Yes, the existence of a separate

Palestinian identity serves only tactical pur-

poses. The founding of a Palestinian state

(on the West Bank and Gaza) is a new tool

in the continuing battle against Israel."

Hence to the PLO a Palestinian state and
even the Palestinian identity are all "tools"

for the battle against Israel. It is a deep
shame that the Palestinian people are being

used in such a manner by those who would
"Wbeiaxe" them.

The peace treaty between Israel and Egypt
offers the first glimplse of hope the Middle

East has seen in 31 years of bitter and
bloody warfare. Israel's claim that

representative Palestinians must negotiate

the self-rule plan goes not without basis as

the PLO is a mere puppet of the warlike

Arab states who would fight each other all

the more if Israel wasn't around (witness

50,000 dead in Lebanon, the violent

rivalries between Syria and Iraq, Egypt and
Libya, and Yemen and South Yemen). The
PLO's democracy by terroristic coercion

makes the finding of non-absolutistic and
truly moderate Palestinians very difficult.

Yet the self-rule plan has the potential of

becoming the cornerstone of a comprehen-
sive peace which would recognize the

validity of the self-determintion goals of

both Jew and Palestinian Arab. By rejec-

ting the plan in particular and the peace

treaty in general, war is the only alternative

the PLO and its suporters offer. Arafat's

vows to "sabotage the peace" and "cut off

the hands of Begin, Carter and Sadat" give

little optimism. However, above all this

cacophony of Arab rhetoric is heard a

chorus singing loud and clear, "All we are

saying, is give peace a chance!" Indeed, let

us give peace an opportunity to take root,

the only alternative is more bloodshed.

Letters to tlie Editor
'Disgusted' with

treatment of

Rampersad inquest
To the Editor:

/ am writing in response to a recent arti-

cle in the Collegian which dealt with the

appointment of Eileen O'Connor to the

position of Assistant District Attorney in

Hampshire County. I was disgusted by

Ms. O'Connor's reaction to the inquest

conducted on the death of Seta Ramper-

sad.

Ms. O'Connor, along with many other

prominent people in the Valley, apparent-

ly feels that the less said about Seta

Rampersad, the better. I do not see how
Ms. O'Connor, as a woman who plans to

make her home in Hampshire County,

could not object to the handling of the

Ramoersad Case. How can she simply ac-

cept the obviously inadequate investiga-

tion of the unnecessary, tragic death of a

younq woman of this community? Is she

not aware that her refusal to become in-

volved in this matter merely contributes

to the despicably high incidence of

violence against women [particularly

Third World women]? According to the

article. Ms. O'Connor declared. "One
thing I'm really interested in is the whole

thing of prosectuion of rapes. " Yet when
violence resulting in death is perpetrated

against a woman of this community, she

refuses to become invovled.

I am saddened and extremely ashamed
that Ms. O'Connor, who could be ofsuch
tremendous assistance to the eradication

of violence against women in this area,

refuses to help bring Justice to those who
were responsible for the death of a sister.

Fortunately, other concerned women and
men will not forget or ignore the death of

Seta Rampersad as Ms. O Connor seems
wont to do.

Lynn Ann Bonesteel
Southwest
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Coordinate your jewelry \n 14 Karat

Come see our beoutiful

Italian imports. Delicate 14-

Karat chain in a variety of

lengths . . . neckchain, wrist-

lets, chain earrings, orxj

even coot lapel chain.

. Now you can get it all

togettier . . . with Speidel

Italian coordinates.

TOclinoutk
Jeweler

^-.^^ 65 N. Pleasant St

i^l Amherst, Mass

233-7615

SNip in»o tti* ptilowy io«de innefsoto an6 you II knom

you vc found the 'eel rtxng - Bom Sunjunt* The lobel loirt

Bon The look ioy» Bou The quality wyi Bo« There *

no compofi»on Come »•• io> yourieW Vou won I hove

to look WJy luflhef for yout fovwite lummef wndoli.

Be<auM if il $ B^. it i fc reol

9044'

FORIFS^ANDS
(MlBUTTS.

ONIY BASS MAKES SUNJlWr

16 1

HMTtMt Downtown
Amherst
253-5135

10 a.m.-6 p.m.

"Hm G^'s got it in for you. Mom of today's

and L^ s* j«ans and
tope th« choioa

tsoayL

Fatigued?
Ymcan be...atthe Lodge.

100% Gitton Shirts.

Long sleeve shirts for women.

Men's G^uze Shirts.

Lightweight

shirts in several

different plaids.

Women's (Mord Shirts.

Long sleeve button-down

shirts, in traditional colors.

A hill line of Capezio and Dansldn dancewear . .

.

shoes, tigh^i skirts, leotards . . . available ui a kaleidoscope

ol colors and styles.

Come in and visit our shoe department

for a selectMNi of shoes for men and women!

Leotards. '^^'^^^kJL/^^

Long sleeve v-neck and boat

neck leotards in a rainbow of

colors. Regularly $8.50 to $9.00.

®The Lodge at Harvard Square

*6.00

Route 9. Hadley. 584-9690.

Monday to Friday, 10:00-9:00. Saturday till 6:00.
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Janice and Paul trip through the fashionable world of Sienna of Nor-

thampton. Paul's cotton slacks and silk, cotton suit accent Janice's

showy cotton camisole and cigarette pants.

Beat the high price of

PRECISION
HAIRCUTS

For His and Her

Includes:

FIRST—a professional consulta-

tion

SECOND—a precision style cut

selected individually just for you

THIRD—oiur stylists will show
you how to take care of yovir hair

rSt7le"Hair"Cuts islsol
I With Shampoo & I

J Blow Dry $8.00

1

I
limited to new customers }

" long hair slig2^1y more
j

""styles DY DEBORAH
65 University Dr.

Amiierst, Mdss.

Tel. 549-5640

M«n't Hair ttylas ar« softer this saason with cuts such as the

Playboy cut (below). With a natural comfoed-back-look, this cut will

make you a winner wherever you step out, whether it be the Blue Wall

or Studio 54. This and other cuts are offered at Styles by Deborah.

[o: :^

V

20% OFF GOLD
CHAINS &

^ DIAMONDS
Diamonds and gold have gone up

in price dramatically. Take advan

tage of our remaining inventory at

saving of up to 40% on current

prices.

In the yellow house
just before town

264 N. Pleasant St.. 253-3324

Silverscape Designs is a uni

que place to shop with one of the

most extensive collections of fine

crafts and jewelry anywhere in the

valley. You will find blown glass,

stained glass, pottery, wood,
silver, gold, and gems. The resi

dent goldsmith will custom design

that special piece of jewelry you

haven't been able to find

anywhere else!

. ••i

9prind
k.» •

• .^

• • • •

Terrific Terry
Lightweight Linens

Crisp cotton (solids & prints)

Stylish Shirtings

Disco Dots/ Sllnlcy Silks

• "• • V
• •

• •
• • • •

• •

• • • • •

.

siumiiWAfte:
I C A YAR N

103 N. PLEASANT ST AMHERST (413) 256-8810

Thompson offers the fashion-conscious person the casual look and

the classic look. Left, Ken GrandPra' and Katie Danahy step out in

Ken's Shepard Polyester suit and Katie's casual White Stag Western

Credits

Thanks go to: Models Janice Schneider. Paul

Price, Katie Danahy, Ken GrandPre, Kate Lacy.

Robbin Pickett and Callie Lisewski and all the

businesses who helped to create this Special.

Layout and Photography by Patrick O. Dobbs
Cover graphic by Katie Danahy
Special thanks to Leo Fredette, Rob Burbank.

and Mark Leccese

Janice Schneider looks pretty in a three piece outfit from the

designer Paul Costello. The all cotton outfit is available in at Danco

clothing known for its classic look and feel. _

style suit. At right Paul Price and Kate Lacy set a classic standard with

KaM's Jessica Gunnie Sax floor length dress and Paul's Crickteer suit

of Joseph and Feiss Co.

<FOR DflYOR^KHT

m SFRGELIGHT

SPVGEUGHT

the new cosmetics

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst
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Though snow is on ths ground Ken Grandpre' and Kate Lacy find the

fashions at the Gap in the Mountain Farms Mall to be a breath of Spr-

ing. The Gap is having a Special Value Sale starting April 5.

Tan your hide makes Janice a winner in her Birkenstock sandals,

canvas leather bags and her bowled finish hat from San Zeno. Tan your

hide is also an expert shop for bike bags and frame packs.

Janice looks sharp in her Natural comfort blazer of fop grained cow
hide from Heartfelt Leather of Amhrest. Janice's VVestern toed Frye

boots and the finishing touch.

On Stage offers the fashionable students a 20% discount with a

UMass 10 on stuning fashions like Callie Lisewski's 2 piece suit (left)

and Bobbin Pickett's terry cloth sundress (right).

Our spring collection is:

brlfi^ht with color
CK>ol in cotton
crisp in linen
elegant in silk

tailored with care
or

easy for action

Imported clothing of fine qusQity and design

d^KO clothing
18 GREEN ST.. NORTHAMPTON

we're now "next door" in the former Peck & Peck location

For
the two
of you...

243 Main Street. Northampton 586-6457

Colwegian

Civassifieds

DO selw!

find it fast .

in the Collegian

ClassifiedsH!

University of Massachusc?tts/ A^nherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

AN EVENING WITH

Friday, April 20 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets /low on sole. General Public $8, 7, 6. UMass

students $6.50, 5.50, 4.60. Senior Citizens - $7, 6, 5.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

riFlNGLLA'S^^^'Spi^Q'-^onal fabrics
moncsMARKn no mam stueet HonHAMnoN MASSMM»m

AUTHENTIC SPERRY TOP-SLIDER*

CAN YOU IMAGINE STROLLING
ACROSS CAMPUS

FAKING IT?

There's realty only one authentic Sperry c|>3ider, and
we can't Imagine why you'd want to take a false step In a pair

of look-alikes. Can you?

SPERRY TOP-SIDER*
AUTHENTICITY HAS FTS OWN REWARDS.

ilhniiir nl Ulaliih. Inc,

<il !•-• !.' '. .ir

O..,

THORNES MARKET NORTHAMPTON
CONTEMPORARY FAShUON
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The right hair style can catch anyone's eye. This spring's women's
styles emphasize the short, full look. Hair styles of Deborah specializes
in the new shimmering and flowing cuts.

The Lodge offers the fashionable Five-College

Student an affordable look. Paul's 100 percent
Cotton Cross Creek top and Chino pants accent
Janice's two-piece Perrless suit and Allison's

Palce shirt.

STRUT STRUT STRUT STRUT

SALE!\^

Go Stag.
And you can go anywnefe The ""^kipiac is

great for nikmg a soiling of )ust ^w-J ' u oM '^ nas a

Si^OD tab collar snap cuffs and douDie-entry

DocKe's t'^ot snap a* the 'oc o-^ : p at the side A

arows'nng nen-^ too ^o Keep /Ou ivorT and dry

In navy and white

HOMPSON'S
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

253-2070

"Home of fine clothing for men Et women'

UP TO
50% OFF
ON BOOTS

PRESUMMER SALE
Visit G» Stkft for fashions and labels at lower prices than other junior

fashion stores.

Latest Style Skirt Suits $39.99

Great Selection of Pants $14.99 rag. $23.00

Summer Tops -cottons, knits, and T shirts galore $4.11M $1t«f9

reg. $8.00 to $26.00

Raincoats $44.99 Jackets from $14.99

We're ready to get you set for a fantastic springi

Don't forget our exclusive offer to students & staff wi^ f %^KM^ H>—
20% off regular priced merchandise

^ Sas4e
Mt. Farms Mall

Rte. 9, Hadley, Ma.
Open Mon. Sat 10 9:M

OpenCountry
fboCwearforthegreatoutdoors

• «

AoWes^Vvoes
8 Main St. Amherst
OMy •«o-sae

featuring
for men and women
from $19.98 to $39.98.

At Open Countiy you will find one of the

greatest collections offamous brand outdooi-

footwear under one roof. All top quality,

rugged outdoor footwear and ail a part of

today's wilderness fashion look. Plus Open
Country carries a complete line ofBackpacks.

So come on down to Open Country for a great

outdoor experience.

mallCo

^youmahb: cbuts shopp/ajo archerKBNT
YA '/////////////A

Johnson's
baby

shampoo

$1.69 11 oz.

m.

ARCHER KENT COUPON

75c off any
MAybElllNE

item

with coupon

coupon good thru April 16, 1979

W///////////^^^^^

ARCHER KENT COUPON

BAND-AID
Brand

plastic strips

66c
20 extra free

75c off any
Cover CIrI

item

with coupon -

coupon good thru April 16, 19791
Jp ARCHER KENT

Listermint

$1.88
32 oz.

g^>.jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjJJJJJJJ#

Colgate

I
^^^^ 7 oz. tube

191 NORTH PLEASANT ST.
AMHERST

Check out the

Great Buys on
Easter Baskets

and «-,*

Easter Candy

W//////////////////////^^^^^^

ARCHER KENT COUPON

50c off any
Sally Hansen

Hard as Nails Item
with coupon

coupon good thru April 16, 1979

ARCHER KENT COUPON

PRICES EFFECTIVE

50c off any

Cutex
Item

with coupon

coupon good thru April 16, 1979

COLOR PRINT FILM DEVELOPED

QUANTITY
THRU APRIL 16, 1979 RIGHTS RESERVED^l

110-12 126-12 only $2.99 110-20 126-20 only $4.79
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DISCOUNT LIQUORS
"

RUSSELL ST.. HAOLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

MILLER
BEER

BUDWEISER
BEER

$6.99
case

12 02. N.R.

DONELLI
LAMBRUSCO

$2.99
magnum
(50.7 02.)

$6.99
case

12 oz. cans

OLD MR.
BOSTON
ENGLISH

MARKET GIN
80 proof

$7.99
1 .75 liter

59 7 oz.

Tuesday. April 10 to Monday, April 16, 1979

Cash & carry prices

We reserve the right to limit quantities

Beat inflation and
leave the cooking

to us

$1 .00 OF.
any purchase of $5.00

or more on every

Tuesday and Sunday

Hours: 11 a.m.-l a.m.

%«..«
^>^^'

KNIT
WOOL
COTTON
ORLON

ANKLETS
KNEE His

AND
MUCH
MORE

Tuesday, April 10, 1979, iCoilegian is

Around campus

A local puddle-jumpar demonstrated his style on the

way to class yesterday. (Staff photo by Bill Greene)

Orchard Hill elections
Elections for Orchard Hill president, vice president and

tteasurer will talte place this Wednesday and Thursday in

the residential area lobbies.

Residents can vote in their dormitory lobbies from 4-8

p.m., according to Gary Marshall, current Orchard Hill area

president.

Candidates in the Section include Tim Gallagher and
Robert Weatherwax President; Nancy Reid and Jim
Sheehan Vice President; and Daniel Trainor-Treasurer. All

the candidates are unopposed

.

Sub company protested
Students last night protested a Campus Center meeting

of the General Dynamics Corporation, which had come to

campus to recruit students into their company.
General Dynamics is the company which produces

nuclear powered Trident submarines, which have reused
recent controversy among local and national anti-nuclear

advocates. Nearly 4,000 protestors of the Trident last

weekend staged a demonstration in Groton, Connecticut

where the USS Ohio was launched.

The USS Ohio is the first of a new fleet of missile laun-

the sockworkB
in the sportswear shop

theUNVERSHY STORE

•PIZZA
>GRINDERS
SPAGHETTI
•SALADS

' 65 University Dr.

Tel. 549-1311 or 253-9051

BEEFEATERS,
HAVE WE GOT
A BEEF FOR YOU!

ROAST PRIME RIB
$5.95

Try this delicious, juicy cut,

priced to include Baked Potato.

unlimited Salad Bar and Bread and Butter.

Roast Prime Rib at $5.95 is a

featured item, Sunday thru Thursday,

at your Amherst Qub Restaurant.

Reservations Accepted.

Most Major Credit Cards.

nOMCTlOliS
Presents

Storino Concert 79
" ^^ ^Aiif-h 4-Kawith the

Grateful Dead

The Steak Out
351 Northampton Road

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
256-8557

Date: Saturday May 12, 1979

Site: Alumni Stadium, UMass Amherst.
Gates open: 10 am
Showtime: 11:30—7 pm
Tickets: Free-1 ticket for every UMass student who

has paid their student activities tax.

-Pick-up at TIX (ticket window by

Student Union Ballroom) starting

Wed.April 11. (10am-4pm)
—You must pick up your ticket by April

30th.
, ^

—You must present a valid UMass I.D.

to pick up your ticket.

— UMass student I.D. and ticket re-

quired for admittance to concert.

Paid -ONLY UMass Undergrads, Graduate

Students, Faculty and Employees may
purchase tickets.
— Limit 2 tickets per eligible person on

a first come first serve basis.

-On sale Thur. April 12 at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office. (9am-4pm)
-Box office closed Apr 13-Apr 16 (Holidays)

Day of the
Concert: —No alcohol will be sold.

— No cans, bottles, breakable con-

tainers or kegs will be allowed in the

stadium area.
— Allowed will be non-breakable con-

tainers, i.e. wineskins, canteens,

plastic jugs, etc.

.—Coolers are subject to search.

You mutt have a ticket to enter the Concert Area

For info call: 545-2892

ching submarines and is part of Trident-the Navy's plan
for updating the sea leg of the strategic United Stat«
nuclear triad, including land based missies and B-52
bombers.

Dance company comes
The Gus Solomons Dance Company will appear in

concert at Bowker Auditorium tonight at 8.
The performance is free to UMass students, $1 for other

students and $2 for the general public. Tickets are available

at the Fine Arte Center box office, Ticketron, and at

Bowker Auditorium before the performance.

Mime group to perform
The Celebration Mime Ensemble will perform tonight at 8

in Chapin Auditorium, Mount Holyoke.

Hailing from New England, the mime group is composed
of six players performing mime in the ancient Greek

tradition which evolved from the middle ages. Social

comment, comedy routines and spoken dialogue are the

focus of their show.

Buddy Rich playing
. Drummer Buddy Rich and his 15 piece orchestra,

featuring Steve Marcus on tenor saxophone, will perform

at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall tomorrow night at 8.

The UMass Jazz Workshop will also perform

.

Rich has been in show business for over 60 years,

playing throughout the world with both big and small

jazz bands. In addition to leading his own bands, he

has worked in those of Tommy Dorsey, Harry James,
and others, and has recorded with Charlie Parker,

Dizzy Gillespie, Theionius Monk, Errol Garner and
others.

Tickets for the concert are on sale at the Fine Arts Center

box office and Ticketron.

Rape workshop tonight

The Orchard Hill Residential Area Women's Center has
scheduled a workshop on rape Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
The film "Rape Culture" will be shown in the Second Floor

North lounge in Field House, with a discussion following

the movie.

.Fritz
the

$1.00

Cat
Wed., April 11

5:00, 7:00, 9:00, 11:00

.Campus Center Aud..

The University of Massachusetts
Arts Council presents in concert

The Gus

^'^•W

TuMdoy, April 10, 197%
p.m., Dowker Auditor"

WiMmkM,msm
UMASS STUDENTS

Other Students $1.00, gi^al public $2

Tickets now on S3(^i0k the

Fine Arts Center Box Office^ --

^popular dcnuuid -

yOfitoM in ^^pcUntT^mc

Jogaf Jo^af Jo^(i.(
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Chancellors
CONT FROM PAGE1
Grvenl Currantiy, h« iivw in WasNngton,
DC. Mtwra is • liMon for Caiiffynia Ngher
public tducation and Iht fadarai govern-

ment
UMaM atudanta and adrrwuatratora who

intarviawad Bond say he has a good
undarstarMiing of necessary stable funding

for UMi^ and » sansittve to ttw naad for

student toivolvamant.

McAllistor HuN
Hun, S6. has been provost of ttw Untvar-

Sity of New Mexico since 1977 An editor

franm tfw school newspaper described Hull

as a "respected, popular charactw." He ia

well liked by both faculty ar>d students

who will be sorry to sae him go if he is

chosen as UMass chan^tor, according to

tfie editor. Hull's special project in Albur

querque is a community collie which will

be affiliated with their university.

Insiders say HuH's interview wwit waN

Mid ha HI generally liked and rMpectad by

thm aMVch committee.
Jerome Schneawind

SchrHWwind, 49, has been provost at

Hunter since 1975. A reporter from tfw stu-

dent newspaper daacribad Schneawind as

an "adrmnistrators' adrnMstrator." But,

aha said Schneewind is vary acadenrwcally

oriented and favors tough academic stan

dards. He is fairly popular among faculty

v\6 the administration "loves him."

•One insider said Schneewind described

Nms^ as a radical durir>g his interview.

Otfiers said they were impressed by
Schneewind's intelligence and sense of

humor.
Hanry Kofflar

Kofflar, 57. is provost at the St. Paul

campus c^ U. of Minn and vice-praaidant of

academic affairs for the wfK>le seven cam-
pus sysMm. Reporters at tfte daily student

newspaper said Kofflar has been kx>king^
a new post for awhHa wid waa a finatat for

prasidant of Michigan State. They said fw ia

rK>t a particularly popular administrator

because he hasn't taken a firm hand in im

plementir>g policies. Some faculty think he

is inacMa^tie but ntost like h« strong

academic orientation.

One ir«ider said witerviawars "Hm« tttsMc-

ed " Koffler.

Saul Cohan
Cohen, 54. became president of Queena

College only last year. An editor at the stu-

dwit newspaper said the campus communi-
ty WM surpriaed that Cohwn was salacted

M president because the acting prasidant

was popular and fovorad. Tha atudant
serwta has accused Cohen of maddNng in

their affairs, but faculty seem to have ac-

cepted him wall.

Cohan, bom in Maiden. Masa., racaivad

hia B.A., M.A. and Ph.D. from Harvard. Ha
was a profoasor of gao(Kaphy at Boeton
University arvd Clark Univar«ty. In tf>e early

1970's he VMS a profeoor at Hebrew
University in Israel.

S.G.A. Attorney General

position is vacant

If interested

come to 420 Student Union

for an application

or call 545-0341

-Copy prices reduced up to 20%
—^The lowest typing prices in town
on most jobs

—Guaranteed work and time of completion

—Or your work done at no job

We offer copying, typing, offset,

thmrmography, word processing

Carriage Shops, Amherst

I

To place a classified ad. drn[i i>v ti..

Collegian office (CC 113» Detween 8 4b

am ,
and 3 45 p m Monday through Fn

day Of use out handy clip and mad form

found in most issues of the Collegian

Classified deadline is 3 45 p m two days

in advance of publication date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily.

45c. per line: five consecutive issues. 40c

per line per day; 30 consecutive issues.

30c per line per day One line is roughly

equivalent to 38 characters

AUTO FOR SALE

71 Capri 2000, 44.000 mi., $860. Bill.

6^7181.

1971 Ch«vy Impala, body nice, interior

clean, runs superb, $650. 665 4452.

liTO Op«^ GT. 64k mi., rebit eng., w500
mi., much money and time inv , but need a

larger car Asking $1500, 546 9824, after 6

75 Vega; 46.500 mi., 3,500 mi left on GM
warranty for eng., trans., and rear axles, 30

mpg, snows inc . body perfect, bought for

$1600 in Aug., must sell for cash; $1000

firm, Dan, 546 5731.

74 Fiat 128, 36,000 miles, new Michelins,

one owner, exc. cond., reg. gas, $1795.

549 4600. ext. 564, 549 1786.

1971 VW bug, excellent condition Good
rubber, strong engir>e. Must sell leaving

area, $1000 or BO. 546 8860, evenings.

For sale- 1967, Pontiac Tempest Custom

326, 2 dbl., all standard. Runs good, depen

dable, 3 spd stick, body good, $550. Call

(413) 774 3489. after 5:00 p.m.

70 VW baatia — excellent condition. No
rust or body damage Best offer. 549^^g.

ENTERTAINMENT

Sunroof, all matal, $45, Grant. 367 2762

1 pr. CCM. Super Tacks, size 7%, $60, call

Dean. 546 7439, exc. cond.

Hairting wonrtan's ski boots, size 7,

Rossignol Strato 195, BO, 549 5959. Karen .

For sale- 1965 Olds 88. engine runs good,

just tuned up, high mileage, 330 engine.

$250 takes it, call Rick, 6 9379.

For sale -an Akai Gx38D cassette deck,

has Dolby NR unit included, runs like new.

2 years old, $70, call Rick. 6 9379.

Refrigerator-5 cu, ft., hardly used.

Wood grain finish. Excellent condition.

Best offer. 549 0373.

Naw^lin 3's w/ Soloman 555, 195cm,

never mounted, orig. $85, ask $56 Craig

T281 Powerplay cas./FM w/ Jensen coax.,

$70 Cannon movie cam., exc. cond.. $50,

call 6 7119 .

3 cu. ft.

349 2615.

frig.. 4 mo. old, $90, Fred.

75 Pinto, exc. cond., new tires, AM/FM,
rustproofing, $1700, call Jim after 6 p.m.

weekdays. 584 4352, Sat.. Sun, anytime.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap. 256 8732, bet. 9 10 a.m.

Sound system for hira. Perfect for cof-

feehouses, discos, bands, Rick, 584 4105.

Hottest band around! "Smooth Sailing";

for bookings anywhere call John, 546 4646 .

FOR RENT

FOUND

Farmhouse rooms for rant. 4 mi. from

UM stream w/ swim, 27 acres, wash, dry,

furn., beautifuj^! 150 month or 80, 253 3794

Presidential, 2 bdrm. apt., big enough

for 3, AC, closest to cmps , $250, heat &
h/w incl. avail fVlay 20, fall option, call

549 1684

Pufftoh— 1 Ig. bdrm., fully^furn. w/ opt.

for full apt in fall, avail, mid May, AC,

pool , tennis, bus rte Ren t negot[ 549 6032

Capa Cod. seasonal rental, West Yar

mouth, 2 and 3 bedrooms, 1 (617)

5280404.

Found— watch in Herter, call 549 5962.

Found — glasses behind Cashin, call

6 4328

Found — long haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan black markings, 665-4324.

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

For sale: Royal electric typewriter, exc.

cond an lubricated, with case, $125, call:

Rich Bedell 256 8887.

Women's Frya laceups, 8 VjB. exc condi

tion , $40 or BO Call 546 6566

Naw diving equip. -US Divers. Voit, and

Parkway, local delivery, 549 6488. after 6

p.m , ask for Ted.
-

CRC^haridbooks. 58th ed., $17, down
from $40, order in GRC 103, here before

finals.

Phone I correction. Part time live in

assistant for psychiatric half way house in

Greenfield. Room and board (no salary) in

exchange for some night and weekend
work 773 3424, J]rn o r Kathy.

Leadership summer— gain in personal

leadership experience Boy's Camp, Lenox

MA (51st year). June 23 August 23. Swim
ming and sailing instructors (22 sailboats),

tennis (16 courts), baseball, basketball

coaches, camp newspaper, other open

ings Local interviews. Send full details.

Joe Kruger, 20 Allen Court, South Orange

NJ^079
Summer workers, no experience needed.

'78 UlVlass group, avgd. $224/wk,,

253 2597

Models for photography. Commercial

photo studio needs good looking men and

women for part time assignments, top pay,

call Ed Judice, 1617) 544 2739, 9 5 daily-

Central area women's center has 5 work

study positions available, applications can

be picked up at center basement Baker

Challenging internship opportunity in

human services, spend 3 months helping

youth community based group homes.

Spend some time helping troubled youth

and developing your o\^p skills. $50 per

week stipend, and room aid board. Con
tact Steve Stoia-Centei for Human
Development /Community Shelter Pro-

gram. 733 6624.

Secretary- must be work study,

$3.00/hr., 10 15hrs. perwk., typing essen

tial, inventory control, person must be work

study, $3.25 per hr., 10 15hrs. perwk.. ap-

ply in person . Union Record Service.

Summar jobs now. World cruisers!

Pleasure boats! No experience! Good Pay!

Carribean, Hawaii, world! Send $3.95 for

application and direct referrals to Seaworld,

Box 60129 Sacramento, Ca 95860.

Jobs. Lake Tahoe, Calif! Fantastic tips!

$1,700 $4,000 summer! Thousands still

needed. Casinos, restaurants, ranches,

cruisers Send $3.95 for application/info to

Lakeworld. Box 6012, Sacto, CA 95860.

Tennis pros wanted— excellent summer,

seasonal and year round positionsavailable;

good playing and teaching background re-

quired. Call (301 ) 654 3770, or send 2 com
plete resumes, pictures to: K.J. Belknap,

WTS, 8401 Connecticut Avenue, Suite

1011, Chevy Chase MP 20015.

Tha Collegian Advertising Department
is looking for ad. reps. If you have ex

perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office. The

Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer.

Overseas jobs -summer/year round.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500 $1200 monthly. Expenses

paid Sightseeing. Free info -write: IJC.

Box 52 MC. Corona Del Mar CA 92625.

Lost — 4/4, Hadley mall, leather cig case

with elect, gold color lighter, hi. sentimen-

tal value, reward, pis. call 25&0331.

Black-rimmad glassas-casa left on tray

in barracks-diner April 2, 546-1263^

Lost — glasses,

6-7395.

Goessman Aud.. call

Lost: on bus from Natick on 3/25. U Store

bag with shoes, etc. If found please call

6 7966.

Plaasa return dk. brown leather wallet,

personal value, leave it with Collegian.

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn hundreds stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope.

Action Sales, Box 112-C, Ludlow MA
01056.

MOTORCYCLES

1971 Triumph 660 Bonn., all stock excl.

cond., 11.400mi..$1500orBO.6 7524. Ed .

74 Suzuki Ts250— street /trail. Excellent

condition. Many extras. Asking $550, but

willing to talk. Call 549 0373.

PERSONALS

INSTRUCTION

Tennis lessons-call Marty, 6 6409, free

trial lesson.

Photographic darkroom course. Unique

Images is now offering a darkroom course.

10 weeks, 3 hours a week, 5 brand new
enlargers and all new eqt. - 1000 sq. ft. to

learn in small classes, two instructors, for

info call Unique Images 584 4120.

Hot air balloon rides, lestons, sales pro

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. intro

flight. $45, 253 3834, day or eve.

LOST

Lost-dk red wallet in Van Meter on 4/7.

Please return to CC Assistance desk or Col

legian Graphics Dept. or call 549 5862.

LIZ-CKS-I think you're mint. Love.

Paul.

Strike up a conversation with personalized

matches £» paper. Great gift idea. See you

on the concourse. Wed. & Fri.

Nice do, Yolts. Quit studying and have a

very, very happy birthday — Donna and the

maddest horgoune, along with 4 East.

Tonight, April 6. meeting of the UMass
Music Theatre Guild, 6:30, CC 904 908.

Astrology, birthchrts., compatability

rdngs., 11 yr. profsni., Louis Neubel.

549 6425.

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system. Area's lowest

rates. Call 546 9639 or 546 1131.

CP— here it is. Our secret, just give me a

wink. Love ya, Spikes Daddy.

Gay peer counseling. SU 406 G Tuea.,

5 7, Thurs . 6 8, Fri. 4 6 or call 545 2645.

Dave, thanks for the postcard. Thought

you were coming by to say hello. Rein

troduce yourself. Peggy Post Office.

You can learn to process black and white

film! It's really easy! This slide show from

Kodak explains everything! So if you've

always wanted to learn, but could afford

the time only come on down... It's free...

April 10... 7:00 in CC 169 Sponsored by

the Photographers Guild and the Photo

Coop.
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I songM arguas that national service is a

good idaa to expose youth to work which

"sarvicas others, before they become

k>ckad into a career. " Ha said that it is a

transition process from education to

•mploymant. and might ba one way of

solving tha problem of youth unem-

ployment and crirr»a.

Tha sanator also sakJ that such a prognm

couki far*jobs in community and sodal

actk»n agarwias, and couW provide the

opportunity to launch new programs, such

as the Energy Conservation Corps, which

he had sponsored as a congressman. He

added that such a national sendee

progaram coukl fulfill tha needs not being

met by current programs - such m ex-

panded day care system.

Tsongas served in the Peace Corps from

1962 until 1964, and has said that those two
years of voluntary service were responsible

for "shaping his view' of the workJ.

While the junior sanator from
Massachusats is not willing, at this point,

to endorse or file any legislation relative to a

national youth service system, ha is

planning a conference of young people on
the subject to be hakl sometime in October.

Tsongas concluded that, "Youth servica is

the key to solving problems which await us

inthe19e0's
"

Sports calendar

Baseball at Swna.
Softball vs. Keerw. Home
Men's lacro^e at Vermont.
Women's tacrc»se vs. Harvard. Honrte

Today
1^

Tomorrow

3:00
3:00

Nothing scheduled

frisbee:

To place a classified ad. drop by the

Collegian office (CC 113) between 8 45

am, and 3:45 p m Monday through Fn

day or use our handy clip and mail form

found in most issues of the Collegian

Classified deadline is 3 45 p m two days

1 in advance of publication date

Contest literary magazine dedicated to

science fiction fantasy invites all beings to

submit art. sh. stories, and poetry to LC

Griffin, 82 Triangle St.. Amh.. or call

549 4368. deadline April 28.

T-shirts, custom printed and in bulk for

printers Fast service on high quality shirts

@ ZooMass table on CC or 665 4967

Ouabbin Farm. 4/2i7RSVP?

Wa buy h sail used audio components.

Sound & Music, 90 92 King St., Northamp

ton MA 01060. tel. 584 9547.

S«ck it in your ear -free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasantjt , Amh., 253 3324.

Diamond^sngagamant & wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,

Silverscape Designs, 264 N Pleasant St ,

253 3324 .

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%

discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff. Remember your ID.

The Championship World Class Frisbee Line

and the 85 gram Regular Frisbee. We also have

the new Future Flight -a lighted version.

the UNIVER^TY STORE,

Collegian classified rates are: daily.

45c pe' line, live consecutive issues, 40c

per line per day, 30 consecutive issues,

30c per line per day One line is roughly

equivalent to 38 characters

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted to Wash.. DC. 4 13, Sue.

253 2004.

llide needed to Brockton area Easter

weekend, will share $, Alex, 6 9367.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Co-op household on Northeast St., needs

1 or 2 housemates -male or female -for

April & May or longer. 256 0185.

2-3 people for 3 bdr. house in S Amherst

pool, ten, cts. on bus rt., 253 9336.

2 females wanted to share 2 bdrm. apt. in

Brandywine, comp. furn., pool, ten. cts.,

AC, cable TV & on 2 bus rts. Call Mary.

549-1792.

Capa Cod for summer- need female

roomie for lovely home in Dennis on

beach-call 546 5563 - $625, due by May

1 -hurry?

TO SUBLET

Rolling Green. 2 bdr. townhse.. bus. ac,

pool, furn.. $250, all util., avail. 6/1.

253 7703. .

To sublet with option to renew; 3 bdr

Townehouse apt., on bus « -"j^*
J^r~wr^nt^ nf extras. $305-mo. 549 0870

Townehouse, 3 bdrm. for summer. AC,

caroet cable TV in N. Amherst, on bus

roST'Part furnished, available 6/1. Price

negotiable. Call Stu. 546 9410.

Summer sublet, fall option. Puffton apt

1 bedroom, air cond., bus rt., tennis, pool,

,»aii,hio in May call 549 5732, anytim^

1 bdrm. available in Riverglade On bus

route, pool, furnished, AC. Call 256 6312.

3 bdrm. aptTPuffton - summer sublet w/

apt. to renew. caH 549 5866.

2~bedrooms at Cliffside, through Aug.,

option to renew, 666 44S2^
.

3 bdrm. Puffton apt. w/ AC, bus, pool,

tennis. Avail, late May for summer and next

year. 549 1033.

Echo Hill to sublet one bdrm. in 2 bdrm.

apt., $140 o^^B0^53^^^^aH^ochelle[

2 bdrm. Puffton apt., end of May, with

opt. to rent in fall. Furnished if requested

C^: 549 0455^

l^drm. apt., summer sublet w/ opt. for

fall On bus rte ,
mostly furn., AC, pool,

terv^t^190 mn. or BO, 549 6ga

Furnished Brandywine apt., mid May

with fall option, 549 0691, Ron, Steve,

CherylK .

Summer sublet -fall opt ,
Brandywine. 2

bdm., part, furn., AC, pool, tennis, bus rte.

Rent negot. Call now! 549 6195.

2 bdr apt. w/ pond view in Brandywine,

summer rental w/ opt. for fall lease. Pool,

tennis crts., AC, bus rt., $250/mth., neg..

call 549 4720.

Two bedroom apt. -Puffton Village, on

bus route. Available June 1 August. Rent

negotiable. Call 549 5031.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway,

$90/mon., util. incl., keep

calling -369 8372.

To sublet, 2 bedroom apt., Brandywine,

fullv furnished, rent negotiable, 549 6338.

2 bdrms.- furnished, piano, pool, tennis,

busjtop-avail. 5/26, $250, call 665 3634 .

2 bdrm. Southwood Apt., $200/mo.,

avail. 5/27, after 4 -call 253^2124, AC,

pool, tennis.

3 bdrm. townehouse, on bus line in N.

Amherst. Sublet 2 br, 6/1 option to lease

9/1 Call Paul, 549 0711, 5 0239.

Rolling Green-3 bedroom furnished.

Available June, July, August. $275 per

month. Carpeted, on UMass bus route,

with upstairs and downstairs. All utilities,

air conditioning, pool, basketball court in

duded Call Chris, 546-8748 or 545 3500. or

Jim, 546 9210 or 545 3500.

2 bdrms. In 3 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail.

6/1, option for 3 bdrm. fall lease, pool, ten-

nis, bus route. 549 5959.

To sublet -two bedroom Squire Village

apt., furnished, AC, pool, available mid

May August, call 665 4919.

2 bdrm. apt., avail. June 1, opt. to renew,

Colonial Village, $190/mo., 256-6489

Rolling Graan summer sublet. AC/DW
pool all util. included, on bus route. Call

546 7328 or 253 7934.

Sublet 6/16-8/31, pool & tennis, A/C.

walltowall carpeting, part, furnished.

South Amherst -call 253 5186, eves.

Female wanted to share 2 bdr. apt.. Col-

onial Vill.. June Aug., $75/mo. -^ util., bus

rte.. furnished, Dianne, 253 2841.

2 bedroom apt.. Riverglade, June Aug.,

$285 per month -includes utilities,

2537984. .

1 bdrm.
5495144.

Puffton apt., avail. 6/1

Summer sublet: partially furnished^ 3

bedrm. apt., right on bus rte., 5^9 Ojgl^

3 bdrm. apt., summer sublet w/ option for

falLcal[jteve, 549 0044, after 6 p.m.

2-3 bedroom apt., av middle May Aug..

on 2 bus routes, Amherst, $160, includes

all, keep trying, 253 7714 (late eve. OK).

1 bedroom apt., Puffton Village

$210/mo., available 6/1 8/31, please call

549 5941.

1 br. Cliffsida apt.. May 23 Aug. 31, w/

fall option, $185/month, util. incl., last

week of May paid, Paul, 666 7593. 9-11

p.m.

Partly furnished i^bedroom apt., in Puf-

fton, available in May with option to renew

in fall. $200/month. includes air cond.,

cable TV, and full shag carpeting, two

baths, call 549 0090. .

2 bdrm. Cliffside. $200/mth., everything

included, bus rte , AC, pool, tennis, call

665 3646, anytime

Rolling Green, 2 br. townhsa. to subirt,

w/ option, AC, all utH:, b^ rte., 256 0625 .

Brandywine-May 31-Aug. 31, 2 bdrm.,

AC, pool, tennis courts, rent negotiable,

5496235. _^_____
Riverglade. 3 bdrm., frnshed., on bus rt.

w/ Indry. & pool fcities. Rent & utis. Call

nites, 256 6344.

Colonial Vil. apt.,

rt., 6/1 to 9/1,
One bdrm. In 2 bdrm
female, $100+, bus

256 6388.

One bdrm. in Squire Village aP^- °" ^"^

rt., rate negot. for summer. Call 665-4324 .

To sublat-2 bdrm. apt., rte. 9, bus rte ,

Amherst, $220 - negotiable! Opt. -fall.

2566166.

WANTED

Backpack w/ frame: good shape, call

Paul. 6-7108.

Single mothers needed for interview,

single fathers too, please call Debbie,

546 6557, after 6.

WANTED TO RENT

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1 w/ opt. to

renew. AC, pool, bus rte.. 549-4791.

1 bedroom Cliffside apt., on bus route,

5/248/31 w/fall opt., furn., $195/mo.

665-4774.
^

Summer sublet-fall option, Puffton

Village, 2 bedroom, air cond.. bus rte^.

pool, tennis crts. Avail, late May. 549 0582 .

Cliffside. 1 Ig bdrm. avail. mid-May with

option for fall. Tennis, pool, bus route.

$200/mon. -includes all, also furniture for

sale. Call 665 3938 after 5^

Roiling Gr.

DW, disp.,

256 6225.

Will assume lease in N'hampton in May to

$225, call 527-5433 . nites & wknds.

3 bdrm. apt.. Rolling Green, sublet sum-

mer option to lease. Gale, 6-8329, Joan,

6 5085.

HYPNOSIS

-2 br. w/option to renew. AC,

util. Incl., pool, exc. bus.

Hypnosis Reading Institute offenng a

four week course to prepare you for final

exams, greatly improve study habits,

memory concentration, intuition relaxation,

also learn self hypnosis, free intro session.

Wed Apr. 11 at 7 p.m., rm. 809, Campus

Center, KR Morse, Med. P rof. Hypnotist.

LEGAL SERVICES
~

2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or BO. Call 253 7703, 4 8 p.m .

To sublet-one bedroom Brandywine

apt., available mid-May, call 549-4693.

1 bdrm. available in brandywine, 2 bdrm.

apt for sumnr>er, June lAug. 31, rent

neg' 549 5847, Maria, after 11 p.m. or

wkends. .

For 1 or 2. M or F, sunny bdrrp. in 2 bdrm.

Southwood townhouse. 6/1-8/Ji. a^.

stereo color cable TV, wall-to wall, fully

furn. patio, 1% bath, pool, courts, etc.

2533193.

Attorney Jason Rosenthal, low cost

representation for UMass community. In-

come taxes. Appt. only, 253 7617.

FREE AMPLIFIER CLINIC

Mark your calendars! Free amplifier

testing clinic, April 19-20. Any make, any

model amp, preamp or receiver tested.

Measurements of power, distortion and tre_

quency response made on Hewlett Packard

& Techtronix test equipment, "'"hurs, April

19 8 Fri., April 20. Sound & Music, 90-92

King St., N'hampton, 584 9547.
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WmUn prografflffling Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

10am 2pm

12:00pm

2pm 5:30pm

5:00

5:02

5:30pm 6pm
SPORTS'Rick

6pm 6:30pm

6.30pm 7pm

7pm 10pm

YOU & MUSIC"
The sounds of Cole Hawkins,
Lester Young. Charlie Parker

and other saxophonists with

host Gregory Phillips

NOON REPORT/Torv Carlson

SPORTS/Jim Spellos

VICKIE BATES
Rock 'n' roll in its

purest form

NEWS HEADLINES

"ATHENA'S WEB"
WITH DON CEROW

NEWSWATCH /Fred Wirier

Heideman

TALK BACK' A
talk show for readers of the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian

to discuss issues reported

in the newspaper. Phne calls

will be accepted on the air.

"SPORTS CAFE"
A call in program featuring

interviews with sports

figures from across the

country. Hosts: Rick

Hetdeman and Bob Levine

"LAST CALL"
Rhythm b blues, soul

and contemporary sounds

Crossword
UNITED Feature Syndicate

ACROSS

1 SiiQ^t admti
• urt

6 Oi«<«tonofa

to E»»ci
M l<1ol'/»

Ifi M'»C#IUK>»
tf MAiavan

boat Var
»7 El^leat

>ft«<lpi*c*

70 Havea«a

?i Miirteip'e
live

M Put in adit
ter«nt place

75 Means of

•CCMS
?5 Commies 2

words
?7 Vocal intona

tion

30 Less taut

3t Secretive

32 Liquid mea
su'inQ tube
Var

33 P M or Pres
e i

36 Mai' dye
37 Indicated

bvebv*
30 Winematiers

plant

39 International

distress sig

nal

40 Lubricator
41 Skin disease

42 Kind ot dart
44 N Y hockey

player
45 Passed out
*7 Lesser Sunda

island
48 Pudgy
49 Farm animal
«• High
M Insignificant

person
&7 Biblical

mountain
58 Pipe
59 Consisting

ol 4pe*ch
60 Western

Canadian
river

61 N Arr>erican

Indian*
6? RerTH»eby

Shaving
63 neguested

Monday Pu/rie Solved
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DOWN
1 Drive dOKvn
by bioiws

7 Greatly
adored per

son
3 Girl's ritmrn

4 Most impos
ing

6 Shock deal
mg fish

6 Painter's sob
lect

7 African plant

8 Verge
9 Low digit

10 Georr>elric

shap«

11 Canning
12 - seal
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19 Usurp force-

fully
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tables

40 Many times
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what IS right 52 Delicate tab.
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32 Turned ashen 53 Distorted the

34 Bus stop' truth
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35 British nobii 56 Biblical ruler

ity member 57 Watering
37 SpouM place
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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DC menu
LUNCH

Sausage Grinders

Cheese Omelet
BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder
Cheese Omelet

DINNER
Roast Turkey/ Dressing,
Gravy, & Cranberry Sauce

Veal Parmesan

BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey/ Dressing,

Gravy, & Cranberry Sauce
Eggplant Parmigiana

Earthfoods
TUESDAY

Walnut Cheddar Loaf
" Cabbage Soup
Marinated Tofu Salad

COMMUTER
CABARET m

Co^

>!iiJln'rB^^-''''''"'-*'''**^***'***^***'*^*'v.

__ This Passover, cowe to qb
-S OUR housE For rhE SecIers!

WEd., ApRil 1 1 ANd/OR

ThuRs., ApRil 12
7:70 p.M.

Chabad House
30 N. Hadley Rd.

Across from Whitmore/UMass

Call 253-9040 for reservations by

Tues., April 10

:
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Kidd endorses the dome
By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

UMass head soccer coach Russ Kidd

says he endorses the concept of doming
Alumni Stadium for multisport usage, but

added "as the Stadium stands now, UM^s
soccer has no interest whatsoeve. in utiliz-

ing it for game situations."

In a March 27 rrwmorandum to Jack

Leaman of the Dome the Stadium Commit-

tee, Kidd said, 'I do not feel that our pro-

gram has quite enough fan interest at this

point to draw at the Stadium."

Kidd said his team would require a play-

ing surface of 200 by 75 yards, plus at least

a perimeter area of five yards.

"The artifical surface is not the best for

toccer due to the bounce of the ball," Kidd

aid. "All players would rather have grass.

Most present artificial fields have a high

crown that causes the ball to roll off the

sidelines and corner areas. The ball moves
too fast for the players."

The proposed domed stadium, however,

will have a flat surface. It will also have

lights, which Kidd sees as an important

consideration in the future for UMass soc-

cer.

"I can forsee our playing home games in

the evening under the lights," Kidd said. "I

feel we could draw well under those condi-

tions. I feel we could charge admission and

become a profitable sport.

"Several New England colleges are now
making money," Kidd added. "Interest in

the game in Western Mass. is high and we
could draw fans from a wide area."

Kidd said the field could also be used for

regional playoffs on the college and high

school level, so that soccer could be a

financially viable user of the Stadium.

"Our team could also use the facility for

practice in the fall and spring," Kidd said.

Trackwomen run over Crimson
ByDAVESIVRET
Collegian Staff

The women's track team kept up thatr

winning ways with a 72 56 victory over the

Crimson of Harvard Saturday. The meet

was much closer than the score indicates

with the outcome still in doubt until the

results of the final two events, the high

jump and two mile , were in

.

The Minutewomen set two new UMass

records and captured 10 out of 14 firsts on

a day that was more fit for a Minnesota-

Green Bay football game than an outdoor

track meet. The temperature was in the

30's with v*nnds whipping around Alumni

Stadium at 25 30 MPH.

The distance crew turned in a fine

performance and scored heavily for UMass.

They took first in the one and two mile runs

and also the 880 and 440. Julie Russell took

the one mile in 5:15 and she was followed

closely by Debby Farrrier who finished

second. Tina Franccario won the two mile

( 1 1 : 1 51 and Kathy Contini took second .
The

Minutewomen kept on winning with Cindy

Martin in the 880 and Karylyn Sheain the

440. Robyn Dally took a third in the 800.

In the sprints Diane Sealy won the 220

(27.4) and Micky Callahan won the 100 in

11.9. Mickey also scored in the 100 rrieter

hurdles with a second. Karen Sabato

followed Micky in that race with a third.

The weight events saw the first record of

the outdoor season set. Karen Snow upped

her own mark with a toss of 128 ft. 9 in. in

the javelin. Mary Ann Stravinskas also had

a good day with seconds in both the shot

put and discus.

The second record of the afternoon

came in the high jump. Julie Russell

jumped 5 ft. 3 to get her name in the UMass

record books. The Minutewoman also got

second and third in the long jump from

Julie Horgan and Micky Callahan,

respectively.

The final first of the day for UMass came

in the 1 mile relay 14:12:4). The team

consisted of Diane Selay, Robyn Dally.

Karylyn Shea, and Cindy Martin.

Because of the bad weather are times

were poor but Harvard is a good team and a

win over them by 17 points is really a good

performance," said Coach Jane Welzel.

The Minutewomen will be competing in

the UMass relays this Saturday.

Spikers' winning streak ends
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The winning streak of the

UMass "A" men's
vollyeball team came to an

abrupt end Saturday af-

ternoon, in the semi-

secluded gym of Amherst
College. After beating

Williams, the "A" squad

suffered loss number one

(against eleven wins) at the

hands of a feisty Amherst

team.

The first irwtch, against

Williams College, was full

of picture jjerfect setting on

the part of UMass. Kale

Feldman, Jim Grosslein,

and Ed Midura prevented

Williams from using an

extensive spiking game,

while they, along with the

rest of the UMass "A", set

and spiked ferociously past

the Williams netmen,
winning the first game, 15-

5. The second game was

highlighted by a 13-point

run, headed by Feldman,

Rick Ruegg, Pat Ryan, arid

player-coach Arnie
Roberts. UMass went on to

sweep the match, 15-3.

"Our setting won the

match," said Roberts, "we
didn't use too many bumps
or lobs -- we received the

ball with a bump or set, set

the ball, and spike. Our

setting was excellent."

After Amherst College

shrugged off Williams,

UMass came on the court,

looking for win number 12.

What they saw were "short

serves" - serves by

Amherst that kept landing

in the front court, not in the

Amh«rst Cycl*

Shop
233 Triangle St.

549-3729

Nofthomptofi
Dkycl«

21 Pleasant

586-3810

Expert repalrs-

Rentals-Parts-

Accessories-

Clothing

and what you can do thare

Sc»«nli«tt h«v« (KognitK) m«l

ttiara't • .»p«ci«l lunclioomg i«»el ol

tlw brain wImt* ItW miixj oo«r»l«t in

an •atramaly tiigti. mluHiv*. ciettiv*.

and opanded capacity

Th«y'«* caliad init irxl Alpha

Ttta goal ol Alp«ia Awaranass i* to

ttalp you laam to consciouaiy

(unction in Alp«>a at wtll. «tiar*»af

and wtianavar you dacida

So you can aipand yooi lalani*. ""

prova your tkilis. daveiop youi

ptychic abiitiiaa eltaci poaitive

changa* in your pafsonaiily. and cor

raci diilurbing Pad habiU

In »l»ort. to allow you lo lunclion at

a (uparior human baing

Wa haip you lo laarn paiic lach

nipuat you can uta to maka virtually

any 111* ailuation ea»ia« lo daal wllti

From handlinfl youi tons poor twma

wof* to handling your boat

impottibta daadllna* to handling

your noaa't allargic raaclion lo cat

W riaip you lo laam to apply thaaa

lachniquas lo inaornnla. »mo***<j.

naadacitaa. poor mamory and o»ar

•MigM

Wllh itiata lachnmuaa you can laarn

10 rula your body by controlling your

mind Thay ara a maan* lo bacoming

haallhiaf And mora »ilal And

happiar

JEFF FORMAN Instructor

A course called

Alpha Awareness

and how it works

The course ilaail lafcaa lour avanmga

and on* weaiiend lo complele Mo»l

people i»ii« ihem back lo back 8ul

you can do ! separately according lo

you' own lima slots And once you »*

graduated you can sit in on lulure

session* as often as you like (raa

II you r* interested but not convinced

o, want to know rnore we run

seminars m this area tor Iraa where

you can lind out |utt what goes on

here m rrwe detail

And you re mvilad lo get real tough

with us with your questions Th*

atmotptwe is Iriend'y and we can

take It

Dress IS mlormal and loos» all the

i.me You wear wtiatevcr makes you

leei romlonabi* and raia«ad

Are you ready lor a place called

Alpha''

Br-e you lh«r*

AHEMO A FWE SPECIAL UCTUW

W»dn«sdit " April 11

UMass. Campus Canter

Rm. »16S

Thursday. April 12

7:30 PM
Heltl Northampton

Sun Room

middle. This threw the

usually potent UMass
offense off-balance;

winning the first gan>e, 15-

10. UMass had to struggle

for every opportunity. The

second and third games

saw the continuation of a

long, fierce battle between

the two teams, especially at

the net. Despite the efforts

of Al Morel, Ed Midura,

Kale Feldman, and Arnie

Roberts, Amherst forced

down more spikes where

they counted; UMass was

clipped, 13-15, 14-16.

The UMass "A" team will

host NCAA-ranked
Springfield College at

NOPE gym Tuesday night.

Cowens resigns
BOSTON (API - Bc»ton Celtics playw-

coach Dave Cowens announced Sunday
following the Celtics 127 101 season ending

victory over New Jersey that he will not

return next season as coach, but will con
tinue to play for the team.

Cowens, who will be 31 in October, ac-

cepted the dual rr^e as (^yer coach last

November after Tom "Satch" Sanders was
fired with the Celtics off to a 2 12 record.

Under Cowens, the team was 2741.
"I'm not sorry I took the job," Cowwis

said. "It was a learning experience, ar>d the

job brought me a lot of enjoyrr>ent."

"However, with all the young players, tw*

need a teacher a college coach. We n«ed

a guy with a lot of spirit."

Asked if anything was accompii^ied

despite the club record of 53 losses this

season. Cowen said, "I can't be funny. This

wasn't a funny season. I guess you might

call this a character building year."

"Some people gutted it out all season.

Some quit. They know who they are. I just

hope nobody ever hm to go through a
thing like this again."

"The only positive thing was that our

people got playing time." .

Cowens made his surprNW anrKXince

ment that he was stepping aside as coach

after directing the team from the bench in

street clothes. He erkdad ttte year with an

injured ankle.

Veteran guard Don Chaney said, "Per

sonally, with all the changes that took place

on this club, I thought he did a good job."

"We were rebuilding and they kept on
shuffling in experienced players. You can't

do that in a rebuilding year. It hurt

everything David did. It hurt the team."

Cheney's renwrks apparently referred to

the Celtics' late-season acquisition of three

time NBA scoring champion Bob McAdoo
for three first-round draft choices from the

New York Knicks. The Celtics also brought

in several other veterans during the season.

Cowens' announcement came after

rookies Jeff Judkins and Rick Robey scored

Dave Cowens raalgnwd "Sun-

day aa coach of the Boston

Celtics. He will remain as a

player. (API

29 and 24 points respective m this

season's finale.

Tfie announcemerw also came as co

owner Harry Mangurian planned to fly to

Lousville complete the full purchase of the

team from his partner John Y Brown on

Monday.
Cowens talked with r\e\NS reporters

about the same tinr»e All American Larry

Bird of Indiana State made a quick visit to

the dressing room with Mangurian and

Boston General Manager Red Auetbach.

Bird was the Celtics' No. 1 draft choice

last June, but elected to play out his col

legiate eligibility this season before

negotiating with the Celtics for next

season Those negotiations are due to start

today between Auert)ach and Birds' at-

torney. Bob Woolf.

Sports notices
CANCELUVTION-The women's lacrosse game vs. Harvard Has bami moved to

Monday. April 16. because of inclemem weather condhlons. UMaaa wilIbegm

the season against Springfield on Thursday afternoon. If the NOPE fields are

dry. the opener will be here; if not, the action moves to the turf of Springfield

College. Game time will be at 3:00.

INTRAMURALS-lntramural co-rm: swimming entries are due April 11. Come

at 6:00 pm to enter. Boyden Pool. Meet will atart at 7:00 pm. Minimum: 2 men.

2 women, maximum: 6 men. 6 women per team.

submit the iee and a roster are eligible. For more information, contact Bob

Ford at 549-4908. .^^w-.— for

WOMEN'S SOCCER Mandatory meeting for women s soccer candidates tor

the 1979-80 season. April 1 1 at 6:00 at NOPE.

Bostons highest form ofentertainment

costs less than a movie.

F«f FMSer laMTMlMN Can (413| >4t-MTp_maaaw '"""

It's the Hancock Tower Observa-

tory located 740 feet above the ground,

atop the tallest building in New Eng-

land. And from here you can sec and

feel the total Boston experience.

With 60 miles of breathtaking

scenery, it's the most fantastic view of

Boston there is. Especially at night.

Plus you'll see multi-media exhibits

like an exciting light and sound show

about the Revolution, featuring a 20-

foot scale model of Boston in 1 775.

The Observatory is open Monday

through Saturday from 9am to 11pm

and Sundays from noon till 11pm. every

day except Thanksgiving and

Christmas. Admission for students with

a coUege I.D is only $1.25. Youll find

our ticket office on St. James Avenue

opposite Copley Square.

So next time you spend a night on
^

the town, visit Boston's highest spot. It's

not only less expensive than a movie. ^^
It's b've. ^^

John Hancock Observatory ,^
The Best Place to SeeBoston.
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Tufts edges netmen;
ruins season opener
By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The Jumbos frwn Tufts edged by the

Netmen Sunday afternoon in the men's

tennis season opener Tufts defeated

UMass S^4 in close competition that went

down to the very last match
UMass' Dave Nowak, playing third

singles, defeated Howard Mendel from

Tufts 6 2 6-4. "He wasn't too steady, " said

Nowak, "and I jut tried to keep it in play"

Sergio Strepman of UMass defeated Eric

Schanenstein in straight sets, 63 6^3.

Strepman played fourth singles for the

Netmen
UMass' Dan Gallagher edged by Dave

Kochman in a close exciting match

Gallagher won the first set 6 4, then had to

bear down for a tie breaker in the second

Even the tie breaker went down to the last

point with Gallagher coming out on top 5 4

Playing first singles for UMass yesterday

was Jim Barnhart who lost to John Jeka

6 4, 6 Netman Keith Hovland lost to

Baird Haney 6 1, 6-2, in second singles

competition.

Mark Huetteman of UMass lost to Adam

Goldstein in a long, three set match. After

losing the first set 6 4, Huetteman came

back to take the second set 1 6. He lost the

third set though, and the match.

In doubles action, Barnhart teamed with

Huetteman to defeat Jeka and Schattens

tein of Tufts in straight sets Barnhart and

Huetteman. playing first doubles won, 6 2,

62
In the second doubles spot for UMass,

Nowak and Hovland lost to Haney and

Mandel6 1,6 2

Gallagher and Jack Begley lost to Tom
Beaton and Mike Rothberg from Tufts 6 3,

64
"Everyone moved up a man, ' said Coach

Steve Williams, "due to the temporary loss

of number one man Alan Green." Each of

the Netmen were playing one position up

from where they would normally have

played ,„ ,
.

Gallagher attributed the loss to a lack ot

outdoor playing time."

The cold, windy day was no help to the

Netmen who go up against MIT. on

Thursday at 3:30 on the upper Boyden

courts.

^ Staff meeting*
There will be a mandatory meeting of all members of the Collegian sports staff

on Wednesday. April 11, 7:00 p.m. at th« sports desk. The major topics of

discussion will involve spring sports, so It is especially important that people

presently covering a spring sport attend this meeting. Anyone who cannot at-

tend but is covering a sport should call the Collegian at 545-3500. As always,

any interested new members are more than welcome.

A/I"s wellatFenway;

the season hasbegun

JV Softball opens season

with new coach Laidlaw
VyDAVEKAUNFEfi
Collegian staff

The UMass junior varsity softball team,

which has only three returning players from

last year's squad, will open up its season

today against Keene at 4:00 behind NOPE.

Promising freshman pitcher Amy Congdon

will aet the nod as the starter.

It's a new season for the team as well as

for new coach Robin Laidlaw who will be

taking over for jean Lambert. Coach

Laidlaw, who admitted to being nervous at

first knowing that she has tough shoes to

fill, is pleased with the guidance of varsity

coaches Gladchuk and DeCarolis and is

looking forwad to a good season.

Returning for another season with the

jv's are outfielder Denise Andrews,

powerhitting catcher Mary Jo Forbes and

steady fielding shortstop Ellen Korelitz. All

three will play a big role iri this year's team.

The pitching situation according to Coach

Udilow "looks greet" whh freshmeri

n«wcom«r» Coogdon. Mary Doatal. and

Donna Ames sharing the pitching duties.

Behind the plate will be Dede Taft whose

big bat should help the team a lot.

In the infeikj, at first base will be reliable

Fran Troy, an outstanding all around player

with the glove and the bat. At second base

will be Mary Sansone, an outfielder by

trade who has made the transition over to

the infield. ..Shortstop will be covered by

returnee Ellen Korelitz. Another newcomer,

Lori Settler, described by Coach Ladilow as

"really consistent with the glove. " will

guard the hot corner on third.

The outlfield will be headed by Der»ise

Andrews in left, whose previous outfield

experience will be a big help. In center will

be freshman Angle Caouette, an excellent

hitter, and in right will be Terry Ryan, a

hustling freshman who will see a lot of

action,

Coach* Laidlaw who likes to win says,

"that were going to take one game at a

time, looking to win and better the UMass
Softball program at the same tima."

By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Kenmore Square was

electric. The sky was dull, but nothing else

was. The old Italian peanut men were

there, waiting. This was Opening Day.

The crowd pushed and passed over the

Brookline Ave. bridge. They peered

through the high, chain-link fence down to

the Mass. Turnpike and wondered if Jim

Rice ever put a ball out there. No, said an

older man, but Al Kaline did.

Scalpers cried out, "Ten bucks for

bleachers! Ten Bucks!" Someone walked

over to a scalper and drew out a $20 bill. A

tall, burly Boston cop, with a pug of an Irish

nose, turned his head, as if he saw nothing.

This was Opening Day.

The rest rooms under the bleachers were

renovated. Procelain urinals adorned the

walls, along with the old, far less private

wall-troughs. "I don't like this," said one

man. "It's too nice for the bleachers."

The introductions boomed over the PA.

The substitute umpries were from North

Andover. Hyannis, Buzzard's Bay and

Benton, Arkansas. The bleachers booed

Zimmer. Some teen-age girls were

outraged that Butch Hobson wasn't

playing "Who the hell is Brohamer?" one

whined. In the centerfield bleachers,

someone heaved a roll of toilet paper into

the air and it glanced off a woman's head.

John Kiley began his steadfast repertoire.

A blind woman sang the national anthem

and everyone made belive they knew the

words - because, afterall, this was

Opening Day.
When it was announced Gov. tdwaro J.

King would throw out the first ball, the

bleachers began a chant of "Ed King

sucks" but humility prevailed and it died

out quickly. Someone behind us shot off a

bottle rocket which exploded in the air

above Dwight Evans' head; Evans looked

back and smirked.

Rice's home run in tt>e third Inning struck

high, off to the right of the flaqpoto. sod

bounced back onto the field. Old Fnend,

Cleveland left fielder Ted Cox threw the ball

into the bleachers - he was expected to.

After all, this was Opening Day.

Eckersley was coasting, but seven runs

did not satisfy the bleachers. An October

afternoon gone past haunted the minds of

all who could pronounce "Bucky." Guidry

was throwing a no-hitter through five, and

palms began to sweat in the Apnl chill.

When finally, Milwaukee awoke and

blasted the Yankees for a 5-1 win, a wHd

cheer, and a bleacher sigh of relief arose.

When the infamous Horace Speed

grounded into a double play to end the

game at exactly 5:00 p.m., only about

20,000 of the original 34,433 v«ere left.

Out on Landsdowne St., kids ran under

the left field screen and pointed to where

Evans' home run ball lay snug in the net,

just inside the foul pole.

The Cask and Flagon was mobbed and a

line formed at the corners of Landsdowne

and Brookline. A group of five or six long-

hairs in tattered leather coats and scuffed

Western boots stood by the line and moan-

ed, "We want Lee! Bring back Bill Lee!

The crowd walked casually, hands in

pockets, huddling against the late af-

ternoon chill. Traffic on Brookline Ave. was

only one-way because of the overflow of

people on the bridge. But motorists, no

matter how distraught, did not bother to

honk or curse - it was understood. This

was, after all. Opening Day.

As people were packed into the Kenmore

MBTA station like cattle, without a

semblance of human dignity, one's mind

could not help but see the young guy who

sat in the bleachers, fondling his ticket stub

and a green cup of beer, awaiting the start

of the game:
"Jesus," he said, swallowing a healthy

gulp of brew. Tm missing a day's work for

this. I guess I really shouldn't be here, but,

after aN, this is . .

."

Some Trident protestors still in jail
By STEPHEN KLEIN
CoUegian Staff

Of the 229 protestors arrested in Groton,

Connecticut last weekwid. 13 members still

remain Incarcerated at the Comrrujnity

Correctional Center in Hartford, according

to UMass Chaplain F. Peter Sabey. Some
of those still iaikid are from the Amherst
and Belchertown area.

The arrests occurred Saturday morning

at 11:00 during the commissionir^

cwemw^y of the USS OMo, one of the

TiMent nudear submarirMS wfiare a

reported 4,000 protestors were pr«Mnt.

Sabey of the Unitmj Christian Foun-
dation, said from the very beginning of the
protest there was "a reluctance on the part
of the authorities" to arrest anyone.

After the arrests the protestors refused
to give their names, creating an at-

mosphere of "non-cooperation." Chaplain
Sabey said, "We did not want to legitimize

our actions and the only means at oat
disposal was to refuse to give our names
and refuse to walk.

"I have never been to jail before, except
M a brief pastoral visitor and Sunday
preacher. I dreaded the loss of freedom,

but I find that I am free in God's spirit even
as those electric bars ckink shut on my
small cell."

Chaplain Sabey seenrted to combine a

d^p spiritual responsibility with an almost
defiant attitude toward the Trident issue as
well as the nuclear power question in

general.

"They really wanted to get rid of us," he
said of the police. "They were afraid we
would become martyrs in the public eye."

At one point during the ordeal Sabey
said the authorities set up a court of law
right on the bus, including prosecutors and

a judge. Surprisingly, he said, many of the
police and prison officials were sym-
pathetic, demonstrating the "power of
non violence," according to Chaplain
Sabey.
Jim Kerxhalli, a part-time student who

was also arrested said there was a
tremendous sense of solidarity that

prevailed though a collective psychology
never did exist throughout the entire saga.
"At b^t we have initiated a 'credibility

shift.' Although we are presently a minority
it is we who have the facts, not the
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Sophomore Maura Regan takes refuge in Durfee
Conservatory from the foul weather outside.

Today's weather should be better with only a ten

percent chance of rain predicted. (Staff photo by

Joanne Quinn)

Several profs

wait for union
fee decision
By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

The number of professors who may be fired by the ad-

ministration for not paying the faculty union agency fee has

dropped to "five or six," according to Lynne Seymour, a

Massachusetts Society of Professors staff member.
Former UMass-Amherst provost and chancellor Oswald

Tippo remains a hold-out, he said yesterday. Tippo, who
said he has not paid his agency fee to the union or applied

for a fee waiver, is now a Commonwealth Professor of

Botany.
The union last week submitted the names of 18 campus

faculty members from the university to President David C.

Knapp, asking the University to begin to move for their

dismissal.

John L. Denyse, a UMass personnel director, said the

University will not take immediate action against the faculty

members. University attorneys are now researching the

matter, he said.

The union requires in its contract with the administration

that all faculty members - even those not in the union - pay

an annual agency fee equivalent to the amount of union

dues. Otherwise, they may apply to the union for "con-

scientious objector" status, enabling them to pay the $168 to

a scholarship fund instead of the union.

Chapter 150E of the Mass. General Laws states payment
of an agency fee by members of a collective bargaining unit,

even those not in a union, can be required in that contract. It

also states that action can be taken against members of the

unit who refuse to pay the fee, according to MSP President

James E. Cathey.

Tippo said yesterday he would "wait and see what the

administration does" before deciding on whether or not to

pay his agency fee or to apply for a waiver.

"The union has said they're not anxious to fire anybody,

so I think I'll just wait and see," Tippo said. Cathey has

repeatedly said it is not the union's intention to dismiss any

professors, but simply to collect the agency fee or grant

exemptions.
' Tippo said he has not yet retailed legal counsel, and has

no plans to officially contact the union. "It'll be a good test

on how much respect they have for tenure," he said.

Committee to discuss discrimination
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

A plan to end Hispanic discrimination in the bilingual

education program in the Northampton school system may

be rejected at the city's School Committee's monthly

meeting tomorrow night, according to a school official.

Superintendent of Schools John W. Graves said in a

telephone interview Monday night "school committee

members seem equally divided over the philosophic point

about segregating students whose dominant language is

Spanish in order for them to learn English," and the addition

of two bilingual teachers to the program which would raise

the program budget from $60,000 to $85,000.

The plan is being developed by the Hispanic Parents Ad-

visory Council and Marjorie Rodman, director of the city's

four-year-old bilingual education program in response to a

critical report issued in January by the Federal Office of Civil

Rights who charged the city with discrimination against

Hispanic students after conducting a six-month investiga-

tion. . u 1

According to Rodman, if the committee rejects the plan,

all federal funds to the school system may be cut off for non-

compliance with the civil rights office guidelines.

The office deadline for submitting a plan is this Friday, and

Graves said he doesn't know what to do if the plan is re-

jected. "The plan is essential to meet the office criteria and

bolster the program," he said, although he added that he

personally "does not go all the way with the idea of bilingual

education."
The office also recently charged the Amherst school

system with Hispanic discrimination and has given officials

90 days to come up with a plan to improve the quality of

thei' uilingual program.
The office report, regarding both the Amherst and Nor-

thampton school systems, criticized the quality of education

received by Hispanic students, the procedure for determin-

ing placement in the program and the lack of records in the

student's files.

There are currently 84 students and three bilingual

teachers in the Northampton program operating in Jackson

Street School, Florence Grammar School, Hawley Junior

High, and the High School.

Julia Santiago of the Parents Advisory Council, a group

that initiated the office investigation, said the present bil-

ingual education program is poor. "It inflicts tremendous in-

tellectual damages on these kids," she said.

"You're in first grade and you come from a Hispanic home

ani you're considered dumb because you can't understand

yc ir teachers," she said. "We would prefer that the kids

learn concepts such as math . I science in Spanish until

tKnv g«t to the point where th n function in English,"

she said.

But Rodman defended the Northampton School system

bilingual progrm in which she tedchesand directs. "The pro-

gram is well-developed and organized and there is plenty of

Spanish spoken, '" she said.

"We are currently conducting a classroom language survey

and a home language survey in order to re-evaluate the

placement of the students in the program," Rodman said.

This differs from past procedure Now, the type of program

for each student will depend c survey results and a com-

plicated series of tests, she said

However, Santiago said one of Hispanic parents' major

criticisms is the use of standard^ ed tests to determine place-

ment. She said the advisory council would like to see the

tests determine proficiency in both English and Spanish and

not just which one students speak better.

""We would like to see all of the students placed in the bil-

ingual education program," she said. ""Many of these

students have a monolanguage (one language) problem and

are not proficient in either one. It's really very sad."

Rodman said she is making a strong effort to improve the

program and to get all the Spanish-speaking students profi-

cient in English. "My emphasis is on the future, not on the

past," she said, adding that she does not "really understand

the complaints of the parents."

But to Santiago the issue is clear. "We want our kids to

recognize Spanish as their native tongue and not forget it,"

she said. The problem is not just the law, or the program but

the attitude.""

Santiago said a plan proposed by the Northampton school

system to improve bilingual education revamps the entire

curriculum, gives program access to all Spanish-speaking

students and directly involves parents in the program using

them as resources in Spanish culture and history classes.

These classes are required under Title 6 of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964, if a school system has more than 20 students of

an ethnic minority.

Santiago cited the small number of Hispanic students in

the Northampton high school as an indication of a high

dropout rate and the program"s weakness, but Rodman said

it is caused by the number of students who choose to enroll

at Smith Vocational School to prepare for a career.

Rodman declined to speculate on why many of the

students chose vocational education rather than college

preparatory.
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Joseph M. H«ndri«. chairman of Nuclear Regulatory
CommiMion. testifies before the Senate nuclear
regulatory subcommittee yesterday In Washington on
the nuclear accident at Ihr— Mlla Island nuclear
power plant.

State takes Job requests
BOSTON <API - The jKlministration of Gov Edward J

King announced yesterday that applications for many sum
mer |obs with the state are t)eing accepted at local offices of

the Division of Employment Security.

The plan, which abandons the birthday lottery system
employed by Gov Michael S Dukakis, invoh^es 2,400 jobs
within the envifonrriental affairs secretariat

Approximately three quarters of the jobs will be filled

through computer printouts at DES, officials reported Other
positions will be r^^rved for persons who worked satisfac

torily in the past, or who have particular skills that are neea
ed
John A Bewick, environmental secretary, was

spokesman for Gov. Edward J. King on the summer jobs

program He said affirmative action guidelines will fill 15 per

cent of the jobs in the Metropolitan District Commission's
park system and 7 percent of jobs given out by the Depart
mental of Environmental Management

Kennedy: Poor need aid
WASHINGTON (API Sen Edward M Kennedy,

D Mass , says poor families are spending nearly one third of

their income on energy, and President Carter's plan to help

them won't cover the added costs stemming from decontrol

of oil prices

Appeanng before the Fuel Oil Marketing Advisory Com
mittee at the Department of Energy yesterday, Kennedy

said: "To the poor, rising energy costs mean choosing t>et

ween their homes or feeding their children; between paying

their hospital bill or their heating bill '

He said energy prices are rising three times faster than the

Consumer Price Index The average low income household

is spending more than 30 percent of its annual income on

energy, compared to 10 percent for median income families,

Kennedy said

"For the past five years while energy costs have

skyrocketed, efforts to help the poor have been piecemeal

and insufficient," he said.

NH rejects Laetrile sale
CONCORD, N H (AP) - New Hampshire, which allows

the use of Laetrile by cancer patients, rejected a bill yester

day that would have allowed the manufacture and sale of the

apricot pit product.

The New Hampshire House voted 254 76 against the pro

posal after supporters argued unsuccessfully that any state

which has legalized Laetrile should allow its manufacture
In 1977 when the Legislature agreed to legalize the

substance, many votes were swayed by a cancer patient

who told the House he had been cured by Laetrile

But during yesterday's extended debate. Rep Helen

Wilson, R Manchester, pointed out that the man who made
the claim died shortly after the House ended its session.

Rep. Joseph Cote, D Manchester, who attempted to

overturn a recommendation by the House Commerce and
Consumer Affairs Committee that the bill be killed, said the

House has a moral obligation to manufacture Laetrile, which
he called Vitamin B 17. The substance must be made more
accessible to cancer patients, who currently must leave the

state to buy it. Cote said.

NH House ups alcohol age
CONCORD, N.H. {AP\ The New Hampshire House voted

yesterday to raise the drinking age from 18 to 20.

The House voted 218-115 in favor of a 20-year-old

minimum drinking age law which would go into effect this

summer if passed by the Senate.

Gov. Hugh Gallen, who supports a regional drinking age

of 20 to match Massachusetts and Maine, said he was "very

pleased" with the House vote and hoped the Senate would

pass the bill.

Action on the bill came after heated opposition from

lawmakers who claimed raising the drinking age would rob

18-year-olds of one of their "fundamental rights," and

"punish the many for the sins of the few."

Liberal Democrats lined up with conservative Republicans

to oppose the change. Consevatives charged raising the

drinking age would increase use of marijuana. Liberals said

that if 18-year-olds have to pay taxes, they should have the

right to drink.

Fire traps shoppers
BUCHAREST, Romania \AP\-fK raging fire trapped hun-

dreds of Easter holiday shoppers in Bucharest's oldest de--

partment store Monday. Unconfirmed reports said 200 per-

sons were dead or injured - including some who jumped

from upper-story windows.
Witnesses saw people jumping from third-story windows

of the five-story Victoria department store, located next

door to the Bucharest police headquarters. The witnesses

said some who jumped appeared crushed on impact with

the asphalt street below.

There was no official word on fatalities in the blaze. But

witnesses said they saw scores of ambulances rushing vic-

tims from the scene

.

The witnesses and rescued custonners indicated some
casualties seemed to occur because of the thick smoke in

the 40-year old building.

N-plant gauges may be faulty
ByTOMRAUM
Associated Press
WASHINGTON -Forty-two nudear power plwits have

been notified they have pressure gau^s that could give

faulty readings during an accident like the one at Three Mile

Island, the chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commi^ion
said y^terday

.

Joseph M. Hendrie told the Senate nucl^r regulation

subcommittee that each of these plants — well over half the

total 72 operating reactors in the United States — have
gauges like the one which he said played a role in the acci-

dent near Harrisburg, Pa.

Meanwhile, a House subcommittee voted 6-2 to sub-

poena tape recordings and transcripts of all closed-door
meetings held by the NRC to discuss the nuclear accident.

Rep, Anthony Moffett, DConn., chairman of the House
Goverment Operations' subcommittee on energy and en-

vironment, accused the commission of illegally withholding

information needed in the pMiei's investigation of the acci-

dent - one of nine such congressional inquiries now under-

way.
The subponena directs the material to be presented to the

subcommittee by 10 a.m. tomorrow. Moffert said he didn't

know exactly what the infornnation would prove but "we
need to have access to it."

Hendrie joined the other four members of th#» NRC in

Israel retaliates

against bombings
By frank CREPEAU
Associated Press

TEL AVIV. Israel -Israeli jets flying their first mission of

war since peace was made with Egypt Masted Palestinian

positions in Lebanon yesterday in retaliation for a bloody ter-

rorist bombing in a Tel Aviv rrwrket.

The explosion in the open-air Carmel market, crowded
with pre Passover shoppers, killed one Israeli man ar>d

wounded 33 other persons, eight of them seriously,

authorities reported.

A Palestine Liberation O'janization spokesmen in Beirut

reported "dozens " of casualties in the air raids. A radical

Palestinian group said at least three persons were killed.

The Israelis said the planes hit DanxHir, a guerrilla-held

town just six milBS south of Beirut, and Ras el Ain, a guer-

rilla base nea' the southern port of Tyre. The PLO said the

targets wpiC Damour, and the Rashadiyeh refugee camp
and hamlet of Maalieh, both outside Tyre.

The raids were "an obvious reprisal for our heroic ojjera-

tion in the Carmel market," a PLO spokesman said in Beirut.

The Israeli military announcement of the air oj^eration

noted that so far this year 11 bombs planted by terrorists

have killed seven Israelis and injured 169 other persons.

New problems arose, meanwhile, in the still-unfolding

peace between Egypt and Israel. The Egyptians ruled out a

speedy opening of borders, and two Israeli Cabinet ministers

postponed trips to Cairo in apparent anger over what Israel

considered to be a provocative Egyptian statement.

The one-pound terrorist bomb exploded at about noon at

a fishmonger's stall in the fiveblock square Tel Aviv market,

an area just off Allenby Street with many small stalls selling

produce, meat, clothing and other items.

Some shoppers noticed the package but it exploded

before it could be investigated.

"I asked who the package t>elonged to.'

per. "I was told it belonged to a woman ..

meters away and then it exploded. All of

were wounded people all over the place."

"We knew in advance that this would be the price of

peace," said Tel Aviv Mayor Shiomo Lahat. "But in spite of

this, war was a heavier price.
"

The PLO in Beirut said its "underground squad" of

bombers escaped safely.

The air strikes were launched at 5:30 p.m.
A PLO communique said Damour took the brunt of the

20 minute bomb and rocket runs. "Palls of black smoke
billowed from the town and many houses were destroyed,"

it said.

asserting that steps must be taken to guarantee that another
accident like Three Mile Island cannot happen again.

"We cannot have an acceptable nudear power program
in this country if there is any appreciable risk of events of the
Three Mile Island kind occurring at other nuclear power
plants, " he said.

Hendrie said a misleading reading on a prenure gauge in

the control room apparently led operators to shut off the

emergency reactor cooling system prematurely in the early

stag^ of the March 28 accident.

Hendrie said the gauge had suggested a higher level of

water in the reactor than actually existed.

If the emergency cooling system hadn't been turned off,

fie said, the reactor might have been brought under control

then instead of continuing to heat — damaging the core and
posing the possibility of a core meltdown that would have
released large amounts of radiation to the central Penn-
sylvania countryside.

However, Hendrie said there are no plans to shut down
the other 4i2 reactors. He said other gauges in the control

room would indicate the true situation inside the reactor.

In the notice sent to operators of the plants, Hendrie said

it was stressed that "in situations where levels might be
misleading, it is very important that other instruments be
checked very carefully."

said one shop-
I walked a few
a sudden there

Chris Becker, a dairy farmer who lives only a mile from
the disabled Three Mile Island nuclear power plant lies

flat on his back as a machine moves over his body to

scan for any possible radiation during a test in Mid-
dletown. Pa. Bill Gibson, a technician, checks scan-
ner. In background is a computer to read the resuKs.
(AP Laserphoto)

King proposes tax credit

for solar energy heaters
BOSTON \AP\ -The King administration has selected a

proposed tax credit for solar hot water heaters as its top

priority in the field of alternative energy.

Joseph S. Fitzpatrick, state energy director, told

lawmakers Tuesday the administration is backing a variety

of incentives for the development of renewable energy
sources. However, he said tops on the governor's list was a

bill offering state incon>e tax credits of up to $1,000 per

household for installation of solar equipment.

The bill, which originated with the Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group, would "piggyback" onto an ex-

isting federal tax credit, Fitzpatrick told the legislature's

Energy Committee. Together, the two concessions could

cut in half the average $2,500 price tag on a household solar

heater.

Fitzpatrick was asked why the state has awarded only

about 275 of 1,300 federal solar installation grants, wortfi

about $400 each, that were made available more than a year

ago. Fitzpatrick and his aides said consumers had been
"holding back," waiting for the federal solar tax credit to

take effect. Now that that incentive is in place, they said ag-

gressive marketing was underway to distribute the remain-

ing grants before they expire Sept. 30.

In previous appearances before the Energy Committee,

Fitzpatrick has championed nuclear power and offshore oil

•as the key ingredients in Massachusetts' energy future.

However, in Tuesday's remarks, he avoided those subjects

entirely.

Nuclear power did get an endorsement, however, from
Edward Lashman, a Harvard official who is heading develop-

rr>ent of an oil-fired generating plant to serve nDedical

facilities in Boston. Lashman said that wNle the new forms

of alternative energy can save New England millions, "we've
still got to do somethir>g about nuclear (power), Harrisburg

to the contrary notwithstanding."

Rep. Jonathan Healy, RCharlemont, urged the committee
not to overlook wood power. Testifying in favor of a sales

tax exemption on woodburning furnaces, Healy said

Massachusetts is harvesting only about one-third of its an-

nual forest production.

"That means there's a lot of wood rotting out there in the

forests," he rerr>arked.
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Student-run
record store
begins again
By BILL SUNDSTROM
Collegian Staff

In an effort to put past nrtanagement problems behind. tiNa

student-run record store began with a new name this week,
a new cfiarter, a new manager and a new image.
The forrr^er Union Record Service Monday became Union

Records Unlimited, a new Recognized Student
Organization The Union Record Service's account with the
Student Activities Office was closed at the same time,

according to the store's new mar^ager, Daniel E. Sak».
The store is located next to the Hatch in the Student

Union Building.

Both Salce and Director of Student Activities Paul J.

Hamd said tn interviews last night that the old Union Record
Service had encountered a number of operating and
marMoerial problems, including an unspecified deficit.

HameT said the Student Activities Office has scheduled a
complete audit of the ok) account to determine the causes of

any discrepancies.

The service would not have been able to operate undw its

old management and financial situation. Hamel said. Thus
the new store was opened with the intent of "starting a new
business from scratch, " he said.

The new store, like the old one, is under the budgeting
and supervision of the Campus Center Board of Governors.
The Union Record Service had obtained its inventory

through an $8,000 loan from the board last fall. The board
last week voted to liquidate that loan, thus giving the new
store its inventory in the form of a grant, according to

Hamel.
Hamel said four specific measures have beer) taJten to

prevent a recurrence of the old store's problems. First, "We
have hired a very good manager," Hamel said. The other

changes include a new written agreement with the BOG
stating the purposes and standard operating procedures of

the store, the hiring of a bookkeeper, and the development
of closer working relations with the Student Activities

Office, he said.

"The concept of the store is to make sure students can get

the lowest possible prices on albums, " Manager Salce said.

"Any profits the store makes will be used to expand in-

ventories, " he said.

The old store had aimed for a lower volume of sales and
higher profits, Salce said. "The first day I went in there we
knccked 15 cents off some of the albums and 25 cents off

the others."

CoUsgian a

Heather Dequence enjoyed her pony ride In Jones
Library, but thinks enough is enough as she heads

for firmer footing on the library floor. (Staff photo
by Kris Craig)

Office releases dorm drinl<ing rules
Liquor permitted on occasionBy CAROL ROSENBERG

Collegian Staff

The Community Development Center

yesterday released a copy of a contract and
guidelines for dormitory parties after the

legal drinking age rises to 20 April 16. The
guidelines do not apply to fraternities and
sororities, which are under the jurisdiction

of the town

.

The contract goes "hand in hand " with

guidelines released by the office of Dean of

Students William F. Field earlier this

month. Ken Burnham of the center said.

The contract, which provides for alcohol

consumption in dormitory parties for legal

drinkers, places responsibility for the
parties on the students who initiate a party
and sign the contract.
The final draft of the guidelines is a result

of input by all residential area staff

members, Burnham said.

According to the contract, "the primary

responsibility for the "enforcement of ap-

propriate procedure and standards lies with

the students planners and those in at-

tendance" at the parties.

It is also the planners' responsibility "to

assure that those who are consuming

alcoholic beverages are at least 20 years of

age. Age identification should be by
Massachusetts Registry (a) driver's license

or (b) liquor identification card.

"Violations of the Commonwealth law
may lead to the termination of the event by
either a university staff member and-or the

police."

The contract's regulations are generally

the same as party regulations released this

fall, with an adjustment for the drinking age

as the major exception.

In addition, the policy provides: "Placing

orders with package stores for deliveries to

residence halls or dining commons will be
prohibited."

It also states, "all beverage containers

must be non-breakable."

The contract, which reiterates State

penalties for abuse of the drinking age,

states "party planners should note that

non-compliance with this policy places the

approval of future events in jeopardy and
constitutes a violation of the Student Code
of Conduct and Commonwealth Law.
Appropriate judicial-administrative action

may be taken accordingly."

Burnham said the contract forms will be
available next week.

CivilServicemaybecome militaryalternative
ByJIMMORAN
Collegian Staff

Editors Note: This is ttte second of a two-
part series on reinstitution of the military

draft and its alternatives.

Both regional directors of the federal

government's ACTION volunteer program
support legislation filed by Rep. Paul N.

McClosky, R California, which would tie in

current volunteer programs such as Peace
Corps and VISTA (Volunteers in Service to

America) with a National Youth Service

System as a compulsory alternative to

military servitude by young people.

Bryce Perkins, who handles the initial ap-

plication and recommendation procedures
for those seeking to join the Peace Corps,

said he feels this legislation would increase

a sense of social commitment in young
people, but cautioned that forcing youths

Peace Corps and Vista

would be a compulsory
alternative to military ser-

vitude.

to join a particular program might "lessen

the quality of volunteers in national ser-

vice."

Michael Marzolla, who directs VISTA
operations for the Five-College area, agrees

with Perkins, but adds that "as vvith

military service, there are requirements and
restrictions," which would place persons in

programs that they would be most suited

for.

The reginal office of ACTION, located in

Draper Hall at UMass , is responsible for

screening applicants, and providing in-

formation. Acceptance by the Draper office

could eventually lead to approval of an ap-

plicant by ACTIONS' Washington office,

the programs national base.

The Peace Corps has inducted 10 per-

sons from the area this year, out of about

25 who applied. Applicants must have

some skill which would be of use to a par

ticular country, or must be willing to ac-

quire such skills in a training program,

r'erkinssaid.

This past academic year, six to 10 people

from the Five College area were accepted

by the VISTA program from over 30 Five

College applicants. VISTA is the domestic

equivalent of the Peace Corps, an internal

volunteer program. VISTA volunteers work
in community development projects and

help disadvantaged persons in urban and

rural areas. VISTA differs from the corps in

that it asks its volunteers to commit
themselves for one year, the corps requires

two.
But, Perkins adds, there are no

"blanket" rules, and even though the

"typical" corps volunteer posesses a

Bachelor's degree, or its equivalent in some
vocation, exceptions are made for

"outstanding " background.
Compensation is made to both corps and

VISTA volunteers in the form of basic living

expenses, and traveling and housing ac-

comodations in service areas. In addition,

there is a "readjustment allowance," a

monthly stipend accrued in Washington,

which is alloted to the volunteer after com-

pletion of service in the form of a "lump

sum" check. In the corps program, this

allowance is $125.00 a month, as compared
with $75.00 a month for VISTA.
The corps, VISTA and other federal

volunteer service programs were placed

under the umbrella of the ACTION office in

1971 during President Richard Nixon's ad-

ministration. Several figures illustrate the

drastic change incurred in national service

programs, since the idealistic conception of

these programs in the 1960's and their near-

demise in the 1970's. For example, enroll-

ment in Peace Corps was at its peak in

1966, with 9,200 volunteers. In 1972. that

figure dropped to near 4,000 and went
down to 3,200 as of 1977, continuing with

the administration of President Gerald

Ford. Perkins noted the attitude toward
volunteer programs under Presidents John
F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson were
"very different" from the Nixon and Ford

approach. Nixon and Ford placed emphasis
less on numbers of volunteers and person-

nel and more on technical skills, whereas
Kennedy's' Frontier and Johnson's Great

Society programs stressed general service.

Perkins said the trend of general skills is

back under President Carter, with 7,000 as
of October 31 last year. The President's

mother, Lillian Carter, served in the Peace
Corps in India during the 1960's.

From a more personal standpoint, both
Marzolla and Perkins noted volunteers

return from their service with a much
TURN TO PAGE 14

UMass grad found dead
compiled from reports

Investigations are continuing into the

death of a 23-year-old 1977 UMass
graduate found dead in a New York City

apartment Monday morning.
Sheryl Mc Cormick of Pelham, was

found beaten and stabbed. She was a

member of Phi Beta Kappa and had studied

the Chinese language while at UMass. She
was in New York City studying for an

advanced degree in international relations

while at Columbia University. She was
reportedly hoping to become a diplomat.

Police are seeking fellow student,

Juntaro Mori, 32, from Japan. He rented

the apartment where McCormick was
found.

'She was a superb person," said her

mother Patricia McCormick when she

learned of her daughter's death.

"Ordinarily I wouldn't talk to you at this

time, uividao political science professor

David A. Booth told the Associated Press

yesterday.

"But you have to understand that this

girl was exceptional, an exceptional young
girl, a wonderful person . . . diamond
quality," Booth said yesterday.

Many local people were reluctant to

discuss the family saying privacy was
extremely important to the McCormicks,
who were described as a close family.

The McCormicks came to Amherst in

1970 and S leryl graduated from Amherst
Regional High School that year. Besides

her mother she is survived by four brothers

and a sister.

Mr. McCormick died in an airplane crash

eight years ago.
The funeral for Ms. McCormick will be

today at 2 p.m. in Grace Episcopal Church.

The burial will be in Midland Cemetery in

Michigan.
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BlackAffairs
African filmmaker
to visit area
fly ARI FREEMAN COHEN
Black Affmrs Staff

African filmmakers in the past decade have made
significant contributions to Third World Cinei na which

demands our attention and understanding. Haile Gerima is

one such filmmaker who is currently taking us by surpr^
with his powerful epic films about the trials and tribulatons

of Third World people. His films are "Harvest: 3000

Years.' "Bush Mam." and "Wilmington 10 USA,
10.000 " Mr Genma, an Ethiopian, and a professor of film

at Howard University, will spend the entire day in the Five-

College area presenting his three feature length films and

all film screenings are free and open to the public.

Gerima was born in Gonder, Ethiopia, in 1946. He came
to the U.S. in 1967 to study at the Goodman School of

Drama in Chicago He later studied at the UCLA film

school where he completed a 47 minute film. Child of

Resistance," before returning to Ethiopia to direct

"Harvest; 3000 Years." his first feature-length film.

"Harvest" was shown at the Museum of Modern Art's

'New Directors. New Films" series and had also won
numerous awards at film festivals here arul abroad, in-

cluding the Grand Pri/e at the Locarno International Film

Festival, the Georges Sadoul Prize of the French Film

Critics Association and the Oscar Michaux Award for

"Best Feature Film" from the Oakland Museum's Black

Filmmakers Hall of Fame
Until recent times, the image of Third World people

presented on the silver screen was misleading and

degrading. Films produced by black filmmakers shoukj be

concerned with the "de alienation" of colonized people at

the same time contribute sound and objective histories of

Third World people. The purpose of radical cinema in this

process consist of producing films that reflect the objective

and subiective conditions on which Third World people

where ever they may struggle for freedom. Gerima's idea

of filmmaking is to educate people about the development

of colonialism and cultural domination. As a Marxist,

Gerima sees his craft essentially a political tool for un-

folding the universal aspects of class and racial

domination. For Gerima, then, the oppression is the same

everywhere, the freedom fighter in South Africa is op-

pressed by the same forces as the welfare mother in

Washington DC. And while this might not be immediately

apparent to some, it is through his films that Gerima tries to

show the relationship. Finally, Gerima is not ready to

abandon film as an art form because of its past history

towards blacks, but to use film as an emancipatory vehicle

for social change
Film Screening Schedule
1 Bush Mama. ' 10:00 a.m.. Thursday Apnl 12. UMass,

New Africa House
Host: WEB. DuBois Department of Afro American

Studies
Synopsis: Haile Genma explores the life of Dorothy, a

black woman living on welfare in Watts, trying to raise her

daughter while her man is in jail for a cnme he didn't

commit The film unfolds for us the lives of oppressed

people, the wretched social conditions, and how this daily

violence creates a surreal and nightmarish reality We see

Dorothys growing political understanding, her

development for unconscious victim to conscious resister.

2 Wilmirgton 10 US A, 10,000 (USA, 1978), 2.00

p.m., Thursday April 12, Hampshire College, Franklin

Patterson Hall

Host: Progressive Film Series

Synopsis: This film is a documentary which basically

focuses on the bizarre, controversial case of the frame-up

and imprisonment of a group of political activists in

Wilmington, N C. The film explores the saga of the families

of activists, the defendant Ben Chavis, and the supporters

who rallied world attention to the Wilmington Ten's case.

The film is unique in its artistic portrayal of black families

united against class and racial oppression.

3 "Harvest: 3000 Years" (U.S.A.. 1975), 7:00 p.m.,

Thursday April 12, Smith College, Wright Hall Auditorium

Host The visit of Professor Haile Gerima is sponsored by

(he Five College Black Studies Executive Committee, and

the Smith College Afro American Studies Department in

conjunction with the Hampshire College Progressive Film

Series, and WEB. DuBois Department of Afro-American

Studies. For more information contact the Smith College

Afro American Studies Department, at 584-2700, ext.

2154
Synopsis: This film tells the real life story of a Ethiopian

peasant family's struggle to remain alive under the feudal

conditions on a farm of a wealthy landlord. This epic

parable unfolds a tragedy which the wretched social

conditions disrupts the daily routine of the family (con-

sisting of three generations, including a teen-aged son and

daughter who rebel against the traditional norms), the

tyrannical role of the landlord and the visionary but

revolutionary impact of a local man on the family

South African pianist Dollar Brand pe-iorms in an

unexpected visit as part ofMLK week He appeared

•long with Rev. Herbert Daughtry In the place of the

South Freedom Sinners (Phnto Kw ca o-w--.

Oueen Mother Moore and Nkrumah Olinga leads the rally "In Spirit of Dr.

Martin Luther King Jr." last Saturday. The demonstrators began at the New
Africa House and marched to the Amherst Commons, Professor Paul

Puryear spoke on the Commons. (Photo be Ed Cohen)

New York's Black leader to speak
Today has been declared

National Armband Day to

show support of the libera

tion struggles in southern
Africa. Rev. Herbert
Daughtry of tha Black

United Front based in

Brooklyn, N.Y. will be one
of the spoakers for this to-

day's activities. The topic of

his presentation will be

'The Black Liberation

Struggles in the U.S. and
its Relationship to the Inter-

national Black Struggle."

The Black United Front

was organized in Brooklyn

this past summer in

response to the murder of a

black man named Arthur

Miller by the NY. City

police. The entire Crown

Heights community rallied

around this murder holding

mass demonstrations and
Rev. Daughtry emerged a&

a leader. He became the

major spokesperson for

Blacks in New York City. He
is fighting for more jobs,

better education and to end
police brutality. He has
become the major nemesis

to mayor Koch's ad-

ministration challenging on

issue after issue. Many
have described Daughtry as

a synthesis between
Malcolm X and Dr. Martin

Luther King Jr. He will be

speaking at 2 p.m. in the

New Africa House and later

will appear on a panel at

Amherst College.

Performers at the Black Musicians Conference last Friday featured were

Ronald and Cecil Bridgewater and Sonny Fortune on reeds. Reggie Work-

man on Bass and Bill Hart on drums. (Photo by Ed Cohen)

Announcements
Check out WEBD

If you have any public the 4th floor of the New
service announcements,
upcoming events you
would like to be aired, call

us at WEBD; 545 2090 or

stop by, we are located on

Africa House.

Please give us at least a

week notice for any an-

nouncement.

on "Health, Language &
Culture." Sumam Bohm
will speak on "Seta
Rampersad: A Case of

Violence Against Third

World People. " Wed-
nesday April 18th, 7:30

p.m.. Field 104.

Community and Health
THIRD WORLD WOMEN: Gourdes Delson will speak

VIEWS ON COMMUNITY
& HEALTH

A panel discussion
presented by Orchard Hill

Residential College. Arifah

Rasool will speak on
"Issues in Black Health."'

Political repression...
The Third World

Organization at Hampshire
College Presents a Third

World Festival entitled

"Political Repression and
Resistance." Scheduled
events are sponsored by the
Third World Organization,

Campus Coalition on
Political Prisoners, and the

Progressive Film Series.

African film maker Haile

• Genma will be speaking on
his new film "Wilmington
10,000" at 2:00 pm m the

U.S. Prisons"

Vicki Adams-Editor:
Burning Spear

7 9 P.M. Main Lecture Hall.

Saturday April 14 Panel

Discussion;

Shirley Graham
Each year the CCEBS

program sponsors, the

honoring of a student who
has made the greatest ser-

vice contribution to the

Third World commuity. The
Shirley Graham DuBois

Service to Community
Award, is one which
students nominate and

elect candidates. Nomina-

tion forms may be picked

up in Room 214 of the New
Africa House, everyday un-

til Thursday, April 19th.

Forms must be returned by

"Repression and
Resistance in Third World"
Bill Strickland-Nana
Seshibe
Juan Aulestia-Bheki Langa
3-5 pm main lecture hall

Dubois award
Friday, April 20th.

Criteria

:

Persons eligible: All

CCEBS students

Form of Award >: Engraved

plaque; and the recipient's

name engraved on a

perpetual plaque to be kept

in the main CCEBS office.

Number of recipients: One.

Elections will be held on

Wednesday, Thursday, Fri-

day, April 25-27, 1979, A list

of the nominees will be

published prior to the elec

tion dates.

main lecture hall at

Hampshire College, The
film will be shown at 7:00

pm and at 9:00 pm in the

main lecture hall.

Friday April 13 Political

Prisoners and Repression in

U.S. prisons

"The Incarceration of

Dessie Woods"
Damesha Blackearth-Nat.

Committee
to Defend Dessie Woods
2 pm, main lecture hall

"Political Repression in

Springfield Jazz Week
to encourage your par

ticipation. The week will

promote Jazz per

formances, displays, lec-

ture workshops, and related

activities during the week.

The Springfield Mayor's

office for Cultural and Com-
munity Affairs in coopera

tion with the Springfield

Jazz Society is planning a

Jazi Week during the week
of April 16, We would like

"Which Way Black Feminism"
On Wednesday April 11 will speak on "Which Way

at 8 pm Brenda Daniel Black Feminism," in the

Eichelberger, executive Black Cultural Center of

Director of the National Mount Holyoke College.

Black Feminists Allianc'^,
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Workshop speakers

discuss racism issues
By MARK CURELOP
CoHegian Staff

Suggestions were made yesterday for

improving the lives of Third World people in

the Pioneer Valley at a workshop on racism

in the Pioneer Valley held at Amherst
C(M^e.
The workshop Is a part of 11 days

composing the Week of Actions, com-
memorating the life of Martin Luther King

and demonstrating opposition to apartheid

in South Africa.

Ali Kamal from the Center of Racial

Studies at UMass led the session attended

by 10 people. During the hour and a half

discussion several topics were discussed,

such as 8 recent inquest into the death of

Seta Rampersad, a UMara student fourKi

dead at Motel 6 in South Deerfield last

year. Also discussed was the coverage of

Third World new, the Bakke and Weber
Supreme Court cases and other Third

World judicial issues

The groups discussed three forms of

action to make the problems of Third World
people known in the valley. One action is

an increase in communications between
organizations * in the valley to spread in-

formation about Third World problems.

A second action proposed at the

workshop was to spread information about

the issue of apartheid in South Africa.

Kamal also suggested developing a sense

of community in the valley partly to help

Gay Alliance may seek
legal assistance
By DOROTHY A. CLARK
CoHegian Staff

Members of the People's Gay Alliance

may seek a course of legal action to protest

alleged discriminatory practices geared
towards homosexuals by the management
of the Q.R. Disco on Rte. 9 in Hadley, an
alliance member said yesterday.

The alliance began consideration of legal

action to combat "clearly discnminatory"

actions of the disco's management after a
small disruption requiring police aid oc-

curred last Wednesday night. Several male
and female homosexuals say they were
subjected to physical and verbal

harassment by several persons who ap-

peared to be hired "bouncers."

Alliance member Kevin George yesterday

said although "no big decision has been
made," several legal alternatives are being

investigated. "Those who were harassed

will make the final decision," he said.

Despite last week's ir>cident, alliance

members said they would /continue to

patronize the disco, and last Thursday
r>egotiated a "settlemem" with the disco's

assistant manager. The settlement, ac-

cording to George, outlined a situation in

which both groups wouM mutually

cooperate in order to lessen the possibilities

•of future harassment. George said the

alliance will maintain its line of com-
nmjnication with the disco's management.

"It is likely we will return" to the Q.R.

Disco tonight, George said, although some
alliance members may choose to wait a

week to allow the tension created by last

week's disturbance to ease itself. ^

Q.R. Disco manager, who wished to

rennain anonymous, and maintained last

week no disturbance occurred there,

yesterday said no preparations have been

made by the management to deal with

future disturbances should they arise.

Of last week's disturbance she said, "We
(the management) had nothing to do with

it. It was all blown out of proportion. I think

they (homosexual patrons) caused a lot of

their own disturbance."

'\i
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(PACKARD'S

14 I

Packard's

14 Masonic St.

Northamptoi

584-5957

FREE
AMPLIFIER TEST CLINIC

I

"

Complete evaluation of any make or model amplifier, preamplifie

or receiver. Measurements made on Hewlett-Packard

Tektronix test equipment. ^^

Ifien

and]

Performance graph with each unit tested! Power, distortion, frequency response,

plus optional measurements for square wave response and phonoequalization.

Thursday, April 19

Friday, April 20

SOUND&MUSIC
"Good Advice - Honest Price Mastercharge

Visa

90-92 King Street ( Hte 5). Northampton • 584-9547

OPEN MON.-SAT..: 10-5. THLRS & FRI.. TIL 9

spread the information about the Third
World community and its problems.

Several examples of "racist attacks"
were given at the workshop. The closing of

the Rampersad case by the Hampshire
County court was a termed a racist attack.

An inquest into the death of Rampersad left

the cause of death undetermined. The case
we declared closed after the inquest.

The death of Jose Pontra in December
of 1978 was mentioned by Kamal in

connection with Rampersad. The death has
been officially termed a suicide.

Examples of other Third Wptki prc^jtorra

in the judicial system were the Bakke and
Weber Supreme Court cas^ dealing with
the issue of reverse discrimination. Kamal
said the distribution of power in the judicial

system runs against Third World people.
Media coverage, according to Kamal, ia

ineffective. Kamal said the real issuM «•
not being covered by the newspapers or
television. In connection with this area, the
recent demands by Third World studenw at

Amherst College for separate pages were
discussed at the workshop.

Around Amherst
Phyllis Hyman
appears tonight

Singer Phylla Hyman will appear in

concert tonight in the Student Union
Ballroom.

Named Best New Female Rhythm and
Blues Vocalist of 1977 by Record Worfd
magazine, Hyman has had a remarkably

diverse career. She has worked with Chuck
Mangione, Pharoah Sanders and Teddy
Perulergass. dor>e Burger Kin^ and Tuborg
Beer commercials, performed in Melvin

Van Peebles plays, and worked as a model.

Tickets for this Union Program Council

production are available at TIX and Union

Records Unlimited.

Charges dismissed

for some students
Six Hampshire College students charged

with marijuana offenses were assessed

$100 in court costs and had all charges

dismissed yesterday in Hampshire District

Court.
Officials said the court action has no ef-

fect on the cocaine charges brought

against four other Hampshire College

students last week. All of the arrests stem

from the same state undercover investiga-

tion of drug-dealing on the Hampshire cam-

pus.

UMass police aid

feds in drug arrest
UMass police last night aided the federal

Drug Enforcement Agency in arresting an
Ashfield man on charges of narcotics

violations.

Robert C. Teicher, 27, of Bird Hill Road
in Ashfield, was arrested in the School of

Business Administration shonly before 7
p.m. on a federal warrant sworn out by Mm
stateof New York.

He is expected to be arraigr^ed b^ a
federal magistrate today in Springfiakl.

UMass student
becomes selectman

A 21 year-old UMass student

elected Monday night to a three year term

on the Belchertown Board of Selectnr^en.

Gregory Dillard is ttie youngest aetoct-

man in the town's history. He is a political

science and government major who now
sits on the Belchertown Industrial and
Development Commission, its Zoning

Board of Appeals and the Citizen's Natural

Resource Planning Program.

In February, Dillard told the CoOegian.

"My courses at UMass have been a

necessary background, but there's nothing

like getting out in the field and gening rvai

experience."

Dead tickets

available today
Grateful Dead tickets will be available to-

day on the first floor of the Campus Center

directly across from the Campus Center
Auditorium.

Every UMass student who has paid
his/her Student Activities fee is guaranteed
a ticket, according to Union Program Coun-
cil workers.

Tickets will go on sale tomorrow at the

Fine Arts Center twx office for the other

four colleges and UMass students wishing
to purchase tickets for friends.

STILL WANT
NURSING?

If you've decided on a career in nursing, it's not too late to apply.

CONTACT

NEW ENGLAND DEACONESS
HOSPITAL SCHOOL OF NURSING

One Autumn Street, Boston, MA 02215
(617) 732-8344

Committed to the concept of equal opportunity in education.

DART'S ICE CREAM & DAKED GOODS
WE'RE TOPS IN TOPPINGS!

^t^ - -

-?*

nuts, chocolate shavings, crushed

heath bars, crushed peanut butter

cups, Swedish gum drops, lelly

beans, butterscotch bits, toblerone

shavings, nonpareils, junior mints,

peanut brittle, raismettes, carob

chips, m & m's, homemade malted

milk, toasted wheat germ, granny's

granola, shredded coconut,
banana slices, raisins, brownie

crumbs, broken cones

•M /^

"- 1>. ^•<
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Pillsbury
Flour

Domino

Confectioners
Sugar

Kclw.-vicis <• Hi\ASi»

Curly
Lasagna

Pillsbury Family

Brownie
Mix

or Ltght

tjr Oart(

Brown 1 lb

bo»

liSMS
Finast

1bu1l Like The Difference

CLIP THIS
COUPON

one 5-pound

Cudahy Holiday
Canned Harn^

J,.

Haddock Flllot

Ban*' 0«PP«« Cook«d_Fr<M*n

Pollock Fillet

Mr. De/i Favorites! Full Cut

Virginia Style^^

Baked ^5

Ham ^

^^'^Sirtoln Steak
'. *^^ bm( Loin ^^^k ^\^^

^^ wtth T«odw1o»n ^^^^ ^J^9^ V TusoaT 2CMOCE

Finati frm>^ wtlh Pop-Up Tlmw

lb.

10 to 89?
79

Freshly

Sliced half

pound

Hon Turkeys »

^

T-Bone Steak Lo^n a
PorlefftKMise st^n A»

Fresh Roasting
Chtekens

79!
USOA Cho4c« L*f9« Cn<|xM Trim SOOO
Beef Rib Steak ZiT

Poric Chops '1.

Turkey Breast ^H^

Brookside Farm Fresh

Chicken Otis

Shor«lln«
5 • 6 lb. avarag*
Pardua Ovan
StuWaftS***

^Fr•sh'- ^^g"

Whole Sntetts »S*1^*
Ffo«»o ^-- - S4^S
Turbot Fillets. .

FrMb S499
Cod Fillet
finsf- ^.Ba - S^^99
Ftounder Fillet ^
FrMCn S4«S
Cod^Mks:^

DINNER* BELL ^

JBoneless Ham
Whole or

Portion

f, 6 ID avg

Wa^er Added
Halves 1.91* 't

WItti
Wln«

Cotonial Easier

Dotnd

HNtohtra Farm Po««k«

Kielbasa

Genoa Salami pound

4ra.<a5«« 0«(r '" SKx.s •¥«. S.««r. O.*'

Assorted Ho/iday F/owers

Easter Lilies

Azaleas or
Mum Plants

In 6-inch poKs

Finast

Firsf O' The Fresh Produce!

*3Your
Choice
A,.*1«lCok)raln4_po*a

African Violets

Cymbidlum corM«M

W« alto h«v« • l«rg« ••taction of

Hydr«nol«»-G«r»nluw»-GiirctonlM-

Cyclamins at attracthra prlcaa'^

USD* Choice B»«t-Bona In

Shell Steaks

Pafdu* With Bib Caga"
a. $4^^

Chicken Breast i

$438

$419
to

Finast Regular or Thick

Sriced Bacon

Meat Franks

LargaSUa72CaH»orniaNa»*l ^ $ifl9
Oranges. w.or i

U S. No. 1 2 V. •• m»f»«rr«um-3 lb bag^ mj^^%^
Mcli

Fresh Salad Bar
ItadLMtarQrMnLMf ^^ S ifl
or Romalr>o Latiuca ^K "^
Eacaroto or Chicory ^^B |bs.
HodRadlahoalnllb eotlobaga^^ "

For Your Baking Needs
FrMhty P»ch«J In Storo Ctf%99
Walnut Meats. . iS..

L PriC99 E1f9Cthf9

At Th— Locaftons Hadley
Roula9,Rusa«i
liltopteSlra^

W©StfteW WEaatMamStraat^S^^

Wholo Qlaco ^

Red Cherries.
11 M. pkg.

Raisins Sun Oianl . • P^g

WsWMOIadly

laa

99<
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«36'SAVE

^ Reg. or Unsaited

^Land O' takef
Butter

SAVe'R40^

Large White
Fresh Eggs
Brown

ij^N [ji.iiiLi' bijT^aiixmyaf
SAVEfSTT'

Pillsbury

Pie Crust
Mix

*»«
"N

\

SAVE?. 98'

Solo

Assorted
Pie Fillings

Rnast
Vbu'll Like The Difference

Cherry
FILLING

hxCake&PaEtnes
^

^ndOesserts

Nti «n uoj

y/

HAPPY
PASSOVER
Our Best Wishes
to You and Yours
for the Holidays!

iSAVE
op
To

Finast

Hot Cocoa
Mix

Stokely
Tomato Catsup

Rteotta Finest
23 oz

can

Whole Milk

2 lb.

cup

SAVE^tSIS* ^G

32 oz
bottle

Cut
reen

A.

SAVECASHj

Diet Delight
Fruii Cochiait in juice Pttai Halves in |uice

Applesauce Yellow Clinq Peaches in water Of luice

Yellow Clmq Peaches sliced in water

.^
Finast

ICECREAMi

Buttermilk

Farm Fresh Dairy!

Finast

Biscuits

/ French Cut
Green Beans ( .^ft-<

6s^io9
16 oz
carton
69<Ftoiaat

Sour Cream
Finast Wholo or Pari Skim m\k 16 oz. f^9%^J0
Mozzarella Balls 1

or Reg. Cut

20 02.

poly

bag

^ Frozen

Frozen Food Favorites!

Natural Sun Frozwi mm ^^
Frutt Punch. .Ol^ '1

CUCK

»1

"t"

Borden's

All Natural
Ice Cream

half

gallon

carton

FInaatWMp

Creem Topping
Sara Lm Paean or Atmottd

Coffee Cake.
10 oz

yd J. Hairiss
Apple Pie

$449Dutch or 44 oz.

Daluxa pKg.

More Grocery Values!

Sniuckar's Froah Pack Koshar Spaar

Dill Pickles
'"".99*

Smuckar'sSltcadFrashPackieoz.jar #%^
Sweet Ptokies. 79^
Smuckar's Candlad Sweat 8 oz. jar #%#%^
Midget Ptekles 89*
Smuckar'a Candtad Swaal 16 oz. )ar ^^^%^
Mixed Ptekles 99*

For Your Health & Beauty!

U«orl«-SO* Off Labal

Mouthwash. 24 oz
bDttle

lOoz
pkg

20 oz S^
pkg I

Q-Tlp«boxot88 M^ ^gM

Cotton SwabsZ'^^^ 1
Vaaatlna IntansWa Cara aV^^A
Baby Powder 'c^^ 79^

Sara Laa Larga or Cinnamon

Streusel . .

.

Sara Lm SirawtMrry 'N Craam

Layer Cake.
Sara Lm Choc. 'N CrMm or Walnut

Layer Cake. . r
Birds Eya Pms N Mushrooms or ^ J%^

<N Onions X DO^

69

$^69

Finast Bakery Favorites!

FlnaBt-12 at. pkg. AA<
Angel Food cake 99
FInaat ^J|{

Easter Babka 'l^
*1

FInaat BraMJ g^ ,^ ^J|
Loaf O' White3^3^1

Holland Housa Pad, Marsala. WhIta.Sharry ^m^^^
Cooking Wine t^^79*^
Continantal Bakad

Ham Glaze .

"^-

Edwards Scallopad or Au Gratin

Potatoes
Pl^n^t Pad Wina, Vtnagar « Oil. Italian. ^%^%^
Dressings-^^^ 89*
BuHonl Spaghatti 0^ *^
Twists 3 1^*1

5' I oz

pkg

59*
59*

Prices Effective

At Tfiese Locations Hadley
Routa 9, Russall

& Maple Street Westfield
W« WHI Gladly

PadMm Your

191 East Main Street Food sumps
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Letters to the Editor
Boyden neglects

athetes' safety
To t»M idHor;

Af^i^9nH^ some of those who operate

mmi mmntmn Boyden Gymnsstum do not
belmve safety and care are atl tfmt impor
tant. Specifica^, tarn referring to an inci-

dent which fiappened Sunday evening
during an inter floor basketball garrm

A friend of mne was infured in the last

minute of this contest. He received a knee
in/ury of unkrtown sev^ity, from a fa0. He
was in quite a bit of pain so I and some of

my floormates atterr^ted to c«# tt>e

trainer for some assistarwe. To our
dismay, tfte trainer was not ttwre Ttw at

tendant did not even ftave access to tfie

trainer's office. The only type of "medical
attention" fte received at Boyden was a
wet tow^ wrapped around his krtee. His

condition is still uncertain but fortunately

there was no fracture The person stiU,

however must wear a restrictive

krteebrace until the extent of tfte iniury is

more definitely known Tfte fact of the

matter is tfiat this could f\ave been a
rmjch more serious in/ury, perfiaps a com
pound fracture or a severe break Without
irrtmediate attention, m/unes such as
these could lead to complications with

possible permanent damage. If a facility

such as the gymnasium is to be open for

play, it should ^so be properly staffed to

take care of emergencies of this type. If m

trainer cannot be kept on duty there

shouM be access to first aid items at tfte

very least

In conclusion. I ask you, wtiy sfwukf

my floormate or any student, pay ttm

^me for someone else's oversight?

J<M Murr^
Southvi^

NufYimo ^ould
support itself

To th« Editor;

Yesterday we noticed a small an
nouncement in Nummo News which de

nounced all association with the Col

legian If tfus is true, why then is the

Nummo News still enclosed in tfte Col

legian > We would suggest that if tttepeo

p/e publishing Nummo News truly con
sider tfiemselves a separate entity and
choose to criticize the Collegian for its

alleged lack of reporting on Third World
affairs. tf*en tfiey should produce and
publish as a separate entity and discon

tinue tfie practice of enclosing this

separate newspaper in tfte Collegian. We

would also suggest that the Collegian

continue to report on Third World affairs

as they ftave done in tfte past In this

manner the campus corrtmunity will truly

ftave a free choice in picking tfwir reading

material wftetfter it be one. both, or the

otfter. It seems absurd to have twg
separate papers distributed togetfwr.

Because the Collegian theoretically

represents tfte entire student body and
fias an interest in every student it is fund-

ed in part by tfte student body Because
Nummo News does not even claim to

represent all segments of tfte student

tH>dy tften it seems unfair to force the en
tire student body to fund a non
representative paper. Nummo News
should obtain its own sponsors and
receive student financial support from its

particular readers.

Kovin Dick
Richard Nivan
Rosa Johnson

Students pushing

for bottle bill

To tha Editor:

We at Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group are very optimistic tttat

the bottle bill will be passed by the state

legislature by mid-May. We expect a

favorable report from the Joint Com-
mittee on Energy to be presented to the

legislature within the next few weeks
Until May, Five College area students

along with MassPlfiG will be con-
centrating lobbying efforts on Senator
John Burke from Holyoke. Burke has not
comrrwtted Nmself to any particult^ stand
on this issue. This lobbying campaign will

tentatively include the use of letter

writing, personal meetings with Burke,

seeking television and newspaper editorial

support, contacting other organizations

for support, and firtatty ending with a
public forum for which Burke wHI be
mvited to attend.

The bottle bill is too good an issue to be
apathetic about, and we're too dose to

winning to give up on it. Not only will it

save energy, clean up the environment,

and create new /obs, but it is one of tfte

first issues for students and small citizen

groups will be instrumental in controlling

the direction of a huge oligopolistic in-

dustry. For the most part, students
equipped with public interest skHls ftave

been the major impetus for the present

progress of the bill. There is a lot to do
and rtot much time to do it in. Working on
this bill is a great way to tie invohred while

gaining skills and knowledge about the

political World.
Michael Yaffe

Mass PIRG

e«fl PtrfHs f

New CaptaIn's TaBU

Come Sec Our Newly Renovated Lounge!
We're Celebrating with Great Special*!

MON-THURS' HAPPY HOUR 4 6
MOST DRINKS E£l

ALSO
LOBSTER SPECIAL $4'«

For Lunch or Dinner

THE CAPTAIN'S TABLE
48 Pamow Rd.

Northampton,
(First right after bridge)

Look Into AMERICA.
America

v.. .
/"^^

):.

America: The Datsun
Student Travel Guide

FREE FROM:
STUDENT ACTIVITIES

OFFICE
\W "f1 on concourse and in Student Union

Union Records
Unlimited

GRAND OPENING
Store hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-5

We are a student run record store that offers

fellow students the lowest record and
paraphenalia prices in the entire valley

We are not a profit based operation We only

charge enough to cover our expenses Which
means lower prices for you'!

Membership discounts: SI .00/ semester fee

entitles members savings over 50c an album on
our weekly specials and a minimum 20c savings

on all other albums in our store.

1) A $7.98 (list price) LP is

members non-members
plus 4.95 5 15

weekly specials price 4.69

2) Raffles: each week we will raffle a picture

disk to members.
plus Retail Value $15.00

3) Concert tickets: we give away free concert

tickets in cooperation with UPC.

We can special order andy recent LP and

most import and cutout LP's

Come and browse our new Union Records

Unlimited next to the Hatch -

ComiRg April 1

1

High Noon
The Amorphic Coiimic Wimpout Travelling Circus

.«

BESTEAHN'AU.AROUNIK
Next time you're hungry for roost

beef, head for Hordees. And

bring a friend and this coupon

along with you. It'll get you

two tender, |uicy, sliced-thin,

piled-high Big Roost Beef

Sandwiches for the price of

one. Once you sink your

teeth into Hordees delicious,

succulent roost beef, you've

|ust got to know you've got the

best eotin' in town, up "n down,

all around.

^

X <^:^
,^c>*

'K'<-<:^^fy.

n\

THE BECT EATIN'SPECIAL:
BUYONE BIG ROAST BEEF,

GETONE FREE.
Good at all participating Hordees. Please present this coupon before ordering.

One coupon per customer, please. Customer must pay any sales tax due

on the purchase price. This coupon not good m combination with any other otters.

Hardee's of Hadley
430 Russell Street

Hadley, Mass \bidee^ Coupon expires April 24, 1979

Editorial/Opinion
From UCal
with love

lAe search for a successor to ChanceMor
Randolph Bromery is drawing to a close

with only five candidates still in the runn-

ing... Insiders are saying James Bond has
the edge because of his impressive record
in public higher education. . . Bond, who will

turn 55 next week, becarrte president of
UCal- Sacramento in 1972. He resigned
from his post last year after conflicts with
faculty deteriorated his effectiveness. . .

"

Yesterday s Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Laying the smoke blue single- barrelled

Schaeffer against the trembling cheeks of

the young man, James Bond uncapped the

ink monster and rolled it gently up and
down the fuzz strewn features of the

frightened student.

The voi(», cold as death, spoke in the

slightly beared tone of one who is bored, "I

will ask you for the last time. Who do you
work for?"

The student gulped heavily, "Is, is, is it

true that you have the license to bill?"

"Yes, my friend, I also have a license to

fill; to fill out any academic withdrawal

form I want. Now (and the eyes narrowed

to the width of an average Whitmorian's
brain), WHAT ORGANIZATION DO YOU
WORK FOR?"

A single tear formed on the spastic eyelid

of the young economics major as he

thought of the fate that awaited him from

his organization. "SURE," he sighed.

"'Bond," began the seldom seen K, lean-

ing across the cumara nut TOC table,

"what do you know of an organization call-

ed SURE?
"

mark
Wilding

Bond took a thoughtful sip from his 89

cent happy hour martini, shaken but not

stirred. "Had a run-in with one of their peo-

ple last week as a matter of fact. Extortion,

aren't they?"

"Worse, education. HO believes they're in

cahoots with some larger organization who
directs their activities."

"This SURE agent, he mentioned a name
Could be one of their contacts. I'll follow it

up."

Leaving the building. Bond noticed the

Kremser white Daimler that passed for a

sloppy tail. He strode to the curve with the

nonchalance of a man who treats such

dangerous intrusions as commonplace.
Suddenly, he went down to his knees,

rolled under slip fender, and came up by

the drivers window, wielding the

Schaeffer.

The stunned driver looked down the

glinting barrel (a gift from his UCal

secretary) to where Bond kept his finger

poised on the shirt-pocket clip.

Bond smiled, "You're parking in a no-

parking zone, my friend. Now either move,

or I'll call Amherst Towing."

Unimpassioned, he took the hand and
turned it roughly in his well-groomed
fingers; fingers that snubbed out
professorial careers as easily as his players

filter-tips, "You're coming up for tenure,

love. Now, I could be very nasty. For the

last time, who do you belong to?"

She cried out, "Then, will you..."

"We'll see."

"James, James, please come here,

won't you." The buxomy sociology

professor laid a pleading hand on Bond's

Dunham leather pen holster.

She looked out the window. "The MSR,
Massachusetts Society of Professors. T^eir

cohtract comes up for renewal in two
years. They're mobilizing everyone. Now,
will you..."

She turned to face an empty room, save

for two blank ink cartridges that lay on the

magenta shaq.

Mark Wilding'is a Collegian columnist

f4AS^niet.ns

On the Grateful Dead - "thrilled to have them here"

To the Editor:

/ am a nterrtber of the community here

at UMass who is eagerly awaiting the

Grateful Dead at this year's Spring

Concert. I don 't think that being a fan ofa

rock group makes one a cult followers

and Amherst is a long way from Haight-

Ashbury. As for their age. it only shows
through unending popularity tfiat they are

classic rock and rollers.

I found the reference made to the two
other acts of the concert -- a represen-

tative of the women's community and a

Third World act - very amusing. I doubt
that the Grateful Dead fans will sit

through these two acts without a great

deal of anticipation. But when the Dead
finally do hit the stage. I'm sure that those

of us who aren't "gormandizing various

hallucinogens" will be getting into it along

with the rest.

The past couple of years may have

witnessed an upsurge in the state of rock

and roll, but this upsurge has left no one
behind. The Grateful Dead fans are

people who enjoy pure, classic rock and
roll and they are as strongly represented

in this university as are the fans of any

other type of music or any other musical

group.
Nancy Fish

Central

To the Editor:

D.K. seems to think that the Grateful

Dead does not represent any community
fvre at UMass. Well, if more than half of

the student population who intelligently

appreciate the Dead cannot be con-

sidered a community. I'm afraid I have
misunderstood the meaning of the word.

There aren't a whole lot of bands around
these days that have been together as

long as the Grateful Dead, and who have
developed to perfection the 'tight"

sound they posess today.

Did you ever stop to think sir, that there

are people who fully recognize the Dead
as a positive musical force without being

"heads, " and can boogie on down with

them while not under the influence of

hallucinogens? I do not choose to con

sider myself a Dead head but I do love to

dance: I think Bob Weir has one of the

sexist voices around and Jerry Garcia and
the rest are a crew like no otfter.

You are living a myth, Mr. Head. I don 't

know where or how you acquired such a

grossly distorted image of the Grateful

Dead, but your overall attitude is

ludicrous. You ftave my sincere sym-

pathy.

Now don't think for a second tftat I

have not been exposed to extreme "Dead
Headness!" I have. My roommate firmly

believes that Jerry is god and Bob a saint.

Cool out. and come and enjoy the Dead
with the rest of us on May 12th. I can't

think of a better way to celebrate spring.

Many sincere thanks to the Spring Con
cert Committee for a job well done.

DianneH. Stone
Southwest

To the Editor:

It is unfortunate that DK's criticism of

the Grateful Dead was obviously written

by some anonymous person who has

never been to a Dead concert. The quality

of their music derives from Jerry Garcia'

s

wizardry on the guitar and the band's

familiarity with each other and their

music. I would urge all members of the

community who are unfamiliar with their

music to come to the concert with an

npen mind and listen to the quality of the

Dead's imorovisational playing, which

combines the best of rock andjazz.

It IS true that the members of The Dead
are older people. But to condemn them as

"overaged" as DK does is just as bad as
Ed King condemning the student body
here due to their age.

Indeed I don't see why the Spring

Concert has to reflect any special interest

group on campus. The Spring Concert

should be one which will appeal to music

lovers of all sexes, ages, and races. I

believe that The Dead, with theirjazz-rock

blend, fit this bill nicely. If there are to be
special interest concerts, and I believe

there should be, they shouldn't be during

the Spring Concert, which should be for

the entire community. For if you try to

ram unpopular music down the throats of

this community in the name of combating
racism or sexism you just succeed in

angering the large majority of students

who believe that the Spring Concert

should involve music, not politics. For if

you anger a large number of students you

are going to promote racism and sexism

\The "see what happens when we let

them run things" attitude] and hurt the

cause you are trying to promote.
Clark Carter

Sylvan

To the Editor:

Why do we seem to have such a

desperate need for labels? The Grateful

Dead become "morbid, " and "a bunch of

overaged cult figures, " when they are

and have been simply a fantastic band.

They have outlasted most of the rock-

and-rollers D.K. (in his letter of April 9)

would prefer to see, have maintained

quality in an era of rampant discoism, and
advocate nothing even vaguely resembi

ing Height-Ashbury. I think it's true that

the Dead have become a cult band, but

they are by no means popular onlv among
apathetic, burnt out hippies. Being a

Dead Head is a matter of taste, not of

political persuasion or drug content. I

haven't been living in a vacuum for the

last couple years, and I am very proud to

consider myself a fan. Can't people just

listen to their music without moaning
about what it "means" to listen? The

Grateful Dead are one of the best bands

around, and I'm thrilled to have them at

UMass.
Cheryl Tausky

Kappa Alpha Theta
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Padula, bandplay in SUB

L
Folk music fans got a double pleasure as Bob
Padula entertained with an evening of folk, rock
and blues Monday night in the SUB.

By MARK L CURELOP
Collegian Staff

Despite cold and rain Monday night, about 300 per

sons filled the Student Union Ballroom to listen to the

country rock music of Bob Padula and the Statehouse
Band

Before Padula appeared, Wayne Burns, George
Dickson and Mike Oser performed individually, each ar

tist playing the guitar well, in his own style Their sing

ing numbers were performed with expertise.

The audience received Padula warmly, who arrived on
stage in a blue tee shirt with a Superman insignia, com
plimented by grey pants, a vest and a leather hat.

Padula kept his high energy level during his opening
song, and improved even more as the evening con
tinued Sorr^e of the songs he performed, such as

"Aries," "A Note on a Page," and "All American Girl,"

are numbers which Padula has played at past UMass
coffeehouses, but Monday night Padula sang with

superiority over his past gigs.

Blending harmonica and guitar, Padula's folk music
sailed off into country rock. At times the songs may
have sounded the same, but Padula's powerful voice

differentiated between one nf>elody ar^ another very

well.

The Statehouse Band backed Padula in the last set

Comprised of UMass students, the band mixed country

rock with blues.

^Women rally for
better safety
By FRAN BASCHE
Collegian Staff

Two UMass womwi have organized a rally calling for %
safer campus which is scheduled for noon today on thii

library lawn near the Student Union Building.

Nancy Pieropan, a rally initiator, said she and Elizabeth

Wolf decided to take action in improving safety after two
campus rapes before Spring Break.

"The University of Massachusetts at Amherst is not a safe

place for women to live or work," the women wrote m •
statement.

Joanne Gravell of the Alcohol Education Project will be
speaking on alcohol and violence during the rally. Persons
from the UMass Rape Couns^or-Advocates will talk about
rape and other speakers will discuss better campus lighting

and security, and will talk about how proposed UMa»
budget cuts will affect safety on campus.

Another event designed specifically for women is an all-

women road race. Applications are available for the race

scheduled for Sunday May 27 in Springfield. The First

Greater Springfield 10,0(X) Meter Women's Road Race (6.2

miles) is co sponsored by the League of Women Voters of
the Springfield Area and the Springfield YWCA, In

cooperation with the Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance

Company.
Runners can receive application forms by sending a

stamped, self addre»ed envelope to Box R, Springfield

YWCA, 26 Howard Street, in Springfield.

OPEN RUSH
FOR ALL UNIVERSITY

MEN AT
PHI MU DELTA

Thursday, April 12, 1979
at 9:00 p.m.

Call 545-2163 for rides & info

or take Orchard Hill bus to

Fraternity/ Sorority Park

Refreshments will be served

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

TRAVEL CHEAP!!!
NY-Brussels 125 GO ow till 6/18

$150.00 cw after 6/18

Bos. -Brussels $1 50.00 ow starting 6/19

NY-London $299.00 rt standby/ Budget

Boston departures available

NY-Athens $399.00 rt

NY-Shannon/Dublln $300.00 rt and up

NY-Tel Aviv from $550.00 rt (Charter)

NY-Paris $360.00 rt

NY-Frankfurt $151 .00 ow

NY-Poland 440.00

NY-Zagreb/ Ljubljana • . .$218.00 ow (Budget Fare)

NY-Bucharest $339.00 rt and up (8-22 days onfy)

Boston-Amsterdam $160.00 ow (Budget Fare)

Bos.-Frankfurt $326.00 (Budget/ Standby)

NY-Rome. $399.00 rt; NY-Stockholm. $387.00; NY-Oslo. $361 .00

NY-Copenhagen $361 .00

NY-San Francisco $99.99 ow (Charter)

See us for low fares to the South Pacific/

Central America/South America

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS 545-OSOO

This •umm«r Parsons offfsrs you Ihs opportunity

to paint on ths RIvo Qaucho, oxploro tho

prs-historic cavas of tha Dordogna
ragion off Franca and study intarior

dasign at tha Musaa das Arts^

Dacoratiffs.

Parsons in Pans

IS a SIX week sijmmer session

^ designed lo provide an students with a broad

"exposure to the rich heritage o» art and design m France

Parsons School off Dasign,

66 Fiffth Avon ja

Naw York, N.Y. 10011.
attn. Dean Salvador!

Please send me infornnation

on the Parsons in Paris

Program for Summer 79

MAS

Name

Address.

City/Slale'Zip.

P^on«

nitemirl^ale

SLEEPWALKER

TOMORROW
THURSDAY, APRIL 12

6 PM to MIDNIGHT
Up to 75% off women's designer silks, Euro-

pean jeans, men's linen suits and morel

I
>^i^ FINE CLOTHINQ^

Supplies are limited

sooo come early!

UMass Activities Calendar

WEDNESDAY
April 11

Films
Burn, TNhth}. 104, 8 p.m.

Meetings
Overeaters Anonymous, First Congrega-
tional Church, Northampton, 8 p.m.

Hunger Tasic Force, 428 SU, 4 p.m.

UCF Steering CommlttM. 428 SU, 8:30
p.m.

Peoples Gay Alliance. CC 169. 8 p.m.

Campus Crusade for Christ, Leader^i^i
Training Classes, Cc 804, 7:30 p.m.

Committee
801, 7 p.m.

Against Repression. CC

Student Society of American Foresters,

305 Hoidgworth, 7:30 p.m.

Union Stereo Coop. CC 166, 7:30 p.m.

Parents Anonymous, self help support

group, 7 p.m Call 586 5814 evenings

UMass/S CoHege Chapter L-9, CC 162, 8
p.m.

Lectures
Prof. Osborn. Finance, "National
Health Insurance and Social Security,"

Newman Ctr Social Hall, 12:20 1:10 p.m.

Other Events
Mass. Fair Share will interview on cam-
pus Apr. 17 for summer canvassing

positions. Appts. should be made in Stu

dent Employment Office ___^
Couples Enrichment Workshop, Apr.

21 Deadline to apply Apr 13 UCF, 428 SU,

5 2661

America magazirte distributed free on
concourse and in SU Apr. 9-16

Taming of the Shrew, Curtain Theater

FAC. Apr 11 1 3. 8 p . m.. Call 5^11
Last day for cashing persoruri checks at
Bursur's Office, May 10

"Learn to Live with Stress" workshop,
Apr. 19. 6:30 9:X p.m. pre regfitratk>n re

quired. Call 549 2671 Ext 181.

"The Art of Nancy Spero." Johnson
Library Gallery, Hampshire CoUege. Apr.

9 19, Mon Sun 12:30 5:00 p.m.

Maunday Thursday supper and ser-

vices, First Congregational Church,
Amherst, 6:30 p.m.

Maunday Thursday Communion,
Wesley Methodist Church, North Pleasant

St., 7:30 p.m.

Benefit Party for WSCFI. Hampden, 8 12
p.m.

( MONDAY
\^ April 16

UMass debates New Zealand
Thomp 104, 8 p m.

niins

"Harvest 3000." Hampshire Main Lecture

Hall, 7 p.m. ______

Orchard Hill/Central residents to walk
up hill together from Library. Meet in

lobby 10:30 p m. and 12 Sun. Thurs.. 10
p.m. Fri.

First Passover seder, Hampden DC, 5:15
p.m.

SW Week Apr 29 May 5
'""^

Hypnosis, free introduction session, 809
CC, 7 p.m.

"Stress" workshop for
Womens Ctr., 7 9 p.m.

women, SW

Computer Fair. Upper Level Lour>ge of DJ
St. Germain CC. West^J^. Cottage. 10
a.m. 8 p.m.

'

Rims
"Wilmington 10, USA 10.000" Hampshire
Main Lecture Hall, 7 p.m.

Hervey Milk film series, Montreal Main,
Thomp 102, 9 p.m.

Meetings
Hang Gliding, CC 168, 7:30 p.m.

( Tuesdi
V April 1

7

1979

Films

Controlling Interest, Hampshire Ewt Lee

ture HaU. 7:30 p.m.'^

Meetings
Chess Club. CC 806. 7:30 p.m. Bring sets

and docks

Echankar. free introduction talk and film
on the ancient spiritual teachings of
Masters of Eckankar, Cc 915

THURSDAY
April 12

Other Events
Faculty Research Summary Seminar,
Dr. John Brandts, Goessmann 151, 11:15

a.m.

Second Passover Seder,
5:15 p.m.

Hampden DC,

Christian Science Organization. CC 171,

7:30 8:30 p.m.

Lectures
Director of Rudrananda Ashran Bost on
What, Why and How of Kundaline Yoga

Works-in-progress with open discus-
sion, Eleanor Langer, "Josephine Herb-
st: Politics. Literature, and Biography"
Tl#d Floor Herter Hall. 4 p.m.

Social Events
UCC Social for ComStu Majors. TOC
101. 4:30 6:3 p.m.

Benefit Party for
Hampden, 8-12 p.m.

SW Community.

Lectures
Prof. William Rosen, "Synthetic Routes
Designed to Prepare An-
thracyclanones:

Gregory Ri^w, "Glass Capillary Col-

umns in Gas Chromatography," GRC
103. 11:15 a.m.

Mayor George Athanson, Hartford. CT
"Arms Race Teach-in" Northampton
S.H.S.. 7:30 p.m.

Dr. Gmelin. "The Role of ttie Gmelin
Handbook As An Important Informa-

tion Tool," GRC Tower. 3:35 p.m.

Other Events
Passover Evening Service. SU 302, 7

p.m.
,

Upcoming Spring Events
Commuter Day. Sunday, April 22
Earth Day, Thursday. April 26
Spring Day, Friday, April 27

Orchard Hill/Central Day, Sunday,
April 29

Northeast/Sylvan Quad Day, Saturday,
May 5

Weekend Activities

FRIDAY
April 13, 1979

SUNDAY
April 15, 1979

Other Events

Good Friday Ecumenical Services.

Grace Church on Town Common, 12 3

p.m.

Shabbut Services^SUjIO , 7 p.m.

Other Events
Men's Field Hockey, Nope Fields, 1 p.m.

Clarificatiofii, should be directed to the Col-
leg/an

(student Activities]
^ We're here because you ^re ^

Judy Kelly, Calendar Coordinator
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Bill Luchini r»c«iv«s a |Mtr of Nik* running sho«« from Kevin Roonoy y«st«r-
day for third pri/a as part of the Campus Canter Meal Ticket Game. The first
priie Peugot Bicycle goes to Cathy Cullinan: second prize of an Ocean Poo:
Jogging suit goes to Jeffrey Crompton: David J. Kolazyk gets the fourth p'ize
of an East Pack day pack: and Rita Swierczefc gets the fifth prize of dinner for

Good listening. ..great new albums

SpyroGyro ..^-j «,..•,•«
"Morning Donee"

*'

VWAUNIfSKj SpyroOyra 1$ breaking out all

over the country' Don'i be lelt out of the

Spyo Gyro epidemic let "AAorning

DoTKe" ^1 info your blood

"The jrfay's the thing..."

Ifthe play^yourthing

MICHELIN GOOOVEAN LEE SEIBERLING 8 F
GOOORICH ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL - DUNLOP PLUS
OTHER MAJOR BRANDS

SUPf KSfOCS ALL OTNEM «0S

ft
TIRE SAVINGS

COMPARE OUR PRICES BEFORE
vnil PURCHASE ELSEWHERE

>
WholBMlB to thB Public,

W« c«n arrang* to have your tiroe mountod.
4 NOTf ABOUT COHHPAHIHO PHICBi ALL OF Oufl TiRfS ARE MAJOR
(•|"AM> ' ! • wfMhiM l-iHST LINE AND GUARANT£EO TMEVARE
N'^' SLCMS -iHHf NO GUARANTEE PORRiCE on APPEARANCE
SECONDS '» HOT jijARANTEED OR STAMPED N A iNOT

N VOU COMPARE PRICES ASK WHAT Yl U A«E
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• Please accept me as h memDc ' '<« Thoiii ,:, ,m\6

I
send TIP the 4 tiooks I ve numr..

I

plus shipping ar " ' .—hi -- A.

keep even i* I C'
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SIZE type!

A78x13 Zenith BK
878x13 Lee BIk,

C78K14 Lee BIk.

078x14 General BIk.

E78x14 Lte BIk.

F78x14 Lee BIk.

G78x14

H78x14

Lee BIk

Lee BIk.

560x15 Goodyear BIk.

078x15 Zenith BIk.

H78x15 Lee BIk.

L78x15 Zenith Wht.

17.95

21.95

IDS
23.95

24.95

25.95

28.95

28.95

2(r.95

2f.95

A78x18 Zenith BIk.

C78X14 CaravelleWht.

E78x14 B.F.G. BIk.

F78x14 B.F.G. BIk.

Q78x14 Zenith BIk.

G78x14 B.F.G. BIk.

H78x14 B.F.G. BIk.

G78x15 B.F.G. BIk.

H78x15 B.F.G. BIk.

J78X15 Lee Wht.

L78X15DLC-SRB Wht.

32.95

29.95

33.95

35.95

1

34.95

36.95

40.95

41.95

!•» I,. I

i(M |..|

I

I

I

I

|.,, ,,,,,. , /, , , ,,, I , fi,,^ ««t»«n you lOin |

1. 2.

3. 4.
•

Compliments of

Trie Fireside

Theatre
Book Club
your
FREE TOTE

FIBERGLASS AND STEEL BELTED
PRICETYPE mil

B78x13 Ztn. F.G 37 95

B.F.G StB76X13 41.95

3995

39 95

CR78X14 B.F.G. SI

DR78x14 Z9n. F.G.

DR78X14 B.F.G. SI 49.95

ER78x14 Zen. F.G. 39 95

4695

40.95

49.95

P195/75X14 B.F.G.. St

FR78x14 Zen F.G,

FR78x14 BFG. St

GR78X14 Zen. F.G.

GR78x14 B.F.G. St.

HR78X14 Zen. F.G.

GR78x15 Zen. F.G

GR78X15 B.F.G. St.

HR78X15 Zen. F.G,

HR78X15 B.F.G. St.

LR78X15 Zen. F.C.

LR78x15 B.F.C. St B kI

43 95

45 95

43 95

48 95

CAtNANDCARflV
VISA

MASTER CHAROE

ALL »«ICtS»LUSr t TAliSALESTAX
OPEN

MON ERI
9 30 a m 5 00 p m

SAT
9 30300pm

586-2544

Wednesday. April 11. 1979 1

iCollegian ^3

j^'WhJEE'S'PIACE'
r/ AFFORDABLY UNIQUE

Delicious and Exotic Dining

For Friends and Lovers
Midwway between N'hampton ft Amh (Rte 9)

Sun Thurs 4 10 p m , Fri It Sal 4 11 30 p rr*

V SS4 9797

Fritz
the

$1.00

Cat
Tonight

i:00, 7:00, 9:00, 1 1 :00

Campus Center Aud.

Sifpopular dtnumd ^

-liewfutian

in A^lcntT^rnc

Always sports talk

Time

% Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90

Served with popcorn

Ni^N^^i's. Happy Hour Prices

Super Sandwiches
37 N Pleasant St

L

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

BUDDY RICH
RHD THE

BUDDY RICH BRND
and the

UmflSS JflZZ WORKSHOP

Wednesday, April 11 8 pm

FINE m% CENfER CNCERT rt4_L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6, 5

UMass students - $5, 4, 3 Senior citizens and

other students- $6, 5, 4

*

Fine Arts Cetiter Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

& New England Ticketron Locations.

MOUNTAIN fARMS 4 CQA QICI HOLM*fA'*i *AIIIUIS UA^iDP^-aiO*3 »Ool<t HJUKt*' MASS

^ADU <S*2ftO STUDENTS ft «R C*Tl7th9 WtTH AWC C<MIO •» OO TWi 4.lT# SHOW •* »0
CUM- t»»a*agMBMT« «KC

r/(STni

GABEKAPLAirS

;^. ^ HAVING A lALL!
and the bast guy

en the l««m is girl

VWad and Thurs (TLS • OOI-S 30

ENDS THURSDAY

1.^
riM eHctNel

BUCK ROGEHS
IN THE 2Stlt CENTURY

Fri , Sat , Sun ITLS 5 151 7 4&9 46|
Wad and Thurs (TLS 6 IS) • 30
"^ Matinaas (Fri.. Sat . Sun I 1:30|

MARLON eRANOO
CENE HACHMAN

winner of Special

I Visual Effects Award

iFri . Sat , Sun (TLS4 301 7 30^10 16

Wad and Thurs (TLS S 30) 8 30

Iro Matinees iFn Sat Sun ) 100
i .iiMi.»i ii inimii.ia

ROBERT DENRO

Winner of S Academy Awards
Fri Sat , Sun (TLS 6 301 9 00
Wed and Thurs (TLS 6 0014 30
Matinees (Fri . Sat . Sun ) 1 00

ORTISTICKCTS LIMITED TO S£ATIMC

Universitv of Massachusetts / Arnhefsf

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

AN EVENING WITH

New Black EagleJazz Band
& Anthony Davis Quartet

Tuesday. April ^. 1979, 8pm
FneArtsCenter Concert Hall

Ticket PrcesforallConcerts; $6,5,4;

$1 Student discount

Fa ticket infonmation and group sales

call the Box Office at 545-2511

and all Ticketron bcatona

Friday, April 20 8 pm

FINE m% CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sole. General Public • $8, * . UMoss

students • $6.50. 5.50, 4.50. Senior Citizens - $7, 6. 5.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4, 545-251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.

-the
SHOE
BIN 187 n.|ileasatit st^amherst

Alpha
and what you can do thore

Scientists nave recognized thst

there's a special functioning level of

ttie brain where the mmd operates in

an entrennely high, intuitive, creative.

and eipanded capacity

They ve called this level Alplw

The goal ol Alpha Awareness is lo

help you learn to consciously

function in Alpha at mrill. wherever

and whenever you decide

So yoii can evpand your talents im

prove your sliills, develop your

psychic abilities, ellecl positive

changes m your personality, and cor

reel disturbing bad habits

In short, to allow you to function as

a superior human being

We help you to learn basic lech

mgues you can use lo make virtually

any life situation easier to deal with

From handling your son's poor home
worli to handling your boss

impossible deadlines to handling

your nose 5 allergic reaction to cat

hair

We help you lo learn to apply these

techniques to insomnia smoiiing,

headaches, poor memory and over

weight

V/lth these techniques you can learn

to rule your body by controlling your

mmd They are a means lo becoming

healthier And more vital And

happier

JEff FORMAN Instructor

A course called

Alpha Awareness

and how it works

The course tsell lakes lour evenings

and one weekend to complete Most

people take them back to back But

you can do it separately according to

your own lime slots And once you ve

graduated you can sit m on future

sessions as often as you like free

If you re interested but not convinced

or want to know more, we run

seminars in this area for tree where

you can find out |u5l what goes on

here in more detail

And you re invited 10 gel real tough

with us with your questions The

atmosphere is friendly and we can

take It

Dress is informal and lofjstr all Ihe

lime Vou wear whatever makes you

leei comiorlable and relaxed

Are you ready 'or a place called

Alpha''

Se? you there

ATTEND A FHEt SPECIAL LECTURE

Wednesday April 11 Thursday. April 12

7:30PM 7:30 PM
UMass. Campus Center Hotel Northampton

Rm #165 Sun Room

! For Further Inlotmalion Call (413) 549-6370
.

uuuoBonrjuuu mnuuu i.
mnrjum nnnnn l

Campus
center
at UMass

wed., & Thurs.

April 11 &12

. .V

Fri. & sat,

Aprill3&14

Tues, Nights

The Hungry
Ear comedy

Nights

Fri., Sat.

Disco with Eric

TOP Of
the

campus

T.o.c. members
and guests only

in association with
UPC Productions

information
call 545-2892
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Passoverbegins tonight
fly MICHAEL H. SIMONS

Passover, an eight day holiday marking Jewish freedom

from Egyptian bondage under Pharoah Rameses 2nd (ap

pfox. 1300 B.C Eh tM^fi§ t«i^ht and cwttinuM rtwwjgh

April 19th.

On campui. iti^tnt run P^^Nm Mfwc« and f«wta

called seders, will be held in the Kosher Hampden Dining

Commons in the Southwest Residential Area at 5; 15 p m,

today and tomorrow Off campus seders will be hrtd at the

Chabad House, Vi North Hadley Road, across from the

-Whitmore Administration Building, both nights at 7:W.

•Tickets for Pa^over mwls at Hampden may be purchased

at Worc«t«r Oming Commorwm ttM Northeast Residwitt^

Area.

Imnwdiately following the Pharoh's 10th plague, the kill

ing of all Egyptian first born mai^ ar^ the Angel of Death

passing over their homes. Jews did not even allow

ttwm^v^ enough tinrw to tot their bread rise, before tiee

ing,

I
To remind Jews tri wyhat happened that night, Jews

I refrain from eating any f<xxi dunng the holiday made with

I
leavening or yeast Instead, they eat Matzah, a cracker

I
made with flour and water.

I Tfw evening beiore the holiday begins, a ^^ecial search is

Im^ in which pi«»s of br^d are purpc»elv left

throughout the home so they can be found and a prayer

said, telling God his commandment has been followed and

tfw home has been rid of leavening

During the first two nights of the holktoy. the seders are

held. Seder, meaning order in Hebrew, follows a pattern

»«ml«J down to Jews for over 2,000 years

'The table for the seder is set as for a traditional Jewish

Sabbath meal, but in addition to the table cloth and

candles wme is set in front of everyone Cushions are plac

ed on all chairs, three matzahs are set before t>w rea^r and

a special seder plate is placed on the table.

During the Seder, the youngest child who can read, asks

four questions: "Why is this night different from all other

nights' Why do we dip our foc^ twice, when on other

nights we don't even dip our food once? Why do we »»

leaning? Why do we eat Matzah and bitter herbs? The

answers to these questions compose the story of the Hag

gadah and the redemption frwn Egypt.

Before the actual eating, the middle of three matzahs is

tm^en and a piece is wrapped up and hidden somewhere

in the house. This is called the afikomen or desert Follow

ing the meal, the children in the house search for the

ahkoimn The child who finds it is allowed to red^ni the

matzah for a prize given by an older relative The meal does

not end until everyone at the seder table tastes a pw;e of

the afikomen. ^

ICTlOiS

Presents

SprifiQ Concert 79
with the

Grateful Dead
and two supporting acts

opening the show

Date: Saturday May 12, 1979

Site: Alumni Stadium, UMass Amherst.

Gates open: 10 am
Showtime: 11:30-7 pm

Tickets: Free- 1 ticket for every UMass at Amherst student who has paid

their student activities tax
v*/ ^ a i n

-Pick-up at the ticket desk in front of the CCA starting Wed., Apnl 11.

(10 a.m. -4 p.m.)

-You must pick up your ticket by April 30

-You must present a valid UMass ID to pickijp your ticket

-UMass student ID and ticket required for admittance to concert

Paid—ONLY UMass undergrads, graduate students, Continuing Educa-

tion students, faculty and employees may purchase tickets

-Limit 2 tickets per eligible person on a first come, first serve basis.

-On sale Thurs., April 12 at the Fine Arts Center Box Office. (9 a.m. -4

-Box office closed Apr. 13-Apr. 16(Holidays>

-You must present a valid ID to purchase tickets

—Ticket price: $10.00 Cash only, no checks accepted

Day of the Concert: No tickets will be sold the day of the concert

— No alcoholic beverages will be
— No reentering the concert once you leave

-No camping allowed on university grounds

— No alcohol will be sold
,_ „ j • u^

-No cans, bottles, breakable containers or kegs will be allowed in the

stadium area
. . ... ««„*.

-Allowed will be non-breakable containers, i.e. wineskins, canteens,

plastic jugs, etc.

— Coolers are subject to search

-Food and non-alcqholic beverages will be sold

You must have a ticket to enter the Concert Area

For info call: 545-2892

* Protestors
CONT FROM I^AGE 1

we who t\ave the tacts, not the government.

"

Some of the protestors still in jail have begun a Ninger

strike whiib oth«rs are participating in a drinking strUw.

"Th»s worries me very much and I feel there is cause f«
much concern," Sab^ said. "They could remain in jail fw
months."
Most of the protestors were relMsed after thek m^

sequent cooperation with the authoriti^. Sabey said t^m
must have been a misunderstanding with the media as to

why he and the prot^tors refused to give their nam«.
Their r^son w^ not that they were ashamed, but tfwy

wanted to show the police as little cooperation as possible.

At one point "the prosecutor leaned over thrice ba<A>

wards to get r»d of us" but Sabey and the protestors were

present to oerform a serious show of our beliefs, he said.

* Draft
CONT FROM PAGE 3

different p#r»pecti\« on society. Both men had serv

ed in the Peace Corps. Perkins, who returned from

Lesotho, South Africa m 1977, said that a sense of "culture

shock" and, m his case, "a different language accent"

were displayed.

He also said that it is hard to rrtate to his life prior to his

P^ce Corps stmt, since there is a feeing of "guilt" over

the knowledge that the peole he lived and worked with

might rwt always fiave the same chance 'that you do to

return to a higher standard of living ' He said m some
cases volunteers have to re-establish relationships with

friends and relatives, and "it isn't always easy; sometimes

they laugh at your accent and different lifestyle approach
"

On the whole, though, both found it to be a positive and

valuable experience" which has altered their lives for the

better

Vision
ShoujcQ$e

W« ar* Sp«cl«ll«tt m:
• FMhIon EytwMT
•Contact LtfiMS
•Em«r9ancy Rtpl»cfwnt»
•FrM Adjuttrfwnts An/tim*

•W* CiMn 4 Polish contact

lonMS on fha promliak.

Ml. Farms Mall, Natflay SM-034

WANT TO BE A
COMMENCE-

MENT
SPEAKER?

on
Saturday, May 26, 1979

at 10 a.m.

Submit a draft of your
speech and a rationale as

to why you want to speak,

by Tuesday, April 17, 1979
To: Ruth Green, 345
Whitmore.
—You must be graduating

with class of 1979.
— Have a topic of general

interest.

— Maximum time limit of 5

minutes.

Information Data Bank
2Z7 Whitmore

S4S I5SS
»f r V ice of thr Oe^n o» Student* Oni4 •

Wodnesday, April 11. 1979,
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Hunt farEaster Cakes
at Baskin-Rofabins.

If you're searching for wn Easter ice cream cake

or pie, come to where we make them in Slderful

flavors. Well even custom-make and decorate an

Easter dessert in your choice of flavors and

cobrs. Just order early. We're only a short ht^

from home!

BASZn-EOBBIlS

28 Main St., Anr>h«rst, Ma.
phone (413) 253 9774

0pp. Tn. Hall Bus Stop
BR fr BN routes

z

Starting Thurs., April 19

we'll be open till

2 AM
Thurs., Fri., Sat. nights

Open till 10 PM
Mon.-Wed. nights

Carriage Shops
Amherst

IF YOU KNOW
WHAT'S GOOD
FOR YOU....

....make tracks for

iSUBdilRlV"

Patmoua Poot-Long sarMliMicHea
FEATURING

ALASKAN KNG CRAB B.MT

imUAN EXPfl£SS

METBO

ROAST BEEF

PASTRAMI

TURKEY

HAM
SAUSAGE

^a SPECIAL

MEATBALL

PEPPERONI

TUNA

GiNO/k

BOLCH3NA

CHEESE

WMJNIL >«. .-

33 E. Pleasant St.

Amherst
(next to The Pub)

To place a classified ad. drop by the

Colleqim office (CC 1131 between 8 45

am and 3 45 p m Monday tf-foogh Ffi

flay Of use our handy clip and mail fofi

found in most issues of the Collegian

Classified deadline is 3 45 p m two days

in advance of publication date

Colleqian classified rates are daily

int? fivo consecutive issues. 40c

,,i '••'. per tidy, 30 consecutive issues.

30c per line per day One line is roughly

equivalent to 38 characters

AUTO FOR SALE

IfTO VW bug, good corKl., strong engine,

exc. rubber & gas mileage, $950, 583^77 .

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system. Area's lowest

rates. Call 54^9639 or 546-1131.

71 Capri
6-7181.

3 cu. ft. frig.. 4 mo. old, $90, Fred,

349^2615.

75 Pinto, exc. cond., new tires, AM/FM.
rustproofing, $1700, call Jim after 6 p.m.

weekdays. 584-4352, Sat., Sun. anytime.

FOUND
2000. 44,000 mi., $850. Bill, Found-watch in Herter, call 549-5962.

Photographic darkroom course. Unique

Images is now offering a darkroom course,

10 weeks, 3 hours a week, 5 brand new
enlargers and all new eqt. — 1000 sq. ft. to

learn in small classes, two instructors, for

info call Unique lmages-584-4120.

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro-

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. intro

flight, $45, 253-3834, day or eve.

1971 Chavy Impala, body nice, interior

dean, njn« superb, $660, 666 4452.

1970 Opel GT, 64k mi., reblt. eng., w500

mi. much money and time inv, but need a

larger car. Asking $1500, 546 9624, after 6 .

75 Vaga. 46,500 mi., 3,500 mi. left on GM
warranty for eng., trans., and rear axles, 30

mpg, snows inc., body perfect, bought for

$1600 in Aug., must sell for cash; $1000

firm, Dan, 546 5731.

74 Fiat 128. :»,000 miles, new Michelins,

one owner, exc. cond . reg gas, S1795,

549 4600, ext. 564, 549 17^^

Found — glasses behind Cashin, call

6-4328.

Found— long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan black markings, 665-4324.

HELP WANTED

LOST

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

FOR RENT

Farmhouse rooms for rent. 4 mi. from

UM stream w/ swim, 27 acres, wash, dry,

furn'., beautiful! 150 month or 80, 253 3794 .

Prastdential. 2 bdrm. apt., big enough

for 3, AC, closest to cmps., $250, heat &
h/w incl. avail. May 20, fall option, call

549 1684. __^
Puffton-1 Ig. bdrm., fully furn. w/ opt.

for full apt. in fall, avail, mid.May, AC,

pool, tennis, bus rte. Rent negoti 549 6032 .

"~ FOR SALE

Book collectiva In Amherst seeks new
member, 10 20 hrs./week, women and

Third World students urged to apply, con

tact Food for Thought, 365 Main St.,

Amherst, 253 5432, by April 20, work study

avail.

Phone f correction. Part time live in

assistant for psychiatric half-way house in

Greenfield. Room and board (no salary) in

exchange for some night and weekend

work. 773 3424, Jim or Kathy.

Summer workers, no experience needed.

'78 UMass group, avgd. $224/wk.,

253 2597.

Lost! Saturday, April 7, 1979. 14C gold ear

ring btwn. WOPE parking lot, Grad. Res.

and coffee shop. Great sentimental value!

Please, caH. Kathy or Ro at 549 4927 if

found. Reward offered! Thanks!

Lost— pair of brown plastic glasses

brpwn case. Please call 6-5595.

in

Lost-dk. red wallet in Van Meter on 4/7.

Please return to CC Assistance desk or Col

legian Graphics Dept. or call 549 5^2.

Lost— 4/4, Hadley mall, leather cig. case

with elect, gold color lighter, hi. sentimen

tal value, reward, pis. call 256 0331

.

Black-rimmed glasses-case left on tray

in barracks diner April 2, 546-1263.

Boo-Man: we want to thank you for the

entertainment Sunday night. You will never

know how cute you looked with that

monkey in your arms and your fact painted.

Keep up the drinking and that crazy laugh!

From 15 Swiss Village.

To Sean Gildea: happy birthday to you!

Happy Easter too! Hope the Easter bunny

brings you something good! Love from the

girls in Swillage!

People needed for kitchen work, good

food and DC money can be rebated,

253 9230.

To Alan -happy birthday! Sorry it's late.

Will you buy for us now that you're old?

Love, Joanne £r Lynn. _^
Plants! Twth 9-3 CC concourse. Blandies

out of stock. Be there. Aloha. Ask JF AD.

Strike up a conversation with personalized

matches Er paper Great gift idea. See you

on the concourse. Wed, h Fri.

Astrology, birthchrts., compatabllity

rdngs., 11 yr. profsni., Louis Neubel,

549 6425.

CP-here it is. Our secret, just give me a

wink. Love ya, Spikes Daddy.

Gay peer counseling, SU 406 G Tues.,

5-7, Thurs. 6-8, Fri. 4-6 or call 545-2645.

Models for photography. Commercial

photo studio needs good looking men and

women for part time assignments, top pay,

calljdjudice, (617) 544 2739, 9 5 daily.

Summer jobs now. World cruisers!

Pleasure boats! No experience! Good Pay!

Carribean, Hawaii, world! Send $3.95 for

application and direct referrals to Seaworld,

Box 60129 Sacramento, Ca 95860.

Lost -glasses,
67395.

Goessman Aud., call

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn hundreds stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope.

Action Sales, Box 112 C, Ludlow MA
01056.

MOTORCYCLES

Contest literary magazine dedicated to

science fiction-fantasy invites all beings to

submit, art, sh. stories, and poetry to LC

Griffin, 82 Triangle St., Amh., or call

549 4368, deadline April 28.

T-shirts, custom printed and in bulk for

printers. Fast sen/ice on high quality shirts

@ ZooMass table on CC or 665-4967. r

QuabbinlFarm, 4/21, RSVP? t

FurnKura. brand naw this semester. Liv

ing room set -couch & chair, $150. 4 pee.

matching bedroom set -double bed, head

board, night table, bureau, $325. Call Beth

after 5 p.m., 256-0479.

callBike, S spaad.
546^6909

Schwinn PL2,

Women's Frye laceups, S'/jB, exc. condi

• tion, $40 or BO. Call 546 6566.

New diving equip. -US Divers, Voit and

Parkway, local delivery, 549 6488, after 6».

p.m., ask for Ted.

CRC handbooks, 58th ed., $17. down

from $40, order in GRC 103, here before

finals.

1 pr.'CCM. Super Tacks, size 7 Vi . $60. call

Dean, 546-7439, exc. cond.

Halriing women's ski boots, size 7,

Rossignol Strato 195. BO, 549 5959, Karen

Jobs. Lake Tahoe, Calif! Fantastic tips!

$1,700-$4,000 summer! - Thousands still

needed. Casinos, restaurants, ranches,

cruisers. Send $3.95 for application/info to

Lakeworld, Box 6012. Sacto. CA 95860.

tTio Collegian Advertising Department

is looking for ad reps. If you have ex

perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come

down and apply at the Collegian office. The

Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer.

Overseas jobs -summer/year round.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500-$1200 monthly. Expenses

paid. Sightseeing. Free info -write: IJC,

Box 52 MC, Corona Del Mar CA 92625.

1975 Suiuki 760, watercooled, very fast,

smooth, dependable, only 6000 mi., ex

cellent condition, $1500, call Fred,

665 7546.
^

75 Suzuki SOOT, 14,000 mi., runs excel" jnt,

j
ust tuned, $800 or 80, call 323 4704.

1971 Triumph 660 Bonn., all stock excl.

cond., 11,400 mi., $1500 or BO, 6-7524, Ed.

PERSONALS

INSTRUCTION

Tannis laasona-call Marty, 6-6409, free

trial lesson.

Need bucks? Houseboys needed at Delta

Chi. Trade in meal tickets for money and

get on our meal plan, call Gary, Joed or

Dennis. 253 9230. ^_
To Eric from Phi Kappa Alpha -thanks for

the ride. Sorry about No.Wood -your Sat.

nite Thumbers (P & M). *_

Anyone who has had intimage contacts

with Bumbolini in the past week should

report to the clinic.

We buy & sell used audio compone _
Sound & Music, 90 92 King St., Northa^Kp-

ton MA 01060, tel. 584 9547.
^

Stick it in your ear -free ear piercing «kh
purchase of studs at Silverscape Desigite,

264 N. Pleasant St., Amh., 253 3324
^

Diamond engagement €r wedding rinfs,

hand wrought especially for y«^,

Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253 3324.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff. Remember your ID.

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Long Island or NYC. Leav-

ing Fri., 4/13 and returning Mon., 4/16.

Will share driving and expenses. Call pich

at 546 8736 or 545^3500.

RIda wanted to Wash.
253 2004.

DC, 4-13, Sue,
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rac ac sex: ac ae
ORCHARD HILL
RESIDENTS:

Don't forget to

VOTE
TODAY

Area Gos/en)ment Electmns
4 S in the lobb y of your dorm

EASTER CARDS &
DECORATIONS

at

A.j. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

l«; <^. Pleasant St. Amhei

$t«p .»N5 «>• piHowf »M«ae .««•€«>!• ofxl row H Imo*

,w,CO«^»r.lon Cn^tmttc V<^'^ tow -OP 'ho..

.O look or.y turttW «W ¥OM» «»«>r*t *.««"•• Wt^l*

(acQwM •< •* t B«m, 4 1 lot («el

To place a classified ad, drop by the

Collegian oHice (CC 113) between 8 45

a m , and 3 45 p m Monday through Fn

day or use our handy clip and mail form

found in most issues of the Collegian

Classified deadline is 3:45 p.m two days

in advance of publication date.

OM* tASS MAKES SUNJUNS*

—ovw 16 styl

Collegian classified rates are: daily,

45c per line; five consecutive issues, 4()c

per line per day; 30 consecutive issues,

30c per line per day. One line 'S roughly

equivalent to 38 characters.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Cap* Cod for summer -need female

roomie for lovely home in Dennis on

beach -call 546 5563 -$625 due by May
1— hurry!

2-3 people for 3 bdr. house in S. Amfierst

pool, ten, cts on bus rt.. 2539336.

2 females wanted to share 2 bdrm. apt. in

Brandywine, comp. furn., pool, ten. cts.,

AC, cable TV & on 2 bus rts. Call Mary,

549-1792.

2 bdrm. townf^ouse at Riverglade, AC,

pool on bus route, partly furnished. Price

negtble. AvaH. 5/27, call 253-3945.

Townehouse, 3 br. apt., furnished, AC,

DW brt
,
price negotiable, av. June 1 Aug.

31, 549 6282.

Rolling Green. 2 bdrm. townehouse, all

utilities included, on bus rte., pool, all con

veniences -dishwasher, disposal, nice

carpeting, air cond., call after 5 p.m.,

256-0479. $275.

SERVICES

Soft contact lens Information. We have

Blairex brand salt tablets. Send $4 for bottle

of 200. Contact Lens Supplies, Box 7453,

Phoenix, Arizona 8501

1

Rolling Green, 2 bdr townhse., bus, ac,

pool, furn., $250, all util., avail. 6/1,

253 7703.

To sublet with option to renew; 3 bdr

Townehouse apt., on bus rt.-lote of

room -lots of extras. $305- mo. 549-0870.

TO SUBLET

Sublet, fall option, Brandywine, 2

bedrm,, 2 bus rts., pool, AC, dishwasher,

l>ond, carpeting, call 549-6157.

1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt. in Sunderland. For

6/1. Fall opt., on bus rte., great pool and

tennis, poss. furn., $120/mo. 665-7560,

eves.

Townehouse, 3 bdrm. for summer. AC,

carpet, cable TV in N. Amherst, on bus

route. Part, furnished, available 6/ 1
.
Price

negotiable. Call Stu, 546^9410.

2 bedroom apt., modem kitchen, laundry,

air cond., pool, on bus route, available 6/1,

fall option, $215/mon., call 665-2331.

2 bedroom Rolling Green apt -fully fur

nished, all utilities, including AC,

dishwasher, garbage disposal, pool, on BR

busline, parking, basketball, 2 bathrooms,

carpeted, available May 31 to Aug. 31. Call

evenings, 253-7785, Mike or Eric.

Summer sublet, fall option, Puffton apt..

1 bedroom, air cond., bus rt., tennis, pool,

available in May, call 549-5732, anytime.

1 bdrm. available in Riverglade. On bus

route, pool, furnished, AC. Call 256-6312.

3 bdrm. apt.. Puffton - summer sublet w/

apt. to renew, call 549-5866.

2 bedrooms at Cliffside, through Aug.,

option to rerrew, 665 4452.

Brandywine apt., mid May to 8/29,

$200/mon. or BO; 1 bdr,; fully furnished,

AC & pool, on bus route. Call 549 6752.

One-bedroom apartment available June

1 at Puffton Village, call 549 6108, anytime.

3 bdrm. Puffton apt. w/ AC, bus, pool,

tennis. Avail, late May for summer and next

year. 549 1033.

2 bdrm. Puffton apt., end of May, with

opt. to rent in fall. Furnished if requested.

Call. 549 0455.

Rolling Green, 3 bedroom townhouse.

Available June, July, August. Call Susan,

253 5490, Pam, 546 9587 or Gail, 546 9^
Puffton Vill. Two bdrms. in furnished 3

bdrm. apt , avail. mid-May -pool, tennis.

AC, bus rte., rent neg., 549 6631.

Take over our lease. 2 bdr. Puffton apt.

fr. June 1, $265/ mon., excellent loc, bus

stops, laufidn^walking dist., 549 1421.

4 bdrrrv house, sum. sublet w/ fall opt.,

partially furn , $350 hrhannp^586 2825.

One bedroom townhouse, sublet

through Augu st, option jor fall. 256 8728 .

Townehouse. 3 bdrm.. sum. sub.,

6/1 9'1 bus stop, AC, semi furn.,

$275/mo.jjO. 549 6381 __
2 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail., 6/1 8/31. fall

opt., call 549 0773, after 5p.m.

1 bdrm. apt., summer sublet w/ opt. for

fall On bus rte., mostly furn., AC, pool,

ten, ct.. $190 mn. or BO, 549 6630^_^
Furnished Brandywine apt., mid May

with fall option, 549-0691, Ron, Steve,

Cheryll.

Summer sublet -fall opt., Brandywine, 2

bdm., part. furn.. AC, pool, tennis, bus rte.

Rent negot. Call now!jffjl^^
2 bdr. apt. w/ pond view in Brandywine,

summer rental w/ opt for fall lease. Pool,

tennis crts., AC, bus rt., $250/mth., neg.,

call 549 4720.

2 bdrm. Southwood Apt.. $200/mo..

avail 5/27, after 4 -call 253^2124, AC,

pool, tennis.

3 bdrm. townehouse, on bus lir>e in N.

Amherst. Sublet 2 br.. 6/1 option to lease

9/1. Call Paul. 549 0711, 5-C239.

Rolling Green-3 bedroom furnished.

Available June, July, August. $275 per

month. Carpeted, on UMass bus route,

with upstairs and downstairs. All utilities,

air-conditioning, pool, basketball court in-

cluded. Call Chris, 546-8748 or 545 3500, or

Jim, 546 9210 or 545 3500.

2 bdrms. In 3 bdm. Puffton apt., avail.

6/1, option for 3 bdrm. fall lease, pool, ten

nis, bus route, 549 5959.

To sublet—two bedroom Squire Village

apt., furnished AC, pool, available mid

May August, call 666 4919.

2 bdrm. apt., avail. June 1, opt. to renew.

Colonial Village, $190/mo., 256-6489.

Rolling Green summer sublet, AC/DW,
pool all util. included, on bus route. Call

546 7328 or 253 7934.

Sublet 5/15-8/31. pool & tennis. A/C.

wall to-wall carpeting, part, furnished.

South Amherst -call 253 5186, eves.

Female wanted to share 2 bdr. apt.. Col-

onial Vill., June-Aug., $75/mo. + util., bus

rte., furnished, Dianne. 253-2841.

2 bedroom apt.. Riverglade, June-Aug.,

$285 per month -includes utilities,

253 7984.

Summer sublet: partially furnished, 3

bedrm. apt., right on bus rte., 549 0364.

3 bdrm. apt., summer sublet w/ option for

fall, call Steve. 549 0044, after 6 p.m.

1 bedroom apt., Puffton Village,

$210/mo., available 6/1-8/31, please call

549-5941.

1 bedroom Cliffside apt., on bus route,

5/24-8/31 w/fall opt., furn., $195/mo.

666-4774. __^
Summer sublet-fall option, Puffton

Village, 2 bedroom, air cond., bus rte.,

pool, tennis crts. Avail, late May, 549-0^.

Cliffside, 1 Ig. bdrm. avail, mid May with

option for fall. Tennis, pool, bus route.

$200/mon. -includes all, also furniture for

sale. Call 665-3938 after 5.

For 1 or 2, M or F, sunny bdrm. in 2 bdrm.

Southwood townhouse, 6/1-8/31, AC,

stereo, color cable TV, wall to wall, fully

furn. patio, 1% bath, pool, courts, etc.

2533193.

1 br. Cliffside apt.. May 23-Aug. 31, w/
fall option, $185/month, util. incl., last

week of May paid, Paul, 666-7593, 9-11

p.m.

Partly furnished 3-bedroom apt., in Puf-

fton, available in May with option to renew

in fall. $200/month, includes air cond.,

cable TV, and full shag carpeting, two

baths, call 549 0090.

2 bdrm. Cliffside. $200/ mth., everything

included, bus rte., AC, pool, tennis, call

665 3646, anytime.

Rolling Green, 2 br. townhse. to sublet.

w/ option, AC, all util., bus rte., 256-0625 .

Brandywine-May 31-Aug. 31. 2 bdrm.,

AC, pool, tennis courts, rent negotiable,

549 6235.

Riverglade, 3 bdrm., frnshed.. on bus rt.,

w/ Indry. & pool fclties. Rent & utis. Call

nites, 256-6344.

WANTED

I need you to help me with my family

research. If you are manied or living

together, can spare a couple of hours a

week for 3 weeks, & need $, call 665-4370 .

Backpack w/ frame: good shape, call

Paul, 6-7108.

WANTED TO RENT

Will assume lease in N'hampton in May to

$225, call 527-5433, nites & wknds.

Hypnosis

Hypnosis Reading Institute offering a

four week course to prepare you for final

exams, greatly improve study habits,

memory concentration, intuition relaxation,

also learn self-hypnosis, free intro session,

Wed., Apr. 11 at 7 p.m., rm. 809, Campus
Center, KR Morse, Med. Prof. Hypnotist.

LEGAL SERVICES

Rolling Gr.

DW, disp.,

256 6225.

2 br. w/option to renew. AC,

util. Incl., pool, exc. bus.

Attorney Jason Rosenthal, low cost

representation for UMass community. In-

come taxes. Appt. only, 253 7617.

FREE AMPLIFIER CLINIC

Two bedroom apt. -Puffton Village, on

bus route Available June 1 August. Rent

negotiable^aH 549 503r^sk for Slab.

One birm. in large houe, Conway,

ft90/mon., util. incl., keep

calling ^369 8372.
^

2 bdrms. -furnished, piano, pool, tennis,

bus stop -avail. 5/26, $250, ca!l 665 3634

2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur

nished, $275 or 80. j:all 253 7703. 4-8 p.m.

llbdrm available in Brandywine, 2 bdrm

apt tor summer, June 1 Aug. 31, rent

neg.' 549 5847, Maria, after 11 p.m. or

wkends.

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1.

5495144.

Mark your calendars! Free amplifier

testing clinic, April 19-20. Any make, any

model amp, pre-amp or receiver tested.

Measurements of power, distortion and fre

quency response made on Hewlett Packard

& Techtronix test equipment. Thurs., April

19 & Fri., April 20. Sound & Music, 90 92

King St., N'hampton, 584 9547.
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Crossword

Aca(^s

1 Where Sing
vadia IS

5 Full up to
here

10 Carpenter's
tool

14 Son of Gad
15 Earth used as

a pigment
18 City ot Area

dia
17 Intermedia

ries

19 Shoe shades
20 Rushing

sound
21 Not yet dry

22 /Mlherents
Suffix

23 Traits

2S Edward W

44 Nova Scotia
cape

45 f^ue
47 Teleost fish

49 At no time
Poetic

50 Legal matter

51 Kitchen tool

S3 Hat>erdash
ery items

55 Fit of anger
56 Plume
61 Sailing airec

tion

62 Wharton iitte

2 «ords
64 Bits of fluff

65 Range crest

66 inter —
Among other
things

67 Colleen *

68 More painful

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Tuesday Puule Solved:
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K
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z f t 5 T 5 6 w f A L L

v 5 1' r k T 1 f y s 1 H A 1

z u T T 5 *. A t p E A C t

u T r 5' f * k ( A S] KBEj

U S editor 69 Gambles
26 Something

owed DOWN
30 Three times

Prefix

31 Exert control
over

34 Lowest deck
of a ship

36 Geography
text book

38 For each
M tooted Eng

iish actor 2
words

4f Ending for

prop and rep
43 Navigators'

concerns

Containers
Lined up
Timber wolf

Idea Prefix

•'Tell me
sonothing
important

"

2 words
6 Card
7 Cowardice
symbol 3
words

8 Birds
9 Where one is

going Abbr

10 Fixed propo' 37
tion 40

11 Hemlock 2
words

12 Caused to de 46
pa/t

IS Free ticket

18 Cookbook
abbr

24 Vestige
25 Fundamental 53

26 Grief

27 Rub out

41

48
51

54

28 Color shades %
29 High hill

31 Wrongly
Prefix

32 Silly persons
Informal

33 False know
ledge

35 Fits' dads

57

58

60

63

Nonwinner
Tennis court
fixture
Forefront
Remounts a
stone
Thinner
Rock Prefix

Hills in twio

rocco
impressively
great
Pelvic bones
Edible seeds
Grasp sud
denly
Proper func-
tion

Give off

In^betwe^
meals
Ravaged

1 2
'

1

1
'

' 1

7—
' '

1

i^ n w ~
14 «i 16

17 1
19

5o- H2> TT
1

tap^^'
23 rr n ^H

2* 3' 28 J9 io 31 32 33

J* snI 36 V 38

J9 iO 41

*7 I <] 14

*i I 47 48 49

w SI S^^^^^^^^H

Jl S«

1

^^s* S' S8 J9 60

*i 62 63

44 6i

1
64

47 68 69

j^^^

Wmun programming

WEDNESDAY

10am 2pm

12:00pm

2pm 5:30pm

5:00pm

5:02pm

5:30 6pm

6pm 7pm

MUSIC WITH PIPPIN

Rock 'n' roll, new wave, etc.

NOON REPORT/Mary Blake

SPORTS /Howie Sobolov

ANDYREITER'S
AFTERNOON DRIVE

NEWS HEADLINES

"ATHENA'S WEB"
WITH DON CEROW

Daily astrological

forecast

NEWSWATCH /K. Lazar

SPORTS /Neal Opper

WEATHERWATCH/Fred Winer

"DR. BILL'S MYTHS,
LIES, FACTS AND SONGS

7pm 10pm CHRIS VINE AND LISA WAIT
Reggae/ Black Classical/ Strange

sounds/ Music of other cultures

10pm 2am ASSORTED WEIRDNESS WITH
JEFF BERLIN! Take a

break from Billy Joel,

Fleetwood Mac, and Linda

Ronstadt... "screw on your

headphones and absorb the

cosmik vibrations of musik

you (usually) won't hear on

any other station

Earthfoods

WEDNESDAY
Soybean Strocja'

Minestrone So
Greek SbI.k'

AT^WUm Foil by Smv§ L$fler

One. morning GE.RALD wA-i
VyOftEAMINC.

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Out W«<tM^<iat] tu^ltt,

boKiMa t)(«jo i**.*t di\co

ekucM^ at tli« (Mka Clofe

"Die asJirtoMt M<Mi«^««etf flic msi ytdlmtldai, timjo

iwiMe«s«(M(S-ft>tlic dtsco.

Tketf SoccrtsfuUij stood tkttr

^fVvad ajamjf a ymfl *'^

fAiiy fVtrfrats.

»^<i/ 0i«r^ ymt^etd^y is

iMWiaaMSeVMi Vgkf dt

*ke fb(k« Cfub fciscgt

flic feew>i«/fie»l IHartiiw on I

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

HBtt*5 Su2V Scforir/', foarful

or biiiY»ck>» de^ermiriai "fo

-taue. ^ ^oggt'^ ^ 3^ '^"^

ifN-lo slrofc. 1-tr pkv> cf oehon

t>2Qins UAtV^ buyio&tf* BEST

CkxtJC ond pTOOsedS -» oatfrt

crHioe. ShyTS, sb'«cT shoes.

all (voroGrcrr>f««:^ oP

Nebbish by Mike Galper St Nathaniel Parkinson

^ vjtJU ^'hlCxk -fKtvJ

\i)iU. joirv^iecajse.

I

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

SOHOUVm (3UY$AKBAL

viaumHTH£ tiunefttviou
TBRFOH.OF FIND HIM ^

TE^BRAN? \

i

IREAP INTHa
CLA^hKJTESUB
m^ OOMING TO

HIS mJNION.
\

yOUMBAN,
^€'5 5nu.
AKXIND.

I HOPE so. I
ujouLDNrmm
H/S CLASSMATES
TDMtSSHIM.

\

ALLAH
FCftSlQl

\

CtnN, YOU
DONTKAUy
CHOPOFFTHBIR
HANPS, DOW

LET^JttST

SAY we 60
BYTHBBOOK

I
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In the playoffs

NBA
(all late games)
tos Angeles at Denvw
Portland at Phoenix
NHL
Vancourver 3 at Philadelphia 2
Los Angeles at New York Rangers (late)

Toronto at Atlanta (late)

ntsburgh 4 at BuffMtti

Sports notices
WTWAMUHALSIntramural c©-«* swimming entries are due Ajwl 11 Come at 6:00

p.m. to wter, Boydw Pool. The meet will start at 7:00 p.m.; irtnifmim: two mm%, two

women maximum sm men, six women per team

SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT The first annual UMass softbrt «xiffwm€»it. hosted by

(^fending intramural champs Home Plate, will be held April 28 29 The winner of tht

dCMWe elimination tournament will receive a prize of S110; the runnersup receive $5Ct

Tlwre IS a $10 entry fee and the first 16 teams to submit the fee and a roster are eligibNfc

For more information, contact Bob Ford at 549 4906.

WOMEN S SOCCER There will be a mandatory meeting for women's soccer can

didates for the 1979 80 season tonight at 6r00 p.m. at NOPE.
RUGBY The UMass Rugby Club will host Amherst College today at 300 p.m.

MIXED DOUBLES The Five College Mixed Doubles Tennis Tournament will be held

W% Saturday. April 14 on the Kendall Hall Courts at Mt Holyoke College Entry forms

are available from the Mt. Holyoke twnis coach and there is a $1 entry fee per person.

At least one member of a team must be a Five College student. In case of rain, the tour-

nament will be held on Sunday, Apnl 15, Prizes awarded.

GPE SOFTBALL The General Physical Education Softball class (G88) wM nwet in 153

NOPE on Thursday, April 12 at 2:30 p.m Full attendance is mandatory. Any problems

contact instructor Barry Bennett at 5<6 4737.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
The Collegian has openings next sennesler for the

following positions: \\
—Assistant Managing Editors ^-

— Copy Editors WW(T^— Layout Technicians MMrH-^ 4,

The posftfons are paid. See the Managing Editor,

Campus Center 113, or call 545-3500 for details and
applications.

The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer.

1

\

tMP<

-»««

rl*"^

•i«»5

'•1,$^'

a MARTIN RITT/ROSE AND ASStYFV pmductK.n

QAIIYFIFID ROMFIBMAN BEAU BRIDGES PAT HINC! F BARBARA BAXLEY

tfr^enpllv'b'^ iK'INC RAVETCH and HARRIFT FRANK. )R music DAVID SHIRE

produced bv TAflJ^RA A^SFYEV and Al FX ROSE ^
^irvcted bv ^^ ARTK. RITT

"IT GOES LIKE IT GOES" Ivncs bv NORMAN GIMBEI. music by DAVID SHIRE

COLOR BY Del.UXE" /'—\ lPGr««'"* <««« ««»^»^

Now playing at a theatre near you. Check local

newspaper for specific theatre Msting.

Ruggers win 3 matches,

down Amherst and HC
By TOM GRIFFIN
Collegian Staff

In action this past weekend the UMass
Rugby Club emerged victorious in three of

four match^. On Saturday the club pla^d
a side from Amherst College and came out

with a 17-0 win. Then on Sunday the

ruggers traveled out to Worcester to play

th»ee matches against the Crusaders of

Holy Cross, with the A and C sidM vic-

torious while the B side fell m defeat.

The match on Saturday against Amherst

College was pla^d by a mixture of pla^rs

from all three sides; A side, B side, and the

C sides from both schools. As a result of

having the teanrs consisting of both ex-

perienced and inexperienced players the

calibre of play shifted from being poor and

sloppy to being clean and obviously well

drilled.

But once the ball got out to the backs the

tempo of the game really picked up in that

the backfield positions were filled with

veteran players. UMass drew first blood

when they pinned Amherst deep in their

own Bnd and John Winn picked up a looM
ball and brought it in for the score. Tony

Morales add«J a penalty kick worth three

^ints to make the score 7 at the half.

In the second half play was even for the

^t 10 minutes of play but then Robby
Rhodes, playing center for UMass, broke

through the Amherst backfield and scored

a try worth four points. The attempted two
point conversion failed and the score stood

at 11 Oior UMass
Then with five minutes left in the game

UMass wing Jim Naegle crashed through

the Amherst backs and scored on a 40 yard

run which left the Amherst player standing

dead in theit tracks. With Tony Morales

making the two point conversion the final

tally read: UMass 17 Amherst 0.

On Sunday the ruggers traveled out to

Worcester to play a Holy Cross club which
had earlier in the season beaten one of the

strongest rugby clubs in New England,

Providence Rugby Club, 35-0.

However the UMass ruggers dominated

play from the first moments of play right to

the final whistle, scoring five trys along the

way and winning 29-0. Captain Larry Tebo
stated, "We took the ball to Holy Cross

right from the start and forced them to

make mistakes which we then capitalized

on, and turned into scores. The forwards

followed the ball all over field and never

gave Holy Cross s backs room to run with

the ball."

At first Holy Cross thwarted aM UMass
efforts to score but the pressure that the

ruggers generated finally gave UMass the

break that they needed and wing forward

Chris Shepard went in for the try from five

yards out with 10 minuti» to go in the first

half of play.

In the second half the flood gates opened
and UMass ran the Crusaders in to the

ground, scoring four trys and a penalty kick

v^ithout letting the Crusade ^t of th«r

own end of the field once.

'Doc' Lawrence, tfie club's faculty

advisor, was extremely pleased with the 'A'

side's performance "On a whole the team
played very well against one of the stronger

college sides in New England," said

Lawrence. "The backs passed well and the

forwards supported them when we had the

ball and everyone pressured Holy Cross

when they had the ball. We now know
what we are capable of doing when we play

15 man rugby and not play as individuals."

Caldwell blanks Sox, 3-0
By MIKE O'BRIEN
Associated Press
MILWAUKEE Mtke Caldwell pitched a five hitter, while Robin Yount homered,

scored on an infield grounder and hit a sacrifice fly, leading Milwaukee to a 3-0 victory

over the Boston Red Sox in the Brewers' home opener yesterday.

Caldwell, 2 0, whom New York Yankees owner George Steinbranner accused of

throwing spitballs after the left-hander beat the world champsions last week, struck out

eight and retired 15 hitters on ground balls.

The Brewers took the lead against Dennis Eckersley, 1-1, in the first inning after

Yount led off with a single, stole second and took third on Don Money's fly to deep
center. Cecil Cooper then grounded to first baseman George Scott in a drawn up Red
Sox infield, and Yount slid under the tag on the throw to the plate.

Yount lined up his first homer of the year, an opposite field shot just inside the right

field line, making it 2-0 in the fifth.

Sal Bando singled leadino off the Brewers' seventh, took second on a sacrifice and
advanced to third when Charlie Moore's popup fell between Scott and second

baseman Jerry Remy in short right field. Yount followed with his sacrifice fly for a 3-0

lead.

SENIORS-

We're almost booked-

sign up now

SENIOR PORTRAITS
545-2874

S.G.A. Attorney General

position is vacant

If interested

come to 420 Student Union

for an application

or call 545-0341

UMass Project DEEP
announces new courses

If you are looking to become an accredited scuba diver, or if you are already ac-

credited. Project DEEP may be your answer. UMass Project DEEP is offering two new
accredited dive courses during the month of June. The first will take place in the sunny,

Florida Keys during the period of June 11 14 and the second course will be conducted

in vacationland of the British West Indies from June 12 19.

Both courses are open to anyone desirous of taking them, even those that have never

dived before. For the inexperienced diver, UMass Project DEEP has orga2nied an in-

tensive pre-course training session, being held April 30-May 15, designed to give non-

divers 18 hours of training before the courses begin.

The cost of the course taking place in the Florida Keys is $220. The price includes

food, lodging, instruction, and dives. The British West Indies course, which costs

$500. includes the same benefits nwntioned above with travel from Miami, Florida

included in the cost. ^. ...
The specifics of both courses include diver rescue training, diver physioplogy, un-

derwater navigation, dive planning, and marine environment.

During each course, nine dives will be made. Included among the dives will be a

nght dive, some deep dives, and dive onto a shipwreck.

For a time of both learning and enjoyment, a great way to spend your summer

vacation under the sun and under water, consider UMass Project DEEP.

If you have any questions or are in need of any additional information, contact Bob

Sparks You can write to him at 32 Cherry Street, Northampton, Mass., 01060 or reach

him by phone at 545-2338 (Boyden Building-GPE Office), or 586-3448 (evenings-

Msidence).

nrlies
Miehelob Night

Tonisht

69c
Michelobs

LHre Musie

Tonight

LVill

YL
IVi

Qooqitynies'

tiu^-^onf

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-85C

gooti footi & Tirtnk
1 Pray St. Amherst, Mass. 549-5403

UMass Project DEEP is offering two new accredited scuba diving courses this

summer. One will be held in the Florida Keys, the other in the British West In-

dies. The courses are open to both new and experienced divers. (Photo
courtesy of Bob Sparks).

STADIUM
UMASS

LIQUORS
Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A&P in

the new Shopper's Park

University Dr.

"We support all Spring Sports"

REE DEUVERV
(«7»« MIN.)

MON. THRU SAT.

OPEN r* A.M.-ir» P.M.

2S3-9341 2S3-9342

Schlitz 6.50 case
1.65 six

Miller T.IO case

Miller Lite T.20 case

Bud. 7.26 case

Michelob 8.20 case

Michelob Lite. 8,10 case

Tuborg 6.90 case

Heilman 6.00 case

Milwaukee. . . 4.00 case

Galio 2.00 1 .5 liters

Heart Burgundy, Chablis Blanc, Pink Chablis

Cossack Vodka
.... T.TO 1 .75 liters

Baseball
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Lake Placid Olympics:
a political playground
Bv FRANK PAPSADOHi

Approximate orm ^ar from now the
cylindrical Olympic athl^a's dorms at Lake
PtacM vtfUl te fitlw^ %Mfi, iMit not VMth

OMnfMC athletas Th« muHi-milU<^ doltar

«Mnter sports parad«« ¥^l be turr^d into a
medium ^curity prson after the clmr^ of

tm 1980 Olympic Gamra.
The rei»ons for tfM prmm plan m wn

Monomtc issue Congress has stipulated

^at the high priced construction protect at

Lake Placid, which rrtoct recently was
slated at $73 million and rwing, should
serve some purpose after the games are

completed. And the Federal Bureau of

Prisons have been looking for some space
all along

The village will house about 1800
athletes, m a cell like room with narrow

IM^columned windows Two 12 foot high

ten^ circle the cott^^k Some cntics

char^ that Amwica's ima^ will suffer if

foreign athlete are housed in a prison like

settirvg. The dormitories are said not only to

be built to serve as a prison, but also to look

like one.

But some selling points to the con
struction are for one. it's security for

Olympic personnel, avoiding a catastrophe

su^ as the terrorist attacks of the Munich
Games which needlessly cost the lives of 17

people in 1972

Also, in a region such as Lake Placid

where tourism is the mam industry, and
spiralling unemployment reaches as high as

23 percent, a prison means another source

of )obs The government estimates about
150 new jobs for local residents. In ad
dition. by agreeing to turn over the housing
to the Bureau of Prisons. Lake Placid will

save about $19 million, the construction

cost of the dormitories This may be the

most tempting of the advantages
The Lake Placid Olympic Committee has

been struggling financially since the games
were first invited to take place at this small

mountain redort. Allegations of shoddy
accounting, hasty |ob bidding, and over

priced land purchases have been brought
aga ist the Committee by the Economic
Development Administration, a federal

agency who controls a $56 million federal

grant issued to the Lake Placid Games.
Tne EDA had to go to Congress over

the summer to request an extra $14 million

in building funds, caused by what the

ED C called "loose and slipshod" ac
counting by the Lake Placid accounting
office The EDA. finally had to take action

at Lake Placid by either refusing or delaying

n)ct,wi M<>y'"^)i^ (u ¥«>>uud itirns uvtH wiiat

tfwy termed, routine constructmn
problenrs.

"

The Gilbane construction company was
the hardest hit. They were refused payment
by the EDA of $3:^,000 in fe^ until they
released the results of quality tests on
poured concrete at the site of the Games.
The Gilbane Company are the construction

experts that N^e devirioped such ar-

chitectural flops as Boston's window-
p<^ping John Hancock Tower and also the
Hwtford Civic Center, which some of ^^>u

may remember ^^ipsed hours after a
UMass basketbsN game had uken place
there last year The Gilbane Company
finally released the information to EDA
officials in their own pnvate offices,

therefore, making the test results pnvate
documents, not allowed to be seen by
either the public or the press. Ihe ED.A.

deemed the results satisfactory.

In addition to the $73 million ojn-
structwn budget, tfiere « a $70 nrnNkin

administration budget. It concerns current

ar>d future salarws of Lake Placid «n-
pioyees wid tfw overall cost of putting the
gamw on in 1980. Due to previous money
bun0ng, state and federal pressure h^
forced the Lake Placid Olympic Commit^a
to hire Peter Spurney, a $100,000 a year

managertwnt expert He and others must
devise ways to cover the administrative bill

by such n^ans as selling the television

rights to the games (a $20 million price tag),

concessions, souvenirs, and tickets.

Tickets for the Winter Olympic Gamm
ran at approximately $100 a shot. Now,
since the event is sold out. they could be
worth two, three, or who knows how many
times that much as tima go on.

The ticket ert^les ywi to ente' ttw
mountain resort to view the games. But
Lake Placid has anotfier problem here.

Present hotel accommodatiorts do rwt
nearly cover tf»e expecteri turnout for the
1980 games Some tourists will have to

travel over 100 mile? daily in order to reach
suitable facititie*-.. But despite all xhe
deficits, there is some additional local

money to be made Some local town-
speople are renting their own houses for

the two week Olypmic period to the tune of

$20,000. Some local mansions are bringing

anywhere from $40,000 to $45,000.

So trouble and controversy, which has
beset all recent Olympics, has already

begun in Lake Placid What was once
called an event dedicated to brotherly love,

the Olympic Games have been un-

fortunately transformed into an economic
and political playground

C(0)Me^iai\

Oarswomen lose to Green
By L eslie C Bellows
Collegian Staff

Wind, snow and whitecaps created a

difficult race course for the women's crew
last Saturday as they competed against

Dartmouth and Marist Colleges. The first

event, women's novice, was delayed while

officials attempted to find the best starting

point with the smoothest water. Since

Marist College has only one women's boat

UMass raced Dartmouth's "A" and "B"
novices.

The race got off to a bad start for UMass,
however. But the boat was soon underway
as they caught up to and passed the

Dartmouth "B" boat. Bucking a strong

headwind UMass was unable to catch

Dartmouth "A" and ran into more difficulty

near the finish line when the stroke jumped
her slide. Finishing times were: Dartmouth
"A" 5:45, UMass 6:06, Dartmouth "B"
7:11.

The next race was between the Marist

varsity, Dartmouth J.V. and UMass M.V.
boats. UMass came off the line late but

quickly made up for this and as they

completed the first 30 strokes of the race

were only a few feet behind Dartmouth and

a half length ahead of Marist.

Due to the increasing wind this race took
the longest time to complete with finishing

times of Dartmouth 8:37, UMass 9:14,
Marist 10:04. Normally a race takes 5-6

minutes.

The last women's event of the day, and
the closest race, was the varsity in which
UMass and Dartmouth competed. The
wind had calmed somewhat and the water
was fairly smooth as both boats went off

the line Coaches and fellow oarspersons
stood on shore and chewed their nails as
the race neared the finish with the boats
still dead even.
With 30 strokes left to go Dartmouth put

on a tremendous sprint and finished ahead
of UMass with a time of 5:05. UMass'
finishing time was 5:15.

According to Coach Deb Ayars, "Every
race is a learning experience and I think we
can improve on our peformance against

Dartmouth. The varsity needs to work on
its sprints since that was where we lost the

race.

Next weekend the women will travel to

Hartford, Connecticut to race Trinity

College and the University of Rhode Island.

* Staff meeting^
There will be a mandatory meeting of the Collegian sports staff this evening at
7:00 p.m. at the sports desk. Those prabently covaring a spring sport are
strongly urged to attend, and, as always, new members are more than
walcoma. Any questions, call the sport' desk at 546-3600.

World figure skating pairs champion Tai Babilonia and Randy Gardner of
California will ba two of tha top represantativas of tha United States at tha
1980 Winter Olympics being hald at Lake Placid, New York. (AP Lasarphoto).

Bill Tarter

Like April snow
Riddle of the day What do the UMass

athletic department and the recent snowfall
have in common? I'll allow you a moment
or two to thoughtfully ponder the question

The majority of people responded, "frank

ly Tarter I don't give a damn," or words to

that effect. That answer is not correct. If

you commented they represent our school

cotors (one is white, the other is in the red,)

you're in the wrong lane but on the right

track. If you said, a) they are both flaky, or

b) they are both all wet, you're warmer still.

But if you answered their futures are both
very bleak, you hit it on the nose.

The departure of the fiockey program is

just one more example of the fading sports
program here at UMass, which appears to

be sinking into the ground faster than April

snow.

The first to feel the slash of the budget
cuts, was the J.V. basketball team three

years ago. This in turn has injured the varsi-

ty program by not allowing promising
freshmen game experience and develop-
ment. As a result, now they mold on the
bench.

Next on the chopping block was the J.V.
hockey team, which was just a prelude to

the entire hockey program. Is it a coin-

cidence the basketball and hockey teams
immediately started declines following the

loss of their J.V. squads^ I don't think so.

It's a shame a rink, which for so long was
promised to former h')Ckey coach Jack
Caniff was never realized. I've always felt

hockey has (or had) all the elements to be
an ideal sport at UMass, given a rink with a
proper location. It's fast paced, it's rowdy,
it's full of action, and it comes in the winter
season when most students are anxious to

be aroused from their dt Idrums. Most peo-
ple don't even under; (and the rules of

lacrosse yet it can draw thousands. A ma-
jority of this campus grew up with Bobby
Orr and channel 38 they know hockey.

Having seen the incredible intensity ana
spirit of a UNH hockey game, and having

seen what hockey brought to UNH, I feel

certain it could happen here. But these

thoughts are futile now. Without the
hockey team at least the athletic depart-
ment no longer has to cope with the em-
barassment of not having a rink.

I he budget cuts also eliminated scholar-
ships in all but four sports, men's football

and basketball and women's gymnastics
and basketball. This has reduced the caliber

of all the other existing sports. Baseball
coach Dick Bergquist speaks for all the
coaches when he commented "We can no
longer get the blue chip athletes." (Such as
a Doug Welenc, who was the player to gain
a baseball scholarship.) Hockey was the
quickest to feel the loss of no more scholar-
ships, but others will undoubtedly follow.

UMass has still managed to compete with

schools because the low cost incentive of

UMass was comparable to other schools

scholarship offers. For example, an athlete

might be offered $2000 a year to go to Pro-

vidence but it still could be cheaper to

come here. With the drastic out of state tui-

tion raise even this incentive has apparently

vanished.

Most affected by the out-of-state tuition

raise is the lacrosse team which is compos-
ed of 67 percent of out-of-staters (28/42).

Already the effects are being felt. Ordinarily

at this time according to coach Garber they
would have seven or eight commitments
from out-of-state lacrosse recruits. This

year at press time they have no (0) incom-
ing freshmen from out-of-state for next
season. It is no longer economically prac-

tical to come to UMass when they can
receive scholarships elsewhere, from many
of UMass' competition (Cornell, Rutgers,

Syracuse, etc.). Coach Garber is realistic

about this situation, "In two or three years

we can expect a significant drop in the

quality of athletes, eventually we will no
longer be able to compete with the national

powers."

Coach Bergquist sums up the position
again shared by his fellow coaches, "it's

senseless to recruit out-of rtaters." Where
will it all end? Unfortunately it won't end
with the hockey team.

Kampala liberated'— Amin driven out
KAMPALA, Uganda (>*P| - Tanzanian troops and

Ugandan ret}els, showered with flowers and by civilians,

entered Idi Amin's capital in triumph yesterday after a five-

month war to drive the dictator from power.

Residents of Kampala flooded the streets to greet their

"liberators," swarming over the Fanzaman tanks, looting

shops and beating to death stragglers from Amin's army.

Amin and remnants of his forces were l^t seen Tu^day
fleeing eastward toward Jinja, 50 miles away, in a convoy

of limousines. Some reports said he had gone to Tororo,

near the Kenyan border.

Townspeople in Jinja reported a flood of wounded and

ragged soldiers from Amin's loyal units. Tanzanian and

rebel commanders ordered no immediate full-scale push to

the east, however.
"The racist fascist is no longer in power? " the rebels

declared over Uganda Radio and through k}udsp^kers in

Kampala streets.

Tfw Tanzanian sponsored Ugandan National Liberation

Front quickly announced establishment of a provisional

^vernment with former Ugandan university official

Vussufu K. Lule as president, defense minister and armed
forces chief.

In a broadcast statement from Dar es Salaam, Tanzania,

Lule promised a "rule of law" and said Uganda's first

elections since 1962 would be held "as soon m ^mmMoim
permit."

He said he wants to "bring back to the F«ople of Uganda
the good life they once knew. There must be no revenge."

For the Tanzanian and exile invaders, the almost
bloodless capture of Kampala capped an offensive that
began 1 V? months and 120 miles ago The final assault
began Tuesday after hours of air, artillery arnJ rocket
bombardment.

An American reporter who marched into Kampala with
the invaders said many of the Ugandans apparently were
caught and beaten to death by civilians

Among the dead were a U.N. official from West Ger-
n^any and his wife. Their automobile apparently was struck

by a rocket.

Residents who bunkered down in the capital thrm^
two weeks of shelling and uncertainty poured out into tl^

open after daybreak yesterday But the celebration quickly
turned into uncontrolled looting and ransacking of stor^
and government houses. Tanzanians were unable to qiMH
it.

Amin seized power in 1971 in a military coup that ousted
then President Milton Obote In the next eight years he
methodically crushed his opposition in bioodbaths that
drew denunciations from around the world.
The human rights organization Amnesty International

last year estimated at least 100,000 i^ople had been
murdered under his regime. Others put the figure as high
as 300,000 in a land of 13 million.

The war began last October when Amin's troops seized
710 square miles of northwest Tanzania. Tanzanian troofK
drove the Ugandans back across the border and then, with
the help of Ugandan exile forces, pursued them into

Uganda and on to Kampala.
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Buddy Rich and his orchestra enthralled a Fine Arts Center

audianca last night with their famous jazz pieces and ar

rangements. Rich also drew wide applause with his dynamic
drumming. (Staff photo by Jim Mahoney)

Beatty named

one of four

in final search
By RON MILLER
Collegian Staff

Acting Vice-Chancellor for Administra-

tion and Finance George Beatty is one of

four finalists in the search for a permanent
vice chancellor, according to Gordon Pavy,

a member of the search committee.
Tom Schneeweis, head of the search

committee, and Chancellor Randolph N.

Bromery both confirmed that four names
had been submitted to Bromerv"s office.

Beatty said he did not know if he was a

finalist or not, but he said he would accept

the job if asked.

A committee source said Beatty is not

the committee"s favorite choice. According

to the source, Stanley B. Thompson, Jr.,

was the only candidate given a unanimous
vote in the selection of the final four

names. Bromery confirmed that Thompson
was a finalist, but would not say which of

the four candidates was the favorite.

Thompson is a Yale graduate currently

employed at ITT. He was Deputy Assistant

Secretary for the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare from 1969 73 He
was Assistant Secretary of Human
Development Services from 1973-77, ac-

cording to a committee source.

A final decision will be made after the

four names are sent to President David C.

Knapp. Bromery said the president will be
more involved because he (Bromery) is

stepping down. The position of Vice

Chancellor for Administration and Finance

has been open since former Vice

Chancellor James L. McBee resigned in

May of 1978.

Schneeweis said the search has been
delayed so as to coincide with the search

for a new Chancellor.

HR harassment—the focus of student frustration
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

UMass heads of residence are often

placed in the position of enforcing rules and
disciplining students, and as a result they

sometimes become the targets of verbal

and physical harassment.
In the wake of several acts of in-

timidation this year, the live-in staff

members are becoming increasingly

concerned about their safety, and the

safety of the community.
"What's happened this year with heads

of residence is completely unprecedented,"

said Washington Upper Head of Residence

of eight years Rob Gilbert. .

'

"The University is in more of a discipline

mode than they used to be," Gilbert said.

"It's difficult to be both a policeman and
approachable.""

Gilbert said the two main aspects of his

job, coiiViseling students and enforcing

rules, don't always complement each
other.

Butterfield Head of Residence Anika

Olinga explains: "Most of the policies and
regulations are made at higher ad-

ministration levels, and then the heads of

residence are forced to deal with them. It

puts them in the middle - a real squeeze."
According to a letter signed by ""con-

cerned residential staff,'" addressed to the

UMass community, the residential staff is

in the process of documenting violent

attacks on professional and student
residential staff.

Included in the documentation are

threatening phone calls, incidents of car

vandalism, physical and verbal in

timidation, and an attempted homicide on a

head of residence. Most recently, the letter

states, "a brick was thrown through the

bedroom window of a head of residence

apartment."
At about 1 a.m. on April 2, a piece of

concrete was thrown through the window
of the apartment of the head of residence

of the all-male James House dormitory in

Southwest. At that time a police

spokesman said, "If she had been in bed,

she would have been seriously injured."

James Head-of-Residence Melody
Berkley said the rock was preceded by

intimidating phone calls and notes. She
said she knew the dangers involved with

her job, but never thought she would be

personally threatened.

"I dont have any idea who or what was
involved," she said.

Marjorie Lenn, an associate director in

the office of dormitory life, said harassment

on heads of-residence may be divided into

two categories physical harassment and

intimidation of a psychological form such

as sexual or racial pressures.

One black Northeast head of residence

has been subject to harassment of a racial

nature, with threats and intimidation aimed

at her daughter.

"That was the way to get to me,""

Johnson residence head Cheryl Shain

explained. She said she and her family were

subject to much initial harassment when
she came to the position three years ago.

"They just didn't want a black head of

residence," she said. "Now Tm probably

more comfortable than I've ever been in the

dorm," she added.
The most recent act of intimidation,

Shain said, occurred this year in the form of

a phone call. "The person said if I cared

about my daughter, I'd better leave th'j

racism stuff alone.""

Lenn said harassment on sexual or racial

grounds are often rooted in '"what the

person represents to the student."

First year Crampton Head of Residence

Patricia Rissmeyer expressed concern

about the attacks and intimidations toward

the residential staff. ""The head of

residence lives in the building - right within

the position of being harassed,'" she said,

Olinga, who has worked in Butterfield

House for five years, accounts for the

increase in violence through a changing

trend at the University.

She identifies the "frustration of

students" at the root - with less support

services as a compoundinq factor. "As a

TURN TO PAGE 16
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DIGEST

WICHITA FALLS, Texas An apartm«m eomplax
llMi in shambles in the wake of a tornado which rip
p»d through the area on Tuesday An undetermined
number of people were trapped in the rubble of shop
ping centers and demolished buildings and homes
•iMwhere in Wichita Falls, authorities said (APui—fphoto)

Teamsters still dispute
WASHINGTON MA>|~The Carter adminrntration

proclaimed victory yesterday for its stretched anti inflation
guid^ines after the Teamsters union accepted a contract
settlement to end a 10 day nation wide trucking shutdown

Union and trucking industry bargainers announced
tentative agreement late Tuesday on a contract industry
officials said would boost labor costs by about 30 percent
over three years or just over 9 percent a year com
pounded.

But adminstration officials disputed that cost estimate
saying the contract boosts wages and fringe benefits by
26 5 percent over three years, according to their
calculations After subtracting several increases exempt
from the guidelines, the administration said the Teamsters
were in compliance with the program

Khomeini executions go on
TEHRAN. Iran \AP\ Firing squads shot 11 generals,

diplomats and politicians yesterday the highest executiori
toll in the capital in one night.
The latest executions in Tehran pushed to at least 101

the number of men put to death since the revolutionary
forces of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini took over two
months ago.
More trials were reported in progress yesterday, in-

cluding those of three police officers suspected of torture.
Charges against the 11 executed men ranged from

treason and corruption to "acts against the people
"

Nearly half of them were shot for white collar crimes or
sanctioning murder, rather than the direct murder and
torture charges that have dominated past coun hearings.

King asks for public support
BOSTON \AP\Go\i Edward J King appealed to the

public yesterday to make its voice heard on the issue of a
local spending freeze, but he refused to say whether he
would sign or veto the bill passed by the Legislature

"
King, moments before heading for a five day Florida

vacation, told a news conference. "What we are
suggesting is that the public who is paying this bill has
really and truly not been heard from. Let's hope within the
next few days, the public will be aware . . and become
aroused enough the contact their elected officials
"My understanding is that clearly there was a mandate

^°.]^^.V
P^?P®^y '^*®s. So they, rather than the special

interests, should be heard from."
MSKea It he would veto the tax cap as proposed by the

Legislature, which allows for a 4 percent increase in local
speriding. King said, "I think that's one of the options
that's before us It means we haven't decided yet what
we're going to do."
Asked then if he would sign the bill as passed by the

Legislature King responded, "I think that's a possibilitv"
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N RC says all nukes flawed
WASHINGTON

I API The Three Mile Island accident
hds revealed the need for urgent safety corrections on near
ly all of the nation's atomic power plants, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission said yesterday
The agency reported it had discovered a design flaw in

some power plants designed by Westinghouse Corp and
that the flaw is similar to the one discovered in the Three
Mile Island plant

The flaw could mislead plant operators and prevent vital
emergency cooling in the event of an accident, the com
mission said.

The agency said safety corrections are needed "on a
priority basis for all light water power reactor facilities."
That would cover 71 of the 71 licensed nuclear power
plants in the country The exception is the Fort Saint Vrain
plant at Plattville, Colo , which is a high temperature gas
cooled reactor

Commission spokesman did not list the corractt\m ac
tions the agency considers necessary at the plants
Westinghouse had no immediate comment on the NRC

statement.

Meanwhile, technicians at the Three Mile Island plant
outside Middletown, Pa , reported difficulties yesterday in

their attempts to cool that plant's reactor
A status report from NRC officials at the plant said wh«er^gineers lowered pressure in the reactor to removT^bubbles from the coolant system, too much watw i?

cumulated.

But NRC spokesman Tom Elsasser said the problem
should not block cold shutdown of the reactor the point
where the reactor can no longer overheat and go out of
control. ^

Federal officials testing residents of the Three Mile Island
•rea said radiation levels in the bodies of those living near
the plant are normal **

In Washington, the NRC said it was pfeparing to »nd a
preliminary notification" of the newly discovered flaw pro

blem to all reactor operators
Westinghouse sent plant owners a notice April 7 warning

that some of the facilities it designed depend on a combina
tion of two instrument signals by the plant computer to
turn on emergency cooling automatically when there is
trouble with the mam cooling system

Cooling failure could lead to a meltdown or overheating
of the reactor's core and the release of large amounts of
radioactivity.

Welfare protestors denounce King
BOSTON lAPI About 75 welfare protestors

demonstrated in front of the office of Gov. Edward J King
yesterday, chanting and accusing the governor of using his
welfare fraud investigation "as a smoke screen to divert at
tention away from the desperately needed cost of living in
crease "

The demonstrators, most of them young women, some
with children, chanted "Up with people, down with King,"
as nearly a doien capital police cordoned off the area irn

mediately in front of the governor's office
A spokeswoman for the group, calling itself the Coalition

for Basic Human Needs, read a list of charges against the
governor, including misleading the public on the issue of
welfare fraud

Some 93 percent of welfare fraud in Massachusetts is

vendor fraud " not fraud by recipients, said Paula Georges
She added that an emergency assistance bill is being

held up in the Legislature while welfare recipients are get

Clark students
'glow' In spree
WOHCEST£R. Mass \AP\ Milk from the Three Mile Island
fiairy got Clark University students glowing at lunch
Wednesday, as a prelude to the Melt Down Dance that
night where everyone came dressed as their favorite mu-
tant

It was all part of Spree Day, when classes were cancelled
and the 2,000 students welcomed in spring.
Spree day is waking up with a bloody mary in your hand

and jelly beans in your mail box, as one student described
It Thirty kegs of beer came rolling across the campus at 6am. Some students took to jousting in canoes on Crystal
Pond or chasing a five foot medicine ball across the cam-
pus One of the tougher events was bobbing for raisins in
bowls of chocolate pudding.
The Spree Day Committee apologized in leaflets to the

student body for having the event on the first day of
Passover It explained that the weather and Gov. Edward
J King had forced them to hold it Wednesday.
The King reference was aimed at the governor's push to

raise the minimum drunking age to 20, which takes effect
next Monday

But after consulting with the campus police the dean
and others, we decided to face the wrath ftLGod rather
than Ed Kings, "the pamphlet stated. ""

It's just a way to release your frustrations," said stu-
dent Nancy Fortin. "A day to let go and to act a little wild
and crazy before finals.

"

"We've got some really great stuff planned, " said senior
Jay Arthur, "like pitching baseball cards in the women's
gym. That's always a big event."

Planning To Go To Law School?
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SCHOOL OF LAW

ting shut off notices from utilities and eviction notices from
their landlords.

After getting no response from the governor's office, the
group went to keep a previously scheduled appointment
with House Speaker Thomas W McGee, D Lynn The
speaker had agreed to see a delegation of five to eight peo
pie

However, when the tinr>e came for the meeting, a
spokeswoman demanded that the speaker come out into
the hall to talk to the entire group.

Failing to agree on ground rules for the meeting with the
speaker, the demonstrators, chanting now about the
speaker, went toward the public House gallery. There they
were stopped from entering the gallery by court officers
and police.

Rep Barney Frank, D Boston, attempted to intervene in

the pushing and shoving match which followed the con
frontation.

HARTFORD - Sections of the 250-foot-long boom
of a giant crane are stacked on the floor of the Hart-
ford Civic Center awaiting assembly. The crane will
be used to hoist steel into place for the new roof of
the facility. The twisted rail and sign in the
foreground still give evidence of the collapse during a
massive winter storm of the original roof in January
1978. (AP Laserphoto)

A NATURAL FOODS fTI
RESTAURANT
Serving tempura,
fresh fish,

pasta dishes,
homemade breads 9t

desserts
daily specials
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thorne's market
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northampton
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noon-lOp.m. 584*4832
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Suspect arrested

indeathof UMgrad
Services were held yesterday in Amherst

at the Grace Episcopal Church for Sheryl

Ann McCormick, 1977 UMass graduate,

found dead Monday in a New York City

apartment.
In New York yesterday police charged a

Japanese exchange student, Juniaro Mori,

with the murder. Mori, "32. was scheduled
to be arraigned sometime yesterday. Mc
Cormick was found in Mori's apartment

Police said that Mori had occasional

"friendly, platonic" dates with McCormick.
Both were studying at Columbia's School
of International Affairs, specializing in East

Asian studies.

McCormick, from Pelham, graduate Phi

Beta Kappa in 1977 from UMass, majoring

in Chinese language. She lived at home
while attending classes here. Days before

her death, McCormick was writing pro

posals for New York Mayor Edward Koch
on trade relations between New York and
China. Her work was to a^ist Koch in

preparing for a proposed trip to China later
this year.

Mori was reportedly da^ed when taken
into custody by police. Police said Mori told
them he studied "martial arts ' for 14 years.
A former resident of the apartment house
where Mori lived said Mori was considered
a comforting presence there.

Mori is a 1974 graduate of Waseda
University in Japan, according to Columbia
University, which reported he entered the
International Affairs school m the fall of
1977
A New York medical examiner said an

autopsy had shown that McCormick suf
fered multiple incised wounds deep cuts
which are less deep and more narrow than
stabbings and blunt force such as blows
on the face, neck, chest, legs and arms.
The injuries separated two cervical
vertebra affecting the spine and causing
hemorrhaging of the brain and perforation
of the jugular vein.

Cfidlggi^

Juntaro Mori, a graduate student from Japan wanted for questioning in con-
nection with the brutal knifing of UMass graduate Sheryl McCormick of
Pelham, is escorted by police from St. Luke's Hospital in New York Yesterday.
(AP Laserphoto)

EKEND

Members of the UMass Review, lacking a stage, use the FAC reflecting pond
to rehearse their upcommg, 'Now you see it. Wish you didnt." (Staff photo by
Kenneth Brown) '

UMass studentsman
Amherst Fire Dept
By BOB HORGAN
Collegian Staff
Some students come to UMass to study,

some to write for a newspaper, and theri
there are the few who come to fight fires.
For these few students, seven UMass
students to be exact,there is the Amherst
Fire Department Auxiliary Force, Engine
Company Three.
The force, set up by Fire Chief John

Doherty. gives the students the chance to
serve actively on a fire department while at
tending school. Doherty said participation
requires no previous experience, only that
the students maintain an overall cumulative
average of 2.5. He said he is very pleased
with the force.

"They're great, a good bunch of guys,"
Doherty said, "They're an asset to the
town."
And for the students who serve on the

force, life is never dull. A ""normal" day
could be anything from a calculus exam, to
a party, to fighting a blaze in a dormitory.
The members, who have control over a

fire engine worth over $65,000, respond to
every structure (building! fire, and any
"box" alarm - an alarm called in where
smoke or flames have been sighted. They
are usually the second engine to respond to

the scene of a fire. The members don't
know what to expect until they arrive on
the scene of the fire.

"Every situation is different," said Captain
Paul Schleicher. "We don"t know what's
going to happen until it does."
"When we go to a fire, because it's

dangerous, we work as a unit, as an engine
company" Anderson said. ""There's a type
of brotherhood between us. No matter who
he is, if he goes down, we get him out of

there before anything can happen."
Life isn't all that exciting for the

members, though. They're not fighting

fires every day. They average 18 calls a
month, 90 percent of which are put out by
the first engine on the scene, so they don't
see many "working" fires. They do mostly
ventilation and salvage work.

The members are required to drill every
Saturday for five hours, and must attend a
class every week where they leam
everything about the three campuses, aN
the apartment complexes and roads in

Amherst, different fires and how to attack
them. They must also serve on a 10- hour
duty shift with the regular force once evary
eight days.

"What we lack in experience, we make
up for in training,'" said member Don
Erickson,

Members who want to see more action

are allowed to ride with the regular force

whenever the members have the free time.

"We don't want fires, we're not morbid.
But the more you ride, the better your
chance of seeing a working fire. We want
the experience," Anderson said.

All the members of the force are trained
Emergency Medical Technicians, and are
qualified to ride in the ambulance and ad
minister first aid to patients on the way to
the hospital.

In exchange for serving on the force, the
students are allowed to live free of charge
in the North Fire Station near Tillson Farm.
They may also use the station's facilities

which include bedrooms, a fully equipped
kitchen, washing and drying machines,
recreation and weight room, lounge with
color television, study rooms, and central
air conditioning. They must provide their

own food.

'"It's kind of like an exchange of
services," said member Randy Silveira.

Even though the fire house is located far
ther from campus than any of the dorms
and there are only six members living there,
the members have few complaints.

"Sure, there's some sacrifice involved,"
said Schleicher. "We have to drive to all

our classes because we're on call, so our
social life is cut back a little because we
don't walk across campus. But the ex-
perience alone makes up for that. And we
can park in anyjegal spot anywhere."
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Senate supports reopening Rampersad case
By JULie EAGLE
CoMmg^SW0

A motion to support the efforts of a com
mittee that wants the local District Attorney
to re open an inv^tigation into the death of
UMass student Seta Rampersad, was pass
•d tet night by Undergraduate Student
Senate According to the motion, the
Senate wants to "show our concvn over
the lack of justice in our courts wh«n a per
son of coJor or a poor person m Mted."
The motion, presented by Stu<tent

Coordinatof for the Student Center for

Educational Advocacy and Res^rch Joel
Wiessman, stated senate support of the ac
tions of the Committee Against Repression,
a campus group The motion also stated,
"Seta's death is not an isolated incident. It

stands side by side with the death of other
Third World p^jples in the Pioneer Valley
and in Boston

"

Weissman said a re opening of tf»e in
v^tigation into the death of Rampersad,
who was found dead at Motel 6 in Soutfi
Oaerfield last September, » a necessity He
said witnesses at an inquest following the
incident soi^e in "glowing innaccuracies
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and contradictions, and then vwre never
called back." for court verification of their
statwnents.

Weissman also said the inquest never
determined the cause of Rampersad's
death, "ignored the bruises on her face"
and made no mention of the amount of
drugs Rampersad may have injested
proceeding her death."

in other business, tfie ser^te pam66 a
proposal written by Tony Crayton of the
Committee Against Repression and moved
by senator Chaka Zulu to condemn the
Residential Resource Management for its
past policies of eviction (of tenants of
University owned apartments) and to call
for a halt on any further evictions until the
office clarifies its term for an evicted
resident "an undesirable tenant."

Crayton cited tfie possible eviction of a
woman who e pregnant, on wetfare. sup-
portir>g three children and who was
deserted by her husband as an unfair office
procedure. He said the woman has manged
to pay her rent, although late, but the office
has termed her "an undesirable tenant"
and "is throwing her out into the street

"

Crayton said the office "does not deal
with the psychologic^ trauma" of tenants

living in University-owned apartments. He
said the office "tries to treat (itself) like a
regular real estate agency. It's not. It wm
created for tow- income persons at the
University and should provide the type of
support services nec«sarv."

Crayton said he plans to comact various
campus groups and faculty and ad-
ministration members "that could in-
tervene" in preventing evictfon of thewoman he cited and others similar to it that
could occur in the future.

The senate also viewed a five-minute
v«<teo presentation showing campus events
protesting proposed UMass tuition in-
creases and budget cuts. David Skillicorm,
who presented the show, said students
may borrow the show video equipment to
run It from tf»e center.

In other action, co-President Richard
LaVoice gave the senate his report on a
meeting he had last week with a newly-
elected UMass Building Authority staffper-
son and campus officials. LaVoice said he
showed deteriorating dormitories to the
authority's new Member at Large J. Dron-
slck. Acting-Vice Chancellor for Ad-
ministration and Finance George Beatty,
Jr., and Vice Chancellor for Student Affair^
Dennis L. Madson.
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The Question: Jesus Christ died 1979
years ago. Do you see his impact in the
world today?

Leopold Tyson

Louis Leopold, former student: "Yes.
some of the moral precepts established by
Jesus, towards which many people aspire
such as a desire for peace, for the poor, a
desire to treat everybody else the way we
want to be treated. When people violate
these they realize they are committing a
wrong. Jesus wasn't the only moral
teacher. Jews celebrating Passover, which
also represents concept of national self-

determination and individual freedom. Two
religions offer moral guides this week."

Tish Tyson, Environmental Design.
Junior; "If the Catholic Church is a
reflection of that impact and they bar
women from the priesthood and deny the
natural function of sex, then, no. If that's
the impact, then I hate Christianity and it's

a good thing he's dead."

Savage

Deborah Savage: "Well I do, I kinda see
his impact more by his lack of following
then people especially adhering to his

teachings. I see his impact in the fact that
people love to go see Superman,
somebody that symbolises their secret self.

They don't adhere to Jesus because of all

the connotations associated with
Christianity, but I think people need that
sort of symbol of 'super' man.

Dr. Premvati, visiting professor from
India: "Yes, it is a good impact that people
at least feel that they should obey the rules

of the bible, in that way saving themselves
from crimes. Whoever forget god will be
mislead in life. I have a feeling that
everybody should think of god
Mohammed, Christ -- there is some god. If

they feel about God the world can be much
nicer."

Webster Loscutoff

Steve Webster, former student: "Well, I

would say the things he taught are more
relevant today with things like the nuclear

arms race, the problem of world hunger,
and economic exploitation. He seemed to

be speaking to people's emotions. In this

day and age, in America, we live in such a

material culture, more people experience
spiritual, emotional problems. People are

not happy despite the wealth."

Holly Loscutoff, Zoology, Junior: "Yes,
I see it in religion, how man has corrupted
the churches with their mixed-up ideas of
the savior. They've tried to make rules for

the churches that man can't follow. He's
an ideal that people can follow.. He
represents humility and live for your fellow
man, and also one of the doors to God."
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PVTA trying to improve the best
By MARK HOWARDS
Collegian Staff

The takeover of Five College bus routes
by the Pioneer Valley Transit Authority is

more significant than it at first appears. A
few points in the story were left unclear.
PVTA has been trying to control the

routes for a few years now. If the take-over
were to occur. Five Colleges, Inc. would
still operate the Mt. Holyoke route. The
Smith route would be run by Western
Massachusetts Bus Lines under the
auspices of PVTA.

The likelihood of improved service or

financial savings are incorrect or at least

deceiving. The Five College system
presently does an excellent job serving the

college communities. Schedules are set-up
such that at peak hours three'^Juses are on
each route. At especially busy times (such
as final trips on Friday and Saturday nights)

three buses are available to depart at the

same time for either Smith or Mt. Holyoke.
This provides transportation for 180
passengers. This is due to the large seating

capacity (55) of Five College buses. PVTA
buses seat only 39, the others must stand.

Even if 80 people were crammed "behind
the white line" three buses would be
necessary. The likelihood of the flexibility

necessary tor this type ot situation is not

very good. Not many people would be
happy standing the whole way either.

Operation costs would almost certainly

not be less although the cost to the

community may be less. This is the same
logic supporting the new buses. Although
the cost of putting all of the old buses in

top shape probably would have been in the

range of the cost of one or two new buses
this was not done. Instead 26 buses were
put into service at a cost of over 2.2 million

dollars. The federal money was there for

new buses but not for repair of the old

ones. Although it may have been no more
expensive for the community, the waste
was tremendous. This is not to criticize the

excellent UMass service but the logic

behind the funding.

Extra expenses for PVTA operation also

come in the way of wages. Student drivers

will be forced out (Five Colleges currently

employs over 40 UMass students as

drivers).

Terry E. Tornek, a PVTA administrator,

was paraphrased in the Collegiari story as

saying he "hoped (my emphasis) to keep
the new routes fare free." The present fare

between Amherst and Northampton on
PVTA buses is 60 cents. Although a fare

may not be imposed initially it will be there

eventually. No one in the Five College

community will be pleased with they have
to pay each time they board a PVTA bus on
these new routes.

The only financial problems presently for

the Five College system is the refusal of the
UMass undergraduate Student Senate to

allocate the full $29,000 requested. The
amount each school pays is small when
compared to the services received.

The difficulties of coordinating schedules
between the Five College- Mt. Holyoke
route and the PVTA operated Smith route
are apparent. Perhaps to make things

easier PVTA will have to take over the Mt.
Holyoke route, too. Five College Tran-

sportation Director Robert Jordan has
done an excellent job for years keeping this

system going. Why does the PVTA feel

they must suck up .everything in their

midst?
If the general public wants to ride PVTA

buses for any fare between Amherst and
Northampton, let them but not at the

expense of the students, faculty and staff

of the Five Colleges. Perhaps the PVTA
feels they have the answers for all of these

problems. They are unlikely to improve on
the best bus service around.
/\/lark Howards is a UMass Student and
Five College bus driver.

We'll miss Norman
To the Editor:

Norman Nordstrom will be missed by
his friends and remembered as a man who
chose to smile in the face of difficulties

and be patient with life's limitations and
courageous in his quest for in-

dependence. Each of us who had the
opportunity to meet Norm came away
better for the experience. I wasn 't alone in

using Norman as a source of strength.
When school work was pressing and the
future held little hope, I would sometimes
think, my God if Norman can do it, why
should I worry about it?

He could be seen riding through Prince
House, to and from classes on campus
and even in the breakdown lane on the
way to the Mall in his motor driven
wheelchair. Always one to enjoy a good
joke or story, especially his own, he had
the innocence of a child and yet the
experience of a man who had seen and
felt the depth of disaopointment.
Norman's life was on schedule and

though he could be a taskmaster for

perfection, he spoke in such a gentle
iiKinner that we who assisted him could

simply turn our frustration inward. With a
firm belief in Jesus Christ, he woke each
morning at six to a religious program and
then prepared for school. Stopping at the

Handicapped Student's Affairs office for

a chat before classes and returning in the

afternoon for the peak of his day, mail

distribution, Norman valued his friends

and shared stories with each of us about
each other.

It was only fitting that Norm's two
dearest friends, Kathy and Mike, were
respectively the last to see him alive and
the first to find him after his accident.

We are sad for our loss, but happy for

Norman, who is no doubt where he
predicted, with God.

John Vercollone
Southwest

Doesn't like the article

To the Editor:

It is our feeling that the April 6 article

regarding dorm reorganization is

misleading in its omission of pertinent
information. That is. in the case of

Butterfield. reorganization is not merely a
proposition or consideration, but is

currently the absolute intent of the ad-
ministration. Butterfield will be clustered
if the present Head of Residence does not
return next fall.

Secondly, the article downplays
student opposition in its minimal
reference to real action taken. Butterfield
has in fact been acitvely opposed to its

"reorganization" since first informed of
the proposal. We have been organized

since last fall we have been involved in

ongoing meetings with the Area Director

and other administrators. Throughout we
have voiced our opposition to yet another

example of administrative ineptness and
irresponsibility in dealing with and
responding to the student community.

It is the Collegian's responsibility to

report accurately and informatively issues

\which have such impact on student life at
the university.

A concerned Resident of Butterfield
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MountairLeering *S.

The Busch'latel is where it

all begins. Note
the snowy,
^craggy peaks

affixed
ther^xD.
Th^
are
the
moun-
tains.

are the moun-
taineer. And this is

an ad The subject of
which is selecting the
proper gear for
mountaineering.
(It aU fits to-

gether so nicely,

doesn't it?)
First and

foremost, you'll
nyeed to pop the
mountain top. For
this task, faithful moun-
taineers use a church
key. Secular moun-
taineers use a bottle
opener. Don't be con-
fused by these antics
with semantics. Just
remember, the opener is

your primaiy tool. Be
true to it and it will be
true to you.

Second, choose a
glass. Here the options
become immense.
German steins, hand-

jDlown pilseners,
jDld jelly japs,

that cute
little

> T<

Lsed by
(iiiihfiii iii'j iiiUiineenj )

[r. Bofibmug youVe
had since third grade.

Be adventurous.
Experiment. Most

mountaineers have a
personal preference. You'll
develop one too.

Food is next. Proper
mountaineering, not
to mention proper nutri-
tion, requires a smorgas-
bord selection of snacks.
Some mountaineers
have suffered from a
potato chip deficiency,

a pretzel imbaJajice or
other serious dietary de-
fects. Plan ahead

CkDmfort is crucial. Ifyou
mountaineer in

pubhc, pick
apadidBd
bar stool,

preferably
one that
spins
(to facili-

tate admir-
ing the

scenery). At
home, a com-

fortable chair or sofa will
do. Rule of thumb: if it

feels good, and the police
don't seemto mincC do it.

Then turn on the
tube or spin a time or
crack a good book. The
choice is strictly
between you and the
dominant hemisphere
ofyourbrain. Ofcourse,
some mountaineers
say the smooth, re-

freshing taste ofBusch
is entertainment enough.

'

" thank goodness
do, because

it's an excellent
conclusion.

(Comfort is crucial

)

I>!» I'^tMiMyO

Don't just reach for a beer.BUSCHHead for the moiintams.
. AnhPuser- Busch inc St Louis Mo
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Coed housing
by Rick Aivord

TJwre It no such animal as the typical

stu^nt therefofe there is no one type of

ttud«nt housing that will satisfy the diverse

needs of the student population There are

however general headings which satisfy

nymt single sen dortm. ^»d dorrns, and
off campus housing.
Up until the trM mMmt most universities

ii ' fKjes gave the students very little

if oi residence, but by 1971 the col

iegm MroM the nation had ^t up more
cfKJices for residences for their students
One of the most interesting of tfwse is tf»
emergence of coed dormitories

Coed housing has essentially taken on
thf«e lorms. As the years progressed xh^
forms most generally represented the three

devrtopmental stages of coed housing ar

rangements. In the beginning there were
large residence halls with separate wings
for men and women Secortdly the coed
dorms developed mto large dorms with

separate floors for men and women, and
finally they developed to all sue dorms with
male and female students living in separate

but alternating rooms on tfie sarrw floor

Educators have become extremely con
cerned about t^w; educational aspects of

dormitory life in colleges during the past

decade As a result Residential Colleges

Rtck Alvofd IS a junior Environmental
Design mafor and Fine Arts Editor of the
Colleqian,

were forrr^d Tfie train of thought bMical-

ly was that if the students live apart from

0w University a culture could arise that

wmuld be in oppostion to the intellectual

culture that the faculty wished to maintain.

They wanted to find ways to bring the in-

tellectual life to the students residence

besides homework Ther» re now many
educat ai progrdnij whi i are being im

plimented at rnost universities which deal

rr awareness training in human
o »u«s of all forms.

It ha < been found that coed living is quite

a learning exfjerience n itself A study by
psychiatrist Elizabeth Ftied of dorms at Har

vard and Radcliff colleges found that

wonien and men in the ^ed dorms were
much more sensitive to human oppression
issues, mainly sexism, than students in

single sex dorms. In coed dorrr» many irf

tWe MiMrt attitudes are chall^Yged w¥i
recognized. This is a learning experience
for both men and women who become
aware of inbred sexist actions and roles

they subconciously portray. Ried Viy% that

bome ot this is a result of womens lib, but
she IS convinced from her study that tfw
coed life styl« was more influential.

Students living in coed dorms have ttw
o()|)Oftunity to open tfwmsel^is up, H'wir
petceptions of themselves and otfier

students change The students become
more concerned about themselvw and
others as people ap^MArMCM tecome leM
important

Coed living s^ms to be the way lii which
students can learn by merely living.

Students have becorrw sensitive to rmw
stimuli and have learned about the oppcmte
sex as peole. If a good community is instill

ed in a coed dorm ttie result is that there s
le^ unanimity and mtrover^on wtuch
^mns to have pervaded in dorms G^ the
past The coed community in addition to
being a more natural way of life is a ^wry
un- -le experience where Iving and learning

W(. .. hand in hand. Coedducational dorms
off» every thing that single sex dorms do
and more: they offer the facility where men
and women can learn rrK)re about each
other in an open arni sensitive way. This
aids in proper learning of the opposite sex
which can help cure one of this societies

major ills; by breaking down the division

between the sexes which will aid in ttw
struggle for equality and understanding

.

f' tBeloiw^*I§eSalt
Fine Arts Editors

Assistant Editor

Film Co ordinator

Dance Co-<H<Mwtw

Art Co-ordinator

Book Co-ordinaMr

Music Coordinator

Perry L. Adier
Rick Aivord

Dorothy A Clark

Debra Roth Santa

Debbie Wallace

Geof Stein

Michael Simons

Tom Anderson

BELOW THE
SALT ukes lis narrie

Irom Ihe rel.i|ionBhip

l>etwW!o ncAles ar*j

peasantt at itte

mpdi^val Ettropean

rlinnpt labh* The
preciousncws of salt

rp<|iiirpd thai it be
placed access^le to

the fords acKl beyorrt

the peasants' rearti

Mence, thr peasants

sat "beloA thp sail
"

ge/t>w Thr S.l/t IS

prepared to acc**pl

.irticles ot diverse

opiriion on a variefy

oi topics of ciittiiral

interest Submis
sions can be made at

the Collegian of

fices, 113 Campus
Center. 546 3500

zs

Landmarks or marks on the land? Campus as viewed
from f^orth Amherst on Route 116. The towers at UMass
can be seen as far away as Echo Hill. Though one can
easily orient oneself by these towers, are they really

necessary?
The hills to the East and West are sufficient horijon lines

that have been unncessarily broken by the towers. The
topography of the valley suggests that low, tree height

structures should be integrated into the landscape. High
rise buildings are completely out of scale and therefore

lose their aesthetics; in another context they could very

pleasing buildings.

^g ^g ^g ^g ^^

ORCHARD HILL
RESIDENTS:

Don't forqet to

VOTE
TODAY

ArCii Go\/fr/iftn:nt Elections
4 S 111 thf lobby ol yoor ilorni

PRETERM
Ifyou have
an unwanted
pregnancy...
talk with one of our counselors about your

decision

Abortion Gynecological Care Vitectomy Tubal Liqatmn

A licensed non profit Reproductiv Hpalfh Ccntpf

184? BF ACON ST BROOKUNf MASS 0.''14t,

ir,17i 7.JRh?10

PRETERM

I

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Friday, April 20 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sole General Public $8 7 6, UMoss

students $6 50 5 50 4 50 Senior Citizens $7 6 5

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4, 545 2511

& New England Ticketron Locations,

PREPARE FOR

MCATDATLSATaMAT
6RE-8REPSYCHeREBI0
PCATOCAT WTMATSAT

IIIIIIBI.n.IIIECFIIII6FLEXVQE
NDBI,n*NPBI*NLE
Flexibit Programs & Hour*

M\%\\ Any C»nter And See For Your»0l1

Why Wb Make The Diflerence

In Amherst; 264 N Pleasant St

Amherst, Ma 01002
2535108 2535283

Preparation
classes for June
LSAT begin 4/18.

MPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTEB

ItST PRfP«B*TlON
SPCCIAllSTSSINCe 1936

Outside NY State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223 1782

iertcs II More 'njr 6* Maic US t:^e^

METROpoliXAN InVAsIoN
by Tsrry Buzz««

Scott Prindls
John Hart

Cort Petarson

The earliest settlers attracted to the
Piorieer Valley established a community in

1659, known as Hadley. As tf>e town grew,
expansion into other parts of the valley was
needed. The town of Amherst began as an
oHshoot of Hadley, on land purchased in

1^8 from the Nonotuck Indian Tribes.

Hc^mver , tfw outbreak of a seri^ of Indian

wars in 1675, prevented the settlement of

the land until 1727. Established as an
^ricultural community, the town was nam
ad for British Major General Jeffrey

Amiierst. a hero of tfie French artd Indian

In ttw early days of the settlement, the
eonrwmjnity's way of life wa» that of sub
Mstence agriculture. Land was an important

TOSource in the community, providing a

family with its livelihood as well as its

aecurity. Since earliest coionial timm
•ducation w% also con»dered an impor
ttnt resource in the community and highly

ragarded in tfie area Amherst Academy,
today's Amfierst College which was fourtd-

•d in 1812 by Noah Webster, is a very

significant institution. Its establishment

was a major factor in determining the way
in which Amherst was to develop.

By Iha middia of the 19th century in tfie

United States the Industrial Revolution was
gaining momentum, as was seen in tf>e

changing character of tfie town of

Amherst. No longer was Amfwrst to remain

a completely indigenous, rural farming

community. The process of industrializa

tion, an early stage of the metropolitan in

vasion of an irvjigenous area fiad begun.
Amherst entered this era by harnessing the

power of the Mill and Fort rivers for in

<tustry, producing tools, bricks, carriages,

wood, textiles, paper and hats. A network
of roads connecting Amherst with urban,

metropolitan markets enhanced the in-

dustrial development of the community.
Out of travels to Europe and the insights

of educators, politicians, and spokepersons
from agrarian and industrial interests, the

need for Technical ar>d Agricultural Col

The authors are Seniors in the design

studio optionprogramof the Landscape Ar-

chitecture Department of tfie Universty.

z

leges on the national level was envisioned.

Finally, after many proposals and justifica

tions for such colleges; the Morrill Act wass
passed by Congress in 1862. This act pro

vided statM with a portion of the public

larKls, the money from the sale of which
would go to the establishment of colleges

or universities with the major emphasis of

teaming related to agncuitura and tfw

mechanic arts.

The Massachusetts legislature, assured

of Federal funds under the Morrill Act,

responded quickly and formed a committee
to review all proposals for use of these

funds On April 28, 1863 a charter was
passed creating the Massachusetts
Agricultural College. A committee was then

formed to determine the college's location.

A 310 acre site in Amherst was chosen for

several reasons. Included among them
were: the appropriation of 75,000 dollars by
the town, the proximity to the libraries and
museums of Amherst College, the natural

fertility and diversity of the soil, and impor
tantly, the chosen location being situated in

an agricultural region.

.The Board of Trustees decided to imple

ment the following design for the campus:

—Copy prices reduced up to 20%
—The lowest typing prices in town
on most jobs

—Guaranteed work and time of completion

—Or your work done at no job

We offer copjdng, typiag, offset,

thermography, word processing

Carriage Shops, Amherst
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fJ^DENIMS

$5.00
shirts, tops,

jeans, any
everything

—com* look

—

1^
Next toTHEPUBAmherst

^^^

placing buiklings on the wu:>!i;(ii plateau of

tf>e campus, now tt>e site of tfie new
library. The curriculum combined, with

equal weight, education in the classroom

and education gair>ed through work in tf>e

fields

The lata 1800's arxi aarly 1SCO's marked
the beginnings of the first period of steady

growth in student jaopulation at the school.

The increasing number of r>ew buildings

associated with this growth did not,

however, interfere with the loose and infor

mal, agricultural Organization of the past

The buildings of this period were spaced far

apart and placed in and around experimen-

tal fields and orchards, hidden by foliage

whenever possible, to preserve tf»e rural,

natural look of the campus. It was during

this time that college served tfie immediate

needs of the farmers within the Connec-

ticut River Valley area, by supplying them
with valuable and practical information.

Tfie early 1900's also saw the beginnings

of changing attitudes and educational ob
jectives of the school. Research work con

ducted in the laboratory was beginning to

have more importance to the college than

research work conducted in the fi#>iri«

Other areas of education v^re beccNntng m
tHgnificant to tfie curriculum as agriculture

fi»d been. Tfiese trends developed early

(te«r^ to rid the cIom tie with agriculture

and assume the asjsects of a state collega
of Arts and Sciences.
By tfie late 1920'$, many of the earlier

programs at tfie school were being replacwl
with more technical ones, ar^J the em-
phasis on agriculture was fading out Tfi^je

additions were designed to keep the school
in step with the rapidly advancing
technology of the tinr», and they suffered

greatly when efforts in l^ffl, to free tfie

school from the control of the Commission
on Administration and Finance had failed.

Tfie commission which was oppc^ed to any
chan^» in the school, controlled tfia

budget as mwII as fiaving veto power over
tfie Trustees.

Sujaport for exparwon of tfw curriculum

did not die down, fiowever, and in 1929, an
a^tation committee of students and faculty

members was formed to bring the issue to

the alumni. Pressure was tfien put on tfia

legislature, and in March of 1931, Govwnor
J B Ely signed the bill creating
Massachusetts State College, with provi-

sions for an expanded curriculum arKl tfia

initiation of a Bacfwior of Arts program. At
this point, student enrollment fiad raaclMd
a r^ord sue of 760, up from the ori;^^
enrollment of 56.

By 1941, in its last years as an in-

digenous, agricultural school, Mass Stata
boasted a population of 1,263 students and
ovwcrowding on campus became a maior
problem. New admissions ware strictty

limited in order to allow time to study tha
problem and formulate a workable solution.

The solution, when it came, was not one of

the scfiool's making. World War Two
reduced the student population to 725
almost immediately. Fortunately, few
courses were dropped and the school
managed to go on in much tfie same way aa
before the war.

In June, 1944, with tfie passing of tfie Gl
Bill, Mass State again plunged into a
population crisis. Like most schools, it had
been totally unprepared for the surge of

returning veterans making use of federal

benefits to continue their education. It was

contInuecI on pAqc12

^r m /^^J Liquor Store

BIG SAVINGS ON BARRELS
THIS WEEK

Miller on sale

6.99 12 oz. case Et NR
Falstaff

5.25 case

Schmidt'f October Fest

4.99 case
1.50 six

16 oz. returnables

5.49 case plus deposit

Molson's

2.50 six

Riunite Lambrusco

1/5 2.39

Burati Spomante

1/5 4.49

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

338 COLLEGE ST.
AMHERST

353-5384
256-8433

Not responsible for typo errors
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Realized expansion

«»«wim wwmw timwiiti

By MARK L. CURELOP
Collegian Staff

In 1863 the state legislature founded the

Massachusetts Agricultural College located

in the fields of Amherst Changing the

narr>e of "Mass Aggie" in 1931 to the

Massachusetts State College, the
legislature enlarged the curriculum and the

size of the school. Predicting that students

would want a quality education within the

state system, the University of

Massachusetts was incorporated in 1947

The initial change from the
Massachusetts Agncultural College was
not large dunng the 1930's and 40's The
expansion of the University occurred in the

late 1950's when enrollment began to •»-

ceed 1,500 new students a year.

Campus Planning
The present campus plans were enacted

in 1961 Four residential areas were plann

ed. Northeast, which was already there.

Southeast, Southwest, and Northwest. Of

the proposed plans, only one was not built.

Northeast, which was to be located near

the Engir>eering buildings. Each residential

area was to house 5,000 students.

Designed by Hugh Stubbins, who was
also the architect for Orchard Hill,

Southwest was ur>der construction in the

early 'fiOs. Soil conditions prevented any
building south of Southwest, and the pre

sent structures were planned after great

consideration.

students. Low rise structures instead of the

high rise were considered, but that would
have required too much land space. The
towers of Southwest, as well as the UMass
library, were built to save space.

Academic structures were constructed

during this penod. under the auspices of

the late Kenneth Johnson, former UMass
treasurer Whitmore, the Fine Arts Center,

the Library, and the Campus Center were

constructed at this time.

The Library
Edward Durrell Stone was the architect

for the UMass library. The Library was
originally designed for an addition to

Goodell, and several other locations on
campus were considered tiefore its present

location was decided upon. Anticipated

needs dictated a six story structure, but 28
floors were built in the end. The projected

cost of the building was $4.5 million; the

actual cost turned out to be $16.8 million.

The present operating system of the

library is o|xn stack, which means that

anyone is able to use the structure for their

own use. Under the originally proposed
closed stack system, which would only be
open to staff, other libraries were to be con
structed near the residential areas, enabling

residents to study and obtain their reserve

readings closer to horr^e.

Insuffieni funds for street repairs and a

massive drain on the town reservoir are but

a couple of the many problems with which

the Town Manager's office is plagued.

The State of Massachusetts does not

give additional funds to the town of

Amherst because of the University. The
town only receives what the state allots

through income taxes.

Northeast Bypass
The Northeast bypass, defeated in town

mating in 1976. was supposed to close

North Pleasant Street for one and a half

miles, re routing traffic to East Pleasant
Street from Rt 116 past the Mark
Meadows School to College Street.

Though the main street ran through a major
portion of the campus, the Undergraduate
Student Senate voiced disapproval of the

bypass because the bus routes would have
to be altered.

Rre Station
UMass donated land to the construction

of the Fire Station on East Pleasant Street,

leaving the cost of the building itself to the

town of Amherst. The East Pleasant Street

fire station is located in a corner of town. If

the bypass were approved, an easy route of

access would be available for emergency
situations.

The only noticeable contribution to the

town from the State was the partial pay-

Consisting of eleven low rise dorms and
five towers, Southwest would house one
half of the student population A sixth
tower was planned, but due to the tremen
dous weight already applied to the area,
people felt that it would not be safe. In

place of the tower, Hampden Dining Com
mons was built.

Financial backing for the dorms came
through the selling of state bonds. Bonds
are no cost to the taxpayer, and cannot be
used for academic buildings. The money to

pay back these bonds would come from the

student's rent.

The technology of the early 60's

prevented any buildings from being located

further than 25.000 feet from the heating

plant Every structure was to go within thi^

radius.

The concept of Northwest was to build

classrooms and dormitory as one unit. Due
to the legalities of the state bonds and the

legislature, this could not be done. The

closest structure to a classroom alllowed in

a dorm is a study lounge. However, the

plans for building Northwest as a residential

area are still on the books.

This nr»assive growth period of dormitory

fife was due to the increasing enrollnrwnt of

Campus Center
Marcel Breuer of New York, designed the

Campus Center addition to the Student

Union Building. The second floor level of

the elevator floor structure was to serve as

space for RSO gnoups. The Campus Center

Hotel was provided to bring people to the

University, as welt as to raise revenue for

the town of Amherst,

The Fine Arts Center
Though the library was designed to save

space, the Fine Arts Center, designed by
Kevin Roach Dincalou, took up more space
than was expected. Sprawling across the

campus, the massive concrete structure

houses the Fine Arts Department, as well

as the University Gallery. With nooks and
crannies galore, the building is often cold

during the winter months due to the inade

quate hearing system.

The growth of UMass was great during

the sixties. The University hired big name
architects, and a building boom erupted

with many varied styles on the campus.
People were soon overwhelmed with the

size of UMass.

Amherst
Amherst, for nine months out of ttie

year, is no longer a small residential town.

ment for a ladder truck used by the Fire

Department,
When the University opened in 1947, and

when Umass had an enrollment of 1,200
students, the Amherst Police Department
had four men on its staff. Presently, 25 men
are part of the Amherst police force.

Off campus housing by juniors and
seniors at the University makes the traffic

conditions in the center of town a big pro-

blem. The traffic on a Saturday night at

2:00 a.m. is equal to that of a town like

Chicopee or Holyoke.

The Umass Police, composed of 25 of

ficers, have the same duties as any other

law enforcers, except their jurisdiction is

only on campus.

The University is unique in that it is the

only state institution that outnumbers the

town in which it is located For this major

reason, if the state was to subsidize

Amherst, the financial process would have

to occur with the other state college towns.

Amherst is a small town which was
emblazed with rapid growth in a short

period of time. Perhaps, with better plann-

ing, the University would have been able to

predict its growth and give those who live

in the area a better idea of the changes that

would take place.

*^-^vW: a.
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Knock On Wood
ArkNa

^m't m ttiM Mo^ ^
you; it'» no^ ortwr than
that Siax cta^ by Eddw
Fl^d "KiwA «» Wood" •
WW of tho^ Stax memori^
that's been spaied eitdl^M
reproduction attempts Y^
^, th« trmibl« with tmky
•ng tNrt Sttx fiH^ «MM
that rv) WW Nn imw r^My
been aiM to reproduce ttw
bare knuckled punch and
etectrN^ ct^rge that seem

•d lo com* from
somewhere in the ambmrwe
of th<M» records

Using overseas studio

musicians, Ms Steward
has reatly come up with a

tough arid gutsy rendition

of the Floyd Steve Cropper

penn^ masterpiece She
«irtH>^M, wails and stomps
hnr way through a nasty

tiackdrop of wood, bra^
and steel a land where rio

strmgs are allowed The ar

rangwnent punishes the m-
rtfummtt mvA forc^ i few

timely duels ami^t cons
tant raspy "krK}cks" that

|u$t have to be answered.
Amii's voice is one that

peals over her accompani
ment She has to be heard

when she lets fly with a

flurry of lyrics She also at

tacks the Doors' 'Light My
Fire" (and compounds it

with "137 Disco Hea\«n">,
still wielding that silken

hammer of a voice To
round out the remakes, she
silks her way through Gam

We & Huff's "G« Your
Love Back"
Amii has been perform

ing and directing theatre

and musicals in England

and Europe for a few years

now since leaving the US.
This LP should make for a

warm welcome back to

these shores
-Mario A. Barros

•••

iNVASiON CONTiNUEd
estimated that o^^r 2.800 qualified veterans

had been denied admission to
Massachusetts colleges by May of 1945 for

lack of space
The curriculum wMt ^ain expanded to

accomodate the demand of people to be
trained in er\gineenr^, business, and
education Increased offerings and
enrollments, along with tfw need for a more
liberalized education led to the formation of

the University of Massachusetts, with the

atgning of the bill by Goverrwr Robert Brad
ford in 1947

In this way, the close of the war led the

school into her second massive building

program of the century Due to the need for

rapid expansion, little thought was given to

the preservation of a rural appearance on
the campus By the end of the decade, the

student population had mcreaded 300 per

cent to over 4.000 and was expected to rise

even further.

The metropolitan invasion was now in

full swing Building activity on campus was
constant More and more, the wide open
spaces of the campus were being con
verted into classrooms, dorms and social

centers With the passage of the Physical

Autonomy Bill m 1962. UMass gained con
trol of Its own finances, and could make
decisions without the approval of the Com
mission on Administration and Finance
With this new freedom, the school was
rvw able to actively compete for top

educators all over the country, and thus

raise the quality of its education By this

time, prelections on student enrollment in

dicated a population of between 20.000 and
30.000 students by 1970

Determined not to be caught again with

the problem of overcrowding, the firm of

Sasaki. Dawson and Demay Associates

was hired as a planning consultant to ac

comodate projected student enrollrr^ent.

Their planning proposals were to transform

the campus drastically

One of the most radic^ of these was the

proposal to close the central campus to

automotive traffic, which included closing

down Ellis Drive and creating
Massachusetts Avenue, today the formal

point of arrival to the campus This change
cleared up a longstanding conflict between
pedestrians and motorists in the center of

campus, as well as creating new spaces for

future development
To house the projected numbers of

students. Sasaki proposed the creation of

four residential areas, at the four corners of

the campus, with accomodations for 0,000

students in each area At present two of

these areas have been developed,
Southw^t arKl Syh/an, These two com
plexes. at the southwest and northeast cor

JUDY COLLINS
Hard Times for Lovers

(Asylum)
On the jacket of Hard

Times for Lovers, Judy
Collins's face and body

show her age. Judy is no
longer a young girl, and it is

obvious from these pic

tures. The sad thing is that
her music also shows it. As
she moves into middle age,
her music is also becoming
"old " and sedate. The
album displays a heavy
dependence on or-

chestration, and most of

the cuts use patented
middle of the-road
arrangements. I think Judy
is trying to please her aging
fans with this album.

Hard Times for Lovers
is not a bad album, just not

an outstanding one.

Although the in

strumentation (excepting
the orchestra) is kept to a
minimum, Judy makes use
of such talent as Lee
Ritenour, Dean Parks, and
Jim Ke<tner. The title tune,
as well as 'Happy End,"
"Dorothy," and Randy
Newman's "Marie" are real

strong cuts. Unfortunately,
the rest of the album is

pretty BLAH. A remake of

"Desperado, although
nice, seems rather poin-

tless. Songs like "Star

maker," "I Remember
Sky," and "Where and
When" all follow the same
basic MOR pattern, and fail

to really grab the listener's

interest. "Hard Tirr>es for

Aging Songwriters" would
be a more appropriate title

for this album.
-Tom Averse

ners of the campus, create a new, diagonal
circulation pattern which is in direct conflict

with the existing north south patterns
In an effort to alleviate this conflict along

with the resultant pedestrian car conflict,

and to provide easier access to the central

campus, a public transportation system
was developed The Student Senate Tran
sit Service, originally an experimental pro
gram, today, is one of the largest and most
widely used public transit systems in the

world. It connects the campus with apiart

ment complexes as far away a'i Belcher
town, Surtderland, and South Deerfield.

By this time, the campus looked more
like a small city than a university High rise

buildi.igs began to compete with the moun
tains in the skyline and surrour>ding towns
experienced daily traffic jams as com
muting students and faculty converged on
the school
As in real cities across the country, urban

sprawl, a form of metropolitan invasion,

had set in on the surrounding towns.

Amherst, Sunderland, and Belchertown,

student demands for off campus housing

created a vertibale suburbia of garden
apartments ar>d townhouses In neighbor

ing Hadley, development took on a dif

ferent form, that of commercial
developments. Slowly at first, then gaining
rrwmentum, the section of town along
route 9 has developed into a strip of shopp
ing centers, mails, fast food re*' luiants

and gas stations.

The town of Amherst, at one time a

clearly indigenous society, has had to battle

with the intrusive aspect of the
metropolitan encroachment of the universi

ty. As these problems continue to trouble

the Amherst area, there is the need for

solutions.

The implementation of plans for the
beautification of the campus would result in

a more positive attitude toward the Univ r

sity, which would in turn make the surrouii

ding area more desirable to turn in. This
would draw more residents to the area,

creating a wider tax base to help compen
sate for the drain on the towns in the ser

vices required by the large percentage of

non resident students. Developing the
psychologic, natural resources in this way
is taking the initial step to potential olu

tions for the contact of the indigenous with
the metropolitan world.
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5 lessons starting on Tuesday, April 17,

Bangs Community Center, downtown
Amherst.

Beginners, 7 and 8 p.m.

Intermediate, 9 p.m.

$18/ person, $30/ couple.

Instuctors:

Gabriele and Andrew DeToma.
Tel. 253-5895 for reservations.

The cosmetic center off Amherst

This week's specials

AHENTION CCEBS STUDENTS!!
"1

Each year the CCEBS program sponsors, as

part of the Family Day activity, the honoring of

a student who has made the greatest service

contribution to the Third World community

This award, the Shirley Graham DuBois Service

to Community Award, is one which students

nominate and elect candidates Nomination

forms may be picked up in Room 214 of the

New Africa House, everyday until Thursday,

April 19 Forms must be returned by Friday,

Apnl 20.

Criteria;

a. Persons eligible. All CCEBS students.

b Form of Award: Engraved plaque; and the

recipient's name engraved on a perpetual pla

que to be kept in the main CCEBS office

c Number of recipients: One

Elections will be held on Wednesday, Thurs

day, Friday. April 25 27, 1979 A list of the

nominees will be published pnor to the elocfion

dates , .

Act oow!! Nominate the candidal- of your choire

ORAL B
Toothbrush

/^l^l VASELINE
^_ , INTENSIVE CARE ^.Z^

gr ,ooz$1.85 \k
C- BUY ONE GET ONE FREE!

•" April 16, 1979

^

$1 .42 a|
April 16, 1979

COUPON
THE PRESCRIPTION STORE

OPEN MON-FRI 9-9 SAT 9-6

4 MAIN ST. AMHERST
CLIP&S/VE CUP&S/VE CLIP&S/VE CLIP&S/VE

(5wn wa©
HAIR

Nair begins with a grey and overcast still

life of rural Oklahoma Claude (John
Savage), a rather ordinary farraboy, is

leaving for the army and is being escorted
to the bus by his father. Suddenly, as if

clicking his heels three times, he is tran-

sport^ into a color laden autumn in New
York. This, however, is not the chic am
biance evoked in the too-40's ballad from
the mid-60's, but a lightening, surreal,

rock-and roll driven vitality. Something's in

the air, and this energy makes Hair a
delight.

The soundtrack, composed over a
decade ago by Gait MacDermot, has lost

little of its charm, and director Milos
Foreman's stanging leaves little tension
between music and storyline, as each song
seems to emerge quite naturally from the
action. Claude arrives in New York during
the "Aquarius" number, and wanders
about in a Central Park populated with
twisting forms of exuberant flower children

and dancing horses. The world of Hair is

make-believe, but the illusion presented by
Foreman is vivid and arresting.

The director's fluid stylization is com-
plimented, or possibly even originates, in

the editing and Twyla Tharp's
choreography. Whether managing the
seemingly chaotic mass sequences in the

park, the more ethereal ballet during
Claude's acid trip, or several solo numbers,
Tharp's direction contributes heavily to the
film's energy and riveting pace.

Michael Welter's screenplay, however, is

strictly good guys vs. bad guys, as he and
Foreman have distilled most of the anger
and message-making from the original

staged version. The Vietnam War might as
well be the Civil War. as Foreman's lam-

pooning of the military is far too general to
be specifically relevant to the conflict in

Indochina.

The counterculture issues are also played
for pure nostalgia. Berger (Treat Williams)
is more the "rebel without a cause" than an
indignant critic about Vietnam. His
companions. Hud (Dorsey Wright),
Jeannie (Annie Goldei.), and Woof (Don
Dacus), have their moments, but must
constantly fight against the vacuous
viewpoint that paints them as vital, and the
establishment as repressive. This cliched
polemic is too safe and easy a way out, and
the melodramatic format proves far too
unsatisfying.

Foreman could have easily had it all. As a
musical. Hair is whimsical, bemusing, and
gratifying to the senses. Unfortunately, the
film has nothing between its ears. At one

point, Berger is seen burning his draft card.
In the context of the film, this act is no
more than exotic highlight used to establish
mood. Foreman has taken all the icons of
rebellion and made them unobjectionable,
even cute. In so doing, Berger has little to
do with the sixties, but is imbuefl with the
requisite charm to titillate an adolescent
view of "cool" and defiance. Rather than
Abbie Hoffman, or Jerry Rubin, Berger is

much closer to a fictionalization of the
"Fonz."

-Gary Edgerton

BUCK ROGERS
When the Supreme Court outlawed il

legal film industry practices such as block

booking in the early 1950's, and TV became
so popular, the "B" movie, typified by the

Flash Gordon serials and Gene Autry
westerns, all but disappeared. After view

ing Buck Rogars in the 25th Cantury.
one may be inclined to say that the "B"
movie is alive and well, for Buck ircertainly

"B" movie material. In fact, it wouW even

be considered "B" television.

To an audience exposed to Star Trek,

Star Wars, and Battiestar Gallactica.

there is nothing new to the movie's plot In

1987, while Buck (Gil Gerard) is on a routine

space flight, his craft is rendered useless,

and he is frozen in a state of suspended
animation After floating in space for 504

years. Buck is rescued by the beautiful but

treacherous Argala (Pamela Hensley), the

pnncess of the planet Draconia. who is

secretly plotting to conquer Earth.

Argala belives Buck to be a spy from
Earth so she orders him sent back there,

Upon arriving on Earth, Buck is arrested as

a spy from Draconta Buck must convince

the beautiful but skeptical Col Wilma Deer

ing (Erin Gray) that not only is he not a spy,

but that the "peace envoy" of Princess Ar

dala IS really a plot to destroy Earth. Aided

by Twiki, a robotic drone. Buck sets out to

convince his fellow Earthlings, and to

thwar! Princess Ardala.

This Glen A Larson production (the

same people who bring us Battiestar

Gallactica) must be a nightmare for critics

to review as they scurry around finding new
words to descritie the lows in plot and

characterizations that Buck Rogers pro

vides. Rarely has a movie's plot been so

thin, its dialogue so trite, its characteriza

tions so cartoonish. The movie's direction

is non existent, and its special effects are

second rate. The acting appears effortless

that is, no one appears to have tried. Gil

Gerard is a Lee Majors clone who acts

about as well. Pamely Hensely deserves

and Oscar for special effects with her body
movements, but for little else.

Erin Gray, Henry Silva and Joseph
Wiseman (Dr. No in the James Bond film)

round out a cast of characters who strain to

achieve one dimensionality. As a result,

Twiki (voiced by Mel Blanc), an R2D2 imita

tion, emerges as a virtual standout with his

one liners.

While the movie Hair gives us a peek at

youth in the late 1960's, Buck Rogers in

the 25th Century brings us back to an ar

tistic phenomenon of the 60's CAMP. As
the TV series Batman demonstrated,

sometimes things can be so bad that they

become good, or at least enjoyable Buck
Rogers is, indeed, enjoyable enjoyable,

that is, if you like seeing the "Six Million

Dollar Man" trying to be James Bond, with

his Star Wars sidekick romping around on
the Battiestar Gallactica set

-Rod Carveth

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst

invite the bunch...

Mix a great big bucket full of

Open House Pnnch
Serves 32. . . tastes like a super cocktail!

(ircalest drink ever in\cnted! Mix a batch in advance,

add ice and 7UP at the last minute ... serve the crowd

right out of the bucket! Smooth n delicious. Wow!

Recipe

One fifth Souihem Comlon
.1 quarts 7UP

6 07 f-jsh lemon |uice

One 6 07 can tto/en orange (uice

One 6o7 can Iroren lemonade

Chill ingredifnts Mit in bucket

adding yUP last Add a few d'ops

food coloring loptionsl) snd stir

lightly Add ice orange lemon

slices ioolts and tastes great'

You know tt's got to be good when it s made with

Sonthem Comfort
V >
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New Back E^le Jazz Band
& Anthony Davis Quartet

Tuesctey. April 24. 1979. 8pm
RTeArtsCenterConoal Hall

Tick^ Frees fcx allConoer ts: $6. 5 4;

$1 ^udal discount

For tcket nformation and group sales

call the Bo< afce at 545 2511

and all Tcketron locations.

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

\Ml) SM NK.MIS \
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i Y S(yl«- Distit III lh«- Art'u

THURS fi^Us o\ 10
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Mi Farms 4 Tki «inin
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Rt 9 Hadlpy
on Amherst Hadley <"«»?

253 9214

Presents

S^rina Concert 79
with the

Grateful Dead
and two supporting acts

opening the show

Date: Saturday May 12. 1979

Site: Alumni Stadium, UMass Amherst.
Gates open: 10 am
Showtime: 11:30— 7 pm
Tickets: Free— 1 ticket for every UMass at Amherst student who has paid

their student activities tax
— Pick-up at the ticket desk in front of the CCA starting Wed., April 11.

(10 a.m. -4 p.m.)
— You must pick up your ticket by April 30
— You must present a valid UMass ID to pick up your ticket

— UMass student ID and ticket required for admittance to concert

Paid—ONLY UMass undergrads, graduate students. Continuing Educa

tion students, faculty and employees may purchase tickets

— Limit 2 tickets per eligible person on a first come, first serve basis.

— On sale Thurs., April 12 at the Fine Arts Center Box Office. (9 a.m. -4

p.m.)

-Box office closed Apr. 13-Apr. 16(Holidays)

— You must present a valid ID to purchase tickets

— Ticket price: $10.00 Cash only, no checks accepted

Day of the Concert: No tickets will be sold the day of the concert

— No alcoholic beverages will be
— No reentering the concert once you leave

— No camping allowed on university grounds
— No alcohol will be sold
— No cans, bottles, breakable containers or kegs will be allowed in the

stadium area
— Allowed will be non-breakable containers, i.e. wineskins, canteens,

plastic jugs, etc.

— Coolers are subject to search
— Food and non-alcoholic beverages will be sold

You must have a ticket to enter the Concert Area

For info call: 545-2892

i^.»5*^« Cl»t/tSSA'tT

CAMKATUirS
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HAVING A lAU!
' and th* b««t guy

on th* i*«fn ia a giri

Wwl and TNura (TLS • 00)4 30
)« ENDS THURSOAV

MAKtOM aiUNOO
CCNC NACHMAN

I

Winn«> of Special
Iviaual Ettacis Anvartl

iFri . Sat . Sun ITLS4 301 7 30 10 1&

Wad and Thura (TLS S 30) 8 30
L^MaiifMaa (Ffi., Sat., 8wn.| 1 00

t^

BUCK ROGERS
IN THE 2Sth CENTUMV

Ffi . Sat . Sun (TLS & IS) 7 46^t:4i

Wad and Thur* (TLS S 161 0:30
"» Matin—« tfri.. »«t.. Sun ) 1 30j

ROBEPTDENRO

Winnar of S Academy Award*
fri . Sat . Sun ITLS 5 30) 9 00
Wad and thun ITLS S 00) • 30
aMatinaaa ifri.. Sat . Sun I 1 00

4tOurin »0UlT4$TU0f»iT PRlCtS FOR ItS TiCKHS UMItFO TO SIATldiG

2 X Rated Shows
April 6-7-8

DEERFIELD
DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
Inside

Jennifer
Welles

also

Joy of
Letting Go

Showtime 7:30
Positive ID

Under 18 not admitted
Police to check ID

Thursday. April 12, 1979

I |:INI MA§ <

FIRST SN0IMS2.OO MASTER CNARCK

CHAMP BP»»™^
eHBilKi KAPIAN PO

l/l'RRK'ASE
[h-r> , - Htin^iiu Ml/t I 'I'll '

HE CAME
HOMEFOA

Halloween

HAIR
•cfilm

*«eT*«CTt»

•^^^M f( -••(* •*^'*>* k.E**!**J
*•••• •• •»•-' IbMMO

Dine in the casual elegance of

Plumbleys
off the common*^

Then join us in our Pub

Wednesday—Jazz Night
JAKE F.PSTEIN &

ROB FALKNER QUINTET
Thursday

NEVARI) & DR. JAZZ
Saturday-Comedy Night

featuring

FUN WITH KEN & PETE
Sunday Night Showcase
ANYONE CAN PLAY

30 Boltwood Walk
Amherst Ctr.

253-9586

Women speakers rally

for on-campus safety

coiiegiaa 15

Bv fHAN 8ASCHE
ifl Staff

The speakers focused on sexuality,

societal attitudes and the quality of life at

UMass, yet only a sparse crowd gathered

on the library lawn to rally for safet> <m
campus yesterday.

The noon rally, organized by two UMass
women in what they described as a "grass

roots" effort, featured speakers on rape

and alcohol, campus lighting, security, and

the effects of budget cuts on UMass.

The women, Nancy Pieropan and
Elizabeth Wolf, began organizing the rally

in response to publicized incidents of rape

and assault on campus that occurred
tiefore Spring break.

Joanne Gravell of the Alcohol Education

Project and James LaMacchia, a Sylvan

Residential Area Head of Residence, touch
ed on wfiat they think are the underlying

issues that cause violence in our society

attitudes on sexuality.

Won^n and men, Gravell said, are con
fused about their sexuality. The link bet-

ween alcohol and masculinity, she said, is

evidenced by common attitudes such as
"he's a man he can hold his liquor." And
the link between alcohol and rape, she said,

is substantiated by figures that show 40

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian office (CO 113) between 8 45
am, and 3:45 pm Monday through Fn
day or use our handy clip and mail form
found in most issues of the Collegian
Classified deadline is 3:45 p m. two days
in advance of publication date

2-3 people for 3 bdr. house in S. Amherst
pool, ten, cts. on bus rt., 253 9336.

2 females wanted to share 2 bdrm. apt. In

Brandywine, comp. furn., pool, ten. cts.,

AC, cable TV & on 2 bus rts. Call Mary,
5491792.

TO SUBLET

1 bdrm. in Riverglade apt. avail.

05/26-8/31, $75 per month excluding

utilities, 256-6059. evenir^gs.

Lantern Ct. 2 bedroom apt., $200/mo.,
from 6/1 w/ fall option, furnished AC,
dishwashr., on bus route, all utilities,

665 28»
2 bd. apt.. AC, pool, bus stop, furnished,

$225 or BO -253 7478. aft. 5 p.m.

Cheap summer sublet. 2 bedroom,
$200 /month. Colonial Vil.. bus rt., call

256 6449, eves.

Summer sublet — 3 bdrm.
furnished, 549 2619.

Puffton, semi

Spacious one bedroom apt. at Cliffside:

tennis courts, pool, on bus route, available

mid May with option for fall, $195/mo., all

utilities included. Call 665 2441 keep try

ing.

Apt. to sublet. Sunder., 2
mo., sem. furn., all util. incl.

br., $260 per

665 3925.

Room in house in Hadley, Jun. Aug., 6
min. from campus, call Alan, 586 5560,

$100 -mo.

House to sublet. 5 bdr.. S. Amherst,
avail. 6/1, opt, for fall, call 253 7978.

Townehouse. 3 bdrm. for summer. AC,
carpet, cable TV, in N. Amherst, on bus
route. Furnished, avail. 6/1. $275 or best

offer. Call Stuart, 546 9410.

To sublet—2 bdrm, apt.

mo., incl., call Steve or

avail. 6/1.

Amherst, $190
Bob, 256 8643,

PSTMi 14

2 bdrm. apt.. Squire Vil., summer w/ fall

opt., pool, AC, dw, bus, negot., 665-7554 .

Puffton — 1 Ig. bdrm., fully furn., w/ opt.

for full apt. in fall, avail. mid-May, AC,
pool, tennis, bus rte., rent negot! 5496032 .

Sublet, fall option, Brandywine, 2

bedrm., 2 bus rts., pool, AC,' dishwasher,

pond, carpeting, call 549-6157.

1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt. in Sunderland. For

6/1. Fall opt., on bus rte., great pool and
tennis, poss. furn., $120/mo. 665-7560,

eves.
,

2 bedroom apt., modern kitchen, laundry,

air cond., pool, on bus route, available 6/1,

fall option, $215/mon., call 665-2331.

2 bedroom Rolling Green apt. -fully fur

nished, all utilities, including AC,
dishwasher, garbage disposal, pool, on BR
busline, parking, basketball, 2 bathrooms;

carpeted, available May 31 to Aug. 31. Call

evenings, 253 7785, Mike or Eric.

percent of rapes occur when either the
rapist, the victim or both are under the in

fluence of alcohol.

"We shouldn't let people use alcohol as
an excuse for destructive tiehavior," she
said.

LaMacchia said the way the University

responds to incidents of violence is a

"band aid effect"
"We don't try to prevent it." He said sex

ism can Ije seen in many ways," not only

the extremity of sexual harassment, but tfie

sexism that allows these things to occur"

Nancy Rossow, a rape counselor
advocate in the Everywoman's Center,
spoke on various myths about rape. She
said in the majority of rajae cases, a weapon
is used or the woman's life is threatened in

other ways.

"No woman in her right mind puts herself

into a life threatening situation." she said
about the myth that wonnen want to be
raped.

She also cited statistics that show that

r>early 50 percent of raf>e victims know the
rapist, even slightly,

"Rapists can be anytxxfy, the guy down
the hall, someone in a cicss it's not a plea
sant thought but he can t>e anyt)ody, " she
said.

Terry MacDonald listens as Joanne Gravell speaks about the link between
alcohol and rape at the campus safety rally held on the library lawn Tuesday.
(Staff photo by Paul Price)

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily,

45c per line, five consecutive issues, 40c
iier line f)er day, 30 consecutive issues,

30i (>•' line per day One line is (ouqhiy

'•quivalent to 38 characters

Brandywine apt., mid May to 8/29.

$200/mon. or BO; 1 bdr.; fully furnished,

AC Er pool, on bus route. Call 549 6752.

One-bedroom apartment available June
1 at Puffton Village, call 549 6108, anytime.

Rolling Green, 3 bedroom townhouse.
Available June, July, August. Call Susan,

253 5490, Pam, 546 9587 or Gail, 546 9594

Puffton Vill. Two bdrms. in furnished 3

bdrm. apt., avail, mid May -pool, tennis,

AC, bus rte., rent neg., 549-6631.

Take over our lease. 2 bdr. Puffton apt.

fr. June 1. $265/mon.. excellent loc, bus
stops, laundry, walking dist., 549 1421.

4 bdrm. house, sum. sublet w/ fall opt.,

partially furn., $350 N'hamp. 586 2825

One bedroom townhouse, sublet

through August, option for fall, 256 8728.

Townehouse, 3 bdrm,., sum. sub.,

6/1-9/1, bus stop, AC, semi furn.,

$275/mo./BO. 549 6381.

2 bdrm . Puffton apt . , avail ., 6/ 1 8/31 , fall

opt., call 549 0773, after 5 p.m.

2 bdrm. townhouse at Riverglade, AC,
pool, on bus route, partly furnished. Price

negtble. Avail . 5/27, call 253 3945
.

Townehouse, 3 br. apt., furnished, AC,
DW, brt., price negotiable, av. June 1 Aug.

31, 549 6282.

Rolling Green, 2 bdrm. townehouse, all

utilities included, on bus rte., pool, all con
veniences -dishwasher, disposal, nice

carpeting, air cond., call after 5 p.m.,

256 0479. $275.

Rolling Green, 2 bdr. townhse , bus, ac,

pool, furn., $250, all util., avail. 6/1,

253 7703.

To sublet with option to renew; 3 bdr.

Townehouse apt., on bus rt.— lots of

room -lots of extras. $305 -mo. 549 0870.

Summer sublet, fall option, Puffton apt ,

1 bedroom, air cond., bus rt., tennis, pool,

available in May, call 549 5732, anytime.

1 bdrm. available in Riverglade. On bus

route, pool, furnished, AC. Call 256 6312.

3 bdrm. apt., Puffton— summer sublet w/
apt, to renew, call 549 5866.

2 bedrooms at Cliffside, through Aug.,

option to renew, 665-4452
.

3 bdrm. Puffton apt. w/ AC, bus, pool,

tennis, .^vaii. late May for summer and next

year. 549 1033.

2 bdrm. Puffton apt., erd of May, with

opt. to rent in fall. Furnished if requested.

Call: 549 0455.

1 bdrm. apt., summer sublet w/ opt, for

fall. On bus rte., mostly furn , AC, pool,

ten, ct., $190 mn. or BO, 549 6630.

Furnished Brandywine apt., mid May
with fall option, 549 0691, Ron, Steve,

Cheryll.

Summr ' sublet— fall opt., Brandywine, 2
bdm., p. rt. furn., AC, pool, tennis, bus rte.

Rent neg.'t. Call now! 549 6195.

2 bdr. apt. v/ pond view in Brandywine,
summer rental w/ opt. for fall lease. Pool,

tennis crts., AC, bus rt., $250/mth., neg.,

call 549 4720.

Two bedroom apt. — Puffton Village, on
bus route. Available June 1 -August. Rent
negotiable. Call 549 5031. Ask for Slab.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway,
$90/mon., util. incl., keep
calling -369 8372.

2 bdrms.— furnished, piano, pool, tennis,

bus stop -avail. 5/26. $250. call 665 3634 .

2 bdrm. Southwood Apt., $200/mo.,
avail. 5/27, after 4 -call 253 2124, AC,
pool, tennis.

3 bdrm. townehouse, on bus line in N.

Amherst. Sublet 2 br., 6/1 option to lease

9 /1. Call Paul. 549-0711, 5 0239.

Rolling Green— 3 bedroom furnished.

Available June, July, August. $275 per

month. Carpeted, on UMass bus route,

with upstairs and downstairs. All utilities,

air conditioning, pool, basketball court in-

cluded. Call Chris, 546 8748 or 545 3500, or

Jjm^ 546 9210 or 545 3500.

2 bdrms. in 3 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail.

6/1, option for 3 bdrm. fall lease, pogl, ten-

nis, bus route, 549-1^59.

To sublet — two bedroom Squire Village

apt., furnished, AC,, pool, available mid
May August, call 665 4919.

2 bdrm. apt., avail. June 1, opt. to renew.

Colonial Village, $190/mo., 256 6489.

Rolling Green summer sublet, AC/DW,
pool, all util. included, on bus route. Call

546 7328 or 253 7934.

Summer sublet: partially furnished, 3

bedrm. apt., right on bus rte ., 549-0364.

3 bdrm. apt., summer sublet w/ option for

fall, call Steve, 549 0044, after 6 p.m.

1 bedroom Cliffside apt., on bus route,

5/24-8/31 w/fall opt., furn,, $195/mo.
6654774.

Summer sublet— fall option, Puffton

Village, 2 bedroom, air cond., bus rte.,

pool, tennis crts. Avail, late May, 549 0582 .

Cliffside, 1 Ig. bdrm. avail. mid-May with

option for fall. Tennis, pool, bus route.

$200/mon.- includes all, also furniture for

sale. Call 665 3938 after 5.

1 bdrm.
5495144.

Puffton apt., avail. 6/1.

For 1 or 2, M or F, sunny bdrm. in 2 t>drm.

Southwood townhouse, 6/1 8/31, AC,
stereo, color cable TV, wall to wall, fully

furn. patio, 1 Vi bath, pool, courts, etc.

2533193.

1 br. Cliffside apt., May 23 Aug 31, w/
fall option, $185/month, util. incl last

week of May paid, Paul, 665 7593, 9 11

p.m.

Partly furnished 3-bedroom apt., in Puf-

fton, available in May with option to renew
in fall. $200/month, includes air cond.,

cable TV, and full shag carpeting, two
baths, call 5^ 0090

2 bdrm. Cliffside, $2007mth., everything

included, bus rte., AC, pool, tennis, call

665 3646, anytime.

Rolling Green, 2 br. townhse. to sublet,

w/ option, AC, all util., bus rte., 256-0625.

Brandywine — May 31-Aug. 31, 2 txjrm.,

AC, pool, tennis courts, rent negotiable,

549 6235.

Riverglade, 3 bdrm., frnshed., on bus rt.,

w/ Indry. & pool fclties. Rent & utis. Call

nites, 256 6344

WANTED

I need you to help me with my family

research. If you are married or living

together, can spare a couple of hours a

week for 3 weeks, £r need $, call 665 4370.

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for a 3 bedroom house in area, on
bus route, will pay $250 to $350/ month.
Please respond, call Rick, 253-2154.

Will assume lease in N'hampton in May to

$225, call 527 5433, nites & wknds.

PARACHUTING

Rolling Gr.

DW, disp.,

256 6225.

-2 br. w/option to renew. AC,
util. Incl., pool, exc. bus.

2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur

nished, $275 or BO. C all 253 7703,4 8 p.m .

1 bdrm. available in Brandywine, 2 bdrm.

apt., for summer, June 1 Aug. 31, rent

neg. 549 5847, Maria, after 11 p.m. or

wkends.

UMass Sport Parachute Club, first jump
classes Thursday, 7 p.m. sharp! Bring $60

and current ID — 15 person limit.

LEGAL SERVICES
~

Attorney Jason Rosenthal, low cost

representation for UMass community. In-

come taxes. Appt. only, 253 7617.

FREE AMPLIFIER CLINIC

Mark your calendars! Free amplifier

testing clinic, April 19 20. Any make, any

model amp, pre amp or receiver tested.

Measurements of power, distortion and fre

quency response made on Hewlett Packard
& Techtronix test equipment. Thurs., April

19 & Fri., April 20. Sound & Music, 90 92

King St., N'hampton, 584 9547.
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Carter's support of coal questioned by Rockefeller
ti^ DAVID GREEN
Associated Press
CHARLESTON. WVa. -Gov. Jay

Rockefeller said yesterday he is not con
vinced President Carter has made a strong
commitment to coal, even though the
president asked him to find ways to boost
the use of coal. *

"Speeches change nothing, it's what the
results are. " said Rockefeller, who is chair
man of the President's Commission on
Coal.

Rockefeller

Carter said at a Tuesday news conference
that the nation must t>e more aggressive in

expanding its use of coal He requested the

coal commission to hold hearings to help

find "acceptable" ways to substitute coal

for natural gas and oil.

"t asked the president to ask nrw to hold

the hearings," Rockefeller said

The West Virginia Democrat said he sees

the hearings, in part, as a way to put

pressure on the president, his administra-

tion and the Congress to broaden coal's

role in the national energy plan.

"There's an opening there, there's a little

light," Rockefeller said in an interview.

He said he saw the president's push for

coal use as an "indirect" result of an acci-

dent at a nuclear power plant r>ear Har

risburg. Pa. But he said nucl^r power
should not be counted out.

He warned that the nation should not ex-

pect coal to provide a quick solution to in-

flation, which is in part caused by oil im-

ports.

Coal IS just part of the answer," he said.

Rockefeller has been skeptical of

previous presidential declarations for coal

He has attacked the White House for lack-

ing a coherent national energy policy.

Although a boom was predicted for the

coal industry at the end of a winter-long

strike by the United Mine Workers in

1977 78, thousands of Apf>alachian miners

have been idled because of a slow market

for coal.

Rockefeller said that despite the clamor
for alternative to imported oil, the coal in-

dustry is producing more coal than the na-
tion IS demanding.

He said if there is a commitment to an
immediate expansion of coal use there are
W/o possible ways to provide a quick spurt
k% consumption by having utilities with
oil-fired generators purchase power from
coal fired plants and by mixing coal^MiiM
to form a "slurry" fu^.

But the governor warned that coal is not

a quick solution.

If you're talking about coal, you're Mk-
icy iiboi t three or four years to open a new
rTHnfl, ' R^kefeller said.

And, he said, expanded coal use must be
reconciled with environmental eMIttfiM,
such as air and water pollution.

Rockefeller said one way to increase

long-term uM of coal is to expand the
development of plants that convert coal to

other fuels, such as synthetic oil. But he
said he wanted to wait for the commission
to make its report before making more
specific suggestions.

* Harassment
CONT FROM PAGE 1

result, students are not finding concrete
ways of expressing their problems."

That, she said, in conjunction with less

involvement in the residential halls, results

in violence toward residence heads who are

aligned with the administration in the minds
of many students.

When she began as head of residence,

Olinga said, the position was closer to the

students. "Tfiere is nrK)re of an increase of

individualism," and the responsibility of

organizing the dormitory has fallen in-

creasingly on the rpsid»nc«* heads. In

addition, "I've seen layer upon layer of
bureaucracy placed between the students
and the staff."

Rissmeyer said groups representing the

live-in staff are collecting cases of
harassment to "see if there's a pattern,"
and to see what can be done. More im-
portantly she said, they are trying to

communicate to the students that the staff

"wants to live in the community, and the
community should work together to make
it a safe environment to live in."

To place a classified ad. drop by th«

Collegian oHue (CC 1131 between 8 4^

a m ,
and 3 46 p m Monday through Fr.

day or use ouf handy clip and mail forfv

found in most issues of the Colh'ai.in

Classified deadline is 3 45 p m two i iv

in advant «> of publu .ition date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily.

45c per line, five consecutive issues. 40c

per line per day, 30 consecutive issues,

30c per line per day One line is louyhly

equivalent to 38 characters

AUTO FOR SALE Found — glasses

6 4328.

behincj " 'shin, call Lost 4/10. wonnan's digital watch,
band Please call Sue, 546 7174.

gold

AC: 67 MGB, needs74 Oetsun 710. auto
work, 253 7882.

70 Ford Montego, 66k mi
, V6, new tires,

runs good, best offer, 549 1768

1970 VW bug, good cond.. strong engine,

exr* rubber & gas mileage, S950, 583 4477

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system. Area's lowest

rates. Call 546 9639 or 546 1131^

71 Capri 2000. 44.000 mi
, $850, Bill,

6 7J81
1971 Chevy Impala, body nice, interior

clean, runs superb, $650, 665 4452.

75 Vega, 46.500 mi , 3,500 mi left on GM
warranty for eng , trans , and rear axles, 30
mpg, snows inc , body perfect, bought for

$1600 in Aug , must sell for cash; $1000
firm, Dan, 546 5731

Found— long haired F dog w/ NH icense,

white face, tan black markings, 6^>> 4324.

HELP WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick. 584 4105

''P^^^J^''" ^

Brittany Manor rm. for one to share with

present occupant, $87 50 b elec,
253 3645

Farmhouse rooms for rent, 4 mi from

DM, stream w/ swim, 27 acres, wash, dry,

turn., beautiful' 150 month or 80, 253 3794

Presidential, 2 bdrm. apt., big enough
for 3, AC, closest to cmps , $250, heat £t

h/w, incl avail May 20, fall option, call

549 1684.

" FOR SALE

Stratocaster copy, looks, plays, feel like

real thing Exc cond , 546 9821, Larry

Furniture, brand new this semester Liv

ing room set -couch it chair, $150. 4 pee.

matching bedroom set double bed, head
board, night table, bureau, $325 Call Beth

after 5 p^ , 256 0479^

Bike, 5 speed, Schwinn PL2, call

546 6909

Women's Frye laceups, 8 VjB, exc. condi

tion, $40 or BO Call 546 6566

ORG handbooks, 58th ed , $17, down
from $40, order in GRC 103, here before

finals

l^r. CCM, Super Tacks, size 7 H, $60, call

Dean, 546 7439, exc. cond.

Heirling women's ski boots, size 7,

Rossignol Strato 195, BO, 549 5959, Karen.

3 cu. ft. frig., 4 mo old, $90, Fred,

349 2615

75 Pinto, exc. cond , new tires, AM/FM,
rustproofing, $1700, call Jim after 6 p m
weekdays, 5i84 4352. Sat . Sun anytime.

FOUND

Found — watch m Herter, call 549 5962

Leadership summer — gain in personal

leadership experience Boy's Camp, Lenox,

MA (51st year) June 23 August 23 Swim
ming and sailing instructors (22 sailboats),

tennis (16 courts), baseball, basketball

coaches, camp newspaper, other open
ings Local interviews Send full details

Joe Kruger, 20 Allen Court, South Orange
NJ 07079

Look for a summer job? Be your own boss.

Craft 'wallhanging business for sale Al,

323 4249 Keep tryirig"

Book collective in Amherst seeks new
member, 10 20 hrs 'week, women and
Third World students urged to apply, con
tact Food for Thought, 365 Main St.,

Amherst, 253 5432, by April 20, work study

avail

Phone f correction. Part time live in

assistant for psychiatric half way house in

Greenfield Room and board (no salary) in

exchange for some night and weekend
work 773 3424, Jim or Kathy

Summer jobs now. World cruisers!

Pleasure boats' No experience' Good Pay'

Carribean, Hawaii, world' Send $3 95 for

application and direct referrals to Seaworld,

Box 60129 Sacramento, Ca 95860

Jobs. Lake Tahoe, Calif Fantastic tips'

$1,700 $4,000 summer' Thousands still

needed Casinos, restaurants, ranches,

cruisers Send $3.95 for application /info to

Lakeworld, Box 6012, Sacto, CA 95860

The Collegian Advertising Department
is looking for ad reps. If you have ex

perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer.

Overseas jobs — summer/year round.

Europe, S Amehca, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500 $1200 monthly Expenses

paid Sightseeing Free info -write: IJC,

Box 52 MC, Corona Del Mar CA 92625.

Lost! Saturday, April 7, 1979. 14C gold ear

ring btwn. WOPE parking lot, Grad Res.

and coffee shop. Great sentimental value'

Please, call Kathy or Ro at 549 4927 if

found. Reward offered! Thanks!

Lost — pair of brown plastic glasses in

brown case. Please call 6 5595.

Lost— dk. red wallet in Van Meter on 4/7.

Please return to CC Assistance desk or Col

legian Graphics Dept. or call 549 5862.

Black-rimmed glasses-case left on tray

in barracks diner April 2, 546 1263

Lost — glasses,

6 7395
Goessman Aud., call

MISCELLANEOUS

INSTRUCTION

Tennis lessons— call

trial lesson

Marty, 6 6409, free

Photographic darkroom course. Unique

Images is now offering a darkroom course,

10 weeks, 3 hours a week, 5 brand new
enlargers and all new eqt 10(X) sq ft to

learn in small classes, two instructors, for

info call Unique Images 584 4120

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co intro

flight, $45, 253 3834, day or eve.

LOST

Lost 4/9, scrimshaw .nkl vie

Mary. 549 0906. reward, eves
cccs. call

Overeaters Anon.: a group for people

with compulsive overeating problems,

meets on Fri at 7 p.m. Newman Ctr,

Social Hall, and on Sun. at 7:30 p.m. at

First Cong. Church, Main St , Amherst.

Newcomers welcome.

Earn hundreds stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope,

Action Sales, Box 112 C, Ludlow MA
01056

MOTORCYCLES
~

1975 Suzuki 750, watercooled, very fast,

smooth, dependable, only 6000 mi., ex

cellent condition, $1500, call Fred,

665 7546 •_^
75 Suzuki SOOT, 14,000 mi., runs excellent,

lust tuned, $800 or BO , call 323 4704
.

1971 Triumph 660 Bonn., all stock excl.

cond., 11,400 mi.. $1500 or BO, 6 7524. Ed.

PERSONALS
~

Nothing to do? Try Montreal Main at 9 in

Thom. 102. Free admission.

Sweetie— congradulations! I knew you
could! Keep up the good work! PJ.

Sue D. — thanks for Sat. I owe you one.

Now you owe me one. Love, Mitch.

Garrett — happy 21st, Coach Mikeyandthe
seventh fleet.

Rob: hippo birdie two ewes, snortnoy! It's

nice to have you around. Love, Gay.

One day at a time, friends!!

Happy b-day heart, from a frendl!!

To Andy Rat Zar Murph Etc - nice talking

to you at the Pretenders. Thanks for the

dhnks See ya at the Pub tonite for the 2

Powerhouses

Michael F. in 214 W -I'm sorry but more
confused What happened and why?'

Saturday Night Fever. Catch it in the

CCA on Wed nite, April 18, at 4:30, 6:45,

9:00 11 15 Rated R, $1 50

And too cheap, too, Mike' You know its

free' Sorry; I'm going with Paul. Kerry

Kerry—u want to go to the coffee house at

Newman Ctr. Mon night at 9 p.m.? I'm too

shy to ask you in p>erson! Love, Mike.

PDH, happy 20th birthday to my tiabes in

the woods! What are you doing for dinner?

How about it, except this time it's my
choice! By the v«y, happy anniversary!

Love^EBL

Need bucks? Houseboys needed at Delta

Chi. Trade in meal tickets for money and
get on our meal plan, call Gary, Joed or

Dennis, 253 9230. _^
Boo-Man: we want to thank you for the

entertainment Sunday night. You will never

know how cute you looked with that

monkey in your arms and your fact painted.

Keep up the drinking and that crazy laugh!

From 15 Swiss Village.

To Sean Gildea: happy birthday to you!

Happy Easter too! Hope the Easter bunny
brings you something good! Love from the

girls in Swillage!

People needed for kitchen work, good
food and DC money can be rebated,

253 9230.

Plants! Twth 9 3 CC concourse. Blandies

out of stock. Be there. Aloha Ask JF AD.

Astrology,
rdngs., 11

549 6425.

birthchrts..

yr. profsnl.,

compatability
Louis Neubel,

Gay peer counseling, SU 406 G Tues.,

5 7, Thurs. 6-8, Fri. 4 6 or call 545 2645.

Contest literary magazine dedicated to

science fiction fantasy invites all beings to

submit, art, sh stories, and poetry to LC
Griffin, 82 Triangle St., Amh., or call

549 4368, deadline April 28.

T-shirts, custom printed and in bulk for

printers. Fast service on high quality shirts

@ ZooMass table on CC or 665 4967.

We buy Er sell used audio components.

Sound & Music, 90 92 King St , Northamp
ton MA 01060, tel. 584 9547.

Stick it in your ear - free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St., Amh., 253 3324.

Diamond engagement £r wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,

Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253 3324. ___^
Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff. Remember your ID.

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed: NYC 4/13, Fri. Call: 6 9^.
Ride needed to Long Island or NYC. Leav

ing Fri , 4/13 and returning Mon., 4/16.

Will share driving and expenses. Call Rich

at 546 8736 or 545 3500.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Cape Cod for summer— need female

roomie for lovely home in Dennis on

beach call 546 5563 $625 due by May
1 - hurry'

Thursday, April 12, 1979

WmUfl prografflffling
10am 2pm "jc. THE MOVER"

Disco, disco, disco

'2:00 NOON REPORT/Steve Collins

SPORTS/Jeff Schwartz

2pm 5:30pm THE THURSDAY AFTERNOON DRIVE
WITH THE UNKNOWN DISC JOCKEY

Progressive of regressive,

reggae, rock 'n" roll,

rhythm & blues and soul

<:30pm BANDBOARD Listing of

local musical happenings

5 00pm NEWS HEADLINES

5:02pm "ATHENA'S WEB "

with Don Cerow

5:30pm 6prr NEWSWATCH/Charles Holmes
WEATHERWATCH/Fred Winer

SPORTS/JIm Spellos

6P'T'7pm LOCUS' with
Ken MosakowaM

7pm 10pm 'WOMEN'S MEDIA PROJECT"
Women's r>ews, features and music

10pm 2am jgFF STEIN
. ^^^^^^^^^^^usi^^ock n' ro ll by

rosswor

.Collegian n

ACROSS

1 Food and
drink

S Tir«d Ot it all

10 Mound of
MMh

14 Holm oak
15 Raduca in

rank
16 Arrow poison
17 Trick
IB Skating sur

faces
19 European
20 Chastises
22 Detained
24 Woman in

Genesis
25 Calendar ab

brevialions
27 Cock
29 Secordand

f^evere

32 Lid

33 Tropical
cuckoo

34 Surf ducks
36 — wave or

twre
40 Lodging

houses
42 Not willing
44 Far Prefin
45 Ethiopian

emperor
47 Sagdeiec

tedly
49 Playing card
50 Tear apart

roughly

52 FruH
S4 Indonesian

island
58 Nut
59 Waierbound

French land
60 Lab liquids

62 False front

65 Party for the
groom

67 Be partial to

60 Great Barrier
island

70 New Yorker
cartoonist

71 Eat away
72 Roman death

deify
73 Shoemaker's

form
74 Raja's wife
75 Large group

DOWN

1 Evergreens
2 Metal Abbr
3 Opposing
4 English city

5 Tavern item
2 words

6 Japanese
sash

7 File's partr«er

8 Glacial for

mat ion

9 Czar
10 He owns it

11 Water chan-
nel

12 Abandon

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Wfednesday Puzzle SoIvmI
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13 Simple mac
hine

21 Extended
poem

23 Blow a horn
26 Remained

valid

26 Broiling rod
29 Hurt
X "— of Green

Gables
"

31 Begin
35 Debase one-

self

37 Explosive de-
vice

38 Ahead of

movement
39 Camera part
41 Koran chap-

ter

43 Assured of
winning
Slang

46 Watches with
a baby

48 S Amer
rodent

51 Give priority

to

53 Puget Sound
city

54 Fiber used
for rope

55 An extremist
56 Property
57 Macaw
61 Bath's river

63 Cuticle
64 Simple
66 Obtained
68 Path Suffix

I 1 4
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69
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Earthfoods
Burrit)

Tomato Ri r •(

Cole Si

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

c*rt.fit.

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Nothing Special by Joe Lasey

Nebbisli by Mike Galper St Nathaniel Parkinson

Doonesburv bv Garry Trudeau
mjVST/N-

CHANOeOA
m.' I

UMLIi^SnU,
HAVBOUHtm.

pomwrmm!

BOf AltfTTHAT
TuevunuTso

UBLL.tMMjrm
l£HMANNOtU

BmiPV.AM- ^JP^f^
mi?^ NeR,N0L£S6'

fANTASnC'
HOUIAdOUT
you,ALi?

fTHASa£0JMrPKJ-
VILiet TO 5£*l^

ALLAH 0fSnVNO
ONTieAfAlOLLftH'S
ISLAMICTnmjNAL.

SENSAWNAL!
TBUME.HOU/PO
youG</^ STAY
INSUCHG^EAT
SHAfft^i

J066W6.

FW66M6.

Puzzle-loving, thy mathematician in his twenties would
like to discuss over lurKh solutions to the world's unsolved

math problems with female likewise. Tell me your first

name and when and where to meet you for an hour of in-

tellectual exchange. Your friends, Charlie -Box 124,

Wesiboro MA 01581 OK 7 nvWn
SENIORS-

We're almost booked-

sign up nOW;i

SENIOR PORTRAITS
545-2874

Ottrif MeNaMtrt'i

KlVIVSf

Shots of
Schnapps on
Special Tonight

IX

IVII! IVi

coo^J^tmrs

OPf

7 DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-85C

gootrfootr&lirtnli
1 Pray St. Amharat, Mass. 54S-&403
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Carter's support of coal questioned by Rockefeller
tiv DAVID GREEN
AMoemted Press

CHARLESTON, W.Va. -Gov. J^
Rockefeller satd yesterday he is not con-
vinced President Carter has made a strong
commitment to coal, even though the
president asked him to find ways to boost
the use of coal

"Speeches change nothing, it's what the
rmults are, ' said Rockefd^r, who is chair
man of the Prmdant's Commission on
Coal.

Rock«f«ll«r

To place a classified ad. drop by the

Collegian otf k ? (CC 1131 t>eiween 8 45

a m ar^rt 3 46 p m Monday through Fn

day or use our handy dtp and mail form
found ir^ most issues of the dtllegian

Classified deadline is 3 45 p m two days
in ddvant e of putjiii Mmn (\a\v

AUTO FOR SALE

74 Datsun 710. auto
work, 2W 7882

AC. §7 MGB, needs

tires.70 Ford Montego, 66k mi., y^
runs good, best offer, 549 1768

1970 VW bug. good cond , strong engine,

exr rubber & gas mileage, $950, 583 4477

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system Area's lowest

rates Call 546 9639 or 546 1131

71 Capri 2000, 44 000 mi
, $850. Bill,

6 7181 ________^^ _

1971 Chevy Impala, body nice, interior

clean, runs superb, $650, 665 4452.

75 Vega, 46,500 mi , 3,500 mi left on GM
warranty for eng , trans , and rear axles, X
mpg, snows inc , body (serfect, bought for

$1600 in Aug , must sell for cash; $1000

firm. Dan, 546 5731

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire,

feehouses, discos, bands,

Perfect for cof

Rick, 584 4105

FOR RENT

Brittany Manor rm. for one to share with

present occupant, $87 50 & elec
.

253 3645^

Farmhouse rooms for rent, 4 mi from

UM, stream w swim, 27 acres, wash, dry,

furn., beautiful' 150 month or 80. 253 3794

PresiTiential. 2 bdrm. apt., big enough
for 3, AC, closest to cmps . $250, heat h
h/w inci avail. May 20, fall option, call

549 1684.

FOR SALE

Stratocaster copy, looks, plays, feel like

real thing Exc cond , 546^1, Larry

Furniture, brand new this semester Liv

ing room set -couch & chair, $150. 4 pee
matching bedroom set double bed, head

board, night table, bureau, $325 Call Beth

after 5 pjri, 256 0479

Bike, 5 speed, Schwinn PL2. call

546^69ra

Women's Frye laceups, 8% B, exc condi

tion, $40 or BO Call 546 6566.

CRC handbooks, 58th ed . $17, down
from $40, order in GRC 103, here before

ftnals.

1 pr. CCM, Super Tacks, size 7 V? , $«), call

Dean, 546 7439. exc cond

Heirting women's ski boots, size 7,

Rossignol Strato 195, BO, 549 5959, Karen

3 cu. ft. frig., 4 mo. old, $90, Fred,

349 2615

75 Pinto, exc. cond , new tires, AM/FM,
rustproofing, $1700, call Jim after 6 p m
weekdays, 584 4352, Sat , Sun anytime

FOUND

Found --watch in Herter, call 549 5962

Carter said at a Tuesday news conference

that the nation must be more aggressive in

expanding its use of coal He requested the

coal commi^ion to hold hearings to help

find "acceptable" ways to substitute coal

for natural gas and oil.

"I asked the president to ask me to hold

tte hearings, " Rockefeller said.

The West Virginia Democrat said he ^es
the hearings, m part, as a way to put

pressure on the president, his administra-

tion and the Congr^s to broaden coal's

role in the national energy plan.

'There's an opening there, there's a little

light, " Rockefeller said in an interview.

He smfi he saw the president's push for

coal use as an "indirect " result of an acci-

dent at a nuclear power plant r>ear Har

risburg. Pa But he said nuclear power
should not be counted out.

He warned that the nation should not ex

pect coal to provide a quick solution to in-

flation, which IS in part caused by oil im

ports

Coal IS just part of the answer," he said

Rockefeller has been skeptical of

previous presidential declarations for coal.

He has attacked the White House for lack-

ing a cofierent national energy policy.

Although a boom was predicted for the

a}al industry at the end of a winter -long

strike by the United Mine Workers in

1977 78, thousands of Appalachian miners

f^ve been idled because of a slow market

for coal.

Rockefeller said that despite the clamor
for alternatives to imported oil, the coal In-

dustry is producing more coal than the n#'
tion is demanding.

He said if there is a commitment to an
immediate expansion of coal use there are
two possible ways to provide a quick spuft
In consumption ~ by having utilities with
oil fired generators purchase power from
coal fired plants and by mixing coal with oil

to form a "slurry" furt.

But the governor warned that coal m not
a quick solution.

If you're talking about coal, you're talk-

Irig dbout three or four years to open a new
iiifiw." Rockefeller said.

Ai^, he said, expanded coal use must be
reconciled with environmental concerns,
such as air and water pollution.

R^cefeller said one way ^1i^«w
long term use of coal is to expand the
development of plants that convert coal to

other fuels, such as synthetic oil. But he
said he wanted to wait for the commission
to make its report before making mora
spM:ific suggestions.

* Harassment
CONT FROM PAGE 1

result, students are not finding concrete
ways of expressing their problems "

That, she said, in conjunction with less

involvement in the residential halls, results

in violence toward residence heads who are

aligned with the administration in the minds
of many students.

When she began as head of resideru^,

Olinga said, the position was closer to the
students. "There is more of an increase of

individualism. " and the responsibilitv of

organizing the dormitory has fallen in-

creasingly on the r*»sidAnc»» heads. In

addition, "I've seen layer upon layer of
bureaucracy placed between the students
and the staff."

Rissmeyer said groups representing the

live-in staff are collecting cases of

harasment to "see if there's a pattern,"
and to see what can be done. More im-

portantly she said, tf>ey are trying to

communicate to the students that the staff

"wants to live in the community, and the
community should work together to make
it a safe environment to live in."

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily.

45c per line; five consecutive issues, 40c

per line per day, 30 consecutive issues,

30c per line per day One line is roughly

equivalent to 38 characters

Found -glasses behino "'shin, call

6 4328 ^
Found — long haired F dog w/ NH icense,

white face, tan black markings, 6^j 4324.

HELP WANTED

Lost 4/10, Oman's digital watch, goM
band. Please call Sue, 546 7174.

Leadership summer— gain in personal

leadership experience Boy's Camp, Lenox,

MA (51st year! June 23 August 23 Swim
ming and sailing instructors (22 sailboats),

tennis (16 courts), baseball, basketball

coaches, camp newspaper, other open
ings Local interviews Send full details.

Joe Kruger, 20 Allen Court, South Orange

NJ 07079

Look for a summer job? Be your own boss.

Craft /wallhanging business for sale Al,

323 4249 Keep trymg'

Book collective in Amherst seeks new
member. 10 20 hrs /week, women and
Third World students urged to apply, con

tact Food for Thought. 365 Main St.,

Amherst, 253 5432, by April 20, work study

avail

Phone # correction. Part time live in

assistant for psychiatric half way house in

Greenfield Room and board (no salary) in

exchange for some night and weekend
work 773 3424, Jim or Kathy

Summer jobs now. World cruisers'

Pleasure boats' No experience' Good Pay'

Carribean, Hawaii, world' Send $3 95 for

application and direct referrals to Seaworld,

Box 60129 Sacramento, Ca 95860.

Jobs. Lake Tahoe, Calif Fantastic tips'

$1,700 $4,000 summer' Thousands still

needed Casinos, restaurants, ranches,

cruisers Send $3 95 for application /info to

Lakeworld, Box 6012, Sacto, CA 95860

The Collegian Advertising Department
is looking for ad reps. If you have ex

perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office The

Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer.

Overseas jobs — summer/year round.

Europe, S America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500 $1200 monthly. Expenses

paid Sightseeing. Free info -write: IJC,

Box 52 MC, Corona Del Mar CA 92625

Lost! Saturday. April 7, 1979. 14C gold ear

ring btwn WOPE parking lot, Grad Res.

and coffee shop. Great sentimental value!

Please, call Kathy or Ro at 549 4927 if

found. Reward offered! Thanks'

Lost— pair of brown plastic glasses in

brown case. Please call 6-56%.

Lost — dk. red wallet in Van Meter on 4/7.

Please return to CC Assistance desk or Col

legian Graphics Dept. or call 549 5862.

Black -rimmed glasses-case left on tray

in barracks diner April 2, 546 1263.

Lost — glasses,

6 7395.

Goessman Aud., call

MISCELLANEOUS

Overeaters Anon.: a group for people

with compulsive overeating problems,

meets on Fri. at 7 p.m. -Newman Ctr.

Social Hall, and on Sun. at 7:30 p.m at

First Cong Church, Main St., Amherst.

Newcomers welcome

INSTRUCTION

Tennis lessons
trial lesson

call Marty, 6 6409, free

Photographic darkroom course. Unique

Images is now offering a darkroom course,

10 weeks, 3 hours a week, 5 brand new
enlargers and all new eqt 1000 sq ft. to

learn in small classes, two instructors, for

info call Unique Images 584 4120.

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co intro

flight. $45, 253 3834, day or eve

LOST

Lost 4/9, scrimshaw. nkl vie

Mary. 549 0906, reward, eves
cccs, call

Earn hundreds stuffing envelopes, free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope.

Action Sales, Box 112 C, Ludlow MA
01056

MOTORCYCLES

1975 Suzuki 750, watercooled, very fast,

smooth, dependable, only 6000 mi , ex

cellent condition, $1500, call Fred,

665 7546 .'

75 Suzuki 500T, 14,000 mi., runs excellent,

lust tuned, $800 or BO, call 323 4704.

1971 Triumph 660 Bonn., all stock excl

cond., 1 1,400 mi , $1500 or BO, 6 7524, Ed.

PERSONALS
~

Nothing to do? Try Montreal Main at 9 in

Thom. 102. Free admission.

Sweetie— congradulations! I knew you
could ! Keep up the good work! PJ,

Sue D.— thanks for Sat. I owe you one.

Now you owe me one. Love, Mitch.

Garrett— happy 21st, Coach Mikey and the

seventh fleet.

Rob: hippo birdie two ewes, snortnoy! It's

nice to have you around. Love, Gay.

One day at a time, friends!

!

Happy b-day heart, from a frend!!!

To Andy Rat Zar Murph Etc - nice talking

to you at the Pretenders. Thanks for the

drinks. See ya at the Pub tonite for the 2

Powerhouses.

Michael F. in 214 W. - I'm sorry but more
confused. What happened and why?

Saturday Night Fever. Catch it in the

CCA on Wed nite, Apnl 18, at 4:30, 6:45,

9:00 11 15 Rated R, $1 50

And too cheap, too, Mike' You know it's

free' Sorry; I'm going with Paul. Kerry.

Kerry— u want to go to the coffee house at

Newman Ctr. Mon. night at 9 p.m.? I'm too

shy to ask you in person! Love, Mike.

RDM, happy 26th birthday to my babes in

the woods! What are you doing for dinner?

How about it, except this time it's my
choice! By the way, happy anniversary!

Love. EBL

Need bucks? Hpuseboys needed at Delta

Chi. Trade in meal tickets for money and
get on our meal plan, call Gary, Joed or

Dennis, 253 9230.

Boo-Man: we want to thank you for the

entertainment Sunday night. You will never

know how cute you looked with that

monkey in your arms and your fact painted.

Keep up the drinking and that crazy laugh!

From 15 Swiss Village.

To Sean Gildea: happy birthday to you!

Happy Easter too! Hope the Easter bunny
brings you something good! Love from the

girls in Swillage!

People needed for kitchen work, good
food and DC money can be rebated,

253 9230.

Plants! Twth 9 3 CC concourse. Blandies

out of stock. Be there. Aloha. Ask JF AD.

Astrology,
rdngs., 11

549 6425.

birthchrts..

yr. profsni.,

compatability
Louis Neubel,

Gay peer counseling, SU 406 G Tues.,

5 7, Thurs. 6-8, Fri. 4 6 or call 545 2645.

Contest literary magazine dedicated to

science fiction fantasy invites all beings to

submit, art, sh. stories, and poetry to LC
Griffin, 82 Triangle St., Amh., or call

549 4368, deadline April 28.

T-shirts, custom printed and in bulk for

printers. Fast service on high quality shirts

@ ZooMass table on CC or 665 4967.

We buy h sell used audio components.

Sound & Music, 90 92 King St., Northamp
ton MA 01060, tel. 584 9547.

Stick it in your ear - free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N, Pleasant St., Amh., 253 3324.

Diamond engagement ft wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253 3324.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff. Remember your ID.

RIDE WANTED ~
Ride needed: NYC 4/13, Fri. Call: 6 96^.

Ride needed to Long Island or NYC. Leav
ing Fri., 4/13 and returning Mon., 4/16.

Will share driving and expenses. Call Rich

at 546 8736 or 545 3500.

ROOMMATE WANTED ~
Cape Cod for summer— need female

roomie for lovely home in Dennis on
beach -call 546 5563 $625 due by May
1 -hurry!
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WmUfl programming
10am 2pm "j.c. THE MOVER"

Disco, disco, disco

^2:00 NOON REPORT/Steve Collins

SPORTS/Jeff Schwartz

2pm 5:30pm THE THURSDAY AFTERNOON DRIVE
WITH THE UNKNOWN DISC JOCKEY

Progressive of regressive,

reggae, rock n' roll,

rhythm & blues and soul

^:30P"i BANDBOARD Listing of
local musical happenings

5:00pm NEWS HEADLINES

5:02pm "ATHENA'S WEB"
with Don Cerow

5:30pm 6pm NEWSWATCH/Chartes Holmes
W^THERWATCH/Fred Winer

SPORTS/Jim Spellos

6pni7pm "FOCUS" with
Ken Mosakowski

7pm 10pm "WOMEN'S MEDIA PROJECT"
Women's news, features and music

10pm 2am jeff STEIN
_^^___^_^___Music_to_rock "n' roll by

rossword
ACROSS

1 Food and
drink

5 Tired of it all

10 Mound of
•arth

14 Holm oak
15 Reduce in

rank
16 Arrow poison
17 Trick
IS Skating sur

laces
19 European
20 Chastises
22 Detained
24 Woman in

Genesis
?S Calendar ab

brevialions
27 Cock
29 Secordand

Revere
32 Lid

33 Tropical
cuckoo

34 Surf ducks
36 — wave or

tx>re

40 Lodging
nouses

42 Not willing
44 Far PrefiM
45 Ethiopian

emperor
47 Sagdejec

tediy
49 Playing card
50 Tear apart

roughly

52 Frull

54 Indonesian
island

58 Nut
59 Water-twund

French land
60 Lab liquids
62 False front

65 Party for the
groom

67 Be partial to

68 Great Barrier
island

70 New Yorker
cartoonist

71 Eat away
72 Roman death

deily
73 Shoemaker's

form
74 Raja's wife
75 Large group

DOWN

1 Evergreens
2 Metal: Abbr
3 Opposing
4 English cit^

5 Tavern item
2 words

6 Japanese
sash

7 File's partner
6 Glacial for

mat ion
9 Czar
10 He owns it

11 Water Chan
nel

12 Abandon

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Wednesday Puzzle Solved

B ik L 1

! ir E D R A ? r
A < b b\t k k I A L C X
C } B ( T w I £ N s T A N

i
s i S H 1 w E f I 5 T I

A A H 8 fi k

D I 6 T

J
tJr 1 m A N A c E

9 < I ? A T LlA S 1 P t it

L k U R e N C E L 1 V 1 E R

i E 1 R eIe F S 1 t

1
A N i 6

R (; k E E E[L N E E it

E S MP A I E R

T E S E t 1 A 1 C R e T

A 1 E E T H A N F R M E

L N T A R E T E A L 1 A

L /k $ J S R E R i i f i

13 Simple rrvac

hine
21 Extended

poem
23 Blow a horn
26 Remained

valid

28 Broiling rod
29 Hurt
30 "— of Green

Gables

"

31 Begin
35 Debase one-

self

37 Explosive de-
vice

38 Ahead of
rrwvement

39 Camera part
41 Koran chap-

ter

43 Assured of

winning'
Startg

46 Watches with
a baby

48 S Amer
rodent

51 Give priority

to
53 Puget Sound

city

54 Fiber used
for rope

55 An extremist
56 Property
57 Macaw
61 Bath's river

63 Cuticle
64 Simple
66 Obtairted
68 Path Suffix

1 1 4

21

> » '

1

i5- 11 i3- 1)

u '* 16

17 IB

I
M I

26

72

I
i*M 25 27

P
2S

37

29 JO 31 32

4)

11 14

1
46

36 38 39

40 41 42

I
SI

P
44

4S 47 49

I SO I
57

5i 53

u iS 5B

P
S9 u 41

— 63 U

ts 64 67

1

69

*0 71 72

h 74 7j

Earthfoods
Burrit'v

Tomato Ri r •(

Cole ? 1

iCollegian 17

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Nothing Special by Joe Lasey

Nebbish by Mike Galper S- Nathaniel Parkinson

Doonesburv bv Garrv Trudeau
rrs jusr/N-
CKPIBi£!WU

uJBiLuesnu.
HAVBOUR-HAiR

BOfAHmXAT
THB TRUTH? so
UJHflT Hfif/e-iOU

8BeNUPTD,AMf-

uJBa.munH
IIHMANNOUJ

JVNtoRfmr-
NER.NOLSSSi

CA^rrA^rr^l
fTHAS0£B/MTPUJ-

rS^.'^ AUAhfffSnrfNO
mALI? ONThe AfffTOLlAH'S

^ - ISLAMIC TKJBUNAL.

50iSAJ1ONAL!
TmME.HaUPO
ycueiffssTfff

INSUCHOf^EAT
SHAPBlxl

J066IN6.

FweeMe.

Puzzle-loving, shy matfiematician in tiis twenties would
Kke to discuss over lurKh so<utk>ns to the world's unsolved
matfi problems with female likewite. Tell me your first

name snd when and where to meet you for an hour of in-

tellectual exchange. Your friends, Charl»e — Box 124,

Westboro MA 01581 0K7 t\^WC\it%
SENIORS-

We're almost booked-

sign up nOWi;

SENIOR PORTRAITS
545-2874

fiMTft MeNawari't

lUck and Ml
Kwwai

TrMa

wWMtl

Shots of
Schnapps on
Special Tonight

II

X

^11 Yi y.

c^oo^^J^tmrs'

one

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-85C

gooti footi & tirinli
1 Pray St. Amhartt, Mats, 549-B4Q3
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rfj^lnsie
Northjmplon

Only Ar«a Showing'
Academy Award Winner

AT 7 00 and 9 IS

Bearded Lee impressive

Jane Fonda
JonVoight

: Bruce Dern
"Coming

: Home';
• (t (IM Catet st S«Htti CoMet*

NEW YORK \AP\ The baard had its

beginnings in Seattle last August, when Bill

Lee s carser with the Bocton R«d SoM
reached an abrypt. toyt N^^ ynex(m:t«d
end

It was Ai^. S«t 11:1V0.m.."i^ Lm.
I decided to stop shaving in order to savw
my arm. You know, all that Mftti^ i^wkI
and down. It's wear and tear,"

The decision cam© after Boston Mana^r
Don Zimmer - Lee likes to call him The
GerM. 'tecMse he hM puffy little cheeks"

rT»et with club president Haywood
SuHiv*! and then informed the left har^lef

he would not be stwvf^ wiy mm* (pmet
for the R«J Sox

I had wanted to^ horrw a day early, to

rest up for my next start." Lee recalM. "I

Mked permission and then the next thir^ I

knew, he told me that I looked him m the

eye when he said it and you could see he
was cutting his ntmB to spitt Hto Het, frto

was shaking
"

And St this tense moment in the Bcwtwi
drying room, what did Lee say to Zint*

I Mked if this meant I couldn't go hofne

a tey Mily, the pitcher said. "Tfwii I

started growing the beard"
At the winter meetings, the Red S<W

traded Lee to Montreal for infielder Stan
Papi MarMger Dick WMuntt of Vtm &^K^
toved the deal

He knows how to pitch," said Wittiarr^.

"He bears down and he's a definite plus for

our staff."

Williams had been manager of the Red
Sox m 1969 when Lee was brought up M
Boston from the minors. 'Yeah, we were
together a month or so," the manager said.

"He stayed, but I got fired,"

It took 10 years for the Red Sew ttl flW
L^, but they got around to it

TMre are other things Lee doesn't Hltt,

auch M bMeball's new lamination in

^mickry and mascots.
Kids don't learn the furnlamentals of

baseball at the games anymore." he said.

You should enter a ball park th«M^^HI
wmjM a church."

Campus
Center
« UMass

wed., &Thurs.
Apriin &12

Fri.&Sat.

ApriM5&14

Starting Thurs., April 19

we'll be open till

2 AM
Thurs., Fri., Sat. nights

Open till 10 PM
Mon.-Wed. nights

Carriage Shops
Amherst

Tues. Nights

The Hungry
Ear comedy

Nights

Fh., Sat.

Disco with Eric

TOP Of
the

Campus

T.O.C. members
and guests only

in association with
UPC Productions

Information
call 545-2892

Union Records
Unlimited

GRAND OPENING
Store hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-5

We are a student run record store that offers

fellow students the lowest record and
paraphenalia prices in the entire valley.

We are not a profit based operation. We only

charge enough to cover our expenses Which
nneans lower prices for youH
Membership discounts. $1.00 /semester fee

entitles members savings over 50c an album on
our weekly specials and a minimum 20c savings

on all other albums in our store.

1) A $7 98 (list price) LP is

members non-members
495 5.15

weekly specials price 4.69

2) Raffles: each week we will raffle a picture

disk to members.
Retail Value $15.00

3) Concert tickets: we give away free concert

tickets m cooperation with UPC.

We can special order andy recent LP and

most import and cutout LP's.

Come and browse our new Union Records

Unlimited next to the Hatch -

I
. The FThe Fourth Annual Cosmic Wimpout

Global Tournament
$500 door prize at the SUB

Sports
Calendar

YESTERDAYS GAMES
J.V. bas0ball at Quinttgamond C.C,

TODAY'S ^ME§
Baseball at Siena (2)

Softball vs Eastern Cora^^^ 1^1

Men's tennis vs MIT

1:00 pm.
2:00 pm.
3:30 pm.
3:00 p.m.

TOMORROW'S GAMfS
MMkMlebury 3:00 p.m.

Harvey Milk Film Series
presents

• MONTREAL 1^

MAIN
Thorn. 102-9.00

Thurs.
Free Free

A service of the Peoples Gay Alliance

Great Easter Outfits

begin with a
Precision Haircut

at Great Expectations

For vour holiday to be its best, you should look

vour best.

Top utt \()ur Easter outfit in perfect style, with a

PrctisiDD Mi!ri.ui bv the professional cutters at

Circ.u Exp^tldliyns.

Precision Haircut , including shampoo and blower

sislinv! .

Shampoo. Precision Haircut and
Blow-Dry Styling Complete for

$10.00

no appointments ever -

cK^icniTions.
PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

HAMPSHIRE MAJLL
RT. 9 HADTLEY
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Netwomen win opener
/^

By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's tennis team started

the season successfully with a win and a tie

in two recent games.
In the season opener against Boston Col

lege, the Netwomen defeated the Eagles,

5 4 Posting wins for UMass were Barbara
Mills, Jane Carson, »id Joanne Vennochi
in singles competition, and Helen Najarian,

Sue Caples, Carolyn Tarbell, and Cory
Crawford in doubles play.

Tuesday, in a 630 pm match, UMass
tied Willianrffi College 6-6. "I was impressed
with them," said co captain Vennochi,
"but nrK>stly with our team. We have so
much depth, arxj most of the players are

just freshmen and sophomores
"

Second singles Chris Carson defeated
Ann Morris of Williams, 7-6, 6-4.

UMass' Elizabeth Maher, playing third

singles, gave up |ust two games to Mary
Simpson in the first set. Maher breezed by
Simpson, 6-2, 6-0.

Libby Harmer of UMass defeated Cyn-
thia O'Neill in straight sets, 6 4, 6-4 in

seventh singles action. UMass' eighth
singles player Kathy Burke did the same,
winning 6 2, 6 1

.

Tara McCarthy teamed with Evie W^t to
demolish Harvey and Healy of Williams 6-2.

6 McCarthy and West played third

doubles for UMass.
Netwomen Karen Hall and Sue Donovan

defeated Williams' Golfarb and Clark, 6-3,

6 4, in fourth doubles competition.

UMass' first singles Barbara Mills kept up
with Becky Chase in the first set but lost

the tie braker and could not muster an at-

tack in the second set losing 6 7, 6.

After a hard fought battle, Netwoman
Jane Carson won the first set but fell in the
second and third, losing to Laura Goobei,
7 5, 3 6. 2 6

l^ifth singles Joanne Vennochi lost in

straight sets by the score of 3^. 2-6, as did
Sixth singles Jody Skiest, 3-6. 3-6.

( 'oileaian 19

V

Sports Notices
SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT The first annual UMass Softball tournament,

hosted by defending intramural champs Home Plate, will be held April 28 29. The
tMnner of the double elimination tournament will receive a prize of $110; the
runners up receive $50 There is a $10 entry fee and the first 16 teams to submit
the fee and a roster are eligible. For more information, contact Bob Ford at
6^ 4908

MIXED DOUBLES The Five College Mixed Doubles Tennis Tournament will be
held on Saturday, April 14 on the Kendall Hall Courts at Mt Holyoke College. En
try forms are available from the Mt. Holyoke tennis coach and there is a $1 entry
fee per person. At least one member of a team must be a Five College student. In

case of rain, the tournament will be held on Suruiay, April 15. Prizes awarded.

GPE SOFTBALL The General Physical Education softball class <G86) will mert
in 153 NOPE today at 2:30 p m. Full attendance is marKlatory. Any problen.s con
tact instructor Barry Bennett at 546 4737.

Whenyour feet need a frientf#

Slip into spring.

7 Pleasant St.

(comer of Main)
Northampton

586 2528

ENTER
MEDICAL

^ OR
^ VETERINARY

SCHOOL IN

AUGUST

Pay Only On Aocw|Kano0

-W.HO Recognized

Onentation By
MatnculaUKl Student

For application fc

inrormation wnte

PROVEN MEDICAL
STUDENT PLACEMENT

SERVICE
lUO I^aSalle St

New York. NY 10027
or call (212) 865 4949

Colwegian

Cwassifieds

DO selw!

Deerfield Drive-In
Rts. 5 & 10
So. Deerfield

665-8746

WBK 10,000T0 1...

BUTWHATTICNBU

ERISMI NURSgNFM

FROI|[M

«l I ( mtO«* aMinLJM •tTEIMATCftAt

Sat-Sun April 14-15

Closed Good Friday

also

Showtime 7:30

Sun: Force 10 at 7:30

A Debate:
Does Morality Belongs iif

Foreign Affairs?

Two members of the University of Mass Debate
Union will defend Morality in Foreign Policy

against the International Debate Team of New
Zealand.

Representing UMass:
Nick Burnett & Alan Rosenbloom

Representing New Zealand:
T.J. O'brien & John Stephen Kos
both are students at Victoria Univ.

thursday, april 12, 1979
8 p.m.

104 thompson hall
FREE—OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

CO-SPONSORED BY THE
SPEECH COMMUNICATION.

ASSOC. & AIR
NEW ZEALAND,

OPEN RUSH
FOR ALL UNIVERSITY

MEN AT
PHI MU DELTA

Thursday, April 12, 1979
at 9:00 p.m.

Call 545-2163 for rides & info

or take Orchard Hill bus to

Fraternity/Sorority Park

Refreshments will be served
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UMass track relays
to be held Saturday
Bf KBS/iN McCaffrey
Ct^ggsan Staff

The conning of spring means many things
lo many people. For area track afficionados
it means a chance to witness the
biggest and nriost prestigious track and field

•vent m New England: the UMass Relays.
Saturday the appropriate props will be set

up on the Llewelyn Derby Track to stage
the fourth annual running of the meet
which brings the best collegiate men and
women performers in the Northeast
together, as well as several competitors
who fostered track careers outside of New
England.

"This IS predominantly a college event,
but we do not accept entries from cluti

members and AAU people, " said UMass
coach and director of meet operations Ken
O'Brien.

It is estimated that 1500 athletes will be
on hand when the festivities commence at

9 45 with the first running event: the un-
seeded heat of the 5000 meters.

The AAU people selected to compete in

this meet are hand-picked. The premier
women's distance runner in this country.
Olympian Jan Merrill, is back to defend her
title in the two mile which she won on a
new American record last year in this

contest.

Three entrants in the men's competition.
Mark Belger, Stan Vincent, and Andy
Bessette, have all had international ex-
perience as touring members of the U.S.
National Team. Belger is a former
University of Villanova great who once won
an unprecedented 23 straight races during
his college career. Tucked away in his

trophy case are NCAA 880 yard and 1000
yard award titles.

"He has been the best half miler in the
country since Olympian Rick Wolhuter
retired," commented O'Brien.

Vincent is also a middle distance runner
who now trair^ in the uniform of the
Chicago Track Club. He is a former NCAA
600 yard king who once held the national

indoor record for the distance.

Bessette is one of the country's finest

weightmen who will compete in his best
event on Saturday: the hammer throw.

Last spring the Minutemen enjoyed
home crowd success on a sunny afternoon
as four performers copped individual

honors Two of the four who received a
UMass Relays T Shirt \ast season, (given to
every winner and every member of a
winning relay team), and back to try an add
to their wardrobe.

Don Dowden begins his drive for another
Relays' high jump title at 12:30. Last year
he won the event as a freshman.

Senior Kevin McCusker, the "sccMirge"
of New England steeple chasers, will

defend his designation in the 3000 meter
event at 2:40.

Ed lwanowic2 and Jay Ems, tfie two
surviving members of last Spring's vic-

torious 480 shuttle hurdle relay squad, will

team up with freshman Bobby Schnepp
and either Eddie Goodhue or Dale Woods
to defend the Minutemen title in the event.

What gives this contest its name is the
addition of several relay races to the

standard program of 19 track and field

events. These include the hurdle relay, the

two mile and 880 relays, and the sprint and
distance medley relays

The day's festivities will conclude ai 5:15
with the men's mile relay races.

Collegian
-\

Mitwomen to face ECSC
By DAVE BRADLEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass softbali team will be looking

for revenge today when they face Eastern

Connecticut State College in a

doubleheader at 2:00 at NOPE field.

Eastern Connecticut handed UMass a

discouraging 5 4 loss last season in a game
the Minutewoman wish they could forget.

UMass lost only six regular season contests

last year.

"I think they were one of the first teams
to beat us last year, " said UMass third

baseman Elaine Howie. "We want
revenge."
UMass coach Chet Giadchuck said he

wasn't around for last year's game, but
from what his team tells him, "This is a

grudge match. The girls... have it out for

Eastern."

Eastern has lost doubleheaders against

the University of Connecticut (5-1, 5-0),

and the University of Rhode Island (10-1,

9-5) this season, and tied Westfield State

College 8-8 in an extra inning game that

was called on account of darkness.

Eastern coach Clyde Washburn said pit-

ching is his team's biggest problem. The
team's pitching coach quit the team

because ol business pressures, according
to Eastern's sports information desk, and
the team's number one pitcher sprained her
ankle against Rhode Island.

"We'll have a makeshift line up." said
Washburn, "and you don't want to go
against UMass with a makeshift line-up."
But, he added, "We play with enthusiasm.
We'll stick runs on the board."

UMass has not come close to being
beaten in their first three games of the
season and the team feels it's ready to
challenge any team.

"We're hungry," said Giadchuck. "They
(the Minutewomen) have all had a taste of
the Nationals. We're gonna go at

everybody like it's the Eastern regionals."
UMass last played against Central Con-

necticut winning a doubleheader 9-1 and
ii 2 last Sunday Gladchuk said he was
surprised that Central Connecticut didn't
give UMass more trouble.

"I was surprised in that... I expected them
to be our first big challenge, and they were
not," he said. "We're still waiting for our
first biq qame."

Springfield bests spikers
By f^AUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's "A" volleyball team was defeated by Springfield College at NOPE
gym Tuesday night, 14-16,5-15,3-15.

An NCAA-ranked team, Springfield played during the past month other top college

teams like Yale (whom they defeated twice, once for the New England Open cham-
pionship), Penn State, and Army UMass, fresh off their first regular season loss

against Amherst College Saturday, had been looking forward to meeting such a team
as Springfield College to gain exp>erience in playing "out-of-league" teams.

The first game was highlighted by miraculous setting on the part of both teams; all

the court and all out-of-bounds territory, became spots for fine setting. Kale Feld-

man, Jim Grosslein, and player-coach Arnie Roberts converted almost sure points for

Springfield to UMass scores. As UMass came to game point, Springfield's Paul

Mickiewici, Rick Bartis, and Kevin Lynch started spiking and blocking even more
ferociously against the forecourt and net; SC passed UMass, and went on to win.

Game two saw UMass' passing go down the drain, as SC took advantage of net

violations and the lack of concentration sapping the UMass offense. Every UMass spike

became a Springfield save; almost every Springfield spike became a Springfield

score. Rick Ruegg and Pat Ryan tried to get UMass in the game with fine setting, but

Frank Sumpter, Rick Bartis, and Kevin Lynch proved to be more than a match.

UMass tried a little harder in game three, as Orlando Lari^cuente, Ed Midura, and
Rick Ruegg kept Springfield from shutting them out. Springfield's Gerry Gildea, Rick

DeSanti, and Lynch led the attack of spiking and saving, and swept the match.

The Umass women's lacrosse team will open its season today against
the Chiefs of Springfield College in Springfield at 3:00 P.M. Shown here in
action is Gazelle defenseman Gayle Hutchinson, one of this season's key
performers for coach Pam Hixon's team. (Staff photo by Patrick O.
Dobbs)

Steve Zack

Rich man, poor man
Julius Erving and Al Skinner represent

two of the finest products o* UMass
athletics. Both currently earn tl. living

playing basketball for the Philadelphia

76ers. On one hand, Erving is at the top of

his profession, considered by some to be
the top forward in the game today. On the
other hand, Al Skinner often rides the

bench, his warm-up suit coming off only
for the final moments of a game. On a re-

cent Sunday afternoon when the 76ers
ventured into Boston to play the Celtics, I

had the opportunity to speak with these

two men. Over the next two weeks I pre

sent the thoughts and theories of these

gentlemen as they related them to me on
that Sunday afternoon.

Julius Erving, better known to thousands
as Dr. J, is the epitome of a basketball

superstar. His robust style of play and soar-

ing slam dunks have endenred him to many
of basketball's onlookers, lince his days at

UMass, in which he scored a remarkable

1 .370 points in only two varsity seasons, Er-

ving has carried with him the reputation of

a superstar.

Reputations often lead to mental scars

on an athlete, the fear that you are always
expectd to attain unimaginable plateaus.

Yet Julius Erving shrugs off reputations as

being nothing more than the thoughts of

any one of a number of individuals." You're

never burdened by any reputation; high

school or whatever, it's never really a

burden. It's just an opinion."

When reference is brought to Erving's

days at UMass, there are only fond
recollections of the man. Rarely was a bad
word uttered about his physical abilities or

his personality.

"During my three years at UMass, I en-

joyed my stay there. It was three years of

my life that can never be equalled by any
other experiences. I won't be going back to

any other college per se." Erving com-
mented. "I've formed some lasting rela-

tionships with the people involved, with my
team and the other students who were my
fellow matriculators there. It's a once in a

lifetime experience."

Comforting Erving to some degree dur-

ing his stay at UMass was the fact that his

high school coach, now UMass head
coach, Ray Wilson was brought onto cam-
pus as an assistant to Jack Leaman.

"Ray came up my sophomore year, so
the last two years (of Erving's stay at
UMass) he was here," Erving recalls fond-
ly, adding, "He always represented the
fatherly image to me, even when he was
my high school coach. So it was doubly
comforting to have him there on the cam-
pus as an assistant coach. It sort of made
things a lot easier."

Dr J continues to hold the man he
played for, Jack Leaman, in the highest
regard, as a friend, quite noticeable as the
two sat joking with each other following
the 76ers game that Sunday.

The announcement of Leaman's resigna-
tion following a 5-22 season disturbed Erv-

ing to a degree, although comforted by the
fact that Ray Wilson was appointed
Leaman's successor.

"Understanding the circumstances of

Jack's resignation, with the team not really

playing up to their potential and having the
problems that they had, kind of bothered
me a little bit. I called him and told him so,"
Erving said. "I was happy for Ray that he
was appointed and the basketball family at

UMass was still united because they're very
close to each other and Jack is still very
much a part of the program."

"I was just disappointed in the year that

they had and the fact that Jack was almost
going out a loser, in that he's been a
trerr>endous winner for UMass and in life,"

Qr. J added.

Proving that his on going support for
UMass basketball is not just words, Erving
continues to aid the progrm in many ways.
Recently, Erving secured a tryout for
former UMass guard Alex Eldridge. "Jack
and Ray had called nr>e, and the team
(Philadelphia) said that they would look at
him, and they looked at him in rookie
camp." In addition, "I try to talk to recruits
for Ray and Jack over the years."

He summed up his current association
with the school and the basketball program
as being "a congenial situation. We still

have a good relationship."

It was at this point that the Doctor excus-

ed himself and removed the ice packs that

had been wrapped around his tattered

knees for the last thirty minutes. He is, after

all, human.
(To be continued.)
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Tenant
protests

conditions
By HANS SCHULZ
L ollegian Staff

When Kim Murphy decided to rent a
small frame house on a narrow, unpav^
road in Amherst two ^ars ago, she could

see imnwdiately that some repairs would be
needed- The kitchen and bathroom floors

were decaying, the chimney was crumbling

and the storage shed behind the house ap
p>eared to be on the verge of collapse.

Murphy, a UMass junior, said her landlord

assured her that even though she had
agreed to rent without a lease, the repairs

would be taken care of. and that all she had
to do was submit a list of them.
Murphy said after a year and a half, dur

ing which she always paid her rent on lime

while her suggestions for repairs were ig

nored. she contact^ Inspection Services

at the Amherst Town Hall. "Things were
just getting too serious, " Murphy said

An inspection of the three bedroom
house revealed 34 violations of the State

Sanitary Code, 25 of which Housing In

spector William Start said in his report con
stituted conditions "which may endanger

or impair the health and safety . of the oc
cupants"
The inspector reported among other

things two open wells in the cellar wth
rodents decaying in tfiem, he recommend
ed the storage shed at the rear of the house
be ra^ed, and found a bedroom ceiling in

danger of collapsing.

Within the next two weeks, Murphy and
her three house mates received an eviction

notice and then a letter informing them
their rent would be increased by $60 a

month
The two letters were signed by Bohdan

Boluch. who with his two brothers is a

trustee of the property.

Massachusetts law forbids landlords from

either evicting or increasing the rent of a te

nant who files a complaint about sanitary

code violations.

Murphy contacted the UMass Legal Ser

vices which helped divert Boluch's attempt

to evict the tenants and his subsequent ef

fort to impose a rent hike

A follow up inspection by town officials

showed that none of the repairs ordered by

the original inspector had been made,
which left the landlords open to a lawsuit

according to one Amherst housing official.

Murphy said she decided not to sue the

landlords because "I wasn't doing this to

get even... I just wanted to get the house

fixed." She said the Inspector told her "the

house was close to condemnable"
At the end of January, some repairs were

finally ordered by Boluch. including the in

stallation of a new shower and new floors

for the kitchen and the bathroom.

Altogether, about a half dozen of the 34

violations cited in the inspection report were

corrected. According to Murphy no addi

tional repairs have been made since.

The house remains in disrepair. Standing

near it is a tilting, dilapidated shed that con

tains scraps of wood and broken furniture

piled four feet high wall to wall. The two
unsealed wells in the cellar, the damaged
chimney, fungus along the bathroom floor,

and a gaping crack in a bedroom ceiling

also remain unattended to.

TURN TO PAGE 8

UMass Prof. Karl Hendrickson attempts to christen a cement canoe fleet with
champagne, but the glass bottle proved to be stronger than the cement. The
UMass concrete canoe club launched their crafts on the Campus Center pond
yesterday (Staff Photo by Jim Mahony)

S. African prime minister

charges U.S. was spying
Associntfd Prrss

CAPE TOWN, South Africa Prime

Minister Pieter Botha said yesterday night a

US, espionage plot has been uncovered

here and several Amenc.in diplomats have

been given a week to leave the country

Botha charged that the personal airplane

of U S Amt)assador William Edmondson
has been converted into a "spy plane" and

used to take aerial photographs of South

African territory including "very sensitive

areas "

He said some of the pictures taken by the

plane "had come info our possession "

In Washington, a State Department of

ficial who asked not to be identified, con

firmed the embassy's plane had been

equipped with a camera and took aerial

photographs, but he said he would not call

the photography espionage

The Washington official said he did not

known exactly what areas of South Africa

had been photographed or whether they

were considered classified by the South
African government
"We didn't check with them before we

took pictures of something." he said He
said the plane was a Defense Department

aircraft that was used by Edmondson and

"a lot of other " embassy staff

Botha, in a brief address on South

African television, said he was "bitterly

distressed to see how South African

hospitality was abused "

He did not name the U S diplomats

ordered to leave the country, nor did he say
just what the Amencans allegedly were
spying on

Edmondson was not immediately
available for comment

In an unexplained move earlier this week.

Botha summoned home South Africa's am
bassadors to the United States and the

United Nations

NRC gives
warnings
to N-plants
By STAN BENJAf^fN
Associated Press
WASHINGTON -The Nuclear

Regulatory Commission told operators of

34 atomic power plants yesterday to

beware of the kinds of mistakes and
breakdowns that plunged the Three Mile
Island plant to the brink of disaster

The NRC had already issued new orders,

shortly after the March 28 accident near

Nuke teach-in planned. Story page 10

Harrisburg, Pa., to the operators of the
nine nuclear plants designed by Three Mile

Island's builder, Babcock & Wilcox The
new directive went to 34 plants designed by
Westinghouse Corp and Combustion
Engineering Corp.
The NRC made clear for the first time

that all 43 of the "pressurized water reac-

tors " in the nation might be vulnerable to

the same kinds of mishaps that damaged
the nuclear core of Three Mile Islands Unit

2 and raised the danger of a melt-dow that

could have released large amounts of

radioactivity.

"Several aspects of the incident ' apply

to all of these pressurized water reactors,

the commission said

.

The NRC ordered the operators of the 34
plants to take steps to either avoid or learn

how to cope with the kind of problems that

plagued Three Mile Island.

At the Three Mile Island installation, the

NRC found, valves in an auxiliary water cir-

culation system were incorrectly left clos

ed. preventing the system from cooling the

reactor after the main circulation system
failed.

The new directive told plant operators to

study "the extreme seriousness and conse
quences" of that kind of mistake and to

adopt procedures to make sure vital safety

systems are restored to operation after

testing and maintenance.
The NRC also told operators not to over

ride automatic safety features before they

understand fully whatever problem may be
confronting them.
The commission had learned that

operators at Three Mile Island manually

turned off an emergency cooling system
when no other cooling system was work-
ing.

The operators were told to be alert to the

previously discounted possibility that a gas

bubble could form — one large enough to

hamper the circulation of cooling water.

And they were told to figure out in advance
what steps to take to cope with such a

situation.

At Three Mile Island, the unexpected for

mation of a hydrogen bubble complicated

and delayed for days efforts to completely

and safely shut down the stricken reactor.

The NRC said plant operators should not

rely on a single type of instrument to tell the

condition of the cooling system but should

check one reading against another and turn

on emergency cooling if pressure in the

reactor gets too low.

This order stemmed from an arrange-

ment of instruments that showed conflic-

ting readings during the accident and may
have fooled plant operators into mistaken

actions, the commission said.

Minor program awaits Knapp's approval
By BRUCE OLSON
Collegian Staff

UMass President David C. Knapp is

expected to approve soon a proposal that

would allow students to establish an

academic minor. The prooosal passed the

UMass Amherst Faculty Senate last

month.
With pre registration for the *all 1979

semester right around the corner, students

need not concern themselves just yet with

choosing a minor, said Harvey Kline,

secretary of the Faculty Senate and UMass
professor of political science.

"As far as approved minors, we"re

talking about next January at the very

earliest," he said

.

Kline said the proposal, having received

the approval of the UMass-Amherst
provost and chancellor, now sits on the

desk of Knapp in Boston.

If approved by Knapp, the program must

be sold to the University Board of Trustees,

he said. While Kline said he had no idea if

Knapp plans to approve the proposal,

Registrar Ralph D, Jones said he doesn't

"know of any resistance to it."

The minors program, as proposed,

would be totally optional, both for the

student and for the individual departments,

Kline said.

"The minor would be a much more

highly focused program than the major,'"

Kline said. "For instance, instead of

political science, the minor would be

American Politics."

"We're talking about a program about

one third to one half the size of a major

program," Kline seid "The minimum
would be a 1 5 hour minor

The business of approval will not have

run Its course even if the piesident and the

trustees give the program the go-ahead,

according to Kline. He said any department

that chooses to participate must submit a

proposal which will be subject to another

rather lengthy approval procedure.

If everything goes expeditiously, then

It's possible that students can look forward

to this for the spring of 1980. That would

assume that the departments would begin

working on this soon,"' Kline said.

Kline said the minor program should give

the graduating students a more
"marketable" diploma. "Realistically,

students have been minoring' all along,

but they haven't gotten credit for it,
" he

said.

"Now, the work would be indicated on
their transcripts, where previously there

was no indication," Kline said. "It should
encourage students to use their electives

more systematically."

While Kline said he believes the program

would place some added administration

work on the faculty in the form of more
undergraduate advising and paperwork, he

said he feels that most departments will not

consider this a prohibitive factor.
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DIGEST Hershey candy bars selling

despite accident at N-plant

A police officer, right, apprehends the Rev Carl

Kabat outside the White House yesterday after Kabat
threw blood on a wall to protest nuclear power. (AP
Laserphoto)

USSR spacemen return
MOSCOW \AP] A Soviet Bulgarian space teamlanded
saf^y «n the stapes of Soviet Central Asia yesterday night

after aborting at attempted linkup with an orbiting space
laboratory. Moscow radio reported

The broadcast said the soyuz 33 space capsule, which
failed Wednesday night to dock with the orbiting Salyut 6

space laboratory, parachuted to a soft landing It reported

that d^M^ite darkness the craft was located quickly and said

Bulgarian Georgy Ivanov and Soviet commands Nikoiae

Rukavishnikov were feeling fine.

It was the first failure in four Intercosmos operations and
dampened yesterdays celebrations here of the 18th an-

niversary of the first manned space flight - that of Russia's

Yuri Gagarin

Price guides criticized
BOSTON \AP\ The nations s chief inflation fighter, Alfred

Kahn, said yesterday the wage and pnce standards he is

charged with enforcing 'mean nothing or practically

nothing " in the battle against inflations.

Kahn. chairman of the President s Council of Wage and

Price Stability, spoke to an anti inflation conference here

sponsored by the Nerw England Regional Commission
Kahn forecast yet another increase in wholesale prices in

April, and said: The heat is still on the economy
"

He added that without restraints on consumer demand,

"wage and price standards alone wilt do nothing."
Nann acKnowiedged that the I eamsters contract, now up

for ratification by the membership, did involve a bending

of the standards " He maintained that the contract actually

increases wages by 27 percent over three years, but

acknowledged that figure did not include a cost of living

ad|ustment which could bring the contract package to

more than 30 percent

Crowds chieer Amin's fall

KAMPALA. Uganda \AP\ A frenzy of looting swept

Kampala yesterday and thousands of loyous Ugandans

rallied in a city square to cheer the fall of Idi Amin. But the

defeated dictator, broadcasting from somewhere m
eastern Uganda, insisted the country was still his.

We have got our soldiers controlling the country."

Amin declared. His troops were reported streaming toward

the Kenyan border in a chaotic rout, however, fleeing the

Tanzanian forces and Ugandan rebels who captured Kam
pala late Tuesday.

Residents of towns east of the capital said the ragged

soldiers were looting, harassing local residents at gunpoint,

stealing cars and retreating beyond Jinja, the city 50 miles

east of here said to be Amin's new headquarters, to Mbale

and Tororo near Kenya.

A gunfight at a Jinia bus station reportedly left 15 soldiers

dead

Pot smoker expelled
LUDLOW APi The School Committee has expelled a

second student for the rest of the school year for smoking

mariiuana
The student, a 14 year old special education pupil who

wasn't identified because he chose not to fight the expul

sion. will be tutored at home
Under a school policy begun this year, a pupil caught

smoking marijuana is suspended the first time and expelled

on the second offense

A 14 year old girl, expelled Feb 13, was the first pupil

expelled under the new policy

Priest not jailed yet
BOSTON \AP\ The Rev Stanley J. Miaskiewicz, a Roman
Catholic priest scheduled to start a three-month prison

term for contempt yesterday has won a stay of execution

from the state Supreme Court.

Justice Robert Braucher ordered the sentence delayed

Wednesday for the Miaskiewicz, 54, of Boston, formerly

with St. Malachy's Church of Burlington. The judge also

took under consideration the priest's claim that the judge

who sentenced him failed to give him a full heanng.
Miaskiewicz, who was relieved of his duties by Cardinal

Humberto Medeiros, was found in contempt by a supenor

court judge last month who ruled he lied while testifying

during a defamation trial.

The priest had filed suit against Arlene LeTourneau, 58,

claiming the North Andover widow defamed him when she

wrote that they were lovers in letters to church officials.

Police dismantle bombs
MANILA Philippines lAPl Police dismantled firebombs

disguised as Easter packages sent to the offices of two

members of President Ferdinand Marcos' Cabinet and

three other prominent persons, investigators said

None of the devices, each consisting of about a gallon of

gasoline m a plastic bag attached to a firing mechanism, ex

ploded nnd police said they appeared aimed more at arson

than assassination
, u -i

Investigators said the packages, found Wednesday, had

greeting cards with such messages as "to wish you your

happiest Easter yet, have lots of fun" and 'happy Easter

with lots of love
"

there's a lot of milk in milk

fly WILLIAM GLASGALL
Associated f^ess
As you would expect,

chocolate.

So when the nation's most senous nuclear accident

released radiation into the air 11 miles from Hershey Foods
Corp on East Chocolate Avenue late last month, there was
an obvious question.

"Is the milk all right?" asked Hershey Chief Executive

William Dearden, who satisfies his sweet tooth by eating

chocolate every day.

The company also wondered whether Americans scared

by the accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear power
plant might stop buying Hershey bars. Both Hershey and
stores that sell lots of candy say that has not happened.

But the milk, 1 16,000 gallons of it a day, was a ticklish

problem

.

The company says 1 1 percent of that milk comes from

farms within 20 miles of the power plant. The remainder

comes from up to 70 miles from the nuclear station. Her-

shey traditionally has kept secret how much milk goes into

Its chocolate Some of the 1 16,000 gallons a day is turned

into powdered milk and sold.

State officials say radiation levels in samples of milk

taken in the area of the nuclear plant area have ranged

from nil to far below danger levels. Hershey says its milk is

"absolutely safe " but it nonetheless is taking "ultra-

conservative" precautions.

Dearden said in an interview the firm does not plan an

advertising campaign assuring the public its oroducts are

Spending cap

remains unset
BOSTON SAP) - House and Senate conferees met

for approximately two hours yesterday but reached

no agreement on a spending cap for city and town
budgets, according to pariicipants in the meeting.

The next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday after-

noon.
Both branches have passed legislation setting a

four percent limit on increases in city and town
budgets, but there are slight differences in the pro-

posals.

Gov. Edward J King had pushed for a proposal

that would have frozen city and town budgets at

their present levels. He has not said whether he

would veto the four percent bill if it reaches his desk.

One of the most sensitive issues in the conference

committee talks involves a provision in the Senate

version that would make it more difficult for Boston,

Chelsea and Lynn to exceed the four percent limit.

The provision is aimed at Boston Mayor Kevin

White, because he did not apply an increase in state

aid to the city s tax rate last year. But the wording of

the measure causes it to apply also to Chelsea and

Lynn, the home of House Speaker Thomas W.
McGee
Other areas of disagreement center on what ex

penses a community should be allowed to exclude

when calculating the four p*?rcent increase

Meanwhile, Minority Leader William G. Robinson,

R Melrose, called on King to stick by his proposal for

a zero increase in local spending.

At a news conference, Robinson, who ironically

fought hard for the D'^mocratic governor's proposal

on the House floor, suggested King turn to the public

to generate support.

Robinson urged King, who was in Florida, to send
the four percent bill back if it reaches his desk and
add an amendment substituting the zero increase.

"I would hope the governor does not back away
from the fight," said Robinson.
He predicted King could achieve the zero percent in-

crease if the governor trimmed his proposed budget
to last year's figures

The fly in the ointment was the four percent in

crease in the state budget," said Robinson about the

defeat of the governor's plan.

Texas town declared

disaster after tornado
By KA THL EEN CARROLL
Associated Press

WICHITA FALLS, Texas
- President Carter declared

this ravaged city a disaster

area Thursday, and city of-

ficials instituted a dusk-

todawn curfew and a price-

freeze in the aftermath of

one of the most devastating

tornadoes in the nation's

history.

Meanwhile, crews sear-

ching the 8-milelong sec

tion damaged by Tuesday
night's twister here
recovered the body of a

43rd victim Thursday, iden

tified as Arden J. Turner,

33, of Wichita Falls

But they later boosted

the count to 44, saying a

woman's body identified as

that of Catheryne McKee,
had been overlooked in the

counting.

And while the recovery

work went on, new tor-

nadoes Thursday damaged

several homes at Steens,

Miss., and the National

Weather Service said tor-

nadoes were spotted at

Cave Spring and Rome
^ I—^^-^—
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wholesome. But the company sent a letter to employees
and shareholders saying its facilities and products are ' 'safe

and free of radioactive contamination."

"We are carefully monitoring all products leaving our
plant, " said the letter. "You can have complete confidence
that all products we manufacture are absolutely safe and
that we will take every precaution to insure the continuing

safety of all products."

The White House, while not naming Hershey, also

issued a statement saying "the food from the Three Mile

Island area is safe to produce, buy, transport, prepare and
eat as the food availat}le at any other place in the U.S."

Hershey's 4,500 employees were calm during the inci-

dent. "Over 90 percent of our workforce" was on duty by

the Monday after the acadent, said Dearden. "There was
no more absenteeism than there would be on a snow day."

Dearden said "at the beginning there were people who
were concerned " that Hershey's sales might slide because

of customer worries over the safety of the company's can-

dies and other products. But there have been no sales

cancellations since the accident, he said.

A spot check by The Associated Press found no instance

where customers had steered clear of Hershey chocolate

out of fear of radiation.

"I just finished eating a chocolate bar and I'm not glow-

ing. " quipped one Wall Street analyst who follows Her-

shey's fortunes.
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Two unidentified men in Wichita Falls, Texas
embrace Wednesday after learning the body of a
friend had been found in wreckage caused Tuesday
by a tornado. Story this page. (AP Laserphoto)
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Triskaidekophobics beware!
fly JIM MORAN
Collegian Staff

The dilemma of the day is the day itself.

Friday the 13th has long been associated

with bad luck and those who suffer from

the malady of fear of the number 13 are

called "triskaidekophobics." If you have a

severe case of this neurosis perhaps some
information can be conveyed to either

justify or quell your fears.

One of the many explanations for the fear

of Friday the 13th is that Jesus Christ was
crucified on a Friday, and that 13 men were
present at the Last Supper. Also. Friday

was once used as the day for executions,

referred to as "hangman's day."

The number 13 is so unlucky that sailors

have objected to leaving port on the 13th

day, particularly if it falls on a Friday. We
live in an unlucky state, since
Massachusetts is one of the 13 original col

onies. In Norse mythology, Loki intruded a

Valhalla banquet as the 13th guest, and
Balder was slain. In France, persons called

"quatorzemes" are available to make a 14th

guest at dinner parties, where warranted.

Often many buildings will leave out a

13th floor, as with the New England

Telephone building in Boston Such is not

the case with the UMass library, which has

a 13th floor, but no third and no sixth, due

to lack of funds

On the other hand, 13 is a very lucky

number for some. A Jewish male enters

manhood by making his Bar Mitzvah on his

13th birthday Ancient priests regarded as

holy the number 13. Howard Jarvis found

his proposition to limit property taxes in

California to be very lucky

If we really get superstitious, we could

take legal action The Federal Communica
tions Commission could revoke the licen^

of all television stations operating on Chan
nel 13. The Citizens for Limited Taxation

might ask that the national debt be kept

under 13 trillion Action for Children's

Television might seek an injunction to pre

vent "Sesame Street" from teaching the

number 13 to pre schoolers.

Darth Vader, in the person of Amherst College student Charles Tenney, visits

the UMass pinball alley to film a spoof of Star Wars. Seth Jacobsen, right, will

present the film to his 16mm class at Hampshire College. (Staff photo by Amira
Rahman)
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Control of alpha waves
may be advantageous
By WENDY CARLSON
Collegian Staff

By consciously controlling their alpha

brain waves people are able to perform a

number of functions impossible to do using

their normal, beta, brain waves, according

to Jeff Forman, a specialist in the science

of mind control.

Forman gave a lecture to a small group of

students at the Campus Center last night

on the powers and capabilities of alpha

while they are asleep when the brain flue

tuates between four different wave fre

quencies

He said experiments during the 1950's

and 1960's called "dreamlabs" revealed

that subjects experiencing alpha waves
while asleep could be raised into a semi

conscious state. They would exhibit odd
feats of intelligence such as recall of vast

statistical information, or an ability to

predict or explain an event of which they

had no prior knowledge.

They would exhibit odd feats of intelligence such as

recall of vast statistical data.

brain waves. He will be conducting a

course in the Amherst area next month en
titled "Alpha Awareness."

Forman said that by self controlling

Alpha waves a person can increase their

power of memory, heighten his creativity,

deminish psychosomatic related illnesses,

achieve a desired meditative state, and
even render forth their latent power of

parapsychics and the ability to predict the

future.

"Each of us is capable of controlling

Alpha waves and attaining these powers,"
Forman said.

He said people can attain a precise

method of relaxation and consciously learn

to control their Alpha waves.
Forman said people can learn ""con

sciousness mapping" which involves trac

ing steps they took to attain alpha control

so they "could be strolling down the

sidewalks and be in an alpha state."

Forman went on to explain that people

experience alpha waves automatically

Fcrman said in alpha state the brain ab
soibs more brain nemonsthan in any other

state.

He said the nature of the brain is like a

machine which operates under electrical

impulses, and the impulses in the brain oc
cur over various frequencies or waves

These waves are measured by placing

electrodes which are attached to a elec

trograph to different areas on the scalp

"This process, EEG, records the rate of

electrical activity that goes on inside of the

brain as it moves outside and around our

bodies," Forman said

Forman said he became interested in this

field after his parents underwent lessons in

mind control. The lessons made it possible

for them to do things he had never seen
before. Interested, as well as skeptical. For

man said he enrolled in courses of mind
control and also researched the subject in

detail He said he has an adequate control

of his alpha waves.

UMassphiysicsprof. has tieadin stars
By TOM McHUGH
Collegian Staff

You may never have heard of gravitons,

yet you are emitting them every time you

move. Gravitons are tiny particles of

gravitational energy waves which are

released by any accelerating mass, and
they may play an important part in the

development of physics and astronomy.

Prof. Joseph H. Taylor of the UMass
Astronomy department recently achieved

wide recognition for finding convincing

evidence that gravitons exist. Taylor's

evidence comes from his meticulous

measurements of a pulsar, a type of star

which beams short pulses of radiation St

very regular intervals.

Taylor, who came to UMass in 1969, is

one of the world's foremost experts on
pulsars. Taylor attended Haverford College

in Pennsylvania and received his Ph.D. at

Harvard in 1968. Shortly after the first

pulsars were discovered. Tavlor began

doing post doctoral research on the subject

at Harvard.
Since coming to UMass he has helped

build radio telescopes at Quabbin reservoir

and has founded hundreds of new pulsars.

When the Quabbin observatory was

Faculty profile

finished in 1971 there were only a handful

of known pulsars, Taylor said. Now over

300 are known most of which were found
by Taylor and his assistants.

Gravity wave measurements were taken

from a pulsar found by Taylor several years

ago while he was searching for new ones at

the world's largest radio telescope in

Arecibo, Puerto Rico. One of the 40 new
pulsars found in a two-week period was
seen to be orbiting another star. Taylor said

the huge mass of the pulsar and the

regularity of its pulses provided a great

means of testing Einstein's General Theory

of Relativity.

The results of four years of

measurements were presented by Taylor at

a symposium in Munich last fall. Taylor said

the measurements showed that the orbit of

the pulsar was decaying at the same rate

that relativity predicts it should. The oribtal

period was found to be shortened by one

Prof. Taylor. (Staff photo by Paul Price)

ten thousandth of a second each year.

The implications of Taylor's findings

could be quite significant. It has long been

the dream of physicists, said Taylor, to find

a "Unified Field Theory, " a theory tha.

would explain all the forces of the universe:

gravity, electromagnetism, and nuclear

forces as different manifestations of a

single, universal force.

Einstein's theory was a large step toward

this goal since it predicted that gravity

waves are emitted from massive objects in

a way similar to the way electromagnetic

waves (light waves) are emitted from

electrically charged objects.

Taylor said although many sci<^ntists,

including Einstein himself, have tried to

derive a Unified Field Theory riom General

Relativity and other modern theories, so far

no one has succeeded. But, according to

Taylor, the study of gravity waves could

plan an important part in obtaining a more
comprehensive understanding of how the

universe works.
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BlackAffairs
Film Review

'The Deerhunter'
Life is still cheap in Hollywood's Asia

Hivew^ ^»" tM U S bwl Wm for 19^?
tt tells you hov^ the U S military and civiliim

teadership lost the war in Southeast Asia

Sure It was a movie about ho\^ the war af

AkI^ ttw^ Pennsylvanij mill workers It

WW certainlv not about how the war a<

f«rted Ofdinary working Vietnamese peo^
Director Michael Ctmirw clatms that the war
« ' incider^tal to the film story Vet t^e
away the rww famous ' pn»on« ^ ^rmi"

scene and some two Itiirds of the story « set

adrift

The brMliance of the film was m choosing a

prisoner of war scene involving the gripping,

although technically incorrect ganw o< Rus
Man llM^mi." CiMrgir^ a mw:N«M gun rt^t

Indeed, when that l^dcpAjameed.
black hatred, almond commie (notice

Ho Chi Minh's picture behind Michael?)
took the first slug in the forehead, the

audience let slip their dogs of war and
cheered for the vengeful bloodbath
that followed

or blowing up a tank John Wayrw s^^
would have been c^d hat' and unserving

The "prisoner" scene almost evoked
memories of the most celebrated heroes of

tfw Vietnam war, !he returning P O W 's

Realistically however the garrw should have
been played blindfolded or with the cylinder

chambers covered as any revolver buff will

point out Never the less for most viewers

the scene was no less intense or terrifying

Indeed, when that black pajamaed. black

haired, almond eyed commie I notice Ho Cht

Minh's pictur*> behind MirhaeP) took the

first tfu0 in tf<» forfthi'ad tfw audwnce tet

tf^ \fmi dogs o< w- h^ed foi the

vengeful bloodbath that toiiowed

And why not? These savage animals could

ttes«**ve nothing teM Animals are cheap m
Asia Dtdnt ^Hj see the prostitue and her

toby m the sarrw room witli Nickie? Babim
un cheap ir, Asia Didn't Michael have to

Mock the way of the Vietnamese soldiers in

tfw i^v to get tfiem to take poor Steven?
StMiers are cheap in Asia Wtien Nickie

played the last game, didn't he play becauM
his life was already wasted on heroin' No
White American in his right rrwnd would
otfwrwise play Life is cheap in Asia In fact

those little Asian people saerr^ to be cold
and ruthless throughout the entire film I

rr^n tfwy didn't even throw in a ciJto or

phan girl to ^t to know and feel sorry for

So once again m tfie best film we are the

worst people
Yet these Asians contirnjed to fight tack

The rrwre tMnrte ^m% dropped the faster they
btiilt their roads and homes The more w«'

killed the more unity and determination they
seerr»d to muster The more we hated them
Ifie more they lov«J freedom and in

dependence The U S directed the war with
tf»e notion that life is cheap in Asia Mad the

US treated the Vietnamese maionty as
(Mjman beings ab tirothtrs and sisters m a
common struggle they might have, at least,

not lost the war
Thr^ years after ttw fin.t/ n-tr, .it .md hfr <

.

sttH cheap m Asta through ihf Hoil^wjod
carrmra Thouqh suht/ff and insidious, the
director has hills rvir^forcPd an old
stereotype ^

' ; l u.h is as deadly as a scor
ching napalm bomb to the A jian Arrwrican

by Kenny Chin
Asian-American

Students Association

Gary Bartz, made a special appearance at the Phyllis Hyman concert, Bartz is

the same saxophonist that performed on the Norman Conners and Friends

album. (Photo by Ed Cohen)

Last Wednesday night. Phyllis Hyman put on a super
show at the Student Union Ballroom Phyllis sang
quite a few songs from her new album and did Bet-

cha By Golly Wow' from the Norman Conners and
Friends album (Photp by Ed Cohen)

Guest Column

'Showdown in Virginia'
For quite a few years now

I have repeatedly argued
that the real struggle for

black equality has shifted

from the sphere of clear cut

racial issues to the far more
important area of economic
questions Whereas in the

early, pioneering days of

the civil rights movement
we confronted legally

sanctioned segregation and
blatant racism, today we
must contend with a kind of

mentality which says that

people who work for a liv

ing whether black or

white should have no say

about their jobs, wages and
working conditions
Workers, according to

those who support this line

of reasoning, should be
treated with contempt and
brutality as if they had no
rights whatsoever
As a vivid illustration of

this approach, I point to the

current strike at the
Newport News shipyards in

Virginia For nearly two
months now, several thou
sand workers, a majority of

them black, have con
fronted a giant multina

tional corporation with a

simple demand that
management recognize and
negotiate with their union,

Local 8888 of the United
Steelworkers Tenneco, the

massive conglomerate
which owns the Newport
News facility, has respond
ed to the workers' demand
with lines of armed security

guards, and police dogs To

LUTHER By Brumsic Brondon, Jr,

further tilt the balance
toward Tenneco, Governor
John Dalton of Virginia has

mobilized units of the Na
tional Guard to actively

assist the company in its ef

forts to destroy the union

and keep Tenneco workers
in their place

Governor Dalton's
generous assistance to the

company is somewhat
ironic since it is Tenneco
not the striking workers

which has broken the law
According to Business
Week, Tenneco "purposely

violated an NLRB order to

bargain" with its workers

despite the fact that a clear

majority of employees
voted for union representa

tion over a year ago The
company contends that the

election was somehow un
fair, but an extensive in

vestigation by the NLRB
found that the alleged ir

regularities had no bearing

on the final results of the

vote. As Business Week
further pointed out, Ten
neco used the same kind of

illegal stalling tactics in an

attempt to destroy a smaller

union of designers who
voted for union representa

tion over two years ago "It

is apparent," Business
Week concluded, "that the

company has made a

special effort to avoid deal

ing with the^USW" And its

done this even when it in

volves flagrant violations of

the law
But the company has

now moved beyond viola

tions of the law, it has laun

ched to campaign to in

timidate its workers by
stripping them of their

livelihoods; by replacing

union members with new
full time workers imported

from across Virginia and
even the Carolinas

Such a tactic is reminis

cent of the 1930's when
employers had no legal

restraints in dealing with

their workers Today, such

a practice must be regarded

as an assault on the very

idea of a fair, rational and
civilized society Yet, Ten
neco has no qualms as it

violates the rules of fair

play. Indeed, the Waft
Street Journal quoted one
labor relations expert in

Newport News as saying,

"The company is qoinq all

out to break that strike, and
it seems to have a good leg

up on it."

Tenneco, of course, is

not alone in its battle

against collective bargain-

ing. Large and small cot*

porations across the South,
as well as non union
employers throughout tha
country, fully realize that a
union victory at Newport
News might encourage
other workers to organize,

conversly, they understand
that a defeat for the ship

builders union at Tenneco
will help demoralize
Southern workers, and fur

ther reinforce a kind of

economic segregation bet

ween the non union South
and the more heavily
unionized North In light of

this, organizations like the

National Association of

Manufacturers a group
which opposed virtually

every piece of civil rights

legislation look upon the

Newport News strike as a

unique opportunity to teach

workers a lesson, a lesson

that tells workers to stay

put, to work for low wages,
and to accept their status as

economic inferiors

Black people throughout
the South have an enor

mous stake in the Newport
News strike. If Tenneco
succeeds in destroying the

union, and in escaping
penalties for its rather bold

contempt of the law, blacks

will once again be deprived

of one of their most basic

rights, the right to free col

loctive bargaining.

Norman Hill

Exec. Oir. of A.
Philip Randolph Institute
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Mountaineering, as all but the chronically misinformed know, is the skill, the

science and the art of drinking Busch Beer It begins by heading for the mountains
( i.e., a quickjaunt to your favorite package emporium or

wateringhole ) and ends by downing the mountains (i.e.,

slow slaking swallows of the brew that is Busch ).

SI However, between those two points lies a vast area

of personal peccadilloes sometimes called technique

and sometimes called methodology ( depending on
your major). Hence, this ad. ^ Sipping vs. chugging.

Both have their merits, of course. But generally speak-

ing, except for cases of extreme thirst or a leaiing

glass, sipping is the more prudent practice for serious.

sustained mountaineering. ^ Next.

compromised

the proper posi-

tion. Some
swear by sit-

ting; others by
standing. Suffice it to say that the most successful

mountaineers are flexible, so you'll find

both sitters and standers.

( Except on New Year s Eve,

when it's almost impossible
to find a sitter ) 41 Which
brings us to additives. Occa-

sionally a neophyte will

sprinkle salt in his Busch;
others mix in tomato juice;

and a few on the radical

fringe will even add egg.

While these manipulations

can't be prohibited (this is, after all, a free country ), they are

frowned upon. Please be advised that purity is a virtue, and the

natural refreshment of Busch is best uncompromised
^ Finally, there's the issue of containers. Good taste dictates a

glass be used. But bad planning sometimes prevents that. Ifyou

find yourself forced to drink from the can, you should mmimize
this breach of etiquette. Be formal. Simply let your little finger

stick out stiffly ( see Fig. 4 ). Happy Mountaineering!

Dorit j\ist reax3h for a beer.BUS01 HJsad for the mo\intains. J
t Anheuser-Busch Inc St Louis, Mo
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Easter

drunk
It's a bit like Jesus Christ, this drinking

age thing I mean somebody will spot him

surfacing from a sun sprayed East Coast

grottoe, looking like a Trident protester

whose van stuck in first gear and who
decided he'd spend the day at the Vineyard

instead, On Easter Sunday he'll be seen m
Newton (yes he will) New England. New
Guinea, New Foundland. and New Town

The under 20's will be getting their last

taste of wine that day as well, be it at a

fVlethodist service where a young choir

boy s testicles will unhappily descend on

the last refrain of Rock of Ages, ' or at an

Episcopalian gathering of junior partners

and paralegals who'll flash each other their

bi annual wmks and nod that they have

come back and the wrinkled pastor will

jiggle the lunip about collection plate and

smile and say I'm glad they did

That's Sundav

Come Monday morning, as Gov. King
removes the shell of an undiscovered
Easter egg from his bum, a bicycle maker in

a little Sicilian burg in the burning hills of

Southern Italy will be sitting down to write

mark

Wildir^g

the Pope that he saw Jesus turning han

dstands on a Schwinn, and should he go to

Ar.ierica as the sign from above was pretty

obvious'

And a spinster in Vancouver will proclaim

on an afternoon call in show that she sat

down to breakfast with him and he forgot

to say grace but he did show her how to

play canasta and swallow a mah jong tile

whole and then insisted on washing the

dishes to boot. And now she says she's

going to swallow the four wind tiles if that

station doesn't play Tammy Wynett's

"Bringing in the Sheeves" 147 times in a

row.

And Monday morning a 19 year-old

sophomore will scoop little blobs of

mucous from eyes that look like Rand

McNally fold outs, the result of an all-night

comradeship with three bottles of "Galliano

for Lightweights," and now that his 21

year old girlfriend has dropped him

because he can no longer escort her to the

Drake (and must settle for coffeehouses),

he realizes that the day is a perfect dead

loss, and fishing lamely about in daddy's

booze bin, pulls out something that is the

human equivalent of an air mail stamp, and

arooes to bed

And a clever freshman will be sending off

a $10 money order to a Las Vegas outfit

manned by the former governor and his

brother in law, an offset printer on the lam,

who will stuff the return envelope with a

plastic card asserting that the bearer is a 27

year old machinist with brown hair, brown
eyes, and a pair of ears Indisputable

Indisputable as well, that little will have

changed

'LM A HCty V/IP AND \ ||mi's WHAT THEy'jet 1 ^
GONNA SET... 50 IT'5 P
HOLY VttR TIME/A/L_
KLIP OUR WORD
you KNOW...

EouUlMI

Hoty min^

(iJaycRippg^

It's getting drafty again

Mark Wildinq is ol aqc

Joe Qunilan will

appear next Friday

ByJ/MMORAN
The questions raised by the probable

reinstitution of the military draft and the

possible institution of a rr^andatory national

service program for young people are

many. The two ideas currently being

thrown around in congress, channeled

through several pieces of legislation, are

ignorant of two basic questions of Con
stitutional law privacy and involuntary

service.

First, one of the major bills before

congress, filed by Rep G.V. Montgomery,

D Mississippi, would bring back the old

concept of a military draft based upon a

lottery system, leaving the Selective

Service System pretty much intact. More
reactionary legislation would put the draft

under the direct control of the Department

of Defense a dangerous proposition. The

problem of a draft card system, as a

classification of citizens, raises grave

concerns over coming close to a fascistic

state

It IS in direct opposition to the Fourth

Amendment, which states that, "The nght

of the people to be secure in their persons,

houses, papers and effects, against

unreasonable searches and seizures, shall

not be violated ..." The draft card system,

and conscription thereof, also collides with

the Fifth Amendment, that "No person be

deprived of life, liberty or property without

due process of law . .
," with "life" and

"liberty" being the key words here.

This is not to mention the Selective

Service System exercising powers which lie

squarely with the Congress. The Con-

stitution, in Article 1, Sections, isadament

that the Congress has the power "to

declare war ... to provide for calling forth

the militia to execute the laws of the Union,

suppress insurrections, and repeal in

vasions," with "calling forth the militia"' for

defensive purposes being the key deter

mining factor-

Though the United States Supreme
Court has never ruled specifically on the

Constitutionality of a military draft, in

peacetime, the decisions it has rendered

have always been under the context of a

declared war.

The most contemporary case of this

context IS the "Macintosh case" of 1931,

where Justice Sutherland held that the

dr;.ft IS a power which can be executed

only in the last extremity " That decision

was a response to the World War I draft.

Though the Court never ruled on the draft

law of the Second World War, it upheld

other World War II emergency procedures

as a part of national policy adopted in time

of crisis in the conduct of total global

warfare . .

" The Montgomery legislation

and others like it, can hardly be justified

iiruifif those premises. Clea/ly, there is no

current material and substantial threats to

the defense <^ the United States Since the

end of the draft, in 1973, the active forces

have remained within 1.5 percent of

congressionally authorized levels, with

higher test scores, retention of enlisted

personnel and more opportunities for

minorities and women.
In the case of enacting a National Youth

Service System, as proposed br Mr
McCloskey, the Republican congressman
from California, again comes the question

of universal registration and subsequent
conscription violating the privacy laws of

the Fourth and Fifth Amendments. Since

there is no real obligation, m the McCloskey
bill, to military service, except under threat

of war, the question of involuntary ser-

vitude IS one of a domestic nature.

The Thirteenth Amendment, adopted in

1865 to repeal the laws of slavery, Lut

broader in perspective, states that,

"Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude,

except as a punishment for crime thereof

the part shall have been duly convicted,

shall exist within the United States or any
place subject to their jurisdiction." Thus,

the civilian service option of the McCloskey
legislation could be construed as illegal.

This is tougher though, since it's not saying

that a party is definitely committed to

civilian service. You have the option of

military service. This legislation is,

however, forcing a party to make a choice.

And the question of whether forcing the

choice is, effectively, making one do
something, is one where a clearer distin-

ction should be made.
There are some severe criticisms of the

civilian service idea, the most obvious of

which is whether a citizen should be giving

up the right to choose the destiny of their

own life. Secondly, in the case of the Peace

Corps, whether citizens should be used as a

tool in the public relations campaign of

their qovernment, Yes, some good miqht

come about as a result of a volunteer

helping to build anothef nation, and in

giving the people of that nation the con

fidence and skills necessary to live a more

qualitative life in an independent manner.

Still, one has to question whether there

isn't an ulterior motive on the part of those

providing that confidence and those skills,

in this case the "provider" being the United

States government. While the concept of

national service is, presunnably, based upon

a benevolent human instinct, "good in-

tentions " are hardly legislative matter.

Pe'^haps the best argument against

mandatory national service is provided by

Martin Karpatkin, of the American Civil

Liberties Union ; "What is too easily

forgotten is that the draft, in theory and in

practice, is so diametrically opposed to

individual liberty that nothing short of the

preservation of the nation can justify it.

Anyone who contends that the draft, or its

system, should be retained for any other

reason, has not learned the lessons of our

history, and does not comprehend the

difference between freedom and
totalitarianism."

Another thing that should be mentioned

is that one might be in opposition to the

policies of the government, yet is com-

pelled by law to become an instrument of

its implementation. At least in principle,

any US citizen should be granted the right

to hermitize his existence, to go in the

woods and withdraw from society.

National service, whether civilian or

military, violates that principle.

Jim Moran is a staff reporter for the

Collegian
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A wide>screen fix for the 'video-junkies'
avKBVfNB.KnLY

Hart M«rx once catted religion the opiatew the paopie. His ware simpler times, but if

he were alive today I'm sure he'd agree that
television has edged out religion as the
favored soporific of Western man. Now
comes the Video Revolution, which means
ffor all you avid junkie out there with the
coin) a bigger fix.

Yes boys and girls, for the price of a kilo

of Mexican brown you too can own a large-

screen TV, a videocassette recorder and a
videodisk player No longer need you squit
your bloodshot eyes at a nr^ere 25 inch
screen, or miss an episode of "Laverne and
Shirley" just to visit a friend in the hospital.

Those Neanderthal days are gone for good.

Now you can even buy your favorite
inovies and show them at home on a Big
Screen: Jaws. Deep Throat. The Towering
Inferrjo. and lots more! Think of the
nostalgia value of old news clips from the
Vietnam war! And don't forget sports.
Watch on the large-screen as Jack Tatum
blind sides Daryl Stingley. WhamI Play it

again, Sam.

Is somebody kidding? Survey takers
claim 98 percent of American homes have
at least one television on over five hours per
day, and that only work ar>d steep consume
more of a citizen's life. Only work and
sleep! In a nation of supposedly rugged in-

dividuals, nothing seems so terrifying as
free time. We kill it When not safely in

Sleep's oblivion or distract^ by the dreary
business of earning a living, we sit
catatonic before flickering burlesques of
sex and violence while our free time dies
slowly at our feet. The hours we might
have spent expressing ourselves, loving so
meone. talking to friends, playing with
children or learning about the world, we
•pw>d as slack-jawed voyeurs. Wa 8^«n
•Hher unwilling or unable to loolt inside
oursalvas or outsida at our society. So we
imnrwrsa ouraelvas in pra-pacitac^ day
draams, iackino •van tha imaflination to in-
vantcHifown.

As mass production brings the targe-

screen TV and the Videodisk player into our
hot little proiatarian hands, our collactiva
tactical retreat from reality threatens to
beconrw a headlong rout. With a dazzling
bigger-than-life fantasy right in our own liv-

ing rooms, will wa avar leave them again in

sawch of wparianca? Will wa be able to?

"Oh Advant. what a big screen you
have!"

Will somacma slay the baast in time?
Does anyone care?

Proof of small-screen television's numbing
power come in the late 60's and early 70's
when tfie networks beamed real death and
bloodshed into our homes in living color.
While Vietnamese children were being
fried in napalm, and Annerican students

were gunned down by the National Guard,
we the Silent Majority sat and watched,

Mting pretzels. The war was just another
spectacle, another Big Event to keep the
folks back home tuned-in so commercial
advertisers could hawk their wares, like

wine vendors at a gladiatorial contest.
Those weren't real human beings getting
shot, burned and clubbed, but merely snwll
electronic images. For most of us, televi

sion made the war look about as morally of-
fensive as a game of Pong.

Might the vividnen of large screen
violence finally impress the viewing public
with the human pain and suffering that are
the consequences of violence in real life?

Ikeam on. I call your attention to the recent
beatings and stabbings that have occurred
in New York and Boston after the evening
showings of everybody's favorite gana
warfare movie. The Warriors. Granted, the
thu(^ who go into a theater are the thugs
who come out, but I defy you*to find any
tears of blood on the faces of the solid
citizens as they leave this or any other of
Hollywood's Carnivore Specials

Practically speaking though, what could
possibly make a better Christmas toy for
that aging burnt-out veteran of the 60's in
your life than a large screen TV? Indeed,
the sensibility that was weaned on the
"electronic nipple " as a tot, and "got into

"

certain drugs as a youth, will probably find
it very hard to carry on as an adult without
the Big Picture. As pointed out in Milton
Shulnr>an's The Ravenous Eye. a similar

passivity is required of watching television
and of using drugs like LSD. Like sonw
drugs, the tube can show us pretty pic-
tures, but as with those same drugs our
everyday worid loolts twl<» ai paltry when
we "come down," After watching the fa-

stest, the strongest, the smartest and tha
most beautiful cavort against the flashiest
backdrops our neon technology can devise,
who can help but feel at least a bit slow,
weak, stupid or ugly? We are letting the
deeds of the superstars humble us into
contempt for own efforts. Seeing only the
glory of the passing moment and not tha
years of dedication, we decide we mustn't
be one of God's chosen, and rather than try
to accomplish something ourselves we sit

and stare like extras in an old Tarzan
movie, awed by the White Man's magic.

It makes little difference what we profess
to think of the tube if we continue dosing
oursdves with its machismo, moronic
humor and Madison Avenue rope-a-dope.
For the longer we sit with out mouths
closed and our minds vacant, ttie more our
ability to communicate will atrophy. Go to a
party and observe the awkwardness; listen

to the silences. Already we are forgetting
how to speak to each other.

I'll never forget the time I told an
acquaintance of mine that I didn't own a
television, A look of incredulous horror
spread across his face as he asked, "But
what do you do?"

Good question.

Letters to the Editor
'C'mon Jack
what's the story?
To tha Editor:

Hats off to those Dead Heads out there
who had the guts to stick up for
something they believe in. I really enjoyed
your letters, even takir)g into con-
sideration the obvious flaws and weak
arguments. I could talk all day about all of
your gross misinterpretations, but that is

not the purpose of this letter.

What I would like to do is ask either
Jack Albeck or a member of his com-
mittee to respond to the original question
in my first letter of April 9. How about a
fourth band for Spring Concert? If this is

not possible because of budget con-
straints, then I feel that those of us who
have already paid the activities fee have a
right to know what's going on. C'mon
Jack, let us know how our money is being
spent.

O.K.
Campus Live Heads

Who are you?
Dear O.K.:

In response to your letters, we are in

the opinion that if you wish to further
your discussions of the concert, you
disclose your identity. We are very open
about what we are doing and would
appreciate the same courtesy.

Jacl( Atbecic
Union Program Council

Sports columnist

out on strikes

To the Editor:

Mark Machand's recent sports column
on the striking baseball umpires seemed
to me unfair and, if I may say so,

hopelessly naive.

Mark 's gripe seems to be that by strik

ing now, the umps have somehow
violated the integrity of the whole season.
Bull' The integrity of professional
"sports" was thrown out the window
long ago when certain people discovered
there was money to be made. Lots of it.

Face It, Mark there 's no such thing as a
"team, " or the "Boston" Red Sox for

that matter There's /ust a bunch of guys
in the same place doing the same thing,

held together by one thing only those
green pieces of paper you and your
friends hand over for the priviledge of
watching other men make themselves
rich.

Mark allows that the umps have a
legitimate complaint, and yet he denies
them the right to make their greivance
felt. Who would listen to comp/aining
umpires off .reason ^ Not the fellows who

disburse the paychecks, that's for sure'
The umpires are being selfish, he says.
They don't give a damn for the game.
Okay, maybe that's true. But are the fans
any better? Who hasn't gloated at one
time or another over a highly questionable
call made in his team 's favor? Come off it

it's not the "game" that matters to the
fans. It's whether or not "We're Number
One'" (and by vicarious translation, "I'm
Number One!
So the umps are using the fans, those

poor folks who take the whole charade

seriously, to promote their own self
interest. So what else is new? You've let
players, managers, owners, promoters,
the media, Madison Avenue, ticket
sellers, beer peddlers all of them do it to
you for years. Why bitch now^

Doug Kenney
Northampton

Residential staff

under attack
To the Editor: •

It IS only out of sincere concern for the
students and their safety as well as
ourselves and our safety, that we address
this letter to you. We are in the process of
fully documenting all of the violent at
tacks on professional student residential

staff. In the interim we would like to share
the following list, representative of the
types of attacks that have been occurring
on a regular basis in the dormitories since
September.

'An HR's face was slashed with a
knife. The MR has since received threats

by phone
'An RA was nearly strangled.

'Numerous staff members fiave had
their cars vandalized. Some of these cars

are inoperable.

'Staff members have been physically

rissaultetl and verbally intimidated while

enforcing University policy and security in
the resident halls.

'Staff members have received phone
calls threatening retaliation.

"Persons have broken into HR apart
merits HR doors have been vandalized.

'The HR in Pierpont was nearly
murdered.
'Women staff members have received

rape threats both in person and by phone.
'Staff members have been the target

of fireworks.

'And most recently, a brick was
thrown through the bedroom window of
an HR apartment.

We are alarmed. We are concerned.
Alone we are unable to counteract the
escalation of violence in the resident
halls. Together with each UMass student
and employee we can jom to take back
Our right to live in a safe environment.

Let us no longer tolerate condone this
behavior by remaining silent. It is time
thatthe voice of the large majority of this
community be heard. We firmly believe
that this voice will express the outrage felt

by all of us and will condemn the violent
acts of a very small minority that
threatens the safety and well being of
each and every member of this communi
ty. Please address your written and verbal
comments to your student and profes
sional staff members, your professors,
your advisors, your department and ad
ministrative heads. Raise the con
sciousness of our community, take back
our right to a safe evironment.

Concerned Residential Staff

Nuke moratorium
To the Editor:

Be It that we now have a clear
understanding that neither the President,
nor the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
acted in the true interests of the health
and safety of the citizens of Harnsburg,
Pennsylvania. That there was no ma/or
evacuation because the reputation and
the profits of the nuclear industry were at
stake. And. further, that the United
States government continues to escalate
the nuclear arms race hiding behind the
transparent logic that the war heads are
being constructed so that they might
never be used.

We. as citizens, and as students cur
rently enrolled in the University of
Massachusetts, find that we are no longer
able to attend to our courses of study
with a clear conscience and a true sense

of integrity. Further, we understand that
we car) no longer look to our government
and Its agencies for protection from these
nuclear poisons and that we must unite
and undertake to protect and educate
ourselves in these matters We have
decided to invest our time and our life

energies in working for a Nuclear

Moratorium, through public education
and citizen intervention by whatever
means we deem necessary.

Gina Singleton
Brooke States
Ann Dorman

Richard Dodge
Edward McGlynn

Karl Meyer

Bus corrections
To the Editor:

On April 6, the Collegian carried a
generally accurate and well written report
on the possible Five College bus service
negotiations. There were, however, two
inaccuracies which I feel it important to
correct.

First, the proposed PVTA arrangement
would begin, perhaps in September.
1979. only on the Northampton Amherst
route, connecting Smith College with
Amherst College and UMass. We hope to
have PVTA later provide service on the
route to South Hadley. but this would de
pend in part on how well the first arrange
ment works.

Second. UMass does not pay 40 per
cent of operating costs of the Five Col
lege bus system. Approximately 79 per

cent of the total operating cost is met
through institutional contributions which
are equal for each of the five colleges.
Thus, the UMass administration con
tributes 15 percent of the total operating
cost. Of the roughly 21 percent which
derives' from student contributions
(through the Five College Student Coor
dinating Board), the Student Senate nor
mally pays about 40 percent, or about 9
percent of the total operating cost.

Putting together the contributions from
the Chancellor's Office and the Student
Senate, the university's tota' share of
operating costs for Five College transpor
tation IS about 25 percent each year.

E. Jefferson Murphy
Five College Coordinator
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Buiuch would not comment on inquines about the pro-
pertv .'Hd referred all questions to his brother, Miron, a
Bostun dttorney Miron Boluch could not be reached for

comment
Charles Drake, director of the Amherst Board of Health,

Mid It was my understandimi that the tenants and the
landlord had come to an agreer-^nt that the repairs would
be done." He added that another insp>ection would have to
be performed to certify N'urpny's claims.
Regardless, Murphy faces eviction in June, seven months

after she filed her complaint The state law prohibiting

retalitory evictions only protects tenants up to six months
from the time a complaint is issued against a landlord
Murphy claims she has been deserted by Legal Services

and that housing officials have not pressured her landlord
enough. I don't feel I've gotten anything out of this but a
raw deal,' she said

Murder suspect

pleads innocent
By STEPHEN KLEIN
Cottegian Staff

Juntori Mori, the man accused of tfie murdei of UM.iss
yaduate Sheryl Anne McCormick of Pelham this .\. .k m
New York City, was held at Bellevue Hospital last night

under a "suicide watch," Officer Jim McConville of the

New York Police Department said.

Mon pteadM innocent to charges of second degree
inwr^r at an arraignment Wednesday in Manhatten
Criminal Court Building He was ordered to Rikers Island

but after attacking his guard he was taken to Bellevue for

treatment Assistant District Attorney Elizabeth Hellman
said last mght

According to McConville the susfwct was treated upo*i
admittance to the hospital for "a broken wrist and his

stomach was pumped" The police said that M<m's
wounds resultwl from three attempts to kill himself,

McCormick. a 1977 graduate from the Chinese depart
ment here at UMass, and Mon were graduate students at

the ScN^ of International Affairs at Colombia Univerw^,

Great Easter Outfits

begin with a
Precision Haircut

at Great Expectations

( ' !'. ' 'H" Its hcs!, vou should look

Top ult \nur I ,i>ter (lutfil in perfect sivlc, with a

PrccisHin H; '^.ui hv ihf professional cutters at

Grcii f \pi • <; ns.

n, mdudme shampoo and blower

si >

Shampoo, Precision Haircut and
Blow-Dry Styling Complete for

$10.00

no appointmenti ever -

GXCIIT

PRECISION HAIRCUT TERS

HAMPSHIRE MALL
RT. 9 HADLEY

This dilapidated shed containing scraps of wood
and trash is the subject of a tenant complaint. The sh-

ed has been cited as a fire hazard in a housing insp^i>
tor's report (Staff photo by Dave LaChance)

Nail a colorful 40 x 30 poster

of this original art in your room.

Just send '2.00 toYukon Jack,

the Black Sheep of Canadian Liquors.

RO. Box 11152. Newington. CT. 06111

Yukon Jack 80 and 100 Proof Imported and Bottled by Heublein Inc HartlordCt SoleAgentsU S A c 1907 Dodd, Mead & Co ,

Inc

/^u weredbwn
Up half<a jar of peanut butt!

enDad^ check arrived
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*> \:a*«-,.

Nowcomes Miller tiipe
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\S?'^ ^-^^ -5*
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Group plans teach-in

on nuclaar awareness
Bv MtCHAn SUSSMAN
C^gtan Staff

A t^ch in on nuclear awarenoM will to

^W mmi Tu««lav in tMm AuAtorium at

?:Mpm.
Th« t««h in. sponsored lointlv by the

UM«tt Alt«rn«tiye Eneigy Coalition and

MattFlRG, conM» in th« w»h« «^ ttw

accid«ni at Thre« Mita Itlw^mM^ mr^U
plant in Pennsylvania.

Accordinf to Sfo^e States, a meinber

<M lh« fnwgv Coalition , the purpose of the

^chm m partially to educate (MCH>i«

about the pr<*lem« at Harnsburg

A statement prepared by the two grouiw

tM. "^» recent tvmM* at Three Mile

MaruJ have demonstrated again the nuclear

industry s ar»d the United States gover

nrrwnt s caHous disregwd for the people of

this country and their inability to control

nuctear power*
Speakers at the teach m wiM include

Anny Gyorky. Nancy Folbre ^d Alan

Kram. Gyorky is co author of No Nuk0s

Cvgryonrn's Guide to Nuclear Powm. and a
memter of the Clamshell Alliance, a

coadtmn of an^micter groups around the

natMn.
Fottire. m% economM, wiH^mA ws The

economy arnl nuclear power." KrMS, who
IS a professor of natural wiences at

Hampshire College, will speak on "the

Mfety hazards posed by the proposed
mjcNMir ^wer plant at Montague, Mass
A l^al (Kiwer company. Northeast

UiiHt^. htt been planning to construct a

plwYt in Montague The proposed plant has
run into local opposition and delays, in-

eluding a now famous incident in which

Sam Lov^oy toppled a tower which is

r^uired by the federal government to

monitor wMtH« conditions prior to

construction.

T f>e sportscwi irf tfw i«ach in a^o hope to

h^e a ^Mker from Physicians for Social

Responsibility, a group of medical doctors,

to speak on "The Medical Hazards of

Nuclear Pow«.**
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J. Stephen Kos from Victoria University in New Zealand delivers a point dur-

ing a last night debate with the UMass team. Kos and debate mate Timotfiy

O'Brien are traveling across the US debating various topics with American

students. (Staff photo by Jim Mahoney)

'^WhcN I'm In AMkcnsT
I AlwAyS EAT AT

PiNOCchio PizzA../'

../'(bfCAusc Iie's qoT rlir bcsT,

ANd I wouldiv'T lie cirliER.)''

TIIiOCCHIO
1177 N Pleasant St N. Amherst

549 36^
- FREE DELIVERY AFTER 5 -

%e

GRAND
OPENING

eypRess
"Gourmet Chinese cooking with

quick food format"

Have you ever been to China? Have you seen
the Great Wall, the junks sailing in the blue

sea and the people with four thousand years

of cooking experience behind them? You
don't have to go 10,000 miles to China to

taste real Chinese food. Just take the Annie
Hauler to the Hampshire Mall, Cafe Square.

THIS WEEK'S
SPECIAL:

All $1^° Dishes

^
OMTft McNtMtra't

Friday and
Saturday

Oiviv.

Hi]

Qoo^itunf^

one

DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
-J DRINKS-85C

goDtifooti&linnh
1 Pray St. Amhertt. Mass, 54S-o4(3

;Ms

BEEFEATERS.
HAVE WE GOT
A BEEF FOR YOU!

ROAST PRIME RIB
$5.95

Tiy this delicious, juicy cut,

priced to include Baked Potato,

unlimited Salad Bar and Bread and Butter.

Roast Prime Rib at $5.95 is a

featured item, Sunday thru Thursday,

at your Amherst Club Restaurant.

Reservations Accepted.

Most Major Credit Cards.

The Steak Out
351 Northampton Road

Amherst, Massachusetts '')1002

256-8557

The Club ' has
music, parody
By DEBBIE SA/ALLACE
and MICHAEL MARTINEAU
Collegian Staff

Smith College's production of the musical "The Club" is

a delightful and thought provoking look into men's clubs of

the early 1900's We were instantly greeted by seven
tuxedo clad gentlemen who were excaping to their club in

order to praise and demean their lovely women.
Women of the 1900's were displayed on both sides of

the state using period photographs. In this muscial parady
on sexism, the role of women is discussed by the seven
pompous gentlemen
The silly songs from the time period were highly sue

cessful because of the gents' imaginative character por

trayals and superb voices. The cliche jokes and outdated
humor within the songs were entertaining due to the fan
tastic singing ability and clever gestures of the ensemble.
There were many types of vocal techniques employed,

the most noteworthy being a barber shop quartet, and
multi part harmony. The actors' voices were definitely the
strength of the musical.

Speaking of strength, the most outstanding of the gents
was the sole bachelor, played by E. S. Roberts. He strutted

and paraded himself about the stage, and sustained a

powerful and exciting character throughout.
After drinking and reminiscing, the men prepared for their

spring play The dance steps they practiced in their so
called rehearsal were hysterical.

Being a musical, "The Club" incorporated much
choreography. The black servant of the club. Henry,
played by T L Dickinson introduced racist elements of the
period into the sexist play Henry looked his part, and tap
danced up a storm, yet his lack of a commanding singing

voice, detracted from his dancing.
The mobil scenery, (a simple set (rfmNnwmis red pat

terned coucHw and Im^ tables, ) was changed around con
stantly.

The Maestro's piano accompaniment for the play was
outstanding, but he lacked a convincing state presence.

The rest of the cast was excellent in portraying their m
dividual characters. Each man had his own quirks and
foibles which were underlined in the spring pagent rehear

sal. The high point of the show is the spring frolic rose

garden song in which each of the gentlemen parade
around in extraordinarily beautiful hats. The colorful,

flowery hats against the dark tuxedos contrasted wonder
fully Each hat underlined the man who wore it, as they
sant a sony for the good old United States and showed
their tendencies to dres up in women's doting as an outlet

for their stuffiness.

The ending of the play emphasized the fact this play is a

satire and not a serious treatment of sexism. In a closing

poem one of the gents took off his beard, revealing that he
was really a she. since it was then showed these men were
realy women perfectly disguised, we were reminded of the

jnequality facing women.

"AVOIDING RIPOFF"
A Car Purchase and Repair Workshop

Film and Advice
Wednesday, April 18

903 Campus Center

10:30; 12:30; 2:30 and 4

Co Sponsors
MassPIRG and the Student Auto
Workshop

Starting Thurs., April 19

we'll be open till

2 AM
Thurs., Fri., Sat. nights

Open till 10 PM
Mon.-Wed. nights

, Carriage Shops
Amherst

Around campus

WMUA airs folk concerts
"Chelsea House Concerts," half hour programs taped at

the Chelsea House Folklore Center, will begin this Sunday,
April 15at2p,m on WMUA, 91.1 FM.
The Chelsea House Folklore Center is a nonprofit

organization dedicated to the perpetuation of the folk arts.

Buy "Dead" fix Tuesday
The last day students, who have paid their Student Ac

tivities fee, may purchase their Grateful Dead tickets will be
on Monday, April M The tickets are available on the first

floor of the Campus Center directly outside tta dWI^M
Center Auditorium

Tickets may only be purchased by persons who have a
university identification card or student I D at the Fine Art«
Center Box Office on Tuesday. April 17 Absolutely no
checks will be accepted

Only two tickets may be purchased at $10 qm t^et by
an individual

Wednesday is IS/londay
No classes will be held Monday April 16 in commemora-

tion of Patriots' Day Classes will resume Tuesday April 17

and Wednesday classes will follow a monday's schedule.

•Buses on Monday will follow a Sunday schedule. The
campus library will be open from 10 am, to midnight.

Dining commons witt bf serving regularly all weekend
and Monday.

New group helps

handle emotions
Emotions Anonymous is a group dwiicated to helping

emotionally disturbed people recover from their illness and
stay healthy. A new chapter has opened in Amherst and
tonight at 8 p m. in the Welsley Methodist Church is the

youp's first meMing.

Emotions Anonymous follows the same recovery
method used by Alcoholic Anonymous and seeks to do for

the emotionally disturbed individual what AA does for the
alcoholic, according to a group official.

The group is a spiritual program but not devoted to any
one faith According to a statement from the organization,

the group strives to help people "cope with errwtional

problems which grow out of tensiww in ^M social

culture.'

As with AA, the group usn omly first narrMS wnth the

public.

A booklet issued by the group lists several concepts
behind the program. For example, the group never
discusses religion, politics, national, or international issuw.
Nbthing said at the meeting is repeated outside the
meeting by any member.

ATTENTION CCEBS STUDENTS!!

Each year the CCEBS program sponsors, as

part of the Family Day activity, the honoring of

a student who has made the greatest service

contribution to the Third World community
This award, the Shirley Graham DuBois Service

to Community Award, is one which students

nominate and elect candidates. Nomination

forms may be picked up in Room 214 of the

New Africa House, everyday until Thursday,

April 19 Forms must be returned by Friday,

April 20.

Criteria:

a. Persons eligible: All CCEBS students.

b. Form of Award: Engraved plaque; and the

recipient's name engraved on a perpetual pla

que to be kept in the main CCEBS office.

c. Number of recipients: One.

Elections will be held on Wednesday, Thurs

day, Friday, April 25 27, 1979 A list of the

nominees will be published prior to the election

dates

Act now!! Nominate the candidate oi your choice.

Saster

is a tradition at the

£ordJeff
Your family, our savory food,

lively drink and a plethora of fresh cut

flowers. Fantastic. The chef has prepared

a flavorsome menu just for this day to

include a hap)py choicp of traditional

holiday favorites including several selec-

tions (and prices ) for the youngsters. As

always, senior citizens are welcome at

their own special prices.

LordjefferyInrL.
ON THE COMMON. //aMHERST. MASS.

RKSKRVATIONS ,7 y f \( (41.^)2 5.1-2576

Engineers
Examine Our Career Opportunities

Before Making That Decision!

There are openings m High Tech-

nology Research and Development

for Mechanical and Aeronautical Engi-

neers. Discuss your career interests

with one of our engineers.

Call toll free weekdays

8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

800-243-3343

PRAn & WHITNEY

AIRCRAR GROUP

*n Eau*i OppO'lu'>M» E"pic>"
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To ^Acs m claattfiMl a4, diop by the
Coi^gmti oMic:« tCC 1131 twtwet-n 8 4&
am . and3;^pm Monday throui it '

'•

day or use our mntiy clip and -" i
'

found in most istu^ o* iht^

Classified deadl>n»» is 3 45 p m ia.i dayi,

in advance of iiuiiin .ition date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily

45i pet line five consecutive issues. 40c

pel line pef day; 30 consecutive issues,

30c jwr line per day One line is roughly

t't)uiv,iient to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR SALi

AC; 67 MGB. neecte74 Dataun 710. iulo
worfc, ^3 7882.

"n Ford IMontego, G^ mi , Vf, i^ wm,
runs good best offer, 548 ITtt,

IfTD VW bug, good rami., unm^ mmmm,
exc^j^ubber & gas mileage, $^0, ^^77.
Sava 1§% off your auto insurar»ce with a
MHl auto alarm system Area's lovMSt
ratw. Call 546 9639 or 546 1131.

71 CapH 2000. 440n m,,
6 7181

eWTCtrrAINMENT

SmifMi ayMam fw lika. fNrfact lot cof
feahouMS, disced, baryta, Hkk. MMIOS

mm mm
Brittarty Manor rm, for cme to share VMth
present occupant, $87.50 & »f^..
m3645 ^
Farmhousa n^wna ^ rant, 4 mi from
UM. stream w/ swim, 27 acres, wash, dry,
turn beautifuM 150 rmsnth or 80, 253 3794

Presidential. 2 bdrm. apt., big enough
for 3. AC, closest to cmps , $250. heat &
h w inci avail May ^, fall c^mn. call

549 1684

FOR SALE

1971 Int Scout, 4wd $1000 or BO, Ed.
549 4629

Stratocaster copy, looks, plays feel like

real thing Exc cond . 546^1, Larry

Furniture, brand new this semester Liv

ing room set couch b chair, $150. 4 pee
matching bedroom set double bed, head
board, ntght table, bureau, $325. Call Beth
after 5pm, 2560479

Bike. 5 speed. Schwinn PL2, call

546 6909

CRC handbooks. 58th ed , $17, down
from $40, order in GRC 103, here before
finais

1 pr. CCM, Super Tacks. si2e7V2, $80. call

Dean, 546 7439, exc cond.

3 cu. ft frig.. 4 mo old, $90, Fred.

349 2615

75 Pinto, exc cond.. r>ew tires, AM FM,
rustproofing, $1700 call Jim after 6 p m.
weekdays, 584 4352, Sat., Sun. anytime.

FOUND

Found — watch in Herter. call 549 5962^

Found -glasses behind Cashin. call

6 4328

Found — long haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan black markings. 665 4324

HELP WANTED

Look for a summer job? Be your own boss.

Craft /wallhanging business for sale. Al,

323 4249, Keep trying"

Phone f correction. Part time live in

assistant for psychiatric half way house in

Greenfield. Room and board (no salary) in

exchange for some night and weekend
work. 773 3424. Jim or Kathy

Summer jobs now. World cruisers'

Pleasure boats' No experience' Good Pay!

Carribean, Hawaii, world' Send $3.95 for

application and direct referrals to Seaworld,

Box 60129 Sacramento. Ca 95860^

Jobs. Lake TShoe, Calif Fantastic tips'

$1,700 $4,000 summer' Thousands still

needed Casinos, restaurants, ranches,

cruisers Send $3 96 for application /info to

Lakeworld, Box 6012, Sacto, CA 95860

The Collegian Advertising Department
is looking for ad reps. If you have ex

perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office. The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer. _^

Overseas jobs — summer/year round
Europe, S America, Australia, Asia, etc

All fields, $500 $1200 monthly Expenses

paid Sightseeing Free info write: IJC,

Box 52 MC, Corona Del Mar CA 92625.

INSTRUCTION

Tannis lessons— call Marty, 6 6409, free

trial lesson.

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. intro

flight, $45, 253 3834, day or eve

LOST

Horror stories, Bierce. 6 7254 Anne.

Loat-opal ring, library 2nd WoW, 4/10.
call 6 4800, reward ______
Lost 4/9. scnmshaw nki vie. cccs, o^
Mary. 549 0906, reward, eves.

Lost 4/10. woman's digital watch. gtM
tond^ Please call Sue. 546 71^^
Loati Saturday, April 7, 1979, 14C^M aar

ling btwn. WOPE parking lot, Grad. Res.
artd coffee shop. Great sentimental valuel

Ptoase. call Kathy or Ro at 549 4927 »
fair>d. Reward offered! Thanks!

Lost-dk red wallet in Van Meter on 4/7
Please return to CC Assistance desk or Col
tegwt (k^^^ 0^. or call 5^ 58^.

Black rimmed glasses-case left on tray

in barracks diner April 2, 546 1263.

MI^ELLANEOUS

bm NifHlrachi stuffing anvalofMa. free

details, rush stamped addressed envelope,
Action Sales. Box 112 C. Ludlow MA
01%6.

MOTORCYCLES

75 Suiuki OOOT. 14.000 nrw.. runsexc^^t.
)ust tuned, $800or BO, call 3^4704
1971 Triumph BEO Bonn., all stock excl

cond.. 11.400mi .SISOOorBO. 6 7524. Ed.

PERSONALS

Hay. KC. I owe you more favors than ever.

IS there life on Mars' Only Mork and the in

nocent know. Val the Virgin.

Body Snatcher. Sat , 4 21, CCA, 6:00,

7 30, 9 30. n 30. $1 00. UMass Womens
Swim Team.

Scotch -did you get the whipped ream
out of the blankets' I miss ya b I'll b<: down
for a "starry night" next Mond:»y. Happy
Easter Love Soda (water) (seltzer)

Attention Ms. Heaven Hop, alias "2"

Ronda Iwithout an Hi: Mrs Sociology, a

bit IL Hope you hove a happy "21" PS
Mr McLaughlin says Hi' Love always,
Brenda and Fern.

"Avoiding Ripoff," a car purchased and
repair workshop Learn from the experts
what your rights and remedies are in buying
and repairing a car 903 Campus Center.

Wednesday, April 18 10:30; 12:30; 2 30
and 4:00 Co sponsors: MassPIRG's Con
sumer Action Center and the Student Auto
Workshop.

One day at a time, friends!!

Saturday Night Fever. Catch it in the

CCA on Wed nite April 18, at 4:30, 6:45.

9:00. n: 15 Rated R, $1^.
And too cheap, too, Mike' You know it's

free' Sorry; I'm going with Paul Kerry.

Karry— u want to go to the coffee house at

Newman Ctr Mon. night at 9 p.m.' I'm too
shy to ask you in person' Love, Mike.

Need bucks? Houseboys needed at Delta

Chi Trade in meal tickets for money and
get on our meal plan, call Gary, Joed or

Dennjs, ^^2:»
.

Boo-Man: we want to thank you for the

entertainment Sunday night. You will never
know how cute you looked with that

monkey in your arms and your face

painted. Keep up the drinking and that

crazy laugh' From 15 Swiss Village.

To Sean Gildea: happy birthday to you!
Happy Easter too! Hope the Easter bunny
brings you something good' Love from the

girls in Swillage'

People needed for kitchen work, good
food and DC money can be rebated,

253 9230

compatability
Louis Neubel,

Astrology, birthchrts.,

rdngs., 11 yr profsni.

549 6425. ^
Gay peer counseling, SU ^CCSTues.,
57. Thurs. 6 8, Fn 4 6 or call 545 2645.

We buy & sell used audio components.
Sound & Music, 90 92 King St , Northamp
ton MA 01060, tel 584 9547

Stick it in your ear free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N Pleasant St., Amh., 253 3324.

Diamond engagement £t wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253 3324.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg priced merch. to all

students & staff Remember your ID.

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Long Island or NYC. Leav
ing Fri., 4/13 and returning Mon., 4/16.

Will share driving and expenses. Call Rich

at 546 8736 or 545 3500

ROOMMATE WANTED
Mooommate wantad. $110 month, mcl
ujM., Swi^ ^'•i'Ce^ Amherst, 256 841

1

Capa Cod for summar— need female
roomie for lovely home in Dennis on
beach ~ call 546 5563 $625 due by May
1 -hurry I

2-3 paopla for 3 bdr. house in S. Amheret
f»ol. ten cjts on bus rt . 253 93:^

2 famalas wantad to share 2 bdrm apt in

Brandywine, comp furn , pool, ten cts.,

AC, cable TV & on 2 bus rts. Call

549 1792

TO SUBLET

2 bdrm. garden apt. w/ balcony ovedook-
ing Mt. Sugarloaf Pool, AC h fully furn.. 5
mis to campus, on bus rt., avail, mid May
to Aug , option to tm%i in fall, rent nag , call

665 2984.

Two bdrm. CliffMMrai^., a^. tr^ M^,
on bus. pool, tennis, fall option, neg.,

665 3006.

Sublet May 1, $80, your own room, pool,

bus rou te. Colonial Village, 253 3141.

1 bdrm. In Riverglade apt. avail.

05/26 8/31, $75 per month excluding
utilities, 256 6059. evenings.

Lanvern Ct. 2 bedroom apt.. $200/mo.,
from 6/1 w/ fall option, furnished AC,
dishwashr

, on bus route, all utilities.

665 2865

2 bd. apt.. AC. pool, bus stop, furnished.

$225 or BO 253 7478, aft. 5 p.m.

Cheap summer sublet. 2 bedroom.
$200/month. Colonial Vil., bus rt., call

256 6449, eves

Summer sublet -3 bdrm. Puffton, semi
furnished, 549 2619

Spacious one bedroom apt. at Cliffside:

tennis courts, pool, on bus route, available

mid May with option for fall, $195/mo . all

utilities included Call 665 2441 keep try

ing.

Apt. to sublet. Sunder
, 2 br . $260 per

mo
.
sem furn

. all util incI , 665 3925

Room in house in Hadley, Jun. Aug . 6
mm from campus, call Alan, 586 5560.
$100 mo
House to sublet, 5 bdr., S. Amherst,
avail 6/1, opt. for fall, call 253 7978

To sublet — 2 bdrm. apt., Amherst, $190
mo., incl., call Steve or Bob, 256 8643,
avail. 6/1.

2 bdrm. apt.. Squire Vil., summer w/ fall

opt., pool, AC, dw, bus, negot., 665 7554

Puffton— 1 Ig. bdrm.. fully furn., w/ opt.

for full apt. in fall, avail, mid May, AC,
pool, tennis, bus rte., rent negot! 549 6032.

Sublet, fall option, Brandywine. 2
bedrm., 2 bus rts., pool, AC, dishwasher,

pond, carpeting, call 549 6157.

1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt in Sunderland. For

6/1. Fall opt., on bus rte., great pool and
tennis, poss. furn., $120/mo. 665 7560,

eves.

2 bedroom apt., modern kitchen, laundry,

air cond.. pool, on bus route, available 6/1,

fall option, $21 5/ mon., call 665 2^1.

2 bedroom Rolling Green apt. - fully fur

nished, all utilities, including AC,
dishwasher, garbage disposal, pool, on BR
busline, parking, basketball, 2 bathrooms,
carpeted, available May 31 to Aug. 31. Call

evenings, 253 7785, Mike or Eric.

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1.

549 5144^

For 1 or 2, M or F, sunny bdrm. in 2 bdrm
Southwood townhouse, 6/1 8/31, AC,
stereo, color cable TV, wall to wall, fully

furn patio, 1 Vi bath, pool, courts, etc

253 3193.

1 br! Cliffside apt^ May 23 Aug. 31, w/
fall option, $185/month, util. incl , last

week of May paid, Paul, 665 7593, 9 11

p.m.

Partly furnished 3 bedroom apt., in Puf

fton, available in May with option to renew
in fall. $200/ month, includes air cond ,

cable TV, and full shag carpeting, two
baths, call 549 0090^

Rolling Green, 2 br. townhse. to sublet,

w/ option, AC, all util., bus rte., 256 0625.

Brandywine— May 31-Aug. 31, 2 bdrm.,

AC, pool, tennis courts, rent negotiable,

549 6235

Riverglade, 3 bdrm., frnshed., on bus rt.,

w/ Indry & pool fclties. Rent ft utis. Call

nites. 256 6344

Rolling Green, 2 bdrm. townehouse, M
utilities included, on bus rte.. pool, all con-
veniences dishwasher, disposal, nice
carpeting, air cond , call after 5 p.m..
256 0479 $276.

Rolling Graan, 2 bdr. townhse., bus, w,
pool, furn.. $250, all util., avail. 6/1.
253 7703.

To sublat wHth option to renew; 3 b#.
Townehouse apt., on bus rt.-lots of

ro(Mn-lots of extras. $306— mo. 5<O-OS70.

Summer sublet, fall option. Puffton apt.,

1 bedroom, air cond., bus rt., tennis, pool,

available in May, call 549 5732, anytime.

1 bdrm. avaiiabia in Riverglwle. On bus
route, pool, furnished, AC. Call 256 6312.

3 bdrm. apt.. Puffton — summer sublet w/
apt to renew, call 549 5866

3 bdrm. Puffton apt. w/ AC. btM. pool,

tennis Avail, late May for sumrr^er and next

year. 549 1033.

2 bdrm. Puffton^^., m^ e^ May, with
c^t. to rent in faN. Furnished if requested.

Call: 5490455

1 bdrm. apt., summer sublet w/ opt. for

fall. On bus rte.. mostly furn , AC, pool,

ten, ct
.
.^ISOjnnj^ BO, 5*9 6630.

Furnished Brandywine apt., mid May
with fall option, 549 0691, Ron, Steve,

Cheryll.

Summer sublet -fall opt., Brandywine. 2
bdm

.
part furn , AC, pool, tennis, bus rte

Rent negot Call now' 549 6195

2 bdr. apt. w/ pond view in Brandywine,
summer rental w/ opt. for fall lease Pool,

tennis crts., AC, bus rt,. $250/mth,, neg,.

call 549 4720.

One bdrm. in large houe.
$90'mon . util. mcl.
calling 369 8372

Conway,
keep

3 bdrm. apt., summer sublet w/ option for

fall, call Steve. 549 0044, after 6 p.m.

1 bedroom Cliffside apt . on bus route,

5/24 8/31 w fall Opt. furn., $195/mo.
665 4774.

2 br w/option to renew. AC.
util Incl., pool, exc. bus

Rolling Gr.

DW, disp ,

256 6225_
2 bedroom apt., AC. pool, bus stop, fur

nished. $275 or BO Call 253 7703. 4 8 p_m.

1 bdrm. available in Brandywine. 2 bdrm.
apt . for summer. June 1 Aug 31. rent

neg. 549 5847. Maria, after 11 p.m or

wkends.

Brandywine apt., mid-May to 8/29,

$200/mon. or BO; 1 bdr ; fully furnished,

AC & pool, on bus route. Cal[549jB752

One-bedroom apartment available June
1 at Puffton Village, call 549 6108, anytime .

Rolling Green, 3 bedroom townhouse
Available June, July, August. Call Susan,

253 5490. Pam, 546 9587 or Gail, 546 9594.

Take over our lease. 2 bdr. Puffton apt.

fr. June 1, $265/mon., excellent loc, bus
stops, laundry, walking dist., 549-1421.

4 bdrm. house, sum. sublet w/ fall opt.,

partially furn . . $35 N'hamp . 586 2825.

One bedroom townhouse. sublet

through August, option for fall, 256 8728.

2 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail., 6/1 8/31, fall

opt. , call 549 0773, after 5 p.m.

2 bdrm. townhouse at Riverglade, AC,
pool, on bus route, partly furnished. Price

negtble. Avail. 5/27, call 253 3945.

'Townehouse, 3 br. apt., furnished, AC,
DW, brt., price negotiable, av. June 1 Aug.
31, 549 6282.

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for a 3 bedroom house in area, on
bus route, will pay $250 to $350/month.
Please respond, call Rick, 253 2154.

LEGAL SERVICES

Attorney Jason Rosenthal, low cost
representation for UMass community. In

come taxes. Appt. only, 253 7617.

FREE AMPLIFIER CLINIC

Mark your calendars! Free amplifier

testing clinic, April 19 20. Any make, any
model amp. pre amp or receiver tested.

Measurements of power, distortion and fre

quency response made on Hewlett Packard
& Techtronix test equipment. Thurs., April

19 & Fri , April 20. Sound ?t Music, 90 92
King St., N'hampton, 584 9547.
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wmun prografflffling

6wn-10wn "THE FRIDAY MORNING
BREAKFAST " WITH CHARLES

HOLMES MUSIC
to sunny up.

himj^ms WAKE UP NEWS/Vicki Bates
SPORTS/Tim Wasserman

8:35wn "ATHENA'S WEB '

WITH DON CEROW
Daily astrological

weather forecaset

10am 2pm -SLACK CLASSICAL MUSIC
WITH BRIAN McCREE"

The nrHisic of Leon Thomas,
l^rion Brown, Billie Holiday,

Ella Fitzgerald and others

12:00 NOON REPORT/ Bob Kimball

SPORTS/Tim Holteran

2pm 5:30pm "ITS ONLY ROCK N' ROLL"
WITH PERRY ADLER
New Wave, okli«i, and
should have been hits;

radio like it once was
and sfHHjId still be.

4:30pm BANDBOARD Listing of

of k>cal musical happenir>gs

5:00 NEWS HEADLINES

5:02 "ATHENA'S WEB "

WITH DON CEROW

5:30pm 6pm NEWSWATCH /Vickie Bates
WEATHERWATCH/Fred Winer

SPORTS /Neal Opper

Crossword
UNITED Feature Syndicate

ACROSS 43

1 _ in Inter

¥»ne *5

5 Nautical slick

9 Highland
musician 46

14 Busy place 48
15 Mountain

Comb form 5?
16 Humble
17 Solar disc S6

Var 57
18 Branches
19 Metal rooimg SB
70 Kitchen u»«»n 59

«<l 60
?1 Supplied «»iih

means
?3 Involves
7f> Hail Com^

lorm
26 Churchill's

sign
27 Silver mark

ing Abbr
29 Mr Calloway
3? Females
36 Brazilian

slate
36 Liqueur fia

voring

37 Turkish title

38 West coast
shrub

39 Camping
near item

40 Frees
41 Crowd
42 Wars o( the

61

62

63
64

Fresh
Ac'or — Mac
Murray
Means ol

iransporta
iKjn
— o» Wight
Breakfast
food
Ettemmate
men Slang
Corroded
— rvjus Con
lideniiaily

Worthless
Gre«k portico
Have
lor music
Bambt tor

one
Barbaric
Asian race
The — Prayer
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nn\A/M P'* •'" Informaluuwm
2^ States for 48 Canadian

Contour maiiy medical man
US missile 27 Raw veget 49 Show avid m
Experience able dish terest m 2
Animal encio 28 Trolley words
Sure 30 Popular cias 50 Make amends
Esprit de sification 51 Rental agree
corps 31 Wagers ment
Semites 32 Mend 52 Ringing of
Partly Prefix 33 French Iriend bells
Exhausting 34 Along about 53 —Domini
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Small pieces 36 Rant »>d rage novel
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DAY PACKS
All Packs ai'iltowr) with th«M addad laMurM:

• Watar Rapallani
• OuraDIa Nylon Conitruction
• Comfart-paddad adluitabla MtouMar Mrapt
• Mon«y-back guaranlaa
• W* pay hlpt..r>g coMt

NORDIC PACK
5" ¥ 12" x 17"

Maximunn Capaci-
ty Oeslgnl (VVIth

Waist band.) Light

Blue. Only $11.95
delivered!

TEAR-DROP PACK
(3%" -5")x 13" X 16"

Streamlined Da-,
signl Light Blue.'

Only $9.50 da-
ily^]

Send check direct to; NAME
COCONO. Suite 217-9 |

^°'^''^*®

664 Central Avenue. 1 CITY

j
STATE

STANDARD PACK
3\4" X 11" X 15"

Popular Daslgnl
Light Blue. Only
$7.95deliveradl

(Calll RMidanti

add 6% Salat Tax)

Alameda, Calif 94501

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Q APE lUEM *»ys To CoMMuNicATt ,1m inE 06#^0^

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

^U—O
XV4> itite ^t to ^Hd Sewe

Aaia{« lice (f Jim tygr qeiff^ To

pioneer at «a^re t^cicj.

O

•^

^ .

Nothing Special by Joe casey

^ Mf«^^ THE AVD FLT ^TTfC

AN*flAy AwAlT,N(3 THt rifcsr

nv cr lie SFi»ficN ««b "*"

THfc fKfMy A4f*40rt.«rTH

iM^ml

tK! ; i.< Av.D «a> .-lATFTi

vj'\.'N- ti«^^ T.t^C Tt
ut'Kfc'^J'- viriNiCi*4P
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Nebbish by Mike Galper 8- Nathaniel Parkinson

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

mAvmuAH /$ iOUDo^iou
HOUI ll£ALIZIN6 HIS DlD^n AN-
PRBAMOFANie- SiHJOi MY
lAMlC REPUBLIC! QUB5V0N'

imis itrnwiFB
SPeAKjue TV us wy
iNMfamr^itomi
X> NOT SPEAK lM£^
THEY AKB AOPf^^aeV

OH.THATS

ThATiJUST'

oemjL'

uoNPemjL? YOUmi PIP' rr

jupr PIP it/Ae TOOL mew.
YOU H&H^ UNAPOLDOmc AND
WHATHB MASTBJ^UL' trs
JU5TSAIP' 8££N A WN6 TIMS'

7BU MB UHY DO ^fP^'
YOuiSTwmtuiFe *fi*^J'
PR£S6UK^ A
PROeriTl/TB?

BRBAIM
OFFmSH
AIR.'

n^. 1^WORK FOR
I ^ A CHANOE!!
Consumer/Public Interest Employment

Massachusetts FairShare, the Statewide

citizens group, will be interviewing on

campus:

Tuesday. April 17. 1979

9 a.m. -4:30 p.m.

Paid, temporary summer and career posi

tions are available dealing with public

education and fund raising.

For further information contact Student

Employment Office, 239A Whitmore.t '^

I
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I
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2 X-Rated Shows
April 6-7-8

DEERFIELO
DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
Inside

Jennifer
Welles

also

Joy of
Letting: Go

Showtime 7:30
Positivr ID

U'Mli'r 18 not iflPiincCl

PoIk .• In rlirrj. ID

iig V « ^ i
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UMie runs Marathon
,
Friday, April 13, 1979

By KEVIN MCCAFFRgY
Collegian Staff

On Mcmday Morning an Mlim^ttd 8000
rurw^n wM head tor the hub of the
universe to compete tn the race of tti«

universe; the Boston Marathon,
A wrtatn mysttque surrounds the sport-

sperson who satisfies an athletic appetite
by running 26 miles and 39B yards. In the
past thr^ years 48 year old Charlie Misner

has been on such a diet. Misner is a

groundskeepor for theUmass athletic

department and has finished eight

marathons since his athletic career began

M the not so tewder age of 45.
'I went through the whole physicat

Mness bit, " he explained. "I gave up smok-
ing and lost sixty pounds so I could run. I

was only a logger at first, but then I ran a
race for masters lover 40) in Westfield and
was pleased with the results. To keep me
motivated I've been running races ever
since "

For a year after W^tfield, Misner ran road
races of varying lengths in towns scattered
around the New England area. To better

satisfy his growing interest in the sport he
entered his first marathon in Newport,
Rhode Island, in September of 1977.

I ran over four hours in tfiat race, but
what IS ttWKm Hnpor^nt I finished." Misner
stated.

Over the next 18 months following his

debut in Newport, Misner atterKied the

starting lines of marathons m Lowell,
Holyoke, Bangor, Maine, Cape Cod.
Newton, South Hero, Vermont, and yes,

Boston.
I qualified for my first Boston Marathon

last March in l^tfMM, Mrith a time of 3:25,"

he said

He crossed the finish line in last years
Boston race, but not before a series of

cramps hindered his peformance. He finish

ed in over four hours. Misner will try again
on Monday as he will be one of the throng
of 8000 traveling to Hopkington He earned
his ticket a month ago in the same race that

cleared his entrance the first time around:
the Lowell Marathon The qualifying stan

dard for the masters division at Boston is

3:30
I just did make it this year," Misner said

with a smile "I ran 3:28:56
'

Currently he is logging 60 to 70 miles a

week in preparation for the contest.
Although he considers this marathon to be
the biggest and the best, he is already look-

ing anead in time to his fiftieth birthday. It

IS on that day that Charlie Misner will enter

a new competitive world of the over 50
masters group

"It will be a new challenge," he said. "I

know running isn't for everybody, but I cer-

tainly en|oy it."

For the marathoner part time ground
sKeeper who lives in Easthampton, life into

his 50's means climbing up the hill, and not
over it

r POSITIONS AVAILABLE
The Collegian has openings next semester for the
following positions: \i *i

— Assistant Managing Editors 5?55^
— Copy Editors

— Layout Technicians SSEfe^** *

J'

The positions are paid. See the Managing Editor,

Campus Center 113, or call 545-3500 for details and
applications.

The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer.

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 5Q/1 QIK'3 MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL0»+-3IOO ROuTt q MADLEY MASS

ADULTS %i 50 STUDENTS & SM CITIZENS WITH AMC CARD S2 OO TWI LITE SHOW SI 50
CHILDREN i1 25 SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTS EXCLUDED

(TLS) INDICATES TWI-LITE SHOW-TICKETS ON SALE 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO TLS

Qf GABE KAPLAN'S
HAVING A BALL!

Fri thru Sun at (TLS 5 00) 7:30 9:45

Mon thru Thurs at (TLS 6:00) 8:30

Matinees (Fri thru. Thurs.) at 1:15

PC

MARLON BRANDO
GENE HACKMAN
SUPERMAN It o hit

»ONt tAfUTT

|Fri thru Sun at (TLS 4 30) 7 30 10:15

Mon. thru Thurs. at (TLS 5:30) 8:30

Matinees (Fri. thru* Thurs ) at 1:00

PC

K The original

space man

BUCK ROGERS
IN THE 25th CENTURY

Fri. thru Sun at (TLS 5:15) 7:45 9:45
I

Mon thru Thurs at (TLS 6:15) 8:30

Matinees (Fri. thru Thurs.) at 1:30
PC

ROBERT DE NIRO

Academy Award -Best Picture

Fri thru. Sun at (TLS 5:30) 9:00

Mon thru Thurs at (TLS 5:00) 8:30|

R Matine«B (Sat thru Thurs.) at 1:00
i

:Ui iimii :i i iini.«.'*i ii i ii'HJMMi.*f.i:nmi.i:i*tH»ii.'.im'H»t.Hmrr;

Sports notices
SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT The first annual UMass softball tournament,
hosted by defending intramural champs Home Plate, will be held April 28 29. The
winner of the double elimination tournament will receive a prize of $1 10; the run*
ners up receive $50. There is a $10 entry fee and the first 16 teams to submit the
fee and a roster are eligible. For more information. Contact Bob Ford at
5494908.

The Five College Mixed Doubles Tournament will be held on
Saturday, April 14 on the Kendall Hall Courts at Mt. Holyoke College. Entry forms
are available from the Mt. Holyoke tennis coach and there is a $1 entry fee per
person. At least one member of a team must be a Five College students. In case
of rain, the tournament will be held on Sunday. April 15. Prues awarded.

if Laxwomen win
CONT FROM PAGE 16

Springfield got even a f»w minutes later when, at 8:00, center Sue Paschell

lobbed one to Jennings who deflected the ball into the goal. The tying goal came
with a sneakaway roller from Anne Peabody with 11 minutes left.

UMass made the score 5-4 with a Nickerson feed to Laune Vincello at 21 :00.

Springfield tied it up again with Peabody's third goal of the game At 23:00 (two

minutes left in the contest) Cari Nickerson tallied her fourth goal with a shovel

past Sipp. Excellent defense and stick handling on the part of UMass saved the

win.

UMass next meets the Huskies of Northeastern on Saturday at the fields of

NOPE.
In JV action, the junior Gazelles downed the JV of SpringfWd College by a

healthy 7 1 margin. UMass was paced by Betsy Mazeral who notched three goals

to lead the UMass offense

The JV women will be in action again this Saturday when they host Nor-

theastern at 2: 15 according to coach Marisa Didio. Then, on Tuesday, the junior

laxwomen will travel to Northampton to face off against Smith College.

LEVI'S "WILDFIRE"

Young men, try Levi's "Wildfire" separates for an upbeat
dressed up Spring in oyster and navy Jacket in sizes 38-42

and 38L-40L 60 00 Matched up with a vest S-XL

18 00 Al! over Levi's coordinated slacks sizes 29-36

18 00 Wildfire m the Spring' Directions, Baystate West, West-

field Eastfield, Enfield Square and Hampshire Mall

Friday, April 13, 1979

Netmen down MIT;
singles successful

iC:(>licuian 15

By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's tennis team defeated
M.I.T. in a match that was decided before
#ie doubles teams even started to play. Alt

of UMass' singles players were successful
and all but one in straight sets.

UMass' first singles Alan Green went 5-0

in the first set before giving up a game to

Yusuf Maniya. Green overpowered Maniya
wHth a dynamic serve and strong play to

|Wn6 1,6 3.

Playing second singles for the Netmen
Unas Jim Barnhart who outplayed opponent
Stan Orobac. At the net, Barnhart proved
impossible to pass and he frustrated

Drobac further by returning shots that

might have been put aways against
someone else Barnhart defeated Drobac
when, at 6-4, 5 3, Drobac double faulted
then hit a volley wide.

After losing a close first set 5-7. UMass'
third singles, Keith Hovland, canr>e back
strong to defeat Marc Julian 5 7, 6 1, 6-1.

At set point, Hovland came up witn an
impressive passing shot to win tne set ana
match.

Fourth singles Dave Nowak handily

defeated M I T s Joe Pasquale 6 3, 6 2
In identical but reversea scores, uiviass'

Sergio Strepman beat Charlie Calkins 6 2.

6 3. Strepman played fifth singles tor the
Netmen.

In sixth singles action, Mark Huettwrian
defeated Alex Mamza of M.I T., 6-4, 6-2

The Netmen were less successful m
double play, but the lo^es didn't affect the
outcome as the singles action secured a
win.

Green teamed with Nowak but the two
couldn't muster an attack and lost to

Maniya and Drobac &2, 6-3.

Hovland and Dave Kim managed to win
three games before losing to Pasquale and
Mamza, 6 3, 6 0.

"Today's game is more indicative of

what the team is capable of," said coach
Steve Williams. "The scores show that the

guys are playing real well With Alan
playing first singles and Jim playing

second. I expect the team will continue to

win."
"It's too bad we had to win the season

opener Sunday," he continued, "but our

singles are strong, doubles are strong, the

guys are comfortable on the home courts

and since most of our matches are horr^

matches, I think the good performances
will continue."
The Netmen face Middlebury tomorrow

at 3:00 on the upper Boyden courts and
they travel to Holy Cross for a match on
Monday.

Linksters start season
Bv BOB MITCHELL
Collegian Staff

Nine returning veterans and three newcomers make the UMass Men's Golf
Team one of the prime contenders in the Yankee Conference this Spnng.

In a pre season match played at Yale University last week, the golfers finished
second behind Central Connecticut, in a field of four.

Their early showing at Yale made UMass coach Ed Vlach very pleased. He
said: "the squad finished ahead of Yale and Amherst, who both played many
holes of golf during the winter Our guys played virtually none."
The team will again be led by their captain Jim McDermott. who is Vlach's

only certain starter due to his fine performance in the qualifying rounds (several

sub par) and in the competition at Yale in which he shot a 73 Itti^alist by three
strokes).

The SIX remaining staring spots for the first tournan>ent wiH b« Wiled according
to how the golfers score in their next rounds.
The golfers who will be competing for tfw six starting spots are Kevin Lyndi.

Mark Duggan, Mark Finstein. Marty Hunt, Bob Gladchuck, Jerry Fox, and Victor
Laht^ne who are ail returning from last fall; also Allan Olivier, Paul Gagnon, and
Andy Cote, tlw three rwwv fac«« on the team.

Oarsmen race Trinity
The UMass mens crew club is expecting a very tough battle tomorrow when it races

against Trinity College and the University of Rhode Island on Trinity's home water in

Hartford. Connecticut.

Trinity just missed beating Coast Guard, rational college champions for the past four
years, by a slim six tenths of a second in a race last weuktrni. according to Trinity

coach Norm Graf.

"Trinity always has good crews, " said UMass coach Charles "Chick" Leonard. This
Mason "they have one of their biggest boats icLyMVS. They wMra 9Wi4 (act ^ar ar>d
they should be better this year," he said.

UMass defeated Trinity during the regular season last year by tbwii 5 SMWlds.
'

"I know that UMass is in a building program," Coach Graf said in a telephone inter-

view from his office. 'I have all the respect in the world for UMass," said Graf.

WBV 10,000TO 1...

MrrWNAT TME MBil

RMCE TEN
;po]

Deerfield Drive-In
Kts. 5 & 10
So. Deerfield

665-8716

Sat-Sun April 14-15

Closed Good Friday

also

Showtime 7:30

Sun Force 10 at 7:30

Past
Film

Northampton •

Only Area Showimi'
Acaderny Award Wi'iner

AT 7 00 itnd 9 15

Try KODACOLOR 400
Film, the high-speed
print film for low light

and fast-action pic-

tures Available m 1 10
and 35 mm sizes

KODAK FILM h
PROCESSING

AT
DISCOUNT PRICES!

I a'^P' » ( pm*" u'Mv 1 1* mifs^ jnih^fs!

Kodak

^I14)W|:aV1^|
^ aVIaV^

RT 5 RIVERIMLE RO. WEST SPRIMCriClD
TEL./33-SI3I RARCAIM RNATIMEE DAILT
FIRST SNOWS?.00 MASTER CNARCE

1

cjr^pmj^mmwm PC
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ifl'inHCASE

HE CAME

Halloween

HAIR
pt;
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W^^ •»ookuptothel««tin»nut«

• Stay •« tons •»you want • Go one wty Of rooTHl trip

• Hy into one city - return from anott>er • No standtiy required

• AH seat* confirmed • Fltgrits on Trans IntcmatiO'Ml Aiflinet.

ttovlii' ICKINOtti* Oi«-W«»_

Pans 1999—389 $179—199
Zurich/Geneva $319—409 $199—209
TelAvrv $599—599 $999—349

Send for FREE student travel catalog

LSJ!1

Boi,. »-»..• 1W K' .i\ ir ) ..• X)
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HALASHBY.

Jane Fonda .

:JonVoight \

:Bruce Dem:
: '^Coming

\

Home*' :

. at the Gates of Smitti C«il«ce • •

Amh«rst Cycle

Shop
233 Triangle St.

549-3729

Horthompton
Dicycle

21 Pleasant

586-3810

Expert repairs-

Rentals-Parts-

Accessories-

Clothing

Slop 1MB »•'

fiiyni The nh"' •^csi%

, Bos'. • s to' 'I'n

SoM
—over 16 styles—

Heartfelt
Leather

IM N PImhM •«. Amham
)

Downtown
Amherst
25:3-5 135

10 a.m. 6 p m.

TELL
YOUR
BOSS
WHERE
TO GO....

3UB(y!i!(RlV^

iPamouB root-Long SancfiMlcties

....lunch
33 E. Pleasant St., Amherst

(Next to The Pub)

OPEN LATE 7 DAYS A WEEK
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Batmen battle Stags;

Welenc allows 3 hits
By KEVIN CULLEN
CoMegian Staff

Doug Welenc allowwd only three hits

yesterdav and got some help from Chuck
Thompson m relief as the UMass baseball

leam defeated top rank«l Fairfield. 5 2.

before a sm^ ctowd of stout 7S pM^ie at

Lorden Field.

For the third successive outing. Welenc
was impressive as he struck out six and

NW ti» Stags Iwho entered the game
ranked first in Hwa Enytendl at bay until tfm

ninth inning.

"Welenc pitched very well today," said

UMass heed coach Dick Bergquist I

warned him to h»v« four full days of rest,

but he went with only three (Welenc three

hit Maine Sundayl But he threw extremely

wrti anyway
'

Thompson, who had been shelled

Sunday by Maine, came m with two men
on and none out in the ninth After giving

up a bloop single. Thompson threw

nothing but fastballs to pick up a save on

Welenc's victory

Fairfield starter Dave RoMnfeld thmv
mcwtly fastballs, with his unorthodox lefty

delivery adding a natural screwball, also

Mark Sullivan opened the third with a walk

John Kraham, who has been struggling at

the plate. dtDpped a perfect sacrifice bunt

Not to be done by his counterpart. Fairfield

catcher Dan Kearns picked up the ball and

made a perfect wild throw to first, which

.illowed Sullivan to advance to third With

Welenc up. Rosenfeld threw a fifty five

foot fast ball that got behind Kearns,

allowing Sullivan to score.

The Minutemen didn t have a hit until the

fourth when Doug Aylward stroked op

positf field single to left Sullivan made a

fin»> diving catch, a la Fred Lynn, to take a

hit away from Fairfield s Cederick Warner

in ihf lifth

Ed Skril>iski opened the UMass fifth with

a doufjle to left Mike Siorki^y hit to the

right side to advance Sknbiski to third, and
got an unexpected bonus when first

baseman Willie Wilson hobbled the ball

Mike McEvilly followed with a fielder's

choice which scored Sknbiski McEvilly

advanced to second on a wild pitch, then

stole third McEvilly came in when Welenc
lifted a Mcitiri' fly to right

Welenc walked Kearns and Bill Barnes to

.^en the sixth. Sean Bruphy tapped a slow

rpllw to McEvilly which advanced the

runners After Mike Beaudom fouled out.

Brer^n Vane laced a Welenc curveball to

(.«iter, scoring Kearns and Barnes

With one out in the seventh, St(^lay
sliced a double to right and went to third on

a wild pitch After McEvilly was walked

intentionally. Welenc helped himself as he

split the gap in right center for a double,

scoring Stockley, Barnes overthrew the

cut off man, allowing McEvilly to score all

the way from first.

Attpr Welenc surrendered a single and a

walk to open the ninth, Bergquist brought

in Thompson Thompson loaded the bases

when Rosenfeld blooped a single down the

third t>ase line With the tying run at first.

Thompson induced Wilson (Fairfield's best

hitter) to bounce back to the box;

Thompson threw home for the force and

Kraham threw to first to complete the

double play Thompson ended the game
when he struck out Warner on pure

smoke.
"

NOTEBOOK . In his last three stories,

Welen., has thref hit URI, Maine, and now.

Fairfield Rosenfeld. with his three wild

pitches yesterday, is this week's winner of

the? Steve Blass Control Award." . . .

Stockley entered yesterday's game 10th in

the ECAC in batting at 333 . . Yesterday's

pleasant weather displayed a tough sun in

right field down at Lorden, not unlike

Ftfoway Park Thompson was oeser

vedly happy with his performance after not

(j.MliMci .i Mninn h.ttier out Sunriay

Laxmen crush Cats
Bv ^IMDEGNIM
CoUeginn Staff

(Burlington. VT) The UMass mens
lacrosse team made Coach Dick Garber's

first visit to Vermont in 25 years as a coach

a happy one as they overwhelmed the

Vermont Catamounts 23 5 yesterday m
windy Burlington

Showing the effects of a week long

layoff, the Gorillas took a while to get

untracked m the first half, but once they

did. It was abundantly clear that they were

the superior team During the first four

minutes of the game, UMass had trouble

picking up ground balls and connecting on

passes But, at 4 35 of the first quarter, Lee

Vosburgh took a nice pass from teammate

Dave Martin and beat Vermont goalie Gary

Vreeland to get the Gorillas rolling A few

minutes later. Brooks Sweet got his first of

SIX goals to make it 2 But, the

Catamounts weren t about to play dead as

Dave Osborn sandwiched goals around a

tally by UMass' Harry Conforti. After Toby

Rice made it 4 2 for UMass, Vermont's

Doug McStadden responded with a goal to

cut the Gorilla lead to one. Then the

floodgates opened

At 13 minutes of the f^rst quarter,

Mmuteman Paul Kinnanc scon-d the first of

what eventually would be a string of 19

unanswered UMass goals including five

more by Sweet

The first f)u<>f^t-f c-nded at 6 3 and was

fairly evening played The second frame

was indecisive although UMass qot five

goals from Sweet and one from Chris Conn
to take a 12 3 halftime lead and put the

game away

Garber said after the game that he was
pl<»ased with the win

We played well, said Garber. We ran

our plays and had some nice fastbreaks"

UMass used three goaltenders; Don

Goldstein. Eric BanhazI, and McKimney

along with several other players including a

strictly defensive midfield It was the type

of game where they could afford to do so.

In the second half, Garber used some
players who usually don't see much action

and they performed well, adding 1 1 goals.

These included goals by Conn, Joe Bellavia

(2), Paul Weller (2). Ed Murray (2), Tom
Smith, Dave Martin, and Brian Kaley.

UMass dominated the game from the

middle of the first period on With

goaltender Duck" Goldstein making some
fine outlet passes, the fast break provided

several scoring opportunities: many of

which were thwarted by Vermont's

Vreeland

UMass. now 2 1 on the season, has a

crucial contest with Rutgers this Saturday

at Boyden Field at 2 00 p.m Rutgers is

presently ranked sixth in the nation while

the Minutemen hold down the number 12

spot The Vermont loss dropped the

Catamount leger to 1 1 thus far.

With yesterday's win. Coach Garber

inched closer to the 200 victory plateau; a

feat not matched by many lacrosse

mentors

A Gazelle attacKer penetrates the Springfield defense during yesterday s 7 1

over the Chiefs of Springfield College It was the first win for the women s

lacrosse team which opened yesterday. (Staff photo by Patnck O Dobbs)

/^

CoUe^mii

Mitwomen win two;
Eastern Conn, blanked

Gazelles down Chiefs
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN

^1he'uM^a?s women's lacrosse team began the 19^9 campaign w^h a win for

first year head coach Pam Hixon They pinned down the Spnngfield Chiefs. 6 5

on the windy qrounds of NOPE.

Both tea,lis%layed extremely aggressive 'af-'osse, with many penalties given

,o both teams; play was extended beyond the chaulked circles and usual

boundaries as players hustled to scoop up the httle white ball.

UMass began the sconnq at 4 53 of the first half when attack wing Can

Nickerson ,ook a feed from 3rd home Laurie Vincello and lined it past Sprmgfield

qSe Martha Sipp. Spnnqfield tied up the qame three minutes later with a line

fho "rom 3rd home Phoebe Davis sr.ick past netm-ndr. R'-'^- J-"-'?^^^,^^^

UMass sLI at goal IBtimes m the t.rst halt, many over b.pp s head 'an^^ead^g

towaS Thatcher Way) Springfield's Anne Peabody shoveled the go ahead tally

""Thrs^ond'half saw UMass start a three goal spree ins.de the beginning six

mutes Car. Nickerson again gave UMass the first ^-^«
-'V^/^f,^-^' ^,TS^

,n, Hf. thP Ch.ef's net The go ahead goal was scored when center Laurel Walsh

n ; MO 1st home Lynn Herbert, who fired a tnckler that got away from Sipp^

The si:ure became 4 2 when Car. Nickerson slipped one past at 5:45 of the

second half ^^^^ ^^^ p^^^ ^4

By DAVE BRADLEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass softball team sent Eastern

Connecticut State College home with zero

runs yesterday as the Minutewomen shut

out their opponents In both games of a

doubleheader. 5 0. 7

UMass pitcher Kathy O'Connell captured

her first shutout of the season and her third

win against zero losses this year. O'Connell

gave up four hits, but made up them by

tagging four of her own in consecutive tnps

to the plate, including a two run homer, her

f.rst of the season.

The second game was won on the

strength of a Sue Peters' one hitter, her

second w.n of the year UMass' record now
stands at 5 0.

UMass played good defense in both

ganes but lacked the hitting they've en

loyed thus far this year.

The defense pulled us through " today,

said CO captain Sue DiRocco. "We didn't

have the hitting."

UMass coach Chet Gladchuck said he

wasn't trying to make excuses, but felt a

four day layoff due to a game cancellation

last Tuesday may have been the reason for

the teams quiet bats

UMass started the first game off in

shakey fashion, encountering a first and

third situation with one out in the first.

Catcher Sue DiRocco helped bail the

Minutewomen out of trouble by picking off

the runner trying to steal second, and

O'Connel got the fourth Eastern batter of

the inn.ng to ground out to f(rst for the third

out UMass mounted a minor threat in their

half of the first when O'Connell singled and

Sue P beat out a bunt, leaving runners on

f.rst and second with only one out The

bats failed UMass here though, as co

captain Kathy Horrigan struck out and

second baseman Rhonda McManus
grounded out to the Eastern pitcher

UMass scored its first run of the game in

the third when with one out. O'Connel

singled, Peters walked, and Horrigan's

ground ball to four straight pitches,

bringing the runner home. UMass
proceeded to blow a golden opportunity,

however, when third baseman Elaine

Howie popped to a shallow left, and

Brenda Simmons grouned out to third.

After a quick fourth inning, the

Minutewomen proceeded to gather two
more runs in the fifth. O'Connell bunted her

way to first and was moved to second on a

sacrifice bunt by Peters. Horrigan followed

suit with a third bunt and looked like she

might be out at first, but the Eastern

bagman had to take her foot off the base to

make the play, leaving UMass with a first

and third situation with one out. Horrigan

immediately stole second, jogging her way
there with no play attempted. McManus
then grounded to a third, but everyone was
safe as the Eastern third baseman tried

unsuccessfully to tag O'Connell out at

third. With the bases plugged, Howie

walked in the second run and Simmons
reached safety on a grounder to third. Then

with bases loaded, one out, UMass' first

baseman Jennifer Parker took a called third

strike, and short top Fran Cornacchioli

grounded to the pitcher to end the inning.

The UMass defense held strong in the

top of the sixth, DiRocci blasted one to

right center for a single then found her way
home on O'Connell's home run to center

field.

In the second game UMass was the

beneficiary of 12 walks and 4 passed balls

as the Eastern pitching went down the

tubes The Minutewomen scored two in

the second as Howie walked on five pit-

ches, went to second on a passed ball, and

third on another passed ball. Simmons
walked and then stole second with no

attempt made to stop her. Parker's pop

dropped in right. Howie scored, Simmons
went to third and then came home when

the Eastern catcher caught Parker going to

second.
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Rodgers wins Marathon again
By DAVE O'HARA
Associated Press

BOSTON -Favorite son Bill

Rodgers wore down Japan's
Toshihiko Seko on "Heartbreak Hill"

less than six miles from the finish

and went on to a record shattering

victory yesterday in the 83rd Boston

Marathon.
"There's only one thing missing,"

Rodgers panted afterward, 'that's a

medal in the Olympics"
Rodgers, a 31 year-old former

school teacher, now a sporting

goods store operator, whipped
through rain and 42 degree cold

Mors Boston Marathon photos

page 11

Rodger* profil« pcg« It

from suburban Hopkinton to Boston
in 2 hours, 9 minutes, 27 seconds,

the fastest marathon in American
history.

He said the last 10 miles were bit-

terly painful - because he had to

go to the bathroom and even con-

sidered making a "pit stop," but did

not.

While breaking the course record

of 2 hours, 9 minutes, 55 seconds he
set as a virtual unknown in 1975 and
bettering his winning time of 2

hours, 10 minutes and 13 seconds,

Rodgers avenged a defeat by Seko
in the Fukuoka International

Marathon in Japan last December.
The 23-year-old Japanese college

student stuck with Rodgers most of

the way. The strategy worked, but

only for awhile. Virtually abreast
after 20 miles, Rodgers opened the

throttle on the first of three hills. He
cleared the second hill about five

yards in front and headed for Heart-

Bill Rodgers is helped by two Boston policemen after winning course record by 28 seconds with a time of 2:09.27. (Staff photo

the 83rd Boston Marathon in record time. Rodgers broke his own by Bill Greene)

break, a famed burying ground for

many runners in the 26-mile, 385-yard

classic.

Although Seko appeared to be

running easily, he was unable to

keep up with Rodgers' blistering

pace.
"I really poured it on," said

Rodgers. "I only run best when I

have someone to chase."

Gibb^ named pres.

at Amherst College

Rodgers charged 15 yards in front

half-way up Heartbreak and con-

tinued to widen the margin. He
cleared the hill without difficulty,

then sidestepped a spilled police

motorcycle and breezed the rest of

the way, running at an almost
unbelievabe pace on the heels of a

police escort, with sirens wailing.

"I could taste that third wind,

"

Rodgers said after being crowned
with the traditional laurel wreath
and receiving first prize of a gold,

sunburst medal.

"I didn't want someone to take it

away," he said. "I'm good going
down hill and I poured it on."
"My legs weren't numb on the

third (Heartbreak) hill," Seko said

through an interpreter. I like warmer
weather. This was Bill Rodgers'

weather. If you take away the hills,

it's an easy course."

Rodgers made up time after going

over Heartbreak, then downhill to

the fifth checkpoint. He was 17

seconds off the record at that point,

21 .6 miles from the start.

Wearing a stocking cap and gloves

against the almost steady drizzle and

cold, Rodgers led by more than 50

yards. Then, he picked up the pace

even more as he passed his sporting

goods store and gradually extended

the lead to 100 yards, 150 yards, 200

yards.

He looked back only once -
about two miles from the finish.

With the record in sight, Rodgers

raced down the stretch with arms

extended in a victory salute.

TURN TO PAGE 11

ByJIMMORAN
Collegian Staff

Julian H. Gibbs, 54, a professor and

former chairman of the chemistry

department at Brown University since

1960, will become the fifteenth president of

Amherst College effective July 1st. Gibbs

was confirmed by the college's Board of

Trustees last F'iday.

In accepting the presidency of the 158-

year-old undergraduate-liberal arts college.

Julian H. Gibbs

Gibbs said, "Brown and Amhprst are both

institutions with continuing traditions of

academic excellence." Gibbs also said that

it would be hard to leave Brown, but that

he was "looking forward to serving

Amherst in his new capacity.

Gibbs, a physical chemist, received his

Ph.D. in chemistry from Princeton in 1950,

and an honorary doctorate from Amherst in

1971 . He is an alumna of Amherst College's

Class of 1946, a key factor in his selection.

Prior to his job at Brown, he held post-

doctoral fellowships at Cambridge
University and at the University of Min-

nesota.
In addition to his academic involvement,

Gibbs had been affiliated with private in-

dustry, as a researcher for General Electric

from 1952 until 1955, and for American

Viscose Corporation from 1955 until his

appointment at Brown. Professionally,

Gibbs has been a contributor to physical

chemistry publications, such as an editor of

Bio-PfiYsicaf Cfiemistry and a member of

the board of the Journal of Statistica/

Physics. He is currently on the executive

committee of the Physical Chemistry

Division of the American Chemical Society

and a member of the solid state sciences

panel of the National Research Council.

Gibbs was born in Deerfield,

Massachusetts and grew up in Albany,

New York, where he attended Albany

Academy before entering college. His

prestige in academia is recognized, as a

Fulbright Fellow in 1950 and 1967, a

Guggenheim Fellow in 1967, and a Fellow

of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization

(NATO) in 1975.

The Gibbs announcement comes after a

four-month search, and his arrival Sunday
coincided with an apparent racially-related

cross-burning near the Drew House, a

black fraternity. Commenting on the Drew
House incident, Gibbs said that he is

"totally unprepared to address the

situation, not having been here long

enough to assess the atmosphere and find

out what's bothering students."

"It was a ghastly incident - what else

can I say?" Gibss said.

When asked how he would deal with the

problem of fundraising for the college, an

effort out-going president John A. Ward
said would entail a "three-year minimum
committment," Gibbs said he was not

"sufficiently tutored" in the school's

financial status, but did add that "Students

are a most useful instrument in the process

of bringing monies into the institution, and

will be involved in the fundraising process."

Asked if he planned any reforms in

broadening the enrollment procedures for

Five-College courses - a system which
presently allows students at UMass and

other area institutions to take courses at

their own school's rates, provided there is

no comparable course offered at their

school - Gibbs sakl he is "not well-versed

in the affairs between the colleges and will

need time to talk with people." Due to this,

he said. It would be "inappropriate" for him

to make a statement.

Amherst cross burning

sparks boycott, sit-in
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

The burning of a cross Monday morning

at Amherst College sparked a boycott of

classes and a sit-in in the colleges ad-

ministration building yesterday.

The cross, estimated to be eight feet in

height, was set ablaze some time after

midnight in front of the college's Drew

House on the north side of campus,

Amherst College spokesman Carl Vigeland

yesterday said.

All students residing in Drew House are

black, Vigeland said.

The boycott was followed by a meeting

with Amherst College President John W.

Ward and a brief occupation of the Dean of

Students office at which time students

expressed concern about other racial issues

on campus. . - . ^

The college's faculty last night voted to

ask professors and students to suspend

classes today. Included in the resolution

was the calling of an all-college meeting to-

day which will "confront and address

issues of racism."

In another motion, the faculty voted to

"express outrage" at yesterday's incident.

Ward yesterday lauded the "intense

passion and moral involvment" of the

students. He said the students are bringing

in issues from the cross burning into the

discussion and said, "most of the issues are

extremely difficult.

Of the corss-burning issue, which he

described in a letter to the college's

students as a "cowardly and contemptable

and hateful act," Ward said: "I don't

believe there's the chance of a snowball in

hell that we'll find out who's done this."

Two other cross burning incidents have

occurred in the five college area in the past

two years. The first, in Sept. '77, was a lit

cross outside a party at Hampshire College

where Third Wodd Students had gathered.

In the Fall of '77, a cross was seen outside a

disco in the Blue Wall predominantly at-

tended by Third World persons.

At the sit-in's height, about 300 persons,

many representing the valley Third Wodd
Community, sat-in at the administration

building -Converse Hall. But by seven p.m.

yesterday only about 25 remained. A
spokesman said more students were ex-

pected to return to spend the night.

Students in Converse Hall yesterday said

the issues involved with the action were

broader than the single act of a cross burn-

ing. Included in the issues to be discussed

with Ward are: South African divestiture,

the possible elimination of a black freshman

orientation program, increased black facul-

ty recruiting, the reinstatement of a sum-

mer program for minorities, and student

imput into slection of the next dean of

sophomores and minorities.

One Amherst College student yesterday
said "They're not focusing on the cross
burning issue at all."

Amherst Chief of Police Donald N. Maia
yesterday said his department is working
with the college security force on the in-

vestigation into the incident. Maia saki the
cross, which he estimated as eight feet in

height, had been extinguished by an
unidentified person prior to the arrival of

the polk:e on the scene Monday morning.
No leads or suspects have been reported

by police officials in the incident:
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DIGEST

PORTLAND. ORE Tom Bates, left, editor of th«
Oregon Magafine gestures toward the publication's
lawyer, Dan Skerritt, as he tells a Monday
Portland news conference that he plans to ^
ahead and publish 16 words that the CIA has
demanded removed from an article in the May
edition The article, written by former CIA spy
Jay Muiton. is about spying in Uganda (AP Laser
photo!

PLO tmrrorists held
BRUSSgiS, B0lgmm |4^- Thwarted in an attempt to

commwi^w an IvaM airttrMV, Palestin«n terrorists threw
a gasolme bomb and a grwiade into the crowdwl lobby of

tha atr^»rt yesterday Police said the bombs and a sub
seciuent shootout injured 1 1 perwns.

Belgian police are Mcurity guarete of the IsraeM B M
wrtine captured two of the terronsts after a guntettle ^t
said orw m two othws t^mcted mto panwk^ cn^^s mnA
esc^ed.
Two per^Mis. including one terror»t, wwe hospitalised

All tt^ woun^KJ except the terrorists were Belgians
Belgian Defense Minister Paul Vanden Boeynants said

th« terrorists hurled the bomb and a small grenade from a

me??anine into the crowd below
Authorities quoted the captured terrorists as saying they

were from the Palestinian Liberation Organization and that

the airliner vA^as their intended target

Belgian state radio said the terrorists belonged to the

Marxist radical Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine

wing of the Palestinian Liberation Organisation

Drinking drivers feared
\AP\ Massachusetts teenagers will be looking for new

places to drink now that their legal dnnkJng age has been
raised and police in neighboring states will t>e looking for

them
Authorities fear more drinking drivers and. as a result,

more accidents
Police in New Hampshire and Vermont said yesterday

they would either beef up patrols or place existing patrols

on alert, particularly in border areas

'I'm sure it's going to increase our traffic up here,

especially on weekends," said Sgt. David Tocque of the

Vermont State Police

New Hampshire State Police Ma|or George Iverson said

no extra patrols were planned, but said patrols were alerted

to watch for unusual activity

Iverson said he expected Massachusetts teenagers to

flock to Nashua and the Seacoast area because those areas

are close to Boston, Lowell and Lawrence.

Social security threatened

WASHINGTON \AP\ Trustees of the Social Security

system said yesterday that a recession could jeopardize the

system's ability to pay retirement benefits on time

beginning in 1983

And, the trustees cautioned that the system's financing

IS still precarious enough though newly increased Social

Security payroll taxes cannot be reduced unless Congress
also IS willing to either reduce benefits or tap other sources

ot revenue
The trustees, in their annual report on the health of the

retirement, survivors and disability insurance system, said

Social Secuirty could face problems in paying retirement

benefits starting in 1963 if the nation falls mto a recession

this year

The problem would clear up by 1992 because of the

higher payroll taxes effect automatically through the 1980s,

they said But the system cannot afford a cut in those tax

increases, enacted by Congress m 1977 to keep the system

solvent

Police investigate murder
BOSTON Police are continuing to sort through

puszle like clues to unravel the murder of a young
black woman, the seventh one to plague the city this

year
Twenty two year old Darlene Rogers was found stab

bed to death Saturday morning by a jogger in

Boston's Roxbury section Police say they have no

prime suspects, but also say the evidence of this

murder bears no connection to the murders of six

other black women
Authorities have increased police patrols in Boston's

black neighborhoods, and have established a hotline to

receive information from area residents concerning any

of the murders.

Det. John Spencer, who monitored the phones last

night, said police have received some aid from

residents, but not as much input needed to solve the

mysteries. "We're keeping our fingers crossed,' he

said.
Dorothy A Clark

Pearl River floods

JACKSON Miss 'API The worst Pearl River flood in

history s jrqi'd rjcnpor ifTtr) the heart of Jackson yesifr

eaves of some homes m t* -

jc (r, tfj^i rjlf the Hnwntnv, 'I

ilready

.andbaq

rjusmess"
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Cheeverand Baker
awarded pulitzers
By ARTHUR BVeBSTT
Associated Press
New YORK -The Point Reyes iCalif.) Light, a

weekly newspaper with one full time r^jorter ar^
a circulation of 2,700, won the 1979 Pulitzer Pnze
for public service yesterday for its investigation of
Synanon, the controversial West Coast drug ar^J
alcohol rehabilitation center.

The Philadelphia Inquirer won a fifth straight

Pulitzer for the international reporting of
Richard Ben Cramer from the Middle East. It was
one of three PMVV^^riM nev^spapers to win a
1979 award

For the third time in 37 years, the Pulitzer Prize

for ^itorial cartooning went to Hwbart L. Block,

better known as Herblock, of the Washington
Post

In the arts. John Cfwever's collecton of 61 short
stories written since 1945 and entitled "The
Stories of John Chee^^r" won the prize for fic-

tion

The drama prize went to Sam ShofMrd for his

play Buried Child. " a study of a disintegrating

family in rural Illinois.

Robwt Penn Warrwi won his third Pulitzer, tl^

one in the poetry clawifteation for "Now and
Then: Poen» 1976^1978 " He won the poetry prize

in 1958 and the fiction award in 1947 fey "^ im
King's Men."
The prizes, establmhwi by tf^ late Jc^^h

Pulitzer, publisher of the now-defunct New York
World, were first awarded in 1917. Individual win-

ners receive $1,000, while the public service award
carries a gold medal for the winning newspaper.

This year's pnzes were awarded under a revised

set of rules. Eleven nominating luries submitted

their selections in alphabetical order, rather than

Ml order of preference as in the pa^.

The previous Advisory Board on the Pulitzer

prizes bm:ame the Pulitzer Prize Board and nnade
its selections from among all nominees as before,'

but without the former preferential pressures

"The board is rw longer advisory to anybody
MmJ |uri^ are not the final decision makers," said

Wttliam McGill. pr^ctont of Columbia uniwsity,
which administers the awards.
The first Pulitzer awarded in MM rww feature

writing category went to Jon O. IFraNdin of the

Baltimore Evening Sun.

Rhodesian guerrillas attack,

protest black-majority vote
ByJOHNEDLIN
Associated Press

- Nationalist guerrillas

and launched attacks

places as Rhodesians
the nation's first black-

SAL/SBURY. Rhodesia
blew up oil storage tanks
on at least five po'Sng
prepared tc vote today for

majority government
The military 'eported that 1 million gallons of

diesel fuel and thousands of gallons of gasoline

were destro^td in a rocket attack Sunday night

at the Caltex storage depot in Fort Victoria, about
1 75 m'les south of here

.

Army Brig. Gen. Peter Rich said the attacks on
oolling places began Sunday night, but only one
site suffered damage. He said it was minor.

Rich said two guerillas were killed by security

forces. "The polling places will be op>erating nor
mally tomorrow," he said

Last night, guerrillas fired about five mortar
rounds at a bus depot in Salisbury, the Rhodesian
capital, a military spokesman said No injuries

were reported.

The raids threatened the government's effort to
encourage a solid turnout of black voters to pro-

ve the elections deserve international recognition

Black and white Rhodesians. in the face of the
guerrilla attacks and nearly worldwide ostracism,

are to begin five days of voting today in elections

that may decide the fate of a bi-racial internal

settlement aimed at ending 90 years of white rule

The Patriotic Front forces of guerrilla leaders

Robert Mugabe and Joshua Nkomo are pledged
to sabotage the voting, which will decide the 72

black

ment.
The

whites
police.

members of Rhodesia's first majority parlia-

guerrillas oppose the elections because
are promised continued control of the

security forces, judiciary and civilian ad-

ministration, plus 28 seats in the 100- member
parliament and four Cabinet posts. White Rhode-

sians voted last week for their parlimentary

representatives.

A good voter turnout was seen as crucial to in-

ternational recognition of the elections. So far,

not a single country has recognized the voting,

although several hundred foreign reporters and
government observers, some official and some
unofficial, are here.

The black nationalist leaders, who have been
waging a sixyear guerrilla war against Prime

Minister Ian Smith's government, have denounced
the vote for limited black rule as a sellout to the

black majority. Three percent of Rhodesia's 7

million citizens are white.

Whites, who are fleeing the country at a rate of

some 2,000 a month, say recognition of the new
government elected this week in fair elections

and a lifting of sanctions on exports to Rhodesia

is their last hope.
The attack on the oil storage facility apparently

involved six guerrillas who used a Russian-

manufactured rocket, the military said. The depot,

whose petroleum is precious to a country burden-

ed by United Nations sanctions that restrict im-

ports, was patrolled only by guards employed by

the company.
No injuries were reported in the attack.

Aftershocks rock Yugoslavia
following major earthquake
By DAVID MlNTHORN
Associated Press

DUBORVNIK.
Yugoslavia Aftershocks
hampered rescue work
yesterday, and residents

along the shatterd Adriatic

coast slept outside for a

second night following an
earthquake that killed 235
persons in Yugoslavia and
Albania

Tourist scurried for

airplane tickets out of the

devastated area.

Seven special charter

flights jammed mostly with
German and Yugoslav
vacationers left Durbrovnik
in the last two days from
the area's only major air

port, an official of the

Yugotours agency at

Dubrovnik Airport said.

"The tourist season in

Montenegro is almost
ruined, " said the official,

who declined to give his

name. "The earthquake
caused great damage to

most of our hotels.
"

''"
,' ',;iiri they

.'!. f .hocks
;" " .Vhich
;

. .
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.ini)

reported one major af-

tershock at ." midday
yesterday, forcing a halt to

rescue efforts as a few
already weakened struc

tures collapsed.

Rescue workers ham-
pered by shortages of relief

supplies, labored to provide

aid for tens of thousands
who were sleeping in the

open air for a second night,

fearing additional earth

tremors.
Drinking water was in

shcrt supply, with pipe

systems destroyed and
springs polluted. Cistern

trucks made water
deliveries into the stricken

area.

President Tito, who had
been staying in his south
Adriatic residence at Igalo

in the Montenegro region
when the quake hit,

returned to Belgrade
yesterday after touring the

devastated area.

The British Foreign Office

in London said it will send
$160,000 worth of medical

and other supplies to the

stricken region in response

to an aid request from
Yugoslavia.

The death toll was at

least 200 in Yugoslavia,

according to Belgrade
Radio. An additional 35

persons were reported

killed in neighboring
Albania.
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Last callsounded forunder-20's
Local patrons

express dismay
By STEPHEN KLeiN
and CAROL ROSENBERG

The last call for alcohol consumption sounded on 18

arKl 19 year olds throughout the state Monday morning as

a new law went into effect that hiked the drinking age to

20.

At the Pub in Amherst, the one o'clock closing was
shadowed by a combination of defiarH:e as well as a de^-
seated feeling of old-fashioned disappointment.

"It wasn't our idea, and they changed the rule on us."
the Disk Jockey announced to the predominantly under-20
crowd. "If I were governor I would have done it dif

ferently, "tie said.

Chris Gray, a 20 year old bartender in Time Out in

Amherst expressed a different feeling, "I can't tell you how
many times I've had to clean up the bathroom after an 18-

year old on their birthday," he said.

"Sure we'll lose some business at first, but there's

enough 20 year olds in this town to keep the bars busy,"
he said.

The future implications of the law are two sided, workers
at various bars said.

The first and immediate effect • stringent contols over
keeping the under-20's out will be t}alanced by the second
and long term effect of older crowds in the drinking places,

a consensus of the spokesmen said.

Willie Whitefield, downstairs manager of the Drake in

Amherst said the law will "balance itself out. t don't want
the young people down here," he added. He said he ex-

pects a "different crowd" to develop.
Spokespersons at Barselotti's and Plumbleys, both in

Amherst, concurred.
A note of dissent was sounded by Jerry Jolly. Pub

manager. "I think it's a sad day for me and my customers --

A lot of people are saying good bye for a while," he said.

JoHy estimated 40 to 50 percent of his business was from
under 20-year olds.

Jolly said tfie law will be strictly enforced. He said he will

continue to check all persons' identification as they enter,

and he will accept out-of-state licenses as long as it is

accompanied by a photo identification.

UMass stud«nt« Dave Lovatt. Chris Dumas.
Hannah Kiauman, Liz Bohan and Paula Darcy

celebrate Kievman's 20th birthday at Tha Pub
Sunday night. (Staff photo by Dan OaVellis)

Jolly said he is looking toward Amherst police for help in

enforcing the law.

Amherst Chief of Police Donald N. Maia said the
department will be making as many identification checks as
possible "on a regular routine t>asis."

Maia said he expects cooperation from the area bars.

"They plan to comply with the law. it's their livelihood," he
said.

UMass police chief Robert G. Joyce said campus t)ars

will l>e "checked out continually by supervisors"

(sergeants and himself), and violators of the law will be
subject to fines.

Fines can range from $50 for the transport or possession
of alcoholic beverages by an under 20 year old to $3(X} for

displaying false identification.

One local t)artender said he also expects visits from the

Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission to apprehend
violators.

Under 20 sentiments against the rise was a mix of an-

noyance and a sense of futility over the age hike.

Discussion in the bars were centered around methods of

getting around the law, and some students spent their last

legal minutes hastily guzzling.

Deborah Caldwell, an 18 year-old Amherst College

Student said she was spending her last legal hours at the

Pub "drinking until I'm comatose."
Frances Hughes, an Amherst College freshman, who

was at The Pub Sunday night said 'I'm gonna kiss-ass to
all my friends who are 20 and drink in my room

.

"

Debbie Weisser, 18, summed it up for many of the
under 20's at The Pub Sunday night. "I'm out tonight
because this is my last chance."

Men's hoop star tangled in federal charges
By STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Mark Haymore, the top scorer for the

UMass basketball team the past two
seasons, made lunch in his North Village

apartment yesterday and explained his side

of his arrest last Thursday on charges of

tampering with a U. S. Treasury check.

Haymore, 22, was charged Friday with

violation of "conveying and disposing" of a

United States Treasury check, U.S. Asst.

Attorney John LaChance said. U.S.

Magistrate Charles K. Bergen Jr., at a hear-

ing in U.S. District Court in Springfield on
Friday set a probable cause hearing for

April 27 and released Haymore on an
"unsecured" $1,0(X) bond -equivalent to

personal recognizance.

Haymore expressed dismay over the en-

tire episode which began almost a year

ago. "When the whole mistake is cleared

up, it might almost seem funny,--it's just a

damn mistake," he said.

Haymore said a federal check for $426.80

arrived at his door a year ago with the name
"Mark Heynn" written on it. "The similarity

was uncanny." He had lived at his G27
North Village Apartment two years

previous. To compound the confusion he
had applied for a federal grant and felt con-
fidant he had qualified for the monies. "I

was fully qualified," he said. He presented
the check to an Amherst Bank executive
and explained the situation. "The president

of the bank told me to sign the name on the
face of the check as well as my own
name," he said.

"Although the president of the bank said

it was allright to cash the- check on the

spot-he instructed the woman bank teller

likewise- I felt it would be better to open a

savings account and wait 15 days just to be
sure," Haymore said.

UMass Bursar Robert R. Mishol said

when a federal check is received with the

wrong name it is standard procedure to do
precisely what Haymore did. Mishol said he

was not familiar with the details of the

case, however, and he would not comment
further.

"Now a year has passed," Haymore
said," and I get this call from the bank say-

ing it wasn't my check." After Haymore
discussed it with a bank executive they

came to the conclusion he would use his

scholarship money to pay the bank back.

Haymore has not paid the bank back, yet,

because the scholarship money has not ar-

rived. "Two federal secret service agents
and UMass Detective Dan Hagan arrived

on Thursday, April 12, at 2:45 in the after-

noon and inforrrted me I was under arrest,"

said Haymore. Haymore said he never ex-

pected it to happen. "I thought the whole
thing was taken care of, at least between
me, the bank and the UMass administra-

tion," he said. The bank executive could

not be reached for comment.
Ray Wilson, coach of the UMass basket-

ball team, said the issue has been clouded

by the press." It's an unfortunate thing to

have happened--! support him-it's been
distorted in the news," he said.

"The wire stories I have read imply the
incident involved forgery and after I talked

to Mark it was anything but forgery,"
Wilson said.

According to LaChance, Haymore is

scheduled for a "probable cause"
preliminary hearing April 27, "At the pre-

sent time it is a complaint and the hearing

will determine if there is sufficient evidence

to warrant any further action." LaChance
would not comment as to any evidence the

federal government was planning to pre-

sent at the hearing.

After Haymore finished his lunch he ex-

plained his future plans now possibly cloud-

ed by his legal problems.

Even though students ware gone, the swans held their ground. (Staff

photo by Greg Galanis)

Two ways to get home
for women on campus
By ROB STEIN
Collegian Staff

One woman was pleasantly surprised at

the friendly people she has met while

another woman just wouldn't feel safe

walking in a group with men she didn't

know.
Nancy Aniskovich, resident of Van Meter

dormitory, has been using the Community
Assistance Program "walk-up" service

from the main library to her dorm and
thinks "it's a really super idea.

"

Lori Herd, resident of Dickinson dor-

mitory, has been using the women escorts

provided by the Orchard Hill and Central

Women's Centers instead of the Com-
munity Assistance Service because, "you
don't know who vou can trust.

"

The two groups, organized in-

dependently of one another, take different

approaches to providing a safe means for

women to walk safely from the library to

Central and Orchard Hill Dormitories.

The Community Assistance Project

serves a dual purpose because they hope to

create a greater sense of community in-

volvement while making walking safer for

women at night.

The service provided by the women's
centers focuses specifically on safety and
excludes men. Women who use the

women's centers have expressed a need for

a service which uses only women escorts.

Maureen Geraghty, an escort for the

women"s center service, said, "It is im-

portant that women help other women so
they realize they are self sufficient. We've
heard of other escort services where men
were involved and unfavorable incidents

have occurred. The women at the center

expressed a need for this kind of service."

Regina Sellig, who helped organize the

Community Assistance Project, said, "This

service is just people working with people
and has nothing to do with escorts. It'sjust

people who are all leaving the library at the

same time who walk together for safety.

We've started to get regulars and people

are beginning to get to know one another.

That builds community, people get in-

volved, become aware of what's going on
with everyone else and it's really nice."

Organizers of both services say each
service has been working very well and
response has been strong with an average

of eight to ten people leaving with every

group.
The Community Assistance Project

service leaves at 10:30 and midnight on
weeKnights and assembles under a sign in

the library lobby across from the circulation

desk.

The women's center escorts, wearing

red armbands, leave at 10 p.m. and 11 p.m.

weeknights, from the bench in the library

lobby across from the circulation desk.

"It has encouraged me to stay at the

library where before I wouldn't stay. It's a

bunch of kids and they're all great. I

wonder if those women have ever met
these guys to find out what it is all about,"
said Aniskovich.

Herd said, "The main point for me is I get

front door service, which I didn't get in the

other group I've looked into both services

and this s the best one for me. It's not a

game, I -^ [i"=^? ^ss 'ipr lo he raped by a man I

know. More th in bO pprcfnt of all the

women ,u^y.^ ^.^ laped oy men they

know," said Herd.
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Panel discusses

Brown, Bakke
Collegian Staff

m v^ m» «^M Htm us
Suprertie Court ruled unanimously that the
doctrine of "separate but equal'

segr^ation of black artd wMte studwits
was illegal But their ruling provided no
direction for remedying the problem of

racial ^igregation in the schools, and today
the issue of how to alif^MM ifflreflatwn
remains coniroversi^.

A panel of thrM ^pt Mithoriiie«, wn^wi
audience of about 60. last Thursday
evening discuned these and other issues m
the first ewem of a two-day symposium
entitled "Brown, Bakke and Beyond " The
symposium was sponsored by wveral
departments of the Five Colleges, inclucHng

the UMaw Legal Studies Departm«M.

The discussion wM fwM mi Conva#M Ntf
at Amherst College,

The panel mwnl^rs wwe Den«e Carty-

B«nnia and Oorw^d Berman, both

profe^ors cH law at tf» Northeastern

University Law School, »wi John Huerta,

an attorney in the Civil Rights Division of

the US. Dept of Justice Each of the

panrt rrmn^Bn mm^ • br»f opening

statement t»fore qu^rtmis ftwn th«

audience were discu^ed.

The panel members all agreed that while

the Supreme Courts 1954 decision on the

Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka
case nr^de illegal consaous efforts to

segregate schools, H c^ni rm cl^r
solutions to the problem of existing

segregation. Carty Benma noted that today
"70 perc^it of black children in the country

attend racially segregated ^nMntary and
Mcondary schools.

"

L^t June, the Supreme Court, in the

case of Bakke v. University of California

Board of Regents, ruled that while af

firmative action programs to enroll minority

students are legal, they cannot involve

numerical quotas. Berman said this

decision was not an "easy" one m the

Brown case had been. "The diffirulty is

that there is less of a moral consensus on
Bakke," he said.

Berman said quota systems are un
desirable because they lead to competition

between members of the society's lowest

classes for the positions m the schools.

The people who suffer most from th^
programs are those who are one rung up
from those who benefit " he said.

"
Cartv B«»^ disagreed, saying Bakke

constituted one more nail in the coffin of

the 60s civil rights movement " She said

academia seldom opposed quota systems
umN ttwy vrom applied to schools.

Carty Bennis said the Bakke decision

eliminated a number of options previously

open to schools m their efforts to integrate

and provide minority students with better

educations. She documented the failure of

the predominantly white colleges to

educated black students , noting that 90

percent of the country's black doctors are

70 percent of its black lawyers are

graduates of black colleges at the un

vergraduate level

The Bakke case and the nnore recent
Weber" case in Louisiana are examples of

litigation that civil rights activists have
never dealt with before, Huerta said. In

both cases, "a white plaintiff is suing a

white defendant. " Consequently there is

no defense of the minority point of v«w,
Huerta Mid.

Carty Bennis said affirmative action
programs of all types must be defended on
the merits of their beneficia' effects. The
enrollment of minority students has
brought programs to the colleges and
universities that would not otherwise be
there, she said. Noting that "higher
education is supposed to make us critics

and social changers," Carty Bennia said
affirmative action programs also have
begun to change the direction of the
colleges toward social change.

A goose at Tlllson Farm voices its displeasure at being disturbed over a quiet

weekend. (Staff photo by David Rodgers)

'^ Inbiitr /lh)@i€lki ^mma^^

124 Amity St
549-51 1
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Shakespeare 's Shrew
brought to life again

Collegian §

By EILEEN M. FOLEY

The University Ensemble Theater pro-

duction of Shakespeare's Tfte Taming of

the Sf)rew played to a full house last

week, April 10 through 13, in the Cur-

tain Theater of the UMass Fine Arts

Center.
To the extent that the comedy relies

on word play three-and-a half centuries

old. The Shrew has not worn as well as
Shakespeare's tragedies, and certainly

the resolution, such as it is I"A woman
mov'd is like a fountain troubled...')

tends to rankle, but energetic staging

and a shrewd textual adaptation kept

this production interesting.

Shakespeare's introduction scene
made the Shrew a play within a play,

inviting the play-goer into the play-world

while burlesquing the theatricality of its

"reality." The Ensemble's invention of a

contemporary Christopher Sly attempts

to accomplish the same for an audience
likely to include a number of reluctant

Shakespeare students. The opening of

the production was deliberately stagey,

and obviously acted; the hyper real in-

trusion of an innebriated student viewer

into the stage action snapped the aura

of stuffy academicism and established a

tension between the acted and the ac-

tual

This tension is mirrored in the
characterizations of Kate and her sister

Bianca. Valerie Fitch, as Bianca, exudes
the appropriate posturing sweetness;

Sherl Stoodley's Kate poses greater pro-

blems While Ms. Stoodley projects the

sincerity of Kate's rage very well, the

exuberance and the very physical, slap-

stick delivery which characterized the

performance made it difficult to discern

the point at which the shrew had ac-

tually been tamed.
It is this broad and frequently raunchy

humor, however, which keeps this pro

duction afloat. The entire cast is to be
applauded in this respect, notably Ken-
neth Ober's slobbering Sly. The scene in

which, he having been convinced to

pose as Lucentio's father, wanders on
stage nervously riffling through a Signet

Classic paper back edition of Tfie Tam-
ing of the Shrew searching for his lines

is one of the truely inspired nnoments of

the performance.
Ms. Stoodley's performance of Kate's

speech at the end of Act V was also

played with humor. She began with a
fairly straight reading, and, abetted by

Petruchio (Matthew Roehrig! slipped into

a pantomimed parody which softened

the frankly sexist bias of the text of the

speech.
Here, as elsewhere in the play, it was

the physical vigor of the cast which car-

ried the performance, despite the

generally commendable delivery of the

dialogue. Director Calvin MacLean kept

his players in constant motion, tumbling,

leaping and chasing each other around
across and even behind the open stage
in the Curtain Theater. The limited size

of the -theater coupled with the gym-
nastics of the actors effectively broke
down the division between the stage
and the audience, though the viewer

may have felt dangerously close at times

to flying furniture and persons

Nuke power teach-in tonight
A nuclear power teach-in will be held

tonight at 7:3(0 in Mahar Auditorium, The
program, co-sponsored by the UMass
Alternative Energy Coalition and Mass
PIRG. will include a panel discussion with

three area experts and a representative

from "Physicians for Social Respon-

sibility," a Boston area group. Workshops
will be held after the discussion.

Nancy Folbre, an economist associated

with UMass and Yale University, will speak

on the economic implications of a nuclear

accident and a nuclear moratorium.
Allan Krass. a Hampshire College Natural

Science professor, will speak on the

potential safety problems with the

proposed nuclear power plant in Mon-
tague.

GLOGER, Northern Ireiand-The daughter and wife of a prison guard walk
hand-in-hand after thr guard. Michael Cassidy. was shot to death as he was
leaving his sister's wedding. Cassidy was walking with his three-year-old

daughter Roslyn when he was shot. The Provisional wing of the Irish

Republican Army has claimed responsibility for the killing. (AP Laserphoto)

NO
NUKE5

TEACH
IN

BIIDWEISER 12 oz. bottles a NR

ANNA GYOI?SY • Clamshell activist, Anti-nuke author, "overview"

NAhJCY FOLBRE" Economist, "The Economics of nuclear power..."

ALAN KI?ASS " Scientist, "Health hazzards of the Montague mike"

Representative for Riysiclans for Social Responsibility- "Medical

dangers related to nuclear power"

TuE3dQ3 April 17, 7.'30?/V\.

AAahar AodtLtorCam

$7.20 case

In Store Cash Only
Monday thru Thursday

C&C LIQUORS
THE FRIENDLIEST STORE IN TOWN

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FREE DELIVER Y

When the pressure is on, call

VALLEY TYPING
one-stop service

•typing

•copying
•word processing

Guaranteed date of completion ft- profes^-onal quality

29 S. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256 6736 10 6 M F

above the Paper Clip 10 2 Sat.

We care—and our reputation proves it!
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Math week
features speakers

Tlw wt^ IS Applied Math Week, " sponsored by »*»
UMsM it»it^m«tics d«partment Each day of th« week will
future a 'diffefent talk by a pwson in tour dilifrnt fields

'

Each talk will be about a whole diffewnt topic that people
have jutt starttd ImtN^ ^out. ' aM tmm prelwsor
M^vm Berger

To^V m a p.m , Hwvird pHvHtt (wofOMor Edward
Witten WIN ^ak on "The Theory of iha Proton-
Tomorrow at 2;W p.m., UMass match and statistic
profMMr George H. Knightly will s^ak on * Non Linear
PhefKjmena in ElMticity, ' and Thursday at 4 15 p m , MIT
chemistry profe^or Louis Howard will speak on Chemical
W«w» arid Pattanw."

Tuesday. April 17. 1979

to ^W^M. UMatt 20ol^y professor Bruce Levin will

rvpMt a lecture given ^sterday on "The Population
Bi^ogy of InfKtious Oise^s' on Wednwday Apni 25 at

2:30 p.m.

Wt^ linure will t>e given in Gr^uatt Tower Room
tCM* 9nM refr»hments will be served.

Police investigate

Mackimmie arson
By CAROL ROSENBERG
CoUegtsn Staff

UMa» pctkx are Investigating a suspected arson in
McKimmte dormitory in Southwest which occured eaHy
Saturday morrwia, '

The fire, wf^ich was believed set in the rubbish room,
caused minimal dama^. a police spokesman said

The suspected arson is the third dormitory arson this

semester The previous cases, in Pierpont and Lewis
Houses, are still under investigation by UMass police.

UMass police arrested six twenty year -olds Saturday
night on the Campus Center concourse on charges of

disorderly «)rMluct. Five were not UMass students.

Kevin Cook and Brian O'Connell, both of Feeding Hills,

Thomas Stapleton Philip Gensen and Matthew Can-
£elliere. of Agawam, and David Buffum of Dei Ricka, all

20. were arrested by police for "pushing and shoving
persons" in the area outside the Blue WalL

UMass Chief of Police Robert G. Joyce yesterday said
no persons were taken into protective custody an alcohol
related violation this weekend.

Tuesday, April 17, 1979,

Despite final exams starting in

winks. (Staff photo by Carol Seeligl

only five short weeks, some people still find time to catch a few

Major theft in Connecticut
ByDAf^HALL
Associated Press
WATER8URY, Conn. -Ambushers riddled a

Purolator Security Inc. offi<» with bullets shortly

after 4 a.m. yesterday, killing three guards and
escaping with $1.79 million in cash, checks,
jewelry and food stamps, police said.

Negotiable spwurities of an undisclosed value
were left behind, as was a large but undisclosed
amount of cash in a safe in the Purolator branch
office.

At least two thieves armed with high-powered
rifles waited behind the Purolator garage and
fired through a garage door after the arrival of an
armored truck carrying money from Hartford for

delivery to several New York City banks, police

said

The bodies were discovered in the garage area,

one inside the truck, at 7:15 a.m. by a Purolator

employee arriving at work. Two guards were
identified as Leslie Clark of Plymouth and Han-
ford policeman Edward T. Cody, 46, a Vernon
resident who was working in an authorized off-

duty, part-time job for Purolator. The name of the
other guard was not released immediately.
Waterbury Chief Inspector John T. Griffin

declined to disclose the calibre of weapons used
by the robbers, whether there were any suspects,
whether the robbery appeared well planned or
whether he believed security was adequate at the
Purolator office.

"The perpetrators were waiting in ambush for

the people inside the (armored) car," Griffin said
in a news conference at police headpuarters.

Purolator President John Pratt, in a telephone
interview from his office in Piscataway, N.J.. said

the robbery, if there is not recovery, would be
the largest theft loss in his company's history.

PROFESSIONAL & TECHNICAI REFERENCE BOOKS

BOOKS ON

PSYCHOLOGY
FROM PRENTICE HALL

Ahiionnal

Psvili<»I<">^' MAM1B<X)KIH
TRtAlMhM (H
MtNTAl I)l!>ORl»K
IN(HILI>kX)0
AND
ADCXLSfFNO i

tJa.l ••

REFLECTIONS
ON
BEHAVrOKISM
AND SOCIETY,
1978

W. Honig
J. Staddon

D. Oskamp S. Cashdan

HANDBOOK OF
OPERANT
BEHAVIOR

Features exclusive research and
application by prominent leaders

and authorities in the field of

operant behavior Surveys all areas

of current interest activity and im

portance in operant psychologv
$39 96

ATTITUDES AND
OPINIONS

An integrated coverage of public

opinion and the study of attitudes

For studies in social psychology,

political psychology or the
psychology of attitudes

$1596

ABNORMAL
PSYCHOLOGY

In this book abnormal psychology
IS explored from a variety of dif

ferent perspectives, each offering

fresh viewpoints into the nature of

mental illness The author con
ducts his investigation within the

framework of evolving models of

phychopathology.
$1695

Sheldon Cashdan is Associate Pro

fessor of Psychology at the Univer

sity of Massachusetts

B. Wolman, ed.

HANDBOOK OF
TREATMENT OF
MENTAL
DISORDERS IN
CHILDHOOD
AND
ADOLESCENCE

More than thirty leading experts

contribute chapters in this book
The handbook covers all maior
treatment methods currently ap
plied by professionals concerned
with mental health problems in

childhood and adolescence and
prevention of mental disorders in

adult years

$32.96

B.F. Skinner

REFLECTIONS
ON
BEHAVIORISM
AND SOCIETY,
1978

A collection of recently published

papers by one of the most influen

tial psychologists of the 20th cen
tury

Features five papers that explore

the relevance of behavioral science

to society, ethics and the design of

a way of life

$15.96

Many other psychology titles are

available in our professional &
technical reference sections.

at "the bookstore"

L V/SA, MASTERCHARGE AND AMERItAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED the UNIVERSITYSOE
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2fori]
SALE
Two prints for

Vne price of one!

Bring in your Eastei color print film lo

Stop 4 Shop for processing this week
only and we'll develop an extra set

of color prints for you free of extra

charge No coupon required

Offer expires April 21. 1979.
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2 Ply 100 SHEETia|J NABISCO

BOUNTY SjFIG
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49 10
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STOP & SHOP "^JS^y SUN GLORY

LARGE^ ^ORANGE
EGGS ^^fen' J JUICE "^^

I^n < w«? Oi« Ci

Datfy

YourStop&ShopsworCh
It^smoregoodfioodforyourmoney,weekafter wedc.

Vself service deli Good foods
tor lunches 4 lunch boxes White

^^^ llbj^g . Colonial

^Y Chicken
^3^ HotDogs
or Chicken

Bologna

Save on our own fresh, meaty chicken'

««WhiteGem*^

89
Top Bologna ." .. M.29

Cokxual Bologna .
' '^i'.^ 89"

Cooked Ham "
. »2 69

Regular

Maple or Thici* SliceO

lib. Stop & Shop

Bacon

CSiickenLeg

With Back 4-6lb. pkg.

Breast Quarters cc
With Wing White Gem Chicken 4-6ib pkg WW t>

'"SS?i

k
corner deli The best »i den

rneats slced fresh ti yotir orttert

Deutschmacher

^r. »logtia
$

German
Stylen

Uverwurst

Meat Loaf

lb

'1.29»

»169«

NOUr kitchen Fast foods made
b> our expert cooks Try em

Roasted or BBO Style

y^ Cooked
Chicken

TopRoimd
Roast ^'^^
"Great Beef'USDA Choice ^ *•

Cornish
ffA#%CS Tyson Brand
^Mt^^mmSM 27 ounce frozen

V^^m!!^ Fresh or Srnoked

Shoulder
wafer idded

Picnic

White

"White'

Gem"
Tasty ser^d tuA or coW

<

Potato Salad «»«.<>.«^ 49*

I Meat Loaf '2.99V Sto^ShopI

m seafood Always a greatV choice of fish and sheOfisH

FreshCod
raiets^
Delicate flavor, wastetesaf ^^
Fresh Cod Steaks *1.39b

Cooked Fish Nics 'SISTM .69

LambLegsi;
Whole Oven Ready New ZeaSro frozen^^

CornedBeef
Brisket

Countryfir^

Point Cut

^Shoulder ^^
L C«A«1r Beef ^StCdk Chuck

For London Broil

Broad or Wide

DutchMaid
tes

1
Mug-O-Lunch
Minute Rice

Assorted flavors

Hi-C
Drinks
64o;
tMm79

169
Maxim Cc^ee
Nestles Souptime

•499
5 56'

California Pea

Baked
Beans

69
list

stop & Shop

Peanut
Butter

Creamy or Chw*y m ^^
Puritan Oil . - '169 Glad Trash Bags nf '1.99

Venrxxit Maid Syrup 4"129 Glad Sandwich Bags 'v^TS'

Regular or Diet ^^ -^ 3202 jar Wetehs

lunGlory ^K1 Grape
Assia Soda 1^^ Jdly
Flavors

2 iiter

bottle

67 60Z S9 89
Calo Dog Food . .« 3Si'1
Dermassage Liquid i-. W

Marshmallow Creme'^i-'7'59'

Salad Dressing r;.5l 63*

frozen foods S*'"' O" f.pr-^ig ffom man fjisnes to desserts' J

Stop & Shop

Green
Chicken, Turkey, Meatk>af

Salisbury or Veal Parmigian

iquet
lers

Cut 0.- TrerKti Style

Brussel Sprouts '..».s'«2;.ji89'

Cauiiflov^er s^i ^n, 2 "..i 89'

Macaronis Cheese ';"

Tasti Fhes
1.29 Johns Pizza ""-^'X'"' 79*

n V? ounce pkg Stop & Shop

uSEers VxGaL Ice
Entree ^ "

f.'icaroni and Beef

Ci Chicl'er Noodle

Tuna Casserole

99 Vti^

.iNill %l\

produce ChrckenPie
M ',01 pkft

SuAn
'901 («•

99* Choc-lit Covers
99* Sara Lee Ring

19
ctn

^ii^'1.29

AsstclW*"
Flavors^^^ctr

Fried Clams rrsEST '1.99

Fresh Sea Scaltops M.TQb

^bakery Ouality from our ovens'

Stop^ '^hop Regular or Split

D* ''hMiifHtis

Fresh

Nutnrious vegetables from

the best grcwing areas' ddiry AU-week specials on so many quality brandi you ueel

4I20I ot(g»H

iSn California ^%^^

FlreSh California ^^,^s^

J
Bordens Deluxe

lerican
Cheese

19

Hood 64oz carton

120Z. pkg
Cheese Slices

White or Yellow1
/leDonuts ^ 59*

read ?Sf2^'1

stops Shop

•lePie

Fresh Florida

cMQfitM 4«

100% Pure
From

Conccntralt

Hood NuForm Yogurt ^ 69* Promise Margarine -tX 79r

Hood SourCream S 75' Rondele Cheese ISiSr 89*

£?JS^J£S?®^ '^^^' ^^' Hood Cheese Stix 'ST 90"
IWniM E>n .VtltpoVw< Sfiam

Fanner Browns

$pinaGh

^VSP health & beauty d*dS Good buys tor good groomirto

FrMfi

WtahwJ
iOoz pkg y

INCREDIBLE OFFER
Ouable • Porcelain enameled steel

8,2 ounce /^ •—

.

tut>eAm Faberoe
Orgamc

HAfyLEY-AMHERST Route9 at the Hadley-Amherst Line. 8a.m..l0p.m.,Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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'Deer Hunter' is bull
To th« Editor

-

It yoii filan to see The Deer Hunter thts

\AM€k, bring m pocket sue American flag

with YOU You 11 have /ust sat through the
biggest tie told about the Vietnam Wv
since John Wayne's Green Berets. And,
ax the film's heroes, "proud American
patriots, ' toast the war at the end by
sjnging "God Bless America " you can just

see Jimmy Cartm and the Joint Chiefs of
Staff raising their glasses as tftey prepare
to gear us il up for World War III

The Dee» Hunter promotes the theme of
"mfwtg god and country proudly. ' or in

the real world, putting your life on the line

for United States imperialism's profits

o\/0rseos. Tim fwtMS. steelworkers from
Pminsyhrarm, volunteer to fight in Nam to

"rto rtieir duty " With these noble in-

tentions they are forced to fight for

sursnval against blood thirsty savages, the
Viet Cong, who hand grenade their own

children, and torture US soldiers for fun.
Get the picture > Not at all the war millions
protested worldwide Not at all the US
imperialist aggression millions con-
demned Not at all the Heroic liberation
struggle of the Vietnamese mtlHons
applauded

The movie m mw big he It comes
coincidentally. at a time when super
power conflict from Indochina to the
Mideast gets s/tarper daily, the arms race
IS producing gwns like the Trident sub
marine, and Congress is debating "what
form of draft" to remstitute The Deer
Hunter would have us alt enlist and fight

the Russians under the Noddy flag of US
imperialism Millions of Americans
learned, however, about tf*e true nature
of the red. white and blue " in the J960s.
and no three hour propaganda film can
take that away

Mark Brier
Revolutionary Communist Youth

Brigade

Getting off

on Twinkies?

To the Editor:

D K \in his letter of April 9\, wim
incidentally felt his views so strongly
about the Grateful Dead that he declined
to sign his letter, wants to be "rock and
rolled without having to gormandise
various halluncmogens /ust to 'get into

It'
" He's afraid that if he attends the

Spring Concert, he'll be "put to sleep by a
bunch of over aged cult figures who are
looking Im ^^t^^H-iM^^^ of tfw
aos

• -

first of all. t think the best rock and roll

band in the world are the Rolling Stones-
would D K describe the Stones as young
men ^ And what's wrong with being a cult

figure, so long as your music is stillgood!*

Whtit iKind of cult figure would O. K

prefer to hear sing Cheryl Ladd. maybe^
Lastly dbout the drugs I like the Dead a

lot. and I hfive lor years. I don't trip, I

rmver have. t)iit sure, I might have a few
drinks or get high before playing a record
or going to a show Is that so ob
actionable.^ Wfwt do you get of/ on, D
K ? Twinkiesf

Oh one thif^ mm^ ^ tfw kut Krm of
hislfiiti D K says to Jack Albeck, who
signed up the Dead, "Remember, Jack,
morbidity is for funerals, not spring
concerts " To this I say that the only way
the Spring Concert will be morbid is if

Stiffs UkeD. K. are in attendance. Second
thought, you ought to come to the show.
D. K. You might surprise yourself and
have a good time But I doubt it. Stick to
Cheryl and Twu^mi^ I ttaMt MM't l^out
your speed

D B. Shaw
Hampshire College

VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED

To assist handicapped students in horseback
riding program on SMurdays, 12:00 3 00

Contact: Handicapped Student Affairs
Office

231 Whitmore
545 0892

COMMUNITY ORGANIZERS
ACORN needs organi/ers to work with low and

moflerate income families in 16 states (AR, SO. TX,

LA TN MO, FL. CO. NV, PA, lA. OK, Ml, AZ, NC.

GA) for political and economic lustice Direct action

on neighborhood deterioration, utility rates, taxes,

health care, redlining, etc Tangible results and en

during rewards long hours and low pay Training

provided

Contact UMass Placement Service for interview

Tuesday, April 24 or come to the Jones Library at

7 30 p m that night or write Ann Lassen, ACORN,
628 Baronne New Orleans LA 701 13, (504) 523 1691

AHENTION CCEBS STUDENTS!!
Each year the CCEBS program sponsors, as

part of the Family Day activity, the honoring of

a student who has made the greatest service

contribution to the Third World community
This award, the Shirley Graham OuBois Service

to Community Award, is one which students

nominate and elect candidates Nomination
forms may be picked up in Room 214 of the

New Africa House, everyday until Thursday,
April 19 Forms must be returned by Friday,

Apnl 20.

Criteria:

a. Person? eligible: All CCEBS students.

b. Form of Award: Engraved plaque; and the

recipient's name engraved on a perpetual pla

que to be kept in the mam CCEBS office.

c. Number of recipients: One.
Elections will be held on Wednesday, Thurs

day, Friday, April 25 27, 1979 A list of the

nominees will be published prior to the election

dates

Act now!! Nominate (he candidate of your choice.

PREPARE FOR:

MCniMTLSATBIIMT
ei«E-ailEPSYCH-6REBI0

PCATOCAT WTMATSAT
NMBLEmECFMBFLENVQE

NDBI,n*NPBPNLE
Fleiibl* Programs & Hour«

Vitit Any Cmnfr And S«« For YourMit
Why We Make The DHIerence

In Amherst 264 N Pleasant St.

Amherst. Ma 01002
253 5106 253 5283

Preparation
classes for June
LSAT begin 4/18.

3

I H
COUCATlOMAl CtNTm

Tf SI PMf P«ll«liOM
SnCIAllSrS SN»C( l«M

Outside NY. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

CtMtts in More Than 85 Mijs' Ui Ci; «s

PutttO BiCO, TofOfitO, C»nHi & Lu8«ri8 S*iU«mnd

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
NOtCATCS TWl LiTf SHOW-TlCKfTS ON »*Lf 30 MiNUTJ* PmO» TO

Qr GABE KAPLAN'S
';^.

,. HAVING A BALL!
mnti tH^ b^4! 9uf

TuM ttifu thu'i •! iTlS 6 0OI i JO

MARLON SRANOO
CtNE MACNMAN

A< fdrm, A^tid Vitual EMpi ts

Tun thru Tho'i «ITISS»1BJ0

nnnTtf^.«iri,iiHJ.ir.li¥;

Tli# origin*!

tpmcr tnmn

BUCK ROGERS
IN THE 25tti CENTURY

Tu#4 th»w Thui« at (TlS 6 1514 30
p(. Ma»t«Pi«s tTun thtu Thur% > ar 1 30 I

The Struggle for Affirmative Action:

The Impact of the Weber Case
Wednesday april 18, 7:30 p.M. cc 174-6

> M r?" Df NIRC

S a. .„1»..,, Aw,a,d, 8,,, p„ ,^,^

luo.. .. .., Tl.u,, HI iTl S SOOi i 30
I

PANELISTS:

Gerald Home
member of the National Conference of Black

Lawyers and Affirmative Action Coordina-

ting Center, NYC

Luis Costro

Affirrnati ve Action Committee member of

I.U.E. locol In Boston

Norman Gu2
Western Mass. Legal Services

Represented Puerto Ricons in struggle

for Affirmative Action in Springfield

SPONSORED BY:

Affirmative Action Subcommittee of the

Committee to Combat Racism;

WITH SUPPORT FROM:

^Graduate Student Senate
The Commuter Collective

Economics Graduate Student Organization
Labor Center Student Caucus

Application Deadline
for

S.G.A. Attorney General

3:00p.m. Wed.AprlMS
Applications are available in

Rm. 420 Student Union

or call

545-0341

RUSSELL'S
18 Main St.

BUDWEISER

12 oz. bottles NR

$7.20 case

Monday thru

Thursday special

LIQUORS ^^
253-5441

We've got
SELECTION

We've got it

COLD

We've got it

NOW

Editorial/Opinion
Roxbury
hits home
BOSTON It was a damp, raw tnorning

for an April day this past Saturday, as

residents of the Dale Regent Washington
Streets neighborhood of Roxbury
gathered at Washington Park.

Word had travelled fast.

they stood in groups of five or six,

some talked to each other, some stood

silent. All of them occassionally eyed an

ar«i just below a rocky hill, an intersec

tion of walkways strewn with broken

bottles and twigs

Around that area a few men wearing

brown leather jackets and caps Boston
Police detectives paced around, looking

to the ground for clues that might help

them find out why, how and who killed

the black woman whose body lay under

a white cloth

The woman, Darlene Rogers. 22, was
killed sometime early Saturday morning.

Her Ixjdy. naked from the waist down,
W.IS found on the edge of a park

walkvway She was the seventh black

women from that area killed this year.

These residents of Roxbuiy feel

helplf>ss Here, in front of them, lay

dead another black woman from their

community, and there was no apparent

answer why. rw idea of who. Boston

Police have suspects or leads in very

few of the other murders, and very few

people who aren't black or live in Rox
bury, Dorchester or the South End have

|oin«d with blacks to seek explanations.

The residents of the Washington Park

area feel they're in the fiqht alone

Quinlan

And It's not much different at UMass.
The Washington Park area in Rox-

bury, with Its triple deckers and multi-

unit tenements, is a long way from

UMass. There's probably very few
UMass students from Roxbury, so the

string of murders may not arouse too

much Interest at UMass.

But when I heard Al Stuckey, the

foreman at the park, say to a friend that

he knew it would only be a matter of

time before a dead woman was found in

his park, I couldn't help think the same
about UMass. There's already an alarm

ing number of rapes, assaults and at

tacks reported at UMass; most of the

victims are women or blacks.

And there's also the case of Seta

Rampersad, a Third World UMass stu

dent found dead at a South Derfield

motel last semester. The case was clos

ed, without determing a cause of death

after a closed door inquest.

So, when I saw the frustrated expres

sions on the faces of the people at

Washington Park this past Saturday,

when I heard words like "It's only a

matter of time," or "Who's next, "
I

couldn't help but think about the reports

of racial violence at UMass,- the Ramper

sad case in South Deerfield and the

cross burning yesterday morning at

Amherst College.

Here at UMass and the other campuses

in the Five College community, people

attend classes and study in libraries m
an effort to expand their minds. All

around them are signs of subtle and bla

tant attacks against women and

members of the Third World. Yet, very

few people except the victims, their

friends and those who think they're the

next victims try to do something.

To me, this lack of interest about

violence against others is the ultimate of

the me first line of thought. But, as I

stood in Washington Park Saturday, and

watched as detectives lifted the white

sheet to allow a woman a chance to

see if. she knew Darlene Rogers, I realiz

ed it could happen to anyone,

anywhere, and ' shuddered.

Joe Quinlan is Editor in Chief of the

Collegian

Councils represent student needs
By CARLOS VALDES
and JOHN PEACH

Why organize departmental councils?

Before answering this question, it's

necessary to first say what a departmental

council IS. It's an organization of students

whose purpose is to advance student in

terests. A departmental council can provide

a forum wherein students can identify

problems within their department and

university, as well as plan ways of dealing

with those problems. It can serve as a

vehicle for making positive changes. All

students m the department who go to

meetings make council decisions.

Departmental councils at this university

have existed for several years and they

have been successful, to varying degrees,

in advancing student interests and in-

stituting much needed changes in their

respective departments. Some of the

things they have been working on are

career counseling, getting students on

academic decision making committees,

greivance procedures, the advising system,

a resource and social center, a textbook

reserve library, tutoring, seminars, a

newsletter, requirements for graduation,

course offerings, and issues of campus
Wide importance.

Undergraduate councils have been

recognized by the faculty in the department

as the legitimate representative of un

dergraduates in the department. In many

cases, office space has been given to the

council. In many cases, office space has

been given to the council. Councils have

won student representation on various

decision making committees, thereby

giving students a voice in decisions af-

fecting their educ; on and, one might add,

their lives. Through the Intitiave of

councils, changes in requirements and the

curnculum have been made and services

such as career counseling have been of

fered to students. However, a council

doesn't materialize out of nowhere but only

exists when students get together and do

something to improve their learning

conditions, and to get some control over

their lives.

Learning and education is an active

process, yet students are denied an active

role in the educational process at the

university. Rather than being active par

ticipants in our education, we are kept in

the position of passive recipients of in-

struction. Students are excluded from the

the decision making process at all levels of

the university. There are some exceptions

on the departmental level and thiey occur

mainly where students have taken the

initiative and organized collectively.

For the universitv to be truly conducive to

learning it has to be restructured into more

of a learning community. This kind of

change can be made by students and it all

begins at the grassroots level, mainly in the

departments, since our primary reason for

being here is to learn the particular field of

study offered in the department. By for

ming councils we can bring about im-

mediate and visible changes in our

educational environment and even more
than that, we can build a campus wide

student organization consisting of

decentralized councils in departments,

dorms, apartment complexes, within the

third world community and other special-

interest areas. We need this kind of

organization badly. Our education is

completely controlled from above by

people who often make decisions harmful

to our interests, such as budget cuts and

tuition hikes. If we are organized then we
are in a much better position to advance

our interests as students.

The Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy has a depart

mental organizing team which is working to

strengthen existing councils and help

students who want to build new councils.

The office has resources which would be

useful to present or emerging councils. The

SCERA departmental organizing team has

regular meetings with representatives of

councils and individuals interested in

council building to coordinate campus-

wide departmental orqanizinq efforts.

Carlos Valdes and' John Peach are

mvmhers of the Student Center for

f-:diit:ntional Research and Advocacy

Letters to the Editor

Segregation

for protection
To the Editor-

In response to the recent wave of

campus rapes and other violent

pfiysical assaults against women.

Women's Center has instituted a

woman run escort service. Women
fhirticipating in the center agreed that

women escorting women would prove

ti) />( rt positive experience for those

in VI lived

Wt' do not ob/ect to attempts to

irr.itv a community in the Orchard Hill

.Ilea as Adnrew Hession implied in his

April 10 letter, but we do object to

the use of rape and other violent

cnntrs against women as a spnnghoard

for a soci.ll qathering Previous efforts on

this campus to involve men in community

escort programs have resulted in various

manift'staiions of woman abuse, m
eluding rape

Segregation is a word often used as a

pe/orative camouflage for what in reality

IS women s self determination and which

represents women taking control over our

own lives Hession's statement that rape

and violence is "not just a women's

problem: it affects me because my friends

are women" poses an inherent con-

tradiction \are we to believe that rapists,

presumably do not have women friends?]

while at the same time it focuses attention

away from the crucial issue, which is

women s self determination

Maureen Geraghty
Maria Kellett

Orchard Hill Women's Center

All can help in

campus safety

To the Editor:

/ am writing in response to an article

which compared two "walk up " services

front the library to the Orchard Hill and

Central Areas. One of the services is

sponsored by the Orchard Hill Women's
Center. The other Walk up service, which

IS known as the "Community

Assistance Project. " has been set up by

one person. Andrew Hession, with the

help of other aroups

In the article, Maureen Geraghty,
speaking tor the women s center, ob
/ccted to the "Community Assistance

Project. " claiming they're not taking the

issue of rape and violence senously.

In my opinion. the"Community

Assistance Project' is taking rape and

violence seriously. Why else would

the project have been started^ I think this

project IS better than the service started

by the women s center, because people

can become actively involved m the safety

of the community /(ist by walking with the

group.

Pa'ul DeLorey
Central

•^'
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Gus Perlito s All Nev\
CAPTAINS TABU

Tues -Sat
,

Boiled Live LOBSTER $4.9-,
with salad b potato

Starting April 16
Luncheon Deli Buffet $2.95
plus tw6 hot specials from $2 50

Happy Hour 4 6 p.m
Facilities for 200-

parties weddings b banquets

48 Damon Rd . Northampton MA
584 6080 2minutesoff I 91

Northampton
Adv*rtis#ffleiit

'^h '-'"^-^
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243 Main Street, Northampton 586-6457

It's not ji.'^t d fish story'

Seafood ee itfiusiasts must no longer ship off to the south
shore to enjov salt water fare At the "Captain's Table" in
Ni(»rthampton. harpoons and ftshing r»ets, the aroma of
steaming French onion soup, and the tang of broiled fr^h
fish combine to create a deliciously different dining e%
penence for area gastronomers who have a bit of the salty
dog in them

Located al 48 Damon Rd. near the entrances of I 91. The
Captain's Table offers a sumptuous and extensive choice
of seafood, steaks, and roast prime beef From broiled live

lobster (the specialty o* the house) to thick, juicy steaks,
you can be assured that each meal has been pjainstakingly
prepared by Chef Peter Haviland.
Owner and host, Gud Perfito, says that the most im

portant ingredients for success are simple excellent food
and courteous service.

A h'jogry mariner or a land lubber may select from a
menu that includes both the familiar and the exotic, such
as Alaskan King Crab, Fried Ipswich Clams, Jumbo
Shrimp, and fresh Boston Schrod.

Recently a new dish. Lobster Savannah, has b^n
added i nib (i,v;, feature^ generous chunks of shell«j
lobster rni^at mixed with mushrooms a mild cht^sesauc*,
qreon p««ppefs, pimentos and wine This original coiti-
t.n.itiun IS placed back in the lobster shell and baked to a
cluticate golden brown.
Those who are not connoisseurs of seafocKJ should ne^

not feel left out There is an excellent selection dl
traditional fare, including fillet mignon with fresh
mushroom sauce, roast prime of beef, and veal oscar. The
latter features a combination of sauteed veal and crab-
me^t, fresh asparagus and a white wine and cream sauce.
Vegetables are fresh and the soup is homemade

Also, at the all new Captain's Table, "the quickest lunch
in town " dell buffet is featured Monday thru Friday from
11 00 2:00 p.m for only $2 95 (see photoH Luncheon
specials from $2.50 up are also available.

The Captain's Table is open for dinner Tuesday thru
Saturday, 5 9:30, with a Happy Hour fromil 6. Facilities for
parties, weddings and banquets for up to 200 people are
also available.

'—'—— i_

LEARN GUITAR
BY

CASSETTE TAPES

Newest, most effec-

tive low cost method.
Free info- write:

Sound Enterprises. Inc.

P.O. Box 1470
Mtka. MN 55343

ttAVOIDING RIPOFF

"

A Car Purchase and Repair Workshop
Film and Advice

Wednesday, April 18
903 Campus Center

10:30; 12:30; 2:30 and 4

Co Sponsors
MassPIRG and the Student Auto
Workshop

^lsi=^=i

( PACKARDVI

FREE
AMPLIFIER TEST CLINIC

^' Thursday April 19

Friday April 20
Noon to 9 P.M.

All measurements made on Hewlett-Packard and
Tektronix test equipment by experienced engineers.

Any make or model amplifier, pre-amplifier or
receiver tested, just bring in your equipment. We'll
bench test it and provide you with a free per-

formance graph showing power, distortion and
phono frequency response. Optional
measurements include square-wave response.

As usual, the place to go is. .

.

SOUND&MUSIC
Good Advice - Honest Price"

90-92 King Street ^^ ,--_ Thursday fc Friday til 9

Wm ^SL Mon -Sar 1(^5

Northampton ^^m
SM-9M7

Padiarfs
14 Masonic St.

Northampton
584-5957

"m^'^

SOMETHING
NEW CAN

HAPPEN TO
YOU"

UPPEP^CUT©

t UPPER CUT I and II, we shampoo, precision cut
and blow dry your hair for just

$12.50
whether you're a guy or a gal! No appts. necessary.
Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condition-

ing. We do it all.
UPPER CUT I

584-9625
209 Main St.

(2nd floor)

Northampton

Mon. 9-9/Tues.-Fri. 9-9/Sat. 9-9

V/^i

UPPER CUT II

534-0000
1512 Memorial Dr.

Chicopee
(formerly Hair Crafters)

Tuesday. April 17, 1979, sCojiegian 11
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Rainy day racers
if Marathon
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

Seko M^as second in 2 hours, 10
minutes and 12 seconds, followed by
Rot>en Hodge of Hanover, Mns., a
former student at The University of

Lowdl.
Veteran Tom Fleming, a twotime

Boston runr^er-up from Bloomfield.

N.J., surprised the whopping field of

sorr>e 7,800 qualified starters by grab
bing the lead and holding it for 15
miles. He faded and had to hang on

A

to fin«h fcMfth in 2: 12.i6.

Gary Bjorklund of Minneapolis,

who took ttie lead from Fleming but

surrendered it to Rodgers, was fifth

in 2 hours, 13 minutes. 57 seconds.

Rounding out the top 10 were
Bobby Doyle of Cenral Falls, R.I.,

Randy Thomas of Wellesley, Herman
Atkins of Everett, Wash., and
Richard Mahoney of nearby
Weymouth

Photos by Bill Greene
»"" "- Vi JfiP .„ "J

)
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Our Entire Stock of

Playtex
Bras& Girdles

% Off
Wed. Apr. 18

ONLY!

WITH THIS AD ONLY

Buy 3
Perfect Pretzels

Get the 4th One

FREE
Redeemable only
on Wed., Apr. 18

WITH
THIS
AD
ONLY

r - -^

Hampshire Mall Store Only

WITH
THIS AD
ONLY

"Stim-U-Plant"

Potting Soil

2qts.
reg. 59e

Limit one coupon.

Wpd Apr 18-Sat . Apr 21

— Also —
Beautiful Tropical Plants, large & small;
plant accessories, pottery & gifts, im-
ported Holland bulbs: Glads. 8 for 99t,
Dahlias 2 for 99t, Caladiums 59«, Hang-
ing & Camellia Begonias 1.19.

ItRopic isle
' Plant Shop

THE
PERFECT

PRETZEL

Remodeling

SALE

Now thru

Sat., Apr. 21

Reg. 1.29 — Men's Over The
Calf Tube Socks. One Size
Fits 6'?-12. Assorted stripe

tops and solid whites.

This
isdCPenney

CLIFFORD M.CLARK
TOBACCONIST

^

TIIISIfKKK,

AUTHENTIC DANISH MADEJ
BEN WADE PIPES

ENTIRE INVENTORY
* Except those items already on aale.

SAVE 40% on Crystal. Easter Goodies,
Mugs. Nutcrackers, Toys, Jewelry, Jewelry
Boxes, and many more fabulous gifts from
around the world!

Vikimlug

Reg. $32.50 Art -f

CAT V PTJTf " iQ 1
ALSO,

95

JUST ARRIVED!
12 DOZEN
DUNHILL
SECONDS

50

— PLUS —
TWO NEW CIGAR LINES.

Punch andBances!!!

Tuesday, April 17, 1979.
.c:QHeaian 12

WE SHOWER YOU WITH

APRIL VALUES

{

TOP ROUND ROAST
U.S.D.A. CHOICE

!2.09
TOP ROUND STEAK

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

?2.49
TENDER BEEF ROUND

CUBE STEAK
LEAN CHUCK

STEW BEEF
LEAN

GROUND BEEF
SWIFTS PREMIUM

FRANKS
OSCAR MAYER

BOLOGNA

!2.19

1.89
$
LB

LB

PKG

REGULAR

&BEEF

n.23
93PKG

• FROZEN & DAIRY•

-^~^'

^'.

SPECIALS EFFECTIVE: APRIL 16-21

CoxipONS
WITH COUPON ft S7 SO PURCHASE OR MORE %

EXCLUDING CIGAREnES 94

CAMPBELLS

I
BEANS 16 OZ

I VALD THRU AFML 21

% LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS fOOOS /

WITH COUPON 4 $7 50 PURCHASE OR MORE %
'XCLUOING CIGAHETTES aar

j
SWSTUFE

I
TOMATO

I
CATSUP 26 OZ 49

I VALN) THRU APML 21

LIMIT ONE AT LUUiS l-OODS

r WITH COUPON 4 $." 50 PURCHASE OR MORE

EXCLUOINC CIGARETTLS aa

I CHICKEN OF THE SEA

I „|y/ IN WATER

! TUNA 6V2 0Z 49
I VALID THRU AFML 21

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

WITH COUPON 4 S7 50 PURCHASE OR MORE \
EXCLUDING CICAREHES 32r

I SWEET LIFE

I
BATHROOM
TISSUE 4 PACK 59

C

VALID THRU APfHL 21

LIMfT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

WITH COUPON & $7.50 PURCHASE OR MORE

EXCLUDING CIGARETTES aa

I

J
\

c

r
SWEET LFE FRENCH OR CUT

GREEN BEANS

fhP
%.

18 OZ89
JELLY 9 OZ-GLAZED 11 OZ<ICLL T 9 U<.-aLM^XU I I UK.

MORTON DONUTS 59'
wacH

GRAPEJUICE ..79'
CaESTE

DELUXE PIZZA,.. '1.09

• PRODUCE •
TASTV CALIFORNIA

ARTICHOKES

IMPORTED DANISH

HAVARTI CHEESE

SAVE 50* LB

PLAIN ONLY

!1.99

FRESH LARGE

BROCCOLI

BCH

f'
\ LIQUID 10' OFF LABEL

]
JOY FOR DISHES |%Q

I
DETERGENT22ozU%l

I VALID THRU /VML 21

\ IMT ONE a LOUS FOODS /

SWEET LIFE UNSWEETENED

GRAPEFRUIT

JUICE 64 OZ

3 LB BONUS BOX

PRINCE

ZITI

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUAKTITIES

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHCAL ERRORS

40pi*ce««rvicr
foreonlyS12.a7 >
9NOUnPlAN /

Exquisite Flatware

ThisWeeks
Feature ^
DinnerKnife

WIthMMh
S3.00 pwrdwaa
N«9ular BV N. PLEASANT Sr., AMHERST, MASS



^^ Collegian.

To place a classified ad. drop by the
CoUegtan oftic« (CC 113) between 8 45
am , and 3 45 p m Monday through Fn
lAmi or use our hdinlv ( iip and rnail form
fourKl «n rnost issues of the Collf;
Classilied deadline ts 3 45 p rn two >; !,

m advance of r'tii)inat»«>n fj.nr?

AUDIO

Kanwood KR4200 r«c«iv«r: 27
wMttt/chann«l; exc. cond., $12S; 54^177;
BM.

AUTOKMI^aE
VowQ i44Bi flood Gomi., fnutA wtKA A^imiq
^00 Cal S<S^2150. wk for fMk.

1W7 Willy Ja«p Meyer plow, excellent

225V6 Butck engine, needs starter, 4 snow
ttwi. Mkinfl $1300. phone 546^5610.

TV Mazda (Ford Courier) !it ton pick up,

k>w mi , exc cond , new tires, insulated h
paneled cap w/ slide- in floof unit, fold out

bed. 25 mpg, reg gas. $3100. 247 5428.

T^ Datsun 710. auto - AC. 67 MGB, needs
wojt, ^7882
70 Ford Montego. 66k mt , V6. r>ew tires,

fufw yKXJ. best offer. 549 1768

IfTO VW bug, good cond strong engirw.

•xc. niM>er & gas mileage S950, 583 4477.

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system Areas lowest

rates Call 546 9639 or 546 1131

71 Capri 2000. 44.000 in.. $850. Bill.

6^7181

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof

feehouses, discos, bands, RicK, 584 4105.

FOR RENT

Amherst, It Pt«Ulip« St.. 5 bdrm house,
mins from campus Avail late May,
549 6410^

3^ bdrm. apt.. 6/1 8/31; fall option, $240,

N'pton 584 6112, before9 p m
House for June or Sept . 4 bedrooms,
$350 plus utilities call 530 6:30 pm.
Skibiski, Realtors, Northampton

Farmfiouse rooma for rent, 4 mi. from
UM, stream w/ swim, 27 acres wash, dry,

furn , beautiful' 150 month o r 80. 253 3794

Presidential. 2 bdrm. apt., big er>ough
for 3, AC, closest to cmps , $250 heat b
h w, inci avail May 20, fall option, call

549 1684L

H>RSALE

Btock I—ther jacket, new . $86 . 546 8919

Ricoh 560G 36mm camera. 1 yr old, like

new, $65, call 253 7082, after 5:30 pm
Complete scuba outfit. Brand new scuba
pro equipment 30% off 666 3027

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Oelap, 256 8732. bet 9 10 am
Bicycle— mint, 25", Witcomb USA road

bike, custom frame - six speed spacing,
73** X 73° 531 throughout. Well eqp'd..

$350, 6 9357

1971 Int. Scout, 4wd. $1000 or BO, Ed,

549 4629^

Furniture, brand new this semester Liv

ing room set -couch & chair, $150 4 pee
matching bedroom set -double bed, head
board, night table, bureau, $325 Call Beth

after 5 p.m .. 256 0479.

Bike, 5
546 6909

speed, Schwinn PL2. call

1 pr. COM. Super Tacks, size 7 % , $60, call

Dean, 546 7439. exc. cond.

3 cu. ft. frig., 4 mo old, $90, Fred.

349 261 5

75 Pinto, exc. cond., new tires, AM/FM,
rustproofing, S1700, call Jim after 6 p m
weekdays, 584 4352. Sat., Sun anytime

' FOUND

Found— watch in Herter, call 549 5962.

Found — glasses behind Cashin, call

6 4328.

Found — long haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan black markings, 665 4324.

HELP WANTED

Book collective in Amherst seeks new
merpber, 10 20 hrs /wk , women and Third

World students urged to apply, contact

Food For Thought, 365 Main St , Amherst,

253 5432, by April 20. work study avail.

Leadership summer— gain in personal

leadership experience. Boy's Camp, Lenox

MA (51st year). June 23 August 23 Swim
ming and sailing instructors (22 sailboats),

tennis (16 courts), baseball, basketball

coaches, camp newspaper, other open

ings. Local interviews. Se *i * ill details.

Joe Kruger, 20 Allen Court, South Orange

NJ 07079^ _„____
Phone I correction. Part time live in

assistant for psychiatric half way house in

Greenfield Room and board (no salary) in

exchange for some night and weekend

work. 773 3424. Jim or Kathy.

Look for a summer job? Be your own boss.

Craft /wallhanging business for sale. Al,

^3 4249 Keep trying!

Collegian
Classifieds

Exec positions. Any rr^ior BFC Interna

tional. Info session April 19, 8 p.m., call

Kathleen, 2^5281, 7 9 p.m. to reserve

seat.

Summ«r omp.. Cape Cod rast. is seeking

•HIS cooks, must have references,

oMO r>eeded are waitresses, hostesses and
husboys, will train, apply at I HOP, Rte.

132, Hyannis, or call Robbie at (617)

771 3244 for interview

Summer Jobs now. Work! ^unersl
Pleasure boats* No experience! Good Pay!

Carribean. Hawaii, world! Send $3.96 for

application and direct referrals to Seaworkj,
Box 60129 Sacrannento, Ca 96660^

Jobs. Lake Tahoe. Calif* Fantastic tips*

$1,700 $4, (XX) summer* Thousands still

needed. Casinos restaurants, ranches,

cruisers. Send $3.95 for application /info to

Lakeworld. Box 6012, Sacto, CA 958e0_

The Collegian Advertising Department
IS kx>king for ad reps. If you have ex
perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office. The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal
Opportunity employer.

Overseas jobs — summer /year round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500 $1200 monthly Expenses
p>aid Sightseeing. Free info -write: IJC.

Box 52 MC, Corona Del Mar CA 92625.

insthuction

Hot oir balloon ridos. lessons, sales pro
motions Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co intro

flight. $45. 253 3834, day or eve

LOST

Lost -opal rir>g. library, 2nd floor. 4/10,

call 6 4800, reward.

LostT Saturday, April 7, 1979 14C gold ear

ring btwn WOPE parking 'ot, Grad. Res
and coffee shop Great sentimental value'

Please, call Kathy or Ro at 549 4927 if

found. Reward offered' Thanks'

Lost— dk. red wallet in Van Meter on 4/7.

Please return to CC Assistance desk or Col

iegian Graphics Dept. or call 549 5862.

MISCELLANEOUS

Meeting: Pioneer Valley L 5 Society,

Tuesday, Apnl 17, 1979, 8:00 p m , Rm.
911 915 Campus Center, all invited.

MOTORCYCLES

75 Suzuki SOOT, 14,000 mi , runs excellent,

l
ust tuned, $800 or BO, call 323 4704.

PERSONALS

Ah— spring!! Time to be ripped off on your

auto rep»airs or purchases. Call Consumer
Action for help 545 0781 or 545 0199
Sponsored by MassPIRG.

Chubski Topher— thanks for a fantastic

weekend, much love and an extra big

squeeze. Hotrod.

Going to Europe this summer alone.

Looking for someone also going alone

Let's go together M F, call Tom, 6 5148

Seniors — are you graduating without ever

having done it" Call for an appointment,

545 2874

Sweet Baboo, I love you. Gonna miss ya .

Lecture by Prof. Elkins, Mgt., re: plann

ing your career "early," Wed., April 18,

12:20 1:10, Newman Ctr. Social Hall.

Twenty-twenty-twenty four hours to

go... happy boithday, Phil* Love, Joey, Dee
Dee, Johnny and Marky^

Blow up your friends! To beat their own
already low prices the Photo Co op is offer

ing an enlargement special Get your

favorite photo enlarged at the Photo Co op
for as little as 99c, 32 1 SU.

Vote Kevin Mangan treasurer SWA Apr.

19

Cosmic Wimpout 4th Annual Tourna-
ment! Saturday, April 28 Anyone can win!

$500 1st prize many winners of prizes,

bands and entertainment -filming a lot,

throwing a party and making a mouzelj^

The Amorphic Cosmic Wimpout
Travelling Circus is soliciting for jugglers,

mimes, musicians, magicians, wizards,

scurceresses, and clowns for street circus

ing on campus and throughout the valley to

warn the general public about the upcom
ing global championship See the clowns at

the CC concourse for further info.

Body SnatcheT, Sat , 4721, CCA, 6:00,

7:30, 9:30, 11:30, $1.00, UMass Womens
Swim Team.

"Avoiding Ripoff," a car purchased and

repair workshop Learn from the experts

what your rights and remedies are in buying

and repairing a car 903 Campus Center,

Wednesday, April 18: 10:30; 12:30; 2:30

and 4:00 Co sponsors MassPIRG's Con
sumer Action Center and the Student Auto
Workshop.

Saturday Night Fever. Catch it in the
CCA on Wed nite, April 18, at 4:30, 6:45,

9:00. 11:15. Ratad R. tLSO.

People needed for kitchen work, good
food ar>d DC money can be r^ated,
253 9230.

Astrology, birthchrts.. compatability
rdngs., 11 yr. profsr^., Louis Neub^,
S49 642S

Gay peer counseling. SU 406 G Tues..

5-7. Thurs 6 8, Fn 4 6 or call^545 2645

We buy ft sell used audio components.
Sound h Music. 90 92 King St , Northamp
ton MA 01060, tel 584 9547^

Stick it in your ear - free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Siiverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St , Amh , 253 3324.

Diamond engagement ft wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,
Siiverscape D^gns, 264 N Pleasant St.,

253 3324

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced rr»rch. to all

students & staff Remember your 10.

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted to NYC on Fri.. 4/20
share expenses Call Glenn. 6 7103.

Will

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female looking for anottwr female to

share a 2 bdrm. apt., mid May end Aug.,

$80 rno. incl. aN, call ^3-^86, Marjie, imm
ed.

Rooommate wanted. $110 month, ind.

util., Swiss Village, Amherst, 256841 1

,

SERVICES

Technical draft for thesie and papers,

reas rates, fast, 549 1768 ev., 5 2678. d

TO SUBLET

4 bedroom house in N'hampton, block

away from Look Park, AC, pool, tennis,

sublet w/ opt. to renew $300 mo. Call

2 bdrm.
W/ opt ,

665 3589

twnhse.
$200 mo

. Sunderland, 6/1-8/31,

util. incl. bus rt., Indry..

Sublet 6/1-8/31. 2 bdrm. (one large) in 3
bdrm Puffton apt.; bus route, pool, tennis,

rent negotiable, call 549 2655.

Townhse. Apts,
for fall, avail 6/1

549 6381

. 3 bdr., sun., sub., opt.

AC, bus, rt S305/mon..

One bedroom Puffton, 6/1-9/1, furnish

ed, rent, negotiable, phone, 549 6632.

1 large rm. for 1 or 2-townhouse, 6/1 to

8,31, opt. for fall. Furn., bus, AC, dble.

closet, pool tennis. Gd. price, 549-6563.

2 bdrm. apt., avail. June 1, w/ fall option.

On bus rte., pool, tennis. $250/mo., util. in

cl., 665 2301 . after 5.

Furnished townhouse. 2 Irge. bdrms.,

pool, AC, bus ser. Ite., May Sept., $200,

665 2646.

Echo Hill to sublet. 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm
apt , $140 or BO, fall opt., 253 9862,

Rochelle!

Female wanted, furn., pools, tennis,

Southwood apt., 6/1 8/31, after 6 p.m.,

2537 149 ^

Riverglade, 2 bdrm. townhouse: furnish

ed, carpeted, AC, DW & disposal, laun

dry - pool — cable av., bus rt., sublet, ap

prox. 5/24 9/4, $240/mo. incl. heat it hw,
negot., 253 20^
2 bdrm. garden apt. w/ balcony overlook

ing Mt. Sugarloaf Pool, AC £t fully furn., 5

mis. to campus, on bus rt., avail, mid May
to Aug., option to rent in fall, rent neg., call

665 2984. _^^_
Two bdrm. Cliffside apt., avbl mid May,

on bus, pool, tennis, fall option, neg.,

665 3006, ___^__
Sublet May 1, $80, your own room, pool,

bus route. Colonial Village, 253 3141.

Lantern Ct. 2 bedroom apt., $200/mo.,

from 6/1 w/ fall option, furnished AC,
dishwashr., on bus route, all utilities.

665 2865^

2 bd. apt.. AC, pool, bus stop, furnished,

$225 o r BO -253 7478, aft. 5 p.m.

Cheap summer sublet, 2 bedroom,
$200/month. Colonial Vil., bus rt., call

256 6449, eves

Spacious one bedroom apt. at Cliffside:

tennis courts, pool, on bus route, available

mid May with option for fall, $195/mo., all

utilities included. Call 665 2441 keep try

ing.

Apt. to sublet. Sunder,, 2 br., $260 per

mo , sem. furn., all util incl., 665 3925.

Room in house in Hadley, Jun Aug., 6

min. from campus, call Alan, 586 5560,

$10 -mo .

House to sublet, 5 bdr., S. Amherst,

avail. 6/1. opt. for fall, call 253 7978.

J^uwday, April 17, 1979

Collegian classified rates are: daily,

46c per line five consecutive issues, 4(k:

per line per day, 30 consecutive issues,

30c (ler line per day One iirie is roughly
equivalent to 38 characters

To sublet-2 bdrm. apt., Amherst, $190
mo., incl

, call Steve or Bob. 256 8643,
av«l. 6/1.

2 bdrm. apt.. Squire Vil., summer w/ fall

opt^ , pool, AC, dw, bus, negot.. 666 7554 .

Puffton— 1 Ig. bdrm., fully furn., w/ opt.

for full apt. in fall, avail, mid May, AC,
pool, tennis, bus rte., rent negot! 549^6(02.

Sublet, fall option. Brandywine, 2
bedrm.. 2 bus rts., pool, AC, dishwasher,
pond, carpeting, call 549 6157.

1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt. in Sunderland. For

6/1. Fall opt., on bus rte.. great pool and
tennis poss. furn., $120/mo 665 7560,
eves.

2 bedroom apt., modem kitchen, laundry,

air cond., pool, on bus route, available 6/1,
f all option. $215 mon, call 665 2331

.

2 bedroom Rolling Green apt. -fully fur-

nished, all utilities, including AC,
dishwasher, garbage disposal, pool, on BR
busline, parking, basketball, 2 bathrooms,
carpeted, available May 31 to Aug. 31 Call

evenings. 253 77%, Mike or Eric.

BramlywifM apt., mid-May to 8/29,
$200/mon. or BO; 1 bdr.; fully furnished,

AC & pool, on bus route. Call 549 6752.

One-bedroom apartment available June
1 at Puffton Village, call 5<^-6108, anytime .

Rolling Green, 3 bedroom townhouse.
Available June. July, August. Call Susan,
253 5490. Pam. 546 9587 or G^il,^ 9594

Take over our lease. 2 bdr. Puffton apt.

fr June 1, $265 mon , excellent loc, bus
stops, laundry, walking dist., 549 1421.

4 bdrm. house, sum. sublet w/ fall opt.,

partially furn. , $350 N hamp. 586 2825

One bedroom townhouse. sublet
through August, option for fall, 256 8728.

2 bdrm. Pulftonapt., avail, 6/1 8/31. Tall

opt , call 549 0773, after 5 p.m.

2 bdrm. townhouse at Riverglade, AC,
pool, on bus route, partly furnished. Price

negtble. Avail. 5/27, cal l 253 3945

Townehouse, 3 br. apt., furnished, AC,
DW, brt., price negotiable, av. June 1 Aug.
31.549 6282.

Rolling Green, 2 bdrm. townehouse, all

utilities included, on bus ne , pool, all con-

veniences -dishwasher, disposal, nice

carpeting, air cond., call afte' 5 p.m.,

256 0479 $275.

1 bdrm. available in Riverglade. On bus
route, pool, furnished. AC Call 256 6312.

2 bdr. apt. w/ pond view in Brandywine,
summer rental w/ opt. for fall lease. Pool,

tennis crts., AC, bus rt., $250/mth., neg.,

call 549 4720.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway,
$90/mon., util. incl., keep
calling -369 8372.

1 bedroom Cliffside apt., on bus route,

5/248/31 w/fall opt., furn., $195/mo.
6654774.

Rolling Gr. -2 br. w/option to renew. AC,
DW, disp., util. Incl., pool, exc. bus.

256 6225.

2 bedroom apt.. AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or BO. Call 253 7703, 4 8 p.m .

1 bdrm. available in Brandywine, 2 bdrm
apt., for summer, June 1 Aug. 31, rent

neg. 549 5847, Maria, after 11 p.m. or

wkends.

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1.

549 5144^

For 1 or 2, M or F. sunny bdrm. in 2 bdrm.

Southwood townhouse, 6/1 8/31, AC,
stereo, color cable TV, wall to wall, fully

furn. patio, 1 Vi bath, pool, courts, etc.

2533193.

1 br. Cliffside apt.. May 23-Aug. 31, w/
fall option, $185/month, util. incl., last

week of May paid, Paul, 665 7593, 9 11

p.m^^^

Brandywine- May 31-Aug. 31, 2 bdrm.,

AC, pool, tennis courts, rent negotiable,

5496235.

Riverglade, 3 bdrm., frnshed., on bus rt.,

w/ Indry. & pool fclties. Rent & utis. Call

nites, 256 6344.

WANTED TO RENT

Female seeking room in apt. or house for

fall semester, call 546 7084.

Looking for a 3 bedioom house in area, on

bus route, will pay $250 to $350/month.

Please respond, call Rick, 253 2154.

FREE AMPLIFIER CLINIC

Mark your calendarsi Free amplifier

testing clinic, April 19 20. Any make, any

model amp, pre amp or receiver tested.

Measurements of power, distortion and fre-

quency response made on Hewlett Packard

& Techtronix test equipment. Thurs., April

19 h Fri , April 20 Sound & Music, 90 92

King St., N'hampton, 584 9547,

Tuesday, April 17, 1979, iColk's^ian i*.

Todaij's
Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Crossword

Puzzle
Nothing Special by Joe Lasey

ACROSS
1 Crick

6 Arthur —
10 Sums: Abbr.

14 Abhorrer
15 Doe
16 Carry
17 Nimble
16 Border:

Heraldry
10— Laine
20 Rest
22 Eternal

24 Lairs

26 Locate
27 Truss tie

31 Cravat

32 Chirp

33 Tubes
35 As written:

Mus.
38 Tennis

strokes

39 Waits
40 Poker —
41 WWII gp
42 Boasts
O Baffle

44 Bishopric

45 Light fabrics

47 Laic

51 Bridge term

52 Is earlier

than

54 Natural

58 Burden
59 Ave
61 High nest

62 Caama
63 French pro-

noun
14 Curl

65 Numerical
suffix

66 Weather
word

67 Worms

DOWN
' lurn
. Fury

3 Eagerly ex-

pecting

4 Tunes
5 Gift

6 Stir

7 Mexican In-

dians
8 Rudders
9 Hermits

10 Accumulate
11 Mediter-

ranean
island

12 Handle
13 Robbed
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Friday Puzzt* Solved;
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Nebbish by Mike Galper St Nathaniel Parkinson
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21 Want ad
abbr.

23 Elevator

man
25 Color
27 French city:

2 words
28 Pairs

29 Johnny —

,

et al.

30 Wale
34 Nuisances
35 Avoid
36 Neap or ebb
37 Mimics

39 Respires
40 Scalers
42 — Lugosi
43 Issue
44 Abrupt
46— Baba
47 Chair pad
48 Uneven
49 Stop
50 Domain
53 Storage bin

55 Minerals

56 Get up
57 Cape
60 Body part
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Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler
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LETS HAVE ^ NlCt RELAX'
ING CAME Of Risk tonight

er THE

CUIOO PREPARES CUEM-
MCAl wabvare as, reni

' PSYCH e.i UP foR SATTlE

ATTACKING iRK0T4k'TthE 6AME BECOMES
-^MORE INTENSE AS
THE NAIKUTES TICK by' I

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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Movie: I

Invasion
of the
Dody

Snotchers
;

original 1956 version
;

CCA
, Bp.ni.
7:30 p.m.
9:30 p.m.
11:30 p.m.

Sponsored by:

Vyomen's Swimm-
ing €r Diving Team

*•>

ENTER
¥" BiEDICAL

SCHOOL
IN AUGUST

P>y Only On AcoepUuio«

-WHO Recognizml-

OiienMtion By
Matnculated Sttuleni

For •pplicstion 4
infonTMition «*nt«

nKJVBN MWnCAl.
STVDBNT PLACBMENT

asnvicE
lOO l.«S*llP St

New York. NY UK»7
or calM2 U) 865 4948

Wilderness
>^rkshop

InlerdlKiplinary sommw cour»e«--

Anthropology and English. Taught in th« natural

salting of tha Adirondack Mountains In a spirit of

harmony with nature and one another.

Man and Nature Seminar June 9-24

Mountain Workshop July 10-19

July 23-Aug 1

3 to 6 undergraduate and gradual* ercdila

For detailed Brochure write:

Wilderness Workshop. Box a •
Morey Halt

SUNY College al Potsdam. Potsdam. NY 13676

Call: 1-800 962-8002

1.800-448-7030

NY Resident!

Out-of-state

WHO SAYS YOU CANT EARN
OVER $2,000 THIS SUMMER

Our exclusive manual shows you TEN surefire

ways to make this much money and more.
• Every aspect considered
• Complete details revealed

Plus FREE bonus report No 1 1 This report is a

guaranteed goldmine at any university.

Please rush me . copies of "Summer Cash".

understand that my money will be refunded in full if

I am not comoletely satisfied. I am enclosing S5.00
for each manual ordered. D Check D Money Order

Name
Address

City State _ Zip
CU9M

OPTION INFORMATION SERVICES
30 Balsam Drive. Townsend. Massachusetts 01469

I Ul

I
SOB

:!iJ
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Unbeaten mitwomen sweep UNH
hv MtLISi^A ,ALLAGHER
CoH0QiV% Statt

The UMa-^- softball team, owners of the

Eastern Cr j. n, is in the same position it

^^ at this 'ime last year occupying the

uiiuereatea rjnks via a sweep at the

University of New Hampshire, Saturday.
"I was just happy to get out of there with

two wins under the weather conditions,"

remarked coach Chet Gladchuck. The sleet

and the ram was the equalizer ^ ttw op-
ponents, added Gladchuck.

Kathy O C'.mnell had little trouble posting

a 12-4 victory in the opener, white coun
terpart Sue Peters struggled to retain a 7-5

margin. O'Connell went the distance

flowing two earned runs on seven hits and
two walks. She pitched a really good
game, " praised a^istant coach Bob
DiCarlis.

Hitting help came from expected
sources, namely. Sue DiRocco, Peters, and
Rhonda MrManus DiRocco scored four

runs.

In the first inning, DiRocco and
Connell walked and an error loaded the

bases Elaine Howie took a free pass and

McManus singled to knock in two tallies A
three base miscue off of a Kathy O'Connell

base hit scored Fran Cornacchioli who
walked and McManus who singled

The defensive gem of the twinbill also

came in the first ganw when Peters, in left,

backhanded a long shot down the line to

rob UNH of a home run with two outs. "It

broke any morrwntum UNH could have

gotten," Oi Carlissaid.

The Minutewomen added two in the

third on a McManus walk, an error and a

Kathy Horrigan double.

The fourth inning widened UMass'
advantage to 10 4 as Brenda Simmons led

with a single followed by a Cornacchioli

two k>agger. McManus and Peters kept the

rally alive with basehits. The UMies tacked

on two more runs in the seventh.

Peters battled to gain her second win of

the year in the second half as control

problems plagued her ^rly UMass gave

Peters a 4 cushion taking advantage of a

handful of walks and a Cornoacchioli base

hit

In the bottom half of the second, thr^
wild pitches enabled UNH to cut the lead in

half However, a three run third gave

Peters breathing room. McManus and
Simmons singled, while Howie received a

base on t>ails. McManus w^ plated on a

Jen Parker rap up the middle, but Howie
was out at second. With first and third

aboard, Parker stole second.
A wild pitch and a Cornacchioli sacrifice

brought home Simmons and Parker,

raspectivety.

Peters had more control difficulties in the

third, walking four and hurling two errant

pitches before settling down making one
batter pop up to DiRocco and another line

out.

"It was probably the toughest mental

challenge on the mound in her life. She
^wed her pitches way down to put it

across. I was pleased the way she bounced
back arKJ gained her confidence and
control " Gladchuck said.

Good news in the pitching department Is

the expected return of Gail Carter. Carter

hajv beeri restirKi her pitching arm after
straining her A C joint, but doctors gave
the junior the OK to start throwing
Wednesday

UMass faces Westfield State today at

2 30 behind NOPE.

Archer victor in

wheelchair race
BOSTON 1-4PI Ken Archer, an am-

putee who competed in two other Beaton
Marathons, led a pack of 20 wheelchair

jockeys to win yesterday's National

Wheelchair Marathon.
"I wanted it to be an inspiration to

everyone, both the runners and the people

in wheelchairs," said the Akron, Ohio,

graduate student after he pushed his

wheelchair across the finish line Monday,
completing the 26-mile course in 2:39.59.

Last year's winner, George Murray of

Tampa, Fla , finished second behind

Archer.

A track star in high school. Archer lost

his left leg nine years ago when he was
pinned between two cars.

He t)ecame interested in wheelchair

athletics four years ago and entered his first

Boston Marathon two years ago He now
trains an hour a day on a treadmill.

"Last ypar I was so nervous, I threw up

before the race," said the 30^y^ old

mathematician "This year I just feh I was
going to do my best."

Campus Center

UMass

Starting Thurs., April 19

we'll be open till

2 AM
Thurs., Fri., Sat. nights

Open till 10 PM
Mon.-Wed. nights

Carriage Shops
Amherst

IVIONDAY CLASS
SCHEDULE

On Wednesday, April 17,

the University will be
following a Monday class

schedule.

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore

545 1555

Tuesday, April 17

Jazz Night with

Plexus Jazz
Ensemble

Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.

April 18, 19, 20, 21

Chris Rhodes
Band

Wed., April 18

"When I'm in Amherst
I eat at Pinocchio's..."

Fri., Sat., April 19 70

$

lncludi:ti:

FIRS', a professional consultation

SECOND—a precision style cut selected

individually just for you

THIRD—our stylists will show you how to

take care of your hair

All for
$5.50

With personal style cut. shampoo and blow
dry »8.00. long hair slightly more.

With this coupon only,

limited to new customers only

Styles by
Deborah

call for appt. 549 5610
65 University Dr.

BLUE
WALL

Tues. niqhts

The Hungry
Ear Comedy

Night

TOP OF
THE

CAMPUS
"...because he's got the only real

Italian pizza in Amherst, and I

wouldn't lie either."

TINPCCHIO
1177 N. Pleasant St N. Amherst

5493669
- FREE DELIVERY AFTER 5 -

TOC members & guests only

TOC memberships available

to UMass students at the
info desk. Campus Center

In assoc. with UPC Productions

Tuesday, April 17. 197^. iColle aliin 17

ADVfMIIStL lMll«t

^ InMiarf.

Another reason You'll do better

S->i

IQI )^

Monday and Tuesday om
Wholesale Meat special!

BEEF ROUND BONELESS

Whole .eU°

Bottom
ROUND
Includes Eye Round

Roasts & Steaks.

Bottom Round Roasts

& Steaks, Rump
Roasts. Stew Beef,

Extra Lean Ground

Round

A«P

custom cut
athocharcp

'AviilaM Apm 16 & 17, 1979 Only

BEEF CHUCK BONELESS

Whole^.^
Beef

SHOULDER
Eludes London Broil

Shoulder Roasts or

Steaks Blade Steaks.

Stew Beet, Lean

Ground BMf

iMonaaymm Saturday spedalsl}})

FRESH-CRISP-FLAVORFUL

Escarole
or Chicory

SUPER BONUS COUPON
With this Coupon and a $7 SO purchase or mora'

ASSORTED

Coronet
Four

400 ct.

Rolls

Bath TissueOS?^
'Excluding items prohibited by law

Limit One Coupon per family Valid April 15-21. 1979

iHllJdrl:M.UIkH.llid.j;»

With this Coupon and a $7 50 purchase or more

REALLY FINE

Ann Page
Mayonnaise
'Excluding Items prohibited by law

Limit One Coupon per family Valid April 15-21. 1979

iK Laxmen split

SUPER BONUS COUPON
with this Coupon and a $7 50 purchase or more'

INSTANT COFFEE

Eight
O'clock

I

SAVE

_ 'Excluding items prohibited by law A?-2 ^^K^ Limit On* Coupon pe' family ValidA^15^2_1J979 __ .„_.——.—

—

n5iSl_
PRICES EFFECTIVE APRirT5"2i'i97~NrESS'N0TFD WE RESERVE THF RIGHT TQUMIT QUANTITIES TO 3 PER CUSTOMER,
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Knight with a solid check.

Minutes later, he scorMl on
a brMkawav to make t^
score 14 8.

But Rutgers came right

back with a goal, as they

did all afternoon. Corin's

third and final tally of the

day, combined with a goal

by Brooks Sweet, brought

the Gorillas to within five,

but two minutes later the

Knights scored to quell tfie

mini uprising UMass had
been staging. Norm Smith
got xhv f null UMass score of

the Udy to accoynt tot the

16 11 final score*

UMass Coach Dick
Garber said the loss was a

frustrating one because
we knew what we had to do
but just couldn't do it."

Garber, as gracious in

defeat as in victory, lauded
his team, saying they

"played their hearts out

today."
There was not much

doubt as to the outcome of

the Boston College game as

UMass struck early and
often in the first half to

completely dominate the

affair. Brooks Sweet turned
in yet another brillant

performance tallying six

goals and four assists.

Ed Murray started things

off for UMass at 1 18,

followed by SwMt's first of

SIX at 2:^. The Eagles

answered back with a goal

to close it to one but two
more by Paul Kinnane and a

supw individual effort by
Roger Coe, who rushed in

alone on the goalie and

Amh«rst Cycl*

Shop
233 Triangle St.

549-3729

Horthompton
Dkycl*

21 Pleasant

586-3810

Expeil repairs-

Rentals-Parts-

Accessories-

Clothing

Always keep some
extra KODAK Slide

Film on hand for those
extra special moments
Choose KODAK
EKTACHROME Films

or KODACHROME
Films. You're a winner
either way

KODAK FILM
£f

PROCESSING
AT

DISCOUNT
PRICES

a^r.p. <j center 'umv of mais amhwr^i

Kodak

FMEDICAL SCHOOL'
Auyust '79 appJicants,

4 year fully recognised

and established Mex
ican Medical School,
with several hundred
AfTierican students
enrolled Use English

language texttiooks and
exams m English
School combines quah
ty education, small

classes, experienced
twachers, modern
facilities

Univ»r«id*d D*l Norasle
120 E 41 Si NYC 10017

1212 SM 6589 ut 232 3784

uncorked a vicious shot

past 5'3 goalie Gillis made it

5 2 UMass at the end of

one.

In the second period

UMass did not allow a goal

against them while scoring

seven of their own. In that

period Sweet scored four

goals, with Lee Vosburgh
and Mike Lewis each
picking up one. At the half

it was 12 2 Gorillas as the

rain began to steadily fall.

In the third both teMM
exchanged two goals with

Sweet tying his season high

of six goals.

In the last stanza it was
Harry Conforti who con-

nected for three goals, with

Lewis adding his second of

the afternoon to make the

final 18 5. UMass, despite

the slippery footing clearly

was more aggressive
picking up many ground
balls and out hustling the

Eagles.

Coach Garber was
pleased with his team's

performance. "!• was
concerned with the team
being down after Rutgers

But I had a team meeting

and told them not to worry

about It. They played well

today and certainly

dominated the action

today I'm pleased." The
Gorillas travel to Brown for

a big encounter against the

Bruins Wednesday.

jwriMdmsii;
nsco7T5^Q.u

OF AMHERST

W SUNlW^nJMONDAY

W£PA/£SDAy^SOf o^if^KS

rVURSDAY-^ B£ATTmcioci:\
(e-9 «/ 9-10 Jii lO-ll ^l.oe tlo"'iB) '

FRIDAV AND vSATURnAY

HAFPV HOUES 8 t^ ''O rx

Universifv of Massachusv-^ts/ Ar•r^herst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

The Pride of the Pioneer Valley

WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION
ORCHESTRA

Experience the Widespread Depression Orchestra

in their premiere Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

performance before their appearances on 'Saturday

Night Live' and 'The Mike Douglas Show'

"The Widespread Depression Orchestra remain the

best revivalist group playing the 30's and 40's big-

hand jazz" - I>)wnbeat

Friday, April 27 8 pm

FINE /RIS CENFER CNCERT H4-L

Tickets now on saie General public - $7 6. 5
UMass stud' ' $5. 4, 3 Senior citizens and
o!hf" .tudonib - .ib, 5. 4

Fine Arts Center Box CHfice M F 9-4, 545-251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.
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Title IXbeing threatened
By DONNA SULUVAN
Collegian Staff

Title IX, an act that has brought advant»m«nts and security

to women's sports, is now being threatened by a group

thought to tm associated with the National Collegiate Athletic

A^ociation (NCAA).
According to Virginia Evans, women's gymnMtics coftch at

UMass. because of the lobbying effort of the group r^xirtedly

associated with the NCAA, Title IX could very well lose its

imp^t "

The effects include: not having appropnations, having

athletics taken out of Title IX. excluding football or

basketball or revenue producing sports from Title IX.

Title IX takes under its wing spons. academics, ex-

tracurricular activities, research, occupational training, and

other programs and activities A summary of Title IX criteria

states men and won^n students will be treated equally with

regard to any aid, benefit, or service

Since Title IX was p^sed in 1972, Evans said, women's
programs at UMass have grown tremendously Coaching

jobs for women's sports have gone from part to full time. Tf>e

University h^ added to the varsity level for women, lacrosie.

soccer, golf, volleyball, and track, to name a few
'

A rally is being planned for Sunday, April 22, m
kWashinaton, to show support for Title IX. Evans said.

She said at a meeting of the Eastern Association of

Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (EAIAW), held last week.
It was decided to divide the eastern states regionally, with

each section raising money to pay for sending a bus to the

rally in Washington.
The Massachusetts Coalition for Title IX was formed, said

Evans, to raise funds to support tfie march in Washington.
Bumperstickers are being sold, as part of the effort, at UMass,
Smith College, Mt. Holyoke, American International College,

Springfield College, Westfield State, and Western New
EnglarKi College They were also sold at tfie Boston Marathon
^sterday, she said

Tfie group is also urging those in favor of Title IX to let their

senators and representatives in congress know "We're
reaching out to college and high school people," said Evans.

We want to get those letters going."

As part of the effort at UMass, the group is scheduled to

have a table today in the Campus Center, with information,

sample letters, and bumperstickers for sale, Evans said. A rally

IS in the planning stages for tomorrow night in the Campus
Center, she said.

"We're not trying to do away with men's athletics," said

Evans. "We're after an equal opportunity, what's available for

one should be available for the other."

-k Laxwomen win 2
CONT FROM PAGE 19

man), cradled her way upfield practically unopposed, scoring

on a liner past the Harvard goalie with five minutes left on the

clock.

The first half scoring ended on a Gazelle note, with Strong

tallying her second at 23:30. The Gazelles left the half with a

6 3 lead

The Gazelles took up where they left off at 1 ;00 in the se

cond half, when attack wing Jean Hackett made good picture

perfect passing to lob one past While Harvard was stymied by

wet fields, cool temperatures, and an aggressive UMass
defense led by Maria Minnicucci and Grace Martinelli, Crim

som player Lisa Kent managed to sneak a couple by, at 4:03

and 1 1 :30. Jean Hackett struck again 15 seconds after the se

cond Kent tally on a bouncer the Harvard goalie couldn't han-

dle

Second home Margie Anderson scored her second, and the

Gazelle's ninth, at 15:30. With Kent's fourth at 22:30, UMass
began another offensive spree; within one minute

(23 00 23:45) Hackett, left attack wing Laura O'Neil, and

Hackett again took advantage of fine Gazelle defense and

seven Crimson slips to strike three times.

Harvard's third man Chris Sailer added an unnecessary

score withone minute left; it was Harvard's and the game's last

goal. The Gazelles earned win number three against no losses.

UMass travels up the road to Smith College on Tuesday

afternoon for a 4:00 contest

t>uU^ 4

l9MMr«ti«4t> 4

The Fever is Spreading

wim

I. :\i;sn\
.II.W I II Iv'

31 Pleasant St.
Amherst
253-3986

^^mwMudi
..Catch it

Time: 4:30. 6:45, 9. 11, 15

Place: CCA
Date: Wed., April 18

Price: $1.50

'^mi

e^^-S'^-^^

Presents

Western Mass. Only

Comedy Night
Tuesday 9 p.m.-

at the

Top of the Campus
Restaurant

Information: Call 549-6000 ext. 634

>

BEEFEATERS,
HAVE WE GOT
A BEEF FOR YOU!

ROAST PRIME RIB
$5.95

Try this delicious, juicy cut.

priced to include Baked Potato,

unlimited Salad Bar and Bread and Butter.

Roast Prime Rib at $5.95 is a

featured item, Sunday thru Thursday,

at your Amherst Club Restaurant.

Reservations Accepted.

Most Major Credit Cards.

The Steak Out
351 Northampton Road

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
2568557
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Tribe downs
Bosox, 4-3
By PHIL CANNADA Y
Associated Press

BOSTON Jobs Harrah's two run
fiomer, the first home run by a Cleveland

player this season, highlighted a three run

fifth inning that helped the Indians edge the

Boston Red Sox 4 3 yesterday.

Bobby Bonds drove in a run and scored

twice and Rick Wise, 1 2. helped Cleveland

to its second victory of the year in the

American League East Wise surrendered

six hits before leaving in the seventh for

reliever Sid Monge.
Boston's Fred Lynn hit his fifth homer of

the season in the third inning All of them
have come against Cleveland pitching.

Rookie Gary Allenson smacked his first

homer of the season in the seventh,

finishing Wise
Cleveland's first run came in the fourth

off Boston starter Bob Stanley, 1, when
Bonds singled, stole second and scored on
a single by Andre Thornton

Cleveland broke a 1 1 tie in the fifth when
Tom Veryzer doubled and scored on
Bonds' two out double. Harrah homered
over the high left field wall at Fenway Park

for a 4 1 lead.

In the Red Sox' ninth George Scott walk

ed and pinch hitter Larry Wolfe singled to

left, but Scott was thrown out trying for

third, Wolfe taking second on tfie play

That finished Monge and Victor Cruz came
on in relief

Jerry Remy tags out Cleveland's Ted Cox when the latter

tried to steal second during yesterday's 4-3 Red Sox loss to

the Indians. Gary Allenson made the throw that nailed Cox
at second. (AP Laserphoto)

Rodgers captures Boston Marathon in record time
BOSTON (AP) - Bill Rodgers emerged from what he

described as "the strongest Boston field ever " to surpass

the Boston Marathon record he etched himself four years

ago.
Rodgers' time Monday was 2:09.27, 2& seconds faster

than his 1975 marathon record.

The unpretentious Rodgers
about beating his record.

"I'm not in deadly shape,

shape," he said before the race.

"I haven't trained as hard this year as in the past.

"I've only averaged 123 miles for eight or 10 weeks,"

said Rodgers, who runs as many as 170 miles in a week.

A resident of suburban Melrose, Rodgers first won the

marathon in 1975.

had not been optimistic

but I'm in 2:10 to 2:12

"The first time I won - that was a total surprise, " he

said. "In a certain sense, it was the most significant race

of my life and certainly the most thrilling.

"Then, last year, I wanted to prove I could come back
and win Boston a second time," said Rodgers, who led

winners last year with a time of 2:10.13.

A few days before the race, Rodgers said he hoped to

wear the laurel wreath a third time and become "one of

the alltime great Boston competitors." Only three other

men have achieved such a distinction.

"I'm 31 now and I might not get many more shots at

it," he said.

Rodgers didn't become a serious runner until he

graduated from college, says friend and former roommate

Amby Burfoot, who won a Boston Marathon himself in

1968.

"No one could have predict^ the things he has done,"

said Burfoot.

"I'm in awe of what he's accomplished, how fast he

has run, how consistently he has performed, " Burfoot

said.

"He's very spacey and I'm certain that spaciness

translates into his running with a very relaxed approach,"

said Burfoot.

"But the thing that amazes me is how a person as

spacey and relaxed as he is can lace his shoes on at the

starting line and turn into a destroyer.

"It doesn"t seem to mesh with the Billy we see walking

around."

Package Storv
"DISCOUNT LIQUORS "

RUSSELL Sr, HAOLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

i

MILLER
BEER

$6.99
case

12 oz. N.R.

DONELLI
LAMBRUSCO

$2.99
magnum
(50.7 oz.)

BUDWEISER
BEER

$6.99
case

12 oz. cans ,

OLD MR.
BOSTON
ENGLISH

MARKET GIN
80 proof

$7.99
1.75 liter

59.2 oz. ^

Tuesday, April 10 to Monday. April 16, 1979

Cash h carry prices

We reserve the right to limit quantities

<

Netmen drop Middlebury
By donna SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Friday the thirteenth posed no problem

for the netmen, but for Middlebury it

definitely was their 'unlucky day. " Win
ning only three matches, one singles and

two doubles, they fell to the netmen, 6 3.

Playing first singles for the netmen was
Al Green, who had a bit of trouble with

opponent David Buzby in the first set and

was forced to play a tie breaker. Green won
the ne breaker then took the second set

easily, winning, 7-6, 6-2.

Also facing a tie breaker in the first set

was UMass' second singles Jim Barnhart

who brought the overtime tie breaker to the

very last point. Opponent Steve Willis won
the set and match though, defeating

Barnhart 7 6, 6-4.

Keith Hovland played a long three set

match against Middlebury's Lefty Valentine

in third singles action. After falling 3 6 in

the first set, Hovland came back strong to

win the next to sets and the match, 3 6,

6 2, 6 4
UMass' Dave NIowak, like Hovland, fell in

the first set only to make a strong

comeback in the second and third. Nowak
though, had a bit more trouble with his

opponent, Tim Donner. After losing the

first 2 6, then winning the second 6-3,

Nowak saw a 5 5 score in the third set. The

UMass fourth singles player buckled down
to win the next two games, avoiding an

intense tie breaker and securing a win.

It was a see saw first set for UMass' fifth

singles Sergio Strepman when at 5 5 he

held serve then broke opponent Peter

Frew's serve to take the first set 7 5.

Strepman, ahead in the second set 5 1. got

a bit of a scare when Frew won three

consecutive games, making the score 5 4.

Frew couldn't keep his rally going and fell.

6 4.

"I started getting worried," said

Strepman of Frew's second set rally, "but I

knew he couldn't keep up the pressure for

that long, and I was just waiting for the side

with the wind for the advantage."

Sixth singles Mark Huetteman disposed

of Middlebury's Ron Pinksy in straight sets,

6 3,6 4.

'My boys wrapped it up in singles so I

played some teams for experience in

doubles,' said Coach Steve Williams. The

result: UMass' second singles player Jim

Barnhart teamed with Dan Gallagher to

defeat Buzby and Frew in straight sets 6 4,

63. Barnhart and Gallagher played first

doubles.

In second Jack Begley and Kevin Pease

fought hard in the first set but lost to

Valentin and Donner in a tie breaker.

Belgev and Pease lost the second set and

the match 7-6, 6 3.

Dave Kim and Craig Turner were paired

for third doubles action and fell to Mid-

dlebury's Willis and Peter Sallerson 6-0. 6-

4.

Today the netmen face Holy Cross in

their first away match.

Stickwomen remain unbeaten
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The cold weather didn't deter the UMass women's lacrosse team from maintaining a

winning tempo. The Gazelles pummelled Northeastern University on Saturday on the

snowy NOPE grounds 16 2, and handed Harvard University a crushing 12 7 loss on

Monday, also at the rather moist raw NOPE fields

Harvard began the offensive fireworks at 3:40 of the first half with a lob inside the

goal's right post, past Gazelle goalie Karen Keough UMass retaliated 13 seconds later

with a Can Nickerson line shot past the Harvard netminder The see saw in scoring con

tmued, when Harvard's Chris Sailer rolled the ball by a sprawled and downed Keough at

9:28
Three minutes later. UMass center Strong fired a shot for the Gazelles s.- ;

goal.

ind tie, 2 2 Harvard first home Lisa Kent, a vfry productive player for the Cumson,
. n,„H H,p, fi,^t ,, 13 26 The Ga.'elles tied it for the third and final time on 3 lirn.ncer

i!f.u;k -v.ru; .lull.' MrHunh McHugh's qoa! started a UMass flurry fof tn.. ;,

On,
in Grace Martin. liSi
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Runners take seven events

in rainy UMass track Relays
By KEVIN MCCAFFREY
CoJiegmn Staff

(htm 1,300 track athletes braved chiM-
H^ tmm and occassional appearances of
srwvw on the Llewrtyn Derby Track
Saturday to om^Mte m the 4th ar>nu^
UMass Reia^.
"Not many spectators turnad out

bw^aiMe of 4ha cold, but the competitors
mwe than macte up Iw tfiat wtfi
mttstai^ng enthusi^ni," said UMate
coach and dwector of the R^ys, Ken
0'Brm%.
A tair^ handful of rapiwf WIrHitwnwi

•^ Minutewomwi performers con-
tributed to the spint of the contest, as
tt»ev walked off with seven of the
Relays' T Shirts wNch are awarded to
9vmy Ini^Myal event winner, and every
n^mbm of a winning relay team. No^m scores were tabulated, as the in

vitational i* a nonsconng event.
The m«»t impressive victory for the
maroon and white occurred in the men's
§000 meters. After two years of com
^tition in this meet senior Mike Quinn
did what he had never been able to do
before: break the tape in a UMass
Relays event Quinn, a two time cross
country All American, took the lead for
good in the event after four laps. His
winning time of 14 17 7 defeated the
competition by six seconds.

"It certainly is nice to start out the
season this way, ' said Quinn. "I get
psyched running on our home track with
everybody cheenng the winners on,"

Junior Kathy Contini, in a UMass
lacrosse uniform at this time last year,
had little trouble p>erforming in a track
one Saturday, as she led a crew of
Minutewomen into the finish chute at
the end of the women's mile. Her winn

^ time was &:UU..6. as teammates Lin-

(te Welz^ (3rd), Priscilla Wilson i4th),

and DeM>ie Farmer (6th) followed her

lead.

"I really didn't think I could win this
race." admitted Contini. "No one would
toKi so I had to take it Yes, it feels

good to win in the UMass Relays."

Tf» somen's two mile, highlighted by
the presence of the premier female
distance runner in America, Jan Mernll,

saw three UMass jerseys finish in the
top Six. Mernll took the lead at the
sound of the gun to win going away in

9 52 5. Oversfiadowed during her brilliant

performance was the exciting race that

developed behind her for the secornj
through fourth positions. The battle for

those spots was being fought between
Wesleyan's Anna Quigley and the
UMass duo of Tina Francano and Julie

Burke In the end it was Francario who
was the victor, as her time of 10:54.7
edged both Quigley (10:57 2) and Burke
(11:05.2».

The most surpnsing UMass con-.petitor

to don a relays T shirt by afternoon's

end was Jimmy Churchill, a transfer stu-

dent from Oregon. In the 220 yard dash
final Churchill hit the firMSh line in step

with two other sprinters. It was not until

the results were announced over the

loud speaker tltat he knew of his UMass
Relays championship. His winning time

was 22.3. Teammate Rich Cady finished

fifth in 22.7.

Of the five events the Minutemen
were defending titles in, only one pro-

duced another victory this year.

Gorillas destroy BC;
fall to Scarlet Knights
By JONA THAN HAMIL TON
and JIM DEGNIM
Collegian Staff

The men's varsity

lacrosse team split a pair of

home games this past

weekend, dropping the first

to high-powered Rutgers
16-11, wfiile bouncing back

and anihilating Boston
College, 18-5.

The 16-11 lc»s to Rutgers
on Saturday could loom
large when the NCAA
playoffs roll around at the

end of the season. Only the

top eight teams in the

nation vie for the national

championship, and UMass,
presently number 2, has to

beat teams ranked higher if

it expects to be selected for

post-season play. In the

latest p>oll, the bcariet

Knights were in the top
eight.

UMass Skip Vosburgh
got the first goal of the
game and after the Scarlets
tied the game, Ed Murray
countered with a score to
give the Gorillas their only
lead of the game. Rutgers
then reeled off three
straight goals before Chris
Corin took a pass from
Brooks Sweet and scored
to cut the Scarlet lead to

one at 4-3 as the first

quarter ended.
In the opening moments

of the second frame.
Murray scored to tie the
game. but Rutgers
responded to scoring four

times to take an 8-4 half-

time lead.

The Scarlet Knights
extended their lead to 10-4

in the third quarter before

Corin got his second goal.

But as they did all day. the

Knights responded with a

score of their own to

maintain the lead. Two
minutes later. Rutgers
scored twice more, and by
this time, the 300 fans were
assuming a solemn posture.

With five minutes
remaining in the quarter.

Payl Kinnane of UMass cut

the Rutgers lead to 13-6

when he picked up a loose

ball in front of the cage and
fired it past the helpless

netminder. As the quarter

ended UMass appeared to

be playing better.

Midway through the

fourth quarter. UMass'
Harry Conforti gave Gorilla

followers some excitement

when he decked a Scarlet

TURN TO PAGE 17

^TTutch wrestlers visit UD/lass
By LbUIE SCHWECHHE/MER
Collegian Staff

UMass wrestling fans will have a rare opportunity to see international
wrestlers in action tonight as the UMass Minutemen play host to the Dutch
Senior National Wrestling Team.
Tf>€ Dutch, a veteran international team which includes several two and

three time National champions, will be appearing at UMass as part of an
AAU sponsored cultural exchange trip.

The action is scheduled to begin at 7:00 PM in the Boyden Auxiliary
Gymnasium, and Minuteman head coach Dave Amato has announced that
sixteen freestyle matches will highlight the competition. In addition, the
Dutch will be holding a wrestling clinic from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
Coach Amato. obviously pleased about the event said, "It will be a good

experience for the guys. Its going to be a lot of fun."
The dual meet will highlight one of the finest seasons in UMass wrestling

history. The Minutemen wrestlers compiled their best overall record in eight ,

years as they posted a 12-4-1 mark.

P n

UMass' Kevin McKurker finished fifth in the steeplechase durina Saturdav's
UMass Relays. (Staff photo by Dan OeVellis) ^ oaiuroay s

George O'Brien

Springtime Softball
As I was looking out my window

yesterday, thanking God for the great
weather we had over the weekend and
wondering how in Hell Ed Sneed lost

the Masters. I was also thinking of the
great many things that make "UMass in

the springtime" one of the great four-

word phrases in the language.
Many things came to mind, frisbee by

the pond. Spring Concert, playing catch
on the beach, sitting on the pyramids,
listening to the music pouring out of the
towers, trying to play tennis in gale-

force winds, etc., etc., etc.

One thing that stands out for me
however, is that gift from heaven known
as intramural softball.

There are many people on this cam-
pus, who like myself, like baseball, enjoy
competition, need to play some team
sports and want to have some fun in

the process. IM softbball not only fills

all these voids, but it keeps us off the
streets as well.

Intramural softball gives people a
chance to get away from the pressure
of the end of the semester. It gives one
something to work for. to build up to,

to look forward to from week to week.
Best of all, it gives an average rag-arm
like myself the chance to be Jim Rice
for a while.

An average intramural game begins
about two hours before the first pitch is

thrown, when the sometimes impossible
task of gathering together all the clowns
who signed up for the team back in

February begins.
Once you get the gang together, if

you get it together, the real fun starts,

as you try to find the field the game is

to be played on and the team that is to

be the opposition for the afternoon.

^ The first of these tasks is none too
easy. The field across the street from
Boyden is one great big swamp, with a
dozen or so cleverly camouflaged soft-

ball diamonds. Even with your trusty

map in hand, finding your field is no
picnic. If you're lucky, after asking 50 or

60 people where field 5 is. you just

might find it.

Finding the team that you're supposed
to play is no walk in the park either,

because chances are they're having as

much trouble finding the field as you
are. Trying to find your competition

can be dangerous. Walking up to a

bunch of guys carrying bats and asking

them if they are the Filthy Swines, can
be dangerous to your health.

Once the correct team and the right

field have been found, the problems do
not end. Depending on the weather
conditions, the conditions of the field

can range anywhere from bad to horri-

ble to unbelievable.

The infield, if it can be called that, is

usually below sea-level and most always
resembles Burma during typhoon
season. The beanbag size bases are im-

possible to see, let alone touch, while

trying to let out a triple. The outfield is

great, if you like quicksand.

Once the game begins, it is easy for

you to remember why you have looked

forward to it since the middle of

January.
It has been a long time since I have

stood in center field, hands on knees,

impatiently waiting for someone to hit

one to me. It's been a long time since

I've been up there with the game tied at

5-5, with runners on second the third.

It's been a long time since I've had to

pick up that line drive single in center

and try to gun down that guy trying to

score from second. It's been a long time

since I've been able to slap a teammate
on the back after he hit a home run.

It may not be Fenway Park, the Red
Sox vs. the Yankees for the American
League Pennant, but it is fun, and it

makes the spring worthwhile.

NotedFilmaker Visits The Valley

by Phyliss Winfield

The Smith College Afro- American Studies

department sponsored Haile Gerima's ap-

pearance. A well-known Third World film-

maker, Gerima has many films to his credit

i.e., "Bush Mama" and "Harvest 3(XX),"

(the film chosen to precede his speech). He
was born in Gonder, Ethiopia; he studies at

U.C.L.A. and began his career in theatre

familiarizing himself with vaious aspects of

the art acting, directing, writing. His first

film was screened in 1971 . He is now a pro

fessor at Howard University.

Gerima castigated Hollywood films and
television shows for their misrepresentation

of blacks. "Black comedies exemplify their

racism: Who's laughing Johnny Carson.

Who are these comedies for'? They are

more for whites than us. You can't watch

them unless you're masochistic." Gerima

believes that these black comedies

perpetuate and re-enforce black

stereotypes: whites are led to believe

(because this is what they want to believe)

that all blacks are like George Jefferson or

J.J. "We are the targets of absursd

myths.
"

Hollywood IS a fascist cinema: many of

its films have had devastating effects on

the African culture; our self esteem has

been bombarded. They have been drop

ing bombs in our head since 1905 with films

like "The Birth of a Nation, " and popular

shows like "Tarzan." We have been brain-

washed to conform to the subservient role.

John Wayne ib the hero we can't be him;

but Sammy Davis, Jr. he looks like us; he

is the clown, he portrays the subservient

role, Ethiopia is a proud nation, yet we
were conquered by John Wayne movies;

he dissected our pride."

"Film is a very visual communications
medium: the action is built in you; the

piano plays in your heart. Hollywood films

encourage our people to emulate European
heroes this emulation is self-defeating; it

makes you hate yourself. You go to a
movie and you are colonized. I was only a
child; I just wanted to see a movie-l en-

countered racism; the black faces on the

screen were those of fools. But I was only a

child; I cheered when Tarzan out wresteled

twenty African natives. But we must stop
we must think we must question: what
kind of models are black Hollywood
characters'

"Movies should be made to encourage
thought- the films of Hollywood falsify

reality, their truth is a deformity. What kind

of a role model is John Wayne? he is in-

considerate; he is racist; his ideology is

warped. Do you want to be this kind of a

hunian being? And the black characters in

Hollywood films are useless in contnbuting

to our struggle. We cannot continue

tolerating Eldridge Cleaver-type

phenomenal films. Hollywood does not

contribute to your growth as a black per

son; it reduces you- it perpetuates

ideological impotence. Europe is per

sonified by Tarzan; he is superman. But
who are you? When we say. This is a racist

film,' they reply. You're ungrateful

negroes.' If someone can make you what
you are, they can destroy you; if someone
can give you your freedom, they can take

that freedom away. Once every three or

four years they will give us a decent black

film like "Sounder" or "Roots," then pat us

on the head and say, There are you not

pleased
'

continued on page 3
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Haile Gerima speaking

with students at Smith College

last Thursday. The Ethiopian born

filmaker is credited with

making the celebrated film
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photo by Francine Hill

Who
Will Fill

Uganda's

Power
Vacuum?

By Steve Talbot

Flushed by apparent victory

against Field Marshall Idi Amin
Dada's eight year reign, the highly

factionalized Ugandan opposition

movement has closed ranks for

the takeover of power.

The recently formed Ugandan
National Liberation Front - an um
brella council representing all the

major anti Amin forces, now con

stitutes a provisional government.

It plans to assume administration

of the country and organize

democratic elections within two
years. continued on page 3

Stokeiy
Carmicliaei

Stokeiy Carmichael speaking at Amherst College

Kwame Toure gave a strong speech on

the role of students in this capitalist

system. The main emphasis lay in the fact

that students are being misled in their

education.

America being a capitalist country, wants

to confuse people into believing that they

are thinking when they are not. This is done

by having students unconsciously believe

that they are thinking people when in ac-

tuality they are not. For example, the

capitalist system emphasizes the contribu-

tions of one person in history. He quickly

throws out the question, "Who freed the

slaves?" A question to which many
students answer Abraham Lincolm.

The educational system also teaches us

that people who are rich, become rich

because they have individual initiative. So
one man who owns an oil well or coal mine

has individual initiative. However, that

person did not put the oil and coal into the

ground. All that person did was to use his

priviledged position to secure the owner-

ship of the well or the mine.

Mr. Toure went on to say that we as

African students must consciously realize

that the capitalist system is backward and

therefore bring about its' overthrow. We
must consciously seek to overthrow

capitalism becausT: it is the only logical

thing we can do. It is the only logical way

because our first experiences with

capitalism resulted in our enslavement.

Thus we cannot consciously believe that

the capitalist system will work to our

benefit.

Kwame Toure made it clear that if we are

to achieve our goal we must not rely on one

person to do it. The people will do it

together and in unity. Witness the people in

Iran. The Shah had all the tanks, guns and

missiles but the people overthrew him. He

reiterated that it was the responsibility of

the people to achieve this •
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Toward A
Definition of Racism

By Chaka Zulu
racism that pflrrn«at$ many aspects

of Hfe her« at UMass., has been
dtmofwtrated in variou* iiKJividuals and
^nmisiraiive figures etc.,to have a two
tohj characierisiic, institutional and m
dividual, "it IS like a poison that has seeped

into the toil and it can tsear nothing but

poison ffuits." It goes without saying that

this Racism is part and parcel of the entire

United States society This fact we know,
not from mere words or useless studies on
preknown facts, but from experience The

ew««vday experience arwj the historical

experience of Afnkan Americans stand as

our testimonial Queen Mother Moore in a

speech on March 6, 1979 eloquently

alluded to this fact by stating "you will

know the tree by the fruit it bears."

Many individuals, your and my neighbors,

classmates etc. claim that they are

avowed racist. In this case they mean
white supremacists " Even in the face of

decades of all types of research, ar

chologicat. biological, anthropological,

historical, that has proven that there is no

basis among Caucasians to claim

superionty over anyone But certain racist

individuals will defend and therefore will

remain racists all of their lives. Unfor

tunately, there are nriany institutions that

fjerpetuate and stregthen these notions

Racists individuals become racist

politicans, lawyers, judges, doctors,

teachers, administrators, etc. These racist

professionals become professional racists

in the usage of their skills They create or

loin racist institutions that perpetuate

institutional racism Institutions are the

foundations of societies

This country and society was constructed

upon the most racist instilulions history has

witnessed, European and American based

slavery of Afnkans. Along with the extreme

example of human oppression and

degredation, a maior consideration of

slavery we must stop overlooking and
begin to examine more thoiKoughly as a

basis for future legitimate struggle is that it

was an economic institution The entire

western capitalist system was built directly

from the slave trade (triangular trade) and

the exploitation of free slave labor In other

words racism had a dollar value, an

economic function Wealth was inherently

tiound in the ownership and exploitation of

Afrikans After the abolishment of chattel

Slavery the economic system developed to

another stage based on the continued use

of cheap Afrikan American labor,

sharecropping It was through the use and
'V the use of our labor that we have been

•ransplanted from Afnkans to Afrikan

Americans.

vVhv was this labor cheap^'Why didn t the

Black sharecropper demand an equal wage
trr his worn* If he did he would have

siitlered at the hands of Caucasian lynch

mobs, or suffer reprisals on his family He

•-.Td to stay m his place ' or face death

tnd or mutilation This is an example of the

•nost thourough systems of reppression in

history Again we see racism ha^ mg a

dollar value

This historical and economic conclusion is

'so true of present day racism For racism

lot merely a psvchologicai illness social

malad|uslment political ideology or m
stitutional phenomena that simply fell out

of the sky to support the views of white

supremists Social systems, political

systems (parts of a culture) are organized

to support economic activity and economic

systems.
Racism is cultivated and maintained

through the cultural superstructure to

insure the maintence of the large majority

of Afikan American m a position where the

super exploitation of our labor can be

maintained. Racism and its progeny have a

dollar value. Discrimination is not just a

vague practice by hiring officials, or ad

missions boards because they feel we are

inferior we are incapable of mastering their

systems of thought and echnology. It is

racism for the reasons s.ated previously,

transformed into policy, and put into

practice. It is a policy practiced to keep

Black people within reach of a certain labor

market You guessed it, cheap labor again.

Understand clearly to avoid confusion that

Black professionals and many Afikan-

American students by no means represent

the majority of our people. They are

beneficiaries or victims of various theories

of tokenism
This is the key factor in understanding the

nature of racism in this country. There are

certain questions, what is the economic

position of Afikan Americans m this

country* How is this situation maintained*

will understand why racism is culttvateo

and its functional quality in America Th^
results ot Its institutioiidl manifestations

What I have stated above, when put into

the context of the views of the average

csucMian, subsets itself to a class

analysis What is the basis for this deep

rooted fear*

As pr^/iously stated, there is no scientific

basis for the b^ief in white supremacy But

this belief has been supported and the

illusion maintained more through the

allocation of greater privittages, economic,

social and political to caucasions, the

delitJerate covering of the truth concerning

Afikans and Afnkan American history and
contributions to the world history coupled

with the over excessive emphasis and
deliberate tying concerning the con
tributions of Europeans Caucasians t'^

world history Recently though, we must

take into consideration that many myths
have been disp^led through more objective

studies of both peoples and more open
exposure between the races. But the

damage has already been done.

In light of these factors there would tend

to be suggestion that among lower class

whites (meaning not a member of the elite,

your and my classmates plus the white

working class) the nature of this fear comes
to light A fear that is made evident by the

nature of the attacks made on the validity

of programs designed to help Black folks

have an equal chance at competing in this

society for its t>enefits and privileges There

IS the fear that any advancement of Black

people as a class in this society will deny
Caucasians access to "partake of the pie

"

Caucasians have become, (or as it has bf-en

projected in the media) increasingly class

consious, but for the wrong reasons. They
erroneously feel threatened by the illusion

of increased Afikan American class

mobility All this anoor, hatred, and
litigation are vented in the wrong direction.

Many studies have proven, the difference

betw^n Black and White income levels

have moved further apart. The unem
ployment rate among Afikan Americans
have increased Those who do attain skills

through higher education are concentrated

in the lower paid professions and the

federal government (which is about to

reorgani/e ' them out of the burecracy )

This rasies the question. How are Afikan

Americans seen as a threat to the class m
terests of whites Clearly we are not takinq

their jobs and the educational facilities havf

expanded to include Black people. There iv

none, not one white person that has beei'

denied an education of a special admissicn

programs. The appointments of white*

have increase along with the op
purfumties' of Afrikan Americans
This IS not an argument for or against af

firmative action, but to show that there is

no concrete basis for the latest display ot

ear. racism, and hostility This than raises

jnother question. Who has more of an in

terest in the mamtenace of Racism and the

economic jnd political oppression if

Afnkan Americans* The everyday faceles^

powerless white individual, of the facts

behind the scenes, the true rulers o»

American*
All genuine anti racist activits must con

sider these questions If your analysis of the

nature of racism is not thourough than your

stradegy for combatting racism will be lack

ing crucial elements At most any solutions

will be temporary and much of your time

will he wasted For this very reason, the

same old thing is back again

This lack of clarity and reliance on out

dated theories of a past era impedes the ad

vancement of the struggle Many are

statisfied with vague notions and nebulous

concepts Your heart may be in the right

place, but moral convictions like energy are

not fully appreciated if not led by clear

scientific thought and analysis of the pro

blems, goals and direction. For greater

clarity, concrete definitions of issues and

concepts must be made In defmying an

issue or concept you develop a theoretical

base (foundation) from which to develop

stratagies and build a movement This

trancends mere reaction to a crisis, it also

helps to sustain activities through many
frustrations, errors, and hard times and
helps them to appreciate victories more ful-

ly

Any definition of a problem or issue must

be based on its historical manifestations

Not simply its political implications,

although its political implications can be a

part of conceiving the definition in its ap-

plication through social practice. For in-

stance an implication • of racism is

Why IS It enforced through policy and the descrimination and race hatred But these

bullet* When these questions are correctly factors are rfot the crux of the problem, and
answered by ami-racisi activists than you ,o,ai concentration on these parts... of the

problem will not lead to a solution.

Historically racism has been manifest
where there have been relations of oppress
ed and oppressor Where the oppressor
group dominates and benefits from the ex-
ploitation of the oppressed in which the op-
pressed group an ethnic grouping but of
the same race as the oppressor or they of
another race. To dale thfc most exploitative

relationships that have existed are

capitalism, imperialism and colonialism.

Any definition of racism in Amencan socie-
ty must be understood in light of the above
systems. Racism manifests itself with dif

ferent peculiar characteristics based on the
soceities in which it exists, in economic,
political and sociological ways With what
does this consideration leave us* Only that:

Racism is when one group has gained
economic social and politcal dominance
over another group of a different race, or
ethnic sub division of the exploiter's race,
in which the dominant group forces its

culture on the dominated, for the purpose
of subverting the dominated group's
autonomous and distinct indentity to en-
sure the economic exploitation, social

subordination and poltical control of the
dominated group by the oppressing gtouQ.
(The peculiar manifestations of racism in a
given society can be ascertainted through
what IS observerable in the relations bet-
ween the different peoples, and the op
pressed groups relation to the economy.

)

Struggling in American for a viable alter

native is not an easy task or simple matter.
This IS a complicated situation, therefore
your solutions must take this complicated
nature into consideration. Failure to do this

has already led to frustation, misdirection,

CO optation, wasted energy, eliteism,

cynicism, premature actions, alienation and
ineffectiveness We must rebuild the move
ment regardless of past failures.

WE WILL WIN, FOR GOD IS ON THE
SIDE OF THE OPPRESSED."

Alberto Ruiz To Speak

Af^ttina, Alberto Rui; will speak about
the situation In Argentina Thursday April

19; a country where the systematic viola-

tion of human rights and the suspension of

democratic processes continues under th^
military dictatorship of General Jor^
Rafael Videla.

Since March 24, 1976, iriore than 15.000
Argentines have been taken political

prisoners, more than 9,000 have been
murdered, thousands have disappeared
and thousands more have been forced into

exile. All labor actions have been declared

illegal and all unions and universities have
been intervened by the military. Political

parties have been suspended or declared il-

legal. Inflation has reached a world leading

170 percent and real wages have declined

50 percent.

Today repression reaches all sectors of

Argentine society. Lawyers, doctors

students, clergy, housewives,
businessmen, and union leaders have been
taken prisoners. Most tragically even in-

fants and young children have faller; vic-

tims to this cruelty. Massachusetts Senator
Edward Kennedy has characte'ized Argen-

tina as the most repressive country m Latm
America.
The Argentine Coalition of Boston exists

to make public the horror and suffering the

Argentine people are facir>g today and en-

courage all peace loving people to support

the call for the restoration of civil and
human rights in Argentina, Their purpose is

to ask for the support of the American peo-

ple and to provide them with accurate in-

formation.

On March 23, 1979, the Argentine Coali-

tion of Boston held a press conference to

report on the human nghts violations and
the repression of democratic processes in

the third year of military rule in Argentina.

A request was made to President Carter to

utilize all diplomatic and economic sanc-

tions at his disposal to obtain an immediate
accounting of the 13,000 victims of repres-

sion in Argentina, contained in the

documented list possessed by the U.S.

Senator Edward Kennedy, State Rep. Mel
King, U.S. Rep. Robert Drinan, Amnesty
International, and ovet twenty unions,

church groups, and community organiza-

tions, f

CONTACT Nanette Robicheau 546-7':53

Moira Inghilleri 584 9060
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Affirmative Action
vs Justice

JUSTICES DISMISS BRIEF FILED BY
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION BACKERS
On March 28 the US Supreme Court

heard the oral arguments in the case of

Weber vs Kaiser Aluminum, a legal battle

(juickly tjecoming the focal point of the af-

firmative action movement in the U.S.

Brian Weber, a 34 year old United Steel

Worker union (USW) member working at

Kaiser's Grammercy, La., plant, is suing

the company for alleged "reverse

discrimination " in his rejection from an in-

plant training program negotiated by the

company and the union.

In a press conference after the arguments
were heard by the court, Congressional

Black Caucus member John Conyers (D
Mich. ) told reporters that the case "goes to

the heart of the legal struggle to eliminate

race and color, class and sex from the

American body politic." If Webers conten-

tion is upheld the future of affirmative ac-

tion programs in the workplace looks dim
indeed. And as Conyers points out, ' If we
can't do it this way, what other way is

there'"

The justices commented at the opening of

the proceedings that they all agreed the

case was not a constitutional question.

With these words they tossed out the win

dow the amicus curiae brief filed by the Af-

firmative Action Coordinating Center and
63 cooperating organizations. This brief,

presented by more cosigners than any brief

in Supreme Court history, claims that af

firmative action is mandated by the 13th

Amendment to the constittion.

That amendment requires the removal of

all "badges and insignia of slavery," a

phrase the court has previously interpreted

to imply the unconstitutionality of any
social institution which relegated Blacks to

a position of social inferiority. The exclu-

sion from skilled crafts, the amicus brief

claims, is just such a badge of slavery.

The USW brief based its argument on the

legislative history of the 1964 Civil Rights

Act Sources active in the civil rights move-
ment have indicated to the Guardian that

the union only wants to support af-

firmative action programs if the union
negotiates them they are afraid of federally

mandated programs.
'

The union's counsel maintained x\-.in the
suit was one of determining whether or not
the training program constituted reverse

discrimination' against Weber, a remark
which led Justice Thurgood Marshall, the
only Black man on the Court, to lean for

ward and ask, Excuse me gentlemen, but
who here represents the Negro'" The
lawyers could do little but look at one
another wordlessly.

Beyond rolling back gains made by Blacks
and women since the beginning of the
mass struggles of the 1960's, the case also

threatens to gouge a deep hole in the
power of unions to negotiate seniority

systems with an employer. Entry into the
training program at Grammercy was
granted on a strict seniority basis, with
Blacks and whites placed in separate
seniority pools. On the basis of plantwide
seniority, the union pointed out, ' no Black
applicant would have been chosen then or

for some time to come. " Although Blacks
made up 39 percent of the Grammercy area
workforce, prior to establishment of the af-

firmative action plan in 1974 there were on-
ly five Blacks out of a skilled trades force of

290craftmen.
A few days earlier, the court refused to

hear three "reverse discrimination" cases,

letting stand the lower courts' ruling

against affirmative action.

While the learned justices debate the fate

of countless American workers, the current

of activism has been growing nationwide to

TURN TO PAGE 3

Haile Gerima
CONT, FROM Page 1

"Hollywood IS the most political film tn

flustry. It has the most money: they can af

foid to say whatever they like We must
realize that they will not question society

for it is a society that profits them. We have
to create our own alternatives: thus the

need for a Third World cinema. TWi^
World Cinema is self expressive; it strug-

gles with reality attempting to depict it as it

is; it is a cinema of questions Just this in

itself is a revolutionary process- creating

and maintaininq a cinema of questioning

and thinktny This Cinema is necessarily

political; it is concei.ied with something
you love- yourself, your people. Hollywood
loves money, and Hollywood loves its

whiteness. They try to pacify dissensions

because i1 p^jple started to think, they

would burn Hollywood films. Thinking for

others is dangerous: only the thinker will

benefit, the others will rot"

A Smith studwit a^ed Gerima for advice

to black students In predominately white

academic institutions Gerima: Thisisatime

for you to build yourself as a person.

Take your utterances very seriously.

Respect your beliefs this is fundamental to

your growth. You are ostracized from that

institutuion; you ^re black They give you a

black studies department, which I am not

criticizing, it serves a certain purpose. But

you must recognize it for what it is racist.

You must question the illusions of history

spat at you by white institutions; you must

ask What is the struggle that actually oc

cured'' You should not ignore white

academic institutions; get what you can

from them But don't waste your time try

ing to convert them; they don't know you.

At a white university, you have to prove

yourself, you have to justify your presence

in their society. But don't bother; don't

apologize. Your 'niceness' can be taken ad-

vantage of.
"

Forum
on

Weber Case

Who Will Fill Uganda's
Power Vacuum?

CONT. FROM PAGE 1

However, in the meantime, a potentially

Wtter jockeying for power may ensue bet

ween the major figures who have led the

opposition. They include the former Ugan
dan President, Milton Obote, a moderate
TOCialist exiled by Amin in 1971; Dr. Yusufu
iwle, the newly-elected leader ot the UNLF,
who is believed to be to the right of Obote;
and various conservative forces exiled in

Kenya and the United States. There is also

a monarchist element which favors a re-

establishment of the Baganda Kingdom of

the pre independence era.

For the present, all th^e forcw, and
more, have agreed to consolidate under the

anti Amin banner at the urging of Tanza-

nian President Julius Nyerere. Fearing that

the escalating military offensive against

Amin, led by Tanzanian troops, would out-

pace the development of a united political

opposition, Nyerere invited nearly 100 anti-

Amin ledders representing some 20 exile

groups to a unity conference in Moshi.

Tanzania, in the foothills of Mt. Kiliman-

jaro.

Nyerere, anxious that his Tanzanian

troops, not become an occupying force,

wanted to make certain that a relatively

coherent Ugandan political force would be
ready to fill the vacuum.
"Brethren, brethren," implored exiled

Anglican bishop Festo Kivengere to his

fueding compatriots at the March 23 26

conference, "don't fight over the cake

before it is baked."
Yet some fighting seems inevitable, tor

the various anti-Amin forces, both inside

and outside Uganda, have maintained only

minimal contact with one another over the

years, and their political and religious

ideologies run a wide spectrum.

Many observers have long assumed that

Nyerere would eventually try to restore his

longtime friend, former President Obote, as

Amin's successor. Obote has lived in Tan-

zania as a guest of the government since

Amin ousted him in a 1971 military coup.

But Nyerere has recently denied that he

intends to install Obote, and relations bet

ween the two men are at an all-time low,

amid conflicting explanations.

Though Obote did not personally attend

the Moshi unity conference, two of his sup
porters were elected to the 11 -member
steering committee of the new UNLF.
Obote also claims the support of one of

Uganda's most active ami Amm guerrilla

groups, the National Revolt, with an

estimated 1,400 fighters,

Nyerere is reported to have been pleased

with the unanimous election of Dr. Yusufu

Lule, with whom he attended Scotland's

Edinburgh University as a student, as

leader of the UNLF At 68, Lule is a well

resjaected academic who is acceptable, at

least as an interim leader, to a large seg

ment of Ugandans, as well as neighboring

African countries and the West
Lule is generally believed to be above par

ty politics, a position which brought him in-

to conflict with President Obote before the

1971 coup. When Obote attempted to

politicize Uganda's Makerere Unversity.

Lule, who was then vice chancellor of the

school, resisted and was fired by Obote.

Besides these most obvious contenders

for power. Uganda's pro-Western
neighbor, Kenya, has hedged its bets by

Backing the Nairobi based Uganda Na-

tiot^aiibt Organization formed in 1977. Com-
posed mainly of conservative Bagandarv,
this group reportedly approached the U.S.

embassy in Kenya last fall for backing an
abortive coup against Amin,
Also linked to the group is Bishop Kiver-

ngere's California based Christian group.

The Return, which has the support of

evangelist Billy Graham. A State Oepart-

mertt official said that the Carter ad-

ministration had recently increased the

number of "informal contacts " with such
US. based Ugandan exile groups. But he
denied that the U.S was actively trying to

promote these groups.

Somewhere in the middle between
Obote's leftist supporters and the conser-

vative exile groups is the newly emerged
Save Uganda Movement ( SUM) , founded
secretly in 1973. It claims to be non-tribal

and non pKJIitical -just anti-Amin. Last

February, SUM guerrillas carried out major
acts of sabotage in Uganda's capital. Along
with Tanzanian troops, SUM insists that it

has done most of the fighting against

Amin's crumbling army.
Although the Ugandan From is still

fraught with division and susceptible to

manipulation by outside powers, it has for

the moment apparently achieved a working
unity. It has already dispatched ad-

ministrative commissioners into sonne

districts of the country, and plans to let the

courts deal with war criminals.

Before his forces entered Kampala last

week, Lule declared, "We are going to

Kampala to get out the devil and not to

persecute anyone."

Affirmative Action continued
demand that the court reverse the Weber

decision.

In Oakland, Calif., 320 people met in a

day long conference to plan an anti-Weber

campaign of actions. It was called by the

Northern California Coalition to Overturn

the Weber Case (NCCOWCI. The coalition

also plans to build for the national day of

demonstrations June 2, and will work to

get anti Weber resolutions passed by union

locals and others organizations, as well as

doing general education about the case and

its issues.

In Los Angeles, an estimated 65 people

marked the opening round of Supreme
Court arguments with a picketline in front

of the U.S. Court House. The demonstra

tion was sponsored by the Los Angeles

Coalition to Overturn the Weber Decision,

a broad-based coalition established in

February. In Detroit over 350 people at-

tended an anti-Weber conference March 30

to lay plans for a national mobilization June
2.

At the press conference following the

arguments, Arthur Kinoy, an expert on

constitutional law, explained the purpose

of the mobilization. "Landmark cases are

influenced and shaped by the sovereign

branch of the government-not the three we
are taught about in civics class, but the

fourth branch no one mentions the

sovereign people. The time has come to go

into the streets again."

On Wednesday, April 19, 1979 at 7:30 pm a Forum entitl-

ed The Struggle for Affirmative Action: The Impact of the

Weber Case will be present at the Campus Center of the

University of Massacusetts, rooms 174-176.

The U.S. Supreme Court heard arguments in the case of

Weber vs Kaiser Aluminum and the U.S. Steelworkers

Union on March 28th. Their decision is expected before the

end of June. In his suit. Brain Weber, a white 32 year old

worker at the Kaiser Plant in Gramercy, Louisiana,

challenges a training program set up in 1974 that trains un-

skilled and semiskilled workers at this plant. One half of

those trained were to be Black and one half white until the

proportion of skilled workers became 39 percent Black, the

proportion of Blacks in the workforce of the surrounding

communities. At the time of this agreement between the

Company and the union, less than 2 percent of the craft-

workers were Black. Brian Weber charged "reverse

discrimination" and has been upheld in lower Federal

courts. The training program has been temporarily

suspended. A decision in favor of Weber would seriously

weaken all affirmative action programs in the United

States. This case is just one of many in the courts that

challenge some of the limited gains of the Civil Rights

movement in opening up some opportunities for Blacks,

Latinos and women in employment and education.

The featured speaker will be Gerald Home, a member of

the National Conference of Black Lawyers and the director

of the Affirmative Action Coordinating Committee. The Af-

firmative Action Coordinating Committee, on behalf of 15

Civil Rights and legal organizations filed a brief in the

Supreme Court arguing for the dismissal of Weber's class

action suit on the ground that the underrepresentation of

Blacks and other minorities in skilled crafts is a vestige of

slavery and hence that the 13th amendment requires the

upholding of voluntary affirmative action in the U.S., cur-

rent attacks on it and the central importance of building a

mass movement to challenge the concept of "reverse

racism" and to defeat Weber.

Other speakers will include Luis Castro, a member of the

Affirmative Action Committee of the lUE local of the GE

plant in Lynn. He will speak on the attempt to implement

affirmative action at G.E., and the implications of the

Weber case for workers at G.E. Norman Guz of Western

Massachusetts Legal Services, will speak on racism and

the lack of the Puerto Rican community against racism in

employment, education, housing and the legal system.

There will also be discussion, led by speakers from

UMass., on non-compliance with affirmative action on the

campus, and people's attempts to defend and expand af

firmative action with regards to admission of students and

hiring of workers and faculty.

Everyone is Invited, No charge for admission; there will be

time for discussion.

SPONSORED BY THE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION SUBCOM-
MITTEE of the CAMPAIGN TO COMBAT RACISM.

Political Repression

In Argentina
By Nanette A. Robicheau

Today in Argentina, the systematic viola

tion of human rights and the suspension of

democratic processes continues under the

military dictatorship of General Jorge

Rafael Videla. Since March 24, 1976, more

than 9,000 have been murdered, thousands

have disappeared and thousands more

have been forced into exile. All labor ac-

tions have been declared illegal and all

unions and universities have been interven-

ed by the military. Political parties have

been suspended or declared illegal. Infla-

tion has reached a world-leading 170 per-

cent and real wages have declined 50 per-

cent.

Today repression reaches all sectors of

Argentine society. Lawyers, doctors,

students, clergy, housewives,

businessmen, and union leaders have been

taken prisoners. The violent campaign

perpetrated by the military has included

press censorship, kidnappings, suspension

of Habeas Corpus, secret military 'trials',

and the widespread use of torture, in-

cluding barbaric, inhuman methods which

are a throw back to the Middle Ages.

Between 15 and 30 thousand persons

have disappeared in Argentina since the

military takeover in 1976. These people

have been kidnapped by the security forces

of the Junta for no apparent reason, in

clear violation of the National Constitution.

No information about those taken prisoner

is made available. Very few reappear. Most

tragically-even infants and young children

have fallen victim to this cruelty.

In 1977, a group of mothers decided to

meet in front of the presidential palace, at

the Plaza de Mayo, to plead for a word

about their disappeared children. Known as

the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo, they

challenged the military forces every Thurs-

day in Buenos Aires until the government

arrested them and declared their actions il-

legal.

These mothers still do not know if their

children are alive or dead and the military

will not admit to either Such actions are

more than '"violations of human rights."

When a nation destroys its' children it

destroys the very concept of human dignity

and hope.

Since the military coup of 1976, the

number of political prisoners and disap-

peared persons in Argentina has exceeded

those in all other South American countries

combined. Massachusetts Senator Edward

Kennedy has characterized Argentina as

the most repressive country in Latin

America.

The Argentine Coalition of Boston exists

in order to make public, the horror and suf-

fering the Argentine people are facing to

day, and encourage all peace loving people

to support the call for the restoration of

civil, human, and economic rights in

Argentina. Their purpose is to ask for the

support of the American people and to pro-

vide them with accurate information. The
Argentine Coalition of Boston wants td
show groups like the Mothers of Plazo de
Mayo that they are not alone, that there are
people here in Massachusetts who worry
about what is happening in Argentina.
On March 23, 1979, the Argentine Coali-

tion of Boston held a press conference to
report on the human rights violations and
the repression of democratic processes in

the third year of military rule in Argentina.
A request was made to President Carter to
utilize all diplomatic and economic sanc-
tions at his disposal in order to obtain as im-
mediate accounting of 13,000 victims of
repression in Argentina. These victims are
identified in a documented list possesed by
the U.S. State Department and President
Carter. This request was supported by;
U.S, Senator Edward Kennedy, State Rep.
Mel King, U.S. Rep. Robert Drinan,
l^mnesty Internation.

The Collegian does not consistently print anything

relevant to the Third World community. Therefore,

Nummo News proudly announces that it in no way is

controlled, manipulated or associated with the

Collegian.

Nummo News, the voice of the Third World com-
munity of the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, welcomes letters, comments and
criticisms.

If you wish to contribute any material in accordance
with the better interests of the community, please
submit itto—

Nummo News

103 New Africa House
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

Or contact us by phone -646-0061.
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Talk on Role

of Women
in Nicaragua

PARALEGAL
INTERNS
WANTED

N^ids and Companeros:
At the present time, the Latin American

tt>untrv of Nicaragua is undergoing a pro
found political and economic crisis. On one
wde stands the forty two year old dictator-

ship of the Somo2a family, with a National

Guard created by the United States govern-
ment, and various foreign imperialist allies

|

Opposing these forces are the majority of

the Nicaraguan people. Although political

and economic repression characterizes

most Latin American countries, in

Nicaragua a wtical moment has been
reached, for popular forces are attempting
to reject the Somoza regime and achieve a

radical and democratic transformation of

their country in the process Within the

past fourteen months, two general strikes

oceurrad, followed by the September 1978
war
The women of Nicaragua have orgwtized

against the Somoza regime. They have
seen their towns bombed, their homes
destroyed and their sons sought out and
killed by Somoza's troops (to eliminate

even the pussit)ility of future recruits for

popular opposition I The women have not

only mobili/ed to provide first aid for their

wounded companeros but have taken an
active role in the armed struggle The
women of AMPRONAC ask for the support

of feminists movements and women
organizations as well as all those interested

and involved in political str^igjles m the

United States They ask that women
especially respond to their call tor support

against the brutal and repressive Somo/a
dictatorship which has tor so long affected

their lives and the lives of their families

The Chile Latin Ameircan Solidarity Com
mittee has asked the Boston represen

tatives of AMPRONAC to come to Amherst
and discuss the role of women m the

political struggle in Nicaragua. A
spokesperson from the group. Maria
Alvarez will be speaking and will present a

slide show on Sunday, April 22 at 7 30
This event will take place in the Campus
Center m room 163 We ask and encourage
all that can come and express your solidari

ty with all the people of Nicaragua and
especially with the very important role of

women within that popular struggle.

The Legal Service Office located at room
922. Campus Center has 6 openings for
para legal internships for the Fall, 1979

Paralegals assist the attorneys at the Legal

Services Office with initial client interviews,

legal research negotiations, giving legal ad
vice and referrals whenever necessary,

preparation of court forms and attendance
at hearings in the District, Superior and
Probate courts of Hampshire and Franklin

counties Other duties include the drafting

of various legal documents, the writing of

letters and making of phone calls on the

client's behalf; the maintenance of a

continuing client case load; meeting
regularly with supervising attorneys to

discuss cases: the attendance at staff

meetings for teachings and case strategy;

and the assistance in reception duties.

QUALIFICATIONS FOR PARALEGAL IN

TERN APPLICANTS:

1 Applicants must be a full time UMASS
student eligible for a full time internship for

academic credit through the OUTREACH
program or throui4h an academic depart
inent

7 Prior «?xperience is helpful but not re

quired

3 A desire to learn and study the field of

law

4 An ability to work and relate welt with
staff and clients of the Legal Services Of
fice which serves a diversified student
population
If interested m applying for a paralegal m

ternship position for Fall Semester, 19/9,

please contact the Office of Internships at

the University of Massachusetss, and in

quire further at Legal Servicer Office, for

an application, Room 922 Campus Center,

ninth floor Applications are due April 27,

1979

ALL THIRD WORLD STUDENTS AND
WOMEN ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY'

No Nukes
Teach In
There will be a No Nukes Teach In spon

sored by the U.Mass AEC, the Student
Coalition Against Nukes and Mass Pirg at

•he University of Massachusetts on Tues
day April 17th at 7:30 pm in Mahar
Auditorium.

The major speakers will be:

Anna Gyorgy a clamsheH TCtivist and
chief author of No Nukes Everyone's Guide
to Nuclear Power (" A sobering assess

ment of the major concerns about nuclear

power.' Daniel Ford, Executive Director

of the Union of Concerned Scientists)

Nancy Folbre an economist associated

with UMass and Yale University who will

speak on the economics of nuclear power
and the economics implications of a

nuclear moratorim
A member of Physicians for Social

Responsibility who will speak on the

medical hazards of nuclear power.
Alan Krass a professor of Natural Science

at Hampshire College and coauthor of

Meltdown at Montague who will speak on
the local health hazzards posed by the pro

posed Montague nuke.
A question and answer period and set of

workshops on selected nuclear power
issues will follow the speakers' presenta

tions.

If there are any announcements about up
coming events or arrangements for a

literature table at the teach in that you
would like us to make, please contact the

AEC at 546 9318 or Mass Pirg at 256 6434;

same for anyone who would like to help

with the teach in.

I

IS/laJestad Negra

UPCOMING EVENTS
Thank you.
The Chile! Latin America
Committee

Solidarity

THE STRUGGLE FOR AFFIRMATIVE AC
TION THE IMPACT OF THE WEBER
CASE WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18. 7;30p m
CC 174 6
PANELIST:

Gerald Home
member of the National Conference of

Black Lawyers and Affirmative Action
Coordinating Center, NYC
Luis Castro
Affirmative Action Committee member of

1 U E local in Boston
Norman Guz
Western Mass Legal Services
Represented Puerto Ricans in struggle for

Affirmative Action in Springfield

SPONSORED BY

Affirmative Action Subcommittee of the
Committee to Combat Racism;
WITH SUPPORT FROM:

The Commuter Collective

EconomicsGraduate Student Organization
Labor Center Student Caucus

Art For The People

Photographs
Paintings

Slides

by Juan Sanchez

Monday, April 23 1979

Room 163-64 CC.
From lo:00 A.M. To

4:00 P.M.

sponsored by Chile Latin America
Solidarity Committee

Thursday, April 19 " Political Repression

in Argentina " movie "Triple A" and talk by

Alberto Ruiz, Argentina Coalition of

Boston Mahar Auditorium U MASS
7 30 PM

May 3 ' September 1978" award winning

documentary movie on the insurrection in

Nicaragua Mahar Auditorium - 7:30 PM
AHORA PRESENTS

April 22 April 28
Latin American Week
SOLIDARITY NICARAGUA
GLE

STRUG

April 22 ccl63 7 30 pm Women in

Political Struggle in Nicaragua talk and
slide show presented by Maria Alverez

Boston Rep of AMPRONAC (association

of Nicaragua Women) sponsored by Chile

Latin America Solidarity Committe

April 23 cc 64 65 10 00 5:00pm PHOTO
EXHIBIT AND WORKSHOP Barrio Life by
Juan Sanchez

April 24 CC 101 8 00 pm WOMEN AND
STERLIZATION IN LATIN AMERICA Con
ference and movie "Blood of the Condor"

April 25 CC 101 ART WORKSHOP for

children of all ages by Wilfredo RACIS^
AND DISCRIMINATION Weber and
Bakke Case by Attourney Luiz Perez

Apnl 26 CC Aud 8:00 pm FAENA IN CON
CERT the Dominican Republic New Song

April 27 not location yet THEATRE
AND POETHY "Mocondo" Theater Group
and "Can.u ' poetry group both groups in

tegrated by Latin American people from

Boston

April 28 cc Aud. 7:00 pm 2:00 pm Or

chestra La Laguna " y Orchestra ' Gomez

Luis Pates Mates

Por la encendida calie antillana

Va Tenibandumba de la Quimbamba
-rumba, macumba. candombe, bambula-
entre dos f ilas de negras caras.

Ante ella un congo -bongo y marac^
ritma una conga bomba que bamlM.

Culipandeando la reina avanza,

y de su inmensa grupa resbalan
meneos cachondos que el Congo cuaja
en rios de azucar y de mela/a.
Prieto trapiche de sensual zafra,

el caderamen, masa con masa,
exprime ritmos, suda que sangra
y la moliendo culmina en danza.

Por la encendida calle antillana

va Tembandumba de la Quimbamba.
Flor de tortola. rosa de Uganda,
por ti crepitan bombas y bambulas:
por ti en calendas desenfrenadas
quema la Antilla su sangre naT^iga.

Haiti te ofrece sus calabazas;
Fogosos rones te da Jamaica:
Cuba te dice: Dale, mulata!
Y Puerto Rico Melao, mclambal

Sus. mis cocolos de negras caras!

Tronad, tambores: vibrud maracas,
Por la encendida calle antillar«a

Rumba, macumba. candombe. bambula
va Tenibandumba de la Quimbamba

ASIAN AMERICANS: LEARNING FROM
THE PAST TO BUILD THE FUTURE

AConference in Commemoration of the

PACIFIC ASIAN AMERICAN HERITAGE
WEEK
DATE: APRIL 27 29, 1979
PLACE: Campus Center. University of

Massachusetts. Amherst, Mass.
SPONSORED BY: Asian Amencan

Students Association, UMASS
TENTATIVE PROGRAM
Friday, April 27, 1979

5:00 11:00 p.m. RegistrationlStudents-

$1. Others $2.; Each Brunch $2.50 extral

7:30 8:00 p.m. Opening Remark
8:00 10:30 p.m. Coffee House:
Lawson Inada, nationally known

Japanese American poet, author of

"Before the War", professor of English,

Southern Oregon University

Charlie Chin, Artist Musician.
Yat MingOung Fu Club
'So)ourners ". Asian American Jazz-Folk

group.

10:30 10:45 p.m. Evening Wrap up
Saturdav, Apnl 28, 1979
10:00 a.m. 1 :00 p.m. Late Registration

10:00 11:00a.m. Brunch
n:30am. 12:15p.m. Keynote Speaker -

The Honorable Robert M Takasugi, U.S.
District Judge, Los Angeles, Cal. Topic:

Bakke and Its Future Consequences " a

focus on Asian Americans and other

minorities.

12:45 2:45 p.m. WORKSHOP* PANEL
DISCUSSIONS SESSION 1

1. 'Contemporary China Issues" Panel

Discussion: Michael Liu, Housing Task
Force, CPPA (Boston); Caroling Chang,
attorney. HEW OF Civil Rights, Boston;
Victor Huey, PCPA(N.Y)
2. "Fighting Racism On The Job"
Workshop Leader: Yoshinori (Toso) Himel,

attorney. U.S. Justice Dept.

3. "U.S. China Normalization: Impact on
Asian Americans " Panel Discussion: Prof.

Franklin Houn, Political Science Dept.,

UMass; Political Activist.

4 Asian American Women" Panel

Discussion Ruby Tsang, Educator ; Gloria

Chung, Producer of "Asian Focus", Editor

of Sampan. Boston; Liz Young. Political

Activist.

5. "Creative Writing" Workshop Leader;

Lawson Inada, Poet Professor. (Informal

gathering, all welcome'

Progressive Film Series

CIA Officer CC. 101 on Wednesday,
April 18, 1979

2:45 3:05 p.m. Coffee break

3:05-5:05 p.m Workshop/ Panel Discus-

sion Session III

1

.

"Contemporary Chinatown Issues"

2. "America's Concentration Camps"
Workshop Leaders: Lawson Inada; Dr.

Bob H. Suzuki, Professor, School of

Education, U Mass
3. "U.S. - China Normalization: Impact on

Asian Americans (cont'd.)

4. "Asian American Women"
5. "Third World Relations: National and

International Implications"

Workshop leader: Yuri Kochiyama,
political activist

3:05-5:05 p.m. Film on Asian American Ex-

perience (to be announced)

5:05 6:15 p.m. "Advance the Pacific/ Asian
American Students Movement" A gather-

ing between East Coast and West Coast
students.

6:15 8:00 p.m. Dinner on your own

8:00 10:(X) p.m. "Open Stage" An ex-

perience of talent sharing students and
community. Bring your poetry, music,
dance and especially your willingness to

share your self expression.

9:00p.m. 1:00a.m. Disco Party at Amhwit
College

All day display of Asian AmeriVBMtfMlp
books and other materials.

Free day care will be provided on Saturday.

Sunday. April19, 1979

11 :00 a.m. -12:00 noon Brunch

12:00 12:30 p.m. Speaker: Professor Bob
H. Suzuki, U Mass
Topic: "Asian Americans: Perspectives on
Future Changes"

12:30 12:45 Closing Remarks

1:00 3:00 p.m. Play "In the Rock Garden"
by Sansei playwright, Roberta Uno. The
play sensitively portrays the struggles of

racial oppression and identity crisis en-

countered by Asian American students in

the New England area.

For more information, please contact:

Albert Li (413) 549 5124)

Kenny Chin (4131 253 2475

Spring Concert: Patti Smith rises witii tije 'Dead'
By STEPHEN KLEIN k-^^^ ..i^ »«„t«;w^„ .k ._.. __. ...By STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The Patti Smith Group will be one of two
supporting acts at the UMass spring
concert on May 12, featuring the Grateful
Dead, Union Program Council officials
yesterday said. '

Council spokesnnan Roben Humphreys
said Roy Ayers, a black jazz musician, is

expected soon to sign a contract for the
concert, as the second supporting act.
A detailed security systfem for the

concen has been approved by Chief Robert
G. Joyce of the UMass police department,
said Peter Keenen, director of concert
security.

Keenen said tentatively there are eight
Emergency Mecical Technicians scheduled
to be present the day of the show, in ad
dition to one doctor. 150 Greek community
members, 100 Reserved Officers Training
Corp members, 50 UMa^ Wrestling Team
members, about 30 UMass police officers,
15 Fire Marshals and 100 Council security
members.

Keenen said stadium gates will open at
10 o'clock Saturday morning. He said
security people will arrive on Friday to
ensure no waiting lines form early.

All guest ticket holders must use the
front gate of the stadium. UMass students
accompanying guests may use the front

gate. All other UMass ticket holders must
use the rear gate.
Keenen said the concert area will be

closed off to everyone not holding a ticket.
The area will be designated by roadblocks
which will be arranged from University
Drive to Massachusetts Avenue, and from
Rock Hill Road to Route 116. He said every
individual in every car driving through thte
area must have a ticket.

Keenen said no one will be allowed to
leave the concert area once they have
entered. He said restrooms, food and non
alcoholic beverages will be available He
said, 'I urge the people toco operate. This
production is quite a service to the UMass

community and the ey^ of the ad-
ministration are upon us."
John Albeck, expressing optimism for

the concert, said, "The Grateful Dead's
production people visited us yesterday and
were quite impressed with the whole set
up."
Alb^k said, "If it rains the show will b«

cancelled, and all tickets will be refunded."
According to the Farmer's Almanac,

clear weather is expected the day of the
show.

Albeck said, "If you think we pulled
some string to get the Dead' you should
have seen what we went through to get the
weather."
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Ward says cross
was lit by black

These horses at Tillson farm have more to look forward to than mud, as to-
day's weather is predicted to be sunny and in the SO's. (Staff photo by Howard
Labitt)

By DOROTHY A. CLARK
Collegian Staff

Amherst College President John W.
Ward last night said he has "objective
evidence" ar>d "sworn testimony" the
cross set ablaze in front of an all black dor
mitory early Monday morning was done by
a black student.

Ward said he had no identification of the
student and declined to elaborate on the
source of his information.

The president's statement, issued before
more than 1,000 students of the Five
College area in Amherst College's gym
nasium. was met with surprise and dismay.
The cross, measuring about six feet tall

according to police, was set ablaze shortly
after midnight Monday in front of Drew
House dormitory. Amherst town police and
college security were investigating the inci

dent, but Amherst police last night said any
information about the incident would have
to be released from the Amherst College
public relations department.

Terming the new found information "sad
and troubling news," Ward said, however,
Amherst College is faced with more severe
racial problems which deserve community
attention. The racial problems, he said,

"were there before tonight and will be there
after tonight."

Ward asked students to "think carefully""

about the information he shared with them.
"I did not say the student was a resident of
Drew House. No one should turn their at
tentions to those who live there," he said.

In a statement given by Harold Massey, a
senior and chairman of the Black Student
Union, the Third World community
disallowed any knowledge of Ward's new
evidence.

"Members of the black community are
deeply concerned," Massey said. "The act
was perpetrated without any knowledge of
the black community."

Regardless of the
act, he said the issue

of racism at the col

lege hasn't changed
"Our demands re

main adamantly
legitimate in their

urgency... our
demands were real

and our actions were
real." Massey said

Third World students
will continue their sit-

in at the Converse •'o^" ^ Ward

Hall administration building
until their demands are met.
"The administration neglects to admit to

its racism," he continued. "To do so would
tarnish the idea this college flaunts."

The concerns Third World students
presented to the administration include ob
jection to the possible elimination of a black
freshman orientation program, an increase
in black faculty, more Third World student
input into the selection process of the dean
of minorities and the selling of stock ift-

vestments in South Africa.

Energy Coalition sponsors nulce teach-in
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

In the first campus teach-in on nuclear

power since the near-meltdown at Three
Mile Island, four anti-nuclear activists

presented their cases against nuclear

power, and the UMass Alternative Energy
Coalition called for a nipratorium of classes

next Tuesday.
Dr. Katherine Kahn, a representative of

the Physicians for Social Responsibility,

told the crowd of over 200 in Mahar
Auditorium, "Given the clearly solid

relationship between radiation and
luekemia, cancers and birth defects, we
cannot let the people of Harrisburg,

Montague, or Seabrook become the study
grounds for the health effects we have
already seen."
Nancy Folbre, a UMass graduate

economics student said, "We could shut

down all existing nuclear power plants in

the United States and suffer no adverse
economic impacts."

Alan Krass, Hampshire College professor

and author of Meltdown at Montague, said

the accident at Three Mile Island was an
example of "'falatious, self-serving

assumptions."
Anna Gyorgy, author of No Nukes, an

anti nuclear encyclopedia said, 'The press

and people were aware that something was
tferribly wrong at Three Mile Island only due
to years of citizen opposition to nuclear

power which brought the issue to the

iforefront."'

The coalition circulated a petition calling

for a,moratori,um of classes April 24. The

petition states: "We cannot look to our
government and its agencies for protection
from these nuclear poisions and that we
must unite and undertake to protect and
educate ourselves in these matters."

As a barometer of public opinion, last

night's teach-in stood in stark contrast to a
similar teach-in last fall, in which 70 people
were present.

Krass, toting a nine-inch thick book The
Rasmussen Report, ridiculed the book's
predictions The report, recently rejected

by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
stated an accident like the one that oc-
curred at Three Mile Island would be im-

possible.

Kahn focused on the hazards of the
nuclear fuel cycle, which includes mining,
transportation, milling, reactor use, and
waste disposal of uranium. She said the
nuclear industry has based its case on the
safety of nuclear power solely on the record
of nuclear reactors, even though, she said,

other parts of the fuel cycle are more
dangerous.
"Many problems could possibly be

resolved. However, the most worrisome
fact is that many of the problems aren't

even studied," she said.

Folbre countered the industry side of the
issue: ""we'll all freeze in the dark without
nuclear power." She said all nuclear
reactors could be shut down without
adverse economic impact because they
operate with a reserve capacity of 33
percent but only generate nine percent of
the total energy needs.

Dr. Katherine Kahn of Physicians for Social Responsibility and Alan Krass, a

Hampshire professor, speak to a crowd of 200. (Staff photo by Lynn Grebens
teini
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DIGEST
TH« husband and wHa taam of William Meters and

Virginia Johnson reported on the .sexual preferences of
straights and gays in their new book, Homosexuality in

Perspective," which will be published Monday.

Group wants tuition info Reporters may be licensed
BOSTON IAPI - The House Ways and MMns Convnt

Me wants to kr^jw this month if state tuitions are to be In-

creased the 50 percent plus prc^josed by Gov. Edward J.

King
Tfie isuie surfaced ye^verday at the committee's initial

haaring on educational segn^ents of King's $S.5 billion

budget for the fi«:al year starting in July
It calls for a $^7 mtllton bo(»t in tuitkNW for the next

a^Ktomic year

Educational Affairs Secretary Charlm E Memusi Johnson
^timated that tuittons will generate $46 million this fkical

year In his lengthy, prepared statement, Johnson ateo gave
high priority to a revamped study on a possible reorganiza

tkHi of higher education in the state and on the possible con
ttfidati<m of highw educational faciMtiM wtthin Boston

BOSTON IAPI - Reporters who take on the duties of in

v^tigators should also assume some of the responsibilities,

says a Massachusetts state senator who wants to SM
r^orters licensed as private detectives.

S«i. Denis L McKenna, D Somerville. said yesterday, "I

just think that it is wrong in this great country of ours that

the press has more rights than average citizens."

The proposal
_
would require reporters "who conduct

secret surveillance of a person from hidden vantage points
from a distance using cameras with telephoto lenses, or at

night using television or other cameras specially adapted for

nighttime use" to be licensed as private detectives Under
state law that would mean investigative reporters would
fMve to be age 25 or older, have three years of investigative

experience and pay a $750 license fee.

Women's group debated Broolce won't face citarges
CONCORD. N.H. \AP\ Former nwmbers of New Hamp
fire's CorrwniaMon on ttte StMus of Women angrily de
nounced feminists yesterday at a Houm h«ahng on a bill to

abolish the controvensal commission.
During a fierce debate, the formm commission members,

appointed by then Gov MeWnm Thomson, claimed Gov.

Hugh Gallen would only appoint feminists to the newly

funded commtssion.
But Rep. Patti Blanchette. D Newmarket, brushed off the

women's comrnents of Well, well, well, the shoe's on tf>e

other foot The right wingers no longw have a maionty on

the commission so they want to abolish it.' Miss Blanchette

said

Former commission Vice Chairmen Barbara Kerouac

charged it is prgbably unconstitutional to have a commission

on \ht status of women when there is no commission on the

status of men.

New sex study released
BOSTON \AP\ In iheir most private daydreams, straight

men and women often fantasi/e about homosexual en
counters, while gays have arousing thoughts about trysts

with the opposite sex. says a new Masters and Johnson
study
What the sex researchers called cross preference fan

tastes" were the third most common sexual daydreams
among homosexual men and women They ranked fourth

among heterosexual men and filth among straight women.
However, they noted that people often visualize sex

froiics that they have no desire to act out m real life

The fact that homosexual men and women had fantasies

about heterosexual activity did not necessarily indicate the

presence of a latent or unrealized commitment to heterosex

uatity ," they wrote, nor did cross preference fantasies en

loyed by heterosexual men and women necessarily indicate

a latent demand for overt homosexual experience "

BOSTON IAPI - Former Sm\. Edward W. Brooke and his

ex wife will not be prosecuted for welfare fraud, but could
be liable for restitution of more than $84,000 in Medicaid
payments made to Mrs Brooke's mother, the attorney
gw>eral of Massachusetts ruled yesterday.

Francis X. Beilotti said in a statement that ha office has no
intention of prosecuting either Brooke or his former wife
Remigia.

The attorney ger^ral said, N>wever, he will pursue
whatever remedies are available for recovery of $84,387 66 in

Medicaid payments made on behalf of the late Teresa
Nrrari Scacco.

Bomb kills 4 in Ireland
BESSBROOK. Northern Ireland \AP\ A booby trap bomb
killed tour policemen yesterday in the worst such incident in

a decade of Northern Ireland's sectarian violence. Twelve
other people were injured in the explosion, an apparent
escalation of the Insh Republican Army's spring offensive
against British rule

The police were killed when a bomb blew up their Land-
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INDEX '80
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SEEKS NEW STAFF
Applications are now being accepted for the follow-

ing paid positions, beginning Fall '79.

Editor-in-Chief
Photo Editor
Managing Editor

Business Manager

Applicants must be full-time students with previous

experience and supportive references. For more in-

formation stop by the INDEX office, CC 102, or call

545-0848 and ask for Pat.

Women and Third World students are encouraged to

reply.

DEADLINE-April 30.
.

Rover as it pa^«d a booby trapped van parked on the ro^,
police said. It was the highest police death toll in a single in-

cident since Northern Ireland's troubles began in 19^.
There was no imnrtediate claim of responsibility for the

blast, but police said it had all the signs of an IRA ambush.

Court may alter libel law
WASHINGTON 1>4P! A report that may represent a

majur breach in the secret deliberations of the Supreme
Court says the justices have decided against the news media
in a ruling that could alter the nation's libel law.

In nationally televised reports Monday night and y^terday
morning, ABC News said the court soon will rule that public
figures suing for libel nnay ask what a journalist's "state of
mind ' was while preparing the challenged news story.

The report said Justice Byron R. White is writing the
court's majonty opinion, and that Justice William H.
Rehnquist is joining White.

It also said theat JusticeJohn Paul Stevens argued during
one of the court's closed conferences - attended only by the
nine justices that such a ruling would "chill" free-press

nghts.

\
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WHO SAYS YOU CANT EARN
OVER $2,000 THIS SUMMER

Our exclusive manual shows you TEN surefire

ways to make this much money arnj more
• Every aspect considered
• Complete details revealed

Plus FREE bonus report No 1 1 This report is a

guaranteed goldmine at any university

Localpoliceman takes Catch-22 duties
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is part of an ongoing series about
localpeopleand their jobs.

The name William Arnold may not mean much to
students at UMass, but in Northampton, William Arnold
is almost a household word.
Arnold, 46, is the community relations officer for the
Northampton Police Department. His job involves
everything from setting up safety programs for bicycles
and buses, to giving local schoolchildren talks on
babysitting.

I'm like a Catch-22," he said, "Whatever has to be
done, I do it."

Arnold has lived in Northampton all his life. He joined
the police department there 19 years ago.

"I was working in a factory and I decided I wanted to
do something more with my live," he said.

Arnold was moved up to his present job last year. "It

was hard at first, but now I enjoy it," he said.

Before he became community relations officer, Arnold
had been giving tours of the police station to various
groups of children. "Even people from outside Nor-
thampton would bring their groups for my tour," he
said.

"All the quys used to give me a hard time at first, hut

now all their wh/es want rr« to give tours for their kids,

too," he said.

Arnold has lockers and drawers full of thank-you let-

ters he has received from children he has spoken to. "I

get a big bang out of them, " he said, 'It's very rewar-
ding."
Arnold's office is also full of films, coloring books and

posters he uses in ha work. "I'm even thinking about
making my own films. " he said

.

People at ifvork
One of Arnold's new projects is developing a better

(^ime prevention program for Northampton. The aim of

the program will be to get more people to report crimes
when they see them.

"Crime is a people's problem," he said, "People hava
to get more involved. They're the victims.

"

Arnold is also working on a new program to h^p elder-

ly citizens in Northampton. He said this program will in-

volve placing small vials in refrigerators of the elderly,

containing important personal and medical information,
this information in order to make easily accesible in case
of an emergency. Sgt. William Arnold. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis).
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Day of fasting seeks to lessen starvation
Awareness day fs tomorrow

By MELANIE COLLIER
Collegian Staff

You skip breakfast because you are late for your 9:05. By
noon you can feel the growls of protest from your empty
stomach. But, you must still ignore them -- your Zoo. lab is

from noon to 3 p.m. Finally making it home, you realize that

you must wait two more hours for dinner. Can you make it?

You feel as if you are about to "die of starvation."
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Luckily, this is usually the extent of our hunger but for

many others in the world it is a much larger reality.

Approximately half to two thirds of the world population

suffers the results of malnutrition - brain damage, blind

ness, rickets (a disease causing bones to become soft and
malleable), an increase infant mortality rate and death.

In order to help lessen world starvation and maJnutrition,

Hunger Awareness Day on campus will take place

tomorrow. Students are asked to give up dining commons
meal tickets, fast for the day and sign petitions in the dining

commons to abstain from dinner that evening.

The People's Market, Earthfoods and the Hunger Task
Force table on the Campus Center concourse will all be
accepting donations to OXFAM, an international self-help

program established to aid underdeveloped and needy
countries,

An OXFAM film Water From Stones, will be shown today

on the concourse and in Earthfoods tomorrow.
Rev. Peter Sabey, of the Hunger Task Force, said he

believes there are valid and important reasons for students to

participate in Hunger Awareness Day. The money collected

from student participation will aid the Urcomaya project, an

irrigation program in the Yatenga Region of Africa.

Sabey said the fast should not be a time for people to feel

guilty over their lifestyles Of eating habits but as a chance for

people to do something where they directly have control --

by not eating or by donating money or meal tickets. Sabey
also said fasting for 24 hours can be an exercise in spiritual

discipline in which a person can gain more control of his or

her life.

Ideally all 10,000 students eating in the dining commons
will participate in the Hunger Awarenuss Day but Sabey said

he hopes half of those students will choose not to eat that

evening.

In a similar program on campus last year, OXFAM
received a check for $1,110 after students donated money
and skipped meals at the dining commons to support the

world-wide hunger awareness day.

The dining commons has agreed to donate a certain price

for each meal ticket that is given to OXFAM by students.

In Upper Volta, a small country in West Africa, a collective

of 800 families are no longer having to deal with hunger at

such a drastic level. With the support of OXFAM Project

Urcomaya was created

Through this project, the local population in the Yatenga
Region has extended the very brief growing season by
means of various irrigation plans. This allows for a year-

round agricultural period providing food, cash and em-
ployment for the residents.

Officials review articles at meeting
By MARY FHAIN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectman reviewed several ar

tides on the Town Meeting warrant with petitioners last

night during their weekly meeting at the town hall.

The warrant, meaning a warning, is issued to Amherst

residents, telling them what will be discussed at a state-

mandated annual Town Meeting.

Charles Zerby spoke to the board about an article opposed

to a freeze on "funding (property) and tax rate," otherwise

known as Governor Edward King's "tax cap" legislation.

Zerby said the proposed legislation would bean "erosion" of

the principle of home rule, which governs that any

Massachusetts town is run by a board of selectrrwn for

which they have voted.

Selectman Diana Romer said the danger of limiting a rise

in property tax would only create financial problems,

because inflation would further reduce the amount of pro-

perty revenues in coming years. Romer added the tax cap

could result in a 'terrible erosion of local autonomy, and

finally, of local responsibility."

Romer said if towns are deprived of power they will lose

their initiative, and many assume an attitude of, "They're

telling us what to do; we're just taking orders."

In other action, members of three local mental health agen-

cies, met with selectman to discuss a budget cut in the fun-

ding of these agencies. The petitioners asked that $3,000 be
added to appropriations suggested by the Amherst finance

committee.
Richard Halgin, acting director of the UMass

Psychological Services Center, said the center had not ask-

ed for an increase in funding in four years, but was asking

that level funding be continued.

The cut of $3,000 from the mental health budget would

eliminate center services for the town during the summer.

The center is funded by the University during the school

year, while the town has paid for summer expenses in tha

past. The center, staffed by student trainees, who receive

about $3.50 hourly, and provides mental health care to the

University and the Amherst community. A center

spokesperson said the trainee pay rate is below the average

rate of $40 to $50 hourly, for professional services.

Halgin said there have been no salary increases at the
center for the past four years. Selectman Nancy Eddy
pointed out that by just level funding mental health services,

the programs were actually experiencing a cut in monies
because of inflation.

Selectman also discussed the development of two addi-

tional baseball fields in South Amherst, because of over-

crowoing at Amherst's six playing fields.
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BlackAffairs
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
On fiUiiMr «f ti rtw wromen m^N) hav«

^v«n theif own bv«s for a free hom^ar>d •

The Associaiion of Nicaraguan Women
(AMPRONAC) accuan the genocidal
regime of ANASTACIO SOMOZA
D6BAYLE of cynciaRy trying to cover up
the ruthle^ and btoody repression that the
Nicaraguan p^tple have $uffered 'or 44
years and stii mffer today.

While the regime's envoy, Luis Pailais

iSomoza s cxMsin) was ^>out Washington,
telltng Senators mni Congress pa^to tftat

peace reigns in Nicaragua, that martial law
was lifted and tftat amnisty was declared;
the number of popular leaders killed by the
National Guard increa^xJ and arbitrary cap
tures and torture were numerous and
corrwnwi occurrences.

In the last two we<As of Oecemt>er alone,

right after amnisty was declared on
Decemt)ef 10, tt»e Permanent Commission
on Human Rights showed a record of 61 ar

bitrary captures and 14 missir^g pec^}le The
numbers of rapn and assasinations clearly

irxjicate that ttw repression has not only in

creased, but it has turned into a genocidal

war of the Somoza's regime against the

Nicaraguan people.

Even inter natiorval organisations, such as

the Organization of American States (OEAI
have publicly derKMirn^ Somoza's Military

Dictatorship as gerK>cidal: A government
antquilating its own people," never had this

occurred in tf»e history of the world.

We urge you to use your political rights

and to ask of your representatives to exer-

cise their political pressure against the

Somo2a s Regime so that it may be isolated

from the rest of the world.

We are rich m strength and determina
lion, but we lack the economic power of

our enemy. We have to see our children

hungrily look for food in trash cans and city

dumps. While Somoza and his followers

continue to drain the national economy,
the rate of unemployment m Managua
alone is 45 percent. In order to be able to

continue our struggle for freedom and
social justice we need the concrete support
of the people of the world.

At the present tinr>e, the Latin American

country of Nicaragua is undergoing a pro-

found political and aconomic cr$is. On one
side stands the forty two year old dictator

ship of the Somoza family, with a National

Guard created by the United States govern
ment, and various foreign imperialist allies.

Opposing these forces are the maiority of

tne Nicaraguan people. Although political

and economic repression characterizes

most Latin American countrias, in

Nicaiagua a critical moment has been
reachwj. for poular forces are attempting to

reiect tfie Somoza regime and achieve a
radical and democratic transformation of

their country in the process. Within the

past fourteen months, two general strikes

occurred, followed by the September 1978
civil war. Ifm women of Nicaragua have
organized against the Somoza regime.

They have seen their towns t>omb«d, their

homes destroyed, and their sons sought
out arHJ killed by Somoza's troops (to

eliminate even tlw pc^ibility of future

recruits for poular opposition). The women
have not only mobilized to provide first aid

for their wounded companeros. but have
taken an active role in the armed struggle.

The women of AMPRONAC ask for the

support of feminists movements and
won>en organizations as well as all those m
terested and involved in political struggles

in the United States. They ask that women
especially respond to their call for support
against the brutal and repressive Somoza
dictatorsiiip which has for so long affected

their lives and the lives of their families.

The Chile ' Latin American Solidarity Com
mittee has asked the Boston represen-

tatives of AMPRONAC to come to Amherst
and discuss the role of worT>en in the

political struggle in Nicaragua. A
spokesperson from the group. Mana
Alvarez will be speakrg and will present a

slide show on Sunday, Apn! 22 at 7 30
This event will take place in the Campus
Center in Rm.. 163 We ask and encourage
all that can to conie and express your
solidarity with all the people of Nicaragua
and especially with the very important role

of women within that popular struggle

Latin American Week Latin American Films

April 22 to April 28 is Latin American
Week AfK>ra will present a series of events
in celebration of this week

April 22 CC 163, 7:30 p m Women in

Political Struggle m Nicaragua talk and
slide show pre sented by Maria Alverez

Boston Rep. of AMPRONAC (association

of Nicaragua Women) sponsored by
Chile /Latin America Solidarity Committee

Apnl 23 CC 64 65, 10:00 5 00 pm
PHOTO EXHIBIT AND WORKSHOP Barrio

Life by Juan Sanchez

April 24 CC 101. 8:00 pm WOMEN
AND STERLIZATION IN LATIN AMERICA
Conference and movie Blood of the Con
dor"

Seta Rampersad
The Committee Against Repression a multi-

cultural organization will meet at 3:30 on
Thursday April 19 in Campus Center 802.

The Committee is presently working on the

Seta Rampersad case. All are welcome to

join the struggle.

The film "Political Repression in

Argentina" and the film Triple A" will be
shown at Mahar Auditorium at UMass at

7 30 Dm

Islamic Society lectures
The Islamic Society of UMass will

sponsor two lectures "Muslim Women in

the Islamic Movement" will be presented
by Najla Siyam 'The Muslim Movement,
Its traditional role in Addressing World
Problems" will be presented by Ali

Muhammed of Dar Ul Islam of Brooklyn
N.Y. at Mahar Auditorium on Monday Apnl
23 at 8 pm

CABBS Elections
There will he an election of the officers tor

the Committee for the Advancement of

Black Business Students (CABBSI on
Thursday April 19th m the third floor

conference room of SBA.

Progressive Film series
The films "Arms For South Africa and
"CIA Case Officer" will be shown in

Campus Center 101 tonight at 8 pm. These
films are sponsored by the Progressive Film

Series.

Forum on Weber Case
of tfw Affirmati^m Action Coordinating
Committee The Committee, on behalf of

15 Civil Rights and legal organizations filed

a brief in the Suprwne Court arguing for the
dismissal of Weber's class action suit on
the ground that the underrepresentation of
Blacks and other minoriti^ in skilled crafts

IS a vestige of slavery and hence that the
13th amendment require the upholding of
voluntary affirmative action plans.

Other speakers will include Luis Castro, a
member of the Affirmative Action Commit-
tee of the lUE local of the GE plant in Lynn.
He will speak on the attempt to implement
affirmative action at G E., and the implica
tions of the Weber case for workers at G.E.
Norman Guz of Western Mmsachusetts
Legal Services, will speak on racism and
the lack of affirmative action implementa
tion in Springfield and the struggle by the
Puerto Rican community against racism in

employment, education, housing and the
legal system. There will also be discussion,
led by speakers from UMass., on non
compliance with affirmative action on tfia

campus, and people's attempts to defend
and expand affirmative action with regards
to admis<^ on of students and hinng of

workers and faculty.

Admission is free.

On Wednesday, April 18. 1979 at 7:30
P M. a Forum entitled "The Struggle for

Affirmative Action: The Impact of the
Wetier Case, 'will bepres«ited at the Cam-
pus Center of the Univ. of Mass., rooms
174^176

The U.S. Supreme Court heard
arguments in the case of Weter vs. Kaiser
Aluminum and the U.S. Steelworkers
Union on March 28th. Thie decision is ex-

pected before the end of June. In his suit,

Brian Weber, a white 32 y^r old worker at

the Kaiser Plant in Gramercy, Louisiana,
challenges a training program set up in

1974 that trains unskilled and semiskillad
workers at this plant. One half of thcMe
tiain^ were to be Black and 1 /2 white until

the proportion of skilled workers became 39
percent Black, the proportion of Blacks in

the workforce of the surrounding com
munities. At the time of this agreement bet-

ween the Company and the union, less

than 2 percent of the craftsworkers were
Black. Brian Weber charged "reverse
discrimination" and h^ been uplield in

lower Federal courts.

The featured speaker will be Gerald
Home, a member of the National Con
ference of Black Lawyers and the director

Amin's location unknown
NAIROBI, Kenya MPl-The

whereabouts of President Idi Amin
remained a rurinor shrouded mystery
Tuesday, a week after the Ugandan capital

of Kampala fell to Tanzanians and his exile

enemies
While some reports placed him in Libya

presumably a safe haven since Libyan
leader Moammar Khadafy has been an ally

others said he was m his northwestern
Uganda tribal homeland Still others said he
had fled to a neighboring country.
Amin was believed to have fled east out

of Kampala last week as Tanzanians moved
to Its outskirts in their capture of the city

In the days since then, rumors and
second hand reports have placed him at

various points in Uganda, in Libya, in Iraq,

and in the two neight)oring countries of

Sudan and Zaire.

During Amins eight years in power, he
often turned to Libya and other Moslem
states for support Besides Libya, which
sent troops to Uganda in a failed attempt to

fight off the Tanzanian forces, tl ere was a

report Tuesday that the Palestinian

Liijeration Organization had sent 50 military

men and 15 MiG jet pilots to Uganda to

help the embattled Amin.
According to the report by diplomatic

sources, some of the Palestinians were
used as bodyguards for Amin.
Spokesmen for PLO leader Yasser Arafat

said the PLO members in Uganda did not

fight, but were involved only in farming and
filming activities.

There has been no official or unofficial

confirmation of any of the reports on
Amin's whereabouts, but one of the most
widely accepted came from a busload of

Asian road workers who escaped to Kenya.
They said they saw Amin last Saturday in

northwestern Uganda, acfoss the Nile River

and near his own Kakwa home territory.

The area is more than 150 miles from
Kampala, well removed from Tanzanian
positions and near the borders of both Zaire

and Sudan.
Amin, born in 1925, was Uganda's army

commander when he seized power in 1971

from President Milton Obote. Obote has
been in exile in Tanzania, but has not
figured in the new government of

provisional President Yussufu Lule.

THIRD WORLD
SCIENTIST SOCIETY

ELECTIONS
TO BE HELD

Friday, April 20, 1979
6:00 p.m.

third floor. New Africa House

AnENTlON CCEBS STUDENTS!!

Each year the CCEBS program sponsors, as

part of the Family Day activity, the honoring of

a student who has made the greatest service

contribution to the Third World community

This award, the Shirley Graham DuBois Service

to Community Award, is one which students

nominate and elect candidates. Nomination

forms may be picked up in Room 214 cf the

New Africa House, everyday until Thursday,

April 19 Forms must be returned by Friday,

April 20.

Criteria:

a Persons eligible: All CCEBS students.

b Form of Award: Engraved plaque; and the

recipient's name engraved on a perpetual pla

que to be kept in the main CCEBS office.

c Number of recipients: One.

Elections will be held on Wednesday, Thurs

day, Friday, April 25 27, 1979. A list of the

nominees will be published prior to the election

dates

Act now!! Nominate the candidate of your choice.

The Struggle for Affirmative Action;

The Impact of the Weber Case
Wednesday apnl 18, 7:30 p.M. cc 174-6

PANELISTS

Gerald Home *

member of the Natlonol Conference of

Lawyers ond Afflrmorive Action Coordina-
ting Center, NYC

L'jis Cosrro

Affirmative Action Committee member of

I.U.E. local in Bosron

Norman Guz
Western Masi. Legal Services

Represented Puerro Ricans in struggle

for Affirmative Action In Springfield

SPONSORED BY:

Affirmotive Action Subcommitfee of the

Commirtee to Combat Racism;

WITH SUPPORT FROM:

Graduate Student Senate
The Commuter Collective

Economics Graduate Student Organization

Labor Center Student Caucus

Wednesday, April 18, 1979
coiiggiaa 5

Three
updated
classics

"Pressure to censor reading matmals is

on the rise. So reports the National Council
of Teachers of English, which surveyed
2000 high school teachers throughout the
country. 'Parents want to protect kids from
unpleasant features of the world, ' he \Dr.

Les Burress] explmns.
"Catcfter in the Rye, 1984. and The

Grapes or Wrath - three modern classics -

rank t-2-3 on the list of objectionahle

books.

"

Parade Magazine

If you really want to hear about it, you'll

probably want to know about my happy
childhood and the fact tfiat t was a well

adjusted kid and everything on account of
being brought up the Montessori way
which is where you pretend you're the sun
and all these kids from middle income
families where the father's a computer
analyst who's never missed a Rotary
meeting except when his wife was down
with a cold she caught while stumping the

city for the heart fund, move around you
with signs on their buttoned to the top
shirts which say Mars, Jupiter . .. . And they
smile so bright you swear (only you don't

swear) that their gums have never bled.

What's more, they've all got these
smooth round faces, with maybe a dimple
and complexions like haiel nut, just like the

roommate I would have had at boarding
school except that my parents said non-
sense, the public high schools in this

country are the best in the world. And you
know something, they were right.

mark

Wilding

It was a bright warm day in April and the
clocks were striking three. Winston Smith,
his booksack swinging in the healthy

breeze, stepped omo the yellow bus. A
tender voice broke over the loudspeaker.
"What did we learn in school today,

children?"

"We learned the new math," beamed
the children.

"And what does that teach you?" came
the pleased voice.

"It teaches us that 2 plus 2 equals 5,"

shouted the gay (in its happy sense of the

word) children.

"And what are you doing this af-

ternoon?" Julie asked, touching Winston
lightly on the forearm.

"My Big Brother is coming over today.

He's going to take me to the park to clean

pigeon dung off the statues."

"Why don't we go for a walk in the

woods?" she said, "I've got something I

want to show you.
"

After they had alighted and walked some
time, Julie fell to her knees, beckoned
Winston to do the same, and uridid her . . .

book bag.
"Look," she said, "A mouse, and .he

doesn't bite, he only licks."

They were all tired when they came in,

parched and kind of bent over like a

Fulbright scholar after an all-nighter.

"Watcha all bin workin' at," I says to

Joad who looked like he was gonna spit but

decided not to at the last minute 'cause it's

impolite.

"Oranges, we bin pickin' navel jobs since

nine this mornin'. Gotta make sure the

nation gets its roughage. Can't get enough
of two things in this life, roughage and . . .

His voice was drowned out by the clatter of

a combine passing over the hill.

They all looked at the machine ad-

miringly.

"I was thinkin' the other day," said Tom,
"If Joad and I worked five hours a week
overtime fo' the next two months and

maybe put off sendin' Rose to Bryn Mawr
to' a semester, well mebbe, just mebbe, we
could afford the San Joaquin Valley.

"

And Rose gave a kind of smile and
stuffed the Playtex bottle into the old man's
mouth.

Mark Wilding is a Collegian columnist.
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The great academic playground

iSP"

By MELANIE COLLIER

A light slap on the wrist, social proba-
tion, a father-to-son lecture. These appear
to be the consequences of end-angering
behavior at the University of

Massachusetts. Last month, Janies
Matlack, the Director of Southwest
Residential College, wrote a letter

repremanding students for irresponsible

and dangerous behavior.

Matlack's letter reflected the basic at-

titude of the university administration.

Matlack disapproves of destructive actions

but his response to it was an almost
passive, pleading letter. "A number of

discipline cases have been and are being
processed." "Occupants of rooms from
which firecrackers, burning papers, or bot-

tles were launched have been given stiff

warnings and tight probation. Any further

misconduct... will render them liable for

removal from the residence hall system,"
were his strongest responses.

One is reminded of the out-of control

substitute teacher in junior high, whose on-

ly request was that you please refrain from
breaking the school's globe, that you and
friends were playing catch with.

This leads to the question of whether this

is really an educational institute or a child

care facility. In the minds of most

Massachusetts residents, the latter is

regarded as the more realistic view. Wild
drinking contests, flaming rolls of toilet

paper thrown from windows in a celebra-

tion of a baseball game and broken bottles

lining the pavements surrounding dorms;
this is the image the public holds of UMass.
Indeed, this is the image many of the

students themselves hold of UMass! Some
students seem to think it is their inherent

right to be destructive at random whim.
What the hell? Who cares if you draw on
the dorm halls, staircase walls? Why be
concerned if you break a few chairs, lights

or a mirrorf* A political party on campus
supports the Houston Rebellion/ Moody
Park 3 graffiti but will not accept respon-

sibility for it. Oh, why worry about accep
ting responsibility for it? The school will pay
for any damages.
Students bear no respect toward com-

munity property or other persons residing

at UMass. The administration essentially

supports this ideology with attitude that

students are an uncontrollable mass on
which they dare not test their authority, for

fear of losing face due to their ineffec-

tiveness.

It is time that UMass stops sanctioning

wantonly destructive and endangering
behavior. If a student feels a great need to

throw a bottle from his or her 18th floor

room in a drunken celebration, it is a

serious problem he/she has to deal with on
their own.
Meanwhile he/she does not belong on a

college campus If a person has not reach-

ed the level of maturity where they can
control and make rational decisions concer-
ning their own behavior, they need to leave

the environment of UMass until they can.

Allowing a student to continue with en-

dangering or destructive behavior is not to

their own advantage and other students

should not be subjected to those with ir-

responsible actions.

The student(s) who painted graffiti over

the campus buildings and walls last week,
the students who have thrown beer bottles

from highrise dorm rooms and those who
have intentionally broken various lobby
windows and doors should be removed
from the university. Not just withdrawn
from their dorm or the dorm system but
told to leave school . . . suspended

.

UMass is not a playground for future go»>

rillas even though that seems to be the

general consensus in Massachusetts. If,

after being away from the UMass environ-

ment for a semester a student feels they are

ready to return: fine, readmit them.
Students, faculty and administrative per-

sonel should not be subjected to those who
have no peer-respect or self-control. Until

people gain these necessary characteristics

they do not belong in a university.

Letters to the Editor
Should deal on

technical basis

To the Editor—
We made the mistake of appearing to

be against the anti-nuclear cause. Allow
me to explain myself more clearly.

There was a small demonstration

outside a meeting where a General

Dynamics [the company that built

Trident] representative was explaining

their new. summer, engineering-student

program. Prospective applicants were

bombarded with various emotional

comments such as, "Are you going to

raise your children on blood money?" on
their way in.

We are not criticizing your beliefs, but
instead, your tactics of donvincing others.

Emotional appeals do not usually

penetrcte the technical community.
Straight forward facts and economic
reasoning would have been more ap-

propriate. If you want to communicate
with the technical community deal with

the issue of their level - providing society

with some means of protection.

By attacking people seeking a means of

supporting themselves you are alienating

the people you really need to be on your
side the taxpayers. I believe the majority

of taxpayers like the security of having the

biggest nuclear submarine. It seems
Americans want to protect the quality of

life that they enjoy almost at any "price.
"

This does notjustify Trident being built.

Criticizing a fellow student or worker
for contributing to an unpopular industry

is easy. Contradictions like this can be
found in everyone. I hope you will seek a

more creative means of communication.
If the technical community and tax-

payers are alienated you get nowhere fast

and only more friction between the

various segments of society. There is no
easy answer and the emotionalis n at-

tached to this issue makes it more dif-

ficult. Seek common ground with people

and then express your views. I believe

most everyone would prefer their children

to groe up in a world where nuclear

submarines were not necessary.

Karin Bilbo
Faye Baiter

Amherst

Won't sleep
through the Dead
To the Editor—

In response fo D. K. 's letter of April 9,

although we do not feel the Dead need
any defense, we would like to enlighten

D.K. and all other so-called "live heads.
"

First of all, no one need consume
hallucinogens to appreciate the Dead's
music although we do concede sorrre

recreational drugs might enhance the

festival.

Secondly, the Dead, one of America's
longest playing rock bands have en-

tertained countless rock lovers across the

globe. They have transcended the

quagmire of recent musical fads, while

encompassing a variety of styles into their

versatile repertoire.

If the band puts you to sleep we would
be more than happy to relieve you of your
ticket. Furthermore, Jerry Garcia and the

boys would certainly not appreicate you
referring to ' them as "over age cult

figures. '

j^^ Robinson
Rick Beisky
Southwest
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Around campus

Ju€iY Collins

to sing Friday
Singer-songwriter Judy Collins will per

form at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

on Friday, April 20 at 8 p m. The per

ormance is part ot Collins's first American
tour in several years.

Collins hi» 17 albums presently available,

(toting back to the early 1960's Many of the

tunes she will sing Friday will be from her

mc^t recent album. Hard Times for Lovers,

on which she interprets such composers as
Rodgers and Hart, Randy Newman, the

bgles and Stephen Sondheim.
Tickets are on sale at the Fine Arts

Center txjx office and Ticketron.

Women 's symphony
to perfomi in Boston

(HER SAY! The New England Women's
Symphony has scheduled a performance
lor April 29 at Jordan Hall in the Boston
Conservatory of Music

.

The K member group is conducted by
Kay Gardner wfio started the group in 1978
with an advertisement in So/ourner a
Boston area women's newspaper.

Gardner said at each concert there is one
wofk by a woman from the past whose
music has been found by the group's
esearch committee, one work by an
unknown contemporary woman composer
and one work by an established contem
pory woman composer.

Hillel to sponsor
post-Passover party

The UMass chapter of Hillel, a Jewish
group, will sponsor a Post Passover Piz/a
Party tomorrow night at 8 p.m. The event
will be held in the 19th floor lounge of John
Quincy Adams Tower in the Southwest
Residential Area. Those interested in atten-
ding should sign up before noon tomorrow
at the Hillel office in the Student Union
Building.

Butterfield group tries

to avoid cluster
The Future Force, a group of Butterfield

dormitory residents, is currently waiting to

meet with a campus official to see if they
can retain their status as a Head of

Residence run dorm, rather than becoming
part of a Central Area cluster system. But
terfiefd resident Lian Akana said.

Akana said Butterfield would probably
lose most of its facilities, including a dining
room and arts and crafts programs, if it

became part of a cluster

SPECTRUM LIVES!

SUBMISSIONS ARE NOW
BEING ACCEPTED IN ART,
PHOTOGRAPHY, POETRY
AND FICTION.
ALL FORMS OF WRITTEN

AND VISUAL WORK WILL BE
CONSIDERED.

SPECTRUM RM. 104 CO

coupon

BIN

mxsH
If you missed oiir

excitinq 8 p^igt}

circular be sure to

picii one ip at the

store It s loaded »v/f^

money saving values'

Ybu1l Like The Difference

PricM •ffffM^v« Moffiday, April 16
thru Saturday, April 21, 1979
W« reserve the ngM lo krrw gumflttes Not rmixrmUB tar

typaorapNcH ernn &«»efeans ve tar daaqn invpoM*
onty and do not neceaaarty depct products on siie

^ Boneless ^

London Broil

Fresh

Callfbmia
Strawberries

i0

Boneless

Underblade
Roast

pint69
More Grocery Values!

Tide Detergent
Heinz Ketcliup
iVirs. Filbert's

49 o.^

14 oz

bottle

Margarin*
Quarters

1 lb

pKg

rapafruK
Juica

46 02
can

$445

59
ChunkLightTuna

6'} oz

Ajax Dishwasiiing
Uquid Detergent

99*

[2
PrK9% ffftC(ir»
Th9%9 Loctlions Hadiey Houta t. nutMii Wastneld 1t1 iati M*ln SMM 'mt •!»•«• n

UMass Activities Calendar

c
Wednesday
April 18, 1979J

WMUA Mtion mating,
p.m.

cc 817. 7 30 Other Events

Films
Arms to South Africa. 162, ^H and 9
p.m.

Meetings
Paopla's Gay AHianca. 162, CC. p.m.

Bottle Bill. Mass PIRG office in town. 7:30

p.m.

If interested in living on a Social

Awareness Corridor next semester come
to CC 804, 9 p.m

Parents Anonymoua, 7 p.m. Call

586 5814

Lectures
Invita-a-Professor-to-Lunch program.
Prof Elkins, Mgt Newman Ctt. SoMllfM.
12.20 1:10 p.m.

'

Or. Thomas O. Fox, "Ai^y^ off

Estrogen and Androgen in Relation To
Sexual Differentiation of the Brain."

Rm. 203. GRC Tower A. 4 p.m.

Prof. John Wood, "The Jahn-Teller Eff-

fact: Structure and ESR Studies, ' GRC
ToM«r I, rm. 101. 3.36 p.m.

Other Events
Learn to Live with Stress workshop.
Apr. 19, 6:30 930 p.m., pre registration re

quired. Contact 549 2671 Ext. 181

M you are handicapped could you at-

tand these events??

Lectures
Prof. DaH McDaniel, "Substituent and
Advent Effects on Gas Phase Basicity,

Go^sman 151, 11:15 a-m.

Other Events
Alternative Highs workshop, South
West Women's Center, 7 9 p.m

Works-in-progress, Jules Chamatzy,
"Imigrant and Ethnic Literature" Third

fk>or lounge, Herter Hall, 4 p.m.

If you are handicappad coiM ymi M*
tend these events??

"An Evening of Free Russian Art" with
Russian emigre artists, Har^ thkd fkxy
lounge, 8 p.m.

If you are handicappad couM you 9^
tand these avanta??

c
Tuesday
April 24. 1979 )

Lectures

Nicholas DiGennow, "Applications of
Paired Ion Chromatogri^y to Phar
maceutical Analysis.'^

'

Other Events
Laarn to print from B fr W negatives,
CC 905 909, 7pm
If you are handicappad could you at-

^lil thMa events??

c
Monday
April 23, 1979 3

Lectures
Prof. Howard Patterson. "Optical
Spectroscopy as a Probe of Metal-
Metal Bonding in Transition Metal
Complexes," GRC Tower I, Rm. 101, 3:35
p.m.

Meetings

Early Childhood Education Studants
-mandatory organiiational and sign up
meeting for Student Teaching I course fall

semester, 151 Hills South, 7:30 p.m.

General Notices

Interested
partanca?
UiMon,

m gainmg
Contact the

business cx-

Student Credit

SW waak Apr. 2S - May 5

Chess Club, CC 805
arKl clocks

7:X p.m. bring sets

c
Thursday
April 19, 1979

^

Rims
Raaurraction, Mt. Holyoke College, Gam
bla Aud.. 7:30 p.m.

Meetings
To organize Take Back the Night March
on May 3. CC 175, 6 p.m.

AASA Confaranca Coordinators, CC
166, 7:30 p.m.

,

c
upcoming

Spring Events 3

Sunday, April 22 Commuter
Day

Tuesday, April 24 Earth Day
Sunday. April 29 Orchard

Hill/Central Day
Saturday, May 5 Nor-

theast/Sylvan Quad Day
Saturday, May 12 Spring
Concert - Alumni Stadium

Parking pre-registration begins Apr. 23.

If registration form hasn't been receiv>

ed by Apr. 27 come to Parking Office. 1

Munson Hall. Renewal and change
d^Klline May 11

Advising for Paychology majors and
potential majors, Tobin 436

Overeaters Anonymous. Newman Ctr

Social Hall fevery Fri 7 p m. Amherst's
First Congregational Church every Sun.
7:30 p.m. Northampton's First Congr^a
^nal jChurch evwy W«l . 8 p.m.

Registration open for Smoker's Libera-

tion Group to begin Apr. 23 at Cooley
Dickinson Hospital to meet Mon and Wed,
7 9 p.m.. Call 586 2016

Nursing majors to meet with advisors,
Apr 23 28, appt necessary

Child Caia Information Night. May 1,

Rm. 4 Skinner HaB. 7:45 p.m.

Fall Concert Theater
19. 20, 23CC Call 5 0339

Audition for

Ensemble, Apr
for info

Life Planning/Career Development
Workshop will meet for 4 Tuesdays, 5 7

p.m., starting May 1. Call 253 2591 for info

arKi registration

If you are handicapped could you at-

tend these events??

Weekend Activities

I

Friday

April 20, 1979 3 C
Saturday
April 21, 1979 3

Films

War and Peace. Herter 231, 7 p.m.

The Graduate, CCA, 7,9 & 11 p.m.

Meetings

Third World Scientist Society, election

of officers. Third Floor New Africa House, 6

p.m.

If you are handicapped could you at-

tend these events??

Films

1956 version of The Invasion of the

Body Snatchers, CCA, 6,7:30,930 &
11:30 p. m.$1

Social Events
Contradance with Applejack, Munson
Library, 8:30 p.m.

Other Events
5-College Slavic Symposium: Papers on

the Life ^nd Work of Leo Tolstoy, Amherst

College, Alumni House, 1:30 4:30 p.m.

Beaver Program, slide show and hike

through beaver territory, Hitchcock Center,

10 a.m. Call 256 6006 for information.

Pre-publication date party for John
Clayton, English Dept , at Amherst
Bookshop, 55 S. Plesant St., 10 a.m. 12

p.m. ^
If you are handicapped could you at-

tend these events??

c
Sunday
April 22, 1979 3

Other Events
Commuter Day by the Pond, 10 a.m.

p.m.

Coffeehouse of Woman's Music. Field

House, main lounge, 8 p.m.

If you are handicapped could you at-

tend these events??

Clarifications should be directed to the Co/
fegian (student Activities]

V M/eVe here because vou are ^
Judy Kelly, Cafendar Coordinator

187 »• pleasant St., amherst, ma.

VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED

To assist handicapped students in Horseback

riding program on Saturdays, 12:00 3:00

Contact: Handicapped Student Affairs

, Office
231 Whitmore
545 0892 ,

Typewriter Ribbons &
Ko-Rec-Type

Liquid Paper & WiteOut

at

AJ. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

"AVOIDING RIPOFF
A Car Purchase and Repair Workshop

Film and Advice
Wednesday, April 18

903 Campus Center

10:30; 12:30; 2:30 and 4

Co Sponsors
MassPIRG and the Student Auto
Workshop

##
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To ptaca a classifiad ad, ckop by the
Cottegian office (CC 113) between 8 45
am, and 3 45 p rn Monday Uirouqh Fri

day or ube our fiandy clip and mail form
found in most issues of the Collegian

Classified deadline is 3 45 p m two days
in advance of publication date

AUDIO

8p*al(«r«: OI»>n 12 inch 3 way. $130,
6^87^

Kanwood KR420O racaivar; 27 wat^/
dwwal.- anc. cond.. $125; 545^0177; BiM.

AUTO FOR SALE

Buick Skylark conv., needs \Mork,

^1 funs $^00 Of BO. Call Mark. 6 8890

64 Matro van. vy. strong eng. & body,

graat potential camper, $800. 586-6672.

1971 Int.

549^*629.

Scout. 4wd, $1000 or BO. Ed.

Volvo 1446. good cond., must selll Asking
$300. Call 545-2150. ssk for Rick. _^
1967 Willy Jaap Meyer plow, excellent

225V6 Buick engine, needs starter, 4 snow
tires, asking $1 300, phone 546 5610.

76 Maida (Ford Courlar) Vb ton pick up.

low mi., exc cond., new tires, insulated &
paneled cap w/ slide in floor unit, fold out

bed, 25 mpg, reg. oas.^SlOa 247 5428

74 Datsun 710. auto AC; 67 MGB. needs
work, 253 7882

1970 VW bug. good cond.. strong engine.

exc. rubber & gas mileage, $950. 583 4477.

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system Areas lowest

rates. Call 546 9639 or 546 1131.

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, ^4 4105

Amherst. 19 Phillips St.. 5 bdrm house,

mins. from campus. Avail, late May,
549 6410

3-4 bdrm apt . 6 1 8/31, fall option; $240.

N pton, 584 6112, before 9pm
House for June or Sept., 4 bedrooms,

$350 plus utilities, call 5:30 6:30 p.m.,

Skibiski, Realtors, Northampton.

FOR SALE

Minolta SRT101 w/ 50mm, f ' 1 4 lens and
case Exc cond $150. 54€j408a

10 speed bika— Peugeot, like new. $100,

546 5083

1 pr. Fisher 170 skis, Salomon binds, 8%
Koflach boots, poles. Randy. 256 6837

Black iaaither jacket, new, $85. 546 8919.

Ricoh S60G 36mm camera, 1 yr. old, like

new, $65. call 253 7082. after 5:30 p.m

Complete scuba outfit. Brand new scuba

pro equipment. 30% off. 665 3027_

Gift idaa: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis ^elap^ 256 8732. bet 9^10 a.m.

Bicycle -mint, 25". Witcomb USA road

bike, custom frame -six speed spacing,

73° X 73° 531 throughout Well eqp'd ,

$350. 6 9357

1 pr. COM. Super Tacks, size 7 Vi . $60, call

Dean. 546 7439, exc. cond.

3~cu. ft

349 2615
frig.. 4 mo. old. $90, Fred.

FOUND

Found -watch in Herter, call 549-5962.

Found — glasses behind Cashin, call

6^4328.

Found — long haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan black markings, 665 4324

HELP WANTED

Book collective in Amherst seeks new
nriember, 10 20 hrs /wk., women and Third

World students urged to apply, contact

Food For Thought, 365 Main St . Amherst,

253 5432. by April 20^ work study avail.

Exec positions. Any major BFC Interna

tional Info session April 19, 8 p.m , call

Kathleen, 253 5281. 7 9 p m. to reserve

seat.

Look for a summer job? Be your own boss.

Craft/wallhanging business for sale. Al.

323 4249. Keep trying!

Jobs. Lake Tahoe, Calif! Fantastic tips'

$1,700 $4,000 summer! Thousands still

needed. Casinos, restaurants, ranches,

cruisers Send $3.95 for application/info to

Lakeworld, Box 6012, Sacto, CA 95860

ThiTCollegian Advertising Department
is looking for ad reps If you have ex

penence in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office. The

Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer.

Collegian
Classifieds

Ovaraaaa jobs— summer /year round.

Europe. S. Amenca, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500 $1200 monthly. Expenses

paid. Sightseeing. Free info — write: IJC,

Box 52 MC, Corona Dal Mar CA 926K.

________

Hot air balloon ridas. iMSor^. sales pro-

motions. Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co intro

flight. $45, 253-3834. day or eve.

LOST

Lost! Saturday. April 7, 1979. 14C gold ear-

ring btwn WORE parking lot, Grad Res.

and coffee shop Great sentimental value!

Please, call Kathy or Ro at 549 4927 if

found Reward offered! Thanks' ^
Lost — dk. red wallet in Van Meter on 4/7.

Please return to CC Assistance desk or Col

legian Graphics Dept. or call 549 58K.

MISCELLANEOUS

Is your creativity being stifled by the op-

piessiveness of dorm life on campus ^ We
are establishing an alternative dorm and

need people who are interested in living and
growing in a more open minded and caring

atmosphere Please come join us tonight,

9.00 p m , rm 804 CC, to share ideas, or

call Peter, 6 4901.

MOTORCYCLES

75 Suzuki SOOT, 14,000 mi., runs excellent,

lust tuned, $800 or BO, call 323 4704

PERSONALS

Meeting of the UMMTG April 19, Thurs..

rm. 908, if you want to vote be there.

PRP- short people don't need love, they

need vitamins.

Ah - springi! Time to be ripped off on your

auto repairs or purchases. Call Consumer
Action for help 545 0781 or 545 0199.

Sponsored by MassPIRG^

Going to Europe this summer alone.

Looking for someone also going alone.

Let's go together M F, call Tom. 6 5148.

Seniors— are you graduating without ever

having done it" Call for an appointment,

545 2874

Sweet Baboo, I love you. Gonna miss ya.

Twenty-twenty-twenty four hours to

go ..happy boithday, Phil" Love. Joey, Dee

Dee, Johnny and Marky.

Blow up your friends! To beat their own
already low prices the Photo Co op is offer

ing an enlargement special Get your

favorite photo enlarged at the Photo Co op

for as little as 99c,<i»SU
.

Vote Kevin Mangan treasurer SWA Apr.

19L

Cosmic Wimpout 4th Annual Tourna-
nr^nt! Saturday. April 28, Anyone can win'

$500 1st prize many winners of prizes,

bands and entertainment -filming a lot,

throwing a party and making a mouze!!

Tha Amorphic Cosmic Wimpout
Travelling Circus is soliciting for jugglers,

mimes, musicians, magicians, wizards,

scurceresses, and clowns for street circus

ing on campus and throughout the valley to

warn the general public about the upcom-
ing global championship. See the clowns at

the CC concourse for further info.

Body Snatcher. Sat., 4/21, CCA. 6:00,

7:30, 9:30, 11:30, $1.00. UMass Womens
Swim Team.

"Avoiding Ripoff." a car purchased and
repair workshop. Learn from the exp)erts

what your rights and remedies are in buying

and repairing a car. 903 Campus Center,

Wednesday, April 18: 10:30; 12:30; 2:30

and 4:00. Co sponsors: MassPIRG's Con
sumer Action Center and the Student Auto

Workshop^

Saturday Night Fever. Catch it in the

CCA on Wed. nite, April 18, at 4:30, 6:45.

9: 00. 11:15. Rated R, $1.50.

People needed for kitchen work, good
food and DC money can be rebated,

253 9230.

Gay peer counseling, SU 406 G Tues ,

5 7, Thurs 6 8, Fn. 4 6 or call 545 2645

We buy & seFl used audio components
Sound & Music, 90 92 King St.. Northamp
ton MA 01060, tel. 584 9547.

Stick it in your ear free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St ,"Amh , 253 3324

Diamond angagamant h wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253 3324. __^
Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students £r staff. Remember your ID.

RIDE WAMTED

Ride wanted to NYC on Fri., 4/20. Will

share expenses. Call Glenn, 6 7103.

ROOMMATE WANTED

^mala looking for another female to

share a 2 bdrm. apt . mid May end Aug..

$80 mo. incl. all. call 253 7685, Marjie, imm
ed^ ____„__
Rooommate wanted. $110 month, incl

utjj., Swiss Village, Amherst, 256 8411.

SERVICES

Technical draft for thesie and papers,

reas. rates, fast, 549^1768, ev., 5 2678. d.

TO SUBLET

1 bdrm. Puffton w fall option. 549 5231.

Summer in Sunderland, 2 bdrm Cliffside

apts., partyle furnished, on bus rte., sw.

pool, tennis cts.. rent low and neyot Call

665 2131. eve. Keep trying, fall option too.

Summer sublet, fall option. 2 bdrm..

Colonial Village, $200/mo ,
nice backyard

corner apt , 253 7049, evenings.

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., summer sublet w/
opt for fall On bus rte .

part furn , AC,

pool. tenn.. $190 mn. or BO. call 549 6630.

Furnished studio in campus — University

Apts. available June, July, August.
$147/mo.. util. incl., call 549 4450, even

ings.

2 bdrm. 2nd floor Cliffside, avbl. June,

tennis, pool. bus. 665 7195.

4 bedroom house in N'hampton, block

away from Look Park, AC, pool, tennis,

sublet w/ opt. to renew, $300 mo. Call

584 60591

2 bdrm. twnhse., Si-nderland, 6/1 8/31.

w/ opt., $200 mo , util. incl busrt.. Indry.,

666 3589

Sublet 6/1-8/31, 2 bdrm. (one large) in 3
"bdrm. Puffton apt.; bus route, pool, tennis,

rent negotiable, call 549 2655.

Townhse. Apts.. 3 bdr., sum. sub., opt.

for fall, avail. 6/1, AC. bus, rt $305/mon.,
549 6381

One bedroom Puffton. 6/1-9/1. furnish

ed. rent, negotiable, phone, 549 6632.

1 large rm. for 1 or 2-townhouse, 6/1 to

8/31. opt. for fall. Furn., bus, AC. dble.

closet, pool tennis. Gd. price, 549 6553.

2 bdrm. apt., avail. June 1, w/ fall option.

On bus rte., pool, tennis $250/mo., util. in

cl., 665 2301, after 5.

Furnished townhousa, 2 Irge. bdrms.,

pool, AC, bus ser. Ite., May Sept., $200.

665 2646.

Echo Hill to sublet, 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm
apt., $140 or 80, fall opt., 253 9862,

Rochelle! ^^____
Female wanted, furn., pools, tennis.

Southwood apt., 6/1 8/31, after 6 p.m.,

2537149.

Riverglade, 2 bdrm. townhouse: furnish

ed, carpeted, AC, DW & disposal, laun

dry - pool - cable av., bus rt.. sublet, ap

prox. 5/24 9/4, $240/mo. incl heat 6» hw,

negot . 253 2069

2 bdrm. garden apt. w/ balcony overlook

ing Mt. Sugarloaf . Pool. AC & fully furn . 5

mis. to campus, on bus rt., avail, mid May
to Aug., option to rent in fall, rent neg., call

665 2984^

Two bdrm. Cliffside apt., avbl. mid May,

on bus. pool, tennis, fall option, neg.,

665 3006^

Sublet May 1, $80, your own room, pool,

bus route. Colonial Village , 253 3141.

Lantern Ct. 2 bedroom apt., $200/mo.,

from 6/1 w/ fall option, furnished AC,

dishwashr., on bus route, all utilities,

665 2865^

2 bd. apt., AC. pool, bus stop, furnished,

$225 or BO -253 7478. aft. 5 p.m.

Cheap summer sublet. 2 bedroom,
$200/month, Colonial Vil.. bus rt., call

256 6449, eves.

Coyegian classified rates are daily

,

45c per line, five consecutive issues. 40<:

per line per day; 30 consecutive issues,

30c per line pet day One line is louqhly

equivalent to 38 characters

Spacious ona bedroom apt. at ClifMIe:

tennis courts, pool, on bus route, available

mid May with option for fall, $l%/mo , all

utilities included Call 6^ 2441 -keep try-

ing.

Apt. to aublat. Sunder., 2 br., $260 par

mo., sem. furn., all util. incl.. 665 3925.

Room In houaa in Hadley, Jun. Aug., 6

min. from campus, call Alan, 586 &560,

$100-mo

House to sublet, 5 bdr., S. Amherst,

avail. 6/1, opt. for fall, call 253 7978.

To aublat -2 bdrm. apt., Amherst. $190

mo., incl., call Steve or Bob, 2568643,

avail. 6/1.

2 bdrm. apt.. Squire Vil., summer w/ fall

opt., pool. AC. dw, bus, negot ._:^65 7564

Sublet, fall option, Brandywine. 2

bedrm , 2 bus rts.. pool, AC, dishwasher.

por>d, carpeting, call 5^-6157;

1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt. in Sunderland For

6/1 Fall opt., on bus rte., great pool and
tennis, poss furn. $120/mo 665 7560.

eves.

2 bedroom apt., modern kitchen, laundry,

air cond
,
pool, on bus route, available 6/1,

fall option, $215/mon , call 665 2331

2 bedroom Rolling Green apt. - fully fur

nished, all utilities, including AC,
dishwasher, garbage disposal, pool on BR
busline, parking, basketball, 2 bathrooms,

carpeted, available May 31 to Aug. 31 Call

evenings, 253 7785, Mike or Eric^^

Brandywine a^., mid May to 8/29,

$200/ mon or BO; 1 bdr.; fully furnished.

AC & pool, on bus route. Call 549 6752.

One-bedroom apartment available June
1 at Puffton Village, call 549 6108, anytime.

Rolling Green. 3 bedroom to^vnhouse

Available June, July, August. Call Susan.

253 5490, Pam,546 9587 o r Gail, 546 9594

.

Take over our lease. 2 bdr Puffton apt.

fr. June 1, $265/mon., excellent loc
. bus

stops, laundry, walking dist., 549 1421.

4 bdrm. house, sum sublet w/ fall opt.,

partially fu rn . $350 N 'hamp. 586 2825

One bedroom townhousa. sublet

through August, option for fall, 256 8728.

2^7m Puffton apt , avail^/1 S/sT, fall

opt., call 549 0773, aUei 5 p.m.

2 bdrm. townhouse at Riverglade, AC,
pool, on bus route, partly furnished. Price

negtble . Avail. 5 / 27. call 253 3945.

Townehouse, 3 br. apt., furnished. AC.
DW, brt., price negotiable, av. June 1 Aug.
31, 549 6282.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway.
$90/mon., util. incl.. keep
calling -369 8372.

2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur

nished. $275 or BO. Call 253 7703. 4 8 p.m.

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1.

5495144.

WANTED

Openminded individuals who are

displeased with dorm life as it exists on

campus. We are establishing an alternative

dorm and need people who are interested in

a more creative atmosphere. Please come

share ideas tonight, 9:00 p.m., rm. 804 CC,

or call Liz, 6 3277, Dave. 6 3294.

Experienced mule or female vocalist for

local rock band. Must be able to adapt

quickly. Band will be performing in area

soon. Call 5^,9 6659 for audition. If no

answer call 549 1680.

WANTED TO RENT

2 women looking for rooms in house,

pref. coed w/ 5 people, near bus route,

want from June 1 for year, or Sept. 1.

Please call anytime, Susan, 546-6361.

Female seeking room in apt. or house for

fall semester, call 546-7084.

FREE AMPLIFIER CLINIC

Mark your calendars! Free amplifier

testing clinic, April 19 20. Any make, any

model amp, pre amp or receiver tested.

Measurements of power, distortion and fre

quency response made on Hewlett Packard

& Techtronix test equipment. Thurs., Apnl

19 & Fri , April 20 Sound £t Music. 90 92

King St., N'hampton, 584 9547.

Todaij's

Crossword

Puzzle

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

ACROSS SO Iraqi's

neighbor
1 Diminlah 51 Booted
6 Peel S2 Small draft

10 Decoy 55 Dance for-

14 Hole mation:
15— <»rner 2 words
16 Israeli king 58 Heather
17 Expenses 60 Foil

18 Not drunk: 61 Sterile

2 words 62 Of warships
20 Narcotic 63 Ogle

shrub 64 Holes
21 Steel girder 65 Shuck
23 Triple

24 Secretes DOWN
26 Braided 1 1nsect

28 An piece 2 Celebes ox

30 Surly ones 3 Speedy
31 Cup: Fr. 4 Adjective

32 Touring ending
troupes: 5 Remainder
2 words 6 Agoutis

36 Food scrap 7 Eros
37 Open spac- 8 Kin: Abbr.

es: Fr. 9 Complete
38 Adjust 10 Rude
39 11 Circuit

Winkle 12 Giri's name
42 Faux pas 13 Bushed
44 Rakes 19— and
45 Lurch Stripes

46 Violin parts 22 Busy bug
49 Lorelei 25 Verb contr.

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:
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Nothing Special by Joe Casey

26 Serenity

27 Young ones
28 Pack
29 Weed
30 Man's name
32 Chest

sounds
33 Obnoxious
34Frau
35 British gun
37 Shoot
40 Put through

the —
41 Asia Minor

area

42 Maple Leaf

43 Exist

45 Labor gp.
46 Siculi

47 Figure of

speech
48 High-ranked

Hindu
4S Fladiates

51 Fragment
53 Common

suffix

54 Coffin cover

56 Linger

57 Man's name
59 Stadium

cheer
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Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler
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POKER FACE InTAC-T, 6ERALD,
SCOOP-; up THE OlCt

Todaij in the DC

LUNCH
Shells in Cheese Sauce

Hot Pastrami on
Pumpernickle

BASICS LUNCH
Shells in Cheese Sauce
Garden Medley Casserole

DINNER
Breaded Scallops

Boneless Roast Turkey

BASIC DINNER
Breaded Scallops

Creamed Vegetable
Croquette

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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THE COMMUTER
COLLECTIVE
Presents The

COMMUTER CADAKET

April 22, 1979

New Life Concerts

presents a Christian concert

with:

LAWRENCE CHEWNING
and

EASTLAND BAND

Saturday, April 21st

7:00 p m
Bowker Auditorium

Ticket Donation $1 50 y

fy/lovie:

Invasion
of the
Dody

Snotchers
SATURDAY,
APRIL 21

original 1956 version

CCA
6 p.m.

7:30 p.m.
9:30 p.m.
11:30 p.m.

Sponsored by:

;
Women's Swimm-

;
ing £f Diving Team
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Mandala FolkDance
Ensemble
ancfay. Apnl 29. 1979. 8pm
Fne ArtsCenter QDnoert Hall

Tck^ Prices for allConoerts $6. 5,4;

SIStudotcteODunt

For ticket hfomnation and group sales

call the BoK Office at 5^-2511
and all Td^etron locations.

"Your Key to a Career
In the Sunbelt"
Apply now for summer and fall.

Call or write Graduate School of
Management. Univ. of Dallas,
Irving, Texas 75061.
(214)438-1123, ext. 277.

IVIBA

1

Wednesday. April 18. 1379 '^^HV^uau 1

1

Ind0pend9nc0? That's mi^^ class bhsphanw. W#
W9 ^ d^pwH^^it on one anotlwr, avary soul of us on
amfh.

George Bernanrd Shaw

FINE AilS CENTER PRESENTS

The Pride of the Pioneer Valley

WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION
ORCHESTRA

Experience the Widespread Depression Orchestra

in their premiere Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

performance before their appearances on 'Saturday

Night Live' and 'The Mike Douglas Show'

"The WuiesftreaJ Depression Orchestra remain the

hest refit'aiist grttup playing the W's and 40's big-

hand jazz " - Downbeat

Friday, April 27 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

I'Ckots now on sale General public - $7. 6. 5
UMass students - $5, 4. 3 Senior citizens and
other students- $6. 6, 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4. 545 251

1

& New England Ticketron Locations.

freestyles * cfassic leotards *

cotton leotards * tights * trakskin

and all at discount prices!

in the SfKV'^^^^^op

theUN^/ERS^"YS^DR^

SHOALS MARINE LAB
SUMMER 1979

...presents a series of field courses in marine
topics fronn May 28 August 29: Field Marine
Science (6 credits); Anatomy And Behavior
Of The Gull n credit); Invertebrate Em-
bryology (3 credits); Underwater Research
(3 credits); Coastal And Oceanic Law And
Policy (1 credit); Chemical Oceanography
In The Field (3 credits); Field Phycology (4

credits); Field Marine Science For Teachers
(1 credit); or Independent Research In

Biology. Courses are 1-4 weeks in duration;

some may be taken in sequence.

Located six miles off the coast of Maine on Ap
pledore Island, SML is a field station in an area

of great biological diversity. The program is run

by Cornell University and tfie University of New
Hampshire.

All students in good standing are encouraged
to apply. For a brochure and application, mail

the coupon below to: Shoals Marine
Laboratory, G-14 Stimson Hall, Cornell Univer

sity, Ithaca NY 14853.

Mitt i t

Campus Center

UMass

Name: Code: 21

Address:

City: State:. .Zip:

Sports notices
INTRAMUf^ALS - Anyone interested in being a
lifeguard for the school year 1979-80, pick up an ap
plication in the Intramural Office.

Intercollegiate horse show this

at Tillson Farm, UMass campus,
drill team performance at 12:00.

HORSE SHOW
Saturday 9-5:00
Competition and
Admission is free.

FIELD HOCKEY - There will be a mini-tournament
involving the men's field hockey teams from UMass,
Harvard, Amherst College, and Yale this Saturday on
the NOPE fields below the tennis courts. Matches%vill
be held from 1000-6:00. There is tentative elimination
round action scheduled for Sunday.
ATTENTION WATER SKIERS Anyone interested in

participating in a UMass competition water ski team is

ask^ to attend a meeting on Thursday, April 19, at 8:00
pm in CC 905 Previous water skiing experience is

required.

Sox win in 9th
BOSTON (API - Fred Lynn slugged a two run homer with

one out in the ninth inning, his sixth of the season, as the

Boston Red Sox carne from behind to beat the Milwaukee
Brewers 6 5 yesterday.

Trailing 54 against Reggie Cleveland, 2, the sixth

Milwaukee pitcher, Lynn powered his shot into the right field

stands after Jerry Remy had led off the inning with a single

and moved to second on a sacrifice.

Sixto Lezcano hit a two- run horrier and knocked in four

runs, including what appeared to be the game winner on an
eighth inning double off Boston starter Mike Torres, to break

a 4 4 tie.

Crewwomen race

URI, Trinity
By LESLIE C. BELLOWS
Collegian Staff

"Rain, rain go away," was the thought for the day as the
UMass women's crew raced Trinity College and the University

of Rhode Island in Hartford on Saturday Due to the strong
current, races took 2-3 minutes longer than usual. Several
coxswains had difficulty steering the course which was
narrow and included two dog-leg turns.

Since Rhode Island did not have eight novice rowers, the

first race was between Trinity and UMass. According to Cindy
Boyak, who rowed five seats down from the bow, "The start

was good, we were a little rough in the middle and sprint was
rushed." Trinity won with a time of 8:12, UMass placing

second in 8:39.7.

The varsity eight race was next, involving all three teams.
Difficulty in aligning the boats delayed the start, however,
once the race was underway Trinity and UMass took the lead
battlina neck and neck over the course. With 7S0 niters left

to go Trinity made an extra push finishing one length ahead
with a time of 7:10, UMass placing secor>d in 7:18.6 with
Rhode Island third in 8:21 .6.

The last race, and or>ly win for UMass, was the varsity four
against Rhode Island. The UMass "A" boat, composed of

four former J.V. oarswomen, had only rowed together twice
before <he day of the race. "It was the best race I've rowed all

season" said Kathy Bellows, stroke of the "A" boat. Gaining
the lead in the first 30 strokes, UMass "A" contirnjed to
lengthen the distance between URI finishing with a time of
9:15.

© I ' ;

Tuesday, April 17
Jazz Night with

Plexus Jazz
Ensemble

m'Mmmn
..Catch it

Wed., Thurs., Fh., Sat.

April 18, 19, 20, 21

Chris Rhodes
Band

Wed., April 18

R~2J-

Time:4:30, 6:45, 9, 11:15

Place: CCA
Date: Wed., April 18

Price: $1.50

Fri., Sat., April 19, 20

'\
.

m
J®-

A

CONGRATULATIONS
to the

Graduating Class of

1979

INDEX Staff

(Our Yearbook Portrait schedule is

booked solid. However, if you have not
yet made an appointment of need a

retake, we will try to accomodate you.
Please call 545-2874.)

•^

^^^'

^e great "^Preteqders

BLUE
WALL

Tues. nights

The Hungry
Ear Comedy

Night

TOP OF
THE

CAMPUS

J

STADIUM LIQUORS
V^

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A&P in

^ the new Shopper's Park

^ University Dr.

OPEN HON. THRU SAT., 9:00 A.M.-11:00 P.M.

TEL NO. 253-SS9S

Large selection of kegs

MILLER LITE T.20 case

MILLER 6.99 case

BUD 7.10 case

MICKELOB ! . 8.20 case

MICHELOB LITE 8.20 case

FOLONARI SOAVE 1 liter 1.99
RUNITE LAMBRUSCO 750 ml 2.19

50 oz 4.29

Miehelob Nijlit

Tonight

69c
Michelobs

live Musie

Tonight

LYII!

9oob.tynie5

one

• DAILY
HAPPY
HOUR

3-8 P.M.

LARGEST
DRAFT IN

TOWN -50c

MOST BAR
DRINKS-85C

goolifootiS^timli
1 Pray St. Amherst, Mass. 549-5403

Are you a bit tired of burgers, grinders, sandwiches &
pizzas? Well, your greatest power is the power to choose -

but most people only choose from what they're used to

eating.

So let's get familiar with TACO VILLA'S MEXICAN
FOOD and expand your choice of eating habits.

HERE ARE THE MAKINGS OF A TOSTADA

TOC members & guests only
TOO memberships available
to UMass students at the
info desk. Campus Center

In assoc. with UPC Productions

We start with a corn tortilla (a thin corn pancake) fried

crisp, then generously layer your choice of beef, bean, or

chicken - ALL "from scratch" recipes (NOT HOT!). Then on

goes the fresh lettuce, tomatoes, onions, and Wisconsin

Cheddar. Topped with sour cream and black olives.

AWHOLESOME MEAL IN ITSELF from

XC^fllll $1.35 to $1.80^
. OX DONT BE SHY - COME IN AND TRY

Located In Downtown Northampton
and Amherst

VILLA

WE'RE HIRING.

PUT YOUR SCIENTIFIC ORI
ENGINEERING DEGREE
TO WORK

If you're a degree candidate

who would like to embark on
a future oncntcd scientific or

engineenng career, then con

skier the United States Air

Force It's one of the finest

opportunities in the nation

Completion of our three

month Officer Training

School nets you an officer's

commission and launches

you into a career tfiat's geared

for tomon'ow Our equipment

is among the finest, our

working conditions are ex

cellcnl, and our benefits

package unmatched Find

out about a space age service

from vour nearest Air Force

recmiter

Contact

TSGT JOHN MORIN
" 145 STATE ST.

SPRINGFIELD

>-

K0H&H

A GOOD COMPANY
AND

A greatway of life.

TODAY: 737 7170
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Gazelles crush Smith
to remain unbeaten

i«d by thr«« goals by Cari Nickerson. the UMass women's lacrosse team uped
.to record to a perfect 4-0 yesterday with an impressive 12-4 victory over Smith
College. (Staff photo by Patrick O. Dobbs)

O'Connell spurs win;
mitwomen's record 9-0
By MIKe ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

UMass Hurler Beth O'Connell allowed

just four hits and chipped in with three hits

of her own in the first game of a UMass
doubleheader sweep of Westfield State

yesterday, running the mitwomen's un

beaten string to nine garr>es

O'Connell, in her first start, went the

distance m the 5 2 contest, striking out one

and walking three while facing only 29

batters She also singled m the second,

fourth, and sixth innings to )Oin second

baseman Rhonda McManus in perfect

three for three performances at the plate

It was Beth O'Connell Day, ' said coach

Chet Gladchuck Gladchuck, the interim

coach who finds himself in the middle of an

unbeaten team added that O'Connell's

hitting surprised him.

Westfield scored first in the opening

game when Owl pitcher Cheryl Condon
singled home Diane Cwik who had walked,

and later advanced to third on a wild pitch.

For a time it seemed the Westfield State

uprising was authentic as Condon got three

of the first four UMass batters, giving up
only an infield single to Sue Peters

But then O'Connell went to work,

mowing down the next nine batters and
allowing nothing resembling a hit excc>et a

short pop that was run down by UMass
shortstop Fran Cornacchioli Peters also

had a gem m the fourth, picking a Jody
Reale fly out of the air while leaning over

the out of bounds parking lot behind

NOPE
In the second, UMass exploded for four

runs McManus led with a single, and

Brenda Simmons doubled. sending

McManus to third. Elaine Howie reached

on a fielder's choice, scoring McManus.
First baseman Jennifer Parker and Beth

O'Connell followed with singles, sconng

Simmons and Howie. Parker scored on a

play at the plate when Owl third baseman
Julie Brockelman made a bad throw of an
infield dribbler by Fran Cornacchioli.

O'Connell's only trouble came in the fifth

with two bases loaded situations. Two
walks and a pair of singles scored the only

other run for the Owls, before 0'Conr>ell

got Jody Reale to fly out to center fiekter

Kathy Horngan with the bases lo<>jed to

end the inning

.

UMass added a run in the fifth when
Karen Laverdiere bunted a single and
scored on an error when Chris Verdini was
caught in a run dow;i between first and
second. Westfiekl first baseman Tracy

Phaneuf missed a throw in the rundown,
allowing Laverdiere to score and Verdini to

go third.

In the second game, UMass and starting

pitcher Laurie Taddeo needed relief help

from regular starters Kathy O'Connell and

Sue Peters to ice the Westfield bats, while

the non hitting UMass batters could only

manage a dual tally, nipping the Owls 2 1

Rightfielder Brenda Simmons was the

sparkplug in the second game, tripling and
scoring UMass' first run and later knocking
in the winning run in the sixth with a

double
Westfield scored their only run in the

third. With none out. Donna Leger

doubled, a shot that went off the glove of

UMass third baseman Elaine Howie After

moving to third on a single by Janet

D'Entremant, she scoed on a long fly ball

by Nancy Janhunen that was just out of

range of Sue Peters' arm
In the sixth, Horngan walked and moved

to third on a McManus roller to first base.

Simmons followed with a ground rule

double that rolled into the parking lot.

Peters, who moved to pitcher in the

sixth, got her fourth win of the season.

Stickmen battle Bruins
By r^ARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's
lacrosse team, 3 2 after a

split last weekend, will

travel to Providence, R I.

this afternoon to face the

tough 3 2 Brums of Brown
University at Aldrich Dexter

Field in a 300 P M contest

Ranked 13th in the coun
try, right behind 12th rank

ed UMass, the only two
Brum losses have come in

overtime, 12 11 to

Washington and Lee and

13 12 to Harvard
The Brown roster m

eludes several high scoring

attackers including last

week's Ivy League Player of

the Week, Mark Farnham

Also, the Bruins are led in

the scoring department by
forwards John Meister (22

points) and Angelo
Lobosco (14 points)

On defense, the Bruins

are led by sophomore
goaltender Charlie Meister

who sports a 9.0 goals

against average along with

a 669 saves percentage

over the first five Bruin con
tests

The Minutemen, mean
while, are fresh off an 18-5

pounding of the BC Eagles

this past Monday. In that

game, UMass goaltender

Eric BanhazI, previously the

backup to Don Goldstein,

proved he could do the job

with a fine effort including

nine saves

Following this ahernoon's
contest, the Minutemen will

stay on the road for two
more games as they face

Williams this Saturday

night and Hofstra Universi

ty next Wednesday.
Following that, they'll

return home to host the

Wildcats of New Hampshire
on April 28.

The Minutemen will be
hoping for a change in the

weather as the last two
home games were played in

a continual drizzle that

made play sloppy and drew
small crowds to the usually

packed Boyded Field Also,

both the Cortland State and
Vermont games were
postponed due to snow last

week

Bill Lee struck by taxi
MONTREAL \AP\ The Montreal Expos' left handed pitcher Bill Lee was

struck by a taxi while loggmg on a downtown street yesterday.

L^e. recently fined by Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn for statements

his use of maniuana, was said by a spokesman for the National League

, ,ui, !u have suffered a bruised left elbow and thigh X rays at a hospital were

negative . », j
Lee pitched a two hit shutout in his first decision of thp season Monday

.igamst fhp Chteaqo Cubs. It was determined immediately whether he would

missrv • i start Saturday m Chicago

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
CoMegisn Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team continued its winn
ing ways Tuesday afternoon, thrashing

Smith College 12 4 at the athletic fields of

Smith.
Attack wing Julie McHugh started the

UMass scoring at 5:00 of the first half; she
struck again with a line shot 25 seconds
later Jean Hackett tallied up 15 seconds
later; Gazelle Laura O'Neil continued the

scoring shootout with her first of three

eight seconds later. By the time Smith final

ly started to generate some morr>entum.
the Gazelles were m command, 4 0.

Smith scored its only goal of the half

when second home Mary Wagley beat

goalie Robin Jennings to the ball, with 15

minutes left on the clock.

UMass struck again at 18;00 on the first

half, when center Cari Nickerson lobbed

one iust inside the post. Jean Hackett

bounced one in with 23:30 on the clock; the

first half ended with UMass in total control,

7 1.

The Gazelles continued weaving through
the Smith defense; O'Neil tabbed her se-

cond at 2:00 with a shovel. She lined one
past at 5:00. making tfie score 9 1, in

UMass' favor.

While Smith had moments of good pass-

ing and stickhandling, the UMass cradlers

denied them space to generate offense; the

defense sewed up the Smith team etfec

tivelv, allowing them few shots on goalie

Robin Jennings
Margie Anderson tallied her first at 10:00,

a soft bouncer that got by the goalie's right

side Six minutes later, Jean Hackett shrug .

ged off several Smith plavers to get her hat

tnck, a line shot through the goalie's legs.

Anderson scored the final UMass tally at

20:00
From the point of the final UMass goal to

the end five minutes later. Smith finally

managed tp penetrate the UMass defense.

Within a space of two minutes
122 00 24:001 Smith took advantage of

dropped passes and open space to strike

three timts.

"The team's pretty tirwl,** said Coach
Hixon. "we've played yesterday, in cold

weather and on a very wet field. It took a lot

out of the team But I'm glad we won."
As the varsity luft the field with an

undefeated ledger, the junior varsity took

up shop with Smith Also undefeated, the

JVs had allowed only two goals into the

Smith contest.

Though allowing Smith to score twice,

the JVs added to their 'score list" of 32
nine more goals; UMass won game number
four, 9 2,

Pam Joyce received a fe^ from Betsy

Mazerel; she shoveled the first goal in at

4:25 of the first half Martha Burri got

another pass from Mazeral five minutes

later to add another to the score sheet. Bet

sy Mazeral scored or>e of her own at 12:00.

First home Joanne Graf scored goal

number four on a pass from Martha Burn, a

dose shot near the crease. Graf assisted

Maxaral at 17:00. finishing the goal tallying

few UMass Smith socred its lone goal of

the half with seven seconds left, as

Geraldine Nager fought off a stubborn

UMass defense to shovel a rolling ball past

goalie Karen Keough
The second half was filled with attempts

to score on both sides; either dropped

passes or outstanding saves by both
goalies prevented a high scoring match.

Joanne Graf drew first blood at 300 for

UMass, a minute and a half after Smith slid

one by Keough, Pam Joyce used her team
mates' passing to fire her second at 9:00

Mazarel scored a minute later on a short

line shot just trickling into the net, Laurie

Boyd concluded the offensive fireworks at

18:00. Smith missed several opportunities

to score, due to poor passing and

stickhandling.

Both the undefeated varsity and junior

varsity will face Williams College at NOPE
on Thursday afternoon The varsity draws

at 3:00, the JV faces off at 4:15.

The Gazelles then experience an idle

weekend, not playing until next Tuesday at

the University of Rhode Island.

Collegian
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Bill Tarter

Jogging the memory
As I watched Bill Rodgers lead the

cavalry charge in Monday's Boston

Marathon, I wondered if indeed this was
the same marathon I used to watch years

ago.
Long before the Prudential Center even

existed, I witnessed Boston's premier

sporting event " for the first time. Around
the corner from where I lived was the finish

line the Vendome Hotel.

On a nice day my brothers and I would
interrupt our baseball game and wander

over to watch the bodies staggering to the

finish There were only a few hundred

runners then. Along with the other

curiosity seekers we unanimously agreed it

was a bizarre way to spend an afternoon.

If the weather was like last Monday, we
would watch from our seventh floor

window overlooking Commonwealth Ave.

During thelongpauses between runners we
would count the scattered gathering

below It seemed to break the monotony
Usually after about a half hour the

curiosity evaporated to boredom and we
turned our attentions elsewhere, as did

most of the spectators. Besides the fact

that a foreigner always seemed to win, the

Marathon was a very alien sport. Away
from the track, long distance running didn't

exist If you saw a person jogging, you

immediately anticipated a cry of "Stop

thief" Those who did indulge in the

Marathon looked more like starving

refugees instead of heroic, athletic

specimens Seeing their haggard faces

after 26 miles did not inspire duplicating

their feats Instead you felt sorry for these

pathetic characters, that's why we clapped

as they passed
If seems absurd to say that now. Run-

ning and loqqinq has practically become
fhe nation.il p.istuiK; Bill Rodgers has

l)f;coint' d firtisi'holfJ name Businessmen

cnn discubb for ,in hour the relative rrierits

of New Balance, Nike Brooks, and other

exotic brands ot footwear. Magazines

abound filling people with the latest tips

and secrets to a healthfer and happier life

through running. The craze has even

surpassed disco fever. American is ob-

sessed with running, and in its wake the

Boston Marathon has gone beyond the

realm of just a prestigious race. It's the

focal point of all this hysteria for running. It

shares all the carnival atmosphere and
craziness of Munchkinland. The black and
white humdrum of Kansas has transformed

into the color and glamour of Oz and the

Emerald City.

The Marathon used to be an af-

terthought to the annual Red Sox game,
now it dwa-fs it. The Boston newspapers

estimated three million people watched the

Marathon along the route, from the

Doughboy statue in Hopkinton to the Pru.

A few photographers were the only

reception the runners used to receive at the

finish, now they have constructed whole

stands to house the countless media.

Amidst the "instant eyes" and the "action

cams" was also a live radio broadcast going

back to Japan. Hovering above the horde I

counted five helicopters all trying to avoid

each other.

It is no longer a local sporting event, it is

an international happening.
A motorcycle escort suitable enough for

the heads of state precedes the first runner.

Hundreds of Boston police line the streets

on top of their horses. The offensive smell

of the horses is the only thing that keeps

the crowds back. Children are clutching to

their balloons. It has all the appearances of

ar» Easter parade.

After watching literally thousands of

runners hobbling, limping, and every kind

of forward motion possible, I agairf

wondered where will it end? Can it continue

to grow? At this stage about the only things

that has remained the same over the years

IS the beef stew and I wonder about that.
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Members of the Physical Education Majors club

wrap up their PEP Experience seminar with a
game of Earth Ball. Included in the group are club

President Gail Hutchinson, Vice President Toddie
Ellis and Secretary Fran Basils. (Staff Photo by
Jim Mahoney)

Amherst students confront

newspaper on race issues
By DOROTHY A. CLARK
Collegian Staff

Hostilities flared last night in the Converse Hall "Red

Room" at Amherst College where black and white students

confronted staff members of the school newspaper, accus-

ing them of operating a racist medium.
The meeting was held as a response to two stories printed

fh yesterday's edition of the Amherst Student which

reported the Monday morning cross burning and the oc-

cupation of Converse Hall administration building.

Questioning the "journalistic integrity" of the newspaper
staff, members of the black community and white sup-

porters expressed outrage that the Student focused on wfio

burned the cross on the lawn of Drew House, rather than

dealing with what they said were more relevant issues of

racism on the campus.
"We need to be concerned about community issues,"

said Walter Harris, a spokesperson tor the black community.
"Not individual incidents," he said.

Responding to a press time bulletin printed on the front

page of the Student which stated "...black community

Blacks continue sit-in. Story, page 3.

representatives announced (at an afternoon press con
ference) that they will not pursue investigation into the cross

burning" Harris said, "all the black community had to go on
was hearsay. We felt it inappropriate to act on this."

Richard Read, chairman of the Student editorial board,

said, "We stand behind our reporting." Read said Student
reporters had tried to get more conclusive evidence from

police and President John W. Ward, b-Jt were unsuccessful.

Another board member said despite the Student's inability

to obtain concrete information, the newspaper had a

responsibility to print reports received by the college ad
ministration concerning those responsible for the act.

King remains silent on the question

of increases in state college tuitions
By BOB HORGAN
Collegian Staff

The State House Ways and Means Committee earlier this

week asked Gov. Edward J. King if state college and
university tuitions are to be increased by the proposed 50
percent.

In response to the request, an aide to the governor
yesterday said at this time "we have no idea" what or when
the governor is going to respond.

"I don't know what the governor is going to do," said aide

Dawn Rooney. "The governor has not issued a press release

as of yet. Maybe at the beginning of next week we'll know
more."
'The governor could not be reached for comment.
An aide to Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst, chairman

of the House Committee on Education, said his office has
"no idea" how the governor is going to respond.

The aide reported, however, that State Secretary of

Education Charles E. M. Johnson, when preparing the

state's' proposed revenue from tuitions, included the $23.7

million liirfi wuulo De generated Dy me increase proposed by

King.

House Ways and Means Committee Chairman John J.

Finnegan, D-Boston, warned Johnsons this inclusion would

not be fair. Finnegan said the secretary should set expected

revenues at the current tuition rates.

According to an Associated Press story, Finnegan said the

committee did not want to think of raising the tuition just to

balance the state budget.

The story also reported that Rep. Barney Frank, D-

Boston, said in the past he has been sympathetic to higher

tuitions. Frank said he is sympathetic to the higher tuitions if

there were an increase in aid for needy students to match the

hike. Frank is the representative who sponsored the passage

in the state budget that would raise out-of-state tuition.

"Tuitions ought not to go ahead of proposals for in-

creasing funding for aid," Frank said. "One or the other

should be speeded up, or slowed down, whichever the case

maybe."
If the tuition increase goes through, Johnson reported the

average increase would be by $225.

Search
committee
member
resigns
By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff

*

The minority faculty representative on the Provost Search
Committee yesterday submitted a letter of resignation to

Chancellor Randolph W Bromery, charging the committee
with "duplicitous" behavior and "hypocrisy."

Donald F St. Mary, associate professor of mathematics
and statistics, in an interview yesterday said that on March
15, the committee met and voted to accept vitae (creden
tials) of candidates received after the original cut off date of

July 1 He said that, since the committee had already come
up with six final provost candidates, none of whom were
minority members, it decided to consider other candidates
"after much debate."
The committee met Tuesday of this week to consider four

additional candidates' vitae, three of whom were "ethnic
minority persons," St. Mary said.

In February some minority faculty members asked search
committee Chairwoman M.K. Bennett to reopen the search
process to inch de minority members. The 1 1 member
search committee, consisting of administrators, students
and faculty members, was formed last spring to find a
replacement for former provost Paul L. Puryear,

At that time there was a minority member on the commit
tee, but he left in late July, St Mary said He said he was ap
pointed as a replacement for that member six months later,

on Jan. 31 He said final candidates had been chosen
without his input.

"My concern was that there were no minority candidates
of any real substance in the semi final pool of about 40 can-

didates," St. Mary said. "After the Marc h 15 vote, the

Minority Faculty Association proceeded to go out and look

for viable minority candidates to bring to the committee to

consider."

Yet, St. Mary said, when the committee met Tuesday to

discuss the four new candidates, the members "balked that

they would consider new candidates. I told them that they

could not balk at this; they had agreed last month to review

them, but they igrnored me."
"One member of the committee supported me, yet they

(the other members) continued to ignore me," St. Mary
said. "They proceeded to question the need to talk about
other vitae. Their idea at that point was 'Let's' get on with it;

they were concerned with picking three to five finalists from
the six they already had."

Several search committee members could not be reached
for comment last night, including Chairwoman Bennett.

TURN TO PAGE 6

Allen withdraws

his name from

provost search
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

UMass Acting Provost Jeremiah M. Allen yesterday told

the Faculty Senate he has withdrawn his name from con-

sideration for the permanent provost position because of

the "5 to 7 years of devotion the job requires."

Allen is one of six provost candidates currently being

considered by the provost search committee.

Allen read from his resignation letter which said, "lb

months of past experience, and middle age make it not pru-

dent for me to accept the position."

According to a provost search committee member, Allen

was not considered a viable candidate after a committee
luncheon held three weeks ago because of his "depressed

attitude and lack of desire for the job."

Allen said he made up his mind not to accept the provost

position a few months ago, and said he has applied for sab

batical leave next spring.

Ill other business the senate passed a motion on a close

vote to revamp the policy of Graduate Faculty qualification

which will shift the authority for graduate faculty appoint

ment from the Graduate School to the academic depart-

ments.
The new policy will also replace the three level distinction

of graduate faculty with one level because "the level

system is not rigid enough." said Harlan G. Sturm, chair-

man of the graduate council.
TURN TO PAGE 8
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Leonid i. Braxhnev. bottom right, partlctpatvs in a
vots Wadnatday that re aiacts him. at age 72. presi-

dant of the Soviet Union. (AP Laserphotol

N'plant sparks rate freeze
HARRISBU8G. Pa IAPI The Public Utility Commis

sion put a freeze on Metropolitan Edison's rates yesterday

until hearings can be held on the impact of the Three Mile

Island nuclear reactor accident

The commission had granted the utility a $49 million an

nual rate increase on March 22, six days before an accident

crippled one reactor at the plant. But the rates will not be

charged for at least sin months, until the agency completes

Ks investigation

"Until we find out the facts, things should stay the way
they we AH we've really done is maintain the status quo in

terms of rates." said comqiission Chairman Wilson Goode

Walpole escapee still out
WALPOLE IAPI State police said yesterday they were

"still shaking the bushes " and had no solid leads two days

after Kenneth Wightman engineered a rare escape from
Walpole State Prison

Lt William White of the state police Major Crimes Unit

said yesterday that a dojen teams of state troopers had |oin

ed Boston officers and police from southeastern

Massachusetts towns in the search

In nearby Wareham, his mother issued a plea for him to

turn himself m

King: NH will hike age
BOXBORO IAPI Gov Edward King has predicted that

New Hampshire will join Massachusetts m raising the legal

drinking age to 20
"I am quite certain New Hampshire will raise its age to 20

by the end of the year," King said Wednesday before the an

nual spring meetir>g of the New England Associated Press

News Executives Association

The New Hampshire House has approved raising the age
from 18 to 20 That bill now is in the Senate.

Group reviews bottle bill
BOSTON lAPI The legislature's Energy Committee

began to poll its 17 members yesterday on whether to

recommerKl passage of the controversial bill banning non
returruble bottles and cans
Rep Richard Roche, D Springfield, a supporter of the bill,

predicted a majority of members would endorse the legisla

tion but that the final vote would be as close as 9 8

Arson, murder suspect held
BOSTON IAPI - The teenage accused of setting fires last

month at two of Boston's largest hotel has been ordered

held without bail on murder cfiarges. A woman died after

one of the blazes

Jufio V. Rodrigues, 18, a former busboy who had worked
at both the Copley Plaza and the Sheraton Boston hotels.

pleaded irmocent to murder ar>d arson Wednesday
Judge Edward H Bennett of Suffolk Superior Court

ordered Rodrigues held without bail at Charles Street Jail on

tt>e murder charge and set $20,000 bail on the two counts of

arson.

BU profs teach in church
BOSTON IAPI - Classes rr^et on lawns and in churches

for the third day yesterday at the nation's fourth largest

private university as nr\any Boston University faculty

rr^embers honored the picket lines of two other unions

Both union and university officials agreed that many

classes met outside the classroom, but neither side claimed

to have an accurate count. Estimates ranged from 10 to 55

percent

SALT pact still debated
Bv ROBERT B CULLEN
Associated Press

WASHINGTON -Tha United Statas and the Soviet

Union have settled perhaps the key remaining issue in

the strategic arms negotiations, but still are not ready

to sign a treaty, administration sources said ^ster-

day.
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and Soviet Am

bassador An^toly Dobrynin scheduled a meeting for

late yesterday to discuss the remaining differences.

Mindtu' of unanticipated issues that have arisen in

the past to confound the negotiators, officials refused

to predict when the talks might end.

State Department spokesman Hodding Carter said

real problems" remained to be resolved by Vance and
DotKynin before the two sides discussed a summit
n^eeting.

The US. sources, asking not to bo identified, said

agreement had been reached on the rules for defining

a new mi^ile type during the duration of the SALT II

pact. The definition of new missile types has been a

major unresolved issue.

Japan's leader

wants buildup

of defensive arms
By EDWIN a WHITE
Associated Press

TOKYO -Japan must increase its military strength to

counter a Soviet arms buildup in Asia and needs as much
deterrent power as possible. Prime Minister Masayoshi

Ohirasaid yesterday

He also said in his interview with The Associated Press

and two other reporters that trade friction between Japan

and the United States can be eased but probably not

eliminated.

The 69 year old Japanese leader, who is to leave April 30

for summit talks with President Carter in Washington, said

the defense topic likely will arise then. However, observers

here say trade is expected to play a larger role in the talks.

Ohira said whether the S:>viet buildup is offensive or

defensive, it is "a development which we cannot remain un-

concerned about "

Japan, he said, mi'bt increase its reconnaissance capabili-

ty "and have for ourselves as much deterrent power as

possible."

The Soviets have an estimated 300.000 soldiers in the Far

East, m;»;«y along their border with China, whose army

numbers about 3.6 million.

Japan's defense policy, adopted in 1957, calls for reliance

on its security treaty with the United States to repel foreign

aggression.

World War II treaties and Japan's post war constitution

impede forming a strong military but are interpreted here as

permitting the Self Defense Force, which has about 250,000

soldiers.

Japan is aiming at improving the quality of its forces

without a major troop increase. The defense budget is

restricted by anti military feelings from much of the public.

"This being a JapaneseAmerican summit meeting, I

believe it will be quite natural that the topic of how to

operate our security pact will be taken up. and in takiiig up

this topic. I don't think we can ignore the Soviet military

buildup in the area." Ohira said.

Ohira made his comments in response to questions on the

movement of a Soviet aircraft earner into the Indian Ocean,

reports of Soviet planes and ships sent to Vietnam and the

stationing of Russian Backfire bombers in Siberia

The treaty would limit each sioe to developing one
new land-based intercontinental ballistic missile
system.
The American negotiators have been trying to gM

the Soviets to accept tight rules for defining a new
missile out of fear tftat the Soviets might dramatically

improve an existing missile through a series of

modifications and claim It was not a new missile.

According to the sources, the two sides agreed to

the American suggestion that any change of missile

characteristics such as size and weight in excess of 5
percent would mean that the missile must be counted
as a new weapon under the treaty's limitationa.

Sources said the Soviets had succeeded in whittling

down the number of characteristics affected by the 5
percent rule.

However, the sources expressed satisfaction that

the rule would prevent the Soviets from exploiting a

potential loophole that might have allowed them to

develop both a new mobile ICBM and a small, single-

warhead replacement for their SS-11 missile.

Students at George Washington University flee

their dormitory in Washington early yesterday morn-
ing after a fire broke out on the fifth floor. Twenty
eight residents were hospitalized and one is reported
in critical condition. (AP Laserphotol

Rape victim granted abortion
CHILLICOTHE. Ohio

\AP\- A 15-year-old girl

who says her father

raped her was granted

permission yesterday to

have an at>ortion - six

days after a judge
delayed the procedure

on grounds the fetus

might be needed as

evidence.
Ross County Common

Pleas Court Judge
Nicholas H. Holmes Jr.

Mandala
F=olkDance
Ensemble

Strday. Apnl 29, 1979. 8pm

Fne ArtsCenter Concert Hall

Tic*<et Rces tor allConoerts; $6, 5.4,

$1 Studert ctetxxrit

Ry tcke< ntormaton and grotp sales

call theBcpcafceat 545 2511

'

and all Tcketronlocations

dissolved a temporary
restraining order he had

issued last Friday night

prohibiting the girl from

going through with an

abortion planned for

tomorrow morning.
Holmes had issued the

order when the attorney

for defendant Ronald
Claytor, 38, of

Chillicothe, contacted
the judge at home to tell

him of the girl's plans.

The attorney, William

J. Corzine, contended an

abortion would destroy

evidence he needed to

defend Claytor on the

rape charge.

The judge issued the

order without consulting

the prosecutor, and in

structed Corzine to

deliver the order to the

girlat her home.
During yesterday's

hearing, attorneys for

both sides agreed to a

defense request that the

victim, the victim's

mother, the accused and
the fetus all be subjected

to blood or tissue type

testing.

The girl alleges that

she became pregnant
when she was raped on
Feb. 16, County Pro-

secutor Richard Ward

said. She also alleges

iriat the defendant raped

her on previous occa-

sions.

Claytor, free on bond,
appeared at a

preliminary hearing Fri-

day in Municipal Court.

Ward said the case
would be considered at

the next session of the

grand jury, which begins

May 7.

Holmes said he issued

the restraining order to

balance the constitu-

tional rights of the defen-

dant against the con-

stitutional rights of the

rape victim.

UMass Laid Bare.
S66

TMOW YOTT SFFl TT. WISH
YOTT PIDlSr*T

The UMass comedy revue
Sunday, April 22

Bowker Aud., 8 p.m.

Tickets available at door

and now at Bowker (545 0783)

admission $1
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Amherst College black community
wants to keep attention on issue

Harold Massey, chair of the Amherst
College Black Students Union,
responds to questions at last night's

press conference. (Staff photo by Leo
Fredette)

By DOROTHY A CLARK
Collegian Staff

The Amherst College black community
yesterday charged the "evidence" leading
president John W. Ward to claim a black
student was responsible for the Monday
morning cross burning at an all black
residence halt is based on allegations.

"The incident remains just that - at\

incident," said senior Walter Harris. "It

shouldn't be allowed to divert our attention
to other issues."

The charge was made at an afternoon
press conference held at the Gerald C.
Penny Black Cultural Center.

Harold Massey, chairman of the Black
Students' Union, said the cross burning
"was not condoned by the black com-
munity. It was the act of an individual."

However, he said, the incident did serve as
a "catalyst to mobilize people to act on real

issues."

Coalition raises money
for Title IX capitol rally
By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Coalition for Title IX

is continuing to raise money for an upcom
ing rally in Washington to support this

threatened law which guarantees equal
treatment for women in college athletics.

Groups associated with the National Col-

legiate Athletic Association (NCAA) are at

tempting to alter Title IX. Exerting lobby
force, these groups hope to exclude
revenue producing sports or ail athletic pro
grams from Title IX said Virginia Evans,
UMass women's gymnastic coach.

'The Title IX of the Education Amend
ments Act of 1972 is going to be considered
by the Congressional Appropriations Com-
mittee in two weeks," according to a 'save
Title IX Fact S.heet "

At UMass, many women's sports were
added to the varsity level as a result of Title

IX, more opportunities were open to female

athletes, such as full time coaches and
women were granted access to training

facilites, Evans said.

A petition supporting Title IX was cir-

culated at the Boston Marathon as well as

the fact sheets. According to the sheet,

"Title IX is women's only guarantee of

equal opportunity in intercollegiate

athletics."

"It will be a sad day" if Title IX is amend-
ed said UMass women's basketball coach
MaryAnne Ozdarski. "Women have a right

to do what they want to do |ust as men
have a right to do what they want to do."

In the event Title IX is amended,
"women's sports would be less secure if

the University decided to make budget
cuts," said UMass women's cross country

track coach Jane Welzel. "Right now they

can't cut any woemn's sports because of

Title IX. I don't think they'll be able to get it

prissed, " she said.

UMass women athletes are selling

bumperstickers to raise money to send a

group by bus to the rally in Washington. A
table was set up in the Campus Center
Concourse with bumperstickers and in-

formation but, Evans said, "it went slow."

So the bumperstickers were given to

coaches and students to sell.

We've sold about half," Evans said of

the salp so far. She said enough money
was made throughout the state to support
sending a bus to Washington. Tne bus is

scheduled to leave Wellesley College at

midnight on Saturday, arriving in

Washington Sunday for the rally. Evans
said the rally is an attempt to show support
for Title Ix and protest its possible

amendment.

Some students join ROTC
for management practice
By DONNA SULLIVAN
and MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the last in a two-part

series on the RO TC programs on campus.

Bill 2404, now on the floor of the House
of Representatives in Washington, asks

Congress to amend the Military Selective

Service Act to provide for reactivation of

the draft and to extend the requirement to

women. The bill also provides authority for

induction of not more than two hundred
thousand male individuals each year for

training and service in the Individual Ready
Reserve of the Army Reserve, to provide

educational assistance for individuals jn

.iucted, and for other puiposes."
If enacted, these 200,000 draftees will be

privates and their immediate officers will be

mostly made up of Army Reserve Officers

Training Corps graduates.

The Army ROTC program, located in the

ROTC Military Science Building across

from Boyden Gym, is similar to that of the

Air Force.

The first two years in the program does

not involve a formal commitment with the

US Army although cadets are committed
to some form of military involvement for

four years after they sign a formal contract.

The periods of actual service and or time in

the Army Reserves is optional.

Total enrollment in the UMass ROTC is

146, including 24 women cadets. These
figures are down from the 384 students in

the program just 11 years ago during- the

height of United States' involvement in the

Vietnam War.
Frank Furlong, a senior cadet said some

students join today because they want
management experience. "After ch-ee

years ' of experience they're more
marketable," he said.

"Employers scoff up people who go from

active duty to the employment pool,
'

Furlong said.

Furlong said a cadet must be under 25 to

be commissioned upon completion of

training but this requirement is usually

waivered for veterans. A cadet must have a

minimum grade point average of 2.0 but,

the higher the average, the better the

standing in the program, he said, If a cadet

IS on probation with UMass he is also on

probation with the Army and is told to

devote more time to academics, and less to

ROTC activities.

"A lot of the requirements for getting

into the ROTC program are the same as for

getting into the army, ' said Michael

Moore, a senior Military Science Major

Moore, a member of an early com
missioning program, is currently serving as

.. second lieutenant with an Army Reserve

unit while continuing his classes at UMass.
' The early commissioning program is

designed to give a cadet experience in

reserve units before active duty while

bringing up the officer strength of the

reserve unit," he said The early com
missioning program is aimed at veterans,

National Guardsmen and freshmen who
have attended a basic six week program

before joining ROTC.
Major Jerry Boisseau, UMass cadet

commander, said a person in the early

commissioning program must plan to

graduate in not less than six and not more

than 36 months from the date of com-

missioning. They also must find a National

Guard or reserve unit where they can serve

part time until graduation.

Moore said a candidate must be in good
physical condition because "the Army's big

on physical conditioning - if you are not in

good physical shape you have to whip

yourself into shape." Moore said he ran 3-4

TURN TO PAGE 12

The "real issues" concern a list of five

demands the Third World community
presented to the administration, designed
to combat "overt institutional racism." (For

partial text of the demands see page 4
.

)

"The black community has been actively

end aggressively pursuing information,"

Massey said, but no one has been allowed
access to police reports. "We have no
evidence, only hearsay."

Massey said Third World students and
their supporters plan to continue th^rsit in

at Converse Hall administration building
until the administration issues a public

statement addressing the demands. There
were about 100 persons occupying the
lobby of the building yesterday afternoon.

College spokesman Carl Vigeland again
declined to comment fully on the source of

Ward's information, but did say he did not
think Ward had obtained the identity of the
student. "I wouldn't assume the in-

vestigation IS closed yet." he added.
Ward, who is to attend a college board of

trustees meeting this weekend in

Washington, DC, was unavailable for

comment.
Vigeland said he did not know if any

disciplinary action would be taken against

the student, if found. Refernng to a
staterrwnt made Tuesday night by Ward.

S«« related stories in Black Affairs

and the Editorial Pag^.

Vigeland said expulsion from the college
rr\ay be a possibility. At the all-coltooe

meeting. Ward said, "there is no place in

this college for such a student."
If any action is taken, Vigeland said, "it

would be a college decision matter at this

point. It wouldn't be a public matter."
Asked at the press conference if the

black community planned to take any
action, sophomore Bobby Boiling said,

"We don't feel it's our responsibility to

pursue the individual."

Nurse Carol Banas of the Red Cross
checks Glen Everetts' blood pressure
as he prepares to give his shar^ at the

UMass Blood Drive. (Staff Photo by
Joanne Quinn)

Sidewalk marketplace

celebrates Amherst spring
By NATZARTMAN
Collegian Staff

A spring celebration will take place

tomorrow afternoon on Boltwood Walk in

the Amherst Town Center.

The Amherst Redevelopment Authority

IS sponsoring the second year of the

Sidewalk Marketplace. From 10 a.m. to 4

p.m., about twenty booths will be set up
along one section of Boltwood Walk, bet-

ween North Pleasant St. and Kellog Ave.

Woodworkers, jewelers, a potter, a

blacksmith and other crafts people will be

displaying their goods at the bazaar. People

may enjoy some food from the Yellow Sun
Food CO op while being entertained by local

guitarists.

Susy Cassidy, assistant director of the

Amherst Redevelopment Authonty, said.

if the Marketplace goes well, we hope to

run it for consecutive Saturdays unti' May
26."

Cassidy said the idea behind the

Sidewalk Marketplace is "to familiarize

pedestrians with Boltwood Walk, it gives

area crafts people a chance to sell their

work, and is a good way of bringing in spr-

ing."

She said "the walkways and such out-

door use were part of the plan adopted for

the nine acre site by Town Meeting in 1972.

What began as 3.2 acres with empty school

buildings in 1969. developed into a nine

acre site of commercial, residential, and
community facilities.

'

An old junior high school, a boys club, a

nursing home, and some private houses us-

ed to be located on the land some eight

years ago. Now only three buildings re

main. One is the nursing home, which was
renovated into Plumbley's Restaurant.

Another is the Oddfellows Hall, where the

Yellow Sun co op is located. The third

building is part of the Bangs Community
Center, completed last April. The Bangs
Center has offices for the Senior Center,

the Health Department, and the Veterans

Office. The center also has services for

some town functions.

A new building, the Ann Whalen Project,

provides 80 units of subsidized housir.g for

senior citizens.

Correction
Yesterday's article on the Undergraduate

Student Senate endorsement of a G core

requirement should have read; If accepted

by faculty and adminstrators G core

material on racism and sexism would be in

corporated into already existing courses

next fall. This program would be subject to

review in the spring of 1980.
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BlackAffairs
Statement from Black
coinmunity at Amherst
T^ fo^niringu a sMfwrNmr from the Black Community ofAmherst CoUeye.

From the Editors

Alack FrMhman Orientaton

The decision to substitute Black
Ffeshman Orwntation with an "ethnic day
and a half" is a totally unacceptable and an
insensitive reponse to our demand that the

program be institutionalized as it has ex
ist«j for the past five yMirs, Not only must
the College endorse the program, but the

Dean of Students Office must include the

Orientation as a part of its annual budge;
The inability of the administration to

realize the positive merits of the program
based on participant input once again

demonstrates their efforts to dictate our

needs The administration has stated that

early arrival of Black students is impractical,

because the college is at that time not

prepared to operate on a daily basis

However, the presence of the football team
on campus at that time proves this to be
false It also indicates the college's inability

to recognize the Black community at

Amherst College as it is racially defined.

It should be apparent from the mobiliza

tion of the Black community to implement
on its own, a program that it felt addressed

its needs, that we have acted on our in

terests m the past We resent the college's

recent endeavors to decide that it is they,

despite their lack of p>articipation, who
know what is best suited for us to survive at

Amherst College as Black individuals

Our suggestions and recommendations
have not been sought fully on either Black

Freshman Orientation or the development
of an 'ethnic day and a half " before de
nouncing Black Freshman Orientation as

unnecessary We have considered several

other viable alternatives and the presenta

tion of the extended orientation proposal

has not even been taken into account as

any means for altering the program to make
It bettec We had already united to protest

the opposition to Black Freshman Orienta

tion prior to the incident that sparked mass
response

Student input into the selection of

Deans and Faculty

If the college, indeed, hires its ad

ministration and staff to meet the needs of

the students, it cannot eliminate their views

and suggestions in the selection process.

By the same token, it cannot choose

students that it thinks are representative of

the views of the Black community Conse

quently, we unconditionally request that

the Black community be a ma)or source of

contact for selecting -our representitive to

be involved in the selection process; a vote

in the selection process and we feel that we
should be seriously and continually con

suited as a resource for interviewing and

recommending qualified minority ap-

plicants In the case of the Dean of Minority

Affairs, Third World Students should be

the primary source of recruitment!!!

Mora Third World Faculty

The number of minority and tenured pro-

fessors at Amherst College is appalling.

This fact is detrimental to everyor^e at the

college It hinders insight and objectivity in

the perspectives that students are

presented Many students are aware of a

void in their educational experiences due to

limited exposure to diverse, qualified Third

World Scholars In requesting more facul

ty, we are not nierely asking that the Black

Studies department be expanded, but that

Third World professors occupy positions in

all disciplines College faculty are encourag

ed to incorporate Black authors,

spokesmen and politicians into their

«emesterly curriculum. Also, Third World

students should be incorporated in the

search and selection processes for pro

fessofships.

Divestment in S. Africa

The South African Support Comm. is

calling for divestment of sale of corpora

tions which a) violate the college's current

policy against military sales or loans to the

Republic of South Africa, and b) in which

proxy votes have already failed to change

the corporations actions Four Corpora

LUTHER

tions fall into this classification. South
African Support Committee ISASC) is

demanding the college sell these stocks if

proxy votes again fail. They are:

8ANKAMERICA, which makes loans to

South African Government and refuses to

adopt a policy against making new loans in

the future;

KODAK, which sells photographic film

specially designed for use in passbook
system (which regulates the travel and
employment of Black South Africans.);

MOTOROLA, which sells mobile com
munications equipment to the South
African military and police;

MOBIL OIL. which smuggles oil (or assists

in Its smuggling) to the illegal white regime

of Rhodesia against international sane
tions

Springfield Amherst
Summer Academy

(S.A.S.A.I

The Springfield Amherst Summer
Academy (S.A S A ) has, in its almost ten

year existence, served as a vehicle for stu

dent input into an urban community and a

chance to utilize skills acquired at institu

tions of higher learning. The experience of

t)earing responsibility for education of all

people is a concern that Amherst College

has a committment to uphold. Historicallv,

the SASA program has been troubled with

economic insufficiencies stemming f'om a

lack of committed implementation other

than that stimulated by students The col

lege, although sanctioning t!ie program for

this long and well aware of the continued

problems, has discontinued the program
without making a concerted effort to solve

these problems with SASA by establishing

a committment not only in the meager sum
of $30,(XX) 00, but, also in the administra

tion. The Dean of Students should, as has

unofficially been the case in the past,

oversee SASA through that office based on

student supoort.

This should aid in seeking funds for

SASA earlier in the year The development

office should consider SASA as an insitu

tion within an institution, and therefore

seek additional funds in its annual fund rais

ing drives In this way, we feel the college

can avoid the economic burdens it was
given this past summer by insuring funds. If

SASA still means what it meant, and we
think it does, the economic problems can

be overcome and indeed a higher level of

education can continue at this institution.

We. the Black Community of Amherst

College, genuinely appreciate and need

your continued support. Your written and

verbal responses and your physical

presence have been instrurrwntal in aiding

the positive progression of our struggles.

Despite the misunderstandings and
misinterpretations surrounding the events

of the past few days, our demands remain

nonetheless legitimate. We have been

gratified with the degree of concern that

has been expressed, not just on the in

dividual level, but through mass mobiliza

tion and participation. The unity which has

evolved has caused people to begin to

recognize and understand our needs and

the problems that we, as Black students,

face at Amherst College It is our sincere

hope and belief that the cooperation and

communication that has arisen will not die

with the realization of our demands.

THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES
LA LUCHA CONTINUA

THE BLACK COMMUNITY
OF

AMHERST COLLEGE

The recent incidents at Amherst College
have left many members of the community.
Black and white confused and angered.
The events have led the Black community
and its supporters to reevaluate their

position on several crucial campus issues.

The Black community at Amherst
College issued a statement today which
reiterates the needs and demands for the
continuation of certain programs and a
degree of accountability in the hiring of
Black faculty and advisors.

Although the statement spoke out
strongly for the continuation of support in

the struggles for recognition on the
Amherst campus it conspicuously avoided
earnest discussion on the crossburning
incident and the allegations of the in

volvement of Black students.
This silence on the part of Amherst Black

students leaves others of the five college

community with several unanswered
questions, and needless to say it points to
what appears to be a pervading sense of

guih among the community. If this is true

the community has neglected its public

responsibility to point out wrong doings
among its own constituents.

We of the staff of Black affairs feel it

necessary to ask. Does the Black Student
Union of Amherst College feel, after

weighing any evidence at their disposal,

that a Black student or students conimitted
this act 7

Is there evidence to support such
allegations other than what has been
released to the press? Does the Black

community plan to support any Black

student who is found guilty of this act on
the basis of that student's motives?

The staff of Black Affairs must also take

issue with the pr^s' treatment of th^
incident. Local newspapers and television

stations have given extensive coverage to

the crossburning incident and the issues

surrounding it.

Good journalism, you say, we have to

think twice about this. The crossburning,

regardless of who set it is not the first such
incident we have had in the five- college

area. The fail of 1977 saw two such
outrages, one in September on the

Hampshire College campus and in the same
sem^ter, another in front of the Blue Wall

at UMass.
The press treatment of these incident

was minimal or non existent. We question

this because it has the misleading effect of

placing blame tor all such incidents on tr>e

Black community. To date no suspects

have been found for either incident of 1977.

For whatever reason the crossburning

occurred and who initiated it we feel that

Amherst, including the Five college area

has consistently been unfair and racist in its

treatment of issues concerning third worid

students

Early morning stabbing

linl<ed to Seta's death
RENEEMOBLEV
Black Attairs Staff

A young man who was
present in the South Dee'
field motel room on the day
of Seta Rampersad's death,

was stabbed early yester

day morning while hitchik

Women in

Nicaragua
Marie Alvarez, a represen

tative of AMPRONAC
(Association of Nicaraguan
Women), will speak and
present slides on "Women
in Political Struggle in

Nicaragua," on Sunday,
April 27. The program
begins at 7:30 in Room 163
of the Campus Center at

the University of
Massachusetts.

AMPRONAC, perhaps
the first national political

organization to represent

women in Latin American,
has been deeply involved in

the fight against the regime
of dictator Anastasio
Somoza in Nicaragua for te

past several years. It is cur-

rently seeking support from
North American women
and men for the fighting yet

to come. Somoza's Na-
tional Guard killed an
estimated five to ten thou-

sand civilians in bombings
and street battles last

September.

The event is one of several

area events observing the

National Week of Solidarity

With the Nicaraguan Peo-

ple, April 22-28. It is spon-

sored by the Western
Massachusetts Chile/Latin

American Solidarity Com-
mittee. Admission is free.

ing. The two incidents are

believed to be linked.

Twenty five year old Brian

Pitzer was hitchiking on Rt

nine shortly before dawn
when he was stabbed four

times. Pitzer escaped the

attack with only minor in

juries and was released

after hospital treatment.

Information on the make
and model of the car was
withheld. Police declined to

mme any suspects and no
ariests have been made.

Pitzer believes this slabb-

ing incident is linked to the

death of Ms Rampersad
because he was not robbed
and because this is not the

first time he has been at

tacked H^ told the press

that he was beaten in

December after the inquest

into RaiTipersads death fail-

ed to lead to further in-

vestigation or a trail.

Aiinough he alleges that

the attacks are related,

Pitzer is vague on the actual

incidents but says that he
fears for his life.

Announcements
The Islamic Society

The Islamic Society at

UMass presents talks on
the following topics: The
Role of women in Islam
Speaker: Najlah Sijam. and
the Islamic Movement (it's

traditional role in ad-

dressing world problems).

Speaker: Ali Muhammad.

April 26, 1979 at Mahar
Auditorium at 8:00 pm
refreshments and snacks
will be served. All are in-

vitedto attend . Admission
is free.

Alpha Phi Alpha
The Sphinxmen of Alpha

Phi Alpha Present "Our
Premier Jam" Friday April

20, from 11:00 until. At the

New Africa House, Door
prizes given away every

fifteen minutes. First 25
females get in for free, and

the top prize of the party is

dinner for two at the T.O.C.
Music provided by the

WEBD radio. The guys will

be steppin. Donation is

$1.00. $2.00 will cover the

party and food from
Yvonne's."

Asian Americans
The Asian American

Students Association will

sponser a three day con-

ference entitled. "Asian

Americans: Learning from
the Past to Build the

Future." This conference is

in celebration and
recognition of the

"Pacific/ Asian American
Heritage Week.
Registration will begin on

Friday April 27 in the

Campus Center at UMass.

$1.00 and $2.00 for non-

students.

The conference will

consist of workshops, panel

disscussions. poetry
readings, a disco, a concert

and a play.

Interested persons may
contact Albert! Li at 549i^

5124 or Kenny Chin at 253-

2475 for an accurate
schedule of the events.

The film "Political

Repression is Argentina"

and the film "Triple A"

NMNUSTHRtE
>,PtUS Ft)UR TIMES

The fee for students is

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr. Counseling Practicum
Everywoman's Center at ^°^ ^ ^°^ description and

UMass/Amherst is looking
for Graduate and
Undergraduate women in-

terns for the Counseling
Practicum for Fall

Semester.
The Counseling Prac-

ticum combines direct ser-

vice delivery with training in

the area of feminist
therapy, multicultural
counseling and brief

therapy.

application form, contact

Linda Webb-Woodard.
Coordinator of Counseling

Services. Everywoman's
Center, Wilder Hall,

UMass/Amherst or call

545 0883

Deadline for applications

for Fall semester is June 1,

1979. Interviews will be held

as applications are receiv-

ed.
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Author sees socialism as

key to women's movement

I
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Jane Fonda
JonVoight
Bruce Dern

Q Home''
at th« Gates of Smith College

By DEBBIE WALLACB
Collegian Staff

American Socialism set the groun^vork
for the future women's movement, yet
most historians see women's history in

terms of women's sufferage and overlook
socialist accomplishments. Mari Joe Buhle
co-author of "The Concise History of

Women's Sufferage," said last night.
Buhle, an assistant history professor at

Brown University explained to an audience
in Herter Hall the major influence of
socialist feminism in the 19th century and
the importance of socialist women's unions
and clubs in promoting working women's
rights.

During the second of a series of UMass
history department Lectures, Buhle noted
the accomplishments of women under
socialism who designed services such as
battered women's shelters, legal aid, job
counseling, and aids for women new to the
city's working class.

"The strength of the movement was
labor, none of the women looked back to

housework or other roles typically modeling
women," Buhle said.

"Women within the socialisti movement
worked for women's rights to labor and
dignity. Buhle said. "Socialist literature

reflected the future improvement of social

life once women are released from the
burdens of housework and have full

economic and political pr^ence," she said.

Buhle noted the chronological gap in ex-
plaining the women's movement in terms
of the first gathering in Seneca Falls in 1906
and the passing of the 19th amendmwit,
which gave women the right to vote.

Buhle said through organizations such as
the Association for the Advancement of

Women, Socialist women put their "uni-

que" stamp on the women's movement.
'These women felt their emancipation
depended on the advancement of women
and sufferage was one of their tools, " she
said.

These socialist organizations attracted

thousands of women who promoted
women's rights to labor and dignity, she
said.

"They feit this far reaching sisterhood

would overcome the obstacles put b^ore
them, "she said.

She said the industrial revolution propell-

ed women into action. They developed a
pragmatic approach to social reform and
were more optimistic that industriaism
would "abolish the myth of all men sup-
porting all women."

POSITIONS AVAILABL
The Collegian has openings in the following positions

for next semester:

—Assistant Managing Editors
—Copy Editors
— Layout Technicians

See the Managing Editor, 113 Campus Center, or call

545-3500.

Deadline is April 24.

The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer. I

THIRD WORLD
SCIENTIST SOCIETY

ELECTIONS
TO BE HELD

Friday, April 20, 1979
6:00 p.m.

third floor. New Africa House

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

Mandiirin >7rrhiir'n

( iiiHine

•OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK*
SUN THURS n 30 .1 ni 10 CX) p ni

FRI b SAT 11 30 a ni 11 00 p m

Szechuari Diced
Spiced Chicken $4.55

Moo Shu Pork $3.95

Delights of Three $5.95

Luncheon Specials
Mon. Fri.

11:30 a.m. -2:30 p.m

Dinner Specials
Mon. Wed.

5:00 p m, 7 30 p.m.

256 0251 2560252

10 BELCHERTOWN RD
RTE 9, AMHERST

NOWOPENtil
2:OOAM IN THE

CARRIAGE
SHOPS

Thurs., Fri., Sat. nights

HOUSING
ROOM-CHOOSING

APRIL 23—MAY 4

PHASE I - April 23 and 24

April 23 Students remaining in room
sign up with your Head of Residence

April 24 - Students changing room within same dorm
- Sign up with your Head of Residence

PHASE II - April 26 - May 4

Students rrioving to another dorm and all

others
1) Pick up Housing Preference Request Form from

any Head of Residence, Area Directors Offices,

Area Management Coordinators, or Housing Of
fice.

2) Fill out the form indicating dormitory and area

preferences.

3) Turn in the completed form to the Area Manage
ment Coordinators Offices located in Johnson
House (NE SYLVAN), Field House (Central/0. H.),

Kennedy Lobby (Southwest) or the Housing Office

235 Whitmore.
4) You must turn in your form no later than 5:00PM

on May 4. Only one^form per student will be ac

cepted for room choosing.
5) Students will receive a written confirmation of their

dormitory assignment, by May 16.

IMPORTANT

BRETT RESIDENTS
If you lived in Brett last semester and would like to

return there next semester, CONTACT:
Paul Amato (Cluster Coordinator Brett House) 546-4545

KNOWLTON RESIDENTS
Knowlton will not be open Fall 79. Direct all questions
to the Housing Office, 235 Whitmore, 545-2100

THANK YOU
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Around campus
Parking sticker rush

starts i^onday
Pw-r«g^ratJon for next fall's campus

parking spaces begins Monday, April 23
All people who have a vehicle currently
registered with the parking office should
receive their renewal and change forms ear
ly next week. parkir>g coordmator James E.

Lee yesterday said

Anyone who has noi recMved a ragistn-
tion form by Friday, April 27 should go to
the parking office in Room 1, Munson Hall
between 8 30 am arnj 4pm Deadline for
renewal and changes is May 1

1

Groups co-sponsor
accounting meeting

The Umass accounting department and
Beta Alpha Psi fraternity are scheduled to
CO sponsor a regional accounting con
ference on campus today and tomorrow
Held in the Campus Center, conference ac
tivities will include students representing
research pap>ers. career information and
a mock audit committee, said /unior Mark
Gram, a member of the honorary and ser

vice fraternity •

The UMass chapter of Beta Alpha Psi.

Delta Nu, has 75 active members, who are
selected annually based on academics and
service functions All meml>ers must have a

3 5 accouting grade point average to |Oin

the accounting fraternity, which is involved
in various campus activities.

The UMass chapter, in addition to spon
soring the conference, also works on blood
drives, accounting tutoring services and a
tax service

The weekend conference is expected to

attract a crowd of 200 accounting students
from the New England area with a total of

26 schools sending representatives to the
workshops

Amherst common
hosts Sun

sponsored this year by Electronic Butterfly
Productions in association with the Pioneer
Valley L 5 Society and MassPIRG.
The idea of Sun Day was dev^oped by

Oennis Hayes of the WorldWatch Institute
to inform the public of alternative
renewable energy sources Last year on
Sun Day, more than 25 million people in 35
countries celebrated the solar prospect.

This y^rs Sun Day celebration will

feature performances by electronic
^nethesis, Papillon and folk musicians
Mona Stylos and Frank Kosa.

Following the play, the cast will meet
With the audience for an informal discus
sion Donations will be appreciated.

(/Af comedy revue
debuts Sunday
The first UMass musical cortiedy revue,

"Now You See It, Wich Vou Didn't, " will

be presented only once on Sunday, April 22
at 8 p.m. in the UMass Bowker Auditorium,
"Now You See It" is a potpourri of

entertainment ranging from show tunes to
skits such as "The Five College Dating
Game." "Fiv« College Fashion Show," ar^

an opera for the DC, "Orates at Ham
pden."

Director Peter Tolan. a UMass junior,
recently appeared in "The Critic Improrr^jtu
At Versailles ' and last semester directed
and starred in a production of "A Funny
Thing Happened on the Way to the
Forum."

"UMass can be a large, intimidating
place to dci*i with." Tolan said. "The best
^Aray to deal with that frustration is through
laughter."

Tickets are $1 general admission, and
can be reserved by calling the Bowker Box
Office or can be purch^ed at the door

w«:^:^k,Trabe * All^" withdraws

Day
The secono annual "Sun Day

'

celebration will be held Thursday, May 3rd,

on the Amherst town common Sun Day. a

festival in celebration of the sun and in

recognition of solar power, is beina

Heart Fund money
A water dunk contest will l>e held on the

Campus Center Concourse Monday to raise

funds for the American Heart Association.
Julia Simonds. an organiser of the event

sponsored by Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity,

said the fund raiser will be a chance for

students to dunk their favorite coach,
house president or other campus official as
well as contribute to the Heart Association.

Last year the fraternity raised $200.
which was sent to the Springfield chapter
of the Heart Association

Patrons will be able to throw two tialls at
a pail of water which, if hit. will empty onto
a waiting volunteer.

Simonds said a schedule of dunk
volunteers has been set and includes food
service director Arthur Warren at 10:30
am. former basketball coach Jack
Leaman and lacross coach Dick Garber at

11 am, and gymnastics coach Ray
Johnson at 1:30p m.

Deans, academic department heads and
others will also be part of the water dunk on
the concourse across from the University
Store, she said.

{Hampshire play

based on Holocaust
"Shadows on the Night " a play about

the Holocaust, will be presented Tuesday,
April 24 at 8 pm at Hamsphire College as
part of an observe: ice of Yom ha Shoah.
the day of remembrance of the Holocaust

Compiled from chronicles and diaries of
the Warsaw ghetto, "Shadows on the
Night will be performed by a Boston
based theatre group which orginated from
a class conducted by author Elie Wiesel

CONT FROM P 1

Committee member Cynthia G. Wolff, an
English professor, said when contacted last

night, "I don't think it appropriate for a
member of the committee to comment on
the pro<^ures of the comnrvttee

"

"For many years, searches were con
ducted in very informal ways, using the old
boy network, " Wolff said "You searched
until you got the right candidate, which
meant a white male candidate Then affir

mative action guidelines were put into ef
feet as a result of women's and blacks' ef
forts"
Wolff sakl. "This committee has been

meticulous in following affirmative action
procedures; we advertised the positiof^
andconsidered the vitae entirely on merit.

^r /^^^^ Liquor Store

Heineken $3.69 six

Schmidt's October Fest $4.99 case

Miller $6.99 case

Falstaff $5.25 case

Riunite Lambrusco 1/5 $2.39

Early Times Bourbon 80° $6.25 qt.

Canadian Mist Whiskey $6.79 qt.

King William's Scotch 86°. . . . $7.19 qt.

Also kegs, soda & ice available

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

338 COLLEGE ST.
AMHERST

253-5384
a56<8433

Not responsible for typo eTrors

According to St Mary's resignation let

ter, "It was decided to take a straw vote of
the committee (on final recommendations)
One member suggested that this might not
be apprcK>riate since the responses from
tfiose persons who were not on the com
rmttee but interviewed the candidates were
not even due until Friday, April 20 The
remark was ignored."
He said, "At this time I informed the

cwnmittee that unless it honored its earlier

vote I would feel forced to resign ' The
group then discussed the six candidates, he
saM, arnJ reached a concensus on three

St Mary said at the end of the meeting
"the committee returned to the original

question for which this meeting had been
called

"

A resident of Jackson, Miss, returns to his home by boat /esterday to check
on furniture he saved from a flood by storing it on his roof. Water from the
Pearl River has flooded the area since Wednesday night. lAP Laserphoto)

Campus Center
at UMass

Bluemrall,
Hatch and

Top of the Campus

Entrance Requirements

TOC Card.
Renew or buy Top of the Campus
Cards at the information desk (in the
Campus Center) or at the Top of the
Campus Restaurant.

Proof of age.
Mass drivers license

or
ABC Purchasing^ Card
ABC Purchasing Cards can be picked
up at the Registry of Motor Vehicles,
Mon—Fri 8-4pm

TOC members and guests only
in association with UPC Productions

Information call 545-2892

Editorial/Opinion
Racism at

Amherst
Amhwst College The bastion of intellec-

tual thought anwng mid si/e "Ivy League"
instituttor^s. A reputation that may be valid
when it comas to chemstry labs and
economic tfieses. But. when it comes to
dealing with hard, concrete, issues, not
hypothetical or laboratory problems
student leaders and administrators are as
fuN of rtwtoric as a hack poMtician.

Yesterday, in the Gerald C Penny Black
Cultural Center in the college s Octagon
building leaders of the Black Students'
Union f»eld a press conference to explain
the status of their demands of the college
administration Some of their demands in-

clude allowing student participation in the
selection of deans and faculty; more Third
World faculty; divestment in South Africa;
and maintenance of a summer program for
college students and minority youths of
Springfield and a sunvner orientation pro-
gram for black students about to attend
Amherst College. Both programs face
elimination.

The black students, supported by many
white members of the Amherst College
comrTHjnity, have had tftese demands on
the desk of college administrators quite
awhile The administrators, in their side-
stepping fashion, have put them off in a
fairly successful manner to keep things
quiet.

But Monday, an act associated with the
Nativist Movement of tfw 1800b and early

1900s or the Ku Klux Klan, a wood cross
was burned in front of the college's
predominately black Charles Drew House
dormitory. Amherst College President John
W. Ward Tuesday told the college com-
munitythat he had "objective evidence

"

Joe Quinlan

ar>d "sworn testimorty" that a black per-

son, using material from tfte basement of

Drew House set \h» cross on fire. Ward
refused to elaborate. Wednesday, Ward
left for Washington, DC, to attend a cd-
iege board of trustees meeting; he is ex-

pected to be there through the weekertd.
And, because Ward is not here in

Amherst, no mote information or explarw- -

tion of his statement wiU be released from
the college administration. If the college

administration does discover the arsonist,

one administrator said, the administration

will use college disciplinary action agairist

the person, and, an explanation of the inci-

dent may never be released to the public.

Ward's unsubstantiated statement, and
the lack of any explanations from him or

other college administrators can be ex-

pected from private college administrators,

who think that despite receiving heavy
government subsidies for anything and
everything, they have the right to tell the
public to mind theirour own busines.

But, what is frustrating, is the reaction of

black student leaders to the cross burning.

They say, basicallly, that the cross burning
is a minor, blatant, incident, and shouldn't

get in their way of addressing more fre-

quent, subtle problems of racism at the

campus and throughout the Five College

community.
The students are partially nght. The cross

burning incident should not be allowed to

impede any action toward addressing the

issues presented long before the cross was
burned in front of Drew House. But the

cross burning is a problem that should be
addressed honestly and openly, as people
of a college community should be able to

do.

If a black did set that cross on fire,

whether acting alone or upon a consensus
of others, someone at Amherst College

should explain why a black student would
commit an act, which in Ward's own
words, is an "obscene" gesture toward his

community. If a white did it, again, why
would someone in a community setting like

Amherst College commit an act so un-

civilized?

The attitude of black leaders and college

administrators about facing this concrete

act of racism honestly and openly, leaves

me with doubts about their honesty and
opepness about facing, and solving, niher

racial problems at the college.

Joe Quinlan is the Editor-in-Chief of the

Collegian
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Petition against

nuke poisons
To tfi« Editor--
Be it that we now have a cfear un-

derstanding that neither the president nor
the Nuclear l^ulatory Commission
acted in the true interests of the health

and safety of the citizens of Harrisburg.

Pa. That there was no mafor evacuation
because the reputation and the profits of
the nuclear irtdustry were at stake. And,
further, that the United States govern-
ment continues to escalate the nuclear

arms race hiding behind the transparent

logic that the warheads are being
constructed so that they might never be
used.

We as members of the university

community find that we cannot continue

to exist without questioning the present
realities of our nuclear involvement. We
can no longer say that our lives remain
unaffected by the madness that is oc-

curring in this country. Further, we
understand that we cannot look to our
government and its agencies for

protection from these nuclear poisons
and that we must unite and undertake to

protect and educate ourselves on these

matters. It now becomes urgent that we
stop and rethink our strong commitment
to nuclear technologies and shift human
energies and expenses to life enhancing
programs such as safe technologies,

public education and the social services

that this country so sorely lacks.

Thus we call for a moratorium of

classes for April 24. J979. As of 2:00 p.m.

Thursday, 359 signatures were obtained.

Department heads and faculty are being

approached and asked not to penalize

students in their observation of the

moratorium. The petition will continue to

circulate.

383 UMass students

Human emotions

led to Trident
To the Editor—

Put off by demonstrations against

General Dynamics, two engineering

students recently used this space to

advise anti Trident activists to "deal on a

technical basis. " Obviously, these

engineers have spent too long in the

classroom
The decision to build the Trident

submarine was a political, not a technical

one No inventory of "straightforward

facts" nor treatise of "economic
reasoning" could derail the Pentagon's
commitrrtent to the Trident. Economists
have provided abundant proof that
military spending contributes to unen*-
ploynwnt. inflation and energy wastage.
Military strategists concede that e
weapon with tfte Trident's first strike

capability increases the liketihood of
"limited" nuclear war. Facts and reason
to the contrary, the Trident is buHt.
Human emotions -- namely prejudice,

greed, and the wiU to dominate over
others greased r/w political mechinery
tftat conceived, approved and funded thie

Trident. On down from the boardroom of
General Dynamics, to the halls of
Congress, to NA TO conferences, a small
number of powerful, greedy and
calloused men have been hard at work on
their destructive plans. They have cleverly

exploited the emotions of the American
people, warning of dire threats to our
security. It pains me to no end to watch

Enough!

::•;<«<«'

lellow students, equipped with technical

expertise, step forward to become pawns
for American's cultivated killers - the

same "leaders" who brought us
Hiroshima, Agent Orange and My Lai.

Massive rallying of human sentiment
against the Trident is the only tactic

available. Engineers, chemists and other
technical people look up! Let the

message of these activists penetrate to

the region where human qualities, not
equations, solve our problems.

Ken Silver

Amherst

To tho Editor-
AM right - enough is matughl Ever

since O.K. '$ letter on the Greteful Dead
appeared in the CoNegtan, DeedHeeds et
over campus fteve written to compiain
tftat someone, somewhere doesn't like

their idols. Quite frenkJy, I'm sick ef
hearing about it.

The students are rigttt - the Grateful
Dead do appeel to the vast maforrty of
UMass people. But then so do bott/e-

throwing, window-breaking, door-
smashing, fagbaiting. beer-guziUng. etc.

Just because somettting [or someone] is

popular doesn't ntean tftey are aH rigta.

The Grateful Deed are to music wftet

People magazine is to literature •- it se/ls,

but it can hardly be called art!

But so what? T'lat never stopped
anyone. Let them have their concert. I

think D. K. was right, but that's beside the
point. As long as there are UMies in the
world, there will be Dead concerts. The
beat goes on. Personally, I got my tickets,

tore them into little shreds, and put them
in the hamster's cage. At least there they
might do some good.
So get it over with, OK? Have your

concert - but let's stop hearing about it.

To those who think the Dead are the cat's

meow more power to you. You are more
than welcome to my space. I won't be
'^^''^

M. Douglas
Northampton

The Midas touch
To the Editor:

/ find the bad publicity about the Circle

Of Gold quite amusing. Today I heard on
the radio one cannot make any money.
Obviously someone is against it. Who
could that be? Who else!!! Why its our
old friend the government. They don't
like It because they don 't get a cut.

The bad publicity is unwarranted.
Money can be made, money has been
made, and money will be made.

The Circle of Gold is not a chain letter.

It is more of an investment club. It is a
great way to make new friends and
money at the same time. It works so well
because the governemnt isn't involved.

The circle is based on the honesty and
cooperation of the members.

Congratulations to the people who
have made a substantial sum (sorry we
cannot say your names): Good luck to the
people whose names are on the rise and
tough luck to you Uncle Sam.

The Circle of Gold
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SATURDAY.
APRIL 21

original 1^6 version

CCA
6 p m.

7:30 p m
9 30 p m
11 30p m

Sponsored by
Wortien s Swimrri
ing ft Oiving Team

Officers elected
Biuce Levy and Scott

Schuster were elected co-
presidents of the Southwest
Residpntkil Area Assembly

' i> Levy and
ji nuclei received 403 votes
ot 835 votes cdst \,\ith rival

candidates Ken Marquis and
Craig Milanesi receiving ^6
vutes. Gov Edward J King
received one vote for
president

Kevin Fif/himmons and
Wendy Gutterson ran un-
contested for CO vice
presidency receiving 583
votes Kevin Mangan was
elected treasurer with 386
votes, beating out co-
candidates Ted Tietnik and

Jey Ems who teceived 339
votes.

The position of com
munications coordinator
went to Beth Schnit^er wno

incontested She
id totjl uf ^5 votes.

Levy iM ' Schuster will

fepi.ice ., uiicnt CO Diesidents
ti.cn Sct'.nnei and Phillip

Nornunt of Tuesday

* Provost
CONT FROM P. 1

According to a graduate council special
report, '9B percent of the ^ graduate
faculty are classified as level one, the
highest level, and the distinction between
level two and level three causes un
necessary bad feeling with little or no
academic merit."

Some senators expressed concern that
the revision will boost the power of the
Graduate Dean over appointments which
could render decisions made on a personal
rather than an academic basis.

I

Friday, April 20. 1979

But Senate secretary Harvey Kline said
the reason is to provide the dean with more
flexibility to confer with departments about
their individual criteria.

"In some departments, publishing two
journal articles in five years is considered
minimal accomplishment, while in others, it

is considerably more," Kline said

Sturm said under the new policy all com
mittee assignments must be justified in

writing for each doctoral thesis. Under the
existing system, he said, any level one
faculty can direct a thesis even it is far away
from his field.

Friday, April 20. 1979.
Collegian 9

Join us for

ALL STAR
DAIRY FOODS

Happy
Hour

Friday 4-6

Featuring

Dearise &
Company

at the

• •

• • • «

"fe

'JSBhiSailw
Mt. I. S2t Mckvtw* l<

^
^"-S'J^"^ 24 Hour Store^^
Now open ALL DAY and ALL NIGHT with milk, groceries. ^
sandwiches, pastry, hot coffee, cold soda and assorted -^
munchies. We accept food stamps. ^

Amherst All Star t
87 Main St., Amherst Town Hall Bus Stop .hi

KENNEDY LOWER Presents

a Tuf Kic Release

"TheLAST HERO"

<^-Xi^^

RING DAYS
TUESDAY, APRIL 24

RING DAYS
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25

RING DAYS
THURSDAY, APRIL 26

JOSTENS RING DAYS
APRIL 24 26

ar the UNIVERSITY STORE
in the campus center

RING DAYS SPECIAL
FROM ONLY $59.95

$10 DEPOSIT

;h *)^i n PREMEffi
Starring

JOSEPH J. PIELECKI STEVE SAVAGE JAY REEG

NORMAN BEAUCHESNE JEAM HACKER
Directed and Produced by

JOHN MATTHEW

Added Feature:

THREE STOOGES SHORT
and

THE HACKER

Saturday, April 21

Admission $1.00

7, 9 & 11 pmlplB
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"Your Key to a Career
in the Sunbelt"
Apply now for summer and fall.

Call or write Graduate School of

Management, Univ. of Dallas,

Irving, Texas 75061.

(214)438-11^, ext. 277.

MBA

Voter registration begins Tuesday
1 here will be a voter's registration drive next Tuesday and

Wedn^dayin the Campus Center Concourse.
"If «M« get enough students to vote we can elect anyorw

from Selectmen to dog catcher, " said Brian Burke, Student
Government Association co president

At the same tabto m ill be a petition sponsored by People
Opposed to Unreasonable Regulation (POUR), an organi/a
tion dedicated to the repeal of the drinking age hike

Rich LaVoice, SGA co president, stressed the importance
of the drive as a method of orgaruutwn afnon(^t the
stu<tonts.

Burke said this is a statewide drive. He has been in contact
with students from Southeastern Massachusetts University,

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Bently, Brisol,

and Harvard.

He said an attempt was made to set tables up in the Din-
ing Commons but the town of Amherst refused permission.

MAKE
BIG MONEY

THIS SUMMER

$60.00 per hundred
stuffing envelopes

Work as little or as much as you wish

For further details send coupon or letter

to:

$tewart Enterprise$

PO Box 974A
Plymouth MA 02360

Please send details

on hoiM to make big

money this summer

Stewart Enterprises

PO Box 974A
Plymoolh MA 02360

NAME
ADDRESS;

$1
I

I

I

I

I

i ^^^J

W ^NiWj>JMONDAY

9

TVOPSMY^ B£ATTmCiO(X\
(•-»«/ »-tofst /*v///»» «/^ii*s)

reiCSAV ANDSATURDAY
WAPPV HOUCS 8t» ^^

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

The Pride of the Pioneer Valley

WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION
ORCHESTRA

Experience the Widespread Depression Orchestra

in their premiere Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

performance before their appearances on 'Saturday

Night Live' and 'Hie Mike Douglas Show*

"Th* Wiietpfad Depression Orchestra remain the

best revivalitt group playing the 30's and 40's big-

banJ Jazz" • Downbeat

Fridoy, April 27 8 pm

FINE /K\S CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6. 5
UMass students - $5. 4, 3. Senior citizens and
other students - $6, 5. 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F f^, $45-2311

4 New EngUnd Ticketron Locations.

Friday, April 20, 1979,
.Collegipn ti

Sox win, 5-3
BOSTON IAPI George Scott drove in two runs

with a pair of doubles yesterday and the Boston Red
Sox capitalized on l\/1ilwaukee errors for a 5 3 victory.

Rookie Chuck Rainey, a 24 year old righthander mak
ing his major league starting debut, allowed only four
hits before needing relief help in the eighth inning. He
surrendered a two run homer to Cecil Cooper in the first

inning and a two out single to Charles Moore in the se
cond, then handcuffed the Brewers until tiring in the
jeighth .

To place claraitied ad. drop by th«

Coiieg4»n oHtcn iCC 1131 between 8 46

a m . artd 3 45 p m Monday iruough Fri

day (M uM ou' handy dip and mail form
loiind in mui\ issues of the Coeegi*n
Classified deadline is 3 ^ p m tMO days
m advance of put>tK:aiion date

Collegian
lasslfled

Collegian ctasaified rates mf daily.

4Sc per line, five consecutive issues. 40c
per line par day. 30 consecuiive issues.

30c per line per day One Ime is routihiy

equivalent to 38 c^iaraciers

AUOtO K>flSAUE

wm MylMa
Why rant a fridge when u can o«vn Ifor

la«7 4% cu ft . aac cond , BO, r9M3,
to

Own 12 incN 3 w«v. 1130,

AUTO von SALE

ttarao for aala. Sony combinad mmtatiie.

AM/FM stereo wrth 2 speakers. ca« Paul.

«^St22.

The CoNagian AdvartWng Daparlmant
is tookirtg for ad rape If you ftave ea

pariance in commiwion salaa. tl'

make money, and a lei of int'iatiwa

down and apply at tfta Coiagiao office The
CoMagiin is an Affirmativa Action Equal

Oppovturaty afviproyaf

.

H«y MIchaNaballal YaH have yaraaH an

axcaient dayl Cofnprcr>de. honnbra? Bian.

Happy birthday, roomiaf Donnalaa.

Gay AlUanca iHaco
21 at 9 on tantft floor CC,

Sat April

•1.

.AM/nM
Any offer. 253-2081.

run* graat. Mry
I. 6 cyl.. AM/FM-t

Dana, 8«^S0M.

I tapa racenlar. high quaity, paid

•70 new 3 moa. ago. aaN for any raaaonable
offer! Ctf attar 10. S^IOB*

6 cw
546^8296

rafHg., ancaNani cond.. $100.

fi^iertmma |aba-surrtmar/yaar round
Europe. S Amanca. Australia. Asm. etc

AN fiatds. »S0O-«120O monthly Expenaas
paid Sightaaaing. Free irtfo- write: UC.
Bow S2 MC. Corona Dal Mar CA 8205.

HiirniucnoM

"Latin
Ha*

Mania" at MHC. April 27. Ham

m VW bwa. aamt-naw. BO. S4e-577S.

VW-b«w. 'MB. good condHion. tSGO- 17

Woodtawn Ava. Northampton, every tima

70 Camaro-307. VB. 3 speed, power staar

ir^fl, call Jirti. 6 8B20, BO

73 Torirw. Hurat atlck, 361 Cleveland,

mags, new tires, clutch, no rust, buckets,

253-240B

7S Camaro, 3B0 VB. 4 bbl . 4 speed.

AM'FM stereo, excellent cond ,
call

68820.

Flat 124 SPRT Spyder convertMe, 1970,

rebuilt engine b carb , new clutch/ brakes/

enhaust. excint body/ interior, must drve

to believe, call Peter at 549 2879. »2500

1909 Buick Skylark conv , needs work,

but runs $400 or BO Call Mark, 6 8890

•4 Metro van, vy strong eng £r body

great potential canr^per^ $800, MB 6672

1971 Int Scout, 4wd, $1000 or BO. Ed.

549 4629

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

WHL auto alarm system Areas lowest

rates Call 546 9639 or S4&1131

Double t>ad - r?»attraa8. t>OK spring,

frame, brand new last sameatar, mint

cond , $130, cat) Beth, 256-0479. after 5.

Minolta SimOl ttl Mnrnt, f/1 4 lens and

case. E«c cond $150, S46-40BD

10 spaad bika- Peugeot, like new 1100.

546 SOP
1 pr. Fisher 170 skis, Salomon bmds. 8%
Koflach boots, poles. Randy, 256 6837

sTack leather jacket, new, $86, 546^8919

Ricoh KOG 3Bmm camera, 1 yr oM, like

new, $65, call 253 7082, after 5:30 p m

Complete scube outfit Brand new scuba

pro equipmen t. 30% oH 665 3027

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap. 256 8732, be t 9J0^a^
1 prrcCM. Super tacks, sire 7%, $60, call

Dean, 546 7439, exc cond

3 ciT fT frig . 4 mo old, $90, Fred,

349 2615

Hot air balloon ritfae. leasone. sales pro

motions. Amherst Hot Atr BaMoon Co. intro

flight. »46. 253 3B34. day or eve.

LOST

Lost: shorthaired wfnte cat, male, 7 mos
old, yellow eyes, wearing white (lea collar,

on Sat 4 14 in Sunset Ct /Sunset Ave
area, he is daaf, please call 253 3290 or

549 5054

Halpl Wallet lost 4 17, lot 43. with cash

and credit card Please' Call 546 5502.

reward -card is needed badly.

Stolen: a Bach trumpet Great sentimental

value Taken from FAC Reward & no
questions aSked Call Jill, 546 9249

Lost my tennis raquet ii offering reward,

caM Rod a t 584 6469

Lost— dk red wallet in Van Meter on 4/ 7

Please return to CC Assistance desk or Col

legian Graphics Dept or call 549 5862

MOTORCYCLES

FOUND

Wht mala
68120

cat, w/ wht collar. SW.

7S Suzuki T500. exc cond
helmet. Continental tires,

$1750 firm, 6^4118

, luggage rack.

15,200 miles.

Found -watch in Herter, call 549 5862
PERSONALS

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof

feehouses discos bands. Rick, 584 4105

Found-
64328

-glasses behind Cashin, call

Found — long haired F dog w/ NH license.

white face, tan black markings, 666-4324.

FOR RENT

2 bdrm. apt.

for JL
N'hampton. S8B^a697. ask

HELP WANTED

Roommate wanted to ahara room m
house, Amherst, summer, fall option,

253 9403

Apt. with 3 badrooma. Fair condition

$200 plus utilities, June 1 and Sept

Skibiski, Realtors. 584 3428, Northampton

Amharat, If Philllpa St.. 5 bdrm house,

mins from campus Avail late May,

549 6410

Houaa for June or Sept , 4 bedroonv,

$350 plus utilities, call 530 6:30 pm,
Skibiski Realtors. Northampton

Teaching asslstantships
available -Communication Skills Center

for fall 79 Apply rm 69 Bartlett, deadline:

May 1

Summer amp . Cape Cod rest is seeking

amtMtious cooks, must have references,

also needed are waitresses, hostesses and

busboys, will tram, apply at I HOP, Rte

132, Hyannis, or call Rot>bie at (617)

771 3244 for interview

Earn big money— $60 per hundred stuff

ing envelopes Work as much or little as

you want For more details write $teward

Enterprise$, Box 974A, Plymouth MA
02360

To the man who called me a good guitarist

in the library Tues night no one ever called

me a guitarist before' Thanks, Polly

Col -you made it thru 4 dry days" Happy
birthday! Drink for me Luv, me

To RBN — happy birthday, sweetheart, and
happy anniversary -thanks for the tmst 12

weeks of my life - your old man

To the short fo« who works at Tix - will

you light up my life' Love, Romeo
eitherTK - your mind

Queep' Queep*
isn't that bad.

Halpt Haipl I wora iny boyfriend % bar-

racuda iadtat to tfia Pub and il was stolen

or loat! His preactiption glaeaae are in the

pocket and alK) his aunglasaai. The >ackei

is white and is quiHad. wouM kke tfta con
tents t>ack and the iecket, too PlaaaaMI He
doesn't krtow yet but I can't stall much
k¥)ger. Cal Sua. 646-9901, sf>vtima day or

night

Under 207 We can put you back on the

wagon' Send r>arne. address, arnl phone
to: 601 McNamara/ U of M/ Amherst
01003.

f>hotographer needed to take facial and
full length pictures for business purposes

Call 549 0596 fee discussed

Quabbin Farm 4721. do we have your

mor»ev?

Paralegal interns wanted* The Legal Ser

vices Office has 6 positions available for full

time paralegal interns for fall, 1979

semester You can receive up to 15 credits

from the Office of Internships located at

Curry Hicks These internships will provide

exciting, challenging and rewarding work
which will include the learning of many
legal skills Interviewing clients, legal

research and maintaining a continuing

caseload under the supervision or at

lorneys Third World students are especial

ly encouraged to apply Application forms
can be obtained at the LSO in 922 Campus
Center, and must be submitted by April 27,

1979

Kevin- - Mangan- SWA - treas.

Seniors — are you graduating without ever

having done it" Call for an appointment.

545 2874

Blow up your friends! To beat their

already low prices the Photo Co op is offer

ing an enlargement sp>ecial. Get your
favorite photo enlarged at the Photo Co op
for as little as 99c. 321 SU

Drown your sorrows with The Last Hero.

SUB. Saturday , April 21, 7, 9, 11. $1.

Hay, wake up, Dave, and have a very hap

py birthday Love from all your sisters on
the 3rd - especially one

Photographer seeks female models
117 21 yrs ) to pose for personal collection

and possible publication No porno* Call

Bernie -6 8736

Cosmic Wimpout 4th Annual Tourna
mant! Saturday, April 28 Anyone can win'

$500 1st prize -many winners of prizes,

bands and entertainment -filming a lot,

t hrowing a party and making a movie!'

Body Snatchar, Sat , 4/21, CCA, 600.
7:30. 9:30, 11:30. $1.00. UMass Womens
Swim Team

Gay peer counaaling, SU 406 G Tuas.,

5 7, Thurs 6 8, Fri 4 6 or call 545 2645

VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED

To assist handicapped students in horseback
riding program on Saturdays, 12:00 3:00.

Contact: Handicapped Student Affairs
Office

231 Whitmore
545-0892

• Garber's Gorillas
CONT FROM P. 16

action Saturday,
but Conforti's condition may prevent him from playing.

Gart}er said he plans to use Eric Banhazel and Don Gold-
stein in the cage for one half each, and will decide on a
goaltender for next week's Hofstra game based on how each
man performs.

Brooks Sweet continues to lead UMass goal scorers with
23, and while his goals per game average is less than last year,
he's doling out more assists and should surpass last year's
total of 24. Skip Vosburgh and Schmitz each had three-goal
performances against Brown, and have proved themselves as
consistent scorers. Sophomore Chris Corin has also shown
the ability to find the cage. The goal scoring prowess of these
three in particular has taken some of the scoring burden off of
Sweet.

"When I'm in Amherst
I eat at Pinocchio's..."

The Peoples Gay Alliance

A Store-full of ideas

Dofwntown Amherst

*

*$1

presents a

• DISCO *
on April 21, Sat, at 9:00

10th floor CC SI^.•» iviu iiuur \.v, 91 -^

Person WolinskyrPAReviei\ Touise

A QOOO CPA REVCW COURSE SHOULD CUT THRCNXIH
THE MAZE OF MATE»«AL OUR8 OOC8I
• UEARN TO a WAIT FOR
SUCCeeD WITHIN OURLATKFEB
ONLY 1 WEEKS A AUO. STARTS

for informtikm amefrrtmm^ twiimcf

(617) 8432288

''...because he's got the only real

Italian pizza in Amherst, and I

wouldn't lie either."

LormiiomsCom le Caatr

2/3 PASSING RATE-

TINPCCHIO
1177 N. Pleasant St. N. Amherst

549-3669
- FREE DELIVERY AFTER 5 -

To place a classtfied ad. >)'i>|, by h .

Cntlniit'i .,»(,..• IfJ, 113) r.i'luvfPri 8 4^

a m .
,«ri't 1 4S p m M"inf1<iv 1>iri)ui)»i F»i

(lay in u'lf ')iir h.ititly i lift ,j>if) mjil tuf"
(IHIIV) 111 llVl'.t ISMJ»~, il Tfu; (it0l'ttl,1i

Cl.tssilK'fl 'U-iidlKK- >s 3 4*j (1 It' iA)f) (I.I,

111 .«)v,|»fll •• •l\ IXihlM ,(||MI1 <|,l!l 1 Collegian
ClassifiedsIH Collegian cla&silied raiet are ii.i»v

4S< 1»" '"•• '•.•' • linSfl llllVl' INMII'N 40l

t :'i'| il.n 30 1 <">s«'< iilivf is>m'^
'• lie |i." (t.lv OtW liin> IS lUIKirHv

.-1.. . , .
.«• m .^8

. h.ii.i. f.->-

We buy h sell used audio components
Soiiiifl b Music aO 32 King St Northarrtp

ton MA 01060 lel j84 954;

Stick it iri your ear free ear piprcirig wiili

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs
264 N PkMSrtnt St .

Amh
, 2S3 3324

Diamond engagement b wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs. 264 N Pleasant St ,

253 3324

Onitage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off all reg priced merch to all

students & staff Rememtier your 10.

~ ROOI^MATE WANTED

Summer sublet. 3 bdrm l^nhse Rolling

Green .jpts , all ulii incl S275 mo
253 7219

Large bedroom to sublet perfect for

couple 20 mm walk to rnmpus Air cond .

dishwasher, 1 'v baths $150 per montf)
Come take a look" Call 549 1325

1 bdrm. in 3 bdrm Riverglade apt On
UMass bus route Avail 6/1, rent $100 +

util Please call. 256 6137. fall option

2 br, sublet, available May 1 or June 1 In

Amherst, on busline $200 per month plus

utilities, 256 6110

3 rmmaMs. wanted for 5 br apt in

Amherst Ctr for summer $85/mo + util

Call Norma, 256 6266, eves

Female looking for another female to

share a 2 bdrm apt , mid May end Aug
,

$80 mo incl all, call 253 7685, Mar|ie, imm
ed

Roommate wanted. $110 month, incl.

utM., Swim Village, Amherst, 2S68411.

SERVICES

Irtsuranca rates too high? Up to 15% off

your auto insurance with a MHL alarm
system area's lowest rates, call 546 9639,
546 n3r
Technical draft for thesie and papers,

reas rates, fast, 549 1768, ev , 5 2678, d

Fall option, Brandywine, 2 bedroom, 2
bus rt , pool. AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,

nice location, rent negotiable, call

549 5815

To sublet -2 bdrm apt , fully furn
, rent

negotiable, Brandywine, call 549 6338

4 bdrm. N. Amh. house for summer, w/
option for fall, near bus, $400/mo.,
549 5993.

1 bedroom apt., pool, tennis, June 1 with

fall option $180. util incl Bus. Cliffside

apt Call 665 3478, Kathleen

Apart, to sublet. Bran. |> ...,, .' ii()rm

AC. availatjie Junf 1 rcn! i.iijuii iixi. r.iii

549 6920

1 bdrm Puffton a fall option 549 5231

Summer in Sunderland, 2 bdrm Cliffside

apts
. partyle (umished, on bus rte , sw

pool, tennis cts , rent low and negot Call

665 2131. eve Keep trying, fall option too

Summer sublet, fail option, 2 bdrm
.

Colonial Village, S200 mo , nice backyard
corner apt

, 253 7049 evenings

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., summer sublet w/
opt tor fall On bus rte

,
part furn . AC,

poo[, tenn , $190 mn or BO. call 549 6630

Furnished studio in campus — University

Apts available June. July. August,
$147/mo , util incl . call 549 4450, even
ings

2 bdrm. 2nd floor Cliffside, avbl June,
tennis, pool, bus, 665 7195

4 bedroom house in N'hampton, block
away from Look Park, AC, pool, tennis,

sublet w/ opt to renew, $300 mo. Call

584 8359

TO SUBLET

4 bdrm., 2 bath., furnished Swiss Village

apt., on bus rte . $400/ mon or BO, util in

cl , June 1 Aug 31, call 6 8901 or 6^8015

2 bdrm. Cliffside. $200/ mth, everything
included, bus rte , AC, pool, tennis, call

665 3646, anytime.

Presidential apt. -2 tiedroom sublet Fall

option. Walk to campus Price neg.,

549 0871

Furnished; AC: DW: bus rt., 6/1 8/31;

549^re7_

Brandywine -6/1 to 8/31, 2 bd.-m , fur

nished, AC, pool, tennis, bus rte.,

$250/mo . 549 4671

Rooms for rent in house for summer, V4

mile from campus, rent negot 549 1867.

Townehou8e.'2 bedrm apt, AC, carpet,

part furn., on bus rte., $220, avail

6/J^8/31_Call evenings, 549 6078

2 bdrm. Cliffside, furn , bus rt
,
pool, dw,

tennis, cable, avail 5/23, fall option, all

utilities incl , $190/month, 665 7549

2 bdrm. apt. avail 6/1 w/ fall option, on
bus route, rent negot , call 549 6068.

2 bdrm, Puffton Village -June T w/ fall

option ,^i«^0373

Puffton, 1 of 3 bedrooms, w/ option in

fall, courts, pool, AC, on bus route,

549 5877

Sunderland, 6/1 8/31,

util incl bus rt , Indry ,

2 bdrm. twnhse.
w/ opt , $200 mo
665 3589

Sublet 6/1-8/31. 2 bdrm (one large) in 3
bdrm Puffton apt ; bus route, pool, tennis,

rent negotiable, call 549 2655

Townhse. Apts.. 3 bdr , sum sub., opt.

for fall, avail 6/1, AC, bus, rt $305/mon ,

549 6:»1

One bedroom Puffton, 6/1 9/1, furnish

ed^^ent, negotiable, phone, 549 6632.

1 large rm. for 1 or 2 - townhouse, 6/1 to

8/31, opt for fall Furn
, bus, AC, dble

closet, pool tennis Gd price, 549 6553

2 bdrm.
253 7984

apt., $195/ mo., June Aug.

2 bdrm. apt. in Rolling Green, pool, furn.,

all utils , available May 25. $265, call

2568059

Puffton, two bedroom apt. -rent
negotiable, on bus route Pool, tennis

coufT, swing sets, available June 1 August,
option to renew, call 549 5031 Wayne or

Jay

Riverglade, 2 bedroom and full cellar

Furnished, pool, WW carpeting, AC, DW,
bus rt Avail 6 18 31 Call 253 3674,

$240 mon

1 rm. in 3 hrm twnhse . sum fall,

549 3523

4 bdrm. N. Amh. house. June Aug , w/
option, rent negotiable, 549 6596, anytime.

2 bedroom townehouse. May to Aug ,

Southwood apts , furnished, $200, option

for fall, 253 5235, evenings, on bus stop, 1

mile from campus

2 bdrm. Colonial Vg., avail 6 1, fall opt ,

$190/mo
,
pool. bus. laundry, 256 6447

2 bdrm, twnhse.. So Amherst, pool,

dshwash , disposal, 2 bathrms , full cellar,

furnished, fall option, $215 month,
256 8616

Cheap sum, sublet - riice paneled 2 bdrm
Southwood apt fall option. 253 5813

7 rm. house in Amherst 4 people needed,
right at bus stop, fall option S76 mth *

negotiable, 256 6769

2 bdrm. apt., avail. June 1, w/ fall option
.On bus rte , pool, tennis $2S0/mo , util. in

cl , 666 2301, aHer^
Furnished townhouse. 2 Irge bdrms

,

pool, AC, bus ser Ite , May Sept , $200,

665 2646

Echo Hill to sublet. 1 bdrm, in 2 bdrm
apt., $140 or BO, fall opt., 253 9862,
Rochelle'

Two bdrm Cliffside apt., .ivbl niid May.
iin bus pool tennis f.ill optmn neg
666 3006

Lantern Ct 2 bedroom apt , $2(X) mo
from 6 1 w t.ill option tmnished AC
dishwashr

. on bus route, all utilities,

665 2865

2 bd apt., AC, pool, bus stop furnished.

$225 or BO 253 7478 aft 5pm
Spacious one bedroom apt at Cliffside

tennis courts, pool, on bus route, available

mid May with option for fall, $195/ mo . all

utilities included Call 665 2441 keep try

ing

To sublet -2 bdrm apt , Amherst, S190
mo ,

incl , call Steve or Bob, 256 8643,
avail 6'1

Sublet, fall option, Brandywine, 2
bedrm , 2 bus rts , pool, AC, dishwasher,

pond, carpeting, call 549 6157

1 bdrm. in 2 t)drm apt in Sunderland For

6/ 1 Fall opt , on bus rte
,
great pool and

tennis poss furn., S120/mo 665 7560,

eves

Brandywine apt., mid May to 8/29.
$200/mon or BO; 1 bdr ; fully furnished,

AC b pool, on bus route Call 549 6752

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway,
590/mon , util mcl., keep
calling 369 8372

2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur

nished, $275 or BO Call 253 7703,^ 8pm.
1 bdrm. Puffton apt , avail. 6/1,

54S5144

WANTED

Female roommates off campus for

Sept , call Lisa,^ 2004

Experienced male or female vocalist for

local rock band Must be able to adapt

quickly Band will be performing in area

soon Call 549 6659 for audition If no
answer call 549 1680.

Female wanted, furn., pools, tennis,

Soufhwoo'' apt . 6/1 8/31, after 6 p m ,

2M 7149

Riverglade. 2 bdrm. townhouse: furnish

ed, carpeted, AC, DW b disposal, laun

dry pool cable av , bus rt , sublet, ap
pro¥ 5/24 9'4, $240 mo incl heat b hw,
negot , 253 2069

2 bdrm. garden apt. w balcony overlook
ing Mt Sugarloaf Pool, AC b fully furn , 5
mis. to campus, on bus rt . avail mid May
to Aug , option to rent in fall, rent neg , call

6^2984

WANTED TO RENT

Female seeking room in apt. or house for

fall semester, call 546 7084.

PARACHUTING

First jump course, Thursday, 19th, 7

p m , CC rm 803, bring current ID and
$60 limited to 1st 15 people

FREE AiVIPLIFiER CLINIC

Mark your calendars! Free amplifier

testing clinic, April 19 20 Any make, any
model amp, pre amp or receiver tested

Measurements of power, distortion and fre

quency response made on Hewlett Packard
b Techtronix test equipment Thurs , April

19 b Fri
, Apnl 20 Sound b Music, 90 92

King St , N hamptriii 584 9547
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* ROTC
CONT FROM PAGE 3
miles a day to prepare for Army ROTC
Basic CarrH)

ROTC Basic Camp, located at Fort Knox,
Kentucky is a four to six week training

period where a candidate is taugfit Army
history, map reading, rifle marksmanship,
basic leadership techniques, physical

training, marching, communication, first

aid, nfwlitary courtly and traditions Cadets
are paid for the entire period, including

transportation to Fort Knox According to

Boisseau, Basic Camp is another tool to

ex(K>se a student to a military way of life,

\Mhtle under no obligation
"

Before a cadet is allowed into tfw ad-
vanced camp sometime between their

sophortKjre and junior year, 90 contact
hours with the army must be accumulated
These hours are accumulated through
classroom time and activity skill modules
which include weekend visits to the West

Point Military Academy in New York ar^ to
Fort Devens, Mass. and instruction in

marksmanship, mountaineering, cold

weather survival arwJ field leactership

exercise

According to Wendy Frenkel, a junior

transfer student from Syracuse University,

advance camp is fm, "aspiring young
cadets who want to be lieutenants, learn

military tactics and military skills It's also

the Army s chance to look at you. They
grade you on interaction with others,

supervision, attitude and motivation," she
said

Upon her graudatiwi bi 1^^ IfW,
Frenkel expects to be commissioned a
second lieutenant and to see active military

duty anytime from three months to six

years.

Moore, after his graudation and com-
mission next year, has a four year com-
mitrr^nt with the Army - two of which

must be spent m the Army Reserve.
Moore said he fee's the way most UMass

cadets feel about the ROTC Program, "if I

didn't want the commitment, I wouldn't

have gotten into the program, " he said.

But, not everyone stays with the Army
ROTC program According to Boisseau,

approximately 50 percent of the freshmen
who start the program, do not sign tfie

binding contract. Reasons range from
dropping out of college and transferring, to

academic and finartci^ problems. Some
just tose inter^t m the ROTC program,
Boisseau said.

Joe Maglitta, who graduated from
UMass in 1978, dropped out of the Army
ROTC program at the end of his freshman
year. Awarded the Military Science Trophy
for 1974 5, Maglitta applied for a full

scholarship but did not get it He said that

was one of the reasons he dropped out.

Maglitta sus|Mcts f>e k»t the scholarship
tsecau^ he ch(^ to major in journalism

over a technical field According to

Maglitta, his captain would comment about
his major and express subtle dissatisfaction

with a journalism major.

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

coupon

*ifld QIR*? MOuHTAiN rANMS M*t»*o*»-aiaj «OLni<i HftDiiY M*Sis$

ADUITS>?50 STUDfNTSftSH i,«Ii/tNijWlTHAMC CARD %2 OO TWI lITf SHOW »1 hO
CHILDREN »1 2 & SPE CIAL ENGAGEMENTS EXCLUDED

(TLS) INDICATES TWI CITE SHOW -TICKETS ON SALE 30 MINUTES P«iOR TQ TLS
WkattkiM

UiiiatetoUiaafe
tmtlilj IrrHiUir

The KORTh\--^ ^
AVENUE «

IIBBEGULARS -

Fri and Sat (TLS 5 00) 7 46
Sun thru Thurs (TLS 6 00) 8 »

Matinees (Fri Sun ) 2 00

BUCK ROGERS
IN THE 25th CENTURY

G

MARLON BRANDO
GENE NACKMAN

Best Visual

Effects Award
Fn and Sal (TLS 4 30) 7 30 10 15

Sun thru Thurs (TLS 5 30) 8 45
Matinees (Fn Sun ) 1 00

PC

PC

FINAL
WEEK

Thm oHgifMl

tpmem nuin

Fri and Sat (TLS 5 15) 7 46 9:46

Sun thru Thurs (TLS 6 15) 8 46
Matinees (Wed Sun ) 1 30

ROBERT DE NIRO

5 Academy Awards Best Picture

Fn and S»; (TLS 5 ») 9 00
Sun thru Ihurs (TLS 5 00) 8 30

Matinees (Wed Sun ) 1 00

REDUCED ADULT & STUDENT PRICES FOR TLS TICKETS LIMITED TO SEATING

SHOE
BIN 187 n- pleasant st^ amherst, ma.

the t^onttnuter Cabaret
NOW, AN EVENT FOR STUDENTS THAT LIVE OFF-CAMPUS ONLYI

Campus Center AVD.
PROOF OF STUDENT, RESIDENCY,

^%S SUNDAY hlif^
and AGE REQUIREDI t^*^ ^^ ^^ '^

OFF CAMPUS AND I DIG

STUDENTS ONLY

MATURING;
LACK CLASSICAL WITH

choims
STORYTELLER

BROTHER BLUE
DANCING TO THE

HIPSTREET BAND
PLUS

TALENT AUDITION WINNERS

Caesar Pjedra

Jud/ & Donna
Blue Wilder

Hendersons
Stacey& Fowler

Dancing
Cash Bar
Free Juice

Punch
Music...

SI.OOADM.
HIS EVENT IS SPONSORED BY THE COMMUTER

COLLECTIVE OFFICE, AREA GOVERNMENT FOR

STUDENTS WHO LIVE OFF CAMPUS.
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Todai^'s

Crossword

ACROSS
1 London area
S George Ber-

»«rd —
• Sire

14 it's ——!"

ti Spanish
measure

16 Cream
17 Church

leader

W Stale

19 Flaiw
20 Fits

22 Tubbed
23 Ace
24 Pierce

25 Romped
^ Very bad
32 Hicks
33 Lachrymose
34 Pronoun
K Girl's name
36 Dispatches
37 — Moreno
38 Colloid

39 Footwear
40 Large bowl
41 Loud ones
43— Infer-

no"
44 Of us
45 Felines

46 Paced
49 Private

53 Slack

54 Capricorn
» Extra

56 Mad Ave
types

57 Additional

58 Foil

^ Brag
60 Extorted

•1 Rotltop, eg
aowN

1 Devitalizes

2 Hautboy
3 Indian

4 Town crier's

words
5 Alarmed
6 Hang about
7 Simians
8 Conflict

9 Electron
• stream:

2 words
10 Exultant

11 Lillian —
12 Diminutive

suffix

13— Off:

Angry
21 French arti-

cles

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved

ROD ^^f* M n a eHr I r. M
1 V * **Wf^ AT* mHe C H

Spl LOAD^ t R S » 1 R 1 M
( N T 1 R E Hs E * ^*i!L ^1*O 1 C fpiM'

^ eJe r e 0]
S C Hit M I "^pV
c N o|r chIa I ^ eIBo ere]
o o ^Wsmr T f 1 msbIm a 1

u s f sP|"|o mJ||t e a Is i

R I s ||0|eHn I mR a t U s

QuBu aaaa
* T N L|E|T C $/k Vll A r E

T a I CMO R N A 1 E |N t A L

R A r|r a t S r^G t WS
5" 5 i||TTTrr^r5"r f

22 Dutch set-

tlers

24 Alumni
25 Prudes
26 Cfesceni:

Var
27 Poplar

28 Hollows
29 Palm off

30 Set tree

31 Slants

33 Rips

36 Germ
37 Redeemed
39 Coed, eg

40 Flying mam-
mals

42 Loops
43 Flitted

45 Discontinue
46 Table
47 Bustle
48 Eternal city

49 Gallup —
50 Slangy neg-

ative

51 Son of Zeus
52 Scallion

54 Egyptian
god

1 2 3 4

1
21

5 6 7 8

1
22

9 10 II 12 13

14 15 16

17 18

24

19

20

2827

23 ~^^^H
25 26 29 30 31

32 " -"
35 ..

I
43

40

37

38 ^39

45

4l 42

49

^^^^^^44

I
54

^^^H
46 47 4S

1 1

50 51 52

53 55

56 57 58

59 60 61

Todajy's DC menu

I

LUNCH
Deli Beef Sandwich

Tuna Noodle Casserole

BASIC LUNCH
Tuna Noodle Casserole

Summer Salad w/ Syrian Bread

DINNER
Chicken Fillet

Baked Fish w/Crumb See
Fruit Plate w/ Date

Nut Bread

Collegian ^^

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

HOW ICNOOT IS n /the SMOtS ON THE
ROluumG lOuSV li OTweR foot NOUi,
AND LOSinO ARHits/V\eH PtLUMH'

[mSanw^milE IenI has
HIS osuH wxy or viEw-

INC T«£ J?i5K CAME'

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Oieczl^'

an"

1-521

^fS at «4»ck of ut

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

Its A BEAUTtFUl- VJ.

AN R<HitEH«»*3 DAy OF l^tm

rt,ttt4b ' «^OMt lym

'

Y^^hms it I

If yxio^YGETlrup
I'M l5AV(>s^U

!^^^

Nebbish by IVIike Galper B Nathaniel Parkinson

• —

busuftoe and Vm mto

JcSuS ,
tOhokt ar^

3^oa \i\Xo '\

^r¥YTr-r-i

QrC^

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

WKWHrikiBAN,

\ninHBivnJiKS

THATS
JUfTOfe
vim
IfKK..
I

4

pwm. ouTAMPsaiot iom-

7DMB.. PKOSOOHmmCBMBCT
\

MtBiAriHBaiuaim
\ mTmimnn.THB C4>v fitess .

AMCTrHEH.

CHDNSeOF
MffiD?

H£UMrSTO
6ersiMC£SHip
AMencAMih-
IN6 A6«IN.

THE GRADUATE
STARRING

Dustin Hoffmofi, Anne Bancroft

Friday, April 20th
Campus Center Auditorium

Univ. of Mass
7-9-11 $1.00

Hillel Brunch
Sunday, April 22 at 11:00

Reflections:
From The Old

World To The New
Our Grandparents^

Stories

Commonwealth Rm. — SU

Internship
Deadline

The Office of Internships is announc-
ing that April 27 is its deadline for

placing students in agencies for sum-
mer and fall internships. After that

students who have been accepted by
an agency are Invited to come in to

discuss credit arrangements and other

relevant details for their internship.

—Office of Internships
16 Curry Hicks

545-0727
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Tech Hifi offers lOO qualitybrands.
And soundrooms to playthem in.
A lot of stereo stores have big

signs all over the place that tell you
"Don't Touch the Merchandise".

At Tech Hifi, our signs say

"Come Play". Because we think

it's important for you to get the

"feel" ofcomponents. You can feel

free to flip the switches, press the

buttons, spin the knobs, and act-

ually play the equipment
in our soundrooms.

And the best part

is. you can take all

the time you want. Nobody will

rush you. And nobody will pres-

sure you into buying if all you want
to do is listen and compare.

If your stereo budget is under

$400, one of the expertly-matched

systems you'll find at Tech Hifi

this week combines a smooth-

operating Kenwood 4000R stereo

receiver with best-selling

Studio Design 36 loud-

speakers, and a belt-

driven Sanyo TP636
turntable (complete

with a light- tracking

Audio-Technica
cartridge).

At just $359, we think this is

one of our best system values. But
you don't have to take our word for

it. You can come play it, and judge
for yourself.

Shop& Compare
JBL L19 speakers (each) $125
Technics 6 1 6 cassette deck $149
Onkyo 2500 II receiver $219
EPI 110 speakers (each) $ 95

KLH 101 speakers (each) $ 70
ADC 105Qe cartridge $ 20

Tech Hifi invites you to come
play. Take us up on it.

tech hifi
Quaiity components at the right price.

^KENW/OOD
Studio
Design audio-technica

15 East Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100
Marshall's Plaza, Boston Rd. & Parker St., Springfield 782-5544

Stores also throughout Massgichusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, New York, Vermont,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan and Ohio.

Riday. April 20, 1979,
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Trackmen in BC Relays
By KEVINMcCAFFREY
CoHegian Staff

Most of New England's performers who competed in last week's UMan
Relays have now done an about face and laced up track shoes for the Boston
College Relays, a four day affair that began on Wednesday The contest is being
staged at the BC campus, and will continue through Saturday when the bulk of
the running and field events will be contested.
An added feature of this invitational is a decathlon competition which start«f

yesterday with the first five events, and will conclude today with the remaining
five. The Minutemen are represented during the two day competition by fresh-
men Dale Woods and Bobby Pearson, and junior Skip Walsh.

Fresh from his first UMass Relays title last week in the 5000 rrwters, senior
Mike Quinn will pool his talents with Minutemen teammates Jeff King, John
Kelley, and Steve MacOougall, in the distance medley relay which competes at
3:35 tomorrow.
The UMass hurdling crew of Jay Ems, Ed Iwanowicz, Eddie Goodhue, ar^

Bobby Schnepp, will r^pond to the starter's gun at 12:25 tomorrow in the event
that produced victory last Saturday; the 480 shuttle hurdle relay. It was the only
relay victory for UMass at the fourth annual Relays last week.

In the sprint nwdley relay at 1 25, UMass will be led by Oregon transfer student
Jimmy Churchill, the 220 yard champion in hist first UMass Relays Saturday. He
will team with Mickey Baugh, Bill DeVarney. and Clay Christe in the event.
Tomorrow's competition beplns at 10:30 with the rr^en's field events, and

concludes with the men's 1600 meter relay. The women's program ends at 4:30
with their 4 x 400 meter relay.

Mitwomen sweep URi
fly MELISSA GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff
A doubleheader sweep at the Univwsity of
Rhode Island by the University of
Massachusetts Softball team yesterday in

dicates that it isn't too early to join tf>e

Minutewomen's bandwagon in defense of
Its Eastern crews. The 11-0 UMi^ clouted
the Rams in the opener, 1 1-3, but the story
was the thrilling 6 5 victory in the pitchers
duel.

Both teams were hekl scor^sa untU tlw
fifth fraiTw. Tf^w. co-captain Kathy Hor-
rigan knocked home two set up by a Kathy
O'Connell and co-captain Sue DiRocco
double steal. The lead wk shortliv^.
however, as URI tallied four runs tak
ing advantage of two errors and five

hits.

The Minutewomen saw themseK/es
t>ehind, 4^2, going into the seventh inning,

before DiRocco started off with a single.

O'Connell followed with a base hit while
Peters loaded the bases with a bunt Hor
rigan walked to force home a run. An out
caused tension before Brenda Simmons
managed an infield single plating Sue

Peters. Elaine Howie couldn't have conrw
out of her mini slump at a finer time as her
two run single proved to be %h» gwne win-
ner, scoring the sixth runr>er,

Tfie "unbelievable comet>ack" was even
more incredible considering URl's top-rated
hurfers, ^sistant coach Bob DiCarlts said.
Grigw, who defeated UMass 9-2 in '^ w»
6-0 before O'Connell and company. Tht
Rams' record dropped to 12 3, Peters n«.
ched the victory.

Hitting deternriined ttw lopsided first con-
test as UMaK unloaded 14 hits, in tfte first

inning, DiRocco singled and O'Conr^
tripled her home. Horrigan reached on a
miscue, stole second and third, and widw^
ed the rt^rgin when a pick off play resulted
in an unearned run.

Simmons robbed the Rams of two hits at
she threw out two hitt^s at first from rij^
fi^d. URI added a kme run m the third, to
complete its production.

With two outs in tf>e fifth frame, Sim-
mons and Howie singled hwne place set-
ters Rhonda McManus and Horrigan.
Otf>er big hits included Fran Cornac*
chiol, and McManus' triples.

cliarlka
TNE ERNIE BOCK

MNP
appearing

Friday and
Saturday

Lvin

III

lM,

c^oobj^urrs

PREPARE FOR:

goolifooli&tirmli
H_PRAYST., Amhar«t Mm». SIS-

MCATIMTLSir-BMAT
fiflE-6RE PSYCH- ORE BIO

PGATOCAT WTMffSMr
NMBlLm-KFJIIieFLEXmiE

NDBI,n*NPBI*NLE
Flexible Proflrams a Hours

VltH Any Cenfar And S«« For Your—It
Why W Male Tho Dtttoronf

In Amhwtt: 264 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Ma 010Q2
2S3-510B 2S3-S283

Prepare for June ORE -
classes begin 5/3, For July
GMAT - classes begin
5/10. I

-rt

COUCATNMMi CCMTtM

SMCIADSTS SINCI ItM

Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 100 223-1712
C«flt*rs in More Than SO Major US Citits

Puerto Rico Toronto. Canada I Lugano Switzerland

Student Legal
Services
needs

PARALEGAL
INTERNS

for Fall 1979
(Full time academic

credit)

Ai^jly by Aprit 27, 1979
922 Campus Center

545 1996

LEARN GUITAR
BY

CASSETTE TAPES

Newest, most effec-
tive low cost method.
Free info- write:

Sound Enterprises, Inc.

P.O. Boi 1 »70
Mtka. MN 35343

STADIUM

<5

LIQUORS
"We support all Spring Sports"

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A&P in

the new Shopper's Parl<

University Dr.

OKN MON. TNM Sir., 9:00 k»-mo P.N.

TEL NO. 2S3-SS9S

Large selection of kegs

MILLER LITE. 7.20 case

MILLER. ..... 6*99 case

BUD 7,20 case

MICHEL0B..8.20 case

MICHELOB LITE. . .

.

8«20 case

FOLONARI SOAVE
1 liter 1.99

RUNITE LAMBRUSCO
750 ml 2.29
50 02 4.29
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Stickwomen run record to 5-0
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
CoHegmn Staff

1,9ft attack wtng Can NtckerMn scorea
fouf goals, and first home Jean Hackett
chipped in four, as the UMass women s

lacross team fought off Williams College.

13 10 on the NOPE fields yesterday af

temoon

Williams ran through the UMaM dafense

to score four times by the time ten minutes

had passed The Gaeelles managed a goal

at 6 00 of the first half when second home
Mdrgie Anderson shovelled one by

Williams goalie Marty Tagl

After Williams assumed a 4 1 lead, the

Ga/elles started checking more
aggressively. Maria Mmnicucci, Holly

Jennings, and Laura Neil helped to get

the ball m UMass crosses

At 10 20 of the lirst half. Can Nickerson

sroied het first of the day. a roller that

drove into the net Two minutes later,

Nickerson struck again, taking a Jean

Hackett pass to bounce it through the left

Side Jean Hackett drove her first in at

12 45. 30 seconds later

Hacketts goal tied the score, she capped
the tally with the go ahead score at 14 45. a

linei landing Iwhiruj Tag! Williams tied the

score at five when left attack Laurie

U'yersoll dodged the *(Jefense n«af the

ciease to beat out Gazelle goalie Robin

Jennings They struck again at 21 00. live

minutes latei. when first home Linda

Siefter lH;at out a one on one" with

Jennings

Margie Andc-rson knotted the score at six

with the last goal ol the halt, a dribbler that

Tagt missed

Right attack wing Julie McHugh broke

the tie at 1 50 of the second half Can
Nickerson gave the Ga/elle some breathing

room with a solo shot nt 7 S5 As Lmda

Shetfler's goal put Williams within one at

8 40, the Ga^elles began to pull away,
combining passing with persistent shooting

onqcMl.

Tha nine minute mark saw two Gazelle

goals by Jean Hackett and Margie

Anderson; UMass led. 10 7 Another

Williams goal at 10 10 was answered by

Can Nickerson's fourth goal, coming from

a feed from center Laurie Vincello

Williams' Anne Ricketson continued the

scoring seesaw with a strike at 15;W) Jean

Hackett concluded her scoring with a

bouncer to the middle at 17 42 Williams

had their last at 18 30, while Julie McHugh
passed to Margie Anderson, who forced

through the final tally of the game at 19:15.

Im glad we won,' said coach Pam
Huon, "Williams played very well, and we
had our moments, either passing very well

or letting down and letting Williams score.

But I'm glad for the win "

While the varsity managed to keep a

clean slate (5 0), the )unior varsity also

managed to escape a late rally by Williams

to win, 6 5

Second home Betsy Ma/eral provided

the offensive fire for both halves, scoring

lour goals, including the game s first at

3 30 In between that score and the end of

the fust hall came a tie by Williams at

10 40. and plenty of scrambling Dropped

passes, checks, penalties, and several

saves by Ga/elle goalie Karen Keough and

the Williams defense stymied both of

fenses UMass finally broke the tie with a

Ma/eral line shot at 22 25 With one minute

left, Martha Murn made it 3 1

.

The second half was dominated by a

Williams rally, after Joanne Graf anr* Betsy

Ma/eral put UMass m front 6 1. y^.ilhin five

minutes The four Williams C|oals came
uttef Md/eial s last at 9 30

Batmen putwin streak
on line vs. Springfield
r. ..,-.,<«, ^, II / r a; ui/Hnk Rut ;«ft»ir the SMU tournev. Wit
By KEVIN CULLtN
CoNegian Staff

It has all happened so quickly, so quietly,

that few people have noticed The UMass
baseball team is winning The Minutemen

are currently on a five game win streak,

which began last Thursday with 5 2 win

over Fairfield

UMass then swept a doubleheader with

Vermont. 8 3 and 5 0, as Jim Lewis beat

the Catamounts in the opener and Mark

Brown and Chuck Thompson combined for

a shutout in the nightcap The Minutemen

turned five double plays in 14 innings at

Vermont
Doug Welenc continued his torrid pit

ching streak as he five hit Boston College

for a 1 win last Tuesday at Chestnut Hill

Welenc struck out nine, including five of

the last seven BC batters.

Doug Welenc is probably the hottest pit

Cher in New England right now. " says

UMass head coach Dick Bergquist And I

feel we're probably the hottest team right

now. too"
Welenc. now 4 1. has won his last four

starts, allowing only three runs on 13 hits

over 32 innings Welenc has lowered his

earned run average to 1 79 and has struck

out 42 in 45 innings

"Well, obviously it's been pitching and

defense for us," said Bergquist "Usually,

you get mediocre pitching during the first

week But after the SMU tourney, with the

exception of one game (a 17 2 drubbing by

Mainel, the pitching has been excellent "

Bergquist predicted earlier in the year

that the Ed Sknbiski Mike Stockley com
bination was the best in New England for

double plays UMass has turned 22 double

plays in 21 games
Pitchers like that kind of defense,

'

Bergquist said with a smile

The Minutemen, now 11 10 overall and

9 6 since coming north, sit on top of the

Yankee Conference with a 3 1 record and

are currently ranked third in New England.

UMass hosts Springfield today for a 3:00

game down at Lorden Field Bergquist

plans to start nghty Jim Lewis (13. 3.66)

while Springfield head coach Charlie Roys

will probably go with lunior righthander

Bob McGuire. Springfield, 'a good Div 2

team" according to Bergquist. is 7-4 overall

and 6 3 up north

Bergquist said Saturday's doubleheader

down at Storrs will be the first real test of

the year for UMass UConn, now 10 6, is

coming off a sweep of URI and is ranked

second in New England, just ahead of

UMass The Huskies also boast two of the

best pitchers in New England in Mark

Winters (I 08 ERA) and Colin McLaughlin

(4 1, 2 00) Sophomore righthander Mark

Brown, who has been impressive in his last

two starts, will go for the Minutemen in the

opener.

Laxmen
By JIM DEGNIM

^thr^M^isfmens lacrosse team, stinging from a tough 15 13 loss to P"me New

England rival Brown on Wednesday, will take its act on the road tomorrow when it

travels to Williamstown to play Williams College
, , . ^ c. .-x.

Garber-rGonllas slipped from twelfth in the nation to 13th in the latest United States

IntercoHegiate Lacrosse Association poll this week, but the poll was taken before the

Cls to Brown number 14 squad in this week's poll Despite the talk that one may hear

he Cornlas are by no means completely out of the playoff picture Should they win aM

Iheir remaining games. H will be difficult for the pollsters to ignore them when the

^"u'^M^sr^a^rAlmranrS^rTc^^^^^^ ranked sixth and seventh respectively in the latest

DoH and V ctor.es over those teams would thrust the Minutemen into the thick o^ the

?ace for the tournarilent It is generally conceded that UMass must go undefeated the

rest of the way if It has post season aspirations
,, , „ ^ i, <.,..• h.,,f

Crrber calls Williams "a good college division team with well skilled players, but

do«n't expert a major tes? for his team. The Ephmen Ithe name comes from the

founder of^he college Col. Ephra.m Williams) are 2 3. and m their most recent outing^

on Wedne^ay Sethe subjects of a 17 5 carnage by the Harvard Crimson The

Teadmr^^er for Williams is Kenny Miller, an Jttackman vvho attended Phillips^

A^overTcader^y with nine goals in the first four games The goaltender is Bob

cS^n wCo has s^ved a respec?able 53.8 percent of the shots fired at h.m. Sources at

Williams report that everyone is healthy for Saturday s game r =.rK«r

mTL on he other hand has three key midfielders who are ailing. Coach Garber

^i^^rolans to rest Ed Murray (shoulder). Peter Schmitz (nb), and Harry Contort.

SKi^a^ ^ ^tLX .f Possttie. If nailed. Murra. or Schmitz -V^be^Pjes^d^'nto

Cari Nickerson (right) goa
over Williams College, 13-10 (Staff photo by Patrick O Dobbs)

Golfwomen finish second
Tiie University of Massachusetts, after

winning its first tournament of the season
last Friday against Mt Holyokeand Rutgers
on the soggy Orchards course, took a se

cond place seat at the Fifth Annual
Massachusetts Intercollegiate Tournament
in Stowe. Ma vesterdav.

Harvard's Leslie Griese earned individual

low medalist honors with an 83 Jane Mc
Carthy carded the A/linutewomen's lowest

score.

UMass' next rriatch is Friday, April 27 at

Hickory Ridge challenging Mt. Holyoke and
Amherst Tee off time is 1:00 p m

Walt Chernlak

The forgotten men
A lot of people, especially fans, have

been talking about what seems to me at

least to be the moral decline of basebalL

With the abolition of the reserve clause,

which bound players to one team and one

team only, baseball fans from Boston to

Seattle were treated to the three ring circus

of free agency. Marvin Miller and Jerry

Kapsiein, who are about as athletic as

Abbott and Costello, were suddenly

household names. The game, revered for

decades as The National Pastime, had been
infiltrated by that hungriest of parasites;

money.

I would be among the first to agree that

baseball isn't the same any more. When a

player like Dave Parker can make $20,000 a

week, the average fan has every right to

feel resentful, but today I want you to

forget all about the "integrity of baseball"

sermon which Rev Bowie Kuhn has been

preaching to us for ten years. I want you to

forget what baseball used to be like, what

ticket prices used to be like I want you to

take a look at this business they call a game
in the most proper and fair manner.

What IS this column trying to say? Sure,

there have been hundreds of stories done

on money in sports, reporters relating the

fairy tale salaries of the Roses, Rices,

Ervings, Parkers and Jacksons. But my
argument this morning, or afternoon if you

got up late, has to do with the forgotten

men of baseball; the umpires.

While baseball fans have been lapping up

all the games they can during these first

two weeks or so of the regular season, the

umpires have been walking a picket line,

and they are no closer to reaching an

agreement with major league baseball than

they were in spring training. You see,

people don't pay to see umpires, and

because of this the major league owners

who seem so generous when there's a free

agent to be had, become as selfish and

stingy as a candy-cradling six year old with

the umpires.

Few professions possess more internal

integrity than baseball umpiring. They say

you can tell if one is a professional by what

type of code of ethics his field maintains,

and that makes umpires among the most

professional people in all of sports, perhaps

in all of the country Unlike* many pimpl6

faced, fuzzy cheeked rookies who are

hustled into the big leaques in their early

20's. umpires must study and work for

years and years belore they make it to the

top. Many of today's striking umpires were

learning their trade before a good number

of today's players were born. If an umpire is

thought to have had dealings with gam
biers or other "undesirables" in the past,

he is often proclaimed unfit to be an ump. Il

IS a profession of dignity, fairness and

pride.

It IS due to this pride then, that the major

league umpires decided to ignore a no-

stnke clause in their present contract and

picket major league ballparks. And what

they are asking for isn't all that

astronomical. They merely want to be able,

like the players, to negotiate their salaries

individually, which currently run between

$18,000 and $40,000 a year. And they want

more spending money when on the road.

American League umpire Vic Voltaggio

claims he spent over $1700 of his own
monev last year just to meet expenses

which the league should have covered.

This isn't a baseball issue' it's a labor

relations issue, and the group of picketing

arbiters whom everyone loves to boo are

getting the short end of the stick. And what
does the baseball establishment have to

say? Interim umpires have been used so far,

and have been abused by fans, players and
managers alike. I won t oe cruel enougn to

say they're doing a terrible job, but it

suffices to say that people are jumping all

over them when they blow a call, and that's

often. When everyone knows you're an

amateur in that job, you are shown little

mercy.
In the meantime, the owners, led by

Yankee boss George "I love Nixon and

Reggie" Steinbrenner, are not budging an

inch, and have gone so far as to hire some
of the umpiring "scabs" to contracts even

if the umpires come back. There have been

tough labor fights in this country before,

usually resolved, but one thing really

bothers me about this whole mess. These

umpires are being repressed, being

screwed, being hurt, and nobody, from

LeeMacPhail and Chub Feeney to the fans

seenns to give a damn.

Student proposal prevails

Pierpont dorm to remain co-ed
By CMOL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Controversial Pierpont dormitory will not
be changed to all female, but a series of in-

ternal changes are planned, Sally A.
Freeman, director of the Community
Development Center announced Friday.

In a nine-page statement read to
Southwest students and staff in her office

Friday, Freeman rejected a proposal to
change the population of the dormitory, in

favor of a series of internal changes, many
of which were presented at a previous
meeting by students.
The proposal to limit the population to

females was presented by residential staff

n>embers at that meeting.
Included in the list of changes for tf»e

dormitory is the drawing up of "a clear list

of expectations for future residents,"
Freeman said.

Freeman has ordered suspension of in-

coming students to tf^e dormitory until the
list of expectations is available to students
prior to assignment there.

Also listed in Freeman's approved
changes are implementation of a panel of

trustees to monitor dormitory progress,
and relocation of the Inquiry Program (an

alternative education program which has
been based in Pierpont since 1969.)

Richard LaVoice, student Government
Association president, yesterday described
Freeman's decision as a victory for the
residents of the dorm. He said there have
bewi many "positive changes" in the dorm
this year, and the decision has enabled the
students to continue. He pointed to a new-
ly formed student judiciary and dormitory

council as evidence of the "positive

changes."
In rejecting the staff proposal, LaVoice

said Freeman was recognizing the proposal
as "extremely sexist to place the respon-
sibility on women."

In her statement Freeman said, '"I reject it

because I think it wrongly shifts the em-
phasis for responsible -behavior on to
women and off of men, and that has hap-
pened quite long enough."
Southwest Residential Area Heads of

Residence contacted last night said it was
too premature to respond to Freeman's
decision regarding the changes for the dor-
mitory.

In her statement Freeman said, "the staff

feels strongly that they could not in good
conscience support another Head of
Residence hired for Pierpont without such
a shift in population."
Michelle Cucuzzo, Coolidge Head of
Residence and a former Pierpont resident,

last night said she is "trying to figure out
what the ramifications (of the approved
plan) would be. I used to live in Pierpont
and I have very mixed feelings about it,"

she said.

Pier|3ont Residence Assistance Maggie

Carson last night said she hopes the new
head of residence, to be selected for tfie

Fall term, won't receive pressure from
other residence heads.
Also in the works for next semeter is the

transformation of former Inquiry program
space into a faculty residence ap>artm«nt.
LaVoice last week said the live- in faculty
member would help the "academic at-
mosphere" in the dormitory.

In the statement Freeman said she is rwt
holding the dormitory population "resporv-
sible for everyone's behavior," but the dor-
mitory is responsible she said, for dealing
with "irresponsible behavior."
Freeman said Pierpont dormitory hat

historically"been associated with conflict
and alleged negative behavior" she said a
"life-threatening act of arson" in the dor-
mitory toward former Head of Residence
Thomas K. Whitford received "nation-wide
publicity and has stirred campus-wide con-
troversy."

In-State tuition may rise

over next three years

Bob Padula (left) and Justin Gorden
were among the performers at the
Sidewalk Marketplace in downtown

Amherst Saturday afternoon helping to

celebrate spring. (Staff photo by Paul
Price).

ByJIMMORAN
Collegian Staff

Tuition for Massachusetts residents

attending the state's colleges and
universities will go up by at least 25 percent
of the total cost of a year's education in

every year for the next three years, ac-

cording to State Rep. James G. C^ollins, D-
Amherst.

Tuition hikes based on the 25 percent

cost of education figure, would put in-state

tuition for Southeastern Massachusetts
University and the University of Lowell, at

$647 - up from the current $525 figure.

Tuition would go up to $764, in three years,

with the yearly increments.

At state colleges the tuition would go up
only $90 over the three-year period. Tuition

at the community colleges would go from
the present $300 rate to $471 in the third

year.

Collins, chairman of the House
Education Committee, said the exact
amount of the tuition hike depends upon
acceptance of one of two proposals. One
of the proposals, in Gov. Edward J. King's

House Bill No. 1 would increase tuition by
as much as 100 percent across the board.

This figure comes from Secretary of

Education Charles Johnson's plan to

provide $23.7 million from higher education
to fund Gov. King's promised $500 million

tax rollback.

The other proposal, conceived by Boston
State College President Kermit Morrissey,

would base tuition on 25 percent cost

figure.

The Board of Higher Education supports
the Morrissey plan, in concept, with the

stipulation that provisions be made for

increasing financial aid to students.

The Board voted Friday to send
recommendations to the boards of trustees

at the community and state colleges and
universities, urging them to support tuition

hikes which would provide for increased

scholarship monies.

According to Donald A. Epstein, Chair-

man of the Board of Higher Education, the

Board's plan formulated on two-year enroll

ment figures would base tuition increases

on "25 percent of the maintenance costs

divided by the number of full time
undergraduates times twice the number of

graduate students."

Epstein also said, "King's plan is

ludicrous because it doesn't account for ad
ded fees and services concurrent with tui-

tion, which make state schools com-
petitively expensive."

Epstein added that King's plan would
make the the wealthier students go to the

higher-priced schools, and make the low
income students go to community colleges,

creating a "two- tier system of education."

UMass celebrates Latin American Weeic
By MEAGAN O'REILL Y
Collegian Staff

To increase American awareness of

United States' support for the dictatorial

Somoza regime in Nicaragua, the week of

April 22-28 has been designated National

Week of Solidarity with the Nicaraguan
People. This week coincides with Latin

American Week at UMass.
Afiora, a two hundred member UMass

organization of Spanish- Speaking students

sponsoring the Latin Week, is dedicating

the week's events to the Nicaraguan situa-

tion. The events are planned to share Latin

American political culture, music, customs
and the problems Hispanic students face at

UMass with the entire UMass community.
Gloria Gonzalez, secretary of Afiora. said

the 600 member Latin community is

iaioated within UMass and Ahora hopes the

events will reinforce Latin identity and unify

the ttto cOKures.

Highlighting the crisis in Nicaragua will

be the area premiere of the new documen
tary film "Nicaragua: September 1978," on
Thursday, May 3, at 7:30 p.m. in Mahar
Auditorium. The film is sponsored by the
Western Mass. Chile Latin America
Solidarity Committee,

Bruce Norton, secretary of the commit
tee, said the film shows how the
U.S. —sustained President of Nicaragua,
General Anastasio Somoza Debayle,
responded to last September's popular
rebiellion in Nicaragua by bombing his

country's largest cities, ordering his U.S.
trained and equipped "National Guard" to

shoot all teenage boys on sight, and caus
ing the death of five to ten thousand
Nicaraguan civilians.

Norton said the perpetuation of
"somocismo" Somoza's policy of

enriching his family and friends by controll

ing all the social and economic institutions

in Nicaragua - has forced the U.S. to adopt

a non interventionist policy while attemp-
ting to isolate the three factions of the San-
dinista Front, the popular resistance guerilla

force, which favor the basic restructuring

of society.

However, Norton said, the three San-
dinista fronts have recently united. The
front claims to represent 95 percent of the

Nicaraguan people through organizations

of students, women, peasants, trade

union, and the bourgeois.

Starting off Latin American Week today
is a photo exhibit and workshop entitled

"Barrio Life" by Juan Sanchez. The exhibit

will be shown from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in

Campus Center 164 165.

Tomorrow will feature a lecture and con-

ference on Women's Sterilization in Latin

America and the movie "Blood of the Con-
dor." Sterilization abuse is the number one
problem of Third World wonr>en, Gonzalez
said. In Puerto Rico, 35 percent of the
women w (teriKzad ss are 20 percent of

the men, she said. Adding that this "family
planning" funding is put up entirely by the
United States. The film "Blood of the Con
dor" focuses on serilization abuse in

Bolivia.

On Wednesday, April 25, an Art

Workshop will be conducted for children of

all ages by Wiifredb Chiezza. The
Workshop will begin at 10 a.m. and run un-

til 4 p.m. at Wilder Hall.

Wednesday night, attorney and activist

Luis Pfez will speak on "Racism and
Discrimination: The Weber and Bakke
Case," in Campus Center 168-172 at 8 p.m.

Thursday, April 26, "Faena," the ten

member folk-music group from the

Dominican Republic will perform in concert

in the Campus Center Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Friday, April 27, will be an evening of

Theater and Poetry with the Macor>do
Theater Group and the Camu Poetry Group
at 8 p.m. in Herter Auditorium.
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A r«std«nt off Grand Fork* S.O. tlta atop th« garaf•
r6of of his town house Sunday waiting for a boat to
Mke him to dry land. Scoras off hontas m thaaraaara
surroundad by tha floodwatars of tha English Coulaa.
AP Lasarphoto

Three Mile was unprepared
READING. Pa \AP\ -The president of the company

that operates the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant

says the firm was neither prepared for the March 28 acci-

dent nor aware of its scope for two or three days.

But Walter Creitz. president of Metropolitan Edison Co.,

denied company spokesmen misled the public and said the
utility handled the situation properly,

"Keep in mind, man was dealiog with a problem he
fMver expariencad before," Crietz saKl in an interview with

Wally Hudson, business editor of the Reading Eagle,

published Sunday.
Creiu a scheduled to appear today in Washington

before a Senate Environment and Public Wortis subcom-
mittee investigating the Three Mile Island accident.

The still unexplair>ed failure of a water purifying unit,

foNowed by breakdowns of the reactor's emergency pump-
ing system aryj several human errors, caused the reactor to

heat up and begin emittir^ radiation witNn hours of the ac-

CKient.

Med. school subsidies cut
BOSTON \AP[ -Mtatschuaettt, whtch « subeidizing

ttudanit at fet own madcai school in Woroeeter to tt>e tune
of 138.000 a yaar fw MCh orw, is carK«ling otfier medical
libaidiai that are one-ffourth that amount.
Tha tubaidy policy of the King administration was ouHin-

ed 10 tf« Houta Wayt and Means Committee last weeic by
Charlea E. Mamuai Johnaon, sacraiarv of aducationai af-

fairs.

"Reductiorts amounting to MOO.OOO have been made in

the two programs operated through the New Er>glarxl

Board of Hig^ter Education," Johnson said in discussing
education's share of Gov. Edward J. King's $5 5 billion

budget for fiscal 1980. The NEBHE processes the subsidies
for participating states.

Johnson said state subsidies for medical and optometry
programs were being eliminated. Veterinary subsidies are
being expanded, and occupational and physical therapy aid

is being reduced

.

Jurors asked if anti-gay
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. lAP]- Prospective jurors in the

murder trial of a mott>er and her son are being asked if they

are prejudiced against homosexuals.

The question has rarely, if ever, been asked in

Maaaachusetts trials, experienced criminal attorneys say.

"I've never heard it asked," commented Herbert

Abrams, tfw lawyer for John Robert McCown, after Judge
William G. Young agreed to it Friday in Middlesex Superior

Court.
McCown, 30. and his mother, Mamie Ann Best, 54, are

charged with beating her fourth husband to death. The
body of Fayne Adams, 53, was found r>ear his home in

Hollistcn on Oct 25, 1974.

Two jurors were selected Friday. The judge said they

would be sequestered when the panel is complete.

McCown's admitted homosexuality is an issue in the trial

because he and the principal witness against him, Samuel
Joseph Cole, both testified in an earlier trial that they were
lovers.
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King may replace council

with energy commissioner
BY SHELLY COHEN
Assocm^d Press

BOSTON -The stiM't Energy FacMities Sitin^fCouncii

IS marked for abolition by the administration of Gov. Ed-
ward J. King as part of its plan to "streamline ' the lit^rw-

ing of new power plants.

The council, controlled by appointees of former Qm/.
Michael S Dukakis, played a role in halting plans to con-

struct a nuclear power plant in Montague in the western

part of the state.

Early drafts of the proposed legislation call for abolishir^

the 10-member council and replacing it with a comrr>is-

sioner to be appointed by the gofimfnot.

One version would give the commissioner the power of

"site banking' the ability to take by eminent domain sites

throughout the state that a>uld be used by utility com-
panies Those sites could then receive almost imnr>ediate

approval without going through the currently required en-

vironmental impact studies.

I he proposed legislation also would do away with the

adjudicatory process that allows the attorrnry ger>erars of-

fice to intervene on t>ehalf of consumers during hearings

before the council. Anorney General Francis X Bellotti has

been an outspoken critic of King's energy policies.

The council makes decisions on new energy facHtties

•electric, gas, oil and nuclMr. The legiiiatton wMch sat i4»

the council in 1974 gives it the power to consider future (to*

marKl in the area to be served, cost to consumers and Its

ifTHMCt on the environment and public health.

King can make his first appointment to tha OHjncH in

June, but he might not be able to gain control of it until

1980 The mwnbers serve three year terms,

"The »ting council has provided a model for utility con-
struction nationally, " said Jeffrey Berr»tein, an aide to tfw
Legislature's Energy Development Caucus, which has
vc^ed to fight any move to abolish the council.

The caucus, which now has at least 40 members, was
formed largely in respcmse to King adminatration ertergy

pc^des. But, Bernstein said, "The caucus sees itself as an
advocacy group, rather than an adversary group."
The legislation abolishing the council is likely to be linked

to a complete reorganization of the state's Energy Office.

That bill would make the director of the state Er>ergy Of-
fice. Joseph Fitzparrick, a cabirwt level Energy Secretary.

It would place the new energy siting commissioner and the
Department of Public Utilities under the secretary.

Rep. Richard Roche, OSpringfieid, a member of the
energy caucus, said, "I just can't see vesting all of that

decisionmaking power in one individual, t haven't liked the

way I've seen it working at the federal level with an energy
czar. I wouldn't want to see that kind of concentration of

power here."

Guerilla raid kills4 Israelis
Bv ikANIEL GREBLER
Assdctatad Press
NAHARIYA. Israel — Four Israelis, including two little

giite, were kilM early yestecday whe.i Palestinian guerrillas

launched a predawn raid from the sea and shot their way
into an apartment building.

One of the four terrorists was shot and killed by a civilian

as the attackers attempted to break into the apartments. A
second was killed by Israeli security forces as the guerrillas

attempted to flee on the beach and two others were
wounded and capture<j, the army said.

Meanwhile, military officials announced that Israeli naval

t}oats shelled a guerrilla training camp yesterday belonging

to the Popula' Front for the Liberation of Palestine at Nahr
ElBerd, norch of Tnpoli. Palestinian spokesmen in Beirut,

however, said the Israelis shelled a refugee camp in the

ares informed sources in Beirut said three persons died in

the shelling.

An army spokesman said the shelling was rnM related to

the terrorist attack, but was in line with Isrssli policy of

striking all guerrilla targets.

The Israeli dead were 2S- year-old DarMel Heran. Ms
daughters, Srtat, 4, and Yael, 2, ami police Sgt. Eliahu

Shahar, 24, one of the first to respond to calls for help.

Four Israelis suffered minor wounds.
In Beirut, the Palestine Liberation Front, an Iraqi-backed

faction of Yasser Arafat's Palestine Liberation Organiza-
tion, claimed responsibility for the attack in this coastal

town of 25,000, about five miles south of the Israeli-

Lebanese border.

The attack claimed more lives than any terrorist attack

this year and was the seventh border penetration or at-

tempt by raiders who have vowed to sabotage the Israeli-

Egyptian peace treaty.

One of the Israelis woundeo in the raid, Charlie Shapira,

36, said he was awakened by pounding on his door at

about 2 a.m. {7p.m. EST).
"I got my little revolver and I waited," Sh^ra said.

"First tfiey shot through my door and then they started

knocking it down. I let the first terrorist get in and then I

shot him."
Shapira, a r^ive of Durt>an, Soutb Africa, said ttie in-

truder fell wounded with a pistol in his hand "so I shot him
in the head." He said he was helpless as he watched hie

neighbor Heran plead with his captd^ to take him hostage
and leave his family behind

Amln's files reflect his paranoia
ByMATTFRANJOLA
AssociatedPram -,

-

KAMPALA. UgMdHi ~
Top secret documents scat-

tered ankle-deep on the

floor of deposed dictator Idi

Amin's security building teM

the tale of his regime's

paranoia, its obsession for

amassing records on
suspected agents, spies,

smugglers, drtjnkards,

complainers, tourists and
petty thieves.

In the ransacked building

that once housed the

dreaded State Research

Bureau, rooms full of files

show the all-pervasive

nature of Amin's security

service that kept "secret"

and "top aacret" doaaiers

on the smaNast detaiii off

many UgarMlans' private

lives.

Many of the fies would be
kidicrous were it r>ot for the

torture and murder per-

formed at the squat, pink

stucco State Research
Bureau headquarters
building. Yoweri Museveni,

No. 2 man in the new provi-

sional government's
defense ministry, estimates

a half million people disap-

peared and were presumed
killed by Amin's agents.

The files show people

were arrested on the

m^hmst suapician end
thrown into research
bureau dungeons.
Ugandartt say they lived in

perpetual fear during
Amin's eight-year reign,

never knowing who were
their real friends. In-

dividuals said they tried to

appear stupid and to do
nothing that would bring

them to the attention of the
authorities.

A "confidemial" docu-
ment dated Dec. 19, 1977,

concerns "artificial hair."

Case officer "Kejjo" wrote.

"When the wig was banned

under govamment laws,

vyomen have changed over

to ottter artifKial hair which
I think is the worst under
the grounds that certain

bad women elements can
easily hide grenades in this

round type of Iwir without
any suspicion."

Floods bring troubles
\AP\ Fresh cloudbursts

yesterday brought more
record flooding to
southwest Texas and
renewed peril along
Mississippi's Pearl River,

while the Air Force flew a
million sandbags to the in-

undated Red River Valley in

the upper Midwest.
And at least four tor-

nadoes touched down in
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Louisiana, including a

twister that demolished the

site of the Crawfish Festival

midway in Chalmette and
injured two persons slight-

ly.

Louisiana's torrential

weather over the weekend
also claimed at least one
life, a 6- year-old boy who
drowned in a rain -swollen

Baton Rouge bayou.
With towns such as Col-

umbia, Miss., East Grand
Forks, Minn., and Beau-
mont, Texas, still under
serious threat, the toll in

property damage from this

spring's unusually heavy
flooding continued to grow.
Mississippi Gov. Cliff

Finch estimated the bill at

between $900 million and
$1 billion in his state. An
estimated 23,000 residents

along the Pearl River were
forced to flee.

Burt Bratcher of the Texas
Civil Defense placed the

damage from flooding since

Wednesday at $100 million

in Harris County and $50
million to $75 million in

Conroe, about 50 miles

north of Houston. The
floods also have claimed at

least four lives in Texas.
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Talks continue at
Amherst College

MwKtey. April 23, 1979, Qll£gian»

Bill Hart takes advantage of sensa
tfonal weather to practice karate

moves on an unsuspecting ^'i^" post.

(Staff photo by Amira Rahman).

Committee rejects bill

changing sex statutes
ByJIMMORAN
Collegian Staff

The Judiciary Committee of the

Massachusetts Senate voted down last

Wednesday House Bill 5496, popularly

termed the "consenting adults bill."

The legislation, if passed, would have
repealed Chapter 272, the statutes

regulating the sexual behavior of adults.

The legislation was the philosophical basis

behind the gay rights movement's strategy

to overturn laws which discriminate aginst

citizens on the basis of their "affectional or

sexual preference," but would have also

reformed the laws which allow only sexual

relations between married heterosexuals.

Failure of this legislation is not deerrwd

"critical," according to David Drolet of the

Mass. Caucus for Gay Legislation, since

the probabbility of its success was not

ccounted upon. Heavier lobbying efforts

have been placed upon House Bill 2660.

which would prevent discrimination in

public sector jobs. This bill has already

been reported favorably out of the Joint

Committee on Public Services.

Rep. Nicholas J. Buglione, D.-Methuen,

who is house chairman of the committee,

said he expects action to take place on the

House floor sometime in the next three

weeks, "possibly as early as this week." He
predicts that passage of the bill is more like-

ly this year Drolet, of the Gay Caucus,

agrees, but isn't "taking anything for

granted
"

The third bill in the "package" of gay

rights legislation, House Bill 2527, has

received a favorable report out of the Joint

Committee on Commerce and Labor. This

legislation would prevent discrimination

against gays in areas of private employ-

ment, as well as other private affairs such

M credit and housing.

House Chairman, Rep. Richard H.

Denf>ers, D.-Chicopee, said he isn't surpris-

ed, since this committee has reported it

favorably before. But he added that its

passage is more likely this year. "There

isn't the same climate as last year, with

Anita Bryant running around the country,"

Demerssaid.
Prof. Thomas E. Hutchinson, a faculty

senator from the school of education and
spokesman for the Gay -Rights Caucus of

the Mass. Teacher's Association, said the

legislation is relevant to UMass in protec-

ting untenured gay teachers.

Hutchinson said that although the

Massachusetts Association of Professors'

philosophy is one of no-discrimination on
sexual preference, there is still no legal pro-

tection and the untenured gay teacher is

the one with the least coverage.

Hutchinson had a more optimistic attitude

about the chances for passage of the gay
rights bills.

"Anita Bryant may, ironically, be a bless-

ing," he said., "in that she has raised atten-

tion to a social issue which had been more
neglected in the past."

By DOROTHY A. CLARK
Co^gian Staff
Amherst College adrrwnMtrators and

black students spent much of the wedtend
behind closed doors negotiating the list of

demands pr^ented to the college by the
black community.
A joint statement on the outcome of the

vMel^nd talks is expected to be releaaMi

today President John W Ward and Mck
representatives were attending negotiation

sessions during press time aruJ coukJ not be
reached for comment.
The college board of trustees, which mm

dver the weekend in Washington, O.C,
was also presMited with a list of the five

demands.
Meanwhile, the student sit in continued at

the dean of students office in Converse HaH
administration building. Entering rta

seventh day, the vigil begwi after this col-

Nige community learned that a six-foot

cross was set ablaze early last Mond^
morning on the lawn of Chartos Drew
House, an all-black residence hall.

Although Ward announced last Tuesday
night before the student body he had
evidence that the cross was constructed

and lit by ons or more black students, no
one has been apprehended.Amherst police

and campus security are conductmg the in-

vestigation.

Also involved in negotiations with

representatives of the black community is

tfte e(Mtoriai board of the schod
nevv^>aper, the Amherst Student.

In a hntily called meeting last Thursday
night, black students and white supporters

confronted the newspaper editorial board

on the CQvmage of the cross burning and
the Converse Hall occupation. At that

meeting, the Amherst Sutdent was charg-

ed as a racist puMcatimi.
"It w» a pretty emotion^ situation."

Richard RsmJ, chairman of the Student
•dtorial board, said y«Mrday. "I think

wome very good tNngt »me out of it."

Newspaper staff mwnbers arnl members of

tfie Mack community now plan to msM on
Ml mfcKmal basis to keep communication
ImM open, he t^.
"We've revamped our eoverags." Road

•akj. "I'm hopir>g it will be a lot mot« com-
prehensive" However, he said, the Stu-

dent will not press the issue of identifying

tffe cross burrnf

.

"We're not vary c<MK»med witH that in

our co^^rsf^." RMd sakl. "That's up to

the president of the coNege, campus securi-

ty and the Amherst poik:e."

The Studvit. he continued, wiN corKen-
trate more on issues arising from the

dem^Kls the black community has placed

before the administration.

Read said the Student is also working on
reauiting more minority students to work
for the newspaper. Currently there are no
Third World staff members.

J Two finalists remain
in chancellor search
The Chancellor Search Committee

week chose two candidates from five

finalists to recommend to UMass President

David C Knapp, according to a story in the

Daily Hampshire Gazette Friday.

Knapp told the Gazette he would not

identify the two choices. But a Gazettt

source identified the finalists as James
Bond, former provost of the University of

California at Sacramento, and McAllister

Hull, provost of the University of New
Mexico at Albuquerque.
Knapp said he would comment further

on the committee's report when he

receives it today.

The search committee, consisting of

students, faculty and staff .T>embers from

this campus, was formed after Chancellor

Randolph W. Bromery announced his

resignation in March. 1978, which he said

would take effect June 1 of this year. He

later said he would stay on through the

summer if a replacement were not found

for him by that time.

However, Knapp has said he wouW like

to name a new chancelkK by the end of

this semester.

Knapp tokJ the Gazette last week he

would be contacting the recomrT>ended

candidates this week "to see if they're

interested and inwte them to meet with an

ad hoc committee of (four) trustees." He

said he plans tc meet with the candidates

before making his decision, which must

then be approved by the UMass Board of

Trustees.

The search committee's other finalists

were Henry Koffler, provost of the

University of Minnesota at St. Paul;

Jerome Schrreewind, provost of Hunter

College in New York City; and Saul Cohen,

president of Queens College in New York

Play satirizes UMass life
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Peter J Tolan and a cast of 10 crazies

kept a receptive audience holding its sides

and clapping its hands in a brillant tour de-

force of comedy, skits and music, last night

in Bowker Auditorium with the debut and

only performance of "Now You See It,

Wish You Didn't, " written, produced,

directed by and starring the multi talented

Tolan.

Billed as the first UMass musical comedy
revue, Tolan and company satirized all

forms of UMass life ranging from A "Five

College Fashion Show" hosted by Louis of

Louis Foods, "Smithies Annette and Biff

wearing clothes made of recycled

currency," to the UMass opera, "Orestes at

Hampden, " where a young couple meet,

fall in love and are killed by DC. beef.

Some of the skits, while unique in their

insight of UMass life were too long and

started to wear heavily upon the audience's

patience. The "Slide Presentation" in

which we learn UMass was founded by

Lord Jeffrey Amherst's younger half-

brother Norman, a dwarf, who missed the

target in an arrow shooting contest, hence

the t>ame of the University, "UMiss," and a

song and dance routine featuring the song,

"Together," in which various cast

members pushed each other out of center

stage, were prime examples.

On the positive side, there was "The

Readers Digest Condensed Movie, " version

of "The Wizard of Oz," with all parts played

by Judy Toll and Peter Tolan, recreated in e

xact detail the highlights of the movie

classic. The "Five College Dating Game" in

which a typical UMass undergraduate, a

senior with no major whose hobbies includ

ed farting and blaming it on-somebody
else who for his graduation expects to pass

out," He picks his dream date from the

atypical representatives of Smith, Mt,

Holyoke and Hampshire who drew cheers

and whistles. She was a spaced out Barbie

doll that had to be sedated by her nurse

when she met her dream date.

Other skits included, "The Hate Song,"

"Late Loan Payments," and "Gee
Chancellor Bromery."
Ronda Zimble, Lisa Winston, Judy Toll,

Bob Stack, Theresa -O'Brien, Brian Mur
phy, Nancy E Miller, Samuel N. Judson,

Scott Cunningham and Mike Marineau who
stopped the show with the singing of

"Johnny One Note," rounded out the cast.

Patty Carbons takes s jump dupng
the 10th annual Inter-Collegiate Horse

Show at Tillson Farm on Saturday.
(Staff photo by Howard Labitt).

ByJfMPAUUN
Co^mn Sm/f

Ban Nukes and No NiAaa
FoWowHng the r«diatk>n leak and new disaster at the

Thres MNaIstend nudear power plant in Pennsylvania, anti

nudair powar vwaponi activity has increased drwnatically

on cawpusss acroas tiw country.

Hare at UMaaa. anti nuclsar powsr-waapons activisii

are caNmg for a moratorium on claiass during tomorrow's
fMrtMti cslabration. Spaaksrs are scheduled to addren
the nuka Isaua at the campus pond.

1h» Torch at Southaaatam Maaaaehusatts Univ^rai-
ty In North DaanKMith reports that mors titan 200
damorwtrators. many of them SMU students organized by
the New Bedford Ssfe Energy Atlisrtcs msrched on New
Bedford Crty Hall and the New Bedford Gas and Electric

Company to protest nukes.
Demonstrators at the front of the nrwrch csrried a coffm

with "nuclear power" written on or>e side and "nuclear
irnlustry" on the other. They chanted "one, two, three,

four, Harhsburg is right next door, five, six. seven, eight.

«ve don't want to radiate."

Th» Sshm Sttte Log at Salem Maee. State College
ran a from page headlirw saying "Chiria Syndrome II."

feedback at Boston State CoHene reported three days

of teach-ins, films and sj^seehM ag«nst nuclear power at
the beginning of this month.

Student newspaper at the University of
t^ashington in Seattle, Wa^., Michigan State Unhror-
dty in East Lansing. Mich., and American University in

W^wf>gton. D.C. also report anti-nuctaar povMK-y^apons
Ktiorw.

Funny HeadHna
"Jackson preaches hope, not dope in Joknt aMskm,"

was the headline in the Battalion at Tax^ A and M
U niversi-
ty at Coinage Station. TexM. The sttny ^nn ttout s
speech given by the Rev. JMee Jackson to a Joim session
of the Texas Legislature.

Blacks protest newspaper
About 125 black students marched to tite otnot of The

State News at Michigan State UnivaisHy in East Lans-
ing, Mich., where many of them received a refund of the
one doHar awsissd students there to pay for the paper.
Week students said that the paper dkj not adequatekiv

co^at minority issues and was slanted against them. They
siso complained that tfte paper frequentiy misquoted tliem.

Anti-towing demonstration
Two msn were arrested at wwther protest st Mk^^^n

Oxen Jed and Ben and a group of students lead e

ceravan oS Oxcarts around campus Friday to publicize

the Bay State Livestock Classic which took place
Seturday. (Staff photo by Richard Newman).

:iS I..L3
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RING DAYS
TUESDAY, APRIL 24

RING DAYS
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25

RING DAYS
THURSDAY, APRIL 26

JOSTENS RING DAYS
APRIL 24 26

at the UNIVERSITY STORE
in the campus center

RING DAYS SPECIAL
FROM ONLY $59.95

$10 DEPOSIT

ATTENTION CCEBS
STUDENTS!

All CCEBS students must obtain their pre
registration forms from their academic advisor. Ad
visors will be available from 8:30 a.m. 6:00 p.m. daily

during the counseling p)eriod, April 23-27, 1979. Call

your advisor at 545 0031 and make an appointment
for pre registration to save time that you would
otherwise waste while waiting for assistance.

Here is a list of the advisors and the classes with
whom ihey work:

1983 Valerie Nii

1982 M. Shareef Rasool and Charles Bookman
1981 Phil Hicks and Jacquelyn Crooks
1980 Valerie Nii

Returning Students Rick Townes

Please come prepared -have a list of courses that

you would like to take. Bring your own Class

Schedule and Course Description Guide with you.

Remember -you must see your advisor before

receiving your pre registration form.

State, this one against the towing of cars. The State Nav^
reports that more than IHX) people v^re at the demonnstra-
ton, some of them carrying baseball bats.

h was adso reported that students blew vi^fisries to
slert others of the presence of s tow truck, and that a whis-
tle bte»wing system has been devek)ped as sn serly warning
system.

Soutfiafii Affvica
Activity caHing for dh^atitwe of hoMings in banks and

corporatkms operatog in apartt>eid southern Africa was
r^>or»d at OartnH>utl« Collage in Hanover, N.H.,
WMhlngton State University in Pullman Washington,
snd Michigan State University.

However, The Dartmouth studem new^Mper, repoita
that the recently orgaruzed Dartmouth Conaervative Union
haa issued a petitk>n opposing divestiture on the grouf«dt
that it will hurt the college financially. And that the rnttsja.
if it caveats, will not be able to exert sny influence on rar<
porations to diangs ths society in southern Africa.

Take back the night
The DartrfKW^ atoo reported that about 200 stiMienti,

fsculty and people from the community marched ttirough
"fraternity row" or\ "sink" or pledge night to protest *e
alleged danger to women in that area.

At a rally after the march, one woman said that "womwi
have reported having their shirts ripped off by men they
didn't know when walking down fraternity row, or of being
purposely urinated on or vomited on wfnie in fraternities."

Most fraternity members watched quietly, and one
houee applauded the march, but it was also reported that a
few individuals wearing fraternity name tags attempted to
disrupt the march. During the rally some students vwsrs
reported shoutirtg "go home vM^ies" from a dormitory.

Police investigate

assault and battery
UMass police are investigating a case of assault and

battery and robbery in Macklmmw dormitory in which a
penson was "beaten sevo'ely" and hospitalized Sgt. Mary
Dumas said yesterday.

Dumas said police have two suspects in the case whk^
involved an unidentified MacKimmie resident who was
believed robbed of $40 and beaten with a weapon around
noon yesterdf"/.

Police aisc received a report of vandalism early Surntoy
morning outside of Pierpont dormitory to two cars. Dumas
said the damage resulted from a beer bottle being "pitched
out of the dorm."
A report of a Congo drum stolen from the Blue Wall

Friday night is also being investigated by police. Police said

the drum belonged to a member of the band playing at the
Blue Wall.

Police aided fire department officials who put out a fire in

an elevator shaft Friday night in George Washington
dormitory. The fire was preceded by several false alarms
eariier in the week, Dumas said.

Two separate incidents of assault and battery early

Friday morning at MacNamara and Butterfield dormitories

were reported to police. No charges were pressed.

Police are also investigating a report of a rape on camous
sometime last week, Director of Security Gerald T. O'Neil

said yesterday.

A composite sketch of the suspect has been released

and will be available today, O'Neil said.

"Carol Rosenberg

Women's center

seeks volunteers
The UMass

Everywoman's Center in

Wilder Hall has openings
for volunteers and ir

Student Legal
Services
needs

PARALEGAL
INTERNS

for Fall 1979
(Full time academic

credit)

Apply by April 27, 1979
922 Campus Center

545 1995

to Staff the drop- in and call-

in resource and referral pro-

grams for the summer.

Interns and volunteers

provide information about
health concerns, political,

social and survival

resources, medical and
legal referrals. They also

provide occassional crisis

intervention, according to a

statement from the group.

Credit is available for

most UMass undergraduate
students and the deadline

for applications for the posi-

tions which begin May 29 is

Mayl.

«• UNIVERSITY STO^E

FREEU
With every 16 inch pi^za at

Pinocchio's...

...a 1979 Cadillac Eldorado

(However, when the sup-
ply runs out we'll be giv-

ing a full quart of Pepsi,

Diet Pepsi, or Schwepps
Ginger Ale instead.)

^^ ^CuciMtcA
TIfiOCCHIO

1177 N Pleasant St N, Amherst
549 36^

- FREE DELIVERY AFTER 5 -
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SUPER BONUS COUPON SUPER BONUS COUPON SUPER BONUS COUPON UPER BONUS COUPON
IIMk1MiCMpinandi$7MIHiKiaM'l nmh IMi C««Ir and a 17 SO PurehMtl MWi

HEINZ II OUROWN OCEAN \\ IVORY S£'|

CHUP ITEABACS
it

i SPRAY iBARSOAP

\i§9i 139*! |:-l39*

SUPER BONUS COUPON
wmii TNI €a9on Md a t7.M.P)RbW'

IACII..I

SB
ssa£. SIS

There are lots of reasons why...

YOU' 1 1 DO Better!

A&P IS A BUTCHER SHOr

• ti 10 ta -Cmmk cm rt Or*r

WHOLE BEEF SHOULDiR

WHOUE FRESH BRISKET
limHt toxK M*«uM'

GROUND
LEAN GROUND
^•wiy draM >—< fw»

"Sr GROUND BEBP
•(CIM*-«MMa

CUBESTIAKS

•IV

AHVWI
MS

FOR STEW

tmaa 9fM

a«rtMi Ifil*

•2?

•2?

45PfS A SEAFOOD SHOP

i-UJ.

HADDOCKPum
Quick ffoian (& LB PKG tfi89l

HADDOCK RLLETS
Omcli Frottn (S LB PKG M 891

PBICH RLLETS
Qwck Froxtn SrtwM-AAP

RSH STICKS
QwiCk Froztf) Bttlw

fRMDCOD

$249
ft.-

$|39

s79*

A.'^P COUNTRY FARM PORK SHOP

CHECK «OQWAfC-raK

^.tP /s 4 s^JUS-J^.F SHOP

Assorted
PORK CHOPS

$|S9

cnrra rib chops
'™

Pork Loin CflBO
CBNTR LOIN CHOPS 'I'T

uotPMOumcamA
4CBITBl2aN0UJDBl
428mUWBOCN0n

Port) LMI

I
IL"

ITAUAN SAUSACf
OHCKBI niAMCS
SUCBD BACON

Atf Mi^lwM

3»p

acaW^ POTATOES. SLICED CARROTS (<;! ) oi
12 oz. v»
paccan)Corn ""•""

CARNATION

coffee-mate
$f39

SNOWS-NEW ENGLAND

Clam Chowder
SOLID WHITE TUNA »*%»

Bumble Bee
ASSORTED-JUMBO-PAPER

Viva Towels

SMitMt

SOUR

Wox cont

BrMkstoiM

COTTAGE

It) cont

69' 69'
fffOZEN FAVOfilTES

Snow Crop

ORANGE
JUICE
tZot.can

s t2PKk

PIZZA
24oz pkg.

SavoSM

ENGLISH
MUFFINS

Van or Choc -Square

ICED
CAKE

Hoz $i2t-Sav«20(

99«

ru. una noz-oam.

99 99

ZOtofTLaM

FLUORICARD

jy—wfTim>maa»w
VMi^a-KW*

AaVAICTES

JELL-0
CBJ^TMS
Tiie-60z.n(6s.

«pt«

GlSfKnPAGE) IHi^
Ann Pago-Efeow Macaront or ^ * L^ I _^Bk

sPAct«m 3;^^ #1;^
Ann Pagt-Ragular ^ a^ L^^^^Ar
PUDDWIGS H>X^ M9#
GRAPEJHXYT75^

GEN(RAl MERCHANDISE ]

* 3

TAaKfTciei

HEFTY
BAGS

I
GanaralFoam

I GAUON
I

JUG
I with pour spout

SoftWMta

G.E.

so. 7S. or 100 watt

Editorial/Opinion
History

repeats

itself
An article supponmg the boycott of

Chiquita Bananas appears on the front
page of the April edition of "Sprouts - A
Co-operative Effort" of the Amherst Food
wid Yellow Sun co-ops.

Chiquita is owned by the United Brands
conglomerate, which also owns Sun
Harvest, a large California lettuce grower
that Casear Chavez's United Farm Workers
union is on strike against.

And although they wouldn't knowingly
print an article by the would be union
busters at United Brands on the food value
of bananas, page three of the co-op
newsletter contains an article written by
area union buster Richard Leviton on the
virtues of tofu, or soybean curd, produced
by the New England Soy Dairy, which he
founded and continues to be active in.

Sprouts editors said they were not aware
of Leviton's anti-union position.

Leviton is the former owner of the now
defunct Corn Creak Bakery in nearby South
Oeerfield that used to bake organic bread.
He closed the bakery in 1977 after the
workers there voted to join Local 251 of the
International Brotherhood of Bakers,
Confectioners and Tobacco Workers of
America (Bakery Workers Union).

Jim

Paulin

According to Fred Beaudry of Local
251 's Holyoke branch office, Leviton had
sent workers a letter announcing his in

tention to close the shop rather than
negotiate with the union.

Beaudry said that the workers, mostly
young people, who he called "some of the
nicest people I've ever met,"
received low wages, no paid holidays and
no insurance. He also said that the workers
were subject to "abusive treatment" from
Leviton, including verba! harrassment.

The vote was unanimously in favor of the
union, and Beaudry added that the union
could have helped the bakery's sales

through its connection with large retailers

like Stop and Shop supermarkets, who
would have been interested in what he
called a "specialty product" Corn Creek
produced.

The New England Soy Dairy has done
well for itself. It is now a multiply owned
corporation and so prosperous a business
that an article about tofu in general and the
New England Soy Dairy in particular ap-
peared on the front page of the April 12
edition of the Wa// Street Journal.

According to the Journal, "it is ap-
parently the largest of nearly 50 tofu
companies established by non-Orientals in

the last three years."

The Journal also reports that "the
company now turns out nine tons of tofu a
week, up from 500 pounds two years ago.
It expects revenues of more than $750,000
this year."

History is tilled with contradictions. The
robber barons John D. Rockefeller and
Andrew Carnegie who employed the
Pinkertons to combat organized labor later

and amassed fortune exploiting their

workers later became great philanthropists

who built libraries and endowed colleges
and universities.

History also has been known to repeat

itself, and one wonders If New England Soy,
Dairy 'would remain in business if the

workers there voted to unionize, or if it

would go the way of the Corn Creek
Bakery.

Jim Paulin is a Collegian columnist.
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'We shall never forget'
By YITZHAK SANTIS

No. other event in the long and violently

oppressive history of the Jewish people
rea-hed the magnitude of the one which
enjulfed the souls of six million Jews in a
genocidal saturnalia of Nazi bloodlust: The
Holocaust.

European Jewry, the bulk of which was
in eastern Europe, was the largest Jewish
community in the world. It was the cradle

and cultural center of the Western Jews up
to World War II and here is where the ma
jority of American Jews have there

'roots."
Religious anti-Semitism in Europe (i.e.

Christ killers' and 'anti-Christs'), which
more times than not vented itself out in

Semitism in the 19th Century. Europeans
became classified as either "Aryans" or

"Semites" (Jews). Aryans, being light and
blond, were thus "pure" and "good" while

the "Semites," being for the most part

dark, were thus "perverted" and "evil."

Nazi ideology in the 20th Century, as laid

down by Adolf Hitler in his book Mein
Kampf, continued this racial myth and pro-

pagated it ever so successfully that the
Jews, who are not in themselves a race,
found themselves victims of racism.

As Hitler consolidated his power in the
1930's, more and more anti-Jewish laws
were passed. Hitler sent lawyers to the

south in America to study the Jim Crow
laws of racial segregation to model his own
version of Jim Crow known as the Nurem-
burg Laws of 1935. November 20, 1938 saw
the infamous Kristalnacht (Night of Glass)

where 500 synagogues were burned and
over 7000 Jewish shops had their windows
smashed by government inspired mob at-

tacks. Hundreds of Jews were murdered,
thousands were arrested and sent to con-
centration camps and the Jewish com-
munity as a whole began moving
underground. In 1939 World War II

began. Einsatzgruppen (special-duty

groups), SS units whose sole purpose was
to find Jews and murder them, followed
the victonous German army as it occupied
all of Europe. The extermination of the
Jews, called officially "The Final Solution
of the Jewish Problem, took priority over
the war effort as supply trains were many
times diverted from the front to be used to
transport Jews to the death camps, i nus a

double war was being waged by the Nazis:

against the Allies as well as the Jews.
As scapegoats all economic problems

were blamed on the Jews. An "interna-

tional Jewish conspiracy" was concocted
to convince the masses that the Jews were
in control of the world's commerce as well

as the world's media. Today, echoes of the

past are heard in new forms. Sometimes it

is a Billy Carter with his Libyan friends

declaing that the "Jews control the press,"

or it is Soviet and Arab propaganda railing

against an "international Zionist con-
spiracy " Even the "progressive" socialist

circles of the far left are heard pontifica-
tions that the "spirit of Judaism is the spirit

of capitalism." Judeophobia thus affects
any and all groups seeking simple solutions
to complex problems.
The Holocaust is no "Zionist bellyache" as
some would have it. It was sadistic medical
experiments performed on fully conscious
human guinea pigs. It was SS men tossing
living babies into the air and shooting them
like so many clay pidgeons. It was slave
labor camps feeding less than 300 calories
per day to the literally worked to the bone
inmates. It was the forced prostitution of
young Jewish girls, boys, women and men.
It was the rounding up of Jews from all

over Europe into the overcrowded, un-
sanitary, undernourished ghettoes of War-
saw, Krakow or Lwow to await transport to
their final destinations: the gas chambers of
Auschwitz, Dachau, Bergen-Belson,
Treblinka, Theresienstadt, Sobibor and
many others. In short, it was the
systematic, scientifically engineered
destruction of one-third of the Jewish peo-
ple.

Today the Jewish struggle for liberation is

far from complete. In the Soviet Union,
two million Jews are mistreated,
discriminated against and barred from par-
ticipating in their culture and religion; 4,000
Syrian Jews are locked in squalid ghettoes;
Black Jews, known as the Falashas, are be-
ing hunted down and killed in the wake of
the 'Marxist" revolution in Ethiopia (Today
only 25,000 Falashan Jews remain out of a
once thriving community of 150,000 only a
century ago). Argentinian Jews, Iranian
Jews, Iraqi Jews all find themselves in a
precarious sitution that could explode at
any nwment. Here in America, where being
openly Jewish is perceived as being 'too
Jewish," the Jews must face the tragedy
that is free willed assimilation, which is

nothing less than the turning of one's back
to his or her heritage, history, people and
religion.

The memory of the Holocaust must be
kept alive, to bury it would be tantamount
to spitting on the graves of 6 million Jewish
martyrs and in the long run, condemning
our children to suffering through yet
another genocide. It is thus sufficient to
say: "We shall never forget!"

The Deer Hunter

is poetry'

To the Editor—

Mark Brier's analysis of The Deer
Hunter is so far off the mark that a rebut-

tal may be whistling into the wind, but
here goes:

First of all, the movie does not in any way
promote the theme of "serving god and
country proudly, " it merely examines the

lives of several people, mostly second
generation immigrants, who have
grown up in an environment which holds

these values dear. The point of the movie
which obviously escaped Brier, is that the

blind acceptance of the "my country right

or wrong" attitude leads to total mental,

physicaland spiritual breakdown.
The movie is developed with a heavy

emphasis on the literally unspeakable hor-

ror of war. The Green beret at the wed-
ding knows what awaits the three

steelworkers in Vietnam, but knowing the

pointlessness of arguing with their

preconceptions all he can do to vent his

own burden of guilt is to say "fuck iti"

Mike IS in precisely tne same frame of
mind when he skips out on tfte welcom-
ing party on his return from Vietnam.
Steve comes home shattered in mindand
body, and Nick retreats into catatonia
and ultimate self-destruction.

The Deer Hunter is poetry, not pam-
phleteering. It communicates it's vehe-
ment anti-war message through subtle
nuance in the performances as well as
through scenes of gut-wrenching intensi-

ty-

By refusing to treat the war's effect on
those who fought in it in simplistic terms,
the movie is one big truth and not the lie

that Brier claims it is.

To lump The Deer Hunter with John
Wayne and pro-war propaganda is a
ludicrous generalization and a disservice
to Derek Washburn and Michael Cimino,
who were responsible for the screenplay.

To Mark Brier, I suggest that you clear
your polemic-addled head and view this

remarkable movie again. It's message is

on your side, but if you insist on seeing
everything in terms of polarities, all black,
all white, then you will never even get
your ankles wet in the depths of your
perception.

Charlie Erickson
Amherst
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'Ingenious!'

To th« Editor:

/ waa ¥9fY nd Ut fwadadout the rec^ftt

tnm wrecks in Metne end ffortde. I m9«
Just^out to ihnM egmv energies into e
yngormts f^ot^t agekm mt^eer energy,
end now I em contused ebout my next
cour» of ection. / know it is my civic

responstb^ty to try emi put en end to

such disesterous ecadents es the Three
AWr isiena incHient end the ebove men
ttoned tmn eccidents obviousiy ceui^d
by some engineering misce^uie»or^. But
wHet should I ectuetty protest egeinst?
H they ben nudeer power, then the

slack wiH heve to be taken up by the fossi
fueiplents. This I suppose means more air

polhi^nts and hence more lung disease?!
cvf't wait for Earth Day next week to tmd
tfte answer to this question.

I aho want to ask if we should ban
chemicals such as carbon tetrachloride or
chlorme gas; or sfwuld we fust ban their

transportation?

I thought of merefy banning electricity.

Tftat would solve both the nuclear and
fossil fuel problem Also a simple elirrvna

tion of aH frmght transportation would
solve tf>e possibility of further chemical
catastrophes maybe'
But then the ultimate solution came to

mind' Why rwt just ban accidents'" It is

so simple that I don't see why the UMass
Alternative Energy Coalition hasn't
tftought of It before.

I ftad to let YOU know, dear Editor, of
my ingenious idea

I am indeed proud of myself, tyecause
with my idee about banning aU accidents.
I believe I ftave at last achieved the same
level of insight that has charactemed the
'no nuke' demonstrators here at UMass

Rj^jtard J. O'Brien
Northampton

Asking alms

of the alums

To the Editor:

Last Tuesday night, my roommate
(who IS also a UMass alumnus) and I were
pouring over monthly bills and expenses

emptying our wallets and draining our
respective checking accounts. Consider
ing tf>e combination of our meager
salanes and the rising cost of living, this

process is hardly an en/oyable one
The phone rang My roommate

answered, paused, looked incredulously
at me and enunciated (Rhetoric lOIBl.

"You would like a donation to the UMass
Alumni fund only $15 or $20'" \A/e

stared at one another, mouths agape on
the verge of hysterical fits of laughter
(characteristically reminiscent of UMass
undergrad days).

Don 't you think it would be practical to

wait until at least one year after students
graduate before asking alms of them? In

the meantime, it might be more ap
propnate to organize a fund for New and
Poor Umass Alumni. After all. the univer-

atty system is in the business of educating
arid preparing its students to become
citizens capable of valuable contribution

to society. If Alumni are expected to con-
tribute after graduation, why shouldn't
UMass continue its support also?

If nothing else, this incident only pro
ves that life's ironies and complexities do
not end once "Whitless, " "Oscar. " and

Letters to the Editor
tfte Umass campus are vocabulary and
sights of the past.

Suaon i. Hoard
SomorvMlo

Doonesbury:

'not reactionary'

To Cha Editor:

"n^s letter is in response to a letter writ
tan by Kaveh Ehsani on AprU 19, concern
mg the revolution in Iran.

I would like to inform Ehsani that Gary
Trudaau is not a reactionary Collegian
cartoonist tftat attends the University of
Massachusetts He is a Pulit/er Prue win
mng syndicated artist who portrays
political events and people in a way tftat

aUows the public to see through the
political games and the language that is

thrown at us daily Trudeau is not a reac-
tionary far from that, he is extremely
liberal in fus thinking and the fact that this

escapes Ehsam sliows that he does not
understand the mearung of Trudemi's
cartoons.

As a cortcientious American I sym-
pathize with the people of Iran I feel that
tfte United States government's involve-
mant in Iran was deplorable But the ac
tions of Aytollah Khomeini are no better
tftan the shah's. His regime ttas instituted
a policy that Ghengis Khan and his
barberous Mongol hordes earned out
^gainst their enemies: oppression of
women and an eye for an eye.

The people of Iran should institute a
government that will be to tfte benefit of
the Iranian people and not to the reac
tionary zealots that presently rule Iran.

Only then will the revolution truly have
succeeded Otherwise Iran will be t'irown
back into the Dark Ages and the cha.ns
will be thrust upon the people.

St«va Sherman
Phil Jacobson

Southwest

Need accurate

census for action

To the Editor

If we're to implement affirmative action

policies in the most effective way. we are

going to need an accurate and constantly

updated census of the population. This

will request a national registration system
and an ongoing statistical anafysis of the

composition and the distribution of our
population.

The question is will percentage
changes of various types impact in a com
pulsory way upon the composition of an
area's labor force? If adjustments in

employment must be made on a con
tinuous basis, will there be a ISg time^

What kind of relocationaf choices will the

nation's labor force be called on to make
in the face of employer adjustments?
Some persons do not like the idea of a

compulsory citizens' registration, but (his

will be an utter necessity if we're to make
fair or at least balanced decisions about
work, residence, education, income
distribution If we adopt quota systems in

tfte various institutions through which we
live our lives, it would seem that we must,

if we are to avoid social chaos during the

next several decades, stick to those

quotas or percentages without being

swayed from them. Those who support

SPECTRUM LIVES!

General Staff Meeting Today

6:30 p.m. CC 104

New Members Welcome -

Spectrum is the Literary-Fine

Arts Magazine of .UMass

quotas today may weH oppose them
tomorrow and so, if we embark on this

course. I hope we will lock it on track un-
time the remedy ftas dorte its work.

It seems to ma that the long-rartge
planning which affirmative action
necessities ftas been given so tittle

thought and tftat tfte atntosphere which
surrounds the issue ftas Itecome so
acrmtoruous and lacking in a sirrtple com
mon sense, that all of us. including the
first round beneficiaries, stand to lose in

tfte absence of a more rrtodest and
tftoughtful dialogue.

T.A. Milliard

A little backbone
needed here?

To th« Editor:

Concerning the article m Thursday's
CoUegian "Senate Endorses Awareness
Core. " The Student Senate must be the
biggest bunch of spineless bastards on
the face of th,s earth Students don't
need racism or sexism classes, what tftey

rteed is some relief from a// this bullshit

printed in the Collegian about "racism
and sexism problems

'

' on campus.
Secondly, rertarmng tfte Library and

Fine Arts Center, what the hell for?

Tfte Student Senate should start doing
things which their constituents would like

and not pass every damn thing presented
by the Third World Caucus and otfter

special interest groups. All it takes is a lit

tie backbone.
Roginald Greene

Central

town of Amherst for one day or more,
you can register Just by using your
campus address.

Once you have registered, you w^ be
eligible to sign the POUR [People
Opposed to Unreasonable Regulation]
petition. We are attempting to collect
29.000 signatures throughout the state to
bring the drinking age out to referendum.
Currently there are 1, 155 registered
students out of a possible 10,500 students
who live on campus and are eligible to
register.

If you want to have a part in bringing
the drinking age out to referendum,
register to vote. It only takes a minuteand
while you're at it. sign the f^UR petition
at tfte table right beside the registration
table. The students at UMass can heve a
significant role in the success of a
drinking age referendum, but only if you
take a minute to register to vote and a
second to sign the petition.

Brian Burlte
Rich Invoice

SGA Co-Presidents

POUR it on!

To the Editor

-

Do you want to be able to do
something about the drinking age in-

crease? It's not too late. On Tuesday and
Wednesday, April 24 and 25. there will be
a voter registration drive in the Campus
Center Concourse between the hours of9
a.m. and 4 p.m. If you have lived in the

Trapped in a maze
To the Editor—

It was April 19 that I, among many
otfter students ftere at UMass. procured a
copy of the Fall Course and Teacher
Evaluation Guide. As if my fears and
questions over which courses to take
were not enough, the guide itself ac-

centuated these problems by portraying a
maze on the cover. Wften I attempted
solving the maze, I discovered much to

my dismay that there is no solution to the
puzzle -- no way in. no way out. Trap-

ped'!
Is this the way that I am to perceive the

contents of the guide? I feel that the

Academic Affairs Committee shojid have
at least provided an exit to the .maze, so
thai students such as myself would not
have their worries rrtultiplied ten-fold by
this claustrophobic display of ineptitude.

Or if the cover picture is not symbolic of
the contents, then let's hire a more
competent artist for^text year. OK?

John Warner
Sylvan

The Collegian has the
follo^w^ing paying posi-
tions available for the
fall of 1979:

— Circulation Manager
— Finance Manager
—Advertising Representatives

— Asst. Advertising Manager
— Paste-up persons
— Proofreaders
— Asst. Women's Editor

— Administration And Faculty Editor

— Sports Editor
— Asst. Photo Editor
— Asst. Graphics Manager

Applications are available in

the Collegian office, 113 Cam-
pus Center.

The Collegian is an
Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative Action
.employer.
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Oscar Mayer Bologna i: '1 .49

Claussen Pickles
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Of packaged to your ordef'

AvailaNe n Mores t«alumg a servicp (jeii

CookedHam
Domestic $#B39
Sectioned ^W -^
& Formed ^^0O

Swiss Cheese ..... 2.79.
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Stop&
Shop49lb

Chicken Salad ^i-^ '1.99..
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kitchen

Fresh
Pizza Sale!

TWIN PACK 12 ounce
- Fresh Pizza

FRESH CHEESE j

Pizza iSoufxe

FFESH CHEESE ,

89-

1.19

Pizza 32 ounce \ .yjl\3
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To place a classified ad, drop i)v the
Coliegutn otfic<> (CC 1131 botweeri 8;^
am., and 3:45 p m Monday through Fn
dav Of use our handy dtp and rnail fofm
found in most issues of the Coltegian

Classified deadline is 345 p m two dav
in advance of publication date

Cosmic Wimpout 4th Annual Tourna-
ment! Saturday, April 28. Anyone can win'

S500 1st prize -many winners of prizes,

bands and entertainment -filming a lot,

throwing a party and making a movie!'

Gay peer counseling, SU 406 G Tjes.,

5-7. Thurs. 6-8. Fri. 4-6 or call 545-2645.

We buy Er sell used audio components.
Sound & Music. 90 92 King St . Northamp
ton MA 01060. tel 584 9547

Stick it in your ear — free ear piercing with
pMjrchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St., Amh., 253 3324.

Diamond engagement & wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs. 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253 3324.

ROOM WAMTEP

Neat, reliable female seeks room in apt.

for 1979 80 year, call 546 4964.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommates wanted to share 3 bdrm. w
2ms. Puffton. pool, tennis, bus, call

549 5860

3 rmmates. wanted for 5 br. apt. in

Amherst Ctr. for summer. $85/ mo. -t- util

Call Norma, 25i6 6266. eves
.

Female loolting for another female to

share a 2 bdrm. apt., mid May — end Aug.,

$80 mo. incl. all, call 253 7685, Marjie, imm
ed.

SERVICES

Insurance rates too high? Up to 15% off

your auto insurance with a MHL alarm

system... area's lowest rates, call 546 9639.

546 1131

Technical draft for thesie and papers,

reas. rates, fast. 549 1768. ev.. 5 2678, d.

TO SUBLET

Room available for the sumnrter. Share

bath and kitchen facilities, $100 month. In

eludes hot water, cooking utilities, heat.

located one mile from campus, on bus

route. Stuarr Wood. 502 Main St.,

Amherst, tel. 253 2930.

2 bdrm. twnhse.. Rolling Green, pool,

dshwash . disposal, AC. furnished, rates

negotiable, call 253 7820
.

Brandywine, sublet, 2 bedroom, AC, w.

to w., many extras, rent negot., 549 6235.

Summer sublet, Brandywine, fall op
tion, 2 bedroom, 2 bus rt

,
pool, AC,

dishwasher, refrigerator, nice location, rent

negotiable^call 549 M15^

One bdrm. Cliffside apt., avbl. mid May.
fall option, bus, pool. $195/mo., util. incl.,

tennis, rent negot., 665 7563'.

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
ELECTIONS

May 2, 3, ballot box election for President

and Vice-President, May 7 senators elect

Secretary and Trea^rer.

Nominations are now opcN. Each position

is given a full to salary per year. For infor-

mation contact the Graduate S^diMlt
Senate, rm. 919, Campus Center.

Minority & Women graduate students are

urged_t£ run_for^ffic^.

OpEN MEETiNq of qRAcluATE STUcIeNTS—
Candidate Night, Monday, April 30, 7
p.m., CC 904.

Collegian classified rates are: daily.

45c per line, five consecutive issues, 40c
per line per day; 30 consecutive issues,

30c per line per day One line is roughly

equivalent to 38 characters

Riverglade sublet, room in furn apt.,

avail, end May, bus, pool. Pat, 545-2423,

day.

2 bdrm. apt., ^h mi. from campus, part,

fum.. fall opt.. $220/mo , neg.. 5^0308.

1 bdrm. in Puffton. 6/19/1. 549 5995"

North Amherst townehouse, late May-
August, bus route. AC, partly furn., price

negot., fall option, hot water, more,
549 6064

2 or 3 bedrooms in 3 bedroom apt.. Puff-

ton, furnished. AC. pool, tennis, 549 6690 .

Furnished 2 bedroom apt., pool, w.-w.
carpet, DW, cable TV. bus rte., rent: $230.

I'll pay part dep.. call: Rich/ Dana.
256 66^^
1 bdrm. Cliffside apt., avail. 5/24-8/31.

fall option, bus rt.. furn.. $19Q/mo.,
665^4774.

^

4 bdrm. apt.. Rolling Green. Available

6/1 8/31. $360, will negotiate. Call Jim,

546 9186, or Gary. 253 2115.

Sublet. Roiling Green, twnhs. apt., all

utilities, fully furnished. $230/mo.,
2532413.

3 bedroom house, 6/1 8/31, pool, tennis

courts, bus rt.. semi-furn.. $250 mo. --

/

Dave, 253 9680.

2 bdrm.; Presidential apt., avail. 6/1-8/31,

5 min walk to campus, on bus route, fur-

nished. AC, rent neg., call 549 1063.

4 bdrm.. 2 bath., furnished Swiss Village

apt., on bus rte.. $400/mon or BO, util. in-

cl.. June 1 Aug. 31, call 6 8901 or 6 8015.

2 bdrm. Cliffside. $200/frth., everything

included, bus rte., AC, pool, tennis, call

665 3646, anytime.

Presidential apt. — 2 bedroom sublet. Fall

option. Walk to campus. Price neg..

549 0871.

Furnished: AC; DW; bus rt,; 6/1 8/31;

549 5897.
'

Brandywlne-6/1 to 8/31, 2 bdnn., fur

nished, AC, pool, tennis, bus rte..

$250/mo.. 549^4671.

2 bdrm. apt. in Rolling Green, pool, furn..

all utils.. available May 25. $265, call

256 8059.

Puffton. two bedroom apt. -rent
negotiable, on bus route. Pool, " tennis

court, swing sets, available June 1 August,

ot)tion to renew, call 549 5031. Wayne or

Jay.

Riverglade. 2 bedroom and full cellar.

Furnished, pool. WW carpeting, AC. DW.
bus n. Avail. 6/1 8/31. Call 253 3674,

$240/mon.

Large bedroom to sublet -perfect for

couple 20 min, walk to campus. Air cond..

dishwasher, 1 Vi baths $150 per month.
Come take a look! Call 549 1325.

1 bdrm. in 3 bdrm. Riverglade apt. On
UMass bus route. Avail. 6/1. rent $100 ^

util. Please call, 256-6137. fall/option.

2 br. sublet, available May 1 or June 1 . In

Amherst, on busline. $200 per month plus

utilities, 256 61 10.

Fall option, Brandywine. 2 bedroom, 2

bus rt., pool, AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,

nice location, rent negotiable, call

549 5815.

To sublet— 2 bdrm. apt., fully fum , rent

negotiable, Brandywine. call 549 6338.

4 bdrm. N. Amh. house for sumnr>er, w/
option for fall, near bus. $400/ mo.,

549 5993.

Rooms for rent in hou^e for summer, K
mile from campus, rent negot. 549 1867.

Townehouse. 2 bedrm. apt., AC, carpet,

part. furn.. on bus rte., $220. avail.

6/1 8/31. Call evenings. 549 6078

2 bdrm. Cliffside, furn., bus rt.. pool. dw.
tennis, cable, avail. 5/23, fall option, all

utilities incl., $190/month. 665 7549.

2 bdrm. apt. avail. 6/1 w/ fall option, on
bus route, rent negot., call 549-6068.

2 bdrm. Puffton Village-June 1 w/ fal'

option. 549-0373.

2 bdrm.
253 7984.

apt., .$195/mo., June-Aug..

1 rm. in

549 3523.

3 brm. twnhse.. sum. -fall,

Summer sublet, 3 bdrm. twnhse.; Rolling

Green apts., all util. incl., $275/mo..

2537219.
•

4 bdrm. N. Amh. house. June Aug.. w/
option, rent negotiable. 549-6596, anytime .

2 bedroom townehouse. May to Aug.,

Southwood apts., furnished, $200. option

for fall. 253 5235, evenings, on bus stop, 1

mile from campus.

2 bdrm. Colonial Vg., avail. 6 1, fall opt.,

$190/mo., pool, bus, laundry, 256 6447.

2 bdrm. twnhse., So. Amherst, pool,

dshwash., disposal, 2 bathrms., full cellar,

furnished, fall option, $215 month,
2568616

Cheap sum. sublet— nice paneled 2 bdrm.

Southwood apt, -fall option, 253 5813.

7 rm. house in Amherst, 4 people needed,

right at bus stop, fall option, $76/mth. +

negotiable. 256 6769.

Apart, to sublet, Brandywine, 2 bdrm.,

AC. available June 1. rent negotiable, call

549 6920.

1 bdrm. Puffton w/ fall option . 549 5231 .

Summer sublet, fall option. 2 bdrm.,

Colonial Village, $200/mo.. nice backyard

corner a pt., 253 7049 , evenings.

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., summer sublet w/
opt. for fall. On bus rte., part, furn., AC.
pool, tenn., $190 mn. or BO. call 549 6630.

2 bdrm. 2nd floor Cliffside, avbl. June.
tennis, pool, bus. 666 7T95.

Furnished studio in campus— University

Apts. -available June. July. August,^

$147/mo., util. incl., call 549 4450. even-

ir<gs.

4 bedroom house in N'hampton, block

away from Look Park, AC, pool, tennis,

sublet w/ opt. to renew, $300 mo Call

584 8359.

2 bdrm. twnhse.. Sunderland, 6/1^/31,
w/ opt., $200 mo., util. incl. bus rt., Indry..

665 3589.

2 bdrm. apt., avail. June 1, w/ fall option.

On bus rte., pool, tennis. $250/mo., util. in-

cl.. 665 230 1. after 5.

Furnished townhouse. 2 Irge. bdrms..

p>ool, AC. bus ser. Ite., May Sept., $200,

665^2646.

Riverglade, 2 bdrm. townhouse: furnish

ed, carpeted, AC. DW h disposal, laun-

dry—pool-cable av., bus rt., sublet, ap-

prox. 5/24 9/4, $240/mo. incl. heat & hw.
nego;.. 253-2069.

2 bd. apt.. AC, pool, bus stop, furnished,

$225 or BO -253 7478, aft. 5 p.m.

Spacious one bedroom apt. at Cliffside:

tennis courts, pool, on bus route, available

mid May with option for fall. $195/mo., all

utilities included. Call 665 2441 -keep try-

insh

To sublet— 2 bdrm. apt.. Amherst. $190

mo., incl., call Steve or Bob, 256-8643,

avail. 6/1.

Sublet, fall option, Brandywine. 2

bedrm., 2 bus rts.. pool, AC, dishwasher,

pond, carpeting, call 549-6157.

1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt. in Sunderland. For

6/1. Fall opt., on bus rte., great pool and
tennis, poss. furn., $120/mo. 665 7560,

eves.

Brandywine apt.. mid-May to 8/29,

$200/mon. or BO; 1 bdr.; fully furnished,

AC & pool, on bus route. Call 549-6752.

One bdrm. In large houe, Conway,
$90/mon., util. incl., keep
calling -369 8372.

2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur

nished. $275 or BO. Call 253 7703, 4 8 p.m.

1 bdrm.
5495144.

Puffton apt., avail. 6/1.

WANTED

Driver wanted to drive my VW Rabbit to

California in May. Call 536-0728. evenings
or weekends.

Female roommates off campus for

Sept., call Lisa, 253 2004.

WANTED TO RENT
~

Female seeking room in apt. or house for

fall semester, call 546 7084.

PARACHUTING

First Jump course. Thursday, 19th, 7
p.m., CC rm. 803, bring current ID and
$60 -limited to 1st 15 people.peopk

!C9ltogiaa

2 bedroom garden apartment from
$290. Included In your rent are heat
and hot water.

NOW ACCEPTING DEPOSITS FOR
FALL RENTALS
For your convenienc*:

\- Free UMass bus to town and campus
-I- Stove, refrigerator, disposal, and dishwasher
I- Fully carpeted

+ Wall to wall closets

+ Cablevision available

-I- 1 V^ miles from Mt. Farms and Hampshire Malls

-f- 24 hour maintenance staff

Our new rental office is located

at 156A-1 Brittany Manor Drive.

Take first entrance
Rental Hours-M-F 9-5, Sat. 10-2

256-8534

Brittmy

MINIMUM
10 MONTH

LEASE I

To place a classified ad. drop by the

CoHegian office (CC 1131 between 8 45
am. and 3 45 p m Monday through Fn
day or use our handy clip and mail form
found in most issues of the CoHegian
Classified deadline is 3 45 p m two days
in advance of publication date

AUDIO

Speakers: Olson 12 inch 3 way. 1130.

&8795

AUTO FOR SALE

72 VW. rebuilt eng.. 10,000 mis., solid,

reliable car, gd. gas, $1395. BO, 549 5616.

67 Olds.
253 7732.

Honda CT90. Nice cond. BO.

74 VW bus. body work, no rust. Casy.
544 7362.

1974 Fiat 128 sports coup, excellent condi
tion, $1800. negotiable, call 253 7507.

1972 MGB, AM/FM cassette, nnany extras,

leaving area. Any reas. offer. 253 2021.

1909 Pontiac LeMans, runs great, very

dependable, economical. 6 cyl., AM/FM-8
track. $500 -call Dave. 546 5044.

68 VW bus, semi new, BO, 546 5775.

70 Camaro-307. V8, 3 sp>eed. power steer

ing. call Jim. 6 8820. BO
73 Torino. Hurst stick, 351 Cleveland,

mags, new tires, clutch, no rust, buckets.

253 2409.

76 Camaro. 360 V8. 4 bbl., 4 speed.

AM/FM stereo, excellent cond.. call

6 8820

Fiat 124 SPRT Spyder convertible, 1970,

rebuilt engine £r carb.. new clutch/ brakes/

exhaust, exclnt. body/ interior, must drve.

to believe, call Peter at 549 2879. $2500.

64 Metro van. vy. strong eng. Et body,

great potential camper, $600. 586 6672.

1971 Int. Scout. 4wd, $1000 or BO. Ed.

549 4629.

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system. Area's lowest

rates. Call 546 9639 or 546 1131.

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick. 584 4105.

FOR RENT

Belchertown. 9 rm. house. 5 br., stove,

refer., private area, $400/m. plus,

583 8734.

2 bdrm. apt.. N'hampton, 586-6697, ask

for JL.

Roommate wanted to share room in

house, Amherst, summer, fall option,

253 9403.

Apt. with 3 bedrooms. Fair condition.

$200 plus utilities, June 1 and Sept.

Skibiski, Realtors. 584 3428, Northampton .

Amherst. 19 Phillips St.. 5 bdrm. house,

mirw. from campus. Avail, late May.
549 6410.

House for June or Sept., 4 bedrooms,

6360 plus utiWaa, caN 6:30-6:30 p.m..

Some draft resisters
call Canada home
By CHARLES HANLEY
Associated Pnss
TORONTO -Six years after U.S. guns

fell silent in Vietnam, a tost battalion of
American draft dodgers grows oktor, rrxjre

Canadian and perhaps wiser in Toronto,
their existence largely forgotten by ttw
country they fled.

The men who jumped acro» the border
a decade ago can go "home" again
anytime under President Carer's 1977
amnesty. But many won't, either because
home IS here now, for better or worse, w
because they feel that the injustices tfiey
found in the America of the isfeos are there
still.

"Canadians are a more peaceful people,"
said Thomas Hanes. "I really love this

country."
Said Harry Willcox, "I didn't think then

that the United States was going to

become any less militaristic and I don't
thir>kKha8."

They are two of several thousand U.S.
draft reststers and deserters believed still in

Canada, vestiges of a time whose troubles

are fading fast from the American memory.
The numl)ers have never been firm.

Some 100,000 Americans refused
military induction or deserted the armed
forces dunng the Vietnam era, according to

the U.S. government. Tens of thousands

of thme, perhar^ most, ended up in
Canada.
John Landau of the Central Committee

for Consciwitious Objectors m Philadelphia
«timates that one in three remain in

Canada.

Toronto was the tocus of the exodus of
AiTwrican war protesters, and in the late
ISeOs and early 1970s many of them frater-
nized in a small expatriate community here.
But they have long since gone their
separate ways, teaching school, driving
taxis, selling insurance.

Both Hanes and Willcox — not his retf

name, which he asked not be used — said

fleeing the draft was not tf^ only reason
they came to Canada.

"I was totally fed up with the whole
situation surrounding people's right to air

their political and social grievances and the
attitude toward it,

" said Hanes, 32, who
now works for a periodical-subscription
agency.

Holies, a red-haired, cleanshaven
Chicago native, received and rejected his

draft notice in 1969 while doing graduate

work in East Asian studies at the University

of Toronto.
He has revisited Chicago several times in

the past two years and finds America
changed from those turbulent years.

TURN TO PAGE 12

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily,

4&C per line, live consecutive issues, 40c
per \inv per day; 30 consecutive issues,

30t pi>f line pei day One line is routjhiy

equivalent to 38 characters

FOR SALE

Raleigh comp.. 24 \^" clincher tires, 90
lb., price $175 or BO, Hugh, 256 0158, p.m .

Lenses (fit Pentax screw mt.). Great
cond.- Takumar 135 f3.5, case- $75.

Auto Sears 200 f3.5, case, $70. Lenmar
29f2 8, $65 Also 2x, auto ext tubes, red

and polarizing 49mm. Call 5 3500 - ask for

the_photo editor or Amira at 6 7317.

Pioneer SX460 AM/FM ST recvr , $135/
Sanyo TR626 BD ttble,. $80/ KLH101
spkrs.. $105. all exc. cond./ Fisher F4 skis

& poles, PLT bndgs.. $165/ Nortalia BTS
9LDS. $45. ISESN OBMXR SKPNT NVY
30W, new. $25, EM. 549 5335.

Waterbeds; used Neptune water mat
tresses starting at $19. Build your own
franf>e. Call 732 5950 for details.

10-speed Motobecane. $125. exc. cond..

call Rusty. 6 9341, keep trying.

Sony stereo rec./ turntable unit, 2 speak..

$150. call Rusty, 6 9341. keep trying.

Why rent a fridge when u can own 1 for

less? 4'/i cu. ft., exc. cond.. BO, .6 9863,

call now.

Stereo for sale, Sony combined turntable.

AM/FM stereo with 2 speakers, call Paul.

65122.

5 cu. refrig., excellent cond.. $100. call

546 8295.

Double bed — mattress, box spring,

frame, brand new last semester, mint

cond., $130. call Beth. 256 0479, after 5.

Minolta SRT101 w/ 50mm, f/1.4 lens and
case. Exc. cond. $150. 546 4080.

10 speed bike— Peugeot, like new. $100,

546 5083.

Ricoh 560G 36mm camera. 1 yr. old, like

new, $65. call 253 7082, after 5:30 p.m.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732. bet. 9 10 a.m.

1 pr. CCM. Super Tacks, size 7 Vi. $60. call

Dean, 546 7439, exc. cond.

3 cu. ft. frig.. 4 mo. old, $90, Fred,

349 2615.

FOUND
~

Wht. male cat. w/ wht. collar, SW,
68120.

Found -watch in Herter, call 549 5962.

Found — glasses behind Cashin. call

6 4328.

Found— long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan black markings, 665-4324.

Teaching assistantships available—
Communication Skills Center for fall 79.

Apply rm. 69 B artlett. deadline; May 1.

Earn big money— $60 per hundred stuff-

ing envelopes. Work as much or little as
you want. For more details write: $teward
Enterprise$, Box 974A, Plymouth MA
02360.

The Collegian Advertising Department
is k}oking for ad reps. If you have ex
perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down aruj apply at the Collegian office. The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal
Opportunity employer.

Overseas jobs — summer/year round.
Europe. S. America. Australia. Asia, etc.

All fields, $500 $1200 monthly. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. Free info -write: IJC,

Box 52 MC, Corona Del Mar CA 92625.

INSTRUCTION
~

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. intro

flight, $45, 253 3834. day or eve.

LOST

HELP WANTED

Summer emp.. Cape Cod rest, is seeking

ambitious cooks, must have references.

also needed are waitresses, hostesses and
busboys. will train, apply at I HOP, Rte.

132. Hyannis. or call Robbie at (617)

771-3244 for intarvlaMr.

Pictures lost on bus, 4/18/79, please

return to Cliffside EK5, or call 665 3577.

Lost: shorthaired white cat. male. 7 mos.
crtd, yellow eyes, wearing white flea collar.

on Sat. 4-14 in Sunset Ct. /Sunset Ave.

area; he is deaf, please call 253 3290 or

549 5054.

Help! Wallet lost 4 17. lor 43, with cash

and credit card. Please! Call 546 5502,

reward -card is needed badly.

Lost my tennis raquet 8- offering reward.

call Rod at 584-6469.

Lost — dk. red wallet in Van Meter on 4/7.

Please return to CC Assistance desk or Col

legian Graphics Dept. or call 549 5862.

MOTORCYCLES
~

75 Suzuki T500, exc. cond.. luggage rack,

helmet, Continental tires, 15,200 miles,

$750 firm, 6-4118.

PERSONALS
~

To Janice— MCR, nr>ay this day and every

day bring you the best of everything there

is. Happy b-day from someone who loves

you lots. Your roomie, Margie.

If you are going to Michigan State Univer-

sity this fall, please call Linda at 546 8376.

or leave a message at 323 7219. thanks.

Peoples Gay Alliance coffeehouse. 7 11.

at Farley Lodge. Tonite, call 5 0154 for

more info. Free to all.

Midnight caller, listen to the whispered
words of your dream, they're right, you
know. Paul.

My Buddy— happy birthday! Thanx for

everything, good hickll TAOAS. Love ya.

Kitty. ___^__^^_^____^^^^^__^.^^___

To a hurtin' meringue, happy birthday,

from Jerry and the Islanders^

Need— piece #8 — McDonald's puzzle. If

you have- let's split $$$. call soon. 6 9977 .

Jonesy, thanks for the super disco

weekend. Love, your wild woman.

Dear Awesome, happy 20th birthday!

Love. Doof I PS - how does it feel to finaliy

be beat in cribbage?!

Twittie: happy b day to the best ma in the

world — crutches don't do too bad as a dad
either. I love ya, your daughter Flynnie.

Happy 23rd birthday. Matt O'Neal - love

ya. Nancy. Melanie. Mary b Susie!

William C. White: the C stands for choke.
I'll be in the first row Tues.. 11:15. Go for it

and Puff Horn!!!

Student Consumer Affairs council

meeting April 23. 6:30 p.m.. Skinner Hall

lounge, all interested in joining please at-

tend^

You can make prints from B & W
negatives, learn how on April 24 at 7:00 in

CC 905. It's free!!! This slide presentation

shows how, it's sponsored by the Phote

Coop and the Photographers Guild of

UMass.

All day, CC concourse opp. UM store,

get involved, have a laugh, and give to the

American Heart Association. 25c for two
tries, make your shot and person gets

dunked. Featured dunkees: Art Warren,

head of Food Services, house presidents

Kurt Kreuger, Delta Chi. Howie Bass. Pi

Kappy Alpha, coaches Leamon, Garber,

Johnson, rep from Amherst Towing and
more! Mon., 423, 9-4.

Photographer seeks female models
(17 21 yrs.) to pose for personal collection

and possible publication. No porno! Call

Bernie- 6-8736.

Under 20? We can put you back on the

wagon! Send name, address, and phone
to; 601 McNamara/ U of M/ Amherst
01003. .

Paralegal interns wanted! The Legal Ser-

vices Office has 6 positions available for full

time paralegal interns for fall, 1979

semester. You can receive up to 15 credits

from the Office of Internships located at

Curry Hicks. These internships will provide

exciting, challenging and rewarding work
which will include the learning of many
legal skills, Interviewing clients, legal

research and maintaining a continuing

caseload under the supervision of at-

torneys. Third World students are especial-

ly encouraged to apply. Application forms

can be obtained at the LSD in 922 Campus
Center, and must be submitted by April 27.

1 979.

Blow up your friends! To beat their

already k>w prices the Photo Co-op is offer

ing an enlargement special. Get your

favorite photo enlarged at the Photo Co op
for as Ntlla as 96e. 91 SU.
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* Draft dodgers
CONT FROM PAGE 11

"AttitucSM have changed ... people were
i^ wita^Miistic toward each other," said

Hanes, talking over wine in his book lined

apartment. "I had remembered a great deal

of twision betwe«i individuals of different

age groups, between the races, in the

United States when I left, and I did not see

it at all when I revisited."

U.S. foreign policy is markedly differed

from wftat it was 10 years ago, he satd.

"The U.S. 'm more vMlNng to look at per-

suasion rather than force to solve its inter-

national problems ... and it doesn't

nec«aarily always think of rtteH as morally

correct anymore."

But Hanes says he remains "suspicioiM"

3f what the United Statn is capable of do-

ing He said this distrust is rooted in police

repression he witnessed as an anti-war ac-

tivist in Chicago in the late 1960s.

The soft-spoken Willcox shakes his head
when asked whether he perceives the

United States as a land transformed by the

Vietnam War and other chastening ex-

penences.
The regim^itation and the censorship

of the whole range of ideas is still goir^

on," he said. "There is repression of ideas

in tiM schools, for exampto. Th^e is a lot

less uncterground prmi. aKerrutive pr«M."

Why the lowered voices of protest in the

States?

"MaytMi there's some kind of reeaeeM-

ment going on. People are reaaaeasing

therr^elves as far as wfiat wouM be an ef-

fective v^y to change things Perhaps

people feel intimidated by the as-yet-

unknown degree of government
surveillance."

Willcox, bearded, biding and denim
clad in the hippie style of the 1980s, drives a

taxi for a living. He left Ns native New York

City for Toronto in 1970 when he realized

his draft notice was due. and he has never

returned, though he says he keeps in touch

through reading and corresporKling with

friends.
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BUDWEISER 12 02. bottles & NR

$7.20 case

In Store Cash Only
Monday thru Thursday

C&C LIQUOKS
THE FRIENDLIEST STORE IN TOWN

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FREE DELIVER Y

»s

Functional, of course— but n\ox9

important, our combs, barrettes.

headbands, and bot>bies are beautiful

fashion accents Classic tortoise-

shell designs, luminous enamels, rich

and subtle solids A fir>e gift idea.

MASTBRCHARGE VGA

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst

^..^
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GO BE SOMEBODY
Even before you volunteer, you know you'll be

somebody Important. Why? Your Army has ne

failed the nation, but picture your Army-
«

never

without tfieitgflfsupplies at the right place

without repaired engines

without cooked meals

without helicopters piloted

without computers programmed

without records filed

. without parachutes rigged

. without aimed missiles

. without analysed intelligence

. without controlled air traffic

. without tanks driven

. without medical lab findings

. without foreign languages interpreted

. without trombones played

. without bridges constructed

, without broadcasts announced

. without films developed

. without any one of the over 300 skills that make

your Army tick

Today's highly technical Army can't make it

without its "infTportant people' -specialists in

the skills they elect to train in. To attract top

people to these positions, your Army offers a lot

in return -good pay, extra bonuses and benefits,

money for further college education, valuable

training in a marketable skill, travel and much,

much more.

Get started. Call the University of Massachusetts'

Army representative, Sgt. Tom Slano at 584-2157.

Your rep will answer your initial questions . . .

and get you an appointment with an Army coun-

sellor. It's the counsellor who can help you match

your interest and goals with the best area of op-

portunity for you in today's Army. Go be some-

body. Get started . . . today.

people who've joined

Monday. April a, 1979|
.Collegiama

Todaij's

Crossword

Puzzle

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

ACROSS
1 Silicate

5 — paper
10 Floor covers
14 Adored one
15 Spiral

16 Girl's name
17 Tide

18 Christian

season
20 State

22 Traveled

23 Cougars,
e.Q

24 Rip

25 Emissary
28 Most rueful

32 Airline abbr
33 Vibrato

35 Sprinkle

% Settled up
38 Scoff

40 Time paat

41 the

bag>"
43 Heads: Fr

45 Do or —
46 Mediocre:

3 words
48 Bakery units

50 In a line

51 Egyptian
river

52 Man's name
55 Rhetorical

59 UK country

81 — facto

62 Tie

63 Bracer
64 Far: Prefix

65 Male prog-

eny
66 Perspire

67 Listen

DOWN
1 Obey
2— fixe

3 Mineral

4 Kind of wool

5 Swindlers

6 Erects

7 Otherwiaa
8 Abyss
9 English col-

lege

10 Ripeness
11 Muslim lord

12 Current
13 Kernel

19 Bellows
21 Power unit

24 For rent:

2 words
25 Rabbit fur

26 Greek muse
27 Ground

UNITED Feature Syndicate
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Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

UUUUUJ UllUU uuuuan aaao aa
grain

28 Hall

29 Wear away
30 Finch
31 Bird sounds
34 Took :

Guided
37 Repudiates
39 Show a new

way
42 Basebalier

Irv —
44 Fish

47 Buchholz

and others
49 Acme
51 Water wheel
52 Advantage
53 Greek island

54 Novelist —
Turgenev

55 Penalty

56 Warship
Graf —

57 Man or

Wight
58 College gal

60 Method

,7 r^ n
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Nebbish by Mike Galper 8- Nathaniel Parkinson
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Nothing Special by Joe Casey

Today's DC menu

LUNCH
O.F. Ham &
Swiss Sandwich

Pizza

BASICS LUNCH
Hungarian Noodle Bake

Pizza

DINNER
Baked Chicken/ Gravy &

Cranberry Sauce
Chopped Beefsteak Special

Squash Bake

BASICS DINNER
Baked Chicken /Gravy &

Cranberry Sauce

Squash Bake

Earthfoods

Spaghetti w/ Soyballs

Cream of Broccoli Soup
Celerv and Carrot Sticks

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

LADltS AND 6eim£M»l,
CW BeHALF OP TUB CAU-
FOIiNIA INSriri/m FOR.

The fi^uonj, I'M ppouD
W Pf&aVT OUH OiUN
^-^ GOVBMOR JEKRV

3KJUMI

THANK YOU

VBHYMUCH.
ARBAllim
NBTUaiKS

CHMJecTUOi
-mucKBHOxe:

DOUKGo^efm-
at. -me-Y'u bb
AUTTlSLATe.

0KA1.mi
JlfSTHMB
vmn,
THBN

GOVBlNOH.fiK
YOU PLANNING ON
ANNOUNONG YOOK
CANDIDACY mH.
jm PKeSlDBNO'

NO. rMSOMi
TOaBCKATING
MStJJBeTFOfi
MYCANPKMQf.

IHeMYOU-
oouLPusGer
ASHOTOFfT

/HNBHEP?

COURSES IN GERMAN STUDIES
FALL 1979

Ge.m.in2;0 Mar*. Nietj-,. he. Freud: 3 credits (C
I
core

Nineteenth Century Geinian Thought
Inslr L Ryan

-Mfs seen both m Ihp contrjt of ihpii linn'

I IS forerunn.M .' . .ommts

T Th930

H.'.trjtngs from

Ge'm,in290E Vienna IB*. 1914

MWF n 16

CulliitiJi llu.vi'ting ol li I

plastic dils and the m> '

phiiosophv and psycholotjy

3 credits iCi core

Insli H L".!

iiiiry Vienna Emphasis on litpratuf ithisk;

ir.iii nature of Vienna Guest leciufes on

ScfedttsiCtcore
An Inlet Disciplinaty Coiiffii''

^

GeimanBb' Epic end Romnhce
in Medievat Literature

MvVf 10 10 '"*" ^ ^ vonKnes

The Nibeiungenlied .
Pat/ivji and Tristan as representative of the Hetoic

Epic and the Arthurian Ronotnce m a Medieval European conteil

AM courses are m English and open to Freshmen

German Oept .
Hertet Hall. 5 2350

ftOuH 1 W4DHY M*SS

The Amherst College Masquers present

HOGAN'S
GOAT

A verse drama by William Alfred.

Directed by Helene Keyssar

April 27, 28, 29 May 4, 5, 6
8:00 p.m., Kirby Theatre, Amherst College

Admission $2.50

Amherst College students free with ID.

Senior citizens $1.50.

Box office opens April 13, weekdays 10 am. 5 p.m.

Telephone 542 2277

MiMSiMttaB*

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
T^r^^^ScTsiuDrNTSd-.B C.t.zrNSWITM AMC CARD .J O^ TWI l.Tf BMOW- .1 sn

BUCK ROGERS
IN THE 25tlt CENTURY

FINAL
WEEK

[V^ *
AVENUE 4

IIBBEGULARS-
iMon. thru Thur».(TLS 6:00) 8:30

Tbfl NORTH

MARLON BRANDO
CCNC HACNMAN

BMt VisiMl
Effactt Award

Mon. thru Thurs.(TLS 5:301-8:46

fi^f.imi.e.i.iiua:Tffrnili"'''"^'''"""'""''*

t^ tpmct man

Mon. thru Thurs (TLS 6:151 8:45

ROBERT DE NIRO

6 Acadamy Awards -Bast Picturaj

Mon. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:00»a:30

iii'.mi.m.mMi.'Ta
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ifBatwomen i^Laxmen
CONT FROM P 16
UMass tally Sue Heters was cM«d upon to
save the UMass win m the thes«w«nth.
The K^ne game &i% Sunday was the

teams seventh game in five days and
fatigue w% taking tts toll.

Keane took a 2-0 lead in the second inn
ir^ on a frwk play. With runners on sec(Mid
af»d third with no outs. Owl first basenwn
Chambwtain laid down a bunt on the third

base sMje. DiRocco grabbed the ball, look
•d the runner bKk at third, then threw to
first. But the ball struck the runner on the
back of the head and two runs scored.
UMass tied the score in the third wh«i

Cornacchioli tripled home J^inifer Parker
jwho had reacfwd on • ^Ik), and then
came home herself on a Kathy O'Connell's
sacrifice fty to left Another Owl run in tfM
fourth, however, gave Keane a 3-2 toMi
that held into the bonom of tfie seventh.

In UMass' last turn at bat, right fielder

Brenda Simnwns deodtd wiough wtt
enough arKi neat<y laced a Kne shot down
the third baMMrw f<K leadoff Nntm run to
tie tt>e score. Two outs later, with pirich hit-

ler Chrts Verdini on secor>d, DiRocco step-

ped up to the iNaM.

CONT. FROM PAGE 16

going to BiN McClure. After Williams got its

firial score of the day. Smith, Peter Sch-
miti, and Welter capped the UMass
scoring.

UMa» Coach Oick Garber pra»ed his

defensive midtield of Joe P. B^avia
(cousin of Joe). Paul Kinnana, sr>d Ray
Co22i, saying they dkl "a helluva job."
Garber also said he was pleased with his

ponies Indeed, Don Goldstein did a fine

\ob in the cage, makir^ Mveral outstanding
sraps. ^ had 10 saves on the day.
Norm Smith found Goldstein's per

f(ytnanc» encouraging. "I think he's
arrived," said Smith, alluding to his senior
netmiru^'s early season difficulties.

Williams coach Kenzie Lamb, who
inexplicably lit up a post game cigar in

Auert)achian fashion, said he thought
UMass had more depth than Harvard,
which beat Williams 17-5 last week.

UMass next plays on Wednesday at
Hofstra, and although the Dutchmen aren't
in the top fifteen in the nation this year,
they have traditionally been a thorn in the
side of ttm Minutemen.

APRIL
10 a.m. -4 p.m.

Educational and
nature.

Rain -SUB

APRIL 23
JOHN GREEN
CC 101, 8 p.m.

Nature
slideshows by
naturalist and
photographer

APRIL 24
MALCOLM
WELLS

SUB. 8 p.m.
Speaking on

Gentle
Architecture

24, 1979
LIBRARY LAWN
entertaining events of an environmental

Coalition for Environmental Quality

545-0618

Monday Anril 23 1979.

Bruins advance
By GABY MIHOCES
As^ximi^ f^9» Wntm

PITTSBURGH - Canter Jean Ratelle scored two
goals for the Boston Bruins as they beat Pittsburgh 4 1

yesterday night to finish off a 4 game sweep of the

Per>guins in ^nm Nation^ Hockey League quarterfinal

playoff series.

Boston thus advarKes to a far sterner semifinal ta^
against the Montreal Canadiens. who dominated the
Bruins in the past two Stanley Cup finals.

Montreal swept Toronto in another quarterfinal set

that ended with a 5 4 overtime victory by the Canadiens
earlier last night

Boston scored twice in the final minutes of the first

period to move ahead to stay At 16:53, Bobby
Schmaut2 skated in from behind the net and pushed the

puck past Penguin aoalie D«»nis Herron.

"Your Key to a Career
in the Sunbelt^
Apply now for summer and fall.

Call or write Graduate School of

Management, Univ. of Dallas,

Irving, Texas 75061.

(214)438-1123, ext. 277.

Schedule
Pamphlets

and

Undergraduate
Catalogs

Undergraduate schedule pamplets and
catalogs will be available in the

schedule office, 168 Whitmore begin

ning at 9 am on April 19. Both pam-
phlets and catalogs will be available for

as long as they last.

Preregistration
The counseling period begins an April

23 and continues until April 28. The
final day to return preregistration

forms is Thursday, May 3.

Information Data Bank
Z27 Whitmore

3E ZZ SS
Tenni$ Balls

and
Tennis Racquets

at

AJ. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst
as az ao: xz

When was the last
time you had a delicious
sundae,soda or shake?

Let Baskin-Robbins refresh your memory.
We still make your fountain favontes
the way they used to plenty of nuts and
toppings and cherries. Except nowadays
there's 31 flavors to choose from'

BASKIN-ROBBINS
ICE CREAM STORE

28 Main St., Amherst, Ma.
phone (413) 253-9774

0pp. Tn. Hall Bus Stop
BR £r BN Routa*

#227

University Of Ma5sachus<?fi5 / Amherst

FINE Ai^S CENTER PRESENTS

The Pride of the Pioneer Valley

WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION
ORCHESTRA

Experience the Widespread Depression Orchestra

in their premiere Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

performance before their appearances on 'Saturday

Night Uive' and 'The Mike Douglas Show'

"The Widespread Depression Orchestra remain the

best revivalist group playing the 30's and 40's big-

band jazz" • Downbeat

Friday, April 27 8 pm

FINE /RIS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6, 5
Ufvlass students - $5. 4, 3 Senior citizens and
other students- $6. 5, 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511

^^^^^lejj^nglan^^cketrw^^cations^

Due to unprecedented demand, the

INDEX has extended its

SENIOR PORTRAIT PROGRAM.

Seniors who could not get an ap-

pointment before, should call today.

We have openings. 545-2874.

Trackmen compete at BC
By KEVIN McCAFPREY
Collegmn Staff

Highlighting the competition Saturday during the Boston College Relays, which
attracted the interest of over 1000 New England track perfomwrs over the weekernl,
was the finish of the distance medley relay. After legs of 800. 400, 1200, and 1600
meters, three teams hit tf>e finish line within 1 .7 seconds of each other. Fortunatley for
followers of Minuteman track, it was UMass' Mike Quinn who earned the right to raise
the baton in triumph.

Jeff King ran the leadoff leg for the Minutemen in 1 :53, good for second place when
he surrendered the baton to teammate John Kelley. Freshman Kelley made his in-
tentions known after fifty yards as he blew by a Greater Boston Track Club performer
into the lead. A final surge by his counterpart put the two teams even when the ketone
were excfungad.

Next if> the order for tfie Minutemen was Steve MacDougall, runner up in the New
England indoor 1000 and 800 runs respectively last two years. He ran stride for stride
with his GBTC foeuntil the baton, and the UMass chances, were placed in the hands of
anchorman Quinn. Over the next four laps Quinn dispalyed All American form as he
denied Greater Boston's Rodney Garland the lead with 100 yards to go. When Garland
pulled even Quinn was teavin' as he hit the tape first in 9:53.5.

"Let it be said that our distance n>edley team is going to kick butt at the Penn Relays
next week," said Jeff King.

Tfie f*enn Relays is the most prestigious track event in the east, and will be the next
stop for coach Ken O'Brien's squad this Friday and Saturday in Philadelphia.
The best field event placing for the Minutemen during the four day festivities was by

freshman Mike G'Neel in the long jump. His leap of 21'10 " nailed down second place.

•CMesianis

%4Sv.^^ §

RUSSELL'S
^ LIQUORS ™i33
16 Main St. 253-5441

BUDWIISn
12 oz. bottles NR

I $7.20 case
Monday thru Thursday

special

We've got 1
SIUCYIONI 1

We've got it 1
COLD! 1

We've got it 1
NOWI 1

Amherst's closest
I package store to campus
I and surrounding area

1 Check our •wly revised

1 k«9 prices

The UMaas man's field hockay taam hostad a toumamant on ttta NOPE
fields this past weekend. Above, a UMass sticker movaa upiPiald in a
game that UMass dropped to Yaia by a score of 3-1 Staff photo by Paul
Price

IVhat is a McCkaw-NQD lianilbook?

The typical McGraw-HiD handbook .. •

COMMUNITY ORGANIZERS
ACORN needs organizers to work with km and
moderate ineome families in 16 states (AR, SO, TX,
LA. TN, MO. FL. CO, NV. PA. lA. OK, Ml. AZ, NC.
GA) for politicat and ecofKtmic justice. Direct action

on r>eighbortK>od deterioration, utility rates, taxes,

health care, redlining, etc. Tar^gibte results and en
during rewards -long hours and low pay. Trainir>g

provided.

Contact UMass Placement Service for interview

Tuesday, April 24 or come to the Jones Library at

7:30 p.m. that night or write Ann Lassen, ACORN,
628 Baronne, New OHeans LA 701 13, (504) 523 1691

TUNING UP FOR FINALS?
COME OUT AND PLAY GOLF.

.weighs from tliree to five

pounds
. measures from two to four
inches thick

.contains well over a thousand
pages

. . .takes five to ten years to
prepare

.represents the latest

technological advances in

its field

is available in each discipline

for finger-tip reference.

WE STOCK MANY OF THE HANDBOOKS AND CAN QUICKLY SPECIAL
ORDER ANY OTHER FOR YOU. ANOTHER REASON WHY WE'RE NOT
JUSTANOTHER BOOKSTORE

Hi

DAVID E. MAXSON
Ovvner-Manager

CMEHHY MIIL GOLF COURSE
AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS

Golf for recreation.
Golf for pleasure.
Golf for exercise
Golf for fun
Golf at Cherry Hill

COMPtETE
GOLF SHOP

CLUBHOUSE
BAR-LOUNGE

Weekdays at $4
Twiligfit after 4 p .m . $3

Weekends. Sat., Sun., hoi. S5
Twilight after 4 p.m. $4

All day fee
Dawn to darkness

1% MILES NORTH OF UMASS ON RTE 63.
OUR GOLF RATES ARE THE SAME TODAY AS THEY
WERE BACK IN 74. AND NOW...LOOK AT THIS
DEAL...

"the bookstore"

theLNlVERSITYSrORE

CARP 11^ YOUR lf/ALL£.r AMO
HAVC tr STAM^eUJ EACH TIME

AA/D WIN

STUDENT DISCOUNTS ON WEEKDAYS
BRING YOUR ID!

WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGEI
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Righthander Jim Lewis hurled the
Mlnutemen to a 6-5 victory over the

Springfield Chiefs last Friday. (Staff
photo by Patrick O. Oobbs)

Col sai\
"N

ports
Mitwomen still unbeaten

ByDAyEBRADLEy
Collegian Staff

The UMass softball team is still

undefeated today after eeking out three
victories over the weekend, a doubleheader
against the Lady Friars of Providence Col-

lege, 4-3, 3-2, on Saturday and a single 5-3

nailbiter over Keane State College yester

day morning at NOPE.
Minutewomen third baseman Elaine Ho-

wie put on a Brooks Robinson style clinic

on Saturday afternoon at Providence
where defense was the main theme; and in

Sunday's game Brenda Simmons hit a
leadoff home run in the seventh to tie the
score, and Sue DiRocco clocked another
homer to win the game for the 14-0

Minutewomen.
UMass was forced to come back from

early inning deficits in all three games.
"That's the sign of a quality ballclub,"

coach Chet Gladchuk said.

In the first game of the weekend, Sue
Peters' fifth inning triple brought home
shortstop Fran Cornacchioli to break a 3 3
deadlock and eventually win the game for

pitcher Beth OConnell (2 record). But
the real hero of the contest was Hoyvie,

whose acrobatic glove work reminded a
person of a black hole where any ball

within diving reach was pulled in like star
dust and converted into an out.

Howie vacuurrwd up ten ground balls
during the afternoon; three in spectacular
fashion, three in great style, and four on
regular plays. She also drove in two of
UMass' four runs in the first game against
the Fnars with a double in the 4th inning to
tie the game at 3-3.

The UMass defense remained strong in

the second game of the day, saving the
Minutewomen in the first inning when,
with the bases loaded and two outs, cat
cher co-captain DiRocco teamed up with
second baseman Rhonda McManus on a
heads up play to pick off the runner at first,

ending the inning with no runs scored.
The game was tied at 2 2 going into the

seventh. Cornacchioli led off the inning
with a ground out to shortstop but pitcher
Lori Taddeo (1-0) came up and stroked a
triple to right center. DiRocco then placed
her third single of the game up the middle
into center field to score the winning run. A
Cornacchioli single and a Kathy O'Connell
(DH) triple accounted for the second

TURN TO PAGE 14

Gorillas crush Williams
By J. J DEGNIM
Collegian Staff

WILLIAMSTOWN The UMass men's
lacrosse team equalled its highest goal

output of the season Saturday when it

defeated Williams College, 23 9, before 100
sun drenched fans in picturesque
Williamstown.
The Williams Ephmen managed to keep

things close for the first four minutes of the

game, and even tested Gorilla goaltender

Don Goldstein However, at 4: 18 of the first

quarter, the inevitable happened; Brooks
Sweet scored for UMass, and the Gonllas
were on their way Goals by Norm Smith
and Tom Walters ran the UMass lead to 3
before Rob Manning of Williams scored the

first of his two goals UMass freshman Ed
Haverty made it 4 1 with a nice bounce
shot as the quarter ended
Two Sweet goals and Walters' second

score of the day gave UMass a six goal

lead, but midway through the quarter, the

insurgent Ephmen struck back with two
goals of their own. The Gorillas retaliated

with scores by Sweet, Ed Murray, and Skip

Vosburgh. With 26 seconds 'remaining in

the half, Williams was awarded a con-
troversial goal when the ball allegedly
trickled by Goldstein into the UMass cage.
The half ended with Goldstein stopping a
flurry of Williams shots

Garber's gorillas really went to town in

the third quarter as they pumped in nine
goals, leaving no doubt as to the eventual
outcome. Walters completed his hat trick

at the beginning of the quarter, and goals
by Dave Lautman, Smith, Chris Corin, and
Dave Martin gave the Gorillas a 15-4

cushion
Midway through the quarter, Williams

temporarily stemmed the Gorilla tide when
newly inserted UMass goaltender Eric

BanhazI was beaten with a good shot

Then Jim Waller and Corin notched goals

around a Williams tally to make it 17-6. Ed
Murray and Joe Bellavia traded goals with

two Williams players and the quarter ended
at 19 8
By this time, UMass was going with its

second line players, but still dominated
Williams. Two minutes into the fourth,

Weller got his second Qoai with the assist

• TURN TO P. 14

Batters edge Chiefs;
split pair with UConn
0V

(

i TA>

iluHRS. CT It wM l^ ^rm%%
perfect waekpnd thp t 'Mass basrti»M t«am
Mfeated Spi day. then
split a douMtfHvdutr wvHi uv, nnn before a
D.jtionally t^vn^ cable network
The tele\^^ MMJience along with the

thousand in attendance, wttne^^ some
dauUng pitching perfofrtiances as the two
teams split Saturday s doubteheader. With
sjx game winning strnaks on the \\rm,

UConn took the oper>er 3 2 in extra innings,

while UMass regained their composure to
win the second game, 3

in game one UMass' Doug Welenc (4 2)
w^ b^ted by the Huskies' ace fireballs

Colin McLaughlin (6 1) in a classic rr^t

chup It was 8 game neither deserved to

lose.

UConn jumped to a 2 le»l with single

runs in the first and second innings Garry

Woodfield's slow hit ground ball scored

Dennis Donovan who had led off with a

single and advanced to third following a

stoton base arnl another ground out. The
Huskies' second run was scored on a w^l
executed squeeze play by Mike Panciera.

It appeared two runs was all UConn
would need. For the first five innings

McLaughlin was blinding Minutemen bat

ters (9 K's after five, 12 for the Qurm) with

his 90 m p h fastball UMass could muster
only four singles But in the sixth UMaas
tied it up, as Doug WelerK helped his own
cause (three hits in the game) with a two
run double. Welenc, who also leads the

team in hitting, (.352) drove home Mike
McEvilly who had singled and Leo
Kalinowski who was aboard on an error.

As the game progressed Welenc was
becoming more impressive. From the

fourth inning till the eighth he had retired 13

batters in a row. But in the bottom of the

eighth he was victimized by an error that

cost UMass the game. With one out
UConn's Garry Woodfield hit a routine fly

ball which was dropped for a two base er

ror The next batter. Randy LaVigne singi

ed, advancing Woodfield to third, With the

infield drawn in, Jim Considine stroked a

ground ball that skipped into left field for

the game winning hit.

In the second game Mark Brown (3 2)
tKrnttlpd the UConn bats while outdueling

^•gi^'v touted freshman Mark Winters (3 2,
087 ERA).

While UMass ituna^^ only fouf

Ihe 6'6" tofthaf>def , they made them coun:
In the Mcond inning foWowJng a McEvilly
single, Mark Sullivan lined a trii^e over the
h^d of centerfMdef LaVigne Doug
Aylward th«n hit a yound liall up the mid
die which second baseman Panciera
couldn't field cleanly, scoring Sullivan.

The game moved quickly till the seventh
when the Minutemen scoriJd their final run
A fMir of errors by shortstop Tallison Noble
allowed Mike Stockley to sir^le home an
unearned insurance run

On Friday, the Minuterr^n used their

24th double play of the year to save what
could have been an embarrassing loss to
Spnngfieid College.

Before the largest home crowd of the
year (at>out 150), the Minutemen built a 6 3
lead through seven innings Co captain Ed
die Skribiski opened the first with a double
which established him as ttie career hit

leader at UMass with 116, eclipsing John
Seed's mark Aylward drove in Skribiski

with a single.

After John Kraham drove in a run in the
fourth and Springfield starter Bob McGuire
wild pitched in another in the fifth, Welenc
(four hits on the day), Kalinowski. Mike
Stockely and Mark Brown sandwiched
singles around a Mark Sullivan sacrifice for

three runs in the seventh for a 6 3 lead.

Springfield rallied in the ninth and nar-

rowed the UMass lead to 6-5 when, with
two on, Kevin Ccj^tello sliced a ball to right

which Aylward lost in the sun. Aylward had
trouble with the sun all afternoon;
although, in the fourth, he made an
outstanding grab of Mark Ziogas' lir>er, div-

ing to his right at full extension.

Bergquist brought in Dave Stoller, who
promptly walked with the bases loaded.
With one out, Stoller threw one pitc^ to
DH Dave Porter (.342), who bounced n

two hopper to short - Skribiski. to
Stockley, to Welenc - Jaall game.

UMass hosts AlC today in a make up
ganr>e at Lorden Field^at 3:00. The Yellow
jackets, coached by Dick Bedard (brother
of Jim, UMass assistant coach), are
undefeated since coming north Chris Col
lins (11, 0,54) will start for UMass

^ IVIark Marchand

i

Is Boston a bust?
What's the first thing that enters your

mind when you mention professional
sports and the city of Boston in the same
breath? If you're talking about the past
couple of years. It's certainly not success.

This densely populated gathenng to the

east of us has been the scene of some of

the biggest heartbreaks and disap-

pointments in recent times. Yet, year after

year, Boston teams continue to be near the
tops of their respective leagues when it

comes to drawing fans. One of the meccas
of the sports world, the city of Boston is

also synonymous with collapses and
controversy.

Let's take a look at what's going on
during the most recent seasons of the

Boston teams.

First on the list are the shell-shocked
Celtics. Their catastrophic 78-79 season
was compounded by such John Y. Brown
gems like trading draft choices for Bob
McAdoo. The chicken magnate, realizing

the mess that he'd created, has now left for

Kentucky and Phyllis George. The future

doesn't look that bright either, as the one
player who could bring the Celts back to

respectability is asking for a seven-figure

contract, ^sing the desperate position of

the Celts as a bargaining point, Larry Bird is

asking for the biggest rookie contract ever.

How about the Crimson Rose? Their
performance last season created heart-

break that registered on the Richter scale.

The Sox have made it a perennial habit of

building leads and then rolling over and
playing dead, I know; I set my clock by it.

Selling out tiny Fenway Park with a good
degree of regularity, the Sox always lose

because they don't have any pitching; I

don't foresee any change in the future.

Moving right along, let's talk about the
New England Patriots. Easily one of the

most talented teams in the NFL, the Pats
were torn apart internally just before the
playoffs last fall when Chuck Fairbanks
indicated his intentions to leave for

Colorado. The net raauft was a miserabla

shoeing in the playoffs. Just when
everyone thought that the much maligned
Pats were going to finally do something,
the Fairbanks incidents came up and
spoiled it. Add another story of disap-

pointment to the Boston sports scene.

A relative newcomer to this sad story are
the New England Tea Men of the North
American Soccer League. After a fir>e

season last year, the Tea Men have recently

learned that they will be playing without the

services of their top scorer of a year ago,
Mike Flanagan, whose return is being
delayed by a ruling from the English soccer
league that he plays in. Add to that the fact

that the Tea Men have been evicted from
their home field (Schaefer Stadium) and
the recent NASL players' strike and you'll

get another fine addition to this story.

Last, but not least =ire the Boston Bruins.
They seem to be the only team that could
possibly excuse themselves from this
traumatic drama. The Bruins have enjoyed
some degree of success in recent times and
the saga of Orr's knees and the om-
nipresent Montreal Canadiens seems* to be
the only blemishes on an otherwise clean
slate. Don Cherry's boys make the playoff's
almost every year (but, then again, who
doesn't in the NHL?) and continually make
a good showing. Yet, being crushed by
Montreal in the playoffs has become the
order of the day and somehow makes the
efforts of the whole season look like they
are in vain.

The t)eat goes on; the fans come in, they
get excited, and the Boston teams come
close and lose. Meanwhile, New York
tearf>s like the Yanks fight in the
lockerroom, change managers in mid-
season, and fall fourteen games back only
to come back and win the Worid Series.

Is the Boston cause hopeless? Will all the
bonus-baby athletes that seem to end up in

Boston finally do something? Stay tuned
for the next installment in the continuing
story of the failure of Boston sports teams.

NummoNawspagal MoTKlay April 23, 1979

The Struggle At Amherst College

(During the past week much media publici-

ty has been given to the cross burning at
Amherst College and disclosures by the
President of the school that a black student
might have been involoved. This has led to
confusion about the issues that students
are attempting to address. This article will

attempt to clarify these positions).

On Easter Sunday evening approximately
12:00am a cross was discovered to be bum-
ing outside of Charles Drew House at
Amherst College a predominantly black
dormitory at the school. At that point, the
members of the house rrK>bli2ed in the liv-

ing room enraged, emotionally upset and
full of anxiety and hostility. Phone calls

went out to member of the black communi-
ty.

An Amherst College student was called by
8 member of Charles Drew house told

about the burning cross, and asked to
come over. Herman Williams told NUMMO
NEWS, 'I was scared. I didn't know if

there might be a group fo people out there;

although it was only 300 yards away. It's

hard to describe the emotions of the peo-

ple. People were in there with sticks, peo-

ple were crying. People were told what
happened, security was called, the team of

students was called and town police called.

Dean Bishop was outside and from what I

understand, students asked him to come
inside to help comfort them. After a while

he finally came in and a discussion was
held." Williams wondered if Dean Bishop

was really being responsive; because peo-

ple were not comforted. The students

reiterated to demands that they had stated

and the feeling that they felt at the Stokely

Charmichael rally at the end of the new col-

onalist symposium at the Straight Ahead
weekend which was the Sunday before

last.

A whole rap wa^ read by Straight Ahead
who had sponsored the symposium. The
students were dissatisfied with the deans
meetirvg with tfie administrators who were
trying to organize orientation '79. It was

brought up to the students to replace orien-

tation and dilute it with an ethnic day which
was simply unacceptable. The issues to be
addressed were disattisfaction with orienta-

tion, SASA being dissolved because of a
$20,000 deficit, because of a lack of pro-

mised business support, divestment of

stocks in companies aiding the South
African apartheid regime and tenures. "In -

put into the decision making process by
Third World faculty was another thing

brought up after the La Causa Cultural

Center incident, "Williams said, "

I was in-

volved with that also. We spoke to the

President and he assured us that steps

would be taken to bring more Third World
faculty here. He said that steps would be
taken to include minority student in put; we
were assured in the last confrontation that

the administration was very understanding

to our demar>ds and that they agreed that

there needs to be more student in put and
more Third World faculty. On the issues of

divestment, there was already a com-

Undergrqd Rep.
Resigns From Provost

Search
The Provost Search Committee has been

racked with turmoil. The lone minority
faculty member resigned from the commit-
tee on Thursday April 19, 1979, ending his
short tenure on that committee which
began January 31, 1979. Professor Donald
St. Mary claimed that his position on the
committee was not delt with in good faith.
His resignation was followed by the
resignation of the undergrad represen-
tative, Gary Lee, on Friday April 20, 1979.
(See letter)

The legitimacy of the search process was
called into question when it was noted that
there was no minority representation.

To the Co-Presidents of the Student
Government Association

I have just begun to grasp a few of the im-

plications of the protracted Provost search

process. The original search committee
featured a single Black faculty person
which appears to be in direct opposition to

the spirit of Affirmative Action. This in-

dividual (Mr. Ford) resigned and the subse-
quent lengthy delay by the charKellor's of-

fice in appointing a replacement during a
crucial period in the search process was a

serious oversight.

Upon the appointment of a minority facul-

ty representative, at such a late stage,

serious questions were raised as to why
there were rK> mirwrtty candidates under
considaration. The administration attenr)p-

ted to ramady this iniquity, after the fact,

by consenting to cor>sider late vita. The
Minority Faculty Association began to sub-

mit vita with the ui>derstanding that they
would be considered in good faith. To
quoi9 a committee mamo,..."Prasidant
Knapp, Attorrwy Mayers end you
(Bromary) baliava it would be legal for us to

(fiscuss late applicant...Wa wiN discuaa ttta

nominees arid candidates whoae vita*

reached us after our dosing date.'"

T1>e committee at its most racertt mating
rarwged on this agraamant by rafuaing to

discuss the vita, and ir>stead focussad on
the tachinical iaau* of wtwthar this action

wouW constitute a ra-opaning of the

•aarch. The corrwnittaa funlMr w>aafcar»ad

tha for^a of ita mandat* by dabatlng tha

"naad" to discuM ttw viu in light oi ttta

present candidate situation which was
deemed satisfactory. This procrastination

has served to render any forthcoming
discussion of the additional vKa mean-
ingless.

This is my first experience on a search

committee. I was appointed on November
1, 1978 after the original list of candidates

had been significantly scaled down; conse-

quently my input was limited. I have no
idea how long this important committe
functioned without undergraduate student

representation in addition to zero minority

input which I might add, is essential to the

welfare of the entire University community.
I've learned a good deal about the

subtleness of institutior>alized racism which

can ba igrKHod or denied (with good
raaaon*) Accordingly, I am resigning from

tha Provoat Search Committae as a Black

ur)dergraduate representative of the

S.G.A. I must insist that the present com-
mittee be declared nuN and void for the

. aforememiorwd reasons, and I would sug-

gest that the new chancellor form a new
search committee of a higher con-

sciousness.

Sincerely.

Gary M. Lea

promise made with the Trustem, in that the

original demarKls from the South Afncan
support committee for complete
divestiture. The administration submitted a

proposal in which they woukj take action

against corporatior«A^hich had violated the

oollege guidelinesThe demand now is such

that we're not even dealing with total

divestment yet. We've simply asked them
to abide by the principles that they gave us

which was indeed a compromise. The com-
panies that are in violation are: Bank
America, Kodak, Motorola, and Mobil Oil.

It must be clarified that these demands
were out there tiefore the incidents, and did

not precipatate out of the cross burning in-

cident. These are all documentated A week
and a half before the cross burning inci-

dent, thf'.re was word that Black Freshman
Orientatior was in danger. The Thursday

before Black Women met and suggested

urgency of demonstrative action. An
emergency meeting was called for Tuesday
evening.

S^««k«rs •! IK« Amk^rtl €•!!•§• M««llAf
Tu«s4a|| •v«iiin9. Fr«fii l«fl lo rif hit
Har«ld Mois«||, Pffmunrnt Dovid Wills,
D«on Prots«r Olffr^rd, Pr«tid«fil Ward,
• fid Ptm§m990t Pawl W«l§l« PhotobyEdCohen

A course of immediate action was decided
upon by the students, and that was a

demonstration in Converse Hall. This

demonstration took the form of walking

around Converse in silent protest.

At 11:00am Professor Doug Davidson of

the Black Studies department who had
been out of town called a black community
meeting. At the meeting the concerrw of

the students were galvanized into demands
Prof. Davidson discussed at this meeting

that there were rumors that black students

had dor>e this, and that there must ba

awareness of why the dentands were made
there couki run be confusion about tha
issue and not the cross burning should ba
the reason wfty we're hara.

Williams said, "If you do something like

that, anyone on campus can't help but feel

black and white, so we were going on the

assumption that it was done by white
students. We wanted to address the ad-

ministration on the problems, went back

over and met with the President. Ha
wanted to speak with a representatrva

body from the black community and a
meetir)g was fir>ally arranged. HaroM
Massey said, "When people from the Third

World community in the Five CoHege area

came over without bair>g caNed, ttiat

speaks to tha conwnonality of sentimant

that conrws from commonality of institu-

tional raciam artd whatavar faalir>g of racial

tension that existed within the vaNay."

Ward aaid that h* would make hinnialf

availabia ttiat whole day and a meetirvg waa
SM up for 3 o'clock. Ward said that a dad-

TURN TO PAGf 2
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U.S.- South African Nuclear Ties

By Brooke States

One of tl^ leist talked about but most im-
portant cxKtfwction between the Unitec^
States and the Apartheid regime in SoutR
Africa IS in the nuclear field. There is a long
history of cooperation between the two
countri^ in this area and it has crucial im-
plications for the struggle of the libe«tion
forces and the masses of oppressed people
in Southern Africa.

There are three %pects to the U.S. South
Afrtca connection. The first is the aaual
raw or non jyoc^scd uranium that South
Afnca poumaam, ttw second is the so call

ed peaceful nudear capacity; or rt's reac
tors, and the third is South Afncas ability to
enrich uranium and to produce and deliver
atomic warheads Along with this are in.

portant questions that must be raised such
as why did certain countries choose to help
develop South Afncas nuclear capability.

South Africa has approximately 25 per
cent of the worlds proven uranium
reserves: much of this is located m
Namibia Currently most of this is t>e<ng

mined by British companies. Demand for

South African uranium has bee increasing
Current production of 2,700 tons a year is

envisaged to go to 13,000 tons a year in 10
years In 1976 South Afncan production of

uranium increased by 11 percent The
United States has stopped buying uranium
from South Africa, however between
1953 1971 approximately 15 percent or

43,250 tons was purchased Much of this

went into the missies and t>ombs and
torpedoes which currently make up thp
balance of terror. South Africa has also

sold uranium to Israel and Iran. The vast
amount of uranium that South Africa has is

very important as a strategic weapon In

Ihe western world the use of nuclear power
is increasing in use thus demanding more
uranium But in many of these countnes
such as Australia and West Germany there

have been powerful movements by dif

ferent classes and mmonties against

uranium mining in these countries. This has
helped to drive the price of uranium mined
in these countries up The South African

government has no interests in what the

vast maiority of the country feel about pro

blems with uranium mining such as cancer

and environmental deterioration Under
apartheid the miners have little to say about

what their working conditions are Thus
South African uranium becon>es far more
profitable Currently three companies in

New England including Public Service Co
of New Hampshire, builders of the

Seabrook nuke, are seeking to buy 3 2

million pounds of uranium abroad. This is

almost certainly going to conr^e from South
Africa and would give them some 460
million dollars to apply towards their

deficits. This type of Nnkage will probably

continue to grow as it becor*^s harder and
harder for corporate giants such as Exxon

to make a profit from mining uranium in

this country

.

South Africa currently has one nucl^ir

power plant. Safari I It was built by the

Allis Chalmers company in 1965 under the

"Atonre for Peace" program While it is a

sn^ll rMCtor. (20 megawatts thermal! it

runs on weapons grade uranium. This is

uranium which is enriched to about 98

percent.. This means thr.t weapons grade
uranium might have l>een or could be in the

future diverted to a we^ions program.

Though the reactor is op^t to inspection by

International Atomic Energy Agency teams
there is a lack of accounting procedures.

South Africa also plans to build two other

reactors of a KXX) megawatts each. A
French firm won the bid to help build these.

In addition theie have been exchange
progranr« for scientists involved in nuclear

work between the US and South Africa.

Thus South Africans have learned im-

portant technical ingormation which could

help them construct a nuclear weapon.
South Africa has a pilot uranium enrich

ment plant which puts it among" the y6ry

few countries which can enrich their own
uranium. In addition they are planning a full

scale enrichment plant but have been

unable to obtain financing. Documents
published by the African National

Congress. (A.NCI which were taken from

the South African embassy in Wt«t
Germany detail that countries involveinent

in providing South Africa with enrichment

technology despite U.N. sanctions.

Requests by South Africa for enriched

Uranium from the United States have been

denied This is becai>&e the United States,

appalled that SoCiH Africa would actually

take the ability which was given it by
several major capatalist countries, and
develop an atomic weapon, is trying to get

the South African government to sign a

nonproliferation treaty, thus attempting to

absolve themselves.

South Africa has said that it has the bomb
and it also has British bombers and Israeli

missiles which are capable of carrying

nuclear warheads. In 1977 a Russian

satellite flew over the Khatahari desert and
photographed a cluster of huts and an
instrumentation tower which 99 percent of

the experts in the U.S. who dealt with the

situation said was a testing station for a

nuclear bomb. South Africa denied it. They
^so have computers which can provide

downwind launching information.

Currently Liberation forces are winning

control of Namibia and Zimbabwe. As they

continue to win increasingly the White
minority regime in South Africa will be

fbrced to face reality and see that its time is

up. However the madness that is aparttieid

would, if backed into a corner, use atomic

weapons, despite the faa that such use

would kill many of it's own supporters and*

be only of limited use in stopping people
struggle. We must organize and do

everything we can to prevent the furthw

use of the US to help supply South Africa

with nuclear research and reactors.

CONT FROM PAGE ^

sion could not be made at this meeting, and
that out of this meeting, several other
meetings would have to take place.

Williams said, "This is a further example of

how the administration even after the inci-

dent occurred still wanted to put the thing

off and still wanted to have a series of

meetings We already had the demands,
stands, and statement. We wanted them to

be addressed. They wanted to discuss it

and wait it out another week. We could not
put the issue off He wanted to answer on

Friday Rumors were spreading that we had
applied pressure and that had influenced
the decision which is incorrect. We said
you could take as long as you want, but we
are going to stay in the building until we get
a response. Then he himself said to give
him 24 hours. We said fine but we're still

going to be in this building to demonstrate
the urgency of the situation and can't do
anything until the issues are addressed. He
told the representatives would give them an
answer at 3 00 at the Presidents office.

The students were not in violation of

anything at that time, since they were all in

the lobby, something like a moratonum. At
the 3:00 meeting he said he had concrete

evidence that matenals were gathered from
Charles Drew House. At this meeting they

were deliberation whether or not the stu-

dent committee should get the response on
orientation the next day and deal with this

at that time or whether Ward should tell

them his decision about orientation and
deal with how he was going to brMk this

news to the students body. The committee
told him that both were urgent matters.

They wanted answers about orientation

and how to break the news to the student

body. At that time, he passed out his state-

ment about why orientation wasn't being

given. He said it was necessary at this time

to de emphasize the cross burning and em
phayize the importance of these dennands,

that is mainly to emphasize what the black

community is trying to do in dealing with

the issues and alleviate them. What could

have been a violent reaction about theinci

dent, in that people would feel manipulated
deceived and abused, was thus avoided.

This had been central to the actions by
students involved with the demonstration,

to concentrate on the issues.

Harold Massey, who had addressed the all

college meeting became involved in the

protest after returning to the college from a

trip. His first concern was in obtaining a

copy of the security investigation report.

After locating some security officers 'le

was told he would have to wait until :he

chief of security arrived at 9:30 in the morn-
ing. He returned to Converse Hall.to a

meeting, where the committee had con
vened. At that time students were occupy
ing President Wards office. Ward said, that

they could stay in the office as long as was
necessary, until at least 3 00pm (which

would be 24 hours.

)

Further attempts by Massey to secure a

copy of the investigation report of campus
security were futile.

A short time before, the meeting between
the student representatives, the President,

and the Deans of Amherst College had got-

ten over. The student were disconcerted,

but the administrators in the room had ask

ed then to discuss what to do They're

primary concern, according to Massey,

was to retain the credibility of the Black

community. That evening there needed to

be a representative to make a statement

and there needed to be a uniformity of

perspective in terms of what the media was
getting to prevent contradicting reports

and information. This is another crucial

point, Jjecause wfiat actually happened
was that tfiey said tf)at they would play up
the positive aspects of the unity between
the students - white and black and the

faculty.

Upon hearing the official announcement
that black student "might be implicated in

the croM burning sMence overwhelmed the

student txjdy at the all-college convoca-
tion. It was significant in diffusing the coali-

tion between white students, faculty, and
black students.

White students upon hearing these
remarks feot betrayed and confused, and
the faculty felt they had been deceived
Massey's address explained that the ad-

dress had no prior connection to the black

community until that 3 o'clock n>eeting

with President Ward.
In discussing the information, presented

at the college meeting, Williams remarked,
'We found that our biggest problem was
misunderstanding. The only way to inform

people was to take it upon ourselves to go
over to the people and educate them on the

incident "

Wednesday evening students met with

concerned faculty and students who felt

misinformed and glad to effort was made to

reach them. Information meetings were
held in all the forms on campus and at that

all the dorms on campus and at that time
only the frats, social dorms, and A and B
dorms weren't reached.
During the faculty meeting that night, the

concerned faculty asked if student leaders

knew about the possible envolovement of a

black student, and the committee told

them that they had known at the 3:00

meeting with Ward but were told not to say
anything because of possible violatile

media tears.

By Wednesday night President Ward had
left for the annual trustees by Thursday
evening the rest of the administration

hie^^arity left to the point that the financial aid

officer was the senior officer incharge. Asof
6:30 Friday, there had been no official

statementmadeaboutstudentsleavingandan
agreementthattheywouldtellstudentsbefore
hand if any disciplinary action was to betaken
against occupying students.

Some forty groups, from fraternities at

AmherstCollegetotheThirdWorldWomen's
Task ForceatU Mass, havepledgedsupportof
the Black community at Amherst College. As
of today tension and anxiety still Wrestle

beneath thetopographicserenityofwhatwas
once thought of as an "ivory tower," All-

American institution.

Third World Woman's Panel
The Third World Woman's Panel nr>et

Wednesday April 18th The topics of

discussion were "Issues in Black

Health," "Health, Language and
Culture," and "Seta Rampersad: A
Case of Violence Against Third World
People "

Arifah Rasool spoke on "Issues in

Black Health" her main topic was
Hypertension and how it effects Black

people. Hypertension is one of the

leading causes of stroke and heart

disease, ^s Rasool's reasoning of why
Blacks have Hypertension more often

than Whites was due to the amount of

salt stored within the bodies of Black

people. Black people carr>e from a

tropical climate so their body built up
an additional amount of salt to deal

with the heat. However, when Black

people were transfered from that

climate to a multi seasonal climate

their bodies didn't rid themselves of

the salt as they once had so the salt

built up within the body an atlas

Hypertension. Hypertension is a

known killer of 1 out of every 4 Blacks

born in this country today. The biggest

problem with Hypertension is that it is

an undetected killer

Rasool stated that Hypertension goes

undetected primarily due lo financial in-

securities, leading to prolonging and

sometimes allowing the disease to

reach the incurable stages.

Afrifah Rasool also gave a few
statistics comparing the morality rate

of Black people to that of White people:

Cancer Kills • 100,000 Blacks

26,000 Whites

Diabetes Kills 28 Blacks

13 Whites

Tuberculoses 1 out of every 5

people killed are Black

Accidents Kill 44 Blacks

25 Whites

Homicide tietween the anes 5-9-

•30 Blacks

5 Whites
Between the ages 25 29 ten times as

many Blacks are killed than Whites.

Lourdes Delson spoke on "Health,

Language and Culture." Ms Delson

stated that the majority of the Spanish
speaking people came from Puerto

Rico, they've been arriving since 1917.

Ms Delson also stated why Spanish

speaking people retain their language,

it's so they will not lose their cultural

identity. Therefore, maintaining and
transmitting the language from adult

to child, insures the continuance of the

culture

Health vs Language was her second
topic. ^e exposed several points

which should be understood in relation

to the health language barrier. One bar-

rier is that bilingual doctors tend to go
to the cities where the pay is better.

The second problem is that people are

unaware of the demands for Spanish

speaking professional and aids. Speak-

ing the language is not the only

answer, however, they should also

understand and respect the culture of

the people. There is more to Spanish

speaking people than the language

alone and that should not be foprgotten.

Ms Delson's closing statement was,

"that language dictates the way the

people are."

The final speaker who Suman Bohm
who spoke of "Seta Rampersad: A
Case of Violence Against Third World
People" Ms Bohm review the issues of

the case to show the racists attitude of

the courts against Third World People.

In the Seta Rampersad case it was the

closed inquest, the inability to view the

body, and the disrespect given to her

parents, friends. Lawyer, and the

overall Third World community.
Ms Bohm also review some other violent

acts toward the Third World community
within the last 2 years.

Jill Dickenson, who was found behind a

bush. It has unofficially been stated that

she was raped and tied to the back of a car.

She is now paralized, her case has not been
solved by the police but the investigation

has ended.

Ms Bohm also review some orher violent
acts toward the Third World community
within the last 2 years.

Jill Dickenson, who was found behin<f a
bush. It has unofficially bee^ stated that

nasanoDeeni

By Geni Yuille

she was raped and tied to the back of a car
She is now paralized, her case has not been
solved by the police but the investigation
has ended.
Jose Ponte's death by hanging found sit-

ting in a chair. Investigation for that case
has also been discontinued.

^c Emra was found guilty of rap-
""

'
1 woman. He was railroad-

lion. Kenny will be in jail

for 20 years.

These are just a few of the injustices to the
Third World community. On the broader
acale, however, Ms Bohm said, 'it was
funny that the Third World people might be
tfie minority but they are the majority in

jail."

All the cases discussed have been expos-
ed as some of the most contriverial ac-
curances in the Five College area. In-

asmuch, as this fact stands at present,
many people in the Valley, and even in that
room, weren't aware of some of the issues
involved. There still exist people who are
totally unaware of the cases at all.

Third World
Women's Task

Force

The Third World Women's Task Force
was originally created by various Third
World women who saw the nried to
politically organize against different forms
of repressions: racism, sexism, political

repres.sion, etc. Having suffered through
continuing violence against our community
(physical assaults as weN as verbal abuse),
we attempt to combat these forms of
oppression through direct confrontation.
We believe in direct action, we raise critical

issues and question programs and agencin
as to their relevance to the Third World and
oppressed communities.
The Third World Women's Task Force
welcomes the participation, support and
works with progressive organizations,
issues and individuals.

We are pri>marily working women.
Nonetheless, we encourage the par-
ticip>ation from the most progressive
sectors of the whole community.
Although our main interest is in trying to

involve Third World women in pertinent
struggles, we believe that for true social
change we have to work with men, women
and children. Therefore, we are not
"limited" to issues that affect only the
Third World sector or women. We deal
with issues that oppress People. In ad-
dition, we do not limit ourselves to
struggles within U Mass. Rather, we see
ourselvw as working with issues that affect
the larger community.
Anyone interested in further information

call 545-0800 or 545-0883 and ask for
Third World Women's Task Force.
We welcome the participation of in-

terested individuals. Our next meeting will

be at 7 PM, Monday night, April 23, 1979.

HM^dlkj House, first floor.

Announcemen ts

The Campus Center Board of Governors
recently amended their constitution to form
a Third World Caucus of the Board.
The proposed Caucus would consist of

three undergraduate or graduate members
who would be elected the same way which
Senatorsof the Third World Caucus are
elected.

The amendments to the B.O.G. Con-
stitution have been sent to Chancellor
Bromery for ratification and will take effect
fifteen days after ratification, barring a veto
by Bromery.

Third World Women's
Task Porte

The Third World Women's Task Force will

hold its' next meeting at 7:oo PM on
Monday, Arril 23 at New Africa House, first

floor. All are welcome.

Affirmative Action

The Affirmative Action Subcommittee of

the Campaign to Combat Racism will meet
Wednesday, April 25 at 1:30 PM in CC 904.

We will discuss how to develop a campaign
on exposing the lack of affirmative action at

the University of Massachusetts, ex-

panding it and how to increase our work to

defeat Weber. ALL ARE WELCOME.

Repression Com.
The Committee Against Repression will

meet on Wednesday April 25, at 7:30 p.m.
in Campus Center (room will be listed .)

They will be organizing around the Ramper-
sad case.

' Monday
April 23, 1979

Art For The People
Room 163 T64 -C.C
10:00am. To 4:00pm.

Letters To The Editor
Last Night I had a dream. It was a

beauuful dream. In my dream there tMM
peace in the Valley.

For some reason I've been having a

strange calling to go to church. I can't

explain it but it's a very strange calling.

It's an obsession to go and hear a

dedicated preacher deliver his message
to every hill and mountain top. I really

miss that style of preaching. I

remember our family going home and
calling people who weren't at the ser-

mon just to let them know what a

beautiful and strong message that the

Rev. had delivered. Being young I

didn't understand it as well as the older

members of the family, but by the time

they finisfied calling relatives and
friends long distance, its meaning
became a lot clearer.

The othernight I had a dream.
Hopefully unlike the M and M
Brothers, my dream won't turn into a

nightmare. I dreamed that there was
peace in the Valley. I dreamed that I

was a preacher... It was at this time

that I woke up because some where in

my subconscious I knew there wasn't

peace in the Valley. My mind became
troubled so I began to hum an old

Negro Spiritual, "When my name is

Called I'm gonna Steal Away to

Jesus." I became very confused
because I realized that "Jesus" was the

name of a slave ship. Well; no matter, I

could always sing "The Old Rugged
Cross," Or could I. It first occured to

me that the true symbol of the cross

has little of no nr>eaning because when
ever the Colonialists wanted to col-

onialize, the cross and the missionaries

were the first things that the natives

were introduced to so now it doesn't

burn the significance to me that it's

supbose to have.

I suddenly remembered a sor^ by
NIkki Giovanni "Truth is on the Way,"
or mayt>e I could hum one by the OJay,
"Family Reunion" or to take it to a dif-

ferent extreme there's always the Isley

Brothers "Work to Do "
I gue^ that

would be in order but it's just not

religious so I'll just hold that and sing it

tomorrow. I couldn't help but feel in-

side that my dr^m was betrayed.

While I lay there my mind was filled

with anticipation and confusion I

wanted to go to church in Amherst but

more or less rejected the idea because I

felt that I wanted to be a part of my ex-

tended family in Boston. That was guil

ty resolved. I finally settled in going to

church in Amherst, I could come home
and take advantage of Brother Bell's

Sunday discount and call my relatives

and friends in Boston, New York,

Atlanta, California etc, etc. ect. I knew
I couldn't expect to pick up the New
York Times, or Boston GIbbe to get the

true sermon that the Rev. was
preaching because they don't have

reporters that could understand my
"crisis magazine." I joined so I know
I'm due me. Oh Oh!!( Yeah. I joined in

Boston.

Hey; Has any one seen Sister Rosa

Parks* I know what I'm going to do.

I'm going to church some where
whether it's Boston or Amherst. In this

confusion I've just got to get my head

together. I went back to sleep. It's

Saturday,

The other day I was talking to so-

meone and asked them... In what area

should I visit. Their response to me was
Amherst College. I still don't unders-

tand the response. Well, anyway. It's

inconsequential.

What am I worried about. I don't have
to deal with it until Sunday or until a
family member call to tell of a

dynamite sermon that the Rev. preach-

ed at one of the Camp Meetings. Oh
Well!! I on with the dream, See y(M at

church.

Bo

Family Housing
Does It Again

On April 10, 1979, a young Black woman
living in Lincoln apartments with her three
year old son and 81 2 months pregnant was
handed down an eviction by the Family
Housing Office. The sheriff gave her an ex-
tended week to seek legal counsel to stop
the eviaion until April 17, 1979.

I was able to interview her and found out
that she had fallen behind in rent and had
steadly handed over her welfare checks to
Asoke Ganguli who stated that if she kept
up her payments he would not evict her.

Living off of $38 in food stamps she con-
tinues to pay family housing but still owed
$282 and was unaware that an eviction had
been fully processed until the sheriff show
ed up at her apartment.
She was able to get legal counsel and

through political pressure put on by various
individuals and the Third World Women's
task force and Everywoman's Center, the
family housing office made a concession.
She was told by the Housing Office to
come up with a payment plan that was
workable and agreed upon by them and if

she fell behind they would file eviction
papers against her again.
Even though the eviction has been stop-

ped she has the added pressure of giving
birth "soon and being at the Housing Of-
fice's will to evict her again if she falls

behind in her payments. This is not the first

time that Ganguli and his henchmen have
evicted people from family housing. It is the
kind of people that gives one the Imores-

sion that they have a personal vendetta

against students on financial aid and single

mothers of color on welfare with children

who fall behind in their rent because the

welfare misses a check or other problems
of life seem to interfere with paying the rent

on time.

In the future I feel that the Housing Office

should clarify what they mean by "an
undesireable tenant" and stop being a

money making agency without taking into

consideration the problems that Third

World students face on a day to day basis

without being harrassed by the family

housing office. We need to stop the con-

stinous eviction of single mothers with no
alternative place to move to.

Malika

Member of the Third Worid Womens Task
Force.

Umass Student To Africa
I am proud to beamong the nation wide who

have been chosen to participate in the
Operation Crossroads Africa Program this
summer. As a representative of our com-
munity I feel a responsibility and anobligation
to share my discoveries and experiences so
that we may all have a better understanding
with the importance of cross-cultural
sharing. Through Crossroads Africa I will be
reaching out to two completely different
socioeconomic communities. In Africa I will
be, more or less, a living example of what it

means to be a young woman from Northern
America

.
I don't seek to impose myAmerican

values, but hope to comprehend African
ideolooies.

Jperation Crossroads Africa celebrates

nnn « r.
anniversary as a private

non-profit, non - governmental volunteer
community development organization thatpromotes work, travel, and study in Africa
as a vehicle for cross-cultural exchangeand understanding. Since it's foundinq in

1958 by Dr. James H. Robinson, Crossroads
has sent more than 5000 volunteers to 34
French and English - speaking countries to
spend their summers living and working
with rural village communities. Crossroads
chooses to promote the work, travel,
study, experience as a welcomed, long
overdue corrective to the historical im-
balance of visitors only taking from
African people and not giving to them.

I have begun to spread the Crossroad
understanding through my fund raising
activities. There is a participation fee in-
volved. Crossroads has awarded every
applicant a sizeable grant by means of their
year round fund raisning campaign. On
Saturday the 28th of April I will be walking
20 miles from Amherst to Shutesbury, to
offset a part of this fee. I would most
appreciativelly accept any contributions in
care of:

Amherst, Ma. 01002

I didn't realize I'd be involved with sharing
cross — cultural desires so soon, but I guess
it began the day I started to fill out the
Crossroads Application. When I return I

hope to contribute an understanding of my
learned experiences and more of what the
need for utilized crosscultural sharmg is

about. I may decide to give a slide

presentation, write an article, some other
form of media. I now believe Crossroads is

part of a life long experience for me. I hope
in the future I can be among the alumni
who assist accepted Crossroad applicants
/vith their fundraising experiences.

Sincerely,

Iris Goldfarb

Iris Goldfarb
702 D Main Street

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
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Ho/yolce's Bilingual Education
TiM •ducational ayst^m In Hel^^*

^Mi of MM« afMi tadaral MidHs du« to
^o iio|oiHBO i^M ponnw to uo-^raso
offvteoo ovtftaMo 10 M^Miic tutfMits.
In ^limooiionwl^ tfio irtolotions off tlw

poiontt toy tlw IHroniM vtoofy Cm»>

•tu4l«nn cofiMiltito oppros
lMM0ly 29 POT cont of tlio M^ri o^Olrf
populotton toi -Holyoko. I^roportloiioto-
ly. tfto nuMnbor of toacKor* and aorvicoa

provMotf to thaao aty<am» ara not
rap rooantotiva to tfioir numbara.
Furthor- mora. ^mmiI hoH tha toHlngoal

t—ohan in Holyoko aro Anglos. In

many eoaoa thoaa anglo- bilingual

taochars hova had ttwir SpaniiA aAica-
tion in coMagoa twho uaa countrloa aiMI

p4acos othor than ^orto Rico aa thair

motela for cultural and lingi^Btic lii-

atiwctlon. Tlio Spanlah languago and
O^lura vorlaa from country M country
and avon from raglona wHNn a coun-
try. An analogy to tfiia aitttation might
bo ttto diHarancoa botwaon tha inglsh
and cuHura of Now England and tlia

Amartcan South or bottar yot bat

iMoan tha Unitad Statoa and Graat Bri

tain. Cloarly ona cmn soa that thara mf
dHHroncaa which ax ist gaograpNcol-

hf. socially, culturally and to for^.
Qraatar important should ba givan by
tf«o solactiva pro^Ma in htr ing mora
bilingual taachars. counaalors and
apocM naadi taa^iors who tr^ mora
fMniNar witfi tfio ovor all cuhurai and
Nrtguistic background of thoaa thay in-

tMid to sarvica aducationaHy. And
airtca tha maionty of Hispanic studants
in this araa ara of Puarto RIcan horhaga
H should ba amphasizad thay ba
familiar with Puarto Rican cultura and
backgrourtd.
Tha Bilingual Education Law raquiraa

a bilingual kindargartan riaaa,
howavar. tha ad mlniatration in

Holyoka thought otharwiaa. Unttt

rocantly whan tha achool committaa
votad to hira bil ingual kindargartan
taachars parhaps bacauaa of

I.

Niatnietad in Cnglsh with an occa-
Monal aMo Sutho now testad too tong
at tM poal tionl. Hiapank atudants
wnmM than ba placad in a ragular
English class or tei a bilingual program.
In othar worda. Hiapanic studants wtto
yyora m a diaadvantaga bacauaa of
tftair iMigwaga bar- riar did not hava
any ^MMbiuity in thaIr fktt two yaats at
adiool. TlMy triad to loam tha baalcs in

English only to bocoma frustratad and
at tha compla tion of tha yaar wora
transfarrad imo a bilingual claas to ra-

laarn what thay should hava loamad in

tliair nathra tongua in tha first placa.

Anothor Moa in which tha scho<4
systam iaavas a tot to ba dasirad is in

its' counsalHng sarvicaa to Hispanics.
Not ona school counaalor in tha tystam
is Hispanic or bilingual. Whila
Mispanict maka up only 20 par cant of
ttia studam population, thay probably
maka up a graatar parcantaga of
atudams with problama that raquira
counsalling.
Tha saiTta problam of inadaquacy ax

tots in tha Chaptar 766 sarvicaa to
Hispanics Studants with spacial laam-
ing disabilitias »f uaually rafarrad for
»n avaluation to datar mine if tha child

should ba anrollad in tha program. This
procass raquiras an avaluation by a
Spanish -spaakirtg psychologist. In

Holyoka thara is only ona ragular
Spartish- spaaking paychologiat and
ona part- tima ona who is on laava.

Studants racommartdad for this pro-
gram hava had to wwH aomatimas bat-
wean six months and a yaar bafora ba-
ing enrolled in Chapter 766. Ona of tha
tasts curramly ba- ing used for

paychological taathig is tha WZ. which
has bean translatad imo Spanish but
does not taka imo ac- count dif-

farancas batwaan Anglo arnJ Puarto
Rican cuHuraa. This test and othars
which ara lltaral tranalatlorw from
English ara not valid and put tha
Hispanic chiW at a further disad-

vamaga.
StII arwthar araa in which tha school
systam la nm pro- viding adequate sar-

vicaa to Hiapanics is in Its' tutorial pro-

gram. English instructed classrooms
hava tutorial sarvicaa for students do-
ing poorly. BiNngual classes do not
hava thasa tutorial services. Studams
in thasa classrooms hava only tha bil-

ingual teacher to rely on for help. The
anitude of the administration saema to
be that bilingual education is a waste
of time, so why spend money and man-
power on it

The school problem In this city is just

one of the negative forces afflicting tha
Spaniah communi ty. Tha community
is plagued by many problems -housing,
welfare, police brutality, to name a
few. These causes have bean voiced by
various apokesmen. In many cases tha
spokesmen who hava argued most
vehemently on behalf of tha communi-
ty hava been studems form the nearby
colleges and univer sities. This type of

solidarity is pro bably welcome by the
Spanish people in Holyoke. However,
what happens when these vociferous
individuals graduate imo their 15 and 20
thousand dollar jobs and hava moved
from this area. Who will voice tha opi-

nions of tha com munity then
Tha bilingual componems within tha
collages and univer- sities have to
become more responsive to the needs
of the Puerto Rican community here
and not by striking a chord that people
find pleasnat only for a short whila.

Tha time has coma for a comprehen-
sive analysis of the needs and the goals
of the Latin people here. And this is

where the services of students in the
area univer sities and collages ara

needed. 77>a community must come
together to form a lastirtg apparatus
for social and political change which
will benefit tfte Holyoke Latin people
notJust today but also tomorrow.

EL PUEBLO UNIDO JAMAS SERA
VENCIDO

by Angel F. Rivera

Black Student Demands At Amherst College

We. the Black Community of Amherst
Coiiege. ara iasumg tt>e following state-

ment to conerned and interested in-

dividuals regarding the progression of our
struggtes. We remain stror>g in our quest

ar>d staedfast in our demarxte.

BLACK FRESHMAN ORIENTATION

The decision to substitute Black Freshen

Orientation with an "ethnic day and a half"

is a totatiy unacceptable ar>d an insanaitive

response to our demand that the program

be imtitutiortalized as it has existed for the

past five years. Not only must the College

endorse the program, but the Dean of

Students Office must include the Orienta-

tion as a part of its annual budget.

The inability of the administration to realize

tf>e positive merits of the program based on
participant input once again demonstrates

their efforts to dictate our needs. The ad-

ministration has stated that earty arrival of

Black students is impractical, because the

collage is at that time not prepared to

operate on a daily basis. However, the

preserKa of the football team on campus at

that time proves this to be false. It also in-

dicatas the college's inability to recognize

the Black commur>ity at Amherst CoNega
•a it is racially defir>ed.

K ahoukf be apparem from the mobttzatkm

of the Black oommunitY to implement on its

own. a program that if felt addressed its

needs, that we have acted on our interests

in the peat. We rasem the college's recem

endeavors to deckla thet it ia they, despite

their leek of pertidpation. wtw kr>ow witat

H best suited for ua to aurviva at Amherst

CoRaoe aa Black indivkkjala.

Our suggestkini and recommendation have
sougN fuNy on aithar Black

Orientation or the devatopmam
ethnic dey and a half" befoM

Black Freshmen Orientatnn as

We

of an

tadon of the
into account

far aaafingme psegramw

it better. Mr Ward feeb that we coerced
him into making a yes-no decision by 3:00

Tuesday afternoon. This is not the case.

Negotiation, which we had supported, had
been scheduled to take place between dean
ar>d students before a decision was made.
This did not happen. Also, we had already

united to protest the opposition to Black

freshman Orientation prior to the incident

that sparked mass response.

STUDENT INPUT INTO THE SELECTION
OF DEANS AND FACULTY

If the college, iruieed, hires its ad-

ministration and staff to meet the needs of

the students, it cannot eliminate their views

and suggestions in the selection process.

By the same token, it cannot choose
students that it thinks are representative of

ttie views of the Black community. Con-
sequently, we unconditionally request that

the Black community be a major source of

contact for selecting our representative to

be involoved in the selection process; a

vote in the selection process ar>d we feal

that we shoukl be seriously and continually

corauHad as s resource for interviewing

and recommer>ding quahfied minority

appik:ants. In tfte case of the Dean of

Minority Affairs. Third WorM Students
shoukl ba the primary source of recruit-

mam!!!

MORE THIRD WORLD FACULTY

The numlwr of mir>onty end tenured

profeaaofs at Amherst College is appallir>g.

This faa ia datramental to everyone at tfte

college. It hirKlars insight and objectivHy in

the perspectives that studants are

presented. Many studants ara aware of a
vokl in their educational axperiar>cas due to

limited expoeure to diverse qualified Third

Wodd Scholars. In requeetirtg mora
faculTf . we are not merely askirtg that the

Black StttdMa department be expanded,
but that Third WorM profeaaors occupy
pMeidcma in aN diacipinea. Coiaga faculty

ara ehoouragM to irKorporata Black

authors, apokesmen and politicians into

their aemeatarly curnculm. Alao. Third

World students should be incorporated in

the search and selection processes foe,

professorships.

DIVESTMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA

SASC is calling for divestment of sale of
corporations which al violate the college's

current policy against military sales or loans
to the Republic of South Africa, arul b) in

which proxy votes have already failed to
change the corporaiions actions. Four
Corporations fall into this classification.

South African Support Committee (SASC)
is demanding the college sell these stocks if

proxy votes,' again fail. They are
BANKAMERICA, which makes loans to the
South African Government ar>d refusaa to

adopt a policy against making r>ew loans in

the future; KODAK, which sells

photographic film specially designed for use
in the passbook system (which regulates

the travel and employment of Black South
Africans); MOTOROLA, which sells mobile
communications equipment to the South
African military and police; MOBIL OIL,

which smuggles oil (or assists in its

smuggling) to the illegal white regime of

Rhodesia-against international sanctions.

SPRINGFIELD AMHERST
ACADEMY (S.A.S.A.)

SUMMER

Tha Springfield Amherst Summer
Academy (S.A.S.A.) has. in its almoatten
yeer existence, served as a vehicle for

students input into an urban community
and a chartca to utiliza skills acquired at

institutions of higher leerr>ing. The ex-

pehonce of bearir^ rasporuibility for

education of aN people is a concern tftat

Amherst College has a committmem to

uphold. HistoricaRy, the SASA program
has been troubled with economk insuffi-

derKies stemming from a lack of commited
implementation other then that stimulated

by studems. The college, ahhough aartc-

tioning the program for this long and wel
aware of the continued problema,
problema with SASA
commannem not omy in

of 130,000.00. but, aiao in ttie

tion. The Dean of Students should, as has
unofficially been the case in the paat,

oversee SASA through that office based
on students support.

. This should aid in seeking funds for SASA
earlier in the year. The development office

should consider SASA as an institution

within an institution, and therefore seek ad-

ditional funds in its annual fund raising

drives. In this way, we feel the college can

avoid the economic burdens it was given

this past summer by insurirtg funds. If

SASA still means what it meant, and we
think it does, the economic problems can

be overcome and indeed a higher level of

education can continue at this institution.

We, the Black Communitv of Amherst Col-

lege, genuinely appreciate and need your

continued support. Your written and verbal

responses and your physical presence have

been instrumental in aiding the positive

progression of our struggles. Despite the

misinterpretations surrounding the events

of the past few davs, our demands remain

nonetheless legitimate. We have been
gratified with the degree of concern that

has been expressed, not just on the in-

dividual level, but through mass mobiliza-

tion and participation. The unity which has

avoh^ed has caused people to begin to

recognize and understand our r>eeds aruj

the problems that we, as Black students,

face at Amherst College. It is our sincere

hope and belief that thecooperation and
communication that has arisen wilt not die

with tha realization of our demands.

THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES
LA LUCHA CONTINUA

THE BLACK COMMUNITY OF
AMHERST COLLEGE

UK* wny mtmi «*«ii

d problema. dieea
by aatabNaMnoJ
in the meepar aung
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THE NEW BREED
Presenting a whole New Breed of , ',

Mustang for 1979. Dramatic new -r"**
sports car styling gives it a most '

efficient aerodynamic design. With
sports car features like a modified ,

MacPherson front suspension. v
four-bar link rear suspension, rack
and pinion steering and front stabilizer bar, all Mustangs have
precise handling to help flatten corners.

The '79 Mustang offers a choice of engines (including the
sporty 2.3 litre overhead cam as standard equipment), power
trains and options to satisfy a wide range of driver needs.
Available in 2-door or 3-door Hatchback models.

Experience the '79 Mustang with a test drive at your local Ford
Dealer See why readers of Car and Driver magazine named
Mustang "the most significant new domestic car of 1979."

%A!SZ^^^W^B^9 As Shov\/n

2-door sticker price

Excluding title, taxes and destination charges.

FORD MUSTANG
FORD DIVISION ^</?^

All right, gang,
hibernation is over.
Time to put aivay the
sticky hot chocolate
mugs and oversized
sweaters and get
ready for fun in
the sun, cavorts on
the courts and larks
in the parks!

ANATOMY S
Wher . Hamlet said. "What a piece of work is man." he
wasn't kidding The human body is a walking

wonder of the world If all 696 muscles of your body
could pull in one direction at one time, you could

move 25 tons. And that strength is only one of three

amazing aspects of your body that you can—and
should—develop as part of a shape-up program.

STRETCHING 6
After a winter of limited exercise, most of us have to

get in shape before we can take to the courts, pools

and jogging paths around campus Stretching is the

perfect way to begin now We've put together a

program that isolates eight major sections of the

body and stretches them individually And one
super-duper total body stretch that's all-purpose

(and thousands of years old).

JOGGING lO
Some people say being on a daily running regimen

is like having your own psychiatrist Find out for

yourself This section gives you tips on setting up a

personal jogging program You'll also get the scoop
on running shoes, info on heat exhaustion, a spring-

to-winter marathon calendar—and words to the

wise from Bill Rodgers, the real marathon man.

TENNIS 14
Can you be a winner at tennis with only average

physical ability? Yes, says Dick Gould, tennis coach
at Stanford University (the 1978 NCAA champs).

Also in this section; Rod Laver gives you advice on
how to perfect your stroke A former pro tells you
how to develop effective doubles tactics. A Harvard

psychiatrist categorizes tennis players by psycho-

logical makeup And John McEnroe admits he's

tired.

Superbody'16

Inner Workings'5

Swim Tune-Up/21

Tennis Tips/14

Hurts/ 10

WEIGHTS 16
Many top athletes combine weight training with reg-

ular workouts to increase stamina and muscle tone

You can, too We'll tell you how to get started flexing

your pecs and limbenng your lats (and what that

means in English) And lay to rest the myth that

women shouldn't lift weights because they'll end up
looking like the Hulk. (It's physiologically impos-
sible.)

Bicycling is a great way to see the countryside and
condition your liody at the same time But if you're a

beginning rider, how can you avoid soreness?
What's the connection between jumping rope and
cycling'' And who is Otto Wenz and why is he pre-

dicting that in five years bicycle racing will be as
popular as jogging?

SWIMMING 21
Boston University swim coach Raegh Wetmore
(that's his name, honest) shares his five-step plan to

get you into shape through swimming We give you
tips like how to avoid shoulder tendinitis (a common
swim-related injury), what's the proper swimmer's
kick, how to improve your crawl stroke, what it feels

like to be a competitive swimmer—and how to flat-

ten your stomach for swimwear.

BODY/MIND 23
Some physicians are prescribing racquetball—not

Elavil—for mildly depressed patients Why'' Aerobic

exercises are believed to stimulate the production of

body chemicals that have the same effect as antide-

pressant drugs It's all part of a holistic approach to

fitness Its theme'' Your mind affects the perfor-

mance of your body, and your body has an effect on
your mind Sounds simple, but the ramifications

could be mind-boggling.

FORD'S INSIDER: A CONTINUING
SERIES OF COLLEGE NEWSPAPER
SUPPLEMENTS is sponsored by Ford
Division of Ford Motor Company and
published by 13-30 Corporation
(which also produces such familiar
campus publications as NUTSHELL
and THE GRADUATE). Ford's
sponsorship of this publication is an
indication of their desire to provide
services to college students. Please
take the time to let us know how you
like this supplement by returning the
postage-paid card on page 16. And
for more information on Ford's
product line, use the card on page 8.

ARTCREDITS: Joe >Acree—Cover, page ^6, Hugh Armstrong— pages5. 10, 11, 21; Lars Jaxva//— pages 15, 19; Ken Sm/f/?—pages 10, 14,

PHOTO CREDITS: Charles Brooks— pages 5, 6, 7. 8, 10, 11, 14. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23.

© 1979 13-30 Corporation All rights reserved. No portion of Ford's Insider: A Continuing Series of College Newspaper Supplements may
be reproduced in whole or in part without written consent of 13-30 Corporation, 505 Market St., Knoxville, Tenn 37902 (615-637-7621).

Insider is published by 1 3-30 Corporation for Ford Division of Ford Motor Company. Opinions expressed by the publisher and writers are

their own and are not to be construed as those of Ford Division of Ford Motor Company. Likewise, the publisher assumes responsibility

for the technical accuracy of the -material used throughout the articles herein. Direct editorial correspondence to David Epstein,

Associate Editor. Direct requests for additional copies to Anne Akridge
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reC'Wheelinflbrds.
Americans best^s^ing

icramnrim iif^msr^rm^:

tough Free Wheeling Ford Trucks
and Vans Factory-customized
machines direct from Ford, with
special interiors, stripes, wheels,
blacked-out grille, and more.

BroncOy
steel wheels.

mmmm^

FrcclVhccI ,

comes with styled steel wheels. RWL tires,

tricolor tap^strtping. black bumpers and
dual low-»Viount western mirrors.

Bronco Ranger XLT shown has optional
chromatic tape stripe. 10x15 tires,

swing-away s*^^
~

TUgv^ir.

i I

x»

FreewheelingVan
offers custom interior and exterior
packages. . . plus other available

options: portholes, push bar, fog
lamps and special wheels and tires.

Freewheeling Pickup
shown with special interior trim,

blacked-out grille, black front bumper,
black GT bar, styled steel wheels
and required rear bumper Chromatic
tape stripe, RWL tires, black low-

mount western mirrors optional.

Freewheeling Courier
comes with three-color accent tape
stripe, cast aluminum wheels. RWL
tires, black GT bar. front push bar.

Sport Group, 7-ft. box and rear step
bumper optional.

Pord
Tou^

FORD
FORD DIVISION ^^^jTkC

ANATOMY You*re incredible,

A walking wonder of levers, pumps,
bellows, filters and electrU^ circuits, all working in hamu>ny.

YOU'VE GOT TO EXERCISE. And it's not enough to

have just one exercise activity, like tennis, and think you're

giving your incredible body a total workout. To keep in

shape, you've got to exercise both your muscular and cardi-

ovascular systems with activities that develop the three basic

elements of fitness: flexibility, strength and endurance.

YOU NEED FLEXIBLE MUSCLES. Any physical

activity, from the blink of an eyelid to the lifting of a piano,

depends on the muscular system, which makes up 45 percent

of your total body weight. You've got 696 muscles support-

ing the 206 bones of your skeletal system, which are also

surrounded and interlaced by another system of tendons

and ligaments. These connective tissues bind, link and
anchor organs, muscles, bones and the spaces in between.

When a bone, muscle or joint is injured, it's usually partly

because it didn't receive enough support from connective

tissues that had become short and tight from nonuse. A
flexible body generally absorbs more stress with less injury,

so the importance of flexibility in a physical fitness program
that includes vigorous activity cannot be understated.

YOU SHOULDN'T GIVE UP. When that familiar sore-

ness and stiffness sets in after your first exercise sessions,

don't throw in the towel. It's just that because you're out of

shape, lactic acid has a tendency to collect in your muscles,

making it more difficult for them to contract. When blood

circulation increases with additional exercise, this waste

product will be flushed out as your muscles begin to work
more efficiently.

YOU CAN BE REALLY STRONG. If all the muscles in

your body could pull in one direction at the same time, their

combined force would come to about 25 tons. The surest

and fastest way lo develop this muscular potential is to work
with weights, which can mean lifting hefty barbells in a gym
or simply supplementing calisthenic exercises (chin-ups,

half-squats) by using five- or 10-pound weights with the

routines. Other exercises add strength in specific muscle

groups through repetition (sit-ups for the abdomen, push-

ups for the arms).

YOU NEED OXYGEN. The element that your body
needs most isn't protein, vitamins, enzymes or minerals. It's

oxygen. And the vital center that processes it is that marvel-

ous muscle only about the size of your fist: the heart.

Although flexibility and strength contribute to a well-

conditioned body, the key is to saturate your 60 billion cells

with a nourishing supply of oxygen through the blood-

stream. This means the more circulation the better. Each

day your heart pumps over 2,000 gallons of blood through

your body, up lo 12 gallons per minute during heavy

exercise.

B9BEI H ^ s •W^^B

YOU CAN TRAIN YOUR HEART AND LUNGS.
Aerobic exercises such as running, swimming, cycling or

handball ("aerobic" means literally "with oxygen") are the

foundation exercises on which every fitness program should

be built. By using vigorous, perspiration-inducing activity to

raise your heartbeat from 78-85 beats per minute to 120-140

per minute, you can train your heart and lungs to work more
efficiently, bringing increased amounts of oxygen to the

body with less effort.

YOU MUST COOL DOWN. Always follow this advice

when getting in shape: Cool down for at least 10 minutes

when you've finished exercising. If you've ever felt faint after

running hard and then stopping suddenly, it's because the

blood that was circulating has sidetracked from the brain

and collected in the muscles. So decrease your activity grad-

ually by continuing to walk or swinging your arms and legs

to keep the blood circulating. And above all, pay attention

to pain. It's nature's way of telling you something is wrong.

When it hurts, ease up.

To learn more about your incredible body, look at a copy of MAN'S BODY: AN OWNER'S MANUAL, by the

Diagram Group (Bantam Books, New York, 1976. $2.75). or WOMAN'S BODY: AN OWNER'S MANUAL, by the

Diagram Group (Bantam Books, New York, 1977, $2.75).
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STRETCHING
Before you start a program ofwarm
weather workouts, it's a good idea to
stretch out any winter kinks. The stretch-
es shown here are designed to build flexi'
hility in eight major sections of the body.
Remember, before you play to get in
shape, you have to get in shape to play.

LOWER LEG

ARMS
Stand straight, feet

about six inches
apart Extend your
arms to each side

so that your body
forms a T.

NECK
With spine straight and without moving your shoulders, drop your chin to
your chest and slowly rotate your head, first clockwise five times and then
counterclockwise five times Don't use jerky movements but try to make
as large a circle with your head as you can. feeling the full range of the
motion in your neck

LOWER BACK
Lie on your stomach and bend your
legs so that your feet are over your
thighs Firmly grasp your nght ankle
with your right hand and your left ankle
with your left hand Then slowly raise

your head, body and knees by pulling

up on your ankles, lifting your head
high and arching your back at the same
time Do not strain Your weight should
t>e resting comfortably on your abdo-
men Pause, relax back into the start-

ing position and repeat five times

Keeping your arrr^

straight, rotate
them clockwise 15

times, making \arge

circles in the air

Lower your hands
to your thighs,

extend your arms
again and rotate

them counterdock-

wise 15 times. To
get the full benefit,

concentrate on
keeping your spine

straight.

HIPS
AND WAIST
Stand erect, arms
outstretched to each
side.

Slowly bend sideways
to the left, your right

arm stretched over
your head as far as
possible, palm facing

forward.

Hold the position for

five counts, then re-

peat the stretch to

your right side, again

holding the position.

Do at least 10 times

to each side, keeping
your legs straight. Try

to reach a bit farther

with each repetition

6 INSIDER

UPPER LEG
Lie down on your
back with arms
outstretched to

each side, feet to-

gether.

Lift your right leg

so it's pointing
upward
Keeping both legs

straignt, try to

lower your toes to

your left hand.
Pause, return the

leg to its original

position and then
lower it to the
floor Repeat the

movement with
left leg to right

hand Do lOtimes
to each side.

front of you, backs of

the hands together

Imitating a swimmer's
breaststroke, sweep
your arms until they
are extended behind
your back with palms
together and fingers

locked.

Then rise as high on
your toes as you can,

and hold for five counts

Repeat these two move-
ments 20 times

FEET AND ANKLES
Sitting straight with legsextended
and palms pressing on the floor at

your hips, point your toes down-
ward as far as you can Hold for

five counts, then flex the toes

backward, spreading them apart

as much as possible, and hold for

another five counts.

Keeping your hands
clasped, bend forward

until your head is at

your knees and your
hands are above your

hips. Repeat five

times.

Repeat both move-
ments 10 times.

Especially good
for tired feet.

INSIDER 7



THE TOTAL BODY STRETCH Over 5.000 years old. the Sun Salutation is a hatha-yoga
routine whose slow, easy postures will vitalize you each day.

Stand erect, Stands m
front of your chest.

Raising your arms tit^

id)Ove your head, bend
backward as far as
you can Then, keep-
ing your legs straight,

tiend forward tfid rKK:h

with your palms to-

ward the flow.

Gently try to bring
your forehead to your
knees Then extend
your right leg back-
ward With the right

knee touching the
floor and the head
bent back Stretch
both legs out together

so that your body
forms a straight line

supported by your
hands and toes

Drop to your knees,

chest and forehead to

the floor, keeping your

atxJomen raised Then
lift your chest from
the floor and arch
backward Point your

toes forward, press
heels flat on the floor

and raise your hips,

keeping your legs

straight

Bring your right foot

forward between your
hands, your left knee
touching the floor, and
hold Bring your left

foot forward and try

to touch your fore-

head to your knees
Slowly straighten up.

arms extended.

Bnng arms overhead
and tjend backward
as far as you can
Finally, slowly drop
your arms to your
sides and relax Com-
plete the entire rou-

tine two to eight times

Daily practice will im-

prove your flexibility

right away, and your
circulation and mus-
cle tone as well

I

^^INTRODUCING
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ENTER
THE RALLYE
YOU'VE BEEN
WAITING FOR. i^r^

The Rallye...it might just be
the adventure you've wanted to

experience. With charcoal
grille and headlamp doors,

"Rallye" t>odyside tape, and
distinctive front and rear

spoilers (all standard), it looks

like a million. Packed with

value, the Rallye also comes
with all these other standard
features at a remarkable $4,078

(sticker price as shown, excluding

title, taxes and destination charges)

...Sport Instrumentation Cluster in-

cluding Tachometer, Ammeter, Tem-
perature Gauges and Sport Steer-

ing Wheel. Rack and Pinion Steer-

ing. Sport Stabilizer Bar. Steel-

Belted Radials. Bucket Seats.

Four-on-the-Floor. 2.3 Litre

Overhead Cam Engine. Dual
Sport Mirrors. OuraSpark
Electronic Ignition. Styled

Steel Wheels. And more.

COMPARE PINTO. ITMAYBE
THE BEST SMALL CAR BUY

INAMERICA TODAY.
^

,

D I C

FORD PINTO

M
FORD DIVISION

^•^

ucjr<i ^.

VlWtt

-3»> r»t3Mi l /uy^^wj< p^yi:^^'^^^
-^Coming April 16
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uoeeiNG Think of it as fun
and not something that^s

good for y€m, like spinach or a trip to the dentist.

Bom To Run
Running is an cxcrcisr that

helps your entire body feel bet-

ter. Regular running will strength-

en your heart and increase your
lung capacity, thus improving
cardiovascular efficiency Run-
ning will also lower your blood
pressure, tone your body and
help keep off extra pounds by
burning calories.

The sport is as individual and
noncompetitive as you want to

make it. and provides much-

f>^cu%mt wvmi %

touted mental benefits No one
is sure what causes "runner's

high," but a general explanation
may be that running creates a

harmonious balance between
mind and body. A Howard Uni-
versity study reported that stu-

dents felt less anxiety and more
positive feelings about their

bodies, after lengthening their

running distances. Some people

say being on a daily running reg-

imen is like having your own
psychiatrist.

Hoi weather can will the har-

diest of joggers. Whert outside

temperatures rise, it's harder for

the body to perspire and heat

gels trapped inside. That can
lead to cramps and heat e.xhaus-

lion. To guard against this, jog
in light clothes when it's hot and
drink plenty offluids. Rest occa-

sionally and douse yourself with

water; this helps \(>u sweat and
cool off

For Women
Runners Only
Women derive the same bene-

fits from running as men do.

There's this difference: Since a
woman's heart and lungs are

smaller than a man's, she doesn't
have to run as long or as hard to

improve her level of fitness.

Kathryn Lance, author of a
book on running for women,
took up the sport when her poor
physical condition led to high
blood pressure. She urges the

beginning runner to persevere.

"Not every run is wonderful."

she says. "If it's torture, try it

three times a week. Tell yourself

how great you'll look and feel

after that tough first period."

Lance's book includes jii guide
to warm-ups and developing a

running program. She gives spe-

cial emphasis to questions con-
cerning muscle development,
weight loss, and running while

pregnant or during menstrua-
tion.

Kathryn Lance. RUNNING
FOR HEALTH AND BEAU-
TY: THE COMPLETE GUIDE
FOR WOMEN, Bantam Books.
1977. $2.25.

Your Own Workout
Once you've decided to take

up running, think of your reg-

imen as a training session --not a

straining session.

Set yourself an attainable goal.

Try running for two months, at

least three runs per week. A
more rigid six-week program
involves running four times the

first week for 18 minutes each
time. You can then work your
way up by stages to half-hour

runs. Feel free to mix walking
and running at any stage in the

program.

A lO-minute warm-up will

help cut down the chance of

injury. The warm-up should
consist of stretching exercises

that get your heart, blood and
lungs working at more than a

resting pace.

When you first start out. you'll

experience an overwhelming urge

to forget the whole thing and
resume eating pi/za. But the day
will come when your normal
workout is a piece of cake—and
thei you'll want to push even
farther.

Marathon Man
The ultimate proving ground

for a runner is the marathon—

a

grueling. 26-mile 385-yard test

of bodily strength and will power.

Bill Rodgers. who holds the

American marathon record with

a time of 2:09:55 (set at the Bos-

ton Marathon in 1975), has been
running in marathons for 27
years.

"I know what's good for me
from my own experience," says

Rodgers, who has no coach or

personal trainer. "When I've

trained well and know the com-
petition, I'm usually confident

before a race."

Rodgers recommends that be-

ginners buy a good running
book or subscribe to a runner's

magazine for tips on developing
a personal program. "It's also

good to join a running club, or
just talk to experienced runners.

There are too many people going
too hard and too fast. You have
to be patient and work with your
body," he says.
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WHAT TO DO
On the road to glowing health and
inner peace, the beginning runner
will doubtless stumble across a
variety of injuries common to the
sport If you pull, strain or sprain
something, try a hot bath, liniment,

or an ice pack on the injury. As you
heal, try running at a slower pace on
a softer surface If the injury worsens,
knock off for a few days.

Some common runners' afflictions:

Blisters—Good shoes and petrole-

um jelly or moleskin on rubt>ed

spots help avoid blisters. To treat,

puncture with a sterilized needle
apply a disinfectant cream or oint-

ment and cover for a few days.

WHEN IT HURTS
Runner's toe—This occurs when a
toenail is bruised, turns every hue
of purple, and eventually falls off.

Trimmed toenails and decent run-

ning shoes are the best means of

prevention

Shin splints—Running too high on
your toes or wearing stiff shoes on a

hard running surface causes this

painful injury The shin muscles pull

at the surrounding shinbone mem-
branes, which results in tearing or

separation of the membranes Doing
stretches designed to limber up the

back of the leg can help you avoid

shin splints, as can running on a

soft surface and wearing flexible

shoes.

In the Beginning
Modern marathon racing has

classical and heroic origins. In

490 B.C., the Greek allies fought

the decisive battle of the Persian

War against the army of Darius,

the Persian emperor. The Athe-

nian-led Greeks won a stunning

victory on the Plain of Mara-
thon, and a runner, Phcidip-

pides, was dispatched to Athens

with word of the victory. Legend
has it that Pheidippides ran the

entire 26 miles without a stop,

delivered his good news, and
dropped dead.

In 1896. the first of the mod-
ern Olympic Games were held in

Greece. As host nation, the

Greeks chose to revive the mara-

thon. The British tagged an ad-

ditional .185 yards onto the dis-

tance of the race during the 1908

Olympics, held in England. (The

proper Britons wished the race

to commence at Windsor Castle,

and the extra yards have become
part of the official distance.)

Today, many cities around

the world hold annual marathon
races which attract runners of

every nationality. Among the

most noteworthy are the Boston

and Fukuokoa, Japan mara-

thons.

A Day at the Races
Marathons, mini-marathons

and races of all distances are

held in every state, all year long.

A sampling:

BOSTON MARATHON
Boston, Mass April 16

MILE HIGH MARATHON
Denver. Colo May 6

MADISON MARATHON
Madison. Wis June 30

MAYOR DALEY
MARATHON
Chicago, III Sept. 23

LOS ANGELES
HARBOR MARATHON
Los Angeles, Calif. . . Sept, 30

PROVIDENT MARATHON
Philadelphia, Pa Oct. 14

NEW YORK CITY
MARATHON
New York, NY Oct. 21

WHITE ROCK MARATHON
Dallas. Tex Dec. I

MARYLAND MARATHON
Baltimore. Md Dec. 2

For a more complete listing,

plus information on entry re-

quirements, and other details,

consult THE RUNNER'SGUIDE
TO THE U.S.A., by Martina

Q'Alton. Summit Books. 1978.

$6.95.

The Complete Book of Running, by James F Fixx,

topped the bestseller list for 22 weeks last year Fixx

writes informally and personably about the physical

and psychological aspects of running He cites

studies and medical opinions to back up his claims
concerning the Ijenefits of running, and includes

guidelines for setting up a personal running program
James F. Fixx, THE COI^PLETE BOOK OF RUN-
NING. Random House. 1977, $10.

TUNE'UP
Save yourself the torture ofmas-

sacred muscles hy loosening up
before you lake to the logging

trails. You shouldn't expeci your

body to function at peak ejfficwncy

without some advance notice.

Stretching your legs before you

run can help prevent injuries that

could inhibit you from further

e.xercising. These two easy exer-

cises will warm up your legs to

avoid muscle strain:

(At lop) With your hands on the

floor, bend one leg as shown.

Attempt to press down with the

heel of the e.xtended leg. Do this

five or .si.x times with each leg.

To stretch the backs ofyour legs,

try the three-step exercise shown
at right. Sit tm the ground with

your legs bent as shown, knees ti>

your chest and hands grasping

the sides of your feet. Then "walk
"

your feet out as shown, continu-

ing to hold onto them. When
you've straightened your legs.

pause and hold the position for a

few seconds. Repeal five times.

a

FOR THE RECORD— In 1929 a transcontinental footrace was run

from New York to 1ms Angeles. The winner, Finnish-born Johnny

Salo. finished the 3.665-mile course in 79 days, an average of 46.5

miles per day. His time was 525 hours. 57 minutes and 20 seconds.

and he won the race by 2 minutes and 42 seconds.

What's a
Shoe To Do?
The main job of a running

shoe is to cushion shock, and to

keep your foot straight and your

heel steady. Your best bet is a

general-purpose or training shoe.

It should be flexible at the ball of

the foot, and the heel should he

at least a half-inch higher than

the toe.

Running shoes are the only

equipment you need, and it's

worth it to lay out the money for

a good pair. Good running shoes

range in price from about $25 up

to $40 or more. Consult Con-
sumer Guide, Runner's World
and The Runner magazines for

price lists and comparative rat-

ings.

/ S
"The masses have finally

discovered what athletes

have known all along—
exercise makes you feel

good."

-JAMES FIXX, author

and runner
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built in America. A vehicle with

a low drag coefficient requires

less engine power to propel it to

any given speed in low ambient
wind conditions.

Full Instrumentation: All

Mustangs feature easy to read

instrumentation including an

engine tachometer, oil pressure,

ammeter, engine temperature

and fuel gauges with inter-
1 " L-l_ I ^

marked in both miles and
kilometers per hour, and a trip

odometer.
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Here s a whole new breed of

Mustang. Its the exciting Turbo-

charged Mustang from Ford. ^^
Dramatic sports car stylin

with an excellent combination
of responsive performance and,

fuel economy.*
Turbocharger: Mustang's
AiResearchT0-31\irbochargeris
actually a turbine compressor
driven by wasted exhaust gases.

At higher engine speeds, it

^il^'''^^

Optional 2.3 Litre Turtx> Engine

Atmospheric Air

Pressurized Air

Exhaust to Turtx>

Exhaust from Turt>o

compresses more fuel/air **|'^'^

[mixture into the cylinders,

enhancing combustion for

increased power output.

Additional power that's only

there when you call for it.

That means you get 4-cylinder

economy combined with ,—
j>erformance comparable tb
larger V-8 engines. ^^

Michelin TRX Tires: Mustang's
optional Michelin TRX 190/65R
X 390 ultra-low profile tires are

(SIM

•0-50 MPH:
7.1 SECONDS.
Average of 10 Ford
tests on 3 cars.

EPA estimated mpg 18.
Higtiway estimate 28 mpg
For comparison to ottier cars Your

mileage may vary, depending on speed,

weather and trip length California mpg is lower.

Actual highway mileage will probably be lower than estimate

mounted on metric 390MM x

150MM forged aluminum alloy

wheels. Included is a specially

tuned suspension system. This

system gives Mustang its high-

est level of handling, directional

stability and steering response.

Aerodynamics: Mustang's
dramatic sports car styling with

a drag coefficient of .44 on the

3-door and .46 on the 2-door

gives it one of the most efficient

aerodynamic designs of any car

kV^

4-Speed Manual Transmission

¥¥.

AiResearch TO-3 Turbocharger

2 3 Litre Turbo Engine
Option

-*^^^

r/rT^

Rack and Pinion
Steering

Precise Handling: With sports

car features like a modified

MacPherson front suspension,

four-bar link rear suspension,

rack and pinion steering and
front stabilizer bar. all Mustangs
have precise handling.

For even better handling,

there's the optional Handling
Suspension and radial ply tires.

Included are radial-tuned springs

and shock absorbers plus stiffer

suspension bushings and a rear

stabilizer bar for increased

roll control.

To get the ultimate in Mustang
handling order the optional

Michelin TRX tires, metric

forged aluminum alloy wheels

and specially tuned suspension.

This system provides Mustang
with cornering ability compa-
rable to high performance sports

cars costing thousands more.

I^iiffixperience the exciting new
Mustang Turbo for yourself.

Test-drive one at your local

Ford Dealer.

Four-Bar Link
Rear Suspension

'n\

*M

Michelin TRX nre
Option

Modified MacPherson
Front Suspension

Front Disc Brakes

IN THE NEW^ BREED I

FORD MUSTANG
FORD DIVISION C^^d^



TENNIS The tennis Ixx^m has more
than 40 million Americans

hitting a haU over a net with a racket.

Tips from
Dick Gould,
Champion
Tennis Coach

Four-lime mnihleJon champion Rmi laser rcammiends that

beginners folhm these six Meps to achieve a smooth and accurate

tennis stroke:

I. Keep \(>ur c\es on the hall

del sour weinhi forwaril and keep vour feet apart.

J, Cjci Viiur racket hack qunkh h\ pivoting.

4. Keep your wrisl hnkcd

5. Put vour htnlv weight into ihe shot

6. Follow through.

Rod Laver. TENNIS DIGEST. Folleli Puhlishing. 1975. $7.95.

In Praise of
Wood Rackets

Although the tennis market

has been bombarded with rack-

ets made of ever>thing from

steel to fiberglass, wood is still

considered the best material for

a racket that will allow you con-

trol and "feel" for your shots.

The ball leave* « «»od racket

with only the force that the

player has applied, and this con-

trol is especially helpful to the

beginner who has trouble keep-

ing the ball in the court

Wood rackets range in price

from $20 to SW). If you buy one.

you should also invest in a press

to keep the wood from warping

in humidity and heat.

Doubles Tactics

& Strategies

Eor the weekend player who

prefers social tennis over com-

petitive or highly ^trcn^lous play,

doubles tennis can provide a

slower pace and a more relaxed

game Doubles, however, is a

team pursuit that requires team

strategy and tactics.

"Doubles IS not just singles

with two players on each side of

the net," says Tony Trabert,

former tennis pro and author of

Winning Tactics for Weekend

Tennis. According to Trabert. a

major problem for novice dou-

bles players is not knowing where

to stand or where to return the

ball.

When an opponent is serving

to your doubles partner, says

Trabert. you should stand with

your heels on the service line

This puts you deep enough to

cover your side of the court if

vour partner makes a weak re-

turn. If he or she makes a good

return, you should thSn move

forward into a volley position.

The best place to hit the ball in

doubles play, according to Tra-

bert. is up the center of your

opponents' court. They will have

less angle on their return and

may get confused over who takes

the ball.

Tonv Trabert. WINNING
TACTICS FOR WEEKEND
TENNIS. Hoh. Rinehart & Win-

ston. 1972. $5.95.

If you have the moilvaiion to

become a winner in tennis, but

only average physical ability,

you can still do it. That encour-

agement is from Dick Gould,

and he should know all abtiut

victorv in tennis. Coach of Stan-

ford (iniversity's varsity tennis

team (the 1978 NCAA cham-

pions), GouM Itts seen a lot of

winners.

"There is a special diivt inside

people who strive to win. and it

forces them to prepare until they

reach their goal." Gould says. "If

you have that kind of motiva-

tion, you can do anything you

set your mind to whether it's to

be a tennis star or a business

executive.*!

Although his business is coach-

ing winners, Gould feels that the

exercise and enjoyment tennis

provides are the best things the

game has to offer students.

"It's not necessary that you be

a top performer," he says. "You

will still feel refreshed, because

tennis IS such an invigorating

game You can'* spend all your

time at the library and feel your

best. Tennis or any other phys-

ical activ itv can get your mind

off your studies." To that end.

Gould has one final tip to offer

the tennis player;

"Enjoy it When you start get-

ting furious about your playing.

It's time to quit. Then the game is

controlling you. and it's not a

game anymore
"

Z'

When people are practicing or

warming up. they often let the

ball bounce two or more times

before returning it. But allowing

extra bounces reallv defeats the

purpose of practice, which is to

tune you up for match plav.

Waiting at the baseline for the

ball to arrive not only burns

fewer calories, it can also hurt

your game by fostering bad hab-

its and making you le.ss respon-

sive.

"I began playing tennis

seriously when I was

8 years old. And while

I may get tired from

playing—especially in

matches against Connors

or Borg—I never tire

of the game."
^—JOHN McEnroe.
20- year-old winner of the

1979 Colgate Grand Prix

Masters pro tournament

Take a Course!

If you're fed up with chasing

balls you've sent flying over the

fence, some basic tennis instruc-

tion can help you iron out the

kinks in your game.

"Tennis instruction is not only

to train those who want to

become champions, but also to

help the average player enjoy

tennis for fitness and fun." says

Eve F. Kraft, director of the

Education and Research Divi-

sion of the U.S. Tennis Associa-

tion.

SMh instruction can take

many forms. Enrolling in an

introductory course at your col-

lege or university may be your

best bet. Most colleges have ten-

nis instruction in their curricu-

lums; the classes are usually

conducted as group lessons

within the physical education

department. Group or private

lessons at a local club are another

possibility. If you want total,

crash-course immersion in ten-

nis, you might consider a camp
or clinic though these can be

expensive.

For information and lists of

tennis camps or instructional

programs in your area, write the

U.S. Tennis Association. 729

Alexander Rd.. PnMtton, N.J.

08540.

Harvard Prof
Psychs Out Players

As the game of tennis has

gained popularity, it's become

possible to categorize certain

types of players by psychologi-

cal makeup. So says Dr. Alvin

Kahn, a psychiatrist and clinical

instructor in psychiatry at Har-

vard Medical School.

**Some colleagues and I were

intrigued by how much a per-

son's emotions and personality

entered into his tennis game, so

we began researching the idea,"

says Kahn. The result turned

into a book called Love and

Ifyou're playing tennis to shape

up. you might consider trying

one ofthe indoor court sports as

well. Handball, paddleball. rac-

quethall and squash are played

at a faster pace than tennis and

will give you a harder workout

in the same amount of time.

Hate on the Tennis Court. In

one chapter, Kahn and his co-

authors described 34 "tennis

types." Here are a few of them:

The Bouncer has a compul-

sive and obsessive need for the

regularity and control he flnds in

the bouncing ritual, which can

work to lessen his anxieties.

The Equipment Freak always

has the latest composite racket

and the newest in Italian tennis

wear. He tries to cover up his

flawed self-image witb his new

outfits.

The Social Climber spends

more time in the locker room,

pro shop or bar than on the

court.

The Clown giggles when he

hits the ball out, trying to con-

vince his fellow players that it

really doesn't matter to him. But

inside, he's crying.

Dr. Alvin Kahn, with Stanley

Cath and Nathan Cobb. LOVE
ANDHATEONTHETENNIS
COURT, Charles Scribner's

Sons, 1977. $7.95.

EYES
Playing clc^e to the net requires

fast reflexes to avoid getting an
eyeful of tennis ball, which can
result in bruises, cuts from
tKOken glasses, and even retinal

detachments.

SORE SPOTS
& DANGER

POINTS

ELBOW
Tennis eltx>w is an
inflammation n^r the

elbow joint, caused by

poor muscle strength

and faulty strokes.

TUNE-UP
Here's an exercise that uti-

lizes your racket to help

limber your hack and shoul-

ders before you hit the

courts: Standing erect, stretch

as high as you can. holding

up your racket on your

palms. White still holding

the racket, slowly lean hack

and bend at the waist. Feel

your muscles stretching as

you bend. Straighten up

and lower the racket behind

your head. Then bend side-

ways and twist forward

from the waist. Do thisfive

times on each side.

FOOT
Blisters can result from friction or im-

proper shoe fit (Moleskin or Vaseline on
"hot spots" can help you avoid them

)

Badly worn soles can hinder your trac-

tion and cause ankle sprains

14 INSIDER

In the Beginning
Crusaders returning from the

Middle East probably brought

tennis to Europe in the 1 2th cen-

tury; the game resembled hand-

ball at that time. French monks

played it inside their monaster-

ies until 1245. when an arch-

bishop forbade all clergy to play.

French monarchs had taken up

the sport in the meantime, and

from them it spread to the roy-

alty of other nations.

The monks and kings played

tennis by batting the ball with

their bare hands. (The French

still call tennis jeu de paume,

game of the hand.) After years of

bruises and blisters, a protective

gWe was developed, and around

1500 the first tennis rackets re-

placed the gloves.

Outdoor tennis, first called

lawn tennis, did not appear until

I860 in England. Major Walter

Wingfield adapted court tennis

to the outdoors when he noticed

people getting bored with cro-

quet. Wingfield took out a pat-

ent on his rules in 1 874. and lawn

tennis quickly became the height

of fashion in England.

Tennis was introduced to the

United States by Mary Ewing

Outerbridge. who learned it from

English army officers while va-

cationing in Bermuda in 1877.

She brought home nets, rackets

and balls, and set up the first

tennis court in America at Staten

Island, New York.

X

In the Book of Tenr7/s, profession-

als show you in pictures how to

play the game. The black-and-

white photos and diagrams are ac-

companied by easy-to-understand

explanations and pointers on all

aspects of tennis, from serving to

practicing with a backboard. Cor-

nel Lumiere and the WORLD TEN-
NIS magazine editors. BOOK OF
TENNIS: HOW TO PLAY THE
GAME. Grosset & Dunlap. 1970.

$2.95.
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%A^g^>^>^J^P^ Ifyou train properly

with weights, you can tone,

trengthen your entire ftocft

%
i^

Q: What /A the mini xst'ighi ever

raisvil off the fhun h\ a human
hi'ing

'

A: In IV.S7, Paul AnJerson of

Tnmta. iiforKia. raised h.27(f

(Hiunth in a hack lifi

THEZAME
WAY TOA
BE,/yjTirUL

BODY
n«nx>nwBonmMnrK,

In their book The Zane Way to a

Beautiful Body Through Weight

Training for Men and Women.
Frank Zane (a world bodybuilding

champion) and his wife Christine

present a progressive series of

over 120 exercises that can be

done with minimal equipment at

home. Also included are a nutri-

tion guide and a section on exer-

cises for couples

Frank and Christine Zane. THE
ZANE WAY TO A BEAUTIFUL
BODY THROUGH WEIGHT TRAir4-

ING FOR MEN AND WOMEN.
Simon and Schuster. 1979. $9.96.

The Making
of Superbody

Clark Kent's quick change U»

Superman is nothing compared

to actor Christopher Reeve's

real-life transition from mild-

mannered mortal to Man of

Steel.

Relatively unknown in acting

circles. Reeve rejccl«l the option

of wearing false styrofoam mus-

cles when he was approached to

pl5»y the Superman role. Instead.

Sic did 10 weeks of rigorous

weight training under the watch-

ful eye of Star Wars archfiend

Darth Vadcr. who is really three-

time British weight lifting cham-

pion David Prowse

Following a four-meal-a-day

high-protcin diet, the 26-ycar-

old Reeve worked out with

weights at least two hours a day.

seven days a week He gained 30

pounds in building his Super-

physique.

"When I signed for the part, I

looked like Jimmy Stewart

standing sideways." says Reeve

"I had to get to a state where I

could believe I was Superman."

Height training is a Msiem <>/

re\isiame exert ises Ihat uw
Mi'/,if/il\ /(• develop spetifii mux-

cle groups Many lop athletes

comhine weight training with

regular workouts to increase

their stamina and musele lone.

Your age. sex. hodv weight

and experience affect the ivpe

and numher of weight training

exercises vou should do Heavv

lifting with minimal repetitions

huilils muscle Mixe and %irengih:

lighl.'r lifting with more repeti-

tions tends to huild endurance

and muscle defmitiim.

The Scoop
on Hardware

In order to flex your pecs and

limber your lats. you'll need

some basic equipment. If you

have access to a weightroom

equipped with a Universal Ciym,

you'll find everything you need

right there. The rig resembles a

steel jungle gym with weights on

tracks and pulleys. By pushing

or pulling on handles or foot-

pedals, you can adjust the weights

to meet your own challenge

level. For beginners in, particu-

lar, this sytem is much safer than

working with free weights, which

require more control.

If you're sure you want to

pursue weight training, and you

prefer the privacy of working at

home, a barbell set consisting of

about 100 pounds of weights,

bars and collars costs between

S.^O and $50. (Collars arc the

removable locks which allow

you to add or subtract the weight

plates at the ends of the bar )

Although it isn't needed for

some weight training exercises,

the added support of a bench is

generally safer than the floor

because you're less likely to strain

your back muscles or drop a bar-

bell on your chest. Benches range

in price from $20 for a simple

flat seal with standing metal

slots to $225 for an outfit with

features like leg lifts and an

adjustable incline.

YcHir Own
Workout
Weight training cxerci^s em-

phasize the SIX basic muscle-

group areas: the neck and shoul-

ders. ctMM, tMcfc. stomach, arms,

and legs The proper method for

training with weights is to isolate

a specific muscle group and then

exercise it intensively.

A beginner's workout shouUn't

uke longer than half an hour.

As your body b«:on(^s accus-

tomed to the workout*, you can

gradually increase the time to an

hour. TtK amount of weight you

lift will vary from exercise to

excrciw and depend on your

own physical capabilities. A good

rule of thumb is to use a weight

you can comfortably handle lor

10 repetitions (reps) of an exer-

cise. When you can easily do

three set»of 10 reps, add another

five pounds and begin again.

Experts advise beginners to

start slowly and develop a total

body program moving from

station to station on a Universal

(Jym, for instance, to give all the

muscles a workout. There arc

many weight training books on

the market that can help guide

you in designing a personal pro-

gram.

The building of muscle in-

volves first tearing it down with

concentrated exercise, then al-

lowing it to rest so that the tissue

can grow back a little larger than

before That tearing down of

muscles can do damage if prac-

ticed too often. It is important,

therefore, to lay off the weights

and rest at least every other day

to allow tissues to rebuild. After

a few sessions, you should see

results that even a week of spoi ts

activity wouldn't provide.

"For three days a week,

lifting weights becomes
part of my life style to

keep all my muscles in

shape.

"

—SALLY WORDMAN.
junior at the University of

Tennessee

No Ms. Hulk
Contrary to popular miscon-

ceptions, weight training will

not turn women into incredible

hulks. Developing huge Mr.
Universe muscles takes years of

long daily workouts in addition

to the male hormone testoster-

one, present in only snuill a-

mounts in women. But weight

training will develop a woman's
enduramx and muscle tone, for

a body that's not only better-

looking but also stronger.

"Everyone should do some
weight training, even if they're

not training for a sport,"* advises

Jandrena Irwin, the 19-year-old

University of Nebraska fresh-

man who is currently the na-

tional women's AAU Powerlift-

ing Champion in her 132-pound

weight class. "The first thing a

lot of women think is that they're

going to get big. They won't.

You can stay the same si?e—or

even lose weight while getting

into shape."

As a high school sophomore,

Irwin began weight training to

improve her performance in track

and volleyball. Now she works
out two hours a day, six days a

week, under the guidance of her

fatter, who is also l^r coach.

"Sometimes it gets lonely, but

after you win and know you're

the best, it's all worthwhile."

Irwin says. She follows a varied

diet but keeps a wary eye out for

sugars in order to remain in her

weight class.

To win last year's title. Irwin

lifted a record total of690 pounds

divided among the squat lift,

bench press and dead lift. She
hopes to open her own health

club someday. But for the pres-

ent she continues to train, and
this spring she'll defend her

championship.

When hodyhuilders work with

weights, they often feel a tingling

sensation caused hy increased

amounts of oxygenated hlood

swelling muscles and flushing

the skin. This high is called "the

pump." Pleasurable because it's

an exhilarating feeling, thepump
is also a visible sign of muscle

growth.

The Sporting Side
of Weights
Two competitive sports involv-

ing weight training are weight

lifting and bodybuilding.

The object of weight lifting a
simply to outlift your competi-

tion. Male lifters are divided

into 1 1 body-weight divisions

ranging from flyweight (II4'/S

lbs.) to super-heavyweight (over

242
'/i lbs.). Women have nine

categories, from flyweight (%'/^

lbs.) to heavyweight (over 181

lbs.). The barbell is made pro-

gressively heavier during the

competition, with weight increas-

ing in multiples of five pounds.

Bodybuilding is not so much
concerned with shows of strength

as it is with beauty of physique.

Like a sculptor, the bodybuilder

uses weight training techniques

to create his or her version of

physical perfection. Competitors

perform personal posing rou-

tines and are judged on muscle

development and poise.

Sore Spot
The most common injury in

weight training is lower-back

strain resulting from poor body

position during an exercise. To
avoid this, make sure you're

doing the exercises correctly.

Slow, steady pacing and proper

breathing are also important. A
10-minute warm-up routine of

rope-skipping, stretching exer-

cises or running is also advis-

able, to allow your muscles to

limber up before you start lifting.

OUMMEUA
The ori^nai *dunni>-

bells" were b«ll<

shaped pieces of

solid lead that didnt
ring wf>en tt>ey were
lifted. Today, these

small, hand-held
barbells are usually

bought in pairs.

eNCit
While ifs not necessary
for all the exercises, the

added support of a bench
could save you strained

back muscles.

QUADS:
Most weight
training jargon

just (X}nsists of

abtneviations

for the scien-

tific names of

your muscles,

like the leg's

"quadriceps."

LIFTING LINGO

She can't turn these arm muscles
into incredible hulks—tHJt look out
for tone and firmness.

TUNE-UP
Umbering up .shoulders, hack

and legs is a must for v^ eight

trainers who don't want to

strain themselves. These two

exercises will help: (Top) Ease
slowly into theposition shown.

Straighten up. then bend the

other leg. Repeatfive times on
each side. (Middle and bot-

tom right) Sit on the floor

with your arms extended be-

hind you. palms Pat and feet

pointed. Next, slide your hips

forward as shown and pause

for a few seconds to stretch

your muscles. Repeat five

times.

In the Beginning
In a sense, weight lifting is one

of our oldest sports. The whole

thing probably started when one

caveman challenged another to

lift a craggy boulder. It was first

used as a method of training,

however, in ancient Greece. Milo

of Croton, famed as Greetx's

best wrestler, used to train for

matches by running laps around

the Olympic stadium with a

newborn bull slung over his

shoulders. Milo continued this

training program every day for

four years. As the bull grew, so

did his muscles.

In 18th-century London, the;

circus strong man emerged.

Thomas Topham. better known
as '*The Strong Man," was said

to have the strength of 12 men.

In a 1741 performance, using a

rope and tackle laid over his

shoulders, Topham raised three

hogsheads of water, a total of

1 ,836 pounds, several inches from

the ground.

Eventually the carnival and

vaudeville shows gave rise to

standardized amateur competi-

tions. The first world weight lift-

ing championship was held in

London in 1891.
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p|^%|v^%9 The simple action ofpedaling

can strer^then your legs, arms, back and abdomen.

In the Beginning
Pedal-powewd bicycles have

existed for only abt^ut 1 40 yean,

even though Leonardo da Vinci

designed one on paper in the

15th century. In the late 1790s.

the Comte de Sivrac of France

put a crude wooden horse on

two wheeU and fastened a saddle

on the top. But his construction

had no drive mechanism, so the

rider had to push it like a child's

scooter It wasn't until 1 840 that

a Scotsman named Kirkpatrick

Macmillan developed a two-

wheeled vehicle that could be

ridden with both feet off ilw

ground. His pedal-operated ma-

chine marked the beginning of

self-propelled bicycles.

[during the next several dec-

ades, various improvements were

made in Macmillan's machine.

Around IK70 an Englishman

named James Starlcy designed

and manufactured a bicycle with

an enlarged front wheel and a

smaller back wheel His bike,

called the "ordinary." was the

firs! tlesign to allow the rider to

thrust his legs downward cftcc-

tivcly while pedaling.

Ihe Starley ordinary is gener-

cillv considered to have been the

lirst truly practical bike Some
ordinaries were brought to the

US. during the 1 876 Centennial

f xposttion in Philadelphia.

When the exposition ended, the

bicycles were purchased by the

Cunningham Company, v^hich

went on t<i manufacture them

under the "Columbia" trade

name. Although the Columbia

ordinary weighed over 70 pounds

and cost %}>[}>. bicycle lever

quickly spread throughout the

llnited States.

"Biking clubs are not

just for the experts.

When I joined the

cycling club at the Uni-

versity of Florida, I was
only a recreational rider

-DAVID ISRAEL, college

sophomore who recently biked

4,500 miles from Gainesville,

Florida, to Seattle, Washington

Bii\ilin^ IV a great way lo see the

countrvsiiie and tonJilion your

hodv at the same time. Nearly

all the large musele groups of

the hixiy are exercised when von

ride: your breathing is deepened,

your einulalion siitnulated and

ytnir endurance increased. Cy-

cling can help you lose weight as

well. At average speed, a woman
on a hike hums around JOO calo-

rics per hour, a man 4511

Your Own Workout
If you are a beginning rider,

you will be using your muscles in

a new way and from a different

position. To avoid soreness, you

should start out with short rides

(perhaps half a mile), gradually

increasing the distance as your

muscles and cardiovascular sys-

tem gel conditioned. Use low

gears to start with (pedaling is

easier), and work up to higher

ones as you get in shape.

One exercise that will help can

be done on your dorm room or

living room floor. Lie down on

your back and stretch your arms

over your head. Holding a 15-

pound weight in each hand, lift

your arms over your head and

down to your stomach; then

return them to the floor above

your head. This exercise will

strengthen your chest and dia-

phragm Another good exercise

is running up and down stairs or

bleacher seats to develop your

legs.

When you've worked up to

dista.ice riding, don't forget to

"warm dovvn" at the end of your

ride. Take the last couple of

miles slowly in order to relax

your muscles and prevent cramp-

ing.

Going
Nowhere Fast
What if you don't like biking

in a rainstorm?

Bad weather can't stop you

from cycling if you have an exer-

cise bicycle. These stationary

models allow you to pedal in-

doors while watching television

or daydreaming, since you have

no gears \o shift or traffic lo

watch lor. You burn approxi-

mately the same number of calo-

ries on an exercise bike as you

would on a real bicycle, but

fewer muscles are worked since

there is no strenuous hill-climb-

ing involved.

There are do/ens of exercisers

on the market, ranging from a

$500 model with an electric

motor to a couple of metal tubes

($50) that attach lo a real bike

and transform it into an exer-

ciser

LOOK OUT FOR
BIKE RACERS!

The frequency of bicycle races and

the number of bike clubs are in-

creasing, but bike racing as a sport

has not even tiegun to peak, accord-

ing to Otto Wenz. president of the

US. Cycling Federation

"Cycling is really starting to pop,

and I expect it will be as popular as

running in five or six years," Wenz
says.

On the college level, bike racing is

mainly an intramural sport, although

several colleges in the East (such as

Yale and West Point) have given

cycling varsity status. Other schools

have cycling clubs which partici-

pate in local races. Cyclists of all

levels can race in local events, since

competitors are usually matched
according to age, sex and ability.

To join a bicycle club, check with

your local bike shop or write the

U.S. Cycling Federation. Box 669,

Wall Street Station, New York, NY.
10005

Track events for bicycles are held in

a facility called a "velodrome," a

banked oval track which resembles

an auto speedway. Like a speed-

way's, a velodrome's turns are

steeply banked and its straighta-

ways are level. Although Europe
atx}unds with both indoor and out-

door velodromes, there are only 13

in the U.S. (all of them outdoor con-

crete tracks). Among the American
cities that have velodromes are New
York, St. Louis, Milwaukee and
Atlanta.

OOUKTIST C0 mcrciuro MAOWWi

John Marino,
Cross-Country
Champ
"Of all sports, bicycling is the

most functional. You can get a

workout while doing something

useful like going to the grocery

store or going to work," says

cross-country bicycling champi-

on John Marino.

Short trips such as these were

the extent of Marino's cycling

until three years ago. when he

decided on impulse to go after

the transcontinental bicycling

record. After two and a half

years of training to build his

endurance, he HnaHy departed

from Santa Monica on August

13. 1978. He arrived in New
York City 1 3 days, one hour and

20 minutes later, breaking the

old record by better than five

days.

Marino was accompanied on

the trek by a motor home carry-

ing four people, among them a

masseuse, a mechanic and a

public relations' man who ar-

ranged police escorts through

towns along the way to avoid

traffic tie-ups. Marino slept only

three hours per night and rode

the last 400 miles 28 hours'

worth of cycling— without a

break. This August he plans to

make the ride a second time in

an attempt to beat his own
record.

"I know I can break last year's

record," Marino says. "I've

learned from my mistakes and
I've improved my endurance.

More important, the mental

pressure is off because I know I

can make it."

Bike Hikes
Hiking across the city or the

countryside on your bicycle can

challenge your endurance and

give you a chance to see the

scenery as you never could

before.

For information on nation-

wide bicycle tours, check out

The North American Bike Atlas.

This book lists 1 75 cycling routes

from coast to coast, as well as in

nine Canadian provinces, Mex-
ico. Central and South America,

and Europe. (Send $3.50 lo:

American Youth Hostels, Dela-

plane. Va. 22025.)

Another national organization

that provides free information

to interested bikers is Bikecen-

lennial. Box 8308, Missoula.

Mont. 59807.(406) 721-1776.

A section on do-it-yourself repairs and a bicycle

buying guide are two features oi Richard's Bicycle

Book, by Richard Ballantine Illustrations provide

step-by-step instruction on maintenance and
r^airs. The book also lists names and addresses
of mail-order parts shops and touring and racing

clubs. It is revised annually, so information on
prices, trails and cycling innovations is kept up to

date Richard Ballantine. RICHARDS BICYCLE
BOOK. Ballantine Books. 1978. $4 96 .

The Safest Routes
Bikeways regulated safety

routes for bicycle riders arc a

growing national phenomenon.
During the past 17 years, more
than 250.000 miles of bikeways

have been established in the U.S.

They usually take the form of a

series of city streets or country

roads marked to guide the cyclist

and to alert motorists.

The first bikeway, a 25-mile

route, opened in Homestead,

Rorida in l%2. Two years later,

a 3(X)-mile bikeway in Wisconsin

was opened.

Abandoned railroad tracks in

scenic countryside are also being

converted into bike paths. Local

or state governments buy up

trackage, rip out rails and smooth

the surface with asphalt.

TUNE-UP
Leg strength is the most important element in

hiking. A good way to get your legs in shape

is to jump rope. A daily stint will increase

strength from your ankles to your thighs.

To start, try Jumping for just a few minutes

the first couple of days, increasing the time

as you feel stronger. Always jump from the

halls ofyour feet. You may feel awkward at

first, but a little perseverance will have you

skipping along like Muhammad Ali.

A Better

Breed of Bike?
A mechanical engineering

professor has redesigned and
built a 1930s "recumbent" that

could soon be mass-produced as

a better breed of bicycle. The
recumbent is a variation on the

conventional bike in which the

cyclist is seated behind the pedals

and supported by a backrest.

According to its designer. Dr.

David Wilson of the Massachu-

setts institute of Technology,

the recumbent is safer than a 10-

speed because the rider is less

likely to be thrown forward

from a reclining position. In

addition, all muscle pressure is

directed onto the pedals, which

allows the cyclist to attain speeds

of up to 30 m.p.h.

The recumbent was produced

experimentally by the British

and French in the '30s, but failed

to catch on. Wilson's new-and-

improved model will be built

and sold by special order. Prices

will range from $800 to $1,500. If

the recumbent sells well, mass

production will soon follow.

Cycling on city streets or other much- traveled roads requires cer-

tain safety precautions. To improveyour visibility to motorists, you

.should wear light clothing. Equipping your bicycle with a tall bike

fiag will make you stand out even more. In addition to reflectors on

your spokes andseat, a headlight is essentialfor riding at night or on

dark days. Finally, be sure to use handsignals when turning corners

or stopping so tliat motorists will know your intentions.
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Right now! Ford Future gives you advanced styling with the look of

tomorrow today. A sporty coupe with all the style and flair that s |ust

right for the life you re livin! You don t hove to wait for the future to

afford an expensive personal car. You re ready for Future— now!

meons youve got your own sfyle

and we ve got the car fo match.

means luxury touches and high style,

coming and going. Why not the optional

touch of power windows?

IS a spoi ty way of life. Futuro matches it with a sporty rack and pinion steering and

an economical 2 3 litre overhead com engine with 4-speed manual transmission*

'means personal style Add your own

touch. Order your own personal Future to

your own personal taste

•EPA eslimoled MPG 20. Highwoy esiimoie 31 MPG
Fo> compotison fo o'h«f cors Youf mileoge moy
diffef, depending on >p««d, weolhec ond tnp length

Cahtoinio MPG is lower Ac«ual highwoy mileage wif

probobly be lower ihon estimofe

IS a flip Up open air roof open

up your roof and let the sunshine m.

' IS comfort. The luxury of 5 passenger

roominess.

FORD FAIRMONT
FUTURA

FORD DIVISION L/ovd

The future isn t someday, its now. Why wait? Step into the 79 Futura-now!

^l^^fl^^^^Sft^^^ A gO€Hi workout
^P WW w^^V^^Www%9 in the water makes

use of almost every muscle in your body.
.

Your Own Workout
Boston University swim coach

Raegh Wet more suggests this

five-step plan to get you into

shape:

Siep I: Swim one lap. then rest

for to seconds. Repeat 10 times.

(A lap is the distance from one

end of the pool to the other

Standard length is 25 yards.)

Step ? When you can make
eight laps without tiring, double

the distance to 16 (400 yards).

Rest 10 seconds after cver> two

laps.

Step 3: Swim eight laps consec-

utively, then rest for 10 seconds.

Repeat.

Siep 4: Swim 16 laps consecu-

tively, then rest for 30 seconds.

Repeat. (To minimize the risk of

developing tendinitis in your

shoulders. Wetmore recommends

staying at step four for two
weeks.)

Siep 5.- You should now be able

to swim 32 laps (one-half mile)

without stopping. Do this three

times a week to keep your lungs,

heart and muscle system in tip-

top shape.

( O

J

The boredom ofswimming mile

after mile ituring practice is the

biggest obstacle a competitive

swimmer has to overcome, ac-

cording to [fniversiiv of Tennes-

see swim coach Rar Bussard.

"Picture it this way." says Bus-

sard. "Go home and put on a

bathing suit. Cover your ears

with earmuffs, put on gloves and
dark glasses. Go into a closet

with a five-wait light bulb and sit

there- three and a half hours a

day. six days a week."

CRAMPS
You're more likely to develop a

leg cramp—rather than stomach
cramps—when you swim after a

meal. Why? Because a large a-

mount of blood goes to your
stomach to aid in digestion, leav-

ing your extremities short on cir-

culation and prone to cramps,

fo work out a leg cramp: Float on
your back and bring the leg close

to the surface. Massage the leg to

relax the tissue and help the blood

circulate. Knead the muscle with

both hands several times, alter-

nately rubbing up and down and
pinching the flesh. Then slowly

exercise the leg.

Improving
Your Stroke

The distance from one end of

the pool to the other can seem

infmite. especially to the swim-

mer just beginning a lap pro-

gram. These tips on improving

your crawl stroke will make the

going easier.

Body moves: Keep your body
parallel to the surface and in a

streamlined position. Don't sub-

merge your head completely the

water should come to just below

your hairline. Roll your body

only slightly when you stroke; too

much movement in either direc-

tion will slow you down.

Arm forces: Don't overexert your

arms by digging straight down
toward the bottom of the pool.

You'll get just as far, and with

less effort, if your arms just skim

the water. Angle each arm into

the water, with the elbow slightly

bent. Reach forward, fingers to-

gether, and pull the water toward

your chest. Push the water back

so that you've made an S with

your arm.

Getting a kick out of it: The
kick comes from the hips and

thighs, not the knees. Kick up-

ward with straight legs, using

your feet almost like flippers.

Try counting six kicks for every

arm cycle.

Catching your breath: Don't lift

your head out of the water to

breathe. Instead, rotate your

head from the neck, to one side

only. Inhale when your head is

turned to the furthest point,

exhale when your face is back in

the water.

In the Beginning
The first swim meet on record

took place in Japan in 1603. But

the British are credited with

starting the growth of swimming
as a popular sport. In fact, the

word "swimming" derives from

the Old English "swimman."
After Captain Matthew Webb
became the first man to swim the

English Channel in 1875. pools

were built all over London and
the first swimming associations

were formed.

Competitive swimming etTKTged

in the U.S. when the first AAU
meet was held in 1893. Three

years later, freestyle swimming
events were part of the first mod-
ern Olympic games.

TUNE-UP
Ijooking good in votir swimsuil starts

with a flat stomach This exercise will

do the Irick:

Ue down on your back, arms stretched

over your head, fingers and toes

pointed. All in one motion, lift your

legs and upper body offthe Poor and
touch your toes. (Your buttocks

.should be the only part ofyou .still on

the floor.) Hold and count to five.

Stiff shoulders can cause tendinitis

when you swim. Here's a simple exer-

cise that will stretch your shoulder

muscles:

Grip a towel in both hands behind

your back. Tift your arms as far

overhead as you can. Reverse the

movement with the towel overhead,

reaching backward and downward,

until your shoulders feel loose.

JCFF HUtSARO

"Not only will swim-
ming work almost every

muscle in your body,

but your cardiovascular

system will also benefit

tremendously."
-BILLY FORRESTER.
Olympic medalist and
Auburn University

student



OUT FRONT INVANS
•M Moie Ford vans or© on the rood today ttian any

oilier make. Ttiere are good reasons wtiy!

(based on cumulative rogtstrotiofu as <^ 7/1/77)

Advanced van design. Ford's engine Is set

foiward—for easy entry and easy move-around
room. Ford vans are built tough, with rugged
body-on-frame constructI'Dn.

Pefsonalize your Ford, or buy one already customized.

If you're reajy Into vcwmlrig, you're Into FORD!

•

m f

jinted rocker panel.

;!tnY^
FOTTl 3

Toiig?!

Ford's von variety
Everything frcxn a "Cruising" van
cdreody customized to a "Free

Wtieeling" van (stx>vvn wltti

optkxval portholes, pushbor. fog

kynps, wheels and tires).

Ford's roomy design
Lots of IMn' room! Even tilt

steering wheel, swivel/

reclining chair options.

Tough frame
Separate body-on-frame,

cushioned lay rubber mounts.

FORD
FORD DIVISION (%rc/

BODV/MIND Could it be possible that the
path to your soul is the one

you're running on?

THE INNER EXPERIENCE. Right after an intense and

exhausting football game, ex-Cincinnati Bengal Mike Reid

used to spend hours at the piano producing what he felt was

his b«t music. Golf pro Arnold Palmer believes that when
his mind is calm, he can focus his attention so completely

that his body performs with its own "internal sense of

rightness."

The experiences of Mike Reid and Arnold Palmer are just

two examples of a growing recognition among athletes and

amateurs alike that the body and the mind do not function

independently of one another. "Every change in the physio-

logical state is accompanied by a change in the mental

state and vice versa," says Edward Greenwood, M.D., a

consultant to the Meninger Foundation. To put it simply:

Your mind affects the performance of your body, and your

body has an effect on your mind.

EAST MEETS WEST. This holistic approach to fitness,

which acknowledges that there is a dynamic relationship

between body and mind, is not new. The ancient Greek,

Oriental and Indian cultures knew the concept of mind-

body harmony thousands of years ago. Today, everyone

from the professional football player to the weekend runner

is beginning to approach fitness from a less strictly physical

point of view.

Tennis is a case in point. One of the best-known American

proponents of the "inner" approach to sports is Tim Gall-

wey, author of T7te Inner Game of Tennis, Random House,

1974, $6.95. According to Gallwey, what hinders a tennis

player's performance is not faulty equipment, bad condi-

tions or lack of expertise, but the doubt, fear and lack of

self-confidence he creates in his mind. The object of the

inner approach is to calm the mind and let the instincts take

over.

That sudden hot streak you hit in the middle of a game,

and that freedom-from-self feeling that can come with stren-

uous running, swimming or skiing, are examples of the state

Gallwey thinks you should try for—a state in which the

trained movement becomes natural and effortless because

the body has taken over and the mind is out of the way.

THE CHEMICAL CHANGE. Not only can your mind

and emotions affect your physical performance, but it also

appears that exercise may enhance your mental awareness

and attitude. Physicians and psychologists are currently

studying physiological evidence which indicates that vigor-

ous aerobic exercises such as running, swimming and rac-

quetball, done regularly for sustained periods, may stimu-

late the production of certain body chemicals that can have

the same effect as antidepressant drugs. It is already known

that aerobic exercise increases the flow of oxygen to the

brain and helps eliminate toxins from the body.

Other physicians believe the psychological benefits of

exercise come not so much from the act itself as from the

release and relaxation it affords. "1 jog to keep in shape,"

says Marc Ross, a Kent State graduate student, "but I really

look forward to my daily run because I can escape the

pressures of the day. Somehow by the second mile I feel

calmer, the stress subsides and 1 return to my studies with a

clearer head."

A NEW ATTITUDE. Finally, it usually happens that

being physically fit not only helps clear your mind and

reduce tensions, but also brings a sense of control over your

body and mind that can lead to a better feeling about

yourself in general. In the words of body-builder Arnold

Schwarzenegger:

"I think you gain a lot of self-confidence by having so

much command over yourself, over your body, and that is a

reflection of your mind. It carries a kind of confidence into a

lot of other areas of your life."

To learn more about your incredible body, look at a copy of MAN'S BODY: AN OWNER'S MANUAL, by the

Diagram Group. Bantam Books, New York, 1976, $2.75, or WOMAN'S BODY: AN OWNER'S MANUAL, by the

Diagram Group, Bantam Books, New York, 1977, $2.75.

INSIDER 23



TRACTION OF
FRONT WHEEL DRIVE

QUICK
ACCELERATION

EXCELLENT
FUEL ECONOMY

'U

BUILT IN GERMANY RACK AND PINION STEERING

y;

SOLD AND SERVICED AT OVER
S.OOO FORD DEALERS WIDE HATCHBACK DESIGN

FIESra.lUUNDERCHR!
Imported From Germany.

Ford Fiesta is Europe s most suc-

cessful new car in history. (Based

on new car nameplate sales in the

first 24 months.) Its an import

buyer s dream. A car that s at home
on the San Diego Freeway as well

as on the high-speed autobahn.

Fiesta— Wundercar.

Excellent Performance.

Performance is what Ford Fiesta

is all about. With front wheel drive

and Michelin steel-belted radials

to help take you up hills, through

mud and over ice and snow.

Rack and pinion steering for

direct response. And acceleration

that will. absolutely move you. In

Ford tests. 1978 Fiestas acceler-

ated from to 50 I^PH in an

average of about 9 seconds.

Excellent Fuel Economy.
Fiesta gives you excellent fuel

economy. EPA estimated mpg:

[m. Highway estimate. 39 mpg.
Compare this to other cars. Your

mileage may differ depending on

speed, weather and trip length.

California mpg is lower. Actual

highway mileage will probably be

lower than estimate.

At Over 5,000 Ford Dealers.

Fiesta is built in Germany and a

success throughout Europe, but

it s sold and serviced at over 5,000

Ford Dealers and backed by Ford

Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Test-drive a Fiesta and see why
we call it Wundercar.

FORD FIESTA
FORD DIVISION CuorcC
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Bromery halts
provost search

Uk« almost •vsrywhers on campus Tuesday, the sun was shining brightly at
the steps of the Campus Center and Sean the banjo player is shining just as
brightly on his instrument. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

By BRUCE OLSON
Collegian Staff

The Provost Search Committee was
suspended by Chancellor Randnloh W.
Bromery Friday, according to University

spokesman Howard White, after two of its

members resigned in protest and after the
Minority Faculty Association branded that
committee "immoral and illegal."*

Bromery sent the suspension message in

a letter to committee Chairwoman M. K.
Bennett, who refused comment last night.

At a press conference yesterday, Ber-
nard Nell of the Minority Faculty
Association requested that Bromery and
President David C. Knapp completely
"disband the present search committee
and reopen the search under procedures
consonant with the affirmative action
policies of the board of trustees."

Bell said the committee was "illegally

constituted" and that it had acted in a
manner prejudicial to the candidacies of

ethnic minorities."

Bell last night expressed dissatisfaction

with the suspension of the committee.
"Suspension is only the first stage," Bell

said. "We want complete disbar>dment,
and assurances of full and meaningful
minority representation when it comes time
to reconstitute at a later date."
The Minority Faculty Association's

action came after Donald St. Mary, the
only minority faculty representative on the
committee, resigned in protest of the
committee's refusal to examine the ap-
plications of minority candidates for the job
of provost.

St. Mary's resignation was followed on
Friday by the resigruition of the un-
dergraduate student representative to the
committee, Gary Lee, himself a black men.

Lee's resignation left the search com-
mittee with no minority representation.

Reached at his home last night, St. Mary
said he hadn't seen Bromery's suspension
letter, and he had no specific comment on
It.

He did, however, express sadness over
the situation which he described as "un-

fortunate." "I fell somehwat saddened that
so much effort has turned to nottMng," St.
Mary said.

The 11 member search committee had
been working for a year mni had
the field of candidates to leaa Hian five.

The search for a provost fiad
challenged by minority members of tfit

academic community from ttw bayiiwiing
because of the absence ofminotiliea on the
committee.
The previous provost, ^ul PuryMr, wat

the first black ever to hold that position.
Jeremiah M. Allen has been actirig provost
since Puryear's dismissal in January, 1978.

According to Michael Thelwal of the
Minority Faculty Association, Puryear had
"met resistance and hostility from elements
of the faculty, and now thoee same
elements are obstructing the consideration
of minority candidates."

Thelwell, saying the provost superviaai
university-wide affirmative action policies,

stressed the importance of that office to aH
minorities on campus.

Peter Park of the association said not a
single Hispanic or Asian individual has been
on any search committee in over four
years.

"Members of minorities have asked to be
put on committees, " Park sakl. "but theae
requests are usually not honored."
Members of the assocation aeemed to be

in agreement that the discriminatory
practices on this campus are not limited to
this one search committee.

According to Bell, federal fur>ds awarded
to the University are under "somewfiat of a
cloud'^ due to the irregularities in the af-

firmative action program of the entire
campus.
"At this time," said Bell, "the University

still hasn't submitted an affirmath^ action
plan that the Federal Government has
approved."

Park said the amount of these federal
funds is in the millions. While he said he
wasn't sure of the exact amount, he did say
that it represents about 20 percent of thi.«!

school's total budget.

Amherst demonstrators suspended
By DOROTHY A. CLARK
Collegian Staff

Amherst College President John W.
Ward yesterday issued automatic suspen-
sions to about 170 students supporting the
college's black community after they bar-

ricaded themselves in Converse Hall early in

the morning and refused to unlock the
doors.

Claiming a breakdown in weekend
negotiations with administrators and
representatives of the black community,
about % students, some of whom par-

Caucus aims to combat
sexism in tlie senate

ticipated in the week-long sit-in in the lobby
and the dean of students' office of the ad-
ministration building, bolted all the en-

trances at about 5:X a.m.
College spokesman Carl Vigeland said

administrators would not use force to have
the students removed from the build|ng.

An impasse has now been reached, and
the students vow they will remain inside the

building until their demands are met.
Vigeland said the administration has not
decided what course of action to take.

However, at press time, faculty mem-
bers, administrators involved in

negotiations and some students involved in

the takeover met on "neutral grourKl" to
discuss "how the students are going to
leave the building," said Vigeland. The
demands of the students were not being
discussed, he added.

At a noon rally yesterday, about 1000
students and supporters from the five-

college area rallied in front of Converse
Hall. The main doors were opened and
about 70 entered.

Earlier in the day the students had receiv-

ed an ultimatum from Dean of Students
James J. Bishop, informing them they
would face suspension if they refused to

TURN TO PAGE 16

By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

Three quarters of the Undergraduate
Student Senate's decision makers are men.
Or, 76 percent of undergraduate senators-
controlling $1.4 million of student monies-
are male. Of the 80 senators who meet
once weekly to allocate funds, discuss
ideas and take a stance on vital campus
issues, 20 of these are women.
The ratio of women to men, then, is slim.

And according to several male and female
past and present senators, the amount of
weight that women actually pull in the
senate is even smaller than these numbers
indicate.

Sal Steven- Hubbard of the Student
Center for Educational Research and Ad-
vocacy, a senate organization, took a step
three weeks ago toward increasing support
for women senators by starting a Women's
Caucus with senator Peggy Schadder.

All 20 women senators belong to the

caucus, including female Third World
Caucus members. Steven Hubbard is con
cemed about the lack of female senate
leadership. "The male power structure

itself is perpetuated in the senate. I don't
think there's much support for women who
take leadership roles."

Steven- Hubbard described the caucus as
"a block of people with common interests

that can put those interests into affect."

Steven-Hubbard and Schadder both said

the caucus will -act as a "power voting

block within the senate."
"There's definitely a need for the

caucus," Steven Hubbard said. "It's hard
to ke«}p people going when you're not get
ting support."

Sitting together
At an organizational meeting last week,

caucus members decided they would sit

together at senate meetings. "Women in

general have been complaining about being

intimidated because they tend to be
dominating by white males. If we sit

together as a group, we can feel free to get

up and voice our opinions and have sup
port, "Schadder said.

Senator Linda Hanning, however, ex-

pressed concern that the caucus' sitting

together "might be a visual deterrent to

certain male individuals."

Senator Louisa Barash disagreed. She
said sitting together 'doesn't really isolate

the men because you can still get up and
walk around. It's good for voting purposes.

We don't want to be integrated. It would be

TURN TO PAGE 16

Approximately GOO people rally outside of Converse Hall yesterday afternoon
at Amherst College. (Staff photo by Bill Greene)
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DIGEST

CCM.UMBIA. MiM. •-B«M't Body Shop, a Junk car
lot cloaa to tho PmH nbmt. Hm un4m sovoral foot of
watmt y^twday

Assassin kills Iranian
TEHRAN. Iran {API -Gurwnen killed a high rankir^

notary officar of the r^w govwrMnant yesterday in the first

aaaassination of a major figure of the ravdutton
Gen Mohamnr>d Vii Gharani, the fornr>er army chief of

staff was shot in his garden and died during surgery.
New fighting broke out betvwen ethnic nninortti« in tfie

northweatern town of Nagf^deh after the second
I^Mwnment spon»}red MMe ftre in three days cc^l^iaed.
A third truc» wtts caNad tet rw^t and i^HMwed to ba
holding.

Nine more man \wwa axecutad yesterday by Islamic fir«g
squads bnnging the tot^ to 168 mice the revf^tit^.

Pars Iran s state news agerKy, said (Nie attacker held
by standers at t>ay with a mM:hine gun white a colleague
scaled the outer wall of tt>e garden and shot Gharani.
The ger>eral was forced to resign March 27 after he failed

to convince troops who deserted during the revolution to
return to their barracks. No group has claimed responsibili

ty for his death His MSMSins reaped

Saudis cut Egypt ties
RIYADH Saudi Arabia fAP,' - Saudi Arabia decided

yesterday to break diplomatic r^ations with Egypt in com
pliance with the Baghdad Arab summit decision last month
to impose sanctions against the Cairo government, the of

ficial Saudi news agency reported
The sanctions are intended to punish President Anwar

Sadat for signing a peace treaty with Israel.

The agency said the de^Mon was taken at a Cabinet
meeting in Riyadh under Deputy Premier Pnnce Abdallah
bin Abdul Aziz, also commander of the Saudi national

guard
Kuwait announced earlier yesterday that it had broken

diplomatic relations with Egypt for the same reason.

Amin shops In Iraq
NAIROBI. Ktnya [AP] Ousted dictator Idi Amin visited

Iraq over the weekend on an Arab-states shopping tour for

weapons to make a conr>eback in his tribal birthplace in nor-

thwestern Uganda. Arab diplomats said yesterday.
Their reports raised the prospect of protracted fighting

that could drain the energies of provisional president
Vusufu Lule's 2-week -old government as it seeks to repair

economic damage caused by six months of war, two
weeks of kxiting and eight years of Amin's rule.

The first American diplomatic mission in six years - three
men from the U.S. embassy in Nairobi - arrived in Kampala
to discuss reconstruction aid. Lule has said he expects ma-
jor assistance from Washington, which closed its embassy
in the Ugandan capital in 1973 and cut off trade with Amin
last year.

MR. HOWARD WHITE
Secretary of the United States

Parachute Association and
spokesperson for President
Knapp, will speak on parachuting

and show the film "Gold."

Wed., April 25, 1979

7:00 p.m.
Campus Center Rm. 169

Sponsored by the UMass
* Sport Parachute Club

Gov. Thdrnburg testifies

on Harrisburg accident

Tueeday. April 24. 1979

,

coHTOlaa

By MIKE SHANAHAN
A^octated Press
WASHINGTON -Pennsylvania Gov. Dtek Thorn-

burgh sakj ^sterday that He brieves fw acted cor-
rectly in deciding against evacuating tens of
thousands of people from the vicinity of the Three
Mile Islan-^ nuclear accident.

"I could rKit in good conscience have ordered MK^
a step with tf^ facts at my disposal ' he said.

Testifying before a Senate subcommittee, Thorn-
burgh ^ao said the crisis makes him doubt the coun-
try should continue to r^ on nuctoar power as a
Mgnificant source of energy.

"I have doubts about the future of nuclear power in

our socMty," he said, "as well as the wid^y field

assumption that we can't meet our energy needs in

otfiM' ways."
In restrained tones, Thornburgh recalled in detail

his role as the chief decisionmaker during the na-
tion's worst commercial nuclear power accident.
From the moment he first learned of the incident

on March 2B, Thornburgh said, he thought of
evacuating pa(H>ta living near the nuclear plant, and
the idea 'nevef toft my mind for 10 entire days "

Not orctering an evacuation was "the toughest
deci»onof aU, " hesakl.

Recwit information indicates that there was a b^
ger risk of explosion and nuclear contamination than
was known at the time. But Thornburgh said he is

convinced that a mass evacuation would have
r^ulted in panic and possible injury and death,
especially to the old and sick

.

"If I knew then what I know now, I still would not
ha^w ordered an evacuation," Thornburgh testified.

Also appearing befora the S^iate Subcommittee
on Nuclear Regulation was William Kuhns, chairman
of General Public Utilities, the parent company of the
reactor's operator, Metropolhan Edison Co.
Kuhns said his firm will go bankrupt unless the

Pennsylvania Utility Commission grants a rate in-

crease in which consumers would pay the resulting

coats of the accident.

He said he recognizes there is a feeling that the
utility should be punished for the accident. And if in-

vestigations rK}w under way show that Metropolitan
Edison executives or workers were responsible, he
s^, "punishment should be dealt out severely and
promptly."

Nonetheless, Kuhns argued, the only alternatives

to meet the cost of buying power fr^m other utilities

are for the company to go out of business or make itt

stockholders pay the difference.

Revised tax cap legislation

awaits King's decision
ByJOANNED ALCOMO
Associated f^ess
BOSTON Hou^ Speaker Thomas W McGee said

yesterday the King administration's ambitious peti-

tion drive won't persuar^d him to support a tighter lid

on local spending th*»n the 4 percent cap passed by
the Legislature.

"I happen to be for motherhood and against sin.

but I venture co say if someone was for for stn and
against r^.otherhood he could get 100,000
signature!, " McGee said of Gov Edward J King's
drive to collect 700,000 to 800,000 signatures in sup
port of his tax cap plan.

King is pushing for legislation that would freeze
nearty all expenditures of the state's cities and towns
at this year's levels, unless the town meeting or city
council voted to increase sp>ending.

But the Legislature, which discarded King's pro-
posal for a freeze, moved toward final approval of its

own version of a tax cap worked out by a conference
committee. The bill reached the governor's desk late

yesterday,

"I would say it would be a day or two before he
takes any action,' said King spokesman Harold Dut-
ton.

King has not said whether he would veto or at-

tempt to amend the bill. With petition papers being
passed around the state in favor of a zero percent
cap, it was unlikely he would choose the third option
and sign it.

Final approval of the Legislature's plan followed a
30 7 vote by the Senate in support of the bill after twc
hours of debate.

The Legislature's proposal would allow com-
munities to increase their budgets by as much as 4
percent. Most cities and towns coJId spend more
with a two-thirds vote of the city council or town
meeting; towns with a population ,of 2,500 or less
could exceed their budgets with a majority vote.

RING DAYS
TUESDAY, APRIL 24

RING DAYS
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25

RING DAYS
THURSDAY, APRIL 26

JOSTENS RING DAYS
APRIL 24 26

at the UNIVERSITY STORE
in the campus center

RING DAYS SPECIAL
FROM ONLY $59.95

$10 DEPOSIT

tbLNIVERSITYSTO^E

fashion at

A Store -full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst

Two candidates remain
in chancellor search
By BOB MORGAN
Collegian Staff

A spokesman from the UMass
President's Office y^terday said the search
for a successor to Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery has been narrowed down to two
candidates. Spokesman Howard White
said the search committee has suggested
either McAllister Hull or Henry Koffler be
named new chancellor of the Amherst
campus.
A decision on the new chancellor is not

expected to be reached until mid May after

both candidates can be interviewed and the
board of trustees approves the final choice.
White said.

'A committee appointed by the trustees
and President Knapp have to interview the
candidates first," White said, "and that's

not expected until next week, or the week

after. Then the full board must appro^« It."

White said he had no speculation as to
who the final choice would most likely be.

Hull, 56, is presently provost of the
University of New Mexico. He has held that
position since 1977. He was described by
one New Mexico student as a "respected,
popular character," who is well liked by the
faculty ana students.

Koffler, 57, is presently provost of the St.
Paul campus of the University of Min-
nesota. He also serves as vice-president of
academic affairs for the entire seven-
campus sytem. Some Minnesota students
say he is not very popular because he is

firm in implementing policies. Faculty
members said they like his strong academic
stand, but feel he is too hard to reach.

The search committee has been pushing
to find a new chancellor by June 1, the day
Bronr>ery said he will resign.

Class moratorium
gains little support
By LEEBURNETT
Collegian Staff

Despite the efforts of the UMass Alter-

native Energy Coalition to call a moratorium
of classes today to discuss the issues of
nuclear power, there appears to be little

support for the action.

The Citizens for Environmental Quality is

the only other campus group that supports
a one-day moratorium to discuss "the safe-
ty, logic, and intentions behind our nuclear
involvements."

The Faculty senate learned of the
moratorium last Thnursday but adjourned
without discussing it. Moratorium

organizers say 1200 notices have been sent
to faculty members eliciting their individual

support and asking that students not be
penalized for attending

.

Provost Jeremiah M. Allen said yesterday,
"I haven't any idea whether I'd support it or
not. I'm neither for or against it because I

don't know enough at>out it."

Members of the Alternative Energy Coali-

tion have scheduled two sp>eakers to ad-
dress the campus today as part of Earth-

day. They say they will be organizing to
send students to a nationwide anti-nuclear
rally scheduled for Wasington DC, May 6.

"If we can reach a few people that will be
good," said moratorium organizer Karl
Meyer.

\

Peace, love, incense, tie-dye and the Grateful Dead. Lines continue to form
for tickets to what may be the biggest Spring Concert in recent years. (Staff
photo by Bill Greene)

Selectmen discuss
town warrant articles
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen with
only three out of five members, continued
discussion of the May Town Meeting
warrant at last night's regular meeting.

Selectmen expressed support for article

27, which would appropriate $20,000 for a
new parking lot at the corner of Northeast
and Main Streets. The parking lot, with
about 40 spaces, is intended to replace the
spaces which will be lost when a temporary
lot next to Plumbley's Restaurant on Main
Street goes into construction for a
proposed housing project.

Selectman Diana Romer suggested the
money be appropriated but not used until a
commission studies the parking situation

further. The Board had expressed some
doubt as to the location of the lot.

Selectman William Atkins questioned
whether the lot would be used since it is

outside the center of the town

.

Members of the Amherst Redevelop-
ment Commission characterized the project
as having the "least negative effect, " and
"not ideal, but a step in the right direc-

tion.""

The Bpard also heard a description of
four warrant articles by Vincent O'Connor,
a Town Meeting member and member of
the Amherst Tenant's Association.

Article 57, proposed by O'Connor, would
ask the Town to look in to the use of a

student intern to fulfill a two year old article

which would set up a position to do
housing inspection. The position has never
been filled because of lack of funds.

Article 58 would support the formation of

a Hampshire County Housing Court.
O'Connor said the proposal would set up a

court to handle all local housing problems,
with judges who would specialize in

housing law. "The court services for

Hampshire County don't equal what we
should get for our taxes now," O'Connor
said.

Article 59 would require Selectmen to

make a decision whether or not to in-

tervene in utility rate hike procedures which
would have an adverse effect on the town
budget.
Town Manager Louis Hayward said he

felt, from personal experience in another
town, the proposal would benefit the town.

Selectmen also received copies of a

proposal to join the Five College and PVTA
bus systems. The proposal would provide

free service during the school year to

Northampton, from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. During
the summer the service would be continued
on a reduced schedule, fee paying basis.

The proposal, which will reduce the cost of

the service to the town, will be taken up by
Town Meeting in article 38,

Mark Slattery reflects on the arrival of spring and approaching final examsyesterday afternoon at the Campus pond. (Staff photo by Bill Greene).

Panel to discuss cancer
detection and prevention
By SEAN HARVEY
Collegian Staff

A panel discussion this Wednesday night

will focus on what the individual can do to

prevent and detect tancer. It is sponsored
by the University Health Services Student
Health Advisory Board.

Daniel Clapp, M.D., University Health

Services Staff Physician, Thomas Crowe,
M.D., of the Regional Cancer Cooperative,

and Alby Reiner, Ph.D., Professor of

Microbiology at UMass are scheduled to

speak.

Clapp will talk about testicle and breast

self-examination. A slide show and a film

on these two subjects will be shown after

the panel.

Crowe will speak about the effects of
lifestyle on cancer incidents and how
people can minimize their chances of
getting cancer.

Reiner will discuss how the environment
can affect people. Reiner will include such

topics as diet, personal habits, radiation,

and chemicals in the environment.

The discussion will be at 7:30 p.m. in

room 162 in the Campus Center and there
will be a question and answer session after
the panelists speak.

The idea for a panel discussion on cancer
originated in the Student Health Advisory
Board's communications subcommittee,
said Jane Zapka, the staff liaison for
SHAB.

"I think it's a good choice of topic
because it has personal and community
implications," Zapka said.

Jina Murray, chairperson of the com-
munications subcommittee, said that the
Three Mile Island nuclear power plant in

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania would be
discussed by one of the speakers.

r

The
public.

program is free and open to the
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C/assesboycotted in

protest at Harvard

Qslleglaa «

Widespread Depression coming
Th« popular Pkmear Valley swing band.

tha V^ida^>raad CteprwtHi^ Orchestra, will

perform at the Fir>e Arts Cwiter Con^rt
Hall this Friday at 8 p.m.
The Wida^ead Depression Orchestra

combines the music and influence of si^h
masters as Duke Elltngton, Count B^Me,

Jimmie Lunceford. Cab Calloway afHl L(KM
Jordan wrth its own interpretive style.

Former saxophortiM m^ the band, Jake
Epstein, is now tM^iing miwic and con-
ducting the Jaz2 Worksh(H> at UMm.

Tickets are on sale at the fmt Arts
Cwiter box office and Ticketron.

Jazz band and Quartet performing
The New Black Eagle Jazz Band arKj the

Anthony Davis Quartet will perform at 8
tonight at the Fine Arts Center.
The New Black Eagle Jazz Band per

forms traditional jazz, the Anthony Davis
Quartet, more modern )azz The concert is

the first of three that will feature New
England Artists.

The second performance will be by the
Mandala Folk Dance Ensemble on Sunday
April 29 The ensemble features authen
tically costumed dancers, singers and musi
cians performing dances from around the
world.

The final performance will be on May 8 by
Celebration Mime, blending music, sound
and dialogue wrth traditional, silent mime
Tickets to these events may be obtained at

the Fine Arts Center box office and
Ticketron.

AH f(xir grou(» wHI abo offer specif per-

formance at 10:X a.m. for the UMass
Contorts for Young People Program.
Th^te perfornrtances will be taped by
WGBY TV Channel 57 for ainng this fall.

In addition, there will be a series of jazz

workshops, open to the public, in the Con-
cert Hall from 1 -3 p.m. today.

Anthony Davis will present a comparison
of the music of Charles Mtngus and Duke
Ellington, and members of tha New Black

Eagle Jazz Band will present a history of

ragtime

In May. Celebration Mime will give three

workshops teaching the art of mime. Par-

ticipation must be limited to 75 people. In-

terested people should contact the Fine

Arts Center

CAMBRIDGE (AP) - An ^timated
several thousand Harvard students and
some professors boycotted classes yester-

day, choosing the balmiest day of tf^ Spr-
ing to protest the university's continued
stock holdings in U.S. banks and corpora-
tion doing busings in apartheid South
Africa.

While many students stripped down to
shorts to suntiathe or skim Frisbies over
Harvard yard, about ®)0 protesters march-
ed to tfie office of President Derek Bok
chanting, "Derek Bok, tell no lies, sell the
stock and cut the ti«i."

Bok did not apppear. But Daniel Steiner,

university general counsel, appeared out-
side the front door of the 260 yearold, ivy-

covered MassachuMtts Hall and read a
statement.

Daniel said Bok previously had "explain-
ed in some detai! his reasons for believing
that total divestiture is not the proper,
•rtiical course of action... If tf>e matters
were not important, tfiey pertuips could bo
decided on the basis of demands or peti-

tions...Harvard will continue to do its best
to reach decisions on the ba$m of reason

and conscience after listening to all points

of view."

The demonstrators greets the state-

ment with a chant, "bull. . . .bull. . .bull," and
dispersed peacefully after one of their

leaders, Mark Smith, 27, of Brooklyn,

NY., a Harvard graduate last February,

told Steiner, "Harvard's role in the world is

ur>der attack. Pious stat^nents cannot pro-

tect you from what you do in the real

world."
Bok. said Smith, "is trylrig to preserve

Harvard 's endowmwit and its ivory tower

atm<^3here."
Student leaders claimed that Harvard

refusal to divest itself of stock in firms do-

ing business in South Africa was a form of

support for that country's racial policies.

The Harvard Crimson, the student cam-

pus newspaper, basing its conclusion on
reporters who checked their own classes,

estimated at lent 50 percent of the 6.000

undsrgraduates boycotted.

David Irons, a university spokesnwn,
said class anendance wa4 "near normal."

but he conceded wtien asked about the

Crimson estimate that he had not been
away from his desk all day.

Two state universities
misusing student fees
BV SHELLY COHEN
Associated Press

BOSTON -Student fees

at two state universities

reportedly are being used to

finance wine and cheese
receptions for faculty

members and visiting

dignitaries, dinners for

legislators, and flowers.

Legislative investigators

think that's unfair.

Members of the Post

Audit and Oversight Com-
mittee called in officials of

the University of Lowell and
Southeastern
Massachusetts University

to give an accounting of

those funds yesterday.

At Lowell, the Presi-

dent's General Purpose
Fund, financed in part with
$14,000 from fees paid by
continuing education
students, spent some
$21,042 during fiscal 1978.

Investigators working for

the committee estimated
that less than 4 percent of

the nroney spent by the

president's office was used
to bwiefit students.

While students were
treated to a $300 Christmas

party, expenditures for

receptions and dinners for

new faculty members, their

wives, trustees and guests

and visiting digniaries ac-

counted for $6,419.

Legislators were taken to

Lowell's Prince Grotto for a

$277 dinner.

The fund was also used
as a loan to Herman V.

LaMark, director of career

counseling and placement
at the school.

The beach at the side of the Student Union does • big business yesterday as

waves of UMass students celebrated the arrival of the sun with a few hours of

sunbathing. (Staff photo by Heimi Barronson)
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VETERANS
The summer tuition waiver
policy has been reinstated on a
temporary basis for currently
matriculated Massachusetts
veterans attending UMass/
Amherst. This waiver applies to

all qualified vets studying at

both the undergraduate or
graduate level and/ or through
the Division of Continuing
Education.

For questions, contact the
Veterans Service Org., SUB, rm.
411, or call 545-0712.

Southwest concert

plans announced
Plans for a Southwest Reskjentiai Area

foncert to be held May 5 in the Horseshoe
adjacent to the Southv^t Residential

College have been announced.

Part of scheduled eventt for "Southwest
Week," the concert will include featured
artttts such as SASS, a Boston-based rock
band which is most well known for their
song "Radio."

New York avant-garde Jazz musidans
Stanton Davis wilt also perform at the
$outhweet Assembly sponsored concert.
Also performing will be George T. Greogry,
a rock musician, who recently acted as the
wamn-up band for the Muckjy Waters
concert on campus.

Parking in the horseshoe area wW be
^ohibited on the date of the concert and
#iat no parson entering the corH:ert may

i bottles of any kind.

Around campus
Heart association
dance scheduled
A disco and 1950's dance to benefit the

American Heart Association will be held
Friday night, sponsored by Gamma Sigma
Sigma and Alpha Phi Omega

.

The dance, scheduled for 9 p.m. to 1

a.m. at the Worcester Dining Commons, w
being sponsored to raise money for the
Heart Association in its effort to combat
heart disease. Donatior>s are $1.50, said
Gamma Sigma Sigma president Kimberty
Holmes, who also sakl a dance contest will

be held and prizes to the top three dancers,
as well as free food and soft drinks will be
served.

The Heart Association witt provide in-

formation about heart disease and their

work on the Campus Center concourse
tomorrow through Friday. Blood pressures
measurements will also be taken at those
times on the concourse.

Committee rejects bottle bili

BOSTON [AP\ -The legislature's Energy
Committee has recommended defeat of the
controversial bill to ban non-returnable bot-
tles and cans.

Supporters of the bill say they will attempt
to overturn the adverse recommendation
Wednesday when the bill reaches the
House floor for a vote.

The Energy Committee voted 7-6 against
the bill, with three committee members
declining to vote.

Last year, the bottle bill, which is opposed
by industry, was killed in a tie vote in the
Senate.

Although both branches of the Legislature
usually go along with committee recom-
mendations for action, they sometirr>es
stray from committee rep)orts on major

In the past, the House ignored an adverse
report on the bottle bill and approved the
measure.

Kennedy supports campaign funding

WASHINGTON \AP\ -Sen. Edward
Kennedy renewed his call for public financ-
ing of congressional races yesterday, claim-
ing Congress is "awash in a sea of special
interest campaign contributions."
Kennedy told an AFL-CIO conference

that special interest groups have been mak-
ing inroads in Congress and the administra-
tion and cited the president's decision to
decontrol oil prices as one example.

"The admininstration wants to raise the
price of oil and create billions of dollars in

windfall profits for the nation's major oil

companies," h* said.

"And then, they want Congress to save
them from their mistake by enacting a
windfall profits tax to recover the $17 billion

windfall."

The Massachusetts Democrat said the
defeat by narrow margins of labor law
legislation in the last Congress also is a sign
of the "stranglehold" that special interest

groups have on Congress.
"Representative government on Capitol

Hill is in the worst shape I have seen it in my
17 years in Congress " he declared. ""The

Senate and the House of Representatives
are awash in a sea of special interest cam-
paign contributions and special interest lob-

bying"
Kennedy also took a swipe at the ad

ministration"s anti-inflation policies. He said

it isn't fair that wages are going up by 7 per-

cent while prices rise by 10 percent and cor-

porate profits by 26 percent.
"The working men and women of

America are prepared to make reasonable
sacrifices to fight inflation All they ask is

that the sacrifices must be fairly shared by
all."

Kennedy's remarks were prepared for

delivery to the national conference of the
AFLCIO's Building and Construction
Trades Department.

Concrete canoe
returns victorious

The UMass Concrete Canoe Team return-
ed victorious from the National Concrete
Canoe Race last weekend in Bangor.
Maine. For the fifth year in a row, two
UMass canoes were presented with the
Construction and Design Award. The tv««)
canoes were built by students in the Civil
Engineering D^Mrtment.

"The lir* crew of UMass, Tim McElroy
and Jerry Casey, placed third in the white
water race down the Kenduskeag River in

Bangor, Maine. First place went to the
University of Maine and Wentworth In
stitute of Technology placed second.

John Packard and Bob Crowell. ran Into
serious difficulty in their race. A half mile
from the finish line the canoe split in half.

They walked the canoe through the 40°
water to the finish and placed ninth in the
race. Bill Pula ai^ Paul Queeny of the "II"
came irr 11th.

Poiice report

third campus rape
UMass poiice yesterday released sketchy

details of this semester's third reported
rape which occured last Thursday shortly
after midnight.

No arrests have been made in any of the
rapes.

Raul Hilbarg

Police yesterday said a female university

student was raped in the vicinity of

Memorial Hall and Herter Hall at about
12:05 a.m. on Thursday April 19. Chief of

Police Robert G. Joyce yesterday said "the
victim has not yet begun to overcome the
psychological effects of the attack."

Joyce said no composite photo is

available on the April 19 rape.

Also reported to police this semester was
a rape in a parking lot near the Sylvan
Residential Area on March 1 , and a rape on
the weekend of March 5 The first rape is

still under invesitgation by UMass poiice. A
composite of the rapist was released at that
time.

The second rape is not under active

investigation by police, Joyce said,

because the victim did not want to

prosectue the case if an arrest was made.

Spea/cers highlight

Holocaust week
Two separate talks by University of Ver-

mont Professor Raul Hilberg will highlight
this week's commemoraticm of Holocaust
Remembrance Week.

Sponsored by the Five College Uctura
Fund and the B'nai B'rith Hillel founda-
tions. Dr. Hilbergh will speak Thursday on
'The Holocaust as Bureaucratic Process,"
at 8 p.p.. in Campus Center room 174-6.

Hilberg will travel to Hampshire College
Friday morning to speak on "The Final
Solution," at 10 in the West Lecture Hall of
Franklin Patterson building.

Other events during Holocaust Remem-
brance Week includetomorrow's Holocaust
Remembrance Day from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in the Cape Cod Lounge on campus. At the
same time, Hampshire College will hold a
continuous slide show of Nazi Germany
and drawings from the Warsaw Ghetto in

the library foyer.

Subcommittee meets
to combat racism
The Affirmative Action Subcommittee of

the Campaign to Combat Racism is

scheduled to meet tomorrow at 1:30 p.m.
in campus center room 904. The committee
will begin to address the problems faced by
women and minorities in hiring, student ad-
missions and academic programming at the
University.

Collegian talk-back

airing tonight
Tonight's Collegian "Talk Back Show"

will discuss the Spring Concert.
The show, which airs every other

Tuesday night at six on WMUA (91.1 FM),
gives students a chance to air their opinions
on the Collegian and important campus
events.

Phone calls are welcome at 545-2876.

THINKING ABOUT
THE FUTURE?

An invitation to study futuristics with the UMass
Future Studies Program
Fall 1979 course offerings

Introduction to Future Studies
An introduction to the concepts and methods used in Future Studies and

the literature dealing with possible, probable and preferable futures.

Undergraduate EDUC P 354 Graduate EDUC P 654
meets Tuesdays, 4-6:30 p.m.

Curriculum Development in Future Studies
A look at existing materials and an opportunity to develop new learning

experiences in Future Studies for elementary and secondary students.

Undergraduate EDUC P 384 Graduate EDUC P 684
meets Tuesdays, 1:25-4:25 p.m.

Graduate Seminar in Future Studies
A look at some classical and modern Utopias and dystopias: the works of

More, Huxley, Orwell, Zamiatin, Piercy, Marcuse, Leguin, others,

EDUC P 756, meets Mondays. 9-11:30 a.m.

For more information...or graduate students wishing to take part in Prof.

Peter Wagschal's seminars on Marx and F>eud and on Polanyi's Personal
Knowledge should contact:

Future Studies Program, Hills South 164, 545-0981

"Your Key to a Career
in the Sunbelt"
Apply now for summer and fall.

Call or write Graduate School of

Management, Univ. of Dallas,

Irving, Texas 75061.

(214)438-1123, ext. 277.

MBA
MM
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'Off The Mark'
To th« Editor

-

This letter is in response to Steve Sher-

man's »nd PhU Jacobson's letter on Iran

from the Apri 23 issue

t f»0t that Sherman an^^Ji^abson are a
tut off of the mark in thmr analysis of the

recent happenings in Iran You are deal
mg with oppressed and frustrated people,

people who have been forced to deal with
the unfairness of tfte Shah and SAVAK.
his mtlitary police, for over thirty years.

Their desire to oust the Shah was for real,

and Aytollah Khomeini represented ttteir

passion for freedom. What many people
here in the United States seem to be
forgetting is that ttw Iranian people really

and truthfully want Khomeini, and it can-

not be our place to tell them otherwise.

Because of the recent overthrow of the

Shah's government, there is a great deal
of turmoil tfiere. today. Only time wiU tall

whether or not Khomeini is the Gftengis

Khan that Sherman and Jacohson speak
of. and if this should occur, tfte Iranian

people would probably get nd of him,

too.

In tffe meantime, if people want to in-

vestigate invasions of human nghts. I

suggest they look more closely into tfie

goings on in South Africa, Chile and
Nicaragua. They may be surprised to find
out which large and powerful country is

giving armed and financial support to
these military regimes

Anthony Harsh
Amherst

Come to Earth Day!

Toth« Editor—

Change is happening so quickly tftese

days that it's difficult to keep up. Things

are changing but, in what direction and
who are the maior influences m the

change? It is time to STOP and see what
IS happening to the planet we live on. A

planet with limited resources- Spaceship
Earth It is past time to educate ourselves
as weH as search our consciences for
answers to our present problems. With
tfie continued exploitation of the planet's
natural resources tfte most important of
which IS people-It is irr^yerative to act with
proper perspective now.

Today i$ an appropriate day when W0
can take some time to sto^ and exarrtine

what IS being done to ttw Earth before

the Earth stops us stiort. What good have
we done with all our hopes of rewarding

lob possibilities if we are not corKerned
with the future of the entire globe?

So. join in the caU for a moratorium on
classes today. Earth Day. Sign tfte peti-

tion on the Alternative Energy Coalition

table in tfie carr^tus center saying you
support the montorium, ask professors

and department heads to endorse the ac-

tion, talk to other students about joining,

and attend the day's activities!

UndaMayVaal«t
Northampton

Circle of Gold is

a 'con-game'
To the Editor—

To whoever wrote the letter on April20
concerning the Circle of Gold: You must
have your head screwed on backwards.

The Circle of Gold is not an innocent,

money-making game where everyone has

lots of fun. It IS a con-game, a pyramid

scheme pure and simple. Money doesn't

grow on trees, you know [or have you
forgotten this basic economic lesson your

mother tuaght you when you were on',

knee high?]. If you and your "friends" are

making money, someone, somewhere
must be losing it It's a simple,

mathematical fact. No amount of ra-

tionalization can cover that up.

To use the govfrnment as a scapegoat
for your own greed is unconscionable.
The government doesn't want a piece of

the pie! They are interested only in pro-
tecting innocent people from fraud. But
perflaps you think that gullible people are
tfiere to be taken advantage of? If so, you
are not alone. But this sort of villany

stinks no matter how fmrd you try to
cover It up with sweet-sounding ra-

tionalizations.

M. O'Connor
Northampton

'Fight the budget cuts'
To the Editor^

April 4th, the Board of Trustees met in
their offices on Washington Street in

Boston and passed a resolution raising
out of state graduate tuition to $3,350 by
acadenvc year 1981 82 in $600 increments
beginning this fall. The proposed budget
cuts in the Amherst campus
Administration \t percent below level
funding] will come largely out of tfie

pockets of graduate assistantship nxjney •

and other money used as wages for
workers who are not protected by a
collective bargaining agreement.

This situation threatens the graduate
and undergraduate quality of education
on tfiis campus, but more tangibly it

affects the lives and living conditions of
those students and ¥vorkers who earn
their Iving by making this campus work,
hinaricial cutbacks are accompanied by
political moves such as speed-ups,
discriminating layoffs and restrictions on
union officials designed to blunt the
negative impact of the cutbacks on the
effectiveness and efficiency of tfte
university.

Chancellor Bromery indicated at the

"send King to Harrisburg" rally that if the

legislature approved the cutbacks, that as
many as 300 university employees would
be "separated" \l assume he means fired

and not dismembered]. Also, in a move to

isolate Jonathan Tuttle, President of local

1776 of AFSCME, representing physical

plant, maintenance, building & grounds.

and other employees, all telephone calls

to Mr. Tuttle t^e diverted to Bud Wilkes,

the Assistant Director of tfte Campus
Center. This provides a means to monitor
union activity and violates the collective

bargaining agreement.

Meanwh^, in a much hushed up in-

cident, a UMass Boston student tossed a
bucket of yellow paint over the remodeled
office of President David C. Knapp to

publicize the fact that $997,000 was spent
on tfte remodeling. This would have beetn
enough to restore the UMass Amherst
budget to nearly level funding. I'd be
willing to bet that not as much money is

spent by tfie University on trying to
restore tfte budget in the legislature.

Fight the budget cuts, until tfte last

dollar IS regained, tfte l»»t program
protected. Vote with your fee. par-

ticipate, you have nothing to lose but
your education and your career.

Gordon R . Pavy
Praaidant

Graduate otudant Senate

Jesus Christ's impact
To the Editor

-

This IS in response to tfte pBSt
"Inquiring Pftotographer" dealing with
Jesus Christ and His impact. As I read
through the views I felt compelled to

sftare my understanding of His life. It

seems that most people see Jesus as a
moral teacfter or as a person who started

a religion. Yet His aim was to serve God
and in so doing He served mankind. How?
By dying on the cross for our sins. Upon
acceptance of this act and asking Jesus
to come into our lite we can restore

fellowship with God and have eternal life

something we do not have without Him.
I t>elieve Jesus is the Son of God and is

not dead. How do I know Christ is alive?

He has risen in my heart and changed me.
I do not believe in "churchianity" bu:
Christianity - a personal relationship with

God through Jesus Christ His Son whom
He has resurrected.

Lenny Dageee
Central

nODUCTlOllt

PreMeniM

Spring Concert

Spring Concert Security Info.

The following nieeling« are mandatory for Hei'iirity

perKonel working at the Spring C'oneert. OiM'uwMion

will ineliide final liMt, elearanee for payment, position

and a»«Mignment« for day of the nhow, re«ponMibilitie«

and a general overview of the wei-iirity plan.

Meetings

Thursday April 19 7:00 pm Morrill

Tuesday April 24 7:00 pm CCA

Thursday April 26 7:00 pm Morrill

Please be prompt! Please cooperate.

There will be people present from the heiilth servieew.

lllVlaMH INiliee and from the administration.

Questions: stop bv VVi. 106 Student Inion

or eall 5 l5-2a«>2

The Collegian has the
follo^Hring paying posi-
tions available for the
fall of 1979:

— Circulation Manager
— Finance Manager
— Advertising Representatives
— Asst. Advertising Manager
— Paste-up persons
— Proofreaders
— Asst. Women's Editor

— Administration And Faculty Editor

— Sports Editor

— Asst. Photo Editor
— Asst. Graphics Manager

Applications are available in

the Collegian office, 113 Cam-
pus Center.

The Collegian is an
Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative Action
.employer.

Editorial/Opinion
To hell

with it
In the Springtime, a young man's fancy

turns lightfy to thoughts ofanytfwng but
work. Particularly if tie's a senior.

- Tennyson [sort of\

S«v«ntMn yMfs. Think about that, tt'a

been seventeen consecutive years. 1979
minus seventeen years equals 1962. John
Kenr^dy was still president, women had
beehive hairdoe and men wore skinny
black ties with thin lapels. Nobody had
been to the moon and the Beatles were
just getting together. And on a sunny
September day of that year, I welked
down School St. in Somervilie to the
Cummings School ar>d began seventeen
years of solid pain that people now caH
education.

For sevwiteen cool falls I've sat in

classrooms. For seventeen New Er>gtar)d

winters I've sat in classrooms. And for

aeventeen k>vely springs I've sat in

classrooms. Every time I think of it, I fed
like I'm going to throw up.

I'd like to say, well, sigh, it seems like

just yesterday i walked into that little

Kir>dergarten and sat in that little seet in

the middle of that little circle. But, the
truth is, it feels like it was seventeen long
years ago. At least. God, I'm tired of this.

But how do you explain that to your
professors? How do you tell them that
you've been writing papers since you
learned how to write? And now, with the
end so close, that you just don't want to
anymore? Seventeen consecutive years is

a long time to be doing one thing. How do
you tell these people, all of them serious
professionals, with your best interests in

mind, that vou just don't want to do it

anymore? I'm having a hard enouah time

mark
Leccese

just writing this foolish column.
Your first grade "My Trip to the

Ballpark" paper becomes your freshman
creative writing "The Sublime Joys of
Baseball" paper, which becomes
"Baseball: The Function of a Spectator
Sport in Modern Society," your sociology
Ph.D. dissertation. And the Sox still

haven't won a Worid Series.

But I'm not saying I didn't get anything
out of all this schooling. Really, I got
something. I got an unstoppable twitch in

my left eye and the inability to fall asleep
without someone holding my hand and
singing old Italian songs to me.
And on it goes. On and on. I'm sure

these last four weeks will seem as long as
the seventeen years that preceded them.
Then, it is finished. I'll be able to read only
books that I want to read, and drink on
weeknights without thinking that I really

should be studying. No more all-nighters.

No more stomach ulcers at finals time.

Then I've got to go out into the world
and make a professional out of my sorry

self. No more simple summer jobs. It's

time for a career. Maybe I'll take an extra

semester. After all, the pain that we know
is easier to get through then the pain we
don't, right? Ah, to hell with it. I gotta go
study.

Mark Leccese is a Collegian columnist.

Bits and Pieces
Ironic that it takes Tip O'Neill and Hugh

Carey, Governor of New York, to cause a

stir before anyone looks at the debacle in

Northern Ireland. The pair who blasted

the Irish Republican Army a few years ago
are now finding out that the British are

not that much better. Maybe even Jimbo
the Ethical will put this on the agenda
now . .

.

Disgusting. One nice, sunny day and
everyone climbs into their Amherst
Regional High School track shorts and
thinks they're Bill Rdogers. Like they used
tosay in that comic strip: "what next?"

-DANGUIDERA

Bill Desjardin's odyssey
ByJuan Cruz

A University of Massachusetts student
claims campus police kidnapped and held
him incommunicado when he inquired
about a friend.

The nightmare began at 2 a.m. on
February 24, at the UMass police station.

William (Bill) Desjardin, son of a physics
professor, asked a desk officer on duty if

his friend had been arrested. The officer,

very abruptly, refused the information
because Bill was not related to that person.
In bewilderment he paced up and down the
station corridor trying to decide how he
could find out about his friend's status.

According to Bill, his demeanor annoyed
the desk officer. Threateningly he asked
him, "Do you have a problem?" "No"
replied Bill, "I just have to figure out what
to do next." Bill had been debating

whether or not to wait for two friends who
were coming to the station to meet him.

The officer came from behind the desk and
said to Bill, "I am not taking anymore from

you a..holes tonight." He pulled Bill by the

arm, pushed him against the wall and
handcuffed him. '1

According to Bill, he was taken into a

room for questioning, but was not in-

formed of the charges against him, or

advised of his rights. The officer

questioned Bill as to his name, address, age
and social security number. These were not

incriminating questions, but should have

been asked after informing him of the

reason for the arrest or detention.

Since he insisted on knowing the

charges against him, a policewomen hinted

that he was being taken in for being drunk.

Immediately Bill told the policewoman that

he must be given a breath test.

The policewoman replied, "We don't

have to give you one because we are ex-

perts in these cases." The test would have
determined if he was indeed under the

influence cf alcohol.

The alcohol blood concentration believed

to impair a person's ability to function

responsibly ranges from levels of .06 to .10

and to an upper level of .15 in some states.

However, some police departments in the
country are depriving people of their liberty

without the benefit of a breath test.

After being processed at the campus
police station. Bill was transported to the

Amherst police station lockup. There, Bill

informed the officers he had not been
formally charged. He asked for his rights to

be read to him, and to be allowed to make a

telephone call. One of the officers told Bill

not to worry as he was getting out at seven
in the morning.

About an hour later Bill made a com-
motion in the cell to get the officers' at-

tention, but once again was denied a
telephone call. One of the officers warned
Bill that if he didn't remain quiet he was
going to take him out to "Squirrel Hill." For
the rest of the night he wondered if Squirrel
Hill was a torture chamber worse than the
one he was in.

Seven o'clock came, but Bill was not
released. Finally, at noon an officer from
the campus police came to release him.
The Amherst police were not allowed to
release him without the authorization of the
campus police who initiated what Bill

claims was a kidnapping. Upon release he
refused to sign a stajlfngnt waving his right

to action for injuries received while in

confinement.
The alledged kidnapping of Bill raises

interesting legal or constitutional questions
regarding police discretion and police

procedure. Some policemen have a very
crude and unscientific method of deter-
mining if a person is intoxicated. If you
stagger, have the smell of alcohol'on your
breath, and are disoriented or derilect, the
officer may put you in protective custody
for being intoxicated.

Even with these unorthodox methods, if

one is found to be drunk and in need of the
state's protection, what happens to one's

constitutional rights? Not only is the
crudeness of these methods subject to

abuse as in the case of a diabetic who may
be taken for a drunk, but also in the case of

a person deprived of liberty for staggering
or having one or two drinks.

If a person knows where he is going and
can get there safely, he may not be a

candidate for protective custody. Only
those who fail to pass the breath test

should be considered in need of protection.

Any detention of one thought to be drunk
without scientific determination, should
amount to kidnapping. Though the breath

test is not totally reliable, it is the best
method going.

The fact that Bill was not formally

charged, taken before 'a 'magistrate, ad-

vised of his rights, allowed a telephone call,

and refused a breath test could lead a

reasonable prudent person to conclude that

his was indeed a case of false imprisonment
or kidnapping.

Bill contemplates filing a class action suit

against the campus police, and the
Amherst police as conspirators in the
alleged kidnapping. Like Bill, the students
who will be involved in the suit, are white
from middle to upper middle-class families.

Juan Cruz is a graduate student in political

science at UMass and a weekly columnist
for the Holyoke Transcript.

Letters
Geriatric rights

To the Editor—

Since the older residents of
Massachusetts have token the respon-

sibility to protect 18-20 year olds

[members of the adult community] from
themselves by taking away our right to

drink, I believe it is our responsibility to

protect some other members of the adult

community from themselves, our senior

citizens.

Senior citizens tend to be Out ofshape,

mentally and physically slow, senile, and
generally out of touch with our ever-

changing world. These old people should

not be allowed to drive, vote, or drink

since ttieir actions and decisions are un-

predictable. Now I know that there are a

lot of respectable, concerned senior

citizens who exercise their rights with

good sense and care, but [as "they" say],

it is the irresponsible few who ruin it for

the responsible many.

So, if the taking away of rights from
specific age group members of our state
is fair and conducive to a safer communi-
ty, then let us continue this fine tradition

and strip the senior citizens of their rights!

Mark Libucha
Southwest

He sez so
To the Editor

-

Is Reginald Greene a charter member
of the Ku Klux Klan or is he ttw campus
representative for the John Birch Socie-
ty? Judging from his letter to the Editor
on April 23 boldly declaring that the
students need "some relief from all this

bullshit printed in the Collegian about
'racism and sexism problems" on cam-
pus, I would say so.

Philip Chriata
SouthwMt
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ATTENTION CCEBS
STUDENTS!

AH CCEBS students must obtain their pre
registration forms from their academic advisor Ad
visors win be available from 8 30am 6:00 p m daily
during the counseling period, April 23 27, 1979 Call
your advisor at 545 0031 and make an appointment
for pre registration to save time that you would
otherwise waste while waiting for a^stance.

Here is a list of the advisors and the elates with
wfiom they work:

'983 Valerie Nii

'962 M Shareef Rasool and Charles Bookman
'981 Phil Hicks and Jacquelyn Crooks
'980 , , Valerie Nii
Returning Students . Rick Town«i

Ptoase come prepared - have a list of courses that
you would like to take Bring your own Class
Sch^ule arKl Course De^ription Guide with yoc

R«m«ml)«r - you must see yojr advsor tefore
r»<»vifig ycHjr pr»r«gwtration form.

Campus Center

UMass
Tuesday, April 24

Folk Night with

Pam Bricker
& Reed Butler

Wed., April 25
"Southern rock & swing"

Thurs., April 26

The Scratch
Band

Fri., Sat,
April 21, 28

BLUE
WALL

Tues. nights

The Hungry
Ear Comedy

Night

TOP OF
THE

CAMPUS

TOC members & guests only

TOC memberships available

to UMass students at the

info desk. Campus Center

In assoc. with UPC Productions

^regents

OFFER VALID WITH COUPON ONLY

CLIFFORD M.CLARK
TOBACCONIST

PIPE SMOKERS
TAKE NOTICE

This coupon entitles the

bearer to a

savings on any
pipe DESIRED 10%

AND ALAS
PUT YOUR WEARY
PIPES TO REST

AN A[.[)inof.Ai in SAVINGS WILL
BE HAD WHI-N THF BEARER
PRESENTS ANY TRADE-IN PIPE
WHICH HF DEEMS UNSMOKABLE

WITH THIS
COUPON

% JUNIORS
• POLY/COTTON

V WOVEN
i ^ J TWILL
'-"' ATHLETIC

SHORT
Reg. $2.99

%l
19

Good Thru Sat . April 28

dCPenney

WITH THIS COUPON

ANY
SUNDAE

89 C
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY ONLY

BASKIN-ROBBINS

ICE CREAM STORE

Hampshire Mall
Cafe Square

WITH THIS COUPON

10
%
OFF

ON PURCHASE OF ANY

SUIT
IN STOCK

HAMPSHIRE MALL

— One Day Only —
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Dirwr. help themselves to PlumWey .-Off The Comment .crumption. Sunday brunch. One patron wid. "Now I knnw where to spend my Sunday morning."

Plumbley's: subtly elegant, reasonably priced
By JULIE EAGLE
CoMmgtan Staff

It's the t^ffie c^ place you'd bring your

parents, a date or anyone else you're tryir^

to impre^ It also pampers those simply

fleeing from college cuisine, or those weary
oA their own cof^ir^. PlumWey's Off the

Comrrron, 30 Boltwood Walk (off Main St I

in Amherst, is both graceful and casual. It s
subtly elegant witliout bang pretentious.

And severe ^^its to this charming yellow

victonan eeterie revealed to this reviewer

consistertetiy scrumptious food, exc^lent

service arKl renonat^ pnces.

There are five different dining rooms in

Plumbley's, each with a unique decor. A
plant filled glass enclosed terrace is perfect

for diners who \^ant an airy, tropical at-

mosphere Tlw 'library" dining area S
complete with large oak chests and shelf

after shelf of dusty classics The main din

ing room and a larger, less formal eating
ar^ ve softly lit. covered with mirrors and
also ^ound with rich oak furniture. A fifth

lining room provides gerwrous windows
arKl an abundance of hanging greenery

The best buy at Plumbley's, and perhaps
the biggest bargain in town, is the Sunday
brunch for $4.50 The brunch runs from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m.. but diners should be
(H^janKJ for about an hour ar>d a half wait,

as tfw r^taurant only accepts brunch reset

vations for parties of more than six people.
(Reservations are accepted for lunch ar^;

dinner. Monday through Saturday.)
This reviewer found the wait, however,

was well worth it. The price of the brunch
juice, coffee or tea and er>dless servings
from Plumbley's colorful, imagnir^ative and
colossal buffet The spread features
luscious Belgian waffles made right on the
spot which eaters can top with blueberries,

apples or vanilla or chocolate ice cream or

frogurt.

LONGEST DAILY HAPPY
HOUR IN TOWN 3-8 P.M.

OTHER DRINK SPECIALS
DAILY

III

(LVIL

COOb^tnfS

tiu^-^onf

BREAKFAST ON WEEK-
ENDS, BUSINESS LUN-
CHEON AND DINNER

DAILY

BEST BURGER AND SAND-
WICHES IN TOWN
gootifootiS^limlv

|l Pray St. Amherst, Mass. 5^-54031

Brunch-goers can a^ choose from
quiche lorraine. baked ham. scrambled
eggs, fruit salad, herring, sausage, roW^.

horwy buns and seafood newburg filled

with shrimp, scallops and pollock.
Everything, except for a bland fruit salad,

was delicious arKl acH^fopriately warm.
The service couldn't have been more ac

commodating and friendly. Water glasses
were refilled without even asking, and used
^tes were quickly renrK>ved from the table

Most of the brunch food is available at

lunch and dinner; there is one menu for

both meals, which began at 11:30 a.m.,
and there is a special listir^ for dishes swv-
ed only at 5 p.m. The brunch quiche, one of
the most tantali2ing items, I thought is

available a la carte; a generous slice of this

light, mushroom, spinach, bacon and
swi» che«M creation cc^ts ^.48.

Waffles are also available at lunch or din-

ner; they come with a choice of crab
newburg, beef burgundy, fruit and frogurt,

pecans, ice cream or Welsh rarebit topping.
Waffles cost between $1 85 and $4.50.

An extensive variety of appetizers, omlet-

tes. sandwhiches, burgers, salads and
desserts can also be found on Plumbley's

attractive menu. Prices range from $1 25
for day old chowder to $10.50 for sliced

filet of beef, smotfiered with crabmeat and
asparagus, and topped with hoilandabe

sauce

Cocktails, $1/^ and $1.95, and a large

array of win^, are also availaUe.

BEEFEATERS.
HAVE WE GOT
A BEEF FOR YOU!

ROAST PRIME RIB
$5.95

Tiy this delicious, juicy cut,

priced to include Baked Potato,

unlimited Salad Bar and Bread and Butter.

Roast Prime Rib at $5.95 is a

featured item, Sunday thru Thursday,

at your Quo Restaurant.

Reservations Accepted.

Most Major Credit Cards.

The SteakOut
351 Northampton Road

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
256-8557

Putney Road

Brattleboro, Vermont 05301
257-1333

Fine food abounds at Pinocchio's
By MARY FRAIN
Co^gian Staff

The food and swvi^ at Pinocchio's PiMa, 1177 North
Pleasant St. in Amherst, belie the fact tfwt the owr>er arKl

manager, Bruno Matarazzo, 31. has only operated t^
restaurant for th« past six months.

Pinocchio's. a recent addition to the more than 30 pizza
restaurants in the Five College Area, offers a variety of piz-

zas and grinders at reasonable prices.

At six p.m. Friday evening this reviewer and a friend

ordered cheese steak and roast beef grinders and a small
pepperoni pizza. Everything was served quickly, within five

to ten minutes, piping hot.

The steak in the steak and cheese grinc^ was served in

small bits in the l)ottom of a soft Italian roll. The cheese
was melted and hot, but not so thick as to make itself ob-
trusive.

Thera was plenty of fresh, cr^ lettuce and fresh

tomatoes and peppers in the grinder.

"Even when you pick off the stuff it's good," my eating
partner said.

The roast beef grinder appeared to have slightly more
meat on it than the steak and cheese. Here too, the cheese
was served in a perfectly melted layer and was not used as

a filler. The beef was light, tender, and pink and the let-

tuce, onions and peppers were as tastey as tfuMe on tfie

eheese steak grinder.

Although we did not order extra cheese on our pizza

(which is available), it looked and tasted like we had. The
IMpparoni slices were plentiful but tfie pizza was somewfiat
greasy.

There are 12 different kirnls of pizza availabte, ranging
from plain cheese to onion, pepperoni, cheese, salami,

bacon and ham. among others. A small pizza. at}out one
foot in diameter, with just one topping in $3.00. Cheese
and onion pizzas are less expensive at $2.50 and $2.75,

respectively. Two or three toppings cost 50 cents to $1.00
extra.

Large pizzas are $4.50, but cheese and onion pizzas are
$3.75 and $4.00. A two combination pizza is 75 cents extra
and a three-combination pizza is a $1.50 extra.

There are 15 different kinds of grinders, all a foot long.

Grinders are available with a choice of onions, pickles, pep-
pars, hot p>eppers and tomatoes, as well as dr^sings and
s^sonings.

Grinder fillings include Italian, ham and swiss cheese,
cheese steak, roast beef, egg plant and veal cutlet grindany
to name a few.
The price range for grinders goes from $1 .80 for a cfieese

grinder to $2.25 for a mushroom steak grinder.

A soda nriachine is available.

The restaurant itself is very clean and airy. There are

white walls and a large window, the width of the store,

looks out onto tf>e street. Food is ordered at a hand carved
wooden counter where a spice rack and silverware are
available to customers.

Pinocchio's is open from 11 a.m. to 1 a.m. Monday
through Saturday, and Sundays from 4 p.m. until 1 a.m.
No alcohol is served, but patrons may bring their own

wine.

Dine in the casual elegance of

Plumbley's
Then join us in our Pub

Tuesday & Wednesday
PAM BRICKER &
REED BUTLER

Thursday
MORRIS & HAMPTON
Saturday—Comedy Night

featuring

FUN WITH KEN & PETE
Sunday Night Showcase
ANYONE CAN PLAY
30 Boltwood Walk

Amherst Ctr.
253-9586

Staff
Dining Out Coordinator

Julie Eagle

Photographer
Leo Fredette

Cover
David Aubrey and Karen Storey en-

joy Sunday night buffet at the Top of
the Campus restaurant.

Special thanks to the TOC, James
Murphy and Patrick O. Dobbs.

Bruno Matarazzo, owner and manager of Pinoc-
chio's Pizza, prepares a sausage pizza.

Celebration Mime
Theater

Tuesday, May 8, 1979. 8pm
Fne Arts Center Concert Hall

Ticket Prices for all Concerts: $6, 5,4;

$1 Student discount

Fa tcket information and group sales

call theBoxaficeat 546 2511

and all Ticketron locations.

Vision
ShoiucQse
Kmm Wh«l«n o»«

We ara Specialists In:

• Fashion Eyawaar
•Contact L«na«s
• Emargancy Raplacamantt
• fraa Adjuatmants Anytlma
•We Clean & Polish contact
lanaas on tha pramiaak

Mt. Farms Mall, Natflay st44I24

lO EfiCMI-lbCWN
BEAUTY IS AN INDIVIDUAL AHITUDE.

At Tb« Aristocrat we understand this, so you'll never have to sacrifice good taste and adap-

tability for the sake of something novel or unique. We'd rather bring out your own natural beau-

ty with a hairstyle that suits you. We're just a cut above the rest.

Ttie long and thort combination Carefree the loft approach

SUPERIOR PIZZERIA
16 INCH PIZZAS

ALL COMBINATIONS
DAIL> II A M TILL '

HOT OV(N C*IMOI«SSr«GM(TTI
LARCI a. SMALL

COMPllTt TAKC O.T StOMCl

FOR FAST SERVICE

r
-^•

•CE

CJ( 549-0626
B MONT/i AMHERST

1 ml* noiin <>•

«7A Mont«qu*nd

Ml «3 A"*»>«i
(THE ARISTOCRAT)

' Whara It

coats lass to

go first class"

549-6255 OPEN EVENINGS V

I
CUT AND SAVE^^^

1

»IZZA •RINDmS
Sm«(l Large Whole M.lf

P.s.|.r...n, S7 60 460 Saiam. $! 96 SI 20
An, h,,v.P5 260 460 Veaiiess i 85 1 10
H,?rnhu'g 260 460 Genova 2 10 t 36
H,im 260 460 Meatball 2 10 1 35
Sawsaof 260 460 Sausaqp 2 10 1 35
Pla(f> 200 3 70 Tima f .sh 2 40 ' 46
Onions 2 10 400 Ham 2 10 1 35
Peppers 220 420 Italian 2 10 1 36
Ontww Peppers 236 430 «oasi Beet 2 60 1 60
WusH'ooms 260 460 Ham fj Egg 2 30 1 40
Sdiami 260 460 Pepoei & Egg 2 30 1 40
2 *av Comb 290 S 10 Pasnami 2 60 1 60
3 Way Comb 320 550 Tuikey 2 40 1 35
Supe' Specm 400 600

Ltrge Small SPAONirri
E<tta Weal 70. SO. Willi Saui-e S2 00
fma Cheese 80< 50t wiiti Meal Balls

AiiH Sausage
230
230

STIAK •RIMDUIS
Small Large

PM.n SI 2!. J2 0P
i*!tn Che^»s4' 1 40 235
wv'lh Onion 1 35 225
iAi!h Peppp'^ 1 36 2 25

^^^
w.ic V ' (-n_i#t>s 1 45 2 45

I

>
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A guide to Valley restaurants
Amherst area

Milirosia CHmm* Mark^
aM Myth PlwMsnt St.

JteNti«r«t Chin«M Food

Amhttrtt DslicatvAMm^ Nfftti Pleasant St,

Ai|iM Vhae Restty^M
RiMii Ad.« Hadl^

BM^ nxza HotM«
ff Unh^rsity Dr.

ofwnn Restaurant
Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley

Bonanza SiHoln Pit
Mountain Farrm Mall, HacMy

Burgor King
Mountain Farrm Mam, Hadley

QMnpua Pizza
atSB RtMMN m„ Hirikif

Chariia'a

1 Pnyttt.

Chequers Restaurant
Uruvararty Of.

The Common Pub
5 East Walnut St.

Crystal Spring Dairy Bar
North Main St.

BetcT^rto^

David's Restaurant
Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley

t^bbta's Frostaa
Federal St.

Belchertown

Delano's
57 North Pleasant St.

The English Pub
15 East Pleasant St.

trie's Food Shop
314 College St.

f B S Restaurant Corp.
East Plemant St.

naming Pit Restaurant
^9 Granby Rd
South Hadley

Prtani^ leecr^m Sh^
454 Russell Rd.

fc.

The QMligM I
36 MMn St.

Goten RestauraM
Old Amhefst Rd.
SundeHarKJ

The Gaslight 2

Route 116

Nadleigh Coach House
t^B Granby FM.
South H««ty

HahM't VH^
306 Russell R4,

Hardee's
^0 Russell Rd.
Hadley

Howard Johnson's
401 Russell Rd.
Hadley

Hunan Garden Restaurant
10 Belchertown

The Hungry U
56 University Dr.

Jolly Bull Restaurant
322 Russdl Rd.
Hadley

Judla's
51 North Pleasant St.

Kim Toy Restaurant
32 Amity St.

McDonald's Restaurant
377 Russell Rd.
Hadley

McManus' Eating Place
410 Northampton St.

Pizza Hut
424 Russell Rd.
Hadley

ima
%6 College St.

QuoiMat Restaurant Inc.

439 Russell Rd.
Hadley

Red Pantry Rastauraitt
37 State St.

6elchert(MMl

i^erboat Lodge
Alvord St.

South Hadley

Rooster's
1177 North Pleasant St,

Rusty Scupper Restaurant
529 Belchertown Rd.

IflM Stable Food Shoppe
326 Russell Rd.

Hadley

The Steak Out
351 Northampton Rd.

Subviray
33 East Pleasant St.

Superior Pizza
17b Montague Rd.

Taco Villa

25 North Pleasant St.

The New Town House
1100 Federal Rd.
Belchertown

The Restaurant
169 North Pleasant St.

Whole Wheat Pizza Factory
363 Main St.

ThaWoii
48 Russell Rd.
Hadley

Wdflas PIzzs
173 Sunset Ave.

Ihans's Cuislna
1 Carriage Shop

Morthampton Area

A-1 Pizza House
92 Maple St.

FlorerM»

Alexander's ResMurant
and Cocktail Lounge

99 Main St.

Florence

Archie's Cafe
6 Pleasant St.

Easthampton

Jack August Original
Seafood ResUurant

5 Bridge St

Bagel Dali

28 Pleasant St.

The Bamboo Hirt
36 King St.

Bay State Hotel of
Northampton, Inc.

41 Strong Ave.

Beardsley's'^^
140 Main St.

Bluebonnet Diner
324 King St.

Boston Deli and
Pizza Shoppe

71 Main St.

Easthampton

Burger King
344 King St.

C fr T Pizza
S3 Main St.

Florence

Campus Lane RMUiurant
Campus Lane
Easthampton

Carlo of Naples
^ State St.

Colonial Hilton Inn M
Northampton

Interchange 91

Eight Green Street
8 GrMn St.

Perm Shop
Hampton Piatt

Fitzwilly'a

Main St.

Five Ninety One Food
Stop, Inc.

feasant St.

Rorence inn
17 North Maple S%
^)r«H»

Florentine Room
324 Kmg St.

Friendly Icecream Shops
63 King St.

54 Main St.

Florence

Giovanni's
150 King St.

dtenitats House
65 Glendale Rd.
Easthampton

floldmine Restaurant Inc.
Northampton Rd.
Easthampton

Gulliver's

College Highway
Southampton

Harry's Cafe
28 Parsons St.

Easthampton

Harvard Pizza
257 Main St.

Howard JohrMMNi's
Conz St.

.Mia's
17 King St.

Jim Dandy Fried Chtekwi
214 King St.

Joe's Cafe
33 Market St.

Kenny's RestaurarA
235 Main St.

Ken's Lounge
71 Conage St.

Easthampton

Look Restaurants, Inc.
410 North Main St.

FkKence

McDonald's Hamburger's
21 King
McDonald's Restaurant
Old Amherst Rd.
Belchertown

Mickey's RmMuimM
73 Main St.

Florence

Miss Horence Dinar
99 Main St.

Florence

Mr. Steak R^taurant
261 King St.

Mountain View Cafe
78 Parsons St.

Easthamptfm

Nini's

96 Cottage St.

Easthampton

Norm's Coffee Shoppe
114 Union St.

Easthampton

Packard's
14 Masonic St.

Page's Loft
Inferchange 91

Beat inflation and
leave the cooking

to us

OFF$1.00
any purchase of $5.00

or more on every

Tuesday and Sunday

Hours: 11 a.m.-l a.m.

•PIZZA
•GRINDERS
•SPAGHETTI
•SALADS

65 University Dr.

Tel. 549-1311 or 2^-9051

TINOCCHIO

V5/

THE ONLY AUTHENTIC ITALIAN PIZZA IN

AMHERST IS AT PINOCCHIO'S; AND NOTHING
COMPLIMENTS A PINOCCHIO PIZZA LIKE YOUR
FAVORITE BOTTLE OF WINE. SO BRING IT IN!

YOU'LL ALSO ENJOY THE EQUALLY AUTHENTIC
ATMOSPHERE OF AN ITALIAN CAFE THAT
PINOCCHIO OFFERS, AND YOU'LL SEE WHY HE
CLAIMS TO BE THE BEST. AFTER ALL, PINOC-V/

CHIO DIDN'T BECOME FAMOUS BY LYING!

-PLUS-

The Northampton Dance Band
...featuring music from the 20^8, 30^8, and 40^8...

CAFE SQUARE
7 pan.

EH22C^

FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT
CENTERS

PRESENT THIS COUPON AND
MAKE CHANGE FOR A

DOLLAR BILL AND RECEIVE

ONE COUPON PEF DAY
PER PERSON

VALID APRIL 24-27

J

WITH THIS COUPON

15%OFF
ANYITEMINTHE STORE
NOW THRU SAT . APRIL 28

SHOES
TO BOOT
HAMPSHIRE MALL

ir
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WITH THIS COUPON

LADIES' CANVAS

HANDBAGS
Wed. ONLY!

$>|974 VALUES TO S9
2 TOTE STYLES

Some Wooden Handles
Assorted Colors

Hampshire Mall Store Only

SPECIAL SAVINGS
Sale starts Wed. 4/25 thru Sat., 4/28

SITE S3.00 or
complete line of juniors A Mitset Levis

your

fashion denim jeans.

i I
regular

retail

Levis '^ Straightlegs prewathed
Levis ^ California Superstraights
Levis ^ Plowboy Jeans "*

many other styles to choose from

Save S2 on
gals anci guys off white

Painter's Pants
in assorted sizes and lengths .

regular you your

retail save price

Ti4fi 2.00 $9.95

1/2 PRICE ON
ALL LEATHER
BELTS

TM

you
save

3.00
3.00
3.00

price

$20.95
$18.95
$17.95

Sfiyp S,2 OfsmpTete line of men s Lecomplete line Of men's Levis' short-sleeve cotton

and cotton blend jerseys (S-XL) many styles to

choose from.. .

regular

retail

your
price

$10.95
$7.95

STORE HOURS
MON THRU SAT
10 a m -9 30 P M

ir
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ii
ii
ii
11
ii
ii
If
if
II
ii
If
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ii
ii

H
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ii

ii

ii
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ii

ii
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WITH THIS COUPON

Buy 3
Perfect Pretzels

Get the 4th

Redeemable only
on Wed.. Apr. 25

THE «^
PERFECT

'

PRETZEL
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Student Legal
Services
needs

PARALEGAL
INTERNS

for Fall 1979
iFuN-tim* academic

crsdit)

Appiv by Apnt 27. 1979
922 C^NTtpus Center

S46 1996

F%i»»*%«'%i*%i»%i«%«»%*%«

Amherst Cycle

SnOP
233 Triangle St.

549-3729

Morthompton
Mcycle

21 Pleasant

»6-3810

Expert repairs-

Rentals- Parts-

Accessories-

Clothing

Bemt the high price of

PRECISION
HAIRCUTS

For His
and Her

InelwlMe

FIRST—a profsssional oonsultakkm

SECOND—a pnteMan utflB out aelected

IndlvidiiaUy Just for you

THIRD—our tyllsts will show you how to

of your hair

'

SUMMER/FALL POSITIONS AVAILABLE
FOR SCERA AND STUDENT SENATE
WORK AND NON-WORK STUDY

UNDERGRADUATES

AUfor
$5.50

WIUi pwaonal styto out. shampoo and hlow
dry tS.OO. kmg hair slightly more.

With this coupon only,
Umitsd to new customsrs onlj

Styles by
Deborah

oall for appt. 549-6610
66 University Dr.

ACADEMIC ISSUES
RESIDENTIAL ISSUES
WOMEN'S ISSUES/sexism

*LEGISLATIVE ISSUES

•third WORLD/RACISM
*CAMPUS-WIDE, RENTS &
FEES ISSUES

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST.
FUND RAISING

WRITER/EDITOR
•RESOURCE CENTER
(Work-Study)

•SPEAKER'S ASST.

PRESIDENTIAL ASST.

I* Asterik indicates positons open for summer and fall other

positions open only in fall.

STOP BY THE STUDENT CENTER FOR RESEARCH
AND ADVOCACY BY 4:00 MONDAY APRIL THE 30'th.

422 STUDENT UNION, 545-0341

Women and Third World people are encouraged to apply

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian office (CC 1131 between 8:45
am

. and 3.45 p m Monday through Fn
day Of use our handy dtp and tnail form
found n most issues of the Collegian
Classified deadline is 3:45 p.m two days
in advance of publication date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily.

45c per line, five consecutive issues, 40c
per line per day; 30 consecutiva issues,
30c per line per day One line is roughly
equivalent to 38 characters.

AUDIO

Spssksra: Otson 12 inch 3 way. $130,
6-8796

Houas for Juris Oi Sept., 4 bedrooms,
$350 plus utilities, call 5:30-6:30 p.m..
Skibiski, Realtors, Northampton.

HELP WANTED

AUTO FOR SALE FOR SALE

72 Vsgs, very dependable, run great. 4
new radials & clutch Sonr>e rust. Call

549-4169

1971 Fist 124 sport Spider, $500. Excellent

mechanical condition, service records
avail., convert, and hard top, other extras.

Body needs some attention. Call Rich at

665 4840 for test driv.

72 VW, rebuilt eng.. 10,000 mis., solid,

reliable car, gd. gas, $1395, BO, 549 5616.

57 Olds. Honda CT90 Nice cond. BO
253 7732

.

74 VW bus. body work, no rust, Casy,
544 73^^
1974 Fiat 128 sports coup, excellent condi-

tion, $1800, negotiable, call 253 7507.

1972 MGB, AM/FM cassette, many extras,

leaving area. Any reas. offer. 253 2021.

68 VW bus^ semi new. B07 546 5775

70 Camaro-307, V8, 3 speed, power steer

ing^call Jlrn. 6-8820, BO
73 Torino, Hurst stick, 351 Cleveland,

mags, new tires, clutch, no rust, buckets,

2532409

76 Camaro, 350 V8, 4 bbl , 4 speed,
AM FM stereo, excellent cond., call

6 8820

Rat 124 SPRT Spyder convertible, 1970,

rebuilt engine & cart)., new clutch/ brakes/
exhaust, excint body/ interior, must drve.

to believe, call Peter at 549 2879. $2500.

IStT Int. Scout. 4wd, $1000 or BO, Ed,

549 4629.

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a
MHL auto alarm system Area's lowest
rates. Call 546 9639 or 546 1131.

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof-

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

1971 Coupe De Ville Gold Cadillac. Good
condition needs some engine work. Air

conditioning. Best offer Call 527 7761,

after midnight,

Zoom lens, 80-250 mm, Rokunar auto for

Nikon camera, exc. cond., day 584-8417,

eve. 527 7308, Gene.

Raleigh comp.. 24 Vi" clincher tires, 90
lb., pr ice $175 or BO, Hugh, 25&0 158, p.m .

Lenses (fit Pentax screw mt.). Great

cond.- Takumar 135 f3.5, case- $75.

Auto Sears 200 f3.5, case, $70 Lenmar
28f2.8, $65 Also 2x, auto ext. tubes, red

and polarizing 49mm. Call 5 3500 - ask for

the photo editor or Amira at 6-7317.

Pioneer SX460 AM/FM ST recvr , $135/
Sanyo TR626 BD ttble., $80/ KLH101
spkrs., $105, all exc. cond./ Fisher F4 skis

& poles, PLT bndgs., $165/ Nortalia BTS
9LDS, $45, ISESN OBMXR SKPNT NVY
SOW, new, $25, EM, 549-5335.

Waterbeds: used Neptune water mat
tresses starting at $19. Build your own
frame. Call 732^50 for details.

10-speed Motobecar>e. $125, exc. cond.

call Rusty, 6 9341, keep trying.

FOR RENT

3 bsdroom apt.. 105 Meadow St.,

Amherst, convenient location, on bus
route, $350 mo , call 549 5153.

Bslchertown, 9 rm. house. 5 br., stove,

refer
,

private area, $400/m. plus,

583 8734.

2 bdrm. spt., N'hampton, 586-6697, ask

for JL.

Apt. with 3 bedrooms. Fair condition.

$200 plus utilities. June 1 and Sept.

Skibiski, Realtors, 584 3428, Northampton .

Amherst, 19 Phillips St.. 5 bdrm house,

mins. from campus. Avail, late May.
M9-6410.

Sony stereo rec./ turntable unit, 2 speak.,

$150. ca ll Rusty, 6 9341, keep trying.

Why rent a fridge when u can own 1 for

less? 4V4 cu. ft., exc. cond., BO, 6 9863,

call now.

Stereo for sale, Sony combined turntable,

AM/FM stereo with 2 speakers, call Paul,

65122.

5 cu. refrig., excellent cond., $100, call

546 8295.

Minolta SRT101 w/ 50mm, f/1 .4 lens and
case. Exc. cond . $150, 546 4080.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732, bet. 9 10 a.m.

1 pr. CCM. Super Tacks, size7!6, $60, call

Dean, 546 7439, exc. cond.

3 cu. ft. frig.. 4 mo. old, $90, Fred,

349 2615.

FOUND

Wht. male cat. w/ wht. collar, SW,
68120

Found-watch in Herter, call 549 5962.

Found — glasses behind Cashin. call

6^4328.

Found— lor>g-haired F dbg w/ NH license,

wfitte face, tan-black markings, 666-4324.

Summer Jobs In your field: to men ar>d

women in the human services area, educa-
tion and recreation. Extensive pre-camp
and in-service training and high level or
responsibility will provide experience in

child care, group work and outdoor educa-
tion in a primitive setting with urban
children. Find out why we can say that this

camp job is different from any other. Write:
Trail Blazer Camps, 56 Wtst 45th St., New
York NY 10036

,

Teaching assistantships available-
Communication Skills Center for fall 79.

Apply rm. 69 Bartlett, deadline: May 1.

Earn big money- $60 per hundred stuff

ing envelopes. Work as much or little as
you want. For more details write: $teward
Enterprise$, Box 974A, Plymouth MA
02360

The Collegian Advertising Department
is looking for ad reps. If you have ex
perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office. The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal
Opportunity employer.

Overseas jobs— summer/year round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500 $1200 monthly. Expenses
p>aid. Sightseeing. Free info — write: IJC,

Box 52-MC, Corona Del Mar CA 92625.

INSTRUCTION

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro
motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co, intro

flight. $45, 253 3834. day or eve.

LOST

Lost— dk. red wallet in Van Meter on 4/7.
Please return to CC Assistance desk or Col-

legian Graphics Dept. or call 549 5862.

MISCELLANEOUS

To good home, free kittens, 2 female
calicos and 1 blonde tiger male, call

256 8603, if interested.

MOTORCYCLES

Honda CB380. exc. cond. Ask Ron,
549 1359.

75 Suiuki T500, exc. cond., luggage rack,

helmet, Continental tires, 15,^ miles.

$750 firm, 6 4118.

PERSONALS

Swamp «ow, I love you, the Rooster.

Happy birthday. Sis— love, "Daniel"

-

Joanne.

To Sandy B.—we will survivel (Won't
we?) Thanks for all the good talks. Love ya.

Donna.

To TCH. your number one. I love you and
will forever. Your little boy.

April 29, 1:00. starting at Alumni Stadium.
Registration $1.50 day of race, from
11-1:00, distance * 3.5 miles, sponsors
Peloton, any questions call 546-9^.

Hampden Crafts Show— Thurs., May 3.

10:00-7:00, Hampden Student Center

-

Southwest, space still available, call

Diane- 6-9671.

The Grateful Dead are coming to the

SUB, Sat.. April 28, 7, 9:30, 11:X. live in

concert on film.

Casey Jones, tune up your snowblower,
there's a blizzard coming.

C.W. Todd— it's what's up Frontier that

counts. "Cruiser."

Hey gate I missed you-
Jeef.

much — Lata

If you are going to Michigan State Univer-

sity this fall, please call Linda at 546 8376,

or leave a message at 323 7219, thanks.

Midnight caller, listen to the whispered
words of your dream, they're right, you
know. Paul.

Need — piece 18 -McDonald's puzzle. If

you have- let's split $$$, call soon, 6 9977.

Photographer seeks female models
(17-21 yrs.) to pose for personal collection

and possible publication. No porno! Call

Bernie -6-8736.

Under 207 We can put you back on the

wagon! Send name, address, and phone
to: 601 McNamara/ U of M/ Amherst
01003.

Paralegal interns wanted! The Legal Ser-

vices Office has 6 positions available for full

time paralegal interns for fall, 1979
semester. You can receive up to 15 credits

from the Office of Internships located at

Curry Hicks. These internships will provide

exciting, challenging and rewarding work
which will include the learning of many
legal skills. Interviewing clients, legal

research and maintaining a continuing

caseload under the supervision of at-

torneys. Third World students are especial-

ly encouraged to apply. Application forms
can be obtained at the ISO in 922 Campus
Center, and must be submitted by April 27,

1979.

Cosmic Wimpout 4th Annual Tourns-
menti Saturday, April 28. Anyone can win!

$500 1st prize — many winners of prizes,

bands and entertainment— filming a lot,

throwing a party and making a movieU

Gay peer counseling. SU 406 G Tues.,

5-7, Thurs. 6-8, Fri. 4-6 or call 545-2645.

We buy h sell used audio components.
Sound a- Music, 90-92 King St., Northamp-
ton MA 01060, tel. 584 9647.

Stick It in your ear— free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St.. Amh., 253-3324. .

TusMtey, April 24, 1979
-Collegian ^5
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W.L. Cummirtfis
Univ*r«ity Store
Univ. of Mas*.
Amhorit MA OlOflg

Univ^fSify ot Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE >4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

The Pride of the Pioneer Valley

WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION
ORCHESTRA

Experience the Widespread Depression Orchestra

in their premiere Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

performance before their appearances on 'Saturday

Night Live* and 'The Mike Douglas Show'

"The Widesprtad Depression Orchestra remain the

best refiiHttist group playing the 30's and ¥)'s big-

band jazz" • Downbeat

Friday, April 27 8 pm

Flh£ >«TS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7, 6, 5
UMass students - $5. 4. 3 Senior citizens and
other students- $6 5. 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office MF 9-4, 54S-2S11

& New England Tickctron Locations.

The last thing a college

senior needs is another
pat on the back.

As a college senior, credit card offers.

pruiPiscs iind congrailulMtiuns come pouring m
Fnjoy It while you can Beciiuse it w<oni l^sl

Out in the «voiki. you II have luwo'k ihtngtoM
lor yourself And one t»f those lhlng^ is

life insuranve

y liiclit y Union Life hus <i pUn dcsigncU for ywi
the (ollegcMaster*. the insur

4ncr plan chosen by mtire col

lege seniors than any other

(all ihc ( oHegeMitster

KieW As».K.ate in
FiHolitVyour area I Mk-ilvy

Union LiFc
RONALD J. NATHAN AGEN<

20 Gatehouse Rd . Amherst 2S6-8351

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian office (CC 113) between 8 46am

. and 3 45 p m Monday through fn
day or use our handy clip and mail form
found in most issues of the Collegian
Classified deadline is 3:45 p m two days
in advance of publication date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are daily,

45c per line, five consecutive issues. 40c
per line per day, 30 consecutive issues.

30c per line per day One line is 'Ou<jhly

equivalent to 38 characters

Diamond angagemant Gr wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St

,

253 3324.

ROOM WANTED

apt., part, furnshd., bus rte.,

Noa*, reliable female seeks room in apt.

for 1979 80 year, call 546-4964.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommatas wantad to share 3 bdrm. w
2ms, Puffton, pool, tennis, bus, call

549 5860.

3 rmmataa. wantad for 5 br. apt. in

Amherst Ctr. for summer. $85/mo. + util.

Call Norma, 256 6266, eves.

SERVICES

Insuranca ratas too high? Up to 15% off

your auto insurance with a MHL alarm
system... area's lowest rates, call 546 9639,
546 1131.

Tachnical draft for tf>esie and papers,

reas. rates, fast, 549 1768, ev., 5 2678, d.

TO SUBLET
~

Ona badroom Puffton, 6/19/1, furnish

ed, rent negotiable, phone, 5^ 6632.

3 bdrm.
549 0364.

Sunny 2 bdrm. S. Amh., bus rte., pool,

$200/mo., avail. May 26, fall opt.,

253 5028.

Jun.-Aug., part of summer share; noost of

summer, have apt. to yourself; near cam
pus, furnished; call aft. 10:30 apt., kp. try.,

549 1822 •__
Ranch housa. 3 bdrm., furnished yard,

pool, courts, 6/1 9/1, So. Amherst,
256 0405.

Cliffsida. 1 Ig. bdrm.. avail. mid-May w/
opt. fall. $200/mon., includes all. Also fur

niture for sale. Call 665 3938, after 5.

Townhsa. apt. —3 br., furnished; AC;
DW; bus rt., 6/19/1; 549 5897.

Cliffsida apt., $175/mth. —utilities incl., 1

bdrm.; on bus rt., pool, tennis; June 1 w/
fall option. 665-7931.

Take over lease! Great deal. 2 bedroom
Brandywine apt., 2 bus rts

,
pool, tennis.

Beat the rent hike. Call 549 4169.

Riverglad.a, 2 bdrm., subletting for

$150/mo., furnished, dishwasher, pool, air

cond., carpeted, on bus route, call

253 3519.
'

2-3 bdrm. apt., close to campus and town,
avail. 6/1, $250/ mo., fall opt., call

253 2901.

2 bdrm.. avail. 6/1, fall option, $240/ mo.
Pool," AC, bus route, 665 7537

To sublet, 6/1-8/31, female, 1 bedroom,
avail., swimming, tennils, Southwood,
after 6, 253 7149.

Room available for the summer. Share
bath and kitchen facilities, $100 month. In

eludes hot water, cooking utilities, heat,
tocated one mile from campus, on bus
route. Stuart Wood, 502 Main St..
Amherst, tel. 253 2930.

2 bdrm. twnhso.. Rolting Green, pool,

dshwash., disposal, AC, furnished, rates

negotiable, call 253 7820.

Brandywina. sublat. 2 bedroom, AC, w.
to w., many extras, rent negot., 549-6235.

Summer sublet, Brandywine. fall op
tion, 2 bedroom, 2 bus rt., pool, AC,
dishwasher, refrigerator, nice location, rent

negotiable, call 549.5815.

One bdrm. Cliffsida apt., avbl. mid May.
fall option, bus, pool, $195/mo., util. incl..

tennis, rent negot., 665 7563.

Riverglade sublet, room in furn. apt.,

avail, end May, bus, pool. Pat, 545 2423,

day.

2 bdrm. apt., 'A mi from campus, part.

furn., fall opt., $220/mo., neg., 549 0308.

1 bdrm. in Puffton, 6/19/1, 549 5995.

North Amharst townahouse, late May
August, bus route, AC, partly furn., price

negot., fall option, hot water, more,

549 6064.

2 or 3 badrooms in 3 bedroom apt., Puff-

ton, furnished, AC, pool, tennis, 549-6690.

1 bdrm. Cliffsida apt., avail 5/24 8/31,

fall option, bus rt., furn., $190/mo.,
6654774.

4 bdrm. apt.. Rolling Green. Available

6/1-8/31, $360, will negotiate. Call Jim,

546 9186, or Gary, 253 2115.

Sublet, Rolling Green, twnhs. apt., all

utilities, fully furnished, $230/mo.,
253 2413.

3 badroom housa, 6/1-8/31, pool, tennis

courts, bus rt., semifurn., $250 mo. + /

Dave, 253 9680

2 bdrm.; Presidential apt., avail. 6/1-8/31,

5 min. walk to campus, on bus route, fur-

nished, AC, rent neg., call 549 1 083.

4 bdrm., 2 bath., furnished Swiss Village

apt., on bus rte., $400/mon. or BO, util. in-

cl., June 1 Aug. 31. call 6 8901 or 6 8015.

2 bdrm. Cliffside, $200/mth., everything

included, bus rte , AC, pool, tennis, call

665 3646, anytime.

Presidential apt.— 2 bedroom sublet. Fall

option. Walk to campus. Price neg.,

549 087.1

.

Furnished; AC: DW; bus rt.; 6/1 8/31;

549 5897

Brandywine -6/1 to 8/31, 2 bdrm., fur

nished. AC, pool, tennis, bus rte.,

$250/mo , 549 4671.

Puffton, two badroom apt. — rent
negotiable, on bus route Pool, tennis
court, swing sets, available June 1 August,
option to renew, call 549 5031. Wayne or

Jay.

Rivarglada. 2 badroom ar>d full cellar.

Furnished, pool, WW carpeting, AC, DW,
bus rt. Avail. 6/18/31. Call 253 3674,
$240/nwn.

1 rm. in 3 brm. twnhse., sum. -fall,

549 3523.

Summer sublet. 3 bdrm. twnhse.; Rolling

Green apts., all util, incl., $275/mo.,
253 7219.

Large bedroom to sublet— perfect for

couple. 20 min. walk to campus. Air cond.,

dishwasher, 1 Vi baths. $150 per month.
Come take a look! Call 549 1325.

1 bdrm. in 3 bdrm. Riverglade apt. On
UMass bus route. Avail. 6/1, rent $100 -f

util. Please call, 256-6137, fall/option.

2 br. sublat, available May 1 or June 1 . In

Amherst, on busline. $200 per month plus
utilities, 256-6110.

Fall option, Brandywina, 2 bedroom, 2
bus rt., pool, AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,

nice location, rent negotiable, call

549 5815.
I

To sublet— 2 bdrm. apt., fully furn., rent

negotiable, Brandywine, call 549 6338.

4 bdrm. N. Amh. housa for summer, w/
option for fall, near bus, $400/ mo.,
549 5993.

Rooms for rant in house for summer, ^
mile from campus, rent negot. 549 1867.

Townahousa. 2 bedrm. apt., AC, carpet,

part, furn., on bus rte., $220, avail.

6/1 8/31. Call evenings, 549 6078.

2 bdrm. apt. avail. 6/1 w/ fall option, on
bus route, rent negot., call 549-6068.

2 bdrm. Puffton Village -June 1 w/ fall

option, 549 0373.

2 bdrm.
253 7984.

Apart, to sublat, Brandywine, 2 b(kp.,
AC, available June 1, rent negotiable, call

5496920.

1 bdrm. Puffton w/ fall option, 549 5231 .

Summer sublat, fall option, 2 bdrm..
Colonial Village, $200/ mo., nice backyard
corner apt., ^3 7049, evenings.

Furnished studio in campus— University

Apts. —available June, July, August,
$147/mo., util. incl., call 549 4450, even
ings.

2 bdrm. 2nd floor Cliffside, avbl. June,
tennis, pool, bus, 665 7195.

2 bd. apt., AC, pool, bus stop, furnished,

$225 or BO -253 7478, aft. 5 p.m.

Spacious one bedroom apt. at Cliffside:

tennis courts, pool, on bus route, available

mid May with option for fall, $195/mo , all

utilities included. Call 665^2441 -keep try-

ing^

Sublet, fall option, Brandywine, 2
bedrm., 2 bus rts., pool, AC, dishwasher.
pond, carpeting, call 549-6157.

1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt. in Sunderland. For
6/1. Fall opt., on bus rte., great pool and
tennis, poss. fiirn., $120/mo. 665 7560,
eves.

Brandywina apt., mid-May to 8/29,
$200/mon. or BO; 1 bdr.; fully furnished,

AC & pool, on bus route. Call 549 6752.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway,
$90/mon., util. incl., keep
calling -369-8372.

2 badroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or BO. Call 253 7703, 4 8 p.m.

1 bdrm.
549-5144.

Puffton apt., avail. 6/1.

WANTED

apt.. $195/mo., June-Aug.

4 bdrm. N. Amh. house, June-Aug., w/
option, rent negotiable, 5^-6596, anytime.

2 badroom townahousa. May to Aug.,
Southwood apts., furnished, $200, option

for fall, 253 5235, evenings, on bus stop, 1

mile from campus.

2 bdrm. Colonial Vg.. avail. 6-1, fall opt.,

$190/mo., pool, bus, laundry, 256 6447.

2 bdrm. twnhse.. So. Amherst, pool,

dshwash., disposal, 2 bathrms., full cellar,

furnished, fall option, $215 month,
256 8616.

Cheap sum. sublat— nice paneled 2 bdrm.
Southwood apt, -fall option, 253 5813.

7 rm. house in Amherst, 4 people needed,
right at bus stop, fall option, $76/mth. -i-

negotiable, 256 67^^

Wanted: one copy each of 1973 & 1975
UMass Index yearbook. Used is OK. Please

contact: George Koumantzelis, 241 Rem-
ington St., Lowell MA 01852, 1 (617)

454 1284.

Dead ticket wanted very badly, call

6 4155. Please keep the price reasonabl.

Vendors interested in a both for the

Grateful Dead concert, May 12, 1979. Call

SeaiT, 545 2892.

Dependable, convertible car needed,
price range up to $800, call 549 1609.

Dead tix7 You got 'em, I want 'em. Call

Seth, 546 5181, evenings.

F grad to share Boston apt, 6/1, 665 3006.

Driver wanted to drive my VW Rabbit to

California in May. Call 536 0728, evenings

or weekends.

Female roommatas off campus for

Sept., call Lisa, 253 2004.

PARACHUTING

Rrst jump course, Thursday, 19th, 7

p.m., CC rm. 803, bring current ID and
$60 -limited to 1st 15 people.
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nic« if w« apptrad m a pomm Modt."
F<MmM' twitor Jeanne Haaaatichweftft,

vi^io haipad orgamie the caucus, said two
me&m Mlwnpts at forming a senaM
SNmmn't caucus fMted, onc« in f^ 1077
and 9^^ m spring 1978 She cited "^o
MMny (int^r^) factions" and "lack ol

•ntrgy" at naaoni Hh ttM ftHkm She wm
fl^mlnic tboiti the suosws of the nwn
MHicus, h<MMvar. She said woman
ttnators seem mon ea^r n<»«v to buM
#MNi own votirtg tMock.

TMrd WoHd Wom«n
Heaaalachwerdi addad the Women's

Qm^m hat raeaMad support from fwnale
mmtbmn of ttw saneM's Third Worid
^ICUS.
TNrd World CmjcuS men^»ar Jannl^

Sty said, "^ far as givmo tupport. «m
mmmM ba fi^jpv to work with the Women's
Caucus " Segre stressed , however, tfut

TfMrd Work} women must confront "two
Itonns of (ftacrtenmation- ^«t. we are Third
Woi^; mconti. we we women "

Segre said. "Our effort «vouid be geared
UM^rd Third World isaMaa. The tentton is

vary strong here and ilw naads ol our peo
pla are not t>etng met."

But Segre also recogrvzed tfw probtem of
atimm m tfte sermte as a real one "Just tfie

iKt that we have to go out arxl get a
Women's Cau<^M ^k»ws ttwra's a lack w%
ttw campus to get somethir^ done ab<Hit

wom«i's oppraaaion-wid it's badly need

m,"ttm

SiHMite aeiiism

Mw^ ^ffMtt^s agree w^ttm M Mht
awiatemales making the vast majority of

deceions and not taking women wriously *

is irMleed a problem.
"MM diquee contrcri the senate," said

Ktork Flahefty, who chairs tfie sMiate

4^«dem^ Affairs Committee. "Powerful
males have an information monopoly that's

directly linked to a decision making
monofx^." he said.

Former seruite Speaker Brian DeLima
sees the root of this nnale p<Mver in a com-
radwie that develofM among male sw^tors.
"^xwm existe in ttw senate to the le^
tfMrt tfiose that have the experience those

tfuit can teach -are male, ar>d they transnrtit

their knowled^ and exp^nerKe to othMr

malM arKi the^ore that perpetuates sex-

ism."

"The reason this knowledge is trarwTMt

ted from male to male is because of male
comraderie guys that go out together to

drir^ and play pinbali. They unconsciously

do not irKHude women in their activities,"

DeUma said.

Macho man
HenelKhwerdt agraes. She said sexism

is perpetuated in the senate because of "a

macho. <^-t)oy style, where you go out

and have a few t>eers ar>d talk about the

issues; it's real cut throat ar>d there's a lot

North

ampton
Northampton •

Showing

Academy .^wnrd
iest-Actor-At tress

(jUv Portito s Afl New
CAPTAINS TABU

T urs Svit

Boiled Live LOBSTER
with s.il.id h potato

Starting April 16

Lu'icheon Deli Buffet
()liis two hot specials in

'X

S49

S2.9.
from $2 50

Hcjppy Hour 4 6pm
FacililK^s for 200

pariirs w(Hlrlitiqs h bcifiqurts

48 Damon Rd . Northampton MA
584 6080 2 minutes off I 91

A HAL ASHBY F,i

J^ne Fonda
; JonVoight
Bruce Dern
"Coming

jQ Home
> at tti« Gates of Smith College

SIACX YOUR
DECK!

$14.76

FREE TDK cassette storage cabinet

with purchase of 4 SAC-90 cassettes.

SOUND&MUSK
Good Advice - Honest Price"

90-92 King Street

(Rie. 5)

Northampton

Thunday it Friday til 9
Mon. -Sat. 10-5

SM^9547

of backstabbing. A lot of women don't feel

comfortable in this atmosphere of political

mtrigue and backstabbing."
Hesselschwerdt said women are often

excluded in "behind the scene" decision
making. "When something happens
politically, men will go to a man and say it,

rather than a woman, especially on finan-

cial matters." She said it is important to

eh«nge this "because so much of the
MTMite is inv(^ed in money decisons."

Hesselschwerdt stressed women are not
taken seriously in the senate, and said she
believes this on also be attributed to male
f^lowship. "Information in the senate is

just paned in the old t)oy, fraternal stitua-

tion. I think women aren't taken seriously
by a lot of men, particularly by men in

power."

Tueaday. April 24. 1973

Male leadership
She said women "are often cut off at a

lot of meetings." She cited a small number
of women who have senate leadership posi-
tions as a sign of sexism existing within the
organization.

"All the officers are white malw,"
Hwselschwerdt said. She noted that two
senate officers in the academic year
1977 78 were fennale-a co president and
tfw treasure, but called this female leader
ship a sign of "tokenism." She said these
officers "put up with a lot of shit, such as
not being taken seriously."

Currently, all five senate committees-

-

t>odies which provide input and pose solu-
tions to senate issues-are chaired by men.
The Coordinating Committee, which
evaluates major internal issues such as
senate officer pay raises- has two female
members out of its bo&f of 11.

* Amherst College
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

vacate the building by 1 p.m.
However, just before the 1 p.m. deadline

arrived, both sides groped for a face-savir)g

compromise.
Ward, who held meetings with ad-

ministrators throughout the morning at his

home across the street from Converse Hall,

•aid he would meet with the black student
leaders if they consented to give up the
building.

That offer was refused, and Ward, call-

ing the occuoation "coercion." declined to

agree with a student request to meet with
them on r>eutral ground.
The weekend negotiations had apparent-

ly been progressing smoothly and a joint

statement expressing the concerns of the
administration and the black students for

the future of an orientation program was
drafted late Sunday night.

The decision to escalate the protest

came, according to student leaders, when
they were told that night by administrators
to limit their sit-in of the dean of students
office to no more than four persons.

THEKEY TO -SUMMER

243 MoinS»™»t l^ormamptan 596 6457

P"MEDICAL SCHOOL!
August '79 applicdnts,

4 year fully recognised
and established Mex-
ican Medical School,
with several hundred
American students
enrolled Use English

language textbooks and
exams in English
School combirtes quali

ty education, small
classes, experienced
teachers, modern
facilities

Univartidad Del Nor*st«
120 E 41 St NYC 10017
1212 594 G689 or 232 3784
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T-Shirt

' White ink on black

I Bulk distount.s available
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Packard's

14 Maionic St.

Northampton

584-5957
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Todaij's

Crossword

Puzzle

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

441 PO4.KS' PEOPuE ARE AL
'WAYS ASKING M£ MOvxi DO 15, A PA

1 Flaccid

i Area
tt Quarrel

|l Arrow
poison

W Juan or Evita

16 Not busy
17 Floor cover

2 words
19 Colleoe girl

20 WWII gen-
eral

21 Marinates
23 Vedic god
26 Born
27 Accented
30 Lure
34 Gaze
35 Editor's

mark
37 Red or White

3B Small de-
mon

39 Fumblers
41 Chou-En —
42 FinisI

43 French in-

come
44 Sleep
45 Poem
47 High points

10 Head part

51 Satan
52 Midday naps
$6BC s

neighbor
60 Newspaper

item

81 Go
Clarify

64 Uncommon
65 Tantalus'

daughter

66 She Sp
67— FOK
66 Grave
69 Put away
DOWN

1 Speech de-
tect

2 Peru Indian

3 Flesh
4 Smaller

5 Uses up
6 For each
7 Timetable
abbr

8 — de grace
9 Railroader

10 Parking —
11 Likeness
12 Rush o«
13 Govt agts

18 Cargo units

22 Can -USA
coins

UNITED Feature Syndicate
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Mi^Lt All you keedX'^**^ ^peoau g^sses ^^hx> }

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

24 Scouts' job

Informal

25 Conformed
27 Informers

28 Pace
29 Fasten again
31 Capri and

Man
32 Seashore
33 Ways out

36 Ruff

39 — Lakes
40 Teaches

anew
44 Tells

46 Old West

squatter

46 Baffled

49 Anger
52 — apple
53 Steel beam
54 Erin

55 Tizzy

57 Seasoning
58 Wt unit

59 "There
ought to be

62 — — tee

63 Japanese
saah

1^ (TWCH ^SS9f •t*»««t

(/U>a(.

Nothing Special by Joe Casey
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Nebbish by Mike Galper St Nathaniel Parkinson

Todaif's DC menu

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Cheese on Whole

Wheat Bread
Turkey Divan

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Turkey Divan
Chili Con Carne

BASICS DINNER DINNER
Cheese Er Egg Cold Plate Roast Pork /Gravy £r Spiced Apple
fried Cod/Tartar Sauce Braised Beef h Onions

Cheese b Egg Cold Plate

Earthfoods
Earth Day

Sandwiches
Minnestrone Soup

Tabouli Salad

)kTi\r<\, |<ioot 4i^nk

cns^qnTrrYws totlj

ve. cofflirtj bdck...

fe«e«a(.'Ooo * »
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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POSITIONS AVAILABLE I

The Collegian has openings in the following positions |

for next sennester:

— Assistant Managing Editors
— Copy Editors
— Layout Technicians

See the Managing Editor, 113 Campus Center, or call

545-3500.
I

Deadline is April 24. |

The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer.
[

ISee

CARNAL
KNOWLEDGE

-with-
ARTGARFUNKEL ANN-MARGARET
JACK NICHOLSON CANDACE BERGEN
Wed., April 25 $1.00

SUB 7,9,11p.m.
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JV batters top

Berkshire, 8-4
ByFRANK PAPSADOfii
Co^ian Staff

The UMa$s J V ba^ball team brought their record to 4-4-1

beating Berkshire Communitv College at their home field

yesterday by a sccmi of 8-4.

UMass scored ^^ tfi^ i^^ mm ^ «w tf^ kvAig,
sparked by Joe Larkin's 3-hit (^ormarKe. Larfcin also scored
three runs and had a perfect day in the field \w»th some timely,

well executed arabsat second oase

UMass' Vinnie Todd pitched an almost flawless game m
relief by recording six strikeouts and allowing only one hit after
coming into the game in the sixth inning, earned a save

UMass staner Briwi Winston was touched up for all four of
Berkshire's runs. The big blast came in the third inning when
Berkshire's left fielder tagged a three-run homer to right field

Berkshire scored once more in the fourth inning when the
UMass catcher threw a ball in the dirt while trying to throw out
a Berkshire player stealing third. Winston finished five innings

however, and is credited with the win

Mitwomen run record to 15-0
By M/K£ eSTRADA
CoMegian Staff

^te Peters' two hit pitching arnl grand slam home run in the
top of the fourth inning was more than Bridgewater State
could handle yesterday as the Umass Softball team easily
defended their unbeaten streak, downing the Owls 13 1, runn
ing their record to 15 0.

Peters, who went the distance for her sixth win, striking out
nine and walking one allowed just two singles while the
Minutowomon stroked 16 hits Peters help>ed the cause going
two fw three mth five runs batted in.

Ttm \««n k^^ aNve one of the longest winning streaks of
any UMass team this year as the Minutewomen head into
Wednesday's game with Vermont

Winnirq streaks are funny things. A team can let two or
three games slip away without hurting their chances in na
tional competition. Arid when you are speaking of the UMass
Softball team you know they are going to be there anyway.
The prides the thing, and you can't afford the leisure of chan
ting fifteen and oh, stick it in your face after a ball game.

wpeciaHy one like last Sunday's game against an uprising
Keene State squad which took clutch homers by Brenda Sim
nrwns and captain catcher Sue DiRoco to finally nip the
visitors UMass is presently the powerhouse team in New
England and everyone is gunning for theft*.

But yesterday at Bridgewater, UMass plated all the runs
they would need with two in the first on singles by DiRoco,
Peters, Kathy Horngan and second baseman Rhonda
McManus, who was perfect on the day in three plate ap
pearances

UMass added two more runs m the third off Bridgewater
starting and losing pitcher Karen Ramsay DiRocco singled
and went to third on an infield out where she was promptly
squeezed home by Peters. Horrigan and McManus followed
with singles and both scored on a throwing error by the Owl
centerfielder on McManus hit.

In the fifth, leftfielder Kathy O'Connell singled with the
bases loaded to score Elaine Howie. With the bases still full,

Peters cranked her first grand slam of the season to put the
game out of reach for Bridgewater. It was only elementary
when UMass added single funs in the fifth, sixth and seventh
to run the total to 13.

* Trackwomen ^®'*®*'s take 4th in state tourney
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

Welzei, Julie Burke, and Ktonica

Scott who all had gone to the Boston College relays in an
attempt to qualify for the Easterns in the 10,000 They were all

successful and Weizel and Burke captured second and third

respectively

The weight events were owned primarily by Spnngfield but

UMass did have some good efforts. Mary Ann Stravinskas

took second m both the shot put and discus and Karen Snow
got second m the javelm.

The founh and final victory of the day for UMass came in

the mile relay In a particularaly exciting race the
Minutewomen came from behind on the last leg to nip the
Springfield team at the finish. The team consisted of Diane
Sealy leading off, Robyn Dally and Kathy Contini running the
middle legs, and Carolyn Shea the anchor.

The next meet for the Minutewomen will be this Wed
nesday, at home, against UVM

By BOB MITCHELL
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's golf team finished fourth in a field of 19,

Thursday at the Massachusetts State Tourrwment played at

the Stower Acres Course in Stowe, Mass.
Salem St. won the tournament with a total of 319 (four best

scores), Amherst finished second with 325, and Babson and
Southeastern Mass tied for third with 329. The Minutemen
ended up 1 1 strokes off the lead with 330.

UMass captain Jim McOermott, along with the rest of the

squad, had an off day scoring an 81 . Mark Duggan and Kevin

Lynch led the team each scoring an 80, and Marty Hunt and
Paul Gagnon had an 89 and 90 respectively.

"We should have walked away with it," said a disappointed

UMass coach Ed Vlach. "The course was in good shape and
the conditions were gooj; I don't understand it. I don't mind
whether or not we *Mn, as long as the guys play to their

potential, " he added.
In action on Friday, the Minutemen fared much better as

they defeated Hly Cross and Boston College by 17 and 19

strokes re^}ectively in a home tri-rr>atcn piayed at the Hickory
Ridge Course.
McDermott was back in form again, taking the medalist

honor with a three over par 75. The rest of the squad finished

as follows: Bob Gladchuck 78, Vic Lehteine and John
Cibrowski 80, Allan Olivier 86, Jerry Fox 86, and Mark Finstein

91.

Vlach put some new faces in the starting positions for the
home tourney so that the rest of the golfers would miss as few
classes as possible

Looking ahead, the Minutemen will play in another home
match, this time against Stockbridge on Thursday, and will
travel to Essex C.C. in Manchester, Mass on Sunday for the
first two day Salem St. Tournament. Approximately 15 teams
will compete in this tournament.

Vlach said he will fill the starting spots for this to'jrnament
according to how well the golfers score in thei practice
rounds between now and Thursday and in the Stockbridge
match.

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE
involved with an organization that is allot-

ted $26,000 a year to bring speakers on

campus?

A group that has brought people like

Muhannmed Ali, Isaac Asimov, Ted Ken-

nedy and Angela Davis to speak?

Come to the introductory meeting for

the Distinguished Visitors Program on

Wed., April 25 at 7:30 in CC 917 to find

out.

STADIUM LIQUORS

. • APRIL 23

•^. ur^^ JOHN GREEN

S^^Sif
CC 101, 8 p.m.^ Nature

1'^\ j/^^ ^\,^ d ^ / # • slideshows by
• ^y ^^

^^
^

naturalist and
photographer

APRIL 24
MALCOLM
WELLS

SUB, 8 p.m.
Speaking on

APRIL 24, 1979

Gentle
Architecture

10 a.m. 4 p.m. LIBRARY LAWN
Educational and entertaining events of an environmental

nature.

Rain -SUB Coalition for Environmental Quality |

^^
5450618 1

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A&P in

the new Shopper's Parl<

University Dr.

OPCN HON. THRU %R.. t:00 A.M.-t14« MH.

1^ TEL NO. 2SMSK

Large selection of kegs

BUD 12 oz. bottles or cans
6.99 case

PABST 12 oz. cans. . 5.90 case

RIUNITE 750 ml .2.29

1.5 liter...* 4.29

I

I

OPEN RUSH ^ ^ «

at

PHI MU DELTA
Tuesday, April 24, 1979
Free l9eer & pixza

For rides & information call

545-2163 or 253-9034
or

take the Orchard Hill bus to
Fraternity/ Sorority Park

Open to all university men

1

hi

I
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etmen gol -2 over weekend;
own Cent. Conn, for victory

By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The netmwi ^n one and lost two in a busy weekend of

nnen's tennis. Sandwiched by losses on Thursday and Sun-
day, was a strong victory Saturday, with the netmen downing
Central Connecticut 6-3.

Saturday's match was highlighted by a second wngles
match that went for nearly three hours. Looking hot and tired

after two and a half hours of play, UMass' Dave Nowak con-

tinued to battle the equally fatigue Mike Murray. Playing a nine

point tie breaker in the third set, Murray was ahead 4-3. He hit

a shot deep and upon its return from the ever consistent

Nowak, Murray dropped the ball just over the r>et for what
looked like a winner.

A very skilled and determined Nowak charged the net, Ham-
ming the drop shot t>all for a true winner, brining the score to

4-4. Nowak then returned a serve wide for a heartbreakirtg

loss, 6-4, 6-7, 6 7.

First singles Alan Green was defeated by Mario Oabrowski
of Central Connecticut, 6-7. 2-6.

Playing third singles was Jim Bamhart who defeated Mark
Blain in straight sets, 7 5, 6-2.

UMass' fourth singles Keith Hovland battled Steve Piiarski

in a long three set match that saw Hovlarid win ttie first set

7-5, but fall in the second and third 3-6, 3-6.

Sergio Strepman continued a stror>g, undefeated season
trouncing John Kopel 6-2, 6-2.

Mark Huetteman defeated Dean lorii of Central Connecticut
in a match that Jim Barnhart said laughlingty, "was finished

before I even finished warming up!" Huettmnan played sixth

singles for UMass, battering lorli 61. 6-0.

The UMass doubles were successful all around, Barnhart
and Green defeated Dabrowski and Murray 3 6, 7 6, 6^2, Huet
twnan and Hovland defeated Blain ar>d Piiarski 6-3, 6-1, and
Strepman and Nowak trounced Kopel and lorli 6-2, 6-1.

Mark Huetteman kept the netmen alive in Sunday's match
versus Boston College. All but one of the other singles players

had lost when Huetteman was starting his third set. Taking a
quick lead in the third set 3-0, Huetteman found opponent
Steve Smith making a comeback, the score hitting 4-3, then
5-4. Huetteman was unshakable, serving two aces to win the

set and match 7-5. 6-7, M.

At ttiat pcMnt. ttie netmen had to win aN of ttie doubles mat
cties but could not do it, losing to Boston College
The unt}eatable Sergio Strepman was the only other UMass

singles to defeat BC. Strepman, undefeated in singles play,
defeated Bill Harmuth 7 5, 7-6, allowing Huetteman the
chance to keep ttie netmen alive against BC.

In Thursday's match against Albany, Strepman, Huet
teman, and Hovland were successful in singles action, playing
fourth, fifth, and sixth singles. Bamhart and Green played first

doubles, ttie only UMass doubles team to triumph.
Today, the netmen travel to Springfield in their last match

before ttie New Englancto tournament.

Sports notices
RACQUETBALL TOURNAMENT The second annual UMass
Racquets Club Racquett>all Tournament will be held April

27 29 in the Boyden Gym Racquett}all Courts. Sign up at

Boyden Gym Intramural Office UMass by Wednesday, April

24 15:00 p.m.). A $1 .00 entry fee covers a racquets club t shirt,

tournament balls, and referees.

SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING The NAIADS synchronized
swim group are presenting a show on April 25 28, 8:00 p.m.
nightly at the NOPE Pool. Admi^ion is $1.25 for adults and
$.75 for senior citi2wis mnd student.

Sports calendar
Today

Men's tennis at Springfield

Women's lacrosse at URI
3KX>
3KX)

Tomorrow
Baseball vs Holy Cross
Men's lacrosse at Hofstra
Women's track vs Vermont Home

3:00

8:00

3K»

Thursday
Softball at UConn
Women's lacrosse at Bridgewater

3:00

3:00

STEP UP TO
EXCELLENCE
IN PROGRAM-
MABILITY.
STEP UP TO
HEWLETT-
PACKARD.
Whether you're just starting out, or

well into advanced programming, a

step up to proven Hewlett-Packard

programmability is the logical

choice.

Hewlett-Packard pioneered the

world's first handheld

programmable calculators. Since

then, HP quality, performance and

ease-of-use have continued to set

the standard of excellence. If you

demand excellence from yourself,

you deserve an HP programmable.

AN HP
prcxjRammable for
every need.
From basic science to advanced
finance, HP has a programmable
for you:

HP«33E Scientific

HP»38E Advanced Financial
HP«29C Advanced Programmable

with programmable memory
HP»19C Advanced Printing

Programmable with
continuous memory

HP»67 Fully Programmable
HP»97 Fully Programmable with

printing

Thinking programmable? Then think

Hewlett-Packard. Buy any HP program-

mable between March 1 and April 30,

1979. and receive a coupon redeem-

able for up to $85* of software free.

$10* SOFTWARE FREE. Buy an

HP-33E Scientific or HP-38E Advanced

Financial Programmable and take your

pick of any two Application Books.

$30* SOFTWARE FREE. Get an

HP-29C Advanced Programmable or

HP-19C Advanced Printing Program-

mable—both with Continuous Memory

—and take your pick of any four

Solutions Books

185* SOFTWARE FREE. Purchase an

HP-67 r-'uliy Programmable or HP-97

Fully Programmable Printing Calcula-

tor—and choose any one prerecorded

Application Pac plus any five Users'

ijbrary Solutions Books

Plus! All these calculators at our low

discount prices

Visa, MasterCharge, American

Express accepted

at the calculator store

JV mitwomen win two,
lose one over weelcend
By DAVID KAUNFER
Collegion Staff

It was a good weekend for the UMass JV
Softball team as they won two out of three

games, splitting a doubleheader with Spr-

ingfield College at Springfield Saturday

afternoon, and then bombing Keene State

at NOPE field Sunday morning.

In the first game of Saturday's twinbill,

UMass was shutout 11-0. Springfield

started things off early getting a pair of runs

in the first. Then they scored two more
pairs in the fourth and the fifth, finally icing

the game in the sixth with five more runs.

Though it wasn't as dismal as you may
think for UMass. Even though they were
held to only three hits and plagued by picky

umpiring, Mary Oostal pitched a great

game while her backup played errorless

ball. According to coach Robin Laidlaw,

"We didn't have the confidence in our

bats, plus Springfield was placing the ball

in front of our outfields for those little

base hits.

In the second game, it was all UMass.
This time the Mitwomen started things off

early scoring two runs. The leadoff batter,

Angie Caouette, got on with a bunt single

with Ellen Korelitz sacrificing to third mov-
ing Caouette to second. Another sacrifice

by Dede Taft moved Caouette to third. She
then scored on wild pitch. The t>atter, MJ
Forbes, then hit a home run to right for the

second UMass run.

In the third, t)otn teams traded runs. With
two outs in the third. Dede Taft singled to

center. MJ Forbes also singled to center

moving Taft to third. Then Denise Andrews
got an infield hit between home and the pit-

cher scoring Taft.

UMass got three more in the fifth and
one more in the 6th giving the JV's a 7-2

victory. Coach Laidlaw said, "The batting

practice before the second game definitely

made all the difference in the world bet-

ween this victory and the first game, it

brought our confidence back." Amy Con-
gdon looked great for the Mitwomen goir>g

the distance and striking out six.

In Sunday's game, the mitwomen
started off slow, trailing 1-0 after three inn-

ings but their bats came alive for a fourth

inning rally, scoring eleven runs to beat

Keene State 11-4.

Ellen Korelitz led off with a single went to

second on a wild pitch. Gail Carter had a

bunt single moving Korelitz to third. Mary
Sansone reached on an error by the catcher

which scored the first two runs for UMass.
Angie Caouette and Dede Taft both singled

scoring Sanson©. A throwing error by the

Keene shortstop on a groundball by Fran
Troy scored another three runs. A com-
bination of singles, walks and wild pitches

led to another five runs giving UMass the

victory.

Coach Laidlaw, pleased by the per-

formance of the team, said, "This win has
really psyched the team up and I am look-

ing for a big win our next time out."

BKO cops IM crown
The pride and boasting rights that go with winning an intramural championship

reached a new height this past weekend when Beta Kappa Phi fraternity, winners of

the UMass championship the last two years, came out victorious in the Northeast

regionals of the Schlitz brewing company's national intramural championships.

In a four event competition held at Rhode Island Junior College, consisting of a

single elimination basketball tournament, single elimination volleyball tournament, an

880 yard relay, and a 100 yard swim relay, Beta Kappa Phi amassed a total of 360 (of a

possible 400 points), edging Bryant College which totaled 346 points.

the UNIVERSITY STORE

Mandala
FolkDance
Ensemble

SLnday,Apnl29,1979, 8pm
FneArtsCenter Concert Hall

Tck^ FycesforallConoerts $a5,4;

$1 Student decxxnt

Ry ticket nfcrmaton ard groLp sates

call the BcK Offce at 545 2511

and all Tck^rcn bcatons.
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Collins scatters six hits

Batmen topple Yellowjackets

UMass third baseman Leo Kalinoweki collected two extra base hits in the
Minutemen's4-1 victory over AlC yesterday. (Staff photo by Patrick O. Dobbsl.

By GEORGE OBRteN
Collegian Staff

The UMa% varsity baseball team com-
bined some clutch hitting in the late inning
with a solid six hitier from junior Hurler

Chris Collins yesterday, to scratch out a 4-1

victory over the Yellowiackets of AlC, in a

make up game played before 150 fans at

sun-splashed Lorden Field.

The UMass victory snapped the Y^low-
jacket's 10 game winning streak. AlC, a

Division II team, is now 10-7 overall, 10-1

since returning from Florida. The
Minutemen, who have won eight of their

last nine, are now 14-11 overall, 12-6 since

coming north.

For Collins, who now owns a 2-1 record,

the first inning was a strange and un-
fortunate one. Dave Blanchard started it off

by reaching on an error. Gary Barcher then
singled to center, and Paul Stocktey
(brother of UMass' Mike) was hit by a

pitch, k}ading the bases. Bob Foley then hit

into a 6-4-3 double play, scoring Blanchard.
Collins then struck out Jeff Altman to pre-

vent further trouble.

Collins who has allowed only one earned
run all year, then settled down and blank-

ed t^ Yellowjackets for the final eight inn-

«9S.

The Minutemen meanwhile, had some
trouble with AlC hurler Steve Mercadante,
who managed to keep UMass off the

scoreboard for five innings. The
Minutemen blew some early scoring

chances, which aided Mercadante's cause.

In the second, Leo Kalinowki, who had
two extra base hits and played a solid third

base, tripled to right center with one out.

He stayed at third however, as DH Mark
Brown skyed to shortstop and Mike
Stockley grounded to third.

In the fifth, Brown led off with a single to

center. Stockley then hit a slow grounder
to short. On the throw to second for the

force, second baseman Barcher dropped
the ball, and there were runners on first and
second with no outs. With Mark Sullivan at

the plate, Brown got his signs mixed up,

mistaking a bunt sign for a hit and run, and
was easily thrown out as he broke for third.

Sullivan then singled, but the threat ended
when John Kraham bounded into a 6-4-3

double play.

The Minutemen finally managed to push
across a run in the sixth. Mercadante made
his second error of the game, when he
dropped lead-off hitter Ed Skribiski's pop-
up. Doug Aylward sacrificed Skribiski to

second, and he scored on Mike McEviliy's

single.

In the seventh, UMass made it 2-1 , when
Brown doubled to left, made it to third on a

sachfice by Stocktey and scored on a

perfect squeeze bunt by Sullivan. In-

surance runs were added in the eighth,

when McEvily and Welenc nailed back to

back singles, and Kalinowski rifled a double
to deep center field, plating two runs.

Meanwhile, Collins scattered six singles,

and kept the Yellowjackets at bay. Collins,

who has been hampered by injuries this

season had good control, and was in trou-

ble only once after the first inning.

That trouble came in the seventh. Lou
Kessler opened the inning with a single to

center. Steve O'Leary then attempted a

sacrifice, but Collins threw out at Kessler at

second on a nice play. After a fly-ball to

right, Blanchard singled to left and Barcher
walked to load the bases. Collins then got
Stockley on a pop-up, ending the threat.

The surging Minutemen will entertain

arch-rival Holy Cross in their next en-

counter, a single game tomorrow a\ 3:00 at

Lorden Field, l>efore traveling to Durham
for a twin-bill with UNH on Saturday.

Gazelles' streak on line
fly MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Aher playing five games -- half its

season - in one week, the UMass
women's lacrosse team boast a perfect 5

record. With the exception of Springfield

College (6-5) and Williams (13 10), the

Gazelles have come by their victories easily,

matching an offense of passing and cradi

ing with a consistent, stingy defense of

checking and running.

This week, the Gazelles put 'their" game
on the line, when they hit the road for three

games. Two of those games Rhode
Island on Tuesday and New Hampshire on

Saturday may test Coach Pam Hixon's

team severely. Last year, UNH was one of

two teams to. tie UMass, who posted a

17 1 2 record.

However, Coach Hixon felt confident

that her team's prepared. "We're ready,"

she said, "I think the team can win. They
shouldn't have the same problem as they

had against Williams - letting the opposi-

tion get to the ball and score
'

"We had a case of 'the dropsies'," said J

V

coach Marisa Didie, "both the varsity and

JVs kept dropping passes, especially in the
Williams game. Ever since the Harvard
match last Monday, they haven't been as
confident; the other team's right behind
them, trying to get that ball, they're check-
ing, and they cause some of our players to

drop the pass. I think, however, that they'll

be all right, and continue winning."
Among the top scoring Gazelles so far

have been attack wings Cari Nickerson (11

goals, excluding Northeastern), junior Jean
Hackett (11 goals), freshman Margie
Anderson (nine goals, excluding NE), and
defense wing Laura O'Neil (four goals).

Injuries haven't figured much with the

Gazelles, though co-captain senior Grace
Martinelli has been out of several games,
due to a leg injury.

While the varsity braces for their three-

game road trip, the JVs prepare to join the

varsity in Bridgewater Thursday afternoon.

They also will try to defend a perfect slate

of 3-0; going into Thursday's contest, the

JVs have allowed only nine goals, while

scoring 47. Most of the goal production has
been made by Betsy Mazeral (16 goals),

Joanne Graf (13 gaols), and Pam Joyce
(seven goals).

Trackwomen drop 1st
ByDAVESIVRET
Collegian Staff

, «. p • x .^

The women's track team lost its first meet of the outdoor season to a fine Springfield

College squad this past Saturday. The meet, which was held at Springfield on a day

perfectly suited for track, came down simply to the difference between first and

second The Chiefs captured ten firsts and the Minutewomen only four. It was that two

point difference, five for first and three for second, that created the 19 point difference

and 73-54 final tally. ^. .- , ^ ^ i.

The women from Springfield, who are the reigning New England indoor champs,

were especially strong in the sprints and hurdles. UMass was only to come up with

thirds in the 100 and 200 meter dashes and they were swept in both the 110 and 400

meter hurdle events Diane Sealy captured both of the thirds for the Minutewomen.

The meet which was run at all metric distances, again was a showcase for the fine

distance runners of UMass. They swept the 1500, 800. and 3000 meter runs. In the 800

it was Kathy Contini first in 2:19:2 and she was followed by Robyn Dally and Barb

Callanan respectively. Dill Wilson won the 1500 in 4:48 with Debby Farmer second and

Tricia Morgan third Sophomore Tina Franccario captured the top spot in the 300 with

a time of 10: 19 She was followed by Kathy Patrick and Debby Farmer, who had a good

day by placing in both the 1500 and 3000. *
. ^ , ^

The distance crew was actually shorthandad on Saturdfy. Thay were without Linda

TURN TO PAGE 18

Pittsburgh's Orast Kindrachuck (26) congratulatas Boston's Jean
Ratelle (10) after the Bruins eliminated the Penguins from the Stanley Cup
playoffs with a 4-1 victory Sunday and a 4-0 swaap of the series. (AP
Lasarphoto)
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GratefulDead concert finalized p^g^s-
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Amherst
By DOROTHYA. CLARK
Collegian Staff

A blockade at Amherst College's
Converse Hall ended yesterday afternoon
after college President John William Ward
agreed to eight student-proposed con-
ditions to conclude the take-over.
The conditions call for administrative

commitment to establish more avenues for

student participation in decisions affecting
minorities. (For text of the statement, see
Black Affairs, page 4.)

^ Ward met with students inside Converse
Mall about noon, when the statement of
conditions was discussed. Terming the
session "an informational meeting so the
students can come to a judgement about
what they're going to do" as he emerged
from the unchained front doors, Ward said
he expected the students to leave the
building within the hour.

Harold Massey, chairman of the college

Black Students' Union, announced the
"official" end of the occupation about 2
p.m. and said, "We feel he (Ward) has
agreed to these conditions because of the
mass support we have been receiving."

However, Douglas Wilson, college public
affairs secretary, said the president's
meeting with the students "was to clarify

the administration's view, not give their

final answer, but their commments on each
of the points. Apparently he talked about
that to their satisfaction.

"All Ward did was accept an invitation to
go over and talk about the administration's
perception of those points, " he continued.
Wilson said Ward clarified the conditions

by informing the students he was currently

working on three items, and some were
either faculty or trustee responsibilities, not
administrative business.

"It had reached a point where both sides
wanted a wav out " Wikon said Ward is

expested to release a statement today
addressir>g the five demands -- topics of
stalled weekend negotiations black
students presented to the administration
about two weeks ago.
The occupiers, members of the Black

Students' Union and supporters from the
Five-College Area, barricaded themseh/M
inside the administration building about
5:30 a.m. Monday aher representatives of
the black community cited a breakdown in

weekend negotiations with administrators.
Official reports yesterday stated about

100 students were in the building.

Attempts to have the students unlock
the doors Monday resulted in the
suspension of 72 Amherst College
students. James J. Bishop, dean of
students, yesterday reinstated the
students. However, they are still subject to
disciplinary action if a complaint is filed

with the college judiciary hoard

Academic reinstatement was not one of
the eight conditions the students asked the
administrators to agree in order to end the
occupation.

The occupiers received massive support
yesterday before they left Converse Hall
when about 200 students from Hampshire
College arrived on the scene in a motorcade
for a 1 p.m. rally in front of Converse Hall,
carrying food for the occupiers.

Shortly after the arrival, about 100
students - black and white - emerged
from the building, claiming a victory in their
struggle.

Asked if he felt the take-over had been
successful, sophomore Seyon Teah Tarpeh
Gogbeh, a member of the black com-
munity, said, "The group feels it's a vic-
tory. Personally, I think we should never
have regressed until the demands had been
resolved. I'm not satisfied."

Hampsljire opposes
Five-College racism

Smiling children take part in Earth Day festivities yesterday on
the Library lawn. See Page 3 for story and more photos. (Staff photo
by Lynn Grebenstein).

ByJ/MMORAN
Collegian Staff

About 400 Hampshire College students

boycotted classes yesterday to demon-
strate their opposition to what they claim

are racist policies at academic institutions

in the Five-College Area

.

The moratorium, spurred by a student
occupation at Amherst College's Converse
Hall earlier this week resulted in some 200
Hampshire students rallying to show
student solidarity with the struggle against

racism at Amherst.
In addition to supporting the Amherst

students, the Hampshire protesters raised

some issues of racial discrimination at their

own institution.

Woody Wilson, a leader of the Hamp-
shire Third World Organization, which
planned the moratorium, said he hoped
Hampshire could set some "long term
goals so that we can abort the kind of shit

that went on at Amherst."
Such a goal, Wilson said, would be to

increase Tl..rd World enrollment at the

college. He also said enrollment policies

"must include the recruitment of qualified

Third World persons for administrative,

faculty and staff positions."

In addition to the recruitment demand,
the group >asked the administration to

increase financial aid opportunities for all

working-class students, including white
students.

At a nfteeting on Monday night, about 40
Hampshire Third World and white students

met to discuss possible strategies that

might be implemented to show support of

the Amherst occupation. The students
agreed a representative delegation of

Hampshire students would meet with the
administration to request they meet the

demands, and ask administrators to issue a

statement in support of the Converse Hall

occupiers. Students met with ad-

ministrators today, such statement was
issued.

Hampshire Dean of Students Michael
Ford said the administration will take action

in support of the students' requests "where
actions haven't already begun." Ford
added he felt the Hampshire issues per-

taining to race "are legitimate points," but

was reluctant to pass judgement on
Hampshire support of the occupation.

"The students have to define issues for

themselves," he said.

The Hampshire delegation for the

Amherst rally arrived in approximatley
twenty cars carrying six to seven persons
each, with an additional 40 or so arriving on
the 12:25 Five College bus. Hampshire
students brought food and collected $60.00 -

for the Sprlngfield-Amherst Sjmmer
Academy, a summer tutoring program for

disadvantaged Third World inner-city

youth.

In addition to the two rallies, three teach-

ins were part of the Hampshire
moratorium. The learning sessions dealt

with issues of affirmative action,

economics of institutionalized racism and a

history of student struggles in the Pioneer

Valley.

Gloria Josephs, a Hampshire sociology

professor said at one of the teach-ins that

in this struggle, as with the Vietnam War,
students are being portrayed as the social

"niggers" challenging the oppressive in-

stitutions of society.

GRC workers repudiate Study findings
By LEEBURNETT
Collegian Staff

Nearly a year after women working in the Graduate
Research Center first reported persistant and unexplainable
health problems, federal investigators, nearing the end of
their involvement, have concluded the illnesses are not due
to "occupational exposure."
A spokesperon for the building's employees disagrees,

artd has gone to the faculty union on campus to "get
something done."

Meanwhile, university health officials are left in a quarv
dary as to what to do next.

In the second of two surveys designed to isolate the
source of "menstrual irregularities" among female em-
ployees. Dr. Mitchell Singall, medical ihvestigator from the
National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health, said,

"The data from this survey, along with the data from the
institute's ventilation system studies, essentially rules out
airt}prne cfiemicals originating in the towers as tfie cause of
the 'epidemic' of reported menstrual problems. " .

The survey refers only to meristrual irregularities."

More generalized complaints of dizziness, fatigue and
nausea /sported by both men arul women in tfie complex

were not investigated.

"We thought by looking at just the menstrual symptoms,
we'd be more likely to turn up something," Singal said.

This survey, following a ventilation survey last month, is

based on 318 questionnaires sent to employees throughout
the Research Center. It sought to characterize menstrual
problems, isolate the problems to specific parts of the
buikJing, and determine a specific time period for the
problems. Singal noted a low response rate could have
influenced his fir>dings. 163 questionnaires were returned, a
response rate of 51 percent.

Singal said he still has data to analyze but his conclusions
"likely won't change."

Claudia DiPeri, a spokesperson for tower employees, sakl

yesterday atXHit the findir>gs. "We certainly disagree. The
fact that so many people are experiencing menstrual
irregularities in ru) way can you fairly say it is not work
related."

Tower employees have consistentiy pointed to two facts
as support for their belief that their illnesses are work-
related. First, according to a survey conducted last

November by tower employees, 65 percent of the ferrtale

employees on the ninth floor tower A, 83 percent of the

women on the eighth floor, and 43 percent on the seventh
floor are experiencing menstrual irregularities. Secondly,
they have pointed to five instances in which women saw
their problems clear up without any medication after they
left work for more than a month.

DiPeri and other employees plan to meet today with
representatives of the Massachusetts Society of Professors
to discuss plans of action.

The survey, along with the ventilation report released last

month, virtually ends the involvemem of federal in-

vestigators. Though fir>al reports are stiH a few weeks away,
r>o one belives any of the basic conclusions will change.
The findings of the health inspectors has left University

health officials at a standstill.

"I don't know what our next step will be," Barry Averill,

director of UMass Health Sen/ices, said yesterday. "I'm not
sure there is anyone else to go to

.

"

Averill said he expects advice from federal health ir>-

vestigators on further means of sohring the riddle of the
mysterious illnesses. Singall said he could forsee a more
extensive survey of the entire University population.

TURN TO PAGE 5
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DIGEST

A street M^wtoiner identifi<Ki• Brother Blue, sym-
boilicelly bite* hie ehacitlee at e demonstration Mon-
dey at Harvard University protesting continued
holding of stock in U.S. banks and corporations doing
business in South Africa. (AP Laserphoto)

Derailed trolley hits wall
BOSTON \AP^-k single trolley car on an elevated track

high ^x>ve the city derailed and crashed into a retaining wall
ye^erday afternoon, casuing numarcMJS injunes.

There were conflicting reports on the number of injured.
Don EaglM, spokesman for the Massachusetts Bay

Transportatton Authority, said he believed "upwards of 40"
passengers were injured.

A paramedic at the scene. David Ladd, put the number of
Ni^red at about 20. He said none of the injuries appeared to
be very serious, m(»tly broken bones, cuts and scrapes.

"I tfiought we were going to die.' said passenger Pat
O'Brien. 19, of Sonr>erville.

"When we were going arourKl the comer, we heard a
smack. arKi everyone started screaming," said Kathy
FuHterton, 21, of Somen^lle. aiwther passenger "We
couidn t get the doors oper. I'm rtever goir>g on tfte train

again '

Nuke payments banned
CONCORD. N.H. \AP\-fk, controversial electric sur-

charge that assessed customers for building costs of the
Seabrook nuclear power plant was outlawed yesterday by
tt>e New Hampshire Legislature.

The state Senate dealt the final blow to the contruction-
work in-progress charges, known as CWIP, by voting the
ban, 16-8

Minutes after the Senate vote, Publk: Service Co. of New
Hampshire, majority shareholder of the plant, announced it

had sold 22 percent of the project to out of state utilities.

Public Service has said repeatedly it would be forced to
divest itself of about half its share of the twin nuclear
reactors if CWIP charges wrere banned.

Phony bilfs 'in the dark'
BROOKFIELD. Ill lAP) - Robert J, Riwo told his wife to

Stay out of his basement workshop because she might ex
pose his photographic negatives to light. But authorities say
he was actually hiding a counterfeit press on which he turn
ed out an estimated $1 million in phony bills.

Rizzo. a 32 year old used car salesman, was being sought
yesterday by Secret Service agents who raided his home
ove' the weekend Agents said an arrest warrant charged
him with violating currency laws.

"Apparently, not even his wife was aware of what was
going on, " said Richard Jordan. Chicago Secret Service
chief who headed the raid on Rizzo's home in this surburb
west of Chicago.

Court: Don't treat Chad
BOSTON

I API The parents of three year old leukemia
victim Chad Green were ordered to stop giving their son
Laetrile treatments in a court ruling which found the therapy
not only "ineffective," but a serious risk to the child's health.
The ruling by Judge Guy Volterra was made public yester

day A lawyer representing Diane and Jerry Green was given
a copy earlier, and he flew to Tijuana, Mexico, Sunday to in

form the couple of the court decision
The Greens, at a court hearing in January, pleaded with

the )udge to allow them to treat their son with natural foods,
massive doses of vitamins, enzyme enemas and Laetrile.

While awaiting the judge's ruling the Greens took Chad to
a Laetrile clinic in Tijuana.

Rhodesia elects Muzorewa
first blacJc prime minister
ByJOHNEDUN
Assoeiated Press

SALISBURY. Rhodesia -Bishop Abel Muzorewa, a
US. educated Methodist clergyman, was elected the first

black prime minister of Rhod^ia yesterday and promised to
try to end the seven-year guerrilla war that has torn the na-
tion.

In Washington, informed sources reported that President
Carter's top African policy advisors believe the election was
a fraud and in New York, Andrew Young. U.S. amba^ador
to the United Nations, said he thought the results will not
stop the guerrilla fighting and could lead to an all-out civil

war.
The election of the 54-year-old bishop also cracked the

uneasy alliance among the nation's moderate black leader-
ship.

And despite Muzorewa's victory, Rhodesia's major m*
stitutions will remain in the hands of the 230.000-membiBr
white minority in this nation of 6.7 million blacks.
Whites will retain a major slice of the parliamentary

membership, holding 28 seats for up to 10 years that will

allow them to block consitutional changes. They will also
control the poN(», military, jucidiciary and civil service for

five years.

Prime Minister Ian Smith will take a padiamantary seat as
leader of the minority.

Muzorewa. wearing a cleric's collar and sporting a beam-
ing smile, told his supporters that his victory meant a "reac-
tion of the forces of darkness and evil.. " an apparent
reference to the guerrilla leadership.

He said his first goal as prime minister wiN be to «id the
war which has claimed more than 16,000 lives.

He must also convince the international community to
recognize the elections and drop crippling economic sanc-
tions against the rebel colony, declared after Smith broke
with Britain in 1965 over white minority rule.

Muzorewa's United African National Party swept 51 of the
72 seats assigned to blacks in the 100-member national
Msembly. The 28 white seats were won by Smith's Rhode-
sian Front Party in an election two weeks ago.
The assembly is to take office in June, when the country

will adopt its African name and become Zimbabwe
Rhodesia. The assembly will be the nation's first black-
majority govemmwit after nine decades of exclusive white
rule.

The Rev. Ndabaingi Sithole, one of three black moderates
allied with Muzorewa in the interim goverment, won 12
seats for the Zimbabwe African National Union. /^ the
returns mounted in Muzorewa's favor, Sithole charged that
there were "gross irreguiarities" in the five-day vote.
Many of the 1 .8 million voters were semi-literate peasants

who were casting ballots for the first time. Sithole al»)
dainwd security forces had intimklated his supporters.

Assassin attempts foiled in Iran
By THOMAS KENT
Associated Press
TEHRAN, Iran -Revolutionary

militiamen foiled an assassination attempt
against Prime Minister Mehdi Bazargan and
other top government leaders yesterday,
witnesses said.

They sakj the militiamen wrested a hand
grenade from a man who tried to throw it at
the leaders and kicked him to the ground as
he attempted unsuccessfully to fire a sub-
machine gun. Militiamen hustled the 72-
year old Bazargan to J»afety and took the
unidentified attacker and at least one other
p>erson into custody, they said.

Bazargan and other letaders of the provi-
sional revolutionary government were mar-
ching in the funeral procession of murdered
Gen. Mohammad Vali Gharani when the at-
tack took place.

Gharani, the first army chief of staff ap-
pointed after last February's revolution,
was killed in his garden Monday by two
assassins who escaped. He was the first

major figure of the revolution to be
assassinated.

A government aide denied to reporters
that an assassination attempt against
Bazargan had taken phce. But reporters
saw the disarming of the unidentified man
who, they said, wore an air force uniform,
and saw him and at least one other person
taken into custody.
Witnesses said the man first tried to hurt

the grenade from about 100 feet away, but
it was knocked from his hands by security
men. He then raised the sub-machine gun
in an apparent attempt to fire but was kick-
ed to the pavement before he could do so,
they said.
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Shutdown expected in Pa.
HARRISBURG, Pa.

WPl — Technicians are a
week away from putting the
crippled Three Mile Island
nuclear plant on a natural
circulation system leading
to cold shutdown, the
Nuclear Regulatory
Commission said Tuesday.

And the Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission
.said it could decide by June
whether customers of
Metropolitan Edison and
Pennsylvania Electric,

partial owners of the plant,

should bear the economic
consequences of the March
28 accident that shut it

down.

"On May 2, the pump
that is in operation now
'would be stopped," said
Victor Stello, head of
NRC's operating reactors
division. "At that point it

jwould be appropriate to call

the reactor in its long-term
fcooling condition ... I

don't like to use the term
cold shutdown."

Stello said the operation
was not risky. Once the
reactor is on natural cir-

culation, temperatures
should again fall, Stello
said.

"Even for a period of
months there will be heat
generation, " he said. He
declined to say whether it

would be a matter of
months or years before
actual repairs to the core
can be made.

Samuel Russell, attorney
for Metropolitan Edison,
said the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission estimated the
disabled reactor would not
be operational for two to
four years.
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12:00 noon-6:00 p.m.
Location: Southwest fields

TICKETS ON SALE APRIL 30
Campus Center Concourse

Seniors $2.50 Undergrads $3.50

Price includes mug and unlimited beverage supply

^SmP^c Senior D^y is on the way.

Come to the Distinguished
Visitors Program introduc

tory meeting tonight at 7:30 in CC
917. Refreshments will b^^ sn^v^d.

Wednwday. April 2S. 1979,

iCoUggiaa

Earth Day: games, music and speakers
BySEANHARVBY
Co^gian Staff

Sunny ski«s and tsmperatures In the »ev«miM graced

Jf
MSH tenth annual Earth Day yesterday as people (Mayed

"new" games, listened to Hve music &n6 learned mow about
their environment.

The Coalition for Environmental Quality otganaed and ran
the program, which ran from 10 a.m. until about 4:30 p.m
behind the University Library next to the campus pond.

' Tables were set up by such groups as MassPIRG, the Alter-
native Energy Coalition, the UMass Bike Club, the Sugarloaf
Mountain Athletic Club and the Society of American
Foresters.

Steven Knaofsfci, Earth Day coordinator, SMd ttie

games are basiciMy non-competitive and group activities, no
one wins anything.

"The motto of the games are; play hard, play fair and
nobody hurt," Krasofski said.

' Dr. Haim B. Gunner, a UMass Envirtmmental SdenM pro-
fessor, spoke to the approximately 3,000 peof^ atterKling the
event about the future of environmental movements. The
Alternative Energy Coalition also presented three speakers.

"We wanted to do two things," Krasofski said. "We
wanted to educate people. That's what the tabtes were for.
And we wanted to get people to enjoy their environment.
That's what the games were for."

The UMass Jsh BwmI, the Down-to-Earth Jazz Ban^. a
violin and piano duo and folksinger Lou Graham provided
entertainment throughout the day.

There was ateo a frabee demonstration by several stud«itt.
The Outing Club gave free canoe rides to people.

Preceeding Earth Day, John Greene, an interpretive
naturalist, gave what Krasofski described as "a photographic
evening on Monday. Ust night Malcolm B, Wellm author
designer and architect who has written books on solar ermav
spoke on "Gentle Architecture" -buikjing in harmony with tha
environment.

"Every day is earth day. "Krasofski said. "We should be con-
cerned about the environment every day."

UMasslesbiansharassedin recurring incidents
By FRAN BASCHE
Collegian Staff

The UMass Lesbian Union has received a rash of harass-
ing phone calls in the past three weeks, the latest threaten
ing their Campus Center office on Monday night a union
member said yesterday.

"You cunts better watch it because we're going to tear up
your office," the male caller said to a union member.
Vanessa Place, speaking for the Lesbian Union, said

obscene phone calls and calls in which someone hangs up
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the phone occur frequently, as well as signs and notices on
the union door being torn down or written on.

Place said gay women on campus have been physically

harassed and noted two incidents, one two months ago and I

one last December. '

Place said she herself was attacked one night by two men
as she was walking from Munchies in the Southwest
Residential.

Place said one man tried to punch her in the face with a

key but she blocked her punch. She said the two men ran

away when she reached for her back pocket, although she
was not carrying a knife.

She said last December another member: of the Lesbian
Union was attacked by two men while walking near the Fine

Arts Center at about 1 p.m. She said the woman defended
herself by punching one of the men and kicking another, and
the two men left.

Place said the group is responding to threats against them
by increasing their nightly staff from one to two women and
"making sure there is always someone there" in their ninth
floor office.

She said she also encourages lesbians who have been
harassed to report to her at the Lesbian Union so she can
"let people know these things happen."

The Lesbian Union was formed when women separated
from the Peoples Gay Alliance three years ago. According to
a statement Ifrom the group, the union offers support and
counseling as well as organizing social activities for lesbians.

The group also maintains a library of books pertaining to
lesbianism and other women's issues. In addition, the union
works with the People's Gay Alliance in educating the com
munity about homosexuality through speaking
engagements in dormitories and classes.

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

IMBA Based on a regional survey and review of

business executives, MBA course offerings

have been updated to meet the demands
of today's market.

American International College Springfield, Massachusetts

Day and Evening

Year Round Classes

Full and Part Time
Men and Women

Since 1885

ail (413) 737-5331 for details

For additional information and applications

WRITE OR CALL
Dr. Albert J. Sargent, Director

Graduate Studies in Business

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE
Springfield, Massachusetts 01109
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BLACKAFFAIRS
Ward agrees to
more discussion
We, th« studmts occup^g Converse Hall in support of

the Amherst Black Student Union, agree to conclude our
occupation and allow normal College business to resurr^
with the satisfaction of the following conditions:

I President Ward shall issue a statement exwnining tfwi

pn» and cons of early Black Freshmen Orientation,
delineating alternatives to the present system. This is

necessary to demonstrate that Mr. Ward has a full

understanding of the BFO program arnJ student needs.

2. Students within the building hav« tfie opportunity to
docuss the president's statement among themselves in a
general meeting. In addition, students are able to meet
with Mr Ward to disci^s his statenwnt if they f^ it

necessary.

3. President Ward shaN address our demands WednM-
day, April 2S, « he previously stated.

4. A commitment to pursuing the poasibility of im-
plementing a Black Freshman Onentatton program arKi in-

vestigation similar to those proposed by Dean Gifford. As
we understand it. Dean Qifford's proposal invoh/as early
BFO in September 1979 followed by a year long investiOtt-
tion of Its impact on all elements in the college community.
We insist that students, especially black students, have •
large voice in the investigation. Furthernx)re. we require
that a written explanation of and statement of support for
BFO 1979 be drafted by the administration. We would like

Dean Gifford to reiterate ar>d clarify his proposal.

5. A committment to establishment of a formal
mechanism for minority student input in the search for and
setoction of faculty and administration with the urwJerstan-

dir»g that more minority personnel must be hired.

6. A commitment to coruJuct discussion of college
shareholder policy, specifically the guidelines for com
panics in South Africa and college enforcement of these
guidelines A committee addressing this issue shall include
student representatives, some of whom must be members
of B S U and SASC.

7 The establishment of a committee of students, facul-

ty, and administration to explore means of raising funds for

a meaningful SASA program to be reinstituted in the sum-
mer of 1980 We propose that the $30,000 now set aside re

mam available to the program, that the presidents of the
other valley colleges are asked to aid in funding SASA, and
that the possibility of (Gaining government grants is

thoroughly explored

.

8. The faculty formally institute a policy of academic le-

niency toward those students participating in last week's
events.

We also require that the matter or any disciplinary action
taken against us be clarified immediately. In p-«dition, the
administration shall respond to this statement th a writ-

ten analysis of these conditior^ to insure each . .Koperly
understood. Students shall have the opportunity to discuss
the response among ourselves in general metting.

To the Editor
By ARIFAH RASOOL

This letter is in reference to an article entitled "Third
World Woman's Panel" reported by Geni Yuille in Nummo
News on April 23. Unfortunately, the theme and statistics

were not reported accurateiy and need further clarification.

Initially, the purpose of the discussion entitled, "Issues in

Black Health" was to express the need for an ethnic ap
proach to medical and health problems. Fthnicity includes

the racial, environnrtental, genetic, psychosocial and
economic factors. It was explained that it was actually a

misnomer to say that there were black diseases, black

health, or white diseases and white health, since no disease

or health state exclusively affects any population group.

We do find, however, that blacks and some other popula-
tion groups are affected disproportionately by some
diseases and that there are indeed important differences

t>etween blacks and Caucasians with respect to the

manifestation of disease. Dr Richard Allen Williams, a pro-

minent cardiologist, has coined the term 'black -related

disease' to indicate not only those illnesses which blacks

are particularly prone or nrianifest an unusual or severe reat-

cion, but underlining this concept, diseases that arise from
the unqiue and singular experience of beir^g black in

America. These differences are not to imply genetic

superiority or inferiorty of one race with respect to another.

Th«re is the need to gather information on the ethnic pat-

tern of disease incidence, prevalence and severity. It is fur-

ther necessary to ensure that this information is not used to

reinforce and perpetuate institutional racism

Hypertension, as an example, is known to affect blacks

in disproportionate numt>ers. One researcher has sug
gested that the kidneys, an organ important to electrolyte

balance, in blacks may be the key organ. It is postulated

that the kidneys may have adapted to tropical climates, re-

taining sodium as a defense in maintaining electrolyte

blance Sodium, while it does not cause high blood
pressure, is known to aggravate the condition Compound
ed with a high salt diet, typical of Western diets and tradi

tion.ii 'ioul food diets which a la/ge portion of the black

poiiilation consumes, blacks may be particularly prone to

this disease This theory « unproven, unresearched and

Students rally in front of Convers* Hall, Mipporting
th« d*m«nd« and students who occupied ttta building

untM yaatarday afternoon. The students left %hm ad-

mtalstration buNding alter Ward decided to _„
matter* wMi them again. (Photo by Ed Cohenl.

A call to combat racism
PURPOSE STATEMENT
OF THE CAMPAIGN TO
COMBAT RACISM
A call and challenge is

being made to all people in

the University and Pioneer
Valley to join in a campaign
against racism. It is a call

that the world has heard
since the inception of

American Slavery.

Racism is not a social ill

of the past, it is a part of an
uninterrupted litany of
despair that America
continues to reserve for

those not born with white
skin. Racisin is not only an
act of uneducated bigots
but is perpetuated and
serves the interests of

businesses of the highest
incomes, government
officials in the woiX crucial

positions and educators
with the highest honors
attainable.

From its very inception
American Society was built

on a foundation of racism
and exploitation. Racism
continues to be embued in

every social institution and
every aspect of our society:

social, cultural, economic,
and political. The mandate
for the future is clear and
uncompromising END
RACISM. Has
technological profess in-

fected us with such in-

sensitivity that the cries of

millions can be drowned by
subtle persuasions of
racists indifference. Are
Bakke, Weber, the Ku Klux
Klan and Nazi groups with
their increasing mem-
berships going to become
the new objects of freedom
songs? The role of any
institution of any society is

to help maintain the social

order. The university as the
major producer of
knowledge, plays a primary
role in this process.
The university should be

a laboratory to deal with
problems that exist in

society such as sexism,
racism, poverty and other
forms of oppression. In

1910 Dr. W. E. a. Duboi*
stated tt>a problem of the
20th century is the color line

- meaning racism. Thie
racism is strongly in

existence at the University
of Massachusetts arid has
manifested itself in:

physical attacks upon Third
World students. KKK
campus cross burnings, a
eurocentric dominated
curriculum, cutbacks in

Third World student
enrollment, a faculty that is

95 percent white, a dubious
affirmative action policy

without enforcement
procedures ... It is clear
that the combatting of
racism is not a priority of
the University, but must be
made into one.
White students as well as

Third World students are
being cheated in their

education from learning
about the history, culture
and p>olitics of three-fourths
of the world population. It

is imperative that the
university seek to address
these issues by committing
Itself to developing
programs in: personal
growth, moral leadership,

ethics, and the critical

analysis necessary for
developing a positive and
constructive world view.
Specifically, racism and
sexism workshops should
be conducted as a part of

Summer Orientation,
residence hall programs,
the "g" cores should be
implemented, and
traditional courses should
offer texts, suggested
readings, and term paper
topics that address these
problenr>s in order to fulfill

the Land Grant Liberal

education mission of the
University.

Racism is a tool that has
kept us divided and
powerless. Only by combat
ting the causes and resul

tant evils of racism and sex
ism can all men and women
achieve full human rights

and dignity. With this in

only a possible explanation to explain the disproportionate
rates.

Other mortality figures were inaccurate. In 1989, cancer
deaths were 126.8 per 100,000 in Caucasians as compared
to 158 6 per 100,000 black Americarw. Diabetes and its

complications accounted for 13.2 per black Americans. The
ration for tuberculosis is 5 to 1, blacks exceeding. Ac-
cidents claimed 25 per 100,000 Caucasians as compared to

42 p>er 100,000 blacks. Homocide from the ages 5 9 kill 30
per 100,000 blacks as compared to 5 per 100,000 whites in

the same age group. Between the ages 25-29 ten times the
number of blacks were killed by homicide. These statistics

were taken from the year 1999 and used to illustrate

disparities in mortality rates.

Hopefully this will clarify the subject of the discussion.
Taken out of context which this article did, these points
lost their original meaning and impact. Perhaps in the
figure the authors of such articles will consult with
speakers before reporting arnJ printing such articles.

mind we inua a aril ariUng
aM coTKamed to offer your
support and join us in A
Campaign To Combat
Raciwn.

1. In recoyihlon of the
contributions of minorities

to tfie social and cultural life

of the nation and the
University, we urge that the

two major unnamed
buildings on the campus be
appropriately named:

.

a. The Fine Artt Center
to be caHed The Duke Ell

ir>gton Memorial Fine Arts

Cwiter, ar)d

b. The Lilwary, wtiere

the papers of this great son
of the State are preserved,

to be named the WEB.
DuBois Library of the
University of
Massachusetts.

number of requiremami,
but take one from "C" and
"D" is designed to nurfte aU
undergraduate majors ex-

posed to the causes,
background and ex-
ploratorn solutions to
radsm, sexism, tnjsiness

ethics, arKi the handicap

9^

4. Past repression against

TNrd Worid Students must
be acknowledged and dealt

with in a serious non-
compromising way. All

racist repression against
Third Worid^ students, froM
insult to assault to murder
must be stopped. This pro
blem is not limited to on-
campus attacks but in-

cludes off campus repres

sion by police, courts, etc.

Also, we cannot alk>w tfie

University Administration
to talk about its distaste for

local racist incidents when
in fact it does not bring

anything to a halt, nor does
it sincerely address it's own
racism.

2. Affirmative Action »
part of the struggle against
racism. We seek to conr>ect
oppression of Third Worid
People and women at

UMass to society as a
whole. We want to defend
and expand Affirmative Ac
tion at the University, and
to fight the attempts to
reverse it nationally such as
the Weber case. We,
therefore, demand that the
University implement and
enforce a policy of ag
gressive affirmative action
designed to increase the
numbers of Third Worid
faculty, staff, students, and
workers to 15% of the total

University population in

three years.

3. That the Trustees,
Chancellor, and Faculty
Senate implement the re

quirement of the "G" core
as defined and developed
by the combined groups
and individuals mobilized to

combat racism in the
University. The "G". which
will not add to the total

Latin American Week
Latin American Week continues. Tonight in B.C.P.

Wilder Hall there will be an art workshop for Children of all

ages by Wilfredo Chiezza.
Tonight at 8pm in Campus Center 168-172 there will bd a

lecture on Racism and Discrimination: Wet>er and Bakke
Case by Attorney Luis Perez.
On Thursday, April 26 in the Campus Center Auditorium

' at 8pm will befaena in concert, the Dominican Republic
new song. —

Poetry
On Friday, April 27 ir» Bartlett Auditorium at 8pm an

evening of theatre ori poetry will be presented by Macondo
Theatre Group and Camu Poetry Group.
On Saturday, April 28 in the Campus Center Auditorium

from 7pm to 2am Orchestras La Laguna and Freddy Gomez
will be performing. There wiH be a $1 .00 charge to t)enefit

the International Year of the child.

Committee Against Repression
The Committee Against Repression, organizing around

the Seta Rampersad case, will be meeting at 7:30 on
Wedneday April 25 in Room 413 Student Union.

The recently formed
Committee to Combat
Racism at UMass invites

you to a press conference
on Thursday, April 26th, at

11 a.m. in the Campus
Center, room 162.
We wilt be describing the

pervasive university racism
as well as the most recent

acts of violence that caused
us to organize. Oo thursday
we will present the cam-
paign goals as described in

the attached statement and
announce our plans for ac-

tion.

Contact: 545 0341
Office of Third Worid Af-

fairs, 308 Student Union
Center for Racial Studies,

Moore House
Affirmative Action
Taskforce, 420 Student
Union

Wednesday, April 25, 19>Mi

Roy Ayers signed as final concert act
golleglaji

#K SEAN HARVEY
(Mkgian Staff

The last spring concert act was signed
yesterday, concluding the arduous plann
ing that began in January and will end May
12, the day of the show.
Roy Ayers, a black fusion jazz musician,

will open the concert followed by the Patti
Smith Group and then the main attraction.

the Grateful Dead.
There are still 10,000 student tickets

available, according to Jack Albeck, Union
Program Council chairman. If these tickets
aren't picked up by next Monday they may
be out on sale.

Robert G. Joyce UMass chief of police
said the Grateful Dead must begin perform-
ing by 3:00 p.m. so the concert can end by
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CmULDJHEnmuRE'
AN ASIAN AMERICAN CfMEHENCE

April 27, 28 4 29 1979
fampus fenler I'niversit) of Ma.ss;ifhs«'tt.«: Amhrrst

Sponsored by tlw Asian Amencau Students' Association

Registntioft begins on Friday April 27 at ?t p.m.

in front of the Canpss Tenter ABditorium

Ik

SUMMER/FALL POSITIONS AVAILABLE
FOR SCERA AND STUDENT SENATE
WORK AND NON-WORK STUDY

UNDERGRADUATES

ACADEMIC ISSUES
RESIDENTIAL ISSUES
WOMEN'S ISSUES/sexism
legislative ISSUES

*THIRD WORLD/RACISM
*CAMPUS-WIDE, RENTS &
FEES ISSUES

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST.
FUND RAISING
writer/editor
resource center
(Work-Study)

SPEAKER'S ASST.
presidential ASST.

I* Asterik indicates positons open for summer and fall other
positions open only in fall.

STOP BY THE STUDENT CENTER FOR RESEARCH
and ADVOCACY BY 4:00 MONDAY APRIL THE 30'th.

422 STUDENT UNION, 545-0341

»

Women and Third World people are encouraged to apply

7:00 p.m. There is insufficient lighting to
continue the concert past that time he
said. Avar's is scheduled to play from 1 1 00
a.m. to 12:00 a.m.. Smith from 1230 am
1°^'^ P "^ ^"^ *^® Grateful Dead from
3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Joyce said people caught scalping tickets

will Ije taken before a judge in Northamp
ton.

*^

"If the scalper's make a good buck they'll
be able to hire a good lawyer," Joyce said.

Joyce said the Grateful Dead tends to a
tract motorcycle gangs which go to an an
and congregate He said on the day of tf
concert a strong security system will bt
implemented. *

Council officials said counterfeit tick»l
going around do not look like the real onei
People at the gates will be on the alert f<
them.
The gat^ will open at 9:00 am an

there will be no rain date.

Sterilization abuse prevails
among Third World
By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff
One out of every three women of child-

bearing age living in Puerto Rico was
sterilized by 1974, Ana Serrano of the
National Committee to End Sterilization
Abuse, said last night.

"The World Population Council, The
International Planned Parenthood
Federation and The Pqpulation Control
Committee are the three groups most
involved with " forced sterilization, she said
in a talk on sterilization abuse sponsored by
AHORA, a Latin group, as part of Latin
American Week.

Serrano, a member of the Women's
Commission of the Puerto Rican Socialist
Party said these three groups are funded by
such American businesses as Chase
Manhattan Bank and Kaiser Inc. The
council gets most of its funding from the
Rockefeller and Ford Foundations, she
said.

Sterilization' results in bleeding, feelings
of repent, and impotency for men and
death for women, Serrano said. For every
100 thousand women sterilized by a
hysterectomy, the removal of a uterus, 300-
500 die, she said.

With the 1937 legalization of sterilization
in Puerto Rico Serrano said, the gover-

nment tried to "saturate people's mindt •

with the availability of sterilization.

"

By 1976, government statistics show«c •

that "450 women and 100 men were
sterilized per month," she said, anc.
government projections estimated 6,8(X
women wou Id be sterilized yearly

.

"The highest incidence of sterilizatior
abuse occurs In Third WorW people " she
added.
'The highest number of sterilized

women in Puerto Rico earn between $4,000
and S5.000 per year," Serrano said Nearly
half of this group was sterilized before
1978, she said.

"Political stability was one of the reasons
for sterilization. "Those who rebel are
usually hungry and without jobs. Women
were offered sacks of grain to be
sterilized," Serrano said. She said thaM
women usually had two or three children
and because they needed food for the
children they sometimes consented to
sterilization.

In introduction to Serrano by Carlos
HIincapie. vice-president of AHORA he
said her devotion to combatting
sterilization abuse is because her mother
was unnecessarily sterilized; Serrano's
father underwent a vasectomy eariier.

* Grad research
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

To date, the illness detectives from the institute have
analyzed dozens of air samples, conducted interviews with
employees, studied the building ventilation system and
conducted this most recent epidemiological survey. They
have recommended lab practices be improved to reduce the
likelihood of chemical exposure, and the ventilation system
be "balanced" so fumes will not migrate throughout the
building.

:)

The Collegian has the
following paying posi-
tions available for the
fall of 1979:

— Circulation Manager
— Finance Manager
—Advertising Representatives
— Asst. Advertising Manager
— Paste-up persons
— Proofreaders
—Asst. Women's Editor

—Administration And Faculty Editor
— Sports Editor

—Asst. Photo Editor

—Asst. Graphics Manager

Applications are available in

the Collegian office, 113 Cam-
pus Center.

The Collegian is an
Equal Opportunity/
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employer.
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SPECTRUM LIVES!

u issions now
acceote I

n(

art
otography, poetry and

ction.

Deadline: Moy 4
SPECTRUM, Km. 104 CC

SPRING SALE BOOKS
DOZENS OF BOOKS»REMAINDERS»IMPORTS»REPRINTS

ALL AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS!

THE COLLECTOR'S BOOK
OF SCIENCE FICTION, by
H G Wells

H G. Wells' most fanxHis SF
exactly as it appeared in il-

lustrated magazines at the turn

of the century.

$5 96

THE ORIGINAL IL-

LUSTRATED SHERLOCK
HOLMES, by Arthur Conan
Doyle
37 short stones frfus one com-
plete novel as they first ap-

peared.
$6.98

THE BEST OF JULES
VERNE.
Collection of three world

famous stories by the
originator of modern SF.

$698

i^%
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VEGETARIAN COOKING
For You. by M. Patten

Shows you how to prepare im-

aginative Er well balanced
meals without meat- her

recipes make use of fish,

cheese £f eggs as well as fresh

vegetables, beans, rice, Er

posta.
5.98

THE WORLD OF COOKING:
ITALIAN COOKING.
The best of Italian dishes, with

detailed instructions that make
even the most.

$2.98

FRENCH COOKING.
Special collection of the finest

dishes of what is generally

acknowledged to be on the

world's finest cuisines.

$2.98

SPANISH AND MEXICAN
COOKING.
This book offers a selection of

the best of both cuisines

$2.98

COMPLETE BOOK OF
PRACTICAL CAMPING, by
J. Jobson
Takes the ache out of trial and
error camping.

$1 96

COMPLETE BEGINNER'S
GUIDE TO SOARING AND
HANG-GLIDING, by N.
Richards
Sail planes, gliders and hang
gliders dea^ry and comprehen
sively explained.

92.98

ARAN & FAIR ISLE KNIT
TING.
Practical, easy to follow guide

to the te»chniques used by the

inhabitants of two tiny islands

off N. Scotland.
$2.98

THE LAROUSE EN-
CYCLOPEDIA OF MUSIC.
Ed. by G. Hindley

The whole world of music &
general guides to the major
musical 8- historical
developments in all the main
periods.

now only $14.96

i
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»f you missed our e«

cifmg 8 page arcular.
' be sure to pick one up ai

the store H s loaded

\Mth money Sdv^q
va'ues Kni'I Like The Difference

Prions vffwsilw wiwQmf Aptfl 25
Jhni Saturday, April 28, 1»7»

BrooksMe Farm Fresh

Split Broilers

SHAKESPEARE. Complete
Works
Handsome new edition which
features easier to read text

than is usually found in such
collections. Contains all the

plays and poetry.

only $5.98

WH/LE THEY LAST!

ON SPECIAL SALE TABLES
IN THE GENERAL BOOK

AREA

tfeUNlVERSITYSTORE

Fr«6h»y ^^"I"
^^**^ pound

) ON«r *" 9»tr— <""» Sfvie* Dtm

Cream Cheese PhoacMphia*^ 59*

Bumble Bee Tunar.r* '^ 89*
Vianity Fair Bath^ 4 ;: 79*
Nabisco Ritz Craclcers '^ 59*

Cain's Mayonnaise "«.°^
*1^*

Apple PieLloydJ.HwriM
Fronn

26 oz.

pkg. 99<

Creem W*^'«P

Idalio Russet
Balling Polaioes

U.& No. 1-Size A

5i79*
We reserve the right lo limit quantities Not

responsible lor typograpTical errors MkislrHtions

are for design ixjrposes orDy and do not necessariy

depet products on sale

Gioia ::rr

Sfpaghetti
orElbowSKxCB^l^
Macaroni bOK ^1^ ^^^

lOOVi Durum S«rno>/na

FINAST COUPON

Era Liquid
Laundry
Detargant

half gat

iug

wmi IM« coupon •n«t 7 M)p«rch»»»»mor» Vilid

April 21 it.ttf* l.i">"' on» coupon p»» t»inilY

$499
ISSB*

I
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Editorial/Opinion

The never

answered
question

I, along with many others I'm sure, read
in Monday's Collegian of the plight of th«

maze man. He was that unfortunate s<xi

among us who discovered that the maze on
the cover of the course description guide
could not be solved. He drew the obvious
parallel between the cover and life at

UMass and then signed off, probablv turn-

ing to the unbetrayable Collegian

crossword, or a quick game of hangman.

I leave the university for good in a

month, having spent three years in

Amherst trying to scale (not figure out) the
maze, and a year abroad to escape it all

together. But the place still has questions

which, to my mind, will never be answered.

Like, why do the taps in the library sinks

spring back, making it impossible to wash
your hands?
What drives Earth Foods to serve len-

tilburgers that taste like typewriter ribbon?

Why do they charge a dime for a cup of

hot water in the Coffee Shop?

Why don't they paint the two Whitmora
flag poles?

Whenever I walk by them my train of
' thought, be it fixed on the plight of starving

Mimosans to casing a battle plan for an
evening date, derails at the sight of those
ugly poles.

Rusted, peeling, the forgotten off-white

bearers that used to greet so proudly.

More question. Why, in my first three

semesters here, the Dining Commons
refused to toast the bagels? They never told

me why. Never.

Why Chancellor Bromery wears that

poncey moustache?
Why the Campus Center Hotel doesn't of-

fer Friday Night Specials?

Why the souls on the 2:00 a.m. Saturday

night bus from Smith College are laughing?

Why the womens' bathroom on the Cam-
pus Center concourse was designed so •

that, well, uh, passers by could look in?

Why Goodell?

Why the Student Brigade never pursued

'China for inviting Coca-Cola to set up

shop? A few mooncake bake sales there.

Why classrooms in Bartlett arxl

Machmer have blackboards on the side?

Seen them used once. I think murals would

be nicer.

Why the desks have baskets underneath

for books that are always placed on the

floor?

Why the windows in Herter don't open?
(They don't, they honestly don't). Amaz-
ing, really.

Why nobody ever takes one of those

coupons offered on classroom bulletin

boards? <

Why the library bricte have suddenly

stopped falling?

Why David Knapp?
And what would SURE do if it were

always bad weather?
And finally, why the little picket fence

around the fire hydrant outside of Bartlett?

Mark Wilding is a Collegian columnist

Bits and Pieces
Congratulations Gov. King and the

legislature! 01' Ed and cohorts have put an
unequivocal end to 19-year-olds getting

bombed, sloshed, blither-brained, and
slurry-worded in the corner bar. I thought
of that one as I passed the bombed,
sloshed, blither-brained, slurry-worded 19

year. old on the street corner the other

evening. Hooray for legislation!

- DANGUIDERA
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Cheers to your future
By ERIC H. JANSZEN

Several thousand students will soon
be leaving UMass for good. Around that

time these people will be confronted with a
number of seemingly ominous choices

which will bear on the direction of their

lives fqr many years. But as students this is

certainly not their first encounter with

trenchant self-determination; their ap-

prehension has a mystical quality.

Valuable experience with making these

sorts of decisions is commonly shunted by
those soon to be participants in society.

Thus some feel compelled to mail out

countless resumes, others seek recom-
mendations from professors they never

knew, while yet others will spend nights

cringing, huddled over a glass of whatever
is on tap at the Drake, all because some of

the reasons they have had for getting up in

the morning for the last four or five years

will soon vanish. Now is this any way for

veterarts of the mass education experience

to behave?
So you are finally going to graduate.

Good, now it's up to you. Pull yourself

together and remember what Yeats or

somebody said about your important

arguments being with yourself. Better yet,

recall how you were able to cope with a

thousand dilemmas during your stay at the

university. Remember, it's all a matter of

timing and knowing what your options are.

However if you have a really firm grasp on

your options the timing will take care of

itself.

To be fully informed of what choices are

available you must ask the right people the

right questions. As far as asking the right

people is concerned, restrict your queries

to those who have nothing to gain from
your deciding in any particular way. You
learned this when you watchfully asked the

nearly sincere fdlow you were eating

dinner out with how he, in all honesty, felt

about sex and the liberation of women arui

he would up telling you how, if you really

want freedom, you should feel . . . well,

wrong. And it does no good to talk to the

representative from IBM if you want to

learn of the benefits of your other career

possibilities like bartending, typing or

teaching. Be suspicious of anyone urging

you to decide in the face of uncertainty.

As for asking the right questions, make
sure they are the kind that will invite

pertinence into their answers. Of course,

you learned that here too. For instance,

you may have asked someone (we will

assume this person's disinterest) why the

buildings on this campus are so filthy,

smelly and poorly maintained as compared
to the other four colleges that have
buildings which are new, clean and well

kept. Invariably this person will reply that

this is because the other schools have more
money. True enough, but you know that

this is only part of the answer. The real

reason that these environs have been
provided is so that when you graduate and
get a job working in a comparably filthy,

smelly and poorly maintained building

you'll be used to it. Just knowing they have
more money isn't enough, you need to

know why. The same goes for that IBM
recruiter. If you want anything useful out of

him or her it will not do to merely ask wttat

the company has to offer you, but why so
little.

But by far the most important thing to

keep in mind when faced with a decision

which, if made improperly, will haunt you
for the rest of your life is that there are

actually very few decisions with this

portence, at least among those you can
make.

However, informed of your options and
vaguely aware that the terminal factors in

your life are being determined elsewhere
you are still not likely to feel at ease to kick

your feet up onto the desk and wait it out
until spring concert with a few friends and a
case of Molson Golden. You may be in-

clined to wonder what the reasons will be
for getting up in the morning in a few
weeks or months. But that's all right. You
knew you'd be doing that sooner or later

anyway. Crack open another beer and
cheers to your future in the American
Century.
Eric H. Janszen is a Collegian com-
mentator.

Letters to the Editor
JQA staff

supports G core

To^he Editor-
The staff of John Quincy Adams Upper

would like to support the Student
Government Associations' Affirmative

Action Task Force proposal for the

Human-Social Awareness "G" core.

There are a number of reasons we feel

that this proposal should be implemented.

There have been numerous incidents of

oppressive behavior directed against

Third World persons, women, and gay
persons in the area. Incidents of cross

burnings have been witnessed both at this

campus and at Amherst College.

Harrassment of gay persons has been

documented at the OR Disco. Many
women live in fear of sexual attack, and
as a result the campus has become vir-

tually off-limits for women walking alone

afte dark. As a nation, we have moved
away from the civil rights activism of the

1960's. And as the proposal for the "G"
core points out, Ku Klux Klan and Nazi

Party membership are gaining

prominence in this country.

The university's emphasis has been on
the students professional development,

ignoring her-his personal growth. In the

university's Missions and Goal.':, no
mention is made of addressing
discrimination, racism, poverty, sexism,

ignorance or other social ills, even though

the claim is made that the application of

knowledge must, "deal with specific

areas of modern society. " Implemen-

tation of the "G" core will make the

students learning experience a more
complete one, and will not diminish

academic standards [as some have

claimed] because the courses will be

taken from existing university depart-

ments.
The Student Senate has moved to

support the "G" core. We strongly urge

. the Faculty Senate to pass this proposal,

' and we urge students and administrative

support. It is necessary that this proposal

be passed to address a social and cultural

awareness that is non-existent at this

university.

William F. McNamara
Michael Foilb

Linda Kraft
Cindy Meise

Ed Lee
Jeanette E. Worley

David Milstone
Alan Ginsberg

Not Rev. Naughty!
To th« Edhor—

The Diatinguiatml Viaitors Prognm
would like to apologize to the ^imrwl
community for the mistakes containad in

our recruitment poster presently being

distributed throughout the cempus. Wh0e
preparing the photo-copy for the poster

several typing errors were made. These
mistakes were brought to the attention of
the Hamilton Newell Printing Company,
who agreed to fix the photo-copy before

the posters were printed. However, they

were negligent in doing this and due to

the constraints of time, we were left with

little choice but to accept the posters as

they were. During this fiasco, the attitude

displayed by Hamilton Newell was very

uncooperative and we caution others to

be wary when dealing with them.

The mistakes and corrections for the

poster are as follows; Rev. Naughty
should be Rev. Daughtry, Zillah Einstein

should be Zillah Eistenstein, Paul

Robertson Jr. should be Paul Robeson
Jr., Skip Robertson should be Skip

Robinson, and Carl Yastremski should be
Carl Yastrezmski.

We hope no offense will be taken by
these mistakes.

Howard Goldman
Distinguiahad Visitors Program

,^!iC. ^;^r:v-. f.; %.i '^S'.*-//->4''
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Woman 's Spring Day Conference planned
to be ce/ebrated for Asian Americans
Ttw UMass Lesbian Union and th« Smi^

College Lesbian Alliance are spor^oiing a
Woman's Spring Celebration Day
Saturday, at Smith College,

The event « scheduled to be^m with a
•oftbaN game at 3 30 pm. at Smith Field in

Northampton. The program will continue

with a coffee house, video presentations

and a dance at the Gamut on Green Street

at Smrth College.

A member of the Lesbiwi Union said M.
women are welcome to atter>d, and addad
chidcare services wW be providad

.

Hegistration ends
in CC concourse

SttKients are urged to vote today, in tfte

last day of voter registration drive

organized by People Opposed to
Unreasonable Regulation, a campus group
aimed at repealing the r>ew drinking age
law.

Un<torgraduate Student Senate co-

President Richard LaVoice in an attempt to

get students to sign a petition calling for

the repeal. Only registered Massachusetts
votws may sign the petition, he said.

Burke said the registration turnout
yesterday "was low" 200 people
registered. 278 signed the petition.

A three-day conference oh "Asian
Americans: Learning From the Past to

Build the Future" will be held this weekend
on campus as part of a nationwide com-
memoration of Pacific-Asian American
Heritage Week.

Beginning Friday aftemowi. the (in-
ference will include workshops, speeclMS,
poetry readings, films, miMical and
dramatic performances of interest and
concern to Asian Americans. The UMass
Asian American Students Association is

sponsoring the event.

The key note speaker on Saturday
morning will t>e RcMsert M. Takasugi, a U.S.
District Court judge from Los Angeles who
IS currently the highest ranking jurist of

Asian American descent. An authonty on
civil rights and affirmative action, Takasugi
will speak on the "Effects of the Bakke
Decision on Asian Americans and other
minorities," at 1 1 30 in the Campus Center.

Other featured speakers and workshop
leaders will include Caroline Chang, an
attorney with the US. Office for Civil

Rights in Boston, who will help lead a
workshop on Chinatowns across the
country and Yuri Kochiyama. a New York
City activist who will conduct a workshop
on Asian Americans and Third World
issues.

Nothing is worth doing unless the

consequences are serious.

—G.B. Shaw

r
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APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Family Housing is now accepting applica
tions from married and single parent
UMass students. Applications also ac
cepted from temporary staff and faculty.

Occupancy available from June, July, or

August. Some immediate openings
available. Apply now for best selection.

Studios
One Bedrooms
Two Bedrooms

$147$153
$170$210
$170 $232

Above rates include all utilitie*

Family Housing.
UMass. 545 3115.

101 Berkshire Hse.

ic MIC MIC MIC MIC

WHO SAYS YOU CANT EARN
OVER $2,000 THIS SUMMER

Our exclusive manual shows you TEN surefire

ways to make this much money and more
• Every aspect considered
• Complete details revealed

Plus FREE bonus report No 1 1 This report is a

guaranteed goldmine at any university

i Please rush me . - copies of "Summer Cash". I

(understand that my money will be refunded m full if

I am not completely satisfied I am enclosing $5 00
for each manual ordered i ^ Check G Money Order

Name -

Address

City : State Zip

OPTION INFORMATION SERVICES
! 30 Balsann Drive Townsenc Massachusetts 01469

'^
i \ 7^->

Prof. Raul Hilberg

noted holocaust scholar

t
will speak on:

"THE HOLOCAUST AS A
BUREAUCRATIC PROCESS"
Thursday, April 26 8;00 p m

UMass Campus Center 174 176

"The Final Solution"

Friday, April 27, 10 am. West Lecture Hall,

Franklin Patterson. Hampshire College

^K i- -^^ , ^. A..
sponsors: Five College Lecture Fund. Five College

Hillel, UMass Judaic Studies Committee, Hillel,

Resources Judaica, Hampshire College Dean of

Faculty, School of Social Sciences, Cultural Affairs

Office.

2 bedroom garden apartment from
$290. Included in your rent are heat
and hot water.

NOW ACCEPTING DEPOSITS FOR
FALL RENTALS
For your convenience:
+ Free UMass bus to town and campus _
+ Stove, refrigerator, disposal, and dishwasher

• + Fully carpeted
+ Walt to wall closets

+ Cablevision available

+ 1 14 miles from Mt. Farms and Hampshire Malls
+ 24 hour maintenance staff

Our new rental office is located

at 156A-1 Brittany Manor Drive.

Take first entrance
Rental Hours-M-F 9-5, Sat. 10-2

256-8534

^MINIMUM
10 MONTH

LEASE

Brittany Hanor

.®
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Next time you're hungry for roast

beef, head for Hardee's. And
bring a friend and this coupon

along with you. It II get you

two tender, juicy, sliced-thin,

piled-high Big Roast Beef

Sandwiches for the price of

one. Once you sink your

teeth into Hardee's delicious,

succulent roast beef, you ve

|ust got to know you've got the

best eatin in town, up n' down,

all around.

.^v.

'/ ..

THE BinEAHN'SPECIAL:
BUYONE BHS ROAST BEEF,

GETONE FREE.
Good at oil participating Hardees. Please present this coupon before ordering.

One coupon per customer, please. Customer must pay any sales tax due

on the purchase price. This coupon not good in combination with any other offers.

Hardee's of Hadley
430 Russell Street

Hadley, Mass.
'4'^ Coupon expires May 8, 1979

UMassActivities Calendar
WEDNESDAY
April 25. 1979

RIma
Camal KniHwl«4^. SUB, 7, 9, 11 p.m.,

•1

Jakob Ttf Li«f, Thompaon 102. 8 p.m.

And Quiet Rows the Dar, Russian film

with English subtittes. Heter 227. 7 p.m.

Meetings
Plon—f Vally L-6 Socity. 176 CC. 8 p.m .

UM Amateur Radio Assoc.. ELab 107,

7:30 p.m.

Sports Managament Club, represen
tative form Spauldir>g Sporting doods will

speak. Skinner Aud., 8 p.m.

Student Health Advisory Board. CC 903,

6 p.m.

Supplamantai Health Benefits Pro-
gram, Health Services building 302, 3-4:30

p.m.

Infirmary Visitation Volunteers. 428 SU,
11 a.m.

Overeaters Anonymous, First Cor>grega
tional Church, Northampton, 8 p.m.

Parents Anonymous, s^-help ^iHXMt
group, 7 p.m. Call 584-5814 evenings.

Holocaust Remembrance Day, Cape
Cod Lounge. 10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Campus discussion on Cancer's
Prevention. CC 152. 7:30 p.m.

If You Are Handicapped Could You At-
tand These Events??

MONDAY
April 30, 1979

Films

im My People Go. Thompson 104, 8 p.m.

Meetings

THURSDAY
April 26, 1979

Committee Against Repression,
p.m., CC - room will be listed

7:30

Lectures
Angolas Independence. 7:30-11 p.m..

Herter 118

Racism and Discrimination. 168-172 CC.
8 p.m.

Dr. Michael Gimborne, Platelets, Pro

staglandins and Vascular Endothelium,

GRTA 203, 4 p.m.

Social Events
Israeli Dancing, SU Commonwealth Rm.
7:30 p.m. beginners. 8:30 p.m. advanced

Other Events
Workshop. Alcohol, Family and Problem
Drinking, CC 175, 7-9 p.m.

Slide show on adventure of white
water canoeing, Hitchcock Center, 525 S.

Pleasant St., 7:30 p.m.

Findhorn Community Slideshow. 373
Hills south, / ,. m.

Rims
Films on Georgia O'Keafe, Helen
Frankenthaler and Bettye Saar, East
Lecture Hall of Franklin Patterson Hall,

Hampshire College. 8 p.m.

Meetings
Hang Gliding. CC 915. 7:30 p.m.

Concerts
Marion Brown presents program of

African and Afro American music for string

trk), Cummington Comrmjnity of Arts, 8
p.m.

Faena. Latin American music, CCA, 8 p.m .

Lectures
James A. Loudon, "Ten Years After
The Eagle Landed: What We
Discovered On The Moon," West Lee
ture Hall at Franklin Patterson Hall, Hamp
shire Hall, 8 p.m.

Prof. Raul Hilberg. "The Holocaust as a
Bureaucratic Process." CC 174 176, 8
p.m.

Pre-Mad Society. CC 805^808, 7:30 p.m.

Lectures
Prof. Wolfgang Herrman.
Organometallic Chamistry. GRC I. Rm. 101,

3:35 p.m. ^
Other Events
Union Video Center workshop, 5:30 9:30
p.m.

If Your Are Handicapped Could You At-
tend These Events??

General Notices
Strategic Games, every Wed. and Sun. in

C^^

Contraceptive Education, May JO
through summer session. Weds, at 2:00
p.m.. 302 Univ. Health Serv.

Learn to Uve with Stress workshop.
May 6, 7 10 p.m. pre registration required.

call 549 2671, Ext. 181

Everywoman's Center looking for
women interns for Counseling Prac-
ticum for Fall Semester, deadline for ap-
plication June 1. Also looking for

voFunteers and interns to staff drop in and
call-in resource and referral of EWC for the
summer, deadline May 1, CaU 5-0683 for in-

formation.

Spanish/English Test for Bilingual
Teacher Certification, Marks Meadow
School of Education, Rm. 222, May 19 9
a.m. CaU 5-0273

The Islamic Movement.
7:30 p.m.

Mahar Aud.

Other Events
Alpha Beta
163,64,71,73.

Initiation. 6 close, CC

Works-in-Prograss. Jules Chamettky
"Immigrant and Ethnic Literature"
Third Floor Lounge, Herter Hall, 4 p.m.

Workshop for women. "Women and
Alcohol," SW Women's Center, 7 9 p.m .

Art Workshop. Wilfredo Chiezza, Wilder

H^, n a .nv

Alpha Zeta Initiation. Commonwealth
Rm^SU, 5 p.m.

If You Are Handicapped Could You At-
tend These Events??

TUESDAY
May 1, 1979

Films

Blow for Blow, Hampshire Cdlege, East

Lecture Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Meetings
Chess Club, 805CC, 7:X p.m., bring sets

arKJ c! cks

Lectures
Prof. Robert Potash, "Jews in Latin

America: The Argentine Case ' Bart 312,

7:30 p.m.

Joe Tabocco. attorney. "Antitrust
Legislation: Where It's Now, Where It's

Going and How To Deal With It. " CC
904, 7 p.m.

Prof. Peter Lillya, "Transportation
Metal Pi Complexes," 151 Goessmann.
1 1:15 a.m.

Rodney Sears, "Tritium Analysis In
Natural Waters." GRC 103. 11:15 a.m .

Other Events
Faculty Sculpture. Univ. Gallery, FAC
opening 8 11 p.m.

Child Care Information Night. Skinner
Aud.. Rm. 4, 7:45 p.m.

Union Video Center workshop.
5:30 9:30 p.m.

Mass PIRQ River
256-6434 for info.

Trip. May 6, Call

Boltwood Walk Spring Markat|riaca.
Saturdays, Apr. 28-May 26, 10 a.m. - 4
p.m. Entertainnoent. Crafts, Food.

Meeting
"Left? Right? How realistic is the
Socialist Perspective?" A discussion led

by Dr. Vaclav Holesovsky, UMass
economics prof., on May 1 at 8 p.m. in CC
rooms 168 172. Sponsored by Young Peo-

ple's Socialist League and Student Discus

sion Group.

SW WEEK
WEDNESDAY. April 25. 1979

Art Exhibit. Pierpont Dorm

Bake Sale, outside Crampton

Rock Garden Performance. Hampden
Theatre, 2 p.m.

eO's Dance, Hampden. 9 p.m.

MONDAY. April 30, 1979

Rea Market and Record Exchange. 12

p.m.. Horseshoe

University Dancers. Hampden Theatre.
8 p.m.

Owl and Pussycat. Hampden, 7, 9, 11

p.m.

TUESDAY. May 1, 1979

Amherst Mime. Pyramids, 3 p.m.

Felini's Cassanova, Hampden, 7, 9, 11

p.m.

(
FRIDAY

\^ April 27, 1979

Films
Looking For Mr. Goodbar, SUB, 6, 8:30,

11 p.m.

The Birds, Mahar Aud., 6:30, 8:45, 11

p.m.

Concerts
Southside Johnny and the Asbury
Jukes, Brandeis Univ., $7.50

The Widespread Depression Orchestra,

FAC, 8 p.m. call 5 2511 for ticket informa

tion

Lectures
Prof. Mannino/Accounting Dept.
"Career in MAnagerial Accounting"
Newman Ctr., Social Hall, 12:20 1:10 p.m .

Social Events
Disco Dance, Worcester Dining Com
mons, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m., benefit for Heart

Fund Grayson Semi- Formal, CC 1009

Other Events
Baystate Livestock Classic Grinnell

Arena, 6 10 p.m.
Musical Shabbat Service, Dukes Rm.,

SU 310, 7 p.m.

Coffeehouse, CCA, 8 p.m.

Play/Poetic reading, Herter 231, 8 p.m.

Asian Art Exhibit. CC 162, 175 ^

Play, Singing In. Bowker Aud., 8 p.m.

Weekend Activities

SATURDAY
April 28, 1979 ^

Films

Looking For Mr. Goodbar, Hampden
Dining Commons, 6, 8:30, 1 1 p.m^

Lectures
Robert Takasugi.
CCA, 9 a.m.

US District Judge,

Social Events
Orchestra La Laguna
Gomez. CCA, 7 p.m.

y Orchestra

Cookout at Alpha Chi Omega Sorority.

4:30 p.m.

Other Events
open Stage Talent
monwealth Rm., 10 a.m.

Show, Com-

Asian Art Exhibit, CC 162 175

Bay State Livestock Classic, Grinnell

Arena, 9 a.m. 4 p.m.

Cosmic Wimpout Tournament, Hatch,

1 a.m.

Swamp Hike, Hitchcock Center, 525 S.

Pleasant St., 10 a.m.

Speakout Against Immoral Masculini-

ty. Amherst Unitarian Church, 7 p.m.

If You Are Handicapped Could You At-

tend These Events??

SUNDAY
April 29, 1979

Concerts
Concerts in Black and White, soloist

Dylana Jenson, Jordon Hall, 3 p.m.

Lect-ures

Chug Irvi, informal discussion in Hebrew,

SU 302, 7 p.m.

Social Events
Northeast Semi-Formal Dance, SUB,
8:30 p.m.. Tickets available 102 Johnson
BDIC sponsors a workshop. Dance
Therapy and Creative Movement, CC
174 176, 3 p.m.

Orchard Hill/Central Spring Concert,
noon 6 p.m.

Other Events
Asian Art Exhibit. CC 162 175

Play. Don't Cry Cuz the Sun Don't
Shine. Bartlett Aud , call 5 2517 for ticket

information.

Play. In the
Center, $1.50

Rock Garden, Hampden

Israeli Independence Day Celebration,
Hatch, 2:30 p.m.

Pierpont 2nd Annual Arts Festival. 2 5

p m , Main Lounge

Workshop Service, New Africa House,
4 p.m.

Clarifications should be directed to the Co/

legian (student Activities]
^ We're here because you are ^

Judy Kelly, Calendar Coordinator
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AMn Alleydancers— Joy in motion

'

WedrwKtoy. April 2S. 1979,

fly DtANe M. LAURBNSON
CoUegtan Staff

Hif Alvin Alley Repertory Ensemble, se-

cond company of the American Dance
Center in New York, presented Sunday a

memorable perforn^nce at the Julia

Sanderson Theater in Spnngfield.

The contort opened with a dazzling piece

called "Celebration, " danced by the com
pany to music of Earth Wind and Fire. The
dancers depicted a bustling city street as
they lept across the sta^^, each stopping
momentarily to execute a jazzy kick or turn.

Paced too fast to catch it all, the feeling of

tension and hectic snend created a piece

that was flashy, spirited, and messy jhere
should have been more unity in the ensem-
ble work, and an overcrowded stage at

times detracted from the striking

choreography
The mood changed in the following solo

"Mow Long Have It Been. ' It was (Storm-
ed with convincing intensity by Regina
Hood Deep, red, som^r lighting encirc'ed

a woman slumped in a chair, rocking slowly

to the lyrics, echoed in a southern blu^
manner: "...tell me, how long has it been
since you been home." Ms. Hood takes a
firm grasp of her intent physical theater

presence, as she desperately reaches into

empty space, or presses against an im-

aginary window waiting for someone.
"UnFour-Gettable, " performed by four

members of the company, should have
been forgotten. The story of a bride and
groom, the bride's father, and the maid,

was not quite clear Repetitious
movements and several stumbles in the

partnering sequences added up to a disap-

pointing piece. It should be mentioned the

men In this piece outshone the women with

their strong leaps, leg extension, and high

performance quality. "Un-Four-Gettable
"

was shallow and boring, ending with the

audience's polite applause that dwd before
the lights went down.
The disappointment was quickly forgotten

as one of the most intriguing dances
followed. "I See the Moon and the Moon
Sees Me, " choreographed by Ulysses
Dove, explored the moon's effects on the
human disposition, in four sections: Cx9&-

canx Moon. Half Moon Gypsies, Full Mowi
and Eclipse. The most outstanding phase in

this piece was the Full Moon, danced by
Mark Rubin, Jay Jenkins, Leslie Woodard,
Ted Pollen, and Ava Rostant The stage
blazed with red and blue lights as the five

dancers whipped and rolled uncontrollably

across the floor. The women violently stalk-

ed and clung to their partrtws » the scMfKi
of howling winds rose to a deafening
height. Slicing jumps and kicks, excep-
tionally executed by Mark Rubin, were ac-
centuated by reeling body contractions that

seemed to be controlled by some unkn<^m
force

:ollegipn 11

The Alvin Ailey Dance Company per-
forms in Springfield last Sunday. (Staff
photo by Doug Paulding)

To place a classified ad. diop by the

CuHeguv< u»t.( e (CC 1131 between 8 4?.

am. and 3 45 p m Monday through !-*<

day or use our handy clip and mail form
found in most issues of the CuHfHfian
Classified deadline is 3 45 p it> two ddys
in advanc e of publtration date ^M Collegian

Classifieds^M Collegiaft classified rates are: daily.

45c per line; five consecutive issues. 40t
per line per day. 30 consecutive issues.

30c per line per day Or^ line is rouijhiy

equivalent to 38 characters

AUTO FOR SALE

IfTI Coupa DaVilla. gold Cadillac, good
good condition - needs some engine work
Air conditioning, best offer. Call 527 7761.

after midnight.

98 Ford LTD. 2 dr., good running condi

tion, power steering, power brakes,

5496162

72 Datsun wgn.. 29 mpg. $1250/80.
666^2367

70 MG Midgat. body excellent, low
mileage, hrd. tp.. extras, $1000, call

549 6219

76 Honda CVCC. 4 dr. wagon, runs very

well, int. b ext excellent. $2400, 666 2646

19M Plymouth Fury II. needs work, $150.

as is or for parts Ca ll Ron: 256 0500

74 Vega camper. 68.000 mi Mechanically

perfect. Body excellent. Stereo, CB, tent,

mattress, curtains Radials. roof rack

Other extras $1000. Firm Call 666 3958.

evenings. Bob.

72 Vega, very dependable, run great, 4

new radials h clutch. Some rust. Call

549-4199

1971 Fiat 124 sport Spider. $500 Excellent

mechanical condition, service records

avail., convert, and hard top, other extras.

Body needs some attention Call Rich at

666^4840 for test driv.

72 VW, rebuilt ang., 10.000 mis . solid,

reliable car, gd. gas, $1395, BO, 549 5616

BO57 Olds
253 7732

Honda CT90 Nice cond

74 VW bus, body work, no rust. Casy.

544 7362.

1974 Rat 128 sports coup, excellent condi

tion. $1800. negotiable, call 253 7507.

1972 MGB. AM/FM cassette, many extras,

leaving area. Any reas. offer 253 2021.

98 VW bus, semi new. BO. 546 5775.

70 Camaro-307. V8. 3 speed, power steer

ing. call Jim, 6 8820, BO.

73 Torino, Hurst stick, 351 Cleveland,

mags, new tires, clutch, no rust, buckets,

2532409

78 Camaro, 360 V8. 4 bbl , 4 speed,

AM/FM stereo, excellent cond.. call

6 8820

Fiat 124 SPRT Spyder convertible, 1970,

rebuilt engine & carfj., new clutch/ brakes/

exhaust, exclnt. body/ interior, must drve.

to believe, call Peter at 549 2879. $2500.

1971 Int. Scout. 4wd, $1000 or BO, Ed,

549-4629

Saw 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system Area's lowest

rates. Call 546 9639 or 546 1131.

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof-

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick. 584-4106.

FOR RENT

Summer rental in Maine on islarKJ in

Boothbay Harbor, 1 bdrm., private beach,

$ 1000, Tom^ 532 0802.

4 bdrm. house for summer w/ option for

fall, 10 mir>s. to campus, 549 4908.

3 bedroom apt., 105 Meadow St.,

Amherst, convenient location, on bus

route. $350 nrK).. call 549 5153
.

Belchertown, 9 rm. house, 5 br , stove,

refer .
private area, $400/m, plus.

583 8734. ,

2 bdrm. apt., N'hampton, 586 6697, ask

for JL

Apt with 3 bedrooms. Fair condition.

$200 plus utilities, June 1 and Sept
Skibiski, Realtors, 584 3428, Northampton

Amherst, 19 Phillips St.. 5 bdrm. house,
mins. from campus Avail late May,
549 6410.

House for Jur>a or Sept., 4 bedrooms,
$350 plus utilities, call 5:306:30 p.m..

Skibiski. Realtors, Northampton.

FOR SALE

1975 Gibson SG w/ hard case and amp,
excellent cond., call Chris, 6 8717.

Wet suit 4-sala, med. size,

good shape, 584 9108- Al.

60 dollars.

Frye boots. 9 VI. like new. $25. 549 1913.

Wir>ey.

Panasonic compact stereo. Excellent

Call Chris 546 6730

2 cu. refrigerator, $50. call 546 6120.

1971 Coupa Da Villa Gold Cadillac. Good
condition - needs some engine work. Air

conditioning. Best offer. Call 527 7761.

after midnight.

Raleigh comp.. 24 !6" clincher tires, 90
lb., price $175 or BO, Hugh, 256 0158. p.m

Lenses (fit Pentax screw mt.). Great

cond. - Takumar 135 f3.5, case- $75.

Auto Sears 200 f3 5, case, $70 Lenmar
28f2 8. $65. Also 2x, auto ext tubes, red

and polarizing 49mm. Call 5 3500 - ask for

the photo editor or Amira at 6 7317.

Pioneer SX460 AM/FM ST recvr . $135/

Sanyo TR626 BD ttble , $80/ KLH101
spkrs , $105, all exc. cond./ Fisher F4 skis

& poles, PLT bndgs.. $165/ Nortalia BTS
9LDS, $45, ISESN OBMXR SKPNT NVY
30W, new, $25, EM, 549 5335

Waterbeds: used Neptune water mat-

tresses starting at $19 Build your own
frame. Call 732 5950 for details.

10-speed Motobecane, $125, exc. cor>d.,

call Rusty, 6 9341, keep trying.

Sony stereo rec./ turntable unit, 2 speak.,

$ 1 50, call Rusty, 6 9341, keep trying.

Why rent a fridge when u can own 1 for

less' 4Vi cu. ft., exc. cond,, BO, 6 9863,

call now.

Stereo for sale, Sony combined turntable,

AM/FM stereo with 2 speakers, call Paul,

6^1^^
Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap. 256 8732. bet. 9 10 a.m.

1 pr. CCM. Super Tacks, size 7 Vi, $60, call

Dean, 546 7439. exc. cond^

3 cu. ft. frig.. 4 mo old, $90, Fred,

349 2615.

FOUND

Wht. mala cat. w/ wht. collar, SW,
6^8120.

/ound- watch in Herter, call 549 5962.

Found — glasses behind Cashin, call

6^m
Found— long haired F dog w/ NH license.

white face, tan black markings, 666 4324.

HELP WANTED

Delivery people needed — Amherst area,

must have own car, flexible hours, call

Pinocchio Pizza, 9 4, tel 549 3669.

Positions available in Boltwood Project.

Supervision of student volunteers in recrea-

tional programs at Belchertown State

School 35 hrs./wk, sumrher, 14 hrs /wk.

fall and spring sem., $3/hr. Great ex-

perience For applic call 323 6311, ext. 449,

equal opportunity employer.

Female athletes/ Phys. Ed. nxxJels need-
ed for Women's Athletic Newsletter, call

Valerie, days 323 6311, ext. 378, eves.

323-4769.

Summer jobs in your field: to rrten ar>d

women in the human services area, educa
tion and recreation. Extensive pre-camp
and in service training ar>d high level or

responsibility will provide expenence in

child care, group work and outdoor educa-
tion in a primitive setting with urban
children. Find out why we can say that this

camp job is different from any other Write:

Trail Blazer Camps, 56 West 45th St., New
Votk NY 10036.

Teaching assistantships available-
Communication Skills Center for fall 79.

Apply rm. 69 Bartlett, deadline: May 1.

Earn big money — $60 per hundred stuff

ing envelopes. Work as much or' little as

you want. For more details write: $teward
Enterprise$, Box 974A, Plymouth MA
02360.

The Collegian Advartiaing Dapartmant
is looking for ad reps If you have ex-

perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of ii itiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office. The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer.

Overseas jobs — summer/year round.

Europe, S. Anrierica, Australia. Asia, etc.

All fields, $500 $1200 monthly. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. Free info -write: IJC,

Box 52 MC, Corona Del Mar CA 92625.

INSTRUCTION

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro-

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. intro

flight. $45, 253 3834. day or eve.

LOST

Tan suede jacket, lost in women's room
of Stockbridge Hall, 4/ 20/ 79, afternoon.

Please return to me! Reward offered, no
questions asked. Call Karen. 549-8904.

Lost — dk. red wallet in Van Meter on 4/7.

Please return to CC Assistance desk or Col-

legian Graphics Dept. or call 549 5862.

MISCELLANEOUS

To good home, free kittens. 2 female
calicos and 1 blonde tiger male, call

256 8603, if interested.

MOTORCYCLES

Honda CB380. exc. cond. Ask Ron,
549 1359.

75 Suzuki T500, exc. cond., luggage rack,

helmet, Continental tires, 15,200 miles,

$750 firm. 6-4118.

PERSONALS

Are you frustrated with the run around
on your car repair or the new car you
bought? Do you suspect you have a lemon
or the repairs weren't done right? Call Con-
sumer Action, 545 0199, or 545-0781. for

help. Sponsored by MassPIRG.

Dear Monkey, Jerry called me last night

and offered me a place singing in his band.
Would you like to join me? Puppy.

Mary, the chop lives forever!

Dab, thanks for everything, I would
never have made it without ya. Don't
worry, we will get in!

Sweet Baboo. I love you. Gonna miss ya .

Moosefaca. the results of the "guess
your weight contest" are in. See Collegian

tomorrow for details.

WagonsI We need wagonsi The Anrior-

phic Cosmic Wimpout Travelling Circus will

award prizes to the best and worst wagons
in both the Open and Circus From Space
categories at the tournament Apnl 28. Any
shape' Any size' Knock yourselves out. ear-

thlings! We've just begun to Circus! Entries

will be judged by Clowns!

John (Don Juan) Lyons— have a happy
20th birthday. All our love, tfie crew of

Coolidge 2 (alias WBNL ErVAS)

Swamp sow. I love you, the Rooster.

Hampdan Crafts Show— Thurs.. May 3.

10:00 7:00, Hannxlen Student Center

-

Southwest, space still available, call

Diane- 6 9871.

The Grateful Dead are coming to th^

SUB. Sat.. April 28. 7. 9:30, 11:30. live in

concert on film.

Hay gata I missed you- nnuch— Lata

Jeef.

H you are goir>g to Michigan State Univer-

sity this fall, please call Linda at 546 8376,

or leave a message at 323 7219 . thanks.

Midnight caller, listen to the whispered
words of your dream, they're right, you
know . Paul.

Photographer seaks female models
(17-21 yrs.) to pose for personal collection

and possible publication. No porno! Call

Bernie-6 8736.

Under 207 We can put you back on the

wagon! Send name, address, and phone
to: 601 McNamara/ U of M/ Amherst
01003.

Paralegal interns wantadi The Legal Ser-

vices Office has 6 positions available for full

time ^paralegal interns for fall, 1979
semester. You can receive up to 15 credits

from the Office of Internships located at

Curry Hicks. These internships will provide

exciting, challenging and rewarding work
which will include the learning of many
legal skills. Interviewing clients, legal

research and maintaining a continuing
caseload under the supervision of at-

torneys. Third World students are especial-

ly encouraged to apply. Application forms
can be obtained at tfie LSO in 922 Campus
Center, and must be submitted by April 27.

1979.

Gay paar counseling, SU 406 G Tues..

5-7, Thurs. 6-8. Fri. 4-6 or call 545^2645.

We buy fr sell used audio components.
Sound h Music, 90 92 King St . Northamp-
ton MA 01060, tel. 584 9547.

Stick it in your ear -free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St., Amh., 253-3324.

Diamond engagement ft wedding rings,

hand-wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253 3324.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mall offers a 20%
discount off alt reg. priced merch. to all

students ft staff. Remember your ID.

RIDE WANTED

Bar Harbor. Maine— need a ride to area.

Call Turner, 546 7746.

Ride needed to NJ area on Fri., April 27,

will share exp. Scott, 253 7820.

Ride needed to Maine— Lewiston (off

95). anytime. Will share expenses. Call

Beth at 546 7380.

RIDERS WANTED

Rider wanted for touring the west, first

south, then Rockies, west coast in VW
camper, for 2 3 months. Roif. 546 6877.

1 1^00 call alums for funds
By MICHABL H.

Cothf^art SMf
SIMONS

A total of 1193.593 in pledoasMnscoNacted by 11,000
this year by the annual UMass Alumni Phonothon. A
final total will be reached this summer wt>en all the
pledge money has been collected

According to Steven Sadler, Alumni Office director,
the phonothon. one of eight nationwide, grossed only
$70, 156 this year as oppMad to $76,000 last year Sadler
attributed the decrease to Connecticut and New York
phorH>thons covering areas previously covwed by on-
cmtipus eaNars.

Sadler sakJ 11,000 students manned phones for the
23 night event ar>d reached approximately 37 percent of
tt>e 8lun>ni called.

The average pledge was $19.58 for the over 18.000
alumni raachad. Sadler said 900 fewer alumni war*
reached last year.

Although last year's phor>othon raiaad a total

VUZ.UUO. :>adler expects to raise much more this year
when all the money » actually counted. He said pledges
do not reflect additional giftL the Alumni Office will

receive, such as money from companies who donate
funds to match pledges by their UMa» AlumrM
err^oyees.

Phonothon exper^es. such as food and phone bills,

are expected to run as high as 15 percent of the net in

cwne. These expenses will come, "off tfie top," Sadler
said. After expenses are met. phorH)thon money will be
used to fund such University programs as the band.
Bachelors Degree with Individual Concentration, the
Honors Program, the Office of Internships and others.

"The decisions on where tf>e money will be spent will

ba made by alumni, the ChancelkK ami the Budgeting
Committee sometime this summer," Sadler said.

Greg Gosh of the Air Force ROTC program was the
top caller this year, receiving over $3,363.50 in pledges.
The University Band, Choral, Air Force ROTC and Col-

legian were tf>e top fund raising groups, Sadler said.

Top of the Campus, Inc.
ANNUAL MEETING

The annual meeting of the Top of the
Campus, Inc. will be held on Wednesday,
May 2, at 6 p.m. in Room 904 908 of the
Campus Center. Items on the agenda: to
amend the by-laws that commencing with
annual meeting in 1979, nominations for
officers and board membership and mo
tions for changing the by-laws be submit
ted In writing to the clerk of the corporation
at least seven calendar days before the an
nual meeting; to elect directors and officers
of the corporation for the 1979-80
academic year; and to conduct such other
business as may be customary and ap

propriate.

To place a classified ad, drop by the
CoOegian oHice ICC 1131 between 8 45
a.m., arul 3:45 p m Monday through Fri

day or use our handy clip and niail form
found in nwst tssu&s of the Cof/egtan
Classified deadline is 3 45 p m two days
in advance of publication date

ROOM WANTED
Naat. raliabia fannala seeks room in apt.
for 1979-80 year. ca> S46-4964.

ROOMMATE WANTED
1-2 women for house in W. Yarmouth, call

2S39336 for more info - Katyy or Anne.

2-3 woman for hse. in S. Amherst for
sunvner. fall opt. on bus rt., pool, tn. cts..

253 9336.

Femalas. ahara Townhouaa apt.. 2
bedroom, bus route, spacious, Sept. Lori

549 1739.

1 furtiishad bdrm. avail, in 2 bdrm. apt.,

lots of space 8 beautiful view. On SA bus
route Avail June 1, option fall. $117 010..
vett, grads pref 253 9859.

1 br. in 2 br. apt., tllS/nrw. ind. faN opt.,
semi Turn

. bus rt
. pool, tennis, avail. 6/1,

CItffside, 665 4630. after 3 p.m.

Fm. rmmta. wanted to share apt. with 2
fm., own rm furnished, to. rent, bus rt.,

summer. 253 3246

Roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm..
Puffton, for 197980. call 546^6452. Jen-
nifer.

Woman to ahare loft, S. Amherst house.
bus rt , $66 or less, option, 253-5980.

Roommates wanted to share 3 bdrm. w
2ms, Puffton, pool, tennis, bus, call

543 5860.

SERVICES

Insurance rates too high? Up to 15% off

your auto insurance with a MHL alarm

system... area's lowest rates, call 546 9639,
546^1131.

Technical draft for thesie and papers,

reas rates, fast, 549 1768, ev., 5 2678, d.

TO SUBLET

2 bdrms., pool AC, bus route, cable TV,
tennis cts., $200, avail. May24-Sept. 1, un-

coupled inquiries encouraged, 549 6803.

Beautiful Townhouse apts., 2 bedroom,
bus route, AC, carpet, call Lor, 549 1739.

Summer in Sunderland: 2 bdrm. Cliffside

apts., avail. June 1, on bus rte., party fur-

nished, will take 1 or 2, rent low and negot.,

6G6-2131, evenings, keep trying, fall option

too.

2 bdrm. apt.

$200, Cliffside,

pool, tennis, dishwasher,
call 665 7993 or 253 3014

Summer sublet. Rolling Green: females;

$89/ nwnth, own bdrm., 2 avail., call

256 6673.

Large 2 bdrm. apt. in South Deerfield,

June-August. Bus route, garden. Great

location. $200/ month, negot., 665 4764.

2 bedroom Rolling Green townhouse
apt., fully furnished, all util. included, AC,
DW, gd., pool, basketball, on BR busline,

1 Vi baths, cable TV, parking, carpeted, call

evenings, Mike or Eric. 253-7785.

2 bdrm. Cliffside, avbl. 5/1, fall option, on
bus line, tennis £t pool, 665-3006, rent

negot. Call in p.m.

Live with ma— I'm a 2 bdrm Brandywine

apt.; I offer a pool, AC, all appliances, and
2 bus routes. I'm cheep ($200, monthJ,
549-6139.

Rolling Green, summer sublet, 3 bdrm.,

part, furn., all util. incl., $340 mo., pool,

backyard, bus rte., call 253 9565, after 9

p.m. .

2 bedroom, Puffton, furnished, pool, ten

nis court, AC, fall option, 549 3732.

Collegian
Classifieds

2 bdrm. CMffaida. $200/mo.. avarything
included, bus rte , AC, pool, tennis, call

666^3646, anytime, rent negotiable.

Townahouaa apts.. 3 bedroom apt..
catpat. AC, on bus route, rent negotiable,
avail. 6/1/79. call 549 5934.

Rhrarglada. 2 bdrm. townhouse: furnish-
ed. carpe^J. AC, DW Er disposal, laun
dry- pocM- bus rt., cable, av. sublet ap
prox. 5/24 9/4, $235/nrK). incl. heat & hw,
negot 253 2069.

Presidential opt.. 2 bdrm., ht. & h/w
incl., big enough for 3, closest to campus,
avail. May 20, fall option, call 549 1684.

One bedroom Puffton, 6/19/1, furnish
ed. rent negotiable, phone, 549 6632.

3 bdrm. apt.
549^)364.

part, fumshd., bus rte..

Sunny 2 bdrm. S. An*., bus rte., pool,
$200/mo., avail. May 26, fall opt.,

253SQ2B.

Jun.-Aufl., part of summer share; nr>ost of
surr>mer, have apt. to yourself; near cam-
pus, fumisf>ed; call aft. 10:30 apt., kp. try.,

549 1822.

Ranch house. 3 bdrm., fumisfied yaro,

pool, courts, 6/1 9/1, So. Amherst,
2564X06.

Cliffside, 1 Ig. bdrm., avail, mid May w/
opt. fall $200/mon., includes all. Also fur-

niture for sale. Call 665 3938, after 5.

Townhse. apt.— 3 br., furnished; AC;
DW; bus rt., 6/1-9/1; 549 5897

Cliffside apt.. $175/mth. —utilities incl., 1

bdrm.; on bus rt., pool, tennis; June 1 w/
fall option. 666 7931.

Take over lease! Great deal. 2 bedroom
Brandywine apt., 2 bus rts., pool, tennis.

Beat the rent hike. Call 549-4169.

Riverglade. 2 bdrm., subletting for

$150/mo., furnished, dishwasher, pool, air

cond., carpeted, on bus route, call

253-3519.

2-3 bdrm. apt., dose to campus and town,
avail. 6/1, $250/ mo., fall opt., call

253 2901.

2 bdrm.. avail. 6/1, fall option, $240/ mo.
Pool, AC, bus route, 665 7537.

To sublet, 6/1-8/31, female, 1 bedroom,
avail., sw'mming, tennis, Southwood,
after 6, 253 7149.

Room available for the summer. Share
bath and kitchen facilities, $100 month. In-

cludes hot water, cooking utilities, heat,

located one mile from campus, on bus
route. Stuart Wood, 502 Main St.,

Amherst, tel. 253 2930.

2 bdrm. twnhsa.. Rolling Green, pool,

dshwash., disposal, AC, furnished, rates

negotiable, call 253 7820.

Brandywine, sublet. 2 bedroom, AC, w.
to w., many extras, rent negot., 549-6235.

Summer sublet, Brandywine, fall op-

tion, 2 bedroom, 2 bus rt., pool, AC,
dishwasher, refrigerator, nice location, rent

negotiable, call 549 5815.

One bdrm. Cliffside apt., avbl. mid-May,
fall option, bus, pool, $195/mo., util. incl.,

tennis, rent negot., 665-7563.

Riverglade sublet, room in furn. apt.,

avail, end May, bus, pool. Pat, 545 2423,

day.

2 bdrm. apt., Vi mi. from campus, part,

furn., fall opt., $220/mo., neg., 549 0308.

1 bdrm. In Puffton, 6/19/1, 549-5995,

North Amherst townehouse, late May
August, bus route, AC, partly furn., price

negot , fall option, hot water, more,

5496064

2 or 3 badrooms in 3 bedroom apt.. Puff
ton, furnished. AC, pool, tennis, 549 6690.

1 bdrm. Cliffside apt., avail. 5/24 8/31,
fall option, bus rt., furn., $190/mo..
666^774.
•' bdrm. apt.. Rolling Green. Available
6/1 8/31, $360, will negotiate. Call Jim,
546^9186. or Gary. 253 2115.

Sublet, Rolling Green, twnhs. apt., all

utilities, fully furnished, $230/mo.,
2532413.

3 bedroom house, 6/1-8/31, pool, tennis
courts, bus rt., semi-furn., $250 mo. + /

Dave, 253 9680.

2 bdrm.: Presidential apt., avail. 6/1-8/31,
5 min. walk to campus, on bus route, fur-

nished, AC, rent neg., call 549 1083.

4 bdrm., 2 bath., furnished Swiss Village

apt., on bus rte., $400/mon or 80, util in

cl., June 1 Aug. 31, call 6 8901 or 6 8015.

RoNing Graan-3 bedroom. Available
June, July, August. Partly furnished,

carpeted, upstairs, downstairs, air

conditioning, dishwasher, on UMass bus
route, swimming pool, basketball court.

$275 per month. Call Chris, 545 3500 or

546 8748, or Jim, 545^3500 or 546^9210.

Presidential apt.— 2-bedroom sublet. Fail

option. Walk to campus. Price neg.,

549 0871.

Furnished; AC; DW; bus rt ; 6/1-8/31;
549 5897.

Brandywine -6/1 to 8/31, 2 bdrm., fur-

nished, AC, pool, tennis, bus rte.,

$250/mo., 549-4671.

Puffton. two bedroom apt. — rent
negotiable, on bus route. Pool, tennis

court, swing sets, available June 1 -August,
option to renew, call 549-5031. Wayne or

Jay.

1 rm. in 3 brm. twnhse., sum. -fall,

549^3523.

Summer sublet, 3 bdrm. twnhse.; Rolling

Green apts., all util. incl., $275/mo.,
253 7219.

Large bedroom to sublet— perfect for

couple. 20 min. walk to campus. Air cond.,

dishwasher, 1 Vi baths. $150 per month.
Come take a look! Call 549 1325.

1 bdrm. in 3 bdrm. Riverglade apt. On
UMass bus route. Avail. 6/1, rent $100 +

util. Please call, 256-6137, fall/option.

2 br. sublet, available May 1 or June 1 . In

Amherst, on busline. $200 per month plus

utilities, 256 6110.

Fall option, Brandywine, 2 bedroom, 2
bus rt., pool, AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,

nice location, rent negotiable, call

549 5815.

To sublet—2 bdrm. apt., fully furn., rent

negotiable, Brandywine, call 549-6338.

4 bdrm. N. Amh. house for summer, w/
option for fall, near bus, $400/mo.,
549 5993.

Rooms for rent in house for summer, Vi

mile from campus, rent negot. 549-1867.

Townehouse. 2 bedrm. apt., AC, carpet,

part, furn., on bus rte., $220, avail.

6/1 8/31. Call evenings, 549 6078.

2 bdrm. apt. avail. 6/1 w/ fall )ption, on
bus route, rent negot., call 54f 3068.

2 bdrm. Puffton Village- June 1 w/ fall

option, 549-0373.

2 bdrm.
253 7984.

apt.. $195/mo., June Aug.,

4 bdrm. N. Amh. house, June Aug., w/
option, rent negotiable, 549 6596, anytime.

2 bedroom townehouse. May to Aug.,
Southwood apts., furnished, $200, option
for fall, 253 5235, evenings, on bus stop, 1

mile from campus

Collegian classified rates are: daily,

45c per line; five consecutive issues, 40c
f>er line pet day; 30 consecutive issues,

30c per line per day. One line is roughly
equivalent to 38 characters.

2 bdrm. Colonial Vg.. avail. 6-1, fall opt,
$190/mo., pool, bus, laundry. 256 6447.

2 bdrm. twnhse.. So. Amherst, pool,
dshwash., disposal, 2 bathrms., full cellar,

furnished, fall option, $215 month,
256-8616.

Cheap sum. sublet- nice paneled 2 bdrm.
Southwood apt. -fall option, 253-5813.

7 rm. house in Amherst, 4 people needed,
right at bus stop, fall option, $76/mth. +
negotiable, 256-6769.

Apart, to sublet, Brandywine, 2 bdrm..
AC, available June 1, rent negotiable, call

549 6920.

1 bdrm. Puffton w/ fall option, 549-5231 .

2 bd. apt.. AC, pool, bus stop, furnished.
$225 or BO -253-7478, aft. 5 p.m.

Spacious one bedroom apt. at Cliffside:

tennis courts, pool, on bus route, available

mid-May with option for fall, $195/nK)., all

utilities included. Call 666-2441 -keep try-

ing.

Sublet, fall option. Brandywine, 2
bedrm., 2 bus rts., pool, AC, dishwasher,
pond, carpeting, call 549 6157.

1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt. in Sunderiand. For
6/1. Fall opt., on bus rte., great pool and
tennis, poss. furn., $120/nfK>. 665 7560,
eves.

Brandywine apt., mid-May to 8/29,
$200/mon. or BO; 1 bdr.; fully furnished,

AC & pool, on bus route. Call 549 6752.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway,
$90/mon., util. incl., keep
calling -369 8372.

2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or 80. Call 253-7703, 4 8 p.m.

1 bdrm.
5495144.

Puffton apt., avail. 6/1

WANTED

Wanted-4 dead tix, 253 5618.

Mature reap, man seeks a nice cozy 1 br.

apt. or other w/ privacy in N'hampton,
starting 5/20-6/1, call Mel, eves., at

256 8601.

Rider wanted to Florida, leaving July 10,

contact immed. Maureen, 256-6738.

The Amorphic Cosmic Wimpout
Travelling Circus is soliciting jugglers,

mimes, musicians, magicians,
scorceresses, wizards and clowns for cir-

cusing on campus and on the streets

throughout the valley. See the clowns this

week at the CC by the bookstore for more
info.

Desperately needed three Dead tickets,

will pay $14 each, 549-4911, Dan.

Wanted: one copy each of 1973 £r 1975
UMass Index yearbook. Used is OK. Please
contact: George Koumantzelis, 241 Rem-
ington St., Lowell MA 01852. 1 (617)

454 1284.

Dead ticket wanted very badly, call

6-4155. Please keep the price reasonabl.

Dependable, convertible car needed,
price range up to $800, call 549 1609.

Driver wanted to drive my VW Rabbit to

California in May. Call 536 0728, evenings
or weekends.

Female roommates off campua for

Sept., call Lisa, 253 2004.

PARACHUTING

First jump course, Thursday, 19th, 7
p.m., CC rm. 803, bring current !D and
$60 -limited to 1st 15 people.

:,':%.-^:.^:<.'r'^^r-i^.-^ii'^f><^ '^
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Bus merger discussed
Hw y&¥m of Amherst mW hold a public

towing on a proposed merger of the Five
(College and PSTTA Bus syterm tonight at
f:30 p.m. in the Town Room of the
Amidst Town Hall

tto propc^W; ¥^^ wtll be voted on at

#w Amh«^t Town Meeting in May would
l^ovide a Northampton to Amherst bus

route. During the schcK)! year bu^ would
run from about 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. and would
be free. During the summer, a reduced
schedule run would be continued on a fare

paying b^is.

IhB proposal would reduce costs to the
participating towns, according to PVTA ad-

minstrator Ronald J. Tobes.

Student Legal
Services
needs

PARALEGAL
INTERNS

for Fall 1979
(Full time academic

crediti

Apply by April 27, 1979
922 Campus Center

545 1996

zz zz zs
Thesis Binders, Thesis Paper

and
Typewriter Rihhofu

at

AJ. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst
ig ac ac ic Jir* ai

The Taxbraker
is the only guarantee of real property tax relief this year

L\l

the TAXBRAKER ts a guTafttetJ property tax rellkacli. In 2/t
ot the state, it i>uaranters a 2U| cut in this fall's property
tax bills fur all residential property that nean^ a fiOO
or $SOU tan saving for raost hoaeotoiiers. All residential and
industrial property i> guaranteed at least a lUt tax loll-
back. Tenants are guaranteed that at least half of these
tax cuts will be uassed through to thea.

The TAXBKAICER's guarantee of

tax relief is the only one that .^^

has no conditions, exceptions
or loopholes. After vfars of
prumi5.c:, . IJLLS- ftlflgrtl ffntvrC«
yeal t^K rclici . No other pro-
gram can say the si

AX :£l11^'

>^

fa'very poll indicates that aost
people want and need these
services, but can't keep pay-
ing for the* through the pro-
perty tax

TAXBRAKER offers a fairer way
to provide these services with-
out having higher unenployiient
in our neighborhoods, while
still easing the crushing pro-
perty tax burden.

(«•.

The TAXBRAKER concentrates re-

lief wl.ere it is needed the
ost - on the ordinary tax
paying faaily. By focusing aost
of the relief on residential
property, it gives itrrater
cuts in residential tax bills
than any alternative. And it

makes property taxes on busi-
ness (sirer by lowering indus-
trial tax tiills by lOt, to the
level of taxes on cowiercial
property

.

mi

.z\>

The TAXBRAKER saves our services

& our jobs

The TAXBRAKER preserves existing jobs and services at the state

and local levels. TAXBRAKER funds tax relief through closin g

tax loopholes instead of destro yjji g nei ghborb^pd services and

\aynng off thousands of workers.

Property taxes are relied on auch too heavily in the state of

Massachusetts. This most unfair of all taxes must pay for

nearly *11 of our neighborhood services: Schools, police, sa-

nitation, fire, health and hospitals, roads, parks and recre-

ation, and libraries. No other state relies on the property

tax alone for all these services.

The
Taxbraker

A hi 1 1 pending before
the state legislature
sponsijreil by dozens of
. J t 1 lens ' and labor
urgani zat ions

.

Campaign for Tax Cuts, Jobs& Services

Guarantees
property tax rollback:

The TAXBRAKIK guarantees home

owners in the highest taxed

areas (2/3 of the state) a 2[}\

rollback. It also guarantees at

least a 10\ cut on all other

residential property and provides

individual tenants with a sh:ire

of the relief. M'b the oiiljr

progr am that guar j nU' e s J)

r

ny c r t jr

tax relief »Ms vcar

.

^^'000
&.

20%
% % /

/

Tai RoNbMk

Protects jobs & services:

The TAXBRAKER is the only tax
relief program th;it preserves
our basic public "services .md

prevents thousands of layoffs
in the public and private sec-

tors. TAXBI'AKIZR will protect
o»:r neighborhood"; fnd the local

services we depend on.

Makes taxes fair:

The lAXIJRAKI.H makes the lax

5 /stem fairer by cloi^ing hunc
g.ix loopholes. lAXBRAKlK m;.kes

corporations pay theii I i
-

t

share in ordT to r.i '• tfie hur*

di-n on the ordinary family. By

c loyin g tax loophojes. TAXBRAKl-R

insures that we can gej_ property

t ax relief without destroying
fobs and services .

^

i'/ '/

The TaxblBker closes tax loopholes
TAXBRAKER will nake the whole tax systea fairer by closing

tax loopholes. At the same time, the new revenue raised
by closing these loopholes can be used to save services and
job« in our neighborhoods.

The property tax is the most unfair tax--it
takes a auch bigger bite out of a low or
moderate income faaily than it take
from the income of wealthy taxpayers.
While the family's tax burden rises.
the corporate share of state and local ^^ax^shas dropped from one third tp afv^j
one quarter in the past twent y ycar;^ .

^

This year, fami ly income has actually
dropped in real, spendable dollars while
corporate profits rose more than 26tl

TAXBRAKER attacks this unfairness. It

makes commercial banks pay the same
1/81 tax on their assets as already

paid by depositor-owned savings and cooperative banks. It

places a 7m excise on professional services offered by
accountants, architects, data processing firms, lawyers
collection agencies, country clubs, stock brokers and simi-
lar services which have long escaped taxation while the
average family pays a sales tax on most of what they buy.

Closing these tax loopholes will make the state's tax system
fairer while raising S3S1 million to pay for the guaranteed
property tax rollback. The TAXBRAKER bill enfa.rces the require-

ment that all of this new revenue go directly to the property
tax rollback. Funding tax relief in this way prevents the
thousands of layoffs and cutbacks in public services which would
result from other proposals for tax cuttin^j.

The Taxbraker the dear choice

TAXBRAKLK is the only fair way to provide guaranteed tax

rcl ief this year.

Governor King has proposed a tax package which offers no

guarantee of property tax relief. It depends on uncer-

tain local aid, and would pive half i t -^ relief to corpora-
tions that already avoid their share of the tax burden. The

cost of this relief would be thousands of layoffs in the

spublic and private sectors, and the loss of essential
public services, especially our neighborhood services.

Other groups have proposed to provide property tax relief

by taxing clothing, laundromats, car repairs, haircuts,
and similar consumer items. These programs offer no rea'

tax" relief.

TAXDRAKER is the choice of citizens', taxpayers' and labor

organizations who have joined in the CAMPAIGN FOR TAX CUTS,

JOBS AND SFRVICES. TAXBRAKER has already been endorsed by

dozens of grass-roots organizations,

Petitions and further

information:

Campus Center
concourse

Campaign for

Tax Cuts, Jobs& Services

Paid for by University of Mass./
Amherst Employees Local 1776,

AFSCME AFL-CiO
•?»!•. 9
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Crossword

ACROSS
1 Charts

f Contour

^ Rote
extract: Var.

14 Russian sea
15 More ashen
It Prod
17 Asian
19 Wooed
20 Afar

21 Messages
23 High and

n«ap
25 Observ*
26 Agree
29 Change

maker
34 Alumnus:

Colloq

35 Agitate

37 At no time
38 "Ben —'•

39 Conditions
41 Indignation

42 Bedeck
44 Not forced
45 P«ace lover

46 Mideast
Miom

48 Made equal

50 Sawbuck
51 Weapon
53 Damn
57 Copper films

61 Drink

62 With much
— care

64 Etc 2 words
65 Make merry
66 Ready copy
67 Stitches

68 Hsir braid

69 Meeting:

Abbr.

DOWN
1 — of honor
2 Indian buf-

falo

3 Tablets
4 Grooved
5 Payers
6 Rapidity

7— McQraw
6 Chime
9 Man's name
10 Stern
11 Rightful

12 Ripener
13 Buttons and

Barber

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:

I JIJLIJE JL £. £ ifi^El £, i;. i.
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i o Mjw
[
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S
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o £ _i_ tjht ^TTTo o_ i 2. •. J J:,

• j» j» i^fc 2. lli Zjjir 1. ^ il
• N t ""W* T A|l Olli" TOW
16 Worm
22 Young years
24 Boms
26 Turkish offi-

cers
27 Coarse
28 ReboufKl
30 Allows
31 Par —
32 Boldness
33 Trapped
X Residents of

39 Join

40 Sight parts

43 Ceremonies
45 Obtains
47 Put Into

49 Turn down
52 — midi

53 High cards
54 Bird shelter

KNail
56 At any time
56 Ptte^nts'

nest

59 Birds

60 NCOS
63 Garden girl

Today's DC menu

LUNCH
Roast Beef Griner

Quiche Lorraine

BASICS LJNCH
Vegetable Grinder

Quiche Lorraine

DINNER
Veal Parmesan

Baked Fish w/ Newburg Sauce
Antipasto Cold Plate

BASICS DINNER
Basked Fish w/ Newburg Sauce

Soy Spinach Loaf

Earthfoods

Wok Fries

Lentil Soup
Green Salad

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Hrsiflokiii^dfMelMe km^s
i -Mi jfimVij tdt <iiM <Md
-Hmit /m ^^ ^0^ /|e3

T^ flfHe. U9t^ u (ml

Nothing Special by Joe Casey
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Nebbish by Mike Galper St Nathaniel Parkinson
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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LAST CALL
545-2874
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See—

CARNAL
KNOWLEDGE

—with—
ARTGARFUNKEL ANN-MARGARET
JACK NICHOLSON CANDACE BERGEN
Wed., April 25 $1.00

SUB 7,9,11p.m.
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Hot hitting Lynn
sets sigiits on 30
BOSTON |4A|-Cant«rft«kler Frwl Lynn, vwho has clouted

Mvan home runs in helping the Boston Red Sox off to a flyMig

start in the Amencan LeaQua East, says maytM he'll gat 30

before tha seMon ends. It'sMt a natter of staying healthy.

"I baMeve I can have a great aeeson if I'm healthy, " says

^fftn ¥vho has hit m 11 straight games of the young season.

The young outfiaMw, ncm in his fifth majcK league season,

wore a knee brace during spring training in Florida after

twietmg his knee He still wears the brace, but shows no signs

0lwe^r^u at the plate

Bewdes leading the AL in homers, L^fw «>ortt a batting

awage of .340 and has driven in 15 ruf«. He has also banged
out a pair of doubles

"I don't even think about how many homers I might hit."

tM 6-foot- 1, 190 pounder said recently "Thirty would be

nioa. but I'm not going to get son^ of the hanging breaking

teMa and high fastballs I'm getting now all season.

"I only know this any time I do. well, I'm healthy
"

Lynn wasn't healthy in 1977, a year he found plagued with

m^ries However he bounced back last se«(^, finishir>g with

a .298 average and 22 homers. His only major medical problem

was a stomach injury, forcing him to miss five games in

August, a month he averaged only .218.

Sports Notices
RACQUETBALL TOURNEY — The second annual UMass
Racquets Club RacquetbaN Touman>ent wiH be held April 27

29 in the Boyden Gym Racquetball Courts. Sign up at Boyden
Gym - Intramural Office • UMasa by WaCbieaday, April 24

(5:001. A $1.00 entry fee ci^Mra a Raot^iatt dub t-sNrt,

tournament baHs, wnd n

SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING • The NAIADS synchronized

swim group are presenting a show on April 25-28, at 8:00 pm
nightly at the NOPE Pool. Admission is $1 .25 for adults arxl 7i
cents for senior citizens and students.

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL - The New England Collegiate

Volleyball Championships will be held Saturday, April 28. at

Boyden Gym 'rom 9 00 AM 5:00 PM. Volunteers for um-
piring, scorekeeping, and judging tines are needed. If in-

terested, please call Amie R<^>erts at 549-5129.

Correction
In a story that appeared in the Collegian a few weeks
ago regarding summer scuba diving trips, the dates for

the Florida Keys trip were listed aa June 11 14. In fact,

they are June 4-11.

PUB MUG NIGHT
9-1

15

University of Massachusetts / Arrtherst

FINE AIS CENTER PRESENTS

The Pride of the Pioneer Valley

WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION
ORCHESTRA

Experi«ice the Widespread Depressicm Orchestra

in their premiere Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

perfonnance before their appearances on 'Saturday

Night Live' and 'The Mike Douglas Stow*

"TBa Wid0spr«ad Chpnssion Orcbtstra remain the

btsi rtvivaliit group playing the Ws and 40's big-

band foa" • DownbMt

Friday. April 27 8 pm

fU >«TS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public - $7. 6, 5
UMass students - $5, 4 3 Senior citizens and
other students- $6. 5, 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office MF 9-4, 54S-2$n

& New England Ticketron Locations.
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Northampton

NOW FINAL WEEK!
Ends Tues.. May 1

at 7 00 b 9:15

Academy Award
Best-Actor/ Actress

AHALASHBYF.im

Jane Fonda
:
JonVoight
Bruce Dern

: "Coming
Home-

Q
' *f tt>» Cite^ ol Smith Collegf •

Ce/ts tell Bird: no deal
BOSTON lAPl - The Beaton Celtics

said yesterday ttwy have broken off

negotiations for a multi million dollar Na
tional Basketball Association contract for

Indiana State star Larry Bird.

But Bird's attorney, Bob Woolf , disputed
the Celtics' announcement and said he had
made "a dramatically modified proposal" to

Arnold "Red" Auerbach, Celtics president
and general manager, during their

90 minute meeting
"My door is always open," said Wodf . "I

made a dramatic modification in an honest
effort to reach a conclusion."

Bird reportedly had requested a $6
million, 6 year contract, but Woolf refused
to discuss figures.

"As a r^ult of today's meeting, we have
decided to end negotiations at this time,"
said Auerbach.

"I don't think it looks good for our get-

ting Larry," said Jeff Cohen, Celtics vice

president.

Woolf accused Auerbach of making 'im-

plied threats and intimidation" and said he
planned to meet Wednesday with the
Basketball Players Association to complain
for Bird, the Celtics' No. 1 draft choice last

year.

Bird was not at tt)e meeting betw«:n
Auerbach and Woolfe.
The two had met for the fourth tinr»e

since April 1 1

.

Woolf claimed he didn't krK>w the talks

had been broken off until tie received a
telephone call from The Associated Press
on his return to his office from Boston
Garden, the Celtics' headquarters

"This is the first I've heard of it," said
Woolf. "I shook hands, and we left very
amicably."

Woolf claimed Auerbach did change his
bargaining position.

"It's becoming rather bizarre," he said.
Bird reportedly wanted to become the

highest paid player in the NBA when talks
started two weeks ago.

At that time, Woolf said there was a
"substantial gap" between his proposal
and the Celtics' offer.

Woolf said he had not l>een in touch with
the Indiana State All America who is win-
ding up his senior year in Terre Haute.

The attorney said Bird didn't know what
he wanted.

"That's why t>e hir«J me - to make sure
hn gets a fair contract for some one of his

stature," he said.

The Celtics, with a last place 29-53
record last season in the Atlantic Division,

needed Bird badly, Woolf contended.
"No one will pay him if he doesn't play,"

Auerbach countered. "He's a great player,

but we'll operate without him. We've been
in busine^ 33 years."

If the Celtics fail to sign Bird by the June
draft, he will return to the player pool for

another selection.

Smith tops netwomen
following tough match

By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

In a match that was undecided until the i^t few points.
Smith College edged by UMass 5-4. wh«i the s«:ond doublea
team lost 5-7 in the third set.

Barbara Mills had an easy time with Faith Wilcox defeating
her in straight sets, 6 3, 6-3. Wilcox took an early 3-1 lead in
the first set, a lead that Mills easily overcame and k^t for ttw
remainder of the match,

Co captain Jane Carson played second singles yesterday artd
easily dominated her match. She either hit the ball way out or
into the net, said Carson who defeated Gail Awad 6-2, 6-3.

UMass' Libby Harmer saw third singles action but waa
defeated by Elisa Bronfman, 3-6, 2-6.

Joanne Vennochi trounced Susie Gifford6-1, 6-3. "She had
a good forehand but rio backhand so I mostly hit the ball down
the line," she said. Co-captain Vennochi played fourth singles
for UMa»«

Chris Carson, Umass' fifth singles, walked over Debbie
Reister 6-1, 6-2. "Anything I hit hard shocked her. She
couldn't handle it and hit the ball into the net," said Carson
UMass' sixth singles ' Cathy Burke fell to Lucy McBride in

straight sets, 1-6. 1-6.

•

Playing first doubles were Carolyn Tarbell and Helen Na-
jarian who lost 2-6, 3-6. Lynn O'Sullivan and Willie.Benoit lost
1-6, 6-3, 5-7, in second doubles, and Karen Hall and Cory
Crawford fell in third doubles action, 1 -6. 2-6.
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DiSCOrht^QuE: Lr
OF AMHEPSr

WITH

Jim Plunkett
SIKa-A'LON^G •CONTESTS

BUY YOUR PUB MUG FOR 25c BEERS ON
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS and FRIDAY HAPPY
HOURS!

EATING & DRINKING

W ^uNiw^nj^omAY
y (^k^rPT woes' 4u \ /tfar)

TUESDAY--- Z6i '>'^^''^

TVURSDAY^ BEATTmClOC^X
(>-9fl>/ 9-10754 16,11 Uo» tt *<»k)

FPIDAV AND SATURDAY

Something new -The Dugout
at

Timel
Millers

Night

free

T shirts -

beach
towels and
beer mugs

GIL SCOTT-
HERON
with special guests

Loose Caboose

Thurs., April 26
$4 advance & door

ELLIS HALL
GROUP
with special guests
Clean Living
(on 4/28)

Fri., April 27 h Sat,

$2 door only

% Gal. Miller or Bud 2.90
Served with popcorn

Always Happy Hour Pric.es

Super Sandwiches
37 N Pleasant St.

JONATHAN
EDWARDS
Thurs., May 10

$4 advance Er door

FREE'//
With every 16 inch pizza at

Pinocchio't...

(However, when the sup-
ply runs out we'll be giv-

ing a full quart of Pepsi,

Diet Pepsi, or Schwepps
Ginger Ale instead.)

1979 Cadillac Eldorado

TINPCCHIO
1177 N. Pleasant St. N. Amherst

549-3669
- FREE DELIVERY AFTER 5 -

MR. HOWARD WHITE
Secretary of the United States

Parachute Association and
spokesperson for President
Knapp, will speak on parachuting

and show the film "Gold."

Wed., April 25, 1979

7:00 p.m.

Campus Center Rm. 169

Sponsored by the UMass
Sport Parachute Club

OBOoaeoooooc

Admission with Mass license of liquor ID only

rustynail
Sunderland, Moss.

665-4937
24 hour taped message

(MEN-WOMEN)

STUDENTS/TEACHERS

EARN $500 IN 5 DAYS CAMPING
WHEREVER YOU WISH THIS SUMMER

GUARANTEED!!!
Let us tell you how.

For Free Details

Send Name and Address:

CAMPING-M
GRAF-MOR PUBLISHING

PO Box 327
• N. Billerica MA M862

ILd^g sac MtC 3MC

chHrlie'5

LONGEST DAILY
HAPPY HOUR IN

TOWN 3-8 P.M.

OTHER DRINK
SPECIALS DAILY

Q00bJ'-rf5m
OP.f

BREAKFAST ON
WEEKENDS,
BUSINESS
LUNCHEON AND
DINNER DAILY

BEST BURGER
AND
SANDWICHES IN

TOWN

gooli foot! %c tirinh
1 Pray St. Amherst. M«»». 54S-6403

Campus Center Program Council
in cooperation with Cosmic Wimpout

presents

the 4th annual

Tournament

with a $500 first prize

in the Hatch, April 28

with
rty ri

Martian Highway
Scientific Americans

Foreign Objects
and Delux

Registration; April 28 10 a.m. -12 noon

3..
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Heading for New Enqlands

Spikers enjoying banner year

Th« UMass man's volleyball team, after a 14-1 regular teeson record, ia Head-
ed for the New England* this weekend. (Staff photo by Dan Rosenb««vt-

Gorillasface Hofstra
in crucial contest
ByJIMDEGNIM
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's lacrosse team will

begin its stretch drive for the NCAA
playoffs tonight when it plays the Hofstra

Dutchmen in an 8:00 p m. game m
Hempstead, NY.
The Gorillas are in a precanous position

as far as the playoffs go, and a loss would
be one more nail in an already half closed

coffin

Last year, Hofstra defeated UMass in

Amherst, 14 11. but this time the game will

be played at night on an artificial surface

before what is expected to be a sizeable

throng of Hofstra fans.

The artificial turf makes for a faster

ganr>e, according to UMass midfielder

Norm Smith, who said that he likes playing

on astroturf And it would appear that

UMass, a team which relies on speed and
finesse over physical play, would benefit

from the artificial surface.

UMass assistant coach Peter Connolly

doesn't expect the foreign surface to have
much of an effect on the outcome of the

game. "Astroturf mainly affects bounce
shots," Connolly said "I expect that we'll

have a couple of our first shots bounce over

the cage, but once we're accustomed to

the field, we'll be okay" The UMass team
has had some experience on artificial turf

this year, playing two preseason games on
the very same field against Nassau
Community College and the Long Island

Lacrosse Club
The (jorillas are expected to go with

senior Don "Duck " Goldstein in goal.

Goldstein is coming off a strong showing
Saturday against Williams in which he
made 10 saves. On the season. Duck' has
saved 47 percent of the shots fired at him,
an unspectacular but still adequate saves
percentage.
The Dutchmen are only 3 4 on the

season, but all four losses have come at the
hands of excellent teams. Three of those
losses were to teams ranked sixth in the
nation or above The other loss was to
Brown, a team which beat UMass l^t
week, 15^13

The Hofstra attack is led by seniors Mike
Fowler, an atlackmaa, and Bob dlmartin.
a midfieldex In goal is another senior. Bob
Linker, who has a 55 percent saves per
centage.
LAX FAX . . . Jim Weller, a freshman

attacker for the Gorillas, put on a good
show for his parents Saturday against
Williams. The Wellers drove down to the
game from their home in Ontario, and saw
Jim get three goals, while brother Paul,

also a freshman chipped in with an assist . .

Brooks Sweet has 51 points this year.

(Intramural contest tarnished
To the Editor

-

The University of Massachusetts was
well represented by the Pumas in the first

annual Schlit/ Intramurat Olympics New
England Regional Festival held April 21-22
at Rhode Island Junior College. Eight
teams competed in four events: 880 yard
relay race, 100 yard freestyla relay race,

basketball, and volleyball. At stake was an
expense paid trip to the Nationals in

Florida. The Pumas, defending UMass
Volleyball IM Champions, captured first

place in volleyball with wins over
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy,
Brown University and Rhode Island Junior
College, in the championship game Beth
Boates, Carolyn Hamm, and Fian Nooi/en
brought the title home with key serving and
breath taking saves. Doris Doherty, Rita

Hubner, Andy Vibert, and Fian Nooi/en
finished second in Track and Field with a
time of 2.07.5 minutes. A first place finish

in basketball eluded the previously un-
defeated UMass Basketball Champions by
two points, as Bridgewater squeaked by
25 24 Dons Doherty, Carolyn Hamm, Dee
McKenna, Lisa Bobbins 'and Sue Wons
played strongly throughout the early

\jounds, winning ftandHy. Sue Wons

spearheaded the swim relay team which
finished eighth. The Pumas were
represented in three event finals but fell

two points short of captunng the Regional
Title. 334 335. The f'umas' success was
due in no small measure to the dedication
and managerial skills of Cy L ucas.

This competition, with all its tremendous
potential, was tarnished. Varsity athletes

were permitted to compete in their varsity

sports Bridgewater committed this in-

fraction in two sports. Track and Field and
Basketball These infractions were brought
to the attention of Dr. Al Silva. Regional
Director and John Carlucci, ScftHtt

Representative, during the competition.
The guidelines set forth for the Schlitz

Intramurals Olympics were not upheld and
Bridgewater State College was allowed to

steal the championship to save face for

Schlit/ and Company, who had
prematurely handed out awards after a
protest had been filed and accepted and
was later upheld. But Schlitz and Company
refused to do the just thing and opted for

the expeditious thing, they allowed
Bndgewaty State College to keep an
unearned title.

The UMaaa Intramural Offica

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Cc^gian Staff

It began with practices in the early dawn,
withm the confines of NOPE gym.
Anything from basic setting, serving, and
spiking, to learning the complexities of
muHiple, flexibte o^emss. From the wkJ of
the dismal basketball season in February to
the more hopeful signs of eariy spring in

April, the UMass men's volleyball teams, A
and B, have played » near as NOPE and^
far away as W«t Point Academy. Oveiall
records show league domination - A
record, 14-1; B record, 10 5 - and
w^act^Mc ^ with out of-laague

Arnie Roberts' "A" squad began with a
Jamboree, held in BMtt>n durif>g early
February. The player coach hriped taad tha
team whh a fine record, suffering only two
losses both to Northeastern University.

Afterwards, they began sinking and setting
their way through the Northern Division,

out playing teams like Amherst College,
Williams, Berkshire Community, ar>d

Middlebury. Home gyms may have been in

Amherst, Williams, or Middielaury, but the
'A" squad played a^ left. ahTHjet always
with wins.

Tha parsonnat of this squad used their

own individual talents for this team sport.

Roberts' blocking and spiking would ac-

company New England's All Star's Kale
Fetdnr>an and his consistent serving;

Orlando Larracuente's setting ac-
oomparvied Al Morel's passing; action at

ttim rtet stymied the opposition, while the
backcoun kept spikes and bumps at bay.
When the team's good, it couki face the

tough Cadets of West Point (and win,
daapfte losing two in a row, wf>an the
match is three-out-of-five). When injuries

ptagued the squad (Larracuente s knee, Ed
Midura's shoulder, and Division All-Star

Pat Ryan's ankle, to r^me a f^v), the team
still could play, but with not as much in-

tensity or as much concentration; their or>a

Division loss to Amherst College came just

that way.
The highlight of the volleyball season

occured in Springfield College, site of tha
New England Open, in early March. The
UMa^ "A " squad played their finest,

defeating all opposition (including Boston
University, Maine, and Clark University); all

on the UMacs team wanted to play the
highly-touted Springfiek:! team, which is

NCAA-ranked, in the Open finals.

However, they faced an equally fine Yale
team in the quarter-finals. Yale turned out
UMa» in a ona-game match; the game
was close, and a bitter kiSs for UMass.
Later in the season, UMass did play

Springfield College at NOPE; Springfield

swept, three games out of five.

"Playing teams out of our league is a
«xk1 way to get experience," said Arnie

Roberts, "and 1 feel the team plays better

volleyball after we've mat such a team. Our
best match was against Army. That wm a
challenge."

As the "A" team prepare to host the
New England Collegiate Volleyball
Championships, Kirk Peters' "8" squad are
fighting for a playoff spot representing the

Central Division. All through the season,
the "B" team has been involved in a -tri-

rivalry between themselves, Clark
University, and undefeated. Division leader

Wentworth Though playing poorly in the
New England Open -- winning one out of

eight " the "B" team proved themselves of

nearly the same offensive caliber as their

"A" counterparts. Peter (Mr. Petel)

Holisch, Don Love, Scotty Anderson, and
Mike Picardi contributed valuable setting,

sarving, and blocking services, as the "B"
squad played like a close-knit team.

Collegian

orts
Bill Tarter

An Ail-American boy
When he arrived at Holy Cross in the fall

of '76 he was practically heralded as the se-

cond coming. He was to be the sports
savior- Moses prepared to lead the
Crusaders to the Promised Land of

undefeated seasons and NCAA bids.

He was the most publicized and
celebrated high school athlete ever to come
out of the Boston area. He was named All-

State in three sports, but his basketball

feats drew the most attention. He was a

first team Parade All-American, while being
the most prolific scorer in Massachusetts
school boy history, averaging over 35
points per game for three seasons. Almost
single handedly he led his team. Catholic

Memorial, to the state championship over
rivzl Don Bosco and the likes of Felton

Sealey and Joe Beaulieau.

Every major college recruiter was knock-
ing at his door, but he turned down the
Kentuckey's, Notre Dame's and Michigan's
to go to Holy Cross, where he said he could
gain a-good education and remain close to

his family and friends. His father is also Ho-
ly Cross' athletic director. He is the All-

American boy. He is, of course, Ronnie
Perry.

After three years he is still the celebrity,

and though he hasn't performed all the

miracles some people anticipated, his star

status has yet to diminish. Rarely has a
freshman been exposed to as rrnich

pressure and local buildup as Perry was a

few years ago. Not only did he withstand

the pressure he was voted the finest

freshman basketball player in the country,

as announced by Brent Musberger himself,

on CBS. The subsequent seasons Perry has
been named to various pre -season and post

season All-American teams. The honors
have become routine.

The Ron Perry success story has appeared
in lournals from Sports Illustrated to Sports

Plus, with the help of surrounding papers
we've been given our minimum daily re-

quirement of Perry and his latest feats. It

goes on and on.

Today, in the continuing saga, Ron Perry

comes to Umass. Despite having competed
against UMass many times, this will be his

first appearance on campus. He won't be
corning to give a basketball clinic, though.
It just so happenes Mr. Perry also plays
shortstop for the Holy Cross baseball team
which will be facing UMass at 3:00 at Earl

Lorden Field.

This will be the first time the two teams
have met since the New England Cham-
pionships last year when UMass' Chuck
Thompson shut them out for the N.E. title.

Chuck Thompson is again scheduled to

pitch today, vs. H.C.'s Ken Lebland and it

should be interesting to see the reception

he gets. It's unlikely Holy Cross has forgot-

ten.

Holy Cross and UMass again find

themselves ranked among the top teams in

New England this season. The surging
Minutemen having won eight of nine and
are ranked third closely behind Maine and
UConn. Holy Cross following recent wins
to Fairfield and Harvard should move up
from their sixth spot.

It may come as a surprise to some but
many scouts and experts feel Parry's

greatest pro potential lies with the diamond
an6 not the court. Last year while batting

an impressive .391 he established New
England college records for hits in a season
(66) and total bases (99). He was also se-

cond in the Cape Cod league in hitting last

summer. These credentials are a legitimate

claim to his maior league prospects. He's

currently hitting .341

.

When asked which sport ha would prefer

if he were to be drafted. Perry's reply was
"it would be a dream come true to be
drafted in either sport." What else wouki
an All -American boy reply?
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Committee asks
for tuition hike
ByMARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

A trustee committee, under pressure

from Gov. Edward J. King and the state

legislature, yesterday recommended an
increase in resklent tuition to $760 a year by
spring, IMII

.

The proposal, if approved b/ the full

board at its monthly meeting next Wed-
nesday, calls for an increase of $25 for Fail

1979, and another $50 for Spring 1980. In-

state undergraduate tuition would then

jump $81 .25 to $343.75 a semester in fall

1980, and finally $112.50 to $750 by spring

1981.

In-state tuition is currently $262.50 a

semester.
The proposal was approved by a 2-1 vote

at yesterday's meeting of the trustee's

Student Affairs Commmittee in Boston.

Richard G. LaVoice; Amherst campus
student trustee, voted against the proposal

with committee chair Eriine Shearer and

President David C. Knapp voting in favor.

Only two of the committee's se\^n

voting memtwrs were present at the

meeting, according to LaVoice. Knapp, as

University president, is allowed a vote on all

trustee committees.
According to Howard White, an aide to

Knapp, Gov. King has repeatedly said if the

board does not raise tuition, he will cut still

further the $127,4 million budget he

recommended to the legislature.

King has called for the 30-campus public

higher education sector to raise tuition by

a total of $23.7 million, but did not specify

how much extra revenue he wanted from

each segment. White said.

Knapp yesterday told the committee, "If

there is no action with respect to tuition.

we can expect an executive reaction which
could very well say, 'If you don't raise

tuition, we will find ways of cutting your
appropriation."

King's $127.4 million fiscal year 1980

UMass budget recommendation is already

down from the $139.5 million tha University

requested.

The trustees are also under pressure

from State House Ways and Means
Comrrwttee Chairman John Finnegan, a

UMass alumnus. "House Ways and Means
plans to report House Bill no. 1 (the state

budget) early in May and needs estimates

of tuiton revenues. There is a very real ex
pectation in the legislature that the public

institutions are going to have to raise

tuition. I think there will be a very negative

reaction if there Is not action," Knapp said.

The proposal also calls for in-state

graduate tuition to rise to $960 a year hy
spring 1981, from its current level ot $b/Ua
year. The proposal would set resident

graduate tuition at $367.50 a semester in

fall 1979, $400 in spring 1980. $437.50 in fall

1980, and $475.00 in spring 1981

.

UMass-Amherst undergraduate tuition

has been increasing steadily since the

board voted to increase it to $345 a year

from $300 in the fall of 1976. At that time,

the trustees voted to raise tuition for six

consecutive semesters to its current level of

$525 per year.

LaVoice yesterday called the increase

"just a bit much," and said a protest rally is

being scheduled for May 2, the day the

trustees will vote on the proposal. The rally

will begin in front of the State House and
will move to the UMass central ad-

ministration building at 250 Stuart Street

for the board meeting.

Activities fee increase:

referendum will decide

Joellen Fitzgerald (left). Dawn Pjccolomini (center) and Pat Mara sing in the

rain while waiting for a ride yesterday. Rain is also expected today and tonight.

(Staff photo by Leo Fredette)

By STEPHEN KLEIN
and CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff
The Student Activities Tax Fund Fee will

jump $12 (to $84) next semester if a student

referendum approves the hike passed last

night by the Undergraduate Student

Senate.
The senate voted 32 to 4 to support the

increase which will go out to the students

in a vote "as soon as possible," James T.

O'Connell senate Treasurer said last night.

The senate also rejected student

presidents Brian Burke and Richard

LaVoice's nomination for Attorney

General, Ann Bolger, in a 39 to 4 vote. 13

senators abstained.

Reorg board to mull Morrissey plan
By SEAN HARVEY
Collegian Staff

A proposal to reorganize the state col-

lege and university system designed by
Boston State College President Kermit C.

Morrissey was added this week to a list of

similar proposals which will be reviewed by
a newly formed committee, according to

that committee's chairman.

"I am going to keep an open mind
towards all proposals." Sen. Walter
Boverini, D-Lynn, said.

Morrissey's is one of several proposals to

go before the Special Committee for the

Reorganization of Public Higher Education;

restructuring has been the topic of much
discussion for over two years. Paul Parks,

secretary of Education under former Gov.
Michael J. Dukakis, submitted a proposal

in 1977 as did former Sen. Kevin Harr-

ington.

Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst is

vice-chairman of the committee which is

made yp of five senators and 10 represen-

tatives. The committee has been meeting

since January but lacks 10 governor's ap-

pointees who also will serve the committee.

An aide to Sen. Boverini, William Kane,

said it will be a few months before the com-
mittee gets down to work because King still

has to make appointments.

Morrissey's proposal calls for UMass to

expand from its present three campuses at

Amherst. Boston, and Worcester to in-

clude the 10 state colleges, the University

of Lowell and Southeastem Massachusetts
University.

In a document obtained by the Boston
Globe, Morrissey wrote. "The present

organization of public higher education in

Boston encourages duplication among pro-

grams with declinir>g enrollments, forestalls

planning to avoid duplication in the future,

encourages the inefficient use of specializ-

ed talent needed in remediation programs,

fails to provide the access opportunities

many of the unenrolled youth need and
does not take into account the changing

school-going patterns ot commuter
students."

Morrissey wants to replace the six boards

which presently run public higher educa-

tion with one 21 member Board of Regents

with budget control and authority to

eliminate, merge, or expand academic pro-

grams and shift faculty and other

resources.

On the subject of academic programs.

Morrissey wrote that there are at least 15

duplicated disciplines between Boston

State College and UMass Boston.

UMass president David C. Knapp said

that it must be remembered that there con-

tinues to be a need for a state wide coor-

dinating board regardless of whether or not

there is to be one consolidated board.

"A master plan for public and private

higher education, the approval of new pro-

grams, and the accreditation of higher in-

stitutions must be done by an independent

body of one of the institutions," Knapp

said. "That, in my opinion, would con-

stitute a serious conflict of interest not ac-

ceptable to the private sector."

Collins said yesterday Morrissey's plan will

stimulate discussion, but he does not think

the legislature will support it.

"We should first examine the educa-

tional needs of the people, then look at the

structure of the system," he said.

Collins said Morrissey's plan is only one

of many which will be coming up before the

committee for discussion in the coming

months.

The increase was accounted for through

a $3 increase for the Union Program

Council budget, a $1.50 increase to the

Distinguished Visitor's Program Fund, and

the need to cover an $80,000 Collegian

deficit.

Student Senate Affirmative Officer

Francis Yee said the presidents were in

violation of affirmative action procedures in

rejecting the search committee's recom-

mendation for Attorney General without

qualifying that rejection.

The search committee recommended
Julie Robinson unanimously. The corn-

mittee ranked Bolger second in its

recommendation of the three candidates by

a 7-1 vote.
LaVoice yesterday said a new search

committee will be appointed by next week

to consider new applicants for that

position. Burke said he doubts seriously

whether there will be a new attorney

general appointed before the end of this

school semester.
Burke announced William Pierce will act

as interim attorney general.

Julie Robinson yesterday said, "I did not

want her (Bolger) raked over the coals, but

the fact that the number one candidate

recommended by the search committee did

not get the appointment is highly unfair."

Bolger said she will reapply for the

position.

In addressing the senate after rejection of

Bolger as attorney general, Burke said, "I

was very sincere in my motives for picking

her (Bolger) and she would have been a

damn good attorney general."

In other actions the senate approved the

appointment of Joel Weissrnan to the

senate coordinating committee. Also

appointed was Peggy Schader from the

woman's caucus.

The senate also approved a motion to

appoint to the summer budgets committee
a representative from the Collegian,

WMUA, the Students Activities Office, the

Third World Caucus, and two represen-

tatives of Recognized Student
Organizations in general. A representative

of the Union Program Council will also sit in

the summer budgets committee.
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DIGEST

WASHINGTON - Energy S»cr«tary Jam«s Schles
fc«g«r, right, wvalk* back to his seat aftar tastifying to

• Mouaa Sanata aubcommittaa on Prasident Carter's

ptan to da-r»gulata domestic crude oil prices. At left

te Son. Edward M Kennedy, chairman of the panel.

Schlaaingar and Kennedy had a heated exchange
over the likolihood of the Senate extending controls.

Schleainger called ttie chancea of an anterwion
"miniacylo." (AP Laaorphotol

NRC wants shutdowns
WASHINGTON (API - The staff of the Nudoar

Ragulatory Commission ra(X)mmer>ded on yesterday tern

poranly shutting down eight nuclear power plants designed

by Babcock & Wilcox, builder of the stncken Three Mile

IstarMl plant near Harrisburg. Pa
The five-member comminion remained in smsion. quiz

zing staff members, as it prepared to decide the issue

Such an order would force the closing of four Babcock £r

Wilcox plants - RarKho Seco in California, where the

NRC staff says electric reliability would not t>e greatly

harmed. ar>d the three Oconee units in South Car(^ina,

which would reduce generating reserves to an uncomfor
tably thin margin in the Southeast

Israel-Egypt pact forn^alizecl

lAPI - Ivael and Egypt formalized their peace treaty
yesterday deep in the Sinai Desert In southern Lebanon,
Israeli jets, missile boats and border artillery pounded
Palestinian camps, the Palestine Liberation Organizatk>n
sakl

In Um Khashiba, outside an American surveillance sta
tion, t>ands played after the exchar>ge of documents ratify

ing the historic peace treaty.

In Cairo. Israeli Defense Minister Ezer Weiznnan said the
PLO ahoukj "stop shootir>g and start talking " He later

darifiad that ar>d said he was not suggesting face to face
talks. The PLO rejected such talks.

At ttie United Natiorw in New York, Lebanon charged
Israel with ot>structir>g the return of Lebar^ese authority to

the south and asked for a Security Council meetir>g on "the
grave situation."

N. Adams fire flares up
NORTH ADAMS. Mass. \AP\ A forest fire driven by 20
knot winds over at least 1,000 acres of heavily wooded
forest flared up yesterday in three separate locations after

firefighters thought they had brought it under control, forc-

ing volunteers to return to the battle, fire officials said.

"It's flaring up again," said Don Trombley of the North
Adams fire departnr>ent about 20 minutes after officials

believed the blaze was under control. "They're pretty big
fires, three of them.
"They've got people goir^g back up to where they were."

Williamstown volunteers on their way home were recalled

and sent back into the forest to resume their fight, said

Trombley.
The fire burned into the Williamstown dty limits, but

reached no closer than a mile from any building in the nor-

thwest Masachusetts college town, said Albert P. Dinelli,

the North Adams fire chief.

Wind-whipped flames leaped 15 feet and burned to the
summit of Pine Cobble mountain, said Fire Capt. John L.

Ghidotte.
Thomann said the cause of the fire was not known, but

may have been started by campers in the area.
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Carter: SALT verifiable
NEW YORK (API - Prewdent Carter offer«l ^uran«s

yesterday that the United States will be able to detect and
(^i^ly respond to any So^t cheating on a nuclear

weapons limitaticMi treaty.

"The treaty nujst aryj wiM be vwifiable frwn the day it

IS signed." Carter said in a speech to the American
Newspaper Publishers Association

He sakj hm was concerned with the k}ss of two installa

tioTYS in Iran that had given US monitors a ringu^te vww of

Soviet missile launchings

But with photc^raphic satellites and other surveillance

systems, he said, "we are confident tttat no significant

violation of the treaty could take place without the United
State., detecting it."

Carter gave no indication, m^nwhile, what is holding up
the treaty. In W^^ngton, secretary of State Cyrus R.

Vance met for 50 minute at the State Department with

Soviet Ambassador Anatoiy F. Dobrynin.
Afterward, Dobrynin said he would see Vance again.

"We just continued to discuss," he told reporters, "I can't

say anything about an annourK^ment, kMit we will have
another meetir^."

State Department spokesmari Hodding Carter, asked to

explain the protracted r>egotiations, said the two
were exploring terms with "ttteological intensity."

"It gets mwe and more difficult the doaer mw get," he
sakl.

In his speech. President Carter asked the publishers to

contribute to the public debate over the treaty. At the same
time, he ^led that sensitive defense and intelligence

secrets, which the administration is sharing with Congress,
be guarded carefully "so that the debate does not under

-

rmne our s^urity."
Last v^aek, Jody PoweN, the White House press

secretary, accused Sen Jake Garn, R Utah, of leaking in

accurate and distorted information about U.S. ability to
verify Soviet compliance with a new strategic arms limita-

tion treaty.

Some critics have questioned U.S. verification

capabilities, particuiarty with the loss of the stations in Iran.

They have seized on ackowledgements from within the ad-
ministration that it will take some time to com^nsate for

thelc^.

Carter concentrated on verification, possibly the most
expkwive SALT issue in dispute, in assuring the publishers
that the treaty wouM make the United States even more
secure.

"No ob^th^ has convnanded more energy and atten-
tion in our negotiations," Carter said. "We have insisted

tttat the SALT II agreement be made verifiable
"

Praaldant Carter
shakes hand with a
crowd outside Man-
chester Memorial High

School in New Hamp-
shire as demonstrators
protaating against
nuclear power hold
banners in background.
Supporters of the
president saw his visit to

New Hampshire
yesterday as the unof-
ficial kick-off to his 1980
presidential campaign.
Carter also held a town
meeting in Portsmouth,
N H. Yesterday. (AP
Laserphoto.)
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Artist Shirley Andrews paints a pretty picture at the Horseshow In Southwest RahmanI

Co-ops to provide concert series
By BILL SUNDSTROM
Collegian Staff

The recently-formed Co-op Collective will be sponsoring a
concession stand at the May 12 Spring Concert offering
the audience "an alternative to the normal concession,"
according to Collective Chairperson John Szevyczyk.
The collective is a Registered Student Organization com-

posed of representatives from the various co-ops and
student-run businesses on campus. Members of the co-
ops \A/ilI be working the concession stand at the concert.
Szewczyli said at a meeting of the collective yesterday

that the proceeds from sales "tentatively will be used to set

up an emergency support fund for the co-ops." Co-ops
that run into temfwrary financial difficulties or need loans
for renovations could go to the fund for mcmey, Szewczyk
said.

Items to be sold at the co-op concession will include a
variety of natural food items carried by the People's
Market, such as dried and fresh fruits, fruit juices and
granola bars, and frisbees from the Sporting Goods Coop.

Earthfoods, the natural food restaurant in the Student
Union, will have a separate concession stand at the concert
for the sale of burritos, Szewczyk said. Some of Ear-
thfoods returns also will go to the collective's support
fund, he said.

l-fouse approves a bottle bill

The Massachusetts House of Representatives yesterday
ignored the recommendation of the legislature's Energy
Committee and voted 83-69 to approve a bill which would
ban the sale of ndn-returnable cans and bottles in the state.

The "bottle bill" was given an adverse recommendation
by the Energy Committee Tuesday.

State Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst, last night
called the House vote "a good decision which reflected the
opinion of a majority of voters in the state."

Collins said the bill, which will require a minimum five-

cent deposit on all cans and bottles sold, will "help the

environment and save people's tax money"
Collins called the vote, which came after a tough battle,

"a major victory."

"We overcame large amounts of money invested by
industry," Collins said.

Collins also said it is unusual when committee recorrv
mendations are overturned.
The bill now goes to the Senate Ways and Means

Committee. Last year, the bottle bill was killed by a tie vote
in the Senate.

-ELLEN DAVIS
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Amherst College
waits for Ward
By DOROTHY A. CLARK
Collegian Staff
Academic and administrative busiiMM r^umed semi>

normrt operations y^terday at Amherst Colle^ after the
student btockade of Converse Hall ended Tuesday af-
ternoon.
A "WW Mid tee" atrm»phere pervaded the ^mpus aa

black students prepared for r^ase of a stat»Ti«it from
college President John WiHi^B Ward. addr«sing five
demands which tead to m im(U»e in student
administration negotiations last weekend and resulted in
the one and a half day lock out.
Ward was expected to i»ue the statement yesterday,

but It was delayed until t<Klay. No adnvnistrators wvere
available yesterday for comment.

Although formal ne^tiations have not been resumed*
black student leaders and administrators have continued to
communicate Black student representative Seyon Tert*
Tarpeh Gogbeh yesterday said students met Tue«tey wght
with Ward "to see if he really understood our demands mnA
our conditions to leave the buMmg."

Goflbeh said he expected arxither talk sawon to be held
after Ward released the statement. "We'w (the students)
just waiting to see what he does."
The demands Ward will addraaa, drafted by the Amherst

College black community, call for:

the formal institutionalization of a five-yaar-old black
freshman orientation program.

-more student partidpatiiMi in the aelectkwi iKocedures
of deans and faculty,

"9t% ifKfMaa hi minority faculty members,
"the divaatmant of corporate stock holdings in South

Africa, and
more financial support for a Springfield-Amherst

College summer program.

Racial tensions on the coHege (»mpus were ^wtltghted
after the April 16 burning of a cr<»a in front of Chades
Drew House, a black residence Alttwugh Ward informed
the student body the next day he had received evidence
that one or more black students were responsible for the
cross burning, no other information about the investigation
has t)een released.

Accident kills womari
State police last night continued their efforts to iden

tify a woman killed earty ^terday morning In an ap
parent auto pedestrian accident alor>g the rwrthbound
lane of Rte 116 in Sunderland
The driver of the car believed to have struck the

woman, Kyle A. Ellis, a UMass student, was arrested
arnJ charged with operating a motor vehicle urKler the
influence of alcohol and driving to endanger Police said
the car Ellis was driving was parked near the body of the
woroan.

Ellis, 20, a Jannes House, Southwest, resident, plead
ed innocent at his arraignment in Greenfield District

Court yesterday, and his case was continued until May
14. He was released without p>osting bail.

Tfie woman, believed to be in her mid 20s, was found
lying on the side of Rte. 116, near the Mohawk Fish Hat
chery and Bull Hill Road, at about 12:30 a.m. yesterday,
police said. She was pronounced dead on arrival at
Franklin County Hospital.

An autopsy was performed at tfie hospital yesterday.
A hospital official said the cause of death was "multiple
injuries."

State police hdve released a description of the woman
to area media, area college officials and other police
departments. Police said the woman was white, about
five feet, six inches tall, with shoulder length brown
hair, brown eyes and a dark complexion. She was wear-
ing a red-and-blue sweater with a tan stripe, a T-shirt,

blue jeanc with a "Calvin Klein insignia," brown shoes,
and a fine-gold chain with a cross.

,
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FINE AilS CENTER PRESENTS

The Pride of the Pioneer Valley

WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION
ORCHESTRA

Experience the Widespread Depression Orchestra

in their premiere Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

performance before their appearances on 'Saturday

Night tive' and 'The Mike Douglas Show'

"TTfe Widespread Depression Orchestra remain the

best retnvalist group playing the 30's and 40's big-

band jazz" - E)ownbeat

Friday, April 27 8 pm
FINE /RIS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale General public -$7,6 5
UMass students - $5, 4. 3^ Senior citizens and
other students- $6. 5, 4

Fine Arts.Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2511
& New England Ticketron Locations.
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Around campus
Anti-racism march planned

Mwnbers of a campus Affirmative Action committee
VWMrttey met to discuss plans for a march in Washington,
DC. and future plarw.
The group is a subcommittee of tfw Campus Coalition to

combat racism, organisers said.

The committee, mostly comprned of graduate studenu,
plans to make ties with othier Affirrnative Action commit
tees on campus and compile a fact sheet to be distributed
on carr^HJS in the next few we^s.
iMues the committee will be addressing on tfw fact sheet

are the status of hiring of minorities arnJ women on cam
pus, the W^>er case which currently is being decided by
tt>e U.S. Suprerr>e Court, and long range planning for an
Affirmative Action day on campus.
The march, scheduled for June 2 in Washington DC, is

ont of four demonstrations arour>d the country that day
which will cap off a National Affirmative action week, com
mittse organizers said.

Israeli celebration Sunday
Israeli lrKSapenderu:e Day wilt be celebrated on campus

Sunday at 2:30 in ttw Hatch in the Student Union. The 31st
anniveraary of tt>e independence of Israel is April 29.
Highl^)hting the celebration will be "Safam," a Bocton
bM0d musical group as well as the UMan B'nai B'rith

Hiltel Isreaeli Dance Troupe
Sponsoring the event is Resources Judaica and tfie Five

College Hillel organization.

A lecture on the fundam^tal aspects of the Islamic
religion and culture will be hekj tonight at 8:00 in Mahar
auditorium Sponsored by the Islamic Society, the lecture
will feature All Muhammad of Dar-ul-lslam in Brooklyn,
N.Y. who will speak or the "Islamic Movement and Its Role
in Addressing World Problems."

Islamic faith lecture tonight
A lecture on the fundamental aspects of the Islamic

religion and culture will be held tonight at 8:00 in Mahar
auditorium Sponsored by the Islamic Society, the lecture
will feature Ali Muhammad of Dar-ul Islam in Brooklyn,
N.Y who will speak or the "Islamic Movement and Its Role
in Addressing World Problems

'

The Islamic society is a new organization formed this
year by university Muslim students to practice Islam. The
lecture is free to the public and is the first in a series of
lectures on Islamic cultural events.

Orleans to playMt Holyoke
The rock group Orleans will be the main attraction at

Mount Holyoke College's annual Spring Weekend on
Friday, April 27 at 8 p.m. in Chapin Auditorium.

Orleans is famous for their two hits "Dance with Me"
and 'Still the One." Tickets are now on sale at the Mary E.

Wooley Ticket Office, Goodbodies in South Hadley, Faces
of Earth in Amherst and Country Comfort in Northampton.
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Editorial/Opinion

The Inquiring

Photographer

THE QUESTION - (askad of patrons of

Union Record Servico) "How much.
mon«y do you spend on rM:ords each
week?"

L«vin

Edie Levin. Communications Studies,
freshperson: "I don't sjiend much money
on records at all - I can't afford them, ex-

cept when I've got money in my pocitet and
it's something I really want. I worked in a
record store and I used to buy all the time-
I'd say I bought about two albums a weeic
and those were new albums. Now I buy
very few albums. I see how much the vinyl

people are ripping off people."

Woody Mead, Businass, sophomore,
owner of SO-GO albums: "My tape deck
just got ripped off so now I gotta buy
records. A lot of my friends spend $10 a

week. I'll buy when I have heard them on
the radio and I like all the songs. I listen to

the sterec all day, whenever I'm in my
room it keeps my mind off studying, off

the burdens of UMass.

Hunter Flaharty

Beth Hunter, Legal Studies, junior,

owner of 100-150 records: "Usually zero-
It's all I can afford. I have a hard time fin

ding much selection of music I like. I love

records, I wish I had a million. I like alot of

different types of music. I guess I listen

anywhere from one to four hours a day to

relax, go places, sort of forget about things

that are going on."

Steve Flaherty, Business, sophomore,
owner of 50 records: "I'd say I buy a

record every two weeks because I enjoy
music. My hobby is enjoying music. My
record collection is important to me, I

spend alot on entertainment."

Shafner Daniela

Nathan Shafner, English, freshperson.

owner of 160 records: "That varies on
how much money I make. I will say I am an
avid record collector. On the average I buy
an album a week. Generally, I buy because
of the musicians, by knowing what musi-

cians I can pretty well tell what's on it. I like

good music, I listen about 12 hours a day,

it's kind of like for social reasons. I do alot

of socializing. I also play guitar. I get alot of

ideas from listening to music."

Michael Daniele, Mechanical Engineer-

ing,, junior: "I don't hardly ever buy
records, approximately one every 2 mon-
ths. I don't spend a lot on records for the

most part. I don't spend very much time

listening to music to warrant spending a lot

of money. For me to buy an album it has to

jae something special."

Hillel supports

end to oppression

To the Editor:

Holocaust Remembrance Day.
commemorating the destruction of

European Jewry, follows the Feast of
Freedom of Passover. Both remind us of
the history of human struggle and the

everpresent need for liberation in our daily

lives, community and in the world at

large. Through the celebration of the

Passover holiday, it becomes apparent
that it is the miracle of human action

which achieves freedom from repression

and domination. This affects changes in

institution!), societies and human con-

sciousness.

The council of B'nai B'rith Hillel at

UMass wishes to express its concern over
all issues of oppression, particulariy

racism. anti-Semitism and sexism. We
realize the recent events that aroused
racism at Amherst College to be reactions

to the everpresent overt and covert [ie:

institutionalized] forms of racism that

continually make an impact upon the

lives of oppressed groups and individuals.

We therefore voice our full support for

the Black Student Union at Amherst
College and their requests upon the

administration ofAmherst College.

We are aware of the tendency to ignore

various forms of oppression [ie: anti-

Semitism, Racism and Sexism]. We also

acknowledge the isolation of different

oppressed groups and the need for

rational alliances and support for the

elimination of all oppression where ever it

exists.

Forgets the past

To the Editor:

In Yitzhak Santis' article of April 23, he

writes "we shall never forget, " of Jewish
suffering past and present.

What Santis ignores is the suffering

Jews have infliicted unto many of their

own.
Santis cites the manner in which in Nazi

Germany and Europe in general people

were classified as either 'Aryans" or

"Semites" Jews. "Aryans being light and
blond were thus 'pure' and 'good' while

the 'Semites' being for the most part dark

were thus 'perverted' and 'evil'. " Millions

of Semitic European Jews were victims of

this absurd form of discrimination.

Today in Israel the Jewish state" there

is a similar form of ethnic dilineation.

Sephardics, Sabras and Palestinians ,

Jews and Gentiles alike constitute more
than 75 percent of Israel's population. Yet
they are the nation's poorest, have the

worst housing and education. In general

they are subservient to the recent Euro-

pean Jewish immigrants.
Golda Meir came from the United

States and became Prime Minister.

Menachim Begin is also foreign-born. He
heads a minority government that

discriminates againt native Israelis.

Certainty European and all Jews need a
country to serve as a shelter from such
atrocities as those that occured in Nazi
Germany. But they must learn to live and
share with all Jews and other people, not

just German and European Jews. Euro-

pean Jews discriminate against Semitic

natives and other non-European Jews
in very much the same ways they were
discriminated against in Europe.

Santis attempts to relate the plight of
Jews around the world-Argentinian, Ira-

nian. Iraqui, and even black Ethiopian
Jews. This is absurd. The dilineation

socially, economically, politically and in

every other way that exists in Israel bet-
ween European Jewish immigrants and
Semitic and non European Jews indicates

the bigotry these European Jews could
have learned only in a land such as Nazi
Germany. How soon they have forgotten
the feeling.

Nama withheld by raquaat

Must not exclude

nuclear power
To the EdKor:

In the April 18 issue of the Collegian,

Nancy Folbre is quoted as saying, "We
could shut down all existing nuclear

plants in the United States and suffer no
adverse economic impacts. " Although

after witnessing the recent travesty and
near disaster in Harrisburg I believe the

American people must demand nothing

less than an immediate moratorium on all

nuclear power, I must take issue with her

statement.
The United States is presently heavily

dependent upon nuclear energy. In 1977,

13. J percent of all electricity used was
produced by nuclear plants; and in the

highly industrialized Noftheast the per-

centages are even higher: Massachusetts
derives 33 percent of its power from
nuclear plants.

The point is that a moratorium on
nuclear power would cause acute energy

shortages in some of the country's key

industrial centers and to suggest that this

wouldn't have an adverse effect on the

economy is misleading and an injustice to

the anti-nuclear cause. The move from a
centralized, capital intensive sodiety

towards a more decentralized, labor

intensive society is a transition that will

not be made without great sacrifice on
the part of the American people.

We are hardly in a position at this time

to expect coal burning, solar energy, or

any other alternative sources of energy to

compensate for the severe impact a

nuclear moratorium would have on
America's energy output. We must
recognize that such a moratorium will

drastically affect our lives, and we must
be realistically prepared for the con-

sequences of such an action; an action

that is as profoundly complex as it is

essential.

Stephen A. Collins
Amherst

Khomeini distorted

by news media

To the Editor:

After 1953's coup by the CIA that led

the ousted Shah to regain power, the

United States press spent a great effort to

improve the shah's image as a real

modernizer leading his country toward
the gates of great civilization. Even when
all the Iranian people revolted against his

corrupted regime last year, and they were
being massacred in the street by US-
trained and equipped army of the shah-

this phony, paid press reported that some
idiot, "fanatic " rebels do not like the way
he is westernizing Iran or the rapid rate of

the growth. Finally, when the worid
realized the victory of the heroic struggle

of the masses,' the US media declared in-

directly that: "sorry we fooled youl"
Now that the old body - the late shah is

overthrown, they have focused on Kho-
meini poisoning the public again: "Kho-
meini is a dictator, a new IdiAmin"; "Iran

is going back to the 6th century. " For25
years they ignored more than 100,000

political prisoners under torture, and the

repressive regime of his majesty, and now
they are showing sympathy for some
blood thirsty torturers under trial.

Last month, in the historical referen-

dum of Iran, 99. 5 percent of the votes

said "Yes" to the Islamic republic propos-

ed by Ayatollah Khomeini. Now, what
kind of a dictator is he, who has the sup-

port of over 30 million people?
After all which seems to be more

realistic: the unanimous will of the Iranian

people or a distorted news media?
Iranian Moslem Students
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Fine Arts
'Halloween' falls short
Byf^ODCARVFTN
Coilegtan Staff

NeaHy^ yvats ago. Janat Laigh starred as tha victifti S0
§ homicMal maniac in tha Alfrad Hitchcock cl^Me,
^YCho. NOMT, her daughter, Jarrva Lee Curtis, stars as •
^tinr» of a hornicidal maniac in the new thriller, HtMoween.
Unfortunatalv. the similarity between NaUowm^n and
fsycho end thwe, because Ha0owean is sorely in need al
some of the directorial magic Hitchcock could provide.

The film opens on Halloween night in Haddonfirid, •
0maH nrudwestem town. Sixyearold Michael Myers spte
Ms sister necking with h^ boyfriwid As she gets un-
dressed in her bedrcKKn. Michael enters, pulls out a but*
^er knife, and hacks away.

Confined to a mental ir^titutton for 15 years, MichMrf
(Nk:k Castto) Mcapas the night before Halloween. ^
nmims to Haddonfieid where he prepwaa to pMy a deadly
game of tnck or treat with three unst^iactMig h^jh tctiod
MTls. Laurie Uamie Lee Curtis), Un&a (P. J. Soiaa) and
Annie (Nancy Loomis) Meanwhile, Michael's psychiatric
IDon^d Pteasance), who had done everything in ha powar
to kaap Michaal confined to the institution t>ecauae he
eomidarad Michael to be evil incarr^ate, is frantically trying

to find Mii^iaai before he embarfcs on h« Moody spree.

C^spite its initial promise, HaMoween soon becomes
bog^d down in its own s^-awaren^ that it is a
thriller " Tha opening murder, seen through the slits of

Michael's HallOM^en mask, is exceptionally well done, m
are s«\wrri othw ^nng scenes. But director John Car
penter appears willing to sacrifice all else for a good s^tfa.
and overplays the thriller adjects of the movie.

Usuallyctover touch», such as the playing of the Blue
Oyster cuH song "Don't Fear the Reaper" on a car radio,

or tha showing of "TTw Forbidden Planet " on t^vnion,
are reduced almcwt to cIm^im by Carpenter's over uaa ot
them.

The plot is slim and predictable The pace is uneven, the
characterizations i^ak, and the ending too long to be
anytlMng but laughaMe. Curtis delivers a competent, but
not outstanding. perfom^nM, though she « too old to be
believable as a teenager. Pleasance is hampered by having
Httle to do in the film, and at for the r«M of tfw cast, they
make good victims.

HaHoween provides some gory ^odwig scenea «k1 is a
slightly above-average, nr^aniac-on-the-loose su^Mnaa
film. But It's aN b^m done before. If you have se«i any
HitcN^od( films, you know it hA« h«^n rWme hetiiM^ befcKe.

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amher^
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Kirlian witness: taut mystery
B^ DEBRA ROTH SANTA
Coflegian Staff

Based wi m\ actual case. Tha KkHan \Mtnass is a ^st-
class murder mystery which is solved by testimony from a
witr^ess to the crime a witness who is deaf, mute, and
Wind.
The reason this witness is deaf, rrmte, and blind is that

ll*t not a human being But although a ludge wouldn't
place It on ttie stand, the witn^ is a credible source. In

the real-life c^e. the murderer confessed after the wit-

ntn;s testimony was revealed
The witness was a houseplant.

Now, don t laugh your begonia may be listenir^g.

Although the plot sounds foolish, tfiere is scientific data
which says that plants are sensitive to humans and can
communicate. Even if you're not a supporter of plant

language. The Kirlian Witness is still a worthwhile film.

Viewed as science fiction, the parapsychological scenes
are suspenseful due to the film's superior editing. ArKt

because the film is based on fact, its ttieme is intriguing

and thought-provoking.
According to this new science, plants are able to

communicate through polygraphs and Kirlian

photography. In the real-life case, the 1968 Hoffman-
LaRochs murder, polygraph expert Cleve Baxter revealed

the murderer when the plant who had witnessed the crime

changed its reaction on the polygraph while the murderer

was b«r>g mtervieweo.
But it is f^wit »>mrTHjr«ication through Kirlian

photography which is moat amazing. This technique,
developed by Russian scientists during World War II, is a
complicated method of taking picturae which result in

extraordinary prints. These photos supposedly expose the
aura of whatever's photographed; and by analyzing tfie

color tmd shape of the aura, the photographer can
illuminate some well hidden secrets abouc his nriodel.

Such is the case of The KiHian Witness. Laurie, a
telepathic plant freak, is murdw^ed in the pr»ence of her
favorite houseplant. Her sister. Rilla, discovers Laurie's
tapes which describe her plant communication studies,
and she begins her own experiments using a polygraph and
Kirlian photography Although she do« not start out as a
detective, her new friend ceiepathically creates suspicion
about Laurie's killer. Oi>e of the two suspects is Rilla's

husband.
But it is not t»M pursuit of Laurie's murderer wIm^

makes this film so captivating. Director Jonatlian Sarno
immerses us in the unusual relationship between Rilla and
the plant And he uses actual Kirlian photography so we
get to aee a few of the actual prints. The acting is finely

crafted wwith an exceptional performance by Nancy Snyder,
who plays Rilla. The Kirtian Witness is a likeable film,

although plant communication is an unlikely science.
Playing the weekend midnight show at Pleasant St.

Theatre.

ATTENTION CCEBS
STUDENTS!

All CCEBS students must obtain their pre-
registration forms from their academic advisor. Ad
visors will be available from 8:30 a.m. 6:00 p.m. daily
during the counseling period, April 23 27, 1979. Call
your advisor at 545-0031 and make an appointment
for prr> registration to save tin^ that you would
otherwise waste while waiting for assistanc*.

Here is a list of the ad>Hsors and the classes with
Mrhom they vM>rfc:

^983 Valerie Nii

1982 M Shareef Rasool and Charies Bookman
1981

. Phil Hicks and Jacquelyn Crooks
1980 Valerie Nii

Returning Students Rick Townes

Rease come prepared have a list of courses that
you would like to take. Bring your own Class
Schedule and Course Description Guide with you.

Remember— ^^Hi must see your advisor before
receiving your pr«- registration form.*

Football player
gets dfiy in court
By ERNEST PfPER
CoMegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON UMass varisty football
player Ken Horn got his "day in court"
yesterday - all eight hours of It - but ha
probable cause hearir>g on charges of
larceny from a person and assault arxl
battery was never heard because time
simply ran out.

Hampshire County District Court Justice
A. J. Morse interrupted one of the day's
several long trials to order Horn's case
continued until May 9.

Ironically, the case Morse interrupted
involved Horn, who was serving as a
witr>es8 in an unrelated, probable cause
hearir>g. As a result of Horn's involvement
in the other case, Morse ordered the
continuance with the stipulation that he not
preside over Horn's own hearing because
he felt he had heard "enough" about tt>e

UMan junior.

Horn was arrested March 1 along with
fellow football player Clifford Pedrow, The
pair was charged with unarmed robbery
ar>d assault and battery following an

alleged incident in UMass' MacKimrwe
dormitory Dec . 5 of last year.

Pedrow, also a junior, had his assault
charge dropped and his robbery charge
reduced at a pre-trial conference March 12.

Horn's robbery charge was also reduced
to larceny from a person, but he still faces
the assault and battery charge.

Andover man
arrested for assault

Police yesterday arrested an Andover
man in connection with an assault and
battery in MacKimmie dormitory last

Sunday-
Stephen Landry was picked up in

Andover on a warrant issued yesterday
morning by Hampshire County District

Court.
Landry was charged with assault and

battery with a dangerous weapon and
attempted robbery in connection with
Sunday's robbery and beating of a
MacKimmie resident, police said. At that
time a police spokesman said the victim
had been "beaten severely" and $40 had
been stolen. The victim was hospitalized as
a result of the injuries.

Landry is expected to be arraigned today
in Hampshire County Court.

^r ^^^J Liquor Store

Heineken $3.69 six

Old Milwaukee$3.25 12 pack

Riunite Lambrusco 1/5$2.39

Gilbey's Gin qt $6.49 case

Seagram's Whiskey qt.$7.29

Miller 12 oz. canEt-NR...

Blue Wall
Tonight

Happy Hour prices

all night

Pretenders
1

TOC members and guests only

$6.99 case

Schmidt's October Fest
$4.99 case

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

338 COLLEGE ST.
AMHERST

253-5384
256-8433
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...Cause you
know baby
I'm the next
big thing...

by Pep Lester
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Life continually moves in cycles.

Everything flows along in order and even-

tually comes full circle and starts all over

again. Rock music is no exception. Every
five years or so a new trend comes along, a

new bandwagon to be jumped upon by.

every rock critic, tagged the Next Big T'ir>g,

and systematically ignored by the record-

buying public. With the passing of Punk
Rock (RIP) it is becoming time to start pro-

gnosticating the next wave. Offered here

are a few guesses:
Drunk Rock— an extension of the

British Pub Rock trend of the early 70's—
whereas many New Wave bands were off-

shoots of Pub Rock groups. Drunk Rock
grew out of the fans of Pub Ro'^k. Promi-

nent Drunk Rockers include 98 Proof, Jack
Daniels and the Shotglasses, and the Dead
Livers.

Infant Rock— the idea for this form is

generally credited to Dee 0- "te, 14-year

old ex-drummer for PuitK group Eater,

when he was eased out of the band for be-

ing too old. On the Infant Rock hit parade
are "Doln' The Gerber Struggle," "Big

BM," and "I Got The Hots For My Baby-
sitter."

Geriatric Rock— the supergroup of Mc-
Cartney, Dylan, Wilson and Jagger provid-

ed the inspiration for this most fertile sub-

genre; their octuple-platinum debut LP
opened the floodgates for scores of im-

itators. "My Daughter Shoots Geritol,"

"Where Did Our Life Go?" and "Bad Bad
Back" are some example of Ger-Rock hits.

Wimp Rock — in one form or another,

this field has been mined since Del Shan-
non first weasled his way to the top of the

charts. The Four Seasor>s, Gary Lewis and
the Playboys, and Jonathan Richman and
,the Modern Lovers have all carried on the

[tradition since then, but there hasn't been a

[true wimp rock hit act in a while. It's due
time for this gang of snoids to "flick"

back — after all, a true wimp wouldn't really

hit back.

Mutant Rock — offspring of the sur-

vivors of the Great Harrisburg Fallout band-

ed together to form a group called Abbie
and the Paranormals. They went Top 10

with hits like "Doin' The Meltdown," "My
Three- Eyed Baby" and a cover version of

Devo's "Mongoloid." A new wave of Mu-
tant Rock groups was anticipated, but none
of them lived to tell about it.



Vinyl Junkie
by Perry Adier

Public •nemv number on«.

MMmm 'm mppoted M> mIwm it. not cause
H...

Tim^ m rack'n'roH '79? Radio gets bet

ter, music gets wor^. If the Police, live

rehashw of old Cheap Trick, a couple of

Springsteen c^» from ttie B<»mtown Rats
and one from Disco D^bie aren't one's
kiea of a thriving scene, where are the alter

nati^M?
Old old fa^^ ftadfinger, tfie Beach Boys

and RoKV Music have given us eminently ig

norabie, blah albums in the last couple of

months. New old faves Rotwrt Gordon,
Jonathan Richman and the Rubinoos pro
vide pleasure in inverse proportion to how
sick one is of their particular schticks.

Orttuts by Jo« Jackson and Robert
Johnson are OK but relatively insignificant.

The rotation playlist around here still con
sists of British New Wave, but much of it is

from late last year and, more depressingly,

some is available on impori only. EMs con
tinues to deliver of course, as do the Clash,

despite slight disappointments in both ar

tists' latest albums. Generation X and the
Jam continue to improve, troth (particularly

SelonT^eSalt
Fine Arts Editors

Assistant Editor

Film Co ordinator

Oance Co ordinator

Art Co ordinator

Book Co ordinator

Music Co ordinator

Pmrry L. AdIer
Rick Alvord

Dorothy A Clark

Debra Roth Santa

Debbie Wallace

Geof Stein

Michael Simons

Tom Anderson
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April 26 Fri. & Sat.

JEWELS
$1.00

April 27 C/ 28

NIGHTRIOERS
$2.00

Sunday, April 29

CHERI
GATES

tl.OO

Monday, April 30

TURTLE
ISLAND

/
$1.00

Tuesday, May 1

COSMIC
WIMPOUT

TOURNAMENX
Wed., May 2

BOBBY
DARLING

Comedy from Cape Cod
$1.50
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7 Old South St., across from
bus station in Northampton ^

SUMMER/FALL POSITIONS AVAILABLE
FOR SCERA AND STUDENT SENATE
WORK AND NON-WORK STUDY

UNDERGRADUATES

ACADEMIC ISSUES
RESIDENTIAL ISSUES
WOMEN'S ISSUES/sexism

LEGISLATIVE ISSUES

*THIRD WORLD/RACISM
*CAMPUS-WIDE, RENTS &
FEES ISSUES

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST.

FUND RAISING

WRITER/EDITOR
resource CENTER
(Work-Study)

speakers ASST.

PRESIDENTIAL ASST.

00

a

<
(A

m
X

$
o

SD

!* Asterik indicates positons open for sunnmer and fall other

positions open only in fall.

STOP BY THE STUDENT CENTER FOR RESEARCH
AND ADVOCACY BY 4:00 MONDAY APRIL THE 30'th.

422 STUDENT UNION, 545-0341

Women and Third World people are encouraged to apply

tfie Jam) showing more depth tfian befwe.
X Ray Spex was drooled over in tfiese

pages a couple of issues back, and X New
York Doll Johnny Thunders has an LP that

"more than makes up in" spirit "what it

may lack in" originality (whatta copout!).

It says something (about me. perhaps?)

that a full one third of tf>e way through the

year my favorite album is a novelty record

The Sex Pistols' Great Rock N' Roll

Swindle consists of goofs on oldies,

hysterical rearrangements of Pistols

classics, a few surprisingly good songs by
members other than leader John Lydon,

and an alternate take of "Anarchy in the

UK" that blows away ev«vthing elM
they've ever done.

On the Continuing Saga of Disco Sucks:

by and large, yeah, it stiH does. For every

Kinks or Blondie who can wrap a good
song around that beat, but there are a

whde slew of Rod Stewarts, Beach Boys,

Wings, Chers, and Herbie "Disco Sucks
but I Want Bucks" Mann, whose
crossovers attempts are horrendous.
(Wonder what Cheap Trick's will be like )

But, just like last year, there are a few good
ones that have to be ackrwwiedged by
open minds.
While the latest hits by the Village People

and Donna Summer are not up to previous

highpoints, the Bee Gees (that's right) have
tfieir best tur>e in quite a while with

"Tragedy." Chuck Brown £» the Soul Sear

chers' "Bustin' Loose" is even better than

Rick James's "You and I" in the hard funk

department. While Sister Sledge's "He's

The Greatest Dancer" is almost as bad as

anything by their producers. Chic (makers

of the worst disco song in each of the last

two years), the followup, "We are Family,"

is more gospelly intense than it has any
right to be. Ami! Stewart's "Knock on
Wood" remake may have all the
fashionable electronic sound effects, but

the beat is more old fashioned than the

original, and if it can get pla^Kl in the

discos (how do they blend it in?), then

maybe we can hope for a little variety com-
ing back like in pre '^ disco. And (rf

course, there's 'I Will Survive," obviously

one of Ihe best sorSfs of the year to all but
the most bigoted, It is so good, I, actually in-

vestigated Gloria Gaynor's album. It's not

th^t bad, but save your money and buy ttw

46
Tfw b^t soul record I've heard in a long

time, however, sn't disco but clauic

Motown. Bonnie Pointer (Sisterl's

"Hraven Must Have Sent You" s a remake
of an obscure '60's Motown record by the

Elgins. I've never heard the original, but I

krK>w it couldn't have had the magnificent

scatting that this one has. The 12" disc has

an execrable disco ve'.sion on the other

akie. but it's still worth the $2.

To talk about "the ultimate dichotomy
between disco and human music," as

Trouser Press did, is ridiculously pararxMd.

But please, bring on some more great

rodc'n'roll, and f«st.

^

VrJ

Ice Cream and Baked Goodies
11 30 11 30 Sun Wed ; 11 30 1?00 Thurs Sal

256 0388

TRAILWAYS and PETER PAN offer service to Boston,

New york and many other destinations.

TRAHWiOrS PETERMN DUS UNES

MAKE UFE SIMPLER FORYOU.

For Information, Schedules and Prices, Contact:

•Campus Center Bus Office.- 545-2006, or 549-6000

More from the British fringes

by Brett Milano
The first month of 1979 have produced

•notfier intriguing collection of alburr^

from tfie eccentric group of musiciara wfio

operate on the more experimental side of

BrttMh rode. The attxjms discussed here

can be found in your kxal import bin or

(v^wre irKlicated) as US

Rod Arg«nt: Moving Homo (MCA-
import)

This album marks the welcome return of

the formM' leader of the band Argent. His

keytxMrd worfc here » performed primarihr

on synthesizers, but he uses them more as

melodic instruments than sound-effects

machines. Save for one instrumental, tfie

lazzish "Nurr^Mr One," tfie album concen-
tfates on songs with vocals, many of which
are short and tur>eful enough to be poten-

ttal singles. The album's only drawtMCk ia

Argent's voice, which is a bit too soft and
fragile; but his versatile keyboard work
always saves the show.

Dava Lambert: Framed (Poiydor--US)
This is tfte first solo album from Lambert,

wfM> spent five years as a member of tfie

Strawfae. His guitar work with them proved
tfiat Lambert couM be arty ar>d progressive
with tf>e best of them, but here he proves
to be a rocker at heart. All nine of the songs
fiere are direct and powerful, with occa-
«onal resemblances to the StrawtM in tftatr

m<^e agressive moments. The excellent
studio band includes ex-Wings drummer
Denny Seiwell, and a rare non-WfK) ap-
pearance by John Entwistle on bass. The
StrawtM, by the way. have a rtew album
caNad Heartbreak HiH due for summer
retoase.

Anthony PhNOpa: Private Parte and
Pieces (PVC Records US)

Phillips was the original Genesis guitarist,

before Steve Hackett joined in 1971.
Phillips has bean relatively quiet since tf>en,

releasing only three albums in eight years.
His overall style is notably different from
Hackett's- whereas Hackett experiments
with electronics, Phillips has returned to a
more traditional style ar>d appears here only

<Ni aeoiMtk: gutter and pwto. The musw'
tiare is truly pMtoral, often making Genesis
sound like the Clash by comparison. Never-
tfieless, Phillips is an intera8tir>g compcMer
arKf his introspective guitar work can be in-

i^ring at times.

Piocra MoeHin's Gong: Downwind
(Artists US)
The notorious Angk>- French band Gong

fias now spHt into two separate Gongs. One
« led t>y lyricist Daevid Allen, who m«n-
tains tfte spaciness of the original t>and,
while the Gong that made Downwind is

made especially notable by the presence of
guest stars Steve Winwood and Mike
OkffiekJ. The 13-minute title track,on wfiich
Moerlin plays percuuk>n, Okffiekj,

everything else, is a standout and ap-
proaches the brilliance of Oklfiekf's sok)
work. Elsewf>ere on the album, there are a
couple of more conventional fusion pieces,
and tfte unusual (for this band) inclusion of
two short rock tunes with vocals.

Stave Hillaga: Live Herald (Virgin--

import)

Speaking of Gong, here we have a
former member of that band wfio hm
distinguisf>ed himself as a soloist. Hillage is

primarily known in this country for tha
remarkat>le L album, on which he col-

laborated with Todd Rundgren. Since tf>en

he has returned to Engtarnl, and seems to
have nrMssed the US success which ha
deserved. Nevertheless, Live Herald is

po^bly his finest work to date. Three sides
of this two-record set were recorded in

concert, and the already celebratory nature
of his music is enhanced by the presence of
an audience. His band provides a funky
t}ackbeat which contrasts nicely with
Hillage's fluid sokM on guitar. The fourth
side, recorded in a studio, shows the nvire
atistract and electronic side of Hillage's

music.
Finally, we fiave a new single from tfta

ever-popular Jethro Tull. "A Stitch in

Time" (Chrysalis -import) was released this

month and will probably not be included on
any Tull album. The song continues in tha
direction of the recent Heavy Horsaa
album, sftowing the more rustic side of
TuH's music. It's a catchy tune with an
eiak>orate production that includes strings,

female background vocals and tfte in-

evitable flute sok). The cur.ent pressing of
this comes in white vinyl, with a picture
sleeve

.

1979: The third phase of new wave
by Tom Anderson

Over tfte peat year or two, it has
become irtcreastngfy obvious that tfte two
predominant current musical trends - disco

artd rtew wave rock - are not just passing

fads. As one who can still count on the

fingers of one ftand tfie nuntber of disco

songs he likes I'll stick with tackling some of

the current trends in the rtew wave
movemertt.
When punk rock first hit tfte scerte in

1976, it began as a direct assault on tfte

homogenized pap purveyed by the likes of

Barry Manilow and Linda Ronstadt. This

initial year or so, which ntigftt be called the

"first phase" of new wave rock.

phasized sfteer energy in musical form. Tfte

quinr^sential punk band is probably either

the Sex Pistols or the Ramones, depending

upon whether you consider anger or apathy

tfte most cnaracteristic emotion of punk

rod(.

The "second phase" of tfte new wave
movement began in '77, and was the

predominant force in '78 Last y^ar saw tfte

rise of tfte so-called "power pop " bands,

led by such charming figures as Eh/is

CoataNo, Nick Lowe and Dave Edmunds
Tftase artists (and others) emphasized

intelligible aiKJ usuaHy intelligent lyrics,

while forging a sound rooted firmly in tfte

tradition of 60's rock 'n' roll.

It's now 1979, and the types of records

released so far this year have reflected yet a

tftird pftase of new wave rock • tfta

echoing of well-known bands from the 60's
and early 70's For example, we have tfte

Fabukius Poodles' Mirror Stars, which
draws fteavily upon tfte musical lc»gacy of

Ray Davies and the Kinks. Tin Huey's
Contertts Dislodged During Shipmam
is much closer to the early Mothers of

Invention than is Zappa himself these days.

The third album from Elvis Costello,

Armed Forces, nnanages to sound like )ust

about everyone, with whiffs of the Beach
Boys, the Stones and many others. Tonic
for tha Troops, the second release from
tfte Boomtown Rats, also reminds me at

various points of the Who and other classic

bands.
What makes this whole trend so ironic is

that nrtany of tfte okl-time rockers who are
still around, like the Kinks, Rod Stewart,
the Beach Boys and the Stones, are turnirtg

to disco and scoring their biggest hits in

^ars. I suppose there's justice sorrtewftere
- as tnese groups try out oisco, a crowd of
fresh young talent is rising to remind us
that rock is still a valid musical form with a
lot of growing room left.

The year 1979 thus far as been one of
wkfely varyirtg albums, with many grouped
under the vague and ever-expanding
category of "rtew wave." I can only hope
that the older groups who turn to disco are

as successful as Blondie, and that tfte

newer groups keep experimenting with
ways to keep rock alive for at least a few
more years.

The Amherst CoNege Masquers present

HOGAN'S
GOAT

A verse drama by William Alfred.
'* Directed by Helene Keyssar

April 27, 28. 29 May 4, 5, 6
8:00 p.m., Kirt>y Theatre, Amherst College

Admi$sior> $2 50
Amherst College students free with 10.

Senk>r citizens $1.50.

Box office opens April 13, weekdays 10 a.m. 5 p.m.
Telephone 542 2277

FREE/'' (However, when the sup-
iiuiAj...

^ ply runs out we'll be giv-
With every 16 mch pizza at j^g 3 ^^„ ^^3^ ^^ p^^^j
rinocchio s... Djet Pepsi, or Schwepps

Ginger Ale instead.)

1979 Cadillac Eldorado

^€aCuciha cii

VlfiOCCHIO^
1177 N Pleasant St. N. Amherst

549-3GG9
- FREE DELIVERY AFTER 5 -

GIL SCOTT-
HERON
with special guests
Loose Caboose

Thurs., April 26
$4 advance £r door

ELLIS HALL (

GROUP g^
with special guests S^<
Clean Living
(on 4/28)

Fri., April 27 & Sat., April 28f
$2 door only

JONATHAN
EDWARDS
Thurs., May 10
$4 advance & door

Admission with Mass. license or liquor ID only

rustynail
Sunderland, Moss.

665-4937
24 hour taped message

The Hatch is going Mexican

Visit the

"HATCH FIESTA CANTINA"

TACO'S
Bean
Chopped Bean
Sausage
Chicken

.55

.75

.80

.85

BURRITO
Bean
Chopped Beef
Sausage
Chicken

.95

1.35

1.40

1.50

ENCHILADAS
Bean
Chopped Beef
Cheese
Chicken

.70

.90

.85

.95

TOSTADA
The Mexican
Rose Special

QUESADILLA 1.40

FRIJOLES
REFRITOS
Fiesta Style

.95
CHILI CON
CARNE 1.25

<
UJ

O
UJ
CD
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records from a to v
ALLMAN BROTHERS
Enliahtttn«d RoguM

(Capricorn)
Enlight«n«<l Roguai is a

damn good comeback
album. It's also a fine

Southernrockboogiealbum.
h's even a good AHnwn
Brothers Band record.

Thislastachievementisthe

most amazing. Generally,

comebackalbumsshouldnot
tiaveconw backatall, andyet
Enlight«n«d RoguM can
stand next to Eat a Paach or

Idlewild South with no
problem. I would even say

that it IS the best material the

band has turned out since

brother Ouarte d^aried
The band has returned to

the double lead guitar, bass,

organ. double drummer
format that they began with

Beside original members
Greg Allman, Dickie Betts.

Butch Trucks, and Jamoie.

Dan Tolerhasjoinedtheband

on lead guitar, and Ddvid

Goldfliesplays asmean abass

as the late Berry Oakley ever

did I can't pretend that they

sound asgoodastheydidwith
Duane, but the overall feel of

the album is MORE than

reminiscent ofTHE SOUND
which began the Southern
rock phenomenon in 1969

with the release of The
Allman Brothers Band.
The album begins with

"Crazy Love," which shows
us that Dickie Betts can play

an incredible slide guitar

"Can't Take It With You" a

catchy tune co authored by

Dickie which has received

shitloads of airplay (and

deserves it), is next.

"Pegasus, " thetnstrumental

on this album and perhaps its

finest song, is third "Need

Your Love So Bad, ' which
closes out side one, is classic

blues sung to perfectk>n by
thenew"unfucked up"Greg
Allman (who, it seems, has

reconciled all differences

with the other members)
Side two opens with "Blind

Love." which puts Dickie

eetts'sstinging leadsagainst

Dan Toler's, in classic ABB
style. Next comes "Try One
More Time," a tune which
starts with funky guitar,

progresses through melodic

leads, and ends with an in-

credible bass line by David

Goldflies "It Just Ain't

Easy, " written by Greg
Allman, sumsitallupforhim:

You want so bad to leave this

whirlwind storm
But you can 't findnoplace to

grab on
So round and round you go
again
And It just am 't easy

"Sail Away, "amellowDickie
Betts cut, ends the album.

Enlightened Rogues once
again makes the Allman
BrgthersBandoneofthebest
Southern bands around.

Tom Averse

MAX ROACH/
MITHONY BRAXTON

Birth and Rebirth
(Black Saint)

It isn't UMass
parochialism that would
cause one to claim that Max
Roach is the most impor

tant living black musician.

Roach's career of nrore

than 30 years spans nearly

all the styles of jazz or

classical black American
music thai evolved during

that period Moreover.
Roach himself played a ma
|or role in the development
of nearly every innovation

during his tenure as a per

cussionist. Today, only

Ornette Coleman can be
considered an influence of

Roach's stdture And Col

eman was but a teenager

when Roach was already a

central figure in the "bop

"

movement
None of the history of his

music has been lost by

Roach however, as this col

laboration with reed player

Anthony Braxton
demonstrates. On the back

of the album jacket the

musicians state that "The

music in this album is the

result of our belief in a con
tinuum that links the pre

sent with the past Our

spontaneous improvisa
tions are true to those well

defined principles basic to

African American culture.'"

It isn't an empty promise,

either

Indeed. Braxton is also a

chronicler of Afro American
music, and the present

work IS a spectacular and
thoroughly successful at-

tempt to draw from the

history of the music, its

essence and develop it in a

modern context. The duet

format reduces the collec

tive improvisations down to

the essentials rhythm and
tonality and the result is an

education as well as a

pleasure to listen to

Braxton's sax and clarinet

are as good here as they

have ever been His crisp,

angular attack and distinc

tive runs are freed from the

restrictive compositional
structures he had been fool-

ing with of late. Braxton
uses harmonic mooes un
familiar to earlier forms of

jazz, but the "jazzy" feeling

is omnipresent.
For his part. Roach is not

in the background to the

melodic instrument .
The

beat ranges from the hard

bop frenzy Roach invented

to a coot jazz waltz to the

free pulse of the avant

garde. Much of Roach's

style cannot be
categorized- it is the use of

the drum set for effects far

beyond mere rhythm. His

coloration is never just

flashy and always im

aginative.

Put the two together and

the whole becomes greater

than the sum of its parts.

The total sympathy and

coordination of he Im-

provised pieces is superb.

Space doesn't allow
enough to be written here

regarding the individual

(MecK (of which there are

seven). The recording by
Black Saint, it should be
noted, it nearly flawless.

Suffice it to say that any
li«'*ener deserving an
understanding of where
modern jazz is, has been,

and is going--in other

words, of what that "con
tinuum" of African
ArT>erican music is all about
ought to pick up a copy of

this album Its a beaut,

"Bill Sundstrom

ROBERT GORDON
Row Billy Boogie

(RCA)

One of the tragedies

following the death of Elivs

Presley has been the

hideous array of imitators

doing rather sad versions of

the King's best known
songs But an additional

tragedy is that those artists

who are genuinely trying to

do their own form of up
dated rockabilly are also

labelled as Elvis imitators

Robert Gordon is one who
has suffered this fate.

Although on some songs he

does sound somewhat like

Presley, Gordon's vocal

style is really qu'le different

and quite commanding.
With the obvious exception

of "Blue Christmas," this

albur»-. should go a long way
toward establishing Gordon
as an artist in his own right,

who draws from but does

not imitate Elivs.

Rock Billy Boogie is

tighter than Gordon's
previous albums, due large

ly to a change in guitarist.

His first two releases

featured Link Wray, who is

a rough 'n' ready basic rock

guitarist. On this album
Gordon instead teams up
with Chris Spedding, a

British studio musician
whose long and varied

career has covered a great

deal of ground, and whose
experience is evident
throughout. At its best, on
cuts like "Walk on By,"

"It's Only Make Believe"

and the title cut, this album

is a rousing reminder of

what most contemporary

rock lacks, without
sounding as dated as most
of the originals or as silly as

fxvanx remakM. While th^e
is rK> single cut as strong as

Springsteen's "Fire," the

standout on Fresh Fish

Special, overall Rock Billy

Boogie does emerge as the

best of Robert Gordon's
albums. The two original

songs on the album mix
well with the covers, and
provide a clue that we nnay

see more songs co-written

by Gordon on future
releases.

While it's hard" to find an
adequate answer to a ques
tion like "Why listen to

remakes by anybody rather

than the original songs?" I

still think Gordon has a

place in the current rock

scene. I wouldn't trade one
remake by Robert Gordon
for a million pitiful rehases

by Linda Ronstadt. If we
agree that there is a place

for new versions of ok
tunes, it is highly reassuring

to see that these can b€

done by someone like

Robert Gordon, who cap
tures the original energy

and has the talent to pull it

off with style and grace

--Tom Anderson

ROXY MUSIC
Manifesto

. (Atco)

This has to qualify for the

totally unexpected award of

1979. A Roxy Music reunion

album. Hmmm...l don't

know whether to thank the

gods or dread the outcome.
Actually, I couldn't see

what else they hoped to do.

To me, they seemed to

have already gone through

a logical composite evolu

lion, with five albums bobb
ing in the wake.

With vocalist /composer
Bryan Ferry firmly at the

helm, Roxy steered a

course from Eno and early

70's glitter rock to campy,
stylized power pop. Their

breakup album. Siren,
ironically gave the band
their first radio hit, "Love Is

The Drug," jp 1976 During
a three year interim, the

Roxy nucleus Ferry,

guitarist Phil Manzanera,

and reedman Andy McKay
busied themselves with

moderately successful solo

careers. The result was a

string of albums which,

though interesting and
diverse, failed to make any

significant dent in a disco

dredged U.S. market.

In 1979, a year in which
even the Segers and
Aerosmiths are forced to

put out double live albums
in order to survive, comes
Manifesto, an almost
ludicrously brave attempt

by Ferry and Co. to finally

estabflish themselves
alongside the now
crumbling American giants.

Roxy was always a bit too

British for the Schlitz

swillers Stateside. Ferry's

intuitive pose as the

sophisticated, distantly cool

but vulnerable artiste

always smacked suspicious-

ly of Anglo faggery over

here. On his first solo tour

(backing for Christ's sake,

J. Geils), Ferry and band
were booed off stage at the

Cape Cod Coliseum by
Quaalude quaffing teens.

Manzanera fared better; his

collaborative "project" 801

brought forth two albums,

one of which, a live effort

with Brian Eno, sold

250,000 copies as an import

alone, a figure not to be

sneezed at.

Ferry has neatly solved

the dilemma of his image by
dividing Manifesto into

"East " and "West " sides,

the former for the folks

back home, the latter for

the colonials The East side,

needless to say, is the more
recognizably Roxy. Tracks

here could almost be out

takes from the Stranded or

Country Life albums, but

given a scoured production

line facelift that saps them
of much of their vitality.

There is nothing on
Manifesto that hasn't been
tried and proven by Roxy in

the past. Notwithstanding,

side one, the East skie or

whateverthehell, definitely

grows on you. The title

track begirds with a somber,
stately instrumental buiki

up to the kind of dignified

"torch song" at which Ferry

excells. "Trash, " a tongue
in cheek comment on Punk
fashions, jolts along with a

characteristic syncopated
rhythm line, the likes of

which have influenced

groups such as the Cars.

"Angel Eyes " is a tradi

tional Roxy chord slinger

CO written by McKay. "Still

Falls The Rain ' comes off

as an unlikely cross bet-

ween a lilting ballad and a

funky get-down chorus.

'"Stronger Through the

Years " ends the East Side

on a more recognizable

note: classic Manzanera
starburst guitar solos, atKJ

patented Andy "Eddie Riff"

McKay sax...

I haven't even begun with

the West Side yet, and I'm

not going to say that much,
save that it interests rT>e far

less than does the East. The
majority of tracks pretty

well sum up the spirit of

post Saturday Niqht Fever
neurosis of the Seventies.

"Ain't That So" and "My
Little Girl" are pure
cosmetic fluff, insubstantial

and precious. A notable ex

ception is "Dance Away" a

pensive, atmospheric piece

about Ferry's breakup with

Jerry Hall (the cover girl on
the Stranded album).

Manifesto amounts to a

safe, calculated re-entry in

to the business by a band '

that, due to a three year

absence, cannot accurately

gauge wnat public reaction

will be. Hence the mid
Atlantic line straddling and
overuse of brass on the

West side. Still, take heart

fellow Roxyites, your band
is still a force to be reckon

ed with. It's just that they're

hedging their bets, which is

frustrating. Manifesto
could easily have been
another magnum opus
diong the lines of Country
Life. The potential's still

there. .

.

-Andrew Woolf

ELVIS COSTELLO AND
THE ATTRACTIONS

Armed Forces

(Columbia)

"As I walk through this

wicked world looking for a

light in the darkness," oc-

casionally I find one. In the

confusing and disgusting

fall of 1977, Elvis Costello,

born Declan Patrick

McManus, cut through the

confusion trying to be
amused rather than
disgusted even though
everything means "Less

Than Zero. " Everything ex-

cept his lyrics.

My Aim Is True hit its

target dead center. This lit-

tle man of convictions

would give no quarter

about what he and society

preached as right. He
knocked down, the male

macho myth and scoffed at

the legend of female sen-

sitivity. He would not stand

for the suppression of ex-

pression of thought, emo-
tion or biological needs. In

"Waiting for the End of the

World ", God was even ask

ed to act more responsibly:

"Dear Lord, I sincerely

hope your coming 'cause

you really started

something."
This Year's Model had
"The Beat" you couldn't

resist. With a new band

that could "Pump It Up"
higher than ever before,

Elvis could focus a sharper

image of the alienation ex-

perienced in relationships,

and expose the ills of socie-

ty with increasing depth.

He gunned down
materialism and violence

"Living in Paradise." "This

Year's Girl" and "Lipstick

Vogue" smudged the im-

age of Madison Avenue and
the cosnr>etic industry (Elvis

once worked in a vanity fac-

tory). He announced on
"Radio Radk>" that the

medium is the mush, and
he banered mental cruelty

with "Little Triggers." The
English version contained

'Night Rally, " that i«ued
warning against taking night

classes of the racist Na
tional Front, and "I Don't

Want to Go to Chelsea,

"

which had Elvis snubbing

his nose at high society He
lashed out at emotionless

relationships in "Lip Ser-

vice," because that's all

those who are only 'going

through the motions" will

get from him. Every time I

dug my ears into his songs I

unearthed another gem of

an idea Elvis had lodged in

the layers of this solid-as-a-

rock record. It spent more
time on the turntable than

any other before it.

Armed Forces has a

tough act to follow, since

TYM' was many critics'

top choice of 1978. The in-

itial reaction was mixed

from the fans and critics

alike. A few raved about it.

Most thought it was very

good but it did not meet
their expectations. Some
(women I know) said it

wasn't vicious enough,

others thought there wasn't

enough guitar on the album
to suit them. To please

some I think he would have

had to re-release T'Y'M"
under a different title. Like

Chaplin, who continued to

make silent films after the

advent of talkies because

he could say more without

sound, Costello
understands how to create

more with less. His ar-

rangements work perfectly,

so why make the songs play

second fiddle to guitar for

guitar's sake. Some wanted
this LP to rock as hard

throughout as TY"M' did.

Costello's statement on
radio over a year ago that

""you can have strength at

any volume"' addresses that

criticism adequately.

Steve Naive's versatility

on keyboards is showcased
as the solo instrument

throughout the album and it

is the nuances in his playing

that provide the at-

mosphere for Costello's

songs to breathe in.

"Accidents Will Happen"

sneaks off of side one and

snags you with all its hooks;

standard placement of the

hit single. "LKtIe Triggers"
concerned itself with pain
verballyinflicted by lovers,

but here he warrts, "It's the
damage we do and never
know, it's the words we
don't say that scare me
so."

Steve Naive's cheery

-organ and pianowork (AB-

BA influance on "Oliver's

Army" provides the perfect

ironic counterpoint in a

song about the victim of a
mercenary recruiter's sales

pitch.

In "Senior Service"^
Costello treats the death in-

dustry, insurance com-
panies, nursing homes and
funeral parlors with the dis-

dain they deserx^.

The plastic disco world

and its superficial patrons

provide the board for his

verbal darts in "Moods For

Moderns": "I will be your
stranger just pretending."

Elvis hangs more of

society's dirty linen out for

everyone to hear on his

musical clothesline in "Big

Boys." With surgical preci

sion he dissects the macho
myth with which our elders

have infected us.

Military metaphors
sound out the battle cry

against "Busy Bodies"

getting nowhere. "Tem-
porarily out of action"

and "With the best inten

tions you are nothing but

a nuisance" provide
more lip service to those

still just going through

the motions.

"Who put their finger-

prints on my imagina-

tion," he asks knowingly
in "Green Shirt" as he

addresses attempts to in-

fluence our thoughts by
television.

The models our
parents provided us get

recalled in "'Goon
Squad": "Some grow up
just like their dads, and
some grow up too tall.

Some go drinking with

the lads, and some don't

grow up at all."

You better be ready for

an explosive reaction

and the "final solution"

when you mix your mind
with Elvis's in his

"Chemistry Class."

The power struggle in

relationships is the con-

cern of "Two Little

Hitlers." You vill love

me! Emotional fascism for

sure.

A truly pathetic and ail-

too familiar relationship is

sketched out and sensitive-

ly filled in by Elvis in "Party

Girl." She has a poor self-

image, just a party girl,

"just like a million more all

over the world,' who will

settle for anything in

""disguise of love." Though
they're not right for each
other she insists "We're so
hyd to find" and clings to

an empty relationship

"Give it just one more try,

give it a chance." Party boy
answers thct it "starts out

tike fascination, ends up in

a trance." He's trapped in a

""grip-like-vice" because
he's guilty of cravir>g his

slice ("don't you know I'm

an animal" - "Hand In

Hand"). She'll "never be
the guilty party girl" by

allowing herself to be

touched or allowing him to

touch other party girls. He
doesn't want to get married

yet, nor does he want to

lose her. Noteworthy here

is the bassline almost exact-

ly like in the Beatles" medley
on side two of Abbey
Road. An intentional allu-

sion, methinks.
On the last -track Elvis lets

the notes ring with authori-

ty from his Fender Jazz-

master, Naive's organ
swirls ominously in the

background, and the

Thomases' rhythiY) section

charges ahead with the

force of an armored car.

Costello's angered and tor-

turad voice wants to know
"What's So Funny About
Peace, Love and
Understanding?'"

Is this album better or

worse than the last? Is a
neutron bomb better than
an atomic borpb? They both

do the job effectively, one
just uses a newer
technology. No matter,

Elvis has given us another

light to make life's darkness

a little more navigable,

Eric S. Myers

ATLANTICS
Big City Rock

(ABC)
Awright kkls, tinr>e to

throw away th(»e dog
eared Cars albums, get

ready for the latest teen

sensation from Bosstown...

Introducing: the Allan

tics, five mop-topped Bean-

town New Wavers whose
cute sultry schoolboy
stance is likely to rake in the

most ardent legion of tie-

clad fans since Ric Ocasek
and the crew homgenized
Punk Rock for general con
sumption. Actually, I

shouldn't be cynkal. The
Allantics never had it as

easy as did the Cars. Big

City Rock, their debut

album, isn't going to splash

the Atlantics all over the

cover of the Rolling Stone.

Yet they have certainly paid

their dues.

Big City Rock is the

cumulative result of three or

four years of bar-slogging

between Boston and New
York. Along the way the

Atlantics acquired their

manager, Fred Munao, an

opportunistic individual

who rrwde sure the band
practiced to distraction

booking them into all the

"right " clubs. Gradually

they beefed up their catchy

Motown influenced pop
rock. Onstage they dressed

in baggy suits, ties askew,

and behaved like a bunch of

evil schoolbrats out on a

field trip. Initially foppish

and precious, the Atlantics

rapidly developed a polish

ed, charismatic appeal.

Stylistically, they com-
bine the driving back beat

and sophisticated vocaliza-

tion of Motown with a

buzzsaw attack and bluster-

ing arrogance reminiscent

of the late, great New York

Dolls Two years ago the

Atlantics, and fellow
unknowns The Cars, were
grubbing around for the

first record company hot

shot who cared to dig them

out of the Boston beer blast

circuit. The Cars bumpjed
into producer Roy Thomas
Baker (Queen, Be-Bop
Deluxe), who promptly
whisked them off to Lon-

don to record what has

since become a platinum

album. The Atlantics,

meanwhile, were left look-

ing like the also-rans of

Beantown.
After a year of wheeling

and dealing by their

manager, they finally land

ed a contract with ABC.
Shortly before the sessions

for Big City Rock began,

they lost their lead guitarist.

Considering the storms
they have weathered, the

band comes through
remarkably well on vinyl.

The tracks on Big City

Rock span from their early

college gigging days
("When Your'e Young") to

the present ("So Long" and
"Teenage Flu," written

specifically for the album).

The Atlantics ddightful

sense of teenage arigst

shines on through here, but

unfortunately their loud,

raucous edge has bemi
sorrwwhat smoothed out by

a too sleek, too presentable

studio mix. They are

capable of far more energy

live than is apparent on this

record.

...So c'mon UMass, it's

time to put yet another

Boston band on the rruip,

and I can't think of a case

more deserving than the

much shat upon Atlantics

Get Mom and Dad to wire

you $7.96 for textbcK>ks,

bop down to your local

record store, and don't rest

until you get a copy of Big

City Rock m your hot little

hands. Throw av^y those

smug preconceptions about
"Punk" Rock, let the

sixteen year old in you have

a say for a change...

-Andrew J. Woolf

DEVADIP CARLOS
SANTANA

Onenessy-Silver Dreams,

Golden Reality

(Columbia)

JOHN Mj;LAUGHLIN
AND THE

ONE TRUTH BAND

Electric Dreams

(Columbia)

No one can deny that

Carlos S^ntana and John
McLaughlin are two of the

most proficient and exciting

ouitarists in the music world

today. (Oh yeah Ed.)

tJotn nave oeen in the

spotlight for around ten

years, and both have not

only endured, but grown
and improved.

Srn

turned into a monster today
(It sure has! Ed.) Later it

was McLaughlin's band,

Mahavishnu Orchestra,
which set the guidelines for

this new form of music with

two phenomenal releases in

1972 and 1973, The Inner
Mounting Flame and
Birds of Fire. All of this

bullshit brings us tc 'he pre-

sent - the releases which I

am (supposed to be) rev>

iewing. Both records are

great in their own ways.
Electric Dreams brings

John McLaughlin back to

his jazz roots. On last year's

Electric Guitarist
album,we saw Johnny
returning, but the new
album makes the transition

complete. It is the purest

jazz he's played in years.

With the assistance of the

One Truth Band, John has
made his best music since
the original Mahavishnu

Orchestra days. One of the

highlights is a cut called

"Miles Davis," which is

reminiscent of material on
Bitches Brew, and also

pays Miles homage in the

same way that Miles cut a

song called "John
McLaughlin" on the
aforementioned album.
Other really nice (but ob-

viously wired) cuts on the

album are "Desire and the

Comforter," "The Dark

Prince," and "'The

Unknown Dissident."

Despite the fact that

these two musicians started

in completely different

musical genres, their styles

have borrowed a lot from
each other. This results

mainly from their mutual
association with holy man
Sri Chimnoy, which reach-

ed its .height on the 1973

release. Love, Devotion,
Surrender. After this

association, Santana's
guitar style has reflected

McLaughlin's, and John's

style has employed some of

Carlos' techniques.

Santana started with a

hard rock band which was
tinged with Latino flavor-

ings. Although the first

Santana album made some
waves back in 1969, it was
the widely - acclaimed

Abraxas which establish-

ed the band as a major

force in music. John
McLaughlin gained his first

major recognition pioneer-

ing new terrain with his

electric guitar on the revolu-

tionary Bitches Brew
album, released by Miles

Davis. This was The
Album which started the

jazz-rock music which has

Oneness, the new San-
fina solo release, is as

good, if not better, than

Electric Dreams. Carlos

seems to have turned his

full artistic talent towards
his solo career, whereas
McLaughlin has returned to

the band effort. Although

heavily saturated with

religious messages, this is

one of Santana's best

works. Only four of fifteen

cuts feature vocals, and
even these are great. The
instrumental cuts ""Arise

Awake," "Jim Jeannie,"

"Cry of the Wilderness,"

"Oneness, " and "Song for

Devadip" are some of the

most incredible guitar

displays I've ever heard.

Musicians like Tom Coster,

Graham Lear, Narada
MichaelWalden.and others

help Carlos achieve the

desired effect. Listen to it;

the album speaks for itself.

No matter how you look

at it, these releases will be
two of the most intelligent,

beautiful records of 1979.

(God, I hope not. Ed.)

Tom Averse

GEORGE BENSON
Livin' Inside Your Love

(Warner Brothers)

Remember George Ben
son, the man who took the

music world by surprise in

1976 when he won the 19th

annual Grammy Awards
Record of the Year with the

hit single, "This Mas-
querade?" From then on, if

you recall, he won so many
awards that he didn't know
what to do with them all.

Remember?
That's alright if you don't

because Benson isn't taking

any chances that his au-

dience will forget

In his latest collection,

"Livin' Inside Your Love,"

reminders abound of his

previous triumphs. Song
one, side one, title cut,

features a baldface, blatant

20 seconds of "Breezing" at

the very start so you
shouldn't forget. Several

other cuts feature
reminders of "In Flight" and
"Weekend in L.A.""

Please, Benson fans, of

which I am one, don't get

me wrong, this is good
Benson! It's just not great

Benson! Putting it another

way, this would have been
great Benson if it was only

an album or at most, an

album and a lialf. As it

stands now, with two
albums, George has
musically extended himself

too much.
Side one is George the

way p>eople like him: Sharp,

lively, tuneful and swing
ing. The title cut, "Hey
Girl"' and '"Nassau Day"" are

excellent follow-ups to

"Weekend in L.A.,"' his last

album. Side two, with

"Soulful Strut,"" "Prelude

to Fall"" and "A Change is

Gonna Come," will keep

the faithful happy for a long

time. Side four, featuring

"Welcome Into my World,"'

and "Before You Go" will

make you forget the abor

tion performed on the

Righteous Brothers' big hit

single, "Unchained
Melody." The man can

sing, "This Masquerade"
has proven that, but he

can't sing everything.

nobody can and the classics

should be left to those vA'ho

can do them justice.

The rotten apple in the

barrel is side three. Three

strikes and Benson's out

with such forgettable and
almost laughable tunes, not

songs, as "Love Ballad,"

"You're Never Too Far

From Me" and ""Love is a

Hurtin" Thing." Success
must have gone to his

head.

All in all, the faithful

won't be too disappointed.

For another performer this

collection would be solid

gold. From Benson, maybe
it's possible that p>eople

now expect too much, or

maybe it's just me. .

.

-Michael Simons

TATA VEGA
Try My Love
(Motown)

After enjoying her last

three efforts (Full Speed
Ahead and Totally Tata

being the first two), I

strongly feel that all it takes

to become a fan of Tata's

singing is to listen. Quality

and accomplishment ring in

her voice and reach out to

you. All at once, she's

sweet, sexy and simplicity.

She loves to sing and be

heard singing. Her attention

to detail is intense, but

somehow she's totally free

with this student-ot-music

approach. Her voice is a

musical instrument that she

cannily weaves in and out

of the arrangement.
Once again, her material

covers a wide range of

tempos and moods that

almost seem to be

necessary to accomodate

her varied talents. She does

everything from coo to scat

with songs like "Come On
And Try My Love," "'Get It

Up For Love'" and
"Whopper Bopper Show
Stopper."' Each of her

albums has been an im-

provement over the last,

and with this one, there are

no weak spots. No "filler"

here, it all fits in with the

scheme of things, and

there's no wasted motion or

intent.

-Mario A. Barros

-3—.
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LONGEST DAILY
HAPPY HOUR IN

TOWN 3-a P.M.

OTHER DRINK
SPECIALS DAILY

gootkfooHSltirtnh
1 Pray St. Amh«rst, Mass. 549-5403

BREAKFAST ON
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BUSINESS
LUNCHEON AND
DINNER DAILY

BEST BURGER
AND
SANDWICHES IN

TOWN
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spring Concert

Spring Concert Security Info.

The following meetings are mandatory for seeurity

personel working at the Spring Concert. DiKOUHsion

will include final Ii8t, clearance for payments position

and assignments for day of the show, responsibilities

and a general overview of the security plan.

Meetings

Thursday April 19 7:00 pm Morrill

Tuesday April 24 7:00 pm CCA
Thursday April 26 7:00 pm Morrill

Please be prompt! Please cooperate.
There will be people prcM*nl from I he hcfiltli services,

(iMuss Police and fr<»m the ucliniiiiNtrtiti<»n.

Questions: stop by UPC. 4C>6 Student Cnion
or cull 54.V2892

Pete Seeger
interview

by Jim Moran
Sixty-VMr-old Pete Seeger has been a ma-
tor source of inspiration to the younger
generations of folk musicians peole like

Joan Bae2, Judy CoMiris, the Kingston Trio

and Peter, Paul and Mary. A Harvard

dropout, he has worked with some of the

most renowned arul talented folk

luminaries of this century, both as a solo ar

tist and in yroups such as the Almanac

Singers 4md the WMvers.

As a result of His connection with Mdai
ref(Km politics. Seeger was blacklisted

during the 1960's by the late Senator

JosM^ McCarthy as an alleged Com-

mun«t. Seeger has never denied this

allegation. At a maeting of the Harvard

Faculty Club a few years back, Seeger

spoke proudly of the LittleRed Songbook.

In fact, at a cor>cert given at UMass a few

months aga Seeger said of the McCarthy

charge. "I'm beginning to think maybe he

was right about me."
Pete Seeger's political activities and his

music have transcended the labor, civil

rights, anti-war and environmental

movements from the 1940's to today His

most notable project is the Hudson River

Clean Up, aboard his sloop, the "Clear-

water." His enthusiasm would be the envy

of many of us. The followir>g is an interview

I conducted with Mr Seeger on March

22nd:

Q. What is your background in music,

NKluding your family and education?

A I never intended to be a musician, t was

just a kid who liked to bang on anythng that

was around My parents were

profe»ior^s. Fortunately, tfwy didnl try

to force me into anything, i guess they

would've been h^ipy if I had stuctied

music, but I didn't. Just played by ear ali

my life. I wanted to be a newpaperman
and. in 1938, there was stiM a lot of

unmnfMoyment and I quite failed to get a

job on a paper. Meanwhile, I had some
friends who v^^re teachers and they asked

me to come and »ng for the kids in tfwir

scN>ols. They paid me $5.00, and it seemed
like stealing - to take money for what I'd

always be»i doing for the fun of it. But I

took the mcMiey. and I haven't looked for an

hwi^ job since.

Q. But why folk music?

i|. My father was doing some research In

fcrik miMC. He was a musicologist. In fact,

he jwrt died recently, at age 92. And his

research put me in touch with a lot of the

Library of Congress collection. So, as a

teenager at an impressionable age, I heard

a whole lot of American folk songs.

Q. When did your interest in folk music

channel its^f into political activities?

A. I confess, aN my Kfe I've been involved

in one way or another in arguments akxntX

the future of the race. I guess it's an old

family tradition. I came from a famify of

New Er>gland at>olitionists. As a matter of

fact, my grandparents came from

Springfield. My great-grandfather was an

abolitionist and d doctor in the Springfield

area. So it didn't seem strange that I should

get invoK/ed in political movements as a

teenager. Keep in mind that the 30' s were

like the fJO's. There were all sorts of people

getting involved.

Q. You went on the road with people like

Woody Guthrie and Leadbelly, but weren't

there a lot of performers who were just as

talented, who you didn't hear about, who
didn't get a fair shake?

A. There »e thousands of very talented

songwriters who are never heard of. All we
have is their songs. "John Henry," "House

of the Rising Sun," all these somebody
wrote, we just don't happen to know v»/ho

they are. There ar^geniuses all around us -

we just don't know all of them. One of the

problems is that newspaper reporters in-

terview the well known people, but not the

Continued on p. 13

WE HAVE THE
ANSWERS!

Since the Information Data Bank began
operating this past fall, thousands of

questions have been answered.

The Data Bank has become a primary

source for university-related information.

ff you have a question, or are in need of

university-related information, give us a

call at

545-1555
If you are in the area, stop in at 227

Whitmore, or at the information desk out-

side of the Dean of Students office.

Information Data Bank

227 WHITMORE

A service of the Dean of Students office

Interview

Continued from p. 12

Wiknown. Your job is to locate some ot the
l^tknown people near your.

(Thought: For a moment. I thought this last

answer totally invalidated my interview. In

my own mind, I justified going on by
remembering that there might be those
stupid individuals who will read this tQi

whom Pete Seeger is an unknown. I con-
tinued.)

Q. Perhaps that is because, with the
media, there just seem to be those who,
like yourself, are at the forefront of every
vIBOvement that's going on?

A. I've been involved, but there are a lot

more active than I,

Q. You were involved in the labor move-
ment during the 30's and 40's, and you
wrote a song called "Talking Union, " how
did you get started in the union struggle?

A. That was in 1941 . We came in at the tail

end of the union movement, along with Lee
Hays, Woody Guthrie and others. We
made a valiant attempt, back in the 40's, to

get a singing labor movement going. We
failed. However, what is ironic is that some
of the union songs became better known in

colleges, because during the "frightening

fifties," that was the only place I w^ allow-

ed to appear - schools and colleges.

Q. Did you feel betrayed, when your

government blacklisted you, after doing so

much to, what you felt, would better socie-

ty for the working people?
A. This problem is much too big to feel

betrayed. I'd say that it's a very serious pro-

blem and everybody in America should

wake up to it. One of the problems is that

there are some very good words in our
Constitution and Declaration of Irt-

dependence, but that they're not always
lived up to. Until we realize, we're not gon-
na lick it. It's probably been with the human
race for a good rr^any thousands of years,

in one form or another.

Q. You are currently involved with ttw

mov«nent to stop nuclear power as an
energy source. What has been your role in

that movement, other than just the per-

forming end of it, in the anti-nuke move-
ment?
A. Mc^tall I've done has been contributing

a few songs here and there. I think that the

problem of nuclear power is just one of a

great many problems that technology is

dumping on the human race. I, frankly, am
furious as hell at the scientists for not hav-

ing more social responsibility. Most of them

go ahead and do the jobs that they are paid

to do, without warning the people of the

dangers involved. Because they're so fast,

they say, "Well, there are dangers involv

ed, but there are dangers in everything."

But these are new dangers that the human
race rwlly isn't prepared to handle yet. And
whether it's toxic chemicals in the air,

water, or food or whether it's nuclear

radioactive materials all around us. we're

loading on our children and grandhcildren

problems that they may not be able to

solve. And there just may not be any

human race in a few hundred years, at tf>e

rate we're going.

Q. That's pretty heavy. You make it sound
like it could all be over with tomorrow.
A. I, for a long time, ever since I woke up
to realize what the atom bomb was all

about, had to lose my optimism for the
human race. I'm optimistic in one sense, in

that I think there's still a chance. I think

anybody who says there's no chance is just

not being very scientific.

Q. People like John Gofman, who worked
on the Manhattan Project, and is now or>e

of the leading opponents of nudear power,
do you consider him to be a more legitimate

scientist?

A. I think he's a fine scientist. I admire him
much. I wish there were more like him.

Q. What is it like to appear on college cam-
puses today, versus what it was like in the

1960's? Have the students changed -- for

the better of worse?
A. Not as much as you think.

After talking with Pete Seeger, I am
reminded of something he said during his

performance f>ere in March: "Education
iswhat you get when you read the fine

print. Experience is what you get when you
don't."

When yoiM* feet nectf a friwnA.

Slip Into Spring!
7PI«aaantSt. (com«r of Main) Northampton 586-2528

MIC M*C

(MEN-WOMEN)

STUDENTS/TEACHERS

EARN $500 IN 5 DAYS CAMPING
WHEREVER VOU WISH THIS SUMMER

GUARANTEED!!!
Let us tell you how.

For Free Details

Send Name and Address:
CAMPING-M

GRAF-MOR PUBLISHING
PO Box 327

N. Billerica MA 01862
3CIC MIC MIC MIC MIC MIC MIC MIC

itir
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^ ^C^ The cosmetic center eff Amherst ^0^^
p

The cosmetic center ef Amherst

This week's specials

ORAL B
Toothbrush

ISRAEL
INDEPENDENCE

DAY
Featuring:

*SAfAM— Boston's best Israeli group.

^Tlie Sliuk— Israeli marketplace.

*B'NAi HaUeI— Israeli folkdance troupe.

10 oz. $1 .85 %
Sunday, April 29, 2:30 p.m.

The Hatch, SU
FREE

^ta

_.-. , SCHOLLS SANDALS^ .

tb' $9.99 \S |> ..$1.42 a|

COUPON
May 10

THE PRESCRIPTION STORE
OPEN MON-FRI 9-9 SAT 9-6

4 MAIN ST. AMHERST
rilP&SAVE CLIP & SAVE CLIP & SAVE CLIP&SWE CLIP&S/lVE

At twoand-onehalf hours old. this boy doesn't care

that Army Nurses are caring for him. But they care.

They're Captain Karen Hayslett (University of Mary-

land) and Lieutenant Mary McNeily (Columbia Uni-

versity).

H vou'd like to join them in the .Army Nurse C\irps.

here are a few facts vmi slnnild know. Armv nursing i»»

open to men and women under .VI who ha\c a BSN
degree. Hvery Army Nurse is .in officer. The pa\ is

excelleni. ^dur initial tour is for three u\irs — just

time enough to trv the job on for m/c. for more

informatii>n. call . .

THE ARMY NURSE CORPS
Phone ciilkvl 10 <0I c" 4S^I or sour

nearest .Ariiu Kiviiinmi; Otlkc

n
V

a

<M
UJ
X

o
UJ
flD
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i Ac«d«my Aw*a>d« - ••! Pictur*!
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\im»4 ••HtThyt* ITLSSMIIV
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RT.S mVERDALE RD. MfEST S^RINCFIELO
TEL. 733 5131 BARGAIN MATINEE DAILY-
FIRST SNOMf S3.OO MASTER CHARGE

PGTHE
CHAMP

rDEER

See Alfred Hitchcoks's Classic Thriller

11
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A

TTHE DIRDS"
Friday. April 27 Mahar Auditorium Only $1.00

6:30-8:45-11:00
Popcorn will be available

Dring Your Own Dird

Thuftdav, April 26, 1979 >co|iegi.aa «
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HECAMC
HOME FOR

HALLOWEEN

HAIR
t 4 t n M

"Coming
Home**

mfmrn >M ^

North,ir'pl on

NOW- FINAL WEEK!
Ends lues.. May 1

at 7 00 f» 9:15

Academy Award
Best-Actor/ Actrass

AHALASHBYF.im

LJane Fonda
JonVoight

;
Bruce Dern

: "Coming
Home"

Q
. at th« Cites of Smitti Collfge •

Campus Center Program Council

in cooperation with Cosmic Wimpout
presents

the 4th annual

Tournament

with a $500 first prize

in the Hatch, April 28

Party April 27 & 28

with Martian Highway
Scientific Americans

Foreign Objects
and Delux

Registration: April 28 10 a.m.- 12 noon

THEBUMSTEER
BroilecrSteak Sandwich $1.25

w/ peppersv onion,
pli

frieJ pie —

at

Campus Q6nti

iecial satce on hard roll

free:

lile/fiey last

tch

F^d Service

TO piace a ciassitiea aa, uiup uy me
Collegian office (CC 1131 between 8:45

a.m., and 3:45 p.m Monday through Fn
tlay Of use our handy clip and mail form
found in most issues of the Collegian

Classified deadline is 3:45 p m two days
in advance of publication date.

AUTO FOR SALE

78 Mazda H-ton pickup w/ cap, Iowitm.,

25 mpg, exc cond., nrwny xtrM. $2996,

247-5«B.

70 Ford Mustang w/ 6 cyl.-250cld. ef>g. £r

Sspd. trans., body- fair, gd. mech., many
xtras. Reliable £r gd. on gas, ask. $800,

John. 546-9230.

ISn Ch«v. impata. good running can6.,

$400 or beat offer, call Pete, 584 5377.

«7 Caddy Coup* DeVillo, 79,000, ex
ceHent engine, good interior, little rust,

$600. call Dave, 256-6837.

1971 Coup* DeVNIe. gold Cadillac, good
good condition - needs some engine work

.

Air conditioning, best offer. Call 527 7761.

after midnight.

68 Ford LTD. 2 dr., good running condi

tion, power steering, power brakes.

5496162.

72 DatiHJn wgn., 29 mpg, $12S0/BO,
666^2367.

70 MO Mido«t. body excaNent, low
milMge. hrd. ta.. extru. $1000, call

549^19.

78 Honda CVCC, 4 dr. wagon, run* vary

well, int. Er ext. excellent. $2400, 666-2646.

Plymouth Fury II. needs work, $150,

as is or for parte. Call Ron: 256 0500.

74 Vaga campar. 68.000 mi. Mechanically

perfect. Body excellent. Stereo, CB, tent,

mattress, curtains. Radials, roof rack.

Other extras. $1000. Firm. Call 6663956,
evenings. Bob.

72 Vaga, very dependable, run great, 4

new radials fit clutch. Son>e rust. Call

5494169.

1971 Rat 124 sport Spider, $1500 Excellent

mechanical condition, service records

avail., convert, and hard top, other extras.

Body needs sonr>e attention. Call Rich at

665 4840 for test driv.

72 VW. rebuilt ang.. 10,000 mis., solid,

reliable car, gd gas. $1395, BO, 549 5616

57 Olds. Honda CT90. Nice cond. BO.
253 7732.

74 VW bus. body work, no rust, Casy,

5447362.

1974 Fiat 128 sports coup, excellent cor>di-

tion. $1800. negotiable, call 253 7507.

1972 MGB, AM/FM cassene, nrtany extras,

leaving area. Any reas. offer. 253-2(K?1

.

Fiat 124 SPRT»Spyder convertible, 1970,

rebuilt engine & carb., new clutch/ brakes/

exhaust, exclnt. tHxly/ interior, must drve.

to believe, call Peter at 549 2879, $2500.

1971 Int. Scout, 4wd, $1000 or BO, Ed,

549^629.

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system. Area's lowest

rates. Call 546^9639 or 546-1131.

ENTERTAINMENT

Square Dance, F i.. 4/27. 8 12 p.m..

Smith Vocational High School Cafe. Rt. 9,

Northampton. Refreshments available. $2

at door. Everyone welcome.

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof-

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

FOR RENT

Maine oceanfront cottage. $200 rent

wk.. tel. (413) 323-7664. $100 back apt. per

wk^

Summer rental in Maine on island in

Boothbay Hartjor. 1 bdrm., private beach.

$1000, Tom- 532-0902.

4 bdrm. house for sumrrwr w/ option for

fall. 10 mins. to campus. 549-4908.

3 bedroom apt., 105 Meadow St.,

Amherst, convenient location, on bus

route. $350 mo., call 549 5153.

Belchertown. 9 rm. house, 5 br.. stove,

refer., private area, $400/m. plus,

583 8734.

2 bdrm. apt.. N'hampton, 586 6697, ask

for JL.

Amherst, 19 Phillips St.. 5 bdrm. house,

mins. from campus. Avail, late May,

549 6410.

House for June or Sept., 4 bedrooms,

$350 plus utilities, call 5:30-6:30 p.m.,

Skibiski, Realtors, Northampton.

FOR SALE

Minox 35EL cam., 7 oi. Perfect 5 mo. old,

S1 10 firm. Call Roland, 584-61 83 (even.).

Waterrest water bed. king bed, heater

liner, frame, stand, $225 or BO, 256 0158.

Sansui turn. -Scott recvr.. spkrs.,' 30

watts, asking $750, 256 8291, Mike.

1975 Gibson SG w/ hard case and amp,
excellent cond., call Chris, 6-8717.

Wet suit 4-sale, med. size, 60 dollars,

lood sTiape, 584 9108- Al.

Collegian
Classifieds

Frye boots. dVi. like new, $%. 5^ 1913.

Winey,

Panasonic compact stereo. Exc^lent.

cm Chris. 546^6730.

1871 Coupe De Ville Gold CadlHac. Good
condition— needs some engine work. Air

conditioning. Best offer. Call 527 7761,

after midnight.

Raleigh comp.. 24 Vi" dinchw tires. 90
lb.. pric» $175 or BO, Hugh, 256-0158, p.m .

Lenses (fit Pentax screw mt.). Great
cond.- Takunrwr 135 f3,5, case— $75.

Auto Sears 2(X) f3.5, case. $70. Lenmar
28f2.8. $66 Also 2x, auto ext. tubes, red

and polarizing 49mm Call 5-3500- ask for

the photo editor or Amira at 6-7317.

Pioneer SX4G0 AM/FM ST recvr., $135/
Sanyo TR626 BD ttble , $80/ KLH101
spkrs., $105, all exc. cond./ Fisher F4 skis

& poles, PIT bndgs., $166/ Nortalia BTS
9LDS, $45. ISESN OBMXR SKPNT NVY
30W. new. $25. EM. 54»5335.

Watarbeds: used Neptune water mat-
tresaes starting at $19. Build your own
frame. Call 732 5960 for details.

10-speed Motobecene. $125, exc. cor>d..

call Rusty, 6-9341. keep trying.

Sony stereo rec./ turntable unit, 2 speak.,

$150, call Rusty, 6-9341. keep trying.

Why rent e fridge wfwn u can own 1 for

less? 4Vi cu. ft., exc. cor>d., BO, 6 9863,

call r>ow.

Stereo for sale, Sony combined turntable,

AM/FM stereo with 2 speakers, call Paul,

6-5122.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732, bet. 9 10 a.m.

1 pr. CCM, Super Tacks, size 7 Vt . $60, call

Dean, 546 7439, exc. cor>d.

3 cu. ft. frig.. 4 mo. old, $90, Fred,

349 2615

FOUND
~

Wht. male cat. w/ wht. collar. SW.
6^8120.

Found—watch in Herter. call 549 5962.

Found — glasses behind Cashin, call

6^4328.

Found— long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan-black markings, 666-4324.

HELP WANTED

I

A Better Chence is seeking an individual

or married couple to fill the live in position

of Resident Director Applicants must be

committed to students and be at>le to

develop a sense of community within Hse.

Previous experience w/ adolescent, minori-

ty males desirable. Free apt. & tward

Sept. May, renewable. Send resume and 3

letters of recommendation by May 8 to

Norvell Jackson, 34 Pomeroy Ct., Amherst

01002.

A Better Chance House in Amherst is

looking for 2 live in tutors for the 79 80

year. A strong academic background in

math and science is essential. Room and

board provided to apply send transcripts

and 2 letters of recommendation by May 8

to Norvell Jackson, 34 Ponwroy Ct..

Amherst 01002.
^

Peralegal interns wantedl The Legal Ser-

vices Office has 6 positions available for full

time paralegal interns for fall, 1979

semester. You can receive up to 15 credits

from the Office of Internships located at

Curry Hicks. These internships will provide

exciting, challenging and rewarding work

which will include the learning of many
legal skills. Interviewing clients, legal

research and maintaining a continuing

caseload under the supervision of at

torneys. Third Worid students are especial

ly encouraged to apply. Application forms

can be obtained at the LSO in 922 Campus
Center, and must be submitted by April 27,

1979.

Delivery people needed— Amherst area,

must have own car. flexible hours, call

Pinocchio Pizza, 9 4, tel. 549 3669.

Female athletes/Phys. Ed. models need-

ed for Women's Athletic Newsletter, call

Valerie, days 323 6311, ext. 378, eves.

3234759.

Teaching assistantships available—
Communication Skills Center for fall 79.

Apply rm. 69 Bartlett, deadline: May 1.

The Collegian Advertising Department
is looking for ad reps If you have ex

perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office. The

Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer.

Overseas jobs — summer /year round.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500 $1200 monthly. Expenses

paid. Sightseeing. Free info -write: IJC,

Box 52 MC, Corona Del Mar CA 92625.

INSTRUCTION

Hot air tialloon rides, le«Kms, sales pro-

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. intro

flight, $46, 253 3834, day or eve.

LOST

Loat-sNver beM heknet w« mt. 116 bet-

¥Man UMms h Sndld. CM 666-3446,

reward.

Tan suede Jacket, lost in women's room
of Stockbridge Hall, 4/ 2)/ 79, aftwfK>on.

Please return to me! Reward offered, no
questions asked. Call Karen, 54S-MQ4.

Lost— dk. red wallet in Van Meter o(\ All.

Please return to CC Assistance de^ or Col-

legian Graphics Dept. or call 549 5862.

MOTORCYCLES

78 Sumki 1100, exc. coi>d.

Honda CB380, exc. cond. Ask Ron.
54»1359.

75 Suzuki T800, exc. cond.. luggage rad(,

helmet. Continental tires. 15,200 miles,

$750 firm. 6-4118.

PERSONALS

Sww» Baboo, I love you. Gonna miss ya .

Mr. Langburd (Alias Mark), you used to

be good people. Have a good one (surrmier

that is). The Sports Huddle will miss you.

No more late night TV. If you get a ct^nce,

^rop us a line to let us know how you're do-

mg. Love and kiaaes, Eddie arvj Jim.wg. Love ana nisaes. tooie ana jim.

Shawn — happy birthday! Just remember I

love you, aruJ it will be alright... Love yas'

little pugball.

Astrology birth fr compatabiilty rdngs..

11 yrs prfsnl . Louis Neubel, 549 6425.

Happy 23rd Stevel You okl man. Or is it

your 22Md? Oh well, we still love ya' - Regi,

Puff, .ne. and all the gang.

Peept Peept Peep! PeepI PeepI Peept

Dear Nevik, this is your big chance

-

don't blow iti Love, the two dumb blondes,

Scum, and "you know— okay?" PS Where
are you rooming next semester??

Are you frustrated with the run around
on your car repair or the new car you
bought? Do you suspect you have a lemon
or the repairs weren't done right? Call Con-
sumer Action, 545-0199. or 545-0781, for

f>elp. Sponsored by MassPIRG.

Dear Monkey. Jerry called me last night

and offered me ^ place singing in his band.

Would you like :o join nf>e? Puppy.

Sweet Baboo, I love you. Gonna miss ya .

WagonsI We need wegonsi The Amor
phic Cosmic Wimpout Travelling Circus will

award prizes to the best and worst wagons
in both the Op>en and Circus From Space
categories at the tournament April 28. Any
shape! Any size! Knock yourselves out, ear-

thlings! We've just begun to Circus! Entries

will be judged by Clowns!

Hnmpden Crafts Show— Thurs.. May 3,

10:00 7:00, Hampden Student Center

-

Southwest, space still available, call

Diane- 6-9871

If you are going to Michigan State Univer-

sity this fall, please call Linda at 546-8376,

or leave a message at 323 7219, thanks.

Midnight caller, listen to the >Miispered

words of your dream, they're right, you
know. Paul.

Photographer seeks female models
(17-21 yrs.) to pose for personal collection

and possible publication. No porno! Call

Bernie- 6-8736.

Gay peer counseling, SU 406 G Tues.,

5-7. Thurs. 6-8, Fri. 4-6 or caH 545 2645.

We buy Er sell used audio components.

Sound 8r Music, 90 92 King St.. Northamp
ton MA 01060, tel. 584 9547.

Stick it In your ear -free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St., Amh., 253 3324.

Diamond engagement ft wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253 3324.

Onstage at Mt. Farms Mali offers a 20%
discount off all reg. priced merch. to all

students & staff . Remember your ID.

RIDE WANTED

Bar Harbor, Maine- need a ride to area.

Call Turner, 546 7746.

Ride needed to NJ area on Fri., April 27,

will share exp. Scott, 253 7820.

Ride needed to Maine— Lewiston

95), anytime. Will share expenses.

Beth at 546 7380.

RIDERS WANTED

(off

Call

Rider wanted for touring the west, first

south, then Rockies, west coast in VW
camper, for 2 3 months. Rolf, 546-6877.

Cwowgian classified rates are: daily.

^c per lir^; five consecutive issubs, 40c
per line per day, 3D con^cutiw issu^.
30c per line per day One line s rouyhly
equivalent to 38 charactsfs.

ROOM WMTTED
2 mature women seek 2 rooms in house
ctoee to campus for fall. 546-6947. Lee.

Noiwgian busineae stud, wants room mh

apt., pref cwitral Amherst, for 1979-80,

Ctf 5^1609, keep trying!!

Neat, raHabla female series room in ^l^.

for 1979-80 year, call 546^964.

ROOMMATE WANTED

M or F wented for <^Mn rm. in 2 bdrm. Puf
fton apt for sum./nxt. yr. Must be qui«t«

mature, nonsmkr. John, 546-6601.

RoMnmates (4) for coed house, summw
sublet with option for fall, own room, 5 mi.

from campus, on bus route, wooded yard,

oil heat, fireplaces, garage. $^-t-.
256-0158.

Roommate wanted, Brittany Manor.
quiet, nonsmoker, carting Sept.. $87.50,

»3-3646.

2 lam, to riwa i^. w fan, 546-6332.

Fwm^ roommate iMmtad to share com-
pletely furnished Presidential apt. for sum-
mer, 5 min. walk from can^>us. call Ktogwi
or Patti, 549-8233.

.— -— I
.-- -II. > 11

1-2 women for house in W. Yarmouth. caH

2S-9306 for more info — Karen or Anne.

2-3 women for hse. in S. Amherst for

summer, fall opt. on bus rt., pool, tn. cts.,

2S3-9336.

Femalee. ahare To«vnfiouae apt., 2
bedroo.m, t>us route, spacious, Sept. Lori.

549 1739.

1 furnished bdrm. a^^. In 2 bdrm. apt.,

lots of space h beautiful view. On SA bus
route. Avail. June 1, option fall. $117 nx}..

vets, grads pref 253 9869

1 bf . in 2 br. apt.. $115/mo. incl. fall opt.,

semi furn., bus rt., pool, tennis, avail. 6/1,

Cliffside, 666-4630, after 3 p.m.

Fm. rmmte. wanted to share apt. with 2
fm., own rm. furnished, lo. rent, bus rt..

summer . 2533246.

Roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm.,

Puffton, for 1979 80, call 5466452, Jen-
nifer

Woman to share loft, S. Amherst house,

bus rt., $66 or lero, option, 253-5980.

Roommates wanted to share 3 bdrm. w
2ms, Puffton. pool, tennis, bus. call

549 5860.

SERVICES
~

IrwurafKe rates too high? Up to 15% off

your auto insurance with a MHL alarm

system... area's lowest rates, call 546-9639.

546-1131.

Technical draft for thesie and papers.

reas. rates, fast. 549-1768. ev.. 5 2678, d.

TO SUBLET

Riyerglada. 1 bdrm. in 4 bdrm. apt..

$75/mo., fall option, pool, AC, bus route.

253 5206.

1 bdrm. Puffton, fall option, 549-5730.

Apartment sublet. June 1. 2 br., AC.
Sunderland, on UMass bus route.

$275/ mth. incl. utilities. 666-4746, after 6
p.m.

Sunder, tnehse. apt., price negot., on

bus line, swg. pool, ten. cts., etc.

666^3925.

One room in 2 bdrm. apt., share kitch.

with couple. $85/mo., June, Jul., Aug..

bus rte.. Colonial Vill., call Diane or Dave.

253 2841.

2 bdrm. townhouse— avail. 5/30-8/31.

Partially furn., AC, patio, w/w, garden.

TV, pool, bus rte., $230/mo. Neg., call

256-6662.

1 bdrm. in R. Green apt. for summer. $120.

$60 for Aug., avail. May 1, 256 8297, Jack .

Rolling Green. 2 br. apt., AC, pool, bus,

furn. avail., 6/1 w/ fall option, $225.

253 7703.

1 bd. in 2 bd., June 1, female pref., lots of

chare, 10 mins., bus, 253 5187, option F.

Puffton, 1 bedroom In 3 br. apt. for sum-

mr., w/ option in fall, AC, courts, pool, 217

Puffton, call Jeff, 549-5877.

One bedroom apartment, available June

1, on bus line, $170/ month & elec, call

253 7672.

2 bdrms.. pool, AC, bus route, cable TV.

tennis cts., $200, avail. May 24 Sept. 1, un

coupled inquiries encouraged, 549 6803,

Beautiful Townhouse apts., 2 bedroom,

bus route, AC, carpet, call Lor, 549 1739.

Summer In Sunderland: 2 bdrm. Cliffside

apts., avail. June 1, on bus rte., party fur-

nished, will take 1 or 2, rent low and negot.,

666-2131, evenings, keep trying, fall option

too.

2 bdrm. apt., pool, tennis, dishwasher,

$200, Cliffside, call 665 7993 or 253-3014.
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20% OFF
GOLD CHAINS
& DIAMONDS

alverecope .0 B

Diamonds and gold have gone up in price dramatically. Take advan-

tage of our remaining inventory at savings of up to 40*/o on current

prices.

In the yellow house
just before town

264 Pleasant St., 253-3324

Silverscape Designs is a unique place to shop

with one of the most extensive collections of fine

crafts and jewelry anywhere in the valley. You will

find blown glass, stained glass, pottery, wood, silver,

gold, and gems. The resident goldsmith will custom

design that special piece oT jewelry you haven't been

able to find anywhere else!

To place a classified ad, drop by the

Collegian office (CC 113) between 8:45

a m , and 3 45 p m Monday through Fn

day or use our handy clip and . form
found in most issues of the Collegian

Classified deadline is 3 45 p m two days
in advance of publication date ^H Collegian

Classifieds^1 Collegian classified rates are: dail/.

45c per line, five consecutive issues, 4<)<:

per line per day; 30 consecutive issues,

30c per line per day One line is roughly

equivalent to 38 char'acters

Summer sublet. Rolling Green: females,

$89/ month, own bdrm., 2 avail., call

256^6673 .

Large 2 bdrm. apt. in South Deerfield.

June August Bus route, garden. Great

location $200/ month, negot.. 665 4764.

2 bedroom Rolling Green townhouse
apt , fjlly furnished, all util. included, AC,
DW, gd., pool, basketball, on BR busline,

1 % baths, cable TV, parking, carpeted, call

evenings, Mike or Eric, 253-7785.

2 bdrm. Cliffside. avbl. 5/1, fall option, on
bus line, tennis & pool, 665 3C)06, rent

negot Call in p.m.

Live with me— I'm a 2 bdrm. Braf^WIhe
apt.; I offer a pool, AC, all appliances, and
2 bus routes. I'm cheep ($200, month),

5495139
.

Rolling Green, summer sublet, 3 bdrm.,

part, furn , all util incl., $340 mo., pool,

backyard, bus rte., call 253-95», after 9
p.m.

2 bedroom. Puffton. furnished, pool, ten-

nis court, AC, fall option, 549-3732.

2~bdrmrciiffside, $200/mo., everything

included, bus rte., AC, pool, tennis, call

665 3646, anytime, rent negotiable.

Townehouse apts., 3 bedroom apt.,

carpet, AC, on bus route, rent negotiable,

avail. 6/ 1/ 79, call 549 5934.

Riverglade, 2 bdrm townhouse: furnish

ed, carpeted, AC, DW & disposal, laun

dry- pool— bus rt., cable, av, sublet ap

prox. 5/24-9/4, $235/mo. incl. heat & hw,

negot. 253-2069.

Cliffside apt.. $ 1 75/ mth. -utilities incl., 1

bdrm.; on bus rt., pool, tennis; June 1 w/
fa ll option. 665 7931.

Take over lease! Great deal. 2-bedroom
Brandywine apt., 2 bus rts . pool, tennis.

Beat the rent hike. Call 549 4169.

Riverglade. 2 bdrm., subletting for

$150/mo., furnished, dishwasher, pool, air

cond.. carpeted, on bus route, call

253 3519.

2-3 bdrm. apt., close to campus and town,

avail. 6/1. $260/ mo., fall opt., call

253 2901

2 bdrm., avail. 6/1, fall option, $240/ mo.
Pool, AC, bus route, 665^7537.

To sublet. 6/1-8/31, female, 1 bedroom,
avail., swimming, tennis. Southwood. after

6, 253 7149.

2 bdrm.; Presidential apt., avail. 6/1 8/31,

5 min walk to campus, on bus route, fur

nished, AC, rent neg., call 549 1083.

4 bdrm., 2 bath., furnished Swiss Village

apt., on bus rte., $400/mon. or BO, util. in-

cl., June 1 Aug. 31, call 6-3901 or 6^8015

Presidential apt.. 2 bdmi., ht. & h/w
incl. big enough for 3, closest to campus,

avail. May 20, fall option, call 549 1684,

One bedroom Puffton, 6/1-9/1, furnish-

ed, rent negotiable, phone, 549^632.

3 bdrm. apt.

549 0364
part, furnshd., bus rte..

Sunny 2 bdrm. S. Amh., bus rte., pool,

$200/ mo., avail. May 26, fall opt.,

253 5028.

Jun.-Aug., part of summer share; most of

summer, have apt. to yourself; near cam
pus, furnished; call aft 10:30 apt., kp. try.,

549 1822.

Ranch house, 3 bdrm., furnished yard,

pool, courts, 6/1 9/1, So. Amherst,

2560405.

Cliffside. 1 Ig. bdrm., avail mid May w/
opt. fall. $200/ mon., includes all. Also fur

niture for sale. Call 6^ 3938, after 5.

Townhse. apt. -3 br., furnished; AC;

DW, bus rt., 6/19/1; 549-5897.

Room available for the summer. Share

bath and kitchen facilities, $100 month. In

eludes hot water, cooking utilities, heat,

located one mile from campus, on bus

route. Stuart Wood, 502 Main St.,

Amherst, tel. 253-2930.

2 bdrm. twnhse.. Rolling Green, pool,

dshwash., disposal, AC, furnished, rates

negotiable, call 253 7820.

Brandywine, sublet, 2 bedroom, AC, w.

to w., many extras, rent negot., 549 6235 .

Summer sublet, Brandywine. fall op-

tion, 2 bedroom, 2 bus rt., pool, AC,

dishwasher, refrigerator, nice location, rent

negotiable, call 549 5815.

One bdrm. Cliffside apt., avbl. mid May,

fall option, bus, pool, $195/mo., util. incl.,

tennis, rent negot ., 665-7563.

Riverglade sublet, room in furn. apt.,

avail, end May, bus, pool. Pat, 545-2423,

day.

2 bdrm. apt., Vi mi. from campus, part,

furn., fall opt., $220/mo., neg., 549-0308.

1 bdrm. in Puffton, 6/19/1, 549 5995.

Rolling Graan— 3 bedroom. Available

June, July, August. Partly furnished,

carpeted, upstairs, downstairs, air

conditioning, dishwasher, on UMass bus

route, swimming pool, basketball court.

$275 per month. Call Chris, 545 3500 or

546 8748, or Jim, 545 3500 or 546-9210.

Presidential apt.— 2 bedroom sublet. Fall

option. Walk to campus. Price neg.,

549 0871.

Furnished; AC; DW; bus rt.; 6/1 8/31;

549 5897.

Brandywine -6/1 to 8/31, 2 bdrm., fur-

nished, AC, pool, tennis, bus rte.,

$250/ mo., 549-4671.

4 bdrm. N. Amh. house, June Aug., w/
option, rent negotiable, 549 6596, anytime.

l^dTrrT. Puffton w/ fall option, 549 5231 .

2 bd. apt., AC, pool, bus stop, furnished,

$225 or BO-253 7478, aft. 5 p.m.

Spacious one bedroom apt. at Cliffside:

tennis courts, pool, on bus route, available

mid May with option for fall, $195/ mo., all

utilities included. Call 66&2441 -keep try

ing.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway,
$90/mon., util. incl., keep
calling -369 8372.

2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or BO. Call 253-7703. 4-8 p.m .

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1
5495144.

WANTED

Nice bad with mattress and box spring,

also need a filing cabinet. Call 546-6667.

Puffton. two bedroom apt. — rent

negotiable, on bus route. Pool, tennis

court, swing sets, available June 1 August,

option to renew, call 549-5031. Wayne or

Jay.

Wanted— tickets

256 0158.

3 to Dead concert.

1 rm. in

549 3523
3 brm. twnhse.. sum. fall.

2 or 3 bedrooms in 3 bedroom apt.. Puff

ton, furnished, AC, pool, tennis, 549-6690.

1 bdrm. Cliffside apt., avail. 5/24 8/31,

fall option, bus rt., furn., $190/mo.,

665 4774. __^___.
4 bdrm. apt.. Rolling Green. Available

6/1 8/31, $360, will negotiate. Call Jim,

546-9186, or Gary, 253 2115.

Sublet, Rolling Green, twnhs. apt., all

utilities, fully furnished, $230/mo.,

253 2413.

3 bedroom house, 6/1.-8/31, pool, tennis

courts, bus rt., semi-furn., $250 mo. + /

Dave, 25^9680.

Summer sublet, 3 bdrm. twnhse.; Rolling

Green apts., all util. incl., $275/mo.,

253-7219.

Large bedroom to sublet- perfect for

couple. 20 min. walk to campus. Air cond.,

dishwasher, 1 % baths $150 per month.

Come take a look! Call 549-1325.

2 br. sublet, available May 1 or June 1 . In

Amherst, on busline. $200 per month plus

utilities, 256-6110.

Fall option, Brandywine. 2 bedroom, 2

bus rt., pool, AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,

nice location, rent negotiable, call

549 5815.

To subiet-2 bdrm. apt., fully furn., rent

negotiable, Brandywine, call 5^-6338.

4 bdrm. N. Amh. house for summer, w/
option for fall, near bus, $400/mo.,

5495993.

Rooms for rent in house for summer, %
mile from campus, rent negot. 549-1867.

Townehouse. 2 bedrm. apt., AC, carpet,

part, furn., on bus rte., $220, avail.

6/1 8/31. Call evenings, 549-6078.

2 bedroom townehouse. May to Aug.,

Southwood apts., furnished, $200, option

for fall, 253 5235, evenings, on bus stop, 1

mile from campus.

Wanted-4 dead tix, 253^5618.

Mature resp. man seeks a nice cozy 1 br.

apt. or other w/ privacy in N'hampton,

starting 5/20-6/1, call Mel, eves., at

256^8601.

Rider wanted to Florida, leaving July 10,

contact immed. Maureen, 256-6738.

The Amorphic Cosmic Wimpout
Travelling Circus is soliciting jugglers,

mimes, musicians, magicians,
scorceresses, wizards and clowns for cir-

cusing on campus and on the streets

throughout the valley. See the clowns this

week at the CC by the bookstore for more
info. ^_^__
Desperately needed three Dead tickets,

will pay $14 each, 549 4911, Dan.

Wanted: one copy each of 1973 & 1975

UMass Index yearbook. Used is OK. Please

contact: George Koumantzelis, 241 Rem
ington St., Lowell MA 01852, 1 (617)

454 1284.

Dead ticket wanted very badly, call

6-4156. Please keep the price reasonabl.

Driver wanted to drive my VW Rabbit to

California in May. Call 536-0728, evenings

or weekends.

Female roommates off campus for

Sept., call Lisa, 253 2004.

PARACHUTING

First Jump course, Thursday, 19th, 7

p.m., CC rm. 803, bring current ID and

$60 -limited to 1st 15 people.

Thursday, April 26, 1979
'CQitegiao. ^^

Todaij's

Crossword

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

^\ GOT IT' ILL PRETEH?
<JM k St-<CK SwPeR HCftO

ACROSS
ILsad
• Wooded
area

11 Sidekick
14 Love
15 Type atyla

16 Falsehood
17 Belittling

10 Cycle

20 Ending for

Inc or Int

21 Itemize

22 Garments
24 TIan —

:

Asian range
26 A bit painful

27 Nova Scotia

cape
30 Brings about
32 Was sick

33 Apple parts

S4 Male swan
37 Noisy

38 Healthy
39 Rodents
40 Common

abbr
41 Fashion
42 Tenth
43 Transfix

45 Abstract

46 Titled

woman
48 Layer

m "I don't give

» Sailors

52— and alack

56 Sports item

57 Emenda-
Mens

80 Unit

81 Can. Mt.

Stfirt

—

•2 Garment
part

83 Scepter
84 Ralaxaa
86 Joins
DOWN
1 Created
2 Elysium
3 Excellent

4 Seized
5 Ms Remick
8 Large
Can export

7 Decays
8 Leave out

9 Vehicle

10 Absorb
11 Kind of vote

12 Buenos —
13 Tether

18 Social unit

23 Mineral

25 Coal scuttle

26 Appealed
27 Bundle

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:n nnnan naani
ABA ^Pl* A L " • a E

1 M D O M 1 A ••M U O
B T T A N mBT i T T I R S

A e cit o" ipfA tu^ « »I* " T

M u R'pmkjT A vrnHdi n f

A opninlli a' iiTvlBolo V
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Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

26 Mob vio-

lence

29 Made clear

30 Ballet step

31 Judith"

composer
33 Fuel

35 German
composer

36 Sugar
source

38 Urials

39 Severe
headache

41 Mr Tracy
42 Cravat

44 Russ com*
munity

45 Record
46 Work
47 "A Ball For

48 Hair lock

50 Mr Speal#
51 "I small ——!"

53 Misplace
54 0)11 herb

55 Fast planes:

Abbr
-58 Corrida yell

59 Tiny —

/smY if eiKx^ TMt (v« t^if* to

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

r-T-r-4 j"^«-7
JT His *
30 ' IhI^i

43~ 44

M SI

JP""
-^Pi

Hai
n- —Hii -i^

I'M Tyjffjry T>*rt
_
mAs^

A sucrrsffu. CAjJESS,, am r,mciMi
XNj:£TTxS3tKn" akX) XX) s^u. Tx^'r

}f(0 -iOJ \€^ v*iq- 1 SAID '

I . iH GOIM& TO Pull
A MA<«Rn" -muDEAU ^*lt>

fiUW C5T />*JD RBfcfiN m^ATURAi-

Aas wnri « RliJM6 SOCS !"

Nebbish by Mike Galper & Nathaniel Parkinson

Todaii's DC in^nu

LUNCH
Hamburg on a Roll

Fish in Batter/Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Stuffed Shells w/ Tomato Meat Sauce

Chicken Fillet/Suprenrte Sauce
Cranberry Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Fish in Batter/Tartar S^uca
BASICS DINNER

Chicken Fillet/Suprenw Sauce Gr

Cranberry Sauce
Garbanzo Cheese Loaf

Thursday

Earthfoods

Enchiladas

Light Vaggia Soup
Cuka Salad

3^
Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

yes.

1 w..

eomHK/atsmtouD

fosamfwaioi^ep

\

HUiiDwmiiuoiwe.m
OlO fLfMOm. Liye IN A
stmi mmtwHT. UKB

tOBtMM.aC.eK.

FREE!!! with every 16 inch

pizza at Pinocchio's

diet .S*"*"

(What did you expect,

...a Cadillac?)

TIHPCCmO
full quart of Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, or Schwepps ginger ale.

1177 N, Pleasant St. N. Amherst
549-3669

- FREE DELIVERY AFTER 5 -
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Campus Center
Program Council

presents

\ Hi
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THE

Films Incorporated

Thursday. AprM 26, 1979

,
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Nickerson lifts laxwomen
By MAUR£EN SULLIVAN
Co^gian Staff

, .u • »«
Juf^ Can Nickerson led the GaxeMa charge wtth seven goals, as the UMaas

^wmen's lacrosse team managed to win a hard-fought match agatnst Rhode Island

Tuesdi^, 11-8, at Kingston.
, ,

.

"It was as tough as anticipated." said Coach Pam Hixon. "the game went go^-for-

ooal throughout the first haH. and midway through the second half. Our overall defense

ms better than the Williams game. Holly Jennings and Laura O'Neil played excellent

Scoring also for the Gazelles were Jean Hackett with two and Margie Anderson and

4.ynn Herbert with one goal apiece.
. e. . n^tu.^^

Now 6-0. UMasa seaks to extend their unbeaten streak at Bridgewater State College

Thursday aftwnoon.

IMAIADSto perform
By sue BOISSE VAIN
Collegian Staff

"There's no business like

show busir>ess/' so the say

ing goes. This is an ap
propriate theme for

NAIADS spring show titled

"NAIAD3 on Broadway."
NAIADS. What are

NAIADS? An aquatic

group performing water
ballet or synchronized
»«vimming routines in time

PREPARE FOR: |41it

BRE-mEPSVCHBREBIO
PGAT-OCKrVXrHUTSM
mmmm-aniNnENVQE

NDBI.n«NPBI*NLE
FlesiMe tNoframs ft Hours

VMt Any C«fi(«f And S— For YourmH
Whf W9 Male TIm DHfonnco

:2B4W. PlHSinlSt.
Afnharsl.Ma01QQ2
2^6106 2B3-62D

f*r^>are for Jutre GRE—
classes begin 5/3. For July
GMAT - classes begin
5/10.

m&iiJkuM.PMPMNy^ CTUCATIOW*t CSMTI

'^^^ SMCMLttTS SNICI

CSMTiH
TCtT PMiPtaUinOM

•MCMU.ATS SNICI l«M

Outside N.Y. state Only CAU TOU FREE: 100-223-1712

CMttrs In Ktan Vm M Major US CitiH

rutrte Nico. TorMtt. Camtfa t Lugtno Switzerland

Celebration Mime
Theater

Tuesday. May 8. 1979. 8pm
FneArtsCenterConcert Hall

Ticket Rces for all Concerts: $6, 5,4;

$1 Student discount

For tick^ information and g-oup sales

call the BOK Offce at 545-2511

and all Tcketron locations.

to music. This year's
NAIADS annual spring
siKMv, "NAIADS on Broad
way," salutes the musicals
with aquatic performances
to the music of th(^e
memorable musicals.

Entertaining, comic, and
melancholic numbers will

be performed to the music
from "Chorus Line," "Mary
Poppins," "Annie Get Your
Gun," "A Little Night
Music," "Cabaret," "Blues

in The N^ht." "Finnean's

Rainbow," "Over There,"

"The Hobbit, ' "Pete's
Dragon," "Oiiver," and
"Camelot."

Duets will be performed
to "Man of La Mar>cf>a"

and "Fiddler on the Roof
"

Debra Cahill, NAIADS
treasurer, wiH do a sdo to

"Matchmaker" from "Fid-

dler on the Roof."

* ThK aquatic spectade
will be held this week, April

25 28, in NOPE pool at 8.00

p.m. Admission tickets are

$.75 for students arnJ senior

citizens and $1 .25 for adults

and can be purchased this

week at the NAIADS table

In the Campus Center con
course or at the door.

Refreshments will be sold

and the audience is advised

to wear light summer
clothing.

"This year's ^low is vwy
entertaining it looks like it

will appeal to a lot of pec
pie," says NAIADS preai

dent Bonita Warner.
This year NAIADS con-

sets of 24 women arKi one
man, all UMass students.

When NAIADS started

almost 20 y^rs ago tfiere

were an equal number of

men and women. The
group is lo<ri(ir>g for mm to

ioin.

NAIADS became a
student-run club in 1975

and is a rwn-profit organize

tion. The mcwwy raised

from the shows goes into

tt>e costumes for the next

years show. Bonita Warner
a club President, Donna
Lyall is Vice-President,

Debra Cahill. is Treasurw^,

ar>d the Secretary is Cheryl

Evans.
The shows are put

together ar>d the numbws
are correographed by the

nienr^>ers. "I think everyone

has worked hard." said

Bonita Warr>er who super-

v»es practices and instructs

tfw rww mwnbers.

Last year's sfNing show,
"NAIADS Salute The
Movies." was a success.
"The audience's reaction

has been good," said Dawn
Wamer a UMass graduate
and ex-NAIAD member,
"once tfwy come they enjoy
it and continue to come."

g^g^ Long-Sleeve leotards.

•tjCI V-nec*k or lioat-iuH-k styles

hv Danskin and Cai)0'/i<».

Ucj^ilarly $8.5() to SIO.(M).

"^if*

Professional sound system

SAT., APRIL 28

SUB
7, 9:15, 11:30

:. ^i

.^ Indian Print Skirts.

Tin- lii«l'4c's iiwii wnip ."ikiil.*i3

$'2.95 lalifiM-nia Ivy" Ts
rshiii> in siiiiivn |i:i--t«-l^.

Treat
your tootsies

S^^^OO C-llI Any sneaker or sandal in stock.

,50 Men's Itascliull .Shirl

|(KI'/, ciilloll.

S. Sak' runs lliroiitrli May ."). flldlBBl~®
K..Ut.!t. Ib.ll.N- 'rf<^l"»'"<'

M„n.l..x I.. KimImv. kmki <t:iiii s.,iunl;.v ull M*>. 'The LodKc at Harvard Square
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Batterstop Crusaders in ten
My K£VtN CULLEN
CoHegian Staff
The rain held off yesterday, as if the

elements knew thM game had to be played.
It was, after alt, story book baseball. The
crowd (about 300) was large and, for the
oDost part, were there to see him - the
hero villain from Holy Cross. Ronnie Perry.
It was a fairy tale. The happy ending came
in the tenth inning as Doug Welenc's 400-
foot sacrifice fly brought home Ed Skribiski
for an 8 7 UMass extra inning victory over
the Crusaders at Lorden Field.

Perry did as much as one could ask of an
All American shortstop; he went five for

five, scored a run, and drove in three. But
Jin Lewis had something to say in the
matter, Lewis (3 31 came into the game in

the sixth with UMass trailing 6-4. He retired

the next seven men to face him, scattered
four hits, one run, and struck out seven in

his four innings to pick up the win.
UMa^s starter Chuck Thompson began

the game less than auspiciously as he hit

HC's second baseman with his first pitch.

Glenn Verrette followed with a sharp single

to nght; Colombo tried tt) go to third, but
Doug Aylward threw a strike to Leo
Kaltnowski to get Colombo by a good five

feet. After Perry walked, Neil Solomon
single in Verrette.

The Minutemen got two runs in their fist

Aylward walked and Mike McEvilly
followed with a 390 foot double to center;
Aylward scored all the way from first.

Welenc brought in McEvilly with a single.

The Crusaders scored three runs in the
second, the big blow coming on a Perry
blooper down the first baseline which drove
in two runs (Perry's other four singles were
shots I

With two out, Welenc on third and
Kalinowski on second. Mike Stockley
singled up the middle, bringing in two runs
to tie it 4-4.

After Thompson gave up a hard-hit

single to Perry and walked Solomon to

open the fifth. UMass head coach Dick
Bergquist brought on lefty Dave Stoller.

After Stoller walked the bases loaded. Rick
Allen sent Aylward to the warning track in

right; Perry tagged up and scored easily.

Stoller walked in a run to give HC a 6-4

lead.

UMass trailing 7 5.

a Perry error and
(n the eighth, with

Sullivan reached on
scored on a wild pitch by HC starter Ken
LeBlanc. Skribiski tied the game with t
suicide squeeze bunt which sconHl
Stockley,

Lewis, who entered the game in tfia

sixth, then retired the Crusaders in tfta

ninth and tenth, helped by an outstanding
play by Sknbiski, who went deep In the

hole and threw a rainbow to get the speedy
Colombo.

Skribiski singled to open the UMass
tenth, advanced to second on a passed
ball, and to third when Aylward grounded
out to the right side. HC head coach Jack
Whelan then had reliever (and loser) Mark
Young walk Mice ^*''.Evilly (three-forfive)

intentionally. Young pitched to Welenc,

and as Skribiski crossed the plate those

who remained asked themselves, "Why
didn't he walk Welenc, also, to get the

force?"
That, my friends, is what fairy tales are

made of.

Perry erupts
Holy Cross Athletic Director

Ron Perry Sr. had to be physically
restrained from attacking a
heckling spectator after
yesterday's 8-7 extra inning
UMass win at Lorden field. The
incident apparently started after
the fan continually mocked both
Perry and his son Ron Perry. Jr.,

the Holy Cross shortstop, during
the game.

Perry had left the Crusader
dugout following the contest,
and began chatting with fi>ns.

Spotting the heckler. Perry Sr.
advanced toward him and the
spectator tried to leave, only to
be pursued by Perry Sr. In view of
the remaining fans, the
Crusaders' AD had to be escorted
to the team bus by his players
and coaches.

Mhwomen sweep two;
improve record to 17-0
By MELISSA GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

The 170 UMass softball team continues

its superb play blending key hits and solid

defense, to sweep the University of Ver-

mont, 13-0 and 10-2, yesterday at home.
Kathy and Beth O'Connell, respectively,

picked up wins and shared home run

honors with Jennifer Parker and Fran
Cornacchioli.

A ten run explosion in the first inning

provided Kathy O'Connell all she needed
for her seventh victory. Sue DiRocco
began the barrage with a triple down the

rioht field line while Sue Peters contributed

a single. Kathy O'Connell, who reached

earlier on an error, scored on a fielder's

choice and Peters' speed prevented a force

out allowing her to reach home on a pass
ball.

A couple of walks to Brenda Simmons
and Cornacchioli and UVM's miscues kept

the rally alive before Kathy O'Connell

belted a 3-run homer way over the left-

fielder's head.
The Catamounts and the rain threatened

in the second, but Parker stiffled UVM as

she scooped a bunt and tagged the runner

QUI, stranaing a runnm at thud.

Cornacchioli added fuel to the fire with

her solo roundtripper and DiRocco lined a

triple sandwiched between center artd

right.

Leading off the third frame in the second
contest was Beth O'Connell's homerun,
but it was Parker's grandslam that broke

open the game. With two strikes, Parker

said she wanted to "smack " one which she
did, pulling a shot for her first extra base hit

of the season. Rhonda McManus added a

single.

Defensively, the Minutewomen were
outstanding. Cornacchioli at short and
Elaine Howie at third grabbed a couple of

line shots. In the third, Howie knocked one
line drive down and threw out the runner by
a nose. Karen LaVertiere put the tag on a

runner advancing to second.

DiRocco adjusted from catcher to

shortstop and nailed a runner out at first

after coming in behind reliever Lori Taddeo
to field the ball.

DiRocco also led the batters with four

hits while McManus rapped three singles.

The University of Connecticut may be
the UMies toughest challenge as they

battle tommorow in the away game.

Trackwomen nip Vermont
By DAVE SIVRET
Collegian Staff

The women's track team upped their-

record to 3-1 with a thrilling come-from-
behind victory over Vermont yesterday.The
Minutewomen were behind by a scoreof

64 60 with one event left, the mile relay. But

the relay team came through in fine

fashion. Diane Sealy got the lead and the

rest of the team increased it to score the

five points needed and win the

meet. Following Sealy was Robyn Dally,

Cindy Martin, and Carolyn Shea.

"This is a real big win for us. UVM is a fine

team (second in the indoor New
Englands)and a victory over them is a

definite big boost," said coach Jan Welzel.

UMass got fine performances from a

number of individuals. Cindy Martin turned

in a fine double by winning both the

440(59:9 and the 880(2; 17). Kathy Contini

also pulled off an excellent distance double
by winning the one mile (4:58) and runn-

inga fine race in the two mile to take a se-

cond. Also placing in two events were
Diane Sealy and Mary Ann Stravinskis.

Sealy won the 220 and placed second in the

100, while Stravinskis captured a first in the

discusand garnered a third in the shot put.

The Minutewomen will be participating in-

their final dual meet of the season this

Saturday. It is a home meet against

URI.This will be their final preparation for

the New Englands and the Easterns, the

two biggest meets of the year for the

women trackers.

Hofstra edges/axmen
In an exciting game played before a crowd of approximately 400 people,

Hofstra University edged the Minutemen by a score of 11-10 in a game played

last night at Hofstra.' «
UMass led 3 2 at the half and 7-6 at the beginning of the fourth quarter before

Hofstra came rearing back to win. Hofstra was led by Bob Gilnrwrtin's five goate.

For the Minutemen, Dave Martin, Norm Smith, and Ed Murray scored two

goals apiece. Tom Walters, Brooks Sweet, Skip Vosburgh, and Mike Lewis each

scored one goal.

Leo Kalinowski anempts to avoid the tag of Holy Cross catcher Rick Allen

during yesterday's 8-7 Minutemen win. (Staff photo by-Amira Rahman).

Collletfian

(orts
Steve Zack

The easy way out
If you glanced over the sports pages of

yesterday's Collegian, you might have
noticed a letter from the Intramural Office

of UMass in regards to the Schlitz

Intramural Olympics northeast regionals

held this past weekend. What the letter

states is that the UMass women's con-
tingent in 4he event, the Pumas, was
cheated ouf of the championship because
Bridgewater, the victor by one point, had
varsity athletes on its squad.
Taking the only method of recourse

available to them, the Pumas filed a protest

with program director John Carlucci and
regional director Dr. Art Silva, only to have
the protest turned down because the rules

that Schlitz set up regarding eligibility for

the participants had a great big loophole in

them.
The Schlitz eligibility rule is as follows:

"If varsity athletes have earned the right to

be on your all-campus team, they may
participate in the regionals. However, they

are not allowed to compete at the regionals

in the sport they have lettered \n ..."

Well, if you know anything about In-

tercollegiate athletics, a person may be on
a varsity squad for an entire season and
receive no lettei' because the minimum
amount of playing time required to earn a

letter was not met. Yet the person is still a

varisty athlete.

It is this loophole in the rules that allowed
the Bridgewater team to have a varsity

track runner and a varsity softball player on
Its squad to compete in the 880 yard relay

and the baseball competition.

Bridgewater states that the track runner

was on the women's track team last spring

and not in the fall, and that the softball

player had played in two varsity games this

year before being ruled academically

ineligible and therefore a non-recipient of a

letter.

But, the UMass intramural rules state

that "no individual presently or having been
a member of a varsity or junior varsity

squad nnay compete on an intramural team
in that sport during that year." •*

Therefore, by UMass standards both
girls on the Bridgewater team
are ineligible because the women's softball

season is still going on and the runner had

received a letter, also a violation of UMass
rules.

Regional director Silva admitted "that

the rules as stated could be a lot clearer"

and that if Schlitz were to rewrite them
they would attempt to spell everything out.

Commenting that making the decision

whether to disqualify Bridgewater was "like

making a call in a World Series game; fialf

the people agree ana nan oon i aiiva saiu

that the decision had to be made based ot\

the rules of the competition and that

Bridgewater would remain the winner of

the regionals.

It appears as though-Schlitz was merely

looking for the easy way out of a tough

situation. In a statement prepared by the

UMass Intramural Office concerning

conversations with Silva and program
• director Carlucci, four points were arrived

at. "1. Though not stated in the eligibility

clause, Mr. Carlucci claims the cause

applies not only to athletes lettered during

78-79. 2. Dr. Silva-Mr. Carlucci refused to

establish the eligibility of the entire track

team (four p>eople) and the basketball team,

though it was clear an attempt to cir-

cumvent rules had been made. 3. Though
Mr. Carlucci admitted the eligibility clause

was not clearly written, he has refused to

stand behind the rule as written, and

further will not correct an obvious injustice.

4. Dr. Silva stated that the varsity track

runner did not compete during the 78-79

season but was a lettered varsity track

runner the previous season. He also

recognized the need to clarify and

strengthen the eligibility rules for next year,

which is exactly one year too late for the

Pumas."
If the proficiency with which Schlitz ran

this tournament is reflected on to its

product, there is no wonder in my mind

why 52 percent of the beer sofd in

Milwaukee is Pabst.
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Housing crisis:
HR's protest;
occupy office
By ROB STEIN and CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

About 20 Southwest Residential Area

heads of residence yesterday occupied the

office of their employer, Sally Freeman,

after she refused their demand that two
heads of residence be included as Pierpont

Dormitory trustees.

As of early this morning the heads of

residence were still in the Berkshire House
office of Sally Freeman, director of the

Community Development Center. The
building was locked and guarded by UMass
police and all phones in the occupied of-

fices were removed.
The head of residence's presented

Freeman with a list of demands at about 9

a.m. and discussed them with her until

noon. Negotiations broke down when an

agreement co^ld not be reached on the

Pierpont trustees.

Pierpont trustees would be established to

monitor and make recommendations regar-

ding the Pierpont community, according to

a statement issued last week by Freeman.

She is recommending that the trustees

consist of faculty, a student, an alumnus
and an Amberst resident but not heads of

resident

.

Also included in the heads of residence

demands were a twenty-four hour foot

patrol in each residential area, and com-
prehensive insurance coverage for h^ds of

residence.

A primary complaint by the heads of

residences is that communication is terrible

between themselves and Freeman.
"The issue is the lack of support for the

professional staff and input into decisions

which affect ourselves and our communi-
ty," Pat Rissmeyer, Crampton dormitory

head of residence said.

The heads of residence said they have

been told by Freeman they will be charged

with illegal tresspass and they will face job

suspension if they are still in the buillding at

9 am this morning.
"We've been threatened; we will be fired.

We live where we work so we lose our

homes too; we lose everythinq." Melville

TURN TO PAGE 10

Sylvan Area HR'S
make dorm demands
By MELANIE COLLIER
Collegian Staff

Sylvan area heads of residence are

withholding room choosing information in

protest of what they say is a shortage of

public and staff members there.

In a letter sent yesterday to Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L.

State delays Know/ton's re-openmg
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

The state, not the University, is

responsible for problems which have

delayed the renovation and re-opening of

Knowlton Dormitory in Northeast, former

residents of the dormitory were told last

night.

Knowlton was scheduled to be

renovated this semester and ready for

students to move back in by fall. However,

no work has been done on the building yet.

"We were moved out of our dorm for no

reason," former Knowlton resident

Maureen Harrell said.

Unlike other dorm renovations, which

have been done by the University,

Knowlton is being done by the state, the

area management co ordinator for Nor

theast and Sylvan residential areas said at

the meeting.
As a result, many problems have arisen

which were not anticipated, Co-ordinator

Sandy Anderson said. The main problem

was that the renovation plans the state

designed did not comply with building

codes in some areas, Anderson said.

Also, no emergency generator was
included for elevator service in the event of

a power outage, and the plans incorporated

bay windows which were too large and

unsafe, according to Physical Plant

Director George Norton
Although the dorm was supposed to be

advertised for contract bid in February, the

state is just advertising for bids now,

Anderson said.

She predicted demolition in the dorm will

start at the end of June.
"If we knew last semester what we know

now, you could have stayed there,"

Anderson told the former residents.

"We've learned a lot. A lot won't be
repeated," she said.

UMass Housing Director Jerry Queries

said last night he is "anticipating some
severe problems next fall" because of the

160 room spaces which won't be available

in Knowlton. Those who don't pay their

bills on time will be especially hurt. Queries

said, because they will lose their housing

assignment.
Although most of the former residents of

Knowlton said they were happy in their

new locations, they still had complaints.

Many of the former residents were moved
TURN TO PAGE 10

Madson and two directors of the UMass
Housing Office, the heads of residence said

they will withhold the information until the

administration meets with them to discuss

proposals drawn up by Sylvan students and

staff members.
Madson could not be reached yesterday

for comment and other members of the

Community Development Center were oc

cupied in negotiations with Southwest

Residential Area staff members in an

unrelated incident.

The Sylvan proposal asks that one suite -

on each floor be taken "out of service and

converted into a study room, floor lounge

and kitchenette" Sylvan residential dorms

house approximately 1,400 students in

eight room suites.

Cashin dormitory head of residence

James R. La Macchia, McNamara dor

mitory head of residence David S. Ritchkoff

and Brown dormitory head of residence W.
Thomas Taylor said the conversions are

needed to increase the quality of Sylvan

dorms and equalize the space alloted to

lounges and kitchens with other campus
residential areas.

The proposal also calls for the assign-

ment of an additional head of residence to

each of the three Sylvan dorms. The cur-

TURNTO PAGE 11

Group outlines plansto combat racism
#y RON MILLER
Collegian Staff

The campus Committee to Combat

Racism at a news conference yesterday

outlined a four part plan to counteract

racism. The plan includes implementing an

awareness course requirement, naming

campus buildings in recognition of

minorities, strengthening affirmative action

programs, acknowledging and dealing with

past repression of Third World students.

"This is the first systematic attempt to

eradicate racism," said Tony Craeton, a

member of the committee and also a staff

person at the UMass Center for Racial

Studies. "America is grossly racist. Human
rights are no more a part of the University

thaft the rest of the nation. The University is

locked in an "ivory tower' mentality that has

to be eliminated," he said.

The awareness course proposal, endors

ed by the Undeqraduate Student Senate

last week, would require all undergraduates

to take two courses on the cause,

background, and exploration of solutions

to racism, sexism, business ethics, and the

handicapped. One existing humanities

"C core" requirement and one social

science "D core" requirement would be

dropped from a student's mandatory

schedule and replaced with the two

awareness "G core" courses.

In order to become a requirement the

"G core" proposal would have to be pass

ed by the Faculty Senate. Harvey Kline,

secretary of the senate, said the proposal

would have to go to the Academic Matters

Committee.

Harry Schumer, who chairs that commit-

tee, said the proposal could not be con

sidered on this year's agenda, but said it

would probably be the first topic discussed

at the group's first meeting in September.

The plan wtjuld also haVe to be approved

by the chancellor, the president and the

Board of Trustees.

"The same type of pioneering that has

been used in technological advances

should now be made in the social

sciences, " Craeton said at the press con

ference.

"'The "G core' would provide a minimum

of understanding, " said Marea Wexler,

another member of the committee and a

teacher at the Center for Racial Studies.

'"We're not going to rush this through,'

Wexler said "This has to be solid; w^
hopeto have the 'G core' as a requirement

by the fall of 1981, but we're not going to

make a target date."

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery earlier

this week said he believed the "G core " re

quirement is a positive step because

"students should be socially aware after

four years at the University. I'll have to see

if mandatory courses would change at

titudes. It's not a simple thing; not

everybody is equally racist."

In its other proposals, the Committee is

requesting the administration to name the

UMass Fine Arts Center the Duke Ellington

Memorial Fine Arts Center, and the library

the WE. B. DuBois Library of the University

of Massachusetts. The library currently

houses the papers of DuBois, a black

socialist thinker.

The group is "demanding" that the

University expand its affirmative action

policy and implement a new program to in

crease the numbers of Third World faculty,

staff, students and workers to a minimum

of 15 percent of the total University popula-

tion in the next three years.

The final segment of the plan concerns

serious acknowledgement of, and action

against, attacks on Third World students.

According to the committee's statement

issued yesterday, "This problem is not

TURN TO PAGE 11
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DIGEST

A San Diego coroner wheels out the body of four-

year old Norma Puentes behind the body of her
mother Candy at the home of Or. Richard E. Town-
send early yesterday morning. Townsend was held
hostage for over three hours yesterday afternoon by
Newman Osebor, who was eventually shot and killed

by San Diego police. (AP Laserphoto)

NH wants budget rule
CONCORD, NH. \AP\ -One day after President Carter

visited this state. New Hampshire yesterday became the
first New England state to call for a constitutional

amendment fequiring a balanced federal budget.
The state senate passed the resolution 16-7 after sup

porters argued that politicians could no longer ignore the
taxpayers' revolt.

Passage was seen as a defeat for Gov. Hugh Gallen, a

Carter supporter who opposed calling for a constitutional

convention to develop the proposed amendment
It was seen as a victory for conservatives and California

Gov. Jerry Brown Jr. who traveled to the state to support
passage of the resolution.

Reps, claim deception
BOSTON I^Pl — Two Democratic legislators, frequent

cntics of Gov Edward J. King, contended yesterday they
have been "deceived" by the administration on welfare
services and are taking the issue to court

Rep. Philip W Johnston, Marshfield, and Sen. Jack H.
Backman, Brookline, said they have joined in a suit asking
the state Supreme Court to force King to "abide by the
law."
Backman said the suit has similanties to one filed m

federal court to force the state to pay cost of -living raises
to welfare recipients.

New test for hemophilia
BOSTON |;4P1-A new test allows pregnant women

who suspect they carry the genes for hemophilia to find

out whether the-r unborn baby will have the severe
bleeding disease.

Doctors say the women will learn about the disorder
soon enough to terminate their pregnancy with an abortion
if they want to.

With this test, reported yesterday, doctors say they can
draw a tiny amount of the fetus' blood and determine
whether it contains the necessary protein that allows it to
clot.

/v. Adams fights fire
NORTH ADAMS O^Pl - Firefighters patrolled the

perimeter of a 24-square mile area of north-western
Massachusetts yesterday, hoping rain would help to ex-
tinguish the last remnants of a forest fire that scorched 15
square miles of rugged, isolated mountain terrain.

A small army of firefighters, many of them exhausted
volunteers, brought the fire under control Wednesday
night. There were no reports of injuries to firefighters or
civilians

State denies D,C. vote
CONCORD, NH. IAPI - The New Hampshire House re

jected yesterday Congressional representation for the ap-

proximately 750,000 residents of the District of Columbia,

The House voted 223 107 to kill the Voting Rights

Amendment, which has been approved by the legislatures

of six states and rejected by nine since it was approved by

Congress last August.

Consumer
prices soar
onceagain
Bv R GRBCORY NQKES
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Consunner pricas soa^ arK}ther 1

percent in March, the government said yesterday, adding
to concern that inflation in the economy is out of control

The annual rate of price increases during the first three

months of the year was 13 percent, the worst quarterly

burst in inflation in four and one-half years. Consumer
prices increased 1.2 percent in February.

Pnces increased sharply in March in all sectors of the

economy Food and housing pnces were up 1 percent;

clothing prices were up 1.5 percent, and transporation

costs rose 12 percent.

The price of regular gasoline rose 3.8 percent to a record

70 6 cents a gallon in March, up from 68.1 cents in

February and the largest n>onthly percentage incr^se since

July of 1975.

Alfred E Kahn, President Carter's anti inflation chief,

told the congre^onal Joint Economic Committee tfw
March price report was bad and said, "we still have some
bad months ahead" He said it was "highly unlikely" the

administration could meet its 7.4 percent inflation target for

the year.

The increase in prices for the 12 month period ending in

March was 10 2 p>ercent.

Sen George McGovern, D S.D.. said the March in

crease was "an economic and political disaster." He in

troduced legislation to give President Carter standby
authority to impose mandatory wage and p.'ice controls.

Although Carter has said he does not want such authon
ty and would not use it if he had it, McGovern maintained
that "flexible and selective controls can and should be
concentrated on the largest and most influential sectors of

our economy."
Unless the administration wants such authority, it is

unlikely that the Congress w'!i approve it.

Kahn said authority fo' controls would be "counter-

productive " now, reflecting concern in the administration

that businesses will raise prices as high as they possibly can
if they think controls are around the corner

The March ri;^ in consumer prices means the nation's 35
million Socioi Security rucipients will receive a 9.9 percent

increase in benefits to offset the impact of inflation, of

ficials said.

Volunteers head into the woods in North Adams on
their way to battle a stubborn forest fire which was
still burning yesterday morning. Digest story this
page. lAP Laserphoto).

Smokers more apt to becorhe i

By DAN/EL Q. HANEY
Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE -Cigarette smokers appear to have
more trouble than non-smokers in cleanng their lungs of
dangerous dust, and this may make them more susceptible
to diseases caused by air pollution, a new study shows.
A research team says that based on a test on 12 people

using a harmless substitute, they believe that smokers'
lungs retain five times as much dust from toxic, insoluble
minerals as those of non-smokers.
The researchers say they are at a loss to account for the

difference, but the study may help explain why asbestos
workers who smoke are 90 times more likely to die from
lung cancer than non-smokers.
The research, conducted at Harvard and Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, is being published in the May 4
issue of the journal Science.

In the study, three smokers and nine non-smokers
inhaled harniless magnetic dust. After 11 months, the
smokers still retained half the original dust in their lungs,
while the non-smokers had expelled all but 10 percent.
The researchers said smokers apparently face a double

risk of lung damage f'oi.. the cancer-causing agents in

tobacco smoke and the inability of their lungs to clear

poisonous dust.

Larlier reports have noted that smokers who are exposed
to such pollutants as asbestos have a far higher rate of lung

disease than could be explained by either the toxic dust or

the tobacco acting alone.

The test, using magnetic dust, was conducted by David
Cohen of MIT's Fraacis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory
and Dr. Joseph D. Braih of the Harvard School of Public

Health.

In an interview, Cohen said the researchers do not
understand the physical difference between the two
groups' lungs.

"There is no simple mechanicsm that explains why the

smokers' lungs clear more slowly," he said. "It's a com->
plicated business that's going on. No one has ever seen
this before in humans."
Cohen said in this case the smokerf ' results were clearly

and dramatically different.

"There is simply no question that the smokers' lungs
behaved differently," Cohen said. "We really searched,
but we couldn't find any difference except that they
smoked. These results were completely unexpected."

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 RftA QIR'5 MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL>^0'»-JIOJ ROUTE 9-HAOLEY. MASS

ADULTS S2 60 STUDENTS & SB CITIZENS WITH AfWIC CARD »2 OO TWI LITE SHOW »1 60
CHILDREN t1 25 SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTS EXCLUDED

<TLS) INDICATES TWI LITE SHOW- TICKETS ON SALE 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO TLS

Iftirfe adventure

is back.

Thg

V*/ * BEAU BRIDGES
URSULA ANDRESS

Fri. and Sat. (TLS 5:15) 8:00 10:15
Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:151-8:45

llPP
Matinee (Sat. and Sun. I 1:45

MARLON BRANDO
GENE HACKMAN
Academy Award!
Best Visual Effects

Fri. and Sat. «rLS 4:») 7:30-10:15

Sun. thru Th m%. (TLS 5:30) 8 45

Matinee VSftt. and Sun.) 1:00

They couldn't

havr celebrated happier

anniversaries if they were
mamed (o each other

Ellen Alan
Burstyn Alda

•Xcxtlear"
Fri and Sat. (TLS 5:00) 7:45-10:15
Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:00)8:30
_^ Matinee (Sat. and Sun.) 1:30

ROBERT DE NIRO

J

5 Academy Awards — Best Picture]

Fri. and Sat. (TLS 5:30)-9:00
Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 5:00)8:30
„ Matinee (Sat. and Sun.) 1:00

% STUDENT PRICES FOR TLS TICKETS MWITED TO SEATING

2 bedroom garden apartment from
$290. Included in your rent are heat
and hot water.

NOW ACCEPTING DEPOSITS FOR
FALL RENTALS
For your convenience:

+ Free UMass bus to town and campus
-*- Stove, refrigerator, disposal, and dishwasher
+ Fully carpeted
+ Wall to wall closets

-I- Cablevision available
-If 1 ^/i miles from Mt. Farms and Hampshire Malls

+ 24 hour maintenance staff

Our new rental office is located

at 156A-1 Brittany Manor Drive.

Take first entrance
Rental Hours -M-F 9-5, Sat. 10-2

256 8534

^MINIMUM
10 MONTH

LEASE

Brittany ManttT
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Ward respondsto demands
By DOROTHY A. CLARK
Co/legtan Staff

hJII^I'mT ^°!!^
P^resJdent John W. Ward yesterday formally responded to black student s demands, making no real concessions on the issues whichhav?enveloMd th«private insitution in racial tension for the past 10 days

enveloped the

Extensively addressing five student demands in a 12 page statement issued to thacollege community at noon. Ward called the situation "tragic "and^ "^ jLln
ing of the institution has been violated, even though thoS who have done so tXi^
^:^:.i:^rx':s:^'^ ^^-^^-^^^ to^aiues w^ch are hiXTani;;^^^^ Sr^f^Hoi'^s^r^ <;:s^^^-rif^^^^overiooks them in its own insensitive way " mvoivea. n completely

MaliyS"' *'°'" '^* *'°"*^^'' ^'^'''' «=°'""'""«ty is expected to be released today.

fhT^Zt^^^J^'^V'^^"'^'' orientation program for black students, which was

t^int^xot^ ""
'"°*' '''°"«'^ ^^ *^^ C°"«fl«''' »>'^^'' community! ^0^^^^

Rather, Ward said, two days should be set aside during regular freshman orientationfor programs designed by black students and any other groups.
™'""^" orientation

April showers bring May flowers... well it's almost May and the signs of spr-
ing are becoming more evident as the flowers begin to bloom and the trees to
bud. (Staff photo by Jim Mahoney).

n
The

Top of the Campus
Restaurant

invites you and your family
to dine out.

Lunch served 11 :30-2 PM $i.99-$4.00
Dinner served 5-9 PM $3.50-$8.50

There is no desire to do away with black freshman orientation," he said in the state-
m«it, noting that a separate program was responsible for divisions among blacks who
chose not to attend such a program and between blacks and whitM in gmtmi^.

Addressing the other demands, Ward said:
the college will uphold its present policy of selection procedures of deans and facul

ty, which already provides for minority student participation.
-the college will follow through with its commitment to recruit qualified minority

faculty in all disciplines, although the pool of minority persons is small.
•the college board of trustees will not automatically divest its stock holdings in

South Africa, but will review the divestment question on a case by case basis, and
the college will seek funds matching its earmarked $30,000 for the Springfield

Amherst Summer Academy.
Massey said further demonstrations, which "may or may not be drastic," have been

planned for the weekend.
"The whole turn of events efMtomize the intensity of the insensitivity black students

have historically had to deal with from the Amherst College administration " Massey
said.

College spokesman Carl Vigeland, who would not speculate on the possiblity of
future problems, said, "Mr. Ward has responded and that's where we are."

Vigeland said he hoped students would realize Ward sincerely addressed the issues
as "someone trying to listen to them."

Hilberg: Ordinarymen
carriedoutHolocaust
By ARNOLD WARSHAW
Collegian Staff

The events leading up to, and the actual
implementation of, the murder of over five

and a half million Jews during World War II

were carried out as a step-by-step,
bureaucratic process by every segment of

German society, a Holocaust expert said

last night.

"Unprecedented as this event was,
unfathomable as it still is, it is possible to

see Its component parts being comprised of

rather ordinary processes, perpetrated by
rather ordinary men," said Dr. Raul
Hilberg, who lectured last night in the
Campus Center.

"They did it," he said, "with the tried

and true practices that they had always
relied upon. All the normal procedures that

a bureaucrat is accustomed to."

In an hour-long SF>eech before more than
100 people, Hilberg spoke at times, slowly
and deliberately. At other times, as he
described the workings of the annihilation

process, he waved his hands through the
air and his voice boomed through the small

room.
Hilberg, a political science professor at

the University of Vermont, has done ex-

tensive writing on the Holocaust. His major
work is a book entitled "The Destruction of

the European Jews.

"

According to Hilberg, the bureaugratic
machinery needed to accomplish "the final

solution" was so massive, no part of

German society was left untouched by its

work.
"It (the Holocaust) had to involve

segments of all of Germany's organized
life," said Hilberg. "ft could have been a

diplomat, an accountant, an engineer, a

banker, asolider ..."

"There's no segment of society that at

some point didn't have its representatives

involved in this operation ... no matter
how remote their station was. They knew a
little detail of not the whole," he said.

Hilberg said that although the Holocaust
was carried out in a business-like manner,
the people involved were effected by what
they were doing. And the farther they got

Dr. Raul Hilberg

into the destruction process, the talk ana
writing about it became ^iled in

bureaucratic jargon.
"Even the 'final solution' orders,

couched in the euphemisms of the day
were hard to give, hard to articulate," he
said.

"It is no longer necessary to say
anything. There are events, there are
processes, that ... in order to do them,
one doesn't talk about them," he said.

Hilberg's book, "The Destruction of the
European Jews" is a thorough,
unemotional account of the Nazi actions
against Jews. But in ending his speech last

night, Hilberg, an Austrian Jew who
emigrated to the U.S. before World War II,

recalled a trip he took to Germany to do
some Holocaust research. Checking
through records at a German railroad of-

fice, Hilberg was assisted by a man who
said he had been a solider stationed at the
Auschwitz death camp.
"He knew who I was, ' said Hilberg, "he

wanted me to know who he was ... he did .

not have to tell me."
Hilberg's appearance was part of

Holocaust Remembrance Week and was
sponsored by the UMass Judaic Studies
Committee and other organizations from
the Five Colleges.

Area, dorm presidents
discuss student fees

-^^""---^.rS^'''^.

The most reasonable prices
and spectacular view

of the valley."

Located on the 11th floor of the Campus
Center at the

university of iMassachusetts

By STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Area and dormitory residential presidents
met last night to discuss a $12 Student
Activity fee increase and subsequent
referendum passed Wednesday night by
the Undergraduate Student Senate. They
also discussed plans for a teach-in and rally

to address the budget cuts and tuition
hikes.

Jay Millender, chairman of the senate
budgets committee itemized the $12 in-

crease in the hope of educating the area
representatives of the increase's necessity.

Millender said $4.66 will go towards deficit
liquidation of student groups, $1 will be
allocated for area governments, $2 will be
reserved for the Union Program Council,
and $4.34 is needed to combat a six percent
rise in inflation.

In order for the referendum to be binding
a 25 percent student voter turnout is

required (4,600 students). Although the
Senate has passed the increase, the
referendum could send it back to the
where they would most likely re-examine
their decision.

Student Government Association co-
President Brian Burke was disappointed
with the poor turnout at the meeting which
was attended by seven area represen-
tatives. Burke said, "the turnout at this

meeting is disgusting; everyone was
contacted personally.

"

Joel Weissman, student coordinator ot
the Student Center for Education Research
and Advocacy stressed the importance of
the teach-in planned for May 7 at UMass,
and the rally planned for May 2, in Boston.
Both will confront the issues of budget cuts
and tuition increases to occur next year.
Weissman said, "We've heard so much

in the past about budget cuts and tuition

hikes we are becoming complacent - we
are ignoring very serious cuts." To em-
phasize the point he said that from 1972 to
1980 our tuition will have increased from
$200 to almost $800 dollars.

He said undergraduates will not be the
only people to be seriously effected;
Graduate students and teacher assistants
will also suffer. He cited 135 faculty

positions now vacant which will not be
filled. "Classes cannot be conducted in this

manner," he said.

In addressing the $12 dollar fee increase,
Millender said, the entire $4.66 liquid deficit

figure will be used to clear the Collegian's

$80,000 deficit which has accumulated over
the past three years. The $1 increase to be
alloted for the area governments is needed
because in the past money allocated to
them was used for buses and reserved
accounts.
He said the students will just have to

make . 'f.i:ision 'If the students do not
vote in ia"or ol the increase, they will have
to decide what they want to lose, " he said.
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BlackAffairs
Dance Master

Eno Washington
EfM « a %»jneb^ trtniwtd^js insfMratkNi

m welt as ^r«onai growth and pi^ittcal

itove«opm«nt for ail hi& students. His gift of
Pan African d«ic« awl h« ptmtmm m tfn
Vall«v continu«s to be invaluable He f^s a
constant impact upon trie campus and
CMnmunity tfirough pw^orming publidy
a»Ki eff^ting th(Mm wvbo have ttw oppor
tunity to vi^v his dance and by teaching
classes and encouraging and developing
Afncan culture and dance in the communi
ty

His ceaseless contributkms and service

to people take many forms. His effort to

(^elop our full potential as social beings
ar>d individual people is evidenced by his

skill and enthusiasm in cwnmunicating the
great body of the history and the art of Pan
African dance The rigor of his warm up ex-

er(M0S ar>d his technical knowledge of the

fHiman body and how to use it bnngs
everyone of his students past their ac
cepted limitations of themselves as dancers
•r>d athletes

With Eno's gentle but demanding in

sistence his students regain the natural |oy

and connection with our bodies that people
are born with. His continual self education,

dedication and seemingly effortless com
munication of his knowledge is a refreshing

model of teaching rarely seen anywhere

and is ctofinit^y on tfie frontiers m metfKX^
<^ vMStwn Mkication

H» t^K^Nr^ is a dynamic, creative and
^iritual proc^ of growth which is

fostered by both tf^ astounding versitiliiy

of the patterns he teaches and his ability to
transcend the techniques and patterns and
communicate the internal essence of Pan
African dance Eno irnrorporates a full inter

change bet^^en stuitont ar>d teacfier and
stu^nt to student He is able to vitally link

all paths of communication with his use of
musk: He brings fwth from the irKiivi<kials

in the class a greater coalition which has a
personality and power which is greater than
each individual.

The wwk he is doing in bringing art into
the ^>here of our personal lives is crucial to

the health and longevity of our society His

skill arKl enthusiasm in teaching history and
art combined with his reverence for Pan
African dance makes him witireiy sue
cessful in strengthenir^ the body, mind
and soul of each student and assisting in

the difficult process of uncovering our own
endless source of creativity. An equally im
portant feat f>e accomplishes is that by
showing complete respect towards Pan
African dance and all his students he
models the kind of respect for life that it is

possible between all people.

One ot his students

Greenlee at Civic Center
By W J. V\(tfe€LeR
Black. Affairs Staff

Springfield Celebrated trombonist
Charles Majeed Greenlee and the Trio

played delightful selections of \az2 at the
Springfield Civic Center.

The Trio consists of "Majeed,"
(Trombone) Bill Hardman, (Trumpet)
Junior Cook. (Tenor Saxophone) Paul

Brown, (Bass) Curiey Glover, (Piano) and
Mike Duquette, (Drums).

The set was produced through the

auspices of the Springfield Jazz Society.

"Majeed' has lent his favor to the
organization and the two have merged.
Springfield residents and patrons of

Spnngfield can avail themselves to "Jazz
Symphony." the likes of which previously

coul only be enjoyed in New York, New
York.

Saturdays at 8:00 is an appropriate time
to schedule Jazz in the Springfield area.

The group was well received by the 150
seated; due to ample parking facilities and
the pleasant atmosphere, the Jazzmen
succeeded to elicit applause from the
thoroughly captivated audience.

In the second set Bill Harkman played
selections from his newly released album
on the Muse lable entitled "Home." Bill has
played with such notables as Art Blakely
and Charled Majeed Greenlee just to name
a few. The most memorable tunes he
played were "Once I Loved and Rancho
Sovaro."

The members of the Trio have gotten
together on several occasions to do gigs in

the Springfield area and plan to do a lot

more in the very near future. Look for

announcements in the Springfield Daily
News Arts and Entertainment section.
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Around the campus
Women plan night march
The Coalition to End Violence Agair^t Women, a UMus

group has organized a "Take Back the Night" march for
Thursday. May 3. to begin on the Amherst Common at 7
p.m. and to end on campus with a rally.

Similar marches have taken place in New York, Boston.
San Francisco and internationally. Last November one was
staged in Northampton. In which almost 3,000 area women
participated.

Organizers of the march said childcare wilt be available
during the march along with sign language interpretation.
They said men can participate in the march by standir>g
k)ne the route with candles and helping with childcare.
The coalition, in a written statement, issued eight

demands including better security and lighting on campus
and the removal of pornographic magazir>es and record
albums depicting violence against women from the
University Store.

sw4fS^
wi»»9*

W^^ •ookuptothclMiminuii
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Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigade
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Demands also include an end to all acts of violence
against women and that attention be focused on incidents
of violence against Third Worid women, as well as white
women.

Women 's skit ieads iectura
A dramatic presentation on Women's lives from 1865 to

1915 will highlight "Strength, Strategy and Survival," a
lecture on family life during Springfield's golden era by
Joyce Beri<man, a UMass history professor. The free lec-
ture, sponsored by the Cultural Education Collaborative, is

scheduled for Wednesday, May 9 at 1:30 p.m. at the
YWCA, 26 Howard Street, SpringfieW.

Central, OH sponsor concert

A Central-Orchard Hill Rmidential Area concert will be
held on Sunday, April 29. The concert features Pam Bricker
and Reed Butler, The Ellis Hall Group, the Fools and the
Wild Turkey Band. The event is being sponsored by the
Central Area Council and the Orchard Hill Area Govern
ment.
The concert will be held from noon until 6 p.m. in the

basketball court between Van Meter and Field dormitories.
In the event of bad weather, it will be held in the Worcester
Dining Commons.

Weapon conference set
The former Assistant Secretary of Defense under

President Gerald R. Ford will speak tonight at 8 in the
Johnson Chapel at Amherst College on defense and arms
control.

The lecture, by William Bader. now serving as Chief of
Staff to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, is the
first event in a three day symposium on defense and the
Soviet American Arms Talks. Starting tonight and ending
Sunday, the conference will consist of d^tes, lectures
and discussions on the Amherst College campus.
Tomorrow at 10 p.m. there will be a lecture and

discussion on 'negotiating Salt II." At 11:30 a.m., also in
Converse Hall, there will be a "Point-Counter-Point ' on
the SALT Treaty. At 2 p.m. in Alumni House there will be a
debate on New Weapons research.

At the same time at Converse Hall there will be a
discussion on Nuclear Proliferation. At 3:30 p.m. at the
same place there will be a debate entitled, "Doves, Hawks
and Chickens: The politics of Defense and SALT'S
Chances in the Senate."
On Sunday at 1:30 p.m. in Converse Hall there will be a

lecture and discussion on the economics of defense and at
4 p.m. the closing address of the symposium will be
delivered by Strobe Talbot, diplomatic correspondent for
Time mr^gazine, on "Visions of the Future: Nuclear
Holocaust o' freedom from Fear."

Zunic receives honors
UMm athletic administrator Matthew Zunic wmhonored recently when he was indixted into the George

Washington University Hall of Fame.
Zunic, former head basketball coach at Boston Universj-

jr. UMass, and Weetfield College, is a graduate of theWwhington, D.C. school.

Psych, conference set
"Psychoanalysis; Contemporary Applicatk>ns II,

' a on»-
day symposium, will be held tomorrow in Campus Cenwr
Room 917, from 9:30 am to 4 p.m. The symposium is co-
sponsored by the Faculty of Humanities and Fine Arts arnJ
tfte University of Massachusetts Prnt and is open to lh9
public.

The morning se^ion will irKlude papers by David Lynch,
Tufts University, on "Narcissism;" Norman Austin.
UMass, on "Odysseus and the Cyclops;" and Elizabeth
Petroff. UMass, on "Agression and Eroticism in Mediev^
Won>en Visionaries."

In the afternoon, speakers include Richard Blacher.

^
Tufts University, on "The Fantasy of Rebirth in Cardiac
Surgery;" Leiand van den Daele, Rutgers University, on '"A
Critique of Academic Theories of Ego Developnrient;"' and
Cynthia Wolff, UMass, on "The American Alger: A
Tragedy of Post Civil War American Identity."
The nrKKlerators of the symposium are Richard W.

Noland. acting dean of the Faculty of Hunuinities and Pint
Arts, and Robert Sprich. Professor of English, Bentley Col-
lege.

Jazz group to perform
The UMass Jazz Workshop will give its last rrwjor con-

cert of the year on Monday, April 30 at 8 p.m. in Bowliar
Auditorium. Making special appearances with ttw
Workshop will be Steve Turre, trombone soloist with the
Woody Shaw group, and the Jazz Band from WestfWd
State College. The concert is free and open to the public.

Corrections
During Southwest Week the following events will take

place on Sunday April 29, not Wednesday April 25 as
reported in the Collegian: Art exhibit at Pierpont dormitory
bake sale outside of Crampton dormitory. Rock Garderi
performance at Hampden Theater, 2 p.m. and 60's dance
at Hampden, 9p.m.

Yesterday's Collegian erroneously reported that the
State House of Representatives approved a bottle bill. Ac-
tually, the House voted to overturn a negative report on a
bottle bill from the Energy Committee and then sent the bill

to the House Ways and Means Committee.

Brazzaville. Congo
Congo's only political party says it has

elected Col. Denis Sassou-Nguessc as this

west central African country's new
president and ordered that the former head
of state be tried for treason.

An official communique said the colonel,

now Army chief of staff, also was elected

prime minister and leader of the Congolese
Workers Party.

Colonel Sassou-Nguesso has been
acting president since General Yhombi-

Opango was ousted by the central com-
mittee in February.

The communique said the party progress
ordered General Yhombi-Opango
prosecuted before a popular tribunal for

hiqh treason.

Since he was toppled, the former
president has been under house arrest

here, guarded by Cuban soldiers, according
to informed sources.

Iran seeks to regain wealth Announcements
fReprint from Gramnal

What the United States feared so greatly

has at last been announced by Hassan
Nazih, the new director of the National Ira-

nian Oil Company (NIOC): '"...the interna

tional monopolies that are responsible for

nnarketing Iranian oil must leave the coun
try." Iran's oil fields turned nearly 300
miitlion barrels in 1977 and oil has long been
the country's most important industry.

Iran's oil was then divided up by a "con-

•ortium" of various companies with British

Petroleum, the former "owner," getting a

share of 40 percent. Shell 14 percent and
the French oil company six percent. The
rest was given to 11 U.S. monopolies.
Thus the imperialists carved up their

prey, though the Shah maintained the use

of the term "nationalization" to conceal the

nature of his neocoloinial regime.

Agreements signed in 1954 stipulated

that this state of affairs would last 25 years,

that is, until 1979 But in 1973 a new treaty

was signed tin Teheran whereby the con
sortium — now op>erating under the name

LUTHER

\

Iranian Oil Services — ° handed over its ex-

traction 'rights" to NIOC in exchange for a
fat indemnity and the right to market nearly

all the Iranian oil for the next 20 years.

The threatening growth of militarism dur-

ing the last years of the dictatorship and the
immense fortune acquired by the ruling

family and their accomplices were financed

by money from oil. However, Iranian oil

revenue, huge though it was, in fact

represented less than half of the total

revenue from the sale of its oil, which was
estimated at more than 40 000 million

dollars in 1977. In fact, 65 percent or 28 000
million, ended up in the hands of the com
panies.

The people's victory in February
represented a real disaster for the p>olitical

and strategic interests of the United States
in Iran and the Gulf. However, there were
still the huge profits from the plunder of Ira-

nian oil. But now the government of Prime
Minister Mehdi Bazargan has announced its

decision to regain sovereignty over the oil,

and this is yet another defeat and a source
of concern for the United States.

Drum

\

HOW COULD
AM INSURANCI

POLICY MAKE YOOR
APARTMENT
COUD?

LUTHER. »NE SOT
APlECe OF THE

DRUM the BLACK
LITERARY EXPERIENCE at

the UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS is still

accepting contributions for

its SPRING publication.

Poetry, short stories,

photography and art work
for the upcoming issue can
be submitted to the DRUM
Office at 115 New Africa

House, to Marlene Duncan
or Barron Rolar>d.
Your contributions will be
greatly appreciated, for

without you there is no
sound of the DRUM.

Weber case
The Black Women's Center
of UMass Presents Cheryl

Shain The Head of

Residence of Johnson, to

speak on the Weber Case,
and its implication to Black

women Friday, April 27th at

the New Africa House
Library.

By Brumsic Brandon,

CCEBS pre-reglstration

All CCEBS students must obtain their pre- registration

forms from their academic advisor. Advisors will be
available from 8:X a.m. - 6:00 p.m. daily during the

counseling period, April 23 - 27, 1979. Call your advisor at

545-0031 and make an appointment for pre- registration to

save time that you would otherwise waste while waiting for

assistance.

Here is a list of the advisors and the classes with whom
they work:

1983 Valerie Nii

1982 M . Shareef Rasool and Charies Bookman
1981 Phil Hicks and Jacquelyn Crooks
1990 Valerie Nii

Returning Students... Rick Townes

Please come prepared - have a list of courses that you
would like to take. Bring your own Class Schedule and
Course Description Guide with you.

REMEMBER You must see your advisor before receiv-

ing your pre-registration form.

CUEBS Family Day

CCEBS FAMILY DAY is Saturday, May 12. 1979. Have
you made your reservatons yet? If not, please call 545-0031

and do so immediately!! The luncheon will be held in the

Student Union Ballroom at 11:30a.m.

Join your family, friends, and the CCEBS staff on May
12, 1979 at the Student Union Ballroom.

GILBERTO GIL
One of South Americas foremost exponents

of latin pop/rock makes his

North American debut.

NIGHTINGALE
On Elektra Records and Tapes

IVIE BUMSTEER
BroilecfSteak

w/ peppers\onion,
pli

frieA pi6

at

Campus C^nt(

and\(</ich $1.25
(ecial sajjce on hard roll

free:

leymey last

tch

FoO(d Service
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A Store-full of ideas

Downtown Anr^i^st

Courts ban media from rape case
BOSTON \AP]-A state Supreme Court justice has

upheld a lower court decision banning the public and news
media from the trial of a Well^ley tennis teacher charged
with raping three teen age girls.

Justice Robert Braucher yesterday dismissed a suit

brought by The Boston Globe, saying that Dedham
Superior Court Judge Robert V Mulkern h^J the right

under state law to keep the press out of the courtroom.
Mulkern issued his order Wednesday in connection with

the trial of Albert T. AMjem, 33, a Wellesley tennis shop
owner accused of raping three high school girls l^t S^t.
^ in Wellesley

.

Mulkern said he was taking that action because all three
of the victims are juveniles, The Globe charged the order
violated tfie constitutioruil rights of free press and public
trial. The Globe said it would appeal Braucher's ruling to
the full Supreme Court bench.

In his decision. Braucher said the state law providing for

closed trials involving juvenile "appears to be mandatory

in its twrns, but I don't have to decide whethw it is utterly

mandatory so as to override the judge, the victims ar^l the
district attorney."

Braucher said that the state law gave Mulkern scmm
discretion in the case.

Econ. survey conducted
A study of the economic impact of UMass on surroun

ding communities, "Economic Impact Survey," is tieing

conducted by the Institutioftal Studies Program at the

University.

Questionnaires were sent this week to a computerized

sampling of employees and students at the University Par

ticipants were asked how much money they spend for

housing, food, utilities, transportation and entertainment.

The survey will tie anonymous.
David Rumpf, coordinator of Institutional Studies and
director of the study, said the validity and value of the

survey will depend on the cooperation of the participants
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ONlv BASS MAKES SUNJUNS'

—over 16 styles

—

Heartfelt
Leather

IMN

Downtown
Amherst
253 5135

10 am 6 p.m.

Student Legal

Services

PARALEGAL
INTERNS

(Full-time

Academic
Credit)

Apply by
April 27, 1979

922 Campus Center
545-1995

Why you should buy your ring now!
1. You deserve it You ve accomplished a lot.

2. Save $15 on any 10K gold or Siladium ring instead of the

5% or $10 you might get from any other company.

3. Different Rings' The largest selection to choose from.

Over 20 different nng designs! See traditional and con-
temporary men s designs and beautiful fashion rings for women.

iO) 4•^^^^
CLASSIC BLAZON COl ORADO SONNET SUNFLOWER MINI

/IRKTIRVED
^COLLEGE RINGSCOLLEGE RINGS

REBATE CERTIFICATE
GET A $15 REBATE ON ANY ARTCARVEO COLLEGE RING WITH THIS CERTIFICATE.

Valid on any nng in the ArtCarved Collection (even gold). Choose from a wide variety of

traditional contemporary, or fashion rings, custom made to your individual taste.

How to g«l your SIS rebate by mail after purchase
1

.

This coupon must D«? presented with your order

2. Limii one relund per purchase Purchaser pays any sales

taxes

J. OWer valid only on rings oiderf'd during this sale

4. Rebates can be issued only alter final payment on your nng
has Ijeen rnade

S. At that time of order your ArtCarved Representative will

give you a Rebate Request Certificate This certificate must be
mailed along with proof of full payment to ArtCarved within

three months after you order your nng Rebate void after this

period Allow four weeks for rebate processing

MAY 1,2,3,4

10am -2:30pm

Tues— Friday

An AnCarv)<ii Ri'proscntaiive will be at

campus center /untv of rnass /amherst

OFFER EXPIRES MAY 4

$15 Deposit

%

Friday, April 27, 1979

QQMsmi

At Tech Hifi you get to play, not just look.
A lot of stereo stores have big

signs all over the place that tell you,
"Don't Touch the Merchandise".

At Tech Hifi, our signs say,

"Come Play'*. Because we think
it's important for you to get the

"feel" of components. So you can
feel free to flip the switches, press
the buttons, spin the knobs, and
actually /7/aj the equipment in our
soundrooms.

And the best part is, you can
take all the time you want. Nobody
will rush you. And nobody will

pressure you into buying if all you
want tOKlo is listen and compare.

If you've been thinking about
a stereo system, here's a beautiful-

ly-matched combination you can
play at Tech Hifi this week. It teams
an Onkyo TX 1 500 Mk. II stereo

receiver withphase accurate Ohm E
loudspeakers and a popular
Technics SL220 turntable (com-
plete with a Stanton 500EE
cartridge).

At only $549, we think this

is one of our best system values.

But please don't take our word for

it. Play and compare this system -
or any others that interest you - in

our soundroom this week and let

your ears decide.

Shop& Compare
Kenwood 4070 receiver $200
KLH 101 speakers (each) $ 70
Advent 20 1

A

cassette deck $225
Marantz 6 1 1 turntable ..$ 79
Sony 1800 receiver $ 95
ADC 105Qe cartridge $ 20

Tech Hifi invites you to come
play. Take us up on it.

tech hifi
Quality components at the riprht price.

15 East Pleasant St., Amherst 253-31 CX)
stores also throughout Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont,

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio and Michigan.
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Letters to the Editor
'Give me a break'

To the Editor:

To the ma/} who pickedmy wallet m the

NOP£ men s locker room on April J8 and
sto^ rm two gu0$t ttck^ts for ttm Gr»te/ut

Dmtd and my own ticket andmy money -

^ve rrw a break • I'm not infinitely rich

I'm a student too, /ust like youf I don't

care about the money keep it. buy
VOur^M a cw# or nwo fl^ beer or

sorrmthmg. But those tickets were for

some very dear friends of mine and my
fnends m^n a lot more to me than the

morwy you took and I can't get any
fmm tickets If you've got any concern
9nd compassion for your fellow students

tften please keep the money, but return

ttm tickets to the information desk in the

Campus Center no questions asked I

would like to enioy my last Spnng
Concert too - give me a break,

R.

G core exemption?

To the Editor
Recently, the Student Senate endorsed

integrating a Human- Social Awareness
"G" core requirement into the UMass
curriculum. This was done in the noble
spirit of confronting the issues of
discrimination, sexism, and racism m the
classroom to enhance students'
awareness and personal development

The supporters of the "G" core seem to

believe that the serious problems of racial

harrassment. sexual assault, and other

disrciminatory. chauvinistic types of

asocial behavior will somehow be
alleviated upon its implementation.

Perhaps there is progress to be made by
academically addressing these issues,

however the/e^ are some students who
most certainly would derive little benefit

from a "G" core requirsment, having

already reached a sufficiently competent
level of Human Social Awareness It

would be remedial to force such students

to cover material with which they are

already familiar Therefore, I am calling

for some type of exemption option to be
included in the implementation of any

fwmofa "G" core requirement.

Of course. Third World students would
SUtomatically be eligible for such an
exemption as would members of any
other oppressed minorities [e.g. han-
dicapped students, gays, feminists et.

al. I. primps some students rnight be
ememptedifthf} i .m pfuve rhey belong to
some type of Human Social Awareness
group, either religious, civic, campus or
radical. \Some examples rmght be the
Campus Crusaders for Christ, TM. the
Salvation Army, SW Men's Center,
Everywoman Center, the Clamshell
Alliance. Amnesty Internatiorwl, a Food
Co op, the CoMegian, tfw Student
Senate, Junior Achievement, Alcoholics
Anonymous or the Welcorrw Wagon]. A
student might also opt to take an
exemption exam which would evaluate
his her awareness of various pertinent

issues, such as racism, sexism, gay
rights, or affirmative action.

To exempt these students from the

"G" core requirement would not only
save the university money, but would also

allow professors to concentrate on
educating those whose personal growth
and awareness need the most
development I strongly urge both
students and faculty to support the "6"

core exemption option, not to undermine
the effort to implement the requirement,

but to allow It to achieve maximum ef-

fectivvrfoss by including in the program
only those students most in need of
Human Social Awareness enlightenment.

Stephen A. Collins

The bureaucracy

strikes again

To the Editor:

It IS nut unusual for a student at this

university to encounter a tangled w.fb of

bureaucracies m order to ge> things

accomplished
Wf are victims of this onie again This

time It concerns the payment plans for the

assistant head of residences next year

As Assistant Head of Residences, we
have received compensation for 10.6

hours of work per week \it should be
noted that we work about 15 hours]. Next

year the payment procedures am going to

change drastically, according to area
director. Jacqueline Lehney
However, we probably will not know

/ust how they will change until the
beginning of next semester because the
people in charge of this matter are not
acting on it, as usual
According to our head of residence,

S^ly Freeman, director of the Community
Development Center, has not been in her
office in two weeks. She is in charge of
the dorm staffing.

Robert Camb^, director of Residential
Resource Management, is on vacation for

a month He is in charge of the
distribution of the area's money for this

matter
Dennis Matson, the Vice Chancellor ol

Student Affairs, hasn't been present
whenever meetings were arranged to

discuss It

This irresponsibility on their part is

altering the lives of many of the students
who now have the job and depend on its

compensation It also affects many of the

others who may be interested in the
position after finding out what the /ob
requires, and the compensation
Therefore, it is unfair for university of
ficials to dismiss this matter \okay,

postpone It].

The hiring process begins this week.
How can we attract competent people if

we invite tnem to work under people who
aren 't?

About 20 perspective applicants will

attend an informatm session where the

fob description will be explained. And all

we can say is. "we don 't know how much
ycu will get paid, or even if you will get
paid. But we know for a fact that the
people in charge of this are on vacation.

"

How can any administrator take a month
vacation during one of the busiest times
of the academic year?
When will the administration learn that

students are not going to accept the

irresponsibility that the administrators and
state officials have en/oyed in the past.

Students have acted, and students are
doing their /obs. The very least the ad-

ministration could do is administrate and
address the issues appearing before
them.

Cashin Staff

Blame youreelves

To the Editor:

How unfortunate that there exist so
many apathetic, unknowing stuc^nts
here at the University of Massachusetts.
By not exercising their power to have a
voice in the decision making process they

have become mere pawns in the hands of
greedy, self serving politicians. People
who only think of personal comforts and
the maintenance of their self image are

doomed to live in a dream world.

Individual input is vital to the process of

"democracy" in this country.

When you begin to glow with radiation,

or starving in the streets of an over-

crowded world, or become cancerous
from chemical wastes, do not blame it on
the system, but on your own unconcern
in the past Slov\Hy, but surely, the

government has fallen into the wrong
hands For instance, do you believe that

our governor. Ed King, is qualified for the

job? Is It in our best interests that an ex-

professional football player, with a shady
political background, runs our troubled

state? To all those who did not take action

or even interest in the last election, let this

be on your conscience.
Presently, all signs indicate disaster.

Inflation, energy misuse, overpopulation,
radiation. wastes [chemical, food,

resources and much more], detenorating

cities and families. demoralization,

vanishing wilderness, and most im-

portantly, apathy towards these issues

are all factors to the rapid decline of our
civilization. In other words, we are

heading for another Dark Age.
In closing, we would like to applaud

and praise those who do give a damn,
even though sometimes it seems the

results are not worth all the effort. They
are! Do not give up the struggle to

achieve harmony in 'our lives. Only
through active participation can the

future of the world be preserved.

Ilene Nebelkopf
'Craig Milanesi
Mark Libucha

« , Southwest

^^ r /^^J Liquor Store -

Heineken $3.69 six

Old Milwaukee$3.25 12 pack

Riunite Lambrusco 1/5$2.39

Gilbey's Gin qt....$6.49

Seagram's Whiskey qt.$7.29

Miller 12 oz. can &NR...
$6.99 case

Schmidt's October Fest
$4.99 case

DELtCATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

BEEFEATERS,
HAVE WE GOT
A BEEF FOR YOU!

338 COLLECf ST.

AMHERST
253-5384
256-8433

Not responsible for typo errors

ROAST PRIME RIB
$5.95

Try this delicious, juicy cut.

priced to include Baked Potato,

unlimited Salad Bar and Bread and Butter.

Roast Prime Rib at $5.95 is a

featured item, Sunday thru Thursday,

at your Qub Restaurant.

Reservations Accepted.

Most Major Credit Cards.

The Steak Out
351 Northampton Road

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
256-8557

Putney Road

Brattleboro. Vermont 05301
257-1333

Good-bye

cruel world
BOSTON The word "Peace."

manipulated and rendered meaningless in

recent years, attempted to jump out of

page 1,044 of Webster's New Worid Dic-

tionary in an effort to take its own life.

Reacting hysterically to its abuse in

Mand by House Speaker Tip O'Neill earlier

this month, the word was saved by
bumping into a relative, "Peaceable, " on
the way down.

In an interview in the intensive care unit

of the Orwell Memorial Newspeak Treat-

ment Center in this city, the word
elaborated its reasons for the act.

"I simply saw no point in going on as a

bloated buz/word in a Congressional

•peechwriter's card file," Peace said.

Drawn and weak from this latest assault

on its dignity. Peace continued, "He went
over and talked with a bunch of closet war-
mongers and reactionaries about Peace in

Northern Ireland."

"Here we have the third in command of

humanity's largest war machine, in Nor
thern Ireland, meeting exclusively with op
portunist politicans who represent religions

instead of people. It's absurd."

"What are moderate Protestants and
moderate Catholics, anyway? I heard they
were supposed to talk about a lasting solu-

tion to sectarian warfare, not tfie formation
of an ecumenical council.

"Now, I'm not pretending to be an expert
on Irish affairs, but I've been bandied about

Jim Jordan
over there tor so long that I've come to
understand a few things.

'You see, two things have got to be seen
right off the top. First, all those people,
whatever the Boston Globe might call them
to the contrary, are Irish. Second, most of
them are working people. So, you see,, the
real majority is the working class and the
real minority is the bunch of corporate
board chairmen, military officers and sec
tarian politicians in Dublin and Belfast."

"But Tip O'Neill wouldn't agree with
that. So look at who he met with. In the

south, he has a secret meeting with Jack
Lynch, the prime minister in the Fianna Fail

government. If you look at Lynch's political

record, his main solution for the conflict in

the North and unemployment in the South
is not to talk about either. Unless, if he gets
a periodic script from London or
Washington. Then he talks about it."

"In the North, he refused to talk with the

trade union congress, the civil rights

associations or any group that claims

anything other than a religious based
membership. He lumped them all together

somehow as paramilitaries

On the Catholic side he talked to the Na
tionalists, the most vocal Protestant haters

in the world, and the Social Democratic

and Labor Party, led by a Derry furniture

dealer, John Hume Hume endeared

himself to Tip by doing genealogical

research on Tip's family in Donegal

I Then, he met with some soft line.

Unionist aristocrats and Ian Paisley Ian

Paisley! He won't talk to the unions, but he

meets with a man who could probably

teach white South Africa a few things

about bigotry.

After all this, he gives a press conference

talking about Peace. Where's the logic?

The only Peace in Ireland will come when
the people Tip would not talk to boot out

the people he did talk to. And in all his talk

he didn't mention that the U.S. Army
covered Britain's NATO positions on the

Rhine in 1969 so the British could step up
its occupation of the North. He also must
have forgotten to mention where the

M 16's and rubber bullets are manufactured
that the British Army uses."

Peace has a recent record of attempted

suicide. In 1971, Peace, with Honor, at

tempted a coordinated suicide when
Richard Nixon threatened to take them

together to Vietnam, Both swallowed an

overdose of irony at the prospect.
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Letters to the Editor
An Infirmary

horror story
To the Editor:

/ was involved in an accident April 21
and suffered torn ligaments and a frac-

tured ankle. I went to the UMass
Infirmary and was told to fill out a form,

sit, and wait. After a long and very painful

hour of waiting, they finally decided to

send me to Cooley Dickinson Hospital in

Northampton. UMass was supposed to

inform them of the situation and hurry me
through, but this was not the case. After

sitting in pain for about an hour, they

decided to take X-rays and after a few
more hours, they were finished with the

cast. But why the lack of communication^
The next day I called the UMass Infir

mary and asked if they could fix a soft

spot in my cast. They told me just to walk

in the next day. So that's what I did.

I "signed in" again and waited, and
waited and waited! After two and one half

hours I lost my temper. I went to find out
what the problem was. They toldme they

must have mixed up my file and then

someone finally examined my cast. They
said it was nothing too serious and that I

should not be waiting in the Emergency
room. But I was there for two and one
half hours! If they had only told me
something! It's a long haul down there

from Sylvan on crutches; I mean really!

It's a ((amn good thing I didn't have a

heart attack.

Kurt Nelson
Sylvan

More Zacks?!

To the Editor:
/ am writing in reference to Bill Tartar's

column, "An All-American boy, " which
appeared in the Collegian on April 25. I

too am a fan of Ron Perry but Tartar

seems to have gotten his facts mixed up.

I attended Don Bosco Technical high
school in Boston, and had many occas-
siuns (o observe Ron Perry when he
played for Catholic Memorial. I agree
that he single handedly lead the Catholic
Memorial team but they never won a
state championship with Ron Perry. In

fact, in his senior year, Don Bosco, lead

by Joe Beaulieau and Felton Sealey won
the state championship. In six meetings
between these fine athletes Bosco won
five.

Thus, I hope Tartar will spend more time
writing facts instead of fairy tales. One

Steve Zack is enough for any newspaper.
Michael G. Waldren

Southwest

Editor's Note: According to the Boston
Globe Sports department. Catholic
Memorial did indeed win the state cham-
pionship with Ron Perry on the team.

'

Failed again

To the Editor:

/ am disappointed and dismayed at the

recent Board of Trustees' decision to raise

the price of parking registration from

$5 0a$7.00. Under the President's

voluntary wage and price controls, the

University of Massachusetts has failed the

public miserably.

PaulLdgue Jr.

'Not here to stay'
To the Editor:

Recently Collegian editorialist Kevin

Kelly lamented over the depressing

prospects suggested by the introduction

of large-screen TV and home-video

players. He believes that these in-

novations would simply result in a bigger

fix "for us" slack-jawed voyeurs, creating

a larger-than-life fantasy in our living

rooms which would keep us from "ex-

pressing ourselves, loving someone,

talking to friends, playing with children or

learning about the world. " Citing the

numbing power of small-screen TV
[during the 1960's we sat in a stupor

before our TV sets as other humans got

shot, burned, and clubbed], he pictured

ever worse outcomes from large-screens

and home- video players.

I would like to suggest that Kelly's

negative attitude is the wrong one to

take. Television and video are here to stay

whether he likes it or not. What we do

with the medium is a litmous test of our

own characters. Critics are pointing to

public television as a major cause tfehind

the boom in the performing arts in

America. Fidel Castro used television to

indoctnnate a revolutionary creed.

Television is undoubtedly the most in-

fluential medium in the history of the

world and its effects can be radical as well

as conservative The "Video Revolution"

offers the technology for a broad based

input into television and therefore can

produce a wide range of positive effects.

Kelly was nght as regards the Madison
Avenuized tube, but there is more to

video than it being a pacifying consumer's

product. Video can be an active tool as
well as a passive toy. Hands-on video is a
medium with potential which can enable
us to enlarge our consciousness, com-
municate with others, and build a sense
of community. Hands-on video can help
us look inside ourselves or outside at our
society.

On this campus, some beginning steps
with person-powered video have been
made by students at the Union Video
Center. Tapes have been made about
events, issues and activities of campus-
wide interest and concern. Of course
there is always more that can be done. ,

We invite Kelly and anyone with an in-

terest to come to the UVC and help in the

effort to build a viable alternative.

Jeff Thrasher
John Furbish

Union Video Center

'No social event'

To the Editor:

/ was appalled to read that UMass has
yet another reported rape this semester.

Furthermore I found it just as disgusting

to read it on the fifth page of Monday's
Collegian. Get with it! Rape is no social

event. I found it quite rude of the Col

legian to put such a serious article under
the "Around Campus" column. Rape is

certainly happening around campus but
please, can the sick humor.

Tom Peters
Southwest

Hold the ink, please

To the Editor:

After having spent numerous hours
conversing with the other 27 members of

the Earthfoods collective, I honestly can-

not explain to Mark Wilding (in reference

to his article, "The never answered ques
tion") what dnves us to serve lentil

burgers which taste like tvperwriter rib

bons. However, I'd like to take this oppor
tunity to invite Mark to the Earthfoods kit

chen on April 29 when we will serve up a
steaming plate of typewriter ribbon^
whii-h tnst" like lentil burgers.

Andrew Mackler
Chef Earthfoods Collective
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yormnory H«ad of R«sidwice Sharl«en
Oickirwon said.

Freeman said, "Its a staff problem; It's

an internal problem" She refused to com-
ment furthw (m the occupation.
"We tried to be as flexible as we could.

The ball is in her court now,' Dickinson
Mid.
Frank Oomrwn, Kennedy Donwtofv up-

per, heKl of reBMl«n<», said There's a limit
the human spirit will be trod upon."
The occupying heads of residmice cir-

culated a letter throughout Southwest
listing their demands, asking for support,
calling for a rally in front of Berkshire

House, at 9 a.m.. tcKiay.

The letter said the occupiers will stay in

the building until their demands are met, ir-

regardless of the threat of being fired and
arrested.

Food WM brought fc^ the heads of

residence by Southwest residents and pull

ed up with rop^ into the occupied second-
story office. The occupiers played

backgarmnon to m^m^ the time.

TMe action yesterday was proceeded by a
special meeting of all Southwest heads of
resid^ice Wednesday.
Heads of Residence have shown increas

ing concern this year over the dangers of
their positions. The January attempted
murder by arson against former Pierpont
Head of Residence Thomas Whitford is of
particular concern to the heads of
residence.

Also present at the d»cussions betwem
the heads of residence and Freeman were
Southwest Assistant Area Directors Jim
Simmons, Gene Kim. Floyd Martin and
Southwest Area Dirwtor James Matlack.

* Know/ton
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

to Sylvan, which cc^ts $40 more a year.
Id like my money back," said Chrti

Annable.

Other residents were upset because they
were not moved to another dorm in Nor-
theast. To compensate for this, Queries
said special preference forms are availaMi
for the former residents so they can get in^
Northeast next fall.

* Sylvan
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

rent ratio of students to residence heads in
Sylvan is 460:1 in contrast to a 200:1 ratio
elsewhere on campus. La Macchia said. He
also said the ratio of students to resident
assistants is 60:1 in Sylvan despite a Com
munity Development Center recommenda
Hon of a 30: 1 ratio.

La Macchia said a petition of these pro
posals has been circulating m Sylvan since

last February, He said a meeting between
the area staff and the administration should
be called to discuss the possiblity of
converting rooms into lounges and adding
staff members.

Meanwhile, room choosir>g information
for Sylvan area residents returning to their
dormitories next fall will not be forwarded
to the housing office for room
assignments, La Macchia said.

Cashin head of residence James R. La
Macchia said the withholding action was

Collegian n

"one of desperation," but that he and his

collegues felt it was necessary and in line

with their job description.

• Racism
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

limited to on-campus attacks but includes
off campus repression by police, courts
etc. Also, we cannot allow the University

administration to talk about its distaste for
local racist incidents when in fact it does
not bring anything to a halt, nor does it

sincerely address its own racism."

The committee is now asking District At
torney Tom Simons to reopen ttie in
vestigation into the death of Seta Ramper
sad. a UMass student who was found dead
last September in a South Deerfield motel
room.

The inquest into her death was
halted last month although no reason for
her death was discovered.

CONGRATULATIONS!!
June (Bug) Kokturk

Editor-in-Chief

Doug Paulding
Photography Editor

INDEX I980
is now accepting applications
for the following paid positions:

IVIanaging Editor
Business IVIanager

Senior Editor

Application deadline is May 18.

Stop by the office, CC 102.

The DiNtinguished VisJtorM Program
in conjunction with

The Asian Ameriean Students ANsoriatioM

presents

Judge Robert M. Takasugi
The only federal Asian American judge

Topic: Bakke And Its Future
Consequences; A Focus On Asian-
Americans And Other Minorities

April 28, 1979 11:30p.m.

Free admission

CCA

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

^ /f ai * :^
Mandaxin Szechuen

Cuisine

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK*
SUN THURS n30am 1000pm
FRI h SAT 11 30 a ni 11 00 p

m

Fine Chinese Food
Cocktails Served

Full Take-out Service

Luncheon Specials
Mon.-Fri.

Dinner Specials
Mon.-Wed.

256 0251 2560252

10 BELCHERTOWN RD.
RTE 9, AMHERST

STADIUM LIQUORS

V**

"We support all Spring Sports"

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A8-P in

the new Shopper's Park
University Dr.

OKN HON. TNM SXT., 9:00 /IM. 11:00 P.M.

TEL NO. 2S3-SS9S

Large selection of kegs

BUD 12 oz. bottles or cans 6.99 case

PABST 12 oz. cans 5.90 case

RIUNITE 750 ml 2.29
1.5 liter. ...4.29

OLD MILWAUKEE 12 pack 2.89

IV
Baseball

GIL SCOTT-
HERON
with special guests
Loose Caboose

Thurs., April 26
$4 advance £f door

ELLIS HALL
GROUP
with special guests
Clean Living
(on 4/28)

Fri., April 27 & Sat.
$2 door only

JONATHAN
EDWARDS
Thurs., May 10
$4 advance £f door

ISRAEL
INDEPENDENCE

DAY
Featuring:

*SAfAM- Boston's best Israeli group.
•Tlif Sliuk- Israeli marketplace.
*B'wAi MaIUI- Israeli folkdance troupe.

Sunday, April 29, 2:30 p.m.
The Hatch, SU

FREE

A<^TMSsion wtth Mass Mcent« or liquof ID only

rustynail
Sunderland, Moss.

665-4937
24 hour taped message

FrI Sat Sun April 27-29

Deerfield Drive-In Theatre
Route 5 & 10

South Deerfield, Mass. 6^-8746

Four outUus
risk the onlv

thing thrv have
left to lose

A Pjr«muu
Hrlr«»# 1 ..

SHOWTIME 7:30
Sun. WARRIORS 7:30
Police Officer On Duty

University of Massachusetts / /^ ' f ,.• i ,;

FINEms CENTER PRESENTS

The Pride of the Pioneer Valley

WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION
ORCHESTRA

Experience the Widespread Depression Orchestra
in their premiere Fine Arts Center Concert Halt

performance before their appearances on 'Saturday

Night Live' and 'The Mike Douglas Slow'

"The Widespread Depression Orchestra remain the
best remmlist group playing the 30's and 40's big-

band jazz" - Dowr.beat

«

Friday, April 27 8 pm
FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General public -$765
UMass students - $5. 4, 3 Senior citizens and
ottier students-$6. 5, 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4, 545-2311
& New England Ticketron Locations.

CENTRAl/ORGHARP HILL

presents

CONCERT ON THE HILL
Sunday, April 29, 1979

featuring

THE FOOLS
PAM BRICKER/REED BUTLER

ELLIS HALL GROUP
WILD TURKEY BAND

Location: Central/OH basketball court
Time: 12:00 noon-6:00 p.m.
Rain location: Worcester DC

Please no bottles
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Cosmic Wimpout:
A game ofdevotion
^MARKL cLmaof
Ct^tgian Staff

Wve tens emerged sn ^^ MAw, ^it
despite his expectations the "Freight
Wreck" was a losing roll Across the table
someone rolled three "Lightening Bolts,"
which, according to the "fuiMe^ rute," the
remaining two cubes would be rolled. He
ttir^ftr the two dse and rolled a five. He took
ttw ^ pointt.

If you have r^^^r played tlw game you
may be asking what is going on The
answer is simple Cosmic Wimpout

Cosmic Wimpout is a point accumulation
game played with five "cosmic" cubes
brandishing six different emblems The
emblems represent the number of points a
pla^r may receive on each throw of the
cubes

Originating in Euger>e, Ore as a neo
^Mierican folk game, today's Wimpout has
very little to do with the original game
Taught by various people over the United
States, Wimpout eventually acquired a

general set of rul^ artd a starvtord ast ^
cubes.
The Cosmic Wimpout headquarters is

located in South Hadley because of a fertito

atmosphere in the Pioneer Valley, aacor
dir>9 to "Energy Rider," a Cosmic Wimpout
spokesperson

Three basic elements in playing the game
are skill, luck and mystique Some people
who play the game believe the third ele

ment is a form of telekinesis; which is mw-
ing objects under mind control.

The fourth annual Amorphic Cositmc
Wimpout Tournament is planned for this

Saturday in The Hatch cafeteria.

Tournament organizers expect about
1,500 people to attend, a considerable in

crease over last year's tournament which
attracted about 300 players. First prize

would be 250 two dollar bills, a total of

$500
Cosmic Wimpout is a game that is in

creasing in popularity throughout the
* United States arnj Europe. As one player

said, "Cosmic Wimpout is only rul^ w^
rolls, but we enjoy them

Globe House reporters to
discuss King's performance

The performarKe of Gov Edward J
King's first few months in office will be
analyzed by three members of the Boston
Globe State House bureau during a panel
discussion this Monday at 8 p m in Cam
pus Center 174 176. The panel discussion
will be broadcast live by WFCR, FM 88 5

Monday's visit by Globe reporters is tfte

second visit to UMass this month.
Members of the Globe's Washington

Three Boston Globe
raporters are scheduled
to spaak hare Monday.
Thay ara. from left to
right. Robart L. Turner.
Walter V Robinson, and
Robert J. Roaanthal.

Bureau spoke about President Carter's
policies in a panel discussion April 9.

Members of the Globe State House
bureau played significant roles in the repor
ting that led to resignations of four Gov.
King appointments The panelists for Men
day and Walter V. Robinson, State House
bureau chief, Robert L. Turner, political

columnist; and Robert J Rosenthal, State
House reporter currently working on
nuclear power issue.

The

Top of the Campus
Restaurant

NATIONAL SECRETARIES
WEEK

Friday. April 27
A 10% discount on lunch for all secretaries

Mindi served 11s30-a p.iii., $1.99-$4.00

Friday, April 27. 1979 «, Collegian 13

.^<'"--..,_:'5^'''<..

The most reasonable prices

and spectacular view
of the valley."

located on the 1 1th floor of the campus
Center at the

university of Massachusetts

A scene from the play "Ch&ngeling" now playing at the Rand Theater. See
story on page 16. (Staff photo by Paul Price).

Lead singer Manual Pineda along with his group Faena entertain an audience
at the Campus Center Auditorium last evening. The group was part of the
Latin-American week sponsored by the Ahora group. (Staff photo by Jim
Mahoney).

YEARBOOKS
' on sale

Friday, 9 a.m.
in front of

the Hatch
Campus Center Program Council

in cooperation with Cosmic Wimpout
presents

the 4th annual

Tournament

with a $500 first prize

in the Hatch, April 28

Party April 27 & 28
with Martian Highway
Scientific Americans

Foreign Objects
and Delex

Registration: April 28 10 a.m. -12 noon

End of

School-Year
Specials!

20% off

all Levis jeans,

cords, denim bells

and straights in

stock

*Tell us "I saw it in the
Collegian" and see what
you can get...

at

HOMPSON'S
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

253-2070

"Home of fine clotfiing for men 6t women'

All your favorite artists

on every famous label

ALL MUSICAL CATEGORIES:
Pop, rock, country 8- western, jazz, disco,

easy listening, classical, male/female vocal,

soul, show, instrumental and many morel

Visa MasterCharge

6 p.m. -8 p.m.
Top 80 Billboard singles

2 for $1 .00
reg. 99c

10 p.m. -12 mid.
Fidelitone Record

Conditioner with wooden
brush, ^^ ^^^^ ''"^'^

fluid, "2 QQ 1 per

holder W WW cust.

reg. 10.49

8 p.m. -10 p.m.
All disco
12" singles

V1 m^ii each
Reg. 3.47

12 mid. -2 a.m.
Maxell UDXL I, UDXL II

90 minute blank cassettes

limited quantities

ea. 12 per cust.

Reg. 5.50

Sorry, no rainchecks

2.99

record town Exit 19 East off

1-91 on Rte. 19
Mt. Farms Mali
Hadley, Mass.
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To plac« a cta«sifi«cl ad, dfop by thr

CtMtgidn ntttCH iCC 113) boiwf^n 8 4b
a.m . .incl 1 45 ti in Monday thrnuun Fn

day or uM out handy clip and mail lorm
found in most issues o* ih© Cottetjutn

Classifi^ deadline is 3 45 p ii^ twi < >

,

m advance of publication date

Collegian
ClasslSleds

Collegian classified rates are: daily,

45c per line five i onsecutive issues, 40c
per line per day; X consecutive issues,

TiOc pet line per day One lir>e is roughly
• quivalent to 38 charactfrs.

Aim>HNItALE

M. y4, to€^ and m^g^ good,
ne^ miwof r^i^. »^ or BO. 367 2 192

Volvo 142, parts, car. Bt8D engine good
radtals $125. Volvo 122, good mechanicals,
body dented but rwt much rust, $235. days,5^
1Mi->^li^M L»M«n«. 6 cvl . very

d^WK^Ma. AM FM/8 Xtk.. must sell.

$500. call Daw. ^^^_
68 Rambler, good contfttion/ new
brakes batteryj snow tireS' best offer Call

Barbara, after 6 p.m.. 1 467 9182.

70 Ford Mustartg w/ 6cyl 2S0cld eng &
3 spd trans body— fair, gd nrtech., many
Ktras Reliable Er gd on gas, ask. $800,
John 546 9230

1968 Chev. Impala. good running cond
,

$400 or best offer , call Pete. 584 5377

67 Caddy Coupe DeVille, 79.000. ex
cellent engine, good interior, little rust,

$600, call Dave, 256 6837

69 Ford LTD, 2 dr.. good running condi
tion, power steering, power brakes,

5496162

70 MG Midget, body excellent, low
mileage, hrd tp , extras. $1000. call

548^19.
76 Honda CVCC. 4 dr. wagon, runs very

well, int h ext excellent, $2400, 666 2646

1968 Plymouth Fury II, needs work. $150.

as IS or for parts Call Ron 256 0500.

74 Vega campor. 68,000 mi. MechanicaHy
perfect Body excellent Stereo. CB, tent,

mattress, curtains Radials. roof rack

Other extras $1000 Firm Call 665 3958.

evenings Bob.

72 Vega, very dependable, run great, 4

r>ew radials h clutch Some rust. Call

5494169

1971 Fiat 124 sport Spider, $1500 Excellent

mechanical condition, service records

avail., convert and hard top, other extras.

Body needs some attention. Call Rich at

666 4840 for test driv.

Honda CT90 Nice cond. BO.57 Olds.
253 7732

74 VW bua. body work, no rust, Casy,

5447362

1974 Flat 128 sports coup, excellent condi-

tion, $1800, negotiable, call 253 7507

Fiat 124 SPRT Spyder convertible, 1970,

rebuilt engine & carb , new clutch/ brakes/

exhaust, exclnt. body/ interior, must drve.

to believe, call Peter at 549 2879, $2500.

1971 Int. Scout. 4wd, $1000 or BO, Ed,

549 4629

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system. Area's lowest

rates. Call 546 9639 or 546 1131.

ENTERTAINMENT
~

The Friday night band for the Cosmic
Wimpout party is Snaps. (In the Hatch! )

Square Dance. Fri., 4/27. 8 12 p.m..

Smith Vocational High School Cafe. Rt. 9,

Morthampton Refreshments available. $2

at door. Everyone welcome.

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof

feehouses, discos, bands, Rick, 584 4105

FOR RENT

Maine ocaanfront cottage. $200 rent

wk., tel. (413) 323 7664, $100 back apt per

wk.

Summer, rental in Maine on island in

Boothbay Harbor, 1 bdrm., private beach,

$1000 Tom ri32 0802

3 bedroom apt., 105 Meadow St ,

Amherst, convenient location, on bus

route, $350 mo , call 549 5153.

Belchertown, 9 rm. house, 5 br., stove,

refer., private area. $400/m. plus,

583 8734^

Amherst, 19 Phillips St., 5 bdrm house,

mins from campus Avail late May,
549 6410

House for June or Sept , 4 bedrooms,

$350 plus utilities, call 5;X 6:30 p.m.,

Skibiski, Realtors, Northampton.

FOR SALE

Minox 36EL cam,, 7 oz. Perfect 5 mo. old,

$110 firm. Call Roland, 584 6183 (even.)

Waterrast water bed, king bed, heater

liner, frame, stand, $225 or BO, 256 0158.

Sansui turn. — Scott recvr.. spkrs., 30

watts, asking $750, 256 8291, Mike.

1975 Gibson SG w/ hard case and amp,
excellent cond., call Chris, 6 8717.

Wat suit 4-aala, med. size. 60 dollars,

good shape. 584 9108- Al.

Fry* boota. 9%. like new, $25, 549 1913,

Winey. __^____
Partaaonic compact starao. Excellem.

CaN Chria. 546^6730.

1971 Coup* Da Ville Gold Cadillac. Good
condition - needs some engine work. Air

conditioning. Best offer. Call 527 7761,

after mktnight.

Raleigh comp
lb

24 H" clincher tires, 90
price $175 or BO. Hugh, 256 0158. p.m

Lanaas (fit Pentax screw mt.). Great
cond.- Takumar IK f3.5, case- $75
Auto Sears 200 f3.5, case. $70. Lenmar
28f2 8, $^. Also 2x, auto ext. tubes, red

and polaniing 49mm Call 5 KOO- ask for

the photo editor or Amira at 6-7317.

PionMr SX460 AM/FMSTlecvr.. $i:»/

Sanyo TR626 BD ttble . $80/ KLH101
spkrs., $1(%, all exc. cond Fishier F4 skis

t» poles. PLT bndgs , $1^ Nortalia BIS
9LDS. $45, ISESN OBMXR SKPNT NVY
30W, new. $25. EM, 549 5335

Watarbads: used Neptune water mat-
tresses starting at $19 Build your own
franrw Call 732 5950 for details.

Sony aterao rmcJ turntable unit, 2 speak..

$150. caw Rusty. 6 9341. keep try ing.

Why rent a fridge wfwn u can own 1 for

less? 4Vi cu. ft., exc cond , BO, 6 9863.

caH now.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732. bet. 9 10 am
1 pr. CCM. Super Tacks, size 7'/^, $60, call

Dean. 546 7439, exc. cond.

3 cu. ft.

349 2615
frig., 4 mo old, $90, Fred,

FOUND

Nacklaca. by pond, call Donna, 253-2490.

Found -watch in Herter. call 549 5962.

Found — glasses behind Cashin. call

6^4328.

Found— long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan black markings, 665 4324.

HELP WANTED
Sunf^maf work, call 253 2597 for apptmt.

Summer emp.. Cape Cod rest, is seeking

ambitious exp. cooks, must have
references, also needed are waitresses,

hostesses and busboys, will train, apply at

I HOP, Rte. 132, Hyannis, or call Robbie at

(617) 771 3244 for interview.

The Collegian is looking for A^stant
Advertising Managers! If you have any ex
perience in marketing and want to gain

valuable experience in the advertising field,

come down to the Collegian and apply to

day. Interviews will be conducted through
4/ 18. The Collegian is an equal opF)ortunity

affirmative action employer.

A Batter Chance is seeking an individual

or married couple to fill the live in position

of Resident Director. Applicants must be
committed to students and. be able to

develop a sense of community within Hse.

Previous experience w/ adolescent, minori

ty males desirable Free apt b board

Sept. May, renewable Send resume and 3

letters of recommendation by May 8 to

Norvell Jackson, 34 Pomeroy Ct., Amherst
01002.

A Better Chance House in Amherst is

looking for 2 live in tutors for the 79 80
year A strong academic background in

math and science is essential. Room and
board provided to apply send transcripts

and 2 letters of recommendation by May 8

to Norvell Jackson, 34 Pomeroy Ct.,

Amherst 01002.

Paralegal interns wanted! The Legai Ser

vices Office has 6 positions available for full

time paralegal interns for fall, 1979

semester. You can receive up to 15 credits

from the Office of Internships located at

Curry Hicks. These internships will provide

exciting, challenging and rewarding work
which will include the learning of many
legal skills. Interviewtfig clients, legal

research and maintaining a continuing

caseload under the supervision of at

torneys Third World students are especial

ly encouraged to apply Application forms

can be obtained at the LSO in 922 Campus
Center, and must be submitted by April 27,

1 979.

Delivery people needed— Amherst area,

must have own car, flexible hours, call

Pinocchio Pizza, 9 4, tel 549 3669

Female athletes/ Phys. Ed. models need
ed for Women's Athletic Newsletter, call

Valerie, days 323 6311, ext. 378, eves

3234759.

Tha Collegian Advertising Department
is looking for ad reps If you have ex

perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office. The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer.

Overseas jobs — summer/year round.

Europe, S America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500 $1200 monthly. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing Free info -write; JJC,
Box 52 MC. Corona Del Mar

INSTRUCTION

Hot air baNoon ritkM. iMwns. sain pro
motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. intro

flight. $45, 253-3834, day or eve.

LOST

PnAtfy NM in Mffter. ^I<wv 3 subject

note bo<^. CaH 6-7992. wwwwi.

Bma wire-rim glasses on 4 24, ^3-^7 .

Loat my tennis racquet you l(Mt my
phone number, please call me again at

^46468 Ask for Rod or leave mes.
Reward.

Loat — orange, black. & white long-haired

calico cat, 8 mo. Lost between Triangle St.

& Northeast St. but couki be anywhere.
Reward. 256 6642.

Gold necklace w/ diamond chip & 2
f>earts, please please call Jan. 6-81 14.

Loat— silver bell helmet on rm. 116 bet-

ween UM^ b Sndld. Call 665 3446,

reward^

Tan suado Jackat. ItMt in women's room
of Stockbridge Hall, 4/ 20/ 79. afternoon.

Please return to me! Reward offered, no
questions asked. Call Karen, 549 5804.

Loat— (tt(. rad writet in Van Meter on 4/7.

Please return to CC Assistance desk or Col-

legian Graphics Dept. or call 549-5862.

MOTORCYCLES

77 Kawasaki KZ400, exc. condition. Disc

brake electric start model 4800 miles

Luggage rack, sissy bar. $975. Call Russ at

549 0034.

Honda CB380. exc.

549 1359
corni. Ask Ron,

75 Suzuki TGOO. exc. corxJ., luggage rack,

helmet. Continental tires. 15,200 miles,

$750 firm, 6 4118.

PERSONALS

Yorka inform all about BBQ you too

booby your chicks!

Hey Fang! How does it feel to be out on
that limb? If you maintain that itch, I'll let

you squeeze a giggle out of nr>e tonight.

"Ain't no stopping us now." Much love —
Princess.

To tha Oragonian of Tobin, lots of luck on
the MCATs! Love, yxir little white friends

in Tobin.

Cosmic Wimpout 4th Annual Tourna-
ment! Saturday, April 28 in the Hatch.

Anyone can win, $500 1st prize. Bands and
more!

The outcome was a landslide (168 lbs.) —
you really are a rrKMJse'

Hey Wimp Jr.: yes you, Fred! Yeah, well,

we somehow managed to make it a year' ! I

want to be friends with you: today, tomor
row, always. . best bvds, forever. With all

my love, Wimp Sr.. alias Harry.

There once was a place called UMass
On weekends it's an incredible gas
But pre registration

Brings tons of frustration

It's really a pain in the ass.

Puddleiumpers offer a better way
You II .find them in the CC today
Just cxime on down
And tly them around
Who needs Whitmore anyway?

Get ready for tomorrow's Wimpout tour

nament. Come to the SW Cosmic Wimpout
warm up contest tonight at 8:(X) in Hamp
den DC. Cash pnzes and entrances to big

contest will be awarded If you don't know
how to play we can teach you.

Hey Joe Cool! One year and we're still

laughing! You're definitely the best! Love
always, Jr.

^

Psycho-SUB, 7:00, 9:15, 11:15. Seethe
thriller of your life!!! April 30.

Looking for Mr. ^oodbar? Saturday

night at Hampden Commons, 6:00, 8:30, H
p.m.

Flock over to Alfred Hitchcock's classic

thriller "The Birds," Mahar Aud., Friday,

April 27, 6:30, 8: 45, 11:00.

Sweat Baboo. I love you. Gonna miss ya .

Astrology birth & compatability rdngs.,

11 yrs. prfsnl , Louis Neubel, 549 6425.

Peep! Peep! Peep! Peep! Peep! Peep!

Are you frustrated with the run around

on your car repair or the new car you

bought? Do you suspect you have a lemon

or the repairs weren't done right? Call Con-

sumer Action, 545 0199, or 545 0^1, for

help. Sponsored by MassPIRG.

Dear Monkey. Jerry called me last night

and offered me a place singing in his band.

Wouid you like to join me? Puppy.

Sweat Baboo. I love you. Gonna miss ya.

Wagonai Wa tmtA wagoiMl The Amw*
phic Cosmic Wimpout Travelling Circus will

award prizes to the best and worst wagons
in both the Open and Circus From Space
categories at the tournament April 28. Any
shape! Any size! Knock yourselves out, ear-

thlings' We've just begun to Circus! Entrin
will be fudged by Clowns!

Hampden Crafts Show— Thurs., May 3,

10:00-7:00. Hampden Student Center-
Southwest, space still available, call

Diane ^ 6 9871

If you are going tx> Michigan State Univer

sity this fall, please call Linda at 546 8376,

or leave a message at 323 7219, thanks.

Midnight cailar. listen to tfie whispered
words of your dream, they're right, you
know. Paul.

day paar counsaling, SU 406 G Tuea..

S-7. Thurs. 6-8. Fri. 4-6 or call 545-2645.

Wa buy Er sail used audio components.
Sound & Music, 90^ King St., Northamp
ton MA 01060. tel. 584 9547.

Stick it in your ear — free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St.. Amh.. 253 3324.

Diamond engagement Er wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St..

253 3324.

RIDE WANTED
- - - —

Bar Harbor. Main*- need a ride to area.

Call Turner , 546 7746.

Ri(ta needed to Maine- Lewiston (off

95), anytime. Will share expenses. Call

Beth at 546-7380.

RIDERS WANTED

Ridar wanted for touring the west, first

south, tfien Rockies, west coast in VW-
camper, for 2 3 months, Rolf. 546^6877.

ROOM WANTED

Female needs room in N'ham. for May
7 June 13. Please help. Nina. 584 7197.

2 women Aaeking 2 bdrms. in an Amf>erst

house, no complexes, pise., summer only.

call Liza or Christine. 665^3667, 549 3512.

2 mature woman seek 2 rooms in house
ctose to campus for faH. 546^6947. Lee.

Norwegian business stud, wants room in

apt., pref. central Amherst, for 1979-80.

call 549 1609, keep trying!!

Neat, reliable female seeks room in apt.

for 1979 80 year, call 546^4964.

ROOMMATE WANTED ~
Housemate needed, fm., 1 bdrm.. Col.

Vil., 6/1 to 8/31, responsible, clean, call

253 2215.

For summer. Colonial Vil., own room on
bus line, pool, xtras, rent negotiable, after

7, 253 2010.

Female roommate wanted to share 2
bdrm. apt.- Colonial Vill., $100-f, option

to renew, call Beth, 253 5032.

M or F wanted for own rm. in 2 bdrm. Puf
fton apt. for sum./nxt. yr. Must be quiet,

mature, nonsmkr. John, 546 6601.

Roommates (4) for coed house, summer
sublet with option for fall, own room, 5 mi.

from campus, on bus route, wooded yard,

oil heat, fireplaces, garage, $85 -i-,

2560158. \
2 fem. to share apt, in fall, 546 6332.

Female roommate wanted to share com-
pletely furnished Presidential apt. for sum-
mer, 5 min. walk from campus, call Megan
or Patti, 549 6233.

1-2 women for house in W. Yarmouth, call

253 9336 for more info - Karen or Anne.

2-3 women for hse. in S. Amherst for

summer, fall opt. on bus rt.. pool, tn. cts.,

253-9m
Females, share Townhouse apt.. 2
bedroom, bus route, spacious, Sept. Lori,

549 n39.

1 furnished bdrm. avail, in 2 bdrm. apt.,

lots of space & beautiful view. On SA bus
route. Avail. June 1, option fall. $117 mo.,
vets, grads pref. 253 9859. '

1 br. in 2 br. apt., $115/mo. incl. fall opt,,

semi-furn., bus rt., pool, tennis, avail. 6/1.

Cliffside, 665 4630, after 3 p.m.

Fm. rmmte. wanted to share apt. with 2
fm., own rm. furnished, lo. rent, bus rt.,

summer, 253 3246.

Roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm.,

Puffton, for 1979 80, call 546^6452, Jen
nifer.

Woman to ahara loft, S. Amherst house,

bus rt., $66 or less, option, 253 5980.

Roommates wanted to share 3 bdrm. w
2ms, Puffton, pool, tennis, bus, call

549 5860.
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To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian office (CC 113) between 8 45
am. and 3:45 p m Monday through Fn
day or use our handy clip and mail form
found in most issues of the ColleqMn
Classified deadline is 3 45 p m two days
in advance of publication date

Collegian
Classifieds

TO SUBLET

Lg. bdrm. in Cliffside, avail, mid May,
now house 2 people. Partly furn., rent neg..

call 665 4237. please!

To sublet: 3 bdrms. in 4 bdrm. house in N.

Amherst, convenient and comfortable, you
are stupid not to give us a call, $87.50/mo.

util.. avail. June 1, call 549 0319.

Townhouse apts., 2 bedroom, furnished,

rent neg . call Eric, 549 3687.

Townhouse apt., June. July, August, call

549-1716. AC, good location, 3 rooms, BO .

1 bed. apt.. South Prospect St., sublet

June 1st, fall option, $215 month, util. incl.,

1 min. to Amherst center Call 253 2722, or

Squire Management, 256 8124.

Summer sublet— 2 bdrm. Northwood
apt., semi furnished, pool. AC, etc. $170,

665 7565.

Puffers Pond sublet, beautiful area, great

for the summer, 4 bdrm., 2 living rms.,

playroom w/ fireplace, backyard, sundeck,
call now! $300, Greg, 546 5345, Jay,

5490128.

May 1 sublet, w/ option. 2 br apt. on bus

ri.. pets OK. $265. incl. 665 3267, keep try

ing.

Summer room w/ furn. kitch. Er util.,

$100 month, on N. Pleasant St., call

549 6410 for appt.

Lantern Ct.. 2 bedroom apt., $200/m.
from 6/1, w/ fall option, all utilities, fur

nished, AC, dishwr., on bus rt.. 665 2865 .

Riverglade. 1 bdrm. in 4 bdrm. apt.,

$75/mo., fall option, pool, AC, bus route.

253 5206.

1 bdrm. Puffton. fall option, 549 5730.

Apartment sublet. June 1. 2 br.. AC.
Sunderland, on UMass bus route.

$275/mth. incl. utilities. 665 4746, after 6

p m.

Sunder, tnehse. apt., price negot., on
bus line, swg. pool. ten. cts., etc.

665 3925.

One room in 2 bdrm. apt., share kitch.

with couple, $85/mo., June, Jul., Aug.,

bus rte.. Colonial Vill., call Diane or Dave,

253 2841.

2 bdrm. townhouaa— avail. 5/30 8/31.

Partially furn., AC, patio, w/w, garden,

TV, pool, bus rte., $230/mo. Neg., call

256 6662.

1 bdrm. In R. Green apt. for summer, $120,

$6 for Aug., avail. May 1, 256 8297, Jack .

Rolling Green. 2 br. apt., AC, pool, bus,

furn. avail., 6/1 w/ fall option, $225.,

253 7703.

1 bd. in 2 bd., June 1, female pref., lots of

chare, 10 mins., bus, 253 5187, option F.

Puffton, 1 bedroom in 3 br. apt. for sum
mr., w/ option in fall, AC, courts, pool, 217

Puffton, call Jeff, 549 5877.

One bedroom apartment, available June
1, on bus line, $170/ month Et elec, call

253 7672

2 bdrms., pool. AC, bus route, cable TV,
tennis cts., $200, avail. May 24 Sept. 1, un-
coupled inquiries encouraged, 549 6803.

Summer in Sunderland: 2 bdrm. Cliffside

apts., avail. June 1, on bus rte., party fur

nished, will take 1 or 2, rent low and negot.,

665 2131, evenings, keep trying, fall option
too.

2 bdrm. apt., pool, tennis, dishwasher.

$200, Cliffside, call 665 7993 or 253 3014.

Summer sublet. Rolling Groan: females.

$89/ month, own bdrm., 2 avail , call

256 6673.

Large 2 bdrm. apt. in South Deerfieid.

Jur>e- August. Bus route, garden. Great
location. $200/ month, negot., 665 4764.

2 bedroom Rolling Green townhouse
apt., fully furnished, all util. included, AC,
DW, gd., pool, basketball, on BR busline,

1 Vi baths, cable TV, parking, carpeted, call

evenings, Mike or Eric, 253 7785.

2 bdrm. Cliffside, avbl 5/1, fall option, on
bus line, tennis h pool, 665-3006, rent

negot. Call in p.m.

Live with me — I'm a 2 bdrm. Brandywine
apt.; I offer a pool, AC, all appliances, and
2 bus routes. I'm cheep ($200, month),

5495139.

Rolling Green, summer sublet, 3 bdrm.,

part, furn., all util. incl., $340 mo , pool,

backyard, bus rte., call 253 95K, after 9
p.m.

2 bedroom. Puffton. furnished, pool, ten-

nis court, AC, fall option, 5493732.

2 bdrm. Cliffside, $200/mo,, everything

included, bus rte., AC, pool, tennis, call

665 3646, anytime, rent negotiable.

Townehouse apts.. 3 bedroom apt.,

carpet, AC, on bus route, rent negotiable,

avail. 6/ 1/79, call 549 5934.

Riverglade, 2 bdrm. townhouse: furnish-

ed, carpeted, AC, DW Er disposal, laun

dry- pool— bus rt., cable, av. sublet ap
prox. 5/24 9/4, $235/mo. incl. heat Er hw,
negot. 253 2069

Presidential apt.. 2 bdrm., ht. Er h/w
incl., big enough for 3, closest to campus,
avail. May 20, fall option, call 549 1684

One bedroom Puffton, 6/1-9/1, furnish

ed, rent negotiable, phone, 549-6632.

3 bdrm. apt., part, furnshd., bus rte.,

549 0364 .

Sunny 2 bdrm. S. Amh., bus rte., pool,

$200/mo., avail. May 26, fall opt.,

253 5028.

Jun.-Aug., part of summer share; most of

summer, have apt. to yourself- near cam-

pus, furnished; call aft. 10:30 a.m., kp. try.,

5491822.

Ranch house, 3 bdrm., furnished yard,

pool, courts, 6/1 9/1, So Amherst,

256 0405^

Cliffside, 1 lg. bdrm., avail, mid May w/
opt. fall. $200/ mon., includes all. Also fur

niture for sale . Call 665 3938 , after 5.

Townhse. apt.— 3 br., furnished; AC;
DW; bus rt , 6/1.9/1; 549 5897

Cliffside apt., $175/mth. utilities incl.. 1

bdrm.; on bus rt., pool, tennis; June 1 w/
fall option. 665 7931.

Take over lease! Great deal. 2 bedroom
Brandywine apt., 2 bus rts., pool, tennis.

Beat the rent hike. Call 549 4169.

Riverglade, 2 bdrm., subletting for

$150/mo., furnished, dishwasher, pool, air

cond., carpeted, on bus route, call

2533519.

2-3 bdrm. apt., close to campus and town,

avail. 6/1, $250/ mo., fall opt., call

253 2901.

2 bdrm., avail. 6/1. fall option, $240/ mo.

Pool, AC, bus route, 665 7537.

To sublet. 6/1-8/31. female, 1 bedroom,
avail., swimming, tennis, Southwood, after

6. 253 7149.

Room available for the summer. Share

bath and kitchen facilities, $100 month. In

eludes hot water, cooking utilities, heat,

located one mile from campus, on bus

route Stuart Wood, 502 Mam St.,

Amherst, tel. 253 2930.

2 bdrm. twnhse.. Rolling Green, pool,

dshwash., disposal, AC, furnished, rates

negotiable, call 253 7820. _^
Brandywine, sublet. 2 bedroom, AC, w.

to w., many extras, rent negot., 549 6235 .

One bdrm. Cliffside apt., avbl. mid May,

fall option, bus, pool, $195/mo., util. incl.,

tennis, rent negot., 665 7563.

Riverglade sublet, room in furn. apt.,

avail, end May, bus, pool. Pat, 545-2423,

day.

2 bdrm. apt., % mi. from campus, part,

furn.. fall opt., $220/mo., neg., 549030e.

1 bdrm. in Puffton, 6/1-9/1, 549 5995.

2 or 3 bedrooms in 3 bedroom apt.. Puff

ton, furnished, AC, pool, tennis, 549 6690 .

1 bdrm. Cliffside apt., avail. 5/24 8/31,

fall option, bus rt., furn., $190/mo.,

665 4774.

4 bdrm. apt.. Rolling Green. Available

6/1 8/31, $360, will negotiate. Call Jim,

546 9186, or Gary, 253 2115.

Sublet, Rolling Green, twnhs. apt., all

utilities, fully furnished, $230/mo.,
2532413.

3 bedroom house, 6/1 8/31, pool, tennis

courts, bus rt., semi-furn., $250 mo. -i-

/

Dave, 253 9680.

2 bdrm.; Presidential apt., avail. 6/1 8/31,

5 min. walk to campus, on bus route, fur

nished, AC, rent neg., call 549 1083.

Rolling Green— 3 bedroom. Available

June, July, August. Partly furnished,

carpeted, upstairs, downstairs, air

conditioning, dishwasher, on UMass bus
route, swimming pool, basketball court.

$275 per month. Call Chris, 545 3500 or

546 8748, or Jim, 545 3500 or 546 92^<3__

Brandywine -6/1 to 8/31, 2 bdrm., fur

nished, AC, pool, tennis, bus rte.,

$250/mo.. 549 4671

Collegian classified rates are: d^ily,

45c per line, five consecutive issues 40c

per line per day 30 consecutive issues,

30c per line per day One line is roughly

equivalent to 38 characters

1 rm. in

549 3523.

3 brm. twnhse., sum. fall.

Fall option. Brandywine. 2 bedroom, 2
bus rt., pool, AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,

nice location, rent negotiable, call

549 5815.

Rooms for rant in house for summer, Vt

mile from campus , rent negot. 549-1867.

Townehouse. 2 bedrm. apt., AC. carpet,

part, furn., on bus rte., $220, avail.

6/1 8/31. Call evenings, 549 6078,

2 bedroom townehouse. May to Aug.,

Southwood apts., furnished, $200, option

for fall, 253 5235, evenings, on bus stop, 1

mile from campus.

1 bdrm. Puffton w/ fall option, 5495231.

One bdrm. in large

$90/mon., util.

calling -369 8372.

houe, Conway,
incl., keep

2 bedroom apt.. AC, pool, bus stop, fur

nished, $275 or 80. Call 253 7703, 4 8 p^.
6/11 bdrm.

5495144.
Puffton apt., avail

WANTED

Female to live with my roommate this

summer, Northwood, bus, AC, pool, own
room, call 665 4850.

For sale— lady's 10 spped bicycle, double

bed, coffeetable, lamps, curtains,

536 0728, evenings, weekend.

Inventions and new products wanted.

Are you good at new product ideas? Write

Rhedan Co., Box 768, New Haven CT
06503 for details.

Nice bed with mattress and box spring,

also need a filing cabinet. Call 546-6657.

Wanted -tickets

2560158.
3 to Dead concert.

Mature resp. man seeks a nice cozy 1 br.

apt. or other w/ privacy in N'hampton,

starting 5/20-6/1, call Mel. eves., at

256 8601.

Rider wanted to Florida, leaving July 10,

contact immed. Maureen, 256-6738.

The Amorphic Cosmic Wimpout
Travelling Circus is soliciting jugglers,

mimes, musicians, magicians,
scorceresses, wizards and clowns for cir-

cusing on campus and on the streets

throughout the valley. See the clowns this

week at the CC by the bookstore for more

info.

Desperately needed three Dead tickets,

will pay $14 each, 549 4911. Dan.

Driver wanted to drive my VW Rabbit to

California in May. Call 536 07^, evenings

or weekends.

PARACHUTING

First jump course, Thursday, 19th, 7

p.m , CC rm. 803, bring current ID and
$60 -limited to 1st 15 people
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'Changeling' sparks
terrorandsuspense
BfUSAWATeRMAN
^hgmn Sfff

In Mriwr and l«« ctetwnsrti2«d thtiw,
tru« susp«ns« wm attained for a nickal,
^nM vvere tpant in a darkened theater
«wt(4yrtg wt aoed Dracula bite the necks of
wiM-voung mi^ns.

In the <teya o» poet "Exoraat," when
msm »nAviduate have become immune to
«MTH^x special effecta, the creation of «
rtMll on the spirte is not ao eMiiy achieved.

Tlwfiws Middletmi and William Rowley's
Jacobean grotesque tragedy "The
^langelir^ " presented by the University
&ieer^ Theater achieves this effect
megnlfeently.
"The Changeling's' *»\^gt portrayal of

Wt m a dying sixteenth century Spensh
court » created like a good chocolate
•WKtee using a combination of ingredients.

The fine stylized direction of William
INiNman is ai<tod by an unconventioruil
Rghting technique.

Grotesque painting by Zuburan. a
wmtemporarv artist of the early sixteenth
century, depicts an ot»ession with freaks
and lunatics of the decadent Spanish court.

The mood is aktod by an imaginative set
which puts the court in murky blackness,
surrounded by cob-webbed cages
inhabited by writlung lunatics created by
Je« Fiala.

Evil itMif is personified by the thoughtful,
exciting performance of Beatrice, (Wendy
Haristeinl. She is a woman obsessed - to
the pcNnt of fier>dsh murder with the
attainment of her lover, Aisemero, solidly
perfcKmed by Jere Burns.

"The Changing" will be presented in

the Rand Th^ter at the Fine Arts Center at
8 p.m. April 26 through 28 and May 3
through 5. Tickets are available at tfie

tfieater box office between 1 and 4 p.m.
MorKiay through Friday.

Charlies
LONGEST DAILY
HAPPY HOUR IN
TOWN 3-8 P.M.

OTHER DRINK
SPECIALS DAILY

BREAKFAST ON
WEEKENDS,
BUS'NESS
LUNC HEON AND
DINNER DAILY

BEST BURG5R
AND
SANDWICHES IN
TOWN

gool(footi&tirtnli
1 Pray St. Amh«rst. Mass. 549-5403

OK
On USPS 333 220

FHday. April 27. t979
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ill's SHOE REPAIR
LOCATCD IN TNE CENTER OF AMHERST

We repair -Clogs. Earth Shoes, Birkenstocks, Frye Boots
Hiking Boots, Leather Jackets, Purses, Dr. SchoH's and
Carry alls

(MEN-WOMEN)

STUDENTS/TEACHERS

EARN $500 IN 5 DAYS CAMPING
WHEREVER YOU WISH THIS SUMMER

GUARANTEED!!!
Let us tell you how.

For Free Details

Send Name and Address:
CAMPING-M

GRAF-MOR PUBLISHING
PO Box 327

N. Billerica MA 01862

The Collegian has the
follo^ving paying posi-
tions available for the
fall of 1979:

— Circulation Manager
— Finance Manager
— Advertising Representatives
— Asst. Advertising Manager
— Paste-up persons
— Proofreaders
— Asst. Women's Editor
— Administration And Faculty Editor

— Sports Editor
— Asst. Photo Editor
— Asst. Graphics Manager

Applications are available in

the Collegian office, 113 Cam-
pus Center.

The Collegian is an
Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative Action
.employer.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Hockey 1

Wotsiey
S Yawned
10 Hairless

14 Indigo

source
15 Oxygen form
16 Medicinal

plant

17 Type
18 Meteorolo-

gists tools

m Sedate
22 ' —Miser-

ables
23 Express

gratitude

J4 Titled

K Article

?7 African na-

tion

30 Squeezed
U Defeats
35 Prevaricator

» Golf term
37 College org

% Wool source
jM Location
41 Vase
42 Tipster

43 Calls up
45 Herb genus
47 Eyes Slang

48 Away
49 More ex-

posed
30 Astounds
13 Racket
54 Old-hat

58 Arras

61 Bossa — .

Ja;- style

62 Love god
63 Deserves
S4 German

river

65 Atta s neigh-
bor

66 Shelters

67 Tender

DOWN

1 Breaches
2 Entity

3 Silicate

4 Commonest
5 Lump
6 Shrub

7 Read avidly

8 Bible name
3 Not Rep

10 Laves
11 Athena
12 Desolate
13 Office fea

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved.
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19 Anesthetic
21 Quick move
25 Craps term
26 Snarer
27 Terrible

28 Truck
29 Cede
30 DesseM
31 Backbone
32 Diner

33 Frock
35 Permit
39 Drone
40 Singers
42 Bind

44 Pay atten

tion

46 Truthful

47 — medicine
49 Youth: Scot.

50 Plant axis

51 Edible roM
52 Above
53 Hillside

Scot.

55 Fuss
56 Constantly
57 Defy
59 Asian holi-

day
60 Draft org/
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Todaij's DC menu

LUNCH

Tuna Grinder
Almond Chicken &

Rice Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Summer Salad Plate

Almond Chicken &
Rice Casserole

DINNER
Roast Beef/Onion Gravy
Fried Cod /Tartar Sauce

Stuffed Peppers/Tomato Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Fried Cod /Tartar Sauce
Vegetable Squares/ Light

Mushroom Sauce

Earthfoods

Lasagna
Miso-Wakamie Soup

Spinach Salad

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler
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Zoo State U by Rob Ranney
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Nothing Special by Joe Casey

OFT CAt^S GOuftt^r
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Nebbish by Mike Galper & Nathaniel Parkinson

Oka»A n^cw, Captain ^Eossock

^
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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The Student Auto Workshop
OPEN: Saturday and Sunday 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM

Tuesday thru Thursday 3:00 PM to 9:00 PM

TEL. 546-0673

LOCATION: Lower Level Campus Center

DIRECTIONS: Get off Commonwealth Avfe. near the

Physical Plant and Text Book Annex. Take the first right

hand turn ten feet off Commonwealth which Is the service

road. Follow service road to lower level entraice.

WorkBhop has tools, lifts, and a trained mechanic to

help you along to self sufficient car maintanence.

COST: $2.50/hour with $10.00 maximum for the day

'INSPECTION TIME IS HERE'

FRAN Kf CUSHW^A
> CLAFIM^^t"^ RECITAL

^ * ^
FRIDAY, APRIL 27 8:00 PM
BEZANSON RECITAL HALL
CLARINET VIOLIN PIANO
STRAVINSKY BARTOK BERG

X-BREHS
all are invited to

COOKOUT at

BREH BEACH on
Saturday. April 28, 1:00 p.m.

Rain date: Sunday, April 29

Bring: hot dogs, hamburgers, chicken,

salads, char-coals

Provided: grille, volleyball, refreshments
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Sport management
conference in May
BySTeveZACK
Ccdfegian Staff

Top flight executives from various sport
orgarvizations arourni the courury will gather together
May 6-9 at the Amherst Coitoge Alumni House for the
first SMARTS (Sport Management Art and Sci^ice)
conference, sponsored by the University of
Massachusetts Sports Studies Department,
The purpose of the conference is to gather together

some of the sport management field's rr>ost experienced
and successful administrators in order that they may
relate the problems, procedures, opwations and
opinions of their field to the students of tt^ UMatt
Sport Management program
Among the guest speakers that will be speaking at

the conference are Jeff Cof>en, vice president of the
Boston Celtics, Jack Globenf^, director of marketing
of the Harlem Globetrotters, and Michael O'Hara,
founder of xha International Volleyball League. World
Hockey Association, and ITA Iprofessior^l track).

The registration fee for the conferen<» is $96.00.
There a an optional charge of $25 00 for Special
Activities, which includes a buffet dinner on Sunday, a

cocktail party on Monday followed by dinner, and
various sport activities.

Complete details are available from Or. Bernard
Mullin, Curry Hicks Buildtng, UMass, Amherst, 01003,
telephone (413) 545 0621

.

Crewmen row on Saturday
By DAVE BfiADLEY
CoHegian Staff

After stroking its way to

three victories m four races
last weekend, the UMass
men s crew is ready to take
on national champion Coast
Guard Academy in head to

head competition tomorrow
morning at Lake
Wickatjoag in West Brook-
field.

The Aggies looked sharp
last weekend in

Philadelphia where the
varsity, junior varsity, and
first freshman eight
heavyweight txtats each
won their races, and the
varsity four gave their best
showing of the season
while finishing second in

their race. The varsity eight
finished first out of a six-

boat field, coming in 11

seconds ahead of second
place Temple University.

The J.V. eight beat secofKJ
place Drexell College by

two boat lengths, and the
first freshnr^n eight breffiwd
over the finish line V^m
lengths ahead of five other

boats. The UMass tour

were leading in their race up
to the last 600 meters until

Villanova finally w«it ahead
to win.

Other schools entering

boats in the com^tition
were State University of

New York, Stockon State
College, and Maritime
College. UMass' second
frMhmen boat didn't travel

to Philly because there was
no one there for them to

race.

Now the Aggies fsM
Coast Guard. Before the

season began, UMass
varsity eight coach "Chick"
Leonard said one of the
club's main objectives this

year wcK to beat Coast
Guard. He still feels that

way.
"These next three weeks

are really what we've tieen

working for," he said,

noting that the club goes to

the New England
Invitational next week and
then to the national
chanr^ionship Dad Vail

Regatta two weeks from
tomorrow.

Tm pieced with the
way the boats have been
rowing," Leonard said. "I

think we can win."

Coast Guard, ^MicfMd by
Bill Stower, who helped the

U.S. crew team win a gold
medal in the 19ffl Olympics,
has been the national

champs for the past four

years and has not lost a
race to a Dad Vail Division

school in the past five

years.

This se»on the Guard
beat Trinity by half a
second, according to
Stower, and lost to Yale by
"^O seconds ("it's kind of

demoralizing" Stowe)
and Cornell University by
two lengths But both Yale

and Cornell are in Division I,

a superior division to the

Dad Vail division. UMass
lost to Trinity by more than
six seconds two weeks ago.

Notices
INTRAMURAL PAD-
DLEBALL PLAYOFFS
BEGIN MONDAY,
APRIL 30.

VOLLEYBALL FORFEIT
FEE REFUNDS are
available at the IM
Office see ONLY MRS.
LARAMIE.

CLOSED THIS
WEEKEND: NOPE Pool
on April 28 and NOPE
Courts on April 2&.

Trackmen in Penn Relays
By KEVIN IVICCAFEREY
Collegian Staff

This weekend, track athletes from all over the US of A will

pack their bags for a trip to one of two highly regarded track
contests the Drake Relays m Iowa, or the Penn Relays in

Philadelphia UMass Coach Ken O'Brien and a select batch of
13 Minutemen are currently in the Liberty City participating in

the three day program comprised of women's as well as men's
events, and high school as well as college comc>etition.

"The Penn Relays is the largest track meet in the country,

perhaps the world. " said O'Brien.

O Brien and senior Mike Quinn arrived in Philly Wednesday
night, as the graduating All American competed in the mens
5000 meter run at 7 00 pm yesterday The other dozen UMass
performers who qualified for this prestigious event arrived in

Philly by van with assistant coach Arme Morse late last night.

A sprint corps six strong is the larget group that will repre-

sent the maroon and white dunng the festivities The squad
consisting of Rich Cady, Jimmy Churchill, Bill DeVarney,

Mike O'Neal, Rick Trunfio, arwl captain Gerry Herman wiH
spread their talents over three events: the 400 meter relay, the
800 meter relay, and the spnnt rr.edley Not until race time will

O'Brien decide who will be running what event as he said it

depends on who "looks hot on that particular day"

The four members from last Saturday's winning distance

medley team at the Boston College Relays will pick up a baton
once again today At 3 $00 Jeff King (leadoff), John Kelley

(second leg), Ste«.e MacDougall (third leg), and Quinn (an-

chor), will ster up to the starting line alongside the best

squads in the east.

An ^00 the UMass 1600 meter relay team will take to the
tarter,. Race duties will be divided up between Mickey Baugh,
Herman, Kellev. and Trunfio

At 5:00 during tomorrow's program, Minutemen senior
Kevin McCusker will compete in the 3000 meter steeplechase.

On the legs of freshman Mike O'Neal (long jump) and the
arm of sophomore Paul Derby (javelin) rest the UMass
chances in the field portion of the competition. Trials in the
long jump are at 1 :30 today. The javelin is at 1 1 :00 tomorrow.
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ane Fonda
JonVoight
Bruce Dem
'^Coming
Home'*

at tiie Gates of Smith Collegf •

Celebration Mime
Theater

Tuesday, Maya 1979, 8pnn

FneArts Center Concefl Hall

Ticket Rces for all Concerts: $6.5.4;

$1 Studert discount

Fa ticket nforrretion and group sales

call the Box Offee at 545-2511

and all Tcketron locations.

tlOMCTlOIIS

Prei»enl«

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

The UMass Music Theatre

Guild is accepting applications for

the Production Staff of the Fall

79 WORLD PREMIERE presenta

tion of:

• JUST FRIENDS OF 1923*

Needed are:

Producer
Directors, Designers, Technicians

People with new ideas and a will-

ingness to learn are encouraged
to apply.' Contact: Mark
(546-9040) or Denise (546-4999).

Spring Coneert
with

The GrateSul Dead
The Patti Smith Group

Roy Ayers
Student Tickets
must be picked up
by Monday April 30

All undergrads and continuing

education students who have

paid their SATF are eligible.

All students who have had pro-

blems picking up their ticket

will be guaranteed a ticket if

they have signed the book and
are eligible.

Friday, April 27. 1979,

Netmen edge Springfield
iCollegiamg

By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Sergio Strepman con
tinued to wreak havoc on all

opposition, leading the
Netmen to a win over
Springfield College in
Tuesday s match, 5-4.

An emphatic "con-
sistent," IS the way to
describe the undefeated
Strepman wvho continued
his impressive, strortg
tennis, defeating Al
Michalak 6-1, 6 3.

Playing first singles was
Dave Nowak who fell to
Brian Cormier 2-6, 2-6.
Nowak. despite the loss, is

another of UMass' very
consistent players.

;
RADIATE

I THK MKSSAGB
WITH A

• "NO NUKES
I IS GOOD NUKES*
I

T-Shirt

I

I

Jim Barnhart saw a
tough first set but con
tinued his steady tennis
playing, winning the first in

a 5 4 tie breaker then taking
the second, defeating
Steve Cormier 7-6, 6 3.

Barnhart played second
singles for the Netmmi.

After losing the firet set,
Ketlh Hovland came back
strong to take the second
but fell in the third, losing to
Springfield's Greg Tow
berlin 3 6, 6-2, 3 6.

Dan Gallagher saw fourth
sir^gles action Tuesday but
fell to Tim Ellis in straight
sets 3-6, 3-6.

Mark Huetterrtan brought
his personal record to an
impressive six wins and two
losses Tuesday, trouncing
C'BQ Coache 6-1, 6-0.

Huetteman plays sixth
singles for UMass.

Barnhart and Gallagh^^.
playing in the first doubles
spot for UMass, were
defeated by Cormier and
Tomberlin in straight sets 2-

6, 2 6.

Hovland arKi Huetteman,
playing third and sixth
singles, teamed up for
second doubles, defeating
Cormier and Michalak in

one of the closer matches,
7 6, 7 5.

Nowak and Strepman.
playing third doubles, gave
Ellis and Coache no chance
at all, disposing of them
quickly 6-3. 6 2.

The win brings the
Netmen's record to 5-3.

They compete in the New
England tournament May 4-

6.

I
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Bruins
lose

Stsrti'ig Diane Keaton
April 27. rii . m SUB

April 28 Sal . m
Hampden OC ISWI
at 6. 8 30. 11 p rn

t1 SO admUaion

In NHL semifinal ac
tion, the Montreal Cana-
diens took a one garT>e

lead over the Boston
Bruins, downing the B's

by a score of 4-2.

Also scoring a first

game victory were the
New York Rangers, who
overcame the neighbor-
ing New York Islanders

by ascoreof 4-1.

In the NBA, the Atlanta

Hawks, down three
games to two against

the Washington Bullets,

knotted the series at

three games apiece by
trouncing the Bullets
104 86 at the Omni.

In the only other
playoff game of the
evening, the
Philadelphia 76ers ran
away from the San An-
tonio Spurs by a score of

12097.

UMass Project DEEP is

to Florida and one to the
offering two scuba diving trips for this summer; one
West Indies. (Photo courtesy of Bob Sparks).

Project DEEP offers 2 trips
By FFtANK PAPSADORE
Collegian Staff

The Diver Education Ex
tension Program of UMass,
Project D E.E P., announc
ed its program's eighth and
ninth accredited sport div
ing courses that are open to
all the New England diving
community. The courses
are open to all certified

divers and also beginners
who wish to become cer

.^^^^^^^^^^^^^.^^^^^^.^^it^^^^M

ALL STAR
DAIRY FOODS

24 Hour StoreAMHERST'S
ONLir

Now open ALL DAY and ALL NIGHT with tnilk, groceries,

sandwiches, pasfry, hot coffee, cold soda and assorted
munchies. We accept food stgmps.

Amherst All Star
87 Main St.. Amherst Town Hall Bus Stop ^

tified. Two credits are

available for the courses
either through the Division

of Continuing Education or

through the regular Univer-

sity program.
The program offers the

choice of two trips, one is

the trip to Key Largo,

Florida, which costs $220
and includes all items ex
cept transportation to Key
Largo and personal gear.

This trip is from June 4-11.

The second trip, June
12 19, is to North Caicos,

British West Indies, and
costs $500- including air

fare from Miami-which in

eludes all items except
transportation to Miami and
personal gear.

Bob Sparks, Director of

Project DEEP., says that

there will be a two-credit,

precourse training session

starting Monday April 30, at

7:00 p.m. in Curry Hicks,

room 10. The course costs

$50 and will meet on Mon-
day and Tuesday nights for

three weeks for a total of 18

hours instruction. It is im
portant to note that this

course is for all divers who
are not yet certified, but it is

still open to everyone that is

going on either of the June
trips.

The courses are designed
to provide a continuation of

formal dive training beyond
the basic certification level

and to offer alternative dive

experience to divers in the

New England area. The
course includes diver safety

and rescue, underwater
physiology, underwater
navigation, dive planning,

and marine environment.
But most important, they
involve a lot of diving.

Any additional informa

tion on the programs'can be
acquired through the
General Physical Education

Office or Bob Sparks, at

584-0456. Mr. Sparks urges

interested people to contact

him as soon as possible, as

the courses are subject to

limited enrollment.

The Hatch is going Mexican

Visit the

"HATCH FIESTA CANTINA

'

TACO'S » BURRITO
Bean .55 Bean .95

Chopped Bean .75 Chopped Beef 1.35

Sausage .80 Sausage 1.40

Chicken .85 Chicken 1.50

ENCHILADAS TOSTADA
Bean .70 The Mexican

Chopped Beef .90 Rose Special

Cheese .85 QUESADILLA 1.40

Chicken . .95
1

FRIJOLESCHILI CON
CARNE 1.25 REFRITOS .95

*

Fiesta Style

TELL
YOUR
BOSS
WHERE
TO GO....

^UBiDI^V^

r:amous Foo^-Lons SoncliMaclies

••••lunch
33 E. Pleasant St.. Amherst

(Next to The Pub)

OPIN LATE 7 DAYS AWMK
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Gazelles romp over Bridgewater

^•IP** And«r»on scor«d four goafs as th« Minutewoman ki»pt thair
unbaatan straak aliva. downing Bridgewatar 13^, (Staff photo bv Patrick O
Oobbs)

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Coil^gmn Staff

Tha lumpy turf of Bridgewatar State Col
lege proved no match for both the varsity

and JV women's lacrosse teams, as they
waltzed over BBC yesterday afternoon.
Second home Betsy Mazeral scored four

goals for the openers against Bridgewater
in the JV game. She started the ball rolling

for UMass one minute after left attack wing
Sue Sheehan shot one past Gazelle goalie
Robin Jennings at 6:30 of the first half.

Mazeral broke the tie at 13:30 with a lob
that tucked just inside the post; the next
two tallies were both Mazer "s Center
Laurie Vineilo made it 5 1 with a line shot at

22:03
Gazelle attack wing Pam Joyce fired in

her first of two at 1:30 of the second half

Five minutes later, third man Cathy Pinto
rolled one to the Bridgewater goalie, who
couldn't handle the ball as it skipped
through her pads.
Between goals, the play was rTK>stly

defensive; checking and hustling happened
whenever the ball was loose which occur
red quite often, in the windy weather and
rough terrain

Bridgewater tallied its final goal on a Sue
Bradbury bouncer past GazeMe netminder
Karen Keough at 10:10 UMass retaliated at

14:20 when center Jennie Taub fired from
the left side; Pam Joyce shoveled her se
cor.d goal 30 seconds later, making the
score 9 2. favor of UMass.

Bridgewater remained persistent, as they
took advantage of dropped passes to
penetrate the Gazelle defense to no avail

Patti Bossio, Janice Underbill, Toddie Eliis,

and goalie Karen Keough formed a tight

defensive circle which Bridgewater couldn't
punch through, despite repeated efforts.

With a shot into the goalie's side padding
and through the net at 22:30 by Gazelle

LiHjrie Boyd, UMaw condtided tha scormg
wmI the game, 10-2.

The varsity game turned out much the
same as the JV match, with the Gazailas
dominating throughout. Attack wing C^
Nickerson struck first at 1:30 of the first

half. Bridgewater came as close as it would
ever get, tying put at 3:40. Several Gazelle
scoring attempts were turned away by
Bridgewater goalie Debbie Draper. The
Gazelles, however, managed to get
through, going ahead at 6:15 on attack
vwng Julie McHugh's shovel. First home
Jean Hackett lined one through the center
at 7:30. Nickerson put a shot in the high
part of the net at 10:15; Hackett tore

through the Gazelles' fifth with 13 minute
left. Though the Bridgewater defense mada
the scoring more sporadic than it seemed,
they .generated few genuine threats in the
first half; but for one, their efforts wertt
kicked, passed, or grabbed away from
Robin Jennings. UMass upped the score
6 1 with Nickerson's third at 19:10 With fifty

seconds left, second home Margie Ander-
son tallied her first of four The half erKled
with UMass in command, 7 1

.

Third home Lynn Herbert scooped ona
into Bridgewater's net at 0:55 of the secorKi
half. Afterward, both teams continued run-
ning, checking and shooting; the ball ex
changed hands several times With 8:45 ori

the clock, Anderson fired a shot that grazed
the inside of the goal; the ball bounced on
top of the net. then fell on the line. Jean
Hackett rolled her third in at 9:50. With a
fine display of passes, Anderson lined one
past three minutes later While UMass built

its lead steadily, Bridgewater saw its efforts

still frustrated by goalie Karen Keough, and
a defensive network of Gayle Hutchinson,
Holly Jennings, Laura O'Neil, and Maria
Minnicucci.

After Anderson and Hackett finished tha
scoring, Bridgewater got three within the
firwl five minutes to make the score 13-4.

Rain anddarknesshaltmitwomen win strea/c
By MIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

STORRS, CONN Fourteen innings of wet. defensive soft
ball could not produce a win for either team here yesterday as
the ganr>e between the UMass mitwomen and the UConn
Huskies was called on acount of darkness ending the contest
tiedat 2 2
The "tie" ends the Mtnutewomen winning streak at 17, but

keeps them at an unbeaten keel at 17 1

.

Both teams had to endure wet conditions from the seventh
inning on as a sometimes driving rain forced two rain delays,
one in th« fifth inning and one in the seventh
The Minutewomen also had to deal with the more than 25

boisterous, sometimes obnoxious fans who lined a hill behind
the home team bench on the third base side The object of
their cackling included all the UMass team but in particular the
staring battery of Sue Peters and Sue DiRocco
The UConn Huskies, now 14-2 1, should be the one team
UMass will have to overcome in the upcoming regional tour
nament of the EAIAW here.

"I think we re the better team," said coach Chet Gladchuck

after the more than three and half hour affair. "We didn't hit
the ball enough to their fielders (7 hits) for them to impress
me. Their pitcher (fireball Cherryl Hobart) kept them in the
game."
A pair of rolling triples set up both UConn scoring rallies

Huskie third tiaseman Karen Mullins led off the fourth with a
single to right that eluded the glove of rightfieider Brenda Pim
mons for a two-base error. After getting the next batter to fly

to right, pitcher Sue Peters held the ball on an attempt«J
squeeze play by UConns Nancy Olson On the next bunt at
tempt, however, Peters threw to first as the runner on third
broke for home, beating the relay of UMass first baseman
Jennifer Parker.

In the eighth. UConns Mary Beth Curtis again started an in
ning with a triple to left center past substitute Laurie Taddee.
After a bunt single, Karen Mullins had her second hit of the
day to rightfield, scoring Curtis easily. The game might not
have gone fourteen innings if it wasn't for some foolish base
coaching by UConn and sharp defense by UMass.
Attempting to score from second on the hit, Donna Papa
was Cut down on a play from Simmons to McManus to DiRoc-
co at the plate. DiRocco then fired to second to nail Mullins

for the game's best defensive tearrfplay.

UMass was held scoreless till the fifth when Brenda Sim-
mons, who has a penchant for hitting late-inning homeruns
when they are most needed, lined a shot over the leftfielder's
head to tie the game at one.
The Minutewomen scored again in the eighth, when Kathv

Horrigan singled with two outs, scoring Peters from second
who had walked and stolen a base.

In the fourteenth, UMass had another good chance to break
the tie when a controversial call by the umpire took back a
man on second situation with none out and Brenda Simmons
at bat. Rhonda McManus walked to start the inning. With the
count one ball, one strike, Simmons tried to lay down a
sacrifice but was struck by the ball after it had alrady hit the
ground. The ball should have been called dead, according to
Gladchuck, but the plate umpire ruled it a strike and then call

ed back McManus who had second base stolen.
With men on second and third later in the inning, Karen

Laverdiere, a freshman from Amherst, bunted to the pitcher
to end the inning. Laverdiere had hit the ball hard to the out-
field on her previous two trips to the plate.

°£*S®''S face Wildcats Gorillas caged by HofstraBy KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

The euphoria has worn off. The UMass baseball team is coming off what head coach
Dick Bergquist called "a great, great win" over Holy Cross 8 7 in ten innings, but
there's little time for celebration The Minutemen travel to Durham, N H . tomorrow for
a doubleheader with UNH

The Wildcats, ranked fourth in New England, entered yesterday's doubleheader
against Providence College with a 17 7 record Andy Adams and Terry Williams pitched
UNH to a sweep of Dartmouth last Monday, and will probably go against UMass
tomorrow. The Wildcats are led offensively by the Wholleys: left fielder Jim (368) and
brother Steve (.33) a Ditcher first h^cpman
Bergquist is expected to start Doug Welenc (4 2, 1 .88) and Mark Brown (3 2, 1 88).
Behind the plate . Bergquist and assistant coach Jim Bedard couldn't say enough

about Jim Lewis' relief performance against Holy Cross. Lewis struck out seven and
allowed only one run on four hits over the five innings he worked. Lewis has won his
last three starts How well is UMass playing? Eleven wins in the last 13 games, 9 4
against Div. I teams, that's how well . Welenc, along with UConns Colin
McLaughlin, was named New England ECAC player of the week Monday . Chris
Collins threw only 95 pitches last Monday in his 4 1 win over AlC Mark Brown's
1 60 ERA is currently ninth in the ECAC Mike McEvilly wore number 16 against
Holy Cross instead of the familiar 11 somewhat ripped off his uniform the other day .

Speaking of McEvilly, he's starting to hit. After dipping below .270 a week and a half
ago, the Doctor is now back up to .316 . Welenc continues to demonstrate the
absurdity of the designated hitter rule, as he leads the team in hitting at .358 . . Quote
of the Week Dept : When Ron Perry made an error the other day on a Mark Sullivan
ground ball, a UMass fan stood up and shouted, "Hey, Perry! Can you still walk on
water?" UMass JV pitcher Mike LoRenzo remarked, 'In the winter he can.

'

Chimps fall to Naval Prep
After cruising to two easy victories in their first two games this season against

Brown and Williams the men's JV lacrosse team hit the first snag in their

schedule when they played the Navel Prep Academy on Tuesday afternoon and
lost, 18 13

The Prepmen used superior stick handling and look advantage of all oppor
tunities to lead the Chimps throughout the game However the "Chimps were
never far behind an^ never gave up hustling to keep the score as close as 6 5 at

the half and 12 10 after the third period. •

Their record now standing at 2 1 , the JV lacrosse team took on Westfield State
last night and will face Dartmouth here on Sunday afternoon. Game time is 2:00
p.m.

ByJIMDEGNIM
Collegian Stsff

Hampstead, NY "Resilience, thy name
IS Hofstra " That's how William
Shakespeare might have summed up
Wednesday night's UMass-Hofstra
lacrosse game. The Dutchmen of Hofstra

fought back from 3-goal deficits twice to
take an 11-10 victory from Garber's Gorillas

before 400 enthusiastic onlookers in

Hofstra's "superturf" Stadium.
The loss, leaving the Gorillas 4-4 on the

season, just about ends any possibility of

playoff participation for the team.
After a nip and tuck first half ended with

UMass ahead 3-2, things began to open up.
Hofstra tied it early in the third quarter, but
the Minutemen got goals from Ed Murray,
Tom Walters, and Mike Lewis in a five and
half minute span to go ahead 6-3. It look-

ed as though the Gorillas were out to put an
end to the Hofstra jinx which has seen the
team lose to the Dutchmen in all five

previous outings, each time by only four
goals or less.

But the Rasputin like Dutchmen, display-

ing uncommon tenacity like the fabled Rus
sian monk who stymied repeated attempts
on his life, scored just 7 seconds after the
Lewis goal, and added another a minute
later to pull within one.
Hofstra used a freak goal to tie the game

as an apparent pass off the stick of Dut
chman Jim Metzger was deflected into the
UMass goal. Norm Smith of UMass
scored with eight seconds remaining n the
third quarter to give his school a 7-6 lead.

The Gorillas got goals from Murray and
Brooks Sweet early in the final quarter to

take their second 3-goal lead of the game.
Murray's goal was simply a case of him

beating his man to get the shot, while
Sweet's tally was the result of good pass-
ing off a fast break started by Joe P.
Bellavia.

But again Hofstra came back. Bob Gilmar-
tin scored two of his five goals a minute
apart, the first coming just eight seconds
after Sweet's goal. Hofstra's Davy Lynott
tied the game with eight minutes to go, and
Bob Kuhlke's score two minutes later put
Hofstra ahead, 10-9. Gilmartin scored his
final goal of the night with only two
minutes remaining, and UMass' Smith
scored less than a minute later to account
for the 11-10 final.

The Gorillas had used a tight defense and
some good saves by goalie Don Duck'
Goldstein (and one great one) to take a 3-2
lead after two quarters. Goldstein had 16
saves in the game.

Dave Martin had 2 goals and Skip
Vosburgh netted the third, finishing off a
nice pass from Sweet with two and a half
minutes to go.
UMass Coach Dick Garber said that
"breakdowns in team defense and missed
scoring opportunities" hurt his team.
"But, " Garber added, "it was no in-

dividuals fault. Roger (Coe), Peter (Kle-
ment), and Tom (Keenan) played super."
The Gorillas will be home for the first time

since April 16 as they take on the Wildcats
of New Hampshire Saturday at 2 pm. UNH
is fifth in New England, and should give
UMass all it can handle. The Wildcats are
6 3 this year, with the losses coming
against national power Virginia, and the top
two teams in New England, Harvard and
Brown. John Fay, an attackman with 44
points, is the big gun offensively, while the
defefense is anchored by goalie Peter
Sheehan.
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Amherst students

toface charges

Reed Butler and Pam Bricker perform in the Orchard Hill/Central concert
yesterday, which proved to a great success They were followed by the Ellis

Hall Group, The Fools, and the Wild Turkeys. (Staff photo by Greg Galanis).

UM students to challenge

protective custody law
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

When a law was passed in 1973 which
said public drunkenness should be dealt

with as a sickness and not a crime, it

provided that a person found drunk in

public could be jailed up tp 12 hours.

Three UMass students each of whom
were taken into protective custody once
this semester plan to challenge that law.

All three claim they were not drunk when
taken into protective custody to spend a

night in the Amherst lail.

Alan Katz. a lawyer from Springfield, is

representing the three students in a
possible suit against UMass and Amherst
police.

"From what I've heard for a few years,

the protective custody law as enforced by

UMass police and Amherst police is a

continuing problem for UMass students,"

he said in an interview Friday

"On Its face, ' Katz said, 'it allows for

people to be held for up to 12 hours without

any due process rights."

UMass Police Chief Robert G. Joyce said

under the law police have three options

available to them once they determine a

person is drunk in public: police may take

the person home, incarcerate that person

for up to 12 hours, or may transfer that

pers.on to the nearest detoxification facility,

in Springfield.

Because there is no way to transport the

person found drunk to the center in

Springfield. Joyce said he is left with two
options to take the person home or to the

Amhersppolice station

"I think that's a bad option, " Joyce said

of the decision to take a drunk person

home. As a result, he said, "our cells

become holding units for someone who is

supposed to be sick
."

Joyce said police are considered

qualified to determine drunkenness by a

number of factors, including actions or

smell. Joyce said police aren't required to

give a breathalizer test or grant telephone

call under the law.

Brett Cohen, one of the students taken

into protective custody this semester, says

he was not drunk when taken in by

Amherst Police.

"I really didn t know what I was being

charged with," he said of the incident

which took place on March 8. Cohen said

he thinks the law should be changed to

include a breathalizer test. He claims he

didn't know what he was being picked up

for and he felt he was abused while staying

in the Amherst police station.

"I think It's a very serious thing; it was
like I had no rights at all," he said.

Bill Desjardins, who says he was picxed

up for protective custody after he went to

UMass police to check on a friend he

believed was arrested, is also challenging

the law.

He says he wants Katz to file a class

action suit against UMass and Amherst
police and to order an injunction to prevent

the two stations from using the law.

Desjardins said he had one beer before

going over to UMass police He said he was
excited when he went to check on his

friend, but was not drunk.

"I don't drink very much, " he said.

Timothy Welch, the third person in-

volved in the p>ossible suit said, "I'd like to

see it so they couldn t pick up people any
more."

TURN TO P 14

tiy UUHOTHY A CLARK
Collegian Staff

Some 68 Amherst College students who
cw»e week ago occupied tf.e Converse Hall

administration building will be tried before

the college's judiciary board as a result of a

suit filed aginst them by the d§an of facul

ty.

The suit, filed by Dean Prosser Gifford,

charges the students with "serious viola-

tions of the f ollege's Statement on
Freedom of Expression and Dissent and
Stumment on Rfsptjct for Putsuns

'

The students weie suspended last Mon
day after they btirncided themselves in

side the building and refused to comply
with an ultii'iatum td vacate issutid by
James J. Bisliop, dean of studertb

When the lock out w is conuiuded a day
later. Bishop remst^.ed the students.

HowHver. he informed hem lisciplinaiy ac

t!on by the coMege judiiiiary boiird might be
taken, should a complaint be filed with that

board.
Gifford yesterday said although Bishop

dismissed the suspensions, the chuiges he
lodged against the students "were never

dropped. They were filed at the time they

occupied the buiding."

In an April 26 memo to Bishop, detailing

the Charges ot the suit, (jirtora stateo:

"These students' coercive actions

obstructed access to the building where
classes are normally held interfered with

academic and administrative activities that

occur daily in Converse Hall, abridged the

rights of faculty, students, administration

and staff employees who normally work,

learn, study and teach The occupation fail

Amherst holds teach-in on 'racism,

p 14

Occupiers respond to charges, p. 11

t-'il Ui uspe*.! ihc tiyhis ilicji i.tv iind I'ltegri

ty of men"il')erj, o1 the College anc* was
darnaiiing to the College itself "

The administration received the names of

those orcupvinq ttur building after the
studo Its jgioi'd to Sign j li»it which would
be UM d to process suspensjpn notices.

Cull'ge officials last v^ook reported about
100 students some from the other area

Lullcyts participated in the lockout. It is

noi krown if any action will be taken
against non-Amherst College participints.

In ;jn April 27 letter written by Bishop to

Prof Mien Guttmjri, chairman of the

judicial board. Bishop stated that evident*'

against the students consisted of personfii

testimony from administrators and

TURN TO P. 14

Carter advisor to give

t^timmencement speech
ByMARKLECCESE
Collegian Staff

Alfred E. Kahn, President Carter's chief

advisor on inflation and former dean at

Cornell University, will deliver this year's

commencement address, university of-

ficials are expected to announce today.

Former Massachusetts Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis will also be awarded an honorary

Doctor of Humane Letters degree at the

May 26 commencement exercises.

According to Arthur S. Clifford, a

spokesman for the University. Kahn will be
awarded an honorary Dector of Laws
degree. Seven more honorary degree
recipients will be announced today.

Kahn, who is also chairman of the

President's Council on Wage and Price

Stability, accepted the board of trustee's

invitation last week. He has not yet an-

nounced the topic of his address, Clifford

said.

A colorful speaker who has been in the

news since Carter appointed him a special

adviser last October, Kahn holds bachelor's

and master's degrees in economics from

New York University and a doctorate in

economics from Yale University

Dukakis, a graduate of Swarthmore
College in Pennsylvania, was jeered and
booed when he delivered the opening

meeting as governor at last year's com-
mencement. He currently teaches at

Harvard's Kennedy School of Government
in Cambridge.

A democrat, Dukakis was elected

governor in 1974 and then was defeated in

his re-election campaign last fall by current

Gov. Edward J. King. King has been invited

to this year's commencement to deliver the
traditional governor's greeting address, but
has not yet replied. Clifford said.

UMass President David C. Knapp and
Kahn served together in the Cornell

University administration from 1969 to

1974, when Kahn left to become chairman
of the New York State Public Service

Commission.
Kahn served as dean of Cornell's College

of Arts and Sciences from 1969 to 1974,

and Knapp served in various administrative

positions from 1968 to 1972, and as provost
from 1972 until 1978, when he was chosen
UMass president.

Before acting as an advisor to Carter,

Kahn was chairman of the Civil Aeronautics
Board, and was a key figure in the

deregulation of commercial airline prices.

Chairman of the Cornell economics
department from 1958 to 1963. Kahn
remains a Robert Julius Thome Professor

of Economics at Cornell, a position he has
held since 1967.

Last year's commencement address was
delivered by television reporter Mike
Wallace, who was granted an honorary
Doctor of Humane Letters degree.
Commencement exercises will be held at

10 a.m. on Saturday, May 26, at Alumni
Stadium.

DUKAKIS KAHN
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DIGEST

Israeli Prime Minister Menachim Begin hugs four of
the five soviet Jews recently released from prison,
upon their arrival last night at Ben Gurion Airport. Tel
Aviv. Left to Right: Boris Penson. Wolf Zaimanson,
Begin. Leib Khnokh and Anatoly Altman. (AP Laser-
photo)

Brezhnev ailing, French say
MOSCOW 1-4^1-= Soviet President Leonid I. Bre/hnev

ate with a spoon during most of a formal Kremlin dinner,
had trouble signing his name, needed help walking up
stairs and had lapses of attention during some top level

rrwettngs.

That pictMW ^ 1^ TZ-'imm-lM Soviet leader emerged
dunng French President Valery Giscard d Estaing's recent
visit here It focused the spotlight again on Brezhnev's
f>ealth, which is known to be delicate.

"There was nothing dramatic But it was more the
general impression he made," one source said about
Brezhnev

French observers said he was markedly less alert than
during his visit to France two years ago But Brezhnev's
health goes up and down, and he has |ust recovered from a

serious lung inflammation

China-Viet peace urged

PEKING \AP\ UN. Secretary General Kurt Waldheim
brought his campaign for peace in Southeast Asia to
Peking yesterday and told Chinese leaders that unless the
situation IS defused quickly it could deteriorate further

with consequences far beyond this region."
Waldheim was referring to the stalled peace talks bet

ween China and Vietnam after their month long border
war, and Vietnam's continuing war in Cambodia

It IS therefore imperative that all efforts be directed
towards finding a settlement in conformity with the
principles of the charter of the United Nations," Waldheim
said at a banquet given in his honor at the Great Hall of the
People by Foreign Minister Huang Hua
The search for such a solution is the reason for

Waldheim's current Asian tour.

He was politely but firmly rebuffed in Vietnam, where
Prime Minister Pham Van Dong told him Vietnam was not
interested in formal mediation.

Britain's Thatcher unpopular

LONDON I AP' Young British mothers say they do not
like Conservative Party leader Margaret Thatchers upper
middle class accent and agressive manner, but they like the
Labor Party's socialist policies even less, according to an
opinion poll published yesterday
The poll indicated mothers under the age of 45 a

group whose support some analysts consider vital to vie

tory will vote for the Conservatives by a 4 percentage
p>oin! margin over Labor in national elections for a new
Parliament May 3

A Conservative victory would make Mrs Thatcher Bn
tain's first woman prime minister, yet the women polled by
the Marplan organization ranked her third in the personal
popularity contest behind Labor Prime Minister James
Callaghan and David Steel, leader of the Liberals, the third

strongest party

McKenna fights court report

BOSTON lAP! Sen Denis L McKenna says he's not

finished lerking the chain of the media monkey he feels on

his back
McKenna's bill gwing the state licensing authority over

investigative reporters all but went down the dram of

Judicial Committee discipproval last week, bur not before it

had gained nationwide media attention signalled by daily

calls to the Statehouse from the major networks
And McKenna says he will attempt to overturn the

adverse report tagged onto the bill when it comes up this

week in the Legislature

Statehouse critics had attacked the bill as unconstitu

tional and an infringement on freedom of the press

But McKenna claims "The rights of the First Amend
ment are not God given rights

"The Burger Court has |ust cut this first amendment bit

to pieces and I think they're right, " said McKenna
And the 10 term legislator denied that the bill was filed

merely as a gesture to fie* a little legislative muscle at the

reporters who have c^iyt-f turn a hard time in the past

Colorado nuke protested

API -At iHist IVi nnti nuclear activists trained in civil

disoberl Ai'ti ynstefdav whnn they marched

on '^" ' -olorario nnrif.u /./capons p'ant

gist*. ., ,' Ttiree Mi't- ! .v.i' <)rr)ri;,.i!i/^;fl

w'l' , inghtening figurt-jb drui ff>lk bOfiys,

ri protestors, led by former Pentagon
h,ifl irjined for weeks in a plan to

t...... r.,,i,: ,,..-;.; r,i,ifc.i..^s to the Rocky Flats plant about 16

milf.'b fwrthyvesf of Denver, the nation's only producer of

Plutonium triggers ' for nuclegr weapons.
Ahfiuf tvvo r\n7-m armed federal marshals 3-id security

.veil International were waiting to greet

H.jbt and west gates and at a railroad

facility.

• onPolice

in 9tii Boston murder
BOSTON [Associated Press] -PoXice were trying to

reconstruct the final hours in the life of Faye Polner, the 18-

year old Newton woman found strangled Friday in a school
parking lot in the Dorchester section.

Investigators said they were having difficulty in their
investigation because no members of the woman's im-
mediate family were available.

The body was found by two policemen on patrol. Miss
Polner was the ninth young woman to be killed in the
Roxbury Dorchester section since the t^iruung of the
year.

A special detectives task force, announced by Mayor
Kevin H, White Friday, has set up headquarters at the
Roxbury YMCA to investigate the killings.

The car in which the body was found was registered to
Mill Polner's father, Norman, of Chestnut Hill. The victim
had been living in her father's house for the past six weeks.
She had dropped out of Occidental College in Los/Vngeles.

Detectives speculated she had not been forced to go to
the spot in Dorch^ter where she was killed.

"We believe she met her killer and went voluntarily" Sgt.
John Mackin said. "We don't believe she was forced into

the car."

Several hundred people, most of them women, marched
from Boston Comnrwn to Mayor White's home on Beacon
Hill Saturday to dramatize their concern over the killings.

Police have suspects in custody in four of the nine
killings and under surveillance in two others.

Senate opens
Talmadge case

WASHINGTON [Associated ^essl-The Senate Ethics

Committee is scheduled to op>en today its first public
inquiry in 12 years into the ethics of a senator.

Sen. Herman Talmadge. D-Ga.. is accused of five

violations of Senate rules. The most serious of the five

alleges he converted campaign contributions to his own
use. Another alleges he overcharged the Senate of his

expense vouchers.
Unless there should be a last-minute agreement to end

the investigation, it will open today with testimony from
three current employaes of Talmadge's office and one
former employee.
The committee announced Saturday that it planned to

call as its first witnesses T Rogers Wade, Talmadge's

administrative assistant since 1974; Rita Hubler, the

senator s personal secietary; Allyne "isdale, his executive
secretary and former campaign treasurer; and Dathine
Brunson, who was Talmadge's personal secretary and who
now IS a congressional relations aide at the Agriculture
Department.

Also scheduled to testify during the hearing is

Talmadge's former wife, Betty.

Talmadge who made a national name for himself on
the Senate Watergate Committee that investigated

President Nixon - is one of the most powerful members of

the Spnate He is chairman of the Agriculture Committee
and the No.2 Democat on the tax writing Finance

Committee.

TALMADGE

In response to an inquiry by Talmadge's attorneys, the
committee said earlier it would drop its investigation if

Talmadge would consent to censure by the Senate.
Talmadge has not responded to that invitation to settle the
case.

•
lie public proceedings are the first held by the ethics

committee since 1966 and 1967, when it held a ser:es of
meetings to examine allegations against Sen. Thomas J.
Dodd, D Conn

, made by syndicated columnists Drew
Pearson and Jack Anderson.
The Senate eventually voted 92 5 on June 23, 1967, to

censure Dodd for using funds obtained "from the public
testimonials in a political campaign " 'for his personal
benefit.

Dodd wa? the seventh person censured in the Senate's
history. Talmadge voted to censure Dodd

Abortion on the rise, survey says
WASHINGTON [Associated Press] - A survey by an inter

national population study group indicated that one in four

pregnancies worldwide ends in abortion, according to a

report released yesterday.

The report by the Population Crisis Committee estimated

at least 40 million and perhaps as many as 55 million legal

and illegal abortions were performed or induced last year

and said the number appears to be growing.

"In most parts of the world, the incidence of abortion is ex

pected to grow as a result of wider preference for smaller

families, lack o* alternative family planning services and an
increase in the number of women of childbearing age," the

committee said

The committee, a privately financed oganization, reported

a year ago that sterilization had become the principal

method of birth control m the world.

Cynthia Green, one of the staff members who prepared

the latest report, said there were 122 million live births last

year and an unknown but relatively small number of spon-

taneous abortions, or miscarriages, which were not
counted n the panel s calculations.

The Soviet Union, Japan and Austria nave among the
highest abortion rates in the world, the report said. More
than half of all pregnancies in those countries end in abor-
tion, compared to about one in four in the United States.
Irjdia, China. Sweden and Denmark

The committee explained the high rates in the Soviet

Union and Japan by saying abortions there not only are

legal but the two nations "share a heavy historical reliance

on abortion as a metod of family planning due to the lack of

oral contraceptives, lUDs intrauterine devices and volun-

tary serilization."

State building projects delayed
8v SHELLY COHEN
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON The King

administration, despite Its

"can do " image, has gotten

off to a slow start on state

building projects, stymied

by staffing problems and at

times Its own m
decisiveness

Of a projected $109
million in Department of

Public Works projects
scheduled for the first four

months of 1979, only some

$42 million worth have been
advertised.

And of 13 renovation and
repair projects proposed by

the state Bureau of Building

Construction, none has yet

been advertised for bid All

are being held within the

Office of Administation and
Finance

All of those projects are

under $1 million, but they

include renovations to the

Belchertown State School,

a new kitchen for

Worcester State Hospital,

r

and small projects at Fit

chburg State College, the
University of
Massachusetts at Boston,
Southeastern
Massachusetts University,

Holyoke Community Col
lege and Walpole State
Prison.

"A and F is like a bot
tomless pit. Things keep
going in there, but nothing
comes out," said one state

official awaiting word on his

agency s project "They
can' t seem to be to make^
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decisions there, so things

just sit"

At the UPW the cause

may be different, but the

outcome is the same a lot

of projects on the drawing

boards, but relatively few
going out for bid.

"The construction in

dustry calls this the peachy
book,' because that's how
it makes everything look

just peachy " said one
DPW official, referring to

the peach covered list of

projected state highway
projects for the next two
years. "Don't take it too

senously," he added.

In that book the depart

ment lists some $300 million

in highway related projects

for the year, more than $100

million slated lf» yu Hit to

bid from January through

April

In fact, projects totalling

$42 million have been
advertised, most of that ac
counted for by one road
project in the Chicopee area

for $30 million.

And that project, accor

ding to DPW Commissioner
Dean P Amidon, "federal

officials almost didn't let us
advertise because they
were afraid we couldn't

staff it"

J
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HR's to 'hash out' dorm issues
By ROB STE/N
and CAROL ROSENBERG
CoUegian Staff

In an attempt to settle the inflammatory
issues which spurred last week's oc-
cupation of their boss' office, heads of
residence will meet today with UMass
administrators to hash out the issues of
safety and decision-making in the dor-
mitories.

Southwest residence heads will be joined
by heads of residence from all five
residential areas, in a meeting with Vice
Chancellor of Student Affairs Dennis L.

Madson and Director of Community
Development Center Sally Freeman, this
afternoon, to discuss campus-wide dor-
,mitory issues.

The heads of residence occupied
Freeman's Community Develpment Center
office in Berkshire House from Thursday
morning until about 7:X a.m. Friday. They
were trying to avoid a 9 a.m. deadline
imposed by Freeman which would have led
them to job suspension and charges of
illegal trespassing.

"The group feels neglected and ignored,
and we're backed up against the wall," a
second residence head said. "We can't do
our jobs without support, it never gets
transferr^ to goats from ideas."
A primary complaint by the heads of

residence is that communication is

inadequate between themselves and
Freeman.
Freeman and Madson Friday said no

action will be taken agains the occupiers
aside from docking them each one day's
pay for participating in the "unauthorized
action."

An Administration spokesperson Friday
said each head of residence will be docked
approximately $36.58.

After leaving the building Friday, the
heads of residence waited outside in the
rain until 9 a.m. when a planned student
support rally of about 100 studerft^-anived
and marched chanting, to Whitmore and
then back to Berkshire House.

In an open letter to the heads of

residence Friday afternoon Madson ex-

Southwest students rallying in support of their
H.R.'s march in the rain Friday from Berkshire house

to the ramp in front of Whitmore. (Slaff photo by
Richard Newman.)

pressed concern for the issues of safety
raised by the heads of residence.

One Southwest head of residence said
she was not surprised by Madson's letter,

"I would assume he'd be deeply
distressed" at the acts of violence this

semester, she said.

"The issue is the Heads of Residence
feeling safe, secure, and supported,"
Madson said Friday. He said the issue of
safety will be a primary topic of discussion
at this afternoon's rr^eeting.

Freeman said she plans to deaf with the

issues pr«ented Thursday as concefns and
not demands. . _
"We're willing to deal with them /

issues and not demands," said one Sou
west Head of Residence. "But we want i
hear some concrete ways they're going to
support us."

Re-opening of case asked

New info surfaces
in Rampersad case

Orchard Hill students watch
balcony of their dorm yesterday.

the Orchard HiH-Central Concert from the
(Staff photo by Greg Galanis.)

By DEBRA ROTH SANTA
Collegian Staff

District Attorney Thomas G. Simons Fri-

day was presented a letter containing new
information about the controversial Seta
Rampersad case, which asked Simons to
resume an investigation into Rampersad's
mysterious death.
The letter, presented by members of the

Third World Women's Task Force and the
Committee Against Repression, said
sources who are "afraid" to be identified,

have reported that prior to Rampersad's
death, she was at a party attended by pro-
minent area persons.-

The party was not mentioned in the in-

quest into the cause of her death, and, the
letter states, "the reason Seta's case has
remained hushed up and unsolved is that if

rill trie facts had become known, the in-

dividuals just listed would have become im-
plicated."

"Certain things have happened during
the last week that have made us wonder
exactly how 'big' Seta's case actually is,"

the letter said.

"For instance, "
it said, "one of our

members received a threatening phone call

from an anonymous individual who said, 'If

you mess around with this case anymore,
your head's going to get blown off with a

shotgun.'
"

Rampersad, a UMass student was found
dead in a room in the Motel 6 in South

Third World party disrupted, 10 taken in
-By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

A Third World party was broken up early

yesterday morning by intoxicated white
persons, resulting in six arrests and four
persons being taken into protective
custody, UMass police and a party at-

tendee said.

Ttie ten persons were taken' into custody
four on non-arrest-alcohol-related

charges, five for disorderly conduct and
one on a tresspass violation - on the
Southwest Mall at about 3:30, police said.

Calucfia Veiga, of Crampton dor-
mitory,where the Third World party was
being held, said a fight broke out when
eight white men tried to "crash" the party
by entering through the wrong way and not
paying an admissions fee.

Veiga said that the fight, which took place
on the Southwest Mall, started when some
white males threw beer bottles against the
wall of Crampton lounge at about 3 a.m.,
and were "bounced" from the party.

I he party broke up at about 3 in the mor-
ning, although the third world members
had scheduled it from midnight to 4 a.m.
Patricia Rissmeyer, Crampton head of

residence, confirmed that a fight broke out
when some persons crashed the party. She
said the matter turned into a racial incident,

when she went out to the Southwest Mall

to break up that fight.

It was when she was out on the mall, she
said, thai one of the persons called her a
"nigger lover".

Police said they observed "numerous

people with torn clothing and bruises " on
the Southwest Mall when they arrived on
the scene.

Because of the disruption, and their ap-
parent intoxication, four white males were
taken into protective custody.

Arrested for disruptions on the mall,

police said, were James F. Hampton III, 20,
of Kennedy tower; Steven A. Kalick, 19, of
Cance dormitory; Richard J. Keane, 21, of
James dormitory; Christopher H. Kovatsi,
21 , of Coolidge Tower, and Brenda Varney,
19, of Cance dormitory, on charges of be-
ing disorderly persons.

Douglas G. Fandel, 18, of West Roxbury
was also arrested on tresspauing charges,
police said.

All were white, police said.

Deerfeild last September 13. The cause of
her death is unknown.
Judge Alan McGuane, who presided over

the inquest, concluded she died of natural
causes, but testimony from Rampersad's
three companions in the motel room has
been called "contradictory" by various
groups.

According to Jamila Gaston, a
spokeswoman for the Third World
Women's Task Force, a member of her
group present at the inquest said if the case
was examined more closely, "political and
business people in the area would be em-
barrassed, " Gaston said.

"Anything that could be damaging wew
dropped, " Gaston said, referring to the

testimony she said would have implicated

prominent area people.

"Any third year law student would've
followed up on it," she said.

The two groups are collecting signatures
in the Campus Center to petition Simons to
re-open the case.

"I am very willing to receive any new in-

formation on the case," Simons said. But,
tie said he could not at this time comment
on the content of the letter and will respond
to the groups this week.

He also would not comment about re

quests to re-open the inquest, nor say
'

there is any prejudice evident in the case.
Gaston said the groups are not suggestirn
that Rampersad was murdered but rathe
that the inquest was incomplete and shoulc
be re-opened.

"This is just one more example of a kind

of right-wrong racism that's on the in-

crease," said Bob Bohm, a spokesman for

the Committee Against Racism.

He said that because Rampersad wa
black, the inquest was handled differenti'

than if she had been white.

"If this was an upper middle-class whi'e
woman," he said, "there probafi>

would've been a different approach taker.'

Copies of the letter were sent to Ma^--:.

Attorney General Francis Bellotti, Goverr r.

Edward J. King, and State Rep. James \

Collins (Q-Amherst).
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Women march to Take Back the Nighf
Bv DEBBIE WALLACE
CoU*fgtan Staff

At iMst 2.000 wofTwn are •xp«ct^ to meet at the
Amherst Common Thursday at 7 p.m. for a "Take Back
The Night" march sponsored by the newJy forrr«d
Coalitior* to End Violence Against Women, a member of
the UMass group satd

Lesley Meirovtt; said the march is being modeled after a
vmter march in Northampton last fall, which drew bet
Meen 2,000 and 3,000 6 College and area womm
l^otesting for an end to violence against women She said
men are being asked not to nwrch, and ir^tead to h^p with
childcare

As did 500 men during the Northampton march, men are
also encouraged to stand on the wkm with candles,
barwwrs. and signs outlining the route, and to sing arKl

chant as a show of their supixirt. Meirovit2 sakl.

"We feel it »s important for only women to march, to
k^i around and Me the strertgth, diversity , and energy
Hwt MMfnen Nve," said CoalitMn OMMAar Ortva Gold
M«n.

Goldstein would not reveal the exact route tfw women
will travel "While we are not expecting trouble," she said.
"And thwe w«e no protJlems in the Northampton i larch.

Courts betray

minority rights

juage says
B^ CAn^ 'fOSENBERG
Ct^pui'f Staff

AsidM Pacific American Hernayt.' Week, May 4 to May
13 kicked off early at UMass with a conference this
weel^Hnd hosting Asian and **Hcific Amencdn studunts.
educcilurs and official from atour\d tfie ration

Kfynotf SpeakHf Roljt'rt M TdKasugi a U S District

Court ludqe from Los Anpeles who was introduced as the
hiqhest ranking lunst of Asian Amsrican ancestry, told the
over 200 (.onfHfenr.f attendees thu judicial branch is the
•ast hope for affirmativts d<.tion and I think they ve betra^d
IS

Takasiiqi who s address Saturday morning was centered
around the failings of affirmative action m the US,
discussed Supreme Court decisions with regard to its lack
of responsiveness to minority issues and needs

The ludqe also spoke about minority advancement
despite the recent Supreme Court decisions, through pro
moting and advancing the concept of equality

Tm appointed because they picked a token," he told
the group I don t act the role of a token I think they
picked the wrong man

The audience responded with applause and laughter.

Of the impendino decision of the Supreme Court regar

ding the Weber Case, termed by some as reverse

discrimination." Takasugi said. I have no idea what those

fellows in the Federal Supreme Court will do they have no
consistency," he said pointing to previous decisions

"It's a roll of the dice along with a prayer, ' he concluded

After the address Takasugi elaborated on his views on the
Federal Judical System

"Potentially the only salvation I see for affirmative action
IS in the judicial system

"

President Carter, he said, was not fundamentally commit

ted to minorities "hes appointed Andrew Young for sur

vival sake, not for committment," he said. "If there is a

committment its only political."

He closed the interview with "I'm a born optimist."

Later Saturday, Toso Himel of the U S Depanment of

Justice elaborated on Takasugi's comments in a workshop
entitled "Racism on the Job"

Unfortunately there is a myth of Asians having made it

and not needing anything," Himel said of services for

minorities

He also called for the building up of internal agencies for

Asians Americans, and pointed to some Black groups as
examples

The conference yesterday also featured the play, "In the

Rock Garden " by Roberta Uno, who is associated with the

Recogni/ed Student Organizations Uno, an Asian
American woman, is a graduate of Hampshire College and
was the program advisor for the conference.

Advertise in
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by not publicising the route we are avoiding po^iM
trouble."

People along tlie rouW will be notifMd so tfMy will not
be alarmed, " she said.

The plans for the inarch grmM out of a series of action
•ponscwed by the coalition aimed at educating tfie com-
munity about the issues of physical, sexual, verbal and
psychological violence against women. Tfie coalition

protMted against pornographic magazine and album
covers in %H9 University Store and ^xmsored a "Speak
Out" against pornc^raphy in April.

The first 'Take Back The Night" march was held m
1974, in London A wide range of women catrw out to
protest, and there have been similar protests in majw citiM
such as Boston and San Francisco.

The hope of this march is to broaden our base to in-

clude more Third World Women and women who are rwt
already active in the women"s movement," said Meirovitz.

Child care will be available in Campus Center room 803
Mothers are asked to bring their children to the campus
center between 6:15 and 6 30 p.m and are asked to bring
ganws, Goldstein said. She said child care will be handled
by men only, and male supporters of the march are
scheduled to rrmm at the Amherst Common at 6:30 and will

be giv^Y designated spots to star^ with candles along tfw
route.

"Thwe tt a false sMise of security in this area because it

pretty," Goldstein said. "'People say violence against
women won't happen here Yet, it happens to all kinds (rf

wom^, and it isn't just physical, there is vert^al, sexuiri^

and emotional abuse
.

"

The purpose of the march, Goldstein said, is "to show
wt^nen tfiere is something we can do - we can s^ ouf*
sehres as protectors"

"This is only a beginning, there are bills in CongrMS and
other follow up measures that will be dscuned at the
rally, " she said.

Thwe will be a rally on cam|MM at a yet undisclo««4
k}cation wftere speakers will adress the Seta Rampersad
case and other issues. Coalition members urge the
rw^Mning of the investigation of the death of this UMa%
student, and include the reopenir>g in a l»t of ttght

demands <see related story p.3).

Violent ag«nst women in Third World Countries
specifically sterilization abuse, will also be discusse<^
Goldstein said. A self-defense derrionstration led by
Wendy Oragonfire from Valley Worr>an's Martial Arts is

also planned

Federal Court judge Robert Takasugi speaks on the
effects of the Bakke Decision in the keynote speech
which opened a weekend conference sponsored by

the Asian American Students Association ot ur^ess.
(Staff photo by Peter Lee).

Asian American women suffer

racial and sexual prejudices
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Asian American women suffer from dual-prejudijces was

the message at a workshop held as part of this weekends
Asian American CiH '.",n( .

The workshop -hun host of "Asian

Focus " of WNA*" TV n Hfi. .',
, .ind Ruby Tsanq and Liz

Young, both w. .. ' United, (a National

organization) said Asian American women are faced with

both racial and sexual prejudices and, as a result, may suf-

fer from identity problems
"You are two things," Chun told the group of mostly

women "You are Asian and you are female. As an Asian

you are discriminated against and as a woman you are

discriminated against," she said

'There's no way we can divorce ourselves from issues of

racism and women's issues, " Young said after describing

growing up m a traditional Chinese home
"We can 1 even express ourselves well because we've

been culturally brought up not to talk. " and older women
attending the conference elaborated

The identity problems, both internal and external of

Asi.in Amerir;in society, the panel said, is impacted upon

by stereotypes in the media.

"The media pictures Asian women in various forms of

prostitution," Young said pointing to the "submissive

Geisha girl" and the "Susie Wong stereotype" as ex

amples.
Women in the group discussed problems associated with

interracial dating, being an Asian woman in the business

world, and the distinction between Asian feminism and
white American feminism.

Young and Tsang, both members of Asian Women
United, said the one-year old group has roots both in the

women's movement and the Asian American's movement,
both of which started at about the same time. They said

the organization has a diverse membership of different

ages, and socio economic and educational backgrounds.

"It's a safe environment where the acceptance is there as

an Asian woman," Tsang said.

ATTENTION CCEBS STUDENTS
Elections for the Shirley G. DuBois
Community Service award will be held

on Wednesday, May 2, and Thursday,

May 3 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m.) in the Shirley

G. DuBois Study Lounge on the se

cond floor of the New Africa House.

The nominees are:

Sherry Williams

and
Shawn Lans

Remember, each vote counts be sure

you get yours in'

HONORS FORUM
SPRING 79

The University Honors Program
presents

'1nside-Out at the Peoples Univer-

sity: A rather perverse discourse

on how the structure of the

University interferes with educa-

tion" by...

Professor Sylvia Fornnan,

UMass Anthropology Dept.

Tuesday, May 1 , 7:00 p.m.

Herter 6th floor lounge

Monday, April 30, 1979 iColle^gjans
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SPECIALS EFFECTIVE: APRIL 30-MAY 5

CAXHPONS
VWTH COUPON 4 $7 50 PUHCHASE OR MORE %

EXCLUDING CIGAREHES ^

«,», S «NC,
QQpilfO D£f

p

EXTRA LEAN

POINT

CUT !1.39

5 LB BAG

PURITAN

SUGAR 79
I

V
VALO THRU MAY 5

LMIT ONE AT LOUIS I^OOOS

'e1?,% ground beef

5 LB

PKG

^7.75?1.59

^r VWITH COUPON 4 S ^0 PURCHASE OR MORE %
Y* EXCLUDING CICAME TIES 30

SWEET Ll^

TOMATO

CATSUP 32 oz 59

V.

usoA CHOICE Tip CTCAIf
BEEF ROUND 1 11 O I tflll

!2.29

"N

HOT OR SWEET

CARANDO ITALIAN SAUSAGE

WINDSOR BRAND 4 TO THE LB

VEAL PAHIES
WINDSOR BRAND 4 TO THE LB

BREADED VEAL PAHIES
FRESH V2 LB BAG

CHICKEN LIVERS 35'

$
LB

$
LB

LB

PKG

1.59

1.09

.99*

65'

I VALID THRU MAY 5

LIMIT ONt At LUUib fOOOS

r\WrTH COUPON 4 $
" 50 PURCHASE OR MORE %

EXCLUWNC CIGARETTES £3

COUNTRY STYLE OR BUTTERMILK

I

I

V

PILLSBURY

BISCUITS 8 0Z FREE
VALID THRU MAY S

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

r WITH COUPON 4 $? 50 PURCHASE OR MORE \
EXCLUDING CIGAREHES JQ

I

I

SWEET UFE REG &

POTATO ««^«^

CHIPS a oz 39
VALID THRU MAY 5

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS POODS

I

r WITH COUPON 4 $7 50 PURCHASE OR MORE \
EXCLUWNG CIGARETTES 34

4 ROLL PKG
WHITE CLOUD

BATHROOM

TISSUE 69
I

VALID THRU MAY 5

^ LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS HWOS #

•FROZEN & DAIRY*

PLAIN ONION EGG

LENDERS BAGELS

^12 oz*|*|

BIRDSEYE

ORANGE PLUS

BRADY

BLUEBERRIES

MRS. SMrm LIGHT

CHOCOLATE PIE

16 oz

14 OZ

12 OZ Oi)

n.39

n.49
TASTE O'SEA

ClAM PUmR 6<^ oz

FLEISCHMANN SOfT

MARGARINE a 07 tubs

99
TWIN one

, KRAFT SINGLES

CHEESE FOOD 15 oz n.55

PRODUCE*

FROM CHILE

EMPEROR GRAPES lb

LARGE SIZE ^ /^

n.i9

6/^1

3/49^
I
NAVEL ORANGES

I
FRESH FLORIDA EARS

[ SWEET CORN

2 WEEKS TO COMPLETE YOUR

CAMBRIDGE FLATWARE

^&
-S "Si

c^^

f ••

REGULAR ONLY

SWEET LIFE

Hi oUllA 28 OZ4/»l
RAGU PLAIN, MEAT. MUSHROOM

SPAGHEHI

SAUCE 32 OZ

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTTTIES

THIS WEEICS

SPECIAL

SOUPSPOON

WrTH EACH

•3.00 PURCHASE

33 N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST, MASS
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Widespread fame
just a step away
BvMAmieccesi
CulhHfhtll S: •''

The VWidtJhpftfdd t^pression Orchestra, a
rMrm piece swmy band that l%aa bveri
playiny clubs and concerts m this area Jor

throe vuars, i^ only a %\%^ awvay fioin

widespread farrw,

ll i« now playintj i;lijbs m New York Ctly.

both uptown and downiown and is on thew^ of a ^rge record contrKt witti

maior label Ttw pf^^cers of ttw
'Saturday Ntghi Lwa" te(evnton show
have coniracted the group about per

forming, and it may be appearing there

soon Af^ a eoyple of big time television

celebfitiCT, who band members Mksd
remain narrwiess, have eKpres^d interest

m g«iir^ \tm Sfoup «i dMfMeni i^vttion
shows

Success, whm tt comes, will t>e nchiy
di>servBd PerfofftMnq in the Fine Arts

Center Conceit Hall iast f-ridav r>ight. th«

band sho«ved an audience of about /OO
why It IS considered to be one of the
prertiK'it? swtng tiands in the country today

Led by < hansinaiK singer and vibes man
John HoM/man md the diminutive Michael
Hdshim on at! iespread played
two sets of vi'i V inj i ; sv- nriuding
riifniiOMtKHis hv f It'll ' ' Duke

foun^ ^ 1975 in Braitl^Mro. Vi.. tlw
band inLJiides a UMass alumnus, Tim
Aiheiiun, on ttombone A ttft. Mjuare
lawed man wHh a small growth of be^d
bei>eath his lower lip, Atherton was hard
pr«ss«d to fwrnember exactly whun it was
he graduated from UMms

"Let me see," fw said thoughtful^
scratching his hewJ "It must have been
atMut three or four years ago Uh, I got out
of high school m 1971. so I must have
graduated in 1975. right? Yeah, that's it.

19^ •

Athwt^ WW. of ^HJTst. a musw motor
hiffe. studying under several professors,

tnciudtng Jake Ef^tetn, an associate
professor of music wf»o was one of the
founders of |Im W^^^aad tepr^^on
orthttstra

In a^^imi to singer and vibes man
Hoit^man and alto i^ayer Hashim,
Widespread ir^ludes a drumnwi, a string

bass, a piar^, a tenor sax, a baritone sax. a
trumpet, and Atherton Th»»ir long time
playir^ togetlw* .iitdou.iii th.tc ji© some
new rnembersl shows This is one tight

i)and The beauty of Widespread is there

nut a weak link in their musical chain Each
musMH" »- m.ir.. ihii, < < xnpetent, and. Ma
unit

' till- band s puces showcase
mernliers and Atherton's

Tim Atherton, the Widespread
Depression Orchestra's trombone
player, and a 1975 graduate of UlV^ass.

(Staff photos by Jeremy Daniel)

sh<MMfMce was Duke Ellington s 'Echoes
of Harlem"

Atherton is optimistic about the band's
Mfimuwnt success. "Sooner of later, we'll

crack It open, ' he says

"But Its a cra/y business, " he said. For

a young person, us a long, hard road, and
there's no short cuts There s a lot of

bullshit to go through, and you've got to do
your hor'iewofk

It was pretty obvious last Friday night

that both Atherton and the band have done
tneir nomework Keep an eye on these

yuys

'Changling'—

compelling,

haunting
By DEBBIE WALLAC

t

Colleyian Staff

Muted lighting, Jacobean speech, and
compelling acting are what gives the haun
ting flavor of The University Ensemble's
production of Tfie Changling. an extra ap-
peal

Set in the church and asylum of Alicante
in the 1600's, r/?e Cfianghng is a web of
verse, around the virtue and suitors of
Beatrice, a scheming and sultry woman.
Dressed in deep browns and wine velvet
cloth, and sketched with shadows of light,

the actors in the play create an atmosphere
that IS both compelling and suspensful

The complex set, consisting of adjoining
cages on both sides of the stage, and above
the fortress of the church, helps to
establish the haunting mood, this set is a
work of artistic genuise, to the credit of
scenic designer Jeffrey Fiala.

A slow fading of the lights introduces us
to the tingles of the spine we will endure.
After watching church members assemble
for a spiritual chant, we are thrust into the
secret affair of Beatrice and her lover
Alsemero who is an outsider to the town.
But her love affair is not to be consumated
in marriage, due to her father's prearrange
ment with Alonzo De Piracquo, a dashing,
self assured man

Within the text, the fools and madmen
lunatics who are chained to the cages
representing the asylum, add an extra chill.

The lunatics add the right tension to the
already tenuious action, as they bang and
I i.ip iit just the right moments The keeper
ut the fools, and chief fool himself, Lollio,

cracked his whip to silence his prisoners
iMo time too many Although his giddiness

.v IS often effective, Neal Radding tended
•o overact his role

Despite a few acting flaws, the entire

cast maintained exceptional stage presence
md strength, which was often difficult due
!u the muted lighting

The central character of the play,
Bcatnce played by Wendy Hartstein was
proof that student theater ran achieve a
levfi .'qual to that of the* most expenenced
professionals Hartstein understood the
moltv.itions dnd emotions of Beatnce, and
in her own words is correct in saying "I

became Beatrice
"

Once Beatrice is able to rid of her pro
".;o! she r

»»•'•) ^ll

Singer John Holt^man and the horn section of

Widespread Depression Orchestra swing in concert

ast Friday night in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

b'» .' "".zo! sMc r ..; f. .v 'w. ;'i. sjf

M.o .-. pijye^l hy 13,,., t . ,.^1 ,ji. , ,. >vil

man does not wisn tor monetary payment,
and insists on flesh instead Beatrice's
flesh

Once wed to his beloved Beatrice,
Alsemero is outraged when he is told by his

servant of her infidelity

TURN TO PAGE ^

Salt II signing in view
p. MAHK L CURELOP
I •Ill-til, III Sf.tff

A forint'r officidl for the US Arms
Coiiffol ,v^r\ D<s,ifrndnuM!l Agency sdid

Friday nnjtit ti.' tctis the United States is

within diiys 'if signing a SALT II trea

ty With tin? S()vit;t Unioit

Adjin Y.innolinsky, f(jriner thief

coiinstil liin] consiiltcint to tfie agency
spoke in Amherst College s Johnson
Chapel He n^placed Senate Foreign

fli'laiions Committee staff member
B.ider who was attending the SALT
talks m Wasington over the weekend
Tht; SALT II treaty would expanrl on

III'' SALT I treaty signed iii 1972 to fur

ft,,.r limit de()l(iynient of nuclear

weapons used l)y itu- US and the Soviet

Union
In his lalk V .irmohnSky i^i' • 'kI the

SALT II aqteement could be a ma|or fac

lor in ijiianiKHi United States security

The US iniliMiy especially the Air Force
suup<jrts a Salt Treaty, he said

Yatmolinsky said the defense industry

IS not idkiiH) sides m agreements such as

SALT II because it sells arms to various

rtations

For thest! reasons, arms control in

necessary." Yarmohnsky said

Yarmoiinsky compared the SALT
talks to the l)ook of Isaiah where nations

beat thi'n swords into plowshares
Thouqh the inalocjy may be the same
Whin It I (diu's to arms control, the

"n.'.isuns become a bit more deadly,"
said Y.irinolinsky

President Jimmy C, ifi-r has a ptMsonal

coinmitniHnt in s''i-ii (j a SALT treaty

SKini'd. Yiirniolinsky said

tlttUf

tfau

tnoHUt 4

tUutf

GRAND OPENING SPECIALSI
I

I Alignment

Front End

Dfokes
Front disco or 4 wheel druin

New pads repack bearings

Inspect wheel cylinder

Turn rotors or drums
$49.95*

Courtesy car service availableI "with this coupon

I
I

Route 9 at ShuiTiWdy St *

J Amherst 253 9270 MasterCharge h Visa accepted

Amherst Tire Center
I t 'i. .I-..II1I s:

\ii ll H r^i

s«^^^
£N

G^^ \NE CLEANED OUT
OUR STOCKROOMS TO
FILL OUR SALE
TABLES. BOOKS FROM
SEVERAL SUBJECT
AREAS. ALL
DRASTICALLY
REDUCED.

/
—

'

'h. 50-75%

OFF
On special sale tables

in the general book area

J/ the sign of the broom
^ "the bookstore"

the UNIVERSITY STORE

Monday, Aprtt 30, 1979 £^^glan'

oai PRESENTS AN EXCLUSIVE MOTHER'S DAY OFFER

.

» IMPORTED PORCELAIN OflNA^MUGS nPLATES
ONLY $1.88 EACH. SEE SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY COUPON BELOW.

A&P IS A SEAFOOD SHOP
Available Wed -Sat ^^^ m^^
FRESH COP $|49
STEAKS ? I lb

Ouick Fro/en 5 lb pkg $6 89 $flSQ
HADDOCK FIUETS ^if
Quick Frozen S-lb pkg S6 89 $(30
OCEAN PERCH fillets ^r?
Fro/en CSAQ
TURBOT FILLETS ^if
FrozenCapn John s Shrimp ^p <fl7Q
COCKTAIL » >l^»

A&P IS A SMOKED HAM SHOP

/^vou««oMtt«r

mmrPAG
Ann PtgiEMoo Maci'ani or

SPAGHETTI

BCANS WITH PORK
lumPttftiaufO OILtlry or Style

ikmi P(g) ToiMlo He* w

MMfSTKONESOUP

4
S
9 cins I

4.0. $1

.* $1

FUU Y COOKfiXS£>-SHAMK PORTION

SMOKED HAMS
RUMP PORTION 89. HAMSTIAKS
WHOLE HAMS 'l. HAM SLICES

COUNTRY FARM PORK SHOP
CONTASHS 4C«it<« 2 Shoutdtf 2 Siftmn Eiidt

PORK CHOPS '1:
CBTTBt RIB CHOPS ^VZ
XRNTER SKLOIN CHOPS'r?
ANN PAGE

SLICED BACON
A&P SLICED MtATCW

BEEF BOLOCNA

j TOPBIAOE SHOULOCA «

I
LONDON BMNL iStiMMri

jSTEAKS *2? .

HLLET or
CUBE STEAK

$199

^M'^ [MMTlBMKt
$|49t Hi

POLSKA. KEF OR

u^*oi POTATOES. SLICED CARROTS (o1 ) or

ANN-
PAGE Corn "^''"'"

pac can)

PRINCE

Lasagna

S&W BRAND

Apple Juice

$

EMPRESS-SI.. CH., or CRUSHED

Pineapple

^ 20oz.>
^ cans c H

Margarine-Quarters

BLUE BONNET
Grapefruit

A&P JUICE

FROZEN FAVOmTES

Coffee Ligfitener-Richs

COFFEE RICH
A&P-Juice

ORANGE

2
3

Imfe PmHitr Brnhnv

Save 14e-Plain Sugar Cinn

CAKE DONUTS
Save 20< -Individual

DANISH

oil?
59'
$119

FRESH-SOLID HEAD

Green
cabbage

29!

^ed-Rlpe-Callf.-Quart Cant

STRAWBERRIES
3-*l

CELBtY HEARTS r 59
?79*
5 n
5~«l

RADISHES

CARRETTES

GRAPEFRUIT

ORANGES

IMPORTED-EMPEROR

Red
Grapes

BANANAS

A&P Cosmetic

COTTON PUFFS
A&PRubbing Compound

ALCOHOL 3 "*l
J^-A' f *^^^v,

ttWRAl M£RCNAMHSE

Rubbermaid- Twist-Pop'

ICE CUBE TRAYS
Rubbermaid (1' j Qt $1 00) or

2'oOt

SinPITCHER

2 n
2 .^3

I

A&P STORE COUPON >—T—€i

With This Coupon ^^nd a S7 50 Purchase'

I^MJ^^k IMPORTED PORCELAIN i

\W!f f,T|m "ROYAL DOMINO"

•"^ »-*-^ PLATE or
MUG

one with coupon

•With This Coupon and a V 50 Purchase

CRISP-FRESH-KEEBLER

ZESTA SALTINES

If '

ctiaif- I «, With This Coupon and a $7 50 Purchase" |

i I

—r^ - 49
I

'EiceputemtEicludedBy U» _.^^ I limtt orie coupon p«r fafTi<iy

I"

Limil one coupon per iimiiy «-«rr^M 1 ' ."".'.."..", 7„.„'

, valid Ap..iJ9Mj,'> n-u ^j^^P I
>'•'"<"'[•' ' .''"tM.,, ^ lo'o

1-lb

pkg

AP ; 600

REGULAR OR DIET

COTT SODA

'• gal

^Cr ' oil

{ iLep* it^m^ E«cluded By Law
Lifntt onf f.oupon pi»f faniit»

69«
AP 2 60'

Valid Aoi

MANUFACTURER S COUPON

LAUNDRY DETERGENT

WISK
LIQUID

gallon cont.

I imil ooe coupon p«i 'jmily

MfGR 60

?9Md.^ 19:9 ^XIB I Valid April .'9 Ma» 5 '979

MANUFACTURER S COUPON

ALLFUVOAS

ROYAL I

GELATINS
SIX-3o2.pkgik

Limit oot coupon p»' 'iniiiy

ValK) April ?9-Miy 5 <979

MFfln2l I

MANUFACTURER S COUPON

ALL FLAVORS-MIX

FRENCH'S
GRAVY
THREE-.75 01 to

875 oz. pKgs

MANUFACTURER S COUPON EET33 MANUFACTURER S COUPON

FEMININE PROTECTION

KOTEX
UGHT DAYS

30 ct. pkg

I, timii .50* coupon per 'amiiy ^-—.^^^j'Limi! one coupon per Uiniiy

I
vai.d Apr.i .>9 May S '9?9 ^5i3W! ^'«"<1*P"'^9 "«»-' "''

AP ?eo;
MI:,B ."i

FABRIC SOFTEHttR

COCONUT
NU-SOFT

\>i gallon cont

L imii oftt coupoo p*' 'amiiy

valid April ?9 May 5 19'9

AP ?II06

MANUFACTURER S COUPON

ALL GRINDS-COFFEE

MANUFACTURER S COUPON

MAXWELL
HOUSE
Mb. can

I imii oot coupon pt' Hmil»

valid April ?9 May •> 19?9

AP?eor
Mfi,<< :

BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE
FURNITURE POLISH-16 OZ. OONT.

KLEENGUARD
Limit one couson per iinidy

ValtO Apfii ?9 May 5 »9'9

HffflOB

"RlftSl'ftCtlVt APHIl J9 MA*S 19^9 /vf BftHvE 'Hf RiUMT »0 LIMIT juANTiTifS 10 i <>IB ris'LiMf » AND '0 CWRfC r»PO&flAPMiLAi I WOWS iTtMSFOBSALEWOTAVAIlABl.t TO»WOLtS*l.tBSOHIItTAItOtM.tWS j
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Letters to the Editor
G core is nroded
TotlwicHtor
W0 vmuM Mm to mi^md to Reginald

Gftfen's letter, which speared Apnl 23
first of ^, you have gtven us the perfect
ensn^t^ of wHy "»'s G core a twedmd.
You am fwl «M^v ihsi racism and sexism
are iMtMeins that effect the daily lives of
mUions of people. These are not
proMfnm ^ ttm pait, they are here and
iwm. It m time ttm ofm of ^oph like

yoursM are om*^d to ttm n^ms of ttm
Witrld

Secwid. WW f^ tttat b^ rermmmg ttm
kbrmry and Firm Arts Centmr. a first step
tfMf te tmimn to gi\m credit to Third World
peof^ who have contributed much to
iociftv, but ttave been so long ignored,
by ^w^MtoM« yoursett.

Ttmtf, WW j^# not a speciaf interest

group We ttetieve ttiat by implementing a
G vore, Hw quality of Me for ail students
iBtacli. Asuut, Wlktm, Hispanic, gay,
strmgttt, mah^ fmn^, handicapped, etc. I

WI0improve
Last, in re^onm to ttm totter on A^M we vimuM Mtm to tha^ the stt^ ^

John QuHiey Adams for sttov^rtg their

sutHmrl It is encouraging to kinmi ttiat

sume fteoffkf care enough to want a much
I U'fdt'd positive change to this university

Karen Dillon
Oarlene Mosman

Affirmative Action Task Force

Go Village People!
To the Editor:

We would like to protest the en
ti'it.iinment selections forttte t979 Spring
Concert As student activity money is

sponsoring the m/ent. we feel the acts
shouhl ^ more representative^of the
nnnlvrn college community It is a well
known Ittct that disco is by far the
nt'wi'sl. irwstpoiM^ trend in our culture
tiKl.tv. ,nuf should he given concert
li'rh'fi-nci' over that ayemg, outdated
symhitl ot past generations, the Grateful
Df.ui Disco is in', and not only among
gay tManti' or third world groups. Many
I'f our straiuht friends are moving to the

'.fif.st sound sensations, too' We say give
thv people what they want; we'll take the
y^age People over the Dead, anytime!

Joseph Kevane
Steven Leibowitz

MacNamara

ThB myth of Zoo Mass
To the Editor:
Wf would like to comment on the

nature and guality of the "entertainment"
presented to us, \the student body\ in the

StudmH Union Building last Saturday
evening We realise np-offs like this take

place everyday in the real world But,

why should these kinds of activities be
piffpetuated at an institute of higher lear

ning^ tspevially for the purpose of raising

funds for a dorm at the expense of other

students, Those students involved, and
iho^ who allowed such a piece of ga
bage to be produced and markete^J to

make a buck, are of the lowest breed of

students III our campus
We would like to bring ttw Knowing to

light The Massachusetts drinking age
has been risen to twenfy years of age and
the di'inand for quality non alcoholic

t'litertamnmnt is >ising We feel that it is

lull to assume that when entertainment is

offi'ri'd to the student body, from another

studeitl orqani/ation, that a genuine ef

fort was made to provide quality enter-
tainment
We also feel that the obfecfives of furni

raising within the dormitory systems are
as follows: to raise money for dormitory
activities, to promote community
i/i'velopment with a united effort, to pro-
viih> fair entertainment or service to ttm
student body.
We feel that this was not the case for

the production billed as "The Last Hero"
and supporting acts.

It IS our opinion that ttm intent behind
tins production was to make a buck, and
no consideration vims f^mn Cp t^ other
ob/ectives.

By allowing such activities to transpin
at our university only serves to perpetustm
the myth that this is "Zoo Mass.

"

Susan J. Pascucci
Pamela J . Pate

MichaelJ. Bruha
Pairi A. Bumann

On Senior Day
To the Ef

Because of the recent increase in the
legal drinking age in Massachusetts,
several changes fmve had to be made in

the operation of this yeais Chancellor's

Reception for Seniors, otherwise known
as Senior Day Senior Day has traditional-

ly been the last social get together of the
graduating class, their friends, faculty,

and administrates. When the drinking

age was eighteen, there was little or no
firublem concerning the serving of beer to

minors, there were none This year,

things have changed, a good portion of
the UMass population is under tenty We
llie Sriuor Day committee, will not allow
anyoi • not of age to drink the beer pro-

vided during the Senior Day. Also, we
will actively discourage people from br-

inging cans, bottles, or kegs to the event
As always, we will he selling tickets on

tim concourse prior tii Senior Day. Ticket

.^ales begin Monday April 30, and will be
siilii evfry class day aryd through finals.

Wiifii purchasing a ticket, you will be
askod to pri'st'nt valid pmof of age
Mass dnvci s //( c/i.sc, an Alcoholic
Bf^ri.Hji' Coininission card, or an out of

state driver's license accompanied by a
valid UMass ID. Ticket prices are $2.50
for seniors, and $3.50 for guests. These
tickets are redeemable for mugs on
Senior Day. At Senior Day, the university

staff people passing out the mugs will

again ask for valid proof of age. This is to

discourage people from buying tickets for

their underage friends. Assured that you
are of age, you wiU have your hand
stamped \a very familiar occurence dur-

ing our career as UMies\. Only those with
liand stamps will be served.

We regret that we have to be so strict in

our enforcement of the new drinking age
law. but we are required to do so in order

to have Senior Day at all. We have looked
forward to this, our Senior Day, for four
yers, and to have this be the last Senior
Day because we were caught knowingly
serving a minor, would not be in keeping
with the spirit of the day. We fed that is

going to be the best Senior Day yet, and
we don't want to deprive the Class of

1980 of a pnvelage tttat we, and every

graduation class for the past ten years

have eiyoyed. the opportunity to gather
together one final time as undergraduates
to relive and celebrate four great years.

Kurt Krueger
Senior Day Committee

One woman's view
To the Editor:
In response to Cheryl Tausky's letter to

the Editor of April 11, we would like to

note that this is only one personal opinion
and certainly does not reflect the opinions
of all of tfie women of our sorority. In ad-
dition to one's eryoying the Grateful
Dead, we can also have the privilage of
listening to the other "rock-androllers"
and even participating in what she has
termed "rampant discoism, " // we so
choose We do not denounce the Dead,
and whether or not they are "orw of the
best bands around" is simply one wom-
man's opinion not to be one of our entire

house.

Mary Ellen Frazer
Nacie Havens

Kappa Alpha Theta

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

The UMass Music Theatre
Guild is accepting applications for

the Production Staff of the Fall

79 WORLD PREMIERE presenta
tion of:

• JUST FRIENDS OF 1923*

Needed are:

Producer
Directors, Designers, Technicians

People with new ideas and a will

ingness to learn are encouraged
to apply. Contact: Mark
(546 9040) or Denise (546 4999).

UPC'
nOMCTlOHS

l*r»'M'Hl^

SPRING CONCERT
HJlll

The Grateful Dead
Patti Smith Group

Roy Ayers
GREAT
ELECTION OF
AFFORDABLE:
EARRiNqS-PcNdANTS
Dozens and dozens of

beautiful

CARds-PoSTERS
Great spring

Blouses
T-shirts

Tank tops

MEI^CANTILE
AMHEKST CARRIAGE SHOfS

Mon Sat 10 5 30 PM

Student tickets must be picked up
by today at:

Good weather— outside the Campus
Center at the concession booth facing

the library.

Bad weather— at the base of the

escalators in the Campus Center.

Monaay, April JU, iy/y

!Q2ll£giaa^

DuKingis
Like they say. the more things change,

the more they stay the same. A few weeks
t^o I was vigorously comparing King to

Nixon. Then, last night. I went to microfilm

foom in the Library and found an old col-

umn of mine dated October 6, 1975, entitl-

#c^ "Dick the Duke. " Lacking the gift of

fifophecy, I didn't think at that time there

could have been a worse governor. The
more things change, the more they stay the

same, and sometimes they get worse.

Faces change, but issues remain. Threats

are expressed, then forgottn. But the

threats merely retreat and recoup. They
burrow into the private conversation of

obscurity, change their pants and return,

spiffy, fresh and cocky.

Dukakis has replaced Nixon as the number
one asshole. Nixon, though was visibly

threatening. He was in the open and
deceived only himself and perhaps Bebe
Rebozo. But most of us mistook Mike the

Duke the meatcleaver gentleman from
Brookline as a "liberal." Mike Dukakis is

still representing Brookline, a nice town in-

habited by many efficient professional peo-
ple with fewer problems than the people of

the Commonwealth's many milltowns, like

Leominster, Worcester, New Bedford and
Athol. Brookline is Boston's "bedroom,"
where peole live and not where they work.

Nixon, the former popular villain. The
deposed little knot will be back though
hopefully never as an active politician.

Now, like Napoleon, he is composing his

niemoirs which will probably appear as a

Reader's Digest condensed book.

Jim

Paulin

Student politics is essentially a matter ot

self interest, and budget cuts will cut our

asses. The argument "Well since the state

is paying for us, it's their money to do what
they want with" is simply bullshit. People
should not forget that the state properly ex-

ists for them and not Mr. Dukakis, who
should resign and become a systems

analyst for Pitney Bowes, an expert on the

speed of the flow of paper within a

bureaucracy.

Student Unity, meaning political

organization with power over more than
the allowance we give each other is beginn-

ing to occur. After a couple of years of

planning and organizing and hard work by
a lot of people at the Student Organizing

Project, the Student Action Committee,
and the Student Government Association.

The main goal of the Student Organizing

Project is for students to obtain control of

the decision making apparatus presently

utilized almost solely by the administration.

The administration is erroneously confused
with the word "university." If the word
"university" meant only "administration,"

Whitemore would be the only building on
campus and it would never be crowded.

Originally, student control was the most
important issue, but it has been compound-
ed with the problem of budget cuts, of hav-

ing less money to fund the university.

Student activists have been busy, and
now there is the Public Student Coalition, a

body consisting of members from every

state college, community college, and
university. Coalitions are to form along

various lines, and will continue to do so. I

don't know how worned people are about
the spectre of less of everything. Does the

majority of students take everything lightly?

It seems that seriousness is being taken

seriously now, and hopefully people are

realizing the political action necessary is to

exert pressure upon the legislature; and no
one should forget that students are political

partisans when it comes to their own in-

terest. Dukakis is after us, and slick military

recruitment material is marching through

our mailboxes, and hopefully into the trash.

Jim Paulin is a Collegian Columnist

Kicking the dog
By KEVIN B. KELLY

In seasons of economic woe the people's
fancy turns to vengeance. Or so it seems,
judging from recent polls that found about
seventy percent turning thumbs down on
the anonymous dwellers of death row.
Though Americans usually exhibit a kind of

liberal benevolence that comes from being
the world's richest people, decontrol the

price of gasoline or hamburger and sudden
ly the offering of human sacrifice to ap
pease the gods is not such a barbaric idea

after all. Says capital punishment resear

cher Carol Palmer: "The motivation to

enact the death penalty always rises with

inflation." Apparently it takes a certain

amount of disposable income to support
the liberal view.

The national mood is receptive for Walter
Berns' essay "For Capital Punishment" ap
pearing in the April edition of Harper's.

Berns does not care to examine the petty
frustrations behind the public's desire to
kill, but prefers instead to wax philosophical
about God, Aristotle and the "morality of

anger" Opponents of capital punishment
he says, "are essentially selfish men,
distrustful of passion, who do not unders
tand the connection between anger and
justice, and between anger and human
dignity." Such sentiments, coming from a

Guggenheim Fellow, might be dismissed as
ivory tower naivete' . But when he agrees
with Hegel that war is not an "absolute
evil" because, like capital punishment, it

teaches people the needed lesson "that

their country is something more than a civil

society," one beings to detect the lumps of

a Fascist uniform beneath his Conservative
suit.

The charge of fascism is an extreme one,

but how less extreme is a man who, in an
age when another war might level the

earth, goes on defending the value of war
(and capital punishment) because it

reminds people of the greater glory of the

state? While he praises the self sacrificing

soldier and the morally indignant avenger,

he has nothing but contempt for the "self

interested men will soon enough perish

from the earth." He is probably right, but

only because such a nation, in disdaining

an organized military, would quickly be set

upon by patriots and idol worshippers from
other lands.

Berns' inability to conceive of a society

where individuals get aldng with each other

by "a mere contract of live and let live" is

both sad and frightening. The fascist mind

fears individua' . because it fears itself. It

cannot face the loneliness of its own brief

existence, and so takes refuge in the
"glory" of the Fatherland, the roll of drums,
the stomp of marching feet and the adula
tion of heroes. Because the fascist's sense
of self worth is proportional to the state's

power, he yearns to see that power increas

ed. Hitler wanted the world; Berns wants
capital punishment. What better way to in

crease the state's control over individuals

than to let it execute the ones it doesn't
like'

The crucial, often willfully blind

assumption made by most pro execution
forces is that the state never makes
mistakes; that once a law is enacted, justice

will follow happily ever after. However,
capital punishment often serves as an
oubliette for the disposal of the poor and
the black. Since 1972 when the Supreme
Court commuted all death sentences to life

imprisonment, some 500 people have gone
to death row. Based on convictions in the

state of Florida from 1973 to 1977 research

showed that any man, black or white, who
killed a black man was only one tenth as
likely to get a death sentence as he would
be for killing a white man, but a black who
killed a white was five times as likely to get

the death penalty as would a white for kill

ing a white. Ironically, a 1977 Harris poll

found 40 percent of the blacks were in

favor. Berns neglects to mention any of

these figures.

Berns also neglects to mention the im-

p>ortance of wealth in our legal system.

Because we live in a true capitalist society

everything is for sale, including justice. The
more money a defendant has, the better

lawyers he can afford and hence the

"fairer" a trial he'll get. Said an ex warden
of San Quentin: "I don't know of a wealthy
person ever executed in the United

States." It's bad enough that a rich man
can effectively buy himself a light sentence,

but are we going to make the cost of a

good lawyer a matter of life or death? Do
we, as our socialist critics claim, v^lue

money more than life?

The only industrialized Western nation
now regularly imposing the death penalty is

South Africa (France and Spain do so occa
sionally). According to The New York
Times, of the 3,060 people who have been
hung in South Africa since 1912, less than
100 were white. If, after a twelve year
moratorium, states such as Alabama and
Florida resume executing people as they are
now threatening to do, our moral and
ethical commonality with South Africa will

be difficult to overlook.

don't edit!
To the Editor:

On April 5 I submitted a tetter to the

Collegian expressing criticism of the Col

legian's failure to publish the time and
place of an upcoming anti nuclear rally

after a Collegian staff member had
assured me that such information would
be printed. Instead of trying to find out

what caused the error, the Collegian

deleted from my letter all reference to

those assurances. Also, in my letter I

referred to the accident at Three Mile

Island as a "near disaster. " The Collegian

had me refer to it as a "disaster. " These

deletions had the effects of misrepresen

ting my views and of turning my letter in

to a sharp criticism of nothing.

I would never have written the letter

that appeared with my name signed to it

on the Collegian's editorial page. If, in the

future, the Collegian does not consider

my criticisms fit to print. I request that it

not pnnt them rather than edit them to

suit its taste.

Seth A. Minkoff
Central

Take back the Night!
To the Editor:

A group of women have been working

terribly hard at organizing a march
through which we can express our strong

feelings concerning violence against

women. This march will take place on
Thursday, May 3 at 8:00. and will begin at

the Amherst Town Common.
Please help us. I ask all people to ex

press their sentiments against the

violence that is done to women
everywhere, by supporting this march.

Help us on May 3 so that someday, we
needn 't fear being out alone at night.

Silvia Heinrich
Amherst
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Attorney to speak A call for photos
A trial attorney for the Antitrust Division

of tfie US Department of Justice and a
UMa^ alumnus will give a lecture on
"Antitrust, Business and tfie ISSCs"
lomoffow night at 7 in campus centw
rooms 904 908.

Joseph Tabacco, currently assigned to

the anti trust case of the United States vs

International Business Machines, will give

an overview of pr^ent major Federal

Antitrust Statutes and recent Court
decisiortt.

Sponsored by the UMass marketing and
business clubs, the lecture is intended to

give practical applications for

husinesspeople in dealing with competitors
and the future of antitrust enforcement.
A 1971 UMa^ graduate and class

president, Tabacco received his law degree
with horKKS from tf^ George W^hington
University Law School in 1974. Tabacco is

also a member of the Massachusetts,

District of Columbia and California bars.

A photography contest for display in the
Campus Center Concourse to be sponsored
by the Campus Center dod the Student
Union Board of Governors was announced
last week.

David O'Malley, communicatior\s
chairperson for the Board of Governors,
said the contest was begun to "use the
work of individual photographers in a series

of photo-display panels to enhance the
bare, grey walls of the concourse."

Kioiu Display panels will measure /

et and will hold the work of one,

two or four photographers, O'Malley said.

Further detaiTs of the contest are

available in the board office in Campus
center room 817. Entries are due by May
15.

Ann Marie Fox rolls the dice in the fourth annual Cosmic Wimpout Tourna-
ment held Saturday in the Hatch. Norma DeMattes, a sophomore at Mount
Hoiyoke College won the tournamem. (Staff photo by Richard Newman).

When the pressure is on, call

VALLEY TYPING
one-Stop servic

•typing

•copying
•word processing

Guaranteed date of completion &• professional quality

29 S. PleasantSt, Amherst, 256 6736 10 6M F

above the Paper Clip 10 2 Sat.

We care— and our reputation proves it!

2 bedroom garden apartment from
$290. Included in your rent are heat

and hot water.

NOW ACCEPTING DEPOSITS FOR
FALL RENTALS
For your convenience:

+ Free UMass bus to town and campus
+ Stove, refrigerator, disposal, and dishwasher

+ Fully carpeted

+ Wall to w«W closets

+ Cablevision available

+ 1 Vi miles from Mt. Farms and Hampshire Malls

+ 24 hour maintenance staff

Our new rental office is located

at 156A 1 Brittany Manor Drive.

Take first entrance

Rental Hours -M F 9 5, Sat.

256 8534

102

^MINIMUM
10 MONTH

LEASE

I Brittany Manor

SPRING SALE BOOKS
DOZENS OF BOOKS«REMAINDERS«IMPORTS»REPRINTS

ALL AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS!

THE COLLECTOR S BOOK
OF SCIENCE FICTION, by
H G Wef/s

H G Wells' most famous SF
exactly as it appeared ir< il

lustrated magazines at the turn

of the century
$5 95

THE ORIGINAL IL

LUSTRATED SHERLOCK
HOLMES, by Arthur Conan
Doyle
37 short stories plus one com
plete novel as they first ap
peared

$s.9e

THE BEST OF JULES
VERNE.
Collection of three world

famous stories by the
originator of modern SF

$5 98

VEGETARIAN COOKING
For You. by M. Patten

Shows you how to prepare im

aginative & well balanced
meals witfrout meat her

recipes make use of fish,

cheese & eggs as well as fresh

vegetables, beans, rice, &
pasta.

598

THE WORLD OF COOKING:
ITALIAN COOKING.
The best of Italian dishes, with

detailed instructions that make
even the most.

$2.96

FRENCH COOKING.
Special collection of the finest

dishes of what is generally

acknowledged to be on the

world's finest cuisines.

$2.98

SPANISH AND MEXICAN
COOKING.
This book offers a selection of

the best of both cuisines

$2.98

COMPLETE BOOK OF
PRACTICAL CAMPING, by
J Jobson
Takes the ache out of thai and
error camping.

$1.98

COMPLETE BEGINNER'S
GUIDE TO SOARING AND
HANG GLIDING, by N.
Richards

Sail planes, gliders and har>g

gliders clearly and comprehen
sively explained.

$2.98

ARAN h FAIR ISLE KNIT
TING.
Practical, easy to follow guide

to the techniques used by the

inhabitants of two tiny islands

off N. Scotland.
$2.98

THE LAROUSE EN
CYCLOPEDIA OF MUSIC.
Ed. by C. Hindley

The whole world of music &
general guides to the major
musical & historical
developments in all the main
periods.

now only $14.98

i

•ihAkrJHvaci:

SHAKESPEARE. Complete
Works
Handsome new edition which
features easier to read tent

than is usually found in vt&i
collections. Contains all the

plays and poetry.

only $6.98

WHILE THEY LAST!

ON SPECIAL SALE TABLES
IN THE GENERAL BOOK

AREA
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Campus celebrates
Israeli independence

Safam, a Boston-based Israeli folk band, provided the music yesterday for

the 31st anniversary of Israel's independence. The festivities in the Hatch
cafeteria were disrupted briefly in the afternoon by 20 Arab students marching
outside denouncing Israel as racist. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

Amherst protesters willing

to face 'en bloc' prosecution

By MICHAEL H. SIMONS and
LEE BURNETT

A little bit of Israel \Mns brought to UMass
yesterday with the annual Israel In

dependence Day celebration held in the

Hatch in the Student Union building. Israel

celebrates its 31st birthday later this week.
The celebration featured Safam

(Moustache), a Boston based Israel folk

rock group, and a shuk or marketplace

hosting various Israeli produced novelty

items and middle eastern food. The event

was CO sponsored by Resources Judaica

and the UMass Hillel Foundation.

The festivities were interrupted during

Safam's first set by the apperance of 20

protesters outside the Hatch chanting,

"Down with Israel, Down with Begin and
Sadat, " and long live the P.L.O."

Kaveh Ehsani, a member of the UMass
Palenstinian Solidarity Committee said the

demonstration was to make people unders

tand what the truth is about zionism and
Israel. "Zionism has prostituted the blood

of Jews killed in World War 11. Zionism is

doing the same thing to Pal^tinians as
Nazis did to Jews."

Yitzhak Santis, a R^ources Judaica

member, said the Palestinian students were
being ridiculous in comparing Israel with

nazism.

"How can they call Begin a terrorist and
ignore Arafat's P.L.O. terrorist activities?"

asked Santis

The demonstrators protest^ hi INwt of

the Hatch for 45 minutes then left p>eaceful'

iv

Inside, Safam entertained the estimated

200 people with such songs as "Ha' Shana
Ha' Da ah " (The next year), "Exodus,"

"We are Leaving Mother Russia," and a

version of "Adon Olum (Lord of the

World)" sung to the tune of "Blue Moon."
Following Safam, the UMass B'nai B'rith

Hillel Dance Troop, led by Marilyn Sohn,
performed several native dances. Other

members of the troop were, Brenda Kaye,

Lanny Plotkin, Eileen Kaplan, Hal Fine, Cin-

dy Cohen, Randy Elkins and Kenneth
Porter.

By JIM MORAN
Collegian Staff

Students who last week occupied Amherst College's

Converse Hall said they are willing to be prosecuted "en

bloc" by the college's judicial board for acting "coercively"

in a manner which "abridged the rights" of the college

community.
According to Lynn Mishoe, one of the student oc

cupiers, "At the time of occupation we realized the conse
quences of our actions and were willing to take the respon

siblity as a group."
But there is some question as to who comprises that

"group."
At least three of the occupiers left Converse Hall before

the administratively imposed April 23 deadline of 2:30 p m
with the understanding that no retributive action would be

taken, but they are being prosecuted by disciplinary proba

tion.

In addition, some students who remained after the

deadline may not have been placed on the list of 68 per

sons, known as the "Bishop's List," after Dean of

Students James J. Bishop He formally notified the oc

cupiers of their prosecution for violating the college's

"Statement on Freedom of Expression and Dissent" and

"Statement on Respect for Persons."

One student, who asked not to be identified, said there

was a '"verbal understanding" made by college President

John W. Ward and the occupiers that no disciplinary ac

"When I'm in Amherst
I eat at Pinocchio's..."

"...because he's got the only real

Italian pizza in Amherst, and I

wouldn't lie either."

'•^ ^Cucuiac/i

TINPCCHIO
1177 N, Pleasant St N. Amheist

549 3669
- FREE DELIVERY AFTER 5 -

tion would be levied against them if they left before the
deadline.

The additional problem of some students who actually

occupied and whose names were not placed on the
"Bishop's List" was corroborated by senior Daniel

Sussman
He said he recieved no notification of suspension or

retnbutive action against him. yet was among those who
stayed in Converse after 2:30 Monday. He said he learned

of the prosecution charges through a fellow occupier and
he plans to ask Bishop to "count him in" on the occupa-
tion.

There is some question as to the most desirable method
^ "adjudication" for the occupiers.

One student, who remains unidentified, said she felt a

"mass trial" might prevent certain members deemed as
"agitators" from being "targetted" for harsher penalties.

Still, she added the college's judicial policy to try "en
bloc" unless requested otherwise, might conflict with the

constitutional guarantee of "a fair and speedy trial " tor

every citizen. She said lOO much emphasis in this case
might be being placed on the "speedy."
Sussman said the prosecution for "an accepted form of

student protest is ridiculous," and the administration

should be "embarassed by their action, especially in a

school which pndes itself in its American Studies Depart
ment"
Asked whether there is a sense of guilt involved in know

ing the occupation might have interfered with the rights of

others to an education, one student responded, "some
people missing one day of classes is nothing compared to

other people missing a century of learning.'"

Mishoe said she felt, no guilt period, because the ad-

ministration was ignoring us before we took an action."

In general, it might be said the occupiers seem determin

ed to adhere to the philosophy of Benjamin Franklin that

"we must all hang together, or most assuredly we will all

hanq separately"

u\\

Get frostbitten this Summer.
Baskin-Robbins Ice Oeam floats.

Beat the heat with our trosly. trottiy ice

cream floats

We II scoop your ctioice of 31 flavors mto

/esty root beer or our fangy. tropical Moa
f^oa fruit punch

Ch-ch-cheers'

BASm-KOSBINS

ICE CmM STORE

28 Main St., Amherst MA
phone (413) 253 9774

0pp. Tn. Hall Bus Stop-BR & BN routes

A Vietnamese child yawns in the arms of his mother
as the two wait to join their sponsor at an Iowa
Refugee Center. The two were part of a group of 196
"boat people"' flown to Iowa for resettlement, from a
Malaysian refugee center (AP Laserphoto).
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Thesis Binders

and
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A.J. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst
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SHOET
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"•( Sloti ft Sh<* Coupon •••!
Wah thtt ca«w ana « (."A pmchM*

! Save25
Stop & Shop White or Yellow

I REAL SHARP

•ilCH' » Snijy CoupOi-.

1lb packa^

IMPERIAL

Mi6i

imperial
larganfM

WM
"T -iiop & Sliop Coupon PBI

: ''^^piMr^

8 CHEDDAR CHEESE we"^ MARGARINE ou,u,e,ibs,«k.
OooaMon A|y JDIGoooMon

39
pkg. of 1 19-1 ply sheets

BIG ROLL
S SCOTT TOWELS

am

li.

.it ^^J, * Lrfifci or* p« o^tamM

if \ Stop&Shop
"RedTag**

Values
;^1V, .111

'

t.i.-nf-, .
,f tirnfc to ia\«'

Hawaiian
^^°J

^"
q-^.

Punch Ftavors o9
OCEAN SPRAY
Grapefmit qq,
Juice 48 ounce bottle Ov^
GOLDEN GRAIN
RiceA- ^„ 97.0.QQ

79
HEINZ 24oz jar

Dill Spears
Koshef o» Po»fe^

HEINZ 4 Varieties

HomeStyle o QQ
Gravy ^^^0<y

MY- T-FINE

Puddings
AM F IdvfX*.

DOW 50F1 roll

Saran Wrap

HEINZ Tomato

^ Ketchup 3202 bti

69

89
/^ IncredibleOffeH

Cook^are
• Beautiful • Durable . Porcelain

enameled steel

THIS WEEKS FEATURE ITEM

CoveredDeep
Fryer*m||99
with Basket ^^^^^ '"

Photo

Sale!
1 2 exposure roll ^
Color Print Filnn 'id
Regularly processed for S3 29

20 exposure roll ^^
Color Print Film O
Regularty processed for $4 89

Photo Supply Sale!

KODAK 110 or 126

Color Print ^^ qq
Film w I .Ov^
20 exposure roH

SYLVANIA ,-- QQ
Magicubes I.Ov^
1 2 perfect shots pkg

Fresh
Seafood
Specials!

Always good vak^s

FreshCod
FineCs'f«»
No w^te altitnv% n good vitHMy

Fresh Cod Steaks 1.3a

Rainbo^nr
T^iit *W^
From cold mountair^ streamb^^^ llv

Fresh Sea Scaltops *4 79.

Cherrystone

get your Stop & Shopsworth

Special on our own famous brand!

^ **WhiteGem**
Chicken

Great lor ec^rtmnn^

self service deli Great t.me

to try o<.i ftne StooA Shop Brand'

1 lb. pkg. Stop & Shop

Whole 21/2 -SIbs
Fresh meaty motst and debcious.
ouf White Gems" ^e everyttwig

you w^it m good-eafing chicken Save on '

' ~ wtKrfe btrds or yow favorite chicken pwts*

Cut Up or Split WhiteGem 2% aib^

ChickGn Legs whitecem 2v,3ibpkg

Chicken Breast Split 2v. 3b ^^

Chicken Wings whiteGem 2. 3ib pkg

^P£RDU£\

Perdue

We're having a sale on Perdue, too'

Whole 272 -3lbs.

lb

Regular

M^jie or Thick Skced <

Sliced Bologna " • 139
Extra Mild Franks . . r. 1 19

corner deli

A.I-.'. ,
• ''

White's Large

Bologna

Baked Ham • . 3 79
Meat Loaf 1 69.

Fresh Chicken Salad 1 99
JM<lh»J«(i Cheese . *2 59-

kitchen

2 pound pkg.

Potato
Salad OOfMade by our cooks' ^^^V ^^^V

2lbs Rice Pudding .... 99
2 lbs Macaroni Salad 99

frozen meats oe^nz^s
KJe.is fof p.'isy (ixing meals

Jones

Perdue Cut Up or Split

Perdue Chicken Legs
Chicken Breast Split

Perdue Chicken Wings

Chicken
2V?-3lb

4-5lb.
pkg

Perdue
4-5lb pkg

4-5lb
pkg

lir>s r-'t rt^< !#- It-V-jri .'4 *.i\W BeeS'And
b^BB^' Hvdrated Textured VeaetabkHydrated Textured Vegetable

Protein Mix. Sold m approx. 4lb chub

Beef Top Round steak $2.19.

Beef Top Round Steak
•V

For London <,r\ OQ
Broil C^,^\D

* f.7/"

''(«

Jatifomia

:v.J

\n^3^ Set up

l^jM^^ your own salad

bar at home, vy/ith these

fresh, nutritious makings'

Meat
r|791 pound

roll

Jones Link Sausage -'1 99
Steak Tonight ..:-. 2 39
Steak Umm steak '.; 2 79

Crisp and
tender Low
in calories

Large 48 Size

Nut - like flavor

Serve hot or cold

Red or Spanish Onions 3.bs*1 Fresh Scallion 5bunches*1

Fresh Florida Escarole 3».sM 1 lb bag Radishes 4 locM

Fresh Florida Tomatoes 59 « Fresh Cucumbers 5for*1

HADLEY-AMHERST RouteS at the Hadley-Amheret Une.8a.m.-10p.m.,Mon.Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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I

I

W«i tw coupon ana I

49
12 our^e ca^

IM^siopV Shop Coupon ^
1? 50 tmJaM M17

IB&opt Sfwp Coupon P^

W» t«s coi«an and a $7 SO pi#<^taM

I STOP&SHOP
S ORANGE JUICE irozen
S OeodM<y *o« JO 54t May 5 lutoi one pw g^owtf

I"

iFree!
5 ounce pkg

STOP & SHOP
WAFFLES Frozen
Oood Max. Am 30- Sat. May 5 uwrtom pe* cusiamor

Frozen

M18l

NGt JUIUh frozen C I WAhhLtb Frozen
JO 541 May 5 LuTOi One pw oMenm X\._!!^ GoodMorx.Am 3D-Sat,»tey5 umiompe*

aysSale
...we put the accent on worth!

Kitchen Ready Regular. Thin or Ziti with lines

Prince
Pasta

^^oW^^^ vi«rtinQ tor a good sale to stock

r^*^ up on heallh care products. rx3M^s the

tene to get em! Come get your Stop* Shopsworth!

228oT^H

Pro^esso Wine Vinegar ,u 65
Wishbone Dressing . 55

, ^ Stop&Shop

»op,votiiato
Puree

32oz. jar Ragu

ipaslietti
Sauce

Progresso Soup .tzn^
ProgressoClam Sauce 83

M^it P<atn,

Mushroom
or M»inva

Progresso Tomatoes
Bread Cojmbs

fc^O
i^W***^

'|M i I I

imitv

jolden Gram Dinner

^J^facaroni

pKgs^H
no4

1
. 7Z

Stop&Shop

Light
Tuna
26 Vt oi^H

I

'^^"^^^^

Hunts TcHTiato Sauce 3 1

Muellers Egg Noodles * 39

Kraft Deluxe Dinner ;.. 79"

Prince Dinners A'... 1
'•i ' f*"*!^ ,•«*.,.,. ^A.--*^-

Pie Crust "T
Reiffers Dressing

63«
59^

II . •«!*»

Libbys Peas & Carrots or ^ Libbys Cut or French Style

^

S^i^eet
r.

*. '/aj Sliced

Beets
or Cut Wax Beans41
Vlasic Hot Dog Relish 2 "-7* 89*

Vlasic Sweet Relish 2 ;r-89*

Early California Pitted

Diced
Beets

or Sliced Carrots

Dow Ziploc Bags
Glad Lawn Bags

Beans
48oTV

Whole Kernel or Cream Style

iLibl^y^Com
48'4oI^n

. .,,«. t

Orchard Queen

;hino
^Cherries

210o?^

Nabisco Cookies
Dixie Cups 85

Texize Glass Plus

Fantastik Cleaner

79
89

Ic hf»rs'frozen foods o " .- t,..

t^. Egg. Plain or Onion

*i
Lenders

)'j 12 ounce
pkg of 6

Orange Plus

French Fries

Coffee Lightner

Six Vaneties In Butter Sauce

Green Giant
^Yeeetables

dairy '- >
' •' '^"y^ O" ^ests btjys'

Welch's Tomato Juice T;; 79"

Glad Lawn Bags ,...•;*, 1.59

Libbys Sliced Peaches or

jliJ^L Fruit

Pound Cake Mix 69
PillsbiiryMix 79

bakery m A-ti- 'hi' till. .J,.. :..nK'

100' Pure Stop&Shop

SprangeJuice
, Half Gallon
J
Iron , onr.t'titi.itf1oo

Stop & Shop Pineappie or

iubarbI4e
22 ounce ^VOO

pkg f
Whole Milk Ricotta 1 89
Kraft Chunk Swiss -.r::. 1 .89

Cheese Food Slices ^ . 115

Pound Cake
Corn Muffins

Countrystyle Donuts

69
89
59

^^Pkgsj

LaPizzena Pizza •'. '1 79
JenoMini-Pizza .

'.
, 79

Haddock Dinner . ,. 79

Half Gallon Sun Glory

Cream Cheese '-"-'"—' MOO

Assorted Flavors

BT^eyersYogurt
fl^^ 8 ounce ^R, ,^.W^

Columbo Plain Yogurt 2 1

Cottage Cheese s-^T^'^: 65
Sour Cream ::':':t\. 63

/
Stop & Shop Top Sliced

>Frankfurt
.r^\ Rons
^ -̂jT-'\9 ounce

pkg of 6
|ApMs^

Buttercrest Bread
Big Burgers Rolls

Variety Breads

• 2 1

49
2 1

>ctn

Fudge 'n Pop ...:.'•% n 29
CertntyCitms .

•.^'. 129
Frozen Yogurt . 55

Nuform Half GaMon

^lAssoned
Flavors

loo
^^ ctn

Scope Mouthwash "gs» M.19

Baby Shampoo "ITSSSilSar M.49
BottleoflOO

Efferdent Tablets

Oil of Olay Lotion
tOMtOt

*1.19

•2.29

9 ounce Aerosol can

HtoirSpray
Regular, Unscertted

SuperHokJor
Ultra Hold

Mennen Speed Stick

Ricker Ladies Shaver

25 89*

'SET 89*

Assorted Colors

TekAdiitt
Tciothlynislies

161
RaOJlwariiupar S-4 AQ

pi!»o«40 I .'K?Tampax Tampons
Carefree Panty Shields X M.69

package of 4

UkspoeuMe
iScRazors

8 razors
for $100

Plastic Strips "Sf,*^^ 79^

Bic Disposable Lighter 2 .88'

'iapfl 180 count package

- Cotton
S^abs

stop s.^m ^^m
Shop ^P^9s^

Isopropyl Alcohol - = 3 ' 1

Stop&Shop Baby Oil - - 69^

Panty H€»se Sale!
Big Mama Queen Panty Hose
Beige Tan, Taupe or White Reg S2 19H OQ
Sizes Med Large, Large or Ex Large WJ\J

Big Mama Knee Hi's ^Q
Beige. Tan or Taupe Reg 69C ^"vy »

Queen Size Panty Hose
Our Own tor You Beige only H QQ
Sizes Ix, 2x. 3x or4x Reg S1 79 \.^\J

^AluminumLawn
Chair

X 4 webs

99
5x4x4 webs

6x16 Aluminum

aiseLqunge
99

61" polished tubing

Smartly styled.

Well constructed

and priced right

Deluxe Lawn Chair

ea

3ea

1 "polished

" tubing, adjustable

positions Multi colored.

36 Position

Chaise
Lounge

with pillow

^A99Assorted Cokxs Finger ^^^^Htlea
tip control fokJsin

seconds for easy storage

PI.ISK .irnv '9.99 Deluxe Chaise Lounge "X^^^.^' 16.99

HmUY^HERSTRouteSat the Hadley-Amherst Une. ga.m.-lOpin,, Mon.Sat. We redeem your Federal food Stamps.
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Stu(
hot fu

hour t

> at Smith College put the finishing touches on this racord breaking

sundae. The sundae weighed over 8.000 pounds and took about an
dke. (Staff photo by Nancy J. Rossman).

An lerst College speakers

foe iS on campus racism
Lectt.

Amhers
Saturda
actions

the rt

Zimbab

dnd discussions were held at

College's Johnson Chapel
Meeting on the past two week's
e College, as well as a talk on
t elections in Rhodesia-

Kathy idrtford. an Amherst political

science
i

"fessor, said the chain of events
leading u, the lock out occupation of

Converse hall were "typical" of campus
moveme'.'s in that "one event finally

sparked .i widespread sense of concern,"
referring nj the April 16 cross burning in

front of rfo all black dormitory at Amherst.

Howev> r, she said it was 'most atypical"

due to t^ allegation of Amherst President

John Ward that the cross was burned by a

black stin.'-nt The Black Student Union,

she sau'. took a very intelligent and
creative approach," by going out and
organi/i"

I
support from dormitories and

elsewht •

Throu' Hcujt the duration of both the sit-

in and kout, the occupiers received

written s elements of support from dorms,
Amhersr ^.iternities, and religious groups
as well ! , progressive groups in the Five

College j: .1.

Ward's diiegduuns, she saiu, cuuiu

have deflated the whole thing ' Instead,

the cross burning became a minor issue.

Many Amherst students, she said, ask

what they can do to effect change, adding
that many feel guilty about being white and
rich but at the same say its not their fault

that their parents are rich.

It's not somebody's fault if their family is

rich, she said, but "it's going to be your
fault if you're rich."

Students favoring the College's
divestment of South African stocks should
pressure their parents who own stocks to
make proxy votes in favor of corporate
withdrawal from Southern Africa, she said.

Prexy Nesbitt of the New York based

Institute for Policy Studies called the recent

e"ec ions ,n Rhodes-a Zimbabwe where

bSks voted for the first t.r.e "a changing

of the color guard, " a facade for the

maintenance of white supremacy.

Nesbitt also said that the "Sullivan
principles," the guidelines for corporafe
practice in Soutn Africa proposeo uy
General Motors board member and black
minister Leon Sullivan, were "confronted
and rejected" at a recent meeting of black
clergy in New York City.

* Amherst
CONT FROM P 1

students and the lists of student occupiers
names given to the adminstration.
Letters informing the students of their x^

coming prosecution, drafted by Bishop,
were issued over the weekend. Bishop
stated (in the letters) he recommenced ts
the chairman of the judicial board that:

those students who were in Convert
Hall after 2 30 p m AphI 23. have thm
cases tried en bloc."

a penalty of disciplinary probation be im*
posed upon those who left the buildir^

before the 2:30 p m deadline and did not
re enter.

hearings be arranged % soon m ptMi*
ble 90 tfwy may be concluded before the
end of classes.

Bishop also wfote m ^m tot^: **^m
charges against you are very serious and
could lead to severe penalties ' He urged

the defendants to devote considerable

thought and attention" in preparation of

defense for the board hearings. Bishop
could not be reached \mx night for com-
ment.
The Amherst College Judiciary Board is

composed of three faculty members and
three students According to the college's

judical system, cas^ involving aHeged
class disruptions are tried before th« board.

^MPUS TRAVEL CENTER

Y§e will
not be

undersold!
,'\ll flights fi om now until June 25th

IS THfM VOISAVJ

London $299 $459 $1f»0

Paris $299 $399 $100

Rome $399 $555 $15f>

Milan $399 $519 $120

Geneva $398 $477 $79

Zurich $398 $477 $79

Vienna $399 $554 $155

Budapest $399 «* • •

AMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS S4S-0500

• Custody
CONT. FROM P. 1

Welch said he had "two shots of alcoherf

and three beers" in the space of two hours,
and (Scribed himsaH as six feet tall ai^
weighing 170 pounds. He said he was nt^
drunk when picked up on East Pleasant St.

on March 29.

At the station, he said, he was
photographed. He later went to UMass
Leg^ Services to see if police could legally

photograph him because he hadn't been
arrested

It was when Welch came to the Legal

Services Organization that he worked with

Bari Njiiri, a student paralegal. Njiiri said he

becanw involved with the case, when he

learned the students weren't given

breathalizw twts, which he said is a part of

^M»t "due process" rights.

Katz agrees. He said his case will con-
Mnd they ^ouM be subject to a
breathalizer test.

Katz could not specify on what form the
suit would take, but said he is looking for a
"r^nedy for these people."
The case is "trying to ha^^ a broad in-

fluence to protect other UMass students in

general, ' he said.

* 'The Changling
'

CONT FROM PAGE 6
The asylum is not mm^dy a place for

fools, but is the focus of the subtext of the
play The man in charge, Alibus, takes
great pains to keep his wife locked away
from others. Yet, his attempts are of no
aval! because Antonio, a lovestruck knight,

diguises himself as a fool in order to be near
Alibus' wife, Isabella.

Anionios' transition from fool to lover is

both hunK)rous arni appealing Rick Martin

was able to portray both of the personalities
with expertise

Beatrice is inevitably doomed by her love
for Alsemero.

There are a few moments in The Chang/
mg in which the audience is not focused on
the dramatic tension and exp>ert acting.
The Char>gling will be presented at the

UMass Rand Theater, May 3, 4. and 5 at 8
p.m.

12 oz. bottles & NR

case

BUDWEISER

$7.20
In Store Cash Only

Monday thru Thursday

C&C LIQUORS
THE FRIKSDUEST STORE IN TOWN

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FRi:E DELIVERY

OMSKWS
ARE NOT JUST
FORDANCIN

Danskin's "Free Style" Leotard/

Swimsuit, knit of shimmery Mil

iskin * nylon and spandex is

uniquely designed for multi pur

poses: Dance, Gymnastics, Swim
ming. Exercise. These "Free Style"

leotards look great for Casual

Wear as well as Evening Wear.

Truly exciting leotards made by

Danskin—the "body" people.

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst

ivionuay, Apni JU, la/H

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian office (CC 1131 between 8:45
a.m., and 3:45 p m Monday through Fn
day or use our handy clip and mail forni

found in most issues of the Collegian
Classified deadline is 3:45 p m. two days
in advance of publication date.

AUTO FOR SALE
"H Toyota Calica. $1800 or 80. 323 4231 .

71 Toronado— rebuilt ^6 plus much more,

$^ firm , call Bill, 546-8624, after 6.

68 VW. runs, BO, Raleigh comp. 24 V^.

BO. Hugh, 256 0158, qjt^

72 Volvo 146. std., radials, AM/FM/cass.,
ven^ good price (neg.), Dave, 546-5419.

1971 Peugeot 304. 4 cyl.. 67K, Michelin

radiate. Best offer. 546^1012. eves.

73 Econoline van, 75,000 mis. Original

owner, recently painted, great condition.

$2^ or BO. Call 253 9497.

fiB Saab 96. V4, body and engine good,
needs minor repair, $400 or BO, 367 2192.

Volvo 142, parts, car, BI8D engine good
radials $125, Volvo 122, good mechanicals,

body dented but notn^^ rust, %73lb, days.

545 0542, Shelly.

190- Pontiac LaMans, 6 cyl., very

dependable, AM/FM/8 trk., must sell,

$500, call Dave^

68 Rambler, good condition/ new
brakes/ battery/ snow tires/ best offer. Call

Barbara, after 6 p.m.. 1 467 9182.

70 Ford Mustang w/ 6 cyl. 2S0cld. eng. h
3spd. trans , body- fair, gd. mech., many
xtras Reliable h gd on gas, ask. $800.

John, 546 9230.

1968 Chev. Impala, good running corKi..

$400 or best orfer, call Pete, 584 5377.

67 Caddy Coupe DeVille. 79,000, ex

cellent engine, good interior, little rust,

$600, call DaveJ256 6837^

69 Ford LTD. 2 dr., good running condi

tion, power steering, power brakes,

549 6162

70 MG Midget, body excellent, low

mileage, hrd. tp , extras, $1000, call

549 6219.

1968 Plymouth Fury II, needs work, $150,

as is or for parts. Call Ron: 256 0500.

12 Vega, very dependable, run great, 4

new radials it clutch Some rust Call

549 4169

1971 Int. Scout. 4wd, $1000 or BO, Ed,

549 4^^
Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system. Area's lowest

rates. Call 546 9639 or 546 1131.

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof

feehouses. discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

FOR RENT

Lovely room in beautiful Victorian home
sharing facilities, June 1 occupancy,

527 5420.

Two bedrm. lease. Igth. nego.. begin

summer, N. Amherst, pool, air, bus route,

549 0691.

Maine oceanfront cottage, $200 rent

wk., tel. (413) 323 7664, $100 back apt. per

wk_^ _^^_
3 bedroom apt.. 105 Meadow St.,

Amherst, convenient location, on bus

route, $^0 mo., call 549-5153.

House for June or Sept., 4 bedrooms,

$350 plus utilities, call 5:30-6:30 p.m.,

Skibiski, Realtors, Northampton.

FOR SALE

Guitar. Gretsch Chet Atkins Tennes-

sean. mint condition, after 9, 584 6018.

New diving equip. — US Divers &
Parkway, local delivery, 549 6488, Ted,

after 6 p.m.

75l(awasaki KZ400. good cond.. 11,000

mi, 2 helmets, Ferring, $600, 253 9034,

Paul.

Pentax 5L 35mm, camera, w/f2 lens, ex-

cellent condition. $100. Firm. Call Brad,

549 0303.

Complete scuba outfit. All brand new
scuba -pro equipment, 30% off. 665 3027 .

Stereo loudspeakers for sale— pair of

Kenwood LS 403A, speakers, brand new,

80 watt cap. Used 2 months, $175. Call

6 6602.

Minox 35EL cam., 7 oz. Perfect 5 mo. old,

$110 firm. Call Roland, 584 6 183 (even).

197i Coupe Oe Ville Gold Cadillac. Good
condition- needs some engine work. Air

conditioning. Best offer. Call 527 7761,

after midnight^

Sony stereo rec./ turntable unit, 2 speak.,

$150, call R usty, 6 9341 , keep trying.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap. 256 8732. bet. 9 10 a.m.

1 pr. CCM, Super Tacks, size 7 Vi , $60, call

Dean, 546 7439, exc. cond.

Collegian
Classifieds

3 cu. ft. frig., 4 mo. old, $90, Fred,

348 2615.
MOTORCYCLES

FOUND

Necklace, by pond, call Donna, 253 2490 .

Found -watch in Herter, call 549-5962.

Found — glasses behind Cashin, call

64328

Found— long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan-black markings, 665 4^4.

HELP WANTED

Distributor for West-Bend has high pay-

ing summer jobs, top commission
guarantee. See Mr. Lamont, Thursday,

May 3, room 911, Campus Center, 2-4-7

p.m.

Summer internships to build food self

sufficiently Eleven paid positions in New
England. For more information, contact Ka
ty Douglas, Office of Internships, 16 Curry

Hicks. 1545-0727.

Can you draw? Need help with illustra

tions for a term paper, will pay for your time

and cost of supplies, call 549 5M9^

Experienced leatherworker needed for

fine jewelry and leather store on Martha's

Vineyard- primarily belts, call Suzi at

665 2891. after 5:00.

Summer work, call 253-2597 for apptmt.

The Collegian is looking for Assistant

Advertising Managers! If you have any ex

perience in marketing and want to gain

valuable experience in the advertising field,

come down to the Collegian and apply to

day. Interviews will be conducted through

4/18. The Collegian is an equal opportunity

affirmative action employer.

A Better Chance is seeking an individual

or married couple to fill the live in position

of Resident Director. Applicants must be

committed to students and be able to

develop a sense of community within Hse.

Previous experience w/ adolescent, minori

ty males desirable. Free apt & board

Sept. May, renewable. Send resume and 3

letters of recommendation by May 8 to

Norvell Jackson, 34 Pomeroy Ct., Amherst
01002.

Paralegal interns wanted! The Legal Ser-

vices Office has 6 p>ositions available for full

time paralegal interns for fall, 1979

semester. You can receive up to 15 credits

from the Office of Internships located at

Curry Hicks. These internships will provide

exciting, challenging and rewarding work

which will include the learning of many
legal skills. Interviewing clients, legal

research and maintaining a continuing

caseload under the supervision of at

torneys. Third World students are especial-

ly encouraged to apply. Application forms

can be obtained at the LSO in 922 Campus
Center, and must be submitted by April 27,

1979.

The Collegian Advertising Department
is looking for ad reps. If you have ex

perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office. The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer.

INSTRUCTION

Each night, dreams give us free, exquisite

ly personalized guidance. Learn ways to

harness this source of internal wisdom.

Free introductory meeting, 7 p.m.,

Wednesday, May 2, in Campus Ctr. 801.

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro-

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. Intro

flight, $45, 253 3834, day or eve.

LOST

White library book on
Please return to library.

buffet cookery.

Gold engraved ankle bracelet, lost May
26, near or in Thompson Building. Please

return to Sue in Crampton Dorm rm. 9 or

call 546 9838.

Brass wire-rim glasses on 4 24, 253 3257 .

Lost my tennis racquet— you lost my
phone number, please call me again at

584 6469.

Reward.
Ask for Rod or leave mes.

Lost — orange, black, & white long haired

calico cat, 8 mo. Lost between Triangle St.

h Northeast St. but could be anywhere.

Reward. 256 6642. _^
Gold necklace w/ diamond chip & 2

hearts, please please call Jan, 6 8114.

Tan suede jacket, lost in women's room

of Stockbridge Hall, 4/ 20/ 79, afternoon.

Please return to me! Reward offered, no

questions asked. CaH Karen, 549 5804.

Lost— dk. red wallet in Van Meter on 4/7

Please return to CC Assistance desk or Col

legian Graphics Dept. or call 549 5862.

1S7B Honda 400 Four, excellent
mechanical condition, 7000 miles new tire

registered inspected, just tuned, 60 miles

per gallon, carrying case, alarm, helmet,
call Alex, 253 3387, eves., asking $1000.

Happy birthday 006. I hope you have a
^per day!!!! Lots of love, 207. PS See ya
tonitel

To the twins, congratulationai Now you
are really brotfwrs. Love, the sisters.

Linda— happy birthday, lixw it up —Joanne .

77 Kawasaki KZ400, exc. condition Disc
brake- electric start model. 4800 miles.

Luggage rack, sissy bar. $975. Call Russ at

5^ 0034_^

Honda CB360. exc. ojnd. Ask Ron,
54»13S9.

75 Suzuki TSOO. exc. cond.. luggage rack,

helmet. Continental tires, 15,!H)0 miles,

$750 firm, 6-4118. .

PERSONALS

Psycho-SUB. 7:00. 9:16. 11:15. See the

thriller of your life!!! April 30.

Sweet Baboo. I love you. Gonna miss ya.

Astrology birth €r compatability rdngs.,
1 1 yrs. prfsni., Louis Neubei, 549 6425.

PeepI Peep! Peep! Peep! Peep! Peep!

Are you frustrated with the run around
on your car repair or the new car you
bought? Do you suspect you have a lemon
or the repairs weren't done right? Call Con
sumer Action, 545 0199, or 545 0781, for

help. Sp>onsorod by MassPIRG.

Sweet Baboo. I love you. Gonna miss ya.

Hampden Crafts Show— Thurs., May 3.

10:00 7:00, Hampden Student Center

-

Southwest, space still available, call

Diane 6 9871.

Gay peer counseling, SU 406 G Tues.,

5 7^ Thurs 6 8, Fn 4 6 or call 545 2645^_

We buy & sell used audio components.
Sound & Music, 90 92 King St., Northamp
ton MA 01060. tel. 584 9547.

Stick it in your ear -free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St.. Amh., 253 3324.

Diamond engagement £r wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253 3324.

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Maine — Lewiston (off

95), anytime. Will share expenses. Call

Beth at 546-7380.

ROOM WANTED
~

Female needs room in N'ham. for May
7 June 13. Please help. Nina, 584 7197.

2 women seeking 2 bdrms. in an Amherst
house, no complexes, pise., summer only,

call Liza or Christine, 665-3667, 549 3512.

2 mature women seek 2 rooms in house
close to campus for fall, 546-6947, Lee.

Norwegian business stud, wants room in

apt., pref. central Amherst, for 1979-80,

call 549 1609, keep trying!!
t —

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted, Brittany Manor, qt.

non-smoker, starting Sept., $87.50/mo.

253 3645.

Wanted— roommate for summer to share

Townehouse apt., own room, for info call

5466754.

Fem. non-smoker for 5/1, $74 mo.,

253 3514.

Wanted— female roommates for summer
house in Dennisport, call 6-8953.

Falmouth cottage, looking for one more
woman for summer rental, 546-6920.

Clean, responsible female seeks 2

females to share 2 bdrm. apt. in Brittany

Manor for 79-80 yr., call Liz, 546-5077.

Clean, reliable male looking for couple or

2 people to share 2 bdrm. apt., Brittany

Manor, 79-80, call Dave, 546 5075.

Housemate needed, fm., 1 bdrm.. Col.

Vil., 6/1 to 8/31, responsible, clean, call

253 2215.

For summer. Colonial Vil., own room on

bus line, pool, xtras, rent negotiable, after

7, 253 2010.

Female roommate wanted to share 2

bdrm. apt. - Colonial Vill., $100-1^, option

to renew, call Beth, 253 5032.

M or F wanted for own rm. in 2 bdrm. Puf

fton apt. for sum./nxt. yr. Must be quiet,

mature, nonsmkr. John, 546 6601.

Female roommate wanted to share com-
pletely furnished Presidential apt. for sum
mer, 5 min walk from campus, call Megan
or Patti, 5496233.

.ColleglgQ-n

Collegian classified rates are: daily,

^c per line; five consecutive issues, ^c
per line per day; 30 consecutive issues,

30c per line per day One line is roughly

equivalent to 38 characters.

1-2 women for house inW Yarmouth, call

g3-9336 for more info — Karen or Anne.

2-3 women for l^e. m S. Amfwrst for

summer, fall opt. on bus rt., pool, tn. cts..

253 9336.

1 furni^Md txirm. av«l. in 2 bdrm. apt..

k}ts of space h beautiful view. On SA bus
route. Avail. June 1. cation faU. $117 mo.,
vets, grads pref. 253-9859.

1 br. in 2 br. apt., $115/mo. ind. fall opt.,

semi furn., bus rt., pool, tennis, avail. 6/1,

Cliffside. 666-4g30, after 3 p.m.

Fm. rmmte. wanted to share ^t. with 2
fm., own rm. furnished, lo. rent, bus rt.,

summer, 253-3246.

Roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm.,

Puffton. for 1979^, call 546^6«2, Jen-

nifer.

Woman to share loft, S. Amherst NHise,

bus rt., tes <y leas, option, 253-5980.

Roommates wanted to sftare 3 bdrm. w
2ms, Puffton, pool, tennis, bus, call

549^5860. _____

1 bdrm. of 3 bdrm. apt., pool. AC, tennis

courts, cable TV, bus route, 549 4880.

2 bedroom Mill Hollow apt.. N Amherst,

for rent, 549-6637. evenings, $220, incl.

utility.

1 rm. in 2 bdrm. apt., rent low and negot.,

on bus rt.. Sunderland, call Mite, 866 4206.

Rolling Green garden apt. -2 bdrm., bus

rt., pool, AC, furnished, cheap rent,

utilities incl. Room for 1 or 2 females Call

Robyn or Joy after 6 at 253 3523.

1 bedrm. apt.. Puffton, AC, pool, carpet,

tennis. Avail. June-Aug., opt. for fall, $175.

Neg., call 549 5356. keep trying.

Summer sublet. 2 rms in 3 bdrm. apt.,

'/^ bik. from campus - on bus routes, $125

each, util. incl.. 549 6015.

2-3 bdrms. twnhs.: walk, dist to campus,
stores, Puffers; on 2 bus rts.; quiet resd.

area: avail. 6/1. $100/rm. or BO; 549 1218 .

Townehouse apts.: avail, late May Aug.

31, N Amherst, bus routes, fall opt.,

549 6064.

2 bdrm. Pftn., 6/19/1, $200/mo.,

549 5995.

Cliffside. 1 bdrm. apt.; pool, tennis,

cable, dshwashr , on bus rt., $175/mo., w/
optn., 665 4284.

2 bd. apt.. Amherst, on bus line, $200, in-

cl. hw. plusht., 256 6110.

Great deal! Brandywine summer sublet, 2

bedroom, good sunny location. Pool,

dishwasher. Rent negotiable, 549 5063.

Spacious 2-bedroom apt. to sublet with

fall lease opt., 2 blocks from Amherst

center, call 253-3165.

1 bedroom Cliffside apt. w/ bus route

and pool. $180/mo. incl. utilities or best of-

fer. Partly furnished, call 665^2487.

Lg. bdrm. in Cliffside, avail, mid May,

now house 2 people. Partly furn., rent neg.,

c all 665 4237, please!

To sublet: 3 bdrms. in 4 bdrm. house in N.

Amherst, convenient and comfortable, you

are stupid not to give us a call, $87.50/mo.

-I- util., avail. June 1, call 549-0319.

Townhouse apts., 2 bedroom, furnished,

rent neg., call Eric, 549 3687.

Townhouse apt.. June, July, August, call

549 1716, AC, good location, 3 rooms, BO .

1 bed. apt.. South Prospect St., sublet

June 1st, fall option, $215 month, util. incl..

1 min. to Amherst center Call 253-2722, or

Squire Management, 256 8124.

Summer sublet— 2 bdrm. Northwood
apt., semi furnished, pool, AC, etc. $170,

6657555.

May 1 sublet, w/ option. 2 br. apt. on bus

rt.. pets OK, $265, incl. 665 3267, keep try-

irig^

Summer room w/ furn. kitch. & util.,

$100 month, on N. Pleasant St., call

549 6410 for appt.

L^tern Ct., 2 bedroom apt., $250/m.

from 6/1, w/ fall option, all utilities, fur-

nished, AC, dishwr., on bus rt., 665 2865 .

Riverglade, 1 bdrm. in 4 bdrm. apt.,

$75/mo., fall option, pool, AC, bus route.

253 5206. _^
1 bdrm. Puffton, fall option. 549 5730.

Apartment sublet. June 1. 2 br., AC.
Sunderland, on UMass bus route.

$275/mth. incl. utilities. 665-4746, after 6

p.m.

Sunder, tnehse. apt., price negot., on

bus line, swg. pool, ten. cts., etc.

665 3925.

One room in 2 bdrm apt., share kitch.

with couple, $85/mo., June, Jul., Aug.,

bus rte.. Colonial Vill., call Diane or Dave,

253 2841
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Coast Guard Academy rows over Aggies
B^ DA\/e BRADLEY
CoUmgmn Staff

It mmn^ kofuc that on such a baautihil day m yM« h^ Satur

^y things could turn out so tousy. But that's th« way it was
fof the UMass men's crew club as it dropped four out of five

races to Coast Guard Academy on Lake Wickaboag m W«t
Brookfield.

The weather wi» r»rfact The water was perfect But tf« on-

ly tNng that came close to resembling perfection for UMa»
was Its first freshmen eight boat which continued its unbeatwi

Siring by bedimg the Guards freshmen scull by more than six

seconds with a time of 6 05 3 for the 180) meter race

The varsity eight lost by 7.8 seconds: the junior varsity eight

by about 4 seconds: the second fr^hmen eight by 17; and the

varsity four were beaten by 19 seconds.

Coast Guard is the premiere crew in tfte Dad Vail divaioi

national collegian champs for the last four years but no pre

race prediction had either crew beating tfie otf»er by more than

a second or two The day before the race varsity eight co-

captain Gary Murtagh said, "Whoever wants it more is going

to t^e It at the end. I know we re hungry After the race

Murtagh said he felt the team just wasn't hungry enough.
Varsity eight coach "Chick " Leonard said he was disap-

pointed, a little surpr»ed, and "puzzled" by the UMass per-

formance.He said he couldn't explain why things turned out

the way tfiey did for the Aggies. After seing UMass \ose the

first four races of the day, Leonard said, "Well, so far its not

going according to schedule."

It wasn't until the last race of the day that UMass could

cheer home a winner, and of all the boats in the days competi-

tion this one seemed to have the least likely chance of winn

ir»g. not that the freshmen eight boat was weak Indeed, it had

rjot IcMt a race all year. But Saturday everything seemed to be

going wrong.

AHm getting to the starting line, a problem with tne numoer

^ree Mat in the boat forced the crew to come back to the

finish line to get another boat, causing a one hour delay. At

this time. Pete Sh^dy, number six oarsman m the boat, cut

his foot on some broken glass and had to be taken to the

hospital He was replaced by Keriney Jelalian who had

already rowed m the second freshmen's race.

Despite all this adversity, UMass pulled in with a 6.1 second
victory.

The second freshm^i crew was the first race of tlM day and
UMass looked good through the first half of the course, but

Coast Guard pulled ahead after the Aggies miscued on one of

their strokes, and the numer three sea t in tfie boat came off its

runner, The guards winning time was 6:16.5

. The second race saw the UMass J.V. eight again in front of

Coast Guard for more than half the race until about 500 meters

to go. But here the Guard moved up on and passed UMass.
Coast Guards time wa^ 6:02. ,

The vasity four was able to fwng close to Coast^suard for

the first 1.000 meters of its race, then "everything went to

pieces," said coxswain Andy Blume and the Guard coasted to

victory with a time of 6:44.

In the varsity eight race, coxswain John Cusick said his boat

was battling Coast Guard even for the first 800 meters Then
"little by little ' the Guard encreased its lead for 5:46.4 winn-

ing time.

TUNING UP FOR FINALS?
COME OUT AND PLAY GOLF.

(MVIO C. MAXSOM
OiMtr-M«na9tr

CHfRtV Mill GOir couist
AIM^tST, MAS&ACnuStrn

QoN for r^rsation.
Golf for pl«asur«
Golf for eiiercise

Golf for furt

Golf at Cherry Hill

co«*nin
ooir $»o»

ClUlHOuSI

Weakdays at %4
Twilight after 4 p m $3

Weakands, Sat , Sun hoi $S
Twilight after 4pm $4

All day fee
Dawn to darkness

The Hatch is going Mexican

Visit the

"HATCH FIESTA CANTINA'

1H MILES NORTH OF UMASS ON RTE 63
OUR GOLF RATES ARE THE SAME TODAY AS THEY
WERE BACK IN 74 AND NOW LOOK AT THIS
DEAL

CARP 'H yOufi ¥^ALL£^ T AND V

iM)/c ir Sr/MiPCH BACH TiaAE

_. YOl, ^^r /^B£

$9 P^iD rs£.s
\

TACO'S
Bean
Chopped Bean
Sausage
Chicken

^'^^PLAY GOtf AT CHEFfRY HfCt
A/\/£> W/N AOf^lNSr iNFl-AriON

tUjto

1

ALSO A STUDENT DISCOUNTS ON WEEKDAYS
BRING YOUR ID!

WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE'

ENCHILADAS
Bean
Chopped Beef
Cheese
Chicken

CHILI CON
CARNE 1.25

BURRITO
Bean
Chopped Beef
Sausage
Chicken

TOSTADA
The Mexicali

Rose Special .

QUESADILLA 1.40

FRIJOLES
REFRITOS
Fiesta Style

To place a classified ad. drop by rrn

Ct)l/eqi.i'> ..tfu.f! !CC 113) betwern 8 4f

a m , and 3 45 p m Mondav through Fr,

day or use (nit handy dtp and mail fof

found IP most issues of the CoJ/eqi-i'

Classified deadline IS 3 45 p r^i fw<

in artwancp of publtcafion dalf

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are daily,

4bt: per Ime; fivt- consecutive issues, 40c

(('( line per day: 30 consecutive issues,

^li'
(

. ' line per li.iy One tine IS roughly

.MiMiv.ilt'iit i<) SSchdjacters

2 bdrm. townhouse— avail. 5';X)8 31

Partially furn . AC, patio, w w. garden,

TV pool, bus rte , S230/mo Neg ,
call

256 6662

1 bdrm. in R Green apt for summer, $120,

S60 for Aug . avail. May 1, 256 8297, Jack

RoTling Green, 2 br apt ,
AC. pool, bus,

furn avail, 6 1 w fall option, $225.

2537703.
J

l"bd~^in 2 bd ,
June 1, female pref., lots of

chare, 10 mins , bus, 253 5187, option F

Live witfi me— I'm a 2 bdrm. Brandywine

apt , I offer a pool, AC, all appliances, and

2 bus routes. I'm cheep ($200, month),

549 5139.

Rolling Green, summer sublet, 3 bdrm.,

part, furn., all util. inci , $340 mo., pool,

backyard, bus rte., call 253 9565, after 9

p.m.

Cliffside, 1 Ig. bdrm., avail mid May w/
opt. fall. $200/mon., includes all Also fur

niture for sale. Call 665 3938, aftei^ 5.

Townfise. apt. -3 br., furnished, AC;

DW; bus rt, -6/ 19/1; 549 5897

Take over lease! Great deal. 2 bedroom
Brandywine apt., 2 bus rts., pool, tennis.

Beat the rent hike. Call 549 4169

One bedroom apartment, available June

1 on bus line, $170/ month & elec ,
call

253 7672.

2 bdrms ,
pool, AC, bus route, cable TV,

tennis cts, $200, avail May 24 Sept 1, un

coupled inquiries encouraged, 549 6803.

Summer in Sunderland; 2 bdrm Cliffside

apts ,
avail June 1, on bus rte., party fur

nished, will take 1 or 2, rent low and negot ,

665 2131, evenings, keep trying, fall option

too.

2 bdrm apt , pool, tennis, dishwasher,

$20a, Chffside, call 665 7993 or 253 3014

Summer sublet. Rolling Green: females,

$89 month, own bdrm., 2 avail., call

256 6673

Large 2 bdrm. apt. m South Deerfieid,

June August. Bus route, garden Great

location $200 month, negot., 6^4764

2 bedroom, Puffton, furnished, pool, ten

nis court, AC, fall option, 549 3732_^
Townefiouse apts., 3 bedroom apt ,

carpet AC, on bus route, rent negotiable

avail. 6/ 1/79, call 549 5934

Riverglade, 2 bdrm. townhouse: furnish

ed, carpeted, AC, DW it disposal, laun

dry pool bus rt., cable, av sublet ap

prox 5 24 9/4, $235/mo incI heat & hw,

negot 253 20^

Presidential apt., 2 bdrm , ht & h/w
incI , big enough for 3, closest to campus,

avail. May 20. fall option, call 549 1684.

One bedroom Puffton, 6/1 9 1, furnish

ed, rent negotiable, phone, 549 6632

3 bdrm.
549 0364

apt., part furnshd ,
bus rte..

2 bedroom Rolling Green townhouse

apt ,
fully furnished, all utTi included, AC,

DW gd ,
pool, basketball, on BR busline,

1 V7 iiaths, cable TV, parking, carpeted, call

evenings, Mike or Eric, 253 7785

Sunny 2 bdrm. S Amh , bus rte ,
pool,

$200/ mo ,
avail. May 26, fall opt.,

253 5028

Jun.-Aug., part of summer share; most of

summer, have apt. to yourself; near cam
pus, furnished; call aft. 10:»)a.m., kp, try ,

549 1 822.

Ranch house, 3 bdrm., furnished yard,

pool, courts, 6/1 9/1, So Amherst,

256 0405

Riverglade, 2 bdrm., subletting for

$150/mo., furnished, dishwasher, pool, air

cond , carpeted, on bus route, call

253 3519

2-3 bdrm. apt , close to campus and town,

avail. 6/1, $250/ mo., fall opt., call

253 2901.

2 bdrm., avail. 6/1, fall option, $240/ mo.

Pool, AC, bus route, 665 7537.

2"bdrm. apt., '/? mi from campus, part,

furn., fall opt., $220/mo., neg., 549 0308.

1 bdrm. Cliffside apt., avail 5/24 8/31,

fall option, bus rt., furn., $190/mo.,

665 4774.

Rolling Green— 3 bedroom. Available

June, July, August. Partly furnished,

carpeted, upstairs, downstairs, air

conditioning, dishwasher, on UMass bus

route, swimming pool, basketball court.

$275 per month. Call Chris, 545 3500 or

546 8748, or Jim, 545 3500 or 546 9210

Brandywine -6/1 to 8/31, 2 bdrm., fur

nished, AC, pool, tennis, bus rte.,

$250/ mo.. 549 467^1^

1 rm. in 3 brm. twnhse., sum. fall,

549 3523

Fall option, Brandywine, 2 bedroom, 2

bus rt., pool, AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,

nice location, , rent negotiable, call

549 5815

Rooms for rent in house for summer, V4

mile from campus, rent negot. 549 1867.

2 bedroom townehouse. May to Aug.,

Southwood apts., furnished, $200, option

for fall, 253 5235, evenings, on bus stop, I

mile from campus.
.

l1bdrrn.^uffton w/ fall option, 549 5231.

One bdrm. In large houe, Conway,

$90/mon., util. incl., keep
calling -369 8372.

2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or BO. Call 253 7703,4 8 p.m.

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail 6/1

549 5144.

WANTED

Needed: 4 Deadjickets. 584 9302.

Want to buy Madame Alexander and Baby

Ginny d^lls, 256-8662.

Female to live with my roommate this

summer, Northwood, bus, AC, pool, own
room^, call 665 4850.

Inventions and new products wanted.

Are you good at new product ideas? Write

Rhedan Co., Box 768, New Haven CT
06503 for details. ^

Nice bed with mattress and box spring,

also need a filing^ cabinet. CaN 546 6657.

Mature resp. man seeks a nice cozy 1 br.

apt. or other w/ privacy in N'hampton,

starting 5/20 6/1, call Mel, eves., at

256 8601^ ^

Rider wanted to Florida, leaving July 10,

contact immed. Maureen, 256 6738.

PARACHUTING

First jump course, Thursday, 19th, 7

p.m., CC rm. 803, bring current ID and

$60 limited to 1st 15 people.

Monday. April 30, 1979 Collegian '^

Todaij's

Crossword

Puzzle

ACROSS
I Uncovered
6 Edge
10 Catch
14 Expiate
lb Oppress
16 All Prefix

17 ERA and RBI
18 Above
IftAfQiNHtfie

fr#e

20 Insects

?2 Spiinwr
24 Mad
26 Expects
27 Acquirea
M Oeeaiiter

Abbf
II Arch
32 Withou' pas

sengers
37 Proposa:

38 Feign
40 S'-at

41 Rathef than

2 Aords
43 Moslein

judge
44 Tree
45 Taping

device

48 Slumbering
51 Gin

52 Make
Succeed

54 Gowns
58 Undulate
59 Departed
61 Privately

62 U S A
63 Always
64 Hinder
6' Trust

66 Stitches

67 Metric unit

DOWN
1 Ignoble

2 — boy'

3 Loud sound
4 Twist about
5 Wish
6 Swaggered
' — sessio"
6 Wedding
vows

5 Bcnyfish
11 Short

2 AOrds
'1 Stradivari s

tutor

12 Estuar>

13 Equivocs
tors

tl Needlefish

2j Medal
25 Newspaper

UNITED Feature ^n#eate
Saturday s Puzzle Solved
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WPs
27 Asian desert

28 Opposed
Dta

2<J SKeiton and
G'ange

.i3 Protectors

34 Mild oath

j5 Faction

36 Move about

38 Martinique

peak
39 Acts wildly

42 Unsteady
4,'<, Fire basket

46 Vehicle
47 Mouniam

nymphs
48 Fighting

2 words
49 Disgrace
50 Smooth
53 Budge
56 Locale

56 European
river

57 Withered

60 — Bruns
wick or York
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LUNCH
Chicken Stow Biscuit

SiUisdg*' Links h Corn
Fritters Syrup

BASIC LUNCH
Mexicjti Vet) B.ike

Chicken Slew BisCiiit

DINNLR
IVle.i'lo.it I'.ih.iMu

H.iin Steiik 1)1. !/(() Pine.ippli

Se.ifood S il.iil Pl,i!e vv

Pd'.i'o Chi|)b

BASIC Dinner
C.irrdt LiKif

SimIoik) S.li.li) Pl,l!i' w
Pt>!.i'o Chips

Aluminum Foil by Steye Lafler

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

•terrific se<i*iiK to iviHtelrau/

iSWPrM /dan a^f*Kakt n^o r—
do^Wt r:k»ii up To -tkii

Dozens o<"o<^c<r keff m

acrorr oui^i-r— «,»«,i,>,«

^i^fm£.i9i tiki
I
^it>olet(t f*fbii-

o/«p«»rf#ie*rfJ— ai( ^ i^ro

44e eveAjirtf^ simmp

«croi5f<,.irTnvijcr,pt^'

T''«'« ike siicl^ j,,^ ^^ \
a^ Iwre i-a see itou

(JO aM^

Nothinq Special by Joe Casey

r^k

'A/ I A Cutt K

THE fbuoni c^wrjf, yx-'vE v*iITP.

T^tAV'* NCC (lufr*fr A SrAMT

a\ ckCCK.. AND wv icF axM^

FUkAJV

Nebbish by Mil<e Galper 8- Nathaniel Parkinson

1^

-tTme
,
-So to ^«'P

_y 'all oot , riebbish

ko use

;^, 5l«.p''^J_ 6c-^o ttie.

R Capd ccCWoq^ a»vd look

up ^e_ co\ nufwbcrs oi ttt

book you ojanT: lake iVefiOf

Z l«Itcr5 of H\e CQ^\ Aoir\-

ber a^d -fnvd oof uihpcV

floor -rtye^ are. on.

VaJf"or +o -iVc. appro pr"ialc_

floor...5iAC<. U\t ele-

voJbr5 aren't ujorlcvAa

^ao cliwvb tV\€.s\tnvr3

Or\lvj t"o f ir\d»

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

HEY MIKE.
YIP l/UAKM

*^^; SUNNY OUtY
SlDeYET?

ZONKERIV/U
0a PL£A5eP
HESTAiriiHI^

1ANNIN6P^-
QMHATOaay

acnmit Mfim.

I DON-r miNK

FINAL DECISION

ON THAT YET.

AifA/t. AS I
mi MEM HMtU.I^S STILL
HE HAY NOT C0NFB«IN6U/m
COMPB TE HIS TOP AmiSOKS
THIS YEAfi?

^.Sr UJHILE YOUK.

SK/NfSsr/u.

TL-^ SOFT AW
y'JV] COMPETmVE.

\

Its SZ*' Fahrenheit in

Osurego.NeurYork. I-lcw

cold is it in Centigrakk^

^dissy^h^.

r^- " (99^f^ r ^^^~
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Trackmen put forth solid effort
ffy KeVINMcCAffREV
CoMegian Staff

t^spiie sodked lerseys and wet sho«« which r^ulied *rom
weekend of ram m Philadelphia the 85tl» annual Penn Relays
retained its tule as MmIw^m and m<»i pr«stigious track event
m all of America,

^ U^M ^N* K«f» Vftr^ antf ij Mirnjtemen per
tontiers who qualifiKl for the three day carnival, the )Ourney
out of New Engldful was an enioyable one. if noi a dry one.
Several of the peiformances turned in by the Minutemen were
the best of ttM vMf

,

T^^^ %Ym list of highttghis WM tMl^ort of the 4 x 800
relay team whose time of 7 35 8 eclipsed the previous Ul^ass
standard m the event by over three seconds The record was a
fitting end to tfw efforts of the relay teams, as it occurred
during the final phase of competition Saturday at 3 30 Jeff
Kinfl ran the leadoff leg m 1 54 6 followed by freshman John
Keltey wtu) rjn J blistering 1 52 8 in his first race Over 600
yards in a colleye uniform Mickey Baugh d 55» and an
chorman Steve MacDougall (1 63 5i, provided the final two
tegs which resulted in a fourth ptaM fto^h m the IC4A
Itasternj division.

"TWll MrA« #»»«» #^* #«»li«. »~^< iM#V«««*pj '*fni

our guys it was their second or third race of the competition.
They were «ot running with the litters the characterised our
performances from the first day (Friday)."

Un l-riday the Minutemen entered teanas in the 400 meter
800 metor, 1600 meter, and distance medley relay The medley
quartet of King. Kelley, MacDougall, and Mike Quinn
respectively, was the only squad to place in the final stan-
dings. Highlighted by MacDougalls 3:00 1 1200 meter leg, the
team finished sixth overall in the college division

.

Aitnougn the ibUU meter crew did not earn a spot in the top
•ill, their time of 3 18 1 was the best of the season by over two
seconds Baugh turned in the best leg with a 48.8. Teammates
Herman, Trunfio, and Kelley were all under 50 0.

Uuring a torrential downpour on Thursday night. All
American Quinn opened the Minutemen stay in Philly with a
seventh place finish in the college 5000 His time of 14:04.6
was 13 seconds better than his winning performance at the
UMass Relays two weeks ago

_'lt was an awesome weekend, " said sophomore Trunfio.
The crowds were incredible and in every race there was

pushing and shoving to get good position. It was a com-
petitors paradise

'

Netwomen edge
Rhode Island

fly DONNA SULLIVAN
CoHegian Staff

The netwomen scored their second win of the spring
season when in the heat and humidity of Saturday
afternoon, the UMass tennis players snuck by the
University of Rhode Island, 5-4. Taking three singles
matches and two doubles, the netwomen brought their
season's record to two wins and three losses, Satur-
day s win breaking e three game losing streak.

Barbara Mills, playing first singles for UMass, took
care of Hilary Pittler easily and quickly, defeating her 6-
2, 6 3. Mills, a steady, consistent player, outdid Pittlw
for the straight set win.
Co captain Jane Carson allowed Mary Kummer just

two gam^, trouncing her 6 0, 6-2. Carson played
second singles for UMass.
UMass' third singles Elizabeth Maher fell to Heather

Mahan in a long three set match. Maher took the first
set easily 6 2, then banled but lost in the second and
third, 3 6, 4-6.

Fourth singles and co captain Joanne Vennochi
routed Dierdre McNamee in straight sets, 6 2, 6-2.
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Southwest Assembly presents

SOUTHWEST WEEK
Art Exhibits
Bake Sale
Flea Market
Record Exchange
Play: Rock Garden
Bands

AprU 29 thru May 5
Featuring

•Tug Of War
• Movies

• Craft Show
•60's Dance

• Disco
•May 5 SW Spring Concert

• EventsUltimate Frisbee
Mackimmie Social if^wareness

WATCH FOR DETAILS AND GET IN ON THE FUN!

Co-captain JoAnne Venochi returns a shot during the women's tennis team
match against the University of Rhode Island Saturday Venochi won in two
straight sets, 6 2, 6 2. The team won, 5-4. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis).

* Netwomen nip URL 5-4
CONT. FROM P 18 '

'^

McNamee was plagued by double faults, and a trenwndous forehand just
couldn't make up for an overly weak backhand. Vennochi employed a strong serve and
consistent playing to quickly trounce McNamee.

Chris Carson, playing fifth singles for UMass, fell to Sue Harris, 1 6, 1 -6.

Kathy Burke, ahead 4 2 in the first set. suffered a heart breaking set back, a sprained
ankle. Burke, practically unable to walk, was forced to forfeit the match to Laure
Harrington of URI.

Helen Najarian and Lynn O'Sullivan fell to URI's second and third singles Kummer
and Mahan 3-6, 6-7. After losing the first set, Najanan and O'Sullivan took a
tremendous 5 1 lead in the second but Kummer and Mahan came back to win the
match with a tiebreaker in the second set.

Willie Benoit and Sue Caples thrashed Joyce Hare and Marcia Siery 6-0, 6-3.

FREE

18 Main St.

LIQUORS HUDiin

clutch shot

In the pros—

—

76ers victorious, 92-90
Guard Maurice Che^s iiit a jumper with ten second left and

added a free throw eight seconds later to give the Philadelphia
76er a 92 90 victory over the San Antonio Spurs, sending the
series back to the Hemisphere in San Antonio for a deciding
game seven. Jam» Silas of the Spurs led all scorers with 27
points.

San Antonio's Mark Olberding missed a corner jumper at
the busier which would have sent the ganr^ into overtime*.

Bullets exit Hawki
Washington fon^vards Bobby Dandridge and Elvin Hayes

combined 68 points to lead the Bullets to a 100 94 victory
over the Atlanta Hawks in game seven of their Eastern Con-
ference semifinals playoff series Dandridge nened 29 points
and Hayes chalked up 39 in the Bullets win.
John Drew led the Hawks, with 24 points. Terry Furiow

chipped in 21

.

The Washington Bullets go on to meet the winner of the San
Antonio Philadelphia series, now knotted at three games
apiece. 3d points

Renko blanks Angels, 2-0
'ANAHEIM. Calif \AP\ Steve Renko hurled two-hit ball

before leaving with one out in the ninth inning, pitching the
Boston Red Sox to a 2-0 decision over the California
Angels y^terday.
Renko, 11, had a no-hitter until Don Baylor spoiled it with

a one out double in the seventh. The veteran right-hander
gave up a ninth inning single before Dick Drago and Bill

Campbell finished up.

J "-_ ^ Renko had walked three batters with only one reaching
^^|Bh second base before Baylor lined a double down the left

^^^^^B Boston's Carl Yastrezemski drew a walk from loser Don
^^^K Aase, 2-2, leading off the second inning. Yastrezmski ad-

^^mH vanced to third base on a single by Jim Dwyer and scored

gets the save °" ^ sacrifice fly by Butch Hobson for the game's first run.

':^

t
>
4

•*.

Bruins down two games
The Montreal Canadiens took a 2 games advantage in their

Stanley Cup semifinal playoff series with the Boston Bruins,
downing the B's 5 2 Saturday night at the Forum in Montreal.
The series continues on Tuesday night when the teams play

game number three at the Boston Garden.

Chicago Bulls named Sloan as head coach
The Chicago Bulls of the NBA have named former Bulls guard Jerry Sloan as

head coach, succeeding interim coach Scotty Robertson who took over for the
fired Larry Costello

Sloan, who played ten years for the Bulls and teamed with Norm Van Lier to
form one of basektball's all time great backcourts, had been offered the job prior
to last season but declined due to personal reasons

253-5441
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Record rises to 21-0-1

as mitwomen win
By MHtSSA GALLAGHER
Cf^vgmn Staff

A eynw vvould become a believer m the

University of Massachusens soHbaU team
this season, especially after last weekend's
success under what else sunny skt^.

Now 21 1, the Minutewomen conttnued
to roN tis they ousted Boston State, IB 4
and 6 3. and Temple, 6 4 and 7 2.

The UMies conwncirigly defeat^ Boston
^p'dte, but Terftpte gave UMass a tough 'n

I .'igh Mtmiisi At the outset the Owls wt-nt

ifjM up befiJfrt Kdthy Horrtcian answered
with ^ Pfil stnijie

.t'ii!»»f) another run m tht! second
. - I n«*wv (>itch»*t doe to :jn 'niury, the

iJiMii- •'.!•,< thi' dtbddvar>tai)e with ttut?t»

mils > 1 .jn El.i'Me Howif clouhl»» Jeonite*
P«irher Su'- niRucco iind hii.li-f KatMy
(.) Conned eacti sinqli'd m the ral'v

Hov«'ver. leif^jle refaltdt«'(l he<or«; a

nmely douhlf jil^y saved further ddniag»r

With riititit-rs at second and third,

shortstop Fran Cornacchioli fielded a

qroiinder, looked the baserunni»r back to

thud, and threw to Parker to yet the second
out Pdrker. in turn, Iwed a strike to

DiR«)C4-<) M homt' to '"lid the sidi-

In the top of the fifth. Temple tied the

stuie at 4 4 m <) (;ontrove's:al decision

DiRocro blocked a pitch and a runner

advanced from third as O'Connell covered

the plate Connell held the ball but later

dropped it. causing the umpire to change
her call Coach Gladchuck un
characteristically argued with the

judgement call Assistant coach Bob
DeCarlis commented afterwards that he felt

O'Connell had control of the ball

Sue Peters, with two outs, bunted her

way aboard Driving Peters notched the

victory allowing seven hits and two earned

runs Peters showed no ill effects from her

fourteen inning stmt that resulted in a tie

against UConn on Thursday She yielded

only five hits

The Miniitewomen provided Peters with

a seven run cushion after two Defensively,

UMass was sound all weekend with the

exception of a few miscues in the first

game against Boston State DiRocco nailed

a couple of runners attempting to steal

second and Horngan made two fine cat

ches

Fr»i Cornacchioli had the only extra base

hit, • triple, and DiRocco, Peters, Horngan,

Brenda Simrrwn md El«n« ^^m<» Nd a
singie each.

In the opener against Boston State. Beth
O'Connell posted her fourtfr win while

counterpart Lon Taddeo earned her third in

tlw MCond cont«t O'Connell yielded only

seven hits in ttx complete innings and
Taddeo settled down to t^um 14 con
^cutive batters

in the lifbi ydiiit'. Bostort State tsW«f an
unearned run m the fir&i frartv before

UMass unc^ked nine runi on nine hits.

j»--riiiiler Parker, wbo continuss to wiekJ a
hot bat. togan lt» raWv vwith her first of

ih'if ;>ingles Fran Cornacchioli enhibited

why she IS no longer numt»ei nine in the

b.itiing order with a thr» run home run
pjst theleftfieWer

Al^(l provitling the power was Rhonda
McMaiuis, who clOUltKJ two roundtnppers

Alt"'! the contest McManus said. It wj-.

the first ftorrwrun I fm here iNOPEl ' Tne
second Ijaseman follows Sue DiRocco s

4r)4 battino clip with a 380

Kdthy Horngan and Beth O'Connell had
two singles apiece Beside the homer,

Cornacchioli rapped a double and an

opposite field triple- McManus and Elaine

Howie also had doubles

In the second game of the twinbill, the

Minutewomen and Boston State were
deadlocked after two innings. 3-3. Coach
Gladchuck said. "It was only a matter of

time " UMass procrastinated, however,

waiting to pull ahead until the bottom of

the sixth The UMies, who simply over-

matched their opponents by eleven runs

earlier, were quieted with pop ups most of

the way

McManus key hit was j bunt Two
errors and a sacrifice fly plated "Do "

DiRocro had two hits, including a two-

RBI triple Horngan stroked a two bagger

and a Dase hit while Parker contributed two
hits

The four victories, of course, keep Xhe

Minutewomen undefeated with Springfield

looming in the future. Peters said.

Although we're undefeated, the record

means nothing going into the Easterns

Well have to play even better to win the

Easterns "

Gorillas crunch Wildcats
Bv JONA THAN HAMIL TON
Ci>fUyi,nt St.tff

An estimated crowd of 500 on Saturday

afternoon witnessed the beginning of a

new family nvaliy as Ted Garber s Wildcats

from New Hampshire invaded Boyden Field

to lake on his father, Dick, and the

Minutemen of UMass But. as it turned

out. Dick Garber had it his way all af

ternoon as the Gorillas earned a defensive

victory by walloping UNH. 24 13 and

upping the UMass ledger to 5 4

Umass t)ruke on top early, scoring five

unanswered goals m the first nine minutes

of the first period It was Dave Martin and

Brooks Sweet who collaborated for the first

three UMass goals Martin took a neat pass

from Sweet and rifled it past the UNH
yoalti.'iider at 1 03 Then Sweet and Martin

had unassisted tallies at 2 53 and 5 07

respectively Freshman Bill McCluie added

his first (.areer goal at 7 52 Chris Conn,

Tom Walters, Norm Smith, and Skip

Vosburgh rounded out the first period

scoring for UMass The Wildcats could

only answer tiack with two from Curt

Shumwdy at 9 44 and Mark Ganger at 12 50

to make it 8 2 alter one frame As the score

inrlM ,!'.... uM,iss totally dominated from

thf Mitsf! 'if thf (jcime

UNH came alive somewhat in the second

period as they tied UMdSS m goal output 5

5 It niditHi^ri liftlt! U^cause there was not

much doul)t about the outcome UMass
had the (jame well m hand the entire day

Swf.M .ttut Ed Murray hdfl two apiece while

Harry Cunforti (:ontril)uted one to make the

score at half time 13 7

UMass continued to display fine offense

and defense in the second half and led by

as much as 12 (21 9) Peter Schmit^'sgoal

was a culmination of a beautiful outlet pass

from Don (Duckl Goldstein, the UMass
goaltender Sweet also continued his

scoring in the second half, adding two
t)oals and two assists to make his total for

the day five goals and five assists The
defense led by Roger Coe was outstanding,

grabbing loose balls and knocking New
Hampshire players off the ball

The Gorillas out scored UNH 6 1 in the

thud piTiod Notching goals for UMass
were Jim Lewis at 51 Sweet at 2 07,

Walters at 6 17, Schmit/ at 9 08, Jim

Weller at 10 04 and Conn at 14 22 The lone

l.jily from UNH was Mike Vanvleck with an

.issisi to John Fay dt 6 45 Fay had a good
fourth period for UNH tallying gour goals

diut two assists

In iliat fourth stan/d it was even in the

bionnc) department ds each team had five

markers apiece UMass scoring in the last

period included Conn for his third of the

day dt 1 39, Sweet his fifth at 4 44, Schmilz

hi-, second at 8 32, Lewis also his second at

9 41 and Joe P Beliavid at 11 46 That

Hidde the findl 24 13

Coat h Dick Garbe' had doticipated a

nuich closer score I really thought the

ijame would he like 12 10 or so I never

inntgined it to be this way We really

dominated from the beginning '

The Hirvlfd game that was originally

scheduled for the si'cond of May has been

postponed because of exams. It will be

played on May Bih

First basemen Jennifer Parker takes Her new swings at the plate during last

weekend's softball action. (Staff photo by Mike Albert).

Mike Estrada

Too good to be true

It must be getting boring for the UMass
softball team, what with this winning all the

time. After last Thursday's monsoon game
with UConn that ended ever so un-

satisfactorily in a tie after 14 innings, the

mitwomen went out and took four at their

home field over two teanrts with two dif-

ferent reputations.

Boston State, usually a pushover for

most UMass teams, and Temple, the

school that UMass field hockey defeated

last year m Ellensburg, Wash , can only

shake their heads as our side rolled to four

straight this weekend, and the sun keeps

shining at NOPE.

Winning steaks are great. It's so much
easier to keep statistics, especially on the

pitchers. Coach Chet Gladchuck sent Sue
Peters, Kathy O'Connell, Beth O'Connell

and Lon Taddeo to the mound this

weekend and each went the distance. In

fact, unless Gladchuck wants to save the

pitchers arms, all the hurlers go the

distance, every time And there is none of

this silly figuring out how many losses each

one of them have because they all have

zeros in the loss columns. Home runs

against'

Ah yes, 210 1 , how sweet it is Yet there

are only a few persons that can claim they

have actually seen the season progress.

Besides the handful of students stopping

by from classes to sit on the hill, there are

very few regulars.

Mr Howie, father of third baseman
Elaine is always there, no guestions asked I

was a 1)1! emliarassed when I found out that

he was the mdn I always recogni/ed at the

games but could never identify I sided up

til him after the eleventh inning at Storrs

last Thursday to ask him if he thought Sue

Peters' arm could stand all the extra work.

The silver haired man assured me that she

could and loudly verbalized his feeling that

UMass was going to score the next inning.

At )ust that point, I swear, daughter

Elaine dove on the third base line to scoop

up a hard hit ball and threw out a Huskie at

fust, I exclaimed that I thought she was a

hell of a third baseman and that the entire

infield was very fine defensively. He must

have thought I was some sort of jerk. Oh
well, live and learn.

Then there is the ritualistic approaching

of the bench after the game for random
com.ments, the stuff interesting game
stories are made out of. No one ignores

you And despite the fact that they are in a

hurry to leave the field (five games in four

days will do that to you) everyone is willing

to talk. Coaches Chet Gladchuck and Bob
Dicarlis answer questions as fully as

possible no matter how trivial they are.

Team leaders you ask. There's no way to

pick and choose. From catcher Sue
DiRocco, the talented, cynical captain who
IS a constant threat to the opposition

defensively or at bat, to rightfielder ex-

traordinaire Brenda Simmons, the line-up is

strong, and surprisingly not outwardly

temperamental.

The bench can be compared to the 1975

Cincinnati Reds and Gladchuck uses them
often. As a spectator, I have confidence in

everyone when they come to the plate, but

maybe that too is a side effect of 21 1.

It's all too good to be true, except that

the number of fans at these games does

not reflect the importance of the spring's

most successful sport.

Please don t set this aside as a plea for

you to make the trek to NOPE next week.

There are times of these warm afternoons

when I don't want to either As a matter of

fact, don t come, so I can savor the action

all by myself.

Adminlttratien Stalls

At Amherst College

The following is a statement that was
released on Saturday by the Black students

at Amherst College. It appears that the ad-

ministration at Amherst College learned

nothing from the occupation at Converse
Hall and the support generated within the

^e College area.

By this time, we are all aware, in some
sense, of the controversy over the Col-

lege's expressed commitnDent to the needs
of its culturally diverse community. In the

pastfew days, many elements of the cam-
pus community (students, faculty, staff,

campus organizations- both Black and
white, dorms, houses and fraternities) have

united to acknowledge and support the

needs of the third world community. As
President Ward so aptly stated, "The best

thing which has happened during the past

ten days in the life of the College has been

the openness, the willingness to risk, the

potential solidarity between Black and
white students. On all sides, one hears

from students that relations between Black

and white students have never been better

in their experience in the College.
"

In spite of the tremendous concern ex-

hibited by large numbers of people on this

campus and in the five college area, the ad

ministration has remained insensitive and
adamantly inflexible in its dealings with the

third world community.
The response issued by the administration

to the demands of the third world com-
munity is totally unacceptable. The
demands presented are not extravagant;

their impelmentation would serve only the

baisc requirements of the third wodd com-
munity. The administration's total refusal

to make any alterations in its present

policies is an insult. It is an insult not only

becuase it disregards the needs of the third

world community, but also because it

disrepects and ignores the wide range sup-

port of the entire Amherst community.

The administrartion's stance on Black

Freshman Orientation symbolizes its insen-

sitivity to the needs of the third world com-
munity. The administration insists that the

BFO can be effectively implemented during

the regular orientation in spite of the over-

whelming consensus among the Black

community that the proposed alteration of

BFO would undermine its essential nature

and thereby its effectiveness. Black

Freshman Orientation, when it occurs prior

to the general orientation of the College,

allows Black fresmen the opportunity to ad-

dress their unique position as Black

students before confronting issues facing

all new students, and thereby facilitates

their entry into the Amherst community
with greater confidence and ease. It is ex-

tremely presumptuous of the administra-

tion to attempt to define the needs of the

third world comminity in oposition to that

community's own assertions. The ad-

mininstation's decision ignores the fact that

BFO allows Black students to develop a

sense of community ih at gives them con

fidence to become active members of the

general college community when the col-

lege officially opens. To this extent, the

decision denies the needs of the entire

Amherst community.
The responses to the other four demands

are equally dissatisfactory; they indicate

that the administration considers their pre-

sent policies as adequate.

Violence at

Crampton Dorm

selection of Deans and Faculty, Dean
Bishop has re-affirmed the administration's

commitment to its present policy.

However, to reaffirm a commitment to an

inadequate policy serves no purpose. The
present policy only allows students to in-

terview fitwl candidates for administrative

positions. There is no student input in the

recruitment or early selection process.

In President Ward's reply on the issue of

third world faculty he states, "The college

is committed to the recruitment of qualified

faculty who are members of minority

groups for appointment in the several

departments." In view of the fact that there

are only two Black tenured professors at

all tenured or untenured- out of 145 facul-

ty members, this professed commitment

seems questionable. If attracting qualified

third wodd faculty is as difficult a task as

the administration portrays, it is that much
more essential for third world faculty to be

more aggressively recruited.

The demand tor reinstatement of

Springfield-Amherst Summer Academy is

the only issue in which the administration

has even considered addressing sincerely.

Nevertheless, it remains to be seen whether

the administration will carry through its

promise to make a good faith effort to find

matching funds for the program for the

summer of 1980. 'n additio: / i long term

commitment by the adm, ustiation to

secure such funds for future summers is

essential.

On the question of South Africa, the ad-

ministration does not even live up to its

own guidelines for investment, let alone

develop more ethical guidelines calling for

divestment of stock in all corporations with

holdings in South Africa. The trustee state- '>

ment of policy asserts:

"A decision to sell for other than financial

reasons will be considered if, in the opinion

of the Trustees, the exercise of rights of

ownership, i.e., vote and petition to

management, will not, within a reasonable

period of time, succeed in changing a com-

pany's attitude toward a moral or social

problem which the Trustees believe re-

quires a different policy of management."
Four corporations in which the college has

stock. Bank America, Kodak, Mobil Oil,

and Motorola, violate this policy on two

counts; they are involved in military sales or

loans to the South African government and

proxy votes have failed to change these

corporaions' actions. The trustees' refusal

to follow their ambiguous guidelines in-

dicate their lack of sincere commitment to

ethical business practices.

The decisions of the administration should

not be ignored or passively accepted. The

education and enlightenment of the past

few days should not be forgotten. Now Is

the time for re-evaluation and renewal of

our commitment to constructive change. In

the light of the administration's adamacy,

students and faculty must come together

to propose more concrete actions for the

future.

By John Jones and Friends

Around 3am April 7S the Third World
Students were migaged in a party, at

Crampton Dorm. At about 3:15 a few
White students came into the party openly

carrying alcoholic beverages. After ap-

proaching the person responsibly for col

lecting the admission charge and then told

that the cost of the affair was a dollar. The
persons responded in a negative manner
After one of the security people informed

them that they could not enter with the

alcoholic beverage, tfiey were escorted to

the door. Immediately following all hell

broke loose.

One of the dorm residents who was spon-

soring the party called people in attendance

to inform them that a fight was going in,

which they immediately responded to. The
first fight appeared to involve only three

people one black and two white. The Black

people quickly resolved that fight,

however, the comrades of the white people

assisted their fnends in an additional fight.

At this point pandemonium broke loose.

Those that were intially trying to break-up

the fight became the ones involved in the

fight as a result of the white comrades in

tervention. There were still p>eople in atten-

dance at the party who were making every

attempt at maintaining order. The intial set

of fights were resolved

The police did not arrive until most of the

people went back to the party, the dorms,

or wherever they were from. The Head of

Residence approached the officers so as to

shed some light on the situation. Up to this

time there had been no arrest. It was also

here
that the students in small numbers came
out of the dorms and some perched like

buzzards on the walls adjacent to Cramp-

ton, others walked directly infront of and

by the windows of the party shouting,

"Niggers Get Out" and many other racial

slurs. Campus security police tried to keep

the instigators going in opposite directions

from the party. The people who had at-

tended the party Mwd dazed at the

thought of this ever exiting.

The police after being lenient toward the

white students, who were very insistent as

to their instigative acts. Campus Security in

their attempt to maintain order arrested
some of the whites. This type of activity

continued for about 40 minutes to an hour,
while pent up energy within the students
trying to have a party consistently built

Party participants felt the need to confront
the instigators and yet realized the conse
quences that would follow. They realized

that the pattern of things in the Valley over
the past two years and longer constitute

and have constituted strong undertones of

racism toward the Third World People.

With this in mind the students felt a
stronger need to subdue any feelings of

confrontation. Had such an incident oc-
cured, where as party participants adhered
to their instinctive and intuitive needs to

clash with White students, such an incident

would be far greater to control then cam-
pus security could hartdle.

With the understanding ttiat the party was
not going to continue with any degree of

comfort, an escort service was begun to in-

sure the safety of the Third World Women.
When this was placed into effect. Third

World Students on route, were greeted

with a farewell of "Niggers Go Home",
"Niggers Get Out", and many other

statements to that effect which derived

from the towers

First of all I would like to say, in regards to

all the above statements, made as to White

students and their actions, most, if not all,

of them were held to a minimum.

NOTE:
All respects should be paid to Third World
Students in the manner in which they con-

ducted themselves through the entire inci-

dent.

We would also like to caution all Third

World Students the next move is on them
Please be prepared!

photo by Ed Cohen
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Letters
To Nummo Naws;

We are wvnting this tetter to express our

full support of ihe demands and actions by
|l^ AmtMrst Colte^ Black Students Uniwi
Bnd otfwr involved students. Although th«

occupation is over the demands have not

bi»n m»t. We therefore support further k-
tion to nrwintarn the Black freshman orien*

tdtion program, to increase third world stu-

^nt input into the selection of deans arMl

faulty, to »ncrea«e the number of xhM
wvorld faculty, to di^^st stocks m U.S. ^m**

^trations upholding the South African

systwn of apanheid, and to adequately

fund ttie Springfield Amherst Sumrr^
Acadwnv We also opiMse any punitive ae*

lions fegainsi those in\^ved m the occups*
lion of the Amhersi Coltege administratis

buHdtng or tlt^M invtfwed in rtfatad k<
tioris.

Only thorugh militant struggle on and Olt

campus has Amherst College opened its

door* somewhat to Third World students.

Howevw, institutionatixed racnm •
dHTionBtTated daily by a college newspa^r
that reluses to deal senouslv with the

issues ratsed by ih^ie ^mands unless >t is

lofced to do so It m demonstrated b^'

Amherst College holding stock in corpora
lions like Kodak which make the film u^
m the passbooks that Blacks musi carrv it

all tirr^s in South Africa to make sure ll»ey

tim onlv m certain areas Also %tm ad
minniraiion exhibits its rac«m by anerr^-

tmg to further restrict its atreMy rtwa^r
suppori programs for Black and other tfwd
world students

The denunds are urgent m%d |ust. Tfw
Amhefst CoUeye administration's

evasiveness and unresponsivenras in the^
matters make it necMsa^ tm fufibw mW
tani jttions.

SysttffTiatic dncrimi^ton ^ainai pe^te
of color continue to eiMt mM institutwm
of our society m tfie courts, the schools, in

housing. |obs and the media It must be
chaitongod by any mMins nec^oary in ^1

^acss Simlar proMwns of racwm atao en-

isi at the University of Massacnusetts. Any
progress by the Black community in the

Mrtj^^ at Amherst College helps us in our

struggle here

Affirmative Action Subcommitiee o* the

C4m{M^ to ConMiMt RMism

.^Mlll Ksl ( l>ll ! C.r

5 'Jir:-j oc.

^0

npril ?7. l^iJH
The following letter was sent to students

at Amherst College who participated during

last weeks demonostration in Converse
Hall. The Dean of the Faculty, Professor
Gifford brought charges against those
students ot Amherst College that were oc-

cupants of Converse Hall during April 23
and 24. The charges will be brought before
the Judical Board this week

'..«r. ot tlit r*cJit> Kronsvr i.ittord has ciiari.od vou, as a participant In
tf« (cnvcr^e liall octupation on April 2) and Aptil .'

, , wiil» serious violations
of t* a Colle^r'b SiatcannC On Frcudam of LKprcssion aiid UibUvnt «nd Statement oi
?«SF?it fit Pirson-. ?»r eenplalncd that y«ii Ov-cii|M£isri was a coercive action
— ... obht.'uctLd ace est to tUt: Oulldltir wlior*- clasaen a.i' norn-Jlly held,

rterfcnci with acadcnic »n4 adaliilsr rat i ve activitios thai occur dally In
...iv«t»r <Ui:, nri'l -bridncd H.« fiijhi.s ot faculty, students, administration and
tulf rrple/tcj w'lO :ionualIy work, li-arn, »tu<lv «iid ti-ach." Ilf complained that

t :ie cK-ct,[>it Ion rolled to rciipjct I h. rli-hi'., .ll.iiliy uiul integrity of members
vi t!iC f''jlli,;;c fti '1 wa» 4ni«Rlfif. to I lie ' nl !« ) « II ii If,"

In n list attiiclicd to I. J-, letter, M-in t.ifioid indicated ^U you were among
f'-osc wl,o lOiitlnucd to oicupv ( onviir«»» lUll oit.r ? lo p.«,, April 23.

i'rt!vr the provisions of tlir roller^ ' n Jndi Lai aviitt-ra, ciksps Involving;
allr,'td diirnptlons of clavsis iixk rtlfrrfd to ilir ;iidlcial ISoard for adjudlca-
• lon. Accordingly, I liave tran-Mlttrtd Utan ( 1 1 lord's e«R|tl«ial te Prof. Alle.i
r.irfr^nn, < iaini*ii of t • •• Iv.diclal a«ard.

'I.i;t

•I ty 1 tier to l:oi. Cutir'anri

!.r ijtilcl.ll f.oof i!

roc»«i»nd«'d on boliolf of the administration

p.n, , April 23 to havp

L) irepats A porfilt v ot dlsclpUitary pvolai lon ni thnr«» Vh« tcfC C«(Var«e
l«bOKm 2. '0 p.v,., .\pril " i find did not i< enter ii. o -npicd t)uildtiH>;

iTsr,-* h!:arlr.^!; <.n iSt Sf coriplalnr.'; a;, ,oon a.s possiMo and try to
--:'-';-. '.''. "'': '• cwl ol Lla:,!.ts.

:f yrj 0; :.i.t Wlbi, t« l.rt.. y<j ir i/ir,.. haiuUod <r, IJOi , Hiidly notify Prof. Cuttmann
lu ur5tlr,'; :~-.e(iiate !y.

n.«: cr.arwcs a;;aliist you are very serious and could U'/id to ,cveie penalties.
I7.ef cforc- ,

..trorilv tr.ccHjraj n yo<j to dcvofc- con'.idt riil>1p thought and attention
- : •' ' ''w.T for t!,i» .J'.dlclal boanJ hinriu . Von should read carefully

.t-0£.t ]to!td' ook (pp. i?-l!, iZ-V'/') wlii'.h pertain to student
- - •' ' ' ' .&i,M5;jt» Ji.dicial .Ttir... v\vii , ;,iii. tliat you n\»y have a niember

fa \\ I or ^••>dl.r,t '.o'i / <>f vo' i il.fi'c- to .i< . i imnv von nt liearlnp,;. before

C .; K i !i r N T J A L April 27, 1979

d»# .hidlxlAl ISocM aM to r.crve as your advi-,i>r. Most students who have had
a-.cs liotidled \<y the i.oard have Jiciicl ilii) i-riitly : roiu ndvl.sors. With this In
:

-*
, nr/i- yuu to cjutact unmediat ;• ly tlo iutso<i who von think could help

ropirinj; youi ikftnsi- .md in a.lvi ii .on Ac the hfij rlr.,;

.

If you have not already spoki n tu no or anothe r di-rtii .ifiout the Judicial
procedifcs, phn;..' arr^iii.c to •peal' with (ii- ^.un. I wi-^h to hflp all of tho
tr<-.,l.' : tjjrr i..-:. j- .i.,olvin,- ' !,• • i ,i . , ti-. f.ifrly And a,s qulcklv as pobsihlc.

John Ward , president off Amherst College

directing a Trustee meeting.

The Cross Keeps
Burning At Amherst

College

Pana-'. J. Bishop '

\r.\\ of Sli^Ji nt.^

Mm Ii <lays of constant pressure and

political agitation that resulted m the oc

cupation of Converse Hall, the Black

students of Amherst College left the ad

ministration building. The political commo
tion which began with the Easter Sunday
cross burning in front of the Black

residence, ended on Tuesday after the

students were intimidated by academic

suspensions. An assured victory for the

Black Amherst students then became a

defeat for the whole of the college com-
munity in struggle. It had been many years

since a student struggle' had generated so

much support from the Valley progressive

sector. Indeed, it had been a long time

since such issues received press coverage.

The political motive for leaving the ad

ministration building, the site of the con

frontation, is still unclear. During the whole

time the administration attempted to

sidetrack the issues by claiming that the

Black students themselves had burned the

cross an accusation that was never pro

ven In addition, the president of Amherst

Collt'ije Uohn Ward) demonstrated suffi

cit'nt bad faith by refusing to negotiate.

Why expect him to change his attitude

when thi- pressure was off^ Clearly,

Amherst College students could not cor

ructly identify the enemy when they ended

the occupation. Thereby, giving the op-

prtfssor even more power over their lives

Perhaps the students' motives for aban

doning this form of st. ggle was that they

succumbed to intimidation; the threat of

academic suspension. I do not consider this

reason enough to stop people that are truly

conscious of their struggle. Given the im

portance of the demands as presented by

the Black students of Amherst College, it

must be understood that suspension is not

reason enough to give up the battle It is

better to be academically suspended

and victorious than to continue study-

ing on our knees.
It should be clear that the mere occupa-

tion of buildings and offices is not sufficient

to ol)tain demands. If actions like these

wt.'re adequate, then all the universities in

the United States would be autonomous
territories by now. Occupations must

dlwtiys be accompanied by other methods

of struggle Pressure must be exerted at all

levels All the struggling forces cannot be

contained within a building.

Mr. Ward does not need his office for

Amherst College to continue functioning

The president of Amherst College is such a

small part of the machinery that controls

and runs that college. To defeat the whole

machinery, time, sacrifice, dedication and

determination is needed on the part of

students. People within the racist ad

ministrative machinery only respond when
their economic interests are involved. Only

when these inteests are adversely affected

will institutions like Amherst College admit

defeat.

The total disregard and refusal to

negotiate on the part of the Amherst ad-

ministration only reinforced the historic

position of American universities: sit back

and wait for the students to give up. This

experience should serve as a lesson to us

all: we must be politically prepared to sus-

tain and wage a struggle with long range

objectives. We must not allow such impor

tant endeavors to be defeated through in-

timidation. This cannot be seen as Spring

Fever. We must understand that we, as

Third World students, are mere tokens in

American universities. While our purpose in

coming to these institutions is to obtain a

higher education, the administration's pur-

pose in having us here is quite different. To
them we are merely models to show how
liberal and democratic they can be (as well

as receive federal monies, etc, for having

us here). Ward cannot destroy that "true"

symbol of Arineican freedom by expelling all

Its' Black students. After all, this is his only

proof that Amherst College symbolizes

truth, freedom and the American way.

It IS clear that Mr Ward and people like

him are the ones that are keeping the

crosses burning.

In the struggle,

Eliseo Garcia

Committee To Combat Ratlsm
PURPOSE STATEMENT OF THE
CAMPAIGN TO COMBAT RACISM

A csN tnd challenge is being mide to

all people in the University and Poineer

V^toy to ^m in a campaign against

racism. It '« a call that the world has

heard since tf>e inception of American

Slavery.

Racism is not a social iH of the past, it

Ml • part of an uninterrupted litany of

d^K^air that America continues to

reMTve for those not bom with white

rite. RMMm M mk w4y Ml Mt of

ur>educated bigots but is perpetuated

and serves the interests of businesses

<rf iM highest incomes, government

officials in the most crucial positions,

and educator's with the highest honors

attainable.

Fr«n its very inception American

SoMty was built on a foundation of

racism and exploitation. Racism ojn-

tinues to be embued in every social In-

stitution and every aspect of our »)cie-

ty social, cultural, economic, and

political. The mandate for the future is

clear and uncomprising END
RACISM. Has technological progress

infected use with such insensitivity

that the cries of millions can be drown-

ed by subtle persuasions of racists in-

difference? Are Bakke, Weber, the Ku
Klux Klan and Nazi groups with their

increasing memberships going to

become the new objects of freedom

songs? The role of any institution in

any society is to help to maintain the

social order. The university as the ma-

jor producer of knowledge, plays a

orimary role in this process.

The university should be a laboratory

to deal with problems that exist in

society such as sexism, racism, pover-

ty and other forms of oppression. In

1910 Dr. WEB. Dubois stated the pro

blem of the 20th century is the color

line-meaning racism. This racism is

strongly ki txistence at ttw Univer^ty

of Massachusetts and has manifested

itself in: physical attacks upon Third

World student enrollment, a faculty

that is 95. white, a dubious affirmative

action policy without enforcement pro-

cedures ... It IS clear that the combat-

ting of racism is not a priority of the

University, but must be made into one.

White students as well as Third World
students are being cheated in their

education from learning about history,

culture and politics of 3i4 of the world

population. It is imperative that the

university seek to address issues by

committing itself tt developing pro-

grams in: personal growth, moral

leadership, ethics, and the cntical

analysis necessary for developing a

positive and constructive world view.

Specially, racism and sexism
workshops should be conducted as a

part of Summer Orientation, residence

hall programs, the "g" cores should be

implemented, and traditional courses

should offer texts, suggested readings,

and term paper topics that address

these problems in order to fulfill the

Land Grant Liberal education mission

of the Univeristy.

Racism i^ a tool that has kept us divid-

ed and powerless. Only by combatting

the causes and resultant evils of racism

and sexism can all men and women
achieve full human rights and dignity.

With this in mind we issue a call asking

all concerned to offer your support and

join us in A Campaign To Combat
Racism.

In recognition of the contributions of

minorities to the social and cultral life

of the nation and the Univeristy, we
urge that the two major unnamed
buildings on the campus be ap-

propiately named:

Last weekthe Commit tee to Com bat Racism

held a press conterence onthe progress

their work. Below are two statomoiiT?

released at thepreeeconfferoMce.

a The Fine Arts Center be called The

Duke Ellington Memorial Fine 'Arts

Center, and

b. The Library, where the papers of

this great son of the State are preserv

ed, to be named the WEB. DuBois

Library of the University of

Massachusetts.

Affirmative Action is part of the strug-

gle against racism. We seek to connect

oppression of Third Wqrld People and

women at UMass to society as a

whole. We want to defend and expand

Affirmative Action at the University,

and to fight the attempts to reverse it

nationally such as the Weber case. We,

therfore, demand that the Univeristy

implenr>€it and enforce a policy of ag-

gressive affirmative action designed to

increase the numbers of Third World

faculty, staff, students, and workers to

15. of the total Univeristy population in

three years.

That the Trustees, Chancellor, and

Faculty Senate implement the require-

ment of the 'G" core as defined and
developed by the combined groups and
individuals mobilized to combat racism

in University. The "G", which will not

add to the toal number of re-

quirements, but take one from "C" and
"D" is designed to make all

undergraduate majors exposed to the

causes, background and explore solu-

tions to racism, sexism, business

ethics, and the handicapped.

Past repression against Third World

Students must be acknowledged and

dealt with in a serious non-

compromising way. All racist repres-

sion against Third World students,

from insult to assault to murder must

be stopped. This problem is not limited

to on campus attacks but includes off-

campus represession by police, courts,

etc. Also, we cannot allow the

Univeristy Administration to talk about

its distaste for local racist incidents

when in fact it does not bring anything

to a halt, nor does it sincerely address

it's own racism.

romliy Housing: ' I Fi^d That Hard To Believe

'

, Bishop
3l jjji nt.^

Carmen M. Cadiz,

Soman Bohm,
members of Third World Women's Task

Force

During this semester, it has come to our

attention the many problems that U Mass
Family Housing is causing its poor Third

World tenants. Problems range from being

undeservedly labeled "undesirable
tenants," Notices to Quit and Eviction

Notices being served, actual evictions be-

ing carried out, etc. In general, underhand-

ed politics of harassment and intimidation

is being carried out against poor and Third

World students. Why?
The North Village apartment complex, as

a part of Family Housing, is in very poor

condition. Many apartments are roach in-

fested, leaking roofs, cheap construction

materials, inferior plumbing fixtures, etc.

Due to the severity of these problems,

there is a high vacancy rate. To pay'forthis

housing rip-off. Family Housing forces all

its' tenants (in all its' complexes) to pay for

U Mass mismanagement. This is how as

rents are raised, services are cut back, a

policy of intimidation to assure payment is

implemented and families are evicted.

In a letter dated March 25, 1977, Married

Student Housing (as it was called then) an-

nounced to its' tenants that, "A system of

financial pre-screening will be developed

and implemented to assure that prospec-

tive tenants can meet their financial obliga-

tions within the married student housing

program." Most Third World married

students depend on financial aid packages
as their sole means of support. Through the

years, these financial aid packages have
become increasingly meager. Yet, these

same monies must be used to pay rising

prices for fpod, daycare, tuition, clothes,

rent, transportation, doctor bills, etc. Of
course, these students, or prospective

tenants, will be 'proven' to be poor can-

didates for married student housing. These

will be called "financial risks" and be
outright rejected.

And, what of the students who are

already living in these apartments who are

unable to stretch their financial aid budget
to meet rental payments on time. These are

the so-called "undesirable tenants." This is

the latest term Family Housing uses to

describe tenants with at least one month
arrears. They also use "undesirable" for

anyone who dares challenge the Family

Housing power structure. In the collective

mind of that office, undesirable means 'lets

throw that one out -quick!'

There are many arbitrary terms used by
the Fat Cats of Family Housing. Just last

week, Ann Koski, interim Family Housing
Coordinator, proposed that a Third World
woman was not eligible to sign a new lease

because she was not a short term employee
of U Mass (the woman is not a student).

Although the Third World woman is a U
Mass short term employee, even by Ms.
Koski's definition, the interim director on-

the-spot changed the definition to exclude
that woman from signing a new lease.

When the tenant demanded to see a writ-

ten definition fo "short term employee,"
Ms. Koski admitted that no such written,

specific interpretation existed. And, that in-

deed it was left up to the criteria of the
leaser to use it as fit the situation. Natural-
ly, this "flexibility" in policy will always
favor the U Mass landlord in all landlord-
tenant relations. (It should be mentioned
that this particular tenant has caused the
University many 'embarassments' by refus-
ing to sign an illegal lease, challenging their

eviction process, contacting lawyers when
necessary, and informing other tenants as
to abusive policies carried out by the U
Mass landlord).

There is also the problem of waivers.

Since most Third World students depend
on financial aid to meet ecomonic needs,
often rent payments must wait until finan-

cial aid packages are distributed. Time and
time again, individual tenants as well as
legal assistants from L.S.O. have pleaded
with Family Housing to accept releases

(waivers) from students. These promisory

notes have stated that the university is

guaranteed its' rent from financial aid

packages. These notes have consistently

been refused by U Mass. In fact, one Black

woman, mother of three pre-school

children, was thrown out into the streets

simply because the U Mass landlord refus-

ed to accept such a promise of payment
from the welfare department. Yet, on April

25, 1979, Ms. Koski claimed that U Mass
Family Housing has always accepted

waivers contingent on future, assuted

payments. Maybe someone should have

told this to that woman as she sat on the

sidewalk, her belongings strewn on the

grass, evicted, crying. Maybe someone
from Family Housing should have been

there to answer the eldest child's question

of "Mommy, how come we can't live here

anymore."

And, there is also the matter of the

"Notice to Quit." U Mass sends these

out as warnings that an eviction notice

is to come if rent isn't promptly paid.

This is not a "legal" (or cost incurring)

action, as defined by Massachusetts

Law. It is simply a preliminary pro-

cedure. Since tenants can only be
charged for legal costs incurred in the

actual eviction process, there is no
legal basis for charging for "Notice to

Quit. ' Contrary to what Family Hous-

ing representatives claim, these are not

"legal" procedures either in its'

language, form or manner it is served.

Nonetheless, the University is adamant
in demanding payment. They send bar-

rages of letters, refuse any further ren-

tal payments until the "legal fees" are

paid, threaten to start eviction pro-

ceedings, and even refuse to enter un-

to new lease agreements -all tactics of

harassment and intimidation based on

landlord trickery to extract more
money from the tenant. In a letter

dated June 23, 1978 from Student Legal

Services, it is stated, "The
Massachusetts General Law Chapter

186, Section 11 does not provide for

such a fee to be recovered from

tenants by landlords... In speaking with

Mr. Myers (legal counsel to the

Chancellor) about it he informed me
that they will take no leigal action

against anyone for refusal to pay.

However, he stated that they reserve

the right to administratively withdraw

students for non-payment of the fee

and will require it as part of the rental

cost in the future." Nonetheless, four

months later this same tenant was still

being harassed and charged for non-

payment of this fee. The steps taken by

U Mass are the usual alternatives: first,

'if I can't prove it legal in a court of law.

I'll make damn sure I prove It legal

within U Mass I'll simply withdraw

you trouble makers.' Second, U Mass

makes sure it collects this illegal

charge by simply includinq it in future

rental costs.

On April 25, 1979, Carmen M. Cadiz,

member of the Third World Women's
Task Force and Eliseo Garcia con-

fronted Ann Koski on problems they

suffered at the hands of the U Mass
landlord, as poor and Third World
tenants. Her official response was "I

find that hard to believe." Yet, we of

the Third World Women's Task Force
find it hard to believe that Family Hous-
ing expects the Third World communi-
ty to sit idly as our households are

jeopardized by the devious and
underhanded politics of the ad-
ministration of this university. In the

last week alone, three separate
families have contacted us, all voicing

similar problems. This is yet anotfier

example of violence against our com-
munity. Our response - FIGHT BACK!

Third World Women's Task Force
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Argentina

Massachusetts Political
Prisoner
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th« MtN ^ Manh itIA. nwriicd Ita

Ifiifci ymm of mrtrtarv rulp tn Argentina

It has ta«i thr»» v««f« sine* the A»g«n-

lina wnwtf toM» ov«rthiew the cor-

fupi gov#fnm«nt of Presidwit ii#^
Maitin#i d« Pei«in and mst tut«d in il«

0mt:M M raiMiMy ftirita, fotrtwd oy iha he«^
of ihrt thf^ armed survices Osfcniibiy the

fMBon iiM the coup ww to clean up t^
rorfupi«rt mn^ chaos f^wr«d by the Qvar-

thrown regime, therby enabting the nation

to eventually return to the tegiri and
^m^ratK r^^.
Nowevw, in reabty the coup Mrss cMiMd
by lubd Pwon's increasing inability to

«)ntrc^ the cambative Argw.ttne pe(^e.
who headed by the workers, resporKted

gainst b«ng m^e to shoulder the effects

of Argentina's chronic economic cris«,

with major motMiuations The military took

ovw ttw goverrtneni in order to guarantee

a capitalist form of domination through tf»e

¥^«it repression of any and all sectors

^Mnwd to IM even rwmM^ a threat to k.

in th« way, students, intellectuals prof«-

sion^, workers, peasants, housewives.

fM^MSts, politic^w. refuses from otfier na-

tions; in short all Motors of Argentine

soc^V have be«n subiect^ to a savage

tfid cru^ rep^^^i wN^ ultimate lo^
arKl reasoning » dictate by the desire to

crush a whole pe^Me
Tfw rMl purpose of ttw coi^ WMt fwt mt-

mediately evWent This was so. In part,

tecause of the strict censorship of Argen-

tine News, y»od public relations by the |uii-

ta, and the fact tfiat the overthrown regime

had indeed been as corriipt and chaotic as

the military claimed; m well as intensively

repressive It was under Isabel Peron s rule

that paramilitary death squads, latieled the

"Trifrfe A", unleashed their terror with total

impunity, tfwir actions being finpnedt^ th*

Ministry of Social Welfare,

It soon became obvious that the military

had tm intention of changing things for the

better In fact, repression became even

nrwre efficient and cruel A new Public

Security Law issued the day of the coup,

instituted the death penalty, set up a

system of military courts, and lowered to

sixteen ttw age of those punishable for

i politick crimes In addition, it authorized

lengthy prison sentences, such as 8 years

f for disrespea to military authority and 3

^ years for tmmiw^ strikes The poHtical

system was thoroughly overhauled by the

new military in order to use it as a tool to in-

timidate and punish political and idealogical

opponents of the regime Minister of the In

tenor General Albano Harguindeguy said,

"Counterinsurgency does not limit itself to

the physical annihilation of the guerilla, we
must press, and in the educational, cultural

and political fields " This policy, similar to

other policies of the members of the armed
forces directed by President Videla, at

tempts to justify repression of all sectors of

society with the expedient label of "subver

sion

In the first two weeks after the coup on

March 1976, it is calculated that some
40.000 person were arrested, of these

20,000 were later released and the others,

added to the previous government's 10,000

prisoners give us the figure calculated by

many international organizations of 30,000

political prisoners in Argentina

However, these figures are only approx

imations, for when we speak of political

prisoners we enter the realm of the uncer

tain. It must be understood that the actual

number of political prisoner recogni/ed,

recognized by the military government is

but a small percentage of the total, since

this way it can do what it wants with them

In fact, there are thousands of political

prisoner, unrecognized by the junta, whose
passage through military of police

establishments has been well documented

In addition, the thousands of kidnappings

and disappearances lead us to believe that

the number of prisoners held is even

higher

Torture has been institutionalized. Torture

centers throughout the country have been

well documented. All persons arrested

have one thing in common; they have been

beaied and tortured.

However, in spite of the military govern

ment's cruelty and irrational repression, the

Argentine p>eople continue to resist Strikes

and demonstrations, work slow downs and

sabotage, when possible are constant Last

February an open letter was sent to the

Bishops of Pueble at the Celam III by

political prisoners Every sector of Argen

tine society has acted to oppose the military

government. Labor union political parties,

churches, and professional .organizations

condemn General Vidala s terrorism,

Tfw Aryentitie peopU: .in kso suffering a

-evere economic crisis In 1978, the inflation

jte was 170 and wholesale prices were up

147 In January 1978, global rate increases

re inMituted sftecting the price of matt
tesic fwcessiiiM. whi^ real wages WMre
^valued to W below thoM of %hB

previous year

In this the thifd yeat of military rule in

ArgBntir^a the rnosl important issue tl^t

tmist te raised is how to ^taift tfw reto^w
of prisoners or alleviate the situation of tfw

nuny Argentine people suffering thic hor-

ror. Tfie test way to accomplish this v^oul^

be by pressunng tfie military junta to

resp^t human rights and to call to demon-
MVtic Actions. This can te accomplished
in many ways We can get rekgious, human
Vtd civil rights organizations involoved m
the Argwitirw issue We can write letters to

our Congr^»men urging them to act

Se^r^ US. senators and representatives

h^e b^m active on Argentina and have
suctMi^d m Cutting off military aid to tfw

^nta Letters can be written to the Argen
tine Embassy in Washington DC and ©
Argentine authonti^ asking them to

ftthaae the ruimes of prisoners, their ptac#

irf ^tention and legal situation, and #
^larwitae of their physical safety. We can
^10 orgwiiM denwnstrations and sym-
pathy actions to support the call for tfie

restoration of avil lit^rties and hurr^n

r^jhts in Arg^ttma
We hope that this short article will lead

you to inquire further into the denial of

iHHnan ri^ts in Argentina and to act upon
it. For more information please contact;

^gentine Coalition of Boston, P O. Box
901. ^tew Station, Beaton, Ma 07123

Alberto Ruiz

Argentine Coalition of Boston

Black People's
Legacy

^ Blue Louis

Mother Africa gave birth to all of her

sons and many beautiful black

daughters
The sons and daughters were strong

and worked the land

Mother Africa rewarded them for their

labor

Then the white man came
With guns, treasures and ships he

stole somewhere in Asia

Irons were locked around the necks of

Black women and men
Packed into the holds of slave ships

We in our minds hearts and soul knew
this was wrong
The weak cried, the strong fought,

some escaped most died

Trying to get home where they knew

they t>elonged

Brought to America against our will

Like animals we were bred with

mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers,

sons and daughters

Forced to believe we were ugly, in

humane, a thing, not a human
Taught we had sinned against god

And hell not heaven is where we shall

dwell

Through the suffering of the pain and

the aggravation of the years

The thought process we once possed

vanished

The heart beat of our homeland ceas

ed to sound
Sour minds forced into slumber, we
could only slumber

The white men fought amongest each

other

The north wanted us free

Because they envied the ricker the

southern whites made from our labor

They freed us and said we were men
and women and possesed the same

'lyhts as they

Yes we were free

Free to live in slums and slave in fac-

tories

Free to go to colored only restaurants,

'estrooms and bars

Our freedom was a higher form of

slavery

Our rights were to be hung from trees,

castrated and burned in our churcties

Today we are told of the ad

vancements we have made
Advanced to welfare, unequal educa

tion and middle class projects

We bett.;i open our eyes or we will

always advance one step behind them

Mother Africa cries lor us

While we fill our veins with drugs,

pimp our sisters and kill our brother be

ing so slick

Being the white man s holes

Yes we betlfer wake up or die sleeping

Blue Louis IS a urotn-f wno is currently

incarcerated m a Colorado jail

It^ am^ '» • Walpole Penitentiary

incarerate's own account of how he

lias been uniustly dealt with by the

MassachuMm J^^M System, ap
parently, as a result of his

outspoken^ and political involve-

MM around the time of Boston's

school busing crisis (1975 present),'

The following passage is Siegfried

Colston's report of the incidents that

led up to his receiving a 'lifetime

sentence' at Walpole State Prison for

1st degree murder.

"I am a young Black Political Prisoner

writing to you seeking support in help

ing me to obtain my freedom. Please

bear in mind, while you read this article,

that only facts that are important are in-

duded So, if some things app^r to be

missing, it's only because I didn't feel it was
of importance."

"On Decen^ber 18, 1975. while attending

my typing c\a&s at the Jeremiah Burke High

School, I was told by my teacher to report

to the Principals Office When I arrived at

the Principals Office, I was confronted by

three Boston Police Detectives. One of

them had a warrant for my arrest for an

alleged Court default. I was arrested and

carried to Boston Police Station #11 While

at the Police Station, I was read my rights,

then told there was a murder warrant for

my arrest; the murder warrant was never

produced I was allowed to make one

phone call to my mother. So, I called to in-

form her of the events that led to my being

bear in mind that this murder that I am be

ing charged with supposedly occured in

August of 1975 and I am being charged

with this crime in December of 1975."

"On December 24, 1975 I was carried to

the Suffolk County Courthouse for arraign

ment (bear in mind that there h^n't been a

line up; nor have I had a probable cause

hearing in a District Court). At the arraign

ment the Court appointed John P. White,

Jr to represent me as an attorney, since I

didn't have the funds to obtain Private

Counsel. At the arraignment there were no

witnesses present, yet I was formally

charged with First Degree Murder and

remanded to the Suffolk County Jail to

await trail without any bail being set."

"Approximately three days after my ar-

raignment, John P. White, Jr. came to the

Suffolk County Jail to discuss the facts of

my case. He made it clear that the District

Attonxmey felt that the Comnwjnwealth's

case against me was strong, and that there

were two alleged eyewitnesses being used

in the Commonwealth's case against me.

We discussed my alibi defense and I gave

Mr White a list of alibi witnesses that could

prove my innocence"
"In February of 1976, I was carried to the

Bridgewater State Hospital for what was

supposed to have been a 20 day observa

tion, for the purpose of determining

whether I was capable of standing trail. In-

stead of 20 days, I remained there for 60

days; afterwards I was returned to Suffolk

County Jail to await trial."

"From December until May (the time of

trial) Mr White (my attorney) had been out

to the jail to discuss our case strategy ap-

proximately five times.
"'

"In May of 1976 we picked a jury

predominantly white with the exception of

one Black female (none of the jurors were

of my peers) The trial started in May arid

lasted for two weeks. I was almost certain

that the jury would bring back a verdict in

my favor because I felt my innocence had

been proven (although my attorney failed

to allow one of our crucial witnesses to take

the stand in my behalf). The Com-

monwealth's case appeared to be very

weak, although the final outcome proved

the opposite After the Court gav the case

to the jury and the jury came b. Tk with a

verdict of guilty of First Degree Murder and

th court imposed a sentece of Natural Life

on me to be served at the MCI Walpole

State Prison "

"In June of 1976 I received a letter from

Mr White stating the fact of his having in

his possession a tape recording of a conver-

sation with Martha Brown, the sister of one

of the Commonwalth's witnesses used in

their case against me. Martha Brown stated

that her brother, David Brown, and Irene

Rollins, the other major witness used in the

Com
monwealths case against me, were in

Rhode Island with her the day of the aHeg-

ed murder and by the time they arrived

back at Columbia Point Housing Protect,

where the murder allegedly occured. the

Police were removing the body from tf>e

scene of the crime. Her statement is very

crucial, because if what she s^ is the

truth, then the Commonwealth's witni^s
will be caught up m their lies."

"In view of what I've explained in this^^

ter, I am asking for support. Before closing,

let me give you the main points to focus on.

A white male was allegedly assaulted by

several youths in the Columbia Point Hous-

ing Project, which is predominately Black.

This alleged assault supposedly occurred in

August of 1975 The male vactim didn't die

nght away; because of brain damage he

was placed on a Respirator of some sort;

the doctors performed brain surgery; and at

some point they decided there was nothing

else they could do and pulled the plug on

the machine."
"Four months later I am picked up at

school and taken to the police station on a

trumped up charge. Allegedly, several

youths assaulted this victims, but I am the

only person being charged with the crime.

Keep in mind the existing racial tension

happening here in Boston, and that I've

be«i one of the few students in high school

that had the courage to speak out against

the oppressor of black students throughout

the Boston Public School system. One can

come to the conclusion after reviewing the

facts that I was framed by the Boston

Police Deartment because of my political

views and for being the outspoken in-

dividual that I am. There was no way I

could gjt a fair trial, because the jurors were

predominately white and none of the jurors

were among my peers. Two months after

I've been convicted my lawyer comes up

with a key witness that can clear me, if the

courts allows her to give testimony on my
behalf."

The following is a statement from a key

witness for the Defense, who was in the

company of tf>e two eyewitnesses for the

Prosecution;

"David, Irene ar>d I were returning to

the project from buying meat in R.I. I

asked David to let me out, because I

had to rush into the house. I carried the

bags inside the car. As* I rushed across

the street. I saw a white man lying on

the ground. I stood tbere because I was

scared I went upstairs, put the bags

down and I yelled at the kids in the

window. I asked my 10 year old where

the other children were. I went back

downstairs and David and Irene were

parked behind the white bottomed car

with a black convertible top. There

were people standing around the white

man If David and Irene saw the person

who struck the white man, they have

long distance vision, because the man
was on the ground lying in some blood

when we drove up."

Martha Brown
The statement of Martha Brown im-

peaches the integrity of the testimony

of David Brown and Irene Rollins, both

of whom testified that they observed

the Defendant strike the victims and

who were the only witnesses to so

testify, according to John P. White, Jr.

He adds that the Defendant was not

aware of her availability as a witness;

and that the proffered testimony of

Martha Brown c. / grave doubt upon

the integrity of uie conviction of the

Defendant, and indicates that justice

has not been done.

Although Siegfried Golston in inno-

cent and evidence for his. defense ap*

pears to be very strong, there are still

some rough spots that need to be

smoothed out (such as the testimony

of the two witnesses for the Prosecu

tion). This case should be handled by a

hired attorney, who is sensitive to the

Black Community and who has been

paid a fee, so that the lawyer can ob-

tain pertinent information relating to

the case and bring in other lawyers and

invertigators for consutation. Legal

fees cost about $5,000 ($2,500 in ad-

vance) to set up an effective appeal

and movement into action. Anything

you can contribute (even if it's only

$1 .00) will be greatly appreciated.

Please mail contributions to:

Siegfried Golston Defense Committee

Unity Bank
P.O. Box 336
Roxbury, Ma. 02119

and mail support letter and or any per-

tinent information to:

Siegfried Golston

Box 100

So. Walpole, Mass.

Announcements
8oy Ayers coming to

Spring concert

Bt3rn IS L^ Aft^^s, Roy Ayers began to

play music at an early age. First he learned
how to play the piano. "My mother taught
piano, I was always around music. I played
boogie woogie before I ever knew how to

read a note" His mother took him to see
Lionel Hampton when he was five and
Hampton gave him a pail of mallets. He
didn't take up the vibes full time, however,
until his parents bought him one when he
was a senior in high school. Until that time,
he had been listening to Cal Tiadci .md Milt

Jackson and quickly t>ecamu good enough

to b«:ome a omfessional miisici<»n Initially

he played with Gerald Wilson, big band,

Chico Hamilton, Jack Wilson, Phinease

Namwes, all notable West Coast musi-

cians

Roy Ayers first became known as a major

force on the jazz scene when he sat in with

Herbie Mann at the Lighthouse in Los
Angeles "I sat in and he hired me that

same night" Roy remembers. "It was a

perfect way for me to come east and have a

job, because most musicians come east

and It's very difficult to obtain work for

some time."

He became an instatnt sensat'on. After

three albums produced by Herbie Mann for

Atlanta Records, Ayers formed his own
band, Ubiquity, and began recording for

Polydor Records Over the last several

years the music of Ubiquity has grown and

matured, but it has never lost the freshness

or the excitement of the first Ubiquity line

up

As the music scene changes, so does the

music of Roy Ayers. Originally filled with

(jassive counterpoints, Ayers new gets

down with the best of them. More than

that, with the release of EVERYBODY
LOVES THE SUNSHINE in Juiv '76 Ayer»

discovered a whole new legion of fans.

The album made it to the Top 40 in the pop
charts and Ayers literally took off. With

VIBRATIONS, released in December '78

Ayers was in full flight with a wealth of new
and exciting material including "Damelo

(Give it to Me), "Searching " and "Come
Out and Play". LIFE LINE, released in May
'77, showed Ayers m top form: IncludoJ on

three c»its ( "This Side of Sunshine", "I Still

Love You " and "Sanctified Feeling") is

Dee Dee Bridgewater, former star of "The

Wiz " on Broadway. Ayers came up with

another winner in February 1978 with

LET'S DO IT, the album that featured "The

Freaky Deaky". His latest album for

Polydor is YOU SEND ME.

"My music is unbiquitious, it's everywfiere.

I'm into some of everything. I play R B,

jazz, pop, bossa nova, blues, Latin - music

when I'm not able to change anymore, I

feel just as young now as when I was 19,

just as creative. If I ever get by the side of

the road and let the others go on by." Roy
bases his musical philosophy on Duke Ell-

ington's famous line: "It don't mean a thing

if it ain't got that swing." "I'm just a perfec-

tionist of sorts, but if it's gonna swing, it's

got to cook."

Roy A yers will be appearing a t the Spring Concert and is schedul-
ed to be the first act of three. This talented musician has had
numerous hits and is bound to put on a good show. Check him
out.

In Celebration Of May I***

Imternational Workers
Day

Paii«l Discussion On Political
Prisoners

May 1 T:30 P.M.
C.C. Rm. 163-164

speakers s

Hayata Mewwakkii (Ella Ellison)

Mother of four, was sentenced to five

lifetimes, for a crime she did not commit.

EiiseoOarcIa
Member of Committee Against Repression.

Puerto Rican activist, speaking on the 7

Puerto Rican Prisoners of War.

Jlmniy Durhani
A member of AIM speaking on Native

American Prisoners.

free
Everybody welcome
Daycare provided

sponsored by:

Distinguished Visitors Program

Che Lumumba School

Third World Women's Task Force

In The Rock Oarden
"In The Rock Garden"" is a play about the

Asian American perspective seen through
the eyes of an Asian American woman
going to school at Hampshire College.

Through the main character, June (Mariko
Miho), we share with her a clashing of

culture, alienation and the day to day
confrontation of prejudice and
stereotyping, June shares with us an
experience of a woman developing in

strength and character in dealing with
today's problems. It is a dynamic play

which offers a sensitive message of Asian
interpersonal relationships in this society.

The play, "In The Rock Garden" was
written by Roberta Uno. She is also the

director of the present production. The play

has been performed at Hampshire College

and Smith College a year ago.

Harppden Center

Southwest UMass
May 3 and 4. 8:pm Admission $1 .50

photo hy Ed Cohen

Thank you,

Barry P. Adanw
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CBARNING "FROM JHE O^AST <TC ^UILD
HHE TUTUCRE jn Jlstatijlmeficm. Conjefence

Xearntng from the Past to Build the
future was the theme and tnle of the Con
ferentM held last wertceod that was spon
sored by the Asian American Student-
Association. The purpose of the Con
ference which was held in the Campus
Center, was to celebrate the first natiorwl
recognition of Asian Pacific American
Heritage Week which begins on May 4 As
part of the weekend, guest speakers, musi
cians, artists and writers conducted
workshops, films and a coffee house to br
Ing together Asian pacific Amencans and
to promote greater ethnic awareness.
Perormances by Charlie Chin a musician

and poet, the So)Ourners, a Third World
JaM rock band and the Yat Ming Kung Fu
club kicked off the busy weekend. Among
the topics discussed on Saturday were
The Bakke Decision and It's Future Con-

sequences", by U S District Court Judge
Robert M Takasugi. US. China Nor-
nrwluation, Asian Asian Women Contem
porary Chinatown Issues. Third World
fighting racism on the job and Americas
concentration Camps. The weekend con
eluded with a performance of "In the Rock
Garden by playwright Roberta Uno, which
will he performed again this Wednesday in
Southwest Over 200 oaoole att*nd«»^
from across the couiiuvio wnat was a verv
rewarding, educati'^nii and sxdting ex-
perience for Asi«ii a^ „^i m Amaricans.

T3

Interview With With Jote Trefo
An interview with Jose G. Trejo, a Third

World candidate for President

Jose GuiMermo Trejo, a minority

graduate student from Mexico, is cur-

rently working as GSS Treasurer, and
has been officially nominated to run for

re-election for next fiscal year (1980).

However, just last Wednesday. April

25, during the hispanic program "Que Tal

Amigos?" in WFCR Radio Station, Jose
and his wife Pilar were interviewed by pro

gram conductors Julio Torres and Soma
Vivas, and among many other things, Jose

was asked "If he would be interested in

running also for the highest position as

president, assuming the support of his

strong credentials and capabilities for

leadership in the Graduate Senate."

But before getting into the details of his

probable nomination as president, we
should provide the background of Jose's

credentials.

Jose Trejo is working toward a masters

degree in Steel and Concrete Structures in

the Department of Civil Engineering. He is

also teaching a 9-credit internship program

for student heads of residence m
Southwest called Management Studies and
Practicum Residence Hall Administration.

Moreover, he has taken summer course in

Managerial and Financial Accounting and
Administration

Jose's extracurricular experience on cam-

pus has proven to be progressive exten

sive. Firstly, he has worked as a volunteer

staff member in the Collegian Graphics

Department, as a teller and later as a Loan

Officer of the Credit Committee in the Stu

dent Federal Credit Union. In addition to his

cooperative involvement In vanous

capacities with Third World Student

organizations like, Eco Latino Newspaper,
Ahora, the Bi — lingual Colleqiate Program

the Minority Student Program In the school

of Engineering, the Third World Scientist

Society m New Africa House, the newly

formed Mexican-American Engineering

Society.and the Civil Engineering Graduate

Student Association, Besides, he has also

participated in activltes with the Coalition

of the Minority Employees, the 03 workers,

the UMass Tenants Association and the

North Village Tenants Council.

Question

Jose, what have been your ac-

complishments as GSS Treasurer during

I he current fiscal year ?

Answer
Last year, when I ran for treasurer, I was in-

terviewed by the Collegian (May 4, 19781 I

said then that as GSS treasurer my prime

objective would be, and if I can quote
myself, 'To prove to the Graduate Student
Senate that minorities are qualified enough
and responsible enough to assume this kind

of position. Also from that point of view, to

encourage other minorities in taking an in-

terest in important issues discussed in the

Senate." Now almost one year later, I

t>e4ieve that I have accomplished this goal,

by working hard in improving the whole
GSS bookkeeping process and making it

more verifiable and organized. We now
have our General Accounting System com-
pletefy integrated into the Univeristy Ac-
counting System. Thus, we have now the

cap>acity to nwnitor and manage budgets
for up to 500 different organizations In our
ledger 3 account. This means that this year

we have been converted into a mini RSO-
SGA system, ten limes smaller, but our in-

tegrated system is much more simple,

clean and efficient in paperwork and
bureaucratic process. This is because our
computer print out reports are conciliated

with our General Ledger every month, so
we are always up to date in the monthly
summary report and report of transactions

for every single organization under our
system. Our budget has no deficits or

defaults on payments, we have a respec-

table amount on reserve for contingencies

to alway prevent any future deficits. We
have increased our fees due to inflationary

coefficients only and we have kept our
salary structure in accordance with the 8
per cent rate increase per fiscal year.

Our services to our constituency, funded
organizations and community members in

general, has been always open and friendly

to all and we have developed teamworking
relationships with the GSS staff personnel.

Therefore. I feel very confident to say that I

have done my homework as Treasurer of

the Graduate Senate and consequently I

have also proven that "minorities are

qualified enough and responsible enough
to assume this kind of position,"

Question
Assuming majority support from your

constituency, would you be interested in

running for President and perhaps become
the first Third World student to hold the
highest responsibility in the GSS?

Answer
I have been asked the same question

several times last week and I will give you
the same response. I have a firm conviction

that Aff.maltive Action can work if we
commit ourselves and put our efforts to do
a little more than a good job in implemen-

ting it. I think that as Treasurer I've done
my homework ar>d mayt>e a little more. But
also, I would like to advarn:* nrvore in this

Affirmative Action process b^ running for

President if the support is behind me.
Primarily because I would like to prove
once more tf^t mirtorities are qualifie'd

enough and resporwible enough to hold
this important position. And from this

perspective to take an Affirmative Action
stand by seriously promoting the participa-

tion of minorities and women in the GSS
decision making process for next Fiscal

year. Hence, I would be seriously interested

in stepping up and working hard to become
a good leader for the Graduate Senate.
Question

Do you have a special Idea or goal you
would like to see accomplished as Presi-

dent?

Answer
Yes, After assessing GSS priorities and

objectives for the year, to work closely with

the senate in designing an administrative

structural orgahlgram that will be b»sed on

the foundation provided by the six previous

senates to carry out set objectives. This will

be the seventh senate tx)dy and we have a

great need for a more comprehensive

administrative structural organigram that

will make the graduate senate much more
efficient, effective and Influential with the

Administration and the Community.
Second, to work closely with the Senate

In training myself, all officers, senators,

graduate students and staff member to

follow Robert's Rules of Order for

Parliamentary procedures, so we can have
smooth meetings during the year. And also

by working with the Senate agenda at least

one week in advance. Thus to Increase par-

ticipation through smoother runniny and
more efficient meetings.

Third, to increase the Revenue Shar-

ing base of funding, by giving RS
organizations a permanent status in

our system, by providing them with a

small budget allocation for office sup-

plies and expenses and by opening a

permanent savings account in the UM
Student Federal Credit Union with our

regular Revenue Sharing
disbursements. Thus, fertilizing the

seed of our Graduate Student organiza-

tions to develop and grow in order to

provide more and more services and
jobs for graduate students in all depart-

ments.

Fourth, to organize the tasks and
priorities assigned to the internal com-
mittees and sub-committees. To set up
goals and time tables for development

and providing full financial support. To
Implement our Affirmative Action
Policies protecting the rights of aH
graduate students and ;o increase the
participation of graduate students in

the external committees by providing
enough advertising of all positions
open, so students can always be aware
of their opportunities in the GSS and by
encouraging the members to do
presentations and give reports to the
Senate during the riieetings.

And Fifth, the monthly publication of
a Graduate Student Newsletter sent
out to all Graduate Students and
Revenue Sharing organizations on
campus. Providing profiles of most im-
portant motions passed during the
meetings. Treasurer's Quarterly
Budget Reviews, reports from other
graduate students or senators and GSEU
news. This means that the voice of the
Graduate Senate will be heard ail

around campus, so that we can
become more influential and effective
in protecting the rights and stipends of
all graduate students.

Question
What is the GSS electoral process and
when are the elections ?

Answer
Monday night at 7:00pm is the Can-

didate's Night in which all candidates
will have the opportunity to speak and
nomination for President and Vice
P.esident will be closed. Then on May 2
and 3 (Wed. and Thurs.) all registered

graduate students can vote at the
ballot boxes that will be located In the

Campus Center concourse all day. On
Monday, May 7 at 7pm the Senate will

elect the Treasurer and the Secretary.

Question

Would you like to send a message to

the Third World community and the
community at large"?

Answer
Yes. I want to ask them for their sup-

port in attending candidate's night and
in voting A vote for me is a vote for Af-

firmative Action.

I am asking them to take a strong
stand and vote for more participation

for minorities. An organized and ex-

perienced leadership is provided
through my work. I urge all conscien-

tious graduate students to take some
time from their work,' go to the Campus
Center Concourse and vote affirmative.

Vote for Jose Trejo for President of the

GSS.
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Sterilization Abuse

Suman Bohm

Regardless of what different doctors
and U.S. social scientists say, steriliza-

tion is frequent ly used as a racist and
classist method of reducing the size off

the world's population. It is used
against the poorest and hardest work-
ing sectors, those who represent the
greatest political threat to capitalist

power.
The rationale behind the wide scaled
use of sterilization against poor people
is the myth of population control. This
myth, that there is a population explo-

sion threatening the world, has been
created by many powerful groups -the

U.S. government, big corporations and
so called "neutral" medical
establishments. The purpose of this

myth is to convince people that
resources are scarce and insufficient to
provide everybody with the necessities

of life. The reason for this, it is said, is

that the world's birth rate has become
so high and yet if one looks closely,

one sees that the existing facts are dif-

ferent. According to the Food and
Agricultrual Organization of the UN.
food production has been growing
three-quarter times as fast as popula-
tion and this with only one-tenth of the
world's land area under cultivation.

The basic problem is unequal distribu

tion of food. But the U.S. government
is not about to admit this, since equal
distribution of food is tantamount to

talking about equal distribution of
power. Imperialists don't like giving up
power. Power is money and money is

power and so the U.S.. in conjunction
with the ruling classes of certain

underdeveloped contries like India and
Puerto Rico, perpetuate the myth that
population -the people themselves- is

the problem.
In this light then sterilization can be

seen as a simple tactic for getting at

the people, for eliminating them at the
best of all possible times -before they
are bom.
Puerto Rico, where the forced popula-

tion control program has been most
successful, is still a colony of the U.S.
On the island a minimum of 37 per cent
of all women of childraising age have
been sterilized under programs spon-
sored by the U.S. government in col-

laboration with the local colonial

government. Most of the money for

these programs has come from the
U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare. The fact that this policy is

being carried out in a colonial context
in a nation where people do not have
control over their own lives isn't men-
tioned by U.S. bureaucrats. Nor do
ther mention the fact that it's the in-

fluence of U.S. corporations on the
island that has completely wrecked the
local economy and caused the bad liv-

ing conditions. In this light, the term
"voluntary sterilization" becomes at

best a bad joke.

The same thing is happening on the
U.S. mainland too, to Puerto Ricans as
well as blacks. Native Americans and
poor white working class. Twenty per

cent of all married black women in the

U.S. are now sterilized. Over 24 per

cent of Native American women have
been sterilized. All this is accomplished
through a carefully planned govern-
ment network under the name of

population control. Inefficient inner-

city hospitals which are otherwise
noted for poor medical care are ex-

tremely efficient in sterilizing women
without their
knowledge.

I would like to focus a little on the
mass sterilization campaigns that have
occurred in India in recent years. It is a

good example to use for two reasons.

One Is personal: India is my homeland
and i am familiar with it. The other is

political: because the sterilization cam-
paigns in India have been so ugly and
widespread. India is one of the few
places in the world where there has ac-

tually been armed conflict in the
streets around the question of com-
pulsive sterilization. Such examples
make the class nature of such cam-
paigns unignorably clear.

Although at the momant the U.S. isn't
directly involved in the forced steriliza-
tion campaign in India, the campaign
has to be seen as an outgrowth of U.S.
policy in the 60's and 70's. One of tha
stipulations attached to the so-called
foreign "aid" was that India had to
start a large nation-wide family plan-
ning program. The racist and classist
philosophy behind this idea should ba
obvious -Indians like all Third World
people and poor whites in this country,

are portrayed as animal-like in their in-

ability to stop producing large
numbers. A further example of the
class nature of the program, as it was
actually put into practise, is that it was
directly against the lowest paid sector
of the urban working class and againM
the poorest peasants in the coun-
tyrside Now that in the late 1970's the
Indian ruling class is going through
crisis, it has adopted this Western tac-
tic against its' own people. This is cer-

tainly a good example of how U.S. im-
perialism ends up supporting the ex-
isting class relations in
underdeveloped countries. This always
happens at the expense of the People.
Another important aspect of tha
Family Planning Association in India is

the voluntary sterilizations by which I

mean sterilizations are performed only
after the patient has given her or his

consent. It seems to be odd that it is

mostly poor laboring people who
volunteer -the reason is obvious. FPA
offers a cash reward of RS 75 (which is

equal to two months pay, if you work,
a new sari (dress) and three days of
free hospital care. For the poor 75 RS
can be the difference between life and
death. Three days free care in the
hospital -the fact is that for many
women these days would be their first

"free" days since they were married
and so the temptation is great.
However, i dont't consider consent
given such conditions to be voluntary,
especially when there seems to be a
fairly high regret rata.

The FPA in India usually ignores cer-

tain basic factors that influence
couples to choose to have several
children.
These factors are the still high infant-

mortality rate and the continuing high
instance of child malnutrition. Because
of these realities, families often try to
have large families in the hope that at

least a few children will survive to
adulthood.
The poorer sections in India have not
taken all this quietly. There are
countless stories of peasants and ur-

ban workers (women and men alike)

demonstrating in the streets against
forced sterilizations and refusing to ac-
cept sterilization as a substitute for

economic and social changes. In the
Indian state of Mahrastra and Madhya
Pradesh, family planning centers have
been destroyed by angry crowds. In

Oelhi, on April 22, 1976, the police and
family planning staff forcibly took
handcart men and rickshaw pullers in

for sterilizations. In retaliation, 3000
women converged on the scene and
drove off the police. Then the Federal
Reserve Police sent a bulldozer to
destroy the people but the people ruin-

ed it. Then an open rifle fire battle took
place for 3 hours. More than 19 persons
were killed including a police sub-
inspector who was sliced into three
pieces with a sword.
Birth control in itself can be an impor-

tant part of an integrated campaign to
emancipate women and improve the
lots of families. It can give women a
sense of control over their lives. It can
be a good thing. When intelligent birth

control is one used as a method to
repress the poor, we have to resist. On-
ly by recognizing this will we be freed
to create family planning programs
that are an actual service to the people,
as opposed to family planning pro-
grams that are falsely presented as in-

telligent substitutes for other,
necessary forms of social change.

South African students

choose emigration or

African future

By Billy Mastiff

JOHANNESBURG. SOUTH AFRICA
Two years ago, a survey of final year

students at the University of the Wit-

watersrand South Africa's largest English

speaking university, showed that 75

pwcant intended to emigrate as wo&n as

they graduated. Several days of visits to

the compact "Wits" campus, located on
the edge of Johannesburg's business

center, confirmed the general accuracy, if

not the absolute precision, of the poll.

English-speaking students feel they have

no future in a increasingly repressive South
Africa they see hiding toward internal war
under the control of the unyielding National

Party. Instead, they speak hopefully of

career prospects in America, Britian,

Australia and elsewhere They often vmw
their final year vacations as opportumti^ to

start hunting for jobs overseas.

The attitude toward emigration deeply
concerns the radical student movement,
which for decades has constituted the most
vociM force opposing apartheid within the

white community. The movement centered
in the National Union of South African

Students (NUSAS ) which has chapters at

the country's five English speaking
universities, has long staged highly

publicized confrontational protests. In the
early 60's. some of its members were even
convicted of sabotage for blowing up
electric installations and the like, and were
sentenced to long prison terms.

But the post Soweto reality has prompted
a Sharp roalignment in NUSAS. which has
r>3v.' turned inward, to the universities

thwnsdves with a call for restructuring

education to prepare white students for

"an African future.

"

The NUSAS program calls for the increas-
ed study of subjects like rural development,
black criminal law, labor law, and com-
munity medicine. Experts in these fields,

the organization explains, are obviously
needed by South Africa's people, but xhey
are not being trained by the universities. To
encourage such a shift in educational
priorities, NUSAS has sponsored a series
of seminars and publications.

The program also contains rn attack on
the universities themselver, which have
long been viewed as among the few re-

maining bastions of liberalism in ttie coun-
try On the contrary, the activists say, the
universities exist to serve the large cor-
porate interest which profit from apartheid,
even while the schools (and the corpora-
tions) maintain a discreet distance fromth^
system's more brutal aspects. As one Cape I

Town radical has said, "the government
may not like what the universities say, but
they sure as hell like what the universities

do"
There is also a tactical reason behind the

NUSAS shift away from confrontational

protest. One Wits student explained,

"Demonstrations are useless. All they do is

arrest you right away and lock you up for as

tong as tfwy want. What good have you
done? " Under the Rkjtous Assembli« Act,
which has been in effect all over the coun-
try since the Soweto uprising, all outdoor
gatherings are illegal without a special
government permit. The police arrive

within minutes, equipped with riot year, to
break up unauthorized ralliet.

In part for past protests, NUSAS has
often provoked the government's wrath
In tf>e late fiO's one of the organization's
presidents was banned, and another was
deniedspassport. InthsMrlyTO sthegovern
ment convened a special parliamentary
commission which banned eight prominent
NUSAS leaders and sympathizers, and
declared it an Affected Orgwyzation,"
which mMnt it oo\M no longer ra^ve any
fuodin^ from foreign sources
Also in the late fiO's black NUSAS

iiwmbers led by St^e Bilo and others,
broke away and formed ih«r own group,
the South African Students Organization
(SASOl. Biko argued that black con
sciousness and pride could only develop
fully In an exclusively black organization:
NUSAS leaders agreed, but some
members were stunned and hurt by the
move. (SASO was banned as an organiza-
tion in October 1977 )

One complicating factor is the military
service requirment, which has dramatically
increased in recent years. All men now face
two years duty, and there is no student
deferment of any kind One moderate
explained, "The radicals come out sup-
porting SWAPO, and the chaps who have
been in the army fighting those terrorist
aren't going to listen to that."

MANY MODERATE STUDENTS GET
IN'^/OLVED IN SOMETHING CALLED
Rag", a charitable organization that

sponsors a mail appeal, a humor magazine
and a "Rag Queen" competition. The
organization raises more than $200,000
ANNUALLY FOR HEALTH CENTERS
AND KINDERGARTENS IN BLACKS
AREAS. Despite the Rag Chairman's
caution that the organization's efforts are

also intended to bring about improved
awareness of the need for permanent
solutions, it is squarely in the old tradition

of English-speaking, paternalistic

libr^ralism.

The small band of radicals confront the
harse, central features of South African life

as they attemp to guide their fellow
students in the face of an uncertain and
inauspicious fure. "We have been raised in

a racist enviroment," one activist ex-
plained. "We almost nevei meet blacks on
any kind of equal basis The only black
people most of us know are the ones who
work in our homes. It is not easy for us to
leave behind our racist and parternalistic

ideas it takes a real struggle."
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sense of unity in the Latin community using 'hjsic as a message.
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St»'nii/Htion abuse in Latin A mHrica
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LuisPerez: Attorney and activist from the

Latin community o* Worcester Mass
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Graduate students agitated
Graduate union denied status
By B/LL SUNDSTROM
Ct^eg/an Staff

More than two years after hearings on the
case concluded, the Massachusetts Labor
Relations Commission yesterdav ruled that
the University administration need not
recognize the Graduate Student Employees
Union es the legal collective bargaining unit
for graduate student employees.

The decision and "its implications were
discussed at length by members of the
union at a meetir>g yesterday, union
treasurer Bradley S. Klein said in an inter

view last night. While considering the deci
son a severe blow to the union's efforts,

Klein said "this decision will not deter us
from persisting in our demands that the ad-
ffiinistration begin seriously to deal with us
and that they make a commitment to fun-
ding graduate and undergraduate programs
here."

The Graduate Student Employes Union
is an organization of graduate students
employed by the University as teaching
assistants, teaching associates, or r^earch
assistants. The appeal for recognition wgg
filed with the commission in May, 1976, at
which time the union presented evidence
that it had the requisite 30 percent member-
ship of employees.

While members of the union are still

reading and interpreting the decision, union
chairperson Michael R. Federow said there
are a number of points on which they
disagree with the commissioners. He said
the union is discussing possible appeals
processes and further legal action,
although it has reached no final conclu-
sions.

Harvey L. Fri«lman, Director of the
Labor Relations and Research Center at the
University, said last night that he had no
comment to make on the decision, as he
had not read it. He said he found it "ex
tremely disturbing" that it took the com
mission two years to arrive at the decision.

Stephen J. Rosow, Chairperson of the
union's grievance committee, said the
union would still demand recognition from
the University, which can enter into
bargaining relations voluntarily.

Neither of the commissioners who wrote
the decisions, Garry J. Wooters and Chair-
man James S. Cooper, could be reached
for comment. Acting Provost Jeremiah M.
Allen declined to comment on the decision,
saying he had not yet read it.

Klein said graduate student unions have
successfully gained bargaining rights at the
Universities of Michigan and Oregon.

Teaching assistants plan strike
By BILL SUNDSTROM
Collegian Staff

Members of the Graduate Student
Employees Union last night said at least 125
of their members will go on strike today in

protest of what they call the
administration's disregard for 'them and
their organizaiton.

The union plans to cancel classes and
sections taught by teaching assistants and
a^ociates in the Communication Studies,
Anthropology, Sociology, Economics, and
Political Science Departments, according
to union treasurer Bradley S. Klein Union
members and supponers say they will also
close down Machmer Hall by forming a
picket line at each entrance to the building.

The union has asked that all faculty at the
University cancel classes in support, arKl

encouraged the -faculty union, the
Massachusetts Society of Professors, to
support the students and honor the picket
line.

Several weeks ago the union issued a
progam of proposals that included oppos-
ing all decreases in funding and increases in

workloads for graduate student employees.
The purpose of the strike, Klein said, "is to
demonstrate what a cutback in graduate
services looks like, and how much tf>e cam-
pus requires teacfiing assistants."

The union is also demandir>g that thie

University administration recognize it as the
legal collective bargaining agent for
graduate student employees. Coincidental
ly, the Ma^achusetts Labor Relatior«
Commission yesterday ruled that it would
not force the administration to recognize
the union (see related story, this pa^)

Acting Provost Jeremiah M. Allen last

night said if teaching assistants are not
meeting classes, the University definitely
will look into the situation Allen said, "The
year, at least, the grad students have a cwi-
tract to perform their teaching duties. Iha
students are the ones who will suffer K
classes are not held. Self interest does tend
to clothe itself in noble motives."

Klein and Union Chairperson Michael R,
Federow, however, feel the interests of the
union and the interests of undergraduate
students coincide. 'Teaching assistant
and associates teach 2S percent of the con
tact hours with undergraduates at the
University, " Federow said. Without them,
faculty teaching loads would be coo^
siderably greater, he said. Klein added th«
the union plans to use the strike as a means
of informing the University community
about the union and its concerns.

Union member Stephen J. Rosow said

TURN TO PAGE 10

Jim Dale leads the way for Todd Creski towards the swans yesterday afternoon
by the Campus pond. The two had just finished with the goldfish when they

decided to move on to bigger things. (Staff photo by Bill Greene)

Editor's note: This is the first of a six-part
series on rape by Collegian reporters Fran
Basehe and Mary Frain. The series includes
interview with law enforcement officials,

rape counselors, health service personnel
and a rape victim.

The UMass student speaking in this story
wbs raped in a mid-Atlantic state after her
first year at college.

"\ was 19. I was riding my bi.cycle home
in a rural area. It was at dusk, in August.
This car drove by and these two men
jumped out and grabbed me and started
ripping my clothes off. They stopped when
a car drove by and left me. I tried to get
away on my bike but they were waiting for
me down the road. They opened the car
door and my bike ran into it. Then they
dragged me into the car.

"I was terrified - they had this long knife
- one guy held me down and the other
guy tried to kiss me, but I bit his tongue. He
can't talk properly now.

"They were drunk. They drove me to a
field. It lasted tor about three and a half

hours. Itried to think about others things
than what was happening to my body.

"I was very conscious of the fact that if I

wasn't beat up, they wouldn't believe I was
raped. I memorized the license plate
number and everything about the interior of
the car. I still remember it.

"I jumped out of the car and ran up to
this house and called my sister.

"I found out later the car they were
driving was stolen. One guy was caught. I

Rape: one woman tells her story
had to look through mug shots - that was
hard. I couldn't shower for a while - I felt so
gross. I had to talk to the cops for a couple
of hours. The cop was nice though. It was
weird having to talk about sexual things in
front of my parents. We're open about sex
but it was awkward. Everytime I told
another detail my mother would kind of cry
out.

"The doctors examination was the most
inhumane treatment - like I was a piece of
meat. I wanted a woman gynecologist but
there wasn't one on call. It was a friend's
father. I was treated really impersonally --

1

didn't want a man to touch me.
"The trial wasn't till almost a year later in

July. I was still at a school I transferred
from, and I went to the rape counselors

there for help with handling the trial. I got
involved with rape counseling.
"The trial took about three days. He was

convicted on 15 different charges: rape,
attempted murder, sodomy, assault with a
deadly weapon, kidnapping and others.
He's not up for parole for 40 years, which
makes me feel safe.

"The defense attorney asked me a
question about my sex life, which was
illegal. I broke down and cried at that point.
The judge said it was out of order and the
jury looked at him (the lawyer) as if to say
'how dare you harass her?' I felt they were
sympathetic.

"For a long time afterward it hurt our
family — you have this nice, happy

TURN TO PAGE 6

Youth nabbed for rape
A 14-year-old male was arrested

yesterday and charged with one count of
rape and two counts of assault and battery
in connection with two incidents on
campus in March, UMass police Chief
Robert G. Joyce yesterday said.

The juvenile is being held in custody for
the March 1 rape and assault and battery of
a woman in a parking lot near the Sylvan
Residential Area, and the March 7 assault
and battery of a woman on University
drive, by Southwest. Joyce said the youth
is expected to be arraigned in Hampshire
County District Court later this week.

According to Massachusetts Law, Joyce
said, he could not release any details

concerning the youth's identity because he
is a juvenile.

The case was brought to its conclusion

by UMass Sgt. Philip J. Cavanaugh,
Hampshire County Assistant District

Attorneys Harry Miles and Bernard Whalen
Jr., the Springfield Division of Youth
Services and Weymouth police, Joyce
said.

Joyce said investigation into other

campus rapes are continuing and there is a

possibility of additional charges.
)&.
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R. PiNoroon. Potoroon vvos nomod choirmon of th«

Sokor committao (or tho Now Hompahiro oroaidontM

/Ongr o^s off-shore oil
HOUSTCM^ \APS- Massachusans Gov. Edward J. Kmh)

tok) a rwH% conference at the Offshore Technoiogv
Confw^en(» y«stefday that off-shore oil production and
proteaion of tfw wivironment can go hand in hand

"We can have both," King said The fact that you are

cxplofirtg doesn't in any way lec^Mrdi^ee the enwonn^ient.
We point out everyday that on the West Coast, in Flonda
and the Gulf Coast they have exploration and they have
fish and beaches the s<vne as we do

"

He also tried to satisfy environmentalists who fear the
introduction of off shore drilling would destroy the state's

fishing industry

We aren't choosing between the fishing resource and
tf>e exploration/ King said "We can have both just as
they do throughout the world and in this country

If we had to choose, |ust supposed we had to choose
although we don't I would take the proven resource of

the fish t)ecause we know that s there.

S. Africa convicts rebels
KEMPTON PARK, South Africa I API A South Affcan

court on yesterday found 1 1 black student leaders guilty of

sedition for organising protests marches in June 19/'i

Police intervention led to bloody nots nationwide that leit

700 blacks dead
In finding the ' Soweto 11" one woman and 10 rr>en

guilty. Justice Hendrik Van Dyk dismissed the students

defense that their demonstrations in the black surburban

Johannesburg township of Soweto were non violent

The students wee protesting against the separate and
inferior black education system and the use of the

Afnkaans language in their schools The students had

demanded they be taught in English

The judge's ruling defined sedition in the broadest sense,

terming it any gathering with an intent to "defy, subvert or

assail the authority of the state or any of its organs"
The trial was South Africa's first sedition case m 30

years, and Van Dyk's ruling could give South Afnca's white

minority government a new weapon against black

resistance to its official policy of apartheid racial

segregation
Disregarding the question of whether the blacks'

grievances were genuir>e. Van Dyk ruled that even a non
violent protest was seditious if it included defiance of police

or other authorities.

Nukes war)t subsidy
WASH/NGTON [AP\ A Pennsylvania regulatory of-

ficial, contending that the Three Mile Island nuclear ac-

cident will have a "devastating financial impact" on t>oth

the plant's owners and its customers, appealed to

Congress yesterday for a federal bail-out.

W Wilson Goode, chairman of the state's Public Utility

Commission, urged the U.S. government to rescue the

stricken power plant's owners from possible bankruptcy

and keep electric bills of Pennsylvania consumers from sky-

rocketing.

ATTENTION CCEBS STUDENTS
Elections for the Shirley G. DuBois
Community Service award will be held

on Wednesday, May 2, and Thursday,

May 3 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m.) in the Shirley

G. DuBois Study Lounge on the se-

cond floor of the New Africa House.

The nominees are:

Sherry Williams

and
Shawn Lans

Remember, each vote counts — be sure

you get yours in!

Carter reacts

to Kennedy:
'Baloney'
BfJAM€S GCRSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON Presictent C^Wf Mid •%atonay"
y«iterddy to Sen. Edward M. Kaf>n«dy.
The president said he couldn't believe the

Massachusetts senator had accused him of "throwing in

the towel" in ordering the decontrol of domestic oil prices

and trying to cover it up with a fig leaf in tfw form of a
windf^l profits tax.

KenrM»dy made those commantt eartiaf yaaterday to the
American Sodety of Newspaper Editors in New Yorlc.

Carter retorted at a White House news conforerKe in his

half of a quick one-two with the Democrat who leads him
in early public opinion polls on favorites for the 1980
presidential nomination.
When a questioner put Kennedy's words to tfw

president. Carter replied:

"Tfiat's just a lot of baloney "

Then, as if to temper his words, the president added: "i

really can't betove tfiat Senator Kennedy said this unless

the phrjB»es were taken out of context because everyone
who's in the Congress knows that decontrol is mandated
into tfie present law

'"

In his New York speech, Kenr^edy said: 'The over-

bearing |K)wer of the oil lobby...h» intimidated the ad-

ministration into throwing in the towel without even 6n-

taring the ring on the issue of oil pnce decontrol."

He said the oil lobby "has also intimidated the ad
ministration into submitting a token windfall profits tax that

IS no more tfian a transparent fig leaf over the vast new
profits the industry will reap "

In an opening statement, the president said gasoline

shortages may occur "as early as this summer" and that

"we must prepare ourselves for the worst."
His comments were in response to the House Commerce

Committees refusal list Wednesday to support his

proposed standby ga^joltne rationing plan. Another vote is

scheduled Tuesdav.
During The tpievised news conference, the president's

48th in 27 months m office. Carter also said that:

H the Senate rejects a new arms limitation treaty, he
would still live up to its terms while "monitoring very

ciosciy Soviet missile activity."

He favors extending to China and the Soviet Union the

special trading status reserved for the United States' allies

•f they meet the requirements, which deal with human
rights, for such privileges

BOSTON -- Joanne Hanula has a unique way
of going out for pizza--on roller skates. Hanula.
a resident of Boston's Beacon (lill area, riot only
has to balance her pizza but she has the added
problem of having to skate uphill to get home.
fAP Laserphoto).

Israelis hail freed Soviets
By MICHAEL PRECKER
Associated Press Writer

TEL ^VIV, Israel — The hugs, kisses and adulation

reserved for heroes were lavished yesterday on freed Soviet

Jews Eduard Kuznetsov and Mark Dymshits. They vowed
to struggle to free their brethren still languishing in Soviet

prison cells

"We hojje that with your help we can bring all the

freedom fighters from the Soviet Union to Israel, including

Anatoly Shcharansky," Kuznetsov said at an airport

welcome ceremony led by Prime Minister Menachem
Begin.

"Thanks to your efforts we have arrived to be with you."
Dymshits added. "I'm happy that after nir>e years I can join
my family and my country in my homeland. But there is

still a struggle before us. Hundreds of thousands of Jews
want to leave the Soviet Union."

The two Jews were among five Soviet dissidents releas
ed and flown to New York on Friday in exchange for two
Soviets imprisoned in America for espionage convictions.

Begin greeted the men and thanked President Carter for

negotiating the release of Kuznetsov and Dymshits, and
relayed Carters pledge "to continue his efforts until all the
prisoners of conscience are released and allowed to come
back to Israel, the land of our forefathers."
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Amherst College

cans suspensions
By DOROTHY A. CLARK
CoMegtar} Staff

The Amherst College dean of students
yesterday said the academic reinstatment
of students suspended for occupying
Convert Hall early last week was only a
"Wnporary withdrawal of suspension
bO<»use of an emergency situation."

Sixty-eight Amherst College students
now await disciplinary action of tfie

«}llege'8 iudidal board for their part in the
day and one half blockade of the ad-
ministration building.

Dean James J. Bishop, who last

Tuesday reinstated tfte students after

suspending them for their refusal to end the
occupation of the building April 23 at 2:30
p.m., refused to discuss the current

measures being taken against the students
becauM "disciplinary action of college

matters is private," he said.

The "temporary withdrawal of
susper^sion" came after students and
college President John W. Ward reached
an agreement on eight student-drafted
corHJitions under which the building would
be vacated. However, dismissal of the
mass suspensions was not one of the
conditions.

The students received letters over the
weekend informing them of the judicial

board action as the result of a suit filed with
that board by Prosser Gifford, dean of

faculty. Gifford said Sunday the suit had
t>een filed at the time the students occupied
the building.

The suit charges the students wi^
violating the college's "Statement on
Freedom of Expression and Dissent and
Statement on Respect for Persons."
The college's judicial board is composed

of three faculty members and three

students. Carl Vigeiand, college
spokesman, said the procedures the board
will use to try the students "are still being
worked out."
The penaKies the board may impose

upon the students range from a reprimand
to dismissal from the college, Vigeiand
said. However, he added, "I don't think it

would be a public matter."
The blockade of Converse Hall began at

5:30 a.m. April 23 when black studentt
claimed negotiations with administrators

failed after the two groups nr^t at

numerous sessions to work out a list of five

demands presented by the students.

Throughout the previous week, black
and white students staged a sit-in at

Converse Hall to protest what they asserted
was administrative insensitivity to issues of

racism at the college.

The school first received the spotlight of

public attention after the April 16 early

morning cross burning on the lawn of

Charles Drew House, a black residence
hall.

Ward informed the student body April 18
he had evidence a black student was
responsible for the cross burning, but has
declined to release any information about
the investigation.

Honorary degree
recipients named
By MARK LECCBSE
Collegian Staff

The University yesterday announced the
full list of nir«e honorary degree recipients

for this year's commencement, which in-

cludes out-going Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery.
The Collegian reported yesterday that

Alfred E. Kahn, President Carter's chief in-

flation adviser, would deliver the com-
mencement address and be awarded an
honorary degree. Former Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis will also receive an honorary
degree.
The official list released yesterday includes

people from the sciences, politics, and the
arts.

The other six people receiving honorary
degrees at the May 26 commencement ex-
ercises are: Bernard B. Berger, U Mass Pro-

fessor Emeritus of Civil Engineering; actor

Ossie Davis; M.I.T. Chemistry Professor
Richard T. Holm; photographer Yousuf
Karsh; award-winning author Toni Mor-
rison; and U. S. Ambassador to the United
Republic of Cameroon Mabel M. Smythe.
Toni Morrison, a black author, last year

won the National Book Award for her novel
"Song of Solomon." She has also written

"The Bluest Eye," and "Sula," and is cur-

rently a senior editor with Random House
Books in New York City.

Ossie Davis, the actor, has appeared on
stage, in films, and on television, including

a part in "Roots II." Davis has also directed

several movies, including the comedy
"Cotton Comes to Harlem."
Armenian-born photographer Yousuf
Karsh, who specializes in portraits, is most
famous for his portrait of the late Winston
Churchill. He is an honorary fellow of tfie

Royal Photographic Society of Great Bri-

tain.

Mabel M. Smythe, ambassador to the
African nation of Cameroon, is currently on
leave from her position as director of

research arnj publications and vice-

president of the Phelps-Stokes Fund. She
is the editor and author of numerous
books, includir>g "The Black American
Reference Book."

Bernard Berger, A UMass professor,

joined the faculty here in f966 after serving

as director of the Wtner Resources
Research Center. Berger ismci retired from
the U.S. Public Health Service.

Richard Holm, a UIMass graduate with a
doctorate from M.I.T. . is a recipient of the
Anr>erican Chemical Society's Award for

Distinguished Service.

Room choosing forms
turned in for Sylvan
By MELANIE COLLIER
Collegian Staff

Sylvan heads of residence turned in their

room choosing information yesterday mor-
ning on the condition that Community
Development Center Director Sally A.
Freeman and Director of Residential
Resource Management Robert L. Cambell
will meet with them in the near future.

Earlier yesterday morning, about one
hundred Sylvan Dormitory Area Residents
marched and chanted around Whitmore
Administration Building in support of their

residence heads.
Th9 Sylvan heads of residence will be

meeting with Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs Denis Madson Thursday at 3 p.m.

During his meeting with the Sylvan
residents today, Madson expressed his

regret that the problem had risen to this

level in the administrtion. Cashin House
council President Lisa Lamontain said that

Madson was very sympathetic and that the
responsibility of decision making lies with
Freeman and Cambell.

The heads of residences also requested
tnat the controversy be resolved by May
11.

Room choosing information has been
witheld by the Sylvan heads of residences

in an attempt to get the administration to

address what Sylvan residences call

"severe" shortages in public space and
staff, Cashin Head of Residence James
LaMacchiasaid.
LaMacchia said Sylvan was originally in-

tended to be apartments for engineering

students and upper-cletssmen. Due to a

lack of funding. Sylvan was converted into

dormitories in a set up which LaMacchia
said is extremely inadequate for the

students now living in Sylvan.

For the past two years Sylvan residents

have tried to improve the dormitory facilties

in the area by proposing various alter-

natives including the conversion of one
suite per floor to lounges and kitchenettes

and an increase in professional and student

staff. The residents claim rhay are seeking

to equalize their staff and public facilities

with that of the other residential areas on
campus. '

David Dotmold, a member of tho
UMass Solar Rollers, yesterday
proparet to travel by bicycio to
Washington, D.C. Tho group oxpocts
to arrive on Saturday. Thoy will attend
a march and rally protesting tho
nuclear power industry.

A meeting providing bus ticket in-

formation and an explanation of
Sunday's events will take place Wod.
at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room 174.

All interested persona are urged to
attend. (Staff photo by Rich Newman.l

IVIadson doesn't show,
IHRs express anger
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Campus residence heads said they were
left baiffled, and a bit angry, yesterday
afternoon after they had waited about one
half hour for a scheduled meeting between
themselves and Vice Chancellor of Student
Affiars Dennis L. Madson.

Spokespersons for the residence heads
yesterday said they were unsure of why
Madson had not attended the meeting, but
have scheduled a second meeting for today
to discuss issues of dormitory safety and
decision-making for the dormitories.

Six representative heads of residence will

meet with the Vice Chancellor today,
although most of the 52 residence heads
were at the never-held meeting yesterday in

Coolidge Tower.
After waiting a half-hour for the meeting,

word came to the heads-of-residence that

Madson would not be arriving for the
meeting, Riavesaid. He said over 40 heads-
of-residence went to the Vice Chancellor's

office in Whitmore to leave a letter and set

up another meeting and were met by a
guard who said they would not be permit-

ted entrance to his office.

Madson yesterday said there was a

"misunderstanding" between him and the

heads-of-residence about what form the

meeting would take, and that in fact, he
had sent over a representative to inform the
52 heads-of-residence that no meeting
would take place.

Madson said today a "working meeting"
would be scheduled with a "small group of

heads of residence."

Madsdn said a guard was posted outside
his office barring entrance to the heads of

residence because, "we weren't sure after

the other day whether there would be a sit-

in or not."
"It's ridicuk)us we have to go through all

this to get a meeting," Martha (Muffy)
Nolan, head of residence of Washington
tower yeserday said.

"I think people have acted restrained,

responsive, and as professional as the
situation allows," said David Riave another
residence head acting as spokesman for the
group.
Riave emphasized the importance of

meeting with the vice chancellor as a full

group of 52 heads-of-residence. "There is a

sense if we get divided and diffused it

would lessen the impact," he said.

The heads-of-residence also expressed
disgust with Madson's letter of support for

the heads of residence which was issued
Friday. "He sought to narrow the issue to

safety - we wished to deal with a number of

areas," Riave said.
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Graduate elections begin tomorrow
By MICHAEL H SIMONS
^^hgmnS^f
WmctiOP* for GraduaM Student Servte

>iM«dw it and Vk:« Praaidant will be held

Wedneaday and Thursday in the Carr^His

C^nMr Concourse

.

Treasurer arnl Secretary wiH be Mtected
by ^aduate student serwitors at the regular

Graduate Senate meeting on Monday, May
7. AH enrolled graduate studwts may vote

for President and Vice President.

Monte Pearson, current GSS Vice-

PresidWYt artd Jose Trejo, now GSS
treasuier, are the two candidates for

presictont.

Globe reporters

criticize Gov. King
BYELL0^l>ASm
Cotegian Staff

T^aa Boston Globo
raportara last night describ-

ed Gov. Edward J. King as

a stubborn, narrow-
minded, often non-

committal man who has

angarad almost every group

in the state.

"The only paopla not mad
m him are the reporters,

because he is the best story

that has ever happened

tiare," Waiter V. Robinson
aatd

Robinson, Robert L-

Turner, and Robert J

Roaenthal. alt of the Gtobtt

State Mouse Bureau, visited

UMaas yesterday as part of

a program sponsored by the

Ghbe, the Jourr^ism
Department, and the PuMic
Affairs Office.

"You have to take King

for what he is," Rosenthal

said, "He o>me8 from a

background where he made
all the decisions himself All

the people close to him

have the same point of view

he has.

"

Rosenthal said King

doesn't read much, doesn't

ask many questions, and is

hard to engage in any kind

of philosoohical discussion.

"He believes In himself

and his views, " he said.

The three men said the

King administration is very

closed to reporters. "The

State House is more dif-

ficult to cover than it was a

year ago,'" Robinson said.

They also said the

public's access to the ad-

ministration is narrowing

"three of King's seven ex-

- <itive orders so far narrow

input Irom the outside,"

Turner said.

King, however, seems to

be learning, the reporters

said.

"He's talking to more peo-

ple and holding back on
sonrw things, such as the

death penalty," Rosenthal

said, "He's not Nixonian

yet "

Robinson said, "Wfiat

King does isn't that dif-

ferent from what other

politicians do."

Robinson also said King is

a very devout Catholic who
attends mass daily, and is a

very charitable man pw-
sonallv.

On the subject of King's
promise to reduce property

taxes by $500 milTion.

Robinson said, 'If King

comes across with $200
million in property tax relief

this year, hell be lucky."'

Concerning King's effort

to get a cap on local spen-

ding, Rosenthal said, 'King
apparently doesn"t know
when he's won a victory,""

referring to his disatisfac-

tion with a 4 percent sp>en-

ding cap passed by the

legislature.
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The only authentic Italian pizza in Amherst is

at Pinocchio's; and nothing complinnents a

Pinocchio pizza like your favorite bottle of wine.

So bring it in! You'll also enjoy the equally

authentic atmosphere of an Italian cafe that

Pinocchio offers, and you'll see why he claims

to be the best. After all, Pinoccio didn't become

famous by lying!

Monte Pearson, a doctoral candidate in

political science, received his Masters in

Political Science at UMass and his

Bachelors degree from the University of

Washington in Seattle. He has sen«d as

GSS Vice-President for a year and a half.

He has been a voting member of the

Graduate Council of the Faculty Senate

and on the Graduate Senate's Affirmative

Action Committee and helped found the

Older Student Services Netowrk as well as

the Transit Advisory Board.

"I have been an active member of tfie

Graduate Student Employees Union for the

last four years and have worked bery hard

to increase co-operation and information-

sharing between the two organizations. As

a member of the Senate's Executive

Committee I have been part of the seardi

process for the Provost, Chancellor and the

Graduate Dean and will be in a good

position to work with them and see that

graduate students are considered wfwn

decisions are made, " Pearson said.

"I've learned a lot about the University,"

Pearson said, "I know a lot about the

University administration. Being on the

search committees... doesn't nr>ean tttat I

am on a personal buddy buddy level with

them, but it does mean that I can approach

them and represent needs and interests of

Graduate Students when policies are being

made on campus, "he said.

Trejo, a Masters Candidate in Civil

Engineering, has spent four years at the

university and received his undergraduate

degree in Mexico.

When Trejo ran as treasurer last May he

told the Collegian he wanted to prove

minorities are qualified and responsible

enough to assume important positions.

"Almost one year later, I believe I have

accomplished this goal by improving the

whole GSS bookkeeping system by making

it more organized."

During his term m treasurer, Trejo in-

tegrated the GSS general accounting

system into the main accountirvg system in

Whitmore and improved GSS's finances.

"We don't have any deficit or default of

payments. We have respectable reserves

for oantingencies and to prevent any

further deficit," Trejo said.

Trejo said he has, "dor»e Ns homework
as treasurer and can bring his exprnMrwa

into play as president.

Lena Opas and Gail Oran are running for

Vice-President.

Lena Opas nf^jored in English in Hdsinki.

Finland and is currently finishing up her

Master's Degree in Linguistics. She ex-

pects to begin hw PhD program in the Fall.

She is a Ser^ator from tt>e International

House and is one of tfie Graduate

Representatives on the Board of Gover-

nors. "This office does extensive work on

external and intern^ conrwnittees that tfie

GSS participates in. The Vice-President

nujst ke^ track of all the people on each

committee. In general there are a lot of

things the GSS can do. We need to in-

crease publicity for tfie senate because the

bulk of the grad students aren't beir>g

reached," Opas said.

"Currently GSS finances grad

organizations by about six percent. I want

to increase that figure and give more funds

to areas like Legal Services, the busses and

chiW care," she said. Opas also believes the

GSS should protect graduate students

interests in the University as a whole.

Gail Orian could not be reached for

comrT>ent.

Candidates for GSS treasurer are Tiziana

Rota and Riffat Sardar Dilip Lalwani and

Bill Lesch are runnina for Secretary.

All four positions pay $4,000 a year for at

least 20 hours a week's work and run from

August 27 to May 30th 1980.

Lena Opas-Vice President Monte Pearson-President

VOGUE
NumberOne
,..natumUy!

Take advantage of another

unique Great "X" plus-the

free haircut consultation. Put

your head together with our

Manager or Stylist, look at all

the latest styles and then

you'll know what's right for

you. And what's right for you

is always at Great "X",

naturally because we're No.

1... Naturally!

FOR A GRCAT HAIRCUT IHfiilB,
PRtClSlUN HAIRCUT TENS

Shampoo, Precision Haircut and
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Terry Mulligan prepares to take off In his hot air balloon yesterday afternoon

from the Mountain Farms Mall. (Staff photo by Bill Greene)

Five deny connection

in Rampersad case

Leaf compacter rejected

by Amherst town meeting
By MARY FRAIN
and MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

Amherst Town meeting last night

dismissed an article that would have defer

red budget articles and other expernJitures

until after the "tax cap" legislation question

was resolved by the governor and the state

legislature.

The legi^ature recently pa«ed a four

percent tax cap but it rwnains to be seen

wt>ether governor Edward J King will s^n

it into law. King has been in favor of a "zero

cap" which would not allow any increases

on property taxes

The Amherst Board of Selectman, with

the exception of Roger Jacque. had oppos

ed the article, according to selectn«n

Diana Romer She said the nrwjority of the

board feft tt>e town was "quite capable of

making (its) own decisions on the budget
"

Moderator William F. Field, also the

UMass dean of students, said if the articles

were not discussed before June, a number

of people affected by the decisions made in

town meeting would not be present to vote

on them, or hear tteoissions on them

because some town meeting members we
students.

In other decisions, tovwi meeting rescind

ed authorization granted at last years town

nweting, to borrow $87,000 for the pur

chase of a leaf compacter.

A town meeting member wfro supported

the rescinding of the authorization, said

Northampton was inv6«Jtigating a "regional

leaf burning project" and "there is a

possibility that this town may get into that

aspect of it."

Town meeting also voted to appropriate

$10,000 for repair of a traxcavator, used for

sanitary landfill. Meeting members express-

ed concern that if this money was not ap

propriated the town would have to rent

similar equipment. A solution which would

ultimately be more expensive for the town.

In other actions the town meeting:

appropriated $22,000 to the Personnel

Services department. Two town
employees, a policeman and a firefighter,

are owed money that will be paid out of this

account.

By DBBRA RO TH SANTA
Collegian Staff

Fh« (wonfwnent wea persons refuted

charges that they we; a at a pany with Seta

Rampersad prior to her death last Sep-

tember 13 in a room in South Deerfield's

Motel 6.

In a lener presented Friday to District

Attorney Thomas G. Simons, the Com-
mittee Against Repression and the Third

World Women's Task Force named the five

persons they said were at a party with

Rampersad prior to her death, and, "the

reason little headway has been made in

Seta's case is that if her death were fully

explored, important area individuals would
be 'compromised.'

"

The persons named were, a mpmber of a

local political family, an executive of a local

fwwspaper, a local insurarKe agent, a
member of the management of the Cap-

tain's Table (the restaurant wfwre Rarrv

persad reportedly worked), and an elected

Hampshire County official.

"Three of the persons named said tt>ey

knew nothing about the reported party, nor

why their names have been implicated. One
said he is considering legal action. The
other two could oot be reached for

comment

Sources of the inforn«tion have

requested anonymity because, according

to the letter, "they're convinced something

will happen to them."

Sumam Bohm, a spokeswoman for the

Third World Women's Task Force said,

"As we said in the letter, we're not saying

this is true information but that the D.A.

should find out."

Bohm said it is not that the grou^ are

certain the information is true, but that

because they are receiving information that

was not mentioned in the inquest into

Rampersad's death, the case needs to t^

re-ooened.

The letter states: "The community
responses we've gotten so far indicate that

many ordinary working p>eople are

disenchanted by what Seta's case seems to

represent: the legal system's tendency to

protect the well-off and powerful at the

expense of 'common' citizens."

Simons would not yet comment on the

letter. "We're still studying it," he said.

The cause of Rampersad's death is

unknown. Judge AHan McGuane, who
presided over the inquest, concluded she

died of natural causes, but testimony from

Rampersad's three companions in the

motel room has been called "con-

tradictory" by various groups.

COLLEGIAN
COUNTDOWN

12
Publishing
days left

in fall semester.

The final day for placement of

advertising, either display or

classified, is Monday, May 14,

1979. The final spring issues of

the Massachusetts Daily Col-

legian will appear Wednesday
May 16, 1979.

1979 COMMENCEMENT
Date: Saturday, May 26, 1979

Time: 10:00 a.m.

Place: Alumni Stadium

Any undergraduate degree candidate who anticipates completing degree requirements by the end of the calendar Year 1979

is eligible to participate in the 1979 ceremony. Questions concerning academic status should be directed to the Records unice,

Whitmore Building, 545 0555.

Distribution of caps and gowns
Where: University Store

When: May 1 May 25, 1979

Time: 10:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m., Monday Friday

Also: 8:00 10:00 a.m., Saturday, May 26 at Alumni Stadium

PLEASE BRING YOUR ID!

Doctoral Hoods will be available at the University Store at a cost of $24.00 each.

Accomodations: a limited number of rooms will be available for relatives and other guests the nights of May 25 in Universi

ty housing. Please contact the University Conference Office, 545 2591.

COMMENCEMENT DAY SCHEDULE

9:15 a.m. Robing for Commencement:
, u i v

•Masters/Doctorar candidates assemble at the northwest end of stadium on the gravel area);
f^^mti^c

•Arts and Sciences graduates assemble at the southwest end of the stadium (on the gravel area between the facilities

'C'sTcaTEd?ca^?ot He'al^ Sciences. Engineering. Education and non-tradi^onal programs should assemble at the

southeast end of the stadium (on the gravel area between the facilities building and the stadium walll:

!?ood & NMural ResourceTand Business graduates should assemble at the northeast end of the stadium (on the gravel

area).

10:00 a.m. Procession Begins

Noon Commencement Ceremony Ends

In the event of rain- there is no alternative rain site: commencement will be held outside in Alumni Stadium regardless

of weather rde?ayTtwor2) hours will be announced in the event of torrential rains. Listen to local rad.on stations that mom

ing to see if the ceremony has been delayed.

Invitations or tickets are not required for admittance.

Seating will be on a first come first served basis.

For further information: Office of Public Affairs. 545 2560
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CONT. FROM PAGE 1

American tamtiy and someone cornea and
ruins it. They don't knoM what to say to

you, they don't know whether you want to
talk about it. They got really protective of

me. We ne\«r talk about it.

'The thing that scared me the most was
that I could have been killed - I was alnHMt

strangled three timn. It mirites you look at

sonrwthing like suicide in a different way.

Now if things are hwd. I just say. wail,

'you're luckv to be alive.'

"I had se«i the movie "How to Say No
to a Rapist ar>d Survive. " by Fred Storaska,

before it happer>ed -• he came and lectured

at my school I talked with him afterward,

ar>d told him the things he totd women to

do in tfw movie couldn't have helped ma.
He said wtien you're outnumbered, like I

was, those things wouldn't work.

"He told me something else, that rwilly

helped me: 'you haven't been successfully

raped unlen it completely changM your

life, ' you kruMV, like you can say 'it wrecked
my life' or you can say how it did

something positive. I've helped other
people through it. You have to deal with it,

you just can't forget it. I have sort of a
defiant attitude - I fMi I wasn't suc-
cessfully raped.

"What really bothers me is the statistic

that 58 percent of rape victims know th*
rapKt. when that really mear^ you know
them 'slightly' or they krww you - tt>en

they'l say v<m seduced them

.

"I feel really angry sometimes - it

bothers me that son>e people think it's tf>e

victim's fault - no one wants to t)e raped.

"Mental rape - things people do to hurt
you - is a million times worse. It

viokmce I didn't s«e it as sex.

"A while after. I felt that I wanted to
have sex to make me more at ease about

sex - to make sure I could deal with It. I

have no problem with it now.

"I think about who I'm going to tell - I

don't want them to just associate me with
tftatlrapel.

'1 don't tall men unless we're realty

dose. If they're not close to you it changes
how they feel about you. Most men are
sympathetic, but they don't ¥wnt to make
it an Msue.

"rn tell a woman, like if we're talking
•bout rape, or safety. They usually are
nx)fe sympathetic - thay can imagine it

happening to them.

"Some people just listen to all tlie gory
details and don't hear how I feel about it."

"I'm going to apply to be a rape-
counselor advocate next semester. If It

happened to me I might as well help st(H} it

from happening to other people, that's why
I wanted to talk about it. I feel responsible
in a way to help other people.

"I'm not afraid all the time or anything
like that, but I would never hitchike, I like it

outside at night - it makM me mad that I

cant walk around at night alone.
Sometimes you just want to take a walk by
yourself, and you can't.

"i can understand women who have
somathirKj aoainst men after beino at-
tacked. When I went back to school my
cum. wasn't so good. I coukjn't cor>-
centrate. I woukj get really angry if some
guy pinched my ass in the lunch line.

"It's hard to generalize ^twut
though, because every case is different."

UMJ
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CCEBS
STUDENTS
REMINDER
CCEBS Family Day is Satur-

day, May 12, 1979. Have you
made your reservations yet? If

not, please call 545-0031 and do
so immediately!! The luncheon
will be held in the Student Union
Ballroom at 11:30 a.m.

Join your family, friends, and
the CCEBS staff on May 12, 1979
at the Student Union Ballroom.

SPECTRUM LIVES!

ubmissions now
acceote n art

otography, poetry anc
fiction.

Deadline: May .4

SPECTRUM, Rm. 104 CC

RALLY TODAY
NOON

STUDENT UNION BUILDING
The trustees are meeting on May 2 to vote on a tuiton hike which will raise tuition by

$250 to $750 per year by 1981 and it will make attending the Univerity prohibitive

for many of us.

The Governor is proposing budget cuts which would cut financial aid and the

abilty of the University to continue to be a quality institution.

THE TIME TO FIGHT BACK IS NOW
State schools across the state are united in opposition to the budget cuts and tuition

hikes. All will be attending the May 2 Rally in Boston.

Sign up for free transportation at the Rally on May 1 at noon in the Student Building to

go to Boston on May2.

STOP KING
NO TUITION HIKES

NO BUDGET CUTS
" The only thing you have to lose is your education

"

RAIN 'LOCATION: Student Union Ballroom

Kudos
UMass
style

Each year's commencement is an oppor-
tunity for any college or university, par-
ticularly this one, to put its best foot for
ward Close to 6,000 are graduated, there
are 20,000 people in the stands, and the
press coverage is substantial. The entire
country, through the courtesy of the Time
magazine "Kudos" section, can see who it

is this institution respects enougii to grant
one of its highest honors, the honorary
doctorate.

But the UMass Board of Trustees, who
choose the recipients of these degrees,
don't seem to understand this. Honorary
doctorates should be awarded for roughly
the sarr>e reasons regular doctorates are
awarded a contnbution to scholarship, to
man's understanding of his world. They
should reward intellectual excellence, and
serve as a model for the academic com-
munity.

UMass seems to split their honorary doc-
torates between those who legitimately
deserve them, and those who don't. Last
year, foi- example, the two biggest names
on the podium receiving honorary degrees
were Mike Wallace, the television reporter,
and the novelist James Baldwin.

Baldwin was a fine choice, a deserving
man. He is brillant writer. Wallace, on the
other hand, was not. He delivered the com-
mencement address, and it was a fine and
witty speech, but, frankly, what has Mike
Wallace done to deserve a doctorate? Don't
get me wrong, I like him, and respect him

mark

Leccese

as a reporter, out wnat has he contributed
to the arts or the sciences? It is not too far a

)ump in reasoning to assume he was
granted the degree simply because he's

famous.
This year, unfortunately, they have not

done much better. Much worse, in fact.

The commencement address will be
delivered this year by Alfred Kahn, a
Washington big-wheel, and, not coinciden-
tally, a friend of new university President
David C. Knapp.

I do not mean to belittle Kahn's ac-

complishments. He is a learned man and a

distinguished public servant, but there are

more than a few learned men and
distinguished public servants in this coun
try. The rub here seems to be that Kahn is

now a celebrity. He is a good speaker; his

commencement address will undoubtedly
be enjoyable. But do we want to hold up a

man who is more a celebrity than a scholar

as our example of intellectual excellence?
Some of the nine choices for honorary

degrees are admirable. Toni Morrison, the
black novelist, is one of our most under-
rated writers. Giving honorary degrees to

distinguished members of our own faculty,

like Civil Engineering Professor Bernard
Berger, is a good idea, it is also good that

we can honor our own graduates, like

Massachusetts Institute of Technology pro-

fessor Richard Holm, a distinguished

chemist. But Ossie Davis, a television ac-

tor? What are we handing out here,

honorary degrees or Emmy Awards? And
the choice of Randolph Bromery is also

questionable. A fine scholar, but it seems
the only reason he is being awarded a
degree is because he is outgoing
chancellor. A nice gesture, perhaps, but
couldn't we have just given him a gold
watch?

But the biggest insult to the university

and the students is the awarding of an
honorary degree to former Governor
Dukakis, the man who did his best to stunt

the growth of quality public higher educa
tion in Massachusetts. Will we be giving

one to Ed King four years from now?
Our honorary degrees should be confer

red on people who deserve them. They are

an indication of what this university stands
for, and they shouldn't be granted as nice

gestures or to draw a crowd to the com
me^ce^nent exercises.

Mark Leccese is a Collegian columnist.

Editorial/Opinion
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Letters to the Editor
Respect not

learned in classes
To the Editor:

We realize that this community, as well
as the world, abounds with racial, sexual,

ethnic and political prejudices which are
endorsed and perpetuated by ignorant
and narrow f Iiinded people. However, we
also firmly believe that forcing students
into programs designed to teach them the
"tenets of awareness. " as has been pro-
posed by a committee on campus, would
result in an equally oppressive and absurd
situation. Respect and consideration for

others isn't learned in the classroom but,

rather, it develops as a result of a complex
interaction with many environmental in-

fluences, such as the attitudes of family

and friends. Unfortunately, these at-

titudes are far from commendable in

many instances. We feel the mandatory
awareness courses would be redundant
since a student would have to be totally

inattentive to his/her surroundings in

order to avoid exposure to the
"awareness" philosophy which pervades
every aspect of life at this university. If,

after four years of constant exposure, a
student is unwilling to accept the theory
that all people are created as equals and
should be treated as such, the mandatory
"awareness" courses would certainly be
ineffective.

This mass production of awareness is-

just one more example in a long line of
well meant yet inane proposals by the

self-appointed vanguards on campus ad-
vocating justice and equality for all. We
haven't offered any alternative program
because, realistically speaking, the pro-
blems of the world can 't be solved at the
university level. Let us hope that someday
in the near future, people will realize that

oppression and bigotry only serve to

divide the populace subversively so that

more urgent problems cannot be address-
ed.

Manuel E. Silveira

David E. Ofstein
Amherst

'A vital step to

awaken students'
To the Editor:

/ am responding to Stephen A. Collins'

letter of April 27, regarding a G core ex-

emption. As a supporter of the G core, I

dnn 't believe the "problem of racial har-
assment. " sexual assault, and other
discriminatory, chauvinistic types of
asocial [social] behavior will somehow be
alleviated upon its implementation. "

I do
believe the G core is one vital step this
university must be committed to in order
to help awaken students.

Students must become aware of the
pervasiveness of white institutional
racism and how it permeates every facet
of our daily lives. We have to first start to
correct one of the largest perpetratorsof
white institutional racism the educa-
tional system of the United States of
America.

I don't know about you, Stephen A.
Collins, but I don't think I can ever
achieve total human-social awareness -
but I can try. I've grown up in a system
that teaches high school American
History as the history of the United States
of America from a Northern, white, male,
superior perspective. I've never been
aware of any other types of social
systems. The white racist system that I

and most people have been surrounded
by causes us to make unfounded
assumptions.

Stephen, do flesh tone band-aids
bother you? How about angel's food cake
and devil's food cake? You ever see a
black angel's food rake? These are just
the "little" things that white people take
for granted -- 01 cuui^ti flesh is white, so
are angels and everyone knows white is

right.

The point I am trying to make here is

that there can be no exemptions, no ex-

cuses -- no more bullshit! What the hell

are you talking about •- human-social
awareness groups ^Tf^e Collegian can be
called a human-social awareness group?
Most of the groups you cited as an option

are part of white institutional racism or a
reaction to it. They don't make you more
aware of it. [Except for the Collegian

which makes one very aware of racism,

sexism, and gay oppression in action].

To exempt students from the G core re-
quirement would probably save the
university money - it would also stop
students from realizing how much they
have been conned and bullshitted for'
most of their lives!

Julie Marie Blasi

Southwest

A local 'Wacky'?!
To the Editor:

My first project is to examine the
functions of higher education. College is

an alternative to the "real world. "
It is a

place in which we are supposed to ex-
pand our horizons so we may better
choose our particular desires and
directions. It is a place where we can
arrange a coherent set of priorities to help
us cope more realistically and
pragmatically with the "real world.

"

Now in four years at this university I

have seen WMUA go from good to

mediocre to bad. Its trend was halted
though last Tuesday night. It hit the
bottom with a resounding boom...chi.
chi... boom... disco. I realize that at a
university radio station there is a problem '

of trying to please everyone andpresent a
program for every minority group etc. But
as stated earlier the college experience is

to expand our horizons and present us
with new thoughts and ideas. The entire

AM and FM radio dial is bursting from an
overload of disco and driving hard rock.

With all these programs from which to

choose there is no need for a college

station to also play those programs. The
disco and rock caucus on campus have
ample choice throughout the valley.

WMUA should have programs that are
not readily available. I am suggesting a
swing to the left. We need progressive
music. We need good jazz. It's sad when
the disco of WMUA drives its con-
scientious listeners to WYZ the 'Natural
92' Oh boy. The morning wake up
program is generally good. The Black
Mass Communications Project and
Jubilation are two excellent programs
that do what we as college students need.

They present those alternatives and
expose us to new ideas. Now how about
it 'MUA. Before you get completely

engulfed in the disco, rock mindless
pounding mire, trying to save yourself...

It's later than you think and trends of the

real world are difficult to change once set

in motion. Get progressive before our

WMUA is nothing but a local WAQY.

Douglas Paulding
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WITH THIS COUPON

One Day Only! Wed., May 2

Men's Famous Make

Puritan Golf Shirts

Hampshire Mall
Routes
Hadley. Ma. 01035
413 586-0435

d / * gold- Silver

With Coupon
Only

Expires Sat.. May 5

reg.$14. g
NOW 999

Poly Cotton, Placket Style in wide range of

colors Sizes M-L-XL

WITH THIS COUPON
|

Coupon Good thru Tues., May 8

Hampshire Mall Store Only

I-

13

. -^

10)

.3

OFF
Everything in the store

macrame & supplies

• pottery

• jewelry
• candles

SPECIAL '25
Reg $36 — Nickels Step-in. Made in Italy (Pictured),

i In sangria, puma ecru & camel.

I Reg. $29 99 — Fred Braun Step-in (Not Shown) in

Natural, and Navy.

SHOES
pottery -beads - jewelry -^^ j

IV Dx/V' I ^.^^
^

— Plus —
Mary Now, director of the
Diet Center in

Northampton will speak
on "Successful Dieting."

10:30- 1 1:30 Cafe Square

CLIP ^ "^AVE!

— ALSO—
A Concert
at 7 p4|y
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WITH THIS COUPON

Buy 3
Perfect Pretzels

Get the 4th

Redeemable only
on May 2

THE
PERFECT

PRETZEL
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WITH THIS COUPON ONLY!

$

Any T-ShIrt with Decal
Men's. Women's. Children's

Hurry! Offer expires May 12!

WiLD Tops
"The family T-shirt store"

Hampshire Mall

WITH THIS COUPON
J

Men's and student sizes.

LEl^l ^ I

CORDS
j

$11,951
reg. 15.50

NOWI

I

%whlle they last!

I HAMPSHIRE MALL

Special!

Airican
Violets

WITH THIS COUPON

$0002 OFF
Any pair of Chinos.I

I

I

I Void if used with any other coupon or

I trade-in. Expires May 8.

I

' HAMPSHIRE MALL

I

I

FREE!
WITH THIS COUPON.

Cone of Frozen Yogurt
w/purchase of $1 .00 or more

I

I

J
•

I

I

4" Pots

r«g. $2.50

Tues.. May 1-

Fri.. May 4

I Troprcai plants at quality you ve come to expect!

. Piantinq Accessories Holland Bulbs Imported

Gifts and Annual Flower Plants'

I
tRopic isle

I Plant Shop

one coupon per customer
Offer Expires May 8

I
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Fresh Fruits

Salads • Natural Snacks
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OFFER VALID WITH COUPON ONLY

CLIFFORD M.CLARK
TOBACCONIST

e25
ENJOY CIGARS I OFF
AND SAVE MONEY!

THIS gOUPON ENTITLES THE BEARER TO A

10% SAVINGS

ON ANY DESIRED Bp^ OF CIGARS!

A G^ANT SELECTION-
All Cigars 100% Natural Tobacco

Dunhiii MontPcru7
H Upmann
Bancps
Macanudo
Punch
Dannemann
A Fuenfr
Fior dP Orlando

Rosedair
Munipmakpr
Topper
Barnpit s

Parfaoa^
TpAmo
Carl Upmann
Monlov.'i
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WITH THIS COUPON

a pint of

ice cream
or sherbe^

Your choice of 31 flavors!

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
AND FRIDAY ONLY

BASKIN-ROBBINS

ICE CREAM STORE

Hampshire Mall

Cafe Square
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WITH THIS COUPON

SAVE
50%
crystal table

lamps

Our entire line of

Crystal Table Lamps.

Price* effvctiv*

lhr\i Sat. 5/5/79

Limited Ouantitv

Not Exactly as shown

This
isdCPenney

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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ir Union
CONT FROM PAGE 1

"the University is still determin«J to fight

thc^e organuations that support public

higher educaiton, of which the Graduate
Student Employees Union has been one of

the b^t organi/ed
"

The significance of picketing Machmer
H^, Klein said, is that many graduate

sUKlent taught sections are held in the hall.

jrKl that the union s ma)or strength lies in

the departments associated with the

biHiding,

Around the campus
Rock garden plays

The ^nsitive portrayal of the conflicts of

identity crisis' of Asian American students
in a New England community, "In The
Rock Garden," will be perlornr>ed at Hamp-
den Center for the Performing Arts.

Southwest Residential College, May 2 arKl

3, at 8 o m
In the Rock Garden," written by Rober-

ta Uno. IS being brought back to UM^

after two successful sell out runs at Hamp
shire and then at Smith College The
dram^ comedy, music arvd dance all com
bine to create a poignant, touching ex
perience.

Robert Uno is a graduate of Hampshire
College and an area resident.

History speaker
Theodore H. Von Laue, Hiatt Professor of

European Hetory at Clark University, will

speak at 7:30 tonight in Herter Hall room
231 on The Scale of Good and
Evil in Contemporary Society."
Von Laue is the author or co-author of a
number of works in the fields of German,
Russian, and world history, including
Why Lenin? Why Stalin?," "The

Global City," and "Man's Unfinished
Journey: A World History " His lecture will

be the final event of the history depart-
ment's sp'ing lecture series.

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

The UMass Music Theatre

Guild is accepting applications for

the Production Staff of the Fall

79 WORLD PREMIERE presenta

tion of:

• JUST FRIENDS OF 1923»

Needed are:

Producer
Directors, Designers, Technicians

People with new ideas and a will-

ingness to learn are encouraged
to apply. Contact: Mark
(546-9040) or Denise (546-4999).

Dine in the casual elegance of

Plumbleys
ofT the common*^

Then join us in our Pub

Wednesday—Jazz Night
JAKE ETPSTEIN &

ROB FALKNER QUINTET
Thursday

MORRIS HAMPTON
Saturday—Comedy Nijjht

featuring

FUN WITH KEN & PETE
Sunday Night Showcase
ANYONE CAN PLAY

30 Boltwood Walk
Amherst Ctr.

253-9586

SUPERIOR PIZZERIA

^^

r

16 INCH PIZZAS
ALL COMBINATIONS
DAIl> 11 A M TILL '

MOT OVIN GtlNOIRS-SPAOHITTI
t*aCI « SMALL

COktHlTf TaKC O^T SftVlCt

fill citntifr

FOK FAST SERVICE

CJl 549-0626
• B •lONTAOL'F "^n AMHERST

:

Pepfi»foni

Anchovwt

Ham
SauMQc
Piam
On»ont
Peooe'*
Onons Paopan
Mo»h«cioms
S»t»m
2 w«Y Ccxnti

3 W»y Con*
Supei Soec>«i

SmaN
«2fi0
260
2.60

260
360
200
2 10

220
235
260
260
290
320
400

CUT AND SAVEl

L«rg«
460
460
460
460
460
3 70

400
420
4 30

480
460
4 10

(•SO

«>00

Salami
Mesltni
Genova
MeaibaM
Sauuqa
Tuna ^<«h

Mam
Italian

Roati Be*!
Mam f» Eaq
Peppu' h tgg
Paalfam.

Tiiikay

Whola
*196
185
2 10

2 10

2 10

240
2 10

2 10

280
230
230
260
240

Hall

• I 20
1 10

1 35
1 35
1 35
1 46
1 35
1 35
I 60
I 40
1 40
1 60
1 36

I

•PA9IWTTI
«i(h Saute 12 00
*iin M«»i B«"K 2 »
Aith Sausaq« 2 30

Why you should buy your ring now!

1. You deserve it.You ve accomplished a lot.

2. Save SI 5 on any 10K gold or Siladium ring instead of the

5°o or S10 you might get from any other company.

3. Different Rings' The largest selection to choose from.

Over 20 different ring designs! See traditional and con-

temporary men s designs and beautiful fashion rings for women.

CLASSIC BLAZON COLORADO SONNET SUNFLOWtH MINI

/JPTQIRyED
^COLLEGE WNGS

REBATE CERTIFICATE
GET A $15 REBATE ON ANY ARTCARVED COLLEGE RING WITH THIS CERTIFICATE.

Valid on any ring in the ArtCarved Collection (even gold). Choose from a wide variety of

traditional, contemporary, or fashion rings, custom made to your individual taste.

How to get your Si 5 rebate by mail after purchase.

1

.

This coupon must De presenlec) with your order

2. Limit one relund per purchase Purchaser pays any sales

taxes

3. Otter valid only on nngs ordered during Ihis sale

4

.

Rebates can be issued only alter linal payment on your ring

has been made

5. At thai time ol order your ArlCarved Representative will

give you a Rebate Request Cerlilicate This cerlilicate must be

mailed, along with proof of lull payment to ArtCarved within

three months after you order your ring Rebate void after this

period Allow lour weeks lor rebate processing

An MCarveci Representative will be at

MAY 1 ,2,3,4 g^ [!Dffi8wSffi% §Q®0^
1 Osm 2'30Dm campus center/univ of rnass./amherst

Tues— Friday
OFFER EXPIRES MAY 4

$15 Deposit

Tuotday, May 1. 1979

Todaij's

Crossword

Puzzle

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

iCii^glanii

ACROSS
1 Burial place
5 Bargain

9 Tree trunks
14 Tune
15 Girl's name
16 Banish
17Gril

18 Two
19 Horseman
20 Niches
22 Frightened

away:
2 words

24 Respect
26 Weapon
27 Flesh

29 Blaster's

Item

30 Lid

33 Inveterate

37 Speak wildly

38 Land units

39 Bad Prefix

40 Opera extra

41 Mix
42 Ottawa body
44 Ad —
45 Drunkard
46 Italian com-

mune
47 Condescend
49 Closet item

53 Practiced

57 Artless

58 Happening
50 Stigma
51 N Max re-

sort

62 Concise
63 State

64 Babylonian
god

65 Made a mis-

take

66 Ashen
67 British gun
tX)WN
1 Cup: Fr.

2 Some exams
3 N. Dakota

city

4 Choler:

2 words
SVim
6 — and alack

7 — t>eetle

8 Italian dance
9 Lorn
10 Chemical

compound
11 Italian island

12 Hebrew let-

ter

13 Slave

21 Prophets

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:
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Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

23 Fruit skin

25 Chinese VIP
28 Menu item:

2 words
% Record
31 Kiln

32 Saucy
33 Boll

34 External:

Prefix

35 Greenland's
discoverer

36 Pitch

37 Ponders
40 Old Ned

42 Destitute
43 Like: Suffix

45 Declared
47 Faculty

48 Five- Prefix

50 Titan

51 Educe
52 Elemi

53 Network
54 Always

55 Gerrnan titto

56 Double
60 Pronoun
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Nebbish by Mike Galper & Nathaniel Parkinson
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Todaij in the DC
LUNCH

Cheese Ravioli /Grated Cheese
O.F. Roast Beef Sandwich

BASIC LUNCH
Bulgar £r Bean Salad

Cheese Ravioli /Grated Cheese

DINNER
Mini Egg Rolls/Duck Sauce
Chicken Chow Mein/ Noodles

Fried Cod

BASIC DINNER
Chicken Chow Mein /Dry Noodles

Mini Egg Rolls/ Duck Sauce

©<??? mjOAtf^ T-J

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

iOm ^MTAPfUCmON
00IN6 T0THE6Bnne.Hm
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I

TOOBAD
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mi.icniku
tmekha
wmneun

WAH.BurmasKy.
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vmiNbf CAe/M's dBNO&.

When your ffee« need a friend.
Slip Into Spring!

7PI*a««ntSt. (corn«rofMain) Northampton 586*2528

Vtston
ShouiCQ$e

RMMWrita:*)!- UMMM40««alM

W« ar» SpKiallatt In:

• Fathion Eytwaar
•Contact LtoMS
• Emargancy Raplacamants
•Fraa Adiuttmantt Anyfima

•We Claan & Polish contact

lansas on fha pramisik

Farms Mall, Hadlay SS4-i324

ENTER
MEDICAL

OR
VETERINARY
SCHOOL IN

AUGUST

Pay Only On AocepUnoe

-WHO R««ognized—

Orientation By
Matriculated Student

For application It,

informalton write

PRpvrv w^"ICAL
STUDENT PLACEMENT

SERViri:
l(Xl LaSalle St.

Npw York. NV H)027
or call (212).- . 4f»4n
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PRE-
REGISTRATION
Thursday, May 3 is

the final day for

undergraduates to

preregister.

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore

S4S'1SSS
a service of Che Dean •! Student* Office

ID EPCm-116OVN
BEAUTY IS AN INDIVIDUAL AniTUDt

At The AriUocral we understand this, so you'll never have to sacrifice good taste and adap
tability for the sake of something novel or unique. We'd rather bring out your own natural beau
ty with a hairstyle that suits you. We're |ust a cut above the rest.

The long Md rfiort combhutlwi Cwefrce Ifce H^apptoadi

To place a classified ad. drop by th«.-

Cotlegian olfice (CC 1131 betw^n 8 45
.m., arHj 3:45 p m Monday through Fn
day Of use our handy clip and mail form
found in most i&sues of the CoHeqmn
Classified deadline is 3 45 p m two days
•n advance of publicatMjn dale

AUDIO

8t»r«o compon*nts— tired of getting rip-

ped off' Try some quality most maior

brands av Best guar offered in rm.

denKi Call Dave, 6 5015. or Mark, 6 8831

AUTO FOR SALE

lOyW^ run* grt. $300/ BO. 549-W70

19n-Ponti«c LeMans— 6 cyt./ auto/

AM FM/ 8 track/ dep€ndak>le/ body-
very good/ call Oave. 546 5044, keep try

irig^

1972 Toyota, great on gas. very good
shape, first fair offer lakes it 54i6 5084,

before 10 a.m.

74ToyotrCelkia. $1800 orBo7323 4231

71 Toronado — rebuilt 455 plus much more,

S85 firm, call Bill. 546 8624, after 6

n^VW, runs, 80, Raleigh comp. 24%.
BO 21"g^ 256 0158. p.m.

1971 Peugeot 304
radials Best offer

73 Econoiin* van.

4 cyl , 67K. Michelin

546 1012, eves

75.000 vri% Original

owner, recently painted, great condition,

$2200 or BO Call 253^7_
88 Saab 96. V4. body and engine good,
needs minor repair, $400 or BO, 367 2192.

1989— Pontiac LeMans. 6 cyl, very

dependable, AM/FM/8 trk , rpust sell,

$500, call Dave.

68 Rambler, good condition/ new
brakes/ battery/ snow tires/ t)est offer Call

Barbara, after 6 p.m.. 1467 9182.

70 Ford Mustang w/ 6 cyl 250cld eng &
3spd. trans., body fair, gd mech ,

many
xtras. Reliable & gd on gas, ask $800,

John, 546 9230.

1968 Chev. Impala. good running cond..

$400 or best offer, ca ll Pete, 584 5377.

67 Caddy Coupe DeVille, 79,000, e%

cellent engine, good interior, little rust,

$600, call Dave, 256 6837.

69 Ford LTD, 2 dr., good running condi

tion, power steering, power brakes,

5496162

70 MG Midget, body excellent, tow
mileage, hrd tp., extras, $1000, call

549 6219

1968 Plymouth Fury II, needs work, $150,

as is or for parts Call Ron: 256 500.

1971 Int. Sc^t74wd,Tl060 or BO. Ed,

5494629

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system Area's lowest

rates. Call 546 9639 or 546 1 131

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584 4105.

FOR RENT

Lovely room in beautiful Victorian home
sharing facilities. June 1 occupancy,

527 5420.

Two bedrm, tease, Igih nego . begin

summer, N Amherst, pool, air, bus route,

549 0691^_ .__„„___
Maine oceanfront cottage. $200 rent

wk , tel !413) 323 7664. $100 back apt per

wk.

rn«'«>ai

- (THE ARISTOCRAT)
Wh«r« It

coats less to

90 first clam"

549-6255 OPEN EVENINGS

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily,

45c per line; five consecutive issues, 40c
per line per day, 30 consecutive issues,

30c per line per day. One line is roughly
equivalent to 38 characters

3 badroom apt.. 106 Meadow St.,

Amherst, convenient location, on bus
route. $350 mo . call 549 5153

FOR SALE

Electric typewriter exc. cond.. $130, in

ci table radio. $12. Castaperec. $10,

549 1457^

Women's leather jacket and coat, size

10 $30 and $170. call Pat. 25&8883.
Guitar. Gretsch Chet Atkins Tennes-
saan. mint condition, after 9. 584 6018.

New diving equip. — US Divers h
Parkway, local delivery, 549 6488. Ted,

after 6 p m
75 Kawasaki KZ400. good cond . 11,000
mi . 2 helmets, Fernng, $600, 253 9034,

Paul^ ^^
Pentax 5L 36mm. camera, w/f2 lens, ex
cellent condition $100. Firm. Call Brad,

549Om
Complete scuba outfit. All brand new
scuba pro equipment, 30% off 665 3027

Stereo loudspeakers for sale— pair of

Kenwood LS 403A. speakers, brand new,
80 watt cap. Used 2 months, $175 Call

6 eeqz

1971 Coupe De Ville Gold Cadillac. Good
condition needs some engine work. Air

conditioning Best offer Call 527 7761,

after midnight

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap. 256 8732. bet. 9 10 a.m.

1 pr. CCM, Super Tacks, size 7%, $60, call

Dean, 546 7439. exc. cond.

3 cu. ft. frig., 4 mo. old, $90. Fred,

349 2615.

FOUND
~

Found -watch in Herter. call 549-5962.

Found -glasses behind Cashin, call

6 4328

Found— long- haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan-black markings, 666-4324.

HELP WANTED

Summer work, call 253 2597 for apptmt

.

The Collegian is looking for Assistant
Advertising Managers I If you have any ex-

perience in marketing and want to gain
valuable experience in the advertising field,

corrw down to the Collegian and apply to-

day. Interviews will be conducted through
4/18 The Collegian is an equal opportunity
affirmative action employer.

A Better Chance is seeking an individual

or married couple to fill the live in position

of Resident Director, Applicants must be
committed to students and be able to

develop a sense of community within Hse.
Previous experience w/ adolescent, minori

ty males desirable Free apt. & board
Sept. May, renewable Stnd resume and 3
letters of recommendation by May 8 to

Norvell Jackson, 34 Pomeroy Ct , Amherst
01002

75 Suzuki T500. exc. cortd.. luggage rack,

helmet. Continental tires, 15 200 miles,

$750 firm. 6-4118.

PERSONALS

Paralegal interns wanted! The Legal Ser-

vices Office has 6 pKJsitions available for full

time paralegal interns for fall, 1979
semester. You can receive up to 15 credits

from the Office of Internships located at

Curry Hicks These internships will provide
exciting, challenging and rewarding work
which will include the learning of many
legal skills. Interviewing clients, legal

research and maintaining a continuing
caseload under the supervision of at

torneys. Third World students are especial

ly encouraged to apply. Application forms
can be obtained at the LSO in 922 Campus
Center, and must be submitted by April 27,

1979 __^_
The Collegian Advertising Department
is looking for ad reps. If you have ex-

perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office. The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal
Opportunity employer.

INSTRUCTION

Hatch. Hubbard, Millen, and Klos— you
guys can really deliver!!! And I bet that

you'd like to kno>\ who this isti!

No plans for summer? Live on the ocean
in Gloucester. Person wanted to share sum-
mer cottage. Call now, 546-5388.

Are you frustrated with the run around
on your car repair or the new car y^
bought? Do you suspect you have a lemon
or the repairs weren't done right? Call Con-
sumer Action. 545 0199, or 545 0781, for

help. Sponsored by MassPIRG.

Professor to Lunch Program. Weds.,
May 2, 12:20 1:10, Newman Center Social

Hall, Professor Shaninger, "Careers In

Non Sales Mktg. Jobs
"

Take Back The Night march. Thurs.,
May 3. 7 p.m.. Amherst Common,
women unite! Men strongly encourag-
ed to stand vigil.

John — thank you, thank you & thanks

-

Gepeto.

Ci7cle of Gold. 549 5818. •

Sweet Baboo, I love you. Gonna miss ya.

Astrology birth Cr compatability rdngs.,
11 yrs, prfsni., Louis Neubel, 549 6425.

Are you interested in a fun summer' If

you are in the College of Food & Natural

Resources, specifically a Hotel Restaurant

major, or |ust adventurous, this may in

terest you. There are )obs open for kitchen

staff at a YMCA cartip in the Berkshire hills

in Colebrook, Conn The camp ac
comodates workstudy students also For

more information call John Berkel, 6 6965,

it's not dishes.

Distributor for West-Bend has high pay
ing summer jobs, top commission
guarantee See Mr Lamont. Thursday,

May 3. room 911, Campus Center, 24 7

p.m.
^

Summer internships to build food self

sufficiently Eleven paid positions in New
England, For more information, contact Ka
ty Douglas, Office of Internships, 16 Curry

Hicks, #545 0727

Can you draw? Need' help with illustra

tions for a term paper, will pay for your time

and cost^f supplies, call 549 5289

Experienced leather^orker needed for

fine lewelry and leather store on Martha's

Vineyard primarily be'ts, call Suzi at

665 2891. after 5:00

Each night, dreams give us free, exquisite-

ly personalized guidance. Learn ways to

harness this source of internal wisdom
Free introductory meeting, 7 p.m.,

Wednesday. May 2, in Campus Ctr. 801.

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co, intro

flight, $45. 253 3834, day or eve.

Are you frustrated with the run-around
on your car repair or the new car 'you
bought? Do you suspect you have a lemon
or the repairs weren't done right? Call Con-
sumer Action, 545 0199, or 545 0781, for

help. Sponsored by MassPIRG.

Sweet Baboo, I love you. Gonna miss ya.

Gay peer counseling, SU 406 G Tues.,

5-7, Thurs. 6 8, Fri. 4-6 or call 545 2645.

We buy h sell used audio components.
Sound & Music, 90 92 King St., Northamp-
ton MA 01060. tel. 584 9547.

Stick it in your ear -free ear piercing with
purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St., Amh., 253 3324.

Diamond engagement Et wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253 3324.

LOST
^RIDE WANTED

Lost— orange, black, h white long haired

calico cat, 8 mo. Lost between Triangle St

& Northeast St, but could be anywhere.
Reward. 256 6642.

Lost — dk. red wallet in Van Meter on 4/7.

Please return to CC Assistance desk or Col

legian Graphics Dept. or call 549 5862.

Ride needed to Maine— Lewiston (off

95), anytime. Will share expenses. Call

Beth at 546 7380.

ROOM WANTED

MOTORCYCLES

75 Honda XL 360, 6000 mis , call 549 0742.

1975 Honda 400 Four, excellent
mechanical condition, 7000 miles new tire

registered inspected, just tuned, 60 miles

p>er gallon, carrying case, alarm, helmet,

call Alex. 253 3387. eves.^askmg $1000^

77 Kawasaki KZ400, exc condition Disc

brake electric start model. 4800 miles.

Luggage rack, sissy bar, $975, Call Russ at

5490034. •*

2 women seeking 2 bdrms, in an Amherst
house, no complexes, pise,, summer only,

cal l Liza or Christine, 665 3607, 549 3512^
.

Female needs room in N'ham. for May
7 June 13, Please help, Nina, 584 7197,

2 mature women seek 2 rooms in house
close to campus for fall, 546 6947, Lee.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Riverglade — one roommate needed for 3
br apt,, rent $80 plus elec. call 584 51i^.

Female roommate wanted — Rolling

Green, own rm., $120/mo., call Karen,

253 5919.

Tuesday. May 1, 1979
gi^Qi3

The end is nearing

for Softball seniors
ByMBLLISSA GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

While most seniors are currently con-
templating the realms beyond the gates of
academia, Elaine Howie. Kathy Horrigan
and Sue OiRocco are working every after-
noon assuring UMass' softbail success.

Elaine Howie: Elaine wears bold black
lines and contacts, the former shielding her
eyes from the sun. This practice was all

well and good until "Howie Owl" removed
her protection one sunny afternoon. The
next day she had her graduation pictures
taken only to learn sUe had lighter stripes of
flesh under her eyes, not matching the rest
of her tan. She laughed at the thought of
her IrKlex pfK)tographs.

Anotfier distinctiveness is Howie's solid
defense at third base. Yet another way to
spot Howie among the UMass nir>e is to
check tfw direction of a rrwvie camera lense
from her father, who always brings his box
seat to the UMies' games.
The most perplexing question of the

season: does Elaine's father use a Bell and
Howell camera?
Kathy Horrigan: At 5' 10" and with a bat

in her hand, "Hoag" is an imposing figure.
Her patented two steps out of the batter's
box and a glance at the opposing pitcher.

that would make Clint Eastwood jealdbs,

would intimidate anyone.
Unlike many talented high school athletes,

Horrigan reached the high expectatior^s. At
UMass Horrigan has displayed her versatili-

ty, moving from first to centerfield. No
longer hampered with constant ankle in-

juries, Horrigan has t>ecome a rangy defen-
sive outfielder and as customary, a power-
ful hitter.

Sue DiRocco: OiRcMXO is one of the few
sportspersons who doesn't speak in

cliches. When a teammate hustles down
the lines, "Rocci" commends her effort."

And when the bench or herself is quiet, she
speaks in terms of "non-verbal" befiavior.

In short, DiRocco verbalizes like she
thinks-quickly.

Aside from that, DiRocco leads the
Minutewomen in hitting. Someone forgot
to tell her tfiat cathers should be exhausted
from (^>nstantly backing up the infielders'

tosses to first. But OiRocco has extra tirr>e

and energy to explain to young Johnny
Gladchuck, tfte UMass coach's son, wtiat

use those strange looking shin guards
have.

No matter the outcome of the Easterns
playoffs, this trio will deserve a little R and
R before undertaking armchair exercise for

finals.

Miltwomen face SCSC
before Easterns opener
By DAV€BflAOL£Y
CoUegimn Staff

A Mmewhat injured UMaM softbail Mam
travels to Conr>ecticut today to face
Southern Connecticut State College in

doubleheader competition before turnirm
their efforts to the openirtg game of the
EAIAW Eastern Regional Tournament in

Pennsylvania on Friday. UMass wiW play
Glassboro State College in tfie Eastern
opimer.
The Undefeated Minutewomen (21^-1)

will go against Southern Connecticut
witfiout the services of batting leader and
standout catcher co captain Sue DiRo<^o,
who sprained ligaments in her left knee dur-
ing a doubleheader against Ten>ple Univer-
sity on Sunday. OiRocco, whose .449 bat-
tirtg average is tops for the Minutewomen.
was on the bad end of a home plate colli-

sion when she blocked the plate to prevent
a Temple runner from scoring. The injury

came in the second inning of tf>e first game
but DiRocco played both games, saying
she was okay until the end of the second
game wf>en the knee staned "to stiffen

up." OiRocco sakj she thinia sfte'H be
ready for the Easterns on Friday.

UMass coach Chet Gladchuck will move
second baseman Rhonda McManus to cat-

cher and put Karen LaVerdiere at secornJ.
niadchuck said he has a k>t of confidence

m McManus i.tS^ battmg averagal. "Sba
has a ^.eat glove," fie sakl.

Other injuries hampering the
Minutewomen involve short stop Fran Cor-
fMcdiKjii and rraerve first baseman Maddy
Mangini. Mangini brused her knee cap arKi

will be out for the rest of the season, and
Cornacchioli also banged up her knee while
sliding and Coach Gladchuck said her
status for today's game m quastionabla.
The UMass injuries, however, are balanc-

ed <Kit by a couple of injuries on the
Soutnern Connecticut squad. The Owte,
8 2 irKluding a 2 1 victory against the
very tough University of Connecticut, wiN
chaHef>ge the Minutewomen VMtfKHit ttMtf

top two starting pitchers Owl coa(^ LO(M*
Albrecht sakl she'll go with Betty Bovvna
and Toni Kelley on the nwund.
"If our pitchers can hang in tfiarait#iCMM

be a good game,' Albrecht said.

UMaas wiN start tfietr two aoa hurlars in

tfie twinbiU. Sue Petars (8^1 ) in the firM

game and Kathy O'ConnaH (9-0) in ttia sa-

cond.
Both tfie Owls and tb« Minutawoman

will compete in the Easterns at tfie end of

tf>e week. UMass is seeded second tMhind
Rutgers University and S.C.S.C. is one of

the eight teams not seeded. Tf>e vt^vier of

the UMass-Glassboro game will play tfie

winr>er of the game t>erween Trenton Stata
and Salisbury State College on Saturday.

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian office (CC 113) between 8 45
am , and 345 p m Monday through Fn
day or use our handy clip and mail form
found in most issues of the Collegian
Classified deadline is 345 p m two days
in advance of publication date

^^^^H Collegian
^^^^Hciassifieds

Collegian classified rates are daily.

45c per line, iive consecutive issues. 40c
per line per day, 30 consecutive issues.

30c per lir>e per day One line is roughly
equivalent 10 38 characters

Wanted — roommate for summer to share
Townehouse apt., own room, for info call

546 6754.

Fem. non-smoker for 5/1. $74 mo.,
253 3514

Wanted— female roommates for summw
house in Dennisport. call 6-8953

.

Falmouth cottage, looking for one more
woman for summer rental, 546 6920.

Clean, responsible female seeks 2
females to share 2 bdrm. apt. in Brittany

Manor for 79 80 yr., call Liz. 546 5077.

Clean, reliable male lookir>g for couple or

2 p>eople to share 2 bdrm, apt,. Brittany

Manor. 79 80. cdll Dave. 546 5075.

Housemate needed, fm.. 1 bdrm.. Col.

Vil,, 6/1 to 8/31, responsible, clean, call

253 2215.

For summer. Colonial Vil., own room on
bus line, pool, xtras, rent negotiable, after

7, 253 2010.

Female roommate wanted to share 2
bdrm. apt- Colonial Vill., $100-f, option

to renew, call Beth, 253 5032.

1-2 women for house in W. Yarmouth, call

253-9336 for more info — Karen or Anne.

2-3 women for hse. in S. Amherst for

sumrr>er, fall opt. on bus rt., pool, tn. cts.,

253 9336.

1 furnished bdrm. avail, in 2 bdrm. apt.,

lots of space & beautiful view. On SA bus
route. Avail. June 1, option fall. $117 mo.,
vets, grads pref . 253 9859.

1 br. in 2 br. apt., $115/mo. incl. fall opt.,

s?mi-furn., bus rt., pool, tennis, avail. 6/1,

Cliffside, 665 4630. after 3 p.m.

Fm. rmmte. wanted to share apt. with 2
fm., own rm. furnished, lo. rent, bus rt.,

summer, 253 3246.

Roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm.,
Puffton, for 1979 80, call 546 6452, Jen
nifer.

Woman to share loft, S. Amherst house,

bus rt.. $66 or less, option. 253 5980
.

Roommates wanted to share 3 bdrm. w
2ms, Puffton, pool, tennis, bus, call

549 5860.

SERVICES

Pilots license*. UMass Flying Club has im
mediate openings for membership, fly &
learn cheap in club's new Cessna, call

weekends & nights for info, 549 3800.

~T0 SUBLET

Marked down from $305 to only $245, a 3
bdr. Townehouse apt, for summer w/ opt.

to rnw. Lots of extras, on bus rt,, call now,
549 0870.

Brandywina.
549 6786.

summer sublet, call

Lowered from $306 to $225/m. for sum
mer, 3 bdr. towr>ehouse in N. Amherst,
sunny patio, AC, busrt., avail. 6/1. all opt..

549 6381.

1 bdrm. of 3 bdrm. apt., pool, AC, tennis

courts, cable TV, bus route, 549 4880

2 bedroom Mill Hollow apt., N. Amherst,
for rent, 549 6637, evenings, $220, inci.

utility.

1 rm. In 2 bdrm, apt., rent low and negot,,

on busrt., Sunderland, call Mike, 665 4206,

Rolling Green garden apt. —2 bdrm., bus
rt., pool, AC, furnished, cheap rent,

utilities incl. Room for 1 or 2 females. Call

Robyn or Joy after 6 at-253 3523

1 bedrm. apt.. Puffton, AC, pool, carpet,

tennis. Avail, June Aug.. opt. for fall, $175.

Neg.. call 549 5356. keep trying.

Summer sublet. 2 rms. in 3 bdrm. apt.,

'A-blk. from campus- on bus routes, $125
each, util. incl., 549 6015.

2-3 bdrms. twnhs.: walk. dist. to campus,
stores, Puffers; on 2 bus rts.; quiet resd.

area, avail. 6/1, $100/rm. or BO; 549 1218.

Townehouse apts.: avail, late May-Aug.
31, N. Amherst, bus routes, fall opt.,

549 6064

2 bdrm. Pftn.. 6/1-9/1. $200/mo.,
549 5995.

Cliffside, 1 bdrm. apt.; pool, tennis,

cable, dshwashr., on bus rt., $175/mo., w/
optn., 665 4284

2 bd. apt., Amherst, on bus line, $200, in

cl. hw. plusht., 256 6110.

Great deal! Brandywine summer sublet, 2

bedroom, good sunny location. Pool,

dishwasher. Rent negotiable, 549 5063.

Summer room w/ furn. kitch. & util.,

$100 month, on N. Pleasant St., call

549 6410 for appt.

Lantern Ct., 2 bedroom apt., $250/m.
from 6/1. w/ fall option, all utilities, fur

nished, AC, dishwr., on bus rt., 665 2866.

1 bdrm. Puffton. fall option, 549^30~
Sunder, tnehse.
bus line, swg.
665 3925.

apt., price negot., on
pool, ten. cts., etc.

4 person collective seeks female
housemate for summer. On bus route.

Nonsmoker. Call 665 47^^
Furn. studio apt. for summer. May
25 Aug. 30, Lincoln apts., on campus,
$141/ mo , incl, util,, 549 6215, afjter 5^_
Sublet 6/1-8/31, 3 bedroom Puffton VJI

apt I
bus route, pool, tennis, cable TV, air

cond., rent negot., cheap, call 549 2655

Riverglade -2 bdrm , AC, DW, pool, etc.,

semi furnished, excellent location, $235 for

thp summer, 2fv3 7634, after 6 p m
Rivergla'de, 2 bedroom and full cellar

Furnished, pool WW carpeting, AC, DW,
bus rt Aviil 6-1 8/31, Call 253 3674,

$240/ month, negotiable.

Spacious 2-bedroom apt. to sublet with
fall lease opt., 2 blocks from Amherst
center, call 253 3165.

1 bedroom Cliffside apt. w/ bus route

and pool. $180/mo, incl. utilities or best of

fer. Partly furnished, call 665 2487,

Lg. bdrm. in Cliffside, avail, mid May,
now house 2 people Partly furn,, rent neg.,

call 665 4237, please!

To sublet: 3 bdrms in 4 bdrm, house in N
Amherst, great summer house, avail. June
1, $87. 50 'mo. ^ util , call 549 0319.

Townhouse apts., 2 bedroom, furnished,

rent neg,, call Eric, 549 3687

Townhouse apt., June, July, August, call

549 1716, AC, good location, 3 rooms, BO
1 bed. apt.. South Prospect St , sublet

June 1st, fall option, $215 month, util incl
,

1 mm to Amherst center Call 253 2722, or

Squiro Managoment, 256 8124

May 1 sublet, w option 2 br apt on bus
rt

, pets OK, $265, incl 665 3267, keep try

ing

One room in 2 bdrm. apt., share kitch.

*with couple, $85/mo.. June, Jul., Aug.,
bus rte.. Colonial Vill., call Diane or Dave,
»3 2841^

2 bdrm. townhouse— avail. 5/30 8/31.
Partially furn., AC, patio, w/w, garden,
TV, pool, bus rte., $230/mo Neg., call

256 6662.

1 bdrm. in R, Green apt forsumnr>er, $120,

$60 for Aug.. avail May 1. 256^8297, Jack .

Rolling Green, 2 br. apt., AC, pool, bus,

furn, avail., 6/1 w/ fall option, $225.

253 7703.

1 bd. in 2 bd., June 1, female pref., lots of

chare, 10 mins , bus, 253 5187, option F.

One bedroom apartment, available June
1, on bus line, $170/ month & elec., call

2537672.

2 bdrms.. pool, AC, bus route, cable TV,
tennis cts., $200, avail. May 24 Sept, 1, un-

coupled inquiries encouraged, 549 6803.

Summer in Sunderland: 2 bdrm. Cliffside

apts., avail. June 1, on bus rte., party fur

nished, will take 1 or 2, rent low and negot.,

665 2131. evenings, keep trying, fall option

too.

2 bdrm. apt., pool, tennis, dishwasher,

$200, Cliffside, call 665 7993 or 253 3014

Summer sublet. Rolling Green: females,

$89/ month, own bdrm., 2 avail., call

256 6673.

Large 2 bdrm. apt. in South Deerfield.

June August. Bus route, garden. Great
location. $200/ month, negot., 665 4764.

2 bedroom Rolling Green townhouse
apt., fully furnished, all util, included, AC,
DW, gd,, pool, basketball, on BR busline,
1 "/? baths, cable TV, parking, carpeted, call

evenings, Mike or Eric, 253 7785,

Jun.-Aug., part of summer share, most of

sumrr>er, have apt, to yourself; near cam-
pus, furnished; call aft 10:30 a.m.. kp try.,

549 18^^
Cliffside. 1 lg. bdrm.. avail, mid May w/
opt. fall. $200/mon, includes all Also fur

niture for sale Call 665 3938. after 5.

Riverglade, 2 bdrm., subletting for

$150/mo., furnished, dishwasher, pool, air

cond., carpeted, on bus route, call

253 3519

2 bdrm., avail. 6/1. fall option, $240/ mo.
Pool, AC, bus route, 665 7537.

2 bdrm. apt., V? mi. from campus, part,

turn , fall opt,. $220/

m

o . neg., 549 0308.

1~bdrm. Cliffside apt., avail 5/248/31,
fall option, bus rt., furn,, $190/mo,.
665 4774.

Brandywine— 6/1 to 8/31. 2 bdrm.. fur-

nished, AC, poo!, tennis, bus rte.,

$250/mo., 549 4671.

1 rm. in

549 3523,

3 brm. twnhse., sum. -fall.

Fall option. Brandywine. 2 bedroom, 2
bus rt., pool, AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,

nice location, rent negotiable, call

549 5815. .

Rooms for rent in house for summer, Vi

mile from campus, rent negot. 549-1867,

2 bedroom townehouse. May to Aug.,
Southwood apts., furnished, $200, option

for fall, 253-5235, evenings, on bus stop, 1

mile from campus.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway,
$90/mon., util, incl.. keep
calling -369 8372.

2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished^ $275 or BO. Call 253 7703, 4 8 p m .

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1
5495144.

WANTED

Dead tix? You got em, I want 'em. Call

Seth 546 5181, evenings.

Needed: 4 Dead tickets, 584-9302.

Live with me— I'm a 2 bdrm. Brandywine
apt ; I offer a pool, AC, all appliances, and
2 bus routes. I'm cheep ($200, month),
549 5139^

Rolling Green, summer sublet, 3 bdrm ,

part furn,, all util, incl,, $340 mo,, pool,

backyard, bus rte., call 253 9565, after 9

p m.

Townehouse apts., 3 bedroom apt.,

carpet, AC, on bus route, rent negotiable

avail. 6/ 1/ 79, call 549 5934,

Riverglade, 2 bdrm townhouse; furnish

ed, carpeted, AC, DW & disposal, laun

dry pool bus rt , cable, av sublet ap
prox 5/24 9 4, $235 mo mcl heat B hw.
negot, 253 2069

Presidential apt., 2 bdrm ht B h w
incl,, big enough for 3, closest to campus,
avail May 20 fall option, call 549 1684

Want to buy Madame Alexander and Baby
Ginny dolls, 256 866Z

Female to live with my roommate this

summer, Northwood, bus, AC, pool, own
room, call 665 4850.

Nice bed with mattress and box spring,

also need a filing cabinet. Call 546 6657,

Mature resp. man seeks a nice cozy 1 br.

apt or other w privacy in N'hampton,
starting 5/20 6/1, call Mel, eves., at

256 860]

Rider wanted to Florida, leaving July lO,

contact immed. Maureen, 256 6738

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted to rent: 4 bdrm. house
May 80. Call FHpn, 546 8284,

Sept 79

PARACHUTING

First jump course, Thursdav, 19th, 7

p m , CC rm 803, bring current ID and
$60 limited to 1st 15 people
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WATCH THE TA9TEBUDS ( im actual commercials ) ON "SATURDAY NiGHT LIVE/"

Tuesday, May 1, 19^1
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UMass vs. UNH; father vs. son
flyJ//WD£GA//M
CoUegian Staff

Saturday's UMa^UNH lacro^e game had a special twist
to it: UMass Coach Dick Garber's 198th career college
coaching wir» came at the expense of his son Ted, the UNH
coach. It was the first the two had met as opposing coach^,
although they were adversaries in the early 70's wh«i Ted was
an attacknnan at New Hampshire.
UMass coach Dick (Richard F. Jr. I had ambivalent feelings

about his debut against his son. "It was rough," he said.

"E^^ry time we scored I'd be happy for our team, but then I'd

look over and see Ted." Young Gart)er (Richard F. Jr.) felt

differently. "I think it's great coaching against your father,"
He said. "I was relaxed. It was my players who were uptight
biKauae they wanted to win it for me so much."
Mary Jane Gwber, the mother and wife in the middle of it

M, said she wasn't rooting for anybody. Was she surpri^d
that her son ended up a lacrc^se coach like his father? "No,"
said Mrs. Garber. 'Ted always had a lacro^e stick in his
hands from the time he was four or five years old."

But he wasn't prodded by his father, the 1976 United States
Intercollegiate Lacrosse AMOciatton coach of the year. "He
took it very naturally, ' his fathw said. "I didn't push him."
At 24, Ted Garber is one of the youngest head coaches in

N«w England. Garber is in his first year at UNH, having

co«:hed at Avon Old Farms, a Connecticut prep school, tor
two years. Until recently, he was active as a member of the
Connecticut Valley Lacrosse Club, which is composed of ex-
college players seeking to prolong their playing aays.
Ted graduated from Amherst Regional High School,

but decided against pursuing his collegiate lacrosse career at
UMass. 'Ted wanted to make it on his own," his father said.
"If he came here and did well, people would say that I took
care of him ' Ted went on to UNH and was happy there,
according to his father. He was the team's leading scorer for
all four years that he attended the Durham based school.

In comparir>g himself to his son, Dick Garber said, "He's
ahead of where I was at that point. He's got some good
coaching ideas. " The two often exchange coaching
strategies, according to the elder Garber. But Ted doesn't
model his coachir^ style after that of his father. "I don't have
the kind of players he's got," he said, "so I can't coach the
same way."
Ted is one of three children of Dick and Mary Jane Garbw.

The (X)uple also has two daughters.
Two coaches, one a 25-year veteran, one a rookie who

learned from one of the best: his father. Two men with a
common affinity for a game that has been at the heart of an
amicable father-son r^tionship. As Dick Garber said, "We've
always been good friends."

-In the pros
Landry traded

Former UMass
quarterback Greg Lan
dry has been tradod by
the Detroit Lions to
the Baltimore Colts in
exchange for the Colts
fourth and fifth round
picks in this year's
draft and the Colt's
third round picks in
next year's draft.
Landry will serve as

the backup to th«
Colts' Bert Jones. .tradad to CoHs

Durham says no to Celts
ATLANTA iAP)-Hugh Durham, basketball

coach at the University of Georgia, said yesterday
he was flattered by overtures from the Boston
Celtics but has decided to remain at Georgia. The
Atlantic Constitution reported.

"I will definitely be at Georgia next season," the
newspaper quoted Durham as saying.

SUMMER
HOUSING

PI KAPPA ALPHA
•1 block from campus
•Singles available

Full kitchen facilities

Sun roof

Free parking
•Full time housekeeper

CaII now For bcsr choicE of rooms!
Elliot or Ralph, 545 2150 or 545 0047

STADIUM LIQUORS

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A&P in

the new Shopper's Park
University Dr.

OFEN HON. Vm m.. 9:00 A.M 11:00 P.M.

TEL NO. 2S3-SS9S

Large selection of kegs

Beat inflation and
leave the cooking

to us

$1 .00 OPr
any purchase of $5.00

or more on every

Tuesday and Sunday

Hours: 11 a.m.-l a.m.

•PIZZA
^GRINDERS
SPAGHETTI
•SALADS

MILLER 6.99 case (bottles or cans)

2.00 six pack

OLD MILWAUKEE cans. . . . 2.89 12 pack

HEILEMANS (special export). . . 6.99 case
1.95 six pack

65 University Dr.

Tel. 549-1311 or 253-9051
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DePaul's Meyer also honored

Wilt inducted into Hall of Fame
bmef National B^katbaM
WHt Charr^MfkHn antwad

SPRINGFIELD. Mass MPI-Five y«w$ after his
Ateoctation rival. Bill Russell, made it, ^vanfootw
basketball s Hall of Fame y«sterdav

"Being elected means more to me tNin just being a great ^^m." said the 42year
old former Philadelphia and Los Angeles superstar "It's the horwr of bwt^ idwitified
with all the greats of the game people I ve admired ail my life.

'

Chamberlain was the lone NBA player among seven Hall of Fame inductee, in
eluding the winnmgest coach in the colle^ game. DePaul's Ray Meyer who in 37 years
at the IWnois universitv has won »7 ganrws. M^ar was the only active coach m the
group.

Others who wiMrwl the Hall of ¥mm m rtw 12th annual enshnnement ceremony
were former coaches, Edgar Mickey of Creighton, John McClendon of Tenn^see
State, and Pete NeweM, who directed the California team which won the 1969 NCAA
title, and the late J%mm "Sam" Barry of Southern California; and referee Jam«
Enright of Chicago
HaH of Famers attending the <»rwnony included former NBA stars Bc^ Cousy of the

Boston CeltiM and Dolph Schayes of Syracuse, but not Russell, the Celtics star and
one lime coach who made his entry m 1974 He and Chamberlain, who en<toJ h« 14-
year pro career m 1973 with Los Angeles, were constant nvals

CfMor^Mrlain. who flew to Springfield from Australia where he was promoting a rock
n ro« concert, has the most NBA career points, the high^t per game average m a
seascNi and for a career and holds game, seisin and career rrtjound marks.

Chamberlain, b^des promoting rock concerts, appeara in TV commencal arxl « a
co«:h and player in the International Volleyball Association
Mev«. te, directed his team this se^on to the NCAA semi firwto
"Sure. I've won awards before, but this is the epitonw, ' said Meyer Before the

•owon started, I figured winning 16 18 gam^ would be a great year.
'Then, to m^e the final four , it has to be the rrKJSt exciting year of my life.

"Even if I had won the NCAA championship this ^ai. I wasn't going to get out. I

love to coach, and sitting around the house would kill me '

At the ceremony in the Hall, on the campus of Spnngfieid College where basketball
was started in 1TO1. were Larry O'Brien, a Springfield native and NBA commissioner;
and coaches Dean Smith of North Carolina, Ned Wuik of Anzona State, and Bill Foster
of Duke, memtiers of the Hall's board of trustees
A Hall of Farrw s^ection committ^ chooses candidates

Batmen split with Friars
The UMass Minutemen baseball team journeyed to Providence Colfege

yesterday afternoon to face the Friars in a doubleheader.
The result was a split which saw the Minutemen come away with • victory in

game number one mt Doug W«tonc hurled a 4-0 shutout agairMttfw men from
PC

in the second affair of the afternoon, the Friars came out oti top with a hard
earned 2 1 triumph in a game that wem 12 innings before being decided. Mark
Brown, who entered the game with a 1.60 ERA. went the full 12 innings for the
Minutemen.

For complete details on the happenings at Providence College, read Bill
Tartar's story in tomorrow's Collegian.

na^

pcDirt

Brooks Sweet collected five goals and five assists in the Gorillas romp
over the University of New Hampshire, 24-13, laft Saturday. The game
also pitted a contest between coaches Garber of UMass and Garber ofUNH (father and son). Jim Degnim explores the strange coaching
situation on page 13. (Staff photo by Rich Newman.)

im 1 ^iiriM mm

Wilt Chambarlain (left) accepts congratulationa from Eddia Gottlieb upon his
induction into the basketball Hall of Fame in Springfield, Maaa. (AP Laaar-
photo.)

Kevin Culien

Memories. .

.

The fat man made his way over from the
bar. His shirt tail hung out, as if it were
designed to. The fat man placed the pitcher
down and pulled out a chair. The old man
lookedup. his thought now broken. The fat

man sat down with a rush of air.

"What were we talking about? I forget,
"

the old man said. He stared as the fat man
poured the beer meticulously down the side
of the glass, so as to eliminate a head of
foam.

"Baseball." said the fat man. With his
teeth he tore open the Slim Jim he had
bought and spit the plastic to the floor.
"We were talking about baseball."

"That's right," the old man said, as if he
knew all along. "We were talking about
baseball."

The fat man emptied his glass with one
sip. He wiped his mouth with the back of
his hand. "You say you don't go to games
that often," the old man said. "Is that
right?"

"Well," the fat man said, twisting his

little finger in his ear, "not pro grames, not
Sox games. I still watch the colleges a little.

'" He looked at the wax on the tip of his little

finger,

"Jesus," that's just how I feel," the old
man said, nodding. "I used to go down to
old Braves Field - it's down on . .

."

"I know where it was," the fat man
broke in.

"'Oh . . . well, anyways, I used to go
down to Braves Field and see the ball

games. This was years ago, of course. We
never watched the Red Sox, y' know . . .

not where I came from."

The fat man ripped open a small bag of
Dori^os he had bought earlier. A Dorito fell

to the floor; he strained to pick it up. He
brushed it against his thigh and popped it

into his mouth.

"I always liked the National better than
the American." the old man continued.
"Followed the Braves, y" know. Except a
few players like Cobb in the American. I

really liked Cobb."

The fat m%n poured himMlf another
glass.

"You know what Cobb did once?" the
old man asked, squinting one eye as he
leaned across the table. "Two mugs in
Detroit tried to rob him and his wife once -

they didn't know it was Ty Cobb, of
course Well. Cobb got all riled up and
damned near beat those two mugs to death
with his bare hands. And then the next day
Cobb went out and got four hits with a stab
wound in the back."

The fat man nodded in admiration. He
opened a small bag of Beer' Nuts he had
stolen from the counter.

"Of course, no ballplayer would do that
today," the old man said with a sigh. "No
chance. Not that they ain't good ballplayers

they're good, all right. But baseball ain't

the same. The players don't get dirty - hey,
I'll tell you a funny story. You got time for a
funny story?'"

The fat man looked to his wrist, which
had no watch. "If it"s a quick one, yeah,"
the fat man said.

"Well,"' the old man began, "I used to
see the Braves play Brooklyn all the time -

this was before they was even the Dodgers.
Brooklyn had this dirty little outfielder . . .

can't even remember his name, but he was,
always dirty, never clean. Well, anyways,
there was this one particular smart-aleck
who would call this little dirty outfielder all

kinds of names. Of course, this went on for
years. And the funny thing was, the kid
never said a word.

"Well, one day, this guy was really giving
it to the Brooklyn kid, saying all sorts of
things about his family and such. All of a
sudden the dirty little outfielder turned
around and called to the guy in the stands.
Hey, do you like fruit?" Of course, the guy
was shocked - the kid never said anything
before. So the kid yelled again, I said, do
you like fruit?' The guy looked around and
said, 'Yeah, I like fruit.'

Well, then,' the little outfielder said,
'kiss my ass, it's a peach!'

"

The fat man laughed and laughed and
I •I'waafWdeedf'B'^ifnnystofy

,
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Members of the Graduate Student Employees Union
picket Machmar Hall yesterday protesting budget cuts.

causing many classaa to be cancelled. The protest will

continue today. (Staff photo by Lynn Grebenstein.)

Trustees may up tuition;

Students to rally in Boston
By BOB MORGAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass Board of Trustees is meeting today in Boston
to determine the fate of the proposed plan to gradually raise

in state tuition from $525 to $750 by the spring 1981
semester. It is expected the trustees will approve the plan,
which calls for a tuition increase of $25 next semester, $50
for the spring 1980 semester, $81.25 for the fall 1960
semester, and $112.50 for the spring 1981 semester.

In protest to the tuition increase, about 150 UMass
students are going to Boston today to join about 1,000
students from 13 other state schools and universities who
are protesting Gov. Edward J. King's proposal to raise

tuition at all state schools. The UMass students are expected
to march to the trustees' meeting after a rally and protest on
the State House steps with the other students.

Brian Burke, Student Government Association co-
president and director of today's rally, said there will be four
speakers, including himself. The other speakers are Rep.

James G. Collins, D-Amherst, Tim 0"Leary, president of the

Massachusetts State Students Association, and Chris

Putnam, former treasurer for the association.

Burke said the purpose of the rally is to protest the
proposed tuition increases and budget cuts at UMass and
other state schools and universities.

The trustees are also expected to vote for more money for

the tuition waiver program for the three campuses.
Presently, there is $250,000 for the program. A spokesman
from the UMass president's office said the trustees are

expected to raise the amount because of the proposed
tuition increase.

The tuition waiver program is for students who have
exhausted all other means of financial aid and still cannot
affird to pay the tuition. Eligible students can receive either a
partial or complete tuition waiver.

UMass President David C. Knapp today is expected to ask

the trustees' Buildings and Grounds Committee for per-

mission to seek an architect to plan and design the

renovation of Marshall Hall on the Amherst campus.

TA's strike,

picket hall
By BILL SUNOSTROM
C^kgian Staff

The corridors of Machmer Hall, usually bustling on a
Tu^Klay af.errwon, w6re nearly silent yesterday as striking
and picketing by the Graduate Student Employees Union
prevented most classy from meeting.
The union, which represents teaching assistants, teaching

.associates and research assistants, is picketing Machmer
w»d strikirtg in five departments yesterday and tcKJay to raise
support for their platform Major union proposals are in-

creases in teaching assistant and associate stipends,
University recognition of the union a& the official collective
bargaining agent of tfie graduate student empk>yees and
opposition to any cuts in funding for graduate student
employees
Members of the union set up picket lines at all entrance

to ihe building, with about five picketers standing at each of
the rear doors and about 20 at the main entrance. Union
Treasurer Bradley S. Klein said rr>embers of the union and
convinced most students to leave in support of the strike.

"'To our knowledge, only four classes were held in the
building all day," union chairperson Michael R. Federow
said.

The picketing lasted from 8.30 to 4:30. and the union
plans to follow the same schedule today. The strike will end
officially at midnight tonight, according to Federow. A
meeting of all graduate students will be held tomorrow in the
Student Union Ballroom to discuss further action.

Many professors did not cross the picket line, and the
faculty caucus of the deparment of anthropology voted
Monday to encourage faculty to respect the lines and not
penalize students who refused to attend classes. The
department s offices are located in Machmer Hall.

The Executive Board of the Massachusetts Society of
Professors, the faculty union, yesterday morning voted to
support the graduate union"s opposition to cutbacks in

funding for graduate student employees, but did not en-
dorse the strike officially. "Our current contract states that

we cannot support other stnkes or honor picket lines,"

Society President Jules Chametzky said last night.

Meanwhile. Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery Monday
sent a letter to University President David C. Knapp and the
UMass Board of Trustees suggesting stipends for teaching
assistants and associates be increased for next September.
Bromery said increases had been discussed by the trustees

for some time, but no action could be taken until the

Graduate union's case with the Massachusetts Labor
elations Board had been settled. The commission ruled

Monday it would not force the University to recognize the
union as a legal bargaining agent. The decision freed the
administration from accusation of unfair labor practices or

"buying off the union" by raising stipends, Bromery said.

Acting Provost Jeremiah M. Allen said no figures for

increases had been suggested, but expected the raises

would be around 10 percent. The annual stipend for

teaching assistants is presently $3600.

Klein said an increase would be sufficient, as teaching
assistants have not had a stipend increase in five years. He
also said the union feared any such increases would assume
fixed funding for graduate positions, thus decreasing the

total number of positions.

Union members Klein and Stephen J. Rosow met with
Allen and Dean of Social and Behavioral Sciences Thomas
0. Wilkinson yesterday afternoon to discuss some of the
union's complaints and the University budgeting process.
Referring to proposed cuts in funding for graduate em-
ployees, Klein said, "The administration doesn't have an
argument, but they still have the axe."

Rape: Fear hinders reports; myths hinder convictions
By FRAN BASCHE
and MARY FRAIN
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the second in a six

part series on rape

The majority of rapes are not the
"stereotypical blitz attack " with a rapist

jumping out and grabbing the victim from
behind a bush, in fact, more than 50 per
cent of the time the victim knows her at

tacker, a UMass Health Center staff

member said.

Barbara Estabrook, a center educator
and liaison, to the Rape Counselor/Ad
vocate program, said "Nationally, rapes are

most likely to occur within the victim's or

assailant's home."
' "And it looks like that happens around

here too," she said.

Serena Lurie, Coordinator To Work
Against Sexual Violence with the Rape
Counselor/Advocate program, located in

the Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall

said, "I hate to say don't trust anybody
but 60 percent of the time it's someone

you've seen before."

The myth that rapists are strangers to

their victims is just one of many misconcep
tions about this crime Fear that women ac
cuse men of rape for revenge is another
myth about rape that may be partly respon
sible for the paltry conviction rate in rape
cases.

Arrests are made in only half of the

reported rapes according to the uniform
Crime Reports published by the FBI and on
ly half of these cases result in a conviction
for a "'substantial offense," the report

stated.

UMass personnel do not believe the
"revenge" myth has much validity.

"Nobody would go to court if they
weren't raped. It's just too painful a pro
cess," Lurie said.

Estabrook agreed, "A lot of people just

want to forget it, and the court process can
be a long one, and it can be a difficult one,"
she said, referring to the reluctance of peo
pie to report and prosecute on charges of

rape.

Another common myth about rape por-

trays the rapist as being black and the vie

tim as being white In actuality, interracial

rape does not occur in most cases,

although the incidence of black assailant-

white victim rapes has been rising, accor
ding to several studies.

In 1971 Menachem Amir, an Israeli

sociologist, published a study of rape using

1958 and 1960 data from the Philadelphia

Police Department. He found that 93 per

cent of the time both the victim and the

assailant were of the same race. Four per

cent of the rapes were against black

women by white men and 3 percent of the

time, the woman was white and the

assailant was black

In another study, mentioned in Susan
Brownmiller's book Against Our Will Men,
Women and Rape, fBantam Books, 1975),

Dr Charles R Hayman found that black

assailant-whUe victim rapes had increased

21 percent in Washington, D.C. from 1965
to 1971. The city's population is 70 percent
black.

Hayman's study of rapie victims at D.C.
General Hospital attributed the rise to "an
increase in aggression and violence, is

hostility to females and to white females."

In 76 percent of the

rapes Hayman
studied both the vie

tim and the assailant

were black.

But the rise in

black assailant white

victim rapes is dwarf
ted by the rise in rape

itself.

In 1977, one
reported rape occur
red every eight
minutes, represen
ting an increase of

approximately 180
percent since 1960,

when a rape occurred every 34

minutes, according to the Uniform Crime

Reports. Eleven percent of that increase

was from 1976 to 1977 alone.

Tomorrows installment of the series in

eludes an interview with Distnct Attorney

Thomas Simons discussing changes in rape

laws and the legal aspects of rape prosecu

tion.

cl
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DIGEST
Kingmay can newsletter
BOSTON \AP\ Th« Bsacon Hill Update, an irreverant

broadside which has been a persistent thorn in the side of
the last two administrations, is headed for a confrontation
with Gov. Edward J King.

The bulletin, funded with $75,000 in federal money, keeps
close watch on state legislation involving housing, welfare,
taxes, economic development and other issues effecting the
state s poor.

The funds which finan^ the Wvicemonthly bulletin have
been channeled through the Social and Economic Oppor
tunity Council That advocacy group for the poor is atjout to
go out of business at the end of June after having its funds
cut by Communities and Development Secretary Byron J.
Matthews.

Nurse findspatientabuse
CHA TTAHOOCHEE, Fla |4/»| - A nurse assigned to spy

on employees at a state mental hMpttsI here says elderly
patients were tied in their chairs for up to six hours at a time

Dr John Awad, district administrator for the Florida
Department of Health and Rehabilition Services, said
yesterday that five hospital employees were suspended and
others may be disciplined because of the report by Hattie
King Thomas, a state public health nurse based in
Jacksonville.

Awad said hospital employees were unaware of Ms.
Thomas' assignment.

Assistant State Attorney Hal Richmond said the nurse's
report may t>e given to the Gadsen County grand jury for
possible criminal action
Awad said the five suspended employees worked in the

hospital's geriatrics unit. Their suspensions will remain in
effect pending further investioation, Awad said.

Boy tojoin girl's team
PROVIDENCE \AP\ Brushing asioe fears of male

domination of female athletic teams, a federal judge ruled
yesterday that Donald Gomes be allowed to play volleyball
on the girls' team at Rogers High School in Newport

Chief Judge Raymond J Pettine's decision is the first in a
federal court on a boy s attempt to play on an all girl team
according to lawyers in the case

Pettine said the 19 year old senior was barred from the
team only because of his sex. would suffer "irreparable
harm" if not allowed to play. There is no boys volleyball
team at the school
An official of the Rhode Island Interscholastic League

which refused the six foot Gomes permission to play on the
team, said the ruling will be appealed.

"Ultimately, if we lose. I think it's going to be devastating.
I think a lot of boys who cant make the boys' teams will try
out for the girls' teams," said the Rev Robert C. Newbold
the league's executive secretary

Carter^s *gas' pains:
'Gas'rationplan goes to House
By TOMRAUM
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON' Pte^denx Carters standy plan for
gasoline rationing was sent limping toward an uncertain fate
on the House floor yesterday by a deeply divided House
Commerce Committee.
The panel barely agreed, on a 21-20 vote, to have the full

House decide the issue The committed, spurning Carter's
nationally trtevised appeal for its support, decided instead to
send the plan to the Hoi:se floor without a recommendation.
The "no recommendation " vote came after supporters of

the plan failed for second time within a week to win com-
mittee approval of it. A motion seeking that endorsement
died yesterday on a 21 -21 tie vote.

Later in the day, an effort was launched in the same
committee to block another Carter energy intitiative, the
administration's plan to lift controls from domestic crude oil

prices beginning June 1. But a vote on that issue was

delayed until today.
Carter's standby rationing proposal, which would allocate

gasoline during severe shortages solely on the basis of
registered automobiles, faces "a hard fight" on the floor
acknowledged Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich.. House manager
of the measure.

"I think it has a good chance," Dingell said after
yesterday's committee action Then he added: "I'm not
saying I think we can get it through. I'm ju*t saying I think
there's a chance."

Dingell said the measure will see floor action within the
next few days. The plan will die unless both chambers
approve it by May 12. A 1975 law required submission of a
standy rationing plan to Congress.

During a nationally televised news conference Monday,
Carter had called his proposal "imperative" for the nation to
deal with any future fuel shortage emergency similar to the
shortage forced by the 1973-74 Arab oil embargo.

O'Neil: Taxshouldbe stronger
WASHINGTON \AP\ - House Speaker Thomas 0. O'Neill

disagreed yesterday with Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's charge
that President Carter caved in to oil industry pressure by
agreeing to lift oil price controls while proposing a modest
"windfall profits" tax.

"Is he Carter kowtowing to big business?" O'Neill asked at
a news conference. "I think that's the furthest thing from his
mind."

However, O'Neill said he felt Carter's windfall profits tax
should be rr^de tougher, and he predicted that Congress
would pass a stronger bill.

Sen Kennedy, like O'Neill a Massachusetts Democrat,
said Monday the president's decision to decontrol domestic
oil prices and propose only a modest tax on the resulting

profits amounted to "throwing in the towel" to the oil in-
dustry.

Asked about Kennedy's comnnente, O'Neill said, "I don't
cnticlze the president of the United States. I'm on the same
team as the president."

However, O'Neill said he told Carter at a Democratic
leadership meeting that he favored a stronger windfall profits
tax on decontrolled oil and that the president responded by
saying, "the stronger the bener.

"

"The public thinks (hey re being ripped off, and they want
a bigger tax." I'Neill said.

Carter and Kennedy clashed publicly Monday over the oil
issue.p. _ _.._ ^. wr"''—^ w..., u -Kwuuot ion wn 11H3 ifiauiiMi^ issue.

King supports oilderegulation
By JOANNE D 'ALCOMO
Associated Press Writer

flOSrOA^- President Carter's decision to deregulate
domestic oil prices, under attack by Massachusetts Sen.
Edward M. Kennejy, was endorsed yesterday by Gov.
Edward J, King.

"I support decontrol, " King told reporters at Logan
Airport unon his return from an Off-Shore Technology
Conference in Houston. Tex,

I tnink all we have to do is look at the decontrol of natural
gas,'" he said.

"It enhances the competitive position of New England,
because those who have been using the gas very cheaply
because it has been controlled by the government now have

to pay more of a market price, so we're not as non-
competitive."

King also claimed the gradual decontrol of domestic crjde
oil announced last month by Carter would increase the
supply.

"Raising it up to a market price will produce more oil
"

King said.

"Also, it will be sold much cheaper than we're paying
foreign sources, while at the same time w^lessen that over-
dependence on foreign oil."

King said he supported decontrol even without passage of
Carter's proposed tax on the extra profits the oil industry will
gain.
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MANUFACTURING MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
Undecided about your career?
Perhaps we can help.

R.R. Donnelley & Sons Company is a leading international commercial printer and a Fortune 500 com-
pany. Our products include popular news, business and special interest magazines, professional journals,
leading retails catalogues, telephone and business directories, casebound books (deluding encyclopedias]
textbooks, bibles, popular literature) and financial literature of many types. Founded in 1864, Donnelley has
established a reputation as the leader in our industry and as an employer vitally committed to the develop-
ment of our employees.

Our modern web printing plant in Old Saybrook, CT seeks outstanding graduates for our manufacturing
management training program, a 2-year training program which prepares you for placement as a manufac-
turing supervisor. The training is individualized, comprehensive and fast paced. At the conclusion of the pro-
gram you will assume management responsibilities for a significant portion of our manufacturing operation.

We seek men and women with strong analytical abilities and problem solving skills, excellent communica-
tion skills and leadership qualities. We would like to meet June graduates who will receive Bachelor degrees
in engineerig, physical science, computer sciences, or Business Administration. A Graduate degree is
desirable.

At Donnelly, you will find an outstanding salary and benefit program, a progressive environment designed
to allow you to exercise your abilities and genuine growth potential.

Interested individuals should write or call:

Richard D. Weiner
Employment Coordinator

R-R-Donnetley & Sons Company
Old Saybrook, CT 06475

ClKllnUcs.br Press
(203)388-3581

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

HR's, administration begin to work together
Bv MBLANIE COLLIER
CoUegiar} Staff

Six representative residence heads left a
meeting with University administrators with
a pledge of goodwill yesterday, marking the
initiation toward a working relationship

between the residential staff and ad-

ministrators.

Dennis L. Madson, vice chancellor of
student affairs and Sally A. Freemen, direc-

tor of the Community Development Center,
met with the residence heads while a sup-
porting rally of students, resident assistants

and residence heads gathered on the lawn.
After marching around the Whitmore Ad-
ministration building chanting "Students
unite for HR's right," speakers at the rally

addressed their issues of corKern.
Wayne R Burns, head of residence of

Kenrwdy Middle dormitory, ei^yrened the
residence heads' concern over the acts of

violence directed at staff members, lack of

communication between the staff and ad-

ministrators and lack of "profe^ional
respect" toward the residence heads.

George Sampson, head of resider>ce of

Pnnce Houw, said t^ey had been "driven"

to the point of demonstrating and rallying

because of the "irresponsibility" of

Freeman and Madson in their resistance to

nr>eet with the residence heads.

A letter was sent ^sterday to Madson
from the Area Directors and Assistant Area
Directors in support of yesterday's meeting
and future n^etings. The letter said they

felt the meeting was a constructive step

fonward and they hoped an agreenwnt
would be reached in future meetings.

To be or not to be;

Students decide SATF
By STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Why do we need a Student Acthntie*

Tax Fund fee increase?

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

week voted to increase the annual fee by
$12 from $72 to $84. In addition to this vote

they unanimously decided to put the in-

crease to a student referendum vote -- tfie

conclusion to a political battle that began
earlier this semester.

Although both pro arxj con were in favor

of an increase, many senators and student

government officials were wary of allowir^g

the students to make tf>e decision, due to a
lack of communication between the gover-

ning body and the students.

The referendum is scheduled to go out

for student vote on May 8.

Neivs analysis

The fee is the only source of monies con-

trolled directly by the students to be used
solely for student-run services and
organizations such as the bus system,
media projects and area governments.
The fee increase is a thorny issue indeed,

compounding problems of deficits, infla-

tion, past mismanagement ot tunos and an
array of differing views concerning what
level of services the senate should provide

students.

A basic question raised by former speaker
Brian DeLima during the debate on the in-

crease was why do we need a spring con-

cert, or the largest free bus system in the

world, or a daily paper, or a radio station or

even a student governnnent?

On a similar note, why not allow the ad-

ministration to step in and control alloca-

tions for the groups? Why do we need
cultural organizations we now have such as

woman's groups, the Committee to Com-
bat Racism, the Affirmative Action Task

Force or area governments, free legal ser-

vices, films and the like?, DeLima asked

I ne Klea of administrative control of tttese

groups is not far from reality.

William F Field, dean of students, issued

• memorandum to Dr. Frederick Preston,

associate vice-chancellor for student affairs

in which fie favored the administration's

takeover of many student-run organiza-

tions. He lavors administrative control of

the Union Program Council, Distinguished

Visitors Program, and International

Women's Week etc.

Joel Weissman, student coordinator for

the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy said students en-

joy daily the services provided by the stu-

dent government which could be threaten-

ed if the referendum fails.

Groups which comprise 85 percent of the

increase include the Collegian, which needs
half the increase to liquidate a previous

deficit, the buses, the numerous student

run cooperatives (Record, Sporting Goods,
Photo, People's Market, for exam-
ple). Distinguished Visitors Program, con-

certs and more.

Current student senate speaker David
Barenberg said although people in the past

have "milked the system" it has all been
"tightened up" and cannot happen again.

He also said students will suffer if the

referendum fails because the administra-

tion "will not help us out at all." If we want
to maintain the present level of services

(27.5 percent less than last year) the in-

crease is necessary; it is the only money
that goes directly back to the students," he
said.

Barenberg said the fee has shown in the

past it can save student money as well as
provide these services. For example, with

the dorm lease going into effect next year

the money helped fight a $75 damage
deposit, saving students a total of

$825,000.

2 bedroom garden apartment from

$290. Included In your rent are heat

and hot water.

NOW ACCEPTING DEPOSITS FOR
FALL RENTALS
For your convenience:

-I- Free UMass bus to town and campus

•f Stove, refrigerator, disposal, and dishwasher

+ Fully carpeted
-»- Wall to wall closets

+ Cablevision available

-f 1 Vz miles from Mt. Farms and Hampshire Malls

+ 24 hour maintenance staff

Our new rental office is located

at 156A-1 Brittany Manor Drive.

Take first entrance

Rental Hours- M-F 9-5, Sat

256-8534

10-2

*MINIMUM
10 MONTH

LEASE

Brittany Manor

Rodney Bird, Thorrau head^f r^den(»,
said a meeting scheduled for tomorrow bet-

ween Madson, Freeman and six represen

tatives for the residence heads will addr^s
the i^ues of concern. The following Tues
day, Madson and Freeman will be nweting

with the entire residential staff

Marjorie R. Harrison, Thatcher head of
residence, said the residence heads felt

they had accomplished something" and a
big step had been taken with all the hard
fe^ings from p^t misund^^tandings.

Economic profs, respond
to Kahn's speaking here
By LEE BURNETT
Collegian Staff

By nK»t accounts.tfte man is trying to

fight a fire by talking to it.

Such is the thankless lot of com-
mencement speaker Alfred E. Kahn,
President Carter's chief advisor on in-

flation. "His fight against inflation is

ludicrous," UMass economics professor

Vaclav Hoiesovksy said "I'm sure deep in

his heart he knows the tools he's t)een

given are inadequate."

Kahn, chiefly through the powers of

persuasion, enforces Carter's voluntary

wage and price guidelines. Carter has
asked labor to limit pay increases to no
more than seven percent and has asked
business to limit its price increases to one-
half of one p>ercent t)elow the average
annual price increases of the last two years.

Kahn. who has t\o substantial legal

powers, presides over a staff of 140. This

compares with the 4,000 that policed

president Nixon's mandatory wage and
price controls in 1971, and the 66,000 that

policKJ wage and price controls during

World War II.

"He deserves something easier... like

coming to commmwicement," said James
Crotty, another economic professor.

The economics department faculty at

UMass, 14 of 25 of whom consider

themselves to be Marxist economists, are

notoriously critical of voluntary wage and
price guidelines to hold down inflation.

"In the view of most of us, inflation

emerges from basic class conflict in

society," professor David Kou said.

"Under conditions of slow economic
growth, workers trying to protect wages
and companies trying to boost profits, the

Nicaraguanfilm

premieres Thurs.
The award-winning documentary film

"Nicaragua 1978" will be given a Western
Massachusetts premiere on Thursday, May
3, at 7:30 p.m. in Mahar Auditorium.

Winner of the Grand Prize at the 1978

Leipzig International Docurr>entary Film

Festival, the film depicts the extents of last

fall whien more than 5,000 Nicaraguan

citizens were killed by government troops

who bombed the countries major cities to

quell popular upnsing against the Somoza
dictatorship.

Last week's UMass Latin America Week
was dedicated to the unresolved political

and military crisis in Nicaragua, where in re

cent weeks fighting has escalated between

the U.S. equipped Somoza troops and the

Sandinista Popular Liberation Front.

The film is sponsored by the Western

Mass. Chile- Latin America Solidarity Com
mitiee as part of the National Week of

Solidarity With the Nicaraguan People. Ad
mission is free, with a donation requested.

two collide. There is now way voluntary

controls will stop inflation."

Kahn himself has made only modest
claims for the voluntary wage and price

guidelines. He originally said if he could

squeeze a fraction of a percent off the

inflation rate, then they would be suc-

cessful. Inflation is now running at an
annual rate over ten percent. Nonetheless,

Kahn has earned respect for his integrity

and has developed a reputation as an

entertainer who shoots from the lip. He
once predicted that accelerated inflation

'will create a deep, deep depression."

When White House aides called to com-
plain that the word depression alarms

people, Kahn vowed he would use tf>e

word banana as in the "1929 banana."

No one in the economics department

said he or she expects any showdown
between Carter's economist, and the

"rads" of UMass. "Mayt)e in response to

his visit the government will decide to make
a large grant to the University," chuckled

Kotz.

COLLEGIAN
COUNTDOWN

11
Publishing
days left

in ttM Spring semeeter

The final day for placement of

advertising, either display or

classified, is Monday, May 14,

1979. The final spring issues of

the Massachusetts Daily Col-

legian will appear Wednesday
May 16, 1979.

PRE-
REGISTRATION
Thursday, May 3 is

the final day for

undergraduates to

preregister.

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore

S4S-tSS5
a service of the Dean of Students Office
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BlackAffairs
\n eyewitness account of the...

Conflict at Crampton
M I itelNPe tr^ng hard but unsucc^fully to

nock out my intensive Latin 140 in

reparation for my %%vr\, my nvnd is vwy
licturbed. I decided to wvrite th« letter to the
dttor to address the situation that occurr^
Saturday night at Crampton in an honeM
manner I was there so you can consider this

be an eyewitnen account and I'm not
4r8td of any repercussions from the Black or

^hite community. My scMe concern is in

stat)lishing %f\ air of sensibility arnl

ationatity to thw cwnptM as well as the

w«ns that transpired.

1 arrived at the party at approximately anm
4.m, only to find that tf>e admission chwge
^mm a (toNar. I had left my money at honr>eso

sat in the upstairs lobby until I was for-

sinaie enough to borrow a dollar from a
%iertd. At this time I noted two black girls,

tr>e white girl, one wNte male and orte black

nale at the c^lection table situated halfway
town the stairwell. I was told the males were
here for security purposes.

After paying to get in I enterd the party in

topes of meeting the young lady that was
he sole purpose of my leaving home that

ate at night. She wam't there or didn't care

o make herself known if she was, so I

proceeded disappointedly back to my p>erch

It the desk lobby which was situated in a

well lit area m hopes that she would make
lerself known so that I could proceed with

he rest of my evening
At this tinr>e I would surmise that it was

iometime after 2 am. t>ecause people who
:ame through the u^^tairs lobby appeared to

)e coming from clubs This conclusion was
eached because of the sudden increase in

.he numt>er of people who were arriving at

ippioximately the same time.

A short time thereafter while vibing with

some people who were situated m and
around the area where I was perched, I

noticed three white males standing in front

of the collection table. One man was wearing

a blue short jacket with a quart or fifth t)ottle

of Southern Comfort under his arm. Id also

'ike to note that the bottle wasn't full

Another White male was carrying an open
bottle of beer. I can not tell you the name of

the beer but I do know that the bottle was
brown

I saw trouble then. I can't tell you the extent

of the conversation only that whatever the

reaction it was negative At the time I wasn't

merely concerned because other white

persons had previously entered the party and
as far as I could tell up to that point it was
proceeding without a hitch.

I heard the Black person on security inform

the three white males that they could not

enter the party with their liquor. I also

noticed that he did escort them downstairs.

A short time later one of the Crampton
residents sponsoring the party called upstairs

to inform me that a fight had broken out

downstairs. At this time, myself and a few
people in the lobby as well as a few who
were downstairs in the pany moved to break

up the fight. I held the Black dude and
someone else held the white, and as I

ushered the Black dude towards a wall all hell

broke loose. I will say this because I think it is

important, the white guy who was involved

in the fight was not one of the three white

boys that I had seen previously at the front

desk. This white guy had not passed me in

the lobby and in alt likelihood he had come
through the back door.

At that time I hadn't surmised that the

group of white people I saw congregated at

the back door had come for the sole purpose

of disrupting the party, I could even identify

the person involved and some of the others

at the back door but that would not serve

any purpose here.

I don't know who the white girl was in the

green quiana dress but she should be able to

•bed some light on the situation.

The person's that came over to break up the

fight didn't come over for a gang bang That

wasn't the case at all and if any one wants to

dispute that, most of the people in the

community know who I am. It was hell trying

to keep order and while at this point I would
like to seriously and unselfishly commend the

Head of f^esidence in her attempt to maintain

order and I can truthfully say only a few
people at the party were in any way involved

in the fight and the perpetrators that I will

assume crashed the party were most in-

sistent. It was hell to maintain order. Every

attempt was made and I would like to

commend the brothers and sisters for not

takinq the action further.

From the Editors

Ther-' A'as 'tso the white girl "i . ^ light

gfeen iunn ) I'm nor .^n 3uth ,,iti' on
women s ain n was a full dress that

was made of a shinay dingy t^M of material.

She was also trying to maintain order annong
the white dudes when I arrived. I assumed
that she was of\e of tfieir frimids.

I'd also like to explain my reason for

assumir>g that this group was not one of tfie

original three One of the groups had on a

yeik>w shirt and was carrying a dear bear

bottte, like a Miller 12o2
People finally began to listen to my plea

that they go about their business This is

going to sound unbelievable but the white

guy in ttw short red ieatfier wtio was
involved in the fight m the alcove walked
from the back of the crowd to the front and
told me that he was sorry. I know you won't
t)elieve it but it is true The only thing I could

say to him was to plead with him to please

get his people the hell away from there. I

know who he is but again to identify him
wouldn't serve any purpose.

At this time the police hadn't arrived. They
didn't arrive until things had pretty much
cooled out. The persons involved in the

actual fight by this time had gone about their

business The police upon arrival on the

scene didn't arrest anyone They did

maintain their cool. The head of residence

approached them to danfy the situation. I

know this for a fact because I was standing

at the back door to make sure that no one
came out or came in and I didn't know that

she was the Head of Residence until one of

the residents of the dorm informed me tfiat

she was
When they arrived the Black students went

back into the dormitory and I assumed that

the white students responsible for the

disturbance went about their business. This

IS why I think any one who was arrested got

arrested because they wanted to.

After everything was over I noticed

students beginning to congregate outside

the party along a wall of the dining

commons The police at this time were just

standing around The party by this time was
continuing. There weren't any Black

students conqreating outside by the dining

commons wall

It was at this time that police started

taking people off of the wall and arresting

them This was an action that could have
been prevented had they dispersed when the

initial trouble was over
Campus security then determined that a

continuation of the party would t>e a
disruptive influence and that the party would
have to be terminated, A short time after

that It was.
I don't kr\ow what stories have been

circulating about the events of last Saturday
night I've attempted to give the facts as I

saw them It is for the community to

research and determine why out of the

whites present, many of whom participated

in the planning of this dorm party, did find it

necessary to provide a disruptive influence,

I have been in this area for three years and
have yet to crash a party given by the white

community, not even the parties I was
invited to. I have found that it can be hell

trying^ to get into the Bluewall on a

Thursday, Friday or Saturday night, but

there are some things that even I know how
to respect.

The present situation on campus is so tense
that you can cut it with a knife. Before
something happens that will involve any
mothers child I hope everyone will check the
situation out thouroughly.

I for one would have loved to have seen
some of the leaders of the white community
out there trying to maintain and restore

some kind of order. Be it known that

whoever the lady in the green quiana dress

was and also to the head of residence of

Crampton and public safety thank you for

your assistance.

I've given you my account of the events

that transpired at the Saturday night

Crampton party. I hope that for further

clarification you will address the members of

the white community and I also hope that

they will give an honest account. I'm in

hopes that all concerned persons will read

this letter and understand it because after

this myself and others cannot be responsible

for anything that happens.

I have one thing to say to those disruptive

influences at tha party No matter what your

personal philosophy may be, respect

doesn't cost one single dime and it is a two
way street. If the party crashers had
observed a little respect, a totally

unnecessary situation could have been
avoided.

This letter wm ^^ittan with tha
cooperatMHi of the staff of Black Affairs to
inform the Third World community of a
ratfier stre^ful situation that is quickly

arising Every Wednesday and Friday Black
Affairs appears in tf^ Collegian and with
what appears to be a minimum of support
and cofKern by a large sector of the
community.

The Staff which at this time is almost

totally devoid of writer^, photographers
and people interested in doing layout on
Tuesday and Thur«lay night. Some of

those few people who are now will not be
here next semester aruJ it seems that no

one in the community is interested in

performing or learning how to perform any
of these tasks.

The paper seriously needs studcmts.

wftether they are journalism students or not

to help us put the paper out next semester.

This semester efforts were mostly that of a

four or five people who were willir>g to

devote tfieir time. Putting the paper

together does not require a targe amount of

tin>e as long as there are enough people

doing different things. Writing stories of

attended events, taking pictures and layout

on Tuesday and Thursday nights are a few.

We thank you for your time. The Black

Affairs Staff.

Labor laws may
change in S.A.

CAPE TOWN. South Africa \AP\ - A
special commission on Tuesday recom-
mended that descriminatory labor laws be

abolished so blacks may have the same
pay. training and union membership as
whites, a move sure to spark an uproar in

this white dominated nation.

The suggestions were seen as an effort to

fill skilled and semi-skilled positions for

which there are not enough whites and in

part to assauge foreign criticism of the na-

tion's racial policies.

The rcommendations from the 2-year-old

government-appointed panel would erode
the cornerstone of the white minority- ruled

nation's 90 year -old laws of apartheid that

even mandate separate bathrooms and
cafeterias at work.

Parliament scheduled immediate debate
on the suggetions and Fanie Botha,
minister of labor and mines, was to give the

government's response on Wednesday.
The government said it would issue a white
paper next month outlining new legislation

based on the report.

Western governments have long criticiz

ed South African racial prolicies. The study

said : "It would be naive to deny the fact or

ignore the effect of international attempts

to influence labor and other policies in

South Africa."
The white minority protected its 4.4

million members with employment laws at

the expense of the nation's 26,6 million

natives, most of them blacks, who earn

perhaps five to nine times less that whites.

But a number of multi-national firms in

South Africa - especially those from the

United States already have opened non-

segregatd eating places, worked towad a

policy of equal pay for equal work and tacit-

ly recognized black unions, even though
they were technically illegal.

In the mining industry, one of the coun-

try's big foreign income earners, some min-

ing companies have begun training non-
whites for previously white- reserveo jot»

because there are not enough whites.

Last March, the all-wjiite mineworkers's
union went on a wildcat strike to protest

giving reserved jobs to non-whites. Bi-t

mining companies refused to give in and
the strike by some 7,000 white miners stop-

ped within a week

.

a»c<

Presents

SPRING
CONCERT '79

Spring Concert
Security
Meeting

Tonight, 7 p.m., in the

Student Union Ballroom

Topics discussed:

Final positions assigned

Tickets exchanged
More info concerning

security

This meeting is impor-
tant. Please be prompt.

Wednesoay, iviay .t. 1979, .Collegian s

Hi-C
Drinks

mim
Maxweil

^Y^^^
if you missed our ex-

citing n page circular,

be sure to pick one up at

the store. It's loaded

with nioney saving

values!

Voull Like The Difference

^loM effective WednMday, May a thru

Saturday.May 8, 1079
Mi.fMWv*«wnaliiioknil(iianMn NotfMponMil.

tOf (yoognphicilwrors la.MimafsloraMignpunioaM
onty ml <to nol nM*>a««y (Mead piaducli on sMi

PiMldings
Ctwc Van Lertx)n,

Tapioca Cixic Aknond
or Butter9cotc^

Hi-C Drinks
9FruH
Fia«grs

More Grocery Values!

Campl>eli'sSoup£s^ 4°c:;.°'^1

Rreside Sattines 2 r '1

Del iMonte Corn ^rsr^i;;: 3i^ 1

Cliicicen^ Sea Tuna ?^ 3°cU^^2

Hliow Bdacaroni"-r^-'S^sBy

ColonialBacon
SIlMd $
1 lb.

pkg- 1
FresiiTUrfceys

89tHam 10 to 14 1]

tMNn

Pop-Up Tlimr

CornisliHens

Mr pound

One S10.00 purchase gets you any one or all three coupons.

FINAST COUPON

Qourmot
Fresh Kiado

FINAST COUPON

Qourmot
Fresh Made

FINAST COUPON

Qourmot
Fresh Made

Tiploca
Pudding
iM\ KM Muawi iM t

59pound
^ tWW purchu. or

I V*IM ipt* n thru Mn > I*'* iw^
- UmM on. eeiwon pv IwMly (

BLACKAFFAIRS
For your calendar

Public meeting
There will be a meeting of the Committee

against Repression tonight at 7 30 in room
904 9(» in the Campus Center. The Com-
mittee is working to get the Seta Ram^-
sad case reopened. The meeting is open to

everyone.

Conference sponsorsp/ay

"In The Rock Garden" a Japanese American
play will be shown tonight and tomorrow
night at Hampden Oioing Common* at 8pm.
Admission is$1.M.

Anti-Nuke rally

This Wednesday evening. May 2, at 7pm
in the Campus Center Rm 174 there will be

a mandatory meeting of all students in-

terested in going on the UMass buses to the

national anti-nuke march and rally in

Washington DC. on May 6. This meeting

will inform everyone on the details of

transportation and the march, organize

ourselves, as well as answer^ any additional

questions. This will be the absolutely last

time anyone will be able to buy a bus ticket

($15). For more info call 256-6434 or 545-

0677.

Take Beck the Night

Thm CoMmn to £nc/ Vm^fwm Agmm
Wotrmn was formed in March in response

repeated rape and violence against womi
on the Univertity of Manach4^ttt e«npy

The C<»WtJon spor^sorwl a ^^w of tcfiviti*

aimecl at educating the university corr"

around the issues of physical, sexual, vert

and psychological violence against womei
with special concern to the ultimate act

violence: tfw death of Seta Rampertad,
University of Massachusetts student

On May 3 at f 00 P M women from all ov

the valley will gather on the Amhet
Common to TAKE BACK THE NIGHT' Tl

march will proceed through Amherst »

routes travelled by teenage wome
students, working women and otf"

community women as well as students M<

can expr^ their creative support k

helping with childcare and by standing alo«

the route with candles, banners and mu»
Wheelies welcomel Sign language providi

For further infofmMion eaU 5^ dl83.

Non-Student Position Available

Asst. Manager Student Senate Print Shop
Applications Available -

Economic Development Center

403 Student Union Building

Deadline Is Mon. May 7. 1979
I

The Student Senate is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

JM^tMm

NEAG Presents:

'The Northeast Quad where
the music comes alive"

—featuring—

CLEAH LIVING'^is^:<A

\ urhtrn Itodtoy
^^wp^p p» wi^Be^w W#<tii#id »ifa«iMiiB»>»i< ssiCJs 3B5

ROOMFUL OF DLUES
Antilles Recording Artists

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

EYES
Quiet Canyon Recording Artists

MAY 5th 12 to 6 May 5th
(Raindate will be

May 6th)
«!SW^5^^xWSWAW?x?iW«Wl:':!M!MW:':!Mm^
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TREJ
r

PRESIDENT
7k«C«fliflii(

An interview with Jose G Trejo, Third

World candidate for President

Jose GuiHermo Trejo, a mirxofity

graduate student frorr Mexico, is cur

rently working as GSS Treasurer, and
has been officiaMy nominated to run for

reelection for next fiscal year i1980i

However, just last Wednesday, April

25, during the hispanic program Que Tal

Amiqos'" tn WFCR Radio Station. Jose

dnd his wife Pilar were interviewed by pro

gram conductors Julio Torres and Soma
Vivas, and among many other things Jose

was asked "if he would be interested m
running also for the highest position as

presider>i. assuming the support of his

strong credentials and capabilities for

leadership in the Graduate Senate

But t>efore getting into the details of his

probable nomination as president, we
should provide the background of Jose s

credentials

Jose Trejo is working toward a masters

degree m Steel and Concrete Structures m
the Department of Civil Engineering He is

also teaching a 9 credit internship program

for student heads of residence m
Southwest called Management Studies and

Practicum Residence Hall Administration.

Moreover, he has taken summer course in

Managerial and Financial Accounting and
Administration

Jose s extracurricular experience on cam
pus has proven to be progressive exten

sive. Firstly, he has worked as a volunteer

staff member in the Collegian Graphics

Department, as a teller and later as a Loan
Officer of the Credit Committee in the Stu

dent Federal Credit Union In addition to his

cooperative involvement in various

capacities with Third World Student

organizations like, Eco Latino Newspaper,
Ahora, the Bi lingual Collegiate Program
the Minority Student Program in the school

of Engineering, the Third World Scientist

Society in hi .-w Africa House, the newly

formed Mexican American Engineering

Society. and the Civil Engineering Graduate

Student Association. Besides, he has also

participated in activites with the Coalition

of the Minority Employees, the 03 workers,

the UMass Tenants Association and the

North Village Tenants Council

Qi^estioi^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Jose, what have been your ac
complishments as GSS Treasurer during

the current fiscal year ?

Answerj^^^^^^^^^^^^^i^^ii^^^^^^^^^^
^s^ear. when I ran for treasurer, I was in

terviewed by the Collegian (May 4. 1978) I

said tl>en that as GSS treasurer my prime
objective would be, and if I can quote
myself, "To prove to the Graduate Student

Senate that minorities are qualified enough
and responsible enough to assume this kind

of position Also from that point of view, lo

encourage other minorities in taking an in

terest in important issues discussed in the

Senate " Now almost one year later. I

believe thiat I have accomplished this goal,

by working hard in improving the whole
GSS bookkeeping process and making it

more verifiable and organized We now
hive o'lr Get>eral Accounting System com
pieiciy iiitegrated into the Univensty Ac
countir>g System. Thus, we have now the

capacity to monitor and manage budgets
for up to 500 different organizations in our

ledger 3 account This means that this year

we have been converted into a rum RSO
SGA system, ten times smaller but our in

tegrated system is much more simple.

clean and effictent m paperwork and
bureaucratic process This is because our

conniiuter print out reports ate conciliated

iM^h our General Ledger every month, so

wt are always up to date m the monthly
summary report and report of transactions

for every single organization under our

system. Our budget has no deficits or

defaults on payments, we have a respec

table amount on reserve for contingencies

to alway prevent any future deficits We
have increased our fees due to inflationary

coefficients only and we have kept our

salary structure in accordance with the 8
per cent rate increase per fiscal year

Our services to our constituency, funded
organizations and community members in

general, has been always open and friendly

to all and we have developed leamworkmg
relationships with the GSS staff personnel

Therefore, I feel very confident to say that I

have done my homework as Treasurer of

the Graduate Senate and consequently I

have also proven that "minorities are

qualified enough and responsible enough
to assume this kind of position

"

Question
ASSLAssuming majority support from your

constituency, would you be interested in

running for President and perhaps become
the first Third World student to hold the

highest responsibility in the GSS^
Answer

ave been dSKec^n^sarTH^questTon
several times last week and I will give you
the same response I have a firm conviction

that Affirmative Action can work if we
commit ourselves and put our efforts to do
a-little more than a good )ob m implemen
ting It I think that as Treasurer I ve done
my homework and maybe a little more But
also. I would like to advance more in this

Affirmative Action process by running for

President if the support is behind me.
Primarily because I would like to prove
once more that minorities are qualified

enough and responsible enough to hold
this important position. And from this

perspective to fake an Affirmative Action
stand by seriously promoting the parficipa

tion of minorities and women in the GSS
decision making process for next Fiscal

year Hence. I would be seriously interested

in stepping up and working hard to become
a good leader for the Graduate Senate.

g^^ipn%)o you have a special idea or goal you
would like to see accomplished as Presi

dent?

Yes. After assessing GSS priorities and
objectives for the year, to work closely with

the senate in designing an administrative

structural organigram that will be based on
the foundation provided by the six previous

senates to carry out set objectives. This will

be the seventh senate body and we have a

great need for a more con^prehensive

administrative structural organigram that

will make the graduate senate much more
efficient, effective and influential with the

Administration and the Community

Second, to work closely with the Senate
in training myself, all officers, senators

graduate students and staff member to

follow Robert s Rules of Order for

Parliaineniary procedures, so we can have
smooth meetings during the year And also

by working with the Senate agenda at least

one week in advance Thus to increase p^*^

ticipation through smoother runniny and
more efficier.t .meetings

Third to incrudse \\\e Revenue Shar
my base of funding, by giving RS
organizations a permanent status in

our system, by providing them with a
small budget allocation for office sup
plies and expenses and by opening a

permanent savings account m the UM
Student Federal Credit Union with our

regular Revenue Sharing
disbursements Thus. fertilizing the

seed of our Graduate Student organiza

tions to develop and grow m order to

provide more and rnore services anj
|obs for graduate students in all depart

ments

Fourth, to organize the tasks and
priorities assigned to the internal com
mitteesand subcommittees To set up
goals and time tables for development
and providing full financial support To
implement our Affirmative Action
Policies protecting the rights of all

graduate students and to increase the

participation of graduate students in

the external committees by providing

enough advertising of aff positions

open, so students can always be aware
of their opportunities m the GSS end by
encouraging the members to do
presentations and give reports to the

Senate during the meetings

And Fifth, the monthly publication of

a Graduate Student Newsletter sent

out to all Graduate Students and
Revenue Sharing organizations on
campus Providing profiles of most im
portant motions passed during the

meetings. Treasurer's Quarterly
Budget Reviews, reports from other

graduate students or senators and GSEU
news This means that the voice of the

Graduate Senate will be heard all

around campus, so that we can
become more influential and effective

tn protecting the rights and stipends of

all graduate students.

M Qyestion
^ What is

when are the elections ?

Monday night at 7:C0pm is the Can-

didate's Night in which all candidates

will have the opportunity to speak and

nomination for President and Vice

President will be closed. Then on May 2

and 3 IWed. and Thurs.) all registered

graduate students can vote at the

ballot boxes that will be located in the

Campus Center concourse all day. On
Monday, May 7 at 7pm the Senate will

elect tfie Treasurer and the Secretary.

Would you like to send a message to

the Third World community and the

community at large?

Ye^^^van^o ask them for their sup
'

prjrt in atfenrling candidate's night and
in voting A vote for me is a vote for Af

firmative Action

I .im asking them to take a strong

St.Hid and vo»(f for more participation

for minorities. An organized and ex

jx.'rMjnced leadership is provided
thrtiugh my work. I urge all conscien

tirjus graduate students to take some
time from their work, go to the Campus
Center Concourse and vote affirmative.

Vote for Jose Trejo for President of the

Oradmattt Stvdttat t«aat««

assault

"Solidarity forever, solidarity fortver,

solidarity forever For the union makes us
strong." The words carried forth from the

Steps of Machmer yesterday, sung to the
tune of "Glory, Glory, Hallelujah." Tfwsun
liad angled itself just around the library so
that it threw its enormous shadow across
the left half of the steps. The graduate
students were all gathered on the right half,

wfiere there was sun, flinging with raw
iMting gusto shouts of "scab" and "It's not
just for us, it's for you."

I smell. Cripes, I haven't done my laundfy
lf\ two and a half weeks. Frankly, things
^ve gotten pretty musty. I shouldn't have
^ten that piece of toast with my eggs this

jnorning. I can't stand to have eggs without
foast to absorb some of the yolk so I took
^is piece of bread that had been lying

iround for three days and there was only
Mie slightest piece of mokl on the crust so I

scraped it off. But should I have eaten that

bread?

I walk over to the Student Union and am
just about assaulted by friend and Senate
Speaker Brian DeLima, "Man, you guys at

the Collegian are assinine. The trustees

vote on a $200 increase in the tuition

torTH}rrow and you don't have an article on
it.

"

"I agree, Brian." He presses a yellow
leaflet on to me. He's right of course. He
also shoots pool in streaks so its tough to

C&&^

And now, on the other hand...

mark

Wilding

bet against him. You know that if he's
doing poorly and you offer to double the
wager, he'll accept half-heartedly and then,

a line of twenty balls later, leave you
.contemplating how you might run the
poolstick through yourself.

The grad students are right, of course.
$1800 a semester for the lart seven years --

you don't live on that. Enough for typing
paper and a secondhand copy of "The
Wealth of Nations."

Will never have the time to read it. I'll

have to take an incomplete, which, seeing

as ! graduate in three weeks, looks about as
possible as affording the original

manuscript.

A Take Back the Nighter springs me and
I am left with a pink leaflet, which com-
plements the yellow one nicely. She is

having a demonstration Wednesday night

on Amherst Common. She is also right.

Cotton skirts are probably the nicest

spring attire. Halter tops lack sleeves. They
look as if they don't fit properly.

Downstaris by the Hatch, a student
mans a table of POUR petitions. People
Opposed to Unfair Regulation. I was
always told life is unfair.

I almost wasn't a gradliating senior. The
economics department thought I hadn't

filled some neoclassical requirement and
then I was academically withdrawn for

three weeks by the bursars office for not

going to a National Student Defense loan

meeting. I was mad and I did something
about it. I went to the pext meeting.

I hope my interview with the Bristol

News goes well. My mother thinks I should

wear a suit. That's preposterous. I never

. want to even own a suit.

I go back through the Student Union and
outside to where the tuition people are

shouting down the grad students. The
tuitipn people have a very powerful
microphone.

Yesterday, it was a general assault.

Mark Wilding is a Collegian columnist.

By JEREMY DANIEL

If one is given a privilege and abuses it,

then that privilege should be revoked. In

this lies the simple justification of tf>e rais-

ing of the drinking age in Massachusetts.

Our own school affords us many ex-

amples of the abuse of drinking privileges

by young people. Vandalism of dor-

mitories and other buildings, most of
which occurs on Friday arKi Saturday
nights, seems, invariably, to be caused by
students who are drunk. Examples of this

can be seen in the Collegian or on the

campus on a weekend night. Traffic

fatalities in tfie area also are indicative of

alcohol abuse by students. These ac-

cidents often are attributed to someone
driving while drunk.

Even when no destruction, injury or

death occurs, the fact that so many
students get drunk so often is enough to

merit an increase in the drinking age.

Overuse of alcohol is an abuse in itself.

For many, getting drunk has l>ecome

the only way to have a good time. One
woman was quoted in the Collegian as

saying that the raise in the drinking age

meant an er>d to all social life. Tftere ara

many ways to have a good time without
drinking, but it seems that, as long as

alcohol is available, many students will

not bother to learn this for tf>emselves.

Many who believe that alcohol has
been abused still are opposed to tfie

drinking age raise. They say that nothing
will be accomplished because ak:ohoi still

can be obtained fairiy easilv.

While it is true that alcohol still will be
obtained without great difficulty, it

should be remembered that it will be rr>ore

difficult to get than before. Surely there
will be some people who will not want to

go to the trouble of obtaining alcohol; tf>e

amount of drinking will necessarily
decrease. But more important than that,

the state legislature had to show the peo-
ple in this state that it cannot condone tfie

abuse of alcohol by young people. If only
a nominal gesture, it had to be made.

Many feel that if 18-year-olds are deem-
ed responsible enough to vote, then they
should be deemed responsible enough to

drink, too. This is absurd. Thereis no cor-

relation between being responsible
enough to vote and being responsible

erwugh to drink. This can be shown by
comparing how often drinking rights are

abused to how often votir>g rights are
abused. Tfie privilege of drinking is often

abused; the privilege of voting is often

not even used.

ArK>thef argument often voicsd againtt
the age raise is tfiat many young peopte,
deprived of akohol, wilt start to use more
drugs. It should be remembered,
however, that many people who believe

that it is fine to drinic still believe that drug
usage is wrong. Because of this, drugs
will not be readily used as a substitute for

alcohol.

This leads one to question whether a
Substitute for alcohol is necessary. One
would hope that, instead of finding

another artificial intoxicant to substitute
for alcohol, young people would find bet-^
ter ways of having a good time that do'
not require being in an artificially altered

state of consciousness. Good friends,

good music and good conversation have
always sufficed more than adequately for
some of us. These are privileges that are
hard to abuse; it is unlikely that anyone
would want to take them away.

Letters to the Editor

'As a gentleman'

To the Editor:

Lately we've found the Collegian

reporting to be one of misconception,
especially concerning the Sylvan issues.

We are writing this in hope of clearing up
the misinterpretation of the Sylvan issues

which appeared in the May 1 Collegian.

To begin with, the room choosing cards
were returned in the afternoon at approx-
imately 1:00 p.m., under two conditions.

First was that the presidents of the three

dorms in Sylvan would meet with Sally

Freeman, director of Community
Development Center, and Robert Camp-
bell, director of Residential Resource
Management on Thursday, May 3rd, at

3:00-5:00 p.m. The heads of residence
will not be at this meeting. Madson
agreed to attend only if his administrative

heads would not be there. The second
condition is that a compromise between
the administration and Sylvan residence

be met by May 11. Vice chancellor Mad-
son said that he would meet with Sal'y

Freeman and Robert Campbell, so that

they would know that they [Freeman and
Campbell] have the authority to approve
and initiate any compromise that the two
representative groups achieve.

We strongly want to emphasize that

the students agreed to hand in the cards
without a written contract stating the

meeting between R.R.M., C.D.C, and
Sylvan. Madson said that trust must
begin somewhere. Let it be known that it

began with the students. We are coun-
ting on Madson's honor as a gentleman
that this meeting will take place, and a
compromise will be reached by May 11th.

Stephanie Kahn, President of
McNamara

David Cline, Sylvan

'Don't ignore

what's going on'

To the' Editor:

This Tuesday, the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy
\SCERA\ had a rally, bus sign-up, and let-

ter writing campaign to fight the propos-
ed tuition hikes and budget cuts. This is

something that difectly and immediately
affects the student body here at UMass,
even more directly than the drinking

issue, yet after an hour of pleading, cajol-
' ing and even condemnation, the in-

famous student apathy responded by
having only 75 people sign up to go to

Boston, an equal number participate in

the letter campaign, and only a handful of
the 20,000 plus students even listen to

what the rally's spedkers had to say. But
if more students had stopped to listen,

they would have heard people telling

them that up to 6 buildings bn campus
may have tq be closed next semester
because the Physical Plant won't be able

to heat them, that there may be up to a 30
percent cut-back on teaching assistants

and teaching associates because there

isn't enough money to pay them, or the
rest of the unfolding crisis. Basically, it

was pitiful how the UMass student body
responded to this second threat from our
dictatorial governor. If the Dead Heads
from my floor could take the time to show
up and write one letter to their represen-
tatives, I don't see why the rest of the
campus couldn't even show up to here
what the people had to say. This issue af-

fects you! It concerns what you will be
paying to come here next semester! It

concerns the level of education you will

receive if you get here, next semester. It

is not some distant struggle across the

ocean, or in some distant city, it is tfie

survival of the university you are atten-

ding that is at stake. So don 't ignore what
is going down around you. Get involved,

check it out, you will be shocked and
angered, but maybe you won 't get screw-
ed.

Bob Bolandrina
Southwest
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Northampton
upon entmi^ PMMtanfs a bar on Masonic St that
!*>«» good food. on« finds a long oak bar, oak drink

raised seats and a cojrv and a friendly crowd of
people The backroom has a 15 foot ceiling, stained
i^am skylights *^ a b^&MVf evertooking the dining

Gus PiTtito s All Nfw
( APTAISS TABU

Tins S.il

Boiled Live LOBSTER
with sjicuj b potJto

S4.9

Stcirtinq April 16

Luncheon Deli Buffet
pUiS two t"lt)t Sf)rCl<ilS

S2.9,
from $2 50

H<)ppv Hour 4 6pm
Facilities for 200

p.irtiPS wrddings B hdnriuets

48 Damon Rd , Northampton MA
584 6080 2 minutes off I 91

Northampton, Mass.

NOW. EXCLUSIVE AREA SHOWING ENDS TUES
ON SCREEN DAILY 7 00 and 9 10

AN EERIE CHILLER TO TINGLE YOUR/V//

SCALP AND TITILLATE YOUR MIND, a '

•It Will scare /' \
the hell ^ >- '

out of

you!
'

-B»"n.jra 0»><v

I

Oarri-n

Richard Chamberlain m Peter Weir's

THE LAST WAVE
•im 0'i»'* Hjt^rt^tt Ciot(>»iti fd Njoi.«a/»* A'T'aqui* ri"»c*»^ r * »Vt#« *-»

• • AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

BART%
^ BAKED GOODS ^
We're Tops In Toppings!

Mi#M ('i.trplflff •.nii'tft/t^ .rii^hcJ ht*ifl' hiin . 'r, -iii,./

liranuf hiilic rn)'« «ii'i/n* (jiim .''.'i' "'"w Hi'uti. f.,,/

'rrv.t/r'f ^IM r^WrftiH*' 'JlttVnig^ »h'<iiijr.'i/s ii.'n.if mtMfs

i>ranu' hnltlf fuumrfd ^ rarnf' i/ici'» >»t#-rt) > / iivtiatir

•hrfddfJ ii'iii'ur hanmia »/iri's fumm hmunir i fi<m<'s

*.r.a.->

8 a.m. -11:30 p.m.

24'' M«in Slr*«l, Northamp«on

Packard's expects to soon open an outsicte cafe • a
courtyard for patrons to take advantage of wami
weather . A special summ^ menu will be availat}(e with
the opening of the cafe.

According to Packard's owners, the backbone of the
restaurant bar's clientele consists of townspeople and
students from the Five Coll^ies. The owners said they
are interested in attracting people from outside the area
as well

"Anything you can do to bring more people into Nor-
thampton is a step in the right direction. Let people s^
M^at you have to offer, give them more than they ex
p«:t and you are bour^i to see them again," they said.

I2«3 Main SI.. Northwnplon SM44S7

SHIRTS!

Colwegian

CuHiuiHedt

DO ulul

UPPER CUT I

209 Main St.

Northampton
584-9625

Mother's Day
Special

FREE manicure

with every perm

UPPER CUT II

1512 Memorial Dr
Chicopee
534-0000

,a,M UPPER 1*^CUT

"Something New Can Happen To You**

The Car Stereo That'll Make You Want To Leave Hor.ic

V

with Jensen
6x9 Triaxials

How do you improve on a claastc Pioneer Supertuner? First you make the FM a little better by adding a
mono syvitch and offerinf^ an optional ignition noise suppressor. Then you lower the wow dfc flutter, add
lockinf? fast forward & rewind and extend the frequency response out to 16kHz. Finally, you make it

part of a component system with a power ampliner which is roughly five times more powerful than the

oriffinal KP-600.

The New Pioneer KPX 600 with the OM-40 amplifier and Jensen 6x9 Triaxial speakers is available at

Sound it Music for $274. Come see the entire Pioneer line in ciur newly enlarged car stereo soundroom.

Down the road, you'll be f^lad you did.

SOUND&MUSIC
90-92 Kinjj .Street

<K()Ute 5

1

•Nortlianipton

"Good Advice - Honest Price" Please note new hours:

Thursday & Friday til 9

iMon -Sat. 10-5 • 584-9547

Colte?^ian a

UMass Activities Calendar
WEDNESDAY
May 2, 1979 .

Films

Chin— Rim F—tlvl. Thwry 104. 7 9:30

Man'c SMrch For Tha Good Uf«, CC
162, 10 a.m. • 2 p.m.

Meetings

Pi Sigma Alpha. 7 p.m.

ECUM, The Ark. 2 p.m.

Staaring Committ— . 428 SU. 8:30 p.m.

Ovaraatars Anonymous, First Congrega
tional Church, Northampton, 8 p.m.

Parants Anonymous, seff help support
group, 7 p.m. Cal l 586 5814 evenings

Mandatory maating for alf Anti-fyiuka
rallyara going to Washington. D.C.. 7
p.m. CC 174

Puarto Rican CuHura 7:30. Praaantation
of Cut>a 8:3 Room 2 Mackimmie

Lectures

Professor- To- Lunch, Prof. Shaninger,
"Caraars in Non-Salas Marketing
jobs."Newman Ctr. Social HaM. 12:20 1:10

Social Events

Israali Dancing, Commonwealth Rm.,
7:30 p.m. Beginners, 8:30 p.m. Advanced

"Rock Gardan," play. Hanr^)dan. 10 a.m.
p.m.

"Prasanca," band, at Pyramids, 3 p.m.

Other Events
Ch^rlaadar tryouts for soccar taam,
Boydan Gym Lo^y, 6:30 p.m.

.

Copyright Colloquium on procaduras
for copyright ragistration conductad by
Richard Lotiar. CC 174. 2 p.m.

"Making a Caraar Oacision. What You
Naad To Know." 322 Barkshire House. 6^9
p.m., discussion ^
Open Forum. "Lo«v-Haad Hydro:
Ganarating Electricity with Small
Dams," Amherst College Alumni House,
7:30 p.m.

If you are handicappad could you at-

tand these avants??

THURSDAY
May 3, 1979

Rims

Animal Crackars/A Plumbing Wa WHI
Go. CCA. S:30. 9M. 11 p.m.. »1.

Nicaragua Saptambar 1978. Mahar Aud..
7:30 p.m.

'"

Victim ir Rraworks. Thomp. 106. 7:30.

10 p.m.

Lectures

Ma. Chan Jo-hai author of "Tha Exacu-
tlon of Major Yin." talks on "Tha Great
Cultural Ravolution Through a Writer's
Eyas. CC 804 808

Faculty Rasaarch Summary Saminar.
Dr. David Cun^an, Qoa^mann 151, 11:15
a.m.

Other Events
Crafts and Art Fair, Hampden Student
Center, 10 a.m. 7 p.m.

In An Emargancy You Can Halp. com-
munity discussion, Jonw LWyary, 8 p.m.

Works-in-Prograaa. Jamas Tate, Third
Floor Hener Lour>ge, 4 p.m.

Taka Back Tha Night RaHy. SUB. 7 p.m .

Arts Cr Politics of tha Caribbaan.
Matooim X Center, 8-10 p.m .

If you ara handicappad could ^u at*
tend these events??

Other Events
Organic Saminar, Kevin Moriarty,
Goe«sman 151. 11:15 a.m.

Analytical Saminar, Or. Richar Laub.
"Analytical and Physico-Chemicai
Studies by Gas-Liquid
Chromatography." GRC 1(B. 11:16 a.m.

MONDAY
May 7, 1979

TUESDAY
May 8, 1979

Meetings

Christian Science Organization, CC 178,
7;30 p.m.

Hang Gliding. CC 169, 7:30 p.m.

Films

In Bast Interest of Children. Comady in
Six Unnatural Act. Home Movia. Mahar
Aud.. 7 & 9 p.m.

Meetings
Student Consumer Affairs Council,
Skinner H^. 6:30 p.m.

Lectures
Nancy McCormick. "A Closer Look at
Montessori Early Education" Marks
Meadow Auditorium. 8 p.m.

Jack Anderson. News "Bahind Tha
Haadlines, SUB. 8 p.m. followed by cof-

faahouf

Concerts

Vocal Jau Ensambla. Bezanson Recital

Hall. 8 p.m.

Other Events
Inorganic Seminar, Dr Jan Trooster.
"Mossbauer and Photoelectron Spec-
troscopy of Gold Cluster Compounds,
GRC 101. 3:35 p.m.

Distinguished Visitors Program. CC 166,
7 p.m.

Arts and Crafts Show. Hampden, 10 a.m.
7 p.m.

Play "Rock Gardan." Hampden Theatre,
8 p.m.

Meetings

SUPE. Support tha -University,
7:30 p.m.

CCA,

Chess Club. CC 805 808, 7:30 p.m., bring

sea ar>d clocks

^"^^^ii"^General Notices
Intarastad in a career in business or
finance? Caraar Library 119 Berkshire
House has informational display
through May 16.

The Changlaling presented by University
Ensemble Theater at Frank Prentice Rand
Theater, FAC, May 3, 4. 5 at 8 p.m.

FRIDAY
May 4, 1979

Weekend Activities
Social Events
Disco sponsored by International
Students Association, 10th floor CC, 9
p.m. - 1 a.m.. $1

Other Events

Shabbat Services in tha Duka's Rm..
SU 310. 7 pm

Concerts
Percussion Ensambla Concert, Bowker
Aud., 8 p.m.

Films
Butch Cassidy and The Sundance Kid,

Mahar Aud., 5, 7, 9, 1 1 p.m.

Black Orphaus, Thomp. 104, 8 p.m.

Lectures
Privacy: Are We Losing It, Unitarian
Meeting House, 121 N. Pleasant St., 12:15
p.m., reservations required. %3 2848.

Coffaahousa Hampdan Theatre. 8 p.m.

SUNDAY
May 6, 1979

SATURDAY
May 5, 1979

Concerts
Wind Ensemble Concert, Bowker Aud.
p.m.

8

Summer Film Festival, Wait UnitI Dark,
Tha Blob Little Rascals, Orchard Hill

Lawn, 9 p.m.

New England Film Festival. 106 CC
168-70 72, 7 close. CC 163

.Concerts
Southwest Concert, Southwest Lawn,
rain SUB

Other Events

Boltwood Walk Spring Marketplace.
Entertainment, Crafts, Food, 10 a.m. 4
p.m.

Hitchcock Center Spring Open Forum,
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Northeast Quad Day. Northeast area
quad

Social Evehts
Hillel Brunch/Picnic, Call 5 2526
details, starts at 11 a.m., pottuck

for

Other Events
Nationwide Anti-Nuclear March, in

Wasington, D.C., Mass PIRG will coor-

dinate transportation - call 256-6434

Porta-Pak workshop.
Center, 12=6 p.m.

Union Video

C'anficatinns should be directed to the Co/
tegian (student Activities]

V ''We're here because you are ^
Judy Kelly, Calendar Coordinator

LONGEST DAILY
HAPPY HOUR IN
TOWN 3-8 P.M.

OTHER DRINK
SPECIALS DAILY

B. EAKFASTON
WE KENDS,
BUSINESS
LUNCHEON AND
DINNER DAILY

BEST BURGER
AND
SANDWICHES IN
TOWN

SPECTRUM LIVES!

ubmissions now in

gooti foot! %c ^x\vX\
1 Pray St. Amherst, Mass. 549-5403

accepted in art,

photography, poetry and
fiction.

Deadline: UiO^y 4
SPECTRUM, Rm. ^04 CC
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FRISBEES-
165g, 141g, 119g

plus others

at

A.j. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

MASTLR OF BUSINfcSS ADMINISTRATION

IMBA
SMALL CUIMS COURT

WORKSHOP
Film, advice

Room 803 CC
Wed., May 2

M:30. 2:30. 4:00
Sponsored by MassPIRG's
Consumer Action Cent*

Based on a regional surwey and review of

business executives. MBA course offerings

have been updated io meet the demands
of today's marktt.

American International College Sfmiujjicia xiasscKhusetts

Day and Evening

Year Round Classes

Full and Part Time
Men and Women

Since 1885

Call (413) 737-5331 for details

For additional information and applications

WRITE OR CALL
Dr. Albert J. Sargent, Director

Graduate Studies in Business

AMKRICAN INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE
Springfield, Massachusetts 01109

Wednesday, May 2. 1979i

coiiggiin 11

Lawyer speaks about antitrust suit against IBM

^saph Tobacco speaks about an-
titrust and business in the Campus
Center last night. (Staff photo by Paul
Prical

By JIM MORAN
Collegian Staff

Joseph Tabacco, a trial lawyer for the
U.S. Department of Justice's Antitrust
Division, spoke last night of the ID-year
case against International Business
Machines (IBM) for monopolization of the
computer industry, before a gathering of
UMass business and marketing clut» at the
Campus Center.
Tobacco, who graduated from UMass in

1971 and received his law degree from
George University in 1974, has tieen on the
case since October 1977. He said the suit
was originally filed on the last day of Presi
dent Lyndon Johnson's administration in
1969 to "pass the buck " to the incoming
presidency of Richard Nixon, t)ut did not
make its way to a courtroom until 1975

In his commments. Tobacco indicated
that although antitrust litigation may have
an "overall positive effect" in breaking up
monopolies, ar>d in promoting a "free
market." such cases as the IBM suit could
also be "dangerous" in that they may "limit

companies from doing the research

necessary" for inrnsvations in an industry.
This, he said, is due to corporate legal fees
ar»d, in the event of losing a case, providtng
"conjunctive and structural relief" to pre
stmw industry monopoluation from recurr
ing.

He went on to tell how it may t>e

hypocritical for the government to break up
industries in defertse of "free enterprise"
while it continues to issue patents to private
concerns, the net effect of which is "pro
ducing monopolies and encouraging in-

terventions."

After his speech. Tatiacco took qu%
tior» from the audience for atx)ut a half

hour. One student asked him if it would not
be counterproductive for a company to an
nounce the discovery of a new
technological system. Tobacco answered it

would be counterproductive, due to loss of

money on a businesses present operations,
and that a company "'wouldn't do so unless
forced to in order to keep up with a com
petitor."

In answering questions, he also said
some industries, such as public utilities,

"ought to k>e protected due to limited

resources " By comparison, he told how
one company is suing Amwican Telephone
and Telegraph for "monopolizing long
distance communications" because all of
its equipment is produced by an intw
locking conglomerate known as Western
Electric

Correction
The Collegian incorrectly reported

yesterday the Sylvan heads of residence
will be meeting with Vice-Chan<»llor Den-
nis L. Madson tomorrow and that Sylvan
room choosing information was turned in

on the condition that the Housing Ad-
ministration meet with them. It should have
read: The House CouncH Presidents of the
Sylvan dorms will meet with Community
Development Center Director Sally A.
Freeman and Residential Resource
Management Director Robert L. Campbell
tomorrow. Room choc^ng was turned in
on the condition that this meeting take
place and that a compromise reached bv
May 11.

To place a classified ad. diopitiy the

Cotlegtan ofticp ICC 113> between 8 46

a m . and 3 45 p m Monday thihuqh Fn

day ot use our handy clip dnd ni.ni focti

found in mosi issues of the ( .I'/eu;;./"

Classified deadline is 3 45 p m twii djv^
in ddvJf>t:o of publu .ition ddfr

^^^^H Collegian
^^^^HciassiSieds^1 Collegian classified rates are: daily.

4^ per line, five consecutive issues, 40c

per line per day: 30 consecutive issues,

30c f>er line per day One line is roughly

equivalent to 38 characters

AUDIO

Sterao components - tired of gettir^ rip

ped off' Try some quality most ma|or

brands av Best guar offered - m rm.

demo Call Dave. 6 5015, or Mark. 6 8831.

AUTO FOR SALE

71 Nova. axe. cond., air cond.. lots of

new parts, must sell, $1000. Cam.
5843173.

73 Capri. VS. »inrf.. exc cond., $1800,

call aft er 5 p.m.. 5B4 3173

Dodge Dart 17. 75.000, neM parts.

586 2^
a Volvo, good ang.. new exhaust. 5 yrs.

.

runs great, dep., no rust. $1000. 253 5031.

aft 6 ^_

77 Dodge Monaco. Brogham 318. V8 AT.

deluxe interior, very nice car, 323-7242.

Vega GT 72. 4 sp.. new tires, good cond.,

exc. gas mil , $500 or best off . 546 5833.

70 VW. runs grt. $300/ BO. 549 6070.

19e9-Pontiac LaMans- 6 cyl./ auto/

AM/FM' 8 track/ deperMJat)le/ tHxly-

very good/ call Dave, 546^5044. keep try

ir^g^

1972 Toyota, great on gas, very good

shape, first fair offer takes it. 546 5084,

t)efore 1 am
74 foyotaCalica. $1800 or BO, m4gi
71 Toronado - rebuilt 455 plus much more,

$860 firm , call Bill, 546 8624. after 6.

M~VWrruns. BO. Raleigh comp. 24 Vi,

BO Hugh, 256 0158. p.m.

197T Peugeot 3M. 4 cyl., 67K, Michelin

radials . Best offer. 546 10 12, eves.

73 Econoline van, 75,000 mis Original

owner recently painted, great condition.

$2200 or BO Call 253 9497
.

a Saab^, V4. body and engine good,

needs mirior rgnit , $^00 or BO. 367 2192 .

19^rp(^iac LaMans. 6 cyl.. very

dependable. AM/FM/8 trk ,
must sell.

$500. cal l Dave

68 Rambler, good condition/ new

t>rakes/ battery/ snow tires/ best offer. Call

Barbara, after 6 p.m.. 1 467 9182.

70 Ford^Mustang w/ 6cyl. 250cld eng. &
3spd trans , body fair, gd. mech ,

many
xtras Reliable & gd. on gas, ask. $800,

John, 546 9230

1968 Chev. Impale, good running cond.,

$400 or best offer, call Pete, 584 5377^

67 Caddy Coupe DeVille. 79,000, ex

cellent engine, good interior, little rust,

$600. call Dave , 256 6837.

1971 Int. Scout, 4wd, $1000 or BO. Ed.

54«46»^
Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system Area's lowest

rates. Call 546 9639 or 546 1131.

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584 4105

3 bedroom apt., 106 Meadow St.,

Amherst, convenient location, on bus

route. $360 mo , call 549 6153^

FOR SALE

Beach Boy concert tickets for sale. May
15. Spfid C C . 7th row center, $15. Call

^=^ Alan, after 5, 586 3945

4 bdrm. house for summer w/o ^o^^a". ''0

min to campuo, $375mo_,J^ii90e^

LoveTv room In I -autiful Victorian home

sharing facilities, June 1 occupancy,

527 5420. 1 —
fi;;r"bid^i^niaaa7lgth. nego ,

begin

summer. U Amherst, pool, air, bus route,

549 0691^ .
_--

Mii^a ocaanfront cottage, $200 rent

wk, teuJiai is 7664, $100 back apt per

Clogs! Clogs! Clogsf All handcrafted- all

priced $18 $23, Vermont Ciog Factory

Store- Carnage Shops. N Pleasant St.,

Annherst.

Coront. $160. caW b49 0631. after 5.

Bike, Colnagr racer, all campy 25 inch,

$780. call 549 0631, after 5.

Bassman amp and Kustom cab., with

two 12 " C & S spks . $150, 253 9755, ask

for Jim.

30 X 40 walnut table w/ one leaf & 6

chairs. $40 firm, exc cond., 436^5354, after

6 p.m. ._

Sleeper sofa, chair, box spring, n^attress,

kitchen set and much more, call; 546 8305.

Studio
80$9133

Design, "quality" speakers.

Elvis Costello posters for sale. Imported

from England Call 253 2893

NiiTko 2025 AM/FM ST receiver, $100,

KLH 101 speakers, $80 (pr ), Nordica

Alpina ski twots, size 9'<6, $40 (boots new,

never used). Call Jeff, 256 6M6^

Women's leather jacket and coat, size

1 $30 and $70 , call Pat, 256 8883

Guitar, Gretsch Chat Atkins tennes-

saan. mint condition, after 9, 584 6018^^

New diving
Parkway, local

after 6 p.m.

equip. — US Divers Er

delivery, 549 6488. Ted.

75 Kawasaki KZ400, good cond.. 11,000

mi, 2 helmets. Ferring, $600, 253 9034.

Paul.

Pentax 5L 36mm. camera. w/f2 lens, ex

cellent condition. $100 Firm. Call Brad.

549 03^^

Complete scuba outfit. All brand new
scuba - pro equipment. 30% off. 665 3027.

1971 Coupe De VilTe Gold Cadillac. Good
condition needs some engine work. Air

conditioning Best offer. Call 527 7761,

after midnight. j

Gift idea: have your portrait dtawn. Call

Dennis Delap^256 8732, bet. 9 ^0 a.m.

1 pr.^CMT Super Tacks, size 7 Vi , $60, call

Dean. 546 7439, exc. cond.

3 cu. ft.

349 2615.

frig.. 4 mo old, $90, Fred,

FOUND

Found-watch in Herter, call 549-^62.

glasses behind Cashin, callFound
6 4328

Found -long haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan black markings, 665 4324

HELP WANTED

Camp counselor positions available.

Camp Arcadia for Girls, Casco, Maine;

June 19 August 16 Openings for those

with lifesaving: canoeing, sailing boating;

also WSI over 21 years in swimming

Ceramics, campcraft. weaving, afchpry

tennis, drama Phone Mrs Fntts: (201)

538 5409, or write PIfeasantville Rd., New
Vernon NJ 07976

RA^and Asst. HR positions available in

Washington Upper Applications should be

picked up from HR on 19th floor and must

be returned hy F-.tey, 5 '4 For more, info,

call 546 4»)4 C/ 'j 15 an equal opportum

ty, affirmative a .•on employer

Counselors: Association of Independent

Carr>ps seeks qualified counselors for 85

member camps located N Eastern US. July

and August. Contact: Association of In-

dependent Camps, 55 West 42nd St , New
York NY 10036, <212) 736 6595

Distributor for West-Bend has high pay

ing summer jobs, top commission
guarantee. See Mr Larrwnt. Thursday,

May 3. room 911. Campus Center. 2 4-7

p.m.

Summer internahips to t>uikl food mH-
sufficiently. Eleven paid positions in New
England For more information, contact Ka

ty Douglas, Office of Internships, 16 Curry

Hicks, #545 0727.

Can you draw? Need help with illustra

tions for a term paper, will pay for your time

arnl cost of supplies, call 549-5289.

Experienced leatherworker needed for

fine jewelry and leatfier store on Martha's

Vineyard- primarily belts, call Suzi at

665 2891. after 5:00.

Summer work, call 253 2ri97 for apptmt.

The Collegian is k>oking for Assistant

Advertising Managers' If you have any ex

perience in marketing and want to gain

valuable experience in the advertising field,

come down to the Collegian and apply to

day Interviews will be conducted through

4/18 The Collegian is an equal opportunity

affirmative action employer

A Better Chance is seeking an individual

or married couple to fill the live in position

of Resident Director Applicants must be

committed to students and be abis to

develop a sense of community within Hse.

Previous experience w/ adolescent, minori

ty males desirable Free apt is board

Sept May, renewable. Send resume and 3

letters of recommendation by May 8 to

Norvell Jackson, 34 Pomeroy Ct., Amherst

01002

Lost -orange, Mack, Er white long-haired

calico cat, 8 mo. Lost between Triangle St.

h Northeast St. but could be anywhere.

Reward. 256 6642.

Lost— dk. red wallet in Van Meter on 4/7.

Please return to CC Assistance desk or Col-

legian Graphics Dept. or call 549 5862.

MOTORCYCLES

78 Menda XL 3B). 8000 mis. , call 549^42 .

1975 Honda 400 Four, excellent

mechanical condition, 7000 miles new tire

registered inspected, just tuned, 60 miles

per gallon, carryir>g case, alarm, helmet,

call Alex, 253 3387. eves., asking $1000.

77 Kawasaki KZ400, exc. condition. Disc

brak'^- electric start model. 4800 miles.

Luggage rack, sissy bar $975 Call Russ at

549-0034.

75 Suzuki T500. exc cond.. luggage rack,

helmet. Continental tires. 15,200 miles.

$750 firm, 6-4118.

PERSONALS

Paralegal interns wantedl The Legal Ser

vices Office- has 6 positions available for full

time paralegal interns for fall, 1979

semester. You can receive up to 15 credits

from the Office of Internships located at

Curry Hicks, These internships will provide

exciting, challenging and rewarding work

which will include the learning of many

legal skills. Inten/iewing clients, legal

research and maintaining a continuing

caseload under the supervision of at

torneys Third World sudents are especial

ly encouraged to appiv Application forms

can be obtained at the LSO in 922 Campus

Center, and must be submitte<l by April 27,

1979

The Petropulos family wishes to thank all

the students who gave blood for Prof.

Petropulos during the April blood drive.

Dan, one more May Day goes by with a

skillful strategy to evade your eye.

Free: 2 yr. old n^ale shepherd/ retriever to

good home free for the cost of this ad: 68

VW bus backseat, 436 5354. after 6 p.m.

Marx Brothers in Animal Crackers, -i- 3

Stooges, with Curly. May 3, CCA, 6, 8:30,

11, $1, come laugh your *** off!

Yo Miller-know what? He's the best and

we're very lucky. I wonder if you'll be an old

fat cat (I won't)- L Er K- PRFP.

Hatch, Hubbard. Millen. and Klos- you

guys can really deliver!!! And I bet that

you'd like to know who this is!!|

No plans for summer? Live on the ocean

in Gloucester. Person wanted to share sum-

mer cortege. Call now , 546 5gB.

Take Back The Night march, Thurs.,

May 3, 7 p.m., Amherst Common, women
unite! Men strongly encouraged to stand

vigil

Circle of Gold, 549 5818^ __^
Sweet Baboo. I love you. Gonna miss ya .

Astrology birth h compatability rdngs.,

11 yrs prfsni., Louis Neubel, 549-6425.

Are you frustrated with the run-around

on your car repair or the new car you

bought? Do you suspect you have a lemon

or the repairs weren't done right? Call Con

sumer Action, 545-0199, or 545 0781, for

help. Sponsored^yJ^assPjRG^
The Collegian Advertising Department neip.^pun^u^^^.^^-.j^::^^

_

I .oo^v^n^fTad reos. !• you have ex Sweet BabooJ love you. Gonna miss ya
is looking for ad reps. I* you

perience in commissTorr sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come

down and apply at the Collegian office. The

Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer.

INSTRUCTION

Each night, dreams give us free, exquisite-

ly personalized guidance Learn ways to

harness this source of >nternal wisdom

Free introductory meeting, 7 P_"^ -

Wednesday, May 2^^in^mpus Ctr. 801^

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. intro

flight, $45, 253 3834, day or eve

Gay peer counseling. SU 406 G Tues.,

5^7. Thurs. 6 8, Fn 4-6 or call 545 2645.

We buy^ £r sell used audio components.

Sound & Music. 90 92 King St., Northamp-

ton MA 01060. tel 584 9547.

Stic A it In your ear - free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St^., Amh., 253 3324.

Dfamond engagement & wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,

Silverscape Designs. 264 N. Pleasant St.,

2533324. .^^_^__
RIDE WANTED

LOST

Ride needed to Maine -Lewiston (off

95), anytime Will share expenses. Call

Beth at 546 7380 ^_„^
Tan warm-up Jacket w/ white b navy

stripe on OH/ Central concert, 4/29, on

fence by stage, please return, my only

warmth, at the info desk iri CC Or caU

546 6997

ROOM WANTED

2 women seeking 2 bdrms in an Amherst

housarno complexes, pise., summer only,

call Liza or Christine, 665 3607, 549 3512.

To place a classified ad, drop by the
CoH9gian office ICC 113) between 846
a.m.. and 3:46 p.m. Monday through Fn
day or use our handy clip and mail form
found in most issues of the Collegian
Classified deadline is 3:45 p.m. two days
in advance of publication date.

Female naada room in N'hsm. for May
7-June 13. Pleese help. Nina, 584-7197.

2 mature women seek 2 rooms in house
dose to campus for fall, 546-8947, Lee.

ROOMMATE WANTED
For Sept., 2 females for Brittany Manor
apt., heat and hot water incl. Must be clean
and studious, call eve.. 253-7137.

1 b-room In 2 broom Townhs. apt. (N.
Amherst) avail. June 1 or Sept. 1. Rent:
$137.50. excl. util./ call 549-4373,

2 females to share rm. in 2 bdrm. apt.,

79-80 yr., Brittany Manor. 256 0639.

Female to share 2 bdrm. apt. for 79-80 yr.

Brittany Manor. 256-0639.

Riverglada— one roommate needed for 3
br. apt., rent $80 plus elec., call 584 5162.

Female roommate wanted -Rolling
Green, own rm., $120/mo.. call Karen,
253-5919.

Fem. non-smoker for 5/1, $74 mo.,
253 3514.

Wanted— female roomrr>ates for summer
house in Dennisport. call 6-8953.

Falmouth cottage, looking for one more
woman for summer rental. 546-6920.

Clean, responsible female seeks 2
females to share 2 bdrm. apt. in Brittany

Manor for 79 80 yr., call Liz, 546-5077.

Clean, reliable mala looking for couple or

2 people to share 2 bdrm. apt., Brittany

Manor, 79-80, call Dave. 546 5075.

Housemate needed, fm.. 1 bdrm.. Col.

Vil., 6/1 to 8/31, responsible, clean, call

253 2215

For summer, Cok}nial Vii., own room on
bus lir>e, pool, xtras, rent negotiable, after

7. 253-2010.

Female roommate wanted to share 2
bdrm. apt — Colonial Vill.. $100-i-, option
to renew, call Beth, 253 5032.

Fm. rmmte. wanted to share apt. with 2
fm., own rm. furnished, Io. rent, bus rt.,

summer, 253-3246.

Roommataa wanted to share 3 bdrm. w
2ms, Puffton, pod, tennis, bus, call

548-6880.

SERVICES
""

Pilots liceitae*. UMass Flying Club has im-

madiate oper^ings for membership, fly &
leem cheap in club's new Cessna,call

weekends h nights for info, 549-3800.

TO SUBLET

Puffton— sublet two bdrms., furntshd.,

$200 per month, avail. May 24 Sept. 3,

pool, AC , cable TV, tennis cts.. bus rta.,

S46-6603.

3 bedrooms in Puffton Village, pool, AC,
tennis, avaM. 5/1- 8/31, neg., 549-5896,

part, fum., wW rant by room or apt.

Orab—2 bdrm. PraaMantial apt , for June
1 — ctoaa to campua- S48-5729, eves.

1 br. in 2 br. afit. for summer, Squire VH..

$120 •«- uti., bus, pool, can 666-2013.

1 bdrm.. IM/mo.. anack>us 3 bdrm. 3
fkMT apt., across from . uffton, faN optkm,

f4M818. .

2 bdrm. CUffalda. $aOO/mnth., rant nag.,

Iannis, pool, al utHMaa inchjdad, 686-38iB.

RoWnf Qra«n. tummor auMat. Furnish-

ad pool, AC, OW. All utHWaa inchidad. On
, bus route. CaM 646-7388.

1 bdrm. ttfli., $180, 3 mo. only, 286-g73 .

One badroom. Colonial VI., $100-»-.

femala, 6/1 to 9/1, bus route. 2S»6388.

Collegian
Classifieds

2 bdrm. -Col. VIII., $186/mth., fell op-
tion, pool, Indry,, bus rt., 1-2 spaces avail,,

call 2S6-8076.

Rolling Green apt.. 1 single, 1 double,
6/1- 9/1. AC; DW; pool; bus route;
negotiable. 256-0340. Barry. Pete, Elena.

4 bedroom houaa in N'hampton, 1 block
from Look Pk., on bus route, $300 mo.,
6/1-9/1. call 546-7740.

1 bdrm. Brandywlna apt., AC, pool, 2
bus rtes.. option for fall, rent neg..
549-4893.

Townehouse apt., 2 bedroom. AC; DW;
carpet bus rt., avail. 6/1- 9/1, rent neg.,
549 6181

1 bedroom near Puffers for June 1. $120
f utilities. 4 t>edroom house, large room,
river Er woods in back yard, near Puffer,

Watrobas, tennis, bball., bus route, laun-

dry, quiet, call John, 549 5731. 125 Sum-
nwr St.

Rolling Green twnhs., summer sublet,

fully fum. pool, $250/mo., bus route,

2532413.

Brittany Manor sublet. June August,
$95 mo., own room- furnished, 253-2402 .

2% bedroom Townehouse apt. to

sublet, 6/1, with option to renew, AC,
carpet, on bus route. $225/ mo.. 549-4920.

Riverglada. 1 bdrm. in 4 bdrm. apt., $75/
mo., June thru Aug.. fall opt., pool, AC,
bus route. Non-smkr. pref. 253 5206.

Free week, avail. May 24, Southwood, 2
bdrni., $200/ mo., opt, fall, 253 5262.

Summer sublet, 2 or 3 bedrooms in 3
bdrm. Puffton apt., 546^9804.

Sublet, option to lease, 2 bedroom apt.,

swim, pool, tennis, Sundertarxl, call Pat,

256-8557.

4 person collective seeks female
housemate for summer. On bus route.

Nonsmoker. Call 666-4768.

Furn. studio apt. for summer. May
25-Aug. 30, Lincoln apts., on campus,
$141/ mo., incl. util., 549-6215, after 5.

Sublet 6/1-8/31. 3 bedroom Puffton VH.

apt., bus route, pool, tennis, cable TV, air

cond., rent negot., cheap, call 549 2655.

Rhrerglade-2 bdrm., AC, DW, pool, etc..

semi-furnished, excellent location, $236 for

the summer. 253-7634. after 6 p.m.

Riverglada. 2 bedroom and full cellar.

Furnished, pool, WW carpeting. AC. DW,
bus rt. Avail. 6/1 8/31. Call 253-3674,

$240/ month, negotiable.

Marked down from $305 to only $246, a 3
bdr. Townehouse apt. for summer w/ opt.

to mw. Lots of extras, on bus rt., call now.
549-0870.

Brandywina. summer sublet, call

548-6786.

Lowered from $306 to $225/m. for sum-
fTier, 3 bdr. townehouse in N. Amherst.
sunf>y patio, AC, bus rt., avail. 6/1, all opt.,

549-6381.

1 bdrm. of 3 bdrm. apt., pool, AC, tennis

courts, cable TV, bus route, 549-4660.

2 bedroom Mill Hollow apt.. N. Amherst,

for rent, 549-6637, evenings, $220. ind.

utiMty.

It..1 rm. in 2 bdrm. apt., rent kiw and
on bus rt. , Sumierland, call Mfca.

RoMng Graan garden apt. -2 bdrm.. bus
rt., pool, AC, furnished, cheap ram,

utilities incl. Room for 1 or 2femaies. Call

Robyn or Joy after 6 at 2S3-3623.

1 bedim , apt., Puffton, AC, pool, caroet,

tennis. Avail. June-Aug., opt. for fan, $176.

calt 648 63B6. keep trvw^^^^

Summer sublst, 2 rrrm. in 3 bdrm. apt ,

W-blk. from campus- on bus routss, %\7&
each, util. incl.. 549-8015,

2-3 bdrms. twnhs.; walk. dist. to campus,
stores. Puffers; on 2 bus rts.; quiet resd.

area; avail 6/1, $100/rm. or BO; 549 1218 .

Townehouse apts.: avail, late May-Aug.
31, N. Amherst, bus routes, fall opt.,

549-6064.

2 bdrm.
549-5996.

Pftn.. 6/1-9/1, $200/mo..

Cllffslde. 1 bdrm. apt.; pool, tennis,

cable, dshwashr., cm bus rt., $175/mo., w/
optn., 665 4284.

2 bd. apt., Amherst, on bus line, $200, in-

d. hw. plusht., 256-6110.

Great deall Brandywine summer sublet. 2
bedroom, good sunny location. Pool,

dishwasher. Rent negotiable, 549 5063.

Spacious 2-bedroom apt. to sublet with
fall lease opt., 2 blocks from Amherst
center, call 253-3166.

1 bedroom Cllffslde apt. w/ bus route

and pool. $180/mo. incl utilities or best of-

fer. Partly furnished, call 665 2487

Lg. bdrm. In CItffside, avail, mid May,
now house 2 people. Partly furn., rent neg.,

call 665 4237, please!

Townhouse apts., 2 bedroom, furnished,

rent neg., call Eric. 549-3687.

Townhouse apt.. June, July, August, call

549-1716, AC. good location, 3 rooms, BO.

1 bed. apt.. South Prospect St., sublet

June 1st, fall option, $215 month, util. incl.,

1 min. to Amherst center. Call 253 2722, or

Squire Management. 256-8124.

May 1 sublet, w/ option 2 br apt. on bus
rt., pets OK, $265, incl. 665-3267, keep try-

ing.

Summer room w/ furn. kitch. Er util.,

$100 month, on N. Pleasant St., call

549-6410 for appt.

Lantern Ct., 2 bedroom apt., $2S0/m.
from 6/1, w/ fall option, all utilities, fur-

nisfwd, AC, dishwr.. on bus rt.. 666-2866 .

1 bdrm. Puffton, fall option, 549 5730.

Sunder, tnehae. apt., price negot., on
bus lir>e, swg. pool. ten. cts., etc.

966-3925.

One room in 2 bdrm. apt., share kitch.

with couple, $85/mo., June, Jul., Aug.,

bus rte., Cotonial Vill., call Diane ot Dave,

253-2841.

2 bdrm. townhouaa- avail. 5/X-8/31.
Partially furn., AC, patio, w/w. garden,

TV, pool, bus rte., $230/mo. Neg., call

256-6862.

1 bdrm. in R. Green apt. for summer, $120,

$80 for Aug., avaH. May 1, 256-8297, Jack .

Rollirtg Green. 2 br. apt., AC, pool, bua,

fum._ayaa., 6/1 w/ fall option, $225.

253-7703.

1 bd. in 2 bd., June 1, female pref., lots of

chare., 10 mine., bus, 2S351C7. optton P.

One bedroom apartment, available June
1, on bua Nna, $170/ month Gr elec., caM

253-7672.

2 bedroom RoWng Orean towM^touaa

««it., fully fumishad, al utH. inckidad. AC.
OW, gd.. pool, baaketbaN, on BR bualna,

1 H bathe, cable TV, parking, carpeted, eaH

evenings, Mike or Eric. 263-7786.

RoWng Qf%m. aummar anblat. 3 bdnn..

part, fum., ai util. ind.. $340 n\o.. pool,

backyard, bus rte., caU 2B3-9666, after 9

p.m.

Colleglen claasiflad rates are: daily.

45c per line; five consecutive issues, 40c
per line per day; 30 consecutive issues,

Xc per line per day One ime is rouyhly
equivalent to 38 characters

Jun.-Aug., part of summer share; most of
summer, have apt. to yourself; near cam-
pus, furnished; call aft. 10:30 a.m., kp, try.,

549 1822.

Cliffsids, 1 lg. bdrm.. avail, mid May w/
opt. fall $200/ mon., includes all. Also fur-

niture for sate. Call 665 3938, after 5.

Riverglada, 2 bdrm., subletting for

$150/mo., furnished, dishwasher, pool, air

cond., carpeted, on bus route, call

253 3519.

2 bdrm.. avail. 6/1, fall option, $240/ mo.
Pool, AC, bus route. 665 7537.

2 Ixlrm. apt.. H mi. from campus, part,

furn., fall opt , $220/mo., neg., 549-0308.

1 bdrm. Cliffside apt., avail. 5/24 8/31,
fall option, bus rt., furn., $190/mo.,
665-4774.

Brandywine—6/1 to 8/31, 2 bdrm., fur-

nished, AC, pool, tennis, bus rte.,

$250/ mo., 549-4671.

1 rm. in 3 brm. twnhse., sum. -faN,

549 3523.

Fall option, Brandywine. 2 bedroom, 2
bus rt., pool, AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,

nice location, rent negotiable, call

549 5815.

Rooms fjr rent in house for summer, Vt

mile from campus, rent negot. 549-1867.

2 bedroom townehouse. May to Aug.,
Southwood apts , furnished, $200, option
for fall, 253 5235, evenings, on bus stop, 1

mile from campus.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway,
$90/mon., util. incl., keep
calling -369 8372.

2 bedroom apt.. AC, pod, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or 80. Call 253 7703. 4 8 p.m .

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1
5495144.

WANTED
"~

Wanted: 1 br. apt. for June w/ optton or

for Sept. Not in complex, please! CaU
549-5153, eves. Responsible tenant.

Dead tix? You got 'em, I want 'em. Cal
Seth, 546-5181, evenings.

Needed: 4 Dead tickeu. S6«-9302.

Want to buy Madame Alexander and Baby
Ginny dolls, 256 8662.

Female to live with my roommate this

summer. Northwood, bus, AC, pool, own
room, caH 966-4850.

Nice bed with mattress artd t>ox spring,

also need a filing cabinet. CaB 546-6657.

Mature rasp, man seeks a nice cozy 1 br.

apt. or other w/ privacy in Nliamp'ton,

starting 5/20-6/1, caU Mel, eves., at

2Sfr8801.

Rider wanted to Fk>rida, leeving Juhf 10,

contact immed. Maureen. 266-6738.

WANTED TO RENT

You ool ma- I need a 2 badmt. apt.,

doaa to oampual Rent under $176, Maigo.

Wanted to rent: 4 bdrm. houaa, Sept.
TB^Msy 80. Call tlan.

JtWELRY CLfARAWCt tAU
Jowrairv elaaranca. 10% off moat
laweky! moviiMl EvarwthinQ muat gol
lane s Plaoa. i8d Main St., Nortbamptoii.

PARACHUTIliO

FIrsI lump course. Thursday, 19th, 7
p.m., CC rm. 803, bring currem ID and
$60- limited to 1st IS people.
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THANK YOU
To the 600 participants in the UMass

Stadent Phonothon. Your calling efforts

raised over $70,000.
liostn *d«iPs

'<ern

Vflitt^ AlSB»r

Ttpmy At'afe

J_#f inn AK#ry
Matt i»k#r
fllert iini
Jan i^rktr
Peter Btrhifi

11 fly itroft

LiUPt BA%sfttt

Har» iayno
Keith Be«s1*y
Dtane itpq
Lynn Be i saw
Beverl/ BeUnger
Steve Berkovitz
Liz Berlo
Jane Bcrman
Timothy Berry
Steven fieyerlsiin

Tin^thy Biggins
John Blackwood
Rich Blitz
Jul ie Block
Edward Bonannon
Ja'te Bolton
Cathy Bonas
Bethany Borah
D. Bousquet
Leanne Bowles
Marytllen Braa;

.

Jane Bradstreet
Megnan Brady
fark Brandstei'

Stephen Brennan
Michael Brili

Gail Brisson
Oenise Brockelbank
Clarence Brooks
Ellen Brooks
Howard Brooks
Chuck Brown
Dena Bruce
Jeff Bruill

Kathy Buckley
Aflene Bulotsky
Barbara Burgoyne
Nick Burnett
Lee Burrett

Dorothy Butler
Anne Butterworth
Daniel Butts

Bob Larlthers
Ken Carpenter
Daniel Carr

Susan Carr
Mary Carraher
Rick Carter
Michelle Caruso
Laren Case
Elizabeth Casner

Joseph Catano
Mark Cayle
Mary Alice Cedrone

Carol Censullo
Edward Chafe
Mary Chaffae
Joshua Cherwln
Mark 'rises

Car' uirone
Cat ' rine Clalrmont

jni Clay

loto Cltary
Paul tl#iry

Wchael Cohtn
twth Coten
KAthy CoUtreilt
TIbi Cu11>«»

ltayr»*n Clltn Con»»H
Mteheili! Conttrv*

0«¥«fl Cookt
^ijhen# Caep#r
lob Corn
LylMW Uiyl^^
Krii Cr^ffl

Don Cu^^tr.gi

OWMiH CyrMn
^bofih Men
LuclOtti ^ily
Ji« Dale
Kathy Oatdech
Naricy Oarwstadttr
Marytllen Oavens
Christyne Davidlan

Carol Anne Davis
Kim Dawk Ins
Mny Delaplace
Paul DeLorey
Douglas DeMara
Eric Ctentler

Melisse de Pourtales
Alan OerManderosan
Peter d'trrico

Tim Devllle
Penny Devine
James OeVlta
Doreen DiBlasin
Debbie Dice

Kevin Dick
Lisa DiMasI
Michael Dineen

Patty Oohrmann
Brian Donnelly
Katy Douglas
Clare Dozler
Chris Orlscoll

Mark Drozdowski
tstelle Ougas
Mary lee Dunham
John Duval
Tim Dwight
Keith Earle
Samuel Eddy
David Ehnman
Amy Eldridge
Dee Elewell
Jill Ellas
Elizabeth Pagan

Judith Fagerson
Judith Farrell

Mark Farrell
Norman Farrls

Laura Fee
Fern Felnberg
Betsy Ferguson
David Ferguson

Bob Fineman
Susan Fisher
Kevin Fitzgerald
Michelle Flaherty
Rhonda Fleming
Elizabeth Flynn

Karen Fogerty
Eugene Fong
Celeste Ford
Barry Forman
Deborah Fortler
ThMias Frackfewicz

iAura frtnk
Andy FraM^n
^ryElleii rraflep
J«Hthar. frtt^-u
Dora Futntes
6f#r,di ryje
^ina fiallAf^r
Dirtt CitlcMt
Richard tolll
Q«ylr OMMI
Jim fianpMM
tobert MincAri

P»t« • i

liia ,• '

Hm toirirg

Jofl Qoltttrf
LMfine fiolilMft

Date (^oMin4
Jaiw ftiodrich

Krinln fiorenMl
^ffrey &or*>n
Patty GeriMn
Pattie Goman
Gary tosh
Francis Grth^
Louis Grataa
Foster Grant
Vivian Grant
DeW»1e Gray
Ellen Gray
Barry Creenberg
Don Greene
Linda Greene
Mary Greig
Tim Griffin
Susan Gronetz
Joel Grosser
Irene Grzybowski
Pierre Guay
Dan Guidera
Paul Gustowski
Mitchell Haft
Christine Hailer
Kathy Hakes
Kelly Hall

Michael Hall
Maura Hanley
Sue Hannen
Henry Hardy
Paul Harrington
Camlan Harris
Stacy Harris
Lorl Hawkins
Thomas Healy
Paul He99arty
Rick Heideman
David Hertznan
Barbara Higglns
Michael Hodges
Cindy Holmes
Howard Holmes
Judy Hondo
Kenneth Hopkins
Mary Houlne
Kristin Howard
Tara Howard
Scott Hugenberger
Laura Hughes

Joanne Hunter
Allan Huss
Dave Hutchinson
Karen Hutchinson
Kim Hutton
Ricnard lannltelli

Norvell Jackson
Larry Jacobs
Jim James
Norman Janis
Christopher Jarvis

iaurle ttotatwt

Ira Jom%
llleefl Joy^
Un Joyce
lte«rt#« JoycA
l^uel JiAon
Mary Kac^Ktk
mchael tiMm
Mancy XaiM
iit K*«lo4i«l»

^nny Kaplan
tehn Kat%y1a%
France* Mefman
Urn Keller
Therw«a Kellty
tHff Mlly
IH« ttlly
til Kwiiwdy
Laura KM^f
Ttrest it«oNl«e

Ld Kfstcr
JaMts Kd^
Karen Mlellne
Jwws KlllMn
Rwss Klintall

Jon Klein
Kerrt Klugman
D. ieffUr
Joyce Koss
Chris t^>pher Kovttti
Dour Kezlol
Bee Krauss
Valerie Krogul
John Kujawskf

Paulette Labrle
D. LaFranboist
Donald Lagasso
Beth Larsen
George LMison
Diane Laurenson
Ruth Laurlcel la

Cindy Laquldara
Denlse Lavoie
Mark Leach
Suzanne Leblanc
Thomas LeBlanc

Ed Lee
Fern Lee
Rick Leomect
Renata Leone
Katie Lerch
Steve Lesser
Adah Levens
Leah Levens
Robert Levlne
Carol Levy
Jeff Lichtman
Randy Lipscher
Trayce Lipson
Elizabeth Longec
Patricia Lopez
Robin Lorle
James Lousararlan
Martha Lovett
Annetta Lunken
Lynn Lussler
Richard Lyon
Charles Lynch
Judy MacDonald
Robert MacGrejor
Ed Machowski
Heather MacMlllan
Maureen MacPherson
Amanda Maffel

Tony Magner
Michael Maleson
Kitty Mallory
Rich Manhim
Dianne Manlcy
Betsy Marc

«1.. '-I'lOtt*

ten* >terka

^siica Mrs^ll
^«y Hirshall
61eni» Mar* ton
Oavid Martifft^

toaiMi itartln

Itary Jaiw Iterlit
liM HaMH
Diane Matt
JiM ItattaHam
•IcMrfl Naurtr
tottfre IteArdl*

Itelre "' -
^ -1

ta^l . ick

laurfe MtMnald
Cathltffi IteOrall

aul McGrath
Karen McKiniwy
ill! NcNaMra
MlryEllen NcCM^
^rah nt%f%
llalna Meisler
Carole MelansMi
*n1 Mtrsky
01 ana l^minr
tmm Mlgnosa
David Milkstone
NaiKy Miller
Ue Miller
Nary Moclwi
Niel Moeller
Phil Moen
Jay Mondello
Davt Monroe
Ken Moore
ftenee Murel
David Mould
Carol Mouradlan
Lisa Mouver
Pam Munro
Brian Murphy
Lawrence Murphy
Narcia Murphy
Mary Murphy
Andrea Nabedlan
Stephanie Navon
Karen Neldlsh
Ted Nelson
Ellen Nichols
John Nlckandros
Eugene Ntles
Grace Noonan
Monica Norman
Karyn Norton
Douglas Novltch
Chris Noyer
Karen Noymer
Eileen O'Brien
James O'Connell
Liz O'Neall
Patricia O'Ncll
Ann O'Neill
John Opolski
Diane Orlando
Karen Orlando
Janet Oxnan
Morag Paget
J.D. Paige
Ed Panetta
Sharon Pannozzo
Nickolas Papas
Paul Pawlak
.Maria Peppucci

'Maria Pesella
Donna Peten
Tom Peters
Scott Pfenlnger

IrmM Phal^
lab Pickett
Fj^^rick fim%»
Mil I tan PterM
John ^i«r%on
Cd Pikuta
Barry Pi I sen
John PirM
^nflifer Pol^^M
tofl1*e PoU
Valerit ^t»t
BrenM Potaih
Jiy Potter
Richard Pfmmnt ir.
OMrles PonwM Puree!

i

Anita Pyzzanf»mpa
Christina 0»iif1<V

Dan ^igtey
teseph Quinlan
Cilten Rabbi tt

Charlotte ftahatm

taira Rarman
JIm Rand
Paul ReMy
Oaiw Reardon
Lynne Reeck
Mary Beth Regan
Jim Reid
Cindy Reutt
Irv Rhodes
Ji^Jlth Rice
Cordelia Robb
Rebecca Roberts
Carolyn Robinson
Jan Robinson
Mimi Romo
Kathleen Rose
Lawrence Rose
Brian Rose
Carol Rosenberg
Karen Rosenberg
Steven Rosenberg
Bard Rosenblatt
Barbara Routhler
Carl Roy
Mark Ruegg
Matt Ruland
Jill Rumberg
Stephen Ryalls
Laurel Samolloff
Afliy Sandberg
Stacy Sass
Beth Sawyer
Roz Schenker
Sam Scichilone
Paul Scoria
Beth Segers

Roy Shald
Patrice Shea
Peggy Sheehan
Scott Sherman
Joe Shwartzer
Leslie Sleburth
Brenda Siiiaions

Joe Slnnons
Beth Simon
Sheryl Simon

Mark Sine
Stuart Slote
Mary Small

David Snowball
Larry Sodano
Deborah Sohlglan

Sue SoMwr
David Smith
Cindy Smaltz
Ralph Sneeden
Ellen.Sostek

A very special thanks goes to our top callers: Gary Gosh- $3,362.50;

Kristin Howard- $1,835.00; D. LaFrarT>boi8e- $1,295.00; llalna Meisler-

$1 232.00; Wendy Tiner- $1,173.00; and to our top groups. Band-.

$15,125; Chorale- $7,467; AFROTC- $3,362.50.

We would also like to thank the following individuals arwl groups for their

outstanding help: Christyne Davidian, Nancy Wyllie, Paul Appleby, Andrea

Watkins. David Smith, Amy Delaplace, Brian DonneHy, Katy Douglas, Ski

Club Debate, Honors, Mortarboard, Johnson House, Handicapped Af-

fairs Crabtree, John Adams, Dance, Ski Patrol, Internships, Collegian,

BDIC Football, Legal Studies, School of Education, School of Business

and the Greeks (EAE, AXO, Alpha Zeta, KKG, IGU, Zeta Psi. PKA); Jerry

Grover and Luey and Abercrombie, Inc. and Stan Perzan and the Coca-

Cola Company. ^. ...... u^
Also to the Alumni Office Staff: Marcia Booker, Ginny Wesoloski. Leshe

Szewczyk, Nancy Filkoski, Susan Fiore, Lydia Hoynoski, Janet Hughes,

Joyce Paige, Beatrice Rolla.

P.S. A special thank you to the University Food Service!

We apoTogize for any misspelled names and for any names accidentally left

out. Many thanks to all of you again, and we hope to see you again next

^^^^'
Student Phonothon Staff

Caroline Flower '7d

mm Joseph Levens '79

Jack Sullivan '79

* LisaWaldron'80

Ttrrl Spcwta
Lisa Spencer
Qinlel Sqyigley
Miry StcMiM
Lauren Stein
Mmc Steinfteld
0, Stevens
^ndy StMMrd
tebble St«Mrt
Frant StrastntMi
tMrmn Strausi
ttf Sybjek
^idre 'jullivan

Gail Swnderlai^
Davt Supple
Phil ^Mw
IHrrlan ^[«rtf
Andrea Taylor
St«M« Telai^if
Jean Terr^o
Kurt Tesch
Lenora Thwi^son
Uendy Tiner
Carol T Inkham
Walter Toll
Jill Trailer
Jill Tregor
Deborah Tucker
Steve Tuder
ton Tye
D. Valenti
Ani« Vallieres
Julie Vangress
Tina Van >teyst

Leigh Anne Vamey
Michael Vilandl

MHI^ Volfc

^m Waldron

Diane Walsh
CileeriWalili
Tom Walsh
illly Walton
Sob 4[lard

Reglna Ward
Deborah Wayne
Judy Wei man
^Isa Weiner
Hirisa Weinsteln
iarry Wells
llsa Wernerberg
Evy West
Edward Whelden
itobyn Whipple
Bob White
Bob Wigmore
Nark Wilding
Bruce Williams
Olana Williams
Alice Wilson
Mike Winn
Ellen Wolf
Victor Moolridge
Nancy Wyllie
Alethea Yates
Leyla Yesilada
Deborah Yuu
Stephanie Zakrzewski
Judy Zappa la
Carole Zembrow
Priscllla Zlelenski

plus over 50 anonymous callers
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Crossword
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Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler
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THE EGGPLANT TASTES
LIKE ROTTEN LIZARD
HEADS.

L
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ACROSS
1 Mange
5 — measure
9 New
14 Whetstone
15 Give It

16 Egg-shaped
17 With Fr

16 Bodies ol

patrons

20 Short note
i% Treat hides

22 Hall

23 Mouth:
Conf\b form

25 Amass
27 Blend
29 — League
30 Girl's name
34 Mimic
36 Mr Greene
38 Sulker

39 Contract

2 words
42 Abrasive
43 Fashionable
44 Refusal

45 Chipper
46 Cannes, eg
47 Actress Lil-

lian —
49 LPs
51 Rungs
54 Reach
58 In what way

60— avis

61 Of retailers

63 Epochal
64 Unadorned
65 Item

66 Imitation:

Suffix

67 Jockey Earl

68 Garden plots

69 Those ones
DOWN

1 Fakes
2 Long for

3 Wind
measurer

4 Look good
on

5 Savoir taire

6 Mainstay
7 Press:

2 words
8 Focal point

9 — Dame
10 Ended
11 Dale
12 French sea-

sons
13 For fear that

19 Not any:

Dial

24 Calm
26 barrel

28 Airline for

Toledo

UNITED Feature SyndicaM
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney
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30 Can . once
31 Steel pro-

cess
32 Rockfish
33 Pretentious
34 Souls: Fr

35 Kirtd of shoe
37 Scrapes
38 Riels fol-

lowers
40 Ending for

pen or cent
41 Work unit

46 Ireland s —
Fein

48 Wail or

Yonge —
49 Girl's name
50 Firm

52 Utter idly

53 Oregon city

54 Elect units

55 Honduras
poc^

56 Transit

(abbr )

57 Nitric —
59 Dampens

62 Take a bath

Nothing Special by Joe Casey
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Nebbish by Mike Galper & Nathaniel Parkinson
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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~1 The George Hamilton
Cocoa ButMrOfien.

I- *Vhat events m'ii

you be entering?

-- Best Dorsal 1^
:- Best Facial Tan

1 60KieS?/»B YOU
SUKEYOUCANBe

INFACT.IMYHAVBTD
0€CK tm -^ HSUfO^
JANMNQ a/NIC FOfl. SOME
tfTBGm mjomEFAPY.
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SerTLa FOR THE

Todaj^ in the DC

LUNCH
Hamburg on a Roll

Cheese Strata

BASIC LUNCH
Bean Burgers
Cheese Strata

DINNER
Roast Beef/Mushroom Sauce

Grilled Frankfurts/Roll

Tuna Chefs Bowl

BASIC DINNER
Tuna Chefs Bowl

Pot Pourri

find it fast. . .

in the Collegian

Classifieds!!!

Our Guarantee
We promise that we offer the lowest prices for our quali
ty of service— if you can find a lower price for our com-
parable service, we will refund the difference to you.

Carriage Shops, Amherst J
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Trackwomen fall

to tough URI
Coltegian Staff
The women trackers dropped their second meet of

the outdoor season to a fine URI team on Saturday. The
final score ^m 67 M and the loss dropped th«r season
record to 3 and 2. "The meet was really much closer
th«i the score indicates. A few different finishes would
have made a quite a bit of difference in the final score
We ran w^l but URI just ran better." s«d co«:b Jane
Weixii.
The Minutewomen were again hurt by their

weakn^ses in the weight and field events. Tfwy MMre
consistently outscored in th«e events by their fo€,s the
Rams of Rhode Island

There wi» one bright six)t in the weight events and it

was Karen Snow setting a UMass record in the javelin
She hu ted the spear 134' 8" to shatter her own raconl
by close to 10 feet.

The high point of the field events was Patty Owen
captunng a first in the high jump with a leap of 5" 2"
Micky Callahan finished up in second in the long jump.
UMass won both of the relays run in the meet. They

captured the 440 yd, run m the tin^ of 51.9 and came
away with the second school record of the day in the
mile relay They ran the distance in 3:57; 6 for the mark.
The team consisted of Diane SMiy, Cindy Martin,
Kathy Contini. and Carolyn Shea.
The Minutewomen have dominated the distance

events in all of their previous meets. They again scored
heavily on Saturday but not really on a par with their
p^t dominance. In the 440 they picked up a second and
a third from Cindy Martin and Carolyn Shea respec
tively. Kathy Contini captured second in the 880 in the
fine time of 2:14 and Julie Burke and Dill Wilson
finished two, three in the mile. The only distance win of
the day came in the two mile. Trica Moores won in
11 28 and she was followed by Judy McCrowne who
finished third.

Diane Sealy had a good day in the sprints, she took a
first in the 220 and finished a close second in the 100
yard dash

.

This meet marks the end of the dual meet season and
the beginning of the, so called, second season. This
being the big meets, with the big competition such as
the Easterns and the New Englands. The New Englands
are being held this coming Sunday, May 6th, at
Springfield College All the tor talent from the f^lew
England area will be on hand.

Celebration Mime
Theater

Tuesday May 8. 1979, 8pm
FneArtsCenter Concefi Hall

Ticket Prces for all Concerts $6, 5,4;

$1 Student discojnt

For ticket information and group sales

call the Box atce at 546-2511

and all Tcketron locations.

M4rC//fO^S/G//S
at

OP AMHERST

TUESDAY-- Z5^ ^'f^'^rs

WEPA/£SMY^50f i>ffm5

Tf^UPSDAY^ BEAT TUB C10<X%

FRidaV and satupimy
'.PPY HOOPS 8 -^ \0W

Netwomen defeated
By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegtan Staff

The netwomw* battled the wind, and the tennis players
from Ml. Holyoke College yesterday afternoon, but yvere un-
successful, losing to the Mounties, 5-4.

The winners from UMass included co captain Joanne Ven-
nochi who quickly took care of Elizabeth Montesano6-2, 6-4.
in third singles action.
Fourth singles Chris Carson was the only other succ^sful

singles player, defeating Lisa Meeks in straight sets, 6-4, 6-4.
Second double Sue Caples and Willie Benoit routed Mt.

Holyoke's Laura Kiradjieff and Li/ Ternes 6-4, 6 2
Playing tnird doubles for UMass was Carolyn Tarbell and

Cory Crawford who chalked up the nehA^omen's fourth win.
defeating Cindy Jacobson and Heather Cullierston 6-3, 6-4.
Coach John Beal. who expects to coach in the fall. STO

season, said that he expects the team will not suffer any
substantial losses next season. Most of the netwomen will be
returning, sonrw players who didn't compete in the spring are
exp^ted to rejoin the team, and two high school seniors, cur-
rently ranked in New England, are prospective netwomen.

Spaceman rises to 3-0
MONTREAL \AP] Runscoring singles by Rodney Scott and
Warren Cromartie m the fifth inning helped the Montreal Ex-
pos post their seventh straight victory, a 7 3 decision ovw the
Los Angeles Dodgers Tuesday.
Andre Dawson began the rally with a one out double and

scored on Scott's hit off starter Bob Welch, 2 1, giving Mon-
trMla3 2lead.
The winner was Bill Lee, 3-0. He worked the fi«t 6 2-3 Inrv

ings before giving way to Elias Sosa.

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 584 91S3 *"'<»•'•. <»«««««,,
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Elien
Burstyn

Alan
Alda

|Ends Thure 5th MUSKETEER I fu and S«t ITLS S 001 7 4^10 Ifil
W»d and Thort ai (TIS « 161 B 46 Wad and Thora (TLS 6 001 « 3D

MARLON MIANOO
CCNCNACKMAN
Acadamy Award
Best Viaual Effacts

Fri and Sat ITLS 4:30* 7:»10 15
Wad and Thurs fTLS 6 30) 0:46

ROBEPTDENRO

& Acadamy Award* ~ Baat Pictural

Fri and S«l ITLS 6 30) 9 00
Wad and Thurs (TLS S 0014:30
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fashion at

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst

\Mlt s\l Mi.MiN

Hl)ll§<:t)
^'u/v inWu//cd ifiA.ci \i^H( shou

Thursday is QR Magic Night-
buy any , drink— get same
drink for K.

Grand Opening Week May 9-12.

Specials every night!

Rt. 9, Hadley
on Amherst/Hadley line

253 9214

Campus Center

UMass

Thursday, May 3

George T.

Geogory
Band

-^Fri., May 4

Sat, May 5

Storm
Warnin

Thurs., May 10

Traveler
BLUE

Tues. nights

The Hungry
Ear Comedy

Night

TOP OF
THE

CAMPUS

TOC members & guests only
TOC memberships available
to UMass students at the
info desk. Campus Center

In assoc. with UPC Productions

Wedf^ldBy M«y? Ism

GILBERTO GIL
One of South Americas foremost exponents

of latin pop/rock makes his

North American debut.

NIGHTINGALE
On Elektra Records and Tapes

At Mt. Holyoke College
May 3

PICK urn NIS
MCOKD ATI

Platterpus

Sun Music
Record Town
For The
Record

yrc<
fMNCTMIS

Presents

SPRING
CONCERT *79

Student
Tickets

—Students who were given Patti Smith
tickets after 4 p.m. Monday must present
their tickets today only at TIX (next to the
Student Union Ballroom) between 10-4

p.m. to receive a Spring Concert ticket.

—You must present a valid UMass
undergrad ID or Cont. Ed. ID and have
paid the SATF.
—These tickets will only be honored
today.

Read the Collegian ads next week for

more concert and ticket info or call

545-2892.

JulleUMn

Golfers outclubbed by PC
By HOB MfTCHtLL
Collegian Staff

Behind Jim McDermon's fine wven
under par round, the UMass men's goH
team finished a strong second to a tough
Providence club in the two day, 12 twm
Salem St. Tournament piay^ at Esmx
CC. in Manchester, Ma^.

MeOermott, who shot a 75 on Sunday,
and a 72 on Monday, finished first ahead of
the Friar's one two punch of Colin Ahern
(149), and Bob Milick (1501, to once again
win the individual low mi»dali«:t s^N^rrh

The Minutemen ended up with a total of
618. 16 strokes behind PC. The host team
Salem St. finished third with 623. Roun
ding out the top five were Lowell with 628
and Merrimack with K2.

The resr of the UMass squad finished as
follows; Victor Lahteine 78-77 (155). Marty
Hunt 81-78 (159). Kevin Lynch 82-78 (160)
and Mark Ouggan 79^85 ( 164).
UMass coach Ed Vlach was especially

pleased by Lahteine' s performance saying
"It was vwy encouraging to. see Vktor
come back out of his slump."

Vlach will start the sanne five golf^s in

the NCAA qualifying tournamern »vhich v^vill

be played Thursday and Friday at the
Portland C C in Thalmouth. Maine.
The winner in this 16 team tournanwni

will be the New England repr^entative at
Wake For^t, m the NCAA finals which will
be played May 23 26

'We expect strong comj^tition from
Rhode Island, Salem St. and of cour^
Providence who has already beaten us
twice this se»on, " said Vlach.

Vlach is choosing to go with the san^
team because of their fine performance in
the Salem St Tournament, and in the last
home match against Stockbridge in which
the MinutemMi biMMd to MCftMy tft JO
stroke.

"I w« very pleased with Hunt and Ly^ch
in the Stockbridge match; I only hope they
»Hl the rest of the club will continue to plav
vvell," added Vlach.

-Congratulations to Vic Lahteine. whowon the long driving contest held at th«
Salem St. Tourney.

-Good Luck to Jim McDermon. who w
hoping for an invitation lo the NCAA in-
dividual finals, if xho team does not qualify

JV mitwomen down Berkshire
By DAVBKAUNFER
Collegian Staff

The UMass JV softball

team increased its season
record to 4-2 after beating
Berkshire Community
College 6-4 in extra innings
Monday afternoon at
Pittsfield.

Amy Congdon, who was
the winning pitcher, went
the distance for the mit-

wonr>en striking out eight
and allowing only five hits.

Berkshire started the
scoring with two runs in the
bottom of the second, but
UMass countered in the top

of the third with three runs.
Laurie Sanler led off with

a double and the next batter
Angie Caouette singled
moving Sanler over to
third. An errant throw by
the first baseman who was
trying to pick Settler off

third went past the third,

giving UMass its first run.
Amy Congdon walked,
moving Caouette over to
second. Caouette and
Congdon then pulled off a
double steal which left

runners at second and
third, and Terry Ryan
doubled scoring both

UMASS SPRING

ROAD
RACE

runners to make the woon
32

Berkshire got another run
in the fifth to tie the game
at three, and at the end of
seven innings the score was
still tied that the game went
into extra innings.

In the top of the eigh^
Ellen Korelitz led off with a
walk. Fran Troy then
doubled moving Kor^itz
over to third. With ewe'
away Andy Atkins
sacrificed down the first

base line knocking in

Korelitz with the fourth
UMass run. Angie Caouette
doubled to center scoring
Fran Troy and herself as she
rounded the bases as the
Berkshire centerfielder
threw the ball wildly.

KCay 6» 1 p.m., 3.6 miles

Starting at Almmd Stadium
BMt Gate. niJSO entzy fee paid
day of raoe. 11-1 o*olook. Priases
first 12 men and 12 women.
Sponsored by: Peloton and
Uliass Hang Glldinir Club.

EDICAL SCHOOL!
August '79 applicants,
4 year fully recognized
and established Mex
•can Medical School,
with several hundred
American students
enrolled Use English
language textt>ooks and
exanns in English
School combines quali-

ty education, small
classes, experienced
teachers, modern
facilities

Universidad Del Noreste
120 E 41 St , NYC 10017
(212 594 6689 or 232 3784

TONIGHT

PUB MUGS
8:30 'til 9:30
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Gazelles still perfect;

hammer Mt. Holyoke
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Co^isn Staff

Tirtt hom* JMn Hack«n scorMi eight

goals, and attack wing Cari Nickofson

<^ip(wd in five more, as the UMass
womwi's l«:rosse team overwhelmed
Mount Holyoke College, 19-4.

The GaiellM offense w% shaky in tNi

fwt haH, as Mounty Holyoke kept clo^ by,

choking and scooping up the ball. Second
Iwme K^gie Anderson started the ^orir^

ai 130; Cari Nickerson tallied her first six

minutes later MH's Anne Lawler scored

^»r «bt o< three at 7.50 unassisted. The 14-

16 minute mark saw four goato: Jean
M^kett lining one In at 14 00, L»«rter and
teammate Bobbin Saunders getting by

goalie Robm Jennings twice, and attack

wing Lynn Hubert capping the minute-

barrage with a roller at 15 00. Lawler's thi^

at 21:00 was answered three minutes lat#^^

by attack wmg Laura 0' Neil's bouncer. The
half ended with UMass in front, 7 4.

The offerave ^WMMiis really began
flying when Nickerson and Anderson
scored one apiece at the four minute mark.

Jean Hackett added a high shot into the

r>et three minutes later. With the field in

control by Julie McHugh, Maria Minicucci,

and Laura O Neil, Mount Holyoke had no
chance of mustering a real threat; the

Gazelles were virtually unstoppable.

Nickerson and Hackett added two during

the 12-m(nute mark; Nickerson passed to

Hackett, who made the score 13 4. After

Anderson s overhand shot at 17:00, the

next seven minutes belonged to Hackett;

she rolled and bounced in four straight

goals. Lynn Hert}ert completed tTie damage
to Mount Holyoke with a line shot at 24:^.
The final score 19-4, favor of the urt-

defeated Gazeltos.

The Junior Varsity also kept its un-
defeated record alive, thrashing Mount
Holyoke, 16 1 First home Joanne Graf
scored the first tally with only 27 seconds
played in the first half The winning goal

came five minutes later with a Laurie

Vincello bouncer. What threats MH had in

the first half endaf up in Janice Underhill's

crosse, the defend around Gazelle goalie

Karen Keough allowed few shots to

Keough. Betsv Mazeral scored her first of

two at 6:^, a shot to the goalie's side.

Attack wing Pam Joyce bounced out
through three minutes later Third home
Jennie Taub utilized a good passing net-

work from upfieid to line one by at 11;30
Graf scored her second a minute later.

Attack wing Martha Burri btuffed one
through the goalie's pads at 14:30, making
the score 7-0, UMass. Taub and Mazeral
upped the score by two within the last five

minutes.

Laurie VirK:ello took up where the
Gazelles left off, bouncing the tenth goal in

at 4:00 of the second half. A sizzling liner

by Joyce and two high shots by Jennie
Taub happened before the ten minute mark
had lapsed. Joanrte Graf arKJ Martha Burri

concluded the barrage for UMass by the
16:15 mark. Holyoke scored its lone tally at

24.00.

The varsity team travels to New Ham-
pshire, home of the also undefeated
Wildcats, for a game this afternoon.

lan

orts
Batmen split with PC;
meet Huskies today
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

PROVIDENCE. R I When
Providence's Mike Giarratano doubled

home Bob Oscarson with the winning run

in the bottom of the twelfth inning it mer
cifully concluded a marathon afternoon of

baseball

Over five hours had conne and gone
before UMass and Providence had settled

the afternoon debate, with a draw in Mon-
day's doubleheader

While UMass breezed in the first game
4-0, behind Doug Welenc's three hit

shutout (5 2, 1 60 ERA), the second game
was fought to a virtual standstill After

eight consecutive scoreless innings Giar

ratano's hit capped the Friars 2 1 triumph

and ended a classic duel between UMass'

Mark Brown and PC's Chris Supra.

Brown went Xh€ distance for the

Minutemen, surrendering only seven hits

over the eleven and a third innings (3-3,

1.58 ERA) Supra gave way to a host of

relievers in the twelfth, with Chris Conte

picking up the win while pitching to one

batter.

In the opener the well rested Doug
Welenc was overpowering as he hurled his

third shutout of the year (it was the second

time in a row he has shut out Providence,

the last one being in last year's N.E. tourna

ment) Welnec had pinpoint control stiking

oj* eight while walking none. Many a time

We'enc had Friar batters muttering to

themselves especially about his ferocious

curve

In the first inning, UMass drove home
what proved to be the winning run, ap-

propriately it was Welenc who got the

game winning RBI. With the bases loaded,

Welenc's sharply hit ground ball brought
home Ed Skribiski.

In the third, the Minutemen struck for

two more. With two outs Welenc walked

and Leo Kalinowski singled to center off PC
starter and loser Ed McDonald. The ball,

however slid under the glove of PC's John
Tierney allowing Welenc to score and
Kalinowski to take second. Doug Aylward
promptly followed with another base hit to

center (four hits on the day) scoring

Kalinowski.

Aylward also provided the final insurance

run in the fifth with another smash up the

middle scoring Mike Stockley.

The only thing in doubt was Welenc's

shutout which was in jeopardy in the sixth,

following a leadoff double to Jim Rodgers.

Following an out, Rodgers moved to third,

Keith Quinn then grounded to first with

Rodgers breaking for the plate. First

baseman McEvilly fielded it cleanly and

began to go to first for the sure out but

then straightened up and fired a perfect

spiral to John Kraham getting Rodgers as

he slid across the plate. The shutout was
preserved.

As a result of the split, UMass is now
16 11, but 13-4 since the fateful SMU tour

nament. Today the Minutemen face UConn
at 3:00 at Earl Lorden Field. The Huskies are

currently ranked #1 in New England with a

20 7 mark

Park goal lifts Bruins
BOSTON (AP) - Veteran defenseman Brad Park charged deliberately the

length of the ice and scored with just over three minutes remaining In the

third period Tuesday night, boosting the Boston Bruins to a 2-1 victory

over the Montreal Canadiens.
Park's goal at 16.48 of the third period broke up a brilliant goal-tending

duel between Boston's Gilles Gilbert and Montreal's Ken Dryden and
kept alive the Bruins' Stanley Cup playoff hopes.
With victories in the.first two games in Montreal, the Canadiens lead

the best-of-seven National Hockey L«agues«mifinal%erie8 2-1.

The fourth aame is scheduled here Thursday night.

UMass attacker Lynn Herbert, who scored two goals In the GateNee' 19-4

win. heads up field as Cari Nickerson (36) looks on. (Staff photo by Patrick

Dobbs).

Mitwomen bomb Owls
NEW HAVEN, CONN. The UMass Minuteworrwi continued their unbeaten

season by trouncing the Southern Connecticut State College Owls by scores of 5-0 and

17-0.

In the opener. Sue Peters picked up the victory to boost her record to 9 1, and

Kathy O'Connell upped her record to a perfect 10 in the nightcap which saw the mit

women bank out 21 hits.

For complete details on the doubleheader, read Dave Bradly's story in tomorrow's

CoMegiBn.

Kevin McCaffrey

The bottom do/far
First I will clear my throat, then I will take a

deep breath, then I will say it. Cough. Sigh.

Sport has corrupted money. No, No, that is

not right, try again. Money has corrupted

sport. Now that the cat is out of the bag I

feel much better.

I started putting my faith in the con-
taminating power of the dollar bill last year

when I sat down one day to evaluate my
sports career as a spectator. To my surprise

every fond memory fit neatly into one of

two categories: (1) it was an amateur
event, or (2) it was a professional playoff

game. My memory had done its part by
supplying me with a sufficient amount of *

data, now it was time to decipher this in-

formation.

All the events that appeared on the list

imbedded in my mind shared a similar

distinction: they were all exciting events for

' the participants as well as the spectators.

Topping my list were Leon Spinks, Howard
Davis and Sugar Ray Leonard, and their

gold medal efforts at the Montreal Olym-

pics; Carlton Fisk and his Irish jig performed

before a national audience during the sixth

game of the 1975 World Series; the 1974

NCAA basketball semifinal game featuring

David Thompson and Bill Walton; and any

Cage game where Alex Eldridge had reason

to flash his Cheshire Cat smile. These peo-
*

pie were enthusiastic to be in an athletic

uniform, I was enthusiastic to see them
perform. It was during these events that I

felt a relationship existed between me, the

fan, and Spinks, Fisk, Thompson, and

Eldridge, the players.

I have mentioned the cream of the crop,

but there are many other memories where
this relationship was apparent. The peculiar

fact is that the remaining ones are mostly a

collection of college and Olympic sporting

events. Aside from the triple overtime

playoff game between the Celtics and the

Phoenix Suns in 1976 which reserved a

spot in my top ten, the professional world

is not well represented in my memory. The
NBA, AL, NL, 3hd NFL regular season

games are more often than not, forget-

table.

Let me Attack the pro's most vulnerable

prey, the NBA. While down in Maryland for

sprir>g vacation I attended my first profes-

sional basketball contest. The game was
played between the league's defending

champion Bullets and the Knicks in the

spacious Capital Center, and although the

collesium is designed to hold 18,000 spec-

tators, only 6,000 were seated that night.

As I sat in the rafters squinting to see the

five dots in the white uniforms battle the

five dots clad in blue, I thought of two
things: (1) how else I could have spent

$4.M, and (2) how I wished I was back in

the good ole days in the Cage with Pyatt,

Claiborne, Eldridge, etall.

I will probably never go to another

regular season NBA contest. Aside from

the PA announcer screaming "E"

periodically through the game, there was
no excitement generated by this athletic

show. Why was a college mid-season game
exciting, and a professional one incredibly

dull? That evil five-letter word pops up

again: money. Once someone gets paid to

do something he or she would normally do
for free it is considered work. The profit

motive has re-evaluated sports' original

purpose. At one time it was first and
foremost a source of fun for the partici-

pant. Is this what drives today's pro

athlete?

Leaving the NBA, we find Pete Rose in

the National League. Rose, whose
nickname of Charlie Hustle has taken on

new meaning since his six-month stint as

an entrepreneur, is a text book case of how
thp dollar biU can effect a person's at-

tKudes.

Before Catfish Hunter signed the first

seven figure baseball pact, and before

George Steinbrenner became every non-

Yankee fan's Public Enemy Number One,

Mr. Hustle proudly admitted he would play

for free if the rules so dictated. This facade

came tumbling down when his intentioris

to become our nation pastimes highest paid

player became known. For the ex-Reds

now Phillie star, the desire for a large bank

account replaced the desire for line drives

and head first slides.

Is the professional athlete's dedication

derived from money or pride? I do not

know, and it's the uncertainty that is killing

me. But to avoid an early grave I have

devoted my time to amateur athletics.

Pre-registration extended untilFriday pages
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'Dead' rites
Everystep taken

to insuresuccess
By STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

As the "Dead" concert draws near, the overriding con-
cern of Student Activities and Union Program Council of-

ficials is student coqoeration and resoonsibility.

Paul Hamill, acting director of student activities, yesterday
said we have taken virtually every step we can think of to
insure the concert's success. "Students must have their

Student Identification with them to enter the concert area,

absolutely no bottles or cans will be allowed . past the

security, however 'non breakable' containers will be

allowed, and students are urged to take the resporraibility of

their guests as a serious matter," he said.

Hamill outlined the concert preparation effort from a book
that seenr>ed to weigh two pounds. He said the Campus
Shuttle bus service will increase on the day of the show from
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and from 6:30 to 8:00 that evening.
During these hours one bus will continually circle the
campus while another bus follows an Amherst in-town
route. Otfier extra busses will be located at the Central and
Engineering area to commute students to the Alumni
Stadium.

"This concert will be the thing of

the future or a one-shot deal.

"

-Paul Hamill

Jack Albeck, chairman of the Union Program Council,
said tf>e purpose of the busses was to keep cars away from
the concert area as well as to facilitate easy accessibility.

If It rains (however remote a possibility that might be)
Albeck said the separate shows have designated definite
tinnes to perform and the shows will be cancelled one by
one.

Bob Humphreys, council spokesman, said there was no
chance for tickets to go back on sale but students would be
given another chance to pick up their free ticket with an I.D.

next Tuesday and Wednesday.
Peter Keenan, security coordinator said that security "is

real tight, ne said, "We have everything from ambulances,
doctors, alcohol education people, wrestlers, and police to
insure security."

UPC officials said the sound system will arrive in five

tractor trailer trucks. "It will consist of 84 cabinets forming
the 'wall of sound' for which the 'Dead' are known," they
said.

"The success of this show," Hamill said, "will determine
whether major concerts will be the thing of the future or a
one-shot deal," he said.

Rape law changes,

old myths fade out
By ERAN BASCHEand
f^ARYPRAIN
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is tfte

third in a six-part series on
rape.

As myths are replaced by
facts, laws concering rape

and abuse of women have
changed over the past six

years, reflecting a more
realistic attitude about a

subject many people have
misur>derstood or ignored.

Yet the best way to insure

protection and conviction in

rape cases - and thus preventing the crime itself - is to "try

to educate people outside the courtroom," Hampshire-
Franklin County District Attorney Thomas Simons said

during an interview.

Simons said during rape trials the jury only hears "the bare
facts" and the community needs to be educated before they
are bsked to sit on a jury

.

"Rape is still a case by case consideration by the jury," he
said. "What may be rape to one, isn't rape to another," he
said, although the law is explained to the jury by a judge.

The law itself was changed in 1974, and reflects a
changing attitude about rape. The old statute pertained only
to females, and described the act and punishment with the
words "Whoever ravishes and carnally knows a female by

TURN TO PAGE 6

BOSTGN-State Rep. James G. Collins. D-Amherst,
speaks to UMass students and other state college
students outside the State House in Boston yester-

day. Students traveled to Boston to protest tuition
hikes and budget cuts. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis).

Trustees hike tuition
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Despite the protests of
about 100 students, the UMass
Board of Trustees yesterday voted to
adopt a proposal by University
President David C. Knapp which will

raise in-state tuition 43 percent by
1981.

The proposal had been recom-
mended to the board by the Student
Affairs, and the Budget and Finance
Committees.
Under the proposal, un-

dergraduate tuition, which is

currently $525, will rise $50 each
semester next year, and $62.50 each
semester the following year, bringing

it up to $750 by the spring of 1981

.

Graduate tuition, which is now
$670 a year, will rise $65 each
semester next year, and $75 each
semester the following year, bringing
it up to $959 by the spring of 1981

.

These increases will push in-state

tuition up to 20-25 percent of the
total cost of education.

The trustees have already voted to

increa^ out-of-state tuition at

UMass from the present rate of

$1 ,550 to $3,350 over three years.

In hope of compensating for the
new increases, the Board directed

President Knapp to ask the
legislature for an additional $660,000
in financial aid.

It also voted to increase the need-
based tuition waiver program for the
three UMass campuses from
$250,000 to $350,000.

UMass is now the fourth segment
of higher education in the state to <

increase tuition in response to

pressure from the King ad-
ministration. The University of

Lowell, the community colleges, and
the state colleges, have already

released plans to increase tuition.

The trustees said yesterday the

increase was necessary to avoid

further cuts in the UMass budget by
the administration.

King's budget recommendation for

fiscal year 1980 is already $13 million

less than the trustees recommended,
"There is no joy or happiness in

making this decision," Knapp said, "I

realize this increase' will have a
negative impact on some students,

especially at UMass-Boston."
-Knapp said that although the new

tuition level will be relatively high for

public universities, it will still be low
compared to tuition at the other

public universities in New England.

Student Trustee Richard LaVoice
said yesterday he felt the trustees

decision was rushed without the

long-range effects of it being looked

into.

"A lot of students have come up to

me and said they're not going to be
able to return next year," he said.

A proposal by LaVoice to have the

increase not affect students currently

enrolled was rejected by the trustees.

Another proposal to have tuition rise

only 7 percent, in accordance with

President Carter's wage and price

guidelines, was also rejected.

Other proposals were made that

would increase tuition only if ad-

ditional financial aid was guaranteed.
"We have no guarantee of getting

additional financial aid," LaVoice
said.

TURN TO PAGE 11
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TfHRAN. Ii«n - An Iranian ravotutionWY mllithiman.

In httfid. ducks for cover y«tt«rday In

Taiwanm M^irtty totem aMlMntad gun
1^ ^Mh HoAif prtipnOT In tfw dty't |aH. Offfictels

MM tfw pHaoMW Mtotd control of tfM i«H Tuosday
aftoTTHKin and liaM aovna fwarda m l«ot«Maa bafor*

lataasing tbam urriiarmad. (AP Uaatrphotol

British to decide today
LONDON \APi BriMin't 41 mMon voMm <i«:«d« Kxtey
wtialhar ^m otHintry ^M Gor^mm tkonq a mo<teraM
mMtm parti und«r tha UrtNMiMs of INma Minister JaruM
CaNiQhan or ttka a irtiarp turn to tha right undar th« Con
aarvativaa of Margarat Thatc^wr.
Tha lataat opinKKi poN knOkcnaA a tamy avanw^ among

tha country's 41 million voters, ranifw tha proapact of a
"htmg Partemant." with naithar tha Laoon«ia not tha Con-
aarvatovaa winning wi ovaraM maionty to govam ttm coun-
try f(K tfM naxt ftva yaw*.

Both Cattaf^wn wnA Mra. Thatchar c^utfowMy daimad
thaw partiM vvW triiNnph. but th« ptOm Mid alaction snalyata
wHN^tad a doM r^lt, which could laava Britain's minori-
ty partiaa holding the balance of power in the 636-mambar
House of Commorw .

fiusfrgetseX'Reaganman
CONCORD, N.H. XAP] Newfy declared presidantial can-
dMata George BiMh said yaMrday he haa drawn to his

e8n^»a^|n the man wfN) ran fcmner CaNfcmiia Gov Ronald
R^^n's successful prwnarv campaign In New Hampehire
taur years ego.
The former CIA (Greeny and U.S. ambassador toM a

iwws a>nference that former New Hampshire Gov Hugh
Gregg, rwn a politically influential Nashua businessman,
had agreed to be his campaign chairman for this state's
eerlieet-in-thenation praaidential primary next February
Gregg, whose support imm sought by a number of

Republican presidential contenders, guided Reagan to vic-

tory in New HanH»f^>re's infiuentiat primary in 197i6. He
served one term as goverrH>r in 19S3-S.

Oil cpmpahies
overcharge
ffy STAN BENJAMIN
Amocmttti P^ns Writvr

WASHINGTON - Itte ^vwnmwit ymterday accuMd
sw/en rrwfor oil companies of overcharging their customers
nearly $17 billion during a 5 H year pwiod and said the

mon^ ^XHitd be refun^d.
Tfw Energy Dapartment prc^icMed orders to make the oil

c^n^wruaa rattirn the alleged crude oil overcharges, either

to customws or to tfie federal tn^sury.

PmM Bloom, ^Mcial Energy Department counsel for

oomptfance, saki no charges of cnmir>al activity were in-

vtrfved.

The corr^aw^ wwe a<xuaed of violating fe<teral ptkM
controls on crude oM. mainly by incorrectly classifying oil

into cate(H>rm that wmuld allow it to be wki at higher
pricm.

Bloom said the total of nearly $1.7 billion ri overcharges
included atMut $500 million previously alleged as possible

overcharges. He said the $500 million is now included in the

naw enforcement actions seeking refunds from the com

He said the proposed c^ers seek refurKls totalling

i.328,889 from Texaco; $577,969,477 from Gulf Oil;

1101.618.243 from Standard Oil of California; $42,023,718
from Atlantic Richfield; $29,063,516 from Marathon Oil;

$24,139.9^ from Standard Oil of Indiana; and $16, 969.

403 from Standard Oil of Ohio
A Marattion Oil apokaaman commented that the over

(^raing allegation w«s "oxnpletely untrue " Spokesman
Bill Ryder said his a>mpany would "vigorously oppoM"
any refur>d order.

Standard Oil of California sakJ it has abided by the

Energy Department's rules and regulations, but could not
commwit specifically because it had not seen the proposed
ordw.

Standard Oil of Indiana issued a statement saying com
peny officials had not yet seen the proposed order and
»3uld not comment specifically But ttie statement said the

Energy Department has given the company inadequate op-

portunity to explain its pricing actions.

Standard Oil of Ohio also had no immediate comment.
Bkxjm tokl a news corierence that legal representatives

of all seven companies were notified of the proposed
orders by trtephor>€ Tuesday afternoon and had received

copies of the proposed orders yesterday morning in

Washington.
Bloom said some 67 enforcement actions had previously

been taken, alleging a total of some $2 3 billion in over

charges for crude oil.

Since about $500 million of the $1 .7 billion in yesterday's

proposed orders was included in the earlier actions, the

total of alleged overcharges now has climbed to about $3.5

billion. Bloom said.

The allegations have stemmed from audits of the major
refiners to check their compliar>ce with federal price regula

tions from August 1973 through March 1979

Workers errter the top of Rancho Seco Nuclear
Power facility in Sacramento, Calif., to do routine
checking in preperation for new safVty standards
ordered by the NRC. The plant, shut down by the
NRC. is Bimiler to the Three Mile island taciiity. (AP
Laserphoto)
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Carter's lift of oil controls
carries by single vote
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ByTOMRAUM
Associated Press Writer

WASH/NGTON-foes
of President Carter's
decision to lift controls on
oil prices showed unex-
pected strength yesterday,
coming within a single vote
of winning a key committee
battle to block the plan.

In the most serious attack

to date on the plan, key
Democrats on the House
Commerce Committee,
including its chairman. Rep.
Harley 0. Staggers, D-W.
Va., openly broke ranks
with the president and
joined a move against
decontrol led by Rep. Toby
Moffett, D-Conn.

Moffett's attempt to

attach an oil decontrol
prohibition onto a bill

authorizing various Energy
Department programs for

fiscal 1980 failed on a 21-21

tie vote in committee.
Meanwhile, the Senate

voted 89-3 to give Carter

authority to order ther-

mostats in public buiklings

set to no more than 65
degrees in winter or less

than 80 degrees in the

summer.
Administration officials

have indicated the
president will invoke this

authority once
congressional action is

completed. The House is

expected to act on the
measure within the next
few days.

The closeness of the

House committee vote

clearly surprised both sides

and spelled potential

trouble for the president's

recent initiative to raise

U.S. oil prices to world

levels.

Both Carter forces and
decontrol foes had
predicted before the vote
would fail by a wider
margin. Before the
meeting, Moffett said he
could count only 17 votes
for his proposal.
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Does Herter

harm health?
By LEEBURNETT
Collegian Staff

University employees in Herter Hall, attributing a range
of health problems to poor air quality in that building, have
signed a petition requesting action to protect their health.

According to the petition, signed by at least 50
aecretaries and professors, and bound for Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery says "the health and well being of
everyone is at stake and we request some improvements."

"When I come in the building, I feel physically crummy,"
Judith Glabman, a secretary in the Classics department
said.

Ruthella Tucker, a secretary in the French and Italian
department for the past two years who initiated the
petition drive, said people have been complaining of
dizziness, headaches, dehydration and depression since
|Hie bu^'iing first opened in 1969. Tucker said the problems
Were due to the air which she termed "very foul" and
"exceptionally dry and dirty." She said she began
circulating a petition after she discovered through an in-

formal poll last Fall that the ailments were widespread.
The symptoms, she said, are varied and are most

prevalent among people that work full-time in the building.
Tucker said some find it hard to breathe and develop sore
throats. Others say their skin dries out soon after working
in the building. They say their ailments dear up over the
weekend but, as one sakJ, "back on Monday, it's the same
old story."

Micheline Dufau, the head of the French and Italian
department, said the air quality has inhibited the classroom
performance of students. "Some days I'll come into a
seminar, these people are here to learn, and everybody is

draped over the table. It takes quite a bit of con-
centration."

In comparing teaching in Herter to other buildings she
said, "It takes three times the effort to get anything done
so you run out of steam."
Another faculty member saki students, on occasion,

have had to leave the classroom in order to get fresh air.

Herter Hall, a classroom building, is also home for the
History, Classics, and language departments. While some
of the ailments people are reporting are similar to ailments
In the Graduate Research Center, there are no laboratories
or toxic chemicals in Herter. Employees in Herter think
their problems are due to a closed environment in which
few of the windows can be opened.

"I know because I've never been sick in my life until I

worked in a closed environment," Tucker said.
Tucker said she suspects the charcoal filters in the

blowers, designed to purify ti^e air, have not been replaced
since the building opened. She drew her finger across her
desk to demonstrate the dirt that had accumulated since
the night before when she dusted it. One professor, with
an asthma condition, took action herself to clean the air by
taping a fiberglass mat over the blowers in her office.
When she took it off, it was black.
Howard C. Fay, the building engineer, said the building's

air filtration system is "antiquated." One reason why
charcoal filters may not have been replaced, he said, is

because "they don't replace them, they're obsolete," he
said.

Collegian s

With the warm weather upon us. "Sylvan Beach "

iaopen for business. Make sure you t—tm^ your spot

earty as temperetures tomorrow are expected to
reach the M's. (Steff photo by Paul Price).

Grads happy with picket results
By B/LL SUNOS TR0A4

Collegian Staff

The two-day picket of Machmer Hall by members of the
Graduate Student Employees Union ended yesterday with
participants generally pleased about the action and ad-
ministrators critical of it.

Acting Provost Jeremiah M. Allen yesterday said, "The
administrators' first responsibility is to see to it that the
students get the education they paid for." "We can't con-
done the tactic of depriving the undergraduates their
education." Allen sakJ.

Union Chairperson Mk:hael R. Federow called the clos-
ing down of Machmer a "'raving success." Union members
estimate the picket prevented 80 to 90 percent of schedul-
ed classes from being held in the building. "UMass is the
fourth campus in the country to have a successful T.A.
strike,"" Federow said.

Graduate teaching assistants and associates in the five
departments of the social and behavioral sciences staged
the action to demand that the University recognize the

union as the graduate employees' collective bargaining
agent and to oppose cuts in funding for graduate employee
po»tk)n8.

Allen met yesterday with the heads of the departments
that were involved and their dean, Thomas 0. Wilkinson
to discuss what Allen tanned "the seriousness of vi/hat was
going on."
While disciplinary action was not suggested at the

meeting. Allen said he wanted to "remind people what
their responsibilities are in ensuring that classes are held.'"
Federow said undergraduatge education at the University

would be damaged because cutbacks in teaching assistant-
ships would greatly exceed the temporary inconvenience
caused by the union. 'If they have the nen/e to say we're
hurting the undergraduate students, that's the most god-
damn arrogant thing I've ever heard," he said.
A meeting for all university graduate students will be

held tomorrow at 1 :30 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom
to discuss the union and alternatives for further action.

Allen said he was glad the strike was over, commenting
that these sorts of things happen when "spring is in the
air."

Budget cuts, tuition increase iiitiiard
By STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The state legislature is presently mulling over Gov. Ed-
ward J. King's UMass budget proposals which are destin-
ed to hurt the University to a large extent. The UMass
library, the physical plant, the classes, the quality of educa-
tion in its entirety will suffer.
Meanwhile, the UMass trustees yesterday convened

tocomplete their plans to raise in-state tuition by $274 br-
inging tuition up to $750 by 1981

.

It was $200 in 1972.
Student Senate Speaker David Barenberg said, "We will

be a glamorous technical school - King's vision of UMass
is to turn it into a mid-level bureaucracy rather than an in-
stitution of higher learning."

According to an article in the Chronical of Higher Educa-
tion, Massachusetts is currently ranked 48th in funding
public education.

Barenberg recalled the chant from the Harvard University
crowd dunng the UMass-Harvard football game a couple
of years ago: "You may be beating us now, but you'll be
working for us in five years." Barenberg fears that could
become a reality.

This year the graduate students who assist the professors
in grading, teach discussion sessions, and run classes can

Ne^vs analysis
only look forward to drastic cuts amongst their ranks The
ones who will suffer the greatest are the students
A one percent cut in the budget would have the effect of

eliminating 50 percent of the teaching associates and 30
percent of the teaching assistants in the College of Arts
and Sciences.
Mike Federow, a strike coordinator for the graduate

students said, Since we're the only employees for the

University not under contract we're the only ones who will
get out - the administration is going to expand - God
knows this campus needs more bureaucratic paper work '"

The UMass library will feel the effects of the budget cuts
as they have in the past said Siegfried Feller, chief
Dibliographer for the library. "'We're a year and half behind
in buying new books and with the expected 10 to 20 per-
cent cut we're losing ground every year."' He said the
library will also be cutting personnel.

The budget cuts are not the only current threat to the
quality of education at the University. With the advent of
the tuition hike many students who are having trouble at-
tain this education are finding it even more difficult. Brian
Burke, student government co-president, said he and his
friends are '"having a hell of a time" making ends meet.
"King's cutting the taxes in one pocket and puttina the
money in another pocket, ' Burke said. "He won't even in-

crease financial aid to compensate for the people who
can"t afford the education."
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CCEBS Family Day is Satur-
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not, please call 545-0031 and do
so immediately!! The luncheon
will be held in the Student Union
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Join your family, friends, and
the CCEBS staff on May 12, 1979
at the Student Union Ballroom.
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Trustee vote clouds Student Senate meeting
,, ^^ . ^ l«KKil«^ tK« lAnMiMiir* W* tH« CtyiflMEMan contlnuas to be DuMtfii^ on a

CoMegian Suff
A gloomy and dismal mood cloaked the Undergraduate

Student Senate meeting last night after senate officers

^M^ad <n late from a trip to Boston, and reported the

UMaaa Board of Trustees voted "overwhelmingly" to rase

yraiargraduate tuition 922S yeaHy by ^ring 1981

.

Aa:ording to student trustee and co-President Richard

isVolce, the current $525 tuition will rise $60 each

MmMtar, beginning this S^tember and $62 50 each

Mmeitar the folkMV^ i^c^nk: ywr 1980^1, bringing it

to $7S0.

Joei Weissman, student coordirwtor for the Student

Cer^MT for Educational Research and Advocacy, said the

Massachusetts legislature favored the increase and was
influent!^ in the trustees' vote, but "it didn't have to be

that way because the trustees shouldn't be manipulated."

Senate SpMker David Barenberg said he believed tti*

mistees were ^so "manipulated " t>y UMass President

David C. Kn^}p. 'Knapp prMented a case to the trustees

that was not nec^sarily true - he said the legi^ture was
going to decrease our total Univwsity budget. He was
unwilling to gel up and take a stand He has no back-

tKjne and may be politically naive, " BarerUMrg said.

Barenberg,surmising on the tuition hike battle, said the

senate "fwind <»Jt we had not done enough vwrk (in

Town rejects

mental health $$
By MICHAEL SUSSMAN
and CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Town Meeting Imt night turned down a

$3,000 appropriation which would have brought the town's

mental health funding back to last year's level.

The budget proposed by Town Manager Louis Hayward's

office had cut out mental health appropriations completely.

However the Amherst Finance Conrwnittee recommended

the reinstatement of $8,000 of the »12,000 appropnated last

year.

An amendment on the «oor of ttie Town Meeting woukJ

have added $3,000 to the Finance Committee's recommen-

dations to bring the total mental health appropriation to

Nan Gross, Chairman of the Amherst Board of Health,

spoke in favor of the amendment and said the money was

needed to keep the Umass Psychological Services open dur

ing tt>e summer, as well as insuring adequate funding for

other local mental health services.

The Psychological Services is a UMass department which

provides psychological services to members of the com
munity on a sliding fee scale. During the summer nxsnths,

the service is kept open by appropriations from local com-

oHjnities.

According to Dr. Richard Haigin. director of the program,

tfie budget cut will not affect ttie program this summer But

he said he foresees "severe curtailnf>ent of services during

the summer In ttie future," as well as cuts in other local pro-

grams.
Haigin said there will be an attempt to reinstate the money

in Article 20 of the Town Meeting warrant, which asks for an

$11,000 appropriation for local mental health programs.

Members of the Town Meeting, including Chairman of the

Finance Committee John Peteraen, expressed concern

about sperKling mor>ey on mental health services when

otfier programs were facirM] budget cuts.

The mental health appropriations were ojnsidered as part

of Article 17 of the vi«rrant which is the town's proposed

budget.
Under the s«ne article, the town voted to reinstate mor>ev

in the budget to keep the town's two brarwh librariea open,

in North and Sooth Amarst. The town also voted to keep

certain recreation programs functioning.

Ljjffrrrr
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fighting the hike). We had lobbied the legislature. We
hoped we didn't have to lobby our own trustees."

Co-Presid«Kit Brian Burke Mid, "I rertly feh let down by •

lot of trustees. They didn't show a commitment to out

school."

"We think that the very idea of raising the tuition is

terrible and makes attending the University prohibitive; It

goes contrary to the very concept of a public irwtitution,"

said Weissman.
In other business. Academic Aff«rs Cwrtnrwttee

Chairperson Tony Johnson announced a referendum will

be held Tuesday, May 8 for students to vote on raising the

Student Activities Tax Fund fee $12. The increase will raise

the fee $72 to $84.

Membws of the senate Coonlinating C<Mnmittee had

4,000 pamphlets printed supporting the increase, to be

distributed today to students.

A(x:ording to a cwnmittee statement, the increase 'm

"justifiable" because of campus services covered by the

fee. The pamphlets state that "many students don't realize

what the $72 on their last fee bill went to. Funds raised with

the SATF support the shuttle and commuter btMes,

WMUA, Area Governments, Union Program Council

Spring Concert, the Student Center for Educational

Advocacy and ResMrch and a nryriad of other RSO
groups. The increase is being propoMd to guarantee that

the C^lej^ continues to be puMah^ on a regular

ba«s..."

RCCORDS

presents
SPRING CONCERT SPECIALS

featuring

•17 Grateful Dead albums
•Grateful Dead concert jerseys
(sky II & roses on front, Shakedown St. guy on back)

•Shakedown St. posters, 3' x 3'

•1 liter wine skins to carry your

favorite beverage on the day of

the show
•The lowest paraphanelia prices

in the Valley- Papers- Pipes

-

Clips- Spoorrs- Vials
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End of

School-Year
Specials!

20% off

all Levis jeans,

cords, denim bells

and straights in

stock

*Tell us "I saw it in the
Collegian" and see what
you can get...

at

HOMPSON'S
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

253-2070

'Home of fine clothing for men & women'
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SKI CLUB :

Important
Meeting

[TONIGHT-Thurs., May 3;

7:30 p.m.,

at'

106 cc;

!Anyone interested In help-!

ing to run the club next-

[year must attend or leave'

•name and phone number
[at Ski Club office before

•tonight's meeting.
Everyone interested is

urged to attend.

STUDY PROGRAMS
F R ANCE

FASHION WORKSHOPS

THE CAMPUS IS THE C ITV OF PARIS-

ACADEMIC YEAR SUMMER IN FRANCE

JANUARY INTERIM

1W0-WGBC MTETWVE WORKSHOPS

JUNE « SEPTEkOB^
aiiiw (I* I* • "oM

MT tmtmn ntnvust^tn nv.fn fciwrt mwwk nrnm «w«i tumem

PARIS AMERICAN ACADEMY

uI

—

C(t OIAUI AXIS It Of UMOUM
9 RUE DES URSULINES
PAWS 75005 FRANCE
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CASIAC
MAJORS

Preregistration period for

all CASIAC majors has

been extended until Fri-

day, May 4, 5 p.m.

Information Data Bank
227 Whitmore

a service of the Dean of Students Off ice

Noiif in paperback

CARLOS

CASTANEDA'S
great bestselier

THE SECOND RtNG

OF POWER
A new and startling chapter in

one of the great journeys of

enlightenment of our time—
and a vision of the world of

the full-fledged sor-

cerer "Moves with

vivid, eerie force!'

—San Francisco

Chronicle

Thwidey. May 3, 1979j <^nHf^QQ s
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MAY 13

The Fresh Idea Company . .

campus center /univ. of mass.

Around campus
SVJA condemns
tacial violence

Th« Southwsst Assembly taM night
issued a statement condemning actions of

"mcMA violence" and calling for increased
po^e survielefKe in the area.

The 8tatenr>ent said the Southwnt
Assembly "unanimously condemns these
violent outiweete against the Third World
students." The assembly called for "the im>

mediate suspension of all instigators of sN
racial vioierK», be they white or black."

Keith Johnson, the aasembly's acting
chair of the civil liberties committee said he
hopes the statement wiN help "difuse the
situation," in the residential area, which
hmiaee about SOOO students.

InMin SchwMtz, chair of the aoci^ acti<M

committee, last night said Im feete radiri

tensions have escalated sirKS a TMrd
World party in Crampton dormitory was
broken up Sunday morning resulting in the
antMt of a numbw of stu(^tt.
The statemem said, "the vkrience otft<-

i^te Crawnpton was accompanied by racial

slurs shouted from surrounding fiof
nvtories."

Advising extended
T^ C(Mlege of Arts wr%6 Science has

delayed its pre-regstration deadline fcK

next swnester until tonrtorow dM to the
graduate student's strike outtkJe the
Machnrwr Hall office. The Ct^tege of Arts
and Sciences Infornnation and Advising
Center will re-open today for counaeUrtg
%n6 advising students about ^»damic
courses and requirements.

Women to march tonight
Leaders of campus womens groups ex-

pect at least 2000 other women to ac-

company them tonight through dimly Ut

AntNNSt streets and canH>us paths m a
march to protest violence agair^ women.
The march, called 'Take Back the

Night" rtamed after previous marches in

major citiee and one last November in Nor
thampton, begins at the Amherst Common
just after dark tonight.

With Amherst and UMass police escorts

in front and behirKl, marchers will walk
along North Pleasant street and through
campus. The march is expected to emj in a

rally at the UMass Student Union Ballroom.

Men are being asked not to mar^
because "It is important for women to see
their own strength, that we can protect

ourselves," said Debra Goldstein, one of

the organizers. Men who offer support will

be given desigr^ated spots to stand with

car>dies and banners ar>d sing along the

route.

Another march organzer, Liz Bennette,

said 'The route was chosen for two mejor
reasons. It is accessible to wheelchairs, for

the handicapped. We wanted ^e iruirch to
go by areas that aren't well lit. It doea go
through key areas on campus," Berntette

«id.

UMaaa Police Chief Robert G. Joyce said

"We don't expect any trouble. No one has
evw had any protrietm marchir>g in

Amherst. " Amherst PoH^ Chief Donald
Maia said "It is just a matter of getting the
group from one place to another." Maia
said he did not see any reason for added
security.

The group wiH leave the Amherst Com-
rrwn, walk north on South Pleasant street,

rwrth on North Pleasant to East Pleasant,

north to Triangle, back to North Pleasant,

down Fearing to Sunset, across
Massachusetts Avenue, through the park-

ing lot 71 west of Whirrwre, east of Herter

Hall, past the Fine Arts Center, south on
North Pleasant to Hills Drive, north on Infir-

mary Drive through the greenhouse area,

rHJrth on Stockbridge road, north on North
Plenant to the West Experinrient Station

arKl then to the Student Union Ballroom for

the rally.

WIN$3,000IN
SCHOLL'S GRAND
GRAFEETI CONTEST.
LOOK FOR THIS
ENTRY
BLANK ATI
SCHOLL
EXERGSE
SANOU
DISPLAYS

^^^'iHr

J

(

^acS

bnar Scholh Oand Gnltcti

G>ntcst and put your fed onihe
road to $3,000 in riches.

Just pkk up an entry blank al the

SchoU Exerdse Sandal diqjlay in

better drug and discount stores.

Then decorate the foot and the

sandal pictured (or send a photo of

your own decocated foot). Ubc
paint, bangles, spangles or your
own imagination to make your
cntiy fancy, fanciful or fantastic.

ReaUy doocfle those digits!

There% a S2.000 grand priae and
SLOOOfor the best entry in each

category—sports, nostalgia, pets.

rodi 'n' roH funous people, and
frcesti^.

CotitcM endi August 3L 1979, so
pkk up an entry blaiUc soon. Or
get one by wrtt^ Schdl, Inc., 213

W. Schillcc Dnt. 229, Qticago,
nUnoisAOSlO. Void where
prohibited.

This is your chance to go a little

crazy and win big in SomU's
«3,000 Grand GntfeeH ContcM.

Scfioll

HOWTOTURN
HOTLrniE TOOTSIES
D>nOcomHARD

CASH!

iiilcnMh'oiMl StUemt AM»oaati<m

prcsnCt ^ UH

DISCO
o/ tht yetir

—All afetare

Friday. May 4 9 p.m.-l a.m.

CC 10th floor $1 donation

^^WhcM we're \h AmNerst
WE EAT AT PlNOCchioS../'

^\..bECAii$c Iie's qoT tIie oNly rcaI

ItaIiAN pizZA IN AMkfRST, ANCJ WC
wouIcIn't in citIicr/'

TIKPCCHIO
1177 N. Pleasant St. N. Amherst

549-3869
- FREE DELIVERY AFTER 5 -
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* Rape
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

force and against her will will be punshed by imprisonment
m the state prison for life or for any term of years.

'

'

The amended statute uses the generic his': "Whoever
tvBS sexual intercourse or unnatural sexual intercourse with a
^rM>n and compels such a person to submit by force arKi

mainst his will or compels such person to submit by threat

of kKXJily injury shall be punished by imprisonnnent in tlw
state prison for life or for any term of years."
The new statute implies that men, as well as women can be
f^ed, and that other types of sexual acts in addition to
intercour^ are considered rape
One of the hard^t attitude and myths to break down is

that women actually want to be raped, or will cry rape in

order to revenge a man.
"I've talked with women in the araa involved in ra|M

Munseling, and they seem pretty sk^tical of women lying,"

Assistant District Attorney Edward Berlin said.

"You're dealing with community attitude towards men
•nd women and a long history of abuse of women." BnHin

jury, vnM many people view a iate as a form of consent,
tlie two lawyers said. Ateo. a victim nnay be reluctant to
report a rape in a dating situation because she knows the
assailant and because of unsupportive community attitudes.

However, Sirrrans said, reporting of rapes is increasing as
education incre^es, and rape victims realize sensitivity to
rape hM improved. The Federal Bureau of Investigation

estimates that only one out of every ten rap^ is reported,

while women involved in rape counseling at the
Everywoman's Centw here estimate that one in twenty rapes
are reported.

Another law that hM changed attitudes and prosecutions
of rape cases is a statute that makes it illegal for an attorney

to bring up the victim's sexual history in court. Before the
law was changed in April, 1977, a victim's sexual history was
open for inspection, perpetuating the myth that rape v a
crime of sex and implying consent.
Simons said there are no degrees of rape, but there are a

wide range of sentencing options and charges. He said an
accused rapist will usually ha\ie other charges brought
against him, such as a^ault and battery and assault with
intent to rape.

He s^ sentertcina vwies according to the extent of force.

^Thursday. May 3. 1979

threat, the rapist's past record, and age The D.A.
recommends a minimum sentence.
"Rape is one case where I think it's fair for the prosecution

to take into consideration the effect of the trial on the victim,
especially when the defense is consent," Simons said.

However, Sen. Alan Sisitsky, D Springfield, is sponsoring
a bill that would create degrees of rape, with minimum and
maximum sentences for each degree depending on the
^verity of the assault.

Intoxication is not a defense for rape, and neither is living
together, although rape in the latter case would be difficuft
to prove, Simons said.

The right to sexual contact brings up the question of rape
within a marriage. For the first time in this state's history.
This issue is being challenged. James K. Chretien, 31, of
Lawrence, is awaiting trial in Essex Superior Court for the
alleged rape of his wife on February 8. The couple was
divorced at the time.

Another state law that may relate to rapes between
spouses is a law passed last summer which states that a wife
who has obtained a court order for an abusive husband to
vacate their home may press charges of assault if he returns
home.

Thursday. Mav 3 1979
CoHegian f

Berlin pointed out that in the 1600's a woman who ww
raped was guilty of adultery.

One common misconception about rape, Simons said, is

viewir>g it as a sexual crime, rather than for what it is - an
ct of violence. This misunderstanding leads to a common
defense against rape consent.
Simons and Berlin both said "preying beyond a

reasonable doubt, " that a rape occurred often mear« ac-
cepting one person's word over anotfwrs, especially wtMn
consent is used as a defense.

"If the victim waits to report a rape, you've lost that time
to determine whether the act occurred at all. ' Sir^ons said.

Thte « why what is termed a "fresh complaint" is important,
he said.

If a victim go^ immediat^y to a hospital, the police or
•ven to a friend and says she was raped and is distraught or
bvjured, then the chances are better of a conviction if the
tfleged rapist is brought to trial.

Susan Brownmiller. in her book Against Our WiH: Men,
Women and Rape, states that rape is "the only crime in

whMi As wc^'s innocence is measured by her resistan-

c«." /
In a dating situation, rape is often difficult to prove to a

Colwegian

CwassiHed$

DO selw!

When the pressure is on, call

VALLEY TYPING
on*-stop s»rvlc

•typing

•copying
•word processing

Guaranteed date of completion & professional quality

29 S. Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-6736 10-6 M-F
above the Paper Clip 10-2 Sat.

We care—and our reputation proves it!

PuttingantheRif

!

Buy a pair of Lodge Painter's

Pants and you will receive a

box of Rit^ Dye FREE, Your
choice of color.

Lodge
Painter's Pants.

()ff-white, t() be dyed
or left natural.

dOBii

no.00

Osh Kosh
Overalls.

Natural off-white, for

men or women.

$i6^

Lee®
Short OveraUs.

Just like the traditional

ones . . . only short!

«I7.50

*The Lodge at Harvard Square Route 9. Had ley. 584 9«90. Monday to Friday. 1():(M)-9:(M>. Saturday till 6:(X).
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Editorial/Opinion

The InqufrtngI

Photographer
by L*« lura«tt

THE QUESTION: WouM you k« Ml

tover 90 ^Nnputowy ^wuctiption that

ioiwd thon dmflad %o mtv* in altar-

iwthf* cMlton t«rvio«. awdi «• VltTA«
or th« P«oc« Corpo?

O'Kaofa Korr

Frank O'Kaafa. Hotai. Raataurant and
Traval Administration, sophomora:
"Yaah, I tNnk it's »n altamative to going in

tha tarvice, in the sanaa you'd get service

time wTthout killing people That's great.

I'm definitely in favor of it. I think the coun-

try would be better prepared for anything,

Nka an invastion. You r>ever know what's

to come up. I don't think there'd be
much bitterness if they had a choice

though"

Jim Kerr. Engliah. senior: "Sounds like

a new way of working out the old system to

me, but I'm not m favor of a draft at all The
problem with tt>e draft is tt's an imposition

of tt>e government's peculiar arnJ strange

bravKJ of morality on tfie individual Our

government doesn't act in a particularly

moral way It has been shown that the Viet

Nam War was uniustified morally and

politically No government should be able

to drag its citizens into a wa' I think we
have to have the freedom to serve or not to

aarve. It goes for any kind of conscnption,

Ifs really an infnng^rient of ir>dividual

m haeko

Fred Horan. Mechanical Engineering,
senior: "Oh definitely' I think it should be

one of the co-requists for going to school.

It would be good as part of tfie curriculum

for people to go out and do community
work I think the need to serve community
overrides the civil liberty issues. I feel it's

clear social problems aren't being solved

through the private pursuit of happiness

Maybe a few people are able to, but cer

tainly not everyone. It seems as though this

wouM bnr>g about a health change in that

attitude. It would bring about a healthy

idealism (not just any old kindl) I probably

Mon't be able to live this down, but that's

okay."

Elanjikal Chacko: "I think one should

faal a certain obligation even without rt be-

ing forced I feel it's the right thing to do It

would be more acceptable if people are

made aware why it is needed. Americans

should be more aware of what's happening

outside America. ThOy just don't care. I'm

sure, even if it's not the Peace Corps, if

people could travel abroad, they could lead

much better lives and make much more
mature judgerr>ents. It's much easier to get

alor>g with an American wfio has traveled. I

can't communicate with people--! don't

watch TV or play baseball.

Mayas Fink

Robin Hayas, Physical Education:

"Yeah. I would go into the Peace Corps

and serve my country and do everything to

help the country for my term. I'm also in

favor that it's for both male and female."

Dabble ^nk. Public Health, junior:

"Not if it's compulsory. I think they should

have things optional, let people make their

own choice. They should make options so

that it would be conducive.' If anything is

forcod I don't think people will be for it. If

people are doing it against their will they

won't work to their fuH potential.

The Job Ifcris!
lU S*y IT 15! ,.

.(N CHJ5EWW sr,

Congratulations*.

J i. s^ We are
proud to oner j^u this

ki^ paying positior^ in our

Yovp starling saUry
'Will be ^500,ooB v^Mwa
youp *pprovAl. ^

Yovr contract runs for

Six years.

So. welcome to the

Ccatics, LAERY BIRD.

EXIT WTTH kmwat

Arafat and his 'holy war'
By YITZHAK SANTtS

The Palestine Liberation Organization
has seemingly moderated its position in

recent years by advocating that they would
recognize Israel if Israel would accept a
Palestinian state on the West Bank and
Gaza. The western media has played up
this moderation to the point where one
begins to wonder why Israel will not
negotiate with the PLO. But the PLO's
moderation is a facade meant for Western
eyes only because the reality behind the
mask has not changed from the Arab's
absolutistic and unbending stance of
previous times.

The PLO Palestine Information Office in

Washington D.C. published a booklet just

this past February which is in effect the
minutes to the most recent Palestine
National Council meeting held in

Damascus, Syria between January 15-22,

1979. According to this booklet, the PNC
unanimously voted for a National Unity
Program that was presented to the PNC by
Yasir Arafat, the PLO chairman. In his

introduction to the NUP, Arafat announced
tfie NUP to be based on the following
grounds: "On the basis of the Palestine
National Charter, the resolutions of the
PNC, the Tripoli Document regarding unity

between all factions of the Revolution, and
the right of our people to establish a
secular, democratic state over the who/e of
their national soil. ..." (emphasis added)
The Palestinian National Charter was

originally drawn up in May, 1964, amended
in July, 1968 and re-ratified in March, 1977.
It is essentially a "covenant" which binds
all the terrorist factions of the PLO
together. Article 9 of the charter states
that, "Arnr>ed sturggle is the only way to
liberate Palestine;; and Article 21 retects

any possibility of a negotiated settlement,
"The Palestinian Arab people rejects every
solution that is a substitute for the com-
plete liberation of Palestine." (emphasis
added). The Jew's right to self-

determination is rejected by Article 20,

"Claims of historical or religious ties of

Jews with Palestine are incompatible with
the facts of history... Judaism, being a
religion, is not an independent nationality

with an identity of its own." (emphasis
added). If one takes Article 20 seriously,

the Bible must have been written in some
never-never land and the "People of the

Book' must be some mythological non-
entities to be regarded with the same
crodibility as elves, dwarves, hobbits and
fairy princesses

Yet PLO proponents insist that the
"moderate'' Arafat, along with the PNC,
does not back this Palestinian National
Charter for it is an "old " document which
calls for Israel's destruction and therefore

cannot jive with the PLO's "new
moderation." However, as we saw in his

address, Arafat bases the NUP on the

Palestinian National Charter thus rendenng
any claims to the contrary simple and
unabashed lies.

We must be very dubious when Arafat

supports the concept of setting up a

secular state. To start off, his name,
Arafat, was adopted by him and is taken
from the holy mountain near Mecca, Mt.
Arafat. Also, the second in command of

the PLO is Abu Jihad, this translates into

"Father of the Holy War." Indeed, on April

18, 1979, the Boston Globe published an
interview with Yasir Arafat by Dan A.

Schanche of the Los Angles Times. In the

interview, Arafat promised a "Holy War" to

capture Jerusalem and through Mahmoud
Labadi, his offical spokesman, he told

Schanche, "You shouldn't forget that King
Khalid (of Saudi Arabia) declared his ap-

proval concerning jihad and the liberation

of Jerusalem." According to Schanche,
Labadi then pointedly explained that

Arafat's use of the Islamic "jihad" in this

context specifically meant "holy war."
Labadi then added, "not by peaceful

means, by holy war."
What the PLO means by a "democratic

state" can be seen in a Newsweek in-

terview (Jan. 5, 1976) with Farouk Kad-

dumi, the so-called "Foreign Minister" of

the PLO to the United Nations. When
asked by Newsweek's Richard Chesnoff,

"Is there any op>en, democratic society in

the Arab world today comparable to the

one you want to establish?", Kaddumi
replied, "Any Arab state is more
democratic than Israel by definition."

Chesnoff then asked, 'Saudi Arabia, for

example?", Kaddumi responded with

"Even Saudi Arabia."

Finally we cannot ignore Arafat's call to

set up a Palestinian state over the "whole"
of Israel (Palestine). This contradicts the
claims of Arafat himself that all he and the
PLO want is a West Bank and Gaza state. It

also disregards the right of the Jewish
people to self-determination in their

historical and spiritual homeland, the Land
of Israel.

It is emphasized then that the only way in

which I, as a future citizen of Israel, and the

Israel populace as a whole could feel

certain about the sincerity of the PLO's
desire to make peace would be for the PLO
to renounce the Palestinian National

Charter, be willing to be felxible and in the
words of Israel's Defense Minister Ezer

Weismen while visiting Cairo on a peaceful
diplomatic mission, "To stop shooting and
start talking."

Yitzhak Santis is a Collegian commentator.

Letter

Down with Israel

To the Editor:
Israel celebrated its 31st anniversary on

May 2. Thirty-one years of Zionist rule, of
racist fascism. 31 years spent to fortify

the ruling of European immigrants over a
dominant ma/ority of Muslims, Christians,

andJewish natives of Palestine. There are

four million Palestinians scattered around
the world in exile while the lik of Begin live

in their homeland. The same Begin,

leader of the "IRGUN Z'wai Leuni"
terrorists who played a major role in

terrorizing Palestinians and forcing them
out of their land. The same Begin who
sells arms to the butcher Samoza, who
helps the South African racists, who
trained the shah's secret police and

bombards defenseless refugee camps,
massacring hundreds of women and
children today obtains a Nobel Prize for

peace and becomes the vanguard of
humanity for democracy. The same Begin
represents the artifical and imperialistic

structure of the so-called Israeli

Let us condemn the existence of racism
and Israel, let us condemn the existence
of 3000 Palestinian patriots in Israeli Jails,

let us condemn the fascist rule of
Zionism, the common enemy of Christian,

Muslim and Jew, of all men. Let us cry
outloud in solidarity with the Palestinians

and all the oppressed people. Let us
support the United Nations "Declaration

of solidarity with Palestinians" and
"condemnation ofZionism as racism.

"

Karen Eheani
Paleetinian SolidarKy Committaa

Letters to the Editor
'Owes Ward
an apology'

To the Editor:

This letter is addressed to the editorial

staff of NumrTH) News. A/though it has
long been our contention that the
editorial opinions put forth by tftis

publication are among the most racist on
campus, something that appeared in

Monday's Nummo definitely proves thts

point.

We are referring to an' editorialized.

synthesized photograph that depicts

John Ward, president of Amherst Col-

lege, in a Ku Klux Klan uniform, standing
in front of a burning cross. The caption

below read that he was "directing a
trustee meeting.

"

Now, the point of this letter is not to

argue about tfte events that took place at

Amherst College: the point is that Num
mo News is being grossly unfair to Presi

dent Ward by associating him with an
organization that advocates violence

towards memt>ers of the human race. The
KKK is an ignorant group of reactionaries

whose doctrines cannot be advocated by
any sarte mind. Certainly pres. Ward does
not deserve to be put into this category

by any intelligent, reasonable person,

whether you agree with the way he handl
ed the Amherst situation or not. By
choosing to run a photograph like this,

perhaps Nummo News instead are the

ones deserving this classification.

Certainly those at Nummo News who
are responsible for this doctored
photograph cannot be considered either

intelligent or reasonable or they would
not let this travesty be put in their publica-

tion. Nummo is forever telling us how
racist the white population is, but then go
and do something like this and proves
that they are the racists they say we are.

We can't help but feel that if the Col

legian put in a similar cartoon or

photograph, say. depicting a prominent
black professor out in the fields picking

cotton, the Third World would im-

mediately cry "racist" and at the very

least write letters expressing that opinion;

more likely, they would probably demand
that the Collegian either cease publication

or print a formal letter of apology to the

Third World population.

In the interest of fairness, we would like

to say that we are offended and angered
tremendously by Nummo News'
hypocrisy. The Third World has long been
claiming that they have the right to their

own paper and opinions. Well, if they do,

then the white population of this campus
certainly has a right to theirs. There are

more "white " dollars than "black" dollars

supporting Nummo in the first place, and
if the people responsible for putting out

this publication can't prove that they can
handle the responsibility of putting out an
intelligent, non-racist paper that can

benefit both blacks and whites and pro-

mote brotherhood, then maybe they

should be "relieved" of that responsibili

ty. We think that Nummo News owes
pres. Ward and the Five College com-
munity, both black and white, an
apology.

W. Kent Barclay
David C. Contrada

Gary J. Adinolfi
Amherst

'See you there!'

To the Editor:

Tonight at 7 p.m. on Amherst Com-
mons there will be a "Take Back the

Night." This march protests violence

against women in all its forms.

I urge all concerned men to show their

support by joining in a candle light vigil.

All interested men should meet at

Amherst at 6:30 p.m. From here we will

line the route which the women will

march. We would recommend you to

bring plenty of matches, a candle and
some sort of protective covering to keep

the hot wax off your hands (for example
... foil around the base of the candle,

etc. ). Hbpe to see you there!

Rich LaVoice
Co-President of the SGA

David Barenberg
Speaker of the Senate

Be careful

To the Editor:

This is e letter of caution to all women
who will be in the area of the UMass cam-

pus during the weekend of May 1 1, 12,

and 13. With the Grateful Dead concert.

Quad Day. and various dorm parties
alcohol consumption will be heavy;
chances of rape and assault will increase
dramatically.

For your own safety: do not wander off
alone; do not go off with men or groups
of people you do not know; stay with
friends; and do not hitchhike.

All people should report any suspicious
person to the police; if you hear scream-
ing or calling for help, call the police. If

you are attackedcall the police andgo im-
mediately to health services to attain

medical attention. If you want a rape
counselor/advocate, call health services
at 549-2671 to get in contact with the rape
counselor on call

We realize these are only precautions
and do not guarantee safety. Unfor-
tunately they also unfairly put tfte burden
(^ safety on the potential victim.

Serena E. Luria
Coordinator to Work

Against Sexual Violence

Hey kiddies!

To the Editor:

Children, children, children. I have this

tremendous idea. Why don't we just get
every group that ever existed to play at
the Spring Concert. Us old folks [being 24
I guess that makes me old] would burn
out the transistors of our pacemakers if

the Beatles could be re-united here at
Mass. Aggie. You might even be able to
get Iron Butterfly or even The 1910
Fruitgum Factory to perform.

For you younger generation kiddos we
could get Leif Garret, and maybe even
those magnificent musicians the Village

People would honor us with their

presence.

But don't stop their kids, let's get
everybody. Jim Morrison would Qet to

meet Donny Osmond, Jimi Hendrix could
trade riffs with John Denver. . . the list is

simply endless.

I'm sure Union Program Council and
the Student Senate could come up with
the millions of dollars required for this

event

Oh, did I hear you say they don't fiave
that kind ofmoney? Did you say they tried

to get groups that would appeal to a wide
section of the UMass population but
realized that they would never be able to
appeal to everyone? Did you say they got
Roy Ayers, f^tti Smith and the Dead.
Sounds decent enough to me. Are you
sure they couldn't get the Village People,
my 7 month old son will be so disap-
pointed.

John Hunneman
Sunderland

Campus reacts to the G core
To the Editor:

In respect to the authors of "Respect
not learned in classes" ofMay 1, it should
be pointed out that if not in an at-

mosphere of higher education, then
where? *

If we here at the university cannot
address ourselves to the problems of our
society then who will? If we, the future

leaders of this country [?\, continue to

make excuses for why the problems
racism, sexism, classism, etc. are not in

our schedule for addressing, or continue

to blind ourselves to the obvious; then
when?

Clearly your letter makes a point which
is that many people would rather not see
the hurt and pain of this nation. Would
rather not face the fact that the correction

of any problem requires a commitment of

not just money but a personal com-
mitment of their time and energy. Many
people would rather act like there is no
problem. Your letter is furthering that

philosophy. Without my dropping into

rhetoric. I think that the time has past
when a nation of people can afford to sit

back, waiting for the future to correct the

present.

This attitude of wait and see is in fact

the problem. While you waited, you saw
the Viet Nam War. While we wait, we see

women raped every day. While this nation

of people wait, they see racial, political,

and economic violence done to them with

each passing day.

I support the immediate im-
plementation of a G core. Haven't we
waited long enough?

Joseph Tolson
Amherst

To the Editor:

/ can 't stand it any longer! It bothers me
to no end when people stand behind their

accusing fingers, and label everything

that doesn't agree with them as either

sexist or racist. But don 't worry. . . they've

found a new word. They call it

"awareness.

"

Does anyone really believe that two
semesters of awareness courses are going

to change the attitudes that people have

been living with all their lives? Do sup-

porters of the mandatory awareness core

really believe that their courses will be any
more effective than other mandatory
requirements such as the language
requirement? How many people finish a
140 level in a language and speak it rather

fluently? Not many. How many people

who are in a language want to be there?

Not many. Do you really think it will be

different with the awareness
requirement? I don't think there will be

many people who will treat this subject

too kindly when it is forced down their

throats for two semesters. Respect for

others is not learned in a classroom. If it

were, we could invite the whole world to

UMass for two semesters and solve all the

problems of the world. Respect for other

human beings should be taught while a

person is still in the sandbox, and hasn't

had the chance to be taught differently.

Trying to correct unawareness at a

universityi level will prove to be inef-

fective.

Some people even want to rename the

Fine Arts Center and the library for the

cause of human awareness. Personally. I

don 't care what you call the library as long

as you keep the books in it. This seems
like a petty grievance to me. Why don't

you rename the physical plant while you
are at it.

I would also like to comment on Julie

Marie Blasi's letter of May 1. All I can say

is that I wish I had time to worry about the

color of band-aids and angel's food cake
and whether it botheredme or not.

Rick Szczebak
Southwest

To the Editor:

/ hope Stephen A. Collins that in your
letter of April 27, 1979, you were not
serious in the G core excemption. Your
suggestion that students having any in-

volvement with a "Human/ Social
Awareness" group should be exempted
from the G core is totally ridiculous.

For one thing, this would defeat the
whole purpose of the core in that anyone
can bypass the core by pledging member-
ship in the groups you mentioned.
Another serious point that you grossly

missed is that the G core entails other
courses not just in sexism and racism.

They include cultural courses, analytical

courses in oppression, handicapped
issues, business and political ethics, and
the list continues.

The mere "fact" that someone is

"aware" on sexism, for example, does
not mean that that person is aware on
racism or business ethics. There are wide
and diverse opportunities for learning and
personal development in so many issues

and topics.

Next time, before you sound off on such
ridiculous ideas as an exemption to the

"G" core, find out the facts before hand
so you would not speak with ignorance
like you did in your letter forementioned. -

Francis Yee
SGA Affirmative Action Officer

To the Editor:

/ find it necessary to voice my opinion

concerning the latest preoccupational ef-

forts of the "aware group" on this cam-
pus. Be "aware" that this is directed at

what will hereinafter be referred to as that

group. It is clear that we as a generation

of individuals have been born into a

malicious culture which fails to give truly

equal and unbiased consideration to each
and every person.

However. I feel that most of us are

capable of employing a little private in-

trospection in an attempt to deal with the

problems of racism and sexism within

ourselves. You, the "aware group, " by
implication feel the majority of us aren't

even close to being able to do this. Your

active support of the proposed G core in-

herently implicates that you are somehow
superior to those who do not support it.

Do you really feel above others by

possessing this god-like quality which

you have defined as "awareness?" It ap-

pears that you do, for you not only harbor

this idea privately, but actively flaunt iti

Just what is your incentive here? Are you

truly motivated to solve the problems of

how people think about others? I suspect

not. I think you have a well-hidden

unscrupulous secondary motive. Are you

trying to gain a higher self-dignity within

yourself in an attempt to feel needed and

respected in an otherwise impersonal

community such as this? I think you
should consider this question. Does being

"aware" help you to get votes for a Stu-

dent Government office? I'll bet it does.

I'm sick of being intimidated,

manipulated, and used by the "aware,

group. " and would solidly refuse to allow

any change whatsoever in my lifestyle, in-

cluding a change in my academic cur-

riculum, based on elitist, self-centered

motives.

Name witheld by request

To the Editor:

/ would like to address this editorial to
the authors of a May 1 letter criticizing

the proposed mandatory G core require-

ment.
The authors, Manuel E. Silveire and

David E. Ofstein mentioned several things
in their editorial that I found rather amus-
ing as well as disturbing.

The authors maintain that "respect and
consideration for others isn't learned in

the classroom but. rather, it develops as a
result of a complex interaction with many
environmental influences, such as family •

or friends. " Well, I haven't taken a Psych
100 yet but I do know that if a racist has
racist friends and comes from a racist

family he can have all the "complex in-

teraction" he wants with these people
and he will most likely still be a racist.

The authors go on to say that "man-
datory awareness courses would be
redundant since a student would have to

be totally inattentive to his/her surrouii-

dings in order to avoid exposure to the

"awareness philosophy" which pen/ades
every aspect of this university. " The
authors apparently are under the impres-
sion that because of the availablity and
accessability of social awareness events
and groups on campus those people who
would benefit most from making use of
these resources will do so on their own
initiative. The authors might be interested

to know that racists don't come to this

campus "looking for help.

"

A racist doesn't think that he has a
problem, and this is where the G core
might be of some assistance. It might
help some peole who normally wouldn't
think about and discuss the problem of
any form of human oppression in a
classroom situation.

Silveira and Ofstein go on to say "We
haven't offered any alternatives program
because realistically speaking the
problems of the world can 't be solved at
the university level.

"

In one brief letter the comedy team of
Silveira and Ofstein have. \1\ Revealed
the secret solution to how to eradicate

human oppression, i.e. "complex in-

teraction. " [2] Enlightened us as to what
can and cannot be taught in a classroom.

[3] Informed the university that there are
some problems it should not attempt to

deal with. I wonder if they wrote their

article on a stone tablet and inscribed
their letters with a'lightning bolt?
The authors and I concur on one point

though and that is that ignorance is

largely responsible for many forms of
hun:3n oppression. However, where they
feel a "complex interaction " can stop or
alleviate oppressive behavior I favor a
structured educational system.

The authors end their commentary by
stating, "oppression and bigotry only

serve to divide the populace subversively

so that more urgent problems cannot be
addressed." Do the authors know of

issues that are more urgent than one
person's hatred of another because of
color, or religion, or sex? Where does
human oppression fit in on their priority

list?

Silveira and Ofstein don't ftaveto worry
about being forced to take a "redundant"
awareness course though because the

proposed mandatory G core would only

be mandatory for incoming jtudents.

So. while the class of 1983 are given the

healthy opportunity to discuss and learn

about human oppression on a class room
level. Silveira and Ofstein can continue
ftaving "complex interactions.

"

Noel Collins
Amherst
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AUDIO

8t«fM> compowwte—tiwd o# gatting rip-

pad olf? Try some quality-most maior
brands av. Beat guar, offered- m nn.

damo. CaN Dave. 6^5015. or Mark. 6^831.

AUTO FOR SALE

74 Pty. Duatw. $1886 or BO, 253 5336.

IfTD Ford, rmut trmrn.

$1200.

call 549^)901.

1870 Plymowth Hoadrunnaf XS. auto,

PS. PB. good coTHl.. $860 or BO. Randy.
546^336.

71 Nova, axe. cortd., air cor>d . lots of

new parts, must sell. $1000, Cam,
684^3173.

73 Caprf. V8. sunrf , exc. cond., $1800,

call after 5 p.m., 584^3173.

Dodga Dart 87. 75,000, new parts.

588-2239.

88 Volvo, goodarig.. new exhaust, 5yrs.,

runs great, dep , no ruat, $1000, 253 5031,

aft. 6.

77 Oodga Mortaco. Brogham 318, V8 AT.
deluxe intenor, very nice car, 323 7242.

Vaga GT 72. 4 sp , r>ew tires, good cornl.,

exc. gas mil., $500 or best off.. 546^ 5833.

70 VW. runs grt. $300/BO, 549 6070.

1988-Pontiac LaMana- 6 cyi./ auto/

AM/FM/ 8 track/ dependable/ body-
very good/ call Dave, 546-5044, keep try

•"?:

1972 Toyota, great on gaa. very good
shape, first fair offer takes it. 546-5064,

before 10 a.m.

74 Toyota Coltea. $1800 or BO, 323^4231 .

71 Toronado — rebuilt 455 plus much more,

$860 firm, call Bill, 546 8624, after 6

88 VW. runa. BO, Raleigh comp. 24 V^,

BO. Hugh. 256^158. p.m.

197t Peugeot 304, 4 cyl , 67K, Micheiin

radials Best offer. 546 1012, eves.

73 Econolina van, 75,000 mis. Original

owner, recently painted, great condition,

$2200 or BO. Call 253 9497

88 Saab 96. V4. body and engine good,

needs minor repair, $400 or BO. 367 2192.

88 Rambler, good condition/ new
brakes/ battery/ snow tires/ best offer. Call

Barbara, after 6 p m., 1 467 9182.

1971 int. Scout. 4wd, $1000 or BO, Ed,

549 4629.

Save 16% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system. Area's lowest

rates. Call 546^9639 or 546 1131.

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584 4105.

FOR RENT

Room available, furnished, June 1, Col-

onial Village, bus rt., negotiable, 256 6489 .

4 bdrm. house for sumrT>er w/o for fall. 10

min. to campus, $375 nr>o., 549-4908.

Lovaly room in beautiful Victorian home
sharing facilities, June 1 occupancy,

527 5420.

Two badrm. leasa. Igth. nego ,
begin

summer, N. Amherst, pool, air, bus route,

549 0691.

3 bedroom apt., 105 Meadow St.,

Amherst, convenient location, on bus

route, $350 mo., call 549 5153

Collegian
Classifieds

FOR SALE

>ach 428—

t

iufnbui ia. w/ Triggar 600.

6-5803.

Sanaui turn. — Scott recvr., spkrs., 30
wans, exc. cond., $600 or BO, 256 8291.

Mika.

Kuatom Hustler amp, r>ew 4- jA,>9en 10's,

solid state 140w rms. ong. $40G, BO takes it

«<(wiy. a steall 866^3832 .

Bike for sale. 22" fr?:ne, Reynolds 531

B

throughout CampAjnolo Nuovo record

group^est offer, or trade for tounng bike,

§86-2863, eves.

Raleigh Gran Prix, brarnl r>ew condition,

$150 or best offer, call 546^119.

Nursing books b mags- cheap: med.-
surg : psyc peds, drugs. AJN. Nurs76-8,

Danny. 268 7022

Baoch Boy concert ti^a4s for sale. May
tt. SpfM. CC , 7th row canter, $15. CaU
^n. after 5. 586 3945.

aogal Clogal Dogal AN handcrafted- aN
priced $18^ $23. Vermont Clog Factory

Store- Carriage Shops. N Pleasant St..

Amherst.

Coronet. $180. call 549-0631, after 5.

Bike, Colnago racer, ail campy 25 inch.

$780. call 549 0631, after 5

Baaaman amp and Kustom cab., with

tviro 12" C £r S spks , $150. 253 9756. ask

for Jim.

3D X 40 walnut table w/ one leaf £r 6
chairs, $40 firm, exc. cond., 4365354. after

6 p.m.

Slaopar aofa. chair, box spring, manress,

kitchen set and much more, call: 546-8306 .

Studio Design,
80$9133.

'quality" speakers.

Elvis Costallo poatara for sale. Imported

from England. Call 2532893.

Nikko 2025 AM/FM ST receiver, $100,

KLH 101 speakers, $80 (pr.), Nordica

Alpina ski boots, size 9 V4 , $40 (boots new,

never used). Call Jeff, 256^6936.

Women's leather jacket and coat, size

1 0. $30 and $70. call Pat, 256 8883.

Guitar. Gretsch Chet Atkins Tennea-
in. mint condition, after 9, 584 6018.

New diving equip. -US Divers £»

Parkway, local delivery, 549-6488, Ted,

after 6 p.m.

75 Kawaaaki KZ400. good cond., 11,000

mi., 2 helmets, Ferring, $600, 253 9034,

Paul.

Pantax 5L SBmm, camera, w/f2 lens, ex-

cellent condition. $100. Firm. Call Brad,

549 0303 _^_
Complete scuba outfit. All brartd new
scuba — pro equipment, 30% off. 665-3027 .

1971 Coupe De Ville Gold Cadillac. Good
condition- needs some engine work Air

conditioning. Best offer. Call 527 7761,

after midnight.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732, bet. 9 10 a.m.

1 pr. CCM. Super Tacks, size 7 Vi , $80, call

Dean, 546-7439, exc. cond.

3 cu. ft. frig.. 4 mo. old, $90. Fred,

349 2615

FOUND

Fourtfl-watch in Herter, call 5495962.

Found -glasses behind Cashin, call

64328

Found - kKtg Itaired F dog w/ NH licenaa.

white face, tan-biack nwrkirtgs, 666-4324.

HELP WANTED
Camp counaalor poaitiona available.

Camp Arcadia for Girls, Casco, Maine;
June 19- August 16. Openings for those
with lifesaving: canoeing, sailing boating

;

also WSI over 21 years in swimming.
Ceramics, campcraft. weaving, archery,

tennis, drama. Phone Mrs. Fritts: (201)

S8-5409. or write Pleasantville Rd., New
Vernon NJ 07976 _^
Distributor for Waat-Band has high pay-
ing summer jobs, top commission
guarantee. See Mr. Lamont, Thursday,

May 3, room 911, Campus Center. 2-4 7

p.m.

Experienced leatherworker needed for

fine lewelry and leather store on Martha's
Vineyard- primarily belts, call Suzi at

866-2891, after 5:00.

Summer work, caH .?S3 2597 for apptmt.

Tha Collegian ia lookirtg for Assistant

Advertising Managers! if you have any ex-

perier>ce in marketing arid want to gain

valuable experience in the advertising field,

come down to the Collegian and apply to

day. Interviews will be conducted through
4/18. The Collegian is an equal opportunity

affirmative action employer.

The Collegian Advertiaing Department
ia looking for ad reps. If you have ex-

perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office. The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer.

INSTRUCTION

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro-

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. intro

flight. $45. 253 3834, day or eve.

LOST

Loat— prescript, sunglass, in brown cover,

call John, 549 1830, or bring to Goess. 162 .

Tan warm-up jacket w/ white ft navy
stripe on OH/ Central concert, 4/29, on
fence by stage, please return, my only

warmth, at the info desk in CCI Or call

546 6997.

Loat— orange, black, b white long-haired

calico cat, 8 mo. Lost between Triangle St.

B Northeast St. but could be anywhere.
Reward. 256^642.

MOTORCYCLES

75 Honda XL 360. 8000 mis., call 549 0742

1975 Honda 400 Four, excellent

niechanical condition, 7000 miles new tire

registered inspected, just tuned, 60 miles

per gallon, carrying case, alarm, helmet,

call Alex, 253 3387, eves., asking $1000.

77 Kawaaaki KZ400. exc. condition. Disc

brake— electric start model. 4800 miles.

Luggage rack, sissy bar. $97&r Call Russ at

549 0034.

76 Suzuki T600. exc. cond., luggage rack,

helmet. Continental tires, 15,200 miles,

$750 firm, 6 41 18.

PERSONALS .

Happy b-day, Del. Luv, Vol, Knee, BAW
Aatrology birthcharta. compatability

rdngs., 11 yrs. profsni., Louis Neubel,

549 6425.

To the twins! Congratulations! Now you

are really Brothers. Love, the sisters.

Collegian claMifiad rates are: daily,

45c per line; five cortsecutive issues, 40c
per line per day; 30 consecutive issues.

30c per line per day. One line is roughly

equivalent to 38 characters

Nothing to do? See Victim free at 7:30 Er

10 p.m.. in Thorn. 106. A PGA aar^ce.

Froa: 2 yr. okJ maHa ^>aphard/ retriever to

good home free for the cost of this ad: 68
VW bus backseat, 436 5354. after 6 p.m.

Marx Brothers in Animal Crackers, -f 3
Stooges, with Curly, May 3, CCA, 6. 8:30,

11. $1, come laugh your *** off I

Hatch, Hubbard. Millen. and Kloa— you
guys can really deliver! I! And I bet that

you'd like to know wfio this is! 11

No plans for summer? Live on the ocean
in Gloucester. Person wanted to share sum-
nrter cottage. Call rww. 546 5388.

Take Back the Night march. Thurs.,

May 3, 7 p.m., Amherst Comnnon, women
unite! Men strongly encouraged to stared

vigil.

Sweat Baboo. I tove you. Gonrw miss ya .

Aro you fruatrated with the run-around

on your car repair or the r>ew car you
bought? Do you suspect you have a lemon
or the r^>airs weren't done right? Call Con-
sumer Action, 545^0199, or 546-0781, for

help. Sponsored by MassPIRG.

Sweat Baboo. I love you. Gonrw miss ya .

Gay pear counaeling. SU 406 G Tues.,

5-7, Thurs. 6 8. Fri. 4 6 or call 545-2645.

Wa buy €r sail used audio components.
Sound & Music, 90 92 King St., Northamp-
ton MA 01060. tel. 584 9547.

Stick it in your ear— free ear piercir>g with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs.

264 N. Pleasant St.. Amh., 253-3324
.

Diamond angagamant fr weddir>g rings,

hand-wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253 3324.

RIDE WANTED
^ Ride needed to Maine— Lewiston (off

95), anytime. Will share expenses. Call

Beth at 546-7380.

ROOM WANTED

In a houae dose to campus. I'm easygo-

ing. responsible F. Call 54*6-5854.

2 women saeking 2 bdrms. in an Amherst

house, no complexes, pise., summer only,

call Liza or Christine, 666^3607, 549-3512.

Female neada room in N'ham. for May
7-June 13. Please help. Nina, 584-7197.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Sunny, apacious room in country, semi-

co-op, in Belchertown, starting June 1, ask

for Queniviere, 323-5058.

1 rm. In 3 bdrm. townhse., bus route. AC,
cable, summer/ fall option, 549-1602.

1 bdrm. In Northampton, 10 min. from

Smith, In 3 bdrm. apt., sun porch, wd. fir.,

$87, call Kelley, 586-1110, avail. June 1.

2 roommates wanted to share fully fur-

nished 3 brm. apt. with female. DW, AC, 1

mile from UMass campus, $86 mo.
Available 6/ 1/ 79 9/ 1/ 79. 549-6282.

N'hampton houae, quiet location, huge
yard, pool, $75+, with fall option,

586 0814.

Summer on Cape Chatham, female

roommate, close to beach and town, $500,

256 0438, Janis, or 256 6673, Judy.

Southwood. 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt., 6/1-

9/1, w. fall lease option, Wawa, 253 3886,

eves.

if Tuition-
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

"We're being asked to

solve the fiscal crisis of the

statem " Student Senate
Speaker David Barenberg
said.

The tuition increase is

expected to generate $3
million in revenue for the
state.

Student organizers, who
led a group of about 100
protestors from around the

State, said they plan to start

letter writing campaigns
and voter registration drives

to fight the tuition increase
and the proposed budget
cuts for public higher
education.

IMAII IVmi VAN
Students moved
Reasonable rates

SS4-lltB

MOUNTAIN FARI\^S 4 apt jiQj »Oun>-»Ai)t|. w*M

PRETERM
Ifyou have
an unwanted
pregnancy...
talk wi^ <Hia of our oounsriws about yoiM^

decision.

Abortiofl/Gyn«colo9ical Cart/VaMctomy/ Tubal Ltgatioit

L lioarHad non profit Rsproductive Health Center

1842 BEACON ST BROOK LINE, MASS 02146

rApumtt te sftAHMTs* %m cirmxc wttHAMce**0(2 oo twi mi show«i so
mil

STARTS FRIDAY!
Mtiy loucMng and mondatui '

:ar

«

SALLY
FItLO

Wn4» Thura Sth MUSKETEER
and TKurs at (TIS %:W-%>m

IfiWI 73»6710

PRETERM

MAMLON BRAMOO
CCNC MACHMAN

Acsct«iTiv Award
Beet Visual Effects

Fri and Sal (TLS 4 301 7 30 10 IS

Wed and Thure ITLS 5 301 « 46

anft.» e t^lfyi (f 1)^ ^^,,

EJien
Burstyn

Alan
Akta

FH aiHi Sat ITLS SOOI 7 46^10 1S|
Wed and Thur* ITLSfOOiaJO

ROBERT DENRO

5 Academy Awards- Best Picture!

Fri and Sat ITLS 5 301 9 00
Wed and Thurs ITLS SCO) 8 30

REOUCtO AOUIT & STUDtNT PRICES FOR TIS TICKETS IIMITEO TO StATlMG

Open till

2 A.M.
Thurs., Fri., Sat. nts^

Carriage Shops
Amherst

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian office CCC 113> betw«»en 8 45
a m . and 3 45 p m Monday through Fn
day or use our fiandy cUp and mail form
found in most issues of the Collfgi.in

Classified deadline is 3 45 p m two days
in advancp of putilitijiion date 1 Collegian

Classifieds^M
a

Collegian classified rates are daily

45c per tine, five Consecutive issues. 40c

per line pei day. 30 consecutive issues.

30c per line i)ei day One line is roughly

equivalent to 18 < hdiac ters

1 bdrm. Mi 2 bdrm. apt , AC. dishwasher,

tMiS route, cooking utilities, large bdrm.,
avail end May w/ opt. fall, $115/ mo..

utilities incl., 666 3392. after 6.

Have apt. to yrself most of summer

-

sfiare pt of summer furnished nr cam
pus- call aft 10;30a m., kp. trying; Janet.

549 1822.

For Sapt.. 2 females for Brittany Manor
apX., fieat and hot water incl Must be clean

and studious, call eve., 253 7137.

2 females to share rm. in 2 bdrm. apt.,

79 80 yr.. Brittany Manor, 256 0639-

Famale to sfiare 2 bdrm. apt. for 79 80 yr.

Brittany Manor. 256 0639

Female roommate wanted — Rolling

Green, own rm.. $120/mo.. call Karen,

253 5919

Fem. non-smoker for 5/1. $74 mo.,

253-3514.

Clean, responsible female seeks 2
females to share 2 bdrm apt in Brittany

Manor for 79 80 yr., call Liz. 546 5077.

Clean, reliable male looking for couple or

2 people to share 2 bdrm apt., Brittany

Manor, 79 80. call Dave, 546 5075

Housemate needed, fm., 1 bdrm.. Col.

Vil.. 6/1 to 8/31, responsible, clean, call

253 2215

For summer. Colonial Vil . own room on
bus line, pool, xtras. rent negotiable, after

7
, 253 2010

Female roommate wanted to share 2
bdrm. apt. - Colonial Vill . $100+ , option

to renew, call Beth . 253 5032

Fm. rmmte. wanted to share apt. with 2
fm., own rm. furnished, lo. rent, bus rt..

summer, 253 3246.

SEBVICES

Pilots license*. UMass Flying Club has im

mediate openings ior membership, fly ft

learn cheap in club's new Cessna, call

weekends ft nights for info, 549 3800.

TO SUBLET

2 bdrms. in 3 bdrm twhse. apt., bus rte.,

walk to UMass, $200/ mo + , 549 1540.

1 bdrm. In 3 bdrm., Puffton apt.- air

cond., pool, tennis- after 11 p.m.,

549 1816. call Rob.

3 bdrms. in 4 bdrm. apt.; Amherst, on bus
& near campus; garden, porch. $77.50/

mo. + util. Avail. June'1, summer only,

256 6032.

2 bdrm. twnhse., Sunderland, 6/1 8/31,

w/ opt.. $200 mo , util. incl., bus rt., pool,

666 3589

Townehouse apts., 3» bedroom, carpet,

AC, on bus route, make an offer! Avail. 6/

1 / 79, call 549 5934.

Try this— nice rm. in 3 bdrm. apt., pool,

AC, garden, bus rt., loveable roommates,
pizza, $85 or less, Northwood, 665-3518.

Summer-fall option, 1 bdrm., $170 +
util.. Kathy, 253 3658.

Cliffside, 1 bd. apt., June Aug., util.

incl., furnished, $150 mo., dishwasher,

6654188

Puffton, 3 bdrm., 6/1 8/30, lots special

'attractions, semi furn., rent n'eg.,

549 4874.

Female rmate. wanted for beautiful apt.

close to UMass, summer- poss. fall,

549 1114.

Puffton — sublet two bdrms., furnishd.,

$200 per month, avail May 24 Sept. 3.

pool AC, cable TV, tennis cts .
bus rte..

549 6803.

.Or>e badroom - Puffton Village, available

May 26, call 549 6108
Fall option- 5 bdrm Nxise, S. Amherst,
$425. avail end May, garage, quiet.

253 2521^

Cliffside apts., SuftdarlarKf: Ig. 1 bdr.;

Aug. 1. fall optn.; $175 mo or BO, incl.

util . 665 7961.

1 bdrm. Rolling Gr.. avail. June, July,

Aug., on bus rte.. AC. OW. pool, reg.,

$242. will sub . $175, call 256 6383

Need a place to live for part of or tfie

whole summer 7 Townhouse, 2 br., fall op
tion, rent negot . 549 6378.

Sundertand bonanza! 2 bdrm., cool pool.

tennis, hiking trails, bus route, partly fur

nished, $240/ mo., incl. utilities, fall option.

^7981.
Puffton. 1 br. in 3 br apt for summer w/
possible option, Jeff, 549 5877.

Echo Hill, 1 bdrm. avail , $140/ BO.
253 9862

2 quiet nonsmokers who like cats, own
bdrms for summer $75 monthly, with

elec . 253 7573, evenings.

4 br.. carpet. AC. pool. bus. spacious,

kids OK, fall option, $360 or best oHer,

665 4246

3 bedrooms In Puffton Village, pool, AC.

tennis, avail. 5/1 8/31, neg . 549 5896,

part, furn., will rent by room or apt.

Grab — 2 bdrm. Presidential apt for June
1 - close to campus 549 5729, eves.

1 br. in 2 br. apt. for summer. Squire Vil.,

$120 4 util.. bus, pool, call 666 2013.

1 bdrm., $96/mo.. spacious 3 bdrm 3

floor apt . across from Puffton, fall opt-on.

549 4918

2 bdrm. Cliffside, $200/mnth , rent neg .

tennis, pool, all utilities included. 665 3646,

anytime

Rolling Green, summer sublet. Furnish

ed pool, AC, DW All utilities included. On
bus route. Call 546 7328.

1 bdrmTapr, $ 180. 3 mo only , 256 8573

One bedroom. Colonial Vil., $100 + .

female, 6/1 to 9/1, bus route, 256 6388.

Free week, avail. May 24. Southwood, 2
bdrm.. $200/ mo., opt, fall. 253 5262

Summer sublet. 2 or 3 bedrooms in 3
bdrm Puffton apt , 546 9804.

2 bdrm. -Col. VIII.. $185/mth .
fall op

tion. pool. Indry, bus rt., 1 2 spaces avail ,

call 256 8075

Rolling Green apt., 1 single, 1 double,

5/1 9/1. AC; DW; pool; bus route;

negotiable 256 034 Barry, Pete, Elena.

4 bedroom house in N'hampton, 1 block

from Look Pk., on bus route. $300 mo.,

6/1 9/1, call 546 7740.

1 bdrm. Brandywine apt., AC, pool, 2

bus rtes., option for fall, rent neg.,

549 4693

Townehouse apt., 2 bedroom, AC; DW;
carpet bus rt., avail. 6/1 9/1. rent neg..

549 6181

1 bedroom near Puffers for June 1, $120

-f utilities. 4 bedroom house, large room,

river ft woods in back yard, near Puffer,

Watrobas, tennis, bball., bus route, laun

dry, quiet, call John, 549 5731, 125 Sum
mer St _. —
Rolling Green twnhs., summer sublet,

fully furn. pool, $250/mo., bus route,

2532413

Brittany Manor sublet, June August.

$95 mo., own room - furnished, 253 2402 .

2Vi bedroom Townehouse apt. to

sublet, 6/1, with option to renew, AC.

carpet, on bus route, $225/ mo.. 549 4920

r^erglade, 1 bdrm. in 4 bdrm apt., $75/

mo , June thru Aug., fall opt ,
pool. AC,

bus route. Non smkr. pref. 253 5206

Sublet, option to lease. 2 bedroom apt.,

swim, pool, tennis, Sunderland, call Pat,

K6-8567.

4 person collective seeks female
liousemate for summer On bus route.

Nonsmoker. Call 665 4768.

Furn. studio apt. for summer. May
25-Aug. 30, Lincoln apts.. on campus,
$141/ mo., ind. util.. 549 6215, after 5

Sublet 6/1-8/31, 3 bedroom Puffton Vil

apt., bus route, pool, tennis, cable TV, air

cond., rent negot., cheap, call 549 2666.

Riverglade-2bdrm . AC, DW, pool, etc .

semi furnished, excellent location. $235 for

tfie summer. 253 7634. after 6 p.m.

Riverglade, 2 bedroom and full cellar

Furnished, pool. WW carpeting, AC, DW,
bus rt Avail. 6/1 8/31 Call 253 3674,

$240/ month, negotiable

Marked down from $305 to only $245. a 3
bdr. Townehouse apt. for summer w/ opt.

to rnw. Lots of extras, on bus rt., call now,
549 0870^

Brandywine. summer sublet, call

549 6786

Lowered from $306 to $225/m. for sum
mer. 3 bdr townehouse in N Amherst,
sunny patio, AC, bus rt., avail. 6/1, all opt.,

549 6381

1 bdrm. of 3 bdrm. apt .
pool, AC, tennis

courts, cable TV, bus route, 549 4880

1 rm. In 2 bdrm. apt., rent low and negot.,

on bus rt,, Sunderland, call Mike, 665 4206

Rolling Green garden apt. —2 bdrm . bus
rt., pool. AC, furnished, cheap rent,

utilities incl Room for 1 or 2 females Call

Robyn or Joy after 6 at 253 3523

1 bedrm, apt., Puffton, AC, pool, carpet,

tennis Avail. June Aug . opt. for fall. $175

Neg . call 549 5356, keep trying

Summer sublet. 2 rms. in 3 bdrm. apt.,

'/j bik from campus - on bus routes, $125

each, util inc l., 549 6015

2-3 bdrms. twnhs.; walk dist. to campus,
stores. Puffers; on 2 bus rts.; quiet resd.

area; avail 6/1. $100/rm. or BO; 549 1218

Townehouse apts.: avail, late May Aug.

31, N. Amherst, bus routes, fall opt.,

549 6064.

2 bdrm.
549 M95^

Cliffside, 1 bdrm. apt.: pool, tennis,

cable, dshwashr , on bus rt., $175/mo., w/
optn , 665 4284.

2 bd. apt., Amherst, on bus line, $200, tn-

cl. hw. plusht., 256 6110.

Great deal! Brandywine summer sublet, 2

bedroom, good sunny location Pool,

dishwasher. Rent negotiable. 549 5063 .

1 bedroom Cliffside apt. w/ bus route

and pool. $180/mo. incl. utilities or best of

fer. Partly furnished, call 665 2487.

Lg. bdrm. in Cliffside, avail. mid-May,
now house 2 people. Partly furn., rent neg.,

call 665 4237. please!

Townhouse apts., 2 bedroom, furnished,

rent neg.. call Eric, 549 3687.

Townhouse apt., June, July, August, call

549 1716, AC, good location, 3 rooms, BO

May 1 sublet, w/ option. 2 br. apt. on bus
rt., pets OK, $265, incl. 665 3267, keep try

ing.

Summer room w/ furn. kitch. & util.,

$100 month, on N Pleasant St., call

549 6410 for appt

Lantern Ct.. 2 bedroom apt., $200/m.
from 6/1, w/ fall option, all utilities, fur

nished, AC, dishwr., on bus rt.. 665 2865.

1 bdrm. Puffton. fall option. 549 5730

Jun.-Aug., part of summer share; most of

summer, have apt. to yourself; near cam-
pus, furnished; call aft. 10:30a m, kp try..

549-822.

Cliffside. 1 Ig. bdrm., avail mid May w/
opt. fall. $200/mon , includes all Also fur

niture for sale Call 665 3938. after 5.

2 bdrm., avail. 6/1, fall option. $240/ mo.
Pool. AC. bus route, 665 7537^

2 bdrm. apt., % mi. from campus, part

furn., fall op t , $220/mo , neg , 549 0308

1 bdrm. Cliffside apt., avail 5/24 8/31,

fall option, bus rt.. furn., $190/mo.,
665 4774

Brandywine -6/1 to 8/31. 2 bdrm., fur

nished, AC, pool, tennis, bus rte.,

549 4671

1 rm . in

b^3Sni.

Fall option, Brandywine, 2 bedroom, 2
bus rt

,
pool, AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,

nice location, rent negotiable, call

5495815

Rooms for rent in house for summer, !6

mile from campus, rent negot. 549 1867.

2 bedroom townehouse. May to Aug.,

Southwood apts.. furnished v200, option

for fall, 253 5235, evenings, on bus stop, 1

mile from campus.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway,
$90/mon , util. incl., keep
calling 369 M72
2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, S275or BO. Call^53 7703. 4 8 p.m.

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1 549 5144

3 brm. twnhse., sum. -fall.

WANTED

Cape Cod— need 1 or 2 people to share

house on lower cape for summer
(Eastham ) Call Deb, 253 2124, or Frank.

253_32^
Wanted: 1 br. apt. for June w/ option or

for Sept Not in complex, please' Call

549 5153, eves. Responsible tenant.

Dead tix7 You got 'em, I want 'em.

Seth, 546 5181. evenings.

Call

Needed: 4 Dead tickets, 584 9302.

Pftn., 6/1 9/1, $200/mo.,
Want to buy Madame Alexander and Baby
Ginny dolls, 256 8662.

Nice bed with mattress and box spring,

also need a filing cabinet Call 546 6657

Mature reap, man seeks a nice cozy 1 br.

apt. or other w/ privacy in N'hampton,
starting 5/20 6/1, call Mel, eves., at

256 860r

Rider wanted to Florida, leaving July 10,

contact immed. Maureen, 256 6738

WANTED TO RENT ~

You call me— I need a 2 bedrm. apt.,

close to campus! Rent under $175, Margo,
253 2828.

Wanted to rant: 4 bdrm. house, Sept.

79 May 80 Call Ellen, 546 8284.

JEWELRY CLEARANCE SALE

Jewelry clearance, 50% off most
jewelry; moving! Everything must go'

Jane's Place, 185 Main St., Northampton

PARACHUTING

First jump course, Thursday, 19th, 7

p.m., CC rm. 803, bring current ID and
$60 -limited to 1st 15 people
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BUTCH CASSIDY
and the

SUNDANCE Km
Friday, May 4 $ 1 .00

Mahar Aud.
5:00,7:00,9:00,11:00

The Harvey Milk Film Srnet

VICTIM
mi

FIREWORKS
at 7:30 and 10:00

Thorn. 106 Thurs. free

A mnice of tke PeopU'i Gay AUmnce
Sitft

>i>fef Gay AUkuk
•kd^B^^^k^^*^^

f-

Campus Center

UMass

Thursday, May 3

George T.

Geogory
Band

Fri., May 4

Sat., May 5

Storm
Warnin

Thurs., May 10

Traveler
BLUE

Tues. nights

The Hungry
Ear Comedy

Night

TOP OF
THE

CAMPUS

TOC members & guests only
TOC memberships available

to UMass students at the

info desk. Campus Center
In assoc. with UPC Productions

SENIOR
THURSDAY, MAY 24, 1979
(Rain date: May 25, 1979)

TICKETS ON SALE MOW CC CONCOURSE
SENIORS $2.50 UNDERGRADS $3.50

PRICE INCLUDES: MUG &
UNLIMITED BEVERAGES

tQcot&i&^n^p'^'^"f'
an

ENTIRE
INVENTORY of

C^i^uQM^tduL
LPs, 8 TRACK TAPES
a CASSETTES

CBS RECORDS
flrA«

LIONA
BOVD

ALHNI/
ARRKK
SUt
s*nr
Mimissv
AND
UIMULS

NOW GET

30% OFF

iMkll

ON OUR EVERY DAY LOW PRICES
including labels such as:

JOHN WILLIAMS

BARRIOS
D.G.G. STEREO TREASURY
RED SEAL VICTROLA
PHILIPS SERAPHIM
FESTIVO GOLD SEAL
LONDON PRIVILEGE
ANGEL ODYSSEY
COLUMBIA MASTERWORKS

ETC.

«£»niti«>

J.-^
..-1 »^T.•^-^^

J<lfWW
VIVALW

CUMINS .Mil l#.||*.l I.

^WI1tfl%4IV^ »•«.»» IS .Mil ii^i

IIIHAsliV i/nifHl'R. •i.ii

V %

rtl WRICAVON STADK
S<IM, Kl< II VI

IM w »l I li«lll <.s\ M^lt
i VMHIM Nl mmi \MMMMIs/|

M\llliMt\l/.r<_

THESE TITLES SHOWN ON CBS THESE TITLES SHOWN ON D.G.G.

THE LARGEST SEUCT10N AT THE LOWEST POSSttU PRICES-
^^i^lSSSS
SATURDAY,
MAY 6th

record town
Exit 19 East off 1-91 on
Rte. 9, Mt. Farm* Mall
Hadlay, MaM.

MON.-SAT.
10:00 A.M.
9:30 P.M.

Thursday, May 3, 1979 i^cjsglaa '3

Todoj^'s

Crossword

ACROSS
1 Urge
5 Insipid

9 Espouse
14 Gardner, to

friends

15 Diva's solo

16 Prying bar

17 Some South-
erners

19 License —
10 Latin

21 Spread for

drying

23 Out of the
wind

24 Splash
27 Menu item

29 Tendons
31 Impresses
35 Augment
37 Strove for

39 Angler's

Item

40 Brink

42 Metric unit

44 Ms Ferber
*& Ice cream
—

; PI

47 Rhythm in-

struments
49 Fanatic Suf-

fix

50 Converses
S2 Exclusive

right

54 Equalized

18 Abrogates

SO Phase
12 Draw from
•4— Dam

1976 disaster

6$ Louvre site

87 Throw a
fight:

3 words
70 Map feature
71 Ares' sister

72 Madder
genus

73 Hotsy —
74 Bang in

75 Pulpit

DOWN
1 Transmis-
sion parts

2 Lowest deck
3 Garnet
4 Discuss
5— o'shanter

SMi^aw
7 — iulep

S Moderates
9 High moun-

tain

10 State

11 Elliptical

12 Rose or

Rozelle.

13 Trap aloft

18 Bone cavi-

ties

22 Skid-row

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:

nnnn nnna nnnan
nnnn nnn nonnno

Qci aaacH3 Gdaaa

malady:
Abbr

25 Infamous
26 Pardon
28 Common

abor
30 Arrange

2 words

32 Thoughtful
33 Enclosures
34 Bed support
35 The alpha-

bet

36 Decline
38 Estop
41 Pastries

2 words
43 Evaluate

46 Sports gear

48 Dividing

walls

51 Prepared
S3 Required
55 Not current
57 Cherishes
58 — preview

M Saliva

60 N Mexican
native

81 At one time
63 Skin

68 Filthy place
68 Relatives

69 Approx cost
Mo.

r- 4

1
r- ^

1

'"w ir '\T TT

u iS '^

17 TT if

M

i
i

\\

33
I
34

34 25 u 57

I
3a

!r

iSi

P

iT

3*

P
W 39

1

40

i
42

P
44

** 4r Ak

PP
U SI 52

i

53

i4 ss 54

PP
M Si 47 44

^ TT

1

*'

n h

1
72

'* '' «

Today in the DC

Cold Cut Grinder

Macaroni & Cheese

BASIC LUNCH
Herbed Chick Pea Salad

Macaroni Er Cheese

DINNER
Chicken Parisienne

Kietbasa
Pierogis

Cannelloni/Tomato Sauce £t

Grated Cheese

BASIC DINNER
Chicken Parisienne

Cannelloni/Tomato Sauce Ef

Grated Cheese
Afrl an Eggplant Casserole

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler
86NR \iWS PASSED 7H»1
HIS esaPLANt TASTED
UKE Rotten L)IAR«
HEAPS

;

JUST THEN HE N01ICE6-
WHERE THET KE^ THE '

PlES'

HE F16UREP SINCE HE
WAS ALBEAOT A ruClTlVt
ME Ml&MT AS WELL STEAL

at

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

F==l 6fln"f 1^ st*'> r

b«.<lj«tc»,t3W tt^iiio^

^^/-

Bvt sir'

Ol
]•

me iveil "f^ikis^

and 1 ce» Zee

flMf yof 5#t a.

t^H^' Iw«f <«f

yLfeamit^ 'J^S«5

r?fiN>f^«Mi^

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

Nebbish by Mike Galper 8- Nathaniel Parkinson

(jjdl, success <Kt k^st". ^

—

yooVc f5urt<i +Ke book

r£Afi it:..

iJ£>u aa^W back ^^,- p-i ^^ P'^y^ )^°" '"*'^'^)

room.,. 5i^Aaw»v oT^oui- \tw«.beg>v nppoi out.^

dt%V ..
. -Turn lb iVi<.Table. of- ^^^P /%

Ateoot" cKrtH««>«,omt5 and I ^^SJ^^ ^^ ^My

©»9f9 n06Atf£K- v^3
^nd.' ulcer

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

1044. Cbug^as Labs,

In Miami, tor
Ooppertone. tjy

Banjamin Graen.

fwr
THATA HMia.i. 8&rs
Tweso- TmeeavB
mncr unmuenoN

OFTHB-m-
i^teiNPusmy.

/

f^07S,

BIN 1S7 n. pleasant st^aoilwrst

'wsioiisJiowcKsE^
We are kentwhalen

•liAMallZll In- BOB D^BBY
dPBUIallSlo in. Licensed Opticians

•Fashion Eyewear •Contact Lenses

•Emergency Replacements

•Free Adjustn^nts

•We clean and Polish Contact

Lenses on the Premises

We also carry Fashion Styles and Designer Frames

MT. FARMS MALL hadley
584-8324

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Chimps down Dean JC
aJhufsday. May 3. 1979

Ci^^n Stmff

TiMKtoy sfiwnQMi ttw mwt't J V.
iMrMM t^Mn, l«d by Burfce Bere's ttvM
l^s, dcfMted the Dmh Junior Coll«^
mw^ 10-7. This victory foHowing tfw
CWfi^JS 8-5 victory over Oartmouth or»

Saturday ieav^ the Chimps with a 5 1 slata

to \¥m point in the season
UMa» controlled the ball throughout the

l^me usir^ a strong defense anchored
nnind |y»dte Tom Currans 15 saves along
VMth t ^lick lM«iking oflense in the second
half to hold Dean in check.

Ray during the first half ^am tormMyhat
sloppy but tfvB Chinnps rnana^d to hold
onto a 5 4 lead at the half UMa» coach
Rich Donovan was less than happy with htt

t«»fTtt' pi^(ymance in the first half m he

felt that they were pla^ng |ust hard enough
to get by and not as well as they could
"We wwe just plain sloppy, " said

Donovan. "We wwe playing better than
Dean but not to our full potential."

However the Chimps came out smoking in

the second half of play as they scored four

unanswered goals in the third period, while

the defensive trio of John Schroeder, John
Connors, and Jim Wood stopped every
D^n College scoring threat in the third

period and then quickly fed the ball out to

the breaking midfielders cutting downfield.
Rounding out the Chimps scoring for the

day were Steve Sp^lman and Mike Lavine
with two goate each w^ile midfielders Kidd.

Cantwbury, acKi Murphy all added single

scores of their own.
The Chim{» finish out their seasw) this

Saturday agnnst Harvard in Carr^ridge.

Golfwomen take first in N E
Ihm UM^ women's goH team waNced away with first i^ce last Sunday and Mon

tfcV in the second annual New England Intercollegiate Golf Tournament The 36 hole
met^, played at Hickory Ridge Golf Course ended with UMass first with a total score
of »1, and Amherst second with 606. Other teanrts represMited were Bowdoin Mt.
htoiyoke, Clark. Harvard and Fairf^d.
Monica Romano of Amherst captured tfie first diviM>n individual low score with a T^,

79 UM^' Lianne Sullivan pulled out a aecor>d {Mace m the handicap division Joari
Rosen, a UMass sophomore was awarded the C€>8Clws' award for the most improved
player

Coach Jane McGrath was happy with the win, conrm>enting that with the courM
floo<led, she was glad tfw team members' games weren't hurt.

THE DISTINCa ISHKI) VISITORS PR(H;RAM
Pre»ent8

JACK
ANDERSON

''The Newt Behind The Headlines''

Monday, May 7
8:00 SUB

Free & open to the public

VOGUE
Numter One-
...natuixdlyi
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Take advantage of another

unique Great "X" plus— the

free haircut consultation. Put

your head together with our

Manager or Stylist, look at all

the latest styles and then

you'll know what's right for

you. And what's right for you
is always at Great "X",
naturally because we're No.
1... Naturally!

FOR A GREAT HAIRCUT
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PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

Shampoo, Precision Haircut and
Blow-Dry Styling— complete for $10

No Appointment Ever

Hampshire Mail-Rte. 9. Hadley

Schlitz cans. $6.99 case

Heineken. . ; . . $3.69 six

Schmidts 12 oz..

.

$5.99 case

Falstaff $5.25 case

Gilbey's Gin qt. .$6.49

Keg & ice available

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

338 COLLEGE ST.
AMHERST

253-538a
256-8433
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Netmen in New Englands
By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The netmen travel to Williams College this weekend to compete In the
prestigious New England tennis tournament. They depart chock full of talent in-
cluding the undefeated Sergio Strepman, who is expected to be seeded in the
tourney.

UMass' first singles and doubles player A! Green was sidelined with a hand in
jury at the team's last outing against Springfielo, but is expected to compete in
the New Englands in singly competition.
Dave Nowak, who started the season playing third and fourth singles, slowly

but strongly moved up to the number two spot, in which he will play at Williams
this weekend.
Nowak and Green will be in Division "A " which consists of number one and

two singles players. Division "B" induces third and fourth singles division "C
"

fifth and sixth singles. One. tvi«,, and three doubles are in A, B. and C divisions
respectfveiy

.

The 16 top schools in New England go against each other in this weekend long

tournament that starts 9:00 Friday morning and runs through Sunday. •

Top gymnasts to compete
before UMass audience

Take a wami,coinfortable TRAILWAYS or PETER>AN bus to

^Boston, New York and many other places. Play it safe!

TRAIMflBrS & PETCR RAN DUSUHES

MAKE UFE SIMPIER FORYOU

For Information, Schedules and Prices, contact:

Campus Center Bus Office 5452006, or 549-6000

By MIKE ESTRADA
Collegian Staff

Tfw 1976 Olympic bronzemedalist Peter

Kormann will headline a group of upper
level gymnasts who will be competing at

Boyden Auxiliary Gym tNs weekend.

UMass coach Roy Johnson has an
nounced that the Eastern qualification

round for the nationals of the United States

Gymnastic Federation (USGF) will be hrtd

this Friday night arKi Saturday afternoon.

Johnson said 8-10 "upper level" all

around gymnasts, including Kormann, all

who can average nine or better in Mch
event, will be competing for the right to

move on to the nationals at Ohio State

University. At Columbus, a team will be
picked to go to the World Games at Fort

Worth, Texas this December.

The competition will include Karl An-
tonelli, who was 13th at last year's rta-

tionals, and Wallace Miller, the Southern
Connecticut State College JunitJr who
scored a 54.15 in the all-around against

UMass earlier this year. Temple All-

American Mike Silverstein v^ Mked to
come, but will rH>t ccMnpete becMMe of an
injury.

The k>cal favorite will be UMass assistant

coach and 1978 graduate Paul Marks, who
will be competing in his third USGF meet
since connmencement last year. Also cckd-
peting will be schoolboy Mark Caso from
East Minoa, N.Y whom Johnson calls "the
top high school gymnast in the country."

Ho^^»ver the headiiner will be Konnann,
whose talents won him a broroe rrwdal for

floor exercise at the 1976 Olynr^ Games in

Montreal. The Southern Connecticut
graduate recently won ttie AAU ruitionri

all around championship,

Corr^ietitors must obtain a score of 106,
an average of 53 in optionals and com-
pulsories to make the trip to Ohio State.

The World Games are a major practice for

hopeful Olympians but is considered "more
prestigious" by Johnson because 26 teams
(more than tfw OlymfMcs) do compete.

*i his Friday, May 4th, is the big night for
optionals Johnson sakl. The meet »
scheduled for 7:X p.m. and admission, to

h^ c<»^er the cost of judg^, is $1 00

Today's sports notices
VOLLEYBALL--- There will be an organizational meeting for all those interested in play-

ing for the 1980 UMass volleyball team Monday, May 7 at 8:00 p.m. on the fifth floor of

Washington Tower in Southwest.

sale sale sale

65%
SILK BLOUSES
PANTS, DRESSES.
SKIRTS. T-TOP'S
ALSO FOR MEN

OFF

!

SHIRTS PANTS
BELTS AND MORE

MAY 3-4-6 ONLY

THURS. & FRI.

TIL. 9 pm.

266 NORTH PLEASANT ST AMHERST teL 256-6308

Flight Bags, Weekenders,

Travel Totes, & Duffels;

in assorted fabrics,

sizes & colors.

Also see our Travel Accessories:

Toothbrushes & holders,

airtight Shampoo & Lotion Bottles,

Travel Mirrors, Pill Boxes,

collapsible Drinking Cups. & more:

All in bright, molded plastic.

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst
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UConn stiffles batters
behind Winters, 5-1
By KEVIN CULLSN
Coflegian $taff

H wtiWii of tho«e games that, when the

final CHit Ni nMde, you look for a

8^i>egoat-a bafboy to throw a bat at, a

dog to kick. It was just one of those games
UConn pitcher Mark Winters frustrated

(and I do mean frustrated) the UMass
baseball team yesterday with a collection of

off speed pitches as he scattered eight hits

m\ route to a 5^1 at Lorcten Field

*^inters is tt^ type of pitcf^r that you

know y<HJ can rip," said UMaM coach Dick

Bergquist. "But he comes right at you, he

has great control, and he mixes his pitches

as well as anyone I've seen in New
England."
The Huskiw got all the runs Winters

would need in the first inning as they

scored two runs off UMass starter and loser

Jim Lewis (3-4)

Dennis Donovan (Yankee Conference

hitter of the ««ek, .519) led of with a dou

ble to right center and scored when Gary

WoodfieW follow«l with a Uiple. After

Randy LaVigne struck out, Alan Garray hit

back to the lx>x, Lewis came up with a nice

step, but instead of runnir>g directly at

Woodfield. who was caught up between

home and third. Lewis threw to third

baseman Leo Kalinowski Woodfield slid

home safely

UMass had the bases loaded m the bot

tom of the first with one out Ed Skribiski.

Mike Stockley and Mike McEvilly singled,

but were stranded when Winters struck out

Kalinowski and got Mark Litane on a force

at second
UConn increased its lead when Jim Con

sidine jumped all over a Lewis fastball and

drove it over the 350 foot mark in left for a

solo home run.

Chris Collins relieved Lewis in the fourth

and was touched up for two runs in the

fifth. LaVigne started the inning with a hard

single and Garray reached wfien Collins and
UMass catcher played here you take it, no-

you take It on his bunt. Mark McMahon
followed with a line drive which spun away
from McEvilly for a triple, scoring LaVigne

and Garray
UMass got an unearned run in the ninth

to wreck Winters' shutout. Litane reached

on an error to open the ninth. Litane was
forced on a Mark Sullivan grqund ball, but

Sullivan scored all the way from first when
LaVigrte let a Jim Aulenback double get

behind him.

But Winters, who struck out seven,

finished up and UMass was left to run wind

sprints in the outfield.

As Bergquist chatted with reporters after

the garrie, the UConn writer reminded him

that Winters is only a freshman,

"I know," Bergquist said, then asked

hopefully, "Is he a bad student?"

Behind the Plate UConn coach Mike

Panciera requires short hair and prohibits

mustaches — shades of the Cincinnati Reds

under Sparky Ander«)n.. Tallison "Tally"

Noble, the UConn shortstop, is this week's

winner of the Preppie Name of the Week
Award... Yesterday's loss marked the first

time UMass has lost two in a row (they lost

to Providence on Monday) since the SMU
tournament on March 31 . LaVigne, who
looks like a young Frank Howard, leads the

Yankee Conference in home runs (8), runs

batted in (29), and hitting (.409),. Doug
Welenc is fourth in the Yankee Conference

in hitting at .360... And You Think Our DC
is Bad Depart : UConn fireballer Colin

McLaughlin was expected to pitch yester-

day, but was sick with a touch of food

poisoning...

orts
Mitwomen cage Owls;
advance to Easterns
By DAVe BRADLEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass softball machine pounded the

life out of a virtually helpless Southern Con-

necticut State College team 5-0, 17 in

doubleheader action on Tuesday as the

Minutewomen bats blazed for a season

high 17 runs and 21 hits in the second

game.
Sue Peters notched her eighth victory of

the year (8-0-1) in the opening game - a

"let's get it over-with" type of affair in

which UMass' winning run was scored on a

bases loaded walk to Karen LaVerdiere in

the top of the second. And "the offensive

machine was unleashed," as coach Chet

Gladchuck put it, in the second game to

give Kathy O'Connell her ninth win of the

year (9-0). This game was the "most fun

we've had this year, " said Gladchuck.

The 'fun" started in the first inning of

the second contest when reserve second
baseman Karen LaVerdiere (four hits) singl-

ed to lead off the inning. LaVerdiere was
filling in defensively at second base for

Rhonda McManus, who was playing cat-

cner in place of the injured Sue DiRocco.

Kathy O'Connell (four hits) followed LaVer-

diere with a single, and the two of them ad-

vanced on a double steal after Peters lined

out to right. With runners on second and
third with one out, co-captain Kathy Hor-

rigan doubled to left to give UMass a 2-0

lead. McManus (four hits), duplicated Hor-

rigan's effort to bring the captain home and
make it 3-0.

The second inning also resulted in three

runs for the Minutewomen UMass loaded

the bases with one out on singles by first

baseman Jennifer Parker, LaVerdiere and
O'Connell. Peters walked to drive in the

fourth run of the game and, with Horrigan

at bat, a passed ball (one of many during

the afternoon) moved evwyone around and
brought in another. Horrigan then walked

to load the bases again and McManus
drove in the sixth run df the game with a

sacrifice fly tb left.

UMass was held ^oreless in the third but

tallied their seventhrun in the fourth when
Peters touched them all on a line shot that

got by the left fielder. In the bottom of the

fourth, O'Connell got three easy outs with

the help of short stop Fran Cornacchioli on

three pitches to retire her ninth straight Owl
batter.

The fifth inning saw the Minutewomen up
their lead to 11-0. LaVerdiere beat out a

bunt, O'Connell set a single up the middle

and Beth O'Connell walked to load the -

bases once again. Lori Taddeo, who had
substituted for Horrigan in center, came to

bat and the Owl catcher was called for in-

terference, sending Taddeo to first and br-

inging LaVerdiere home. McManus then

came up and singled in her third and fourth

R.B.I.'s of the game. With runners on first

and third and one out, Gail Carter grounded

to shortstop. McManus was forced out at

second but Taddeo scored from third on a

bad throw to the plate, and Carter went to

second and then to third on another bad

throw from the catcher back to second.

Kathy O'Connell's shut out was saved by

her sister Beth after "K.O." got into trouble

in the fifth. Reserve infielder Chris Verdini,

who had substituted for the irreplaceable

Elaine Howie at third, handled a sharp

grounder to get the first out of the inning,

but a double, a single, and then a no-play

infield hit loaded the bases for the Owls.

The next batter hit a slow line drive to left.

Beth caught the ball and then nailed the

runner at the plate on a p-e-r-f-e-c-t throw

after the runner had tagged up.

The Minutewomen batted around the

order to score six more runs in the sixth

frame on singles by Parker, LaVerdiere

(bunt), K.O., Carter, and Verdini; and a tri-

ple by McManus and a three run home by

Taddeo.
K.O. ended the game with a one-two-

three seventh inning.

UMass, now 23 0-1, heads to Penn
sylvania for the EAIAW. Eastern Regional

Tournament, where they are seeded

number t^o, to face Glassboro State Col-

lege in the opener of the double elimination

tournament on Friday.

k
UMass center fielder Mike McEvilly. shown here against Holy Cfoaa. wanti

for 3 In yesterday's 5-1 loss to UConn. as the Huskiss' Mark Wintars scattarad

eight hits. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs).

Maureen Sullivan

Firstimpressions
Like my senior counterparts Bill Tarter.

Mark Marchand, George O'Brien, Steve

Zack, and WaK Cherniak, I've impressions

of the menage of physical activity known to

all as sports at UMass. Unlike my senior

counterparts, these are first impressions --

I'm a freshman.
From football in October to lacrosse in

May, sports in this paper have been given

much attention. However, a familiar theme
keeps showing with the "Sports" title and

the action shot - while men's actions get

prime coverage, the women receive less

headlines and overall space. Mind you,

many of the men's games have a larger

following than the women's, and with the

cases of football, basketball and baseball,

some aspire for the higher goals of

professional sport; the women of field

hockey, basketball or lacrosse can only

hope to earn a spot on the national team
and represent their country in Europe or

elsewhere.
For particular examples, let's go back to

the first weeks of the semester, during the

months of September and October. When
I entered UMass and the Collegian sports

world, the phrase of that time was "first-

year coach." Bob Pickett had all the at-

tention he could get from the football

writers. Every game, every action at-

tributed to Pickett, the quarterback Mike

McEvilly, running back Dennis Dent, and
the defensive front four was recorded in

words and plenty of pictures.

But did you know there was more than

one "first-year coach?" With Pickett was
Macedo, Hixon, and Rhodes. Lou Macedo
coached the first-year women's soccer

team to the ranks of the undefeated; had

they a playoff system, this team of Karen

Keough, Maddie Mangini, Margie
Anderson, Kelly Tuller, and others would
undoubtedly have booted the opposition

off the field. Joining Pickett in the world of

national competition was Pamela Hixon;

she guided the women's field hockey team

to a fourth place finish in the Nationals at

Ellensburg, Washington. Karen Laverdiere,

Lynsie Wickman and Gayle Hutchinson

helped UMass along the way to Ellensburg.

Though somewhat mediocre, women's
volleyball did improve over a sub.500

season the year before with Mike Rhodes at

the helm; co-captains Pat McGrath, Donna
Sasso, Peggy Barber, and Kathy Shinnick

nade my first full-time beat worth the

effort of going to the games.
The winter brought something more (or

less) than the sporadic snows - a blizzard

of articles concerning the falling fortunes of

the UMass men's basketball team and its

coach. Jack Leaman. As the Cage crowds
dwindled and the hockey team began the

countdown to oblivion with only one win
against a tie and many losses, the women's
teams established or kept their winning
reputations. Mary Anne Ozdarski
women's hoop team posted amazing
victories and sour defeats; Julie Ready and
Sue Peters pumped in more points per
game than most of the men! Despite in-

juries to key members, Ginny Evans and the

women's gymnastics team managed a trip

to the Easterns competition; Amy Riuli later

placed 15th in Nationals. Women's skiing

won every race in regular competition;

Kathy Shinnick, Barbara Reynard, and Cari

Nickerson may have bombed in the
Easterns, but their team proved to be more
than a match against the regular season's

teams; they gave coach Bill MacConnell
another conference championship. All this

happened amidst the reports of Leaman's
resignation, Ray Wilson's hiring, and the

team's worst record since Leaman becanr>e

coach.
And now we come to springtime sports;

Brooks Sweet, Doug Welenc, and Dick

Garber flash upon the sports page
prominently. The Gorillas face off against

Cornell, and lose a thriller in overtime; the

baseball team shakes off a losing record

from travelling South and go on a winning

tear. Meanwhile, two of the women's
teams -- lacrosse and softball - began
winning from the start; neither have lost

yet. The Gorillas' chances for post-season

play stand at almost nil, while the batmen
could get an invitation; both Chet Glad-

chuck's softball team and Pam Hixon's

lacrosse squad travel to the Easterns within

the next week.
Though the women's teams are getting

ink now, more often than last semester-last

winter, it still remains to be seen whether
this treatment can be consistent. I hope my
impressions of the upcoming season are

right, and show more even coverage of

both facets of UMass sports.

P.S. - The women's lacrosse win against

Mount Holyoke happened at Mount
Holyoke Tuesday afternoon. Sorry, I

' forgot I
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Women march against violence
Hundredsofwomen
unite despite downpour

to mai<e tiie nigtitsafe
ByfRANBASCHE
Co0e^sn Staff
\mth n^rts from Bmn^ Kmtto. Carolf^om^mg. O^h
bm WatMm, Mary Erain arni Dorothy A. Clarkl

Chanwis "Ym ttut s right, we ra trting tMck the n^^,"
«^ Mliar ^cmam. mora than 1.500 wonwn marchad in

pouring rain last night from the Amherst ComnrM^ down
Nortff I^Msant Street and thr(Migh campus to protest

vi<^fm against worrwn
Tlia ttm^hu9, m linaa of four, Hnkad arma aiKl w^icad

throu^ (AmhrM unaH artd camptw araaa, raporMdiy toca-

iion$ of tiarra^mant, attacks and rapM agaii^t woman
walk^ atona at night.

Tha Rwrdi. caNad "Take Back the Night." waa similar to

ftundrads that have taken place nationwide to protest

vHiimKa. particularly at night, agair^t women.
"A woman was raped here and I won't be r^xt," tfw

women chanted as they passed through tha area north of

WhitiTKKe Administration Building nmr Hartar Hall A rape

wa* reported in that vianity two weeks ago.

Tha marchers were escorted by four poKca officers on
foot and two cruisers at the front and back. An ambular>ce

folk>wad tfH) woman.
No vk»ianca was reported as tha woman nnarched with

about SO marshaHs wearing bright orange armbands wIh>

waNtad ak>ng the sides of tha line which stretched over half

amNa.
Organizers of the event asked men not to march but to

show their support by standing off side with caruMes at

various locations alor>g the nnarch route.

Michele Me<achior>da marchad with her 8-yaar-old

daughter Gabrielle. "We're supporting what tf^e/re doing,

what they're trying to do. " she said. Gabrielle responded,

"it's okay," when asked about tha march.

Several waitresses of Delano s restaurant stood outside

tha astaWiahmant in tfteir uniforms with candles in hand.

"We're supporting the women," one waitress said.

Jamas Matlack, nnaster director of Southwest residential.

araa stood with a light on Massachusetts Avenue as the

women marched by. "I don't think women should have to

walk in feer. It's important for man and woman to realize

they can't do xhax now," he said.

The marchers periodically refen»d to Seta Rampersad, a

UMass student who died last fall of undetermined causes,

chanting "justice for Seta."

Five members of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity watched

from their porch as the women turned down Fearing Street

from North Pleasant.

One man said "I think it's pretty sad that women have to

protest against violence." Another said, "I am turned off

by the intimidation factor. I can't imagine a group of men

chanting the same thing." Neither man would give his

name.
TURN TO PAGE 8
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Six iMfoman hold a banner last night as about
1.600 UMaas and araa women assemble for a
'Take Back tha Night" march to protest violence

against woman. The marchers walked from
Amherst Common to the University campus.
(Staff photo by Sharon Brezinsky)

Men offerchildcare formarchers
By ROB STEIN
Collegian Staff

Elevenmonth-okJ Orion had a lot to get off his chest.

He was one of several children left last night with men
volunteers who looked after xha children of nxithers par
ticipating In the "Take Back the Night" march.

Orion was crying and the seven volunteers could not

figure how to quiet him down.

"It's all these hairy faces around, " said bearded Michael
Colton, a volunteer from a local men's group.

While the men took turns trying to quiet Orion another
volunteer. Dale Robinson, said, "By being here we're
showing support for the march, which is attempting to

solve the problem of violence against women."

Anotfier volunteer. Aldo Ghirin, found a monkey hand
puppet and Orion seemed to be interested. His wailing

dropped a couple octaves.

"I'm the rrtonkey on women's back," Ghirin made the
monkey said, "I'm male violence."

A third volunteer said "The march creates a powerful
sense of strength and solidarity against the things the
women are fighting, like rape and violence. Men show their

support by helping out with child care."

Someone had found a telephone book with a metal cord
hanging from it and jingled it next to Orion. Orion was not
interested.

Seven-year-old, blond-haired Chad had just shown up
and wanted to play rodeo.
Chad said he thought it was a good idea mom had gone

on the march as he climbed on a volunteers back and
started digging his heels into the pretend-horse's sides.

Orion giggled as Colton tickled his heel.

Lightingneeded to discourage rapists
Editor's note: This is the fourth in a six-part

series on rape.

ByFRANBASCHEand
MARY FRAIN
Collegian Staff

"They key to safety on this campus is

lighting." UMass Chief of Police Robert G.

Joyce said. Yet Physical Plant Director

George Norton said it would require major

capital outlay through legislative ap-

propriations to bring lighting on campus up

to "modern day standards."

A limited security workforce is another

problem UMass has in preventing crimes

such as rape on campus, Joyce said.

"We're three times busier than we were in

1972 when we had 99 people and now we
have 79, " he said. That figure includes 40

sworn officers and 39 security guards.

Although the police department is

working with health services and the

UMass rape-counselor advocates, Joyce

said, "very often we don't know it (a rape)

happened - we can't adjust our patrols."

Joyce said rape victims can call and

anonymously report a rape if they do not

want to sign a complaint, thereby alerting

the department to areas where rapes are

occuring.
Joyce said a "sensitive crime unit

handles incidents involving juveniles and

crimes of a sexual or domestic nature. The

detectives involved in the group have been

trained as*counselors, he said.

Joyce described the procedure the

UMass department follows if a woman
reports a rape to them:

"First thing we do is take the victim to

the nearest health facility, and call a Rape-

Counselor Advocate if she wants us to," he

said.

"Time injures anything as far as criminal

investigation is concerned because

evidence can be lost," he said. It is im-

portant for a rape victim to register a "fresh

complaint" for this reason Joyce said.

After the victim is medically examined, a

police artists make a composite picture of

the offender and the police record all the

information about the assault. Police check

the area where the rape occured and talk to

possible witnesses. The victim's un-

dergarments are also tested for evidence,

he said.

Assuming a suspect is apprehended, the

victim then makes an identification of the

suspect and the entire case is reviewed

with the district attorney to assess the

case. Once an arrest is made, the victim

signs a complaint. "We can't do anything

until the complaint is signed, " Joyce said.

Joyce said there is "no hard pressure,"

for victims to sign a complaint. "It depends

on the well being of the victim," he said.

"The biqqest part of the problem for the

victim IS the aftermath of the trauma."'

After dii arrest is made, the case goes to

district court where a Grand Jury hears the

evidence and returns either a "true bill" or

"no bill." A true bill means the jury found

probable cause to indict the alleged rapist

on rape charges, while a no bill means the

accused can still be indicted on charges

other than rape.

Joyce said the suspect is usually charged

with other criminal charges, such as assault

and battery and aggrevated assault,

depending on the case. Both Joyce and
Hampshire-Franklin County District

Attorney Thomas Simons said a jury often

times finds the accused guilty of other

charges in addition to or instead of rape.

The police chief called the lights on
campus "ornamental," saying the worst

areas on campus are the remote, dimly lit

parking lots, and walkways.
"We've been pushing for this lighting for

a long time - it's too bad you have to wa.t

until the whole community is aware to do
something," he said during eariy March
after a rape in a parking lot near the Sylvan

Residential Area.

Norton said his department has not

received money for campus improvements
such as lighting and walkways for five

years. A few years ago some lights were

taken down or shut off for eriergy con-

servation that have since been replaced, he

said.

In fact, Norton said, there are federal

funds available for conservation measures,

but none that he knows of for safety im-

provements.
Norton said his department is looking

into the purchase of sodium vapor lights -

which give off a very bright yellowish light -

- now used in several cities to prevent

crime. He said the sodium vapor lights will

be tried experimentally in back of Hills

House in the Central Residential Area, but

may not be installed around campus for

several weeks.
"Budget cuts sure won't help - we can't

even keep up with maintenance now. The
utility budget (electricity) probably won't

get cut, but maintenance, and repairs could

be delayed," he said.
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DIGEST
Fed. ups radiation count
WASHINGTON !APt The federal government Thurs

day doubled its estimate of radiation exposure to the public

from the Three Mile Island nuclear accident, prompting
HEW Secretary Joseph A. C«ilifano to predict at least one
aMJtional cancer death among residents of the area.

Califano also told a Senate hearing that some scientists

"would predict up to 10 additional cancer deaths" for the 2
million central Pennsylvania residents living within 50 miles

of the stricken plant.

The secretary of Health. Education and Welfare aban
doned his earlier assertion that the March 28 accident did

not pose a cancer threat to anyone living within 50 miles of

the plant

Britainmay electfemale
LONDON /API - Pollsters, bookmakers and

stockbrokers were confident of a Conservative victory

yesterday as Britons voted briskly in a general election that

could make Margaret Thatcher Europe's first woman prime

minister

Despite the chilliest May weather in almost 40 years,

voters trooped to polling stations in schools ar>d pubs,

town halls and cricket pavilions to decide whether Britain

should have another round of moderate socialism under

07-^r-(M Prime Minister James Callaghan and his Labor

l^rty or v^ to the right with Thatcher, 53.

"We never count our chickens before they are hatched,

and we don't count No. 10 Downing St before it is thatch-

ed," quipped opposition leader Thatcher, a champion of

free enterprise, when asked yesterday whether she was
confident of winning.

Terrorists raidin Rome
ROME IAPI In a danng daylight attack a month before

elections, terrorists raided the Rome headquarters of the

dominant Christian Democrat Party yesterday, exploded

bombs in the building and escapwi after killing a police of

ficer and wounding two others critically

They fled into narrow, cobblestone streets of downtown
Rome after the midmorning attack on the building six

blocks from Piazza Navona, a popular tourist spot

The gang, which may have numbered as many as 15

n>embers, scrawled the five pointed star symbol of the Red

Brigades, Italy's most feared terrorist gang, on the walls in

side and sprayed in red letters: 'We will transform the elec

toral fraud into a class war."

In March 1978 the Red Brigades kidnapped Christian

Democrat leader Aldo Moro and left his tnillet riddled body

in downtown Rome May 9.

Yesterday's attack came two we^s after a powerful

bomb destroyed the portal of Rome's Michelangelo

«tesigned city hall on the Capitoline Hill There were conf lie

ting claims to responsibility, both from the right and left ex

tremes, for that incident.

Two boys in SMransea are grief striken aftsr atamp-
ting unsuccassfutly to sav* the lif« of tH«ir 14-year old
friend. Brian Christopher, who drowned in a pond
behind the Stevens Home for Bovs last niqht.

Call in high gas prices
BOSTON \AP] - The state Legislature's Energy Com

mittee is urging motorists who suspect gasoline price

gouging to report their problems to special federal and
state hotlines.

However, committee mwrtbers told a news conference
yesterday there may be at most only seven investigators to

follow up on the hotline complaints

Sen. Mike LoPtesti (D-Boston) and Rep. Thomas C.

Norton (D Fall r^iveri co chairmen of the committee,
announced the opening of the hotlines

The federal toll free number is 1 800^24 9246, and the

state number is 617 727 4732
When an Associated Press reporter tried the state

number yesterday he was told to C3II the federal line. And
10 attempts to call the toll free federal number produced
only busy signals

LoPresti, D Boston, said that Bay State drivers are

paying seven to 10 cents a gallon more for gasoline that

federal price controls allow. This assessment differed

markedly from the view of state Energy Director Joseph S
Fitzpatrick, who told LoPresti's panel last week that

overcharging appeared to be rare

The.Distinffuished Visitors Program
presents

an evening with

JACK ANDERSON
"The News Behind The Headlines

rr
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Enoy the Seautilui outdoors *ltr^ quality campmg and

backpacking equipment from Don Gieason s We otter 3

wide variety o* quality tens, sieepmg bags t)acKpacKS,

cooking gear outdoor clothmg and hundreds o' the

smaiio- iterr.s i^ai make your outmgs r^ore enioyabie

Come .n and let us outfit you to enioy the solitude and the

Deauty c* camping and backpacking

MAY SPECIALS TO HELP GET READY
FOR THE 79 CAMPING SEASON

The traditional New Engl.ind Campmg Season Kicks

o»t with the Memorial Day Weekend To help the

seasoned camper and the novice get ready DON
GLEASON S IS offering MAY SPECIALS APRIL 30 thru

MAY 12 There are selected items throughout the store

being offered at special reduced prices Examples are

sleeping Dags, tents, cots, coolers & picnic jugs, air

mattresses, foam pads, stoves & lanters. tiackpacks,

daypacks hiking t)00ts rainwear, cook kits There will

be something for everyone For the beginner we have

some attractive specials on some of our most popular

tents 2 PERSON EUREKA TIMtERLINE SPECIAL
FOR fTf.M AND 4 PERSON FOR t1O0.H and a

WHITE STAG FAMILY TENT FOR tH.M.
Also )ust a reminder most of our tents are at their

FALL/WINTER 71 prices and on May U they WILL 00
TO THEIR SPRINO/SUMMER 7t prices that are up

about 5%. Shop early for best selection, some items are

limited in supply to our present inventory,

CAMPINQ* BACK PACKING RENTALS
ARE AVAILABLE.

CAU Off $TOP IN FOn DCTAILM.

^^ ^^CAMPERS SUPPLY INC.

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON
f.>!Mw—fcdayt t-i tiwati

Apri-My. FfWv NtfMi tR • 9*«-4aN

Monday, May 7, 1979

8:00 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

Lecture is free and open to the piiblie

Whitmore employees
have health problems
By LEEBURNETT
CoUegian Staff

About 75 office workers in Whitnnore
Administration Building, complaining of

dizziness, sore throats, and headaches,
have »gned individual dornns requesting
have signed individual forms requesting
action to protect their health. Like em-
ailments to poor air quwny.
The complaints will be filed with Amhefst

campus Chancellor Randolph Bromery who
has yet to act on them

.

Hertw Hail and Whitmore are both'
enclosed building in which windows do
not open and fresh air enters the buildings

through an induction unit on the roof.

While *many of the complaints are

identical to the ailments reported recently

by workers in Herter, ttiey were discovered
indeparHlently of each other. "I had no
rK)tion at all of the problem in Herter until I

heard it on the radio yesterday," Carol

Rhodes, a Whitmore telephoiM operator
said yesterday.

Rho<j^. president of the Unix^rsity Sttff
Association, first circulated, a week and a
half ago, complaint forms on which em-
ployees could desrcibe any health problenv
they had. She said she had no idea there

were widespread health problems in

Whitmore, but she was just maWna oeoole
aware that they had a way to report them.

'"Dw ^ume of people willing to

complain surprised me," she said. Rhoda
said she, herself, has been sick "all win-
ter."

One oobtem with the ventilation sv«tiwn
in Whitmore, Rhodes said, is the fluc-
tuating temperature. "Last week we
suffocated, this week we are freezing." she
said.

BuNding Engineer Howard Fay exuNairted

that in enclosed buildings there are periods
of discomfort in the spring and fall when
the heating system and the air conditioning
system is switched. He said this often
results in abrupt temperature changes.

Olveradds tuition aid

amendment to budget
State Sen. John W. OK/er. D-AmhecBt.

announced yesterday he will offer an
amendment to the fiscal year 1980 budget
to increase state scholarship assistance at
UMaae.

f

Olver's announcement came as a
reaction to that UMass Board of Trustees'
vote Wednesday to increase tuition for in-

state students by $225 in the next two
years, with $100 on that increase scheduled
for the next academic year.

"Many of the students at UMass will not
be able to continue their education without
additional financial aid," Olver said. "For
these students as well as others for whom

^ the tuition increase will cause an undue
financial hardship, I intend to establish a

pool of $2 million in scholarship assistance.

No. student in this state shall be denied an
education because of his or her financial

status," he said.

Otver said state scholarship aid has not

kept pace with inflation or tuition increases.

"This administration has urged the

University to raise tuition while they have
level-funded the campus' maintenance
budgets," Olver said. "We are asking our

students to pay more for their education,

giving them less in return and providing

inadequate means for arauring they can
afford to come to school at all."

Olver is vice chairman of the Senate

W^ys and Means Committee, which

amends the state budget.

Faculty considers
action against TA's
By MEGAN O'REfLL Y
Collegian Staff

A two day strike by the Graduate

Students Employees Union "has serious

legal, moral, ethical and professional pro

blems," Acting Provost Jeremiah M. Allen

yesterday told the Faculty Senate, and said

the administration is considering legal ac-

tion.

Allen said the administration is con-

sulting counsel over what action it may take

against the striking graduate students from

the School of the Social and Behavioral

Sciences and other faculty members who
cancelled classes in support of the strike.

The Graduate Students picketed

Machmer Hall last Tuesday and Wednes
day to protest a ruling against the recogni-

tion of their union by the Massachusetts

Labor Relations Board.

Allen said the Massachusetts Society of

Professors union contract contains a no-

strike clause which forbids all members of

the bargaining unit from supporting strikes

on campus. He said those professors who
supported the strike may have broken a

contractual obligation.

"So far I've only made noise," he said.

But both Allen and Chancellor Randolph

W. Bromery said it was a touchy situation

and declined comment on future action.

Senate Secretary Harvey F. Kline de

nounced the strike saying "only five of my
forty students showed up and I could not

teach class." Kline said he suspected his

students were psychologically intimidated

by the strikers and said one student

reported he was pushed and verbally abus

ed by strikers when he tried to enter

Machmer Hall, the building the strikers

were occupying.
No senators expressed support of the

graduate students.

.In other business, the Senate voted to

adopt a 13-week fall semester calendar

which will begin after labor day for 1981 82

only. The senate Space and Calendar Com

mittee had recommended a 14 week

semester which would begin before Labor

Day.
In 1981, Labor Day falls on Friday,

September 7, which would make impossi-

ble a 14 week semester beginning after

Labor Day and ending before Christmas,

according to a special report by the Space
and Calendar Committee. The unusual cir

cumstance will not occur again until 1986,

Kline said.

Steven Ross, undergraduate member of

the committee, said the 13 week semester

cheated students out of a week of educa

tion although they would be required to pay

the same tuition and faculty would be paid

the same for teaching less.

However, Senator Stevenson Fletcher

from the department of Hotel, Restaurant

and Travel Administration said a semester

starting before Labor Day would jeapordize

the summer jobs of 1500 students who
work on Cape Cod because Labor Day is

the second busiest day of the season and

employers would refuse to hire students

unless they promised to work through the

weekend.
Under the 13 week calendar, classes

would begin Wednesday, September 9,

and finals would end Tuesday, December

22. A reading day was added to four of the

calendars under consideration by the com-
mittee to give students one day to "get it

together," Ross said.

The adopted calendar now goes to the

Provost, then the Chancellor and the

Trustees for consideration before it can be

implemented.
The senate also voted to recognize the

important role played by the Communica-

tion Skills Center in light of the increasing

number of students admitted by the uniyer

sity who are deficient in communication

skills.

Senator Paula Mark said UMass is admit-

ting students who cannot construct

sentences and that UMass has a respon

sibility toward these students if it continues

such an admissions policy.

In Tuesday's Collegian it was implied that

the People's Market was responsible in part

Correction
for the student government's deficit which

is not the case In fact the market is not

funded by the student government.

Violinist Cammy Kaynor Calling and pianist Becky Ashanden entertain
passer-bys at Hampden dining commons as part of Southwest week. (Staff
photo by Jim Mahonay).

Racial tensions exist
in SW after party

Racial tensions are high
in the Southwest residential

area as a result of the break-

up of a Third World party

last Sunday morning in a
dormitory there, members
of the Southwest Assembly
executive committee said

yesterday.

The assembly will print

up a release and post it in all

Southwest dormitory
bathrooms in an attempt to
"diffuse the situation,"

members said. They said

they will also entertain a bill

calling for increase police

surveillance in Southwest
for the remainder of the

semester.

The bill, if approved by
the assembly at a scheduled
meeting Tuesday, will also

call for the administration to

enforce stiffer penalties

against offenders.

Cherry Williams, chair of

the Southwest Civil

Liberties Committee,
yesterday said the situation

was serious, as evidenced

by a fight outside the Third

World party held at

Crampton dormitory which
resulted in the arrests of six

whit«.
"It wasn't just a

prank, "Williams said of the

fight and resulting break-up

of the party.

According to an
assembly's release, "This

outbreak is just one more
example of the racial

tensions prevalent
throughout our campus. If

these tensions are allowed

to continue, it may lead to

more serious racial

violence."

in Its condemnation of

the "violent outbreaks,"

the assembly called for "the
immediate suspension of all

instigators of racial

violence, be they white or

black. ^

The release stated, "the

violence outside Crampton
was accompanied by racial

slurs shouted from
surrounding dormitores."

Irwin Schwartz, chair of

the Southwest Social

Action Committee, said he
hopes this weekend's
Southwest concert will act,

in part, to diffuse the

situation, along with a

carefully planned stand by
assembly members.

"If everybody gets out

maybe it'll calm things

down," Schwartz said of

the concert.

Summer course to stu

historic New England
dy

By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

Students interested in reliving a bit of the

past can explore historic New England

communities through a unique summer
course offered by the School of Continuing

Education.
English 280F, "New England Com-

munities: The Social Development of the

Early New England Town," will involve a

series of lectures and excursions given by

UMass English Professor Mason Lowance.

According to Lowance, "The method of

this special course is synthetic - a mixture

of art history, social history, literatue,

geography and the history of ideas. The

most obvious departure from the usual

lecture-discussion format is the excursion

itinerary to visit the communities of Salem,

Deerfield, Lexington, Concord, New Haven

and Mystic.

"These communities are quite different

from each other today, but they have a lot

in common in the process of historical

social development. It is these common
patterns, as well as some of their unique

differences, that we will attempt to

determine the summer."
The course, to be held from June 28

through August 24. will include nine lec-

tures, on Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m. at the

Jones Library, Amherst. Topics will be The
Pioneer Valley and the Concept of Com-
munity in New England, Witchcraft and the

Community Divided, Covemnt Community
in Early New England, American Society

and the American Revolution, New
England Shakers and the Puritan Plain

Style. Early Maritime America, American

Decorative Art of the 18th Century, and

Colinial Journalism and Community
Affairs.

Lectures will be supplemented with field

trips to Salem, Historic Deerfield, Concord

and Lexington, the Hancock Shaker

Village, the Mystic Seaport and the

American Antiquarian Society. Trips are all

day Friday, with a bus departing at 8:30

a.m.

Lectures will be supplemented with field

trips to Salem, Historic Deerfield, Concord
and Lexington, " the Hancock Shaker

Village, the Mystic Seaport and the

American Antiquarian Society. Trips are all

day Friday, with a bus departing at 8:30

a.m.
The course requires a $75 fee for tran-

sportation, museum admission, guide

services, resource materials, films, guest

lecturers and reserve books.

According to Dr. Frederick Robinson,

school Program Developer for the

Humanities, the class is being run as a

Response Course, rather than a regular

summer school workshop. Robinson said

the course is being offered this way so

students will not have to pay summer
school registration fees.

Three undergraduate credits may be

earned with Lowance's permission and for

an additional charge of $15 per credit.

Students interested should register

before June 18 by mail or in person at the

Summer Session Office, 213 Whitmore
Administration Building. Checks should be

made payable to the Division of Continuing

Education, 680300. For further information

Robinson may be reached at the school.

Lowance can be reached at the English

Department in Bartlett Hall.
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BlackAffairs
Justice for Seta
M Ml it^mir«g of S«pt«niter 13, 19^

S«ta flwv^Mrsad. a twenty year oM black
student from the University of
MaMacHusetts. «wm left alone to die at the
Motel 6 in South D«erfield Her body was
discovered later at or»e p m that afternoon
An tf^uMt wm converied on Noverriber 13
to determine the cause of Seta's death and
although Seta had not t>een alone in the «m
mediate hours before fter G^th, no absolute
cause of death was estaMished nor were any
indictments made against those individuals

who had left Seta alone to die The inquiry

into the death of Seta Rampersad was clos
ed There is adequate evidence to show that
this should not be the case

Before the irH)uest when the D«str*t At
torney was preyed to answer questkMis con
cerning Seta's death, he responded that

Seta had died peacefully This directly con
tradicts the evidence of bruise on Seta's
body And to this day no cause of death has
been d«temr)ir>ed in tf^ Rampersad case.
Howe^^, the most damaging ^ndence
against xh% closing of the Rampersad Case is

the number of inconssterH^ies in tf>e

testirrKKiy of the three primary witnesses
Yet there is a marked unwillingness on tfie

part of the court to pursue these matters.
The disregard of hfe made apparent in the

harvjlir^ of the Rampersad case could occur
with ease with which it did because Seta was
a Black working class person and because
she was a woman; yet what has happened to

Seta Rampersad should happen to no one
Seta's death is not an isolated incident

There are widespread incidents of repressive

acts against Black Third World people:
•••In the fall of 1977 a young black

woman from UMass. Jill Dickensen. was
found beaten and seriously injuied Her in

lunes have resulted in partial paralysis and
memory loss

•••In the winter of 1978 a young black
man. Jose Pontes, was found dead sitting m
his chair in his dorm room in Southwest
Police allege he hung Nmseif (while sitting in

the chair)

The Committee to End Represssion, a
multi racial committee, future plans include

a petition to be sent to Governor King, At
torney General Bellotti and the distnct D.A.,
workshops for dorms and community
group>s For more information call. 545-0683.

SETA RAMPERSAD FACT SHEET

1. An inquest into Seta's death was held

to determine the cause of death. However,
given tfie limited nature of an inquest,

where only the judge ar)d distnct attorney

are permitted questions, many areas

thought to be important by Ozell Hudson
(the Rampersads attorney), the Ramper
sad's arnJ the 3rd World Womens Task

Force, were left untouched or exploded on
ly minimally

regular, the A. maintaint that this is just

a mMtnal cMe

3 The DA when questioned in his office

by Attorney HudMn intimated that Seta
died with "a smile on her face." He failed to

relate the vanous brusies and contusions
noted by examiners on Seta's face, that
raises the possibility of foul play

4 Of Olsen, the first doctor to examine
Seta's body, testified during the inquest to
his contention that the cause of death was
possible homicide.

5 Dr Keeley, a Boston based pathologist,

performed the autopsy and testified that

the cause of death was unknown. The dif

ference between the testimonies has not
been explored except for an attempt during
the inquest to get Dr Olsen to change his

t^timony

6. No explanation has been pursued or

provided for the time descrepancies relating

to time of death: Dr Keeley put the time of

death at arour>d 1 p.m on the 13th. While
Dr Olsen, the first medical examiner to see
the body placed the time of death 10 12

hours prior to that, raising the possibility

Seta was dead before she got to Motel 6.

7 Dr Brendler, a nuerological surgeon,
was called on to testify to the possibility

that the symptoms that Seta exhibited prior

to her death were indicative of epilectic

seizure He answered in the affirmative but
admitted that people don't die from epilec

tic seizures

8 Discrepancies between the testimo'iy of
Jimmy the Greek, Brian Pitzer anu Carol
Newton, as well as Mr. Serafin the four
people present m room 240 before the
police arrived concerning their actions
prior to reaching Mote* 6 and inside room
240, were not pursued during the inquest

9 No charges were placed against Pitzer,

Newton, or Jimmy the Greek, in spite of
their admittance that for 12 hours while
Seta was allegedly sick, they made no ef

fort to get medical assistance. This possibly
constituting neglient homicide.

10. There were no attempts made during

the police investigation to run routine

chemical tests on materials in the room or

for fingerprints.

1 1 No charges were placed against Pitzer,

Newton, or Jimmy the Greek for their self

admitted drug abuse

12. No charges were placed against Jimmy
the Greek for running after hours parties il-

legally in the Castaway Lounge.

2. In a very unusual move the DA came
to Motel 6 on the afternoon of September
13 Although his presertce is highly ir

Committee to

End Repression

Atributetothe
Caribbean Woman

Tonight the film BLACK ORPHEUS will

be shown at Thompson Auditorium at 8:00
- FREE ADMISSION It is just one of a

series of events sponsored by the THIRD
WORLD WOMENS CENTER presented as

a "TRIBUTE TO THE CARIBBEAN
WOMAN."
BLACK ORPHEUS retells the Orpheus

legend, bringing it into our time and setting

in the riotous pageantry of a carnival in Rio

de Janeiro. ORPHEUS, played by the

strikingly handsome Breno Mello, is a

trolley car conductor. Eurydice, enacted by

the hauntingly beautiful Marpessa Dawn, is

a girl from the country who is visiting her

cousin in Rio during carnival time. The pair

No special care

meet, are swept up in the gayety and
excitement of the celebration and fall

deeply in love. Amist all this life, color, and

fun. the doomed lovers are nevertheless

destined to play out their roles as wrinen

ages ago in the Greek tragedy.

Saturday nite is CALYPSO NITE at

Yvonnes' West Indian Paradise. A slide

show on Cuba will be shown and local

musicians and dancers are encouraged to

get into the act of celebration.

Also a photo exhibit of the Caribbean is

now on display until Sun. May 6. Included
are the works of Dr. Gloria Joseph a
professor at Hampshire Colleqe.

for sickle cell carriers

A tender moment from "In The Rock Garden," written and directed by
Roberto Uno. June, played by Mariko Miho, embraces her mother played by
Peggy Liu, who went through the concentration camp experience of Japanese
in America during World War II. (Photo by Ed Cohen)

African People conf

.

to be held tomorrow
The African People Solidarity Day-

Conference will be held to tomorrow at 2pm
in room 911 of the Campus Center. The con-

ference will address many questions regar-

ding revolutionary politics and its

significance upon ttie present situation in

Africa and other countries of the world.

Wa Nsanga presently at UMass origmaity

from Zaire will speak on the African Revolu-
tion and the New World Situation Kassahun
Cheoole from Livinston State College in New
Jersey and originally from Ethiopia will speak
about the Place of the Erithrean People
Struggle in the African Revolution.

Makidi Kuntima will speak about the Role
of Liberation Struggle in former Portuguese
Colonies in the African Revolution. The se-

cond session will start at 7 pm and Kwame
Kari-Kari from Ghana, Orara Otuna from
Uganda and Nzongolo Ntalaja from Zaire will

speak.

Something new is happening in the world

today. Something new is developing in the

world revolutionary movement. Within it,

something new is emerging in Africa.

Everytime the world reached a turning point,

Africa was at the center of it. Since the end
of European feudalism, Africa has been at

the center as a strategic link for the advance

of humankind: from slave trade, to col-

onialism to neocolonialism. Western im-

perialist development through capitalist

development has meant European capitalist

transformation /freeze of African develop-

ment leading to African underdevelopment.

African development must mean imperialist

decline.

f-rom Vietnam (1975) to Angola to Iran,

western imperialism is challenged and found
wanting. Even in its counter-attack, it fails to
completely curtail the rising forces.

Something new is happening in the World.
Africa, of course, is an integral part of it. Is

this weakening of western Imperiafism
leading to a new division of the Worid? Is the
line of demarcation going to be centered on
Africa?

After the ideological and political division of
the Socialist Camp, the split takes a military

form: Vietnam invades Kampuchea, China
invades Vietnam. Is there a socialist just

form of a government.

What is the significance of Iran? A revolu-

tion through cultural means? A new
bourgeois form of nationalism? Soviet ac-

tivities around the Worid, Cuban activities in

Africa, etc: a new form of proletarian inter-

nationalism; subordination of party activities

under State requirements?

The major question in the Worid is again:

What is revolutionary politics in the pre-

sent situation of the Worid? Vi/ho incarnates

such a politics? How to distinguish friends

from enemies in this situation?

Africa is again at the center of the World

development. If Western imperialism

declines, Africa will benefit from it. It is also

Africa, the key to how far such a decline may
go. Will Africa fall under another form of irn-

perialism? Someting new is developing in

Africa. These questions and others will be

discussed at the conference. Everyone is

welcome to attend.

BOSTON I API - Most blacks who carry -the gene for

sickle cell anemia do not require special care when they are

in the hospital, a study says.

The report found that black men with sickle cell trait are

t\o\ unusually susceptible to catching other diseases while

they are hospitalized The study, thus, disputes eariier

reports that suggested that these people are more likely to

become ill with other disorders

People with sickle cell trait carry one gene for sickle cell

anemia ar>d one normal gene. However, they do not suffer

the symptoms of sickle cell, anemia, an often fatal blood

disease

Researchers at the University of IHinois studied 66,154
tMack men who were treated at 13 Veterans Administration

hospitals

LUTHER
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By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.
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Around Campus
Concert features soloist
A decade of unusual music-making at the University will

be celebrated tonight at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium
whw the University Percussion Ensemble presents its 10th
Annual Concert of Music for Percussion Instruments
Under the direction of Dr. Peter Tanner, the ensemble will

pghlight this year's program with memor^le moments of
^t concert. The corKert is free and open to the publk.

Ensemble to perform
The UMass Wind Ensemble, conducted by Max

Culpepper, will perform in concert this Sunday at 8 p.m. in

Vowker Auditorium. The program, devoted to con-
temporary compositions for wind instruments, will feature

^lest composer and soloist David Aram who will play

iRiusic from the Third Worid countries.

The second portion of the concert will be dedicated to

the works of Aram, former horn player with the National

Symphony and first composer in residence with the New
York Philharmonic. The concert is free and open to the

public.

Also this Sunday, the Performing Arts Division will

IKesent a student showcase of popular and classical music

during the Spring Honors Recital at 3 p.m. in Bezanson
Recital Hall. Fine Arts Center.

SWcoffeehouseplanned
A coffee house will be held tonrwrrow night at the

Hampden Performing Arts Center in the Southwest
residential area.

It will be held from 8 pm to midnight, is free and mun-
chies will be provided. It is sponsored by the Southwest
Assembly as part of Southwest v«reek, which has featured
free movies, plays, a craft show, bake sale and concert.

Dead tickets available
Spring concert student tickets will again be made

available on Tuesday and Wednesday of next week.
Students with a valid student identification card may pick
up their ticket oustide the third floor of the Campus Center.
If it rains they will be available at a desk on the first floor of
the Campus Center.
The concert will feature the Grateful Dead, Pani Smith

and Roy Ayers. It will take place in the UMass alumni
stadium on May 12.

The opening act will start at 1 1 am with the concluding
act finishing up at 7 in the evening.
No more guest tickets will go on sale and absolutely no

Jlefloeragsspinsie
Northampton, Mass.

NOW. EXCLUSIVE AREA SHOyviNG. ENDS TUES
ON SCREEN DAILY 7 00 and 9 10

AN EERIE CHILLER TO TINGLE YOUR > //

SCALP AND TITILLATE YOUR MINO.'\ \

•II Will scare ' \
the hell ^ .'/

/

out of

you!"

Gannen

Richard Chamberlain « Peter Weir's

THE LAST WAVE
Wffh 0>'«ia H«mn*ti GuioM.i «'>d Naniiwerta Amaquia Otr»ci«0 by (*rt*f W«>r

• • AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

GREAT
SELECTION OF
AFFORDABLE:
Earrings-Pendants

Dozens and dozens of

beautiful

Cards-Posters

Great spring

Blouses
T-shirts

Tank tops

ticket will be sold at the stadium on the day of the show.
Bob Humphreys, spokesman for the Union Program

Council, saM last night, "The Council's reasons for making
these student tickets available again is to give every op-
portunity for the students to attend their spring concert."

UMass InvolvedIn rally
The UMass Alternative Er>ergy Coalition expects at least

seven busloads of UMass students to participate ni a na-
tionwide anti nuclear rally in Washington, DC. on Sunday.
The rally, called by nuclear critic Ralph Nader in the wake

of the near disasterous nuclear accident at Three Mile
Mand, is intended to demonstrate support for a nuclear
moratorium in this country.
UMass students will be leaving from the Campus Center

Circle Saturday night at 10:30 and will be returning late
Sunday night.

FAC to celebratemime
The Celebration Mime Theater will present a series ofmim« Tuesday night at the Fine Arts Center at 8 p.m.
The six performers move in the style of traditior«l an-

cient greek mimes, as well as that of street performers of
the Italian Renaissance. ~

International Student Auociation
preunb the last

DISCO
of the year

~A1I ages are welcone^

Friday, May 4 9 p.m.-l a.m.
CC 10th floor $1 donation

MEI^CANTILC
AMHEJtST CARRIAGE SHOPS

Mon Sat 10-530 PM

Butch Cassidy
aod the

Sundance Kid

TONIGHT-May 4th
Mabar Aud.

$1.00
5:00. 7:00, 9:00, 11:00

p^ M' ^^^yJ Liquor Store

Schlitz cans. $6.99 case

Heineken $3.69 six

Schmidts 12 oz..

.

$5.99 case

Falstaff $5.25 case

Gilbey's Gin qt.. .$6.49

Keg & ice available

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers

. To Go

338 COLLEGE ST,
AMHERST

253>5384
256*8433

Not responsible for typo errors

. Pos«^
/accessories

i

¥

%
i

Punctionai, of course— t;'u' mofp
'^^ iirtant. our como?

:'^anriP md hfr.hi,

A Store-full of Idrj*

Downtown Amher-

'
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Hogan 's Goat ispower 'smuse

Tom Gorm«ty t»kM tlm* to praette* a n«w tun* on
his guitar as h« reiaxos noar tha Campus Cantar Pond.
(Staff photo by Jaff Blanc).

By DiBBff WALLACE
CoHmgisn Stati

PoMtica. marriaga ai# n^lon do not nwlca a haaHhy
bland. Thw© are those w»w suffar In their cutthroat fight
tor poiitical poww, and m«iy who ara iMed and abiMad mi
this ruthless political prorasa.

Afifhwat Coila^'t productton (H WWtam Altrad's varae
drama "H<^an's Goat, " which reveate BrocMilyn polltica in
the IMO's. is an effective portrayal of such wyorking ^Mitica
and of power -hungry men.

In thn nwrality play, ^wad with confesiona unA
MMral other Catholic sacraments, it is implied that tliase

man could have baen more praiseworthy and less gre^y
fiad thay followed the Lord But tfiase power hungry gents
will not let anything get in thetr way of success not
religion, not faith, not love.

Matt Stanton, a good tooking. arrogant young gen
tieman, played by Marcus Olson, is the tragic figure who
has raised himself from a lowly status by nding on the
coattails of Broolclyn mai(K-boss Edward Quinn. But, Matt
IS not satisfied and wants tha spotlight tor himself.

The play op»ens with a scene involving Matt and hts wif«

Kate, who is distraught because they were married in a civH
ceremony, rKM in the Catholic Church. Therefore, shefMrit
she is not Kcaplad m Mlw community She is also afraid of

Matt's ruth^M ptAtie^ «ms. The mixture of his smooth
Utk to comfort har, and her rtaiveta and starry-eyed

wwotton establishes the chwactars effactMely at the start.

Kate, played by Jennifer Cobb, is very expressive as the
hurt and disillusioned wife. Her pleading eyes, her words
with Matt, and her sacred love for him, wiaUe us to see the
tragedy in her situation.

Olson a believabi* at a woM, aalf-assured go getter. He
succeeds in mir>glir>g his temporary emotional feelings for

Kate with that of his hur>gar for power.

The play evohrea around Matt's right to overtake Quinn's
offiM. This is not the first of Quinn's possessions he has
taken, however, as it is insinuated that Matt has stolen a
woman, Agnm Hogan, from Quinn also. She does not
appMr on stage physically, but is discussed by other
characters who are close to her.

Agn^' neice. Josie, played by Valeria D'Alcantaria, ||
excellent as the heartsick woman who adores Matt. AtAgn^ wake. Josie reveals to Kate that Agnes and Matt
j(^e lovers, and it becomes apparent at this point that
Matt IS doomed in all asp«:ts of his life.

Father Com, the neighborhood priest, is expertly played
by Charlw Hickey. Throughout the play he spouts religious

proverbs and word to the wise, and is multi-faceted and
convincing in his understanding of destruction.

W cour^, as any good toss, Quinn manipulates and
blackmails any one who can help him. Such is the case
with Bessie, the flighty local streetwalker portrayed by
Gretchwi Henry.

Of cour^. the political machine is not easily destroyed,
and Quinn keeps his status. And, because of his flaws.
Matt IS destroyed with his loves his wife and his political
oosition.

Tfie play is set on a revolving stage that changes
positions after each scene enabling the play to maintain a
good pace. The sets looks very authentic with impressive
props and wood-stained waHs, and the costumes add extra
old-fashioned flavor.

Tliara ia an occasional lull in the dialogue, and a poorly-
(ftracted boat scene in which the actors weave in and out
like fools. Despite this "Hogan's Goat " maintains much
dramatic tension through tha expert pmlormances of the
principal actors.

"Hogan's Goat" will be presented again this weekend.
May 4-6, in the Kirtjy Tfieater, Amherst College.

ALL STAR
OAIRV FOODS

24 Hour Store {
AMHfflSr'S

ONLir
Now open Alt DAY and Alt N/GHT wffh mi\k. groceries. ^
sandwiches, pastry, hoi coffee, cold soda and assorted -^
munchies. We accept food stamps. ,i(

Amherst All Star t
87 Main St.. Amherst Town HaM Bus Stop ^

/T

Sfri€WCAV§f
I CINCaVIaVS '

TEl. 733 5131 ARCAIfH MATINEE OAIIV-FmST SNOW S2.00 MASTER CNARCE

PGTHE
CHAMP

HE CAME
HOME FOR

HALLOWEEN
L.R aa*a«c*as -cfr #

Coming
Home*
R

FRIDAY
Happy Hour

PUB MUGS

3'ta4

^» yjr 15 East Pleasant St. \/^

1
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Editorial/Opinion
Did you
ever notice?
Notes from a UMaas Observer:
Did you ever notice: No student haa a

good word for the library until they ahow it

off to somebody frorn outside of UMass?
The people who complain the loudest

about O.C. food always go back for
seconds?
No matter how many times they fix it,

elevator two in the library sounds like it's

about to go?
Not one out of 10 can tell you the fre-

quency number of WMUA?
You can look for four years but you'll

never find ' DC apple with less than two
mushy spots?
Did you ever notice: Southwest defies the

imagination and will probably continue to
do so?

Only students that have to, go and visit

Emily Dickinson's home and the rest don't
even know where it is?

Nobody reads anymore, they study?
You never feel truly comfortable in a co-ed

bathroom?
Most of the people Amherst Towing grab

were illegally parked?
Did you ever notice that the first adjec-

tive that comes to mind when discussing
Central is "quiet?"

T.A.'s, at best, are strange?
The people who complain loudest about

the Collegian never fail to pick up a copy
every day?

That "homecoming" most years is a joke
because the football team was at home the
week before, too?

It always seems they've over chlorinated
the pool on the day you decide to go swim-
ming?

Did you ever notice: The Pub never fills

your glass to the top during happy hour?
The course everybody says you'll like, you

hate?

ftllchael Simons
People who squak loudest about Spring

Concert usually show up the earliest?

If the Collegian didn't have Brian DeLima,
they would probably have had to invent
him?

If the Blue Wall is such a pit, why is it

never empty?
Did you ever notice: If everybody is so

against sexism on this campus, how corr>e

you can find Penthouse's strewn all over
the University Store?
As much as you claim you hate the place,

you were really glad to be back after spring

break?
Most people don't care what Bromery

does as long as he doesn't get in anybody's
way?
Toga parties died out quickly?

You don't know anybody who would like

to spend their life in Sunderland?
If all ihe radical groups on this campus

dissapeared tomorrow, not many students
would ever know the difference?

Did you ever notice: Economics exams are

always held at night except for finals?

You are sure the marching band must
know another song besides "Rocky" but it

takes you a while to think of what it is?

Your 76 year old gradmother can beat
any elevator in the Graduate Research
Tower?

If you were at the event, it was never the
way the Collegian described it?

Unless you are a music major, you've pro-

bably never been in Old Chapel and you see
no reason for doing so now?
You think your dorm is better than any

other, even if you don't like your dorm?
Did you ever notice: At best, 8:00 classes

aren't worth it?

No matter what they call the food at the

D.C. you are sure it really is something
else?

Once you crack the language of a COINS
major you find they really are boring?

It wouldn't be spring without at least one
stereo blaring out of George Washington
Tower?

People don't make fun of people who eat

at Earth Foods anymore?
People still use that old Three Stooges

routine when talking about Mahar Hall even
if they've been here for four years?

Did you ever notice: As far as you can see,

the only thing Rhetoric does Is keep
Rhetoric teachers off the streets?

Everything they say about Rhys Education
majors is true?

There's always someone you know sitting

in the Hatch or Coffee Shop?
Ever since that report last year, you feel

funny about using the bathrooms at Herter

Hall? .

Did you ever notice: The novelty of the

door to door Bell's Pizza man wears off

quickly?

Letters to the Editor
Show your IDs,

loud mouths
To the Editor:

This letter is in regard to the unfair
harassment of those supervisors who
work at Boyden and NOPE gyms. We as
students are required to show our ID for
check cashing, the library, the dining
commons, and numerous other activities.

Why can't those obnoxious loudmouths,
who find it so difficult to take a second to
grab their ID before entering the gym,
remember that these supervisors are only
doing their job. They didn't make the
rules. The ID systems is for the benefit of
UMass students and faculty alike. Why
don't those peole who feel they are above
the average person, and therefore don't
feel they have to bring their ID, remember
that the next time you "forget" your, ID
and feel the need to take it out on the
Boyden INOPE supervisors.

Luke Voipe
Amharst

'MUA is the best'
To the Editor:
Douglas Paulding's letter of May 1 \A

local 'Wacky'?!] betrays an almost
complete ignorance of WMUA, radio and
music in general.

WMUA is hardly "engulfed" in disco.
We only play about eight hours of it per
week, as opposed to 35 hours or so of
jazz. [This disco programming that
f*aulding decries, incidentally, is put on by
the Black Mass Communications f*roject,
whom Paulding praised highly. ]

We play a lot of rock because there is a
vast quantity of high-quality rock 'n' roll
that is not readily available on most
stations. Top 40 radio, such as WAQY,
has played very little hard rock for about
seven years now. And as for album
stations, a check into playlists across the
country reveals that the Valley's
"progressive rock" outlets are con-
sistently among the most reactionary. Are
Billy Joel, the Doobie Brothers and Eric
Clapton "driving hard rock"?
WMUA is filling a need by exposing its

listeners to what the area's commercial
stations ignore. This includes artists that
are being played regularly almost
everywhere else in the county, as well as
imports, independent releases and other
records that only the most enlightened
stations in Boston and New York will
touch.

When the commencal stations finally

pick up on an artist we 've been playing for
ages, we then try to emphasize the cuts
they're not pushing. And we play lots of
oldies from the 50's and 60's that you
can't hear anywhere else anymore, as
well as records from all ends that never
got played.

Besides our rock programming, we also
air R&B, gospel, blues, reggae, country
and folk, as well as the Jazz and disco
mentioned previously. Paulding has a
very narrow-minded conceptions of what
is "progressive" as well as con-
descending, elitist attitude about whit
"conscientious" students "need.

"

Paulding, remember that what is "good
Jazz" to some people can be "mindless
squawking" to others. Your letter makes
a good sequel to all those Spring Concert
letters that tried to stuff the authors'
tastes down everyone else's throats.

We are by no means perfect and I

personally hope to be able to improve our
programming when I take office as
program director in June. You must
remember that this is a student
organization and as such we are learning
in the process. I did feel as insulted as
most of WMUA's staff felt, because I

have listened to commercial and non-
commerical radio for about 19 years in

many parts of this country, and, for all its

faults, WMUA is the best radio station I

have ever come across, progressive
standards included. I feel I do not stand
alone in this matter and if you want to

help improve the areas of our weaknesses
you are welcome to become involved
down in Martson Hall.

Eric S. Myers
Station {Manager- WMUA

SWA condemns
racial violence
To the Editor:

At approximately 3 a.m. on Sunday
morning, April 29, a Third World f*arty,

taking place in Crampton dormitory, was
disrupted by a group of white students,
the majority of whom were Southwest
residents.

The violence outside Crampton was
accompanied by racial slurs shouted from
the surrounding dormitories. Following
this disruption a number of students were
arrested.

This outbreak is Just one more example
of the racial tensions prevalent
throughout our campus. If these tensions
are allowed to continue it may lead to
more serious racial violence.

The Southwest Assembly unanimously
condemns these violent outbreaks against
the Third World students. We recom-
mend that strong actions be taken against
the instigators of racial violence.

Presently pending before the assembly
is bill SWA 03 08-02. This bill, jointly

submitted by tfie Civil Liberties and Social
Action committees demands increased
police surveillance for the remainder of
the semester, as well as the immediate
suspension of all instigators of racial

violence, be they white or black.

Southwest Assembly

The other side

of the story

To the Editor:

This letter is a reply to the article of
April 30 concerning the "racial incident"
at Crampton dorm early Sunday morning.
I was totally outraged at the way in which
the writer defames these people allegedly
involved.

I was with these people earlier in the
evening. One of them is my ex-roommate
and is a very close friend. Another lived

on the same floor as I for a semester, two
others I know quite well; all are very close
friends. I have talked to them and know
what happened, and have no reason not
to believe them, because if they were to

tell anyone the story, it wouldbe me.

The only thing they are guilty of is

being in the vicinity of the party; nothing
else. They did not try to crash it, and did
not fight anyone. As for the torn clothing
and bruises, why don't you ask the
police? Why don't you look at Steve
Kalick's forearm and take a picture of'' the
gauges left from the hand cuffs? Look,
please.

Why don't you talk to these people?
Why don't you look at the situation

objectively as a good writer should? You
are only hampering our fight against
racism, not helping it. I am a residence
assistant in Cance and have witnessed
numerous accounts of racism, sexism,
etc., so I have no need to alter cir-

cumstances to dream up new ones
perhaps you do? My friends don't go
around yelling "nigger lover. " Perhaps
yours do? Write about them.

Al Pendergast
Southwest
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* Marchers
CONT FROM PAGE 1

Many of the Mom«n shouted in the direction of the
frttamity as the passed by chanting. Move on over or
we'l n>ove on over you." and "We got the power, vw got
the right, the streets are ours and we'll pn^e it tonight " A
water balloon was reportedly thrown at ttie marchers from
tfiearea.

Or>e woman, observing m rt»e marchers turned from
North Pleasant St. to the area neartlie Graduate Research
Towers said "It is a good idea. I support it, yet it's futile,

women can't tight alone, they're helpless alone."
'Women can unite and fight back together," a South-

WMt head of residence who asked not to be named -
said. "Women here together are showing their support for

one another, " she said.

An Amh€^t won^an said. "I have three girls and I'm
really concerned about them. I'm marchir>g to support an
end to violence and abuse women have to deal with."
Many of the women participating last night a^ marched

in a similar event tn Northampton last November, where
over 2,500 women walked through the city.

The group rr^rched to the Collegian offices in the
Campus Center t>efore going to the Student Union for a
women-only rally. One year ago this week about 50 women
occupied the Collegian offices for 12 days, demanding
septate pag^ for women's news.

Mdiy.May4,J979.

/

Peter Snyman, left, reclines on bed in a glass
cage full of poisonous snakes Wednesday during
the nth day of \\\% attempt to soend 40 days inside

the cage, thus achieving a worid record. His assis-
tant said Snyman was irrHable due to lack of rMt.
(AP Laserphoto).

cbHrlitS
LONGEST DAILY
HAPPY HOUR IN
TOWN 3-8 P.M.

OTHER DRINK
SPECIALS DAILY

M BREAKFAST ON
WEEKENDS.
BUSINESS
LUNCHEON AND
DINNER DAILY

BEST BURGER
AND
SANDWICHES IN
TOWN

goo&footi&tirtnk
1 Pray St. Amherst, Mass. 549-5403

Beer Pourers and Security People
for

-SENIOR PAY-
Aiivoiie intert^stecl iiiiist aftrnci

a meetin«j at 9:00 p. in.Tuesday.
\lav 8 at 19 Allen Street.

For further info call Susan 256-6887

STADIUM

<5

LIQUORS
"We support all Spring Sports"

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A8-P in

the new Shopper's Park
University Dr.

OKN MON. Vm m,, 9:00 A.M.-11:00 M.
TEL NO. 2S3-SS9S

Large selection of kegs

I

MILLER..

MICHELOd.
MICHELOB LITE..

MILLER LITE

OLD MILWAUKEE 12 pack. .

.

.6.99 case

.8.20 case

8.20 case

7.20 case

2.89

IV
Baseball
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Alumnihorrorscholars
ByMICHAEL H. SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Forty of the UniversHy's
top academic juniora v^ra
hor^srad taat night at the
fourth annual Alumni
Scholarship Banquet held
in the Campt^ Cwiter Ban-
quet room.

In addition to tha ban-
quet, each junior received a
check for^SOO from the
Alumni Scholarship Pro-
gram.
The Alumni Scholars for

1979; from the School of

Healtfi Sciences; Daphne L.

Harris and L»a A. Piattner;

from the School of Physical

Education; Patti A.
Shearin, Donna Soitt,
Suwf% J. Peters, and Maria
Montanaro.

From the Schod of Educa-
tion; Joarn^ M. [^lahanty.
Marie A. Margarita anA
Rc^Mfta L. Parry; from the
School of Engineering;
Daniel M. Jamrog, William
A. Harrison, John W. Get-
tena, Lisa J. Beaulieu and
Thomas L. ArMJerson; from
the SdiQot of Businass Ad-
ministration; Kathy L.
RuaseN. Laura Stein, Jsf-
fwy A. Tagen and Linda
Efwtein. F>om the College
of Food and Natural
Resources; Michele N.
Bronstein, Ann F. Butter-
worth, William J. FairdotH.
and Debra J, Labahn. From
Humanities and Fine Arts;
Thomas F. Malone, John
D. Lo<Mnis, Christine M.
Spat. P^icia A. Key and
Bartera L. Bebe. Frmn

Natural sciences and
MathamMics; Gerard P.
Boudriault, Jay M Drty,
Robert C. Quirbach and
Mahesh R Patel. From the
Scoial and Behavioral
SoencM; RoMn E. Gokte-
tein, Donald Love
Elizabeth A O'Connel and
EHzabeth M Scanlon. From
Special Programs; Robert
Patten, Paula Sayword,
Marietizabeth LeBlond,
Carmen S. Bou and Brad-
ford Lovvell.

Students moved
Reasonable rates

Our Guarantee
We promise thai we offer the lowest prices for our quali-
ty of service— if you can find a lower price for our com-
parable service, we wiU refund the difference to you.

CuTiatre Slu^w. AmliM«t

;iHnfl»
on our

took up to theiMt NUnutt
• Stayat lof^atyou««M*OoofW-«Niyorround trip

• My tntoOfW dty—iMim ftamaMlhar• NoMMidbyrtqufevd
• AM scatsconflnmd«nislMi oilTram kMwnMtonilAiniMS.

IIOmXI •OU)«T OM«My
ParH t299—389 $179— 19»
Zunch/Geneva $319—•(W $199—909
Tel-Avtv $599—S99 $999—349

ScndfoTFREE^^dent^avet catalog |

IMHM Ov«i«wwiogo.twhw*ioflav.««oMnaand*jdyftxi I

Fri.Sat.Sun May 4-6

Deerfleld

Th^itre

I
^^B^V nbronn andMic

R i;«t UK yM tarn-

» K»u QJ' STAIf »

Showtime Dusk
Sunday:
E'xpress at Dusk

Route 5&10
S. Deerfield

665-8746

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

Weyrm
notbc

imdcrsoMt
All flights from now until June 25th

London

Paris

Rome
Milan

Geneva

Zurich

Vienna

Budapest

us

$299

$299

$399

$399

$398

$398

$399

$399

THrM>

$459

$399

$555

$519

$477

$477

$554

roil SAMt

$160

$100

$156

$120

$79

$79

$155

CAMPUS TRAVEL CKNTM
CAMPUS CENTER
UMASS 545-0500
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VOGUE
NumberOne
,..natumUyl

Take advantage of another
unique Great "X" plus— the
free haircut consultation. Put
your head together with our
Manager or Stylist, look at all

the latest styles and then
you'll know what's right for

you. And vhat's right for you
is always at Great "X",
naturally berause we're No.
1...Nati ralh!

^
NEAG Presents:

FOR A GREAT HAIRCUT

"The Northeast Quad where
the music comes alive"

—featuring—

CLEAN LIVING^.P^ ¥x

.-??•

w

ROOMFUL OF DLUES
Antilles Recording Artists

c

••••••••••• •••••eeeeeee

PRECISION HAIRCU ITERS

Shampoo, Precision Haircut and
Blow-Dry Styling— complete for $10

No Appointment Ever

Hampshire Mall— Rte. 9, Hadley

1=^1EYES €M<^

^.

t

'm

Quiet Canyon Recording Artists

MAY 5th 12 to 6 May 5th
(Raindate iviU be

May 6th)
wmm^m
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When the pressure is on, call

VALLEY TYPING
Ofi#-itop s#rvk

•typing

•copying
•word processing

Quarant«od date of completion 8- professional quality

29 S. Pleasant St., Anfiherst. 256 673Q 10 6 M-F
above tfie Paper Clip 10-2 Sat.

We care—and our reputation proves it!

Non-Student Position Available
Asst. Manager Student Senate Print Shop

Applications Available -

Economic Development Center
403 Student Union Building

Deadline Is Mon. May 7, 1979

Tb« Student S«nat« is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Enr^oyar

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian office (CC 113) between 8 45
am . and 3 45 p m Monday through Fn
day or use our fiandy chp and mail form
found in most issues of I fie Collegian
Classified deadline is 3 45 p m two days
in advance of publication date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collegian classified rates are: daily.

45c per line; five consecutive issues, 40c
per line per day, 30 consecutive issues,

30c per line per day One line is rouyhly
equivalent to 38 characters,

AUDIO

Starao componants — tired of getting rip

ped off^ Try some quality -most major
brands av Best guar, offered- in rm.

demo. Call Dave, 6-5015, or Mark, 6^8B31.

AUTO FOR SALE

75 Rally sport Camaro. excellent cor>di

tion, spoilers ralley wheels, low miles, call

Phil. 256-8889. eve.

1971 Audi 100LS. west coast car. no rust,

call 584 3631, after 6 00 $1000 or BO
K Plymouth Fury II. runs great, only

66.000 mi , $300 or BO. call 666^2346.

74 Rat 128 SPRT. good runnir>g cond.,
must sell, $1360, 546 6786, after 7 p.m.

Wa buy usad cafs. 256^8433 or 54»5986

74 Ply. Duatar, $1586 or BO, 253 5336

IfTO Ford, new trarw.

11200
call 549-0901.

IfTO Plymouth Roadrunnar 3C auto.

PS. PB, good coTHl.. $860 or BO. Randy,
546-4335

71 ftova. exc. cond.. air cond., lots of

new parts, must sell, $1000, Cam,
564-3173

73 Capri. Vi. sunrf., exc. cothI., $1800,

call after 5 p.m.. 584-3173.

Dodge Dart 67,

586-2239.

75,000, new parts.

88 Volvo, good ang.. new exhaust, 5 yrs.,

runs great, dep., no rust, $1000. 253 5031,

aft 6

77 Dodge Monaco. Brogham 318, V8 AT.
deluxe interior, very nice car. 323 7242.

Vega GT 72, 4 sp . new tires, good cond.,

exc gas mil., $500 or best off . 546 5833.

1989-Pontiac LaMans— 6 cyl./ auto/
AM/FM/ 8-track/ dependable/ body

-

very good/ call Dave, 546 5044, keep try

ir>g.

1972 Toyota, great on gas, very good
shape, first fair offer takes it. 546-5084,

before 10 a.m.

74 Toyota Calica. $1800 or BO, 323 4aT .

71 Toronado— rebuilt 455 plus much more,

$860 firm, call Bill, 546 8624. after 6.

18 VW. runs. BO, Raleigh comp. 24 }6.

BO. Hugh, 256 0158. p.m.

1971 Peugeot 304. 4 cyl., 67K. Michelin

radiais. Best offer. 546 1012, eves.

73 Econoiine van, 75,000 mis. Original

owner recently painted, great condition,

$2200 or BO. Call 253 9497.

1971 Int. Scout. 4wd, $1000 or BO. Ed.

549 4629.

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system. Area's lowest

rates. Call 546 9639 or 546 1131.

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof-

feehouses. discos, bands. Rick. 584-4105.

FOR RENT

One bdr.

369 8372
Conway. $90/ rru)., call

Room available, furnished. June 1, Col-

onial Village, bus rt., negotiable. 256 6489.

Lovely room in beautiful Victorian home
sharing facilities, June 1 occupancy.
527 5420.

Two bedrm. lease, tgth. nego., begin

summer, N. Amherst, pool, air, bus route,

549 0691.

3 bedroom apt., 105 Meadow St.,

Amherst, convenient location, on bus
route, $350 mo., call 549 5153.

FOR SALE

Need tires for insp? 2 G7S14's. $10. Bob.
549^5877. after 5.

Blue chair with convertible bed. $30 or

best offer. 549 1739.

•i VW bus- 72 engine, AM/FM,
cassette, good for travelling, call eve.. Lu.

54»3919.

Bach 42B— tromborw, w/ Trigger 500.

6-5803.
.

Sansui turn. — Scott recvr., spkrs., X
watts, exc. cond.. $600 or BO. 256-8291.
Mike.

Kustom Hustler amp. new 4 Jensen 10's.

solid state 140w rms, orig. $400, BO taVes it

away, a steal! 666^3932.

Bika for sale. 22" frame. Reynolds 531 B
throughout Camp>agnolo Nuovo record
group, best offer, or trade for touring bike.

586 2863, eves.

Raleigh Gran Prix, brand new condition,

$150 or best off«?r, call 546^6119.

Nursing books Er mags— cheap;
med surg.; psyc peds, drugs, AJN.
Nurs76-8, Danny. 268 7022.

Beach Boy concert tickets for sale. May
15. SpfW. CC, 7th row center, $15. Call

Alan, after 5. 586-3946.

Clogs! Clogs! Clogs! All handcrafted- all

priced $18 $23. Vermont Clog Factory

Store- Carriage Shops. N. Pleasant St..

Amherst.

Coronet. $150. call 549^0631. after 5.

Bike. Colnago racer, all campy 25 inch.

$780. call 549 0631, after 5.

Bassman amp and Kustom cab., with
two 12" C & S spks., $150, 253 9755, ask
for Jim.

30 X 40 walnut table w/ one leaf & 6
chairs, $40 firm, exc. cond., 436 5354, after

6 p.m.

Sleeper sofa, chair, box spring, mattress,

kitchen set and much more, call: 546 8305.

Studio Design.
80$9133.

'quality" speakers.

Elvis Costallo posters for sale. Imported
from England. Call 253 2893.

Nikko 2025 AM/FM ST receiver. $100.
KLH 101 speakers. $80 (pr.), Nordica
Alpina ski boots, size 9 Vi, $40 (boots new.
never used). Call Jeff, 256^6936.

Women's leather jacket and coat, size

1 0. $30 and $70, call Pat. 256 8883

Guitar. Gretsch Chet Atkins Tennes-
sean. mint condition, after 9, 584-6018.

New diving equip. — US Divers &
Parkway, local delivery, 5496488, Ted,
after 6 p.m.

TcTRawasaki KZ400, good cond , 11,000
mi.. 2 helmets. Ferring, $600, 253 9034,
Paul.

Pentax 6L 36mm, camera, w/f2 lens, ex-

cellent condition. $100. Firm Call Brad,

549 0303.

Complete scuba outfit. All brand new
scuba pro equipment, 30% off. 665 3027.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732, bet. 9 10 am.

1 pr. CCM. Super Tacks, size 7 Vi , $60, call

Dean, 546 7439, exc. cond
.

3 cu. ft. frig.. 4 mo old, $90, Fred,

349 2615.

FOUND

Furniture, ch^p, call Phil. 256 8889. eve

Ziggy card w/ money. Call 546 4973.

Found -v\/>tch in Herter, call 549^62.
Found — glasses behind Cashin, call

64328.

Found— long haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan black n>arkings, 665 4324.

HELP WANTED
Summer work, make $2800— interviews,

Monday, May 7, in Campus Center 805 at

11 a.m. or 1:30 or 3:30 or 6:00 or 9:00
p.m. — seating will be limited.

Car owners preferred— travel and make
$2213 clear- call 253 2597 for apptmt.

Students need for selling. Great commis-
sion, your own hours. Car probably need
ed. Call 253 3381, Jeffery Amherst
Bookshop.

Thinking of rtaxt yaar's finances? Tired

of minimum wage? Your time can be worth
more. And with flexible hours. Set your
own goals as a p>art-time college agent with
Northampton Mutual Life. Call 1-772-0238

for information.

Collegian Circulation Manager— the

Collegian is looking for a person to manage
all facets of the Circulation Dept. Any
managerial/ business experience is helpful.

Come to the Collegian and apply today.

The Collegian is an equal opportunityh affir

mative action employer.

Camp counselor positions available.

Camp Arcadia for Girls, Casco, Maine;

June 19- August 16. Openings for those
with lifesaving: canoeing, sailing- boating;

also WSI over 21 years in swimming
Ceramics, campcraft, weaving, archery,

tennis, drama. Phone Mrs. Fritts: 1201)

538 5409, or write Pleasantville Rd., New
Vernon NJ 07976.

Experienced leatherworkar needed for

fine jewelry and leather store on Martha's
Vineyard— primarily belts, call Suzi at

666^2891, after 5:00.

Summer work, call 253 2597 for apptmt.

The Collegian is looking for Assistant

Advertising Managers! If you have any ex

perience in marketing and want to gain

valuable experience in the advertising field,

come down to the Collegian and apply to-

day. Interviews will t>e conducted through
4/18. The Collegian is an equal opportunity

affirmative action employer.

The Collegian Advertising Department
is looking for ad reps. If you have ex-

perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office. The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer.

INSTRUCTION

Tutoring French. $4/ hr., call 549 4683.

Hot air balloon rides; lessons, sales pro-

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co intro

flight, $45, 253-3834, day or eve.

LOST

Tan suede jacket lost in women's room of

Stockbridge Hall, 4/ 20/ 79, afternoon.

Please return to me! Reward offered, no
questions asked. Call Karen, 549-5804.

Tan warm-up jacket w/ white Er navy
stripe on OH/ Central concert, 4/29, on
fence by stage, please return, my only

warmth, at the info desk in CC! Or call

5466997.

MOTORCYCLES

75 Honda XL 360. 6000 mis., call 549 0742 .

1975 Honda 400 Four, excellent
mechanical condition, 7000 miles new tire

registered inspected, just tuned, 60 miles

per gallon, carrying case, alarm, helmet,

call Alex. 253 3387, eves., asking $1000.

77 Kawasaki KZ400. exc. condition. Disc

brake- electric start model. 4800 miles.

Luggage rack, sissy bar $975. Call Russ at

549 0034 ^___

75 Suzuki T500. exc. cofKi.. luggage rack,

helmet. Continental tires, 15.^)0 miles,

$750 firm. 6^118.

PERSONALS

Happy birthday AMF— with love. 2
South.

Rudolph Nureyev: your chk:ken parts are

showing!

Dear you know who: can't tell the player

without a scorecard. Please furnish ID

number. You're or>e of 600. Come again!

HHM&K. PS. How do you turn off the

vibrator?

Fresh platinum, H<-t130.

Maura— happy b-day. welcome to the over

the hill club. Love, Al and Jeanr>e.

Astrology birthcharts, compatabitity
rdngs., 11 yrs. profsni., Louis Neubel.

5496425.

Hatch, Hubbard, Mlllen, and Kios— you
guys can really deliver!!! And I bet that

you'd like to know who this is!t!

No plans for summer? Live on the ocean
in Gloucester. Person wanted to share sum-
mer cottage. Call now, 546-5388.

Sweet Baboo. I love you. Gonna miss ya .

Are you frustrated with the run around
on your car repair or the new car you
bought? Do you suspect you have a lemon
or the repairs weren't done right? Call Con-
sumer Action, 545-0199, or 545-0781, for

help. Sponsored by MassPIRG.

Sweet Baboo. I love you. Gonna miss ya .

Gay peer counseling. SU 406 G Tues..

5-7. Thurs. 6-8, Fri. 4-6 or call 545 2645.

We buy Cr sell used audio components.
Sound £t Music, 90 92 King St., Northamp-
ton MA 01060. tel. 584 9547.

Stick it in your ear— free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St., Amh.. 253 3324.

Diamond engagement ft wedding rings,

hand-wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253 3324.

ROOM WANTED

In a house close to campus. I'm easygo-
ing, responsible F. Call 54i&5854.

2 women seeking 2 bdrms. in an Amherst
house, no complexes, pise., summer only,

call Liza or Christine, 665-3607, 549-3512.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted. Rolling

Green, own rm., $120 mo., avail. May 3,

call Karen, 253 5919.

Female(s) roommate wanted—Bran-
dywine, own room, bus rte. Call Joanne,
549 1868.

Fmale. wanted to share apt. w/ 2 others

in B. Manor for 79 80 year, $85/ mo., Beth,

256-8040.

Farmhouse, Northeast St.. needs two
roommates for summer, $110 and $125/

mo. -f , nonsmokers, 1 mile from campus,
253 5201 .

Wanter^. reliable fm. rmte.. 79-80,

Bndywti., after 9:00 call 546-9006, cheap.

1 rm. in 3 bdrm. townhse., bus route, AC,
cable, summer/ fall option, 549-1602.

1 bdrm. In Northampton, 10 min. from

Smith, in 3 bdrm. apt., sun porch, wd. fir.,

$87, call Kelley, 586-1110, avail. June 1.

2 roommates wanted to share fully fur-

nished 3 brm. apt. with female. DW, AC, 1

mile from UMass campus, $86 mo.
Available 6/ 1/ 79 9/ 1/ 79, 549 6282.

N'hampton house, quiet location, huge
yard, pool, $75+, with fall option,

586 0814.

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

f^ ^f ai * :^
Mandarin Szechuen

Cuisine

•OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK*
SUN THURS n 30 a m 10 00 p m
FRI 8 SAT n 30 .» m 11 00 p rn

To place a classified ad., drop by the
Collegian offici- (CC 113) between 8:45
a.m., and 3:45 p m. Monday through Fn
day or use our handy clip and mail form
found in most issues of the Collegian
Classified deadline is 3:45 p.m. two days
in advance of publication date.

Summer on Cape Chatham, female
roommate, ctose to beach and town, S500,
256-0438, Janis, or 256 6673, Judy.

Southwood, 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt.,
6/19/1, w. fall lease option, Wawa,
253 3886, eves.

1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt., AC, dishwasher,
bus route, cooking utilities, large bdrm.,
avail, end May w/ opt. fall, $115/ mo.,
utilities incl., 6K-3392, after 5.

Have apt. to yrself. most of summer—
share pt. of summer furnished nr. cam-
pus- call aft. 10:30 a.m.. kp. trying; Janet,
5491822.

For Sept., 2 females for Brittany Manor
apt., heat and hot water incl. Must be clean
and studious, call eve.. 253-7137.

2 females to share rm. in 2 bdrm. apt..

79-80 yr., Brinany Manor, 256-0639.

Female to share 2 bdrm. apt. for 79-80 yr.

Brittany Manor, 256-0639.

Female roommate wanted— Rolling
Green, own rm., $120/mo., call Karen,
253 5919.

Fem. non-smoker for 5/1, $74 mo.,
253 3514.

Clean, responsible female seeks 2
females to share 2 bdrm. apt. in Brittany

Manor for 79 80 yr., call Liz, 546 5077.

Clean, reliable male looking for couple or

2 people to share 2 bdrm. apt., Brittany

Manor. 79 80. cal l Dave, 546 5075.

Housemate needed, fm., 1 bdrm.. Col.

Vil., 6/1 to 8/31, responsible, clean, call

253 2215.

Female roommate wanted to share 2
bdrm. apt.— Colonial Vill.. $100-f, option
to renew, call Beth, 253 5032.

Fm. rmmte. wanted to share apt. with 2
fm., own rm. furnished, lo. rent, bus rt.,

summer, 253 3246.

" SERVICES

Pilots license*. UMass Flying Club has im
mediate op>enings for membership, fly &
learn cheap in club's new Cessna, call

vyeekends & nights for info, 549 3800.

TO SUBLET

Luxury living — 2 bdrm. Southwood
townhouse. Pool, tennis, AC &• more. Fall

option. Will sublet for $200, we pay $255/
mo. Avail. 6/1. 253 7274.

Spacious 2-bedroom apt. to sublet with
fall lease opt., 2 blocks from Amherst
center, call 253-\3165, available again!!

Sublet- 1 bdrm. Rolling Green, $250, all

utilities included, call 253-2247.

2 bdrm. Colonial Vill., w/ fall opt. Furn.

for summer, pool, bus rt., $200/ mo., util.

i ncl., call 253-9685.

Large 4 bedroom apt. in older house on
bus route, easy walk to Anjh. ctr., porch
and backyd., price negotiable, call eves.,

253-9467, avail, mid- May or June.

4 br. house for sublet. Beautiful setting

across from public lake. Option to renew.
Call 323-5777.

Sublet— fully furn. 2 bdrm. Riverglade
t-'hse., 6/1- 9/1, $195 -i- util./ mo., call

256-8104.

Summer sublet: comfortable 2 bedroom,
furnished apt. in house on bus rte.. South
Deerfield. Kitchen, bath, basement,
garage, incl. shaded yard. $240/ mo.,
possible option for fall. 665-4155, after 6
p.m.

5 bdrm. house, brand new and spacious.

Scenic area- lake, avail. Jun. 1 to Aug.
31, rent very reas. on Rt. 9, call 546 5068.

2 bdrms. in 3 bdrm. twhse. apt., bus rte.,

walk to UMass, $200/ mo. -i- . 549-1540.

1 bdrm. in 3 bdrm., Puffton apt,- air

cond., pool, tennis— after 11 p.m.,

549-1816. call Rob.

Fine Chinese Food
Cocktails Served

Full Take out Service

Luncheon Specials
Men. -Fri.

Dinner Specials
Men. -Wed.

2560251 2560252

10 BELCHERTOWN RD.
RTE 9, AMHERST

UNIVERSITY WOMEN
are you tired

of those dorms?
Have you ever thought

of boarding at a sorority?

If interested call us at

TRI-SIGMA
253 9066
545-0046

We are

close to campus

Collegian
Classifieds

3 bdrms. In 4 bdrm. apt.; Amherst, <x\ Ims
& near campus; garden, porch. $77.50/
mo. + util. Avail. Jurw 1. summer only.
256 6032.

2 bdrm. twnhse.. Sunderiand, 6/1- 8/31.
w/ opt., $200 mo., util. incl., bus rt., pool
665 3589.

'

Townehouse apts.. 3 bedroom, carpet,
AC, on bus route, make an offer! Avail. 6/

. 1/ 79, call 549 5934.

Try this— nice rm. in 3 bdrm. apt., pool,
AC. garden, bus rt., loveable roommates,
pizza, $85 or less, Northwood. 665 35t8.

Summer-fall option. 1 bdrm., $170 +
util., Kathy, 253 3658.

Cliffside, 1 bd. apt., June Aug.. util.

incl.. furnished, $150 mo., dishwasher
6654188. '

Puffton, 3 bdrm., 6/1 8/30, lots special
attractions, semi- furn., rent nea.
549 4874.

'

Female rmate. wanted for beautiful apt.
close to UMass, summer- poss. fall

549 1114.

4 br., carpet, AC, pool, bus, spacious,
kids OK, fall option. $360 or best offer,

665-4246^

One bedroom - Puffton Village, available
May 26, call 549 6108.

Fall option— 5 bdrm. house, S. Amherst,
$425, avail, end May. garage, quiet,
253 2521.

1 bdrm. Rolling Gr.. avail. June, July,
Aug., on bus rte., AC, DW, pool, reg.,

$242, wi ll sub., $175. call 256-6383.

Need a place to live for part of or the
whole summer? Townhouse, 2 br., fall op-
tion, rent negot., 549 6378.

Sunderland bonanza! 2 bdrm , cool pool,
tennis, hiking trails, bus route, partly fur-

nished. $240/ mo., incl. utilities, fall option,
665^7981.

Puffton, 1 br. in 3 br. apt. for summer w/
possible option, Jeff, 549-5877.

Echo Hill.

253 9862.

1 bdrm. avail., $140/ BO,

2 quiet nonsmokers who like cats, own
bdrms. for summer. $75 monthly, with
elec, 253 7573, evenings.

Puffton— sublet two bdrms.. furnishd.,

$200 per month, avail. May 24 Sept. 3,

pool, AC, cable TV, tennis cts., bus rte.,

549-6803.

3 bedrooms in Puffton Village, pool, AC.
tennis, avail. 5/1- 8/31, neg., 549 5896,
part, furn., will rent by room or apt.

Grab— 2 bdrm. Presidential apt. for June
1— close to campus— 549 5729, eves.

1 br. in 2 br. apt. for summer. Squire Vil.,

$120 -^ util., bus, pool, call 665-2013.

1 bdrm., $95/mo., spacious 3 bdrm. 3
floor apt., across from Puffton, fall option,

549-4918.

2 bdrm. Cliffside, $200/mnth., rent neg.,

tennis, pool, all utilities included, 665-3646,

anytime.

Rolling Green, summer sublet. Furnish-

ed pool, AC, DW. All utilities included. On
bus route. Call 546 7328.

1 bdrm. apt., $180, 3 mo. only, 256 8573 .

One bedroom. Colonial Vil., $100-)-,

female, 6/1 to 9/1, bus route, 256-6388.

2 bdrm. -Col. VIII., $185/mth.. fall op-

tion, pool, Indry., bus rt., 12 spaces avail.,

call 256-8075.

Rolling Green apt.. 1 single, 1 double,
5/1 9/1. AC; DW; pool; bus route;

negotiable. 256 0340. Barry. Pete, Elena.

4 bedroom house in N'hampton, 1 blocd
from Look Pk., on bus route. $300 mo.,
6/1-9/1, call 5467740.

1 bdrm. Brandywine apt.. AC. pool, 2
bus rtes., option for fall, rent twta..

549^683.

Townehouae apt.. 2 bedroom, AC; DW;
carpet bus rt., avail. 6/1 9/1, rent neg,,
549^6181.

1 bedroom near Puffers for June 1, $120
utilities, 4 bedroom house, large room,

river & woods in back yard, near Puffer,
Watrobas, tennis, bball., bus route, laun
dry, quiet, call John, 549 5731, 125 Sum
mer St.

Rolling Green twnhs., summer sublet,
fully furn. pool, $250/mo., bus route,
253 24 13.

Brittany Manor sublet. June August,
$96 nfK>., own room- furnished, 253 2402.

2V^ bedroom Townehouse apt. to
sublet, 6/1, with option to renew, AC,
carpet, on bus route, $225/ mo., 549 4920 .

Riverglade. 1 bdrm. in 4 bdrm. apt., $75/
mo., June thru Aug., fall opt , pool, AC.
bus route. Non smkr. pref. 253 5206.

Free week, avail. May 24. Southwood, 2
bdrm., $200 / mo., opt, fall, 253 5262.

Summer sublet. 2 or 3 bedrooms in 3
bdrm. Puffton apt., 546 9804.

Sublet, option to lease, 2 bedroom apt.,

swim, pool, tennis, Sunderland, call Pat,
256 8^57^

4 person collective seeks female
housemate for summer. On bus route.
Nonsmoker. Call 665 4768.

Furn. studio apt. for summer. May
25-Aug. 30, Lincoln apts., on campus,
$141/ mo., incl. util., 549 6215, after 5.

Riverglade-2 bdrm., AC, DW. pool, etc.,

semi-furnished, excellent location, $235 for

the summer. 253 7634. after 6 p.m

Riverglade. 2 bedroom and full cellar.

Furnished, pool, WW carpeting. AC, DW,
bus rt. Avail. 6/1 8/31. Call 253-3674.
$240/ month, negotiable.

Marked down from $305 to only $245, a 3
bdr. Townehouse apt. for summer w/ opt.
to rnw. Lots of extras, on bus rt., call now,
5^0870;^
Brandywine, summer sublet, call

549 6786.

1 bdrm. of 3 bdrm. apt., pool. AC. tennis
courts, cable TV, bus route, 549 4880 .

1 rm. in 2 bdrm. apt., rent low and negot.,
on bus rt., Sunderland, call Mike, 665-4206.

Rolling Green garden apt. —2 bdrm., bus
rt., pool, AC, furnished, cheap rent,

utilities incl. Room for 1 or 2 females. Call

Robyn or Joy after 6 at 253-3523.

1 bedrm. apt., Puffton, AC, pool, carpet,

tennis. Avail. June Aug., opt. for fall, $175.
Neg., call 549 5356, keep trying.

Summer sublet, 2 rms. in 3 bdrm. ap*^ ,

Vi-blk. from campus— on bus routes, $125
each, util. incl., 549-6015.

2-3 bdrms. twnhs.; walk. dist. to campus,
stores, Puffers; on 2 bus rts.; quiet resd.

ansa; avail. 6/1, $100/rm. or BO; 549-1218 .

Townehouse apts.: avail, late May-Aug.
31, N. Amherst, bus routes, fall opt.,

549 6064.

2 bdrm.
549 5995.

Pftn.. 6/1-9/1, $200/mo..

Cliffside, 1 bdrm. apt.; pool, tennis,

cable, dshwashr., on bus rt., $'75/mo., w/
optn., 665-4284.

2 bd. apt., Amherst, on bus line, $200, in-

cl. hw. plus ht. , 256-6110.

Great deal! Brandywine summer sublet, 2
bedroom, good sunny location. Pool,

dishwasher. Rent negotiable, 549-50^.

1 bedroom Cliffside apt. w/ bus route

and pool. $180/mo. incl. utilities or best of-

fer. Pa rtly furnished, call 665 2487.

Townhouse apt., June, July. August, call

549 1716, AC, good location, "» lOoms, BO.

Collegian classified rates are daily.

45c per line, five (.onsfcurive issues, 40c
pof line per day. 30 uunsecutivp issu^,
30c per line per day One line is rouqhly
equivalent to 38 characters

Summer room w/ fum. kitch & utM..

$100 month, on N. Pleasant St., caH
5^ 6410 for appt.

Jun. -Aug., part of summer share; most of
summer, have apt. to yourself; near cam-
pus, furnished; call aft. 10:30 a.m., kp. try.,

549 1822.

Cliffside. 1 Ig. bdrm.. avail, mid-May w/
opt fall. $200/mon , includes all Also fur-

niture for sale Call 665 3938, after 5.

2 bdrm., avail. 6/1, fall option, $240/ mo.
Pool, AC, bus route, 666^7537.

2 bdrm. apt., % mi. from campus, part,
furn

, fall opt., $220/mo., neg., 549-0308.

1 bdrm. Cliffside apt., avail. 5/24^8/31.
fall option, bus rt., fum., $190/mo..
665 4774.

Brandywine -6/1 to 8/31, 2 bdrm., fur-

nished, AC, pool, tennis, bus rte.,

549 4671.

Fall option. Brandywine. 2 bedroom, 2
bus rt., pool, AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,

nice location, rent negotiable, call

549 5815.

Rooms for rent in house for summer, H
mile from campus, rent negot. 549-1867.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway,
$90/mon., util. incl., keep
calling^3® ^72^
2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or BO Call 253 7703, 4 8 p.m

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1 549-5144 .

WANTED
Scuba div'ng tank- want good deal on
used tank for summer, call Bill, 549 5831.

Need desperately— one Dead tik, $15.
6^4357.

One Dead ticket, will talk, 253 3504.

We buy usedTars, 256 8433 or 549 ^86 .

Cape Cod— need 1 or 2 people to share
house on lower cape for summer
lEastham.). Call Deb. 253-2124. or Frank,

253 3218

Wanted: 1 br. apt. for June w/ option or
for Sept. Not in complex, please! Call

549-5153, eves. Responsible tenant.

Dead tix? You got 'em, I want 'em. Call

Seth, 546-5181, evenings.

Needed: 4 Dead tickets, 584 9302.

Want to buy Madame Alexander and Baby
Ginny dolls, 256-8662.

Mature resp. man seeks a rv^ce cozy 1 br.

apt. or other w/ privacy ir. N'hampton,
starting 5/20-6/1, call Mei. eves., at

256 8601.

Rider wanted to Florida, leaving July 10.

contact immed. Maureen, 256-6738.

WANTED TO RENT

Married, M/F sk. priv. apt. in N'hamp./
Amh. in exchange— child/ house care—
gen, rep., 734-8942.

Wanted to rent: 4 bdrm. house, Sept.
79-May 80. Call Ellen, 546-8284.

1976 DODGE VAN
~

Great van, needs body work, call

256-8587, days.

SUMMER SUN & FUN
~

Summer sunset at Brandywine— sublet

2 br. apt., part, furn., AC, DW, poo!, bus
rtes., call 549 0569.

JEWELRY CLEARANCE SALE

Jewelry clearance, 50% off most
jewelry; moving! Everything must go!

Jane's Place, 1^ Main St., Northampton.

PARACHUTING
—

^

First jump course, Thursday, 19th, 7

p.m., CC rm. 803, bring current ID and
$60- limited to 1st 15 t cople.
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Campus Center

UMass

Thursday, May 3

George T.

Geogory
Band

Fri., May 4

After
Dark

Sat., May 5

Storm
Warnin

Thurs., May 10

Travele r

BLUE
Tues. nights

The Hungry
Ear Comedy

Night

TOP OF
THE

CAMPUS

TOC members £r guests only

TOC memberships available

to UMass students at the

info desk. Campus C6nter "^

In assoc. with UPC Productions

iFfktoy, May 4. 1g^

King wants car exhaust test
BOSTON [Af^ -Prodded by fecteral anvironmMital officUite,

Gov Edward J. King twd yMMrday he will submit legisla-

tion calling for year^ auto •mMorw teats at service sta-

tions.

An effective wniwions law. King saM, "would help
alleviate the increased demar>d for gasoHne sirK» a properly
tuned car will deliver improved mNeege performarKe."

Kir>g made the statement after meeting with David G.
Hawkins, assistant administrator for Air and WasM
Mana^ment in the U.S. Environntental Protection Agen-
cy.

Farlier in the day, Hawkins warned at a news conference
th.4 the state (x»uld k^e "hundreds of mMUortt of doWars"

m federal highway fumfe if iMynnakera failed to pa^ an
wnissions inspection program by July I.

"Of three states in New England^that require these
testt," said Hawkins, "Mauachusetts has made the least

progress."
He said Connecticut and Rhode island legislators ^reac^

have approved testing programs.
Under the King Proposal, \W%cm yMffy auto safety checks

required by the state wouM be combined into om annual
safety and emissions check with a slightly increased in*

spection fee, according to a spokesperson.
He estimates drivers now paying $2 for an inspection

would pay as much as 110 for the combined check.

Why you should buy your ring now!
1. You deserve it You ve accomplished a lot.

2. Save Si 5 on any 10K gold or Siladium ring instead of the

5% or $10 you might get from any other company.

3. Different Rings! The largest selection to choose from.

'

Over 20 differentring designs' See traditional and con-
temporary men s designs and beautiful fashion rings for women.

CLASSIC BLA20N COLORADO SONNET SUNFLOWER MINI

/IRKTIRVED
^COLLEGE RINGS

REBATE CERTIFICATE
GET A $15 REBATE ON ANY ARTCARVED COLLEGE RING WITH THIS CERTIFICATE.

Valid on any ring in the ArtCarved Collection (even gold) Choose from a wide variety of

traditional, contemporary, or fashion rings, custom made to your individual taste

How lo g«t your SI 5 rtbaie by mail after purchase
1 . This coupon must Ot- D'oseniod with your order

2 L rnii r-f' '"lunr! Of. f purchase Purchaser pays any sales

3 '
•^•i vdMd o'- is ordered durmq this sale

4 ^^fDalescar ' • i only a'tprlin.iipHympni on your nnq
has Xifi" --n.M)!-

5. At that lime ol order your ArtCarved Representative will

qive you a Rebate Request Certificate This certificate must be
mailed, along with prool of full payment to ArtCarved within

three months after you order your ring Rebate void alter this

period Allow 'our weeks lor 'obate procession

An ^ni ,1'vfil Rppny, 'r .v ill be at

campus center

Friday May 4

LAST DAY!

10am -2:30pm
OFFER EXPIRES TODAY May 4

$15 Deposit

.Fridey. Mey4, 1979,

Todaij's

Crossword

Puzzle
ACWSS

1 Art stand

• PriKte

Wtoii
14 Girl's n»me
15 Baking —
It 'i cannot tell

17 Opinion arti-

cles

19 Festival

n Moon god-
dess

H Spread out

ti Spoiled kids

IS Old car

It Classified

P To and —
19 Slashes
$1 Nickname
n Inlet

34 Dealt out

36 Instructor

40 Can prov

42 Pheasant
broods

44 Not false

^ Trials

47 Records
tS Noun suflix

te Acme
52 Memo
53 Fish

54 Seal a well

57 Shamus
59 Ad(usled

pitch

61 Water
2 words

64 Pass away
67 Inca land
68 Canadian

province

2 words
70 Wapitis
71 Customer
72 Take on
73 Install

74 Encamp
75 Judgment
DOWN

1 Greek resis-

ters

2 — de-camp
3 Pleasure

cralt PI

4 Sign up
5 Man s name
6 Press unit

7 Thorough-
fare

8 Loafer

9 Panted
10 Starch
11 Desert basin

bottom
12 Was sick

13 Interprets

18 Allowance

UNITED Feature Sym^tto
Thursday s Puzzle Solved

1£ A ^

i
A M TKT o P T

Lzi I « R 1 a^bT E * E a
k I 1 « N •^r^ L r T C

QQD anciaoaaaoQa aaas
^Mlti«lvJfltHtlTUI.Tpl.l
poQ aaaaa aaaaapooa Doaau uQaa
|c|o|«i« D U »I$ Tirn
QDQa

a
QQ P * T It N T

oao N I 1' C A I T
aoaa oao a ( T N
p « a 1 •T A K tlA I V I
1 N t ( R 1 • kTv' c z
T T

iil vjio [ej N iiKilBs

22 Oaf

24 Banana —
21 Social org
28 Stir up
M French town
32 However
35 Storehouse
37 for

size

38 Cockney's

.

ome
39 Film unit

41 Legal man
Abbr.

43 Plans

tt Drunkards

48 N American
Indians

51 Goober
54 Garments
55 Jane Eyre s

pupil

56 Pullover

58 Neck and
neck

60 Destroy
62 Require-

ment
63 Not odd
65 Small drafts

^ Enmity
69 — gallery

4

1
^^ *"^

1

15- IT TT TT

14 »y W
II

jyi
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P""TT 35

P
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»

1

* So TT^ paI
34 " la T
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i
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70 71 71

74 7S

Todaij in the DC
LUNCH

Fishburgers on a Roll

Turkey Divan

BASIC LUNCH
Lentil Spinach Stew

Turkey Divan

DINNER
Steak/F.F. Onion Rings

Basked Fish w/Newburg Sauce

BASIC DINNER
Potato Mushroom Delight

Baked Fish w/Newburg Sauce

^QiI£giml^3

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

77^
V and ^dftvit ^3 hours auoiy oryj

5o2Y 5o«ertiy,ofrec-fio«idv

\UTDwro^ -^f^^^Doilv ftarton
OF ^^ SxtirK^se\\ ,^
O^S once a^n

Rmic-siriMert ^ 5»ie lau^hes
into plan 2 , her last

rcsdt : Qrilin^ up pTtarrffal

escoRs no one in -tj«ir
ri^m mindi ujcUd be sa

Nebbish by Mike Galper St Nathaniel Parkinson

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

TOSBCINA COCK. PHO
noFYCut. spum tan

fCK o^UJFnNG puvoses.

mm?UH..iTs
tJHfcm JUSrANSMOL-
THis, uem. miAHCBs
ZONK? NAnjKALSklN

\ 00UX/N6.

SJNK&l..

THIS IS

SHoe
POUSH!

\

UBLL. Geaz. ing(a,

ThB SUN BBJ KXS
HAUBSUCH AN
eoeeovBKMB!

SB zs zs ZK

PHOTOGRAPHER'S
CONTEST

—For groupings of photographs ar-
ranged around any theme, except for
sexist or violent topics.

—Selected projects will be installed in
displays on the CC Main Qourse.

—Fact-sheets aveulable from the Board
of Governors (CCS 17)

Entries due May 15

OPEN TO UMASS STUDENTS
WHO PAY THE CC-FEE AND
TO CONCOURSE VENDORS.

zs zz zz BIN 187 n. pleasant st^amhcrst
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Laxmen visit West Pt.;

Face 6th ranked Cadets
ByM^OEGNIM
Colhgtan Sta^
The UMass men's (aerobe team will face

W^ of its toughest opponents of the

MK)n when it goes to W«t Point, NY m
face sixth-ranked Army at 2: 15 tomorrow..
The CMiets are 9^1 with their only U3m

being to the Blue Jays of Johns Hopkins.
the defending Diviston I national Cham-
ptons: undefeat^ and ranked numbw out
this year.

As usual, UMa^ Coach Dick Garbw (^
scouted the opposition and calls Army "the
best defensive team I've ever seen. ' Wor(fe
Mte those are not to be lightly regarded
wtien they come from someone who has
been a college lacrosse coach for 2S> years.

Gart>er said that Army used 12 defwi-

wmen, rotating three at a time. UMass, on
the other harKJ, sticks with its staning three

of Roger Coe, Peter Klement, and Tom
Keenan, subbing only occasionally. Army's
tenacious style of play C4M f(K tfw use ol
the uncomrrwnly large number of

defensemen. The Cadets often use what
anxiunts to a ba^etball full-court press,

according to Garber. Coupled with the
frequent double-teaming which charac-
terizes Army's defense, the press requires

that fresh players be continually shuffled

mto ttw o*>TW Qwter pointed out that

white Army fktm have mvwsI outstanding

players, it is basically a team without

superstars. "They just grind you down with

f^nt^e pre^ure, ' Gart>er said.

Arir^'s leading scorer is attackman Dave
Reeves who has Ji points Goalie Kevin
MacGibbon has saved 66 percent of the

shots he has faced arK is the backbor>e of a

defend which has akii^wl only BQ goals in

ten games.
Meanwhile, at UMan, tfw G^Has have

slipped out Qf the top fifteen in the nation

for the first time this season in this week's
cMches' pcil. UMa« ¥vm 15th last we^,
but has been replaced in tt^t slot t^
Hofstra. which beat UMau 11 10 tost

Wednesday. The Gorillas are third in New
England, trailing Harvard and Brown, and
stiU entertain hopes of winning tf>e New
ErtglwKl charr^Monship. The Big game wiN
be May fth against the Crirracn at Cam-
bridge.

For the first time in a while, UMass qom
into tf^ game injury free. The game wJl be
played on artifical turf m Michw Stadium.

After the Harvard contest, the Goriltos

wiN return hc^ne for thek final two games of

ttw seascw v^n they face 8th ranked

Syracuse and the Dartmouth Big Gremi.

2 bedroom garden apartment from
$290. Included in your rent are heat
and hot water.

NOW ACCEPTING DEPOSITS FOR
FALL RENTALS
For your convenience:

+ Free UMass bus to town and campus
-k- Stove, refrigerator, disposal, and dishwasher
-- Fully carpeted

+ Wall to wall closets

+ Cablevision available

-- 1 % miles from Mt. Farms and Hampshire Malls

+ 24 hour maintenance staff

Our new rental office is located

at 156A-1 Brittany Manor Drive.

Take first entrance
Rental Hours- M-F 9-5, Sat. 10-2

2568B34

MINIMUM
10 MONTH

LEASE

Brittany Mmmmt

ov^KlNGGRflB
FbrThe

Discriminating
Appetite....

....ON THE GO

!

3UB(11(S1^
Pomows Poot'Lons sandwwlctt*.

33 E. Pleasant St., Amherst
(Next to The Pub)

Women
runners
compete
ByDAVESIVR£T
CoH^gian Staff

The women's track

team will be competing
in th«r most important

meet of the season this

Sunday, that being the

New Englands This

meet gives the winner

bragging rights to the

title of New England

outdoor track champs.
The meet is a showcase
for tf>e best female

runr>ers in the area. Th«
year's meet could have a

genuine ceM>rity in its

midst. That person is

Joan Benoit. the girl

who won the Boston
maratfion in lecord time

and because if this win

was a dinrter guest of

the country's most well

known funf>er, President

Carter.

"For us to win we
have to get a con-

TURN TO PAGE 15

MMTOfflXS/G/fS
at

Of^ AMNERsr

FRIDAV AND SATUREWW
MAPPV HOURS 8t* 'o***

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 CQA QIC;') MOUNTAIN FARMS MAU
*'0^'^'*>'J ROUTt 9-HA0Lev,MASS

Moults %7 so students %. sn citizens with amc card (2 oo twi-lite show •! so
CHILDWEN >1 26-8PECIAL ENGAQE^^ENTS EXCLUOEO

.Veiy ^*'*'^"''^fl_
* %s m%r% w*. ^^ h*ve celet.r.'led "jpp«t

^ ——— .J—^.i C*i W nn i^ .^^^ ^^^^ *nmv*r**n*» d they •««
(TMfncd to each other.

Ellen Alan
Burstyn Alda

and wondeifur SALLY FIELD

Q/llffgUl

Fri. and Sat. (TLS 5:00)-7:45-10:15

Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:00)-8:30

j'jPg Matinees (Sat and Sun) 1:30

Fri. and Sat. (TLS 5:00)-7:46-10:1S

Sun. thru Thurs. (T4.S 6:00)<8:30

TH Matinees (Sat and Sun) 1:30]

ROBERT DEMRO
TWF

MARLON BRANDO
GENE HACKMAN

lAcademy Award -.-^^^^—
IBest Visual Effects r-^^^^ 5 Academy Awards -Best Picture]

jFri. and Sat. (TLS 4:30)-7:30-10:15 Fri. and Sat. (TLS 5:30)9:00

ISun. thru Thurs. (TLS 5:30)-8:45 Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 5:00)-8:30

l|>o Matinees (Sat and Sun) 1:00|liJ Matinees (Sat and Sun) 1:00J

REDUCED ADULT & STUDENT PRICES FOR TLS TICKETS LIMITED TO SEATING

SENIOR
THURSDAY, MAY 24, 1979
(Rain date: May 25, 1979)

TICKETS ON SALE NOW CC CONCOURSE
SENIORS $2.50 UNDERGRADS $3.50

PRICE INCLUDES: MUG &
UNLIMITED BEVERAGES

Frktay, May4. 1979
iCoitegj^n 15

A Store-full of Ideas

OoM^own Amher^

Gazelles turn back UNH,9-2
Bv MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Jean Hackett and Julie McHugh scored thrfee goals aoiece
as the UMass women's lacrosse team turned a close banle to
a rout over previously undefeated New Hampshire. 9 2,
Wednesday aftcnoon at UN H.
Scoring an average 17 goate per game, the highly touted

Wildcats came into the match fresh off a win over Spnngfield
112 2). UMass sought to keep its unbeaten streak alive; while
blowing away Bndgewater and Mount Holyoke, the Gazelles
combined good upfield passing with a tight defensive network
led by goalies Karen Keough and Robin Jennings.
The first half tested both defenses severely; by the end of

the half, UMass had a slim 2 1 lead. Goalie Karen Keough, the
Gazelle netminder throughout the game, kept all but one shot
out of the net. while Qazeltes Holly Jennings, Laura O'Neil,
and Marw jl^ic^ Stacked UNH's usually explosive of
fense. •

J

CREDIT-FREE

SUMMER WC«KSHOPS
For regiiitriitioi) information and/ctr ratalog (untact ('ontinuing

Education at 549-4970, or !ito|i by Hashrouck Building on (lu-

U.Mai><i .Vmherst campus.

msiA

GRAND OPENING
May 9-12

Largest N.Y. style disco in the area with a

tiewly installed disco light show

Specials every night!

Wednesday night—QR brew night

10- lam roost bottled beers

Thursday—DFT night-S5 cover

all drinks Iree from 8-12

Friday— Miller night,

Miller 75^ all night

Saturday— Hour glass night-

Every hour, special drink for 95'

Prizes & prizes to give away

Rt. 9, Hadley
on Amherst/ Hadley line

253 9214

J^ JUNE&JLLY 1979

|A4Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

The Gazelle openwj up the game in the swond half,
outsconng UNH, 7 1; along with Hackett and McHugh.
Margie Anderson added two goals and four assists, while top
Gazelle scorer Cari Nicke.son scored one and had two assists.
UNH's Beth Wheatly tallied the lone UNH goals. In overall
shots on goal, UMass fired a barrage of 31 shots, compared to
19 for the Wildcats.

With this most important win under their belts, the GazeilM
travel to Pennsylvania for the Easterns this weekend; among
the teams UMass could be playing will be defending Natior«lt
champion Penn State Highly motivated for New Hampshire,
the Gazelles are flying high from the win.

"Our defense was excellent," said JV coach Marisa Didio,
"Keough was outstanding in goal."
"We're peaking at just the right time," said coach Pam Hix-

on, "both the offense and defense are playing extremely well -

Cari Nickerson's been outstanding, and our offense has been
surpising. At the beginning of the season, the UMass defer^e
impressed everyone." •

^Runners
CONT. FROM P. 14
sistently good per-
formance, all the way
cross the board We
have to at least place in

our strong events, and
hopefully get some
surprise fwints in some
of our weaker events,"
said UMass coach Jane
Welzel
She also cited the

relays as being key
events Both of the
distance relays have
good chances for vic-

tories and the 4x110
relay is also a fair bet for

a place.

The meet is going to

be scored 10 8 6 4-2 1

and this system takes

away the importance
that IS usually associated
with first. It tends to

emphasize and help the
consistent performers.
The meet should be a

close hard fought affair.

But the favorite has to

be perenmal New
England track power
Springfield College. The
meet will be run on their

track and it is always a
benefit to compete at

your own facility. Along
with Spnngfield, the
other top squads are
URI. UVM, and the
Minutewomen.

There is one event
that they run in this meet
that is not usually
competed in dual meet&,
the pentathlon.

Take it

from the

1dll(sat

homel
We'll see thatyou

get the credit

you deserve.

So while you're home take that course you

missed this yeac Get a couple of courses

out of the way so *hat ne)r* fall you'll be

woy ahead

Getyourselt a ''We credit a* Boston State

College We ll t^o^^e two complete summer
sessions— morning or evening classes so
that you'll have plenty ot time tor summer
jobs and the fun things ot summer

Do yourself a favor, send for our

catalog— today!

And if you can f find the course you need,

check one of the other colleges in the Mas-

sachusetts State College System They re

located in: Boston, Buzzards Bay Bridge-

water, Fitchburg, Fromlngham, North

Adams, Salem, Westfield and Worcester

Registration infbnmition:

Two complete sessions June 4-June 28;

July 1 6-August 9 Graduate and undergradu-

ate courses, $35 per credit hour Master

Charge and Visa accepted Register by

phone, by mail or in person For information

call 734-7111 or 731 -401

2

REFERENDUM
A referendum will be held on

TUESDAY, MAY 8, 1979 for the

students to VOTE on the projected

SATF increase.

Polls will be open from 10 A.M.
to 6 P.M.

Students are asked to vote in the

following locations:

I

I

I

I

I

^ el^^^^ Program (^Continuing Education•^ '"•^ Boston State College, Box 101

625 Huntington Avenue

Boston, Massochusetts 021 1

5

HOSTON
.statf:

Nome.

Address

.

City . Stale -ZipCo*.

1 1 am a graduate student I am an undergraduate student

n I am interested in receiving the Summer catalog

D I hQ\ie L_ hove not taken coijf'^p'^, 'i' Boston '^'itf r -Miun^i hpfo-p

I

I

I

I

I

• '

Greeks and Commuters

Orchard Hill

Sylvan-Northeast

Central

Dorms
Crampton side towards

Mass. Avenue

MacKimmie side towards

Fearing Street

Student Union Lobby

(from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.)

Orchard Hill Bowl

(rain location - Dickinson)

Worcester

Franklin

Hampshire

Dining Commons
Berkshire

Dining Commons
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Ohio St/s Cousineau
picked first in draft
By BRUCe LOWITT
AP Sfiwu Writer

BufMo Bite b»gan the irtttant robuilding
f^ their porous (tefense today by seiectirH)

Ohio StaM lin^>acker Tom Cousineau as
the No. 1 t^^tion in the National Football
League coHege draft

aJkI ttie Cincinnati Benyato bef^tn the
revamping of tfieir wratic offeree by using
th«r two opening round picks to grab
Washington Staie quarterback Jack
TNyr^Mon arKl Louisiana State running
t>a<A Ct^rlM Alexander
The selection of Cousineau was no sur-

prise — but the Ber>gals' choice of Thomp
VM\, tfw "Throwin' Samoan," sent mur-
murs through the NFL draft headquarters,
tfw 18th floor Starlight Roof ballroom at the
swank Waldorf Astoria Hotel
The B»ng«ts had been expected to s^ect

ight end Kellen Winslow from M^ouri,
^ho eveniu i'v was taken by San Diego.
A/hen "''horripson was selected No. 3
following Cousir^u and Kansas City's

:hoiM of CcMorado State <tefensive end

Cousineau, a 6 foot 3. 227 pound AH
American, is certain to become an instant

millionaire. L^t year's No. 1 selection. Earl

Campbell, was signed by the Houston
Oiters for close to $3 million. But Cousir>eau
apparently doesn't seem to care whether he
tHBComes a seven figure ptayer.

"I don't think my lifWtyte will change,"
he said. "I'm laid back, really."

V\^iat would he dc with aU tfut money?
"I can't even speculate about tfiat. Try to

make more, I guess."
After the Ber>gals picked Thompson, the

Chicago Bears selecMd Dan Hampton, a
defensive tnckle from Arkansas, tf>en Buf
falo used i;s other firstround pick to take

CIWTtson wide receiver Jerry Butler.

Baltimore's selection of Alabama line

backer Barry Krauss preceded the Giants'

choice of Simms.
The Bengals got one of th«r first round

picks from Washington, which had only
five selections this year, an NFL record low.

Cincinnati's offense, staggered last year

by tfie early season loss of 30 year old

quarterback Ken Anderson and the

The first day of drafting in the National Football League concluded after the
sixth round of selections. The draft continue today with selections being
made through the twelfth round.

In Monday's CcMegtan. tlwre wtti be a report on how the seniors from the
UMass Minutemen made out in the draft.

Mike Beii ' ttirew the H&n York Giants

plans out of whack They were hoping to

take the NCAA's all time passing leader

There were other high visibility quarter

backs still around, Steve Fuller of Clemson
and Alabama's Jeff Rutledge among them
But when the Giants turn came, they used

the seventh pick of the opening round to

take little-known quarterback Phil Simms
from little Morehead State in Kentucky

That brought derisive cheers ar>d outright

booing from the packed gallery Tf« local

foottMll fans, used to such Giants selec

tions as Eldridge Small, Larry Jacobson,

Rocky Thompson and otf>er NFL failures,

expressed the opinion that the Giants had
done it again.

Still, Simms is projected as a "deeper," a

lightly regarded collegian who could

blossom into pro stardom.

absence of a breakaway runner, took a pair

of major strides toward potency in tfie

future

Thompson, a 6 3, 215 pounder,
established numerous NCAA passing

records, including 7, 818 career yards, arul

a wave of Pacific 10 Conference and
Washington State records. And Alexander,

6 1 arKl 224. finished his LSU career with

4,(05 yards rushing, only the eighth player

in NCAA history to surpass 4,000 ya'^ds.

The 2 V4 -hour first round ended with five

running backs selected and four defensive

ends, four offensive tackles and four

linebackers. The only position not selected

was guard Among the few projected first-

round players who were not picked were
two guards, Outland Trophy winner Greg
Roberts of Oklahoma and Southern Califor-

nia's Pat Howell.

Patriots draft defense;
select Golic and Sanford
By DICK BRAUDE
AP Sports Wnter

FOXBORO, Mass. - The New England

Patriots moved to plug two defensive

needs, selecting defensive back Rick

Sanford of South Carolina and tinet)acker

Bob Golic of Notre Dame in the first and
second rounds yesterday in the Natiorwl

Football League draft.

A combination quarterback and safety,

Sanford was the first defensive back taken

and is projected as a fifth pass defender, or

a possible starter if a regular falters.

Golic, selected in the second round, is

oegged as an inside linebacker who can fill

n for the team's defensive captain Steve

Nelson.
"We're elated to fill two needs with this

value of players," said Patriots Coach Ron
Erhardt. He said he thought Golic would
lave been selected in the first round.

"The staff felt the No. 1 need was a

oornerback. This is an exceptional athlete,"

jaid Patriots General Manager Bucko

Kilroy, who mastermined past drafts for

Chuck Fairbanks, the former head coach

ar>d front office boss.

"It will be a learning thing for me," said

Sanford, a forrr>er high school basketball

star. "It's not for me to say whether I'll be a

starter. I'm ecstatic, t realize I'll be stepping

into a great secondary, but you can't have

enough defensive backs."
'

Both Sanford and Golic have been in-

jured, but are said to be fully recovered.

The defensive back missed some action last

season with a partially torn knee ligament,

but played in the last games and in post-

season all-star contests. Golic injured a leg

in wrestling competition and temporarily

wore a splint.

Two New Englanders were among the

first players selected in the draft. The
Cincinnati Bengals selected Dan Ross, a

right end from Northeastern, on the second
pick of the round. And the Buffalo Bills

chose Boston College defensive lineman

Fred Smerlas on the fourth pick of the

second round.

Spikers endseason
By MA UREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's volleyball team ended the season on the sidelines as they

watched Harvard take the New England Collegiate Volleyball Championships at

NOPE gym last Saturday.

Overall, the spikers won one match out of three, being elirninated by Brown
University, 15-10, 9-15, 8-15.

Earlier, UMass defeated a strong Worcester PolyTech squad, 15-5, 16-14. Kale

Feldman, Jim Grosslein, Ed Midura, Al Morel, and player coach Arnie Roberts

utilized good setting and spiking to win their only match.

Net violations ruined UMass' efforts against eventual tourney winner Harvard,

as the Crimson breezed in the first game, 5-15. The second game saw a more
determined effort by UMass, as the lead switched hands many times. Harvard

kept its momentum, nosing out the "A" squad, 15-13. Orlando Larracuente,

Roberts, and Morel made the match as close as possible, but to no avail for

UMass.
The third and final match against Brown continued the string of close losses;

Brown played a long, bumping game of volleyball against tourney finalist Nor-

theastern, and used the same game against UMass to win

"We didn't play very well, " said Roberts, "the team had injuries (Roberts and

Pat Ryan hurt their ankles against WPI and Harvard), and some players were

more concerned about a point they had just lost than the overall game. The lost

concentration; we lost the matches because of a mental, not physical, aspect,"

Harvard and Northeastern played a one-game playott, due to equal records

earned during the championships (one loss apiece), with the Crimson becoming
the NECVL Champions.

Ohio State linebacker Tom Crusineau is all smiles after being announced as
the first pick in this year's NFL draft. He was selected by the Buffalo Bills. lAP
Laserphoto).
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This Isa column
This is a column. For the next 60 lines

this paper will conduct a sports i olumn for

the Massachusetts Daily Colleg.an, sub-

jecting the reader to a monotor>ou8
monologue of opinion, fact, and anything

else that seems appropriate at the time.

This is only a column.
Here is where I, the well-informed

sportswriter with a keen insight into every

sport imaginable and a meaningful

message to relay, attempt to shape the

opinions of you, the reader, so that we all

learn to think along the same lines about

the world of sports. That much said, we'll

begin.

First item of discussion today is Larry

Bird (groan). While Larry does his Bill

Walton-Billy Carter impressions down in

Terre Haute, Indiana (The Globe reported"

today that the Bird was picking mushrooms
in a muddy Terre Haute field and that all he

really wanted in life was a garage full of

beer which never runs out no matter how
much he drinks), a lot of people in

Massachusetts are getting turned off by his

contract negotiations with the Celtics.

Larry has five Terre Haute businessmen
helping him get the best possible deal in the

negotiation , and some of their tactics

apparently walk a sneaky-fine line between
legitimacy and tampering with the Celtics

negotiation rights. The businessmen have
allegedly found out what other teams might

pay Bird and have used that as a basis for

their asking price for the. Indiana St. kid.

They're trying to pull a fast one.

But I think that Celtic owner Ha»^ry

Mangurian should give Bird whatever he

wants. One million, two hundred thousand
dollars? SurelAfter all. Wilt Chamberlain

made 1.2 annually and Bird's just

as ...Chamberlain didn't make that much?
All right, but still, look at Elvin Hayes. The
"Big E's" making a million a year and Larry

could easily beat him in a. ..No?. ..Gee, I

thought for sure...How about the Doctah?

No, huh. George Gervin? Not the Ice Man
eitherl Wow. "

Well they should still give Larry the

money because he feels he can single

handedly drag the lowly C's out of the

bottom of the league, just like he did for

Indiana St. over the past fo jr years. He is

the best ballplayer ever to come out of the

college ranks, right? You saw how good he

played against all those college players

from Michigan State in the NCAA finals

this year - give him what he wants.

Another thing. Red Auerbach shouldn't

be handling the negotiations for the Celtics.

He doesnt' even know the difference

between a good mushroom and a victory

cigar.

The Bruins are probably the biggest

news on the sports page today. At this

writing they are down 2 games to 1 in the

Stanley Cup semi-finals, ar>d I'm sure there

are thousands of people fariatically in-

terested in the outcome of the series. But I

can't get too excited about it. I'm rooting

for them, yeah, but it's not the same. I

grew up in tf>e 'Bobby Orr and the Big Bad
Bruins" era when everyone within a

twenty-mile radius of the city stopped

whatever tfiey were doing to tum on
channel 38 at game time (tickets were as

rare as good DC. food), and then went
down to their basements to shoot tennis

balls into home made nets between
periods. The mention of Brad Parks name
drew switchblades from the pockets of

Ranger haters. Bumper stickers

pronounced "This is Orr Country" and

there was a joke about God thinking he was
Bobby Orr. The Bruins Mystique was
centered by Orr and enhanced by Turk, Pie,

Chief, Espo, Cheesie and Dallas. These

guys hit people, played wide open hockey,

and trounced their opponents. This year's

team can't do that, especially against the

Canadians. So it's not the same.

Bobby Orr is up for the Athlete of the

Decade award this year along with nine

others nominees induing O.J. Simpson,

Jack Nicklaus, and Chris Evert. I think Orr

is a cinch.

On the subject of great teams, the

UMass Softball team is the best team

UMass has produced this year - in every

respect. They have not lost in 24 games,

have undentable team spirit, and a

coaching staff that knows the secret to

winning. Last year's Eastern Regional

Tournament champions, UMass is again

competing in the EAIAW tournament this

weekend. Chances are excellent they'll take

the championship title again.

Best quote of the year: "Well so far

things aren't going according to schedule,"

Crew coach "Chick" Leonard after he

watched his team drop four straight races

to Coast Guard Academy. The Aggies will

race in the New England Regional

Invitational Tournament this weekend.

Their competition will include U.R.I., and
U.N.H. among others. U.R.I, beat the

UMass varsity eight boat earlier this year

and will be in the Aggies will have them in

their sights this Saturday.

This has been a column. In the event that

this was a real fast-breaking news story,

you would have been advised by this paper

to go find a Boston Globe. This was only a

column.
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Anti-nuke rally dravys thousands
Nader, Fonda
talk toprotestors
By LEE BURNETT
CoHegian Staff

WASHINGTON Over 400 people from
the Amfierst area joined more than 100.000
others here yesterday m the largest anti

nuclear rally ever held in the United States,

demanding an end to the use of nuclear

power.
"Today is the dawn of a new age in the

nation's history," author Barry Commoner
told a sun drenched crowd on the steps of

the Capitol. "A year ago Sunday we could

barely see the new age Today we see the

full life," he said

The crowd of over 100.000, surpassing

,original estimates of 50,000 arrived fiom 26
states. Rally organizen> said the May 6
Coalition IS the laryest and rnost diverse

coalition assembled since the anti war
movement.
Seventy reactors are n^^ licensed to

operate in the United StJillst'The Nudear
Requlatory Commission ha^ granted con
slruciion permits to 92 other nuclear power
plants.

Many of the Speakers predicted that

nuclear power will be amajor issue in the

1980 presidential elections, and could t>e

the downfall of President Jimmy Carter

"Putting James Schlesinger (Secretary of

Energy) in charge of \\\e nuclear industry

is like putting Dracula in charge of a blood-

bank If Carter doesn't replace him, he

(Carter) will t>e replaced in 1980, " said Jane
Fonda.
The audience, mostly college aged,

cheered as loudly for some of the singers,

including Grahman Nash, Jackson
Browne, Dan Fogetburg and Joni Mitchell,

as they did for some of the speakers.

Yesterday's rally is the first national pro

test since the accident on March 28 at the

nuclear power plant at Three Mile Island,

near Harnsburg, Pa., dramatized the poien

tial risfcs of the nation depending on nuclear

energy.
The Coalition is formed of people from

California Governor Jerry Brown,
left, stands with Jane Fonda and her

over 200 organizations across the country,

including senior citizens, children, urban

and rural residents, religious organizations

and public interest groups.

Most of the leading figures of the anti-

nuke movement attended the rally, which

began behind the White House and moved
up Pennsylvania Avenue, assembling on
the steps of the Capitol building.

Local hero Sam Lovejoy, from Mon-
tague, was master of ceremonies. Jerry

Brown, the only national politician with

presidential ambitions who has consistently

supported alternatives to nuclear power.

husband Tom Hayden as they look out

over the crowd gathered in front of the

made a brief appearance, along with ac

tress Jane Fonda, and her husband, Tom
Hayden.
Ralph Nader told the crowd, "The

evidence on your side is overwhelming. It

comes from the industry itself. It comes

from leading scientists and economists.

Nuclear power is too uneconomical,

unreliable, and unnecessary to be tolerated

in our land."

Donald Ross, co ordinator of the May 6

Coatition, said, "Members of the May 6

Coalition agree that there should be. at the

very least, a moratorium on the develop-

Capitol yesterday for an anti-nuclear

rally that drew 100,000. (API.

ment of nuclear power and on the con-

struction of nuclear power plants.

"President Carter, on the other hand, not

only has ignored what has happened at

Three Mile Island, but he has also

abrogated his campaign promises to make
nuclear energy the last resort. Instead he

has called for a speedup in reactor licensing

and in the development of a new breeder

reactor, " Ross said.

California Governor Brown called for a

complete moratorium on nuclear power.

"Nuclear power looms larger than in-

dividuals, parties, and nations," he said.

Staff trained to aid rape victims
_ . ... . . . i^ „« r'i.^a tti^timc rnior »hp nast Sfi'

\Editors note: This is the fifth in a six-part

serres on rape. 1

By FRAN BASCHE and
MARYFRAIN
Collegian Staff

As soon as a rape victim is admitted to the

UMass Health Center he or she is isolated

in a "private, safe place " where the center

staff can take care of the victim's medical

needs, Barbara Estabrook a center staff

member said.

Estabrook, a staff health educator and the

liason to the Rape Counselor /Advocate

program, described the care procedure the

center has for rape victims while she was
sitting in her office one rainy March after-

noon.
Estabrook said staff at the center are

trained to deal with rape victims. The

center has handled an average of five to

Rape suspects sought
Police are looking for two suspects in

connection with separate rapes this

semester. The man on the left, described as

about 20 years old, weighing 200 lbs., and
about six feet tall is wanted in connection

with the rape of a UMass woman near

Memorial Hall in April

The man on the right, is descntied ab

about 21 or 22 years old, weighing 205 lbs.

and about six feet tall, He has a dark com-

plexion and is wanted in connection with a

rape of UMass woman in March.

Anyone with information about these

two men should contact the UMass police

detective division in Dickinson Hall.

seven rape victims over the past several

years, she said.

But she said "those are the people who
come in and identify themselves as rape

victims, she said Some patients who come

in for a pelvic exam or a pregnancy test

"may have been forced into intercourse
"

but there is no way the medical staff can

tell that IS definately the case or report it to

the police, said Estabrook.

Most of the rape victims admitted are

UMass students, their dependents, or

members of the Valley Health Plan.

The rape victim is given the opportunity to

call a Rape Counselor /Advocate if one is

not already present, said Estabrook. A

mental health therapist is on call 24 hours

daily and the victim is given the opportunity

to talk with one if he or she desires.

She added, "It's possible for men to be

raped and we are prepared to deal with

men as well as women (rape victims)."

Health Ensured

A medical exam is performed by a

staff physician ""to ensure the health of

the victim and for collection of

evidence that would - be used if the

woman wanted to press charges later,

Estabrook said.

The exam and the reason for it are ex-

plained to the victim before hand by

either a center staff member or a rape

counselor, Estabrook said. A history of

the incident is also taken by the atten-

ding physician who may also require

'"some personal information about

menstrual cycles and contraception,"

she said.

During the exam the physician cares

for any injuries the victim may have

received and gives the victim a preven

tative dose of peniciHen to offset the

possibility of contracting veneral

disease from the rape, Estabrook said.

Scrappings taken

Scrappings are taken from any moist

place " on the victim s body, a vaginal

smear is done and semen is collected.

Scrappings are also taken from under the

victims fingernails so the assailants skin

tissue can be collected, if he was scratched

by the victim, Estabrook said. In addition

the pubic hairs of the victim are combed in

the event pubic hairs of the rapist were

deposited there and could be used for his

identification, Estabrook said.

The victim's clothing may also be used as

evidence. Estabrook said that by changing

her clothing, taking a shower or douching,

the victim may destroy evidence of the

crime.

The victim may take a dose of a "morning

after pill" which prevents pregancny, but

women whose 'mothers took the fertility

drug DES are advised against this pro-

cedure, Estabrook said.

Reporting encouraged
The center staff encourages victims to

report the rape to the police if they have not

already done so, Estabrook said. But, she

added, they are not forced to

'"We are trying to give them back that

sense of control they lost in the rape,
"

Estabook said.

TURN TO PAGE 10
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DIGEST
Stav* Kubacki am

bracas hia fathar aftar

raturning homa sinca ha
yvaa raponad missing
F«b. ae. 197t. Kubacki.
24, had not baan aaan
sinca ha had laft to go
croaa-country skiing on
Lafca Michigan. Ha
^^orts ha ramambafs
nothing of his long ax

odus until ha wolta up on
a grassy knoN In Pitt

sftold Saturday. Maps
and signs found in his

backpack indicate ha
may hava gor>a as far as
California in his wandar
Ifiga. lAP LMttfptioto)

Man hmldin murder
BOSTON {Af^ PoH^ arraawd a K-yaar-oW Roidniry man
Mentifwd H an acqu«ntanc» of the 10th blacic woman
ftain in B(»ton since January and charged him with her

murcter yesterday
Detective Emmett McNamara said the man. identified as

Osborrie "Jimmy" Shapard, vvas an acquaintarKw of the

yyoman, Sartdra Boulwara, 30, who was found in burning

grass in a va^nt kM SMi^etoy
"We had a darrawd good kiaa wfio ^*m wwre looking for

just a few hours after they identified the body." said

McNamara "Than thin^ all fell into pi^e "

The womar^ died of multipte blows to the head and body,

according to Medical ExarrMner Leonard Atkins

Shepard was being hakj for arraignment today in Roxbury
district coun

Opinion ofCarterislow
NEW YORK \AP\ With no cure for inflation in sight,

Americans now give PreskJent Carter's vtork in the White

House a ratingm k}w as tf« lowest levels of his administra

tion, an Associated Press-NBC New poll shows
The public opinion barwfits of Carter's pivotal role in ob-

taining an Israeli Egyptian peace treaty have weaker>ed,

leaving deep concerns at)Out the nation's economic and

energy problems as dominant forces in Americans' view of

the president

In the AP NBC News poH taken April 30 and May I, 26 per

cent of the public gave Carter's work overall "good " or

"excellent " marks That w« down three points from the

rating found m the March poll.

Fifty two percent rated his work "only fair
"' Twenty per-

cent gave his work a poor rating.

Two percent of the 1 ,600 adults interviewed nationwide
by telephone were not sure.

Insurers to gain
dOSTON \AP\ Insurance agents in Massachusetts stand
to gain as much as $20 million a year in auto insurance
commissions under a bill now on the governor's desk. And
the two legislators who helped put it there each got $1,000
contributions from the agents' lobby.
Those aditional commissions would ultimately be passed

on to consumers, industry officials say.
The bill was filed on the agents' behalf by Sen Daniel J.

Foley, D Worcester, former Senate chairman of the In-

surance Commitee and now Senate majority leaders.
In the house under the leadership of Insurance Committee
Chairman Rep. Raymond LaFontaine. D-Gardner, the bill

got an emergency preamble which would make it effective
immediately, if signed
The legislation would give the insurance commissioner

greater power to set the rates for agent's commissions. An
insurance lobbyist said that could make the difference bet-
ween the average 15 5 percent average commission now
received by most agents and the 18.5 percent, which the
commissioner has in the past figured nto insurance rates.

Analyst treats elderly
CHICAGO \AP\ A psychoanalyst who is bucking tradi-

tk)n by treating old people says therapy can free the aged

of psychosomatic illness and conflicts, improve their ability

to enjoy others and help them to be more tolerant.

"We have been doing our people a disservice by em-

phasizing dying with dignity instead of living with creativi-

ty,
" said Dr. George Pollock, director of the Chicago In-

stitute for Psychoanalysis and former president of the

American Psychoanalytic Associaton.

Pollock is one of a handful of analysts providing

psychoanalytic treatment for elderly patients.

Traditionally, psychoanalysts have not accepted middle-

age and older patients for psychoanalysis, said Pollock.

This stems in large part from the teachings of Sigmund

Freud, vj/ho held that the rigidity which develops with age

was a barrier to successful analysis.

Additional work with the elderly should convince the

rapists that age in itself should not be considered a barrier

to analysis. He said he has worked successfully with pa-

tients in their 60s, 70s and 80s.

Less schoolin Russia?
MOSCOW \AP\ "All work and no play makes Ivan a dull

boy" That's the claim of a Soviet sociologist who wants

Russian educators to learn a»lesson from the West and cut

the school week from six days to five so kids can have

more time with their parents.

Jukhan U Kakhk, secretary of the Estonian Academy of

Sciences, says Soviet school children have a "more dif-

ficult" life than metal workers or scientists.

He proposed the shortened school week in an interview

published in the latest issue of Agonyok, a Soviet weekly

magazine with a circulation of about 1 .8 million.

The SIX day week dates back to czarist times. But while

the government cut the work week to five days m 1967 to

mark the 50th anniversary of the-Bolshevik Revolution, the

children are still stuck with Saturday school.

Kakhk says children aged 1 1 to 18 have the worst of tt.

Gas supplies low,

lines of cars long
By WILLIAM MORmssev
AsMcmftd Pfess Writwr

GasoUne MM^iM wwe tH}ht across Amwica yesterday

with sonne stations clos^ and others ringed by lines o
anxious motorists, but many stations hfd let the belt out i

few notches with new May fuel shipment.
In California, however, the situatk>n worsened, witl-

r^XKts of violwice ftarirnj at the pun^» and some driven

waiting hours - s«natim« overn^|ht - |ust to top ofi

their tanks.

President Carter, who visited tf>a Los Angeles arei,

Saturday, said he ordered Energy Secretary James Schles

inger to "imniediately determine the facts" of California'!

savwa gascMine shortage and report on what new stefx

might be taken to aNeviate tfie problem.

California fH>pes to ease tf>e crunch at tfie aefvk:a sta

tions through an odd even gasoline distribution system pin

ned to vehicle license plate numbers Some counties, in

duding Los Ang^s, are expected to adopt the state^

approved (Man Monday
Across the country from gas starved California, the

mood WM aknost carnival like at two Boston stations.

v^Mch sold 9M for 25 cents a gallon for a two hour period.

1>ia sala mmm part of a promotion ^)on8ored by radio sta

tions WHOM AM and WCOZ FM.
The station n^anagers said they soM 7,S00 galkwis tc

daHghted Boston motorists The radio statkjns estimated

th'itr bill at n>ore than $4,000

The pump price had been 78.9 cents a galkHi for reguiai

and 83 9 cents for unleaded at one of the two service sta

tions. The average price of all gasoline is a little over 77

cents a gallon across the country

Some New Jersey drivers were also paying 25 cents — tt
get on the Garden State Parkway and fill up at toll road ser-

vice stations, which limited purchases to $5 Many other

stations around the state were closed yesterday to stretch

Nmited allocattons.

Only an estimated 15 percent of Los Angeles area

gasoline stations opened yesterday and lines of cars fom^
ed before dawn.

At some closed stations, where antrarK^s ^mw^ not

Related atory. pg. 5

btockad by rope or oil drums, cars were parked and locked,

the owners trying to be in good position when the stations

oper>ed early today.
Other motorists didn't want to wait and tried to bribe sta

tion operators to open early or re-open just for them.

"H I wasn't so horiest. I could make $200 a day m
brttMS," sakl tfie operator of one Los Angeles station.

Others tried bullying ttieir way into stations and at times

that sparked violence.

In HoMywood on Saturday, a man cut in front of about 50

motorists at a gas station. When an angry group moved
toward him, he pulled a derringer and held off the crowd
with the gun while he filled his tank, police said.

He was still pumpir>g when he was arrested, officers

sakl.

A tow truck drhrer told police that about 20 persons tried

to mug him Saturday as he took six gallons of gas to a

motorist who car had run dry while waiting in a line outside

a station.

Motorists wait in a four-block-long line for gasoline

at one of the few stations open in the Los Angeles

area early yesterday. Waits of three hours were not

uncommon as about 866 of area stations closed
yesterday, and those open sometimes closed after a
few hours. (AP Laserphoto)

Israeli warplanes bomb, rocket

Palestinian training camps
By AL Y MAHMOUD
Associated Press Writer

BEIRUT. Lebanon -

Israeli warplanes bombed
and rocketed a Palestinian

camp 100 miles north of the

Israeli Lebanese frontier

yesterday, and guerrilla

spokesmen said four
civilians were killed and 25

others were wounded.
The spokesmen said four

jets struck a refugee camp
at Nahr El Bared, near the

Mediterranean port of

Tripoli, and Lebanese state

radio said they also bombed
the neighboring Lebanese

village of Al Mohmara.
But an Israeli military

spokesman in Tel Aviv said

the targets were bases used

for training guerrillas for

raids inside Israel. All air

craft returned safely, an

Israeli communique said.

The jets "hit a house
where more than 100 per

sons gathered for a wed
ding party." said a taxi

driver returning from the

area. He said about 30 suf
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fered "serious wounds, and
three or four of them died

minutes later," The report

could not be confirmed.

The camp is considered a

stronghold of Dr. George
Habash's Popular Front for

the Liberation of Palestine,

which leads the hardline

"Rejection Front" within

Yasser Arafat's PLO. The
Front is opposed ,to a

negotiated peace with

Israel.

Bassam Abu Sharif, a

PFLP spokesman, claimed

the jets struck only at

civilian areas in the east of

the camps, which houses

more than 20,000 Palesti

nians and lovy-income
Lebanese.

Travelers returning to

Beirut from Tripoli said they

saw six Israeli jets in the sky

over Nahr El Bared and Al-

Mohmara, both about 15

miles from the Syrian

border. Two apparently

circled nearby, watching for

possible Syrian interceptors

jets, while the four attacked

the camp.
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College enrollment drops at UMass, nationally
$Y SEANHARVEY
Collegian Staff

Total UMass enrollment dropped two
and one-half percent in the current
acadmnk: year compared to a our percent
drop nationally at state universitites and
land-grant colleoes

The national fiaur^ are from a survey,
fovering 354 of the nations principal state,
and land-grant colleges, conducted by the
National Association of State Universities

and Land Grant Collies. The UMass
figures are from the Office of Institutional
Studies.

The survey gave no rMson for the national
decline nor did the office speculate on
UMass decline.

Total national enrollment dropped from
3,362,846 in 1977 to 3,231,948 last fall at
UMass it dropped from 23,953 to 23,368.

Minority students comprised 151 per-
cent of last year's total fall enrolln^ent
statistics, while at UMass they comprised

11.1 percent.

Blacks comprised the largest minority na-
tionally and at UMass.

Nationally blacks comprised 73 percent;
non-resident aliens, 2.9 percent; Asians,
2.4 percent; Hispanics, 2.1 percent and
American Indians .5 percent.

At UMass blacks comprised 4.5 percent;
non-resident aliens 3.1 percent; Hispanics
1.7 percent; Asians 1.4 percent and
American Indian, .2 p>ercent.

Undergraduate enrollment at UMass
dropped 7.6 percent from fall 1977 to last

fall while graduate enrollment dropped 7.3
percent. Undergraduate enrollment fall

1977 was 18,840 compared 18,»1 l%t fall.

Graduate enrollment dropped from 5,113
fall of 1977 to 4,977 fall 1978.

Nationally, percentages of last year's
total enrollment were 74 percent for
undergraduates, 14 percent for graduate
students.

At UMass graduate students comprised
21,3 percent of last year's total while
undergraduates comprised the remaining
79 7 percent.

AmherstTown Meeting

continues tonight and Wed.

Members of Room Full of Blues Band play at the Sylvan /Northeast Quad Day
Concert on Saturday along with the bands Eyes and Clean Living. (Staff photo
by George LamsonI

By JANE HATCH
Collegian Staff

The Annual Town Meeting of Amherst
will reconvene tonight at 7:30 at the

Amherst Regional Junior Higlf School to

discuss issues mainly concerning town
budgets and taxes The meetings began
April 30th and will meet again Wednesday
evening.

Although everyone is welcome to attend,
Amherst Town Meetings are unique from
those in most small communities b'^cause
voting power is exclusively by a body of 240
Amherst representatives, elected by
Amherst townspeople Thirty people are
elected from each of Amherst's eight
precincts to represent the community This
type of voting procedure is similar to most
city counsels.

According to Diana Romer, Chairperson
of the Amherst Selectman's Committee,

there were more student representatives
last year but this number has declined to
only ten or eleven,

Romer said four years ago the meeting
lasted for seven nights and last year it was
11 nights. This year she expects it to last

only four nights

.

Romer expects tonight's meeting to con
elude a discussion on article 17 concerning
an operating budget for the ensuing year,
and proceed to other articles related tt
capitol budget appropriations She doe$
not anticipate discussion of anything
unrelated to budget concerns unti
Wednesday niqht

UMass Dean of Students William I FieW.
moderator for Amherst's Town Meeting]
presides at each meeting to regulate pro-
ceedings ensuring the town warrent. a
schedule of Town Meeting activities, is

closely followed Fields's is an elected posi-
tion which he has held for nine years.

f (jeorge LamsonI

TA strike gets little response to demands
By BILL SUNOSTROM
Collegian Staff

The strike and picket by teaching
assistants last Tuesday and Wednesday
met with varying degrees of anger, sup
port, amusement and, on the part of ad
ministrators, tolerance. The actions did not
generate the one response the Graduate
Student Employees Union might have
hoped for acquiescence to one or more of
its demand*

The union's demands are fairly

straightforward. It wants no cuts in funding
for teaching assistants and associates and
research assistants, whom it represents; it

wants a rise in graduate assistant stipends
that will cover the rise in the cost of living

during the five years graduate employees
have gone without a raise; and it wants to

be recognized as the legal collective

bargaining agent for graduate assistants.

In evaluating these demands, it is impor
tant to understand the role graduate

employees play in the educational process
at the University. According to the findings
of the Massachusetts Labor Relations Com
mission, graduate assistants teach some 10
to 20 percent of the contact hours with
undergraduate students. Approximately 90
p>ercent of the instructors in the rhetoric

program are graduate students

Commentary
Consequently, decreases in funding for

graduate employees would have serious im
pact Teaching loads for professors
necessarily would increase, as would
average class sizes. And funds for

assistantships are the University's most im
portant means of at|racting quality
graduate students; therefore, cutbacks
have the further effect of decreasing the
overall quality of teaching assistants.

"Difficult choices"
The University administration agrees

with all these points, but fully intends to cut
funding for graduate employees regardless.

Why^ The administrators contend graduate
assistantships are one of the few major
budget areas where flexibility remains in the
face of overall budget Cuts, which are sure
to come. Other major expyenses, such as
faculty and staff salaries, are under con
tract and Cannot be decreased siqnificantly.

Ostensibly, this cannot be denied. But in

making this sort of "difficult choice," the
University has used the present structure of

the institution to defend fundamentally un
fair practices. Administrators admit if

graduate employees had bargaining rights

like everyone, else, different means for

reducing the budget would have to be
devised. So by virtue of their present legal

status, graduate employees bear the brunt
of budqet cuts.

The University has conveniently main
tained graduate employees are students

first, employees second, and refuses to
grant them bargaining power That may be
unfair, they say, but that's the way it has to
be. The Graduate Student Employees
Union was counting on the Massachusetts
Labor Relations Commission to refute that
position, but the commission's Apnl 25
decision against the union crushed all pre
sent hopes for bargaining rights.

The MLRC ruling

The commission's decision makes good
use of administration rhetoric but rather
poor use of the interesting facts the com
mission compiled. The decision relies more
heavily on "the way the employer perceives
the relationship" with graduate assistants
and the wording of official documents than
it does on the relationship itself.

Beyond the references to 'financial aid' in

University recruitment literature, it seems
difficult to conceive of graduate assistant

ships as anything other than instructional

positions without which the University

TURN TO PAGE 12
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Flying high
This weekend's

brisk spring weather
provided UMass
students with the

opportunity to jump
for joy at the
Turner's Falls Sport

Parachute Center.
Expert jumper Bob
Cji^ncey, at right,

awaits rescue from
his tree-top perch. A
young spectator
eagerly awaits the

day's festivities.

Doug Allen practices

in the traning ap
paratus as instructor

Ken Benson looks

on, and a first time

jumper floats his

way to civilization.

Photos

by

Doug Paulding

Layout

by

Ellen Davis
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UNconferencelooksatnewenergysources
tfy TBDMOHELLO
f^ttc News Sam^

Ihm UrMMd Natiorai, dnmissNig alarmist forecasts that
wa mm running out of oil, is organizing the first interna
imnM contararK:e aimed at harnessing the world's vast
deposits of heavy crude and tw sancfo. By even consar
vative estimates, these two sources could yield petroleum
to last 1,000 years

According to Jc^eph Barrtea. long regarded as the UN's
"Mr. Energy," many countries, not only in the Third
WorM, "can become ir>deperKlent of petrotoum imports."

In 22 years of UN sarMce, Barnaa buitt the organization's
Centre for flatural Resources Mid Energy from scratch.
Smot retirement he has been senior fellow at the UN Trmn-
kig Research Institute (UNITAR) which is organizing the
global conference, to take place from June 4 through 12 in

Edmonton, Caiwda.
The conference mmt to hig»Mght the probability that

many (wuntries with little or no known petroleum resources
may in fact be "beggars sitting on thrortes of gold"

Tar sands arKi heavy crude, which Barnea calls "the
WMrgy of freedom," are low quality rmtrrAm-m resources
wH^h have remained virtually untCHJched, even though ttw

technologies for extractirn] ar>d upgrading them have ex

iaMd for years.

Bamea said in an interview: "Thaae sources of h^rocw-
bom are little known and their potential scarcely recogniz

•d avan w^Mmi dwy occur in vMt quantities
"

A recant UN papar said estimates for Venezuela. Canada
and ttia US alona "exceed five trillion barrels some two

to three times gr^er tftan the world's presently kr>own

wrimrted cortventiorMi oil"

Indications of "substantial " deposits have also been
found in Peru, Argentina, Angola, Madagascar, the Soviet
Union, Romania, France, Albania, Trinidad, Nigeria, Bri
tian and Italy

Even the current rudimentary state of exploration,
UNITAR says, suggests that 'many other developing
countries" have heavy crude and tar sand deposits, found
most often in sedimentary basins.
As for industrialized countries, UNITAR points out,

"significant" discoveries of h^vy crude have been made
recently off Britian's North Sea coast and in the Adriatic off
Italy. The Adriatic find alone is estimated at nearly three
billion barrels.

Philippe de Seynes, director of UNITAR's Project of tfw
Future, calls the Edmonton conference an attempt to show
that "tfiere is no need to panic over ertergy resources for
the long term."

DeSeynes, formerly UN under secretfry-^neral for

economic and social affairs, is involved in a UN "think

tank" for planning into the next century. He says that the

Soviet Union r^)orts that it has adequate conventional

reservM of gas and oil to last t)eyond the year 2000.

Ar>d a UN sponsored energy conference in Austria,

Soviet scientists reported that estimated crude oil

resources could add 12 trillion barrels, or enough for

several centuries.

In additmn, they reckoned that worldwide hydrospheric

gasM (r^tural gas dissolved in oceans, rivers, lakes and
swan^jsl contain 350 billion trillion cubic feet of natural gas

- a 20 million year supply.

The Edmonton conference is expected to attract experts

from over X countries. It will review all information

available on me occurrance, exploration and exploitation of
heavy crude and tar sands.
Some policy makers will attend, but mon delegates^ll

be technical experts: geologists, geophysicists. engineers,
refinery experts, environmental scientists and economists!
The technology for oroducino heavy crud*? developed in

the Sixties in California and Venezuela (steam and in-
jection), the USSR (steam injection from undergrouruJ
mines) and Canada (water flooding)

It was near the Edmonton conference site that the first
commercial tar sand extraction and upgrading project came
on stream a dozen years ago. Last June, the second
surface- minirH) tar and project iri Alberta began operations.
It is expected to produce 130,000 barrels of oil daily
throughout 1979.

Alberta's heavy crude and tar sands, says UNITAR,
already "can be produced competitively and profitably with
the prwent world market price of petroleum." In the
19e0's, California, with an estimated 50 billion barrels. wa«
producing heavy crude at an "acceptable cost.

"

Women who are married, childless

are happy, adjusted, report says
BOSTON lAP) - Creative, high achievir^g married

women who refect motherhood are as happy ar>d well

adji^ad as women who want babies, a psychologist says

^XMit a survey she hopes will help erase the image of the

rwurotic, chtfdiess w»>man.
"'They all saw motherhood as being a valuable, time

ojnsuming. creative job that they thought they were not

cut out for," said Or Judith Guss Teicholz of

Ma«achusetts General Hospital.

Her study was of 35 married women between the ages of

23 erKf 38 who had decided against having children She
alM> studied a similar group of 35 women who were trying

to become pregnant for the first time.

Mrs. Teicholz, 37, reported on her survey at a meetir>g

Friday of the Massachusetts Psychological Association

She said she did the survey t}ecause scientific and fie

tional literature depicts childless women as being immature
or neurotic

"All of the women wfio never wanted to have children

have given their decision serious thought," said Mrs.
Teicholz, who has been married seven years and js the
motf>er of a 5 month old son

'"Most had assumed they would have children. At some
point in their 20s, all of the.m began to question this

assumption, many of them because of involvement in their

careers."'

'"They were very happy in their relationships with their

husbands and didn't want to change their life styles. They
ar>d their husbands were content."

"Other than not wanting children, they seemed like

highly achieving, intelligent people who were not out of
tfw ordinary in any other way," she said."

"They wanted to be with their husbands, they wanted to

travel and they had an overwhelming sense of how much
time good parenting took"

"Almost none came from broken families or from
unusually large families," said the Canadian born
psychologist.

Esther Mencer minds a desk at the Amherst Senior
Citizens Center located in the Bangs Community
Center. Volunteers are needed at the center to work
with the elderly. (Staff photo by Joanne Quinn).

On Tuesday, May 8 th

hald for the students to

a referendum will be
vote on the proposed

following GroupsThe
1979 lyou

18,164.00

52,000.00

24,000.00

15,675.00

14,390.00

8,417.00

257,585.00 276,321.00

SATF increase of $12.

RSO No. ORGANIZATION

f03.40 Index 26,878.00

105.40 WMUA 33,582 00

106.40 Union Video Council 18.796.00

113.40 Nummo News 12,216.00

115.40 Drum 12,244.00

118.40 Black Mass Com- 6.608 00

munications Proiect

'80Q.4O Student Activities

Office

309.40 Outing Club.

321.40 Student Revolution-

ary Brigade

429.40 Boltwood Belcher-

town Project

339.40 International Club

356.^ Veteran's Service

Organization

367.40 Lesbian Union

368.40 P.G.A.

375.40 Afro-American

Society

392.40 Black Women's
Center

Educational Oppor-

tunities Ex-Offenders

429.40 Resources Judaica 1 ,640.00

464.40 SURE 802.00

463.40 Third World Scientists 1,374.00

474.40 Forensic Sen/ices .
400.00

492.00 Ahora 7,338.00

505.40 Handicapped Stu- 2,610.00

dent Collective

Revenue

Fall 1 7,900 students at $40.00/student

Spring 17,300 students at 39.50/student

Stockbridge Appropriation

Returnina S.A.T.F.

On Wednesday, May 9 th the Senate will

be voting on the Budget Act. A public hearing

have been recommended by the Budgets
Committee to be funded if the referendum
is passed:

3,432.00

1,588.00

334.40

3,110.00

546.00

1 ,088.00

10,916.00

8,417.00

316.00

2,017.00

375.00

5.276.00

612.00

3,131.00

1 2,000.00

4,030.00

1,585.00

1 ,800.00

35O00
8,792.00

2,500.00

$ 716,000

683,000

2,500

20,000

631.40 CCEBS 13,403.00 14,500.00

692.40 Bilingual Collegiate

Program

7,004.00 9.556.00

846.40 Credit Union 5,438.00 8,500.00

Economic Develop- ... 22.881.00

ment Office

826.40 Attorney General 2,676.00 4,93000

833.40 SGA Presidents 1,812.00 1 9,420.00

825.40 Legal Services Office 68,488.00 72,957.00

827.40 SCERRA 64,014.00 102,981.00

MSSA — 2,450

347.40 CE.a 1,204.00 1 ,228.00

340.40 N.E.S. 1,758.00 2,035.00

388.40 Asian-American

Society

5,114.00 5,625.00

102.40 Spectmm 12,328.00 12,483.00

101.40 Collegian 28,678.00 1 ,00,000.00

831 Capital Equipment 1 3,688.00 20,800.00

Area Governments 145,288.00 1 55.000.00

842.40 Transit Sen/ice 1 74,400.00 1 75,000.00

834.40 Presidential

Campaign

3,000.00 1 ,500.00

Governmental Affairs ... 3,586.00

801 .40 Senate Operations 28,984.00 55,372.00

835.40 Sponsored Events 57,426.00 48,206.00

820.40 Finance 29,000.00 1 5,000.00

Finance & Budgets ... 8,611.00

Academic Affairs — 31,187.00

Communications ... 21,538.00

Office of Third World — 14,083.00

Affairs

108.40 Women's Media — 3,872.00

Project

Total Revenue
•

$1,421,850

Total Expenses

Total Printed Budget including $30,158 for

The Stabilization Reserve Fund. $1,421,850

No defecit • No oercentaoe cut

will be held immediately before. All interested

students are welcome to come.
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MANUFACTURER S COUPON

I

MP VACUUM!
PACK COFFEE I

MANUFACTURER S COUPON

I I nMt aw couoon |M( timil)!
*P ?602

i#a)»

SAVE BIG

Take a
fresh look
at Produce! \

2
—

^p^^yg^-fT

BEEF CHUCK-BONE IN

1ST. CUTS

BLADE
ROASTS

$159

;Vwith these BEEF VALUES
BEEF CHUCK BONE IN

CUTS

#1
STEAKS '1.69%

/beef cwjck bo»«less

CHUCK -^^^
ROASTS

BLADE
ROASTS

$69
lb

STEAKS '179*

BEEF CHUCK

#1
S«Vf 70c

FILLET STEAKS J2 09*

EFCHUCX BONELESS

SHOU
ROASTS SAVE70C

SHOULDER STEAKS S2t9lb

Bwt Chuck ShouMer Steaks-BonelMS

LONDON BROIL
BMt Owck-Bon«««n4.Nn

BE» FOR STEW

BMt Ctwck-BonfiMs Stuks

^2? TOP BLADE

$1891 lb

BMf Chuck -BontlMt

CUBE STEAKS

A&P IS A BUTCHER SHOP
BEEF BRISKET BONEUSS WHOLE 8 TO 10 LBS
UNTHIMMED CUSTWI CUT TO 0«0£«

FRESH
BRISKET
CUT WTO ROASTS 4 LEAN GROUND Bfff

»189
lb

BEEF CHUCK -BONELESS-WHOLE iS TO 20 LBS
CUSTOM CUT TO OROEB

CHUCK
ROLLS
CUT WTO ROASTS STEW ft LEAN GR BEEF

UNDEBLADE
ROASTS

$f79

Wliri it yii ft lir tkt frtskitt frills aii vt|tlaklit7 Ti IN turn, if ciirti.

Statwbtri ii Iht wirll it's larvist tiai. Aii that's ixaetly wliri AAP's

•aili-iyti prorfict bayirs an rifht •w--|atliarii| tit pick if tha crif aai |attii|

it rasbttf ti Tha Fara ii yair laarhy AAP stars.

Thair iaaiaiiiii staiiaris aii thair akility tt hiv ia laria iiMtitias bmis yia

fit axcaptitial valia whaiavar yai hay pratfiea at AaP.

Sa ciaa taka a frash laak at Tha Fan at AAP. Aii lat ta kiaw tha ftm
Maiafar. Na's sa praarf ef kis liaa traits ni vafataklas. yaa i thiik ha |raw thaai

all hiasalll k»i hall hala yaa tlii aiactly what yta aaai ta ha a^ially prail whai
yai sarva it ti yatr laaiiy.

You'll do better at...

IN HUSK-FLORIDA

STEAKS *1.89»

'SWEET
CORN

[Trimmed & Trayed 5 »r> 89*
|

ears

FARMER BROWN S

Fresh Lo'

Spinach
lyWDE FRESH DAILY

jcelery

yyearts ^.

_ - FRESH AS SPRINGTIME

*V\ MEW CHOP MEauM

;^^«Yellow Onions
"^ • Red Potatoes

Chokxl

C
Yoqramc

ft

ASP IS A POULTRY SHOP
J S » HSKCTTD Mf SH

BOX-O-
CHICKEN

A&PISA SEAFOOD SHOP

cowTAms
JBHIASTQTkS
jaGQTW 3

NECXS 3WMGS
*N0 3HTS»S«LE'.p
^th CliiCkW aMtf A »4 I

LEGS 4

(JREASTS

59C

mor<p*9

•!*•,
_!*/

Avail Wed -Sat FRESH (X)0 or

HADDOCK $199
HLLETS lb I

HADDOCK RLLFTS M?
QuK* f'Ottn (Ullf 0<p«M AtP

FISH A CHIPS 'A M'^
Owcii Fronn Ctpn Jgiw t SrtrHnp

COCKTAIL 5 % ^r*

A&P IS A SAUSAGE SHOP

A&P COUNTRY FARM PORK
PORK LOM- OCCK A COWAM

ASSORTED
PORK CHOPS

59

/ CALIF -RED- RIPE

*^^*Straw-
f^\ >erries

CONTAMS

SHOULMK A
I SALOW END CNOPSM

Center Cut Pon Iw caso
RIB CHOPS 'r

.

Center Cut pwk mn caoo
LOIN CHOPS ^i:

pt

cont
69<

FLORIDA-SEEDLESSWHITE-48 SU'E

^ / fruit ? / SI
" V .

. •FAMIIYPAnK'-RIPE•FAMILY PACK'-RIPE

•^ Red

GOLDEN RIPE

Yellow
Bananas 3*1

^ CALIFORNIA

^2 Fancy
^^ Avocados M49
t^WASH- 138 SIZE" -RED

^:r^Delicious
^Apples 59'

BOLOGNA p., 99^ SAUSAGE "t;";;:'!'' meat franks M''
3!(M

l«

W))OMO'icicJ«'ClMU«n

PICKLK
QMCk Froioi Jono Link -._— - A»r biiCM-MHt or BM'

sausages ;^'I** bologna

*P BACON ijM"BACON
AtP SllcM-MHt or BmI

A«»' t lb ii«s

MEA1
A4P 1 m (xg

Tomatoes

TASTE OF THE TROPICS

Fruit
Mangoes 69!

AN EXCLUSIVE OFFER FROM

'^IMPORTED PORCELAIN CHINA^J^^J^^^?

It)

eki

BEEF FRANKS

'r* FRANKS 1 •
pkg

^P
WEAKSTONE 16 02 CONT

SOUR CREAM
MARGARINE-QUARTERS

69'
MARGARINE-QUARTERS mm ^%^
MRS. FILBERTS^:49^

fROZfN fAVOftlTES

A&P LEAF or CHOPPED mm ^m
SPINACH 4 :; ^1

AAP ORANGE ji j-a r

JUICE ^- 69'

liaffr Pmtket Bskerv

SAVE 30«' CRACKED WHEAT

BREAD 2 . M
SAVE 26«< CRESCENT MAR or GOLD #%#%£
POUND CAKE V.89

MANUFACTUBfB S COUPON

Msmemt « nuuBWY-EwnBt j

SARA LEE I

I iffiii ont coupon p#» 'imiiy

RWIGS i

pi

YOUR CHOKEhS & W BRAND

VEGETABLES
• CKAM STYLE CORN 17 02

• WHOLE KENNEL COW) 17 DI

• MEDMUGMEEMPEASieoi
l>CUTG«f£NttANSKo{ 311^1

e^-

VANny FAIR'PAPBt

JUMBO TOWELS

2?l^l

*^

COLOfMA FLAVORED

BREAD CRUMBS
iC

SPEaAL PACK"

PRINCE ZITI

S»99*
fe, ^ CONTAD§iA

*™' TOMATO SAUCE
SAI < » J <^29oz^aV

PASTENEKITCHENREADY

S.^ TOMATOES
iwuTon

OR
TOMATO
PUREE Your

amcei

AAP-A5S0RTB> FLAVORS

FRUIT DRINKS

ASSORTB>-BATHROOM TISSUES

CHARMIN

REGULAR OR DIET ONCBf ALE

CANADA DRY
CLUB SODA ^yVl H^B^^A

OR '^32oz>^^^jV
BARREL HEAD '> btl -^ ^^
ROOT BEER / y f'^S9 Xour

>UI VARIETIES AND FLAVORS

DUNCAN NINES
LAYER . J .V;

CAKE MIX -18', o/.>'
With

Coupon Above

db^

* AtiltiM* in (torn v/S«r««u IM only

STORE SLICED-OOMESTIC $#%AQ
HAM COOKED k 2
STORE SLICED- TURKEY CflAO
BREAST ...I

SHOflRWSTOWWf -DEODORANT j-> j> j

BAN ROLL-ON r 89
$|49

SHOPPBt STOPPBil"

BUFFERIN HMct
pkg

A&P Generic Label-Sheer Panty^

HOSE -„.
Eveready Translstor-9Voltor AA ^^^^#^

BATTERIES .%89

2 CM88

ANN PACE VALUES!

ANNPAGECREAMY-OT JAR

MAYONNAISE99

PPI' f : t<H'- '!Vf M»< f.
•'/ !.<) W( WtStdVt THtWIbHT rO LIMIT QljANriTHS TO ] PtW f.USTQMER AND rOCOPRtCT TyPO(.BAPMICAL ERRORS

A4PN0N-0AIRYC0FFEE #%^%^

) CREAMER r 99
HEMS FOR SOLE NOT AVAIlABlt TO WHOLESALERS OR RETAIL Dt ALtWS
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Around campus
Recital to feature

Ellington 'smusic
Chike Ellingtons "Concert of Sacred

Music will be pr^ented tonight 8t 8 at
Be^anson Recital Hall, by the UMass Vocal
Jazz and Afro American Music Ensemble,
under the direction of Horace Clarence
Boyer. The program will feature g& guest
artists gospel and jazz singer Virgie Kelley
and dancer Floyd Williams, both of Spr
ingfield. The concert is free and open to the
public.

Mshpoet to read

iiispoetry today
Irish poet and Harvard University pro

lessor Seamus Heaney called by Robert
Lowell "unmistakebly the most important
poet in lreiar>d since William Butler Yeats,"
will read his poems today at 4 p.m. in

Herter Hall, room 231

.

Sponsored by the Five College Seminar
in Irish Studies and the UMass English
departnnent, the reading will include poems
from Seamus' Death of a Naturalist (1966),
Door into the Dark (19^), Wintering Out
11973) and /Vorf/> (1975)

Born on a farm in Derry in Northern
Ireland, Seamus' poetry combines a
remembrance of the country background
as well as an insight into the contemporary
violence there.

'Dead'tixavailable

Tues. and Wed.
Grateful Dead student tickets will be

made available to students who have their
valid UMass identification card tomorrow
and Wednesday.
The free tickets can be picked up outside

the third of the Campus Center at the
refreshment stand; if it rains they may be
picked up on the first floor of the Campus
Center directly across from the auditorium.

Students who were unable to get their
tickets before April 30 because their names
did not appear on student activities cards.

will be able to get them tomorrow ar»d
Wednesdays.
The first part of the (^ncart production

was completed yesterday when the stage
floor was finished Bob Humphreys of the
Union Program Council yesterday after
noon said people will continue working on
the stage through the week.

Escortservices

prepare for finals

As finals draw near and students from
Orchard Hill and Central Residence Areas
stay later in the library at night, the Orchard
Hill Area Government wishes to remind
residents to two escort services operating
nightly from the library.

Sponsors of the Community Assistance
Project as well as a special service for area
women. Orchard Hill area government
president Tim Gallagher said both sen/ices
"are working to build community and pro
mote safety among area residents."

Both services start in the library's main
floor lobby and the Community Assistance
Project leaves nightly at 10:30 p m and
midnight while the women's escort service

leaves at 10:00 p.m. and 1 1 ;00 p.m. the ser
vices go from tne iiorary ana toilow the hiii

path near Baker dormitory in Central and
continue through Central Area to Orchard
Hill.

Fires investigated
Police received reports of four unrelated

fires this weekend Investigation continues
in two of them.
A fire at New Africa House Sunday mor

ning at about 4:30 has been termed as ar
son, and is under investigation. The inci
dent caused $500 damage, and there are no
suspects.

A fire in the trash room of James House
IS also under investigation. Police have no
suspects, but believe it was set
Causes of two separate fires, at the

Graduate Research Tower, and the School
of Business Administration, have been
determined, police said.

sound
economy
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Dosomething differentthissummoL
Goddard College—long known for its leadership in

innovative education— offers five special programs for
students who want to spend the summer getting something
more than a good tan.

Each program offers a full semester's credit, deals with
unusual subject areas, combines academic and experiential
learning, and features visiting faculty and guest lecturers.
As in all Goddard programs, students take responsibility
for their own learning in an atmosphere of free inquiry
and mutual respect. Classes are small, and living is casual,
cooperative, and OAfing. Vegetarians are welcome.

The Programs...
Social Ecology— Intensive investigation of alternative energy, agriculture,
aquaculture, and wholistic health and nutrition, in a context of social criticism
Visiting lecturers include John and Nancy Todd, founders of the A^eiv Alchemy
Institute, Karl Hess, of Community Technologies; Eugene Eccli, editor of Low-Cost
Energy-Efficient Shelter. Peggy Taylor, editor of New Age. and Rick Ingrasci, M D'
also of A^eiv Age Director Murray Bookchin, author of Our Synthetic Environment
Limits of the City, and Post-Scarcity Anarchism

The Summer Arts Community—Drawing, pamting, sculpture, ceramics,
and printmaking, under the guidance of distinguished guest faculty-Anne Richter
(formerly Nakazato), Bernard Greenwald, Bill Hochhausen, Anne Tabachnick, and
program director Pat Mainardi, author of Quilts The Great American Art
Operating in conjunction with Goddard's new summer based M F A Program
in Visual Arts, the Summer Arts Community brings Anne Arnold, Patricia de
Gogorza, Louis Finkelstein, James Gahagan, Richard Martin, and Claire Van Vliet
to Goddard's 425-acre campus as visiting lecturers

Writing Skills— if you love to write, or hate to write (but know you have to),
this is the program for you Workshops in poetry, prose, and composition, lectures
and readings by visiting novelists, short story writers, and poets, offer practical
preparation for writing more clearly, confidently, and effectively John Dranow
is program director, visiting lecturers include Anne Beattie, Richard Ford Louise
Gluok, Donald Hall, Grace Paley, Michael'Ryan, Ellen Voigt, and Geoffrey Wolff

Goddard College admits students without regard to race, color, national origin,
sex, or handicap

Goddard College is fully accredited by the New England Association of Schools
and Colleges

Community Media-Usmg video and radio for people, not profit, is the
locus of this unique program m grassroots media Program director Ann Mcintosh,
an independent video artist who has taughl at MIT and the University Film Study
Center Institute, and associate director Paul Mclsaac, formerly director of special
programming for WBAI Pacifica Broadcasting's listener sponsored station m New
York, lead students in independent and group projects Guest faculty include
George Stoney, Richard Leacock and members of Media Bus

Outdoor Education— Field biology, botany, wilderness experience and
environmental education, designed for students of the natural sciences,
environmentalists, teachers, and youth group leaders Critical examination of
environmental issues and actual outdoor activities (including field tripe to the
White Mountains and the coast of Maine) provide unique opportunities for integration
of knowledge and experience Director is Bob Jervis, an experienced naturalist
and director of Goddard's Hawk and Owl Clinic.

Options for Degree Study...
You can comie to GSoddard for just the summer, or stay on for a degree Any

summer program can be counted as the first term in a Goddard undergraduate
program suited to your needs

You can complete a summer program and then enter Goddard's Resident
Undergraduate Program, in which students design individual study plans and
then pursue those plans in intensive five week modules Integrated studies relate
coursework to current world issues, and structured experiences in off-campus
community services provide opportunity for personal growth and development
of career skills and attitudes If you're between 18 and 24, and you want to
be part of a living and learning community working toward self-efficiency in
food and energy, take a look at the Resident Undergraduate Program

If you're over 21 and want to go on living where you live now, you can
spend the summer at Goddard and then enter the Adult Degree Program, in
which students pursue individual study plans on a nonresident basis and come
to Goddard twice a year for two weeks of intensive coursework, counseling,
and dialogue with faculty and fellow students The Adult Degree Program's
unusually low student-to-faculty ratio—81— makes this program a good choice
for the self-directed learner who is ready for serious, concentrated study in the
liberal arts of human services

The Program in Integral Education is an alternative, summer based B A
program for students with two years of previous college experience who are ready
to focus their studies on curriculum areas served by the five special summer programs

There's still time to apply to one of Goddard's special summer
programs. For information, telephone 802-454-8311,
extension 291, or write to Pamela Barkan, Box 212, Summer
Programs, Goddard College, Plainfield, Vermont 05667.

June 4-August 24, 1979 Financial Aid Available Goddaid College
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Letters to the Editor
On the rape series
To th« Editor:

/ am writing in regards to the Collegian
series concerrvng rape. First I would like

to know li the logo tor the articles is a
UMsss product or a national signm^ I in

t9fpr9t this as a stereotype that M ^r
sons who are raped walk m the dark alone
and are attacked by strangers This is not
true Manf rapes are dorm by "people"
whom the \ncttm has krmwn lor years,

and may have been considered as a
friend

Secondly, I think that this series should
include an article about how a rape vie

tim's friends might react I was raped last

August in my hometown by someone I

had known for ten years I feel this type of
article would benefit those victims who
have been raped.

I had a great difficulty talking with my
friends about the violence, because they
didn t want to hear it It was not because
they cared for me any less, but the mere
fact that someone who hasn't been raped
can not even begin to understand the
trauma involved. The whole thing stays in

the victim's nrund for years to come The
pain isn't as bad. but it is stilt there It

might appear that this is all the victim ever
thinks about For a long time, it was all I

ever thought about. I just want to tell all

victim's, know that your friends do
care. It is /ust difficult for them to know
how to react to you and all the new feel

ings which you have.

I was fortunate, I have a strong family
and support from friends. At times I felt

they didn't care about my pain Maybe
this was self pity. I know they tried in

their own way and gave me all the sup
port and help that they could A rape vie

tim's feelings are extremely sensitive and
friends may not always be able to alleviate

the gnawing pain

The most important advice I can give to

rape victims is to report the incident and
to prosecute I cannot stress how impor

tant It IS to report tfm act as soon s$
possibh.

fi^ me It was extrert^y important to
proMCute for many reasons I could not
do anything to stop the rape. (

7"^ nwM
was b'5". 290 lbs ! I'll be dammed if I

didn t have anything to say about it after

wards. I have four otfwr sisters I love very
much; it appeared to me that this was one
way to indirectly protect them. And I

could not let such an injustice ofmy being
go by without some sort of fight.

I am a strong woman and have a high
regard for myseH as I do for my friends. If

you feel that you can 't prosecute at least
report the incident or tell a friend. Do not
keep It a secret You did not bring this

violent act upon yourself and therefore
you should not feel ashamed or think any
less of yourself. You are your own best
friend first.

Name withheld by request

P. S. Hurray' For those women who mar
ched in 'take back the night " And what
happened to those of you who did not?

Don't forget Patti

To the Editor:
Vyith due respect to the Grateful Dead

and of course, Roy Ayers, tfiere is

another performer appearing at our Spr-
ing Concert who has received little men-
tion Her name is Patti Smith. Many peo-
ple are unaware of Patti's presence as
one of the few totally honest rock and roll

musicians to ever grace the stage. Often
labelled as a punk rocker. Patti and her
exuberance is much more than that brand
of music could ever offer. True, her stage
antics often resemble those of Johnny
Rotten of former Sex Pistols *ame. but
her music and its true meaning
transcends virtually any individual's

capacity to realize Her irics may often ap-
pear perverse in npiure. but they repre-

sent what she calls art. and art will always
be society's enema. To understand what

she IS saying, you must give her your un-
divided attention. She is a powerful and
determined woman and represents
something that we all seem to lack: an
honest desire to succeed through open
communication. Her songs reject any
forms of supmficiatity: tfwy are spon-
taneous delivenes. full of potent babble,
and never lacking in conviction. She says
that when she performs, she is com-
municating with" God. Site possesses a
fervor that has to be witnessed to believe.
Her new album has just been released
and this show will be the beginning of an
American tour for the Patti Srruth Group.
Path's definition of rock and roll is highly
advanced and she is sure to play an
excellent set Make sure you catch her
show, hers is nothing short of intense.

Robert B.Cargill
Southwest.

Using classrooms

for politics

To the Editor:

The recent job action by graduate
students in the social sciences, protesting
threatened cuts in funds for teaching
assistants, raises important issues about
the legitimacy of using the classroom as
an instrument of political protest. I will
not speak to its short term effectiveness
or to Its utility increating unity within an
organuaticn [it is satisfying to put faculty
to the teit since we are always putting
tests to students]. I wish to speak to
larger educational, and political issues
posed by its recurrem use as a tactic.

In many fields, perhaps especially in

the social sciences, the classroom at its

best. IS a place to explore controversial
issues from a variety of perspectives.
Since the identity of each student and. of
course, each professor, is bound up with
some of these interpretations and
threatened by others, it is difficult to build
up the fund of trust and self-confidence
required to open these issues to reflective

scrutiny and discussion. Any hint of
manipulative intent, of punitive pro
clivities. or of a willingness to use the

class room as an instrument of poitical
struggle defeats the effort. Students
begin to interact strategically; positions
harden. Typically, some members of the
class lapse into silence and others pre-
tend that their domination of the discus-
sion is a sign that they have successfully
'educated" the resf.

/ do not contend that participation in
political activity is not educational or that
politics should be expunged from the
university. There is argufy a political
dimension in admission criteria, social
science methodologies, even the
disciplinary boundaries of the social
sciences. But these tacts \or contentionsl
do not justify tactics which eventually will

make a difficult situation impossible.

Faculty members ftsve been pressed once
or twice each spring of the last several
years to call off classes in the interest of
supporting worthy political causes. I am
convinced that those who persistently
consent or succumb to such requests in-

advertantly weaken the educational in-

tegrity of the classroom and undercut the
principled ground students and faculty
will need to draw upon in the future when
less benign political forces press us to
convert the classroom into vehicles for
their purpoes.

It can be a political act to insist that pro
test and struggle take place outside the
classroom, an action in support of main-
taining space for social inquiry and
criticism. If the university, as some peo-
ple have recently insisted to me, is so
thoroughly corrupted already that no
worthy ideal of political education can be
sustained within it, then it is surely not
worth the effort to press the state to pro
vide It with more money. But I don't think
many people on the Left really believed
that we have reached such desperate
straits. Because we have not, because
these tactics can open the university to
more extensive political control, the Left
should lead the way in repudidcting the
instrumental use of the classroom.

m

William fc. Connolly
Professor, Political Science

PROFESSIONAL & TECHNICAL REFERENCE BOOKS

ACCOUNTING REFERENCE BOOKS
FROM PRENTICE-HALL

ACCOUNTANTS

DESK

HANDBOOK

by Albart F Ajmaia*. n. r>

Ntoholaa A. Kargaa, m.« cru

AUDITING
An Integrated
Approcx^h

ion\\i)\ iNDi./ s;«r

f/vsn i\h MiiihK\

PRINCIPLES OF
ACCOUNTING

G. Johnson
J. Gentry

A. Ameiss
N. Kargas

G. Welsch

ACCOUNTANTS
DESK
HANDBOOK

A one volume professional desk

manual that provides vou with a

concise summary of all the basic

information you need to sue

cessfully practice accounting to

day Contains hundreds of charts,

examples, digests and other short

cuts to help the professional ac

countant in her his day to day

practice

$27.96

BUDGETING:
PROFIT
PLANNING AND
CONTROL

This new and expanded fourth edi

tion, with Its emphasis on general

management, is a valuable guide

to dynamic profit planning and

control Intended for those in

terested in practical applications

$17 95

A. Arens
J. Loebbecke

AUOmNG: AN
INTEGRATED
APPROACH

Emphasi?es the auditor's decision

making process to give you the

head start you will need in your

careers Arens and Loebbecke
believe the most fundamental con

cepts in auditing relate to deter

mining the nature and amount of

evidence the auditor should ac

cumulate m the unique cir

cumstances of each engagement
$17.95

FINNEY AND
MILLER'S
PRINCIPLES OF
ACCOUNTING
Introductory

This remarkable book is

distinguished by the unique man
ner in which it provides readers

with mastery of the nature of ac

counting, as well as its full

coverage of accounting concepts

and techniques.

$15.95

FINNEY AND
MILLER'S
PRINCIPLES OF
ACCOUNTING
Intermediate

The most significant changes in

tliis edition are the introduction of

financial accounting theory at the

beginning of the book and the

presentation of a totally new and
unique chapter on valuation

$17.95

couggian 9

1

L
SPECIAL ORDERS HANDLED PROMPTLY
VISA, MASTERCHARGEAND AMERICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED

These make meaningful graduation
gifts.

Many other accounting and business
titles are available.
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Grads

fighting

ruin of

education
Byl^lCHAEL R. FEDEROW

The article in the May 4 Collegian about
the Faculty Senate requires some response.

First of all, contrary to your headline, the
faculty was not considering action against
faculty was not considenng action against
Teaching Assistants. Provost Jerry Allen
made Ominous Noises, which is what he is

paid to do as an administrator. The Faculty
Senate did not propose any action,
however.
Secondly, contrary to what appeared in

print, Graduate Student Employees Union
the strike was not a protest against the
Massachusetts Labor Relations Board deci-

sion against us, unconscionable as it was.
Rather, it was a protest against budget
cuts, which are coming down most heavily

on graduate assistants; a demand for a
wage increase; and recognition of the
union, which the Adminatration can do
any time, MLRB or no MLRB.
Indeed, if the administration wanted to

protect graduate assistants from the
budget cuts, it would mereV have to sign a
short collective bargaining agreement with
GSEU. Ed King has committed himself to
honoring all collective bargaining
agreements with state employees.
However, it has occurred to the union that

such an agreement would slow down the
expansion of the Whitmore bureaucracy. In

turn, that means that such antiquated
ideals as service to the community, ac-
cessiblity, and innovative programs would
take years more to wipe out completely.
Why, there are whole offices that might

have to wait for new carpets for a whole
year or two more! Only Knapp had the
foresight to carpet his office (at a cost of
nearly a million dollars) early enough.
Where will the new chancellor get that kind
of money if TA's and residence assistants
have enough money to eat on?

But I digress. Returning to your article, it

was plain that Faculty Senate Secretary
Harvey Kline was very distrubed that most
of his students refused to scab like he did,

thus betraying a better practical understan-
ding of political science than their instruc-

tor did.

. I would also like to point out that the
GSEU method of affecting decisions about
graduate students has provtd much more
effective already than Kline's feeble

gestures in our direction. As an honest
icientist, if Kline is truly a dispassionate
weigher of evidence, I would hope that

Kline is capable of abandoning his wrong
theory of how this society operates, and
come on over to our side.

Scholars who refuse to drop their theories

in the face of the evidence are condemned
to become anachronisms, even if they suc-
ceed in becoming deans.

Finally, I want to ask Jerry Allen a few
questions publicly. Granted you get an
enormous salary plus a fancy title, your
own secretary, a huge office, and regular

access to the Collegian's pages. All for

making the same anti-union Ominous
Noises against the faculty, the graduate
and undergraduate students, and the staff

and employees at the University.

Is it more unprofessional to point out the
serious nature of further cuts in the quality

of education at the university? or to direct

those cuts, while condemning those who
try to fight them?
Is it more unethical to closet oneself in a

corner of Thompson or Machmer, pro-

claiming that 'Nothing Can Be Done' dur-

ing baH t;^— -- to go out and do
something about ;t?

Is it more immoral to encourage people to

remain passive and submit to the eventual

ruin of their education and their possibilities

in the world, or to help them fight that ruin?

It must be obvious what Jerry Allen's

answers have been.

On behalf of the Graduate Student
Employees Union/ District 65, I would like

to thank the groups who like our answers
to these questions a little better. Together,
in union, we can win.

Michael R. Federow
* is chairperson of the

Graduate Student Employees
Union /District 65.

NO pRoBiiM ma,
MJIN...THIS BABY RUNS

ON My GREAT WURMj
PESOUPCE... LIKE IT'5

'

HOT NP...

Frustrated with provost search
Dear Chancellor Bromory:

Reluctantly. I tiave come to the conclu
sion that I must resign from the F*rovost's

Search Committee in protest of its ac
tivities, and call to your attention and to the
attention of the university community tfte

duplicitious manner in which the committee
is functioning.

The committee (after much debate!
voted at its March 15 meeting to discuss
any and all candidates whose curriculum
vitae reached it after its official closing day
of July 1. 1978, the discussion to take

place immediately after interviewing the

candidates who had already been invited to

campus. The invited candidates having
been interviewed, a meeting was called for

Tuesday, April 17, to discuss vitae which
had arrived after July 1. At that meeting
committee members began to question
whether or not such vitae should be con-
sidered. I repeatedly called attention to the

fact that this issue had been thoroughly
discussed at the March 15 meeting, that the
committee had specifically rejected alter-

nate suggestions at that earlier meeting
such as requesting that the search process
be formally reopened, and that it had then
voted to consider these viatae. I further

reminded the committee that it had formal
ly recorded its action in a memorandum to

the chancellor. My pleas were ignored by all

except one member who argued that my
point was certainly correct.

Another member then began to query as
to whether or not there was a "need" to
consider additional vitae. In particular he
wondered whether or not enough of a con-
census could be found among the commit-
tee members to fulfill its mandate (report to
the chancellor and President 3 to 5 finalists)
from the persons who had already been in
terviewed. It was decided to take a "straw"
vote of the committee. One member sug
gested that this might not be appropriate
since the responses from those persons
who were not on the committee but who

.
had interviewed the candidates were not
even due until Friday, April 20. The remark
was ignored. (At this time I informed the
committee that unless it honored its earlier
vote I would feel forced to resign.) Each
committee member was then called upon
to discuss the six candidates who have
been interviewed. I refused to participate in
the discussion. After this "straw" vote the
committee decided that it did have a con
sensus of support for three of the six. The
committee then proceeded to select sirb
committees to visit the campuses of the
off campus finalists among the th'ree.

In the closing minutes of the meeting the
committee returned to the original question

for which this meeting had been called.

One member seriously suggested, with tfte

concurrence of several others, that all of
the day's discussion had been precipitated
by the vitae received after July 1. so why
didn't we just agree to say that this was the
discussion of the vitae and forget about
them. At least one member of the commit-
tee said that this was certainly unaccep-
table and dishonest. The committee decid-

. ed to meet on Monday evening, April 23, to

again address the question of the vitae for

,. which this meeting had been called.

It is clear to me that the Provost s Search
Committee has made its final decisions,
and thus any further deliberation on
vitaecan only be an exercise in hypocrisy.

The committee has ignored its earlier firm

decision, acted without regard to recom-
mendations it requested, and delayed tak-

ing action on some vitae with (I believe) no
intention of ever doing so. In conclusion I

think it would be remiss of me not to men-
tion that three of the four vitae which

'

were originally scheduled to be discussed
at this meeting were from ethnic minority
persons.

I hereby tender my resignation from the
committee.

OF. St. Mary
Associate Professor of

Mathematics and Statistics

Report on the Crampton incident
By JIM MATLACK

During the early hours of Sunday morn-
ing, April 29, a Third World party in Cramp
ton dorm was disrupted. Through the week
I have been investigating this incident for

appropriate disciplinary measures to take

apart from police and court actions.

Because the episode has raised controversy
and tension, I want to share with you my
basic findings.

The Third World party was excellently

planned, properly approved, and strictly

non alcoholic. Some white students at-

tended. There is doubt whether party

organizers lowered the volume of the music

as promised at 1 a.m. sufficiently to avoid

disturbing area residents in nearby dorms.
Crampton's position on the Southwest Mall

meant that persons walking by were at-

tracted to the sound and some attempted

to gain entry to the party.

Shortly before 3 a.m. a group of white
males tried to join the party from the mall
door. They were intoxicated and carried

alcoholic beverages with them. They were

told that no alcohol was allowed and a
dollar admission was required. The party
crashers were belligerent and made violent

gestures. A scuffle started in which party
atienders came to the aid of dorm security
staff at the door. The fight spread down the
"teps and on to the mall outside Crampton.

The head of residence and others broke

up this initial encounter as police arrived.

Showing self-restraint, black males went
back inside Crampton. Officers followed a

group of white males toward Washington
Tower and took four persons into custody
for drunkenness ("protective custody"),

not all of whom had been in the fight near

Crampton.

Other persons drawn out of dorms by the
action were in the vicinity of Crampton as
police watched to prevent any renewal of
combat and to end the party. At this point
two men on the wall by Hampden Center
began wrestling. Mistaking this roughhous
ing for a serieus fight, police moved in to

make arrests. The two men and, soon, two
friends resisted the officers. One struggled
at length before finally being subdued.
These four were charged with disorderly

conduct. I am persuaded by extensive inter-

yews that these four were not engaged in
verbal or other harassment of Third World
persons. By the time that I arnved on the
Mall at about 3:40 a.m. all wds quiet.

My disciplinary jurisdiction extends only
to current UMass/Amherst students. Of
the six persons arrested that night as
disorderly, only the four described above
are current students. They must face court
charges. They had no part in the deplorable
disruption of the Crampton party. A similar

pattern emerges among the four males
laKen imu noteciive (.^ustody. Only two are

current students on this campus. One never
went near Crampton and the other arrived,

quite drunk, in the late stages of the fight

on the mall. The central actors in provoking
the intrusion upon the Third World party
are either non-students or have not yet

been identified.

If anyone has specific information thai

would enable a discipline case to be pro-

cessed against other Southwest residents

for having engaged in harassing, insulting,

or intimidating conduct toward Third World
persons on the night (morning) in question,

please bring such information directly to me
promptly and in confidence. Severe action
will be taken against documented of-

fenders.
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i^ Rape
CONT FROM PAGE 1

bstabrook said the UM«@ police want lo
\m called and are concerned about Hm
situation,

"The {Mlice mm v«v responsive in terms
of any kirwl of threat, not just a completed
rif>e or sexual a^ault, " she said.

Serena Lurie. Coordtnatw m Work
Against Sexual Violence for tf^ Rape
Councelor Advocates, agreed.
"We don't need to wo much slap police

hands as act as a liaison ar^ a Mf^
against the system." Lurie said.
"The police here are good and the doctors

here are good, she said, referring to their
sansitivitv towards rape victims.

Victims need support
Estabrook also said the staff encourages

victims to tell someone else about the rape
"It's a time when people really iwed a lot of
support, she said

"But son^e times it's very hard to tell peo
pie that are close to you, ' sfw added
The Rape Coun^lor/ Adviwates run sup-

(»rt groups for victims ar^ along with tfie

fi«lth education staff of the Health Center,
they run education s^siorai f<y f^^a 'm
the dormitory system
The Rape Counsetor/AdvixaM pro-am,

located in the Everywoman's Center in
Wilder Nail, behind Morrill Science Center.
was started five ywrs ago as pan of a task
force on violence i^inst women.
EstabrcKsk ^id There were no specific ser
vices for wom»i at tfw time and Estabrook
said we (the health center) heard from the
Everywoman's Center tfwt there were in

dications of ri^ta) thai •were going
unreported "

Altamative for victims
The Court^or Advocate program was
then started as "a kir»d of alternative access
(route) for victims,' said Estabrqok
She added however, "we're sure tfwt

tfiere are stiH mwiy t%pm on campus that
go unreported.

Lurie. who was a volunteer counselor
before she becaame coordiantor of the pro-
gram last July discussed the function of a
ra|M counselor arnl xtm impact the job h^
on tfw counselors themselves, while sitting

hi the Everywoman's center

Counselor's protected
When the counselor on duty gets a call

from a rape victim or the police, they meet
the victim at either the hospital or the police
station for the protection of the counselor,
^id Lurie This is to avoid the dart^ of the
couns^or being hurt or "set up,"
something that has happened to
couns^ors in other r^e progran^, Lurie

Tta coun^tor Mays Mth Mt i^tim
through the medic^ process if the victim
wants
The courtselor is there "to help the victim
make choices for h^setf

,

' sMd Lune It is

important fw the victim to feel powerful
agttn.'tfwsaid.

Court procMM
The counselor advocate explains the

cmirt process to the victim and will stay
wrth ttie victim through the trial if the victim
requests, said Lune,
"Politically we xhroute r^K^t but if tfw

M^rrMm ^Mn't M^t to that « fwM," riie

sad
Lur« M^Mlli^ Ifw ^aa has (^(^ c^i

viction rate for rape ca^, "if women are
(going) to cmjrl (m tfM ^is of wfwthw
they'll win, tfwy'll pr^»^y win h«a.*'

The progrwrt, which corw«ts of ^
volunteers, ^mi fcrftow up counting but
the extent of wtiich usuMy ttepM^te on tfw
victim, said Lurw.
Lurw Mid the cmjfw^or«'«lv^»Ma

usu^ly iMMve crts from "bet^Awwi TO mt^
M" ra^ vwtims a yMr No more than 10
i*w» "in er^" -niewiing vwy rMently
ra^^ ttw past ^ar, sfie said Four or five

of theM r^es occurred in this area, Lune
said
The others happer^j etoewhere ar^ the

<FOR DAY OR <riKiHT
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victims eitrier lived twre or wwe students
in the area and came back to the UMass
area to be treated

"Emotional job"
Lurie said most of the people working «i

the program usually stay for about a ^ar.
She said it is an "emotional job, very strain-

ing
"

"It (the |ob) h^ gott^i much harder ion

me " Lurie said "I'm more depreMad," I

was never like that before."
"'You can't be a rape counselor and not

be aware of how repressive our society is to

women," she said.

'"It is very hard to sit and watch a woman
go through all that pain and not be able to

do anything about it"

Lune said when she revives a caN from a
victim. "I (^t nervous and my stomach

starts frMking out. But by the time I ^t to
the victim I'm calm."
Despite the strain, Lurie said she wants to

remain in the same line of work. "It is so
much a part of me and who I am " she said.
In order to qualify for being a rape

counselor/advocate it « not necessary to
be a feminist or have counseling qualifica-
tions said Lune.

'But .
" she added, "We like to have peo-

ple who have some kind of awareness
about what rape means.""
The rape counsdor advocates can be

reached during the day and week nights
and weekends through the health center.

Note: Tomorrow's conc/uston of the series
focuses on tfie emotional consequences of
jape for the victim.

Collegian n

Positions are still available \
at the Collegian:

Circulation Manager
Ad Reps
Delivery Persons

Positions begin in the fall

Apfilteations available at 113 Campus Center

'" *"" *" * *
I I i rrrttiitjj^

WANTED
Reporters and Photographers

for summer weekly newspaper.
Big benefits. No pay.

This is the opportunity to turn
that leisure summer time into a
productive learning experience;
no volunteers timed away.
Learn all aspects of production
of a small weekly newspaper.
/nqwre at the Massachusetts Daily Collegian
offices, 113 Campus Center, or call 545 3500

Tlw CoU»gian is an
AffirmaJive Action

Equal OpportuniTy
i
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^^ SPECIALS EFFECTIVE: MAY 7 THRU 12

WITH COt^N ft $7 SO PUnCHASE OR MORE

EXCLUDING CK^AREHES

n5 STAR VERIBEST PORK
WELL TRIMMED EXTRA LEAN

PORK SALE

ARMOUR

HALF.7.^^>1.37

LOIN $
HALF 4-7 LBS

LB 1.47
\

tCENTER CUT

$
LB1.79

v..

LEAN -MINUTES FRESH

GROUND
, , ^

BEEF '7.75 !1.59
SWIFTS PREMIUM

DAISY HAM
TOBIN RRST PRIZE

YANKEE BACON
FREDA

BONELESS HAMS
USDA CHOICE BEEF ROUND

CUBE STEAKS

SLICES OR

BY THE PIECE

LB

LB

PKG

LB

LB

n.69

n.09

»2.39

'2.19

I Gl. 60-75 100 WAn ONLY

I
SOFT WHITE

j LIGHT BULBS PACK̂
1

OFF
VALD THRU MAY 12

IMIT ONE Af LOUIS I^OOOS

r WITH COUKIN 4 S" SO PURCHASl OR MORI \
•^XCLUOINC CICAi«fll&

CARNATION INSTANT

NON-FAT

DRY MILK 20 OT
^1

OFF

r"

VALID THRU MAY 12

IIMII ONI A1 lUUib »UUDS

*nH CUUPON 4 $ iU PUHCHASI UH MOW %
IXClUttfC. CBARflUS 23

ROYAL

GELATIN

DESSERT 3 oz FREE
VAUO THRU MAY 12

LMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

r WITH COUPON 4 $
' 50 PURCHASf OR MORt %

EXCLUDING CIGARfHES 20

Hl-C ALL FLAY.

FRUIT

DRINKS 46 oz 39

r
VALID THRU MAY 12 I

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS $
IB MB iM ^B HI IBW ^B SB ^^

WITH COUPON 4 $7 50 PURCHASE OR MORE \
EXCLUDING CIGARETTES 34

JUMBO ROLL

scon
TOWELS 39

VALID THRU MAY 12

LIMrr ONE AT LOUtS FOODS\ LIMrr ONE AT LOUtS FOODS

SEALTEST

ICE CREAM

V2 GALn.49
SWEET UFE

OMNGE JUICE

89'16 OZ

ILIJIHC33

cS' GOLDEN GRAIN

,, , MACARONI
'^^ & CHEESE 7% oz

MA'S OLD FASHIONED

ROOT

BEER 64 OZ 79
rARM & HAMMER 115 OZ

LAUNDRY

DETERGENT

i I 1 3 U^

»2.19
II AJAX LIQUID SAVE 44<

"N

.DISH32 0Z$1 AQ
(^DETERGENT XaVV

FRESH CALIFORNIA

ARTICHOKES

CAMBRIDGE FLATWARE

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMn OUAMTTTTES

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR

CLEAN-UP WEEK
FINISH YOUR SET NOW!

•DAIRY*

SOFT 8 OZ TUBS

PROMISE

MARGARINE
16 oz

PKG
N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST, MASS
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would function rather poorly as an educa-
tional institution. The opinion of Cbmmis
aoner Garry J. Wooters goes so far as to

say if graduate employee "rerKler^ the
same services for an institution other than
that at which they were students, I would
have no hesitation in concluding that they
are entitled to exercise the right to bargain
collectively "

The decision is no doubt controversial,

^|yt it only further legitimises the ad

nrunistration's claim the status quo simply

does not permit it to recognize the graduate
union. Of course, the University still could

choose to recognize the union if it wanted
to be fair. Fat chance.

Union tactics
The graduate assistants who ck^ed

down Machnier Hall last week have bewi
accused of depriving undergraduates of

their education at a time in the semester
when they need classes most. They also
have been accused of usinp 'totalitarian'

methods that eliminate the possiblity of ra-

tional discussion on the i^ues within the
classroom.
TheM accusatioris cannot be V^m^ Nght

ly. The action wm taken with little rM>tice to
those most affected by it, the
ur>dergraduat^. It is not always erHMjgh to
say the lor>g run goals of the union lustify

present inconvenierKes.
The only way the Graduate Student

Employees Union can be effective with fair-

ly extreme actions such as last week's is to
wofk actively for undergraduate support. In

so doing the union must keep
undergraduates informed of planned ac
tions. Then and only then will administra
tion claims of conflicting interests between
graduates and undergraduates be defeated.

Unfortunately, there seems Httle else the
urwon can do. More "legitinnate" actiorni

futile in confronting an administration
that at best is willing to offer a 10 percent
raise to graduate employees. And budget
cuts threaten to destroy the very possiblity
of classrooms whore rational discussion
can take place.

With tuition hikes and budget cuts well
on tfieir way, and with a University presi-

dent and trustees who are not supportive of
student interests, students cannot afford to
let final exams and the coming of summw
extinguish their spring fervor.

They cannot, that is, if they wish to halt tfie

continued decline of UMass from a great
state University to a glorified trade school
with a very tall aiKJ very empty-library.

««t
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Northampton •

Only Area ShoM^ing
NOW ENDS TUESDAY

at 7 00 and 9 10

. 'It Will scare

: the hell

• out of
• you!'

' Newsoape' s

• Rtehard Ctwmbertain •

• ^ Peter Weir's

THEU^T

:
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Summer
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"eojoy me Deautiiui outdoors with quality camping and

bacKpacKing equipmen' from Don Gleasons We otter a

wide variety ot quality tents, sleeping bags DackpacKs.

cooking geaf outdoor clothing and hundreds ol the

smaller items that make your outmgs more enioyable

Come in and let us outlit you to enpy the solitude and the

t)eauty o« camping and backpacking

MAY SPECIALS TO HELP GET READY
FOR THE 79 CAMPING SEASON

The traditional New Engnnd Camping Season "Kicks

o't with thp Mennonal Day Weekend To help the

seasoned cnrnper and the novice get ready DON
GLEASON S IS ottering MAY SPECIALS APRIL 30 thru

ly^AY 12 1 here are selected items througt>out the store

being offered at special reduced prices Examples are

sleeping bags tents cots, coolers & picnic jugs, air

mattresses foam pads stoves 4 lanters. backpacks,

daypacks hiking boots rainwear, cook kits There will

be something tor everyone For the beginner we have

some attractive specials on some o» our most popular

tents 2 FERSON EUREKA TIMBERLINE SPECIAL
FOR |7t.M AND 4 PERSON FOR I1M.M and a

WHITE STAG FAMILY TENT FOR $M.M.
Also )ust a reminder most of our tents are at their

FALL/WINTER 7S prices and on May \A they WILL 00
TO THEIR SRRINO/SOiHliER 7» prices that are up

about S%. Shop early lor best select on. some items are

limited in supply to our present inventory.

CAMPINQ i BACK PACKINO R1NTAL8
AM AVAILABLE.

CALL on STOP IM FOR DiTAILB.

^^ *\^CAMPER8 SUPPLY INC.

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON

A9(«.jiil|, Frt«qr M^Ni « M4-MN

r-SONY SONY SONY SONY SONY SONY—t

ffiCfJt BUTTON

STO»*tJtCT BUTTON

BOUSt BUTTON

IkDRfOBATT iNOICATOH

T—WMMCVIEW BUTTON

4CC BUTTON

»f€0UltM BAND SELECTOR

«)UMECX}NTROL

M<»MOWtONf CONTnOl

RADIO ONOFF SWITCH

t«T|HNAl MIC »i^T JACK —

bPtAKcnMONimi

«C**Uf

TA« COUNTCR

TUMNGKNOe

BUHTINElECTHfT
CONOCNSCRMC

CF-160
CASSETTE-CORDER

FM/AM RADIO

suggested price $79.95
our reg. low

price $72.96

SPRING CLEARANCE
SPECIAL
$59.95

Listen to FM or AM To pre-recorded

cassettes Or create you own tapes by

recording off-the-air Or recording live

music This dependable, ready-to-go

portable makes it all possible, so you never

have to be without music Or without a

versatile recording companion that can be
used for more than just entertainment.

Everything from practicing language
lessons to listening to literature on cassette

And every time you use the CF-160, you'll

appreciate its advanced Sony features.

From one touch recording to 3-digit tape

counter, from built-in electret condenser
mic to wide-range dynamic speaker, the

CF-160 IS built for total convenience,

exceptional sound

QUANTITY UiyilTED
TO UNITS IN STOCK.

-iheUNVBSITYSlDRE

REFERENDUM
A referendum will be held on

TUESDAY, MAY 8, 1979 for the

students to VOTE on the projected

SATF increase.

Polls will be open from 10 A.M.

to 6 P.M.

Students are asked to vote in the

following locations:

Greeks and Commuters

Orchard Hill

Sylvan-Northeast

Central

Dorms
Crampton side towards

Mass. Avenue

MacKimmie side towards

Fearing Street

Student Union Lobby

(from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.)

Orchard Hill Bowl

(rain location - Dickinson)

Worcester

Franklin

Hampshire

Dining Commons
Berkshire

Dining Commons

Monday, May 7. 1979
Coilegiqft 1^

St¥»p Cot4>on|ll

•na • t7 SO purrtim.IwWtiNB coupon

j 1 PLY 400 SHEET

8 COTTONELLE
I TISSUE snr

BLUE BONNET
I
MARGARINE"S^
Good Mat t*m y-aw. Umnimtomtm eilpiwt

***|Siop 4 Stwp CoMponpl

With IN* oouoon WMi • " "

49
NABISCO

RITZ
CRACKERS '^

I REGULAR or PINK

STOP & SHOP
I
LEMONADE r

2 OoMMcn Ml*/ Stf Mwi; Ln>ton.p«

Your StopeSh^««^®^Kwe'3^^.^ctiAci^vdueseveryweoii accent on v^!
ofspecialvsdii

k comer deli Defcwus
X^ sJoeoA packaged to

10008
ofder.

^Mlibia in sloreo featuring a service (Ml

Rath

Brami-
thweiger

9V.
Rath Hard Salami '2.99..

Potato Salad
stop & Shop ^Qf
Reg or OH & Vinegar^9^P|,M
^cxned Beef Brisket *3.99^

Nfrozen meat oeatv^hen
there's no time to tuss!

\^1B«ver\ 24oz.pkg.

DiitdiFrye

V

Chicken
Drumsticks

Chicken Breast -iT.'Srt.'2.79

Beef Patties ^^SZSZ. '2.39

^eafood AhMays a good value!

Mackerd
Fresh^tt

Dressed ^^P^^P
Fresh Flounder Fillets '2.69*

Snow Crab Claws fo«^ '2.99^

Flounder Fillets -^^^ M.79

V bakery ^^^de with tne ingredients'

EnglishMuSHns
stop & Shop J^ s^
12oz.pk9 0f6 ^KpkgsH
Reg. or Split ^V ^^

Big Buttertop Bread 2^M
Variety Breads ?Sp' 2^'1
Harwy Wtvjn Caraway %* a* OaOuati tn^«at

Stops Shop

•lePie

99
Sandwich Rods •> !>» ««. to*

Daisy Donuts &I0D4 SHOP CQ'
1 ? ounce pkg o*t? \^%7

l|SIOO « Shop Coupon|l

wim ms coupon ttMfCSMB^

199 mm
8 FRENCH '^-ST^

B BREAD PIZZA

g....
Gaed Km Mty ' Sit »>; 1 2 Limi! ont (W cujloiwt

I
Meal* 1 2oal

[Slop* Sn>p Coupon] j,gj
WWi Iha coupon

I STOPS SHOP I
• MUENSTERwS2=|
: CHEESE

Km]

CookedHam
\i

.Shank Portion
Plenty of good
lean meat on
this big ham!

water added

Rump Portion CoolwdHMn
waloraddsd

ShoUlder*^o9
USOA 'C^^^^lr ^^^^ Chuck

'9MS€U^For London Broil

2'
^oneless Beef Chuck Roast ^cSi*1.89^

Fine Iowa Meats From Rath & Co.

,jP0tfcCll0DS

B Countrystyle Pork Ribs Leanmeaiy '149.

Boneless Pork Sirloin Cutlets '1.99.

'^W)Assorted «^39
ForliChops IEtA"'
Pork Loin Rib Roast RtoPortion *1 .29t>

Pork Loin Sirloin Roast sinoinportkin *1.39*

Our very best chops,
carefully trimmed for value.

(Thin Slice* 1.79..)

Rath Black Hawk Bacon iWg 1.29
Rath Meat Wieners i poundpackage 1.19
Rath Sausage Meat i po^d ro« fro^en 99'

Rath 31b Canned Ham s^S^ *6.59

,Bath Honey Glazed Ham ^cal.^ *3.79

Breakfast Pork Links ,

Rath
3oz. pkg frozen 79'

FreShCaiiforniarresnCaiifornia ^ #^tf^
iwberries99

Fanner Broi^vn^
Fresh
Washed
lOoz pkg

Green or Yellow

Fresh

to)dMixi Mtr'SM M(tI7 UmitoneptfcmlixiWf

I ^^^,

Fresh Green

Peppers
Great (or

stuffing

Large Fresh

48 size
Fi* of flavor

Miim
^ Large ^ 6in oot

^W ea
PLANTS
Red Of Pink

PLANTS
Assorted ^^aa

Co»ors
^^ea

Cymbidium Orchid Corsage ** -"-^ "««« '2.49

Flowering Reigor Begonias ,^i^P°Lv *2.49

Diet Daloht Pears,

Fruit
\ ^ I

22r '3.39
S. 8gr

cr Peachy

Instant Coffee
Grease Ftelief

Assorted Flavors

^aiian
Punch

Ron of 100 2ply sheets

»-lM
Toiwds

X'^l G2-89
Select dives
Friends Beans

IaVC^Mm

53*

246or

Rrtter

Tomato

Wishtx>ne Dressings ''^TS 55*

Progresso Soups 2^M
Mint. Apple, Crat)apple or

Stop&
Shop

Fruit Cocktail ="'^S5r^3!:s '1

Libbvs Vegetatjtes 4 2i*1

US Sugar .SSSSZ, 79*

Large Dog Biscuits 1&'ir66'

^A. Oish Deteroent

GentieFeu

Glad Food Wrap mm^ 85*

Glad Sandwich Bags •^*'1
. 1

9

frozen foods we o«ler ovw 700 items and plenty o< apecialsl

SunGtofy

Orange
Juice

16 ounce can ^^^^r
Morton Jelly Donuts »? 69*

Richs Creamer '^^ 55'

Chicken Chow Mein ^."SM .09

2t). t)ag Sun Glory

Frencli
Fries

49*

y

8ourx:ebowl

Pound Cake ,^.2?.'SU-, '1.09

Banquet Dinners

.

^'^^ *1
. 1

9

Vegetables »»S^in;n?-, 79*

Ya Gallon Assorted Ravors

Leaf Spinach aS?

Vegetables

- Shoo H »»> I Dreamsicles
Pizza Slices

dairy Yoi/H fnd an the best national and regonal txands!

Assorted Flavors

»lotnbo
^/Yogurt

y

yotfuH

38oz^
cups^^^

Minute Maid

rapefniit
Juice

from
cofKentrate

232orH
ctn&^H

Cream Cheese sc^*,^, 65'

Cottage Cheese ^'Z^TcU:"^ .59

Cheese Food Slices '^ *1 .29

Calabro Ricotta

Orange Juice
' !Xr\ r^j-*" ^'*" i'-' « rMm*^

Kraft Mozzarella

•1.99

•1.89
!*• Cub

SloelSdnp

health & beauty aids save a pretty penny all week! >
Colgate

Toothpaste
Colgate*MFP

6oz. bonus tut)e 69

Vaseline
Lotion

Intensive

Care
1Ck>z. bottle09

HApLEY-AMHERSTRoute9at the Hadley-Amherst Line. 8a.m.-10p.m., Mon.Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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SUPER SPECIALS ON GnH^
MUCiM IMCiUOf MOUMTINQ • BALANCING • NEW VAL¥E STEM
I55SR13 ^09 165SR14 S0.80 155SR15 50.30

165 SR13 47,a§ 175SR14 54.80 165SR15 53.80
185SR14 60.(K»

AieliN^ TwiMiit INiiRM
ftf wetart

ALIGNMENTS

13.95

TUNE UPS
8cyi

6Cyl

4Cyl,

49.95

45.95
39.95

lAMHERSTTIRE CENTER
'your Full Sor¥lc9 Tin Store"

Routt 9 at Shumway St., Amhtrtt T^. 2S3-9270

Courtesy Car Service Available

VIU

OVER 50 STYLES
of clogs for men and

women
Heartfelt
Leather

To place a classified ad, cliop by the

CoUegtan oHtcP (CC 113> between 8 45

a m .
and 3 45 p m Monday through Fn

day O' use our handy clip and mail forrrt

found in mosr rssues of the CoUegian
Classified deadline »s 3 ^ p rn two days
in advarue of publication date

AUDIO

Pion««r 8-track. Dolby. FF, 3 function,

excellent cond . $75. 6K4303. Steve.

AUTO FOR SALE

72 Datsun wagon %Mi. body rough, runs

yyell, 4 speed. $750. 549 6849.

72 Audi iOOLS. 4i door, red. immac in arnJ

out, needs muffler^J 1300. 549 6849

75 RaUy sport Camaro, excellent condi

tion, spoilers ralley wheels, low miles, call

Phil. 256 8889, eve

1971 Audi IOOLS, west coast car, no rust,

call 584 363l.jfter 6:00. $1000 or W).

66 Plymouth Fury II, runs great, only

66.000 m i $300 or^ BO. call 665 2346

74 Fiat 128 SPRT, good running cond
,

must sHI. $1350 546 6786. after 7 p m
We buy used cars. 256 8433 or 549 5986

74 Pty. Duster. il595 or BO. 253 5336

1970 Ford, new trans, call 549 0901

S1200

1970 Plymouth Roadrunner 383. auto.

PS Pa. good cond., $850 or 80, Randy,

546 4335 *

Dodge Dart 67, 75,000, new parts,

586 22 i9

77 Dodge Monaco, Brogham 318, V8 AT,

deluxe interior, very nice car. 323 7242.

Vega GT 72, 4 sp . new tires, good cond ,

exc gas mil . $500 or best off , 546 5833

19e9^ontiac LeMans- 6 cyl./ auto/

AM/FM 8 track/ dependable/ body-
very good/ call Dave, 546 5044, keep try

•ng

1972 Toyota, great on gas, very good

shape, first fair offer takes it. 546 5084,

before 10 am
71 Toronado — rebuilt 455 plus much more,

$850 firm, cal l Bill. 546 8624, after 6.

1971 Ir^tT Scout,. 4wd, $1000 or BO, Ed,

549 4629L

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system. Area's lowest

rates. Call 546 9639 or 546-1131.

ENTERTAINMENT

Sound aystem for hira. Perfect for cof

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

FOR RENT

Room available at 50 McLellan St for

summer. Extra privileges, women only, call

256-6215^

Apartment for rent in Rolling Green.

Available May 30, it's yours from June,

1979 to June, 1980! This is a two bedroom,

two bathroom townhouse. Brand new
carpeting, air conditioning, cable TV,

French doors on the BN bus line, call after-

noon or evenings 253 5081, ask for Steve

or Eric

One bdr., Conway. $90/ mo ,
call

.i69a372
Col

56 6489

Victorian home
1 occupancy.

Room available, furnished. Juno

•crsial VM'aqe h.,', ^r :
.' -...blf, 25

4ovely room in beautifu'

sharing facilities. June

527 5420

3 bedroom apt., 105 Meadow
Amherst, convenient, location, on

route, $350 mo . call 549 5153.

St

bus

Collegian
Classifieds

FOR SALE

Sofa bed — opens to a double bed. 7 ft.

long. Good condition Olive green. $66. Call

2S37177. __^__^
Lt. gr. tm.. size rug, Jennifer, 546 6452^

1972 Olds, great condition. 40.000 mi.,

$1500, Carolyn, 6 1484 or 5 0626

Furniture.^heap. call Phil. 256 PaB9, eve

r^ed tires for insp? 2 G78 14's, $10, Bob,

549 5877, after 5^

Blue chair with convertit>le bed, $30 or

best offer 549 1739.

SB VW bus- 72 engine, AM/FM,
cassette, gocJ for travelling, call eve., Lu,

549 3919^

Sansui turn. — Scott recvr.. spkrs , 30

watts, exc. cond.. $600 or BO, 256 8291.

Mike^

Bike for sale, 22" frame,

throughout Campagnolo
Reynolds 531

B

Nuovo record

group, best offer, or trade for touring bike.

586 2863, eves.

Raleigh Gran Prix, brand new condition,

$150 or best offer, call 546_61 19

(Cursing books & mags- cheap;
tned. surg ; psvc peds, drugs, AJN,
Nurs76 P,^ Danny, 268 7022

Beach Boy concert tickets for sale. May
15. Spfid CC , 7th row center, $15. Call

Alan, after 5, 586 3945

Clogs! Clogs! Clogs! All handcrafted- all

priced $18 $23, Vermont Clog Factory

Store- Carriage Shops, N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst.

Coronet. $150

Bike

call 549 0631, after 5.

Colnago racer, all campy 25 inch,

$780, call 549 0631. after 5.

Bassman amp and Kustom cab., with

two 12" C & S spks., $150, 253 9755, ask

for Jim.

Elvis Costello posters for sale. Imported

from England. Call 253 2893.

Nikko 2025 AM/FM ST receiver, $100,

KLH 101 speakers, $80 (pr.), Nordica

Alpina ski boots, size 9Vi, $40 (boots new,

never used) Cal|Jeff, 256^6936

Women's leather jacket and coat, size

10. $30 and $70, call Pat. 256 8883.

1971 CoT7pe De Ville Gold Cadillac. Good
condition needs some engine work Air

conditioning. Best offer Call 527 7761,

after midnight^

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732. bet. 9 10 a.m.

1 pr. CCM, Super Tacks, size 7 '/6. $60, call

Dean, 546 7439, exc cond.

3 cu. ft. frig., 4 mo old, $90, Fred,

349_2615
^

"" found"

Ziggy card w/ money Call 546 4973.

Found — watch m Herter. call 549 5962

Found — glasses behind Cashin, call

6 4328

Found — long haired F dog w NM '

whiio f.K • tan h\i\cM markings. 66b 4.5,^4

HELP WAtSITED

Summer emp.. Cape Cod rest is sef'kmg

drnbitious exp cooks, must ru.ve

ffferences. diso needprJ are waitrpsses,

hostesses and busboys, will tram, apply at

I HOP, Rte. 132, Hyannis, or call Robbie at

(617) Tfy 3244 for interview

Summer work, make $2000— interviews,

Monday, May 7, in Campus Center 805 at

II am. or 1:30 or 3:30 or 6:00 or 9:00

p.m. - seating will be limited.

Car owners preferred— travel and make
$2213 clear - call 253 2597 for apptmt.

Students need for selling. Great commis-
sion, your own hours. Car probably need

ed. Call 253 3381, Jeffery Amherst
Bookshop^

Thinking of next year's finances? Tired

of minimum wage? Your time can be worth

more And with flexible hours. Set your

own goals as a part time college agent with

Northampton Mutual Life. Call 1 772 0238

for information.

Collegian Circulation Manager- the

Collegian is looking for a person to manage
all facets of the Circulation Dept. Any
managerial/ business experience is helpful.

Come to the Collegian and apply today.

The Collegian is an equal opportunityh affir

mative action employer

Camp counselor positions available.

Camp Arcadia for Girls- Casco, Maine;

June 19 August 16. Openings for those

with lifesaving: canoeing, sailing boating;

also WSI over 21 years in swimming.
Ceramics, campcraft, weaving, archery,

tennis, drama. Phone Mrs Fritts (201)

538 5409, 0( write Pleasantville Rd.. New
Vernon N J 07976.

Summer work, call 253 2597 for apptmt.

The Collegian is looking for Assistant

Advertising Managers! If you have any ex

perience in marketing and want to gain

valuable experience in the advertising field,

come down to the Collegian and apply to

day. Interviews will be conducted through

4/18. The Collegian is an equal opportunity

affirmative actioni^ employer^

The Collegian Advertising Department
IS looking for ad reps. If you have ex

perience in commission sales, the desire to

make money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office. The

Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer.

INSTRUCTION

Tutoring French, $4/ h r., call 549 4683.

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. intro

flight, $45, 253 3834, day or eve.

LOST

Lost— set of keys in brown plastic case, 2

UMass keys, and others Lost between Old

Chap, and Hasbr , call 549 6125.

Tan warm-up jacket w/ white & navy

stripe on OH/ Central concert. 4/29, on

fence by stage, please return, my only

warmth, at the info desk in CC! Or call

546 6997.

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed from SpfId to UMass, June

12 Aug. 23, will share gas expenses, call

Tom, 737 3171

ROOM WANTED

In a houre close to campus I'm easygo

ing, responsible F. Call 546 5854

2 women seeking 2 bdrms. in an Amherst

house, no complexes, pise., summer only,

call Liza or Christine, 665 3607. 549 3512

Downtown
Amherst

Collegian classified rates are: daily.

45c per line, five consecutive issues, 40c

per line p>er day; 30 consecutive issues,

30c per line c>er day One line is roughly

equivalent to 38 characters

ROOMMATE WANTED

One bdrm. in furn. house— close to cam-
pus, avail. 5/ 25 7/ 31, $90 + util., call

256ffl98;

For summer, Brandywine. 1 bdrm. in 2

bdrm. apt., nonsmoker, pool, AC, low
rent. 546-58^.

Beat the bus — half apartment, 5 min. to

campus, Lincoln Ave., $120, 545 0731,

Steve.

Female roommate wanted. Rolling

Green, own rm., $120 mo., avail. May 3,

call Karen, 253 5919.

Female(s) roommate wanted — Bran

dywine, own room, bus rte. Call Joanne,

549 18^^ \

Fmale. wanted to share apt. w/ 2 others

in B Manor for 79 80 year, $85/ mo.. Beth,

256 8040. _
Farmhouse. Northeast St., needs two
roommates for summer, $110 and $125/

mo. f , nonsmokers. 1 mile from campus,

253 5201.

Wanted, reliable fm. rmte.. 79 80,

Bndywn., after 9:00 call 546 9006, c]ieap.

1 rm. in 3 bdrm. townhse,, bus route, AC,
cable, summer/ fall option, 549 1602.

1 bdrm. in Northampton, 10 min from

Smith, in 3 bdrm. apt., sun porch, wd. fir.,

$87. call Kelley, 586 1110, avail June 1,

2 roommates wanted to share fully fur

nished 3 brm apt. with female DW, AC, 1

mile from UMass campus, $86 mo.
Available 6/ 1 / 79- 9/ 1 / 79 , 549 6282.

N'hampton house, quiet location, huge
yard, pool, $75 -t-, with fall option,

586 0814.

Summer on Cape Chatham, female

roommate, close to beach and town, $500,

256 0438, Janis, or 256 6673, Judy.

Southwood. 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt.,

6/19/1, w. fall lease option, Wawa,
253 3886, eves. ^___
1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt., AC, dishwasher,

bus route, cooking utilities, large bdrm.,

avail, end May w/ opt. fall, $115/ mo.,

utilities incl., 665 3392. after 5.

Have apt. to yrself. most of summer —
share pt. of summer furnished nr. cam-

pus- call aft. 10:30 a.m., kp. trying; Janet,

549 1822.

For Sept., 2 females for Brittany Manor
apt., heat and hot water incl. Must be clean

and studious, call eve., 253-7137.

2 females to share rm. in 2 bdrm apt.,

79 80 yr., Brittany Manor, 256 0639.

Female to share 2 bdrm. apt. for 79 80 yr.

Brittany Manor, 256 0639.

Female roommate wanted — Rolling

Green, own rm., $120/mo., call Karen,

253^19.
Housemate needed, fm., 1 bdrm.. Col.

Vil., 6/1 to 8/31, responsible, clean, call

253 2215

Female roommate wanted to share 2

bdrm. apt.- Colonial Vill., $100-t-, option

to renew, call Beth, 253 5032.

TO SUBLET

Southwood apt. — avail. 6/1, w/ opt to

renew, 2 bdrm., part, furn., bus rte., call

256 0394, aft'noon^

3 bdrms., one minute from campus, 2 pvt,

porches, huge yard, $300- util incl.

549 1254.

Monday. May 7. 1979
£dtegiaais

The Distinguished Visitors Program
presents

An evening with

JACK
ANDERSON

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian office (CC 113) between 8:45
am, and 3:45 p m Monday through Fn
day or use our handy clip and mail form
found in most issues of the Collegia'
Classified deadline is 3:45 p m two day
in advance of publication date

2 bdrm. Rol. Grn., $150/ mo., negot.,
Jun. Aug., bus/ pool/ util. incl./ etc. Jon
Klein, 5 3500.

Brandywine. 2 bdrm. apt., avail. 6/1
8/31, AC, pool, cable TV, semi furn., on
tus routes, rent $225- mo. or 80, call

5491317'

2 bdrm. Cliffside, $185/ mnth , fall op
tion, tennis, pool, all utilities, 665 3646,
anytime.

Sublet— 1 mo. rent free- fully furn., 2
bdrm. Riverglade t hse., 6/1 9/1, $195 +
util./ 2 mos., bus pool, air cond., call

256 8104, eve.

3 bedrooms in Puffton VHIage, avail. 6/1
8/30. $230/ month, call 549 0313

2 br. apt. at Puffers Pond in No. Amherst,
$280/ month. Includes utilities 6/1 9/1.
fall option. Call 549 5134, morns, or eve.

Townehouse apt., sub. 6/1 8/31. 2 bdr.,

AC, carpet, part, furn., pool, on bus rte.,

$200/ mo., call 549 6078.

Rolling Green summer sublet. 3 bdrm.
twnhse., price negot., all util., pool, air

cond., Wanda or Barb, 253 3385.

1 bedrm. apt., Puffton, AC, carpet, ten

nis, pool, avail. June to Sept., option for

fall. 549 5356 , keep trying, $175.

4 bdrm.. 7 room house in Amherst, 5
min., walk to town, 10 min. to campus,
partially furnished, huge attic, $440/ mo.,
call 253 5947.

Summer sublet. Puffton Village, 6/1

8/31. 3 bedroom, 2 baths. On bus route,

laundry, pool, tennis courts, parking, air

cond., $300/ mnth., util. incl., except

elect., call 549 6739.

Squire Village, 2 bdrm.. air cond., pool,

bus route, avail. June 1, fall option,

6657158.

2 bedroom, Amherst center, summer
sublet, rent reasonable, call Mary,
2560276.

Luxury living— 2 bdrm. Southwood
townhouse. Pool, tennis, AC & more. Fall

option. Will sublet for $200, we pay $255/
mo. Avail. 6/1, 253 7274.

Spacious 2-bedroom apt. to sublet with

fall lease opt., 2 blocks from Amherst
center, call 253-3166, available again!!

Sublet- 1 bdrm. Rolling Green, $250, all

utilities included, call 253 2247.

2 bdrm. Colonial Vill.. w/ fall opt. Furn.

for summer, pool, bus rt., $200/ mo., util.

incl., call 253 9685.

Large 4 bedroom apt. in older house on
bus route, easy walk to Amh. ctr., porch
and backyd., price negotiable, call eves.,

253 9467. avail, mid May or June

4 br. house for sublet. Beautiful setting

across from public lake. Option to renew.
Call 323 5777.

bdrm. Riverglade
-t- util./ mo., call

Sublet— fully furn. 2
t 'hse., 6/1 9/1, $195
256 8104^

Summer sublet: comfortable 2 bedroom,
furnished apt. in house on bus rte , South
Deerfield. Kitchen, baT^\ basement,
garage, incl. ^shaded yarrl $240/ mo

,

possible option for fall. 6bb 4155, after 6
p.m.

:___""The News Behind The Headlines

Monday, May 7, 1979

8:00 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

Lecture is tree and open to the public

CCEBS
STUDENTS

REMINDER
CCEBS Family Day is Satur-

day, May 12, 1979. Have you
made your reservations yet? If

not, please call 545-0031 and do
so immediately II The luncheon
will be held In the Student Union
Ballroom at 11:30 a.m.

Join your family, friends, and
the CCEBS staff on May 12, 1979
at the Student Union Ballroom.

Collegian
iClassifieds

5 bdrm, house, brand new and spacious.
Scenic area- lake, avail. Jun. 1 to Aug
31, rent very reas. on Rt. 9, call 546 5068.

2 bdrms. in 3 bdrm. twhse. apt., bus rte.,

walk to UMass. $200/ mo. *- . 549 1540.

1 bdrm. in 3 bdrm., Puffton apt. - air

cond., pool, tennis— after 11 p.m.,
549 1816, call Rob.

3 bdrms. in 4 bdrm. apt.; Amherst, on bus
6 near campus, garden, porch, $77.50/
mo. -^ util. Avail. June 1, summer only,

256J»32^
2 bdrm. twnhse.. Sunderland, 6/1 8/31.
w/ opt., $200 mo., util. incl., bus rt.. pool.

665 3589.

Townehouse apts.. 3 bedroom, carpet,

AC, on bus route, make an offer! Avail. 6/
1 / 79, call 549 5934

Try this- nice rm. in 3 bdrm. apt., pool,

AC, garden, bus rt , loveable roommates,
pizza, $85 or less, Northwood, 665 3518,

bdrm , $170 -^

1 bdfm. apt.. $180. 3 mo. only, ^6^8673 .

One bedroom. Colonial Vil., $100+,
female. 6/1 to 9/1, bus route. 256^6388.

2 bdrm. -Col. Vill., $185/mth , fall op
tion, pool, Indry., bus rt., 1-2 spaces avail

,

call 256 8075^

Rolling Green apt., 1 single, 1 double,
5/1 9/1. AC; DW; pool; bus route;

negotiable. 256 0340. Barry, Pete, Elena.

4 bedroom house in N'hampton, 1 block
from Look Pk., on bus route, $300 mo.
6/1 9/1, call 546 7740.

1

apt..

$150
June-. Aug.. util.

mo., dishwasher.

Summer-fall option
util., Kathy, 253 3658.

Cliffside. 1 bd.
incl.. furnished,

6654188.

Female rmate. wanted for beautiful apt.

close to UMass, summer- poss. fall,

549 1 1

1

4^

4 br.. carpet. AC. pool, bus. spacious,
kids OK, fall option, $360 or best offer,

6654246.

One bedroom— Puffton Village, available

May 26, call 549 6108.

Fall option— 5 bdrm. house, S. Amherst,
$425, avail, end May, garage, quiet,

253 252 1.

1 bdrm. Rolling Gr., avail. June, July,

Aug., on bus rte., AC, DW, pool, reg.,

$242, will sub,, $175, call 256 6383.

Need a place to live for part of or the
whole summer? Townhouse, 2 br,, fall op
tion, rent negot., 549 6378

Sunderland bonanza! 2 bdrm., cool pool,

tennis, hiking trails, bus route, partly fur

nished, $240/ mo., incl. utilities, fall option,

665 7981.

Puffton. 1 br. in 3 br. apt. for sumrr>er w/
possible option, Jeff, 549 5877.'

Echo Hill, 1 bdrm.
253 9862

avail , $140/ BO,

2 quiet nonsmokers who like cats, own
bdrms. for summer. $75 monthly, with

elec, 253-7573, evenings.

Puffton— sublet two bdrms.. furnishd.,

$200 per month, avail. May 24 Sept. 3,

pool, AC, cable TV, tennis cts., bus rte.,

5496803.

3 bedrooms in Puffton Village, pool, AC,
tennis, avail. 5/1 8/31. neg., 549 5896,

part, furn., will rent by room or apt.

Grab— 2 bdrm. Presidential apt. for June
1 - close to campus- 549 5729, eves.

.1 br. in 2 br. apt. for summer. Squire Vil.,

$120_+^util., bus, pool, ca ll 665 2013

1 bdrm., $96/mo., spacious 3 bdrm. 3

floor apt., across from Puffton, fall option,

549 4918.

1 bdrm. Brandywine apt., AC, pool. 2
bus rtes., option for fall, rent neg..

549 4693.

Townehouse apt.. 2 bedroom. AC; DW;
carpet bus rt., avail. 6/1 9/1, rent neg.,

549 6181.

1 bedroom near Puffers for June 1, $120
+ utilities, 4 bedroom house, large room,
river & woods in back yard, near Puffer,

Watrobas, tennis, bball., bus route, laun-

dry, quiet, call John, 549 5731, 125 Sum
mer St.

Rolling Green twnhs., summer sublet,

fully furn. pool, $250/mo., bus route,

2532413.

Brittany Manor sublet. June August,

$95 mo. , own room— furnished, 253-2402 .

2Vi bedroom Townehouse apt. to

sublet, 6/1, with option to renew, AC,
carpet, on bus route, $225/ mo., 5^ 4920 .

Free week, avail. May 24, Southwood, 2

bdrm., $200/ mo., opt, fall, 253 5262.

Summer sublet. 2 or 3 bedrooms in 3

bdrm. Puffton apt., 546 9804.

Sublet, option to lease, 2 bedroom apt.,

swim, pool, tennis, Sunderland, call Pat,

256 8557.

4 person collective seeks female
housemate for summer. On bus route.

Nonsmoker. Call 665 4768.

Furn. studio apt. for summer. May
25 Aug. 30, Lincoln apts., on campus,
$141/ mo., incl. util., 549 6215, after 5.

Riverglade-2 bdrm., AC, DW, pool, etc.,

semi-furnished, excellent location, $235 for

the summer, 253 7634, after 6 p.m.

Marked down from $305 to only $245, a 3
bdr. Townehouse apt. for summer w/ opt.

to rnw. Lots of extras, on bus rt., call now,
5490870.

Brandywine. summer sublet, call

549 6m
1 bdrm. of 3 bdrm. apt., pool, AC, tennis

courts, cable TV, bus route, 549 4890.

2-3 bdrms. twnhs.; walk. dist. to campus,
stores, Puffers; on 2 bus rts.; quiet resd.

area; avail. 6/1, $100/rm. or BO; 549 1218.

Rolling Green, summer sublet. Furnish

ed pool, AC, DW All utilities included On
bus route Call 546 7328.

1 bedroom Cliffside apt. w/ bus route

and pool. $180/mo. incl. utilities or best of-

fer Partly furnished, call 665 2487.

Summer room w/ furn, kitch. & util.,

$100 month, on N, Pleasant St., call

549 6410 for appt.

Jun. -Aug., part of summer share; most of

summer, have apt. to yourself; near cam
pus, furnished; call aft. 10:30 a.m., kp. try.,

549 1822

Collegian classified rates are: daily,

45c per line, five consecutive issues, 40<:

per line per day; 30 consecutive issues,

30c per line per day One line is roughly
equivalent to 38 characters

Cliffside. 1 Ig. bdrm.. avail, mid May w/
opt. fall $200/mon., includes all. Also fur

niture for sale. Call 6^3938, after 5.

2 bdrm., avail. 6/1. fall option, $240/ mo.
Pool, AC, bus route. 665 7537.

Brandywine -6/1 to 8/31, 2 bdrm., fur-

nished, AC, pool, tennis, bus rte,,

549 4671,

Fall option, Brandywine, 2 bedroom, 2
bus rt., pool, AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,

nice location, rent negotiable, call

5495815.

Rooms for rent in house for summer, Vi

mile from campus, rent negot. 549 1867.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway,
$90/mon., util. incl.. keep
calling -369 8372.

2 beuroom apt.. AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or BO. Call 253 7703, 4 8 p m.

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1 549 5144.

WANTED

2 Dead tickets, will pay $15 for ea., call

Karen, 6^30
For summer on Cape Cod, people to live

in a house in Harwich, call 6-7426.

Scuba diving tank — want good deal on
used tank for summer, call Bill, 549 5831.

Need desperately— one
64357

Dead tik, $15.

We buy used cars, 256 8433 or 549 5986

Cape Cod— need 1 or 2 people to share
house on lower cape for summer
(Eastham.). Call Deb, 253 2124, or Frank,

253 3218.

Wanted: 1 br. apt. for June w/ option or

for Sept. Not in complex, please! Call

549-5153, eves. Responsible tenant.

Mature resp. man seeks a nice cozy 1 br.

apt. or other w/ privacy in N'hampton,
starting 5/20 6/1, call Mel, eves., at

256 8601,

Rider wanted to Florida, leaving July 10,

contact immed. Maureen, 256-6738.

WANTED TO RENT

Married, M/F sk. priv. apt. in N'hamp./
Amh. in exchange— child/ house care —
gen, rep., 734 8942.

Wanted to rent: 4 bdrm. house, Sept.

79 May 80. Call Ellen, 546 8284.

197g DODGE VAN
~

Great van, needs body work, call

256 8587. days.

SUMMER SUN & FUN
~

Summer sunset at Brandywine— sublet

2 br apt., part, furn., AC, DW, pool, bus
rtes., call 549 0569.

JEWELRY CLEARANCE SALE

Jewelry clearance, 50% off most
jewelry; moving! Everything must go!

Jane's Place, 185 Main St., Northampton.

PARACHUTING

First jump course. Thursday, 19th, 7
p.m., CC rm. 803, bring current ID and
$60 -limited to 1st 15 people.
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-In the pros
Bullets win
LANDOVER. MD [AP]
Kevin Grevey scored 12
of his 18 points in th«
third quarter as the
Washington Bullets
snapped a shooting
slump acKi beat the San
Antonio Spurs 115 95
yesterday to even th«r
National Basketball
Association Eastern
Conference champion-
sh^} series at one game
apiece.

West Unsetd scored 26
points arul grabbed 22
rebounds.

Was Unseld

26 pta, 22 r^M

Suns top

GUS
35

WILLIAMS
p>oints

SuperSonlcs
PHOlNIX \AP\ Paul
Westphal's 25 points
provided the offensive
punch as the Phoenix
Suns beat the Seattle
SuperSonics 113-103 in

their National BMketball
Association Western
Conference champion
ship series yesterday
afternoon.

Seanles Gus Williams
led all scorers with 35
points

White side wins
in grid scrimmage
fly JONA THAN HAMIL TON
Collegian Staff

The annual Spring Game between the Red and White
squads of the UMass football team held at Alumni Stadium
Sat afternoon saw the White squad rally from behind and

Minutemen guard Bruce Kimball was selected by the
Pittsburgh Steelers in the seventh round during Friday's
session of the NFL college draft. In tomorrow's Collegian,
Mark Marchand reports on Kimball and the football
futures of felow Minutemen Joe McLaughlin. Mike
McLaughlin, and Dennis Dent.

post ar ^xciting 15 13 triumph In a penalty free game for the
rrxist part, the Red squad jumped on top first with two field

goals from the foot of Jim Mullins. Mullins connected on 36
and 26 yard field goals In that first period, the Red
dominated, gaining much of its yardage from big runs by Cliff

Pedrow Pedrow eventually gained over a hundred yards for
the day
But. in the second quarter the White started to take the play

away, boosted by a 53 yard field goal by Sandro Vitiello Then
mid way through the quarter, quarterback Tim Fontaine threw
the first of his two touchdown passes when he stepped up in

to the pocket and uncorcked a 55 yard bomb to split end Jim
Ryan
Quarterback Jim O'Neill handed off to Pedrow who began to

run right but stopped and threw across the field to the wide
open O'Neill who scamoered in from three yards out to give
the Red a halftime lead, 13-9.

In the final period the White squad scored early on a long

drive capped off by a three yard pass to Mike Barbia; from
Fontaine The conversion try failed

Netmen meet defeat

at NewEngiands
By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Mark Huetteman breezed through the first round, then forced
the top seed from Harvard to work for every point in a heart

breaking 6 3, 7 5 UMass loss in New England Tennis Tourna
ment action this past weekend at Williams College

Both the unseeded Huetteman and the number one seed
Greg Kirsch displayed some strong tennis, with Huetteman
making a fine show, nearly bringing the second round match
to three sets. Down 5 4 in the second set, Kirsch won the next

three games to take the match.
In singles action, Sergio Strepman was the only other

UMass entrant to advance into the second round. After

defeating his Providence opponent 6-4, 6-3, Strepman faced
Mark Salter from Dartmouth College. The two split sets,

Strepman easily taking the first, and nearly winning the match
with a tremendous lead in the second. Salter came back
though, to eventually win the second and third sets, thus ad-

vancing to third round action.

Huetteman and Strepman took part in C division tennis ac-

tion in the tourney.

In the A division, Dave Nowak put up a good fight, but lost

to Stan Drobac of MIT in the first round. In one of the longer

matches, Nowak took the first set 7 5, and Drobac just barely

edged by him in a second set tie breaker. 5-3. Nowak's usually

effective lob just didn't work against Drobac who won with a

third set victory, 2-6

Also in division A, Al Green couldn't muster an attaek

against Brown's Juan Diaz, losing 6-2, 6-1

.
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THE CAMPUS CENTER COOKOUT
Wed., May 9, 1979 11 a.m. -2:30 p.m.

On the iawn ojutside The Hatch
i

BBQ Chicken • Hamburgers
Frgi^furters • Corn on the Cob

Salads • Desserts • Beverages
§

The Hatch will be closed all day
Wednesday
The Blue Wall Cafeteria will be
closed for lunch Wednesday
The Coffee Shop will be closed for

lunch Wednesday

BiiuYOUR nmr
THROUGH COLLEGE!

Bull your way through college with a six-pak of Schlitz Malt
Liquor. The great change-of-pace drink with a taste that has
it all over beer. Perfect when you want something to go with
special times: like after the party, before the party, and, of
course, during the party.

But whatever you do this semester, do it with
Schlitz Malt Liquor. Because when it comes to great
taste, we ve always made the grade.

SCHUTZ MAIT UOUOR.
DONT SAY BEER.SAY BUll!

''''Ji- Si i->it,' Bn-.- ini ( I' Miivv.iuKfL and other KfPHl ( t fsI'l
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Todaij's

Crossword

Puzzle

ACROSS
I Fastener
5 Predicament
9 in any way
I wds

14 Rush
15 Hindu d«4ly

M Midd(« tin-

g«r8
1? Passionate
If Take away

weapons

20Cabl«<l
21

and
(he Sea

23 Feels

25 Jacob's son
26 Treats hides
28 Fence parts

32 Most brazen
37 Refuse
36 Sea shocker
39 Preceding
41 Sea Fr

42 Slope
45 Equine par-

ent

48 Addison's
partner

50 The Penta-

teuch Var
51 European

capital

54 Notice
M Contrite

ones
62ChaH
U Without aid

64 Sound |udg-

ment
2 words

KStop
87 Shield bor.

der

68 Liturgy

^Sows
70 Number suf-

fix

71 Noted

DOWN
1 Makes ale

2 Bast fiber

3 Kind of nut

4 Loathes

5 Sellout sign

6 Palpitate

7 Midwest
city

8 Anecdotes
9 Charms

10 Stipule

11 Eve's mate
12 Italian cur-

rency
13 Portray

18 Thoughts

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved;

f A S E tlR a. 1 H r P A A
D 1 •^ M t| * L 1 E
t 1 T ah. A L a Q A t A
t c f N aHo t -ko V t

1 oaaoo oan ann
r Ijl o H S BoFu
T 1 * c L e ' O R
A L T * C b E $m T A u

s
i,

ET E • T s| It A P tfV 1

1 o
laoa

^

Si'I-InI
E Q L

« A ..A
3a ' i a 1 S H

» « a U *•

T
M

¥ A
a"

I c o T [7 A
C t. K t t ( * o ^ T

• « ±J} H T^S E •h
22 Exclama-

tions

24 Clip

27 European
29 Peruvian city

30 Cuchu-
lainn s wife

31 Dried

32 — Truman
33 Geom fig

34 Latin wings

35 Title

36 Spree
40 Crucifix

43 Complained 61 Only
44 Coverers K Lair

46 Garment
47 Is vital

49 Before

52 Metal mass

53 Boutique
55 Mr Ford

56 Hindu group
57 Poetic prep-

osition

58 Muffles

59 Gen Robt

60 Music sym-
bol

1 2 I 4

1
5 6 7 8

1

f^ 10 II 12 13

14 15 )6

17^ 18 19

20"'
21 22

33 U 25 I^^H
^^26 27 j^^H28 29 30 31

32 J3 34 35 36 37

38 ^^39 40 ^^^^41

42 43 44 45 46 47

48 4V ^^^50
lllllj

JB^^^^HS: 5: ^3 ^^•< 55 56 57

M i'y e>j ^H62

63

1

64 6i

66 6'

i
68

69 70 7!
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Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

^ f^f^iff committee ddit
<^^ i^e m^h r»te

>^ cafia^ tk pciice <»'- 1^

*^ ^nat«/ it f^t «^«4j

^xttffc "Htt narxM

i^eii-i^tii/c rr(>orfers

itttiUCtS A^M Ike

'<^c/ititlltn^lie p
rofTe.

X°oUt)<aS

6,,(^iI^Sf7>fe2i^

This vyid^ nshiUe^s

itm^ig<itlon will hok
<^el iM mt^ /korf-fc/io

cft>ri(^UO> -

Cute Vov mitf U(K>«' tJ'ke »H»« <tir«

("< i*< BrBcf&A Bnterprir^ , He
New ^<^toro( Stai«*irt^.T*«^,

Tke l.^pican i>«^ilnei moute

Nebbish by Mike Galper

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

THAT <:^vvle

LCOfc ON H

ttfcW smf^6 inP\
WITH THAT CUM8 >

IS E\^R Slf^CE

(-OME Flijw^ UMAS.. ,

^MT^v^flin

WHfl" iW HELL W W(tN6
fvgiTH THAT Boy ' WlH'y TrtE

,T»A5H3UMCEt> tcoic. ?

»ex .TUBE AIE OJSgSSSf'
TVK«iF$ ..

1/ ftisr. HE^ iM atti: ^a<s. he
Rt^ED A G3JB£ „. ^<2>t> Ht^
TFRPlHED SCftJE ^€ OAaaES
V€ H^S TO Flf^ A JCE ... QjT
Kosr LIKEty , HARoLI> HA6
-fVJO aEMFsmS CS^ "DlOTV

LM^JCRi HVE> RJT OFF "Tttd laJS...

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

peiAOoum>
ws/emie?
ARB YOU
SUdBflBOUT
THI9, Rap-
f&N?

posnm.Boss He'u

ANNOUNCE TCMORROU

lONLYHBWOFF
THIS LONE/ AS A
peRSONALmm.

1 ,:^\ /! V

Jf-

BUTUJHY
fORJERFi
BFOUH?fr

ANYSeNSE!

fTDoes IF la.i'fie

IN THE- SYMBOL 3/Z.

BROUN'smXSCA
HBER .'$ ONE SUS-
TAlU^ METAPHOR.

I POimfT. HEM/AS
iUAs DELA' BUSTORO^smnNa
com BEHIND CARTERSRAmWN
niE GOVERNORS BOOTIES AK3UNP
SURflU'SAFARI

LA5f MO^m?
THAT VM£..

3EsiaEs,aw0s

flOjtf ajp A MORAUST HE

TO POP. I 1^^ HAVEQONE

PCNTGer MTHSBmrn.
rr. TB/TB. I

cr^)

^ -i?-^*L_i>..
f«;V<J

Beer Povrers and Security People
for

-SENIOR DAY-
Anyone interested must attend

a meeting at 9:00 p.m.Tuesday,

May 8 at 19 Allen Street.

For further info call Susan 256-6887

FREE LiauORS "^^
18 Main St. ^ 253-5441

MILLm
12 02. bottles NR or cans

$7.20 case

Monday thru Thursday special

COLD!

We've got 1
SELECTION! 1

We've got it 1
COLD! 1

We've got it 1
NOW! 1

Amherst's closest

package store to campus
and surrounding area

Check our newly revised

keg prices
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* Laxmen triumph
CONT FROM PAGE» ^

Then, with tour minut^ remaining. Norm Smith scored to
tie the game Smith's goal served as a shot in the arm for

Gorillas, who really began taking over the play After the
game, Garber confirmed this "We gained momwitum at the

end of the third quarter." fie said Indeed, thrM UMass goals
in a two minute span at the end of the third and the beginning
of the fourth thrust the Gorillas into a lead they would ne\er
reliruDuMi.

Sweet scored h» fourth of ttw day mVr% or^ 20 ^kh^i^ to
play in the third quarter, and in the first two minutes of the
fourth. Ed Murray and Sweet scored to put the Gorillas ahead
7 4. The next few minutes saw 'Duck' come up with some
good saves as UMass tried to cling lo the lead With five
minutes remaining. Army finally beat Goldstein, but the goal
\WM Mgated by a Skip V^aurgh goal |ust 13 seconds ater

UMass Xfms controlled the ball effectively for the rest of the
game to preserve the win

ir» big thing," said (^rber, "wm that we held togetner
•fter those five bad minutes in tf»e second quarter

* Batmen sweep
ccmr fnoMPAGim
' The IMS was • rwarttHaker for Tirelia. who had struck out
eight ^Mi giv«i up only four hits going into ilw Mventh He
ITireMal pitched a much better ganm than I did." said Weionc.
who patched weH erKJugh to pick up his si«th wm

In the s«:ond ganw. the Minutemen got to Ram starter Jeff
FolKins early and taj^ up a b^ toad for UMass hurter Mark
Brown

In the first innif^, fhrt Mt^tes and a walk plated ffwte runs
for UMass They made it 7 in the third with four runs, three
of them coming on catcher Jim Aulenback s first hnmt>f nf the
year, a rocket toieft »nter
The Minutemen added two rynsfn ttie fourth and irifee more

in the fifth as the hapless Rams played defense Three Stooges
style

Meanwhile, Brown survived a rocky first inning, in which the
Rams had runners on second ar»d third with one out, and end
ed up going the distance for his fourth win
Brown struck out three and yields only five htts for the

afternoon He lost his shutout m the siKth, when two singes,
a walk

, an error and double play netted two runs tor the Rams

DISC€
GRAND OPENING

May 9-12

Largest N.Y. style disco in the area with a

newly installed disco light show

- Wednesday -

QR brew night

10-lam most bottled beers 75'

Thursday -

DFT night-$5 cover

all drinks free from 8-12

- Friday -

Miller night,

Miller 75' all night

Saturday -

Hour glass night

Every hour, special drink for 95'

Prizes & prizes to give away

Rt. 9, Hadley
on Amherst/ Hadley line

253-9214

Frosh crewmen still unbeaten
By DAVe BRADLEY
Coifegisn Staff

Tfte UMass men's freshmen eight and
freshmen four crews are the b^t in New
England today but the varsity eight, junior
varsity eight, and varsity four all suffered
losses Saturday in the New England Invita
tionai Regana on Lake Quinsigamond in

Worcester
Each UMass crew qualified for the finals

but both varsity boats finished fifth in their
races, and the J.V. eight crossed the finish
line 2.4 seconds behind first place Coast
Guard Academy
A disappointed varsity eight co captain
Gary Munagh said, "We got embarrass-
e6." but he thought the varsity crew would
ultimately tienefit from the loss "I think it

will wake up our boat." he said.

The varsity and J V. eight have had pro
blems the last two Saturdays. Last
weekend they were swept by Coast Guard.

"If I knew what was wrong, I would
change it," said varsity Coach "Chick

"

Leonard. "I don't like what I'm seeing"
The fr^hmen four boat was the first to

conit? home champions for the Aggies.
I bBdtinu Cpnnecitctit Colleoe bv a slim .4

^conds in one of the most exciting races
of the day Oarsmen Bruce RingwaH, Kev
ing McDade. Pat Porter, Joe Wolff and
Coxswain Sharon O'Connor had been row
ing together % a four for just four days.
The freshmen eight had the best time

(6 19 for 2,000 meters) in the qualifying
heat and it looked like they were the win
ners in the finals when they nudged out the
University of Rhode Island boat. But the
victory was called back by the officials

because Rhode island claimed they were
interfered with by a fishing boat that had
stalled in the middle of the race course.
Freshmen eight cox*v,wain Marty Glass was
upset with the officials call saying that from
where he was sitting he couldn't see any in-

terference. Fr^hman Coach Dave Kumlin
said, "they're just gonna have to go out
there and beat 'em again.

"

There was no question who the winner
was in the second race at the undefeated
freshmen boat finished 7.8 seconds ahead
of second place Worcester Polytechnical
Institute, and 10 seconds ahead of U.R I If

the boat wins in next weekend's Dad Vail

Regatta, it will be the first time in UMass
history that a freshmen crew has had an
undefeated season.

Cohvtgian

CwauiKedi
DO ulwl
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HFC
nOMICTlOMS

Presents

SPRING CONCERT

Student Tickets
— Available Tues. and Wed., May 8 £f 9, to any UMass/ Amherst
undergrad or Cont. Ed. student who has paid the SATF and has not

picked up their ticket.

— This is the last opportunity to pick up their tickets.

— No tickets will be sold or available before or the day of the con-

cert.

Day of the Concert
Gates open 9 a.m.
Showtimes: Roy Ayers 11 a.m.

Patti Smith Group 12:30 p.m.

Grateful Dead 3 p.m.

Important
— No one will be allowed near the stadium the day of the concert

before 7 a.m.
— You must have a ticket to enter the concert area.

— All students using student tickets will be required to show their

valid UMass ID to be admitted to the concert.
— If you do not have an ID, please pick up one before the day of the

concert.

-No cans, bottles, breakable containers or kegs will be allowed in

the concert area.
— Only non-breakable containers will be allowed.

-Coolers and other carrying equipment are subject to search.

— Extra buses will be running the day of the concert.
— Please ask visitors to park away from the concert area and use the

buses.

See Friday^s Collegian for full details
on the Collegian.

Mitwomen eliminated

by Glassboro State
By MELISSA GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

Glamboro State College dethroned m
corfd seeded Uni>^rsity of Massachusetts
as it handed the Minutewomen their first

lo^es of the season, 5-4 and 4 3, in the
double elimination EAIAW Eastern
Regional Tournament in Pennsylvania last

weekend UMass, which finished 14th na
tionally last year after winning the Easterns,

is forced to conclude its outstanding
season Tuesday against Springfiekj Col-

legs.

After the disappointing defeats, coach
Chet Cladchuck commented, "I think,

overall, we're the best team in the East. It's

too bad we didn't prove it." He added, "In
this type of competition, intensity has to be
tfiere with evwy pitch. ArKl for some
unknown reason, the kids didn't have it."

The fieartbreaking losses to Glassboro
boiled down to a few mistakes that killed

UMbk. An error (and a walk) set up a
grar>d stem in the third inning in tfie c^)erwr
of the tourney, giving Sue Peters the lost

After scoring a run in the third off of a
Rhonda McManus single and another tally

in the fourth, UMass tied Glassboro
McManus and Brernla Simmons rapped
singles and Kathy Horrigan walked to load
tfie bases before Jennifer Parker's two run
base hit.

Another miscue and a wild pitch enabled
the UMies' foes to go one up on an infield

Nt- The one run margin remained as the
Minutewomen stranded three in the
seventh.

The loss placed the Minutewomen in the

losers bracket where they downed
Salisbury, 4 0. and Trenton State, 11-0,

before succumbir^ to Glassboro again
Medina (Ktsted her second victory against
UMass, while Kathy O'Connell suffered her
first loss of 1979. Four free passes plated
one in the first frame, but UMass stranded
three. Kathy O'Connell's two run home run
with Karen LeVertiere aboard gave UM^
a short lived lead.

In the third, tf>e Estttem crown winners
took advantage of a mistake to tally two
and eventually tie the game. A single and a
base hit had runners on first and second.
Hien, a Texas leaguer unexpectedly fell in

right for a hit. UMass still could have
managed an out with a force at second
base, but outfielder Simmorts threw to a
surprised O'Connell and the ball went past
the huder allowing two runs. A bioop single

that |ust hit the line evened the score at

three all.

Glas^>oro scored one in the four^ whMe
ttie maroon and white couldn't muster a hit

with the bases loaded in the same inning.

An assistant coach Bob DiCartis said

yest^day, "The big hitters just didn't come
through for us. Ihe nun^ier one through
six batters hit below their average. Elaine

(Howie) Fran (Cornacchioli) and Jen
(Parker) hit the baN w^l." Sinvnor^ was
robbed of a honr»er as she belt^i a shot that

was caught with an over the head stab.

The Minutewomen did hit well versus
Trenton as Parker smacked a double and a
triple arki Cornacchioli went two for three.

Howie had a perfect day going 'three for

three in the Salisbury shutout. Another
bright spot was O'Connell's pitching as she
nrtade the batters hit on the ground.
UMass, 23 2 1, faces Springfield on

Tuesday at 3 p m behind NOPE "One
thing to salvage would t)e an undefeated
regular season team, " Gladchuck said.

MILLER 12 oz. bottles & NR

$7.20 case

In Store Cash Only
Monday thru Thursday

C&C LIQUORS
THE FRIENDLIEST STORE IN TOWN

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FREE DELIVER Y

2 bedroom garden apartment from
$290. Included in your rent are heat
and hot water.

NOW ACCEPTING DEPOSITS FOR
FALL RENTALS
For your convenience:

- + Free UMass bus to town and campus
+ Stove, refrigerator, disposal, and dishwasher

+ Fully carpeted

+ Wall to wall closets
-- Cablevision available

+ 1 Vi miles from Mt. Farms and Hampshire Malls

+ 24 hour maintenance staff

Our new rental office is located

at 156A-1 Brittany Manor Drive.

Take first entrance

Rental Hours-M-F 9-5, Sat. 10-2

2568E34

^MINIMUM
10 MONTH

LEASE

BrittanF MaiMMT

' Gazelles win NE title;

down Yale for Crown
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
CoUegian Staff

The UMms women's.lacro»e team made
It through a we^end stay at Vale Universi-
ty with the Division I N«^ England Cham-
pionship crown; Cari Nickerson and Laura
O'Neil were nan^d to the All-Star squad,
and Nickerson received offensive MVP
honors for her efforts.

The Gazelles began Saturday afternoon
with a 7 1 thumping of Brown University.

Despite an injury to attack wing Jean
Hackett, UMass' offense still generated 42
shots on the Brown goal. Along with
Hackett' s two assists, Margie Anderson
scored twice, Cari Nickerson added three,

and center Maria Minicucci tallied her first

two goals of the Mas<H) in the offwisive
melee.

The powerful New Hampshire team faced
UMass as a semi final opponent: according
to UMa» coach Pam Hixon, the Wildcats
brought a whole different style since
UMaw gave UNH a 9^2 drubbing just Ifst

Wedneeday. The Wildcats struck fi^ at
1 :48 of the first half, as Ethel Bryan fired

one past goalie Karen Keough. UMass tied

it up at 19:45. when Holly Jennings headed
upfield all alone and shot one by.

UMass went ahead early in the second
half with two "quickie" go^s by Julie

McHigh and Cari Nickerson with the five-

minute mark. However, UNH's Janet Cope
and Beth Wheatley knotted the score at

three with tallies at 15.15 and 18:27. The
Gazellec and the Wildcats battled
scorelessly throughout regulation and one
six-minute overtime period. Finally, in

sudden death, Margie Anderson fired in the
winning shot; UMass advanced to the
finals with a hard-fought 4-3 victory.

"It was a spectacular game," said Hixon,
"probably the best game of the tour-
nament. It was very tough, physical,
emotional, and demanding on both
teams."
The final game, UMass vs. Yale, was

hek^at the Yale Bowl yesterday afternoon.
UMass had to fight from behind; they
played against not only a "ph^omirwl"
score-maker In Tiacy Ball, but against tnt
defensive MVP of the tournament - Yate
go^eeper Jane Mendoza.
The two teams exchanged goals at the

eight minute mark of the first half; Ball

scored at 8:04, white Herbert answered
Iwith a pass from Jean Hackett) at 8:21.
Yale took the lead seven minutes later, only
to have it erased by Cari Nickerson at
16:00. Yale made it 3-2 at 20:24 «mMi BaH's
second of four for the day
Tracy Ball give Yale a two goal cushion

with 2:50 of the second half; Jean Hackett
used a Cari Nickerson pass to get UMaw
within orte two minutes later. Yale scored
at 8:00 on a Ball line shot.

Then, as Coach Hixon put it, UMass
"went to work;" Nickerson assMted Margw
Adnerson and Jean Hackett ¥vith two from
the 13-15 minute mark to tie the score at
five With two minutes left, Margie
Anderson fired her second winning shot of
the Championships to make UMass a 6-5
winner. On overall shots on goal, UMaea
binted the Yale netminder with 46 shots,
while Yale challenged Karen Keough only
nine times.

Both the varsity and the JV will face
Divsion Two Champion Plymouth State
Tuesday afternoon on the NOPE fields.

Afterwards, the Gazelles will travel to Penn
State Thursday for the Natiorial Cham
pionships. Penn State is tt>e defending
champion.

^ Netmen downed at NE's
CONT FROM PAGE 16

Jim Barnhart, in division B, fell to Brown Uni>^rsity'8 Piscuskas in a tough match.
7-6, 6 4
UMass' Keith Hovland scored a tremendous first set win over Boston University's

Vince Mouer 6-1. Mouer came t>ack in the second and third sets to win the match 6-1,

1-6, 0-6.

The doubles team of Huetteman and Hovland went to the second round in doubles
division B but were defeated 6-2, 6-1. The young netmen, just two seniors, one junior
and three sophomores, forced all opponents to exert much effort for every point, not
one win was easy.
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Mitwomen suffersetback in Easterns p. 19

CollegiainBasketball

playoffs

p. 16
rts

Laxwomen in

New Englands

p. 19

Batters post double win;
sweep URL2-1, 12-2

At the plate and on the mound. Doug
Welenc is invaluable to the Minutemen.
(Staff photo by Amira Rahman).

Bv GEORGE OBRIEN
Collegian Staff

The UMass varsity baseball team went
Into Saturday's doubleheader with URI
kiMwing they would have to win both
games to keep their playoff hopes alive.

The minutemen did just what they had to

do, as they got pitching, cte(ense and
clutch hitting when they had to have it, and
swept the Rams 2 1 and 12 2. before 100

tans at Lorden Field.

The two contests were about as different

as two ballgames could get. In the opener.
Ram staner Mike iirella stifled the

Minutemen for six innings, but lost the

game m the seventh, when UMass sco'ed
twice while only hitting thu ball out of the

infield once In the nightcap, the

Minutemen trounced the demoralized
Rams, who could not do much of anything
right.

The sweep gives the M'liutemen an 18 13
record overall, 16 8 since coming north and
leaves them in good shape for the playoffs.

UMass playoff ate will probably be decid-
ed Wednesday, when they travel to

Durham, 'or a doubleheader with UNH,
which IS also vying for a playoff spot.

In the opener against URI, the Rams
lumped to a 1-0 lead in the second, when
designated hitter Tom Healy, who had
three hits in game one, got all of a Doug

Welenc fastball and ^K)6ited it over the

right field fence.

The score remained 10 for five innings

despite many excellent scoring chances for

both teams. The Minutemen left three men
on m the first inning and two more in the

second. They had a runner on second with

one out in the fifth, but could rjot push him
across.

Meanwhile, the Rams were doing
everything they could to help out Welenc.
They put men on base in every inning but
the third, but could not gel a run across.

Double plays got Welenc out of jams in the
second, sixth and seventh. URI left three

men on in the fourth, and two apiece in the

fifth and Mventh.

When UMass came up in the seventh,

things did not look good. Tirella, who
struck out the side with ease in the smth.

was looking very sharp.

fom Grimes led off the inning and reach-

ed base when Ram third basemem Tom Im-

andi booted his slow hit grounder. Pinch
hitter Neal Lojek sacrificed Grimes to se-

cond, and Ed Skribiski put the tying run on
third with an infield hit. Mike Stockley then
hit a soft line drive single to right, scoring

Grimes. On the play, rightfielder Kevin
Vitale overthrew his cut- off at second, and
the ball went into left field, Sknbiski, who

^. ^ . . , . ,
On Saturday, Welenc posted hw sixth

had chugged into third on the single, broke ^jp ^f ^^e year, beating the University
for the plate, and flew home with a head q, p^ode Istend, 2 1. (Staff photo by
first slide for the victory

TURN TO PAGE 18'^''" "^"f^o^'V'-

Garber's Gorillas capture Army, 8-5
By JIM OECNIM
Collegian Staff

WEST POINT. /V Y "Geez, it's fun to win like this, isn't

it'" Attackman Joe Bellavia spoke for the entire UMass
men's lacrosse team on the bus home Saturday afternoon
The unrarfked Minutemen had just defeated sixth ranked Ar
my, 8 5 in what coach Dick Garber called "one of our greatest
wins ever " Garber's Gorillas join top ranked Johns Hopkins
as the only two teams to beat Army this year

Everyone played so well for UMass. that's it's hard to pick

heroes As cliche' as it sounds, this was a team effort Of
course, there were standouts Attackman Broo1<s Sweet and
goalie Don Duck' Goldstein keyed the win Sweet, the team's
leading scorer for the past two seasons, had five golas and
displayed some incredibly deceptive moves to get them

Goldstein was immense The senior from Ft Lauderdale,

Florida had a career high 27 saves, some of which Garber
labeled "unbelievable "

Goldstein and Sweet were the headliners, but many others

had starring roles, particularly the unheralded defensive

players Garber praised his defensemen (Roger Coe. Peter Kle

ment, and Tom Keenan), as well as his defensive midfielders

(Paul Kinnane, Ray Cozzi, and Joe P Bellavia) Garber also

had good words for Steve Dahl and Doug Brown, who are us
ed for riding, which is like forechecking in hockey. "They fore

ed a lot of turnovers," Garber said

I iit;ic wtirt; uiiieib, ,00, wiio <Jiu u lo iiUle tilings that are im-

portant but often go unnoticed. Tom Watlers, for example,

won the face off opening the second half, and it led to goal.

It didn't take the Gonllas long to score for the 500 fans in

cavernous Michie Stadium Sweet took a pass from Skip

Vosburgh |ust 46 seconds into the game and srieaked it by Ar
my netminder Kevin MacGibbon. After an 11 and a half

minute vacation from goalscoring. Sweet was back on the

)Ob to give UMass a 2 lead The goal by Sweet came after

some nice moves by UMass midfielder Peter Schmitz, who
evaded several Army defenders and then found Sweet r>ear

the cage
Five minutes into the second quarter. Army's Dave Reeves,

leading scorer for the Cadets, tallied to cap a good fast break.

At the eleven minute mark of the quarter, UMass experienced

Its only lapse of the day, and the result was two Army scores

in 35 seconds. The half ended on an exciting note as UMass
blitzed the Army cage with time running out, only to have
MacGibbon turn aside the shot,

Just ten seconds into the second half. Sweet scored after

Walters won the faceoff and qot the ball upfield The 3 3 tie

didn't last long, however, as Cadet Joe Fetzer scored a minute

later

Once they had the lead, the Cadets seemed content to just

pass the ball around. They would keep the ball in the UMass
zone without shooting. Things didn't look good for UMass for

most of the third quarter
TURN TO PAGE 18

Don Goldstein made 27 saves in the laxmen's 8-5

triumph over Army on Saturday. (Staff photo by Rich
Newman).

i - i

Mark Marchand

No more ice time
The dust has settled. The announcement

of the phasing out of the UMass hockey
program one month ago has had a chance
to settle on the minds of the people af-

fected.

The decision culminated what was ap-

parently a phasing out plan that was spread

over the past few years and festered a con
fused attitude within the hockey program.

Beginning with the elimination of the junior

varsity squad, helped along by the removal

of scholarships, bolstered by the absence
of a home rink, and ending with the demise
of the team itself; the death of inter-

collegiate hockey here at UMass was a long

time coming.
Now without a coaching job, former head

coach Jack Canniff has seen UMass
hockey spiral downward from a national

championship in 1972 to limbo in 1979 An
Arlington native, Canniff is a 12 year

veteran of the head coach position and
calls the whole situation "frustrating,"

"I've seen what we can do with hockey at

UMass," says Canniff. "I really hate to see

It go; all we needed was the tools to work
with."

Currently signed to a four year contract

with the Umass athletic department, Can-
niff meets with Athletic Director Frank

Mclnerny sometime this week to learn what
he'll be doing during the rest of his contract

period.

Yesterday, some of the senior players

voiced their thoughts on the deicison and
what it meant to them after playing here for

four years.

Defenseman Ron Valicenti calls it a

disappointing turn of events for a large

university like UMass with a lot of talent in

the student body.
"The general attitude of the team this

year was not good," says Valicenti of the

team's ruction to all the conflicting rumors

that suiraced during the season, "This

whole thing iust wasn't fiandled right; the

public relations department here didn't real-

ly publicize anything about hockey."
A Weymouth native, Valicenti plans to

coach on the high school level after he
leaves here in a couple of weeks.

Co-captain Joe Milan shares Valicenti's

opinion and goes on the call the team's
demise a "typical political situation."

"It's.really sad the way they did it," says
(he senior center, "It was definitely a

phase -out that's been in the works for a

couple of years; it seemed like they were
waiting for a season like we had this year to

end the program." Also, according to the
5'6" South Boston native. Jack Canniff

was told by tf>e UMass athletic director not

to promise a possible recruit that he could
count on having a hockey program for four

years Obviously a sure sign that the end of

UMass hockey was not a novel idea in

1979.

The third senior that I spoke with yester-

day was winger Nick Carney who, like

Valicenti and co captain John Peters, is

one of the last to be given a UMass hockey
scholarship. Unlike his senior couterparts,

Carney calls the end of hoclcev at UMass a

"good decision in light of the condition of

the program."

"If you're only going to support a team
half-way like hockey was here, it makes no
sense to keep going," says Carney.
"Hockey here should either be an all-out

proposition and go Divison I or it shouldn't
exist."

In addition, the Mineola, NY native calls

the statement by the athletic department
that they would consider reactivating the
hockey team when UMass got it's own rink

similar to saying that hockey would return

when "it snows in July."

The thoughts and opinions of these three
seniors just about sums up the way that all

the UMass hockey players feel. The situa-

tion is, as Milan says, typical of today's
politics. The UMass athletic department did

not handle the situation well. They waited
much too late to make the decision in the
first place in addition to not lifting a finger

to help UMass hockey when it became ap-
parent that it was in trouble.

Any help would have been welcome. Even

a little bit of enthusiasm from Boyden
would have helped. But nothing was done.
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Defeat Weber... Defend Affirmative Action
By Pete Bohmer

U.S. history for the last 300 years has

been marked by instituional racism and the
inter'elated racist ideology of white

suF>eriority , The forms of institutional

racism have changed over time; from

slavery, to Jim Crow that forced most
Blacks into extremely low income occupa-

tions, primarily southern agriculture and
legislated "separate and unequal;" to the

current institutional arrangements bywhich
Blacks and other Third World people are

overrepresented among the unemployed
and in the lowest paying, most backbraking
and least safe jobs. The dominant ideo'ogy

justifying political, social and economic ine-

quality has also changed. It is no longer

respectable to assert innate inferiority.

Rather employers and universities tell us

they would love to hire third world people,

but they cannot find any that are qualified.

The media, most social scientists and most

of the white population are quick tc ad^'nit

and condemn past forms of racism.

However, just as during slavery, slavery

was justified; today's systematic
discrimination and pervasive racism is

denied or only admitted as existing in the

heads of a continually decreasing number

of people.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
One key prong of the current racist of-

fensive is a many sided attack on af-

firmative action. Affirmative Action means
numerical goals and timetables to eliminate

racist and sexist patterns in jobs, education

and housing. The growing strength of the

Civil Rights movement forced Congress

and the President in 1964 and 19^ to

outlaw
discrimination in public places, and set up

an understaffed Equal Employment Op-

portunities Commission (EEOC) to end

discrimination in employment. Federal con-

tracts with companies or others that

discriminated in employment were outlaw-

ed.

At first there was little if any compliance

with, or enforcement of, affirmative action.

However in the late 1960's because of the

pressure generated from many levels of

struggle, from lawsuits, to stikes, to sit ins

and occupations, to urban insurrection;

universities, corporations and local, state

and federal government employers opened

up their doors a crack to third world people

in college, in the various professions as

Brian Weber

skilled workers and as government
employees. Nevertheless,because racism is

so xfeeply embedded in every institution of

American capitalist society, including the

ideological and cultural institutions; Black

income remains at less than 60 percent of

median white income and has been declin-

ing relative to white income since 1975.

Third world youth are systematically

miseducated in these' o'«so that they can

later fill the low pr>>o jobs and the

unemployment linrs, to keep a downward
pressure on wages <.nd an upward pressure

on profits. Third world youth unemploy-

ment is 50 percent, and for the adult

population is at a permanent depression

level. Native American land continues to be

stolen, forced sterization of third world

wornen and police repression, including

murder of third world men are daily oc-

currences.

The stagnation of the U.S. economy in

the 1970's; the growing power and
organization of the well financed "new

right" who are mobilizing people on the

basis of their racial prejudices: and the tem-

porary decline of third woHd and other

radical movements has led to a renewed
assault against the limited gains of af-

firmative action. The decision by.the U.S.
supremeCourt in 1978 to admit Alan Bakke
into U.C. medical school and outlaw

quotas, i.e. programs that set aside a cer-

tain number of admissions for third worid

students or women is a defeat in the fight

against institutiondlized racism and sex-

ism. Affirmative Action plans and their en-

forcement must be strengthened. Because
of the Bakke decision many plans have at-

tempted to totally gut affirmative action.

Probably the most important current case is

the Weber Case.

SOME FACTS AND BACKGROUND TO
WEBER vs KAISER ALUMINUM ANDTHE
UNITED STEEL WORKERS OF AMERICA
(USWA)UNION.

On March 28, 1979 the US supremeCourt

heard oral arguments in this case. Their

decision is expected before they recess in

late June. Brian Weber is a white worker at

the Granercy, La plant of Kaiser who has

challenged in court, the training program

set up in 1974. The program was set up

follow ing a collective bargaining agree

ment lei 'een Kaiser and the union that

estaolislu.u fi program for workers at Kaiser

to be tiain-H and placed in the crafts, ds

openings c ured. Two lists weie drawn

up, one foi riiack workers and one for

white, with posi non s to be determined on

each list by seniority. As occured in 1974,

irainees were to be chosen alternatively

from the top of each list. Brian Weber

sued, claiming that he was a victim of

reverse discrimination because he had

more seniority than some of the Black

workers selected.

This Kaiser plant opened in 1958 and for-

many years afterwards excluded Blacks

from all non-janitorial positions.

The surrounding area is over 40 percent

Black. Under pressure from the local Black

community, civil rights groups and fearing

It would lose Its government contracts for

non-compliance with civil rights laws, it

began to hire Black workers. However

these were overwhelmingly in the lowest

paying jobs. When the agreement in-

stituting the trainir>g program was made.

only 15 percent of the workers at Kaiser

were Black and less than 2 percent of the

craftsworkers. There were virtually no
Black supervisors, professionals or

managers employed at the Kaiser plant in

Gramercy. Kaiser agreed to continue the

training program until the percentage of

craftsworkers who were Black equalled the

percentage of the workforce in the area

that was Black, 39 percent. Brian Weber's
lawsuit has been upheld by two lower

federal courts on the ground that there was
not sufficient proof that Kaiser had
discriminated against Blacks. Neither

Kaiser nor the USWA want to admit past

discrimination^ much less current
discrimination. Neither called any Black

workers to testify about past and present

racist practises. Hence, the interests of

Black people were supposedly represented

by two institutions one of whom has helped
maintain Black opression to build up pro-

fits; and the other a union whose leadership

has a very bad record in challenging racist

practises on or off the job. This, together

with the statistics previously cited, should

be more than sufficient to throw the case

out of court. The fact that two courts have

ruled in Weber's favor, says much about

racism in the courts. An example close to

home where Blacks are 'represented' by in-

terests that are hostile is the case of Seta

Rampersad. At the inquest investigating

her death, she and her family and her

friends were supposedly represented by the

DA's office who identified with and cares

far most about Seta's three white compa-
nions than they do about Black women.
Pending the outcome of Weber, the

Kaiser plan and other similar plans

negotiated by the USWA have been
suspended. A victory for Brian Weber

would jeopardize all affirmative action pro-

grams that are voluntary, i.e. that are not
directly ordered by the courts.

It is ironic that Brian Weber is using tha
1964 Civil Rights Law, that was passed to
decrease discrimination against people of

color, to attempt to further decreaw
employment opportunities of Third

Worldpeople. We must not allow the law to

be so
misued. Furtf>er it s ironic that the vary
training program being challenged, makes
it possible for unskilled ar>d semi-«killed

workers like Brian Wet>er to become skilled

workers. Prior to 1974 most skilled workers
at Kaiser were hired through recruitment of

already skilled craftsworkers from outside

the area. The training program which was
to be paid for by Kaiser was in Brian

Weber's narrow self-interest. Unfortunate-

ly it is the epidemic of racism that has in-

fected Brian Weber and so many others

that causes tftem to attack affirmative ac-

tion.

THE MYTH OF REVERSE DISCRIMINA-
TION

Alan Bakke, Brian Wet>er and the grown-
ing chorus, attacking all aspcts of af-

firmative action, do it under the slogan that
what they are fighting is "reverse
discrimination." We have the urgent
Msponsibility to discredit totally, this racist

consept. As already mentioned, white men
are relatively overrepresented compared to

third world men and women, and white
women in the better jobs, in higher educa- .

tion, in professional schools and the profes-

sions, in income and employment. Over 80
percent of the University o* Massachusetts
faculty are white males. Nationally 6 per-

TURN TO PAGE 4
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Joharv^^irg. May 4

IfV^ l^wk 9iM*rilUK> siornwd a t)0^»
m^MiMi SowiMo.aMack towrwh^ cm ttw

^1 khins of Johannesburg, killing

a black officer and miuring two othef

^•sars and three ctviliarM.Tfwy also set

llw station on fire
. burning it to the

ground

The police set up roadblocks and nnade

house to-ftouse sMiarches today m Sow» i<i

which has a population of a million and
was the site of bloody retiellion >nl976 and
1977 South African officials descfibed the

raKJ as th«' boldest raid by guerillas in

South Africa It came amid debate or)

^o^jsaK'egarded as another step m
dt&maiiteiiing the institutionalized policy of

aparthicd

A spokesman said the quenllas threw
yreftades arKf fired their Soviet made*
AK 47 assault rifles into the station, then

burned the building to the ground.

The guerillas scattered political leaflets on

the station grounds They called for

support of Umknonto W^'Si/we Spear of

the Nation , the militant wing of the

African National Congress, a black

nationalist group banned by the regime

Despite the raid. Soweto appeared calm

Oblgcrtiom To Quit

JERUSALEM. May 4, Israel said today that

the Camp David accords it signed last

September did not obligate it to withdraw
from the West Bank of the Jordan, the
Gaza Strip and the Golan Heights, and said

its army would remain in "define security

locations" in those regions occupied in

1967

The statement by a Foreign Ministry

spoksman, came in reaction to one by

Cairo yesteday declaring that Israel's

agreement 10 full withdrawl from Sinai,

under the re ently signed peace treaty,

was a precedent apllicable to other oc

cupied Arab lands.

"There is no foundation to a reqorted

Egyptian Foreign Ministry statement to

the effect that the Camp David agreement

oblige Israel to evacuate Judea. Samaria,

the Ga/a district and the Golan Heights,"

the spokesman said, using the Israehteim;

Judea and Samaria m refrence to the

West Bank

"The opposite is the case, he said. "The
negotiations on deterving the border

between Isreal and Syna should be

conducted between these two states

only"

The spokesman said that it had been

agreed upon at the Camp David meeting

that the Israeli army would remain in the

West Bank and Gaza Strip areas even

after granting of autonomy to the Arab

inhabitants

While there will be a certain withdrawl of

the Ibraeli army from these areas, it was
explicitly decide that there will be a

r»^/) •loanv '* '^® amiy in defined security

loc.itioris II. Judea, Samaria and Gaza.

OAR ES SALAAM, Tanzania, May 4
A State Department official who

visited Uganda this week said today he had
recommended restoration of full relations

between Uganda and the United States

Hie Palestine Question

Lm% ¥^k. M Isreal proudiy and un

sha»T»fuliy ceirtrated her anniversary com
memorating 31 years of existence, most of

the rest of the world continues to ignore or

ai least to yn^fmine the sKjmficance of

this event M Jews all over the world

dance and make, rrwrry. thousands of

P^tttinians, tKificed as a result of the

creation and perpetuation of the Zoimst

state are still denied basic human right to

day
What IS the reality o* IsreeP According to

ihf Balfour Declaration issued by Britain in

1917. a Jewish National home was to be

established in Palestine, which would mfr

inge upor> the rights of the non Jewish

communities already living there In 1917,

Arat>s constituted 92 percent of the total

popuiatton Jo Patostine. Fo' the Zomists, of

course who had their own carefully worked

out plan there was no limit to the means
they would use to achieve their goal of an

all Jewish State, even if this m^nt
V luiating the rights of the Arab populations

in Palestine

In 1948, three quarters of a million Arabs

were forcibly expelled from Palestine

through terror and were subsequently

denied the right to return to their homes. At

the same tirrw, doors were opened wide to

Jews from all over the world to come and

settle in Pilestine on Palestinian property

and in Palestinian homes Through

violence, colonialism, and political

manipulation, a Jewish State was
established whose only basis for existence

was, and. is still, the total negation of ;n«

Palestinian Identify

The Arabs remaining within the boun

danes of Israel, as those living in the ter

ritories occupied illegally r. 1967. are sub

ject to the most brutal forms of torture and

oppression They are victims of discrimina

tion in housing, education, land expropria-

tion, violations of political and human
rights, and police brutality Especially in the

occupied territories, where equality under

the law IS not even considered in theory,

terror is a way of life, Here, the Arabs have

no institutions or authority to which they

can appeal, they can be detained and im-

prisoned without trial, their property and

homes can be destroyed and their land con-

fiscated for no apparent reason other than

security It is not uncommon tor entire

villages or refugee camr s to be put under

cur*ew for days as punishment for minor

dissidence or simply as a warning signal or

precautionar/measure
The United States has continuously sup-

ported Israel by vetoing UN resolutions

that endorse the Palestinian right to self

determination, independence, and
statehood, and by supplying Israel with-

enormous amounts of financial and military

aid. Without this, Israel would not have
been able to achieve such a position of

power in the Middle East. Meanwhile,
Carter, Begin, and Sadat arranged a

"peace" treaty that, in reality, promises
economic disaster and even war, and Begin

repeatedly vows never to grant self-

determination to the Palestinians and never

to give up his hold on Arab East Jerusalem.

Ironically enough, the Palestinians, who are

the key to a lasting peace in the Middle

East, have been denied the right to

negotiate in what directly concerned their

personal fate.

How can a race, that has Men the worst

treatment inflicted upon it, turn around and

jubtity usiiiy tlidt .^anie ti edtfneiti aydinbt a

people whose only fault was to let them in?

Zionism, a racist movement of colonialism

and settlement, is, in fact, an outrageous

and blatant hypocrisy. It is an enemy of the

Jewish people themselves and of their

religion; for Judaism was never intended to

be a a>ver-up for Zionism.

Therefore, I see no reason for celebration.

What is there to celebrate? What is there to

be proud of? From the start, Zionism has

t»en a racist movement of aggression, ex-

propriation of land, and forced expulsion of

)ple through bloodshed and terrror The
jnists have no mercy, and they wiil not

>p until they are forced to stop. As a

right of all oppressed people

^ortd, fappeal to the American
:ognize and to help support the

in struggle and to condemn the

fTKjvement as imperialism and
, It is my hope that some day all

m«n~Jewf Muslims, and Christians-can

Rva together in peace in the Middle East.

Susan Hadad
ir Eastern Organization

The Massacre Ponce
by Carmen M. Cadiz

On March 21, 1937. the United States
government initiated one of the most
repressive moments that the Puerto
Ricanpeoplehassuffered.AtS ISPMthe
ordersofGeneralWinship.theAmerican
military governor of Puerto Rico, were
carried out 150 police surrounded and
attacked peaceful marchers with
machine guns, carbines, tear gas
bombs, handgrenades, riflesandclubs.
By 3:25 PM (10 minutes later), 22 were
dead, 150 more were wounded and 150
were rounded up for arrest . History was
to remember this as the Ponce
Massacre. '

Albizu Campos, Leader of the people
Yet , for the American government this

was merely another measure to insure
its' strangle hold on Puerto Rico. By the
early 1930's, the people of Puerto Rico
were already looking to Don Pedro
Albizu Campos, a great revolutionary,
for leadership. It was during this time
that the gasoline consumer strike and
sugar industry strike evolved into

general strikes The island was at a

standstill, troops were mobilized. Don
Pedro, then President of the militant

Nationalist Party, wascalledtolead both
these strikes. On January 1, 1934,

Colonel James Beverly, former
gover nor of Puerto RicoandTexansugar
corporation lawyer, wrote to the War
Department saying, "I strongly favoran
ex army officer for the next gover-
nor... to be appointed at once, one who
hassufficientexperience. . andonewho
has the courage to do hisduty whet her it

is popular or not. Is not General Winship
available for a position of this kind?"
Eleven days later. President Roosevelt
appoints General BlantonWinshipasthe
military governor of Puerto Rico. This

infamous racist from Mbcon, Georgia
was the man who planned and ordered
the Ponce Klassacre.

Colonel Francis Riggs

The new U.S. governorof Puerto Rico
immediatelyappointedE.FrancisRiggs,
aU.S. A.expertincounterinsurgency,as
Puerto Rico's Chief of Police.Creatinga
corp of sharpshooters. Colonel Riggs
trained his men under the battel cry
"Habraguerra.guerra.guerracontralos
Nacionalistas" (Make war, war, war
against the Nationalists). Through the
collaboration of Colonel Riggs and
General Winahip, plots were carried out
todestroyanyindependistamovement,
especially the Nationalist Party and its'

leadership. Sympathizers,
revolutionary leaders and theirfamilies
were harassed, persecuted, exiled and
assassinated. Infact, by the end of 1936
many eaders and rankandfilemembers
of the liberationforces werearrestedor
dead.

Rio Piedras Massacre

In 1935. Ramon S. Pagan, Labor
S§cretary of the Nationalist Party,

discovered secret plots to assassinate
labor and Nationalist leaders. Although
theplanswere publiclyexposed, thisdid

not deter Colonel Riggs from carrying
them out.So it was that on October 24,

1935 colonial police forces stormed a
Nationalist meeting, killed four
Nationalists, one bystander and
wounded 40 others. The first to be killed

wasRamonS. Pagan, theindividualwho
originally discovered the murder plots.

This was the Rio Piedras Massacre.

In retaliation, the military governor
carried out plans of persecution,
progressive forces were arrested,

hom es and meeting places wereraided.
The leadership of the Nationalist Party
wasarrested:thisincluded PedroAlbizu
Campos, President, and Juan Antonio
Corretjer, General Secretary of this

militant movement. Through nickleand
dimecollections,the$1.000,000bailwas
gathered within a few hours. Yet, on
February 12, 1937, the Boston Court of

Appeals upheld the verdict: nine
Nationalists were found guilty of con-
spiracyto overthrowthegovernmentby
force, inciting rebellion against the
United States and recruiting soldiers to

fight against the United States.

Nationalista are arrested

National Self — defense

Inameasureofnationalself — defense,
Elias Beauchamp and Hiram Rosado
killedColonelRiggsonFebruary23,1938.
One ~ half hour later, Beauchamp and
Rosado were murdered at police

headquarters. This heroicactcarriedout
by Beauchamp and Rosado served its'

ultimatepurpose:itbroughtthecolonial
case of Puerto Ricototheattentionofthe
world. Sentiments of solidarity and
support were expressed from
nationalist organizations throughout
Latin America. Pedro AlbizuCampos, at

the funeral of Beauchamp and Rosado,
stated, "A tyrant has fallen who was
named Colonel Riggs. ..The murder at

the University of Rio Piedras was his

work. Cold-blooded murder is being
carried out by the entire police force."
Ponce Massacre

lnNewYork,10,000marchedtodemand
the release of the Nationalist prisoners.

Demonstrations and public gatherings
in support of the prisoners were strictly

prohibited on the island. Nonetheless,
on March 14, 1937. the Mayor of Ponce
gave permission for a peaceful marchto
occuron Palm Sunday, March21, 1937, It

was a Nationalist march to demand the
freedom ofthe Nationalist prisoners.On
Friday, March 19, 1937, the Insular Chief

of Police, Colonel Orbeta, surveyedthe
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Li Lucha Continua The Struggle Continua

lOMlliwrest, Frickiy Or Safurday
Night

Letters To The Editor

All Dollars

In response to the letter placed in the Col-

legian on May9signedby W. Kent Barclay,

David C. Coutrada and Gary J. Adinotti of

Amherst. Nummo News does not owe an
apology to anyone, (neither Black or

White). Because Nummo News is not try-

ing to entertain, nor are they trying to be
nice to the "responsible" members of the

community.
Nummo News is an independent paper

that projects the political perspectives and
concerns of our suffering community.
Nummo is organized by a group of people,

(students and concerned individuals), who
volunteer their time and efforts toward the

paper's sucess.

Articles covered in the paper involve no
"screening" or "editing" of the facts. The
photography also plays an important role.

For it is a visual representation of a satirical

portrait, of which is directed towards the

portrait Presidenc, as well as the Board of

Trustees, and the people responsible for

making many of the "uncanny" decisions,

which will reflect upon the careers of

millions of Black Students here at UMassto
Converse Hall at Amherst College. It is the

Expression of the Suffering people in a

satirical photograph. Nummo represents a

constitutional right that can not be

apolOBiiedfor. . j^^ q j,^^^

To Hie CooMon To bid

To The Coalition to end Violence Against
Women: 1 have worked from the inception

on the Amherst Take Back the Night

March. 1 feel I have contributed, as a

woman, to this collective statement (work-
ing on route and permit, etc.) Recently,

however, there has been a difference of

philosophy with representatives from the

Third World Women's Task Force. 1 had.at-

tended a meeting at which the issue of

whether men should march was brought up
by a representative of the TWWTF. Here, it

is realized, there gre sociological dif-

ferences as to the.relationship of men and
women: to wit-some women see

themselves being oppressed by men, and
others see their men being repressed. The
Third World women want their men to

march with them.
1 left the meeting to keep an appointment at

a point I thought the idea was being

favorably discussed. 1 found out later a vote

was taken when a few others had left-and ,

though close, it was voted that no men
shall march.
Because of the rhetoric of the march-that

it is a march in support of women- I feel

that if this vote loses the support of the

Third World women, then a step

backwards has been taken.

1 must resign from the organizing commit-
tee at this time. As a woman, I support the

march in its goals of creating an environ-

ment that is supportive of women;
however, I must support ALL women, not

just those of my own race.

Carolyn Veronica Guerra

On a typical late Friday or Saturday night
in Southwest it isjiot unusal to hear the
sickening sound of a bottle being thrown
against the walls of Crampton Dormitory as
the drunks start to straggle back to their
rooms So what else is new» We have to
put up with this all the time. This past
Saturday night a party sponsored by some
Third World residents m the dorm was in
full swing when these drunken white men
started straggling back Deciding that they
weren't drunk enough and that thriving
bottles wasn't as much fun as trying to
crash a party and raise hellThey did just
that. While the rest of his fellow drunks
tried to batter down the door and windows
with bottles, one of the drunks read the
sign on the door:

PLEASE USE FRONT DOOR TO GET INTO
THE PARTY ADMISSION CHARGE
RESIDENTS 50CENTS NON RESIDENTS
$1.00

^
He ran through the front door overfjowered

• the security guard outside the inner door to
the party and let the rest of the drunks in.
The situation immediately became serious
These guys were drunk, armed with bot
ties, in an ugly mood and clearly
dangerous, They were forcibly removed by
many of the men attending the party and it

didn't stop once they were outside. Things
had gone too far to be ignored and tempers
were flaming. Thanks to the quick thinking
of one of the residents the police were
alerted and their timely arrival prevented a
far worse situation.

The Head of Residence, 'udely awakened
from her bed came running to the scene of
the fighting and discovering that the police
had been called, that her highlycompetent,
ovenA^orked and grossly underpaid Resi-
dent Assistants were responding
magnificently to the situation to allow her
«ime to run back to get dressed.

WAITAMINUTE'lH!
The Head of Residence What's the Head
of Residence doing in the dorm» According
to the administration, they only work five
days a week eight hours a day. A forty hou r

week for HR's« Come oni All present and
former r^idents of can testify that not only
IS that ludicrous but that they are on duty or
on call every single minute they are in m
near their dormitories.

Approimately half an hour after it had all

started, the drunks were hauled off in police
cruisers and things began to settle down,
but the party was ruined. What gave those
guys the right to be so obnoxious as to
crash and ruin a party* What's their ex
cuse» 'Well, I was too drunk to know
what I was doing."
In a recent action by the Student Govern
ment Association the implementation of a
two semester G core requirement was en
dorsed to "help combat racisn\sexism and
other issues of oppression " A recent letter
by Stephen A. Colling called for an exemp
tion for those students who "feel they have
already reached a sufficiently competent
level of Human-Social Awareness. ' How
can anyone accurately judge whether or
not they have a sufficient amount of
knowledge and whether they aresufficient
ly open minded to combat racism, sexism
and other issues of oppression* Those peo-
ple who have reached a sufficiently compe
tent level of Human Social Awareness are
probably sufficiently open minded to
welcome this chance to expand their

knowledge and sensitivity still urther by
taking these potentially valuable course s.

Cathy Rooney
Vice Chairperson Board of Governors and
Resident of Crampton House.

Dear Mr. Bellotti:

I am an older student (31) at the University of
Masschusetts in Amherst. You may know
my name as my brother worked in your
campaign. I voted for you and I hope I was
correct in my judgement. I am from Quincy
and have followed your career somewhat.
You will be receiving petitions in the meet
futher simultaneously being sent to Gover-
nor King, District Attorney Simons (Hamp-
shire County, and U.S. Civil Rights Com-
mission Director Nunez. Last fall a young

^
girl was left to die in a Motel in South Deer-
field ( Motel6) . Her name was Seta Ramper-
sad There have been many people

. anonymously coming forward offering

some help to concerned people vyorking on
the case because the DA's office has clos-

ed the inquest. However, now some
Boston lawyers are involved and will be
working also to try and reopen the inquest.
Many unanswered questions have been
left. You have daughters I believe "Seta's

age. Would you wish to leave the questions
unanswered? I appeal to you and all parents
who send their children to school here,

though young adults they are for the most
part still learning about what's out there.

Seta learned a tragic way. Must we risk los-

ing another Seta to such a sad and lonely

death- possibly a violent one? Seta's body
had bruises; she had been handled without
any concern it appears for her person, after

which she was left to die. There have been
many anonymous bits of information
floating around. The latest one which 1

have heard is of important to everyone, and

9§Bff0 Jiity• Omi*

the U niversity had better dosome research

.

It seems there may be the existence of a list

of Third World Women who have had their

Financial aid cut that is sent to certain peo-
ple and the woman are contacted through
various means and subtle alliances to try to

take advantage of a difficult econonmic
situation. If this is true, God help those sick

people who attempt to use students for

profit. They have lost their humanity.
You've got to do something. We all do.

Please look into these matters. You must.
We want those people out of Amherst. If

we could, we would like them out of the

human race, for they are its enemies. A
woman was just found dead at the side of a

road, allegedly a victim of an accident (she

was hit by a car). Another female student

jumped out of a dormitory here to her

death. A young man was found ( murdered
some think) dead in his room. Another
young person was found with a broken
pelvis and she will never walk again the

same way perhaps, she is paralyzed at the

moment. It is believe she was tied to a car

and dragged after being raped by two men.
The young man and this latter woman are

members of the Third World. There is

another young man in prison for a rape he
may not have committed; he is in for 20
years. He is Third World also. Mr. Bellotti,

what is happening here?

Carolyn Veronica Guerra
Qunicy-Amherst, Massachusetts

y^u~umi rLn 1 Lilil^ii l̂

Ths Committsi Against

Rapression willmaat on
Thursday May 10, at

3:30p.ni. in Campus Center
(room will be listed .)

They will be organizing around the Ramper
sad case.

^^^yc)
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file Moody Park 3
The trial of the Moody Park 3 has begun.

Travis Morales, Mara Youngdahl, and Tom
Hirschi, are being railroaded for possible

twenty v*ar prison terms by the same
Houston courts that "punished" the cops
who murdered Joe Torres with a $1. fine

The authoritt^ are out to rtaii the Moody
Park 3 because they've come to symbolize
that spirit of the Houston rebellion of last

May.
On that day. May 7, 1978. cries of

"Justice for Joe Torres ' and "Cops are a

tool of the rich man's rule," rang out
throughout Moody Park in the Chicano
Northside. Over two thousand Chicano
people got a taste of some people's justice

on that day 12 cop cars were put to the

torch, and the pigs fled the area with their

tails between their legs. In response to a

lifetime of oppression and visaous police

terror, the Chicano population in Houston
had lifted their heads. This spirit of rebellion

is what's on trial in Houston today
The Moody Park 3. faM a notorious

"felony riot" law which says they are guilty

of any illegal acts commiteed last May 7,

during the so-called riot. According to the
twisted logic of the local ruling class in

Houston, it was these revolutionaries who
produced the rebellion m a conspiracy,
rather than the fact that Chicano people in

Houston are treated like dogs. Just to make
sure that the trial jury doesn't have any pro-

blem with this logic, Judge Keegans and
the D.A. have carefully weeded out any
jurors in the least way susceptible to seeing

the reality of the oppression of the Chicano
community.
When the defense attorney questioned

the prosecutor on disqualifying each poten-
tial black juror, she replied, "Some of their

responses were less than intelligent and we
want an intelligent jury. ' The result: eleven

white jurors and one token Chicano, nor>e

of which are workers. The authorities ver

diet in their kangaroo court, to smack the
whole Chicano community in the face. At
this point the capitalist courts are pulling no
punches in this trial. Four out of five cops
who've testified have claimed they saw one
of the 3 leading peopi* in the park in chan-
ting "Justice for Joe Torres" as cops were
being run down and other "crimes" com-
mitted. A taco stand owner, claims he saw
Travis walk by him six times staring at his

watch that afternoon, no doubt conspiring

for, the violent crirr>es of the evening. So
meone else distinctly heard one of the 3
yell, "G*»t the bus- it's part of the system."
'it's very clear that the system is baring its

fangs in this trial. What had begun as sup-

posedly a political trial against the Moody
Park 3 and the "drunken riot" they tired to

manipulate, has changed into an open
political assault on the Chicano community
of Houston and any people with similar

aspirations in ghettoes and barnos, nation-

wide. Why the change in tactics? The peo-

ple's verdict on the Houston rebellion and

the arrest of over fifty people, particularly

the 3. has been determined for some tima

and has been coming out very openly in tha

weeks preceding Apnl 10. Over a hurtdred

shopkeepers have posted signs in their win-

dows supporting the rebellion and th9

Moody Park 3. Two hundred community
people came out for a rally the weekend
before the 10th while additional pig cruisers

stationed themselves right around the gym
where the rally was held to intimiuate sup-

porter. The night before tf>e lOtn, schedule

opening day for the trial of x^*e 3. The police

chief went on TV, annuuncing, the trial

would be postponed a week because the

Communist instigators were telling Black

people to conx; to the opening of the trial

and riot." Tfie truth is, that the community
was in an uproar over the attack on tf>e 3

and people were planning to demonstrate

in front of the courthouse and pack xhe

courtroom. So at this point the tnal

represents an open showdown. This trial of

the Moody Park 3 and the Houston
rebellion, stands clearly as a dividing line in

fighting national oppression in the U.S. to-

day. Gone are the myths and charades of

an unbiased court system, proper

greivance mechanism, and other legal

rhetoric. In Houston what we see is the

naked repression of tf^ capitalist's state,

daring us all to defy it.

Mark Brier, Revolutionary Communist
Youth Brigade

Ponca Maiiacrt March 21. 1937
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cent of the crafttv^^art in Construction
are third MKyU vid 2 parewit of the medical
doctors ara Black. Qr^ racist arguments
about inhwent of cuHural tfi^iority can ra-

tionabxe ttMse statistics.

.

Because c^rimmation m no iongw l^al,
it might to slightly 1^ apparent than
before the 1960's; its effects for most third

world people are no less intense. Because
the possibilities have tncrMMKl for in-

dividual Third World (Mople tr> finish cd-
lege, get a white collar job. or appear on
television, tfwparMistve institutional racism
IS all to often danMd. The ideology of equal
opf^rtunity f« each irKfividual and the in-

crease in mobility for a few, obecures ttw

importance of race for shaping the lives of

all peopte in thM courvtry. Laix>r markets,

corporate dicisions, tlwadioois, the heaNh
industry, housing, tf^ govarnmMit and ttia

media are structured to disadvantage the

masses of Blacks. Chicanos, Puerto
Ricans, Native Americans wid ott^er people
of (^rfor. To adnrvt thtt, couM lead to quaa-
tionMig a K>CMtv baaad on many intar-

ralaUKl inaquMtes. batwaanelpHH^iand
worki^s. men and wwnan, wfMtes and peo-
ple of ootot. It could lead to quastioning a
system, capit^ttm, wfiere a few benefit at

the expaf^a of rr^llions of people insida the
United States and many more outside our
bondan^. Jh9 opinion mak^s. CBS, ttw

Naw York Times, Time oMgitrina and
Hollywooo(<.|iatify and heNs perpetuate the
existing inequality. It te 'rutural' for tfiem to

deny institutional racism, and support tfia

Sakke decision which outlawed qu<nas.

Quotas that were used to exclude people of

color or Jewish people in tf>e paat are ab-
surdly equated to quotas that malia it poast-

Ma for people to enter places where thay
have baan aysMmatiarily excluded from. It

IS up to iMa to pmmnt a different analysis

from the media arHf leading social scien-

tists', to expoaa thiar analysis, and act

upon ours.

Because of the racism which is so norrrwl

and oftcvi unconscious in this society; ad-

vances in the economic and social cortdi-

tions of Third World peopia is all too often

seen by white working people as a threat to

them. Understanding the racism of white
working people is particularly important to

understarKi and combat, not because its

racmm is greater than that of the upper
class, but tMcause I believe the white work-
ing class or tf>e great majority of it are
potantUri allies in the fight against racism
and for revolutionary social change. Anti-
racists must build a movement that:

1. Makes it absolut^y clear that TNrd
Work! people have full rights to equal
education, housing and jobs; and is involv-

ed in the struggle to achieve this. Demands
for total implementation of affirmative ac-
tion should be fully supported even if the
short run interests of a few whites me
adversely affected. EquaNty m a right not a
privilaga.'

2. We must educate ourselves and other to

the history of struggle of Third World peo-
ple to maintain arMJ control the institutior^

that affect tham aruj their culture; aruf to
the pMt and o^tinuing forms of racism
that are an intrinsic part of US. history.

3. Challenge racism in ait its forms and in

all rrwvements for change. Thi*' is absolute-
ly na<^HHMy if «w are to build a movement
strong and principled arKi united enough to
overthrow this oppraMive, decaying,
patriachal, imperiirtist ci^talism arnl build

a human socialist society.

In tfie short run this means rrK}bilizing our
friends, neighbors, fellow workers and
Mudants to defeat Web«^, and to defend
and expand affirmative action. Letters

should tie wntten to newspapers, politi-

cians and the Supreme Court. We shoukl
organize forums whatever we can, and try

to get public statements from church
groufM, unions, student groups and others
requesting that Weber be defeated.

JOIN US for a national demonstration in

Washington, DC. June2, 1979, Saturday,

to support affirmative action, fight racism

and defeat Weber. The fight for affirmative

action IS both a necessary reform and an
important aspect of a strategy for revolu-

tionary socialist change.
for more information call, Pete Bohmer

584 0914, Flo Estes 586 6684, or the Center
for Racial Studies, 546 0472

Ponce Massacre

•a.^.^-t.i.W:^^, S.V.**•-%.• ^%SVfcVfcV«\^>S^
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situation in Ponce Orbetawentbackto
San Juan, met with GeneralWinshipand
there the Massacre was planned and
ordered On March20.thedaybeforethe
parade was to take place, the district

chief of police forewarned impending
disaster, "I wish to inform you that ac-
cording to instructions from my
superiors, the Police will not permit this

celebration, and by this letter, in

fulfillment of my duty, I so notify you."
ThenextdaylSOpolicearrivedinPonceto
attack the unarmed peaceful demon-
strators. Their strategywas tosurround
the marchers. Stationed at the front of

the parade was Chief Soldevilla with a
number of armed police; at the back of

the parade was Chief Perez and Sgt.
Molina with more police arrped with
Thompson machines and tear gas
bombs' Chief Bernard! was stationed
with his forces (armed with machine
guns) to the east and Chief Rodriguez
stood to the west with his men armed
with rifles. Othercopswerestrategicalty
dispersed throughout with grenades,
hand pistols, clubs, etc.

Completely surrounded bythecolonial
police, the parade began. The 100
Nationalists were ordered to halt.

Suddenly gunfire began and lasted 10
minutes. Theflag bearer was killed, soa
woman ran up to raise the Puerto Rican
flag. She was seriously wounded.
Dominga Cruz Becerril, a young girl, ran

to raiset he flagand kept it flying. Bolivar

Marquez, dying, moistened his finger

with his blood and wrote on the
sidewalk, "Viva la Republica, Abajo los

ascsinos"( Long livet heRepublic,Down
with the assassins).

In 10 minutes 150 police killed 22.

wounded150andarrested150others.No
arms were found among the civilians.

Someweredamonstrators, othersware
bystanders, women, children and man

- manyshotintheback. Atthefuneral,
20.000 people attended. On March 27,
1937, fearing the anger of the people.
GovernorWinship mobilizedSOOregular
soldiers, 1,000 police and 1,200 National
Guard were subject to call. While
colonial lackeys praised Winship as an
"adopted son of Puerto Rico," the
peopleofPuertoRicomourned.Winship
called it a "Nationalist riot" and
President Roosevelt called the Ponce
Massacre 'necessary for the main-
tenance of order.' The American Civil

Liberties called it "a gross violation of
civil rights and incredible police
brutality."

This was not the first or last attack
against our people. The U.S imperialist
forces has continually andconsistently
attempted to repress the revolutionary
fervor and dtermination of the Puerto
Rican people. Nonetheless, the people
of Puerto Rico have proven to be
courageous in their struggles for

freedom.

"When tyranny is law.
Revolution is order."

Goals of the Nationalist Party:
— call world attention to the colonial
situation of Puerto Rico
-to build a political organization that
would uniteallofPuertoRicoagainstthe
Yankee imperialist >

- to prepare for armed confrontation .

All party members had to be either
Cadets of the Republic (men) or Nurses
Corps of the Republic (women).

Inside: Graduationphoto speciai.Page?.
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Eddie Hyatt and Ky Cabot of the Union Program Council b«gin construction
on the 40' by 60' stage for the spring concert that will feature the Grateful Dead
this Saturday. (Staff photo by Bill Graana).

Road to recovery

slow forrape victims
Editor's note: This is the
fast in a sim part series on
rape.

ByFRANBASCHE
andMARY FRAIN
Collegian Staff

The emotional after

effects of rape on a victims

life may be far reaching and
long lasting, according to

several people who work
with rape victims.

The initial reaction to the

rape is different for

everyone, said Barbara
Estabrook, a staff health

educator at the UMass
Health Center and the
liaison to the Rape
CounselorAdvocates.
Victims are sometimes
agitated, angry, fearful or in

tears, she said.

"Rape is a crisis," said

Estabrook. "We all have
different ways of reacting."

Rape victims may also

react calmly, said

Estabrook. Serena Lurie,

Coordinator to Work
Against Sexual Violence
with the Rape Counselor-
Advocates agreed.

Lurie said "given their

circumstances, most
women do okay. They can
usually talk to you about
what happened," she said.

"We have this idea that .

women are just going to be
hysterical and incoherent
and it's just not true," said

Lurie.

"Tf>e victims may be
trying very, very hard to put
on a facade of calm," said

Estabrook of some people's

reactions to rape.

"We try very hard to

make sure the staff is aware
of this so they don't
disbelieve someone just

because they are calm,"
she said.

Following the crisis

period, Estabrook said

"people characteristically

go through a period of

denial" that may last from
months to years.

"Evcpntually they have to

come to grips with the fact

that they have been
assaulted," said Estabrook.
"Sometimes people can't

do that (work it through
psychologically) until they
feel removed from the

situation," she said.

Estabrook and Lurie both
said the Health Center and
the Counselor Advocates
encourage the victim to tell

someone close to them
about the rape.

Behavoir changes
Estabrook added tlat as

the rape victims behavior

may change as a con-

sequence of the rape,

people may be more un-

derstanding if they know
the reason why.

Estabrook said the rape

may mean an interruption in

the person's sex life. "It is

not uncommon for

boyfriends, husbands and
lovers to become very

estranged from the victim."

"Or a lover may
feel... that someone asked
for a rape, not realizing that

it happens unprovoked,"
Estabrook said.

While both the health

center staff and the Rape
Counselor Advocates
encourage reporting the

rape to police "just because
people report doesn't mean
they have to prosecute,"

Estabrook said- However,
prosecuting without the

consent of the rape victims

is a legal possibility as rape

is a crime against the state.

Both women agreed
there are many reasons why
a victim may not want to

report a rape.

"If the women knows the

assailant causally, she may
feel it. wasn't really rape,"

said Estabrook.

The victim and assailant

may have mutual friends

who have influence or

power over the victim, or

the victim may fear the

rapist wni in some way
retaliate against her, she
said.

Police will help
Estabrook and Lurie

emphasized the UMass
police want to be called and
would do anything they
could to help. Lurie
suggested even calling the

police anonymously if

retaliation is feared so at

least the police can keep an
eye on the person and
protect other women.
Estabrook did not

overlook the possibility of

male rape. "As many
factors as there are
(against) women reporting

It is just as difficult if not
worse for a man"
Some men "feel it

(reporting the rape) might
cast some aspersions on
their sexuality."

Be aware of attitudes
In terms of preventing

rape, apart from educating
people, Estabrook said

women should be aware of

attitudes ingrained in them
through their upbringing
that may make them more
vulnerable to rape. She said

TURN TO PAGE 6

Arson strikes

New Africa House
By STEPHEN KLEIN
Ct^egian Staff •

A series of small fires, s^ throughout tlie

New Africa House earty Sunday morning,

prompted an administrative statement

yesterday condemning recent "racial" in-

cidents on the UMass canrtpus.

In a letter signed by UMaM Chanceltor

These things will eat us up
piece by piece.

'

Bromery

Randolph W, Bromery, the administrators

said the current incidents, believed to be
racial in nature, cannot be tolerated in a

community of "individuals engaged in the

pursuit of that body of knowledge which
will elevate the human condition."

Bromery, along with Vice Chancellors

Dennis L. Madson, and George Beatty and
Acting Provost Jeremiah Allen said, "We
stand to act decisively, and we call upon
the entire campus community to join us in

our crusade to eradicate racism, sexism,

and violence of any sort"
One or more arsonists are being sought

by the UMass police department for the six

sepeiately set fires. Damage was estimated

to be $500 to $1000. Curtains, doors,
trashbarreis, and a bulletin board, and
carpeting were damaged.

Sgt. Michael R Grabeic of- the UMass
police department last night said samples of

evidence were collected to be analyze.
University spokesman Art Clifford said

there were people sleeping on the fourth

floor of the New Africa House at the time of

the fires, just one floor above the scene of

the fires. A Wheeler dormitory resident

alerted the Amherst Fire Department wfu)
arrived with three engines and a laddar

truck.

Bromery said last night this is the worst
year in terms of women's rights incidents

and racial incidents he has seen in the past
12 years. "We're suppose to be working
together but instead these things will eat us
up piece by piece." he said.

Another issue identified as "racial" in

nature this semester was the break up of a
Third World party at Crampton dormitory in

the Southwest Residential Area in April

A cross-burning at Amherst College
eariier this semester also aroused racial

issues in the Five College Community, and
is still the subject of area concern.

Other events believed to be "racial" in

nature were vandalism at the Malcolm X
Center in Southwest and the New Africa

House in the Central Residential Area at

UMass.

Boston woman killed;

brings total to eleven
By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press

BOSTON Like all the rest, the half-nude

body tossed in an alley yesterday was
young, black and female. Three black

women have been killed in Boston since

Friday, 11 since the first of the year, and
people are scared.

The unusual string of killings is apparent-

ly random and unrelated, though police say

one murder may create the mood of

violence that leads to another.

The latest victim, a woman in her 20s,

was found off an alley behind a Com-
monwealth Avenue apartment building in

the city's fashionable Back Bay
neighborhood.
The woman, still unidentified, appeared

to have been kicked in the chest, police

said. Her blue shirt was pulled up over her

shoulders.

The first two bodies turned up Jan, 29,

and since then black women have been kill-

ed with alarming regularity, mostly in the

working class neighborhoods of Roxbury,

Dorchester and the South End. The victims

ranged in age from 15 to 31, and all were
found within three miles of each other.

At this time last year, only one black

woman had been murdered in Boston, ac-

cording to police records. Both this year

and last, one white woman has also been
killed in the city.

So far, six men have been arrested in

connection with seven of the killings, but

police admit they are all but powerless to

stop isolated murders that occur behind
closed doors.

Deputy Superintendent John Barry, head
of the Boston police Criminal Investigation

Division, says there is no apparent link bet-

ween any but the first two killings.

"While at this time, it does not appear

there is any relationship, we do not rule out

the possibility of its existing in some
cases," he says. "We have six arrests.

There's always the possibility that one or

two could be related."

Meanwhile, black women have held pro-

test marches demanding more police pro-

tection.

"I certainly am afraid," says state Rep.,
Doris Bunte, a black woman from Roxbury
"I think any normal individual is frighten-

ed "

Ms. Bunte says she and other women
travel in groups now and try to get rides

when they go out at night.

"I don't have the freedom of movement I

once had," she said.

Barry said police have set up extra

patrols to try to prevent the killings, but
their powe/s are limited.

"Murder is a one-on-one situaton, " he
said. "Some of these obviously have hap-
pened in houses, where you would not be
apt to detect them. There's no way to

predict the end of it."

Barry said the idea of killing women may
have spread from one potential murder to

another, just as seemed to happen when
the Boston Strangler killings terrorized the
city 15 years ago.
"There is some relationship in that maybe

one killing triggers another," Barry said.

Barry was a homicide lieutenant when
the strangling killings took the lives of 13
women between 1962 and 1964.

"One man, Albert DeSalvo, was responsi-
ble for at least five or six, but at the same
time, we picked up people who were using
the same method of killing," he said. "We
made four or five arrests that were toally

unrelated to the main group of stranglings.

They were triggered by the action of the
moment."

DeSalvo never stood trial in the strangler
killings, and he was stabbed to death in his

cell at Walpole State Prison in 1973.
One man, currently under arrest in New

York, is charged with the deaths of the first

two victims in the current series, a pair of

teen-agers whose bodies were found wrap-
ped in a trash bag.

The ninth victim, Valyric Holland, 19, of

Dorchester, was stabbed Friday night in her

apartment and died the next morning.
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Anderson cites oil companies Tcr^uneslZlnts
as cause of energy crises
By ELLEN DAVIS
CoUegtan Staff

The current shortage oH

Sasoiine in the United
tates « due to deliberate

^or^ by dom^tic and
foreign oil companies, hi-

^t^tive reporter Jack
AndM«on told an audience
of over 700 persons in the

Student Union Ballroom
last night.

Anderson, whose syn-

dicated column,
"Washington Merry-Go-
Round" is read bymore
people than read Tune and
Newt¥¥9«k, spoke as part of

the Distinguished Visitors

Program.
"Domestic oil cofhpanies

are holding back deliveries

tfikty percent waiting for

prices to get higher,"
Ar>derson said, "At the
sanw time, oil companies
•re making profits up to

three hundred percent,
wtten we can only makm
seven percent

"

"The oil companies have
prospered more under Jim
my Carter than any other
president in history,"
Ander«>n said. Anderson
said much of Carter's sym-
pathy toward the oil cixn-

panies is due to the pro-

mises he made to hdp him
carry Texas and Oklahoma
\g\ ttie 1976 election.

He said Carter's propMal
to put a "windfall profits

tax" on oil won't work
because it vviti only collect

1 .7 biNion doltars out of 14.7

billion in profits w^ich are

expected as a result of

Carter s decision to oeccm
trol oil prices.

In addition to domestic
oil companies holding back
on oil, Anderson said

forMgn oil companies are

holding back oil "to Meed
the w^t."

"Foreign oil companies
are fighting economic war-

fare agahst the United

StatM," he said.

Arulerson said tt>e same
week the Middle East peace
treaty was signed, the
ieadirtg oil producing coun-
triM from the Persian Gulf

area met m Geneva agreed

to create an artificial shor-

tage of oil "to punish the

U.S. for bringing Israel and

Egypt together."

Anderson said Carter

(toesn't have the overall

perspective and scope to

deal with these and otfier

problems facing the coun-

try.

"We fiave elected a boy
scout as president of the

U.S.," he said.

"Carter handles problems
orderly. Unfortunately, ttw

world isn't orderly," he
said.

The Amherst College Judicial Board is expected to

release its decision today on the disciplinary action

awaiting the 77 students who barricaded therr»elves inside

Converse Hall April 23 and 24.

The board - composed of three students and three

faculty members - met last night for a second time to

deliberate the cases of the students, after hearing
testimony earlier Sunday in an eight-hour session.

The students are charged with violating the college"s

"Statement on Freedom of Expression and Dissent " and
"Statwnent on Rmpect for Persons."' A suit lodging tfw
charges was filed by Prosser Gifford, dean of faculty, at the
time the students occupied the building.

Penalties the students may face range from written or

verbal reprimand to expulsion from the college.

-DOROTHY A. CLARK

N Miev ew^M ••acaewK vaw, aHvieM#wwe

Correction

In Friday's CoHegian the headiirte for a Faculty Senate
story incorrectly read "Faculty considers action against
TA's." The faculty senate did not consider action

against the striking graduate students at their meeting.
The headline should have read "Administratkin (in-
siders action against TA's." Also, the TA's were rxjt

striking to protest the rulir>g against the Graduate Stu
dent Employees Union by the Massachusetts Labor
Relation Board as was r^x}rted, but instead, wwe pro-

testing against forthcomir>g budget cuts.

STADIUM LIQUORS

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A£fP in

the new Shopper's Park

University Dr.

Orm MN. TNM m.. f:M hn-iloo m.
TEL NO. 2S^SSfS

Large selection of kegs

MILLER 6.99 case (bottles or cans)

2.00 six pack

OLD MILWAUKEE cans. . . . 2.89 12 pack

HEILEMANS (special export). . . 6.99 case
1.95 six pack

PABST cans. 5.90 case

Openings in baseball, tennis, horse-back
riding, archery, water ski, waterfront,

(with WSI), nature science, music, and
general (sports background).

Want to he a

camp
counselor?

spend your summer in

Camp Equinunk and
Blue Ridge, a brother-

sister camp in the
Pocono's.

Stop in at the Student'Employment
Office, room 239A, Whitmore, to sign

up for an on campus interview on
Friday, May 11, all day.

CREDIT-FREE

SUMMER WCMUCSHOPS
For registration information and/or catalog contact Continuing

Education at 549-4970, or stop by Hasbrouck Building on the

UMass Amherst campus.

>1SOHERS SEE US
A forty minute pUy concerning nsuet of ttw handicapped

l^urtday. May 10. 1979 Spm
Campus Center. Room 101

Kree a«lmistion - open to the public

A Univenity of Maine at Orono Production

Sponsored by the University of Massachusetts

Handicapped Student Collective and

the Springfield College Rehabilitation

Counselling Program

J^ JUNE&JULk^ 1979

^ iWDivislon of Conrinuing Education

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
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Tenants fear insecticide spray, tal<e action
EF BURNETT ^^»i*i^^,i i : , :_^ _ ^ i . F . . ..Bi LEE BURNETT

^legian Staff

Re»dents of North Village, alarn^ betause children

were out playing while insecticide was sprayed on trew
and shrubs last Thursday, have taken action to prevent
future incidents.

"There's no real r^eed to spray. Those chemicals are
highly toxic. There's no excuse spraying around kids, it

simply has to stop," David Kilgrow resident of North
Village said.

Ne said "a number" of children were out playing that day.
*^w Physical Plant was spraying to kill tent caterpillars.

He said the incident was precipitated by the Physical Plant
who issued no advance warning that they would be spray-

ing that day.

Albert Potter, head of grounds and transportation witNn
the Physical Plant declined comment last night. By law.

notification must be given when spraying is done within a
rMidentialarea.
Herbert Potter an official in the office of l^esidential
Resource Management, the landlord for North Village,
said, "They thought they should have been notified...of
courM, they weren't notified. Some people get paranoid
r^ht off the bat. they get upset and run in circles. Herbert
Potter said if anyone read the labels on insecticides they
would be "automatically scared off.

"

The chemicals used, Malathion and Savin, are both ap-
proved by the Environmental Protection Agency. They
carry warnings on the labels such as "avoid breathing
vapors," "if swallowed get medical attention immediate-
ly," and "keep children, and animals off treated lawns until

these areas are dry."
Potter said there is no danger posed by eltf^er of theee

chemicals. "There is no way we use an insecticide that
would endanger the health of anyone It's a highly controll-

Night march spari^s
support, suggestions
By DEBBIE WALLACE
CoUegian Staff

Participants and spectators of the "Take
Back The Night" march, last Thunday,
overwhelmingly supported the protest to

end violence against women, yet while

most people saw the symbolism of the
march, others asked "what comes next?"

About 1200 women marched in a
downpour, the second march of this kirtd in

the area in the past year, drawing women
from various women's centers, female
heads of residence, but few Third World
women participants.

James Matlack, southwest master
director and Co-Student Government
Association President, Rich LaVoice held
candles in support with about 75 other
men, who were asked not to march, but to
stand vigil along the sides.

Matlack said yesterday "It is obvious we
need rrwre lighting, and it is unclear
whether or not his will be possible
depending on the budget. Yet, It is inrv

p>ortant to h<.ive an awareness of security
needs."

Crampton Head of Residence Patricia

Rismyer yesterday said the march was a
concrete way to make a statement in the
community. "I think it is really good for a
group of women to stand against rape."
Rismeyer along with Heads of Residence
from Thatcher, and Coolidge upper mar-,

ched with women from their dorms.

Both women's and mens groups were
represented at the march. Southwmt
men's center member Mark Gianion said

about 15 men from the center participated
in the march by standing with candles and
helping with child care.

One of the rruirch coordinators, Lesley
Meirovitz said "There was good energy in

the march. The numbers were a direct
reflection of the weather, I expected 500 to
1000 more worrwn." Meirovitz saio the
march ran smoothly with no incidents of

trouble.

K^sirovitz said as a result of the march
wonDen would like to see "better lighting of

the dark areas. It is really important -- and
hopefully the administration saw that
people are really concerned."

LaVoice said he "thought it was good
that men came out to support women. We
(other male participants) are aware of the
crisis that is happening, we felt strongly,

and supported it.
"

On May 15 the Coalition to End
Repression will present a petition to District

Attorney Thomas Simons in a further effort

to re-open the investigation of the Seta
Rampersad case.

While many spectators along the route
said the march was "unrealistic, and would
not prevent rape in the area, " Meirovitz

said the march "opened peoples eyes and
spreads the words. It makes people realize

all sorts of women take part in the fight to
end violence against women - and not just

feminists."

REFERENDUM
A referendum will be held on

TUESDAY, MAY 8, 1979 for the

students to VOTE on the projected

SATF increase.

Polls will be open from 10 A.M.
to 6 P.M.

Students are asked to vote in the

following locations:

Greeks and Commuters

Orchard Hill

Sylvan-Northeast

Central

Dorms
Crampton side towards

Mass. Avenue

MacKimmie side towards

Fearing Street

Student Union Lobby

(from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.)

Orchard Hill Bowl

(rain location - Dickinson)

Worcester

Franklin

Hampshire

Dining Commons
Berkshire

Dining Commons

\

ed application."

"Our guys practically swim in It aiHl we haven't loM
anyone yet. One guy has been working with it for 14 years
«Kl he's not dead yet, he'd die of old age firat " Personnel
usirtg insecticide sprays must be licensed.

Herbert Potter said spraying is "an ongoing ritual per-
formed every year to control tent caterpillar" He said, "It's
a necessity if you want any type of foliage left on your
trees. You have to use it, it's your only alternative. Either
do tfiat or lose your trees."

North Village is an apartment comptex on North Pleasant
St. Tenants must be married and/or have children and be a
student at the Universrty to live there.
Kilgrow said he is circulating a petition among tenants

asking for notification in the future, including notification
of the potential danger of the chemicals used. He said he
viwnted spraying to stop "whether they notify us or not.

'

Katherine Woynar plants seed in her garden yesterday on Snow Street in
Amherst. (Staff photo by Bill Greene).

Amherst reverses ruling.

Mental Health funded
By IVIARY FRAINand
JANEHATCH
Collegian Staff

Amherst Town Meeting last night

reversed an earlier decision to cut funding
to Mental health services by adding $3,000
to the mental health budget, bringing the
total allocation to $11,000, the same level

as fiscal 1979.

The additional $3,000 will allow the

UMass Psychological Services Center to

remain open throughout the summer of

1980. The University, which funds the

program through the school year, does not

provide funds for operations during the

summer.
The other programs funded by the

$11,000 allocation are the Amherst
Community Resources Center, and the
Hampshire Day House.

David Schwartz, a member of the
Franklin Hampshire Mental Health and
Retardation Board spoke in favor of tfie

article.

Schwartz said the mentally ill are often

thought of by society as having a
shameful illness" and as a result friends
and relatives of the person in need of

mental health rarely care to speak out for

the rights of the patients.

"No citizens hold irate nieetings like they
did when the library was going to be cut
because these people don't protest."

Richard Halgin, acting director of the
Psychological Services Center, said the
program allows low income area residents
to obtain psychological care without paying
the $35 to $50 hour rates of most private

psychologists.

Elisa Campbell, a North Pleasant St.,

member of town meeting, spoke out in

favor of funding the services saying she has
been unable to obtain mental health care
because of the patient overload the
agencies were experiencing.

"I've not yet been to Psychological
Services. I want to, but I went there are
and was told they are too busy until

September," Campt>ell said.

"Most people assume there is help
available, 'she said.

"I ask you, we have to respond to other
members of the community. Three
thousand dollars is not asking very much."
The amendment was passed 117-73

shortly after Campbell spoke.
The town meeting, convening in the

auditorium of the Amherst Regional Junior
High School, also passed the majority of
items on the town operatinf budget for the
fiscal year 1980.

Give-ABook
Certificate

• A new way of giving.

• Redeemable at hundreds of

bookstores across the

country.

Simple. Choose one of the handsome gift cards, designed by famous book illustrators

and artists, on display in this rack. Tell the salesperson the denomination of the gift certifi-

cate you want. Write your own special greeting in the card. Seal. Stamp. And mail. No pack-

age to wrap. No trip to the post office. No standing in line.

Economical. For the cost of the gift card plus the cost of a stamp— less than the cost of

mailing the average book— your gift is on its way! There are no service charges to you. and

the person receiving the book gets the full value of the amount you paid for the certificate.

Fast. Since your gift is traveling first-class, it will reach its destination quicker than any
package sent by parcel post.

Thoughtful. Give-A-Book Certificate lets the person who receives it choose exactly the

book that person wants at the exact moment. It's the best way to know you've chosen the

right gift

Time*saving and worry-free. Give-A-Book Certificate takes the guesswork, uncertainty,

and indecision out of gift selection. No more fear of duplicating a title already owned! It also

allows you to give books to the many people on your list whose reading tastes you may not

know!

No-risk. Give-A-Book Certificates are a joint venture of American Booksellers Association

and National Association of College Stores. They guarantee redemption or refund at full

value.

When you think of giving a book, Give-A-Book Cartlficate.

BOOKS MAKE MEANINGFUL
GRADUA TION GIFTS theUNIVERSITYSrORE
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Tuesday, May 8, 1979.

Special Joint Meeting

Tiies., May 8, 19^
Campus Center Auditorium

7:30 P.M.

The Univerisity Budget
Its Impact Upon All of Us

Special Guest
Rep. Bill Benson

2nd Franklin District

AFSCME -
GSEU
MSP
MTA/USA
S.U.P.E.

LOCAL 1776

-Ss^sSusawSft^s^^ftw

BUDGETACT
On Tuesday, May 8'th a referendum will be

held for the students to vote on the proposed
SATF increase of $12. The following Groups

RSO No

103 40
105 40
106.40
11340
115.40
118.40

200 40

309 40
321 40

429 40

339.40
356.40

36740
368 40
37540

392 40

429 40
464 40
463 40
474.40
492.00
505.40

631 40

ORGANIZATION

lnd«x
WMUA
Union Video Council
Nummo New*
Drum
Black Mass Com-
n>unications Project

Student Activities

Office

Outing Club.

Student Revolution-

ary Brigade
Boltwood Belcher-

town Project

International Club
Veteran's Service

Organization

Lesbian Union
P.G.A.

Afro-American
Society
Black Women's
Center
Educational Oppor-
tunities Ex- Offenders

Resources Judaica
SUPE
Third WorU Scientists

Forensic Services

Ahora
Handicapped Stu-

dent Collective

CCEBS

1979

$ 26.878 00
33.582 00
18.796.00
12.216.00
12.244 00
6,608.00

257.585.00

3.432.00

i.sra.oo

334.40
3,110.00

546 00
1.088 00

10,91600

1,640.00
802.00

1,374.00
400.00

7,338.00
2.610.00

13,403.00

1980

$ 18.164 00
52,000.00
24,000.00
15,675.00
14,390.00
8.417.00

276.321.00

8.417.00
316.00

2.017.00

375.00
B.276.00

612.00
3,131.00

12.000 00

4,030.00

1.685.00

1,800 00

350 00
8.79200
2,500 00

14,500.00

Revenue
Fall 17,900 students at $40.00/student $ 716,000
Spring 17,300 students at 39.50/student 683.000
Stockbridge Appropriation 2.500
Returning S.A.T.F. 20,000

On Wednesday, May 9'th the Senate
will be voting on the Budget%ct A public

The Commuter
Collective

Area Government for students
who live off-campus

urges all off-campus
students

toVOTE YES ,o.

the SATF Referendum

Off-campus student vote in

Student Union lobby

VOTE TODAY

PUBLIC FORUM
have been recommended by the Budgets
Committee to be funded if the referendum
is passed:

RSO No. ORGANIZATION ^979 1980

692.40 Bilingual Collegiate

Program
7,004.00 9,556.00

846.40 Credit Union 5.438.00 8,500.00
Ecorwmic Oevelop- ... 22.881.00
ntent Office

826.40 Attorney General 2,676.00 4.930.00
833.40 SGA Presidents 1.812.00 19,420.00
825.40 Legal Services Offics 68,488.00 72,957.00
827.40 SCERRA 64,014.00 102,981.00

M8SA ... 2,450
347.40 c.E.a 1,204.00 1.228.00
340.40 N.E.S. 1,758.00 2,035.00
388.40 Asian-American

Society

5.114.00 5.626.00

102.40 Spectrum 12.328.00 12.483.00
101.40 Collegian 28.678 00 100,000.00
831 Capital Equipment 13,688 00 20,800 00

Area Governments 145,288.00 155,000.00
842.40 Transit Service 174.400.00 175,000 00
834.40 Presidential

Campaign
3,000 00 1,500.00

Governmental Affairs ... 3,586.00
801.40 Senate Operations 28,984.00 55,372.00
835.40 Sponsored Events 57,426.00 48.206.00
820.40 Finance 29.000.00 15,000.00

Finance f» Budgets ... 8,611 00
Academic Affairs ... 31,187.00
Communications ... 21,538.00
Office of Third World ... 14,083.00
Affairs

108 40 Women's Media
Project

3,872.00

Total Revenue $1,421,850

Total Expenses
Total Printed Budget including $30,158 for
The Stabilization Reserve Fund. $1,421,850

No defecit - No percentage cut

hearing will be held immediately before.

All interested students are welcome to come.

Tuesday, May 8, 1979

£2U£glan5

Nothing
new under
the sun
The UMass Board of Trusten, aftw^

raising out of state tuition in February, last

week voted to raise in-state tuition. This
shoukl come as no surprise. In-state tuition

has gone up every semester since 1975. It

doubled from 1972 to 1976, and will double
again, from the 1976 level, by 1961. The
increase the trustees voted for in state

students (the great majority of us, of

course) adds up to 43 percent over the next

two academic years.

But it would be wrong to lay the blame
solely at the feet of the trustees,. They
made the vote, as they are empowered to
do, and the proposal for the increase came
from UMass President David C. Knapp, but
both the trustees and Knapp seem to have
been caught between a rock and a hard
place on in-state and out of-state tuition.

The culprits, as you might have guessed,
are the people on Beacon Hill. Both the
legislature and the governor are making life

difficult for the university (and the rest of
the state-supported higher education in-

stitutions) in the most basic of ways -
they're tightening the purse strings.

It is important to understand that while
the trustees are responsible for setting

tuition at UMass, they are dependent on

the state legislature and the governor for

our operating budget. This year, as we all

know, the folks on Beacon Hill are in a
saving mood, and one of the easiest places

to cut back is public higher education.

In a state that already ranks 48th in per

capita aid to public higher education, the

legislature is seeking to make further

cutbacks. When Dukakis seriously cut the

UMass budget in the middle seventies, the

state was better than half a billion dollars in

debt. As the financial situation in the state

got better through Dukakis' last years, the

UMass budget increased. In fiscal year

1979, UMass received an increase that

anrK>unted to $2.2 million, after inflation.

When King took office, the state had a

$160 million surplus, and yet the cutbacks

continue. If the budget of the university is

cut back, as it was this year, there is no
way the university can continue its current

level of operations (which still has not

recovered from the Dukakis cuts) without

an increase in tuition.

Further, Gov. King demanded of the 30-

campus state school system that they

come up with an extra $23.7 million in

revenues, or else he would cut budgets
that amount. The trustees, backed against

the wall, really had no choice but to make
up the money through an increase in in-

state tuition.

I think we can assume that the trustees

would not be raising tuition without a

justifiable reason - they really are as

concerned with quality education at UMass
as the rest of us are. But they work in a

political state, and it is important to the

best interests of the university that trade-

offs be made.

Increased tuition is a bitter pill to

swallow. But these increases are not the

fault of the board of trustees. We have
been jerked around by the state legislature

and screwed over by the goverrior, and

nothing is new under the sun.

Mark Leccese is a Colleqian columnist.

On the New Africa House fire

To the university community:

Ihe recent series of violent incidents in

the Five College area, and, most recently
Sunday morning's fire in New Africa

House, obviously an act of arson, have
prompted us to make the following
statement to the University Community:

This campus is feeling the effects of a
growing atmosphere of sexism, and
racism which have resulted in several
overt acts of bigotry, and intimidation

that absolutely will not be condoned. As
principal administrative officers let us re-

affirm this University's commitment to a
multiracial pluralistic society of in-

dividuals engaged in the pursuit of that

body of knowledge which will elevate the
human condition. This rationale is our

reason for existence; and if we pernut it to

be corr^romised in any way, than we fail

in our charge.

Therefore, let it "be known that we wiU
not hold those guiltless who, being
members of the community, fail to honor
this most basic ethic. To protect the

University, and its mandate, we stand
fully prepared to take swift, sure andjust
action against anyone who violates the

rights of others.

Accordingly, the university police and
extern^ investigative agencies will

conduct a full investigation of the New
Africa House fire and other incidents of
violence on this campus. Should their

investigation reveal the individuals or
individual responsible, such persons will

be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the

law and every effort will be made to
separate them from the university
community.
We stand ready to act decisive, and

we call upon the entire campus com-
munity to Join us in our crusade to
eradicate racism, sexism, and violence of
any sort.

Randolph W. Bromery
Chancellor

Jeremiah Allen
Acting Provost

George Beatty
Acting Vice phancellor for

Administration and Financa

Dennis Madson
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Letters to the Editor
Test of true maturity'

To the Editor:
/ am not writing to complain about the

choice of bands for the Spring Concert; I

am writing however in response to a letter

written by John Hunneman concerning
that choice.

I am an avid fan of disco. I consider the
music to be a welcome change from rock
'n roll, and I en/oy dancing. Nevertheless,
I can hardly consider myself a "kiddo,

"

and I resent my taste in music being
compared with the taste of his "7 month
old son. " I would like to request that John
Hunneman pull his head out of Sun-
derland and look around. I quote
Newsweek [April 2, J979\ "...disco has
brought back danceability and energy
back to popular music.

"

Being 24 years of age hardly gives you
the right to label college students
"children. " Although there may be a
chronological age difference, your letter

makes it clearly evident that there is no
difference in maturity level.

I am a firm believer that everyone has a
right to their own opinion, but the test of
true maturity is the ability to state that

opinion without having to impose on the

feelings and opinions of others.

Margot K. Callahan
Northeast

PLC's claim 'jibberish'

To the Editor:

Kaveh EhsanI of the Palestinian Solidari-

ty Committee, in his letter Down with

Israel (Collegian, May 3\. is caught up in

malevolent rhetoric based on the product
of someone's hyperactive imagination.

First of all. there is a world of difference

between Begin 's Irqun, which actively

fought against British imperial col-

onialism, and Arafat's Palestine Libera-

tion Orqani/ation which actively fights

against unarmed civilians. Ehsani's claim

that the refugee camps in Lebanon are

defenseless is ridiculous in light that the

PLO uses these camps as bases and con-

sequently are heavily armed and well

defended.
Ehsani's insistance that Zionism is

racism is nothing more than party line Jib-

berish. The United Nations' resolution on
this matter in 1976 should be looked at as

who sponsored and railroaded it through
the General Assembly and not for any
emperical truth. Sponsored by the Arab

League, supported by African nations at

the economic mercies of the Arabs and
given a final push by the pro-Arab. anti-

Semitic Soviet bloc, there is no wonder
why this insidious resolution passed.

The fact that Israel trades with South
Africa, supports Somoza and at one time

had helped in training the shah's secret

police as Ehsani charges is not being

denied here. However, he fails to mention
the Arab's $4 billion per year secret trade

of oil for gold with South Africa [Metal

Bulletin, June 14. 1977\; or the Libyan ar-

my's and PLO's military aid of personnel

and materiel used against the Tamanians
by the now deposed Idi Amin of Uganda
INew York Times, April 8 and 9. 1979and
the Associated ''ress Wireservice of

March 14, 19791; or the 25 African states

that secretly trade with South Africa at

over $1 billion per year (New York Times,
Aprils. 19791
As Zionists, we are part of a free

democratic process in the movement as
well as within the State of Israel and thus

can openly question and criticize certain

policies of the Israeli government. The
contrary is true of Ehsani and the Palesti-

nian Solidarity Committee. Being blind

supporters of a totalitarian terrorist

organization [i.e. the PLOl, they selec-

tively ignore and consciously cover-up
the policies and terrorist activities of their

mentor. This is the epitome of hypocrisy.
When Ehsani says. "Let us condemn the

existence of Israel. . . let us condemn the

fascist rule of Zionism, the common
enemy. . . of all men, " he essentially

means, "Let us condemn the existence of

the Jews, for they are an evil force work-
ing against all humankind. " This is classic

anti-Semitism deeply rooted in

Judeophobia. Zionism and Judaism are

one in the same as Zionism is a political

movement founded on one the main
streams of Jewish thought: the 2.(XX)

year old dream to return from hostile exile

to the Land of Zion. Zionism is thus the

national liberation movement of the

Jewish people and defamations against

Zionism that are as viscious as Ehsani's

are nothing less than unabashed Jew-
hatred.

If Ehsani and the Palestinian Solidarity

Committee were sincerely interested in

furthering peace in the Near East, they

would cease to condemn our existence

and begin to peacefully co initiate with us

a process of productive dialogue which
would eventually lead to mutual trust and
recognition of the legitimate rights of

both Jew and Palestinian Arabs. Their

absolutist beligerancy, however, only

underscores their profound lack of in-

terest in a Just and lasting peace.
UMass Zionist Alliance
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* Rape series
CONT FROM PAGE 1

\^omen have traditionally

been raised to be trusting

and polite and this un-
fortunatdy can \ea6 to
women putting th^selves
in dangerous positions.

"Women need to feet

that they are not being rude
if they turn down a ride or

don't respond to a qu^tion
or comrrwnt made by
someone they don't

\awti," btabrook said.

"It's okay to fMt rt»^
feelings. It is important for

women not to put them-
selves into a position or let

themselves get into a

position where they're

dependent on someone
they don't know for

transportation or lodging,"

she said

Alcohol use involved

In addition, Estabrook
ntd "alcohol drug use is

involved in a lot of rapes by
the victims, the assailant, or

In "Alcohol and Forcible

Rape," a study done by
Menachem Amir, an Israeli

sociologist, published in

1871, it was found that

alcohol was used by either

the victim, assailant, or

both in 34 percent of the

rapes.

Joanne Gravell, an
alcohol education project

worker at UMass, said

women should be careful

when in a situation where
alcohol is being used.

Women more vulnerable

"Women are more
vulnerable than men after

they've been drinking,"

Gravell said, adding that

men are better prepared
psychologically to deal with
violence on their person.

Alcohol may also cause
conflict in a dating
situation, said Gravell.

"Women may feel it is their

fault, that they did not

make it clear (that they did

not wish to have sexual

relations) when it's actually

the man who's choosing to

ignore what she's trying to

tell him" she said.

While a common
psychological reaction to

rape is an increase in

paranoia, this phenomenon
does not affect just victims,

but often Vvomen in

communities such as
UMass where a recent rash
of rapes has occurred.

But Lurie said, "There is

no reason to feel paranoid
but people need to be more
aware.

'

"I don't see any reason to

feel like we are living in this

horrible world of doom,"
she added.

"Do something to
protect yourself and accept
the'^orld the way it is."

Note: There will be a list of
protection and prevention
methods in tomorrow's
paper.

arc'
PBOMCnOHS

Presents

SPRING CONCERT '79

Student Tickets
— Available Tues. and Wed., May 8 & 9, to any UMass/ Annherst

undergrad or Cont. Ed. student who has paid the SATF and has not

picked up their ticket.

—This is the last opportunity to pick up their tickets.

— No tickets will be sold or available before or the day of the con-

cert.

Day o( the Concert
Gates open 9 a.m.
Showtimes: Roy Ayers 11 a.nn.

Patti Smith Group 12:30 p.m.

Grateful Dead 2:30 p.m.

Important
— No one will be allowed near the stadium the day of the concert

before 7 a.m.
— You must have a ticket to enter the concert area.

—All students using student tickets will be required to show their

valid UMass ID to be admitted to the concert.
— If you do not have an ID, please pick up one before the day of the

concert.
— No cans, bottles, breakable containers or kegs will be allowed in

the concert area.

—Only non-breakable containers will be allowed.
— Coolers and other carrying equipment are subject to search.

— Extra buses will be running the day of the concert.

— Please ask visitors to park away from the concert area and use the

buses.

See Friday's Collegian for

full details T)n the concert.

— ALSO —

Caria Grabiec
with speak on

CAKE DECORATING
10:30'1i:3Q Cafe Squam

raduation
SUPPLEMENTTO THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN MAY 8, 1979

CLIP &^ "^AVE!

WITH THIS COUPON

One Day Only! Wed., May 9

Ladies Famous Make

BUXTON LEATHER GOODS
Values to $15.

HALF PRICE!

Choose from Wallets. Keytainers, many
styles. Great for Mother's Day Gift Giving!

Hampshire Mall Store Only

M2.90ea.
Reg. from $15 to $24

"CANDIES." From left to right, Candy Cone.
Charm & Vino

Limited sizes Sale May 9 to May 15.

SHOES
TO BOOT

A pictoriallook

at thepast year
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Patti Smith

People and faces. .

.

Throughout the year. UMass once again played host to a far-ranging series of
speakers, concerts, and performers. Some were welt known, others more
obscure, but not all of them could be pictured here.

Bill Cosby

LEATHER
BRIEFCASES

Y Heartfelt

t\fe,
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St..Amherst

10 6-00 Mon.-Sat. 253-5135

Times for expression....
UMass and its neighbors in the other Five Colleges have never been kno^n

for being quiet, and the past year was no exception when students and faculty
members alike took to the streets and pathways to seek support for their

causes On campus, graduate students protested budget cutbacks, others op-
posed tuition increases, and angry professors staged numerous demonstra-
tions as part of their 16-month contract struggle. And at Amherst College, the
campus was disrupted for a week following a cross burning and controversy
over minority programs at the school.

The Kinks

Dance Company

i

i

5

«>.^sd

With best wishes for

all your future plans

ATKINS FRUIT BOWL
Corner of Bay Rd. & Rte. 116

So. Amherst
Growers of quality fruit

\

»
ftc:^<»'^«:a» ftc?^(»'"^aa* 9£^Gir^^ifi^£T'Ct r

Slip some ice cream
into the graduating class.

BASKIN-ROBBINS
ICE CREA{i{ STORE

•ii*'*

//im^^ 28 Mam St , Amherst MA 01002

^ ^l*,r phone (413) 253 9774

}y ^ri^^ Opp Town Hall Bus Stop, BR & BN routes

«230

Fine Yarns
Crewel
Bargello

Original Needlepoint
Latch Hook Rugs

Congratulations graduates!

In the Carriage Shops
549-6106
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To drink?
Gov. Edward J. King b*came a sore spot with

UMass studants when, among other things, he
championed through the legislature an increase to

20 in the drinking age. Many students who former
ly could drink suddenly found themselves dry over
night - at least legally.

^UBOil^V^

Fatttous Poec-Lotta sarMftMlcHes

CON-
qRATulA-

tIons

Cra-
duATES

33 E. Pleasant St., Amherst
(Next to The Pub)

OPEN LATE 7 DAYS A WEEK

O.in \ •''»

Class of
1979

Wishing you
the best of

luck

This
isdCPenney
Hampshire Mall

End of

School-Year
Specials!

20% off

all Levis jeans,

cords, denim bells

and straights ic

stock

*Tell us "I saw it in the

Collegian" and see what
you can get...

at

HOMPSON'S
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

253 2070

•Home of fine clothing for men & women

To be sporting...
Spring came and the usual bustle of sports ac-

tivity came with it. Intercollegiate action
dominated most of the headlines, but hundreds
took part in the numerous intramural sports of-

fered for the season.

The Amherst
Chamber of Commerce

and
The Amherst

Doivntoivn Council
extend theur best vvishes

to

The UMass Graduates of

<(979

(y4nihei§t, cyyiassadmsetts

Center" of ^Distinction

itc 3«tC mk: M>C

On Taco Villa's menu we have a space for "In- I

put" from our customers. These opinions have ~

been very helpful as we develop.
Now and then we get a comment that makes

us feel pretty good. Here's one we received a
couple of weeks ago:

Comments, opinions and suggestions

^^:sV X^>^^ V\o-4^. .

Coo co-^Yse. vi ~^

te-jV- X-\t? W-^, '^e CnwtnLs or
h^e^t u^^^r-e Vicv^e-

.

The b^t \-c^.^^^c^ ^^<^ cgcoci^^s

<^o^ )

^ ^

(Please I nter)

Why don't you come back, or come in and get

acquainted, real soon!

41 Boltwood Walk
Downtown Amherst

21 Center Street
Downtown
Northampton

I
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David C. Knapp

ANALOG OR DIGITAL.

SEIKO HAS THE
QUARTZ WATCH
TO PLEASE

No yL?09M-S250 00No FB011M~S250.00
Ijigital Quart/ Ala'-

-ijraph Stjinieis step

bidcR aidi frame Alvo available •*• i UO
in yellow $295 00

You won t have to look tar to tind |ust the Seiko

watch you want. We have one of the largest

and most varied selections in town. Seiko

Analog Quartz watches, Multi-Mode^LC Digital

Quartz models. Automatic chronographs,

wrist alarms, sport models, elegant

dress watches and more. ExquisiteU styled tor

men and women. Come see an exciting

range of the world's most dazzling precision

timepieces. Right here'

SEIKO QUARTZ $9^
For Graduation

or Mother's Day...
The Perfect Gift

Jeweief
65 NORTH PtEASANT STREET

AMHERST, MASS. 01002

mONE: AREA 413 • 253-7615

Changes...

Change*. There were many changes at the top

of the UMass administrative structure, and there

will be more. Among those who came was Presi-

dent David C. Kruipp. and among those who will

leave soon is Amherst Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery Knapp came from Cornell University in

New York in September, and Bromery announced
his resignation effective at the end of this year. He

Let Great Expectations
Dress Up Your Hair

for Graduation!

For your graduation to be its best, you

should look your best. Top off your

graduation outfit in perfect style, with a

Precision Haircut by the professional

cutters at Great Expectations.

Precision Haircut , including shampoo and blower

styling. .

.

no appointments ever

CNfecranons
PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

Hanpshire Mall

Rte. 9. Hadley

Randolph W. Bromery

w»»»e<i»»Miee<^eee*#»»eeee**»e*»»»

I

I
<

%

CONeRATUlATIONS

. ClASS OF '79

From
KNOWLES
FLOWER

SHOP, where
you can find

beautiful

arrangements.

KNOWLES FLOWER SHOP

172 N. PfMsont St. Amiwst, Wassachusem

WOW 253-3>QS s

' p

' >

M4rcMms/G//s
at

AIV^Ll [|

i:)iSCO"nTE:Q.u
OF AMHERST

W WNDAVjndMONDAY
Y C/4M*r woes' ^a.vmr)

A WEDMESl>AY^50^ ^i^^s

,- 1 TVURSDAY^ BEATmciOCKX
|,/l4| (J'9*>f 9-10 fs4 K-nho"!^^

PPIDAV AND 3ATUPnAY

HAPPY HOURS S^tolOTM

CONGRATULAXIONS

SENIORS

CLASS of 1979

FROM

«»£*»
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Leaving....
How do you begin to sum up four years at UMass? Or even

just a year? It's tough.

But the story here begins with pictures. Rememberance of
things that were, times of the year, and people once known.
UMass is a place where, it you don't stay inside all day, you
can't help but somehow meet up with a myriad of people, ac-

tivities, and things to do.

Graduation is an end, but it's just as much a beginning. An
end to four hopefully good years, and a beginning of what
also will be many more. ^
We don't pretent to sum up alt of the last four years here,

rK)r even the last semester. But we do hope to offer some
glimpse into what UMass has been, and give a pictorMl
history of at least some of the bustling that did take place «»
campus over the past year.

Layout and Design by Christopher H. Schmitt
and Amira L Rahman. Special thanks to Alan T.

Stoppel.

Weathering the year....
Pioneer Valley weather can be unpredictable at times, even more -so than New

England weather in general. The seasons came and went during the year, and cold
yielded to warmth. One good thing though ~ the Winter of '79 wasn't as bad as the
Year of the Blizzard before it.
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A/most champions....

/z
/

V
^s

X

VI

/

CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES!

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING
AND COPYING

NEEDS— COME SEE US

Th« varsity football team had a banner year, finishing runner up in the NCAA
Division 1 AA championship They travelled to Wichita Falls. Texas to meet

Florida AbM in the championship game.

«Krt*^

*OwAliTy cloThiNq wixfi!

MORE tNan qood looks 'in

mIncI.

* Season to season^ ^^^N
It wixk pIeasure, wear Itj

weU.

'/I

lyiWWh

I ' j^ ' 4

i^

Your look...'

Your wAy...

Your prIce...

.^n
iSSSC ĥ

«>

\

Northampton
MONDAV SATURDAY 10-9 <J^

Seccui4^ it'^ to^^ ^f<^ ^^

"Congratuloiory
Special"
10% off

with this coupon
NOW THROUGH MAY 12

Tuesday, May 8, 1979, Graduation Special Collegian 17

o GR J
Steiger's gives it to you straight and narrow fashion, fit and a famous signature for the trimmest most

terrific new look in jeans The civilized jean The citified jean The ultimate lean Spare pared lean and

leggy With a tag line that reads Calvm Klein, Charlotte Ford or Sachei to show your status quo Tuck m a

snazzy shirt, add western-flavored footgear and you've got a knockout look' From Steigers Showcase

(sizes 4 to 14), Junior Sportswear (sizes 5 to 13). The Man's Shop (sizes 29 to 36)
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Northampton congratulates the Class of 79

Bart's Ice Cream

In the heat of the night,

Slav cool at BARTS
ICE CREAM&
BAKED GOODS

24'* \ljin Slrn'l Nni(hamp(tin l*am- Il;30pm

Gloria Vanderbilt's touch

on denims— summer's most

striking look— 5 pocket in

jeans denim skirt by plush

bottoms.

For spring, a kind of

carefree look you will find ir-

resistible. Tops to wear loose

or tuck in: the new slimmed

down skirt, pants, or jeans in

100% cotton. Plus there is

much more in spring shirting

and skirting at Cima—

CONTEMPORARY
211 MAIN ST. HAMPSMIilMAU

liOtTMAMPTOH, MASS. MAOIIY, MASS.

$140550 SU J554

63 N PLIASANT it.

AMHIRST, MASS.
• 2561337

We make our own ice crsam so

alone control the quality"

Our ice cream flavors are made with all

natural ingredients in our own kitchen. We
use the finest quality chocolate, real

chocolate chips, and actual coffee in our

ice cream, For an unusual treat we suggest

you try one of our specialties such as

Honey and Sugar flavorings

Our cream tnse is a delicious 12%, and a

whopping 16% in our SPECIALTY KM
creams Most commercial ice creams are

macte with 10.5% or \ea cream and then

made "creamer" with artificial additives.

We at Bart's also make our own sauc^.

The Hot Fudge, for instance is Real

Chocolate and Butter, not the artificial

chocolate. Our Whipped Cream is made in

our kitchen from Real Heavy Cream Our

toppings are the finest available, arnJ we
fiave 26 of them.

Our iMked gotKls a« m«te f^rt» each

morninfl."

We have a combination of whole gr^
and fioney products as well as the more
traditional white flour and sugar bakery

Items If given a days notice, we'll bake up

a whole cake or pie especially for you.

Our breakfast menu includes Sour Cream
Pecan Coffee Cake; Bluebaffy and
Cranberry Muffins; Blueberry and
Cranberry Buckle. Whole Wheat Rolls;

various Sweet Breads, Honey Oatmeal

Cake, and Gingerbread Cake with

Molasses. "Our newest delight is

Homemade Waffles, made without sugar
"

You can top them with Puie Maple Syrup

and Butter, or sanwich them with stravi^jer-

^m and whipped cream. They are now
aMilable only for Sunday Brunch. Soon we
will be serving them all th# time and you

can create a d^ightful Waffle Sunday as

well

We are dedicated to the Finest Quality

Ice Cream and Bakery Items m a friendly,

r^axed atmosphere. Ptoase join us sooni

SAVE ON NEW RELEASES

BOB DYLAN
2 LP f%t\ series

set 7.99 1396

JAMES TAYLOR

5.66
series 798

RCKE LEE JONES

PATTI SMITH

4.99
series 798

RICKIE LEE JONES

4.99
series 798

v^

\' ^J

JUDY COLLINS

4.99
series 798

EMMYLOU HARRIS

4.99
series 798

Tapes and
acceosories

(f)TlCWETOC3N

HAMP PLAZA NORTH KING ST NORimAMPTON
586^^5882 HOURS: 10 A.M.-9 P.M. MON.-SAT. ^^ -vnA
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Jane's Place
moving,

50% off most
jewelry!

Everything
must go!

Jane's Place
185 Main St.

Northampton
584

Northampton
j

584 6493 J

The best stereo
for your money..

fldpioNEEn:
A

^^jiwftli i II- .
^bbance sraNTon

... means getting the right components, the best possible price and first-

rate service. At Sound & Music we deliver all three.

This Pioneer system, for example, is a medium-priced stereo designed to

give years of top-quality musical enjoyment. The SX-580 is the most

conservatively-rated receiver in the Pioneer line. It shares many parts m\h

much costlier Pioneers, including most of its FM circuitry. The Pioneer PL-

514 turnUble (with SUnton 680EE cartridge) costs us more than the other

Japanese semi-automatics, but is built to cost you less in the long run. As for

the speakers, the Advance V-II's are as beautifully-made and beautiful-

sounding as any you'll find listing for under $300/pair.

At Sound & Music you can treat yourself to the very best stereo for your

money because we know stereo equipment and we treat our customers tne

way we ourselves like to. be treated.

/This complete system: $439

SOUND&MUSIC
90-92 King street

(Route 5)

Northampton

"Good Advice - Honest Price

3S!

Please note new hours:

Thursday & Friday til 9

Men.-Sat., 10-5 • 584-9547

Qollegian la

243 ManStrBer.Nontwnplon 586-6457

good food

good price

good service

fine spirits

Congratulations Class of '79

This week's feature

Steak Kabob

Good times start at...

AMERICAS STEAK EXPERT
261 King St., 2 minutes north

of downtown Northampton
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Congradulations
Class of '79

We wish you success!

Thank you for your
patronage

Plumbleys
off Ihe common

Protesting....
An eattmated 1,500 women, from UMass and the

area, marched through the streets of town in a pro-

test against violence against women They sang

and chanted while men stood vigil along the curbs.

^^ "*'c

Open till

2 A.M.
Thurs .

Fri , Sat nts.

Carriage Shops, Amherst

CONGRATULATIONS.
GRADUATES

/P ==^

SOMETHING NEW IN THE LADIES' SHOP
FROM

CX)LKI1AAN

THE

TRADITIONAL

DIRTY

BUCK /

A once hard to find style is now readi-

ly available in the classic oxford design

with complete leather lining and red

cushion rubber soles for walking comfort.

fuuBc iif IBalBli. Inc.

i f

for Wine, Liquor & Beer?

GARSTAmS
69

80 proof

1.75 Liters

59.2 oz.

WhyPay»11.99?

86 proof

1.75 Liters

59.2 oz.

Why Pay '18.99

DEWAR'S
69

t f i t

MiT'
\^ryry

:

'

'

80 proof

1.75 Liters

59.2 oz.

WhyPay*10.997

80 proof

1.75 liters

^ 59.2 oz.

Wtiy Pay '8.99?

VODKA

7.29
Miebter's Bonrlioii

SBBASTIANI

SOUR MASH
86 proof

Quart

WhyPay*10.49? 7.99
Tavola Table Wines

Burgundy, Rose

ChaMs
1.89 Liters

WhyPay»4.39?

RED & WHITE
3 L.ters

Why Pay M.99?

BIG

WINE 81 LIQUOR

TUB0R6 GOLD BEER
24-1 2oz CANS
Why Pay '7.29? 5.99
LABATT
AMD ALB

24HV20ZN.R. Btl.

Why Pay »9.49? 7.39
MILLER LITE BEER
12-12ozN.R.Btl.

Wfiy Pay *4.197 3.29

SUpcrnvao-kct

PRICES EFFECTIVE MAY 7 12

3 Convenient Locations all next to BIG 'Y'

NORTHAMPTON
SPRINGFIELD

CHICOPEE

KING ST ROUTE 5

HAMP PLAZA

BRECKWOOOBLVO &

WILBRAHAM RD

ROUTE 33 MEMORIAL OR

FAIRVIEW

Tuesday, May 8, 1979, Graduation Special Collegian 21

CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES
MEDNESDAY

PUBMUGNIGMT
9:30-1

wrrH

Jim Plunkett
SINC}^-A.-LOia'6 •CONTESTS

BUY YOUR PUB MUG FOR 25< BEERS ON
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS and FRIDAY HAPPY
HOURS!

A little young....

Some of us may have reached the final stage of graduation, but others are|iist

beginning the long, long trek throughout our schooling.

^SttCucUut €&

TINOCCHIO

We would like to extend our con-

gratulations to all those students

who are graduating from one of the

5 colleges in 1979, and to thank

everyone who has nnade our first

year a tremendous success.

1177 N. Pleasant St.,

N. Amherst
549-3669

-FREE DELIVERY AFTER 5-

U
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It's all over....

, Nwicv J Hoswnao

This is what a classroom looks like after, say, a 9:05 class, but for graduating

seniors, this is how it will probably look forever. Will the empty^lassrooms be

remembered? Who knows.

Charlie's
LONGEST DAILY
HAPPY HOUR IN

TOWN 3-8 P.M.

OTHER DRINK
SPECIALS DAILY

id^

BREAKFAST ON
WEEKENDS,
BUSINESS
LUNCHEON AND
DINNER DAILY

BEST BURGER
AND
SANDWICHES IN
TOWN

CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES!

1 Pray St. Amherst, Mass. 549-5403

iii»—i»»i»«»«»»»ii«*»»«»»»»»»» l<i>««<»»*»»«*—*—*»»»—**#*—««»»»»»"****************»"

WANTED
Reporters and Photographers

for summer weekly newspaper.
Big benefits. No pay.

This is the opportunity to turn
that leisure summer time into a

I
productive learning experience;
no volunteers turned away.
Learn all aspects of production
of a small weekly newspaper.

Inquire at the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

offices, 113 Campus Center, or call 545-3500

The Collegian is an

Affirmative Action

Equal Opportunity

empJoyer.

»«««<«»»»»««»»»»««»»*»•»»» iiif rwirJJJifrfrr »****»»*»»********'********'************"************"

-Tl! :i>

alverscape
is a unique place to shop

with one of the most

extensive collections of fine

crafts and jewelry

anywhere in the valley.

You will find blown glass,

stained glass, pottery,

* wood, silver, gold, and

gems. The resident

goldsmith will custom

design that special piece of

jewelry you haven't been

able to find anvwhere else!

CONGRATUI ATIONS TO
THE CLASS OF 79

LD CHAIN SALE!
20% OFF Last year's prices

on all gold chains &
necklaces. Gold prices have

gone up dramatically in the

last year. Take advantage

of our remaining inventory

at savings up to '
? OFF

current price.

V V \

yiftsfroiifglas'-

to ^oid

alverscope^M"^
THE YELLOW HOUSE

ItA n. pleasant

amhersl, ma 01002 (413) 253-3324
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Roger Caouette
in Concert.

BANJO & GUITAR
7 p.m.

Cafe Square

mother^s Day
S^peeial

14KGold

15*' Serpontlno Chain
& matching Bracel#t

«29.95
reg $42 90

Olh«r CvmparaMe %aliiff»!

Keepsake Diamond Center
Hampshire Mall

-1
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I

I

I
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I
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&> =§AVE]
r

WITH THIS COUPON
ir

Save on
bed pillows

Now 2.66 standard

R«g. 3.99 Light

pillows plumped with

Astrofili" polyester

fiberfill Covered with

solid color cotton

ticking

ONLY 2.66

This
is

thru Sat.. May 12 only

dCPenney
Hampshire Mall

*4.00 OFF
Men's & Women's Pre-Washed

Blue Jeans
Void if used with any other coupon or trade-in

Expires May 15.

HAMPSHIRE MALL

WITH THIS COUPON

$1.00
OFF*

ALL ICE CREAM PIES!

Give Mother a special treat on her day, and

get- $1.00 off* any of our delicious Ice

Cream Pies.

•Only with orders placed on Thurs.. & Fri.. May 10 &

May 11

(By phone, 584-3083, or in person.)

BASKIN-ROBBINS

ICE CREAM STORE

Hampshire Mall

Cafe Square

WITH THIS COUPON

SAVE
»3.00

WHEN YOU
BUY

THE PIPE BOOK
ky Alfred DunMI

Illustrated wi'th 228 Drawings, 30 Photos, and 3

Maps. Reg $20

CLIFFORD M.CLARK
TOBACCONIST

0°

Hampshire
Mall

584-4403
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iCollegfan ^^

Iftc Ikney tUUi Fifn Series

IN THE BEST INTERESTS
OF THE CHILDREN

at 7:30 and 9:00
iMahar Aud. Tu^. free

A MTMrr 9i tht feopie't C^y AUmmce

JONATHAN
EDWARDS
Thurs.. May 10
$4 advance & door

NRBQ
Fri. £r Sat.,

May 11 er 12

$4 door only

NORMAN
BLAKE
In cooperation with
Pion*«r Valley Folklor*

Socioty

Sun.. May 13

$4 advance & door ilv.

(tickets also available Fretted

Instrument Workshop, Amh., and
Downtown Sounds, N'hampton.

Admission «wtth MMt kcaiwa sr Mqwor ID onfy

rustynau
Sunderland, Moss.

665-4937
24 hour taped message

COLOR
PRINTS OF
YOUR

SCHOLAR
COPY WALLET SPECIAL

12 Wallet Prints $3JS

24Wail«t Prints $6.95

36Wall«t Prints $7.95

FROM ORIGINAL PRINT*

Offer expires May 31

*AI$o Aviiltble From Slidt Or
Nasativa At No Extra Charga

PHOTO COUNTER

:v.

* \i

Enroy th« baauiiio' ootooort ««th quality cawptnflind

backpacinnf aquipwW f">m Doo Glesaon's Wa oWar a

wide variety ot quality tents. sieep)r>g bags, backpacks,

coohmg gear outdoor ckMhir^g vvi hundreds o» the

smaller items that make your outings rrwe enjoyable

Come m and let us outfit you to ef>|Oy the solitude and t^e

beauty o' camping and bickpacking

MAY SPECIALS TO HELP GET READY
FOR THE 79 CAMPING SEASON

The traditional New Engi.ind Camp«ng Season Kicks
o't «yitt) the Memorial Day Weekend To help the
seasoned camper and the novice gel ready DON
GLEASON S IS offering MAy SPECIALS APRIL 30 thru

MAV 1 2 ^ t^ig are selected items throughout the «0f

e

being offered at special reduced prices Examples are

sleeping tags tents cots coolers & picntc jugs air

mattresses, foam pads stoves & lanlers backpacks
daypacks, hiKmg boots rairnwear, cook kits There wiii

be something for everyone For the beginner we have
some attractive specials on some o» our most popular
tents 2 PIRtON EUREKA TIMMNUNE tMCIAL
FOR ITt.H AND 4 PERSON FOR I1M.M and a
tNTHITE STAG FAMILY TENT FOR ttf.H.
Also )ust a reminder most of our tents are at tfieir

FALL/WINTER 7t prices and on May U they WILL 00
TO THEIR SRRINQ/tUMMER Tt prices that are up
about 1%. S^op early for tiesl selection, some items are
limited in supply to our present inventory

CAMPINQ ft SACK PACKING RENTALS
AM AVAILAtLE.

CAU Off STOP IH fOn DtTAILM,

^^ ^^CAMPERS SUPPLY INC.

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON
•Vfieto*v

iVfl smm

theUNlVERSTTYSDRE

THE CAMPUS CENTER COOKOUT

Wed., May 9, 1979 11a.m.-2:30p.m

On the lawn outside The Hatch
§

BBQ Chicken • Hamburgers
Frankfurters • Corn on the Cob

Salads • Desserts • Beverages
§

The Hatch will be closed

Wednesday
The Blue Wall Cafeteria wi

closed for lunch Wednesday
The Coffee Shop will be closed for

lunch Wednesday

Tuesday. May 8. 1979,
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Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler
Todai^'s Crossword

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

«wf<t He S^ag

»e»»eea»ee»e»»»»»s»*»e##»*»»e»»e»»*»»»****»e»*»»i

.J**. !

RCCORDS
ZjCnlc/TTLulZaL-

I <

presents
SPRING CONCERT SPECIALS

featuring

•17 Grateful Dead albums
•Grateful Dead concert jerseys
(skyll & roses on front. Shakedown St guy on back)

•Shakedown St. posters, 3' x 3'

•1 liter wine skins to carry your

favorite beverage on the day of

the show
•The lowest paraphanelia prices

in the Valley- Papers— Pipes

-

Clips— Spoons— Vials

I f

J^ »%•%•%*«%<
Beat the high price of

PRECISION
HAIRCUTS

For His
and Her

Includes:

FIRST—a professional consultation

SECOND—a precision style cut selected

individually just for you

THIRD—our stylists will show you how to

take carf of your hair

All for
$5.50

With personal style cut. shampoo and hlow

diy •8.00. long hair slightly more.
With this coupon only,

limited to new customers only

Styles by
Deborah

call for appt. 649 5610
65 University Dr.

all ^2
0( cux/fie^ L

ijjoM lw¥e teen

ACBOS5,

'0 Take

14 C. .'.

' ! BaI-s*

1| — ••!•

n Elks *DI)>

;) Bagels
15 — Modges
M — c*l
M Oemeanot
Ji Alcove
34 Mary 01 J J
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tf Aonoun
43 Fragrance
44 Fish

45 Encircle
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ending
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» Residue
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tl R»corn

UNITED Feature Syndicate
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lured
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II Abstract

being
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JI Motnev oil
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

^ityh'U^'^'t
.!«*

UBBBBNA
BusyBfff! mm£D

imMONBY.

m
AI]

Nebbish by Mike Galper

Qm') (nJ(iM«g. 5-8-1

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

^THtt.GCt>7

1^

TWnsR>G<rLAUI»CE»"ro HBX
|>;rm HIM ' "^^ REVAWP«NJ6
-nt EfsTTtCE eaOl6WT SHSLu'

WETYICRK FREU3y*M^ "DC*JE.

rr A6A>N - »«y I

JCttO^tYbue HI6MNS&

>*^M MFUjqgQJESS

Thinking About
Summer School?

Mass Bay has over 100 courses to

choose from.

Day and Evening classes

TuJtton $75 per 3-credil courss

Classes begin June 4

Come in or call for a catalogue.

Mass Bay Community College

Division ol Coniinuing Education

50 0aKlandStreet.Weilesiey Hills. MA 02181

Telephone 237-1 100 x132

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 KQif Q1C;'3 MOUNTAIN fAAMS M*i i00**-3IOJ WQuTt >-HADl{Y MASS

DUITS »7 50 STUDINTS ft S" CiTi/CNS WITM AMC CARD 1.' OO TtfVI LiTf SHOW »' '-O

CHILDntN »1 2_& SPECIAL eNGAGCMtNT^ \ KCLUOtO
oa

and
..very touching

wonderful.^SALLY FIELD

Q/mtM

Mon thru Thurs (TLS 6 00) 8 30

po

MARLON BRANDO
CtNC MACKMAN

Academy Award
Best Visual Effects

Won thru Thurs (TLS 6 30) 8 45

r,y^7TTTm;vmiTii«jnT4<-

'i^/^wo to fjcti otV'

Ellen
Burstyn

Alan
Alda

•Xcxt Icar"

Mon thru Thurs (TLS 6 00) 8:30

ROBERT DfNIRO

5 Academy Awards Best Pictuie|

Mon thru Thurs (TLS 5 001 8 30

fWllSTICKITS UMITtD TO SMTIHC^
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Golfers finish 4th
By bob MITCHELL
CoUegian Stafi

The UMass men's golf team finished fourth in a field

of 16 in the two day NCAA quaiifying toumamwit
playad Frklay at Portland CC in Thalmouth, Maine.

Trailing Connecticut by only two shots after Thur
sday's round, the Minutemen entered the final 18 with
their heads up, tx^ it wasn't to be as the Huskies picked
up 14 shots to win the tournament and a trip to the
NCAA finals which will be played at Wake Forest, May
23 26
UConn finished with 30B Thur«day, and 309 Friday for

a 617, beating out Dartmouth (314^306 621) t^ four
strokes. Providence (323 306 628) and Rhode Island

(311 317 628) finished tied for third UMass was fourth
with (310 305-631 1.

Individually the Minutemen finished as follovM; Jim
McDermott (77 761, Vic Lahteine (75^1, Marty Hun*
and Kevin Lynch (79 81), and Mark Ouggan (91-83)

"We couldn't sustain our first day's play; we just

didn't measure up to them iUconn) in tt>e final round,"
said UMass coach Ed Vlach

The Minutemen will be losing three seniors this yaar,

their captain Jim McDermott, Vic Lahteine, who plans
to turn professional this summer, and John Cibrowski.

CCEBS
STUDENTS
REMINDER
CCEBS Family Day Is Satur-

day, May 12, 1979. Have you
made your reservations yet? If

not, please call 545-0031 and do
so immediately!! The luncheon
will be held in the Student Union
Ballroom at 11:30 a.m.

Join your family, friends, and
the CCEBS staff on May 12, 1979
at the Student Union Ballroom.

PREPARE FOR:

MTLSir
41tt

flRE-eilEPSYCH-ailEBIO

PCffOCir WTIMTMT
IIMBI.n.mKnillBFLEXVQE

NDBI.n*NPBI«NLE
FleslMe ProflraiM * ItoiMrs

Wttt Aiijf C9nfr An4 S— For your—H
Why W MIc Ttf Omvacm

In Amherst: 2S4 N. Pleasant St.

Amhant, Ma 01002
2S361Qe 253S2B3
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GMATPrepare for July
classes begin 5/10
Jitfie LSAT- d^m
5/24.

September LSAT—
begin 6/ 17

Outside NY. State Only CAU TOU FREE: 100^223 1712
C«nttt| in Mort Thtn M Ml|cr US Citin

PiMftt Rico. Tartnts, Cmad* t luoino SwitnritNd

ci^^

mWvm
_^r tOUCSTIOIiil CIMTS

i^^B TtST Mlt#M«TN
OIMTM

TtST Mlt#M«TIOM
:CIM.WTt tIMCf l«M

To pUc* m (;l*»«iti«d ad. d'CH' uv ih«

•1 in jinrt 3 46 p n« Monday th»ough f

'

day or u«? (Hir httnrty cl^ and mail /
found •'< mo'^t iSMiM of Xtm CoMt^gHti-

CUv&ifxnJ t1e«(1lin« i« 3 46 p m t«M> days
in a<1vdncp ci» injtiiu dtion dat«

Collegian
Classifieds^1 Collagian clasaifiad ratat ara daily

45c pe' line, five consecutive issu*s 40c
per line pe» day 30 consecutive issuw.

30c pcf ime pet day One line is lounhty
equivalent to 38 characters

AUDIO

Pionaar •-track. Dolby FF. 3 function,

eAcaflent cond . *7S. 666 4303. Swva

AUTO FOR SAtf

body very oood.
SlflSO. cat Grag.

73 Oodga Cl>argar.

mechanically e«ce<teot

649 1034

70 Mustang. 6 cyi . auto . $300. 627 3975

Chaap tranaportation 1964 Dodga
Poiaca ha» sticker, minor refMirs neadad .

prica negot»at>*e, 323 6712. avanioga.« ~VW bus 72 angineT AM /FM/
cenana good for travedirtg. caN »t9 . Lu.

64»^»19

1970 Chavy Batair. good runnir>g cood.,
naw brakes battery' tiras/ aahaust Body
naads work. $400 or BO. Cindy. 646 8166

72 Datsun wagon 510. body rough, runs
i(ve4l 4 H*ed $760 549 6849

73 Audi 100LS. 4 door. red. inrMnac m and
out r^eeds muffler. $1300. 649flB49

75 Rally sport Camaro. exceltent cor>di

tion. spoilers 'alley wf^aels, low nwias. call

Pf>il 266 8889 eve

1971 Audi IDOLS, west coast car, no rust,

call 584 3631 .^tier 6 00 $1000 or BO
86 Plymouth Fury II, runs great, only

66 000 m. $300 or BO call 666 2346

Wa buy used cars. 266 8433 or 649 68B6

74 Ply Duatar. $1596 or 80. 263 5336^

1970 Ford, new trant.. caM 549-0801.

•laa
1970 Plymouth Roadrunr>ar 383. auto.

PS PB. good cond , $860 or BO, Randy,

6464336^

Dodga Dart S7.
686 2239

75,000, ntm psrta.

77 Dodga Monaco. BrogKam 318. V8 AT,
deluxe intericK. very nice car, 323 7242

Vaga QT 72. 4 sp . riaw tires, good cond
.

e«c gas mil , »S00 or beat off , 546 5833.

1971 irtt Scout, 4«Ml, 91000 or BO. Ed.

5484629

Sava 1B% off your auto inaursnca «wtth s
MHL auto alarm system Area's lowest

rates. Call 546 9639 or 546-1131.

ENTIftTAIMMtNT

Sound yatom for hire. Parfact for cof

faahouaaa. discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

FOR RENT

Four bedroom house opposite Flo's

Diner, Northampton, for June, $380 per

mo plus utilities, "as is," call between
4 5 30, Skibiski Realtors. 684 3428

Room available at 60 McLellan St. for

summer- Extra privileges, women only, call

2666215 ____^____
Apartment for rant m Rolling Green
Available May 30. it's yours from June,

1979 to June. 1980' This is a two bedroom,
two bathroom townhouse Brand new
carpeting, air conditioning, cable TV,

French doors on the BN bus line, call after

noon or evenings. 253 5081. ask fof Steve

or Eric

One bdr., Conway. $90/ mo., call

369 ra72

Room available, furnished. June 1, Col

omal Village, bus n . negotiable, 256-6488

Lovely room in beautiful Victorian home
sharing facilities. June 1 occupancy,
527 5420

3 bedroom apt., 105 Meadow St ,

Amherst, convenient location, on bus
route, $350 mo , call 549-5153.

FOR SALE

6 cu. rafrlg.. excellent cond., $115, call

546 8296

For sala- Pace 125 CB radio, asking $25,

call Pat. 64466

Mattraaa fr boK spring, soft nylon chair.

metal desk Pft for apt 'V49-1741.

72 Honda CL460 CC. stock under 8000
mi

.
gd^n- off road. $550. Dave, 323-6236 .

Watarbad, moving, must sail. Quean sz
,

w/ stained frm., exc cond., $150. Call

Sue, 549- 1349 . or Matt. 5490773,

Motobacana bike 5 '9-4868

Metro van, good cond . 70,000 rm .

make excellent camper. $600, call 586-6672 .

ClogaYOogal cTogal^l handcTaftad- all

priced. $1fr $23. Vermont Clog Factory
Store Carriage Shops N Pleasant St .

Amf>erst

^ofa bad- oens K» a double bed. 7 ft

long Goodct edition Oliva green 166 Call

2537177

Lt. y nw. siie . " JennWa.. W6^462
1973 dds. great conoi^ Mt, 40,000 mi.

$1500 Carolyn. 6^1464 or 5^ 1626.

Furniture, chaap caM Ptul.

chair wirft convartj'jla bed. $30 or

offer 649^1739

Bika foi aela. 22" frame, Reynolds 5318
throi.gftout CampagrH>k) Nuovo record
group, best offer, or trade for tounng bike.

586-2863. evas _^
Haleigh Gran Prii. brand new condition.
$150 or bast oHer. call 546-61J9
Nursing books fr maga— cheap,
med surg

,
psyc peds. drugs. AJN.

Nurs76 8, Danny, 268 7022

Beach Boy concert tickets for sale. May
16. SpfM CC . 7th row canter. $15. CaU
Alan,_after^ 5. a»»«^
Clogs! Clogal Clogsl All handcrafted - all

priced $18 $23. Vermont Clog Factory

Store Carnage Shops. N Pleasant St ,

Amherst

Coronet, IISO, call 549-0631. after 5

Bike. Colnago racer, all campy 25 inch.

$780. call 649 0631. after 5

Kustom cab., with

$150. 253^9756. ask
Beaaman amp and
two 12 " C Cr S spks.,

for Jim.

Elvis Costallo posters for sale. Imported
from England Call 263 2883

Nikko aOSB AM/FNTsTracaiver'TlOO,
KLH 101 speakers, $80 (pr I, Nordics
Alpirw ski boots, si/e 9 '/>

. $40 (boots r>ew,

i). CaU Jeff. 256^6836.

Olft Meo: heve your portrait drawvrt. CaN
Dennis Delap, 256-8732 , bet. 9-10 a.m.

1 pr. CCM. Super Tacks, size 7 H . MO, cstt

Dean, 546-7439. •« Jo|;»d.

3 cu. ft. frig., 4 mo. old, $90, Fred,

349-2615

FOUND

ZIggy card w/ mortey. Call 546-4973.

Found-watch in Hertar, call 5495962.

Found — glasses behind Cashin, call

64328^

Found — long haired F dog wi NH license.

white face, tan-black markings. 665 4324

HELP WANTED

Swim instructors for trays' summer
camp, boys' camp, Lenox M/V, has open
ings for swim instructors Extensive

aquatics program on large lake Minimum
age 20 Also, director of sailing All small

craft Other openings Send resume or

detailed letter Camp Mah Kee Nac, Joe
Kruger, 20 Allen Court, South Orange NJ,

07079 ^_
Car owners preferred— travel and make
$2213 clear- call 253-2587 for apptmt.

Students need for sailing. Great commis
sion, your own hours Car probably need
ed Call 2533)81, Jeffery Amherst
Bookshop

Thinking of next yeer's financea? Tired

of minimum wage? Your time can be worth
more And with flexible hours Set your

own goals as a part-time college agent with

Northampton Mutual Life. Call 1 772-0238

for information

Collagian Circulation Manager- the

Collegian is looking for a person to manage
all facets of the Circulation Dept Any
managerial business experience is helpful.

Come to the Collegian and apply today

The Collegian is an equal opportunity affir-

mative action employer

Camp counselor positions avaMable.
Camp Arcadia for Girls. Casco. Maine;
June 19 August 16 Opanir>gs for those
with Irtasavjng carwair^g, sailing boating,

also WSI over 21 years m swirrwntng

Ceramics, campcraft, weaving, archery,

tennis, drarrta PhofW Mrs Fntts (201)

538-5409, or write PleasantviHe Rd.. New
V^mon NJ 07976.

Summer work, call 253-2587 for apptmt

The Collegian ia lookir^g for Assistant

Advertising Managers' If you have any ex
perien^ in marketing arKi want to gam
valuabia experience m the advertising field,

come down to the Collegian ar>d apply to

day Interviews will be cor>ducted through
4/ 18. The Collegian is an equal opportunity
affirmative action employer.

The Collagian Advertising Department
IS looking tor ad reps If you have ex
perience in commission sales, the desire to

make rr>oney. and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal
Opportunity amptoyer.

INSTRUCTION

Tutoring French. $4' hr , call^49-4eB3

Hot air balloon rides, lesstra. sales pro
motions. Amherst Hot Air Ba.loon Co intro

flight, $45, 253 3834, day or eve
____ __
Loat-bm. flannel shirt - last day of Aprl.,

gokJ rim glasses in breast pocket. Will

reciprocate, call Dave, 367 9578 . _
Umbrelle in N'hamp.. wonnan's car on
Fn., Apr. 27, destined for UxtKidge,

646 6241

Hey. Kafl Hare is the personal you always
wanted. I want some CC cookies and my
pants shortened- the Cookie Mor>ster of

Cooiidge,

Dear Nerd, as you travel the highways of
life remember to take time to amble
through the bramble. Love, Froglegs

Fresh pletiiHim. 866^38.

Astrology birtficherts. compatability
rdngs

.
11 yrs profsnl . Louis Neubel.

549^426

Hatch. Hubbard. Millan. and Kloa- you
guys can really delivarxi Ar>d I bet that

you'd like to know who this is* 1

1

No plana for aummer? Live on tfta ocean
in Gloucester Person wanted to share sum-
n^r conage Call now. 546 5388.

Sweat Baboo. I love you Gonna miss ya.

Ara you frustrated with the run around
on your car repair or the r>ew car you
bought' Do you suspect you have a lemon
or the repairs weren't done right' Call Con
sumer Action, 646 0198. or 5450781. for

help Sponsored by MassPIRG.

Sweet Baboo, I love you Gonna miss ya.

Gay pear counseling, SU 406 G Tues.,
5-7, Thurs 6 8 Fn 4^ or caH 545-2646.

Stick It in your ear Ue* ear piercirfg with
purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N Pleasant St , Amh . 253 3324

Diamond engagement It wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you.
Silverscape Designs. 264 N Pleasi;nt St.,

2533324

mOE WANTED

Eyeglei
6^7643.

pink tint— CC, reward.

Loat - set of keys in brown plastic case. 2
UMass keys, and others Lost between Old
Chap, and Haabr., call 549-6125.

MOTORCYCLES

18 SumkI T800, exc. cond., luggage rack,

helmet. Continental tires. 15,200 miles,

$750 firm, 6-4118.

PERSONALS

Teeba, howr sweet it is to be loved youi

You're stm the one who can make rT>e smile

and laugh and squirm I love you and your
dimples! Your evarloving Sheet>a.

There once was a sap with a sweater,

his new direction, it was no t)etter,

the blowdrier and chowdah,
they were flaky as powdah,
and his mam man is an abusive go-getter'i|i

Instant forever'

Rhythmic movers G. D. first set

Thank you to the person who found my
glasses Thursday night, you're wonderful

Interested in photography? Come to CC
169 at 6:30 on Wed , May 9, and find out

about the photo coop for next semester

Nothing to do? Come see "In the Best In

terest of the Children. " a film about Lesbian

mothers, in Mahar at 7 ft 9 tonite

Photography! Can you say that' Well if

you can then come on up to CC 905 tonight

at 7:00' and learn the advanced techniques

of printing pictures This slide show is

brought 10 you by the Photographers Guild

in cooperation with the Photo Co-op, and
Its free I like the way you say that'

Patti Smith T-shirts, hand-screened from
original photos by local artist, available now
at Sun Music.

Moving to Cal7 I am, and need a room-
mate- male, call Keith, 253 5 136.

Moving to Baltimore, MD7 I am, arKJ

need a roommate- female Call Cindy,

253 9683

Happy birthday. Mary Kay, had to be a

b.g shot, dincha' Chris and Tina.

Do you need your van this summer? If not,

how about renting or selling it to me' Call

Bruce, 6-8610, or David, 6-4164

Are you wild and crazy? We need summer
sales help who ai^ as nutty as we are We
have seen the future, and it is Puddle
Jumpers!) If you need a part-time summer
sales |0b, call Bruce at 6-8610 or David at

6-4164. Good pay. benefits.

Ride needed from Spfid to UMass, June
12- Aug. 23, wiH share gas expenaaa, call

Tom, 737 3171.

WOOM WANTED

1 or 2 bedrooms wanted on Marthas
Vineyard, call Paul, 253-5713. Donna,
253 5475;

In a house closs to campus. I'm sesygo-

ing, responsible F Call 54iB-6864.

2 woman seeking 2 bdrms. in an Amherst
house, no complexes, pise., summer only,

call Liza or Christina, 666-3607, 549-3612.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted for aummar to share

Townehouse apt., own room, for info call

546^6754.

Own bdrm
5495730

avail, in Puffton apt..

Housemates wanted. t>eautiful hse in

Amherst Easy walk, town, univ , $87.50

per mo. plus util , starts June 1, opt, for

fall, call 253 2842, evenings.

Fmala. wanted. 79-80, w/ 3 fmales. at

Brt. Manor, $80 mo. 546-6163 or 546^61 72.

Female wanted for 6/1 8/31, furn , own
bedroom, pools, tennis, Southwood,
253 7M9.

Need roommates, 2 bedroom apt , Bran-

dywin , furnished, fall option, 549-5138

One bdrm. in furn. house— close to cam-
pus, avail. 5/ 25- 7/ 31, $90 'r util.. call

266 8898

For summer. Brnndywina. 1 bdrm. in 2
bdrm apt , nonsmoker, pool, AC, low
rent, 546-5885.

Beat the bus— half apartment, 5 min to

campus. Lincoln Ave., $120, 545-0731,

Steve.

Fmala. wanted to shere apt. w/ 2 others

in B Manor for 79 80 year, $85/ mo., Beth,

256^8040^

Farmhouse, Northeast St., needs two
roommates for summer, $110 and $125/

mo -t- , nonsmokers, 1 mile from campus,
253 5201

Wanted, reliable fm. rmte., 79-80,

Bndywn , aftjf^9:00 call 546-9006, cheap.

1 rm. In 3 bdrm townhse , bus route, AC,
cable, summer/ fall option, 549 1602.

1 bdtm in Northampton, 10 min. from

Smith, in 3 bdrm apt , sun porch, wd. fir.,

$87, call Kelley, 586 1110. avail. June 1.

Trackwomen finish 15th in NE's
despite setting 3 schopi records

Bv DAVE SIVRET
Collegian Staff

The wofnen trm:kers journeyed to Springfield College
this past Saturday for the New Englands and finished what
would normally be a disappointing fifth. But when you
consider the fact that there were only 15 points separating
the top five teains and that the Minutewomen set three
new school records fifth place doesn't seem quite so bad.
The team score was quite a surprise, as the winner wat

Brown University. Coming into this meet the names most
mentioned were Spnngfield, URI, or UVM. Brown's
victory came almost solely on the merits of their strono

sprint team. They took firsts in the 4 x 1 10 relay, 100 meter

dash, and the 200 meter run. At ten points per victory

these three first constituted not only 30 points but they
gaNW Brown a large enough lead to hold off the rest of the
field as the meet moved on to events that Brown had no
chance of scoring in.

Now. on to the Minutewomen highlights. They took <Mily

one first on the day and that was in the one mile relay.

Diane Sealy led off, Kathy Contini and Cindy Martin ran the
two middle legs, and Carolyn Shea anchored the winning
team. The two mile relay team was also successful and
they got themselves a second with a time of 9:22:7.

The first UMass record of the day came in the 1500
meter run. Kathy Contini covered the distance in the time
of 4:33 for the mark and also a fourth place finish Next in
the record breaking parade was Julie Burke She got her
name in the record book for her 10:01:4 in the 3000 meters.
She places sixth in the event that was won by Joan Benoit.
And speaking of Benoit, she duplicated her performance of
the indoor New Englands by handily whipping the fieW in
both the 1500 and 3000 meter runs.
The third record of the day canw in the field events.

Patty Owen got her name in the record books by leaping
5'4" in the high jump. Owen also got a second for her
efforts.

Other point scorers for UMms were Cindy Martin (fourth
800), Julie Morgan (fourth pentathlon), and Micky Callahan
(sixth 100 meter hurdles). The final team scorers went
Brown 57, URI 53, Springfield 48. UNH 46, and the
Minutewomen 42. Coach Jane Welzel felt that the team
ran very well and that if a few events had gone a little

differently the outcome could have been quite a bit dif-
ferent in this very close meet.
The r>ext meet for the worrwn trackers is the Easterns,

being held at Hartwick College in Oneanda, New York this
Saturday and Sunday.

JV mitwomen split
By DAVID KAUNFER
Collegian Staff

After Cutting out Smith College 13-0 last Tuesday, ttie

UMks JV Softball team traveled to New Hampshire iMt
Thursday where they split a doubleheader with Franklin Pierce
College
UMa» won the first game 5-1 with Mary Dostal winning her

secor>d g|ame of the season. "Doirtg a great job, " impUed
Coach Laidlaw.

Franklin Pierce scored their only run of the game in the
third. After that it was all UMass. In the fifth, UMass scored
three runs which was all they needed for the Victory. Mary
Dostal started things off with a Texas League single. Mary
Sansone singled, moving Dostal to second. Laurie Settler
reached on a fielder's choice which moved Sansone to second
but erased the lead runner. Dostal, who they got going to
third. With two out, Dede Taft walked loading the bases. A
sirtgle by Fran Troy cleared the bases.

UMass scored again with one run each in the sixth and the
seventh innirYjgs. The run in the seventh came on a line drive

home run to right centerfiekl to Terry Ryan. Final score UMass
5, Franklin Pierce 1.

In the second game, it was a dissapointing Game for UMats
as they were defeated 6-5. Even though the mitworrien too*
the lead with four runs in the top of the first. Pierce countered
with two three-run innings in the tx>ttom of the first and third.

UMass scored its final run of the game in the fifth but it

wasn't erK)ugh.

To place a classifiad ad. drop by the
Co«i«9«i" olltce ICC I13» tietween S 4S
am . «r»d 3 45 p m Monday through Fi.

day o« use ou' handy (.Ht arxJ mat* lorm
fourvl in moil luuws o| the C<Wllif9Mri

Classified deadline & 3 45 p m imki d«ys
in advance of puhbcalion datf

Collegian
Classifieds

Coilagian classified rates are da>iy.

46«. pt" tine. Iivp consecutive issues. 40r
pet hn* pet day. 30 consecutive issues.

30i pe' line pel day One hne is roughly
equivalent to 38 ctiaraciers

2 roemmatea wiewted M tftare fuHy fui

nishad 3 brm apt with fenMie OW. AC. 1

mile from UMass campus. $86 mo
AveOabie 6/ 1 ' 79 9M / 79. 548 628? _
N hampton house, quiet locaiion. huge
yard. pool. $75 * . with faN option.

58^0814

Summer on Cape Chatham, female
roommate, close to beach ar>d town, $500,

256^)438 Jams, or 256 6673. Judy.

Southwood. 1 bdrm m 2 bdrm. ^M..
6 19 1. w fal laMa option, Wawa.
263:

1 bdrm in 2 bdrm a|M., AC, dish iiWMhat,
bus route, cooking utilities, large bdrm ,

avari end May w opt fall. $115/ mo.,
utilities^ inci . 665 3392 after 6 ^

Have apt to yrself most of sumiT«w-
share pt of summer furnished nr cam-
pus call aft. 10 30a m, kp trying, Jarwt.

549)ffi2^

For Sept., 2 females tor Brittarty Martor

apt . heat and fiot water mcl Must be clean

and studious, caM eve , 253 7137

2 famalas to sliara rm m 2 bdrm . apt.,

79 80 yr . Brmany Manor;_2fi6-0K}9

FamaTa to sftare 2 bdrm apt for 79 80 yr

Brittany Manor, 766 0639

Female roommate ywantad - Rolling

Green, own rm , $120/mo , caH Karen,

263_6919 _
Housemate neadad. fm . 1 bdrm.. Col

Vri . 6/1 to 8/31. responsible, clean, call

2532215.

Female roommate wanted to tfiare 2
bdrm apt - Colonial Vill .

$100 -f
, option

to renew, caU Beth. 263 5032.

TO SUBLET

Rotting Green apt., 1 single, 1 doubia,

6/1 9/1 AC, OW, pool, bus route.

negotiable, 256-0340. Barry, Pete, Elena.

Sublet: Presidential apt , 2 bdrm., June-
Aug , with fall opt , 549 4534

Brandywine apts.. roomrrute wanted to

share two-t>edroom apt . rent lower dueto
renewed lease. Call 549 0571. hurry'

Saval 2 bdrm Cliffside. $200. no utilities,

on bus stop, tennis, fall option, 666-3006

Riverglade, 1 bdrm in 4 bdrm apt . $75/

mo , 6/1. fall option, pool. AC. bus rte .

nonsmKr pref.. 253 6206

3 bdrms. in 4 bdrm hse in N. Amherst,
great summer place, convenient and com
fortable. $87 50/ mo * util . avail 6/1.

call 5490319 _^
2 bdroom. apt.. Colonial Vill , furn., opt.,

June- Aug, opt to ren , $190. neg.,,

256 6449, eves

Rm. for summer in house on bus route,

253 7650
_

2 bodrm. apt.. Irg.. sunny, w/ bedrms.,
upstairs, laundry, swimming, bus stop,

RIverglade, in So Amherst, $195/ mo., call

253 7972

1 br. apt., Cliffside, rent neg., 666-3026.

Riverglade. 2 br., Townhouse; furnish-

ed, pool, carp., AC, OW ft disp.. laund
,

bus ri , $195/ mo.., incl. heat & hw, 5/22
9/4. 253 2069

Don't miss out I 2 br. apt., summer/ w fall

opt . $150/ m , furnished, pool, AC,
garden plot, bus route 665 4348

Furn. studio apt. for summer. May 25
Aug 30. Lincoln apts . on campus, $141

mo , mcl util . 5496215. after 5

Sunny 2 bdrm. apt , bus rte ,
pool $200

mo , fall opt . 253 5028. S Amh .
avail

May 27

1 bdrm. in 3 bdrm apt , available June 1,

special apt on bus rt , overlooks Holyok
,

range access to pool, tennis courts and
gardf^n rent, $96 , call 253 5978

4 bedroom house on bus route near town,
sublet June August, fall option, call

253 3234

Southwood apt. avail 6 1, w opt to

renew. 2 bdrm
.
part furn , bus rte . call

256 0394. aft noon

3 IxJrms., one minute from campus. 2 pvt

porches, huge yard, $300 util mcl

549 1254

2 bdrm Rol. Grn., $150 mo
. negot.,

Jun Aug . bus/ pool/ util mcl etc Jon
Klein, 5 ^00
Brandywine, 2 bdrm apt., avail

6'1 8'31 AC pool, cable TV. semi furn
,

on bus routes, rent $225 mo or BO, call

549 1317

2 bdrm aiffaMe. $186/ ffwMh.. fall op^

tion, tannw, pool. aS utilHias,

anytime

Sublet- 1 mo rent free- fuSy turn . 2

bdrm Riverglade 1 hse , 6/1 9/1, $195 *

utM / 2 mos , bus pool, air cor«d.. cit

256 8104. eve

3 bedrooms in Puffton ViNage. mimi.

6^1JU30, $230/ month, call 549^13
2 br. apt. at Puffers Pond m No Amherst,
$^/ month lrx:ludes utilities. 6/1 9/1,

fan option Call 549 5134, nnorrts. or ave^

Townehouse apt., sub 6/1 8/31. 2-bdr ,

AC, carpet part turn
. pool, on bus rte.,

$200/ mo . call 549 6078

Rolling Green summer sublet. 3 t>drm

twr>hse ,
price nego' .

all util
.

pool, air

cond . Wanda or Barb, 253 3386

1 badrm. apt.. Puffton, AC. carpal, lar»-

nn. pool, avail June to Sept., option for

fall. 549 5366. keep trying, $175.

4 bdrm., 7 room house m Amherst, 5
rr>in

.
walk to town, 10 mm to campus,

partially furnished, huge attic. $440/ mo .

call 253 5947

Summer sublet. Puffton Village,

6/18/31 3 bedroom. 2 baths. On bus
route, laundry, pool, tennis courts, pwk-
ii>g, air cond , $300/ mnth.. utH. wkI.. an

cept elect , call 549 67M
Squire Village. 2 bdrm.. air cond . pool,

bus route, avail June 1, fall option,

6657158 ^_
2 bedroom, Amharst center, summer
Sublet rent reasonable, call Mary,
256^0276

to Nva tor part of or tfie

wf>ole summer? Townhouea, 2 br.,M Op-
tion, rent negot . 549 6378

Sunderland bonanza! 2 bdrm . cool pool,

tennis, hikmg trails, bus route, partly fur

niehad, $240^ mo , irKi utilities, fall option.

686-7981

Puffton. 1 br. In 3 br apt for summer w/
poaait>le option. Jeff. 549 5677.

Echo HIH. 1 bdrm. aval.. S140/ BO,
2539862 ^
2 quiat nonamokara wfw Nhe can. own
bdrms for summer $75 rrtontfily, with

alec . 253 7573. evenio)^

3 bdrms. in 4 bdrm apt ; Amharst. on bus
£> near campus, garden, porch, $77 50/

rrx) * util Avail June 1. summer only.

g6^032
2 bdrm t«wnhse.. Sunderland. 6/1 8'31.

w' opt . $200 mo., uM. hkI.. t>us d.. pool.

666 3589

Townehouse apts.. 3 bedioom. carpet.

AC on bus route, make an offer' Avail 6'

1/ 79. caH 549 5934

Try this— nice rm in 3 bdrm. apt., pool.

AC. garden, bus n , tove8t>le roorrwnates.

piiza. $85 or less. Northwood, 666 3518

Summer fall option. 1 bdrm . $170 -•'

util^ Kathy, 253 3668

Cliffside. 1 bd. apt.. June Aug.. utH

incl . furnished, $150 rr>o..

Aug.
dishwasher.

Luaury living — 2 l>drm Southwood
townhouse Pool, terwis, AC 8 more. Fall

option Will sublet for $200, we pay $256/

mo Avail 6/1, 253 7274.

Spacious 2-badroom apt. to sut>let with

fall lease opt , 2 blocks from Amherst

center, call 253 3165. available again!!

Sut>lat-1 bdrm Rolling Green, $250, all

utilities mduded, call 253 2247

2 bdrm. Colonial Vill.. w/ f^l opt. Furn.

for sumrT>er, pool, bus rt.. $200/ mo., util

incl ., cal l 253 9685

Large 4 bedroom apt. in older house on
bus route, easy walk to Amh ctr

.
porch

and backyd
.
price negotiable, call eves .

263 9467. avail mid-May or June.

4 br. house for sublet Beautiful setting

across from public lake. Option to renew.

Call 3C3 5777.

Sublet -fully furn 2 bdrm. Riverglade

t hse., 6/1 9/1, $195 * util / mo., call

2568104

Summer sublet: comfortable 2 bedroom,

furnished apt m house on bus rte.. South

Deerfield Kitchen, bath, basement,

garage, mcl shaded yard $240/ mo ,

possible option for fall 665 4155, after 6

p.m.

5 bdrm. house, brand new and spacious.

Scenic area - lake, avail Jun. 1 to Aug.

31, rent very reas. on Rt 9, call 546 5068

2 bdrms. in 3 bdrm. twhse. apt., bus rte .

walk to UMass, $200/ mo + , 549 154a

2 bdrm twnhse.. Sunderland. 6/1 8/31.

w/ opt . $200 mo , util mcl , bus rt., pool.

665 3589

Townehouse apts.. 3 bedroom, carpet.

AC, on bus route, make an offer" Avail 6/

1 79. call 549 5934

Try this - nice rm in 3 bdrm apt . pool.

AC. garden, bus rt . loveable roommates.

pi//a. $85 or less, Northwood. 665 3518

Summer fall option, 1 bdrm . $170

util . Kathy, 253 3658

Cliffside. 1 bd. apt., June Aug ,
util

incl . furnished. $150 mo
.

dishwasher.

665 4188

Female rmate. wanted tor beautiful apt

close to UMass. summer poss fall,

549 1114

4 br ,
carpet. AC, pool, bus, spacious.

kids OK fall option, $360 or best offer.

665 4246

One bedroom - Puffton Village, available

May 26. call 549 6108

Fall option- 6 bdrm house. S Amherst
$425 avail end May. garage, quiet,

253 7521

1 bdrm. Rolling Or., avail June, July.

Aug on bus rte . AC. DW pool, reg.,

$24? wiU sub S17?> cM 256 6383

6»^418a

Female rmata. wanted for beautiful apt.

close to UMass, summer - poss fall,

54»1 114

4 br.. carpet. AC. pool. bus. spacious.

kids OK, fall option, $360 or best offer,

666^46
One bedroom - Puffton Village, available

May 26, call 549 6108

Fall option- 5 bdrm. house. S. Amherst,

$425, avail, end May. garage, quiat,

253 2521

1 bdrm Rolling Gr.. avail June, July,

Aug . on bus rte . AC. DW. pool, reg..

$242. will sub . $ 175, call 256 6383.

Need a place to live for part of or ttM

whole summer' Townhouse, 2 br., fall op-

tion, rent negot., 549-6378^

Sunderland bonanza! 2 bdrm., cool pool,

tennis, hiking trails, bus route, partly fur

nished, $240/ mo , incl. utilities, fall option,

665 79ei^._

Puffton. 1 br. in 3 br. apt for summer w/
possible option. Jeff, 549-5877.

Echo~Hilf. 1 bdrm avail.. $1«/ BO,
253 9862

2 quiet nonsmokers who like cats, own
bdrms lor summer. $75 monthly, with

elec, 253 7573. evenirigs_^

Puffton -sublet two bdrms., furnishd .

$200 per month, avail May 24- Sept. 3.

pool, AC, cable TV. tennis cts., bus rte..

549 6803

3 bedrooms in Puffton Village, pool. AC,
tennis, avail. 5/1 8/31, neg., 549 5896,

part, furn., will rent by room or apt.

Grab— 2 bdrm Presidential apt. fof June
1 - close to campus - 549 5729, eves.

1 br. in 2 br. apt. for summer. Squire Vil.,

$120 + util.. bus. pool, call 665 2013

1 bdrm., $96/ mo., spacious 3 bdrm 3

floor apt . across from Puffton. fall option,

549 4918

Rolling Green, summer sublet. Furnish

ed pool. AC, DW. All utilities included On
bus rouje Call 546 7328

1 bdrm. apt.. $ 180. 3 mo only, 256 8673

One bedroom. Colonial Vil.. $100^,
female, 6/1 to 9/1. bus route, 256 6388

2 bdrm. -Col. Vill . $185 mth, fall op
tion, pool, Indry

,
bus rt

. 1 2 spaces avail
.

call 256 8075

4 bedroom house m N'hampton, 1 block

from Look Pk , on bus route. $300 mo..

6/1 9 1, call 546 7740

1 bdrm Brandywine apt., AC, pool. 2

bus nes.. option for fall, rent neg
,

5494693

Townehouse apt . 2 bedroom. AC. DW
carpet bus rt ,

avail 6 1 9M. rent neg
6496181

1 bedroom near Puffers fo' June 1, S120

utilities, 4 (jedroom house, large room,

river 6r woods m back yard, near Puffer

Watrobas, tennis bball bus route, laun

dry. quiet, call John. 549 6731 125 Sum
mer St

RoUirtg Greatt twndia., summar sutiiat.

fully furn. pool, I2i0/mo.. but route.

253 2413^

Brittany Manor suMat. June August.
$95 rrH>

. own room - furnished. 253 2402

2% bedroom Townehouse apt. to

sublet. 6/1. with option to renew. AC,
carpet, on bus route . $225/ mo.. 548^4820.

Nee weak, avail May 24. Southwood, 2
bdrm.. 1200 mo opt fall. 253 5262

Summar suMat. 2 or 3 bedroorrts in 3
bdrrn Puffton apt , 546 9804

Sutiiat. option to lease 2 bedroom apt.,

swim, pool, tennis, Sunderlarxl, call Pat,

266-8567

4 parson collective seeks female
housemate for summer. On bus route

NorisfTwfcer Call 666-4766

Furn. atudio apt. for summar. May
25^Aug 30, Lincoln apts . on campus,
SHV mo.^ina utH , 549 6216, after 5.

1 bdrm. of 3 bdrm apt , pool. AC, tennis

courts, cable TV, bus route, 549 4880

2-3 bdrms. twnhs.; walk. dist. to campus,
stores. Puffers; on 2 bus rts.; quiet resd.

area; avail. 6/1. $100/rm or BO: 549-1218

1 tMdroom Cliffside apt. w/ txjs route

and pcxjl $180 mo mcl utilities or best of-

fer . Partly furnished, call 666-2487.

Summar room w/ furn. kitch ft utM..

$100 month, on N. Pleasant St.. caH

549 6410 for appt

Jun. -Aug.. part of summer share: most of

summer, have apt. to yourself; near cam-
pus, furnished; call aft. 10:30 a.m.. kp. try.,

549 1W2
2 bdrm.. avail. 6/1. fall option. $240/ mo
Pool. AC, bus route. 666^7537

Brandywine— 6/1 to 8/31. 2 bdrm., fur-

nished, AC, pool, tennis, bus rte.,

549-467 1.

Fall option. Brandywirta. 2 bedroom, 2

bus rt., pool, AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,

nice location, rent negotiable, call

549 5815

Rooms for rant in house for summer. Vi

mile from campus, rent negot 549-1867.

One bdrm. in large hou6, Conway,
$90/mon

,

util. incl .
keep

calhng 369-8372 _____ _
2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or BO CaH 253-7703^ l'?Pi!r

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1 549-5144.

WANTED

Paopla wanted to rent roonts in house
next to campus for the summer, for info.

call 546 5353 or 54fr5381. _^^
2 Dead tickets, will pay $15 for ea .

call

Karen, 6 6630

Naad dasparataly-one Dead tik, $15,

6-4357

Wa buy uaad cars. 256-8433 or 549-5986 .

Cape Cod- need 1 or 2 people to share

house on lower cape for summer
(Eastham ). Call Deb, 253-2124, or Frank,

25323218^ __^_.
Wanted: 1 br. apt for June w/ option or

for Sept Not in complex, please' Call

549-5153, eves Respionsible tenant.

Mature resp. man seeks a nice cozy 1 br

apt or other w' privacy m N'hampton,
starting 5/20 61 call Mel. eves, at

2S6 860V

Rider wanted to Florida, leaving July 10,

contact immed. Maureen, 266-6738.

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted: 4 or 5 bedroom house, with con
venience to campus, call Joe at 546 5066

Married, M/F sk. pnv apt in N'hamp
Amh in exchangp child house care

gen rep .
734 8942

SUMMER SUN e FUN

Summer sunset at Brandywine sublet

2 br apt
.
part, furn AC. DW, pool bus

rtes call 549 0569

JEWELRY CLEARANCE SALE

Jewelry clearance. 50% off most
lewelry, moving! Everything niusi go'
Janes Place 185 Main St . Northampton.

PARACHUTING

First jump course, Thuisdjy 19th. 7

p ni CC rm 803. brini) curr«>nt ID and
$60 limifpd to 1st 15 (iiHinic
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Gridiron seniors sign pro pacts

By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

(Photos courtssy of UMass Sportt In-

formation Office)

Offensive guard Bruce Kimball heads a list

ef four UMass seniors from the 1978
Minuteman football squad who recently an
nounced plans to play professional football

grafted in the seventh round by the Pitt-

sburgh Steelers, Kimball returrted from Pit-

teburgh last night where he met with of

ficials from the Super Bowl champs. The
6'2", 255 lb. Rowley native served as a co
captain on the UMass football squad that

went to the national 1 AA finals against
Florida A&M m the Pioneer Bowl held in

Wichita Falls, Texas last December
"My agent (Tom Toner) is talking with the

Steelers and I expect to be signing within
the next couple of weeks," said Kimball.

"They flew me to Pittsburgh to orient me to
their setup and I'll be attending the rookie
camp at Three Rivers Stadium in three
weeks."

BRUCE KIMBALL
talking with Steelers

DENNIS DENT
involved in talks

Kimball says that his decision to use an
agent stems from not being familiar with

the financial structure of first year NFL con-
tracts, A brother of a former Steeler player,

Toner will be talking with the Steelers this

week and expects to have Kimba!! signed

soon.
In addition to Kimball, center Mike

McLaughlin announced l<>st night that he
had signed a three-yeai contract with the

New England Patriots. Not drafted in the
regular draft, McLaughlin signed with the

Pats as a free ggent and will be reporting to

the Pats rookie camp in Foxboro next

week
"I was surprised that I wasn't drafted,"

said McLaughlin. "I'm happy to be with the

Patriots and my main concern is to make
the team right now and not worry about
anything else."

Mike's brother Joe, linebacker for the '78

Minutemen, also announced signing a pact

as a free agent with an NFL team yester-

day. A co-captain for the Yankee Con-
ference champions, the 6', 225 lb.

Stoneham native signed a two-year con-

tract with the New York Giants yesterday.

"I |ust feel that's the best place for me to
fit in," said McLaughlin, McLaughlin also

talked to Seattle, Dallas, and the Patriots,

but decided to sign with New York.
The fourth UMass senior who is involved

in talks with a professional team is versatile

running back Dennis Dent. Dent said

yesterday that he h^ talked with the
Patriots and is waiting to hear from th^n.
"It's up in the air right now; the Pats told

me that if I didn't play^n the NFL that I

would be playing in the Canadian Football

League," said Dent. "I'm not ready to hang
up my shoes yet; I'm looking for an op-
portunity to play."

The5'7", 1551b. East Boston native was
the first UMass runner to rush for over

1,000 yards in a single season, which he ac-

complished during the 1978 campaign.
Kimball says that he thinks the Steelers

have a "good" organization" and that it will

be tough to make the team.
"They've .got some good players and I'm

going to have to work hard in the training

camp," related Kimball.

JOE Mclaughlin
signed by the Giants

MIKE Mclaughlin
signed by the Patriots

Kimball also expressed some surprise that
teammate Mike McLaughlin was not
selected in the draft. "I thought that both
McLaughlins would go in the draft; I'm
happy that they signed with the Giants and
the Pats though," said Kimball

.

In addWoM to ssch of their contracts, both
McLaugMMl have an additiona' option year
iiilillllHBlijiH III

AN fbJFWnlors played key roles in the suc-
cessful 10-4 1978 Minuteman campaign
which ended with the Pioneer Bowl, h was
the first year for UMass in the newly
created l-AA Division of the NCAA.
Selected as one of the four teams in the
playoffs, UMas^ crushed Nevada-Reno in

the semi finals and lost to Florida A&M in

the final contest.
Individual honors t>estowed on the four

seniors included being named to the
Yankee Conference All- Star team at the
end of the season.
"I expected all three to sign," said UMass

head coach Bob Pickett. "I certainly don't
think they'll embarrass us; these guys can
play ball. The only surprise was that Mike
(McLaughlin) wasn't taken in the draft."

Jack Nicklaus

named "Athlete
##

of the Decade
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK - Jack Nicklaus, named yesterday as "Athlete

of the Decade," said there are no more mountains he aspires

to climb - he just wants to build a bigger mountain.
"I always have put great emphasis on major cham

pionships, " said golf's all-time winner, "Some day someone
will come along to beat my records My aim is to make that job

tougher by building a bigger mountain.
"At 38, I still enjoy the game I want to continue playing as

long as I feel to can be comp>etitive. I hope to enlarge on my
list of major championships."

Realistic observers believe Nicklaus has built a mountain
that no man ever will scale - 17 major pro and amateur titles

and more than $3.4 million in prize money. No other modern
player is close in either category.

The late Bob Jones formerly held the record for major

tournament victories, 13, but six of these were amateur titles,

five U.S. and one British. Ben Hogan and Gary Player cap
tured nine major professionsi championships each. Arnold

Palmer has seven major pro crowns, one U.S. Amateur.
When Jones retired in 1930 at the age of 28 with his sweep

of the heralded Grand Slam - the U.S. and British opens and
the U.S. and British amaeturs - those events were regarded

as the "majors." With the sudden explosion of pro golf, the

face of the game changed, the Masters replacing the amateur
events as one of the standards.

Nicklaus' money total is almost twice that of any other

player.

The man they call "The Golden Bear" became the second
winner of the "Athlete of the Decade" award, which last year

went to heavyweight boxing champion Muhammad All.

The award is sponsored by the American Cancer Society,

which conducted a nationwide poll of 432 sports writers,

editors and broadcasters. Formal presentation will be made to

Nicklaus and the finalists at a dinner in New York's Waldorf-

Astoria Hotel on June 7.

Nicklaus won decisively, collecting 123 first place votes

compared with 67 for the first runner up, baseball's Rod
Carew, Following in the balloting were football's O.J. Sim
pson, hockey's Bobby Orr and basketball's Kareem Atodul-

Jabbar. Other finalists included tennis' Chris Evert Lloyd,

Olympic decathlon star Bruce Jenner, horse racing's Bill

Shoemaker, tennis' Jimmy Conno.s and 1972 Olympic

swimming sensation Mark Spitz.

tmm

Garber's Gorillas travel to Harvard today to take on
the Crimson in a makeup contest originally scheduled
for May 2. The Crimson are currently ranked number
one in New England; UMass is ranked number three.

Should UMass come out on top, it will nrtark the 200th
career victory for Minutemen coach Dick Garber.
(Staff photo by Dave Rodgers.)
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Police Strilce

rumored at UM
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

University police officers and ad-
ministrators would neither deny nor
confirm rumors of a planned strike for
sometime this week. ,

Jack Albeck, chairman of the Union
Program Council which is planning
Saturday's Spring Concert, last night said

he was unsure of the impact a police strike

would have on the event.

"We are financially obligated to the show
at this point, " he said. "Our end of the

decision is to go ahead with it."

Later, Albeck said the Council would try

to provide replacements or additional

security for the concert. "If the police do
strike, and there is no alternative plan, I

can't see how the show will be held," he

"If they strike, we are prepared for the

fact that we would have to canel the con-

cert," Bob Humphries of the Council said

earlier last night. He said he had heard the

rumors, but has been unable to verify them.

"We fed as if it's a possibility, " Humphries
said, but "we are going ahead as if they are

not going to strike," he added.
James P. Tura(i, president of the

University patrolman's union said

yesterday, "I don't know where the rumors

are coming from. The patrolmen haven't

even gotten together and had a meeting

yet."
Turati said a meeting of the union

members is scheduled for this afternoon.

The officer would not comment on whether

a strike would be discussed.

Published reports in the Amfyerst Record

and The Daily Hampshire Gazette

yesterday reported possible police action in

the form of a strike.

Arthur S. Clifford, of the University

News Bureau said yesterday, "It's just a

rumor unless the rank and file have

something to say."

University patrolmen contacted by the

Collegian yesterday would not comment on
the truth of a possible strike

Clifford also said yesterday police action

would be focused around contract

negotiations which have been 6ngoing

since July of 1977. He said he believed

negotiators agree on the issu^ and are

waiting for communications from Boston.

"I think it's on the Statehouse level, " he

said.

Turati said the union is waiting to hear

through University spokesman from the

office of Employee Relations in Boston on
the contract package.

On the status of Saturday's concert, Paul

Hamel, director of Student Activities said

yesterday, "They're just rumors. We know
that the police are currently in negotiations

with the University. I know that if the police

do go on a job action, at that time, a

decision will be made."

He said a strike would have a "serious
effect on the concert." He said of concert
planning; "the situation with the UMass
police is my main concern."

Labor Relations Coordinator Harold S.

Overing last month said a finalized police

contract was delayed due to economic
disagreements.

University police officers, who are

working under a contract which expired in

July, 1977, are currently being paid in the

range of $188.00 to $228.00 based on a 40
hour week. UMass police sergeants, who
also are in contract negoations are paid,

based on a 40-hour week, in the range of

$213.00 and $261 00.

Ueavers Rufus and Sapia might have to leave their cozy homes in Stockbridge.

^
^^See story page 8. (Staff Photo by Joanne Quinn) _ ^___

JRacial tension:
Arson at New Africa House brings shock, dismay

By STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Two days after six separately set fires

swept through the third floor of the New
Africa House, the mood of many students,

jUMass administrators and faculty members
fls a mixture of dismay and defiance.

I Meanwhile, Sgt. Michael R. Grabeic of

hhe UMass police department said yester-

klay no new leads have turned up in the

JCentral Residence Area fires. "Absolutely
'nothing at all," he said.

I
The Sunday morning fires damaged a

{classroom and the hallway at an estimated,

fcostof $500to$1000. No one was injured.

i,

Prof. Chester Davis, co-chairman of the
Afro-American Studies department,
reflected sentiments generally similar to

those of the Third World community.
"Naturally I'm very distressed," he said.

"Arson is a very serious matter. I hope the

campus police catch the person or person's

responsible."

Davis, whose office was partially damag-
ed in the fire, said "we have received full

cooperation from the authorities."

Davis said students were sleeping Sun-
day morning on the fourth floor of New
Africa House, just a floor above the fires,

because "it is not unusual for students who
-need a temporary place to stay to spend the

evening." No one stays there
permanently," he said.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery said

the University will fix the hallway and
classrooms quickly so it "doesn't become a

symbol of a problem."
"We're cycling back to the beginning of

the sixties -- blacks and women - this

whole thing is just so senseless," Bromery
said.

One Third World student emphasized the

overall problem of racism rather than a par-

ticular incident which she said some people

tend to isolate.

Prof. Michael M. Thelwell of the Afro-

American studies department said, "I'm

shocked, astonished and anguished--!

f
I

don't know what else to say."
The New Africa House has been the

scene of other vandalism this semester, in-

cluding damage to windows and doors.

The Malcolm X center in Southwest
Residential area has also suffered damage
from vandalism.

Davis said the fire did not appear to be a
calculated attempt to burn the building

down because it consisted of small,

separate fires.

"There are too many things we have to
work on together as a community,"
Bromery said. "I thought we were finally

getting to a point where we would do
something."

Women,minonties:different problems& approach
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

Women's and minority groups are suffer-

ing from a common problem, - violence

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery said

yesterday.

"If we stay off in separate groups, the

males will never understand females,

blacks will never understand whites, and
females and visa versa," he said.

Bromery compared the "crisis at-

mosphere" over the Vietnam war. "Our
Vietnam is going to be right here nfext

year," he said.

"There is an alienation taking place bet-

ween men and women, faculty and
students, and between the races.

/\n example of the separation of these

groups ' is revealed in the conflicting

ideologies of Third World women and

white women on campus.
Last Thursday only a handful of Third

World women marched in a "Take Back
the Night" March in which about 1200

women walked in the rain from the

Amherst Common to the Student Union

'Third World Women do not have the

same perspective on the Wonnen's

movement as white women.'
-Lucy Clark

Ballroom for a rally.

When it was decidod during an organiza-

tional meeting for the march that men
would not be allowed to march, most Third

World women withdrew their support of

the event and did not participate.

"The march was for women - period,"

said Denise Crayton, a Third World
Women's Task Force member." "The task

force is not separatist - our goal is aimed at

helping Third World men, women and
children."

Lucy Clark, a coordinator of Third World
women's projects, re-affirmed Crayton's

position.

"Third World women do not have the

same perspective on the Women's move-
ment as white women," she said.

Clark said she and other black womenrfeel

they cannot divide male against female.

"Black men are not in the position of

power to keep black women down - white

men are oppressing all of us," she said.

Clark said Third World women do not feel

any oppression from their men and
therefore wanted men to march with them.

A march coordinator, Lesley Meirovitz,

said Third World women did not march

because "It is a different issue for them.

When a white woman is raped it is one
thing, but black women have been raped

for centuries and their way of dealing with

it is different."

Although both groups agree the perspec-

tives of Third World women and white

women are different, women carried signs

protesting the closing of the Seta Ramper-
sad case during the march.
On May 15 members of the Committee to

End Repression (one of the few interracial

women's groups on campus) are expected
to present a petition to Hampshire-Franklin

County District Attorney Thomas Simons
in an effort to re-open the investigation of

the death of the black UMass woman. She
died last fall and the cause of her death is

unknown.

TURN TO PAGE 8
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State pay hikes supported
fly THOMAS S BROWN
Associated f^ess

ffOS fOA^ - Private sector
eMcutives y^terday urged a
IflpMative panel to "show courage"
and w^orse pay raises 'anging from
$14,000 to $35,000 for the governor
arxJ 15 oth« top state executives.
However, the Public Swvice

Committee, the group taking first

crack at the executive pay raise bill,

ixtttponed its decision Instead, the
panel voted 4 1 to ask the House and
Senate for {^mi^ion to keep the
meMure on ice until June 1

,

Mary Newman, former state
legislator and manpower secretary
under Gov. Francis W Sargent, told
the c<Mnrt«ttee she realized they
facMl a tough dedmcm.

"It's a hard kind of bill to sufH>ort. I

understand that," said Ms Newman,
now a professor at the University of
Massachusetts in BcMton. "But
when you stop and think of the
money invoh^d out of a $55 Wllion
budget, it's peanuts compared to the
amount of money you could save
through better management '

According to the committee, the
bill would increase the payroll by
roughly $250,000 a year. It calls for

the incr^ses to be phased in through
7 percent steps, or any higher figure
that future anti-inflation guid^ines
permit.

In the case of the governor, who
would get the biggest increase, pay
would climb gradually from $40,000
to $75,000. If the 7 percent phase-m

^m«fMd in effect. Gov. Edward J.
King would receive about $52,000 in

the final year of his current term.
The lieutwiant governor, attorr^y

general, secretary of state, auditor,
treasurer and all cabinet secretaries
are the others who would benefit
from the bill. Their salaries all would
gradually reach the $50,000
threshhold, and in some cases hit

$55,000 or $60,000,
Ms. Newman, banker William L.

Brown and state AFL CIO President
William Cleary aH contend^ that the
current VIP salary range of $30,000
to $41 .000 was discouraging the top
managerial talent from accepting
state jobs. Cleary termed the pay
scales "just a little bit better than
honorariunns."

Agreement reached on SALT
By BABRY SCHWEID
Associatm Press

WASHINGTON - The United
States arnJ the So^t Union have
reacfied bavc agreement on a new
treaty to limit strategic nuclear
weapons, and the pact will be signed
at a June summit meeting in Europe,
according to administration sources.

Secretary of Sute Cyrus R Vance
m expected to make the formal an
nourtcement on the treaty today at

the White House after a meetir^ with
Soviet Ambassador Anato'y F.

Dobrynin
If agreement is reacfted on the

specific date and site for the meeting
t>etween Prestdent Carter and Soviet

President Leonid I. Bre£hr>ev. an an-

nouncement will be made later in the

The Soviet are undwstood to

have proposed the summit be held in

Helsinki, Finland. Other cities under
consideratiwi are Viwvia, Austria,

Stockholm, Svweden ; 9in6 Geneva,
Swit/erlar>d.

Vance told reporters on Capitol Hill

that he and Dobrynin "have discuss-

ed in preliminary fashion the possible

locations of a summit and, in addi

tion. the date of a summit, but
nothing has been finalized."

The strategic arms limitation trea-

ty, SALT II. will impose restrictions

on U.S. wkJ Soviet longrar>ge

bombers arKi intercontinental ballistic

missiles through 1966. The accord
ha% been under negotiation for nearly
seven years.

This year alone. Vance arni
Dobr^n held 25 negotiating ses-
sions at the State Department. Their
t^s on Monday produced the
breakthrough, but administration of-

ficials withh^d an immediate an-
nouncement.
White House press secretary Jody

Powell said yesterday he hoped to
have an announcemwit on SALT
sometime this week He also said two
announcements were possible, with
one focused on the treaty and the se-

cond on a date for a Carter-Brezhnev
summit.

DIGEST
Pig loses lunch privileges

CUMMINGTON (AP) - Susie, a 900-pound pig with a
penchant for leftovers from school children's lunches, has
been cut off

For three years Stanle\' Cowell, Susie's owr>er, walked to

the local grammar school each day and carried home a
medium-sized pail filled with apple cores, half-eaten ham-
burgers and other delicacies for Sus<e.

But school officials who learned of Susie's diet had to im-
pose a long standing, unwritten rule against giving out gar-

bage
Sadly, it's true." said Robert Gurek, business manager

for tf>e Central Berkshire Regional School Distnct when
questioned about Susie.

"This IS a rural area. A lot of people have livestock. If you
give to one, how do you decide wtK) gets it and doesn't. . .It's

a territjle decision. It's tt>e kind of pressure school commit-
tees have to face today," he said.

Carter offers new "gas"plan
WASHINGTON I >^/»l -President Caaer sent Congress

still another standby plan for gasoline rationing yesterday

that would make a state's past use of gasoline the prime test

for distributing ration coupons.
Carter proposed the new measure after two earlier

proposals appeared fieaded for certain congressional defeat.
Under Carter's new proposal, states generally would get

allotments of ration coupons based on historical use of
gasoline in each state.

Sabotage investigated

RICHMOND \AP] -The FBI is investigating what could be
the first case of attempted sabotage of a U.S. nuclear power
plant, an official of Virginia Electric £r Power Co. said

Tuesday.
C. M. Stallings, Vepco vice president, said company

inspector discovered on Monday that a caustic white
crystalline substance had been dumped into 62 of 64 new,
nonradioactive fuel elements stored for use later this

summer at its Surry power station, about 56 miles southeast
of here.

Stallings said preliminary indications are that the fuel

elements were damaged very little, if any, and cleanup
operations may take no more than two weeks.

"At first we thought we might have to send the fuel rods

back to the supplier for reconstruction but we can no longer

think that will b necessary," he told a news conference.

THE CAMPUS CENTER COOKOUT
Wed., May 9, 1979 11 a.m. -2:30 p.

m

On the lawn outside The Hatch
§

BBQ Chicken • Hamburgers
Frankfurters • Corn on the Cob

Salads • Desserts • Beverages
§

The Hatch will be closed all day
Wednesday
The Blue Wall Cafeteria will be
closed for lunch Wednesday
The Coffee Shop will be closed for[

lunch Wednesday

a different set erf*jaWs.

Wednesday, May 9, 1979,
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Wed., May 9
CCA 7.9.11
$1.50

WHILE THEY LAST!!

$2.00 a pair

Selected Lee Jeans
(discontinued styles) on
special sale rack.

In the sportswear shop

_theUNIVERSrrYSTORE

Group plans strategies

to fight budget cuts
BySEANHARV£Y
CoHegian Staff

"Studwits, faculty, and public workers
are the scapegoats of Gov King's cut-

backs, " State Rep. William Benson told

about 50 people last night.

Benson was one of the keynote speakers
last night at a coalition in the Campus
Center Auditorium addressing the problem
of budget cuts at UMass.
Benson a Democrat from Franklin County,

expressed optimism in fighting King's cut-

backs.
"If we stay in there and fight, I think we

can hope to turn things around," Benson
aakJ.

Benson called King a model of political in-

competence. He said the more blunders
King makes, the more skepticism will be
generated among the legislature.

Also speaking last night were represen-

tatives from the Graduate Student
Employees Union, local 1776 the American
Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees, the University Staff Associa
tion, the Massachusetts Society of Pro
fessors, the Professional Association of
UMass Amherst and Students United for
Public Eucation.

This was one of the first times staff,

faculty and employee have gotten
together to fight back against budget cuts
Benson said no complex strategy is involv

ed in fighting budget cuts. What is involved
is pressure on representatives, he said.
"The bottom line for winning a battle is

pressure on each individual represen-
tative," Benson said.

Benson called King a phenomenom of this
crazy time. 'I think he is a freak event," he
said.

Advice for rape victims
If you have been raped your first instinct may be to go home and take a shower.

However, you should get immediate medical attention, even if you do not repon the
incident to the police.

WHAT TO DO
Call one of the agencies listed here or the police. In an emergency you can call the

police at 91 1 and say you are a rape victim.

-Do not shower, douche, or change your clothes. Important evidence may be lost

that you will need if you do decide to prosecute.
Call a friend. Persons involved with rape counseling encourage rape victims to tell

someone close to them about the rape, to offer support for the victim

.

Rape Counselor-Advocates: A group of women trained to provide short term
counseling, support, and medical and legal advocacy to victims of sexual assault. 24-
hour on call system for Hampshire County Weekdays 5450800 Evenings and
weekends 549 2671 (University Health Services). Ask for the Counselor Advocate on
call.

NETWORKS; A 24-hour hotline serving residents of Franklin and Hampshire
Counties. Staff are trained to do telephone counseling and referrals for all crisis

situations Joyce St. Pierre, a Sexual Assault Counselor, is available at NETWORKS. In
Hampshire County call 586-5565, in Franklin County call 774 2758.

Tel Med sponsored by The Cooley Dickinson Hospital can be reached at 586-5600.
They have recently added two tapes. "Help for the rape victim " (ask for number 5010)
and "Rape awareness and prevention" (number 5011). Both are available between
10a.m. and 8p.m.
The "Help" tape is also available from 8 p.m. to 10 a.m. at 586-5804.

Wendy Bitler takes full advantage of the summer-like weather as she balances
on a fence at Lookout Farm. (Photo by JeaRne Mclaughln)

Referendum turnout low,
but SATF increase lil<ely
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By STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

A proposed $12 increase in the Student
Activities Tax Fund fee was approved in a
campus wide referendum yesterday with

1,583 students voting - eight percent of the
undergraduate population.

For the referendum to be binding 4,600
votes were needed or 25 percent of the
undergraduate community. A non-bir>ding

referendum has the same effect as no
referendum at all and allows the
Undergraudate Student Senate to increase

the tax by $12 as they had previously done
two weeks ago.

Organizations dependeru on the tax are

all the Recognized Student Organizations
such as Index, the Collegian, the transit ser-

vice, and any student-run service funded by
the Student Government Association.

Over a quarter of the increase will go to

the Collegian in order to liquidate an ac-

cumulated deficit of $80,000. The balance is

reserved for the Union Program Council
and inflation costs.

The student government deficit of
$180,000 has built up over the past three
years and must be dealt with, said David
Barenberg, speaker of the Student Senate.
"The University simply won't pick up our
additional costs," he said.

Joel Weissman, student coordinator for

Student Center for Educational Research
and Advocacy said the increase is needed
to nuiintain the present funding level of ser-

vices.

William Pierce, acting Student Attorney
General, said late last night there is a
possible discrepancy in the way the votes
were handled.

1,583 votes were cast, but only 1,402
names were crossed off the list of un-
dergraduates eligible to vote.

"I've noticed the discrepancy and I just
want to check it out," Pierce said.

2 bedroom garden apartment from
$290. Included in your rent are heat
and hot water.

NOW ACCEPTING DEPOSITS FOR
FALL RENTALS
For your convenience:

-f Free UMass bus to town and campus
+ Stove, refrigerator, disposal, and dishwasher
+ Fully carpeted
+ Wall to wall closets
¥ Cablevision available

+ 1 y2 miles from Mt. Farms and Hampshire Malls
+ 24 hour maintenance staff

Our new rental office is located

at 156A-1 Brittany Manor Drive.

Take first entrance
Rental Hours-M-F9 5, Sat. 10-2

256 8534

*MINIMUM
10 MONTH

LEASE

BrittaiqrHaiior
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BlackAffairs
What happens next

By RENeeMOBLEY
Black Affairs Staff

I wondered what I would ask people about
the fire at New Africa House s& I drove to the

basketball courts at Southw^t I had only

heard about the incident that morning myself

and the facts w^e still hazy.

It seems that there was an arsonwt or

arsonists k>ose in New Africa House Sunday
morning. Fires were set to trash cans cur

tains, carpeting and a bulletin board, causing

over 500 dollars in damage. None of the

persons sleeping on the fourth floor were
hurt.

I wanted to find out what the Folks on
campus were thinking so I went to a place

where I knew I could find thwn on a sunny
afternoon They were stretched out on
Blankets, sitting in cars or on the courts

running.

I sat down in the grass beside a group of

folks When I asked my question, the smiles

disappeared.
"What does ^/erybcxly thir^iij^ tfw fire

at New Africa House?" Some just shook
their heads as if they didn't know wttat to

make of it but others were quick with an-

swers 'I think it's arwther good reason why
this University neetfe a G core ' said Caria

Williams from her seat on the blanket. 'I was
really angry and disgusted when I heard" she
said

Another Sister seated behind her ex

pressed the same sentiments.
'I was pissed I think they should find out

who did it If It was Whitmore they would
find out who."
An attitude of anger was apparent from

•nearly everyone I talked to There was some
contusion because even two days after the

fire not all of the Black folks I talked with had
even known that it happened. No one knows
what is to be done now and it seems as if the

folks are looking for some kind of leadership

"I think it needs some immediate at

tention" said Sister Debbie Sullivan of North

Village, but she did not offer suggestions as

to what to do.
Another sister Vicki Briggs was more

cautious in her approach to the situation.

"Folks need to stop and think before tfiey

do anything wrong. They could find out it

WM a brothw who tet it just like at An^iam
College'

I asked Vicki if tlw had uM(«d to others
wfw feft that might be tf« case. Sh« said

that she had Another sister seated hostdo
her also seem^ to feel that it was a strw^
possibility.

Moving along to aiKMher blanket I found
Lenny Williams and Bart>ara Covington who
said they had t>een at New Africa House until

about 2 00 am Sunday nrKirning and th^
wer.t outside to saa M^t the Campus pott^
were doing.

"We were on the first floor lounga'! sMd
Co^mtwi. "Paople were oynirig «id going
because scmw of us had fward thara wtt •
party in N«w Africa House that night."

According to Covir>gton and Wtltiams
there was a dorm party going on in or\e of

the upper floors in Wheeler dorm.
"I iHnk they were drunk over tlMre

l>ecaus« tfw nuisic wm reaMy loud and the
cops came at about 1 30 to breA h up" said
Williams

Covir>gton exprewad fMr «>nearn for tfw
recent events.

"First tfiey crash a party at CramfNon,
then they try to iHjm down New Afnca
House and next tfiey 'II be knocking on your
door to attack ymi" she said.

Covington says sfie definitely does not
believe that Blacks set the fires Her friends

seated around her all seemed to agi^.
"No It couldn't have tieen one of us sfw

said," the brothers like Kwa Ku (she nodded
towards the basketball court in his direction!,

they found too hard to take it over.

When I left Southwest to return to tfw
Collegian and write my story I thought tfmt it

was nice that people coukj still lay on tfiair

blankets, play basketball and enjoy the d<>v

even after all that has been happer,ing
around them. I also knew that such a iiappy
scene was all in apf^arance because i fiad

just talked to tfie people and he<*.d the anger
in their voices and I felt the tension m !h«r
thoughts and yes I even spw the fear in their

eyes. Everycme is waiting for what s to
happen next

Vicki Briggs said of the mood at UMan.
"I'm just afraid everything will jump off on
the last week of classes."

Semaj Lycugus. will perform in the program "Moving Spirit" on Saturday.

May 12 at 8:00 p.m. in New Africa House. Also Bobby Davis, Bheki Langa.

The Freedom Singers and Terry Jenoure will perform. (Photo by Ed Cohen)

Black Caucus speaks
out against murders

BOSTON (AP) - Members of the

Legislature's Black Caucus said that a

"clear and present danger" still exists in the

wake of the violent deaths of 11 black

women, and urged the community not to

relax its guard.

Rep, Doris Bunte, D-Boston, said, "We
must not be comforted by the arrest of

suspects as each arrest has been followed

by yet another murder. We continue to re

quest more protection until the killings have
stopped and there has been a conviction for

each killin."

The caucus members requested that

women continue to travel in numbers or

with male escorts, and that police, bus
drivers, cab drivers and community agen-

cies assist women who might be traveling

alone.

Rep, Bunte said she also resented the

characterization of some of the victims as
"street walkers."

"We take exception to this," Rep. Bunte
said. "A human life should not be judged

by one's position."

The group also called on the governor

and the attorney general to provide extra

personnel to aid Boston police in solving

the murders.
Sen. Bill Owens, D Boston, said, "It is a

political decision that determines how
many police are placed in an area to solve

these problegis That is a decision of the

mayor.
"

Th« above is damage done to the bulletin board and rug on the third floor

of tha Naw Africa House by arsonistlsl Total damage was estimated at bet-

waan 1600 and $1,000 and as the perpetrators sat fire to wastepapar baskets,

doors and rugs. (Photo by Ed Cohan)

Letter-to-the-Editor
*'Owes Ward apology?"

This letter is addressed to W Kent

Barclay. David C. Contrada and Gary J.

Adinoife, authors of the lener utied, 'Owes
Ward an Apology, " printed on page 9 of

the Daily Collegian in the May 3rd issue.

All Caucasian peoples, whether you are

"card carrying" members of the K.K.K. pr

not, you are associated with this

organization It was the activities of this

organization, overt para military terrorism

against Black people, and the overt use of

the legal system, concentrated, to heep

Black people as a cf>eap labor force, that

kept them from competing in the same job

markets with your immigrant ancestors in

the earlier parts of this century. In other

words, you, and all other Caucasians in this

country benefited from the activities of this

racist organization, whether you
acknowledge it or not.

Your great grandparents were to ex-

perience the American dream, at the ex-

pense of the Blood and Terror of the

Afrikan American's nightmare. It is a

legacy that you cannot escape. And, it has

continued up to this very minute-.

Before the advent of the K.K.K. there

was another group of organizations that

ensured the subjugation and exploitation of

Afrikan-Americans. It was the federal, state

and local governments of the U.S.A. The
K.K.K's mentality came from the example
set by the actions of the government. In

fact, the only difference is that the K.K.K.
came on the scene when it became
politically disadvantageous for the Federal

government publicly be associated with
the repression of Afrikan-Americans. In

reality the K.K.K carries out the govern-
ments "dirty work" or "keeping the niggers
down."

The authors of the "Owes Ward..."

article attempt to appear non racist, or not

to support racism "in any form." For this

reason they project the image of being

"outraged" at the caricature of Amherst's
pres. Ward. Every bit of food you eat

supports racism. You support the racism

that slaughtered the original inhabitants

and stole this land. The clothes on your

back - are they not products of a garment
industry created from the forced labor,

blood and sweat of enslaved Africans and
their descendants? The very money with

which your purchase your frivolous luxuries

and finance your education, is this not part

and parcel of an economic system that

developed from the very capital created

and circulated, from the trade in those

same Africans? A thousand times Yes(U to

all these questions. You have reaped a

hundred fold the stolen benefits of racism,

yet you do not appear "outraged." You try

to disassociate yourself from the actions of

your ancestors while playing your fathers

games. Your history speaks with a voice

that your pen attempts to cover. Indeed,

your actions are no different from those of

your forefathers.

That racism exists in the valley and in the

official positions of the valley's higher,

institutions of location is clear. There is

no denying or covering it. It is not even
necessary to waste time discussing it,

rather it is more important to expose a new
trend developing. A trend which the three

authors of the "Owes Ward..." article so
cleaHy represent '- "Lil)eral Racism."

As the "New Klan" so often projects, the

old forms of overt racism are gone (for the

most "cultured" members and their

sympathizers). Racists cannot openly

expose their ignorance anymore because
TURN TO PAGE 5

THE PROMISE OF IMALEGAL.
• The legal profession has identified a dear arvl1*1 pressing need lor qualified paralegals in real

A /\ estate firms, courts, corporations, govem-

^^ ^^ rrtent, and financial institutioris, as well as tf)e

law Itself The Institute for Professional Studies

offers a program designed in accordance

with American Bar Association guidelines.

which leads to a Certificate and a good start

on a promising career We urge you to call

or write soon for information, classes

fill rapidly

CLASSES BEGIN MAY 29th

N
•21 BoytstonStTBCt. Boston. MA 0211
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* Letter con't-
they fear extraordinary criticism. Raw
racism is uncouth and relegated to the
lower class beer drinkers and other pup-
pets, of the more refined, "Liberal

Racists." The liberal racists are the ones
you don't see, the behind the scenes
people. The professionals and ad-

ministrators. The manipulators of the press
and public opinion.

Liberal racism is what we have evidenced

all year long in the attacks against Nummo
News as being a "Reverse Racism"
iMwspaper. Liberal racists are very good at

playing the game of "blaming the victim."

^ust as the great prophets of antiquity were
•^en branded criminal and persecuted for

Iteching the truth liberal racists condemn
Nummo News as "reverse racists" for

fyinting the truth on racial issues in the

telley. It's a game, it's a trick, a cruel play

^ words. For this reason Liberal Racists

ttre more dangerous than overt Racists.

They often hide in the cracks and crevices

of organizations, in newspaper staffs, or

t>ehind desks, smiling in your face, but

stabbing you in the back

.

Reverse racism is a term that has no

substance because it has no histoncal,

•'Mcial, economic, or political basis for

existence. Rather it has been given

existence because the supreme court used

k in their opinion on the Bakke case. It has

continued to exist because certain

"scholars" fwve neglected to use their

particular field of expertise to demonstrate

the term's weak basis for existence, and
contend the term's usage whenever it

arises in official and unofficial language. As
a result many many Afrikan Americans
wander aimlessly feeling guilty for

something they didn't do. In a higher

political sense this terms propagation

attempts to create an ideological limit on
the further legitimate struggles and
demands of oppressed peoples of color.

Resultingly, Affirmative action programs in

the U.S.A. may be declared reverse

discriminatory, and in Zimbabwe
(Rhodesial the National Liberation
Sturggle, and Guerilla war are termed
"Reverse Racist."

In the interest of fairn^s I would like to

say the article "Owes Ward..." is con-
sistent with the new liveral racist trend.

Their views are emotionalist and not

supported by historical objectivity or

political, social, or economic reality,

Nummo News has never condemned the

valley's Caucasian population as racists, but
has consistently reported and criticized acts

of racist ignorance, and exposed racist

individuals. In the charactenzation of

Amherst's president Ward they have done
no more or no less.

"HM^f9tbe5t qu^ified

to reward all research.
"

Malcolm X

Chaka Zulu

Mother's Day Program

The Black
Mass Com-
munications Pro-

ject will hold a

meeting tonight

at 6:30 p.m. The
main discussion

will be the final

preparations for

the Mother's Day
Program
schedule for Sun-

day, May 13th at

7:30 p.m. in the

Student Union
Ballroom.

We request
that all members
of the Third
World communi-
ty show up in

support of our

organizations.
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Th«Mm gter«a in tlw «y«s of David Faucher of Van Metar as h« attttmpts to
catch a frt^>«« with his tongue. (Staff photo by Diane Cartwright).

Task force reacts to
4

criticism of G-core
By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

In light of recent racial and sexual acts of

violence in the Five College area, the
Affirmative Action Ti^k force of the
Undergraduate Student Senate continues
to push for the implementation of a

University requirement in oppression
awareness courses, despite some student
criticism to the idea.

A G-core requirement, which was en-

dorsed by the Senate March 19, would
require all ufKiergraduatK to take two
courses on the cause, background and
exploration of solutions to racism, sexism,
business ethics, the handicapped and other

related topics.

According to a task force statement
proposing the requirement, one existing

humanities C core requirement and one
social science D-core requirement would be
substituted for two marHtetory G-core
requirements.

The task force proposal calls for in-

corporating G-core materials into already

existing courses next fall. Spring semester
1980 would include an evaluation of the fall

semester, an introduction of necessary
modifications and an increase in awareness
materials. The following sem^ter, fall

1981 , G-cor% would become mandatory.
According to Faculty Senate Secretary

Harvey Klein, the G-core requirement
would first have to be approved by the

Faculty Seriate Academic Matters Council,

the senate Rules Committee, the senate
and finally, the provost.

Klein said getting approval may be
difficult.

"One reason it (the G-core im-

plementation) might have some difficulty is

because it would be reolacina one C and

one D core," said Klein. "This might lead to
a watering down of standards."

"Prot^t is coming from students who
are not aware of the reason behind the G-
core's (xjssible implementation," said-
Affirmative Action Officer Franics Yee.
"Some people have argued two

semesters of G-cores will not change a
person's socialization. The main point
behind the G-core would be to give
students exposure to people with different
ideas, from different cultures and with
different political perspectives," Yee said.

"If a person doesn't want to take these
courses, if they think there's no need for
them, this exposure will help them to think
otheoA/ise. They may reject what they're
taught, but as long as they have exposure
it's worth something," he said.

Reginald Green, a student who protested
a G-core requirement in a letter to the
Collegian, last night said, "I just feel it's not
necessary. I don't think anybody could
^earn anything from it. You can't force
people to take courses they don't want to."

. Yee said another reason for resistance to
the G core might be that "the idea of
racism and sexism turns people off.

Overall, people are afraid to confront these
issues. Basically, awareness courses might
challenge everything they've e\^r been
taught."
Valwie Young, who teachn a racism

awareness course for white students at the
Center for Racial Studies in the Southwest
Residential Area, said she supports the idea
of a G-core because "people need a
heightened awareness specially since the
dynamics of racem and sexism have
become a lot more subtle - it's not as overt
as it was years ago. We need to look at
ourselves.

'
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Editorial/Opinion

The three

stooges

They are men with gobs of nothing, with
rubber ears, and nervous eyes. Their

livelihoods have been secured. They have
only to answer to higher-ups, and never to

themselves.

They are men like President David
Knapp, like Chancellor Randolph Bromery.
like Provost Jeremiah Allen.

It is curious that in a world which calls for

public stances, these men choose not to

take opinionated chances They will tell you
nothing in as many words as you like. And
having had your fill, you hang up the
phone, doubiecheck your r>otes, and find

that it has all been buttermilk.

You would like to grant them the benefit

of the doubt, and nnaybe allow that it is

their positions which limit their convictions.

But that is not good enough. For there are

other men in the same positions at other

universities who tell it as they see it.

Boston University's John Sitber may be a

son of a bitch but he was not afraid to tell a

student who complained that the ad
ministration was isolating the student
body, "You are isolated. Anybody who has
read Kierkegaard knows that " UConn's
former president Homer Babbidge refused

to compromise on his support for higher

education.

mark

Wilding

^
Meanwhile, that obtrusive Cornell nitwit's

major academic accomplishment to date

has been to present Ed King with a football

jersey embossed with the words, "join the

team," or some such nonsense Flipper

would be more nimble in the political arena.

Said Knapp after he brought forth the pro

posal to raise in-state tuition $225, "I realize

this increase will have a negative impact on
some students."

"Negative impact," it is bureaucratic bun-

combe, language that slumps tired and

negligible upon the listener's ears.

Bromery gives you a friendly chuck under

the chin with his pat views. He dismissed

the student takeover last spring as a

"media event" with "therapeutic value"

while the Massachusetts Society of Pro-

fessor's decison last fall to hold a teach in

conference about its pay demands was
viewed as an "unlawful witholding of ser-

vices."

I have heard Bromery speak. He is elo-

quent. But it is eloquence that yields little,

that falls off wt>en it should peak

.

Jeremiah Allen is not as eloquent. He
sounds as if he were lifting section of "I'm

Okay, You're Okay." Said he of the grad

student's demands, "These sort of things

happen when spring is in the air. We can't

condone the tactic of depriving
undergraduates of their education."

I pity these men. They have laid aside the

lessons of education. They do not inter-

pret, they only repeat. They do not

criticize, they cope. They do not initiate,

they react. But perhaps the worst of it is

that these men and their like are so utterly

predictable.

Mark Wilding is a Collegian columnist

*
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Letters to the Editor
Don't ax the arts

To the Editor:

Spectrum is the literary /fine arts

magazine at the university of
Massachusetts Because of the Student
Senate's deficit. Spectrum has suffered

severe budget cuts for the last two years.

Presently, the Student Senate Budget
Committee has Spectrum slated for a
budget of $12,483 for next year. Spec
trum normally publishes two issues each
year. Due to inflation, this amount will be
insufficient for the publication of a single

issue of current quality. In the past. Spec-

trum has received awards for literary

11964), and visual 11969} achievements

and most recently a national printers

award f1976> for the excellence of its col

or reproductions.

Of course, an issue of inferior quality

can be turned out, but UMass is not a

technical school but a fine liberal arts

university in which the arts play a greater

role and deserve greater consideration.

Spectrum is the most important outlet for

artists at this university. Where else can

the work of painters, printmakers,

photographers and writers be made
public; how else can artists receive

popular feedback Secondly, an arts

magazine is the only means whereby
students can be exposed to the nchness

of culture that UMass possesses.

Spectrum will appeal the Budget Com-
mittee recommendation tonight when the

Student Senate meets. At that time, it

will ask for an increase of $ 1,693 in order

to print one quality issue next year. We
hope that students who are concerned

with the future of the arts at UMass will

ask their senators to support this appeal

Paul Jackson
Editor-Spectrum

The education you're

here for'

To the Editor:

Many people seem to feel that the

proposed "awareness" G Core would not

effoctivoly deal with the problems of

racism and sexism on this campus and
beyond. They claim that they do not want
to rnl.irge their horizons during their stay

at this university, and that they are

already too busy to bother with such

issues. Sonw feel that this program would
he as effective in providing a well rounded
eduviitinn as the language requirement or

the rest of fl\e core requirement system.

They cite that they do not learn anything

in tlus system and that any further

"clutlrnny" of the system would only

prove to he detrimental to the student

hixly ,ts a whale Well to these people

Ih.it i ,in not cippreciate the intent of (he

(ore system, nr benefit from it, I ask why
even bother to come to a liberal arts

uiUK'ersity^ Wl)y spend tfie money and

time at an institute of higher learning

when you could be receiving the narrow
type of education you seem to be seeking

at Keefe Technical Institute, Blackstone

Valley Regional, or Mass. Bay Com-
munity College.

If you take the tkne to look, the major
purpose of this University is to provide a
broad based education at a low cost, to

the general public, in an attempt to im-

prove the overall social situation in the

world today.

That includes providing the type of

education that exposes the normal
student to experiences that he or she

would rwt normally come in contact with.

That IS the type of education that I want,

expect and have fought for at this

University. And many other students feel

this way. The proposed G Core is another

attempt by concerned educators to

provide such an education, and we as

students should support the G core and
benefit from what it has to offer.

The G core offers the university

community an opportunity to effectively

deal with the salient social problems of

today, immediately. It provides students

with a formal means by which to grapple

with their own feelings and ideas con-

cerning racism and sexism, and by
dealing with these issues help to improve
the overall soaal situation, at a grass-

roots level. So support the proposed
"awareness ' G core, and stop being too

lazy to get the type of education that you
are here for.

Bob Bolandrina
Southwest

Offended by Ward
photo
To the Editor:

We found the photograph of Amherst
College President Ward that appeared in

the Nummo News section of Monday's
Collegian to be offensive. Not only was
the implicit editorial comment disgusting,

hut the presentation indicated astounding
journalistic irresponsibility.

Let us all attempt to address questions
of race relations in a manner that is con-

structive as well as at least rational.

Richard E. Read,
Editor

Amherst Student

'You've paid for the

food'
To the Editor:

Aifrnfion' All those planning to attend

ihi' Derid concert. Your local dining

I onunons will he .serving far less food this

S.iliinhiv since many of us will be at-

trni/iiH/ the Dead concert dunng the

lunc/t iitui dinner hours.

The D.C.s are not supplying food
already covered by the meal tickets but

are instead intending to sell hot-dogs and
hamburgers \for which we have already

paid\ to the students.

Question: Why Can't the D.C.s provide

food, at perhaps a minimal cost to cover

expenses, at the concert which could be
paid for by cash or meal tickets?

Question: Since box lunches are

provided for those students unable to

attend regular meals, why can 't the D. C. s

make special arrangments for box lunches

this Saturday?
Eat what you 've paid for.

Tom Dolan
Southwest

Not holding his

breath
To the Editor:

/ am outraged that front-page coverage
in the Collegian was given to the child

care efforts of a few males in the valley in

support of the "Take Bsck the Night"
march last Thursday.

Before proceeding to the eighth floor of

the Campus Center to help provide child

care, I ate dinner in the Coffee shop. At
my table, two women were talking. I

overheard one woman say to the other,

"my husband never lifts a hnger around
the house, neverI" Yes, males only

providing child care is a novelty, but not
front page news! I had a feeling that

when a Collegian reporter came by, the

child care efforts by males would be
blown out of proportion -- but front page
news! A more appropriate article for the

front page would have been more sub-

stantive coverage of the issues behind the

women's demands. Child care by males,

though significant, pales by comparison
with the reason for women taking to the

streets.

In the article covering the march itself, I

read the phrase, "No violence was
reported. . .

" Yet, in a later paragraph of

the article, on page 8, I read, "A water

balloon was reportedly thrown at the

marchers from the area \near a frater-

nity\. " Although that particular night was
relatively quiet, who knows what type of

revenge will be heaped on women for

daring to own the streets, for danng to

challenge men, or for merely existing?

"Violence against women" is an in-

complete and vague phrase used
throughout the article. Violence against

women does not come out of the blue

Men do violence against women.
The coverage, however, represents

some improvement over practices in the

PHSt Perhaps one day the Collegian's

reporting will approach a standard of full

iucouniability to women's experience in

the v.illey but I'm not holding my breath

till th.it lime I

Aldo Ghirin
Belchertown
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Animal Sciences considers

sale of cows, sheep, cattle
BvJ/MMORAN
CoMogisn Staff

The budgetary constraints being placed
on UMass by Governor Edward J King's
administfation have resulted in the Univer
sity taking another look at the Animal
Sciences d^>artnr>ent with its $200,000
deficit At least one person feels the solu
W» to tN> problem might be to sell some of
ttw school's animate.
Departnrtent Chairman James Markham

suggested last night at a meeting of depart
ment faculty and students^ the school
might sell some of its existing livestock in

order to wipe out its deficit.

Markham proposed animal sciencM mic-
tton off 10 of its 70 d*ry cows, 50 of its 90
rsf^acement stock, half of its 120 sheep
herd and half of the 24 beef cattle
Markham also proposed selling 22 of the 60
horses currently used far recreational pur-
poses.

Markham said selling livestock, couf^ed
with adherence to the governor's imposed
Nnng freeze, c»uld liquidate the deficit. He
said he planned on leaving five of the va-

cant faculty positions unfilled, tjut added

ttie program is "already under constant ero-
sion due to teaching commitments of the
staff," who work in research, extmision
programs arKi anin^ control, in addition to
teiKhing positions.

Markham said there has been a 300 per-
c«m student increne in ten years with no
faculty additions.

He said this has "drastically affected
Stockbridge ar>d four-year students."
Even though the program invohres the

process of milk production at the Deerfield
Farm, he said the $125,000 it collects from a
dairy plant after sales are not in house pro-
fits »nce the nranies go back to the state's
general fund.,

One farm worker at tf^ meeting sug
gssied farm laborers are "already under-
worked," and since the feed supplies are
frwn "on premise operations," there could
be twice as much output of beef and dairy
production.

Students argued they wera beirtg depriv-
ed of "valuable learning tools," and that
on-tlie-|ob training should be expanded.

* Separatism
CONT FROM PAGE 8

Sterilization abuse against women in

Third World countries was discussed at the
rally followir^g the march, Yet Meirovitz
said there is "no common bond between
Third WorkJ women arKl white women, in

the women's movement
"As a group of white worrien, we have to

address the issues of racism and class if we
are to include black women," she said.

"We have to start looking from a wider
perspective There needs to be a whole lot

of education before the two coalitions

meet."
Brorr>ery said two or three years ago

tfiere was a good feeling on campus, '-'but

now we have a lot of misunderstanding
between the races, between women and
men, between the five college's.

"We have got a unique community, we
owe it a chance to keep it," he said

"We have got to pull it back togethev We
are a community. We need to turn around
all of ihe alienation takir^g place and care

about each other
"
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UMass Activities Calendar
c

WEDNESDAY
May 9, 1979 . J

Films

Rocky Horror Picture Show, CCA, 7, 9.
11:30 p.m., $1.50

Seminar, Life After Earth - The
Humanization of Space. CC 174-176.
7-11 p.m.

"If you were handicapped, would these
events be accessible to you??"

A Brief Vacation, 227 Hertw H^, 8 p.in.
Free

c
THURSDAY
May 10, 1979 D

^v/'/vl^vl\^u^M

.. sumA y
MAY 13

campus center/univ. of mass.

Meetings

Overeatera Anonymous. First Congrega-
tional Church. Northampton, 8 p.m.

Committee to End Repression, CC 902,
7:30 p.m.

Photo Co-op. CC 1^. 7:30 p.m.

Lectures

Dr. Frans Daemon, The Interaction Bet-
ween Rhodopsin and The Photorecep-
tor Membrane. GRT 203. 4 p.m.

Films

( MONDAY

^

\^ May 14, 1979 J

Meetings

Local Chapter Amnesty Internatloniri,
Bangs Community Center, 7 p.m.

"if you are handicapped, would thea#
•vents be accessible to you??"

Eyes of Laura Mara. Mahar. 7. 9, 11 p.m.

Meetings

CoalKion for Enviornmental Quality, CC
904-908. 8 p.m.

Christian Science Organization. CC 801.
7:30 p.m.

Asian American Student Aaaociation,
CC 804-808, 7:30 p.m.

c
TUESDAY
Mav 15

Films
3

Let The Good Times Roll, CCA, 7. 9. 11
p.m.. $1.00

Meetings

Social Events

Hampshire County Special Olympics Other Events
Dance Marathon, SUB, Noon.

I^eaa Qub. CC 805-809, 7:30 p.m. Brani
sets and dodts

Other Events

Gtoeral Notices

The Malting of a Portfolio • exhibit of
how 6 color offset lithographs were
made for a portfolio to appear in the
forthcoming summer issue of The
Massachusettts Review. May 13 May
18, Herter Gallery

Staged Reading of THE NARCISSUS.
May 9, 10. 11 at 8 p.m.. Curtain Theater,
FAC

Applications un »m^ilti» for booth space
in the 5th annual Arts Festival of Green-
field held June 23 10 a.m. 4 p.m. For in-

formation call 772-681 1, deadline is May 30 .

*H were you handicapped, would these
events be accessible to you??"

Other Events

zz az zs xs sz acz

VOTER REGISTRATION
DRIVE

Thursday, May 10

Campus Center concourse
9:00 a.nn.-4:00 p.m.

It only takes a minute
zz zz zz

AsluMtcoiiiseiii
Bonded Boiiibon.

JONATHAN
EDWARDS
Thurs., May 10
$4 advance & door

NRBQ
Fri. & Sat.,

May 11 & 12

$4 door only

NORMAN
BLAKE
In cooperation with
Pioneer Valley Folklore

Society

Sun., May 13

$4 advance & door i^v

(tickets also available Fretted

Instrument Workshop, Amh., and
Downtown Sounds, N'hampton.

Admission with Mass license or liquor 10 only

rustynail
Sund#rlQnd, Moss.

665-4937
24 hour taped message

History k'sson: in

18M7. Ccinprt'ss passed
the Bottled- in- Bond
Act which establishi«d

the standards for

Old Grand-Dad
and other B<»nded
whiskfN s Old
Grand Dad is

still bottled

in Bond
underL' S
government
M^'rvision

100 is perfect.

Bonded Bourbon
must be 100 proof.

No more. No le^.

Final exam.
\ou need only one
sip to recognize
the clearly superior
qualitv' and taste of
Old Grand-Dad.

Cheers!

Work.-ln-progrw» I.e. Buttor. "D«fin- Analytical Seminar, William Joyc«.

Lounn« h«1?mL. a" *' ^^""^ '^'°°' "l^olecular Emission Cavity Ana/ate"Lounge Herter HaW, 4 p.m. GRC103. 11: -15 a.m.

NAIADS Th«» MiAmn tana r»# tk« •Knt*^ "i« ^ •_ j- j Organic Seminar, Prof. Max Tishler, "The
.Town fn ^g't^Tp."" .lVn»S;%*c«"1b'iro"?iu"Jr

'''•••• ^'""•"'' "• "- """<""" »"'"••'"•
Cerulenin." Goessmann, 151, 11:15 a.m.

c
SATURDAY
May 12, 1979 3

Weekend Activities
Spring Concert with the Grateful Dead. Boltwood Walk Spring Marketplace, 10
gates open at 9 a.m., admission only with a.m. - 4 p.m.

"If you are handicapped, would these
events be accessible to you??"

ticket and student identification.

Other Events
Concerts

nV^SLr*a^ '^'^'o *'''".•'?.". ''•^"'^V Movin Spirit, basement of. New Africa
Recital. Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC, 8 House, 8 p.m. Black cultural evening with
R:—

:

music, dance and art exhibit. c
SUNDAY
May 13, 1979 ]

Meetings

Mouee Church, 428 SU, 7:30-9:30 p.m.

Chug Ivri. SU 302, 7 p.m.

"If you are handicapped, would these
events be accessible to you??

'

Clarifications should be directed to the Col
legian [student Activities]

^ We're here because you are ^
Judy Kelly, Calendar Coordinator

Old Grand-Dad Bonded
IS authentic Kentucky sour-mash
Bourbon, made with clear limestone
water, the finest grains, and aged in new
charred-oak barrels.

Only Bonded
whiskeys have a green
tax starnp. It's your guar-
antee that the whiskey is

at least four years old.

Old Grand-Dad Bonded is

always aged longer.
fci'iiiuiln sirji^hlHiiiirbimWhi.l.iv IIHIpniiil

BiiillrtI IB 5i>n«l 0(iH.Mmll>(Kll)(«ii»frvt.i f r.inkliifl KV llwll

END OF
SEMESTER
CLEARANCE
SALE ail''''t^€CORDS

ZjCn/i/JTLLZe^aL-

Till May 18th

All 7.98 albums our price 4.55
8.98 4.99
9.98 5.60

• 10.98 6.45
11.98 6.99
12.98 - 7.39
13.98 7.99
14.98 8.59

Come in and help yourself to these low low prices, Monday
through Friday, 10-5 p.m. Next to the Hatch.

Union Records Unlimited will be closing for the summer on Fri.,

May 18, at 5 p.m. We would like to thank our many members and
friends for supporting their—STUDENT RUN — record store.

We wish every one a summer of "UNLIMITED" fun

See you in the fall

* MAGIC LECTURE *»• » »•»*

¥

SUNDAY, MAY 13. 1979

Noted premier close-up magic, Mr.
Joseph Bellino, will present a lecture on
close-up magic at Northampton
Theatrical Supply Go's. Lecture Hall at

2:00 p.m. Adm. $4.00 in advance,
$5.00 at the door— seating limited!

Northampton Theatrical Supply Co.
90 King Street, Northampton

* »
For more info, call 586-6816

«

¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

Thinking About
Summer School?

Mass Bay has over 100 courses to
choose from.

Day and Evening classes
Tuition $75 per S-credil course
Classes begin June 4

Come In or call for a catalogue.

Mass Bay Community College
Division of Continuing Education
50 Oakland Street. Wellesiey Hills. MA 02181

Telephone 237-1 100 x132
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To place a classified ad, drop by the

Collegian office <CC 113) between 8:45

a.m., and 3:45 p m Monday through Fri

day or use our handy clip and mail form
found in most issues of the Collegian

C'assified deadline is 345 p.m two days
in advance of publication date

^^^^H Collegian
^^^^fciassifieds

Collegian classified rates are daily.

46c per line, five consecutive issues. 40c

per line per day, 30 consecutive issues,

30c per Ime per day Or^ line is roughly

W)uivalent to 38 characters

AUDIO

M«r»mi 1070 amp, w/ walnut cab..

Pioneer PL 15D II semi auto, turntable, w/
Shure M96 ED stylus. Price neg., Tom,
5<2-3096

Pioneer 8-track, Dolby, FF, 3-function,

excellent cond., $75, 666-4303. Steve.

AUTO FOR SALE

6i Olds Cutlass, excellent er>gine, some
mst. $300, 666-4971.

1970 Ford Mustang, w/ 250 eld. - 6 cyl.

eng. & 36 pp. - stk., fair- body, gd.

-

mech., many new parts, xtras., asking

$800. call Johri. 546-9230.

76 Malibu Claaaic. exc. cond., 549-3687 .

73 Dodge Charger, body very good,

mechanically excellent. $1860, call Greg,

549^1034.

70 Mustang, 6 cyl.. auto , $300. 527-3975 .

Cheap transportation; 1964 Dodge
Polara. has sticker, minor repairs needed,

price negotiable, 323-5712, evenings.

68 VW bus- 72 engine, AM /FM/
cassette, good for travelling, call eve., Lu.

549 3919.

1970 Chevy Beiair. good running cond..

new brakes/ battery/ tires/ exhaust. Body
needs work, $400 or 80, Cindy, 546-8166

72 Datsun wagon 510, body rough, runs

well, 4 speed, $750, 549 6849

72 Audi IDOLS, 4 door, red, imnr^c. in and

out, needs muffler, $1300, 54&-6849.

75 Rally sport Camaro, excellent condi-

tion, spoilers ralley wheels, low miles, call

Phil, 256-8889. eve.

1971 Audi 100LS, west coast car, no rust,

call 584 3631, after 6:00 $1000 or BO

66 Plymouth Fury II. runs great, only

66,000 mi., $300 or BO, call 666-2346.

We buy used cars. 256^8433 or 549 5986.

74 Ply. Duster. $1595 or BO. 253 6336

1970 Ford, new trans., call 549 0901,

$1200.

1970 Plymouth Roadrunner 383. auto.

PS PB, good cond., $850 or BO, Randy,

546^335

Vega GT 72, 4 sp.. r>ew tires, good cond.,

exc gas mil.. $500 or best off., 546-5833.

1971 Int. Scout. 4wd. $1000 or BO, Ed,

549-4629.

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system. Area's lowest

rates Call 546-9639 or 546-1131.

ENTERTAINMENT

Pravet Club will be having Merwin Clark

speak and show films on showing and judg-

ing oxen and the Livestock Classic.

Everyone is welcome.

Sound system for hire. Perfect for cof

feehouses, discos, bands. Rick, 584-4105.

FOR RENT

Rooms to rent at Pi Lambda Phi, 14 Elm

St., $150 for summer, $25 security, kitchen

and laundry facilities, short walk to campus

and town.

For rent -May 15, 1 bedroom in 4 bdrm.

farm house, Hadley, no lease, $70 per

month, security. 584-6047. Sandy or Steve .

3 bdrm. apt.. 105 Meadow St., Amherst,

convenient location, on bus route, $350

mo., call 549-5153.

Four bedroom house opposite Flo's

Diner, Northampton, for June, $380 per

mo. plus utilities, "as is," call between

4-5:30, Sk ibiski Realtors, 584-3428.

Room available at 50 McLellan St. for

summer Extra privileges, women only, call

256-6215.

FOR SALI

1970 Dodga. eng. rab.. $600. 20" color TV,

$150. used washing mach.. $70, 2 uaad

typewrs., $25 ea., all neg., (413} 620 4604,

Kitchen sat

box spnr>g.

549^1039.

Orte bdr.

369-8372.

table w/ chairs, twin bad.

mattraw. Best offer, caN

Leather cycle jacket, black, si/e 44, $90.

4 cubic foot refrig.. $95, Mike, 546«19

Furniture 4 sale: rugs, lamps, tabim, etc.,

call 549-5732.

2 sin. bads.
2535725.

dresser lamp - cheap.

Naw Ollh 7 akis. nwi mounted, 196cm,

$100. Peter. 253 5226

Paugaot PX-10 bike, car rack (holds 2

bikes), chairs, couch, chest of drawers,

tamps. Prices negotiable. Tom, 542 3095

PaiMsonic compact atarac. Excellent

cor>dition. Asking $ 135. Chris, 6-^/^.

Bari sax. good cond., exc. sound, $625 or

BO. call Rich. 6 6362

3 cu. ft. refrigerator. $70 or BO. call

D'Ctone at 546-9577, 9647. will deliver.

5 cu. rafrig.. excellent cond., $115, call

546^295.

For sale- Pace 125 CB radio, asking $25,

call Pat. 6-4466. ___^__
Mattress h box spring, soft nyk>n chair,

rrwtal desk Pft. for apt.. 54^1741.

72 Honda CL460 CC. stock, under 8000

mi, gd. on off road, $560, Dave^3g-^6

Waterbed. moving, must sell. Queen sz.,

w/ stained frm., exc. cond,^$160. Call

Sue, 548 1349, or Matt. 549 0773.

Motobecane bike: 549 4868^

1964 Metro van. good cond., 70,000 mi.,

make excellent camper. $600, call 586-6672.

Clogs! Clogs! Clogs! All handcrafted- all

priced. $18- $23, Vermont Clog Factory

Store- Carriage Shops- N Pleasant St ,

Amherst.

Sofa bed — opens to a double bed 7 ft.

long. Good condition. Olive green $65. Call

2537177.

Lt. gr. rm., size rug. Jennifer. 546-6452.

1972 Olds, great condition, 40,000 mi..

$1500, Carolyn. 6 1484 or 5 0626.

Furniture, cheap, call Phil, 256-8889, eve .

Raleigh Gran Prix, brand new condition.

$150 or best offer, call 546-6119.

Nursing books & mags- cheap;

med. surg.; psyc peds. drugs, AJN.

Nurs76-8, Danny, 268-7022.

Clogs! Clogs! Clogs! All handcrafted- all

priced $18 $23, Vermont Clog Factory

Store- Carriage Shops, N Pleasant St.,

Amherst
.

eTvIs Cost^io posters for sale. Imported

from England. Call 253-2893.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap^j56j73g^t. 9-10 a.m.

1 pr. CCM^ Super Tacks, size 7 Vi , $60, call

Dean, 546-7439, exc. cond.

3 cu. ft. frig., 4 mo. old, $90, Fred,

349-2615.

FOUND

Found -1 Siamese cat, near FAC,
666-3409.

;

Found — UMass key at no-nuke rally in

Wash., come to 15 McLellan St.- no
phone.

Found

-

watch in Herter, call 549-5962.

Found
6-4328.

glasses behind Cashin, call

Apartment for rent in Rolling Green.

Available May 30, it's yours from June,

1979 to June, 1980! This is a two bedroom,

two bathroom townhouse Brand new
carpeting, air conditioning, cable TV,

French doors on the BN bus line, call after

noon or evenings. 253 5081, ask for Steve

or Eric.

Found — long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan black markings, 665-4324.

HELP WANTED

Conway. $90/ mo., call

Room available, furnished. Jane 1, Col

onial Village , bus rt., negotjable,j56 64g

3 bedroom apt.. 105 Meadow St.,

Amherst, corweniefnt location, on bus

route, $350 mo., call 549 5153

Why worry? Last year 20 UMass students

earned $900/ mo. with us. Interviews on
Thursday, May 10, Campus Ctr. 911, at 12

noon, 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. Be there on time .

Tennis instructors for boys' summer
camp, Boys' Camp (51st year), Lenox MA,
has openings for tennis instructors for ex

tensive program. 16 Hartru courts; 8 under

lights, other openings. Send resume or

detailed letter. Camp Mah Kee Nac, Joe
Kruger, 20 Allen Court, South Orange NJ
07079

Summer emp., Capa Cod rast. ia saving
ambitious exp. cooks, must have
rafer^Kes, also needed are wiiHieaaaa.

hoatattaa and butOwys, will train, apply at

l-HOP, Rta. 132, Hyannis, or call Robbie at

(617) 771-3244 for intaiviaw.

Car <Mvn«ra prafarrad- traval and m^n
$2213 daar- call 253 2587 for apptmi.

Students naad for sailing. Great comma-
•on, your own hours. Car probably need-

ed. Call 263-3381. Jeffery Amharst
Bookshop.

Thinking of f>axt year's finances? Tired

of minimum wage? Your time can be worth

nr>ore And with flexible hours. Set your

own goals as a part time coHaga agent with

Northampton Mutual Life. Cal 1-772-0238

(or informatktn.

Collegian Circulation Manager
Cc^le^n is k>okir^ for a person to

all facets of tfta Circulatk>n Oapt. Any
managerial/ busir>ess experience >s helpful.

Come to the Collegian ar>d apply today

The Collegian is an equal opportunity affir-

mative action employer

Summer work , call 253-2687 for apptmt.

The Collegian is looking for Assistant

Advertising Managers! If you have any ex

perience in marketing arnl want to gain

valuable experierKe in tt>e advertising fiekJ,

come down to the Collegian ar>d apply to-

day. Interviews will be cor>ducted through

4/18. The Collegian is an equal opportunity

affirmative action employer^

The Collegian Advertising Department
IS looking for ad rape. If you have ex-

perience in commission sales, tfie d»mt% to

make money, and a lot of initiativa, coma
down and apply at the Collegian office The

Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal

Opportunity employer

INSTRUCTION

Basic auto mechanic woriiahop. Sum-
mer classes now formir>g. Limited enroll

ment, 28 hours, classroom theory h shop.

Auto Skills. Box 210, Amherst 01002.

253 7967.

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro-

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloor Co. mtro

flight, $45. 253 3834, day or eve.

LOST

If anyone found a camera tripod 6 May at

stable r>ear lower fields, please contact

Union Video Center

Lost — brn flannel shirt- last day of Aprl.,

gold rim glasses in breast pocket. Will

reciprocate, call Dave, 367-9678.

Eyeglasses.
6^7643

pink tint- CC, reward.

Lost— set of keys in brown plastic case, 2

UMass keys, and others. Lost between Old

Chap, and Hasbr., call 549 6125.

MISCELLANEOUS

The Photo Coop will have its election

meeting tonight at 7:30 in CC 169. All

memtjers are asked to attend. Anyone in-

terested in joining the Coop is invited.

MOTORCYCLES

75 Honda CB360T, exc. cond., 4000 mi.,

lock & chain, helmet, sissy bar, roll bar

cover, well worth $750 or BO, call 546-8717 .

1974 Triumph 750 Bonneville, exc. cond.,

1800 miles, all stock, $1300 or BO, call Kirk

at 546 5666, or leave message.

75 Suzuki TlOO, exc. cond., luggage rack,

helmet. Continental tires, 15,200 miles,

$750 firm, 6-4118.

PERSONALS

To Andy Rat Zar Skinner & Trevor— hello

again! Great news, meet you in the Hatch

(quiet side) Thursday at 2:00, from 2 6P

fans.
_

Bummie— it's been the greatest 2 yrs!!

How about a few more? Love, Spunky.

113. thanks for caring. Love, mint chip.

To those who received invitations, Kathy

McCarthy's birthday party has been

cancelled due to lack of interest on Kathy's

part. Besides, Christy is on Kathy's

blacklist, Ursula didn't finish the dress on

time, and Joanie can't seem to get out of

the shower.

Rhythmic movers G^D. jirst^er

Thank you to the person who found my
glasses Thursday night, you're wonderful.

intereated in photography? Come to CC
160 at 6:30 on Wad.. May 9. and find out

about the pNHo coop tor nent semeater.

Patti Smith T
original photos by tociri

at Sun Mu«c.

Do yen need your van this dimmer? If not,

how about ran^m or selling it to me? CaM
Bniee. 6^10, or David, 64l64.

you wild and crazy ^ We rteed summer
s help wIk) are as nutty m we are. Wo

Man the future, arid it is Puddle-

Jumpersl! If you need a part time summer
salaa job, call Bruce at 6 8610 or David at

6^164 Good pay, benefits.

Fieeh ptolinum. i<M130.

Astrol^y hirthcharta. compatability

wm nJnga., 11 yt%. profaN.. Umm Neubel,

54B-6426

Hatch. Hubbard. MMIen. end Kloe- you
guys can really dakverMI And I bet that

you'd like to kr>ow wfw tfiis ialll

Sweet Baboo, I kMO you. Gonna nrtiaa ya.

Are you fruetfotod with the run aroufKl

on your car repeir or the new car you

bought? Do you suspect you have a lemon

or the repairs weren't dor>e right? Call Con-

sumer Action, 5460199 or 5450781, for

help Sporvsored by MassPIRG.

Sweet Beboo, I k)ve you. Gonna miss ya .

Gey peer courweling, SU 406 G Tues.,

6-7, Thura. fr«, Fri. 4-6 or call 545-2646.

Stick it In your ear -free ear piercing w*th

purchase of studs at Silverscape Oeaigna.

264^N^ Pleasant Sr, Amh , 263 3324.

Diamond engsgement ft weddir^g ringa,

hand wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs. 264 N. Pleasant St..

253^3324.

RIDERS WANTED

Car-pool to Ware this sumnwr, M-F, 9-5.

startir>g 6/1. I have car, share car, ex-

penses. Call 253-5693, keep trying!

ROOM WANTED

1 or 2 bedrooms wanted on Marthas

Vineyard, call Paul. 253 5713, Donna.

253^5475.

2 women seeking 2 bdrms. in an Amherst

house, r>o complexes, pise., summer only,

call Liza or Christine, 666-3607. 549 3612.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Sept. femele roommetea, Towr>houaa

apt., 2 bedroom, $115/ mo. Lori, 549-^7?9 .

Roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm.,

Puffton, summer. Own bedrm. h bathrm.;

pool, tennis, bus. Rent neg. Call Erik,

54»3616.

Live et Cape this summer, 2 females

wanted to share house in West Yarmouth,

$560 each, move in May 26, call 6-4935 .

Female roommate wanted for complete-

ly furnished Presidential apt. for summer, 5

mm. walk to campus, call immediately,

Megan or Patti, 549-6233.

Roommate wanted for summer to share

Townehouse apt., own room, for info call

5466754.

Own bdrm.
5496730.

avail, in Puffton apt..

Housemates wanted, beautiful hse. in

Amherst Easy walk, town, univ., $87.50

per mo. plus util., starts June 1. opt. for

fall, call 253-2842, evenings.

Fmale. wanted to share apt. w/ 2 others

in Brt. Manor for 79-80 year, $85/ mo..

Beth, 256-8040

Female wanted for 6/1- 8/31, furn.. bv^
bedroom, pools, tennis, Southwood,
2537149

Need roommetea, 2 bedroom apt., Bran-

dywin., furnished, fall option, 549-5138.

One bdrm. in furn. house- close to cam-

pus, avail. 5/ 25- 7/ 31, $90 -t- util., call

256-8898.

For summer. Brandywine, 1 bdrm. in 2

bdrm apt., nonsmoker, pool, AC, low

rent. 546 5885.

Beat the bus— half apartment, 5 min. to

campus, Lincoln Ave., $120, 545-0731,

Steve.

Farmhouse, Northeast St., needs two

roommates for summer, $110 and $125/

mo. - , nonsmokers, 1 mile from campus,

253 5201

.

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian office (CC 113) between 8 45
a.m , and 3:45 p m MorKlay through Fri

day or use our handy clip and mail form
found in mc^t issues of the Collegian
Classified deadline is 3:45 p m two days
in advance of publication date

1 rm. In 3 bdrm. townlne., bus route, AC,
cMm, aummar/ fall option, 549-1602.

1 Mrm. in Northampton, 10 min. from
Smith, in 3 bdrm. apt,, sun porch, wd. fir.,

87. caM Kalley, 586-1110, avail. June 1.

41 roommetea wanted to share fully fur-
nished 3 brm. apt. with female DW, AC, 1

mile from UMass campus, $86 mo.
Available 6/1/79-9/1/79. 549-6282.

N'hampton house, quiet location, huge
yard, pool, $75-»-, with fall option,
686^14.
Summer on Cape Chetttem, female
roommate, close to beach and town, $500,
256-0438, Janis. or 256-6673, Judy.

Southwood. 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt.,
6/1-9/1, w. fall lease option, Wawa.

1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt., AC, dishwasher,
bus route, cooking utilities, targe bdrm.,
avail. end-May w/ opt. fall, $116/ mo.,
Mtilitiaa ind., 666-3392, after 6.

Nave apt. to yrsaH. most of aummar—
ahara pi. of summer furnished nr. cam-
pus- can aft. 10:30 a.m., kp. trying; Janet,
649-1822.

For Sept.. 2 fematos for Brittany Manor
apt., heat arnj hot water incl. Must be clean
arid studious, call eve., 2S3 7137.

Female roommate wanted— Rolling
Green, own rm., $120/mo., call Karen.
253 5919.

Female roommate wented to share 2
bdrm. apt.- Colonial Vill., $100+, option
to renew, call Beth, 263-5032.

TO SUBLET

Pretty townhouse apt.. $200/ mo..
549 1739.

2 bdrm. Colonial Vill.. pool, bus rt.. rent

negotiable. Call 253-3273.

1 bdrm. Rolling Gr, 5/26- 8/31. Furnish-

ed, AC, DW, pool, on bus rte., all utilities,

rent neg.. call 253-3531.

Spacious 3 bedroom Squire Village,

$240/ mo,, 6/1-8/31, w/ opt, wall to wall,

yVi baths. AC, dish , pool, bus. 665-30«.

6-6 bedrm. house/ Florence cntr./ on bus
line/ 2 mi. from Smith,' avail. June 1. $350
-I- util./ call 586 2973.

3 bdrms., one minute from campus, 2 pvt.

porches, huge yard. $300— util. incl.,

549 1254.

Sunder, to^nhse., avail, for fall. swg.
pool, ten. crts., cheap rent for sum.
665 3925.

Two bdrm. apt. to sublet for summer,
pool, on bus rt., call 666-3552 (evenings).

Townhouse apts., 2 bdrm.. furn., neg.,

549 3687.

Summer sublet, 1 bdrm. apt., furnished.

AC. pool, courts nearby, on bus rt.. fall

opt., call 665-3569.

Cheap!! Brandywine apt.. AC. pool. $200
mo., includes major appl., call 549-5139.

Townhse.. 2 bed. apt., Wi bath., full

baoement, w/w carpet, AC, pool, 6/1-

8/30, w. opt. $245 mo., 253-3313,

Riverglade, on bus rte.

Roll. Green, 3 bdrm. twnhse., fall option,

all util., air cond.. pool, call 253-5725.

2 br. apt. at Puffers Pond in No. Amherst,
$220/ month. Includes utilities. 6/1- 9/1.

fall option, call 549-5134, morns, or eve.

Summer sublet, 2 or 3 bdrms. in 3
bedroom Puffton apt., 546-9804 or

546 9814.

2 bdrm. furn. twnhse. apt., AC, pool,

DW, bus rte., price negotiable, 253-7478.

Semi-furnished apt., Puffton, 3 bdrm.,
$250 or neg., avail. June 1- Sept. 1,

549 2619. J
1 bedroom apt., Cliffside, starting June 1,

w/ option for fall, $165, call 665 3254, or in-

quire at rental office about F-6.

1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. twnhse., fall opt., pool,

tennis courts, all util. avail, end of May,
$100/ mo., call 665-2264.

Rm. for 1 male in 2 bdrm. Squire Village

apt. for summer, plus fall option, on bus
rte., approx. $80/ month, 665-7557, after 8

p.m.

Sublet: Presidential apt., 2 bdrm., June-
Aug., with fall opt., 549-4534.

Brandywine apts.. roommate wanted to

share,two-bedroom apt., rent lower dueto
renewed lease. Call 549-0571. hurry!

Collegian
Classifieds

Savel 2 bdrm. Cliffside, $200. no utilities,

on bus stop, tennis, fall option, 666^3006

Riverglade, 1 bdrm. in 4 bdrm. apt.. $75/
mo., 6/1, fall option, pool, AC, bus rte.,

non-smkr. pref., 253-5206.

3 bdrms. in 4 bdrm. hse. in N. Amherst.
great summer place, convenient and com-
fortable, $87,50/ mo. + util.. avail. 6/1.
call 549-0319.

2 bdroom. apt.. Cotonial VW., fum., c^t.,
June- Aug., opt. to ren., $190. neg.,,
256^449, eves.

Rm. for summer in houM on bus route,
2537650.

2 bedrm. ept.. Irg., sunny, w/ bedrms.,
upstairs. Iaur>dry. swimming, bus stop;
Riverglade. in So. Amherst. $195/ mo., call

253-7972.

1 br. apt.. Cliffskle. rent neg., 866-3026.

Riverglede, 2 br.. Townhouae: furnish-
ed, pool. carp.. AC, DW Er disp., laund..
bus rt.. $196/ mo., incl. heat & hw, 5/22-
9/4. 253-2089.

Don't miaa outi 2 br. apt., aummar/ w. fall

opt., $150/ m., furnished, pool, AC,
garden plot, bus route. 666-4348.

Furn. studio apt. for sumnier. May 26-

Aug. 30. Lincoln apts., on campus, $141/
OK)., i«>cl. util.. 549-6215. after 5.

Sunny 2 bdrm. apt., bus rte.. pool, $200/
tvo.. fall opt., 253-5028, S. Amh., avail.

May 27.

1 bdrm. in 3 bdrm. apt., available June 1.

special apt. on bus rt.. overlooks Holyok..
range access to pool, tennis courts and
garden rent. $95-*-. call 253-5978.

4 bedroom house on bus route near town,
sublet June- August, fall option, call

253 3234^

Southwood apt. —avail. 6/1, w/ opt. to
renew, 2 bdrm.. part. furn.. bus rte., call

256-0394, aft'noon.

3 bdrms.. one minute from campus. 2 pvt.

porches, huge yard, $300- util. incl.

549 1254.

2 bdrm. Rol. Grn.. $150/ mo., negot.,
Jun.- Aug.. bus/ pool/ util. incl./ etc. Jon
Klein. 5-3500.

Brandywine. 2 bdrm. apt., avail.

6/1-8/31, AC, pool, cable TV, semi furn.,

on bus routes, rent $225— mo. or BO, call

549-1317.

2 bdrm. Cliffside. $186/ mnth., fall op-
tion, tennis, f>ooI, all utilities, 665-3646,

anytime.

Sublet— 1 mo. rent free— fully furn., 2
bdrm. Riverglade t-hse., 6/1-9/1, $195 +

util./ 2 mos., bus pool, air cond., call

256-8104, eve.

3 bedrooms in Puffton Village, avail.

6/1-8/30, $230/ month, call 549-0313.

2 br. apt. at Puffers Pond in No. Amherst,
$280/ month. Includes utilities. 6/1- 9/1,

fall option. Call 549-5134. morns, or eve.

Townehouse apt., sub. 6/1- 8/31. 2-bdr.,

AC, carpet, part, furn., pool, on bus rte.,

$200/ mo., call 549-6078.

1 bedrm. apt., Puffton, AC, carpet, ten-

nis, pool, avail. June to Sept., option for

fall, 549-5356, keep trying, $175.

4 bdrm., 7 room house in Amherst, 5

min., walk to town, 10 min. to campus,
partially furnished, huge attic, $440/ mo.,

call 263-5947.

Summer sublet, Puffton Village,
6/1-8/31. 3 bedroom, 2 baths. On bus
route, laundry, pool, tennis courts, park-

ing, air cond., $300/ mnth., util. incl., ex-

cept elect., call 549-6739.

Squire Village, 2 bdrm., air cond., pool,

bus route, avail. June 1, fall option,

665-7158.

2 bedroom, Amherst center, summer
sublet, rent reasonable, call Mary,
256-0276.

Spacious 2-bedroom apt. to sublet with

fall lease opt., 2 blocks from Amherst
center, call 253-3165, available again!!

Sublet- 1 bdrm. Rolling Green, $250, all

utilities included, call 253-2247.

2 bdrm. Colonial Vill., w/ fall opt. Furn.

for summer, pool, bus rt., $200/ mo., util.

incl., call 253-9686.

Large 4 bedroom apt. in older house on
bus route, easy walk to Amh. ctr., porch
and backyd., price negotiable, call eves.,

253-9467, avail. mid-May or June.

4 br. houae for Mblat. Beautiful setting
across from public lake. Option to renew.
Call 323-5777.

Sublet -fully fum. 2 bdrm. Riverglade
t-'hse., 6/1- 9/1, $196 -»- util./ mo., call

256^104. ___^
Summer sublet: comfortable 2 bedroom,
furnished apt. in house on bus rte.. South
Deerfield. Kitchen, bath, basement,
garage, incl. shaded yard. $240/ mo.,
possible option for fall. 665-4155, after 6
p.m.

2 bdrma. in 3 bdrm. twftM. apt., bus rte.,

viwlk to UMass. $200/ mo. + . 549-1540.

2 bdrm. twnhse.. Sunderland. 6/1- 8/31,
w/ opt., $200 mo., util. iricl.. bus rt., pool,
666-3589.

Townehouse apts.. 3 bedroom, carpet,

AC, on bus route, make an offer! Avail. 6/
1/79, call 549-5934.

Try thia— nice rm. in 3 bdrm. apt., pool,
AC, garden, bus rt., loveable roommates,
pizza, $86 or less, Northwood, 665 3518.

Cliffai<te. 1 bd. apt.. June- Aug., util.

incl., furnished. $150 mo., dishwasher.
666-4188.

Female rmate. wanted for beautiful apt.

close to UMass, sumn>er- poss. fall,

549-1114.

4 br.. carpet, AC, pool, bus, spacious,
kids OK, fall option, $360 or best offer,

665-4246.

One bedroom— Puffton Village, available

May 26. call 549-6108.

Fall option

-

$425, avail.

253 2521.

5 bdrm. house, S. Amherst,
end May, garage, quiet.

1 bdrm. Rolling Gr., avail. June, July,

Aug , on bus rte., AC, DW, pool, reg.,

$242, will sub., $176, call 256 6383.

Need a place to live for p>art of or the
whole summer? Townhouse, 2 br., fall op-
tion, rent negot ., 549 6378.

Sunderland bonanza! 2 bdrm., cool pool,
tennis, hiking trails, bus route, partly fur-

nished, $240/ mo., incl. utilities, fall option,

665-7981.

Puffton, 1 br. In 3 br apt for summer w/
possible option, Jeff, 549-5877.

Echo Hill, 1 bdrm. avail., $140/ BO,
253-9662.

2 quiet nonsmokers who like cats, own
bdrms for summer. $75 monthly, with
elec. , 253-7573, evenings.

3 bdrms. In 4 bdrm. apt.; Amherst, on bus
& near campus; garden, porch, $77.50/

mo. -t^ util. Avail. June 1, summer only,

256-6032.

2 bdrm. twnhse., Sunderland, 6/1- 8/31,
w/ opt., $200 mo., util. incl., bus rt., pool,
665^3589

Townehouse apts., 3 bedroom, carpet,

AC, on bus route, make an offer! Avail. 6/

1 / 79. call 549 5934.

Try this- nice rm. In 3 bdrm. apt., pool.

AC, garden, bus rt., loveable roommates,
pizza. $85 or less, Northwood, 665-3518.

Summer-fall option. 1 bdrm.. $170 -^

util., Kathy, 253-3658.

Cliffside, 1 bd. apt., June- Aug., util.

incl., furnished, $150 mo., dishwasher,

6654188.

Female rmate. wanted for beautiful apt.

close to UMass, summer— poss. fall,

549-1114.

4 br., carpet, AC, pool, bus, spacious,

kids OK, fall option, $360 or best offer,

665-4246.

One bedroom— Puffton Village, available

May 26, call 549-6108.

Fall option— 5 bdrm. house, S. Amherst,

$425, avail, end May, garage, quiet,

253-2521.

1 bdrm. Rolling Gr., avail. June. July,

Aug,, on bus rte., AC, DW, pool, reg.,

$242, will sub.. $175, call 256-6383.

Need a place to live for part of or the

whole summer? Townhouse, 2 br., fall op-

tion, rent negot., 549-6378.

Sunderland bonanza! 2 bdrm., cool pool,

tennis, hiking trails, bus route, partly fur-

nished, $240/ mo., incl. utilities, fall option,

665^7981.

Puffton, 1 br. in 3 br. apt. for summer w/
possible option, Jeff, 549-5877.

Echo Hill,

253 9862.

1 bdrm. avail., $140/ BO,

Collegian classified rates are: daily,

45c per line, five consecutive issues, 40c
per lint per day; 30 consecutive issues,
30c per line per day One line is roughly
equivalent to 38 characters

2 quiet nonsmokera who like cats, own
bdrms. for summer. $75 monthly, with
elec., g3-7573, evenir^gs.

Grab—2 bdrm. Presidential apt. for June
1- close to campus- 549 5729, eves.

1 bdrm., M6/mo.. spacious 3 bdrm. 3
floor apt., across from Puffton, fall option,
549 4918.

Sublet, option to lease. 2 bedroom apt.,

swim, pool, tennis, Sunderland, call Pat,

256-8567.

4 peraon collective seeks female
housemate for summer. On bus route.
Nonsmoker. Call 666-4768.

Furn. studio apt. for summer. May
25-Aug. 30, Lincoln apts., on campus,
$141/ mo., incl. util., 549-6215, after 5.

1 bdrm. of 3 bdrm. apt., pool, AC, tennis
courts, cable TV, bus route, 649-4860.

2-3 bdrms. twnhs.: walk. dist. to campus,
stores, Puffers; on 2 bus rts.; quiet resd.

area; avail. 6/1, $100/nn. or BO;. 549-1218 .

1 bedroom Cliffside apt. w/ bus route
and pool. $180/mo. incl. utilities or best of-

fer. Partly furnished, call 665^2487.

Summer room w/ furn. kitch. & util.,

$100 nrwnth. on N. Pleasant St., call

649-6410 for mppx.

Jun. -Aug.. part of summer share; most of
summer, have apt. to yourself; near cam-
pus, furnished; call aft. 10:30 a.m.. kp. try.,

549-1822.

2 bdrm.. avail. 6/1, fall option. $240/ mo.
Pool. AC. bus route, 665^7537.

Brandywine -6/1 to 8/31, 2 bdrm., fur-

nished, AC. pool, tennis, bus rte.,

549-4671.

Fall option, Brandywine, 2 bedroom, 2
bus rt., pKJol, AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,

nice location, rent negotiable, call

549 5815.

Rooms for rent in house for summer, Vi

nriile from campus, rent negot. 549-1867.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway,
$90/mon., util. incl., keep
calling -369-8372.

2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or BO. Call 253-7703, 4-8 p.m .

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1 549-5144 .

WANTED
Saturday Night Live: anyone with a video
tape of the Blues Brothers on May 5, call

584-5162, ask for Rick.

Dead tickets, will pay $15, 256-0639.

Wanted: 5- 5!4 cu. ft. refrigerator, good
cond., call 6-8356.

Dead ticket, non-student. Call Joel at

253-5333, after 7 p.m.

People wanted to rent rooms in house
next to campus for the summer, for info.

call 546 -5353 or 546-5381.

2 Dead tickets, will pay $15 for ea., call

Karen. 6-6630.

Need desperately— one Dead tik, $15,

6-4357.
'

We buy used cars. 256-8433 or 549-5986 .

Cape Cod— need 1 or 2 people to share
house on lower cape for summer
(Eastham.). Call Deb, 253-2124. or Frank,

253-3218.

Mature resp. man seeks a nice cozy 1 br.

apt. or other w/ privacy in N'hampton,
starting 5/20-6/1. call Mel, eves., at

256-8601.

Rider wanted to Florida, leaving July 10,

contact immed. Maureen, 256-6738.

WANTED TO RENT
~

Two or three bedroom house, Sept. to

May, consciencious. Call David, (305)

546 2642.

Wanted: 4 or 5 bedroom house, with con-

venience to campus, call Joe at 546-5066.

Married. M/F sk. priv. apt. in N'hamp./
Amh. in exchange— child/ house care—
gen, rep.. 734-8942.

SUMMER SUN & FUN

Summer sunset at Brandywine— sublet

2 br. apt., part, furn., AC, DW, pool, bus
rtes., call 549-0569.

PARACHUTING
~

First jump course, Thursday. 19th, 7
p.m., CC rm. 803, bring current ID and
$60— limited to 1st 15 people.
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Around Campus
Hampshire College

presents 2 plays
Hampshire College will present two

student written theatre productions, "A
Christmas Ritual ' May 10 12 at 8 p.m.,
and' April IS Over, May 1 113at 4:Mp.m.'
"A Christmas Ritual, ' written by

Hampshire student Lindsay Lane, focuses
on the ritual involved in growing up and the
conflicts inherent in those rituals, both real
and imagined. "April is Over "

is a one man
production performed by Ted McAdams,
who will sketch the life of F. Scott ^
zgerald

Security in dorms
tightened for concert
"We all face a potentially unctrollable and

dangerous weekend that could make the
violence and trashing of last Hallowe-tn
seem mild by comparison," Jam.«s
Matlack, Southwest area director said
y^terday about the Spring Concert Satur
day.

In expectation of a tremendous increase in

the Southwest population this weekend,
special security measures will put on for

guests of Southwest residents, Matlack
said.

Guests who plan to be in Southwest
dorms will have to get a signed guest pass
from the Head of Residence of the dorm
they plan to stay m These passes will be
available on a basis of one per student and
can be picked up no later than 5 p.m. to
dey. Matlack said

No one will be allowed to sleep in any
dorm lounges during the weekend, Matlack
said

According to Matlack, all Southwest
dorms will remain locked fr6m 7 p.m. Fri

day until 7 a.m. Monday These rules will
be strictly enforced and anyone found
abusing them will be subject to "'severe'
disciplinary action.

"Everyone's cooperation, fMpect for
these security and guest provisions, and
good sense is curbing the behavior of peers
and friends will be needed to get us
through the event without serious damage
or injury," Matlack said.

Graduate union

ele^Utd
Oennrs A Wakefield, a graduate student

'm the Political Science department,
yesterday w^ elected Chairperson of the
Graduate Student Employees Union,
District K of the Distributive Workers of
iM^eHca. He ran unopposed.

Othw^ officers elected were Elaine D.
McCrate, vice chairperson; Cad L
Leinonen, treasurer; Cynthia R. Daniels,
genera secretary; and Bernadette Myher,
corresponding secretary.

Also elected were Mitchell Miller
organizing chairperson Daniel Strahinich*
chairperson of the grievance committee'
and Elizabeth H Oakes, publicity chair-
person
The union represents graduate students

employed at the University as teaching
assistants and associates and research
assistants Last Tuesday and Thursday
members of the union picketed Machmer
Hall in support of their demands for more
funding for graduate employees and
collective bargaining rights.
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ROYAYERSWILLBE
HEREON MAYI2, AT
SPRING CONCERT
Pick up his new album at
Platterpus Records,
Northampton

Two fine concerts at the
Academy of Music, Northampton, Ma.
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Crossword
Puzzle

C.^1 Friday Muy 1 1 at 8 00 pm

GORDON BOK
with Ed Trickett and

Ann Mayo Muir.

Tickets: S3..W in advance
' S4.00at thedoor

3^ AtiHouncuig the Fourth Afuuial

lesliviil i SlHwcase
May11,12, 13, 1979
Three County Fairgrounds Northampton, MA
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Tickets may be purchased m advance at AES.
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LUNCH
Meatballs Hawaiian

Deli Ham on Water Roll

BASICS LUNCH

Lentil Salad Bowl
Pineapple Yogurt Stuffed

Peppers

DINNER

Rotini/Tomato Meat Sauce Er

Grated Cheese
Fish Florentine

Cold Cut Plate w/
Potato Salad

BASICS DINNER
Fish Florentine

Cheese Nut Loaf/ Light Mushroom
Sauce

Today onWMUA

SPRING RECORD CLEARANCE!!
ALL ALBUMS IN STOCK

SALE RUNS THROUGH MAY
(Includes only albums in these price categories)

Series

6.98
7.98
8.98

9.98

10.98

Our reg. Special
price clearance

price
4.77 3.77

5.97 4.57
6.47 4.97
7.47 5.67
8.47 6.47

THE BEST SELECTION!

10am-2pm ROCK 'N' ROLL
with Pippin

12:00 NOON REPORT/Mary Blake
SPORTS /Howie Sobolob

2pm-5:30pm THE WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
DRIVE with Dave Emerson

5:00 NEWS HEADLINES

5:02 "ATHENA'S WEB" with Don Cerow
Daily astrological forecast

5:30pm-6pm NEWSWATCH/K. Lazar
SPORTS /Neal Opper

6pm-7pm "DR. BILL'S MYTHS, LIES
FACTS AND SONGS

7pm-10pm CHRIS VINE Reggae/Black
Classicial/ Strange sounds/ Music of other cultures

10pm-2am ASSORTED WIERDNESS WITH JEFF BERLIN!
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Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler
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Zoo State U by Rob Ranney
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Nothing Special by Joe Casey
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Nebbish by Mike Galper

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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theUNIVERSITYSTORE Openings in baseball, tennis, horse-back
riding, archery, water-ski, waterfront,

(with WSI), nature science, music, and
general (sports background).

Viani to be a

camp
counselor?

Spend your summer in

Camp Equinunk and
Blue Ridge, a brother-

sister camp in the

Pocono's.

Stop in at the Student Employment
Office, room 239A, Whitmore, to sign

up for an on campus interview on
Friday, May 11, all day.

<*»»»»»»a»»»»»»»<e»»»»»««»«»»»ep»*»»*»»»»»»»»»»*»»>«i»*e«<»««»»»««»w«<*aa»*e»*e«>**»e»ae*e»«a»«ie»*e

WANTED
'«»

^

^i ^.

Reporters and Photographers^
for summer weekly newspaper.

Big benefits. No pay.

This is the opportunity to turn

.

that leisure summer time into a
productive learning experience;
no volunteers turned away.
Learn all aspects of production
of a small weekly newspaper.
Inquire at the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

offices, 113 Campus Center, or call 545 3500

The Collegian \t an

Affirmative Action

Equal Opportunitv

employer
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Rudi grand slam paces
Angels over Sox, 10-2
Sv DICK BRAUOe
AP Sports Wnt0r

BOSTON Jm Rudi smwhed his 10th home run in the first inning and Carney Lansford
*t«r a^ted tvvo honr^e runs as the California Angels routed the Boston Red Sox 10-2
l«t night behind the seven hit pitching of Chris Knapp
Losers pf nine of their last 13 gam^. the Angete pounced on R«l Sox rookie Chuck

Rainey 1 2, as Rick Miller led off the game with a double and, after two walks with one
our Rudi hit his fifth homer of the season into the centerfield bleachers.
Lansford added a two run homer in the third and a solo shot m the fifth, both into the

left field screen off reliever Jim Wright .
«w

*
^

Knapp 2 gave up a sole horm run to Dwight Evans in the fifth inning and a run in
the swth on Butch Hobson s second double of the night, sconng Gw)roe Scott

Rairwy tasted one inning plus two batters in the Mcond.

Pats sign 3 NE free agents

Im ^S°S!' f*^*^.^' '-^.^.^^ *""" announced Tuesday that tryouts mmA be given totight end Paul Ricker of Norwich, center Mike McLaughlin of the Universitv ofMassachusetts, and guard Bob Hurley of Hoiy Cr(»s.
wniverwry or

Ricker caught 56 passes for 1 .430 yards durinq his coltege care«.

iWednesday. May 9. 1979

pec
./xC

QUANTtms umrm- so numy

NEUTROGENA 3 5 oi
25c off only tSc

TRAC 11

S's only 99c

0XY5
only •1.43

FABERGE
OROANICS
15 oi.

only tLOi ^

NOXEMA
14 oz.

only t1.79

theUNIVERSrrYSDRE

DIISIX
GRAND OPENING

May 9-12

Largest N.Y. style disco in the area with a

newly installed disco light show

Wedfu'scfriv

QR brew night

10- lam most bottled beers 75^

Thursd<iy

DFT night-$5 cover

all drinks free from 8- 12

Pr/c/.iv

Miller night,

Miller 75 all night

^.iturd.iv

Hour glass night

Every hour, special drink for 95'

Prizes & prizes to give away

Rt. 9, Hadley
on Amherst/ Hadley 'line

2539214

LONGEST DAILY
HAPPY HOUR IN
TOWN 3 8 P.M.

OTHER DRINK
SPECIALS DAILY

BREAKFAST ON
WEEKENDS,
BUSINESS
LUNCHEON AND
DINNER DAILY

BEST BURGER
AND
SANDWICHES IN
TOWN

Wedf^gday, May 9, 1979

1

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
Coile^ian ib

jiat aiQj ^oum m^out m^^V
r*eH)lfs.w 6Q STUO.NTS* SM ^ , , ./. Nf, «.»M »MC -»»0 « OO IWI ulf SHOW « »o"

.very touching
land wofwteiful.*^SALLY FIELD

fri and Sat (TLS S 00) 7« 10 15
Wed and Thur» (TLS S 001 8 30

I n:

STARTS FRIDAY!

uvKiN(3iMiiarr

goolifootiSctirmk
1 Pray St. Amhorst. Mast. 549-5403

1

nOMCTMHS
Presents

SPRING CONCERT 79
Student Tickets

-Available Tues. and Wed., May 8 & 9, to any UMass/ Amherst
undergrad or Com. Ed. student who has paid the SATF and has not
picked up their ticket.

-This is the last opportunity to pick up their tickets.
— No tickets will be sold or available before or the day of the con-
cert.

iSecurity
— Important, be at the stadium by 7 a.m.
— Bring your ID.

— Know your captains.

Day of the Concert
Gates open 9 a.m.
Showtimes: Roy Ayers 11 a.m.

Patti Smith Group 12:30 p.m.
Grateful Dead 2:30 p.m.

Important
— No one will be allowed near the stadium the day of the concert
before 7 a.m.
—You must have a ticket to enter the concert area.
— All students using student tickets will be required to show their
valid UMass ID to be admitted to the concert.
— If you do not have an ID, please pick up one before the day of the
concert.
— No cans, bottles, breakable containers or kegs will be allowed In

the concert area.
— Only non-breakable containers will be allowed.
— Coolers and other carrying equipment are subject to search.
— Extra buses will be running the day of the concert.
— Please ask visitors to park ayvay from the concert area and use the
bus3s.

— If you know of or hear about people coming to the concert
without tickets, please discourage them. There is a heavy security

system set up to keep people without tickets away from the
stadium. There will be no scalping allowed in the area of the con-
cert.

— This is your concert. Future spring concerts of this size depend on
your cooperation this Saturday.

See Friday's Collegian

End* Thura Superman
Wad and Thurs (TLS S 301 8 4S

STARTS FRIDAY!

jAHt »ON0« V] *^ p

Batters score 9-5 win
over Springfield Chiefs

MtCHkd oouci«$1

Ends Thurs Same Tima Next Veai
IWed and Thurs (TLS 6:001 8:30

ROBERT DC NlPO

S Academy Awards Bast Piclural

Fri and Sat (TLS $ 30) 9 00
Wed and Thurs (TLS S 001 8 30

iiH.nm.Ei.nm.MiHUi'iajjwwIiTaicfliiTTt

r INST SHOWS 2. OO MASTER CNARCE

By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

The UMass baseball team primed
itself for today's crucial doubleheader
versus the University of New Hamp-
shire by disposing of Springfield Col-
lege yesterdav. 9-5.

The Minutemen, now 19-13, utiliz-

ed a 15 hit attack and a five run third
inning to bring an abrupt end to Spr-
ingfield's nine game winning streak.

Chris Collins (3 1) got credit for the
win, going six innings before surren-
ding to the heat and relief pitcher
Dave Stoller. Stoller came in to pitch
one hit relief for his three inning stint,

getting eight men in a row for a
stretch.

UMass scored first in the top of the
second. Doug Welenc hit a ground
rule double over the centerfield wall

(4 ft. high) and was driven home by
Mark Brown's single (three hits and
three RBI's on the day).

Springfield quickly answered in

their half of the second when
massive Tom Counsel launched a
Collins offering halfway to the stars.

The landing point was conservatively
guessed at 475 feet away. Collins
didn't lose his poise though, as he
recovered, striking out the side.

In the third, UMass broke it open
with five runs, on six hits. Mark
Sullivan started the onslaught
against starter and loser Tom Doher
ty with the first of five consecutive
hits. Dave Oleksak then singled mov
ing Sullivan into scoring position for

Ed Skribiski's seeing eye base hit,

Doug Aylward then took his turn
driving home Oleksak and the fun
was beginning. Mike McEvilly broke
the single monotony by hitting

another ground rule double over the
centerfield wall. Weienc drove home
the fourth run with a sacrifice fly and
Brown finished it off, singling home
McEvilly.

From there thtf Minutemen could
spend the rest of the game enjoying
the sunshine.

Minuteman Tom Grim«« pyts
on • Juggling show in th« dugout
during a recent UMass baseball
game. (Staff photo by Patrick O.
Dobba)

Ruggers lose final home match, 19-13
By TOM GRIFFIN
Collegian Staff

Last Saturday under sunny skies and windy field conditions,
the UMass Rugby Club lost its final home match of the spring
season, 19 13, to the Boston Rugby Club. DommarAce of the
game changed at the half, as both teams had their chance to
play with the wind at their backs. The only problem for the
UMass ruggers was that Boston built up just too big a lead in
the first half of play

In the first half of play, UMass was shut out, while Boston
turned the advantage of the wind into three tries each worth
four points, and made good on two of the conversions, each
worth two points'. At the half the score stood at 16-0 in favor
of the visitors.

The second half saw UMass with the wind advantage but
Boston seemed to rise to the occasion each time UMass was
about to scoire. Finally, after much frustration, Joe Lambert,
playing center for the Minutemen, dove the ball into the goal
just inside the sidelines. The two point conversion failed and

UMass was finally on the scoreboard, 16-4. UMa^ captain
Larry Tebo then added a three point penalty kick 3 minutes
later and closed to gap to nine, 16-7.

Boston then decided to take the offensive and quickly sent
UMass back to its own end of the fiekf with a series of kicks
and long runs by their backs.
The ruggers then dug in and after a sanas of hard tacfclaa

stripped Boston of the ball, which was then picked up by
Tebo. Tebo than kicked the bai\ out to midfield and then after
catching up to his own kick, passed the ball off to teammate
Joe Jankowski who sprinted down the far sideline beating all

defenders to sco'e the try. Tebo then added the two point
conversion and the score now stood at 16-13 with only a few
minutes remaining.

Boston then seemed content to sit on its lead with only two
minutes left and UMass was unable to mount a serious threat.
With only seconds remaining, Boston sealed the ruggers fate
when they added a three point kick to make the final score IS-
IS.

MANUFACTURING MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
Undecided about your career?
Perhaps we can help.

R.R. Donnelley & Sons Company is a leading international commercial printer and a Fortune 500 com-
pany. Our products include popular news, business and special interest magazines, professional journals,
leading retails catalogues, telephone and business directories, casebound books (including encyclopedias,
textbooks, bibles, popular literature) and financial literature of many types. Founded ^ 1864, Donnelley has
established a reputation as the leader in our industry and as an employer vitally committed to the develop-
ment of our employees.

Our modern web printing plant in Old Saybrook, CT seeks outstanding graduates for our manufacturing
management training program, a 2-year training program which prepares you for placement as a manufac-
turing supervisor. The training is individualized, comprehensive and fast paced. At the conclusion of the pro-
gram you will assume management responsibilities for a significant portion of our manufacturing operation.

We seek men and women with strong analytical abilities and problem solving skills, excellent communica-
tion skills and leadership qualities. We would like to meet June graduates who will receive Bachelor degrees
in engineerig, physical science, computer sciences, or Business Administration. A Graduate degree is

desirable.

At Donnelly, you will find an outstanding salary and benefit program, a progressive environment designed
to allow you to exercise your abilities arni^genuine growth potential.

Interested individuals should write or call:

Richard D. Weiner
. Employment Coordinator

R-R-Donnelley & Sons Company
Old Saybrook, CT 06475

ClKll.ii.rs,br Press <203) 388-3581

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Gorillas down Harvard, 16-13

I Wednesday. May 9, 1979

Garber notches 200th victory
tfy MARK MARCHAND
CoUegtan Staff

Cambridge Coach Dick Garfoer's 200th career win
couldn't have come at a better time as his lacrosse team
Mir^d to a thrilling 16 13 victory over the Harvard Crimson
yesterday afternoon before over 500 partisan Harvard rooters.

After a stow start in the first quarter, Garber's Gorillas built

up a 10 6 halftime lead and withstood a Crimson comeback in

the third quarter to clinch the win.

"Our hustle did it for us, " said Garber "They just couldn't
hold Srooks (Sweet) for long and the tremendous pressure
ttttt we applied helped

'

'

Sweet opened the sconng for UMass when he took a Lee
V^burgh pMs at 2:39 of the first quarter and slid it past
Crimson netmin<ter Ken First to notch his 100th career goal
Crimson's Gordie Nelson tied it up six minutes later when he
bMt UMass goalie Don Goldstein to knot things up and make
it a dogfight before UM%s oper^d up its big lead in the
•ecorMJ frame

Two UMaia goals from midfielder Harry Conforti and single

tlMies from Sweet, Norm Smith, and Ed Murray offset five

more Harvard goals and brought the score to 6-6 midway
tfirough the secor>d Quarter. Then UMass exploded.

Four straight unanswered goals by the Gorillas opened up a
10-6 halftime lead as the UMass offense finally fot untracked.
irstrumental at this time was the defensive trio of Roger Coe,

Klemwvt, and Tom Keenan who continually stifled the

Crimson offense during this time.
'The defense really did the job," related Goldstein of his

teammate. "I didn't feel that I had it and they carried us."

In the third stanza, UMass increased its lead to 11-6 when
midfielder Mike Lewis converted a Brooks Sweet pass only 46
seconds into the quarter. But Harvard wasn't about to roll

over and play dead as they roared back with four straight
tal'ies to close the gap to one goal at 1 1 10. Included in th<»e
four were three in a row by attacker Mike Faught.

Sensing a fight, UMass continued with its tough,
aggressive style of play and continually forced Harvard tur-
novers which proved fruitful. At 9:34 of the third. Sweet
scored his third of the game when he took a feed from Norm
Smith who stuffed it in from right in front. Just over a minute
later. Skip Vosburgh made it 13 10 when he caught Crimson
goalie Ken First napping and slipped the ball by him. At 14:54
Toby Rice scored a goal while falling down to make it 14-10
from a Sweet pass.

In the fourth frame, two more tallies by Smith and Conforti
put the game out of reach with just over six minutes
remaining. Two late Harvard goals by Pete Predun, playing
with a cast on his right hand, didn't matter and Gart>er had his
milestone victory.

After the game, all dejected Harvard coach Bob Scaiise
"^"^ ••«"»•••

*=*>«f
^^ D'*^'*

^•'if' PJC^'f "P^J^
would say was. "UMass is a good team, and they played *^'!*' J'!55°.7

yeeterday as the Qonll.. dumpwi Har-

well
"

r K r«u
vard. 16-13. (Staff photo by Mark Marchand.

Collegian

Mitwomen end season
by downing Springfield
By MELISSA GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

The 5 4 victory against Springfield College

yesterday was a fining finale to the 1979
Univesity of Massachusetts Softball team
as seniors Elaine Howie, Kathy Horrigan

and Sue DiRocco played their last game for

the Minutewomen. Although UMass pro-

duced an undefeated regular season with
an overall record of 24-2-1, the game was
almost anti-climatic. The afternoon was a
time for hugs, a few tears, snapshots by
parents and eating cake.

But a game was played. The UMies
disregarded two toses against Glassboro
State College last weekend in the EIAWA
Extern Regicmai Tournanr>ent and dropped
Spnngfield's Jecord to 8-11. Sue Peters,

yielding four hits, posted the win while Ann
Marie Insalaco suffered the loss.

The Chiefs tallied an unearned run in the

third. UMass retaliated with two in the

fourth as Horrigan led off with single sand-
wiched between short and third. A wild

pitch and Brenda Simmon's base hit tied

the score. Under Insalaco couldn't make a

play on Elaine Howie's picturesque bunt,

filling the corners. Jennifer Parker hit a
aacrifice fly to right to plate Simmons.

In the fifth frame, Springfield answered
with a run and the UMies responded with

two of their eight hits. DiRocco, who tripl-

ed earlier, began by walking and stealing

Second. Kathy O'Connell rapped a single

and Peters reached on an error to load the

bases. Then, Horrigan sacrificed and
Rhonda McManus stroked a chopper past

third to bring home two. The final run

resulted from McManus' and Peters' dou-
ble steal.

Springfield kept its hopes alive with two
more tallies in the sixth. With two outs, the

Chiefs pulled within one with a bloop single

and a misjudged sinking line drive that

scooted past centerfield. The game quietly

ended in the seventh.

Bruins keep hopes alive;

outslcate Canadiens, 5-2
ByDAVEOHARA
AP Sports Writer

BOSTON—young Stan Jonathan, sidelined most of the regular season by a
shoulder injury, scored three goals last night in leading the Boston Bruins to a 5-2
victory over the Montreal Canadiens, forcing a seventh and deciding game in ttiair

National Hockey League payoff semifinals.

With the victory, the Bruins, beaten in post-season play in Montreal in sevwi con-
secutive games the last three years, earned another chance to end the hex at the Forum
Thursday night.

Jonathan, who scored just six times during the regular season, had one goal in tlw
first period, tying the score 1 -1

.

Then, after Wayne Cashman put Boston in front 3-2 with a big assist from Brad Park
at 16:30 of the second period, Jonathan added two insurance goals in the finale.

The first, at 7:23, came on a pass from Bob Miller and the other, with less than five

minutes remaining, was set up on a pass from the corner by Cashman. ^

Despite steamy conditions in packed Boston Garden, the two old rivals came out
winging. Monteal jumped to a 1-0 lead at 8:05 as Larry Robinson tipped home a pass
from Pierre Mondou while both teams were shorthanded.

Boston wasted little time in evening the score as Jonathan tipped in shot at 10:02.
Don Marcotte gave the Bruins a 2-1 lead vi/ith a quick shot high off goalie Ken

Dryden's left arm at 12:21, bu» the Canadiens struck back just 27 seconds later as
Mondou scored on a long slapshut.

Bill Tarter

The new recruit

UMaaa tMrd taaaman Elaine Howie un-
coils at the plate during the mit-
women's 5-4 victory over Springfield
College yesterday. (Staff photo by
Patrick Dobbs).

Co-captain DiRocco had the only extra

base hit, fellow co-captain Horrigan made a

running basket catch, and Howie was er-

rorless at the hot corner.

Coach Chet Gladchuck's cdnversation
after the contest was dotted with the words
"proud," "pleasure" and "100 per cent."
Perhaps the cake decorated with tiny red

bats and gloves summarized it best: "Great
Season UMass."

Correction
In a photo printed in yesterday's Collegian, we mistakenly put Joe
McLaughlin's name under his brother Mike's picture. As it turns out,
both McLaughlin photos were of Mike, ahhough he was wearing his

brother's uniform jersey in one of the photos. The end result is that we
massed up. Our apotogiaa.

Walt Herniak, the Daily Planet's sports

editor, is sitting behind his desk waiting for

the next applicant to arrive.

Suddenly at the door appears an obvious-
ly very nervous young man. Fumbling with
his glasses and hurriedly tucking in his

shirt, the young man introduces himself.

"Mr. Herniak, I'm Clark Kent."

"Please to meet you Kent," says Herniak.

As he reaches to shake his hand, he feels

the power in Kent's grasp, "yoowwwwww,
I think you just broke my hand!"

"Gulp, I'm sorry sir, sometimes I forget

myself, this is my first interview. I was told

men respect a firm handshake. I'm truly

sorry, but at least your hand isn't broken."
"I forgive you Kent, but how can you tell

it's not broken?"

"You might say it's part of a special knack
I have," said Kent with a peculiar gleam in

his eyes.

"Oh well, let's take a look at your
resume," spoke Herniak with his mind
returning to business, "I notice under
Education you put down 'out of this world:'

I'm glad to see you were enthusiastic about
your schooling, but could you be a little

more specific?"

"I never went to a formal college, I was
privately tutored for about 20 years, while

traveling around the world."
'Hmmm, that's impressive. Did you have

one particular tutor?"

"Yes, my heavenly father, Jor-EI."

"Oh. I see; you were studying for the

church. Jor-EI, is that one of those Islamic

names like Kareem-Abdul-Jabbar?"
"No, my father was from the planet Kryp-

ton."

"I get it, one of those cosmic cults! I'm

glad to see you had enough sense to leave

that planet Krypton -it could have been
dangerous to stay any longer."

"You have no idea how dangerous it

could have been."
"With a grip like yours Kent, did you e^m

play sports? Why did you decide to become
a reporter?;'

Well sir, as my earthly father Jonathaifc

Kent once told me, 'one thing I know son,
is you're here for a reason...and it's not to
score touchdowns." So after that I

abandoned sports and looked for
something more worthwhile."

" 'Not to score touchdowns' huh. What is

that father of yours? Unamerican or

something? I notice under Hobbies you put
flying. What sort of flying do you do? Any
racing?"

"Yes I race planes, jets, helicopters, ju^
about anything up in the sky

.

"

"You must be very talented," spoka
Herniak, duly impressed.
"Thank you, sir. I like to believe I can fly

better than anyone I know."
"Let's see. Under Areas of Practical

Training you say you can type 475 words a
minute. Come now Kent, you sure yoyr

can't do better than that?" spoke Herniak,

his voice laced with sarcasm.

I've tried but the keys burn up going any

faster."

"Ha, ha! You've got a sense of humor. I

like that." smiled Herniak. "Ordinarily, we
start our new reporters in the sports depart-

ment. Do you think you could handle a

sports beat?
"

"Sir, if you like I could cover the Giants

and the Yankees simultaneiously!"

"That's what I like to here, ambitious

new reporters. But I noticed on your

resume you mention that you never lie.

Realizing your religious upbringing, I tend

to believe you. This causes problems

thouflh. People are not prepared for objec-

tive sports writers. We'll have to start you

off in the newsroom. Go see Perry White in

the morning."

Sw^lsmsnf to iM Tronfcript-Telegrafn, Doily Hampthir* Gazette, GreenfieM Recercbr, Daily Collegian, Amherst Record, AMM Df% t4»m%.
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PRESENTS

AFabulous
Mother'sDay
Celebration
Concert in

Cafe Square
May 9—7 p.m.

African Violet

Giveaway
May 10, 11, 12

Drawing for a

Color TV Set19"

May 12

N.E. ARTISTS
FESTIVAL
HIGHLIGHTS

ALL WEEK
IN

CAFE
SQUARE

MALL HOURS: 10-9:30 P.M., MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

RT. 9 AT INTERSECTION OF RT. 116, BETWEEN NORTHAMPTON & AMHERST
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Join George Washington for Ail-American Food

l^n a warm Colonial atmosphere : .
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OPENING MAY 10 A
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' A FAMliy RESTALIRANT

HAMPSfflilE MALL
Rt. 9. Hadley

Open Monday - Saturday

8:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.

GRAND OPENING

!

,^^ There's a new Schatz in the
Gins AND ACC£^ORiES.
UKE THIS WFTY PILLOWSACH,
IT'S AVAILABLE WITH FOUR
DIFFIREHT IMPRINTS.

Hampshire Mall

JUST ^9.95 SCHATZ HAS
GREETING CARDS. A
PERFECT CARD FOR

ANY OCCASION.

SCHATZ HAS

STATIONERY AND
OFFICE SUPPUES.
JUST ABOUT ANYTHING
yOU'LL NEED.

SCHATZ HAS
INVITATIONS. PLUS
SCHATZ WILL DO ALL

YOUR PRINTING.

Schatz
Hampshire Mall

Hadley, Mass.
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FOR MOTHER. . .

.

THE ULTIMATE CUISINART

FOOD PROCESSOR

And now the biggest the best. .

.

the newest Cuislnart die 7 Model!

Has 46% more capacity and a much

stronger motor Handles your large

recipes with ease Plus it runs

quietly' Other features include

an extra safety switch to prevent

improper use Pulse action switch 250 00

Mother never had it so convenient

until Cuisinart invented dlc7'

HoM^W^es. Eastfield
I I ,
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gotdfin

14 Kt
ITAWn

iD

15" serpentine link

1995
Regularly 27»*

Complete line of 14Kt gold, ster-
ling silver, and 12Kt gold fill Includes
bracelets, chokers, anklets, chain,
earmgs, stickpins, and scatterpins.

doesnH Just

mean cowboy
anymore

Easy tf) wear
leisure separates

tailored of care

free polyester

cotton. The
white "Wrinkle

Sheeting" tap>ered

leg pant has a

drawstring waist

and horn pockets

Sl^es 3 15

Perfectly paired

with a gingham
check big shirt

featuring shirred

curved yokes.

Blue, rose,

green, red, navy

SML

J^Sofc Ifeini i^ciM-M^ 3t*M^"7^

deycu
believe in
itiasic?

ma0i€ cicthes
VISA AND MASTtRCMARGt

DREAM MACHINE
Family Entertainment Center

Presents

MOTHER'S DAY AT
OUR PLACE

Mom, bring dad, the kids,

and this coupon to the Dream
Machine on Mother's Day
and your family can all

play all day for just two
dollars.

MOTHER'S DAY
HOURS 1-6

USE CAFE'
SQUARE DOORS

available at

Hampshire
Mall only. <Si22m20

FMMLYSfTBVr/

is where the,
fun starts!

.o>.

4S6M:i6!

stands iK^iitd

lie sens. ••

And web«4c it

up with a no hassle

cash refund if

you're not

(»mpletely satisfied.

(RMurnt miMt b« iccoin^iiMd

by « rtqitlM rtecipt «n<i b« in

orifiiMl packafinf.)

Seriously,

**W« take your

fun seriously.''

1&/ $. Mfhf Shi>f^*VhUJk» yotir fun terfoasly

Hampshire Mall, Eastfield Mall, Fairfield Mall, Mountain Farms Mall

wkJ other maior shopping centers.

Genuine opal butterflies

will set Mom's heart aflutter!

a.»110. b.»l20. c 'QS.

All in 14 karat yellow gold.

Elegant gift wrap at no extra charge.

Zales and Friends make wishes come tnie.

Also available, Zales Reviving Charge.

ZALES
The Diamond Store

MOTHER'S DAY
FABRIC SALE

BEAUTIFUL BLOUSE WEIGHT

PRINTS & SOLIDS

Sd«ction inelwdM DOTS. STRIPES, GUAS,
FLORALS and much mora.

100% CoHoni plus Cotton •

Polyestar Bl*ndf.

Mochin* wash - Tumbl* Dry
41' -45" wid«

Reg. $1.98 a yard

$127

35%

FANTASTIC SELECTION OF EXTRA VALUES.

PRINTS, KNITS, VOILES, H0PSACKIN6 . .

.

AND MANY OTHER FINE FAM^S.

Cottons, Polyesters & Blends

Machine Wash - Tumble Dry

AA" wide

5*«« $4%

$197
twA

REMNANTS from 40 -70% OH
THC FABHlCSTORE IWITHlTvif

sc-frc fabrics
Fairfield Mall

Chicopee
Hampshire Mall

Hadley

Master Charge — VISA accepted.

Fairfield Plaza

Bronl^oro, Vt.

tROpIC

Plant Shop

Austrian Lead CRYSTAL
"To Light up her Life"

Beautiful Pieces —
M.95 t

A Living Plant for Mom
Hanging Fuschias,

Geraniums, Impatients

Begorias, Gloxiriasa,

others.

Handsome Tropical

Plants, Terrariums

Tropic Isfe, Hampshire Mall, Hadley

?



If you're a nut

about freshness,

you're gonna love

.

Fine Condy and Nuts

JtompHhire Mall fastfield Mall

Fairfield Mall Norwichtown Mall

(I|f4c#}|(a|n|n|(s|(4i3((i|is|ii|ri|c4is|ci|(4c4is|ii|ii|ci|ii|i3|i4c4c)|()|ei|c^4i4ti|t#

#

t
S

I
#

s

• •••••••••••*
HALF PilCE!

UiKiiry Sheer

i

I

*

I
«

«

#

#
*

PANTY HOSE

$157

3 prs. M.SO
'As«ort«d ityl«s to cHooM from.
'R«9. 77«lo99«pr

WHIU THEY UST!

SEAMLESS
STOOCINGS

*Lo<A for (•mous brafid i

•fl«| $2.50 pr

HALF PRia!

Confert Top

SUPPORT
KNEI HI'S

63c
pr.

*ln i>opul«r shadM
•R««. 3 pr for S2.94

3|irs. $1.88

•Rag $1.25 pr

Fields Hosiery

!
#

s
I

I

t

«
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SUMMER
DRESS SALE
% 9̂5

Our Reg. $20

On sa/e through May I2ih

We can't think of a nicer look for

the warm weather than these
soft, feminine summer dresses.

Wear them now arxl all through
the season for comfortable
good looks. They're perfect
for wear during the day. .

and equally festive for a
night on the town. And for

Mother's Day, they're the
perfect gift to give or re-

ceive. Easy-care polyester
pastel prints and solids in

cap sleeve or sleeveless

styles. Misses and
Juniors sizes.

Ctoen every night iMon through Sat
We honor VISA & Master Charge

Anderson-Little

Count on
KqyJewelers

The Dicnnond People.

RTE.9 IN HADLEY
MON.SAT. 10-9:30 TEl. 586-6212

^i!

MB
ntmti

To help mother look

her 14 tarat golden besl.

Some with damonds.
!«•

tt»w»aim<*agipkmoranyin«»)»cwdicq>d<W in»iclwnaw iriBI»cltopiio»ic«» c iWTKor jwicnnint

Hampshire Mall

586-3857

?

>;^iOCw>*!s^'^>;-;

downtown Holyoke •falrfleld mall, Chlcopoe
•hampthire mall, Hadley

cjUotfi6/t'g day Qi^t fipectafe

""''^ Cotton tank topsinterlock

5,
97

val. to ^8.

coral, pink, white, banana, blue & peach;
sizes S-M-L-XL

^iamous maker"
Cotton Knit Tops

5.sizes S-M-L 97
val. to no.

famous make Robes

1^ 47
mkJ^ regularly $22.

longs, nylon prints; sizes S-M-L

Short Cotton Snap Coats
Q47
%J% regularly M3.

assorted prints, sizes S-M-L

Buxton leather Goods
50% off

a perfect gift bf wallets, keytainers; many
styles to choose from

Canvas handbags
4 97

• val. to *9.

2 styles to choose from; assorted colors!



I'
MAKE MOTHER PROUD

UP

ON

iAY

mi THi NEW COLLECTION OF SPRING AND
SUA^ER FASHIONS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

AT TM rASHIONS CENTER FOR MEN.

Nathan
HAMPSHIRE MALL

Happy
Mother's

Day

With Diamond
$55.00

14K GOLD
(peadaaltliclitJr

Milaried)

$42.00
Without
Diamond

\

A beautiful pendant for a special lady. Tell

her she'« your No. 1 Mom in 14K gold &
make her every day just a little brighter.

Keepsake Diamond Center
Auk about our oun Marrau*$ credit plan & lay-a-way

Mtu^r jChorse -^ KI^A. —. ^9»*r<c«iii E3epre$$

Geneial Nutrition CentersGNC

Our 700 Store Buying Power Means Low Prices For You

Hompshire Mall

Mountain Farms Mall

VITAMIN C
•'• 500 mg.

Vagram
«37 100 Tablets

1 Oram
1000mg.-100-$1.M

VITAMIN E
*«>'w$|99
lOOCapMilM I *M1

fiiaminl-6

SOfng.

$160
•10M I 10

100 I.U.-100- M*
200 I.U.-100-S1 M

100

Folic Acid

too meg

$175
•2S32 I 100

MaBnesium
SOOmg

$435
»2$4^ 100

Polasiiuni

Gluconal*
595 mg

$959
•2S«7^ 100

California Dates I'Hbs
Ret] SI 79 NOW $159
SuniUpmid
Reg SI 29

8iz

N0WSJ8
Biacli Missien Figs \2 02

«eQj»?5 NOW $39 ,

Fruit nfledley 5oz
Reg $ 69 now 2/$129

Pistachio Nuts 6 n
RegSlfig N0WS159
Haw Almonds 6 u
Re9S149 NOW $1.19

Zesty SMflfknwer Seeds 10 oz

Everyday low price NOW $39
Toasted Soybeans •> .mm^,

RegS 89 N0W2/$1.49

tS^
Potent lecithin

1200nM.

$999
urnmm 100

Selenium

2Smc9

$995
33 %0 106>33 lyr 100

Flalttt

Irewer % Itatt

$999

'•S2 100

Balanced

BjCoitiplex

Here's a compteli

and balanced foroN^

of 8 essential B-factors

in a onei)er-day capsule

100

m a onei)er-oay capsuie

LOSE FAT WITH

Fructose
the miracle
sweetener
you've

been
reading
about.

2 Gram
Tablets

All-ln-One Tablet
Multiple Vitamin &
Mineral Fofmuia

SOIX7IR0N
•Calcium
•Photphorut
•Copper
•MwtgatMt**
•Polatttum
•Iron
•Bon« Meal
•U»»r
•Ntacir«
•2ir»c
•8-1 • B-12^B-2
•A. D. C, E

Taiie only one labial par day

»95 S9995 S4Q9S
0100 ^^ no "V^Jsoo

Cost less than 10c per day

LOSEnor
ALL STAR

REDUCING FORMULA
Ooclor tested, cNnicMy on t n-r
ItsMdtel program Ms S'Vrf;
MtUrt(«<^upio6ibs. Packets
«v««k safely-and S^l^fi

I ksep that unwanted'^J*^'
iht off psrmsncntly. ^^

Modeletts
Modeletts is absolutely

safe, it is a food adjuvant,
not a drug. ^^^^sjisV/r\

Modeletts helps curtrcS^v^^^^^i
youri^>petite« Helps \^i^^^^^^
you lose that eitra

^""^
m^tuv

weight*No calorie 'S
counting! No exercises! , JJf
No special diet. .^^^^ ^^^^

COMPARE & SAVE
Same Formula. Same Potency

Compare with Shaklee & Save aO%

Shaklee Price ® PRICE

Vita-Lea Tablets

240 - ni.70
Mirfti-Vitamins I Multi-Minerals

No. 160 740 - *SJ5

B-Complex
120 - »9.20

B-Complex Supplement

No. 165 120 - M.60

Lecithin Capsules

190 - »9.35

® Half Gram Lecithin Capsules

No. 1059 120 - '4.60

Vitamin E Capsules

180 - M4.50
® Vitamin E Capsules

No. 1058 180 - 7.25

IVALUABLEONCCOUPONI

I

I
j l

pra<

Ginseng Shampoo
Tnal Size

Conlalna Ginsang Root Extract
Fraa wltli any $Z.00 purctiaaa

EXPIRES 6/2/79

UABU6NC coupon I

St' *•'The Fructose
Story'* 25^ Value

with coupon a any purchase

S" EXPIRES 8/2/79

n;naav

Opening

May 10th

Hampshire Moll

Hadley

586-6380

full-line

pets

and

pet supplies

cl€€llule§ animals

Time Square

featuring

Unique and
Personalized

Gifts

for Mom

L

Engraving available

also Timex Watches

and Factory Repair Service

Gifts for Mom,
Great Savings tool

SAVE up to 50%

*

140 only

Ladies' Dresses

• 50fo off
«

. M9. to *34. Now »8.99 to M6.99

Choose from misses, half size, and
junior styles and colors.

130 only

Ladles' Handbags
38% to 50% off

Grig. *8. to *29. Now »2.99 to n7.99
Choose from lots of styles in

Leather, Vinyl and Canvas.

120 only

Gold Filled Jewelry
34% to 50% off

Asst. Chains orig. M0.-M2. Now *5.99

Bracelets orig *6.-n0. Now «3.99

150 only

Misses Tops

50% off
Orig *8. to »24. Now *3.99 to *1 1 .99

Choose form Casual and Dressy Tops.

Long and Short Sleeves. Great Buys.

130 only

Misses Slacks

50% off
Grig. $16. to MS. Now «7.99 to *9.99

Choose from many styles in

Wovens, Knits and Denims

HAMPSHIRE
Rte. 9 and South Maple St., Hadley, Mass.

Phone 586-5505



Oranqe

Buy one drink —
get one free.

(any size)

at Hampshire Malf

location

REMEMBER MOM
ON MOTHER'S DAY

with T- Shirts from.

WILD TOPS, INC
(The Family T- Shirt Store)

OVER 800

T-SHIRT

DESIGNS

SUPER '"'Sj^'frrfw^G

MOM ^Zif'"

PRESENT THIS COUPON FOR
OUR SALE. HURRY, OFFER

EXPIRES MAY31st.

ANY T-SHIRT WITH DECAL
MEN'S— WOMEN'S— CHILDREN'S

Wild Tops

The true test of comfort in

a shoe is walking. And
that's what Naturalizer's

new "Walkin' Natural" sote

is all about!

G««Hiin« Mltwr Waps
th^pad to « flAl^ring

KRATON» tote
Special (ontcNtfmg <or •

Naturalizer has your size. too.

Start Walkin' Natural today!

OPENING SOON:

Doolittle's Animals

Paviliion

Cohen Fashion Optical

Denby's

America Multi-Cinema
(4 Theotres)

MALL HOURS: 10-9:30 MON-SAT.

HADLEY AT TNI JUNCTION

OFROUTiS. 9 and 116

my 5IORE FOR levis
Levis - Students and

Men's Corduroys 11 9S

Gal's Levi Bolero

Denim Vests

Men's Levi

Sports Shirts

•TW

•99S

Gal's Indian

Top Assortment ^S" & »7''

20% off Gal's Levis Bay

Meadow Pants in assorted colon

Now Only ^W^ R^Q- *23.95

3S*22
Master Charge and VISA

Reg. »27.95

da

sprina is the
time...

deb is the
Place...

>cu are themaaic

nia0it ck>the«

my 5IORE FOR levrs J
ON LP's, 8 TRACKS, CASSETTES

$

CHOOSE FROM THESE PICTURED TITLES ON CBS RECORD?
EACH 798

SERIES

THE BEACH BOYS
LA. (LIGHT ALBUM)

including

Here Comes The Night Good Timin

Lady LyndelBeby Blue Angel Come Home

THE CHARLIE DANiaS BAND
MUKM MMLE REFLECTIONS

mchiding:

The Devil Went Down To Georgia
Mttsneippi/Reflections

Pasaing Laoe/Batand Your Eyes

JOURNIY
EVOLUTION

including

Just The Same WayJLovin .Touchin . Squeeim
Lovm You Is Easy Too Late

Whan Vou re Alone (It Am t Easy)

THE MESSAGE IS LOVE
mdudlng:

Any FoolCouMSm (Vtou Wtara MMnt ForMa)
I Found Lo««/Lov« Atn't Easy

HungUpkiyiourLow
N Alnl IjO«^Bab*(UnM ViDUOiw R)

-ai - . .« « ««» « i»«i ii

\ mvegotti
ULCOMnS

Gtc.it Mus c
KOurG.T.

L

record villcige
V



70 Slorav Sliops# & ScnfMOSa
with 20 Rcstauraits in a

Plus Cafe Square
peak"Hie settins,*

JCPENNEf

24.

A 23 AnderBon-Uttle E 40 Enchanted Prints

86 Anna's Fried Dough 21 Evenaon's Card Shop

97
31

American Multi Cinema
Amherst Audio

F 56
SO

Fanny Farmer Candy
Fields Hosiery

'• B6 Baskin-Robbtns 12 Foxmoor

09 Beigiw^ Fudge 10 Friendly Ice Cream

13 Casutf Comer Q 28 General Nutrition Center
11

84
Chess Klrtg

Cookie Connection
37 Great Expectations

H 51 Hwnpshire Mall Tobacco

30 Cohen Fashion Optical 64 Helen Gallagher Gifts

72
92

Command Pertofmar>ce

Craftsmen's Cr^ions J 3 Jalies of Hadiey

^
62 CVS Drugs 15

95
Jaci( & Jill

Jo-Ann's Nut House
63 Deb Shop 56 Jonathan Raid

79
78
89
49

DMigns of Hadiey
Dorothy Dodd
Dream Machine
DSB

K 53
80
66

Kay Jewelers
Kay-Bee Toy & Hobby
Kinney Shoes

14 Knot Just Beads
73 KMart

M

8

36 M & M Research T 6 Taco Lindo

18 Marcou's Keepsake Jewelers 81 Tagway Shoes
Thom McAn, FamilyM Merle Norman C<»metics 43

65 Musicland 20 Thorn McAn, Men^
19 Music Unlimited

56 My Store for L^i's 16
29

Tiffany Bakeiy
Tr(vlc Isle

9 Orange Julius
U

97 Tan Your Hide
56 Upstage
26 Upstate Music

27 ParK Place %

48 Pavillion

24 J.C. Penney W 44 WaldenBootts
93 Perfect Pretzel 77 Ware House
41 Photo-King 45 Weathenrane

67 Schatz Stationery z 39 Zaie Jewelers
96 . Security Headquarters

46 Shoes to Boot

75 So Fro Fabrics

52 Steiger's

22 Stuart's
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Concert security shaky, police action rumored
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

University and coiKert offkiatai yesterday

said no contingency security plan has been
made for Saturday's Spring Concert, while

campus patrolmen continued not to com-
n^ent on whether a police strilce would
materialize later this weeli.

The patrolmen's union yesterday met for

at}out two hours, but declined to comment
on the veracity of rumors of a job action --

in tfie form of a sick-in or strike. - rumored
to occur later this week.

Urtion President Janr>es P. Turati said he
would not comment on whether a )ob ac-

tion was discussed at yestedays meetinq.

Speculation afound campus is that the
union is considering job action if it's con-
tract propoeal, which is awaiting University
approval in Boston, is not accepted, ths
week.
Univer«ty administrators and Union Pro-

gram Council Chairman Jack Albeck said
yesterday no contiTtgency plan has been
formed for security at tf>e concert.
Albeck said Tuesday, "our end of the

detcision is to go ahead with it. I would not
hesitate at all."

Concert security has thus far been plann-
ed to be three-pronged, with students
representing one third of the plan, UMass
police as another section, and 14 state

deputies representing the final arm of
security. Union Program Council members
have said.

Paul Hamel, acting director of the Student
Activities office, yesterday said no alter-
native plan has been formed in the event of
police action. "Today (Wednesday) we
concentrated on putting the stage up." he
said.
"! have no idea what the UMass police are

going to do. I suspect I will hear tomor-
row," he said.

Acting Director of Security G%rald T.
O'Neil last night simply said, "I'll deal with
that problem if it comes up."
Alt^ck said Tuesday of the rumoured

strike, "If the police strike, and there is no

alternative plan, I can't see how the show
will be held."

Alt^eck sakl yesterday no aftemative plan
for security at the concert was discussed at

yesterday morning's meetirtg between
hin^self, UMass Chief of PoMoe Robert G.
Joyce, Amherst Chief of Police Donaki N.
Maia, and other concert, campus and town
officials.

Arthur S. Clifford of the UniverMty News
Bureau, said Tuesday a police strike is

"against the law - they have a no-strike

contract."
Turati also said Tuesday University police

are operating under a no-strike contract.

University police have been in contract
negotiations since July of 1977, Turati sakl.

Senate passes
1979-80 budget

Students enjoy the Campus Center outdoor barbecue yesterday sponsored by
the Hatch, the Coffee Shop and the Blue Wall.

By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

FoHowing a high-pitched, three hour
del}ate, the Undergraduate Student Senate
last night p>assed its budget after com-
promising with several Recognized Student
Organizations that objected to senate
budget appropriations for the 1979^
academic year.

The senate allocated from its surplus

$2,800, an additional $1,840 to the Black
Mass Communicaitons Project's $8,417 ap-
propriation after the project said it needed
the increased funding for its wire services,

equipment and rental.

The senate also allocated an additional

$960 to the Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy's $102,981 ap-
propriation, after a SCERA group, the
Committee to Combat Racism said it need-
ed more money for staffing.

In other business, senate Treasurer

James O'Connell resigned. The two-term
treasurer, who only five weeks ago was re-

elected, said of his resignation, "I am leav-

ing for two reasons. First, I may be
graduating (in June). Second, I've had
enough."
The senate voted to accept O'Connell's

appointment of Louisa Barash and Patrick

Hart as co-signators of all summer budget
matters.

O'Connell called Barash and Hart
"honest and hard-working." He added,
"They're young. I'm an old-timer. It's time

to bring some new blood into the system.

"

Barash and Hart will work40 fiours each
for $140 weekly. Both ser^ators were "pull-

ed from a pool of applicants for Student
Center for Educational and Advocacy posi-

tions for this summer," senator Mark
Flaherty said.

Senate co-President Richard LaVoice
said he has worked with both of the new
summer co-treasurers, "and I krxjw they'll

l)oth do a very good job."

Senator Timothy O'Leary, who ran

against O'Connell in the last election, ex-

pressed dismay at not beir>g considered for

treasurer. "I was a little disappointed I was
not considered, especially considering the

closeness of the last election. I was shock-

ed, and disappointed in my peers. I hope
(Barash and Hart) do a good job."

In other business. Governmental Affairs

chairperson Tony Johnson said acting Stu-

dent Attorney General Will Pierce is in-

vestigating "a possible discrepancy" in

some votes cast in a referendum on the

proposed $12 increase in the Student Ac-
tivities Tax Fee.

According to Johnson 1,583 votes were
case; 839 voted yes, 719 voted no. Johnson
said a possible discrepancy arose when on-

ly 1 ,402 names were deleted from a list of

undergraduates eligible to vote and 1,583

votes were cast.

But, Johnson said the investigation "will

probably show there was no discrepancy in

the voting." He said the fee increase is

necessary to allow for a balanced
budgeting of senate appropriations to tfie

RSO groups.
TURN TO PAGE 16

Spring concert:
Ayers: A mellow contrast 'Dead' not your usual fan^ily Smith: Two-fold personality

ROY AYERS

By MARIO A. BARROS
Collegian Staff

Roy Ayers brings his

vibes full swing from his

jazz-fusion roots to

UMass's Spring Concert.

Ayers' career goes back
to the earlier part of this

decade yvith some all-but-

forgotten releases on the

Polydor tabel. The most
notable of these is Cfiange

Up the Groove, coming in

1974 and heralding Ayers'

foot in the door of jazz-

fusion-soul music.

The move proved to be a
prosperous one for Ayers
and set the stage for the
release that tossed him into

the mainstream and created
his following the form of

Everybody Loves the
Sunshine. Two singles from
this album fared well on the
soul charts, the title cut and
"Searchin." Both were
summer breeze music with
Ayers' . vibes filtering

through the sparse horns.

Ayers came into '77 with
more beef and movement
to his sound with his smash
Running Away, both LP
and single. The cut ran

away with soul radio, and
the club reaction to the LP
in discos pfompted Polydor
to do a 12 inch disco remix

that rode that genre's

audience response lists for

sometime. The cutesy but

catchy vocals and active

bassline was taken to New
York's Sigma Sound
studios, where the remix
was harshly overdone and
released in the form of

TURN TOVAGE 8

By STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The Grateful Dead is a family, a large amorphous
patriarchy. It can be considered as large as all sentient

souls or as small as an omega-minus particle.

The Grateful Dead is a bewildering array of n>isun-

derstood people, and I think I understand. A secret

brotherhood, an extoric rock and roll band that plays loud

music and sounds different at different times in front of

crowds of wild and screaming, drug crazed dropouts in

their late teens, early twenties, and even early thirties.

And the critics raise hell with the "Dead."
Here is a grave preview:

"I hope those people who are scalping the tickets make a

lot of money - they'll need to to pay for the lav^er they'll

have to hire," -Chief Robert G. Joyce, UMass police

department at a security meetings three weeks ago.

"He would only make himself ridiculous by quoting

poetry to them which they could not understand. They
would think that he was airing his superior education. He
would fail with them if he were to take up a wrong tone. " -

The Dead by James Joyce.

"The 'Dead' were and are part of their brotherhood of

fans. More than a decade ago, instead of seeking the

isolation and celebrity of big bucks show biz, they gave

free concerts. Their go-with-the-flow approach to live

performing involved half-hour tune-ups, long breaks

between songs, marathon concerts, and eventually 23 tons

of privately owned equipment," -Jon Sievart of Guitar

Player Magazine.
"I'm convinced it's as oood a oackaoe as we'll ever see

pt this campus - if it doesn't work nothing will, I'll t>e

there." -William F. Field, Dean of Students said.

TURN TO PAGE 8

ByJIMMORAN
Collegian Staff

Rock artist Patti Smith,
who will be appearing at

Saturday's spring concert,

is considered a two-folded
personality. On the one
hand she is a poetess who
inflames her words with

music. On the other hand
she is a musician and a

singer who translates her

music with images. She is,

at least socially, a very
"interesting character."

Anyone who has seen her

on the "Mike Douglas" or

"Tomorrow" shows can at-

test to this.

Some find Smith
disgusting, because she
goes to such great depths
to express herself (visually

and vocally) what she often

contradicts the image
Madison Avenue would
like her to convey as "lady

superstar." That was
brought home rather
forcefully with her coast-to-

coast armpit display on the

cover of last year's "Easter"

PATTI SMITH

LP, her first commercially-
successful album.

Still, to others, Patti Smith
represents the raw, power-
ful beauty of the human be-

ing, stripped of the
cosmetics - a defier of

social trends. Her lyrical ex-

perimentation, combined
with the developed
melodies of "Easter " served
to "put her on the charts"

as a force to be reckoned
with. And it is no secret

that Smith was excited to

"make it" at aqe 31 with her

TURN TO PAGE 8
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DIGEST

CHICOPEE FALLS -Max Kapino* sails QiHs Scout
Cooklas for his granddaughMr* (ahown in th« pictura

In Kapinos' right hand) whila standing on pickat Una
at Uniroyal rubbar factory in Chicopaa. whara 1.400

mambars of tha Unitad Rubbar Workars of Amarica
walkad out at noon yaatarday in a contract disputa.

Thirtaan Uniroyal plants nationwida joinad tha strlka.

(AP Lasarphoto)

King: Tax drop still likely

BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Edward J. King said yesterday a

$400 million property tax reduction ;s still a "realistic
possibility" under the four percent tax cap bill he f^am to

sign into taw next week.
King told a news conference that even though the four

percent bill permits expenses to rise by at least $120 millk>n

this year, "we ^oukl be over $400 million ' the money
available for property tax relief.

He acknowledged that his campaign promise to \oww
taxes by $500 million was "dearly sat on a zero cap/' and
could not now be met.

The governor said if tfie Congress follows through on its

threat to cut state revenue sharing funds by some $72

million then that too couki have an affect on the promised
aid.

King's phone veto Isolds 95-52
BOSTON JAP) Gov. Edward J. King's veto of a ban on

directory assistance charges survived a House attempt to

override it yesterday, after drawing support from the
strangest of liberal bedfellows.

it was King's first veto. The House vote was 9&-S2, three

less than the two-thirds majority needed to override.

King survived a bipartisan attack by leadership on both
sides of the aisle, wt>o supported bannir^ the extra

charges.
Carrying the governor's flag into battle for the veto was

Barr>ey Frank, the Statehouse's most vocal liberal and up
to now a sharp critic of tf>e King administration, primarily

over social service issues.

"Should we pass a statute that prevents the phone com-
pany from increasing the real efficiency of their operation?"
asked Frank, wtK) claimed that a ban on directory charges
would "mandate inefficiency" in the utility's operation.

Telephone service costs to subscribers would ultimately

decline if the telephone company no longer had to provide
the free directory service, argued Frank. He suggested
legislation to guarantee free directory assistance to the
elderly and handicapped.

Tax cuts recommended
BOSTON (API - The Legislature's Taxatk>n Committee

recommended tens of millions of dollars in tax reductions

yasterday. There would be special benefits for non-working

mothers, the eWerly and persons with sizable savings ac-

counts.
Also authorized, for the first tinrw, would be a real estate

abatement up to $600, or the valuation on $6,000, for per

manently disabled persons whose estates do not exceed

The committee had no estimate of how much revenue

tha state and its cities and towns would lose.

.However, state Revenue D^>artment officials reported

that three features of the tax packages would involve $50

million. Other aspects were still being studied.

U.S. and Soviets to
sign SALT treaty

By BARRY SCNWBfD
Associated f^ss

WASHINGTON - Tha Unitad States and the Soviet
Unk>n, winding up s^/an ^ars of hard bargaining, an-
nounoBd agreement y^terday on a treaty to slow the
nuc^ar arms race.

Secretary of State Cynis R. Varn^. who negotiated tha
settlement on key provisions with Soviet Ambassador
Anatoiy F. Dobrynin, made the announcement on behalf of

President Carter.

Defense Secretary Hart^ Brown reprasantad tha Pan-
tagon and saki "SALT will contribute significantly to our

WASHINGTON- Secretary of Suta Cyrus Vanca
explains the new SALT traaty to a White House nawa
briefing yesterday Behind Vanca is Dafanaa
Secretary Harold Brown.(AP Lasarphoto)

Brown saM tivm\ with tha ttMty, the United States \mII

have to expand its defense efforts, particularly its strategk:
nuclear forces,

Vance emphasized the hope ttw pact carms for "a safer
Amark:a and a safer vM}rld."

"The treaty is a m^sage of hope l&r us, and for all tha
people of the world."
"The treaty is a massage of hope for us, ar>d for all the

people of the world, " Sfamoe tokJ raportws g^iwad at tha
White House.

Carter began nwMing with mambars of tha Sarwte even
before the aco^ was reached.

Senate RepuMican Leader Howard Baker sakl ha U>kl
Carter it is his "strong feeling " that tfw tmrty viM be
amended on the Senate floor or returned for ranwigotia-
tk>n.

"Ha, Carter, a^ed for help in ^ttir^ ratify and I tt^i
him i have strong reservations and that I continue to laM
agwwt it," Baker said. "I really do not want to vi^ no on
the traaty but I have serious misgivings."
Asked why Carter wm not nuiking tha anrKxincamant.

pre» akle Jody PowM sakl Vanca had baan the chief trea-

ty r^gotiator. "E\^wyona thought )w, Vwhw ought to have
the honor of making the announcenrtent."

Carter had predicted completion of a treaty outlir>e in Oe>
tober 1977. The final round of negotiations proved diffici^
though, as the two sklaa jock-^d for terms suitable to
their defense needs as weH as arms-control ot^ectives.

Toward the end, there was pain$takir>g delay as U.S.
and Soviet negotietions worked on firwl details surroun-
ding tests of missiles carrying multiple warhemte and defini-

tion of new miMiles.

The strategk: arms limitation treaty, SALT II, sets a cM-
ing of 2,250 on the combination of strategic bombers and
intercontinental ballistic missiles each of ttte suparpowars
can have through 1986.

The Soviets, having about 2,500 launchers rniw, will be
required to cut back. The UnKed States is about 100 under
the maximum and, therefore, has the right to buikJ up to

tfiat limK.

Besides slowing the proliferation of destructi'/a

weapons, the treaty aims at some improvements in theaa
systems, such as missile guidance systarrw.

Committee OK's Nuke ban
ByJOHNLENGEL
Associated Press
WASHINGTON-lhe

House Interior Committee
yesterday approved a six-

month ban on federal

contructran permits for

nuclear power plants,
including the mammoth
Pilgrim II plant in

Massachusetts.
Rep Edward Markey, D-

Mass., who pushed the
measure, sakl it would
affect permits for six

reactors at four sites in

Arizona, Massachusetts,
Oregon arnl Texas.

Approval came on a 23-7

vote after panel members
generally agreed that the

ban was largely a symbolic

step to show the Congress
is doing something about
nuclear safety in the wake
of the Three Mile Island

plant accident in Penn-
sylvania,

Francis Wiedenmann,
spokesman for Boston

Edison Co. which seeks to

build the $1 .9 billion Pilgrim

II facility at Plymouth,
Mass., criticized the actk>n

as "strictly a political thing

by Markey. He's taking
advantage of people's
fears."

Wiedenmann, ^'They're

looking for votes 'for the
r>ext time around. It's silly.

It would serve no purpose.
A six month moratorium
would serve no purpose in

terms of safety. It would
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simply delay constructkm."
He said Boston Edison

had expected a con-
struction license in four or
five months, ar>d com-
pletion of the big plant in

1985. The company already

operates the Pilgrim I

atorm: power plant at the
Plymouth site.

A similar amendment to
the 1980 budget
authorization for the
Nuclear Regulatory
Commission failed in an
Interior subcommittee on a
119 vote. To st8r>d up, the
ban would have to survive

tests on the House floor

and in the Senate and be
signed into law by President

Carter.

House Speaker Thomas
P. O'Neill said the ban
probably would pass the
White House.

"There is no question
that after the Three Mile
Island situation there is a

go-slow feeling the House
toward nuclear power,"
O'Neill told reporters. "I

would be surprised if it

didn't pass."

Rep Morris Udall, D-
Ariz., the committee
chairman, said he was
sympathetic to a ban
although he opposed it.
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New cracks
appear in

C.C. garage
By L££BURNETT
MIegian Staff

Despite recent work to seal cracks and
^ace beams in the Campus Center Garage,
Mw cracks have appeared, and Evan
Johnston, former member of the UMass
building Authority, yesterday said the
building will continue to deteriorate unlms
steps are taken to repair the cause of the
cracking.

However, George Beatty jr., vica
Munc^or for Administration and Firunce,
yesterday said the building is 'structurally

sound." He said a University engineer
inspected the garage within the past two
months and "I stand on the professional
reputation of our engineer '

Over intersession, a contractor was
hired to reinforce ceiling beams and seal

cracks that had appeared up to that time.

Johnston, who says he visually inspects

the garage three or four times a week, soon
noticed new cracks.

The cracks, in both the walls and the
overhead beams, are often streaked with
rust where water has drained through
them. He said once cracks appear, water
and salt combine to rust out reinforcing

rods in the concrete. He said the sequence
of events is "more subtle than a
jackhammer but just as devastating." In

some places, chunks of cement have fallen

from the ceiling. Johnston says such
deterioration can only be the result of

concrete that has not been allowed room to
expand and contract with the temperatures
of the seasons.

He said in order to completely fix the

cause of the cracking, concrete would have
to be cut from the ends of the beams to

allow them room to expand. "We're talking

about a considerable amount of money,"
he said The building authority spent about
$50,000 to the old cracks and is expected to

spend another $140,000 this summer to

seal the roof.

Building Authority members were not

available for comment last night. Johnston
resigned from the Authonty last year but he

still voluntarily inspects the building.

The physical condition of the garage has

raised questions about its design, con-

struction, supervision of the construction

and the subsequent maintenance work.

Johnston said all are "sub par."

He also confirmed that the special state

commission investigating corruption in the

awarding of state building contracts has

chosen the Campus Center Garage for

scrutiny. The commission will not release

its findings until their work is completed

later this year.

Diana Hart (left), Gary Schaat and Karen Scanlon
paform a ballet piece in the Student-Faculty Danca
concert. Tha dancers will be in the Fine Arts Canter's

Rand Theatre at 8:00 p.m. Thursday through Satur-
day. (Staff photo by Doug Paulding)

Tsongas calls for 5-year divestment
ByJOEQUINLAN
Colleqian Staff

U.S. Sen. Paul Tsongas yesterday called

for Harvard and other universities

nationwide to use a five year program to

divest their stocks in businesses operating

in South Africa.

Tsongas, in a ten page speech made on
the Senate floor in Washington yesterday

morning, outlined a "phased conditional

divestiture" program that, if followed by
American universities, would mean total

divestment by 1983. The Massachusetts
senator's program calls for universities to

divest 20 percent of their stocks each year.

Tsongas sent a copy of his speech in

advance to Harvard University President

Derek Bok, and invited Bok to debate him
on the divestment issue, Tsongas' press

secretary, Mary Helen Thompson said.

Bok, president of a university with more
than $300 mil, invested in American
businesses operating in South Africa, has

issued three "open letters" to the Harvard

community about moral responsbilities of

universities, university investment policies

and university attitudes about accepting

gifts.

Bok could not be reached for comment
last night. Thompson said Tsongas' office

has not received a response from Bok.
In making his speech, Tsongas dismissed

arguments held by some university ofticials

that, as stockholders, they can try to

change apartheid practices of the

busine^es and government.
"The issue here is not reform of

American companies, the target is South
African law, " the Massachusetts Democrat
said. "I think it is illogical to assume that

American companies can reform apartheid

government through progressive labor

practices. American governments cannot
escape their role in sustaining and
strenghtening the present South African

government and its policies."

Thompson said the senator's proposal

would "benefit universities by phasing their

divestments over a five year period and
selling holdings selectively on the basis of

economic or other criteria."

Tsongas has held an interest in South
African politics and has pushed for reforms
in the apartheid government since his days
as congressman from the Fifth

Congressional District. As a member of the

Peace Corps in the sixties, Tsongas worked
in Ethiopia for two years.

Tsongas statement also noted student
activism over the divestment issue on
several college campuses m Massachusetts
this year. Harvard students boyconed
classes three weeks ago to protest
university stock holdings Students at
Brandeis and Tufts University have also
staged protests. Tsonga<; is the scheduled
speaker at the Fletcher School of Law
commencement at Tufts May 20.
Thompson said. He is expected to speak on
the divestment issue there, she said.

Here in the Five College area, Amherst
College students occupied the campus
administration building, and blockaded it

overnight last month, to demand changes
in the college investment policies and other
practices. Amherst College holds $20
million worth of stocks in businesses
operating in South Africa.

In response to the students' demands to
divest the stocks, Amherst College
President John W. Ward said the college
would not divest its holdings automatically,
but would review the divestment question
on a case by case basis. Last night. Ward
would not be reached for comment on
Tsongas' speech.
UMass and Hampshire College divested

holdings last year.

Play dramatizes needs of handicapped
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

Making a phone call. Sound easy? Not
for some of the handicapped students at

UMass. But a lot of people don't realize the

day to day problems which handicapped
students face, according to Sandy Cohen,
president of the Handicapped Student Col-

lective.

The collective is sponsoring a play tomor-

row night entitled, "As Others See Us,"
which is designed to increase awareness of

issues facing the handicapped.

"As Others See Us" is being performed

around New England by six handicapped

students from the University of Maine at

Orono. It is based on the actual experience

of these and other persons.

The play starts at 8 p.m. in Campus
Center Room 101. An interpreter for the

deaf will be provided, Cohen said.

The play will be followed by a discussion.

Cohen said some specific issues she

hoF>es to make more people aware of are

accessibility of buildings, both inside and
out, and how to deal with handicapped

students.

"Awareness of handicapped students

could be a lot better, " Cohen said, "A lot of

students don't realize the day to day pro-

blems we have."

'Unless they know a handicapped per-

son, most students are not very aware,"
she said.

Cohen said there are about 100 handicap-
ped students at UMass. Of these, 15 are

confined to wheelchairs because they have

Muscular Dystrophy, Cerebral Palsey, or

are quadrapalegics. Ten-twelve are deaf,

and the others have ailments such as

Dyslexia or Epilepsy, Cohen said.

The wide range of handicaps is another

thing people have to become more aware
of, Cohen said.

"Every disability isn't the same,
said, "There is a wide, wide range."

she

The Handicapped Studfents Collective is

a Recognized Student Organization of

about 15 people, which anyone can join,

Cohen said. Other programs they have

sponsored this year include swimming and
volleyball for the handicapped and
awareness workshops for other campus
groups.

Amherst to continuesupport of 3 bus routes
By /MICHAEL SUSSMAN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Town Meeting voted last

night to continue its support for the

Gatehouse Rd., West St. and Northampton
bus routes run by the Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority.

The two articles which dealt with the bus
routes were passed by voice vote with little

debate.
William Allen, Chairman of the Amherst

Public Transportation Committee, said the

Gatehouse* Rd. route, which runs to Echo
Hill, will have reduced service. He said

midday and evening runs would be cur-

tailed since few people use the servicflt

dufinfljhbaalinaasf. ./ *^-^•"vv^iv,''

Minor cnanges are also planned in the

West. St. schedule, Allen said.

Discussion on article 37, which would
continue Amherst's support for an
Amherst Northampton route, centered

around a proposal to join the PVTA and
Five College bus routes which run between
the two towns.

According to Allen, although the fee

charged for the PVTA run was raised to 60

cents and Hadley, which had supported the

route, dropped out, ridership has increased

this year.

Selectman Nancy Eddy said the town

would save money by supporting the

t meroer. .Towr\ Meatiog jnembers spoka. ip

favor of the energy savings due to the

route.

The proposal would combine the route

currently run by the Five College, Inc.

between the UMass, Amherst College, and

Smith College campuses, and a route run

from Amherst to Northampton by the

PVTA with state, federal, and local monies.

The route would be run at about 20

minute intervals from 6:30 a.m. to about 1

p.m.
The proposal must also be approved by

Northampton. Ronald Tob« r.

Administrator for the PVTA, said he •
"confident the details will be worked out

'

Assistant Town Manager James Ct^
9««J*,-^, K?Vf% iW«l bu? .<;ompani» vnr

looking into parking facilities for a "park
and ride" commuter system.
The Town Meeting also passed article

36, which will continue to support a

contract with PVTA to provide tran-

sportation for elderly and handicapped
persons.

Article 40, which approved the sub-
mission of an application by the town for a

400,000 federal grant for improving access
and service for physically disabled persons,
also was quickly passed.
Selectman Donald Routh said the grant

«vould completely cover costs for projects

such as curb cuts, ramps, walkways, and
, ^ovtnd attac^mants fpr tr/iftic signal^. .
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Pearson wins

S^iate presidency
MonMi ^^1^, a fl^MkMM stud«nt 'm poiMte^ lewnce,

was overwhelminglv ^acted prwident of the Graduate Stu
dwn S«Mt« last we«k.

PMi«in. ^1^0 Mfwd as the GSS vice-pr»sjdent last year,
(tefeated Jo« Tr^. 191 68 Tre)o, a masters candidate in
civil engineering who did his undergraduate work in Mex
teo, M«s the group's treMurer.

A candidMe for a n^^v's d^ree in lingutttics from
Helsinki, Finland, Lena Opas, won the vice-presi(^icy by a
iMtB Of t1&-10Q. ^M dgfmpd^ Ovian.

Election of president and vice-president of the GBS took

place list Wednesday and Thursday, and all enrolled

graduate students were entitled to vote.

At their May 7 meeting, the GSS elected Ttzinana Rota

m treasurer and Oilip Lalwant as secretary of the organiza

tion.

^wrson received his meters' degree in political science
at UMass and his bachelors at the University of
Washington in Seattle. He has been a voting member of
the Graduate Council of the Faculty Senate, a member of
ttie GSS' Affirmative Action Committee, and helped found
tK)th the Older Students' Services Network and the Transit
Advisory Board.

Opm received liw bach^ors in English from the Universi-
ty of H^sinki in Finlar>d She is a senator from the Interna-
tior^ House and is one of the graduate representatives on
tfw Carr^aus Center Board of Governors.

-^

Chris IMunziato studies in the courtyard of the library
as finals are only a week away. (Staff photo by Loo J.
Fredetto)

Student speal<ers are chosen
An e«}nomi<s major and a pre-med major have been

selected % student speakers for ttw May M C<nti-

mencement Exercises.

The two students, Paul L. Yanowitch and Barry J.

Feldman, were chosen by a committee of students from
various campus organizations.

Yanowich, 22, is an economics major and former
Attorney General of the Student Government Association.
A native of Syosset, N.Y., he also spent a semester in

Washington as an intern on the United States Senate
Sut>comittee on the Constitution,

Although his speech has no title yet, Yanowich said he
will discuss the 19^)s. He will be the first of two speakers.
The second, Barry Feldman, is a zoology major who will

enroll in Tufts Medical School in Boston this fall. Feldman,
21 , is a graduate of Doherty High School in Worcester.
He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi arKi

Alpha Lambda Delta, all honorary fraternities.

A resident of Patterson House in the Southwest
Residential Area, Feldman also served on the Student
Health Advisory Board, and was a meml)er of the Pre-

Medical Students' Club.
The topic of his speech will be "Today's Education for

Tomorrow." He described it <js an "apolitical speech."
Commencement, the school's 109th, will be held at 10

a.m. on Saturday. May 26, in Alumni Stadium. The main
commencement address will be delivered by Alfred E.

Kahn, special advisor on inflation to President Carter. Kahn
will also be awarded an honorary degree.

Honrary degrees will also be awarded to Chancellor
Randoph W. Bromery, former Governor Micha^ S.
Dukakis, novelist Toni Morrison, and actor Ossie Davis.

-MARK LECCESE

Enjoy m« b«auti»ui ouldoors *tt^ quality camping and

bacupackrng equipr^en* Horn Dori Gi«a»on'$ We offer a

wide variety of quality tents, sleeping bags, backpacks

cooking gear outdoor clotf^mg and hundreds of the

smaller items that make your outings more enjoyable

Come in and let us outfit you to en|0y the sohtude and ttie

beauty o' camping and backpacking

MAY SPECIALS TO HELP GET READY
FOR THE 79 CAMPING SEASON

The traditional New England Camping Season Kicks
off \mth trie Memorial Day Weekend To help the
seasoned c^rnp^r and the novice get ready DON
GLEASON S IS oHering MAV SPECIALS APRIL 30 thru
MAY 12 There are selected items throughout the store
being offered at special reduced prices Examples are
sleeping bags tents cots, coolers & picnic lugs, air

nattresses foam pads, stoves & lanters. backpacks,
daypacks hiking boots rainwear, cook kits. There will

be something for everyone For the beginner we have
some attractive specials on some of our most popular
tents 2 PIRSON EUREKA T1MURLINE SPECIAL
FOR STf.M AND 4 PERSON FOR l1M.tS and a
WHITE STAG FAMILY TENT FOR IM.M.
Also lusi a i^ominder most of our tents are at their

FALL/WINTER '71 prices and on May 14 they WILL 00
TO THEIR SPRING/SUMMER 7t prices that are up
about 5%. Srop early for best selection, some items are
limited in supply to our present inventory

CAMPINQ « BACK PACKING RINTALt
ARE AVAILAM.E.

CAU Off STOP IN FOR DETAILS.

^^ ^^CAMPERS SUPPLY IKC
PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON

%-%M\

Super Senior Day

Thursday, May 10, 1979,
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All Records and
c^ Tapes on Sale!

All the greatest hits by your favorite artists Including: •DOOBIE BROS. •BEE GEES
•BEATLES •BARRY MANILOW •EAGLES •ERIC CLAPTON •FLEETWOOD MAC •REX SMITH
DONNA SUMMER •LINDA RONSTADT •BILLY X)EL •VILLAGE PEOPLE plus movie soundtraclcs!

45RPM LPS«ri«8B298

LP S«riM G798

LP S«riM 0396

76* 1.97 2.37 2.87
LP S«ri«s H898

5.27

LP S«ri«s 04M

8-TRACK &V
CASSETTE >
TAPES y^

S»ri«s K798

5.33

LP S«ri«s E59«

3.27
Series 898

5.84

LP Series F898

3.87
Series L998

6.24

ROYAYERSWILLBE
HERE0NMAYI2,AT
SPRING CONCERT
Pick up his new album at

Platterpus Records,
Northampton

HERBIE HANCOCK
'Feets Don't Fail lie Now'

REX SMITH
'Sooner or Later'

THE FABULOUS
POODLES
'Mirror Stars'

4.66
LP Series 0798
Tape,*.. 5.33

Series K798

GARY'S GANG
'KeeponOancin'

RON WOOD
'Gimme Some Necl('

THE CHARLIE
DANIELS BAND
'Million Mile Reflections'

'Tapes twhere available.

CHRIS REA
'Deities'

EARL KLUGH
'Magic In Your Eyes'

SWEET
'Cut At)ove the Rest'

4.66
LP Series G798

Ea.

TOM ROBINSON
BAND 'TRB Two'

HERMAN BROOD ft

HIS WILD ROMANCE

THE STEVE MILLER BAND
'Greatest Hits of 1974*78' |- q^

Series H898 t)a^f

Frank Mills
Mt'SIC BOX DANCKR

'LIVING LANGUAGE' COURSES...

Save on a Big Selection of
Widely^polcen Foteign Tongues!

LP Sets
Series 1195

Cassette Sets
Series 1395

7.27

8.67

ii.<ii.«««>>iM >.,i>j»)^m mg^pmiii

FRANK MILLS
'Music Box Dancer*

S«ri«sQ7»8 4.66

ALLMAN BROS. BAND
'Enlightened Rogues'
Series H898 5.27

STATLER BROTHERS
The Originals'

Series G798 4.66

OSMONDS
'Steppin' Out'

Series G798 4.66

NORTHAMPTON •180 NORTH KING. ST.
STORE HOURS: DAILY^ 10 AM to 9:30 PM • SATURDAY, 9 AM to 9:30 PM • SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SAT.

STORE HOURS: DAILY, 10 AM to 9:30 PM 'SATURDAY, 9 AM to 9:30 PM • SUNDAY, 11 AM to 5 PM •SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SAT.
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Letters to the Editor
'Have to be our

own watchdogs'
To ttm Editor:
To ^m fimmuut' n^fonmb^ fw "JMun*

fOur9&N9s, " / «m vmHng to you becmmm
I ttHHtght YOU mmde & good point thM I

w^ try t^rti not to forget. When thmgs
an going smootMy for yourself it is easy
to forget about tfte world around you.

and turn your back on reality I ftmre

found rfj/ysetl domg Hus many a time.

It is true tf»M individual input is

necessary fm the demo&anc pnxen to
function, making apathy a tr^or mad-
tilock. Hr^tever you can not igrwre our
"system" that is highly responsive to the
needs of a few, and leaving the masses
with kt^ say cortcerning their future The
mufor accomplishments the "people"
have made has been through demon-
strations in face of pokce and iwtkmal
gawd harassment, such as the anp-war
and ovil rights movmnents. Litde change
IS accompisfted when \Hfttng fw a frmk
Hatch over an Ed King, or a Ronald
Reagan over a Jimmy Carter in the up-
coming election.

What I am saymg is tftat I commertd
your stand agamst apathy We have to

change tfte political system so tttat it

works for the peole and tfUs can only be
accomplished by involvement in marches,
voting, lobbying, petitions, etc. We hav^
to be our own watchdogs and show our
leaders we mean business.

Andra Mailhot
Michavl Brugger

Amhorst

'Israel not

facist state'
To the Editor.
This in response to the anti Israel letter

that appeared in the Collegian on May 3
Contrary to the dogmatic t}eliefs of

those, like Kaveh Ehsam, who wish to see
Israel's destruction. Israel ts anything but
a racisr, fascist state.

People in Argentina, the Soviet Union.
Jordan and many other countries are
being persecuted merely for being
Jewish Their temples burnt, their religion

scorned by bigots Israel is the one land

where the Jewish people can be free.

The uninformed fulminations that Israel
Subsidises apartheid South Afnca are
absurd Israel subsidizes only .4 percent of
South Africa's foreign investment while
ArtA nations subsidiie considerably more
than that and the USSR and
Czechoslovakia remain South Africa's top
arm suppliers \50 percent according to
CSS News].
Tetany ignoring Israeli aid to emerging

black African nations and homeless
Vmtnamase refugees; equally ignorant of
tfte fttdeousr^ess of fkilestine Liberation
Ckgartiiation terrorism [which the wortd
saw first hand, horrifyingly, at the 1972
Olympics\. those commited to Israel's

liquidation are giving warmth and comfort
to some of the most vicious anti-Semites
in captivity. Of course, some people
ife^ve anti-SoThsm to be a perfectty
legitimate political opinion. You have a
right to your opinion, Kaveh Ehsani; free
speech applies to everyone-even thoa^
who abuse it.

John Himmoittoin
Comral

US not heavily

into nuke power
To the Editor:
In response to the letter by Stephen A.
CoMins which appeared in the Collegian
April 26: Although we cannot take issue
with Collins' contention that immediate
shutdown of all nuclear power plants
would "drastically effect our lives" and
that "we must be realistically prepared for

the consequences of such an action, " we
do take issue, however, with his

argument that the United States is heavih
dependent on nuclear power The 13.

1

percent of all electricity generated by
nuclear power plants realizes tc be less

than 4 percent of all energy produced in

the United States, \see "Doing without
Nuclear Power" by Cha^. Kominoff, New
York Review of Books, May 17, 1979\.

The consequences of the elimination of
nuclear power for the generation of elec-
tricity when viewed in this light are
nvnimal. We can be prepared for this

reduction in our supply of energy through
simple conservation and greater ap-
plication of solar energy in all forms.

What we cannot be realistically prepared
for are the consequences of continued
operation of the 72 nuclear power plants
now on tine.

How can we prepare for another ac-
cident of the kind vvfuch occuredat Three
Mile Island? How can we prepare for a
devistating increase in deaths by career?
How can we prepare for the economic
insanity which would result from the
reliance upon a non-renewable resource
forever rising in priced How can we
prepare ourselves with the enormous
responsibility of mining, processing,
transportation, decommissioning, and
waste storage without causing en-
vironmental, public or personal harm for
the next 250,000 years, which is 25 times
all ofrecorded history.

We agree with Collins' contention of
the transition from a more centralized,

capital intensive economy to a decen-
tralized, labor intensive economy must be
made, but the longer we rely on nudear
power for electric generation the more
difficult it will be to make this transition.

We can no longer depend on this

economic cripple which is robbing us of
the precious time in which to make this

socially andpolitic^ historic change.
Nick Parker

Mark Gooffroy
Altornativa Energy Coalirion

'One of the

finest humans
ever at UMass'
To the Editor:

/ was shocked and saddened to find

that the death of a senior faculty member
who had dedicated fifteen years of his life

to his work at the University of
Massachusetts had not been accorded
even a mention in the pages of the Col-

legian.

On Good Friday, April 13, 1979, Di.

Roger J. Reed, Ad/unt Professor of
Fisheries and Unit Leader of the
Massachusetts Cooperative Fishery
Research Unit of tfie United States Fish

and Wildlife Service headquartered in

Holdsworth HaH, passed away at tfte age
of 49, a sudden victim of an advanced
stage of very painful cancer. His
students, both undergraduate, were,
since 1964, his "reason for being. " Over
the years, no teacfter at this University

could have cared more stead-fastly about
Itis students or devoted more time to ad-
\Hsing them, counselling them, working
with tfiem on all levels vvhenever he could
be of help— educationally or personally. I

krtow—l was his wife—and more often
than not his nights and weekends, as well

as days, were devoted to consulting with
his students, reading their papers, work-
ing with them one-on-one in coundess
editing sessions or shoulder-to-shoulder
out in the field-on the Connecticut River.

local streams and ponds, wherever their

research took them.
Most recently. Dr. Reed was given the

Superior Service Award of the U. S. Fish

& Wildlife Service in recognition of his ex-

traorrUnary personal contribution to the
profession of fishery research and
martagement. This is a rare honor, not
frequendy awarded. Closer to home, as a
final tribute to his contributions to tfte

preservation of the state of
Massachusetts' natural resources, the
Commonwealth will, in September,
rename tfte Palmer fish hatcftery the
"Roger J. Reed Fish Hatcftery, " in his
memory. People who krtow wiH not soon
forget that largely as a result of his single-
mindedperson erance, he was instrumen-
tal in getting the remarkable fish lift in-

stalled at the Holyoke Dam, which now
enables the shad to continue their move-
ment upsream to spawn, and made possi-
ble the newly established program to
restore to the Connecticut River its

almost extinct population of Atlantic
salmon. The latter program has received
widespread attention in the national
media.

I know there are students, staff, and
colleagues on campus at this time who
may not yet have heard of Roger's death.
It is for them I write this letter, in

memoriam to one of the finest human be
ings and most dedicated faculty members
ever to grace this uni^rsity.

Daphne Stevenson Reed
Five College Adviser. CASIAC

Machmer Hall

WANTED
Reporters and Photographers

for summer weekly newspaper.
Big benefits. No pay.

This is the opportunity to turn
that leisure summer time into a
productive learning experience;
no volunteers turned away.
Learn all asi>ects of production
of a small weekly newspaper.
Inquire at the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

offices, 113 Campus Center, or call 545 3500
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Affirmative Action

Equal Opportunity
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More notes
from an
observer
By MICHAEL H. SIMONS

More notes from a UMass observer.
Did you ever wonder why you've never

seen a movie in the CCA, SUB or Mahar
without the film breakir>g or it being inter-
rupted at least once?
The one night when ^u're firmly booked,

there's a movie you want to see, a party
you would like to go to, something on
television you want to watch but the next
night when you're free, there's nothing to
do?
Did you ever notice, Metawampe never

had a spear to be^ VMth, it «vm bow and
arrow?

You don't even bother to find out what
AFSCME, GSUE, MSP, MTA/USA SURE
etc. even stand for anymore?

Did you ever wonder if when they
bought Quinnipiac it was best of the tot
what the worst must have looked like?
There isn't anyone you know that has liv-

ed in Sylvan for four years?
The most popular scheduling hours seems

to be 10:10 and 11:15 so you never get all

the courses you want?
Did you ever notice, no matter what they

call it, test, quiz, or exam, they are still a
pain?

You are sure the person who invented theDCs powdered eggs was a former Nazi
concentration camp officer?

You wonder what professors do in the
summer when they don't teach, but you
don't care enough to ask?

Seniors don't really sympathize with
undergrads on the subject of tuition and fee
hikes?

You would have gone to Spring Concert
even if the feature group was your uncle
Harry, (the one who always makes a fool of
himself at weddings) as long as your friends
were going?

Did you ever notice, that there aren't two
clocks in the entire university that tell the
same time?
You don't know anyone who has never

skipped an introductory Food Science
class?

Journalism majors are thought to know
everything that goes on on campus and
you are suprised if they don't?
You hate to eat in the D.C. but you are too

lazy or too tired to cook for yourself?
You are sure that the handicapped vans

are trying to drum up business by the way
they drive?

Did you ever notice, a full night in a dorm
is like two in any other place?
You really hate to miss Saturday Night

Live even if you are on a date?
You read the funnys in the Collegian

everyday even if you don't like them?
Without knowing a single one of them,

you don't like the UMass Police?
The UMass busses never stop in exactly

the same spot twice?
You are glad you are no longer a

freshman?
Benb has become a UMass tradition and

even if you don't know who or what he is

you've seen his likeness at least once?
If it wasn't for graffiti going to the

bathroom at UMass would be boring?
If Jews didn't protest at Arab meetings

and Arabs didn't protest at Jewish events,
you'd probably never know what either of
them were up to?
Try as hard as you can but you can't think

of a good word for the professor who is go-
ing to give you a final next week?

Michael Simons was a UMass observerand
a Collegian commentator.

Editorial/Opinion

Tj^coine to Nottoi^lbt^

Letters to the Editor
Dead observer
To the Editor:
Having attended over thirty Grateful
Dead concerts over the past ten years, I

think I'm qualified to make the following

observatons:
Any punk who thinks the Grateful Dead

built their reputation through People
magazine has been reading too much of
that publication. The Dead could, in the

years before the appearance of People,

and still can, rock the ass off of any of
these flash-in-the-pan upstarts. It's not
surprising that "Dead Heads" have been
associated with movements that suc-

ceded in ending a war, shutting down a
number of schools, and evicting a corrupt

president. These "live" heads referred to

can't even buy a beer in public.

Serena E. Lurie's letter of May 3 is the

first time the Dead have been linked with
rape. This link is all the more surprising

considering their reputation as am-
bassadors of good will and considering

that a woman has found them safe

enough to play with for almost six years. I

would suggest that if any woman is afraid

of being raped at the show she should
stay home and watch TV with tfte "live"

punkheads, and not expose herself to any
risk

Don Schneier
Southwest

'Will pay no more'
To Joseph P. Healey - Chairman,
Board of Trustees
Under the present "closed-shop"

agreement between the Masschusetts
Society of Professors and the University
of Massachusetts administration, I am
required to pay the equivalent of union
dues to the union or to a scholarship
fund. This situation is repulsive to me,
and I voted against the contract in order
to avoid it. My salary has increased, by
virtue of the new contract, and I will

gladly pay my share of the expenses of
bargaining. But why should I pay any
more than those expenses?

It is gratifying to find that the Supreme
Court supports these libertarian feelings.

In the case of Abood versus the Detroit
Teachers Union, the Supreme Court
decided that Abood should pay an
"agency fee" equivalent to his share of
the costs of bargaining, but no more. I

stand with Abood in fighting for my
constitutional rights. I will pay to the
Massachusetts Society of Professor-
s/Faculty Staff Union/MTA/NEA a share

i%^%%««)UM'.*ARA^jnH MMWMPJVjTit

of the expenses ot collective bargaining,

as soon as these expenses are properly
determined.

I am not insisting on these con-
stitutional rights for financial reasons. The
money itself is not important, as I may
have to demonstrate if lawyers' fees arise.

I am resisting for two reasons. One reason
is my strong belief that every person has a
right to spend his money as he wishes. No
group should be able, by a vote or
an agreement, to forcibly deprive anyone
of his own private property, except as
payment for a debt. The only exception to

this principle is the government, which I

consider a necessary evil which can only
be minimized!
The second reason behind my stub-

bornness focuses on the consequences of
not resisting, the consequences of
allowing closed-shop contractors to go
unchallenged. If we, the employees of
this country, allow unions to force non-
members to pay agency fees, we are

contributing to the development of idle

bureaucracies even worse than those of
governmnet. Collective bargaining
companies capitalize on the
dissatisfaction of workers to be voted in,

and then can establish long-term con-
tracts which guarantee them an income
from both members and non-members.
They can then use those resources to

locate and organize other groups, or in

any other way they wish, since they are

only marginally accountable for their

expenditures. This sort of parasitism,

displayed by government and by unions,

although beneficial in small amounts,
must be very carefully limited.

Regardless of my feelings about the
specific union involved in this case, and
regardless of the options ofpaying money
to one fund or another, I feel a moral
responsibility to resist closed-shop
agreements, in order to protect our rights

of property and in order to prevent the
spread of unneeded and parasitic

bureaucracy. I will pay my share of the
collective bargaining expenses, and I

hope you can understand why I will pay
no more. __ Lawrence G . Stowe

Assistant Professor
Botany Department

'Disgrace

free speech'
To the Editor:

Sunday, April 29, a group of 25
students held an impromptu picket line at

the UMass Campus Center to protest the
celebration of_ the. establishmen^^he_^

state of Israel. The view of the protesters
is that the establishment of the Israeli
state has resulted in human suffering and
denial of the rights of four million Palesti-
nians.

Some few 3 or 4 participants in the
Israeli celebration came to heckle and
threaten the protestors. Abdullah
Tamimi, the one Palestinian student on
the picket line, was singled out for special
treatment: the following night he received
four death threats by telephone.

We. the undersigned, support the right
of Abdullah Tamimi, a Palestinian student
at UMass, and the right of all students to
speak freely, to voice their ideas and con-
cerns without intimidation, harassment or
threats.

We deplore the tactics used by those
who would suppress the views of Tamimi
and his colleagues. Death threats and
threats of violence of any kind are a
disgrace and a threat to the right of free

speech, the right of inquiry, and the right
of association of all students and
organizations on campus.

Cynthia J. Phillips-NEO
Susan Kay Gellman-NEO

Charlie Bagli-RSB
and 2fi others

Meeting to

end discrimination
To the Editor:

This Friday, May 11 from 10:00a.m. to

1:00 p.m. in Room 101 of the Campus
Center, the Title IX Task Force is sponsor-
ing an information-sharing session on af-

firmative action. The purpose of this

meeting is to bring together the diverse

committees, programs and interest
groups concerned with issues of affir-

mative action to discuss their goals and
objectives and plan for increased
cooperation and communication to
achieve these ends. Groups representing
every sector of the campus have been in-

vited to participate in this event. The
ultimate goal of the meeting is to enhance
campus-wide efforts to ensure equality of
opportunity and nondiscrimination in

education and employment at the univer-

sity for allpersons regardless of race, sex,

ethnic background, handicap or veteran
status.

All interested students, faculty and
staff are strongly encouraged to attend
this important event. Call 545-3137 for

further information.

Jane O'Brien

..—.,
Campus ritiatX Coordinator

2l
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The Grateful Dead, photographed on the sound set
they used during the era of their Wintertand concerts
in 1974

• Patti Smith
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

hit single "Because tfw
Night" K)r "the kids to rock
to," as she said in last sum-
mer's Rolling Stone inter-

view.
Smith started out working

In a factory in New Jersey.

She developed an interest

in poetry and began resear

Ching the works of wnters

like Burroughs, and the
French surrealism of Jean
Genet and Arthur Rimbaud.
She combined this interest

with the appreciation she
shared as a youth for rock
anists like Bob Oyian, Jimi
Hendrix, Jim Morrison an#
the Rolling Stor>^ Doing
poetry readings at churches
and coffee houses, she w^
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"discovered" by rock critic.

Lenny Kaye, who is now
lead guitarist Lenny Kaye.
He "plugged in" an electric

guitar to accompany her
words back in 1971.

Many canruJt understarul

the illusions of echo
chambers and overdut>s in

her albums, or have ever

fven heard all her albums or
bothered to read her
volumes of poetry. In listen-

ing to hor music one

realizes that, for instance,
the lyrics of her frrst album
"Horses ' incorporate some
very rich elements of
American "Beat" litwature,

a-la William Burroughs in

her song "Land." Smith
d^ls with apocalyptic
themes in her second
album, "Radio Ethiopia,"

and the struggle for self-

identity and mining in

religion in "Easter," her
third album. All these are

very traditional elements of

STUDENTS
REMINDER
CCEBS Family Day is Satur

day, May 12, 1979. Have you
made your reservations yet? If

not, please call 545-0031 and do
so Immediately!! The luncheon
will be held in the Student Union
Ballroom at 11:30 a.m.

Join your family, friends, and
the CCEBS staff on May 12, 1979
at the Student Union Ballroom.
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'

presents
SPRING CONCERT SPECIALS

featuring

•17 Grateful Dead albums
•Grateful Dead concert jerseys
(skull ft roses on front. Shakedown St guy on back)

•Shakedown St. posters, 3' x 3'

•1 liter wine skins to carry your
favorite beverage on the day of

the show
•The lowest paraphanelia prices

in the Valley— Papers— Pipes—
Clips— Spoons— Vials

I

-k Dead
CONT, FROM PAGE 1

'The Dead's' alright, at least some of that disco stuW
they do." an ardent disco goer at the Poor Richards l^t
week.

"We have only one effective weapon; The power to
blow their minds." Mano Savk} ^umiwnting wi tfM
Dead.'

-

"We need student cooperation - ev«ry step has been
taken to insure the succe^ of the concert." Paul Hammil,
acting director of student activiti^ said \mx we^

.

"Yes folks, there are some people who are upset the the
'Dead' are coming for the spring conceit But we know
what kind sf fiM^ they l@ten to!" -Gerald, friwMi of
Bemb said.

* Roy Ayers

©n®*^
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"Freaky Draky." While th«
nr«y have been Ayers' m<»t
recognized piece, it may
well rank as the worst cut
he's ev» done. It was trite

in its helter skater attempt
to cash in on the Freak
craze.

Ayers' last effort, "You
Send Me, " goes back to his

mellow b^innings and
eontsins no "Freaky

Pffcy'Hi or "Funky
Donkey's. His vibes ac-
complish what the name
irr^iies and »)othe the mind
and spirit in the manner that
"Everybody Loves The
Sunshine" did. Roy's
contorts swing to the
mellow (especially this tiiTM

of year) so the "vibes ' frwn
the stadium Saturday
should be a nice melkNV
contrast to the raucous
tunes of Patti Smith and the
Grateful Dead.

music and literature, if peo-
ple could get past tfw sur
face, that would shirte

through.
In 1974, Smith and Kaye

rw:orded "Hey Joe" arid

"Piss Factory." and later

that year got the band
together. The other
members of the Patti

Smith Group are: Ivan
Krai, a Czechoslavakian
refugee who escaped in

the 1968 Russian inva-

sion. Jay Dee Daugherty,

an ex-Mump, and
Richard Sohl.
The Group's first claim

to critical fame was a
reworked version of the
Van Morrison
"Gloria. " from
"Horses" album.
Group played the
York and punk
scer>es around the

song
her
The
New
rock

States
since then, along with
releasing the albums
"Radio Ethiopia" and
"Eatter."

Let Great Expectations
Dress Up Your Hair

for Graduation!

For your graduation to be Its best, you
should look your best. Top off your

graduation outfit in perfect style, with a

Precision Haircut by the professional

cutters at Great Expectations.

Precision Haircut , including shampoo and blower

styling. .

.

no appointments ever

CNfccniTions
PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

Sub cultures
ofthel960's

Hampshire Mall

Rte. 9. Hadley

ByMARSHA KRAWITZ

"If your're going to San Francisco,
Be sure to wear some flowers in your hair.

If you're going to San Francisco,
You're gonna meet some gentle people

there.

For those who come to San Francisco,
Summertime willbe a love-in there.

1967: Haight and Ashbury Streets, San
Francisco -- a haven for hippies.

Hippies' could be distinguished by their

long hair, bright-colored clothes, bell-

bottomed jeans, and sandals, moccasins
or bare feet. They covered themselves with
flowers, bells and fringe.

«

Bands, or tribes of these young men and
women lived in homes decorated with
flashing lights, psychedelic posters and In-

dian prints.

Disillusioned by the Vietnam War, pover-
ty, racism, crime, the destruction of the en-
vironment, and suburban life, hippies were
dropouts from society.

While others worked to change the'ex-

isting society, hippies rejected any organiz-

ed culture. Their philosophy was, "Do your
own thing."

However, this was not a new idea. In the

1950"s and early 1960's, long-haired, beard-

ed beatniks claimed that society stifled

creativity. But, while beatniks prided

themselves on their worldliness and were
unconcerned with spiritual matters, hippies

escaped from everyday affairs to seek a

new meaning of life in mysticism and vi-

sions.

The mystic religion of hippies included

astrology, tarot cards, meditation and, fre-

quently, drugs. •

LSD, marijuana, opium, cocaine, speed,
peyote and heroin wereused by hippies to
bring about higher states of consciousness.
The sensory involvement inherent in drugs,
rock music and psychedelic light shows
suggested a mystical experience.
Hippies preached their ideas zealously.

They often handed out free drugs, en-

couraging others to "turn on" with them.
In January 1967, the first "Human Be-ln"

was held in San Francisco. Hippies danced
to the music of the Grateful Dead and
Quicksilver Messenger Service, Incense
was burned as poet Allen Ginsberg led a
Hare Krishna chant. Celebrated guru
Timothy Leary promoted the use of drugs
to heighten sensations.

The hippie philosophy included love for

humanity and peace throughout the world.
They hoped to create their own Utopia.

Because of this idealism, the hippies had
problems coping wnh everyday life. Sinoa^tine employment contradicted thair
briefs in freedom, they earned no monair
to support themselves.

Some depended on donations from sym-
pathizers or parents. Others sporadically
told home-made sandals, handicrafts and
i^ugs.

Responsibilites and ties to others were not
stressed in this atmosphere of freedom.
Sexual freedom was the rule. In fact, com-
murjal sex was accepted in nr«ny hippie
bands. Children were raised by entire
householcto.

As the media publicized the hippies' ex-
istence, the Haight-Ashbury district

became more crowded. The 5,000 hippies
of San Francisco were joined by 25,000 -

30,000 "plastic" hippies during weel(ends
and the summer. Many of these were
curious students, but some were addicts
anxious to get access to drugs. Tourists
also visited to ogle the bizarre inhabitants.

The hippies held a mock funeral, declar-
ing themselves dead. Packing their betong-
Ings, they moved out of their old mecca.
At this time, a new group came into the

spotlight the yippies. Like the hippies, the
yippies were dissatisfied with the state of
society. Instead of expressing words of joy
and love, they conveyed their opinions
through profanity. Led by Jerry Rubin and
Abbie Hoffman, the yippies showedtheir
disrespect for the United States by entering
a pig, "Pigasis," in the 1968 presidential
election.

Another group emerged to take over the
advocation of hippie values. The flower-
children were teenagers who roamed the
Greets distributing flowers and preaching
peace and love.

Other subcultures became mora
noticeable. Groups promoting such varied
concerns as drugs, nudism. Hare Krishna
and Jesus were abundant.

Growing numbers of Annericans decided
to abandon their traditional lifestyles. They
moved to communes where they could
work with others to build what they felt
would be a better community.

By 1969 there were more than 500 com-
munes throughout the United States.
Some were located in cities, although the
typical commune was situated in an
isolated area, where the residents could be
close to nature. On these rented or donated
farms in California. Oregon, New Mexico
and Vermont, people plantd corn and
beans, lived in adobe pueblos, teepees, or
log cabins, and used various kinds of
drugs.

The theory behind this collective living
was to allow commune members to share
everything, including the chores needed to
operate a farm. In practice, this rarely
worked because the plans were so
disorganized. Furthermore. commune
populations were constantly changing, ad-

'

ding to the confusion.

It was unusual for commune dwellers to
become involved in issues outside tfwir
own communities. An exception occurred
In 1969, when they rallied to save Peoples'
Park, a playground they had built in San
Francisco, from destruction by the Univer-
sity of California.

Communes are no longer prevalent. Hip-
pies, yippies and flowei children are long
gone. Still, they have left a legacy.

Artifacts of these subcultures, such as
modes of dress, drug use, rock music, in--
terest in health foods and yoga, and crafts
as a hobby remain popular.

Societal norms have loosened in regard to
social and sexual behavior.
And, more than ever, people are still sear-

ching for self-fulfillment.

Marsha Krawitz is a quiet, amiable person
and a feature writer for Below the Salt.
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BOOKS
THiBESTOFLI'L
ABNER
by Al Capp
Holt. Rinahart and
Winston
$7.96
Once upon a time there

was a cartoonist named Al

Capp who created the most
amusing but most un
necessary town m the

whole USA Capp was
conservative in his politics

witty in his delivery and lov

ed by millions of readers in

over 300 newspapers.
Then something went
wrong either with the
political mood in the coun
try or Capp just went stale

Readers didn't love him
anymore. He lost that
special something he once
had. When even his home
base paper the Boston
Globe dropped him, Capp
decided to call it quits and
the 43 year old sage of

Dogpatch and the Yokums
ended on November 5th
1977.

Gone but not dead and
forgotten. In The Best of
Li1 Abner," Capp selects

what he considered his

finest hours which haven't

seen their way into other

anthologies previously Here

are more than 20 tales for the

fanatic who, like Pansy
Yokum. believes "good is

better than evil because it's

nicer." or who pray that

their own wedding will be
as exciting or entertaining

as Marryin' Sam's $50 wed
ding. This is the one where
he begins by tellin a few
jokes guaranteed to embar
rass man or beast, then
rassles any three grand
mothers in th' crowd while
recitin' th' campaign
speeches o' Alf Landon
backwards!' AMer that he
really warms up He
removes his own appendix,

rio hands, and asks the final

question while being tore

apart by four infoonated
mules"

This isn't a book for the
novice or uninformed In

here aren't the famous
stories of the shmcos who
will totally eliminate all

human want and suffer.ng,

or the story of G3n#»ral

JubjiAIiOn T. Cornpone
hero of Compone's Defeat

pone's Utter Humiliation,

Oogpatch's own native
born Civil War Hero, the
man President Lincoln said

was nrK)st responsible for

hoping the North won the

War and Cornpone was a
general for the South!
Those stori^ are either in

other anthologies or in for

thcorrring ones but don't

be disappointed. In here is

the true story of why no 100'

percent red blooded
American boy fighter, not

even John Wayne, dared to

lay a finger on the Russian
Champion Boomchik not
even Li I Abner even
though his mother put him
on her world famous
"stren'th through Po'k
Chops ' training course. 8
courses of Po'k Chops a
day! Why? Because
Boomchik was a woman*
So Mammy had to step in

with the most powerful
punch in the world, handed
down from Yokum woman
to Yokum woman the
(gasp) incredible "Good
Night Irene" punch.

Or if you didn't like that

one, how about the one
where Harvard University

reali;ing it hadn't any Indian

students, eventually talkir>g

Lonesome Polecat away
from his production of

Kickapoo Joy Juice and
into enrolling Polecat gets
involved soon enough with
the Harvard chapter of

SWINE or for you
uninformed. Students
Wildly Indignant about
Nearly Everything and then
the (shudder) mob'
Or maybe you like satires

on the fads and the
famous' Read the story of

Loverboychic the dimpled
darling of the piano who
saved Tiny Yokum from
being married on that day
that strikes fear into the

hearts of every Dogpatch
batchlor, Sadie Hawkins
Day How about, Glan
Flandders. advice to the

heartsick' Flash Boredom
who wants to marry the

most gorgeous qal in th'

world, namely "Stupefying

Jones" Smillin' Zack.
Porknoy's Complaint, a 13

year old boar who is just

days away from his Boar
Mitsvah and then an
education at Boarkly. Anita

Eatburt whose manager

Rock Hustler buys up the
rights to all the mockaronni
in the world Mockaronni is

the food that the more you
mx the more you want and
the thinner you get until a
good breeze blows your
bones away' How about Li'l

Abner himself? Or his ideal

Peerless Bosdick"
There are stories and

lessons here for everybody
with added insights for the
historian of the 50's and
60's, where the stori4» in

this collection are all taken
from. Everybody that is

who (chuckle) is 100
percent blooded and

' American that is!

— Michael Simons

Each chapter m sum-
marized with indented italics

in the middle of a page.

Disregardir>o the grammar
school student, one needs
only to readlT>esesummaries
'to win an argument.'

"Donna SuNlvan

••

interested in the women's
movenMnt as It restricts

itself to only women's roles

in various civil rights and
New Left groups, and
shows how many feminist

movements grew out of
New ^eft groups.

— Donna Sullivan

HOW TO WIN AN ARGUMENT
by Michael A. Gilbert
McGraw Hill
$3.96
How to Win an

Argument is 27 chapters of

fallacies, defenses, and
examples, and about ten
chapters of feeling likea total

incompetent.
Muchofthebookiswritten

so it is truly inforrruitive.

Fallacies such as attacking

the conclusion (one should
"always attack the reasons
for a conclusion, not the
conclusion itself") and
"slipperyslope"(ifonetakesa

step in adirection. hemustgo
to the extrPine in that

direction, a fallacy) are

pointed out, and ways to

defend oneself against these
errors in argument are ex-

plained.

Certain chapters, though,
are written as if for a child in

qrammar school. Gilbert

frequently employs
examples, pitting "Our
Hero" against some poor
incompetent Our Hero
always triumphs, but rarely

does the opposition argue
with an intelligence of
someone above sixth grade.
Sure, Gilbert shows the finer

points of arguing with
someone who relies on
rumors to back up his side, or

someone wfx> keeps changirig

the subject when losing the
argument; butwhataboutthe
opposition who is com-
petent, has good arguments
and uses facts to back up his

point ? In onlyafewcasesdoes
Gilbert deal with this!

PERSONAL POLITICS
by Sara Evans
Alfred A. Knopf
$10

Personal Politics by
Sara Evans is summed up
perfectly in the subtitle,

'The Roots of Women's
Liberation in the Ch/il Rights
Movement & the New
Left."

The first hatf of the book
tells of the role of women in

the struggle for racial

equality in the South. Many
women had trouble con-
vincing parents of their

desire and need to "go
South." The book
discusses the humiliation
women faced at the hands

of Southern law enforcers,
and the jobs they held,

unimportant and unexciting
compared to those of the
men, in such groups as the
Student Non-violent
Coordinating Committee
(SNCC).

When New Left groups
such as the Northern
Student Movenwnt (NSM)
and Students for a
Democratic Society (SHS)
started forming in the
North, women suffered
further frustration at the

ha rids of men who refused
to recognize them as
equals, thus denying them
positions of power within
the groups.

Out of this frustration

blossomed the various

women's groups that

fought for ecjuat pay in all

jobs and the r.qh! to play an
equal pan in decision

making in the New Left

groups — total equality.

Personal Politics would
be interesting to anyone

••
THE GENERAL STORE
by Carol Priamo
McGraw-Hill
$15.96

Riding the current wave
of Nostalgia that is gripping

our nation. The General
Store gives us a short but
not very intimate look at the
nostalgia of our neighbor,
Canada.

According to Priamo,
when the Provences were
first settled the general

store played a significant if

not vital 'part in the
establishment and con-
tinued growth of the
community around it.

Anvjng other things, the
General Store provided
postal service, banking
facilities, the first

telephones, and a truly

complete line of all the
things a rural community in

the late 17th and 18th

century would need. It was
also a center for the ex-

change of information, the

exchange of goods bet-

ween farmers and the shop
keeper and the prime place
in town to have a drink or

pass the time of day.
Frankly, this is super-

trivia! Although the General
Store may have been what
Priamo says it was. so?

What is missing is the in-

depth look at the general

store and its part in the

community one might
expect from a book with the

tide. The General Store, but

like the store, the in

formation is also general.

What could have turned out
to be an interesting
curiosity of Canada's Past
turns out to be a slightly

less than interesting way to

spend 20 minutes looking at

old photographs.
-Michael H. Simons

HERLANO
By Charlotte Perkins
Gilman
Pantheon
$8.96

Herland tells a

delightful story at)out a lost

civilization consisting solely

of females. Existing without
males *for 2000 years, the
civilization continued
because of what one
woman refers to as "a
direct gift from the gods,

"

virgin birth.

Not only does she tell an
interesting tale, but author
Charlotte Perkins Gilman
also pokes fun at the male
intelligence Set in 1914,
the story unfolds as three
male explorers stumble
onto this lost Utopia.

Seeing the advanced
workmanship in their
houses, gardens, roads,

statues— in the entire land,
one of the men remarks,
wh-^, this is a CIVILIZED

country! There must be
men.'

They discover otherwise
and learn a lot about a way
of life, an ideal way of life,

whe'e all people are equal
regardless of sex. Being
useless is .j hard fact to
swallow for the three ex
plorers, and they con-
tinually try to put down
Herland. in favor of our
civilization in the U.S. They
never succeed and

• generally end up looking
and sounding less in-

telligent with each
argument.

Not refcommended for

paranoid males,
Herland will make
interesting reading for

everyone else. It is easy to
read, filled with humor, and
the plot moves along
quickly.

An added attraction is

laughing at the three

bumbling males who time
and time again prove
themselves and the society

from whence they came
inferior.

-Donna Sullivan

SQUEEZE
Cool for Cats

(A€r M)

It would be nice if

Squeeze's new album.
Cool for Cats, could get
lots of radio exposure and
become really successful.
Nice, because Squeeze is

easily as good as the Police
or the Boomtown Rats,

both of whom will probably
become major stars within
the year. Unfortunately,
Cool For Cats is not as
commercial as the recent
releases of those two
groups, and for that reason,
could end up unknown save
to a handful of rock and roil

connoisseurs. That would
be a pity, for Cool for Cats
is great.

Squeeze, a five-man
British group, rose with the

U.K. New Wave In 19?7,
and so far have releaseo

one other album and a
hartdful of singles, and
toured ail over Europe and
America. Led by guitarists

Glen Tilbrook and Chris Oif-

ford, who write most of the
music, the group also in-

cludes Joois Holland, Hary
Kakoulli, and Gilson Levis
on keyboards, bass, and
drums, respectively. They
are musically quite compe-
tent and their songwriting is

superb.

The rwelve tracks on Cool
for Cats rock along steadily

without becoming too noisy
or bland. As with many new
wave bands, the song lyrics

are mostly concerned with
man-woman relationships

and current social pro-
blems, with some silliness

thrown in. The best cuts on
the album are the title song,
which describes a lover

who cannot take his

women seriously,
'Touching Me Touching

You," a love song about
masturbation "and when
I'm touching 'myself/I'm

always thinking of you,"
and "Slap £r Tickle," with

an interesting synthesizer

sound.
Anyone who likes rock

and roll should listen to

Cool for Cats. It isn't too
hard-rock for mellow peo-

ple and it isn't too mellow

for hardrock people.

Basically, it's just a re^
good album. With luck we'll

be hearing more from
Squeeze.

—Steve Winniman

••
SUPERTRAMP

Breakfas^in America
(ACr M)

It is always encouraging
when a band which I've

supported for years finally

becomes a popular suc-

cess; especially so in the

unlikely case that they can
do so MHtfK>ut compromisir^
their musical integrity. I'll

admit that Supertramp's
previous album. Even in

the Quietest Moment,
had a few rough spots, but
these were larg^y due to its

being the group's first

attempt at producing their

own album. I'm now glad to

report that Breakfast In

America is an album that

should please everyorw,
particularly the band's
original supporters. Askje
from containing some of

the most creative music yet

recorded by Supertramp, it

also deals effectively with

the pressure which the

band must have felt to sell

out their ideals in search o'

another hit.

The ten songs here (a

generous fifty minutes
worth) cover a variety of

observation; many of them
concern this British iiand's

reactions to American
social eccentricities. Both
the title track and "Gor>e

Hollywood" explore this

theme, with the latter

containing a few ap-

propriate jabs at the music

industry. In the last ana
f'nest song, "Child of

Vision, " the band con-

structs an affirmation of

individual goals, both
personal and musical. As
usual, Supertramp draws
t'\ieir musical inspiration

from the best of the British

tradition - an occasional

Beatlish melodic hook, a

few Ray Davies-style vocal

nuances, some Genesis-

type keyboard grandeur—
yet the overall sound is

nonetheless an original one.

The interaction and har-

mony between the two lead

vocalists is especially

powerful this time around.

Breakfast in America
win undoubtedly be a
commerical success for
Sup^tramp, but it is an
album that will erulure long
after whatever else is on the
charts this week has faded
Into fTwrciful obscurity.

-Brett Milano

••
ORNETTE COLEMAN

Body Meta
(Artists House)

Ornette Coleman sure
looked ill atease on
Saturday Night Live a

couple of weeks ago. His

latest ventures have been
as difficult for mass
audiences to accept as
were his pace-setting free

improvisations in the 60's.

Body Meta was
recorded in the same Paris

saasions last December,
1976 as last year's out-

standing Dancing in Your
Head. The five com-
positions on the present

album are ^1 similar in

cor.caption - polyrhythmic
pieces in which each of the

five musicians plays a
different but generally equal

melody line. Most of the

pieces have a crazy,
compelling rhythm that

makes you feel like getting

up and bouncing around.
Electric guitarists Bern

Nix and Charlie Eltert}ee

play fuzzy, percussive
chords that constantly cut

across the music at sharp

angles to Shannon
Jackson's earthy drumbeat.
Alto saxophonist Coleman
expends little energy on
i mprovisat ional
pyrotechnics on this album,
emphasizing instead
simple, repeated melodies.

The approach to this

music is in some ways tock-

oriented, but not in the

sense of "jazz-rock."

Jazz-rock fusion came
about as a result of two
styles of music being im-

posed on one another

externally. Coleman's
approach here is to begin

with an internal core and
expand out" via new
techniques, including bits

of jazz, rock, and even
disco. The result is

something you can't hear in

anyone else's music.

That's probably why
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nobody is really sure what
Ornetta Coleman is up to.
More than anyone in the
American music scene,
Coleman's music embodies
a creative spirit that con-
tinually finds new modes of
expr^sion. Body Mata,
like most of his previous
works, can b« expected to
be incorporated into the
mainstream musical
consciousn^s in about 20
years, which is tha av^age
gestation period.

-Bill Sundstrom

••

EXPANSION
TonyPurrone JaffFullar

Frank Bannatt
(Quadrangle Muaic)

I used to think that most
independent jazz releases
by white musicians con-
sisted of two sides of

mindless, uneducated
bohemian meandermgs
packaged within an artless,

semi esoteric package and
released as more of an ego
trip than with any rea!

concern for the develop-
ment of their craft. That is,

until I heard this record.

Here are two sides of the
most emotional and
educated playing I have
heard in a long time. Unlike
their bohemian brothers,

Tony Purrone, Jeff Fuller

and Frank Bennett have a
sound that is at once
creative and marketable.
And not unlike their black
brothers on counterpart
labels (e.g. Alex BIythe).
they are content to play on
their independent label until

the big labels come to
them.
On Expansion we hear

the musical conversations
of Purrone's guitar. Fuller's

baps and Bennett's traps.

Opening with Bennett's
invocational "Post-
Impressions," the pace is

set, the level of discussion
established and the creative
exchange beings. The title

cut was penned by Fuller,

New Haven's musical
delegate to the world and
is, by his own admission, "a
modern polytonal swing
tune." Purrone, recently

noted for his appearance on .,

tha Heath Brothers' lataat,

closes side two with
"Samba for Anita."
Bridgeport's blazing guitar

duos dynamically with
Yalie Jeff on bass as Frank
wrings rhythm down to the
final fret.

"Rush Riff' opens sida

two vyith a swing so punk
it's funk. This excursion

into the land of filled silence

demonstrates the virtuosity

of the players naedad to

carry off their varsion of

"Lover Man." Here, older

fans wilt raise eyebrows as

local teachers will yearn for

more apprentices like them.
Studying the charts a bit

leads, naturally, to "Blues
in Five." Everything leads

to everything, you know,
and Frank knows just about
everything about drums.

Tony's "Mistress" con-

cludes the set with sensitive

playing by all three

musicians, leaving you only

with a whetted app>etite.

Swing, t>e-bop, funk, up-

tempo or blue, it's all here

in Expansion, people who
know what they're doing

and care.

-KannathShain

••
ENERGETICS

Coma Down to Earth
(Atlantic)

The name "Energetics"

should be very familiar to

soul fans in this state as

they're one of Boston's

own. They've been doing
their traditional soul vocal

group performances
(complete with the snappy,

well-rehearsed
choreography) ever since I

can remember. In my
neighborhood, it wasn't
strange at all to see a flyer

with a weathered black and
white photo of the group
heralding their next per-

formance. They seemingly
played everywhere and, if

memory serves me, I can
place them at "the Shack"

(Boston's immortal Sugar
Shack), all the Cape
nightspots, and everywhere
else that could even ac-

commodate a band. They
packed those joints, too,

because "they wuz baaad!"

Paopla liked to go haar
them becauM they never
seemed to give up and fall

into a bad performance.
They stuck true to their

name and let the energy
flow in their relentless but
nice kind of way.

There always seemed to
be mutterings like, "Why
ain't these dud^ be^i
discovered yet?" and 'They
gotta get that recording
contract soon! " after one of

their shows. They were
always tight in their

deliveries, and whether
they were doing someone
else's material or an oc-

casional experiment of their

own, tha sound was silky

smooth without fear of

putting a wrinkle or two in

that cloth.

Atlantic Records tws
given us all our "druthers"
and finally put this talented

quintet on vinyl. The kicker

is that th^'ra produced by
Brian and Edward J.

Holland. These men, along

with Lamont Dozier, in-

terestingly enough
produced those smooth
harmonizing groups from
Motown that The
Energetics studied and
emulated in their road days.

H&H have given the

group what may not be the

brightest and most ap-

pealing material they've

ever put out, but their

production and the group's
indomitable quality pulls it

all off in style. The lyrics may
lean to trite at times, but
the deliveries are like a
wide, toothy and every-bit-

irresistible grin that burns
its way into your heart. The
sprite gallop of "Ain't

Nothing Wrong in Going to

a Disco" is bearable, at

least, but may easily be
overlooked in the shadow
of the substantial "You''re

My Guiding Light," "Come
Down To Earth" and "Let's

Say Goodbye to Good-
bye." The latter is one of

those harmoniously
seething ballads that always
manages to pull a few tears

from every crowd, while the

former two are high
steppers that avoid
sounding like a studio

version of the live per-

formance's complimentary
end-of-the-set vamp.

—Mario A. Barros
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FILMS
Nmna Hae

If not for Sally Fiaid. who
plays a singl« workingciasa
mothar growing up.
Norma Raa ¥wouid ba a
dtMppotnting film As FiaM
i^KMMad us in her TV movia,
•yMi, ^hm m c^atMa of a
tot mora than har earlier

mindlaas TV sitcoms,
Oid^t and Tha Flying
Nun. As the star of Norma
Raa, Field « supwb.

Jaw Norma Rae's aver mat.
His energy strikes her and
Petrifies a creativity lying

dormant for yMrs. She
converts to h« cauaa, and
rtw two of them fight a
pwilous mission to unionize
the mill

Norma Raa is

sMraotyiMcal and lacking in

dwractarizationa exc^t \w

Ritt's timidity m not
political apathy, but
calculated liberalism. Ritt,

director of Tha From,
keeiM his fingers out of the
pot until the staw has
cooled. Hm nervousnew
stems from a recent
unioni2ati<m struggle - that
of J. P. Stevens - a
powerful textile corporation
of tha South.

Norma Raa ia m
Mantiaa but stilt Kvaa at

lioma with her parents and
two children. Ona child ia

the product of a night in tha
back seat of a car, and the

fMm from har mmnmgt
w^M^ an<ted whan har
hiMbarKl M^a kiHad in a

She IS poor, urw<hjcatad,
unrDotivated and k>nely.

She, her parwits and har

friends work in tha
gruesome O.P. Henley
TaxtNe MtH. Thay are
"Hfers" aa is typical in this

small Southern factory-

dominated town. Tha»
lifestyles are depicted as
pathetic, and ttieir work
monotonous It is

wiggested that some of

their drudgery might be
alleviated if they only had
some righ» m the rwn-
union shop But they are
unquestioning and
seemingly content, except
for Norma Rae, who is a
trifle rebellious but doesn't
know where to direct it.

She demands a water
fountain and Kotax
machine from an amused
supervisor

Enter Reuben (Ron
Leibman of TV's "Ka?"), a
union organizer and the first

J2
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IkwiHUIIilisi

Nornf\a Rae herself. Every
Southern worker in this film

•s stupid. nai\« and gullible.

In a film which takaa place

in 1978, it s difficult to

fathom Norma Rae's
statement that she thought
all Jews had horns.

Even mora disappointing

M the underdeveloped plot.

Director Martin Ritt skirts

over the union i^ue As in

Tha Grapes of Wrath,
politics are only alluded to.

and the bouncing hints

make for a film that r>ever

fate into pla<». The workers'

understarKiing and feelings

about the union are

ignored. What could a

union do for them? What
are the disadvanta^s of

uf^ionization?

Yet where Norma Raa
l«:ks in comment, it makes
up in the character of

Norma Rae, a strong-willed

woman who is un-
compromising against all

odds. Her plight makes this

a successful women's film

inspiring independence and
humanism, despite
pressure to conform.

Although Norma Raa is

an insufficient effort, it is

cute, ei>dearing and a star-

watcner's delight. Sally

Fidd is up and coming, and
she just might make it with
an Academy Award
nomination. Norma Raa is

a film to see because of her,

but without her it would be
another celluloid tangle.

— Dabra Roth Santa

'New England's largest gathering of artists"

May11,12an(l13
Three-County Fairgrounds

Northampton, MA.

You
should

be there,

too!

Sponsored by the Arts Extension Service,

UMass, Pioneer Valley Association with

the Valley Advocate

Student admission $1.00

Collegiqn '3

Aroundcampus
Simons to get group petition

Support the University Rally

Friday, May 11, 1979
Metawampe Lawn
12:00 - 1:30 p.

m

The University Budget
Its Impact Upon All of Us

Invited Speakers Include

John Olver

Jim Collins*

Paul Bixbv*
Nancy Eday*

AFSCME -
GSEU
MSP
MTA/USA
PAUMA
S.U.P.E.

David Knapp
Joseph Healey

Randolph Bromery
Diane Rohmer*

LOCAL 1776

The Committee Against Repression is planning a rally for
next Tu^dav to present petitions to Hampshire- Franklin
County District Attorney Thomas Simons, asking him to
re open the investigation into the death of Seta Ramper-
sad, a UMass student who died last fall, the cause of death
undetermined.

Mary Jan Poika, speaking for the grmip, said vmns and
cars would be leaving at 1 1:15 p.m. in front of the Student
Union building to arrive in time for the noon rally in front of

Hypnosis lecture tomorrow
A lecture and (temonstration of how hyponosis and self-

hypnosis can help the average person in their daily lives will

be given this Friday.

The lecture, sponsored by the Physical Awareness and
Research Associauon, will be held at 8 p.«. m ^mn^BI
HerterHall. '

Jack Sanocki, a nr»th and science teacher at Chestnut
Jr High in Springfield, will deliver tfw lecture. Sanocki
studied hypnosis un<^ the 1^ f^. ttaWiV ^m»n at
Westfield State College.

The cost of the lecture is $2 for tNl(l«i«irtpiA«c«rt$1
for students and senior citizens.
The lecture will include a basic introduction to hypnosis
and self hypnosis, and a question and answer perk)d.

the Northampton Courthouse. She said cars and vans will
«so ^<^ at the Amherst Common at 11:30 to pick up
others.

In addition to presenting the petition, which Poika said
contained about 1.000 signatures, there will be speakers
discussing the legalities in question in the Rampersad case
and violence in the Valley. The petition is also addressed to
Gov^ King, State Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti and
the National Commission on Civil Liberties.

^
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FRIDAV AND 3ATURCIAY A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst

Collegian staff
meeting

There will be a rrweting of Collegian staff Monday at 7 p.
m. in Campus Center 162 to discuss and vote on a new
constitution for the Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

Pending the action on the constitution, the staff will also
be asked to vote on whether the editor in chief, Joe
Quinlan, should appoint intenm editors for six vacancies on
the Board of Editors, until a staff election for permanent
replacements would run for the fall semester, if the
language of the currwit constitution stands. Tf^ board of
editors, in a 5-1-3 vote, last night voted to recommend this
action to the staff.

The editorial positions vacant at the end of the semester
are sports editor; fine arts editor; executive (opinion page)
editor; and three news editors. Campus editor for student
affairs, campus editor for administration and faculty and
town and area editor.

Thinking About
Summer School?

Mass Bay has over 100 courses to
choose from.

Day and Evening ciasMS
Tuition $75 per 3-credit courM
Classes begin June 4

Come in or call for a catalogue.

Mass Bay Community College
Division of Continuing Education
50 Oakland Street. Wellesley Hills. MA 02181

Telephone 237-1 100 x132

>1S OTHERS SEE US
A forty minute pUiy concerning issues of tfie handicapped

Thursday. May 10. 1979 8pm
Campus Center. Room 101
Free admission open to the putMic

A University of Maine at Orono Production

Sponsored l>y the University of Massachusetts
Handicapped Student Collective and
the SpringfieW College Rehabilitation

Counselling Program

k% *«•••» 1
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^^ I /^^^J Liquor Store

LARGEST SELECTION OF
COLD KEGS & BEER

Schlitz 12 oz. cans $6.99 case

Falstaff $5.25 case

Schmidts 16 oz. returnables
$5.49 case

Old Milwaukee 12 pack $3.25

Heineken $3.69 six

Wurtburger light or bock
4.49 six

Many other specials this weekend!

Ice, soda & kegs avail.

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

338 COLLEGE ST.
AMHERST

253-5384
256-8433

Not responsible for typo errors

J



Thufday, May 10, 1979

To pl«c« a ciassifiad ad. drop by the
Coilegian office (CC 1131 between 8 45
am, and 3 46 p m Monday tfirough Ffi

day oi use our handy clip and mail form
found tn most issues of the Collegian
Classified deadline is 3 45 p m two days
in advance of publication date

AUDIO

4 ch«nn«l st«r«o rac«f^r. v^s $200. new
<80 CaH Ranis. S38-2331. Iwv matiaga.

Manintz 1070 amp. w/ walnut cab.,
Pionaaf PL-150 li semi-auto, turntable, w/
Shure M96 ED stylus. Price nag., Tom,
542-3086.

AUTO FOR SALE

1071 Rat 13« sport spider. $1500. excellent
mechanical condition, service records
a^«il., convert. & hard top, other extras,
body naecto some attention, call Rich at
666-4840 for a test drive.

70 VW wagon, runs good, AM/ FM. can
Must sell, $800. 253 3206

W Olds Cutlaaa. exceilant angina, soma
rust. $300. 6864971.

1970 Ford Mustang, w/ 250 eld. - 6 cyl.

eng. 6 ;» pp - $ik . fair- body, gd.-
mech.. many new parts, xtras , asking
$800. call John. 546-9230.

75 Malibu aaaalc. exc cond , 549^3687

.

73 Dodge Charger, body very good,
mechanically excellent. $1850, call Greo,
549 1034.

Chaap transportation: 1964 Dodge
Polara. has sticker, minor repairs needed,
price negotiable, 323 5712, evenings.

OS VW bua- 72 engine, AM /FM/
cassette, good for travelling, call eve Lu,
549^3919.

72 Dataun wagon 510. body rough, runs
well. 4 spaed. $750. 549-6849.

72 Audi 100LS, 4 door, red, immac in and
out, needs muffler, $1300, 549 6849

75 Rally sport Camaro. excellent condi-
tion, spoilers ralley wheels, low miles, call

Phil. 256«89. eve.

1971 Audi 100LS. west coast car, no rust,

call 584-3631, after 6:00. $1000 or BO.

66 Plymouth Fury II. runs great, only
66.000 ml

,
$300 or 80, call 666^2346

Wa buy used cars. 256-8433 or 549 5986 .

Vega GT 72. 4 sp., r>ew tires, good cor>d.,

exc. gas mil., $500 or best off., 546-5833.

1971 Int Scout. 4wd. $1000 or BOT^
549 4629

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a
MHL auto alarm system. Area's lowest
rates. Call :46-9639 or 546-1131.

FOR RENT

In Belchertown, large, sunny apt. on the
bus route. Located in old farmhouse, $200
per month, incl. util. Cal l 323 4312.

Rooms to rent at Pi Lambda Phi, 14 Elm
St., $150 for summer, $25 security, kitchen
and laundry facilities, short walk to campus
and town.

For rent — May 15, 1 bedroom in 4 bdrm.
farm house, Hadley, no lease, $70 per
month, security. 584-6047, Sandy or Steve.

Four bedroom house opposite Flo's

Diner, Northampton, for June, $380 per
mo. plus utilities, "as is," call between
4-5:30, Skibiski Realtors, 584-3428.

Apartment for rent in Rolling Green.
Available May 30, it's yours from June.
1979 to June. 1980! This is a two bedroom,
two bathroom townhouse. Brand new
carpeting, air conditioning, cable TV,
French doors on the BN bus line, call after

noon or evenings, 253-5081, ask for Steve
or Eric.

One bdr.. Conway. $90/ mo., call

369-8372.

3 bedroom apt.. 105 Meadow St.,

Amherst, convenient location, on bus
route, $350 mo., call 549-5153.

FOR SALE

Bedroom furniture, cheap, call Joyce,
256-6989 , eve.

VW parts car, not running, $100 or BO,
call 549 6884.

For (4) Dead tix call Rick, <617) 867-2745 .

Peuguot PX10-23" Reynolds 531, $300,
Vince Schwinn- World Traveler 23", S100,

253 5622. AMF single speed 26" wheel.
»30.

K-size waterbed. handfinished frame,
everything included, call 584 0654.

1970 Dodge, eng, reb., $600, 20" color fv,
$150, used washing mach., $70, 2 used
typewrs , S25 ea., all neg., (413) 628-4594,

eves.

Collegian
Classifieds

Kitchen sM. table w/ chairs, tvyin bed.
box spring, mattress. Best offer, call
549-1039.

LMfhw cycle jacket. Mack, siie 44. $80.
4 cubic foot refrig., $96. Mike, 546«19.
Furniture 4 sale: rugs, \m\p%. tabiM, etc.,
caM 549-5732.

2 ^n. b«Ja. draasar lamp- chaap.
253-5725.

Naw Olih 7 akis. never mounted, 196cm
$100. Peter, 253 5226

Paugaot PX-10 bika~ car rack <hokls~2
bikes), chairs, couch, cf>est of drawers,
lamps. Prices negotiable. Tom, 542 3096
Panaaonic compact atarao. Exceller^t
condition. Asking $136. Chris. 6-6730.

Bari sax, good cond.. exc. sound, $625 or
80. call Rich. 6-6352.

For aala- Pace 125 CB radio, asking $25.
call Pat. 6-4466.

Mattraaa Ir box spring, soft nylon chair
metrt desk Pft for apt , 549-174 1.

72 Honda CL460 CC. stork, under 8000
mi, gd. on- off road. $560. Dave, 323-6236.

Waterbed. moving, must sell. Queen sz ,

w/ stai.ned frm , exc. cond., $150. Call
Sue. 549 1349, or Matt. 549-0773.

Motobecana bike: 549 4868.

1964 Metro van. good cond.. 70.000 mi.,
rnake^xcellerit^amper, $600, call 586-6672.

Clogsl Clogs! Clogs! All handcrafted- all

priced. $18 $23. Vermont Clog Factory
Store- Carriage Shops- N. Pleasant St..
Amherst.

Lt. qr. rm.. size rug. Jennifer. 546-0462^

1972 Olds, great condition, 4C,000 mi..
$1500. Carolyn. 6-1484 or 5-0626.

Fjjrrmure^cheap^^allJ»h^^

Clogs! Clogsl Clogsl AlThandcrafted- all

priced $18 $23, Vermont Clog Factory
Store- Carriage Shops, N Pleasant St..
Amfierst.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732, bet 9 10 a.m.

1 pr. CCM. Super Tacks, size 7 '/4. $60. call

Dean. 546-7439. exc. cond.

3 cu. ft.

349-2615
frig.. 4 mo. old, $90. Fred,

FOUND

Found- 1 Siamese cat, near FAC.
666-3409.

Found—watch in Herter, call 549-5962.

Found -glasses behind Cashin, call
6^4328.

Found -long-haired F dog w/ NH license,
white face, tan-black markings, 665^1324.

HELP WANTED
Would you like exp. .nee in public rela-
tions? WMUA radio offers valuable training
for rT>edia and publicity work. Contact;
Judith Schaefer at 545-2876 or 253-2538.

Swim instructors for boys' summer
camp, Boys' Camp, Lenox, Ma., has open-
ings for swim instructors. Extensive
aquatics program on large lake. Minimum
age 20. Also Director of Sailing. All small
craft. Other openings. Send resume or
detailed letter. Camp Mah- Kee Nak, Joe
Kruger, 20 Allen Court, South Orange NJ
07079.

The PVTA will be interviewing students of
the 5 colleges for the position of driver
trainee on Tues. eve, 5-15, between 7:30 &
8:30 in the UMass Campus Ctr., rm. 803.
The successful applicants will be trained for
a license to driver shuttles buses (5- Col-
lege) for Sept. This is an excellent oppor
tunity for part time work.

Skilled paint crew, carpenter, cabinet-
maker, mason, summer, Amherst.
549-6478. __,^_
Houseparents: would you like to live in

the country for the summer and do
something that would help 3 young boys
get their heads together? The home is in

Belchertown, the kids are from the Center
for Human Development, and are court-
related, couples without children preferred,
room, board, plus annual salary of $9000
and excellent benefits. Call collect the
Homefinder at 1 (413) 733-6624.

Why worry? Last year 20 UMasa students
aarr>ed $900/ mo. with us. IntervievM on
Thursday, May 10, Campus Ctr 911. at 12
noon, 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. Be there on time .

Car owners preferred- travel and make
$2213 clear- caM 2S3-2S87 for apptmt.

Studartts naad for sailing. Great commis-
skHi, your own hours. Car probably need-
ed. Call 253-3381. JeHery Amherst
Bookshop.

Thinking of next yaar'a financaa? Fired
of minimum wage? Your time can be worth
more. And with flexible hours. Set your
own goals as a part-time college agent with
Northampton Mutual Life. Call 1-772-0238
for information .

CoNagian Circulation Manager- the
Collegian is k>oking for a person to manage
all facets of the Circulation Dept Any
nunagerial/ business experience is helpful.
Come to the Collegian and apply today.
The Collegian is an equal opportunity affir-

mative action employer

.

Summer work, call 253 2597 for apptmt .

The Collegian is looking for Assistant
Advertising Managers! If you have any ex
perience in marketing ar>d ¥vant to gain
valuable experience in the aJvertising field,

come down to the Collegian and apply to-
day. Interviews will be conducted through
4/ 18. The Collegian is an equal opportunity
affirmative action employer

.

The Collegian Advertising Department
is lookir^ for ad reps If you have ex-
perience in commission sales, the desire to
rrwke money, and a lot of initiative, come
down and apply at the Collegian office The
Collegian is an Affirmative Action Equal
Opportunity employer.

INSTRUCTION

Baaic auto mechanic workshop. Sum-
mer classes now forming. Limited enroll-

ment, 28 hours, classroom theory & shop.
Auto- Skills. Box 210, Amherst 01002.
253 7967.

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro
motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. intro
flight, $45, 253 3834, day or eve

LOST

Glasses in It. blue case, with doctor's
name on it (Saltaman), Coll 6-5051.

Loat- white & It. blue jacket at Phi Mu
Sat. Please call 6-6437

.

Keys with Sewermatic key ring lost, if

found please call 549 3757

.

Lost— red notetx)ok, Eng. Anthro. notes,
near Bartlett, 4-30, call Mary, 256-6^_
If anyone found a camera tripod 6 May at

stable near lower fields, please contact
Union Video Center.

Lost— brn. flannel shirt— last day of Aprl.,

gold rim glasses in breast pocket. Will

reciprocate, call Dave. 367-95^.

Eyeglasses, pink tint— CC. reward,
6-7643.

MISCELLANEOUS

Small sorority close to campus looking
for boarders for fall, 3 meal/ day, call Lisa
K., 256-6887.

Free kitten, one blonde tiger male, call

256-8603, after five, or apt. 128, Univ. Park
apt.. Main Street. Amherst.

MOTORCYCLES

1975 Honda 08360. elec. start, disc brake.
well maintained, $425, call 549 6656.

75 Honda CB360T, exc. cond., 4000 mi.,
lock & chain, helmet, sissy bar, roll bar
cover, well worth $750 or BO, call 546-8717 .

1974 Triumph 750 Bonneville, exc. cond.,
1800 miles, all stock, $1300 or BO, call Kirk
at 546-5566, or leave message.

75 Suzuki T500. exc. cond., luggage rack,
helmet. Continental tires, 15,200 miles,

$750 firm, 6-4118.

PERSONALS

Drummer wanted for rocknroll band—
no business, just fun. Must be available
through summer, start immed., call Mark,
253 2893.

Matey— happy birthday to you, happy bir-

thday to you... hoy, hoy, go hogwild or I

pinch your nose!!! Have a great day. ISV
XXOO, Frank.

McEwan — how old are you now? Call for
some presents. H.B. Day Shattuck.

•QoUggiaa 14

Collegian classified rates are: daily.
45c per line, five consecutive issues, 40c
per line per day; 30 consecutive issues.
30c per Irne per day One line is roughly
equivalent to 38 characters

Aatrology
rdnga.. 11

54S-6426.

birthcharta, compatability
yr. (Kofsn., Louis Neubel.

Happy ISth Maryl This calls for a speechi
Have f'jnl Linda.

Daad tix wanted, top dollar paid for stu-
dam or vwitor tix, call Made. 253-9611.

>^»ck—good luck in Philly- a friend.

Happinaaa is the arrival of fish. Joyce is

so excited to be reunited, hey hey. Have
fun. J. and D. Later, bye Pattt.

Hatcho Hub Millar Ir Klof-600 others???
Well then, the thrusts are thru! That plastic
vibrator did a better job than any one of
youl Beet of luck, ta! ta! la.

Bummia— it's been the greatest 2 yrsll
How about a few nnye? Love. Spunky .

Rhythmic movers G.D. first set.

Do you need your van this summer? If not.
how about renting or selling it to me? Call
Bruce. 6-8610, or David, 6-4164.

Are you wild and cra/y? We need summer
sales help who are as nutty as we are. We
have seen the future, wnd it is Puddle-
Jumpers!! If you need a part time summer
sales job, call Bruce at 6-8610 or David at
6-4164. Good pay , benefits.

Freeh platinum. 646-6130.

Hatch. Hubbard. Millen, and Klos- you
guys can really deliver!!! And I bet that
you'd like to know who this islll

Sweet Baboo. Ijove you. Gonna miss ya.

Are you frustrated with the run-around
on your car repair or the new car you
bought? Do you suspect you have a lemon
or the repairs weren't done nght? Call Con-
sumer Action, 545-0199. or 546-0781. for
help. Sponsored by MassPIRG.

Sweat Baboo. I love you. Gonna miss ya.

Gay peer counseling. SU 406 G Tues.,
5-7. Thurs. 6-8. Fri. 4-6 or call 546 2645.

Stick it In your ear- free ear piercir>g with
purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs
264 N. Pleasant St., Amh.. 253 3324.

Diamond engagement €r wedding rings,
hand-wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St..
253^3324.

RIDERS WANTED
North to Alaska! 3 people, share driving,
expenses. Lv May 20, via Can. Hwy., Ak.
Hwy., Fairbanks, Anchorage, Kenai Renin.
Call Jackson. (617) 636-8891. (617)
848-0131.

Car-pool to Ware this summer, M-F, 9-5,
starting 6/1. I have car, share car, ex-
penses. Call 253-5593, keep trying!

ROOM WANTED
1 or 2 bedrooms wanted on Marthas
Vineyard, call Paul, 253-5713, Donna,
253 5475.

2 women seeking 2 bdrms. in an Amherst
house, no complexes, pise., summer only,
call Liza or Christine. 665-3607, 549-3512.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Rm. for large of 2 bedrooms, Jun. 1 & fall

option. Split $225, rent. Steve, 256-0470,
Bill 253-3323. or Sharyn. 253-7817.

2 women looking for 1 or 2 fmale. to share
Brittany Manor apt .. 253-5941.

SharaTownehouaa apt. w/ 2 others. Call

549-l303, rent negotiable.

South Yarmouth— 1 or 2 people, M-F, for
summer rental, 256-5359.

For Brandywine apt.. $55/ mo.,
549-6659.

We're seeking another non- nicotine veg-
gie couple to share our beautiful home,
woods, gardens, participation in collective
domestic activities & supportive com-
munication. 2 rooms, $95 each, 367 2695.

Sept. female roommates. Townhouse
apt., 2 bedroom, $115/ mo. Lori, 549 1739 .

Roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm.,
Puffton, summer. Own bedrm. & bathrm.;
pool, tennis, bus. Rent neg. Call Erik.

549-3616.

Live at Cape this summer. 2 females
wanted to share house in West Yarmouth,
$550 each, move in May 26, call 6-4935.

\

IS Collegian

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian office (CC 113) between 8:45
a.m., and 3:45 p m Monday through Fn
day or use our handy clip and mail form
found in most issues of the Collegian
Classified deadline is 3:45 pm two days
in advance of publication date.

f^mtkm roommate wanted for complata-
ly fumitfwd Prasidantial apt. for summer. 5
min. walk to campus, call immedia^.
Megan or Pani. 549-6233.

Own bdrm. avaH. in Puffton apt.,
549-5730.

Houaamataa wanted, beautiful Hae. in

Amherst. Eaay walk, town, univ.. 187.50
par wo. pkjs utH., starts June 1. opt. for
fan, call 283-2842. evenings.

Fmala. wanted to ahara apt. w/ 2 othart
In Brt. Manor for 79-80 year, M6/ mo.,
Bath. 256«40.

Famala wanted for 6/1- 8/31. furn.. own
bedroom, pools, tennis, Southwood.
253-7149

Need roommatae. 2 bedroom apt.. Bran-
dywin.. furnished, fall option, 549-5138.

One bdrm. in fum. house— dose to cam-
pus, avail. 5/ 26^ 7/ 31. #90 ^ util. caH

For aummar. Brandywina. 1 bdrm. ni 2
bdmn. apt., rwnamokar. pool, AC. k9w
rant. '^ ""^

Beat the bua-haH apwtmant. 5 min. to
campus. Lincoln Ave.. $120. 545-0731.
Steve.

^rmhouaa. Northaaat St.. needs two
roomnr>ates for summer, $110 ar>d $125/
mo. -f . rxxwnokars, 1 mile from campus.
253-5201.

Have apt. to yraalf. most of summer

-

share pt. of sunwner furnished nr. cam-
pus- call aft. 10:30 a.m.. kp. trying; Janet,
549^1822.

Female roommate wanted— Roiling
Green, own rm.. $120/mo., call Karen.
253^5919.

Female roommate wanted to share 2
bdrm. apt.- Colonial Vill., $100-f , optk>n
to renew, call Beth. 253-5032.

SERVICES

Professional typing done at less the cost
of a typing service. Thesis, papers, charts,

etc. Contact Nancy at 310 Arnold House or
call 268-7140, evenings.

TO SUBLET

Mill Hollow apt., avail. 6/1 w/ fall opt, 2
bdrm., near Puffers Pond, $220/ mo.,
nagot.. call 549 2859, eve.

Cheep rent available in Riverglade apt.,

own room, swim pool, bus route. Call

256-6059, evenings.

With fall option -2 bdrm.. Colonial Vill
,

$190/ mo., avail, late May, call 253 7272.

Need a place to live for part of or the
whole summer? Townhouse, 2 br., fall op-
tion^^t negot., 549-6378.

Summer sublet— 1 bdrm. in Southwood
townhouse. $127/ mo., call 256-8663.

Puffton 3 bdrm., 6/1-8/30, lots special at

tractions , semi furn., rent neg., 549-4874.

Presidential apt. -less than a half mile to

campus. Option for fall. Two bedroom, AC,
dishwasher, spacious. On bus route if you
don't feel like walking. Avail., May 28, call

549 1209.

Cliffside, 1 br., dishwash., avail. 5/29, w/
option, $170/ mo., 665-7545.

N. Pleasant. 1 rm. av. low rent,

256-6150, summer sublet only.

Raaponsibla female. 25->-, non- smoker,
wanted to share 3 bedroom house with
same. $180/ mo., available June 1, option,

Sept.. 2533953, after 5 p.m.

4 bdrm. twnhse., 1'/^ bath, AC. DW,
pool, great location, bus rte., avi. 6/1. w/
opt., $360 a mn.. Squire Vill., huge apt.,

666-7523.
'

Puffton Village, 6/1- 8/1, 3 bedroom, 2
bath, pool, tennis courts, air cond., $270.
neg., Michelle, 256-6447.

Summer sub., 1 br. in 3 br. apt., Puf. Vil.,

-$100 mo.. Dee, 549-0106.

Air conditioned, two bedroom apt., pool,
DW, tennis, bus rt., near laundry, bus rt.,

hiking trails, view of woods, cow past., fall

option, $165 for summer, 665 2578.

Avail. July- Aug.. w/ fall option, 1 br. in

Riverglade, 3 br. apt. (2 people poss.). call

256-6137, ask for Deb or Mike.

Rolling Green garden apt. — 1 female
wanted for own bedroom. Fully furnished,

bus rte.. AC, all utiities incl., pool, cheap
rent, call Joy or Robyn, after 6, 253 3523.

Collegian
Classifieds

1 bdrm. In 3 bdrm. Puffton apt., air cond.,
pool, tennis, rent negotiable, call evenings,
5^-S924.

Pretty townhouaa apt.. $200/ mo..
548-1739.

2 bdrm. Colonial VIII.. pool, bus rt.. rent
negotiable. Call 2S3-3273

1 bdrm. RoNIng Gr.. 5/26- 8/31. Fumwh-
ad, AC, DW, pool, on bus rte., all utilities,

rent neg.. call 2S3-3S31.

Spacioua 3 bedroom Squire V^illage.

$240/ mo, 6/1 8/31, w/ opt., wall to wall]
1 Vt baths, AC. dish., pool, bus. 666-3083 .

6-f bedrm. house/ Florence cntr./ on bus
line/ 2 mi. from Smith/ avail. June 1. $350

util./ caW 596-2973.

3 bdrma.. one rrtinute from cantpus. 2 pvt.
porches, huge yard. $300- util. ind..
54S-12S4.

Sunder, townhse.. avaH. for faN, swg.
pool, ten. crts.. cheap ram for sum.
665-3925.

Two bdrm. apt. to sublet for summer.
pool, on bus rt., call 666-3562 (evenings).

Townhouse apts.. 2 bdrm.. fum., nag..
549-3687.

Summer aublat. 1 bdrm. apt., furnished,
AC. pool, courtt nearby, on bus rt., fall

opt., call 665-3569. ___^
Cheapl! Brandywine apt., AC, pool, $200
mo., includes major appl., call 549-5139

Townhaa.. 2 bed. apt.. 1 V4 bath., full

basement, w/w carpet. AC, pool. 6/1
8/30. w. opt. $245 mo.. 253-3313.
Riverglade. on bus rte.

Roll. Green. 3 bdrm. twnhse., fall option,
all util.. air cond., pool, call 253 5725.

2 br. apt. at Puffers Pond in No. Amherst.
$220/ month. Includes utilities. 6/1- 9/1,
fall option, call 549-5134, morns, or eve.

Summer sublet. 2 or 3 bdrms. in 3
bedroom Puffton apt.. 546-9804 or
546-9814.

2 bdrm. furn. twnhse. apt., AC, pool,
DW, bus rte., price negotiable, 253-7478.

Semi-furnished apt.. Puffton. 3 bdrm.,
$250 or neg., avail. June 1 Sept. 1,

549 2619.

1 bedroom apt.. Cliffside, starting June 1,

w/ option for fall, $165, call 665 3254, or in-

quire at rental office about F^.

1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. twnhse., fall opt., pool,
tennis courts, all util. avail, end of May
$100/ mo., call 665-2264. '

Rm. for 1 male in 2 bdrm Squire Village
apt. for summer, plus fall option, on bus
rte., approx. $80/ month, 665 7557, after 8
p.m.

Sublet: Presidential apt.. 2 bdrm., June-
Aug., with fall opt., 549-4534.

Brandywine apts.. roommate wanted to
share two-bedroom apt., rent lower dueto
renewed lease . Call 549-0571, hurry I

Save! 2 bdrm. Cliffside, $200, no utilities,

on bus stop, tennis, fall option, 665-3006.

3 bdrms. in 4 bdrm. hse. in N. Amherst,
great summer place, convenient and com-
fortable, $87,50/ mo. ->t util., avail. 6/1
call 549-0319.

2 bdroom. apt.. Colonial Vill., furn., opt.,

June- Aug., opt. to ren., $190, neg.,,

256-6449, eves.

Rm. for summer in house on bus route,

2537650.

2 bedrm. apt., Irg., sunny, w/ bedrms.,
upstairs, laundry, swimming, bus stop;

Riverglade, in So. Amherst, $195/ mo., call

253 7972.

1 br. apt., Cliffside, rent neg., 665-3026.

Riverglade. 2 br., Townhouse: furnish-

ed, pool, carp., AC, DW & disp., laund.,

bus rt., $195/ mo., incl. heat & hw, 5/22-

9/4, 253-2069.

Furn. studio apt. for summer. May 25-

Aug. 30, Lincoln apts., on campus, $141/
mo., incl. util., 549-6215, after 5.

Sunny 2 bdrm. apt., bus rte., pool, $200/
mo., fall opt., 253-5028, S. Amh., avail.

May 27.

1 bdrm. in 3 bdrm. apt., available June 1,

special apt. on bus rt., overiooks Holyok.,
range access to pool, tennis courts and
garden rent, $95^, call 253-5978.

4 bedroom house on bus route near town,
sublet June- August, fall option, call

253 3234.

Southwood apt. -avail. 6/1, w/ opt. to
renew, 2 bdrm., part, fum., bus rte.. cM
256^3394. affnoon.

3 bdrma.. one minute from campus, 2 pvt.
porchaa, huge yard, $300- utH. ind.
549-1254.

Brandywine, 2 bdrm. apt., avail.
6/1-8/31, AC, pool, cable TV. semi- furn.,
on bus routes, rent $225- mo. or BO. call
549-1317.

Sublet- 1 mo. rent free- fuWy furn , 2
bdmi. Riverglade t-hse., 6/1- 9/1, $195 +
uti./ 2 mos., bus pool, air cor>d., call

256^104. eve. ___1__
3 badrooma In Puffton Village, avaH.
6/1-8/30, $230/ month, call 549-0313.

2 br. apt. at Puffers Pond in No. Amherst.
$280/ month. Includes utilities. 6/1- 9/1,
fan option. Call 549^5134, nxKns. or eve.

Townahouaa apt., si^. 6/1- 8/31. 2-bdr.,
AC, carpet, part, fum., po<^, dn bus rte.!

$200/ mo., call 549-6078.

1 bedrm. apt.. Puffton, AC, carpet, ten-
n». pool, avail. Jur>e to Sept., option for
faW. 549-5366. keep trying, $175.

4 bdrm., 7 room house in Amherst, 5
min., walk to town. 10 min. to campus,
partially furnished, huge attic, $440/ mo.!
call 253-5947.

Summer sublet. Puffton Villege,
6/1-8/31. 3 bedroom, 2 baths. On bus
route, laundry, pool^ tennis courts, party-
ing, air cond., $300/ mnth., util. ind., ex-
cept elect., call 549-6739.

Squire Village. 2 bdrm.. air cond., pool,
bus route, avail. June 1, fall option.
665-7158.

2 bedroom. Amfwrst center, summer
sublet, rent reasonable, call Mary
256-0276.

Sublet- 1 bdrm. Rolling Green, $250, all

utilities included, call 253 2247.

2 bdrm. Colonial Vill.. w/ fall opt. Furn.
for summer, pool, bus rt., $200/ mo., util.

ind., call 253 9685.

Large 4 bedroom apt. in okJer house on
bus route, easy walk to Amh. ctr., porch
and backyd., price negotiable, call eves.,
253-9467, avail. mid-May or June.

4 br. house for sublet Beautiful setting
across from public lake. Option to renew.
Call 323-5777.

Sublet -fully furn. 2 bdrm. Riverglade
t-'hse., 6/1 9/1, $195 -t- util./ mo., call

256-8104.

Summer sublet: comfortable 2 bedroom,
furnished apt. in house on bus rte.. South
Deerfield. Kitchen, bath, basement,
garage, incl. shaded yard. $240/ mo.,
possible option for fall. 665-4155, after 6
p.m.

Female rmate. wanted for beautiful apt.
close to UMass, summer— poss. fall

549-1114.

One bedroom — Puffton Village, available
May 26, call 549-6108.

'

1 bdrm. Rolling Gr., avail. June, July,
Aug., on bus rte., AC, DW, pool, reg.,

$242, will sub., $175, call 256 6383.

Puffton. 1 br. in 3 br. apt. for summer w/
possible option, Jeff, 549-5877.

2 bdrm. twnhse.. Sunderland, 6/1- 8/31.
w/ opt., $200 mo., util. incl., bus rt., pool,
665-3589.

Townehouse apts.. 3 bedroom, carpet,
AC, on bus route, make an offer! Avail. 6/
1 / 79. call 549-5934.

Try this— nice rm. in 3 bdrm. apt., pool,
AC, garden, bus rt., loveable roommates,
pizza, $85 or less, Northwood, 665-3518.

Summer-fell option, 1 bdrm., $170 ¥
util., Kathy, 253-3658.

Cliffside, 1 bd. apt., June- Aug., util.

incl.,. furnished, $150 mo., dishwasher,
665-4188.

Female rmate. wanted for beautiful apt.

close to UMass, summer— poss. fall,

549-1114.

4 br., carpet, AC. pool, bus. spacious,
kids OK, fall option. $360 or best offer,

665-4246.

Fall option- 5 bdrm. house. S. Amherst.
$425, avail, end May, garage, quiet,

253-2521.

1 bdrm. Rolling Gr., avail. June, July,
Aug., on bus rte., AC, DW, pool, reg.,

$242, will sub., $175, call 256-6383.

iThursday, May 1U, 1979

Collegian classified rates are: daily,
45c per line; f-ve consecutive issues, 40c
per line per day; 30 consecutive issues,
30c per line per day One line is roughly
equivalent to 38 characters.

Need a place to live for part of or the
whole sumnf>er? Townhouse, 2 br., faH op-
tion, rent negot., 549-6378.

Sundarfand bonanzal 2 bdrm., cool pool,
tennis, hiking trails, bus route, partly fur-
nished, $240/ mo., incl. utilities, fall option,
666-7961.

Puffton. 1 br. In 3 br. apt. for summer w/
possible option, Jeff, 549-5877.

Echo HHI. 1 bdmn. avail., $140/ BO.
253-9862.

2 quiet nonamokers who like cats, own
bdmru. for summer. $75 monthly, wirti
alec.. 2K-7S73. evenings.

Grab— 2 bdrm. Presidential apt. for June
1 - ckase to campus - 549-5729, eves.

SuMat. option to lease. 2 bedroom apt.,
awirn^pool. tenn», Sunderiand, call Pat,
26-8567.

4 person collective seeks female
housemate for summer. On bus route.
Nonsmoker. Call 666-4768.

Furn. studio apt. for summer. May
25-Aug. 30. Lincoln apts., on campus,
$141/ mo., ind. utH.. 549-6215. after 5.

1 bdrm. of 3 bdrm. apt., pool, AC, tennis
courts, cable TV. bus route, 549-4880.

2-3 bdrms. twnhs.: walk. dist. to campus,
stores. Puffers; on 2 bus rts.; quiet resd.
area; avail. 6/1, $100/rm or BO; 549 1218.

1 bedroom Cliffside apt. w/ bus route
and pool. $180/mo. incl. utilities or best of-
fer. Partly furnished, call 666-2487.

Summer room w/ furn. kitch. & util.,

$100 month, on N. Pleasant St., call
549-6410 for appt.

Jun. -Aug., part of sumrT>er share; mosX of
summer, have apt. to yourself; near cam-
pus, furnished; call aft. 10:30 a.m.. kp. try..

549-1822.

2 bdrm.. avail. 6/1, fall option, $240/ mo.
Pool. AC, bus route. 665-7537.

Brandywine -6/1 to 8/31, 2 bdrm., fur-
nished, AC, pool, tennis, bus rte..

549-4671.

Fall option, Brandywine, 2 bedroom, 2
bus rt., pool, AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,
nice location, rent negotiable, call
549 5815.

Rooms for rent in house for summer, >4

mile from campus, rent negot. 549 1 867.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway,
$90/mon., util. incl., keep
calling -369-8372.

2 bedroom apt.. AC. pool, bus stop, fur-

nished
, $275 or BO. Call 253-7703 , 4-8 p.m.

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1^49-5144 .

WANTED
Dead tix wanted, top dollar paid, for stu-
dent or visitor tix, call Mark, 253-9611.

1 Dead guest ticket, will pay, $1 5, 6-4841.

Dead tickets, will pay $15, 256-0639.

Wanted: 5- 5Vi cu. ft. refrigerator, good
cond., call 6-8356.

Dead ticket, non-student. Call Joel at
253-5333, after 7 p.m.

2 Dead tickets, will pay $15 for ea., call

Karen, 6-6630 .

Need desperately-one Dead tik, $15.
6-4357.

We buy used cars, 256-8433 or 549-5986.

Mature resp. man seeks a nice cozy 1 br.

apt. or other w/ privacy in N'hampton,
starting 5/20-6/1, call Mel, eves., at
256-8601.

Rider wanted to Florida, leaving July 10,
contact immed. Maureen, 256-6738.

WANTED TO RENT
~

Two or three bedroom house, Sept. to
May, consciencious. Call David, (305)
546-2642.

Wanted: 4 or 5 bedroom house, with con-
venience to campus, call Joe at 546-5066.

Married. M/F sk. priv. apt. in N'hamp./
Amh. in exchange— child/ house care—
gen, rep.. 734-8942.

SUMMER SUN tr FUN

Summer sunset at Brandywine— sublet
2 br. apt., part, furn., AC, DW, pool, bus
rtes., call 549-0569.

PARACHUTING

FIrat jump course, Thursday, 19th, 7
p.m., CC rm. 803, bring current ID and
$60 -limited to 1st 15 people.
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The Narcissus: talking bacic to t/ie Playwrigiit
By MfCHAEL H SIMONS
CoHegian Staff

UMass audiences have the opportunity
to shape a play while it is m progress by
telling the author what they think of The
Narcissus," now at the Curtain theater of

the Fine Arts Center through the 11th.

This play by Louis S Revest, a second-
year playwriting student in the Theater
Department, is still in the writing stage and
is being performed in order to get audience

Revie^y
input for the final production. The actors
perform the play in front of the audience
with script in hand, ready to make revisions

at a moments notice.

Aa it stands now. the story concerns
Aunt Celia, the shrewd, domineering,
jealous owner of a small fleet of merchant
vessels, her nephew Albert and his wife
Melissa and her two boarders Carlo and
Doctor Nagy. The actions takes place in

1925, during Prohibition, on an island not

far from the mainland.
Albert is a social climber trying to evw

increase the size of his and his aunts' fleet

lo become wealthy and respectable. His
wife Melissa doesn't understand his needs,
and Albert does not understand her desire
to leave the island and be free from the
influence of his aunt.
Aunt Celia goads her nephew constant^^

saying he should be a man and do things
for himself She never allows this to occur,
'yet she always defends him in front of her
houseguests, Carlo and Doctor Nagy.

Carlo IS a self-sufficient, self satisfied

young man who wants to obatin a position
with Albert's firm just for something to
"while away" the time until he decides to
do something else. Dr. Nagy is the wisdom
of age and experience.

Tension mounts as Carlo's p^s at

Melissa brings about a sudden uneasiness
that pervades the other members of the
house Albert guesses that Carlo is really a
spy sent by his Boston partners to watch
Albert and be a destructive influence. He
tries to buy Carlo off, but he can't. Albert

pulls a gun but isn't "man " enough. But
what about Aunt Celia?

Performances for the most part are

adequate with the exception of a stand-out
portrayal of Aunt Celia by D«3 Waterman,
who was so very convincing, the script in

her hand was soon forgotten and attention

was riveted to her every rrvovement.

Andrew Lichtenburg played the
Hungarian Dr. Nagy, Paul Manship was
somewhat confusing as Albert. Stacey
Kate Sparks still needs more practice as
Melissa, John McNally was Carlo and Cris

Morin was Daphne the maid.
The author, Louis S. Revesz, took the

audience's suggestions and comments at

the end of the performance.

^ Senate
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

In other business, former serwte speefcM
Brian DeLinta encouraged students to vi^
UMass on June 6 for a pot-luck luncheon in

order to talk with the UMass Board of-

Trustees who are nweting that day.
DeLima said he hopes to get students to

present to the trustees a list of grievances,
including recent tuition hikes. He also said

he wants to show the trustees students

"me trying to build a stuctont

UMass."

Co President Brian Burke announced the
second voter registration drive in a month is

scheduled to be held tomorrow. The drive

is being sponsored by the People Opposed
to Unreasonable Regulations, which smks
to put a referendum on the 1980 state elec-

tion ballot that woukl repeal the drinking

age hike.

DICTIONARY-
THESAURUS
SALE

Just in time for

graduation gift

giving.

Our most popular editions—
at special prices

NOW

Merriam-Webster
Collegiate Thesaurus was 9.95 7.95

Doubleday's Roget's
Thesaurus was

plain 5.95 3.95

indexed 7.95 5.75

American Heritage

Dictionary was
Family edition 14.95 11.95

College edition 10.95 8.95

Merriam-Webster
Collegiate Dictionary was 10.95 8.95

Look for special display

V/'sa, MasterCharge
American Express
accepted "the bookstore"

tfie UNIVERSITYSTORE

itp,
SHOE^SME

ARKING LOT

Due to the tremendous success of our
parking lot sale of 2 weeks ago, we're
going to have another.

SHOES:
Tennis, Running,
Basketball. Baseball.
All Purpose h Soccer
Cleats.

JONATHAN
EDWARDS
Thurs., May 10
$4 advance & door

NRBQ
Fri. & Sat.,

May 11 & 12

$4 door only

Values from you pay

$15 - $30 $5 & $10

Sale from 10:00 Saturday, 5/12
till 4.00

*

FENTON'S
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES

377 Main St., Amherst

NORMAN
BLAKE
in cooperation with
Pion»«r Valley Folklor*
Society

Sun., May 13

$4 advance & door
(tickets also available Fretted

Instrument Workshop, Amh., and
Downtown Sounds, N'hampton.

Admtsston with Mass license or liquof ID only

rustynail
Sunderland, Moss.

665-4937
24 hour taped message
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Today on WMUA

^IH€\VVCAV§|f
:AViAVS

RT 5 RIVEROALE RD. MTEST SPRIMCFIELO
TEL. 7 33-5131 BARGAIN MATIMEE OAILV.
FIRST SN0WS2.00 MASTER CHARGE

4ICCAME
HOMEFOn

HALLOWEEN
**Coffiing

Home'

'^.ND OF
SEMESTER
CLEARANCE
SALE

All 7.98

8.98
9.98
10.98

11.98

12.98

13.98

14.98

Till May 18th

albums our price

RECORDS
ZjCnlc/rrLLlES-.

4.55
4.99
5.60
6.45
6.99
7.39
7.99
8.59

Come in and help yourself to these low low prices, Monday
through Friday, 10-5 p.m. Next to the Hatch.

Union Records Unlimited will be closing for the summer on Fri.,

May 18, at 5 p.m. We would like to thank our many members and
friends for supporting their—STUDENT RUN — record store.

We wish every one a summer of "UNLIMITED" fun

See you in the fall

10am-2pm "J.C. THE MOVER"
Disco, disco, disco

12:00 NOON REPORT/Steve Collins

SPORTS/Jeff Schwartz

2pm-5:30pm THE THURSDAY AFTERNOON
DRIVE WITH THE

UNKNOWN DISC JOCKEY -

Progressive of regressive,

reggae, rock 'n' roll,

rhythm £r blues soul

4:30pm BANDBOARD Ustingof
local musical happenings

5:00pm NEWS HEADLINES

5:02 "ATHENA'S WEB"
with Don Cerow -

Daily astrological forecast

5:30pm-6pm NEWSWATCH/Charles Holmes
WEATHERWATCH/Fred Winer

SPORTS /Jim Spellos

6pm-7pm "FOCUS" with Ken Mosakowski

7pm- 10pm "WOMEN'S MEDIA PROJECT" -

Women's news, features and music

10pm-2am JEFF STEIN

-

Music to rock 'n' roll by

Todai^ In the DC
LUNCH

Brown Derby Sandwich w/
Cole Slaw DINNER

Broccoli & Cauliflower Baked Chicken /Cranberrry Sauce
Casserole Chopped Beefsteak Special

BASICS LUNCH
Flat Bread Sandwich
Broccoli & Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS DINNER
Baked Chicken /Cranberry Sauce

Herbe.d Soybean Casserole

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

w/»iTRo6.AS^ S»R6.N f

Ht SEtMS TO
BE HEADED FOR
THE CUIFF AT
PuFfER's POND'

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

r&/lij,V^(/jj, k<'3 sec o<i«^

u OAT' n,3 /i

Nebbish by Mike Galper

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

SHOLA? HI. RICK!
Ml. rrs Houirr
RKK.. GONG?

\^^

5UR£,H0LP0N.
MSTFm, I'LL Q£THIM.
SHBuA.is He^iNimmn-
OJMB mOMPKACnQN6
HOMB? fmCALIPOKNlA.

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

^'0 \-bkj dtfi^ J^tfronku/

'^dijjif^ 1^2^ "i^^ mnouji

oSjU .JtlpSo^ 0/LC OwOdA

__VC'X J--', g^ TiiATt>»,J5 T7>R Tit C

Openings in baseball, tennis, horse-back
riding, archery, water ski, waterfront,
(with WSI), nature-science, music, and
general (sports background).

H^anf to be a

camp
counselor?

Spend your summer in

Camp Equinunk and
Blue Ridge, a brother-

sister camp in the
Pocono's.

Stop in at the Student Employment
Office, room 239A, Whitmore, to sign

up for an on campus interview on
Friday, May 11, all day

WMUA STATION
MEETING

Thurs., May 10, 7:45 p.m.
Campus Center 165-169

Recruitment for summer and
fall participation

Remaining Mgt. Board
elections held

i>MJt*M^tmr*j^.rj^.r.rj jrjin *^>^^yy<»#.»iH^.»»«iAF»^ t \, ^m kiUm > ^ rf«iMtf«»iiV.*.»rf«>w«y«rd'»r^^i^r»w^^v^>.r^.''/ 9 f f ^ t ^'t ««•«•!
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UMathleticprograms } irGaze//es

face financialcrunch

Thursday, May 10, 1979

ByfMmMPSADOW
C^^gmn Staff

•The UMass athletic dep«rtmem, Mwellm •II lis Univ«fsitv counterpart*, is feeing
ma crunch of ^ralmg inflation and budget
cutbacks This coupled with a planned
deficit of 191.000 for fiscal 19^ has forced
the Athtetic l^partmwt to seriously
tiohten their b^u for fiscal 19M

According to Athletic Oe^rtment
Financial Manager Al Rufe, the dtpannwnt
must keep a balanced budget nest ymr. a
job, l« claims, that will not be Msy

"With the inflation rate still rising and
state aid at a standstill, said Rufe, "It is
imperative that vve watch our spendiiig

"

Rufe commented that the Athletic
Department's budget proposal submitted
last fall was based on a six percent inflation
fate, a rate that has turned out to be
considerably higher Transporation is one
of the maior causes.

We ve asked for an eight dollar hike in
tl>e athletic fee for next year, ' said Rufe.
"W9 can safely anticipate now to receive
about a Mv«n dollar mcrM^ "

That tatt dMtor mmt w may not mean
mu^ to t¥m ifidh^lual student but it ^ds
up to about an $8,000 forfeit by the Aihtetic
Department And with a $91,000 deficit to
trmks up. every dollar counts

'There s no way we can make up all that
money ne>«t year said Rufe But our
mam concern right novi is not to get any
deeper in the hole

As stated before, transportation is a big
spender UMass operates team vans and
uses bus and air services to transport their
athletic teams But now, the cost of gas
inhibits the use of the UMass vans and has
forced price increased on public tran
sportation services But m addition to this
large expenditure, there ate still more
"We re getting more requests from the

University s smaller teams. ' said Rufe. for
an example, women's volleyball needs a
budget increase to rightfully expand their
program It could take a couple thousand
dollars, but they must be given an equal
shot at the money as any other spons
team "

Athletic Department head Frank
Mclnernev said he sees nothing so far as
additional state aid is concerned.

We won't really know until about
June. ' said Mclnerney. but things cer
tainly don't look cheerful

Mclnerney referred to Governor King's
recent budget recommendation for the
Universi.,- of Massachusetts, that is about
$12 million short of what the board of
trustees had recommended

"There's no question about it,' said
Mclnern^, "It's going to be tough, but we
must keep a balanced budget nmut ywr.
Afvd in addition to all our existing money
problems, that $12 million disappointment
will no doubt force the racing of UMass
tuition, which wilt ^^y aHmI OM^ Barber
Scholarship Fund."

"A tiHMn incraaae wH kiH that fund,"
sakt the A^ociate Director of Athletics,
Bob O Connell "Yoo have to figure, if

tuition doubles, it cuts our Barber awards in
half. And with no tuition waiwrs we could
take a teating recruiting new players, not
to mention keepii^ (M mtu on the Barber
system now."

The Barber Mid is money raised either
directly or indirectly by the athletes
themwlves In addition to staidum vending
gates, radio and TV sales, and con
cessions teams and coaches sponsor
phonothons. in which students telephone
UMaw alumni asking for contributions Out
of last year's $176,000 Barber fund, $40,000
came from alumni donations.

Accordif^ m fmik Mcln^rr^, of the$^M0 rwelved In the phonothons,
$^.000 gtws to general athletic scholar
ships, and $5,000 is used for recruiting
expenses. But in addition to the $40,000 in
unrwtficted funds, there is $20,757 going
to specific place in restricted donations, at
the choice of the donor

Of this money, $6,612 goes to football
$2,020 goes to basketball; $1,210 to
lacrosse, and $1,165 to soccer. Another
$5,000 goes into the general athletics fund.
Amounts of less than $1,000 each go to
baseball, cross country, gymnastics,
swimming, tennis, track, and wrestling!
These teams are allowed to use the money
in any way they please, subject to
department approval.

As if the present money stacus of the
Athletic Department and the University is
not bad enough, this year's donations are
behind last years pace of total money
pledged According to soucrces at
Memorial Hall, last year, phonthons
received a total of over $400,000 This year
they have raised only $269,790 this far, but
there is still money coming in.

The hockey program at UMass was the
first to suffer a major blow because of this
money crunch, with the cancelling of their
program. And if the Athletic Department's
last phonothon does not make more
money, more programs will t>e in danger,
and all in all, the department will be facing
new problems with balancing their
presently aching budgets.

'^ Oarswomen
CONT FROM PAGE 19

win NE meet
1000 meters to go In a burst of strength UMass caught up and gained a

narrow lead within the next 20 strokes The oarswomen continued to open up themargin winning by 10 seconds 'Theyre great' ' was coach Deb Ayars only commentThe last race for the women was the Varsity eight final
comment.

CONT FROM PAGE 20
finale. It also gave them the
power to surge ovor their
opponents Biown, UNH.
and Yale to become the
New Engaind Champions
Over the lieason, the

WzeOes provided surprises.
Beside the amazing goal
production of Cari Nicker-
son, freshman Margie
Anderson, junior Jean
Hackett, and sophomore
Lynn Herbert stymied the
opposing defense with
dodges, spectacular
stickhandling. and deadly
accuracy.

Old FAsbioNcd bur
sophisricATcd...
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MAN WITN VAN
Students moved
Reasonable rates
MW. BIATON

Exclusive Showing

DEERFIELD
DRIVE IN
THEATRE

Route 5 & 10
S. Deerfield, MA

Tel. 665 874i}

Ph., Sat., Sun.
May 1M3

•4U

,

•MMISM 1,1, .,_,
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also

Richard Dreyfuss

Showtime at dusk
Sun.: BRINKS
JOB at dusk

.that's how Pinocchio describes his pizza
making process. He uses only the finest ingre-
dients available and still uses the special recipe
for sauce given to him by his grandmother (pic-
tured above). He also rolls and stretches his
dough completely by hand, to give you the care
in preparation that you just don't get anymore
See why Pinocchio claims to be the best.
After all, Pinocchio didn't become famous bv
lying.

VIIiOCCHIO
1177 N. Pleasant St N Amherst

549-36G9
- FREE DELIVERY AFTER 5 -
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- Built INdECTRET
CONOENStB
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TC-150n
CASSETTE-CORDER

suggested price $179.95
our reg. low

price $157.50

SPRING CLEARANCE
SPECIAL
$139.95

American Express*

Visa • MasterChar

*^^ • • * i^^*^N*m^jtiAsg^^
^Fmmit

The TC-150A is the ultimate slimline tape
recorder With sophistcated styling and
features Professional quality and
performance

With a sleek, chrome-colored cabinet, this

cassette-corder sits handsomely, yet
unobtrusively on any desk-top or
conference table. If slides conveniently into
an attache case or pocket And, thanks to a
4-way power supply if operates flawlessly
anywhere Wherever you use the TC-150A,
you'll appreciate its simple, one hand
operation and one touch recording system
Its smooth, light touch mode selection. And
Its full range of features that provide even
more convenience You'll also appreciate
the Sony engineering— the Sony design
refinements that assure perfect recording
and playback every time The TC-150A—
for professional performance Performance
with style

QUANTITIES LIMITED
TO RECORDERS IN STOCK.
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JV laxwomen go undefeated;
finish season with 7-0 record
O^, AAAI lOCCkl Ol II I l\/ AAi f ^> . . .

•Collegia^ 19

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's JV lacrosse team concluded a suc-
cessful, undefeated season with a 7 6 nailbiter win over a
previously undefeated Plymouth State team yssterdy after-
noon at the NOPE fields.

With neither team playing since Tuesday of last we^,
^us the added factor of hot, sticky weather, both the
Gazelles and the Panthers played sloppily; panes were
dropped, shooting was sporadic, and the "follow-through"
plays were intercepted or missed.
The first half saw both teams exchange goals. Plymouth

State's Patty Caton scored her first of three with a soft lob
past Gazelle goalie Robin Jennings at 5:40; their lead was
erased by attack wing Pam Joy<» ten seconds later.
Gazelle third home Laurie Boyd gave UMass the go-ahead
at 7:15, only to have that taken away 25 seconds later. In
between scores, both defenses worked hard against each
other; the goal side defense was tight on both sides. PS's
Caton put her team ahead with a shot inside the post at
22:00; the score became tied again when center Jennie
Taub ran from PS' side unopposed to score at 23:30.
Plymouth State went ahead again one minute later with a

'^^>—^— 'f • • • n il inr II

Campus Center

UMass

Thurs. May 10

TRAVELER

FrI.Mavii

f. * "^' ^ *

Featuring the Blues Bros

MATT 'GUITAR' MURPHY

Sat. May 12

ANNIE
(formeriv of the canyon Band)

Friday

Blue Wall Happy
Hour 3-7 p.m.,
with recorded
music by the
Grateful Dead

BLUE
.WALL

TOC members & guests only
TOC memberships available
to UMass students at the
info desk. Campus Center

In assoc. with UPC Productions

Caton shot going by Jennings right side. Uespite deter.min^ efforts by Betsy Mazeral in the closing seconds PSended the half ahead, 4-3.
»«^w"u», ra

Mazeral finally scored at 3:00 of the second half abouncer that eluded Panther goalie Linda Mitchell

kK!>T°Ji^5^5*\^."i ^***l *°' *^« '3S* ^''"e with a line
shot at 12.56. First home Joanne Graf scored the tying
goal 15 seconds later. With both defenses tight, shooting
nearly became impossible, as prespective scorers faced
defensive arcles around the goal; mostly, the ball was
^^^^'°""^ *^® ^'^ -'®""* Taub tallied the go-ahead
at 18:00, with Plymouth State answering with a goal 20seconds later UMass ended the see saw three r^inutes
after with a Martha Burri line shot. Controlling the ball for
the rernainder of the game, UMass was denied good op
portunitwe to shoot, if not to score; goalie Unda Mitchell
arid the Panther defense prevented a rout.
"It was a real good game," said coach Marisa Didio "Itwas tight, and we weren't playing many of our starterswho are injured. Plymouth State has a good team; everiwhen they were one goal down with minutes left, theywouldn tgiveup." ^

The JV Gazelles finished with a 7-0 record; they've allow-
adjust 16 goals, compared to scoring 70 times.

Women's crew wins
NE Invitational
By LESLIE C BELLOWS
Collegian Staff

As the defending champions, the UMass Women's Crew
emerged with first, second, and third places in the New
England Invitational Regatta held Saturday on Lake Quln-
sigamond in Worcester.
An equipment problem occurred early in the morning when

the novice eight crew hit an unmarked underwater obstacle as
they rowed to the starting line. The damage was a broken fin
which upset the balance of the boat and caused steering
difficulties. As a result the heat was postponed until the fin
could be repaired. Thanks to the efforts of head coach Chick
Leonard, the fin was back on and the boat ready in 30
minutes. However, due to the close scheduling of rac^s the
qualifying heat could not be fit In. Therefore, the officials
decided to hold a seven boat final with all of the contenders in
the event. UMass did well coming off the start but ran into
difficulties halfway through the race. They could not make up
the lost distance and placed third behind Connecticut Colleoe
and MIT.
The JV. eight final was next, with UMass competing

against four other top New England colleges. Getting off to a
slow start, UMasswm kMing to MIT by haH a boat length with

TURN TO PAGE 18
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SPRING CONCERT '79

student Tickets
—Anyone who could not pick up their student ticket because there
was not a computer card for them can go to TIX, Thurs., May 10,

and FrL, May 11 to pick up their ticket.

—You must have signed the book at the ticket counter to be eligi-

ble.

—You must present a valid UMass ID to pick up the ticket.

Security
— Important, be at the stadium by 7 a.m.
— Bring your ID.

—Know your captains.

Day of the Concert
Gates open 9 a.m.
Showtimes: Roy Ayers 11 a.m.

Patti Smith Group 12:30 p.m.
Grateful Dead 2:30 p.m.

Concert ends 7 p.m.

Important
— No one will be allowe^ear the stadium thfe day of the concert
before 7 a.m.
—You must have a ticket to enter the concert area.

—All students using student tickets will be required to show their

valid UMass ID to be admitted to the concert.
— If you do not have an ID, please pick up one before the day of the

concert.
— No cans, bottles, breakable containers or kegs will be allowed in

the concert area.

—Only non-breakable containers will be allowed.
— Coolers and other carrying equipment are subject to search.
— Extra buses will be running the day of the concert.
— Please ask visitors to park away from the concert area and use the

buses.
— If you know of or hear about people coming to the concert

without tickets, please discourage them. There is a heavy security

system set up to keep people without tickets away from the

stadium. There will be no scalping allowed in the area of the con-
cert.

—This Is your concert. Future spring concerts of this size depend on
your cooperation this Saturday.

See Friday's Collegian
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Garberjoins selectgroup
to reach200 career victories

UMms l«croM« coach Oick G«rb«r coll«ct«d hit
SOth cmtmrnr victory on Tuaidiy whon th« laxmon
down«d Harvard. 16-13. (Staff photo by Mark Mar-
(Hiand)

BvJtMOeGMM
C^egtan Staff

Will the second 200 be m hard as the first KX) were? "^ece
of cake," t^vMaran lactone coach says, "all I have to do is

^m two Qifnas a ywr for the new 100 years." Such a reply is

tyiMcal of UMass coach Oick Garber, who Tuesday joined a
select group of coliegiata.Uicrose coaches who have won 200
games in their carews.
Garbw is a personable, easy going man v^io m somewhat of

an institution at the University. Garber took the UMass head
coaching job in 1%6 and has been there ever since, finishing
0-7 1 in his first exam and eventually lesKiing his team to the
pr^itigous NCAA tournament in 1976 and 1977.

Born in Harraburg, VA, Gartier grew up in that town. His
family nrwved to Wilmir>Qton. Delaware while he was in high
school, and he was graduated from Wilmington High, where
He pla^d baoeball, football, and basketb^l.

Garber entered Springfield College in the fall of 1946 and
wanted to play baseball. "I guess I was supposed to be a
pretty good third baiaman," the unassuming Garber said. (He
did play in the Philadelphia Phillies system in the winter in-

structional league in '46 I But he found heavy competition at
Sprir>gfieid. and ended up playing tacn^ie by chance. 'My
roommate wa» captain of the lacrosse team," said Gart>er,
"arKJ he persuadad ma to go out for the team." Gart>er played
attack for the Chiefs, Upon graduation, he headed to Penn
State to get bis masters in physical education, and got his first

coaching job working with the Nittany Lion freshman lacrosse
team. After he recei>^d his masters degree, Garber served
three years toi tha U.S. Air Force and coached a year in

Wilmington before being named a phys. ed. instructor at
UMass in 1954 In the 1956 season, his first as coach, all

GartMT coukl manage was a tie wHh Brown to go with seven
tones.

In h» ew^ly da^ as UMass' lacro»d coach, Gart>er relied

mainly on good athletes with no previous experience in the
sport. "My first nine years," Garber said, "we had only three
players who had ever played lacrosse before " But despite his

players unfamiliarity with the sport, Garber's only k>sing
season in the first nine years was Ns initial campaign. He cited
present UMass soccer coach Russ Kidd as one of the players
who "turned it around for ms."

The early TO's saw the beginning of the glory days for
UMass lacrosse, and the team has finished no lower thian l&th
in the country since 1971 . Garber-coached teams have copped
the l^t three New England titles, and this year's squad has a
chance to make it four. The UMass Dartmouth game May 15
will alm<»t surely decide the New England championship this
year.

Perhaps the greatest honor bestowed on Garber in his

success- filled career came in 1976 when he was named
Division I Coach of the Year by the United State Inter-

collegiate Association. He was the North coach in the annual
North South game in 1965, and led the North to its first

victory in nine years.

Senior goalie Don Goldstein, who has played under Gart)er
for the past four year, calls his coach "A really super man."
Goldstein said that he chose to attend UMass because of
Gart)er. "Duck, " as Goldstein is called, said Gart>er "coaches
people, and treats us like man." The senior netminder added
that he considers Qart>er "a tactical genius"

Garber is a reporter's dream, he always seems to firKi the
time to answer questions and explain how the game was vyon
or lost.

Garber says that his greatest thrill in coaching comes from
watching "some of my players develop ar>d become out-
standing players."

Garber is married to the former Mary Jarte Haupt. They
have three children, Ted, lacrosse coach at New Hampshire,
and two daughters, one of whom, Kathy, is still at home. .

Gazelles seeded fifth

in national tournament
6fMAUHteN SLM,UVAN
Ct0egian Staff

It just VMHiWn't be arKsugh to say that tfie

UMass women's lacrMae team are fifth-

•eaded going to the Natior^ls today, and
that tfwy face their first opponet. James
Madiaon, Friday morning It wouldn't even
ba arfough to say that they just finished the

•ason undefeated, 9-0. sandwiched bet

waen two cancelled ganrtes (Boston Umver-
soty for the openers, and Plymouth State

for the finale) To describe the progress of

the Gazelles from Apn( to mid May is to

write about tfw circumstarK^s surrounding
this team
In 1978, 'he Gazelle finished third in the

Natiorials: among those playing were seven
seniors, a student soon going toCuba, and
a coach about to leave. With the beginning
of the '79 campaign, two seniors - Grace
Martinelli and Gayle Hutchinson - plus the

Gazelles top player in assists last year. Can
Nickerson. were counted upon to build up
a team made up mostly of juniors and
sophomores. The new coach, Pam Hixon,

had tad Springfield College to a respectable
5-2-2 record the year before; she also

coached the UMass field hockey team to a

fourth place finish in the Nationals last

semester.
While their opener against BU fizzled out

with the bad weather, the Gazelles played

two sets of weekend scrimmages; whether
down in Cape Cod or in New Haven, they

managed to win every game. It also proved

wrong soaie assun^tions maje at the
beginning of the season by Hixon - UMass
could play an offensive game, instead of
relying on tight defense, and the observa-
tion that this year's te»n was a "team of
the future " disappeared with the defense
theory.

The Gazelles began <AfMRi the tightest
game of the season, a 6-5 heartstopper
over Springfield The defense contained,
while Can Nickerson provided four goals.
Next came Northeastern, Harvard, Smith,
and Williams in quick succession; except
for Williams, the Gazelles coasted to easy
victories. Against Williams, UMass played
sloppily, lening the oppostion score time
and tin^aqain

Williams proved to be a turning point of
sorts; the offense and defense became
more balanced, with more emphasis on
team passing and agressive defense. They
needed it against New England rival Rhode
Island; with Nickerson scoring seven goals,

goalie Karen Keough and the "defensive
circle led by Maria Minicucci, Holly Jenn-
ings, and Laura O'Neil contained URI ex
cellently.

This balance breezed over Bridgewater.
surprised NewHampshire 9-2and pummel
ed Mount Holyoke in w ' wbs th« <if>ason

TURN TO PAGE 18

Batters' playoff chances gone
DURHAM, N.H. -The UMass basaball taam lost a chanca to secure a position

in tha New England Regional playoffs yesterday as it split a doubleheadar with
UNH. Tha Minutoman took the first game 5-1 behind Doug Welenc"s four hittar

but dropped tha second. 7-6, as a five run first inning did not hold up.
For full details, read Kevin Cullen's report in tomorrow's Collegian.
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orts
Steve Zack

Until next year

Cart Nickaraon is one of the mam reasons for the success of the women s

tocroaaa taam this season. (Staff photo by Patrick O. Dobbs)

With the academic year mercifully

coming to a close and this being my last

column of the year (no applause, please), I

would like to take the time to reflect back
on some of the sports stories and per-

sonalities that have graced this campus
over the past two semesters.

When I first came to this campus and up
until the middle of last semester, I was not

a fanatical observer of women's athletics.

But the success of the UMass women's
teams over the past year has made me
reroute my male superiority way of thinking

and take notice.

I also believe that the campus as a whole
has become more aware of the women"s
athletic situation. With their overly im-

pressive records (basketball, 18 w, 7 L;

Softball 24 W, 2 L, 1 T; lacrosse, 9 W, L)

and the reality of Title IX, women's
athletics here at UMass are swiftly moving
to the athletic forefront along side their

male counterparts.

In the past year, the coaching ranks of

UMass athletics have come to the forefront

on numerous occasions. It was last fall that

a first" year football coach by, the name of

Robert A Pickett took a group of football

placers and led them to within a touch-

down of a national championship. Not bad
for a rookie, huh?

And lacrosse coach Dick Garber reached
a milestone in his illustrioas 25 year
coaching career by picking up his 200th
win. Most admirable considering he went
0-7 1 in his first year at the helm.

Softball joach Chet Gladchuk in his first

year as coach compiler a 24-2-1 season
record, going undefeated during the

regular season only to meet defeat in the

playoffs at the hands of Glassboro State.

And women's lacrosse coach Pam Hixon
deserves congratulations for leading the

, Gazelles to a perfect 9-0 record and a place

in the national champior^hip tournament.

But for all the successes (and there are

some I did not get to, and to those coaches

I give one big note of congratulations) there

were the failures. The exit of basketball

coach Jack Leaman after a 5-22 season and
a 13 year stint as basketball mentor surely

tops the list of sports stories on this

campus. It will be a strange sight tc watch
new coach Ray Wilson running the team
next year. May he accumulate the same
success as his predecessor.

Along with the teams and the coaches

are the athletes themselves. Best of luck to

football's Dennis Dent, Bruce Kimball,

Mike and Joe McLaughlin and basketball's

Mark Haymore, all of whom are pursuing

professional careers; and to the rest of tha

senior athletes, the best in whatever field

you choose to continue in.

And let me not forget the UMass athletic

department administration, recipient of this

year's Throw Back to the Stone Age Award
for setting UMass athletics a step backward
with their continued apathy concerning the

construction of the dome and in

"suspending operations" of the UMass
hockey program.

Over the course of the year, I have often

had to seek assistance from personnel of

the athletic department in order to com-
plete an assignment. A note of thanks to

sports information director Dick Page and
his staff, athletic trainer Jim Laughnane
and his assistants, the team managers,
and, of course, the coaches and athletes.

In a note of personal sentiment, I wish
departing senior sportswriters Walt
Cherniak, Bill Tarter, and Kevin McCaffery,
along with photographer Pat Dobbs, the
very best in the future; may the real world
be as easy for them as their years at

UMass.

And to the students of the university; for

the seniors, enjoy your new found

freedom, and to the rest, have a nica

summer and I'll see you in the fall.
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Ward suspends

two students

in cross burning
ByJOEQUINLAN
Collegian Staff

Amherst College President John W. Ward Wednesday
suspended two black students and charged them with set

tir>g a wooden cross on fire in front of a predominately
black dormitory last month.

The suspensions were affective immediately, and a
judicial board hearing for the students should be scheduled
within the next two weeks.

The suspensior>s came almost a month after the cron
burning incident, which was at the height of protests at the
campus about administration policies toward investments,
hiring practices and planned intentions to stop funding a
summer orientation program for incoming black students.

Ward, white releasing a copy of his suspension notice

yesterday, would not release the names of the students,

but the college student newspaper. The Amherst Student,

printed their names in a front page story in yesterday's edi-

tion.

The Student identified the students as Robert J. Ellis. Jr..

a senior, and Charles E. Ferrell, a sophomore. Ellis is a resi-

dent of Drew House, the black dormitory where the cross

was burned.

The Student identified Ellis as the executive chairman of

Stra

i

ght Ahead, a campus black organization, and pro-

The incident was a "malicious pro-

vocation of an assault on the emo-

tions of all members of Amherst Col-

lege. .

.

!'

- President John W. Ward

'Wake up to find out...'
The eyes of the area

are watching UMass

<i.

grammer for the Minority Media Project at WAMH,
the college student radio station. Ferret is a former

chairman of the Afro-American Society and a

member of the Amherst College varsity basketball

team, the student newspaper said.

Harold Masse, chairman of the Black Students' Union,

said the Union, a support group for blacks at Amherst Col-

lege, had nothing to do with the cross burning.

Masse also questioned the suspensions, calling Ward's

action "a denial of due process."

Ward would not elaborate on the process by which the

students were suspended, other than what was printed in

the suspension notice he sent to them. Ward, just a few

days after the cross burning, told the college community
he knew the names of the students who burned the cross,

and that the students were black

.

"I charge you with the burning of a cross outside of a

house occupied by your fellow black students..." Ward's

suspension notice read. He stated that the incident was a

"malicious provocation of and assault on the emotions of

all members of Amherst College, an action which con-

situtues a cynical manipulation of other for your own
political ends, whatever they may be."

Ward's suspension notice told the two students to leave

the college campus within 24 hours and return "only upon
the invitation of the authorities of the College (sic) for hear-

ings on the charge against you."

Ward said the judicial board, chaired by English Professor

Allen Guttmann, would probably schedule a hearing within

a week or 10 days. The hearing would be closed, Ward

said unless the two students requested an open session,

and the judicial board granted the rquest. Ward said the

decision of the judicial board would be released to the

public, but the names of the students would not be releas-

ed. '

In a related matter, the judicial board's decision is ex-

pected soon on the suspension of 71 students who oc-

cupied Converse Hall, the college administration building,

and blockaded it overnight on April 25. The judicial board

held a hearing on this case Sunday.

Students blockaded Converse .Hall to protest what they

said was a refusal of Ward and other administrators to res-

pond to their demands to change school policies.

They demamded the administration divest $20 million

of 'college holdings in American businesses operating

in South Africa; hire more Third World faculty and

administrators; and maintain a summer orientation

program for incoming black students, which is set

for elimination this year.

At the time. Ward issued a statement which said the col-

lege administration would continue its current policies and

practices.
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By STEPHEN KLti\

Colleqian St^i''

r Thpio will be a UMass spring

I concert tomorrow
There will be upwards of 50,000

people in the area of the UMass
spring concert tomofow

I UMass administrators, members
of the Union Pfoyiam Council,

members of the student activities

office staff hundreds of students

working security, UMass wrestlers

UMass ROTC Corps offirers. dot

tors, paramedics, fraternitv

nembers, alcohol education groups
firefighters. UMass health service.

T^ , x^ staff and perhaps the UMass poln •

^ ^ ^(^ will be at the UMass spnng contt-

'

tomorrovA

Concert officials urge concert goers to follow t'l-

cammandments tomorrow Wake up eat a substti'

^ ' breakfast, if you are gomq 'o bring certain typ»-
"^

beverages into Alumni Stadu 'e sure they are in

breakable containers, bring yon lent identification

With you or you will not get in; b'ifi(.j plenty of suntan

tion, the gates open at 9 am So if you get there e.i

you are going to have to stand in line and get push*

around; and be coi> '

Once you are in the stadium you will not be permitteii

to leave, however, there will be refreshments and rest

rooms available; and be cool

Paul Hamel, acting director of the Student Activities

office yesterday pointed to a long range weather

forecast on the wall and said there is going to be nice

w'dther the day of the show He said the weather is not

the question

It's going to be a question of student respect."

Hamel said yesterday "The security consists of 75 per

cent students they're going to be there to do a job -

don t make their day miserable, he said to the UMass
community

Jd(> AlbMcl" chairman of the Council, said yesterday the stage win oe

finished lodsiy .irnl a maiunty of the equipment will be set up tonight. "The

speakers towe's will be 40 feet tall ^nd 24 feet wide and will be placed on

•Mther side uf the stage, ' Albeck said There will be 12,000 AMPs of power
utilited to drive the system"

Officials said if at all possible students should not drive to the show. There

Will be increased campus bus service to facilitiate easy accessibility to and
from the concert

Pjiir.e Chief Donald N Maia, of the Amherst Pol ce Department, said in

'Jepth prei au'ions have been established for the area including increased foot

patrols to M'ep the traffic flowing and increased monitoring of residential

areas to insure the community's safety

I have no reason to helieve it won't be a peaceful event, ' Maia said yester

day There is no history here of anything violent, " he said

Gerald T Neil, acting director of the UMass department of public safety

said he is confident the students will act responsible. 'There was untold hour-^

of planning on the security package and I feel confident," he said

The show must go on

O'Neil yesterday said he does not know if the UMass police department will

stage a 'blue flu" (sick out) the day of the .show as has been rumored. He will

not know anything concerning the situation until Friday night or early Satur

day morning. "I'd just be guessing at this point," he said

Hamel reiterated the basic relief of many concert officials, "Be reasonable

e-Kpect to wait in line and respect the rights of others The responsibility is

the students rpsponsibilitv

** Rampersad case to remain closed

says District Attorney Simons
By DEBRA RO TH SAN TA
Collegian Staff

The Seta Rampersad case will not be re-opened, despite

new information made available two weeks ago. District

Attorney Thomas G. Simons announced yesterday.

Simons said charges made by two Third World groups

that prominent area persons were at a party with Ram-

persad prior to her death last September 13 were "nothing

more than rumor and speculation," in a Itter to the groups

made available to the Collegian yesterday

Simons responds in letter. See page 4.

The charges were not heard at an inquest into Ram

persad's death held earlier this year.

The charges were made in a letter presented to Simons

April 26 by the Committee Against Repression and the

Third World Women's Task Force but they refused to

identify their sources because, they said, the sources are

"convinced something will happen to them,"

"While I have always been willing to receive new facts

concerning Miss Rampersad's death," Simons" letter said,

"you have given me nothing but unsubtantiated ac-

cusations."
, .. j^ . .».„

Simons was unavailable for comment. He did not state

in the letter, or in previous phone calls whether he in-

vestigated the charges.

"Sufficient basis must be shown to justify the intrusions

into the lives of citizens when a criminal investigation and

prosecution represent," his letter said

The groups refused yesterday to comment. A press

conference concerning Simons' letter is scheduled for

today.

A petition to re open the case will be presented to

Simons May 15.

The groups said other^matters also concern them about

the case. They charged 'that testimony from the inquest,

made available to the public, was inconsistent.

Simons said he saw no evidence of negligence or

manslaughter which caused Rampersad's death.

In their letter, the groups said they received a

"threatening phone call " warning them to stay out of the

case Simons did not address this matter in his letter,

Rampersad, a UMass student, was found dead in a room

in South Deerfield's Motel 6. Although testimony from four

of her companions in the room was heard at the inquest,

and an autopsy was performed, the cause of her death

remairw nknown.
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DIGEST

Lynda Bird Robb. I«ft. daughter of late President
Lyndon Johnaon was named Wednesday to replace
former Rap. Bella Abzug as chair of the Presidant's
Advteory Commtttae for WonMr^ With Robb is Sarah
Waddkigton, a Cartar advisor. (AF LMarphoto)

N'pbnt tightens security

RICHMOND, Va. (API - Substantial security changaa
Iwva been put into effect at the Virginia Bactnc 6 Power
Co.'t Surry nuclear plant following an incJdant of appiwant
sabotage arKl a telephoned bomb threat, authoHtias said

yesterday.

Someone earlier this week dumped sodium hydroxide, a
causttc substance used to dean water purifying equipment
at the plant, into 62 nonradioactive fuel elements that were
In rtoniQa. The contamirvation was discovered Monday
Wednnday night, a bomb threat forced evacuation of

personnel at the fplMnX, on the banks of the Janr>es River

about 56 miles southeast of hare. No bomb was four>d,

plant officials said.

Vepco officials were sketchy about the security changes,
sayir>g only that authonzed entry to the fuel storage

building had be«i cut from 125 to about 20 people.

Radioactive strips moved
NATICK IAPI - Workere at the Anny food research

center yesterday rr>oved radioactive cobalt back intb a pro-

tective pool of water from which it had been jutting since

Monday, officials said.

Approximately 600 cobalt stnps, each about the size of a

desk ruler, got stuck partly out of the water when an

elevator jammed.
Officials had said the cobalt protruding from the 23 foot

deep pool was not hazardous, and "you would get more
radiation outside this t>uildir>g from sunshine than from

cobalt"
Art Reardon, public information specialist at the center,

said an investigation of what went wrong would get under-

way, and repairs would be made.
The Army uses the cobalt in experiments involving con

taminating food with radiation.

Known industrialist dies
CLEVELAND (>*P|-Cyrus S Eaton, an industrialist known
for promoting U.S. trade with Communist nations, has
died at age 95
Eaton died at his suburtian Northfield home Wednesday

night, according to an official at the Chessie System. Eaton
retired as chairman of the railroad's board of directors last

year.

At one time or another in his business career, Eaton had
controlling interests in companies including GoodyearTire

h Rubber Co., and Detroit Steel Corp.

China to pay bacic c/aims
PEKING \AP\ An agreement paying Americans for pro
perty confiscated by the Chinese Communists 30 years ago
will be signed today in the Great Hall of the People, U.S.
officials announced.
The agreement removes the last major block to full

economic relations between the United States and China
Commerce Secretary Juanita Kreps and Chinese officials

will sign the document, said Ernest Lotito, the director of

communitcations for the Commerce Department.
The agreement provides that China pay the United States
80.5 million to satisfy claims of American banks, corpora
tions and individuals whose property was nationalized after

the Communists took over.

The United States agrees to free an equal amount in

frozen Chinese assets
~^

Gonorrhea cure found
BOSTON \AP\-Ha\ri doctors have found that two

tablets of a common antibiotic prevent gonorrhea if taken

after having sex, but they oppose any widespread program

to put their discovery into general use.

By experimenting with sailors on shore leave, the

researchers learned that a form of tetracycline reduced the

chance of catching gonorrhea when it was taken within a

few hours after intercourse.

But some gonorrhea bacteria is resistant to the new
treatment, and the doctors fear this variety will multiply

and become much more common if the antibiotic is widely

used
Dr. William Harrison of the Naval Regional Medical

Center in San Diego, Calif. , says the oldest way of avoiding

gonorrhea is still the best.

"I think that the best prever\tion for gonorrhea is not to

engage in promiscuous intercourse, " he said in an in

terview.

Carter's bill on gas rationing

faces close vote in House
fly TOM RAUM
Associated Prmss

WASHINGTON ~ Prroident Carter's twice revised

standby plan to ration gasoline headed for the congres

»onal finish line ^sterday with House leaders predicting a

close vote.

"It's a highly emotior»l issue," said House Speaker

Thomas P O'N^H The Massachusetts Democrat said

many lawmakers were still confused about how the ration-

ing plan would affect their states and were having a hard

time making up their minds.

"It will be a vote b^ad on impulse, more ttian anything

else." fw said.

The House opwted d^Mte on the standby plan a day
after the Senate voted its approval by a 58-39 margin
A new element which threatened the plan was the

possibility that 30 C^orr^ cortgrewmen would vote

against it in a protest.

These House memt>ers were withholding their support
while seeking explanations from administration officials on
why gasoline is rK>w in such short supply in California. The
California lawmakers also are unhappy over how their state

would fare urKler the allocation formula in the rationing

plan.

Group votes

to close down
some N-plants
By DA VID ESPO
Associated Press

WASHINGTON A Senate* committee voted yesterday to

shut down m six month*j all nuclear power plant? operating

in states without 3 government approved emergency

evacuation plan.

Officials said tne move could force the closing of 41 reac-

tors in 16 staces that lack Nuclear Regulatory Commission-

approved plans. There are 70 commercial nuclear reactors

now in use in the country.

At the same time, the Environment and putMic Works
Committee voted to deny operating licenses to reactors

now under construction ih states without the NRC-
approved plans.

Committee aides said that as many as a dozen plants

nearing completion could t)e affected.

The panel agreed to the proposals, made by Sen. Gary

Hart, D-Colo., as it approved legislation authorizing NRC
programs for the fiscal year that begins Oct. 1

.

Hart's recommendations, passed 6-4, r>eed approval by

both houses of Congress and must be signed into law by

President Carter before they could take effect.

The committee's vote provided fresh evidence of a mood
in Congress to strengthen the government's grip on the

commercial nuclear industry in the wake of the March 28

accident at the Three Mile Island reactor in Pennsylvania.

The House Interior Committee voted Wednesday to

delay federal construction permits for six new nuclear reac-

tors.

"It's an absolute anomaly that you can operate a nuclear

reactor in this country without an emergency plan," Sen.

Gary Hart, D-Colo., told the Senate committee as it

debated his proposals.

Officials said 12 of 28 states which have operating reac-

tors have government-approved plans. Almost all the

states have some form of evacuation plan, even though

they are not government-sanctioned.
Sen. Alan Simpson, R-Wyo., claimed the NRC doesn't

have precise regulations governing evacuation plans. He
proposed allowing the agency 90 days to draft such regula-

tions, and then giving the states nine months to comply.

His proposal failed, 7-4.

California is one of 21 states under the plan that would
raceive less than the national average of ration coupons per

vehicle.

The ii^an would distribute rationing coupons among
states on the basis of their historical use of gasoline. People
living in states with high gas-consumption averages could

get more coupons per v^ide than tfiosa in stat^ with

lower figures.

House passage of the plan would complete congres-

^nal action on this stage of the process. However, if the

president moved to put the plan into force, «ther chamtier

could veto the move within 15 days.

Meanwhile, the plan would t>e held in reserve, with ad*

ministration officials sayir>g it would be utilitzed only as a

last resort.

Carter originally wanted to allocate rationing coupons
baaed solely on the number of registered vehicles in

a household. But he modified the plan twice in an attempt

to pick up needed votes.

The final plan would stRt allocate gas based on the

number of registered vehicles but the number of coupor^
issued per-vehide would depwKl on the past statewida

average for gasoline use.

Average per -vehicle gasoline consumption among states

rar>g^from 38 gallons a month to 67 gallons a mon^, with

ttw avwage at atxKit 64 galkins per nrK>nth.

A worker appears to be adding the finishing

touches of a models hairstyle as he smooths out a
few wrinkles on a billboard in El Paso. Texas. (AP
Laserphoto)

Carter: Pass the SALT please
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON With
Senate leaders of both par

ties non committal about
the new arms curb treaty

with the Soviet Union,
President Carter argued
yesterday its rejection

would cause the United

States to be "looked upon
as the warmonger."

Carter also told a Wh^te
House breakfast for

retailers that if the Senate

does not ratify the pact, this

country would suffer a

srious loss of trust among
NATO allies, and efforts to

halt the spread of nuclear

weapons would be under-

cut.

Senate Democratic Leader
Robert C. Byrd told the

Senate he hopes action on
the SALT II treaty can be
completed this year - a

hope echoed by Sen, Frank
Church, D Idaho, chairman
of the Foreign Relations

committee.

Byrd, a West Virginian

whose support could be
crucial to Carter's search

for the 67 votes needed for

ratification, emphasized he

remains uncommitted.
In a brief speech at the

opening of the Senate ses-

sion, Byrd said, "I'm not

going to be intimidated by
the idea that if my vote is

against, that it goes down."
Republican Leader

Howard H, Baker Jr. of

Tennessee, who has sug-

gested significant changes
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"Like I told you.
What I said.

Steal your face right off your head."
The Grateful Dead

Rob Burbank
Gayle Young
Mary Matson
Jim Mahoney

Alternative Weirdo
Steve Zack

Mark Leccese, Alan Stoppel

Janis, Jean, Martha, Gerry

may be necessary to save
the treaty, said he offered

to keep Carter informed of

the GOP head counts as the
debate progresses.

"I don't want my presi-

dent to fly in the dark, to fly

blind," Baker told his

Senate colleagues.

Carter appealed to
representatives of the
American Retail Federation

"to help me sell to the

American people and
directly to the U.S. Senate
the advantages of ratifica

tion."

Contending ratification

would be "the most impor-

tant single achievement
that could possibly take

place during my lifetime for

our nation," Carter

declared, "Rejection of this

treaty, now that it has been
negotiated,.,would be a

massive, destructive blow

to world peace."
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MSP attempting

to enforce rules
By SEANHARVEY
Collegian Staff

Five months after a faculty contract was
signed the Massachusetts Society of

Professors is trying to enforce its contract
with the administration, Jules Chametzky,
newly elected president of the Society, said
yesterday.

Chametzky, an English prof^sor. was
elected April 24, succeeding James E.

Cathey, the Society's first president.

The society's grievance committee is

now investigating the Graduate Research
Center where employees have complained
of health problems. Working conditions
there may be unacceptable as specified in

the contract.

Chametzky said the committee is also
trying to get the administration to provide
additional funds for faculty travel and
equipment expenses.

He said they are resisting cuts in faculty

support services, such as telephones in

offices and paper supplies, as well. Acting
Provost Jeremiah M. Allen refused to

comment on the society's investigation.

Chametzky said he is pleased with the
new grievance procedure which guarantees
that grievances will be resolved in six

months or less.

"I am mainly pleased with the grievance
system and emphasis on pnmary faculty

responsibility," Chametzky said.

Informal contract negotiations began in

June 1977 and finally ended in October
1978 when a contract was signed by then
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, which provides
an approximate 20 percent, $7 million

salary increase over three years, retroactive
to July, 1977.

"One of the greatest advantages of the
contract." Chametzky said, 'is it insures

that wlministrators can only reverse faculty
decisions in crucial situations where there is

just rMson."

The contract also defends the faculty
against arbitrary working conditions and
provides for personnel committees to
decide how pay raises are to be distributed.

"For the first time the faculty is deeply
involved in alt aspects of distribution of pay
raises," Chametzky said.

N<^}^t Dyer, member of the soc'wty's re-

organization committee said it tries to make
sure faculty have serious input into

determining what public higher education
will look like. Dyer said he is one of five

faculty members from state institutions of

higher learning that are speaking with a

state commission about re- organization of

state colleges and universities.

"We are very interested in using tax
dollars in the best way," Dyer said.

"I think it's a very good first contract,"
said Robert Costrell, member of the
society's grievance committee, "It's very,
very strong on academic freedom and
faculty rights. It establishes some good
procedures."

This weekend ten faculty members are

planning to attend a state convention of the

Massachusetts Teachers Association.

'It's been a very educational year for the
faculty," Chametzky said. "For the first

time the faculty, through its union, is

getting involved in and learning to address
real sources of power in the state."

The contract runs out in July of next year

so negotiations on a new contract are

expected to start shortly.

"We will spend this summer working on
positions and strategies for the new
contract, " Chametzky said. "We are

looking forward to an interesting year."

Firemen hose down a volkswagon
bus on Massachusetts Avenue in front

of Boydon Gym last night after the
vehicle caught fire. Owner Jim Clarey,

23, of Easthampton said while he was

driving to visit friends on campus he
saw sparks in his rear view mirror and
pulled over before his bus burst into

flames. The fire was brought under
control in about 20 minutes. (Staff

photo by Patrick O. Dobbs).

Two-year-old Jennifer helps around the house by taking out the garbaga in

Brandywine (Staff photo by Ken GrandPre'l

UMass police may

take contractjob action
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

If UMass pKjIice do not receive a contract

from the state today, they will not be at

tomorrow's Spring Concert, sources close

to the police said yesterday.

The form of the job action has not yet

been revealed, the sources say, but it has

been speculated that police may be phon-

ing in sick starting this evening, if no con-

tract is received.

Other sources said the proposed con-

tract met difficulty yesterday at the state of-

fice of Employee Relations, which must ap-

prove the contract, on a point which called

'Blue flu, sick-out, refusal

of overtime, is a strike/

Trooper Randall Stevens

for the police pay-grade to jump by two
grades.

University, state, and police negotiators

yesterday would not comment on the

possibility of contract-approval today.

State Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst,

was called into deliberations to clarify

whether an aspect of the contract could be

granted by the office, which is under Gov.

Edward J. King's Secretary of Administra-

tion and Finance, or if authority lies only

with state legislature.

"There was a point in the contract that

needed clarification of who was responsible

to settle a point," Collins aide Jon Hite said

yesterday.

Hite said he could not confirm whether
the point of controversy was on the matter
of an increase in pay grade.

'

A State Police Trooper contacted yester-

day said he was aware of the possible

police action by the union, but said State

police have not discussed action in the

event of a police strike

"There's been communication between
our headquarters here, and our head
quarters in Boston, and communication
with the UMass police chief, " Randall

Stevens from Troop B in Northampton said

last night.

"We were promised wed be advised by

Fhday, " Stevens said. "If UMass police

were to take action, the chief would notify

our office right here," he said.

Stevens said state police had previously

been involved in their own contract dispute

and "almost overwhelmingly refused to

strike ' He said a police job action is illegal.

"Blue flu, sick-out, refusal of overtime, is

a strike," he said.

'Blue flu' is a term used when police pull

a work stoppage by calling in sick.

University patrolmen and sargeants have
been in collective bargaining negotiations
since July of 1977 when ktheir contract ran
out. They have been operating under their

previous contract, which provided state
pay-grade 12 for partrolmen, and pay-grade
14 for sargeants.

Under their contract, patrolmen are paid

in the range of $188 to $228 weekly, based

on a 40-hour week. UMass sargeants are

paid in the range of $213 and $261 weekly,

based on a 40-hour week.

WoodyAllen's "Manhattan' Is up topar
By ROD CARVETH
Collegian Staff

Woody Allen's new film,

Manhattan, proves that

his experiment with a

serious film such as In-

teriors has not hurt his

comedy one bit. If

anything, the com^dy in

Manhattan has become
more refined, more poig-

naru, and often evokes pain

as well as hilarity. Manhat-
tan presents a more mature
Allen, as an actor and as a

director.

Manlrattan's plot

centers on Ike Davis (Allen),

a TV comedy writer who is

living with a bright, talented

high school girl named
Tracy (Mariel Hemingway).
Ike's ex-wife Jill (Meryl

Streep of The Deer
Hunter) divorced him in

favor of another woman,
and has written an
"honest" account of their

marriage, • including an at-

tempt on Ike's part to run

down Jill's lover with a car.

Not satisfied with his lot

in life, Ike quits his TV job

to write a novel, and ends
his affair with Tracy to pur-

sue a relationship with Mary

Wilke (Diane Keaton), a

neurotic but beautiful and

cultured journalist. Unfor-

tunately, the affair is doom-
ed as Mary continues to

have an on-again, off again

relationship with Ike's

already-married best friend,

Manhattan. The character

of Mary is not fully defined,

and Keaton's acting doesn't

compare to her earlier

performances. And
Murphy, who played the

unfaithful husband in An
Unmarried Woman,

Revieiv
Yale (Michael Murphy). On-

ly then does Ike decide that

Tracy is who he really

wants, and tries to win her

back.

As in most fHms, there

are disappointments in

merely repeats this

characterization. Manhat-
tan is at its best when it

follows the relationship of

Ike and Tracy. Allen's ac-

ting has never been better,

and Hemingway is sensa-

tional as a 17-year-old who
is self-assured, yet
vulnerable, worldly, and in-

nocent at the same time.

The film's final scene,

where IJce tries to win Tracy

back, represents Allen's

height as an actor and
director. In addition, Gor-

don Willis's black and white

cinematography is spendid,

giving a beauty to Manhat-
tan that might not come
through in color. Finally,

the George Gershwin score

brings forth a sense of

romance in the context of

big city life.

Manhattan is a movie
about relationships, to be
sure, as are other Allen

films, the most notable
being Annie Hall. But
Manfiattan does not stop
there. It is a film about
maturity, survival and, of

course, Manhattan itself.

While in the end, Manhat-
tan fails to hold together as
well as Annie Hall, the film

takes on more. "We create

neurotic crises," Ike tells his

taF>e recorder, "to avoid the
larger issues." To his credit.

Woody has not done the

same.
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BlackAffairs
Letters/Editorials

Our struggle
Thtt l«n«r m m ragard to the Chaka Zulu's

Mav 9 resiK}ns« to tha "Owas Ward An
Apotogv' letter First of all, I thank you for

enlightening me. I \was shwnefully ignorant

of the fact that my eating at the DC, sup
ported racism. Today, t am wearing a UMass
T Shirt and a pair of jeans torn at the crotch.

Again, I was unaware that by doing this, I

supported racwm. And mc^t importaot of all,

I didn't even know that the K.K.K. was
responsible for my attending UM^. Silly

me! I tttought it was tMcause I worked 40
hours Ml a iWMt sN^ dunng the summer.
Chaka Zulu, you liave Mveral centuries of

anger surging through you, aa well you
should The exploitation and degradation of

any race is something to be ar^ry about.

But. I have to ^( you What the htf are you
trying to accomplvh? If it is ending racttm,

this IS a large and worthwhile goal. But to

associate an entire race with an organization

famous for Ivnchinos murders and counties
other heirwus acts is counterproductive to

your struggle To lay a guilt trip on an entire

race for hatoric ^ents thay had no influence

on. erects new and larger walls between the

races Ma^9e I am ignorant, but I had always

assumed that the purpose of Nummo News
and Black Affairs was to destroy these

barriers, not construct stronger more ngid

ones. As long as your "us against them"
attitude prevails, your struggle which truth-

fully should be "our struggle" will be all tf>e

more difficult This may go against your

grain, Chaka Zulu, But there ere Caucasians
who care.

Mkhaal Martineau
Northeast

Be careful
The coming weekend will be one of

nrtusic, partying and booze. It will also be
one of rape, violence and possibly worse
inl^s potential victims exercise extreme
caution.

it doesn't take a crystal ball to predict the

dangers that will be present this weekend.
One only needs to look into the past.

Historically, rock music, large quantities of

beer, final exam pre^ures and already

escalated racial tensions, combined, spell

trouble.

Although no one should be pre^^nted
from having a good time, wonrten,

especially Third World women as well as

Third World men, are advised to be par-

ticularly cautious this weekend. Avoid
walking alone, night or day. At night stick

to well lighted areas. You might think that

footpaths can get you there quicker but if

you get trapped on one you might never

get there.

Be a watchdog for your roommate and
ask the same of him or her. Tell them where
you are going and when you expect to be
back.

Keep ^1 emergency numbers handy (see

below) and try to keep a list of numbers of

at least ten other persons in case a Third

world emergency information network a
needed.
Above all take care of each other.

Brothers and sister have got to take

responsibility for their own safety because
there is on one else who will.

Court may renege on

award to Black widow
BOSTON (API - The

US Circuit of Appeals has

ordered a new trial of a suit

brought by the widow of a

black man killed by police

and has set aside a $250,000

award to her

The suit was brought by
Patricia Bowden of the
Roxbury section against
Boston police officers Den
nis McKenna and Edward
Holland, both white

Janr>es Bowden, 26, was
killed in Roxbury on Jan.

25, 1975 A six-member, aM-

white jury awarded Mrs.

Bowden $250,000, which
woukl have anx>unted to

about $300,000 with in

terest

The appeals court said

the case had been
presented in a prejudicial

manner and that U.S.
Distric Court Judge Walter
Jay Skinner exicuded "pro

per defense evidence."
The two police officers

said they approached a car

driven by Bowden to ques-
tion him about a robbery
earlier tt>at day in Cam-
bridge. They said Bowden
tried to run them down and
shot them and that they
fired in self-defense.

Mrs. Bowden clainned the

shooting was immediate
and unprovoked. She said

her husband was not arm-
ed.

Senior Circuit Judge
Bailey Akjrich wrote the ap-

peals court decision. He
said tfie case was unusual
"not merely on tf»e facts,

but for tfie subtle, and
ultimately not so subtle,

prejudicial manr>er in which

It was presented by the

plaintiff, for the amount of

time devoted to evidence
that was either irrelevant or

prejudicial and for the ex-

clusion of proper defense
evidence, due to a

misunderstanding by the

court which heightened the

above."
The appeals court said

the plaintiff during final

argument "harped on the

fact that Bowden was
black, which may have
aroused the jury's sym-
pathy, but standing alone,

seems a weak reed to sup-

port a deliberate killing

which, on any basis, it ad-

mittedly was
"

"At the same tirr>e, note

once, in 26 pages of argu-

rr>ent, did the defendants

pose this basic question to

the jury.

A letter from the D.A.
The following is an excerpt from a let-

ter sent from District Attorney Thomas

G. Simons in response to a letter from

committees pursuing the investigation

of the death of Seta T. Rampersad.

On April 27, 1979, you delivered to me and
simultaneously released to the press a letter

in which you indicated that persons known
to you, but whom you refused to identify to

rrm, accused certain persons living in the

Hampshire County area of possibly being in-

volved in the death of Seta T Rampersad.
In you letter, "you imply that individual

members of the "Committee Against

Repression" have gathered information

about the death of Miss Rampersad from

UITHER

"different people" who iretuse to l)e iden-

tified. This information consists of the names
of five local persons who, according to your

unidentified sources, were at a party with

Miss Rampersad at some unspecified time

prior to her death. You have asked me to

evaluate this information to determine if it

has "any concrete bearing ' on her death.

Miss Rampersad's body was discovered

shortly after 1:00 p.m. on the afternoon of

September 13. 1978

Dr. Keeley (a pathologist), performed an

autopsy on the body of Seta T. Rampersad
in the evening hours of September 13, 1978.

Chemical tests disclosed no trace of alcohol

or drugs in Miss Rampersad's body. Dr.

Keeley concluded that the cause of Miss

Rampersad's death was indeterminable. Dr.

Cont. on p. 5

Venerable Bluesman Furry Williams is 86 years old but age and failing eyesight

don't stop him from showing off his unusual bottleneck style at the clubs.

Williams, who definitely has a good time whenver he plays says, 'The older I

get the bigger fool I get about music."

Disparity for blacl< grads
lias declined significantly
As recently as ten or

fifteen years ago, a black

college graduate was in-

deed a rare species. In

those days, only 1 out of

every 20 young black adults

held a bachelor's degree,

and fewer than 285,000
black youngsters attended
college classes on any kind

of regular basis. Moreover,
those who endured the

economic hardships, and
long hours of study in

pursuit of their degrees
frequently found them-
selves confined to low-

paying, low-status jobs

which offered little op-

porunity for further ad-

vancement. For many
young people, the civil

rights revolution had
scarcely begun, and
America seemed happily

contented with the startling

inequalities between black

and white citizens.

Today, however, the

once enormous oc-
cupational disparities

between college -educated
blacks and whites have
declined significantly, and
black college graduates and
black students have
become considerably less

rare than they used to be.

Since 1966, for instance,

the black student
population in institutions of

higher education has grown
from a miniscule 285,000 to

1,062,000 more than a

three-fold increase. And
between 1960 and 1976, the

proportion of black
youngsters with college

degrees more than
doubled.
An encouraging as these

figures appear, one
commits a serious error by
assuming as some
conservative social
scientists and others have -

that this encouraging trend

will continue on its own,
that somehow black people
have finally "made it," and
that the great quest for

racial equality has ended in

final and decisive triumph.

Such notions, while un-

derstandable, ignore some
fundamental trends, trends

that seriously threaten to

reverse or halt the gradual

movement toward greater

equality.

It is important to note

here that I am not referring

to the new problems en-

countered by various af-

firmative action programs.
These problems, of course,

are important, but I think

they are far surpassed in

importance by a number of

dangerous developments
that threaten to bolt the

college doors for the new
generation of black

students.

I can summarize the new
problem ^

facing black
youngsters^in three short

words: inability to pay.

Black people, and even
working-class whites, are

rapidly discovering that

they can no longer afford a

college education for their

children. Some people, as

expected, will quickly assert

that financial aid programs
have expanded in recent

years, and that state-

supported universities and
local community colleges

provide easily affordable

education. But the facts tell

a somewhat different story.

To begin with, few
people without college-age

children are fully aware of

the huge increases in

tuition, university fees,

book prices, and campus
living expenses. During the

relatively short period
between 1970 and 1976,

tuition at private univer-

sities and colleges rose by
54 percent. The increase at

state-supported schools
was even higher, 57 per-

cent. And the tuition hikes

at community colleges, the

schools supposedly
designed to serve the needs
of poor people, rose by a

staggering 130 percent. To
further aggravate the
situation, the new "balance
the budget" mania and
Proposition 13 mentality

threaten to undermine,
existing financial aid

programs, programs which
are already noted for their

stinginess and seemingly
endless bureaucratic red

tape.

To a very large extent,

black advances in the area

of higher education during

the 1960's and 1970's were
made possible by several

factors: easy access to aid

and low-interest student

loans (70 percent of black

students receive some form
of financial assistance); the

growth of relatively cheap
community colleges and
state university systems; a

national commitment to the

active pursuit of racial

equality; and the availability

of part-time jobs for young
students.

Unfortunately, in today's

world decent-paying part-

time jobs have beconie
scarcer, student loans have
become more expensive
and tuition at state-

supported universities has

become anything but
cheap. Consequently,
millions of black school

graduates who leave school

this June will find it more
difficult, if not impossible,

to earn a college degree,

the key which has unlocked
the ghetto doors for many.
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By Brumtic Brandon. J-^Emergencv Huiiibers
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AS COOL AS IT
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Amherst Police, Fire and Ambulence-911

Every Women's Center Rape Counseling-546-0883

Campus P9lice-545-2121
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BLACKAFFAIRS
Black culture is

the Moving Spirit
Moving Spirit is the theme of an exciting

cultural program scheduled to happen on
Saturday May 12 at 8 PM at the New Africa
House of the University of Massachusetts.
(Nmaj Lycurgus hM organized a very special
evening of entertainment dedicated to the
new African essence, the soulfuiness of
black folks.

Sennaj Lycurgus, who sings gospel, rhyth-

m and blues and various other styles, will

sing accompanied by Bobby Davis on piano.

Bobby Davis has toured in the United StatM
and Canada with several er^sembles and as a
sok) performer.

The Freedom Enswnble, a group of eight
women from Snr>ith and Mt. Hotyoke
Colleges, will also sing. Tfieir group was
organized recently and has been received
well by audiences who enjoy their

progressive songs and church sound. They
are compared to tfte nr>essage singers of the
dvil rights n'K>vement.

Bheki Langa, a brilHant 9n6 thought
provoking poet and playwright, will read
from his work. Bheki Langa helps his

audiences connect the experience of South
Africa, his native land, to the experience of
tfie United States.

Terry Jenore is an exciting vocalist and
accomplished musician, versatile, irnJepth
and very talented. Terry will biMS us with
one of her own original works. Gail Hart
sings with the Voice of New Africa House
and she will be living us how she feels

about the soulfulnen of Black Folk, which
we c^I'MOVIN' SPIRIT."

There will be an exhitMtion of art work by
various students from the Five- Collets. The
art exhibition opens at 4:00 p.m. May 12 and
will begin with a slide presentation on
AfKient Nubia by Tony Crayton, an in-

dependent researcher affiliated with Dovi
Afesi and Asa Davis.

It promtees to be an exciting, •• w*l as
entertaining evening. The $2 donation at the
door will benefit Black and Asian children

who are being sent to an international

children's camp by the Venceremitos Project

this summer. VencereiTKM, which means we
shall win, is the theme for the camp program
which will bring together chiWren from over
SO countries in Cuba. The entire program is

sporwored by ttw UMass Afro-Am Society.

Remember "MOVIN' SPIRIT." rriovewith
the spirit move. This is the "International
Year Of The Child

"

Lets off cold boor and
wine en hand ffer

Saturday's cencert

C&C LIQUORS
THE FRIENDLIEST STORE IN TOWN

61 Main St., Amherst 253-3091

FREE DELIVERY

CREDIT-FREE

SUMMER WMMCSHOPS
For registration information and/or catalog contact Continuing

Education at 549-4970, or stop by Hasbrouck Building on the

UMass Amherst campus.

J^ JUNE & JULY 1979

'lATDivision of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Letter
Keely was of the opinion that her symptoms,
as described by the people who saw them,
were aHwstent with tfte symptonra of petit

ma\ epileptic seizures, but he could not limit

tfte behavior to epilepsy.

After several weeks of investigation, all of

the evidence then available was reviewed by
then District Attorney John M. Callahan.

District Attorney Callahan then publicly

declared his opinion that no foul play was in

volved in the death of Seta T. Rampers«l.
but that an inquest would tie held in order to
examine the witnesses under oath,. separate
from one another, so that the events sur

rounding her death might be legally

established.

The inquest spanned five days of actu^
testinK)ny and, in accordance with re-

quirements of state law, was closed to the
public. Twenty-four witn^MS, irwiuding the
three doctors, were summoned arni exanwV"
ed by an Anistant District Attorney, 1^
Judge Allan McGuane, and by Attorney
Ozell Hudson, Jr., who represented the
family of Miss Rampersad.

During the inquest, Dr. Ambrose F Ke^ey
of tfie Office of Medicolegal Investigation;
Dr. Samuel Brendler, a neurologist; and Or.
John H. Olson, the Medical Examiner,
testified... that the cause of Miss Ramper-
sad's death could not be determined.

Mother's Day Program
On Mother's Day, Sunday, May 13th, The

Black Mass Communications project will

sponsore its first Mother's Day program. The
program is scheduled to begin around 7:30
p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.
The program **"'• be highlighted bv soloist

Virgie Kelly and her company. The event will

also feature the Voices of New Africa House.

BiKk Mass Communications Proiect
(BMCPI will give a rose to the first fifty

mothers entering the program.

ADVERTISE

The
Massachusetts

Summer
• Collegian
first edition May IK)

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

fir»d it fast. .

.

in the Collegian

Classifiedsll!

^ /f ai * >i«

Mandarin Szechuen
Cuisine

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK*
SUN THURS 1130 am 10 00 pm
FRI b SAT 11 30 J m 11 00 p m

Fine Chinese Food
Cocktails Served

Full Take-out Service

Luncheon Specials
Mon.-Fri.

Dinner Specials
Mon.-Wed.

2560251 2560252

10 BELCHERTOWN RD.
RTE. 9, AMHERST
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Taking advantage of racant sunny weather these people spend a few
minutes to work on their tans yesterday in front of the Campus Center. (Staff

photo by Jim Mahoney)

Top of the Campus
Celebrates Commencement

with a

Special Dinner iVlenu

Saturday, May 26
from 12 noon til 6 p.m.
Entree selections from

$5.25-$8.50

Soup and salad bar $3.50

Celebrate
Commencement

at the
Top of the Campus

Restaurant

located on the 11th floor of the Campus Center,

University of Mass.
Reservations are suggested

Call 549-6000, ext. 639
Party roonns are availatjie

PIRG: Druggists

flout generic law
f<i JOANNt r AH'OMO

30ST0N - A consumer group said yesterday some
Massachusetts priarmacists are flouting Massachusetts'
generic drug law by failitig io substitute cheaper drugs for

the more expensive brand names.
Under state law, a pharamacist is reC|Uired to give a

customer a less expensive interchangeable drug or a

generic drug if his doctor has signed the "interchange per

mitted" line on the prescription form. A list of drugs that

may be substituted for the more exr-'^sive brand nanr»es

has t)een developed by the state

However, the Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group reported that several druggists it surveyed did not till

prescriptions with a cheaper generic or interchangeable

drug when required to do so by the prescription

The group also found that in some cases, the prices for

the brarui name drug were substantially lower than that

charged for the generic equivalent in otfier stores

The Boston and Amherst group said it visited 68 phar-

macies across the state to check the operation of the

generic drug law, which went into eflect last October.

in 11 out of 34 drug stores, pharmacists ignored prescrip-

tions calling for the generic sedative Chlordiazepoxide

Hydrochloride, and sold the customer the familiar brand
name Librium, PIRG said.

Surveyors reported that in a number of instance, pric^
for Librium were lower than the generic equivalent. For ex-

ample, the group noted that one store sold 10 capsules of

Librium for $1 30, whicle another sold the same amount of

the generic equivalent for $3.25.

Exclusive Showing

OEERFIELD
DRIVE IN
THEATRE

Route 5 & 10

S. Deerfield, MA
Tel. 666 8746

Fri., Sat , Sun
May 1113

Friday, May 11, 1979
'Coitegiaa?

also

Rldiard Dreyfuss

BigHx

Showtime at dusk
Sun.: BRINKS
JOB at dusk

4vc^kje9.«tf3^

i
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The Peoples Gay Alliance &
Hampshire College Gay& Lesbian

Friends present the last

* DISCO *

I

Music by M. Roip
Hampshire College Dining Commons

$1 Fri., May 11 9-2 . $1
••••••••••••••••••• aTHE LAST (BEST) OF THE SEASON J

» cc^<»"^a4* cc^<»'^Q4^ ftc^c^-^i

!

«''Qa* cff^o-'^ss*cc^cs^^ifip

LONGEST DAILY
HAPPY HOUR IN

TOWN 3-8 P.M.

OTHER DRINK
SPECIALS DAILY

BREAKFAST ON
WEEKENDS,
BUSINESS
LUNCHEON AND
DINNER DAILY

BEST BURGER
AND
SANDWICHES IN

TOWN

gooli foot! Sr tirtnli
1 Pray St. Amherst, Mass. 549-5403

1

kill
Wvvr INmrrr^ iiiicl Smiri(\ r«M»|>l<'

for

-SENIOR DAV-
Anyone interested must attend

a meeting at 7:30 |>.ni. Sunday,

May 1:5 at 19 Allen Street.

For further info call Susan 256 6887

Around campus
Group plans rally

against budget cuts
A newly formed Support the University

Coalition will sponsor a rally at noon today
at Metawampe Lawn to hear State Sen.
John W. Olver, D-Amherst, State Rep.
James G. Collins, D Amherst, town
Selectmen Diana Ronrier and Nancy Eddy
and others speak on the impact of
University budget cuts on surrounding
communiti^.

The coalition, consisting of members of
the Massachusetts Society of Professors,
the Graduate Student Employees Union,
the University Staff Association, the
campus chapter of the American
Federation of State, County, and Municipal
Employees, Local 1776, and Students
United for Public Education, w» formed
early this month for unity in opposing
budget cuts proposed by Gov. Edward J.
King.

The group has also invited UMass Board
of Trustees Chairman Joseph P. Healey,
President David C. Knapp, and Chanc^ior
Randolph W. Bromery to speak at the rally,

but as of yesterday they have not
responded.

Plant will use

insectidde spray
The UMass Physical Plant will continue

spraying insecticide in residential areas but
will notify residents beforehand, an official

said yesterday.

"We will not spray until everyone is

^formed," said Albert Potter, head of
grounds and transportation for the Physical
Plant.

Last Thursday the Physical Plant sprayed
insecticides in the North Village apartment

complex without notifying tenants. The
tenants complained to the plant because
they feared a number of children playing in

the area may have been harmed by ex-
posure to the chemical sprays. Although no
illnesses have been reported, some tenants
would like chemical sprays in the area
banned altoaetfter.

Potter said he will continue to spray
when ordered by the Office of Residential
Resource Management. But, he said
biological sprayis, which are not toxic to

humans, may be used in the future.

"People are not going to tolerate an
inf^tation of cockroaches in the building,"

he said.

Parking sticker

deadline today
The University Parking Office stated

yesterday that the deadline for renewing
and changing parking assignments for the
1979-80 academic year is today. Any ap-
plication submitted after today will be
assigned after all renewals and changes
have been processed. These applications
will be treated as new, which means an
eight-dollar registration fee will be required.

Arts group
presents recital

The UMass Performing Arts Division will

present Loretta Lorusso in a concert of
piano music tomorrow night at 8 in

Bezanson Recital Hall at the Fine Arts
Center.

The program will include works by J.S.
Bach, Frederick Chopin and Igor
Stravinsky.

UMass library

to close early
The UMass library will close at 6 p.m. on

Saturday to avoid staffing and security
problems which may be caused by the
Spring-Concert, it was announced,
Jhe library is usually open until midnight

on Saturdays late in the semester but not
enough students are willing to work on
"Spring Concert Saturday," according to
Gordon Fretwell, the library's associate
director for public services.

Sylvan residents

elect new officers
Chris Ferretti and David Cline were

elected co-presidents of the Sylvan
Residential Area Government last night.

The two defeated candidate David Carrero
by 196 votes to 58 votes. Ferretti said one
out of every six residents voted.
Wayne Stockweil, who ran unopposed,

was elected Vice President.

Andrew Periale and Frank Labrea participate last night in "As The Others Sea
Us," a play which dramatizes the plight of the handicapped. (Staff photo by
Jim Mahoney)

ROYAYERSWILLBE
HEREON MAYI2, AT
SPRING CONCERT
Pick up his new album at

Platterpus Records,
Northampton

sound
economy

SPRING RECORD CLEARANCE//
ALL ALBUMS IN STOCK

SALE RUNS THROUGH MAY
(Includes only albums in these price categories)

Series

6.98
7.98
8.98
9.98
10.98

Our reg.

price

4.77
5.97
6.47
7.47
8.47

Special
clearance

price
3.77
4.57
4.97
5.67
6.47

HURRY FOR THE BEST SELECTION/ J

theUNVHSITYSTORE
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Letters to the Editor
Greek horrors
To tha Editor:

/ was sitting in tht Ntwman Center ap
pa^d at what I had /ust experienced I

had fust witnessed a portion of what ap
pears to be Theta Chi's pledge initiation.

Seeing the human torture and the

disn^HfCt for mankind among my peers

rrmde me ill and disillusioned

Bafwe I continue let me state that I am
an actnre member of a campus sorority. I

love my house and appreciate the oppor
tunittes the Greek system ma<^ available

to me But never had I associated the

fraterrutms with what has /ust occurred I

have no lost all respect for any fraternity

member and do not wish to be a part of

any activity that involves interaction with

tfiem.

I he^ demanding sfiouts of "eat shit"

from an open bathroom window followed

by gagging, coughing, and cnes of "spit

it out. " I saw phdges march tfvough the

coffee shop quacking tike ducks I saw
brothers push nude, blindfolded pledges

off of an ^vated platform, leading them
to t>elieve they were falling from the roof

And God knows wtiat occurred inside tf>e

ffouse when shrieks and bellows ensued
I was warned not to wnte this letter,

rrwre bad puMcity for the Greek area is

never needed But that is precisely why I

am writing Theta Chi's public actions

were the worst possible put>licity for tttis

campus' fraternities, follow this exanyjle.

Please do not judge my house by the

assinine betiavior of this one. This ftouse,

and others who participate in ftaiing,

should -be forced to cfiange th^r im-

mature, demeaning policies or fold.

One disturbing thought remains in my
mind Who would submit himself to such
treatment'^ And what kind of "man" does
It take to treat another so inhumanely?
Pledges are taken after an extensive

selection process They are tfte ones
chosen to become brothers within the

bonds of a fraternity How can
"brothers" begin a harmonious relation

ship in this way^ If I had had fo sub/ect

myself to anything remotely similar I

would have lost aff respect for my sisters

and refused to become a part of tfte

organizanon. Or^ when fudges r^use
to participate and reject the hating of
brothers, will the calit>er of activities be
raised for future classes.

Because I am a member of a sorority. I
will not sign my name as I do not wantmy
house to suffer because I am expressing
my beliefs But I wilt request the entire
Greek system to band together to
eliminate hazing and reject those who in-

sist on continuing the degrading and
hunyktating treatment of peers.

Nama withHald by raquaat

Can't we combat
racism together?
To tfia Editor:

/ v¥^ no doubt be brarnfed a racmt in

Nummo News, but since I'm white I afh
parently can't help it. I. like the otften

wlH} have written, also found tfte

photograph of Amfierst College President

SNard "at a trustees meeting" offensive;

but the reasofts u^ to justify this jour-

nat^tic impropriety were even more
S^hocking In Chaka Zulu 's letter of May 9
^Collegian Black Affairs section!, we are
informed that alt wftites are guilty of tfte

crimes of their ancestors Because I am
wtiite; I am therefore a member of tfte

KKK (but not a 'card carrying member'!.
Apparentty there is no statute of lirnta-

tions on this crime of history^ Can I ever
be forgiven for the actions of my
ancestors? According to Zulu our very ex-

istence IS racist since we inadvertantly

benefit from the actions of our
forefatfters

In the same letter the author denies

tftat reverse racism can even exist siftce

blacks are not in the power structure.

Isn't the circulation of a free newspaper
to thousands of people some sort of
power? And isn't bigotry part of racism?
And lastly, isn't claimng that all whites
are racist an example of stereotyping and
bigotry^

After reading the letter. I am left with

the impression that there is nothing I can

do to hdip tfte causa of equality becauw I

am a white "liberal racist. " But I am ^so
left wondering what the black movement
^eks. IS it equality or is it a black
dominated society? Perhaps a second
wrong will correct the wrong of United
States history, perftaps tfw cause wHI on-
ly be satisfied when whites are subject to

oppression and slavery? If, as I suspect,

the goal is true equality in terms of rights

and opportunities, then it is important to

remernber that with nghts x:ome respon
sibifity. With the right to a free press
comes the responsibility for honesty artd

fair play. Could tfte Collegian get away
with doctonng a pftotograph of a promi-
nent black citiien? Of course not. tftat

would be racist' Can Nummo Ne^
operate by different rules? Reverse racism
does exist, and together with regular

racism wiH be the major stumbling block
to the equality sought by both blacks and
wftites. Tfte ertemy is not wftites, it a
racism. Can't we combat it togetfter^

Thomas Wails
Northampton

Missed the point

To the Editor:
/ am writing this in response to Don

Schneier's letter of May fO. You may be
an adequately qualified expert on the

sub/ect of the 'Dead, ' as you have spent

the better part of your life as an admiring
fan. But as fat as your comment on
Serena f. L urie 's letter. I think you rrtissed

her point by a long shot. If you had taken

the time to read the six-part series on rape
in the previous issues of the Collegian;

you may have become a bit more
enlightened and educated on this subject.

I don't think you are the least bit qualified

in making any comments on violence

against women. Serena E. Lune's letter

was not saying tftat the 'Dead' were going
to rape women at tfte Spring Concert; it

was warning women of possible violence

That may occur. She is more than justified

in making these comments, in light of

previous attacks which have occured on

this campus last spring and tttis year
In your letter you stated. '7 would

u/ggest tftaf if any woman is afraid of
bmng raped at tfte show she should stay
home and watch T.V... .. and not expose
tterself to any risk. "

I can not believe you
te^ this IS a "possible solution to the
problem of rape. You may never have felt

tfte fMir of violence, but I and every
woman I know are afraid of b&ng raped,
but I refuse to stay at homel

Cynthia Lovall Dugan

Watch out

for each other

To tha raaidants of Southwaat

This weekend wHI be one of the biggest

events in the history of UMass There will

be many thousands of visitors coming to

the school to see tfte Grateful Dead, and a
^rge majority of tftem wHI t}e staying in

our residential vaa • Soutftwest. These
visitors could make this weekend very en-

joyable, tfte best weekend of the year; or

they could make it into a rrtajor

catastropfte.

We live ftere, and accordingty have to

suffer through the damage and vadalism

caused by non-students or by students

who don't live in tftis area. Last HaHo-
ween is an indication of wftat could take

place this weekend - but it is up to you
A great deal of security precautions

have been planned for this weekend
-please don 't try to undermind them. The
populatiqn this weekend wHI be more
than doubled (that's over 10.000
peoplelstaying in Southwest and
everything is being done for your protec

tion. It is our deepest hope tha: the

residents of Soutftwest will watch out for

each other and tfteir guests; that tftey will

try to prevent violence and vandalism

from taking place. Remember, what hap
pens tonight and tomorrow not only af

facts this weekend, but could jeopardize
future Spring Concerts as well

Southwest Assembly

LARGEST SELECTION OF
COLD KEGS & BEER

Schlitz 12 oz. cans $6.99 case

Falstaff $5.25 case

Schmidts 16 oz. returnables
$5.49 case

Old Milwaukee 12 pack $3.25

Heineken $3.69 six

Wurtburger light or bock
4.49 six

Many other specials this weekend!

Ice, soda & kegs avail.

DELICATESSEN
featuring

meats-cheese-sandwiches
appetizers
To Go

33S COLLIGI STa
AJWHIIIST

Not responsible for typo grrors

1S3-5384
2S*-S433
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The Inquiring

Photographer

Tha Quaation: (aakad of graduating
aaniora) If you ware to do it again,
would you do it any diffarantly?

Jacobaon

IJaka Jacobson. Legal Studiaa
wouldn't major in Legal Studies, it

so intangible, af least for me. It swvaa a
useful purpose but it's difficult for me to
come away with any. . .1 haven't gained
any tools. Also If I had krtowT\ about Global
Survival, I would have done it. I was reully

lost as a freshman. If I were to do it again
you linow what I'd do is major in Spanish
with a concentration in Latin American
Studies because I'm really interested in

Spanish and curious about the politics of
Latin America."

Maral Randolph. Psychology: "Yeah. I

would get more involved in student ac-
tivities such as the women's movement,
and volunteer socially in a community
worVing with adolescents, and getting to
icnow more different types of people I've

really enjoyed all the years I've been here,
I've grown ar>d learr>ad an awful lot about
myaalf."

DaLima

Jamas Ng. Industrial Enginaaring: "I

think that the years here I have learned. I

would say I would r>ot change in any sense.
In a sense I have enjoyed ail my courses. I

have no regrets of any type."

Brian DaLima, Political Science:
"Always differently. I'd write for the Col-
legian, be the Editor-in-Chief. Definitely, I

would do the Irvquiry Program so I wouldn't
have to take a foreign lar>guage, and pro-
bably I would have gor>e into business rH>t

political science. That's about it. Everything
now has gone well; I have no complaints. I

wish I did more swimming; this past year I

haven't done any. That's about it. Another
thing I did that was stupid - I should have
registered my car in Massachusetts not
New Hampshire. That cost me $155."

O'Rourka Levine

Ellen O'Rourke, Community Serivca:

I'd do it exactly the same way - coming
here with the orientation of finding a

career, a set for my life and then gradually

seeking out courses and teachers and
friends that lend themselves to my creativi-

ty and self-growth, and adjust my career

choice around that. I wish I'd gotten more
involved in women sports and I guess

maybe some politics and maybe Earth

Foods."

Linda Levine, Psychology: "From the

beginning I would have the perspective that

this place is a place where you can make ac-

cess to all resources without feeling it's a

negative thing not to have a focus. The pur-

pose of this experience is more to grow and
develope the self than develope in any one
specific field. I would respect more my
desires to explore artistic and creative

drives rather than academic endeavors. I

did all of this but I always felt I was supp>os-

ed to be doing other things. I wished I

hadn't been so reluctant in respecting that

as valid foi' my growth as studying for a

stupid test; I think I'd relax a lot more not

be so mark oriented."

Our perspective
Here's to a successful concert
Or>e of the things that will always be remembered about

this semester is that we had the Grateful Dead here for Spr-
ing Concert. Tomorrow's event at Alumni Stadium should
be remembered as one of the highlights of the year. Good
weather is predicted, for the concert which also features
Roy Ayers and Patti Smith.

However, the potential for this event to be ruined exists.

Over 50,000 people will be on campus, with many of them
in Southwest.

The possibility exists, unfortunately, that the Dead con-

cert could turn into a scene much like the one last Hallo-

ween. If the situation gets out of hand a far uglier picture

could result, that would, regrettably, be more remembered
and publicized than the good time that should be had.

Most people coming for the concert will be in and
around the dorms. There is a strong possibility that van-
dalism will increase during the weekend.

Unfortunately there is also the situation of increased

violence on this campus---particularly against women.
With the increased consumption of alcohol during the

weekend, the potential for rape also increases. Women

should be particuarly careful this weekend-it would be ad-
visable for women to travel in groups, and especially not to
hitchhike.

The Union Program Council, Student Activities Office,
the university administration, and hundreds other students
have worked countless hours to insure that this concert will

be a success. Now it is your turn. We can make this

weekend a total success and have a good time simply by
respecting the rights of others.

"This will either be the thing of the future or a one-shot
deal," said Paul Hamil, Student Activities Director. In other
words, if this concert goes well and without incidents, it

will be the first of numerous concerts at the university
featuring big name bands. The possibilities for future con-
certs are numerous-and it is all up to us.

So enjoy the concert, enjoy the Dead, Roy Ayers and Pat-
ti Smith and let's hop>e this one is one of many enjoyable
Spring Concerts at UMass.

Ail unsigned editorials rapraaent tha opinion of tha
majority of tha Collegian Board of Diractora.

As we trucketh to yonder concert
By RUSTYDENTON

Oh happy days! The spring concert

arriveth, and we joyfully awaiteth the day.

Our brains shall be fried in their own juices

by 84 (count them - 84) speaker columns
and youth will be in its own.

The ungracious caprices of Lord
Governor King will deprive many patrons of

their favored hopped-up beverage, but we
shall overcome. A veritable herbal

Renaissance and pharmaceutical Refor-

mation will spice our sound-sodden
meditations.

Ah, what happy hours will be ours under
the ultraviolet, flinging polystyrene platters,

castings our cares into the frisbee-strewn

wind. We'll mutate pur gray matter by hook
or by crook; by sun, sound, or tablet we'll

master our minds.

Strolling boldly through the arena, our

athletes and censors will challenge all

comers. Victorious, they'll toss the luckless

foe into the rumbling UMass buses. From
all walks of life our heroes come - wrestler,

cop, and doctor, to ply their time-honored

trades.

And who's this hopeless progressive

bard? Doth any self-respecting student lend

an ear!* Nay, methinks yon spacey youth
works harder at cooking his head.

Unfortunate that so talented a man must
merely warm the palace for Patti and the

Dead.

But hark --.yon damsel approaches the

stand. Adorned with black tie and white

blouse, this spectral apparation letteth rip a

wail, causing the master of ceremonies to

cringe. In conceding space-time to the

radical fringe, he hath gotten more than he

hath bargained for.

Somewhere between the "reactionary"

protestors and the prolific "revolutionaries"

bombarding the Collegian rag, the "middle

of the rotaries" have gotten the message,

and even now, press the fortified barriers,

clamoring for entrance to the games.

Centering in upon the burly ticket taker,

we hear a sad tale.

"Wherefor is thy ticket?"

"Verily, my dog hath peed on it," replies

the scholar.

"Where, then, is thy I.D. card?"

"Forsooth, ha hath peed on that, too,"

he mourns.

Pity the poor student.

But, finally, the hard cores can get their

jollies. IT'S THEM! Who else but the
Deadlies?

Behold the fans, sauteed if not sauced by
the famous non-carcinogenic cigarettes,

psychadelics dissolved in their circulation,

and truckin' on their minds. Puddles of

social category spilleth across the court.

The hours so long awaited, the minutes

so intensely prepared for are awash in the

sounds of The Dead. We are accorded a

new sense of holiness as the crowd prayeth

reverant homage to the china fixtures in the

restrooms after a day of stimulating their

collective plumbing.

And at the appointed hour, when all hath

been said and done, the Dead t-shirts, the

frisbees, the forsaken roath clips and
wineskins rush torth to tne ouses in a mad
free-for-all. fisticuffs flailing and curses

rising united above the mob.

And three days hence, they still lifteth

heavily their maligned corpses from their

pallets, mutter profanities about their heads

to their Maker, and limpeth toward finals.

Rusty Der^ton is a Collegian commentator.
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UK'

Presents

SPRING CONCERT '79
/ i

with

The Grateful Dead
The Patti Smith Group
Roy Ayers Ubiquity

V:
1 ^'f<

Time Schedule
7 a.m. — the earliest people will be allowed to form lines.

9 a.m.— gates open.
11 a.m.-Roy Ayers
12:30 p.m. -Patti Smith Group
2:30 p.m. -The Grateful Dead
7 p.m.— concert ends.

Tickets
—You must have a ticket to enter the concert area (see map, within the dashed lines)

— Keep your ticket stub in case of rain.

— Counterfeit tickets will not be honored.
— Students using student tickets must show their own valid UMass/ Amherst ID to enter the concert.

— No scalping of tickets will be allowed.

Concessions
—A wide variety of food, drink and merchandise will be available at the concert.

Arrive at 7 a.m.
Bring your 10.

Know your captain.

Security

Parking
—Visitors arriving Fri. night should park away from the concert sight.

—Parking is possible at the concert site if the driver has a ticket to the concert.

— Extra buses have been scheduled to make it easier to park away from the concert site.

Health needs
—There will be two health tents located under the corner of the stadium nearest Southwest dorm (see

map).
-If you have problems look for one of the trained first aid people to assist you or stop by the tents.

Important
tadium the day of the concert before 7 a.m.— No one will be allowed near the stadium the day

— You must have a ticket to enter the concert area.

-All students using student tickets will be required to show their valid UMass ID to be admitted to the

concert.
— If you do not have an ID, please pick up one before the day of the concert.

-No cans, bottles, breakable containers or kegs will be allowed in the concert area.

— Only non-breakable containers will be allowed.

— Coolers and other carrying equipment are subject to search.

— Extra buses will be running the day of the concert.

— Please ask visitors to park away from the concert area and use the buses.

-If you know of or hear about people coming to the concert without tickets, please discourage theni.

There is a heavy security system set up to keep people without tickets away from the stadium. There will

be no scalping allowed in the area of the concert.

-This is your concert. Future spring concerts of this size depend on your cooperation tomorrow.

Thanks for your help and support,

UPC Productions
The UMass Student Concert Group
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Vacation for two becomes arrest
Al/t W>4t/^f£ MA^ -NormanPepin rec^ h as a fantw^

joumay. the croM country train ody^ev that brought him
and his frwnd Stav«i Coffey to Milwaukee last rrwnth.

But now thm two men from bomerviM, Mass., are in the
Milwaukee County JaH ^cing trial in a robbery and
shooting incident that toft two persor^ (tead and one
wounded.

It all started, Pepin told the Milwaukee Sentinel's William
Jan; in a )ail cell interview, when Coffey decided he
wanted to go on a vacation.

"Id been laid off from my job as a carpenter-mechanic In

Boston and I said, sure, okay," said Pepin. "The raaaon we
left was just to take a ^«(»tion. EiqjerterKie something w«
really had never done before."
They headed West, bound ofr CaNfomia.
"We left Boston by train," said Pepin. "H you take a

piar>e you can't see nrnich. We met a lot of people on #ie
train. We'd chip in for beer. I said the next •M>p I'd get off
and some bew and we'll have a big party on the train

.

"I ran off and got a couple of cases, " he said "Wefwda
fwitMtic time. For two days in a row we were partying"

After 10 days in San Francisco, the two men decided to
move on.

"We didn't know wtiere we were going," he said.

'RMlfy. We pulled out a map of the United States arnl
locked for a nice place to go.

"

Pepin said Coffey recommended Milwaukee - he had
visited t^ city while stationed at the Gr^t Lakes Naval
B»e.

"He said th^ were ^i different kin<te of beer hwe and
the Brewers, we coukj watch the Brewers play the Red
Sox if they came to town," Pepin s»d.

There were nnore good times on the train heading back
toward the Midwest.
"We d get a bunch of people together and have a nice

big party." Pepin said. "Couple of guys with guitars joined
in. Singing together. I got off in Ogden, Utah, and got
some beer for the parry and we partied one whole night.

We felt like we could stay on that tram for years"
But they got off in Chicago and boarded another one for

MilwMikee. Now they stand accused in the April 22 in-

cident that claimed the liv^ of John Brutcher. 25, of
Louisville, Ky., and Roger Weeks, 46, of dlendora, Calif.

Brutcher and Weeks were in Milwaukee for an industrial

semir>ar, and according to the complaint, Pepin and Coffey
met them and a third man outside a local hotel and offered

to show tfiem around town. The tfiree were takwi to a

disco, then robbed and shot alorm Intestate 94 in

suburban 0^ CrMk.

^ the third man, Donald Allen. 34, of Norwalk, Ohio,
suffere<^ only a minor wwmkJ but said he f^ned death
until the liiUer left.

Pepin, 24, and Coffey, 27, were arrested a few days later

at a Chicago motel. Pepin said tf>ey didn't go out ttutcH in

Chicago b«:ause they were afraid of being mugged

"We were eeting lunch. watcNng TV at the motel."

Pepm said. "All of a sudden Stevie looked up, he heard

people talking. He said 'Cops are out tt^ere with gur«

drewn.'

"

* •

"Then the front door was pusfied open and tttey had
their guns drawn on us, " tte aoded. I hey said, 'Uon't

mcwe.'

"

^pin has been ctwrged with two counts of first degree
murder and three of armed robbery. Coffey is being
charged with being a party to first degree murder in

Brutcher's death, and with being a party to burglary. Both
are being held on $280,000 bond.

In his jail c^ll, Pepin had a letter from his mother,
assuring him of the love and support of his family and
friends.

"They all ^ree that this is sometf^ng that you would not

do," she wrote. "You were never a vicious person. You
have always been so kind to me so giving to your family

and friends. I can't believe this has happerwd.

"Say the prayers you learned as a little hoy and if you
happen to forget, just talk to God. I wish I uould pluck ^u
out of there and hug you to me and protect you. If I could

just turn back the clock...

"

U.S. priest tells

of conditions in

Amin's dungeon
KAMPALA. Uganda MPl -One of the last persons freed

from Mi Amin's dungeons said yesterday he existed three

months on two meals a week and Kttie water in a room so
small that prisoners had to take turns lying down to sleep.

The Rev. George Lukwiya, an Anglican priest from
Kampala, sakl that during one pehod 34 prisoners died in a
10-by-12-foot room crammed with 60 persons and that

their decaying bodies were left inside for or>e week.
Lukwiya described conditions in the hated State

Research Bureau, the former dictator's chief murder and
spy agency, in an interview. He said he was released on
April 5. less than a week before Tanianian and anti-Amin

Ugandan sokliers captured Kampala and ended eight years

of ruleby Amin.
There was no independent confirmation of his story.

Lukwiya said he k»t feeling in his legs during his inv

prisonment and has not regained it, although he can walk.

He said he lost 50 pounds but that having an original 200-

pound bulk to draw from enabled him to survive.

Lukwiya said he was seized by two armed and uniformed

men in Kampala Jan. 11, taken to tf>e research bureau,

stripped to his underwear and put in a top-floor cell. He
said he still does not know why he was arrested.

"Some were sitting while others slept," he said. "When
you got tired, you asked someone sleeping to sit up so you
could sleep.

"People died all the time from starvation and thirst. In

the morning you would wake up to find p>eople dead.

"We piled them in a corner and tried to cover them but

the smell was horrible," Lukwiya sakl.

"The sergeant major noticed the smell and made
arrangements for the prisoners to take out the bodies. We
were not allowed to carry the bodies, but had to drag thmn
by their feet from tfw top floor to the ground.
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A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst

Northampton. Mast.

Announcing The Only Area Showing
SUNDAY. MONDAY. TUESDAY - May 13, 14, 15

At 7 00 and 9:10
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nW BUTTON

fWXJC BUTTON

STOWEJECT BunON
RMJSf BUTTON

UDICC/BAn INOlCATOn

EXTERNAL MC INPUT JACK

EAWPHONE JACK -

SPEAKER MONITOR

AC INPUT

TAPE COUNTER

RWOREVIEW BUTTON

PEC BUTTON

AFC/FMAM BAND SELECTOR

VOLUME CONTROL

«GH/LOW TONE CONTBOl

RADIO OnlOff SWITO^

TUNING KNOB

BULTIN ELECTMET
CONDENSER MIC

CF-160
CASSETTE-CORDER

FM/AM RADIO

suggested price $79.95
our reg. /ow

price $72.95

SPRING CLEARANCE
SPECIAL
$59.95

SAT.NUY 12-19

H,i^

"Aoh

Listen to FM or AM To pre-recorded

cassettes. Or create you own tapes by

recording off-the-air Or recording live

music This dependable, ready-to-go

portable makes it all possible, so you never

have to be without music Or without a

versatile recording companion that can be

used for more than just entertainment.

Everything from practicing language

lessons to listening to literature on cassette.

And every time you use the CF-160, you'll

appreciate its advanced Sony features.

From one touch recording to 3-digit tape

counter, from built-in electret condenser

mic to wide-range dynamic speaker, the

CF-160 is built for total convenience,

exceptional sound.

QUANTITY LIMITED
TO UNITS IN STOCK. '

.theUNIVERSfTYSlDRE

^^
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'^^"^

UP TO
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Conn, lawmakers
to decide alcohol age
HARTFORD lAP] -The General Assembly has turned down
Gov. Ella Grasso's request that it reconsider a drinking age
bill it passed earlier this week.
But lawmakers have until midnight Tuesday to recon-

sider. The bill then would become law automatically if the
governor declines to sign or veto it.

Yesterday's legislative decision set up the first veto con-
frontation of the session between the governor and the
assembly. Mrs. Grasso's legal adviser, Jay Jackson, said
the governor probably would reach a decision on whether
or not to veto the bill early next week, possibly Monday.
The bill would change the state's 18 year old drinking age

to a two-tiered system, allowing 18 year olds to buy
alcohol in restaurants and bars but making the minimum
age 19 for purchase in liquor stores.

An Amish boy harrows his field in praparation
Laserphoto)

for spring planting in Lancastar. Pann. (AP

2 bedroom garden apartment from
$290. Included in your rent are heat
and hot water.

NOW ACCEPTING DEPOSITS FOR
FALL RENTALS
For your convenience:

+ Free UMass bus to town and campus
-I- Stove, refrigerator, disposal, and dishwasher

+ Fully carpeted

-H Wall to wall closets

-t- Cablevision available

+ 1 V^ miles from Mt. Farms and Hampshire Malls

+ 24 hour maintenance staff

Our new rental office is located

at 156A-1 Brittany Manor Drive.

Take first entrance

Rental Hours-M F9-5, Sat. 10 2
256-8534

MINIMUM
10 MONTH

LEASE

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 t^RA Q^f\'i MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL00*»-JiaO W0UTE9~HA0Lty MASS

ADULTS i3 SO STUDENTS & SR CITIZENS WITH AMC CARD $2 OO TWI-LITE SHOW tl 50
CHILDREN «1 26 SPECIAL ENGAGEMEMTS EXCLLJDFn

(TLS) INDICATES TWI LITE SHOW -TICKETS ON SALE 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO TLS
...very touching

land wonderful.'^SALLY FIELD

Q^l^^Ut

Fri. and Sat. (TLS 5:00)-7:46 10:15

Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:00)-8:30

11^ Matinees (Sat. and Sun.) 1:30

Brittany Manor J

LHTIN [iJmxNMiiu:!),

No one under 17 without parent
Fri. and Sat. (TLS 5:30)-8: 15-10: 15

Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:30)-8:45

Matinees (Sat. and Sun.) 1:00

JACK LEMMON
JANE FONOA

MICHAEL DOUGLAS I

Soon yon
will know.

Fri. and Sat. (TLS 5:00) 7:30^10:15]

Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 6:00)8:46
Matinees (Sat. and Sun.) 8:45va

ROBERT DE MRO
THF

5 Academy Awards— Best Picture

Fri. and Sat. (TLS 5:30)9:00

Sun. thru Thurs. (TLS 5:00) 8:30

R Matinees (Sat. and Sun.) 1:00

REDUCED ADULT & STUDENT PRICES FDR TLS TICKETS LIMITED TD SEATING

STADIUM
\*

LIQUORS

^:^>
V

"We support all Spring Sports''

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A&-P in

,the new Shopper's Park

University Dr.

OPEN HON. THRU SAT., 9:00 /IM.-1I:00 P.M.

TEL NO. 2S3-SS9S

Large selection of kegs

SPECIALS FRIDAY ONLY
BUD 6.99 case

MILLER 7.20 case

OLD MILWAUKEE 2.89 12 pack

PABST ,, 5.89 case

SCHLITZ 6.70 case

VODKA 7.79 1 .75 liters

BISCEGLIA CHABLIS 2.89 1.5 liters

IV
Baseball
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To plac* • cta«sifi«d ad. drop by ih«
CoH^Qutn office (CC nai betwwn 8 46

1 3 46 p m Monday'thiough Fn

»n advance of publti dhon date

Collegian
Classifieds

Collagian classified ratas ara: daily,

45c (H't line. <ive consecutive issues. 40e
per line per day, X consecutive issues.

3^ pel line per day One line is rouyhly

.'quivdloni to ^ characlefi.

1 ..

AUDIO

4 channal starao racaivar. was $200, now
»ao CaM Rama. ^8-2^1. toa^ m^sapa.

Wa buy usad car, 256^8^ or S^^n^
70 Pontiac Catalina: auto, air con0 , \%m-

ad up €r inspected, runs fine (15 mpg). Just

needs a nnuffler soon Only $400. 586 3724.

VW412, 1f74, good mpg. air conditioning,

radio, radiab. 62.00 mi., new battery,

$2000, 253 9gp6

73 Ford Torino -40,000 miles on car.

23.000 on engine (74), runs good, encellent

body Good rubber all around. 2 snows
New brakes and master cylinder. $2100 or

Sa Steve. 549 0753

1972 Olds, great condition, 40.000 mi..

$1500, Carolyn, 6 1484 or 5 0626

1971 Fiat 1M sport spider. $1500, excellent

mechanical condition, service records

avail., convert. & hard top. other extras,

body rK^cte «>me attention, call Rich at

665 4840 for a test dftva.

70 VW wagon, runs good, AM^ FM, cass.

Must sell, $800. 2MJ208
68 Olds Cutlasa, excellent engine, some
rus|. $300. 665 497r

1970 Ford Mustang, w/ 250 cid - 6 cyt.

eng. & 36 pp stk., fair- body, gd —
mech., many new pans, xtras . asking

$800, call John. 546-9230

75 Malibu Classic, exc. cond . 5^ 3687.

73 Dodga Charger, body very good.
mechanically excellent. $1850, call Greg.

549 1034

Chaap transportation: 1964 Dodge
Polara, has sticker, minor repairs needed,

price negotiable. 323 5712. even ings

a ^/W bus- 72 engine. AM /FM/
cassette, good for travelling, call eve., Lu,

549 3919.

72 Dataun wagon 510. body rough, runs

wen. 4 spaad. $750. 549-6849

72 Audi 100LS. 4 door, red, immac. in and
out, needs muffler. $1300. 5496849.

Vaga GT 72. 4 sp.. new tires, good cond..

axe, gas mil.. $500 or best off., 546-5833.

1971 Int Scout. 4wd, $1000 or 80, Ed,

549^4629

Save 15% off your auto ir^surance with a

MHL auto alarm system Area's lowest

rates. Call 546 9639 or 546^1131.

FOR RENT

One bedroom in 3 bedroom Puffton

Village apt Available June thru August
Perfect for summer school students Ac
cess to pool, tennis and basketball courts.

Only $85 a month If interested, call

549 1 493^

5 bdrm., 9 rm. house, walk to UMass.
lease avail. June 1, 549 1408, 8 10 am,
9- 11 p.m.

Rooms. Doubles and triples. Good loca

tion 395 N, Pleasant St , Amherst Deposit

required. Call 549 0544 for info. Ask Larry .

Cape Cod cottages for rent, for 4 pers..

$1100 f up, cal l 1 (61 7) 771 4668 , W. Yar .

In Balchartown, large, sunny apt. on the

bus route Located in old farmhouse, $2(XJ

per month, incl. util. Call 323 4912

Rooms to rant at Pi Lambda Phi, 14 Elm
St., $150 for summer, $25 security, kitchen

and laundry facilities, short walk to campus
and town.

Four bedroom house opposite Flo's

Diner. Northampton, for June, $380 per

mo. plus utilities, "as is," call between
4-5:30, Skibiski Realtors, 584 3428

Apartment for rant in Rolling Green.

Available May 30, it's yours from June,

1979 to June, 1980! This is a two bedroom,
two bathroom townhouse. Brand new
carpetir>g, air conditioning, cable TV,

French doors on the BN bus line, call after-

r>oon or evenings, 253 5081, ask for Steve

Of Eric.

3 bedroom apt.. 105 Meadow St.,

Amherst, convenient location, on bus
route, $350 mo., call 549-5153.

FOR SALE

1 Raleigh Pro, 3 Paranrwunts — ec, reas.

trade- ins accepted, 549-4549.

Uaad furniture in excellent condition:

tables, chairs, sofas, lamps, etc.— going

faat, call immediately, 253-7111.

2 Grateful Dead tickets for sale, 546-7320,

caN anytime. »

1970 Ford Falcon, runs' well, asking $260,

call 256 64^, leave me«age,
Bedroom furnitura, chaap, cA J^^«

VW iMrta ear, not rurwMng, 1100 or 60,
caH 549-6884.

WmW OMd^ cal RWt. 1617) Watfm.

Peuguot PX10^23" ReynoMs S31, 1300.

Vince Schwinn World Traveler 23", $100.

B3 5622. AMF single speed 26' wheal.

>30-

K-siia watarbad. harKlfinished frame,

e^wything included, ca ll 584 0664

IfTO DodgaT«rig, nb.. 1600. 20
" color TV.

$150. used washing nrMCh., $70. 2 used

type^rs.. $25 ea . all nag., (413) 628 4594.

Kitchen sat. taMe w/ tfwirs. twin bed,

box spring, mattress. Bact offer, call

&«^1039

Furniture 4 sale: rugs, lamps, tables, etc..

call 549 57;^

2 ain. bada.
253-5725.

draaser lamp

New Olih 7 skis, never mounted, 195cm.
$100 Peter. :^ 5226.

Panasonic comp*ci atafao. Excellent

conditwn, Mifmq $135. Chris, 6^730

For sale- Pace 125 CB radio, asking %'St,

call Pat, 6 4466

72 Honda CL460 CO. stock, under 8000
mi-.gd. on-off road, $550, Dave. 323 6236.

Watarbed. moving, must sell, Queen sz..

w stained frm., exc. cond., $150 Call

Sue, 549-1349, or Matt, 549 0773.

Motobecane bike: 549-4868^

1964 Metro van, good cond., 70,000 mi ,

make excellent camper, $600, call 586 6672

Clogs^ Clogs! Clogs! All handcrafted— aH
pnced, $18 $23, Vermont Clog Factory

Store— Carriage Shops— N. Pleasant St.,

Amher«L_^

Lt. gr. rm., size rug, Jennifer, 5<6-64S2.

Clogs! Clogs! Clogs! All handcrafted- all

priced $18- $23, Vermont Clog Factory

Store- Carriage Shops, N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst.

1971 Coupe Da Villa Gold Cadillac. Good
condition- needs some engine work. Air

conditioning. Best offer. Call 527-7761,

after midnight.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732. bet. 9 10 a.m.

1 pr. CCM, Super Tacks, size 7y2, $60, call

Dean, 546-7439, exc. cor>d.

3 cu. ft.

349 2615.

frig., 4 mo. old, $90, Fred

FOUND

Goessman Aud., sm. case, pens, keys,

253 3630

Found- 1 Siamese cat, near FAC,
665^3409^_

Found -watch in Herter. call 549-5962.

Found — glasses behind Cashin, call

6-4328.

Found— long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan-black n^arkings, 665-4324.

HELP WANTED

Summer emp.. Cape Cod rest, is seeking

ambitious exp. cooks, must have
references, also needed are waitresses,

hostesses and busboys, will train, apply at

I HOP, Rte. 132, Hyannis, or c^ll Robbie at

(617) 771-3244 for interview.

Tennis instructors for boys' summer
camp. Boys' Camp (51st year), Lenox MA,
has openings for tennis instructors for ex-

tensive program. 16 Hartru courts; 8 under
lights, other openings. Send resume or

detailed letter. Camp Mah- Kee- Nac, Joe
Kruger, 20 Allen Court, South Orange NJ
07079.

Would you like experience in public rela-

tions? WMUA radio offers valuable training

for media and publicity work. Contact:

Judith Schaefer at 545-2876 or 253-2538.

The PVTA will be interviewing students of

the 5 colleges for the position of driver

trainee on Tues. eve, 5-15, between 7:30 &
8:30 in the UMass Campus Ctr., rm. 803.

The successful applicants will be trained for

a license to driver shuttles buses (5- Col

lege) for Sept. This is an excellent oppor

tunity for part time work.

Skilled paint crew, carpenter, cabinet-

maker, mason, summer, Amherst,
549-6478.

Car owners prafarrad— travel and make
$2213 c lear - call 2^-2597 for apptjnt.

^^lanta naad for aalling. Great commis
son, your own hours Car probably need-

ed. Call 253 3381. Jeffery Amherst
Bookshop.

Thinking of next year's finances? Tired

of minimum wage? Your time can be worth
nwre. And with flexible hours. Set your
own goals as a part time college agent with
Northampton Mutual Life, Ciril T772 023&
for information.

WSmUCTION

Frack—good luck in Philly- a friend.

B«^ mito maclianic workshop. Sum-
mer classes now forming. Limited ervt^-
ment, 7B hours, classroom theory £r $tH>p.

Auto Skills, Box 210, Amherst 01002.

253 7967

Hot air balloon rides, \maotm. sales pro-

motions, Amherst Hot Air Bsik>on Co intro

flight. $46. a3-3ea4. <toy or awa.

Urgent reward, $50, lost manilla

envek>pe, important papers, 253 2290

Baby duck lost near stadium, brown with

yellow marks, about 3 inches tall. Please

call 527 1885.

Glassaa in h. blue caM. with doctor's

name on it ISatoman), call 6-S051

.

Lost— white & It. tMue lacket at Phi Mu
Sat_ Please call 6-€a37.

Kays with Sewamuttic kay ring loat. if

four>d please call 549-37S7.

Lost — red notebook. Eng. Anthro. notes,

near Bartlett, 4-30. call Mary , 256 6698.

Loat—bm. ftanr>el shirt - last day of Aprl.,

gold rim glasses in breast pocket. Will

reciprocate, call Dave, 367 9578.

Eyeglasaaa. pink tint— CC. reward,

6-7643.

MISCELLANEOUS

Small sorority close to campus looking

for boarders for faU, 3 meal/ day, call Lisa

K ,256-6887.

MOTORCYCLES

1971 Honda CB460. tow miles, excellent

condition, DOHC, $595, call Rich, 6-6768.

1975 Honda CB360. elec. start, i^isc brake,

well maintained, $425, call 549-6656.

75 Honda CB38irr, exc. cond., 4000 mi.,

lock & chain, heln>et, sissy bar, roll bar

cover, well worth $750 or BO, ca ll 546 8717 .

75 Suzuki T500, exc. cond., luggage rack,

helmet. Continental tires, 15,200 miles,

$750 firm; 6-41 18

PERSONALS
~

Tami: "Let the good tim^ roll," happy bir-

thday! Stripes.

Jeannie, happy birthday... "that's what I

said, ' MB^

baveTWomen Conqueror) Davis, have a

happy 22nd. Love, Al.

EK — thank you for sharing rr.y best year

ever. Happy anniversary, ISALY, SJN,

Ralphy Productions presents— Tommy,
Paul and Charlie- The Andover Stooges!!

Let these young hoods amuse you, call

UMass Police for show times and convic-

tions!

M.J.. the gal from Gaeltown, is making a

special appearance at V.M. this weekend.
Glad to have ya! P.G.

Love an engineer today—why not? It's

mint! __^
Stacey, Dana. Ray. Roger. Ma h Ron:
Congrats! Thanks for the memories— keep
in touch, OK? I'm going to miss you! Love
always, E.

Disco? Come to the PGA Disco at Hamp-
shire College Dining Commons tonite!!!

Chink-eyes: love ya, sparkles.

Andee— I can't wait til the summer. Paren-

thesis^

JQA 8th, thanks. Love yuz. Res, Ass. Me-
Mo.

Mint chip, I love you, hon, smile. 113.

Drummer wanted for rocknroll band —
no business, just fun. Must be available

through summer, start immed., call Mark,

253 2893.

Astrology birthcharts, compatability

rdngs., 11 yr. profsn., Louis Neubel,

549 6425.

Dead tix wanted, top dollar paid for stu-

dent or visitor tix,
,

Rhythmic movers GD. first set.

Do you need your van this summer? If no^
how about renting or selling it to me? CaH
Bruce, 6-8610, or David. 6-4164.

Ara you wild and crazy? We need summer
sales help who are m nutty as we are. We
have seen the future, and it is Puddle

Jumpers!! If you need a part-time summer
salm job, call Bruce at 6 8610 or David at

6-4164 Good pay, benefits
.

Fraah platinum. 546-5130.

Hatch. Hubbard. Millan, aiMl Moa- yov
guys can really deliver!!! And I bet that

you'd like to know who this is!!!

Sweat Baboo. I love you. Gonna miss ya .

Ara you frustrated with the run-around

on your car repair or the r>ew car you
bought? Do you suspect you have a lemon
or the r^^airs weren't done right? Call Con
Sunwr Action, &te-0199, or 545-0781, for

help. Sponsored by MassPIRG.

Syvaat Baboo, i love you. Gonna nwaa ya .

Gay peer counseling. SU 406 G Tues.,

5 7, Thurs. 6 8. Fn. 4-6 or call 545^2645

Stick it in your ear— fraa aw piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs.

264 N. Pleasant St.. Amh, 253 3324.

Diamond engagement Cr wedding rings,

hand-wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St..

253 3324.

RIDERS WANTED

Ridera wanted to Florida, leaving Mav 27
or 28 from Boston area. Contact Stacy im-

med., 6^9598.

North to Alaskal 3 pecK>le, share driving,

expenses Lv. May 20, via Can. Hwy., Ak.
Hwy., Fairbanks, Anchorage, Kenai Penin.

Call Jackson, (617) §36 8891, (6171

848-0131.

Car-pool to Ware this summer, M-F, 9-5,

starting 6/1. I have car, share car, ex-

penses. Call 2S3-S693, keep tryingl

ROOM WANTED

2 women seeking 2 bdrms. in an Amherst
house, no complexes, pise., summer only,

call Liza or Christine, 665-3607, 549-3512.

ROOMMATE WANTED

June-Aug., fall option. Share apt. w/ 3
men. Rent $81, Dave. 549-0701, Bran-

dywirie^ ^__^
Hey you! 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt., own
bath, low rent, male or fmale., avail. 6/1,

549 5990, Nancy or 545 0613, Mike.

Room avail, furn., female Colonial

Village, June 1, bus rt., $75, pool,

256-6489.

Brittany Manor— 2 non-smoking room-
mates. Available 9/1, call 253-3645.

Housemate: in Sunderland, on bus route,

for summer, $80, plus utilities, 665-4181.

Fmale. wanted to share apt. w/ 2 others

in Brandywine, 79/ 80, call 546-9300 or

546-4750.

Housemate- for summer/ option to

renew, $90, on bus route, garden,

665 4721

,

Hse. near Hyannia, C. Cod, need
hsemates., $750 for season, call Mike/
Cyn, 253-3615.

Roommate wanted, 2 bdrm., Cliffside

apt., S85 per mo., utilities included, Steve,

665-3270 or 545 0896.

Rm. for large of 2 bedrooms, Jun. 1 Et fall

option. Split $225, rent. Steve, 256-0470,

Bill 253-3323, or Sharyn, 253-7817.

2 women looking for 1 or 2 fmale. to share

Brittany Manor apt., 253-5941.

Share Townehouse apt. w/ 2 others. Call

549-1203, rent negotiable.

South Yarmouth— 1 or 2 people, M-F, for

summer rental, 546-5359.

For Brandywine apt.. $55/ mo.,
549 6659.

We're aeeking another non- nicotine veg-

gie couple to share our beautiful home,
woods, gardens, participation in collective

domestic activities & supportive com-
munication. 2 rooms, $95 each, 367-2695.

Friday. May 11, 1979i iCollgglJtQ IS

To place a classified ad, drop by the

Co/hgian office (CC 1131 between 8 4^

a.m., and 345 p m Monday 'luotjtjh F'

day or use our iidndv clip and nidil torn

found in most issues of the CoUegian
Classified deadline is 345 p.m. two days
in advance of publication date.

^H^^l Collegian
^^^^Hciasslfieds^1

1

Collegian classified rates are; daily.

4«>- p» 1 lino, five consecutive issues. 4(k
!.. ,:., per (i.jy; :» consecutive issues.

',. lu [iHf Udv One line is Hajiihly

txiuivuitiiii to 38 i^iiaracttifs

in Puffton apt..

Sept. famale roommates, Townhouse
apt., 2 bedroom, $115/ mo. Lori, 549 1739 .

Roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm.,

Puffton, summer. Own bedrm. & bathrm.;

pool, tennis, bus. Rent neg. Call Erik,

549 3616^

Live at Cape this sumrr^r. 2 females

wanted to share house in West Yarmouth,

$560 each, move in May 26 , call 6^4935.

Female roommate wanted for complete
ly furnished Presidential apt. for summer, 5
min. walk to campus, call immediately,

Megan or Patti, 549 6233.

Own bdrm. avail.

54^5730

Houaamatas wanted, beautiful hM. in

Amherst. Easy walk, town, univ., $87.50

per mo. plus util., starts June 1, opt. for

fall, call 253-2842, evenings.

Fmale. wanted to share apt w/ 2 others

in Brt. Manor for 7980 year, $85/ mo.,

Beth, 256-8040.

Need roommates, 2 bedroom apt., Bran-

dywin., furnished, fall option, 549-5138.

One bdrm. in furn. house— close to cam-

pus, avail. 5/ 26- 7/ 31, $90 + util., call

256^8898.

For summer. Brandywine. 1 bdrm. in 2
bdrm. apt., rwnsmoker, pool, AC, tow
rent, 546 5885.

Beat the bua— half apartment, 5 min. to

campus, Lincoln Ave., $120, 545-0731,

Steve.

Have apt. to yrself. most of summer —
share pt. of summer furnished nr. cam-

pus- call aft. 10:30 a.m., kp. trying; Janet,

549 1822.

Female roommate wanted- Rolling

Green, own rm., $120/mo., call Karen,

253 5919.

Female roommate wanted to share 2
bdrm apt- Colonial Vill ,

$100 -i-, option

to renew, call Beth, 253 5032.

SERVICES

Professional typing done at less the cost

of a typing service. Thesis, papers, charts,

etc. Contact Nancy at 310 Arnold House or

call 268 7140, evenings.

TO SUBLET

Summer sublet— 1 or 2 bedrooms in

Brandywine. Call 5^-5920.

Summer sublet — 2 rms in farm house 4

mi. from UM- Pelham 80-i-120mo, 27

acres, swim. Furnished, beautiful, call

253 3794.

Great deal! Brandywine summer subit, 2

bedrooms, nice sunny location, pool, AC,
dishwasher. Rent negotiab le, 549-5063.

Summer sublet, ideal location, Amherst
center, 1 br. in 3 br. apt., female, only 1/4

mile from UMass, rent $85 + util., fall opt.,

call Kim, 253-5896.

1 or 2 br. in 3 br twnhse. apt., Southwd.,

part, furn., fall option, call 256-8257.

3 bdrms. twnhse. apt. in Southwood.

Bus rt., pool, fall option, call 256-8257.

Amherst. 1 block fr. cntr., summer only, 2

bedroom, rent neg., util. incL, 546-9323,

eve. .

Sunderiand bonanza, 2 bdrm. summer

sublt., fall option, cool pool, hiking trails,

tennis cts., $240, negot. Call 665-2131,

eves., keep trying.

Mill Hollow apt.. 2 bdrm., next to pond,

N. Amherst, $220, incl. util., June- Aug.,

opt. lease, 549-6637, eves.

Summer sublet, 3 bdr. twnhse.. Rolling

Green, all util. incl., pool, bus rt., 253-7219.

Summer ' sublet: 2 bedroom furnished

apt., 6/1-9/1, $200/ mo., includes utilities.

Mill Hollow apts., call 549-5935, eves.

One bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt., on bus rte., in

Sunderland. Move in any time after May
16. May rent already paid. Rent is very low.

Call Mike, 665-4206

Nice cool apartment in Amherst center.

Need two people $85 + utilities for singles.

Contact Fay or Cr at 253-9458.

r^'hamp., 4 bedroom house, av. June to

Sept., call Skibiski Realty, 584 3428, $370

mo.

Summer sublet, Amherst, large furnish-

ed room, bus route, laundry facilities,

stores. Deb, 256-6698, morns., or 730-8130

or after 3:00 p.m.

2 bdrm. -Col. Vil., $180 mth., fall opt.,

pool. Indry., bus rt., call 253-2226.

Mill Hollow apt., avail 6/1 w/ fall opt., 2

bdrm., near Puffers Pond, $220/ mo.,

ne^t, call 549-2859, e\«^

Cheap rent available in Riverglade apt,,

own room, swim, pool, bus route. Call

256-«)59. evenings.

With fall option- 2 bdrm , Colonial Vlll.,

$190/ mo . avail late May, call 253 7272.

Need a place to live for part of or tfie

whole summer? Townhouse, 2 br , fall op
tion, rent negot., 549-6378.

Summer sublet— 1 bdrm. in Southwood
townhouse. $127/ OK)., call 256-8663.

Puffton 3 bdrm., 6/ 1 8/30, lots special at

tractions, semi- furn., rent neg., 549-4874 ,

Presidential apt. —less than a half mile to

campus. Option for fall. Two bedroom, AC.
dishwasher, spacious. On bus route if you
don't feel like walking. Avail., May 28, call

549^1209.

Cliffside, 1 br., dishwash., avaH. 5/29, w/
option, $170/ mo., 665^7545.

low rent.N. Pleaaant. 1 rm. av.

256-6150, summer sublet only.

Responsible female, 25 -^
, non- smoker,

wanted to share 3 bedroom house with

same. $180/ mo., available June 1, option,

Sept., 253-3953, after 5 p.m.

4 bdrm. twnhse.. 1 Vi bath, AC, DW,
pool, great location, bus rte., avi. 6/1, w/
opt., $360 a mn.. Squire Vill., huge apt.,

666-7523.

Puffton Village. 6/1- 8/30, 3 bedroom, 2

bath, pool, tennis courts, air cond., $270,

neg., Michelle, 256-6447.

Summer sub., 1 br. in 3 br. apt., Puf. Vil.,

$100 mo.. Dee, 549-0106.

Air conditioned, two bedroom apt., pool,

DW, tennis, bus rt., near laundry, bus rt.,

hiking trails, view of woods, cow past., fall

option, $165 for summer, 665-2578.

Avail. July- Aug.. w/ fall option, 1 br. in

Riverglade, 3 br. apt. (2 people poss.), call

256-6137, ask for Deb or Mike
.

Rolling Green garden apt. — 1 female

wanted for own bedroom. Fully furnished,

bus rte., AC, all utiities incl., pool, cheap

rent, call Joy or Robyn, after 6, 253-3523.

1 bdrm. In 3 bdrm. Puffton apt., air cord

pool, tennis, rent negotiable, call evenings.

5495924.

Pretty townhouse apt., $200/ mo.,

549 1739.

2 bdrm. Colonial Vill., pool, bus rt., rent

negotiable. Call 253 3273.

1 bdrm. Rolling Gr.. 5/26- 8/31. Furnish

ed. AC DW, pool, on bus rte., all utilities,

rent neg., call 253-3531.

Spacious 3 bedroom Squire Village,

$240/ mo., 6/1-8/31, w/ opt., wall to wall,

1 'h baths, AC, dish., pool, bus. 665-3083 .

5-6 bedrm. house/ Florence cntr./ on bus

line/ 2 mi. from Smith/ avail. June 1, $350

-I- util./ call 586-2973.

3 bdrms., one minute from campus, 2 pvt.

porches, huge yard. $300- util. incl.,

549-1254.

Sunder, townhsa., avail, for fall, swg.

pool, ten. crts., cheap rent for sum.

665-3925. .

Two bdrm. apt. to sublet for summer,

pool, on bus rt., call 665-3552 (evenings).

Townhouse apts.. 2 bdrm., furn., neg.,

549-3687.

Summer sublet. 1 bdrm. apt., furnished,

AC, pool, courts nearby, on bus rt., fall

opt'., call 665 3569.

Cheap I! Brandywine apt., AC, pool, $200

mo., includes major appl. , call 549-5139.

Townhse.. 2^d. apt.. ^V^ bath., full

basement, w/w carpet, AC, pool, 6/1-

8/30, w. opt. $245 mo.. 253-3313,

Riverglade, on bus rte.

Roll. Green, 3 bdrm. twnhse., fall option,

all util., air cond., pool, call 253-5725.

2 br. apt. at Puffers Pond in No. Amherst,

$220/ month. Includes utilities. 6/1- 9/1,

fall option, call 549-5134, morns, or eve.

Summer sublet, 2 or 3 bdrms. in 3

bedroom Puffton apt., 546-9804 or

546-9814.

2 bdrm. furn. twnhse. apt., AC, pool,

DW, bus rte., price negotiable, 253-7478.

Semi-furnished apt., Puffton, 3 bdrm.,

$250 or neg., avail. June 1- Sept. 1.

549 2619.

1 bedroom apt., Cliffside, starting June 1,

w/ option for fall, $165, call 665-3254, or in-

quire at rental office about F-6.

1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. twnhse.. fall opt., pool,

tennis courts, all util. avail, end of May,
$100/ mo., call 665-2264.

Rm. for 1 male in 2 bdrm. Squire Village

apt. for summer, plus fall option, on bus

rte., approx. $80/ month, 6^ 7557, after 8
p.m.

Sublet: Presidential apt., 2 bdrm., Juiw-

Aug.. with fall opt , 549^4534,

Saval 2 bdrm. Cliffside. $200, no utilities,

on bus stop, tennis, fall option, 6fe-3006.

3 bdrms. in 4 bdrm. hse. in N. Amherst,

great summer place, convenient and com-
fortable, $87.50/ mo. -^ util., avail. 6/1,

call 549 0319.

2 bdroom. apt.. C(^onial Vill., furn., opt.,

June Aug., opt. to ren., $190, r>eg.,,

256^6449. eves.

Rm. for summer in house on bus route,

253-7660.

1 br. apt., Cliffside, rent neg

Riverglade, 2
ed, pool, carp

bus rt., $195/ mo
9/4. 253 2069

666-3026

br., Townhouse: furnish-

AC, DW h disp, --^ . laund.,

incl. heat h hw, 5/22-

Fum. atudio apt. for summer. May 25-

Aug. X. Lincoln apts , on campus. $141/

mo., incl. util., 549 6215. after 5.

Sunny 2 bdrm. apt., bus rte., pool. $200/

mo., fall opt., 253-5028, S. Amh., avail

May 27.

1 bdrm. in 3 bdrm. apt., available Jurw 1,

special apt. on bus rt., overlooks Holyok..

range access to pool, tennis courts and

garden rent, $95-»- . call 253-5978.

4 bedroom house on bus route near town,

sublet June- August, fall option, call

253 .'^234.

Southwood apt. — avail. 6/1, w/ opt. to

renew, 2 bdrm., part. furn.. bus rte., call

256 0394, aft'noon.

3 bdrms.. one minute from campus, 2 pvt.

porches, huge yard, $300- util. incl.

549 1254.

Brandywine, 2 bdrm. apt., avail.

6/1 8/31, AC, pool, cable TV, semi furn.,

on bus routes, rent $225- mo. or BO, call

549 131 7.

Sublet— 1 mo. rent free- fully fum., 2

bdrm Riverglade t hse., 6/1 9/1, $195 *

util./ 2 mos., bus pool, air cond., call

256-8104, eve.

3 bedrooms in Puffton Village, avail

6/1-8/30, $230/ month, call 549-0313.

2 br. apt. at Puffers Pond in No. Amherst,

$280/ month. Includes utilities. 6/1 9/1,

fall option. Call 549-5134, morns, or eve.

Townehouse apt., sub. 6/1 8/31. 2 bdr ,

AC, carpet, part, furn,, pool, on bus rte.,

$200/ mo., call 549-6078.

1 bedrm. apt., Puffton, AC, carpet, ten

nis, pool, avail. June to Sept., option for

fall, 549 5356, keep trying, $175.

Summer sublet, Puffton Village,

6/1-8/31. 3 bedroom, 2 baths. On bus

route, laundry, pool, tennis courts, park-

ing, air cond., $300/ mnth., util. incl., ex-

cept elect., call 549-6739.

air cond., pool,

1, fall option.
Squire Village. 2 bdrm.
bus route, avail. June
665-7158.

2 bedroom, Amherst center, summer
sublet, rent reasonable, call Mary,

256-0276.

Large 4 bedroom apt. in older house on

bus route, easy walk to Amh. ctr., porch

and backyd., price negotiable, call eves.,

253-9467, avail, mid-May or June.

Female rmate. wanted for beautiful apt.

close to UMass. summer- poss. fall.

549-1114.

One bedroom — Puffton Village, available

May 26, call 549-6108.

1 bdrm. Rolling Gr.. avail. June, July,

Aug., on bus rte.. AC, DW, pool, reg..

$242, will sub., $175. call 256-6383.

Puffton, 1 br. in 3 br. apt. for summer w/
possible option, Jeff, 549-5877.

2 bdrm. twnhse., Sunderland, 6/1 8/31,

w/ opt., $200 mo., util. incl., bus rt., pool,

665 3589.

Townehouse apts., 3 bedroom, carpet,

AC, on bus route, make an offer! Avail. 6/

1 / 79, call 549-5934.

Try this— nice rm. in 3 bdrm. apt., pool,

AC, garden, bus rt., loveable roommates,

pizza, $85 or less, Northwood, 665-3518.

Summer-fall option,

util., Kathy, 253 3658.

Cliffside, 1 bd.

incl., furnished,

665-4188

apt..

$150

1 bdrm., $170 -i-

June- Aug., util.

mo., dishwasher.

Famale rmate. wanted for beautiful apt.

close to UMass, summer poss. fall,

5^1114.

4 br., carpet, AC. pool, bus, spacious,

kids OK, fall option, $38) or best offer,

6^4246.

Fall option - 5 bdrm. house, S. Amherst,

$425, avail, end May, garage, quiet,

253^2521.

1 bdrm. Rolling dr., avail June, July,

Aug., on bus ne., AC, DW, pod, reg..

$242, will sub.. $175, call 256-6383.

Naad a place to live for part of or the

whole sumnner? Townhouse, 2 br., fall op-

tion, rent negot., 549-6378.

Sunderiand bonanza) 2 bdrm., cool pool,

tennis, hiking trails, bus route, partly fur-

nished, $240/ mo., incl. utilities, fall option,

666^7981.

Puffton, 1 br. fn 3 br. apt. for summw w/
possible option. Jeff, 549-5877.

Echo Hill, 1 bdrm. avail., $140/ BO.
263^9862.

2 quiet nonanM>kora wt>o Mta nts. own
bdrms. for summer. $75 monthly, with

elec.. 253-7573, evenings.

Grab- 2 bdrm. Presidential apt. for June
1 - close to campus— 549 5729, eves.

Sublet, option to lease, 2 bedroom apt.,

swim pool, tennis, Sunderland, caU Pat.

256-8567.

4 parson collective seeks femaia
housemate for summer. On bus route.

Nonsmoker. Call 665 4768.

Fum. atudio apt. for summer. May
25 Aug. 30, Lincoln apts., on campus,
$141/ mo., incl. util., 549-6215, after 5

1 bdrm. of 3 bdnm. apt., pool. AC, tennis

courts, cable TV, bus route, 549-4880.

2-3 bdrms. twnhs.; walk, dist. to campus,

stores. Puffers; on 2 bus rts.; quiet resd.

area; avail. 6/1. $100/rm. or BO: 549 1218 .

1 bedroom Cliffside apt. w/ bus route

and pool. $180 /mo. incl. utilities or best of-

fer. Partly furnished, call 666 2487.

Jun. -Aug., part of summer share; most of

summer, have apt. to yourself; near cam-

pus, furnished; call aft. 10:30 a.m., kp. try..

549 IffiZ

2 bdrm., avail. 6/1. fall option, $240' mo.

Pool . AC, bus route. 666-7537
.

Brandywine -6/1 to 8/31. 2 bdrm . fur-

nished, AC, pool, tennis, bus rte,,

549-4671.

Fall option, Brandywine, 2 bedroom, 2

bus rt., pool, AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,

nice location, rent negotiable, call

549 5815.

Rooms for rent in house for summer, %
mile frgm campus, rent negot. 549-1867.

houe, Conway,
incl., keep

One bdrm. in large

$90/mon,, util.

calling -369-8372. ^,

2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or BO. Call 253-7703, 4-8 p.m.

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1 549 5144.

WANTED

New York Deadhead desperately needs

one ticket, please call Mike collect, (516)

935-7431.

2 Dead tickets needed, Susan, 586 2867

.

Dead tix wanted, top dollar paid, for stu-

dent or visitor tix,

1 Dead guest ticket, will pay, $15, 6-4841 .

Dead tickets, will pay $15, 256-0639.

Wanted: 5- 5% cu. ft. refrigerator, good
cond., call 6-8356,

Dead ticket, non-student. Call Joel at

253-5333, after 7 p.m.

2 Dead tickets, will pay $15 for ea.. call

Karen, 6-6630.

Need desperately-one Dead tik. $15,

6-4357.

We buy uaad cars, 256-8433 or 549-5986 .

Mature rasp, man seeks a nice cozy 1 br.

apt. or other w/ privacy in N'hampton,

starting 5/20-6/1. call Mel, • eves., at

256-8601^ _^__.
Rider wanted to Florida, leaving July 10,

contact immed. Maureen, 256-6738.

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted: 4 or 5 bedroom house, with con-

venience to campus, call Joe at 546-5066

PARACHUTING

First jump course, Thursday, 19lh, 7

p.m., CC rm. 803, bring current ID and

$60- limited to 1st 15 people.
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Laxmen's playoff future
decided against Syracuse
ByJIMDEGNIM
Coilegian Staff

The UMass men's lacrosse team, coming
off two big wins in the past week, faces the
seventh ranked Syracuse Orangemen
today at 3 at Boyden in a game that could
clinch a playoff berth for the winr>er.

Garber's (^rillas, apparently peaking in the
last week of the season, defeated 6th-

ranked Army, Saturday, ar»d 14th ranked
Harvard, Tuesday, and find themselv^ in

the playoff picture again. A win over tfie

Orangemen, according to coach Dick
Garber, would make UMass "a very strong
contender for the tournament.

"

Garber saw Syracuse (10-3) in a season-
opening loss to Cornell and describes the
Orangemen as "a very strong offensive

team." The leading scorer for Syracuse is

attackman Tim O'Hara with 32 goals and 46
assisa. Garber calls O'Hara "one of the

best attackmen in the nation." The
Syracuse midfield, "the strength of the

team ' according to Gart}er, features two
brothers, Tim and Kevin Qonahue, who are

"dynamite shooters.

"

The game today will be the first for

Syracuse in 1 1 days, and the Orangemen
could be rusty at the outset as a result.

Goalie for Syracuse is Jamie Molloy, who is

from Manhasset, NY, home town of four

UMass play*>r!t Mollov is a flashv

goaltender, according to Garber, and has
made 164 sav^s this season. In addition to
O'Hara, the Syracuse offense boasts
another fine performer m Brad Short who
has 30 goals and 20 assists this year.

The unsung UMass defense has been
playing well of late, especially senior co-
captain Roger Coe, who will cover O'hara
today And senior goalie Don 'Duck'
Goldstein has overcome his early season
problems to have a good year.

The game represents a reprieve for the
Gorillas, who were all but counted out of
the NCAA tourney after two one-goal
lossM to Cornell and Hofstra earlier in the
season. With the two recent big wins,
however, the playoffs are a distinct

possibility. Should UMass win, the waiting
process begins as the selection committee
meets this weekend to choc^e the eight
tournament teams. The committee makes
its choices independent of the USILA
coaches' poll, so the top eight teams in that
poll don't necessarily make the playoffs.
The 1979 edition of Garber's Gorillas are
seeking to put UMass in the tourney for the
third time in the last four years.

Both teams corr>e into the game injury-

free.

"We're ready," Garber said yesterday,
"and the fans are going to see a good
game."

Lions vs. Happy Feet
in IIVI Softball finale
By DONNA SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

The high scoring M^kimmie Lions
routed two successive teams in last night's

intramural Softball action to secure a spot in

the finals against the equally successful

Happy Feet.

After trouncing Bally Ale's 16-3, the
Lions went up against the Graduates, who
defeated the defending champs, Home
Plate, in an earlier game. Down 6-5 in the
fifth and final inning, the Graduates tied the

score, then went ahead when Andre
Fruneaux got a base hit with the bases
loaded, scoring Mark Ahman.
The Graduates then fell to the Lions, 12-

3. The Lions, according to captain Ed
Manzi, have been led by the consistent,

outstanding playing of Tom Ferris. "He's
been the wood for the team all season,"
said Manzi.
The Lions will face Happy Feet who

defeated Express in the semi-finals 4- 1 . The
game remained scoreless until the fourth

inning when Dennis Bilodeau hit a two run

homer to give Happy Feet a lead they never

lost.

In the quarter fir>als of men's soccer,

Rick Zanini scored a goal with two seconds
left to play to give the Thatcher Redeyes a

1-0 victory over the Baker Volleybabies.
The Teamen defeated the Cranks by the
same 1-0 score, and White Owl edged by
the Alcoholic 2-1. Mark O'Brien and Dave
Stockwell each scored or^ goal to give
Swillage a 2-0 win over Ski Team.

In the grad-faculty league softball iK:^n,
the Skeptics, led by Bob OeCarolis, who
went three for three at the plate, defeated
Prince Dormitory 8-1.

Sociology edged by the Crackers 3-2 in

the grad faculty league semi-finals and wM
face the Skeptics in finals action

,

The Pumas trounced Vito s Wops 21 -8 in

women's semifinals softball action to

secure a spot in the firufai. The ^imaa
dominated the game scoring mght runs in

the first inning led by a two run homer by
Lisa Robbins with two outs. Robbins led off

in the fourth inning with a triple, startir^ off

an eleven run inning.

In CO rec softball action, the Boob Tubet
advanced to the finals by defMting
Mackimmie 11-7, and IM SS defeated the
Bears 8-4, also advancing to finals play. IM
SS was led by a three run homer by Barry
Frishberg.

Most of the ftrials will be played McKxtey,
with action staaing at 4:00, %n6 th«y wiN
continue on Tuesday.

WANTED
Reporters and Photographers

for summer weekly newspaper.
Big benefits. No pay.

This is the opportunity to turn
that leisure summer time into a
productive learning experience;
no volunteers turned away.
Leam all aspects of production
of a small weekly newspaper.
Inquire at the Massachusetts Dally Collegian

offices, 113 Campus Center, or call 545 3500

4\^

The Collegian is an

Affirmative AcTion

Equal Opponunity
employer
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OVER 50 STYLES
of clogs for men and

women
Heartfelt
Leather

Downtown
Amherst

8 Main St. Amherst
DMv SOO-SM

PLAYTREK

RUSSE]
™ LIQUOl
18 Main St.

LI
us

253-5441

1 We will have over

I 2500 cold cases of

I beer just for

I Concert

1 Weekend.

I Just for yowl

We've got 1
SELECTIONI 1

We've got it 1
COLDI 1

We've got it 1
NOWl 1
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WmUfl programming
6am lOwn

7.7 30.8.8 30.9

B:3Sa«n

10wn2prh

12:00

2pni 5:30pni

4:30pm

5:00

S:02

5:30pm-6ptii

"THE PRIOAV MORNING
MEAKFAST- WITH CHARLES

HOLMES

WAKE UP NEWS/Vtcki Bates

SPORTS/ Tim WMserman

•ATHENASWEB"
WITH DON CEROW

Oeaiy aetrotogtcal

weattier forecaMi

•BLACK CLASSICAL MUSIC
WITH BRIAN McCREE"

The music of Leon Thomee.
M«fK>n Brown. Bribe Holidav.

&m fiU9mM and ottten

NOON REPORT/Bob Kimball

SPORTS /Tim Hotteran

"IT'S ONLY ROCK N' ROLL"
WITH PERRY ADLER
Ne«v Wave, oldtes. and
should have been hitt;

radto Nke n oncm was
and should still be

BANOBOARD Uating of

Of local muaical happcnir>ga

NEWS HEAOUNES

"ATHENA'S WEB"
WITH DON CEROW

NEWSWATCH /Vickie Bates

WEATHERWATCH/Fred Winet
SPORTS/NmI Oppar

Todaij in the DC

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Meatloaf/ Sweet £f Sour Sauce

DINNER

Cheese Lasagna/Tomato Meat
Sauce

Fried Cod/Tartar Sauce
Fruit Plate w/Crackers

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Vegetable Shepherds Pie

BASICS DINNER

Cheese Lasagna /Tonfiato Sauce
Fried Cod /Tartar Sauce
Fruit Plate w/ Crackers

Aluminum Foil by Steve Laflet

THERE'S A SAND OUT ON THE
MiCHWAV ...

TME.y'RE A AAiMaoW ruLL OF
^OUND /

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Nebbish by Mike Galper

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

See T)ick.

ce^&kiU Run.

Run.DicU.Run

M^'Hin -ihc Current c^:t>

eji-fucrtai QcK is y^/5

-io (>e ch^ncj a let

Cf -if^iS

doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

moEKH6F
fouauDmcB

mutmnrw.
AUTrUFM(B
MeanHTY..

UkSASneAr
CWAMCIJN'
TBMcnmnse.
iCAHoer
BeHmm

sure:! I'M JUST
mWl PftACnCNBMY
PUANB? CAUFORNIAN.
istmr «ws)aie7»«

ytJU? QONTBXr? CAN

\ ^,— e/etfT?

UH.. I CAN GAEAT! HAMB
6IVB/rMr AmCBOAf.
BBSrSHOr. SAVBTHa

Thinking About
Summer School?

Mass Bay has over 100 courses to

choose from.

Day and Evening classes

Tuition $75 per 3-credit courM
Classes begin June 4

Come in or r 11 for a catalogue.

Mass Bay Cor
Division of Co
50 Oakland S!

iiy College

mg Education

Weilesley Hills. MA 02181

telephone /1 100x132
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Coll«ge basket
bail sensation Ear

¥in "Magic
Johnson must
decide today on
whether or not to
enter his name in

the National
• a s k e t b a 1

1

Association's col

i^e draft as a
hardship case
The Los Angeles
Lakers, owners ot

the number one
pick in the draft,

have shown a
great interest in

Johnson and
would most likely

make him their

first pick.

^Batmen face Amherst today
CONT FROM PAGE 20

Don Cook, head Baseball coach and athletic director of Fair-

field, IS chairman of the committee, but in a non-voting
capacity. Voting members of the committee include Dean
Ehlers. AO of James Madison; Ed Mute. AD of Buffalo; Jack
Kaiser. AO of St. Jon's; and Holy Cross AD Ron Perry, Sr

,

who took Bergquist's position on the committee after it

became obvious that UMass was a playoff contender.

A decision of the committee is expected sometime tomor-
row afternoon.

The balmy afternoon in New Hami^hire started off well for

Umass Wednesday Doug Welenc was overpowering, retiring

the first eight men to face him, five of the first six on
stnkeouts

The Minutemen jumped all over Unh ita^er and loC'r a'^h!!Adams for a 2 lead Ed bKrtDisKTupeM^u.f^^J.P.^^LAndy

single and was chased home by Mike McEvily, who tripled to
the gap in left center A Welenc fielder's choice brought in

McEvilly.

UNH got an unearned run in the sixth and could have tied the
game had not Sknbiski come up with a Mike Salinare np to

shortstop.

UMass got three insurance runs in the seventh. Mark
Sullivan opened with a single, while Lee Kalinowski walked
and Tommy Grimes reached on an error John Kraham follow-

ed with a saprfice fly to right which brought in Sullivan, and
Kalinowski and Grimes came in when Skribiski bounced a

double down the left field line.

Welenc (7 2, 1461 finished his four-hitter with eight

stnkeouts, while walking none
The second game started off as a laugher as UMass belted

Wildcat ece Steve WhoHey all over Brackett Field. The big

blow in the five runs first was a Sullivan three run homer (his

first this year), a towering drive over the 405 foot mark in left

center.

UNH came back for three runs in th»r first off UMa^ starter

and loser Mark Brown (4 41, when Salinare hit a three-run job

I CINEMAS '

;T 5 RIVEMMIE RO. WEST SMIMCFMLa
T£L. 733-S131 BARCIMN MATIMEE MIIV-
FIRST SM^M«2.00 MASTER CRAR6I

PGTHE
CHAMP

[ChiruoL yDEER

jB'fl 8 fl'i iimmn'm rmxrm t 8 5 i'iTrrr»"ni

START
PARTYING
FOR THE
CONCERT
WITH

"Coming
Home*
R

* * * * * *r * * «

: TliE3

:STOOGES:

: COMEDY
: FESTIVAL
* * ******

Woo Woo Woo
Don't Miss It!

^M csntMt

Friday, May 11

Mahar Aud.
6:15, 8:00,

9:45, 11:30

Adm., $1.00

J fl p Q fl Q8BaB8 Ba fl t9q89899B«99B 8J-B-9.B-8 B

Support the University Rally

Friday, May 11, 1979
Mctawampc Lawn
12:00 - 1:30 p.m

The University Budget

Its Impact Upon All of Us
Invited Speakers Include

John Olver David Knapp
Jim Collins* Joseph Healey

Paul Bixby* Randolph Bromcry

Nancy Eddy" Diane Rohmer"

AFSCME — LOCAL 1776

GSEU
MSP
MTA/USA
PAUMA

. S.U.P.E. (* confirmed)

even deeper than Sullivan's. In that first inning. Brown was
struck on the leg by a Matt Kelly line drive, but remained in tha
game.

UMass increased its lead to 6-3 in the third when Kalinowski
(2 RBI) singled in Sullivan. But that's all the Minutemen could
manage as Charlie Jones relieved Wholley and shut off UMass
the rest of the way with a good fastball.

UNH went ahead to stay in the fourth, scoring four runs on
three hits and an error. Chuck Thompson relieved Brown in

the fifth and held the Wildcats scoreless for two innings.

UMass got two more chances to tie the game, but McEvilly

was stranded at third in the sixth, as was Doug Aylward when
Skribiski's last-hope infield chop ended the game.

Behind the Plate ., UNH did their pre-game warm ups to

Macho Man " over the PA system. Please. . Mark "I have a

gun" Sullivan threw out two runners; one at third, the other
on a perfect 270-foot strike to Dave Oleksak at home...
Skribiski, Sullivan and Aylward each had three hits in the
doubleheader... How Many Times Have You Seen This Hap-
pen Dept. . Brown broke an aluminum bat at the handle with a
pinch hit single in the first game... UMass plays Amherst to-

day then travels to Providence Sunday to take on Brown, with
that ECAC decision hanging over their heads . .

.

Campus Center

UMass
Fri.MaYll

Peatunng the Blues Bros

MATT GUITAR MURPHY

Sat. May 12

ANNIE
(formerly of the Canyon Band)

BLUE
WALL
Happy Hour
Friday, 3-7

p.m., featur-

ing the
recorded
music of the
Grateful
Dead.

TOC members & guests only

TOC memberships available

to UMass students at the

info desk. Campus Center
In assoc. with UPC Productions

, If
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Triple play goes in vain

as Angels down Sox, 5-3

Collegian ti

By PHIL CANNADAV
Associated Prea

BOSTON Brian Downing
hit a two-run homer, a dou-
ble and a single to pace the

California angels to a 5-3

victory over the Boston Red
Sox last night.

Downing's homer, his

fourth of the year, gave the

Arigels a 5-1 'ead in the
third inning. Rod Carew,
Carney Lansford and Rick

Miller also doubled, and
Don Baylor had three

singles, in California's 12-hit

attack

.

Jim Rice hit a solo

homer.his titth ot the year,

for Boston in the sixth.

The Red Sox wiped out a

scoring threat in the

seventh with their first triple

olav at home since May 25,

1972. With Carew and
Baylor un base, Joe Rudi

lined to second baseman
Jerry Remy, who flipped to

shortstop Rick Burleson to

catch Carew off second
base, and Burelson threw

to first to .lip Baylor.

Carew doubled and scored
when Baylor singled off

Dennis Eckersley, 3-2, in

the first inning. California

added two runs the second

Sports notices
SOFTBALL FORFEIT FEE REFUNDS may ba pick-

ad up at tha Intramural Offica tha waak of May 21.

YOU MUST HAVE YOUR RECEIPT and aaa ONLY
MRS LARAMIE
CLOSED MAY 16-25: Boydan and NOPE Gyma

(dua to final axams).

oMothers ^a

on consecutive double by
Downing and Lansford and
a single by Miller.

Boston scored in the se-

cond when Rice singled,

Carl Yastrzemski doubled
and Butch Hobson stroked

an RBI-single. Singles in

the third by Bob Mon-
tgomery, Remy and
Burleson gave Boston it's

second run.

Don Aasa, 3-3, gave up
eight hits before Mark Clear

took over in the sixth inn-

ing. Clear earned his se-

cond save. Eckersl^ gave
up nine hits before Jim
Wright came on in the fifth

inning.

Clear, a right-hander, gave
up three harmless singles as

he shut out Boston after

relieving Aase, a former

Red Sox hurler, in the sixth.

Eckersley, who threw 100

pitches before leaving with

one out in the fifth, gave up
all five California runs.

Rice's shot over the wall

in left-center field made it

nine straight games in

which the Red Sox have
home. Lynn, who singled in

the seventh for his only hit

in the game, leads the

American League with 13

homers.

Red Sox second baseman Jerry Remy (2) gets sat to tag out Angals baaarunnar
Don Baylor (25) in last night's game. Baylor was out trying to staal sacond. (AP
Laserphoto)

ALL STAR
DAIRY FOODS

isa tradition atthe

£ordJeff
Your family, our savory food,

lively drink and a plethora of fresh cut

flowers. Fantastic. The chef has prepared

a flavorsome menu just for this day to

include a happy choice of traditional

holiday favorites including several selec-

tions (and prices) for the youngsters. As

always, senior citizens are welcome at

their own special prices.

The
Lordjmerylnru

ON THE COMMON./^AMHERST, MASS.

^**S*N\*r 24 Hour store?
Now open MX DAY and ALL NIGHT with milk, groceries, '^

sandwiches, pastry, hot coffee, cold soda and assorted 4(
munchies. We accept food stamps. ^

Amherst All Star {
Town Hall Bus Stop ^87 Moin St., Amherst

RESERVATIONS (413) 253-2576

FRIDAY
Happy Hour

lO^ Beers
PUB MUGS
— 3 'til 4 —.

TONIGHT
1978 Academy Award winner for:

Best Director—Woody Allen
' Best Actress— Diane Keaton

Best Movie—

ANHIE HALL
Friday, May 11

CCA $1.50

6:15,8:00
9:45, 1 1 :30

Handbags for

Mother's Day
'•^flU "s

Over 150 Bags in stock, many styles

Of shoulder bags, handbags,
clutches, wallets and briefcases.

Heartfelt
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

10-5:30 Mofi.Sat. 253-5135
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Lambert scores winning goai

Wdiy. M«v 11, tSW,

Canadiens ice Bruins in OT
AP Sports WHnr
MONTREAL ~^yon Lambert steered in a pan from Mario Tremblay for a goal at

9;^ of overtime last night, boosting the Montr^l Canadiens to a 5 4 comeback victory
over the Boston Brums and a shot at a fourth consecutive Stanley Cup championship.

In capturing the seventh and deciding game of the National Hockey League semifinal
seri^ with Baston, the mighty Canadiens nwved into the cf«mpionship round opening
Mre Saturday night against the surprising New York Rangers.
The Canadiens dominated the action most of the way, out shooting Briton 5230

but were frustrated repeatedly by goalie GiUes Gilbert, particularly in the overtime.
Taking a pass from R^ean Houle, Trwnblay tHirst down the right wing and pa^»d

across after moving through the fa<^ off circle Lambert, skating in from the left wing,

merely took the puck past Gilbert for only his third playoff goal in 1 1 games this ^ar
Guy Lafleur was the big gun in a three goal thud period which forced the game into

sudden death.

His goal, with less than two minutes, remaining pulled the Canadiens into a 4 4 tie

With Boston goalie Giltjert turning in an acrobatic performance, the Bruins appeared
enroute to a regulation-time victory on a pair of goals by Wayr>e Cashman in the se-

cond period.

However, tfw CanadiefW ck^HJ to MMfwi 3 2 at 6:10 of the third period as Mark
Napier to^ a swipt at a pass frwn LaFlmir and drilled a ISfoot sfujt pKt
Gilbert.

tenon ctefen^tfniwi Di^ RedrmMid was per^ized for hooking Jacqu^ Lamatre at

7; 11, and tf>e Canadiens c^tatixed to tie the score 3 3 with their se cor>d poMwr play

goal of tfie game
Guy Lapoir^te took a pom from Lafleur and Mnt a sct«eching slapshot through a

K:raen for the goal.

After Lapointe was carted off in a stretchier wnth torn l^aments in his left knee at

15:17. Boston went ahead again

.

Taking a pass from Jean Ratelle, Rick Middleton circled the Montreal goal and tucked
the puck past Ken Dryden at 16:01

.

The Bruins were penalised because of having too many men on the ice at 17:26. and
the Canadiens pulled into a 4-4 tie with still another power play goal. This time. Lafleur

did the honors
Taking a pass from Lamaira, Lataur sco^d on a 25-foot slapshot, giving him eight

goals in the playoffs this year and the 50th poet-season tally of his career.

Batters split with UNH;
tie for YanCon crown
By KEVIN CULLEN
Collegian Staff

DURHAM, NH The clams at

Newick's Lobster House in Portland, N.H.,

tasted good: they could have b^n pefect,

but they were )ust good because UMass
had split a doubleheader with UNH which
they could have swept
What resulted from the split (5-1 UMass.

first game, 7-6 UNH. second) was a wasted
chance for JMass to secure the third or

fourth remaining positions in the New
England regior^l ECAC playoffs. The
Minutemen also missed a chance to win the

Yankee Conference title outright, and had
to settle for a share of the crown with

Maine who split with Rhode Island on
Wednesday. Both UMass and Maine finish-

ed with 7-3 conference records,

"Everything is up in the air right now,"

said UMass head ruach Dick Bergquist.

"It's between UNH. Fairfield, and us I'd

have to say the split was better for us than
them (UNH) "

UMass defeated Fairfield 5-2 earlier this

season. One statistic in their f^vor shows
the Minutemen with a better record against

New England Div, I teams (14 7) than UNH
(12-7) and Fairfield (6-5).

Maine and UConn seem safe bets for the

first two playoff spots. Maine is 22-6 overall

and 10 3 against Div. I New England teams,
while UConn is 23 9 and 20 4.

The ECAC Baseball Committee, which
decides on the selection of teams and sites

and handles the administration of the

playoffs, will meet tomorrow at St. John's
University inNew York to discuss the New
England Regionals

TURN TO PAGE 18

The Montreal Canadiens defeated the Boston Bruins last night to take the bast
of seven saries four games to three. The Habs go on to face the New York
Rangers, series victors over the New York Islanders, in the Stanley Cup finals.

Pictured above are Guy Lafleur (10) and Guy Lapointe. (^taff photo by Pat«r
Lae)
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Walt Cherniak

Final observations

Gymnastics coach Roy Johnson (top) and gym-
nast Tommy Thomsdn (bottom) perform on the*
lawn outside of Boyden Gym. (Staff photos by
Dava Johnston).

"But all my words come back to me in shades of mediocrity.
"

Paul Simon
I guess every columnist, myself included, begins writing his

or her farewell column from the very start, from the first day.

There is a feeling of culmination, of accomplishment, of that

little intangible called pride that surfaces right around the time
one has to bid college a fond goodbye and head on out to the

"cold, cruel world."

So where does that leave the columnist? The goal of every
writer, I believe, is to say something meaningful to one's
reader, and I hope that even in this piece of nostalgic sen
timental fop something valuable may sneak through. Some
think these columns useless, "bogus," as the Collegian jargon
might go, but I argue that they are inevitable and irresistible

for the graduating writer. College has held a myriad of

memories for me, I know, and it seems somehow necessary to

try and tie them all up in a final article, even if only for my own
personal satisfaction.

But enough verbosity. God knows there's been a lot of that

coming off the keys of my typewriter in the last four years.

Unlikejnany who have preceded me, I don't have four years

of UMass experience to cite. The first two years of my college

career were spent in the lovely surroundings of tiny Ouinnipiac

College down in Hamden, Connecticut, and I have to admit
that I have equally fond memories originating from there as
well. The total enrollment at "QC" has never reached 3000, so
coming to UMass was quite an awakening, to say nothing of a

great change, for me.
Ouinnipiac has no football, no wrestling, no swimming (or

pool), and a very limited women's athletic program. Ii also

happens to be a Division Two power in baseball and
basketball, so the school was completely not without its

athletic excitement. The Chronicle, the first college paper I

worked on, came out twice a month if we were lucky, and I

workd first as a features editor, and then as sports editor

during rrty sophomore year before coming here. The dif-

ference was incredible. At QC, we had a whopping 20 people

on the entire staff, only four of whom worked in sports. In

short, we had to do a little bit of everything. At UMass,

however, I walked into a paper which had more sportswriters

than the Chronicle had staff members.
Why spend so much time on my early experiences with

college sports journalism? I'm trying hard to draw a parallel,

the last one I will draw as a college reporter. As sports editor

and columnist for the Collegian, I have had to deal with the
machinery of what constitutes an athletic hierarchy. When it

comes to sports, Ouinnipiac was small, casual and fun. But
UMass is big business, baby, and don't let anyone kid you.
We're talking about millions of dollars of taxpayers' money
going through Boyden every year, not just the contributions

of a few wealthy alumni. UMass is a state institution, wrapped
up in politics like an Egyptian mummy, and it is the Collegian's

duty to you who support this place to unravel those bandages
and reveal what's going on underneath.

In spite of all the shit that people seem to love to throw at

the Collegian, keep this in mind. The Collegian is one fine

college newspaper, and this is coming, not from a partisan

worker, but from a critical journalist who has read several

college publications. I don't have to thank the people who
have worked so hard on my staff and throughout the paper,

for their thanks come from viewing that everyday product you
pick up at the Campus Center or in the DC.

But what I would like to say to my assistant Steve Zack, to

March Marchand, Bill Tarter, George O'Brien, Jim Degnim,
Kevin Cullen, Maureen Sullivan, Mike Estrada, Louie Sch-
wechheimer, Dave Bradley, Kevin McCaffrey, Donna
Sullivan, Linda Reyer, Jon Hamilton and all of the people
whom I've worked for and with is this: Good luck with this

paper, there are a lot of things to be learned from it and within

it.

And above all, and I guess this is the best note for me to ride

off into the collegiate sunset on, I would like to stress that

colleoe life, the Collegian, and especially the athletes I have

dealt witrso'^f^uch'aTe'sup'posedto be/un. Let's not ap-

proacn evcTyi,V..ry »»iiii me oureaucratic seriousness this

campus seems to love so much. It's a game, people, and the
best thing we can do is enjoy playing it for as long as we can.

Thank you.
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UlVlass police

may finalize

new contract
By CAROL. ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

UMass police expect to finalize contract negotiations

today in a meeting with the University's negotiating

team.
Negotiations are in their 22nd month, since the police

contract ran out in July of 3977.

Arthur S. Clifford, of the University News Bureau,

last night said the University administration and police

will " formalize what was generally agreed upon on Fri-

day."
A police strike rumored last week to take place during

Saturday's Spring Concert did not materialize. A
meeting between University negotiator's and police Fri

day promised a finalized contract in the near future.

Police contacted this weekend declined comment on
the rumored strike.

Sgt. Richard S. Grader, president of the sargeants
union, which will also meet with university bargainers

today said of the threatened strike, "the cops felt really

bad about worrying the community. They want to be
there when they are needed

. '

'

Grader would not give any specific^ of the contract.

UMass police are divided into two unions -- sargeants
and patrolmen - which bargain serparately for their

contracts. Both will meet with University administrators

today.
Sources close to police say they expect to increase

the^r pay-grades, from grades 12 for patrolmen and 14

for sargeant's, by one or two grades.

Other specifics of the contract have not been disclos-

ed.

Retroactive suspensions

given to Amherst occupiers
By DOROTHY A. CLARK
Collegian Staff
The 73 Amherst College students who last month

barricaded themselves inside Converse Hall administration
building will be listed as suspended for the two days they
occupied the building, the college Judicial Board decided
Friday.

The reason for the suspension will be recorded per-
manently on the transcripts of those students.
The board, composed of three faculty members and

three students, reached its decision in a four-two vote five

days after hearing testimony from students, faculty and
administrators.

The charged students received word of the decision by
campus mail over the weekend.

In a letter to James Bishop, dean of students. Judicial
Board chairman Prof. Allen Guttman wrote: "Weighing the
evidence, considering the principles and realizing the in-

tensity of the passions aroused, the majority of the Judicial
Board concludes that the students charged were not
justified in their occupation."
The decision to barricade Converse Hall came on April 23

when black students claimed negotiations with the ad-
ministration concerning a list of demands reached an
impasse. About 100 students from Amherst college and
the Five-College area, black and white, participated in the
lock out. No action has been taken against those non-
Amherst College students.
Guttman also wrote the board's decision was not

designed to "exonerate the Administration from mistakes
which it may have committed... Although the Judicial
Board is not persuaded that the Administration has an
unwritten right to have suspended the charged students on
April 23 24, the majority of the Board nonetheless chooses
those days as the period of the suspension. We feel that
the time of the suspension is less important than the fact
that it is officially recorded."

Guttman was out of town yesterday and unavailable for
comment.

College President John W. Ward yesterday declined to
comment on the decision saying he hadn't had an op-
portunity to read the text of the board's statement.

Walter Harris, a member of the Black Students' Union
who did not participate in the Converse Hall lock-out.
yesterday said student concern now centers on "the fact
that lhe administration suspended students during the oc-
cupation without due process.

'

Harris said the board's decision "in effect legitimizes the
administration's action." Some students met Saturday, he
said, and are now "trying to evaluate the implications of
the decision."

No plans have been made for future student action he
said,

In a related matter. Ward said yesterday no hearing date
has been set for the two black students suspended last
Wednesday after they were charged with the April 16 cross
burning in front f Charles Drew house, a black residence.
Ward announced one day later he had evidence that the

cross had been ignited by one or more black students.
Ward said yesterday he would be "surprised"" if a hear-

ing was scheduled by the end of the week, but expects the
Judicial Board to make the preparations before the end of
the semester.
The administration has refused to release the names of

the two students, however, they were identified last Thurs-
day by the Amherst Student as Robert J. Ellis, Jr., a senior
and a resident of Drew House, and Charles E. Ferrell, a
sophomore. Both Ellis and Farrell are from Detroit, Mich.

I i»B iwu biuueiiib weic luiu lo leave tne cuiiege campus
within 24 hours of receiving their suspension notices and to
return "only upon the invitation of the authorities of the
College for hearir>gs on the charge against you

.

"

TURN TO PAGE 12
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Jerry Garcia of the Grateful Dead. JStaff photo by Patrick Dobbsl.

What's a 'Dead Head'?

Garcia doesn't know
By STEPHEN KLEIN
Collegian Staff

When I first approached Jerry Garcia,

the 'Dead's' leading guitar player, I was a

bit nervous - real scared. The questions I'd

been dying to ask the Dead' for the last

how many years never got asked: Is it true

you really had your finger surgically

removed so you could play guitar faster? (I

didn't even notice as I shook his hand.)

Did you actually throw acid out into the

crowds in the sixties when it was legal and
play for eight, nine ten hours?

What's your favorite color? What's your

favorite beer? (he was sippin' on a

Heineken and he always wear that black T-

shirt but those are the questions, the

'what's your favorite' questions).

I told him he (the 'Dead') was the hottest

controversy on the Collegian's editorial

page since parthenogeYisis - he knew what
parthenogenesis was - and got a real kick

out of that.

He was concerned with the UMass
community's attitude leading up to the

show and pleased with the fact that both

pro and con attitudes prevailed yet the

prominent feelings were quite favorable (he

sipped on his beer).

Where the hell's all the 'angels' I've

heard so much about and are they

really invited backstage guests? I asked. He
smiled and simply said "are there any local

chapters in the area?"

Later I realized how stupid the question

really was as someone pointed to the one

solitary angel leaning back on the rear of

the stage tokin' on a joint, that one 'angel'

was the most laid back person there.

When I asked Garcia what he thought a

Dead Head' was^ he just didn't know --

who knows?

While the 'Dead' were on stage they

would smile at each other, particularly the

times Garcia would play those tease chords

of familiar tunes as the crowd responded
favorably. From their opening number
(Jack Straw) to a twenty minute drum solo

to their encore of Shake-down Street it did

not rain.

And after the show was finished it

rained.

PattI Smith (Staff photo by Richard Newman).

PattiSmith Groupplays shortbutsweet
§f JIM f^ORAN
Collegian Staff ,

Playing for an hour, in a self-admitted

ihort set of only nine songs, the Patti

SfnHh Group (PSG) whizzed through

tIMass Saturday on their way to a Boston

gig, taking with them the critical and

popular acceptance unseen during their

performance here at the Cage last October.

The Smith outfit opened with a rip-

roaring version of the Byrds' "(So You

Want to Be a) Rock and Roll Star" from

•^ave" (her new album), got nostalgic

wrth "Redondo Beach" from their first

album, "Horses," and proceeded to carry

the audience through a street-cultured

cov^r of Presley's "Jailhouse Rock." a

Detroit-dedicated "25th Floor," and a

triumphant "Because the IJight " (both of

the latter from "Easter"), winding it up with

a more pointed, yet celebrated take of Van

Morrison's "Gloria."

"Here we are condemned to navigate

back to our beginnings," and so Patti of-

fered up her own special "greeting card" to

Bob Dylan (whose birthday is May 24th) via

a beautifully melodic cover of Mr. Zimmer-

man's "Mr. Tambourine Man." The

group's two guitarists - Lenny Kaye and

Ivan Krai - worked this number as if they

were clones of the Byrds. I'm told by a

friend that in her night show at the Or-

pheum, she urged the audience to "get out

their Dylan LPs on May 24th and talk about

the songs' meanings."

Krai, the boyish-looking bass player for

PSG, was the ultimate beneficiary of Patti's

egalatirian nature, doing a nice rework of

John Lennon's "It's So Hard." Krai is the

subject of "Citizen Ship" on the new
album, the boy with "ru) passport and no

name "
It is rumored the group wants to

play Rusaa, but cannot since Krai has not

US citizen status and would be subject to

Soviet penalities for leaving Czechoslavakia

after the 1968 Russian invasion.

The only real disappointment of the per-

formance was Patti's concert version of

"Seven Ways of Going," which included a

rather lengthy clarinet solo with Miss Smith
playing the instrument at different

microphone levels. It did have a neat, sort

of, like, ya know, mystical Egyptian sound,

but it also prevented her from doing bther

cuts, the more recognizable tunes from
"Easter," and material from "Radio
Ethiopia." Still, in all, it showed Patti's

commitment to music, her sense of spon-

taneity, and her total lack of guilt.

After the concert, I spoke with Patti, who
had to say: on the prospect of "Wave" sell-

ing - "It better fuckin' sell, or I'm going on
strike;" on drugs -- "When you're 19, I

guess you're a speedfreak, but when you're

older - 32 -- you look for other things;" on
her peformances - "I like to get my work
done in the nighttime, cause when I work
during the day. when I can see what's goin'

on, I tend to do crazy things like this;" on

William Burroughs (her thief influence) -

"the Nova connection was good, it's

always fun to work with Bill." Patti also

spoke of her upcoming role in the film ver-

sion of Burroughs' "Junkie." She said she

will play the male lead, but the film is being

held up in court at the present.

Every generation needs its spokesper-

sons, and while I'm not one of those fools

who claim "you can't dig Hendrix or

Woodstock 'cause you weren't old

enough," I do think there's a sense of

separation from that era. The mellow sour>d

of the early seventies' Carole King-James
Taylor period, the zombie-inducing disco

beats, have produced the need for a music

that confronts you head-on with illusions

and serious musical variation.

The Patti Smith Group fulfills that need,

blending its voice of existential and social

discontent with a mood of optimistic

speculation. The concert on Saturday,

together with the bulk of their work, proves

this worthy status.

Police, security

help keep peace
By Carol Rosenberg
Collegian Staff

Careful planning for Saturday's
Concert which drew a police estimated
4),0db people to Alumni Stadium paid off.

University administrators, concert plan-

ners, and campus police said yesterday.
Police arrested 11 men over the

wmekmd, and nme were taken into

protective custody none were UMass-
Amherst students, UMass police Sgt.
Richard S. Grader said last night.

Considenng the numbers of people and
fomplexity of it, it was superb, " Dean of

Students William F. Field said last night.

"The cops worked their tails off."

Jack Albeck, chairman of the Union
Program Council which produced the

M>ncert, reiterated his words of earlier this

lemester when the Grateful Dead were
signed for the concert

"Things just sort of went far out and
fcjnky, " he said yesterday morning whwi
^)otted in town

About 25 UMass police worked at the

concert, along with 27 county deputy
sheriffs and atiout 23 UMass security

guards Counties numt)ers of student
^curity guards were present and were
Med by al>out 50 student "drug crisis"'

workers and Emergency Medical
Technicians.

UMass police really worked hard,"
Arthur S (Clifford of the UMass News
Bureau said yesterday. On a decision to

mf>en the gates to non ticket holders at

Wout 3:30, Clifford commended Director

^ Security Gerald T. O'Neil and Chief of

Police Rob«l G. Joyce.
Clifford said the gates were opened after

the Grateful Dead began performing when
about ^Q00 persons pressed up against the

fences to gain entrace. ""I think that was a
good decision; people outside were'
diverting ambulances,'" he said.

Spring Co
Some had
By DAN GUIDERA
Collegian Staff

All in all, it was a letdown. Their sound
system wasn't as big a I thought it would
be and the crowd wasn't as obnoxious as I

thought it would be. And I didn't see one
single Hell's Angel.

Probably the reason for my letdown was
that I approached my first Grateful Dead
concert as nothing short of a religious ex-

perience, sort of like the cultie who gets to

meet Rev. Sun Myung Moon for the very

first time.

It wasn't the greatest thing since sliced

bread.
This fact, however has never stopped a

UMass crowd before.

They were all out there in full force,

Deadheads, non- Deadheads. and
everything in between. There were even a
couple of card-carryiog-flower-children-

hippie-types. They must have gone over

big in Hadley.
I had a feeling this crowd would be here

even if the Dead were out in Keokuk, Iowa.

I came in with a ha'f gallon of Peppermint
Schnapps and no student ID at around one

By last night, at about 8, police had
received vandalism reports of over $1000
for the weekend and larceny reports of

about $1800 More reports are expected.
Grader said.

Grader, commanding officer for Friday,

Saturday and Sunday nights, said police

received constant cails throughou< the
weekend from around campus on a variety

of incidents, ranging from sightings of
"suspicious persons" to "infirmary runs "

Grader estimated police transported a
minimum of 25 persons to the UMass
Infirmary over the weekend. An infirmary

spokesnnan was unavailable for comment
last night on the number of persons
transported and treated.

"I know the ambulances were busy
throughout the day, " Clifford said of the
concert.

Of the eleven persons arrested over the
weekend, two were arrested for
trespassing, five for assault and battery
(one on a police officer), and two for

possession of illegal substances. Two other
persons were arrested for disorderly

conduct.
Field said he will be able to assess the

weekend activity more accurately when he
receives reports from various campus
departments.

"On the whole, I was just really

pleased." he said.

Grader and Field both said the weather,
which was cloudy and threatening ram
throughout the concert, helped prevent
problems. Showers began shortly after the
Grateful Dead completed their one and only
encore.

Grader said a minimum of 200 persons
spent the night in the stadium area
Saturday, in and outside of cars, despite
the rain.

Field said in the aftermath of the concert,
only clean- up of the stadium and other
parts of campus remains.'

Roy Ayers and Band blasted off the Spring Concert Saturday morning with a
tight jazz-soul style that brought the audience to its feet, dancing and jamming
to the music. Ayers thrilled the crowds with an exceptional performance on the
vibes and strong vocals Ayer<i didn't do it alone though Strong perfomances
on the trumpet and saxaphone electrified the audience, reminding them of the
same powerful, vibrant style of Ramsey Lewis or early Earth. Wind and Fire.

Although Ayers only played for about an hour his presence was remembered
throughout the concert. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs)

ncert draws all types;
more fun than others

o'clock. The place was three quarters full,

and you could already here Patti Smith
bellowing like a wounded Bruin. "Like

yeah-wow I mean-hey, this is UMass," said

the poet for our times.

Patti bellowed. The crowd roared. Like

wow
Halfway through Patti Smith the crowd

shifted into high gear. "Get off Patti, we
want the Dead!" someone yelled. This
crowd would chant anything, except for

maybe ""no nukes." A bunch of guys in the

last row started yelling "Ay-a-toll-ah—Ay-
a toll-ah!"" Why? Don"task me.

That was the extent of anything' rowdy.
The crowd was rather cool. "'Keep thinkin'

you got to mellow slow," goes the lyric

from 'Truckin', a song that th».y did not

play.

Now it was time for the Dead. They look

rather conventional, I thought. This is not
1965.

I got my seat in what seemed like the

40,000th row of the campus side of the

stadium. Foolish thing. It's hard to get to

the bathroom from the 40,(XX)th row after

you've been drinking since 8 a.m. I tried

valiantly. After some near misses I crashed
directly into a guy wearing a beard and a

Dead T-shirt. I thought he was going to

punch me in the face. However the guy
was cool. I'm cool, you're cool, we're all

cool. Thank God.

During the Dead's extended drum solo,

my roommate remarked there was this

woman down on the infield taking her

clothes off. Like wow, I didn't see that.

The worst did not happen after all. The
towers are still here, Jim Matlack was not

kidnapped, and the Hell's Angels did not

take over the Hampshire Mall.

I asked someone what he thought of the
whole thing. He said something about Jerry

Garcia's beard and the hippies dancing at

the back entrance, then became in-

coherent. Then he took another hit off of

his jug full of rum and Coke. "Y'know I

would have preferred the Fools anyway" he
said.

That is the kind of day it was.

Saturday's crowd of almost 40,000
provided some interesting sights, in-

cluding "no-hands ' umbrellas, beer
guzzlers, and excessive partyers (Staff

photos by Richard Newman and Amira
Rahman).
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Women's groups call choice
of Robb a political move

9f BeTTYANNe WH L lAMS
Asocimted Press

WASHINGTON President Carter's appointment of Lynda
Bird Robb as an advisor on women's affairs hasn't healed
the wounds he opened by firing Bell Ab2ug as co-
chairwoman of the National Advisory Committee on
Women.
While some politically active vvomen said they would

take a wait and see" appraoch to Mrs. Robb's selection as
head of the revamped committee, others said the choice
appeared to be a political move aimed at the 1980 elaction
rather tf^n a commitment to women's tssues.

Harriet Hen2tgM, executive director of the L^gue of
Women Votws, said her organization hopes the appoint-
ment signals "a more s^ous commitrr>ent by the Ad-
ministration to the committee . We're wtUing to give
anyone the benefit of the doubt."

But Arlie Scott, vice president of the National Organiza-
tion for Women, descnbad the appointment as rr^de simp-
ly to enhance tf>e president's chance of f«-etection.

She sMd her organization does not (insider the commit-
tee an effective advocate and does not expect to use it as
WOW's Nnk with the administration on tssues of concern to
women
The president "has to tirfk to the leadws of the women's
movement and ru>t dm$i again through another barrier,"

she said.

Ms Scott also quMtionad the arrangement where a
special unit is set up specificslty for women's issues and a

ISspecial assistant in this case, Sarah Wbddington
detailed to work on those issues

"We think that women's issues should be dealt with in

every area and department of the White House and not be
segregated off in the basement," she said.

Mrs. Robb' appointment - along with the change in

ruime to the President's Advisory Committee on Women -

wm announced last week in time for the reguar meeting of

the advisory panel.

The committee was established as an outhgrowth of the

1977 National Women's Conference. The committee's mis
sion was to advise the president on ways of implementing
plans drawn uo at the conference.
Mrs. Abzug, the forrrwr New York Congress woman.arxl
Carmen Oelgado Votaw were its co-chairwomen. But Mrs.
Abzug was fired after the commission criticized the presi-

dent's economic policies.

'The president said, in effect, you should be seen and not

heard," Ms. Scott said.

More than half the committee's 40 members resigned in

protest after Mrs Abzug's firing, including the represen-

tatives from NOW and the League of Women Voters.

Various administration spokesmen said Mrs. Robb. wife
of Virginia's lieutenant governor and daughter of the late

President Lyndon Johnson, was the president's choice

because of her political connections and her lack of ties to

organized feminist groups.
Ms. Weddington described the appointment,as "a very

deliberate attempt to reach out to those women who have
chosen to work as wives and mothers."

Pilgrim plant awaits NRC ruling
BOSTON (Associated Press) - Boston Edison learns

today whether its Pilgrim t nuclear power plant in

Plymouth. Mass. needs further modifications before it may
t>e re opened, a spokesman said

The nuclear reactor, which supplies power to

metropolitan Boston, was closed Saturday for changes
that will ensure it meets federal standards for withstanding
earthquakes, according to spokesman Walter Salvi

At the same time, the utility company awaited results of

an analysts which will determine if changes are needed in

the plant's steam piping system.
Salvi said he is confident that the piping system will

confirm to Nuclear Regulatory Commission standards and
that the plant will be back in operation shortly. The plant

provides power to about orie third of the utility's

customers.

Pilgrim I is the second New England nuclear power plant

to be shut down in recent months because of possible
earthquake vulnerability.

The plant was brought {o a cold shutdown early

Saturday rrK>rning, when g review of four hydraulic

devices used to abso'b seismic movement in the plant

cooling system's eai^iprr^ent and pipes called snubbers
revealed they mignt not meet standards for intense ear

thquakes, Sah/isaid.

"It's an dasy fix, it's no big deal, " said SaK/i. "It's a
nr>echan)wal thing. You just go in and adjust it to lower the

pressure point at which the relief valves will open."
Salvi said customers' bills would rise slightly, reflecting

the utility's dependence on its oil-fired Mystic plant in

Everett. Mass. while Pilgrim is closed.

DIGEST
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WHA T. ME MOVE?
Peter Snyman. a 25-year-
old South African car-
penter set a new world
record for "snake sit-

ting" Sunday after
spending 36 days in a
closed room with 24
poisonous snakes. See
story below. (AP
WirePhotol

Man breakssnake record
HARTBEESPOORT, South Africa (APi - Peter

Snyman grinned yesterday — very carefully - when he

broke the 36 day world record for sitting in a cage filled

with deadly snakes. Then he said he might stay inside

another two weeks to ensure the longevity of the mark

.

"It'll become more difficult to stay, " he said from the

stiff position he has had to maintain since April 7 to avoid a

bite from one of 24 venomus vipers slithering around him.

"Now that I've broken the record, the inclination to get out

of the cage is greater.

"I have had a black mamba slither over my face in the

dark, attempt to crawl into an ear or a nostril and explore

inside my shirt, A bite could kill in 30 seconds," Snyman
said.

His brief grin, accompanied by a controlled giggle, came
when Jacke Seale, the Hartt)eespoort Snake Park curator,

told the 25-year-old carpenter he had broken the record.

"But I think the challenge has been worth it. My name
will be entered in the Guinness Book of Records."

Widowsmayloseguards

WASHINGTON MP) - Congress is considering cutting

back on Secret Service protection for the widows of

Presidents Harry S. Truman, Dwight D. Eisenhower and
Lyndon 8. Johnson, U.S. News b World Report magazine
said yesterday.
The magazine said the government is spending "several

millions of dollars" each year to protect the three widows,
including $600,000 in salaries alone for the 27 Secret
Service agents assigned to them. The magazine said a

Senate Appropriations subcomittee consideririg the Secret
Service's $157 million executive protection budget will ask
if the widows really need that much protection.
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WANTED
Reporters and Photographers

for summer weekly newspaper.
Big benefits. No pay.

This is the opportunity to turn
that leisure summer time into a
productive learning experience;
no volunteers turned away.
Learn all aspects of production
of a small weekly newspaper.
Inquire at the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

offices, 113 Campus Center, ^r call 545 3500

The Collftit.u) (s an

Affirmative Action

Equal Opportunity

employer
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The Student
Activities
Office
will be closed until 12:30
p.m. on Tuesday, May
15. We will be open in-

stead on Wednesday
morning, May 16.

ainpin^

m
Er>|oy tt>« t>«autifui outdoors <mXti quality camping ar^d

oackpactong equipment from Don Gieason s We oMer a

wide /ariety o« quality tents. Sleeping bags. bacKpacks,

cooking gear outdoor clothing and hundreds of the

smaller items that make your outings more enioyabie

Come in and let us outfit you to en/oy the solitude and thf

beauty o' camping and backpacking

CAMPINQ i SACK PACKING RENTALS
ANE AVAILABLE.

CALL on STOP IN FOH DiTAILB.

^^ ^i^CAMPERS SUPPLY INC.

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON
»«M WMMMy* •-• SalMTd^r

Ar«-My. rrMay NUMi * • M-4Mt

DICTIONARY
THESAURUS
SALE

Just in time for

graduation gift

giving.

Our most popular editions—
at special prices

NOW

Merriam-Webster
Collegiate Thesaurus was 9.95

Doubleday's Roget's

Thesaurus was
plain 5.95

indexed 7.95

7.95

3.95
5.75

American Heritage .

Dictionary was
Family edition 14.95 11.95

College edition 10.95 8.95

Merriam-Webster
Collegiate Dictionary was 10.95 8.95

Look for special display

Visa, MasterCharge .

American Express
accepted "the bookstore"

tfe UNIVERSITY STO^E

^™™™^Slop s Shop Coupon^
WWhtWi coupon fid «»7 50 puiJw"S

2272 ounce pkg

i PILLSBURY
S BROWNIE MIX

Ki

DELUXE
FUDGE

*
\MMtlNicoi«on

Family
Fudge

GoodMon. M8y14Sal.Mayl9 umonesercu^imef

. Shop Coupo

Wi»t>lhBCPuponanda$7 50pu>cha5ir

I
I
I
I

I
c!

89
^Stop & Shop Coupun^l
\»nSafrSSgS3SS

100% Pure
from concantrale

I
Stop >

Mitt) the coupon and a

39
Galfon Jug

PUREX
BLEACH
Gcx

64 ounce carton

MINUTE MAID
ORANGE JUICE

f_7~^ GoodMon May 14- Sat. May 19 Limilonepe»cus*3mef t i

stop » Shop Couponj K20B^

K16̂
™"*™^"^Stop4 Shop Couponf*

WW)t» coupon and •JTSOpiJSiaS

69
™S""""™*" Stop t Shop Coupon| l

MWilft«QauponandaS7 50{Mt^wfte

K19*
With »m coupon anda$750curcl«$e

I
I
I

GoodMon May 14- Sal May 19 Lim«onepef cusiomet 1 jj^^ j

8.2 ounce tube

AIM
ci TOOTHPASTE with

flouride
GoodMon May 14- ShI May 1 9 Umil tvif [»?f cuslomei

Gfocery*

w
13 ounce pkg X^^^HBB^ | 9 ounce pkg

RICH rf CHIPS i STOP & SHOP
KEEBLER COOKIES c ! FRENCH FRIES ^^S,

I- ^1 GoodMon M»y 14- SM. M^ 19 UnM cn» per eu^omat i W

BK21I [Slop > Shop Coupon| K22B

GoodMon, Miy14-Sat May 19 Umlonaperajtikimer

,—
J

^'^^'^ I—

p

^^^

[Stofi i Stiop Couponri
With tus coupon and a S7 SO cucdaM

99
PLEX a£X

16 ounce txDttle

FLEX2?ftSd°^
SHAMPOO
GoodMon. May !4 Sat M<iv 19 Limit one pei iiKlnme*

I »iMia^i.Grocery*_jM—^J "3^

I
I
I

5lop & Shop Coii

IMNh tan coupon and'aS? SO purc^^a

gi^DMSt

20 ounce loaf

STOP & SHOPS
BIG DAISY BREAD
GoodMon May 14 Sat May 19 u™i one pef cuskTm-f

YourStop&Shopsworthmeanscoupons'worth

Over*7«S0 insavim^!
. self service deli Try our

V tiest quahty at spectal savings

lib. pkg Stops Shop

Because atStop & Shop,we put the accent on worth.
*^Siop I Shop ComxKi) I

Tw4c(
U.S. Grade A

Regular.
Maple or Ttvck Sliced i

Extra Mlkj Franks ^Jl^ '1 .29
Kielbasi "^Srirr '1.89^

Bokjgna. P&P, "C:2r2r.ir 59*

Sliced Meats rfTS» 49*

CX)mer deli Evefythmg shced
V and packed fresh to your order

laatunng a S«>nrtce O*
Domestic

10-13lbs.
Reaty econonxcaL cause

you can enioy soni^

y
Mich05 arxl uteda after

\ yoi/ve tiad a great

lurh«y dmef

lb
N/-

'JSDA
CMOtCt

Sectioned*
Formed

Swiss Cheese n<»»<>«uM«.*2.69i.

Meat Loaf SSVSS '1.99.,

\Macaroni Salad s^.s^ 49i

KOUr kitchen Get dishes tor a
complete meal on sale all week'

'

Roasted or BBQ Style

Ccioked
diicken
"White $^AO
Gem" ^B^S?^

Just heat and eat ^^^'*'
Cole Slaw .^aunco-^Mir ,

49*

Gelatins i4(ui»p«:m» 2;*j>99'

BeefBottom
findRoast

USDA Choice "Great Beef

Rump Roast Beef Round
Beef Eye Round Roast
Bottom Round Steak
26%' Ground Beef

USOA
Choice

USDA Choice
Great BeeT

Beef Round
for Swiss Steak

•Notmoreths»i26%tat
Approx 4ib CtHJb

•2.29.

'2.69.

'2.09.

'1.59.

WMlc Chicken
"White Gem"
2y2-3lb.pkg

White

Chicken Breast Split

Perdue Roasting Chicken

"White Gem"
2yj-3 lb pkg

OvenStuffer
5 6R»

V/^

KSeStGOO Ftne values on our
hne fillets and shellfish

FreshCod
Fmets^69
Bake, broil or deep try ^^^ lb

Salt Water Mussels ^resh 49.

Cooked RshNics .^"i'.^- M .89

Stuffed Clams ioJUT^'o.*- '1 79
Cooked Shrimp h's::?.?^*. '1.39

CornedBeeS
Brisket
Pork Shoulder Roll

Countryfine
Point Cut

Smoked
water added '1 .69.

Hot
or

Sweet
ItalianSausage
Countryfine 2V2 - 3 pound pkg.

Countryfine Breakfast Sausage

»

^^^^^ J
Grocery^^^̂ ^[tej|l^^^^p_ J GfocefY»|^_^

Slop & Snop Coupon K25J [stop t Shop Coupon^

Sfficft Slv.^fN./*K^

272 - 3 pound i

package

[Fresh California

1.49. produce
We shop the worlds
finest growing areas'

quart

Kfrozen meats a quick and
easy way to enjoy tasty chicken'

tWe*vtt

L

TUeaver Touch o' Honey

ked
^ ^cketi

24 ounce pkg

\\u

"Potatoes99LongWhite s^fr

VV4h vur^AJCion

SaveSO
48 ounce jar

SPAGHETTI
SAUCE stop & Shop

W»>ff« coupon

*|Siop t Shop Coupon|M

!Save20
5 100% Natural 80Z. tag

iSuSiS STOP & SHOP
Rairv Meat or Mus^voom "^^i^^ \ POTATO CHIPS „ ^ ^
QortlMon Mdvi4 Sal Mtoy 19 L«nii one pw cusIoitw. GoodMon M»» U- Sjl May 19 Un«Of pi olcunw

Grocery

kVKMta coupon

jSlop 4 Shop CouponJ ^^^^ B [Slop t Shop Coupon| K27=

Save30*M! Save
Stop & Shop

igi JARLSBERG ^^
jTi CHEESE Vaned Weights
** I or Domestic Ctxxik Swiss

LicjoOMtTi Ntov M SjI Hifcv'a I «n< onf t)«t aBlOwm

•—

1

Dairy*

Stop t Shop Coupon
WiVi «» coupon

INSTANfT COFFEE

MAXWELL
HOUSElOoz.iar
(VyoIMi. m.<, m 5«i Mjy 19 timlangptogwmei

^^^^^ Grocery L^^
]Slop t Shop Couponf q K26

Wflh»«scaipun

Save
on any 3

JELL-0 6^'S;r'i MINUTE
GELATINS A^d flavors I RICE
GoodMon M>v 14 Sat Mn 19 |jn)« »r«« pw ciAlomgiJj JoodMon Miy U Sal. M^f 19 Umlantpar

SSavel
14 ounce pkg

WiihVv coupon

Save75
25lb. bag

GAINES
DOG MEAL
GoodMon May 1 4 "^^t May 19 L>r»l one pet vrAtmr'

^^^p.,r Grocery* |„_gp|[^t
Stop & Shop Coupon

WtlMfysroiipnn

MAMA ROMANO
SPAGHpri
SAUCE 320Z. jar

C B yynhitv coupon

JSaveSO.^^
! Bottle of 100 iN^^liflM!
ANACIN i|AI'?5^i
TABLETS U>^ I

I Gt-NxIMcn Mavl4 Sat May ^ 9 Umd one per rush

Wlf^ ffitt coupon

I Grocery*
!, g4[^

[Slop K Shop Coupon] K30r
'

' c

Save25iiiSavel5
I

g 9 ounce package

I TASTE QSEA
! FLOUNDER DINNER

GoodMon Mby 14 Sal May 1 9 Lirim one per cuslOTyr GoodMon May14-Sal May 19 Lm^oneDercuslijnw

Wim itw coupon

|f»-l
Grocery* ^̂^

[Stop & Shop Coupon[ iK24l

. With irm coupon

Frozen

[stop & Shop Coupon
kgiiil*X

SaveSO'M! SavelO*
64oz. container "^^j! Package of 2

nuSOFT cocoNur ^^J AIRWICK "Sfs!"

FABRIC SOFTENER c | DEODORIZERS

C »<^

lip^
Grocery ^Lii

[stop 4 Shop Couponj Q

Save lO*

"jM^n M,-i^ M S.1I *A(v "i I mutonr

&m.
K31

W'th mis I (iicion

3plypkgof 134

VANITY FAIR
FACIAL TISSUE

1^ 1^ 292^^^m Grocery Mmmm

Grocery "^m
Stop* Shop Coupon

With this ( (Hif^ »f'

I
SaveSO

! Gallon Jug

I LIQUID
WISK Laundry Detergent
,--^M(yi t^.^y 1 -I - -_.d? Mrif 13 Lanitaneli#»M,..

Chicken Drumsticks
Weave* C.a»w)CXjfi nff^e

Fresh
lb

Fresh

CaiTots

^m '^^CrS^

Fresh Florida

Limes
81ItllfSt

auencher

stop & Shop Blueberry Stop & Shop Plain or Sugar

EngUsh Muffins Coiiiitrystyle

Cinn. Raisin

HADLEY-AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst Line.8a.m.l0p.m.,Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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SUPER BONUS COUPON
IWTH TWS COJPON ANG A $7 Se MJWMASf

FWSH GRADE A AiPWTHlTt

LARGE
EGGS

carton

olon*

d02W

n .Kxiiii. >
'< i«) Ml Willi A»mMi»tt

SUPER BONUS COUPON
WITH THIS COUPON AND A $7 SO PUMCHA^'

SUPER BONUS COUPON

KM SALADS Of) COOKING

CARUSO $
OIL

gallon

cent 299

I tm*) vwii M«( U f^ <9'4 it mt tinmv Atf SMn (My

tf 2«l

WITH THIS COUPON AND A $7 M PuMCHASE'

CRACKLING CANDY

POP
ROCKS

AOVfMTISfOITfMVOllCV i,

„

x\IE FAIM#
TAXI A PMSN LOOK AT PtODUCI

VNri it fM !• ftr III trittett Iriitt Mi ititUklit^ Ti tit tar*, if CMrit
Staiwltrt • til wirll it t lirvist tiM Ail tkit t iiicily «liri Khf \

•l^-ifIt ^ritici lifin iri rt|li im |«ikini| ill pick il tit crip a«l

|ittii| It ritlitf II Til Fara la fiir iiarly AtP ttiri

Tliir iiaiatiii ttiitarit lat tkiir ikilitf ti kif ia tir|i laiititiii MNM
fli |ll iici|tiiail villi vfciMvir VII kiy intici it Alf

St ttat tiki I frisk Ink It Tfci Fira it AAP Aat |it II kM« III Fira

atlftr Ni s SI prill It kis im inns titf »i|ilillit fii tf lliak li |ri«

Ilia alt kiasilt* Aitf li II liip fta litl iiicHt alil taa aaai la la ataalli praai

wlaa yaa tana it ta yair faailf

OmSCOLL mMHD-HBHflK'MOf

STRAWBERRIES
c

V^ sup«rmarlcat prices \fi/

liLec! itMiiid'kjdtd ty I «« limtttw Coupon P*r

A&P IS A COUNTRY FARM PORK SHOP
POMLOM

Blade
ROASTS

99

PORK LOIN

smLOMPOimoN

Sirloin

ROASTS

$109

$119
POUKIOIN MtoritW

Whole or Rib Side M

.

POUK CHOPS M?!smotNSiD6 M'!

SRIll

PORKLOm
C8V7CR CUTS

Rib
CHOPS

PORK LOIN

CBITBROJTS

Sirloin

CHOPS

POHK LOiM-RIB EMO

Bnls. Pork Roasts
Pw» lo<n roiii>i'» Siyit

PORK RIBS TriBACK'RiBS M'?

FrWiiHJSOA .

CHICKiN
LECS
MmduSOA tni^A*tad

CHICKEN
BREASTS

Amis 19 ii

$129

A&P IS A POULTRY SHOP

FMESH-USOA MSPECTEO

BOX-0-CHICKtN
Eadi Packagi Contara

3 BREAST OTRS 3 LEG

OTdS 3NICXS 3

WM6S AND 3 SETS
ypf aiETt

TURKEY LECS

WINCETTES
Uwct Frozen WtKtr Taikt*

BREASTS

.59*

.59*
$169

fei Ti« laak nanft-vitwi

CORN
i;=r-5-89'i 8r*l CARROTS d;f1

CHICORYw^
Romaine39c

16.

Wisnington Eitra ^ancy-RM

DELICIOUS
APPLES 49
$«««t-Hori«a

JUICY 8 „OQ<ORANCESOO
Grtal foe Slaw

GREEN
CABBAGE

Htm < rop VjllO*

JUMBO
ONIONS

C
lb

Midi Erwil Owly

CH.ERY
HEARTS

29
59«

Htm Jtrsey Gfown

BRdCCOU59

M.

c
lb

#av**5
DAipy Df L iCH rs

Light N Lively

COTTAGE
CHEESE

19

wm

G'ocw » Choice

FRUIT
SNACKS 3for$1

A&P IS A BUTCHER SHOP

• LOKOON BROIL

• TOP BLADE

• CUBED

• SHOULDER

• CHUCK FILLH

Steak sale
m Youtamm

!2"

DELI SHOP vvT~v»v>rf Dtiisov.

SOOKID
HAM

$949 SSKiAA » SALAM *2^
«lgj^m $999 TlSSklY

JL » PASTtAM '2'?

POTATO
SALAD

AQ^ taKoca
Eff9» PUDOMG 79t

Am
l^fANS

AQC SWISS
W«Jib CHEESE

$|S9
*a J

A&Pi-ftpkg «<4ao
MEAT FRANKS *r*

$-j49A&P lib pkg

BEEF FRANKS
A&P SiiceOMb pkg C<4<(Q
MEAT BOLOGNA *r*
A&P Sliced' I H) pkg <4 CtQ

BEEF BOLOGNA 'r^
AM Varieties A&P

SLICED MEATS -.' 59

A&PISASEAFOCDSHOP

cam*
CUT *l

39
AVAILABLE WED TMRU SAT

PRESHCOD
STEAKS
Quick Frozat-Battir Olpped-AAP Qr\t
FISH STICKS •i.:^»o9
Owck Fronn (S R> Box SB 89) PercMr ^^ 1Q
HADDOCK FILLETS *l .

Qwck Frozen- WtMte Flaky

TURBOT FILLETS
39

ft,

Ann Page- Mb pkg C41Q
SLICED BACON *l
Sliced -Mb pkg ^ ^ <« Q
A&P BACON *l «

Center Cut or Maple Cured 1 lb pkg < 4 A Q
COLONIAL BACON* I

Meat Wieners or Beef Franks

OSCAR MAYER J**

Oscar Mayer Sliced-Meat or

BEEF BOLOGNA-; *1

69

59

Swiss Style

HOOD
YOGURT

Save 20* Orange

CHIFFON
CAKE

Moz
size 99^

Save 30« 100% Whole

WHEAT
BREAD

2-^1

VIASKSWST. HOT DOC. HAMBURG

^ RELISHES
100% ORANGE JUKE

MINUTE IMAID
^|09

YOUR CHOICPSAW BR KftGSOE-STATEUNE

. CREAM STVl/(COMI 17 U
• WWIC '(RNEl COMIWot
• MEDIUM 'jRaNf>( AS Wo;
• CUT GttENWANS Ko;

_^^ KftGSIZB-STATfU

I^POTATO
'i

TRIAL SIZES

FOR TRAVELERS
2- 'I

5,.si
_ _ coot.

A«MivtSlrips ^innSl
BAND-ASD BRAND O^^^l

Fourin PicliAgt Mm

s

BIC SHAVERS
^abtfgt Orgmic Condilioncf and

SHAMPOO

Slumiioo

BODY ON TAP
GLEEM

Owb' '"'Condilnntr and

FLEX SHAMPOO

:ioci<

2 01*

ntt

3,^99c

conts

GENERAL MERCHANDISE ]

Asst -Cannon

DISH
CLOTHS

89'

v^

each
pkg

Marsh Allen-12'

TABLE TOP
GRILL

79
ea

10" high ^
with ^
3 legs I

SUPER BONUS COUPON '•^ MANOFACTURIR S COUPON WniA'»"'«f^""" ^^O"""" JK" MAHUfACTUHtB S coupon Ji MANUfACIUREBS COUPON J^ •^•""'•C^""" ^ COUPON^ MANUFACTUBSR 5 COUPON^J^ SUPER BONUS COUPON

ALL WIDTHS

ANN PAGE
NOODLES

I
3~*l

I

SAVE «7«
IMNt One Coupon^ ramiv
VfMMlyU 19 1974

INSTANT COFFEE

MAXWBi.
HOUSE

• oz iar

I

I

I

I
A^;801 I
MfM I?

'

DRY LiAUNDRY

aoiiox2
BLEACH

lOiz box

DRY DOG FOOD

GAINES
MEAL
S-lb iMg

AU FLAVORS-ORINK

CHEERh
AR)MIX
33oz.cinlitir

AP }604 j

1 ^. « r J MK»30i
iLmil Ont Coupon Pw famHy a

"1!
FLAVORFUL

SALADA
TEA BAGS

WOct pkg

I

I Mi
j WITH SUGAR A LEMON i BRAZILIAN COFFEES

I OUROWN lAiiP VACUUM
ICB>TEA

MIX-32oz.can

COPPK

L mil Ont Coupon P»r Family | limit Ont Coupon Pm f iiwly

I

I AH 6rlndi-2 lb. can
Ai>;«06| Ap;i»7
•*<»«!, .»-.,- -_. .

MFM-M
I Lunit Ont Coupon Pw Family

CmFfJ^jV^MA^M^^^

Af-ZwO. AP!80i| APZWVi rl ""' I ivnn in I iVGHaoi MFGH w' MFSK-M"
MFGA47I MFM I? !,„.. ,^ .,„„„ ,.„.,„ •*'*'*

i ,«,., On, rauoonPw Family
"''*'* iLmil Ont Coupon P»f FamHy ""LT a L mil Ont Coupon P»r Family "™_7|l.mitOna Coupon PrnFiiwly ^^^ I Lunit Ont Coupon Ftr Family ___ |

am*\::i:^Z^T^I^V'
' €I»\^ZZ^^^ ' tJOm aailv.,«,M.y.3««79 GE»jv,.».May.3.19«79 OT«V.«OMay13J9J79_ C»|
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"*"—*"""*"•"" """""

—

ikikm^wfa^^iiiTaSSMTiwTmc^77ist&^^
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Goodbye and

good luck!

A loyal friend of mine from Maiden, Mass
and Wounded Knee, South Dakota has in-

sisted that I "bore us with a goodbye col-

umn" and that I should do it along the lines

of "My Way," the song written by Paul
Anka, initially popularized by Frank Sinatra,

made popular again when the Elvis Presley

version was number one shortly after his

death that was probably caused by
dependence on doctor prescribed drugs
(the medical profession is the worst drug
pusher in the world). More recently, a new
Sex Pistol's album, "The Great Rock n' Roll

Swindel," has a version of the song by the

late Sid Vicious, who died from self

prescribed drugs Apparently it doesn't

nnake any difference who does the prescnb
ing, the result is often the same.

But not to be morbid, the end of the
semester is near and once again I face the

final curtains of my act as a student And
an act is basically what it was, in fact the
word charade is equally applicable, since

my attendance record as a student in-

dicates that if I were a public employee put-

ting in the same hours as I do here towards
school work, I would be a "no-show
employee."

And so, I'm leaving the university without
that stupid credential, the degree, that is

supposed to get you everywhere, frequent-

ly gets you nowhere, and often doesn't
provide an accurate indication of the ability

of the degree holder.

And so I'll try to get a journalism job
without a degree and I'll see how much it

matters when no degree is put in a balance
with recommendation and clips of news
writing, columns, etc.

Like the Spring Concert, no one without
a ticket was supposed to have gotten into

see the (boring) Grateful Dead, but

everyone who wanted to see them manag-
ed to. What they lacked in credentials, they
made up for in perseverance, and a little

physical force, although physical force isn't

much help in getting a job, unless you want
to be a boxer or a hockey player.

So I did it my way. At the end of this

semester, I'll probably have a sub 2.0

cumulative average. I've been in and out of

the university since 1974 and I'm still only

half way through and it doesn't look like I'll

be graduating anytime soon.

Maybe someday I'll jet a degree. Maybe,
a few years from now, I'll tire of being a

practicing journalist and opt for the com-
fortable life of a journalism professor. It just

wouldn't look good for someone without a

degree to be teaching journalism to college

students.

I'll have a nice office in an academic
building, I'll sit around contemplating

whether I'm going to get tenure and think

about what my next subject to pontificate

on for the Columbia Journalism Review.

But right now I just hope I can get a

salaried position v\^th a newspaper or

magazine with my own desk to keep my
paper clips and scotch tape in. And

hopefully there'll be a WATS Line I can

abuse.

So so-long until l
re-enroll.

Jim Paulin is A collegian columnist

*>»mi^fyk
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The media versus pluralism
By JIM MORAN
Collegian Staff

Social pressure groups have been hitting

hard and fast at "establishment" media in

the past few years for not, as they claim,

utilizir>g enough responsibility in the infor-

mation they convey. The Collegian has

been no less subject to this charge, as was
evidenced by the Third World occupation
of its offices in 1977 and the Women's oc-

cupation of 1978.

Methinks this pattern of leveling criticism

agains the Collegian for non- representation
of minority perspectives can be understood
from a broader scale. It has to do with a

trend of the 1960's called the Social

Responsibility Theory. First expounded in

1947, by Robert M. Hutchins of the Center
for the Study of Democratic Institutions,

this philosophy has been utilitzed by public

interest groups in defense of minority ac-

cess to mass media. Its two main goal^ are:

"To provide for a representative picture of

the constituent groups in society,' ' and
"To provide full access to the day's in-

telligence."

While I would not argue with those who
hold the view that the media has a respon-

sibility to be open to all points of view, I

don't think you can force that responsibili-

ty. Not without sacrificing the basic tenets

of the First Amendment that "No law shall

be made to abridge the freedom of free ex-

pression," which implies the freedom to

discriminate. Responsibility has to be an in-

herent facility for common sense. Besides

.which, most civil libertarians, who the

social responsiblity theorists also claim to

be, have defended the right to existence of

even the most extreme and racist elements
in our society, as with the American Civil

Liberties Union defending the right of the

Nazis to march in Chicago, much to the

chagrin of the so-called "liberals."

If one group isn't willing to protect the

rights their adversaries, then how can it and
its allies be sure that their liberties are any
more secure, any less subject to usurpation

by an opposing force?

An even nnore dangerous tactic be«r>g us-

ed today is the attempt of these

"separatist" groups to censor art. Women
charge as "sexist" the magazines and
record covers that diplay females in an un-

favorable light. Blacks call "racist, " books,

films, and records which try to stereotype

their race. A good example of this attack

can be seen with the Rolling Stones Theii

album, "Black and Blue" protrays a woman
in bondage, and their last album, "Some
Girls" has a line in the title song which civil

rights activist Jesse Jackson has called

"racist." It's as if men are the only ones
who are open to the label of "sexist," and
blacks have a patent on the word "racist."

For centuries, some of the best literature

has dealt with an author's autobiographical

fantasies in which men and wornen have

treated their lovers with contempt, adding

to the theme that a "fine line exists bet-

ween hate and love." And as for

stereotypes, there is a cleai difference bet-

ween satire and racism. While I'm not

defending all music and literature as "art,"

in fact some is just plain "garbage," I am
saying that even "garbage" should be pro-

tected for the sake of concurrent protection

of the art that does exist.

As to the feminist claims that media por-

trays women in ways which could lead to

violence against them, let me suggest that

they read the 1972 Supreme Court case of

Healy vs. James. This litigation was in

response to the barring of a local chapter of

the Students for a Democratic Society

(SDS) from a Connecticut college. The
Court held that freedom of advocacy was
inherent with the rights laid down in the

First Amendement. The plaintiffs claimed

that a group such as the SDS, which ad-

vocated violence, could lead to violence.

Citing the Smith Act (circa 1902), the Court

pointed to the fact that it had been over-

turned l)ecause mere advocacy of thought

which suggests overthrowing the govern-

nnent was not the same as commiting

treason. In concluding, the Court ruled that

supposition of a possible or probable end

was not sufficient cause of denying a

rT>eans.

If the "separatist" groups want to get to

the crux of the matter, then might it be sug-

gested that they consider where we have

advanced, as a society, in our attitudes

toward prejudice. Those in positions of

power in the corporate and government

hierarchy have created a society where

Third World hates whites, gays hate

straights, women hate men, religion hates

religion and vice versa. And this climate of

hatred has all been created under the guise

of "progressive legislation." While each

and every splinter group is busy advancir>g

their own clause, we're being diverted from

the true casual aspect of our inequality

-economic division.

So if these pluralistic forces in our coun-

try cant see where we are being led, and

persist in unjustifiably suppressing the

media because they can't differentiate bet-

ween an interpretation of broad civil liber-

tarian philosophy and discriminatory pro-

paganda, then perhaps we ought to ask

ourselves whether their views are the pro-

duct of lucid thinking or the product of

lucid rectal excretions.?

Letter to the Editor
'A career of

collecting relief?'.

To the Editor:

When the hell are people around here

going to realize that even after all tuition

increases are implemented, tuitions could

be quadrupled and the education received

at UMass might still be a bargain? I realize

this IS not true in every case, because
society has changed over the last few
years \and probably will continue to

changes though the university has not.

The change has been so great that rhany

degrees granted today are inherently

worthless regardless of which university

grants them.
Instead of demanding increased

subsidies from taxpayers whose balls are

already breaking, I feel our attentions

should be turned to maximizing the return

on the monies already in hand. How can
we morally demand more money when
what we gat is not being put to good use?
Tlie days of opulence are over.

I am challenging this university to cease
cranking out graduates not trained to

function in today's society - the high
schools are doing this already, so why
duplicate the effort? No-nonsense
research should be conducted to

determine just what areas of tomorrow's
society will need more man power \sorry.

people power \, and it should cater to

those needs. It may be that after some
self examination the university will see a

need to curtail funding to some depar-

tments sharply and-or completely

eliminate others that do not contribute

anything to anybody. Maybe it will decide

to fund departments primarily upon the

likelihood of its students finding em
ployment. There is no sense in the

university helping students into a career

of collecting relief.

Only when this university decides to

stop wondering how to continue future

operations using funding methods of a

bygone era will it be better able to serve

not only the student body, but also the

people who are footing most of the bill -

the taxpayers,

Jim Flanagan
Geology-Geography Department
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Fill out your evaluations

To the Editor:
As (he semester draws to a close, it is

Vine, ofice again, forhudent evaluations.
The staff of the Course and Teacher
Evaluation Guide ask that all faculty
participate in the evaluation process by
passing out evaluations to students and.
that a^ students take a few minutes to
senously fill out the evaluations.

Student eviuations of courses and
teachers are essential for three reasons.
They provide feedback to professors, may
become part to faculty personnel files,

and are used in the publication of the
CA TE guide So, whether or not your
professor releases evaluations to us,
please fill them out.

In a school this s>ze, there is a need for
a more complete and reliable system of
course selection than word of mouth
provides. Filling out evahjations is only
the first step in this system. It is also
necessary for professors to release their

evaluations for us in the CATE guide In
the past, the guide has been criticized for
both sloppiness in compiling data, and for
the political statements surrounding that
data We at CATE feel the most recent
guide [available this spring] represents
significant changes in these areas. We, of
course, welcome any suggestions from
faculty or students for further im
provements.

The CATE staff;

Michael Murphy
Margaret Schader

Mark Flaherty
Peter Egan

Weakness in Whitmore
To the Editor:

According to the May 8 statement of
Brornery, Allen, Beatty, and Madson,
they see a rise in racism, sexism, and
violence, at a time when the University

administration itself pursues policies

which lack openness and
cooperativeness Do they not see the

connection between their "autocratic"
methods, and more destructive social

behaviors ^ If not. (hey are blind to histonc
evidence that denial of participation in

governance by human groups increases
those groups destructive response to

restrictive social systems
The University administration denies

substantive cooperation from campus
groups. When they set an example of
naked power use, trampling consensus,
consent, and cooperative efforts m the

process, they should be aware that they
are broadcasting a powerful but unstated
message; "might makes right " That
socially primitive philosophy may sound
good to an autocrat, but it is dangerous in

a democr^idc society that depends on
consent to opera(e. Such an example by
the leaders frustrates dialogue situational

compromise, and cooperative ad-
vancement. Thus, (he energies which
might find some channel in constructive
social expression are frustrated over
unreasonable restraint and may be ex-

pressed according to the example set -- m
adamant ways and to destructive ends

The Administration has acted to

'rustrate honest and legitimate anempts
to solve campus problems by all segments
of the cjmpus community This was done
when they sabotaged the Parking
Council's policy of broadening the

contributions of non paying parking

users The Administration did not irth

plement (he "even( ticket surcharge" ag
they hadpreviously agreed to do.

The Administration has adopted an
advisory rather than a partnership attitude

with unions, thereby seeking to frustrate

the public policy of the legislature to deaf
with employees needs through
organizadonal chann^s.

The Admnistradon has failed (o adopt
substantial energy saving policies

suggested by several energy conservation
committees representing a broad range of
campus groups - at a time when rapidly

rising energy costs drain resources from
primary university goi^s

If the Bromery group does indeed
"stand ready to act decisively" to

"eradicate racism, sexism, and vioUmce,
"

(heir firs( ac(s should be (o set exarr^es
of openness, and committment to

democratic processes. Cooperative
decision making would show corrwnunity
members that those administrators, as
community leaders, will work (o solve
problems not by miict the analogue to

personal violence - but by cooperative
interchanges which gives everyone m
stake in the process of the community -•

(he analogue of reasoned interpersonal

intercourse. Otherwise, centralization of
power will increase the powerlessness
and frustration in tfrn community and thus
foster behaviors that the administration
piously condemn.

This analysis in no way diminishes tfm
importance of identifying the people
responsible for those destructive acts and
bnnging them to justice, but expresses
my perception of hypocrisy in community
leaders condemning willful acts while
pursuing similar acts on a different level.

Frank O'bris
Florence

Drinking and driving

don't mix

To the Editor:

On Fnday and Saturday night many
students get dressed hop into their car
pick up their friends and set out for a
nigh( of partying. The problem is once
(hey arrive a( their point of destination
(hey pu( their keys in their pocket forget
about them- and start 'putdng beers in

their hands. The end of the night rolls

around - everyone's caught a "buzz"
and now its time to drive home following
(he yellow line in hopes of i( leading you
back home.

Sound funny^ I'm sure i( does on paper
bu( i( will be very real and no( so funny

when a cop asks you (o ge( ou( and walk
(ha( yellow line (o see how drunk you are.

If you can'( pass this sobriety test, or
others {a breathalizer test], most likely

you have just been arrested for drunken
driving.

Massachusetts law states "whoever
operates a motor vehicle while under (he
influence of intoxicating liquor or narcotc
drugs, will be punished by a fine of not
less than thirty five nor more than one
thousand dollars, or by imprisonment for
no( less (han (wo weeks nor more (ban
two years, or bo(h.

"

Chances are if it is your first offer%s9

artd you go to trial and loose your
ticense will be revoked for one year. If it is

your second offense your license w^ b%
revoked for fiv§ years.

Tf^ is w» optmn fw first offemhrs to
ertroM in an educational program that wiK
aUow you to avoid conviction of cltarges
and ttfereby avoid a criminal record If

you are enrolled in this program you wilt
liave to nay $200 in court costs, and are
likely to lose your license for tfvee mon-
ths arid must successfully complete a
one year probationer^ period to avoid
conviction Violators of this offense -

"driving under" • should idso be aware
that tf^ are subject to a merit rating in-

suranie surcharge even though they con-
set to undergo driver alcohol education
programs

In the past year, many young peopte
dwd m car accidents as a result of
drunken driving, some of which we read
about in tfte newspapers, but others were
felt hem ^tose to home Hopefully,
students are aware of the serious nature
of this offense, or any other motor veN^
violation In the inter^t of vour friend's

safety as weU as your own. . ttrnt last beer
might be better off left behindl

Straighten out!

Mary Griffin
Sharon Sullivan

l^gal Sarvicet Office

To the Editor:

/ am writing this letter to accuse the
Collegian of censorship and favoritism. I

recently submitted a letter to the editor
which expressed anti gay sentiments.
Tfte letter was never published. Tfte gay
community on campus is a very voce/
minority, and I. for one. am sick to death
of hearing about tfiem. I don't go around
spouting off about my sexual
preferertces. Why can't tfte gays keep
their mouths shut' And what about my
rights as a member of the straight majori-
ty^

Why does the Collegian suppress my
\»ews' My only guess is that the Collegian
is controlled by gays They publish a gay
cartoon which I find insipid ant
offensive-- as wefl as many pro gay ar-

ticles WeU enough is enough. Sdaights
of the world, unite' Stop sucking up to
tfte gays Don't le( them run the campus.
Stand up for your rights. Straight is

greet.

Ephraim Baron
Sylvan

2 bedroom garden apartment from
$290. Included in your rent are heat
and hot water.

NOW ACCEPTING DEPOSITS FOR
FALL RENTALS
For your convenience:

+ Free UMass bus to town and campus
+ Stove, refrigerator, disposal, and dishwasher
+ Fully carpetei
-I- Wall to wall closets

+ Cablevision available

+ 1 72 miles from Mt. Farms and Hampshire Malls
+ 24 hour maintenance staff

Our new rental office is located
at 156A-1 Brittany Manor Drive.

Take first entrance
Rental Hours -M-F 9-5, Sat. 10-2

256 8534

*MINIMUM
10 MONTH

LEASE

Brittany Manor Equal
opportunity

housing

GiveA'Book
Certificate

• A new way of giving. -

• Redeemable at hundreds of

bookstores across the

country.

Simple. Choose one of tfie handsome gift cards, designed by famous book illustrators

and artists, on display m this rack Tell the salesperson the denomination of the gift certifi-

cate you want Write your own special greeting in the card Seal Stamp And mail. No pacK-

age to wrap No trip to the post office No standing in line.

Economical. For the cost of the gift card plus the cost of a stamp— lass than the cost of

mailing ttia average book— your gift is on its way' There are no service charges to you. and^

the person receiving the book gets the full value of the amount you paid for the certificate

Fast. Since your gift is traveling first-class, it will reach its destination quicker than any
package sent by parcel post

Thoughtful. Give-A-Book Certificate lets the person who receives it choose exactly tha
book that person wants at the exact moment It's the best way to know you've chosen the
right gift

Time-saving and worry-free. Give-A-Book Certificate takes the guesswork, uncertainty,

and indecision out of gift selection No more fear of duplicating a title already owned' It also

allows you to give books to the many people on your list whose reading tastes you may not

know!

No-risk. Give-A-Book Certificates are a joint venture of American Booksellers Association
and National Association of College Stores They guarantee redemption or refund at full

value

When you think of giving a book, Qlva-A-Book Certificate.

BOOKS MAKE MEANINGFUL
GRADUA TION GIFTS

the UNIVERSITYSTORE

^r~% SPECIALS EFFECTIVE: MAY 14 THRU 19

VcovpONS
mm COUPON & $? 50 purchase or more

EXCLUDING CIGAREHES

LONDON BROIL STEAK
USDA CHOICE SHOULDER CLOD

lbXiVV

BOnOM ROUND ROAST
USDA CHOICE BEEF

!1.99
MINUTES
FRESH GROUND BEEF

5 LB
PKG

^7.75

$
LB 1.59

SWIFTS PREMIUM

SKINLESS FRANKS
ARMOUR

BABY BEEF LIVER
COMMODORE HEAT & SERVE

FISH CAKES

LB PKG n.29

,

97^

79*

SWEET UFE

WHITE

BREAD 20 oz
VALO THRU MAY 19

LIMIT ONf AI LOUIS f-OODS

r WITH COUPON 4 S^ 50 PURCHASE OR MORE

^XCLUOING CIGAHtTTES
24

QUARTERS LB PKG

SWEET LIFE

MARGARINE 29
(

VALID THRU MAY 19

LIMIT ONI Af LUIHb ^UODS

r WriH COUPON 4 $7 50 PURCHASf OR MORE^ EXCLUDING CIGARETTES

SWEET LIFE
^

INSTANT

ICED TEA

MIX

\

10 PACK 79
VAUO THRU MAY 19

LIMIT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

r WITH COUPON 4 $7 50 PURCHASE OR MORE

EXCLUDING CIGARETTES

SWEET UFE

CRANBERRY

JUICE

COCKTAIL 48 OZ 79

30

VALID THRU MAY 19

LIMfT ONE AT LOUIS FOODS

I

r WITH COUPON 4 S7 50 PURCHASE OR MORE \
EXCLUDING CIGARETTES

30

160 CT

HOMPSPUN

NAPKINS 29
C

VALID THRU MAY 19

\ UMTf ONE AT LOUtS FOODS /

^FROZEN FOODS •
MINUTE MAID

ORANGE JUICE

MinuteMaici.

L
12 OZ89

r
WHEAT THINS OR TRISCUITS

"N

""'Er^ NABISCO

i^M2 I .13 0Z& 16 OZ 99
<^ I

SWEET LIFE

64 OZ BTL

APPLE JUICE

99*

• PRODUCE •
NO. 1 GRADE FRESH DAILY

ASPARAGUS

Hunt

99

HUNTS "It Pays to be Finicky"

TOMATO PASTE 12 OZ 53'

:TOMATO SAUCE 8oz6/4

PRIMA SALSA 32 OZ 99'

JKj *| AUTOMATIC

CASCADE 65 OZ

DISHWASHER

DETERGE .

n.99
WE RESERvr "Hi RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTIT^

HOT RESPOhSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

HELP CONSERVE'

B.Y.O.B
BRING YOUR OWN BAG'^

WE WILL PAY YOU

FOR EVERY BAG

YOU BRING IN AND

WE USE TO PACK

^ YOUR GROCERIES N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERSL Mass
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To plac« a classified ad. drop bv the
Co/tegian office iCC 113) betv»«en 8 45
mm , and 3 45 p m Monday through Fn
day or use our handy clip and mail forn
found in most issues of the Collegian
Classified deadline is 3 45 p.m two days
tn advance of publication date

AUTO fOn SALE

Ghmtf Malibu. 86,000 mii«, excsOmt
condition in and out, y}od gas milea^,
AM/ FM/ casseti., many options. $975 or
best offer. Jeff. 253 7068.

TB Karmann Ghia. many new parts, bdy.
fr need genaratof, gd. trans.. $700,
586^5498

Wa buy usad car. 2S6-8433 or 549^5966.

70 Pontiac Catalina: auto, air cond., tun>
ad up & inspected, runs fine (15 mpg) Just
rweds a muffler soon. Only S400. 586-3724.

>A^f412, 1974, good mpg. air conditioning,
radio, radials, 62.00 mi . new battery
$2000. 253 9586

73 Ford Torino— 40,000 miles on car,

23.000 on engine (74), runs good, excellent
body Good rubber alt around, 2 snows
New brakes and master cylinder $2100 or

BO. Steve. 5490753.

1972 Olds, great condition. 40.000 mi..

$1500. Carolyn. 6 1484 or 5^626^

1971 Fiat 124 sport spider, $1500. excellent

mechanical condition, service records
avail

, convert & hard top. other extras,

body needs some attention, call Rich at

066-4840 for a test drive

68 Olds Cutlass, excellent engir>e, some
rust, $300, 666^971. ^
1970 Ford Mustang, w 250 dd 6 cyl

eng & 35 pp. stk , fair body. gd. ~
mech., many new parts, xtras., asking
$800, call John^ 546^9230

75 Maiibu Classic, exc cond., 549-3687.

73 Dodga Charger,
mechanically excellent.

549-1034.

body very

$1860. call

good,
Greg.

Cheap transportation: 1964 Dodge
Polara. has sticker, minor repairs needed,
price negotiable. 323-5712. evenings.

66 VW bus- 72 "engTne, AM /FM/
cassene. good for travelling, call eve., Lu,

54»3919

72 Oatsun wagon 510. body rough, runs
v>^l. 4 speed, $750. 549 6849

72 Audi loots. 4 door, red. immac. in and
out, needs muffler. $ 1300. 549 6849

Vega GT 72, 4 sp., r>ew tires, good cond ,

exc. gas mil., $500 or best off. , 546 5833

1971 Int. Scout. 4wd. $1000 o7 80, Ed.

54»4629

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a
MHL auto alarm system. Area's lowest
rates. Call 546-9639 or 546-1131.

FOR RENT

One bedroom in 3 bedroom Puffton
Village apt. Available June thru August.
Perfect for sumn^er school students. Ac-
cess to pool, tennis and basketball courts.

Only $85 a month. If interested, call

54^1493

Rooms. Doubles and triples. Good loca-

tion 395 N. Pleasant St., Amherst. Deposit
required. Call 549-0644 for info. Ask Larry.

Cape Cod cottages for rent, for 4 pers..

$1100 > up, call 1 (617) 771-4668, W. Yar .

In Belchertown. large, sunny apt. on tfie

bus route. Located in old farmhouse, $200
per month, incl. util. Call 323-4912.

Rooms to rent at Pi Lambda Phi, 14 Elm
St.. $150 for summer. $25 security, kitchen

and laundry facilities, short walk to campus
arxl town.

Four bedroom house opposite Flo's

Diner, Northampton, for June. $380 per

mo. plus utilities, "as is," call between
4-5:30. Skibiski Realtors. 584 3428

3 bedroom apt., 105 Meadow St.,

Amherst, convenient location, on bus
route, $350 mo., call 549-5153.

FOR SALE

Furniture for sale, must sell, 256-6604

Oak dresser— 56"- length. 30"-
height, 18" - width; w/ mirrors; call

256-0625, $20.

Refrigerator for sale. BO, 546^8077.

New diving equip.— US Divers ft

Parkway equip., contact Ted, 549-6488,

after 6 p.m.

For sale— technical cUmbing equipment —
Chouinard carabiners. nuts, Willans sit

harness, more, 1-625-9367.

1 Raleigh Pro. 3 Paramounts- ec, reas.

trade- ins accepted, 549-4549.

Uaad furniture in excellent condition:

tables, chairs, sofas, lamps, etc. - going

fast, call immediately, 253-7111.

IfTO Ford Falcon, runs well, asking $250,

call 256-6469, leave message.

Bedroom furniture,, cheap, call Joyce,
256-6989, eve

Pauguot PX10-23" Reynolds 531, $300,

Vince Schwinn World Traveler 23". $100.

253-5622, AMF single speed 26" wheel,

$30.

Collegian
Classifieds

K-siia watarbad. harnifinished frame,
av^y^wig imAkt&vi. c all 584^664^

1670 Dodge, eng reb., $600, 20" color TV,
$150, used washing mach., $70, 2 used
typewrs., %2b ea.. alt neg.. (413) 6284694,
eves

Furnitura 4 arte: nigs. tam^M, ^^n, ate.
caN54&-S^.

2 sin. bads.
2535725.

dresser lamp - cheap.

New Ollh 7 skis, never mounted, 1%cm.
$100. Peter. 253 5226.

For sale— Pace 125 CB radio, asking $25.
call Pat, 64466.

72 Honda CL460 CC. stock, under 8000
'"' 9<^ o"- oW road, $560, Dave. 323-6Z36.

Waterbed. moving, must sell. Queen S2..

w Stained frm.. exc. cond., $150 Call

Sue. 549 1349, or Matt. 549^773
Motobecane bike: 5<^-48ffl.

1964 Metro van, good cond., 70,000 mi.,

make excellent camper. $600, call 586 6672.

Clogs! Clogs! Clogs* All handcraftMJ- M
priced. $18 $23. Vermont Clog Factory
Store- Carriage Shops- N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst.

Clogs* Clogs! Clogs! All handcrafted - all

priced $18 $23, Vermont Clog Factory
Store- Carriage Shops. N, Pleasant St.,

Amherst

.

1971 Coupe De Ville Gold CadHlac. Good
condition— needs some engine work. Air

conditioning Best offer Call 527-7761.
after midnight.

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256^8732. bet. 9-10 3.m.

1 pr. CCM, Super Tacks, size 7 'h . $60, call

Dean, 546 7439, exc. cond.

3 cu. ft. frig.. 4 mo. oM. $90, Fred
349-2615.

MOTORCYCLES
~

1S71 Honda CB46D, low miles, excellent
condition, DOHC. $595. call Rich. 6-6768.

1975 Honda CB366. elec. start, disc brake,

well maintained. $425 . call 549-6666.

75 Honda CB360T, exc. cond.. 4000 rm.,

lock h chain, helmet, sissy bar, roll bar
cover, well worth $750 or 80. call 546 8717.

75 Suzuki TSOO, exc. cond., luggage rack,

helmet. Continental tires, 15,200 miles,

$750 firm, 6-41 18.

PERSONALS
~

D. Caton: here's the personal you've
always wanted. Much luck h happines,

CAS^

Jane— we are not implying child abuse but
that damn lambchop is in need of a bath!

Love, Frick h Frack (Debbie h Mary).

You came upon me like a shooting star, I

made a wish and. honey, here you are. you
hold me tight, we burn together, let's turn

together, let's do it again, happy 3, pink

lights, love Double Lucky.

Mare. Arl. Flynn— thanks for a most
wonderful semester. Love you alf. Lizard.

Drummer wanted for rocknroll band —
no business, just fun. Must be available

through summer, start immed., call Mark,
253 2fflQ^

Astrology birthcharts. compatability
rdngs.. 11 yr. profsn., Louis Neubel.

5496425.

Fresh platinum, 546-6130.

Hatch, Hubbard. Millen, and Klos— you
guys can really deliver!!! And I bet that

you'd like to know who this is!!!

Sweet Baboo, I love you. Gonna miss ya.

Are you frustrated with the run-around
on your car repair or the new car you
bought? Do you suspect you have a lemon
or the repairs weren't done right? Call Con-
sumer Action. 545 0199, or 545 0781, for

help. Sponsored by MassPIRG.

Sweet Baboo, I love you. Gonna miss ya .

Gay peer counseling, SU 406 G Tues.,

5-7. Thurs. 6-8, Fri. 4-6 or call 545-2645

Stick it in your ear — free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant^ St , Amh , 253 3324.

Diamond engagement fr wedding rings,

hand-wrought especially for you,
Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253 3324

RIDE WANTED
2 people want ride to Frisco area, want 2
leave at end of May, will share drive £f ex^

penses, call Ira, 6-7094, or Kristi. 6-9276,

keep trying.

RIDERS WANTED
Riders wanted to Florida, leaving May 27
or 28 from Boston area. Contact Stacy im-

med., 6-9596.

North to Alaska! 3 people, share driving,

expenses. Lv. May 20, via Can. Hwy.. Ak.
Hwy., Fairbanks, Anchorage, Kenai Penin.
Call Jackson, (617) 6368891, (617)
848 0131.

Car-pool to Ware this summer, M-F, 9-5,

starting 6/1. I have car, share car, ex-
pens^. Call 253-^83, ke^ trying!

ROOM WANTED
Female seeking 1 bedroom in house or
apt for Sept 79, call Debby. 6^4246.
1 bedroom wanted in Chatham for sum
mer, must be close to town, call Tom,
6 5148^

2 woman seeking 2 bdrms. m an Amherst
fKiuse, no complexes, pise., summer only,

call Uza or Christine, 665^3607. 549-3512.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Own bdrm. in Brandywine for summer,
Sue, 546 6326.

Hay you! 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt., own
bath, low rent, male or fmale., avail. 6/1,

549^90, Nancy or 545-0613, Mike.

Room avail, furn., female Colonial
Village, June 1, bus rt., $75, pool,
256 6489

Brittany Manor—2 non-snrK>king room-
mates. Available 9/1, call 253 3645.

Housemate: in Sunderland, on bus route,
for summer, $80. plus utilities, 666-4181.

Hse. near Hyannis. C. Cod, need
hsemates., $750 for season, call Mike/
Cyn, 253-3615.

Roommate wanted, 2 bdrm., Cliffside

apt., $85 per mo., utilities included. Steve.
6e5-3270 or 545^)896.

2 women looking for 1 or 2 fmale. to sfiare

Brittany Manor apt., 253-5941.

Share Townehouse apt. w/ 2 others. Call

549-1203, rent negotiable.

South Yarmouth— 1 or 2 people, M-F, for

summer rental, 546-5359.

For Brandywine apt.. $55/ mo.,
549 6658.

Housemates wanted— mature responsi-

ble couple to share large, sunny 4 bedroom
house with other couple. $175 per month
for 2- bedrooms, heat incl., furnished,

cable TV, 3 acres; 2 singles possible, avail.

6/ 1/79, call Glenn or Pobin, after 6 p.m.,
256-8969.

We're seeking another non- nicotir>e veg-

gie couple to share our beautiful home,
woods, gardens, participation in collective

domestic activities £r supportive com-
munication. 2 rooms, $95 each, 367-2695.

Roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm.,
Puffton, summer. Own bedrm. & bathrm.;

pool, tennis, bus. Rent neg. Call Erik,

549 3616.

Live at Cape this summer, 2 females
wanted to share house in West Yarmouth,
$550 each, move in May 26, call 6-4935.

Female roommate wanted for complete-
ly furnished Presidential apt. for summer, 5
min. walk to campus, call immediately,

Megan or Patti, 549-6233.

Own bdrm.
5495730.

Fmale. wanted to share apt. w/ 2 others

in Brt. Manor for 79-80 year, $85/ mo.,
Beth. 256 8040.

Need roommates. 2 bedroom apt., Bran-

dywin., furnished, fall option, 549-5138.

Have apt; to yrself.

share pt. of summer
pus

avail, in Puffton apt..

most of summer —
furnished nr. cam-

call aft. 10:30 a.m., kp. trying; Janet,

549-1822.

Female roommate wanted — Rolling

Green, own rm., $120/mo., call Karen,

253-5919.

Female roommate wanted to share 2
bdrm. apt.- Colonial Vill., $100-»^, option

to renew, call Beth, 253 5032.

SERVICES

Professional typing dona at less the cost
of a typing service. Thesis, papers, charts,

etc. Contact Nancy at 310 Arnold House or

call 268-7140, evenings.

TO SUBLET
~

Rolling Green— 1 single, 1 dbl. rm., 1 cou-
ple, 1 single person wanted. DW, air, pool,

bus route, util., 1
'/> bath., cable, $83.50/

person. 256 0340, Barry, Pete, Gary &
Elena.

Female(s) roommate— Brandywine 1

bedroom in 2 bedroom apt. — furn. avail.

J

u

ne 1 August 31, call Joanne, 549-1868 .

Brandy>Mine, 1 bdrm. of 2 bdrm. apt.,

AC, pool, tennis. Short walk from campus,
$100/ mo., caW Maria, 549-5847, late eve.

Rolling Green, 4 bedroom, AC, pool,

avail. 6/1 9/1. $280/ mo. or $70/ person.

Call Gary, 253-2115, or Jim:* 546-91 86.

Collegian classified rates are: daily,

45c per line, five consecutive issues, 40c
per line per day; X consecutive issues.

30c per line per day, One line is rouyhly
equivalent to 38 characters.

To sublet: three bedroom apt, in old far-

mhouse, one and one half miles from
Amherst center on bus route, available

June 1 to Sept. 1, $100 per person a
month. Call 546-5698 or 546 5650.

Free week, avail. May 24, Southwood, 2
bdrm., $200/ mo., opt, fall. 253-52^.
House. 4 badrms., $275/ mnth.,
negotiable rent, call 253 7082. very close to
Amherst.

1 bedroom a|K., Cliffskie, starting June 1.

w/ option for faN. f150 , 665 3254.

Summer sublet -1 or 2 bedrooms in

Brandywine. Call 549 5920.

Summer sublet— 2 rms. in farm house 4
mi. from UM- Pelham 80-^120mo. 27
acres, swim. Furnished, beautiful, call

253 3794.

Great deal! Brandywine summer sublt. 2
tjedrooms, nice sunny location, pool, AC,
dishwasher. Rent negotiable, 549 5063.

Summer sublet, ideal location, Amherst
center, 1 br. in 3 br. apt., female, only 1/4
mile from UMass, rent $85 + util., fall opt.,

call Kim. 2535896. '__
1 or 2 br. in 3 br. twnhse. apt., Southwd..
part, furn ., fall option, call 256^8267

3 bdrms. twnhse. apt. in Southwood.
Bus rt., pool, fall option, call 256-8257.

Amherst, 1 block fr. cntr., summer only, 2
bedroom, rent neg., util. incl., 546 9323,
eve.

Sunderiand bonanza. 2 bdrm. summer
sublt., fall option, cool pool, hiking trails,

tennis cts., $240, negot. Call 665-2131,
eves., keep trying.

Mill Hollow apt.. 2 bdrm.. r>ext to pond.
N. Amherst, $220, incl. util., June- Aug.,
opt, lease, 549-6637, eves.

Summer sublet. 3 bdr. twnhse.. Rolling

Green, all util. incl.. pool, bus rt.. 2S3-7219.

Summer sublet: 2 bedroom f imished
apt., 6/19/1, $200/ nr>o., includes utilities.

Mill Hollow apts.. call 549 5935, eves.

One bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt., on bus rte., in

Sunderland. Move in any time after May
15. May rent already paid. Rent is very low.
Call Mike, 665^206.

Nice cool apartment in Amherst center.

Need two people $85 -*- utilities for singles.

Contact Fay or Cr at 253 9458.

N'hamp., 4 bedroom house, av. June to

Sept., call Skibiski Realty, 584^3428, $370
mo.

Summer sublet, Amherst, targe furnish-

ed room, bus route, laundry facilities,

stores. Deb, 256-6698, morns., or 730-8130
or after 3:00 p.m.

2 bdrm. -Col. Vil.. $180 mth., fall opt.,

pool, Indry., bus rt., call 253-2226
.

Mill Hollow apt., avail. 6/1 w/ fall opt., 2
bdrm., near Puffers Pond, $220/ mo.,
negot., call 549-2859, eve.

Cheap rent available in Riverglade apt.,
own room, swim, pool, bus route. Call

256-6059, evenings.

With fall option-2 bdrm., Colonial Vill.,

$190/ mo., avail, late May, call 253-7272.

Need a place to live for part of or the
whole summer? Townhouse, 2 br.. fall op-
tion. rent negot., 549 6378.

Summer sublet -1 bdrm. in Southwood
townhouse. $127/ mo., call 256 8653 .

Puffton 3 bdrm.. 6/1- 8/30, lots special at

tractions, semi- furn., rent neg., 549-4874.

Presidential apt.— less than a half mile to
campus. Option for fall. Two bedroom, AC,
dishwasher, spacious. On bus route if you
don't feel like walking. Avail., May 28, call

549-1209.

Cliffside, 1 br., dishwash., avail. 5/29, w/
option, $170/ mo.. 665-7545.

306 N. Pleasant. 1 rm. av. low rent,

256-6150, summer sublet only.

Responsible female, 25 + , non- smoker,
wanted to share 3 bedroom house with
same. $180/ mo., available June 1, option,
Sept., 253-3953, after 6 p.m.

4 bdrm. twnhse.. 1 V4 bath, AC, DW,
pool, great location, bus rte., avi. 6/1, w/
opt., $360 a mn.. Squire ViM.. huge apt.,

666^7523.

Puffton Village. 6/1 8/30. 3 bedroom, 2
bath, pool, tennis courts, air cond., $270,
neg., Michelle, 256^6447.

Summer sub., 1 br. in 3 br. apt., Puf. Vil.,

$100 mo.. Dee, 549 0106,

Air conditioned, two bedroom apt., pool,
DW, tennis, bus rt., near laundry, bus rt.,

hiking trails, view of woods, cow past., fall

option, $165 for summer, 665 2578 .

Avail. July- Aug.. w/ fall option, 1 br. in

Riverglade, 3 br. apt. (2 people poss.), call

256 6137, ask for Deb or Mike.

Rolling Green garden apt. — 1 female
wanted for own bedroom. Fully furnished,

bus rte., AC, all utiities incl., pool, cheap
rent, call Joy or Robyn, after 6, 253-3523.
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Officials miss deadline in mixup
By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

Nine UMass/ Amherst administrators were reported In

Saturday's Boston Globe as having failed to file a report on
their outside sources of income with the state Ethics Com-
mission, as they are legally required to do, by May 1

deadline.
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery said last night a "mix-

up" between the UMass President's office in Boston aiKl

the Amherst campus was responsible for the two vice-
chancellors and the seven deans missing the commission's
deadline.

"We didn't even get the forms from the President's of-
fice until April 30," the day before tf>ey were due, Bromery
said.

Referring to the nine names on the list, Bromery said.
"Those are the people who just didn't get them into the
rr>ail fast enough."

Acting Vice-Chancellor for Adminbtration and Finaru:e
George Beatty and Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis L. Madson were included on the list. Neither was
available for comment last night.

The state legislature established the Ethics Commission
last year, in the wake of the MBM building construction
scandal. The commission required over 3,000 state officials

to report their sources of outside income over $1,{XX) for

potential conflicts of interest. The commission also re-

quired the official to report the incomes of their wives and
children.

According to the Globe's list, provided by the Ethics
Commission, 40 officials at state colleges and universities

failed to file the requirc/b statement by the deadline.

Collegian

staff

meeting
A meeting will be held for

all CoHegian Staff mwnbers
tonight at 7 p.m. in Campus
Center room 162. Important

changes in the paper's set-

up will be discussed. Take a

break from whatever you're

doing and come on down.
Your attendance is nee<ted.

Notice
Wedr^esday is ttie last

Collegian publishing day
this semester. All orttors for

classified and display ads
for this issue must be plac-

ed by 5 p.m. today. Look
for the Massachusetts
Summer Collegian every
eek starting K/lay 30.

Painted feces, craft merchants, and artist's

displays were the order of the day at the 4th annual
New England Artists Festival and Showcase this

weekend at the 3 County Fairgrounds in Northamp-
ton. The festival was very successful despite the bad

weather and the Grateful Dead concert. (Staff photos
by Paul Price)

To place a classified ad. drop by the

Collegian office (CC 113) between 8.45

am , and 345 p m Monday through Fri

day or use our handy clip and mail form
found in most issues of the Collegian

Classified deadline is 3:45 p m. two days
in advance of publication date

Collegian classified rates are: daily,

45c per line, five consecutive issues, 40c

per line per day; 30 consecutive issues.

30c per line per day One line is rouyhly

equivalent fo 38 characters

1 bdrm. in 3 bdrm. Puffton apt., air cond.,

pool, tennis, rent negotiable, call evenings,

549-5924.

2 bdrm. Colonial Vill.. pool, bus rt.. rent

negotiable. Call 253 3273.

1 bdrm. Rolling Gr.. 5/26- 8/31. Furnish-

ed, AC, DW, pool, on bus rte., all utilities,

rent neg., call 253-353T

Spacious 3 bedroom Squire Village,

$240/ mo., 6/1- 8/31, w/ opt., wall to wall,

1 h baths, AC, dish., pool, bus. 665 3083 .

5-6 bedrm. house/ Florence cntr./ on bus

line/ 2 mi. from Smith/ avail. June 1, $350

I- util./ call 586-2973.

Sunder, townhse., avail, for fall, swg.

pool. ten. crts., cheap rent for sum.
665-3925.

Townhouse apts.. 2 bdrm., furn.. neg.,

549 3687.

Cheap!! Brandywine apt., AC, pool, $200

mo., includes major appl., call 549-5139.

Townhse., 2 bed. apt., 1 Vi bath., full

basement, w/w carpet, AC, pool, 6/1-

8/30, w. opt. $245 mo., 253-3313,

Riverglade, on bus rte.

Roll. Green, 3 bdrm. twnhse., fall option,

all util., air cond., pool, call 253-5725.

Summer sublet, 2 or 3 bdrms. in 3

bedroom Puffton apt., 546 9804 or

546-9814.

2 bdrn^. furn. twnhse. apt., AC, pool.

DW.jbus rte., price negotiable, 253-7478.

1 bdtm. in 2 bdrm. twnhse., fall opt., pool,

tennis courts, all util. avail, end of May,

$100/ mo., call 665-2264.

Rm. for 1 male in 2 bdrm. Squire Village

apt. 1 for summer, plus fall option, on bus

rte., approx. $80/ month, 665 7557, after 8

p.m.

Sublet: Presidential apt., 2 bdrm., June-

Aug., with fall opt., 549-4534.

Save! 2 bdrm. CHffside, $200, no' utilities,

on bus stop, tennis, fall option, 665-3006.

3 bdrms. In 4 bdrm.tise. in N. Amherst,

great summer place, convenient and com-
fortable, $87.50/ -mo. + util., avail. 6/1,

call 549-0319.

2 bdroom. apt.. Colonial Vill., furn., opt.,

June Aug., opt. to ren., $T90, neg.,,

256-6449. eves. '

Rm. for summer in house on bus route,

2537650.

1 br. apt., Cliffside, rent neg., 665-3026.

Riverglade. 2 br.. Townhouse: furnish-

ed, pool, carp.. AC, DW & disp., laund.,

bus rt., $195/ mo., incl. heat & hw, 5'22-

9/4, 253-2069.

Sunny 2 bdrm. apt., bus rte., pool, $200/

mo., fall opt., 253-5028, S. Amh., avail.

May 27.

1 bdrm. in 3 bdrm. apt., available June 1,

special apt. on bus rt., overlooks Holyok.,

range access to pool, tennis courts and

garden rent, $95 -i- , call 253-5978.

4 bedroom house on bus route near town,

sublet June- August, fall option, call

253 3234.

3 bdrms., one minute from campus, 2 pvt.

porches, huge yard, $300- util. Incl.

549 1254.

1 bedrm. apt.. Puffton, AC, carpet, ten-

nis, pool, avail. June to Sept., option for

fall, 549 5356, keep trying, $175.

Large 4 bedroom apt. in older house on

bus route, easy walk to Amh. ctr., porch

and backyd., price negotiable, call eves.,

253-9467 , avail. mid-May or June.

One bedroom- Puffton Village, available

May 26, call 549-6108.

1 bdrm. Rolling Gr., avail. June, July,

Aug., on bus rte., AC, DW, pool, reg.,

$242, will sub., $175, call 256-6383.

Puffton, 1 br. in 3 br. apt. for summer w/
possible option, Jeff, 549-5877.

2 bdrm. twnhse.. Sunderland, 6/1- 8/31,

w/ opt., $200 mo,, util. incl., bus rt., pool,

6653589.

Townehouse apts.. 3 bedroom, carpet,

AC, on bus route, make an offer! Avail. 6/

1/ 79, call 549 5934.

Try this- nice rm. in 3 bdrm. apt., pool,

AC, garden, bus rt., kiveable roommates,

pizza, $85 or less, Northwood, 665 3518

Summer-fall option, 1 bdrm., $170 +
util., Kathy, 253 3658.

Cliffside, 1 bd. apt.. June- Aug.. util.

incl., furnished, $150 mo., dishwasher,

665^4188.

Female rmate. wanted for beautiful apt.

close to UMass, summer— poss. fall,

549-1114.

4 br., carpet, AC. pool, bus, spacious,

kids OK, fall option, $360 or best offer,

665-4246.

Fall option— 5 bdrm. house, S. Amherst,

$4^, avail, end May, garage, quiet,

253-2521.

1 bdrm. Rolling Gr,, avail. June, July,

Aug., on bus rte., AC, DW, pool, reg.,

$242, will sub., $175, call 256-6383.

Need a place to live for part of or the

whole summer? Townhouse, 2 br., fall op-

tion, rent negot., 549-6378.

Sunderland bonanza! 2 bdrm., cool pool,

tennis, hiking trails, bus route, partly fur-

nished, $240/ mo., incl. utilities, fall option,

665-7981.

Puffton, 1 br. in 3 br. apt. for summer w/
possible option, Jeff, 549-5877.

Echo Hill, 1 bdrm. avail., $140/ BO,
253 9862.

2 quiet nonsmokers who like cats, own
bdrms. for summer. $75 monthly, with

elec, 253-7573. evenings

Grab— 2 bdrm. Presidential apt. for June
1 - close to campus- 549-5729, eves.

Sublet, option to lease, 2 bedroom apt.,

swim. pool, tennis, Sunderland, call Pat,

256-8557.

4 person collective seeks female

housemate for summer. On bus route.

Nonsmoker. Call 665-4768.

Furn. studio apt. for summer. May
25-Aug. 30, Lincoln apts., on campus,

$141/ mo., incl. util., 549-6215, after 5.

2 bdrm., avail. 6/1, fall option, $240/ mo!
Pool, AC, bus route, 665-7537.

Brandywlne-6/1 to 8/31, 2 bdrm., fur-

nished, AC, pool, ' tennis, bus rte.,

549-4671.

Fall option, Brandywine, 2 bedroom,

bus rt., pool, AC. dishwasher, refrigerato

nice location, rent negotiable, ce

549-5815.

Rooms for rent in house for summer,

mile from campus, rent negot. 549-1867.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conwa*
$90/mon., util. incl.. kep
calling -369-8372.

2 bedroom apt.. AC, pool, bus stop, fu

nished, $275 or BO. Call 253-7703, 4-8 p.p

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1 549-514

WANTED

Cape Cod roommates wanted, 2 femal«

needed for house in Osterville, $540 eac.

available June 1- Sept. 1, (617) 771 7085

People wanted to rent rooms in hou
next to campus for the summer, for inf

call 546-5353 or 546-5381.

Ex. waitresses wanted for summ
empl., apply 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.. or 8 p.m. •

9 p.m., ask for Mark.

Wanted: student desk, $30-$40, 549-659

Wanted: 5- bVt cu. ft. refrigerator, go<

cond., call 6-8356.

We buy used cars, 256-8433 or 549 596

Mature resp. man seeks a nice cozy 1 t

apt. or other w/ privacy in N'hamptoi

starting 5/20-6/1, call Mel, eves.,

256-8601.

WANTED[ TO RENT

Room on the Cape. Please call M
6-4082.

Wanted: 4 or 5 bedroom house, with co

venience to campus> call Joe at 546-506t

LEARN TO FLY

Flying Club meeting, 7:00 p.m., C

905-909, Tues., 5-15, for more inf

549-3800, nights.

PARACHUTING

First jump course, Thursday, 19th,

p.m., CC rm. 803, bring current ID at

$60 -limited to 1st 15 people.
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Collins, Olver agree

larger budget needed
Bv SEAN HARVeY
0)^t«n Stsff

State Rep Jarrws CoHins FrMay said tH«

^oposed $128 million UMass budget for

iSne coming year needs to be increased by
^K)ut $9 million. He said that personn^
^nds tor profession^ and non professionai

Maff must be increased along M^ith in

peases in other funding to keep up \Mith

Iflfldtionary energy costs
Collins, Amherst, addre^ed a crowd

of approximately 100 persons at a rally on
bud^t cuts now and in the future on the

Metawampe lawn b^ind tfie Student
Union.
Ate peaking was State Sen John

Oiv«r, D Amherst, vice chairnrwn of the

finarwe commmee, who said that UMass
nt^C^ a budget that is livable ' and called

UMa» "tf^ flagship of higher education in

Massachusetts."
The political leadership in thw staia

must be shown that you can't turn a great

university on and off Mce a faucet." said

Olver. a formw UMass chemistry
profe»or

Olver said raising tuition dmww an
educational opportunity to those who need

^ Suspensions
CONT FROM PAGE 1

Neither Ells nor Ferrelt were available for

comment. However, according to a Drew
House residwit, ttw two are protesting

whet tt>ey say is adnmnistrative denial of

due process They are seeking a lawyer to

tile an injunction to have them reinstated

until a hearing with the Judicial Board has

been set, tf>e resident said

Prior to the blockade. Amherst College

became the subject of attention after the

cro« burning last month. Tensions erupted
afwr the cross tHjming in the form of a stu-

dent sit in at Converse Hall to protest alleg-

ed administrative insensitivity to racial

issues

Black students presented the administra

"This year w critical for public higher
education." said Collins. "Every year we
will be more prone to budget cuts."

"I think we have to provide irtcreased
funding for scholarship and loan programs
otherwise people won't be able to go to
school." said Collins

Amherst Selectwoman Nancy Eddy said
"cutting funds for public higher education
won't ^}lve our problerr^.

"A d^nocracy demands well educated
peo{^ and tf>e future of Massachusetts
cit^ and towrts d^jends upon well
educated people," Eddy said.

UMass Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery, Pr^ident C^vid C. Knapp and
Joseph Healey, chairman of tfie board of
trustees, were invited to the rally but did
not attend
The rally was sponsored by the Coalition

to Support the University, which cor^ists
of Students United for Public Education,
local 1776 of the American Federation of

State, County and Municipal Workers, the
Massachusetts Society of Professors, the
Professiortal Association of UMass. the
United Staff Association, and the Graduate
Studwit Employees Union.

tion with a l»st of five demands calling for

the formal institution of a black freshman
orientation program; more student input in

minority faculty and dean selection pro-

cesses; an increase in recruiting efforts for

minority faculty, the divestment of $20
million in stock holdings with Amen'^an
corporations operating in South Africa; and
attempts to find matching grants for a
Springfield Amherst College summer pro-

gram for youths.

Ward, in addressing the demands or>e day
after the blockade of Converse Hall was
concluded, made ''•o concessions in the

college administration's current policies

and practices.

Oir campu* (tatiwry

On,

Subscription Rat«s
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TC-48
CASSETTE-CORDER

suggested price $84.95
our reg. low

price $75.95

SPRING CLEARANCE
SPECIAL
$64.95

Visa .• MasterCharge
American Express

This palm-size cassette corder is perfect

(or busy executives who want top-notch

performance and dependability, together

with practical functioning and convem^ce
It s perfect for jOtting down mental note'

whenever and wherever you choose F( i'

dictating memos or recording meetings

The TC-48 is versatile enough to handle it

a'l And small enough for you to handle witti

total ease The TC-48 s advanced features

such as one touch recording one touch

review also rontril)tite to operating ease

While its advanced design which

includes a counter-inertial flywheel system

and servo-controlledTnotor assures

consistently excellent performance The

TC 48 for busy executives who are too

practical to be without a Sony

QUANTITIES LIMITED
TO RECORDERS IN STOCK.

the UNIVERSITYSTORE

How To Get A
$l,615AWeek

Job In Alaska
EvfUTotiUfUMkilkd
St>rtAtSL020Wfyy
Anchurafe, Alaska (Special—

JuIm in Alaska arr now among the

moiit highly paid in the world. And
b> high paying «*r mean big rnoney
—$l,m lo' o»er >l .»(>0 a «» ttk, p[ii»

roowi immI bowd, fither Tree or ai

rMJWiinal co»t, Tfc* ktj lo all^Jhi^ i»

overtime— plewi»~of JtrTf >ou doiTl

mind working about 70 hours a

Meek at a retain rl> unskilled job,

SI 2 lo SI9 an hour with lime-and-a-

half and e« en double lime adds up lo

lhiH>e big fal checks you've alwan
dreamed about. So no mailer
whether yuu can run a doter, weld,

handle a Uiotel, fly a helicopter or

esen wail on lablrs, local and mulli-

nalional corporations wilt he quite

eager lo forward Iranxporlation.

And thai K where we come in. We
are the experts on the rompanie«
who are hiring. Wr de«rlnprd the

Al ASKAN JMI'ltnMIM KII.

a complete instruction manual and
directory listing I.t20 current
employers in the Arctic. Plus sample
inquiry letters, resumes, application

letters with pre-prinled labels and
procedures. Ai>d the jtib* will g«i lo

IboM who know wherelwM Iww lo

apply, this kit can be obtained by

sending S4.V5 cash, check or mono
order lo ALASKA (MPION
MINT. Depl. />13 144 National

Press Ruilding, Washington. !).( .

20045. On ( (M>'s add M goodwill

depifsil (deductible). Keep it for 90

days, if for any reaMm you do not

obtain Alaskan employment wilhin

that lime, or are not salisHed with

Ihe employ ment offered, simply

return Ihe Ai ASKAN KMPI.(»\
MKNI KIT and your money will be

refunded promptly and without

question. Do not delay, learoul this

message as a reminder. Send for

your NO-KISK copy loday.
- I«ia fii ii—l MImn «(«<? It

Graduation is ttie

frosting on ttie cake.
Your ^aduating guys and gals will flip their

mortarboards over our special cake 'n ice cream

Graduation Cake. In your chtiice of colors,

messa^ and 31derfu] flavors. Order early.

Add a few Gift of Joy coupons and ytm'W get their

summer vacation off to a delicious start!

BASm-HOBBIVS

ICE CREAM STOBE

28 Main St.. Amherst MA 010Q2
phone (413) 253 9774

opp. Tn. Hall Bus Stop
BR ft BN Routes

c xuBMn iM noaaww ci a«A« cow»*n«

Monday, May 14, 1^a(

ITk- I Uiinpsliirv ( ^ ilcix: Suhhikt

(Chamber Festival
With tlH.( Ho«^v Trill .luly 2*)to.\tuiiist 12

14 days devoted to intensive study & performance of

Chamber music for strings & piano. 50% tuition scholar-

ships will be awarded to students, staff b faculty from

the Five- Collegt community. For more Information cali

Hampshire College at 549-4600. ext. 524.

SALE
Come on uptownS!

Weeklong Specials

at the

SHOE BIN

the
SHOE
BIN 187 II. pleasant st^ amhcrst, ma.
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TodayonWMUA
6am-10am

7,7:30,8,8:30,9

8:35am

10am-2pm

12:00

2pm-5:30pm

5:30pm 6pm

6pm-7pm

7pm- 10pm

HOWIE SOBOLOV Rock n' roll

music to start the week off right

WAKE-UP NEWS/ Mike Terrell

SPORTS/Ellen

"ATHENA'S WEB" with Don Cerow
Daily astrological forecast

MIXED MUSIC with Jackie Misa
rock 'n' roll, and jazz

NOON REPORT/Tory Carlson

SPORTS /Jim Spellos

THE MONDAY AFTERNOON DRIVE
with Leo T. Baldwin - Rock 'n' roll memories

NEWSWATCH/Mary Blake

WEATHERWATCH/Fred Winer
SPORTS /Howie Sobolov

"HEAR AND NOW" with Tony Vacca

Music happening now in the Pioneer Valley

"CONCEPTO LATINO"
Progressive Latin American music

sQQikglan 13

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

WHAT GOOD IS COFFEE WITH-
out A HEAPING TEA SPooN
OF CREAMORA '

ARTHUR ConRAO, who kuwS THE
STAMP COMPANf HATE5.

JOE'

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Nebbish by Mike Galper

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

^ rfefe €cH- -tfTQfS ujHh -fit ^
toGrd adri- QFi&- -*^e. f^esz:

iif\e mer^oojepie txt toRx^

ibe cocione ouiche ...
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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ANP L AKB
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SUMMER
HOUSING

PI KAPPA ALPHA'

ST« Amhnrat. Mass. 549-

'1 block from campus
^Singles available

Full kitchen facilities

Free parking

Full time housekeeper

CaII now For Best ckoicE of rooms!
Elliot or Ralph, 545 2150 or 545
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Sunday 'sNBA playoffaction
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Washington forward Elvin Mayas Uefii blocks a

shot by San Aniomo s Gaorga Gervm during

yesterday s 107-103 Bullets win Spurs lead th«

playoff series 3 2 lAP Laserphoto).

Seatla's Jack Sikma (43) and Paul Silas (36) go
after a rebound in yesterday'^ 106 106 victory over

the Phoenix Suns, knotting the series at three

games apiece (AP Laserphoto)

:n Ph'ftsant St
Amherst
253 3086

Northampton

Only Araa Showing
NOW, Ends Tuesday

at 700 and 9:10

A week ago they

wer« straiigers.
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409 iM-X7&^

Com. littee for the Collegiate

Education of Black Students

TUTORS

END OF
SEMESTER
CLEARANCE
SALE /'JI'^'rccords

NEEDED
Math
Statistics

Accounting
Economics
Psychology

Chemistry
Physics

Zook}gy
French

Spanish

Who: The tutoring will be provided for minority

undergraduates on a one- to one or small group

basis The number of hours per week will depend on

the demand for tutoring in your particular area.

When: The tutoring will take place during the day

and/ or during the evening (depending on the

schedule of the tutor and tutees).

Qualifications: Mastery of subject area, previous

tutoring and/ or teaching experience and previous

experience with minorities are desired.

Applications are available in New Africa House,

room 217.

Till May 18th

All 7.98 albums our price 4.55

8.98 4.99

9.98 5.60

10.98 6.45

11.98 6.99

12.98 7.39

13.98 7.99

14.98 8.59

Come in ar>d help yourself to these low low prices, Monday

through Fricay, 10-5 p.m. Next to the Hatch.

Union Records Unlimited will be closing for the summer on Fri.,

May 18 at 5 p.m. We would like to thank our many members and

friends for supporting their-STUDENT RUN-record store.

We wish every one a summer of "UNLIMITED" fun

See you in the fall

SGA
ATTORNEY GENERAL

POSITION OPEN

Applications Being Taken At

420 Student Union Building

Application Deadline

4P.M. Monday May 14, 1979

Th-- SGA is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

(get ready for summer before you leave

OVER 50 STYLES
of clogs for men and

women
Heartfelt
Leather

Dawntown
Amherst

f
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Clippers sign Walton...

The upstart New York Rangers inched a step closer to the coveted

Stanley Cup by downing the defending champion Montreal Canadians by

a score of 4 1 yesterday afternoon at the Montreal Forum. The win gives

the Rangers a 1-0 lead in the series. (AP Laserphoto)

Red Sox throttle A's, 8-2
BOSTON - George Scott and Butch Hobson hit home runs and Chuck Rainey pitched a

three-hiner as the Boston Red Sox capitalized on Oakland miscues to down the As 8-2

yesterday.
Ratney, 2-2 surrendered a two-run homer to Dwayne Murphy in the fifth inning,

while walking three and striking out three in only his fourth major league start.

The Red Sox got four runs off Oakland starter Mike Norris, 3-2, in the second, sock-

ing three hits while Norris helped with a wild pitch and catcher Jeff Newman commit-

ted two throwing errors.

Hobson hit a solo homer over the high left field wall at Fenway Park in the seventh in

ning off Dave Hamilton, the second of three Oakland pitchers. Dave Heaverlo finished

up for the A's.

Hobson and Jim Rice each had three hits for the Red Sox, who won their third

straight game at Fenway during the current home stand.

SAN DIEGO \AP\ The San Diego Clippers have signed Bill Walton to a seven yeaf

contr«:t at more than ^OO.tXK) a year, making him the highest paid play^ m the Na
tional Basketball Association, ihe team announced yesterday.

Hal Childs, the Clippers' publicity director, said the 26 year old Walton would join the

team roster after the last pidyoff game ^f this season and would start tor the Clippers m
the fall.

Walton, who had been the mainstay of the Portland Trail Blazers, sat out this season

with a foot injury He had disagreed sharply with Trail Blazers management over u^ of

pain-killing drugs and has been shopping for a new team for more than a year.

In Portland, Harry Glickman, the Trail Blazers* executive vice president and gener^
manager, said, "Bill Walton is the most valuable player in the NBA. and we expect to

be compensated accordingly '

He added, "Bill's decision to play in San Diego obviously was not for financial

reasons as Portland was prepared to match or exceed any offer Walton received
"

Glickman said Walton met with Blazers owner Larry Wmnberg in Los Angeles about

10 days ago and told him he had selected a doctor to be his agent He said Walton told

Weinberg that the doctor would be in touch with him in a few days to discuss a con
tract but that there was no meeting.

"We're disappointed they didn't keep their word," Glckman said.

Childs said Walton, who graduated from Helix High School in nearby La Mesa, wm
planning to buy ahome in the San Diego area Childs said details of the contract would

be announced at a news conference scheduled later yesterday.

... and consider Barnes
PROVIDENCE. R.I. I>4P|- Marvin

Barnes, the 6 foot 9 inch former
Providence College all American, rrtay have
a chance to make a comeback in

professional basketball. ,

Gene Shue, coach of the San Diego
Clippers, says he will be in Providence early

next month to talk to Barnes.

"If he's sincere about being a player, I'd

like to have him," Shue said.

Nobody wanted Barnes when he was
placed on waivers by the Boston Celtics in

February. He skipped practices, missed

planes and said he was unable to play

several games.
But Shue says he has a history of

working with problem players and he said

he IS interested in Barnes.

Barnes, wh6 is receiving a sum believed

to be $50,000 annually from the Celtics in a

settlement, has moved from his luxury

Boston apartment back to Providence and
has been a virtual recluse. He is now a free

agent.

™<i:%™a.

MARVIN BARNES
San Diego bound?

Playofffuture decided today
In a busy weekend of action for the UMass baseball team, the Minutenr>en

dropped a 14-5 decision to Amherst College on Friday, but rebounded against

Brown yesterday, winning 10-1 in a game halted in the sixth inning due to rain.

Four Minutenf>en home runs in the fifth inning (Doug Welenc, Mike McEvilly,

Mark Sullivan, and Ed Skribiski) aided the batters' cause.

This morning a decision will be handed down as to the playoff future of the

Minutemen. For full details on last weekend's action plus the playoff decision,

read George O'Brien's report in tomorrow's Collegian.
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If it^s Spring, itls time for the

UMASS
FOOD

SERVICES^

annual ALL - CAAiPUS

Tues.Mayi5 4:30 -7:00p.m. Southwest Fields ¥¥^

1/2 Barbecued Chicken,

all the fixin's,

and Coke ADMISSION:
University Meal Ticket

Featuring:

George T. Gregory

Band

In case of rain, Barbecue meal will be served in all D.C. Franklin Commons will be

open for indoor service during the Barbecue.
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THESIS BINDER
&

REPORT CARDS
at

A.J. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

1

Tt^^TTo STUOtNTS»S« C.It/tNSWITM »MC CABD .J OO TW, LlTt SHOW •' BO

SPtCIAL tNa*GtMtNT8 IXCH)PtO

OOH-^IOO HQuTi 9 HAOtiT MASS

thru Thurs (TLS 6:00) 8 30

coiwi:iri^
^

No one undar 17 without parent

»n thru Thurs. (TLS 6:30)8:46

JACK LEMWON
JANf rONOA

MICHACL OOUOUtSl

Soon yoo
will know.

Men thru Thurs (TLS 6:00) 8 45

ROBERT DENRO

mm
5 Academy Awards- Best Picture

Men. thru Thurs (TkS 5:00).8:30

lllim.l<.M«iL'IH

Thinking About
Summer School?

Mass Bay has over 100 courses to

choose from.

Day and Evening classes

Tuition $75 per 3-credit course

Classes begin June 4

Come in or call for a cataloguo.

Mass Bay Community College

Division of Continuing Education

50 Oakland Street. Wellesley Hills. MA 02181
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Face Navy on Wednesday

Monday, May 14, 1979

Gorillas seeded 6th In nationals
^JIM DBGNIM
C^Megisn Staff

The UMass mwi's lacrosse team wasww
of etght tearrw selected this weekend for

this week's NCAA playoffs UMass, which

ftrashed the season sixth in the nation, wiH

play third ranked Navy, Wednesday, in

Maryland. Garbers Gorillas rode a win over

Syracuse. Friday, to a berth in the

prestigious tourney

Skip Vo^urgh and Ed Murray connbifwd

for nine goals Friday to lead the team to a

15-12 victory over the Orangenrwn before

1200 fans un<tor the sweltering sun of

Boston field.

UMass coach Dick Garber said that the

v^^. combined with the recent Army and

Harvard triumphs, "nuikes it a great

s^son "

Both Gmitef and Syracuse coach Roy

Simmons pointed to UMass goaltender

Dew Duck Goldstein as vital to the victory

"Goldstein kept us right in the game in the

irst half," Gartjer said, while Simmons
thought that "Goldstein was the dif

ferance."
Gafber also cmmj defensive midfi^ders

Joe P Bellavia. Ray Cozii. and Doug
Brown (playing »n place of the Gernnan

rri^sted Paul Kinnane) "The defensive

rfNddies played great, said Garl»r, "and

-»ur man down defense was great, too
"

Roger Coe, Tom Keenan, ar^ Peter

element also did a good job throttling the

nigh powered Syracuse offense

UMass won the game with three goals m
J four minute and three second stretch at

rhe end of the third quarter Syracuse,

'ailing 10 7 midway through the quarter,

»ad fought back to within one at 10 9 on a

^r of goals by Tom O'Hara, the team's

iaading scorer. But a goal by Murray and

two by Vosburgh hikwf the UMass lead to

four at 13 9. and essentially put the game
jway for the Gorillas

In the first quarter, the UMa« offense

/vas slow to get started, managing only one

shot tn the first three and a half minutes.

Meanwhile, the fea'ed Syracuse attack was
living up to Its advance billing as a very

strong offense club, peppenng Goldstein

with shot after shot. But Duck' repeatedly

lenied the Orangemen.
UMass midfielder Mike LeWis scored the

game s first goal five minutes mto the 1st

quarter on a tjounce shot at the end of a

'ast break The Minutemen upped their

lead to 2 with a Nf^rm Smith qoal midway

through the quarter.

Just after Smith's goal, Syracuse at-

tackman Kevin Donahue, a converted

midfielder, scored two goals less than a

minute apart and assisted teammate Tim
O'Hwa's goal which gave the Orangemen a

3-2 lead with four minutes left in the

quarter. Then Murray tied for UM^s with

only 24 seconds left in the quarter.

With le^ than a minute gone in the

second quarter, UMass' Brooks Sweet
scored his 42nd goal of the season. UM^s
wa» beginning to carry the play. With nine

minutes renwining in the half Syracuse

scored on a three on-two break.

UMass assumed a temporary 5 4 lead

with one of your basic Ed Murray beat

yourman with a good move goals halfway

through the second quarter. Nine and a half

minutes later, Donahue picked up a loose

ball in front of the UMass cage and wasted

no time putting it in the goal tor a 5-5 tie.

Donahue scored again a minute later to put

the Orangemen up 6 5 at the half. Donahue
had a magnificent four-goal first half, but

scored only once in the second half.

Goals by Murray and Vosburgh at the

out^t of the second half gave the Gorillas a

short lived lead, % Donahue used a

remarkably quick shot to tie the game at

seven.
With just over two minutes gone in the

half, Harry Conforti, Sweet, and Dave
Martin scored at two minute intervals for a

10 7 UMass lead. O'Hara's two goals

closed the lead to 10 9, but Vosburgh and

Murray retaliated to put the Gorillas up by

four.

Vosburgh added another goal midway
through the final quarter before Marty

Wipple of Syracuse scored while the

Orangemen were enjoying a man-up
situation Vosburgh's fifth goal jf the day

erased any doubt concernirtg me outcome
by giving UMass a five goal lead with just

over two minutes to play in the game.

Syracuse scored two .nconsequential goals

in the waning mo.nents for the deceptive

15 12 final '

Because triey play Navy on Wednesday
in Maryland, Garbers Gorillas will not play

Dartmouth at home this Tuesday, »
originally scheduled. The game, which wiN

decide the New England championship, will

probably be played later in the week,
depending on how the team fares »n the

NCAA tourney

The women's lacrosse team fell victim to Penn State, 8 5, in the finals of

the women's lacrosse championship tourney. (Staff photo by PatncK u.

Dobbs.l

Gazelles lose playofffinale
Penn State repeated their quest for the national championship yesterday

afternoon, defeating UMass 8-5 at the finals of the Women's Lacrosse Cham-

pionships held at University Park, Penn State's home turf. ^
,, ^ _.

Earlier UMass had defeated James Malison 10-6, and pulled out a 5-4

overtime victory against New Hampshire when Holly Jennings passed toCari

Nickerson, who scored the winner with 1.19 left in the overtime period. For full

details read Maureen Sullivan's report on Tonrwrrow's CoHtgian.

Garbers Gorillas, ranked sixth nationally, will face Navy in first round playoff

action on Wednesday at the Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland. The lax-

men defeated Syracuse. 15-12, on Friday to earn a playoff bid. (Staff photo by

Patrick O. Oobbs)

Mark Marchand

Looking back
From September to May, these past two

semesters have been an emotional roller

cuaster for the fans of UMass sports. When
I -HSt began writing this column in the fall I

had no inkling of what a tumultuous year it

would be for Minuteman sports.

Characterized by both disappointment

and success, this year in sports was certain-

ly not a boring one by any stretch of the im-

agination.

It all" began last fall when rookie head

coach Bob Pickett led the Minuteman foot-

ball team to the national finals in Division

1-AA. It was a tremendous boost for

UMass as the gridders played before na-

tional television audiences in both the semi-

final and final contests. Complementing the

gridders in the fall were both the men's and

women's soccer teams. The men won the

ECAC championship while the women
went undefeated with a 14-0-1 ledger.

It A/as during the winter sports season

that UMass sports news turned from tales

of success to dismal reports of losing

seasons and other news not related to the

contests themselves. Tops on this list was
the resignation of veteran head basketball

coach Jack Leaman. It was in this, his thir-

teenth year as head coach, when he watch-

ed the team struggle through a catastrophic

5-22 season. In addition, the hockey team's

1 18-1 season followed by its demise added

to the building turmoil within the UMass
athletic department that began with the

budget cuts. The only real successes during

the winter belonged to the women who
turned in excellent seasons in gymnastics

and basketball.

During this spring the highlight has been

the UMass lacrosse team. One of the

classiest of the Minutemen teams, the lax-"

men were counted out of playoff hopes

midway through the season but learned last

night that they were ranked sixth in the na-

tion and would be playing Navy in the

opening round of the national playoffs

Wednesday in Maryland. A great com-

eback has put them back in the thick of

things and I'd like to wish them luck in the

playoffs. Elsewhere this spring, the

women's softball team did its share by log-

ging an awesome 24-2-1 season.

It's been a real pleasure to be involved

with covering these teams for the Col-

legian. To the coaches, players, and people

involved with these teams, thank you. Your

cooperation has made a difficult job a little

easier.

Speaking of the job, it's been a real ex-

perience working with the present spo.ls

staff. I'd like to bid a fond adieu to our

sports editor, Walt Cherniak. Although he

doesn't like Polish jokes, Walter's done a

fine job as' our leader and I've learned a lot

from him. Then there's his sometimes con-

troversial assistant; Steve Zack. You
haven't lived until you've heard him at-

tempt lo imitate the UMass chorale in a

football press box.

Elsewhere on the sports staff, there's

George O'Brien. Although he never did get

around to racing me in the half mile,

George has certainly added color to the

staff. How about Bill Tarter? His nostalgic

columns brought back memories that I

didn't even know I had (and probably

didn't). Other notable sports personalities

on our staff included Kevin Cullen who gets

my award for "best dressed sports writer
"

Also, there's Maureen SulHvan; she doesn't

like the amount of space we give to

women's sports but I'm sure the women
will be getting equal space before she

leaves here.

Elsewhere in our ranks, we've got "Jam-

min Jim" Degnim; his legendary antics in

Baker are known by many. Also, there's

Jonathon "Flash" Hamilton III; between

Mt. Holyoke and Smith, I honestly don't

know where he finds the time to write

sports.

In closing, it's been an interesting year to

say the least. Unfortunately, if you think

you've heard the last of me, I've got bad

news; I'll be back in the fall. This is just too

much fun. I think that one more semester

will do. Have a nice summer and I'll see you

in the faN.

Calling block people - Calling all black people, man woman child ~ Wherever yoo are, calling you.

urgent, come In Block People, come In, wherever yoo ore. urgent, calling you. calling all block people

colling all block people, come In, block people, come on In.
Immamu Baraka
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On Saturday CCEBS held its annual

family day in the Student Union Ballroom.

The program was well attended by parents,

students, administrators and CCEBS staff.

Awards were presented to students in

numerous categories for scholariy achieve

ment.

We also witnessed the beginning of the

Randolph W. Bromery Scholarship Fund,

which will be awarded to students that

have demonstrated scholarship .and leader-

ship achievements. Chancellor Bromery

and his wife Cecil donated the first $1,000

to the fund.

Chancellor Bromery also announced that

the U Mass library will be receiving the

papers of Dr. Horace Mann Bond, the

father of the Georgian State Legisture. Dr.

Bond had numerous scholarly

achievements and was formerly President

of Lincoln University in Pennslyvania. His

papers will be on file at the library by the

end of the summer.
After the awards presentation the parents

and students met with academic advisors in

New Africa House, to discuss the progress

of the students. Lets hope the parents

heard some good reports'

iPeople Of Color Must
Think For Themselves

AnikaOlinga
, ^ ,

Member, Third Worid Women s Task

Force.

There has been a lot of talk and activity

generated recently to reaction to the moun-

ting expression of overt racism in the

Amherst area. It is clear to me that there is

a rising concern amongst people of color

and some concerned whites over the

physical, psychological, and mental abuse

being perpetrated against oppressed peo-

ple. What is unclear to me is the position

that people are taking on these issues and

the degree of willingness of concerned peo-

ple to become involved in resolving the

numerous contradictions. It appears to me

that many people have adopted an attitude

of cynicism -feeling that there is nothing

much anyone can do and so we all may as

well make it the best way we can on our

own. This attitude is instrumental in

facilitating the continuation pf such act.

' will not elaborate on all of the issues in

this article because most of them have

been very well documented throughout the

past year this includes, but is not limited

to;

1. Suspicious deaths of Seta Rampersad

and Jose Pontes

2. Vandalisms and fires in New Africa

House.
3. Vandalism in Malcolm X Center.

4. Causes of cross burning and occupa-

tion at Amherst College.

5. Insensitive evictiors form University

apartments

6. Numerous physical and verbal attacks

on people of color most recently expressed

in the incident at Crampton Dorm

7. Inequality in University of

Massachusetts daycare facilities.

8. Cutbacks in "Affirmative Action" and

support services and programs.

9. Attacks on Nummo News.

In order to properiy defend and fortify our

community against such insidious attacks,

it is first essential that we have an

understanding of the psychological

dynamics underiying all the activities, not

just the physical. Certainly, we can relate to

the horror of Seta and Jose dying in such

questionable manners; certainly we can

relate to the physical treat present when
people of color are attacked at a party or

when a building dedicated to African peo-

ple is damaged' however, do we unders-

tand the psychological effect of these

events and do we understand the

psychological state we are in to even allow

such occurences?Carter G. Woodson, an

understanding African educator stated, "If

you control a man's thinking, you do not

have to worry about his actions." And in

this educational institution, people of color

are allowing our minds to be controlled and

therefore we are becoming powerless to

act in a way to protect ourselves.

There has been a lot of speculation about

the origin of the recent cross burning at

Amherst College. If the allegation made by

the President of the college. Ward, which is

still publicly unsubstantiated, is in fact, that

two black students are responsible, how
will this be preceived by people of color?

From my analysis, the action would in-

dicate the severity of the conditions of peo

pie of color in order for anyone to take such

a drastic action to call attention to a pro-

blem. I view the crossburning, if in fact

done by blacks, as an extreme, urgent cry

for help a cry which says "doesn't anyone

care; won't anything make people wakeup;

Please helpr Only a mentality developed by

a system entrenched with racism would

leave an observer to view this as an intend-
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Sherr^TiTliams was this years rBC\p\e^^ of

the Shirley Graham DuBois Service to the

Community Award.

Sadlyc^ Basir is presented the CCEBS Scholarship

award. Sadlyg is a senior in pre-med and will be

going to Howard University to medical school.
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Special On South Africa

Remember Soweto June 16

Editorial

Soweto Students Sentenced

JOHANNESBURG. May 11 Eleven Wack
students received relatively light sentences

today for thar part in organising protests

that erupted into riots m the black ghetto of

Soweto in 1976 and 1977

Judge HP Van Dyk of tfje Trai^vaal

Supreme Court, who last week found the

students guilty ot sedition, sentenced the

10 rnen and woman known as the "Soweto
11" to terms ranging from five to eight

years However, he suspended the terms of

seven, freeing them immediately, arMl

reduced the other four terms to two to four

years' imprisonrrient.

Although an elderly black woman in the

courtroom sobbed as the sentences were

read, the students counsel and many of

their friends had feared heavier terms. The

judge, hearing his first maior political case,

said It was in the interests of society that

most of the students resume their educa

tions immediately so they could make "a

constructive contribution" to South Africa.

The students were denied bail during the

trial and had been held for up to 28 months

In the sentencing, the judge said, he con

Sidered the detention and the students'

ages, whici. are between 18 and 24 One of

those released, Willie Twala, was 15 at the

time of the activities for which he was con

victed

The 11 leaders of the Soweto Students

Representative Council, which the Govern

ment subsequently banned, were con

victed for their part tn organizing protest

marches, school boycotts and work stop

pages m the turmoil that followed the mtial

eruption in Soweto on June 16, 1976 The

upheaval lasted more than a year and cost

the lives of at least 500 Soweto blacks,

most of them shot by the police

The turmoil spread to other black areas

and b«:ame the most sustained challenge

by blacks to the white minonty Govern

rrwnt in South Africa's seven decades as a

nation. At the trial, the state sought to pro-

ve that the upheaval was caused by militant

agitators and was not the spontaneous out

burst of black fury that some cntics of the

racial system had suggested

Ernest Wentiel. the students defense

counsel, said the students intended to

challenge peacefully one aspect of the

racial system inferior schooling for blacks.

But before sentencing today, the students

displayed their nationalist feelings, as they

often have in the seven month trial, by giv

mg black power salute and singing

freedom songs

DETAILS OF THE TERMS
The longest jail term, eight years, was

imposed on Daniel Sechaba Montsitsi, 23,

who was president of the Students' Coun-

cil during the upheaval. Another youth,

Matison Morobe, received a seven year^

term, and two others, Seth Mazibuko and

Susan Mthembu, the only females defen-

dant, received six year terms In each case,

four years of the term were suspended,

meaning they will not be served if the

students behavior is good
The other seven students received five

years terms with the full term suspender^.

The four who went to jail said they intend-

ed to appeal
Friends and relatives cheered and sang na

tionalist songs as the seven students who
were freed emerged from the suburban

courthouse.

Thousands Demand US
$VtsOut Now

South Africa - U S

QuarrelOver Spies
The South African and US goverments

last month engaged in a excf ange of angry
gestures, posing new pioblems for

Western diplomatic efforts premised on
South African cooperation. First, South
African Prime Minister P.W Botha an-
nounced on April 12 the expulsion of three
US military personned attached to the US
embassy, charging that the Ambassador's
plane had been fitted with a spy camera to
photograph sensitive South African in-

stallations. In retaliation, then, the US ex
pelled two South African military attaches
stationed in Washington
US officials did not bother to make a com-

prehensive denial of the South African
charges, but rather implied that South
Africa had long known about these relative

ly low level, routine intelligence operations.
The expose, officials hinted in of^-the-

record remarks, was probably intendadto
distract from South Africa's internal In-

formation scandal and to provide an excuse
for a more belligerent stand in Namibia and
in Zimbabwe

It IS no secret that the US has long been
capable of monitorint. South African terrain

via detailed photographs provided by its

satellite system
Some observetshave thus expressed con-

cern that the US plane's mission may have
had more to do with searching out the
movements of liberation forces, than with
seeking out major South African govern-
ment installations. <-

Political Prisoners' Week
If we wanted, we could do nothing.

Could blind ourselves

with nitric acid.

Yes
if we wanted

We could eat

the magical bloodapples of amnesia, and forget.

We could huddle like owls in the tree-holes

in near forests.

We could slip away
could bow down
before the police badge
before the coded language of the lawcourts

before all symbols
of power

But we don't. Instead
we go to work, digging
a ditch in the earth,

a grave.

With a crude stone tool from ancient Africa
with a Navajo spade
with a bent spoon found in an alley

with a working person's bare hands
we dig a ditch deep enough to receive
the dark hooded executioner
who's.been following us
back and forth

across

the whole planet

When ?he burial day comes
when the morDent of celebration arrives

we'll dance on the grave
we'll throw flowers
up towards the moon

In the meantime
in preparation

at night we teach our children to sing
songs of liberation

by Robert Bohm

SOUTH AFRICA'S ARMED FORCES have
been expanded considerably over the past

two years, according to a recently released

South African government white paper.

Leading elements of the expansion include

the creation of a parachute corps as a

"quick reaction force." the construction of

a new military air base an. I ^n increase of 29
percent *n spending to enlarge and upgrade
the physical stock of the conuntry's navy.

Overall defense budget for the comirtg year

is $2 3 billion, the highest «vm.
The wite paper takes special care to point

out the urgency for the white regime of

making the military self sufficient, on the

chance that outside suppliers of weapons
and technology will honor the arnr« em-
bargo more stringently. "(South Africa) is

past the stage where it is only self sufficient

in respect of internal seurity," the report

says. "The conventional and advanced
technological fields (for military we^ons)
have been successfully entwed, and in

many cases we have succeeded in moving
through initM develpment and in-

dustrialiiation phases to line production."

Pass law arrests in South Africa continue

tonnake a mockery of claims that "things

are getting better" the frequently heard

corporate defense for staying and makeing
profits In 1978 272,887 Africans were
arrested for influx offences m the main
urban areas figures for the rest c<f the

country have not been revealed. Professor

Marius Wiechers, head of University of

South Africa's dep>artment of constitutional

law, recently estimated that about 1000

blacks a day are arrested for pass law

offences.

LINKS BETWEEN A UNITED STATES
CORPORATION and a South African

manufacturer will mask the South African
origins of padlocks on the European and
American markets. Viro Locks (SA) has
struck a deal with the Master Lock
Company of Milwaukee whereby Viro locks

will be sold in Western countries under the
Master Lock Banner. Fortified by this

arrangement, Viro is hoping to export 1.5

million licks a year and is expanding its

plant in Robertsham at a cost of almost

$300,000 so that output can be increased

accordingly.

Award

A Gold Watch to the FBI Man
who has followed me for 25
years.

Well, old spy
looks like I

led you down some pretty blind alleys,

took you on several trips to Mexico,
fishing in the high Sierras,

ja;z at the Philharmonic.
You've watched me all your life,

I've clothed your wife,

put your two sons through college.
what good has it done?
the sun keeps rising every morning.
ever see me buy an Assistant President?
or close a school?
or lend money to Trujillo?

ever catch me rigging airplane prices?
I bought some after hours whiskey in L.A.
but the Chief got his pay.
I ain't killed no Koreans
or fourteen- year-old boys in Mississippf!
neither did I bomb Guatemala,
or lend guns to shoot Algerians. I admit
took a Negro child

to a white rest room in Texas,
but she was my daughter, only three,
who had to pee.

by Ray Durem

The Struggle Continues
After one full year of struggling to assure

Nummo News' survival, we have reached
th« last publication of this r^ewspaper for

this school year. For us, and for those who
participated in this newspaper, this year

meant overcoming many obstacles and
long, hard work. Yet, with all the dif-

ficulties we encountered we believe we
were able to accomplish our goals; tf^

Nummo News Collective succeeded in hav-

ing a newspaper out every week and in

converting Nummo into an alternative

newspaper, not only for the Valley's Third

World but for the community in general.

Our only bias, of which we are proud to ad-

mit, is that we openly identified ourselves

with the progressive forces and struggles.

We corhbatted reactionary ideas and ex-

posed reactionary individuals.

In our personal cases, as contributors to

Nummu, we believe that our expectations

and political responsibilities were fulfilled.

In terms of the community, the struggles in

which we were involved are still on-going

struggles and we expect to be victorious.

Notwithstanding, we believe that academic
responsibilities tended to alienate us from
our political responsibilities.

As advocates for an independent and
socialist Puerto Rico, we (including our

daughter Felita, who at the age of 3 has yet

to master the skills of written communica-
tion), felt a political obligation to that

cause. Therefore, we presented to Nummo
readers articles speaking of our people's

revolutionary history.

As supporters of the most progressive

ideas, we also felt a responsibility to deal

with issues that most critically affected our

community: the Third World and pro-

gressive communities. In this respect, we
tried to present analysis' and commentaries
that were as clear and precise as possible.

In writing it was never our purpose to

follow the pattern of the commercial press.

That is, the press that professes objectivity

as it flaunts in our faces the 'correctness' of

the rich elite vs. the depravity of the lower

classes. Instead, it was our aim to inter-

nalize each issue we cc mmented on, make
it our own, dissect and analyze it politically.

We attempted to write our articles in terms

of class: oppressor vs. oppressed, not

simply from a racial or sexual standpoint. It

has always been our position that op-

pressors can come in all races, irregardless

of sex. We tried to be objective when the

circumstances demanded this, but, also

subjective when it was necessary to pre-

sent our opinion in accordance with our

ideology. At no time did we pretend to be
impartial (impartiality was never our goal)

for our aim was to be on the side of the

most progressive ideas, struggles and in-

dividuals.

Even though this is Nummo's last publica-

tion for this semester, this does not indicate

that struggles have ended. Many of the

issues we presented during this semester

are still 'active issues.' Since most students

active in these struggles will be returning to

their communities this summer, those of us

who remain must triplicate our efforts.

(While those who leave must continue to

battle this repression wherever they may
be.) We cannot allow more Seta Ramper-
sad or Jose Pontes incidents to occur or

such a repressive system to continue to ex-

ist.

It is our responsibility to expose the

hypocrisy of our oppressors, be they U
Mass administrators or local represen-

tatives in our communities. We must not

allow ourselves to be brainwashed by in-

dividuals such as Chancellor Bromery,

Dean Madson and colleagues. They write

so well, so professional, as they express

their outrage that a hallway section was
burned in an arson incident at New Africa

House. But where are the noble words
when two members of our community are

found dead -causes unknown, another left

semi-paralyzed, and when other members
of our community are being harassed by
the police and other authorities? Bromery,

Madson and colleagues know whose in-

terests they represent. To them, it is much
more important to protect state property

than to speak out on the deaths of two
black students. For them, everything is

measured in terms of economics; it's no
wonder that members of their families often

have insurance
policies of $25,000 and $100,000. But, for

Jose's and Seta's families and for members
of the concerned community, deaths like

these do not signify $100,000 in the bank.

These deaths signify a threat to the
stability and survival of our com-
munities. Only by increasing our efforts wilt

we be able to liberate ourselves from the

stranglehold of the oppressor and the

poverty pimp lackeys that surround us.

We remain in the struggle,

Eliseo Garcia, Carmen M. Cadiz and Feliti

Garcia

Thanks To Nummo
The Third World Woman's Task Force

would like to thank Nummo News for their

cooperation throughout the past year. We
realize the importance of the media.lt is an
important tool in organizing people for

social change. Without the support of

Nummo, many of the issues our task force

worked on this year would not have receiv-

ed proper coverage. It has been rewarding
to us on the task force to know that when
we send a letter or articles to Nummo it will

be published just the way we've written it,

without delitions or additions. We also ap-

preciate your political courage-in spite of

commumty racist attacks and Umass ad-

ministrative pressure, you stucK by youi

principles and wrote truthfully about
political and racial issues. As a result of

this, much of our work has been
strengthened by your coverage-the Seta
Rampersad case, international issues,

housing problems, etc. We will miss your

presence and political support over the

summer.

Signed
Third World Women's Task Force

Our Closing Statement

With this issue of Nummo News, we close

publication for the 1978-79 year. When we
met in September,we, who had decided to

dedicated time to Nummo, did not fully

comprehend the scope of problems we
were to confront. This was the first time

ever that Nummo would be printed using

the Senate machines located in room 105

Campus Center. As publication began, we
were at the "mercy" of certain Collegian

staffers who were determined tosabotage

our paper. Nonetheless, despite many con-

frontations we continued to publish. Then,

as Nummo proved itself to be an alternative

newspaper. U.Mass administrators began

to fear a newspaper, especially a student

newspaper, that con sistently spoke out on
critical issues that affected different sectors

within the community. Attempts were

made to control the paper. The community
responded by "protecting it's own." Peo-

ple from Greenfield, Northampton, Spr-

ingfield and Amherst called and wrote let-

ters. The community response was swift

and powerfuland for this support we thank

you.

We were proud to include articles we felt

represented the most diverse and pro-

gressive ideas. Among these were articles

about the Asian cummunities, the Palestine

and other liberation struggles, issues within

the Black community. Women's issues, ef-

forts to re-open the Seta Rampersad case,

Bakkee and Weber oases, progressive and
student issues and organizations. Puerto

Rico's colonial history, etc. Although vi

did speak out on local issues, we did rK}t

limit ourselves to student, local or even na-

tional boundaries. Our focus was directed

on presenting the view of the oppressed.

For most issues, Nummo was written,

typeset and set up for publication by 5 or 6
individuals; each worked anywhere from 20
to 30 hours on weekends. On some issut

as little as 3 people worked long hours to

put it out.

Although this year Nummo was consis-

tent in its' publication, only through con-

tinued support can Nummo continue to

survive next semester as an alternative

newspaper for the Third World and
Progressiv forces within the valley, W«
need your support, your article contribu-

tions and your work to cocitnue to make
Nummo your newpaper. We're counting

on you.

Signed Nummo News Collective

Media And Opression
People of color must begin to see the

sophisticated war being waged against
them. Mass media's sophisticated war
against people of color started after 1968
when the so called Black exploitation films
were just beginning which included Afrikan
actors. This was the first time they were
allowed major parts in the movies and T.V.
Many Afrikan actors accepted negative
roles with the idea that they must start from
the bottom to get to the top The Black ex-
ploitation films turned out to be part of a
sophisticated control plan for Afrikans'
minds, the student movement and
women's movement.
In the early 1970's Archie Bunker aided in

the rise of the right wing racist and sexist.

The Archie Bunker show, "All in the Fami-
ly", did its job. Well, it was a direct support
and justification for direct racists and sex-
ist. The show degraded all groups of peo-
ple; so therefore it was supposed to be
alright to downgrade people of color and
career oriented women. Archie's wife
played the role of a good working class
white woman. His son-in-law represented
the young adults who were in rebellion at

that time. Through out the T.V. series Ar-
chie's long haired son-in-law was altered to

become more conservative. That process
on T.V. did not take a day but a couple of

years.

The use of the media for control is nothing
new. Hitler was a poineer in the use of

mass media for mass oppression. The rise

offascism and genocide against the Jews
was his goal. Today in the U.S. the prin-

cipletargets are Afrikans, Chicanos,
Asians,
Native Americans, Puerto Ricans, women,
lesbians, and gay people. Thinking people
should ask why now? Now because there is

a shortage of working capital in an advanc-
ed industrial capitalist st^te. There must be
an underclass when there is extreme pover-

ty, in sn rxtremely wealthy state, and
theremust be victims in a reactionary state.

One should understand that the victims of

media's oppression suffer from overt acts
of genocide against them, and the oppres-
sion in this advanced industrial society is a

conscious act of genocide against

previously mentioned groups. The educa-
tional institutions around the country fell in-

to the continual oppression of the groups
of people. Unfortunately, some of the op-

pressed groups of people are also a part of

the continual oppression of the people.

"White Shadow." One might ask why the

"White Shadow " is negative because it

has a white male being a primary role model

for Africans to emulate. This whit' male

through mass media becomes the poor op-

pressed Afrikan males, central role

model. It is the only non comedy show on

television about U.S. Afrikans. The result is

the Afrikan youth relate to this show on a

serious level and the show continues the

mis education of the Afrikan males. But

people of color must remember that there is

only one Dr. J. and Kareem Abdul Jabar.

Too many Afrikan males who could

become great scientists waste their

energies trying to become Dr. J. without

developingthemselves intellectually in case

they donot make the pro's. There are suits

in pro-
cess now based on the explotation of the

Afrikan athlete. Many times these young
men leave college after four years and they

can not find good jobs because they did not
take serious courses for their job futures.

It can thus be concluded that the media
plays a direct role in the mass oppression
against people of color and other oppress-
ed groups. One solution would be for all

oppressed groups to begin to work
together and educate one another; so
through self education they can defeat this

arm of the media.
Women's groups and individuals must
bombard these television networks with let-

ters and suits to stop these monsters. Peo-
ple of color must make a united effort to do
the same. The mass media has gotten out
of control. The media victimizes poor Jews
as well because Jews do not control the
total output of the
mass media, even the New York Times.
The Associated Press is not controlled by
oppressed people, but the oppressors. The
same is tnje for United Press International.

People should be aware who controls
anything that is really international. These
two agencies direct the mass media
because it is their briefs that appear on
radio, television, and in local newspap>ers
and magazines.
There is no easy solution to the problem of
who controls the media. There is only one
real answer to the question of who will con-
trol the media- -whoever has power in the
society will control the minds of the people.
In the United States the media is turning
out zombies.

Concerned people should begin to screen
television shows and movies for their

children. There are many books about
media and oppression which parents and
interested groups must read and pass the
knowledge on. The people must control the
media, not just a few extremely wealthy in-

dividuals.

One solution to the problem of all oppress-
ed groups in the media to form United
Fronts. The purpose of forming a united
front is to deal with concrete issues that are
affecting all the oppressed. These groups
of people need to join local and national Af-
firmative Action groups because it is

necessary for their own survival. People in

Amherst can become involved with the
Campaign to Combat Racism and or the
Affirmative Action Subcommittee because
these groups are working to insure human
rights for all people.

By Nkruman Olinga
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The Double Standard Of Justice

Probation In

$229,000 I

Robbery j

Black 14- Year-Old

Gets 48 Years In Jail

0)

STUDENT. 23 IS GIVfN 10 YEARS OF £
PROBATION IN $229 000 ROBBERY

His face pale, his hands clenching ihe rail

in Iront of him. Arnold Barry Moskowit/
waited yesterday m a Brooklyn courtroom

for a judge to sentence him for his convic-

tion in a $229,000 bank robbery, the largest

in the city in a decade When he heard the

sentence, the 23 year old college student

collapsed

Instead of a possible term of 26 years, he

was set free on probation for three years

It he did this, it was completely out of

character," said Judge Ellsworth A Van'

Graafeiland of Federal District Court, ex

plaining his sentence "To put him m lail

would ruin a life that has so much poten

tial

Mr Moskowitz, who had no previous ar

rest record, said he was the victim of

mistaken identity in the robbery by an un

masked holdupman of a Chemical Bank
branch in the Sheepshead Bay section of

Brooklyn on June 3, 1976 At the time of

the robbery he lived neaf the bank and was
an office worker for James L Buckley,

then a United States Senator

Senator Buckley and scores of Mr.

Moskowit2's neighbors petitioned Judge

Van Graafeiland, asking foi leniency

Before his arrest, Mr Moshowitz had been

an auxilary policeman and had applied for

appointment as a policeman

Nat Laurendi, a private investigator, said

Mr Moskowitz had passed a lie detector

test, and he added that the family's offer of

a $10,000 reward for the arrest and convic-

tion of "the real robber still stands "

Three bank employees identified Mr
Moskowitz as the robber At the 1977 trial

the prosecutor described him as "a man
who fancied that he .lad a computer mind

"

and who thought he could "pull off a

perfect crime. ' The missing money has

never been recovered.

5J05TICE PO/f^^

Jackson, Mississippi

Robert Earl May, Jr., a 14 year old Black,

sperids his days and nights under lock and

key in the state penitentiary in Parchman,

about 200 miles to the north of here.

The 4'7" youth will remain there with no

chance of parole for the next 48 years.

Tried as an adult under Mis'5issippi law.

May and three other Blacks aged 17, 18

and 24, pleaded guilty to a series of rob-

beries at a fireworks stand and convenience

store in Brookhaven, a town of 11,000, 60

miles south of Jackson.

The case has outraged Blacks throughout

the state. Black leaders have called for in-

vestigations into the sentencing, the lack of

a pre sentence report and the denial of con-

stitional rights. The state NAACP has

charged that May, who weighs only about

75 pounds, would not survive one day in

hat "atrocious hellhole" at Parchman.

May's new attorney, who took the case

after the defendant arrived at state prison,

charged that the governor's attempt to

remove the youth to a state mental hospital

for tests would only aggravate May's con-

dition.

Both the prison and the state hospital are

currently under federal court orders to im-

prove both procedures and 'iving condi-

tions.

The defendants allegedly committed the

robberies between Dec. 26 and Dec. 28.

They were indicted on Jan. 9; arraigned on

Jan. 11; they pleaded guilty on Jan, 16 and

13 days later were shuttled off to the state

penitenitiary Under a 1977 state law,

parole is deniedSn cases involving firearms.

Reaction to May's plight has been shock

in the Black communities. Blacks account

for 38 per cent of the state's 2.5 million

people. The United League (UL) of

Mississippi, active in the anti-racist fight,

condemned the sentencing, charging that

it was all too typical of the political and

economic dilemma Black youths are facing.

Letter FromThe Prison
Addressed to Third World Womens Task

Force;

Your letter dated May 7, 1979 has been

received this day and I must say it came as

quite a surprise to be hearing from you

also; your apologise are accepted though

none was necessary but I thank you just the

same
As regards the results of the polygraph

test the final results have as yet to be com
pleted however; I am enclosing the most

recent communication regarding same for

you to photo copy and return.

You inquire about my case well, what can

I say other than the whole sorrid mess was
"steeped in racisim " this orginated first

with the Cambridge police dept, the

witnesses, the prosecutors office and the

sentencing judge. Net result 13 to 15 years

for a cnme I did not commit, have any

previous or prior knowledge of.

The jury was comprised solely of elderly

white middle class suburban folks which

made me "guilty" before the evidence was
presented, any black person going against

such odds would be found guilty the same
as I was
By all means publish my letter if it will

focus attention to my plight for other

"Third World Peoples" to see. I do wish to

say this which is. regardless of your station

male or female, college back ground or no

you are subjected to the same sort of treat

ment such as I have endured. Racism exsist

in Governments, in the judiciary, and

among policemen and jail guards. Don't fall

into the age old trap of so many middle

class blacks who are too respectable and

too concerned with the stigmata of their

imagined success to be active in the civil

rights struggle

It IS not my intent to give the impression of

one who is crying the blues using your col

lective shoulders to do so, far be it for me
to present myself in such a manner because

I have hundreds of years of endurance to

draw from. True, I have bfeen fighting and

shall continue to do so until I am once more

united with society as a whole and if

r^cessary I will fight this terrible injustice all

the way to the US. Supreme Court.

Since my incapacitation I have been sub

jected to many mental abuses by my cap

tors at one point I was told by a Dept. of

ficial "I wasmakingwaves" ..the waves he

was refering to was my determination to

free myself of this bondage by protesting

conditions at a previous place of confine-

ment (Essex County House of Correction

Salem, Ma.)

Because I chose to champion the cause of

the few blacks confined at the institution

they branded me as a "trouble maker-

militant and all the other tags they use to

label us Iblacks) who refuse to be in-

timidated because of our captivity. I would

rather die before I allow myself to be used

or become servile and submissive as well as

being housebroken to please my captors.

Also; for this very reason I am being denied

furloughs but I can deal with this and a

whole lot more should I have to and I fear I

will before the ordeal is over
• If, I give the impression of being angry it's

because I am angry, angry at a system that

perpetuates racisim, prejudice, and in

justice and flagrant disregarding the rights

of it's peoples (citizens ) I, denounce the

United States for it's hypocrisy in telling

other nations to bestow upon its citizens

basic human rights when they deny me my
rights as a citizen

All the material things I once had is lost

though It can be replaced but what can't

ever be replaced is the time cut out of my
life, that's something that's irreplacable,

I am an embarrasment , a mistake to the

system and like all state, federal agencies,

mistakes are not to owned up to rather;

they are to be buried, such is my present

circumstance unless there are voices to be

heard, voices to cry out against the in

justice that third world peoples daily suffer.

In answer to your question concerning the

receiving at mail, I can receive all

periodicals such as the items you men-

tioned in your letter i.e. newspapers,

magazines etc. Thank you. for your kind

offer.

I guess; the one thing that bothers me
from time to time would be the infrequent

visits from my family because of the

distance from Boston and now with the oil

companies cutting back with their

deliveries well, you can draw your own
conclusions.

About all I can do is "keep my cool " and,

continue on with my task hopefully;

bringing about my vindication. By the way,

I have some papers dealing with my trial

but I don't let them out of my control so if

by chance someone will be coming into the

area and decides to "pop" in here and

pecuse them fine! What the papers will

show is, I was "riped-off" to the max.

What I do need to fight this thing are

funds... funds, to insure an adequate

defense. Already I have spent several

thousands dollars and now I'm broke, in

the truest sense of the word. If you wish to,

you can organize and solicit funds for this

defense it would be greatly appreciated no-

matter how small the amount.

Thank you, for your concern it made me
feel good knowing you are out there and

that I'm not alone anymore. Take care, and

I do wish you all the success with the re-

opening of Seta's investigation hopefully; it

will bring about the results you so

desperately seek.

Wilbur Billings

see page 8

For any more information on this specific

caso. please contact 545 0883 and ask for

tlw Third World advocate

CONT. FROM PAGE /

People Of Color
ed act of violence and fhtimidation against

people of color. Only a blindly racist system
would allow two black students to be judg-

ed as if they were white. The horror of the

cross burning lies not in the actual physical

danger of the, the act, but in the historical

significance which it symbolizes. Such an

act being committed by two black students

in a frustrated, but sincere attempt ot

awaken their fellow students does not have
the same intent or signifigance.

Along the same lines, much criticism has

been generated recently in regards to an

editorial depicting Ward in a Klans robe.

The same criticism and criticizers were con-

spicuously absent last semester when
Bromery was carricatured by the Collegian

Staff. So how is this cry of reverse racism

justified?

People who read this article please

understand that we are under a serious at-

tack on all levels-ranging form pregnant

women who are truing to survive amidst in-

sensitivty of many University of

Massachusetts housing officials all the way
to persons who die questionalbly such as

Seta 3nd Jose. Please understand that

members of the Third World
Women'a Task Force and the Committee
Against Repression have been physically

threatened more than once because of in-

sisting to know the truth about what hap-

pened to Seta. The only thing that can pro-

tect us all is if wfe begin to think, and
therefore act, *or ourselves. Then we will

do what is best for us, and not aid in our

own self-destruction.

I have raised many issues which may have

left unanswered questions in many peo-

ple's minds. We have a lot of analyzing,

crititizing, and action ahead of us. Please

find a way that you can help. .

.

If you are interested in the Third World

Women's Task Force, call 545 0880 and ask

for the Third World Advocate.

We feel that efforts have been made to

question our credibility by continually refer

ring to us as "student " groups We fe^

that the gist of these references is to imply

to local people that those of us who are

raising serious questions about what hap-

pened to Seta Rampersad aren't "or

dinary " people but just students This isn't

true. The Third World Women's Task Force

consists of Third World women who work 8

hours a day for a living Some of us are

mothers with children and husbands. We
are in fact nothing special just hardworking

ordinary citizens trying to survive. The

Committee Against Repression is slightly

different It consists of both students and

working people. The main point is that

what characterizes everybody who's work

ing on the case is their concern for justice

and their outrage against the concrete

biases of our local judicial system in refus-

ing to deal honestly with the Rampersad

case. Were stressing the fact that many of

us are ordinary working p>eople not in order

to belittle what it means to be a student,

but merely to set things straight We're

committed to working with anybody who's

managed to maintain their sense of justice

and fairness in this sometimes crazy world.

We're therefore proud of the fact that our

two groups represent a mixed

constituency Third World people, virhite

working people, women and students.

We want to begin by saying that we reject

the DA's letter as being a totally inadequate

response to our letter in which we re-

quested a renewed investigation into the

cause of Seta's death. The DA does

everything within his power to avoid deal-

ing concretely with the legal and moral

questions we've been trying to raise. We've

gotten to the point, therefore and we have

reason to believe that many people in

Hampshire and Franklin Counties have got

ten to the same point where we find it ab-

solutely impossible to take seriously the

DA's rejection of our request, based on

deep community feeling, to reopen the

case. Because of this, it's now necessary to

question the very credibility of the court,

the DA's office and the law enforcement

agencies This is so because they've refus

ed outright to address the unsolved con

tradictions that still characterize the case.

Let's begin with a few facts. The DA says

that Ozell Hudson, who during the inquest
* was the lawyer for the Rampersad family

and the Third World Women's Task Force.

"was present throughout the whole of the

inquest and questioned many of the

witnesses at length." Anyone who knows

anything about the case knows that this is a

misleading statement. Although Hudson

was in fact at the whole inquest, the DA's

implications that Hudson was free to

thoroughly examine witnesses is entirely

false The inquest was structured in such a

• way that Hudson's questions were at best

infrequent and were limned by the judge in

such a way that he (Hudson) wasn't allow

ed to pursue some of the obvious con

tradictions in the testimony of some of the

witnesses.

Now let's deal with another fact. The DA
tells us that after "several weeks of in

vestigation" the then District Attorney

Callahan "publicly declared his opinion that

no foul play was involved in the death of

Seta Rampersad " but that nonetheless an

nounced that there would be an inquest "in

order to examine the witnesses under

oath...so that the events surrounding her

death might be legal established." The im

plication of this statement by District At

torney Simons is that Callahan, acting out

of his sence of justifce and fair play, decided

to have an inquest even thouth he felt suffi

ciently convinced that there had been no

foul play. But the reality is that Callahan

didn't act in exactly this way. When
members of the Third World Women's

Task Force originally approached him

about Seta's death, he smugly asserted

that she'd died with "a smile on her face."

Response To D.A« Simons
By the Third World Women's Task Force

and the Committee Against Repression

Everyorw present in th»e room at that time

understood his implication: that a woman
found dead in a motel room, when she had
been tfiere with men. must have somehow
"deserved" (even enjoyed) what she got.

Callahan finally decided to have an inquest,

not because on his own he thought it was
the proper thing to do, but because he was
responding to the clearly expressed feelings

of local citizens who he knew were going to

raise questions about the case.

Another misleading ^pect of Simons' let-

ter IS very subtle He tries to swamp his au-

dience with the feeling that every possible

measure has been taken to understand

what happened in the case. He say that his

"opinion and the unanimous opinion of

every lawyer who took part in the staff

review was consistent with the determine

tion of my predessor, Joh M. Callahan, and

by the inquest judge that the death of Seta

Rampersad was not caused by the unlawful

acts of any individual." In this part of the

letter Simons is doing a typical tTiing He's

trying to tell us and the public that all these

"professionals" couldn't possibly be

wrong, that since they're the "experts " it's

shallow and pigheaded of us to doubt their

word^ What he leaves out. however, is

quite relevant. For instance he doesn't in-

form us that all these lawyers and judges

couldn't clear up the fact that the police

and everybody concerned in the case were

(and still are) confused about a basic pro

blem like exactly when Seta died. They also

haven't come up with any solid explanation

.

concerning why no adequate fingerprinting

was done in the motel room where Seta

passed away, when the reality is that ade-

quate fingerprinting would have helped

clear up exactly who was there that night.

Simon' narrow interpretation of what the

law is all about, however, goes even further

than the points already mentioned. In this

attempt to convince us and the public that

its's okay that the investigation into Seta's

death has been closed, he says some in

teresting things. For instance he tells us

that "the three persons with Miss Ramper

sad at Motel 6 made some efforts, however

futile, to help her Dr. Bendler, at the in-

quest, was unable to state whether or not,

given prompt medical attention. Miss

Rampersad might have lived " We can con

fidently say, given the response we've got-

ten from people at the university and in the

surrounding communities, that many peo

pie in the area simply don't accept the idea

that those who were with Seta on the night

of her death did enough to save her. Wat

ching a person die for 10 hours without call

ing an ambulance or a doctor is in most

people's minds a clear example of criminal

negligence. As one physical plant worker at

the university who's been a member of the

local community for many years told

us, "most people would treat a dog better."

The second part of the DA's stajement,

about Dr. Bendler not knowing if prompt

medical attention would have saved Seta's

life, is a subtle attenr^t to mislead the

public. The point the DA is trying to make

IS that since a "professional" doctor isn't

sure whether or not prompt medical

assistance would have saved Seta, then we
should set aside all out legal and moral con-

cerns. In other words, the DA wants us to

accept the fact (his facts) that the human

obligation to try to save Seta isn't ap-

plicable to Jimmy the Greek. Brian Pitzer

and Carol Newton

.

One other contradiction is glaring and we

think extremely important, in that it gets at

the core of the problem. He lectures us and

the public about how "prosecutions must

be based on more than mere rumor and

speculation." He goes on to say them that

"sufficient basis must be shown to justify

the intrusions into the lives of citizens

which a criminal investigations and pro-

secution represents." What Simons is

referring to here is that we haven't given

ample evidence to "prove" that Donald

Dunphy (lawyer), Mr. DeRose (publisher of

the Hampshire Gazette), Mr Lyons (of

Grinnell and Woodward Insurance Com-

pany), Mr. Augustus Perfito (manager of

the Captain's Table) and Mr. Robert

Czelusiak (Register of Probate) were involv-

ed in the case. On the surface what Mr.

Simons is telling us here seems pretty solid

and moral-sounding. But the fact is, and

we all know that this is true, that there are

certain circumstances under which legal

system is more than content to prosecute

on the basis of ""rumor and speculation."

When two black men. Brown and Gethers,

were arrested a few years ago in this area,

the courts were happy to send them to jail

even though there was no direct evidence

that "proved" they were guilty (although

there was evidence that showed clearly

that some of the witnesses against them

were extraordinarily racist and biased).

Recently there was another incident in the

Amherst area where a black man was pick-

ed up by the police and detained for sup-

posely commiting a robbery in Springfield.

There was absolutely no evidence against

this man and he was finally released. But

the fact remains that the police didn't mind

making an "intrusion " into this person's life

on the basis of their apparent "specula-

tion" that all blacks are potential criminals

and are therefore liable to being picked up

even when there isn't any concrete reason

for doing so. So although we're pleased

that the DA is

concerned about unjustified intrusions into

the lives of ordinary citizens, we wish that

he and the local judicial system wouldn't

use their legal criteria in a double-standard

way-one way for powerful influencial peo-

ple (to prtect them) and another way for

Third World people and ordinary working

citiz^v.

Another point we want to make has to oo

with Simon s convient (for him) refusal to

mention in his response to u^ the fact that

some of our member have received threats

on their lives because of their involvement

in the Seta Rampersad case. Although the

DA might not understand what we have to

say about this, we believe that many people

in the area will We do not think that it is at

ail irrelevant to our point that sonr>ething's

being covered up in Seta's case to point

out that, precisely because we're saying

that something's wrong in the case, on 3

distinct occasions members of our commit-

tees have had their lives threatened over

the phone But the DA, finding security in

giving lectures to us to us about how
"abuse of the criminal process" on our

part - "can result in undue harrassment of

citizens," simply refuses to deal with the

fact of threatened violence. In doing this,

he's displaying a complete disregard for the

threats ttiat have been made on lives. Un-

dobtedly, when one of us shows up dead

some morning, he'll tell the public how
deeply grieved he is and yet at the same

tin>e say that since there was no "sufficient

indication " that the death was going to

happen there was nothing he could have

done to prevent it. In the publicly to give

concrete evidence against the 5 rr»en

because they fear for their lives and are

convinced they might t>e threatened or sub-

ject to possible violence if they give the

evidence. Given the phonecaHs we've

received, these fears on the part of poten-

tial witnesses make sense, But rather then

saying that there seems to be a problem

here, the District Attorney uses his position

of power to obscure the realities In-

terestingly enough, some of the same peo

pie who are afraid of coming forward with

the evidence probably voted for Mr.

Simons in the last election. But maybe now

that he's in power he doesn't care about his

constituency. Maybe, now that he's in of-

fice, it's more important to him to protect

those who like himself are in influencial

positions. When he wants people and Third

World people in jail

In conclusion we want to say that in Seta

Rampersad's case justice hasn't yet been

achieved. The DA's long letter simply can't

obsure the fact that the contradictions in

the case haven't yet been cleared up The

fact IS that Simons has refused to move the

case fonA^ard and in refusing has clearly

capitulated to what we and many other

people in the area believe is a cover up.

Elected by people of the area into office,

he's now using his power against the in-

terests of those very same people

But we and the people of this area aren't

going to be stopped by the District At-

torney's refusal to cooperate. We've been

working hard to develop plans to reopen

the case and, in the end, the case will be

reopened. Next Tuesday, May 15th, there

will be a public presentation of petitions to

Mr. Simons requesting that the case be

reopended. This will be done between 12

and 1 o'clock at the courthouse in Nor-

thampton. The petititons represent the

concrete desire of many people in the area

to get to the bottom of what happened to

Seta. But this is only part of our ongoing

plans. In consultation with our legal ad

visors in Boston (these lawyers are from the

National Conference fo Black Lawyers)

we're in the process of setting up a meeting

with state Attorney General Bellotti in

which we'll discuss measures for reopening

the case. Also, we'll be continuing to do

workshops in the surrounding communities

to help build public support for the case

and to keep people informed about the

case's status.

a ballad

Death Notice 1: Singing Of Death
for frank

that the brother is dead

does not mean that he is entirely ended/

we hear

in the silent breathings

of the immediate moments

after his death

'

what is

the settling in

of the body
after death/'

into the small spaces

to which Ove in life

are given over

to meet death:/

like the September morning

nightmare

that found one young man dead
his body
(undiscovered for two days)

under rubble

in the pantry.

every day
we chant ourselves

across ancestral memories
into wholeness again '

re painting ourselves

in ochre earth that

that stretches the distance

of highways.

we will not sinq

this brother into ease

do not sing his name ,

over to death

for safe keeping;

we sing the brother

his remains

and his name
into the return of himself

to the beginning

of matter

to its beginning

before time.

like elastic masks
tightening

to the skin

we layer his memory
across our faces'

weep inwardly

these given hours

that disperse our bodies

tike seeds.

by John d. Williams

\Fi,ink Bnnilln was a young Puerto Rican

hnitltri will) livod and worked in Belcher-

liwii. M.iss Lati' in the summer of 1978

till- .iii.uinwni in which he lived was

ili-stmyiul by firu At that time Frank was

uihihh' til /)? located. Two days later his

hii.ly w.is disinvored under rubble in the

hii'iit out iinnartinent. Because no family

iih'inhi'is wrri- ahir to ho contacted at that

tinii', ,1 l.iwyrr was appointed to handle the

nuittrt. Whi'ii pri'ssed to provide specific

iiiliiiin.inon ahiHit the investigation info

this li.iii't Jt'.itl}. this lawyer has respondt-il

in silriu r.
|
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German Interests To Exploit Namibia's Minerals
TORPORATE INTERESTS in German

capital has already been provisionally

allocated on a collective basts.

New Surveys Multiplying

Economic consultant George Low,
representative of the British P E Consulting
Group, claims that international agenaes
and mining groups are keen to bankroll the
$30 million job of conducting a corner to-

corner geological survey of the territory.

P E IS one of a consortium of British South
African companies which recently began a
feasibility study of a so called "Trans
Kalahari Railway" from Botswana to

Namibia.

The self financed study focuses on the
benefits to Botswana of a new export route
to the well equipped Atlantic port of Walvis
Bay The plan is to link Namibia's eastern
railhead to Gobabis by a 600 mile line to

Gabarone at a cost of $1 billion. Companies
involved include Maxwell Stamp and
Associates, PE, Mott Hay b Anderson.
Henderson Hughge & Busby, all of the UK,
and the SA consulting geologist Partridge

de Villiers & Associates They hope to per

suade international development agencies
to help sell the project to Botswana and
Zambia.
The main lure for the corporate decision

makers is the phenomenal mineral wealth
of Namibia In the developing scramble
putting a foot inside the door has alre^y
become the main priority. Namibia is

already the fourth largest producer of

minerals of value in Africa after South
Africa, Zaire, and Zambia, with a total pro
duction of some $700 million a year.

Since 1919, mining has been dominated
by the production of gem diamonds from
the alluvial deposits along the coast just

north of the Orange River. Diamond pro
duction IS dominated by Consolidated Dia
mond a wholly owned subsidiary of South
Africa's diamond giant. De Beers Recently
COM s contribution to the overall profit of

the De Beers group has risen as high as 40
percent Namibian production has been
stepped up in recent years to over 2 million

carats a year Although in global terms that
is less than other major producers such as
South Africa. Zaire, and the USSR, the
Oranjemund depo'-its are unique in the high
gem content, averaging 98 percent of the
total, which makes Oranjemund one of the
most profitable reaching over $50 million in

some years. Under agreements reached
with South Africa after the ousting of the

Nomlbian Worlceri

former German colortiai authorities. Oe
Beers has right over the deposits until the

year 2010, although they are expected to be
largely worked jut before the end of the
century. In 1977, shrewdly preparing for

some form of Namibian independence, De
Beers head, Sir Harry Oppenheimer an-

nouced the tranfer of the CDM head office

from Kimberley, De Beers century old

South African home, to Windhoek. A new
CDM subsidiary was established to make
invMtments in non diamond mining sec-

tors.

US Interests

Nambibia is also the source of a variety of

important base minerals -chief among them

copper, lead, iinc, vanadium, tin, sihwr,
lithium ores, and cadmium. The major pro-
ducer in this sector is the US UK controlled'
Tsumeb has four mines in operation and
also controls tfte only processing facilities

in Namibia, producing both its own blister

copper and refined lead for export, as well
as smelting metals from other mineral^pro
ducers in the country.
Tsumeb represents by far the largest US -

investment in Namibia, through its owner
ship of American Metal Climax (AMAX)
and Newmont mining A third important
co-owner of the venture is Selection Trust
(UK controlled I , and there is also some
South Africa participation But Newmont

Letter From Tlie Prison
These letters were originally addressed
to the Third World Women's Task
Force and have been printed in Nummo
with the knowledge and permission of
the author.

Dear Third World Women's Task Force:
I wish to clarify a previous statement or

rather I should say elaborate it had to do
with someone from yourorganization com-
ing here and reading the witnesses
statements for themselves and drawing
their own conclusions. Briefly, what they
will find IS this...

The main witness against me states he is

positive I am the man who robbed him and
he was able to identify me through a photo
the police had showed to him. This witness
says that he is 100 percent sure I am the
man because of a very identifiable scar on
my neck, ladies! I do not have such a scar
nor; have I ever.

The second witness states he is 60 percent
sure I am^he man, and yet; both men were
robbed simultaneously. How do you ac-
count for such a disparity? According to
the laws of this land in order to find a per-
son "guilty" he must be found guilty

beyond all reasonable doubt but in my case
that did not apply.

The attorney who was representing me at

the time, at great expense, was unable to
appear in court because he was involved in

another case down in Plymouth, Ma.
defending Anthony Jackson a convicted
murderer and rapist. The judge, Francis P.

O'Connor, presiding, insisted trial com
mence and assigned to me a public
defender which I declined and elected to
represent myself.

"A man who represents himself has a fool

for a client ' But I was forced to do so
because the Public Defender wasn't in-

terested in my innoc^ce and insisted I

"cop out" and she would guarantee I

receive a lesser sentence, I then told the
public defender to "go to hell" that I was
not guilty;therefore, I see no reason why I

should 'cop" to something I didn't do in

order to receive a lesser sentence and as a

result for my pursuing a trial costing the
Commonwealth money. I was then
sentenced to the term I'm now serving.

I made my own comparisons and this is

what I have come wup with. Crime for

crime, offense for offense. Third World
peoples receive longer sentences, we serve
a larger portion of our sentences than do
our white counterparts. The list of in

justices goes on and on.
If should someone there have some pieces

of poetry by sister Nikki Giovanni, I can
assure you such reading matter would be
more than appreciated. As an aside, if your
were to continue further correspondence, it

would please me greatly if you refer to me
as Wil, Mr. sounds too formal
(smiles). Should I be so fortunate as to
receive furlough late this summer I would
consider it an honor if I could pay my
respects to each and every one of you for

your generous assistance. Please, let me
know if this is feasible...

It pains me to see so many of our young
black brothers behind bars because as long
as they are behind bars they are not con-
tributing their share, not to mankind but to

our race we owe no obligation to mankind
as such rather we owe our people the very
best that is in us that is our obligation.

While at Walpole the population is almost
all black surely there is something wrong
when you look at tViis in the proper
perspecUve for if you accept at face value
what your eyes behold then almost certain-

ly one must conclude that white's commit
fewer crimes.

There is no such thing as rehabilitation

within the criminal justice system, to be
sure there are few a mighty small few who
are allovved the luxury of pursuing an
education. But for the vast majority such is

not to be because if you have too many
educated Third World people they are in a

position to pull the covers off the "man"
and peek his whole card. Secondly, the less

educated we allow ourselves from his cun
ning and scheming ways... Ignorance is not
bliss it's tragedy.

It's been a gas for me being able to impart
certain things to you and hope you've en
joyed it as well. I salute you for what you
are doing enlightening Third World peoples
, especially women and your efforts on
sister Seta's part.

Please send a copy of your paper (Num
rtio). I would enjoy. reading your publica
tion. I have been down here almost three
years and a lot of changes have taken place
in that time: attitudes, thoughts, feelings,

etc.

I read this somewhere and how true the
words are:

Caring is the art of sharing
Sharing is the art of living

Living is the art of loving

Loving is the art of caring.

bye,

Wil

For any more information on this specific

case, please contact 545 0883 and ask for

the Third World advocate.

Announcements
THIRD WORLD WOMEN'S TASK FORCE
will be meeting throughout the summer
months. For information on meetings, etc.,

telephone 545 0883 ans ask for the Third

World Advocate.

Committee Against Represion: organizing

the Seta Rampersad case and combatting
other forms of repression will meet on
Thursday, May 17 in rooms 165-169 Cam-
pus Center at 7:30 PM.

RALLY TO REOPEN THE SETA RAMPER
SAD CASE:
May 15, from 12 noon to 1:00 PM at Nor
thampton Courthouse to present petitions

to D.A. Simons. Cars will be leaving from
Student Union Building from 1 1 :30 AM

,

ALL AFRICAN PEOPLE'S PARTY is

organizing African Liberation Day on May
18, 1979. International Symposium:"Africa
on the move." Friday, May 18 from 10:00

AM to 6:00 PM at the Blackburn Center,

Howard University, Washington, D.C. For

more information contact: All African Peo-

ple's Revolutionary Party, P.O. Box 3307,

Washington, DC. 20009, telephone (202)

387 8996

The Collegian does not consistently print
anything relevant to the Third World com-
munity. Therefore, Nummo News proudly
announces that it in no way is controlled,

manipulated or associated with the Col-
legian.

Nummo News, the voice of the Third
World community of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst welcomes let-

ters, comments and criticisms.

Nummo News
103 New A fnca House
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

Or contact us at 545 0061.

and AMAX are the dominant interest
holders and Tsumeb, which accounts for

approximately - ? percent of base mineral
production in Namibia and 20 percent of all

mineral export earnings, has traditionally

provided the US corporations with healthy
net earnings averaging $18 million a year
between 1963 1972
Although gross profits have been down in

recent years because of the fall in world
copper and lead prices thecompanyhascon-
tmued to expand its operation, particularly
in smelting and refining concentrates from
otherJjase metal mines in Namibia. Blister
copper and refined lead are shipped to a
number of Western countries, mainlyi
Japan, West Germany and the US.
As with De Beers CDM, Tsumeb's foreign

owners have been "Namibianizing" their
operation, and AMAX relinquished control
of sales operations But the US corpora
tions retain their ownership of Tsumeb
equity

Bethlehem Stell, Zapata Corporation, and
Nord Resources Corporation are other US
investors now actively involved in operating
mines in Namibia

.

But the major Western interest is centered
on uranium. When the Rossing mine, own-
ed by Rio Tinto Zinc 145 percent) in associa-
tion with the South African Industrial
Development Corporation, Minatome of
France, and Urangesellschaft of West Ger-
many, reaches full capacity at year's end,
Namibia become the world s fifth largest
uranium producer.
South Africa's Anglo American and De

Beers, and Canada's Falconbridge are
among the western mining group currently
prospecting a wide area of Namibia for
uranium and two other uranium mines are
already at the feasibility stage. Most
analysts believed that resources are suffi-

cient to provide for up to 10,000 tons of
uranium oxide a year, which would make
Namibia a bigger producer than South
Africa and add aT> estimated $500 million to
existing production value of the mineral in-

dustry

For these reasons, while the politial

realities would seem to argue against the
sucess of any Namibian UDI, South Africa
fells increasingly confident that the investor
response will be sufficiently encouraging to
permit the continued funding of a large
military effort to confront SWAPO's ex
pected guerrilla onslaught against a DTA
regime.
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Senate treasurer

misused credit
ByMARK WILDING
Collegian Staff

The Collegian has learned former

undergraduate student Senate* Treasurer

James O'ConrwII used a Student Senate

Auto Pool crwjit card to pay for his own
car repairs and gas.

An unidentified source provided the

Collegian with a photostat copy of «.

receipt dated F^ruary 12 showing O'Con
nell had $120.18 of repairs done on his 1972

Maverick. A memorandum to be released

by Economic Development Coordinator

Michael Maughan today is expected to

reveal O'Connell also compiled "in excess

of $300" worth of gas bills.

The repair work was done by Felix Pikul's

Mobil Station of Indian Orchard
O'Connell, who resigned last week as

treasurer after being re-elected to the post

five weeks ago, commented. "If in the opi

nion of the Senate Coordinating Commit-
tee, any improper actions were made on
my part, due restitution will be made."
He refused to comment on the nature of

the repair work.
Devid Barenberg, senate speaker and

coordinating committee member, said

'Jim said he had the papers to prove his m
nocence. We asked him to produce the

papers by today and he didn't show up."

O'Connell said that he was unable to make

K to (ampus because of iNnea in the fami-

ly

Maughan, whose offi^ oversees 18
businesses and cooperative, explained,

'The only information I got was that he
iO'ConneU) wa» the only person who had a

credit card far tMO months That came to

me last wtek. I've accumulated the in-

formation snd will send out a memorandum
tomorrow that details what atem i want
reimbursed.
The auto pool has "12 to 15" credit cards,

any number of which can t>e given to a
vehicle making a lor^ trip, the unidentified

source said

When the Recognized Student Organiza-
tion group using the car returns with it. the

auto pool writes out a trip ticket for billing

purj^oses and sends it up to the RSO office,

the source said. The money is tfren

transferred from the organization's account
to the auto pool's account, the source add-

ed
"Finally that money goes to pay the gas

companies when thoy bill the Pool The
first the Pool knew about the job on O'Cor,
nell's car was when it received the bill from
Mobil," source said

"The treasurer is the person authorized to

sign on senate accounts. He signs for the

reimbursements. Since O'Connell was the
treasurer he could reimburse himself,

"

Maughan said.

UMasswomen 'slacrosse

loseschampionship battle

Elin Gelzinis walks lightly across the dandylion-covered fields oehind the Nor-
theast Physical Education building yesterday afternoon. (Staff photo by Bill

Greene)

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

I wish I was there, down at Penn State.

But you know how it is. with the corw:eri

last weekend, paper due. and those final

exams lurking just beyond, just waiting.

.
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See related story on page 16.

special event the appearance of UMass in

the Women's Lacrosse Championships.
UMass was not a stranger to this tour-

nament, for they came in third last year.

Nor were they a "Cinderella team, " for in

posting an undefeated season, the Gazelles

became the New England champions,
vanquishing such rival foes as Yale, Rhode
Island, Springfield and New Hampshire in

the course of the season.
UMass had not expected to come into

the tourney so soon, but thev came; they

weren't exp>ected to do so well, but they

managed to advance to the finals. Too bad
the expectations could not go a step

further, and declare the Gazelles defeated

the defending champs, and have taken the

title..

As the Gazelles played in Pennsylvania, I

tned to imagine their performances, over a

history paper I had to write, or else. .

.

I saw Cari Nickerson dodge and sprint

upfield, cradling like crazy toward the op-

,

posing goal: she is across midfield, and the

opposition look like statues compared to

the jets she is running on, Cari sweeps to

the goalie's left, and fires a white bullet

beneath the goalie's legs.

Margie Anderson, freshman-wonder,
runs to the middle, then waits briefly from a

pass from Nickerson, Holly Jennings. Jean
Hackett or whoever from UMass. She gets

the ball, sneaks around her guard, and
nearly buries it in the dirt before the goalie,

TURN TO PAGE 3

Campus racialproblems spur divestmen t
By JIM MORAN
Collegian Staff

In Septenber 1977, when UMass
divested $690,600 invested in companies
doing business with the South African

government, it became one of the first

academic institutions to take action in what
has now surfaced as a nationwide issue of

student protest in the 1970's - the politics

of racism on campus.
This issue is not new to students who

participated in the civil rights marches and
freedom rides in the South during the early

1960's. But now the movement has chan-

neled itself toward two priorities: first, get-

ting schools to relinquish their financial

holdings in South Africa and second,

demanding college administrators work to

resolve the problems of racial inequality

within their respective institutions.

In the Five-College area, a number of stu-

dent protests in the past year have resulted

in: 1 ) Demands at Amherst College for con-

tinuation of a black student orientation pro-

gram, accompanied by a divestiture request

and other demands, 2) Pressure from the

Third World Council at Hampshire College,

who divested its $25,000 in South African

holdings last March, to recruit more minori-

ty students and personnel, 3) The forma-

tion of an ethics committee on divestiture

at Mount Holyoke College, where selective

divestiture is under consideration, 4) The
divestiture of Firestone Company stocks

held by Smith College, while keeping other

investments.
There has also been ongiong racial ten-

sions at UMass this year, including Third

World request for a reopening of the Seta

Ramperstad case, in which a black woman
student was killed under mysterious cir-

cumstances.
Beyond the Five-College area, there have

recently been several significant
developments:
Many students are urging their schools'

administrations to go beyond accords laid

down Rev Leon Sullivan, who is on the

General Motors Board of Directors. The
much-publicized "Sullivan Principles" call

for maintaining investments in South
African businesses on the premise of in-

fluencing government policy. The prin-

ciples also call for promotion of equal op-

portunity within the businesses while

tolerating apartheid practices in the nation.

Last mon*h a student occupation of the

Brandeis University administration building

brought the school a step beyond the

Sullivan Principles when Brandeis trustees

voted to divest stocks in businesses which
contribute to "severe social injury." For ex-

ample, the school divested Ford Motor

Company stocks since Ford sells military

and police vehicles in South Africa.

Seth Maldoff, a student member of the

Brandeis Committee on Shareholder
Responsibility, estimates the university still

had holdings as of February 16th last year,

in 28 corporations with a stock market

value of $6 to $8 million. Maldoff *>aid,

"We're not asking immediate divestitutre

when we ask the school to divest
"

He added, "It is the policy of the commit-
tee to allow up to six months time to assess

market conditions." This policy is designed

to avoid financial loss for the institution.

Maldoff said Third World students are

also involved in more "in-house" issues,

such as minority recruitment and cur-

riculum implementation.
At Harvard University, last fall students

demonstrated in opposition to naming the

Kennedy School of Government's library

for the late Charles Engelhard. Engelhard,

the man portrayed as "Goldfinger " in the

James Bond movie, was a benefactor of

Harvard and a heavy investor in mining
companies in South Africa. Guy
Molyneaux, a spokesman for the Harvard
South African Solidarity Committee, said

Engelhard had invested some $1 million.

Harvard has sold $20 million in Morgan
Guaranty Bank stocks, which lends money
n the South African government. But thf.

university still holds some $500 million in

investments- making it the heaviest univer-

sity contributor. Molyneaux said Harvard
has supported the Sullivan principles, but it

means "absolutely nothing," to support
equal opportunity within a business, "while
you continue to support the apartheid
policies outside the plan." He added cor-

porations actually pay wages to only .4 per-
cent of the black population.

Harvard President Derek Bok has
repeatedly stated Harvard will not divest

across the board.
At Dartmouth University in New Hamp-

shire, South African investments total

about $50 million as of June 30, 1977. Col-
lin Darby, a student activist at Dartmouth,
said the students began to demonstrate
their opposition to the school's holdings
last winter. The issue, said Darby, was
spurred by a maintenance crew's attempt
to remove an ice sculpture depicting South
African prisoners in "tiger cages." Darby
said a moratorium was held the last week of

the winter term to discuss racism on the
Dartmouth campus. He said a 15,000
signature petition was presented to the ad-
ministration requesting divestiture.

The Dartmouth South African policy

does not consider broad divestiture, "but
looks at each individual investment and
justifies its continuation," Darby said.
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DIGEST

Hong Kong was blackad out Sunday night as naon
lights wn bannad undar Hong Kong's govammant's
•fi«rgy saving plan. Undar tha Oil Conaarvation and
OH Control Bill which cama into effact Sunday usa of
alactric light for advsrttsing display and floodlighting
had baan bannad axcapt batwaan 8 p.m. and 11:30
p.m. (AP Radiophoio S«rvica)

King signs tax iimit biii
BOSTON -Gov. Edward J. King signed into law

yabterday a bill that for the first time attempts to limit

local spending and the rise in property taxes.
"The tone has l>een set in a great majority of cities

ar>d towns," said King of the new law, which requires
cities and towns to keep their spending within 4 percent
of last year's budgets, with exceptions for certain
uncontrollable expenses such as pensions and interest
on debts

At the same time, however, King repeated his belief

that no growth m local budgets - a lero cap would
have been more "appropriate '

The tax cap provides for separate ceilings on school
budgets keeping them withm the 4 percent range as
well and providing the first encroachment on the fisca:

autonomy long enfoyed by those w^o govern school
spending policies

Communities can, with a two thirds vole, override
tf»e c^. except in towns with populations under 2,500,
wfiere a mafority vote is sufficient.

Jaclcson pushies voting
CHICAGO The Rev Jessie Jackson wants hiqh

school s}^aduates to receive voter registration form«^

akKig with their diplomas in an effort to er>d what he
calls the nation's "trend of moral and spiritual

degeneracy
"

Such a registration program is essential, Jackson said
yesterday, if the country is to curtail the pessimisn und
cynicism that developed with the assassinations of the
Kennedys and Martin Luther King Jr in the 1960s
These assassinations were followed by the Vietnam
War and Watergate, which deepened the despair, he
said

Jackson, once an aide to King and now president of

Operat on PUSH , said the voter registration drive would
be the best way to celebrate the 25th anniversary Thurs
day or the Supreme Court's Brown vs, Board of Educa
tion ruling which outlawed "separate but equal"
schools for whites and blacks

Pilgrim idosing
BOSTON \AP\ Boston Edison officials say the Pilgrim I

nuclear power plant in Plymouth will be closed at least

two weeks while officials wait for the results of an in-

vestigation into the plant's steam piping system.
Once the reports are in, they will be analyzed and a

decision made on whether modifications are needed or

if the plant can be re-opened, according to Boston
Edison spokesman Walter Salvi

The plant was shut down cok) on Saturday for

modifications to hydraulic snubbers, shock absorber
devices that absorb seismic movements, Salvi said.

Nuice ciiarges aired
EXETER. N H. \AP\ Dozensof anti-nuclear protesters,
charged with trespassing on the Seabrook atomic
power plant property in 1976, may have criminal
charges dropped against them, the Rockingham county
attorney said yesterday
"We had 12 cases dismissed today because the judge

didn't believe the defendants received a speedy trial."

said Carlton Eldredge. "The same fate may be in store
for other Clamshell Alliance members who are awaiting
trial for arrests in 1976."

Eldredge opposed the judge's decision to dismiss the
12, saying the concerns raised by the U.S. Supreme
Court's ruling on speedy trials didn't apply in the case.
"The test for a speedy trial is not just determined by

the passage of time before a trail but a variety of issues
• such as whether the delay endangered the quality of
evidence, " Eldredge said. "I didn't think these elements
applied in the Clamshell case"

Kennedyannouncesplan
WASHINGTON (API - Sen. Edward M Kennedy,
D-Mass., announced yesterday his plan to insure all

Americans against fiealth care costs, but acknov^ledged
that congressional resistance makes passage "an uphill

battle."

Kennedy and other backers of his national health in-

surance plan, including labor leaders, groups for the
retired and the minorities, called upon the administra-

tion to support the proposal, which would cover
everybody regardless of age or income level.

"We are appealing to President Carter to come in

from xt\e cold," Bill Hutton, head of the National Coun-
cil of Senior Citizens, said at a news conference called

to unveil Kennedy's bill

Carter wants a more modest health care plan that

would phase in ^.agments of the population while at first

protecting the elderly, the poor and those suffering from
catastrophic illnesses.

Legislature renews fight

to cut state-funded abortions
BOSTON [AP\ MassachuMtts legislators renewed

a campaign y^terday to cut off government nwney for all
aoortions in the state except those needed to save a
mother's life.

On a 92 59 vote, the House moved to tighten the state's
current restrictions by deleting language that permits state-
financed elective abortions in cases of rape or incest Then,
on a 1 15 36 vote, the lawmakers handed the abortion bill to
the more liberal Senate, where efforts will be made to
restore the rape incest exemption.

While the state's existing abortion statute was ur>der at-

tack on Beacon Hill for allegedly being too lenient, it was
challenged in Washir>gton as being too harsh. However,
the US. Supreme Court refused to hear that second com-
plaint, brushing aside a suit brought by birth control and
civil liberties groucM.

Up until that f^isal, the state had bean under the orders
of a Circuit Court to pay for all "medically necessary

"

welfare atKjrtions while the case awaited review by the
high court. The Supreme Court's latest action finally clears
the way for the state to say no to most low income women
seekino abortions at weltera expense However, the state

Faulty gauge

warning ignored

by nuke officials
By H JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press Writtjr

WASHINGTON - The reactor manufacturer and federal

regulators were warned a year ago that a key instrument m
volved in the Three Mile Island accident was unreliable for

checking the level of cooling water in the reactor core, ac
cording to documents obtained by The Associated Press

But sources probing the nuclear accident said the warn
ing was largely ignored and operators of the Babcock b
Wilcox reactors were allowed to believe they could depend
on the instrument for that purpose.
Babcock b Wilcox, a Virginia- based engineering firm,

built the crippled reactor near Harrisburg, Pa . as well as
nine other reactors now temporarily closed for further safe
ty checks
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has said the instru-

ment, a pre»urizer level indicator, misted an operator into

turning off an emergency cooling system. The operator
tjelieved the pressure registered by the gauge meant too
much water was in the reactor core, when in fact the core
was getting far too little water

That move has been cited as a major reason for the fuel

rods being uncovered for nearly an hour on the day of the
accident and apparently causing extensive fuel damage.
Since the accident, the NRC has told operators at all of the
nation's reactors not to rely on the pressure level gauge
alone to determine core water levels.

But according to the documents obtained by the AP, a
nuclear consultant came to the same conclusion and
reported it more than a year ago, following a year-long
study on the consequences of small breaks in reactor cool-

ing systems.
. Carl Michelson, a nuclear engineer for the Tennessee
Valley Authority and an NRC consultant, wrote in January
1978 that "the pressurizer level is not considered a reliable

guide as to core cooling conditions."

Furthermore, he said in a 29-page report, reliance on the
instrument "may convince the op>erator to trip shut down
the HPI emergency cooling system pump and watch for a
subsequent loss of pressure level." That, say government
and industry sources, is exactly what happened March 28
at the Three Mile Island reactor.

Michelson said in a telephone interview from his home in

Oak Ridge, Tenn., that his report was sent to Babcock &
Wilcox on April 27, 1978, but he did not get a reply until

early this year.

Babcock Et Wilcox, in a Jan. 23 letter from Janr>es

McFarland, senior project manager, said the company
agreed the pressurizer level is "not a reliable indication" of

water level in the core. But the company said the use of the
instrument along with other available instruments "will pro-
vide sufficient guidance for operator action."

must still follow the "Hyde Amendment" - the federal pro-

vision that continues aid for abortions needed to prevent
"severe and long lasting physical health damage" to the

mother.

During the House's abortion debate. Rep. W. Paul
White, D Boston, said Gov. Edward J. King's election
gave the "right to life" movenwm a valuable opportunity.

"We have a governor now who is willing to sign a strong
law," White said. In previous years, efforts to halt welfare
abortions were regularty vetoed by former Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis. It was not until Dukakis' last year of office that
the Legislature finally managed to override Dukakis' vetoes
and the anti abortion language to the state budget.

The new abortion bill is designed to be a replacement of
that budget provision, which expires at the end of the cur-
rent fiscal year, June 30.

As in years past. Rep. WHIiam G. Robinson, R-Melrose,
offered the rape -incest amendment, arguing that

legislators should not deny welfare recipients the same le

niency they would probably show to their own female
relatives. However, wfian his amendment failed, the GOP
floor leader voted for the more restrictive bill.

A \\n9 of cars waiting for gas Saturday on Pico
Boulevard in Santa Monica, California was five

blocks long to a station near top of photo. Nearly
two-thirds of all gasoline stations in California were
closed Saturday. (AP Lasarphoto)

House bars phone charges
By THOMAS S BROWN
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON -The Massachusetts Legislature, in a flurry of

vote switching yesterday, defied Gov. Edward J. King and
slapped a ban on tolls for directory assistance telephone
calls.

King had vetoed the so-called "411 bill," saying any
decision about telephone rates should be left to the state
Department of Public Utilities.

"

Last Wednesday, the House sustained that veto by a
two vote margin, but in a turn around yesterday
representatives tossed aside that result and voted 100-49 to

override King's decision. The new margin was exactly the
two thirds majority needed to negate King's action.

The Senate quickly followed suit, reaffirming its support
of the bill on a 32 5 vote. Thus, King's first attempt at a
vefb ended in failure

The key test was in the House, where Rep. William F.

Galvin, D- Boston, led the effort to revive the vetoed bill.

He accused the New England Telephone Co. of pretending

to be "open-minded" about the 411 issue when actually it

is making plans to impose the tolls.

He asserted that the firm has already started refitting its

directory assistance offices so it can start charging for

information as soon as it gets DPU permission.

Rep. Barney Frank, D Boston, tned to keep the House
on the governor's side, arguing that lawmakers should not

"dictate to the private sector when they can be efficient

and when they cannot." Instead of completely banning

information tolls, he suggested the Legislature support

King's position for now and later adopt narrower

restrictions that would forbid information charges for the

elderly and the handicapped.
Heavy lobbying by consumer groups apparently helped

change some minds. Five House members who previously

had voted with the governor sided with Galvin the second
time around, while only two representatives moved in the

opposite direction.

Galvin also picked up support from seven others who
had not taken part in the earlier vote, more than offsetting

five earlier supporters who sat out on the secorrtj tally.
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SIceleton suitworn
to fight world liunger
There is a man walking around the

UMass campus in a skeleton suit.

Norman Griswold, a 20-year old
sophomore plant and soil science major
said he is trying to bring people's attention
to the problem of global starvation. He
carries various signs reminding passers-by
of child hunger, world wide hunger and
food waste.

"I would like to raise people's con
sciousness two ways," Griswold said. "I'd

like people to become concerned about
those who are starving, and I'm trying to
raise the spiritual level of Amencans "

Griswold said he wants to see Americans
and other citizens of affluent nations
develop a global conscience. He is at
tempting to organize a consciousness-
raising group on campus, and is especially
concerned with the amounts of food
wasted every day as world starvation
continues.

"I have a bill out for dining commons'
waste reform," he said. Griswold' s bill

suggests waste levels be monitored when
students return their trays. The degree of
waste would be marked on students' ticket
books, and students would repay the food
services for the wasted food at the end of
the semester.

Griswold said this system not only would
reduce food waste, but it would also

leduce the price students pay for meal
tickets, since only the students who wasted
food would be paying for it. The present
system shares the cost of wasted food
between all students.

Why the skeleton suit^ "I want people to
realize that others are starving," Griswold
said. "I want them to notice my message.

MARGAHbtFIORE

(Staff photo by Jim Mahoney)
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Walking across the railroad bridge along Route 116 yesterday was Tom Erb.
headed for home and out of the rain. (Staff photo by Bill Greene)

Housing court backed

by Amhersttown vote
By MARY FRAIN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Town Meeting last night
passed an advisory motion supporting the
establishment of a Hampshire County
Housing court, that would have Amherst
within its jurisdiction.

Greq.q Noble, Amherst housing
specialist told the meeting the court would
be used primarily to "remedy problems
rather than just impose fines."

Noble said the housing court would
handle landlord-tenant complaints in-

volving eviction and rent collection. The
court would also oversee housing code and
zoning law enforcement issues and provide
consumer protection for tenants and
landlords. There are currently
Massachusetts Housing Courts in Boston
and Hampden Countv.

Noble said a housing court could work to
the advantage of the judicial system by
"isolating housing issues." The court
would allow housing issues to be dealt with
on their own, not judged along side

criminal cases in district court, where they
might "seem insignificant."

The advisory article was approved by
both the board of selectmen and the
finance committee. A member of the

^ Lacrosse
only to have the ball bounce innocently into

the net.

Laura O'Neil, later named defensive most
valuable player of the Nationals, sprints
toward her opponent, crosse jutting for-

ward like a lance. With one slice, the ball

drops from the opposing cradler, and
O'Neil scoops it up, passing it to a
comrade.

Karen Keniigh huddles in goal, waiting
for a shot. WHen it comes, it could go into

committee said "we are persuaded that

there are financial advantages to the town
with the use of a housing court," especially

with the "inevitable housing problems that

we (the town of Amherst) face."

The town meeting passed another ad-
visory article requesting the towns
management develop an internship

program that would allow implementation
of a systematic inspection act passed by
town meeting in 1977.

The systematic inspection act called for

rental properties to be inspected by the
town to ensure the property owners
compliance with housing codes and health

standards. Consequently the town found
this financially unfeasible according to a
member of the finance committee and was
unable to enforce the act. According to the
article passed by town meeting, student
interns could be used to fulfill this function.

Nancy Eddy, a member of the board of
selectmen supported the article. She said
the proposal "could be a good cost ef-

fective way of carrying out housing in-

spections."

The town also voted to submit to the
legislature and the governor the towns
disapproval of the proposed freeze on local

spending and property taxes.

her crosse, upon her padding, or land in her

glove - hopefully, anywhere but in the net.

Finally, I waited no longer; I called the

Sports Information Director at Penn
State. Only one question needed to be
answered - what was the score for the

finals? The answer came simply, without

fanfare - Penn State 8, UMass 5. The first

loss, and I felt disappointed. I imagined the

players. Sure, they might have felt sad at

losing, but they knew they would be back.

Maybe, I'll be there next year, too.
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Honorary banquet held

by bilingual program
BvLlSALOPa
Ct^gmn Stuff

ttM Bttmgual Collegiate Progrwn
^^tvated its fifth annual graduation

oaremony May 11 when 46 Hispanic

students graduated. M<^t of UMass ap-

proxinnately ^X) Hispanic students were
present at the event, h^ in the Nwvman
Center.

The cerenHjny started with an introduc

tion of the Master of Ceremony, Luis H
Colon, a graduate student and progran
psychology professor, and Esther Quiles, a

sophomore. Dr Benjamin Rodriguez, pro-

gram director d^ivered a menage to the

graduates. Ceremony s^^akers included

Jeremiah M Allen, Provost of the Universi

ty. Dr. Juan Caban, A»ociate Dean of Ad-

missions', and Ms. Mary Lope2, Regional

Coordinator of Bilingual Programs, who
concluded the first act by urging the

graduates to "keep struggling, there are

more than 3,500 non english speakers in

the area that need your service."
Following the speeches, diplomas to the

graduating class and awards for academic
excellency to B C P. students were given

by Dr. Gloria Guevara, co-director of

BiHnguai-Biculturai Education Professions

Program and D«in James W. Shaw. Shaw
said he vnas proud of the students because
he believed they succeeded at a university

with different cultural environment and
language than the one most of them are ac-

customed.
The ceremony concluded with several

spec*al announcements. Graduate Mabel
Skeiton expressed her joy in graduating to

her fellow students. Junior Jose Bou,
president of AHORA, a campus, student-

funded Hispanic organization, presented

special recognition and farewell to Alan

Kurtz, program personal counselor and
Edsel Torres, program secretary. Nancy
Kelly and John Wiltshire, program ad-

ministrative assistants, were honored with

paid vacations to Puerto Rico, sponsored
by program staff and students in recogni-

tion for their efforts.

After the ceremony, refreshments and
drinks from "Rums of Puerto Rico," were
served. Live latin music by Orchestra "La
Charanga" and disco mixings by Carlos

Gonzalez w% provided.

Collegian reporters awarded
Reporters Fran Basche and Mary Frain

received a citizenship award yesterday from
UMass Director of Public Safety Gerald T.

O'Neil for their community service. Basche
and Frain received the award for their six-

part rape seriw in the Collegian earlier this

month.
Basche, a sophomore joumalism- history

major who is the Collegian Women's Editor

and Frain, a graduating English-journalism
major and a Collegian reporter for two

semesters, began working on the series

mid- February. The women f^ thought
about doing the series before the rash of

campus rap% occured this semester, Frain

said.

Frain said she and Basche received calls

from campus women groups concerned
the series might have provoked paranoia
among women, but then decided they
thought the series was important.

Tuwtey. May 16, 1979. Collegian s
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Chamber Festival
^Ith rhu( Ikn^nkv iViii .lul> 2*>io AuOtii^ 12

14 days devoted to intensive study Cr performance of

Chamber music for strings &• piano. 50% tuition scholar-

ships will be awarded to students, staff & faculty from

the Five- College community. For more information call

Hampshire College at 549-4600, ext. ^A. ^

SONY SUPER SALE-

tiC INI>LIT

VOUJME CONtBOl

LEO«oe*TT*m^ws»

»Jil.»«ELECTWT

TC-62
CASSETTW^RDER

our reg. low
price $45.75

SALE
$41.50

ff cm BUTTON

STOMJECT BUllON

f^KOBUTION

i/iim^lMtMOt

Whether you're taping a lecture at school or

a slide commerntary at home practicing a

language or rehearsing for a play the

TC-62 can help It offers all the Sony basics

for flawless recording, faithful playback In

a design that s easy to use, comfortable to

carry The one touch recording system gets

you off to a fast start Touch-code mode
selection makes operation fast and simple,

too Other advanced features — Sony's

built-in electret condenser mic.

Sonymatic recording, auto shut-off. LED
recording/battery check—add to the

convenience, while assunng excellent

quality Quality that lasts

UMlTED TO UMTS IN STOCK.
SALE ENDS MAY 3J

Visa • MasterCharge
American Express

the UNIVERSITYSTORE
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If it's Spring, it's time for the

UMASS
FOOD
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1/2 Barbecued Chicken,

all the fixin's.

and Coke ADMISSION:
University Meal Ticket

">' $3.2S

Featuring:

George T.Cretery

Band

earn colkoe credft

iH'
^^-^^ • a survival oarokn
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Beat the high price of

PRECISION
HAIRCUTS

«%«f%a%«i%w^»«%>'%>«%i

1

In catt of rain. Barliicuf meal wilt be stfwd in all O.C. Franklin Cammons will ba

span for indoor service during the Barbecue.
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For His
and Her

Includes:

FIRST—a profaaaional oonaultatkm

SECOND—a preoislon styla out aelectad

individually Just for jrou

THniI>—our stylists wiU show j^u how to

B^f your liair

All for
$5.50

With pers<mal style out, shampoo and blow
dry §8.00. long hair slightly mors.

With this coupon only.

limited to new customers only

Styles by
Deborah

call for appt. 549-5610

65 University Dr.

PLO bombs Israel,

may spark reprisal
Associated Press

A terrorist bomb ripped apart a sidewalk
marketplace yesterday in the northern

Israeli resort town of Til^rias, killing two
persons and wounding 37 The latest attack

threatened to spark a new round of Israeli

reprisal raids which have left BO Lebanese
and Palestinians dead since April 22.

Yasser Arafat's Palestirw Liberation

Organization claimed responsibility for the
midafternoon bombing that shattered the

festive atmosphere in the popular vacation

^wn on the Sea of Galilee. It was jammed
with tourists who had arrived for a holiday

which began last night.

The bomb exploded while president Elias

Sarkis of Lebanon and Hafez Assad of

Syria were meeting in Damascus, the

Syrian capital, about the recent Isr^li raids

against Lebanon that began after four

Israelis died in a Pal^tinian guerrilla raid on

coital town ofthe northern Israeli

Nahariya on April 22.

The fatal bomb blast in Tiberias also
coincided with a warning by Arafat that

Israel would start a war against Lebanon
and Syria now that the Israeli- Egyptian
peace treaty had secured Israel's southern
border.

"We expect now a preemptive war - as
Israel puts it so nicely on Israel's northern
and eastern front," Arafat said In an inter-

view published Monday by the Zurich
newspaper Tages-Anzeiger.

Arafat ctonourM:ed the Egyptian-lsra^i

peace n "a war pact," likening it to the

Munich Treaty of 1938 'which led to World
War II." That agreement between Germany
and' Western Europe allowed Adolf Hitler's

armi^ to anr^ex Czechoslovakia.

NH democrats organize

Kennedy write-in drive
DURHAM, N H. (AP) -
Two New Hampshire

Democrats, who say their

prime concern is putting

another Democrat in the

White House in 1960, are

organizing a write-in cam-
paign for Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy in the state's

earliest-in-the-nation
primary.

"What we do depends on
President Carter's position

in tfie fall, " said Dudley
Dudley, a member of the

state's Executive Council.

"We have no desire to

bump an incumbent
Democratic president, but
we don't want a Republican
president."

She said several other

Democratic leaders in New

Hampshire sup(M>rt the ef-

fort

Mrs. Dudley and Joanne
Symons, former head of

the state Democratic party,

said the effort would be
made because of
dissatisfaction with Carter

and Gov. Edmund G
Brown, Jr. of California,

both likely carKlidates on
the primary ballot next
February.

They said they hope Ken-
r>edy makes a strong show-
ir>g in New Hampshire,
although the
Massachusetts senator's
staff continues to deny that

Kennedy is running.

The Senator's
spokesman. Tom
Southwick, said Kennedy

Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Black Students

TUTORS
NEEDED

Math
Statistics

Accounting
Economics
Psychology

Chemistry
Physics

Zoology
French

Spanish

"expects Carter to run and
be renominated and re-

elected, and he expects to

support him
"

But Mrs. Dudely, Mrs.
Symons and other
Democrats say they want to
be ready "just in case

"

"Our mam purpose will

be to educate people on the

nr»echanics of how to write-

in Sen. Kennedy's name,"
Mrs. Symons said. "But if

Kennedy enters the race it

will take only a few hours to

switch our education pro-

gram into a full-blown cam-
paign operation.

"

Many of the people in-

volved in the Kennedy ef-

fort were' senior staff

members in Rep. Moris
Udell's 1976 New Hamp-
shire effort.

Yesterday's dreary weather does not stop Cathy Brady from venturing Into
Amherst center to do some shopping. (Staff photo by Bill Greene)

Outing club cabin open to everyone
A cabin built by the

UMass Outing Club, set on
nirte wooded New Hamp-
shire acres, will ac-
comodate students for

$1.30 and non-students for

$1.50 nightly this summer,
according to club member
Chris Phofl.

PhofI said those in-

terested in accommoda-
tions can "just show up"
without reservations. He
said reservations can not be
confirmed more than three

weeks in advance.
The cabin is located in

Bethlehem, New Hamp-
shire, a small town outside

of the White Mountain Na-

tional Forest. It is situated

on a hillside and hiking is

available. Rockclimbing is

available at nearby Cannon
and Eagle Cliffs, and
Whitewater canoeing op-
portunities include the Am-
nnonoosuc, Gale ar>d Saco
Rivers.

Wfio: The tutoring will be provided for minority

undergraduates on a one- to- one or small group

basis. The number of hours per week will depend on

the demand for tutoring in your particular area

When: The tutoring will take place during the day

and/ or during the evening (depending on the

schedule of the tutor and tutees).

Qualifications: Mastery of subject area, previous

tutoring and/ or teaching experience and previous

experience with minorities are desired.

Applications are available in New Africa House,

room 217.

SIDEWALK
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May 17, 18, 19
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Editorial/Opinion

A happy
ending

It IS e»Hy S«pterrtb«r. 1975. and I am a

Mvenie«n y«MOld freshman, too t^, too

skinny, and too green After the inter

minabte suffering of my senior year m high

school, the ha/y dream « about lo become
a reality: college, living away from home
making scores of new friends I arrive at my
new home, Pierpont. and am assigned to

itie dark" side of the fourth floor My
fattier, a neighbor and I haul my four of tiv9

twves of paraphenaiia and my treasured

Three Stooges poster into the elevator and
up to the fourth floor It « time to rr^et tf^

roonrwnate. a charmir>g fetow. no doubt,

with whom I expect to be sharing ir^ny

late night conversations over hot
chocolate.

It IS three in the afternoon and we
discover my roommate, a skinny, short guy
with a scraggly b«ard, still m bed The only

bed in the room, I notice Besides noticing

the fact that the room looks well lived in

and set up for just one person, I notice my
new roommate's wonderful collection of

drugs (right there on the only desk in the

room, but my father doesn't seem to

notice) Besides having erKHjgh small pills

mark

Leccese

to keep the Upjohn Pharmaceutical Com
pany looking over their shoulder, ne has,

stacked under his desk, a serious por-

rH>graphy collection, nwstly pictures and
mostly in color Uncurling himself from the

fetal position and rising to offer his hand,

he tells me he is a Comparative Literature

major With an eye on his collection of

strange sex chronicles, it finally occurs to

me that maybe I don't belong here.

This is 1975, when the fourth floor of

Pierpont was still, well, the fourth floor of

Pierpont Rather stunned, I go for a walk
around campus. When I return three long
hours later, all of my belongings are stack

ed in a pile out in the hail, and the door is

locked. I am t}eginning to get the feeling

ttiat this guy does not want a seventeen-
year-old geek of a freshman for a room-
mate.

Later, it becomes clear to me that the en-

tire fourth floor of Pierpont has decided, in

a secret cabal, that I am to t)e the sport for

the night After much whining to the not

too-concerned head of residence, it is ar-

ranged that I will sleep in another room on

the same floor.

Macbeth got more sleep than I did. I

spent my first night at college cowering in

this new room, sometimes in the bed,

sometimes under it, as the entire fourth

floor of a college dormitory pounded on the

door, trying to beat it off its hinges.

The next day, bleary-eyed and ready to

head back to the Burlington Friendly Ice

Cream Shoppe and a career of making

hollow sundaes, I entered into negotiations

with the head of residence much like the

negotiations Sadat and Begin recently

completed. I was moved to a room on the

ground floor with a freshman roommate. It

was a nice, quiet floor, and I stayed there

for six semesters.

I learned several lessons about UMass in

that first, soul-twisting day; lessons that

served me through four years. They are:

always expect the unexpected here; if you

make enough noise, someone imp>ortant

will hear you; there are an awful lot of peo-

ple here you just won't like (and vice versa);

and, last, that things always'seem to work

out in the er>d.

Mark Laccese is a CoHegian columnist.
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'AW,JEEZ,JciW,POI H^VE TO BEm ANT P I W£AN , I UNDSSTW K WOnVES OF
IHt ?IAY, -BUT mViNG A GOWM m..??'

And now, the end is near...
By JIMJORDAN

From the battered xat^xo on the desk,

Sinatra sounded wistful and tough,

crooning "I Did it My Way"

Teddie Puph pulled a Camel from a

crumpled pack in his rumpled sportcoat

Pushing his soiled fedora back on his head.

Teddie look a long drag

This is it. The time has come The end is

r\eat . Sing it Frank The Last Column.

Puph leaned forward, the old desk chair

creaking in toward the ponderous Olympia

manual with its cracked plastic case.

How to say it all' How to sum up the

lumps given and the lumps taken. How do

you tell them about the Frisbee games in

the newsroom? Readers. No, they'll never

tiilly understand the camaraderie, the sense

of living history day after day. How to say it

all?

The single light bulb hanging overhead
dimmed slightly, casting its weak rays on
Puph's shoulders hunched over the

typewriter. The fingers began to peck at

the keys.

One last time, sweet Jesus. One last

phrase, one last shred of an idea to hang 15

inches on. The aging veteran knew he had

\o have one more. After so many battles

there simply had to be the Last Word.

As Sinatra oozed to a finish, it happened.

It started to flow. Crisp, staccato syllables.

A lead and then two graphs. Like oil from a

gusher. Tough questions followed by bare-

knuckled opinions took shape on the page.
No stopping now on that rough road
between here and Deadline. Finished!

Puph took another long drag on the
Camel Then he flung it still burning onto
the linoleum floor heading into the
newsroom. He pulled the chain on the
hanging lightbulb.

Teddie Puph took one last, long look
around the darkened newsroom. He pulled
the fedora square on his head.

With an ominous finality, the door
clicked shut behind him on the way out.

Jim Jordan is a Collegian commentator.

Letters to the Editor

Greek ignorance

To the Editor:
// IS one thing to have an opinion, I can

accept that, but to take something out of
context and to use it to publically deface

an entire fraternity is something I will not
stand for. As a senior member of Theta

Chi fraternity I have witnessed this group
of young men band together to donate
over 20 pints of blood to the bloodmobile,

establlish and run the fellowship of
Christian Athletes, at the Newman
Center, participate in more varsity and
intercollegiate sports than
any other fraternity on campus, and help

out with the big brother program in town.

We have put on top class homecoming
buffets. Mother's Day events, Christmas
and spring formals I yes we even dress up\

and run well controlled large scale parties

\St. Patty's Day\. All of these things I

have been a part of for three years. Never
have I ever seen or heard of or ever will

see anyone "eat shit" within our con-

fines. To think that we would have our
pledges eat shit is an insult to my in-

telligence and an ebarrasment to the

young lady who wrote "Greek horrors".

What you heard and what actually oc-

cured were quite different. Didn't anyone
ever hand you an empty gum wrapper all

refolded. It appeared to be a full wrapped
piece of gum and turned out to be
nothing but an empty humbling prank.

Ditto for the "eat shit" skits.

As for the "falling off the roof" in

cident, strike two. You are obviously not

educated to the "trust fall skits" which
have been instilled in several hundred
camps throughout the country as part of

the updated new games philosophy. You
should try it and perhaps you'll gain some
trust in humanity.
We have never hurt any of our pledges

in any way.^/Ve are not barbaric idiots as

you would think from reading "Greek
horrors. " We have our pledges share

common emotions together. These tears,

joys, disappointments and excitements

force to depend on one another for

support and thus begin fusing the bond of

brotherhood. You know it is complete

when you watch 17 grown young men
crying tears offoy and hugging each other

to death in the happy celebration of being

brothered up. It will always be something

special at Theta Chi and always will be

unless ignorance on the part of outsiders

finds Its nose where it does not belong.

Before you go publically degrading

anyone you should take time to get the

facts straight, otherwise you will only

embarrass yourself again. It is better to be

silent and thought a fool than open your

mouth and remove all doubt. One last bit

of advice:

Be wary what you say of your peers

be your word spoken softly or plain.

Lest the bird of the air tell all matter

and so ye shall hear it again.

PS: The next time you go over to the

Newman Center to study, do your

homework! Less peeping tom activity and
more academics will dilute your ignorance

and boost your cum. If you study your

books as well as you observed our house

you 11ace all of your finals.

Kevin P. Maguir*
Theta Chi fraternity

'Imply a denial

of civil liberatles'

To the Editor:
//) regards to Ephraim Baron's letter

May 14. Baron accuses the Collegian of
censorship in not giving him an open
forum for expressing his opinion. We can
only wonder what the content of his first

letter was that the Collegian found it

appropriate not to pnnt it. While he

argues against censorship of his own
views, he asks why. "can't the gays keep

their mouth shut?" Prefacing his remark
by saying that. "I am sick to death of
hearing about them. " Is this not cen-
sorship Ephraim Baron?

Baron continues by asking about his

rights as a member of the straight

maiority. Does this imply. Ephraim
Baron, that your rights are. by the fact

that they are the majority, greater than
any minorities, in this case gays? Baron
asks why the Collegian suppresses his

views, he concludes that it is because the

Collegian is controlled by gay people -- a
statement which betrays his ignorance.

He points to the example of Rob Ranney's

cartoon. Zoo State U. Ranney writes this

cartoon as part of a project for a course in

sexual role awareness, a course we
suggest would greatly benefit Baron. In

fact this letter is a perfect example of the

need this university has for institution of
the G core.

In reference to his statement "straight

is great, " we agree. But when such views

imply denial of civil liberties to individuals,

or groups of individuals, we shout with

Baron \ though not with his meaning]
"enough is enough. " The gay
population 's right to expression are equal
to those of the heterosexual population.

Baron states in his letter he does "not

qo around spouting off about my sexual

preferences.
" In the guise of complaining

about censorship. Baron does indeed

spout off his sexual preferences.

While we could further point to the

fallacies and misconceptions of Baron's

letter, we must conclude by stating that,

we as the staff of McNamara House,

where Ephraim Baron resides, are greatly

embarassed. We feel that we have failed

Ephraim in our attempts to educate him
about the nature of human awareness
and oppression.

McNamara House Student Staff

Thinking

Carter-ish
This is the t)est time of year for getting

nally depressed. You stay up late doir>g

^nost anything you cwi think of except
working on the three or four exams and six

papers you have due in a week. You also

ilMp late in the nxKnirtg or afternoon
Vtfhich » a lot easier than getting up and
^nkir^ up rrK>re things to do besides your
VVork amj maybe harder than doing your
Itfork, but it doesn't reslly matter since as
pKm as you do wake up you are bound to
ftart worrying about what a fool you are for

not working last night or any night, actual-

ly. TNs is best avoided by staying asle^.
The best things to do are those that make

IfOu feel productive without actually being
productive like doir^g your laundry or sor
ting out M&M's-the brown ones from the
yeNow ones from tfte green ones-reading
the paper is great too. A Sunday Times can
keep a speed reader out of his Statistics
textbook all day. Just the magazine wW
keep me busy for most of wftat's left of the
day after my eyes have gotten to where
they can focus on things that snr»all. That's
why it seems like everyone in the world is

doing their laurKlry on Sunday, they are-
wtcept for the dumn-shit that did her's late

Iwt night while you were staggering around
and going to the bathroom. She also wrote
out at l^st half of her physics problerr^
W)d maybe made an outline for an
economics term paper. In any case you
would never want to be like that tiecause
she's the kind of Better Person you always
hear about that runs five miles a day and
eats food that is good for her arid never
gets upset because she can deal with her
problems effectively. So one morning she
wakes up at seven, as usual, and finds she
has lost her mind, realizing tfwit life is a sort
of rudderless craft and that just putting a
motor on it does nothing to insure its going
anyplace worthwhile and that when it

crashes, as it will occasionally, it's probably
best not to do so at mach speed.

But putting a lot of effort into worrying
about why should you do tfie vvork you

EricJanszen
have to do and is it really what you should
be doing and who cares, anyway-it's like

trying to talk a cop out of giving you a
speeding ticket for doing forty in a thirty

mile an hour speed zone when you know
what you were doing at least sixty. If just

doing your work is all that is being asked of

you than you are getting off easy. Sure, it

takes a little discipline but, after all, isn't

that what life is all about? No or)e ever
made a living off being speculative and
recalcitrant except for a few revolutionaries

and they always wind up getting repressed
or shot by the government they are fighting

against instead of just getting depressed
and doing shots of Jack Daniel's in the liv-

ingroom of an apartment in some complex
in Framingham like you will.

So unless you can think up some novel
life-style where you can be comfortable
materially without it costing much and
necessarily contributing to the oppression
of other people and where you are not also

confined to expressing your creative in-

dividuality through consumerism and all

that crap, than you had better get cracking
on those well ripened back assignments
from April. Besides, if you don't then you
will disappoint your parents and hurt their

feelings which is the best reason of all for

doing your work. So what if they don't
understand that the sheer distracting^ force
of the threats imposed by a chronic energy
shortage, economic decline, wide spread
governmental corruption, increasing
nuclear insecurity, and being pregnant
make worrying about an assignment due in

a week seem silly, at times- at others, ir-

responsible.

But if you are going to worry about get-

ting a good CPA then do it for the folk««. for

the sake of their feelings, because no mat-
ter what anybody tells you, you aren't do-
ing it for you.

Your go«Os have about as
much to do with what the world is turning

into as Jimmy Carter's plans to solve the

energy crisis have to do with the energy
problem. You can't solve the energy crisis

or put a stop to governmental corruption

but you don't have to apply Carter

technique to dealing with your own pro-

blems either. And if you get depressed feel-

ing like that is the only way you know of to

deal with them and you can't figure out
how else to go about it just remember that

that guy or gal down the hall sorting out
their M&M's feels the same and woukj also

like to use that energy more constructively;

rwt in the pursuit of Better Personhood but

to prepare for the k'nd of world you seek for

the future. After all, you know and will

shape the future as much as anyone,
perhaps more than Jimmy Carter. If you
don't want it to be Carter world then you
should stop thinking like him and, instead,

take a shower with your friend down the

hall, solutions are hiding everywhere.

'Cpii^giaa 7

Letters to the Editor
I'll Stop if you do

To the Editor:
/ would kke to npfy to Ephrmm Bvmt'i

letter of May 14. Baron felt that the
Collegian was too pro gay He decided,
because "Zoo State U" has hadsome gay
cartoons, that tfiose that run the
Collegian are gay. In ref^, aU I can say is

that the Collegian is not particularly pro-
ga y. They have given gays some coverage
but this was promoted by a fneeting
between the Peoples Gay Affiance and the
Lesbian Union with tfte Collegian. They
have become more fair with thwr
coverage but, considering we are more
than 10 percent of this campus, we do
deserve it

As for your rights being violated, I

agree. Gays shouldn't be so blatant. I,

rrryself, promise to stop. I'll stop the day
all heterosexuals stop walking hand in
hand down the street, when they stop
talking about their boyfriends-girlfriends
in public, when they stop getting
pregnant, and totally erase all signs of
visible heterosexua/ity UntM tfwn. I artd
my friends will continue on with our
lifestyle I hope you put up with our
blatancy; we put up with yours.

Kevin George
Office Manager

Peoples Gay Alliance

'Don't fuel the fire'

To the Editor: ^

/ believe that marty people at this

university have it in their mind to help
improve the environment around us. We
have seen many organized group actions.
Protests against budget cuts, marches for

women, no nuclear power, the drinking

age. and racial issues. Tftere is no doubt
that we can see a very high percentage of
this community involved, and trying their

best to improve the environment
surrounding us.

Regarding recent headlines about racial

tensions which seems to be acquinng
quite Its share of publicity. Many resent
the way you have been handling the
issue. You have exploited it to the ut-

most Many feel that you are. in fact,

"feeding fuel to the fire. " I have heard
you regard racial tensions on campus as
"so thick you could cut it with a knife.

"

We all know many unfortunate incidences
have taken place. Many of us also know
that most of these Incidences have been
caused by a bunch of ignorants who often
have nothing better fo do. be they black
or white. It has been speculated by many
that the highly publicized Crampton
incident was instigated by non-students.

I believe there has been more evidence
that we can all to work together in ef-

fective harmony. I appeal to the Collegian
staff to stop fueling the fire. More
coverage should be given to the issues

rather than incidences. Highly pubUciied
incidences only serve to increase
suspicion and diverts our attention from
our true goals. Why not become more
sensible and exploit the issues rather than
the incidences. You have shown that you
are capable of quality journalism in the
past. Why not let that trend reoccur. The
Collegian must be used in the most
constructive way possible, it should not
be used as a tool to obstruct our true
goals. A more constructive student
rm^spapermay benefit us all.

Freeman A. Woodson III

'Belated thanks'
To the Editor:

Belated thanks to the 1.060 students
who joined the Hunger Awareness Day
Fast on April 19 to support OxFam's ef-

forts for food self-reliance in the Third
World. The Dining Commons are sending
90 cents for each student *to OxFam
American's Urcomaya Project in Upper
Volta, West Africa. That amounts to
$954.00. That brings the total contribu-
tions from UMass for OxFam's efforts to

$3,727.17 for the year, including the
$1000 Distinguished Visitors Program
Honorarium contributed by Frances
Moore Lappe last fall. While expressing
appreciation to the students who par-
ticipated, to the people who contributed
through f^oples' Market. Earth Foods
and United Christian Foundation. I must
express some sadness that nearly 9.000
students could not find enough compas-
sion to skip a meal for the sake of people
who seldom in a lifetime see a meal such
as those that UMass students take for

granted. The Hunger Task Force will

gather again in the fall and will seek to

continue to raise the consciousness of all

of us.

F. Peter Sabey
Campus Chaplain

'Needed Will'

To the Editor:

To my fellow people
With whom this earth I share
Please let me say I am sorry

But in plain truth. I do not care

I live with everyday knowledge
And know there is hunger and greed
But until I feel the pain myself
I'll not try for the things we need

I'll sit back and enjoy my world
As long as I still live in comfort
But take away my freedom and choice
And then for rights I'll assert

I know you call me selfish

To ignore the wrongs on earth

In heart I know you 're right

But still I have my mirth

I ask not forgiveness
For I know I don't deserve it

But unt0 my life isn't easy
Upon my chair I'll sit

So here I live with indifference
WhHe somewhere else we kill

But why. what has happened
Where is my needed will?

Deborah R. Ellis

Central

'Show patience'

To the Editor:
Just a reminder as final exams ap-

proach: Every person working at the
Credit Union is a full-time student. They
volunteer their time to serve you, the
member. Final exam period is a v«y
hectic time for everyone. So. when at the
Credit Union, please show extra patience
and consideration with our staffand other
memtyers.

Stuart Tobin
Manager

'The best at UMass'

To the Editor:
Contrary to popular belief, the Grateful

Dead is not the best thing UMass has ever
produced - the Union Program Council
IS 11 Not a groupie, just a grateful.

Name held by request

'Universal draft'

To the Editor:
// seems to me that once again the

current president of the United States is

being irrational. His perception of rein-

stituting the draft is that it should be
universal. In a April 7 press confererice
Carter was asked about his feelings on the
draft. He implied that if the draft is

reinstituted it should be for all young
people, no excpetions for college
students.

We as potential draftees must realize

that this most extreme form of taxation is

unwarranted in typical American fashion.
Why must 18-22 year olds bear the brunt
of taxation of a' draft? I feel that we
should, under the guise, design a would-
be draft so that it really is universal We
must have people of all ages, all socio-
economic classes, all ethnic
backgrounds, and both sexes, in our
potential draft. If all able bodies people,
women and men. were potentially
draftable I wonder what the results of a
national referendum to reinstitute the
draft would be.

Paul Andersen
Sylvan

Why Alfred Kahn? And \A4iy the Duke?
By GREG TARPINIAN. RONA WEISS, and
BILL BLUES TEIN
A college graduation is the time when

students who have studied together for

four years prepare to enter a new phase of

their lives. Graduation is a celebration of

their efforts in school and the beginning of

a new commitment to use their education
constructively to change their world.
Where do Alfred Kahn and Michael
Dukakis fit into such a celebration in 19797
Our university is very much a part of the

real world-the world of fiscal crises,

uudgei ^^:ts, tuit' - hikes, cuts in public

hospitals and houbing. Alfred Kahn is

another part of that real world. He is the

president's "cheif inflation fighter." He is

part of ^" administration that tells welfare

recipients, public school students, senior

citizens and all workers to tighten their

belts. Michael Dukakis was the governor of

Massachusetts who allowed the budget of

our university to be slashed each year of his

administration. Alfred Kahn is the man who
looks the other way when corporations use
special loopholes to increase their prices

well above the so called wage/price
guideposts. Yet our tuition at UMass will be
increased by over 40 percent within the

next three years.

What could these men have to tell

graduates of the University of
Massac husetts-<-a school which is being
torn apart, brick by brick due to their

policies? What words of wisdom and en-

couragement could they share with the
graduates who are now looking for jobs in

an economy which is undergoing the reces-

sion that these men helped to create!?

Alfred Kahn and Michael Dukakis are

speaking at our graduation because they
represent the interests of big business and
budget cutters. They will tell us to accept
the world as it is.

Well we have a graduation message for

all the Alfred Kahns and Michael
Dukakises-you tighten your belts, you bite

the bullet, you and all those you represent.

Your justifications and pleas for "price

stability" or "realism" will fall on deaf ears.

We have learned the meaning of these
words. They mean, "realistically" speak-
ing, that the working class and the middle
class pays the price!

It would be most fitting to have speakers

at graduation who could inspire us to fight,

to struggle, to change the world. Instead,

we have apologists for the system who will

tell us to sit back and watch our university

be dismanteld.
Alfred Kahn and Michael Dukakis repre-

sent the forces that are destroying public
higher education in our country today.
Their presence at our graduation is an af-

front to all who have strived for a decent
education at this university.

Greg Tarpinian. Rona Weiss, and Bill

Bluestein are members of the Students
United for Public Education.
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GET READY FOR SUMMER BEFORE YOU LEAVE

OVER 50 STYLES
of clogs for men and

women

Tu—ctoy. May IS, 1979

H«Qrtf*lt

Leather
Downtown
Amherst

The Student
Activities

Office
will be closed until 12:30
p.m. on Tuesday, May
15. We will be open in-

stead on Wednesday
nfiorning, May 16.

Let (jreot Expectations
Dress Up Your Hair

for Graduation!

For your graduation to be its best, you
should look your best. Top off your

graduation outfit in perfect style, with a

Precision Haircut by the professional

cutters at Great Expectations.

Precision Ha ircu

t

. including shampDo and hinwcr

styling

no appointments ever

CRfCcniTions
PRECISION HAIRCUT TERS

Hanpihire Mail

Rte. 9, Hadley

AMHERST MARKET SURViY
Copy price per original

^ . 1 100
Copygrafix lOc $3.95
Quick Copy & Typing 4c $2.00
Gnomon 2c $1.70

1000
$19.95
$ia75
$12.50

Quality

Good
Good
Poor

Sales tax excluded. Info gathered from published price lists or phone
contacts the week of 3/ 4/ 79. Copies forming the basis of quality
decision are available for review.

"We Thought You Would Like To Know"
233 N. Pleasant. Carriage Shops 549-0557

I

for Wine, Liquor & Beer?
r

SCHEHIET
99

80 proof

1.75 lit, 59.2 02.

Why Pay '12.99?

BOURBOH
^

80 proof

1.75 lil.. 59.2 02.

Wliy Pay M 0.99?

QiLBET enr
80 proof

1.75 liters

59.2 ounces
Wliy Pay » 12.99? 9.99
6ALL0 VARIETAL

S.S. PIERCE
VODKA

1.7511!., 59.2 02.

Why Pay '9.99?

80 Proof

1.5 lit., 50.7 02.

Why Pay M.99?

I

Burgundy, VIn Rosse
Pink Chablis

Light Chiantl

Paisano

Why Pay »5.49?

2.69

BIG

WINE & LIQUOR

supermaLrket
Wt fitnrt IHc n|Kl lo limil qutnlilitl M«l rtl|«iiliM Iw

lfHf'*f1<C*l •"*'* ****^ |l*)*«t mif N lulllidilH lor I 'S Nttrt

PRICES EFFECTIVE MAY 14-19

SCHAEFER BEER
24-1202 CANS

(Loose)

Why Pay '6.99? 5.79
PIELS U9HT LA9ER

4.49
24-1202 N.R.

Why Pay '5.99?

USlir t DABK BEER

Why Pay '14.99?

3 Convenient Locations ... all next to BIG 'Y'

NORTHAMPTON ""«'.5;sr
BRECKWOOO BLVD A
WILBRAHAM BO

ROUTE 33. MEMORIAL OR
FAIRVIEW

SPRINGFIELD

CHICOPEE

Tomdaj. May 16. 1979

CLIP &> '=SAVEf

I

I
I

WITH THIS COUPON
Men's and student si^es

LEl/l'^
CORDS

.

$11,951

£oij£giaa »

CLIPS''^AVE!

EVERY
1

Ana apori woat
in Stock

r«g. 1S.S0

Ladies' Day
Feature

'11:$0Cal9Squar9

; NOW
I HAMPSHIRE MALL

j

I
WITH THIS COUPON |

I One Day Only! Wed., May 16 i

Steady
Rollin'
(Soft Rock)

7 p.m.
Cafe Square

I

I

I
i
I
I
I

I

I

I
I

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
f

Body Suits A SIcirta

20 % OFF
reg as high as $22

Many styles, colors to choose from

Hampshire Mall Store Only

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

•
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

0/

sr
I

I

I

I

I

I

i

I

L.

OFF

jortathaft Rief()„

HAMPSHIRE MALL

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

SPECIAL!

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

L

from left to rigtit tai»May1»-May22

lOQ Q^L '^9 *3^ \rf\po made in

mm9m^\0 Greece - "Tobacco

'

*20.00-

SHOES
TO BOOT

reg $27 Camino byCofWlle
in bone and qrey

featuring Naturalizers.

specializing in 4-4'? and 10''i-12's.

1
I
I

I

I

I

I

I
I

•

I
I
I
I
I
•
t
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

J

Introducing

the area's finest "real" Chinese food.
from the richest city in China:

eypRess
"in Otd Shanghai, wt live lo mI<

"

WITH THIS COUPON

FREE BEVEMGE
With $2 00 min. Coffee T«a.

purchase ^^^^ ^®^' ^°^^^
Reg. 35«

Wednesday, May 16 only!

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I
I
I
I

OF HAMPSHIRE MALL
ONLY!

fn/'./ an unusual dining experience

With This Coupon

Wed., May 16 only

Your choice

Chicken or Steak

10% o££

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

J

WITH THIS COUPON

One Day Only, Wed., May 16

ir

/¥ &
/^- ^—

^

Sale 1J99«

.4

Sale j.Mleg 4 49 Full

'win Pillowcases by the pair

Reg 3.49. Oencate Sale I.M^eg 3 49 Standard
(lowered vines on cotton, „„ ,„^ ,„„^ ,^„„ ,„ ,^,
poly musim sheets ,am* price

This
isdCPenney

Hampshire Mall

l1
tbe

HDMSg?

JL,

M.OO OFF
Men s & Women's Pre-Washed

Blue Jeans
Void if used with any other coupon or

trade-In. Expires May 22.

HAMPSHIRE MALL

Hampshi
Mall

584-4403

WITH COUPON

Wed., May 16 only!

Hot Dog QQ.
& Drink XXv

reg. 1.31

J I
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Supreme Court asked

to view reporter bill

BOSTON \AP\ The
MaasKhusetts Sanata may
Mk the state Supreme
Court for advisory ruling on
• Ull that would require
reportws covering the

•ture to file annual

financial disciosura
statements.
The proposal was

debated briefly yesterday
Dy ben. Denis L. McKenna,
D-Sommefville, and was
then postponed for a week.

before going to a vote.
Later, Sen. Sharon

Pollard, Methuen, said

an 'advisory ruling on itt

constitutionality will b9
sought Miss. Pollard said

that she has been advised

the court will consider a re-

queat, even though the bill

has been recommended for
rejection, without
dissenters, by her State Ad-
ministration Committee.

Colwepan
Cwamfitdi

DO ulw!

u.

JaiM's Plao«
moving.

60% off most
jewelry!

Everything
must go!

Janv's Plac«
185 Mam St

Northampton
584 6493

Whenfour feet need a frieild#

Slip Into spriiif|<

7 PlMMnt St.

(comer of Main)
Northampton

Oil to coal conversion

OK'd for power plant

CoUeaia^i n

187 II. pleasant St., antherst, ma.

In the heat of the night,

slay cool at BARTS
ICE CREAM&
BAKED GOODS

The best stereo
for your money...

V

^-.^ •-''' .-W:^

\

2«3 Man Str>et. Nuiltianpton 566-6457

ODPIONEEIT
\

^bljance STFaNTOn

... means getting the right components, the best possible price and first-

rate service. At Sound & Music we deliver all three.

This Pioneer system, for example, is a medium-priced stereo designed to

give years of top-ouality musical enjoyment. The SX-580 is the most
conservatively-rated receiver in the Pioneer line. It shares many parts with

much costlier Pioneers, including most of its FM circuitry. The Pioneer PL-
514 turntable (with Stanton 680EE cartridge) costs us more than the other

Japanese semi-automatics, but is built to cost you less in the long run. As for

the speakers, the Advance V-II's are as beautifully-made and beautiful-

sounding as any you'll find listing for under $300/pair.

At Sound & Music you can treat yourself to the very best stereo for your

money because we know stereo equipment and we treat our customers the

way we ourselves like to be treated.

TXhig complete system : $439^ —

SOUND&MUSIC
"Good Advice - Honest Price"

90-92 King Street

(Route SI

Northampton xm Please note new hours;

Thursday & Friday til 9

Mon.-Sat., 10-S • 584-9547

24*5 Main *^l rift Nurfhampton l^am - 1 1:30 pni

BOSTON \AP] -Jh9
Environmental Protection

Agency Monday gave
approval for the Brayton
Point power plant. New
England's largest oil fired

plant, to convert from
foreign oil to domestic oil.

Brayton Point, which is

operated by the New
England Power Co., of

Westborough is the first

major power plant in New
England and the larg^t in

the country to voluntarily

convert to coal.

The conversion rM^uires

extensive modificatkjn to

the plant and the first of

three generating units is

expected to be burning coal

by 1982, Mary Fallon of

New England Power said.

Three of its four generating

units are expected to be

converted by 1984. The
fourth unit is not capable of

being conv^led.
The EPA also approved a

revision in the
Massachusetts clean air

plan to allow Brayton Point

to burn* coal. The ensuing
air pollution is not expected
to create a hazard to nearby
residents,

"The plant will not ba
permitted to burn coal with

an average sulfur content
higher than 1.5 percent,

"

said Wiiliams R Adams Jr.,

EPA's regional ad
ministrator. "This is the

equivalent to the sulfur

content of the fuel oil

presently being burned at

the station.

"Howev», to control

particular pollution air-

borne dust, substantial

improvement of the plant's

existing control equipment
will tie required."

Although the Depart

ment of Energy estimates

the plant will save up to $31

milhon a year in fuel costs,

modifications will cost an
estimated $115 million. Ms.
Fallon said the company
anticipates a mining! in-

crease in electricity ralM
after the conversion, ad-

ding that the real savings

will be made as Metric
ratM rwnain steady vi^iia

the price of oil climbs.

The* plant now burns

l)etween 12 million and 14

million barrels of oil a year

or 35,CXK) barrels a day.

Once converted, it will burn

an estimated S.CKX) tons of

coa! a day.
~

cljarlka
THE ERNIE BOCK

BMP
appearing

Friday and
Saturday

^—

Lvm
ill]

ivi

goolifooli&timli
ST^ Amhitrat. Ma»«.

MIC MIC MIC MK MIC one MIC

On Taco Villa's menu we have a space for "in-

put" from our customers. These opinions have

been very helpful as we develop.

Now and then we get a comment that makes
us feel pretty good. Here's one we received a

couple of weeks ago:

Comments, opinions and suggestions

<, <3LppfT?

T
TV €- -re'

_>roe

v\r>S c^<^^ ^ .yyntf O^-^
Vi^iV \^>re V\o^

VVoV 6<^^'^a-cixWcx- ^ ^^<vx?^
*J

nee-^.

CVxA, <lt>o Cc*-<'^^ *^ ~? rtW-b\u. -^Vv*

Tb*?tf-i voer-e Vv»-*iaC
c4.<3LS

The bt^^V \'o^i.T^^c^ >re,<^ ^^^,

^
(Please leave this at the counter)

i

Why don't you come back, or come in and get

acquainted, real soon!

41 Boltwood Walk
Downtown Amherst

21 Center Street
Downtown
Northampton
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To phK9 m ^msifivd ad, drop bv thp

Coftegisn officft iCC n3> b«tvi,»een 8 4*^.

a.m. and 3 45 1^ m Mondfl^ '

day Of use ou< 'uindv ''p

found 'H moi'
Classified fl»'a<' ^M Collegian

Classifieds

AUTt> row SALi

^rd. 2 V«gas. good^fters ace..^W OTOl

71 Ch«v. Impala. AT. PS. PB, air, most

sell, ^0 Of BO. 2475481, eve.

1970 Pontiac, good condition, must selH

Call 546 6579. Jim, call evenings.

1974 wit 124. 4 door sedan, 64K. AM FM,

functional & fun Good value at $1250 Call

Charlie *n rm 42 1 at 253 9963

Chevy ^•••*»u, 66,000 miles, excellent

condition in and out, good gas mileage.

AM' FM r.assett , many options, $975 or

best offer. Jeff. 253 7068

70 Karmann Ghia, many new parts, bdy.

tr need generator, gd trans , S700

586 5496

We buy u—d ear. 256 8433 or 549 5986

70 Pontiac Catalina juto air cond , tun

ed up 6r inspected, runs fine I15mpgl. Just

needs a muMler soon Only $400. 586 3724

VW412. 1974. good mpg. air conditioning,

radio radials, 62,00 mi , new battery,

$2000, 253 9585

73 Ford Torino -40,000 miles on car,

23,000 on engine (74), runs good, excellent

body Good rubber ail around, 2 snows.

New brakes and maater cylindar 12100 or

BO, Steve, 549-0753

1972 Olda, great condition. 40,000 mi..

$1500, Carolyn, 6-1484 of 6-0626.

1971 Fiat 124 sport spider , $1600, axcatlont

mechanical condition, Mrvica record*

avail . convert & hard top, other extraa,

body needs some attantion. call Rich at

665-4840 for a teat drive

86 Olda Cutlaaa, exc^ient engine,

ruat. $300. 886-4871.

1970 Ford Muatang. w/ 250 dd,- 6 cyJ.

eng 6 38 pp - stk., fair- body, gd -
mech,, nnany r>ew parta, xtraa., aaking

$800, call John. 546-9230.

76 Malibu CIm -c. cond., 549 3887.

72 Oataun wvagor. .iO. body rough, runs

well^speed. $750^ 54»6849

72 Audi loot S. 4 door, red, immac. m and

out, needs muffler. $1300. 549-6849

Vega 6T 72. 4 sp., new tires, good cond..

exc gas mil . $500^r_best off^546^5833.

1971 Int. Scout, 4wd. $1000 or BO. Ed,

549 4629

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system Area's lowest

rates Call 546 9639 or 54&1131.

FORREMT

Housoa— 3 tMdrooms/ $3S0: 4 bedrooms

at $410 for Sept . 5 bedroom for June 1 at

$380. All in Northampton and plus utilities

Skibiskt. Realtors. 584 34ffl^

One bedroom in 3 bedroom Puffton

Village apt. Available June thru August.

Perfect for summer school students Ac
cess to pool, tennis and basketball courts.

Only $85 a month If interested, call

549 1^
Cape Cod cottagoa for rent, for 4 pers.,

$1100 * up, call 1-(617) 771-4868. W. Yar.

In Belchertown. large, sunny apt on the

bus route Located m old farmhouse, $200

per month, tncl. util. Call 323-4912.

Rooms to rent at Pi Lambda Phi, 14 Elm

St . $150 for summer, $25 security, kitchen

and laundry facilities, short walk to campus

and town.

FOR SALE

2 burner hot plate, call 546 8672

Furnituso for aale. must sell. 256-8804.

Oak dresser- 56"- length. 30"-
height, 18"- width; w/ mirrors; call

256-0625. $20

Refrigerator for aale. 80, 546-8077.

New diving equip.- US Divers &
Parkway equip., contact Ted, 549-6488,

after 6 p.m.

F^ sale - technical climbing equipment -

Chouinard carabiners, nuts, Willans sit

harness, more, 1-625-9367.

1 Raleigh Pro, 3 PararDounts- ec, reas.

trade- ins accepted, 548-4649.

Uaed furniture in excellent condition:

tables, chairs, sofas, lamps, etc.- goir>g

fast, call immediately. 253-7111.

1970 Ford Falcon, runs well, asking 1250.

can 256-6469. leave n>eaaage.

Bedroom furnltore. cheap, call Joyce.

25fr-e9e9, eve.

1970 Dodge, eng reb., $600, 20" color TV,

$150 used washing mach., $70, 2 used

typewrs.. $25 ea , all neg., (413) 628-4584,

FurnHure 4 aale: rugs, lamps, tables, etc.

call 549 5732

2 sin beds, dresser lamp- cheap,

253-5725

New Olih 7 skis, never nrwunted, 196cm,

$100. Peter.

Clogs! Clays' Clogs! All hana* (atieo jH

priced. $'H i23 v.fr-nont Clog Factory

Store Cariidge SH.s N PleaMni St

Amherst . _

Clogs! Clogs* Clogs! All handcrafted - aU

pnceri $18 123, Vermont Clog Factory

Store Carnage Shops, N Pleasant St .

Amherst

1971 Coupe De Ville Gold CadiHac Good
condition needs some eriqine work Air

conditioning. Best otter. Call 527-7761.

after midnight .

Gift idea: have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Delap. 256 8732, bej^_9 10 a ni

1 pr! CCM. Super'Tacks, siie 7'-*. $60, call

Dean. 546-7439, exc cond

3 cu. ft. frig.. 4 mo. old, $90, P'ed

349^15

Found - 1

665 34(»

_^^^UND
Siamese cat. near FAC,

Found -watch in Herter. call 549-6962.

Found — glasses behind Cashin, call

6^4328.

Found -long-haired F dog w/ NH license,

white face, tan-black markings, 6K-4324.

HELP WANTED

Want a change of pace? Lincoln iHIll, an

educational camp m Foxboro for special

needs children, seeks creative, hard work-

ing persons to coordinate maintenance or

to cook in fast- paced, exciting, out- doors

setting. Live- m, (617) 876-6115.

Rewarding, exciting summer: counselor

at Lincoln Hill, an educational camp in Fox-

boro for special needs children. Live in.

(617) 876-6116 for application. _____
Counaelora: Association of independent

Camps seeks qualified coi<:tselorB for 86

member camps located N, Eastern US. Ju
ly and August Contact: Association of In-

dependent Camps, 56 West 42nd Street.

New York NY 10J36. (212) 736-6695

Housepeopie needed for fall semester,

get off the DC meal plan and get free nrteals

in exchange for kitchen work, if interested

call Warren or Shawn at 545-2150 or

545-0047. between 5 00 6:00 p.m.

Would yob like experience m public rela-

tions? WMUA radio offers valuable training

for media and put>licity work. Contact:

Judith Schaefer at 545 2876 or 253-2538.

The PVTA will be interviewing students of

the 5 colleges for the position of driver

trainee on Tues. eve. 5-15. between 7:X &
8:30 in the UMass Campus Ctr., rm. 803.

The successful applicants will be trained for

a license to driver shuttles buses (5- Col-

lege) for Sept. This is an excellent oppor-

tunity for part time work.

Skilled peint crew, carpenter, cabinet-

maker, mason, summer, Amherst.
549 647a ^
Students rteed for selling. Great commm-
sion. your own hours. Car probably need-

ed. Call 253-3381, Jeffery Amherst
Bookshop.

INSTRUCTION
~

Baaic auto mechanic workshop. Sum-
mer classes now forming. Limited enroll-

ment, 28 hours, classroom theory & shop.

Auto Skills, Box 210, Amherst 01002

253 7967

Hot air balloon ridea, lessons, sales pro-

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. intro

flight, $45. 253 3834. day or eve.

LOST

Lost— set of keys on initialed leather ring in

March, but I'm still looking, please call

549 1661.

MOTORCYCLES

1971 Honda CB460. low miles, excellent

condition, DOHC. $595. call Rich, 6-6768.

1975 Honda CB366, eiec start, disc brake,

well maintained, $425, call 549-6666,

76 Honda CB380T, exc. cotkJ.. 4000 mi.,

kxk ft chain, helmet, sissy bar, roll bar

cover, well worth $750 or BO, call 546 8717

75 Suzuki TVQO. exc. cond., luggage rack,

helmet. Continental tires, 15,200 miles,

$750 firm, 6 4118.

PERSONALS

Bet you thought I wouM forget to put a

personal in, didn't you? Well you were

wrong. By the way, there is not a surprise

under your bed.

Rick-wften are you going to do Elvis?

Cfteep Trick: Cheap Trickl

Happy bday, Mrs- UH- Wiggins.

Richard -met you at Gillett, April 28. you

have my number, call me- Susie,

Mehgie-from Emerson to Puffton and

everything in betweeo, who ever figured

we'd make it? And together yet! Thanx for

the b^t 4 years everl lr>diana Kid,

Sweet Baboo. Wallace et al. Gait. "E",

Lilsis, Anne, Cathy, Kathy, Ma, La, and

more. Thanks for pleasant days and erotic

nites. miss y'all. iove Dana (MM).

Mary, 1 of 800 but you're always ft to M.
love MHMK (F)

La, come home, rabbi says wt re «ioih"'

sure we aiei MHMK (F(

Simon, happy 2l8i and many fmn
Thanks tor a beautiful eight nwnths Do
you believe m magic? All my love Sylvia

PRP, best of luck, love
_

Drummer wanted for rocknroH harKi-

no business, just tun Must be dvailahle

through summer, start mvnmt.. call Mark,

253^2893

Aatrology birthchana. compatability

rdngs ,
11 yr. profit. Louis Neubel,

549 6425

Fresh ptatlnuw. 646 6130.

Hatch, Hubbard. Millen. tmd KJos - you

guys can really deliveri!! And I t>et that

you'd like to know who this is!!l

Swoat Baboo, thw^ v«j. Gwwa mm ye

Ara you frustrated with %h» run-around

on your car repair or the new car you

bought? Do you suspect you have a lemon

or the repairs weren't done right? Call Con-

sumer Action. 545-0199, or 545 0781. «or

help. Sponsored by MaaaPlRQ.

Sweet Baboo, I love you. Gonn^mits ye .

Gay p^er counaeling, SU 406 G Tues ,

5-7, Tnurs. 6-8. Fri 4-6 or call 545-2646

Stick It In your ear -free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs.

264 N Pleasant St^ Amh .
263-3324

Diamond engagement fr wedding rings,

hand-wrought especially <or you,

Silverscape Designs, 264 N Pleasant St..

263 3324.

RIDE WANTiD

2 poopio want rid* to Frisco area, want 2

leave at end of May, will share drive ($ ex

penses. call Ira, 6 7094, or Kristi. 6^9276.

keep trying.

RIDERS WANTED

Ridora wanted to Rorida. leaving May 27

or 28 from Boston area. Contact Stacy im-

med., 6-9598.

North to Alaska! 3 people, share driving,

expenses. Lv. May 20, via Can Hwy .
Ak

Hwy. Fairbanks. Anchorage, Kenai Penin

Call Jackson. (617) 636-8t?91. (617)

848-0131

Car-pool to Ware this suirwner. M F. 9-5.

starting 6/1 I have car, share car, ex

penses Call 253-5693, keep tryringi

ROOM WANTED

Female seeking 1 bodroom in house or

apt, for Sept. 79, call Debby, 666-4246.

1 bedroom wanted in Chatham for sum-

mer must be close to town, call Tom,
6-5148.

2 women M*king 2 bdrms. in an Amherst

house, no complexes, pise., summer only,

call Liza or Christine. 665-3607, 549-3612.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Fmalo., wanted to share apt., w/ 2

others in Brandywine. 79/80. caH 546-9300

or 546-4750.

Roommate wanted to share Amherst

house on bus. route, $80/ mo. * util.,

253 7649. _^__
Must be seen. Beautiful setting, So.

Amh., 1 or 2 pers., $67/ mo. ea. Back

porch, w/ BBQ. Ig. bk. yard for rec. Jim,

Tom, 253 5054.

Looking for 1 fmale. to share Boston

apt., for summer, call Mary Ann. 546-4979.

Own rm. in Puffton, 549-5730 w/ fall opt .

Hey youl 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt., own
bath, low rent, male or fmale., ;»vail. 6/1,

549-5990. Nancy or 545-0613, Mike.

For aummor. Brandywine, 1 bdrm. in 2

bdrm. apt., non-smoker, pool, AC, $125

mo., 546-5886.

Sept., 2 roommates to share 2 bed.

Southwood apt., DW, bus route. Judy,

6-6667
.

Own bdrm. in Brandywine for summer.

Sue, 546-6326 ___^
Hey youl 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt., own
bath, low rent, male or fmale , avail. 6/1.

549-5990, Nancy or 546-0613, Mike

Room avail, furn., fenrtale Colonial

Village, June 1, bus n., $75, pool.

256^6489

2 women looking for 1 or 2 fmale, to share

Brittany Manor apt., 253-5941.

Share Townehouse apt. w/ 2 others. Call

549-1203, rent negotiable.

For Brendywine apt.. $56/ mo.,

649 6659

Housemates wanted - mature responsi-

ble couple to share large, sunny 4- bedroom

house with other couple. $175 per month

for 2- bedrooms, heat inci ,
furnished,

cable TV, 3 acres; 2 singles possible, avail.

6/1/79, call Glenn or Robin, after 6 p m.,

256^89»,^_^^^^^^^^^^^

iTuaad^ltoy IS,JJW

Collegian clasaified rates are dai'v

^c tier line *>ve consecutive issues, 40c

p«r ine per day: 30 conMcutive issues

30c 0^ line ^ day Or^ tine is rougt'iv

equivatent to M characters

We>• seeking another rK^i- ntcotir^ veg-

gie cou^ to ^lare our beautiful home,

w^>^. garctow. w«»cipation in coifective

temcstic activities & supportive com-

munication 2 rooms, $95 each. 3672696.

Roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm ,

Puffton. summer. Own bedrm 6 bathrm.;

pool tennis, bus. Rent neg, Cell Erik,

548^3616
.

Live at Capa tNs suiTMner. 2 females

wanted to ^»re house in West Yarrrwuth.

$5&0 «wh. move m May »j:all 6-4836

PufftonavaM. m apt.Own bdrm.
549 5730

Fmale. wanted to share apt. w/ 2 others

in Brt Manor for 79^ year, $86/ mo.,

Beth. 256 8040

Have 1^. to yrself most of surrwnar-

share pt. of summer furnished nr cam-

pus- crtaft. 10:30B.m , kp trying; Janet,

549 1832^

Female roommMa w«nt^~ Rolling

Green, own rm , $120/mo., caH Karen.

253-6819.

share 2
. option

Femala roommate wmaa to

bdrm apt ~ Colonial Vi« $100*

to renew, call Beth, %3-5(^

TO SUBLET

1

$170/ fT«>. N.

furn ,
296-8673

no
Whitney St

6/1-

Amh
8/31.

, ind.

Rooms In beautiful farmhouaa. on rt. 9,

for summer, 646-4777 or 546-4763. keep

try^
..

2 bedroom apt. to iubiot in Sunderiand

Beautiful location, nice mountain view,

$266 mo , no util Call Donie. 546-3600, or

Robin. 666 3679.

1 bdrm. apt. on bua rt., pool, lanrMe

dshwar., cable TV; w/ faN opt.. $150/ mo„
666^4284 ^

1 brm. in 2 brm. api.. June 1, w/ fall opt.,

AC. DW, bus rte., laund .
large brm.,

$116/ mo._. utilitias ind.. Lantern Court.

apt.. 666-3392, al^g_5i__^

1 bedrm. apt., attractively furn., UMass,

1/4 mi . sublet June Aug., $170, incI util.,

AC^cabteTy^ryit negof. ph. 54»0079

Southwood. 2 bdrm. apt., fully furn , AC,

DW, pool, tennis, bus route, $200 or BO,

256-6^. after 5:00 p.m., fall option^__^

Rolling Qraan- 1 single. 1 dbl. rm.. 1 cou

pie. 1 single person wanted DW. air. pool,

bus route, util , 1% bath . cable, $83.50/

person 256-0340, Barry, Pete. Gary &
Elena.

FemaleU) roommate -Brandywine 1

bedroom in 2 bedroom apt- furn. avail.

June 1- August 31, call Joa""^-^^J.^
Brandywine. 1 bdrm. of 2 bdrm. apt ,

AC pool, tennis. Short walk from campus.

$100/ mo . call Maria. 549-5847, late eve^

RoHing Green. 4 bedroom, AC.^pool,

avail. 6/1- 9/1. $280/ mo. or $70/ person.

Call Gary, 253-2115, or Jim. 546 9186.

To sublet: three b^room apt. in okj far-

mhouse, one arnJ one half miles from

Amherst center, on bus route, available

June 1 to Sept. 1, $100 per person a

rnonth Call 546 5698 or 546 5660

Free week, avail May 24, Southwood, 2

bdrm.. $200/ mo., opt, fall, 253 5262.

House. 4 bedrms., $275/ mnth.,

negotiable rent, call 253-7082, very close to

Amherst . ^_^
1 bedroom apt., CliffsMe, starting June 1,

w/ option for fall, $150, 666-3254.

Summer sublet -1 or 2 bedrooms in

Brandywine. Call 549 5920.

Summer sublet -2 rms. in farm house 4

mi. from UM - Pelham 80-f120mo,, 27

acres swim. Furnished, beautiful, call

2533794.

Great dealt Brandywine summer subit, 2

bedrooms, nice sunny location, pool, AC,

dishwasher. Rent negotiable.j^50g^
Summer sublet, ideal location, Amherst

center, 1 br, in 3 br, apt., female, only 1/4

mile from UMass, rent $86 + util., fall opt.,

call Kim, 253-5896.

1 or 2 br. in 3 br. twnhse. apt , Southwd.,

part, furn., fall option, call 256-8257.

Amherst, 1 block fr, cntr., summer only, 2

bedroom, rent neg., util. ind., 546-9323,

eve.
.

Sunderland bonanza. 2 bdrm. summer
sublt., fall option, cool pool, hiking trails,

tennis cts.. $240, negot Call 666-2131,

eves., keep trying.

Mill Hollow apt., 2 bdrm,, next to pond,

N. Amherst, $220, ind. util., June- Aug.,

opt, lease. 549-6637, eves.

Summer sublet, 3 bdr. twnhse.. Rolling

Green, all util. ind.. pool, bus rt., 2537219 .

Summer sublet: 2 bedroom furnished

apt , 6/1 9/1, $200/ mo., includes utilities.

Mi ll Hollow apts., call 549-5935, eves.

One bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt., on bus rte., in

Sunderland. Move in any time after May
15 May rent already paid. Rent is very k)w.

Call^ike^ 665 4206^

Nice cool epartmant in Amherst center.

Need two people $86 + utilities for singles.

Contact Fay or Cr at 253-9468.
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Whimps capture title

in IIVI Softball action
B^ DONNA SULLIVAN
CoHegian Staff

Alert baserunning by first baseman Julie

Mendelson gave the Whimps a 5-4 win over
the Pumas in the bottom of the fifth inning

in the finals of women's intramural sottbail

y^terday.
With one out in the fifth, and Mendelson

on second base, Janet Dold grounded out
but advanced Mendelson to third. A drop-

ped ball was hurriedly thrown to the cat-

diar when Mendelson took a lead, the cat-

cher bobbled the ball and Mendelson
•cored.
The Whips took an early lead when Nancy

Santaguida batted in two runs and pitcher

Patty McGrath hit in another. The Pumas
took the lead in the third inning when cat-

cher Debbie Spiak got a triple with the

bases loaded Fian Nooijen hit a single to

right field to score Spiak and put the Pum^
hrt the lead.

The Whimps quickly tied the game at four

ail when Tricia Corcoran scored in the bot-
tom of the third inning. Pany McGrath was
the winning pitcher.

In the men s soccer semi-finals the
Alcoholics edged by Swillage in double
overtime. 1-0. After playing the regular two
period-20 minutes the two teams played a
ten minute overtime period. When the
game remained scoreless, the teams each
took a turn at a penalty shot one man
kicks the ball irom ten yards out with only
the goalie blocking the goal.

John Fernberg blasted the ball through
the goalposts to give the Alcoholics the
win. According to captain Carl Krag, "all he
has to do is kick it in the net and it's a sure
goal"

Alcoholic goalie Evan Dimmock blocked
the shot nrtade by Swillage captain Jay
Reid.
In the second men's soccer semi final, the

Teamen, with 1 :45 left to play edged by the

Redeyes 2 1. The two teams, both from
Thatcher dorm, started the second period

tied at 1-1. Dan Fleming scored the goal

late in the second half to advance the

Teamen into the finals. Fleming also scored

the first goal for the Teamen.
The Teamen face the Alcoholics in thtf

finals today at 4:00.

O's at Fenway for big series
BOSTON iAP) Earl Weaver was angry, but even the feisty schemer who manages

the Baltimore Orioles couldn't alter the weather Monday. The American League East

showdown with the Boston Red Sox was postponed because of rain.

"It's not a healthy situation," said Weaver. "We haven't played in two days."

The Orioles' game against Seattle at Baltimore was rained out Sunday, and Weaver
was anxious for the start of a four-game series against the Red Sox. The Orioles hold a

>6 game lead over Boston in the AL East.

No new date for the Red Sox game was announced but it probably will be played in

September - tho only other time Baltimore comes to Boston.

The rainout enabled Boston Manager Don Zimmer to shuffle his pitching rotation to

have righthander Dennis Eckersely available to pitch against the New York Yankees
Sunday at Fenway Park.

After sitting out this past season due to a leg injury, Bill Walton returns
to the basketball wars after signing a seven year contract with the San
Diego Clippers that calls for a league leading $800,000 per yaar. lAP Laser-
photo).

To place a classified ad, drop by the

Collegian office (CC 113) between 8:45

a.m., and 3:45 p m Monday through Fri

day or use our handy clip and mail form

found in most issues of the Collegian

Classified deadline is 3:45 p.m two days
in advance of publication date

Collegian
Classifieds1 Collegian classified rates are: daily,

45c per line; five consecutive issues, 40c

per line per day; 30 consecutive issues.

30c per line per day One line is roughly

equivalent to 38 characterr.

Summer sublet, Amherst, large furnish

ed room, bus route, laundry facilities,

stores. Deb. 256 6698, morns., or 730-8130

or after 3:00 p.m.

2 bdrm. -Col. Vil., $180 mth.. fall opt.,

pool. Indry., bus rt.. call 253-2226.

Mill Hollow apt., avail. 6/1 w/ fall opt., 2

bdrm., near Puffers Pond, $220/ mo.,

negot., call 549-2859, eve.

Cheap rent available in Riverglade apt.,

own room, swim, pool, bus route. Call

256-6059, evenings.

2 bdrm. Colonial Vill., pool, bus rt., rent

negotiable. Call 253-3273.

1 bdrm. Rolling Gr., 5/26- 8/31. Furnish-

ed. AC, DW, pool, on bus rte., all utilities,

rent neg., call 253-3531

.

5-6 bedrm. house/ Florence cntr./ on bus

line/ 2 mi. from Smith/ avail. June 1, $350

+ util./ call 586-2973.

Sunder, tovynhso., avail, for fall, swg.

pool, ten. crts., cheap rent for sum.

665-3925.

With fall option-2 bdrm.. Colonial Vill.,

$190/ mo., avail, late May, call 253-7272.

Need a place to live for part of or the

whole summer? Townhouse, 2 br., fall op-

tion, rent negot., 549-6378.

Summer sublet -1 bdrm. in Southwood

townhouse. $127/ mo., call 256-8653.

Presidential apt. -less than a half mile to

campus. Option for fall. Two bedroom, AC,

dishwasher, spacious. On bus route if you

don't feel like walking. Avail , May 28, call

549-1209.

neg..Townhouse apts., 2 bdrm.. furn.

549-3687.

Cheap!! Brandyvyine apt.. AC, pool, $200

mo., includes major appl., call 549-5139.

Townhse., 2 bed. apt.. 1% bath., full

basement, w/w carpet, AC, pool, 6/1-

8/30. w. opt. $245 mo.. 253-3313.

Riverglade. on bus rte.

Roll. Green. 3 bdrm. twnhse., fall option,

all util., air cond., pool, call 253-5725.

Summer sublet, 2 or 3 bdrms. in 3

bedroom Puffton apt.. 546-9804 or

546-9614.

Cliffside, 1 br.. dishwash., avail. 5/29, w/
option, $170/ mo., 666-7545.

308 N. Pleasant. 1 rm. av. low rent,

256-6150, summer sublet only.

Responsible female. 25 -i- . non- smoker,

wanted to share 3 bedroom house with

same. $180/ mo., available June 1. option,

Sept.. 253-3953, after 5 p.m.

4 bdrm. twnhse.. \'/i bath, AC, DW.
pool, great kxatioo, bus rte., avi. 6/1, w/
opt., $360 a mn.. Squire Vill., huge apt.,

666-7523.
.

Puffton Villeo*. 6/1- 8/30, 3 bedroom, 2

bath, pool, tennis courts, air cond., $270.

neg.. Michelle, 256-6447.

Summer sub., 1 br. in 3 br. apt., Puf. Vil.,

$100 mo.. Dee, 549-0106.

2 bdrm. furn. twnhse. apt., AC, pool.

DW, bus rte.. price negotiable, 253-7478.

1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. twnhse., fall opt., pool,

tennis courts, all util. avail, end of May,

$100/ mo., call 665-2264.

Rm. for 1 male in 2 bdrm. Squire Village

apt. for summer, plus fall option, on bus

rte., approx. $80/ month, 666-7567, after 8

p.m.

Sublet: Presidential apt.. 2 bdrm., June-

Aug., with fall opt.. 549-4534.

3 bdrms. in 4 bdrm. hse. in N. Amherst,

great summer place, convenient and com-

fortable, $87.50/ mo. + util., avail. 6/1,

call 549-0319.

Air conditioned, two bedroom apt., pool,

DW, tennis, bus rt., near laundry, bus rt..

hiking trails, view of woods, cow past., fall

option, $166 for sumnrwr, 666-2578.

Avail. July- Aug.. w/ fail option, 1 br. in

Riverglade. 3 br. apt. (2 people poss.), call

256-6137, ask for Deb or Mike.

Rolling Green garden apt.-l female

wanted for own bedroom. Fully furnished,

bus rte., AC, all utiities ind., pool, cheap

rent, call Joy or Robyn, after 6, 253 3523.

1 bdrm. in 3 bdrm. Puffton apt., air cond.,

pool, tennis, rent negotiable, call evenings,

549-5924.

Rm. for summer in house on bus route,

253-76S0.

1 br. apt.. Cliffside, rent neg., 966-3026.

3 bdrms.. one minute from campus. 2 pvt.

porches, huge yard. $300- util. ind.

549-1254.

1 bedrm. apt.. Puffton, AC, carpet, ten-

nis, pool, avail. June to Sept., option for

fall, 549-5356, keep trying, $175.

Large 4 bedroom apt. in older house on

bus route, easy walk to Amh. ctr., porch

and backyd., price negotiable, call eves.,

253-9467, avail. mid-May or June.

One bedroom - Puffton Village, available

May 26. call 549-6108.

1 bdrm. Rolling Gr., avail. June, July.

Aug., on bus rte., AC, DW, pool, reg.,

$242, will sub., $175, call 256-6383.

Puffton, 1 br. in 3 br. apt. for sumnner w/
possible option, Jeff, 549 5877.

2 bdrm. twnhse., Sunderland, 6/1- 8/31,

w/ opt., $200 mo., util. ind., bus rt., pool,

665-3589,

Townehouse apts.. 3 bedroom, carpet,

AC, on bus route, make an offer! Avail. 6/

1 / 79, call 549-5934,

Try this— nice rm. in 3 bdrm. apt., pool.

AC, garden, bus rt., loveable roommates,

pizza, $85 or less, Northwood, 665 3518.

Summer-fall option. 1 bdrm., $170 -«-

util., Kathy, 253-3658.

Cliffside, 1 bd. apt.. June- Aug., util.

ind., furnished, $150 mo., dishwasher,

665-4188.

Female rmate. wanted for beautiful apt.

close to UMass, summer- poss. fall,

549-1114.

4 br., carpet, AC, pool, bus, spacious,

kids OK, fall option, $360 or best offer,

665-4246.

Fall option— 5 bdrm. house, S. Amherst,

$425, avail, end May, garage, quiet,

253-2521.

1 bdrm. Rolling Gr.. avail. June, July,

Aug., on bus rte., AC, DW, pool, reg.,

$242, will sub., $175, call 256-6383.

Need a place to live for part of or the

wf>ole summer? Townhouse, 2 br., fall op-

tion, rent negot., 549-6378.

Sunderland bonarual 2 bdrm., cool pool,

tennis, hiking trails, bus route, partly fur-

nished, $240/ mo., ind. utilities, fall option,

966-7961.

Puffton, 1 br. In 3 br. apt. for summer w/
possible optton, Jeff, 549-5877.

Echo HHI. 1 bdrm. avail.. $140/ BO,

253-9662.

2 quiet nonamokers wt>o like cats, own
bdrms. for summer. $75 monthly, with

elec., 253-7573, evenings.

Sublet, option to lease, 2 bedroom apt.,

swim, pool, tennis, Sundedand, call Pat,

256-8667.

Furn. atudio apt. for summer. May
25-Aug. 30, Lirtcoln apts., on campus,

$141/ mo., ind. util., 549-6215, after 5.

2 bdrm., avail. 6/1, fall option, $240/ mo.

Pool, AC, bus route. 665^7537.

Brandywine -6/1 to 8/31, 2 bdrm., fur-

nished, AC, pool, tennis, bus rte.,

549-4671.

Fall option. Brandywirie, 2 bedroom, 2

bus rt., pool, AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,

nice location, rent negotiable, call

549-5815.

Rooms for rent in house for summer, Vi

mile from campus, rent negot. 549-1 867.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway,
$90/mon., util. incl.. keep
calling -369 8372.

2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or BO. Call 253 7703, 4-8 p.m .

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1 549-5144 .

TRAVEL

Want to go to Latin America this summer?
If you want to come, call Seth, 546-9283.

WANTED

Wanted: one bedroom in apt. or house.

June 1- mid July. Call 546-7610.

Cape Cod roommates wanted. 2 females

needed for house in Osterville, $540 each,

available June 1- Sept. 1, (617) 771-7085.

People wanted to rent rooms in house

next to campus for tt>e summer, for info,

call 546-5353 or 546-5381.

Ex. waitresses wanted for summer
ampl., apply 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., or 8 p.m. to

9 p.m., ask for Mark.

Wanted: student desk, $30-$40, 549-6690 .

Wanted: 5- 5>i cu. ft. refrigerator, good
cond., call 6-8356.

We buy uaed cars, 256-8433 or 549-5966.

Mature reap, man seeks a nk:e cozy 1 br.

apt. or other w/ privacy in N'hampton,

starting 5/20-6/1, call Mel, eves., at

256-6601.

WANTED TO RENT

Room on the Cape. Please call Abr,

64062.

CAPE COD

Roommate (male) wanted to share

duplex in W. Yannouth. CaH 2S&0ee6.

LEARN TO FLY

Rying Club meeting, 7:00 p.m., CC
905-909, Tues., 5-15, for more Info,

549-3800. nights.

PARACHUTING

Ffrst jump course, Thursday, 19th, 7

p.m., CC rm. 803, bring current ID and

$60- limited ti^sH^eopI^^^^^^^
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i Overlook
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14 Fool
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mo
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18 — Ea»l
19 Unusual
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?4 Legal tmpfi
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2f Revoked
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3? — — away
3J Moderales
35 Curved bone
3« Clutter

38 Teacher
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41 Nech
43 Bible bOM
43 0rm
44 Bo^
45 Beer glass
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51 Ntmbus
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TodayonWMUA
10am 2am

12:00

2pm-5;30pm

500

5:02

5:30pm 6pm

6pm -6:30pm

"YOU Er MUSIC"
The music of Cole Hawkins,

Lester Young, Charlie Parker

and others... with host

Gregory Phillips.

NOON REPORT/Sid Rock
SPORTS /Jim Spellos

TUESDAY AFTERNOON
DRIVE Rock n' roll

NEWS HEADLINES

"ATHENA'S WEB"
with Don Cerow

NEWSWATCH /Fred Winer
SPORTS/Rick Heideman

"TALK BACK ' A
talk show for readers of

the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian to discuss

issues reported in the

newspaper Phone calls

will be accepted
on the air

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
'. \J '^Ci *.Tl>Df"«»<iftS" t'T./rNSA"

DOa JUJ HQ.^rt -*0H« M*&S

M_ CAftC! '? 00 T^t I iir SHOW »l *0

.very touchir>g

land wonderfur SALLY FIELD

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

b*.t i Jtd»>i- at^act *) come

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

"T^
axL c*ai.A_<bft txe. ^w24t%

tef^ftfc <lTlnrkmbt prrp3L"n(af

,

n^ji.(mi.» hfcr nncsr pruatcf

Nebbish by Mil<e Galper

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

HOUn
THAT?

TUB BOOK
WUBKJUOHT
A BOOK.

fh i^.

OHYOUMeANIifrCOTf rsu.HOu
Of 'milOU) -SPEAK'! ABOUT KJN-

r'MHA^INOONCAi NIN6THAI
ifomAH. pjcx. TAK- ei ft-iN

INCi li£^>PONSlBlUTy UfiStWSWN-

f<]Rm^afJsmc£.! L^^

iM iMPAom aptrr you
^yOPTKfUS SAYSOr

I /

Mon thru Thur» (TLS « 00) 8 30

n»wi:irr

No on* undar t7 without parant

don thru Thur» (TLS 6 301 B 4S

ALL STAR
DAIRY FOODS

UP ALL NIGHT STUDYING?
Need o Break? Don't Despairl

Amherst All Star
is OPEN 24 HOURS

o*%S^y—

5 Academy Award* Bast Picture|

Mon thru Thurs ITLS5 00)8 30

IMH^iMUfll'IHfilTTTf

We have candy, pastry, cold soda,

)f grinders, sandwiches, ice cream, cigarettes

J • & hot coffee . We occept food stomps. ,,o«tr, mo cMieits)

)f87 Main St.. Amherst 256-8844 Town Holl Bus Stop

May 15, 1979
, coll^gaars

* Laxwomen fall to Penn St
CONT FROM PAGE 16

nr«de fantastic saves, some "preventing a tie," said Hixon. After ex
cnanging goals, with Margie Anderson knotting the score one minute after Penn
State's first, both teams utilized aggressive defenses and accurate offenses to keep the
match close. Despite two goal^ by Jean Hackett, the Gazelles found themseiv«
behind, 5^3, at half's end. Margie Anderson's two goats in the second half brought
them within one,- 6-5, at the 15:00 mark; for seven minutes, nothing happened in the
way of scoring Then, after the 22:00 minute mark, Penn State put the game away with
two, winning the nationals, 8-5.

"Karen Keough was excellent in goal," said Hixon. 'She was in goal for every ganrie

of the tourney. Laura O'Neil was named the defensive player MVP of the entire
tournament; she, Cari Nickerson, and Margie Anderson have been invited to try out for
the national team. Everyone on the team played fantastically, and to get into the final

was real important to everyorYe
"

UMass wilt lose three seniors - Gayle Hutchinson, Grace Martinelti, and Joan
Bulman. According to Hixon, "Grace was the only senior playing regularly (all three
suffered injuries, with Butrrun playingfor the JV's later in the season). Next year, we
hope to repeat the fir^ season we had, and to get into the nationals again."

Sports notices
SOFTBALL FOREIT FEE REFUNDS may be picked up at the IM Office the
WMk of May 21. YOU MUST HAVE YOUR RECEIPT and— ONLY MRS.
LARAMIE.

CLOSED MAY 1B-S: Boydwi and NOPE Gyms (dua to final axama).

Chimps complete season
with impressive 6-1 record
TOM GRIFFIN
Colleqtan Staff

Last Saturday, the men's J.V. lacrosse
team closed out its spnng season with a 7-3

victory over Harvard in Cambridge. This
final victory over the Crimson raised the
Chimps record to 6-1 with the only blemish
coming at the hands of the Naval Prep
Academy in a closely played game down at

Newport, R.I.

The Chimps controlled play for the entire

game, but a strong defensive effort by
Harvard foiled many UMass scoring op-
portunities. Attackman Dick Thomas led all

scorers with three goals in the contest as he
keyed the Chimps ball control offense.

Coach Rich Donovan was extremely
pleased with his charges performance.
"We had a total team effort, everyone
hustled, and we didn't get impatient
because we started slowly on offense."
Donovan also had praise for his man-
down defense which did a fine job kitting

penalties for the Chimps. "Our midfielders
did a super job in controlling the ball," said

Donovan. "Guy Kidd, Phil Cantervury.
John !-(alpern, and Steven Martinotall
played strong games at midfield."

On the season as a whole, Donovan was
very happy with the way his team
progressed. He mentioned the strong

performance turned out by the team &

defense led by goalie Tom Currans' 16

saves per garrie average.

"We worked hard and it payed off for us

in victories over Brown Dartmouth, and
Harvard along with our big 159 win over

Westfield State's varsity, ' said Donovan.
The guys all got along which helped to

keep things smooth and assistant coach
Lenny Caffrey was a big help to me in

running the team."
Donovan mentioned the fact that

sometimes the offense had a tough time

getting on track, but as the season got

going it started running a lot smoother as is

shown by the 20 points scored by Dick

Thomas which made him high man on the

team, followed by Pete McElroy and Mike
Lavine with 17 and 16 points respectively.

Donovan commented on the fact that the

scoring was very balanced for the team as

a whole with just about everyone getting

into the scoring sheet.

"Overall I couldn't have been happier with

the way things went for the team," said

Donovan. "I enjoyed working with a great

bunch of athletes and I think everyone had
themselves a good time. Everyone got a

chance to play in the games and as a result

everyone improved their skills which is a'

rewarding thing for any coach to see "

BOARDERS
WANTED

Phi Mu Delta fraternity is

looking for people to live in

our house at Fraternity-

Sorority Park behind Orchard
Hill. We offer a quiet setting,

single rooms, and full kitchen

facilities. Cost is $20 a week
with no security deposit. For

info call Lee or Mark at

545-2163.

-.•^••.•••**.*.*^',

EE Y0UAT1
SEINIOR DAY

Thursday, May 24, 1979
(raindate: May 25)

at

Southwest Fields

12 noon to 6:00 p.m.
Tickets on sale CC concourse through

finals

Parking: Lots 21 and 22

PUase bRiNq pRooF oF aqe

(Pourers will only serve those who have
hand stamped at entrance)

KNOW
SOMEONE
WHO tS

GRAD-
UATING?

Extend your congratulations!

Greeting cards * UMass glassware

T-shirts * UMass bookends, pens, etc.

UMass kites * UMass rings

Give them something to remind them

of the old alma mater...and you

Open commencement day'

tf^ DIVERSITYSTOT
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Penn State spoils Gazelles'

chances for national title, 8-5
Bi MAUREEN SUUfVAN
CoMegian Staff

Jhmi came closer than last year, and th^ pelted a better

record - 9-0-0 in regular s^son play, and 6- 1 for tourr\ament
action The one loss came at the hands of the defending
national champions, in the final game of the Women's
Lacrosse Championships hosted by Penn State and University

Park last weekend.
But UMass and their coach, Pam Hixon. were not disap

pointed over losing. "We were m the contest almost until the

last minute," said Hmon. "and Penn State proved that they

are the best lacrosse team in the country. However, con
sidertng how well the New England teams did (Yale, New
Hampshire, and UMass), it was a real credit to these 'earns

and hJew England, esp«:ialiv for UMass."
UMass began in the nationals with a contest against James

Madson University Friday morning Outshooting JM 29-14.

the Gaiiell^ won handily, 10^6, Can Nickerson 1^ all scorers

with four goals and two assists: Jean Hackett and Julie

McHugh tallied one apiece, with Margie Andwson and Holly

Jennings adding one each.
The Ga«#M» next faced third-ranked William and Mary

College Friday afternoon The first half was tight both
defensively and offensively, when the half ending whistle

sounded, the two teams w«^e deadlocked, 6 6 Then, dunng
the second half, UMass uMd their defend more effectively,

letting the offense attack more often With Margie Anderson
scoring seven goals overall, Jean Hackett chipping in two,
and Can Nickerson. Julie McHugh, and Lynn Herbert scoring

one each, (plus an 'absolutely fantastic defense, ' according
tr Hixon). UMass upset WbM, 12 8, and advanced to the
semifinals to meet rival UNH, who bumped off " Pnnceton,
the second ranked team going into the tournament

For the third time in two weeks, the Ga/elles and the

Wildcats played: tor the third time. UMass came out on top,

5 4 in overtime. At halftirrie, UMassled, 2 1: Holly Jennings
and Jean Hackett scored for the Gazelles, while Kathy
Sdndborn tallied for UNH The Wildcats tied the game after

H.« kett tallied her s^iond and Margie Anderson put UMass
ahead. 4^2. Sandborn scored twice and Janet Cope knottied it

up at four Though outshooting UNH ^15, it took a Can
Nickerson shot Iwtth the help of a pass from Holly Jennings!
to give the Gazell«i a 5 4 win and a ticket to the finals against

Penn State, who defeated YaSe for the finalist spot

The game between the Gazelles and the Lady Nittany Lions

was close and real exciting,' according to Hixon; though
outshootinq their opponents 29 21, the Penn State goalie

TURN TO PAGE 15

Margie Anderson (forefront) and tttammates Cari

Nickerson and Laura O'Neil were offered tryouts for

the national women's lacros9« tear

UMass' 8-5 loss to Penn St. (Staff photo
Dobbs).
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Baseballteam securesplayoffposition
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The note ^n baseball coach Dick Bergquist's door y^terday
afternoon told the whole story. It said simply "We're in! Play

Maine Fri. at H.C 1:00.'

Roughly translated, the message said that the varsity

baseball team will |oin Maine, UConn and Fairfield in the New
England Championship Tournament to be played this

weekend at Holy Cross, UMass, seeded fourth, will take on
the number one seed, Maine, in the first round of the double-
elimination tournament.
The decision came on the heels of an up and down

weekend of baseball for the Minutenr>en. On Friday, UMass
saw their playoff hopes fade as they were humiliated by
Amherst College, a Division III team, 14-5. On Sunday, those
playoff hopes soared, as the Minutemen soundly defeated
Brown University, 10 1, in a game called after six innings

because of ram.
According to Bergquist, both games had an effect on the

selection committee's decision. "The Amherst game hurt us,

but the Brown game really helped us," said Bergquist.

Bergquist did not want to put too much emphasis on the

Brown game, but he did add, "If we had lost to Brown, I do
not think we would have been picked."

The game against Amherst College was as Bergquist put it,

'A great game for eight innings." Actually, it was a great

game for seven and a half innings, for it was in the bottom of

The eighth that the Lord Jeffs turned a close game into a farce.

The game was tied 3-3 going into the bottom half of the

eighth. Amherst broke on top with a single run in the third,

and made it 3-0 in the fourth, when a hit-batsman, a sacrifice,

an error, and a double produced two runs.

The Minutemen came back to tie it with two runs in the

sixth and a single tally in the eighth off Amherst starter and
winner. Rich Thompson.

For the Minutemen, the bottom of the eighth was a disaster

in every sense of the word. Amherst sent 16 men to the plate.

They scored 11 runs on only seven hits, the big one being Jim
Lundren's three-run homer. There were five walks, two wild

pitches, an error, and a hit-batsman. UMass used three pit

chers, Jim Lewis, Doug Ayiward and Tom Grimes, and none
of them could do anything right.

The selection committee's decision was due on Saturday,

but on that day the Minutemen learned that the committee
would hold off on its decision until after the UMass-Brown
game on Sunday. Thus, UMass packed up the gear and
headed for Providence to play a game they had to win.

Bergquist went with his ace, Doug Welenc, and the junior

standout did not disappoint him. Welenc gave up only three

hits in the five innings he pitched, and was well in control of

things when the game was called.

It was the last regular season start for Welenc. and it was a

fitting conclusion to a sensational year. Welenc's win on
Sunday was his eighth, against only two losses, with a 1,37

ERA. His three hits against Brown gives him 47 for the year,

with .370 batting average*.

Bergquist said he will go with Welenc in the game against

Maine on Friday. The last time Welenc faced Maine he shut
them out, as the Minutemen rolled to an 1 1-0 rout.

Against Brown, Welenc got all the offensive help "he

needed, as the Minutemen scored in every inning but the

fourth. They got one run in the first on consecutive singles by
Mike McEvilly, Welenc and Leo Kalinowski. They added a run

in the second and two more in the third. The Bruins pushed
across a run in the second on back to back doubles. Thus, the
game was a close 4 1, when the rams came and caused a 15
minute delay in the fourth inning.

In the fifth, the Minutemen put the game out of reach, as
they played home run derby with Bruin pitchers Don Wright
and Tom Amaral. McEvilly started the inning with his fourth
homer of the season, a shot that landed just inside the right

field foul pole. Welenc made it two in a row, as he hit a bullet

that made it over the left field in no time flat.

After Kalinowski was hit by a pitch and Mike Stockley flied

to left, Mark Sullivan made it a threesome, as he lost one of
Wright's fastballs. One out later, Ed Skribiski hit his second
homer of the year to make it four in one inning for UMass.
Bergquist said after the barrage that he could not remember
thejast time UMass hit four homers in one game, let alone one
inning.

With one out in the sixth, the rains came again, and the
umps called the game after waiting for ten minutes to see if it

would let up. The game was official, the Minutemen had the
victory, and they earned their way into the playoffs.

The UMass JV crew team captured the national
championship this past waakand in competition
haid in Philadelphia. Pannsylvania. Abova. tha

team dons their championship medals while coach
Chick Leonard displays the championship trophy.
(Staff photo by Lao Fradatta).

f DA petitioned
to re-open case

'^M TV

Two of approximataly 200 who protastad District Attorney Thomas Simons'
rafusal to raopan tha Ramparsad casa at tha Northampton courthouse yastar-

day. (Photo by Bob Corn)

By DEBRA ROTH SANTA
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON About 2IX) people
picketed the courthouse here yesterday

m\<i presented a petition to Distnct

Attorney Thomas G. Simons demanding he
re-open the Seta Ramr>ersad case.

The picketing was peaceful and lasted

one hour. Protestors chanted: "D.A.

Simons we won't take no more -the justice

system is rotten at the core." "Seta's dead,
her killers go free - that's what the rich call

democracy;" and "I don't know but I've

been told the DA 's office is bought and
sold"
The signatures on the petition, which

numbered about 2,(XX), were collected by
the Committee Against Repression and the

Third World Women's Task Force.

All the protestors marched quietly into

the courthouse to Simon's office and were
asked to wait outside while two members
from each group presented the petition to

Simons privately.

At a press conference after the

presentation Simons told reporters his

position had not changed and he would not

re-open the case.

"I am very happy to receive the

signatures," he said. "But the position of

this office is that criminal investigations are

based on facts."

"I asked the groups if they had any
facts," he said, "and they had none."
Simons said the groups' allegations that

they have received death threats would not

be investigated unless they notified the
police.

Suman Bohm, a spokesperson for the
Third World Women's Task Forcp and one
woman who said she received the threats,

said Simons had not told her to report the
threats to the police until today, although
she told him about the threats earlier.

Simons denied this. Bohm said she will

now notify police.

Detective Lieutenant George Powers of

the state police dept. addressed the
groups' questions about the investigation

into Rampersad's death.

Powers said fingerprints were not taken
in the room in which Rampersad died

because her companions had already said

they were there. Also, he said, her com-
panions were not charged for the cocaine

they reported using because the amount
was too small. Powers did not partake in

the investigation, he said.

Gerri Hines, an attorney for the National

Conference of Black Lawyers, spoke in

support of the efforts to re-open the case.

The organization is representing the Third

World groups. If Simons refuses to re-open

the case, she said. State Attorney General

Francis X. Beilotti will be contacted.

Ha//and farewe//, sen/ors!
By mark LECCESE and MARK HORAN
Collegian Has-beens

After four long years, a lovely spring our last has

descerxied on the campus. Trees and flowers are in

bloom, our friends sit out sunning themselves by the pond,

the baseball season has started and the days get gloriously

longer. And, frankly, we can't wait to get the hell out of

this place.

May 26 will be the day we have been preparing for sinca

we first toddled into kindergarten and spit up on the kid

next to us.

Dipk>n>as. College graduates. Motl>er and Dad and
Brother ar>d Sis up in the football stands, trying to pk:k us

out from the other 3,267 people on the field in black robes.

That's right: 3,257. Two thousand, seven hundred,

seventy-seven undergraduate degrees, 236 from
Stockbridge, 44 from Continuing Education, 115 doc-

torates, 84 masters, and one fellow, expressing a little bit of

individuality in this mob, gets a "certificate of graduate

study."

Ah, such fond rriemories: that first party in Southwest
where we drank more beer in two hours than in our whole

Hves and threw up ail over our high school girlfriends; the

daily ritual of the first cup of Hatch coffee, and the ensuing

race to the bathroom: dragging the floor nurd out of the

shower, tying him up and leaving him in the hall; taking

your first swim in the shimmering campus pond.

Ah, the ioys of broadening your vistas through higher

education. Like staying up for 72 consecutive hours, sick to

your stomach from too much coffee and too many cigaret-

tes, tryifv to do 17 credits worth of work in three days.

And ' charming, wonderful people, all the new friends

wa ha made: the neanderthal bouncers at the Blue Wail;

the empty-headed jugglers in the basement of the Campus
Center; the whining communists on the concourse (and all

that two bit jewelery;) all the slightly overweight women
reeking of two-month-oid Jean Nate stuffing the Belcher-

town Road bus at 5 on a Friday afternoon headed for Hap-

py Hour a', the Pub; people wearing clothes older than they

are and eating overcooked cow manure outside of Earth

Foods; women in the Hatch with white tee-shirts and

March tans; and snotty-nosed college newspaper reporters

who think they're better than everybody on campus. These

are a few of our favorite things.

But, as much as we complain, at least we can say it was

never boring. Let's face it, we never would have seen such

an interesting mix of people at an ivy-covered private

school.

We came here and stuck our noses out in a most over-

whelming environment-new, exciting, and at times

frightening-and we survived. We leave this place as

changed people, forced to take a hard look at ourselves and

the world around us; and we are better for it.

As Alan Lupo, a prominent Boston journalist and a

UMass graduate, said when he visted his alma mater two

years ago, "I'm glad I went to UMass and not Harvard. I

saw a tot more here than I would have ever seen at Har-

vard." ., ^
For seniors, it all comes to a close on Saturday, May 26.

Commencement exercises begin at 10 a.m. Alfred Kahn,

President Carter's chief inflation fighter, will be the main

speaker. Former Gov. Michael S. Dukakis and outgoing

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, amongst others, will

receive honorary degrees. It is not yet known if Gov. Ed-

ward J. King will attend.

We fook to the future filled with hope and mindful of the

wise words of an unknown philosopher: "You work all your

life and then you die."

The Collegian's contribution to the real world. (Staff photo by J. Blue)
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A bafflingpr^tidigitator
Bv MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegm/t Sf#/f

People love to be fooled

and no one on campus
knows this better than
Mnu-pro nr^gician Josif^
Paul. an 18 year old
freshman frcmi Bro<4ilyn,

NY

Paul, a member of tha

Society of American Magi-
cians arKi past president of

ttie IrKlependent Magic P9t

formers Society a group of

magicians under 20 years of

age. said there are aauaily

only tWK> types of magic
stage magic and close-up
nwgic.

"Stage magic is done on
a stage using large ap
paratus like cabinets, tubes
ar>d boxes, and is done to

reasonably large audiences

of 20 and up It a harder in

tfw sen^ that you have to

fool more people and have
more critical artgles."

There are the extranria ieftt

and r^tt vytiere the au
diwtce may see sonwthing
that the maoician doesn't
M^ant them to seai he said^

Pi^orming for over 10

yaart, Paul smd he ^m fkn
interested in magic by his

uncle, a profe^ional magi
cian an6 ex Vau<tovilte per

formw for 45 years When
I was a little kid, every time I

went to his house he wou4d
show rne something FimMv
I said I ckK^'t want to see it

anymore, I want to do it

'

Then I went to a magk:
store a-»d bought my firit

m^ic book. " he said

M(ad flow magic focris

p«c^>ie, Paul said, "I couM
say ttw hand is quicker than

the eye but that's not true I

can do thin^ in slow mo-
tion. Magic « basically do-

ing somettiing other tt^n

what the a^ car) see Illu-

sions may not happen quite

the way they appear to the

eye, " Paul said, pulling a SO

cent piece seemingly from

ru}wfiwe.
A magician nevet per-

forms the sarT>e trick twice

for fear tfte audience may
guess how it was done, but

Paul showed me this or>e

twice so I could pass it

along The only thing need
ed IS a deck of ordinary

cards
Give the spectator the

deck of cards to shuffle

first When taking back the

deck discreetly glance at

the bottom card and tell the

soectator to oick anv card

out of the deck When they

ha«w done so and ha^m
kxjked at it, cut the deck
and have them place the

card on what was previous-

ly tt^ top half of the (teck

.

Now spread the deck and
look for your key card and
the card directly below it is

the card the spectator

chose. Pull out the n^te of

that card That is tfM card

one D0C MIC

Summer Rentals

"1

Rooms available in

fraternity— pastoral

setting, just off campus

For information phone
549-1695 5 p.m. -6 p.m.

j|Lor 11

549-0252 mid. -2 a.m.
[|

3«IC MtC MIClJ

En»oy «%t eeiolitui outooors mft\ quality camping and

backpacknig equipmeoi from Don Gleason s We offer a

wide variety o» quality tents, sieeomg bags Dackpacks

cooking gear outdoor ciot^mq and hundred* of ir^e

smaller items that make your outings more enioyatie

Come m and let us outfit yoj to enioy the soitiide and the

beauty of camping and backpacking

CAMPfNQ i lACK PACKING RCNTALt
Ane AVAtLASLE.

CALL Off STOP IN FOR DiTAIL*.

*^ ^i^CAMPERS SUPPLY INC

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON
t-9:M WMkday* •-) Saturday

AprN-Juty. Friday NI«Ma HI I sM-«m

of tha same number and
same a>tor at the chosen
card. Give the deck back to

the spectator and tell them
to pull out their card. Now
say not only do you know
what card was originally

chosen but have pulled out
its mate. Have the spec-
tator flip over the card and
then (as dramatically as
pcAsible) flip over the mate.

Optimism shines
on gay rights bills
By JIM MORAN
Collegian Staff

Two gmcm of legislation which would prohibit

discrimination on the basis of sexual preference received

third readir^ status last week in the Massachusetts
Lagisiature.

Hoi«e Bill 22660. wftich would prevent sexual

preference discrinnination in public sector fob». was given

initial approval by a voice vote of the House of

Reprc^sentatives on May 9. It must meet one more test

before going to the Senate.
House Bill 2527, the ger^eral anti discrimination bill,

passed with virtually no debate in the Senate on May 7. A
move was made by Senators DanielJ Foley, D Worcester
arnJ Francis X McCann, D Cambridge to reconsider, but

failed in a subsequent vote on May 14 by 19 19.

Rap. Bamey Frank, 0- Boston, predicted victory of the

public sector bill. "Clearly there are tfie voces in the Serute
for it, if we can get it through the House.' he said.

Both bills are expected to receive final action in the next

two weeks.
Frank was less optimistic of the passage of ger>eral anti-

discrimination bill, which covers such areas as credit, loans

and real estate. There is a reluctancy on the part of the

Legislature to further regi.iate businesses. Frank termed

the bill in "deadlock." ind said he would keep it in the

Senate until the public sector bill is throuoh.

Kevin George, office manager for the UMass People's

Gay Alliance, had words of praise tor the recent legislative

actions "It's about time the Legislature began to protect

gay peoplti. All too often, i.e. - the Briggs initiative in

California they attempt to harass."

Pioaranmnois/
Systems
Analysis
start Your Career

on ttie San Francisco Peninsula!

Control Data Corporation, the pocesetter in the
computer rKJuslry. has attractive offers for Pro>

grammers'Syslems Artalysts in their Sunnyvale,
California. Cyt>er 170 Ooto Management and
Compiler Product Support Group.

Tfte Ideol carKtidates will have a degree that

includes exposure and krK}wledge of com-
puter soltviKire A part-time or lull-lime |ob as a
Consultant or Systems Programmer working in a
University computer center utilizing the Cyt>er
170 computer would be considered an asset

Specific duties will include answering ques-
tions at>out problems or usage of software pro-

ducts, leaching seminars on the use of CDC
products, assisting customer testing of r^w
releases, and writing technical articles at>out

CDC products

Vou will provide technical support/consulting
to Field ArKilysts and customers on Cyt>er 1^
Common Products This position requires the
ability to communicate etieclively with
customers and analysts when they are unable
lo solve a problem A knowledge of the soft-

ware IS important, but the ability to react quick
ly and creatively is more importont Domestic
and some international travel is involved

Control Data Corporation offers an eicelleni
salary and generous fringe t>enefits package
that includes company-paid medical, dental,

ond life insurance, paid vacations. 100% tui-

tion reimbursement; stwrt and long term
disability. ar>d more For immediate considero-
tion, please submit your resume (or letter of in-

terest) to;

<\

K Beoudaf
Dept U M.

215 Moffatt Pork Drive

Sunnyvola. CA 94066

,CONTRpL DATA
XORTORATION

More than A Computer Company

An Attlrmotive Action Implover

ColUqE
DRuq Store

Tlie Cosmetic Center of Amhierst
Regular and
Unscented

REGULAR AND MINT
^ ^

6 oz.

Reg $1«» Now OcJ^ ]2
^^"

15 oz.

Remember Amherst's

Sidewalk Soles

May 17—19

* Cosmetics on Sale

* $2 off any sunglasses

« plus many more items

$119
1 169

OpEN MoN—Fm 9-9

4 Main St. AivihERST

Sat 9-6
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UMasswomen
fear for safety
By FRAN BASCHE
Collegian Staff

The UMass Everywoman's center has
released a survey, on campus sexual

assault that shows 87 percent of the

women surveyed always or at times fear for

their safety while on campus.
Of the approximately 500 women

surveyed, four percent, about 20, said they

had been sexually assaulted on campus,
while 28 percent said they knew at least one
p>erson who had been sexually assaulted on
campus while a student.

One section of the survey, which was
distributed rarKlomly to co-ed and all

women's dormitories, a sorority ar>d several

classes, dealt with persor>al experierKes of

sexual assault.

The survey used the definition of sexual

assault as "sexual intrusion on oneself

without consent by force, deception or

threat of violence. This includes rape, in-

cest or any event in which one feels sexual-

ly violated."

Or>e of every four women »jrveyed said

they had been sexually assaulted one or

more tinoes in their lives accordir>g to this

definition.

According to the survey results, the legal

definition of rape could have been applied

to 31 percwit of the cases where women
reported assault.

Most of the on-campus attacks occurred
in co-ed dormitories with academic
buildings, fraternities arnJ outdoors cited as
well. All of the women identified their

assailants as men, with one case involving a
group of men, the survey report states.

The survey showed the victims believed
or knew 50 percent of the assailants had
been drinking alcohol, 29 percent had been
srrK>king pot. and seven percent were
under the influence or some other drug or
drugs.

Studies by the UMass Alcohol Education
Project, a federally funded program, show
that 30 percent of reported rapes, either the
victim, assailant or both were under the in-

fluence of alcohol.

The survey showed 36 percent of the vic-

tims had been drinking at the time of the
assault. Under the Massachusetts law,
drunkefrtess is not a defense for rape.

More than 90 percent of both victims and
assailants were reported to be white by the
women surveyed. Blacks comprise about
five percent of the University population. It

is a common myth that most rapes are
black men against white women, while this

is true in only three percent of cases accor-
ding to several studies.

Only 13 percent of the women assauKed
on campus reported the incident to police.

Most victims told a friend or relative while
29 percent told no one. In order of frequen-
cy, the reasons cited for not reporting
were: fear of poor treatment or lack of in-

terest, fear of embarassment; didn't want
anyone to find out; to protect assailant and
others. The major reason for not reporting
the incident to medical personnel was a
feeling of non-r>ecessity.

f
^^''^

Gabriel Barbaro finds a comfortabia parch In tha playhousa of tha Skinnar Lab
School. (Staff photo by Dan Vullamiar.)

Gas shortage may cramp
Memorial Day weekend

Studentresearch reveals
UMass lighting underpar

BOSTON |>1/*l - Service stations in

Massachusetts will not close this weekend
to protest federal price regulations, but

dwindling gasoline supplies may make
things different during Memorial Day
weekend, the head of the Bay State

Gasoline Retailers Association said.

"We felt that this would not hurt the

Department of Energy or the oil companies,
and it would hurt the consumer and in turn

the service stations," said group executive

/

director Maurice Langelier.

Gasoline stations in nr«any states

originally planned to close Thursday
through Sunday to protest the Energy
Department's price regulations, but the
plan was aborted this week in most of the

states because of fear of government
retaliation and a consumer backlash.

Langelier said his group's board of

directors voted unanimously last week not

to observe the protest.
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Thought for graduation:

You work all your life and then you die

By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

A survey of campus lighting conducted
by a student-based research group released

last Friday classifies about 30 percent of the

campus as poorly lit.

The survey, conducted from late fall to

February by the women's issues team of

the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy cites "ornamen-
tal" lighting in residential areas, parking

lots and the center of campus as a major

problem. The survey also cites parking lots

as the areas with the worst lighting.

The document will be included in the com-
mittee's report to Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery on violence against women, said

Terry McDonald, a former SCERA full time
staff member who coordinated the

lighting survey.

The lighting classifications were: Very

good 400 feet clear visibility; good -300

feet; fair 200 feet; poor- 100 feet; very

poor- less than 50 feet and unlit, almost

complete darkness.

Five student members of SCERA, as well

as McDonald and Collegian Women's
Editor Fran Basche covered the majority of

the campus one evening in January to

evaluate the lighting.

The survey's conclusions and recom-
mendations, that better lighting replace or-

namental fixtures and more lighting added

to parking lots, agree with the conclusiona
and recommendations made by other cam-
pus groups involved in safety.

UMass Police Chief Robert Joyce haa
said lighting could be a key to safety on
campus, noting the same dimly Kt

walkways aruf parking lots the survey
describes, such as the comnr>on pathways
around the Orchard Hill and Central

Residential areas. Common paths often us-

ed as shortcuts by students are not
recognized as walkways and are usually not
lit and are often in a wooded area, tl>e

survey states.

A survey on sexual assault released

yesterday by the Everywoman's Center
shows that 84 percent of about 500 women
surveyed think better lighting is needed on
campus and would make them feel safer.

Eighty-seven percent of the women
surveyed responded they "always or at

times" feared for their physical safety while

on campus, (see related story this page.)
McDonald said the survey was conducted

because "women were being raped on
campus and we (the women's issues team)
believed the main danger to women on
campus is the lack of proper lighting." She
said although this is not the only hazard in

regards to women's safety, improved
security and increased lighting would im-

prove safety conditions.

TURN TO PAGE 8

END OF
SEMESTER
CLEARANCE
SALE
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Till May 18th

All 7.98 albums our price 4.55

8.98 4.99

9.98 5.60

10.98 6.45

11.98 6.99

12.98 7.39

13.98 . 7.99

14.98 8.59

Come in and help yourself to these low low prices, Monday
through Friday, 10-5 p.m. Next to the Hatch.

Union Records Unlimited will be closing for the summer on Fri.,

May 18, at 5 p.m. We would like to thank our many members and

friends for supporting their-STUDENT RUN-record store.

We wish every one a summer of "UNLIMITED" fun

See you in the fall

£d King
T-Shirfs

• Puarocv.
JUST Ut£ £0f
• IK CCLCRSf
•CkN-DO/

ON TIE CONCOUBE

CMJ. 5l-5-»»
546-964-1

out inNike!
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BlackAffairs
Comparison between Amherstand Tupelo

Letters-to-the-Editor
Open letter to people of color, especially

African people, and concerned whites
This academic y€«f is almost at its vkJ,

Mid since we wvill be leaving the University

this summw^, ¥we wouki like to share some
infornrvation with people who are returning.

We have experienced many changes, bo^
positive and negative during our five years

at UMass, and we de^n it our res^ransibiiity

to share our perc^tk^s and understan-

ding so that it can be utilized in whatever
way possible.

Durir>g the 1978-79 school year we ha^^
M experienced an escalation in the expres-

son overt racism in the form of physical,

psychological, and mental attacks; the ex-

pression of overt sexism in similar foims;

cutbacks in Affirmative Action and suppwt
services for alt students; less accountability

to students on the p>art of university ad-

ministrators in regar(te to (tocnk>n-makir^;

and a general increase of irfienation ak>ng

with physical, mental, and psychological

vk>ience committed by various individuals

arnj groups against others, especially peo
pie of color and women.
We have also experier>ced an increase of

incoming students who have little

Mvareness of historical events and attitudes

which have led to the current state of af-

fairs. More and more students wtK) are cur-

rently matriculating appear to have a limited

knowledge about and concern for local, na-

tional, arKi intematiorul social and political

events -ranging from University budget

cuts to apartheid in South Africa. Many of

^)u view the events tfwt occurred in ttw

paan 25 years simply as past history; you
may as well be studyir^ rhe War of 1812.

Many of you view people wfK) continue to

keep alive the iKues, ideM, and spirit

which wwe promir^ent in the 1960's as out-

dated relics wfK} are out of tune to today's

reality.

Please be aware that in order to effective-

ly combat the attacks that people of color

f>ave suffered, we will need the participa-

tion of all strata ar>d sectors of our com-

munity If anyone thinks tfwt the fun
damental cfunges that are needed in this

society and even at UMa» will occur
without constant and intensive struggle,

you an due a rude a^kening from a fan-

tasy-

We ha\« attempted to alwa^ support
jwogranive causes dunng our time here at

UMa». both on an individual and group
t>asis. We have rr^de mistakes, as everyone
has; however, tfw salvation for all of us lies

not in finding people with tfie perfect line

and actiOTM, but firding people with nM
faith in tt>e eventual victory of aN oppraaaed
people and an unswerving dedicition to

stn^l^ until this is accomplished.
To concerr»ed whites, your role is very

important. It is ^Mjr responsibility to cwi-
tinually combat the forces within your com-
nnirMty which obstruct the struggles of all

people working for change. In tfie times
afiead, people wiH be uniting on issues and
concerns which we have in common.
Always remember tfiat the right of self-

determination for every group is ir^lienable

and should not be k>st in any coalition or

alliance.

Only time will tell what the fruits of all of

our li^wr will be. PleMe do rwt t>ecome
discouraged by setbacks and tests. View
them as part of your educational pro^MS
and find ways to incorporate painfully

learned l^isoru into your aruilysis and plans

for ttw future. This is wfiat must be done
regarding the activities that occurred in the
1960's Our struggle will not be easy, and as
concrete conditions become vM>rse. greater

sacrifice will be needed from all of us. Do
not allow negative, pessimistic ur>de:ming
or cynical people to deter you or discourage
you from doing what you know you must
do. Remember tt>e much used, and still ap-
propriate saying, "If there is no struggle,

then there is no progress."

Nkrumah and Anika Olinga
HR Butterfieid Dorm

Maytie rni one else liked Nummo News'
picture of President Ward from Amherst
C^lege on top of a Klu Klux Klanner but I

did. Today, as I read of the 70 Amherst
College students being suspended, tlM
political photo-cartoon seemed even nwre
appropriate.
The background picture is y/ery familiar.

It was taken about a year ago in Tupelo,
Mississippi at a Klan rally where various
KKK'ers removed their hoods to re^^al

three local policemen, as Skip Robinson,
an October DVP spacer, testifrad.

I think some parallels can be drawn
between what is going on in Tupelo,
Mississippi and here in Amherst. In that

respect Numnfx>'s photo-cartoon is well

chosen.
Tupelo, Mississippi is part of Jirrwny

Carter's "New South." Low wages,
discrimination and anti-union laws created
an open invitation for the many
multinational corporations that have fled

the North in search of greater profits. After

a case of particularly brutal pblice attacks,

the United League, a black grassroots

organization, began organizing boycotts
and marches. The United League has
grown in size and effectiveness.

In their fight against discrimination,

unemployment and police brutality a new
tokfl factor watered the situation The Klu

Klux Klan began open nr>eetings and
marches with the full cooperation and in

some casm participation of the local police.

United League members have been
harassed and intimklated. Or. Sunn, a
League official, was attacked and fourteen

bullet holes now adorn his station wagon.
But the Un*(ed League and the people

that have joined the freedom rriovement

have proven thenwelvM a threat to the

Mississippi power structure. And now the

power sturcture is moving against the

League in a coordinated way. A year ago
thoy relied on the Klan to do their dirty

work. But the League backed the Klan
down and taught people not to fear them.
So now the politicians, fudges, police and
businessmen are openly joining the attack

.

Last month two separate and entire

peaceful marches were arrested in

Okalona, Mississippi.

In Amherst we've had similar

developments. A couple of years igo there

were the cross burnings at Hampshire
College and at UMass There are also

numerous physical attacks on black

students in the area. Just this yejr a brick

WM thrown through the Malcolm X Center
window. New Africa House is the scene of
arson attempts and Seta Rampersad deatti
remains an unsolved crime, etc. e^
Definitely a terrifying atmosphere even if

the KKK hasn't had public meetings yet.

This kind of atmosphere is carried on
within the power structure also. Tfie

number of black students at area schools is

down Special programs are coming uruier

the budget cleaver. There is the Bakke
decision. At Amherst College though the
black students (with strong campus-wide
support) said enough is enough. ArrK>ng
other things the students wanted the
continuation of the black fr«><ihman

orientation arKi more input into policy

decisions. Wfwn negotiations proved
fruitless, Converse Hall was tak^ over.

President Ward promised to reconsider.

They left. Ward's reply is finally negative on
every single demand. Amherst College's

most recent statement being the
suspension of 70 students for the duration
of tf^ occupation so that it would be on
their permanent record.

\n Amherst or Tupelo. Mississippi you
have the violence and terrifying at-

mosphere. In Amherst or Tupelo we have
the official power structure attacks on
Mack people thru such legalities as budget
cuts, program elimir^tions and suspen-
wons.

Sonr>e white students recently felt

compelled to defend President Ward
against Nummo's "slanderous" political

photo-cartoon. I don't understand this.

Ward may have some best friends that are

black or even allow one to move in next

door but surely actions speak louder than
words. As president of Amherst College he
is ultimately resp>onsible for the elimination

of the k>iack orientation program, the drop
in minority enrollment etc. That's not
something to defend. Nummo News didn't

and should be commended.
As a white «:»udent myself, I found the

picture insrj'itt'ii. Ward, his successors
and fellow college presidents and Trustees
have *hf responsibility for institutionalized

racts'v They also have responsibility for

ti'-iion increases, budget cuts, investments
1 South Africa and the elimination of

special programs. These people are no
friends of students and faculty, white or

black.

. Charles Bagli

Revolutionary Student Brigade

Brother Khalil joins in the presentation of Movin Spirit

held Saturday in New Africa House. Accompanying him in

a recitation of 'The Creator Has a Master Plan" is pianist

Bobby Davis, vocalist and musician Terry Jenoure (not

shown) and percussionist Steven John. (Photo by E<f

Cohen)

Five pledge
Alpha Phi Alpha
RENEE MOBLEY
Btack Affairs Staff

On Sunday night May 5. five

undergraduate students became the first

line of UMass students to pledge the
prestigious Black fraternity. Alpha Phi
Alpha

.

The pledging for this organization began
nearly six weeks ago as ten students ap
plied to the fraternity, were approved by
the chapter and accepted as sphinxmen.

Five of these ten origional students sur

vived th^ rigorous character and academic
requirements to qualify for membership.
The five that "went over" are: Michael
Baugh, a junior sports managing major,
Paul Campbell, a senior accounting major,

Darwin Davis, Jr. a freshman business ma-
jor. Ken Mahan Jr., a Freshman business
major and Michael Santos, a senior political

science major.
Alpha Phi Alpha is an international Black

fraternity that was founded in 1906 by six

Black college students of Cornell University

in Ithica, New York . Since then the fraterni-

ty has extended its membership to over
200,000 deserving Black men.

It boasts the membership of several well

known figures including Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., Duke Ellington, Associate
Justice Thurgood Marshall and former
United States Senator Edward Brook.
Alpha Phi Alpha is still in the process of

establishing an Amherst chapter at UMass.
Because there is no chapter here the new
pledges were initiated into the Theta lota

Lambda graduate chapter of Alpha Phi
Alpha in Springfield, Mass.
The fraternity and its various chapters

throughout the world participate in pro
grams and projects designed to benefit and
uplift the community. Presently the
organization is participating on a national

drive to raise money for the United Negro
Colleoe fund.

Above: Vocalist Vergie Kelly participates in the first annual
Mother's Day presentation sponsored by the Black Mass
Communications Project. Below: Vergie Kelly presents an
appreciation award to David Jackson, director of the
Voices of New Africa House Choir for his dedication and
service. (Photo by Ed Cohen)

E WAVE N'T

60TT^ AB^Ll-

FOR THREE

Announcements
Historically, Washington, D.C. has been the spotlight for

African Liberation Day. People from all over the United

States gather to speak on issues, concerning the plight of

people in Africa and how these problems are associated to

the people in the United States.

This years program is scheduled for Friday. May 18th,

and Saturday, May 19th. The specifics of the program are

listed below:
May 18th: Symposium in the Blackbarn Center 10a.m. -

-6p.m.
Concert with Gil Scott Heron in Crampton Aud. 7:30

p.m.
Mav19th: March and Rally at Malcolm X Park 10a.m.

On Friday, May 18th at 8 a.m., a van will leave from New
Africa House. I he cost tor the transportation down to

Washin|0ton, DC. will be twelve dollars. For more in-

formation about the program and transportation, contact

John at 546 4538.

Wednesday. May 16, 1979.

2 bedroom garden apartment from
$290. Included In your rent are heat
and hot water.

NOW ACCEPTING DEPOSITS FOR
FALL RENTALS
For your convenience:

4- Free UMass bus to town and campus
-I- Stove, refrigerator, disposal, and dishwasher
+ Fully carpeted
+ Wall to wall closets
+ Cablevision available

*

I- 1 'A miles from Mt. Farms and Hampshire Malls
+ 24 hour maintenance staff

Our new rental office is located
at 156A-1 Brittany Manor Drive.

yCollggaa

Take first entrance
Rental Hours-M F9 5, Sat. 10-2
2568534

*MINIMUM
10 MONTH

tou JsM:CI lot UHTHItiW
ffyrou missed our exciting

8-page circular, be sure

10 pick one up at the

store rts loaded w.y.

mor}ev savmg values

Vbu'll Like The Difference

LEASE

Brittany Bbiior

up
to

PricM effoctive Wednesday. May 16
thru Saturday. May 19, 1979

' >«»..* !•«.<»» IxtMianj mr leto»v i.,,- .,» i-it.-.,..

Equal
opportunity

housing

BOARDERS
Phi Mu Delta fraternity is

looking for people to live in

our house at Fraternity-
Sorority Park behind Orchard
Hill. We offer a quiet setting,
single rooms, and full kitchen
facilities. Cost is $20 a week
with no security deposit. For
info call Lee or Mark at
545-2163.

Brookside Farm Fresh

Whole
Chickens

DINNERABELL
Smoked
Shoulder

'2 3 lb.

avg.

Cut-Up

ysAVe

Valua
Trim

4 to 5 lb. avg.

.Walir AdtM

u^eor

Frash
2V^ to 3 lb. avg.
Cut up » 65*

,r. Deli Feature!

Qerman

Mr. Dali

Frashly

Slicad pound

Boneless

Underblade
Steak

USDA
CHOICE

Beef
Chuck

Spam Luncheon Meat. . l- *1~
Jell-O Gelatins -«S2£~- . 3s^ *1

Wisk Detergent r-tsr .^Ji1^
Sunsweet Prune Juice '>^7S*
Orange Juice ^;;;:r- - 69*
SaladaTea Bags .-.v.95*
Friends Baked Beans r 2'„i89*

sive: rlnast

Richmond
Tomatoes

Lo-Fat
Milk

16 oz.

cans

gallon
plastic

Jug

SAVE^oSS'

Krispy

Crackers
Yelk>w Ripe
Bananas

Sunshine

,.»->

SmuciiC' «

Grape Jelly
2 lb.

Banana Pop Kits - 69^
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ER IN AMllEl

Catalogs are available at the
Sunimer Session office at Whitmore)

where early registration

is now going on.

REGISTERNOW BEFORE CXXIRSES FILL UP!

Use summer to your advantage

take some of those core requirements
- pursue an early graduation date
— Get Ahead

!

SUMMERS-
SESSION

Summer Session Office,

Whitmore, UMass/Amherst
545-3653

SBBS^^a^mm^^BBm^mmm Wedn^day. May 16. t9TO

Timilty enters race

for mayor's office

third time around
By ABN£R KArZMAN
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON 14^1 State Sen Jos^h F Timilty en

tered his third mayor's race yesterday, trumpeting the
war cry that Kevin H. White has turned City Hall into a
public relations device for keying himsrtf in office.

"The mayor's image and his d^ire to per(»tuate
himself in office are tfie major priorities of city gover
nment " said Timilty, whose announcement in his
Mattapan home makes him the fourth (teciared can
didate and opponent of 10 ^ar incumbent White.
With his wvife and three children by his side in a corner

of their crowded living room, Timilty charged that
public officials have "become instrurr«nts of public
relations, and added that "funds intended to |KonfK>te
our city resemble a campaign tre^Hjry to advance tfie

interests of the mayor ,

'

Recent newspaper accounts r^jorted many city

employees who are members of White's political

organization received sutetantial pay ra«e« after
White's tax classification canr^Mign wm victorious last

fall

TimiHy also blamed White for inequitable property tax
levels, claiming "I have a plan for tax reform that if the
Legislature acc^ted it, there would be a major shift in

the burden of property taxes
"

But he declined to reveal the plan f(M anotfter three
weeks.

While admitting White's administration has made
progress in sortie areas, Timilty, who is chairman of the

Nationai Commission on Neighborhoods, said the two
mam issues of his campaign will t>e cnme ar>d

inadequate and overpriced city servicee.

But. he used a shotgun approach in his campaign
announcement, blaming the White administration for

public school absenteeism, court involvement in school
administration and property assessm^it, and runaway
municipal payrolls.

Timilty, who is chairman of the Legislature's Joint
Legislation Committee on Urban Affairs, indicated he
will run as the candidate of the neighborhoods, which
he said are b«ng ignored by White in his drive to stay in

office.

-»ocin;wc

Bare Traps Sandals.

.\«'W slvU>s and (•<>)< m-s.

mfuliiriy r3>.(l>i.

14.95

ItoHitMi Hiiilliv .'iMtiiaii

M"nilu> I.I Kruhn. |iiiiiM»<«». S.itiinliiv lilHi:i»i n*.!

THANKS
for shopping at the University Store this past
semesltn Wr* look forward to serving you next year
But, don't frucjpt wf? rf open all summer Our
hours Will 1)1- Mon t-n 8 30 4 30

GOOD LUCK
with your linal exams papers .inri pro|ects Good
luck tti those looking for |ohs and graduate pro
grams as well

CON-
GRATULA-
TIONS

I
drgri",', next wi'ck Don't

I ap (jnwn tt innoum enienfs
,)t fl If I IriiviTSlty Sl( ire

-HAVE A GOOD
^--^SUMMER

from the staff of

Wednesday, IVIay 16, 1979,
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Ya gotta

buck,

stranger?

This w» going to be, % you might well
guess by the hints drop-kicked at you
the last few weeks, the last one, the coup
de grace, the final monument to a career
that found academic probation constantly
tagging behind it. a career that has fur-

nished Its possessor with the fundamentals
of intramural theory, a career that has seen
the Naked and the Dead (both last

Saturday).

That is, this was going to be the last one.
But you see, I've got some news for you.

It isn't. I'm not going.

I don't want to go. Not that I couldn't
make it in the world; I could. I know who
invented hydrogen I can do some national
income accounting. I can ask for a French
bathroom.

Sure they can thrust some twisted scroll

bearirig David Knapp's fake signature on
me. Sure the Bursar's Office can keep
dropping me forms detailing the fact that I

owe them my first born and a five year
supply of nail clippings. Sure the Alumni
office can send me pleas for solvency and
Memorial Hall snacks.

But I won't go. I mean, they can't make
me go, can they? I figure I'll hang out in the

i

niork

Vfildiog

leather shop or something. Make some
new friends, and make be'is and moccasins
for the old friends.

At a price, of course.

At night when the janitors amble through
the Campus Center, you'll find me asleep
on a couch, dreaming of Hatch coffee and
perforated ulcers. By day I'll sing on the

concourse for lunch money. I'll eat out a
frisbee. Or maybe set up a rival Campus
Centei Assistance booth with plane instead

of bus schedules. Clay pipes, maybe.
What? It's already been done? Oh.

I'll be around. You'll see me. I'll be the

one who tags up to you and looks at you
mildly cross eyed and says in a voice
sounding like Walter Brennan in To Have
and Have Not (or Red River or Stagecoach.
or any of the Walt Disney Productions), "I

don't tell you the SGA code or give you a

discount on a stolen vial of tetracycline. I'm

just out there seeing red, riding on a

bucktooth and watermelon rinds. Ya gotta

buck, stranger?"

Yup, I'm staying. Can't say for how long,

although for the rest of my life seems like a

fair prediction. Don't want to veg, mind
you. I'll audit courses. They'll call me The
Auditor. I'll go around saying, "I oughtated
stayed in school. ' And they'll say, "But

you are in school." And I'll say ya gotta

buck or else I'll starve and become the

subject matter for some assistant sociology

professor's doctorate.

No, I'm gonna stick around. I wouldn't

qo out there for all the money in the world.

Unless,* of course, the job started at

minimum wage.

M,i(k WilditH) I--- ,1 Cof/ri/i,in I olumnist.

Editorial/Opinion

TheSemeiteP
thet was.

PUH DRINKW'^jE.

WENT UP TO 20.
PRL5ID£NT KNAPP

WD MOTHINO.

THLPgOTESr SCEME --
NUKE -ISM we

"up, feminism was down. WHIU
COMMUNISM REMAINED UNCHAh4eED.

iXBt.'MEr

eNp-wEiR GCy, GN-DcTr^^ up
LONG UM/fiS UMASS TO VISIT TWE LEEDS
OREEKS. DN)1/THE WTER WAS WEf

SAID KING.

GMTEfUL
CAME FOR SPRING
CONCERT. LIKE WOW.

Letters to the Editor
Legal relief

To the Editor:

Marijuana is so much a part of our daily

lives at UMass that we tend to forget that

it is still illegal. Not only is the widespread
use illegal, but also its legitimate use as a
medicine. There is documentary proof
that marijuana helps relieve the symp-
toms of asthma, glaucoma, and the

nauseating effects of chemotherapy.
Very soon. Senate Bill 11407 comes up

for consideration in Massachusetts. This

bill would make Massachusetts the ninth

state in the country to legalize marijuana

for medicindlpurposes. This wou/d dHow
the people who could be helped by grass
to finally get the relief they need, legally

We can see that this bill gets passed by
the legislature. If everyone would take the
time to write one short letter to their state

senator or representative urging him or
her to vote for this bill, we could stop the

foolishness which exists and makes it im-

possible for some people to get medicine
that they desperately need.

f^ease stop by the National Organiza-

tion for the Reform of Marijuana Laws
table in the Campus Center. We will have
the names and addresses of your senator
or representative. With your letters, we
can help change the ridiculous marijuana

laws in our state.

Larry Cohen
UMass Chapter of NORML

'Best show ever'

To the Editor:

Now. that Spring Concert is over, it's

time to thank those people who made the

best show we've seen at UMass.
Union Program Council ts a student

group who give a lot of time, miss a lot of

classes and flunk an occational course

to help bring the concerts we see here at

UMass. Spring Concert to these students

means not attending their classes for a
week, staying awake the 48 hours before

the concert and then missing the show
because they are too busy working. This

year's concert was coordinated by Jack
Albeck. without whose energy and ex-

perience thir concert would not have hap-

pened The rest of the UPC committee
worked long and hard hours far beyond
what was ever asked of them

Whiff UPC may he the organization

producing the concert it did not happen
without the help and cooperation of this

campus. Listing these people is hardly

thanks enough far what they did

UMass students. Undergraduate Student

Senate; Student Activities Office; f^ul
Hamel, Lorreta and Ginger; Chief Joyce
and UMass Police and public safety; Mike
Maughn and TIX; Dean Field; Fast Eddie
and Jump'in Jim Larose of the Physic^
Plant; Student Senate Note Service; Col-

legian and Stephen Klein; WMUA; Theta
Chi, Beta f*hi. Phi Sig, Phi Mu ft Kappa
Sig; UMass Fire Department; Bursars and
Registrars office; Student Affairs office;

Health services and Alcohol Education;
Floyd and Fritz of the Fine Arts Center;
Undergraduate Communications office;

Athletic Department; Heads of residence;
Accounting office; Student Senate auto
pool; Student Senate transit service;

Outing Club; Wrestling Team; News
Bureau; Arthur Quitadamo; Firw Arts
Center go* Office; Atby end M3k:
Monarch Entertainment; and of course
the Grateful Dead.

Thanks for the opportunity to produce
a great concert UPC will be here again
next year with your help.

Union Program Council

His version

In the fourth paragraph I thought
Tabacco was saying it may be hypocritical
for the government to allow patent laws
to be abused when tfte net result is to
stifle competition by allowing dominant
companies to buy patents for the purpose
of excluding the new technology from the
market place.

In the fifth paragraph Tabacco's point
appeared to be that it might be counter
productive for a company to announce
Its newly discovered technology if it

resulted in Jost revenues on present
products made obsolete by the new
technology.

In the final paragraph Tabacco's
teferences to American Telephone and
Telegraph Co. had to do with a swt
hfought Cgainsi ATftJ by' '^f for
rrwhbpolizmg long lines communications.
The Western Electric Co. ^was rwt
discussed in this context.

Thank you for a/ipwing me to present
my version of soma of the things Tabacco
was trying to convey.

Victor P. Buell
Professor of fy^arketing

School of Business Administration

To the Editor:

/ would like to correct impressions
some readers might have received from
the coverage of the talk Joseph Tabacco,
of the U. S. Department of Justice, gave
to the UMass business and marketing
clubs in the Campus Center on May 1.

The article, entitled, "Lawyer Speaks
About Antitrust Suit Against IBM,

"

appeared on page 11 of the May 2 issue of
the Collegian. / was present for all of
Tabacco's talk and for the question and
answer period.

While the points of difference I will

make may be of no interest to lay people
they are significant for lawyers and for

persons and companies involved in

litigation

While the headline was not incorrect,

Tabacco actually spent nearly all of his

tune on his announced purpose of
providing a practical orientation to the

federal antitrust laws for the benefit of
students studying business management.
Any reltuences to the antitrust suit

against IBM were incidental to his main
message

Witii respect to the reference to IBM in

tfie ifiird paragraph of the article. I un-

derstood Tabacco to be speaking
liypotlieticii/l^

. He was refernng to the
pii/y/ii po/ii V issue that may exist where
proceeding with antitrust litigation

against a potential monopoly must be
weiglied against the danger that the
public interest might not be ser^/ed by
preventing capital concentration in one
eniity if such is needal to bring off costly

tecbnologn al innovation He was not
suggesting IBM as an example of such a
bypotbetii ,il 'itfii,ili()n_

Clarification

To the Editor:

This letter is in reference to the article

on May 9 about Third World and White
women 's groups on campus.
Although the author was correct in

capturing most of what was said about
the different problems and approaches of
these groups, there is one point that I

would like to clarify. The author
misquoted me as saying there is "no
common bond between Third World
women and white women, in the
women 's movement. " I did not say this. It

IS true that I believe that the white
women's movement has to start ad-

dressing and acting upon issues of racism

if we are to include Third World women;
tbat women as well as men have to deal
witb tfie reality of racism in our lives,

winch IS a white person's problem We
must deal with all we have learned lor

never learned] about people of color in

our schools, homes, and work places,

and start reeducating ourselves.

Let me clarity one more mistake that
IK I urred in the article. The Committee To
End Repression is not a women's group
.mil not a student organization. The
(ornrnittee is a multi racial group of
t ommunity folk, working folk, and
students We will continue working to

lenni'i) tbe Si'ti R.unni'r^^d i ,^ki' and
( 1)1 •' III '

f 'i/>( •)(/

;<,s//( , Iff rjcisrn and scMj.i.' Dppre: ion

Lesley Meirovitz
Committee To End Repression
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*H WMt f^ that an extensive survey di
in which lighting was poor could be

iMtd to pressure the administration into
making improvments," McDonald said.
George Norton, UMass physical plant

director, said "Any money that is needed
for major improvements will come from the
University's requesting of a capital outlay
appropriation frcmt the state legislature.
Any major pro|ects, lighting, roadways
eome from the state, yet we never get wtwl
MM request,

"

Norton said the only money now accessi-
ble is an operating budget which is used to
cover fuel He said it is barely enough to
maintain the ^ectricity use of the university
due to budget cuts. Norton also said there
are 150 vacancies in the maintenance
department, making repairs of brokwi
lights stow.

The survey showed the common paths
arourKJ ttte Central ar>d Orchard Hill aieas
to be poorly lit with shubbery and trees
blocking visibility, citing the path from Or-

chard Hill to the Health Center as a maior
hazard. The SCERA team recommended
spotlights for these areas

Another dimly lit area noted by the
survey is parking lot 44, near the Sylvan
ReM^niai area where a woman was r^>ed
iNs semester.
The Northeast Residwitial Area was

found to be well lit, although the team
rK)ted hazardous areas, such as the nor
ttwast side of Worcester Dinir>g Commons
and the north court behind Hamlin and
Knowlton dormitori^ near parking lot 43.
The Southw^t RMidential Area, which

housM 5.600 students, was found to have
fair to good lighting in rrwst of xht area.
Some of the poorly lit areas were due to
lights not in working order Other hazards
noted were an unlit skating shelter near
Pierpont Dormitory, metered lots on Fear
ing Street and some stain^veHs around
Berkshire Dinir>g Commons.
The core area of campus, was found to

be poor to moderately lit as a result of "or
r^mental lignting " Some of the worst
areds noted by the survey are paths from
the Campus Center circle, areas around the
textbook Annex, in between the garage
arnJ Machmer Hall, and the areas sides of
Hasbrouck and parking lot 31, behind the
Er>gineering lab.

The survey as t>een given to Diedra D.
Kedesdy. dean of admissions

Rob Gilberi

Thanks
for four

great years

A. Fox

a»»——»ai#*»»»aaa#»»»»<iaaa<i»aaaa»a»»a»a»a»»»a»a»i

UMASS STATIONERY,
BANNERS, and
PENNANTS

at

A.J. HASTINGS
newsdealer & stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst :

SUMMER
HOUSING

~Pi KAPPA ALPHA'
*1 block from campus
Singles available

>Full kitchen facilities

Free parking

Full time housekeeper

CaU now For bcsx clioicc of rooms!
Elliot or Ralph, 545-2150 or 545 0047

SIDEWALK
SALE!

SUPER SAVINGS!

I

Women's

SHOES

20% savings
on Dexter,

Zodiac 8- all

clogs

Thurs.-Sat.

Sidewalk
Sale

'/
v,>

/

other specials
also! -

1S7 n. pleasant st<^ amKerst, ma.

1979 COMMENCEMENT
Date: Saturday, May 26. 1979

Time: 10:00 am
Place: Alumni Stadium

Any undergraduate degree candidate who anticipates completing degree requirements by the end of the calendar year 1979
IS eligible ^^ P^/j'Ctpate in the 1979 ceremony Questions concerning academic status should be directed to the Records Office

Distribution of caps and gowns
Where: University Store

When: May 1 May 25, 1979
Time: 10:00 am 4:00 p.m., Monday Friday

Also: 8:00 10:00 am, Saturday, May 26 at Alumni Stadium

PLEASE BRING YOUR ID!

Doctoral Hoods will be available at the University Store at a cost of $24 00 each.

Accomodations: a limited number of rooms will be available for relatives and other guests the nights of May 25 in Universi
*y nousmg Please contact the University Conference Office, 545 2591.

COMMENCEMENT DAY SCHEDULE
9 15am Robing for Commencement: '

•Masters/Doctoral candidates assemble at the northwest end of stadium (on the gravel area),
•Arts and Sciences graduates assemble at the southwest end of the stadium (on the gravel area between the facilities
building and the stadium wall*

•Physical Education, Health Sciences, Engineering, Education and non-traditjonal programs should assemble at the
southeast end of the stadium (on the gravel area between the facilities building and the stadium wall);
•Food h Natural Resources and Business graduates should assemble at the northeast end of the stadium (on the qravel
area)

^

10 (X) am Procession Begins

Noon Commencement Ceremony Ends

In the event of rain: there is no alternative rain site: commencement will be held outside in Alumni Stadium regardless
of weather A delay of two (2) hours will be announced in the event of torrential rains. Listen to local radion stations that morn
•ng to see if the ceremony has been delayed.

Invitations or tickets are not required for admittance.

Seating will be on a first come first served basis.

For further information: Office of Public Affairs, 545-2560

Collegian •

UMass
Activities
Calendar

c
WEDNESDAY
May 16, 1979 3

Bottwood Walk Spring Marketplacs. 10
a.m. - 4 p.m., er>tertainment, crafts, food.

Meetings
Lesbian Union Ganaral Meeting LU Of-
fice, 7 p.m.

Overeaters Anonymous. First Congrega-
tional Church, Northampton, 8 p.m.

( THURSDAY

^

V May 17, 1979 J

Meetings
Committee Against Repression organiz-

ing to reopen the Seta Rampersad case
Roonr^ 1^1© CC, 7 30 p.m

House Church People, dessert, 730
p.m , Sabey's 558 South Pleasant St., For

ride call Pete at 5-2661

c
TUESDAY
May 22. 1979J

Meetings
Chess Club. CC 805 - 809, 7:30 p.m., tmng
sets and clocks

c
THURSDAY
May 24, 197979)

Social Events
Senior Day with NRBQ, Fountainhead,
and B. Willie Smith.

c
SATURDAY
May 19, 1979D C

SATURDAY
May 26, 1979 D

Social Events
Malcolhi X Center Annual Southwest
Picnic

1979 Commencement Ceremony,
Alumni Stadium, 10 a.m. rain or shine.

Summer Flicks

The Student Activities

Office extends best wished
to the Class of 1979 for a

bright and happy future.

MODERN
CLASSICS

JULIA
June 5. CCA, 7 and 9 15 p m $ 50

M*A*S*H
June 12. CCA, 7 and 9 15 p m $ 50

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD
June 19, CCA. 7 and 9 30 p'm, $ 50

OLIVER
Jufu' 26, CCA 7 and 9 46 p m , $ 50

A HERO AIN'T NOTHING
BUT A SANDWICH

July 3, CCA, 7 and 9 p m $ 50

ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK
HOLMES SMARTER BROTHER
July 10. CCA, 7 and 9 15 p m , $ 50

HARRY AND TONTO
July 1

-

,
CCA. / and 9: 15 p m . $ 50

1776
July M, CCA / and 9 45 p.m . $.50

SCOTT JOPLIN
July 31, SUB. 7 .iod 8 45 n ni . $50

KING OF HEARTS
August 8. SUB, 7 and 9 p m $ 50

OR ZHIVAGO
Aiiqiisf 14. M-ih,n Auditofiuni. / p m., $ 50

GOLDEN OLDIES

DUCK SOUP
June 7, CCA, 7 and 8 45 p m , free

EAST OF EDEN
June 14. CCA. ?i^§;16p m , free

IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT
June 21 , CCA, 7 and 9 p.m.j, Iree

ADAM'S RIB
June 28, Mahar Aad,, 7 and 9 p.m , free

ARSENIC AND OLD LACE
July 5, Mahar Aud , 7 and 9pm, free

JEZEBEL
July 12. Mahar Aud 7 and 9pm, free

PHANTOM OF THEOPERA
July 19, 7 and 8 45 p m , ff«»

Srient vyith mustc

CASABLANCA/MALTESE FALCON
afcily 26, CCA . 7 and 9 p.m , Uee

PHILADELPHIA STORY
^Uj9ittt2, SUB. 7 and 9 16pm , free

ON THE WATERFRONT
August 9,CCA , 7 and 9pm, free

MY L:'
^

Any 16, Mah.ii mh.j

hk;kA0EE
/ andH 45p rn *t<^\

SAT.MAY 12-19

'•ACie

WOMEN
Try boarding at a sorority

next semester. Call us at

Tri-Sigma

253-9066 near campus
545-0046 singie avail.

Pa

SfLfcr

1 , 'Vo^;
«-^ ^i)

^-^^.^^

WOMENS

25% OFF
our already low prices

r.

'"^^
oow

.tff>4>.

UP TO

25%
OFF ^

,
.SELECTED

BASKET!

A Store-full of Ideas
Downtown Amfierst

MAV€RO
tops and shorts

in the sportswear shop

Sale ends May X

.theUN^/ERSITYSDRE
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To place a classified ad. diop by the

Collegian oHice ICC 1131 between 8 45

am, and 3:46 p m Monday through Fri

day or u^ our handy dip and nfwil forcTi

found in most issues of the Co/fegian

Classified deadline is 345 p m two days
in advance of publication date ^H Collegian

Classifieds1 Collegian classified rates are: daily,

45c per line, five consecutive issues. 40c

per line per day; 30 consecutive issues,

30c pef line per day One line is roughly

equivalent to 38 characters.

AUTO FOR 8AU
1il3 VW CampmobNtt. eaOO mi., rebuilt

anyne. good cond.. Rogar. 5«-2567.

VW for aato. for parts, 1970 bug. I1S0. caN

thm 6. 772-i<14.
^

^af<i.2Vag—.9Oodoffarsacc.S4M901

tl Chav. Im^la. AT, PS, PB. air. muat

aa«. 1660 or BO. 247 5481. eve.

1190 Pontiac . good condition, must saWI

C^ S46-C579. Jim, call evenings.

„, i Rat 124. 4 door sedan. 64K, AM/FM,
functional b fun. Go<^value at $1250. Call

(
PWrfie in rm 421 at 153-9963.

fchavy Malibu. 66.000 milas, excellent

condition in and out, good gas mileage,

AM/ FM/ cnsett., many options. S975 or

iftm offw. J«H. 253^7068.

70 ICarmaf^n Ghta. many new parts, bdy

Ir. need generator, gd trans.. $700,

We buy uaad cay. 256^433 or 549 5886.

70 Pontiac Catalirta: auto, air cond . tun-

ed up & inspected, runs fir>e (15 mpg) Just

a muffler soon Only $400. 586^3724

VW412. 1974. good mpg, air conditioning,

radio radials. 62.00 mi., new battery,

$2000. 253 9686.

Ifl2 Olds, great condition, 40.000 mi.

1500, Carolyn, 6^1484 or 5-0626

H71 Rat 124 sport spider. $1500, excellent

mechanical condition, service records

avail . convert & hard top. other extras,

body needs some attention, call Rich at

665^840 for a teat dnve.
^

72^Datsun wagon 510. body rough, runs

well, 4 speed , $750. 549^6849

^Audi 100LS, 4 door, red, immac. in ar>d

cm. needs muffler. $1300, 549 6849^^_
1971 Int. Scout. 4wd, $1000 or BO, Ed,

549^4629

Save 15% off your auto insurance with a

MHL auto alarm system Area's lowest

rates. Call 546 9639 or 546-1131

FOR RENT

Want to live in Boston this sum' Rm avail,

with liv., kitch.. at .J din. rm rights, m Ig

town house in quiet res area in S End. 8

min. walk from Cop. Sq.. call Steve.

236-1166, leave mes.

Rooms available for fall semester, reserve

now. phone 549 1695. 5:00 pm. 6:00 p.m.,

549-0252, midnight to 2:00 a.m.

Rooms available for summer rental,

phone between 5 00 p m & 6:00 pm for

info, call 549^1695 or 549-0252. nrwd. 2 am

Houses -3 bedrooms/ $350: 4 bedrooms

at $410 for Sep» 5 bedroom for June 1 at

$380 All in Northampton and plus utilities.

Skibiski, Realtors. 584 3428

One bedroom in 3 bedroom Puffton

Village apt Available June thru August.

Perfect for summer school students. Ac-

cess to pool, tennis and basketball courts,

Or>ly $86 a month. If interested, call

549 1493.

Cape Cod cottages for rent, for 4 pcrs.,

11100 + up. call 1 (617) 77 1 4668. W Yar .

In Belchertown. large, sunny apt. on the

bus route Located in old farmhouse, $200

per month, incl. util Call 323 4912.

Rooms to rent at Pi Lambda Phi. 14 Elm

St., $150 for summer, $25 security, kitchen

and laundry facilities, short walk to campus

andtowrv

3 bedroom apt., 105 Meadow St ,

Amherst, convenient location, on bus

route, $350 mo . call 549-5153

"forsHe"

Double bed, mattress & box spring, $65,

kitchen table. $30, bureau, $15, call

5494729.

Furniture — some brand new last semester,

tome older Call Bethy, 256 0479 __
Summer cruising! 10 spd.. 23". exc

cond , many new parts, asking $110, Stew,

6-2639

Albums -P Smith- Easter, D Summer
new. ^5241.

Minolta SRT101 camera. 546 5083, CT!

O^cu. ft. GE fridge, runs quiet, Mark.

6^7, __„
Furniture for sale! All kinds' Including

hide a bed. For info, call Joyce. 256 8491,

nights

2lburner hot plate. caM 546-8672.

Furniture for sale, must sell, 266 6604

RafrtQttOf for WtJ; BO. 546-a077.

New dMnf equip.- US Divers h
Parkway equip., contact Had. 549-6488.

after 6 p.nv

1 Raleigh Pro. 3 Paramount- ac. raaa.

uade- in« accepted. S4B4648.

Bedroom furnitura. cheap, cait JoyM,
2a& 6989, eve^

1970 Dodge, eng. reb.. $600. 20" color TV.

$150. used waging mach.. $70, 2 used

tvpewrs.. $25 aa.. all neg.. (413) 628-4594.

0V9S. =^_^__,_^^

New Olih 7 skia. never mounted. 196cm.

$100 Peter. 2S3-S226.

Clogs! Clogsl Clogal AN handcrafted - all

priced, $18- $23. Vermont Clog Factory

Store- Carnage Shops- N. Pleasant St..

Amherst.

Ciogal Oogal Clogal All handcrafted - all

priced $18- $23. Vermont Clog Factory

Store- Carriage Shops, N. Pleasant St..

Amherst.

Gift i<toa: have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256^732, bet. 9-10 a.m.

1 pr. COM. Super Tacks, size 7%, $60, call

Dean. 546^7439, exc. cond. __^
3"cu. ft

349-2615.

frig.. 4 mo. old. $90. Fred

FOUND

Found—watch in Herter. call 549-5962.

Found -glasses behind Cashin, call

6^4328

Found -long-haired F dog w/ NH licenst*.

white face, tan-black markings. 666-4324.

HELP WANTED

Need summer work? 5000 students can't

be wrong" They made $2993 first summer &
$4863 the second si':nmer with us. Car

preferred , not req. Call 253-2597.

UMass summer school resident

assistants Must enroll in summer school

and live in James House. May 29 Aug 22.

Information and job description can be

picked up at HR apts in James and

TfK>reau Houses m Southwest. Applies

tions due F n.. May 18

Want a change of pace? Lincoln Hill, an

educational camp in Foxboro for special

needs children, seeks creative, hard work

ing persons to coordinate rrwintenance or

to cook in fast paced, exciting, out doors

setting. Live in. (617) 876-6115.

Rewarding, exciting summer: counselor

at Lincoln Hill, an educational camp in Fox

boro for special needs children Live in.

(617) 876-6115 for application^

Housepeople needed for ^11 semester,

get off the OC meal plan and qet free meals

in exchange for kitchen work, if interested

call Warren or Shawn at 545-2150 or

545-0047. between 5:00-6:00 p.m.

Would you like experience in public rela

tions? WMUA radio offers valuable training

for media and publicity work Contact:

Judith Schaefer at 545^2876 or 253 2538.

Skilled paint crew, carpenter, cabinet-

maker, mason, summer, Amherst,

549 6478

Students need for selling. Great commis

sion your own hours. Car probably need

ed. Call 253 3381, Jeffery Amherst

Bookshop. .

INSTRUCTION

Basic auto mechanic workshop. Sum
mer classes now forming. Limited enroll-

ment, 28 hours, classroom theory & shop.

Auto Skills, Box 210, Amherst 01002.

2fe3-7967.

Hot air balloon rides, lessons, sales pro-

motions, Amherst Hot Air Balloon Co. intro

flight, $45. 253 3834, day or eve

LOST

Lost -white heart- pendant w/ gold

chain extreme sentimental value, call

6-076^

Puppy! 2 mos.. male.

James, 256 8870.

y, bik., Vi wht..

Lost - set of keys on initialed leather ring in

March, but' I'm still looking, please call

549 1R61

Baby duck lost near stadium, brown with

yellow marks, about 3 inches tall Please

call 527 1885

MOTORCYCLES

1971 Honda CB450, low miles, excellent

condition, DOHC. $595, call Rich, 6 6768.

IfTB HotmNi CB380, elec. start, dbc brake.

weM nwintained, $425. call 549-6666.

7B JBuxuki TSOO. exc. cond., luggage rack,

helmet. Continental tires. 15.200 nrules,

$7S0 firm. 6-4118.

PERSONALS

K.F. JQA-tfte only roMon you got this

personal is because I got Elite's check to-

day. T.C. James.

Paula Oibaon— your a foxit

Sharon. Mel. Michele. and Dariana...

This Is It- last delivery until Sept Love

you aH- thanks for everything! Signed,

your Collegian delivery "tooj."

J.R.— congratulations! Remember the

fond moments you wondered, searched,

questioned, laughted, and toved thru 4

great years ar>d save room for m<Kel Thanx
for being a super frierKJ! Loom.

To huggy-bear, happy 16th month an-

niversary! Thanx for all tf>e fun— it's been

great! Good luck on finals— I'H miss you!

Love, A- Nick NorKHnous^

4-EAST DICKINSON, There is no ques

tion that you are the best floor ever Thanks

for an excellent semester! Janet White

Oregon b Hawaii. Aloha abo means

goodbye, its been real, we'll miss you.

Attention 4th floor Mackimmie. have a

good sumnr>er - that's an order. Luv, your

RA.

Did you forget to pick up your film at tf>e

Photo Co op? The Co op will be open to-

day so con>e on over ft pick up your film

321 SU or call 5-0670, 10-330.

To 4 Middle- Cance- thank you- you

will always hold a very special place in my
heart. I love you... Sue.

Making cross-country trip before travel

is outlawed. Have camper- plans flexible,

leave eariy July. Call Ken, 6-8682.

Theresa Lucy Mosca- thanks for being

such a great roommate. I'll miss that smell

of cinnamon toast every nwrningl It turned

out to be a pretty good year after all! Of

course. Love and kisses, Tricia (Joyce).

To Joe from DU, Jaime mieux les yeux

bleu quand je ne suis pas ivre S.

Let^s get fubbed, it's your birt iday! Vart is

this. Vegdaboro 6t Frisbee Face.

Max. congratulations! Best of luck at

NYCPM. I'll miss you. Me too, you!

Ed, I do not want to make reasons for you

to stay, only reasons for you to return,

Carol. _^ ..^^,

P "ED" F- happy 3 wks., here's to many

more- Batooka.

Haicho- what's your favorite color, eh?

Hub- hey, matzo breath gefilte braml!

Miller- you belong in Natick, y'know!

Klof- you spend $35 on
wwwwhhhaaaatt ?

!

^

Rying High Co. of Amherst wishes to

thank the UMass community for making

PuddleJumpers a flying success. Special

thanks to Oscar and all his friends.

Staying in Amherst this summer? Do you

need a place> to stay? Share a three

bedroom townhouse apt. with three other

people. Your own room for only $80 a

month + , call Ken. 545 3500. your own
room plus many extras, call now!

Johnny P.. Jeff Lynch, Yabba. Bnicie-
congratulations and best wishes- glad you

survived the 4th floor floods, the place will

never be the same without you! Love you a

tot- the 4th.

Jo Davis: from Name ThM Tune to MM-
rvte Munchies it's been fun! Good luck and

keep in touch. Later, bye. 304.

Dukita- we'll mi^ you - lOlSta, "ain't no

stoppin' us now."

Aa a raairft of a poMtive reaction to Satur-

day night's survey the massage parior-

dairy bar will be opening next fall. Look for

our ad in the Collegian.

Happy b-day. Diane, congratulatior^s.

you're no lor>ger a teenager! PS. thanks

for the best year ever at UMass. Love. Ron .

Happy belated birthday, Debi Kern!!! We
would have put it in yesterday but it wouM
have been out of character.

To the lizard who lites up my life: cheers

to a wonderful semester, monkeys who
smoke cigarettes, obscene phone callers, &
cute TA's who you wished fooled around!

With love from your pal. Ad. PS. Mare &
Kitty have a terrific summ.

Johnny -thanks for the zany misadven-

tures this semester, good luck.

Hey guys hey! Congrats. Dwighties 3!!!!

B- goodluciTin DC. I'll miss you, love G .

Spawn, Itch, Miss Piggy and Sha Sha.

thanks for making 403, such a nice place to

live and my last year the best yet. Good

luck next year! Love, Apple.

S^est^iVebster. Russell & Amy: goodbye

and thank you for a year of wild and crazy

memories. Fluff, pineapple pizza, dinner

entertainment, TOC. Red Sox, Boston, The

Orchard, much more. I'll miss you in

Oregon. Come visit! NaNuNaNu. Love.

Sue

To Mackimmie 2nd Short, Mary Z., Deb

R., and all the friends I've made this year,

thanks for a great yea r. Jan.

Aaadrienne-flag extraordinaire- dead

cat lover queen of the LA - one of the

600 an offbeat cushie and best friend

Good luck, you'll need it. Guess who'"

Coneen T.-good luck at Duke, the Rays

from 7 East. EHen, Linda. Betsi, Phyllis.

Don't forget your tacky sunglasses!

Congrats to my 79 graduate, use 2

helmets! Hors d'oeuvre- love & kisses.

Pam.

Brucie Hatch, we don't need a PA system

with you. Thanks for ruining the surprize.

We are used to being screwed by you.

Hope you fail in life. Your roomies.

Hub's Pub. last or>e in Amfierst, beer,

kamakazies, and more. 5- 18- 79. 3 p.m.,

see ya there. Head Hub.

To Sandy (DS!). Donna <ya know), Kevin

(mamookala) and Jim (Jaime), thanks for

being the greatest, nuttiest friends I could

ever have! I'll miss you all. Love always.

Sue.

Hey Chris, heyl I just want to thank you

for all the fun you've given me. let's be

friends forever! I love you. Sue.

Phil- hey babe, I'll miss you over the sum-

mer. I love you. O.J. __^
Staying In AmhersWhis summer? Do you

need a place to stay? Share a three

bedroom townhouse apt. with three other

people. Your own room for only $80 a

month -^ . call Ken, 545-3500, your own
room, plus many extras, call now!

Congratulations! Dick. Ed, Eva. Janice,

John M., Kathy B , Kathy T., Lynn, Mary

Kay. Paul M.. Susan, Tex. Tom C, Tom S.

Good luck always. Love, Leigh & Michelle .

Larry Kaplan: happy graduation & good

luck in the future!
^

Mindy Sue Robinson: happy graduation

8r>d good luck. From your roommates in

Swillage.

Lorraine-yoooouuu slW. try not to forgel

us while you're living it up in Calif. We'll

miss you. Good luck! K&M.

Matt Sepe-have a great summer! From

someone who wished she lived in, Lowell .

To my favorite DJ, I love you & will really

miss you. Have a cosmic summer and take

care of them slippers. Laura.

Richard -met you at Gillett, April 28, you

have my number, call me- Sjusie.

Mahgie-from Emerson to Puffton and

everything in between, who ever figured

we'd make it? And together yet! Thanx for

the best 4 years ever! Indiana Kid.

PRP.liest of luck, love.

Drummer wanted for rocknroll band-

no business, just fun. Must be available

through summer, start immed., call Mark,

253 2893.

Astrology birthcharts, compatability

rdngs., 11 yr. profsn., Louis Neubel,

549 6425.

Hatch, Hubbard, Millen, and Klos- you

guys can really deliver!!! And I bet that

you'd like to know who this is!!!

Sweet Baboo, I love you. Gonna miss ya .

Sweet Baboo, I love you. Gonna miss ya .

Gay peer counseling. SU 406 G Tues .

5-7, Thurs. 6-8, Fri. 4 6 or call 545-2645.

SticlTit in your ear - free ear piercing with

purchase of studs at Silverscape Designs.

264 N. Pleasant St.. Amh., 253-3324.

Diamond engagement & wedding rings,

hand wrought especially for you,

Silverscape Designs, 264 N. Pleasant St.,

253 3324.

RIDE WANTED

To NJ (Morristown area). Tues. after-

noon or Wednesday a^m Call Paul. 6-7108.

1 or 2 females for Bnt Man., fall,

256 6332

To place a classified ad. drop by the
CoHegian office (CC 113) between 8 45
am, and 3 45 p m Monday through Fn
day or use our handy clip ar>d mail form
found in most issues of the CoHegian
Classified deadline is 345 p m two days
in advance of publication date

M/F roommate wanted to than 3
bedroom apt. for the summer. Your own
room. Within walking disti^pce to cam-
pus— on the bus route. Many extras. $80/
nrwnth. call Ken, 5-3500. Don't hesitate or

you may lose out.

1 rm. open on bus rt.. N. Amherst. $110
mo., fall option, good view & large yd.,

5^56^^
Share large duplex with 2 others,

cooperative M/F wanted, 5^1359, 4-7

p.m.

Cape Cod. room for 2 m^es in house in S-
Yamiouth, call Doug at 253 5086.

M/F roommate wanted to share 3
bedroom apt. for the summer. Your own
room Within walking distance to campus—
on the bus route. Many extras. $80/

month, call Ken, 5-3500 Don't hesitate or

you may tose out.

One more person needed for summer
house in Dennisport, call 6-8953.

Need a roommate? Looking for k>w cost

f>ousing in Maine or elsewhere on east

coast Call 546 82(0.

2 people want ride to Frisco wm, want 2
leave at end of May. wilt share drive b ex

penses, call Ira, 6-7094, or Kristi, 6 9276.

keep trying.

RIDERS WANTED
North to Alaska! 3 people, share driving,

expenses Lv. May 20, via Can. Hwy., Ak.

Hwy., Fairbanks, Anchorage, Kenai Penin.

Call Jackson. (617) 636-8891, (617)

848-0131.

Car-pool to Ware this sumrrter. M-F, 9-5,

starring 6/1. I have car, share car. ex-

penses. Call 253 5593, keep trying!

ROOM WANTED
~

1 bedroom wanted in Chatham for sum-
mer, must be close to town, call Tom,
6-5148.

2 women seeking 2 bdrms. in an Amherst
house, no complexes, pise., summer only,

call Liza or Christine, 665^3607, 549-3512.

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Fmale.. wanted to share apt., w/ 2
others in Brandywine, 79/80, call 546-9300

or 546 4750. ,

Roommate wanted to share Amherst
house on bus route, $80/ rrw. -• util..

2537649.

Must be seen. Beautiful settir>g. So.

Amh., 1 or 2 pers., $67/ mo. ea. Back
porch, w/ BBQ, Ig. bk. yard for rec. Jim,

Tom, 253 5054.

Looking for 1 fmale. to share Boston

apt., for summer, call Mary Ann, 546-4979.

Own rm. TrTpuffton, 549-5730 w/ fall opt .

For summer, Brandywine, 1 bdrm. in 2

bdrm. apt., non-smoker, pool, AC, $125

mo., 546-5885.

Sept., 2 roommates to share 2 bed.

Southwood apt., DW, bus route. Judy,

6-6667.

Own bdrm. in Brandywine for summer.
Sue, 546-6326.

Hey you! 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt., own
bath, low rent, male or fmale., avail. 6/1,

549 5990, Nancy or 545 0613, Mike^

Room avail.

Village, June
256 6489

furn., female Colonial

1, bus ri., $75, pool.

2 women looking for 1 or 2 fmale. to share

Brittany Manor apt .. 253-5941.

Share Townehouse apt. w/ 2 others. Call

549-1203, rent negotiable.

For Brandywine apt., $55/ mo.,
549 6659

Housemates wanted— mature responsi-

ble couple to share large, sunny 4- bedroom
house with other couple. $175 per month
for 2- bedrooms, heat incl., furnished,

cable TV, 3 acres; 2 singles possible, avail.

6/ 1/ 79. call Glenn or Robin, after 6 p.m.,

256-8989.

We're seeking another non nicotine veg-

gie couple to share our beautiful home,
woods, gardens, participation in collective

domestic activities & supportive com-
munication. 2 rooms, $95 eac h, 367-2695.

Roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm.,

Puffton, summer. Own bedrm. & bathrm.;

pool, tennis, bus. Rent neg. Call Erik,

549-3616,

Fmale. wanted to share apt. w/ 2 others

in Brt. Manor for 79 80 year, $85/ mo.,

Beth. 256-8040.

Collegian
Classifieds

Have apt. to yrself. rTK>st of summw-
share pt. of summer furnished nr. cam-
pus— call aft 10:30 a.m.. kp. trying; Janet,
549 1822.

Female roommate wanted — Rolling
Green, own rm., $120/mo,, call Karen,
253 5919

^

Female roommate wanted to ^lare 2
bdrm, apt - Colonial Vill., $100 + . option
to renew, call Beth, 253 5(»2.

TO SUBLET

S/mo.. 1 bdrm. in large 3 bdrm. apt.

across from Puffton, keep calling.

549-4918.

Grab now— 2 bdrm. Presidential apt-
close to campus- rent negotiable!
549-5729.

1 bdrm. Cliffside, $159/ mo., utilities

incl., pool, bus route, see Pam. rm. 322 or

Russ Monilu ^G0. ^__
House 4 bedrms.. $275/ mnth..
negotiable rent, call 253 7062. very close to

Amherst, 6/1-9/1. J

Summer sublet, $90 mo., Puffton, 1

bdrm. in 3 bdrm., fall opt.. 549 5877.

Summer— fall opt., 1 Ig. bdrm. in house,

on bus rt., $70 -f, 253-9668. after 6 p.m.

2 bdrm. Puffton. avail June 1, fall opt.,

take over lease h security, $250 month for

sunrwner.- 549-1028, evenings.

1 bedroom apt., real nice, clean, spacious.

June 1- Aug. 31. Jim, 549-1383, anytime.

1 bdrm. apt. — Puffton, AC, prtly. furn.,

tennis, pool, fall opt., June- Sept., $190 or

BO, call 549^630.

Sublet. 6/1-8/31. 3 bdrm. Puffton, Vil.

apt., bus route, tennis, pool, air cond.,

cable TV. rent negot., cheap, call 549-2656.

Summer sublet in Amherst, 2 bdrms.,

walk to campus, town nice apt., $250, call

Eric. 665-2861. also 1 rm. in Nrthwd., 80
Sn. $ neg.

Rooms in beautiful farmhouse, on rt. 9.

for summer. 546-4777 or 546-4763, keep
try

2 bedroom apt. to sublet in Sundedand.
Beautiful location, nice mountain view,

$255 mo., no util. Call Donie. 545-3500. or

Robin, 665 3679.

1 bdrm. apt. on bus rt., pool, tennis,

dshwsr , cable TV; w/ fall opt., $150/ mo.,

6654284. _^
1 brm. in 2 brm. apt., Jur>e 1, w/ fall opt.,

AC, DW. bus rte.. laund., large brm.,

$115/ mo., utilities incl.. Lantern Court

apt.. 665-3392, after 5.

1 bedrm. apt., attractively furn., UMass.
1/4 mi., sublet June- Aug., $170, incl. util.,

AC, cable TV, rent negot., ph. 549-0079.

Southwood, 2 bdrm. apt., fully furn., AC,
DW, pool, tennis, bus route, $200 or BO,
256-6784, after 5:00 p.m., fall option.

Rolling Green— 1 single, 1 dbl. rm., 1 cou-

ple, 1 single person wanted. DW, air, pool,

bus route, util , 1 Vj bath ,
cable, $83.50/

person. 256-0340, Barry, Pete, Gary it

Elena.

Female(s) roommate— Brandywine 1

bedroom in 2 bedroom apt.— furn. avail.

June 1- August 31, call Joanne, 549-1868 .

Brandywine, 1 bdrm. of 2 bdrm. apt.,

AC, pool, tennis. Short walk from campus,
$100/ mo., call Maria, 549-5847, late eve.

Rolling Green. 4 bedroom, AC, pool,

avail. 6/1 9/1. $280/ mo. or $70/ person.

Call Gary, 253-2115, or Jim, 546-9186.

.To sublet: three bedroom apt. in old far-

mhouse, one and one half miles from

Amherst center, on bus route, available

June 1 to Sept 1, $100 per person a

month. Call 546-5598 or 546 5650.

Free week, avail. May 24, Southwood, 2

bdrm., $200/ mo., opt, fall, 253-526^.

1 bedroom apt., Cliffside, starting June 1,

w/ option for fall, $150. 665-3254.

Summer sublet — 1 or 2 bedrooms in

Brandywine. Call 549-5920.

Summer sublet— 2 rms. in farm house 4

mi. from UM- Pelham 80+120mo., 27

acres, swim. Furnisjied, beautiful, call

2533794.

Great deal! Brandvwine summer subit, 2

bedrooms, nice sunny location, pool, AC,

dishwasher. Rent negotiable. 549 5063.

Summer sublet, ideal location, Amherst

center, 1 br. in 3 br apt., female, only 1/4

mile from UMass, rent $85 + util., fall opt.,

call Kim, 253-5896.

1 or 2 br. in 3 br. twnhse. apt., Southwd.,
part, furn., fall option, call 256 8257 ^
Sunderland bonanza, 2 bdrm. summer
sublt., fall option, cool pool, hiking trails,

tennis cts.. $240, negot. Call 665-2131.
eves., keep trying.

Mill Hollow apt.. 2 bdrm., next to pond.
N. Amherst, $220, incl. util., June- Aug.,
opt. Iea», &te-6637, e>^.

Summer sublet, 3 bdr twnhse , Rolling

Green, all util. incl., pool, bus rt , 253 7219 .

Summer sublet; 2 bedroom furnished
apt , 6/19/1, $200/ mo., includes utilities.

Mill Hollow apts., call 549^35. eves.

One bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt., on bus rte., in

Sundedand. Move in any time after May
15. May rent already paid. Rent is very low.
Call Mike, 665-4206.

Summer sublet, Amherst, large furnish-

ed room, bus route, laundry facilities,

stores. Deb. 256 6698. morns., or 730 8130
or after 3:00 p.m. *

2 bdrm. -Col. Vil., $180 mth., fall opt.,

pool. Indry. . bus rt., call 253 2226

Mill Hollow apt., avail. 6/1 w/ fall opt.. 2
bdrm.. near Puffers Pond. $220/ mo.,
negot., call 549-2859, eve.

Cheap rent available in Riverglade apt.,

own room, swim, pool, bus route. Call

256 6059, evenings.

With fall option-2 bdrm.. Colonial Vill.,

$190/ mo., avail, late May, call 253-7272.

Need a place to live for part of or the

whole summer? Townhouse, 2 br., fall op-

tion, rent negot., 549-6378.

Summer sublet— 1 bdrm. in Southwood
townhouse. $127/ nw., call 256-8653.

Presidential apt. —less than a half mile to

campus. Option for fall. Two bedroom, AC,
dishwasher, spacious. On bus route if you
don't feel like walking. Avail., May 28, call

549 1209.

Cliffside. 1 br.. dishwash., avail. 5/29, w/
option, $170/ mo., 665 7545.

308 N. Pleasant. 1 rm. av. tow rent,

256-6150, summer sublet only.

Responsible female, 25->-, non- smoker,

wanted to share 3 bedroom house with

same. $180/ mo., available Jur>e 1, option,

Sept., 253 3953, after 5 p.m.

4 bdrm. twnhse.. 1 '/4 bath, AC, DW,
pool, great location, bus rte., avi. 6/1, w/
opt., $360 a mn.. Squire Vill., huge apt.,

665-7523.

Puffton Village. 6/1 8/30, 3 bedroom, 2

bath, pool, tennis courts, air cond., $270,

neg., Michelle, 256-6447.

Summer sub., 1 br. in 3 br. apt., Puf. Vil.,

$100 mo. , Dee, 549-0106.

Air conditioned, two bedroom apt., pool,

DW, tennis, bus rt., near laundry, bus rt.,

hiking trails, view of woods, cow past., fall

option, $165 for summer. 665-2578^

Avail. July- Aug., w/ fall option. 1 br. in

Riverglade. 3 br. apt. (2 people poss.), call

256 6137. ask for Deb or Mike.

Rolling Green garden apt. — 1 female

wanted for own bedroom. Fully furnished,

bus rte., AC, all utilities incl., pool, cheap

rent, call Joy or Robyn, after 6, 253-3523.

2 bdrm. Colonial Vill., pool, bus rt., rent

negotiable. Call 253-3273.

5-6 bedrm. house/ Florence cntr./ on bus

line/ 2 mi. from Smith/ avail. June 1, $350

+ util./ call 586-2973.

2 bdrm. furn. twnhse. apt., AC, pool,

DW, bus rte., price negotiable, 253 7478.

Sublet: Presidential apt., 2 bdrm., June
Aug., with fall opt., 549-4534.

3 bdrrhs. in 4 bdrm. hse. in N. Amherst,

great summer place, convenient and com-
fortable, $87.50/ mo. + util., avail. 6/1,

call 549-0319.

Rm. for summer in house on bus route,

253 7650.

1 br. apt., Cliffside, rent neg., 665-3026.

1 bedrm. apt.. Puffton, AC, carpet, ten-

nis, pool, avail. June to Sept., option for

fall, 549 5356, keep trying, $175.

Large 4 bedroom apt. in older house on

bus route, easy walk to Amh. ctr., porch

and backyd., price negotiable, call eves.,

253-9467, avail. mid-May or June.

One bedroom — Puffton Village, available

May 26, call 549-6108.

1 bdrm. Rolling Gr., avail. June, July,

Aug., on bus rte., AC, DW, pool, reg.,

$242, will sub., $175. call 256-6383.

Puffton, 1 br. in 3 br. apt. for summer w/
possible option, Jeff, 549-5877.

Collegian classified rates are: daily.

45c per line, five consecutiv« issues, 40c
per line per day, M consecutive issues,

30c per line per day One line is roughly
equivalent to 38 characters

2 bdrm. twnhse., Sunderland, 6/1 8/31,
w/ opt., $200 mo., util. incl., bus rt., pool,

665^:^89.

Townehouse apts., 3 bedroom, carpet,

AC, on bus route, make an offer! Avail. 6/

1/ 79, call 549-5934.

Try this— nice rm. in 3 bdrm. apt., pool,

AC, garden, bus rt., loveable roommates,
pizM, $86 or less. Northwood, 665-3518.

Summer-fall option, 1 bdrm., $170 *
util., Kathy, 253-3658.

Cliffside. 1 bd. apt.. June- Aug., util.

incl., furnished, $150 mo., dishwasher.
665-4188.

Female rmate.' wanted for beautiful apt.

close to UMass, summer— poss. fall,

549 1114.

4 br., carpet, AC, pool, bus, spacious,
kids OK, fall option, $360 or best offer.

6654246.

Fall option— 5 bdrm. house, S. Amherst,
$425, avail, end May. garage, quiet.

253 2521.
.

1 bdrm. Rotling Gr.. avail. June. July,

Aug., on bus rte., AC. DW. pool, reg.,

$242, will sub., $175, call 256-6383.

Need a place to live for part of or the
whole summer? Townhouse, 2 br., fall op-
tion, rent negot., 549 6378.

Sunderland bonanza! 2 bdrm., cool pool.

tennis, hiking trails, bus route, partly fur-

nished. $240/ mo., incl. utilities, fall option,

665-7981.

Puffton. 1 br. In 3 br. apt. for summer w/
possible option, Jeff, 549-5877.

Echo Hill, 1 bdrm avail., $140/ BO.
253-9962.

2 quiet nonsmokers who like cats, own
bdrms. for summer. $75 monthly, with

elec., 253-7573, evenings.

Sublet, option to lease, 2 bedroom apt..

swim, pool, tennis, Sundedand, call Pat.

256-8567.

Furn. studio apt. for sumnner. May
25-Aug. 30, Lincoln apts., on campus,
$141/ mo., incl. util., 549-6215 after 5.

2 bdrm.. avail. 6/1. fall option, $240/ mo.
Pool. AC, bus route, 665-7537.

Brandywine -6/1 to 8/31, 2 bdrm., fur-

nished, AC. pool, tennis, bus rte.,

549-4671.

Fall option. Brandywine. 2 bedroom. 2
bus rt., pool, AC, dishwasher, refrigerator,

nice location, rent negotiable, call

549-5815.

Rooms for rent In house for summer, H
mile from campus, rent negot. 549-1867.

One bdrm. in large houe, Conway,
$90/mon., util. incl., keep
calling -369-8372.

2 bedroom apt., AC, pool, bus stop, fur-

nished, $275 or BO. Call 253-7703, 4-8 p.m .

1 bdrm. Puffton apt., avail. 6/1 549-5144.

TRAVEL

Want to go to Latin America this summer?
If you want to come, call Seth, 546-9283.

WANTED
~

Wanted: one bedroom in apt. or house.

June 1- mid July. Call 546-7610.

Cape Cod roommates wanted. 2 females

needed for house in Osterville, $540 each.

available June 1- Sept. 1, (617) 771-7085.

Ex. waitresses wanted for summer
empl., apply 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., or 8 p.m. to

9 p.m., ask for Mark.

Wanted: student desk, $30-$40, 549-6590 .

Wanted: 5- 5y2 cu. ft. refrigerator, good
cond., call 6-8356.

We buy used cars, 256-8433 or 549-5996 .

Mature resp. man seeks a nice cozy 1 br.

apt. or other w/ privacy in N'hampton,
starting 5/20-6/1, call Mel, eves., at

256-8601

.

WANTED TO RENT

Room on the Cape. Please call Abr.

6-4082.

CAPE COD ."~

Roommate (male) wanted to share

duplex in W. Yarmouth. Call 256-0666.

PARACHUTING

First jump course, Thursday, 19th, 7
p.m., CC rm. 803, bring current ID arnJ

$60 — limited to 1st 15 people.
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CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

Still time to make reser-l

vations for the summer!

Limited seats availablel

within the United
States and to Europe.

Make your reservations
now I

CAMPUS TRAVIL CIMTtR
CAMPUS CENTiR
UMASS S4S-0S00
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Alternative to Dorm Living

Rooms available for next
semeste^ in fraternity on

outskirts of campus

Reserve now
For information phone

549-1695 5p.m.-6p.m.
or

549-0252 mid.-2a.m.
zs zz zs ZE

ChooseYour
Chino

Ijodge Chinos.

The larL(«'st selection of chinos

an v\vh« '!•('. I'or iK»th men an<i

\\onien.I*oi)Iins. haliN cords.

>eersuckers.slri{)e> and more,
all in easN to care Kodel' IWy&F*

KODEL % Eastman s f'arten ,, /eat»r fiber \U»n's Lijiijhtweijj^ht Chinos.
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^The Lodge at Harvard Square
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Today onWMUA
10am-2pm

12:00

2pm-5:30pm

4:30pm

5:00pm

5:02pm

5:30pm-6pm

6pm-7pm

7pm 10pm

f0pm-2am

RADIO ONI

MUSIC WITH PIPPIN
Recent rock n' roll

NOON REPORT/Mary Blake

SPORTS/Howie Sobolov

THE WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
DRIVE WITH RAVA AVIS

BANDBOARD Listing

of local musical happenings

NEWS HEADLINES

"ATHENA'S WEB" Don Cerow's

daily astrological forecast

tor what the weather s going

to be like on the inside

NEWSWATCH/K. Lazar

WEATHERWATCH/Fred Winer

"DR. BILL'S MYTHS,
LIES. FACTS AND SONGS"

CHRIS VINE Reggae/

Black Classical /Strange Sounds/
Music of other cultures

ASSORTED WEIRDNESS WITH
JEFF BERLIN Music you (usually)

won't hear on any other station
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^^fe're clogged up!

Skundals for Men.

( >|MI1 li;ick rlitti-.

\|i.n.l;i\ l..l'n.!r, lii im iim >..iMi.l.r\ lilli'i"'
ffrikfeip

..I
. <^oHegiaa^^3

Aluminum Foil by Steve Lafler

-TMERE SEEMS "To SE. SOME
auCStioH AS TO EJ«ACTlV w»«>

OR WHMAT IS

Zoo State U by Rob Ranney

Is *« drinking

age t«r«t«j >

Nothing Special by Joe Casey

Nebbish by Mike Galper

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

see. acK, mnsmt MeiUM-
5PEAK IS A flBMUVMBLi ECO-

NOMICAL OIALBCT WAT PR
ASHefHASDOteisnSDUCB

,^ iANooA(je TO ONLY ns
M05T eSSe^TT/AL ^'

Heiie.ru,

Sfov you.

Give Ma A
LINB TO
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HOtUABOUT THIS.

.

*THaMOONUKeA
HOUeR IN HeAHEN^

imHeoueR.um
siLsm peuem
SITS AND 5Mlt£S
ONTHBNKJHT."

UlUUmBLAKB.nGKT^
OKAY. ISPS see., in

MeUOUI-SPEAK.
THATUOmiBe..

/

'OH, umi, txme.
LooKAT ueyeeoT
•me MOON.' TO TALK.

Ifyou have
an unwanted
pregnancy
talk with one of our counselors about your

decision.

Aboftion/Gynecological Care/Vasectomy/ Tubal Ligation

licensed non prof Jt Reproductive Health Center

1842 BEACON ST .
BROOKLINE, MASS 02146

(617) 73&6710

PRETERM

PRETERM

r^|.,i
Hi.e..M.>«*.fflr,]|,nj"-^^A[rn»iM?n«n:im.ii.niac
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TAG SAIE
Fifty original textile designs printed on canvas
bags, throw pillovvs, wall hangings and yard
goods will be offered for sale to the public at
half price by the UMass textile design students
in Afro Am 211 and 390C. The sale will take
place at the Amherst Commons on May 18 and
19 from sunrise to sunset or until all the items
are sold. For example designers canvas bags on
excellent quality canvas from $6 to $12.

ALL STAR
DAIRY FOODS

UP ALL NIGHT STUDYING?
N*«d a Br*Qk? Don't D*spoirl

Amherst All Star
T* OPEN 24 HOURS

We hove candy, pastry, cold soda,
grinders, sandwiches, ice cream. CioarBftes

& nOf coffee . We accept food stamps. ,^„» ^o cnicks)

.87 Moin St., Amherst 2S6-8844 Town Hail Bus Stop']f87 Moin

ITk.' I liiinpsliiar ( A Jk-iic Sumnicr

Chamber Festival
NVitli tlic< )k'\%>ky Trio July 2*) lo AuOiist 12

The Chamber Festival
Hampshire College is pleased to announce the first senes of Master Classes for Strings and Piano by the

Olewsky Trio

This program will bring together string players and pianists who will devote 14 days lo intensive study and
performance of chamber music for these instruments

Each participant will be assigned to chamt>er music groups which will be coached daily. At 8 p.m on Aug
4, the Olewskys will perform selected works Advance tickets are $3.00.

50% tuition scholarships will be awarded to Five College students, staff & faculty

Students moved
Reasonable rates

MR. BEATON 584-1293

TELL
YOUR
BOSS
WHERE
TO GO...

3UBP(S1^

....hinch
33 E. Pleasant St., Amherst

(Next to The Pub)

OPIN LAn 7 DAYS AWMK

Wednesday, May 16, 1979

,

%% •.-.-.-*-*••••••••-.• ^.

SEE YOU ATI

SENIOR DAY
Thursday, May 24, 1979

(raindate: May 25)
at

Southwest Fields

12 noon to 6:00 p.m.

Tickets on sale CC concourse through
finals

Parking: Lots 21 and 22

PUase bRiNq pRooF of AqE

(Pourers will only serve those who have
hand stamped at entrance)

COLOR
PRINTS OF
YOUR

SCHOLAR
COPY WALLET SPECIAL

12 Wallet Prints S3 .95

24 Wallet Prints S5.95

36 Wallet Prints S7.95

FROM ORIGINAL PRINT*

Offer expires May 31

Also Available From Slide Or

Negative At No Extra Charge

.Collegiaji 15

cljarMS
THE ERNII SOCK

MND
appearing

Friday arid

Saturday

Lvin

HI

1IIW)L

coot Jf'fS

SIDEWALK
SALE!

Thurs.-Sat.

May 17. 18, 19

goolifooliSclirmh

Strike ends

PRAY ST^ ara-i [«.,

Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Black Students

TUTORS
NEEDED

Math
Statistics

AcobuntJng
Economics
Psychologv

Chemistry
Physics

Zoology
French

Spanish

Who: The tutoring will be provided for minority

undergraduates on a one- to- one or small group

basis. The number of hours per week will depend on

the demand for tutoring in your particular area.

Wh«n: The tutoring will take place during the day

and/ or during the evening (depending on the

schedule of the tutor arnl tutees).

Qualifications: Mastery of subject area, previous

tutoring and/ or teaching experience and previous

experience with minonties are desired.

Applications are available in New Africa House,

room 217.

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer

NEW YORK Maior league
umpires have reached a

contract agreement with

the American atvi National

Leagues and will return to

work this weekend. The
Associated Press learned

yesterday.

A marathon negotiating

session which carried into

yesterday morning ap-

parently settled the final

issues which have k^t the

regular umpires on the
sidelines since the beginn-
ing of spring training.

Pressure for the settle-

ment built last week when
minor league and sandlot

umpires who have been
replacing the regulars were
involved in a series of

uproarious arguments
punctuated with bench-
clearing brawls in Atlanta

and Minnesota.
The settlement apparent-

ly will be presented for ap-

proval of the major league

owners at a joint meeting of

the two leagues in Chicago
today. If approved, it then

would be announced at a
joint press conference
tomorrow in New York.

Both American League
President Lee MacPhail and
attorney Richie Phillips,

who has represented the

umpires in this dispute, said

the two sides were close to

a settlement but stopped
short of announcing a final

agreement. But a source
familiar with the talks said

the matter has t}een resolv-

ed , .

SOFTBALL FORFEIT FEE REFUNDS may be picked up at tha

IM Office next week. See ONLY MRS. LARAMIE.

PREPARE FOR:

MCAT-MTLSnaMAT
aiK-ailEPSVCHaREBIO

PUTOGITVirilUTUT
IHIini.n.inECHINFLEKVQE

NDBI,n*NPBI«NLE
FIcJiiMe ^rograiM 4 Hours

VltH Any C0nfr AndS— For Yourwetl
Wlty W9 male 7tm DUIannce

In Amherst: 264 N. Pleeaant St.

Amherst. Ma 01002
253^5106 253^5283

June LSAT
5/24.

Septemt>er LSAT
begin 6/17.

classes begin

classes ^^ toucATiowM. cemt
fl^HB TEST MWPAMATM

(XHTtn
TEST MWPAMATIOM

SMCtMISTS SMCC 1*M

Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-17S2

Ccntirs In Mar* Than 80 Major US Cities

Puerto Rico. Toronto, Canada & Lugano Switzerland

OVERSEAS POSITIONS
Highland Agriculture Project Manager,
Papua New Guinea: M.S. in agronomy,
horticulture, or related field; experience
with tropical or subsistence farming; com-
mittment to ecologically balanced
agricultural system.

Horticulture Extensionist, Botswana:
Degree in horticulture; two years extension
experience.

Horticulture Project Manager,
Botswana: Management and marketing
experience with small commercial hor-
ticulture operations.

Transportation, housing, and adequate
allowances provided. Send resume to In-

ternational Voluntary Services, Inc.,

1717 Massachusetts Ave. NW, Suite 605,
Washington DC 20036.

STADIUM Mf

UMASS

LIQUORS

"We support all Spring Sports"

Just past the UMass Stadium, next to A&P in

the new Shopper's Park

University Dr.

OPEN MON. TNRU MT.. 9:00 A.M.H:00 Ml.
TEL NO. 2SI-SSH

Large selection of kegs

BaselMil

I

PHOTO COUNTER

theUNIVER^TYSDRE

BUD. .^

MILLER .....

OLD MILWAUKEE

6.99

.6.99

2.89

case

case

12 pack
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So long
Walt C.

Bill T.

Kevin M.

Aloha

Kevin C.

UM Hurler going pro?

Welenc will await draft
BfKt ^

CoMt',:

He
And, ,

He h

UMa^
compiiii

driving

Andn.
"I t*"'

dratt M

contract

Weten

LEN

::.gram wvhat Julius Ervmg was to tiasketball.

•,ive UMass prematurely for the r^m of

•>ratl S9KW) ^rformanov €^ any piay«r in

ig pitchw t^ %tm sa:or»d year n a row,
jn a\«ra^. H« itnM tlw Mam m hittir^,

(«ge.

to the UMass b^eball pr

Doctor, he will {M'obabH
orts He IS Doug Welenc

npleted perhaps the h.vi

fall h«tory He was t

8-2 record an i a 1 37 ea: i

4 runs on 47 hits for a .370 aw« •

. nesits, waiting
ve got a good shot. "W^twic says of his chance in the ptofasmonat t^tabaW
me. "My decision to turn pro or stay here at UMass depends O" tfwt^»f^
1 offered and the team that offers it

"

said bonus rr^nnev will affect his decision, but tlw chanG^WfM^ li im
o^wrrMng concwn.

i want the opportunity to play pro twll," he says. "I just realJy want a dir shot, d

^x»d shot to show whoever drafts me that I can f^ay."
Welenc said the Boston Red Sox, Baltimore Orioles, New Yor» Vank^Ki St. Louis

Cardinals and Los Angles Dodgers have all shown particular inter st in draf tir^ Nm.
"I'd like to go with the RmJ Sox." admits the Greenfwid native. I've hmm th«r farm

sy^em givus you a good long look, and that's what I want"
"Of course, for my team. I'd like Doug to stay," says UMa^ hemi coach Dick

Bergquist "But I have to think of his future, and right now he has bargaining power -
he can come back here if he doesn't turn pro. I want what's best for Doug.

"

Today, UMms seniors Neal Lofek, Mark Sulti>^n, Mike Stocktoy, Ed Skrib»ki arnj

Leo Kalinowski play their final game at Lorden Field ^air^t Northe^tern at 2:00.

Likewise, the Welenc UMass career HS 8. 2.01 ERA, 178 stnkeouts, 23 complete
games) could come to an »id after today's game and ttie New Engtend p^offs in

Worcester this weekend.
"The next time Doug Welenc pitches a regular se»on game,'l Bergquint speojiates,

"you'll have to pay to see him play"
Indeed, we may. Dougie. we hardly knew ye.

Du« to space limitations, the Coffeoian is unatiie to print a storv regarding the
intramun.1 Softball final However, we would like to acknowledge the winners,
the Mackimmie Lions, who defeated Happy Feet. 2-0.

4Ueng with his pitching heroics at UMass. Doug Welenc (20) also led the
Minutemen in hitting, sporting a .370 average this season. (Staff photo by the
venerable Patrick Oliver Dobbs.)

Bill Tarter

And the winner is...

And now ladies and gentlemen, the final

award of the evening will be presented to

the best UMass athlete of the '78-79

season. The nominees are (in no order of

preference):

1) Mike McEvilly McEvilly is among a dy-
ing breed in men's athletics, excelling in

two sports. Not only did he lead the foot-

ball team, as quarterback, into a national

championship but as a junior he has already

broken many existing UMass career

baseball records, including RBI's, doubles,
SB's. Before he is through he will rewrite

nearly the entire offensive record book.
Oddsto win2 1.

2) Dennis Dent - Dent is perhaps the most
notable football star from the 78 squad.
Converted to tailback he became the first

player in UMass history to break 1000 yards
rushing in a single season. Despite limited

duty as a freshman and sophomore, he
ranks as the second all-time, all-purpose

runner (behind Tim Berra) with over 3(XX)

yards. Odds to win 3- 1

.

3) Brooks Sweet - Considered by many
coaches to be among the top five lacrosse

players in the country and perhaps the
finest scorer. Sweet has been the Gorilla's

All American superstar for the past two
seasons. Last season his 61 goals set a

UMass record while this year he is on his

way to setting a new record for total points

(goals and assists) . Odds to win 3 2

4) Doug Welenc This year Welenc has
shown the pro scouts he is more than a fan

tastic pitcher. Last year's season (9

4,1 74ERA) earned him Yankee Conference
Player of the Year, he has since

demonstrated his offensive capabilities by
leading the Minutemen in h'tting, with a

370 ave. His pitching hasn't suffered

either, with an 8 2,1.34 season. The Pro's

are anxiously awaiting Mr. Welenc's arrival.

Odds to win 3 2.

5) Mark Haymore After being drafted by
the 76ers following his junior year,

Haymore returned to lead the team in

points, rebounds, field goal percentage

(531), free throw percentage, and rim

crunching dunks. He was named to the All-

New England team by the U.S. basketball

writers Odds to win 3-1

.

6) Mike Quinn No one exemplifies athletic

dedication more than runners. As an all

year round competitor, Quinn is the

premier runner at UMass. An All-American
in cross country (an honor reserved for the

top twenty five Americans), he has also en-

joyed success in the indoor and outdoor
track seasons as well. Odds to win 4-1

.

7) Larry Otsuka/John Allen - It would be
unfair to single out one or the other, thus

they are competing as a tag team entry.

Both were wrestling standouts, winning
the New England Championships and
representing UMass in the Nationals. Odds
to win 4- 1

.

8) Sue Peters - A fiery competitor, Peters
has starred for both the women's basket-

ball and Softball teams the past two
seasons. Her 23 ppg led the women's team
in scoring, while her pitching (26-2 career

mark) and hitting have guided the Softball

teams to post season tourneys. Odds to

win 2-1.

9) Amy Riuli - The only freshman nominee,
Riuli was the most prominent member of

the women's gymnastics team. Her suc-

cessful season was culminated with a 15th

place finish in the Nationals in the balance
beam event. Odds to win 4-1

.

10) Can Nickerson One of the main
reasons the women's lacrosse team reach-

ed the national finals versus Penn State

was Nickerson's scoring and leadership. As
team high scorer and consensus MVP
choice, she was also invited to try out for

the national team. Nickerson was also a

standout for the women's ski team. Odds
to win 3 1.

11) Margie Anderson Like teammate
Nickerson, she too was invited to try out
for the women's lacrosse national team.

Not only an outstanding lacrosse player,

she is equally adept at soccer, where she
performed on the undefeated women's
soccer team. Odds to win 5-1

.

12) Tasso Koutsoukos Probably the finest

soccer player ever to play for UMass, he is

currently demonstrating his skills profes-

sionally for the NASL's Chicago Sting.

While still at UMass last fall, he was the

guiding force behind the team's ECAC
Championship. Odds to win 3-1

. .

I hose are the nominees ... and now the

envelope please . . . and the winner is . . . oh,

I'm sorry. We've run out of time ... So
Long . . . Goodbye everybody!


